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The Collegian:

What It's All About

10% DISCOUNT
with College I.D.

HANDMADE LEATHER GOODS
Everything from jackets to keyrings

in the alley north of the Police Station

By STEVE TRIPOLI
Editor-in-Chief

The paper you're reading right

now ( honest, it's not always this

big) is the UMass student

newspaper. The purpose of this

article is to tell you a little about it

and what we're trying to do here.

So please read on.

Our number one problem is that

we need people. As I see it, the

major job of this newspaper is to

keep students aware of what's

going on here - the decisions that

affect your lives. You, the

students, are getting ripped off

every day By the University and
some faculty you're getting ripped

off for your educations. By the

Administration, the Athletic

Department, your own student

government, and others you're

getting ripped off for your dollars.

You should be aware of it, and
that's the Collegian's job.

But we can't do it because we

WELCOME BACK
Quite a fall is lined up for you at the

— WED. & THURS. — "Jimmy" from San Francisco

— THURSDAY NIGHT — Dinner movie special with dinner —
you get movie passes

— ENTERTAINMENT & dancing, Friday & Sat. night

— SATURDAY AFTERNOONS after the football games FRANK
DOHERTY

(you'll love 'em)

all at

CEEttUERS
UfltortHf Drto 2568189

don't have the personnel, and
that's where you come in. We can
get to the bottom of a lot of what's

coming down that affects you on

this campus if we can investigate

it, and we need people, students,

YOU for that. It's easy to rip copy
off the AP wire and bring you

national and international news.

It's easy to give you the comics.

Anyone can do that. But for the

real job that this newspaper should

do students are the answer. So
we're begging you to come in. Out
of a $21 1 ,000 dollar budget that this

newspaper has about $85,000
comes directly from the Student

Activities Tax that you pay. That's
about $5 for each undergraduate.

So you see, it's your paper.

It's a waste of your $85,000 and a

ripoff if the paper doesn't do its

iob. So helD us do it. Come to our
recruitment meeting or drop in any
time. We're on the second floor of

the Student Union. You can be a

reporter ( we need a lot of repor-

ters ) , a photographer, an editorial

columnist, a sports writer, a
layout person, you can even sell

ads. The entire success of a paper
is in its people, especially a college

paper. We can do really good

things if the people are there.

Past experience proves it. The
few times that the paper has

started looking into some the

wrong things at UMass the people

who have had an accusing finger

pointed at them have nearly

freaked out. The media has the

power to change things on this

campus, and its controlled by

students. Try to get into that line of

thought. UMass does not deserve to

be painted dire colors - all is not

evil here. But the pressing issues

are where the wrongs are, and

that's what we have to deal with,

while we're appreciating the good

things that UMass has to offer.

Furthermore, you can have a

good time working here. The
people are great, and you can

make a lot of friends and fee that

you're accomplishing something.

If nothing else you'll come out of it

with a little practical knowledge of

journalism and a lot of friends

( there's a personality for every

taste at the Collegian, as you'll find

out quick enougn)

So give us a try. We're fun, and

we have a lot of important work to

do. Here's hoping you'll be a part of

it this year.

the evolution is coming!
But don't hold your
breath waiting. It

may take millions of

years for your body
to adapt to the spine-

jarring concrete
world we live in.

If you can't watt,

try the EARTH
SHOE It's patented
Af/nus/i«'<'/®design

reproduces the

imprint made by a

healthy footprint

in soft earth It

returns the body to

a natural posture

and induces a more
graceful walk

The EARTH SHOE
can ease breathing,

improve blood
circulation and
relieve back

pressure and
fatigue All this plus

unprecedented
comfort.

Shoes, sandals,

sabots and boots
for men and women
from $23 50
Brochure available

264 N PI a* tint Street

Amherst. Mass 01002
(413)256-8911

14 Story Street

Brattle Arcade
Camb . Mats 02138
(617) 492-6000

117 E. 17th Street

New York. NY 10003
(212)777-6677

Introducing our Wooden Platform

Sandal for Men and Women

Health Services:

What It Has To Offer
The University Health Services

continues toward the development
of a comprehensive health
program to meet students' health-

related needs. A summary of the
services and activities of the
Health Services follows:

THE MEDICAL CAKE
DIVISION

Appointments for the Outpatient
Clinic can be made during regular
clinic hours with a physician of

your choice by calling 545-0057. If

you can't get an appointment when
you need it, or you feel you must
see someone right away, come to

the Walk-In Clinic. However, the
drawbacks are that you may have
to wait longer to see a nurse or a
physician and you don't have the
choice of your physician. If the
problem can wait for a few days,
you may find the phone call for an
appointment worth it.

A nurse practitioner is a
specially trained registered nurse
working under the supervision of a
physician. If you have any minor
or routine problems, see the nurse
practitioner in the Outpatient
Clinic.

Emergency treatment is

available 24 hours a day. A nurse is

always on duty and a physician is

either on duty or on-call. If the door
to the clinic is locked, just ring the

emergency doorbell.

The Health Services also

provides bed care for students with

serious illnesses. The 60-bed In-

patient Department is located on
the third floor of the Health Center.

If you should become ill, keep in

mind that you are less likely to fall

behind in classwork if you stay on
campus where books and class

notes are available.

There is a full support system to

medical care here, including
clinical laboratory, x-ray, physical

therapy and pharmacy. These are

all included in your health fee with

the exception of long-term
medications. Special clinics are
also organized in the Health Ser-
vices, including nutrition, im-
munization, allergy, and con-
traception services. You may call

the Health Center at 545-2671 for

more information.

DENTAL HEALTH DIVISION
A lull-time dentist will be joining

the Health Services staff in Sep-
tember and will be available for

consultation. "Once the new ad-

dition opens in January, the Dental
Health Division will provide
emergency dental care and dental
health education services as part
of your health fee. Some routine
preventive care such as
examination and cleaning will be
provided on a modified fee-for-

service basis. You will be referred
to either a local dentist or your
family dentist for restorative care.

HEALTH EDUCATION
DIVISION

The Health Education Division
provides a broad range of

programs and activities aimed at

the development of sound
responsible attitudes and behavior
in students as individuals and as a
group.

If your dorm or group would like

to sponsor a program on such
topics as mental health, nutrition,

first aid, student drinking,
unisexuality or just about any
other health related topic, contact
this office. They also have a large

supply of pamphlets and printed

materials on many health topics

for student use (V.D., smoking,
colds, mono; just to name a few)

.

The Division also sponsors a

Peer Sex Education Program on
campus. It is based on the premise
that students can often be more
empathetic and effective in helping

other students. A Peer Sex
Educator lives in the dorm or

Greek house he/she serves and is

Dwyer's Bookstore, Inc
264 N. Pleasant St.

AMHERST, MASS.

256-6222

Books Bought & Sold

Libraries Appraised

Prompt Removal

We carry one of the largest stocks of

secondhand books in Western Massachusetts.

We will gladly search any out-of-print book

and offer it at the lowest possible price.

STORE HOURS

9:30a.m. -9:00p.m.

Daily

Closed Sunday

The construction of the new addition to the University Health Center has been moving along. The
anticipated date of opening is sometime in January. The new addition will provide increased area for

outpatient services including expanded facilities for physical therapy, laboratory, x-ray, and pharmacy
services. Also housed in the new addition will be the new Division of Dental Health.
To insure adequate patient parking in the Health Center area, students are asked to cooperate with

the established regulations. The loop road to the Health Services should be open at all times for access
by emergency and service vehicles. Please use the spaces reserved for patient parking only if indeed
you are a patient.

Presently, due to the problems of space, other divisions of the Health Services are located around the
campus. You will find the Mental Health Division in Machmer on the 3rd floor; Environmental Health &
Safety Division is located on the 2nd floor of Brooks House and the Community Health Education
Division continues to be housed on the 2nd floor of the Health Center.

responsible for establishing a Sex

Education Program in the dorm,
provides counseling, information

and referrals dealing with the

various aspects of human
sexuality. The Health Resource
Program also utilizes trained

peers. Selected students serve as

communiques of health in-

formation, help set up programs
and serve as communications link

with the Health Services. They
also have some basic first aid

training.

The Division also handles the

extensive Health Services
evaluation program each year. Let

them know if you have a com-
plaint. The Student Advisory
Board and Interview Panel are

also coordinated through this •of-

fice. If you have any interest in the

programs offered by the Division,

please drop by the office which is

located in the Health Center or call

545-2492.

BOOM TO MOVE
Affiliated with the Health Ser-

vices and cooperating with the

Health Education Division is Room
to Move, a student run non-

establishment Drug Drop-In
(enter It came about as a result of

student concern about helping

related problems but feel free to

just stop in to talk about whatever
is on vour mind. The staff of Room

to Move also arranges discussion

groups and workshops on such
subjects as drug use on campus,
specific categories of drugs and
alternatives to drug use. No
records are kept — confidentiality

is guaranteed. Room to Move is

located on the bottom floor of the

Student Union, next to the Hatch.

The phone number is 545-0400.

MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION
The Mental Health staff is

composed of clinical psychologists,

psychiatrists and social workers.
People go to Mental Health for a
variety of reasons. Sometimes it is

for a specific problem or other
times it is simply for someone to

talk with. Someone who, because of

training and experience, can
possibly help you see things in a
slightly different light.

Besides handling group therapy
and one-to-one consultation, the

staff members make an effort to

get out into the community through
dorm talks, work with Room to

Move and Peer Sex Education,

consultation at summer orien-

tation and a weekly Collegian

column dealing with common
student problems. It is of the ut-

most importance to know that the

Mental Health records, like all

Health Services records, are
strictly confidential. They cannot
be released to anyone without the

written authorization of the

student. If you would like to talk to

someone at Mental Health, just

call 545-2337 for an appointment.
No referral is needed. The Division

is located on the third floor of

Machmer Hall. Check in with the

receptionist in Room 303.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
& SAFETY DIVISION

The main focus of this division is

prevention. The staff tries to

provide a safe healthful en-
vironment for all who work and
study at the University. They are
responsible for such things as
kitchen and dining inspections,

radioactive material control,

campus injury prevention and fire

extinguisher refills and in-

spections. The staff of the division

also provides technical and ad-

ministrative assistance and
consultation to those individuals

and departments that need help in

minimizing environmental
problems on campus. If your dorm,
fraternity or sorority has problems
in any of the above areas, call

Env ironmental Health & Safety at

545-2682. Their offices are located

in Brooks House.

We hope that this information
will be of help to you during the

year Remember, this is your
Health Services here to serve you
and meet your needs. Have a good
year and stay healthy!

r College Drug Store a

Amherst. Mass.

COSMETICS
Revlon . . . Max Factor . . . Coty

Almay . . . Azzia . . . Yardley

FRAGRANCES
Guerlain . . . Chanel

Yves Saint Laurent .

Lanvin . . . Faberge .

. . . Rochas . . .

. Caron . . . Dana . . .

. . Revlon . . . Matchabelli

MEN
British Sterling . . . Brut . . . English Leather. . .

4711 . . . Bay Rum . . . Pub

4 Main St., Amherst 253-2523
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Some Nice To
Know Numbers
Area Directors

Central Area, Baker House
Northeast Area, Leach House
Orchard Hill Area, Grayson House
Southwest Area, J.Q. Adams Tower
Sylvan Area, Cashin House

Athletic Department
Attorney for Students
Bursar's Office

Bus Ticket Office

Campus Center Information
CASIAC
Chancellor's Office

Collegian
Dean of Students
Drug Drop- in Center
Fee Billing - Loans and Scholarship

FIRE
Five College Information Recording
Garage - Campus Center ( Control Booth)

Housing Office

INFIRMARY
Lobby Counter ( Student Union)
Ombudsman
Parking Coordinator
Placement and Financial Aid
POLICE -campus
POLICE -Amherst
POLICE - emergency
Print Shop - Campus Center
RAPE
Registrar
Room To Move
Student Activities

Student Attorney General
Student Information
Student Senate
Student Senate T ransit

Textbook Annex
Top of the Campus Restaurant
T reasurer's Office

University Space or Events
University Switchboard
on campus:
offcampus:

WMUA

Students Have Input

Through Health Board

*• * ~# * «~# * - * - * * •

545-2041

545-0290

545-2883

545-1550

545-1391

545-2335

545-0341

545-2368

545-2006

545-0012

545-0974, 545-2176

545-2211

545-2550

545-2684

545-0400

545-2459

545-2111

545-2566

545-0421

545-2100

545-2671

545-2528

545-0867

545-0065

545-0801

545-2121

253-3211

911

545-0371

545-0893

545-0555

545-0400

545-2351

545-0717

545-1515

545-0341

545-0056

545-2773

549-6000 Ext. 449
545-2213

545-0775

545-0111

545-2876

ANY PERSON DIALING AN ON CAMPUS NUMBER FROM
AN ON CAMPUS LOCATION SHOULD DIAL THE LAST
FIVE NUMBERS ONLY.

The University Health Services

exists to serve students and other

members of the University com-

munity. Students pay for personal

health services through their

health lee and should have a say in

the kind of care and types of ser-

vices they receive. Therefore, a

viable mechanism for consumer

involvement is a high priority.

The Health Services Advisory

Board has emerged as an

organization for consumer in-

volvement. Early in its develop-

ment, the meetings covered a wide

variety of topics for projects.

These include the improvement of

communication between the

Health Services and the students

through a regular column in the

( ollegian and radio interviews;

participating in an evaluation

program of the Health Services;

devising an expanded campus
transportation service to the

Health (enter; reviewing and re-

writing the student supplemental

health insurance policy; and in-

terviewing prospective candidates

tor Health Services staff positions.

One of the important functions of

the Advisory Board concerns
budgetary procedures. By
reviewing each budgetary item

and considering priorities for

services, student input is an im-

portant factor in determining the

health fee.

Another important ac-

complishment of the Student

Advisory Board last year was the

institution of the Ombudsman Desk

in the Health (enter lobby. Every
day during regular clinic hours a
student is there to provide in-
formation, answer questions, and
receive complaints This in-
formation is then related to the
appropriate staff members who
act on the suggestion or complaint.

The Board is always seeking
people interested in setting goals
and participating in the work of
'responsible consumerism"
Hopefully, the role of the Advisory
Board will continue and grow as an
integral part of the Health Ser-
vices. If you are interested in
participating, watch for notices of
meetings in the Collegian, or call
the Health Education office at 54S-
2492.

Birth Control Handbook Police Rape Line
"14-1 / 3". Is this a brilliant graduate student in

calculus speaking to his first discussion section? Not

quite. Rather, it is the title of the new handbook on

birth control and human sexuality being distributed

at Registration in Boyden Gym. Written by and for

Li Mass students, the booklet covers in as concise and
clear a manner as possible some of the more im-

portant aspects of human sexuality. Topics include

male and female anatomy, venereal disease, in-

tercourse, conception, contraception, sterilization,

rape, abortion, and adoption. There is also a

discussion of the services available in the Amherst
area - what they offer and how to get in touch with

them.
The Handbook, published with Student Activities

Tax money from the Student Senate under the

auspices of the Senate's Women's Committee, was
written by three UMass students. The Health
Education Division of the University Health Services
also provided valuable assistance. Their hope in

writing the booklet is that it will provide students with
more knowledge about what facilities are available to

help them in the Amherst area. The pamphlet was
also published with the aim of providing a less biased
and value-laden view of human sexuality than is

available in other material.

The University Police Department has established

an anonymous phone line for women who have been a
victim of any sex offense. Women may call to provide
descriptions of the man, the place, time, and vehicle

used. This information will remain confidential and
will be used to identify unknown sex offenders in the

Five College community. Women who call need not

divulge any information about themselves unless

they wish to.

Many women who have been victims of a sex of-

fense and who have not notified the police feel a sense
of guilt. The phone line provides a mechanism for

women who have been victims of sex offenses to

report it to the police while remaining anonymous.
This line is open to any woman in this community.
The phone is operational 7 dvs a week, during the

days, and is staffed by a policewoman. Call 545-2121.

It should be stressed that you can all to report a sex

offense to the police 24 hours a day. The phone line

has been established for those individuals who do not

want to sign a complaint, but who want to give the

information to the police. The phone line is merely to

guarantee that you will be able to speak to a

policewoman. Call us anytime of the day or night if

you need help.

BELL'S PIZZA
65 University Dr.

AMHERST, MASS.

Western Mass.

Largest Selling Pizza!

There Must Be A Reason!

PIZZA -HOT GRINDERS

SPAGHETTI

Free Delivery
on Campus

CALL 256-8011 or 253-9051

Sun. Thurs., 10a.m. - 1 a.m.
Fri. & Sat., 10 a.m. - 2 a.m.

1

1

KENTFIELD

HARDWARE
If you need it —

we've probably got it
1

1

Serving the students since they came nearly 150 years
ago.

Sporting Goods
Bicycles & Accessories
Camping & Hiking Equipment
Electrical & Hardware Supplies
Housewares (pots & pans, kitchen supplies)
Paints & Accessories
Plant Pots, Fertilizers

Garment Hangers
Alarm Clocks
Desk Lamps
Radios
Electrical Supplies

7ki/$ but $*fthi*§

w 4n't all Httoh »»#*»#"

AAon.-Sat.,8-5: 30

43 S. Pleasant St.

Fridays till 9 p.m.

253-7161

It our sett-esteem Is showing, come In and see why.

c
QrecUltimate

c
lbbaccoiiist Witti a Coi&ummate

G
i§electioii qf^moking^aterialg.

At our handsome, new quarters in The Carriage Shops we carry the most extensive line of tobacco, cigars, pipes

and smoking artifacts in New England.

Our selection of tobaccos is most complete, and we are adept in the art of blending. All our cigars are imported.

Of course, we have a tremendous variety of pipes collected worldwide. And you'll also find a distinguished

choice of gifts for the discriminating smoker and your man.

You are cordially invited to visit us soon.

{Eotmcco "¥illa of &mfjergt
NORTH PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS

NEW ENGLAND'S MOST COMPLETE TOBACCONISTS
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The LIGHTHOUSE
Rt. 116, Sunderland, on the Amherst L ine

FRESH

SEAFOOD

it fa k$t

Fish ft Chips 99 c

Fried Clams $1.35

Dine In e Take Out • Cook at Home

—*—v-^ DINNERS _^—

BOIL ED LIVE LOBSTER— SEAFOOD PLATTER
SHRIMP— SCALLOPS— STEAMERS-

FRESH FISH— CLAAASONTHEHALFSHELL
(LOBSTER POOL)

YOU MAY BRING YOUR OWN BEVERAGE

Tol. 549-6662 (Amherst) Tel. 549-6662

a
It's Fall

9)

at

the
SHOE
BIN

$1995

•all leather

•black, brown,
navy, tan

•sizes, 5 10

187 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst Open Fri. p.m.

HIS and HER 'S

( lairol

l/Oiral

llrlrnr (lurtis

jYliri Refilling

l.r (iolitt*

BEAUTY PRODUCTS

Wholesale • Retail

Wella

Roux

La Maur

Ultra Sheen

Summit

Posner

BLOWER DRYERS
HOT COMBS
CURLING IRONS

l'H Controlled

Arid-Balanced
SHAMPOOS and CONDITIONERS

II
:

...

Open Mon. thru Sat.. »:IM» to 5:00

•jOtiKl'SSELL ST. Route9

Tues. Kve.til»:n«

HADLEY
Next to Old Weird Harolds

On Campus Services

Here To Serve You
By STEVE TRIPOLI

There are a number of free or low cost services available on this

campus to students who need or desire them. They range from grocery

stores to health services, but they're all here for you, the student, and this

article will attempt to familiarize you with them.

If you're feeling ill there's the Infirmary, located in the Central part of

campus. You can go there any time of the day or night ( just ring the

emergency bell by the front door at night) and get medical attention. It's

already paid for with the health services fee you paid on your semester

bill , , . *_
If the problem's in your head you can make an appointment with the

Mental Health Service, located on the third floor of Machmer Hall, right

across from the Student Union. There's a really great staff there, and

they're there to help you. ALL VISITS ARE STRICTLY CON-
FIDENTIAL, AND/ NO INFORMATION CAN BE RELEASED
WITHOUT YOUR PERMISSION, unless your life or someone else's

appears to be in danger.

A good place to go if you're having problems with drugs ( and that in-

cludes alcohol) is the Room To Move Drop-in center, located in the

basement of the Student Union across from the Post Office and down the

hall from the Hatch. You can also go there if you're just having problems

with your head, and you can go there most any time of the day or night.

There are two post offices in the Student Union-Campus Center

comDlex. An automated one is located between the barber shop and the

pinball machines in the CC and there's a regular one down the hall from

the Hatch in the SU.

If you need a check cashed, you can cash a small ( up to $25) one at the

Student Union lobby counter. For most anything bigger than that you can

go to Whitmore. All you need for either place is a valid UMass ID.

For you people who live offcampus or just want to stock your own dorm
refrigerator without getting ripped off at Munchy's there's the People's

Market, a non-profit grocery store run by and for students. It's located on

the ground floor of the Student Union near the rear entrance of the

Ballroom. Since all it has to do is pay its employees and pay overhead

( which is almost nil in the Student Union) the prices are only a little

above cost.

The Student Activities office, located on the mezzanine of the Student

Union, is for those of you interested in extracurricular activities. KSO, or

Recognized Student Organizations, is based in the office. All student

organizations, such as the Collegian, WMUA, and a couple of hundred

others, are Recognized ' Student Organizations. There's one for

everyone's interests.

If you're handy and you're having trouble with your car, you can rent

for a nominal fee all the equipment you'll need to fix it from the Student

Automotive Workshop, another RSO group. Just inquire at the Student

Activities office if you're interested.

Most of the counseling for academic or financial aid problems can be

found at the appropriate office in Whitmore. Just look it up. One notable

exception is CASIAC, located in Machmer Hall. Here anyone in the

College of Arts and Sciences can get academic counseling.

If you'd like lecture notes for one of your courses, you can find them at

the Student Senate Lecture Note Service. This service covers most major

courses and a few not so major ones.Jts located in the Student Union.

Across from the Hatch in the SU are two places where you can do your

thing or just let your hair down, the Craft Shop and the Games Area. In

the C raft Shop you can get what you need to work on leather goods, beads,

and the like. In the Games Area you can play pool, foozball ( yes, fooz-

ball) ,
ping-pong, or bumper pool for as little as 10* an hour. It's a good

place to unwind.

If you want music there's the Music Room, right across from the

Bluewall in the CC . You can get a set of headphones and just plug in and

relax for a while there.

If you've lost something check Lost and Found in the basement of the

CC at the coat check counter. They just might have it for you there.

If you're into some trouble with the law or just want to know your rights

you can see Dick Howland, Attorney for Students, on the top floor of the

Union. He's there most every day and can be reached 24 hours a day in an

emergency at either 545-0341 or 256-8448.

If there's something missing here in the way of services that you'd like

to know about it's either accidental or it doesn't exist. If you'd like to find

out if it does exist try Student Activities at 545-2351. If you can't get

through there try the Collegian at 545-2550. Just remember one thing

There's a lot going on here that's here for you to take advantage of. Use

the services and activities provided. They'll make your years at UMass

a lot easier and more enjoyable.

Concert Committee
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In Need Of Help
This fall marks the return of

major concerts to the U.Mass.
campus, something that hasn't

happened in nearly three years.

The Concert Committee will be
presenting a series of concerts in

Curry Hicks Cage, beginning in

late October. To make this series a
reality, the committee will need a
wide array of people of differing

backgrounds and interests. The
goal is to provide an educational as
well as a musical experience for

those involved, in that the concerts
will be totally produced by and for

UAAass
Police
5-2121

students. Unlike most musical

enterprises, we are more in-

terested in presenting quality

music, as opposed to making a

profit. There are any number of

things that you could do in working

with the committee, so, if you feel

that you have anything to con-

tribute to the committee, or would

simply like to find out what we are

going to be doing, come to an open

meeting on Sept. 11, at 7: 00 p.m. in

Rm. 168-170 Campus Center, or

stop by the committee's office in

Rm. 428 of the Student Union.

Band Book
The Student Activities Office

offers as a service to the Univer-

sity community an up-to-date

listing of bands in the area. In-

dividual and student groups use the

Band Book for reference in

locating a band. It is also available

to people in the surrounding

communities and other schools and

colleges in the area.

If you would like to have your

Band listed come into the office

located in t'.ie Student Union

mezzanine and ask for a form.

Student Activities Office Ready At New Location
The Student Activities Office in

the Student Union is the focal point
for student social action, com-
munity action, governmental, and
cultural enrichment activities, in

addition to serving as the
headquarters for Recognized
Student Organizations (RSO) and
the Program staff.

The Program Advisors provide
resource materials; counsel on
program planning, organizational
development, and leadership
training; advice on program
selection and procurement, and
assistance on budgeting, pur-
chasing, contracts, and other
business matters.

The RSO makes available to

student groups a banking and
bookkeeping service and offers

advice on financial and business
concerns such as bidding, in-

surance, budgeting and ac-
counting.

The staff also includes an ad-
visor for student publications to

provide professional assistance in

the preparation of the Collegian,
Index, Spectrum, and other
student publications; a Crafts
Advisor who operates, manages,
and advises students in the Student
Union Craft Center; and the Space
and Events Office which is

responsible for the scheduling of

academic facilities for non-
curricular activities. Most
members of the Student Activities

staff are Notaries Public for the

convenience of the students,
particularly for absentee balloting.

Participation in extracurricular
activities offers opportunities to

further broaden objectives of a
University experience. The
knowledge, skill, and judgement
developed in the classroom can be
tested and refined through use in

many organizational settings.

Following trends set in the past few
years, the staff expects to work
with even more social action

groups in addition to programs
such as MARY (Massachusetts
Association for the Reintegration

of Youth), JOE. (Juvenile Op-
portunities Extension),
Belchertown-Boltwood Project,

and NES ( Northern Educational
Service) which are receiving in-

creased attention among students.

Totally there are approximately
500 student organizations including

social action, political,

educational, religious, cultural,

social, professional, recreational,

communications media, student

government, and special interest

groups. Descriptive lists of the

organizations and names of many
of their officers are available in the

Student Activities Office.

To provide more support of

increased activities within the

residential areas, the Student
Activities Office will again have
graduate assistants assigned to

those areas. Graduate assistants

will provide individual students

and groups with counsel and
guidance in student activities as

they relate to residence life. The
assistants also act as liaison

between the Student Activities and
residential area staffs.

The Student Activities staff is

available and willing to provide

assistance to any existing group
with their activities or to students

who wish to organize new groups.

The following staff members are
located in the Student Activities

Office located on the mezzanine of

the Student Union — telephone 545-

2351:

Jim Riley, Program Advisor; Jill

Cochrane, Program Advisor; Bud
Demers, Supervisor of RSO ac-

counts; Larry Popple, RSO ac-

countant; Sheila McRevey, Asst.

Coordinator of Student Activities;

Jerry Scanlon, Coordinator of

Student Activities ( aAsst. Dean of

Students).

Staff members are available in

their offices Monday Friday 8: 30

a.m-5: 00 p.m., and are frequently

here during the evenings and

weekends. Additionally, Mrs.

Penrose Worman, Crafts Advisor,

supervises the entire Crafts

Center and is available there for

assistance and advice. Mr. Alvin

Oickle, Publications Advisor, is

available to assist members of

student publications staffs, in his

office on the Student Union mez-

zanine. Welcome back students!

The new Student Activities Office during its revamping last July. The office is ready to assist students on the second floor of the

Student Union.
i

Ra<lH> /liaCk of Amherst
318 College St., Rte. 9

Relax in your leisure hours with one

of these solid state T. V, 's from

TOSHIBA
v-W^vfuV SVWWvWWWmWV

rtcnans* ^ M . in.

JS.'SB-

"r
Pi'c-
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Fall TV Festival
s.

from

Radio /hack of Amherst
AAon.-Thurs., 10-5: 30

Friday Nites till 8

Saturday, 9-5
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Audio
STERKO RECORDS TAPES
Doll'adre

141 Main St., Northampton
584-7233 V «

AUDIO
Tripod Audio
98 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-3039 II I

RADIO TV-AUDIO
Radio Shack

318 College St., Amherst
Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m. -5: 30 p.m.
Eri. nites till 8 j (;

Sat. 9-5

RECORDS
For The Record
159 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-6134 II 3

Mon.-Sat. 10-6, Eri. nights till 9

RECORDS & TAPES
New Record Shop
197 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-5394 || ;j

RADIO STATIONS
WMUA
91.1 EM stereo

Marston Hall, I Mass
545-2876 '

l0

STEREOS RECORDS
Lafayette Radio
15 E. Pleasant St., Amherst
549-1106 H:i

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30. Eri. till 9

TVS STEREOS
Television Center
55 No. Pleasant St. (above
Quicksilver)

253-5100

Automotive

II 4

1 5

AUTOMOBILES
Klyda Ford
171 King St., Northampton
584-2400

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. -9 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. -5 p.m. C 5

AUTOMOBILES
Cahillane Motors, Inc.

375 South St., Northampton
584-3792

Mon.-Fri. 8-9, Sat. 8-5 C 7

AUTOMOTIVE
Paige's Chevrolet

40 Dickinson St., Amherst
253-3444

Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

AUTOMOBILES
Mon-Cen Motors

57 King St., Northampton
586-0411

Daily till 9

Sat. till 4:30 C 6

AUTOMOTIVE-NEW AND USED
Northampton V.W.
246 King St.. Northampton
584-8620

Mon. Fri. 9-9 c 4

Sat. 9-5

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
Cal's Sunoco
40 Belchertown Rd.

American & Foreign specialists

24 hr. towing J 5

253-9089

AUTOMOTIVE-REPAIRS -

Tom's Texaco
35 Belchertown Rd. Rte. 9,

Amherst
256-6039

J

AUTOMOTIVE-REPAIRS
I) & M Sunoco
457 Russell St, Hadley
256-6860

7 a.m. -2 a.m., 7 days •' ,2

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
L & M Ksso
439 Russell St ( Rte 9), Hadley
253-3902 || 12

381 College St. ( Rte. 9), Amherst
256-8787

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
Rens Mobil

161 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-9059

7 a.m. -11 p.m., 7 davs " '*

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
United Transmission
389 King St., Northampton
584-6790

Mon.-Fri. 8-5 < :t

AUTO BODY REPAIR
Hart Auto Paint & Body Specialists

Rte 9, Belchertown
j

256-8712

Directory Of Businesses
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Allied Motor Parts

distributor of Bosch parts

319 Main St.. Amherst
256-8341 • I

AUTOMOTIVE-PARTS
Mike's Speed Kquipment
220 Russell St., Hadley
38S-3860 || 12

Mon -Sat. 9-9, except Tues. 12-9

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Western Auto
32 Main St., Northampton
584-3620 C «

Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30, Thurs. till 9

ROAD SERVICE
( al's Sunoco
40 Belchertown Rd.
24 hr. road service

ALA AAA
253-9089

TIRES
Bak Tire Co.

55 Damon Rd., Northampton
584-4769 C :i

J I

Banks

Hampshire National Bank

549-1500

Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m. -3 p.m.

Fri. 9 a.m. -6 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m. -noon

3 p.m. „ j

-noon

Belchertown-Main & Maple Sts.

323-7331

Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m. -3 p.m.

a.m. -3 p.m.

Sat. 9 a.m. -noon

So. Hadley 5 College St.

534-4591

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. -3 p.m.

Thurs. 6-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m. -noon

So. Hadley Falls 35 Bridge St.

Mon , Tues., Weds., Fri. 9 a.m. -3

p.m.

Thurs. 9 a.m. -4 p.m./6-8 p.m.

Sat. 9 a.m. -noon

Antiques
ANTIQUE JEWELRY
Creation Antiques
Amherst Carriage Shops
549-1334

Mon -Sat. 10-6, Fri. till 9 II :\

ANTIQUE CLOTHES
Creation Antiques
Amherst Carriage Shops
549-1334

|| :{

Mon. - Sat. 10-6, Fri. till 9

Apartments
Britanny Manor, Amherst
256-8534*

| 12

Mt. Sugarloaf, Sunderland
Brandywine at Amherst
50 Meadow St., Amherst
549-0600 I 8

office 10-8 7 days
Rolling Green
Rte. 9, Amherst
Office la Rolling Green
Mon -Fri. 8:30-12:30. Sat. 9-12

253-3000 J 12

Barbers
Campus Center Barber Shop
Across from the Coffee Shop
Mon-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-noon 1 10

College Town Barbers

183 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-9884

Mon.-Sat. 8-5:30
II .:

Bicycles

13

The Bike Broker

19 Damon Rd., Northampton
586-3865

Mon.-Fri. 9-6. Sat. 9-5 C I

Northampton bicycle
"bicycles our specialty"

8 Pleasant St., Northampton
584 9623 ('

fi

Peleton. Inc.

1 K Pleasant

549-6904

Mon.-Sat. 10:30-6:30

Fri till 9
Spoke & Ski

Rte 9, Hadley in the Elmwood
Mon -Sat. 10-6

584-0754 (; '3

Western Auto
32 Main St., Northampton
584-3620 C I

Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30, Thurs. till 9

113

1112

Art Supplies
The Art Shop

In the Carriage Shops
256-8159

Mon -Thurs. 9:30 a.m. -5: 30 p.m.

Fri 9:30 a.m. -9 p.m.

Sat 9:30 a.m. -5 p.m. 113

Beauty Supplies
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
Archer Kent

191 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
285 High St., Holyoke

114 Main St., Northampton II I

BEAUTY SUPPLIES
His & Her Beauty Products

206 Russell St., Hadley

586-0676

Books
.leffery Amherst Bookshop
55 South Pleasant St., Amherst
253-3381

Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30 HI
"Amherst's only complete
bookshop''

Logos Book Shop & Cronopios
Books

27 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-9793 (Logos) & 253-5953

( Cronopios)

Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m. -6 p.m. 114

BOOKS-USED
Dwyer's Bookstore Inc.

264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-6222

9:30-9:00 p.m. Daily H :*

Bedspreads
BEDSPREADS-DRAPERIES-
SHEETS
Browns
178 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-5862 II

4

Buses
BUS SERVICE
Western Mass. Bus Lines
584-6481

Cameras
Tripod Camera
98 N. Pleasant St.

253-3039 II I

Candy
CANDY & NEWS
Union News & Sweet Shop
Student Union Lobby

| ,

8 a.m. -10 p.m.

Cinemas
Amherst Cinema
Amity St., Amherst
253-5426 H 4

Cleaners
Braffs Roy I Cleaners
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-8288 H 4

Clothes
CLOTHES-WOMENS
Ann August
104 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst
256-6154 II 4

108 Main St., Northampton
584-3543

c
-

fi

228 Main St.. Greenfield
PR3-5889

Daily 9 a.m. -5: 30 p.m.
Nights

Northampton Thursday till 9

Amherst and Greenfield -

Fri. till 9

CLOTHES
The Back Room
42 Pleasant St., Northampton
586-3411

CLOTHES (Men)
The Back Room
44 Main St., Northampton
586-3411

Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

Thurs. till 9
C 6

CLOTHES
Climax Dry Goods
in the alley north of the Police
Station

256-6474 * f

CLOTHES-MENS
Daniels

16-18 Main St., Northampton
584-8661

Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

Thurs till 9

LADIES SPORTSWEAR
Kmpsall's Sport Shop

84 (ireen St.. Northampton
:>84-3924

Mon -Sat. 9-5:30

Thurs. nights till 9 ( ,;

CLOTHING - MEN. WOMEN,
ANTIQUE
Knees of Karth
next to Amherst Post Office

253 9955 || |

Mon. - Sat. 9:30-6:30, Fri. till 9

CLOTHING
House of Walsh
32 Main St., Amherst
253-3361

|| j

9-5:30 daily

CLOTHES - WOMENS
Labels for Less
Amherst Carriage Shops
549-1335

Mon.-Fri. 9:30 a.m. -9 p.m.
Sat. 9:30 a.m. -5 p.m. || 3

LINGERIE
Laura Girard Shop

86 Green St., Northampton
584-4003 c ,;

CLOTHING - WOMENS
Nugents

Campus Plaza, Rte. 9

256-8106

Mon.-Sat. 10-9
,l12

CLOTHING
Old Weird Harolds
Rte. 9, Hadley ( between Amherst
and Northampton)

,

586-3727 ( " U

CLOTHING - WOMENS
The Salt Box
16 Main St., Amherst
241 Main St., Northampton
253-9800 ( Amherst)
584-8479 ( Northampton) ,, 4
Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

CLOTHING-WOMEN'S
Stewart's College Towne
96 Main St., Northampton
584-3814 C 6

Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30, Thurs. till 9

CLOTHING-MENS
Thomsons
13 N. Pleasant St.

263*2070

Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

Fri. till 8 p.m.
114

C 6

Department Stores

DEPARTMENT STORES
Minuteman Mercantile
Campus Center
545-2619 l ,0

DEPARTMENT STORES
Woolco
Mountain Farms Mall, Rte. 9,

Hadley

Mon.-Sat. 10-10 ,!l2

Hairdressing
HAIRDRESSER UNISEX
Chopping Block
26 Main St., Amherst
253-9293

Mon.-Fri. 9-7:30, Sat. 9-4 II 4

Hotels&Motels
CC. Hotel

549-6000 I 10

Florists
FLORISTS
.leffery Florists

Rte. 9 Hadley/Amherst line

253-5561

Mon.-Sat. 8-5

'flowers for all occasions'' II 12

FLORIST
Willow brook Gardens and Florist

Amherst Carriage Shops
549-1493 H .1

Foods
NATURAL FOOD STORE
Whole Wheat Trading Co.
181 No. Pleasant St.

253-5169

Mon.' 12:30 - 6:00
Tues. -Sat. 9:30-6:00 H *

NATURAL FOOD STORE
Yellow Sun Natural Foods
35 No. Pleasant St.

256-8401

Mon.-Sat. 9-6 „ .

Fri. nights till 8:15

Furniture

FURNITURE
Danco Furniture

Scandinavian Furniture
269 Locust St., Florence (Rte.9)

586-3620 A 4

Mon.-Sat. 9-5, Thurs. & Fri. night

till 9

FURNITURE
Faces of Earth
next to Amherst Post Office

253-9955 H 4

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6:30, Fri. till 9

FURNITURE
Future Furnishings

103 N. Pleasant St. #4, Amherst
253-7922

Mon.-Sat. 1^6, Fri till 9
H,f

FURNITURE-USED
Paul's Oldtime Furniture

In the alley behind Aubuchon
Mon.-Fri. 10:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.

Sat. 11 a.m.-7 p.m. M4
253-3511

Gifts
GIFTS
Faces of Earth
next to Amherst Pos* Office

253-9955 || 4

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6:30, Fri. till 9

GIFTS
The Mercantile

9 E. Pleasant St. ( in the Carriage

Shops)

Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m. -5: 30 p.m. H i

549-1396

Guitars
The Guitar Workshop
Amherst Carriage Shops
549-1728

"

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6:30, Fri. till 10

Hardware
LUMBER-HARDWARE
Elder Lumber Co.

150 College St.

Amherst
253-3414 1 5

Mon.-Thurs. 8-5:30, Fri. 8-9 p.m.,

Sat. 8-5 p.m.

HARDWARE
Kentfield Hardware
63 S. Pleasant St.

,, 4
253-7161

Mon.-Sat. 8-5:30, Fri. till 9 p.m.

RENTALS-HARDWARE
Taylor Rental at Mutual House &
Garden
Rte. 9, Hadley
586-1223

Mon.-Sat. 8-6, Fri. till 9

TOOLS
Western Auto

32 Main St., Northampton
584-3620 C 6

Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30, Thurs. till 9

H12

Imports
Danco
22 Green St., Northampton
584-6311

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30 (6
Gifts, Clothing, & Housewares

Insurance
Fidelity Union Life Ins. Co.

Nathan \gency (College Master)

747 Main St., Amherst W4
256-8351

Jewelers
JEWELERY
Baker-Winn Jewelers

31 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-3986

H4

JEWELRY
Faces of Earth
next to Amherst Post Office

253-9955
H 4

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6:30, Fri. till 9

JEWELER
Fowler Jewelers

66 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-7615 H4

JEWELRY
Leather Shed

199 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-9604

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. -6 p.m.

Fine contemporary jewelry by the

finest craftsman

Directory Of Businesses
Leather

LEATHER GOODS
Birckhead Leather
In the alley north of the Police

Station, Amherst Mi

LEATHER CRAFTS
Leather Shed
199 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-9604

f , ;{

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. -6 p.m.

custom leather work since 1965

LEATHER
Walter Dyer-Heartfelt

103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-5135 H 4

Mon. - Sat. 1G-6, Fri. till 9

Liquors

H12

BEER-WINE-LIQUOR ( put under
liquor)

Four Seasons

Rte. 9, Hadley at the Mountain
Farms Mall
584-8174

Weekdays 9-10

Fri. & Sat. 9-11

LIQUORS
King St. Liquors
338 King St., Northampton
584-1800 c I
Mon. -Wed. 8:30-10, Thurs. -Sat.

8:30-11

LIQUOR
Russells Liquors, Inc.

18 Main St., Amherst
253-5441

Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m. -10 p.m., Fri. &
Sat. 9 a.m. -11 p.m. h 4

Motorcycles

MOTORCYCLES
The Honda Shop
Cahillane Motors Inc. Sales-

Service

375 South St.
<' 7

Rte. 10, Northampton
584-3792-

MOTORCYCLES
Valley Motor Sports

348 King St., Northampton
584-7303 C I

Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. 9-9, Sat. 10-4

Opticians
Don Call Optician

56 Main St., Amherst
253-7002 C 4

Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30, Sat. 9-5

Paints
PAINT
Shumways
320 College St., Amherst
Daily 8-6, Fri. 8-9

256-6753
I 5

PAINT & WALLPAPER
Wright's Paint & Wallpaper
9 Pray St., Amherst
549-6237

Mon.-Sat. 8:30-5 H :l

Pets
Pet Village

206 Russell St., Hadley
584-0011 G »3

Pharmacies
College Drug Store

4 Main St., Amherst
253-2523

Plants

114

Hit

Earthwares
in Faces of Earth
253-3576

Open Mon. - Sat. H4

Printing
Hamilton Newell, Inc.

Printing

65 University Drive

253-3434

Mon.-Fri. 8-5

All types of printing

Refrigerators
Mini-Kool

253-2494

Restaurants
Amherst Seafood

103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-5722 H

«

r. i

Heardslay's

11 Button St., Northampton
586-2699 (.' fi

Tues. -Sun. 11 a.m. -midnight

Bells Pizza

65 University Drive, Amherst
256-801 1 or 253-9051

Sun. -Thurs. 10 a.m.-l a.m., Fri-

Sat. 10 a.m.-2 a.m. {, %

Campus Center Food Services

Top of the Campus
11th floor, Campus Center
549-6000

Coffee Shop
2nd floor, Campus Center
545-0016

Hatch

Student Union

545-2597

Blue Wall
Concourse, Campus Center
545-0016

RESTAURANTS
Chequers
University Drive, Amherst
256- (i I

PIZZA
Dominos
363 Main St.

256-8587

Open 7 nights

4 p.m. till wee hours 1 4

RESTAURANTS
Eric's (iiant Subs
314 College Ave., Amherst
253-9521 I 5

RESTAURANTS
Gaslite II

168 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-2291 H4
Daily 6: 30 a.m. -10: 30 p.m.

The (.list Mill

Corner of West St. & Mill Lane
(Rte. 116), Amherst
253-2843

| !2
"An eating place of rare ex-

cellence"
llardees

Russell St., (Rte. 9), Hadley
256-8006 H 12

Sun.-Thurs. 10:30 a.m.-ll p.m.,

Fri. & Sat. 10:30 a.m.-12 midnight

Hungry I

submarines, pizzas

103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-6350 H 4

Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-l a.m., Fri &
Sat. 11 a.m. -2 a.m.

Free Delivery

Kalihi Kai

Rte. 9, Amherst
256-8336

Kentucky Fried Chicken
Rte. 9, Amherst-Hadley line

256-8745 H 12

The Lighthouse

Rte. 116, Sunderland

549-6662

Tues. -Sun. 11 a.m. -9 p.m.

James 11. McManus Eating Place

Campus Plaza, Hadley \\\>

253-9820

24 hours, 7 days a week
McDonalds of Hadley
377 Russell St., Hadley
584-9878 12

Pizzarama
355 College Sk, Amherst (Rte. 9)

253-3808 I 5

Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-ll p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11 am -midnight

The Rusty Scupper

Rte. 9, 529 Belchertown Rd.,

Amherst
256-8551

Open 4 p.m. daily

Steak Out il 12

Rte. 9 and University Drive,

Amherst

Wine Chariot

Rte. 9 h 12

586-2510

Luncheons: 11:30-2:30 Tues -Fri.

Cocktails & Dinner 5-11 Tues-Sat.

Sundays & Holidays 1-9 p.m.

Secretarial
SECRETARIAL SERVICE
Em-Sec Services

employment agency - copy service

- transcribing service

21 Pray St., Amherst
549-6220

Mon-Fri. 9-5
"

J 5

J 12

Shoes

Hi

SHOES ( Women's)
Barefoot Boutique
183 Main St.

584-4703

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30, Thurs. till 9

SHOES
Holies Shoes

8 Main St.; 253-5598

Hadley Village Barn Complex;
584-2279 h 4

Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30, Fri. till 9

SHOES-MENS & WOMENS
Kelso Earth Shoes H :i

264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-8911

SHOES
Mathews Shoes

39 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-6374 II |

Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30, Fri. nights till 8

SHOE REPAIR
Paul's Shoe Repair H4
In the 103 bldg.. No. Pleasant St.

Mon.-Sat. 8:30 a.m. -5: 30 p.m.

SHOES-MENS & WOMENS
Shoe-Bin

187 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-6649 Hl
Daily 9:30-5:30, Fri. nite

SHOES
Walter Dyer-lleaitfelt

103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-5135 ||

4

Mon. - Sat. 10-6. Fri. till 9

Skis
Spoke & Ski

Rte. 9, Hadley in the Elmwood
Mon. - Sat. 10-6

584-0754 G 13

Sporting Goods
SPORTING EQUIPMENT
Eastern Mountain Sports

Rte. 9, Amherst-Hadley line

253-9504
|| |2

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. -9 p.m.

Sat. 9 a.m. -5: 30 p.m.

Specialists in quality

lightweight backpacking,

mountaineering, & ski touring

equipment - rentals available

SPORTING GOODS
Fenton's Athletic Supplies

377 Main St., Amherst
253-3973 ' 4

SPORTING GOODS
Western Auto
32 Main St., Northampton
584-3620 C fi

Mon.-Sat 9-5:30, Thurs. till 9

Stationery

STATIONERY
A.J. Hastings

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst
253-2840 H4
Daily 5 a.m. -9 p.m., Sun. 5 a.m.-l

p.m.

Theatres
THEATRES
Academy of Music
Main St., Northampton
584-8435 ( ' K

Tobacco
TOBACCO
Augies Smoke and Book Shop
N. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-7876

6:30 a.m. -10 p.m. 7 days 114

TOBACCO
Tobacco Villa of Amherst
The Carriage Shops, N. Pleasant
St.

549-3506 H

1

Typewriters

TYPEWRITERS (see also
calculator, and business
machines)
The Typewriter Shop
21 State St., Northampton
586-0680

Mon.-Fri. 8-5
C6

Yarns
YARNS
Earthwares
in Faces of Earth
253-3576

Open Mon. - Sat. 114
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Students! "Sound" Us Out! You Get

LUE

SEPTEMBER 4 5, 1973

For Your "Sound" Dollar at Del Padre!
You never heard
it so good

For hot-blooded music lovers

who develop cold feet at high prices.

1.1
'

^
forsmall

TQ talk.

ONY
SUB MINIATURE

(BATTERY OPERATED

ACTION COROER

with Built In

Condenser

Microphone and

Automatic Shut Off

'
'

' '. SONY

'C-SS provide Hh

hi carrying and opera! remtnci But don t let the sue
Underneath its rugged <jll metal skin, this mighty n

of iiiiiiiaturi/ation offers performance that surpasses many i
I

•

FEATURES: unit In Condenser Microphone • Automatic Shut off

• Servo-Control Motor • Dual Differential Balanced Flywheels

eliminate variations m tape speed when unit is being earned
• Two Position Record Selector Switch for speech or music
• Pause Control until Lock • Three Digit Tape Cnunlei • R.

Battery Strength Indicate • Record Interlock • Lot -

Rewind • fast Forward Cuemg •

• Op* • . .

Start M • Optional Car Batter* P ,

TC-353D Economy Three- Head
STEREO TAPE DECK

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

The largest audio dealer in

13

Western Mass. is loaded with

outstanding best buys on name
brand components. Our cash

& carry prices are positively

the lowest • • • Check us out!

EXECUTIVE PORTABLE

AM/FM RADIO-RECORDER

Offering ni"it it ntiii i

mnl )n rfttl mum i thnii mnt i, tin i

riiiiiiiniiihlii-iii ii i il tn/it link.
tin in a SOW TC -/"« tl> in ii i/nnl sniniilnni a nil In

lllll lllnll III UllHl II In III! if llnilll .ill I I n Slislllll

.

Til It i -In ml ill sunt jitm nh k iilii in, nit lllll nll-nimititl

in rinimniii i mill niti rn nislmti mmimrimm »f Hit

iiimtllil lll/ll til till inmiinni -nilifi nliilt i i mill I II 1/

.

KF \ ri'KRS

SONY TC-24H

EIGHT-TRACK STKHKO CAKTKIIMIK

KKCOHDKK AM) PLAYBACK DECK

Get around the high cost of today's prerecorded cartridges by

recording your own cartridge library on the new SONY TC 228

Eight-Track Stereo Cartridge Recorder and Playback Deck. In fact,

if you record your favorite music on as few as thirty blank cart

ridges, you can save the entire cost of owning the TC-228! With

many exclusive SONY features, including full record playback

capability, here is the ultimate in eight-track versatility and

performance.

Mil -rn|ilii'tii' Inn- Mixing
I apt- Siii , t Su itrli

Thi.M Hi r*t> r«r
Tape Si. '.hi i- M..MI..I intt

Three SimhiIk 7 !

.

III. I I
"» lll»

I'au-e < .nitii.l with I. in k

limit In l:..l I....U

Sliir.i lli;i.l|ih.'lii' Monitor
\;„k

S. rape Flutter Kilter

FEATURES

Automatic Total-Mechjmsm Shut-Off

Manual Recording Volume Controls

Automatic and Manual Program Selection

Ihree-Way Elect System

Automatic AC System Shut-Off

Two Illuminated VU Meters

Fast-forward

Pause Control with Lock

Front Panel Microphone Input Jacks

Line Output and Aunliary Input Jacks

Non Magnetizing Record Head

Stereo Headphone Monitor Jack

Most Sony models in stock!

KLH High Performance Speakers and Receivers

Model Fifty-Five MO Model Fifty-Two

The Model Fifty-Five AM, FM, FM Multiplex stereo receiver is designed
to provide you with all the performance, flexibility of connections and ver
satility of control that you will ever want or need at a price which makes it

unique. The modest cost of the Model Fifty-Five does not reflect compromises
in either its performance or flexibility but rather a judicious and reasonable
design of power supply, power amplifier stages and amplifier-output-
protection system resulting in substantial economy. Its preamplifiers, and AM
and FM tuners, for example, are on a par with more expensive, albeit more
powerful receivers.

The Model Fifty Two AM, FM, FM Multiplex stereo receiver is designed
to provide you with all the performance, power, flexibility of connections and
versatility of control that you will ever want or need in a receiver at a price
which makes it unique. While it affords you the facility to effect a very wide
range of functions, interconnections and adjustments, its large degree of
"human" engineering makes it easy to operate, even for a novice, without a
confusing clutter of controls.

KLH Model Thirty-Two

The KLH Model Thirty Two is the first

moderately priced loudspeaker to provide the
level of performance and the characteristics of

expensive loudspeaker systems. Its flat

frequency response, superior musical balance,
extraordinary linearity and low distortion

definitely indicate its relationship to the far

more costly loudspeakers in the KLH line.

KLH Model Six

Acoustic Suspension Speaker System
The KLH Model Six, probably the most

widely accepted high performance speaker ever
made, is a moderately priced bookshelf size

loudspeaker system designed to supply a unique
level of musical satisfaction. The Model Six

combines very wide frequency range, low
distortion, and exceptional smoothness across
the audible range.

*High sensitivity FM with AFC

* Automatic shutoff at end of tape

* Three-digit tape counter

* Battery or built-in AC power with automatic recharging

* Automatic level control

* Built-in condenser microphone

*Low desk-top profile with concealed handle

Regular

$129M
CASH

&
CARRY
PRICE

Loaded With Power & Features!

•100 Watts (RMS)
Both Channels
Driven at 8 OHAAS

* AAA/ FAA/FAA Stereo Plus Built-in Phase Q4 Matrix Four Channel
Circuitry

* Exceptional FM Sensitivity ... 1.9 Microvolts ( IHF)
*Less Than 0.5% Total Harmonic Distortion
* Advanced Solid State Circuitry

•Garrard 42M/P Deluxe Changer
with base and dust cover

•Pickering VI 5/ATE4 Magnetic Cartridge
with diamond stylus

•Kempp 3BKA (3-way) Speakers
with heavy duty 12" woofer

CASH
If Purchased
Separately

$630
7 °

&
CARRY
PRICE

$358
Small Budget? Here's a good deal by . • •

•24 Watts (RMS) Both Channels
Driven at 8 OHMS

*0.6% Total Harmonic Distortion

*FM Sensitivity 2.3 Microvolts ( IHF)
* Large Tuning Signal Meter
* Dependable Solid State Circuitry

BSR - 310X Automatic Changer
with base and dust cover

Shure M-75 Magnetic Cartridge

with diamond stylus

2 Kempp 2BK (2-way) Speakers

Big Sound — Ideal for dorm or apartment

CiD niOIMCEIER
SX-424 AM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER

CASH & CARRY PRICE If Purchased

Separately

$41985

SAVE $191 85
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Free

checking

accounts

with $100

minimum

balance

at

Hampshire

National

Bank!

That's right — Hampshire
National Bank has dona away
with sarvica charge* on per
sonal chocking accounts — just
so long as you maintain a $100
minimum balance in your ac-
count.

The avoraga cost of sarvict
chargas is S 1 S to $ 20 a yoar . T his
is the cost that you'll sava by
maintaining a $100 minimum
balance. Where else can $ioo
earn you that kind of money?

And it's easier to balance your
checkbook, tool There's no
'ervice charge to remember to
deduct. Just add your deposits
and subtract your checks —
that's the only bookkeeping
necessary!

If your balance should drop
below $100 in any month, you
pay a $3 charge for that month.

This minimum balance
checking account is offered to

individuals only — not for

business accounts.

Hampshire
National Bank

Four Convenient Banking
Locations

AMHERST
25 East Pleasant St. $49-1500

BELCHERTOWN
Main * Maple Sts. 323-7331

SOUTH HAOLEY
5 College St. 534-4591

SOUTH HADLEY FALLS
35 Bridge St. 534-4030

KING
PHILLIP

U N I V E RSITYOFMASSACHUSETTS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

STUDENT SENATE TRANSIT SERVICE

Southwest, Sunderland, Orchard Hill

and Belchertown Road Routes

• SUNDERLAND CTR.

SEPTEMBER 4 - S. 1973
SEPTEMBER 4 5, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 15

LANTURN
CT.

SQUIRE VILL.

PLUMTREE RD
NORTH AMHERST

FRATERNITY
SYLVAN PARK

VILLAGE
PARK

IM7II13"L0T .

PHYSICAL
PLANT

11"L0T

ROLLING
GREEN

Hours
Period

Class Days

Finals and
Registration

All Other
Work Days

FREQUENCY OF SERVICE

6:00 a.m.* to

7:30a.m.

15 min.

No
Service

No
Service

7 :30 a.m. to

9:30 p.m.

10 min.

20 min.

20 min.

9 :30 a.m. to

3:30 p.m.

20 min.

60 min.

60 min.

3: 30 p.m. to

5:30p.m.

10 min.

20 min.

20 min.

Soviet to 11,

1

2, 13 Lots (OH.andSW Loops) ontv.

S :30 p.m. to

11:00 p.m.

30 min.

60 min.

No
Service

No Saturday, Sunday or holiday sarvict.
Sea individual routa schedules for mora spacific times. Distributed at Campus Cantor
Info Desk, Student Union Lobby Counter, and on the buses.

^

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

STUDENT SENATE TRANSIT SERVICE

North Amherst - Stadium and Campus Shuttle Routes

Campus Shuttle Loop

North Amherst
Stadium Route

Stops

PUFFTON

NORTH VILLAGE

'^"LOT .

31 "LOT . pairfielo m

ST.
• v.

V
I

l

"13"L0T I—
*•

PHYSICAL PLANT

BOYDEN

TO NORTH AMHERST ROUTE

""1

4-

I

I

I

I

I
I

^1

GRAD. RESEARCH CTR. . ^
I

I

I

I

I

'I

I

CO

<
CO
<
LU

HASBR0UCK

FINE ARTS CTR.

.

1

iHAMPSHIRE SBA '

HOUSE 1

^7 MASS. AVE.
1 1

SUNSET

START NORTH AMHERST ROUTE

"2P"L0T

11
II /\ S\ II11"L0T

A

CRESTVIEW

SCHOOL OF ED

ARNOLD

MORR I LL

STOCKBRIDGE
RD.

FREQUENCY OF SERVICE

Hours
Period

Class Days

Finals and
Registration

All Other
Work Days

7: 30 a.m. to

9:30a.m.

10 min.

9 :30 a.m. to

3:30 p.m.

20 min.

20 min.

20 min.

60 min.

60 min.

3: 30 p.m. to

5:30 p.m.

10 min.

20 min.

20 min.

Evening

Served by

Southwest
and

NOW
OPEN
EVERY
NIGHT
TILL

Sunderland
Routes

No Saturday, Sunday or holiday service.

See individual route schedules for more specific times. Distributed at Campus Center

Info Desk, Student Union Lobby Counter, and on the buses.

IJI 11

Sat. Till 5:30

fan

V2 Price

ON THE LATEST

CASUAL AND

DRESS SEPARATES

All famous

manufacturers

with labels in

1st quality

junior & misses

sizes

New merchandise

arriving every

10 days

Save
30% To 50%

Open 'til 9PM
Amktrst CirrMf* SHobj

No. FlMMNt St.

Anlwrit

=J

i!3jwc ir\yt~\ \\mj 1 r n a
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An Outline Of Amherst College
SEPTEMBER 4 5, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Amherst was founded in 1821 as
an independent liberal arts college
for "the education of indigent

young men of piety and talents for

the Christian ministry." It has
never been connected, however,
with any church or sect. Its

charter, granted by the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts in

1825, bans tests of religion in

choosing students and teachers.

Among Amherst's founders were
Noah Webster, the lexicographer,

and Samuel Fowler Dickinson,

grandfather of the poet Emily. The
College received its initial support
from many residents of the town
from which it takes its name. ( The
town, which was incorporated in

1759, was named for General
Jeffery Amherst, then Com-
mander-in-chief of British forces in

the New World and protector of the

colonies in the French and Indian
War.) The College has enjoyed a
long and close association with the

community, particularly with such
poets and writers as Emily
Dickinson, Helen Hunt Jackson,
David Grayson ( Ray Stannard
Baker), and Robert Frost.

The campus is situated on a hill

adjacent to the central town
common. The surrounding area is

characterized by apple orchards
and tobacco farms lying on the flat,

fertile land of the Connecticut
River Valley and by ranges of hills

to the south and east. Nearby are
towns and places whose names
recall another age in the life of

New England: Deerfield and
Bloody Brook, Pelham and Daniel

Shays Highway, Northampton and
Jonathan Edwards' Church. A few
miles away are four other in-

stitutions of higher learning:
Hampshire, Smith, and Mount
Holyoke Colleges, and the
University of Massachusetts with
which Amherst engages in a
number of cooperative educational

ventures.

The College offers the bachelor

of arts degree and cooperates with
the University of Massachusetts in

a Five College Ph.D. program
The College curriculum involves

study in the humanities, the social

sciences, and the natural sciences
and combines a broad education
with knowledge of some field in

depth. Emphasis falls upon each
student's responsibility for the

selection of an appropriate
program. Special freshman
seminars exist to assist an ex-

ploration of various aspects of

intellectual commitment Fresh-
men may select a major field of

study on entrance; exceptionally
qualified students may satisfy

graduation requirements in three
years; some may engage in in-

dependent study free of formal
courses in their junior and senior
years; honors work — the intensive

consideration of a limited subject
- is encouraged.
Whatever the form of academic

experience — lecture course,
seminar, conference, studio,
laboratory, independent study at

various levels — intellectual

competence and awareness of

problems and methods are the goal

of the Amherst program, rather
than the direct preparation for

some profession. The curriculum
enables students to arrange
programs for their own
educational needs within
established guidelines. To assist

undergraduates in their course
selections, faculty advisors,
representing all academic
departments, have been selected.

They provide such counsel as is

requested, but the ultimate
responsibility for a thoughtful
program of study rests with the

.individual student.

The College's faculty is engaged
in two primary activities: first, the

education of undergraduates, and,
second, research and writing. Its

150 members hold degrees from
colleges and universities
throughout this country and
abroad. Classes range from a
lecture course of 180 to several
courses of only five students ; about

80 percent of the classes and

sections have twenty-five students

or less.

Amherst is equipped with con-

siderable physical resources: a

library of some 441,715 volumes,

science laboratories, theater,

gymnasium, swimming pool,

skating rink, squash and tennis

courts, playing fields, a museum of

line arts and another of natural

sciences, a central dining hall

where all students eat, dor-

mitories, language laboratory, and
classroom buildings. There are a

wildlife sanctuary and a forest for

the study of ecology, an ob-

servatory and planetarium, a

computer center, and varied

equipment for specialized scien-

tific research. At Amherst, and at

its neighboring institutions, there

are extensive offerings of lectures,

concerts, plays, films, and many
other events. The College's en-

dowment is approximately $57

million < book value).

In the early 1960s Amherst in-

creased its enrollment from 1,000

to approximately 1,200 students.

To accommodate these additional

undergraduates and to provide

improved facilities the College

constructed a new dining hall, five

new dormitories, and the Robert
Frost Library. New buildings for

science and music were completed
in 1968.

Amherst has a full program of

intercollegiate athletics in most
sports. Every freshman and
sophomore is required to take part
in a program of physical education

to improve his fitness and allow
him to participate in team and
recreational sports. In addition,

about 90 percent of the students

participate in an organized
program of intramural athletics.

Undergraduates may also take a

part in a variety of other extra-

curricular activities: journalism,
publishing, broadcasting, music,

dramatics, and a wide assort-
ment of specialized interests.

-Religious groups, working in-

dependently or through the

religious advisors, maintain a

program of worship services. Bible

study. community service

projects, and other activities.

Many Amherst students join a

fraternity or house at the end of

their freshman year. These
organizations provide housing for

many of their members and are

one locus of social life after the

first year. Since I1M6 the frater-

nities have selected their members
without consideration of race or

religion, and since IDS] every

student who has « anted to join a

fraternity has had the opportunity

to do so

As the campus has grown so has

the Colleges involvement with the

world. In 1821 most students came
to Amherst from nearby towns

intending to become ministers or

missionaries. Facilities were
simple; for three years South

College was Amherst's only

building, housing dormitory,

library, and classrooms. Today
students come from most of the

fifty states and many foreign

countries and bring with them
backgrounds and interests far

different from those of the "in-

digent young men of piety and
talents" who preceded them nearly

a century and a half ago.

Instruction still adheres to the

liberal arts and sciences, but world
forces are now felt in the

classroom and out. Modern
transportation and communication
have changed what was once a
sleepy little New England village

into a growing center of activity

and concern. Involvement in

research or in social and economic
issues takes some students to

many parts of the country and
abroad — as it does most of their

teachers as well. Civil rights issues

and national policies have an
impact on the campus that would
have been unimaginable even a

generation ago. Graduates for the
most part continue their formal
education to become teachers,

physicians, lawyers, and
businessmen. At Amherst,
hopefully, they will have only
begun their education at "com-
mencement," but will have
developed attitudes and values
that will encourage them to par-
ticipate thoughtfully and
generously in the service of
mankind.
THE INTKIU KKM
The January Interterm is a four-

week period between semesters
free from the formal structures of

regular classes, grades, and
academic credit. It is, in essence, a
time when each student may un-
dertake independent study in a
subject or area to which he might

not have access during the normal
course of the year.
A student may center his ac-

tivities on the campus or elsewhere
as he chooses He may read, write,
paint, compose, or

*

inquire into
some question or concern as his
inclination. ingenuity, and
resources permit He mav wish to
explore further or more deeply a
subject which has aroused his
curiosity or about which he wishes
to know more. He may also, if a
teacher agrees to assist him. seek
guidance from or work with a
member of the faculty and other
students in a joint endeavor.

The purpose of the Interterm is

to remove, tor lour weeks, the
constraints that prevail during
normal class work and permit
students to adjust their inquiry to
their own interests and
capabilities. With this freedom
each student assumes the
responsibility of using his time to
his best advantage and of in-

creasing his understanding of
himself and of his educational and
social environment.

FIVE I OLLEGE
COOPERATION
Amherst has an arrangement

with Mount Holyoke College,
Smith College, Hampshire College
and the University of
Massachusetts by which any of
their regular courses is, under
special circumstances, open to

Amherst students.

The oldest cooperative venture
is the Hampshire Inter-Library
Center I HILC ) located now in the
Goodell Library at the University.

HILC, a separate legal entity, is a
depository for research materials
and learned journals which are
beyond the reach of any of the five

libraries operating independently.
An FM radio station ( WFCR, 88.5

mc.) is run cooperatively through
the Western Massachusetts
Broadcasting Council composed of

representatives of the five in-

stitutions. Other cooperative ac-
tivities include a joint Astronomy
Department; courses in the
History of Science and in African-
American studies; a Ph.D.
program; a common calendar of

events; a committee on tran-

sportation: a registry of part-time

workers; and a Coordinator for
cooperative projects.

NATIONAL THEATRE IN-
STITUTE
Through a Twelve College In-

terchange arrangement, un-
dergraduate participation in the

program of the National Theatre
Institute, Waterford, Conn., is

possible. Further information is

available in the Office of the Dean
of Students.

And What It Has To Offer
17

Collegian News

Hotline (54)5-2550
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1. Newell /Printing/65 University Dr. , Amherst

A Guide to Amherst College

Administrative and
Academic Buildings
D2 Allen Laboratory
D2 Alumni Gymnasium
B1 Alumni House
D2 Appleton Hall

D2 Barrett Hall

C2 Bassett Planetarium (Morgan)
D2 Biology Laboratory
D2 Chapin Hall

C2 College Hall

D2 Converse Hall

D2 Davenport Squash Courts.

B1 Emily Dickinson House
D2 Fayerweather
D2 Faculty Club
C2 Field House
D2 Garage
D2 Greenhouse
D2 Grosvenor House
D2 Heating Plant
D2 Indoor Athletic Field

D2 Infirmary

D2 Johnson Chapel
D2 Kirby Theater
D2 Little Red Schoolhouse
D2 Mead Art Building
D2 Merrill Center
D2 Moore
C2 Morgan Hall
D2 Music Building
C2 Observatory
D2 Octagon
D2 Orr Rink
C2 Pratt Field

D2 Pratt Museum
D2 Pratt Pool
C2 President's House
D2 Robert Frost Library
D2 Service Building

D2 Valentine Hall

C2 Visitors House
D2 Williston Hall

Student Residences
A1 Alpha Delta Phi
B1 Boltwood House
B1 Chi Phi
A1 Chi Psi

D2 Cooltdge

D2 Crossett
D2 Davis
B1 Delta Kappa Epsilon
B1 Delta Upsilon
D2 James Hall
B1 Kappa Theta
D2 Morrow Hall
D2 North College
B1 Phi Alpha Psi
C2 Phi Delta Sigma
B1 Phi Gamma Chi
D2 Pond
D2 Pratt Hall

A1 Psi Upsilon
D2 Stearns Hall
D2 Stone
D2 South College
C2 Theta Delta
C2 Theta Xi

Faculty Residences
(Merrill Place)
D2 Merrill

D2 Mayo-Smith
D2 Goodnow
D2 Sudbury
D2 Smith

NORTHAMPTON BICYCLE
8 Pleasant St., 584-9623, Northampton

Soiling One, Throe I Ten Speed Bicycles

Raliegh ( British) — Liberia ( French) — Gitane ( French)

Repairs On All Makes
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- Hampshire College:
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What It Is And What It Offers
Four basic aims guide Hamp-

shire's educational and operational

philosophy. Simply stated, they
are:

1. To help students achieve in-

dependence, self-reliance, and
responsibility for their learning.

2. To create an institution

responsive to new ideas, op-

portunities, and needs.

3. To operate a high-quality

college primarily on the income
from student charges.

4. To demonstrate the

educational and fiscal advantages
of cooperation among five closely

situated colleges.

Designed to help realize these

goals, the Hampshire College
program utilizes a variety of in-

novative academic and fiscal

policies; some examples follow:

• Students proceed to the

Bachelor of Arts degree through
three Divisions rather than the

traditional freshman-senior
sequence. Progress and com-
petence are measured by
divisional examinations which the

student helps devise. This method
accommodates individual learning

patterns.

i There are no course or credit

hour requirements. Work is un-

dertaken to gain competence
within divisional areas of study.

> Four Schools encompassing
broad areas of study replace the

traditional divisions and depart-

ments.

0N0 grades are given at Hamp-
shire College. Students perform
self-evaluations of course work or

projects they complete; these are

supplemented by faculty com-
ments.

» Great emphasis is placed on
extra-collegiate projects and field

studies that involve students in the

nonacademic world.

• All faculty members are ap-

pointed for fixed term contracts,

ranging in duration from three to

seven years. This practice enables

the College to be continually

responsive to new educational

directions.

Hampshire operates on a "4-1-

4" academic calendar: Spring and
Fall semesters are separated by a

January term during which
students may intensely pursue a

single subject or activity in-

dependent of other course or

program demands.
Five College Cooperation

Participation in the consortium
called Five Colleges, In-

corporated, allows Hampshire
College to share a wide range of

educational and cultural resources
with nearby Amherst, Mount
Holyoke, and Smith Colleges, and
the University of Massachusetts.
New programs, courses, and
faculty additions at any one school

attempt to complement rather

than duplicate resources found at

the othr cooperating institutions,

and are monitored by the Five
College Coordinator's Office.

Students at any of the five

colleges may take courses on a free

exchange basis at any of the other

four, if the chosen courses are

significantly different from those

available on the student's home
campus. To make intercampus
travel easier, free half-hourly bus

service links Hampshire with the

other schools, which all lie within a

seven-mile radius.

At present, only one formal five-

college department exists-the

astronomy department. However,
cooperation does exist among the

institutions in a number of

other areas of common interest.

This has led the Five College

Coordinator to publish com-
pendiums for courses available at

all five schools in Black studies,

Latin American studies, history,

women's studies, and philosophy,

among others. In addition, there is

a comprehensive summary of all

undergraduate liberal arts courses

at the colleges and the University.

Other joint ventures include a

Five College Calendar which
conveniently lists events at the five

institutions; a Five College FM
radio station (WFCR); the
Hampshire Inter-Library Center
( a joint depository for expensive,

but relatively little-used

material ) ; and a student coor-

dinating board for promoting and
aiding cooperative student ven-

tures.

Academic Structure

Studies at Hampshire College
are organized within broad fields

of inquiry represented by four

Schools: Humanities and Arts,

Natural Science and Mathematics,
Social Science, and Language and
Communication. Organization of

the curriculum around Schools

instead of the traditional depart-

ments encourages more
multidisciplinary activities.

As students progress through the

three Divisions, they move toward
greater independence in study.

However, this independence does

not mean there is little contact with

faculty. Every student has a

faculty adviser to help plan and
implement an individual program
for each Division.

Division I ( Basic Studies) in-

troduces students to the aims and
methods of liberal arts education

at Hampshire College. This is done
through close examination of

particular topics in small
seminars, covering disciplines in

all four Schools. Students learn

how to understand their own
educational needs and abilities,

how to do independent study, and
how to use the conceptual and
research tools or skills and
techniques of each chosen
discipline.

Division II (School Studies)

students develop a concentration in

one field or combining several

fields, while continuing to explore
other areas. Students determine
with their faculty advisers what
they want to achieve in their

concentration, and design a

program of study that will allow

them to explore in depth one or

more disciplines and to broaden
their knowledge of the linkages

among disciplines. Off-campus
field study for all or part of an
academic year is encouraged for

upper division students.

Division III ( Advanced Studies)

occupies the students with ad-

vanced work in their chosen
concentrations and integrative
seminars in which broad and
complex topics requiring the ap-

plication of several disciplines are
encountered.

Competency examinations
regulate advancement between the

Divisions. The examination
process is one of Hampshire
College's unconventional features;

it is characterized by the following

principles:

t In Division I, a total of four

examinations are taken—one for

each School. The single

examinations for Divisions II and

III are based on the student's in-

dividual concentration and may
involve more than one School.

§ Students play a major role in

designing their own individualized

exams by working with their

faculty adviser, instructors, and

members of an evaluating team in

devising examination questions or

tasks.

^Examinations are
ungraded—pass is the only mark of

record for successful completion of

Division I examinations; Divisions

II and III examinations may be

marked pass or distinction.

Examinations may take many
forms: for example, a lecture,

take-home essay, mock trial^

conventional classroom
examination, computer program,

musical composition or per-

formance, or laboratory research.

Students may elect to take an
examination at any time during the

academic year, having determined

their readiness with a faculty

adviser. However, a three-week

reading and examination period is

set aside at the end of the Spring

term when students and faculty

give examinations their undivided

attention.

Examinations are retrospec-

tive, testing knowledge and skills

acquired through past effort, and
they are also prospective,

measuring competences useful for

the student's further work at

Hampshire and beyond.

Requirements for graduation
include successful completion of

examination for each Division and
completion of all Division III work.

Thus some students may be

recommended for graduation after

three years of study; others may
take as long as five or six years,

depending on their program and
initiative.

Special Programs
In addition to the offerings of

each of the four Schools, several

programs have been devised which
cut across school and traditional

subject-matter boundaries.

The Law Program attempts to

cultivate in all students an
awareness of law and an un-

derstanding of its principles and
importance in our daily lives. This
is done through a number of

multidisciplinary courses and
seminars offered by the Schools,

plus student-selected independent
study and field work. As in many
other areas of the Hampshire
curriculum, student initiative has
been responsible for planning and
developing several courses for the
Law Program.
The Early Identification

Program is a natural outgrowth of
Hampshire College's commitment
to community service. EIP was
created to demonstrate nationally

how a liberal arts college could use

its resources to help economically
and culturally disadvantaged
children realize their full human
potential.

A number of fifth graders from
public schools in the nearby in-

dustrial city of Holyoke are
selected each year and continue in

the program for eight years.

Hampshire students and faculty

work in conjunction with Holyoke
residents and teachers during
EIP's year-round operation to help
raise the children's educational

aspirations. Guaranteed
scholarships for those successfully

completing thr program provide

incentive for participants to prove

themselves worthy and capable of

going on to college.

The Human Development
Program encourages students to

explore and understand various

aspects of the individual's growth

process. Each term a series of

common experiences such as

lectures, films, demonstrations,

and workshops deals with a

specific theme, such as "Human
Liberation toward Freedom and

Dignity." In addition, seminars

( led by faculty from all four

Schools) present different ap-

proaches to the study of human
development.

Campus Life

The House Concept
Hampshire is a residential

college. As such, it attempts to

create an environment sufficiently

attractive that students will want

to live on campus, in opposition to a

trend toward off-campus housing

at many schools. Thus Hampshire
College offers its students a sense

of freedom and shared respon-

sibility in residential life com-
mensurate with the latitude of

choice in the general curriculum.

This is done in two ways. First, the

College has a diversity of housing

styles and several different modes
of living and dining. Second, the

House system was conceived as a

way of creating community feeling

by emphasizing human sensitivity

and by integrating academic and
residential life.

Each of the five Houses is a

coeducational residence center for

about 250 students, with facilities

for a Housemaster, and the

Housemaster's family and staff.

Rooms are singles and doubles

arranged in both coeducational

and noneccducauona! suites of

frorri four to twenty students.

Hampshire has both larger dor-

mitory-style Houses and smaller
apartment-like complexes. In the

latter, students may either cook for

themselves in their suites, or they

may purchase meals in one of

several College dining facilities.

Under the guidance of the
Housemaster, who is also a
member of the College faculty, the
House becomes a governing and
intellectual entity. Each House has
its own special series of courses,
lectures, and films which com-
plement the College's academic
curriculum. House courses place
no restriction on subject, format,
or length, and may be offered or
taken by any person within the
community. These may or may not
be academic in nature, but
students often use them to prepare
for divisional exams. Recent
House courses have included
painting, women's studies,
gourmet cooking, auto mechanics
and self-defense.

Activities

Students at Hampshire have
organized a diversified program of

activities. Thee range from
Climax (the student newspaper)
to art exhibits, theater groups, and
musical groups such as the
Hampshire College Chorus and the
Brass Choir. The Third World
Organization welcomes as
members all Black, Latino, and
Asian students. Every week a
number of different lectures, films,
or concerts are held on campus, in

addition to the regular activities.

And, of course, there is a multitude
of activities and events always
available on the other four cam-
puses in the area.

The Outdoors Program
Hampshire College has no

formal varsity athletics or
required physical education
classes. Instead, it offers the
Outdoors Program: voluntary,
coeducational activities stressing
involvement with nature and
development of physical skills that
can be sued over a lifetime.

Briefly, the goals of the program
are: to provide for recreational
needs of the college community; to

introduce to the outdoors in-

dividuals who might otherwise
remain oblivious to it; to en-

courage some fusion of the in-

tllectual with the physical; and, to

devlop particular skills ( such as
Whitewater boating and moun-
taineering) for interested persons.
Through the Outdoors Program,

every student can take advantage
of Hampshire's attractive physical
setting and its accessibility to

outstanding recreational
resources. Hikes and camping
trips are scheduled for all seasons,

in the Holyoke Range bordering
the southern edge of Hampshire's
campus, and in the mountains of

northern New England and New
York. Students also ski cross

country on campus trails and
practice kayaking in the Hamp-
shire Pond before running local

rivers. Other activities include

cycling, canoeing, rock climbing,

and archery, as well as informal

games of soccer, volleyball,

basketball, tennis, and touch
football on campus and with a few
other schools.

College Governance
Emphasis on decentralization

and self-government is apparent in

the organization of Hampshire's
governance, as established by its

constitution.

Ultimate authority for gover-

nance of the College is vested in

the twenty-four member Board of

Trustees. The Board includes one
faculty and one student Trustee,

each elected by their respective

constituency. Other members
include a broad range of men and
women representing different

facets of American higher
education, business, and govern-

ment. In addition, there are six

working committees of the Board,

and each of these has student and
faculty representatives serving as
full voting members.
The administration of the

College is under the supervision of

the President, Charles R.

Longsworth. He is the chief
executive officer, and acts as the

principal medium of com-
munication between the Board of

Trustees and the faculty, students,

and alumni. The Vice President,

Robert C. Birney, acts as the

College's second officer and
substitutes for the President at his

request or whenever appropriate.

Faculty development and
supervision of the academic
program are responsibilities of the

Dean of the College, Myron J.

Lunine, plus the four School
Deans. Each School has student

participants who contribute to the

current activities and long-range

planning in courses, programs,
and faculty development.

Hampshire County Headquarters for
SALES SERVICE RENTALS
Typewriters, Adding Machines,
Electronic Calculators, Dictating
Machines, Ribbons, Carbon Paper

and Related Supplies
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Sharp Calculators from pocket size to programmable

THE TYPEWRITER SHOP 5«606so
21 STATE ST. NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Bring a copy of this ad with you and receive a 10% discount
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your own refrigerator .

just pennies a day.

• Best service

• Free delivery & pick-up at door of dorm

• Deposit refunded at pick-up time

• Inexpensive •Compact

CONTACT:"
253-2494
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Women's Sportswear

art

Fine Lingerie

Selva Dancewear for Men & Women
Danskin Bodysuits & Tights-

«

Riding Apparel

Men's & Ladies' Tennis Apparel & Equipment
Cross-Country & Alpine Skis and Accessories

Pendleton Van Raalte

White Stag WaiTier's

H.I.S. for Her Barbizon

Gossard-Artemis
•

Parlane

Formfit- Rogers

Mount Holyoke

LAURA GIRARD SHOP

EMPSALL'S SPORT SHOP
84-86 Green St.,

Northampton

584-4003

584-3924

Open Mon. Sat. 9-5: 30; Thurs. 'til 9 p.m.
EMPSALL'S SPORT SHOP

SOUTH HADLEY, MASS. -

Mount Holyoke begins its 137th

year on Thursday, September 6.

Students will return to a campus
that looks the same, though the

summer has been one for catching

up on repairs and improvements
and maintenance. The large fresh-

man class that enters, numbering
515, will add to an un-

derestimatedly large return of

upper classmen so that housing on

campus is used in very full

measure, and some creative

thinking had to go into finding new
accommodations for several

students. In an era when many
college campuses are faced with

empty beds, it's a happy problem,

though it is a problem, with which
to grapple. "Mount Holyoke is

chock full," says Ruth E. Warfel,

Dean of Students, "as a larger

number than projected early in the

spring, have elected to return to

the campus in the fall, and not to

take leaves of absence although

they indicated that they might."

Founded in 1837 by Mary Lyon,
Mount Holyoke is the oldest con-

tinuing institution of higher
education for women. This will be

its third academic year since its

reaffirmation in the fall of 1971 to

remain a college for women.
Faculty, students and ad-

ministrative staff are continuing to

seek ways to make that com-
mitment mean something special,

not only in terms of who attends the

College, but how they learn and
what they learn, how they teach
and what they teach.

There are constant alterations in

courses and course content, and
among the listings, for example, of
courses that deal with women, are
The Woman in Europe, an offering
of the History Department,
American Women Through their

Writings, an interdisciplinary
course offered hy the Departments
of English and sociology, Sex and
Politics, offered by the department
of political science, The Social
Roles of Women, and Socialization
and the Family, both offered by the

department of Sociology and
Anthropology, and Roman
Women; fictional and historical
offered by the Classics Depart-
ment.
Freshman seminars at Mount

Holyoke are a recent addition to
the curriculum and this year in-
clude Failure and Success in
America, a seminar which will
evaluate via several basic
documents of American history,
"how widely diverging writers of
great perception looked at the
nation's past and predicted its

future;" from Opera to

Literature, "a study ~ of great
works of literature which are also
great operas;'' Mathematical
Models in Psychology, which will
explore "both the rewards and
perils of mathematicizing the
social sciences."

The cultural agenda will be full,

and plans presently in the works
include a dance concert on Sep-
tember 13 and 14, a symposium on
Cosmology on October 12 and 13, a
cultural weekend planned by the
Afro-American Society on October
11 - 14, a Laboratory Theatre
production of "La Rone" on Oc-
tober 18-21, and again October 25 -

28. Concerts such as Phillip de
Fremery, guitarist on October 19
and the Warbeke Concert given by
the Bucharest String Quartet on
November 15 will heighten the fall.

In December, Allen Bonde,
Assistant Professor Music and
Sharon de Fremery will give a
piano concert, and there will in

addition, be concerts throughout
the year by the Mount Holyoke
choral groups.
The fall brings the annual

celebration of Founder's Day ---

this year on November 11, an
always special all-college event.
There will be a Christmas vesper
service on December 2 and the
Laboratory Theatre will present
"Spoon River Anthology" from
December 7 to 11.

January brings the Winter Term
and a bevy of new and exciting

( Continued on pg. 21
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College's 137th To Be A Full Year
21

Mary Lyon Hall through Field Memorial Gateway.
Eliot House at Mount Holyoke is a center of spiritual and community and social acitivity at Mount

Holyoke. and THE BRINK coffeehouse is open every Friday night to Five College students.

(Continued from pg. 20)

courses and programs. This will be
Mount Holyoke's third Winter
Term and from the outset, the

program has succeeded in in-

volving a good number of faculty

and students and even Five-
College students. There is a

special feeling about the month of

January at Mount Holyoke and
more and more it is shared by
students from Hampshire, Smith,

Amherst, and the University.

February gets back to business

and a symposium on "Women in

Business" is bound to attract a

large audience of both men and
women in the valley. The Lab
Theatre production "Tis a Pity

She's a Whore" follows in mid-
March. There will be another
dance concert in April, the 51st

annual Glascock poetry readings

Mount Holyoke has always been strong In the sciences and offers the
availability of sophisticated equipment to undergraduates.

The Finest in

JUNIOR APPAREL
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with presentation of this ad

are scheduled for the weekend of

April 26th and the final play of the
Laboratory Theatre season, "The
Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-
t he-Moon Marigolds" is scheduled
for May 9 - 14.

The social season, still to be
expanded, will include the Chris
Rhodes band on September 15th, a
formal dance as part of the Fall
weekend (October 5-6), with en-

tertainment by Brewer & Shipley,

Winter Term festivities throughout
the month of January, Winter
Weekend on February 22-24, and
Spring Weekend, May 3 - 5.

New buildings? No, although the

groundbreaking for the new
Willits-Hallowell Center is

scheduled for the spring of 1974,

but repairs, improvements, and all

those things a maintenance
department must do to refurbish

h

all have been done over the

summer, so that students will

return to a facility in good working
order, and in very good shape.

There will be increased course
exchanges this fall between the

Five Colleges and Mount Holyoke
expects to welcome about 350

students from the other four
campuses who are taking courses
in South Hadley during the first

semester.

There's a new Dean of the

Faculty at Mount Holyoke, Emily
L. Wick, Professor of Chemistry,
formerly of M.I.T., an avid sailor,

experienced administrator,
provocative teacher. She's looking

forward to a very interesting year,

to learning all about the people and
possibilities at Mount Holyoke and
in the valley. "I expect a good time
as well as many challenges."

1 n

Itgoes toyourhead
Have TheNew York Times delivered on campus
Contact CAMPUS NEWS AGENCY

P. O. Box 788 Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Bruce Shefrin 584=9491

or mail this coupon

Weekdays (Mon.-Fri.)

Name

D Fall Term
$6.40

D Spring Term
$6.80

Full Year
$13.00

Phone.

Mon.-Sat., 9: 00-5: 30

233 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
Fridays till 9

253-9724

School Address

If
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Paul's Shoe Repair

Solas and Naalt Repaired

Saddle Repair

Vibran tolas attached

in the 103 Building No. 10— under the Hungry U

N. Pleasant St. Amherst
8: 30-5: 30, Monday-Saturday

• • • • • • • • • • •

ACADEMY
AT THE GATES

OF SMITH COLLEGE
welconn

cinema

NORTHAMPTON MASS 584-8435

only minutes away, is a delightful

theatre experience, amidst the unmatched
elegance and charm of the 6th oldest

theatre in the united states.

. .
. formerly featuring, on stage, the
barrymores, billie burke, sarah

bernhardt, jenny lind, now presenting
the finest in domestic & foreign films.

for an evening of distinctive

entertainment, and a glimpse of days
gone by, visit the academy of music.

ft. Call — 584-8435 BmiimmnJ

Academic
Art Building D4
Carr Lab (Cleveland) C4
Clapp D4
Dwight C4
Gorse Child Study Center F4
Hammond Wing (Pratt) E3
Hooker Auditorium (Clapp) D4
Kendall—gymnasium B3
Laboratory Theatre F4
Pratt—music E3
Psych-Ed Building C4
Gamble Auditorium

(Art Building) D4
Shattuck C4
Skinner E4
Talcott Arboretum C3
Williston Observatory D5
Williston Memorial Library D4

Residence Halls

Abbey F4
Buckland F4
Brigham D4

KEY TO MAP

Dickinson F5
1837 E3
Ham C3
MacGregor C2
Mandelle, North E3
Mandelle, South E3
Mead E4
Pearsons D5
Pearsons Annex D5
Porter D4
Prospect D3
Rockefeller, North E4
Rockefeller, South E4
Safford D4
Torrey C4
Wilder E4

General
Abbey Chapel D4
Alumnae Office E4
Gettell Amphitheater D4
Athletic Fields B3
Blanchard D4
Bookshop Inn C5

Central Heating Plant D3
Chapin Auditorium

(Woolley) E4
Commissary D3
Eliot D4
Everett Wing (Groves) C4
Field Memorial Gateway D4
Golf Course Al
Groves Health Center C4
Information Desk
(Mary Lyons) D4

Mary Lyon's Grave D4
Mary Lyon—offices D4
Maintenance Area F3
Merrill Faculty Center C5
New York Room (Woolley) E4
President's House D5
President's Office

(Mary Lyon) D4
Security Office

(Heating Plant) D3
Skinner Museum A4
Wilbur (Woolley) E4
Woolley E4

LOCAL BUS SCHEDULE NORTHAMPTON-HADLEY-AMHERST -NORTH AMHERST via Bridge St., Rte. 9 and the Univ. of Mass.

F — Trip runs on Fridays only.
G — T rip runs on Fridays, Saturdays

and Sundays.
R — T rip runs every day except Sundays

and Holidays.

T — Trip runs on Thursdays only.
W — Trip runs on Sundays only.

Chatter Buses
Oar Specialty

Safe -Convenient- Economical

For Information

Tel. 584-6481
Frequent daily bus service to and
from Northampton, University of

Mass., Amherst, Hadley, Leeds,
Easthampton, Williamsburg,
Haydenville, Florence, Ware,
Belchertown, Spencer and Wor-
cester.

WESTERN MASS.
BUS LINES

Read Down
NORTHAMPTON
J.M. Greene Hall
Academy of Music
McCallum's Store
Main & Pleasant Sts.

Wally's Soda Bar
Bridge St.

HADLEY
Town Hall
Mountain Farms Mall
Campus Plaza

AMHERST
Commons Amherst College
Amherst Savings Bank
East Pleasant St.

Eastman Lane
Newman Center

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Waiting Station
Eastman Lane & No. Pleasant

NORTH AMHERST
Watroba Store
Shopping Center

LV.
LV.
LV.
LV.
LV.
LV

AR.
AR.
AR.

AR.
AR.
AR.
AR.
AR.

AR.
AR.

AR.
AR.
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7.00
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12.19
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12.27

G
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12.28

12.30

12.31

12.32

12.33

12.35

9.40 11.40 12.27 12.40

9.43, 11.43 12.43
9.45 11.45 12.32 12.45

7.22 8.22

»49 11.49 12.34
9.50 11.50 12.37
9.52

9.54

11.52 12.39

7.24

7.25

8.24

8.25

8.28

8.29

9.55

9.56

11.54

11.55

11.58

11.59

12.41

12.42

12.49

12.50

12.52

12.54

12.55

12.58

12.59

R R R R R W
PM PM PM PM PM PM
1.28 2.28 3.28 4.33 5.33 5.55
1.30 2.30 3.30 4.35 5.35 5.57

1.31 2.31 3.31 4.36 5.36 5.58

1.32 2.32 3.32 4.37 5.37 5.59

1.33 2.33 3.33 4.38 5.38 6.00

1.35 2.35 3.35 4.40 5.40 6.02

1.40 2.40 3.40 4.45 5.45 6.07

1.43 2.43 3.43 4.48 5.48

1.45 2.45 3.45 4.50 5.50 6.12

1.49 2.49 3.49 4.54 5.54 6.16

1.50 2.50 3.50 4.55 5.55 6.17

2.52 3.52 4.57 5.57 6.19 9.27

T
PM

9.05

9.06

9.07

9.08

9.10

9.15
9.18

9.20

9.24

9.25

1.55

1.56

2.54

2.55

3.54

3.55

4.01

4.02

4.59

5.00

5.59

6.00

6.03

6.04

6.21

6.22

NORTH AMHERST -AMHERST
Read Down

NORTH AMHERST
Shopping Center
Watroba Store

UNIVERSITY OF
Eastman Lane &
Waiting Station

AMHERST
Newman Center
Amherst Savings Bank
Commons-Amherst College

HADLEY
Campus Plaza
Mountain Farms Mall
Town Hall
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- Smith College's 96th Year

STUDENT RESIDENCES 18

1 Albright

2 Baldwin
3 8 Bedford Terr

4 Cop*n
$ Chopin
6 Clark
7 Corns toe k

8 Cashing
9 Cuttar
10 Da was
1

1

Dewey
12 Eleanor Duckett
13 Elizabeth Drew
14 E : len Emerson
15 ISO Elm
16 Franklin King
17 Gardiner

19

20
21

22
23

24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34

A
B

Gillett

Hampshire
Ho»en
Hopkins
Hopkins
Hopkins
Hubbard
Jordan
Lamont
Loura Scales
Lawrence
Martha Wilson
Mary Ellen Chase
Morris
Morrow
Northrop
Park

35
36
37
38

Fork Anne*
Porsons
Parsons Annex
Sessions and
Sessions Annex
Talbot
Tenney
Tyler
Woshburn
Wesley
Wilder

Ziskind

ACADEMIC AND
ADMINISTRATIVE BLOCS
50 Alumnae Gymnasium
51 Alumnae House-

Alumnae Association
52 30 Belmont Av
53 Beremon Stadia
54 Boa) Mouse
55 Buildings and Grounds
56 Barton Hall
57 Copen Annan

Center for the Performing Arts

53 Berenson Studio

-dance
Theatre 14

Hollie Flanagan
Studio Theotre

Saga Hall-music
Werner Jostan Library SMITH COLLEGE

Clark Science Center
75 McConnall Hall

Burton Hall
Sab, n Reed Hall

College Hall-
administrative offices

Crew Housa
Davis Student Center

Elizabeth Mason
Infirmary

Faculty Canter
Field House
Fine Arts Canter
Gill Hall
Hollie Flanagan
Studio Theotre
Hatfield Hall-
languagas
Helen Hills Hills

Chapel
25B Hanshaw
John M Greene Holl
Lilly Holl

71

72

73

90

91

Lyman Plant House
McConnell Hall
Morgan Hall-education

Neilson Library

Pierce Hall
Playing Fields
President's House
10 Prospect St.

Riding stables and
rings

Sobin-Reed Hall
Sage Hall-music
Scott Gymnasium-
physical education
Seelyc Hall-class-
rooms and bookstore
Stoddard Hall
Theatre 14

Tyler Annax-
faculty offices
Werner Josten
Library

Wright Holl

FOR THE RECORD
is now located in

Faces of Earth

VAN MORRISON

HARD NOSE THE HIGHWAY
Includes Warm Low Greed

Mar Children Autumn Song

sim:

We have more room

and more records

but still the same LOW PRICES!

» ^4» <-

C
2r7/«.«« S&rvtirr, Stjamj

• Orettrr-, amJ Qh ,t,r4

r«*xtos VyaMNtoroVFtarnbtolUen'JsssKa

We also buy and sell used records.

159 North Pleasant St.
Tel. 256-6134

Continues The Work Of It's Founder

Scenes from the Smith College Campus
When the 96th academic year

begins at Smith College on Mon-
day, September 10, it is expected

that there will be a total un-

dergraduate enrollment of ap-

proximately 2,646, including a
freshman class of about 700

women. Applications for the Class

of 1977 numbered 2,482; 1,317 were
accepted. In the fall of 1972 there

was a total of 2,574 students

enrolled, 2,362 of whom were in

Northampton (the others were
away on exchange programs,
abroad, etc. ) There were 43 men at

Smith. At the beginning of the

second semester there were 2,598

enrolled, 2,374 in Northampton, of

whom 39 were men. Forty-eight

male undergraduates are expected

at Smith this fall. (While males
can study here for a semester or a

year, they cannot receive an un-

dergraduate degree from Smith.)

In 1972, 2,406 women applied; 1,205

were accepted; 618 came.
Smith College began in the

conscience of a New England
woman. The sum of money with

which the first land was bought,

the first buildings erected, and the

foundations of the endowment laid

was the bequest of Sophia Smith
who, finding herself at the age of

sixty-five the sole inheritor of a

large fortune, left it for the foun-

ding of a college for women
because after much perplecity,

deliberation, and advice, she had
concluded that in this way she

could best fulfill a moral
obligation.

The advice had its inception in

the mind of a New England
minister. From John Morton
Greene, Sophia Smith received

suggestions which she pondered

and discussed, and from among
which she finally accepted that

which we must acclaim as the

wisest and most beneficent. The
idea that Mr. Greene presented

and Sophia Smith adopted is

clearly expressed in a passage in

Sophia Smith's will that must be

regarded as their joint production,

drafted by him, amended and

approved by her. The language is

as follows:

"I hereby make the following

provisions for the establishment

and maintenance of an Institution

for the higher education of young

men, with the design to furnish for

my own sex means and facilities

for education equal to those which

are afforded now in our Colleges to

young men.
It is my opinion that by the

higher and more thorough

Christian education of women,
what are called their "wrongs"

will be redressed, their wages

adjusted, their weight of influence

in reforming the evils of society

will be greatly increased, as

teachers, as writers, as mothers,

as members of society, their power

for good will be incalcuably

enlarged."

Later, after enumerating the

subjects which still form a vital

part of the curriculum of the

College, she adds: "And in such

other studies as coming times may
develop or demand for the

education of women and the

progress of the race, I would have
the education suited to the mental
and physical wants of woman. It is

not my design to render my sex

any the less feminine, but to

develop as fully as may be the

powers of womanhood, and furnish

women with the means of

usefulness, happiness and honor,

now withheld from them." She
further directed that "without

giving preference to any sect or

denomination, all the education

and all the discipline shall be

pervaded by the Spirit of

Evangelical Christian Religion."

When one considers what would
today be regarded as the

somewhat narrow and puritanical

type of culture in which the authors

of these sentences were living, one

cannot fail to be impressed by their

wisdom, liberality, and far-

sightedness. The general terms in

which the purposes of women's
education are defined are perfectly

valid today. Provision is made for

change of outlook and development
in the scope of education. While the

fundamentally religious interest of

the founder is stressed, the College

is kept clear of entanglement with

institutional Christianity.

The growth of Smith College is

evident enough in the contrast

between the small beginnings and
the present achievement: between
the original corner lot of thirteen

acres and a campus of 400 acres,

including the astronomy ob-

servatory site in Whately; between
Sophia Smith's legacy of $400,000

and total assets of $131,480,590,

between the first class of fourteen

and the 1971-72 enrollment of 2,550;

between the eleven graduates of

1879 and an alumnae roster of

35,281. Expansion has meant no

change in the ideals set for the

College by the founders and
carried on by all the great com-

pany who have loved and worked

for Smith College. By putting

quality first, by coveting the best,

by cherishing the values for which
the College has always stood, those

who serve it now are united in

devotion and in commitment with

all who have served in the past. It

is this corporate loyalty which has
always been, and will continue to

be, the abiding strength of Smith
College.

Put your best foot

forward . .

. . . in Fine Shoes

and Boots from

the

BAREFOOT

BOUTIQUE

also Leather

Handbags and

Boutique Items

BAREFOOT BOUTIQUE
183 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON

Open Daily 9:30-5:30

Thursday 9:30-9:00

Augies Smoke

Book Shop
Amherst 9* only COMPLETE
Smohe & Booh Shop!!!

Large Selection of Quality Tobacco, Cigars, Pipes & Smoking Accessories

ALSO

Domestic & Foreign- Magazines, Paperbacks, Candy, Posters, etc.

something for everyone

Open 7 days a week 6:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.

in the center of town 253-7876

- Mrmn**)** **mi*mrmT*n+ **+***
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CAMPUS GUIDE

Agricultural Engineering Bldg — F4

Arnold Houset— E5

Astronomy Bldg.— E4

Athletic Fields, Men— G2

Athletic Fields, Women— 05

Baker House" I— F7

Bartlett Hall°— G5
Berkshire House* I— H5

Blarsdell House— G4
Bowditch Hall— E3

Bowdrtch Lodge — J3

Boyden Physical Education Bldg .< — H4

Brett House"' — F7

Brooks House* I— F7

Business Administration, School of— H6

Buttertield House* »— G8

Campus Center (Lincoln) I— F5

Campus Center Parking Garage t— F4

Central Stores— F3

Chadbourne House**— F7

Chenoweth Laboratory — F4

Clark Hall— G6
Cold Storage Bldg.— F4

Conservation Bldg — F6

Crabtree Houset— E5

Dickinson Hall — G4
Dining Hall. Franklin, South*— G6

Dining Hall, Worcester, North.H— E6

Draper Hall— F4

Durtee Conservatory— F6

Dwight House* *— 05

East Experiment Station— E5

Education. School ot— C5

Engineering, Main Bldg • — E4

Engineering Bldg. East— E4

Engineering ! Physics Shop — E4

Faculty Club— F*

Farley Lodge — J3

Farm Service Bldg. — F3

FernaMHall— G«
Fine Arts Center ( 1973)— G5

Fisher Laboratory— F7

Flint Laboratory— F4

French Hall— F6

Goessmann Laboratory* — E5

Goodcll Library*— G4

Gorman House*— G7
Graduate Research Center ( 197 1 )— E5

Greenough House**— F7

Grinned Arena— G4
Gunness Engineering Bldg.— E4

Hamlin House* — 09
Hampshire House**— H5

Hasbrouck Laboratory* — F5

Hatch Laboratory— F4

HerterHall— H5
Hicks Physical Education Bldg — HS
Hilli House**— G7
Holdsworth Hall— E4

Infirmary* — F7

Johnson House*— 05
Knowtton House* — E5

Leach House'— 05
Lewis House* ' — 06
Library. University (1971)— G5
Lincoln Apartments'— 16

Machmer Hall* — F4

Mahar Auditorium— H6
Maintenance— F3

Mark's Meadow Elementary School — C5
Marshall Hall f. Annei — E6

Mary Lyon House' — E6
Memorial Hall— G5
Middlesei House**— H5
Mills House" »— G7
Montague House— C5
Mobile Classrooms— G4
Morrill Science Center — F6

Munson Hall— HS
Munson Hall Annei— H5
Observatory— E6
Old Chapel— G5
Old Infirmary Group— E6

Orchard Hill Residential College'— E7
1 — Grayson 1— W.6.I..

2— field 4— OKkinien

Paige Laboratory— E4
Photo Center — F4

Physical Plant Bldg — F3

Power Plant*— F4

President's House— F7

Public Health Center. Western Mass — E6

Skinner Hall*— F6
South College— G4
Southwest Residential College'— I. J; 4, 5

10 J Q Adarm

11 - Walhmiioo

12— Prince

11— CrampTeo

14— McRimmrt

15— Panerson

IS— J. Mama
17 — Moo..

II— Cance

I*— Pwrpof*

1 — Emerson

2— iemei

4— Tho*eau

9— Hampshire
Dining Mall

6 — Kennedy
7— Hampden

Dining Hall

•— BaaaMga
t— bertahire

Omn( Halt

Stadium, Massachusetts Alumni' — L3

Slockbridge Hall — F4

Student Union**— F5

Thatcher House* »— E6

Thayer Animal Disease— E4

Thompson Hall— F4

Tobin Hall (1972)— H4
University Apartments— H7
University Security— H4
Van Meter House)**— Fl

West Esperiment Station— ES

Wheeler House**— G7
Whrtmore Administration Bldg — HS
Wilder Hall— F6
Women's Physical Education Bldg. * — OS

I ulldwea Hurl contain Ova Oe«enee FaHom SKenera

Parking Lots

'Pudding that are ee*-«quMe*Mf

'". Under Construction

Traffic Control Points

10

ALL JUNIOR SHOP

001

&
8*

PANTS - JEANS - SWEATERS - SRO SHOES - HATS - HA
CAMPUS PLAZA AAon.-Sat. 10-9

Sizes 3-15

jeans to sportswear to

dresswear to formal

wear

jackets - rabbit furs

Complete Line of

Women's Clothing

256-8106

Come to 404

Student Union

and

Join the

Collegian staff.

By MARTY KELLEY
Amherst - Variety is the spice of

life. The longer you spend in the
Amherst area, the clearer the
axiom gets. And as you stumble
through your weekends at the
University, it's apparent that your
pocketbook governs your spirit.

And so in the end it's different
strokes for different folks.

Yeah some students have more
expensive tastes. Some students
have more money. But no matter
how we look at it, in some small
way all of us are touched by the bar
and restaurant bonanza in the
Amherst area. . whether we can
afford it or not.

Atmosphere is very important to

the party going restaurant eating
student of our Amherst commune.
With all dining commons closed on
weekends, we turn to the street for
food and drink. . .or do we. .

.

Suppose you didn't have a car.

Well put on your sneakers and
truck on down to either the
Bluewall or the Hatch and of

course as a backup there's the
coffee shop. The price of beef hurts
the coffee shop cheeseburger but
for solace you can get bargain
specials at the Hatch on weekends
like turkey dinners for $1.29. And
for you wino-dinos don't forget the
$.59 Spaghetti specials on Satur-
day. The bar should be open by 5

p.m. to neutralize the taste.

And the Bluewall. . well to many
that's home. You can't beat her hot
lunch service for less than what
McDonald's offers. The lines
diminish almost as fast as that

roast beef on rye. And if you hang
there you can get dinner for less

than $2 and then comes the band.
Tuesday through Saturday you

can boogie all you want at the
Bluewall with the likes of the Ed
Vadas Blues band, all of Sweetpie,
and Big Screamin' McGrew. . And
you. Monday it's Cosell and
Monday night football the
professional way and on Sunday
it's amateur style with WUMV-TV
coverage of UMass football in its

Some Bars And Restaurants In The Area
entirety both home and away. .

you see, you get a little bit of
everything at the Wall. . .

Also within walking distance is

everybody's Pub. A UMass degree
isn't valid without a Pub mug in

your room. If you want to get
glazed before dinner you can
always hit the very popular Friday
afternoon happy hour. That night
the frats and sororities have their

night out as hero Frank Sullivan
( DJ ) returns for another couple of
semesters. It's also kosher for you
beeries to get to the Pub for DJ's
screaming following Saturday's
football games. If you can still see.

With groups like the Deadly
Nightshade and Some of My Best
Friends sharing center stage at the
Pub, the general atmosphere takes
away from her kitchen. But don't

underestimate it. The Pub Club is

one of the more tastier snadwiches
in town and Beef and Beer nights
make the trip to town rewarding. .

Don't forget the onion rings.

And of course every community
like ours has a Hungry U. . Our's is

adjacent to Oddfellow's Hall and
above the copy service. You should
be able to get the measure of both.

Now as you ponder atmosphere,
some simply can do without it

when they eat and drink among
other things. And Voila. . you have
the Drake and Quicksilver. . And
they're both an attraction yet to be
matched.
Once the excitement at

Quicksilver stemmed from the

cockroaches dancing in the corner
and guessing when next the
checkered tablescloths would be
changed. Well, they've been
changed now as well as the general
structure and overall condition of

the beer drinking, shortorder hall.

But the clientele remains the

same. . Our unshaven youth with
the straggles and the answers to

tomorrow. . .

And the Drake. . Well they call

her Amherst. All sorts of

everybodies go to the Rathskellar

to either talk about a new course.

watch the Bruins on the Cable, or
enjoy Rheingold, the most inex-
pensive beer in town. Also the
surroundings do look like a cellar
and as well it's inexpensive too.

But a floor above you meet the
antithesis and some pretty friendly
waitresses too at the Village Inn
Cocktail Lounge. The kitchen
stays open to 2 a.m. But at that
hour you'll be drinking coke.

In town Barsellotti's, the Rustic
Roost, and even the Legion Home
around the corner used to be
redneck but times have changed
and more and more students are
pouring quiet drafts. There and as
well as Chequers on University

Drive are the best spots for what
one could call an uninterrupted
beer. Chequers has the Italian food
that's comparable to the Aqua Vita
restaurant before the bridge en-
tering Northampton, but the finest

food around is even further by car.

They call it Miss Flo's diner and
she may outlive the university. For
a Sunday night meal just like the
way you used to have it at home,
the Florence diner for anything
from an inexpensive well-dressed
meatloaf to a clam plate is your
show. ( Yes, we do have our local

McDonald's, Hardees, and Howard
Johnson's, all on Rt. 9 just beyond
the Zavre parking lot.)

If it's late Sunday night and you
got those study munchies, a couple
of pleasantries could be Bell's

pizza house on University Drive
( hot Italian grinders) and
Domino's pizza ( not because old

Domino has good pizza but he will

deliver free and so will papa Bell.

)

For e\iertainment food and
booze- the list in the Collegiate
community is endless. From beer
caterers such as Four Season's
package store on Rt. 9 to the ice

machine on College St. next to

Cumberland Farms, you have
commercial convienieces all

around you. But that has to make
sense. We all have to eat don't we. .

Shop

creation
antiques

For unique clothing, jewelry,

glassware & silver.

We have authentic
Victorian women's outfits
— I930's Harlow dresses —
plumed hats,

as well as

men's Edwardian jacket,
collarless shirts, vests —
top hats & tail coats —
antique jewelry, too

in gold and silver —
rings, brooches,

pocket watches,

specializing in

Art Nouveau & Deco

1930's

hats, dresses & shoes

$2 - $6

Hours
Mon.-Thurs., 10:30
Fri. & Sat. til 9

6:00

What have you been missing??
. . . Hubert Humphrey, Muhammad AM, Dick Gregory, Bernadette Devlin, Bill Russell,

Ralph Abernathy, William Buckley, Ashley Montague, Ralph Nader, Arthur Clarke,

Max Ellisbn, Gus Hall, Dr. Werner Von Braun, Issac Asimov, Judith Crist,

Peter Rabbit

Just a few people whose visit to U. Mass was sponsored by

WATCH THE COLLEGIAN
FOR UPCOMING EVENTS

Who would you like to see talk at U. Mass ?

Let us know —
SUPPORT DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM COMMITTEE

n^^iiAi i rn j
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By STEVE TRIPOLI
Even though UMass isn't near

any great metropolis, the area in

which we're located is pretty alive,

and if you're tired of the en-

tertainment being offered on
campus there are alternatives.

This article isn't going to be the

definitive statement on everything

in the area, but just an outline of a

few things which come to mind that

you may enjoy.

In Amherst itself there is plenty

going on. If you're culturally

minded uou can visit Emily
Dickinson's House on Main St., but

that's only by appointment bet-

ween 3 and 5 p.m. on Tuesdays.
There's also the Jones Library,

which contains a lot of stuff by

Dickinson and Robert Frost.

If you're an outdoors type there's

hunting, fishing, and camping in

the area and nearby. Some of the

finest fishing in the area is in

Quabbin reservoir, just a few miles

away on Rte. 202. For camping you

can try Sleepy Hollow at East

Leverett, Mt. Tom State Reser-

vation, Holyoke-Easthampton, or

Lake Wyola Park in Shutesbury.

You'll also find Lake Wyola good

for swimming

If there's anything else you're

interested in for this general area

drop into the Amherst Chamber of

Commerce office around the

corner from the Lord Jeff. There's

plenty of info there and the lady

who runs the place is super.

For you ski freaks ( the season is

creeping up fast! ) there are a

number of good places within an

hour of Amherst. There's Mount

Tom in Holyoke, Berkshire Snow

Basin, Cummington, Berkshire

East, Charlemont, and Mount

Mohawk, Shelburne.

There are also some other places

of interest in the area that don't

really come under any specific

category. There's the basketball

Hall of Fame in Springfield, for

one. The hours there are 10 to 5

daily and 1 to 5 Sundays, and it's.

Wear

located on Alden Street on the

Springfield College Campus.
If you're the adventurous type

you can take a trip out to Orange,

about 25 miles from here, and try

parachuting. It'll cost you about

$55 for you're first day, but that

includes classes and an actual

jump. So if you have the bucks and

guts that could be an exciting day.

On the historic side there's Old

Deerfield, celebrating it's 300th

anniversary this year. There are a

lot of things to see there and a lot of

organized stuff going on at the

tercentenary celebration.

For nature lovers there's Ar-

cadia Nature Center and Wildlife

Sanctuary in Easthampton. It's

one of the 44 sanctuaries of the
Massachusetts Audubon Society,
and it's a real nice place. You can
get a map of the place at the
Chamber of Commerce office in
Amherst, if you're interested.

The Granby Dinosaur Museum
(Rte. 202) is a pretty interesting
place, too. You can go there and
view actual dinosaur footprints
made over 200,000,000 years ago
It's pretty fascinating.

These are just a few, and
hopefully a fairly representative
few, of the area's attractions.
Check them out, and you can
probably spend yourselves quite a
few interesting weekends.

Attorney For Students

Razor Cutting -

Hair Styling & Shampooing

Campus Center Barber Shop
( across from the Coffee Shop)

HOURS: Mon.-Fri.,8a.m.-5p.m.
Sat., 8 a.m. - 12 noon

The Attorney for Students Office

will open its fourth year in a new
location. The office is in 432

Student Union on the top floor

directly over the Hatch on the East
Side of the building.

All regularly enrolled graduate

and undergraduate students are

free to consult with Mr. Howland
on any legal problem. If active

representation by counsel beyond
the resources of the office is

required, students are referred at

their own expense. Most problems
are able to be resolved in the office

at no additional cost.

Last year between 30 and 40

students were advised daily.

Appointments are not necessary or
recommended except in special

circumstances. Office hours are
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. daily

except Fridays.

Mr. Howland is available by
answering service and radio
paging during the days at 545-0341

and when the office is closed call

256-8448.

Persons who are arrested should
call Mr. Howland first, he will take
whatever steps are required in-

cluding other calls if requested.

Lecture Note Program
Once again, this year as last, the

Student Senate Lecture Note
Program will offer notes for

classes. This year, however, the

price of the notes will be lowered

by approximately 20% to reflect

more effective management of the

services resources. The Note
Service is also running a Print

Shop available to students who are

in need of offset printing services.

The various RSO Groups will also

use this service for their

printing/duplicating needs.

Money earned by the Lecture
Note Print Shop is used to offset

costs of the lecture notes, thereby
making a price reduction to the

students possible.

Notes will be $2.00 per half

semester for 100 minutes per week
and $3.00 per half semester for 150

minutes per week. Anyone having
questions about either the Lecture
Note Program or the Senate Print

Shop please call 5-2060.

SKI TOURING
MOUN'I AINFHRING
BACKPACKING
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UMass Summer In Review I

BYMARKVOGLER
Heated issues wait to be resolved at the University this fall after a

summer which was not quite as hot.

The parking situation, the rising food costs, and pending litigation on
the loyalty oath are a few of several problems that students will have to
address themselves to.

Students will undoubtly have the administration on the firing line —
especially on the continuing battle on parking policy.
The summer was marked by several demonstrations on campus

protesting the proposed parking fees now in effect. University employees
and students paraded around Whitmore Administration Building with
signs' denouncing the administration's stance while Carol A. Drew,
president of Local 1776 announced that the union would sue each member
of the Board of Trustees individually, contending that the new parking
fees "are illegal and discriminatory."
UMass officials were attacked on another front when a member of the

Graduate Environmental Engineering Association declared that a
program designed to reduce auto traffic in the center of campus would
have adverse effects on the environment.
Because the parking policy is an intergral part of the no-fare transit

system at the university, a convenient service for local commuters —
faculty, staff and students — is being viewed unfavorably.
Students won't have many kind words for the Food Service Department

when new policies are implemented to cut out the spiraling food costs.

Although director Joel Stoneham has declined to comment on how his

department is coming to grips with the situation, the University
acknowledges a "very serious problem."
Public Affairs Director Daniel M. Melley has said that Food Services

"will have to kind ways to cut corners without sacrificing the quality of

food."

Speculation about a $50-increase in board for the spring semester has
come from the office of one student government leader, but the

University has discounted that rumor.
In a memorandum to the Rents and Fees Committee, Stoneham in-

dicated a food cost spiral of 18 percent as of June 15 coupled with an ad-

ditional 30 percent increase after Phase Five were projected.

Rents and Fees Chairman Richard G. Savini said the figures indicated

about a million dollars "to be made up by the department."
He said half of the deficit was erased earlier by a 10 percent budget

price escalation and added economies as of June 25 which would save the

department 14 percent more of its total food costs.

Savini said the remaining $500,000 would have to be made up
"somehow." The way Stoneham decides to go about it could add insult to

injury. His department has been heavily criticized in past years, most
recently for food thefts.

Melley and Savini outlined some of the cost cutting or income in-

creasing methods they said are under consideration.

Melley said the elimination of the "seconds" policy is being discussed

along with dropping "some of the expensive foods" from the menu.
Savini said other alternatives discussed by the Food Services Depart-

ment include termination of several dining commons employes, menu
alterations, cutbacks in time alotted for lunch hours, an increase in

soybean anolog consumption and addition of more "special nights."

A "special night" is a night when a menu item is offered extra. Savini

said ice cream and other desert specials would be offered so patrons

won't "load up on roast beef" and other high priced foods.

Current cost of board at UMass is $321 .75 a semester for a 15-meal plan

and $284.75 for 10 meals a week. The 15-meal plan has increased $15 a

semester over last year.

A five-month overdue verdict on the state employes loyalty oath court

case could result in the termination of hundreds of faculty and staff

members at the University — or pose a direct challange to a U. S.

Supreme Court ruling.

These are two of the "likely possibilities acknowledged by Judge

Joseph S. Mitchell of Middlesex Superior Court after hearing the case in

March brought by plaintiffs who have refused to sign the 1949 legislative

enactment.
Mitchell said he was "purposely sitting on" the case because "it's

difficult to make a decision either way." He postponed any decision over

the summer months in order to allow the administration, faculty and staff

members to return from their vacations.

Should Mitchell issue a favorable verdict in behalf of those who have

refused to sign the loyalty oath, he could be challenging a Nixon Court

decision made four years ago which reversed the ruling of a

Massachusetts district court that a loyalty oath for teachers was un-

constitutional.

"It's awfully difficult to in actuality overrule something the highest

court in the land has upheld as constitutional," Mitchell said.

"Since the constitutionality of public employees taking the oath is now
being considered — and teachers are public employees — the possibility

of overrulling a Supreme Court decision exists."

Looking at the opposite alternative, he said a verdict upholding the

loyalty oath as constitutional, could create an "emotional" situation,

"especially if it leads to the termination of employees."

Whatever verdict Mitchell makes will "undoubtedly" be appealed by

one of the parties, legal counsel for the oath opponents have said.

The case developed last November when three faculty members from

the UMass-Boston campus filed a class-action suit against university

personnel offices of all three University campuses ( Amherst, Boston, and

Worcester) , seeking to bar dismissal of anyone employed between Oct.

29, 1969 and Sept. 21, 1972 who had not ascribed to the oath.

In January, the UMass-Boston plantiffs, represented by Stephen

Oleskey, joined their cause with Atty. William A. Norris of Cummington,

legal counsel for 18 faculty and staff members from UMass-Amherst and

(Continued on pg. 30)
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UMass staffers attend noon rally on the steps of the Student Union
last July to protest parking fee hikes.

Phone Area 413-253-7615
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The Town of Amherst is gearing
up for the onslaught of foot and
vehicular traffic as the area
schools and colleges reopen during
the week of September 3-8.

A major campaign is planned to

inform the public of the laws and
regulations concerning motor
vehicle courtesy and pedestrian
safety.

Chapter 89 section 11 of the
General Laws of Massachusetts
requires that motorists yield the
right of way to pedestrians on
crosswalks, by slowing down or
stopping if need be. Vehicles must
not block crosswalks. Vehicles

Walking And Parking In Amherst
O „„• „„j i nr <rhnnl buses displaying

may not pass other vehicles which

have stopped to permit a

pedestrian to pass.

The law also prohibits

pedestrians from "jaywalking,"

that is, failing to walk within

crosswalks when they are
available.

A banner reminding the

motoring public to stop for

pedestrians on crosswalks will be

displayed above South Pleasant

Street, adjacent to the Town
Common, from August 27 through

September 10.

September 5th is designated

PUBLIC AWARENESS DAY, at

which time Police Officers and

School Crossing Guards will pass

along thoroughfares in the Center

of Town handing out notices to

drivers and pedestrians alike,

urging them to obey the laws, and

noting violations.

Posters will be prominently

displayed around Town bringing

attention to Public Awareness Day
and reminding the public that

School is opening and the laws

must be obeyed.

School buses will be on the road

beginning Tuesday, September
4th, and motorists are reminded of

"the law requiring all traffic to stop

World's Largest Producer

of Front Wheel Drive Cars

RENAULT snaiMt

RENAULT 12

4 dr. sedan
with bucket seats

A great car for students & faculty at

Mon-Cen Motors Inc.
RENAULT SALES

57 King St., Northampton
RENAULT SERVICE

( across trom Hotel Northampton) 586-041 1

or school buses displaying

Hashing red lights as they load and

discharge passengers.

School buses will be allowed to

use the new Cushman Bridge,

which is still under final con-

struction, the Board of Public

Works has assured the Town

Manager. Therefore, temporary

routes for buses to avoid the Bridge

will not be necessitated.

The opening of the new Fort

Hiver School has caused some
changes in the positioning of School

Crossing Guards and in the

painting of crosswalks. The
crossing guard stationed in

previous years at Main Street and

the East Street Common will be

relocated, and a new crosswalk

painted, at the intersection of Main
and South East Streets, ap-

proximately 100 feet easterly of the

iormer location.

Beginning September 4, School

Crossing Guards, in uniform, will

be posted from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and

from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. at the

following locations:

l. North Pleasant Street at

Marks Meadow School-Officers:

Walter R. Babb and Charles E.
Drake. Sr. I alternate)

2. North Pleasant and Fearing
Streets-Officer: Clarence W
Thomas

3. East Pleasant and Strong
Streets-Officer: Joseph E. Sarna

4 Chestnut Street at the
Amherst Regional High School-
oil icer: Raymond J. Follett

5. Main and South East Streets-
Officer: Gerrold O. Lamb, Sr.

6. College and South East
Streets-Officer: Kenneth R.
Grossman

7. West Street and Mill Lane-
Officer: Lawrence E. Whitcomb

K. West Street at Crocker Farm
School-Officer: Paul A. Vlach

9. West Street and Pomeroy
Lane-Officer: Kenneth D. Grimm
SUBSTITUTES: Leslie B.

Heath, Sr. and Kim E. Keegan
In recognition of the need of

University Students to unload their
belongings, parking restrictions

will be lifted and parking will be
allowed along Sunset Avenue,
Butterfield Terrace and Eastman
Lane from September 2nd through
September 7th only.

(Continued from pg. 29)

a group of 33 from Berkshire Community College.

The state decided to combine the separate cases despite Norris' ob-

jection. He felt each should be heard separately to assure equal

representation for the three groups.

Aside from these hot issues which may stir up some heated debates

among administrators, faculty, staff and students there are perhaps
other tense areas which haven't surfaced yet.

Whether it can be attributed to the political-social environment shaped
by Watergate, UMass administrators aren't saying much these days — at

least not to the press.

Public Affairs Director Daniel Melley has been transformed into the

Ron Ziegler of the Amherst campus. Administrators don't want to be

quoted anymore — "Dan Melley is the man to see if you want any in-

formation."

But then again, it's going to be one of those semesters where students

don't have to grab a national issue and follow the trend of other colleges

across the country. They have enough here to shout about. And if an
administrator bottles up to the press, you really can't blame him. If he

says the wrong word, the students may be shouting at him.

The only thing that can save the administration from heartburn this

fall is apathy! What can save the students from apathy?

DOMINO'S PIZZA
363 Main Street Amherst, Mass.

FREE DELIVERY
OPEN DAILY 4:00 P.M. TILL THE WEE HOURS

256-8587

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Deluxe 12" 53.15

Deluxe 16" $4.95

Deluxe pizzas include pepperoni, mushrooms, sausage, green pepper, onion.

Additional items - Regular - 35c each Large - 50c each

Onions
Green peppers
Fresh sausage

FREE DELIVERY

Pepperoni
Ground beef

Art Gallery Exhibits
University Art (iallery

llerter Hall

Open Wednesday through Friday
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday 2: (Ml to 5:00 p.m. Also
7:00 to 0:00 p.m. Friday
September 7 - 30

AFRI COBRA III - Exhibition of
thirty paintings, drawings and
prints by ten black artists from
Chicago and Washington, D.C.
This exhibition coordinated with
the Department of Afro-American
Studies at the University.
October 3—14
PHOT OGR APHERS —
Photographs from the collection of
the late Professor Joseph Obrebski
depicting scenes of the Polesie

( Eastern Poland) in the 1930s.

This exhibition coordinated with
the Departments of Anthropology
and Slavic Languages and par-

tially financed by a grant from the
Area Studies Committee for Soviet
Union and Eastern Studies.

October IK — November 9

BOOKS — Rare and limited edition

books from a number of historical

periods and cultural origins as well

as those by contemporary artists.

November 16 — December 16

NEW REALISM - Contemporary
trends in New Realism; paintings

and drawings reflecting various
themes in the 1970s.

January 31 — February 22

ACQUISITIONS 1973 - Works of

art added to the University Art

Collection during the year.

Primary focus is on contemporary
American drawings.

February 27 — March 22

INDIAN — Exhibition of Asian
Indian artifacts presented in their

cultural contexts - objects ac-

companied by photos illustrating

their uses, origins, and in-

terpretations.

April I — May IS

ENVIRONMENTAL WORKS -
Four or five works to be con-

structed outdoors during the period

in which the Gallery is being used
for MFA exhibits.

( programs and dates subject to

change without notice)

Help For The Handicapped
Accessibility to dormitories,

classrooms, lavatories,
auditoriums, and other campus
facilities has long been a problem
for the physically handicapped. In
the past few years, however, many
strides have been made in

eliminating the common ar-
chitectural barriers. An individual
in a wheelchair can now travel
from Southwest to the School of

Education without having to scale
a single curb. The vast majority of

buildings on campus have at least

one ramped entranceway. A good
many buildings also have at least

one pair of adapted lavatories.

Because of the vast number of

buildings and paths on campus, it

would be impractical to enumerate
all of the adaptations here.
However, a booklet will be
available mid-September which
details the accessibility of every
building on campus, including the
location of ramps, lavatories, and
elevators. The booklet also has a
color coded map outlining all the

paths on campus which have
ramped curbs for wheelchair
passage.

This booklet is the result of

hundreds of hours of work by Ms.
Marie Desmond, a physically

handicapped graduate student. A
copy of the booklet may be ob-

tained, free of charge, from heads
of residence or from the Campus
Center Information Desk.
A new project, which will im-

prove mobility for blind students,
is underway and should be com-
pleted sometime this fall. It entails

marking all the elevators in the
commonly used buildings with
raised numerals to indicate the

floor locations and the location of

the emergency buttons.

An additional project planned for

this year is to mark paths and
ramps into buildings and
lavatories with the Universal
Wheelchair symbol. Hopefully, this

will not only improve the students'

ability to find his way around
campus, but also increase the

University community's
awareness of and exposure to this

growing majority.

The Advisory Committee for

Handicapped Student Affairs is

presently the focus of the
developing programs and projects

lor the physically handicapped.
Students having questions or
problems related to any facet of

University life are invited to

contact Ms. Judy Sharpe at 52671,

Ext. 28. Ms. Sharpe is acting

counselor for the committee and
has successfully dealt with such
areas as housing, scheduling,
financial aid, and coordination of

various services and offices on and
off campus. All inquiries will be
kept confidential.

Chevrolet

Paige's
Chevrolet, Inc.

COMPLETE

SALES

AND
SERVICE

from your authorized Chevrolet Dealer

Ask for - - - Harlan Paige

Monday Friday, 8-5 Sat., 8-12

40 Dickinson St. 253-3444

The Ultimate Solution

WUMV To Air UMass Sports
Amherst - It's been said by more

than one critic that the University

of Massachusetts is 15 years
behind its time in television. Well,

Marty Kelley, a senior with his own
major in sport journalism, plans to

silence critics a bit. For sport and
television is Kelley's new calling

card.

Since final exams last spring

Kelley has put together a nine

town, 4 independent cable service,

22,000 home network for televising

UMass sports events and other

public affairs features of the

university in conjunction with the

newly formed WUMV-TV student

group. As Sports Director Kelley

will pilot the sports program that

will consist of televising in its

entirety the 11 game University of

Massachusetts football season,

most of the basketball and lacrosse

season, and as well plans are now
being laid to televise the Niagara

basketball live to a waiting

audience at the Boyden gym-
nasium this February.

The Sports Network will be

sponsored for football by the

Bluewall which is the site for the

original airing of the sports events

on the wide screen at the bar that

can accommodate close to 1,000

students. Kelley has announced

that the network will also include

Channel 8 in Amherst and Pelham
and Channel 12 Greenfield over the

Pioneer Valley cable system. As
well UMass football can be seen

over the Video Enterprise System

in Holyoke and South Hadley to

over 10,000 homes on Channel 13.

Spectrum Communications
covering West Springfield,

Agawam, and Westfield have also

signed for the fall on Channel 28.

The first televised sporting event

will be this Saturday's Holy Cross

game to be seen at the Bluewall

this Sunday night at nine o'clock.

In Amherst time is set for Tuesday

night at 7 and for 6:30 p.m. on

Monday night over the Spectrum

syndicate. Greenfield and Holyoke

will air UMass football Monday

and Tuesday night respectively.

Kelley, former sports director

for WMl'A radio and mike of

UMass sports will handle the play-

by-play assisted in the booth by
senior Earl Barroll, a well-known
and rather experienced football

writer. WUMV-TV station
manager Billy McKinnon will

produce and direct the technical

aspect while David Bunker will be
the executive director.

From ultimate economy to ultimate performance

VALLEY MOTOR SPORTS
provides

KAWASAKI Sales & Service

348 King St., Northampton 584-7303

•>

Don't get caught

in his

predicament

Levis

Jeans, Fashion Pants,
Tops, Shirts,

Indian Goods

By People You Know:

Levis, Lee,

Madewell, Cheap Jeans,

A. Smile, Long Jons

Outer Limits

Truth & Soul, Madman
BonHomme
Strobe

From BASICS to FASHION

AAfcK JtAAft
44 Main St., Northampton
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FIRST NATIONAL STORES
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Mfffh a Fussy

Deli

to Serve You

Delicacies from around the world
brought together in a gourmet's
gathering to please your palates

and tantalize your tastebuds ... and
served to you personally by our

own Mr. Deli.
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With a Fussy

Bakery Dept.

To Serve You

A real live bake shop
right in the store ...

and from our ovens
will come the finest

quality, finest tasting

baked goods you've
ever bought.

An

7
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With Fresh

Produce

o Serve You

A full variety of

First a The Fresh

Fruits and Vegetables

displayed in Ultra-

modern refrigerated cases, assuring
you fresh foods at their natural best.

With This

Coupon20 OFF
Towards the purchase

of any pair

PANTY HOSE

20 OFF

»A Valid thru Sept. 22
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With This
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of one dollar or more
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10 OFF
With This

Coupon

Towards the purchase
of any six pak
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A Valid thru Sept. 22
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Dance And Theatre Events

Returning to the University for the first time since their trium-
phant visit here in 1969. The Alwin Nikolais Dance Theatre will
perform on Friday. February 22 and Saturday, February 23 - This
Company also will offer two different programs.

A very special event on Friday. April 12, will be the appearance
here of the Thad Jones/Mel Lewis Orchestra. This celebrated big

band has been goodwill ambassador for the U.S. State Department
and will be visiting here for the first time.

The Fine Arts Council will announce other special events through
the school year.

On Thursday. February 28 and March l. The Manhattan Project
Company, under the direction of Adre Gregory will return to the
University for two performances of Beckett's "Endgame". This
production has received high praise from audiences and critics alike.

The first event on this series will be The Inner City Repertory

Dance Company* who will perform on Tuesday, October 9 and
Wednesday, October 10 in two different programs.

The Ballet

Repertory Company,* directed by Richard Englund and composed

of young dancers will also offer two different programs in the Finest

Classical Ballet. The first performance will take place on Friday,

February K and the Second on Saturday, February 9. 1974.
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Third World Cultural Series

NEW RECORD SELECTION
Lowest Prices in Town!!!

on our Entire Stock Albums & 8 Track Tapes

ARTISTS include

Chittjo - PiaIt FhfJ

Ctrks Saa/aaa - Mahatlshaa

Jaha Mclaajhlin Halt* Reddy

Oaatga Harriaaa aad Maaf Mara

LAFAYETTE
SEIDEN SOUND ELECTRONICS

Owned & Operated
By

Seiden Sound

AMHERST
STORE

15 E. PLEASANT ST.
549-1105

Pittsf ield, Mass.
Colonic NY
Albany, NY

Schnectady, NY
Glensfalls, NY

Another first for UMass will be the appearance here of the
Kathakali Dancers of India on Friday, November 16. These dancers
have no counterparts in Western World. While here the Troupe will

perform India's major traditional Sacred Dance Drams of Kerala.

On Saturday, September 22,

Kddie Palmieri and his orchestra,

one of the finest Latin-American
bands before the public today will

be presented as party of the first

Latin-American Festival to be held

at this University. The Orchestra
is being sponsored by the Campus
Center Program Council in

cooperation with the Fine Arts

Council. Also, as a part of the

Latin-American Festival and
Fvening of Poetry and Films will

be held in Herter Hall. 231.

featuring leading Latin poets and
films. This portion of the program
will take place on September 21.
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Eleo Pomare Dance Company will launch the Fine Arts Council
Program and the Third World Cultural-Series for the 1973/74 season.
The Company is an integrated, but predominently black one, and
will offer two entirely different programs during their appearance
here. Performances will be held on Wednesday, September 19 and on
Thursday. September 20 in Bowker Auditorium.

Duke Ellington, one of the
world's greatest and best loved

artists will visit the UMass campus
for the first Jime. and will present

two concerts at 7:30 p.m. and 9:30

p.m. on Friday. November 2.

Also making his university debut on March 16 will be Count Basie
and his Orchestra -one of the great jazzmen of all time and the final

event in the Third World Cultural Series will be the appearance here
of Mighty Sparrow, who brings his Caribbean Festival to us, in-

cluding a steel band, singers and dancers, authentically and
lavishingly costumed.
Season's subscriptions to Third World Cultural Series are priced

at $ 10.00 for UMass students and $20.00 for others.
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YOUR MONEY'S WELL SPENT AT A*cke\ Kent

TH|S C00P0II «0MH

25
c OFF

tNt PURCHfcSE

(air trade items.

uVT

xcept tobacco
or
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DISCOUNT HEALTH ft BEAUTY AIDS

O

eedsbnn<
for. ^T

SCHOOL

£

zJXZd^ERj^iaaaar
rARCHER KENT

SCOPE

MFR. $, 59

18 oz.

«8< without coupon •

4739F
ExP"-es: 9/,/7j

LA«CHER KENT.

ARCHER KENTTn^^V

6LEE*«. _ e-ffc
[••iimsu

BIG
SCHOOL
SPECIAL

Buy 2 MFR. 49c

":. S&

THEME
BOOK

100

pages

Clearasil
Acne Medication

wire-

bound

.Skin tone

Clear

MFR. 98c

I

Limit One

4729F
purchase

Without

coupon 72C

coupon pe<r

Expires: 9/9/73

lOJ
ARCHER KENT,

"'"////////M

Flair!
By

Papermate

Black
Blue
Red

IFR. 49c

ARCHER KENT

SURE
Anti-Pertp,railt
MFR. $1.79

9 02.

98c without coupon
Regular

unscented
L'li't. One couponper purchase

;/33-4-F Expire.. 9/9/73

ARCHER KENT
W//////////M

TAMPAX.
BWMWi

Regular MFR. $1.93

6S oi

M™- SCOTCH
TAPE 5"x8oo"

INDEX
CARDS 3"x*'

m^r ELMER'S
59c GLUE

4 0Z.

M
^
R THEME

98c BOOK subject

MFR F|LL£ R
519 PAPER

300

count

mfr PLAYINC
79c CARDS

mfr PEHCILS
59c Pack of 12

AMHERST

191 North Pleasant Street

HOLYOKE

285 High Street

MFR.
89c

Pack of

5 Blades

VITAMIN

250 reg.

100

Tablets

MFR. $1.39

VITAMIN "E"
All natural

$187100 units

100

Tablets

MFR. 3.49

mfr SEWIHG
55C KIT P°C

mfr THESIS
98< PAPER 8"xn

mfr. REPORT
i9c COYER 8

"xn "

w///jmw.

Film

Developed

40%

NORTHAMPTON
114 Main Street

Prices Effertive Thru

September 9, 1973
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Chamber Music Series

A PAVfe

The Netherlands Wind Ensemble

Music from Marlboro Hill be
joined by the young American
violinist. James Oliver Busell, IV.
In a program including works by
Mozart. Rossini and Spohr, on
Wednesday. February 27. 1974 in

their first American Tour. The
Netherland Wind Ensemble,
composed of eighteen of Holland's
finest musicians will present a

program of great wind literature

on Thursday. March 7, 1974.

The final offering in the
Chamber Music Series will be
Music by Four, featuring pianist
I'rsual Oppens, -lliroko Yagima.
violin; Marcus Thompson, viola
and cellist Fred Sherry. Their
program will include Piano
Quartet in E Flat. K. 493 by
Mozart; String Trio by Schoen-
berg. and Brahms' Piano Quartet
in C minor.
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Satisfaction Guaranteed • Replacement or Money Refunded

Mountain Farms Mall Rte. 9 Hadley, Mass. K^' "cu«:«< itl
We reserve trie right to limit quantities.

10 Speed Bik.

Keno 26" Shamino derailer

Yellow. Block wall tires.

Reg. 74 99

AM
Clock Radio

Solid-state design for instant-on sound.
Woke up to musk control.

big eosy-hMood dock foce.

^AA^MAA^MW^WWMMVS

Tapes and Albums

cV*cV/

AN the most wanted

selections. Come in

earn/ for your best

choice.

Ptpsi Cola Carpet Tier and Cafe

Curtains

1,001 uses! Assorted style

4 colors, one hundred to

choose tronv 13"e1S"

TlC-7

\

1 »*ev»v»'^a w
•Meyfiny TfVf

and cola ciatoim .

Asearfoo stylos *

colon* jo toiiO/

Converse

Sneakers

star sneakers, ^.^ V

Gym Shorts or

Wig Warn Sox

Tofted

Bedspread

Mo-Iron

Sheets

,/

UnMsMlO0%
100% cotton b4

Twin or fofl sixe.

sises. Over 130 thrsods ps

so, in. S0% cotton, 30%

ps tysstoi 1

, outlasts 100%

twin fail

197

*•* "» Reg. 2J7

Mows
4 Drawer File

«sw ifie¥

faro

2*4?
Reg. 2.97

fUg. 36.97.

cVrsV^/

Just in ante for

bock to-schooT

Great buy!

16"zippered

durable outer

cover. Blue only.

Re9. 2.77

Bath

Towels

Famous brands,

all cotton in

assorted colors.

-UA

•wuray, oapistaole

all metal. Blue only.

Bry area

Rttg. 4 44

Attorn and dry

ban at a price

you'll hove to look

twice to believe.

1973/74 Celebrity Series

A visit by the Leningrad Symphony Orchestra, under the direction
of Guest Conductor Gennady Rozdestvensky, will highlight the
1973/74 Celebrity Series, which includes four other major concerts
under the sponsorship of the Fine Arts Council. The Leningrad
Symphony Orchestra, in its first visit to this country since 1962, will
appear in concert in Curry Hick Cage on November 19, 1973, for a
single performance. The oldest symphony Orchestra in the Soviet
Union, the Leningrad Philharmonic was found in 1882 as the Im-
perial Court Orchestra. For their visit here the Orchestra will offer
Symphony No. 9 by Shostakovich, Violin Concerto by Tishchenko
and Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 4 in F minor.

On Wednesday, March 20, and Thursday. March 21, The Council
will present The New York Pro Musica Antiqua in their production of
the 17th Century Opera "La Dafna" by Marco Da Gagliano. The
Opera will be fully staged and costumed and music will be performed
on authentic period instruments.

Gennady Kozdestvensky

Ralph Kirkpatrick, Harpsichordist, and one of the world's great
musician-scholars will open the Celebrity Series on Wednesday
October 17, and Thursday. October 18. Mr. Kirkpatrick will offer two
entirely different programs for his University audiences

thJ hriiiTlnt
yX^S C,OSe in ApriI wlth th* appearance here of

nrrhJ . r T"^ *?*" "*"*' and the Springfield Symphony

nlrforti h
U
k

' h£ d,rection * "o^t Guiter Mr. Watte will

Thin
"raham»

f

p»»o Concerto No. 1 in D. Works bv Professor

!«Im 7k !?*« °u
thC UMass/A««herst faculty will also be per-formed by the Orchestra, as well as those of Berlioz and Debussy
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WIUOWBROOK
GarJens & Florist

in the Amherst Carriage Shops
549-1493

FLOWERS ft FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS
large & small potted plants

(hanging pottery)

Terrariums
Dried flowers & grasses
Wicker baskets
Flower pots

Soil & Plant fertilizers

Novelty gifts

/

You'll love STEWART'S COLLEGE TOWNE! That is, you
will if you love the look of today's fashions; from sports-
wear to accessories, from coats and jackets to hand-made
jewelry. As the Fashion Director of the most exciting young
store in the Five College area, I'm delighted to introduce
you to a whole new fashion experience.

Stewart's College Towne is located just ten minutes from
campus, in the heart of downtown Northampton. The store
has a tradition that goes back more than seventy years, but
that's about the only thing 'old' about us. Bob Levitt, the
proprietor, has been in the women's clothing business for
eleven years. The sales staff is all home-grown, and we
wouldn't have it any other way. One of the secrets of our
success is the personal service the gals on the sales floor

can offer based on years of experience dealing with
customers from the Five College community. The Fashion
Director ( that's me) is in real life Mrs. Bob Levitt. My
fashion experience was gained in both New York and
Dallas, two of the most clothes conscious cities in the
country.

Now, you ask, what do we sell? Answer: Sportswear; pants,
shirts, sweaters, and skirts with a blazer or two besides;
Ready-to-wear; dresses, car coats, winter coats and ski
parkas: Accessories; handbags, mittens, hats, scarves,
and hand hammered bronze jewelry. Our clothes are fun
and easy to wear. Our approach is easy and low-key. Our
prices will make you happy and so will the coffee and home-
baked something we serve to the early birds each Saturday
morning. Why not stop in and see for yourself?

STEWARTS COLLEGE TOWNE
96 Maia Street. Northampton

By JOHN FISHER
John Jones is a veteran, recently

returned from Vietnam. Before he
went into the service, he had
earned almost 40 credits at a
community college. Now he is

working as a teacher's assistant in

a public school, and he hopes to

complete his undergraduate work
and become a full teacher.

Fred Smith is the president of a
small corporation that has almost
doubled in size during the last two
years. He has recently become
aware that management
techniques that worked very well
when his company was operating
out of his garage will no longer
serve him. For this reason, he
spent three days last month at-

tending a conference on
management techniques for the
small businessman.

Jane Doe had completed three
years of college before she dropped
out to support her husband while he
attended graduate school. By the
time he had finished his studies,
Jane was pregnant with her first

child and never went back to

school. Now the children are
almost college age and she is

wondering whether it is too late for
her to resume her academic
career. Drawing on a new sense of

personal worth which she gained
from a non-credit workshop on
attitudes about women, she is

planning to meet next week with a
counselor who will help her with
the problems associated with
returning to the University after an
absence of almost twenty years.
Even though their stories are

quite different, these three people
have one important thing in
common — they are all "irregular
students" in the University's
Division of Continuing Education.
Above all else, the Division rests on
the assumption that education is a
life-long process. While most parts
of the University are geared
toward "regular students", who
traditional four-year academic
pattern, the Division of Continuing
Education seeks to find and serve
the "irregular students ", whether
those students are looking for a
one-day conference on some
specific problem relating to their
profession, or a program leading to
an academic degree.
Although the Division of Con-

tinuing Education was founded less
than three years ago, it is already
active in a great many areas. Chief
among these are its conference
services, its academic extension
program, and its program of
continuing education for women.
Although its range of activities is a

Continuing Ed. Serves
SEPTEMBER 4 5, 1973

broad one, virtually all the
programs of the Division are
supported by the revenues they

generate or by trust funds. This
self-funding provision means that

the Division of Continuing
Education provides a wide range of

services to the citizens of the

Commonwealth with almost no
state assistance.

Conference Services

Of all the activities of the

Division of Continuing Education,
those of its Conference Services

are perhaps the most varied. The
Division can provide facilities and
management assistance for all on-

campus conferences, seminars,
and meetings, which range in size

from a handful of people to several

thousand. While the average
conference may bring less than 50

participants to Amherst, the
Division has handled conferences
with as many as 7,000 attendees.

Whatever the size of the con-

ference, the conference
management staff performs three
primary functions. First, it assists

in pre conference planning. This
includes determining objectives,

selecting speakers and other
presonnel, choosing conference
dates, and acquiring suitable
facilities and equipment.
During the actual program,

Continuing Education Staff
members accept registrations,
collect fees, and provide in-

formation and assistance relative

to the conference. Conference
personnel direct conferees to
meeting rooms or reunite a parent
with a missing child with equal
charm and efficiency.

When the program is concluded,
the Division analyzes and
evaluates it for the sponsor and
provides a financial report to

account for monies received and
spent.

The diverse nature of the
programs provided by Conference
Services reflects the varied in-

terests of the citizens of the
Commonwealth. Among the 24

conferences scheduled during a
recent month were a meeting of

insurance company executives, a
course on attracting business to a
small community, a workshop for

journalists on reporting women's
news, and a football reunion,
more to come....

Academic Extension
The second major focus of the

Division is its Academic Extension
Program. In recent years there
has been a movement in higher
education to bring the campus into
closer contact with the "outside
world". While a number of

programs have operated from the
campus outward, attempting to
bring students in contact with
people and problems not directly
related to the University
Academic Extension seeks to
make the academic resources of
the University available to those
who have been "outside" the
University framework until now
Because of its liberal admissions

policy and the flexible nature of its
programs, Academic Extension
opens up the possibility of a college
education to virtually everyone.
"We take almost everyone with a
high school diploma and many
without," says Dr. William Ven-
man, Director of the Division of
Continuing Education. "We are
more interested in present college
performance than we are in old
high school records. We don't
refuse anyone admission, but we
counsel some people not to apply.
Generally, we give a student 30
hours of course work and then let
him continue toward his degree if

his academic average is 2.0 or
better, and he submits a
satisfactory course plan for the
remainder of his work."
The result of this policy of

opening the doors of the University
to all who are qualified has been
the creation of a diverse and highly
motivated student population.
Students in Academic Extension
come from a wide variety of
backgrounds. Retired persons and
business executives sit side by side
in class. Young people who have
never before attended college work
with professionals who are seeking
to advance their careers. Their
diversity of outlook makes the
Academic Extension courses
among the most lively and in-

teresting of those offered by the
University.

Students in the Academic Ex-
tension program of the Division of

Continuing Education are eligible

for any undergraduate degree
offered by the University,
providing that they meet the
matriculation requirements for
that degree. The Division also
offers its own degree, the Bachelor
of General Studies. The B.G.S. is a
career-oriented degree which can
be specially designed to meet the
personal and professional needs of

a student possessing greater
maturity and life-experience than
the "regular" undergraduate.

* * *

The fall Academic Extension
offered more than 70 night classes
at the University's Amherst
campus, along with a few special

(Continued on pg. 41)

THE HUNGRY U
FOR THE STUDENT BODY

20 Varieties of Subs
20 Different Kinds of Pizxa's

FREE DELIVER Y

Call 256-6350
THE HUNGRY-I
10* N.PLEASANT
AMHERST

tel. z«*-*)«o
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' Irregular Students
'

'

(Continued from pg. 40) a greater degree of individual
offenngs in Pittsfield, Greenfield, initiative than is usually found in
and Holyoke. Students in the the traditional classroom setting.
Division of Continuing Education In the near future, Continuing
are also eligible to enroll in regular Education for Women hopes to be
university courses on a space- able to bring its workshops to

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

available basis.

In addition to its regular
programs, Academic Extension
also offers college-level courses at
any location in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts where sufficient

demand exists. Recently, this has
taken such forms as the offering of
courses for teachers in Concord

communities where such activities

have not previously been
available. They are also seeking to

establish a scholarship fund for

women who would not otherwise be
able to attend college.

. . . and Other Activities

The activities of the Division of
and the operation of a graduate Continuing Education are by no
program at Westover Air Force
Base.

Continuing Education
for Women

The problems that a woman
faces in the academic community
can often be very different from
thos faced by a man. For this

reason, the Division of Continuing
Education has set up a special
branch of Continuing Education
for Women. According to the

means limited to the areas of

Conference Services, Academic
Extension, and Continuing
Education for Women, however. In
its search to find ways to serve the
"irregular student" the Division
has undertaken many other ex-
citing experiments.
Earlier this year, the University

of Massachusetts joined with
eleven other major universities

and American Educational
Director of Continuing Education Publications, a subsidiary of Xerox
for Women, Pat Sackrey, "Ideally, Corporation, to found University
the university community should Independent Study, an adult home
meet the needs of all the people.
But right now the needs of women
are still being defined and shown to

be legitimate. It will be a long time
before we can assume that these
needs will be met routinely and
within the University structure."
To help meet these needs,

study project. The U.I.S. Program
will permit students who are
unable to attend regular college
classes to take noncredit univer-
sity-level courses by mail.

Under the terms of the U.I.S.

agreement, the University of
Massachusetts supplies a member

Continuing Education for Women to the project's Advisor Committee
is now operating the
Everywoman's Center in con-
junction with Community
Development and Human
Relations and the University
Counseling Center. The
Everywoman's Center seeks to

provide "a place on campus for

women who don't have a place". It

is used by women of all ages as a
resource center, a place to come in

and talk about their classes and
going back to school, and a center
to organize for special workshops
and women's activities.

Among the services of the
Everywoman's Center is a
counseling service which is

and provides staff members to

assist in structuring and
developing the U.I.S. courses.
Continuing Education Director
William Venman is the Univer-
sity's representative on the Project
Advisory Committee and the
Division has been active in coor-
dinating other UMass activities for

the project.

Yet another example of the
Division's ability to bring the
University's expertise to bear on a
particular problem is the Mental
Retardation Project. Working in

coordination with the
Massachusetts Department of
Mental Helath, the Division of

available to all women. Although Continuing Education has set up a
this service is primarily geared to

the problems of women who wish to

re-enter school after a long period
of separation from the academic
community, it provides com-
prehensive vocational, academic,

clearinghouse to provide in-

terested parties with information
on current developments in the
field of mental retardation. The
Mental Retardation Project also
publishes a montly newsletter

and personal counseling for any which keeps subscribers informed
woman who is in need of its ser- on mental retardation activities
vices. throughout the Commonwealth.
One of the most popular ac- All of this has come from an

tivities of Continuing Education organization which did not even
for Women in Project SELF, a exist three years ago. If one were
series of noncredit workshops of, to try to find a single reason for the
by, and for women. The purpose of phenomenal growth of the Division
the Project SELF workshops is to of Continuing Education, it would
seek to understand how and why doubtlessly be: "because the need
being born female has limited the

participants' lives and to find ways
to break through those limits. The
workshops deal with such topics as
the relationship of women to

society the role of women in the

arts, and effecting change in one's

was there." In the coming years,
the Division will continue to devote
its efforts to meeting the needs of

the "irregular student".

For further information con-
cerning any of the Division's

programs, contact the Division of
own life. Because they follow the Continuing Education, 920 Campus
model of the support group, in Center, University of
which participants deal with one Massachusetts, Amherst,
another on an equal basis, the Massachusetts 01002 or telephone
Project SELF workshops allow for < 413) 545-0905.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
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Because of the fine and unusual products they sell'
YARNS, BEADS, CRAFT SUPPLIES -

PLANTS, TERRARIUMS, GRO-LUX
EARTHWARES
159 N. Pleasant Street!

253-3576

( inside Faces of Earth)

un-dormitories
Great off-campus living—indoors and out—at either of two mod-
ern apartment complexes, only minutes away by car or bike from
Amherst College, downtown Amherst or UMass. Now accepting
applications for September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
•1,2, 3bedrmapts.
• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for soflball,

football, badminton
• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

RENT: FROM $185

CALL 413-256-8534

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• roomy closets, storage

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• master TV antenna
• modern kitchens

• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges

• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals

• 2-door refrigerators

• laundry facilities

RENT: $200/month
(utilities included)

CALL 413-665-3856

Fine Foot Wear for

Men & Women

j/ktfhur

Mon.-Sat. 9-5: 30, Friday nights till 8

39 S. Pleasant St. 256-6374
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Discount Imported Clothes

THE MERCANTILE
9 East Pleasant St.

UNUSUAL GIFTS

Bedspreads Beads
Mugs Jewelry

Pipes & Papers

Candle Making Supplies

Amherst Clubs And Organizations
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

College Town Barber Shop

is proud to introduce

MR. JOHN RITTER
specialist in

Men's and Women's Afro Styles

and complete barber service.

COLLEGETOWN does CREATIVE
SHAPING STYLING AND AIR DRYING as
routine service. Amherst's SCIENTIFIC
HAIR CARE CENTER, we recondition
SUN and ALKALINE hair damage.

We use and recommend

RK and AMINO PON
acid balance ORGANIC PROTEIN

products.

183 North Pleasant Street

Free customer parking in the rear.

Amherst Clubs. Organizations and
Assiiciatmns « Hev :i/73'

Amherst Art Center (Jones Library)

Mr Siephen Hamilton. Phone 549-0311

Amherst Boys Club

Mr Siephen Hamilton. Director

Phone 549-0311.

Amherst Boy Scouts of America
Norwottuck Council. Amherst
David D Pool. Dist. Scout Exec
6 Center Court

Northampton. Massachusetts 01060

Phone 586-3892

Amherst Camera Club
Gram B Snyder. Secretary

1146 No Pleasant Street

North Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

Phone 549-0750.

Amherst Chamber of Commerce
Lord Jeffery Building. Open All Year.

II Spring Strewt — Phone 253-9666

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

Information Booth. On the Common
So. Pleasant St.. Open June 15-Sept. 15.

Amherst Conservation Commission
Mrs Winlhrop S. Dakin
650 East Pleasant Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

Phone 549-3680

Amherst Firefighters Relief Association

Mr. John T. Doner ty, Fire Chief
68 North Pleasant Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

Phone 253-3431.

Amherst 4-H Town Committee
Mrs. Thomas Andrews. Chairman
334 Lincoln Avenue
Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-5415.

Amherst Garden Club
Mrs. Norman G. MacLeod
South East Street

South Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

Phone 253-5715.

Amherst Girl Scouts
Mrs. David Robinson. Neighborhood
South East Street Chairman
South Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-7622.

Amherst Girls Club
Mrs Jan Rowe Dugan. Secretary
270 Alpine Drive
Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone^Residence: 253-9612. Office: 549-3807

Amherst Golf Club
365 South Pleasant Street
Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 256-6894.

Amherst Grange #16. Inc., P of H.
Henry Newton. Master
114 Mount Warner Road
Hadley. Massachusetts 01035
Phone 253-3758

S<*jth Amherst Grange #371 P. of H.

Mrs. Fred Allen. Jr.

Station Road
South Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

Phone 253-2240.

Amherst Jaycees
Mr. Steven W Brode. President

1117 No Pleasant Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Phone 549-6448

AKC puppies

• Tropical Fish

• Aquarium set-ups

<S all related
accessories

Am hers i Lodge I 0.0 f » 152

Mr Arthur M Chaffee
So East Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

Phone 253 5096

Amherst Stamp Club
Mr John W Anderson

144 Rocky Hill Road
Hadley. Massachusetts 01035

Phone 253-5675'

Amherst Koyal Arch Chapter
Masonic Hall. 99 Main Street

Phone 256-6867

Mr Kodncy E Gray
South East Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

Phone 253-7069

Amherst Junior Women's Club
Mrs Alan Jacque. President
74 Polwine Lane
Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-7918

Amherst Women's Club
35 Triangle Street. Phone 253-7027

Mrs. Phyllis Hastings. President

32 No. Prospect Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Phone 253-2996.

American Assoc, of University Women
Connecticut Valley Branch
Mrs. John H. Brown. Chairman Membership
16 Bedford Court
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Phone 253-7847.

Amherst Clergy A Laymen Concerned
Mr Frank Dorman. Staff Director
Mrs. Robert Stern, Secretary
First Congregational Church
Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-5055.

American Legion Post #148
Amity & South Prospect Streets
William Sieruta. Commander
Long Plain Road
Leverett. Massachusetts 01054
Phone 549-1653.

Adult Education Program
Mr Paul Healy. Director

Jr. High School

Chestnut Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 549-3770.

Daughters of American Revolution
Mrs Margaret Bates. Secretary
86 Cowles Road
Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 549-0749.

Degree of Pocahontas
Helen Harrington. Secretary
462 Main Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-7563.

Franklin Shrine Club
E H. Cowieson. President — 253-5602.

Robert Lott. Secretary
15 Sunset Court
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-3130.

Golden Age Club
Mrs. Alice M Dowd. President
49 S<*jth Pleasant Street
Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-2731.

Greater Amherst Community Fair, Inc.
Mrs Dorothy Pickering. Secy-Treas
831 Main Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-9446

Tel. 413-584-0011

Rodents & Supplies

206 Russell St., Rt. 9 (near Old Weird Harold's), Hadley

Hampshire County Business and Professional
Women s Club
Mrs Patricia Gagnon President
504 Elm Street

Northampton. Massachusetts 01060
Phone 548 1538

Improved Order of Red Men
Norwottuck Tribe • 128

Mr Elliott Thornton. Quartermaster
Phone 253-5882

Kiuanis Club of Amherst
Mr Gordon Good. Secretary
15 Emerson Court
Phone 253-3426

Meets Lord Jeffery. Tuesdays. 7: 30 AM
Knights of Columbus
Amherst Council »1619

Mr Frank Canavan. Grand Secretary
129 Gtendale Road
South Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-3989

League <*" Women Voters

Mrs Charles F Cole. President
21 Columbia Circle

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-3180

Lions Club
Mr. Dwight Horton. President
Middle Street

South Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-7334.

Pacific Lodge. A.F. & AM
99 Main Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 256-6867

John Quinlan. Jr.. Master
Phone 253-2716.

Rebecca Lodge #167

Mrs. Evelyn Drake
180 Stanley Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-7309

Rotary Club of Amherst
Dr. J. S. Peterson. President
Phone 256-6472.

G. Dale Sheckels. Vice President
Phone 549-0808

Parents Without Partners
Mrs Lena M. Ricker
116 Glendale Road
South Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-5913.

Salvation Army
Wm. Hayman. Service Representative
44 Green Street

Northampton. Massachusetts 01060

Monday-Thursday — Phone 586-2694

R.S.O. Science Fiction Club & Library
Box #352

University of Massachusetts
Lending Library, Hasbrouck 234

6 30-8 30pm . Monday Thursday (Public).

Senior Community Center
17 Kellogg Avenue. Phone 253-9429

Mrs Bertha Burrows. Sec -Treas
34 Spring Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-9846.

Speakers Club of Amherst
Mrs Donna Motts. President
30 Hills Road
Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 549-1530.

Unity Chapter #66. O.E.S., Amherst
99 Main Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 256-6867.

Mrs. Rodney E. Gray. Matron
South East Street

South Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Phone 253-7069

University of Massachusetts Dames
Eleanor Maguire
Phone 549-1251.

University of Massachusetts Faculty Women
Mrs J. Richard Beattie. President
36 Hartmann Road
Amherst." Massachusetts 549-0186

Veterans of Foreign Wars
Earl J. Sanders Post #754. Phone 253-9286
Mr Casimir J. Baj, Commander
47 Jeffery Lane
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Phone 256-8297.
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MINUTEMAN MERCANTILE
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the best book selection in the area
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The paper lime machine
STRATEGY & TACTICS is a magazine. Its

also a tool: a time machine that enables you
to replay the crucial events — past, present,
and future — that shape our lives.

Now. instead of merely reading about what's
happening, you can explore and experience
the alternatives and decision points through
the technique of Conflict Simulation.

What it Conflict Simulation?
Conflict Simulation is a way of analyzing a

political or military conflict situation. A way
that is as intellectually stimulating as a game
of chess, and as thorough as a written analysis.

Through the use of the Conflict Simulation
(or "game") format, the conflict situation is

re-created - so that you are in a position to
make the vital decisions and, in the game at

least, change the way things were, are, or
will be.

What you get

STRATEGY ATACTICS magazine is publish-
ed bi-monthly. Each issue contains:

*A ready-to-play conflict-simulation game
with a 22 x 28" playmg surface, die-cut play-

ing pieces, and complete rules.

* An analytical article on the same subiect as
the game in that issue.

* Other feature articles on historical and
military subjects.

* Game and book reviews, commentary on
existing games, and discussions of subscribers'
questions.

The magazine is 48 + pages long, and all

material is handled in a highly organized (and
easily understandable) graphic format
Games recently published in STRATEGY &

TACTICS were GRUNT (ground combat in
V,etnam), LOST BATTLES (tactical combat in
Russia. 1941-44), USN (the war m the Pacific,
1941-43). COMBAT COMMAND (tactical com-
bat in Western Europe. 1944)
We also publish a separate line ol confhet-

simulation games, which you will find listed in
the coupon

Flx^gG^s;

Stick It!
with

®

Scotch products

transparent tape
double stick tape
electrical tape
masking tape
strapping tape
mounting squares
plastic tape

contact cement
wood & paper glue
epoxy adhesives
retlective tape
anti-slip tape
hair-set tape
pattern holder

MEXICAN IMPORTS
HAND M*DE

Mexico

BLOUSES '4 and '6

PRESS Ml

CUTTHING 80UTIQU1 Vkls q^VOOuxmt

Ipinwale corduroy]

m
dk. green
camel
navy
brown

S0°o cotton

50°o polyester

machine
wash dry

THE
CLOTHING
BOUTIQUE

sH<
eg***

arm
A
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Min uteman Merean tile

campus center

Serving the Academic Community

with Quality & Value

Mon.: 8: 30-9: 00 p.m.

Tues.-Fri.: 8: 30-5: 00 p.m.

Sat.: 10:00p.m.-4:00p.m.

s&

GREETING
CARDS
for all occasions

The very special way to remember .
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Portable Color TV

m&m
color TV

Minuteman Mercantile

serving the academic community with quality and

value

• campus center store

• textbook annex - physical plant building

• special hours during first two weeks
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STATIONEW AND
at special prices:

personal

imprinted and

fashion stationery

£3

Table Radios
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CD
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September Sale:

Factory Rep. in store to advise

and take trade-ins on

Sept. 7 and 10.

S C

M

our already low price on

any electric portable in stock.

This includes:

NEW MODELS

LAST YEARS MODELS

Also:

Dime's it 9ff§n §f$at$t t9¥h§s

SMITH -CORONA

BowmarBrain

"It is unworthy of

excellent men
to lose hours like

slaves in the

labor of

calculation'.'

Gottfried WUhelm Leibniz (1646-1716)

'Introduction To ESP'

Offered By Continuing Ed.

» -+ w m*J

AMHERST, Mass. — Extra-
sensory perception, an alternative

approach to investigating the
mental resources inherent in

every human being, will be the

subject of "Introduction to ESP,"
a new course offered by the
Division of Continuing Education
at the University of Massachu-
setts this fall.

The course is designed to allow

the student to study the ex-

periences of others in the area of

psychic phenomena and explore

his or her own potential psychic

ability. It will cover psychical

development, spiritual awareness
and unfoldment, and self-

knowledge. Participants will study

the psychical faculty as it operates

in their own lives and in their

relationships. Through lectures

and workshops the instructor will

encourage student participation . n

demonstrations of thought control

and concentration techniques.

The instructor, Ms. Claudette L.

Kiely, is a lecturer, teacher,

writer, and psychic who has ex-

perienced ESP since her teens. She
is a member of the American
Society of Psychical Research

Book Sale
T he Friends of the Library of the

University of Massachusetts
(Amherst) are planning a book

and record sale in the fall.

Donations of any suitable

materials will be gratefully ac-

cepted, including paperbacks,
magazines, children's books,

phonograph records, etc.

Contributions should be ad-

dressed to F.O.L. Book Sale,

I! Mass Library, Amherst, MA
01002. Materials can also be
dropped off at the new Library, or

at the loading platform behind

South College. All identified

donations (name & address of

donor) will be acknowledged. For
further information about the sale

or the Friends organization,
telephone 545-0058.

Outing Club
The University of Massachusetts

Outing Club was organized several

decades ago in 1927. Over the years
the club's activities have included
caving, mountain climbing, flat

and white water canoeing, roller

skating, square dancing, rock
climbing, ice climbing,
snowshoeing, crosscountry skiing

and a host of other outdoor ac-

tivities. If you like to do something
in the outdoors, no matter what it

is, you will easily find someone in

the club with a similar interest to

do it with you.

Club trips have gone far and
near, from short day hikes on the

Holyoke range or even closer a

cavingtnp through the maze of the

U of M drain system, to the .Grand
Canyon in Arizona, Tetons in

Wyoming, Three Sisters in Oregon,
Disneyland in Florida, Guatemala,
Peru, Canada.
Club meetings are held weekly

and usually consist of some
preliminary business followed by
some slides or movies of recent
trips or occassionally a feature

movie on the outdoors.

The club equipment room has
available to members, students
and staff at the university a limited

amount of equipment for use at a
rental fee that's so small it's hard
to believe. A brief list of some of

the equipment is tents, backpacks,
sleeping bags, climbing ropes,

caving gear, crampons,
snowshoes, crosscountry skiis, ice

axes, etc, etc.

To see our equipment and check
it out come to the equipment room,
room 415 in the student union on the
2nd floor, during the equipment
hours posted on the door. To find

out more about your university's
outing club come to any of our
weekly meetings normally held on
Monday evenings. Club trips and
meetings are almost always an-

nounced in advance in the Dally
Collegian.

(ASPR), ESP Research
Associates Foundation, the
Holyoke Speakers Club, and
president of the Associated
Speakers Clubs of Massachusetts
and Connecticut. Ms. Kiely has
worked with the ASPR in national
experiments in astral projection
and out-of-body experimentation,
and has done psychic counseling in

this area.

Explorations into ESP will be
held at the Campus Center on the
UMass campus. The $75 fee in-

cludes text materials and in-

struction. Classes are from Sept.

12 through Nov. 14, Wednesday
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Further
information is available from the
Division of Continuing Education,
920 Campus Center, UMass,
Amherst 01002, telephone (413)

545-0905.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

S-2550

47

549-1728

Mon.-Sat.,9:30-6:30

Fridays til 10 p.m.
THE GUITAR SN0P 233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst Carriage Shops

Specializing in

Fine Steel String and Classical Guitars

Made by contemporary Luthiers sueh as Gurian, Mossman, Hoffman, Millard
& Campiano, Ramirez, Contreras, Velazquez, etc.

«ko

brand name guitars

NEW & USED
Expert advice in choosing instruments for need & budget
Large selection of scores & sheet music for all classical & popular in-
struments

Accessories for all Instruments

Fine Repair Work On All Guitars

coiffures
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"Put your head in our hands"

This season's shorter hair lengths should offer the wearer

whether male or female — some variety

v.

THE CHOPPING BLOCK
26 Main St.

AMHERST

253-9293 By appointment
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On Being Drunk In The State Of Massachusetts
By RICHARD HOWLAND

Attorney for Students
On July I, 1973, Massachusetts

abolished the ancient crime of
being drunk although all the laws
having to do with driving under the
influence remain unchanged.
As of July 1, the Alcoholism

Treatment and Rehabilitation Act
(General Laws chapter 111B) will

govern drunks and drunkeness. As
with any new procedural law, we
may expect some confusion in the
application of the provisions by
police, citizens and courts at the
start.

Section 3 of the statute describes
a person as "Incapacitated" if he

is intoxicated "by reason of the

consumption of intoxicating

liquor" who "is (1) unconscious,

(2) in need of medical attention,

(3) likely to suffer or cause
physical harm or damage to

property, or (4) disorderly."

Section 8 of the statute provides

that any person who is in-

capacitated* in a public place

"may be assisted by a police of-

ficer with or without his consent to

his residence, to a ( detoxification)

facility, or to a police station." The
police officer may request the

person to take a test for alcohol,

including a breath test, but it is not

required nor is it a right of the

person to be tested. The results of

any such test are not admissable

against the person tested for any
purpose.

When an incapacitated* person

is taken to a police station the

nearest detoxification facility is

notified. If treatment is available

the person shall be transported to

the facility where he may be held

against his will up to forty-eight

hours or until he is no longer in-

capacitated*, whichever is

shorter.

If the facility indicates that

treatment is not available, the

incapacitated person may be held

at the police station in "protective

Students! Get Quality Tires

at Gas Station Prices —
mo/or brands, too!

With a BAK TIRE CO. Student I.D.

featuring GOODYEAR & DELTA TIRES

front end specialists

BAK TIRE CO.
55 Damon Rd., Northampton 584-4769

custody" until he is no longer in-

capacitated or twelve hours,

whichever is shorter. The statute

is somewhat vague, but as I un-

derstand its intent, it provides that

no person may be held in

"protective custody" against his

will unless he is incapacitated* as

defined in Section three. A person

in "protective custody" is not

under arrest nor is he charged with

a crime. Consequently, there is no

arrest or criminal record although

an entry is made in the police log of

the date, time and place of custody.

The statute is a progressive

change in an area of considerable

dilemma. For the most part police

have used the arrest for

drunkeness as a protective device

for inebriated persons. The statute

does not end this procedure, it

merely ends the criminal con-

notations of it. It wisely provides

that a person who is drunk and

disorderly shall not be charged

with disorderly conduct but shall

instead be subject to the statute. If

the officer is acting pursuant to the

statute he would seem to be im-

mune from false arrest charges. In

summary, that would seem to

require the following steps:

1. The officer must conclude that

a person is ( a) unconscious, ( b) in

need of medical attention, (c) a

danger to himself, others or

property or (d) disorderly by

reason of consumption of alcohol

("incapacitated").

2. The officer may then employ
reasonable force to take such

Collegian

person into "protective custody"

( which he should probably advise

such person, and then may elect to

transport the person to his

residence, a facility or the police

station. In most cases the officer

will have to take the incapacitated

person to the police station if he

has made the first conclusion,

simply for protective purposes.

3. At the police station the officer

in charge or the desk officer will be

required to telephone the nearest

facility and will probably need to

report the apparent condition of

the person and the circumstances

of the situation. If the facility

concludes that treatment is

available the person will be

transported to it. One may an-

ticipate that this will be a

relatively rare occurrence, at least

in Amherst.
4. At this point the officer in

charge should determine that the

person is incapaciated* and direct

that he be held in "protective

custody" until no longer "in-

capacitated" or for twelve hours,

whichever is shorter. The details

of the decision, the reasons, the

date and time should be entered in

the log.

5. The person should be per-

mitted to make a phone call, but

others should not be notified

against the wishes of the person.

If the procedures are followed by

the police and understood by

citizens they should work to the

benefit of all concerned with a

minimum of anguish.

Classifieds

pay

You're So Vain
You probly think this ad is about you, don't you?

Let us introduce you to the

Campus Center Hotel
Treat yourself to a room with a view ! For a low $9.75 student rate you get

:

Color T.V.

Room & Bath

Maid Service

This Student Discount is available to all V. Mass. students holding a valid I.D. for the current semester.

This must be presented at hotel registration. Payment must be made in advance.

For further details please call:

549-6000 (Ext. 538).

Try us - you'll like us . . .

Masquers Offerings
AMHERST, Mass. — Four

major productions will be offered
by the Amherst College Masquers
during academic year 1973-74.

The productions to be offered

are:

West Side Story: music by
Leonard Bernstein,
directed by George Bentley,

Friday, September 7

through Sunday, September
9, and Friday, September 14

through Sunday, September
16.

Indians: by Arthur Kopit,

Nursing Review

AMHERST, Mass. — Continu-

ing Education at the University of

Massachusetts is offering a review
course for nursing home ad-
ministrators who are planning to

take the licensing examination in

September.
The course will present a broad

review of the field of long-term
care, with an emphasis on trends

for the future and current up-

datings since the onset of ad-

ministrator licensure. Class
lectures and discussions will stress

practical operational problems in

the field.

Thee course will meet for two
all-day sessions Friday, Aug. 24

and Wednesday, Aug. 29, from 9

a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the Yankee
Drummer Motor Inn, 624 South-

bridge Street, Auburn. There is a

fee of $75 which will cover all

costs, including instruction,

materials, facilities, coffee breaks,

and luncheons.

The Massachusetts Board of

Registration of Nursing Home
Administrators recognizes the
Division of Continuing Education
at I 'Mass as an accredited in-

stitution with the right to offer

classroom experience which will

satisfy the necessary minimum of

fifteen classroom hours required
for annual licensure.

Anyone in the health field con-

cerned with professional im-
provement in all areas of long-

term patient care may contact the
Division of Continuing Education
at 920 Campus Center, UMass-
Amherst, 01002, telephone
545-0905.

directed by Allan Albert,
Friday, November 2

through Sunday, November
4, and Friday, November 9,

through Sunday, November
11.

Look Back In Anger: by
John Osborne, direct I by
Bruce Boyer, Friday,
February l through Sunday,
February 3, and Friday,
February 8, through Sun-
day, February 10.

The School for Wives, by
Moliere, directed by Walter
Boughton, Friday, March 8

through Sunday, March 10,

and Friday, March 15

through Sunday, March 17.

Ticket sales for West Side Story
will open Tuesday, September 4.

The Kirby Theater box office is

open from 10 am to 5 p.m. week-
days. All seats for each production
are reserved at $2.00 each, and all

performances will be at 8 p.m.
Kirby Theater is located in the

Town of Amherst on Route 116,
south, on the left two-tenths of a
mile past the intersection of 116
with Route 9. The telephone
number is 542-2278.

EATING PLACE

Stop in anytime —

Open 24 hours a day
FINE FOOD AT FAMILY PRICES

Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner

Famous for Ice Cream since 1927

CAMPUS PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
RT. 9, AMHERST-HADLEY LINE

Al D re iv

CAHILLANE MOTORS, INC.
The "Choice" Dealer

serving area students since 1934!

Dependable Used Cars

&
Efficient Service Repair
make Cahillane Motors a good place to go

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-9, Sat. 8-5

Call 584-3792

375 South St., Northampton

Dodge
O

n
American
Motors

DODGE

TRUCKS

HONDA

NADA SHOP TRACK APPROVAL

Do Something Racy.

Maybe 57° banking doesn't turn you on but our full selection of quality BICYCLES

and NORDIC SKIS will.

Our sales and REPAIR personnel are trained to provide service of the highest quality.

Try

1 EAST PLEASANT ST.
At Fork of North

and East Pleasant

J&VU/O toiJ A" Bicycle

XC Skis
Phone

549-6905

* A.13JVS
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UMass Students To Work In D.C. This Fall
SEPTEMBER 4 5, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By MARK VOGLER
AMHERST - University of

Massachusetts students will be
assuming positions in top govern-
ment offices of Washington, D.C.
this fall.

The personnel "beef-up" comes
as no direct result of the recent
political tension felt throughout the
country.

"Their purpose is not to play

political games, but rather to get

down to the serious business of

helping people," says Richard A.

Sokol, assistant director of

Outreach — the UMass program
responsible for placing nearly 40

student interns in the nation's

capital.

"Our students will be busy fin-

ding out what's wrong with

government and how bureaucratic

agencies operate. They will take

on the responsibilities of

congressional and top govern-

mental agency jobs for one

semester without pay while

receiving full academic credit."

Some of the politicians UMass
interns are slated to serve next

month include Massachusetts Sen.

Edward Kennedy, Edward W.

Brooke, and U.S. Rep. Silvio 0.

Conte of Pittsfield.

Besides infiltrating these offices,

students will also be assigned to

work in the Smithsonian Institute,

the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the

State and Labor Departments, the

National League of Cities, the

. . . let a man who knows how

have a whack at the right

thing-a-majig.

Most quirks with automatic transmissions are simple ones. Why fuss, or put

up with poor performance, when it's so easy and inexpensive to put it right.

This is how we've built our business on your confidence in us . . . with a

knack for keeping things simple.

UNITED TRANSMISSION EXCHANGE INC.

584-6790 Northampton, Mass.389 King St.

LUNCHEON

SPECIALS

11 :30 a.m. to 3: 00 p.m.
MON.SAJ.

$1.40 to $2.40

ill Price

MONDAY — FRIDAY

Happy Hours

4: 00 p.m. -6: 00 p.m.

Take Out

Service

§^^

Route 9, Amherst
for Tok.oul Service Colt 256-J 3 36

r/«w- Vic Su&aeit

lave**'
1®

SUFFERING BASTARD

<&'

SHRIMP GOCKTAIL
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^ Gold Fingers **o
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Appetizers
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V
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PINEAPPLE
PASSION
The fruit of the
Pineapple combined
with rare spices
and a blend of
fine Rums.
Served in a fresh
Pineapple shell.

XB BBC ROCK
fttt. $*0. 9-1

StttrJif tfhr ftt §imi

IN TUB 10UHGE

Equal Employment Opportunity

Council, the New England
Regional Commission and the New
England Congressional Caucus.
Having interns positioned in

Washington is nothing new to

Outreach which is beginning its

second year. Last fall 11 students

worked in the city, followed by 25

this past spring.

Sokol said the Washington in-

ternships seems to be "the most
popular" aspect of Outreach, and
added that its enrollment should

"greatly increases" each
semester. "We would like to

eventually level off the number of

people going to 60 or 70," he said.

"The word "Politics" means
more to a large segment of the

Washington population — it's a
way of life," a former intern said of

his experiences in Washington.

"Interacting with such a com-
munity provides an opportunity to

witness the theories students so

often study in the class room and
test their validity.

"First hand experience has
deepened my understanding of

politics and undoubtedly opened up
more avenues of thought and
controversy."

Most of the students working
under the Washington program
have educational backgrounds in

either Political Science, History,

Economics, or Journalism.

The internship is one of many
opportunities Outreach offers

UMass students. "There's nothing

beyond our reach," Sokol said.

The program was initiated last

fall by several students "to meet
the needs of the students com-
munity and allow students to get a
good education," he said.

Seven language students will go
to New York City next month to

intern in the Department of Im-
migration and Naturalization and
other social agencies.

Last year, Outreach provided
free federal and state income tax

assistance to people in the

Springfield area who wouldn't

ordinarily be able to afford the

service. Director William M.
Burke said the service saved 2,6%
people approximately $29,117.

Many students are involved in

hospital and various social

programs in Greater Springfield,

Worcester and Boston. One intern

has been placed at Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institute.

hiyersity

Motor

Lodge
345 No. PiMMHt St.

Amhartt

On

the

edge

of

the

Campus

FAMILY PLAN

COLOR TV IN

EVERY ROOM

COMPLETELY
AIR CONDITIONED

256-8111

NORMAN M. ENMAN
Owner-Monoo»f
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Five College Cooperation Collins Office Hours
By NORTH BURN

I usually pick up student hit
chhikers as I drive among the
colleges. They are a useful source
of information on how five college
cooperation is working. The other

Five College Coordinator
he had a tolerant academic ad-
visor.

But, I said, the bus system must
be inadequate to his purposes since
here he was hitchhiking. Not at all.

day I picked up a young man in **! he. He usually used the bus.
front of Hampshire, heading for He W£*s hitchhiking that day only
Mount Holyoke. He turned out to be
an Amherst student who had been
admitted on early decision, so he
must have been a bright fellow. He
told me Amherst had been his first

choice for college because of five
college cooperation. He said he
could have the benefit of a small
college and also have access to
much wider resources than
Amherst alone could offer. Since
this was my line, I like my
passenger. He was taking two
courses at Amherst, one at
Hampshire, and one at Mount
Holyoke. The next semester he
planned to take a course at Smith
and another at the University.

I decided to see how he was
coping with problems we were all

grappling with. First, interchange
registration procedures: no
problem, said he. A bit more paper
work than to register for a course
at Amherst. He seemed to be

because the weather was fine.
Didn't he have trouble fitting his
travels and his classes into a day?
No, he had arranged his schedule
so that his Amherst classes were
on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday and his Hampshire and
Mount Holyoke classes on Tuesday
and Thursday. I was growing very
fond of that young man. By the
time he had described with great
enthusiasm the wealth of cultural
events in the Valley, I had grown to
love him. 1 wished I could display
him as evidence that five college
cooperation does work, at least
sometimes, at least for some
people.

As a matter of face, it is con-
siderably better than that. Perhaps
I am so concerned with the
problems that I fail sometimes to
see the progress. On balance, it is

probably safe to say that

university) remain proudly- on
occasion, fiercely-independent,
but each is an integral part of a
larger community. Smith remains
Smith, but it is also Smith-in-the-
five-colleges.

Now cooperation, at least in this

Valley, is not an end in itself. Its

purpose, in these days of scarce
resources, is to preserve and
strengthen five independent,
distinctive, viable institutions by
helping each do what it wishes to
do but cannot door cannot do so
well within the limits of its own
resources To make this possible
the cooperative tail must wiggle
the institutional dog a bit, but the
tail should not wag the dog. The
problem each step of the way is to

determine how much institutional

autonomy is to be given up to make
cooperation work in the interest of
each institution without un-
dermining the independence or
viability of that institution.

This means, of course, that there
is-and must continue to be-
duplication of certain resources.
For example, each of the five in-

stitutions, if it is to be independent
at Amherst. He seemed to be cooperation today works most of "TZbi? ,h™, H Z2IT ,,
taking courses at the other colieges £ time for some of the peopte in ££t • *g

,?£2^
just for the experience. How about
the rule that he must show that a
course he wanted elsewhere was
"significantly different" from one
given on his home campus? That
was easy too. He could always find
sufficient differences in treatment
of the material, books used, or

the five colleges and some of the
time for most of the people. This is

one of the oldest cooperative
groups in the country. Over the
years, the web of entanglements
among the institutions has come to
touch virtually every facet of their
operations. The colleges (for

classroom style to argue that they which, please read four private
were "significant." Furthermore, colleges and a large state

courses in English. This leads an
occasional amateur efficiency
expert to suggest that, to achieve
real economy, the five institutions

should merge. At a minimum, we
could save the salaries of four of
the five presidents. < Come to think
of it, we would also save mine.)
The difficulty is that we would lose
far more than . we would gain.

(Continued on pg. 52)
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Complete Auto Repair ft Service

Brakes, Tune-Ups, Tires, Batteries

V.W. ft Corvette Specialists

Reasonable rates for student budgets!!

Open 7 a.m.-i l p.m., 7 days a week

Ice & Vending Machines

Located right in the center of Amherst next to the Post Office.

Call 253-9059

State Representative James G.
Collins. 1) Amherst, will hold
regular office hours tor University
of Massachusetts' students.
faculty, and staff every first

Friday of the month from 9-11 a.m.
in Room 801 at the Campus Center
Representative Collins* first hours
will be this Friday. September 7th
Representative Collins, who is a

1%H graduate of I Mass and
lormer Student Senate President,
was elected last November to the
State House of Representatives
alter an intensive door to door
campaign throughout the seven
towns of the Second Hampshire
District

Representative Collins is

presently serving on the
Legislature's Committee on
Kducation and also the Special
Legislative Commission on
Belchertown State School and
Monson State Hospital. The
legislator, in conjunction with

other concerned members of the
House, was able to increase
Belchertown's budget for this
fiscal year by 1807,000. which will

provide better educational,
medical, and theraputic services to

the residents at Belchertown State
School 'While the budget in-

creases for this year will help."
Collins contends, "we still have a
long way to go in providing quality
services to retarded citizens. I look
forward to working lor increased
state support for a well coor
dinated and administered system
of delivering health and
educational services to retarded
citizens of Massachusetts

Students, faculty, and stall

wishing to contact Representative

Collins, may also call him at his

home on (57 Hutterfield Terrace.
Amherst, at 519 IM6 or at his office

at the State House at itil7> 727-

Htttf.

NS
/\ d\s>V»wcAive SvWp ovDwed Atod operated fty CfAf^MeiO Qlwce IQfcS'
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LOCATED
AT 21 PRAY ST.
AMHERST, MASS. em-sec

SERVICES, INC.

CALL
549-6220

TRANSCRIBING
SERVICE

Professional Secretarial

& Copy Service
MON.-FRL. 9-5

EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY

NEED PAINT??
TRY

WRIGHT'S amt
Wallpaper

Hours
Mon.-Sat.

8:30-5
Benjamin

jfls.

Moored
All Types & Colors of Paint

for all types of jobs —

( Even have all the deep tone mixed colors)

' \ll the paint & supplies you
need plus equipment for the job.

9PRAY ST., AMHERST 549-6237

(Continued from pg. 51)

Remember the farmer who fed his

horse increasing proportions of

sawdust with his oats until he got

the horse on a diet of pure

sawdust? He achieved great

economy in his feed bill; but,

unfortunately, the horse died.

What would die here if our in-

stitutions were to merge is the rich

diversity of approaches to higher

education. No one knows with

cretainty how to educate the young
and, therefore, a variety of ap-

proaches to the problem should

surely be preserved. And, of

course, diversity has other values.

Hence, in this Valley at least,

merger of the five colleges is not an

objective of cooperation. We do

hope, however, that through
cooperation we can achieve an

educational whole which is greater

than the sum of the parts.

So we will continue to need, say,

teachers of English in all five

colleges, though, to be sure, they

can profitably consult and
cooperate on faculty appointments

and courses and try to avoid

duplication of their more
specialized offerings. In other

fields much more sharing is

possible. Thus, it was decided some
time ago that each institution did

not need a full-fledged astronomy
department and what is now the

Five College Astronomy Depart-

ment was born. The chairman of

the department and several

members are at the University.

Each of the private colleges has at

least one astronomer on its faculty

but he ( or, in two cases, she) is a

member of the five college

department. All members of the

department of a breadth and
quality no one of them could have
on its own.

Or, consider the possibilities

with new fields of study. Black
Studies (or Afro-American

Complete Line of Speed and Equipment

Custom Automotive Parts & Accessories

MIKE'S SPEED
EQUIPMENT

"Home of The Midnight Productions Drag Team
1'

8 Track Tapes *299 Players from *35oo

220 Russell St., Rte. 9, Hadley Tel. — Shop 586-3950; Home 256-8651
Open Mon.-Sat., 9-9 except Tues. 12-9

Studies) is a case in point. Each
institution decided that it needed to

offer courses in this area, but

faculty resources were scarce and
expensive and no one institution

could provide all the courses

required. So we created a Five
College Black Studies Executive
Committee which considers
faculty and course needs for the

five college as a whole and advises

all institutions accordingly. As a
result, although there is more to be
done (there always is), the five

colleges already have one of the

strongest programs in the country.

The benefits of cooperation are

felt throughout the five college

community, but it is probably the

students who feel most keenly the

expanded opportunities it affords.

A student from any one institution

may take a course at any other

institution if it is "significantly

different" from a course available

at home. Provided the student's

academic advisor and dean agree
that the course fits the student's

academic program, full credit is

given to the course taken at the

other institution. In the last five

years student interchange has
increased nearly tenfold. During
1972-73 some 6,000 semester-
courses will have been taken by
students off their home campus.
To enable students to move among
the institutions, there is a bus

system which provides hourly

service during the day and several

runs in the evenings and on
weekends.

In addition to the wide range of

courses, students have access to

numerous cultural events on all

campuses. A Five College
Calendar of events is published

monthly. It is distributed free to all

faculty and staff and placed on
bulletin boards in convenient
locations for students of all five

colleges. It is also sold by sub-

scription to members of the
surrounding communities.
A Five College Student Coor-

dinating Board composed of

student representatives from each
institution sponsors an information

telephone which anyone may call

to find out what events in the five

colleges are scheduled. The board
also publishes an annual five

college information booklet which
is distributed to all students. The
booklet contains maps of all

campuses, significant telephone

numbers, library hours, and the

like. The FCSCB was instrumental
in beginning and is now helping to

support the evening and weekend
bus service.

Amherst, Mount Holyoke, and
Smith have made extensive studies

of the desirability and feasibility of

becoming coeducational; all have
decided to remain single sex while

undertaking to exploit five college

(Continued on pg. 53)

ARE THE BEST WAY TO GET AROUND THE CAMPUS
Avoid the High Cost of Parking Fees

RALEIGH* CCM CILO PHILLIPS ROYCE UNION

FREE Pick-up and Delivery

of your bicycle for servicing.

We service ANY Bicycle!

Expert Repair Service

Ph. 586-3865

Read about our

GUARANTEED BUY BACK
SERVICE

Buy a new bicycle from us in September and
we'll buy it back from you in May.
Example: buy a bicycle for $75.00

we'll give you 1/3 of

your purchase price back — $25.00

You ride the bike

for 9 mos. for only $50.00

$50 plus 9 mos. equals $5.55 per mo.

You can't rent a bike this inexpensively

Hours : March l-Sept. 30, 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Oct. 1-Feb. 28, 9-6

The Bike Broker Inc
*Raleighs in No. Adams & Pittsfield Store

CCM SKATES &
HOCKEY EQUIPMENT
The largest supplier

of skates & hockey
equipment in the area.

Sharpening service

available.

19 Damon Rd.,

Northampton
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(Continued from pg. 52)
cooperation more aggressively.

The idea is that these institutions

will be able to maintain their

traditional role in higher education

while obtaining some of the
benefits of men and women
learning and being together
through cooperation with the other

institutions.

There is little doubt that the
cooperative arrangements in

which they participate have
assited the four private colleges in

student recruitment. The ad-
mission offices make extensive use
of brochures describing the
cooperative arrangement. The
argument is persuasive. It is

possible for a young woman who,
on balance, would prefer a small
woman's college but does not wish
to give up the advantages of

coeducation or the accessibility of

a large university, to come to

Mount Holyoke or Smith and, in

effect, have her cake and eat it,

too. Correspondingly, students at

the University have open to them
the possibility of sampling the
quite different atmospheres to be
found at the small colleges.

For faculty members the
cooperative arrangement affords a
wider range of colleagues and
intllectual resources than they
could have on their own campus.
Through a variety of

arrangements, it is possible for a

faculty member at any one in-

stitution to teach a course at

another institution. This enriches
both the several colleges and the life

of the faculty member concerned.

Some of these arrangements are
designed to enable a given in-

stitution to fill a vacancy caused
by, say, sabbatical leave for one of

its faculty members. "Overtime
borrowing" ( for which, if you like,

read legalized moonlighting)
simply involves hiring a faculty

member from another institution

to teach a semester course in

addition to his load at home. Other
arrangements may involve two or

more institutions sharing the cost

(Continued on pg. 55)
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LOW CASH & CARRY PRICES ON BUILDING MATERIALS

ELDER LUMBER
has all you need to

Fix-up Your Room!!
•Cork Board & Blocks
(just like whats in the Campus Center)

•Cement Blocks

• Doors (flush)

for your Table Top

•Wrought Iron Legs

for Tables

• Bricks

•Spindleflex Shelving
(where you design your own shelves
with these wooden sections)

• r

Wall Hanging Fixtures

Paint

•Curtain Rods

• Pine Boards

•Antique Kits

>Shelf Brackets

•Stains
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Plywood Sheets

and more
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of a faculty member in some
specialty one could not afford on its

own. Faculty members sometimes
initiate exchanges for their own
purposes. This year, for example,
the philosophers in the Valley have
arranged a network of exchanges
among themselves whereby a
faculty member will teach one of

his courses on another campus in

return for a like service. No money-
changes hands, but everyone
benefits.

There is a wide range of five

college faculty seminars or
colloquia (15 this year). These
bring from 10 to 50 faculty mem-
bers with common interests

together to discuss a problem,
criticize one another's scholarly

work, or hear a speaker. They also

provide a forum in which in-

formation is exchanged and
curricular plans can be coor-

dinated.

From these seminars more
formal cooperative bodies have
sometimes emerged. Thus, from
the Latin American Studies
Seminar, which has been going for

some years, there has developed a
Latin American Studies Council
which meets regularly in formal
session to plan five college

programs in that field of study.

Discussions in the Victorian
Studies Seminar resulted in the

presentation last year of a highly

successful five college conference
in Victorian Studies which at-

tracted scholars from a wide area.

Chairmen or representatives of

some 25 similar departments or
programs meet together once or
twice a year to discuss their

common problems and to make
recommendations for five college

actions. From these meetings, too,

have come new ventures. The
French Departments, for example,
sponsored a five college sym-
posium last year on Paul Valery. A
variety of new faculty exchange
arrangements has also been
worked out in these meetings.

These and other opportunities

for faculty members to work with a
wider range of colleagues than
they have at their home in-

proven to be of

assistance in

faculty to the

retaining faculty

might otherwise
seek larger institutions or urban
settings. Another perhaps in-

cidental, but important, value of

five college cooperation is the
opportunity it provides for hiring

husband and wife teams, neither

member of which would come
without a job for the other.

Sometimes, of course, both parties

can be employed on the same
campus, but it is not often that

vacancies available on one campus
fit the offered specialties. The
range of possibilities on five

campuses is much greater.

At the core of the cooperative
enterprise is academic planning.

Each institution is kept informed of

what is happening at the others and
can take course offerings planned
at the other institutions into ac-

count in considering its own. Thus,
Amherst College decided last year
that it would no longer offer

Italian. This year as many
Amherst students are taking
Italian at the other colleges as used
to take it at Amherst. The College
has not lost Italian but is able to

use the resources which otherwise
would have gone into Italian for

other purposes. No central
authority tells any institution what
to do, but each institution takes
increasingly into account
resources at the other institutions

and cooperative possibilities in

making its own decisions.

The chief aim of cooperation is

not so much to "save money" as to

enable each institution, with its

limited resources, to provide the

best possible education for its

students and wider intellectual

opportunities for its faculty.

Although money may be saved in

one area, it is saved in order to be
applied more fruitfully to another.
In this context numerous examples
of savings can be cited

stitutions have
considerable
recruiting new
Valley and in

members who

Cooperative purchasing
arrangements among the in-
stitutions have permitted
significant savings in buying some
commodities. Amherst contracts
with Smith for its laundry rather
than setting up its own facilities.

Amherst, Hampshire, and Mount
Holyoke cooperate on an ad-
ministrative computer center. All
of the private colleges have ter-

minals into the very large
University research computer.
Cooperation among the libraries,

especially in joint purchases of
certain periodicals and serials,

enables each college to get more
for some library dollars than it

could if all funds were spent in-

ternally. Hampshire contracts
with the University for student
health services at less cost than if

it set up its own service. This also
benefits the University which can,
through expanding its service,
attract a more experienced
medical staff and offer better care.
Amherst has an ice skating rink
and all the institutions, as well as
high schools and other groups, use
it rather than building competing
facilities. The placement officers
exchange information on
prospective employers coming to
their campuses to conduct in-

terviews and arrange for students
from other colleges to be in-

terviewed as well as their own.
Since the principal impact of

cooperation is felt within the
several institutions, not much is

visible to an outside observer.
There are, however, a number of
cooperatively supported visible
ventures which serve all five in-

stitutions. The bus system, the
Hampshire Inter-Library Center,
WFCR (one of the larger and
better-known FM radio stations in

the country), The Massachusetts
(Continued on db. 59)
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Everytime
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16 Main St., Amherst 253-9800
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whole year

rent a refrigerator.

The perfect solution for late night snacks, study breaks, and even a whole meal savemoney ... no more vending machines to gobble up your funds . . . save time . . . it's right in
your own room . . . rent one for the whole year for only pennies per day . even less when
cost is split with your roommate . . . approved by the university for in-room use . . . compact
lightweight

. . . handsome walnut exterior has a beautiful furniture appearance . doubles as a
table . . . quick freezing ... can freeze up a new tray of large size ice cubes in oniy 45 minutes
holds over 36 cans of canned drinks ... if unit fails call representative for immediate replacement
. . . free pick up and delivery included in rental fee . . . limited supply - call now to reserve your
unit today!

COST: $40.00 for whole year plus a $10.00 deposit.

SIGN UP: Campus Center, 1st floor coat check room.

CALL: 5-0170 or 5-0012 for further information.

SPONSORED BY: Campus Center Recreation and Services Department
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Classical Record Sale

RIGOLETTO
Sutherland Pavarutti Milnes
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Mahler Symphony No7
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London Symphony Orchestra
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$10.77 $7.18
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SUE PRICE $459
Multiple Record Sets

Priced Accordingly
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SALE ENDS
SAT., SEPT. 15

CAKMINABURANA
VOLUME I

FROM
ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT
EARLY MUSIC QUARTET

UWTM^ $10.77

THE NEW RECORD SHOP
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394
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Warner - Elektra - Atlantic

RECORD SALE
1

$0593
$059 $0593
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JETHRO TULL
A PASSION PLAY

CHRYSALIS

IAN MATTHEWS
VALLEY HI
ELEKTRA

CAPITOL CITY ROCKETS
ELEKTRA

ALLMAN BROS. BAND
BROTHERS & SISTERS

CAPRICORN

The
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$059

HISTORY OF TO GRATIFU DEAD

(VOL.1) BEAR'S CHOICE
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VAN MORRISON

HARD NOSE THE HIGHWAY
Includes Warm Love Green

Mar Children Auiumnbont

$0593
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J. GEILS BAND
BLOODSHOT
ATLANTIC

LED ZEPPELIN
HOUSES OF THE HOLY

ATLANTIC

CROSS COUNTRY
ATCO

ARETHA FRANKLIN
HEY NOW HEY
ATLANTIC

PLUS
Our Entire Stock of Artists on These Labels

ON SALE

Allman Brothers Band
America
David Ackles
Aztec Two Step
Audience
Batdorf & Rodney
Beach Boys
Capt. Beefheart
Black Oak Arkansas
Black Sabbath
Blind Faith
Bread
Jackson Browne
Buffalo Springfield

Butterfield Blues Band
Byrds — Reunion LP
Bedlam
Backdoor
Skip Baffin

Bee Gees
Harry Chapin
Eric Clapton
Derek & The Dominoes
Cold Blood
Judy Collins

Ry Cooder
Alice Cooper
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young
Capitol City Rockets
Dana Cooper
Cross Country
Deep Purple

QWBIW IBHW&

The Dillards

Doobie Brothers

Doors
Dr. John
Wayne Davis
Deliverance — S.T.

Ned Doheny
Eagles
Jonathan Edwards
Emerson, Lake & Palmer

Faces
John Fahey
Roberta Flack
Fleetwood Mac
Aretha Franklin

Garland Frady
J. Geils Band
Grateful Dead
Gordon Lightfoot

Lindis Fame
Lindisfarne
Leadbelly
Little Feat
Linda Lewis
Mason Profitt

Bette Midler
Joni Mitchell

Mothers of Invention

Van Morrison
Martin Mull
Maria Muldaur
J.F. Murphy and Salt

$059
V List

$ 5
98

Gilrusatis ASYLUM RECORDS

Ian Matthews
Mickey Newbury
Randy Newman
Phil Ochs
Danny O'Keefe
David Peel

Pentange
John Renbourn
Bert Jansch
Peter, Paul & Mary
John Prine
Gene Parsons
Courtland Pickett

Bonnie Raitt

Chris Rush
Todd Rundgren
Kenny Rankin
Tom Rush
David Rogers
Clarence Reid
Rolling Stones
Exile on Main St. LP
Sticky Fingers LP
Jam Session LP

Doug Sahm
Seals & Crofts

John Sebastion

Seatrain

The Section

Paul Siebal

Carly Simon
Spinners

Steeleye Span
Stephen Stills

Swallow
T. Rex
James Taylor
Tower of Power
Jethro Tull

Marshal Tucker Band
Chip Taylor
Robin T rower
Bob Weir
Jerry Garcia
Mickey Hart
Jo Jo Gunne
Arlo Guthrie
Woody Guthrie
Nikki Giovanni
Andy Goldmark
Donny Hathaway
Jimi Hendrix
Linda Hargrove
Mike Heron
Incredible String Band
JSD Band
Doug Kershaw

Kinks
King Crimson
Spider John Koerner
Eric Justin Katz
Danny Kortchmar
Led Zeppelin
Loudon Wainwright III

Jesse Winchester
Yes
Neil Young
Youngbloods
Kenny Young
Frank Zappa
Dave Brubeck
Gary Burton
Ornette Coleman
John Coltrane
Duke Ellington

Eddie Harris
Billie Holiday
Herbie Hancock
Roland Kirk
Yusef Lateef

Charles Lloyd
Les McCann
Herbie Mann
MJQ
David Newman
Bobby Short

Miroslav Vituous
Joe Zawinun

THE NEW RECORD SHOP
197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5394
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For The First Time Ever

THE COMPLETE
CHAPLIN

1918
Fall Semester

1957
Spring Semester

DATE TITLE

September

17 "The Kid" and
"The Idle Class" B.8, 10

24 "The Chaplin Review" 6,8,10

(Shoulder Arms, The Pilgrim,

A Dog's Life)

TIME AUDITORIUM

Thompson 124

Thompson 124

DATE TITLE

February

4 "The Gold Rush"
and "Pay Day"

11 "The Circus"

25 "Modern Times"

October

1 "City Lights"

8 "The Great Dictator"

15 "Monsieur Verdoux"

«, 8, 10 Thompson 124

6, 8, 10 Campus Center

«, 8, 10 Thompson 124

TIME AUDITORIUM

7: 30 & 9: 30 Campus Center

7: 30 & 9: 30 Campus Center

7 : 30 & 9: 30 Campus Center

March
4 "A King In New York" 7: 30 & 9: 30 Campus Center

11 "Limelight" 7: 30 & 9: 30 Campus Center

All prints restored to their ORIGINAL condition and rescored by Chaplin himself.

A ONCE IN A LIFETIME EXPERIENCE
Presented by

00PIHAT
an area non-profit film society serving this area

Semester Series Tickets: Gen. Adm. - $6.25 Students - $4.50 Film Co-op Members - J3.75

AVAILABLE AT: ALL AMHERST FILM CO-OP SHOWINGS (see schedule below)

NANCI BAUBLES, Green St., Northampton
THE MERCANTILE, Amherst Center
LOTHLORIER LEATHER, S. Hadley Center
and on CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE during registration and the 1st

day of classes

OR write us at RSO, BOX 372, STUDENT UNION, UMASS.

ALSO

$6 >ew Members /Our Regular Schedule/ 85 Charter & SW Students

AMERICAN SATIRICAL DIRECTORS: Sturges /Wilder /Lubitsch

all shows at 7: 30 * 9: 30 in Hampden Student Center, Southwest. t'Mass

9ft The Miracle at Morgan's Creek (Sturges) 1944

9/l« Palm Beach Story ( Sturges ) 1942

9/23 Hail the Conquering Hero (Sturges) 1*44

9/31 The Major and the Minor (Wilder) 1942

10/14 The Seven Year Itch (Wilder) 1955

19/21 Ninotchka (Lubitsch) 1938

1 1 /4 To Be Or Not To Re I Lubitsch I 1942

STARS. DIETRICH/HEPBURN
all shows at 7: 30 and 9: 30 in Hampden Student Center. Southwest, I "Mass

10/30 The Scarlett Empress (von Sternberg-Dletrich > 1934

11/13 Destry Rides .Again (George Marshall-Dietrich) 1939

11/20 Shanghai Express (von Sternberg-Dletrich) 1932

11/27 Bill of Divorcement (Cukor-Hepburn) 1932

12/4 Sylvia Scarlett ( Cukor-Hepburn) 1935

12/11 Adam's Rib (Cukor Hepburn. Tracy) 1949

GENERAL PROGRAMMING
all shows at 7 : 30 ft 9 : 30 in Hampden except where otherwise indicated

9/7 Night at the Opera < San Wood-Marx Bros. ) 1935. Merril Science Center. Airiherst College
9/11 Funnyface (Stanley Donen) 1957

10/9 Greed ( von Stroheim ) —the Complete Version. At 7: 30 only. 1925

10/23 The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance < Ford ) 1962

10/28 The (rime of M. Lange (Renoir) 1935

1
1 ft (.(IDAHO Early & Late : Masculln-Feminin at 7 : 30 ; Letter to Jane at 9: 30

1 1 /I I To Catch A Thief ( Hitchcock

)

Merril Science. Amherst College
1 1 /IK Johnny Guitar (Nicholas Ray) ....(

1 1/26 The Clowns (Fellini) 1971. at Student Union Ballroom. I Mass
12/2 Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (Howard Hawks-Marilyn Monroe) 1953
12/9 Only Angels Have Wings (Hawks) 1939

12/14 The Gang's All Here ( Busby Berkeley) 1943 in color, at Mahar Aud„ I Mass.
l2/l5The Gang's All Here ( Busby Berkeley) 1943 In color at Merril Science. Amherst College
l2/l6The Private Life of Henry VIII ( A. Korda ) 1932
12/17 Once I pon A Time in the West ( Sergio Leone ) I960 in Campus Center Aud., I Mass.
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Remember — RSO, Box 372, Amherst Film Co-op, UMass, Amherst
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Review (a quarterly review of

literature and public affairs), the

Coordinator's Office, and other

services are supported by joint

funds.

All this is not without cost in both

time and money. For one thing, it

takes a great deal of meeting to

plan and decide. The principal

governing body is the Board of

Directors of Five Colleges, In-

corporated. The Board is made up

of the Presidents of Amherst,

Hampshire, Mount Holyoke and

Smith Colleges, the Chancellor of

the Amherst campus of the

University of Massachusetts, the

President of the University, and

the Five College Coordinator.

Until two years ago the Board of

Directors met four times a year.

Some evidence of the quickening

pace and increasing importance of

cooperation can be adduced from

the .fact that the Directors now
meet monthly to set policy and
approve budgets. Numerous
subordinate groups meet with

equal, or greater, frequency.

Cooperation also costs money.

Budgets approved by the Directors

of Five Colleges, Incorporated for

1972-73 totaled some $800,000.

Although an occasional foundation

grant is obtained, most of the

money comes directly from in-

stitutional budgets.

There are plenty of problems

and there always will be. One of the

major problems for years was
disjunction among the academic
calendars. This year has seen a

large step toward solving the

problem. All five institutions now
end their classes and examinations

for the first semester before the

Christmas vacation and none
begins the second semester until

late January or early February.

The January period is used
variously. At Hampshire and
Mount Holyoke there are formal

programs offered open, of course,

to students from the other in-

stitutions. At Amherst, Smith, and
the University the January term is

less structured; but this year a

wide variety of courses and student

activities were undertaken at all

five institutions. Thus, on the one

hand, the calendars are better

coordinated; on the other hand, we
have a January period which, with

development, might become a

truly cooperative educational

experience making it possible for

faculty and students to move freely

about the Valley and work together

on projects of common interest.

There are frequently stresses

between the need for cooperation

and the need for institutional

autonomy. There remain faculty

members who resent any
suggestion that what happens at

another institution has any
relevance to their own. And in

some quarters the competitive

spirit still prevails. Not long ago,

for example, I tried to get the

chairmen of four analogous
departments together to discuss

cooperation. They never seemed to

be able to find time to meet.

Eventually I learned why. I heard

from three of the chairmen that he

or she saw no need to meet with

colleagues because, in effect, "I

have the best department in the

Valley."

Sometimes it is not clear

whether developments represent

forward or backward motion.

Consider the history of electronic

music. Several years ago the

music department chairmen
decided that there should be

facilities for composing electronic

music somewhere in the Valley,

i Not all of them were enthusiastic

about the resulting music, it should

be noted, but they agreed that their

students and faculty should at least

have access to it.) This was a

relatively new field and it did not

make sense for everyone to build

facilities. The obvious solution was
to establish a cooperative studio

Hampshire furnished the space

and obtained a grant with which to

bir a Moog Synthesizer, the other

colleges agreed to pay a yearly

sum toward maintenance and
operation and a the college

committee was established to set

policy and control use of the studio.

The five college electronic music
studio was soon doing a roaring
business, if that is the appropriate
sound.

That, however, is not the end of

the story. Last year both Smith
and Amherst acquired small
electronic musicmakers of their

own and the University began
planning the acquisition of a full-

fledged studio. The musicians
decided that although everyone
would cooperate with everyone
else, the five college studio should
become simply the Hampshire
studio. It is not clear how this

development should be in-

terpreted. A pessimist might*call it

a set-back-cooperation was
cumbersome and difficult, so,

when enlarged facilities were
needed to meet student and faculty

demand, it was decided to set up
facilities on each campus under
unitary control rather than to

enlarge the central, presumably
more efficient, facility. An op-

timist would say this was a

resounding success. We
cooperated on an expensive ex-

periment but found that demand
for the facilities was so great that

each institution, to be viable,

should now offer this new tool for

study on its own campus. Deponent
saith naught.

One of the great strengths of five

college cooperation is that it in-

cludes both public and private

institutions and involves one very

large institution with four small

liberal arte colleges. This also

creates problems. Prior to World
War II the University of

Massachuset was not much larger

than Amherst College. It was one
of the best agricultural colleges in

the United States but posed no
threat to the liberal arts colleges.

Today the University of

Massachusetts is rapidly becoming
one of the leading universities of

the nation. The question is: can the

private colleges continue to count

upon the University for

cooperation without being
swallowed up in the process? The
answer, at least so far, is clearly in

the affirmative.

The leaders of the University of

Massachusetts are concerned with

the educational complex of the

State as a whole and are well

aware of the contributions the

private institutions make to it. For
that reason alone, the University

(Continued on pg. 60)

The

M.A.R.Y. Program

is now accepting applications

for fall positions

CONTACT

Dwight Tavada, 406 Webster Hse.

Lynn Nichols, 419 Lewis Hse.

or

call Neil Restin, 545-0636

RadlO /haCk of Amherst
318 College St., Rte. 9

Model RQ-413S
The Gadston

Here's the Perfect Cassette Recorder
for Recording Lectures
Convenience features include:

• Built in Condenser Mike
• Automatic Review for Transcribing Notes

• AC Battery or Car-Boat Adaptable.

We service what we sell at Radio Shack of Amherst.

318 College It., Rte. 9
Tel. 256-8368

Fridays till 8

*\]

Mon.-Thurs., 10a.m. -5: 30 p.m. Saturdays, 9-5
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253-9001

^0
BILL'S

SERVICE CENTER
Complete Tune-Up Service

Miner Repairs

253-7965

-1&5

"Site of the 1973 U.Mass. anti pollution clinic which used the Sun 947 infra-red

diagnostic tester."

Give your car the benefit of this fine equipment

260 College St. (Rte. 9) Amherst

»»
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will undoubtedly remain involved

with the private colleges and will

concerned to see that they do

preserve their independence. In

be concerned to see that they do

public-private cooperative

arrangements in Worcester and

Boston as well as in the five college

area. Beyond this, however, the

University will for the foreseeable

future have much to gain from

association with the private

colleges in more concrete terms.

The University can offer its faculty

a wider range of colleagues and a

wider variety of teaching ex-

periences and intellectual climates

than are available on its own

campus. There will continue to be

cases in which the private colleges

can provide faculty competences

which the University does not

have. One finds, in fact, that in

some respects University ad-

ministrators and faculty are more

cooperative than their colleagues

at the private colleges. Perhaps

this is because the University feels

less threatened and, with its larger

resources, has greater flexibility

for operation.

Hampshire College brings a new

challenge, and opportunity, to the

cooperative effort. A four-college

committee had recommended the

establishment of a fifth college

which would take advantage of the

resources of the other four and, in

return, would experiment with new

ways of education which would be

difficult for the other institutions

with their investment in long-

established programs and ac-

tivities to undertake. The problem,

paradoxically, lies in Hampshire's

basic role, namely, to experiment.

One of Hampshire's early plans,

for instance, was to adopt the four-

one-four calendar so as to have a

January term for free-wheeling

experimentation. The other four

institutions were on the con-

ventional semester calendar.

Should Hampshire be asked to drop

that experiment and bring its

calendar into consonance with the

others in the interest of five college

cooperation? Fortunately, it was

not necessary to face that problem

head-on since the other four in-

stitutions adopted similar calen-

dars for their own reasons.

But such problems are to be

expected. After all, whenever any

one of the institutions tries

something different, it affects

cooperation with the others to

some extent. Mount Holyoke
recently adopted a new grading

system which is complicating

things in a minor way. Problems of

this sort are integral to the game
itself, the object of which, it will be

recalled, is to preserve and
strengthen five distinctive and

independent institutions.

From time to time it is useful to

sit back and contemplate the

future of five college cooperation.

In the spring of 1968 the Presidents

appointed a sixteen-member Five

College Long Range Planning

Committee. The committee met

for many hours over an eighteen-

month period and in October 1969

presented its recommendations in

a 228-page paperbound book en-

titled Five College Cooperation:

Directions for the Future.

( Forgive the commercial, but the

book is still available for $5 from

the University of Massachusetts

Press, Amherst, Mass. 01002) A
number of the recommendations

have been adopted, some are still

being considered.

Planning is a continuing process.

Periodically the Directors of Five

Colleges, Inc. suspend normal

business to consider wither we
should be tending. Other groups do

also. The result is not a clearly

defined blueprint for the future

nor, in fact, is there complete

unanimity on general goals. Only

one thing is certain: all agree on

the necessity for continuing and

strengthening cooperation. Beyond

this, I speak only for myself in

suggesting goals for the future.

It must be assumed that the

financial problems now facing all

institutions of higher education,

public and private alike, will

continue and, indeed, will probably

become more acute. The demand
by governments and the public at

large for more efficient and
rational use of resource will in-

crease. There is solid evidence of a

trend toward more state-wide

coordination of institutions of

higher education. If voluntary

cooperation cannot be made to

work effectively, enforced coor-

dination may well be imposed
upon us.

Voluntary cooperation depends

for its effectiveness upon in-

stitutional self-discipline. The
primary goal, therefore, is much
more rigorous application of the

principle that resources at the

other institutions, and cooperative

possibilities, be examined before

institutional decisions on staff,

facilities, and course offerings are

made. The result would-or should-

be a significant increase in the

number of jointly controlled and

financed services, in the number of

joint five college departments, in

the number of majors offered on

each campus which depend for

fulfillment of requirements on

courses offered on the other

campuses, and in the number of

joint faculty appointments.

To some these might appear to

be negative goals, but they are not.

Consider some of the positive

possibilities. Student interchange

might be increased so that in the

course of four years in the Valley,

(Continued on pg. 61)
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BAKER-WINN
JEWELERS
Milford Baker, Owner

rcomplete watch service

complete line of watches,

jewelry, rinjjs & gift items

all at pleasing prices

Mon.-Sat.,9:00-5:30
31 S. Pleasant St. 253-3986

Appearing every Saturday:

THE MOONLIGHTERS
Dancing under the Crystal Ball

Steak - Lobster - Prime Ribs off Roast Beef

Dinners served from 5 p.m. -9 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Sat. 5 p.m. -10: 30 p.m.

Cocktail bar open Mon. Sat. 11 a.m. -12 p.m.

The Quonset Restaurant
Rte. 9 HADLEY

253-9214

From the Campus Center on a clear day you can see all the way to the library

(Continued from pg. 60)

most, if not all, students could have

taken at least one course on
another campus in another lear-

ning atmosphere. Coordinated
planning of the use of the January
term could bring together students

and faculty from all five in-

stitutions for special experiences

not available in the regular terms.

Among other things, the result

would be considerable enhan-
cement of that sense of five college

spirit which is developing. Joint

faculty appointments might be

used to bring to the Valley each
year a particularly distinguished

professor no one institution could

bring on its own.

And, finally, this Valley could

become more of a national

educational laboratory than it is

already. Each of the five in-

stitutions in one way or another is

in the forefront of American higher

education. Working together they

could experiment in the use of such

new teaching means as closed-

circuit television, computer-

assisted instruction, and the like;

with new organizations of

curricula; and with the teaching of

non- traditional students.

It is clear that much remains to

be done. Sometimes two steps

forward are followed by one step

backward. All in all, however, the

sense that the five colleges

together constitute a real in-

tellectual community increases

from year to year and the making
of this Valley into one of the

greatest educational centers of the

nation comes closer to reality.

WESTERN AUTO
WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP

Has just about

everything you need!!!

•Automotive Parts &

Accessories

•Tools

•Sporting Goods

• Bicycles

•Camping & Hiking

Equipment

•General Hardware Supplies ©

Mon.-Sat.,9-5:30

Thursdays till 9

32 Main St., Northampton
PARR

584-3620

"Doctor up four car with .

•Complete Domettie

ft V.W. Parte

•15* • 20% Off

on All PARTS!!!

311 Main St., Amherst 256-1341

ALLIED
MOTOR
PARTS

Distributor of Bosch Parts

£\.
American Part*

* Ai3dvs oaojw in
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Listing Of RSO's
The following is a list of

Recognized Student Organizations,

active as of June 1973. New groups

are regularly recognized, thus this

list should not be considered ab-

solute after this date.

A brief description accompanies
groups when the organizational

name is not self-explanatory.

MEDIA
Collegian: Local, national, world,

University news as well as
editorials, letters-to-the-editor,

columns, comics, crossword
puzzles, horoscope & sports

news. The daily campus
newspaper, one of the largest in

the country. Has draw-out
magazine once weekly (Poor
Richard's) which has articles,

news, reviews and other in-

formation pertinent to the
college student.

Spectrum: Magazine of the arts:

poetry, fiction, drama, political

with social commentaries, art

and photography. Is highly
esteemed among colleges.

Published 2 or 3/yr.

Index: The University yearbook;
one of the largest in the nation.

WMUA: The Campus Radio
Station (91.1 inc. FM) stereo

FM with 1,000 watts of power.
Owned and operated by students

for the University Community
with music (hard rock, rock &
roll, folk, jazz, classical) , news,
information, interviews and
commentary. "Free form/
information Radio."

STOSAG: The Stockbridge
College Yearbook.

Shorthorn: The Stockbridge
college-student newspaper,
published weekly or biweekly.

Central Quagmire: The Central
Area residents' newspaper.

Southwest Broadside: The South-

west Area residents'

newspaper.
Drum: Magazine of the black

literary experience, featuring

poetry art, fiction, essays &
commentaries. Published 2-

3/yr.

WTOY: The campus T.V. station.

An opportunity for students to

gain experience in using T.V.
equipment, and in producing
creative programs. Creating an
alternative to the sterile,

restrictive and redundant use of

television by the commercial
networks.

Black Mass Communications:
Black students media group,
participating in the establish-

ment and function of various
media (radio, T.V., etc.)

programming.

GENERAL/SPECIAL
INTEREST GROUPS

Student Workshop on Student
Activities (SWAP): Annual
conference of students, faculty,

staff administrators, Trustees,
and town officials to discuss
campus problems. A catalyst

for change on campus in areas
related to students. Participants
usually selected by application.

Amateur Radio: Organization to

promote interest and knowledge
in amateur radio operation.

Occasionally sends free
messages for students. Provides
communication service for

various campus activities.

Volunteer Fire Department:
Trains students to work in

cooperation with local fire

departments on fire prevention,

safety procedures, and
emergency procedures.

Outing Club: Promotion and
execution of outdoor activities

via rental of equipment to

students and workshops/trips in

various activities. Activities
include backpacking, canoeing,
rock climbing, caving, cross
country skiing, and winter
mountaineering.

Senior Committee: Committee to

plan social activities preceding
Commencement.

Gamma Sigma Sigma: (GSS)
Women's Service Group:
ushers, charity, used book sales,

etc.

Alpha Phi Omega: (APO) Men's
Service Organization - see GSS
above.

Rifle Club of

School of

Stockbridge Rifles:

Stockbridge
Agriculture.

Young Socialist Alliance:
Nationally based group,
promoting socialism: sponsors
series of speakers, discussion
groups, etc.

Flying Redmen: Civilian drill

team, representing UMass at
National Competitions

Angel Flight: Women's Marching
counterpart to, and sponsored
by, Arnold Air Society.

Precisionettes: Women's drill

team.

Ilarambe: Group of students of

different cultural backgrounds
who work toward maintaining
and preserving their cultures.

Afro-American Society: To
promote a better understanding
and appreciation of Black
History and identity in the in-

dividual by the presentation of

artists, musicians, speakers,
conferences, etc.

Southwest Assembly : Government
of the Southwest Area.

Commuter Assembly: Govern-
ment of commuter students.

Northeast Area Government:
Government of North east Area.

Central Area Council: Govern-
ment of Central Area.

Greek Council: Greek area
government.

Orchard Hill Area Government:
Orchard Hill Government.

Sylvan Area Government: Sylvan
government.

Peoples Market: Food market in

Student Union subsidized by
student fees in order to provide
foods at low prices.

Student Automotive Workshop: A
workshop where students come
to repair their own cars under
the supervision of a student
mechanic.

Aikikai: A wrestling group with

oriental philosophy of purpose.

Dames Club: Social and service

club of wives of students.

Crew Club
Office of International Program
Sport Parachute Club
Equestrian Club
Bike Club
Stockbridge Service Organization

Scuba Club
Chinese Students Club
International Club
Rugby Club
APO/GSS Book Exchange
Science Fiction Club
Military Ball

Black Athletic Council
Badminton Club
UMass Aquatic Club
Ski Club (snow)
Fencing Club
Collegiate Flying Club
Indian Association

Motorcycle Club
Young Democrats
Young Workers Liberation League
1 leymakers-Square Dance Club
National Ski Patrol

Israeli Students Club
Greenough Snack Bar
Vietnam Veterans Against the War
Sailing Club
UMass Tao Kwon Do Club
Sylvan Area Snack Bar
UMass Shorinji Ryu Karate Club
Greek Week
African Students Club
Alcoholics Anonymous
Aquatic Club
Black Scientific

Hatha Yoga Group

International Folk Dancing Group
Judo Club
Kundalini Yoga Club
University Photography Club
Strategy Games Club
Swinging Singles Club
Volley Ball Club
Tiao Yu Tai Committee of

Amherst

FINE ARTS/PROGRAM
GROUPS

Amherst Film Cooperative: Co-op
organization which presents a
series of films selected by the

Co-op and presented for the co-

op and the public in general.
Roister Doisters: Organization

promoting theatre among
students. Includes additional
theatre activities, children's
theatre, dramatic readings, and
often produces student-written

plays.

Musigals: Women's singing group
usually consisting of twelve
members.

Butterfield Productions: Film
series sponsored by Butterfield

Residence Hall.

UMass Musicians Society:
Organized to promote activities

and functions for musicians
sponsors concerts and recitals.

Funny Farm Dream Factory:
Based on the concept of the

happening - a group of students
presenting films, theatre and
general fun.

Cinema Club: Presenting series of

films for student and general
public.

Blues Club: Organized to promote
Blues music on campus.

Ilamden Dining Commons
Project: Developing and sup-

porting the student center in

Southwest.

Distinguished Visitors Program
< DVP) : Organization supported
by student tax funds to bring a

campus nationally and in-

ternationally known persons to

speak on domestic and in-

ternational affairs, the sciences,

(Continued on pg. 64)

The Collegian needs you!

Do layout,

reporting,

photography,

or sell ads.

Come see us in Room 404

Student Union today}t

AMHERST COLLEGE
Kirby Theater

THE HIT MUSICAL
l.i.J " •l»i«»> •- •• JiN.jMl DOBBINS

Book by Mutic by Lyric* by
ARTHUR I At M NTs LEONARD HRNSTEIN STLPHIN MMDMtiM

September 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16

8:00 p.m.
Reserved seats $2.00 Tel. 542-2278

LOGOS
BOOKSHOP

CRONOPIOS
BOOKS

253-9793 27 No. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

Two fine bookstores located

in one convenient location.

253-5953

Used Quality Books

Used and new foreign language books

Large selection of Scholarly Books in

Literature, Religion, Philosophy,

Orientalia, etc.

Quality Books bought.

New Quality Books

Books in Human Development, Social

Sciences, the Arts, and the Spiritual

Wide selection of current journals in

Literature, Film and Political Science

Locally published poetry and journals.

Hours

:

Mon. -Sat.. 10:30-6:00

WELCOME STUDENTS
from your twin Cleaning Specialists

Coin-0p & Professional Dry Cleaners

MINUTEMANMODERNIZING
25 So. Pleasant St.

SAME DAY SERVICE
1 1 E. Pleasant St.

-«wi»»---
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What's Vertometer Verification???

Should you ever break your glasses, vertometer

verification can duplicate your prescription from the glass

fragments and give you a new PAIR of glasses—
One of the many services of—

doh coll
AMHERST'S FIRST OPTICIAN

"The house of eyewear that quality built"

All the latest in

•frames
•gold wires

•sunsenser T.AA. lenses

•B & L aviator sunglasses

i •

ALL SORTS OF OPTICAL GOODIES II

located in the center of Amherst— stop by and save

56 Main St., Amherst 253-7002

Turkey fast Beef
^^

Hot Meat Ball, Tuna,

Han, eta.

LARGEST SUBS
in the Amherst area!!

also

SEAFOOD and FRIED CHICKEN

Try us & see ....

if they aren't the largest, tastiest subs in the area

Rte. 9 314 College Street

253-9521

Listing OfRSO
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the humanities, and the arts

DVP seeks to stimulate critical

thought and debate by-

presenting a balanced range of

opinion with respect to a given

issue.

MI.K Lecture Series: Annual

events I lectures, multimedia

presentations, concerts, etc.)

Dedicated to the memory of

Martin Luther King.

LaMumba Cafe: Social Cafe in

New Africa House ( Black

Cultural Center).

The Concert Committee:
Provides major musical con-

certs for campus as well as an

opportunity to become involved

in all aspects of concert

production and the music in-

dustry.

Campus Center Program Council:

Council of several committees

responsible for major
programming in Campus
Center/Student Union Complex,

including concerts, lectures,

films, art exhibits and
acquisitions, recreational ac-

tivities, crafts, and special

activities and projects.

HONORARY SOCIETIES
Omicron Nu Society: Home

Economics honor society -

restricted to juniors, seniors,

and grad majors.

Phi Eta Sigma: Freshmen men's

scholastic honor society.

Alph Zeta: Undergraduate and

graduate agricultural
organization open to

agricultural students.

Tau Beta Pi: Engineer's

organization, offering in-

formation on and participation

in activities related to the

engineering field.

Alpha Lambda Delta:

Eta Kappa Nu: Electrical

Engineering interest group.

Open to students who have

shown superior interest and
ability in this field.

Kappa Delta Pi:

Alpha Phi Gamma: National

Journalism club, open to

members of staff or student

publications.

Alpha Pi Mu:
Adelphia : Senior men's leadership

honorary society.

Mortar Board: Senior women's
leadership honorary society.

Maroon Keys: Sophomore men's
leadership honorary society.

Serve to orient freshmen,
promote spirit, and organize

events. (25 member/yr.)
Scrolls: Sophomore women's

leadership honorary society.

Serve in same capacity as and,

often in cooperation with

Maroon Keys.

Revelers: Upperclassmen
honorary society, promoting
school spirit and organizing

events.

GENERAL /PROFESSIONAL
STUDENT GROUPS

American Society of Mechanical

Engineers (ASME):
Animal Husbandry /Animal

Science Club:

Arborculture Club/Arbor and

Park Management:
Accounting Association:

American Institute of Chemical

Engineers (AICHE):

I Mass Computing Machines:

Classical Society: Group
promoting interest and spon-

soring activities of world art,

literature and music.

Arnold Air Society: Air Force

ROTC group promoting interest

and aid to governmental and

civilian air groups.

American Society of Civil

Engineers ( ASCE)

:

Institute of Electronic and
Economic Engineers:

Floriculture Club:

Food Technology Club

Home Economics Club/UMass
American Home Economics
Association:

American Institute of Aeronautics

and Astronautics ( AIAA)

:

Recreation Club:

Council of Undergraduate
Students in Psychology:

I Mass Geographical Association:

Turf Management Club

Senior Class Nursing Club

Spanish Club:

Innkeepers-Hotel & Restaurant

School Club:

French corridor: Corridor in a

residence hall where the total

environment is one devoted to

the French language and
culture.

Landscape Operations Club:

Marketing Club:

Italian Club:

American Institute of Industrial

Engineers and Institute of Radio

Engineers: (AIIE and IRE):

Astronomy Club:

Horticulture Club:

Black Student Psychological

Society

:

Business Club:

Chemistry Club:

Forensic Services:

Japanese American Club:

Lab Technology Club:

stock bridge Accounting Club:

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Campus Center/Student Union

Board (SUG Board): Group
composed of undergraduate,
graduate, alumni, (faculty and
staff ex-officio) which
establishes policies for the

operation of the Campus
Center/Student Union Complex.

Student appointments are made
by their respective senates.

Student Senate: Undergraduate
government.

(Continued on pg. 65)

SHUMWAYS
WALLPAPER & PAINT STORE

Easy to use LATEX PAINTS

in all colors plus a complete

line of PAINTING SUPPLIES

320 College St., Amherst

Wet & Wild Accent

& Deep Tone Colors

Open daily 8-6, Fridays 4-9. 256-6753

Groups (continued)
(Continued from pg. 64)

Student Senate Transit Service:
Provides shuttle service on
campus, field trips, and special

trips for student activities tax

supported groups.

Office of the General Counsel:

Lawyer retained by the Student

Senate for advice and counsel to

students on legal matters.

Judiciaries: The undergraduate

judicial body is for the most part

patterned after the U.S. judicial

system. The residence hall

judiciaries are followed by area
judiciaries which in turn is

followed by the General. Court.

Academic Affairs Committee:
Stockbridge Senate: Government

of the students in the Stock-

bridge School of Agriculture.

Student Senate Note Service:

Student Senate Auto Pool:

RELIGIOUS GROUPS
llillel: The Jewish religious

organization on campus
promoting and sponsoring
activities some having to do
with Judaism.

United Christian Foundation:
( UC F ) National groups, active

in a service capacity, promoting
peace and good-will.

Newman Club: The Catholic
organization of national scope,

promotes activities and interest

in Catholic brotherhood.

Christian Science Organization:

( CSO) Promotes the philosophy

of christian science. Runs
various activities on campus, is

a nationally based group.

Campus Crusade for Christ:
Nationally based.

Baha'i: Religious group whose
aims are to create an inter-

racial, interdenominational
common ground, fostering
brotherhood and a common
world race.

Navigators: Campus Evangilist

group.

Universal Life Church: Local
religious group allied to the

proposition of free social and
political expression. The
celebration of life spirit.

Students International Meditation
Society ( SIMS)

:

Divine Light Club: Followers of

Marahji Ji.

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship:

Study Organization of Latter Day
Saints:

SOCIAL ACTION GROUPS
Juvenile Opportunity Extension

Program (JOE): J. O. E. is

funded by the Student Senate out
of student activity tax funds. It's

members work with youth
referred to the Westfield
Detention Center recognizing
and creating alternative
decisions in any given situation

and realize the consequences of

each decision as it may affect

ourselves, others and society.

AHORA: Organization to assist the

general well being of Spanish
speaking students and com-
munities in western
Massachusetts.

Northern Educational Services:

Urban tutoring; students
trained on campus, then
practice in urban setting.

Poverty! om milter: Informational
resource; sponsor films, lec-

tures, and discussions informing
the student body of poverty
crises to prepare students to

work in action programs dealing
with problems of the poor.

Student Homophile League:
Organization to provide the

opportunity for homosexuals to

develop a positive self-concept
and to establish good fellowship
within the community. To dispel

myths concerning
homosexuality as a life style

through education to the
community.

Students Offering Support (SOS)

:

Assist the parents of children in

Belchertown State School in

thetheir efforts to improve
environment at the school.

The Boltwood Project: Funded by
the Student Senate out of student
activity tax funds. Its members
work with the mentally retarded
at Belchertown State School.

Room To Move: Center for drug
information and related issues.
Drug counseling service for

students by students who have
received training. Provides
Crises Intervention Service for

community. Conducts Drug
Information seminars,
workshops, etc. for the com-
munity.

University-State Communications
Council ( USCC ) : Supported by
student tax monies, USCC
works with the administration,
state legislature, and the
media in an effort to open
channels of communication and
understanding.

( ommitifc on Nutrition and
Human Needs: A research and
education oriented group of

students dealing specifically
with the problems of hunger in

the IS.
Helchertown Volunteers: Service

group that visits Belchertown
State Hospital weekly, helping

and working with patients in any-

capacity possible.

Pakistan Association: Promote
general interest in the work of

and relief of Pakistan in these

crucial times.

(Oalition for Environmental
Quality (CEQ): Group which
works toward mobilizing con-

structive and informed activism
on environmental matters.

Northampton Volunteers:
Students who serve at North-

ampton State Hospital, working
with patients.

(Continued on pg. 66)

EXACO
FREE

TOWING
firt$tont

TOM'S TEXACO SERVICE
General Repairs & Tune-Ups

Tom Hulmes - Prop.

35 Belchertown Rd. (Rte. 9)

Amherst

256-6039

HBI :.«•

More

SHIT
Than A Barnyard

^City Clothes
Landlubber Jeans

Pullover Tops
Bow Ties

Jackets

• Vests

• Dresses 1

• Mexican
• Shirts

7rom India

Shirts

Recycled Jeans & Clothing •Baggies

^ountiHV & Weisteri
Western Shirts

Overalls

•Coats

»T-Shirts

• Peasant Tops
Silver Jewelry

•Cowboy Boots •Country Comfort Dresses

* Birckhead Leather

Flannel Shirts

•Cowboy Hats

Straight Leg Jeans

•Jackets

• Latigo Bags
•Tooled Belts

Leather Supplies

'Custom Leatherwork

•Skinny Belts

•Watchbands
Wallets

Coats

Amherst's Only REAL Discount Store
10% off reg. price with College I.D.

CLIMAX
* >''! ijb'mti i i i »

Do it in the Alley north of the Police Station!*»« . . .
'

, . "
' j
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Spirit J|aus!

COME IN AND SEE
Our Fine Selection of Beer

Imported & California Wines

360 College St., Amherst, next to Cumberland Farms

Plenty of Free and Easy Parking

OPEN TILL 11 P.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

253-5384

RSO Groups

BART AUTO
Paint & Body Specialists

When you

make contact —
contact us,

r\

\

• Foreign & domestic

collision work

•Windshields replaced
i

• State license

insurance estimates

Rte. 9, Belchertown

256-8712
21/2 miles past Rusty Scupper

on the left

\

(Continued from pg. 65)

Western Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group
(WMPIKG): Grounded on the

principles and aims of Ralph

Nader.

Draft Counseling Services:

Community Homes for Children

Volunteers: Service group that

is setting up a "half-way house"

for residents of Belchertown

State School

Committee to Defend Haback
Xahraie: Committee offering

support to Iranian student

threatened with deportation for

political action.

Clean Air Car Project:

Developing alternatives to the

internal combustion vehicle and
its pollution.

Committee for Sane Drug Policy:

Organized to support reform of

drug related laws on state and

federal level.

Imani: Organization assisting low-

income high school students

with personal, vocational and

career counseling; tutorial;

resource info; activities.

Medical Emergency Loan Fund:

No interest loans for University

students ( undergraduate or

graduate) for medical
emergencies.

Student Center for Educational

Research: A student run

educational and research
organization.

Union of Third World Women: The
VTWW is an organization that

initiates and implements
programs designed to deal in a

practical manner with the

problems encounted by Third

World Women.
VITA Outreach Program:

Students assisting persons with

incomes under $5000 in the

preparation of tax returns.

RESIDENCE HALLS
Cance
Pierpont

Van Meter North

Moore
C'rabtree

Dwight
Hamlin
Knowlton
Leach
Lewis
Johnson

Mary Lyons
Thatcher
Wheeler

Baker
Brooks

Butterfield

C hadbourne
Van Meter South

Greenough
Crampton
Patterson

Prince

Mackimmie
Cashin

Brown
MacNamara
Hills North

Hills South

Gorman
Brett

Grayson
Field

Webster
Dickinson

Thoreau
Melville

James
Emerson
JF Kennedy Lower
JF Kennedy Middle

JF Kennedy Upper

C. Coolidge Lower
C. Coolidge Middle

C. Coolidge Upper

JQ Adams Lower
JO. Adams Middle

JQ Adams Upper-

G. Washington Lower

G. Washington Middle

G. Washington Upper

FRATERNITIES AND
SORORITIES

Kappa Sigma Delta Chi

Phi Mu Delta Sigma Alpha Mn
(Continued on pg. 67)

Psssst . . . .

Wait till you hear about our fantastic reductions in the

CAMPUS CENTER GARAGE.

HOURLY RATES

24 hrs. at $2.00 maximum
12 hrs. at $1.00 maximum
1 hr. at $.25 maximum

We are now selling monthly permits for the Campus Center Garage

at a low (low!!)

$Q95
^0 per month

(No campus decal required!)

Pester Patty for details.

You can call her at 549-6000 (ext. 536)

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Somehow moving into a

penthouse suite in the heights

of Southwest takes the sting

out of coming back to school.

For a little while, anyway.

(Continued from pg. 66)

Kappa Alpha Theta
Lambda Delta Phi

Sigma Delta Tau
Lambda Chi Alpha

C hi Omega Tau Kappa Epsilon

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Pi Lambda Phi
Alpha Chi Omega

Sigma Sigma Alpa

Iota Gamma Upsilon
Phi Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa Junior Panhellenic

( Junior Panhellenic Council

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Theta Chi
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Arcon Guides: Greek Council

Subcommittee; gives guided
tours of campus to interested

visiting individuals or groups.

/eta Nu

Student

In

for

ma
tion

5-1515

DANC

different stores

DANCO 22 Green St.

Northampton 584-6311

imported gifts, clothing, housewares
we have fabrics, lamps & planters to brighten your room

DANCO FURNITURE SHOWROOM
desks, rugs, lamps, wall systems, sofa beds, chairs, tables

direct imports from Scandinavia's

leading furniture manufacturers

receive discount if you save us delivery by picking up

269 Locust St. (Route 9)

Florence 586-3620

Just what you're looking for to pick up your spirits.

A great meal and an evening of fun at the brand new Steak

Out. For dinner, choose from a wide variety of choice

aged steaks. Fabulous beef. Succulent seafood. And
help yourself to all the greens, garnishes and dressings

you can eat at our double salad bar.

Then head for our comfortable lounge and relax

over cocktails . . . pleasant conversation . . . and loads

of atmosphere.

It's all right here. Join the gang any night of the

week. Break out . . . to the brand new Steak Out.

Route 9 and University Drive, Amherst, AAa.

- . v* <

t
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Weekdays
9 a.m. -10 p.m.

Fri.and Sat.

9a.m.-n p.m.

WINE PARADISE

Of The Valley

Ice Cold

Keg Beer
delivered

All Your Party Needs

584-8174 ICE CUBES
Rte. 9, HADL EY at the Mountain Farms Mall

INTRODUCING

FUTURE
FURNISHINGS

FOR THE APARTMENT
•Neptune waterbeds & others

complete from $54.95

with complete line of accessories

Heaters - Bedspreads - Pillows -

etc.
* bean bag chairs
* tubular frame recliners

Mables & lamps
* hammocks
* pillows

FOR THE BODY:
old & unique clothing

*come see our

English, Victorian era clothes

FOR THE MIND:
* A complete line of

head gear

Open Mon.-Sat., 10: 00-6: 00

Fridays till 9

105 103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

253-7922

The Happiest of

Happy Hours

Relax and enjoy yourself

in our

stimulating atmosphere

(truly the shortest place in town)

ft

m

The Daily Collegian

has openings for

News & Sports Reporters,

Photographers,

Layout Personnel,

Advertising Representatives,

Editorial Columnists,

and Poor Richard's Staff.

If You're interested

see us in 404 Student Union

(we're friendly, too).

&
••• • ••••• • •• • • • •

DINNERS

Mon.-Thurs. 5:30 - 10:00

Fri. & Sat. 5:30 - 11:00

Sunday 4:00 - 10:00

Private Dining Room
Available for

Student & Faculty

Groups

rbojSwhw:
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Kirk To Play

At Amherst Sept. 16th

Jazz musician Rahsaan Roland
Kirk and his Vibration Society will

perform in concert at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 16 in the Amherst
College Gymnasium.
The concert is the first in a

Music for a Sunday Evening series

being sponsored by the Amherst
College Entertainment Com-
mittee. Individual and series

tickets are available.

Kirk's significance as a major
voice in jazz is indisputable. He is

a composer, innovator, and reed-

player of extraordinary virtuosity.

A Montreal Star reviewer of the

concert by the black, blind Kirk
said: "When he blows into four

instruments at once the music is

an entire Duke Ellington horn
section. The music is bells and
chimes and gongs and crashes and
tic-tic-taps. The music is pain and
joy and sweat and dance.
"Rahsaan Roland Kirk plays

tenor sax, stritch, manzello, B Flat

and E Flat clarinets, flute, black

puzzle flute, nose flute, black

mystery pipes, harmonium, pic-

colo, English horn, flexaphone,

whistle, gong, bass drum, thunder-

sheet, sock cymbal, bells, palms,
tympani and God knows what else.

"He's got instruments hanging
round his neck, hanging from
other instruments, he's got a whole
chair piled high with musical in-

struments. Sound is sight for

Rahsaan. And us."

As part of the series, Charles
Mingus will perform on Sunday,
Oct. 14, Keith Jarrett, Sam
Rivers and Gato Barberi will

perform in cooperation with Im-
pulse! and ABC Records on Sun-
day, Nov. 11, and Larry Coryell on
Sunday, Dec. 2. All performances
are at 7.30 p.m. in the Amherst
College Gymnasium.
Tickets can be purchased at the

door and at the following
locations: in Amherst; Faces of

Earth, the University of
Massachusetts Student Center,
Hampshire College's Uroboros
Bwk Shop, The New Record Shop;
in Northampton, Del Padre Music.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

. *l

Music, News,

and Public Affairs

of a Unique Nature

STEREO 91.1 FM
FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE

RADIO

4

SUNOCO

CAL'S
SUNOCO
24 HOUR TOWING
at reasonable rates

RADIO DISPATCH TRUCKS

W^

Complete Auto Repair
(American & Foreign)

Good Buys on Tires & Batteries too

all at

CAL'S SUNOCO
40 Belchertown Rd. (Rte. 9)

Next to Kalihi Kai

CALL 253-9394
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V

As usual, the Intramural Sports

Program for the current year will

begin with touch football. A few Kntries

new wrinkles are in store for the

old game this fall, however. First Due
of all, instead of flag football, the

women will be playing touch

football (get your passing arms Only)

warmed up women) . Secondly, co-

rec football will be offered for the Only)

first time in the history of the in- 9-10

tramural program. This ought to 9-13

be "velly intelesting," to say the 9-12

least! Rules, of course, are 9-19

available from the Intramural 9-21

Office, 215 Boyden. 9-21

Men's and women's touch 10-15

football rules are due Monday, 10-18

September 10, and co-rec football 12-6

entries are due Monday, Sep- 2-5

tember 17. It is imperative, 2-7

therefore, that all prospective 2-21

team managers obtain rosters and 3-20

health clearance forms from the 3-20

intramural office immediately. 3-20

Other activities with entries due 3-20

during September include Men's 4-4

and Women's badminton singles, 9-10

track, cross country, handball 9-12

singles and paddleball singles. For 9-17

co-rec the list includes tennis and 10-15

badminton. Check the calendar U-19

below for entry due dates. 2-25

3-20

Intramural Sports Program Starts Next
SEPTEMBER 4 - 5, 1973

1973-74 Intramural
Sports Calendar

Men's & Women '-

Tentative
Activities Starting

Date
Sigma Delta Psi ( Men

10-1

Run for Your Life ( Women
10-1

Touch Football 9-17

Track 9-24

Badminton Singles 9-24

C ross Country 10-2

Handball Singles 10-10

Paddleball Singles 10-10

Bowling 10-29

Volleyball 10-31

Basketball 2-4

Squash 2-19

Wrestling 2-26

Swimming 3-12,3-14

Soccer 4-1

Tennis Singles 4-1

Badminton Doubles 4-1

Softball 4-1

Wrist Wrestling 4-22

Tennis 9-17

Badminton 9-24

Football 9-24

Volleyball 10-29

Swimming 3-5

Bowling 3-4

Horseshoes 4-1

Guaranteed twice as long
as any other economy car.

Every Volkswagen is guaranteed for

24 months or 24,000 miles.*

Most other economy cars are
guaranteed only 12 months or 12,000

miles.

But don't take our word for it. Take
our words for it:

* If an owner maintains and services

his vehicle in accordance with the

Volkswagen maintenance schedule any

factory part found to be defective In

material or workmanship within 24

months or 24,000 miles, whichever
comes first (except normal wear and
tear on service items) will be repaired
or replaced by any U.S. or Canadian
Volkswagen Dealer. And this will be
done free of charge. See your dealer for

details.

584-8620

NORTHAMPTON
VOLKSWAGEN

246 King St.

Northampton, Mass.

If you have

something for sale

Collegian classifieds
*

make cents

534-0660
534-0791

MOUNT TOBY
GRDEN /WRFMENIS
At the foot of majestic Mt. Toby

Only 16 units, one and two bedrooms from SJ75.00 'o
S205.OO per month, including all utilities.

Directions:

Take Rt. m north to Rt. 47 — turn
right on Rt. 47 to Mount Toby Garden
Apartments.

Tel. 256 6070

or 665 4472

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 71

showcase cinema* iis*5y*zj&~~*
1

i i

• ^W^P ACRFS Of fRFF I

ROUTE 5 RIVEROALE RO WEST SPFID 24 HR TEL 733 5131 LIGHTED PARKING
We Honof MASTER CHARGE and BANK AMERICARO GIFT CERTIFICATES ALWAYS AVAILABLE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
INTRAMURAL MEN'STOUCH FOOTBALL

1972 CAMPUS CHAMPIONS
TAUEPSILONPHI

FRONT: Campbell, Scarpignato, Lindsay, Godman
MIDDLE FRONT: Griffen, P. Tonelli, Backstrom. Stuart, Kelly,
Welterlen

MIDDLE REAR: Beaurivage. S. Tonelli, McDermott. McMahon,
Graham, Crimmins
REAR: Warner, Govoni

1 SUPER ADVENTURE -The ultimata in Martial Arts
adventure and excitement!

ill JOmUXm MSMCtfW -UTUTMI

TFCHNICOIOR*

k:*:*g:**ra^

K.VKS 7:38-8:38

SAT -SIN I: 34-3: 30

S: 28-7: 30-8: 30

rosMti

Little
Indian

ti SUPER COMEDY

i <»M DAILY
HiUM

. .i'.WJ.'.ffV^^ ^iw ii •••••".."...... ..*.".•..•.•.•.•••

TAKE A BITE AND FEEL ALL RIGHT!

KVKS 7:304:3*
SAT-SUN 1:30-3:30

3:30-7:20-0:20

PAULNEWMAN
THE

MACKINTOSH
MAN

:•:»•?:".••••••••••:•:»:»*•

KVKS 7:30-8:30

SAT -SI'S 1:30-3:38

5:38-7:48-9:40

GEORGE SEGAL
.'.V.V.'AW.'.'.i.g

' •P*tu*rr

KVKS 7:30-0:4$

SAT -SIN 1:30-3:30

5: 38-7:50-0: SO

.v.v.v::v:v::^:.v.v.v.:.:.v.;^^

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
INTRAMURAL WOMEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL

1972 CAMPUS CHAMPIONS
MUSHROOMS

FRONT: Molonea, Larson, Lankowski, Iemolini, Zullo
REAR: Ahrahamson, Ritz, Benson, C'owdrew, Pagel

"WBLCOME"

- St.dtnh - FataHf - Wins - Mot

fro* loiorf SHOWCASE CINEMAS

Get your Student Discount Card now at theatre or contact
Student Union. Save 50c for you and a guest on all films where
applicable.

mmmmmmmmi#mm8ffl

NEW EXTRACRISPY

TRY ITAND SAVE

it's new, it's different, it's delicious.

Our new Extra Crispy fried chicken is especially

prepared for folkswho like their chicken

with an extra crispy crust outside and yet

moist and tender inside. Bring some home today—

Kmfaidty fried CMAt*.
Rto. 9 Hadley (across from Zayres)

256-8745

*l°°OFF
lUCKfT Of IAMB.
OF IXT1A OUSTY

Off** good with this coupon. Limit on* coupon

pt aiolopmr. No oubttitutiont.

Otter good thru Sept. 15, 1973

HaHIm Stem

(only)

54KOFF
THRIFT BOX
•deUdows piece* of

Extra Crispy chickon

Offor good with this coupon. Limit on*

par customer. No substitutions

Otter good thru Sept. 15, 1973

HiotU¥ twiISO^SSUJ 40Vlf

(only)

25COFF
REGULAR DINNER

3 pipes* of Extra Crispy chicken,

stow, potatoes, eravy, rolls

Offor good with this coupon. Limit on* coupon
por cuotomor. No substitutions

Otter good thru Sept. 15, 1973

Hs*tj Slots

(only)

Vv=r-:-.
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SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

$1.00

CARD GOOD AT BOTH THEATRES

. . . PICK UP YOUR STUDENT MEMBERSHIP

CARD NOW AT THE BOX OFFICE OF EITHER

THEATRE. THE INITIAL MEMBERSHIP FEE IS $1.00.

AND THEREAFTER UPON PRESENTATION OF THE

CARD ADMISSION IS ONLY $1.00. IT ENTITLES

YOU TO SEE THE FINEST IN SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT

AT BOTH THEATRES.

CARDS GOOD UNTIL JUNE 30, 1974
DON'T DELAY. GET YOUR CARD NOW!

1973-74 Varsity

Football
Sept. 8

Sept. 15

Sept. 22

Sept. 29

Oct. 6

Oct. 13

Oct. 20

Oct. 27

Oct. 3

Nov. 17

Nov. 24

Holy Cross
Villanova
Maine
Harvard
Rutgers
Boston University
Rhode Island

Connecticut
Vermont
New Hampshire
Boston College

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away

1:00

1:00

1:00

1:30

1:30

1:30

1:00

1:30

1:00

1:00

1:30

ROOM TO MOVE

Compos Drag

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Supplies for Students

U of M Desk Pads

U of M Blotters

U of M Stationery

Laundry Bags

Calendars

Bulletin Boards

Party Supplies

Sporting Goods

Typing Ribbons

, Typing Paper

Pocketbooks, Magazines & Newspapers

A. J. Hastings, Inc.
Greeting Cards

NEWSDEALER & STATIONER

Amherst, Mass.

Open 5 a.m. - 9 p.m. Daily

Open 5 a.m. - 1 p.m. Sunday

M il -Mi

iH immn i nj

WhateverYou Need
FOR THE LIFE YOU LEAD.

On Campus
shop at

darnel^
menswear

sportswear

jeans

slacks

sweaters

thirte

jaebts

hmois bnnis

tk$t§§ - hdfit - kf-***f

most §k*r§§ ctrds

OPEN
THURSDAY
NIGHTS

for men of today and tomorrow

darnel^
16-18 Main St. 584-8661 Northampton

No. 1 in Sales to College Men & Women

Co\te#£
plaster

FIDELITY UNION LIFE INSURANCE CO.

NATHAN AGENCY 747 Main St., Amherst Tel. 256-8351

Sport Schedules
Basketball

Date Opponent

Dec. 1 Harvard
5 St. Anselm's
8 Rhode Island

11 Connecticut

13 Holy Cross

15 Iona

27-29 Hall of Fame Tou

Jan. 8 New Hampshire
11 Boston Univ.

15 Vermont
17 Providence

22 Maine
26 Syracuse

29 Northeastern

31 New Hampshire

Feb. 2 Niagara

6 Boston College

9 Connecticut

12 Boston Univ.

14 Springfield

16 Rhode Island

19 Vermont
23 Maine

27 Fordham

i •: {SCHEDULE
Place

Amherst
Manchester, NH
Kingston, RI
Amherst
Worcester
Amherst
Springfield

Durham, NH
Boston
Burlington, Vt.

Springfield Civic Center
Orono, Maine
Syracuse, NY
Boston
Amherst
Amherst
Chestnut Hill

Storrs, Ct.

Amherst
Amherst
Amherst
Amherst
Amherst
Bronx, NY

Date
Nov. 28

Dec. 1

5 5

7

8

12

15

28-29

Jan. 19

20

24

25

29

1

6

9

12

15

16

20

23

27

Feb.

Hockey
1973-74 Varsity Schedule

Opponent

Salem State

Merrimack
Williams
Norwich
Middlebury
Merrimack
Vermont
Merrimack Tourn.
Providence
Boston State

Hamilton
Colgate
Boston Univ.

Boston State

Vermont
Yale
Connecticut
Colby
Bowdoin
New Hampshire
A.I.C.

Northeastern

Place
Amherst, Mass.
No. Andover, Mass.
Amherst, Mass.
Northfield, Vt.

Middlebury, Vt.

Amherst, Mass.
Amherst, Mass.
No. Andover, Mass.
Providence, R.I.

Boston, Mass.
Clinton, N.Y.
Hamilton, N.Y.
Amherst, Mass.
Amherst, Mass.
Burlington, Vt.

New Haven, Conn.
Storrs, Conn.
Amherst, Mass.
Amherst, Mass.
Amherst, Mass.
Springfield

Amherst, Mass.

Back-To-School Special

Fried Chicken

Dinner

(full ha If chicken)! I!

cole slaw, trench fries,

and roll — ALL FOR

only
$125
1

Offer Good from
4 p.m. on

stop by to take advantage

of this great meal at

such a low price! ! !

ALSO

Creamy Rich, Country Style Ice Cream

168 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst

253-2291

Welcome back

to school
All the folks who serve you at Stop & Shop wish you a happy and

rewarding academic year.

We're working hard to lower your cost of eating well ... to give you

your Stop & Shopsworth. We do it by bringing you mini-pricing

specials that run a full week . . . extra value through our Stop &

Shop Brand ... and by our great "Quality-Protected" Beef.

We have been able to provide our customers with plenty of beef

throughout the current crisis . . . because our buyers went to the

cattle ranches and feed lots and bought live steers . .
.
had them

custom slaughtered and shipped to our own meat plant in Marl-

boro, Mass. where we do the processing. Since we don't have to

depend on other processors for our beef, our supply wasn't cut off

by the shut-downs you've heard about. We do have fresh beef at

Stop & Shop right now.

WHILE YOU WERE GONE we introduced a new Stop & Shop

Brand product ... our Stop & Shop Swiss Style Yogurt. It's fresh

and delicious . . . naturally good ... and 98% fat free. We want you

to try it. So we're giving you the coupon below good for a FREE

package of Stop & Shop Swiss Style Yogurt . . .
Strawberry,

Raspberry, Blueberry, Peach or Pineapple.

Hadley-Amherst
ROUTE 9 AT THE HADLEY-AMHERST LINE

Northampton
RT 4.KINGSGATEPLAZA

1^ ju3-i\/<; ryx~H\A/ irn-i
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Student Activities Office

(Program & R.S.O.)

have moved!!

We are now located just off the

Student Union mezzanine

Our telephone number is sti

545-2351.

Stop in!

By MARTY KELLEY
Amherst - It was rather mild for

Atlantic City and the middle of

winter. It was odd to see seagulls

dancing lazily atop the aged
Convention Hall arena. And
perhaps it was even a bit stranger
to see ABC-TV cameras and
UMass football reunited in semi-
national television. The Boardwalk
Bowl told the saga of 72. And if

you think about it, that's a tough act

to follow. . .And who needs such an
encore. . .

mighty Men of

those hearty
Boardwalk fame,
once again. Now

branded a winner under third year
MacPherson, last season's 9-2 log

and the East Coast Small College
Championship (stopped UCal-
Davis in the Boardwalk Bowl) has
installed Massachusetts as an
overwhelming favorite for the
Yankee Conference Crown and

Football Team
SEPTEMBER 4 5, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

And so the

MacPherson,
holdovers from
face testimony

om

'

at

SROUNS
The most complete selection of Indian Print Madras in the

area. . . . Ideal for spreads and wallhangings. Colorful rugs

for floors or walls. Indian shoulder bags and colorful floor

and toss pillows.

Also a choice selection of lamps, bed pillows, blankets and

ready made curtains and draperies.

ALL REASONABLY PRICED!

BROWN'S of Amherst

The loss of Steve Schubert won't phase our number 11 with Peter
Trow putting on a receiver's jersey. At the end of the year the pros
will be looking for Piel in their Real Draft.

178 No. Pleasant St. In the Center of Town Tel. 253-5862

number one creditor of the Boston
College brass.

But Boston College and a shot at

the New England title is eleven

weeks away. Perhaps the toughest

date of the fall's sideshow is this

weekend. Once by this one,

MacPherson can start thinking of

his raise. For only Holy Cross and
Bucknell managed to turn aside

MacPherson a year ago, and both

times stellar safety John Healy
wasn't there. And when the upset

bound Holy Cross Crusaders pull

off the pike for Saturday's opener,

John Healy won't be around either.

All-American Steve Schubert is

gone, Paul Metallo is politicing

with Hank Stram and the Kansas
City Chiefs, and Healy was found

to have one kidney over the

(Continued on pg. 75)

fiailg <|nU?ntan

SPORTS

Fall in Love with a Model
Now open for your inspection are BRANDYWINE's beautiful new

one ana two bedroom model apartments.

Come over for a visit any day of the week. In a few minutes we'll

show you ail the reasons in the world why BRANDYWINE is s

better place to live. We invite you to compare features and com-

pare prices. The few minutes you spend with our two beautiful

models could be the most important minutes you'll spend all year.

'U"!
!_ Nh

Mtt-
XG \s w V

<|IH>« , ,..|l. .»,.,, lii.^.... :..>.! I.,... I..;. I.

Here are some convenience* which make
BRANDYWINE to eminently "liveable":

Spacious, well laid out units

Alt brand name, house siied appliances

An abundance of closet space

Individually controlled, central gas beat

and cooking included in rent.

Extra security features.

Large, partially enclosed private patios

and balconies

Luxurious wall-to-wall carpeting

Safe playground for children

Laundry facilities well located

Congenial, energetic resident manager
responsible for an apartment services and
maintenance

e

Rental furniture available from Putnam
Furniture Leasing Company, Hartford,

Connecticut

Kree bus service to I'.Mass.
Swimming pool ready soon.

One bedroom units jrom $200

Two bedroom units from 1235

m
MMtnr
comci

•

"7

Brandywine at Amherst
^^ Offirp llnnrv. • 1f)-M 7 Ha vc » uulOffice Hours: 10-8. 7 days u week

50 Meadow St.

Amherst

549-0600

Promises More Good Things To Come
There's simnlv nni^Anniioh recognition, namelv Sipvp Fal

75

There's simply not"""enough
carpet space for Macs furniture
up front. Co-captain Johnny Jones
will be there for sure along with
Tommy Price and Tom Bradshaw
and All-New England Eddie
McAleney at the ends. Transfer

recognition, namely Steve Falvey,
and a few vets like seniors Dave
Butterfield and Mike McNiff to

name a few. . There's probably
more.
A kidney stopped John Healy's

pro career. . and nearly the heart
Bill Cook, rescued from UConn, and pulse of the Minutemen of '73

will get time in. But there's more
behind that story.

As a sophmore Dennis Kiernan
was the Boardwalk Bowl's most
valuable player. As a junior he
promises to be leaner and a bit

meaner. . if you can imagine it. So
will Paul St. Onge who's down to
190 and back to the middle where
he belongs after last year's tenure
at defensive tackle. And with a side
open, the sophs go scurrying for

His knowledge and wealth of en-
thusiasm won't be replaced. Sophs
Steve Wood and Steve Levine will

try though. Mark Finnerty, also a
rook, may get a corner, but you
won't find any better ones in New
England in veterans Bobby Parrot,
a junior, and Paul Hansen, a
senior, whose marriage over the
summer, only promises to enhance
his game. . if that.

Andy Dutkanciyz will punt, God

knows who'll replace Mark Palau
with placements, but John Ames is

a name. And what else do you want
to know that sure as hell isn't new.
Harvard is Harvard and it's in

Cambridge, a town the Crimson
leaves but twice a fall term. And
Villanova returns following almost
a decade of hiding. The only thing
certain about the schedule is that

every Saturday she'll change.
They say that you'll know better

after that first one's out of your
system. UMass can't wait. They
have a certain afterstate following

a certain bleak day at Fitton Field
in Worcester. A certain sting from
a loss to Holy Cross bores its way
freely. And who needs such an
encore. . . .

Tim Berra (42) will be looking to have a better season than his

dad. If he doesn't there's always foot powder commercials, right

Yogi?

FENTON'S
Athletic Supplies

Wholesale & Retail

SOCCER
TRACK
SWIMMING
HANDBALL
SQUASH
BADMINTON
VOLLEYBALL
LACROSSE

S*PPty«9 **• Amh$rst

Area with the finest

in Athletic Smiles

and Baaipment.

TENNIS
SPORTSWEAR
TABLE TENNIS
JOGGING
SOFTBALL
RUGBY

Distributors of Rawling's MacGregor Spalding, Wilson,
Cooper - Weeks, CCM, White Stag - Speedo, Ocean-Pool,
also Adidas, Onitsuka - Tiger, Converse and Pro-Keds.

Tennis Restringing & Skate Sharpening

Replacement Supplies
for U. Mass. and Amherst College

377 Main St., Amherst

253-3973

With the loss of Paul Metallo

to graduation the key to the

Minutemen's success is

defense. Thank God for those

linebackers.

(Continued from pg 74)

summer. And now MacPherson
goes hunting.

But already in the fold is perhaps
one of the most constructive
quarterbacks in the country in All-

American Piel Pennington. Tim
Berra is back from the Boardwalk
Bowl endzone to throw at and so is

Kddie Hajdusak. And the surprise
for this fall? Watch basketball •

refugee Peter Trow. He's made
noise in track and basketball at
Mass Aggie. . perhaps the best is

yet to come on the gridiron. . .

From outside the five you can
count on your left hand the number
of times UMass will score on the
ground. Thank above that 8 of the
11 starters return on defense, for

the Minutemen have no offensive
line to speak of and a backfield that
lacks semester hours. But
protection is the name of the game
for Pennington and Macs split

backs are going to have to produce.
or goodbye Boardwalk. . .

Kichie Herman and Phil Roland,
a couple of good bodies but green
pastures, will get the first crack,
sophs Bill Wolfe and Jerry Mon-
dallo the second. Jerry may go to

the slot with the likes of former
defensive back Earl Brown, but the
Minutemen will have to be patient
on offense, for it's defense that'll

get you a plaudit or two in '73

SO YOU WANT TO BE

A

ROCK 'N ROLL STAR?

The Concert Committee can't help you. But if you want to |oin a

group of people who will be presenting some of the finest quality

music in the area, come to an

OPEN RECRUITMENT MEETING

Tuesday, Sept. 1

1

Rm. 168 - 170

7:00 p.m.

Campus Center

•

.
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SEPTEMBER 4 5, 19/3

Rte. 9 Between Amherst & Northampton

at Walter's of Hadley Shopping Complex

Bach To School Special

NEW Hale, UFO, and Seafarer

Pants & Jeans all for only $5.00
WHY PAY MORE?

Plus

1 FREE Used Flannel Shirt

with every purchase of $5 or more.

Plus

10% OFF Any Purchase
with a copy of this ad.

Plus
Used Leather Jackets

Used Suede Jackets

Used Fur Jackets & Coats

New & Used Denim Jackets

Used Jeans

Used Blue Work Shirts

OWH is the store that refused to be affected by the current increase in prices!!

Football Practice
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 77

It's All Worth It

H
kj^

September 8 Kickoff

,^Mfl*C*tit
By ALAN CHAPMAN But there is another side.

Ahhhhh FOOTBALL, the The gasping for breath

gritting of teeth, pounding after endless push-ups, and

of bodies, and cheering of memorizing umpteen play

the crowd. Nothing like it.
variations or just getting

the energy to peel the socks

off your feet. Whew! The
guy who comes out a hero

after the game has earned
his notoriety by putting up

with 'practice'. It even
sounds bad. But come
Saturday, September 8
when the Minutemen face

the Crusaders of Holy
Cross, no one will be
complaining, because the

gritting pounding and
gasping isn't half as bad as

the cheering is good.

i~

flR

• .
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Lacrosse Team Has Shot At National Title
By MARTY KELLEY

Amherst - It's nice to be known.

.

. It's nice to be appreciated. And
for 19 years hiding in the obscurity

of your own backyard can be kind

of a pain in the ass. . . But it's

pretty hard to hide a national title.

This is one of those obscure

problems that UMass Lacrosse

coach Dick Garber would like to

cope with. . . The thinking process

starts now. . . »

Yes, lacrosse at the University of

Massachusetts has had its

problems seeping out of its own
lockeroom. Somehow, the game
that the Chactaw Indian tribe

threw together in the 17th century

with leather strappings and cradle,

just hasn't been a standard bearer

of our times. But if winning is

everything, then the game is un-

matched in UMass sport circles as

far as success goes. Garber has

been a bit shy on publicity, but

certainly not cheap with titles. . .

Now in his 20th season at

Massachusetts, Garber and his

Gorillas have rattled off 5 straight

Northeast titles and have finished

a step behind Brown for New
England superiority the last three

years. But if Garber was in the

business to win, he'd probably be

content with slicing his own
oranges at the half. . . He's nut in it

for the pomp and pageantry.

"As you know," said Garber,

"there are two options to the sport

contest and of course you try to

eliminate one and logically 99% of

your athletes wish to win. But to

me that's not the most important

aspect. It's more important to

grow as a person than to win as an
athlete." Dick Garber stands
pretty much alone with his

philosophy. . .And he's better off

for it.

Lacrosse at Massachusetts is a

family affair and the party starts

in a couple of weeks. With the

commencement of the fall

program, more than 100 hopefuls

will show. Garber won't cut, you

cut yourself. But the thought of

playing for a national champ keeps
the kindle alive. . .and the

aestheticism free flowing.

With the likes of Hobart, Brown,

Adelphi, and Cortland State to

contend with this spring, Garber
has reason for concern. But if the
emmigration process is kind to
him, Garber could collect all the
cabbage.
You might say that UMass is a

New York accented team. . .quite
literally so. Operating a shuttle .

system ( non-scholarship of
course) to New York, Garber has
landed some expensive lacrosse
stock over the years, and this

graduating crop could put some
national iron in the lacrosse trophy
case. . .or at least a ribbon or two.
From last year's 12-4 national

tourney team returns a slew of

New Yorkers who came together
with a smile and I'll probably
leave a little happier. Along with
tri-captain Hirsch Seidman, Ail-

American midfielder from
Baltimore, Md., return fellow New
York Captains John Rutledge in

the goal and Richie Lally on
defense. Long Islanders Bill

Balustein ( All-Northeast) , John
McCarthy (a two year starter),

and Russ Incovia give Rutledge the
defensive security he needs. . .But
Rutledge was an Ail-American as
well. . But who wants to rest on a
laurel like that?

Seidman's midfield is intact. As
a matter of fact so are the first six

for Garber. But 2 1/2 will do so

there's going to be some old

fashioned dogfighting in the
Garber camp this fall. Competition
is supposedly healthy.

Gene Hardiman ( all-northeast

and back from Europe in time)

will buck up with returnee Jackie
Moran for Seidman's line. Two
year starter John Martin wants in

on the second line arid he'll get it

with holdover Bruce Sibson. With
Bob Gormly, Steve Crimin, Larry
Knowlton, and new comers Rickie

Walsh, Stillman Sprague, and Billy

Schartz, the middies are stacked. .

But the real showcase is down the

other end of the field. . .

What do you do with three

potential All Americans and a

scrapper? Well, record setting

attackman Frank Garahan is an
All-American so he'll naturally

start. But so will newcomers Kevin

Hef Students!!

Whatever your need for Liquor

•BEER (Keg$, Ca$e», 6-Packt)

•WINE (AH Kinds)

•HARD STUFF

YOU NAME IT —
WE'VE GOT IT

at

KING ST.

LIQUORS
Distributor of Kappy's Products

Area's most competitive store — and you

know what that means! !

!

KING STREET NORTHAMPTON
584-1800

A national championship at UMass? This year's Lacrosse team may be the one to do it.

Patterson, a 6* 7", 260 lbs. Indian

who was handed a stick instead of a

rattle and Harry McVey, the

diminutive transfer from Nassau
Community College who is con-

sidered by most to be the best

small college attackman in the

country today. And if he can get his

helmet over his hairdo, he may
help hand Garber a national title. .

And last year's starting at-

tackman Peter Connolly and
reserve Andy Scheffer will get

their two cents in for sure.

Championship could be the

trump card this academic year at

Massachusetts. Following Mac-
Pherson and Leaman won't be an
easy task. But Dick Garber seems
to have the trump card. . Even if it

had to cross the Throgsneck
Bridge to get here. . .

letus
shcwvou

to real
roe!

Hampshire Village is a unique condominium
development set in the midst of natural beauty.

There are only two to four townhouses per

building and you have a wide variety of

recreational activities to choose from.

Construction has been started and the first

new townhouses will be completed by the end
of the year.

hjjjjjjiH Village
I li

|£!|
I Route 116 - Amherst

II Tel. 256-6070

Starting at $27,990

<»
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Minutemen Fall At Fenway;
By MIKE BROPHY

The 1973 baseball squad mar-

ched into Fenway with a respec-

table 21-7-1 record on the line as

they were fighting for a chance to

represent New England at the

Collegiate World Series in Omaha.
Harvard, who had beaten the

Minutemen in the season finale by

a 5-4 score, had other ideas and

handed Mike Flanagan his first,

and last defeat as a UMass pitcher.

Providence then got into the

action and cut short the second

season for UMass as the UMies fell

short in the 8-7 defeat. All in all,

however, it was a very successful

season as the team journeyed out

to California for the 7th Annual

Riverside Baseball Tournament
and defeated nationally ranked

teams such as Stanford and
Vanderbilt.

Perhaps the greatest ac-

complishment of the UMass
baseball program for 73 was that of

putting both Ed McMahon and

Mike Flanagan into the major
league systems via the pro draft

held in June.

Steve Newell was named to the

first team All-American outfield

thusly making him then first

UMass ballplayer ever to receive a

first team honors. Newell has been

ripping the Cape Cod League
apart and at the conclusion of July

was hitting over .410. He is ex-

pected to be the high round draft

pick come next Spring's pro draft

and should be a main stay for the

diamond nine next year on Earl
Lorden Field.

McMahon was drafted by the

Minnesota Twins organization in

the second round of the draft which
makes him the highest pick in the

history of UMass baseball, ac-

cording to coach Dick Bergquist.

Now playing Triple A baseball in

Tacoma, Washington, McMahon
has been hitting a steady .235-.240

against "the toughest pitching I've

ever seen." McMahon' s fielding

has met with the Twins' ex-

pectations so far as he has

played errorless ball in the

field.

Playing on a regular basis, he is

one of two shortstops presently

with Tacoma as one was sent down
to AA ball upon McMahon's
arrival.

McMahon was voted to the

Sporting News first All-American

team at shortstop and is one of

three of the eleven named that

signed with the Twins. Of the

three, McMahon was the second

choice.

Flanagan was signed by the

Baltimore Orioles and is now
pitching Double A ball in Florida.

After amassing a fine 3-1 record, it

was learned that Flanagan had
been side-lined with a muscle pull

in his lower back. Sources close to

Flanagan indicate that the

problem is being taken care of and
that Flanagan is taking it well.

According to the source, Flanagan
(Continued on pg. 81)

This year the Minutemen will be looking to repeat their Yankee conference championship under

Coach Dick Bergquist, but are looking forward to doing better in post season play.

The Collegian

is looking for you!

ESSO
2 LOCATIONS!!

Help New England's

largest college daily

do its job.

439 Russell St. (Rte. 9)

HADLEY
253-3902

381 College St. (Rte. 9)

AMHERST
256-8787

COMPLETE
Auto Repairs & Service

VERY REASONABLE RATES I

We're in Room 404 Student Union.

up.

on

Come

Still Have Good Nucleus
81

it is customary that the club have a
dinner where the annual awards
are given out to the outstanding
members of the team. This year
saw the Thompson MVP Award go
to sophomore pitcher Mike
Flanagan while co-captain Tom
White was awarded the Delia
Fiana Trophy. Steve Newell was
granted the Westman Scholarship.
Also announced at the dinner were
the 1974 co-captains who will be
Steve Newell and John Olson.
For the forthcoming 1974 season

the Minutemen look to be strong
enough to retain the Yankee
Conference Crown and possibly to

go on in Tournament play.

Despite the loss of Mike
Flanagan and Fd McMahon. both
of whom had eligibility left,

Bergquist has a host of returning
lettermen to form the nucleus of a
competitive squad for 1974. Steve
Newell will be back with his 400*
stick while pitchers Craig
Allegrezza and Chip Baye are also
returning

Mike Koperniak and Ron
Beaurivage will be returning to

secure the horn although the left

side may need some work to

replace the lost Palau and Mc-
Mahon. Coach Bergquist will be

looking to the underclassmen to fill

in where the holes have been left by
graduation and the pro draft, "I
am looking for another good season
in the coming spring. Right now.
the thing on my mind, though, is

Fall Baseball. This is where I will

be able to tell exactly what my
strengths and weaknesses are."

In commenting on the adoption
of the DPH rule by the NCAA.
Bergquist stated. "I think it will

give us great opportunity to utilize

our good bats that have sat on the
bench due to other weaknesses.
This is where the loss of Pete
Collins could greatly hurt us."

To* NCAA has adopted the Designated Pinch Hitter rule, making
it likely that we'll see more slugging next spring.

PIZZARAMA
Specializing in pizzas, hot-oven grinders

& spaghetti.

Special discount on large orders
& free delivery.

253-3808

Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - Midnight

355 College St., Amherst (Rte. 9)

(Continued from pg. 80)

should be back on his feet

sometime in August.
It was a season that saw the

UMass hitters pull through when a
sore arm-riddled pitching staff

seemed to be faltering. The club
finished with an excellent .301

team average to lead the New
England clubs. They had compiled
a ten game win streak before
meeting with Harvard in the
regular season finale which they
dropped by a close 5-4 score in bad
weather.

Mark Palau, the third baseman,
finished with a strong .330 average
in his senior year to round out a
four year career average of .314

with 90 career hits. Palau handled
the hot corner with extreme
consistency as he had 43 assists on
the year.

Although not drafted in 1973
UMass co-captain Tom White
finished off a fine career at UMass
with a 12-7 final record including a
3-3 1973 slate with three saves.
White has been pitching in the Tri-
County League in hopes that some
ball team will give him the chance
to break into the majors.

.
John Healy turned out to be quite

the surprise player of the year as
he came right in to fill in for the
injured Jim Black at the catching
spot. In addition to his rifle-like

arm behind the plate, Healy
contributed a good clutch-hitting
bat as he wound up with a .239

average. Healy was found to be
missing one kidney while in
surgery over the summer months
and will not return to play football
but hopes he will be allowed to
pursue his baseball career at
UMass.

First baseman Pete Collins has
been forced to leave school for
persjjnal reasons and will miss the
1974 season. "Pete was a good up
and coming first baseman for us
and with the NCAA adopting the
designated hitter rule, we would
have found great use for him. I

hope he comes back after he settles
his problems," commented
Bergquist after learning that
Collins had left school.
At the end of the baseball season
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We've already started making our custom sheepskin coats —
they're between $130.00 and $175.00 depending on styling. Come
on in and try one on.

Walter Dyer - Heartfelt

103 N. Pleasant St.

FINE LEATHER GOODS
Mon.-Sat.,10-€
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253-5135
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Leaman Will Keep Smiling This Year
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By MARTY KELLEY
Amherst - The Blarney Stone on

34th Street is a quiet Metropolitan

bar where the Irish bartenders still

wear white shortsleeved shirts and

green bowties. Once you find

yourself getting to know these

bartenders personally, you know
you're a derelict or you've seen to a

lot of NIT tournies. . If you choose

the latter you've really lived the

heyday, hysteria of UMass
basketball, but you'd better brace

yourself. . This winter you stand a

chance of meeting a whole new
crop of bartenders. . .

Although the UMass basketball

program has taken in three

National Invitational Tournament
performances in the last four

years, the accent won't be on New
York City come playoff time.

The Minutemen may very well

look westward and the NCAA
tournament. Not since 1962 and the

Eastern Regionals has a UMass

team had the horses to go NCAA,

or shall we say the Musketpower.

.

And so Jackie Leaman with your

pompous smile and careful

coaching tactics, you've somehow
managed to become more popular

than Bobby Wood on this campus.

In an age where the Star Spangled

Banner just doesn't rate, you've

managed to get 5,000 students off

their collective asses to rise for the

Feurher whenever you enter Curry

Hicks Cage. And this winter there

may not be enough room for

"Jack's Corner". (Jackie's

private Booster Club).

Now in your third year without a

superstar since the "J" left, you

should have just enough dedication

and discipline in the ranks to

challenge Providence College

(we've got at em' at the Civic

Center) and stay atop of Boston

College around New England
circles. You won't get the Pope's

blessing.

There are 5 good reasons why
Jackie Leaman will stay fat and

happy this winter. . Al Skinner,

John Murphy, Jim Burke, Billy

Endicott, and Rick Pitino. There's

your starting five and Leaman will

be the first to agree. All five were

on the court (or sort of) when
North Carolina and Massachusetts

were deadlocked at the half and
when the discipline failed late it

was the Powder Blue Tar Heels

into the Madison Square Garden
semis by 10. . Endicott asked why.

Possibly the best way to describe

one of the most cohesive fives in

New England is to go back to a

Jackie quote out of our Collegian

archives. . ."Last year we played

six teams that were at one time in

the top twenty in the nation and we
beat three of them ( Leaman laugh

and the clenched fist)". Thanx
Jackie.

Jackie also once said that Al

Welcome Students from

THOMPSON'S

MENS CLOTHING

13 NORTH PLEASANT ST. AMHERST

Fast break at the Cage
Staff photo /Gib Fullerton

FEATURING NAME BRANDS such as

London Fog - Levis - MacGregor - Arrow

Main Guide - Kaynee - Cricketeer

With returning lettermen like Skinner, Pitino, Endicott*, and

Burke Jumpin' Jack's Jocks should have a capital year. Oh for

another shot at Madison Square Garden.

Skinner will "never play guard for

us again". Well, did you know that

the Carolina Cougars are putting

pressure on Leaman to use Dr. A.

there so they can scout his worth at

that position. . .That type of

pressure won't get you to the

NCAA's . . But a full court press,

deafening fan reaction, and some
quality bench will.

Yes, you'll see UMass run a lot

this winter, probably right out of

the pack with the Yankee Con-

ference title and the New England

crown. So what. . .Beating

Missouri 78-71 in New York when
we all got drunk was no fluke. Most

of the constituents will be back so

the self actualization theory says

that you should seek a higher

plateau. . The NCAA perhaps?

The bench should tell the story.

And the story of the J.V. team,

Greg 'Til take the shot'' Duarte

and a kid from the Philadelphia

ghetto named Mike Stokes can

help. Gangly Tom Ryan, unnoticed

except for his height, will make the

team, so will Glen Cooper. He has

(Continued on pg. 83)

ALL SUNOCO PRODUCTS I1SCLUDMG
MICHEL1TS X TIRES

All major credit cards honored

For the best in V.W. & all foreign and domestic repairs

D & M Sunoco SUNOCO

Specialists in disc brakes Road service 256-6860

Rte. 9, across from Zayre — 7 a.m. - 2 a.m. 7 days a week

Friendly Service • We Try Hard To Please

No, this is not a mugging, it's flashy backcourt man Rick Pitino
(22) doing his thing against Vermont. As a senior a lot of the
Minutemen *s fate will rest on his sJumiHor*

(Continued from pg. 82)

good spring, but his knees can be

compared to a couple of rope

bridges. But he might help. . So

will Peter Trow when on sab-

batical from MacPherson. . .

And now you'd like to know about

the pride of Albany, young frosh

candidate Jim Towne. Don't try it.

I'm afraid at his age and orien-

tation, he won't have the mental
integrity to work up a good sweat
although he may have the talent to.

Talent. . Jack Leaman can
package some of it on the half and
still have enough for a trophy year.

His circus will be well viewed this

winter and don't be surprised if not

more than once your athletic fee

won't get you into the Cage. .

There just won't be the room. . .

So hold onto your IDs and if you
can scoff a season ticket make the

investment Getting to see a

I'Mass home game will be as rare

as your favorite steak But once

you're there, you won't forget

MacPherson has the spotlight

now But just remember The
circus is just around the corner

ROLLING GREEN
AT AMHERST

A distinguished apartment & townhouse
community where service comes first!

Swimming Pool/ Recreation area/ Carpeting throughout/ Sound-
proof Construction/ Vanity Bath with colorful appointments/
Balconies or Patios, Master TV & FM antenna, Storage Areas,
Large Closets, Electric Heat/ Laundry Facilities/ Security En-
trances/ Free Parking/ and General Electric Appliances:
Refrigerators/ Air conditioners/ Ranges, Dishwashers, Disposals.

For More Information Call: Mr. or Mrs. Fran Miletki
253-3000

Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:30-12:30 P.M., Sat. 9-12

Route 9
These apartments will be leased on an open
occupancy basis in compliance with state and
local laws and financed by the Massachusetts
Housing Finance Agency.

Amherst

1 & 2 Bedroom Garden Apartments
and

2, 3, or 4 Bedroom Townhouse Apartments

Located on the UMass Free Bus Line

Whole Wheat Were here with

Trading Co.

181 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

lots of pure,

unadulterated foods

Grains, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Juices, Yogurt, Lots of Herbs

to keep you healthy and happy throughout the year.

Stop by and see our attractive market.

We have natural vitamins too!!

Mon. 12:30 - 6:00 Tuesday - Saturday 9:30 - 6:00
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Wrestling - Another Championship?
By JOHN BOCK

Repeating a championship in

anything is tough to do in collegiate

sports nowadays. It is difficult to

keep up with the pressures and
costs of recruiting and scheduling,

for starters. Then there is the fact

that a championship is a not

necessarily equal combination of

skill, luck and hard work.
Last year the University of

Massachusetts capped a 10-4 dual

match season by winning a

championship - the First Annual
New England University Wrestling

Association Tournament. It was
the first time that all the

University division teams in New
England (Yale and Harvard ex-

cepted as they belong to the

Eastern Intercollegiate Wrestling

be able to do it again? Possibly.

The season will be sure to hold

some surprises as last season held,

five of them.
Under Coach Homer Barr the

1972-73 team surprised New
England and the East by putting

together a season that 1 ) Saw them
at a 6-0 standing at one time, 2)

Beat two of the Ivy League's best

teams 3) Be ranked tenth in the

East - the first New England team
to ever be ranked in the Eastern

Top 10 4) Lose the Yankee Con-

ference Championship and 5)

Come back to dominate the New
Englands with two champions,

four seconds and four thirds - a

whole team of winners.

The Minutemen didn't think

about the season as a whole.

Association) got together without Certain matches were going to be

the College Division teams and had key and would test what kind of

a tournament. UMass won it hands team they were. Army,
down by placing all ten wrestlers Springfield, Yale, and Wilkes

no lower than third place. Will they College would be the toughest

matches To be sure there were

veterans that would help out, but

four of the weight classes held

wrestlers that had yet to don a

UMass uniform. Three^ capable

transfers and a freshman proved to

be the ones that could be counted

on as the season wore on and by

semester break the Minutemen
were undefeated at 6-0 with wins

over two of the better teams in the

East, Yale and Cornell. (Yale

went on to finish seventh in the

East and Cornell edged Princeton

for the Ivy League title.)

The second semester started

poorly as the UMass unbeaten

siring has broken by Oswego State

out on Lake Ontario. Then it was
returned home for the BIG match
of the year - Springfield College.

The Chiefs had beaten UMass the

year before in the New Englands

( when it was still the NEIWA) but

this year was to be the first and
only meeting between the two

powers and it proved to be the most i Mass for the title on the basis that

thrilling match in New England for UMass was not represented af. one

the season. Springfield forged weight class and failed to place in

ahead to an eleven point lead but another.

the Minutemen came back with

two pins in the last three bouts to

pull ahead by one point. The
heavyweight match was almost
won by Massachusetts, but almost

only gets points in horseshoes, and
the Chiefs had beaten the

Minutemen once more, 20-18.

The rest of the dual match
season saw only two more losses;

one to a touch Army team and the

other to the NCAA College
Division, fifth ranked Wilkes
College Colonels. The First

Yankee Conference Tournament
held at the University of Rhode
Island turned out to be more like a

triangular among UMass, URI,
and Boston University. In the

finals there were seven Minutemen
versus either wrestlers L m BU or

URI. As it was, Rhody nosed out

Thus the stage was set for

another confrontation two weeks

later as UMass hosted the First

Annual New England University

Wrestling Association Cham-
pionship Tournament. UMass,
UConn, UNH. UMaine, BU, BC,
Holy Cross, Dartmouth, Brown
and Rhode Island made up the new
group and the winners of the

tournament would be the first

representatives of New England to

be automatically qualified for the

NCAA Championship Tournament
to be held in Washington at the U of

Washington. UMass won the

tourney on the strength of its

placers, but only had two in-

dividual champions. Senior Co-

Captain Dave Amato captured the

118 pound diadem by a last second

(Continued on pg. 85)

BLYDA FORD
Over 300 New Cars & Trucks In Stock

YEAR END CLEARANCE
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ALL NEW VEHICLES AND DEMONSTRATORS
PRICED TO PLEASE

TRUCKS, PINTOS, MAVERICKS, LTD'S, AND WAGONS. EVERY ONE MUST BE SOLD,
AND WILL BE SOLD. GET IN ON A GREAT BUY, AND PICK FROM A GREAT SELECTION

WANTED
j REWARD

BLYDA NEEDS '69, '70, '71 , ft '72

CMS TO FILL ODD LOT . .

.

RI8CEST TRADE ALLOWANCES
P0SSIDLE ANYWHERE AWAIT

TON AT DLTDA FORD.

SEE and DRIVE THE FINEST USED CARS MONEY CAN BUY

!'•

RLYDA
171 King St. Northampton, Ma

584-2400
SALES

OPEN 9-9

'Just a Short Ride Down Rto. 91'

EXIT AT NORTHAMPTON-DRIVE 1/2 mi. SOUTH ON RTE. S

A-l ROAD TESTED
RECONDITIONED AND
GUARANTEED CARS

"You Con Always Do Business

with Blyda"

Can the grapplers make it two for two? Some of the old talent is gone, but some new blood promises to

make this another interesting year.

(Continued from pg. 84)

pin over his Rhode Island op-

ponent, after falling behind in the

match. Heavyweight George
Ireland won the title by default

from his BU opponent, but
distinguished himself on the way to

the finals by pinning all his op-

ponents.

NEUWA Runnersup wearing the

red and white were Larry
Reynolds at 126 pounds, Cliff Blom
at 159 pounds, Steve Benson at 158,

and John Connolly at 177. Third
place finishes west to Mike
McGlaughlin at 134, Steve Rome at

142, Chris Cadwallader at 167, and
Carl Dambman at 190.

Two keys to the success of the

1972-73 season were Senior Co-

Captains Dave Amato and Carl

Dambman. Amato closed out his

collegiate career with a New
England Championship after

placing second twice. Carl
Dambman was twice New England
Heavyweight Champ, but dropped
to 190 for his last season and
consequently lost out in his bid for

a third crown. Dambman did set

school records for the fastest pin

( 26 seconds) and the most pins in a

career (28).

The 1973-74 season will see if

UMass can continue to be one of

the prominent teams in the East.

Coach Barr enters his seventh

season at the helm and figures to

count heavily on last years
returning NEUWA placers. He will

find assistance from Captain Steve

Benson, 1973 NEUWA 158 pound
Runnerup. Benson is a transfer

from New York Maritime
Academy and wrestled with some
outstanding competition. He is an

excellent freestyle wrestler and
has many tournament wins to his

credit. Last year he was third at

both the Colgate and East
Stroudsburg Open tourneys. He is a

very good wrestler on his feet, but

shines when it comes to mat work.

Benson will probably move up to

167 this season.

Other wrestlers that could prove

helpful, but saw limited varsity

action are Steve Ruggeri (1973

NEUWA 118 pound Freshman
Champ), Paul Roderiguez, Jim
Jordan. Doug Lemire, Bill Rich,

Doug Rumpf, John Lastella, .Alan

Elmont, Dick Muri, and Charlies

Klein ( 1973 NEUWA Freshman
Heavyweight Champ).
The recruiting season looked a

little brighter as the news of the

success of last season spread. New
York has contributed a couple of

highly rated wrestlers and New
England has responded with some
heavyweight grapplers. If there is

anything that last years team
lacked it was probably brute

strength and this season Coach
Barr will place more emphasis on
strength building.

This season the Minutemen add
Hofstra University to the schedule

along with C. W. Post College,

Brown University, Wesleyan, and
possibly another Ivy League
school. The Yankee Conference

Tournament will be host by
UMaine and Dartmouth College

will be the site of the 1974 NEUWA
Tourney. Winners of this tourney

will travel to Iowa State University

where the Ghost Cyclones will

defend their national title. UMass
fans will see more of the

Minutemen this year as about half

the matches are on the home mats
in Boyden Auxiliary Gym.

This Thursday
Wight Only!

Sept. 6th Sept. 6th

Freshmen
Dance/Concert

featuring

REAL TEARS

Some of My Bert Friends

C.C. Aud. 8-12 p.m.

ADMISSION $1.00

Sponsored by Scrolls/Maroon Keys

£lojik\ at
TM

IS FOR TRAVELING ft

i
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Brtndtd to Pr»vnt Buttling FOR PEACE OF FEET

• NOW 2 LOCATIONS *
(1) "Home of The Boot Cellar and Sandal Shop

8 Main St., Amherst 253-55V6

(2) Hadley Village Barn Complex
Rte. 9 Hadley 584-2279
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More fun
on less gas.

1972-73

How Sweet It Was

Ride a Honda.
Perhaps you never thought of it before,

but a Honda may be the most practical

solution to the gas squeeze. Dependable

Honda engines just sip the gasoline and

go for miles. Hondas are practical and fun!

You can ride one to work during the week.

Beat the traffic. Save on parking and gas.

Then ride it on the weekend to open air and

open country. Only your Honda dealer offers

you the greatest selection of models in the

industry to choose from. There's sure to

be one just right for you. Come by soon.

The HONDA Shop
Cahillane Motors Inc.

t*L S84.37M Sal" - Serv,ce

375 South St., Rt. 10, Northampton

By GEOFFREY KURINSKY

It all started in September with

the taming of the Maine Polar

Bears at the stadium. ..then early

June rolled along and the nine

succumbed to Providence college.

What happened in between is the

story in New England Athletic

circles. The year that made 72-73

"the Year of the Minutemen"...

-

The first since 1776.

At best it was a Yankee Con-

ference blitz ...at worst a bonanza

as UMass squads rolled to more

Conference crowns, more in one

year than hang from the rafters at

Boston Garden representing the

Golden 60's of the Boston Celtics.

Those Sunday afternoon strolls

to the stadium proved most

satisfying (5-0 at home),

especially the last jaunt in

November which saw 20,000 UMies

celebrating the death of the Boston

College Eagles 28-7. During that

same year, the Boston press' other

pet, Harvard, also succumbed to

the Minuteman express as UMass
trampled the Crimson at Harvard

Stadium 28-19.

Atlantic City is not the most

exciting place in winter time

( there are more pigeons there than

people), but UMass and UCal

Davis were invited to play indoors

(thank god) in the (not good

enough for Delaware) Boardwalk

Bowl. A national television

audience watch Bob Biggs and his

UCal Davis teammates succumb
to Piel, Paul and company.

The air becamr chilled and the

Cage heated up • ith the arrival of

the hoop seasor fwo missed free

throws against West Virginia

started the season on a down beat

but 78-71. ..78-71. ..climaxed an
upbeat which lasted the rest of the

campaign. UMass 78, Missouri 71

tells the tale of the visit to "the

City that Never sleeps" for 6,000

UMass students who roamed the

streets victoriously after the
victory.

Pat Keenan was a legend in his

own time in UMass hockey circles.

The young prolific Keenan
continued his assualt and took the

UMass record book back home
with him to Weston, Ontario. The
Rheaultless pucksters season
came to an abrupt halt at the hands
of The Bowdoin Black Bears in the

Division II playoffs at Orr Rink (
8-

3).

Mike Flannagan and Eddie
McMahon, both Sophomores last

year, both playing professional this

year led the way for the UMass
nine...Scouts followed the Yan-Con
champs all over New England.

Their season ended quietly with

losses to Harvard and Providence
in the District I playoffs.

The National Champion
Women's gymnasts need no
description, they did it alL.Gar-

ber's Nationally ranked lacrosse

"Gorilla's...Steve Ferber and the

champion netmen. ...the list goes

on.

Such was the scene on sports in

72-73. A tough act to follow you
say...perhaps. No, maybe not. This
could be the beginning of many
exciting years to come. The
athletic program will continue to

grow as the Minutemen continue

their Yankee Conference dynasty

and possibly begin a New England
sports dynasty.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5-04O0

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

UNIVERSITY Ui- WA^Minmci 10

Pucksters May Improve - Title Possible
By BILL BALLOU

Perhaps the quickest way to get

through a review of the 1972-73

hockey season is to go over what

didn't happen.

The Minutemen didn't repeat as

Division II champions.

Orr Rink didn't burn down.

So much for the high points.

Things really weren't quite that

bad, but 72-73 was one of those

years when everytime the phone

rang in Coach Jack Canniff's of-

fice he picked it up with a "What's

next" look on his face.

Injuries, the inconsistencies of

youth, and individual player

problems all contributed to the up

and down fortunes of the 72-73

Minutemen. The "ups" came often

enough for UMass to rate the

second seed in the Division II

playoff tournament. The "downs"
prevented the Minutemen from

ever making a serious run at

eventual champs Vermont and
finally elimination from the

playoffs in the semi-finals.

Injuries, while plentiful, hurt

UMass most in goal. By the time

March rolled around, Canniff had
been forced to use three different

goaltenders as starters. Peter

Erickson won the job in pre-season

only to wreck his already weak
knees in practice after about ten

games. Chick Rheault took over

from Erickson and played sen-

sational goal for another ten or so

games until he and his motorcycle

fought a losing battle with an icy

road in Westhampton. John Kiah

finished up, getting a chance as a

starter after three years as a back-

up.

Inexperience, especially in the

defensive corps where three of the

five backliners were sophomores,

was a major contributor to the

inconsistency that could see the

Minutemen as champs one game
and chumps the next.

The defense was anchored by

seniors Don Lowe and Bob Shilalie

and while neither had a spec-

tacular season, both did steady

jobs. Sophs Brian Mulcahy and

Mike Ellis had regular jobs too,

Mulcahy being probably the best

defensemen on the team. Ellis

showed signs of brilliance but had

his bad games Robbie Quinlan, the

fifth defenseman didn't see enough

action to have any accurate

judgement passed on him.

The Minutemen scored lots of

goals, but most of them came off

the stick of Pat Keenan, who
graduated. Freshman Billy Harris,

who played on Keenan's line,

racked up lots of assists and total

scoring points, but at times showed

a lack of concern over defense.

Another freshman, Scott Stuart,

earned a regular job in mid-season

and while he didn't score many
points he played a steady game.

With the departure of Keenan,

the top forward on the team
figured to be Jim Coleman, a slick

center who came on strong toward

the end of the season. However,

Coleman is reportedly not

returning to school, so the UMass
offense could find itself out about

40 points.

So much for last year - now,

what figures to be the story in the

upcoming season?

A large part of the answer lies in

goal. If Rheault can come back

from his accident and play as well

as he did last season, then UMass
is several giant steps closer to

regaining the Division II title.

Vermont will be gone (they've

moved up to Division I ) , so com-

petition for the championship
promises to be somewhat less stiff.

Defensively, Ellis, Mulcahy, and
Quinlan could form the nucleus of a

solid blueline corps. However,

those three "veterans" will still

only have about two years com-

bined varsity experience between

them so you'll still have to use

question marks when talking about

defense.

The front lines will have Harris,

Stuart, Kevin Conners, Jim Lynch,

Steve Nims and John Muse as

returnees.

Statistically this group is

anything but impressive. However
Lynch is the only one who'll be a

senior so you really can't make any
terribly informed predictions

about what to expect. Lynch has a

powerful shot and potentially is a

high scorer. Harris and Conners

both can score, but both have

defensive weaknesses. Stuart and

Nims are both solid, two-way

lockey players. Muse didn't play

oo much last year but from what

le showed it seems that he'll be

most valuable in a checking

capacity.

For a prediction. I'll say probably

third seed in the post-season

playoffs, but that's really a shot in

the dark. With the question marks
facing this team it isn't impossible

to forsee a championship, but

neither is it impossible to forsee

them missing the playoffs

altogether.

If the season is as bad injury-

wise as it was last year then you

can just about forget it. There is no

great depth here.

Oh yeah, just for the record I

predict Norwich will win the

Divisional title.

MDC Sports
Hotline • 5-0344

The Minutemen will be a darkhorse candidate for the Division II Championship, but with Vermont

gone to Division 1 they might have a shot in the dark. .^mm

Amherst Bicycle Shop

In The Alley

RALEIGH BICYCLES
Accessories

repairs all makes

To Celebrate our

50th Anniversary

we are giving discounts of

10% to 100% OFF
on all of our cleaning and

laundering services

( Storage and Coin-op Cleaning Excluded)

You determine the amount of your discount

hy spinning the "wheel of fortune" at our counter

when you pick up your items

J
Everyone is a winner .... everytime.

THIS OFFER IS IN EFFECT
FOR THE COMPLETE
MONTH OF SEPTEMBER.

BiSffs Royl
FABRIC CARE CENTRESV9

103 N. Pleasant Street, Amherst

Your clothes friend for 50 years
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Pioneer Factory Reconditioned Merchandise
*ALL FULLY WARRANTIED

QUANTITIES LIMITED
2-QX-4000 — 108 Watt 4 Channel Receiver

Reg. Price SALE PRICE
WAS $349.95 Sale $249.95

0£ moiMeere

OX 8000A 4 CHANNEL
STEREO RECEIVER

5-QX-8000 — 22 Watt Per Channel RMS 4

Channel Receiver

3-QT-6600 — 4 Channel Reel-To Reel
Tape Deck

WAS $549.95 Now $329.95

REG. $599.95 Now $399.95

6-QT-2100 — 4 Channel 8 Track Tape Deck $249.95

6 QD 210 — SQ Decoder $99.95

2-QM-800 — 30 Watt Per Channel, 4 Channel
Powe r A mp I i fi er $329 .95

3 QC 800 — 4 Channel Pre Amplifier $269.95

2 PL 41 DC —2 Speed Belt Driven Manual
Turntable With Base And Dust Cover $229.95

IT 3300 Stereo Cassette Tape Deck $149.95

1 CT 4141 Dolbyized Cassette Stereo Tape Deck $249.95

2-T-6100 — Auto Reverse Stereo

Reel To Reel Deck $249.95

2 T 6600 — Auto Reverse Stereo Reel-To- Reel

Tape Deck $299.95

l-T-8800 — Auto Reverse Stereo Tape Deck $579.95

$ 99.95

$ 44.00

$179.95

$139.95

$159.95

$ 99.95

$169.95

$159.95

$199.95

$329.95

TECHNIQUES
— RS 263 US Dolbyized Stereo

Cassette Deck With Cr02
Tape Selector, Memory
Rewind

Now Only 189"
<««« O O O sj .

LAFAYETTE

200 WATT
AM-FM
4CHANNEL

STEREO
SYSTEM

Special

4 Channel

System for

the Dorm

4 Channel Sound At Stereo Prices

Reg-

Bowmar
MX-40

Hand Held, Eight Digit

Floating Decimal,
Rechargeable, AC
Operation, Perfect for any
kind of school work.

Reg.
$79.95

Now
$C09569
Sennheiser

HEADPHONES
Unique Open Air Foam
Cushions, Lightweight

WERE $34.00

Now
$23°

Yamaha

Compact

$

Was
$499.95

— 60 Watts AM-FM Stereo Receiver With Famous
P.E. Turntable and Shure Cartridge With Criterion
50A — 2 Way Speakers

With SR-90 • 3 Way Speakers • $399.95

RE-7412
AM-FM Stereo Receiver
Wi t h Two Matchi n g Spea kers

Now

Dual 1215s
Turnable

WAS
$89.95

$59
s

LR 220 — 85 Watt, AM-FM 4 Channel Receiver W.th $249.95
Discrete, SQ Derived 4 Channel Selection

"

BSR-310X — Turntable with Base, Dust Cover and Shure % 54.95
Cartridge

4 Criterion SO A — Lafayettes Most Popular 2 Way Speaker f I 27.80

Now $
288

00
$432.79

BSR 510AX
Reg. $74.95

$
Sale 59

95

— Complete With Base, Dust Cover, Viscous Damped
Cueing and Shure Cartridge

Prerecorded Reel-to-Reel

TAPE $199
Large Assortment

Was $7.99 Now

EIC0 Chain Locks $ gfjft
BURGLAR ALARM om, £/

Alarm Sounds when door is opened. Pertect for your
room protection. No Rip Off.

RD-7678 - Record Changer
and

8 Track Player
In One Unit.

Perfect Match For RE-7412

Reg. $89.00 *

Now 49°
The Beat Stereo & Record Dept. in the area isn't nil we haw. Come in and see!!

LAFAYETTE
SEIDEN SOUND ELECTRONICS

^irrrsr Owned & Operated
By

Seiden Sound

AMHERST
STORE

15 E. PLEASANT ST.
549-1105

Pittsf ield, Mass.
Colonie, NY
Albany, NY

Schenectady/ NY
Glensfalls, NY

^^JT SOU RE /Mp .v.

L °«TANT TO °

regular

and half

sizes

Akm& MOUNTAIN
FARMS

\^t * MALL
ROUTE 9 AT MAPLE STREET. HADLEY

Supplement To Daily Collegian, UofM, Amherst Sept. 4and 5. 1973

September Sale
Tuesday thru Monday, September 4 to 10

a way of life and here to stay

women's pant suits
TWO AND THREE-PIECE STYLES
OF 100% POLYESTER KNITS

19.99 regularly

to $28

The Fall Fashion Outlook - pantsuits are a way of life and
here to stay! Suit yourself at our out-of-sight prices from our
exciting and extensive collection of pantsuits in a variety of
styles, colors and textures. 100% polyester knits are
washable, too. An autumn phenomena of colors; navy, green,
black, brown, wine, berry. In Misses' sizes 10 to 18 and
Women's sizes 14 1/2 to 22 1/2.
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Open Daily

10 to 10
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COATS

TO WELCOME

COLD WEATHER

WARMLY

W

USE OUR CONVENIENT

LAYAWAY PLAN -

OR OUR 90 DAY
PAYMENT PLAN
ON SINGLE

PURCHASES OF

$40ORMORE!

To \S

K
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fabulous

savings!

fur-

trimmed

coats
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FUN FAKES FOR FALL . . .

fake leather and suede
pant coats

regularly 40.00

Phoney suedes in shades you never thought possible
Trimmed and untrimmed models. Colors of taupe, peanut and
tobacco brown. Sizes 8 to 18, 7 to 15.

regularly 110.00

save *22

This is the age of options.
Take your choice! Trimmed
with natural Norwegian fox,
natural mink, or luxury-size
dyed squirrel collars.
Texturized 100% all wool
fabrics beautifully lined plus
100% wool outer linings.

Colors: wine, blue, green,
grey, cranberry, sable,
cherry, honey, celery, and
brown. Sizes: petites 6 to
,16, misses 8 to 18, women
16 1/2 to 22 1/2.

FURS LABELED TO
SHOW COUNTRY

OF ORIGIN

start the fall out right with fashions

and savings from our sportswear dept,

an attractive pair!

turtleneck

sweaters

and

pull-on slacks

your choice

TbWW
regularly 5.98

When it's cool, but not quite cool enough for

a jacket, this long sleeve turtle neck sweater is

the perfect solution. Ribbed style in black,

brown, navy, red, and white. Sizes S, M, L.

For the woman who knows what's up in

fashion, pull-on slacks of 100% polyester with
slightly flared legs. In black, brown and navy.

Sizes 10-18.

SPORTSWEAR

separates that go together

polyester tops

and

proportioned slacks

16.88
regularly 19.98

If there's one fashion BIG this fall, it's

the plaid blazer! Wear it with pants,

wear it with skirts, wear it with
anything and be stylish. 100% acrylic

in plaid patterns. Two button front

can be worn closed for the

"together" look, or swinging open for

the casual look. Sizes 8-18.

Get all the admiring looks with one of these
long sleeve, screen printed tops. 100%
polyester for easy care. Placket or zip fronts.

Sizes S, M, L.

Flare leg proportioned slacks of 100%
polyester. Pull-on style. Stitched crease.
Black, brown, berry, green, navy. Petite 10 to

16, medium 12 to 18, tall 14 to 20.

the hottest numbers
for this fall are

misses

blazer

jackets

SPORTSWEAR
smart shoppers and smart

dressers get together for

great sportswear bargains
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get ahead of the crowd with handbags that

smarten up your fall wardrobe while you save!

^

handbags that swing with the flavor of South America!

get a choice

of looks from

one handbag with

convertible

handbags
The truly versatile handbag!
Double handle tote and shoulder
bags which convert to single

handle bags. Double wood bars.

Choice of leather or suede
earth tone colors.

women in white

make way for our

semi-
annual

uniform
sale

our entire stock

at low, low prices

GOOD NEWS AT ALMY'S

3-PAYMEIMT
I** pLA|U

WITH NO FINANCE CHARGE OR DOWN PAYMENT

ON SINGLE ITEM PURCHASES
OF $40 OR MORE

* THE REASON FOR THE PLAN
Many customers are reluctant to charge higher price items. They prefer
to wait until they have the cash. In the meantime, they do without things
they really need. But this plan is like paying cash but with 90 days to do it

and with NO DOWN PAYMENT. All you have to do is agree to pay 1/3
of the total purchase each month for 3 months. If you do there's NO
FINANCE CHARGE.

* HOW WILL YOU BE BILLED?
A statement will be sent to you once each month, separate and apart
from your regular account. NO FINANCE CHARGE will be added to this
account if your total purchase price for each single item purchased is
paid in full, at the rate of 1/3 each month, within 90 days of the purchase
date of the item.

Included in this sale will

be such nationally
known names as:

• "White Swan"
• "Bob Evans"
• "Tiffany"

• "Crest"

• "Wilko"
• "Frances Gee"
• "Roljean"

• "Unifemme"
• "Bressler"

• "24-Hour Duty"

REGULAR SALE 2-For-PRICE

6.98 6.18 2 for 11.50

7.98 6.99 2 for $13
8.98 7.99 2 for $15
9.98 8.99 2 for $17

10.98 9.99 2 for $19

11.98 10.99 2 for $21

12.98 11.59 2 for $22

13.98 12.39 2 for $24

14.98 12.99 2 for $25

15.98 13.79 2 for $26

16.98 14.79 2 for $28
17.98 15.79 2 for $30

everyone loves quality and

good taste at

budget prices!

>

A FINANCE CHARGE• WHEN DOES
APPLY?

Only if you don't pay at the agreed rate of 1/3 each month. If the ac-
count is not paid in 90 days, it will be subject to a FINANCE CHARGE
computed by a periodic rate of 1 1/2% per month or annual percentage
rate of 18% on balances up to $500; or at the rate of 1 % per month
which is an annual percentage rate of 12% on balances in excess of

'J

There are white and colored

uniforms for everyone — nurses,

beauticians, waitresses, and sales

people — and prices for every
budget. Our stock also includes

pant suits, smocks, skirts, lab

coats and separate pants and
tops, all similarly reduced.
Choose from 100% Dacron
polyester carefree double knits,

Dacron polyester and cotton
blends, corded or rib knit jerseys.

Fabrics and workmanship are

guaranteed.

put the fall breezes to

a fashion advantage in

misses'

skirt

suits

9.90
regularly 12.98

Our 100% acrylic skirt suit Is the
perfect fall outfit! It goes
anywhere with style and taste.

Choice of blazer or coachman
styles. In black, royal blue, wine
and green. Sizes 12 to 20, 14 1/2

to 24 1/2.

save on
misses'

budget

dresses
great values

at low prices

Whatever the occasion, choose a 100% polyester
double knit dress for practical comfort. Step-in coat
style with zipper front. In assorted colors and prints.

Sizes 14 to 20, 16 1/2 to 24 1 1I.

You'll make quite a hit in a bonded pant suit. Choose
chain, button or buckle front styte in a fine choice of
colors and prints. Sizes 8 to 18, 14 1/2 to 24 1/2.

jumpers

6.22
regularly 7.98

Could your wardrobe be complete without a
jumper? Made of 100% polyester double knit

featuring a V neck style. Colors: black, brown,
navy, and burgundy. Sizes 10 to 20, 14 1/2 to 22
1/2.

J



ROBES AND
LINGERIE FOR

WARMING UP

THOSE COLD
NIGHTS t
AHEAD \

/

save on famous

Barbizon

robes

SHORT OR LONG
LENGTH STYLES

SHORT LENGTH

y\
z 1

HEFM

•K*2
*J

/

¥.

14.98
reg. 22.00

LONG LENGTH

16.98
reg. 27.00

Satin Serene quilt.

Concealed center-

front zipper closing.

Side seam pockets.

Floral embroidered
galloon down
center front and
sleeve bottoms.
Sizes 10 to 20.
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SPECIAL PURCHASE!

ladies' famous name

cotton quilt

robes

k\

6.88
regularly 8.98

100% cotton quilt shell

with 100% polyester

fiberfill. Ankle length,

bell sleeves, side slash

pocket. Blue, pink.

Sizes 10 to 18.

Ac

,m,

*

the
liberated

woman

non-cling

taffeknit

slips,

half slips

Special Purchase
From Van Raafte

SLIPS

4.80 Too

HALF SLIPS

3.20
reg.

4.00

Fashioned of non-
cling Taffeknit-
Antron III. Great to

wear under knits . .

. nothing to disturb

the unclingable
line. On the slip a

sculptured bodice,

four-gpre skirt.

White, black. Sizes

32 to 42 short,

average lengths.

Half slip with tricot

insert at waist and
slit sides in white,
black and nude.
Short and average
lengths.

nylon

tailored

pajamas

£00 2.98

Pretty 'n practical

tailored pajamas.
Contrasting piping
trim. Choice of
pretty pastel colors.

Sizes 32 to 40.

SIZES 42 TO 46
$1 MORE

>v i

tailored briefs,

bikinis
Choice of pastel ^ < r~
colors, white *or S
and novelty
prints S^es4 to re9 89c

hosiery

SALE
parity hose

1.35
reg. 1.69 pr.

pr.

choice of Agilon
and Bikini Sandal Foot

NYLON STOCKINGS
* Micromesh

Pr- 70* reg. 88c

I Cantrece
pr. 70* reg. 88c

> Agilon
pr. 80* reg. 99c

) Cotton Sole
pr. *! reg. 1.25

\ sheer support stockings

P r 2.15 reg 2.69

I

a "Bestform" Antron III briefs

Angela's brief of Antron III nylon keeps you cool and comfortable
while it shapes you ever so gently. Anti-cling and anti-static Antron
III has tricot covered lace front panel to firm your tummy and give

you that smooth sleek look. White and colors. S, M, L.

b. "Figure Builder" Antron III briefs

The "essential" panty with a minimum of uncluttered seams.
Perfect for clingy dresses and pants. Made of soft Antron Lycra for

easy-care maintenance. Color white. Sizes S, M, L, XL.

c "Sil-o-ette" Antron III briefs

Anti-cling nylon soft brief, offers minimum control. White, black,

beige, pink, blue, navy, mint, yellow. One size.

d. "Figure Builder" cross band bras

For the woman who loves a feminine bra, fiberfill cups covered with
nylon lace. Elastic bands support and seperate. Frosty white. A32-
36, B32-38, C32-40.

e. "Bestform" 2 piece bikini sets

Bestform continues to give you a 100% stretch nylon bra and bikini

set at an unbelievable low price. So lightweight — so natural, you
won't even realize you're wearing it. White and beige. One size
only.

save on
famous name

bras

2.59 each

v

F. "Flexees" lace bras

regularly $6 each

Beautifully highlighted detailed lace and flowers on cups. Sizes

A*32 to 36, B and C 32 to 38. All stretch sides and straps.

g. "Figure Builder" halter bras

regularty '-'each

The bare minimum is the "in" look this year. Figure Builder gives

you a halter bra to wear with styles that demand a good "cover

up". Converts to a regular bra. Seamless and smooth with figure

flattering fit in easy-care Kodel®polyester. Sizes A32-36, B and C
32-38.

J
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boys' and girls'

pram suits

1A ttSt
r°9u/ar,Y
16.98

Acrylic

acrylic

Braid
color

Hood,
booties.

months.

pile shell with
pile backing.

trim, several
combinations.
detachable

Sizes 12 to 24

Come to our

Infants Department

,

.

. it's a great place

to grow up in!
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boys' and girls'

legging sets

6.88
regularly 7.98

Easy care Orion acrylic legging sets. Your
choice of hooded or separate hat styles,
pullover or slip on cardigans, and striped or
solid pants. All in a variety of colors.

Sizes 12/24, 2/4.•/
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A TRAFFIC-STOPPER COLLECTION
FOR BACK-TO-SCHOOL GIRLS!

LOOK BOTH WAYS IN

easy-care dresses

7.44 rev 898
***

Don't let her be the gal with
nothing to wear! Stock her closet

full of dresses in easy-care fabrics

in two-tones, plaids, and plaid and
solid combinations. Colors as crisp

as the season. Sizes 7 to 14.
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girls' 1 to 3.4 to 6x

fall dresses

5.88
regularly 6.98

Sugar and spice perma-press
dresses for little ones.
They're the jumper look in

solids or plaids. Sizes 1 to 3, 4
to6x.

*vi

^

boys' and girls'

jackets

13.88
Regular

15.98

Jackets, jackets, jackets! In

lots of styles to choose.

Suburban or convoy coats in

corduroy or heather curl with

a pile trim. Or wool plaid

Toggles with a pull rope

closing. Sizes 4 to 6x and 7.

t

boys'

SNORKLE

jackets

Waterproof. Nylor flight

satin shell. Orange taffeta

lining. Polyester fill. Zipper

front. Attached hood with

acrylic pile trim Sizes 4 to

7

boy's

fall slacks

4.22 4.98

Woven plaid
cuffed pants with

v
a flare leg. Sizes 4

children's

polos

2.22
reg. 2.59

Sizes 4 to 6x
and 7.

A

"V

girls' two-piece

slack sets
3.88

regularly 4.29

Adorable 2-piece slack sets.

Flare leg acrylic slacks. Novelty
knit matching tops. Sizes 2 to

4, and 4 to 6x.

QUICK DEFROSTING IN

snorkle jackets

12.88 reg. 15.98

Whether snow or hail or below zero temps (they'll be here

before you know it!) she'll be well protected by the

waterproof nylon outershell with quilted polyester lining.

Simulated wolf fur trim surrounds a close fitting hood to

keep young bodies well insulated against stormy days. In

navy, olive, purple. Sizes 7 to 14,I nav

TWO-WAY TRAFFIC AHEAD
KEEP RIGHT WITH SEPARATE

Slacks Lane
V Corduroy Slacks 4.77

reg.

5.98

Put your best foot forward in pinwale cotton corduroy slacks with

cuffed bottoms and zip-front closing. In "go" colors of chile, maize,

and light blue. Sizes 7 to 14.

b. Acrylic Plaids 6.72
reg.

7.98

.!• »•««

/

Crossroads plaids found in our acrylic flared slacks for the smooth
traveler. Cuffed bottoms and fly front. Assorted plaids and glen

plaid. Sizes 7 to 14.

c. Flared Denims 3.88 7.%
Boy-cut flared bottom denims for the "cool" look. Top these off a million ways.
They'll always look great. Fly-front closing. Colors of navy and burgundy. Sizes 7 to
14.

d. Pant and Vest Set 7.44
reg.

8.98

You'll be given the "right of way" in this versatile pant and vest set that will carry you
for many a mile. Acrylic plaids — cuffed pants. In sizes 7 to 14.

High Gear Lane For Tops
e. Polyester Shrinks 4.88

r

5%
Put one over the line in polyester shrinks. Attractive oval-necked, striped flutter

sleeves and close-to-waist ribbing, make for a neat fit. In navy, hunter. Sizes 7 to 14.

f . Layered Look Sweaters 4.22
reg.

6.98

The layer-upon-layered look for sweaters is a nice way to greet the autumn breezes.

Thick, warm and smashingly good looking. A wide range of colors in sizes 7 to 14.

9 Smocks 3.77
reg.

4.98

For the love of smocks! Girls adore them for all occasions - for all seasons. Choose
from floral prints, dots, and storybook prints. Long full sleeves and softly gathered for

just a little fullness. In sizes 7 to 14. J
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SALE! MEN'S OUTERWEAR ^

SEVERAL POPULAR STYLES • ALL WARMLY LINED • SUBSTANTIALLY OFF-PRICE

sale!
MEN'S AIR FORCE STYLE
100% NYLON SATEEN

snorkle
parkas

16.66
regularly 19.98

Most popular of all cold weather
jackets. 100% nylon sateen shell,

polyester filled, and quirted lined

with heavy orange nylon. Inside

zip fly front. Fake fur-trimmed

hood. Green, navy, burgundy. S
m, I, xl.

sale!
MEN'S 100% NYLON

warm-up
jackets

6.99
reg. 8.98

100% nylon taffeta

shell with cotton

flannel Kasha
lining. Drawstring

bottom, elastic

cuffs, 6-snap front.

S, m, I, xl. Navy,

burgundy.

A. Pile-Lined CPO Shirts reg. 19.98 15.99
Plaid all-wool shell. Orion® acrylic pile lining. Two button-through
pockets. Button front. S, m, I, xl.

B. Fitted Waist Corduroy Jackets ££. 17.88
Short 25" fitted waisted jacket of plaid corduroy with an Acrylic pile

lining, blue/gold plaid and brown plaid.

C. Leather-Like Belted Car Coat reg. $35 26.88
Looks like leather, wears like leather - now-styled double breasted
model, 35" long and belted, with large framed collar. Plus a lush Orion®
acrylic pile lining. Sizes 36 to 46.

SAVE TO 25% on MEN'S NEW FALL PANTS
BACK TO SCHOOL AND DRESS-UP STYLES IN DENIM, CORDUROY, POLYESTER-COTTONS

sale!

MEN'S

flared

denim

jeans

3.99
reg. 5.56-5.98

Excellent savings, up
to 1.99, per pair!

Made of rugged 10

oz. navy denim with

flare bottoms, in zip

and button fly styles.

Sizes 29 to 38.

sale!

MEN'S

cuffed

corduroy

jeans

6.99
reg. 8.98

Men's 100% cotton
mid-wale corduroy
jeans, with scoop
front pockets, and
patch hip pockets,
cuffed bottoms.
Navy, brown, wine.
Waist sizes 29 to 38.

sale!

r
ON THE GO - TO WORK OR SCHOOL - SAVE ON WHAT TO WEAR OR WHAT TO PACK

^

regular collars or button dowos
in men's no-iron-ever

DRESS SHIRTS

4.99sale!

SOLIDS - ST IPES - PLAIDS

regularly

$6-6.50

Smooth and flattering permanent press long-
sleeved dress shirts in a rich autumn array of
colors, such as navy, brown, burgundy, blue,

tan, gold, and green. Also available button-
down Oxford dress shirts in plaids and stripes

as well as solid colors. Both styles in sizes 14
1/2 to 17.

the big and the wide
100% polyester

knot-perfect ties —

FOUR IN HANDS
AND SUPER BOWS

2 for $3

regularly $2

They're fashion — they're fun — they're

"in" for fall — super bows and four-in-

hands. In exciting solids, polka dots,

plaids and prints. Come see what a super

bow or new tie can do for you!

SWEATER MAN!
BIG ON CAMPUS ANOTHER YEAR AROUND

the classic

and

the new

men's 100% Shetland wool

pullover sweaters

8.99 save 1.99

v.

regularly 10.98

Men's 100% wool Shetland crewneck
pullover sweaters in regular and cable
stitched models. Completely washable. In a
wide selection of colors — loganberry, blue,

tan, copper, navy, beet, moss, coreen, gray,

oatmeal, and brown. Sizes S, M, L, XL.

men's new u-neck

sleeveless sweaters

4 B99 save 99c

regularly 5.98

Mixing and matching with 75% acrylic

and 25% polyester ribbed U-ne^k
sleeveless sweaters in a full array of
colors - navy, burgundy, brown, ivory.

In sizes S, M, L, XL.

SAVE! MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS
100% acrylic knit 7" turtle neck

longsleeve pullovers rib knit pullovers

5.99 3.99
regularly 7.98

Long-sleeved acrylic knit

pullover shirts that really make a

man feel great! Placket front self

collars in solid colors and
horizontal stripes in gold, navy,

brown, burgundy, blue, and
green. Sizes S, M, L, XL.

regularly $5

The shirts with know-how!
100% Monsanto nylon 7" ribbed
turtle neck knit shirts; also tipped
collar with rectangular pull

zipper. In smart colors of navy,
burgundy, brown, gold, and
white. Sizes S, M, L, XL.

MEN'S REGULAR 2.98 CREW NECK
AND T-NECK KNIT SHIRTS

A "get-away-from-it" choice of crewneck
cotton bland knit shirts in solid colors and
contemporary stripes; also, T-neck all cotton
one inch rib. In snappy colors of blue, navy,
gold, red, wine. Both in S, M, L, XL.

2.44

styled every way

you like 'em in the

easiest-of-care fabrics

MEN'S LONG SLEEVE

SPORT
SHIRTS

save 1.01

Today's men score a

bullseye with permanent
press polyester and
cotton blend long-sleeved

sport shirts. In "cool"

plaids and solid colors of

blue, burgundy, brown,

and green. Sizes S, M, L,

XL.
"



22 WEDNESDAY ONLY" SPECIALS NO MAIL OR
PHONE ORDERS,

PLEASE

EXTRA LOW PRICES FOR EARLY BIRD SHOPPING • BARGAINS ALL OVER THE STORE! CHECK ALL 22 ITEMS
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Little Boys' Reg. 4.59

slack sets

3.66
Nylon solid color

slacks with contrasting

crew neck jersey.

Navy, brown,
burgundy. Sizes 2 to 4,

4 to 7.

Infants' Dept.

Wednesday Only

dotted ninon

tier

curtains
36" length

1.99
reg.

2.69

matching valance

reg.

1.791.29
Dotted Ninon in white,

yellow, blue, celery,

strawberry.

Wednesday Only Curtain Dept.

Regular $ 1

quilted

pillow

covers

88*
Fully quilted with full length zipper. Made to sell for
2.98 to 3.98. Choice of solid colors or prints. Limit 2
per customer.

Wednesday Only - Domestics Dept.

Boys' Regular 1.98

long sleeve

knit

3 $
for 5

1.68 ea.

100% Acrilan knit shirts.

Turtle or striped crew neck.

In autumn shades of navy,

brown, green, maroon,
gold, ecru. Sizes 6 to 16.

Wednesday Only —Boys' Dept.

Girls' Regular 2.25

long sleeve

100% cotton tur-

tleneck in white, navy,
maize, red, brown.
Sizes 7 to 14.

Girls' Dept.

Wednesday Only

Girls' Regular 4.98

turdeneck
body
shirts

3.44
Nylon stretch ribbed style

with long sleeves, snap
crotch. Navy, wine, blue,

gold. Sizes 7 to 14.

Wednesday Only - Girls' Dept.

Regular 19.88

G.E. Deluxe Power

Spray Steam £r Dry

iron

16.88
Two spray settings; perm, press and regular. G.E.

double non-stick coated soleplate helps prevent
starch build-up. Magnified water window tells when
to refill. Model F 101 WT.

Wednesday Only - Housewares Dept.

Reg. 3.98

100%

fiberglas

drapes

2.99
Printed casement
fiberglas drapes on
white backgrounds.
72" length in gold,
blue, red.

Wednesday Only - Curtain Dept.

Infants' Reg. 5.50

sleepers

4,44
Flame retardant.

Two piece grow
feature. Non-skid
sole. Colorful
patterns and
solids in sizes 1 to

4.

Wednesday Only

Men's Reg. 3.98

dress
shirts

2.99
Perm. press

with 4" collar

and 2-button

notch cuff.

Solids, stripes,

checks, plaids

in sizes 14 1/2

*/ to 17.

Wednesday Only -Men's Dept.

Ladies' Reg. 2.59

soft and

curvy

seamless

bras

Regular 2.49

photo

albums

$
for 3
1.59 ea.

American-made, with 10 magnetic pages in big
10x12 inch size. Choose from several attractive cover
styles, all quality foam padded.

Wednesday Only - Stationery Dept.

Reg.

1.98

for

cameras
Carry your camera with ease and comfort with this

beautiful and convenient camera case made
specially to fit Kodak instamatic and other 126

cameras
Wednesday Only - Camera Dept.

No seams, no designs, no stitching on the cups to

interfere with the line of your outer fashions. Lycra
spandex sides and back for additional comfort and
fit. A 32-36; B and C 32-38.

Wednesday Only - Corset Dept.

fashion rib knits

"skins
##

wear as underwear
or sportswear
either way

99$
ea.

reg. 1.95

A bold new fashion
concept in a denim knit

look, skinny rib fabric with

trim contour fit. Machine
washable, won't shrink,

wrinkle free, no iron.

Denim blue, gold dust,

raisin in sizes s, m, l.

Men's Dept.

Wednesday Only

\Men's Reg. 3.98

flannel

shirts

2.99
80% Sanforized

cotton, 20%
polyester flannel

sport shirts. Long
sleeve, perm, press
plaids. Sizes s, m, I,

xl.

Wednesday Only -Men's Dept.

Regular 1.49

Bic

Butane

lighters

77
Gives thousands of lights.

Adjustable flame, visual

fuel supply. Disposable.

Wednesday Only - Stationery Dept.

St. Joseph

aspirin
Aspirin for adults. Big 100 size. Stock up now at this

low, low price.

Wednesday Only - Cosmetics Dept.

Ladies' Regular 3.98

pull-on

sweaters

3.33
100% Acrylic novelty pull

ons. Red, navy, white,

brown. Sizes s, m, I.

Wednesday Only - Sportswear Dept.

flower print

hose
buggers

Ladies' Regular 2.50

2
for

$ 1
Smooth Lycra
spandex fabric feels

like lingerie, controls

like a girdle. Gripper

leg band. Ideal with

panty hose.
Detachable garters.

One size fits waist

sizes 22 to 28.
/•

Corset Dept.

Wednesday Only

Ladies ' Regular 3.98

100%

polyester

shirts

3.33
100% polyester jacquard
shirts with 2-button cuffs
and pocket. Navy, brown,
pink, blue. Sizes s, m, I.

Sportswear Dept.

Wednesday Only



NEWEST STYLES -

FAMOUS NAMES

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS

A.
MEN'S ALL WOOL

sport

coats

$43
reg. $50-$60

Made by a nationally famous

maker you'll recognize im-

mediately. Some 100% polyester

double knits in group. Solids,

plaids. Regulars, shorts, longs.

Sizes 36 to 46.

B.

Men's 100% Polyester

double knit

sport coats

regularly $42

Wide lapels, deep center

vent. Two-button front, two
side pockets. Regulars,

shorts, longs. Sizes 38 to 46.

c.
MEN'S 100% POLYESTER

doubleknit

slacks

8.99
regularly $11 $12

Bert loop style in straight and

flare bottom models. Solid

colors and fancies. Waist sizes

30 to 42.

D.

MEN'S CUFFED

flare leg

slacks

11.99
regularly $15

Polyester - rayon, permanent

press Wend needs no ironing. 24-

inch flare bottoms, 2 1/2-inch

cuffs. Assorted plaids. Sizes 29

to 42

r BOYS - ENJOY A GREAT AUTUMN WITH A GREAT NEW WARDROBE

boys' long sleeve

permanent press

Polyester - cotton per-

manent press blend needs
no ironing. Solid colors and
fancy patterns. Sizes 8 to

18.

permanent press

reg. 5.98

Brushed cotton denim
and polyester - cotton

blend fabrics. Cuffed
models. Navy, brown,
wine. Regulars, slims.

Sizes 8 to 18.

boys' long sleeve

knit

shirts

2.59
2 for '5

reg. 2.98

Styles include mock-turtle,

turtleneck, collar models plus

the new layered look. Solid

colors and stripes. Sizes 8 to

18.

permanent press

cuffed

slacks

5.99
reg. 6.98

Polyester - cotton per-

manent press blend. Plaid

patterns. Also, 100%
polyester double knits in

group. Regulars, slims.

Sizes 8 to 18.

V.

boys' winter

jacket sale!
CHOICE OF THREE
POPULAR STYLES

lit II II

fi'f 'in

till Uif

Solid-color cable

stitch front with

contrasting stripes.

Sizes 8 to 18.

EACH

regularly 14.98

Choice of these styles in sizes 6
to 16: Nylon parka with acrylic

pile lining. Zip off hood. Cotton

corduroy parka with quilt lining

and polyester fill. Big shearling

collar. Nylon wet- look parka

with jumbo knit collar. Stripes

on sleeves.
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B.

long sleeve shirts

6.98
Shirts that compliment any fall

outfit. Fancy modern prints

and colors. Teen sizes 8 to 14.

ribbed knit tops

7.98
Made by a famous maker.

Long sleeve turtle neck and U-

neck full lengths and U-neck

shrinks. Solid colors. Sizes s,

m, I.

new-for-fall skirts

^

8.98
Fine collection of fall skirts.

Plaids, tweeds and solids. Teen

sizes 6 to 14.

D. solid color blazers

14
The perfect solution for those

crisp, but not cold fall days.

Solid color blazers in gabardine

or corduroy. Teen sizes 8 to 14.

Junior sizes 5 to 13.

cuffed plaid slacks9AA values

5JU to 13.00

Slacks for the city girl or the

country girl. Cotton or cor-

duroy. Plaids with flared legs

and cuffs. In all the new fall

shades. Junior sizes 5 to 13.

new-forfall slacks

10.98

TEEN SIZES

ALBERTO

MIRAL PLUS.

HAIRSPRAY

Great looking slacks that are a

must for any fall wardrobe.

They go anywhere. Acrylic

plaid or pinwale cotton cor-

duroy. Junior sizes 5 to 13.

rv -*rr jw> £>

TABLETS

Anti-Gas
Antacid

LIQUID

AnU-Qm
Antacid

Sentry Lock-Cap

ST.JOSEPH
ASPIRIN FOR CHILDREN

Doctor Approved

a

PepsodentQ
lifts yitin ft't'fh tht'n tltiSokfte whitest

if Alberto VO-5 hair spray

quantity 60 perMinimum
store.

1.09
2.35

SIZE 93

if Soft & Dri anti-perspirant
Minimum quantity 72 per

store. Scented and powder

1001.

spray
cans

if Ayds reducing candy
1 1/2-lb. box. Minimum
quantity 24 per store.

if Herbel Essence shampoo
16 oz. bottle. Minimum
quantity 144 per store.

93

1.89

bottles 89

3.50

SIZE

79c
SIZE

if Foot Guard foot deodorant
9-oz. spray can. Minimum quantity 72

per store.

if Di Gel antacid
100 tablets to bottle 12-oz. liquid. -q (

Minimum quantity 60 per store. *»w

if St. Joseph Aspirin for children
Minimum quantity 12-dozen 5 ^
per store. bottles I

it Pepsodent toothpaste
7-oz. tube. Minimum quantity 2 $*
96 per store. tubes

189
SIZE

2.10

SIZE

43c
SIZE

1.13

SIZE

r

TOY-A-RAMA!
stock up now - while selections are complete!

^

Preseason bargains, start your Christmas
shopping right now. They make great
birthday gifts, too!

B

A. Mattel's Super Star ... the etectrick plane with a
brain. Automatic pilot or tether flights. Quiet electric
motor. Reg. 14.99

.

B. Mattel's Barbie Country Camper. Mod camper van
with pop out tent, flip windshield, table, chairs, sleeping
bag. Reg. 10.99.

C. Mattel's Barbies Friend Ship. Realistic interior opens to
over 4 1/2 feet. Sturdy case folds to 14" flight bag. Reg
11.99.

D. Mattel's Barbie Beauty Center. Almost life size Barbie
fashion head you can practice hair styling on. Ac-
cessories. Reg. 11.99 .

E. Mattel's Quick Curl Dolls. Special hair cuds instantly,

easily. Dolls are fully dressed. Stand & booklet, too. Reg.
5.49.

SEASON

SAVINGS

BOY'S

FOR GIRL'S

rSES-Sr"'^-
r\l\

£*u
-".. II

'

Creatws fT kSUtCKS

- I

Fisher Price Play

Family School Buses
Fisher Price

Play Desks

SALE 3.99

Fisher Price Play

Family School Houses
Fisher Price Play

Family Campers

SALE 4.99

Fisher Price

Creative Blocks

SALE 9.99 SALE 5.99 SALE 1.99
REGULAR 4.99 REGULAR 6.39 REGULAR 1089 REGULAR 7 49 REGULAR2.39

.SlIHAI.N

rssfiiTm i"* ,x

battery operated
train set

3.99
REG. 6.59

With smoke, light and
chug, chug sound. Consists
of locomotive, tender,
gondola, caboose, over 9-ft.

of track.

/

Little Baby Softina

11", pixie hair.

Painted eyes.

3 dresses.

fr\ Panties &
•*| booties.

SA VE 33%I

3 wheeled speed cycle .

BIG WHEEL by Marx!

NOW
ONLY 999 REG

14 99

Lil Carol Beauty Set

1.99
REG
2 49

Almost life size head to practice hair

styling on. Complete with rollers &
pins.

all steel "old-time"
colorful cash registers

10 working
keys. Cash
drawer. Ringing

bell Play
money. All

steel.

REG. 399

Adjustable seat. Horizontal
leg drive. Low slung
suspension. On or off
engine sound. Rear wheel
racing slicks. Rugged, high

impact plastic.

military supers for the young
boys who love army action

Choose from:

Super Serpent:
Super Tank;
Super MP. Ve
hide; Super
Half Track.

2.22
REG 342

ea.

2.99
REG
4.99
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The name of the game is NOTIONS!
NEW! Women's Clogs

3.88

START
reg. 4.90

Lead-on to Bargains

in our Camera Dept

The winning shoe of the year goes into fall! The
famous clog in sizes 6 to 10 — Black, Brown, Blue. \

Convenient Ways To Hang It All Up!

66*

'A Permanent Closet forAny Room"

36" wardrobes

set of

3 III 1

reg. 88c ea.

1. "Hook On" Skirt Hangers
Adjustable vinyl-coated clips

hold any size skirt, pants,

shorts, etc.

2. Trouser Hangers

Quality wood and chrome
hangers to help solve the

trouser storing problems.

3. Suit Hangers

All-purpose blond wood
harpers especially for suits and
coats.

*&

^ *i
*s»

*&*"

9.99 reg. 14.88

Heavy molded wardrobe holds over 60 gar-

ments. Constfucted of 200 lb. fiberboard for

maximum strength. Easy glide doors and

hardwood clothing rod.,66" high, 36" wide, 21"

deep.

"Let's Organize"
with

storage

chests

1.59 ea.2 for '3

regularly 1.99 each

A. 30' 2x15x13'/! storage chests.

B. 34' jx 16' ?x6 under bed storage chests.

Sturdy one piece construction of 200 lb. fiberboard Ideal for storing china, linen, toys,

cutlery, bedding, drapes, slipcovers, blankets, etc Two handy handles for easy

carrying.

Film not in Beverly

Reg.

C-1 10-12 109 .89

CX126-12 109 .69

C-1 10-20 139 1.09
CX126-20 139 1.00

Polaroid #107 2.19
black 'n white reg. 2.45

Polaroid #108 3.88
color film reg. 4.25

Sylvania Magic Cubes 1.09
reg. 1.59

Sylvania Regular Cubes $9*
reg. 1.29

20% OFF FAMOUS "AIRWAY" LUGGAGE
Airway luggage is the bold new take-off in molded luggage that is almost

indestructable. Built so well - guaranteed five years.

a/RLuay
LUGGaGe

B.

carry-on

flight bags

Horton-Hubbard

8.99
. 12 95

Pack up and off you go
in our carry-on softside

luggage Sturdy,
d, handsome.

There's room for all

your extra cargo.

Padded handles and a

super strong zipper. It

makes ptcking-up-and-

going as easy as it can

v

FOR HER: ^Ifi3^5^" reg. price bALt

A. Garment Bag 31.95 25.55

B. 28" Pullman 45.95 36.75

C. 25" Wardrobe 40.95 32.75

D. 22" Weekend Bag 27.95 22.35

E. Train Case 25.95 20.75

F. Totebag 13.95 11.95

FOR HIM:

G. 26" Three Suiter 47.95 38.35

H. 26" Two Suiter 43.95 35.15

I. 22" Companion 29.95 23.90

300 count
filler paper or

200 count
typing paper

£49*

colorful giant

scribble pads
White or assorted colors.

>0 REG
49c59c

10 yellow pencils

with erasers

REG.
37c

100 count size.

8x10" wire bound
composition books

SB*

pack of 3 Bic

school pens
87c VALUE

Pkg. contains two 19c stick

pens and one 49c ac-

countant's pen.

FAPERSMATE

harvard canvas
school bags

Waterproof rubber lining.

American made.

|C REG

Papermate
power point pen

desk file organizer

with pen

3-subject wirebound
composition books

|C REG.
77c

"FLAIR"
pourous point pens

REG *% -A .

EACH *- ^W

11/2"3-ring

vinyl binders

REG.
88c

BIC banana
ink crayons

CHOICE OF
5 OR 10 PACK

49* «l

SUPPLIES ... FOR BACK-TO-SCHOOL!

^VoV^r^Cli ^SAtf-
For labeling clothes

and other personal items!
For home, office, school!

Dymo label maker

REGULARLY 1.99

xtm
w*s:

«•*•.
^p*

Organizes, identifies, protects and
personalizes. Prints large, raised letters

on self-adhesive tape. Ideal for

children's belongings, especially if they
go away to school.

Dymo embossing

tape magazine

• I •

w REGULAR
78c EACH

'e&B
**aN'

«* V** y

•toV
•. c

•

Electric and Battery Operated

Rapidman 800
8-Digit Pocket-Size

Electronic Calculator

now AA88 Rea -

ONLY •n' 58.88

Instantly . . . accurately add, subtract, multiply, divide whole
or part numbers up to one million! Powered by replaceable 9-

volt transistor battery or normal house current with AC
adapter!

FRE t 1 vt AR
GUARANTEE

II f«' RipidmM 100 '»'". Wtaust ol Ijctorf mr

cumc>i mIhi it .in t» itpti'td w i<vi«cr<! <»'

Break - resistant polypro-

polene.

Advanced, large scale in-

tegration electronic circuitry.

Decimal point fixed at two
places in 8 digit display.

Overflow indicator tells you
when answer contains more
than 8 digits.

10 SCHOOL SUPPLIES

SALE PRICED only 9*

Regular prices to 22* each

ASSORTMENT INCLUDES: • report covers • Write Brothers or Bic Stic pens •
box of 8 Crayola crayons • zip-tite ring book pocket • rubber book straps • coil

bound memo books • ink and pencil erasers • barrel shape pencil sharpener • 12"

wood ruler with metal edge • 6" protractor. The selection is great . . . the savings

are even greater. Stock up right now . . . you'll want several of each!
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GREAT BUYS FROM OUR WINDOW WONDERLAND OF FALL CURTAINS
GIVE YOUR WINDOWS

A TRUENEWENGLAND LOOK

Cape Cod
Curtains
24" length 1.79

regularly 2.29

30" length 2.29
regularly 2.98

36" length 2.49
regularly 3.29

45" length 2.99
regularly 3.98

54". 63" and
72" lengths

regularly 4.49

valance 1 .09

regularly 1.49

swag 2.29
regularly 2.98

Try these muslin ball fringe

curtains for a casual versatile

look. Perfect for kitchen,

bedroom, den or porch . . .

almost any room. Easy to

launder and care for. Tie

backs included. Available in

white and beige.

3.39

"ATLAS"

100% fiberglas

drapes

63". 72" and 84" lengths

4.99
reg. 5.79, 5.98 and 6.98

"Atlas" solid color, wooly
fiberglas* drapes are hand
washable and need no
ironing. They're fire safe,

sun-safe, won't shrink or

stretch! Great colors to

choose from too! White,
gold, green, blue, melon, and
beige.

by:

OWENCORNING
FIBERGLAS*
CORPORATION

I

Don'tjust cover your bed Dress it up

with these fabulous buys in our

domestic department

MMLADY ALMY" electric blankets

\+i r

V

5-YEAR

GUARANTEE

TWIN

FULL

DUAL CONTROL
FULL

15.88

16.88

19.88

reg. 17.88

reg. 18.88

reg. 22.88

This fall, when you turn back the bedspread, make sure
you'll sleep in comfort, with our "Lady Almy®" electric

blanket. Soft and warm, made of 100% acrylic and
comes with a 5 year guarantee. Choose from a colorful

assortment of pink, blue, gold, green and melon.
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BIG SIZE, 100% ACRYLIC ^"*.>

72x90 "Beacon" blankets

4.88
regularly 5.98

The blanket you've always dreamed
about. So fluffy, light and easy to

care for. Machine washable 100%
acrylic. In solids and prints and
borders.
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Affection

pillows

filled with Dacron ®

polyester fiberf ill II

2x27 3.59
regularly 3.98

"Affection" pillows filled with
Dacron ©polyester fiberfill II. They
keep their shape and are odorless,

washable, lint, dust and allergy-

free.

Springmaid no-iron

Percale Sheets and Pillow Cases
a lovely way to add

excitement and freshness
to your bedroom

"Caroline" print. The Wondercale blend 50% Kodel®Polyester
and 50% combed percale never needs ironing. They emerge
from the dryer ready for bed! Your choice of pink or blue.

Border print on a sandy background.

i hjwc nii^iuu irnj
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100% polyester

double knit fabrics

yd.

regularly 3.98per yd.

Take pride in what you sew and sew for

less! Save 1.43 a yard on 54" and 60"

wide fabrics. Your choice of solids,

novelty weaves and prints.

NOT IN BEVERLY.
FALL RIVER, NASHUA

LADYALMY"

worsted

Come see what's doing in our Domestics dept

Orion sayelie

reg.

1.19

1.29

Choose 4-ply knitting worsted or

4- ply Orion acrylic sayelle —
either way you save! 50 beautiful

colors. 4 oz. pull skeins.

towel
ensembles

by Fie/dcrest

'Sonata'

BATH 2.25

1.25

59*
Soft, thick terry, in a variety of

solid colors. Canary, pink,

champagne, blue, pineapple, hot
pink, sable or white.

"Soda King"

superchargers

3 BOXES 2.87
reg.

1.29 box

Fits all Soda King soda fountain syphons. Makes
delicious salt and sugar free seltzer instantly.

General Electric

snooze alarm
Now Only 2 a93 reg

'
449

Alarm clock with Snooz-Alarm® repeat alarm that

wakes you, lets you snooze, then wakes you again and

again about every ten minutes.

fe .
quality

Here it is • • *

._ -wice that still

merchandise tn

represents
excellent^

buys in home
needs

you'll rmd it all

in our Gifware dept

"Keystone' 1

contemporary

single

desk

lamp

"Audiovox"

am/fm portable radio
with police bands

reg.

49.95
ourlow price 39.95
Even weak, distant stations come in loud and clear

thanks to the telescopic antenna. You receive AM, FM
stations and hi-police, low-police calls. AC or DC two-

way power. Fully variable squelch control. AFC on FM
band using varicap diode. Handsome styling. Con-

venient carry handle on top.

4.88
regularly 5.98

Smartly styled in two-

tone black and oyster

white, and in coffee

and sand. 12"

gooseneck that's
flexible and adjustable.

a. maple "birdcage"

lantern wall pin-up

b. 16" maple dresser lamp

with frosted glass chimney
your • qq
choice # aOO

Add Colonial charm to any room with one of these
chimney lamps — for wall or table.

each
reg.

9.98

r

22.88
REG. 26.88

handy appliances like these

brightens your home, lightens daily chores

A. REGINA'S UPRIGHT VACUUM CLEANER: Unique no-clog "Dirt Duet"
system allows maximum suction at all times. Low silhouette design. Large
dirt bag capacity. Zip easy-clean cover.

B. REGINA'S ELECTRIKBROOM VACUUM CLEANER: Rug pile dial, adjusts
for hi or med or lo pile rugs and bare floors. Does shags and patio carpeting,
too. Stair tread wide nozzle. Lightweight.

C. CORNWALL'S OVEN BROILER: cleans itself. Exclusive double wall
construction. Two heating elements. Broils or bakes. Porcelain enamel
finish drip tray. For yourself or gift giving.

D. CORNWALL'S CROCKERY COOKER: for old fashioned slow cooking. 4
quart pot with separate heater. Use for slow cooking or serving buffet

dishes. Electric. Great gift idea!

>

19.88
SPECIAL

2.99
REG 3.98

DECORATED
KETTLE. Sturdy, quick
heating aluminum. Easy-
fill, easy-pour spout.
Cheery whistle signals
boiling point. 2 1/2 qt.

capacity. Green, yellow,

tangerine.

ornwa

14.88
REG. 16.88

sale! gleaming aluminum cookware
for even heat cooking everytime!

5 DAYS ONLY
SAVE OVER 50%'-

Stainless Steel

Kitchen Utensils

FOR

REGULAR
59c EACH

masher

Select.on includes: «

rack . ladle • fori-^—- -op. A

pieces you need .

Excellent bargain'

YOUR CHOICE

EACH

REG. 1.29 EA

Special assortment includes: 7
cup percolator, 4 qt. covered
sauce pot, 3 qt. covered sauce
pan, 2 qt. whistling tea kettle, 3
qt. colander. Also loose bottom
tubed cake pan. At this low
price, you'll want two or more of
each piece.

CniMp/iiAe
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE DAILY COLLEGIAN
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WE RESERVE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

REDEEMABLE ON MONDAY ONLY, SEPT. 10

Check and Cut Coupons for Extra Special Savings

/

n/v U\J\)\J\i\IU\J\JV\J\J\JU\t\JV\l\lv\l\/vyi

USE YOUR STORE CHARGE,

BANK AMERICARD,

OR MASTER CHARGE

FOR EASY,

CONVENIENT SHOPPING

Ischolar-dollar-worth of great dorm decorating buys!

pack of 13 sponges Johnson's Step Save

Long-lasting
large poly®
colors

in 5S|
packs

our reg.3 pks.1.62

32-oz.; cleans,
shines, ends
build up as you
damp mop.

99'
our reg. 1.39

Fantastik® with sprayer

1-qt. all-purpose
cleaner. Spray,
wipe, no rinsing. 99<

our reg. 1.09

Fantastik® refill

64-oz. economy
size all purpose
cleaner. 99c

our reg. 1.47

plastic Parsons table

Classic style; no A A 7
mar, or chip.Easy M I /
to assemble. £ ea

our reg. 3.99 • 4.99

minimum 100 per store
limit 2

metal wastebasket

12-qt. size. At-
tractive design;
use everywhere. 97<

our reg. 1.47

glass ashtrays

5" in blue, gold,
avocado, crystal,
white. By An- for
chor Hocking. mm M ,3 our reg. 25c ea.

minimum 800 per store

f*l

PROCTOR ironing board

54 x 15" ventila-

ted top; adjust-
able; sturdy legs.

our reg. 5.99

minimum 20 per store

397

compare...you can't

do better than Zayre!

zavRe
Zayre believes in stretching

a student's budget with extra

sensational buys for the
dorm! Study these super
deals plus all the other
pages. ..our classic low
prices are the greatest!

mod mushroom
style lamps

199
I our rour reg. 3 88

17" high; plastic

trumpet base. Bold
color translucent
shades. UL ap-
proved.

minimum 288
per store - limit 2

no-stick

10"; porcelain
exterior; easy
clean.

enamel sauce

1 , 2-qt. size.

Heat and flavor
saving. 97J

our reg. 1.29 set

^r
51^

r
^^H

m
electric hot pot

4-cup size.

Makes coffee,
heats water,
soup.

I

whistling teakettle

m Q 2'^-gt. , avocado,
i)9 gold, poppy.

lip top to pour.
I

our reg. 1.99

97

our reg. 2.99

44-qt. plastic

wastebaskets

our reg. 159

Jumbo size; heavy
duty, dentproof,
rustproof plastic,

avocado or gold.

Libbey Esquire glasses 'hot
1

color mugs
9-oz. size; crys- 10-oz.; red, or-

tal clear glass |A£ I ange. poppy.
Stock up now. IIJ3 I green Dish-

,
T I washer safe. for

for "
our reg. 25c - 33c ea.

!.s|

our reg. 22c ea.

Counselor bath scale Magnolia toilet seat

Adjusts to300-lb
capacity. Vinyl
mat; white.

our reg. 3.19

minimum 72 per store -

limit 1

|99
Molded seam-
less seat, cover;
decorator colors.

our reg 5.99

minimum 60 perstore- limit 1

299

ZBYRe
The Discount Department Store

HADLEY
Rt. 9 (at Amherst Town Line)

Open Monday thru Saturday 10am to 10 pm

CHICOPEE
Memorial Drive

BANKAMF^fSH3
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Zayre believes our prices are lower
— it's a fact! We've shopped
around long enough to know we
can promise you consistently
astounding low prices throughout
the store ... every day! Just like a
built in savings guarantee when
you walk in!

get it on with

your
choice

&

<*<*
&'*

'—
->(

5

come save $5

York digital

am-fm clock radio
Solid state with large
dynamic speaker, precision
slide rule tuning; wake to

music or alarm.

our reg. 24.99

come save $5

York full-feature
am-fm clock radio
Solid state circuitry; 120
minute sleep switch;
snooze button; wake to
music or alarm. Lighted
clock and radio dials.

our reg. 24.99

come save $7

Mayfair
cassette recorder
Pushbutton operation with
tape eject, volume and tone
controls, remote control
mike, automatic recording
level. Solid state.

our reg. 26.99

come save $30

(^toy&i/' stereo phono,
am-fm-fm radio,
8-track tape player

8999
charge it

our reg. 119.99

Featuring am-fm stereo fm radio;
stereo 8-track tape player with
automatic manual program chan-
ger; BSR changer with dust
cover; 18" high wood speaker
cabinets; 80 watts (IPP).

ITIayfair stereo 8-track tape player

Has automatic-manual program
changer; automatic continuous
playing; slide controls for volume,
balance and tone. Solid state for
super dependability.

39
our reg. 49.99

Precor am-fm portable radio

Uses batteries or ac cord
(both included); has
private listening earphone
and built-in am and fm
antennas.

12"Bi charge it

our reg. 15.99

u^ <r> ;,

J^r ^^fl 5^^.

come save now come save 1.50 come save $1 come save now
^ electric alarm clock Cornwall electric hot plate Munsey 3-qt. corn popper Cornwall 4-cup perkette

Features a sweep second
hand, bold, easy-to-read
face and attractive design. 279

With dependable mchrome
element, rugged steel body
and complete with 5' cord. 349

our reg
4.99

Features adjustable ther-
mostat; washable, remov-
able bowl; non-skid table
legs.

799
Easy-clean polypropylene in

handsome modern styling
Complete with cord attach-
ment.

our reg.

4.99

499
our reg.

5.49

come save $1

PROCTOR 2-slice toaster

come
•Hamilton beach 2-way iron Munsey baker-broiler

Select-Rome® color control
for perfect toast everytime!
Automatic thermostat. 799

charge it

our reg. 8.99

Steam and dry iron features
permanent press settings,
fabric guide, multi vents 899

charge it

our reg. 9.99

Bakes, broils, toasts, grills

and warms Thermostat
settings up to 500°.10"

charge it

our reg. 13.49

Dominion double hot plate

1799
Separate thermostatic con-
trols, lift-up. easy-clean
elements; crisp styling

charge it

our reg. 19.99

heavy savings right now!

come save 18c vd.

decorator burlap special
15 bright colors to turn into
curtains or to cover a drab
wall! It's easy, it's inexpensive
and it looks great! 100% jute,
36" wide.

our reg. 66c yd.

come save 11c to 41c a vd.

dorm decorating fabrics

Prints and solids co-ordinate
or match up for drapes,
bedspreads, slipcovers, any
covers! Fabrics all washable
and colorfast, 45" wide.

yd.

our reg. 99c to 1.29 yd.

come
Kwik Kover® vinyl

Self-adhesive vinyl covers
desks, bookcases, wastebas-
kets and mistakes! 64 choices
- patterns, solids, woodgrains!
18" wide, sold by the yd. in

our Fabric Department.
yd.

our reg. 39c

scrumptious fake fur

washable Orion® acrylic pile

733
>J yd.

For bedspreads, pillows, rugs
and blankets! Solid colors,
54" to 60" wide.

Wild animal Orion® acrylic
pile print! 54" to 60" wide ...

bring your safari to Zayre!

CANNON. ^MoritfcA.
muslin sheets and pillow cases
The best way to cut down trips to the
laundry ... plenty of sheets! And our snow
white sheets are money savers as well as
time savers! Closely woven cotton muslin
with Flex-Matic fitted corners for effortless
bed making.

limit 4 sheets, 2 pkgs. of cases

72"x 108"

or twin fitted

our reg. 2.49

81"x 108"
or full fitted

our reg. 2.69

V
matching
pillow cases

pkg of 2...
our reg. 1.19

V

MtfJt
**3,:m

\

\
l!

come save now
Beacon 72"x 90" thermal or
Needlewoven® blankets
Striped or solid acrylic thermal
cover-ups. Permanapped® to reduce
shedding and pilling. Needlewoven®
acrylic blankets in blue, green or gold;
nylon bound. Both fit twin or full beds.

3J|0
our reg. 3.97 ea.

come save now
Beacon woven blankets
in the "Mac Near plaid

Warm red or blue plaid of
Permanapped acrylic with
nylon binding. Machine
washable. 2,o $|()

our reg. 5.97 ea.

vour choice
fluffy Celacloud fill bed pillows
or High-Foam fill bed pillows
Celacloud® acetate is moth and mildew
resistant. 21 "x 27" cut size, cord edge,
cotton ticking Solid urethane foam sell
has shredded urethane filling 21 "x 29" cut
size, zippered cotton ticking.

compare...you cant

do better than Zayre! zarne
The Discount Department Store
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coloryourdorm
Zayre believes in fixing up
dorms in style to fit a really
small budget ... and here are
sensational buys to show we
mean it! Come save now!

with super bright savings!

come save 1.60- $2

style colorful bedspreads

C99^M twin

our reg. 7.59

6"llfull
^7 our reg. 8.99

Contemporary simplicity plus bold color for your bed
with 'House of Windsor' spreads. Machine wash and
dry ribbed cotton-rayon in dramatic shades. Split a
spread to make a pau of matching drapes!

8V2X 11V2 ' size
100% polyester rugs to
accent your floors colorfully
Designed with a look of luxury, yet this terrific rug is
priced low to fit your budget. Tailored of rugged,
take-a-lot-of wear polyester with non-skid backing to
prevent slipping and sliding! Vivid colors to brighten
your room: avocado, gold, red, blue and purple.

IQ88
^^^^m charge it

9x12' foam rug pads

V4" thick urethane foam to make
rugs richer, softer to walk on!
Washable; non-skid; moth proof
and dust proof. 499

our reg. 5.99

come save
8 1/2X 11 1/2' room

rugged polypropylene
size
rugs

Good-looking and long wearing rugs of miracle
polypropylene pile won't ravel, won't stretch. Designed
to bear a lot of traffic and stay beautiful . . . skid resistant
backing prevents slipping and sliding. Easy care makes
it ideal for the student on-the-go. Big selection of
popular fashion colors.

our reg. 17.97

5V2X 8V2' all-area polypropylene rugs
Same rug as above in smaller size and price in a great
selection of super colors

charge it

8.88

compare...you can't

do better than Zayre!

come save 66c
comfortable contour
shaped bed back rests

333
our reg. 3.99

Study in bed with this back rest
made of Celanese® Celacloud®
acetate with solid or bold print

covers. Button center plus cord
edge in a gala selection of colors.

come save 98c
giant 20" bolsters
for great relaxing

2for
our reg. 1.99 ea.

Bolster your ego in your dorm with
several of these colorful bolsters!
8" diameter with shredded
urethane foam fill and covered in

cotton cordanna. Striking colors.

come save 27c
'nite & day' quilted
bed pillow covers

our reg. 1.27

Add a zippy new look to your bed
pillows with any one of these
decorative pillow covers. Luxuri-
ous quilted bedspread fabrics with
zipper closure. Fits all standard
size bed pillows.

come save 1.30

giant size decorator floor cushions

769
Sit on the floor comfortably with full
24" and 26" square cushions. Great
group of fabrics with 100% polyester
fill. Luxurious textures and treatments
in colors to accent every decor.

our reg. 4.99 ea.

ZBYRe
The Discount Department Store
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Zayre believes lirst rate

customers should get first

quality merchandise. Before

any goods are even ordered

for our stores, they undergo

the most stringent quality

control test and are given our

prized stamp of approval. We
make your dollar count!

work zayre into your savings schedule

!

gMB^MMHix i S a remarkably new and

nAfflldfl«&r unique surfacing material of

(£SLmSU22L rigid vinyl. It has the look

feel of beautifully finished hardwood plus the

advantages of being stain and heat resistant. All easy

to assemble.

C)f

kL

\j&

Wmm

-LTT
-

"1

come save $10

£iiiifc]i^:
™ wall storage unit

Five shelves tall, and sliding

doors convert bottom shelf into a

cabinet! Walnut Permaneer
finish, 64" high, 29" wide, 9 1/4"

deep. Easy to assemble.

our reg.

29.99

come save $8
1M -plus-chrome desk•^illLJLL^-

Two-drawer study space with the

bright look of chrome! Walnut

Permaneer takes lots of abuse,

and it's easy to assemble. 29"

high, 48" wide, 20" deep
|our reg.

24.99

Si

come save $12

come save $35

Ricoh singlex 35mm camera

CDS electric eye for

accurate exposure! High

speed Auto-Rikenon f 2.8

lens, metal focal plane

shutter with speeds up to

1 /1000 second.

our reg. 124.88

come save 94.96

Minolta SRT 101 35 mm camera

Viewfinder lets you see
the selected shutter
speed; thru-the-lens me-
tering system for always
perfectly exposed pic-

tures. Shutter speeds to

1/1000 second, Rokkor
f1 .7 lens, case.

I89
88

our reg. 284.84

come save 14.80

Vivitar automatic lenses

99 I4499

our reg. 79.79

135 mm
f 2.8 lens

our reg 99 99

28 mm
f 2.8 lens

our reg. 159.59

90-230 mm
zoom lens

T-4 adaptor system allows above lenses to ~ q«
tit most 35 mm cameras, our reg. 10.88 3.00

come save 19.12

APF Mark I

electronic calculator

\

our reg. $79

Multiply, add, subtract and divide quietly and

quickly! Minus indicator for true credit

balances, constant memory, floating and

fixed decimal points. 8 digit input and

display. 9V2" long, 9 7/8" wide, 3V2" high.

/ Ay
/

come save $5

Kodak Pocket
30 Instamatic
outfit

M
4ah

!"«tJunatk
»'•... ---.

gal
come save 29.71

GAF ST/101E movie camera

Super 8 camera with 6 to 1

fushbutton power zoom
1.7 lens. Electric eye
with manual override, film

movement indicator. Will

accept new highspeed our reg ^

films.
our reg. 159.59

•¥•

our reg. 39.88

Automatic expo-
sure from 1/160
seconds. Cam-
era plus color

film and flash-

cube.

ns
a

m

Ml

MiWupw r Crotch,

Scotch I

™dorm entertainment center I stereo Ip specials* i 1 T'.- ,,

Wide enough to separate stereo

speakers and big enough to hold

a turntable, tapes, records and a

television! Walnut Permaneer
finish, 30 Vj" high, 65V2" wide,

15V2" deep our reg. 44.99

special

low price

Jazz, folk, country and western,

rock, Broadway show music and
movie themes! Come browse!

:oo

Scotch

t-eo

3nwo8n»»CK

STafSOQWnaCK STWfOnTHACI

Scotch cassette tapes

144 924 O 94
I C-60 » C-90 fcC-90

1.99 to 3 99

C-120

our reg.

Quality Scotch tapes designed
for top sound reproduction.

8-track stereo tapes

1 59

Every musical category: jazz,

folk, country /western, top voca-

lists, Broadway shows and rock!

come save $2

5-ft. floral wardrobes

charge it

our reg. 10.88

Movable closet for extra hanging space!
Ourable plastic molding; easy to
assemble. Tough fiberboard corrugated for
extra strength. Wood hanger rod on metal
support. Great dorm space organizer!

99 charge it

our reg. 5.99

High intensity lamp
with hi-lo switch ; ad-
justable scissor arm.
Bulb included.

come save 2.11

floral design 4-drawer chest
Durable corrugated fiberboard; easy to assemble.
25V2"x 19"x 14V2" size with 4 drawers ... ideal for
any room, all purpose storage! our reg. 6.99

come save 2.11

floral design stacking cubes
Four 13V4" floral fiberboard cubes with metal
reinforcement. Stack them as you please! Attractive
all purpose storage idea!

come save $1
16"x 56"
door mirror

our reg. 6.99

our reg. 3.97

Distortion-free Pitts-

burgh Pennvernon
shatter-resistant
glass. Easy t

mount with walnut
finish frame.

compare...you cant

do better than Zayre!

come save now
zavRe bulk
masking tape

33<
each

our reg. 39c

3/4"x 180' rolls great for
painting, stripping and
1,000 other household
uses! I

take your pick of compacts!

12" (diagonal) portable W
Features all 82-channel reception; UHF
and VHF antennas and private listening
attachment. Deluxe compact styling.
Lightweight for easy portability.

our reg. 69.99

$65
charge it

come save $10

te-L/\r\JTZ 3-cu. ft. compact refrigerator

Wide range climate control ; big freezer
capacity; bottle and dairy door storage
with separate egg tray. The perfect
compact for small areas.

our reg. 79.99
69"^^ ^^charge it

Be/men/ci 4.9 -cu. ft. refrigerator
Great for small apartment, vacation
cabin, more! Twin crispers, slide-out
shelves, thermostat plus walnut
grained top and front!

our reg. 99.99
84"^^ charge it

ZaYRB
The Discount Department Store
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come save 61c
Bic stick pens

I0 tor99ers,
Blue or black, medium
point, min. 720 per store
limit 10

come save 65c
80-sheet comp book

4forQQC our re99 41c each
Wire bound, college
ruled, min. 960 per store
'imit 4

come save 65c
Flair color pens

4tor QQC our re«
*J Wf 41c each

Nylon tip in choice col-
ors, min. 480 per store
limit 4

special buv!
Cricket lighter

99<

come save now
Bicycle playing cards

Disposable butane light-

er from Gillette, limit 1

2°99< our reg.

64c pack

Best deal in town. Rider
back design, min. 144
per store - limit 2

come save now
River Queen cashews

99 C our reg.

1 36

12-oz. can of delicious
cashew nuts.

come save now
Peter Paul candy bars

2packSg9c
Party bars. Choice of
Mounds, Almond Joy,
Caravelle, more!

come save now come save 57c
River Queen mixed nuts Listerine mouthwash

come save now
Tampax 40's

our reg.

58c each
99c our reg.

1.36
99C our reg.

1.56
99C our reg.

1.28

12-oz. can of delicious
mixed nuts

32-oz. size. Freshens
breath, limit 1

40 per box in choice of

type, limit 1

come save 87c
Dial anti-perspirant

2forQQC our re9W W 93c each

6-oz. size in regular or
unscented. limit 2

come save 65c
Breck shampoo

come save 65c
Breck creme rinse

99C our reg.

1.64
99C

15-oz. size for dry, nor-
mal or oily hair, limit 1

our reg.

1.64

15-oz size regular or
with body, limit 1

come save 69c
Q-tips cotton swabs

2 forQQC our reg

k0 kt 84c each

170 per pack. Multi-
purpose swabs, limit 2

come save 53c

J&J baby powder

our reg.

1.52

,

1 BANEJP
1

plastic t(llw
\

strips /H

t

~

come save 67c

J&J plastic strips

come save 57c
Pepsodent toothpaste

2*99* zis 2°99cour reg.

83c box
70 bandages per box.
limit 2

our reg.

78c each
7-oz. tube cleans and
brightens teeth, limit 2

come save 1.17

Pepsodent, Tek or
DuPont toothbrushes

4 0,99c
our reg.

54c each
"imit 4

Mediurr or hard bristle.

come save now come save now
Vaseline Intensive Care Dial bath soap

99 c
,3? 5»»99c

15 oz. bottle skin pro-
tecting lotion, limit 1

our reg.

23c bar
Bacteria fighting 5-oz.
bath size bars, limit 5

w
w-

•v

£M
framed cork boards

Lightweight, easy

to hang and framed!
Big 18'x. 24" size;

buy a few!

©

^A

come save now
plastic soap dish

Great for travel! limit 2
our reg.

24c each

come save now
isopropyl
alcohol

our reg.

21c each

>z. bottle, limit 2

come save 1.18

personal file box
Ideal for personal
papera; with lock. In
avocado or walnut
finish, min. 60 per
store - limit 1 our reg. 2.47

c^

come save 7.07

2-drawer rugged
metal file cabinet

•*•.

our reg. 24.95

Ideal storage and filing cabinet
for home, office or school! Lots
of room! And you can lock it, too.
min. 18 per store - limit 1

compare...you can't

do better than Zayre! pzaYRe
The Discount Department Store

HADLEY CHICOPEE

Memorial DriveRt. 9 (at Amherst Town Line)

Open Monday thru Saturday 10am to 10 pm
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2 - Tripod Camera and Audio

WHY BUY FROM US?
Buying a hi-fi system is certainly a major investment. You should not be just purchasing
a product. We at Tripod Audio hope to offer you more than just the simple hardware. We
want your system to bring you a lifetime of musical enjoyment (after all isn't that what
it s ail about.

)
So we thought it might be a good idea to tell you about the policies we use

to assure your satisfaction.

1. TRY BEFORE YOU BUY:
If you're not sure the music system which sounds so good in our shop
will sound just as good when you bring it home; than we will let you try
it at home before you buy it.

2. ONE YEAR SPEAKER PROTECTION PLAN:
During the first year we will allow your full purchase price towards
any speaker we carry provided the speakers you are buying cost at
least twice as much as your original speakers, your speakers are in
new condition, and you have retained the original packing material
Reductions must be made for cabinet damage.

3. FREE DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION:
We will be happy to deliver and install your system to make sure
everything is working properly. If it is not perfect we will replace the
defective component for you. We want your music system functioning
properly the first time. Cables and speaker wire are included
automatically in the price.

4. REASONABLE PAYMENT PLAN:
Tripod Audio accepts BankAmericard and Master Charge. We can
probably help you obtain long-term financing from a credit company.
If you decide on a system costing slightly more than you had originally
budgeted, we'll let you owe us the balance over a period of 90 days
interest.

no

5. LIBERAL TRADE-IN POLICY:
Tripod Audio, like Tripod Camera, specializes in trade-ins • we allow
you for what we believe we can reasonably resell the equipment. We
also offer a warranty on most of our used equipment.

6. THIRTY-DAY OVER THE COUNTER EXCHANGE:
In the first (30) days, if any recommended component fails to operate
properly, Tripod Audio will replace it with a new one provided the
defective component has not been physically abused and is a current
model. (Returned equipment must be in original new condition with all
packing material, accessories, warranty cards, instruction books, etc.)

7. SEVEN DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE:
If, after purchasing your system from us, you decide it doesn't fit your
needs; or if for any reason you want to return the equipment (in perfect
condition, with all cartons, paperwork, etc.), do so, and for the first
seven days after purchase receive your purchase price back im-
mediately, no hassles.

You can find Tripod Audio in two places — 219 Main St in
Northampton on the second floor above the Tripod Camera Shop
and 98 N. Pleasant St. in Amherst in the back of the Tripod Camera
Shop.

FOR THE STUDENT
OR BUSINESSMAN

Superscope C-101 Portable
AC/DC Cassette Recorder

You can't find features or quality like this at a lower
price We have looked a long time for a cassette recorder

55"? £J 01
^

!t °Perates on 4 "C" size batteries or on its
built-in

i

AC adapter. It also features a high quality built-
in condenser microphone and convenient push-button
controls. Tripod Audio guarantees the C-lOi for 1-vear
parts & labor.

J

All for

only

''THE BEST TABLE RADIO
IN THE WORLD' '

THE KLH
21/11 FM

The least expensive way we know to fill a room with
good music. This is the new model of the famous KLH-FM radio. The new Model 2111 has more station-getting
ability and cleaner sound than its famous predecessor.

99.95

Tripod Audio guarantees the 2111 for two
years, parts and labor.

'Tripod Comero and Audio - 3

The B & O
Cartridges

Two ways to make a real improvement in the sound of
your fine hi-fi system at a moderate cost.
The quality of the cartridge largely determines the fidelity of

reproduced sound. The amplifiers and speakers, regardless of their
specifications, cannot correct the faults introduced by the cartridge.
To meet the critical responsibility placed on the cartridge Bang &

Olufsen has produced two cartridges which have been acknowledged
as being among the world's finest.

Dusty Records?
THE DISCWASHER
HAS THE ANSWER
The Discwasher system is a superior record

cleaning kit that consists of two parts which work
together: The Discwasher fluid, and a specially
designed brush which also serves as a storage unit
for the fluid bottle.

Experiments have revealed thai humiditv plus vinyl records can
serve as a total life-support system tor microorganisms found in ever)
home. Such microbes, especialU fungi, produce enzymes in a micro
environment that are active enough to etch glass. Records mav be
easily and irreversibly damaged. Disc washer fluid is exdasiveh
lormulated to inhibit the growth of microorganisms, to solubilize destruc-
tive and groove blocking fats and lipids (found on all human fingers I

and to reduce the effective static potential of the record surface.

You only have to use it once to be convinced that
it is the best! For $12.95 you can protect your
record collection that is worth hundreds of
dollars.

The SP-14 Cartridge

$45.00

B&OSP«14
The best sounding cartridge in
this price range. It uses a gem
quality diamond of low mass
for smooth highs and solid bass.

The SP-12 Cartridge

$85.00

B&OSP-12
The best sounding cartridge
there is. These are hand picked
and each one comes with a
graph of its frequency
response. We can hear the
difference; we are sure you will

too.

*„«***

The Model 88 is a lightweight set
(only 9 oz.) but the sound they put
out is heavy. They list for 24.95, but
our selling price is just $19.95.

For You
Headphone Freaks

We spent a long time looking at and
listening to all sorts of headphones this
past summer. The ones we all agreed
on offered the best sound and durabili-
ty for the money are the headphones
made by Scintrex, a company who
makes all sorts of high technology
equipment for industry and
professional applications. We found
that two of their products really stand
out.

The Model 98 knocked us out. They
have got to be the best thing around
for $28.00. You have to hear them to

understand.

Save $109.50 on our Special Teac AN60/220
Combination Sale

!

Now is the time to get what you've always
wanted. That Teac Cassette deck with the

Dolby Noise Reduction Unit — and save
$109.50 at the same time.

The 220 is the best non-dolby

cassette deck Teac makes.

High Density Permaflux heads
Tape Selector Switch
Auto Shut Off Mechanism
Hystersis Synchronous Motor
30-16000 Hz Frequency response
-50 dB Signal to Noise Ratio

Trrssfc

The AN60 is a compact Dolby Noise
Reduction Unit that can be used with
any tape recorder. With it you can
eliminate unwanted tape noise without
altering in any way the original signal.

Used with the 220 you will get a signal-

to-noise ratio of -60 dB, and that means
quiet!

The regular price of the 220 is 239.50

The regular price of the AN60 is 99. 50

$339.00
For a limited time only the $990 £0
Combination will cost you only *p&&*J • D\J
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FIDELITY SYSTEMS
for Everyone

Many stores that sell stereo equipment feature at least one stereo

system that consists of a well known standard brand receiver, record

changer and cartridge. The speakers bear a name that is less familiar.

What you usually pay for the package is equivalent to the list price of the

receiver and the changer. You get the speakers essentially for "free"

Does that mean such a package is a good value?

In most cases it's not. The reason you pay so little for the speakers is

that usually the store pays so little for the speakers. Not a bad idea, if it

were possible to get good speakers for next to nothing. But frankly, in
our experience, it is not possible. And if you don't get good speakers it

doesn't much matter how good the other components are.

On the other hand the stereo systems pictured on these pages are
unquestionably a good value. Tripod Audio does not sell 'house brand"
or "black box" speakers. Right from the start we have carried only the
best in audio equipment. To us "hi-fidelity" means just that; fidelity to
the original - and to do that you need good equipment.

System No. 1

229.00$

Well here it is our "$200. system"; except it doesn't sell for $260, it

sells for $29.00 more, oh, we could have given you a $200.00 system like
the other hi-fi shops do. It would consist of an over-grown radio for an
amp. a pair of house brand speakers, and quite probably a BSR 310X
because it's the least expensive brand name good turntable. But don't
be fooled - it's not a hi-fi system for two good reasons: it doesn't sound
like one and it will probably fall apart in 2 years.

So faced with the problem of offering a high quality hi-fidelity system
in a low price range we did the only thing we could do — leave out the
radio. Here we put together the new Kenwood 2002A amplifier (15
watts a channel) a pair of KLH 31 speakers (brand new and they are
good) and the old standby the BSR 310 AXE (also new model). This is a
hi fidelity system we can stand behind and you will find it a good value.
The list price of this system is $296.70, but because we wanted to
provide you with a low-priced real hi-fi system we're offering this
system for -$229. 08, amost a 25% discount. Besides we would like to see
you buy brand names, high quality components rather than a $200
radio.

A special surprise

for FM fans

!

If you buy our "System No. 1" we will sell to you at the system discount the matching Kenwood
tuner the KT 2001 A. You can take advantage of this offer up to 6 months from the date you have
bought our System No. 1. This way we don't break your bank and you can still end up with greatFM sounds at the system savings.

System No. 2
$299.50

This system is very much like our system No. 1. But instead of just a
power amp we include a Sony FM Stereo receiver.

THE RECEIVER: The Sony 6036A AM/FM Stereo receiver provides
enough power to satisfy the KLH 31 speakers. It even has enough power
to satisfy some of the 31's big sisters. It delivers more than 30 watts of

RMS power from 20-20,000 Hz at less than 0.8% distortion. The tuner
has solid-state filters. IC's and FET, etc.. etc. What all this means is

when it gets a station, it's got it.

THE SPEAKERS: KLH has been making great sounding speakers
which cost less for almost 20 yrs. Their new model 31 is a chip off their
old block — come in and listen.

THE TABLE: The BSR 310 AXE is equipped with a manual facility for
those who care enough... to be kind to their LPs. A damped cueing
lever and improved performance. Oh, by the way, all this lists for
$376.70 but we're nice people so we will let you have it all for just
$299.50.

System No. 3

*439.00
This is the system where it

comes together. For $439.00 you
can get all the music - from the
low, lows to the high, highs. A
system that sounded this good
use to cost well over $500.

dollars, but this system changes
that.

THE LOUDSPEAKER: The KLH17 is a high performance
loudspeaker system and probably KLH's best buy. It will let you hear
the low notes on a double base or bass guitar with striking realism.

Its mid-range is clear and crisp and its highs are what you expect
from a KLH speaker.

THE RECEIVER: The receiver we have chosen is the Kenwood
KR4200. Having more than 20 watts RMS and its power amp. is directly
coupled from input to output for improved low frequency performance
and high damping. The Kenwood's cost more to make than there
competitors products. Their quality control is high, they use better,

longer lasting materials, and, to us, they sound better. The tuner, of the
latest technology, uses the DSD circuit for improved stereo separation
and low distortion.

THE TABLE: To match the leval of quality which the KLH17's and
Kenwood represent, we recommend the BSR 510AX. It has a good
heavy platter, a convenient damped cueing control; and minimal (also
inaudible) wow, flutter and rumble. We also supply a dust cover and a
Shure M75E cartridge - a smooth, light tracking, wide range cartridge
with fine high frequency capabilities.

You save $115.65 when you buy the system for $439.00 - it lists for
$556.05.

System No. 4 *640.00
This is the audio equivalent of a sports car: no frills, just
performance - and lots of it. Able to reproduce the entire
musical spectrum, at loud levels in a large listening room,
the cymbal's highest overtone and the organ's lowest note.

THE RECEIVER: The Kenwood KR 5200 is the power plant

of our $640 system. It doesn't have any gimmicks - like

remote control automatic tuning - that some receivers have.

It doesn't need them. It does have over 60 watts RMS of

power, a sensitive, low distortion tuner that will please the

most critical FM listener, and all the flexability you will

ever need.

THE TABLE: The
Dual 1214 has
everything: fine
design, fine
engineering, costly

materials, and
careful manufac-
turing. AH this plus

pitch control and viscuous damped cueing. The only things it

doesn't have is wow, flutter and rumble (the bad guys).

It's a complete quality turntable to match the

quality and performance of our $640 system • oh yes, it

comes with a Shure M93E cartridge which lists for $40.00.

(list price of components is $765.95).

THE LOUDSPEAKER: The listening quality of any hi-fi

system depends on the loudspeaker. The KLH 6 is one of the

finest acoustic suspension speaker systems we've heard,
regardless of price. It has earned universal respect for its

excellent tonal balance, transient response, frequency
range and lack of coloration.
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Klipsch Speakers

- X -
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Belle Klipsch

Klipschon\

Tripod Audio sells turntables and
changers ranging in price from
$54.95 to $550.00 of all these there is

one turntable which stands out as

an exceptional value, both in

reference to its performance and

its price. This is the Beogram 3000,

made in Denmark by Bang &
Olufsen.

The Beogram 3000 is an in-

tegrated, automatic turntable
offering utter simplicity of opera-

tion and elegant, understated
design. All functions are handled by

a single master control: the choice

of record size automatically selects

the correct speed (33 or 45 rpm), a

slight touch of the center disk

places the stylus tip in the first

groove of the record. When the

selection is completed, the tone

arm automatically returns to its

rest position and shuts off the unit.

or

Why "Horns >>

One product which Tripod Audio is pleased to offer its

customers is the loudspeaker systems designed by Paul W.
Klipsch. We believe these to be one of the finest loudspeaker

systems available. The Klipsch systems use three speakers,

one each for the bass, the midrange and high frequencies. All

Klipsch speakers use the same high quality horn-loaded

drivers for the midrange and highs. The Klipschorn and Belle

Klipsch Models also use a horn for the bass frequencies.

Horns can deliver more sound with less distortion because

the sound source - the diaphragm - does not have to work as

hard as does a cone speaker, (also known as "direct

radiators." The cone faces the load of air in your room
directly; the diaphragm in the horn driver faces a tiny load of

air at the entrance of the horn. The horn amplifies this energy

to move the load of air in the room. Instead of driving a heavy

paper structure weighing many grams, the entire output of

the amplifier has only to drive a tiny diaphragm weighing

milligrams. This small mass can be more easily moved and
controlled. When a note starts, the horn can produce more
sound faster, when the tone stops, the diaphragm stops at

once - whereas the heavy paper cone is going to flop back and
forth for a bit before settling down.

What all this means is simply that horn speaker systems
sound better. Horns have lower distortion, you get clearer,

sharper, fuller sound and you don't have to play them loud to

hear what you want.

"A properly disigned horn is, without question the best kind

of loudspeaker the only horns of practical use are the

folded corner variety, of which some of the best have been

patented by Paul Klipsch."

Norman Crowhurst,

"High Fidelity Magazine"

Klipsch horn systems start at $228.00 with the Model H
pictured here. The Model H is the same size as the popular

Acoustic Suspension or direct radiators, it takes less power
and sounds better. If you haven't heard the difference a good
horn system can make, come in to either one of our shops. We
think you will be very interested. Tripod Audio warranties

you Klipsch speakers for as long as you own them.

Heresy,

The mid-range horn assembly as

used on a Klipsch horn system.

The tone arm pivots on hardened

steel bearings for low horizontal

friction. An ingenious system of

inclined planes automatically
applies the correct amount of anti-

skating force as the tone arm
travels across the record. A pen-

dulum suspension system isolates

the stylus from external vibrations

and acoustic feedback.

As a turntable must operate in

concert with the cartridge, the

Beogram 3000 has been engineered

to utilize Bang & Olufsen car-

tridges. The integration of tone

arm and cartridge provides a lower

dynamic mass, thus reducing the

force required to move the stylus

tip, and eliminates unwanted
resonances. Bang & Olufsen car-

tridges have been acknowledged as

being among the world's finest.

The Beogram 3000 costs $250.00

with SP12 cartridge rosewood base and hinged dust cover.

We Warranty it for 2 years parts and labor.

r
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Our Least Expensive
Horn-Type System
Costs About $1,000

This stereo system sounds better than any of the systems shown on
pages 2 and 3.

Below $1,000. You are limited to direct radiator speakers. And the difference between
these direct radiators and a good horn system is greater than the written word can
convey. If you have not heard a good horn system, bring in your favorite record or tape.
You will be amazed. We feel, along with the February 15 issue of "Rolling Stone" (p. 66)
that the best horns are made by Klipsch. Klipsch horn-type speakers come small,
medium and large. The small ones, the Heresies are included in the $1,000 system. You
can buy the speaker unfinished and save $110 on the system price. The Kenwood KR 4200
receiver has more than enough power for the Heresies and of course one of the finest
tuners in the industry. We also include a dual 1218 table and, to take good care of your
records year after year, nothing but a B+O cartridge would do.

Many listeners will start with a good receiver, player and a pair of cheaper, direct
radiator speakers, and then take advantage of our speaker trade-in policy to upgrade
their speakers as soon as they have recovered from the first purchase. Within a year of
purchase, we'll take back your KLH, AR's, whatever, and give you back every cent you
had in them towards a pair of Klipsch speakers. Don't worry about your amp; the
Klipsch speakers take less power to drive than any direct radiator type.

This is the entry into magnificent sound. Two Klipsch Heresy loudspeakers, a
Kenwood 4200 Receiver and a Dual 1218 changer fitted with a B+O Spl4 cartridge. This
system will fill any room with clean, natural sound without getting between you and the
music. It will exhibit about a fifth the distortion of systems using suspension type
speakers.

This ad has dealt with only some of the products we carry. To see the others you must
come into one of our shops. You'll find our audio shop different from others in Western
Mass. We do not believe we can be all things to all people, - and we do not try. We do not

carry every brand there is, but we do have the few which we think offer real

performance and value for the money. Some names you will be familiar with, some
names you won't.

We really do believe in high-fidelity. We sell expensive looking equipment but don't let

that turn you away. We keep our overhead and costs low so we can pass the savings on to

you. Like our parent company, Tripod Camera, we stand behind everything we sell and
offer superior service to our customers in the way of knowledgeable personnel and in

policy. If you do business with us and have a problem please let us know (our complaint
department is very responsive).
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In Northampton
219 Main St.

584-6040

TRIPOD
CAMIR SHOP

INC
In Amherst

98 N. Pleasant St.

253-3039

Tripod Has Cameras Too -Here Are Some Great Buys
Olympus OM-1
The 35mm SLR camera is one of the

finest photographic tools available

today. Because of its reflex con-

struction it provides a logical basis

for a complete photographic
system.

Five years ago, the Olympus Optical Co., a pioneer in the field of small,

precise cameras and ultra-sophisticated scientific measurement equip-

ment, decided to create a brand new 35mm SLR system providing high

performance, extreme reliability and extensive range of accessories and

yet at the same time preserving the compactness, light weight and

convenience of handling that was the original "raison d' etre" for the 35mm
camera.
The result today is the Olympus OM-System, a complete system for the

advanced amateur, professional, and scientist providing an astonishing

variety of photographic applications (280 accessories) built around a unique

camera that is B$ smaller and lighter and considerably quieter than

existing :15mm SLR cameras.

iE^,b Canon
Canon

TLb 35mm SLR Camera
Now there's a camera with both simplicity of

operation and the quality features usually found
only in the more expensive models. Highlighting
the TLb is the unique center-weighted metering
system that operates with the FD lens either
wide open or stopped down.

hither method gives perfect exposures, every time. With FL lenses, stopped-down

metering is used. Shutter speeds range from 1 to 1/500 second, with electronic

flash sync at 1/60. There are many other fine features, too, including multislot

film loading, breech-lock lens mount, microprism focusing, and more. It's the

perfect camera for the beginner — yet advanced enough for the avid

photographer. d|^p /|aa
List $320.00 6DD*/Cas,

See the Tripod People for more information on the
Complete Nikon line — (Including Nikon, F2, F, FTN,

Nikhomot FTN and ES.

)

Born to a unique heritage of infinite
quality and versatility, the Nikon F2 is

more than a magnificent camera. It is

designed to evpand the highest ac-
complishments of yesterday by using
I he most ad \it need technology of today
to meet the photographic challenges of
tomorrow. An unprei edented array of
innovating features endows the Nikon
F2 with capabilities never before
available to the Ximm usei. exten
ding even into the realm of unmanned
automatic photography. But, above all.

the Nikon F2 is the supreme instrument
tor pictorially creative expression.

Moreover, the Nikon F2 is designed to be part of the Nikon System, the most
comprehensive in 35mm history. It accepts all the more than forty world-

famous Nikkor lenses to give you a freedom of choice and an assurance of

picture quality no other system can offer.

Nikon F2

There are many reasons why the Nikon
F is the overwhelming choice of those

who take photography seriously, the
unmistakable feel of precision, quick
efficiency with which it responds to the
photographer's ideas. The quality of its

renowned Nikkor lenses. The versatili-

ty provided by all-encompassing Nikon
system. All are part of the picture.

What sets the Nikon F even further
apart from all other cameras,
however, is its unique ability to defy
obsolescence. It is as though its

designers anticipated every subsequent
technological advance and provided for

its embodiment. Offering complete in-

terchangeability not only of lenses but
also of finder systems, finder screens
and camera backs, the Nikon F is

Nikon F clearly built with progress in mind.

And the many innovations achieved by Nikon demonstrate the far-sighted
ingenuity with which its designers continue to meet the challenge of progress.
To the purchaser of a Nikon F, this means that his camera will be as up-to-date
tomorrow as it is today, and that it will put even-greater capabilities at his
command.

GO WITH HONEYWELL PENTAX
...the system you'll never outgrow!

While they last at

pre-devaluation prices.

169Honeywell Pentax SP500 $ 50

Honeywell Pentax Spotmatic II w/f
1.8 lens list $349.50 now $ 199.50

Honeywell Pentax Spotmatic II

w/f 1.4 lens list $389.50

HONEYWELL PENTAX
SPOTMATIC

Now «l>i£l9.5U

Case $15.00
Perfect pictures— perfect price!

th<> i both worlds'

Honeywell
Strobonar

100

A whole new way to take flash

pictures - a HONEYWELL
STROBONAR 100 Electronic

Flash unit. Think of it as a

flash-bulh you can use over

and over again. • Easy to

operate. • Economical - about

If per flash. • Powered by two
replaceable AA batteries (not

included). • Guide number 25

with ASA 25 film. • Locking

Hot Shoe.

List $34.95 $19.95

HONEYWELL SP500
Super-Multi-Coated
Takumar Lenses
• No other lens in the world—at any
price—can outperform Super-Multi-Coated
Takumars
• Exclusive multi-layer coating cuts surface
reflection—transmits up to 50% more light!
• Harmful ultraviolet rays are reflected:

and hood for only $99.50 - a value Of ghost images are drastically reduced

$179.50. • Super-multi-coating is a harder, tougher coating

With the purchase of one of the above
cameras, you may buy a 135mm f3.5

Super-Multi-Coated Takumar w/case

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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It's That Time Of Year Again

7, 500 Register In Heat

Students push themselves and their belongings through the

sweltering heat — to settle into sweltering rooms.

Moving In

Loud Music, Heat
By SUSAN GALER

The dorms have opened up again this September at U-Mass to

admit the freshmen that are coming in droves to start an altogether

new way of life. Freshmen...anyone can spot them; walking in

herds of sixes, sevens and eights.

While they act differently, ranging from the super-confident to

the crying cringing, their new faces and bewildered look (no matter

how over-confident) always prompts that inevitable question. Are

you a freshman? A smile and a quick nod straightens everything

out. Or does it?

It certainly explains the brand new suitcases and dorm cubicles

splattered with fresh florescent orange and green paint. It

definitely explains the Alice Cooper record blaring out the window
from eight speakers. And of course one doesn't overlook that

pungent aroma that fills the air. After all the kid got here twenty

minutes ago and can't wait to really get into the swing of things up

here. Or so he thinks he's getting into the swing of things.

Gradually the odor drifts away and is replaced by banging,

screeching and a crash. Fixing up a room can be tougher than it

seems. So can looking for a roll of tape, a wastebasket, and a new
desk when one of the legs gets broken or turning the room upside

down looking for a pillow only to realize that it was left at home 200

miles away while you were so preoccupied packing the stero

carefully for 45 minutes into the trunk of a Volkswagen. Never-

theless, nothing quite matched the feeling when tearing out of the

shower and losing your towel and coming face to face with the coed

in the next room
College life is certainly different than expected. But the wise

learn fast and the smart ones know that as long as there's still such

a thing as laughter and a good sense of humor UMass will always

be a great place to live.

By JEFF LONG
The UMass 1973-74 academic year was ushered in

Tuesday as about 7,500 undergraduates converged on

Curry Hicks Cage and Boyden Gymnasium for the

semester registration of courses. Despite tem-

peratures in the 90's, officials reported few irate

students and generally praised the operation's

smoothness.
Thomas Chamberlain, Assistant Schedule Officer,

was stationed in Curry Hicks and stated that, "input

has been ver favorable for OSCAR (the computer

scheduling system) , as compared with input received

in previous years when students stood in long lines for

courses". He remarked Tuesday that procedures at

the Cage were going "absolutely perfect, very

smoothly" and that he had not seen more than about

25 students "who didn't know where to go". He
estimated that 3,500 students had gone through the

red tape and that 570 had had their schedules 'wiped'

for not having showed up nor having paid their

semester bill after pre-registering.

Henry Skillings, also from the Calendar and

Scheduling Office, oversaw operations at Boyden;

there, approximately 4,000 students registered.

Among them were those who had either not

registered or not paid, or had neither registered nor

paid. He ventured that, on the average, a student who
had not pre-registered or who had to add courses

spent about an hour at registration. He also noted,

however, that some students were surprised by the

quickness of the procedure. Some 80% of all

registered received desired courses, and 60%
received the exact schedule requested. Skillings

observed that there was a number-15%-20%-who
were justifiably dissatisfied with their schedules.

"Our main problem," he said, "was with students

who had lost a course because of University depart-

ments not being able to accomodate all requests." He
explained that the term "restricted", when applied to

of possible replacements. Chamberlain,
estimated that about 50 students

would be on hand today at Boyden to assist

with graduate registration, at which even larger

throngs are expected. Of the total number expected to

register this semester (22,055), 17,700 will be un-

dergraduates, including a freshman class of 3900.

There will be 670 two-year Stockbridge School

students and about 3680 graduate students.

In the educational options area, a Global Survival

program has begun for 100 selected freshmen. They
will study in a special curriculum keyed to global

environmental and political concepts. Fifty new
students will enroll in University Without Walls,

bringing the total to 150. UWW students include those

with full-time jobs and other non-traditional students.

University Year for Action is adding 70 new
students this year. UYA students work and live in the

community for a year and get classroom credit. The
UMass Center for Outreach expects to place over 200

students in off-campus part-time jobs and in-

ternships. They will work for public agencies, en-

vironmental offices, community organizations and at

other jobs in some 15 Massachusetts communities.

CCEBS (Committee for the Collegiate Education

of Black Students), a program of financial aid and
tutoring help for minority students, will enroll 133

more students, bringing the total in the program to

572. This year more than 400 students will study

abroad, at universities in a half-dozen foreign

countries. New this year are study programs at the

University of Victoria in Canada, the University of

Helsinki in Finland and in the spring semester, at the

University of Grenoble in France.

In other special option programs, over 800 students

will study off campus under the Five College

Program, taking classes at Amherst, Hampshire,
Mount Holyoke or Smith Colleges; and ap-

proximately 100 more will enroll in BDIC ( Bachelor's

There was plenty of confusion, but plenty of information available to the 7,500 undergraduates who
registered in sweltering heat in Curry Hicks Cage yesterday.

courses on schedule cards, signifies courses upon

which departments have imposed limits as to class

and number of students. When unable to assign a

student toa "restricted" section, OSCAR attempts to

locate an alternative section of the course.

The heat did take its toll at Whitmore, though, as

workers at the Bursar's Office at about 4:00 were

authorized to issue "clearance cards" to simmering

students waiting to pay bills Wednesday, long lines

again stretched from each window.

Another relatively minor problem concerned the

clearance cards being presented at the athletic ticket

tables, before acquiring a meal ticket The card

would be. as Skillings stated, "no proof of payment"

if the student took his card to the athletic ticket table

first.

Student volunteers at the registration proceedings

were commended by both Skillings and Chamberlain.

Helpers usually come back year after year, until

graduation, at which time they often suggest names

Degree With Individual Concentration) and work out

their own program of study.

Nursing students are offered a whole new un-

dergraduate curriculum beginning this fall, a course

of study tailored to meet a growing emphasis on

health care rather than health restoration. A major

shift will be from hospital training to a variety of

community settings -clinics, day care centers,

schools and health centers. The 120 students will

work in four satellite learning centers, one each in

Greenfield and Amherst and two in Springfield.

The UMass Fine Arts Center, a $13 8 million

project, will be completed early in 1974. It will offer

classroom and studio space for the fine arts depart-

ments, with auditoriums and theatres for the per-

forming arts. Also to be finished early in 1974 is a new

power plant. Tbe change from the old coal-fired plant

on campu3 to the new plant will be gradual and will be

made over a long period. Construction will continue

(Continued on P. 2)
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100 Students In C.C. Hotel
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Dorm Rooms: The Search For Space
By AVIS YUNI

"On paper we're crowded. At the

end of the week we'll have
vacancies," Associate Dean of

Students W. Daniel Fitzpatrick and
Director of Housing Bruce Cochran
told the Collegian yesterday in

regard to the current dormitory
housing shortage.

At the moment there is no room
to house the 100 Students who are
staying temporarily in the Campus
Center Hotel. Numerous other
students who had decided last year
to live off campus but couldn't

obtain housing have also been
turned away from the Housing
Office and told to come back next
week when there will be vacancies
for them.

Fitzpatrick and Cochran ex-

plained that the shortage is partly

caused by the students who signed

up for rooms last year, decided not

to return to UMass, but have failed

to notify the Housing Office so that

these rooms could be reassigned.

At noon Friday, all rooms which
were reserved but remain unoc-
cupied will be handed out to those
students awaiting housing.

Space will also be created,

Fitzpatrick said, by the numerous
Freshman who withdraw from the

University in particularly the first

three weeks. Most students will be
in dorms by the middle of next
week.

"It's the human error and
procrastination that is our biggest
enemy," Cochran stated, citing the

other cause of the problem. Fitz-

patrick explained that only 10 or 15

of those students staying in the

Campus Center Hotel are there

because of mechanical errors. The
others are there because they were
recent admitees, they didn't pay
their bills on time, etc.

Others, Cochran explained, fail

to requet a room, and it would be
fallacious to assign them to dorms
when they didn't request them.
However, some of these students
expected to be assigned a room
anyway.
Every year more people are

assigned to rooms then the dorms
can handle, Cochran explained,
because many will fail to return or
move off campus without notifying

the university. However, Fitz-

patrick pointed out that 95% of the

students who wish housing on
campus have moved in and are
happy.

Last year at this time 250

students were being temporarily
housed in the Campus Center
Hotel. Hamlin House was also

being used to house many more
students until they could be
assigned elsewhere. It was the first

year that the OSCAR computer
system was used, Cochran and
Fitzpatrick explained, and

problems were noted and changes
made.
"Mechanically we can improve

it but the human must be con-
sidered," he stated. Fitzpatrick

pointed out that as long as there
are kids who don't pay their bills on
time, notify the office of changes in

their housing plans, etc., we'll have
the problem.

Fitzpatrick pointed out that

about 100 students signed up for

three dorms last April during room
choosing week. During the sum-
mer they were sent letters stating

the rooms they signed up for and
asking their preference. If no
preference was given the computer
took the dorm with the highest code
number and assigned the student

to it.

In regard to Freshmen housing
requests, Cochran stated that the

Changes Meet Returning Students
(Continued from P. l)

during the year on an addition to the infirmary, to be finished in the spring,

and on the second tower for the Graduate Research Center, to be Com-
pleted sometime in 1975.

In other academic developments:

-a school of Health Sciences has been established through the merger
of two existing units-the School of Nursing and the Department of Public

Health. Also, the department of nutrition and food of the School of Home
Economics has been merged with the department of food science and
technology, creating a new department of food science and nutrition;

-theatre, formerly a part of the speech department, has been made a

separate department with Prof. David M. Knauf as its head;

-new department heads have also been named in mathematics and
statistics (Prof. Robert J. Blattner), music (Prof. Robert V. Sutton)

electrical and computer engineering ( Prof. Jack Keil Wolf) landscape

architecture and regional planning (Prof. Ross S. Whaley) military

general business and finance ( H. Richard EHartzler) ; and Management
( Arthur Elkins)

-freshman enrollment in the School of Engineering has reversed a

downward trend and will be up 31 per cent to a total of 257 in September of

1973.

-a grant of approximately $92,000 from the federal government to the

UMass Veterans Affairs Office will establish three new staff positions to

help veterans solve academic and financial problems.

One of the 7,500 students

who attended registration in

Curry Hicks Cage Wed.,
receives information from a

registration official.

Counseling Center which runs
Summer Orientation compiled
data last year on how many Fresh-
men received rooms in the areas
they requested during their

orientation last summer. They
determined that 85% of the Fresh-
men last year were placed in areas
of their first or second choice while
only 6% received their fourth or
fifth choice.

Auditions Set

For Productions

The Theatre Department is

scheduling auditions for the 1973-74

season of projects leading to major
productions of the following plays

:

Eugene O'Neill's "A Moon for
the Misbegotten", "Jacques Brel is

Alive and Well. .
."

( Pianist only)

,

Henrik Ibsen's "Rosmersholm",
John Osborne's "The En-
tertainer", Oscar Wilde's "The
Importance of Being Earnest",
Children's Theatre project, Studio
Theatre one-acts.

Auditions will be held Monday
and Tuesday, Sept. 10 and 11, at
3:00 and 7:00 p.m. in Bartlett
Auditorium. Applicants should
sign up on the 4th floor of Machmer
Hall (outside the Theatre Dept.
office) for a specific audition
appointment. Those auditioning
should prepare two contrasting
selections not to exceed three
minutes combined.
Callbacks for the individual

projects will be held on Sept. 12 and
13, at a time and place to be an-
nounced.

Roles are available to Five-
College students, faculty, and
friends; however, students
fulfilling requirements in the
University's Dept. of Theatre will

be given first consideration.

MDC Classifieds

Sell Souls

Parking Notice
Parking rules and regulations have been changed

in an effort to improve parking services. The intent of

the changes has been to assure students, staff,

faculty, and visitors of having predictable op-

portunities for parking on the Amherst campus,
consistent with the services options selected. It is our
belief that firm, even-handed enforcement of all

parking rules and regulations will be in the best in-

terest of everyone.

One important change involves the addition of

several towable offenses. Cars now will be towed if:

( 1

)

parked in a lot in which you are not assigned.
( Unless at a parking meter or as indicated below.

(2) not registered with the University Parking
Office.

( 3) more than five ( 5) unpaid tickets are accrued
within a 21 day period.

Unpaid tickets will result in a court summons and
could mean the loss of your driver's license.

Since there is a heavy influx of unregistered cars
during the month of September, signs have been
erected to direct drivers of unregistered cars to the
University stadium area. Cars will not be ticketed or
towed from this area during the month of September.

In all other areas, all parking regulations will be
strictly enforced beginning 7:00 a.m., September 7,

1973

All 1973 University parking registrations expire on
Saturday, September 1, 1973.

I Textbook Annex Hours

I

Store Hours
Fall 1973

Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday - September 4, 5, 6, 9: 00 - 5: 00
Friday — September 7, 9:00 - 9:00
Saturday — September 8, 10:00 - 3.00

| Monday — September 10, 9:00 - 9:00
(Tuesday — September 11, 9.00 - 9:00

Wednesday — September 12, 9:00-7:00
(Thursday and Friday - September 13 and 14, 9: 00 - 5: 00

Saturday — September 15, 10:00 - 2:00
A Remainder of the semester Weekdays 8: 30 - 4. 30

t
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Creativity

is a Natural at

Amherst Carriage Shops

Tht Ultimate

h
Mr P$$l§»

for an appt.

Call 549-3667

and $tart your beginning

a new you with instant glamour

capfree

natural

wigs

new, exciting

A

Saie! Reg. $19.98

You'll love these wigs — what they do for you — in glamorizing your
looks and lifting your spirits. Choose from several styles, all are capped
and pre styled — perhaps a soft and full TWO STEP CURL, or a truly
shake and wear shag, or the short, bubbly look. All are fashioned of
Teviron fiber, the most modern wig fiber. Wide selection of colors and
shades.

ALMY'S, HADLEY-ROUTE9at MAPLE ST.
Open Daily 10 am. to 10 p.m. ^^

n> Comm. Wants Trov
Off The Bench

BOSTON (AP) - A legislative

committee recommended on
Wednesday that disbarred Dor-
chester District Court Judge
Jerome P. Troy be removed from
the bench.

Sen. John J. Conte, D-Worcester,
said the legislature's Judiciary
Committee found the evidence for

removal "clear and compelling."
Conte is chairman of the com-

mittee.

In a related developmeent, the

Senate passed and sent to the
House a bill suspending Troy's
$27,500 annual salary while

proceedings against him are
pending.

The committee vote to remove
Troy-by the rarely used address
proceedings-was 20-1. Rep. Paul
M. Murphy, D-Brockton, was the
sole dissenter.

Both Conte and the House
Judiciary Committee chairman,
Cornelius F. Kiernan, D-Lowell,
said they thought both branches
would approve the bill, which asks
Gov. Francis W. Sargent to remove
Troy if the Executive Council
assents.

. .In July the gates of Whitmore were picketed. Concerned members of the undergraduate student
body, local 1776, MSEA, the professional association, and the faculty protested the parking hike and the
alleged deterioration of University governance.

To
By CINDY GONET

(Students at UMass are retur-

ning to campus this fall to find a
new parking system. In this report,

MDC writer Cindy Gonet
examines the history of the new
parking plan.)

For six years the UMass Board
of Trustees have been examining
the parking situation at UMass.
They have periodically called for

reform relying on various com-
mittees from various segments of

the campus community at various
times.

In April 1973 the administration
unveiled the parking proposal
before the Student Senate,
Graduate Senate, Faculty Senate,

the local 1776 and the MSEA
(Mass. State Employe's Assoc.).

Two working days later Vice
Chancellors Campion and Gage
took the proposal to the Finance
Committee of the Board of
Trustees.

One week later the Student
Senate and the unions arranged an
open hearing in the Student Union
Ballroom to air opinions on the fees

which ranged from $5 to $155.

Due to the large amount of op-

position from segments of the
campus, consideration of the issue

by the Trustees was postponed
from May 2 until the 25th.

On May 15, the Finance Com-
mittee of the Trustees chaired an
open hearing in the Ballroom at
which time numerous objections

were again raised.

At the May 25 meeting of the
Trustees the administration with-

drew their current proposal in light

of the opposition and pledged that

they would consult all interested

constituencies before drawing up

Reaction Mixed
Parking Reform

another proposal.

The administration presented
their new proposal to the unions,

senates, and professional
association on June 13. The ad-

ministration drew up the proposal
and presented it to these bodies

without their consultation.

The Trustees delegated
authority to Chancellor Bromery
in implementing any necessary
parking plan at the Trustees
meeting in late June.

This plan remained unchanged.
It was identical to the June 13

parking proposal.

Members of the various
governance units continuously
called for revamping of the
parking and transportation council
into a users council, or a more
representative body. To date there
has been no action in this matter.
Local 1776 has filed suits against

the Trustees individually in Suffolk
Superior Court.

Participants in the picketing of
Whitmore were members from
1776, undergraduate student body,
MSEA, members of the
professional association and
faculty.

£

says

"FALL IS ON ITS WAY"

The weather man and I are on different sides of this
issue, that as fashion director of Stewart College Towne of
Northampton. I know, for a fact, that fall is on its way. The
store is buzzing with excitement and we're going out of our
way to give fall a proper welcome.

Our Main Street windows are filled with the first tones
of autumn . .

. while the inside of the store is chuck full of all

those luscious colors you may have forgotten from last
year. From every nook and cranny, the call is going out,
"Fall is on its way."

Navy and gray hunter and camel, black and rust,
heathers, tweeds and plaids, sweaters and jackets, skirts
and blazers, parkas and fur trim coats.

A reminder that it is time to stop and look and feel. It is

time to think, and plan and talk about the season ahead.
Come on in, 'cause when it comes to fall fashion, we don't
fool around.

STEWARTS COLLEGE TOWNE
% Main Street, Northampton

TO!\ITE

e> 4>

* * s * * * * *
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RENT A REFRIGERATOR

1.2 cu. ft. larger than our competitor.
Ours is the largest refrigerator allowed
on Campus.

The perfect solution for late night snacks, study breaks, and even a whole meal . . . save
money ... no more vending machines to gobble up your funds . . . save time . . . it's right in
your own room . . . rent one for the whole year for only pennies per day . . . even less . . . when
cost is split with your roommate . . . approved by the university for in-roorn use . . . compact .

lightweight . . . handsome walnut exterior has a beautiful furniture appearance . . . doubles as a
table . . . quick freezing ... can freeze up a new tray of large size ice cubes in only 45 minutes . . .

holds over 54 cans of canned drinks ... if unit fails call representative for immediate replacement
. . . free pick up and delivery included in rental fee . . . limited supply — call now to reserve your
unit today!

COST: $40.00 for whole year plus a $10.00 deposit.

SIGN UP: Campus Center, Information Desk.

CALL: 5-0012 for further information.

SPONSORED BY: Campus Center Recreation and Services Department

'T-he rnoney earned from this program will be applied tp lowering the Campus.Center Fee.
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Sources Indicate
Ehrlichman Indicted

By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press Writer

LOS ANGELES (AP) - John D. Ehrlichman, former top domestic
advisor to President Nixon, has been indicted on charges of per-
jury, burglary and conspiracy in the break-in at the office of Daniel
ellsberg's psychiatrist, a source said Wednesday.

Three other former White House aides - Egil Krogh, David Young
and convicted Watergate conspirator G. Gordon Liddy - a'so were
indicted for their alleged roles in the 1971 break-in, a reliable
source said. Krogh was charged with solicitation of a burglary,
conspiracy and burglary. Liddy and Young were charged with
burglary and conspiracy to commit a burglary.
Ehrlichman sent word through his attorney that he will

surrender here Tuesday. A district attorney's spokesman said
Ehrlichman would be arraigned the same day after being booked,
fingerprinted and photographed. Tuesday is the deadline set for
voluntary surrender of those indicted before arrest warrants would
be issued.

The other three men were unavilable for comment. Officials said
it was expected they would surrender here although they have the
option to do so elsewhere.

Sources close to the county grand jury, which issued the in-

dictment secretly Tuesday, indicated that the perjury charge
resulted from centradictions between Ehrlichman 's testimony
here last June 8 in a secret grand jury session and his later public
testimony before the senate Watergate committee in Washington.
Other contradictions were believed to exist in three memoran-

dums presented to the grand jury during its probe.
The White House interoffice memos reportedly involved Ehrlich-

man, Krogh and Young in plans for the break-in. Krough and
Young headed the undercover White House "plumber squad"
charged with plugging leaks of secret information.
The indictment was ordered sealed until at least one of these

indicted had surrendered, and Dist. Atty. Joseph Busch declined
comment on the indentities of those named.

Sirica Silences
Magruder, McCord

By MICHAEL PLTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) - Federal Judge John J. Sirica silenced two
major figures in the Watergate scandal Wednesday, calling it a
disgrace that criminals could "profit by their wrongdoing" by
traveling the lecture circuit.

The chief U.S. district judge here ordered convicted burglar
James W. McCord Jr. and confessed conspirator Jeb Stuart
Magruder to refrain from making public addresses or granting
interviews if they want to remain free pendiing sentencing.
Magruder, a former White House aide and deputy director of the

Committee for the Re-election of the President, told Sirica in a
letter the only reason he considered a speaking tour was because "I
now find myself in financial difficulty."

McCord's lawyer, Bernard Fensterwald, whose request for
permission for his client to make a speaking tour was turned down
by (rica last week, asked the judge at the hearing Wednesday to
modify the restriction. Fensterwald said he understood the judge
was trying to restrict prejudicial pretrial publicity in the Watergate
case and proposed that McCord be permitted to make speeches
outside a 100-mile radius of Washington with no radio or television
coverage permitted.

Nixon Warns Arabs On Oil
WASHINGTON (AP)-Here. at a glance, are items discussed by

President Nixon at his news conference Wednesday:
Oil: He said that if oil-producing Arab states expr-oriate U S -owned

property without fair compensation and continue to increase oil prices
they will lose their markets as Western nations look to other supply

Watergate Tapes: It would not be appropriate. Nixon said, to specify
what kind of Supreme Court decision it would take before he would agree
to give up tapes of presidential con ersations sought bv Watergate
probers * 6
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CHIN
CHINESE
Restaurant

Food in

Chinese Style

?Ai

L

LUNCH: - Lots of Specials
from 99' to $2.20

Tues. Sat. 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

DINNER: 2:30 p.m. till 10:00 p.m.

Son. 1:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Monday Closed.

203 King Street,

NORTH*.?" >T0N
(Next to McDonalds.)

Take Out Service Call 586-1775

Promises New State of The Union Address

Nixon Asks Inflation Action
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon said Wednesday he will send
Congress a new State of the Union
message calling for action to stem
inflation and to preserve the
nation's energy resources.

In his second news conference in

two weeks, Nixon also exhorted
Congress not to cut his defense
budget.

"We are looking forward in the
next summit meeting to limiting
nuclear arms," the President said
of one major impending round of

discussions. ".
. .This great effort

will be destroyed if the Congress
reduces the budget for defense in

any substantial amount."

Nixon also was drawn into ex-

changes about Watergate and the

investigation of Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew by federal

prosecutors in Baltimore, although

questions about the Watergate
scandal did not dominate the

session as it had his meeting with

newsmen Aug. 22 at San Clemente,
Calif.

The President said he was
confident that appeals courts
would uphold his right to keep from
Senate investigators and the
Watergate grand jury tape
recordings of his conversations
with former aides implicated in the
cover-up of the June 7, 1972, break-
in of Democratic headquarters.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

BoHwood - Belchertown Project

*** volunteer work with the retarded
** 'organizational meetings/ 7:30 p.m.

Sept. 10— Southwest; 227 Boyden Sylvan; McNamara Lounge
Sepi. 1 1 — Southwest ; 227 Boyden Quad ; Blue Rm., W.D.C

.

Sept. 12— Orchard Hill— Central; Dickenson Rec. Room
Sept. 13 — Campus Center; Rm. 803

If you can't make the evenings, try Tuesday, Sept, 11, 3:00 p.m. in

Rm. #K03 Campus Center.

$ 14995

is a small price to pay for the big sound of

ELECTROPHONIC
GARRARD STEREO

MUSIC
""~"~\

CENTER

regularly
priced
$179.95

ELECTROPHONIC/Garrard stereo music center gives
you built-in-8-track stereo tape player, deluxe Garrard
record player, 100 wattAM/FM/FM multiplex receiver
Outstanding Features Include:
Slide Controls, Automatic 8-Track
Channel Indicator, Built-in AM-FM
Antenna, 8-Speaker Air-Suspension

"Duocone" Audio System with Horn
Diffusers, Walnut Grained Cabinetry

-

SPECIAL BONUS OFFER
WITH EACH PURCHASE:
QNE 811<A0K STEREO CARTRIDGE,
ONE STEREO LP RECORD,
ONE SET OF STEREO HEADPHONES
X)R PRIVATE LISTENING

Electro, omv
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

I/HIV?) MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Open 10-10 Daily

Record Increases Expected

In Wholesale Prices
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-The government will hit consumers on Friday
with some of the worst price news of the post-World War II era when it

releases its wholesale price index for August.
Sources at the Treasury department said Wednesday the index may

show that farm prices increased more than 20 per cent during the month,
and that the over-all wholesale price index increased by more than a
staggering 5 per cent.

In forecasting record increases in the wholesale prices for August,
the sources cautioned that the figures they are working with are unof-
ficial and based on projections of Treasury economists.

The Labor department will release the official index Friday.
Officials fear it will have an adverse psychological effect, because it

will show what happened to food prices after the government lifted its

price freeze from the food industry July 18.

During the freeze, the wholesale index actually declined by 1.3 per
cent with farm products leading the way with a 5.1- per cent decline. In
projecting at an annual rate, the increase of over 20 per cent in August
would represent an annual rate of increase of a phenomenal 240 per cent,
although no one expects the 20 per cent rate to be maintained.

An increase of more than 5 per cent in the over-all index would far
exceed the post-World War II record increase of 2.8 per cent, set in July of

1950.

Most, if not all, of the increase in wholesale prices eventually works
its way through the market system into higher retail prices.

Increases for some items, such as for pork and poultry, already have
reached the retail level, and in the case of poultry, prices have even
begun to decline again.

But Treasury economists say most of the big increase in retail food
prices still lies ahead.

Vermont Gov. Says

'No More Rock Fests'
HOLLAND, Vt. (AP) -Overlooking a rolling pasture littered with

garbage, paper and cans, Gov. Thomas Salmon promised the towns-
people of Holland there would never be another rock festival in the state

of Vermont.
The governor made the trip Wednesday to inspect the site of a festival

which drew 35,000 people to the Canadian-border town. The planned
three-day event erupted into gate-crashing, fights and a shooting in-

cident. The rock music was cut short a full day early when the promoters
could no longer pay the bands to play.

By the time Salmon reached the hillside where throngs had camped,
the area had been partially cleaned by promotor Ronald "Mac" Worth
and a group of young people who worked all day Tuesday.

The people of Holland told the governor they had suffered no personal
injuries and little property damage, but they said the emotional scars
were deep.

Salmon said he fully understood their feelings, because his town of

Rockingham had been beseiged by "motorcycle scrambles" several
years before.

"I know what a mob scene can be like in a rural community," Salmon
told the 125 persons gathered on the windy hillside. "The only good news
is that the thing has become so visible and such bad news, particularly in

terms of those who live here, that we will change our laws and our
regulations in our society so we will not have any more rock concerts in

Vermont ever."

Gluckstern Hosts Orientation
Vice Chancellor Robert L. Gluckstern will host a new

faculty and professional staff orientation today in the
Campus Center, Room 165-169, at 1: 30 p.m. A tour of the
library will be conducted at 3:30 p.m.

All new members of the faculty and professional staff

are cordially invited.

UMass Police 5-2121

Hold 13 in Paris Embassy

Terrorists Threaten Hostages

THE PEOPLE'S

MARKET
will open soon!

The market has some job openings.

If interested, drop off your own application

at the People's Market, in the Student Union.

ByJOHNVINOCUR
Associated Press Writer

PARIS( AP) -ThreePalestinianterroristsholding
persons in the Saudi Arabian Embassy threw one
of the hostages out a window Wednesday night and
threatened to execute the others "right away"
unless their demands for passage to an Arab
country were met.
The Saudi diplomat thrown from the window

was taken to a hospital and a police commissioner
said he was only slightly injured.

Before the hostage crashed out of the window,
an Egyptian journalist who was able to approach
the embassy said cries and screams could be
heard from inside.

"Act quickly, they are going to execute us," a

hostage was heard shouting.

The terrorists, who took over the embassy late

in the morning, asked for an Arab airliner to fly

them to an unnamed Arab capital, with some of

the hostages to be held until Jordan released

convicted Palestinian terrorist leader Abu Daoud

from life imprisonment.
The hostages, one of whom was reported to have

minor injuries, included among others, diplomats
and four women.
"We don't want this to be another Munich," one

of the gunmen in the embassy said.

"We want all this to work out without blood-
shed," he told Nawaf Adwan, a reporter for the
Baghdad newspaper Al Thawra who was used by
the terrorists to Dass messages.
The terrorists first told Adway a closed bus must

be brought to the embassy at 4 p.m. Paris time --

a.m. EDT to take them to the airport. Then they
pushed back the deadline to 6:30 p.m. as the

shouted negotiations continued.

Massive French police forces including a special

new antiterrorist squad surrounded the embassy
in a quiet dead-end street on the western fringes of

the city, alongside headquarters of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development.

Kids Get Break
From School

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) -

Contract disputes with teachers
kept schools closed for 40,000

students in three Rhode Island

communities Wednesday.
In Providence, the state's largest

school district, both the
Providence Teachers Union and
the city school committee said they
filed unfair labor practice charges
against each other as 23,000

students get an extra day of

vacation.

The school committee accused
the union of engaging in an illegal

strike and delaying negotiations,

while the union accused the
committee of refusing to negotiate

in good faith.

Elsewhere, 12,000 children
remained out of Pawtucket schools

and 5,000 were out in North
Providence. The disputes involved

money issues.

Teachers in the three com-
munities adopted a no contract, no
work policy. The school com-
mittees in each area ordered
classrooms closed because of the

disputes.

Administrators in Providence
and North Providence asked
teachers to report for orientation

sessions. Only one of Providence's

1 ,350 teachers reported

Contemporary Legal and Policy Studies

(Legal Studies 391)

An interdisciplinary
examination of important social
problems which can be resolved
by the legal process, beginning
with abortion. The course may
also include grand juries, ob-
scenity, preventive detention,
school finance. Prerequisite:
constitutional law, Law I, or

ability to read and analyze legal

cases. Open to graduate and
undergraduate students.
Enrollment limited to 24.

Interested students are in-

vited to contact the instructor,

Mr. Arons, or attend the first

session, Tuesday, Sept. 11 in 110

SBA, 4 P.M.

t'OLLLCF TOWN TWIRLERS
in cooperation with the Amherst - Pelham Regional

Continuing Education Program

FREE FUN - NITES
For Beginners

( no experience necessary

)

Sept. 11 and Sept. 18, 1973
for preview of square dance classes beginning Sept. 25, 1973

New Fort River School - in the gym
( East Street— Between Main & College)

8: 00 -10: 30 P.M.

FOR FUN - FOR EXERCISE —
FOR PLEASURE — FOR EXCITEMENT

Rent
your own refrigerator . • .

just pennies a day.
• Inexpensive $36.50 for

academic year *

• Free delivery & pick-up

at door of dorm
• Deposit refunded at

pick-up time

• Compact

• plus tax and $10 deposit

CONTACT

:

253-2494

mini f kool
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Getting High, Getting Laid
BOARDOF EDITORS

EDITOR-IN CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
ADVERTISING MANAGER
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Undergraduate newspaper of the University of Massachusetts. The
Staff is responsible for its content and no faculty member or ad-
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Letter From The Kditor
Dear Joyce, Dean, Bob, Reid,

Matt, Kris, Don, Gerry, Gary,
Steve, Zamir, Andy, Mike, Mona,
Robyn, and all the rest ofyou
Turkeys:

(Wipe that shit-eatin' grin off your face,
Gomez.)

You are cordially invited to
attend the first editorial staff
meeting of the semester.

Monday, Sept, 10 7 p.m.
Collegian Office

(No excuses, Ugolini)

Be there,

Jerry
|P.S. You can supply the dope, Estelle.
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Vending machines selling rolling

papers on the concourse level of
the Campus Center. At night, the
Hatch Cafeteria transforms itself

into a bar that equals the status
level of Quicksilver. The Blue Wall
boasts the lowest prices in town,
and is open at 11:30 a.m. The
Ladies room near the Blue Wall
now offers prophylactics for sale.
The Men's room has had them for
months. The Handcrafters who sell

their wares on the concourse level
offer a variety of pipes, spoons,
sifters, roach clips, etc. The in-

firmary offers free birth control
advice and also has the newest
methods of birth control at nomial
costs.

Now remember that drugs are
illegal and so is co-habitation.
So how come you can't walk

through the center of this
University without getting hit in
the face with visions of getting high
and laid? Somebody somewhere is

capitalizing on the fact that we are
going through a sort of Prohibition.
I think it is the Campus Center and
the people who run it.

But they want to make things
easier for the students, so they
claim. Easier for what? Easier to
get busted? Thanks but, no thanks.
Easier to announce your
promiscuity? I never realized that
it had to be publicized.

I mean its nice to know that if

you want to use effective birth
control methods, that they are
available. But does the University
have to make a profit by
prostituting itself to selling safes in
a vending machine? How low can
you go? (No pun intended)
The Campus Center big wheels

should think of the University and
its impact on the rest of the
community before trying to think
of get money quick schemes just
because the Campus Center is such
a total failure. The Boston Globe
really loves to throw in a few
feature articles about the drug-
and-sex crazy students confined to
the concrete excuses for living
quarters. This sort of let's-get-the-

money-while-we-can not only
lowers the reputation (which by
now is shot to hell) of UMass but
more importantly is a rip-off to us.

It is a rip-off to us not in terms of
dollars and cents, but just in our

.G©Mp,rfoH<WV

status as members of a com-
munity. I mean who wants to be
known as drug-and-sex starved

crazy? I don't think that it's fair for

the Campus Center to assume that

they can just automatically label

us by allowing all this crap.

I don't think that drugs are
wrong or that sex is dirty and all

that. I don't like the idea of the

Campus Center reaping the
benefits of two areas in which they
should not even be allowed. Let the
Campus Center worry about the

Reid Fishman

Campus Center.
It's not our fault that this campus

projects an image of irrespon-
sibility and recklessness. After all
all any visitor to the university has
to do is walk through the concourse
or use one of the rest rooms and
they can form their own opinion
An opinion that was presented by
the people who run the Campus
Center.

Joyce Koaofaky ia a Collegian
columnist.

Tricky Strikes Out
At yesterday's press conference, our beloved chief executive

Richard ( Tricky Dick) Nixon, began by mentioning that he feels that theCongress has been shirking its duties by becoming inactive in its ap-
proach to a number of important issues. He continued by stating that he
had sent a proposal to Congress and he hoped this proposal would be
"acted upon before the end of the year".

Going on to enumerate the chief aspects of this proposal, which he
refers to as a "new State of the Union Message", he listed the top
priorities as being: (1) inflation, (2) limitation of nuclear arms (3) the
energy crisis, and (4) chief domestic programs.

Under the topic of inflation, Nixon blamed the Congress for proposing
a high federal budget and cited that the Congress is wasting money on
unimportant bills. He said he does "not look forward to vetoing these
bills", but that he would if it was necessary. Of course, this reluctance
seems rather strange coming from a man who has vetoed almost every
progressive education or welfare bill that's come his way.

Abandoning that topic in the vagueness on which Mr. Nixon has based
his career, he then moved on to the problem of limiting the world's supply
of nuclear armament. After citing the Nixon administration's previous
non-accomplishments (in which he seemed to take a great pride) he
stated stubbornly that he does not want to have to subrnit to being in asecond class position" at the bargaining table and that if the Congresssucceeded in cutting the military budget, then this would be his dilemma
I his seems to be an obvious move by Nixon to preserve almost regal
control of the m.l tary. Whatever position he decides to take howevlr
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Thirdly, our president stressed the energy crisis, which he feels has
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if Congressional Action is not taken, "we will be at the rnercy of the
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leader/efrained from making a concrete suggestion.
Finally, the president briefly mentioned the overwhelming area of

mZ^noKT*™ Md ^TT^ right * with an almost indict
"ramaS oltclT E3ES2S he had drawn UP Then he finis^ hisdramatic preface by stating his honest (ha ha) desire to "move forwardon these achievements and dividends towards peace"
Well, without a doubt, this has been the President's most non-descript

message to date. He is obviously trying to blame the Congress for some of
the most glaring non-accomplishments of his administration.
Throughout the press conference, he successfully avoided Watergate and
the Maryland-Agnew case, and he appeared almost apologetic on all
other points. It is now clear that with his back to the wall, Nixon has no
alternative but to strike out vehemently at his opposition and he has
chosen the Congress as his first target, but there will certainly be more
to come.

Reid Fiahman is a Collegian columnist.

The Struggle For Credit
By BILL FOSTER

Let's talk about otf-campus
programs. The first obvious
factor that strikes a golden
note on one's ear is that they're
OFF CAMPUS. (A plus to be sure)
No dining commons, no dormitory,
and generally, depending mostly
on where you re-locate, no op-
pressive "you watch me teach"
situation. But there's a price to pay
for the last point mentioned. For
reasons probably too deep-rooted
to go into right now, professors feel
that they, like Shylock in the
'Merchant of Venice," must
receive a pound of flesh bond from
you. There seems to be some
discrepancy between "seeing"
someone every other day and
"knowing"' that they're working
hard and having a student come to
him trying to arrange independent
study and "realizing" he's getting
away from campus to fuck-off
'Reinforcing the belief that so
many people put so much faith in
visual images.)
Now before anyone storms the

MDC office enraged that I would
dare seemingly seek to anger the
gods, let s be truthful with one
another. Two distinct prejudices
are obviously present in the minds

of student and instructor alike.
When you meet a teacher who is
available - face it, it's a pleasant
surprise, suggesting that they're
an exception to the rule. Teachers
seem to have an invisible barrier
erected around them called
"tradition" to block out student
input. But by the same token, they
are determined to impart their
limitless knowledge to you, even if
it kills you. (Try not to keep that
last thought in mind; it tends to
bum one out. ) And you really don't
have to be off-campus to be shaken
down. Basically, all you have to be
is outK)f-regular-classes. (Sounds
like some sort of disease, doesn't
it?

So maybe you should give those
ideas of self-initiative and in-

dependence a little more thought.
You may be better off living with
all the benefits on campus. On the
other hand, you may wish to go
ahead and like Portia in the
"Merchant of Venice" declare,
"Take your pound of flesh, but not
one drop of Christian blood!

"

Bill Foster ia a Collegian com-
mentator, and la in the University
Year for Action program.

Letters To The Editor

I Refuse To Pay 'Illegal' Parking Fees

Mr. Randolph W. Bromeroy, Chancellor
Whitmore Administration Building

University of Massachusetts
Amherst , Massachusetts 01002

Dear Mr. Brornery

,

Please be advised that I. Stephen Kozloski of 11 Parsons Street in Easthampton,
Massachusetts, an employee of the University of Massachusetts, hereby refuse to
pay the $5.00 registration fee and convenience parking fee assessed against me as an
employee of the University of Massachusetts on the grounds that I deem said fees illegal
for the following reasons:

1. That the trustees of the University of Massachusetts or their duly authorized
representatives do not have the authority under the general laws of tne Commonwealth
of Massachusetts to Impose registration fees upon motor vehicles In the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

2. That the assessment of a registration fee and convenience parking fee against me
as a state employee is in violation of Chapter 75. Section 14 of the General Laws of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts which assures mo as a state employee the same
privileges and benefits as other employees of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

3. That the collection of said funds for use and purposes of the University of
Massachusetts is contrary to the provisions of Chapter 75 of the General Laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the Constitution of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

In view of the above , I will resist ar.y attempt to pay said registration fee and
convenience parking fee assessed against me on the grounds of the aforementioned
alleged illegalities under laws of this Commonwealth.

Very truly yours ,y

'Stephen Kozloski

Editorial Points
We'll bet you thought you

were getting another 88-page
Collegian today. We've got
something better, though.
Twelve pages with horoscope
and comics.

» * *

So welcome back to Umie
land. We know how much you
missed the place. Despite lack
of interest, the first day of

classes is being held anyway.
* * *

There's been a few changes
while you were gone, the big
one being in the food depart-
ment. Remember when a dime
bought you a cup of coffee?
Well, now one chocolate chip
cookie at the Hatch costs 13

cents. They're especially tasty
with ice water.

* * *

And of course there's
the innovation at the Dining
Commons — now there's only

one choice of a main course at

each meal. You can't even pick

your poison anymore.
* * *

Actually, that's not quite

true. Last night there was a

selection. You could either
have spaghetti with sauce, or
you could have spaghetti
without sauce.

* * *

What would happen if

everybody boycotted the dining
commons?

EAP:crb

A Canadian's View Of America
To The Editor:

I am beginning to wonder if

Americans are a little bit crazy. I

expect any day that Art Buchwald
will be indicted for burglarizing the

office of Charles Schultz'
psychiatrist. Seriously, though, if

the Watergate opera does not finish

soon, America's prestige will be
lost altogether. Wherever one
travels, one is shocked by the

hatred expressed for this country
by people who are alive today only
with the help of the United States.

It is time to finish the in-

vestigations, impeach or exonerate
Mr. Nixon, and then get back to

America's program for progress at

home, and peace in the world.

The whole affair reeks of

hypocrisy, from the apologetic

boyishness of John Dean, to the

sudden biblical self-righteousness

of Sam Ervin. Dean a criminal who
stole public money to finance his

honeymoon, thought it not in the

least bit wrong to drag down
everyone else with him. And then
amazingly enough the
irrationalists in this country ( and
there are many) adopted him as
their latest illogical folk hero.

However Sam Ervin hypocrite of

the hour, whose dislike for racial

harmony is well-known, makes for

an even more interesting story.

How could people who are com-

mitted to equality now suddenly
idolize a man who in the past had
been the enemy of all people who
desire equality and freedom for

all? The answer is that they
couldn't unless they were
irrational and illogical. ( a subject
in one of my next columns) They
couldn't unless they were eager to

forget the past in the true custom
of the hypocrite.

There is no doubt that Richard
Nixon, whether he knew about the
capers or not is unfortunately a
fool. No man with the power of the
American President can possibly
beg ignorance at what his staff

does or doesn't do. It is his duty to

himself and to the people he
represents to know everything
related to his country's interests at
home and abroad. IN SHORT, he
must know about everything that
goes on in the White House and all

the groups under it. If he does not,

or hides the truth he is directly
contravening his solemn duty and
oath.

What is needed in America and
everywhere is a return to the type
of democracy that Henry Thoreau
so eloquently described.
"Government must only have as
much power as the people wish it to

have for tne people are the
governors." This is democracy in

its truest sense and not communal

socialism. Freedom only exists

when the economy is free the two
are concomitant and cannot exist

without each other. Without
property a man is the tool of the

state, a situation in which he must
sacrifice his life and his ideals for

the "good of others." That is

communism and socialism1

reduced to lowest terms, terms
which are incompatible with the

tenets and ideals of freedom,
democracy, and equality.

David Marcus Eibel

Boycott Almy's
To The Editor:

Almy's department store cannot survive without your money.
We need the support of the students of Amherst in protesting the

discriminatory practices of Almy's department store. During the sum-
mer they began hiring women at $1.85 an hour and men at $2.00 an hour.
Some of the men are doing exactly the same jobs. Doris Troy, an em-
ployee at the time, attempted to convince the manager that this practice
is unfair The manager rationalized by offering her a job as "stockboy"
at $2.00/hr. But when more women requested to do the same, the
manager refused, saying that there were no openings. Two days later,
the manager hired more men for the jobs that the women requested, this
time at $1.85/hr.

There are a few issues involved here:
( 1

)

Women are still making 15* an hour less than men for doing the
same jobs.

(2) The men hired after this unfairness was brought to the attention of
the management are making 15c an hour less than others doing the same
job.

( 3) Since women were refused the$2.00/hr. jobs, and Ms. Troy refused
to be Almy's "token female stockboy", there are no women at these
higher paying jobs.

I have filed a suit with the Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
charging Almy's with sex discrimination. The MCAD is now in-
vestigating and the EEOC will begin in October. We also picketed the
store on their Grand Opening Day with the help of Everywoman's Center,
the Valley Women's Center, and other concerned people of the Amherst
area. We can make these initial attempts valuable only with the con-
tinued support of the students of the area, in an effective boycott.
We hope that the students consider this seriously, keeping in mind the

unfair practices already mentioned and others, affecting not only em-
ployees, but customers:

( 1

)

Items are marked up to 100% of cost.

(2) Charge account applications ask for the employment history of the
husband only, making it impossible for a woman whose husband is a
student or unemployed to open a charge whether or not she is employed.

( 3) The manager is quoted as saying, "Everybody is a potential thief."
Coats are locked to hangers. A policeman was hired to watch employees
before the store opened and check our lunch bags as we left.

( 4) An employee is eligible for Blue Cross Blue Shield only if he/she is

the major source of income for the family. ( What person can support a
family on $1.85. ..or $2.00 per hour?)

(5) Employees have been denied raises and jobs that they were
promised when hired.

By boycotting Almy's you will show the management that the students
of Amherst will not tolerate these unethical business practices and that
they will have to change their policies in order to merit your patronage.

Diane Bernardin
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Elevator Ticket
This ticket entitles the bearer to the use of

University elevators.

Valid from September 4 until December 31, 1973

This ticket is non transferable and must be shown
to Elevator Operator upon entering.

The University reserves the right to revoke this

ticket and demand its return at any time.
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The Following CoursesAre In AdditionToThose Previously Listed

LING 290 and LING 700A: In-

troduction to Psycholinguistics.

Theoretical foundations,
methodology and experimental
techniques of psycholinquistics.

Emphasis will be placed on the

acquisition of language, child

language, linguistic universals and

learning and perceptual strategies.

TT 11.15 in Machmer W-25. In-

structor: Dr. Thomas Roeper.

COMLIT 101 A: The Function of

Literature in Our World:

Laughter and Survival. TTh 9: 30.

Instructor: Robert Steiner. A
selection of novels and plays in

which the world is seen as a

challenge to survival. Readings

from Aristophanes, Kafka,

Voltaire, Flaubert, Beckett.

COMLIT 101B: The Function of

Literature in Our World: Between

Time and Timbuktu. TTh 11:15.

Instructor: Therese Pasquale-

Maguire. The writer's attempt to

deal with the tyranny of time in

selected European and American

novels, including science fiction.

Readings from Proust, Woolf,

Faulkner, Vonnegut.

COMLIT 201. Modern European

Literature I: Confession and
Deception. MWF 11:15. In-

structor: Judith Maxwell. The
motives and effectiveness of the

artist's attempt to understand,

justify, or conceal a past through

fiction. Readings from Rousseau,

Goethe, Gide. Camus, Nabokov.
COMLIT 202: Modern European

Literature II: Crime and
Decadence. TTh 9:30. Instructor:

Knut Tarnowski. Analysis of the

individual who ceases to represent
his environment and becomes
merely functional in it, con-

sequently redefining himself in

contradiction to its values and
living on the borders of criminality

and decadence. Readings from
Dostoevsky, Kafka, Duerrenmatt,
Musil, Mann, Grass.

COMLIT 70DE: The Lyric from
Catullus to Petrarch. Instructor:

Elizabeth Martin. The lyric as

transformation of experience; its

narrative voices, and its imitation

of reality. Readings, in the original

or in translation, from the Latin

lyric poets, Dante, Petrarch, and
others. Prerequisite: a reading

knowledge of Latin or Italian.

COMLIT 700F: From Goethe to

Gide: Isesof the Past. M 1:25-

3:25, in Machmer 201. Instructor:

Warren Anderson. Responses to

classical literature in German,
English, and French writers of the

19th century; some attention to

earlier developments. Emphasis
on Goethe, read in the original or in

translation, and on the English

Romantics and Victorian; a

selection of French writers.

Prerequisite: a reading knowledge

of French or German.

CHINESE 290D: Art and

Literary Theories of Traditional

China. I. 11 will be taught by

Professor Richard Lynn. This will

be a survey of Chinese aesthetic

developments from earliest times

through the modern period and will

include both literary and art

criticism Discussion will focus on

the nature and function of the arts,

their roles in society, and their

Kngl/OIII :192. Chicano/Mexican

Culture - Mariano Trujillo ( grad.

student)

relationships with other modes of

thought and behavior. There are
no prerequisites.

JAPANESE 209: Introduction to

Japanese Civilization (I, II) will

be taught by Professor Yoshio
Ozawa. This will be a survey of all

aspects of Japanese life such as

food, dress, housing, work,
recreation, family and society,

festivals, religion, language,
thought, and wisdom of life. There
are no prerequisites.

Five College Courses
Last spring the Presidents and

the Chancellor approved a new
program of five college faculty

appointments to meet high priority

educational needs in the Valley.

Ms. Joyce Bailey, Assistant

Professor of Art, will offer four

courses in Latin American Art
History under the new program in

1973-74.

1. Pre-Columbian Art Survey.

The archeology and artistic

history of the high civilizations of

ancient North and South America
from the Pre-C lassie period
through the Spanish conqest. The
site plans, architectural and ar-

tistic remains from the ancient

cities of Olmec, Teotihuacan,
Toltec, Mixtec, Aztec, Maya,
Andean, Pueblo, and Eskimo
cultures. Special topics will be
patterns of conquest, iconography

without words, and development of

writing systems. Fall semester, at

Hampshire College, HA 161, T Th
1:30. AB 11, 16.

2. Text and Image In Pre-

Columbian Art. The earliest

communicative element in Pre-

Columbian Art was the image,

which served as the basis for the

late development of pictographic,

logographic and hieroglyphic

writing systems. The changing

relationship of text and image over

the centuries; glyphic and image

analyses. Each student will learn

to read Mayan calendrical

hieroglyphs, some non-calendrical

glyphs and methods for in-

terpretation of undeciphered

glyphs and images. Special topics

include: the role of Mayan women
as portrayed in Mayan painting;

Mayan sacred books and
mythology as textual sources for

painted scenes, and analysis of

costume and setting. Field trip to

Peabody Museum, Harvard
University. Fall semester at Mount

Holyoke College: Art 272f, T Th
10:30, 106B Art Building.

3. Survey of Latin American Art.

Colonial and contemporary Lating

American art with special em-

phasis on Mexico, Guatemala,
Nicaragua, Panama, Columbia,

Venezuela, Peru, Argentina,
Uruguay and Brazil. The colonial

extinction of Pre-Columbian
motifs and the contemporary
revival of these forms is one of the

problems considered. Special

topics deal with paintings as

historical documents, problems of

provincial art styles and the

development of national artistic

expressions. Spring semester.
Location to be announced, two
meetings per week.

4. The History and Development
of Graphics in Latin America.
Beginning with the conquest of the

New World, the varied uses of the

graphic media will be examined:
a) as an aid in proselytizing the

Indian population, b) as sources

for other works of art, c) as

illustrations for travel books, and
d) as social commentaries and in

some cases, the "voice" of

revolutions. Nationalistic and so-

called naive expressions in

graphics from Central and South

America will be presented in

surveying contemporary currents

in Latin American art. Spring
semester at Mount Holyoke
College. Two meetings per week.
Starting this fall, the

Deputies/Deans will receive
proposals for additional five

college appointments from
cooperating groups of departments
or interdisciplinary faculty and
students. At least three positions

will be supported each year. For
further information call the Office

of the Five College Coordinator,

256-8316.

The following is a list of South-

west Residential College "390"

Courses offered for three credits.

Enrollment priority for these
courses is given to students living

in Southwest. Students may
register for these courses in John
Adams Tower Lobby.

SW390D Seminar on Women T
Th 7-9:30 p.m., SWWC
SW390E The Image of Women in

Soviet Literature Wed, 7:30-10

p.m. SWWC
SW390F Southern Women

Writers Since the Civil War Wed, 7-

9:30 p.m. SWWC
SW390G Climbing the Walls TH,

10 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. SWWC
SW390H Images of Women in

American Drama 7:30-9:30 p.m.

SWWC
SW390I Black Woman, White

Woman 7-9:30 p.m. SWWC
(permission of instructors only)

SW390J Sex Differences; Myth
or Realitv? 7:30-10 p.m. SWWC

SW390K Biological and Cultural

Bases of Sex Difference. Tu-Th 4-

5:15 (tentative) SWWC (ten-

tative)

SW390L Comparative Approach

to African Ethnology Tu-Th, 1-2: 15

p.m. 5L Coolidge
SW390M The Black Image in the

White Mind Tu-Th, 4-5:15 p.m.,

19L Coolidge

SW390N Racial Images in

American Culture Tu-Th, 2:30-

3:45 JQA 12L

SW390P Masculinity in

American Society Tu. 7:30-10:00

SWRC
SW390Q The Life Crisis Tu-Th,

4-5:15 p.m. JQA 5L
SW390A River Survey ( 6 credits)

Tu 1-8 p.m. Tu Lab 1-4: 40 p.m., Th
9-10 a.m. Location To be arranged

by Professor (enrollment limited

to 6 students)

SW390B Latin America: An
Introduction M Wed at 2: 30 - 4 p.m.

12L Coolidge

SW390R Realization and
Responsibility: Coming of Age in

America Tu-Th, 1-2:15 p.m.

(limited to Coolidge Students)

SW390S Language in its Social

Context Tu-Th 9:30-10:45 a.m.

JQA 12L

SW390T History of the American
Environment Tu-Th at 11:15 to

12:30 p.m. JQA 12L

SW390U Modernism and Poetic

Literature Tu-Th 2:30-3:45 p.m.

Cance PL
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THE MOONLIGHTERS
Dancing under the Crystal Ball

Steak - Lobster - Prime Ribs of Roast Roof

Dinners served from 5 p.m. -9 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Sat. 5 p.m. -10: 30 p.m.

Cocktail bar open Mon Sat. 11 a.m. -12 p.m.

The Quonset Restaurant
Rte.9 HADLEY

253-9214

SW390V The Literary

Autobiography in France Tu-Th
2:30-3:45 p.m. Coolidge 12L

SW390W Chinese Revolution Tu-

Th 2:30-3:45 p.m. JQA 19L

SW390X Swahili, by announ-

cement
The Project-10 courses are open

to all Southwest and University

students on or after Friday, Sept.

7th. Register in the Project office,

1st floor Pierpont. Course
descriptions available.

PTEN 190A What it is to be

human
PTEN 190B The City

PTEN 190C Poverty & Affluence

in the USA
PTEN 190D Mysteries

PTEN 1901) Wives and Mothers

PTEN 190F Science Fiction &
Technology
PTEN 290A Art as a social

phenomenon
PTEN 290B The Russian

Revolution

PTEN 385A Independent Study 1-

6 Credits

PTEN 385B Independent Study 1-

6 Credits

PTEN 390A Literature of

Religious Communities
PTEN 390B The City

PTEN 390E Beyond Corporate
Capitalism

PTEN 390F Community Jour-

nalism
PTEN 390G Sociology of Higher

Education
(Continued on P. 9)

University Year for ACTION

Want h Ih*$ coll§§9 ....

wHho9t l$*¥i*§ coll$§§?

University Year for ACT ION offers you the chance

to work off-campus for one year, earning academic
credit, and a stipend.

See a UYA representative Monday to Friday, Sept.

6, on the Campus Center Concourse.

The .

un-dormitories.
Cfr.itotl -t.impuskmn - indoors jn< lout — aH-ithri <>t iwomcxl

i-in .ip.irimi-nt < <>i'i|)lf xfs, onlv minulfN Ja.iv In t .if Of bakl* IMim

•NmhffMi ollf«f ifci*nliiwnAmhefNiiirl m.iss rSow<K<«aptmK

.ipplu jtmn* tot NfpifmiM't

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
• <ourtfs\ huslol \1.ivn

.irui town

• I.J. J fx-cirm jpts

• hr.it & dir i onditionint;

• v\ jll-to-w.ill ( .itprhnv.

• jppli.HH cd kit( hens

• mjstrr T\ jntenrui

• laundry lat ilities

• p.ir kiny ( .irs & bikrs

• 1 svMinniinn pools with

>undr< ks

• 2 pro icnnis c ourts

• l.iwns tor sotthail,

inothall. hadminlon

RENT: FROM S18S

CAU41V25fe-*534

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-hcdrm apis

• hedt c» air < onditioninn

• roomy < loscts, storage

• wdll-to-wdll ( drpetinn

• masii'r TV antenna

• modern kite hens

• se!t-< leaning ovens

• ele<tn< ranges

• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwdshers/disposdls

• 2-door refrigerators

• laundry td< ilities

• swimming |mm>I

RENT: 4200 month

< utilities m< luded)

( All 41 WAS- Wife

Do you have

5 College

Registration

Frustration?

for answers about five

college registration

procedures, course

cancellations, etc. call:

256-8316
Thurs., Sept. 6

Wed.,S<^t. 12

10a.m. -4p.m.

New Physics Courses for Biological and Physical Science Majors:

MOLECULAR
BIO PHYSICS
Phvs. 290A Course No. 489539

Tues. Thurs. 11:15 - 12:35 H228

i)r. R. (, abler. 545-2497 or 0346

COMPUTATIONAL
TECHNIQUES
Phys. 290 Course No. 489482

Tues., Thurs. 1:00 - 2:15 H304

Prof. R. Kofler, 545-1941

Food Service Cuts Menu Choices
The student menu at the

University has undergone ex
tensive revision for fall semester in

response to rising food costs.

Students will be asked to choose
from a variety of options designed

to cut costs and maintain present

board rates

Until results of a student
referendum Sept. 19 are im-
plemented, meals will offer one
main course only, and a few
meatless lunches, though students

wiil be offered unlimited extra

helpings. These changes were
made after several meetings this

summer between Food Services

Director Joel M. Stoneham and the

Student Senate Rents and Fees
Committee.
According to Stoneham, "We

provided for a 10 per cent food cost

escalation in the semester food

budget of about $1.2 million; even
so, our budget cannot ac-
commodate the increase in food

costs expected this academic year.
To meet present and anticipated
food costs and"continue our normal
level of service, we would have had
to provide for a 30 per cent

escalation in food costs."

"Normal service" at the UMass
Dining Commons has meant giving
students three choices of main
course for lunch and dinner, as
well as a choice of two vegetables,
and a multi-selection of salads and
desserts. A normal meal might
feature cube steak or roast beef as
choices for the main course; and
occassional special meals would
feature sirloin steak or rib roast.

Students were offered unlimited
extra helpings.

That was last year. This year,
Food Services will be guided by the
student referendum vote in ad-

justing menus and service to stay
within the food budget, according
to Director Stoneham.
The student referendum will

offer a choice of at least two major
economy measures: a limited
choice of menu items, and a limit
on extra helpings. The Student
Rents and Fees Committee will
also receive student alternative
suggestions for inclusion in the
referendum.
Stoneham cautioned students

and parents not to worry about a
lack of food to feed the 10,000

More Course Listings
I'll \ 39011 Drugs and Society

PTEN :woi Thomas Merton
PTEN 390J Indian Civilization

PTEN WOK Learning Processes

PTEN :t90L Eden in New
England

PTEN 390M Modernism in

Poetic Literature

AFE 110 Struggle for Food and
Resources

CAMAC 104 Freshman Seminar
in the Humanities
HUM DEV 376 Seminar in

Alternative Family Styles

HUM DEV 391 Seminar in

Counseling the Adolescent

COMP LIT MM C Horror in Film
& Literature

HUMAN DEV 385 B Special
Problems I 1-6 cred)

There is also an opportunity for

interested students to do in-

dependent work with a visiting

Professor in Business and Social

Behavior.
The iollowing is the listing of

courses to be offered by Orchard
Hill Residential College this

semester. Fall '73.

The courses represent part of the

work of the Orchard Hill Summer
Committee, which compiles course

descriptions from both on and off-

campus people, and of the Orchard

Hill Ad Hoc Advisory Board
( composed of campus faculty and
students from the Summer
Committee appointed by Associate
Provost Woodbury) which did the
actual course approval and budget
allocation.

Although the courses are fewer
this semester than the forty-or-so

of previous years, they represent a
variety of subject areas.

If you have any questions con-
cerning the courses come in to 103

Field House, 9-5 p.m. all this week
and next. All courses are open with
the possible exception of those
cross-listed with departments.
(These courses have a quota of

openings for Hill students.) Hill

courses will only be cancelled if

enrollment is less than eight

students. Schedule numbers will be
available at the office at OH
Registration: Thursday. Sep-
tember fi, 9-12 and 2-5 p.m.
Students may also register through
next week.

mil 201, Interdisciplinary
Aesthetics - Ann Brentlinger, Gary
Tan-
OH I 202, Beyond Corporate

Capitalism - John Brentlinger
Olll 207. Survival on Earth

< Continued on P. 10)

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

University Food Services would like to

employ dependable people for warm
weather outdoor sales work. The ap-
proximate hours are from 9: 30 a.m. to 3: 30

p.m., Monday thru Friday. If you are in-

terested, please apply in person at the Cash
Operations office in Hampden Hall, week-
days 9: 30 a.m. to 3: 30 p.m.

students who pay for board. "We
do have food to feed our students,"
said Stoneham, "so regardless of

the economy measures we will

impliment, students will receive an
adequate and sufficient diet."

Comparing the food situation at

UMass to that in the average
home, Stoneham said the problems
are sometimes greater for UMass
because of the quantities of food

purchased. Also, he said, UMass
deals with the wholesale markets
which recently have been in-

creasing their prices more rapidly

than retail, so costs to UMass are
rising more "dramatically" than
for the average family.

UMass Food Service figures

show an increase of 35.5 per cent in

wholesale prices during the last 12

months.

Open 10-10, Mon. thru Sat.

3 Easy Charge Plans
Store Charge
Bank Americard
Master Charge

TM ( R)

UTILITY
22"W x 60"H

WARDROBE
22"W x 60 H

PLASTIC TOP
20 W x 36 H

O Regular
.7.98

CASH OR CHARGE • TAKEAWAY PRICES

All heavy
gauge steel.

Tan Hammer
Tone finish.

Our Regular
$24.98

66" H x 27" W
Wardrobe Cabinet

$ 19°8

All heavy
gauge steel.

Long life

construction.
2 shelves.
White enamel only.

Our
Regular

$7.98

SPECIAL

32 Inch High

Utility Cabinet

$g44

mountain rj^i
mrms man •^ *

^

FOR RENT FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS RIDE WANTED

irm . 3rd floor apt., f 110 mo. inc. stove

and refrig. 30 minutes from campus. Call

I -61 7-544-7 128.

tft/7

4 rm., 2nd floor apt., 1135 mo. inc. heat,

hot water, stove, refrig., washing
machine. 30 minutes from campus. Call 1-

617-544-7128.

t/9/7

I'uffion Village ApU. — available im-

mediately : 1 . 2 & 3 bedroom apts . C all 549-

0145 between 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
tf9/25

FOR SALE

Pioneer SX-770 stereo receiver w/2 KLH
17 speakers. 1275. Call Mark. 545-2093

days.

tn/12

(.ibson KH-n bass guitar #000fl7fi. mint

condition. 1350. Call Mark. 545-2093 Jays.

trim

Giant Tag Sale. Furniture only.

(Ktod used furniture, chairs, tables,

beds, rockers, and more. North on 116

past So. Deerfleld: first left after Mt.

Sugarloaf St.. follow signs. Sept. 8 and

9. If you pass the Shell Station you've

gone too far.
tf9/7

Kefrigerator for sale — excellent con-

dition, less than one year old. 150.00. Call

Jennifer. -'>fi-xiM after 5:00 p.m.
tf9/12

Kefrigerator for sale — good condition,

will deliver, (all Debbie at 256-8184.

tf9/10

Fine Dual 1019 turntable w/power base.

Shure V'15 improved, dust bug. Before
buying RSR or Garrard, check this out for

1 100. 549-3677. Sam.
tf»/IO

Tag/Bake Sale. Sept. 8. 9 — 4:30. 1m-

manuel Lutheran Church. 867 N. Pleasant

St., Amherst. Free coffee. Proceeds

btitefit organ fund.

tf9/7

5 cu. ft. refrigerator, ideal for dorm,
excellent condition. Call Bruce. 253-9656

after five.

tft/7

TV's — 19 in. BAH used. SM.M.
Call 253-2494.

tft/7

Big old ice box ( refrigerator ) . IS. L' pick

it up. 586-2490 after 4.

tft/7

AKC Samoyed puppies (pure white

Huskies). Beautiful, gentle sled dogs.

Reasonably priced. 253-7373. 256-8658.

tf9/14

PERSONAL
Beer. wine, papers, etc. (Jroceries. Inc..

Mexican foods. Montague Mini Mart.
Montague! enter. open 8a.m. until II p.m.
daily.

tf9/l8

Lonely bear seeks female to hibernate
with in Ml woods, wood heat, low income,
free rent. No obligations. 603-523-7050.

Rich.

tf9/l2

Problems » /child care? Join Child Care
Kxchange! An alternative to sitters, etc.

Infants - 8yrs. Further info call Joan. 586-

2224.

tfS/12

Mrs. Saxby — hope you are ready for the
start of another great year. Glad u r back.
143. Ralph J.

t/6

ENTERTAINMENT
All interested in joining Program

Council Movie Committee appear at SI

Ballroom at •> on Thurs. or Sun.

tf9/7

WimxU Allen goes "Bananas" Friday.

Sept. 7 iMahar) and Saturday. Sept. 8

SI Ballroom). 7: 00 -8: 30 - 10:00 - II: 30.

Both nights:

tf9/7

AUTOS FOR SALE
i'tt.'> Chev Nova. 4 dr.. 230 auto,

running <ond. (all 562-3060.

good

tfS/12

SERVICES
Pick-up truck for hire. Furniture and

appliances moved. Cheap rates. Call
Mitch. 665-3405.

tf9/l4

Morses boarded 10 minutes from cam-
pus. Box stalls, pasture, field jumping and
excellent trails. 253-7373.

tf9/!4

65 Mercedes 220-S. burgundy, black
interior, disc brakes, radial tires.

Blaupunk radio, well maintained. 11400.

Private. 549-0176 evenings.

tf9/)4

'66 Barracuda, excellent condition, new
tires. | good heart. Call 256-8208.

Dependable ride wanted from
Belchertown (enter area to I 'Mass in a.m.
and/or return in p.m. Hill gladly pay. 323-

7767 evenings.

tf9/7

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Yamaha 350 cc '71. good shape, new
chain & sprockets, also 2 helmets * chain

& lock. 1550. Call Dick. 549-6668.

tft/10

HELP WANTED
Part-time secretary. 20-25 hrs . mutt

have typing skill. Apply at Bus Garage.

Phone 545-0056. 5-2086.

tft/14

Self-starting advertising salesmen
needed part or full time. Must have car.

\pply Sportahout News, 183 N. Pleasant

St.. or call 586-0383.
tf9/!2

trs/io

Reliable solid '63 Ford Fairlai.t . *» 302 4

spd., no rust, no work, quick, economical.
Trade for VVV engine or 1X50. Call 549-1803.

Mike.
9/6

WANTED
Apt. wanted — Amherst area: I

bedroom or eff. for male grad.. $179 max.

(all and leave message, Craig. 253-9440.

tft/10
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Children 5 Theatre Groups
Receive $5000 Grant

Aided by a $5000 grant from the

Massachusetts Council on the Arts

and Humanities, the UMass
theatre department will begin a

special project in theatre for child

audiences and creative drama with

children this fall. Auditions for

interested students will be held the

week of Sept. 10.

The project, under the direction

of Carol Korty, director cf

children's theatre, will involve two
coordinating companies of

students, both working on
techniques of acting improvisation

and stage movement. One group
will concentrate on using drama
with children and will plan and
conduct weekly workshops in

Amherst and Springfield public

schools.

The second group or company
will work with Carol Korty to

develop a new participation

theatre piece for child audiences

around the theme of ways we
perceive ourselves and how our

feeling affect our perceptions. The
company will try out the script in

performance and revise it during

early December in preparation for

an extensive school tour during the

second semester. The students in

the performing company may
choose to finish at the end of the

semester or to continue through

the spring.

Academic credit will be given for

participation in either company, in

keeping with the department's new
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AMHERST

curriculum which will cover both

course material and practicum
experience through project work.

The child drama company will

meet Monday, Wednesday ard
Friday mornings from 9 to noon,

earning six credit hours. Members
of the performance company will

meet from three to four hours daily

( times to be arranged) , earning
from three to nine credit hours.

T he auditions beginning Sept. 10

will be for both companies, with
details on time and place available

from the theatre department, 401

Machmer, telephone 545-0385.

Interviews to discuss details will

be scheduled during the first week
of September by Carol Korty and
Anita Page, who may be reached
at 410 Machmer, 545-0998.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY

An Aquarian who was America's most

famius astrologer: Evangeline Adams.
The celebrated Miss Adams (1868-1932)

was a direct descendant of President John

Quincy Adams Born in Boston, she

eventually practiced astrology in New
York, with offices in Carnegie Hall, where
trekked the great and the near great, from

Caruso to Tallulah Bankhead. to have their

horoscopes interpreted by Evangeline
Adams J.P Morgan consulted her and so

did doctors and lawyers and Indian chiefs

And she once said of herself. "There is no

more enthusiastic believer in the stars than

Evangeline Adams of Carnegie Hall."
• • •

AKIES ( March 21 April 19) : What oc-

curs now is apt to have a lasting effect.

Know it and review position. Don't play

games with emotions — or security. Accent

is on where you stand, where you are going

and what you intend to do when you arrive.

Libra might figure in important way.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Highlight

independent stance Be creative. Shake off

tendency to procrastinate. Relative who

sings the blues should not be permitted to

restrict you. Experiment. Give full play to

intellectual curiosity Write, read and

stimulate learning process

GEMINI ( May 21 -June 20) : Your ability

to perceive, to judge, to know at a glance is

emphasized Some claim you have ESP
This is a lime when you can use ex-

trasensory aid Aquarian could challenge

One who holds money strings acts in puz-

zling manner Get answers — fast.

CANCER i June 21-July 22) :
Lie low

Forces tend to be scattered Avoid trying to

have a hand in everything Check signals

with Sagntanan Mate, partner figure

prominently You may not have freedom to

invest without first checking know it and

don't forget it

LEO i July 23-Aug 22): You must not

commit yourself in way that bridges are

burned Some persons who presently

disagree with you may eventually become

your staunch supporters Know it and act in

mature, compassionate manner Improve

relations with coworkers

VIRGO Aug 23-Sept 22) Affair of

heart may be on "troubled waters." Means
emotional responses could dominate logic.

Jealousy gets upper hand if you so permit.

Your desires are close to fulfillment. Don't

ruin chances by outbursts not becoming one

of your intelligence.

LIBRA < Sept. 23-Oct. 22) : Adjustment in

home area is indicated. Taurus person

could play important role Accent is on

decision involving property purchase or

sale Much also centers around luxury

items, products which make life more
comfortable, if not more beautiful.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Much ap-

pears elusive. You can't seem to pin people

down to definite commitment Key now is to

perceive, to be disciplined and patient while

wailing. Give yourself room — and lime —
lo revise First draft of document could be
riddled with misconceptions.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21):

Emphasis is on assets, deficits. You will

draw line — means you decide what you
need now as distinguished from what is

desired Taurus. Libra and Capricorn

persons are likely to play roles Take
precautions against loss of valuables.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Past
commitment makes "reappearance"
Your face responsibilities — could involve

partnership, marriage. Aries. Libra might

figure prominently. You can work your way
toward success goal but there are ob-

stacles Support comes from unusual

source.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): What
appears on obstacle could boomerang in

your favor Someone probably is working
behind scenes for your benefit Realize it

and keep the faith Leo might be involved

Secret could come to light. Have alter-

natives at hand
PISCES i Feb 19-March 20) : Friends

may air disputes. Maintain neutral stance.

One is authority appears argumentative

This condition is temporary Know it and
don't be too quick to pass judgment Money
situation is at crux of matter.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
have temper but you usually fight only

w hen you feel the cause is right

PEANUTS

B.C.

-Notices
DVP Meeting
Opening meeting for all DVP

members on Thursday, September 6

at 6:30 in C.C. 81115. See you there.

PE 100 Classes

PE 100 Classes will begin the week
of Monday, September 17.

Program Council

The movie committee welcomes its

members back to school, and needs
your help again this semester. If

possible, beat S.U.B. tonight at 6: 00.

Science of Creative Intelligence

1st color video tape of Maharishi &
introductory meeting of this

semester's SCI course, Thursday
eve., sept. 13 at 7: 30p.m. in 423 Tobin
Hall. Four University credits for this

course. See information center in

C.C. concourse, the SIMS office in

S.U.B. or call 549 6708.

Zoo 101

Zoology 101 Labs will begin on

Monday, September 10. Students are

to come to their assigned laboratory

equipped with dissecting kits and the

1973 edition of the laboratory manual.

Wanted
Alison Walker, Laredo, Jim Lane,

Michael Pearson, Seal Denning, Noel
Conley today at 5:00, Worcester
Rm., S.U.B. Porgram Council has
begun. Be there people! Committee
Heads only please.

' "

Chinese

NEW MENU
eat.n flmHERST'CHINESE FOOD takeout starts
62 Main Street. Amherst 253 7835 TODAY

Egg Rolls (2) $1-20

Barbecued Spare Ribs $1.75

Moo Shi Pork $3.25

Shrimp with Lobster Sauce $3.65

Over 100 Dishes on Our Menu
Hours: M.T.Th..l2-l0p.m.;Frl. Sat. , 1212p.m.; Sunday. 4-10p.m.; Closed Weds.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Aerilorm fluid

4 Athletic

groups
9 Mans

nickname
12 Mohammedan

name
13 Royal
14 Exist

15 Indulge to ex-
cess

17 Shot out sud-
denly

19 Anger
20 Attire

21 Depend on
23 Pronoun
24 Waistcoat
27 Employ
28 Stroke
29 More unusual
30 Pronoun
31 Obstruct
32 Nothing
33 Note of scale
34 Memoranda
36 Concealed
37 Policeman

(slang)

38 Blemish
39 Flying mammal
40 Walking stick
41 Substance
43 Container
44 Extras
46 Oar
49 River island

50 Locations
52 Ordinance
53 Man s name

(abbr

)

54 Extent
55 Organ of sight

DOWN

1 Opening
2 A state (abbr

)

3 Figure of

speech
4 Woody plant

5 Poetic word
6 Symbol for

silver

7 Title of

respect
8 Thick slice

9 Cake mix
10 Native metal
1

1

Article of fur-

niture

16 Lift with lever

18 Competitor
20 Strike

21 Bankrupts
22 Bar legally

23 Cut ot meat
25 Surgical

thread
26 Worthless ob-

ject

28 Dance step
29 Free of

31 Hinder
32 Insect egg
35 Vegetable
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36

37
39
40

42

Mans
nickname
Taper
Fundamental
Uncouth per-
son
Girls
nickname

43 Crate
44 Sink in middle
45 Bakers prod-

uct
46 Vigor (colloq.)

47 Deposit
48 Female sheep
51 Preposition

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
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More Courses, Cont. From Page 9
Luther Allen. Jay Stryker and
Tom Duston
OKI SM, Intro to Public Health

iron, a Third World Perspective) -

Robert Padgett i grad student >•

iHH aft. \utomated.\rt: Intro to

Math i especially recommended
lor ITEBS stiidents> - Jack
Lockhead grad student I

oill :ix.v\. Introduction to

( mmsHing Kathleen Keardon
spec grad •

Mill :is:,H. I'r.Hliciim in Juxenile

Delinquent) Lynn Nichols (Staff

member. MARY. Program, and
Susan Sherry I undergrad.

)

oill :ih.U . Practicum in In

di\idualiied Programming (enter
Anne Marie Flynn I undergrad

intern'

OKI MISD, Practicum at

Belchertoun State School - Skip

Miller Staff Psychologist. BSSt
Phil 2K/OTI :ix.>K. Marxism

John Brentlinger

Phil 2WA/OIII :W5K. American

Philosophy Prom a Feminist
Perspective - Ann Brentlinger
:ixx. Our Bodies Our Selves -

Kathleen Reardon I Spec. grad.

)

:im». History of Women in

America Isabel Arnold I Com-
munity Resource)
Kduc/OHI 3M, Issues in

American Kducation - Esla Scipio

i grad student)

Kduc/OHI HI, Social Foun-
dations of F;d. - Jerry Seeing (grad

student)

Kduc/OHI 393. Contemporary
Children's Literature - Wilesse
Commissiong
Kduc/OHI 394. Anthology of

African Xmerican Music
Reginald W jrkman ( Professional)
Kduc/OHI 395. Creative Writing
Eric (Monty) Beekman
Kduc/OHi 396. Women and Art -

Wilesse C immissiong, Janice
Adams, Kit Weinstein
Kngl/OHI 397. Society and

Literature - John Nelson

Edwards

Appointed to

I-M Staff

Earl W. Edwards, an advisor for

the Black Athletic Council, has

been appointed as a staff assistant-

lecturer of the Intramural office.

Edwards, 23, who received an

M.S. in Physical Education at

I! Mass last month, was selected

because the department "wanted
somebody from the minority

community to open up com-
munication channels with the

minority community."

In the past, there have been
some incidents of misun-
derstandings between participants

and amongst the participants

themselves. Two years ago, the

intramural basketball tournament
was cancelled when fighting broke

out between two teams.

Edwards has been active

working with the youth of New
York City. In the past few years,

he has been assistant supervisor of

both the Y.M.C.A. in Stroudsburg,

Pa., and the Neighborhood Youth

Corp of Staten Island, NY., and

the director of a day camp on

Staten Island.

Edwards received his associates

degree in liberal arts from Staten

Island Community College in 1970,

and his B.S. in physical education

from East Stroudsburg State

College in 1972 before receiving his

masters degree last month.

Edwards is married and lives on

Main St., in Amherst.

Erving Coming Soon
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.-The New York Nets' Julius Erving will go up

against his former teammates, the Virginia Squires, in an American
Basketball Association pre-season game at the Springfield Civic Center

on Saturday, Sept. 22 at 8 P.M.
Erving, the former UMass standout already acclaimed as one of the

top pro basketball players ever after two years with the Squires, went to

the Nets in August in a multi-million dollar deal that saw the Nets give up
All-Star forward George Carter for Squires reserve center Willie

Sojourner.

Known as "Doctor J," Erving will be operating in a New York line-up

that also features All-Star center Bill Paultz, Rookie-of-the-Year Brian

Taylor, Bill Melchionni and John Roche.
"When we scheduled this game, "said Squires coach-General

Manager Al Bianchi, "we did so with the intention of giving people in the

Western Mass. area a chance to see Julius perform as a pro.

"Fortunately for the fans they will still have that chance to see

the incredible things the guy does. But unfortunately for me I have got to

come up with a way to keep him from destroying us like he did to so many
other teams when he was wearing a Virginia uniform."

Sox Stop Orioles, 7-5
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Griffin reached base on an error off

Baltimore lefthander Mike Cuellar,

14-13.

The Red Sox later added four

more runs in the game-clinching

second-inning rally as Carl

Yastrzemski doubled home two

runs and Danny Cater and Carlton

Fisk added run-producing singles.

The uprising broke a 1-1 tie.

Cater has singled home a Boston

run in the first and the Orioles tied

it in the top of the second on Don
Bayler's ninth homer of the year.

The Orioles scored single runs in

the third on Earl Williams'
bouncer, in the fifth on Paul Blair's

homer, in the sixth on Andy
Etchebarren's double and in the

seventh on Baylor's base hit. Meret
left in the sixth inning in favor of

Bill Lee, who in turn was relieved

in the seventh by Bob Bolin.
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TONIGHT
Celebrate your return to U.Mass. and see

Slaughterhouse Five
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HILLEL
is alive and well

and living in the Student Union Rm. 302

SABBATH SERVICES

Friday, Sept. 7th

Kabbalat Shabbat (Welcoming the

Sabbath) 7:30 p.m.

Sabbath Morning
Sept. 8 9:30 p.m.

following the service there will be a

kiddush and a study group. We will

begin with The Sabbath by A.J.

Heschel ( Sabbath Services are held

in 105 C.C.)

CENTER FOR
JEWISH STUDIES

supplementing the Judaic Studies

Program. Courses relating to

existential and emotive aspects of

the Jewish experience. Courses will

be led by Rabbi Meir, director of

Hillel at UMass, other area Rabbis,

faculty, and students.

classes begin the week of September

17th. Details to be announced.

Hillel Resources

Library
browsing.

and periodicals for

HIGH HOLY DAY
SEMINARS AND SERVICES

A series emphasizing various

aspects of the holydays, featuring

faculty members and area Rabbis.

Sept. 16-25th

High Holyday Services will be held

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Dates and times will be announced.

Rabbi Meir is available to all Jewish

students for counseling and con-

versing.

PROGRAMS AND
ACTIVITIES

Israel Centered Programs
Information Center, Lecture Series,

Film Festival, Arab-Jewish
cooperation.

Activist Groups
Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry
Jews for Urban Justice

Jewish Peace Fellowship

Jewish Crafts

Arts festival

Israeli Folk Dancing
Choir

Sandal making
Challah baking

Social Services

Volunteer work in local institution

Reading for the blind; Work with the

aged; big brother and sister

tutoring.

Other Groups in Formation
Jewish Women's Caucus, Jewish

Liberation Project; Yaveneh-
Orthodox students; kosher eating

cooperative.
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I 1 UMass To Wait
On Proposed Ice

« *». #a

WHO KNOWS? It may not be the Year of the Minutemen. . .It mav not be the return to the Boardwalk
Bowl. ..There may not be a UMass victory over Holy Cross this Saturday. But, this could very well be the
year of Pennington.Peil Pennington, the 6-5, 210 lb. Senior quarterback of the UMass Minutemen
should have his best season ever this year.

By STEVE CROWE
So, you were expecting to find a

brand new ice facility when you

came back to school this fall? Well,

there's been a slight delay.

Last spring, Endevor Inc., the

private architectural firm from

Cambridge planning to build the

facility, had said they might

possibly start construction as early

as this fall. But the problem of

purchasing land has slowed
production down.

Mr. Gilbert Boro, the chief ar-

chitect of the firm, said, in July,

that they had not been able to come
to terms with the owners of the

land. He said that "all kinds of

offers had been made" to the

landowners, but no agreements
had been made.

It was not merely the idea of the

owners holding out for the most
money for their land that stood in

the way,, but also, according to

Boro, trio idea that many of the

landowners were not certain

whether or not they wanted to

break up their estates, which had
been in the family for so long.

As it looks now, said Boro,

construction of the ice facility will

begin in the spring of 1974 and be
completed in the fall of the same
year.

decided. "It will be somewhere
between 1500 and 4500; that's how
undecided we are," Boro said.

The problem with the number of
seats to build is that the cost of
adding 1500 seats is about the same
as adding another ice rink. En-
devor Inc. is debating whether it

would be more beneficial to add the
seating for spectators at UMass
hockey games or to build another

'

rink and sell more "ice time" to

the community.
Boro expressed disappointment

with the present way UMass
students are admitted to hockey
games. Students pay an athletic

fee of $15 per semester and are
admitted to athletic events free of

charge. Boro said that this system
of payment "is not advantageous"
to his business and "it offers no
inducement for building the extra
3,000 seats in the facility."

The University does not have an
ice facility of its own and there are
presently no plans whatsoever for

building one in either the near or

distant future. The hockey teams
have been using Amherst College's

Orr Rink in the past and will

continue to use it al least through
the coming season.

When (and if) built, the ice

facility would not be a UMass

Injuries Taking Toll

On UM Gridders
Injuries to key players are

beginning to hamper the UMass
football team which is getting
ready for their opening game
against Holy Cross this Saturday.
Peil Pennington and Ed McAleney
have both been sufferring from hip
pointers ( bruises) and Phil Roland
has had problems with the muscles
in his groin area.

These injuries appear to have
mended themselves but their are a
few deep scars left from the
departures of both running back
Rich Herman and linebacker Mike
McNiff
Herman has sufferred three

concussions in his past football
career «md it is known that McNiff

has had a personality conflict with
the coaching staff.

Their departures still mystify
members of the squad and the
press as both were leading seniors
on the defending Yankee Con-
ference champions.

While undergoing surgery over
the summer months John Healy
was found to be lacking one kidney
and will consequently be forced to

hang up his playing shoes and donn
coaching shoes to work with the
Freshman defensive backfield.
The loss of Healy is one of the
biggest holes in the defensive unit
that the coaching staff will be
forced to fill.

flaihj Qlollrqian

The facility will consist of two facility, but rather, a community
rinks. That is for certain. The facility. Ice time would be leased to

number of seats that will be built the University teams on a contract
into the arena is still far from being basis. The facility might also be

used for physical education
classes, intramurals, besides use
for hockey leagues in the com-
munity and open skating time for

the community. Boro also hinted

that the facility might even be used
by professional hockey teams
during training season.

Notice
There will be a baseball meeting
for all candidates on Monday,
September 10 at 4: 30 P.M. in room
249 Boyden.

SPORTS

Red Sox,

Birds, 5

7

BOSTON (AP) - Dwight Evans
sparked a six-run second inning
with a two-run homer, helping
undefeated Roger Moret win his

10th game in the boston Red Sox' 7-

5 victory over the Baltimore
Orioles Wednesday night.

The victory moved the second-
place Red Sox within four games of

front-running Baltimore in the
American League East race.
Evans blasted his ninth homer of

the baseball season after Doug

(Continued on P. 11)

OnlyA ScarRemains

From Crusader Raid
By MARTY KELLEY

Out of the Past-It was one of those cloudy days. . .You could start to see a
storm brewing. When it finally came, there wasn't much you could
say. Both teams were in the locker room. ..The field was empty accept
for cheerleaders playing on the goalpost. As you sipped your bourbon you
asked why. You could see the storm was but a block away.
And when the Minutemen returned to the field, it seemed it all had been

decided. The look on the kid's face told the story. John Jones was pretty
motionless. One Holy Cross C rusader took away his knee awhile ago. The
rest of the Jesuit sons took away the "gut" of the University of
Massachusetts football team. It was a day in Worcester not soon to be
forgotten.

Back in Amherst there was no ballyhoo that night. Up and down the
streets of this ugly city like the early ride of Revere it was told how
"State'' was denied at Fitton Field that afternoon. The names Metallo
Pennington, and Schubert, those irrepressible talents of Yankee Con-
erence fame I and soon to be Boardwalk gold) were reduced to but table That someone misspells quarterbacks Pennington's
laughter over a "Millers" or two...But their time will come. or will it? name. It's either Peil or Piel or Peel or Peal or Pele
Steve Schubert now gets $65 a game for a circus outfit called the New Pennington.

England Colonials out of Foxboro...Metallo borders Hank Stram's shit That Dick MacPherson introduces some football
list out of Kansas City ...And Pennington...Ah! He remains to bear the player, or players, at the Varsity M club, by calling
Holy Cross scar of a year hence...So does the left knee of captain Johnny him "a fine young man and a credit to the university"
JOneS. ..Don t think the rannnn that nut tho hla^lr x^nt»in ;„ « ...I i_i :_ n~A m ^b,^ o«~.„ u: I r »- i_;_ At ...

'

.

UMass Places 5

On Pre-season

Yan Con Poll

Peil Pennington, quarterback of

the UMass football team was
selected as the only unanimous
choice to the pre-season Yankee
Conference team.
Pennington as to be expected

was not the only Minuteman
selected to the team. Defensive
ends Ed McAleney and Tommy
Bradshaw were also cited along
with linebacker of the day at the

Boardwalk Bowl, Dennis Kiernan.
But unfortunately for the UMass
football program safety John
Healy was given an ambigous
honor.

Healy made the team but won't

The Affable Mentor' '
** able t0 nve up t0 the nonor ll

was found over the summer that he
had but one kidney functionablc, a
situation that the NCAA frowns
upon.

Dick MacPherson

Bill Ballou

I'm Willing To Bet

.

Despite the fact that every announcer who
broadcasts professional sporting contests of any kind
is trained to say, "on any given day, any team can
beat any other team," there are many things,

especially in UMass sports, that are totally predic-
table. Before May rolls around, I'm willing to bet:

Jones. Don't think the cannon that put the black captain in a wheelchair
won't go unheard...

And so you've done what most normal people have done.You've left the
Holy Cross game of a year gone by a statistic. You've put it out of your
mind. You went down to the NIT with Coach Jack Leaman ( basketball)
watched playoff contenders with Jack Caniff (hockey), Dick Garber
( lacrosse) and Dick Bergquist (baseball), went along with or without
your dope or your spouse, and left the epitaph of Fitton Field in Worcester
to the real fool who remem)>ers it well... the sportswriter.And althought
he didnt perform He remembers Worcester rather well...

•Well Marty, this is my fifth year of UMass sports and I was so cobbed I

could barely get out of that press box at Holy Cross", said Collegian
sportswriter Earle Barroll. "I had to listen to that Sports Information
Director up there cheerlead all afternoon long. It made me sick."
Earle, you're not alone The UMass football teams feels the same

way. The UMass-Holy Cross game this Saturday can't be
hypothesized... But you don't need a weatherman to forecast this one ...

and makes some kind reference to his mother and
daddy.
That some sportswriter refers to MacPherson as

"the affable mentor."
That all UMass football players keep their biceps

covered when Marty Kelleys in the locker room.
That the estimated attendance figures at Alumni

Stadium aren't entirely accurate.
That the Boston College newspapers persists in

making snide remarks about the "farmers" out in

Amherst, not remembering the trip to the woodshed
they took last November.
That the UMass hockey team finishes the season

playing in Amherst's Orr Rink with no hope for a
home of their own in sight

That more Providence fans than UMass fans show
up at the game in the Springfield Civic Center

January 17.

That hockey goalie Chick Rheault wins recognition
as the best goalie in New England while stopping
between 45-50 shots per game.
That wrestling continues its slow, but definite

climb into prominence as one of the leading spectator
sports at UMass.

That no one remembers, or mentions, that Elbert
Caraway coached UMass football from 1996 to 1940.

That the concession stands run out of hot dogs,
coffee, and everything except cold water when
there's more than 18,000 people in the stadium.
That Jack Canniff is the least quoted major sports

coach east of the Mississippi.

That Pat Keenan scores 25 goals for the Boston
Braves.

That the Stadium is never sold out.

That John Healy doesn't make the Yankee Con-
ference All-Conference team as predicted in a
pre-season poll ( if he could play that would have been
a pretty lousy bet)

That the 'ootball team has a difficult time with
Rutgers.

That the Boston Bruins not only don't win the
Stanley Cup. but barely make the playoffs. And if

they do win the Stanley Cup, someone sends me a
copy of this column with a package of salt attached.
That most of these predictions come true

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Tis better to remain
silent and be thought a
fool, than to speak out,

and remove all doubt.
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Office Moves To Student Union

Senate To Hear Exec Proposals
By FRAN BROCK

Submerged in disconnected wires,
confused phone connections and misplaced
records, furniture, and general
paraphernalia, the Student Senate officers
are preparing themselves for the new school
year.

The Student Senate offices were moved
during the summer from the basement of
the Campus Center to the second floor of the
Student Union.

The first Student Senate meeting of the
year will be Wednesday September 12 at
7:00 p.m. No formal agenda has been
written yet but there are quite a number of
reports to be given. The executive com-
mittee has been busy all summer working
on new proposals which they hope to have
passed by the Senate.

Working on proposals dealing with in-

ternal affairs was Treasurer Paul Hamel.
Primarily, he figured budgets, finished the
Capital Equipment Inventory, and collected
money from unpaid loans and bills owed to

the Senate.

A major proposal he was involved in dealt
with the expansion of the Student Senate
Lecture Notes into an entire print shop
operation. As of now, the shop is taking the
overload from the Print Shop in the Campus
Center. They hope to increase their services
though. According to Hamel, the Student
Senate Print Shop need not make as large a
profit as the Campus Center Print Shop. In
the long run, it should save the students
more money in the Student Activities tax
than the Campus Center Print Shop can
save in the Campus Center tax.

New additions to UMass include a couple
of new buses for the UMass Transit System
and a new car for the auto pool. Another
proposal deals with the book loan system for
students needing financial help to buy text
books.

Hamel said that all records of loans for

books were previously kept by the Campus
Center Store and as a result of confused

records, many loans were not paid back.
Under the newly proposed system, all loans
and records will be on computer controlled
by the R.S.O. Office.

Working on more external problems, SGA
President Nick Apostola helped develop
proposals for Policy Councils. Basically,
these would be student boards that would
supervise the assorted administrative
committees and offices such as housing,
food, parking, etc. As it stands right now,
according to Apostola, there are no students
with any power to legislate such things as
room and board. "It is time they (the
administration) take us more seriously,"
said Nick and he feels that with these Policy
Councils, the administration will have little

choice but to take the students more
seriously.

His proposal is being read now by the
administration and the Senate and Apostola
thinks it will be brought up for a vote
sometime in October.

Thought has also been given to new
Constitutional models. Some suggestions
have included a collective presidency. This
means that secretaries would be elected at

large, and serve as chairpersons over the

diverse service and administrative com-
mittees. Another idea was to have the senate
elected by the area governments, and to

generally reduce the size of the Senate.
One other suggestion was to elect

representatives to the Senate from the
different academic disciplines. This idea
was brought forth because of the desire to

decentralize the student government. The
hope is that the administration would deal
with area governments for all the non-
academic -policiesr^This would let the
Student Senate deal with more academic
issues.

Apostola agreed that none of these policies
have any strength without student support.
He plans intensive campaigns for senate
elections and referendum votes that will be
coming up in the near future.

Video Tapes Test Teaching

Some of My Best Friends Are helped get the semester off the

ground last night as they entertained in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

New Oasis Coming
To The C.C. Desert

By BRIAN COOK
The Hatch Bar, long considered necessary by the Campus Center

Board of Governors to relieve congestion in the Blue Wall, is overdue for

completion but is expected to be finished by this weekend. According to

Larry Ledoux, a Campus Center maintenance worker, all of the wiring is

essentially done and further construction awaits the arrival of operating
materials (beer taps, walk-in coolers, etc.). "It's like operating picnic

style now," Ledoux says.

According to Jim Lyndsey, Chairperson of the Board of Governors,
materials are being held up primarily because the Campus Center is

currently seeking out a new purchasing agent for them. In addition, bids

did not go out on time and delivery of some materials has been slow. The
money for the project is coming out of Campus Center services funds
which all students must pay.

"The extra bar is a good idea because it gives students an inexpensive
place to drink as part of their Campus Center services," Lyndsey noted.
Although there seems to be a great deal of local high schoolers and other
persons also using the campus bars, there has been nothing done to
prevent this, says Lyndsey "because few complaints have been
received." If such a need is called for in the future, a restriction to bar
admission on campus (such as a college I.D.) would probably be im-
posed.

Asked about the cover charge for bands, Lyndsey replied that he feels

there should not be one since it discourages those who might want to come
in for just one or two drinks and leave.

By SHARON HUGHES
Despite the bad reputation

electronic surveillance has
received recently, the University

employs it in a novel way-to-

improve teaching skills.

Portable video units taped the

summer classes of 18 volunteer

professors on the premise that

watching oneself is the best way to

change behavior.

The taping is just one project of

the Clinic to Improve University

Teaching at UMass. Financed by a
$590,000 grant in 1972 from the

Kellogg Foundation, the Clinic also

trains diagnosticians to help
faculty recognize their teaching
strengths and weaknesses.
Clinic Director Michael A.

Melnick says traditional methods
of evaluation provide critiques

from students but do not offer

suggestions for improvement. The
Clinic offers resources for im-
provement through faculty/staff

consultation.

It has a fulltime staff of 28-30

including a full-time computer
programmer, grad students,
diagnosticians and 4 senior staff

members
Grad students who are usually

from the Department of Education
perform day to day work directed

toward setting a goal for the

diagnostician.

The diagnosticians help faculty

members identify particular in-

structional strengths and
weaknesses, develop teaching
improvement strategies, and
implement those strategies. They
usually come to the Clinic with
experience as teachers or working
with teachers, and also undergo
training in the use of the "Clinic

process".

The Clinic process begins with a
faculty/diagnostician consultation

to define the instructor's course
objectives. Once the objectives are
clear, the process of collecting

data begins. Data collecting

sources include video tapes,

classroom observations, in-

terviews with teachers, interviews

with students, and a student
questionnaire.

Of these sources, the student

questionnaire called Student
Centered Analysis of Teaching
(SCAT) is highly valued. SCAT
consists of 31 statements
describing teaching behavior
taken from research sources and
the teaching experience of the

staff. Students indicate if their

instructor's performance is

satisfactory or in need of im-

provement.
After SCAT is analyzed by

computer, a two stage process
begins. First the instructor
reviews the computer data by
himself then both instructor and
diagnostician evalute the data.
Together they decide which
teaching skills the instructor will

work toward improving.
Improvement strategies such as

portable video units are im-
plemented. In the case of video
tapes, the units are placed in the
classroom by the graduate
students. That afternoon the tape
is shown in the Clinic and
evaluated by the instructor and the
diagnostician. If the instructor
consents, students may attend.

The process continus with an
evaluation of the instructor's and
diagnostician's efforts. During a
final interview, the instructor is

asked for a written and oral

evaluation of the Clinic process.

Dr. Melnick said the Clinic

definition of an effective instructor

is based on three criterion:
opinions of necessary skills, logical

goals (setting course objectives)

and a great reliance on research.

During the first year, the Clinic

concentrated on developing
teaching improvement strategies

and training diagnosticians. The
Clinic now has 10-12 diagnosticians

and is expanding its services to the
Umass faculty during its second
year ( 1973-1974). In its third year,
it will continue to expand service to

UMass and disseminate the results

to other universities.

The Clinic evolved from
Melnick's dissertation at UMass,
"The Development and Analysis of

a Clinic to Improve University
Teaching". Melnick said he saw a
need for the Clinic as an un-

dergraduate al UMass.

Big Screamin' McGrew provided the background for good times in

the Hatch last night.
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People-Old And New-
Make UMass What It Is

By BILL BALLOU
They straggle in, at one time or another passing through the

campus center, and the first day the unfamiliar faces outnumber
the familiar ones and you wonder if of all the people you've ever
known up here you're the only one left.

But daily more old friends return and by the first day of classes it

becomes easy to tell freshmen and upperclassmen apart simply by
the way they breathe.

The people are what you look for, because, after all, it's the
people who make UMass the haven for insanity and cure-all for

same that it is.

Those whose last words in May were full of the most contempt
and hatred for UMass are the ones who are happiest to be back. As
miserable as a UMie's existence may be, the existence outside the
confines of the School of Education and Fearing St. is im-
measurably worse.

Since I've been here there's always a new building going up, and
the face of the campus has changed considerably thanks to the new
library and the Fine Arts Center. They will become landmarks to

those who see them for the first time as part of the campus, but for

three-quarters of the population the landmarks will be the same as
they were the year before and the buildings they spend most of
their day in won't nave changed.
Two words though, are common to every able throated person on

campus. Blue and Wall. And those two words are sure to be included
in any sentence uttered by anyone just arriving.

Some will ask "Is it open?" Others, the new arrivals, will ask
"Where is it?" It won't take long before they have the route down
pat.

All those living in dorms have another thing in common, and
though they might wish it was one cross they didn't have to bear,
they can't escape from the Dining Commons.
At first he food isn't bad, for, in the excitement of trying to figure

out what the deuce is going on, one tends to neglect his stomach.
Unfortunately you're forced to remember all too soon and the

grease and the gravy and the stale hot dog rolls become a focal
point of dorm humor and criticism.

Breakfasts are bleary-eyed, lunches rushed, and dinner crowded.
The music coming from the loudspeakers is usually terrible, but
still the DC is the center of area-wide social activity and the best
place on campus to do some serious girl-watching.
As bad as the DC food may be, the whole dining commons ex-

perience is a pleasant one when compared with the machines. The
machines will rip you off as often as you get what you want, and
offer you a sore toe as the only satisfaction for your efforts to regain
your money. Once in a while one will break and give you anything
you want, but the bonanza won't last long.

At first all there were were coke and milk and candy machines.
You'd spend 15 cents and satisfy a simple urge. Now the urges are
more sophisticated and the machines more- varied. Besides
confections you can have rolling papers or birth control.
Enjoy the fall. It's the least rainy, cold, muddy, and entirely

horrible season of the year. And perhaps it's the only time of the
year people like being at UMass.
At least until they've been away for a while.
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296 Feet Of New Library

Is Ready And Waiting
By ED GORMAN '

The world's tallest library

opened June 26 and is awaiting the

onslaught of the 25,000 students,

professors, and administrators
whom it will serve. The new
library is expected to be used 25

per cent more thap Gbodell
Library.

The library will house the

combined libraries of Goodell,

SBA, School of Education, and
Landscape Architecture; a total of

over 800,000 books and periodicals.

Bay State West in Springfield is

the only taller building In Western
Mass measuring 370 feet. The new
library is 2% feet tall! It was
designed by Edward Durrell Stone,

was build to accomodate 1,600,000

books and cost $16,8000,000 to

complete. That figure includes the

$850,000 spent on equipment.
The building is air conditioned so

no windows can be opened. Pets
are not allowed in the building and
as a fire precaution, smoking has
been restricted to level 5.

Coin operated typewriters and
duplicating machines are
available, Micro-film can be read
and copied.

The lower level is used for

consultation and also serves as the

home of the Kennedy Memorial
Browsing collection. A reference
service area, the college catalogue
collection and the micro-film
reading area are also on the lower
level.

The first floor is primarily an
information center. There is also a
circulation desk but it offers only
limited service as there is a cir-

culation department upstairs.

The second floor is the "Hub of

Activity" according to Gordon
Fretwell, Associate Director of

Public Services. This is the main
section for circulation and reserve
reading.

The subsequent floors are
divided into a three category
pattern. One floor is a shelving
area with individual study tables

seating 56 people. The next floor is

a study area with two large study

sections and four smaller study

rooms. This floor also has two

rooms geared for the handicapp 1.

The study floors are able to seat

about 84 people. The third floor in

this sequence is a shelving floor.

The sequence repeats six times

throughout the remaining floors
except for levels 25 and 26. Level 25
is used for rare books and
University Archives and level 26 is

used for meetings pertaining to

library business.

The elevators do not go to each
floor but stop at three floor

tervals.
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Recruiter Predicts New Draft

Bender, Corn-
Coast Guard,
an in-service

the manpower

ByMIKEKNEELAND
Nearly six months have passed

since the draft was ended and
many military recruiters believe
it's simply a matter of time before
it's reinstated.

Admiral C.R.
mandant of the

recently said in

communique that

shortage in his service could soon
become critical if the recruiting
situation did not improve.
Many Coast Guard commanding

officers are already complaining
that they have too few men to

properly operate their shore
stations.

The Coast Guard, which has in

the past enjoyed a long waiting list

for recruits, has particularly felt

the effects of no draft. Men
assigned to recruiting stations are
hard-pressed to fill their monthly
quotas.

"All we're asking you to do is get
out there and bust your ass for
recruits," a district headquarters
procurement officer told a new
recruiter reporting to the Wor-
cester office.

Under such pressure, recruiters
are accepting men they would have
rejected during the draft -and still

some stations are only filling half
their quotas.

The Coast Guard Personnel
Manual states that recruiters must
not sacrifice quality for quantity.
"But how can we practice selective
recruiting when we have little to

After the Game

select from?" a Worcester
recruiter asked.

The Coast Guard's advertising

budget has increased somewhat,
but the service is relying mainly on
the salesmanship abilities of its

men to attract recruits. One new
program offers a 72-hour liberty

pass to any Coast Guardsman,
other than a recruiter, who is

CHEQUERS
Frank Dougherty

JOIN IS

responsible for the enlistment of a
man.
"What they're asking us to do," a

New York City Coast Guard Petty
Officer said, "is to 'sell out' our
civilian friends for a lousy three-

day pass."

The Coast Guard is not the only
service experiencing recruiting

Continued on Page 14
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Moratorium On Towing

Unstickered Cars Safe Until Next Week
By MAKKB. CITRON

The university Police announced a moratorium on towing unstickered
cars until sometime next week.
Dave Johnston, Director of Security for the University, explained that

the police cannot begin enforcing the new parking regulations until
stickers are issued. He said that beginning early next week the police will
check with the parking office to see if decals for lots have been issued.
"Once the assigning of lots is complete," Johnston said, "then we'll

begin enforcement - possibly late next week."
Johnston said that alternative parking will be provided at the Stadium

for those who have no stickers and will be a "sanctuary" for parking. He
felt that this, plus 200 new metered parking places to be added onto the 240
meters already in place would provide parking for unstickered cars.
The easing of parking regulations for the beginning of school confusion

is also being followed by the Amherst Police. Towing regulations there
will not be enforced until the morning of Sept. 10, with Eastman Lane
singled out as a spot to be strictly enforced.
Amherst Towing is under contract to perform all the towing services on

a by order only basis. The chargesare $15 fordaytime towing, $20for night
and $3 a day storage.

Johnston said the registration period this year has been "a little

smoother than last year." He said the entire force is out - 37 officers and
38 guards - mostly dealing with traffic related problems.
A T.V. theft from Gorman dorm and a "substantial" loss of money

from Hampden dining commons were cited by Johnston as the only major
crimes. The stolen T.V. has been recovered and three students arrested
and charged with the theft. They have been released on $10 bond. The loss
of money from Hampden is undergoing what Johnston calls a "thorough"
investigation.

OH Committee Reports
Recommendations

By BRIAN COOK
The Committee on Orchard Hill and Residential Colleges has

recommended that "an interim director of the OH Residential Program
have full responsibility and authority over all aspects of the OH
Residential Program. He would work effectively with the
Administration, the Faculty senate and Orchard Hill students."
Committee chairman leigh Short stressed the function of an interim

director following the controversy of last spring when four Orchard Hill

staff members were notified by UMass administration officials that their
contracts would be terminated or they would be reassigned off the Hill.

A Residential College Review Committee was designed to provide
recommendations concerning the future of residential colleges at UMass
and, in particular, recommendations relative to Orchard Hill. Below is

the final summary of the committee's recommendations:
-The concept of a residential college has not been sufficiently developed

on this campus, therefore a Residential Program should be developed at
Orchard Hill within a two year period designed to develop and define the
academic goals of the OH program, develop procedures to obtain the
necessary faculty and staff to implement such goals, and secure the
appropriate University governing bodies' approval of these goals and the
means to implement them.
Specific recommendations to accomplish this were also given in the

report as follows:

-An Interim Director of the OH Residential Program should be ap-
pointed by the Vice Chancellor and the Provost for a term not to exceed
two years. He should have full responsibility and authority over all

aspects of the OH Residential Program and be assisted by three staff

assistants.

-Wherever possible, regular faculty (instead of T.A.'s) should teach
courses and develop programs at Orchard Hill.

-A Personnel Committee and a Curriculum Committee should be
established at Orchard Hill to report to and and advise the Director on the
performance of faculty and professional staff and on the development of
academic programs.
-An OH advisory board should be created to advise the Interim Director

and the Vice Chancellor on the educational and environmental quality of
Orchard Hill, to represent the interests of the OH community, to review
and assess OH programs, and to assist in the recruitment of faculty for
Orchard Hill.

-The current positions of Preceptor and Head of Residence should be
merged into one new position under the title of Resident Advisor.

-Additional classroom space should be made available at OH.
-Further residential-based academic programs should not be at-

tempted in the near future due to lack of well defined goals and scarce
funds.

Although there was no systematic personnel performance evaluation
by the committee, there was a recommendation to Drs. Gage and
Woodbury for restaffing as being "necessary for successful im-
plementation of structural and organizational changes. .

." No specific
stall members on Orchard Hill were named however.
Presently, Heads of Residence Steven Stoia of Webster House and

Dwight Middleton of Dickinson House still retain their positions despite
notices of reassignment from the administration last Spring. Asst. Head
of Academic Affairs Allen Davis has had his contract renewed and Area
Director Jim West is also getting his renewed despite indications to the
contrary last Spring.

A report from this past summer's re-evaluation committee will be
available soon and may shed further light on what concrete action, if any,
is to be taken concerning the Orchard Hill Residential College.

Steaming in afternoon traffic is bad enough,
park!

Wait 'til she tries to find a place to

Records Witheld
BOSTON (AP) The

Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination withheld
statistics that showed its poor
performance record, says a former
public information officer for the
agency.

Elizabeth Holden, who was fired

from the commission, also has
filed a complaint with the Federal
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission saying she was
discriminated against because she
is black and a woman.
She said among the reasons she

was fired was that she threatened
to release some 1972 statistics.

They show, she said Wednesday,
that of 1,286 cases closed that year,
only 69 were found in favor of the
complainants.
The commission said its 1972

annual report still is not printed for

distribution.

Commissioner Francis Lynch
branded as "nonsense" her
statements about the dispute over
releasing the statistics. He said
those figures were unreliable.

An aide to Gov. Francis W.
Sargent said Miss Holden was
discharged because she "per-
formed unsatisfactorily and was
making unauthorized statements
on behalf of the commissioners."

Do you want to make it?

come to the
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Lower Level — Student Union Bldg.
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SATS.— 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

TOOLS** INSTRUCTION** SUPPLIES
for
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* * • *
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THE MOONLIGHTERS
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In The Nation And The World
From Three Directions

Rebels Move In On Phnom Penh
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) — Communist-led rebels Thursday

launched what the Cambodian command described as a general of-
fensive against the country's third largest city, pressing in from three
directions.

Khmer Rouge infiltrators were reported to have penetrated to central
Kompong Cham.
Col. Am Rong, chiefspokesman for the command, said a small number

of infiltrators were still lodged in the southwestern residential sector of
the city by dusk, but all other attack by rebel troops had been repulsed.
He said the attacks were the heaviest since the siege of Kompong

Cham, located 47 miles northeast of Phnom Penh, began some three
weeks ago.

Am Rong said drives by the rebels came from the south and west and
from an area north of the airport, located about three miles north of the
city.

On another front, Communist-led forces cut Phnom Penh's road to rice-
nch Battambang Province, thus blocking the second of the capital's two
main food supply routes.

Phnom Penh's second vital highway connecting it to the country's only
deepwater seaport of Kompong Som, remained closed for the 12th con-
secutive day.

Krogh Pleads Innocent

In Ellsberg Burglary
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Former White House aide Egil Krogh Jr.

pleaded innocent to the burglary of the office of Daniel Ellsberg's
psychiatrist Thursday. He said he believes the activities of the un-
dercover White House "plumbers squad" were a mistake and that he
regrets them.
Krogh was one of four former White House aides named in the four-

count indictment, which was made public at the arraignment. Also
named were Krogh's former boss, John D. Ehrlichman, David Young and
convicted Watergate conspirator G. Gordon Liddy.
Ehrlichman, who was President Nixon's chief adviser for domestic

affairs, has sent word he will surrender next Tuesday, the deadline set by
the judge for voluntary appearances.
The indictment named four other men as coconspirators in the

California break-in, but those four were not indicted. They were
Watergate conspirators E. Howard Hunt and Bernard Barker, and two
Cuban nationals, Eugenio Martinez and Felipe DeDiego.
Krogh, who had previously refused to speak out, said he had decided to

talk publicly on "my relation, or lack thereof, to the special unit that was i

formed in 1971 by the President.
"I distinctly feel now that the decision that was made in 1971 to go

forward with the covert operation was a mistake," Krogh told reporters
outside the courtroom where he entered his plea on charges of burglary,
conspiracy and solicitation to commit burglary.
He was the first of four former White House aides to surrender on grand

jury indictments issued this week.
"I felt it was a mistake immediately thereafter when details of its

execution were presented to me," Krogh said, apparently referring to the
Sept. 3, 1971 break-in in Beverly Hills, Calif.

"I havesome real regrets over what has taken place in terms of injuring
innocent persons."
However, he added, "At the time in 1971 when this job was presented to

me as something of extraordinary national importance, I understood it

was fully authorized and lawful."
The tall, square-jawed Krogh. once close adviser assistant to John D.

Ehrlichman, stood solemnly before Superior Court Judge James G. Kolts
as he entered his plea of innocent. He nodded and answered "yes sir"
when Kolts asked if he understood his constitutional rights.
Then he walked into a hallway where a throng of reporters awaited.

Although declining to answer questions, he delivered his statement and
indicated that one of his legal defenses when he came to trial will be that
he was told the break-in was for an "urgent security purpose."

Nixon Holds Forth
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( P) — President
Nixon chatted Thursday on the

wisdom of back surgery, the

economic status of farmers and the

possibility that efforts to curb
rising food prices may be showing
some success.

Nixon turned a routine photo-

taking session in his office into a
wide-ranging discussion with
Secretary of the Treasury George
P. Shultz, chief economic adviser
Herbert Stein and a handful of

reporters. Nixon had also held a
news conference the day before.

Pointing to a sheet of farm
commodity prices Shultz had
brought him, Nixon noted that

current cash prices for soybeans
and corn are below levels that will

be reflected in a bleak wholesale

price report to be made public

Friday.
Speaking of administration ef-

forts to increase farm production,

Nixon said, "Our approach in

terms of getting supplies up may
be beginning to bear some fruit."

In one of several displays of

humor, however, Nixon noted that

inasmuch as the administration

always discounts the significance

of one month of bad economic
statistics, it perhaps should not
make too much of a week of good
figures.

And even with the cash price of a
bushel of soybeans down to $7
Wednesday, from more than $10.26
less than a month ago, the
President urged that no tears be
shed for farm operators.

ANG SNOUL, Cambodia, FAMILY WEEPS— A Cambodian woman and her son weep in Ang Snoul
over the body of a government soldier killed last week in fighting to reopen Highway 4 west of Phnom
Penh. The 10-day attempt to open the highway was dropped Tuesday but the Cambodian command
announced it had a new strategy and said fresh troops would be moved in Wednesday.

Guards Taken
JOLIET. III. (AP) -Six to eight

guards were taken hostage today
at Stateville Penitentiary by a
group of about 150 inmates, the
Illinois Department of Corrections
said.

A spokesman for the department
said the inmates took the hostages
as the convicts were returning to
their cellhouse from their noon
meal.
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*We have a complete line of
architectural & drafting equipment

.Art supplies for professionals, semipros
& students

• Experienced picture framing

'We can fil any artistic need with
quality service & equipment

233 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST

New Physics Courses for Biological and Physical Science Majors:

MOLECULAR
BIO PHYSICS
Phys. 290A Course No. 489539

Tues, Thim. 11:15 - 12:35 H228

Dr. R. Gabler, 545-2497 or 0346

COMPUTATIONAL
TECHNIQUES
Phys. 290 Course No. 489482

Tues., Thurs. 1:00 - 2:15 H304

Prof. R. Kofler, 545-1941
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MIAMI. FLA..-SCHOOL DAZE SHUFFLE-Gary Alioto. 6, of
Miami is reluctantly pulled toward his first grade class as he began
school today for the first time in his life. And from the position of his
feet. Gary didn't want any part of the school.

House OKs Raise

In Amtrak Loans
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House voted 357-37 Thursday to hike

Amtrak's loan guarantee level to $250 million and set a $107.3 million
ceiling on federal funds for government-backed passenger train service
during this fiscal year.
The financial aid legislation also authorizes auto-ferry service and

grants a restricted power of eminent domain. It restructures Amtrak's
board of directors to give consumers more representation, and allows
passenger trains preference over freight trains except in emergencies

In addition, the b J,
l requires Amtrak to start at least one experimental

train a year, calls for the Interstate Commerce Commission to consider
the quality of service in determining Amtrak compensation to railroads
and provides procedures for Amtrak to operate trains at faster speeds'
A similar measure passed earlier by the Senate would put the loan

guarantee level at $500 million — compared to the current figure of $200
million — and would set a $135 million ceiling on federal funds this fiscal
year. If the Senate refuses to accept the House-passed version, a
congressional conference panel would try to reach a compromise.
Amtrak, formally known as the National Railroad Passenger Corp

was set up under a 1970 law and began operating in May 1971 through a
government-backed effort to save intercity passenger services along
specific corridors.

In a key action prior to final passage, the House approved an amend-
ment extending, until July 1, 1974 the time Amtrak must provide service
over its basic system before it can seek to discontinue a specific run.

Official Hits Race Quota
WASHINGTON < AP)-The Pentagon's top minority affairs officer said

today no matter how many blacks join the Army, he'll oppose any racial
quotas for military enlistments.
H. Minton Francis said it is the responsibility of the American public,

not the Defense Department, if minority representation in the military
services far outstrips that in other areas of society.
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GOP Leaders Urge Action
On Nixon Proposals

By FRANKCORMIER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) -President Nixon believes
Congress should remain in session until the end of the
year, if necessary, to act on his priority proposals,
Republican congressional leaders said today.
Following up on Wednesday's news conference at

which he accused the Democratic-controlled
Congress of compiling a "very disappointing'' record
in handling his legislative ideas, Nixon met for more
than two hours today with Republican congressional
chiefs.

Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott later told
reporters that Nixon said Congress should not ad-
journ before acting on seven energy proposals and
bills in the area of natural resources, housing,
education, community development and trade.

"We should stay here until the end of this calendar
year if necessary"

' and work a six-day week if

needed, said House Republican leader Gerald Ford.
Meanwhile, the Democratic leaders of Congress

issued a joint statement rejecting Nixon's claim that
Congress has turned in a disappointing performance.
They said Congress has already enacted more than

100 laws this year, including wage-price control
extension, Social Security benefit increases, ex-
panded services for the elderly, extension of "12
health care programs the administration wanted to
terminate'' a big farm bill, a highway bill with a
provision for mass transit and a minimum wage bill
Nixon has said he will veto.
Nixon is preparing a new State of the Union

message in an effort to break loose administration-
sponsored legislation.

PARIS ( AP) -Saudi Arabian
Ambassador Sheik Moham-
med Ali Reza (right) stands
next to group of helmeted
policemen outside Saudi
Arabian Embassy in Paris
after three gunmen-claiming
membership in a Palestinian
splinter group took at least 5

hostages and demanded an
aircraft to fly them and their

prisoners to an unnamed Arab
capital. (AP Wirephoto)

Vt. Retuses Birds
MONTPELIER. Vt. (AP) - Fish

and Game Commissioner Edward
Kehoe said Thursday no permits
would be issued for importing
game birds into Vermont while a
threat of equine encephalitis
existed in New England.
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UMW Head Bovle Charged With

Arrested In Yablonski Case
BySUSAN J. REIMER
Associated Press Writer

PITTSBURGH. Pa. (API — Former United Mine Workers President

W.A. "Tony" Boyle was charged with murder and arrested Thursday in

the Yablonski family slayings.

Almost simultaneously, the deposed union chieftain and hand-picked

heir of the late John L. Lewis also was indicted on federal conspiracy

charges stemming from the case.

The developments climaxed 31/2 years of arrests and trials which
followed the murders ofUMW insurgent Joseph A. "Jock" Yablonski and
Habltnski's wife and daughter in nearby Clarksville, Pa., on New Year's

Eve, 1969.

The charges were handed up here and in Washington, Pa., on the basis

of disclosures from William J. Turnblazer, 52, a middle-level UMW of-

ficial who was quoted by investigators as saying Boyle instigated the

murder plot.

Like Boyle, Turnblazer was charged both with murder at the state

level and with conspiracy by a federal grand jury here. He pleaded guilty

to the federal conspiracy charge at once, and publicly acknowledged his

role in the case.

Boyle was arrested in Washington, D.C., shortly after the conspiracy

indictment was returned.

"I don't know what it's all about," Boyle told newsmen as he was
escorted by FBI agents to a waiting car. He made no other statement, but

previously has denied any knowledge of the killings.

Later, Boyle was taken before U.S. Magistrate Arthur Burnett. The
government agreed to set bond at $50,000 and postpone until Sept. 25 a

hearing on Boyle's removal to Pennsylvania. Boyle posted bond and was
released.

Boyle's attorney, Plato Cacheris, told newsmen Boyle had no idea an
arrest would be coming Thursday.

If convicted on either the state or federal charges. Boyle could be
sentenced to life in prison.

Joseph Yablonski Jr., the slain Yablonski's son, witnessed the arrest

and told newsmen afterward: "We've waited a long time."
The state murder charges were in two warrants filed in Washington

County Court, the county in which the Yablonskis resided.

The warrants were accompanied by an affidavit from a Pennsylvania
state trooper who said Turnblazer told him Boyle "instigated and
initiated" the Yablonski murder plot in mid- 1969.

~Official Say's Oil Cut-Off
Would Force Rationing

A government oil expert who
declined identification told a

newsman it would be difficult bo

buy substitute oil anywhere in a

world market already marked by

heavy demand.
"Everybody is running just flat

out," he said. "There is very little

spare capacity."

But Nixon has already sent in

motion a speed-up of federal

leasing of offshore petroleum
tracts. Also, higher foreign oil

prices could stimulate develop-

ment of domestic oil fields whose
exploitation has been unattractive

under previous market-price
conditions.

By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
United States would have to start

rationing petroleum products if the

Arab states cut off oil deliveries to

this country, a high-ranking

energy official said Thursday.
But the official, Charles J.

DiBona, said there was no
evidence so far that any such oil

cut-off was threatened.

Last weekend Libya nationalized

51 per cent of all the foreign oil

companies operating there, and
King Feisal of Saudi Arabia is

believed to favor using oil as a way
of influencing U. S. policy toward
Israel.

Libya also announced a stiff

price increase of more than $1 per
barrel.

In a news conference Wed-
nesday, President Nixon warned
that if Arab oil states continued to

increase prices and expropriate

property "the inevitable result is

that they will lose their markets
and other sources will be
developed."

It was not clear what those other

souces might be.
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Boyle: Lewis Protege

. . . Arrests

Follow 3V2 Years

Of Arrests

Bv ROBERT A. DOBKIN
AP Labor Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — William Anthony Boyle labored toughly, some
say ruthlessly, from the coal fields of Montana to the presidency of the

United Mine Workers of America.

Thursday the one-time protege of the legendary John L. Lewis stood

accused of having a hand in the 1969 murder of the first man to make a
serious bid to take it all away from him, Joseph A. "Jock" Yablonski.

Boyle's path from the coal mine, to the executive suite and finally to

obscure retirement has lately led him to many a courtroom — first in

repeated challenges to his leadership of the rich union, and now, in

retirement, to appeal of a five-year prison sentence for misusing union

funds.

Boyle, 68, has often called for the "whole truth" about the murders of

Yablonski, his wife and daughter. "We are confident that the truth alone

can clear our union of any taint of guilt," he has said.

His nickname, "Tony," with no other identification, popped up early in

#
the investigation of the murders when one of the defendants, Claude E.

And TriCllS Vealey, said a man he knew only as Tony paid him $5,200 for the killings.

Boyle steadfastly has maintained his innocence.

The son of an Irish immigrant father who had traded the mines of^^^^^^^^^^^ Scotland for the soft coal seams of the American West, Boyle was born in

a Montana coal camp in 1904.

He quickly found himself adept at the intricacies of union politics and
by 1940 was president of the UMW's Montana District, Lewis tapped him
as an assistant in 1948 and Boyle's apprenticeship at the top began.
Boyle worked quietly in Lewis' shadow until the late labor leader

retired in 1960. Boyle then moved up to the vice presidency under ailing

president Thomas Kennedy.
Kennedy's death in January 1963 brought Boyle the presidency.
Yablonski challenged Boyle for the leadership of the rich union in 1969,

it was a bitter campaign in which Boyle and his colleagues were accused
of plundering the union treasury, of running a dictatorship and colluding
with the coal operators.
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All Reported Safe

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Jetliner, Hostages Land In Kuwait
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A Syrian jetliner carrying five Palestinian
gunmen and six Arab hostages they seized
at the Saudi Arabian Embassy in Paris
landed in the Persian Gulf sheikdom of
Kuwait early today.
The Israeli state radio said the plane was

refused permission to land in several other
Mideast countries, including Libya, where a
Japanese jet was blown up by its Palestinian
hijackers July 24.

The Kuwait Foreign Ministry confirmed
the landing of the Syrian Arab Airlines
Caravelle jet after a flight of nearly 3,500
miles, including a refueling stop in Cairo.

The ministry said there were six hostages
on board.

The Syrian Arab News Agency said all

persons aboard were reported to be safe
after the flight from Paris, where the
gunmen held the Arabs and other hostages
in the embassy for 27 hours, threatening to
kill them if they did not receive safe passage
out of the country.

The Kuwaiti interior minister, Saad al

Abdullah, rushed to the airport to negotiate
with the Palestinians. The Kuwait daily Al
Siyassah said he boarded the aircraft.

The jet was reported ringed by armored

cars and Kuwaiti troops. Other planes on the
tarmac were towed out of the area.
The aircraft was provided to the gunmen

by President Hafez Assad of Syria, who said
he wanted to help end the incident
peacefully. On the flight from Cairo to
Kuwait, the plane passed over Damascus
where Gen. Naji Jamil, the Surian air
defense commander, tried to coax the
gunmen and the plane down. After a 24-

minute conversation that took place while
the plane circled overhead, the gunmen
broke off and headed the aircraft to Kuwait.

The French government, which backed

down on its earlier stand not to let the
terrorists go unless they surrendered their
weapons, gave them safe passage once they
freed two French women who had been
threatened with death at the barricaded
embassy building.

The terrorists seemed to have realized
virtually all their original demands.
The police at Le Bourget airport said

there were five gunmen on the Syrian Arab
Airlines Caravelle jetliner and five or six
hostages. Airport officials gave the number
of hostages as four; the French government
radio and Paris' afternoon newspapers also
had conflicting figures.
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PARIS, ( AP) -Policemen transporting man who was wounded as he jumped out of window of Saudi
Arabian Embassy after three gunmen claiming membership in a Palestinian splinter group took at least
5 hostages in the Embassy today and demanded an aircraft to fly them and their prisoners to an un-
named Arab capital.

Analysis:
By HOLDER JENSEN
Associated Press Writer

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - The
Arab gunmen who flew to Cairo
with hostages after holding up in

the Saudi Arabian Embassy in

Paris have again demonstrated the
splintering of the Palestine
liberation movement and the
waning control of its established
leadership.

It is the fourth unsanctioned
guerrilla operation this year by
individuals or grcaps variously
branded by the Palestine
Liberation Organization umbrella
body as "outlaws," "renegades"
and "suspicious elements working
to undermine the revolution."

It is the second time this year
that Saudi Arabia has become a

victim of the movement it helps

finance up to the tune of $20 million

a year. Palestinian leaders are
only too well aware of the

budgetary implications in

angering the Saudis.

Officially, Saudi Arabia con-

tributes at least $2 \ 2 million a year
to the umbrella organization.
Another larger unspecified amount
to the Al Fatah guerrilla group,
plus all the revenue from a 5 per
cent income tax imposed on an
estimated 35,000 Palestinians
working in Saudi Arabia. The tax

alone amounts to $15 million a

year.

ATTENTION

University Food Services would like to

employ dependable people for work in its

Snack Bars and AAunchys Stores. If you are

interested, please apply with the manager of

the snack bar you would like to work at or

apply in person at the Cash Operations of-

fice, Hampden Hall weekdays 9:30 a.m. to

3:30 p.m.

Sale!
AIR-FORCE TYPE

Hooded

snorkle

coats

Do you have

5 College

Registration

Frustration?

for answers about five

college registration

procedures/ course
cancellations/ etc. call:

256-8316
Thurs./ Sept. 6

Wed./ Sept. 12

10a.m. -4p.m.
.

•

regularly

now only

The U.S. Air Force started it all! Then it spread — like wildfire
- so that now everyone wants a Snorkle Coat. And we have
them! Heavyweight wind and rain-proof outershell, polyester
filled orange quilted lining and such features as 4 pockets,
inside zipper, button front plus a quilted lined hood with
simulated wolf fur trim. Unbeatable for warmth and sure
protection against rain and snow. Your choice of navy and
olive. Sizes S, M, L.

Open 10a.m.- 10p.m. Dally
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The Textbook Annex, of the Minuteman Mercantile, will pay 50% for your used

book if it is currently being used this semester.

Even if it is not being used, our wholesaler will pay you up to 30% for all of your other books

(their prices are determined on a nationwide supply/demand basis).

So bring your used books in and get some extra cash.

This year, for your convenience, we will be

buying in 3 locations:

SOUTHWEST Hampden Commons
Sept. 10-14 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m

NORTHEAST Basement of Knowlton
Sept. 11, 12, & 13 6 p.m. -9 p.m.

TEXTBOOK ANNEX 2S "u 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Hti$: SM$*t 1.9. r$i*ir§4 hr $K mi book *t**mtio*$.

.-..«....

Asks Hike To $1.95

NixonVetoes $2MinimumWage
ByBILLNEIKIRK

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -President

Nixon vetoed a bill Thursday to

raise the federal minimum wage to

$2 an hour and called on Congress
to pass a new, and less extensive,
minimum wage bill this year.

In a veto message, Nixon said
the measure approved by Congress
"would unfortunately do far more
harm than good. It would cause
unemployment. It is inflationary

and it hurts those who can least

afford it."

The House scheduled a vote Sept.

19 on a motion to override the veto.

The President said that fairness

and decency require that the

minimum wage rate, now at $1.60

an hour, be increased this year.
He said the bill supported by the

administration would increase the
minimum wage for most nonfarm
workers to $1.90 immediately and
then to $2.30 over the next three
years.

The bill approved by Congress
would have boosted the minimum
wage to $2.20 next July 1 and also

bring seven million new workers
under the program. About 49.5

million workers are covered now.
The veto is expected to be upheld

by the House. The measure passed
there by a vote of 253 to 152. less

than the required two-thirds
margin needed to reject a veto. The

Nixon Appeals Order
On Tapes Release

By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon asked a federal appeals court
Thursday to lift a lower court order requiring him to turn over secret
White House tape recordings of conversations related to the Watergate
investigation.

Nixon's attorneys asked the U.S. Circuit Court to order U.S. District

Court Judge John J. Sirica to vacate his order last week demanding the
tapes for his private inspection.

In a related matter, Sirica gave the White House extra time to file an
answer to a separate lawsuit in which the Senate Watergate committee is

seeking access to the tapes.

Sirica rejected the committee's request that action on that case be
speeded up, saying he "is determined not to be rushed into a half-baked

job."

There are two separate legal actions centering on the tapes, one
brought by special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox an the other by
the Senate committee.
Sirica had ruled in the Cox case that Nixon must turn over the tapes to

him in order for the judge to determine if portions could be submitted to

the Watergate grand jury.

Nixon's lawyers told the appeals court that decision "is clearly

erroneous and beyond the power of the judicial branch in that it purports
to subject the President of the United States to compulsory process for

acts performed in his official capacity."

Nixon has contended throughout the historic debate that the courts
have no jurisdiction to force disclosure of private communications bet-

ween the President and his advisers.

Sirica ruled, however, that the grand jury was entitled to information
bearing on criminal investigations.

Senator Hughes Retiring
By VAL GLEN CORLEY
Associated Press Writer

DES MOINES. Iowa (AP) - Sen. Harold Hughes, once a contender for
president, says that when his term expires he'll become an unsalaried
religious lay worker devoted "to the work of God."
The Iowa Democrat said Thursday that when his term ends in January

1975, he will begin working with the Fellowship Foundation of
Washington, D.C., and the International Christian Leadership, which he
called "associations of brothers working together."

"Rightly or wrongly, I believe I can move people through a spiritual

approach more effectively than I have been able to achieve through the
polictical approach," Hughes, 51, said.

Iowa Democrats and Republicans expected him to seek re-election for

a second Senate term. The decision was bound to spark wholesale
rethinking of political plans by potential candidates in both political

parties.

"I've been working with them on a volunteer basis for several years,"
the former three-term Iowa governor said of the two foundations.

Hughes was an early candidate for the 1972 Democratic presidential

nomination and later Sen. Edmund Muskie's campaign manager. He was
instrumental this summer in forcing the disclosure by the Pentagon of

secret Cambodia bombings.
The first-term seanator said he had considered his decision and "have

prayed about it and talked to my family about it" for two years.

THE PEOPLE'S

MARKET
will open soon!

The market has some job openings.

If interested, drop off your own application

at the People's Market, in the Student Union.

margin was 62 to 28 in the Senate.
When Nixon announced his in-

tention to veto, it resulted in im-
mediate sharp criticism from
labor leaders.

Nixon said his economic advisers
tell him that signing the bill would
have caused a significant decline
in employment opportunities for

those effected. He again called for

a provision that would set the
minimum wage for teen-agers at a
lower level, saying this would help
increase job opportunities for the
young.

Classical Guitar
Lessons Offered

Class and private lessons in classical guitar will be taught this fall by
Kevin Collins as part of the expanded offerings of the Preparatory
Division of the Department of Music at UMass.

Collins is in his final year at Hartt College of Music and is writing a
book on teaching classical guitar technique. After graduation he plans a
career as a concert performer.
The Preparatory Division of the Department of Music offers

specialized instruction for qualified junior and senior high school
students. In addition to private instruction in guitar, piano, voice, strings,
brasses, woodwinds and percussion, there will also be class instruction in

recorder, basic musicianship, piano and music literature.

Information is available from Preparatory Division, Department of
Music, Division of Continuing Education, 920 Campus Center, UMass
Amherst 01002.

It goes toyourhead
Have TheNew York Times delivered on campus

Contact

Campus News Agency

P.O. Box 788

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
545-0485

Mon-Fri

Fall Term
$6.40

Full Year

$13.00

SOUND
IDEAS

. . . the alternative audio store. . .

is still the only alternative

LOOK FOR YOURSELF!

at

1COOK PLACE (in the Alley)

Look for Sound Ideas flyer.
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MANAGING EDITOR
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Undergraduate newspaper of the University of Massachusetts. The
Staff is responsible for its content and no faculty member or ad-
ministrators read it for accuracy or approval prior to publication.
Unsigned editorials represent ttM view of this paper. They do not

necessarily reflect the views of the faculty, administration, or student
body as a whole. Signed editorials, columns, reviews, cartoons, and
letters represent the personal views of the authors.
The Collegian subscribes to the Associated Press and the Liberation

News Service. Publication of their material does not constitute en-
dorsement.

"You won't have Nixon to kick

around any more, because, gen-

tlemen, this is my last press

ortcr'H-c'?", the future President

saio in ii#>2. Vhe passage of time

has demonstrated the folly of

trying to be dramatic about
oneself, although in the man's
defense, he still doesn't like press

conferences very much. People

who retire from the entertainment

field, such as Frank Sinatra, or

from elective politics, such as

Richard Nixon and Eugene
McCarthy, find it harder to have
themselves taken seriously upon
their return. Often they wish they

hadn't been so public, or so

positive, in their earlier

pronouncements of finality.

One day last spring, while
recovering from the hysteria with

which Don Glickstein bid adieu to

his Collegian podium. I realized

that, at that moment, it might be
wise for me to follow suit, to burn
my bridges, and insure my own
exile from these melancholy
pages. Undergraduate
editorializing is an occupation in

Bob Estelle

CutThe Red China Connection
The date is 1949. Mao Tse-tung's Communist forces

overthrow those of Chiang Kai-shek and take over the

mainland of China. Chiang sets up a republic on the

island Taiwan. Prosperity reigns, even in 1972 but...

The date is 1972. President Nixon travels to China
and starts diplomatic relations with Mao's regime.
The United Nations then ousts Taiwan and admits the
Red Chinese.

These two events are considered atrocious.

Chairman Mao is nothing more than an overglorified
butcher. These events betray the free people of

Taiwan. They are used to it. It has happened before.

These days, Patricia Hurley (daughter of Patrick
Hurley, our last ambassador to Mainland China) is

making a nationwide tour telling her late father's

story. It seems as though Ambassador Hurley was
doing all he could to help Chiang's forces. But this

was hampered by Secretary of States Dean Acheson
and George Marshall in their "negotiations". I put
quotes around negotiations because all they did was
help Mao. But the thing that hurt Ambassador Hurley
the most was that two of his employees, John C.
Vincent and John S. Service, were doing all they
could to help the Communists. He fired those two and
sent them home. But when they returned, they were
appointed as Hurley's superiors. The ambassador
was so upset that he resigned. Shortly afterward, the
Communists took over.

It is well known what kind of a regime Chairman
Mao runs. He has run the most opressive dictatorship
known to the modern world. And Nixon has the gall to

try and estaWinh dinlomatic relations with this

butcher while ignoring Free China, a nation that

wants to be friends with the United States.

Nixon says he can establish world peace by being
friendly with Red China. I say he cannot. That is,

unless his definition of peace is absolutely no
resistance to communism. The only way we can
really enjoy peace is to defeat the communist enemy.
You cannot defeat an enemy by negotiating with

them. That's suicide, especially with the com-
munists. History has shown that.

What about trade? I'll tell you about trade. Red
China has only one crop they can trade-HEROIN!
Several refugees have testified about this. But
Congress has ignored this.

It is my feeling that Nixon wants to overthrow the
Nationalists because of the heavy blow it would have
on the anti-Communist cause. Setting up diplomatic
relations with the Reds is the first step. If we are to

truly have peace in this world, the communists must
be defeated. There can be no other way because the
commies will not permit it. And yet our government
is hell bent on establishing "friendly" relations with
the Red Chinese. If you deplore this treachery to the
anti-communist cause, I urge you deplore this

treachery to the anti-communist cause, I urge you to

write your Congressman and senators and tell them
how you feel. For if enough pressure is put on the

Federal Government, we can stop this treachery and
Cut The Red China Connection.

Bob Estelle is a Collegian Columnist.
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which there is danger of com-

placency. I have never met anyone

who does not on occasion enjoy an

audience. An audience originally

was a hearing; it has come to

connote a group of people who all

pay some degree of attention to

someone else or some thing. If

there is one thing that charac-

terizes a writer, it is that he or she

could not attract a sufficient

audience by means of oral com-

munication alone. The lucky

person who is content with

speaking to whomever wishes to

speak to her or him never involves

himself or herself with this

business of publication, which is

after all simply making one's

words public. The public may best

be defined as everyone other than

the people one knows. I believe

much of the trouble on our planet

can be traced to the willingness of

potentates and public com-
municants to accept the notion of a

public. I once quoted on the pages

my former roommate to the effect

that no one should be allowed to kill

anyone without first sitting down to

talk for six hours. Obviously, the

relationship of American bombs
and Cambodian civilians did not

meet this requirement. By this

same logic, I am not sure I should

lay my trip on anyone else, or that I

should be writing these words
today after foreswearing this

practice with good reason just four

months ago, "in public."

At the time that I did so, I did not

feel myself to be in possession of

any particular truth or truths so

important as to require their

massive circulation. Perhaps I am
wrong now, but I have altered that

view somewhat in recent days, as I

have prepared myself to leave

everything that has ever been
familiar.

I am leaving Amherst to explore
the world in which I live. I am no
less a fool than anyone else, but at

present I am under the illusion that

I have discovered the way in which
I should live. My adoption of this

way is not complete as yet, but it

seems that now is the time to find

out if it is correct.

One week ago I came here to say
good-bye to many of the people
with whom I share mutual af-

fection. During the often frenetic,

sometimes painfully tedious, five

years I have spent here, there have
been many people I would want to

see before going far away. In the

process of looking for them, I have
stumbled across something which I

would like to share with my
friends, my readers whom I never
met, and with anyone else who is

not offended by my presumption.
Without resorting to other

people's words, I would explain
that I have discovered the wonders
of harmony and simplicity. Quiet
examination of certain key
questions has led me to the con-
clusion that the only purpose of an
individual life is to enjoy the time
he or she has. To do this, one needs
only to refrain from doing anything
one does not wish to do.

Western civilization was founded
on the principle that one should
delay gratification. Sigmund
Freud or Herbert Marcuse, among
others, have explained this more
thoroughly than I could ever hope
to, but savings accounts and
football practic demonstrate this

quite well. When Western
civilization goes, it will probably
take all homo sapiens with it. Its

effect on people has been dismal

;

R. O. Laing is respected for
pointing out that insanity is only
normal. The average American,
for example, is unhealthy, men-
tally and physically, and mentally
and physically is all there really is.

The principle problem I see
people experiencing is tension.

People hurry, people worry, and by
doing both we damage our
organism. We have learned about
psychosomatic and somapsychotic
illness, and it is apparent that the
mind and the body are partners in

all things.

The Athenian philosophers spoke
of a sound mind in a sound body.
The principle is simple. If either
your mind or your body is asked to

do too much or too little, it is

damaged. If proper care is taken,
both will remain healthy longer.

If one learns to live har-
moniously with oneself, I believe
one can also live in harmony with
our world. Tearing apart a Mac-
donald's hamburger is treating

one's stomach as an adversary.
Recent attempts in their ad-
vertising show the "makers" of

Alka-Seltzer equating submarine
sandwiches with everything, and
Alka-Seltzer, as the yin and yang of

your stomach. Such a price to pay
in order to get back to where one
began

!

•

Many of my acquaintances,
myself included, have often
shuddered at the thought of a long
life. There are many, many people
on death trips. I thank the twisted

wreck of a 1961 VolksWagon for

teaching me the value of life. I

thank my hippie friends for
teaching me the means to enjoy
life. That means, I believe, is to

maintain a fairly placid
equilibrium as much as possible.

When I was suicidal, my joy was
mitigated by the knowledge that

eventually, again and again and
again, I was going to bum out. Only
recently did it occur to me that

the imaginary middle ground could
be peaceful and fertile. I shall be
testing this notion as I travel

around at whatever pace my mind
and body take me.

It is a measure of the chaos in

which I have lived that I cannot
remember everyone I know I

would like to see. This is a disap-

pointment which I hope will be
relieved somewhat by writing this

goodbye. I have only one other
disappointment at this time.
Something compels me to confess
it here.

There is one thing which I hoped
would happen which as I leave has
not. In the past year I have offered
myself as an instrument of hap-
piness to someone who is

desperately unhappy. The per-

sistence and unkindness with
which she has rejected my various
gestures has hurt me deeply, but
her unwillingness to work her way
out of herself has hurt me more. I

leave without either having suc-
ceeded or failed, and it has a bitter

taste to it. Perhaps more than I

wish it for everyone else, I wish her
happiness, and I wish that
someday, she may think of me and
feel kindly as she does so.

With this admittedly major
exception, I leave you as a happy
man, and I hope all of you who
know me will find peace

Ed Bryant was a Collegian
columnist who left Amherst Sept. 4
to tour the world.

Editorial Staff Meeting

Monday, Sept. 10, 7:30 p.m.

Collegian Office

New Members Welcome

Editorial Points
This would be one hell of a

place if it weren't for one thing
Classes.

* * *

Here's one easy way to spot a
freshman -he's the one who
asks if there's anything good
for dinner at the dining com-
mons.

You know it's a freshman if

you ask him where he lives and
he says "Southwest
Residential College".

* • *

And you can tell he's a senior

if he's selling his "Rhetoric of

\o" for a dime.

Letters To The Editor

Hang The Fucking Creep

To The Editor:

The People's judiciary com-
mittee, made up of 33 people from
all social classes in proportion to

their per cent of the population, has
just handed down its decision of

guilty as charged of blatantly

deceiving the American public

while holding the highest political

office in the land.

The committee's rationale was
that it is high time that an example
is set for all politicans and business
leaders to be alarmed that
deceitfulness and corruption are no
longer high premium moral values
in this perverse country. Upon this

note and raising with the massive
wave of discontent over the
president's handling and in-

volvement of Watergate, the
chairperson sentenced Nixon, the
fucking creep, to be hung until

dead in a public performance.

The official statement to the
press by the Peoph's Judiciary
Committee stated the need to bring
the enormous amount of white
collar crime in America to a halt
saying "the nation's junkies may
be beating out some citizens of
their wallets and purses or be
breaking into their homes and
offices and get a few hundred
dollars which is not a threat to the
basic political-social structure of
the country but this ripping off of
billions of dollars every year by
our nations political and business
leaders by allowing political

contributions to buy favors, tax
loop holes to exist, price fixing by
monopoly capitalists, false ad-
vertising, trusts and monopolies to

continue and all other surreptitious
and deceitful activities at high
levels is destroying the shakey
foundations which this country has
been built on."

AH members of Congress will rw»

invited as well as all state

governors and legislators plus the

presidents and board members of

the 500 largest corporations. The
major T.V. networks will show this

necessary performance nation-

wide on prime time viewing while

the radio networks will carry the

sounds of this historical event.

George McGovern has been
elected by popular mandate to be

chief executioner at the

ceremonies.

Ted Pietras

"Cambodia, a small country of seven million people, has

been a neutral nation since the Geneva Agreement of

1954." President Nixon, April 30. 1370

"Prior to May 1970, B-52 strikes occurred In border

areas between Cambodia and South Vietnam. . . . These
air operations across the border (in Cambodia) had been
conducted for some period of time and were fully author-

ized." ' Defense Secretary James A. Schlesinger,

July J6\ 1973
• • •

"Whoever, within the United States, knowingly begins

. . . any military or naval expedition or enterprise to be
carried on from thence against the territory or dominion
of any foreign prince or state . . . or people with whom
the United States is at peace, shall be fined not more than
$3,000 or imprisoned not more than three years, or bojth."

Title 18. United States Code. Sect 960

"It two or more persons within the jurisdiction of the
United States conspire to injure or destroy specific prop-

erty situated within a foreign country ... with which the
United States is at peace . . . each of the parties to the
conspiracy shall be fined not more than $5,000 or im-
prisoned not more than three years, or both."

Title 18, United States Code. Sect. 956

Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3J includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

Hillel

Correspondence Wanted
To The Editor:

I am presently serving a prison term of 25 years to life. I am 25 years
old and am seeking to get together with anyone wishing to maintain a
correspondence relationship with me. I seek to meet new people of my
own age or no younger than 18, and to learn about life in other states.
Whether you be a resident of non-resident student, I would like to hear
from you. If you are desirous of corresponding with me, then please
answer when you have the opportunity. Before I can reply to your letters,
there will be short delay, while the prison authorities send you a
correspondent form to fill out. Please be patient! Thank you.

Charles Ventura T -28100

Attica Correctional Facility

Box 149

Attica, New York 14011

't^'TacMson
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To The Editor:

In the Back to School Edition you
described Hillel as "The Jewish
religious organization on campus
promoting and sponsoring ac-
tivities some having to do with
Judaism (Sept. 4th, 5th, 1973, p.

65). There are several errors in

this statement which I feel com-
pelled to correct.

Hillel is not a "religious"
organization in the common un-
derstanding of the term religious.

Similarly, Judaism is not a religion

in the sense that Christianity is a
religion.

The Jews are a people and their

civilization is termed Judaism.
Hillel is the focus for the Jewish
community at UMass. Our
program is a function of the in-

terestsand concerns of all Jewswho
see themselves as a part of the

Jewish community.
All means all! -religious (in its

various expressions), agnostic,
culturalist, Zionist, yiddishist,

activist, radical, socialist, etc. All

Jews may find a focus for their

lives in Hillel.

I invite the Jewish community to

visit our center (S.U.302) to browse
in our library, sip coffee, or just

talk.

Rabbi Aryeh Meir
Hillel Director and

Chaplain to Jewish Students
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Water

;

Oysters
"it is apparent that something

other than temperature is a factor

in determining good growing
conditions."

Two above-ground pools were

built to grow algae, which was then

added to the cultivating tanks "to

feed the shellfish at a level com-

mensurate with the metabolic

requirements at the elevated

temperatures."
By 1972, Foster was bringing

Larger
By PAT SHERLOCK

Associated Press Writer

WISCASSET, Maine (AP)-

Heated water discharged from

power generating stations such as

atomic energy plants may help

solve the world's food problem.

A marine biologist in Wiscasset

has nearly doubled the size of

oysters in their first year of life by

cultivating them in the heated

water.

"Using oysters spawned now, we quahogs and soft shell clams from

5IT Y Or WAM^nmc i ^ »

Seafood Destroyed By
AnticholeraTeam

can attain a year's growth by next

June, when the growing season

normally begins, and get a second

year's growth started in that first

year," said Walter S. Foster, a

biological consultant.

With the same process, Foster,

who is working under contract to

the Maine Sea & Shore Fisheries

Department, has also doubled the

length of soft shell clams and has

extended by several months the

normal summer growing cycle of

other shellfish species.

His experiments are conducted

at a field laboratory he set up in

1969 at the mouth of the Sheepscot

inch-long seeds to market size

within 12 months. The clams in the

algae-enriched heated water

doubled in length, a-ding as much

as 44 millimeters to their size,

while clams in unheated ocean

water average a 13-millimeter

growth.

Last August, the end of the

growing season in this climate,

Foster placed 4,000 oysters

weighing a total of three ounces in

the heated, enriched water. In less

than three months, they grew to an

average size of one-and-one-

quarter inches, he said.

NAPLES. Italy <AP) Five

hundred navy frogmen and coast

guard officers destroyed 300 tons of

mussels in the Bay of Naples

Thursday in an anticholera move

which left hundreds jobless.

Mussels have been blamed as the

source of Italy's cholera outbreak.

The anticholera teams broke the

heavy clusters of mussels off their

buoys and sank them. Frogmen
dived to cut off cable ends fastened

to stones on the sea bottom. The

mussels hung like big bunches

from the cables stretched between

a float and sunken rocks.

Then the teams moved out to

rake up other mussel beds on the

coast near Naples.

A crowd of mussel growers . their

I Religion Courses \

A series of one-credit study

coursec on subjects of religion and

personal values are being offered

to UMass persons and others in the

Amherst area.

Topics for the fall semester

series include religion and politics,

feminist theology, St. Paul,

psychology and religion, new ways

Cholera has killed 11 in Naples,
wives and children watchec tne

outbreak in 50
men destroy their source of income J^^^ detected>^ |n

living from the
throughout
families made a

mussel beds.

"Who else can give me a job at

60?" asked Cirillo De Crescenzio,

one of the mussel growers.

Another pointed to four drainAnotner poimeu iu .uu. -™ I.n^ioiiv nooular
letting the city's sewage out into especially popular

the Bari-Foggia area, and one in

Rome.
Italian medical authorities said

95 per cent of the cholera cases in

Naples had been linked to shellfish,

particularly mussels. They are

in southern

the harbor where the mussel beds

were. "The disease came from

there," he said. "The sewage has

been pouring out for years. Why
are we suffering now for the city's

failure to keep the sea clean?"

Mussel beds were also being

destroyed on the Adriatic coast

near Bari, Italy's second-worst-

stricken city.

The cholera death toll rose to 19

with the death of a 58-year-old man
in a Naples hospital, but health

officials said the outbreak was

being brought under control.

Italy.

Authorities said they were
determined to enforce a nation-

wide ban on the sale of shellfish.

The Naples district attorney

launched an investigation to

determine who was responsible for

licensing mussel beds despite

warnings from medical exports on

possible health hazards.

As a result of the outcry over

shellfish, however, consumption of

all fish in Italy has dropped

sharply.

"Normally, there would have

River. The facility is in the shadow been virtually no growth at all at ^"do;ng7heoi gy , and worship as

of Maine Yankee Atomic Power that time of year, said Wallace,
celebrâ ion

Co.'s fossil fuel-powered who oversees the project,

generating station, about three The one failure the experiment

miles upstream from the com- has met with was an attempt to

pany's new nuclear plant -on speed the growth of mussels. The
mussel mortality rate was 100

percent in heated water the first

year and similar results occurred

"the following year.

Mussel cultures were eventually

dropped.

"We can definitely capitalize on

this heated water, which is par-

ticularly advantageous over nature

during the early spring and late

HIGH ADVENTURE STARTS AT 2500 FEET

Your first lump course takes only 3 hours Costs only S65 00

Montsweag Bay.

The stat project, financed by a

five-year grant from Maine

Yankee, is to determine if a

commercial oyster industry can be

developed in Maine.

"Our goal initially was to see

what we could get out of heated

water," Foster said. "We've found

that heated water, when enriched

with algae, can be used to extend fall, to extend the growing seasons

growing seasons. And we feel it can

be used to the advantage of in-

dustry."

Dana E. Wallace, assistant

director of research at the Sea &
Shore Fisheries Department, said

the project has shown satisfying

results, but has also shown that a

commercial oyster industry off the

Maine coast cannot be keyed to a

winter operation.

"What we're trying to do is get

the best of both worlds: Mother

Nature and enriched, heated

water," Wallace said.

Foster began the experiments in

1970 by dividing shellfish culture

organisms in three tanks of water.

One contained heated water from

the fossil plant. The second con-

tained unheated ocean water and

the third had heated water that

was thermostatically controlled to

a lower degree than the first tank.

"At the end of the first month,

the advantages of heated sea water

were readily apparent," Foster

wrote in a report. But he added

of shellfish," Foster said.

"Biologically, we'v3 got it

knocked. Technologically, we've

still got a few small problems to

work out."

The research might be carried a

step further in the final year by

attempting to cultivate seed

shellfish in the heated water

discharged from Maine Yankee's

nearby atomic plant.

Most courses will meet eight

times for two hours each. They will

begin during the week of Sep-

tember 17-21.

Posters announcing the courses

go up on campus today. Brochures

attached to the posters give details

of time and places for courses, as

well as a registration form.

The courses are sponsored by the

United Christian Foundation,

representing ecumenical
Protestant ministries at the

university. Courses are accredited

through the colloquia program of

Southwest Residential College. It is

not necessary to take the courses

for credit in order to register.

Registration forms should be

returned to the United Christian

Foundation at 319 Hampshire
House by next Friday, September

14. Forms may be mailed or

delivered in person. Further in-

formation is available by phoning

the United Christian Foundation at

545-2661 or 545-2789.

World s largest and safest

Our 15th year , .

Free brochure

_ 0HANGE PARACHUTING CENTifl

t,j P Bo 96 Ofange Mass 01364

tJJ Phone 517 544-691"

« Includes all equipment!

over 220 000 lumps

21.000 First jumps

^ rr| iA^EAOOD FAHACHUTING CENTER

KuJ P Bo» 258 Lakewsod N J 08701

•-" Phone 2U1 m 4900

For New York information call 212-582-5860

The .

un-dormitories.
( .rr.ii olt-» ampus lev inn— indoors and out— Jt nthrr of two mixl-

rrn.ip.irimrnl»omplrxrs . onK minulfs jwj\ In * jr or hike In >m

•\mhrr\l( ollrnr downtown \mhrrsl or I Mjss Now j<<rplin«

.ipplu .Hums lor SrplrmlM-r

Bokwood - Belchertown Project

*** volunteer work with the retarded

'"organizational meetings/ 7:30 p.m.

Sept. 10— Southwest; 227 Boyden Sylvan; McNamara Lounge

Sept.11— Southwest ; 227 Boyden Quad ; Blue Rrn . , W .
D.C

.

Sept. 12— Orchard Hill— Central ; Dickenson Rec. Room

Sept. 13 — Campus Center; Rm. 803

If you cant make the evenings, try Tuesday, Sept. 11, 3:00 p.m. in

Rm. #803 Campus Center.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
• i tiuilrs* bus to I M.I-.S

jnri town

•1,2, I briirm apis

• hcjl & air ( onciilioninn

• wall-to-wall ( arprMin^;

• appkinc i'd kiu hens

• master FY antenna

• laundry \m linn's

• parking. < ars & bikes

• 2 swimming |M>ols with

sunder ks

• 2 pro tennis (ourts

• lawns tor sottball.

lootbjll, badminton

RENT: FROM $18S

CALl41V25b-«S34

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• i-U'dimapts
• heat & air ( or.ditioninj;

• roomy < losets, storage

• wall-io-wall c arpeting

• masier TV anienna

• modern kitchens

• sell-( leaning ovens

• electric ranges

• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals

• 2-door refrigerators

• laundry tac ilities

• swimming pool

RENT: S200/monlh,
(utilities inrluded)

CALL 413-665-3856

jason

CAMPUS 1

Avoid Hit High tost tf Parking Fees

RALEIGH * CCM CILO PHILLIPS ROYCE UNION

FREE Pick-up and Delivery

of your bicycle for servicing,

We service ANY Bicycle!

Expert Repair Service

BtKKAMERHMD ^^^Ki

Ph. 586-3865

Read about our

GUARANTEED BUY BACK
SERVICE

Buy a new bicycle from us in September and

we'll buy it back from you in May.
Example: buy a bicycle for S75.00

we'll give you 1/3 of

your purchase price back — $25.00

You ride the bike

for 9 mos. for only $50.00

$50 plus 9 mos. equals $5.55 per mo.

You can't rent a bike this inexpensively

Hours : March 1-Sept. 30, 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Oct. l-Feb. 28, 9-6

The Bike Broker Inc
* Raleighs in No. Adams & Pittsfield Store

CCM SKATES &
HOCKEY EQUIPMENT
The largest supplier

ot skates & hockey

equipment in the area.

Sharpening service

available.

smart

men's 10-speed racers

*99 req 11999

23" frame size. Shimano Lark 10-speed

gear. 27" wheel size. 32-lb. weight. Black

taped racing handlebar, center pull front

and rear brakes. Rat trap racing pedals

with reflector and toe clip. Plastic water

bottle.

men's 10-speed racers

98 reg. 1 19.99

21" frame size. Shimano Lark 10 speeo
gear, 27" wheel size. 32-lb. weight. Black

taped racing handlebar, center pull front

and rear brakes. Rat trap racing pedals

with reflector and toe clip. 16" chrome tire

pump.

MODEL
1420

19 Damon Rd.,

Northampton

RALLY"

men's 5-speed racers

*79 reg ""
21" frame size Shimano Lark 5 speed gear.
26" wheel size Racing handlebar with white
tape. Side pull caliper style brakes. Rat trap

racing pedals. Frame mounted single gear
lever. Chrome chain guard

MODEL
1430

CHALLENGER"

ladiesHs-speed sport bikes
$7Q reg. 99.99

;9" frame. 26" wheel size. 32-lb. weight

Shimano Lark 5-speed gear. Touring nan

dlebar with white plastic grips. Side pull

caliper style brakes. Rat trap racing pedals.

Chrome chain guard

join the

spoke

folk

on

quality

Jason

bicycles

and pedal

your way

through

the great

outdoors

m **. *-
ALMY'S • 188 ESSEX ST. # SALEM
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From Mandarin To Mac Datho:

Asian And Irish Studies Offered
IRISH STUDIES

For the academic year 1973-74

only, special colirses in Irish

Studies will be offered at the

University. Maria Tymoczko, who
received her Ph.D. from Harvard

in 1973, will be in residence in the

English Department for one year

under the new Post-Doctoral

Fellowship Program.
In the fall semester Ms.

Tymoczko will offer Introductory

Old Irish. The aim of the course

will be a sufficient mastery of the

language for reading simple
literary texts. The course will

combine lectures on grammar,
approached from the comparative

Indo-European perspective, with

text translation of The Story of

MacDatho's Pig and The Cattle

Raid of Cooley. This will be a

graduate course, English 811, but it

may be taken by undergraduates

as English 385 or 386, Independent

Study.

In the ^Spring semester Ms.

Tymoczko wifhcffer Early Celtic

Literature. This will be a survey of

pre-Norman Irish and Welsh
literature, with emphasis on the

major genres of literature, epic,

satire, myth, folktale, gnomic
literature, and nature poetry, in

their delicious Celtic

manifestations. This will be an
undergraduate course, English

380, but may be taken by graduate

Day Care Offered
Continuing Education for

Women is sponsoring a community
day care service on Saturdays
open to children ages three to five

years old every Saturday from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The sessions will

begin September 15 at the
University Day School at Bowditch
Lodge on the UMass campus.
Up to this point there has been no

day care service available on the
weekend for area residents. The
increasing popularity of Saturday
classes, and the fact that many
area jobs entail working on
Saturdays made the lack of
weekend day care a serious han-
dicap for a lot of area parents. The
new Saturday day care facility

should help to alleviate this
problem.
The new day care facility will be

run by Marcelle Feltman and Tom
Weiner, two area residents with

experience in early childhood
education. Anyone interested in

further information and
registration may call 549-6596 or
584-2790 after 5:30 p.m.

* *at"the:"( "ate*
OF SMITH COLLEGE 1

:ACADEMY:
lotwuac

!

NORTHAMPTON
• • •

students as English 700, Special

Problems.
Students who have an interest in

or wish to develop expertise in the

area of Irish Studies are urged to

take advantage of these unique
opportunities.

Introductory Old Irish will meet
uy arrangement during the fall

term. The first organizational
class meeting is scheduled for

Tuesday, September 11, at 2:30 in

Bartlett 478. Interested Students
should get in touch with Ms.
Tymoczko at Bartlett 478 or by
calling 586-3908 or should contact

the English Department Graduate
Office in Bartlett 452, phone 5-0979.

ASIAN STUDIES
The Asian Studies Program

announces the appointment of a

new faculty member for the fall

semester:
Mr. Chiang-mao Cheng,

Associate Professor of Chinese,

received his Ph.D. in Chinese

literature from Princeton

University. He has been teaching

Chinese at the University of

California at Berkeley for the past

five years. He will teach courses in

Chinese language and literature,

and advanced Japanese literature.

The Asian Studies Program now
offers majors (B.A.) in Chinese

and in Japanese. These majors
emphasize the study of language,

literature -- and three semesters to

the study of various aspects of

literature - and three semestesters

of classical Chinese, plus many
lecture courses (in English) on

various aspects of literature,

linguistics, and culture.

The Asian Studies Program also

participates in the administration

of an interdisciplinary Certificate

in Asian Studies. This Certificate is

not a major but is designed to

supplement established majors
(such as Anthropology, History,

etc.) and certify that a student has

completed a substantial amount of

interdisciplinary study in courses

pertaining to Asia, in addition to

the completion of a B.A. degree.

The certificate requiresCertificate

requires the completion of 24

credits from among the courses on

the ASIAN STUDIES COURSE
LIST within at least three different

disciplines Credits applied to the

completion of a major may also be
applied to the Certificate. The
certificate program is open to all

students.

For more information on the

many UMass and Five-College

courses dealing with East, South,

and Southeast Asia, please see the

ASIAN STUDIES COURSE LIST.

AND THE FIVE COLLEGE
ASIAN STUDIES COURSE LIST.

These lists as well as information

about Chinese and Japanese
language study, the majors in

Chinese and Japanese, and the

Certificate in Asian Studies, please

contact the Asian Studies program
office in 804 Thompson Hall (545-

0886)

Rally
Monday
There will be a rally Monday at

noon on the front steps of the

Student Union concerning the

parking situation. All interested

persons are invited to attend.

Continued from Page 2

difficulties. Marine Corps
recruiters in Worcester were or-

dered to work at least a 72-hour

week after failing to meet the

monthly quota.

High ranking Pentagon officials

are dutifully optimistic about the

success of an all-volunteer service.

But few recruiters would privately

support that position.

WOODY
ALLEN

"BANANAS
in color

with special guest Howard Cosell

FrL, Sept. 7 - Mahor Aud.

Sat., Sept. 8 - S.U. Ballroom

75C 7: 00-8: 30-10: 00-11: 30 75c

Double

Feature AMHERSTC^mt
Now

Playing

fond?
DONALD-

/utheriond

AMITY ST. 253-5426

Mute'

II \KltV S NIK <>\K
WITH TIIK <il\...

DirtyHarry

\c\l : <>i ariuatr". ( ainal knouledgrSat. -Sim. \lal. — 2:M

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

3rd Big

Week CALVlNl&e
MM, ST NORTHAMPTON

Thru
Tuts.
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thisHonda
3 First Prizes: HONDA Super Sports

50 Second Prizes:

Columbia 10-speed bikes

Guess the number of staples

in the jar.Not. 5610 A 6810

The jar is approximately %Va"
high and 10" in circumference.
It's filled with Swingline Tot
staples. (Look for the clue
about Tot capacity in the
coupon.)

The Tot 50* stapler is un-

conditionally guaranteed. It

staples, tacks, mends. Only
98** with 1,000 staples at your
stationery, variety or college
bookstore.

Cub* Desk and Hand
staplers are only $1.98*.
And the Super Cub" sta-

pler with no-slip,

fCLUE:.

(You could (ill between 200
and 300 Tots with the sta-

ples in the jar.)

no-scratch base, only $2.67*.

Fill in coupon or send post

card. No purchase required.

Entries must be postmarked by
Nov. 30, 1973 and received by
Dec. 8, 1973. Final decision by
an independent judging organ-
ization. Prizes awarded to en-
tries nearest actual count. In

case of tie, a drawing deter-

mines winners. Offer subject
to all federal, state and local

laws. Void in Fla. andWash.
and wherever prohibited

or restricted.

'Suggested Retail Price

SWINGLINE HONOA 44YT 99B
P.O. Box 169 Et
New York. N.Y 1001

C

There are staples in

the jar. Important: Writ, your
guast outtld. m. envelop*,
lowar l.tt hand corner.

State.

Telephone No

-Zip.

Div. ol Swingline Inc.
32-00 Skillman Ave , LLC.

^ ,^— __ __^S^aw^i __ 32-00 Skillman NY. 11101 fj

Mil wirn i -fsDV lar3j;k kt.ls - AU seats iioo

Pointers From The Attorney For Students
By RICHARD M. HOWLAND

Attorney for Students

This column is a regular feature

of the Daily Collegian prepared by
the Attorney for Student*. Moat

weeks, the subject will be some
law-related issue that seems to me
to be important to the general

student community. Anyone
writing to this column at the

Collegian will be answered and
questions of general interest will

be answered in this space.

In the first few days of a new
academic year, there are a

number of items that should be

taken care of to avoid future

problems. 1 will simply list items

that may affect you. Any personal

problems should be asked of me at

my office, 432 Student Union (545-

0341 ) if your situation is unclear.

LANDLORD-TENANT
1. Inspect all apartments on

arrival or within the first week or

so; list all defects (anything not

perfect); have a copy signed or

initialed by the owner or manager

and leave them a copy. This will

protect against wrongful deduc-

tions from security deposits whe

you leave. Request specific repairs

separately; do not rely on the list

as notice to repair defects.

2. Be sure you understand the

terms of tenancy, rent, due date,

amount, guests, cars, subleasing,

pets, rtiles, and the like.

3. Find out who you see for

problems in the tenancy.

MOTOR VEHICLES
1. Be sure that your car is

registered and insured ($100

minimum fine) according to

Massachusetts limits.

2. Out of state students car must

be registered and carry a special

sticker at the Campus Police

Office in addition to all other

registration of the car.

3. It is probably not lawful to

operate a car registered out of

state if you earn money in

Massachusetts or have any
children in school; check with the

police or me if in doubt.

4. Do not abandon (leave) any
car on any property without ex-

plicit permission of the owner
(including apartment complexes)

or risk heavy fines in addition to

towing and storage.

5. Carry motorcycle inspection

sticker and registration and all

riders wear protective helmets.

6. Carry registration, proof of

insurance and have all motor
vehicles inspected in October and
April or you will be towed and may
be arrested even if you can later

prove you are right!

DRINKING
The age is eighteen. You can bt

put in jail for over doing it or
hospitalized, but this is not an
arrest and there is no record or
court.

If you drink three conventional
servings of wine, beer, or hard
liquor in one hour, four in two
hours, five in three hours and so on,

you will probably fail a breath test

if you operate a motor vehicle. A
conviction of "drunk driving" will

cost you your license for a year and
many dollars. Refusal to take the

breath test will cost your license

for 90 days.

CREDIT
1. Please be alert to the exquisite

opportunity to invest all or most of

your income in something you
neither want, i.eed or have any use

for, but get to pay for over the

balance of your education.

2. If you fall victim to such an
installment payment opportunity,

you may rescind and revoke the

contract within three business

days by letter or telegram and
recover your money. If you decide

you don't want what the door to

door salesman just "sold" you, act

promptly.

SHOPLIFTING
1. Massachusetts law provides

that the crime of shoplifting has

occurred if any merchandise is

placed out of sight within the store

whether or not any attempt to

leave the store or go by the check

out counter is made. This means
that if you put any goods in a purse

or bag or pocket while in the store,

you may be guilty of shoplifting.

2. A merchant has the right to

reasonably stop suspicious persons

to protect the store. A signed

confession may not be required nor

may overreaching searches be

conducted. However, the merchant
may summon police and obtain

assistance from them depending

upon the circumstances.

3. The penalty for shoplifting

includes possible jail and high

fines. There is an additional

problem in that a record of con-

viction for shoplifting will ad-

versely affect prospective em-
ployment. Most of the larger area

stores do prosecute shoplifting and
early in the year there is the added
enthusiasm for "making an
example".

ARRESTS
1. If you are arrested, you can

only be released by a magistrate or
a judge. No police officer can
release you. Obviously, then, there

is no sense in arguing with the

Huntington House

Needs Volunteers
Huntington House is a new

community halfway house, located
in Huntington, Massachusetts, for

emotionally disturbed adults,
ranging in age from 18 to 65. It

provides these people with an
atmosphere of openness, un-
derstanding, tolerance, and
compassion which they need as we
all do for our well-being. Hun-
tington House is in great need of
personal and financial support.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bertasz, Director
of Huntington House, has donated
her own personal savings to make
the house a success. However,
since she is not independently
wealthy, making ends meet is

beginning to create quite a
problem. There are so many things
that Huntington House needs.

If you would like to become a

officer. Logically, then, it is better

to keep quiet.

2. Every student has the right to

call the Attorney for Students and
should do so rather than make a

bad situation worse.

3. Every student who needs a

lawyer for criminal defense will be
helped to obtain one at reasonable
cost. The Attorney for Students
cannot provide full defense for

ciminal cases, but should be
consulted by any student who
needs help getting counsel.

ATTORNEY FOR STUDENTS
My office is open without ap-

pointment from 10 to 4 Monday

through Thursday at 432 Student
Union ( it has been moved from its

old location in the Campus Cen-
ter.) The office will not be open
Fridays except by appointment in

emergencies. I am available in

emergencies when the office is

closed by calling 256-8448.

When seeking assistance, please
bring all papers and documents
with you so that you can resolve

your problem in one trip.

I have a number of pamphlets
and brochures on a variety of legal

problems which are available if

you need them.

Program Council Presents:

George C. Scott Diana Rigg

in

II 1

THE HOSPITAL"
Sunday, Sept. 9 7 and 9:30 p.m

S.U. Ballroom 75 c

"HALLELUJAH!
THERE IS GOOD
NEWS TONIGHT
BECAUSE THERE
IS A GOOD MOVIE,
A MOVIE FILLED

WITH WHAT
IT TAKES.
A MOVIE THAT
WILL MAKE
YOU FEEL GOOD
ALL OVER WHEN IT'S

ALL OVER."
.-C»n« Sholii. NIC TV

The DirtctoM Company ptcscnts

WIAMVWkAL
A

CINEMA I

7:00 & 9:00

RATED PG

f

NOW IN CINEMA II - 7 & 9

HELD OVER! FINAL WEEK

Srt

THEY HAD THE PERFECT LOVE AFFAIR,

UNTIL THEY FELL IN LOVE.

George

A Segal

ATouch Of Class

Glenda
Jackson

(PG)

Campus ^
y 2Sk'64ll

AMHIHSr MAOl t > LIMI

DOLLAR NIGHTS!

MON. & TUES.

ADMISSION $1.00

volunteer in recreation, arts and
crafts, or help to provide tran-

sportation, please call this num-
ber: 413-667-3253, or write to this

address: Huntington House, Box
171, Huntington, Massachusetts.

Or, if you would like to help

Huntington House financially,

please make any and all checks

payable to Huntington House.

Please help and support us in our

fight for mental health.

ROGER „ JAMES
HE BOND

T~ IAN FLEMINGS i

LIVEAND LETDIE
WITH YAPHET K0TT0
TITLE SONG BY

PAUL AND LINDA McCARTNEY

'<vh<V

iu

(PG)

NOW IN CINEMA 1

! BEST PICTURE

) OF THE YEAR!
WINNER OF 3 ACADEMY AWARDS

The
w
> ~

HADLEYnMULC I DRIVE-IN

Call: 584-2645

Russell St. - Rt. 9 - Hadlejr

Ryan O'Neal

AN Mac6raw

Second
Rated R

Marlon Brando

Al Pacino • James Caan
Robert Duval I

JohnMarley&

Ray Milland
At Dusk
-PG

,.,..
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WAKIED :

JESUS CHRIST
ALIAS: THE MESSIAH, SOS OF GOD, kUli OF MIS, LOUD OF LORDS, PRIMI OF PEACE, ETC.

fa Notorious Leader of an underground liberation movement

If Wanted for the following charges:

— Practicing medicine, wine-making and food distribution

without a license.

— Interfering with businessmen in the Temple.

— Associating with known criminals, radicals, subversives,

prostitutes, and street people.

— Claiming to have the authority to make people

into God's children.

•jf APPEARANCE: Typical hippie type — long hair, beard,

robe, sandals, etc.

jf Hangs around slum areas, few rich friends, often sneaks out

into the desert.

•jf Has a group of disreputable followers, formerly known

as "apostles," now called "freemen" (from hi< Mytng:

"You will know the truth and the Truth will Kt you tree
.*")

BEWARE — This man is extremely dangerous. His insidiously inflamma-

tory message is particularly dangerous to young people who haven't

been taught to ignore him yet. He changes men and claims to set them free.

lMI{\l\li:lli:i.SSTII,LiiUlli;i;!

You can find his body meeting in the

COLONIAL LOUNGE

TONITE

at 7:00 p.m.

It's "Family Time.'

Sponsored Campus Crusade for Christ

Of Interest
WMPIRG, the Western

Massachusetts Public Interest

Group, needs fall semester interns

to coordinate projects and
research in comsumer and en-

vironmental protection, and can
arrange credit for full or part-time

work.
Contact Outreach at 318 Arnold

House (545-2021) or WMPIRG at

233 N. Pleasant St., (256-6434).

The Engineering Department at

WMUA has openings. Interested

persons should contact Gary Mc
Auiiffe at WMUA, phone 545-2876.

Barbara Stanwyck plays a
distaff card shark who spots a cast
iron sucker in Beer Air "Hopsie"
Pike (Henry Fonda). Hopsie is too
engrossed in his life long project, a
book called Are Snakes
Necessary?

Directed by Preston Sturges at
Hampden Dining Commons,
Southwest at 7:30 and 9:30 Sunday,
Sept. 9.

Elaine Noble from Boston will

speak on "Gay Rights and Radical
Legislation change" in the Pier-

pont Main Lounge (Southwest)

Monday Sept. 10 at 1:3(1 p.m.
Project 10, Southwest in-

structional center and the South-
west Women's Center are spon-
soring the presentation.

The first organizational meeting
of the UMass Student Homophile
League will be held Tuesday
evening, September 11, from 7:30 to

9:30 on the ninth floor of the

Campus Center.

Plans for both social and
business activities will be
discussed. Come out!

APO:
Meeting to be held Monday, 7:00

p.m. at Memorial Hall. All must
attend.

CHORUS:
Music 162, 1 credit— Tues. 7-9 p.m.

& Wed. 4: 40-6: 00 p.m. This Semester
— Handel's Israel in Egypt with

orchestra 8. soloists. Openings for

tenors and basses. See Mr. Harler in

Cottage C.

CHRISTIANS:
Agape Week workday and picnic

this Saturday at Farley Lodge 9:00

a.m. -3: 00 p.m. We need your help.

Lunch provided.

HILLEL:
Shalom! Shabbat Services tonight

at 7: 30 and tomorrow at 9: 30 a.m. in

room 105 C.C. Brunch .on Sunday to

meet Rabbi Aryeh Meir, our new
director, at lO:30 in S.U. Ballroom

KUNG FU CLUB:
All those interested in joining and

all returning members please call

5496223.

PEOPLE'S MARKET:
All.former employees please come

to the market as soon as possible. We
would like to hold interviews

Notices
Saturday.

PSYCH 190:

Freshmen commuters — closed out

of Psych 190 but still interested?

Come to first lecture on Tuesday,
Sept. 11 at 11 : 15 a.m. Skinner Aud. or

call Kathy at 546 5455.

SOCCER:
All those interested in trying out for

the varsity and JV soccer teams are

requested to attend a meeting at 6: 30

p.m. on Monday, Sept. "10 in Rm. 17

Boyden Gym.
VETERANS:
UMass Veterans Organization/-

Beta Chi crwets 8:00 a.m. Monday '10

Sept., 10th floor C.C. All veterans

welcome. Free brew

WTOY WUMV:
.Now located in 428B — S.U.B. We

need your skill and talent to produce

TV shows. Drop by.

WUMV:
Meeting tonight in Rm. 805 809

C.C. for entire.Sports Network Crew
at 8:00 p.m. Any interested students

may come. or contact either Marty

Kelley or Bill McKinnon of the

WUMV — TV Office.

MDC
Classifieds

Pay

Course Additions
Geography 391. Knvironmental .Management, listed formerly as

"Megapolis and its Management*. An honors course for undergraduates
which is a high pressure lecture-oriented review of environmental law.

land use control, and energy planning, followed by a less structured

period for discussion and student reports during the later half of the

course. The instructor is a lawyer-geographer and is Chairman of the

Committee on the Urban Environment of the American Bar Association.

History 209. Kurope. 1815-1870 meets Tu-Th 1-2:15 in SBA 101.

Instructor: Charles Rearick. Subjects to be covered include con-

servatism and the ideas and actions of reform movement, urban rioters,

strikers, peasant rebels, secret societies... While treating European
civilization as a whole, the course will compare the different experiences
of European peoples confronted with the effects of the French Revolution
and the Industrial Revolution.

Music 108, Afro-American Music and Musicians will examine the
history, significance and influence of Afro-American music through
representative examples of work highlighting the West African origin,
work songs, spirituals, rag, jazz, in the Western European Tradition.
Contact Hilton House No. 4 for more information.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

University Food Services would like to

employ dependable people for warm
weather outdoor sales wdrk. The ap-

proximate hours are from 9: 30 a.m. to 3: 30

p.m./ Monday thru Friday. If you are in-

terested/ please apply in person at the Cash
Operations office in Hampden Hall/ week-
days 9: 30 a.m. to 3: 30 p.m.

// Back-to-school Special !!

Old Weird Harold's
New & Used Clothing

Rt. 9 HADLEY

. . . Continues its tradition for having the weirdest

values around on all sorts of new & used clothes.

F'r instance:

NEW Male, UFO, and Seafarer

Pants & Jeans only

Plus 1 FREE Used Flannol Shirt

with every 5.00 purchase

*a
°f.

***
<**&*.
**&> & *tX^

o**
*>.

* *'*,
«fc

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT FOR SALE HELP WANTED WANTED

I rm.. lid floor apt., $110 mo. inc. stove
and rcfrfrg. 30 minutes from campus. Call
I-6I7-5U-7I2X.

tf9/7

J rm., 2nd floor apt., f 135 mo. inc. heat,
hot water, stove, refrig.. Hashing
machine,. 30 minutes from campus, (all I-

Iil7-5II-7I2X.

tf9/7

I'uffton Village Apts. — available im-
mediately : I, 2 ft :i bedroom apU. Call 549-

ni 15 between III a.m. - 2 p.m.

tfS/25

furnished apts. I 1/2 and 2 1/2 rms. air

cond., all utls. Park, pool, near shopping. 9

mo. lease from IIH0 mo. Amherst Motel
Itl. !). opp. Zayres.

tf9/!7

FOR SALE

Pioneer SX-770 stereo receiver w/2 KLI1
17 speakers. $275. Call Mark, 545-2093
days.

tf9/i2

Raleigh (.rand Prix, 24 1/2 in. frame
r ilame Alloy wheels lock, chain, brilliant
red. as new $90. 549-3677, ask for Sam.

tf9/10

Sell books at your prices! Sept. 5-7.

Bristol, Berkshire. Essex Rms. S. L. 10-4

P.m. Gamma Sigma Sigma Used Book
Exchange.

tfS/7

Scuba Tank excl. cond. 165/6 mo. old.

Dacor 400 reg. $65 was $95. Call Jim 545-

2822. 9-5.

tf9/ll

Refrigerators by Delmonico 5 cu. ft. in
carton. 5 year guarantee, $99.95. we also
have some of our rental units left. $».»5.
MMHfc

tft/14

, Refrigerator for sale — excellent .con-

dition, less than one year old. $50.00. Call

Jennifer. 256-XI64 after 5:011 p.m.

tf9/!2

Fine Dual in l!l turntable w/power base,

Shure VI5 improved, dust bug. Before
buying KSR or Garrard, check this out for

$100. 519-3677. Sam.
tf9/HI

Tag/liake Sale, Sept. K. 9 — 4:30. Im-
manuel Lutheran Church. 867 N. Pleasant

St.. Amherst. Free coffee. Proceeds
benefit organ fund.

tf9/7

5 cu. ft. refrigerator, ideal for dorm,
excellent condition. Call Bruce. 253-9656

after five.

tf9/7

IV. s — 19 in. B&W used. $60.00.
(all 253-2494.

tf9/7

Rig old ice box ( refrigerator ) . $5. 1) pick

it up. $MM after 4.

tf9/7

AKC Samoyed puppies (pure white

Huskies). Beautiful, gentle sled dogs.

Reasonably priced. 253-7373. 256-Mi.'M.

tf9/l4

FOR SALE

For sale — '65 Ford Custom 500, 4 dr.

Good cheap dependable transportation,

(all Bill at 5-0195.

tf9/ll

Good beer reL.gerator — 5'x3'x2", small
free/er. (lean & works. $40. call 256-8773,

evenings.

tf9/IO

l.ibson fcH-o bass guitar #000076. mint
condition. $350. Call Mark. 545-2093 days.

tn/12

I'ari-timc secretary. 20-25 hrs., must
have typing skill. Ap|il> at Bus Garage.

Phone 545-0056. 5-20X11.

tf9/14

Self-starting advertising salesmen
needed part or full time. Must have car.

Applv Sportaboul News. 1X3 V Pleasant
st.. or caii Mean.

If9/I2

Rus Drivers — Must have Class II

License. Apply at Campus Bus Garage.
Phone 545-20X6. 5-0056.

tf9/l4

Apt. wanted — Amherst area: I

bedroom or eff. for male xr.nl $170 max.
(all and leave message. Craig. 253-9440.

tf9/IO

Carpool — Woman interested in forming
carpool to and from Charlemont. Inquire
at the Bed House at intersection of HA am'
Rl. 2.

tf9/!3

SERVICES

PERSONAL

Giant Tag Sale. Furniture only.

'i.imkI used furniture, chairs, tables,

beds, rockers, and more. North on 116

past So. Deerfield; first left after Mt.
Sugarloiif St.. follow signs. Sept. X and
9. If vou pass the Shell Station you've

gone too far.

tf9/7

New sewing machine under guarantee

$55. 12 or 14" TV B • W one year old $55.

Box spring ft mattress $ 15. Small desk $3.

256-61X2. 6-8 p.m.
tn/12

Beer. wine, papers, etc. Groceries. Inc.,

Mexican foods. Montague Mini Mart,
Montague Center. open Xa.m. until II p.m.
daily.

U9/1X

Lonely hear seeks female to hibernate

with in Ml woods, wood heat, low income,
free rent. No obligations. 603-523-7050.

Kich.

it/a

I'roblems w /child care? Join Child Care
Fxchange! An alternative to sitters, etc.

Infants - Kyrs. Further info call Joan. 586-

2221.

tf9/l2

AUTO FOR SALE

rn.'i ( he* . Nova. 4 dr.. 230 auto., good
running cond. (all 562-3060.

tf9/l2

'(;."> Mercedes 220-S. burgundy, black

interior, disc brakes, radial tires,

Rlaupunk radio, well maintained, $1400.

Private. 5 1941 1 76 evenings.

U9/I4

'66 Barracuda, excellent condition, new
tires, a good heart. Call 256-K20X.

tf9/IO

RN'S
Full ft Part time positions available

2nd and 3rd shifts contact : Alice
Goelhel. RN Director of Nursing
Services. Wing Memorial Hospital
Palmer. Mass 1 -283-765 1 ext 83.

tf9/20

Pick-up truck for hire. Furniture and
appliances moved. Cheap rates. Call

Mitch. 665-3405.

tft/14

Horses boarded io minutes from cam-
pus. Box stalls, pasture, field jumping and
excellent trails. 253-7373.

tft/14

RIDE WANTED

LOST & FOUND

Lost a patchwork goatskin blanket near

Brit. Manor. If found please return to 99C

Brit. Man. or leave message at 584-0525.

tf9/IO

ENTERTAINMENT
All interested in joining Program

Council Movie Committee appear at SI
Ballroom at 6 on Thurs. or Sun.

lf9/7

Woody Allen goes "Bananas" Friday.
Sept. 7 (Mahar) and Saturday, Sept. 8
(S.l .Ballroom >.7:00 -8:30- 10:00-11:30.
Both nights!

tf9/7

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
Vamaha 350 re '71, good shape, new

chain ft sprockets, also 2 helmets ft chain

ft lock. $550. (all Dick. 549-6MK.

tn/te

Dependable ride wanted from
Belchertown (enter area to UMass in a.m.
and /or return in p.m. Will gladly pay, 323-
771.7 c\ening$.

1/9/7

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own room fully furnished at Colonial

Village. I need a good responsible student.
256-85:». after 6 p.m. Mon Other days
from 4:30.

tft/10

Female needed to share room in apt. at

Brittany Manor. No phone as yet so con
tact Kllen in Apt. 99C. Rent — $55 /mo.
Leave name ft number.

tfl/14

ROOMS WANTED

Willing to share expenses —
student. Call Bob Day. 545-I7M.

tf»/N

N>"
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A more flexible meal interchange

program for students at the five

colleges will be in effect this

semester on an experimental

basis. Meal interchange ac-

commodates students who at

mealtimes are at guest institutions

for academic reasons and would

have difficulty returning to their

home institutions in time for

meals.

With the new plan, a student who
can demonstrate (1) that he or she

Five College Meal Interchange In Effect
is in fact a student at one of the five

colleges (an identification card is

required) and (2) that he or she is

entitled to a meal at the home
institution (students from in-

stitutions with a variety of meal
plans must be able to demonstrate
that they are entitled to the meal in

question) should present that

evidence to the food service office

at the host institution. That office

will then designate a dining area at

which the meal may be taken.

The food service representatives

on the several campuses are the

following:

Amherst College - Valentine Hall

Office

Hampshire College - Dining
Commons Checker

Mount Holyoke College - Mat-

thew Juart, Commissary Building

Smith College - Food Service

Office. .30 Belmont Avenue

University of Massachusetts
Gladys Devino. Main Office.

Worcester Dining Commons

The above rules apply only for

lunches during the five days of the

academic week. If a student finds

it necessary to have breakfast and
dinner on either an occasional or

regular basis at another in-

stitution, he or she must present to

the food service office the two
items mentioned above plus

Belchertown Project In 4th Year
This September, the Boltwood-

Belchertown Project will un-

dertake its fourth year of service to

Belchertown State School for, the

mentally retarded. "Boltwood" is

a volunteer project, that is planned

and run by students from the 5-

College community, and is

dedicated to providing the State

School residents with on-going

volunteer programs that con-

tribute to their training as well as

offering them social stimulation,

play activity, and contact with

members of the Community-at-

large. The Boltwood Project also

tries to give students the chance to

test out their academic, and
possibly their career interests by

providing the opportunity for

contact with real people in need of

help.

Last year, UMass students were

the primary contributors to the

Project, both at the level of

volunteers and at the level of the

student supervisors who run the

Boltwood programs. The UMass
Student Senate also provided bus

service which enabled us to

transport volunteers to and from

the State School It is hoped that

University students will continue

to play a leading role in the ac-

tivities of the Project.

Boltwood will be offering 12

different programs in which
volunteers can participate this

year. The programs were
developed in conjunction with the

staff of a particular residential

area by the student supervisors,

who are paid for their part-time

organizing and supervising work.

The programs will operate Monday
through Thursday evenings from
approximately 6:30 to 8:45 p.m.

Transportation will be provided.

Volunteers will have the chance to

select the program that most in-

terests them, and will be asked to

consistently attend the program
they choose one night per week for

at least the duration of the

Free Concert
On Sunday, September y, there

will be a free concert. CLEAN
LIVING will be playing from 2 to 5

p.m. on Memorial Hill at Amherst
College. Beer and soda will be sold

(25 cents) with proceeds going to

Belchertown State School.

semester. Academic credit will be
made available, depending on the

extent of involvement the volun-

teer desires.

Options for Boltwood in-

volvement this year include: 4

programs working in the
Children's Unit; 3 programs
dealing with adolescents; 3

programs helping adults with
different degrees of retardation; a
program working with the multiply

handicapped in the School's
Infirmary; a weekly Coffee House-

Party for community bound
residents; and possibly ad-

ministrative work on the Project's

newsletter and on fund-raising

efforts.

Anyone who would be interested

in helping the retarded has
something to offer, regardless of

his or her academic major or

background. If you would like to

learn more about the Boltwood-

Belchertown Project, please plan

to attend one of our organizational

meetings during the week of

September 10 - 14.

They have been tentatively

scheduled for 7:30 p.m. at the

following locations:

SEPT. 10th - Southwest - 227

Boyden, Sylvan - McNamara
Lounge.
SEPT. llth - Southwest - 227

Boyden, Quad - Blue Room, W.D.C.

SEPT. 12th - Orchard Hill.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM

AKIES i March 21 April 19) : Be aware of

legal requirements where special project is

concerned. New start could be instigated by
one in authority. Give full play to creative

resources. Slick to your principles and
style. Added recognition is due

TAURUS i Apnl 20 May 20) : Your ideas

about what should be and what can occur

will undergo change Correspondence, calls

are featured Aquarian might play key role

Travel is on agenda but route, destination

could be a surprise.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) : Spread in-

fluence Don't feel you must be restricted.

There are worlds to conquer — and enjoy.

Money affecting male, partner could be

featured. Much love is here — emotional

responses are heightened. You won't forget

the day too easily.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Protect

interests Build for security. Steer clear of

one who is reckless — at your expense

Aquarius. Leo and Scorpio persons could

figure prominently

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Be ready for

change, travel, variety. Analyze situations,

persons Gel to the "why" of things. Reject

the superficial. Co-worker has idea that is

valid Relative acts in eccentric manner
Key now is to get priorities in order.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22): Money
connected with home, loved ones is

featured You collect what is needed

Taurus is likely to be in picture. Changes
occur and key is to adjust to them. If you
resist, you invite difficulty Young person is

confused and makes confession

LIBRA i Sept. 23-Oct. 22) : Be selective.

Chouse quality Avoid self-deception See in

light of reality Practical issues involving

territory, what you own and are able to sell

ihese dominate. Pisces. Virgo persons

could figure prominently.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Don't at-

lempt loskip responsibility Older person is

willing to lend benefit of experience Be
receptive You gain added recognition. You
also are able to improve financial position

One who carps, chides is jealous and
trustrated Stay away.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21): You
find ways of distributing, advertising and
publicizing Y(*i please more people in

more places. Universal appeal is now
highlighted. Aries. Libra persons are likely

io be featured. Finish what you start

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19): Lunar
cycle is such that you can gain greater

recognition Study Sagittarius message
You are repaid for efforts. You are given

credit for task by one you respect. Path is

not completely smooth. Your timing will be

sharp

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb IB): You are

able to know without specific methodology

You get contacts behind scenes. You may
be provided with privileged information.

Your natural talent, abilities surge to

forefront. One who taught you in past will

repeal performance.

PISCES (Feb l^March 20): Friend

may want to talk about money, in-

vestments. Key is to check liabilities, to be

realistic Don't mix desire with hard facts.

Be aware of alternatives and consequences.

Sagittarius. Gemini persons may be in-

volved.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
are active, spiritual: you have desire to

perfect techniques You are not easy to get

along with but your integrity is beyond
reproach. In October, you will be taking a

new path and you could be happier. You
attract many bom under Pisces. You are a

natural writer, capable of feeling and ex-

pressing those feelings

evidence that a legitimate

academic activity makes it

necessary that the student eat that

meal at the other campus. A
scheduled class is, of course, the

most obvious legitimate academic
activity. However, such things as

participation in music groups or

plays or the need to use the library

under exceptional circumstances

or to meet a faculty member for an

appointment not otherwise
possible may also be legitimate.

Central - Dickenson Rec. Rm.
SEPT. IHk - Campus Center -

Room 803.

There will be an additional

meeting held on Tuesday, Sept. II,

at 3:00 p.m. in Campus Center

Room No. 803 for students who
cannot make the evening
meetings.
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Retail estab-
lishment

6 Publish,

1 1 Punctuation
mark

13 Great outcry
14 Chaldean city

15 Burdensome
17 Trade Union

(abbr )

18 A month (abbr.)

20 Halts
21 Period of time

(abbr)
22 Portico
24 In music, high
25 Stone
26 Impose as a

necessary
accompani-
ment

28 Diminish

29 Labor
30 Rise and fall of

ocean
31 Musical

organization

32 Harbinger
34 Great Lake
35 Bakers prod-

uct

36 Female ruffs

38 Metal fastener

39 Classifies

41 A state (abbr

)

42 Hypothetical
force

43 Thoroughfares
45 Greek letter

46 Loss
48 Showered
50 Chemical

compound
Salt solution

6 Arithmetic
sign

7 Ethiopian title

8 Negative
prefix

9 Warning
10 Elephant s

proboscis
12 Minor item

13 Native Egyp-
tian

16 Bakers prod-
uct

19 Hold
21 Patterned
23 Make amends
25 Warning

device
27 Succor
28 Evergreen

tree

30 Seesaw
31 Newly married

women
32 Lease

Answef to Yesterday s Puzzle

Han onorrn ueabo aran~~ oarj

ogl_ raonoa

fflBQ aOQ GDDBfJ

nana nao b
_-bnoon hoci

qqodbh anraaraa

rrh nwiflara rarara

33 Make deeper
34 Species ol

lyric poem
35 Harbor
37 Skid
39 Heavenly

body
40 Pierce

43 Bishopric
44 Title of

respect
47 Distance

measure
(abbr.)

49 Symbol for

nickel

51

DOWN

Potatoes (col

-

loq.)

Cylindrical

Conjunction
Spanish for

"river"

Vast ages Distr

/-~m\ i

^ V^^J^-^-^vX.

4l*yf*f t-\_^

by johnny hart

B.C. by Johnny hart
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Strong Swimmers:
WaterPolo Is ForYou
There will be a very brief organizational meeting of the UMass Water

Polo Club on Friday at 4 p.m. in Thompson 730. Anyone in the University

community who is a moderately strong swimmer is invited to join.

Since Coach Bill Mc Cafferty is currently in Switzerland delivering an
academic paper on the biochemistry of exercise, practice sessions for the

first few weeks will be led by the club's co-captains, Kathy MacDonald,
Henry MacLean, Jon Nordby, and Dave Conroy. Practice will entail two

or three meetings a week throughout the fall semester.

Last spring the club won the New England Division II championship
with a record of 8 wins and 2 losses. The women's team had two victories

and one defeat in their first season of competition. This season the club

will play the University of Vermont, Boston University, the University of

Rhode Island, Northeastern, Trinity, MIT, and host a tournament with

teams from Canada, the New York Athletic Club, Brown, and Harvard.

No prior water polo experience is necessary. Most members of last

years' club had never played before. The club's primary goal is the

personal satisfaction and enjoyment of each of its members. Practice is

low-keyed and everyone plays in all the games.
Plans are currently being made for the club's January tour to Mexico

and Central America, Interested Members should contact Kathy Ryan
and Rick Grunneau, chairpersons of the Aquatic Club's International

Tour Committee. Pending Negotiations with the United States Depart-

ment of State, the club may also visit Cuba and host touring teams from

Eastern Europe.

Mortaugh Buc

Skipper Again

PITTSBURGH IAP) The Pitt

iburgh Pirates announced
Thursday that they have relieved

Bill Virdon of his managerial
duties and brought Danny Mur
taugh back from the front office to

finish out the season in Virdon s

place.

Sports Notices
BASEBALL There will Ik- •

baseball meeting for all candidates

on Monday at 4:30 p.m in room 249

Boyden
SOIVEK. -There will be a soccer

recruitment meeting Monday in

Boyden room 17. All those in-

Baseball Roundup
American League

East

Baltimore
Boston

Detroit

New York
Milwaukee
Cleveland

W.
79

77

74

70

67

60

L.

57

63

66

69

71

81
West

Oakland 81 57

Kansas City '76 62

Chicago 69 70

Minnesota 67 70

Calitornia 62 72

Texas 47 91

Pet.

.581

.550

.529

.504

.485

.425

.587

.551

.416

.489

.463

.341

G.B

4

7

101/2

13

21 1/2

5

12 1/2

131/2

17

34

National League
East

W. L. Pet.

St. Louis 72 68 .514

Montreal 68 71 .493

Pittsburgh 67 69 .493

New York 66 73 .475

Chicago 66 73 .471

Philadelphia 63 77 .450

West

G.B.

j

3

51/2

6

9

Cincinnati 85

LosAngelos 83

San Francisco 79

Houston 71

Atlanta 67

San Diego 49

55

57

59

71

74

89

.607
—

.593 2

.572 5

.500 15

.475 18 1/2

.355 35

t crested in trying out tor the

Varsity and Junior Varsity squads

are required to attend.

OOLFEKS All golfers interested

in trying out for this year's squad

should report to room 227 Boyden
Monday evening at 6:45. If you are

unable to show, please contact

coach Kan Gaudette at the

basketball office.

IM Meetings for Touch Football

otlKials will be held next Tuesday.
Wednesday, and Thursday at 7:00

p.m. in Boyden. All men and
women interested in officiating are

invited to attend. Hours and salary

will be discussed at the initial

meeting

ANAHEIM, Calif.. Sept. 4 - THE UMP GETS MAD- Umpire
Frank Umont has the last word as Oakland A's catcher Gene Tenace

argues with him after California Angels' Sandy Alomar was called

safe at home during seventh inning of game Monday night. Angels

won, 3-1. (AP Wirephoto)
L

WARNING!

Meal Ticket Books

aro

NOT TRANSFERABLE.

Buying meal books from other

students can result in heavy

FINANCIAL LOSS.

Food Service

will find the book.
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f^ Ik HADLEY (Route 9 at Amherst Town Line- Across from Amherst Motell

€ Ji OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10 am to 10 pm

Free Delivery to U.Mass. Dormitories Available
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Minutemen Seek Revenge

Crusaders Raid UMass
By BILL BALLOU

You never know how good you
are until you play the iron, and in

two weeks UMass football fans

should have a pretty good idea

where their heroes are headed,
because the iron's coming in.

The Minutemen open at home
tomorrow against Holy Cross, an
always tough opponent, and host

Villanova the next Saturday,
playing the Wildcats for the first

time since 1962.

But first, Holy Cross.

Last year, you'll remember, the

revamped Crusaders dealt the

Boardwalk Bowl bound Minutemen
a 28-16 beating in Worcester just

two games from the end of the

season that at the time appeared to

knock UMass out of contention for

that bowl bid.

The Minutement bounced back to

beat New Hampshire and Boston
College and make it to Atlantic

City while Holy Cross went
nowhere but managed to finish up
with one of their best records in

recent years.

The Cross lost running back Joe
Wilson to graduation, and that's

got to hurt, but the UMass defense
handled the bruiser pretty well last

year.

The man to watch now, it seems,
is quarterback Pete Vaas, who
looks like he's going to be the first

really outstanding Crusader
quarterback since Jack Lentz in

the mid-sixties.

Vaas is a good passer who, on a
good day, can do a job on an un-

prepared secondary. His primary
target, flanker Bob Neary, is going
to be tough to contain as well.

The Cross coach, Ed Doherty, is

one of New England's best, having

done an outstanding job taking a

program crippled by constant
threats of de-emphasis, a wasted
season because of a hepatitis

outbreak, and two less than good
coaches in Tom Boisture and Bill

Whitton, and making it into one of

New England's stronger ones.

Batlg (EnlUgtan

SPORTS
UMass is lead offensively by

New England quarterback Most
Likely to Succeed Peil Pennington,
who as a senior, is expected to have
an outstanding year. Gone is Steve
Schubert, Pennington's favorite
target last season, but the UMass
receiving corps promises to be just

as strong as before. Flanker Tim
Berra should continue the fine

form he exhibited in the latter

stages of last season, and Peter
Trow and Ed Hajdusek provide
outstanding depth at split end.

The Minuteman running game is

going to have to go a ways to

compare with the Dick Cummings-

Paul Metallo results of last year.

Senior Fhfl Roland and Soph
Jerry Mondalto figure to handle
the bulk of the running chores now
that Rich Herman has left the

team. Much depends on how well

an inexperienced offensive line can
come through. About the only

lineman with any appreciable
experience is center Kevin Moran,
who as a junior did a steady job in a
position no one seemed to want at

the beginning of the season.
The pride and joy of the defense

will most likely be the line, an-

chored by co-captain (with Pen-
nington) Johnny Jones. Tom
Bradshaw and Ed McAleney are
returning starters and Tom Price
also played some as a reserve last

year.

The linebacking crew, led by
Paul St. Onge and Dennis Kiernan,
appears strong, as does the
secondary, although the loss of

John Healy will hurt. Healy was
found over the summer to have just

one kidney. Even so, Earl Brown,
Bob Parrott, and Paul Hansen are
veterans.

The Minutemen are led, of

course, by New England's Coach-
of-the.Year Dick MacPherson.
Suffice to say he's one of the best.

This year's team is another

potential Yankee Conference
champion, and could eventually
repeat as Boardwalk Bowl win-
ners. Much depends on how some
Sophomores in key positions come
through.

Holy Cross should provide an
excellent opportunity to evaluate
how some of these people can
perform.
Game time at Alumni Stadium is

1:00 p.m.

Senate Bars T.V. Blackouts
By TOM SEPPY

Associated Press Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Senate Thursday passed by a 76-6

vote and sent to the House a bill to

bar hometown blackouts of
professional sports if the games
are sold out 72 hours in advance.
The legislation ould expire one

year after enactment, allowing
time to determine whether

telecasting some home games
would result in reduce attendance,

as some team owners contend.

Meanwhile, National Football

League Commissioner Pete
Rozelle said the league might limit

its television agreement with the

networks to a single game each
week if Congress bans local

blackouts of NFL games.
Rozelle told the House corn-

Yes, Dick MacPherson is smiling. But will he be smiling Saturday
afternoon, as the Minutemen end practice sessions and begin the real

thing, their 11 game schedule, against the Holy Cross Crusaders.

Weil know around 4 o'cleck. ( Photo bv Atan Chapman)

munications subcommittee that

the NFL would have to reconsider
its television policy if Congress
passes the blackout ban and the 26

league clubs begin showing an
attendance decline.

He said televising a single,

national, game-of-the-week is "far

and away the most economically
productive use of television by
professional sports leagues.

"The NFL member clubs would
then be left to fend for themselves
in an attempt to make individual

arrangements for their own
telecasts," Rozelle said. "And I

can assure you that if that situation

should come to pass, most NFL
cities would be deprived of the

away games of their home teams."
Under the current contract, all

NFL games are telecast on at least

a regional basis, but the towns
where the games are being played
are blacked out.

Bluewall

Goes

Instant Replay
The first of 11 televised UMass

football games will be offered at

the Bluewall this Sunday night

starting at 9 p.m. WUMV-TV
sports will present in its entirety

the video replay of the UMass-Holy
Cross 1973 opener.

WUMV-TV Sports Director
Marty Kelley will provide the play-

by-play while Earle Barroll, a

veteran of UMass sports for the

past four years will provide all the

commentary.
The program will be produced

and directed by Bill McKinnon,
WUMV-TV station manager and
Public Affairs Editor David
Bunker will be the executive
producer for this WUMV-TV sports

special. So for college football at its

finest tune in to the Bluewall

TV this Sunday niglu at 9 p.m. for

UMass-Holy Cross Yankee Con-

ference football action.

There will be a meeting tonight

of the entire WUMV-TV staff

tonight in Rms. 805-809 of the

Campus Center at 7:30 p.m.
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Marty Kellev

"Their Time Has Finally Come 9t

From the Fairgrounds-The combo music is blaring in we
background... It's 2 o'clock, the sun is high, and so are most of the par-
ticipants. With a deep breath you get sweet corn and for a half a buck you
get knockwurst...And when the music starts again and the German beer
starts to flow, you know you've got to get to the dancefloor. For your
time has finally come...
And they wait all year for that final Sunday, a day when the aging wives

can get out on their own and enjoy their oats. It's a grand ol' German
beerfest, that $3 eat-all, drink-all marathon where kin and grandchild
join in the merriment. It's not uncommon to see a pair of middle age,
white-haired mothers of six dance arm-in-arm to the sound of their youth
as performed by Heiny and the Heinikens.But their time has finally
come....

And so with the chores completed by noon it's off to the German
Beerfest, the height of the social calendar...For the old German
backliners, the wait is worth it. For the young, there's no nostalgia
there. ..But there is meaning.. .For their time has finally come...
Events need meaning...they need proximity... they need at-

tention... they need participation...Try revenge...Alumni Stadium. ..-

perhaps a sellout crowd of near 20,000...and a very hungry football
team, and I would say that Saturday's hosting of the ever Holy C ross is a
lefinition of an event. . .and 'or sure. . .someone's time will come. .

.

You won't see the combo music, or the white shocked dancers, or smell
tnockwurst in the air. The variables will be different but the ac-
tualization of the event remains pretty much the same...The old ladies
waited a year for the event... It seems like an eternity for the Minutemen
of Massachusetts. ..The time has to be now...
You can't begin to capture the importance of this one for a team that

has to prove alot to many without much age to do it with
It's hard to tell a youngster like a Wolfe or a Mondalto or a Wood just

what this one means... to the UMass football program. But if you were one
of the veterans who was there at Holy Cross' Fitton Field a year ago and
watched how a Wilson...a Buchanan,or a Kelly humbled the fortune of
the Mighty Men of MacPherson... If you could go deep into the mind of the
youthful Minuteman as he ponders in his own space in that lockerroom
before that opening kickoff , you would find his thoughts toward this
Saturday's opponent somewhat censorable...To say the least...

It's kind of like a TV production. You don't get to see what goes on
behind the curtain. You only sit there, talk to your loved one, criticize the
cheerleaders new uniforms, and they themselves, but you never play
sociologist, do you?..You never take the time consider how an afternoon
between the 20s actually changes the life of a Tommy Price or a Paul
Hansen or any other starting Minuteman?...You only see the
scoreboard...

But take a moment to consider the Minutemen... the anguish of a year
ago that comes before they very helmet at Alumni tomorrow... It's one
that Mac and his youngsters behind the expertise of Pennington can't
afford to throw away...

Massachusetts needs this one damn bad...You see... their time has
finally come...

th. o^T?£ZVJtV^%
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Parking Woes Continue, Rally Today
By JOAN FASSNACHT
and MIKE KNEELAND

A rally protesting the new
parking system being im-
plemented this fall at UMass has
been called for twelve noon today
in front of the Student Union.

The rally, called for in part by
Local 1776 of the American
Federation of State, County, and
Municipal Employes, AFL-CIO,
will call for a return to the old

parking system, under which most
students and employes paid lower

parking fees.

Also today, representatives of

the local, which represents some
1,300 UMass employes, will meet
with the state labor relations board
on campus over an unfair labor
charge the union has filed against
the university because of the new
parking system.
The new parking system was the

subject of several protests on
campus during the summer, as
well as during the spring semester.

Like traffic jams at UMass,
discussions over the new parking
proposal are getting hot and heavy.
Although the new Parking

Proposal has already gone into

effect, audible grumblings of'

discontent can be heard from
students, faculty, and employees
on this Campus.
Last April, the administration

presented the parking proposal
before the Student Senate,
Graduate Senate, Faculty Senate,
the local 1776 AFL-CIO Union, and

the MSEA (Mass. State

Employees Association). Two
working days later, the proposal
was presented before the Finance
Committee of the Board of

Trustees.

Due to opposition from various

groups on campus, the presen-

tation of the issue by the Trustees
was postponed from May 2 to May
25.

On June 13, a new proposal was
presented to the employees'

unions, Student and Faculty
Senates, and professional
association (i.e. - librarians,
secretaries). Because the ad-
ministration had drawn up the
proposal and presented it to these

bodies without their advice,
members of the various gover-
nance units called for a revamping
of the parking and transportation

council into what are groups called
a more representative Doay. To
date this has not been done.

/

<|
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This past August, members of the 1776 union, the undergraduate
student body, MSEA, and members of the professional association and
.faculty picketed Whitmore, the Physical Plant, and the new steam plant
at Tilson Farm to protest the hike in parking fees and their lack of say in
the matter.

Due to the continuing controversy, the MDC interviewed, Vice-

Chancellor Rooert Gage; Speaker for the Student Senate David Booker;
Operations Manager for Student Senate Transit Service Bob Godding;
MSEA President Bernard Turner; Student Senate President Nick
Apostola; and Attorney for the Students Richard Howland commented on
some of the major points of contention.

Disagreement centers around three main issues: governance, em-
ployee parking and the bus system.
Those concerned with governance are indignant over the secrecy which

surrounded the Proposal's presentation, and its untimely unveiling at the

end of the semester. Groups within the employees, students, and faculty

contend that adequate time was not available for discussion, n.

Employees contend that they should not be required to pay to park to

work here.

Those members of the University who live in outlying towns have ex-

pressed their disappointment with the curtailment of bus service to such
outlying towns as Belchertown. They feel that the increased frequency in

campus bus service does not justify this cutback.

Controversy continues over the representation of various campus
groups on the Committee.
"The Administration did not consult every group on campus," said

Turner. "They've made the policy and now they're going to negotiate

afterwards. The University has set a course and is going to follow it

irrespective of the people on Campus," he added.
However, it was Godding's opinion that, "all the groups on Campus

were represented at the one meeting I attended."

"The Administration," said Nick Apostola, "wouldn't impose a

satisfactory parking proposal on themselves. The Administration hasn't

done any better. The people should have a part in it. Something like this

can't be imposed from on high

"All the groups on the Committee were represented, but the way the

Committee was handled misled everyone. Gage assumed the

representatives could speak for tl.eir constituencies but there was no
time to find out if these reprsentatives were truly speaking for their

consituencies," he said.

The timing of the public announcement of the Proposal last Spring has
also been attacked

Booker's major objection is that, "the Committee didn't tell the public

until two working days before the Proposal went to the Committee to be

< Continued on Page 3)

Staff photo /Kriften Thompson
Summer shadows the beginning of Fall as classes start for another semester at I Mass Entering year
I Hi of operation, students enjo> the valle> sunsine and a break before dusting off the skis.

WMUA
WMUA (98.1 FM) will cover

today's rally live beginning at

1155 a.m. Covering the ev°nt

will be Ken Mosakowski and
Steve Tripoli
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He's Here To Help You
By CINDY GONET

There is help out there, believe it or not. . .in the

office of the ombudsman. He'll aid anyone with any
problem for any length of time. He is S. Jay Savereid.

Savereid became ombudsman for UMass last

September as the second man in that position since

the job was created in 1971. With it, he inherited all

the gripes and problems of 25,000 undergraduate and
graduate students, the faculty, administrative staff,

visitors to campus, and prospective students.

The office of the ombudsman will be operating this

semester as it has for the past two years, offering

services and aid especially to incoming freshmen and
guests to the Amherst area. "We help the person who
doesn't know his way around or is getting the brush

off." Severeid explained.
Savereid can help you tackle any problem you can't

handle yourself. The problems he usually deals with
include difficulties with housing, parking, food ser-

vices, financial aid and medical services. "These
students are usually looking for some relief from a
housing or food services requirement or are having
trouble getting a deposit returned," Savereid said.

"I think there are lots of highly responsive
segments to this University but I also think there are
lots of places where a student gets a lot of fun feeling

response," said Savereid. Problems usually result

from misunderstandings, personality differences and
situations where the present system simply can't

cope with the demand. "One thing that's pretty

characteristic of this place-something different from
a Harvard or Holy Cross-is that our growth has been
so big and so recent than many things still haven't
been worked out yet. We're still experiencing
growing pains."

The biggest problem with the position is the lack of

publicity it receives. Savereid said that no one really

knows what an ombudsman is and the function he
performs in the University. Savereid said that his

predesessor, Prof. Ellsworth Barnard handled only
250 complaints from September 1971 through May
1972. Savereid estimates that he has attended to only
400 cases this academic year.

Because he has gotten only 400 complaints "its

entirely a 'do able' job-it's not overwhelming", he
said. "If it does become this office that gets the ap-
propriate number of problems from all 25,000 people,

then we'd be overrun." He wouldn't have time to

handle a problem while a student or faculty member
is still in his office — or deal with the appropriate
officials in person.

"One thing guaranteed the holder of this office,"

said Savereid, "is that he has been promised the
cooperation of various offices in the University. We
don't have the right to subpoena records of anything
like that, but if I call an administrator, I get him. A
student often won't."

New Library:

Problems Not Unsolvable
By ED GORMAN

The new University Library has
experienced problems since it was
officially opened June 26 but none
of them are unsolvable. According
to George Wright of Public Ser-

vices, "We have had problems and
we still do, but none of them are
unsolvable. We don't expect
everything to work the way we
want for another year."

After the novelty wears off, the

new library will serve over 6,000

people per day. Wright said that
with so many people to serve each
day problems are inevitable.

The air conditioning, which
broke down for three weeks early
this summer, has been repaired for
the time being.

Wright said that more repair

work on the system will begin once
the cold weather sets in.

One of the major problems
facing the library officials is signs.

Wright said that they are waiting

Correction
In the Friday's Collegian story regarding campus bars, the

sentence "Although there seems to be a great deal of local high
schoolers and other persons also using the campus bars, there has been
nothing done to prevent this..." was erroneously attributed to Jim Lind-
sey. the chairperson of the Campus Center Board of Governors.

Mr. Lindsey did not make this statement. Also according to Mr. Lind-
sey, anyone from outside the UMass community must present both a
proof of age, and be accompanied by a current member of the Top of the
Campus Club.
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for signs (no smoking, entrance,
exit, etc.) to arrive from a graphic
company. Until then, makeshift
signs are being used.

All toilets and lights are working
except for minor problems. Wright
said that the Public Services Dept.
is still moving in furniture.

The true test of the library's

efficiency W»H come in the next
tew weeks, said Wright, when it is

invaded by hordes of students. He
said that the heating system may
cause problems but the Physical
Plant will be ready for immediate
service if any trouble occurs.
Wright said that he has been told

by officials at the Physical Plant
that the library has experienced
very few problems for a building
its size. "But," he concluded, "we
will just have to wait and see."

Index
The American Yearbook

Company informs us that the 1973
"Index" will not be delivered until

late October.

Yearbooks for the January, June
and August graduates will be
mailed. All students who received
a computer card for the 1973
edition should retain their cards
and watch the COLLEGIAN for
dates and places of distribution.

100 Years Ago
(Ed. Note: As the 1972-73 academic year commences, it's nice to look

back to life of the roaring 1890's when life was simpler. There weren't

parking hassles or courses in upper level chemistry, you only had to

worry about cow diets and milking them on time. The "Index" of 1867

supplies the story.

In these days of inflation, rising food costs, housing costs, and tuition

hikes, it's nice to look back at the golden olden days of sunny skies and
whispering breezes.

A century ago at UMass... those were the days when everyone knew his

neighbor, people smiled, worked, and wanted to become farmers.

Mass Aggie, as it was known in 1867, had a freshman class of 47. There
were 6 faculty members and the only major department of study was
agriculture.

As the index of 1892 explains, "Massachusetts Agricultural College is a

rare chance for vnune men to obtain a thorough Dractical education. The
cost is reduced to a minimum." Tuition was $12 a term. Room rent $5 per
term. Board was S3-$3.50 per week.

Candidates for admission had to be fifteen years of age or over, and
pass satisfactory oral and written examinations in English Grammar,
Geography, History of the United States, Arithmetic, Algebra to

Quadratic Equations, and the Metric System.

Those were the days when apathy was a sin...everyone had an opinion,

voiced it, belonged and interacted.

Participation in class events was almost mandatory. The class yell of
'94 was..."Rah-Rix-Rah, Zip-Boom-Bah, '94-94-Rah-Rah-Rah". Every
class composed it's own yell; it was symbolic of unity.

AGGIE LIFE, the predecessor of the COLLEGIAN, often related this

feeling of kindred spirits. "On September 23, Professor Maynard took the
Sophomore class on a botanizing trip to Sugar-Loaf. They ascended the
mountain, viewed the beautiful scenery for which the place is noted, and
after an hour had been thus occupied, they descended. Some of them
finding quite rare botanical gems. About 2 p.m. the boys started on their

homeward journey when Professor Maynard showed his usual generosity

by giving all the watermelons and mushmelons they were capable of

eating, which proved to be a large amount in most cases. About 4 p.m.,
they arrived at the college and after giving the class yell several times,

and extending to Professor Maynard a vote of thanks; they went to their

rooms all agreeing that they had spent a most profitable and enjoyable
day."

It seems that times have changed. This letter of a Freshman writing to

his mother was confiscated by a Sophomore and printed in AGGIE LIFE,
October 1890. "We must keep regular hours as we must have our lights

out by 9:00. My clock stopped and the next thing I knew I heard the
janitor yell "lights out". I blew mine out, then I went to bed in the dark.
"Now I go to bed about half-past-eight. I am too sleepy to sit up and

study.

"The Sophomores are very rough. . . I am going to keep in my room
nights because the Sophomores say they will throw me in the fountain."
Actually, it sounds like something I wrote as a Freshman to my sym-

pathetic mother.
Perhaps aside from rising and falling standards of living, people will be

the same. We still complain about identical things, although a century
apart. .. "Are the walks around college to be as slippery next term as they
were this winter. So little labor would be required to remove all the snow
and ice from the walks." AGGIE LIFE in the 1800's grumbled and griped
about matters with which 1970's UMies are still hasseling.
The college had progressed into a university and as the AGGIE

proclaimed 100 years ago "When an alumnus of one of the 1st classes
returns to the college, after years of absence, he hardly knows the place.

"

Tn the next hundred years, who knows?

Time Magazine Claims

Aide Delivered
Tapes To Nixon
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NEW YORK (AP) - Time
magazine says a Nixon aide has
told Senate investigators that he
delivered eight or 10 tapes of

Watergate conversations to the
President on June 4 and picked
them up later "fully unwound."
Time said Stephen B. Bull, a

special assistant to the president,
told investigators for the Senate
Watergate committee that Nixon
held the tapes for 12 hours, from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m.
The magazine added that ac-

cording to Bull's statement to the
investigators, "when Bull
retrieved them, all of the tapes had
been fully unwound."
Nixon, asked at a news con-

ference last week about the content
of the tapes, replied in part: "As a
matter of fact, the only time I

listened to the tapes, two certain
tapes - 1 didn't listen to all of them,
of course - was on June the fourth."
The tapes are being sought by both
the Ervin committee and by
special Watergate prosecutor
Archibald Cox.
The New York Times said

Sunday that Bull had also told the

investigators Nixon sought to have
one of the tapes flown to California

while John W. Dean III, former
presidential counsel, was ap-
pearing before the Senate
Watergate committee.
The Times said the request to

Bull came at midnight on June 27,

and Bull reported there was no
courier flight from Washington at

that hour.

Bull then was instructed, the
Times said, to make arrangements
for the tape to be played at the

White House for J. Fred Buzhardt,
a presidential counsel, so Buzhardt
could brief the president on it by
telephone.

The Times said the tape was that
of an April 15 conversation bet-

ween the President and Dean. In

his testimony to the committee,
Dean said that during that con-
versation he became suspicious
that the talk was being recorded
when Nixon stepped away from his

desk and said in a low voice he had
been "foolish" to discuss with an
aide the subject of executive
clemency for a Watergate
defendant.

UNIVERSITY YEAR FOR ACTION

ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY, GROUP
DYNAMICS, URBAN SOCIOLOGY, LEGAL
RIGHTS, RACISM, ECONOMICS, COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATION . . .

A year with University Year for AC T ION will teach
you about all these things, and much more.
See a UYA representative Monday to Friday, Sept.

10-14, on the Campus Center Concourse.

TheDreamMachines£ U^re
By GINNY PITT

Associated Press Writer
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AP) " The days are lon« P881 in which great
inventors were born and not made, according to a Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology professor heading a new program designed todevelop new ideas and carry them to their ultimate end-a marketable
product.

"It is a common belief that inventors and entrepreneurs are self-made
men, born with that talent. Edison, the Wright brothers-none attended

astronautics
Ya°* TZU L

''
MIT professor of aer°nautics and

"But with limits on natural resources, environmental concern and the
shrinking U.S. share of the world market, we simply cannot rely upon the
self-breeding process of a few innovators to keep the rest of the educated
engineers employed. What we need is an organized training ground for
innovators and entrepreneurs," Li said.
The National Science Foundation has provided $1.1 million for a five-

year innovation program at MIT directed by Li. The program is divided
into two segments socio-technological innovation seminars and the in-
novation C0-O-.

The seminars will allow students to talk with other students, professors
and leading scientists and industrialists in an attempt to inspire creative
thinking, Li said.

"Ideas generage ideas. We already teach students theories of ther-
modynamics and flued mechanics," he said, "but we don't currently
address specific problems."
The seminars will encourage development of ideas in all fields, from

designing a unique musical instrument to inventing a device to convert
alar energy to usable electricity.
"But when an idea is generated, it's not very rewarding unless we can

see it carried out," Li said.

The co-op segment of the innovation program will provide professional

**!?!£? and fac,lities t0 Produce and market students' inventions
MIT s Alfred P. Sloan School of Management will work with the in-

novation program, providing marketing surveys for suggested products
A co-op board of directors, comprised of well-known businessmen and

inventors in their own right, such as Dr. Edwin Land, inventor of the
Polaroid Land carmera, will consider the students' proposals, the survey
results and general feasibility of projects. The board will then determine
which projects will be activated through the co-op.
Li said the innovation program expects to be self-supporting in five

years, when the NSF grant runs out. Inventions emerging from the
program will be the property of individual students and of MIT . Royalties
will be divided proportionately, Li said.
"The method is simple," Li said. "Give students, in addition to a

sophisticated education, the exposure to the need for innovation, a pat on
the back when deserved, a hint at the right moment, a possibility for
reward, and set them loose to get their hands dirty and fall flat on their
faces once in a while."

By F. RICHARD CICCONE
Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO (AP) - The end to the
ceiling on beef prices is not ex-
pected to create any immediate
changes in the way growers and
packers get their product to
supermarket meat counters.
Knowledgeable persons in the

industry say the retail price of beef
probably will rise somewhat,
particularly until growers release
cattle they have held back during
the two-month price ceilings, The
ceilings are to be lifted at midnight
Sunday.

Slaughterhouses, which either
closed or had severe curtailments
during July and August because of
the lack of beef, are expected to
return to full operation, but the
process will be gradual.
The Agriculture Department

reported last week that 103 packing
houses remained closed and 375
still were curtailing operations.
This compared with Aug. 22 when
139 packers were closed and more
than 700 were experiencing cut-
backs.

"Most of those who closed or cut
back will go back into full swing
now that the price freeze has lif-

ted," said Herb Jackson of the
Agriculture Department. "Some of
the less efficient operations may
never be started up again."

Officials at the Chicago and
Joliet Stockyards doubted they
would have any sharp increases in

the cattle market this week.
Chet Bolger, a stockyards

spokesman, said cattle receipts
have increased the past three
weeks and are very near normal of
about 10,000 a week.

Parking:How It's Done At UWisconsin
My BILL DENSMORE

MADISON, Wis.-Since UMass
isn't the only large university in
the country, it isn't the only one
with parking and transportation
problems
Not only

University of

here have to

35,000 students

does the main
Wisconsin campus
cope with keeping
on the move, but

campus administrators here have
a second headache-their campus
sits smack in the middle of this city
of 172,000 and the state capital to
boot.

Small wonder the central ad-
ministration decided they needed a
parking and transportation
coordinator back in 1970, and they
hired Tim Phillips, a former grad
student, to do the job.

Since Phillips came on the job a
few changes have been made. At
first the campus had no bus system
and no overall policy for vehicle
parking. In addition the city was
providing little or no municipal bus
service--with a fleet of battered
decade-old buses that never
carried full loads.

According to Phillips, UW
"began to grow in leaps and
bounds" during the sixties and "we
built all our new buildings on
parking lots."

"So by 1970 the crunch was really

on in parking, and we had nowhere
to build new lots because Die
campus is surrounded by city

blocks." Phillips said.

Up to 1970 UW charged
everybody a flat rate of $12 per
year to park in any campus lot with
a sticker. At the time there was one
parking space for every five

campus users and gigantic traffic

jams on the streets surrounding
the campus each weekday, Phillips
recalls.

Phillips' efforts to control traffic
congestion centered on two ap-
proaches, a rational and strictly
enforced parking system to fairly
allocate the woefully inadequate
spaces available to UW students
and staff, and a greatly expanded
bus system operating lengthwise
across the rectangular campus.
The University now operates

twelve buses through the campus
and to and from a peripheral "lot
60" similar in size and relative
location to UMass "V lot."
"Our bus system lost $100,000 the

first year," Phillips said, "but last
year we made 12,000 and we have
gained ridership every year."
At the same time UW was

revamping its bus system, the city
of Madison, with help from the
Wisconsin legislature bought the
ailing bus company, out fited it

with new air-conditioned buses and
greatly expanded the previous
routes.

City buses cost 25* to ride. Those
run by the University on campus
are 1 5< In addition, a group of city
merchants run a bt "shuttle bus"
up and down the main commercial
street in the center of campus to

spur business.

Phillips said that since the buses
began operating and parking fees
were increased there has been an
obvious decrease in traffic,
resulting in .'a better environment
for education."
When asked how he arrived at

fair parking fees. Phillips said,
"Well, first we looked at the
central campus lots and we said.

^5€
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How much can we get for them
and still have people park?' Then
we said, 'What will the ad-
ministration be willing to accept as
reasonable."

What Phillips came up with was
a scale with 7 increments varying
in price according to the distance
of the lots from the center of
campus- they're relative
"desirability."

UW has 9,000 spaces (compared
to UMass' 7,000). Of those, 5,500

are allocated outright as restricted

to faculty and staff (unlike
UMass). The present fee schedule
is:

-$180-yr. for 44 "core" spaces
beside UW's Peterson ad-
ministration building.

-$150-yr. for 200 "center
campus" spaces.

-1100-yr. for 1,500 "inner core"
spaces.

-$65-yr. for 3,000 "peripheral"
spaces.

$ 55-yr. for 1,000 "peripheral"
spaces.

- $25-yr. for 700 "edge" spaces
not served by bus.

- $5-yr. for 2,000 spaces in

UW's "lot 60" served by bu» shuttle
every twelve minutes during the
day but previously free.

Phillips said dealing with
campus transportation "just isn't

as simple as it looks," and "there
are some problems that people
don't understand."
He said when UW's parking fees

first went up in 1971 commuters
refused to park on campus, but

now have decided the cost is worth

it.

"The first year we had empty
spaces -the second year they came
creeping back in again," he said.

He said some employees of the
University of Wisconsin have
complained that they deserve to

park free as a fringe benefit,

claiming that employees of a
nearby meat-packing plant have
free space. Phillips disputes such
logic

Nobody's forcing you to come
to work at the Univ. of Wisconsin,'
I tell them, and at UW we have an
enforced parking plan.' " he said.

Registration lines and ninety degree weather sent many UMass
students looking for cooler pastimes. Now that the temperature has
dropped and classes have started, the party's over.
(MDC photo by Jim Pappas)

Parking Fee Spurs Questions
( Continued from Page 1

)

voted on. Because of the way the Proposal was drawn up and im-
plemented, collective bargaining between groups has fallen apart

"

Gage, however, disagrees. "The reason the Proposal was announced so
late in the semester was because the Committee wanted to be sure. The
details of the plan hadn't been worked out yet," he said.
Gage also defended his position over the representation of various

Campus groups on the Committee saying, "We presumed the Committee
represented the interests of the various constituents. They were not
supposed to be experts."
Should employees be required to pay a parking fee?
"Don't state employees in Boston have to pay for their parking at say

the Saltonstall Building?" stated Gage. "Besides, people aren't forced to
work here," he added.
"Employees should not be forced to pay for parking fees " argued

Turner, "but the state should. Employees should not be forced to pav to
come to work.

*^J

"There is no commuter service here like in Boston," he continued.
"The bus system here is not available to everyone."
One University employee, Stephen Kozloski, declared that the

University can't legally impose a parking fee on the employees
However, Dick howland disputed his stand.
"Nothing in the Mass. General Laws Annotated prohibits the

University from establishing registration and parking fees," Howland
said.

Although the frequency of campus buses has increased, service to some
outlying towns has been curtailed.
Said Gage, "Bus service to outlying towns was cut off for financial

reasons, and also because there were not enough people riding the buses
to warrant their use.

"It is more ecologically sound to expand the bus service than to build
new lots, but it's more expensive. We must draw the line between ecology
and economy," he added.

Godding noted that in the original proposal the parking tees were not
marked to go to tne support of the bus service. Then Vice Chancellor
Campion said some of the fees would be channeled there.
"This is news to me," Godding said.

It was Apostolas opinion that cars should be kept away from the
Campus core. "We should build peripheral lots as core lots are closed,
and bus the people from them to the Campus," he said.

"I believe it is uneconomical to have full bus service," he added.
Turner agreed. "The Administration," he said, "says they want a

green campus but they are extending the asphalt. I would like to see them
do away with inner lots and expand the bus service."
Gage concluded that it's difficult to satisfy the interests of the various

group, students, faculty, and employees, think they have a special in-
terest in the Proposal. It's impossible to get consensus," he said.
Gage said he would reconsider the proposal if there was strong op-

position. He cautioned though, that anyone who opposes the Proposal with
vehemence must have a reliable alternative.
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In The Nation And The World
Even The Experts Can 7 Tell

Beef Ceiling Lifts; Prices Uncertain
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer

Consumers prepared for another round of

price increases with the lifting of the beef

ceiling at midnight Sunday, but even the

experts weren't sure what would happen at

the supermarket on Monday.
"At the moment," said Forest Barter,

meat merchandiser for the A&P in Boston,

"it's anybody's guess."

Wade Parker, general manager of the

Pacific Meat Co. in Portland, Ore., said,

"The retail price of beef could go up as

much as 10 cents a pound. The housewife's

going to tell us. If she buys, the beef will

move right along and the price will go up. If

she resists, it's going to stay down..."

Consumer resistance to high prices of

pork and poultry, freed from most controls

in July, has been credited with bringing

down the cost of things like bacon, eggs and
chicken. An Associated Press marketbasket
survey earlier this month found retail prices

declined between the middle of August and
the beginning of September, although they
averaged seven per cent higher than they
were six months ago.

A spokesman for Armour & Co. agreed
that a lot depends on the consumer. But he
added: "It depends on farmers too. They
may try to hold out or may decide they'd

better sell...What we're really saying is that

we don't know what's going to happen."
Monday marks the first time in more than

five months that beef prices will be free of

regulations that will allow producers,

processors and retailers to pass on to the

consumer increases in nonagricultural

costs.

Dr. Herbert Stein, chairman of the

President's Council of Economic Advisers,

predicted that beef prices would stay about

the same for a while, but might increase

with the onset of colder weather which

traditionally brings a boost in the demand

for red meat.

Richard E. Lyng, a former Agriculture

Department official who will take over in

November as president of the American

Meat Institute, said, "We may see an in-

crease in beef prices, but we don't expect to

see anything like the pork situation."

The first ceilings, on beef, lamb and pork,

were announced in the beginning of April. In
June, a 60-day freeze on all prices was
imposed.

On July 18, President Nixon lifted the

freeze on all foods except beef to allow

prices to rise to reflect increased farm
costs.

The beef freeze was to remain in effect

until midnight Tuesday, but was lifted two
days early, partly to head off possible

shortages that could have developed
because of last-minute buying by consumers
hoping to beat the price rise.

Congress Awaits Nixon Message
By EDMOND Le BRETON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress,

ruffled by President Nixon's
criticism of its record, receives

today the chief executive's special

message spelling out what he
wants Congress to do for the rest of

the year.

Nixon is expected to make some
conciliatory gestures in his special

message. In a radio talk Sunday,

he avoided partisan rhetoric in

asking the legislative branch to

join the executive in passing

legislation.

But his statement last week that

he was disappointed in Congress'

performance touched off an angry
reaction by the majority
Democrats.
A new measure of the tem-

perature of executive-legislative

relations will be taken Wednesday
when the House votes on

overriding Nixon's veto of an
emergency medical services bill

that would have blocked ad-

ministration plans to close eight

public service hospitals.

The Senate voted Aug. 2 to

override, but it appeared doubtful

the necessary two-thirds vote could

be mustered in the House.

Both chambers will debate
during the week their versions of

legislation to help urban mass
transit systems.

The Senate Foreign Relations

Committee resumes Monday its

hearings on the confirmation of

Henry A. Kissinger to be secretary

of state.

The House begins the week by
considering whether to cite G.

Gordon Liddy, convicted
Watergate figure, for contempt
because of his refusal to testify

before an Armed Forces in-

vestigation subcommittee.

On Tuesday it is scheduled to

take up compromise State

Department spending
authorizations.

The bill contains provisions to

require nominees for ambassador
to disclose contributions they made
to presidential campaigns and to

cut off funds from the department

and related agencies if they refuse

to give information requested by
Congress.

The Senate considers Monday
the nomination of Russell E. Train

to be administrator of the

Envrionmental Protection Agency.

Nixon had Senate Democratic
Leader Mike Mansfield of Mon-
tana as his breakfast guest Friday.

Mansfield said afterward Nixon
had denied any intention of

criticizing Congress' over-all

record, but only its handling of

some of his specific requests.

Baker, Reagan, Connally Rise

Agnew's Prospects For 76 Drop
By CARL P. LEIBSDORF

AP Political Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)
Republican party leaders meeting
for the first time since the

Watergate scandal erupted see a

sharp drop in Vice President Spiro

T. Agnew's presidential prospects

and an upsurge of interest in Sen.

Howard Baker, Gov. Ronald
Keagan and former Treasury
Secretary John Connally.

To a lesser extent, according to

an Associated Press survey of GOP
National Committee members and
state chairmen, gains also were
registered for Sen. Charle^ Percy,

and New Yoik Gov. Nelson A.

Rockerfeller.

The GOP leaders were polled as

Republican state chairmen opened
a three-day meeting Sunday. The
Republican National Committee
meets Monday for the first time

since President Nixon's inaugural

in January. A new party reform

group convenes Tuesday.
More than half of the 70 GOP

officials from 37 states responding

to the AP survey said the

disclosure that Agnew faces

possible criminal charges in

Maryland has hurt his 1976

presidential chances.

Some thought Agnew could come
out "smelling like a rose." as

Committeeman Creighton Holden

of Michigan put it

Hut others felt his chances would

be hurt, regardless of the outcome.
Committeewoman Orriette

Sinclair of Idaho said the in-

vestigation will damage Agnew
"even if the charges are never
proved."

Baker, the 47-year-old Tennessee
senator who is the ranking GOP
member of the Senate Watergate
Committee was clearly the biggest

gainer because of Watergate,
according to the survey. Twenty
members said he had been helped.

Only two thought his role had
damaged him.

"There's no question that Baker
has been helped tremendously,"
said Lousiana Republican
chairman James Royce. "And he's

been a popular figure in

Republican circles for some time."

Eleven members each said that

Reagan and Connally had been
helped.

Some tied Reagan's rise directly

to Agnew's decline, while two said

Connally might be injured by his

close association with President

Nixon.

However. Kentucky GOP
chairman Charles Coy said "I

think Connally will be the greatest

beneficiary." adding that Nixon's

reference to the former Texas
governor at last week's news
conference "didn't hurt him."

Referring to Connally s con-

version from the Democratic Dartv

at the height of the Watergate

Anyone Can Pl$f

itfhi

New Hatch Coffeehouse
Call 5-0418

revelations, Montana GOP
chairman Kenneth Neill said "it

will help Connally because he
boarded the ship during a difficult

iime for the party."

"Reagan might be helped if

Agnew is hurt," said Oklahoma
Republican Chairman Clarence
Warner. Florida Chairman L. E.
Tommy Thomas said the
California governor has been
especially helped because "there

has been no taint of political hanky-
panky in his administration."

UAW Strike Possible

By DOUG CALDWELL
Associated Press Writer

DETROIT (AP) - The president
of the United Auto Workers
charged Sunday that Ford and
General Motors were presuring
Chrysler Corp. in the current
contract negotiations on key union
demands. He said chances of
avoiding an auto industry strike

were "less hopeful."

Leonard E. Woodcock, ap-
pearing at a news conference
Sunday, charged that Chrysler had
been "very unresponsive and even
regressive in two or three areas."
Woodcock's news conference

came less than a week before the
UAW's strike deadline against
Chrysler and as union negotiators

painted a bleak picture of progress
being made in the talks.

He spoke after several hours of
subcommittee meetings between
negotiators in the auto industry

contract talks.

Both sides have imposed a news
blacko. t on this weekend's
negotiations, but it was believe *

there was little progress on key
union demands Among them are
voluntary overtime, retirement
after M) years' service at $650 a
month, revisions in the cost of

living formula and a boost in a
provision wh'ch limits annual
wage increases to three per cent

KENNEDY TO WED-Kathleen Kennedy, the 22-year-old

daughter of the late Robert F. Kennedy, plans to marry a Harvard
University graduate student, according to the Boston Globe. The
Kadcliff senior, shown speaking in May, 1972, at a campaign rally for

George McGovern. will wed David Lee Townsend, 25, the Globe
says. (AP Wirephoto)

Attacks Renewed
On Kompong Cham

By DENIS GRAY
Associated Press Writer

(AP) -Insurgents renewed their attacks Sunday on Kompong Cham,
thrusting at two sections of the government defense perimeter around the
northern half of the city, diplomatic sources reported.
The sources said Communist-led rebel gunners pounded government

positions with more than 100 pounds of artillery fire to end a day-long lull,
but were beaten back when they attempted ground assaults.
Casualty figures were not available. The city, Cambodia's third

largest, has been under heavy rebel attack for about three weeks.
The diplomatic sources said house-to-house fighting continued one

block from the market place and that it was often difficult for soldiers on
both sides to distinguish between the enemy and their own troops.
Latest reports indicate insurgents control the southern half of Kom-

pong Cham, while government troops have thrown a perimeter around
the northern half.

Government reinforcements continued to move out of Phnom Penh to
strengthen the Kompong Cham garrison. The besieged city is being
resupplied by boats going up the Mekong, by helicopters and by air drops.
Field reports and a Cambodian forward artillery observer said an

encircled government company on Highway 4 about 17 miles west of
Phnom Penh attempted a breakthrough after running out of food but
failed. Reports said about 50 of the 120-man unit were missing.
Government advances from the west and east have tried to link up on

Highway 4. But they have been stalled for eight days by insurgents in
bunkers.

IMF Predicts Hike
In World Inflation
ByBILLNEIKIRK

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

International Monetary Fund drew
a grim picture of world inflation

Sunday, saying economic con-

ditions in industrial nations point to

rapidly rising prices this year and
next.

The organization said the Nixon
administration faces "an ex-

ceptionally difficult task of guiding
the U.S. economy back to its

potential growth path, avoiding
either overheating or recession."

The fund, as it is known in

financial circles, said in its annual
report the major world economies
are booming and will continue to do
so in 1974, making it difficult to

arrest the inflationary spiral.

It urged its 126 member nations,

and especially the industrial

economics, "to give this problem a

very high priority in the for-

mulation and conduct of economic
policies."

"The paramount considerations,

of course, are that high rates of

inflation impair economic per-

formance and create economic and
social inequities, currently af-

fecting populations throughout the

world," the fund said.

The report said prices in the

United States, Europe, Canada
and Japan rose 6 per cent from the

second half of 1972 to the first half

of this year. Combined, these

economies grew by 7 per cent in the

same period, it said.

Nations now face the challenge

of slowing down economic growth

without triggering a recession, the

fund said.

Nixon Asks Congress

for Cooperation
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — Avoiding partisan rhetoric, President Nixon

called Sunday for cooperation between Congress and the White House in

"turning the blessings of peace into a better life for all."

In a taped radio address, Nixon said more than 50 major bills backed by

the administration still await final congressional action.

While avoiding a repetition of his Wednesday news conference

statement that this represented "a very disappointing record" for the

Democratic-controlled Congress, Nixon did say:

"It means that Congress should join the executive in making up for the

precious time lost this year in failing to act on those measures which

vitally affect every American by going into extra session, if necessary, to

complete the people's business before the year ends."

Nixon will send the Senate and House a lengthy special State of the

I nion message Monday expanding on his call for legislative action.

BU May Reinstate ROTC
BOSTON (AP) — Boston

I niversity. which phased out
Army and Air Force Rote in 1969

during the height of antiwar
sentiment, has begun talking to the

military about the possibility of

bringing it back.

Bl President John R. Silber

opened the discussions after a

survey showed that 75 per cent of

the iucultv luvored reinstating the

military officer training program.
"We do not compromise our

responsibilities by proving an
opportunity for students to qualify

themselves for leadership in

defense of their country and its

Consitution." Silber said.

Boston University was the site of

repeated antiwar demonstrations
during the late 1960s
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The Grad Research Center thrusts out a new wing. Will it soar to new heights?

Turkey's Opium

Political Issue

By EMEL ANIL
Associated Press Writer

ANKARA. Turkey (AP) —
Turkey's ban on opium production

is becoming an issue in the cam-
paign for the Oct. 14 general

election. All three major parties

intend to mention the possibility of

lifting it in their platforms, sources

said Sunday.
Former Premier Suleyman

Demirel, chairman of the con-

servative Justice party, which has

a good chance of returning to

power in October, has implied that

his party will point out at least the

need for a review of Turkey's

opium policy.

The Democratic Socialist

Republican People's party, the

second largest political

organization, has already an-

nounced it will consider resump-

tion of poppy cultivation providing

there are "sufficient controls to

eliminate international concern."

The centrist Republican
Reliance party is also expected to

come out against the ban.

Turkey banned opium
cultivation in June 1971 under
heavy pressure from the United

States, which claimed that 80 per

cent of the heroin reaching U.S.

addicts originated in Turkish
poppy fields.
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Do you want to make it?

come to the

CRAFT WORKSHOP
Lower Level — Student Union Bldg.

OPEN

MON.-FRI.— 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

SATS.— 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

TOOLS** INSTRUCTION** SUPPLIES
for

Silver jewelry, leather, photography, woodworking,

pottery, stained glass, copper enameling, stone

cutting & polishing, candle making, silk screen

• • * •

SPECIAL SEMINARS — Sandal & Moccasin

making, sheepskin coats, vests, Batik, etc.

YOU PAY ONLY FOR SUPPLIES

FRESHMEN and FRESHWOMEN

FEELING CONFUSED because you've

been dropped? If you are interested in adding a

different kind of course, there are still openings

in Psych 190 a 30 3-credit course in the "College

Experience". Come to the first lecture Tuesday

11:15 — Skinner Aud.; or call Rose 6-5268

or Jeff 6-9820.
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Woman POW Survives Torture ^OU
?.
e: TaPe«

By DANIELLE FLOOD
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - A German
nurse who survived four years of

North Vietnamese captivity
recalled Sunday how she whiled
away her hours in a wooden hut
with dreams of building schools
and hospitals.

Monica Schwinn, 31 of Lebach,
West Germany, was a member of
the Maltese Aid Service and went
to Vietnam to give medical help to
persons on both sides of the con-
flict. During her imprisonment she
watched three of her medical

comrades starve to death.
Miss Schwinn, West German and

American officials say, is the only
woman known to have emerged
alive from North Vietnamese
imprisonment.
She was interviewed during a

stopover here on her way home
from rest and rehabilitation in

Pennsylvania.
"The most difficult thing was

having nothing to do as I lay on a
wooden bench in a hut, alone for
three years, and being told I had
committed crimes against the
Vietnamese people."

Kompong Cham;
First-Hand Account
By SO-SAKIiAN COSTO

PHNOM PENH. Cambodia (AP)
Kompong Cham had turned into a

nightmare of gutted homes, corp-
ses in the streets and parents
screaming for their children.
What was left of the city's

civilian population streamed into
boats that might take them across
the Mekong River to safety.

Cambodians were fighting
Cambodians hand-to-hand in the
market place and in the streets of
what used to be a peaceful city with
palm-shaded boulevards and fancy
villas for French plantation
owners.
The streets were marred by

craters from the artillery shells.

Spent cartridges littered the
streets and there were soldiers'

helmets left on the pavement.
Rounds of mortar, 105mm and

75mm fire pounded the city almost
continuously.

The shells were exploding
around me when I jumped off a
government military helicopter
across the river from Kompong
Cham. A few men died near me,
one cut in two by an exploding
round.

I ran for cover. Two rounds of
105mm hit the place where I had
taken shelter. They knocked the
roof off the building. I could feel
some pieces of brick and cement
falling on me.
The rebels started to shell again

when I took a boat across the river
to the city. The boat had to zig zag
through the water. We were so
frightened that all of us in the boat
were quiet, huddled inside and
praying.

The area around the market
place in the northeastern sector
was a key target of the Khmer
Kouge The fighting there was
louse-to-house. Troops of both
>ides and civilians were caught in a
spray of rifle and machine gun
)ullets.

Not many of the house* around
he market were burning. But the
oofs of many had been blown
•part by shelling and broken tiles

ay on the streets.

I started to take pictures, first of
ivilian refugees who tried to
>scape the fighting. I saw parents
ooking for their children in the
treets.

Several soldiers and residents
aid some of the rebels threw hand
grenades and plastic explosives
nto still-occupied homes and cut
hroatsof the critically wounded at

5 College

Frustration?

for answers about five

college registration

procedures/ course

cancellations/ etc. call:

256-8316
Thurs.,Sept 6

Wed., Sept. 12

10a.m. -4p.m.

the city hospital.

There were complaints of food
shortages and inadequate medical
care. Some soldiers said they were
too tired to continue fighting. Many
wounded soldiers lay on the river
banks waiting for boats to make it

through the fire and take them to
Phnom Penh.

She dreamed, she said, of

building houses - first small ones,

then large ones, then schools, then

hospitals.

"I dreamt of utilizing space in

the best ways," she said, "and I

was very happy in these dreams.
But when I woke up, it was pain-

ful."

Miss Schwinn also said the North
Vietnamese resented the fact that

she was a woman and struck her
while on a forced march to the

north.

"During the march, a North
Vietnamese officer beat me twice
until I was unconscious - because I

was a woman.
"An even worse time was when

we were in a hospital hut on the Ho
Chi Minh trail. I had collapsed

from the walking and the officer

threw a bamboo broom at me and
told me to sweep the hut. I think I

made him lose face in front of the
two other Vietnamese taking us
north because I said no.

"I was angry about his action
and I told him he shouldn't pray
the big shot, in German. So he
came up to me and put a revolver
to my head, but I did not show fear,

so he just beat me all over my body
- wherever he could reach."

Her ordeal began when she and

Not Essential
WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, a member of the Senate

Watergate committee, said Sunday the controversial White House tape
recordings of President Nixon's conversations are not essential to the
committee's investigation.

Inouye said the committee could write its report on the Watergate case
and related developments without the material.

The tapes are being sought by both the committee and special
Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox.

Nixon has refused to turn them over voluntarily. The tapes contain
recordings of the President made from taps on his telephone and other
electronic equipment installed in his White House office and at Camp
David.

U.S. District Court Judge John Sirica has ordered that the tapes be
turned over to him to listen to in private. His ruling is being appealed.

Inouye said the committee did not have an absolute need for the tapes
because it was not conducting a criminal investigation.

"If this were a criminal matter I would say the tapes were absolutely
necessary, essential," he said. "In our case I think we can proceed and
file an adequate report without the tapes."
The Hawaii Democrat spoke on the NBC television program "Meet the

Press."

Stressing that his view of the tapes was "my personal opinion," he
said: "In a criminal case it would be absolutely essential the tapes be
made available. The committee report can be made. It is not our job to
determine the guilt or innocence of anybody."

four colleagues were taken
prisoner April 27, 1969, while on
their way to a village near the

Maltese hospital.

She said the five were kept in a

Viet Cong prison camp, mostly
made up of small huts, where three
of her comrades, two of them
women, died of starvation within
three months.
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LUNCHEONS: Tues.-Fri. 1 1:30-2:30

DINNER & COCKTAILS: 5 p.m.-l 1 p.m.

SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS: 1 P.M. - 9 P.M.
Accommodations for Private Parties

For Reservations Call 586-2510

Bath, Maine Hotel Destroyed

Hotel Fire Kills Four
200 Observe

By DAVE SWEARINGEN
Associated Press Writer

BATH, Maine ( AP) — Four persons perished early

Sunday when a fast-moving fire swept a once-
prestigious hotel that had become a haven for area
youngsters.

"I am personally satisfied that there is no one else

in there," said Fire Chief Norman C. Kenney. "But
we have to look, through the Hotel Sedgwick's
charred rubble because of reports that others may
have died," he said.

Earlier, Kenney reported there was reason to

believe additional bodies might be found in the ruins

of the rambling, three-story wooden structure.

Firemen said the bodies of three men and a woman
were found in the debris of the building located in the
center of this famed shipbuilding city.

The remains were taken to a Brunswick hospital

where autopsies were to be performed later Sunday.
Seven persons were seriously injured when the 30-

room hotel turned into a raging inferno.

The names of the dead, reportedly burned beyond
recognition, were not immediately available. The
injured were hospitalized locally for burns and
broken limbs.

Kenney said he had no preliminary finding as to the

origin of the fire, but added "it must have been
smoldering for some time" to envelope the building

so rapidly.

A mobile contractor's crane was called in to clear

away debris where the roof collapsed in the center of

the structure. Kenney said he then would begin the

search for additional victims, and also launch an
investigation into the cause of the fire with the

Nonaligned Conference Ends

assistance of three state fire inspectors.
A couple who fled the building said they found the

fire escape adjoining their room didn't function
properly, forcing them to drop the last few feet into

the arms of passersby. The inspectors said they
would pursue that complaint.
Witnesses told officials the fire seemed to erupt

spontaneously and turned the three-story converted
mansion into a ball of flames.

Firemen said the blaze was discovered
smouldering in the lobby area by a hotel employee
and erupted as he went to report it.

Susan Wright, 20, said she and her 18-year-old

roommate, Debbie Hughes, were asleep in their first

floor room when they heard "somebody hollering

fire."

"We got up. I went to the window and Debbie
opened the door. When you looked down the hall, all

you could see were flames," she said.

The girls fled through a rear door and onto a
parking lot where they saw a male roomer on the roof

crying for help.

They then spotted a young female hotel patron at a
window.
"She didn't dare jump or anything" and was one of

those who died, Miss Wright said.

The hotel was built 65 years ago by lumber
magnate Albert H. Shaw as his home. In the post-

depression era 1936, it became this shipbuilding city's

leading hotel, later housing sailors during World War
II, the Korean conflict and the cold war years.
More recently it had become a boarding-type

facility for many local young people.

Attica Anniversary
By BEN DEFOREST

Associated Press Writer
ATTICA, N.Y. ( AP)- Nearly 200 persons gathered in front of Attica

prison Sunday to mark the second anniversary of the nation's bloodiest

prison rebellion.

Many in the crowd wece relatives and friends of inmates killed in the
four days of violence that began Sept. 9, 1971. The insurrection claimed
the lives of 32 prisoners and 11 prison employes.

State Assemblyman Arthur O. Eve, a Buffalo Democrat, toured the

prison before the memorial service and afterwards told the meeting that

some improvements had been made since the revolt. Eve was a member
of the observers' committee, and was inside the prison during the

rebellion.

He said inmates told him they like the expansion of prison yard
recreation time and new opportunities offered for college-ievei stuay.

But Eve said prisoners still objected to low pay, in some cases only 30 to

40 cents per day, and to what they termed inadequate vocational training.

Poor medical care, intimidation by guards and censorship of mail also
were the subject of inmate complaints, he said.

"I've talked to prisoners who came here from Sing Sing and
Greenhaven," Eve said. "Attica is still the worst prison in the state."

The hour-long ceremony was held on a lawn in front of the prison's

main entrance. No prison authorities attended the observance.
Among the other speakers besides Eve was Mrs. LaVerne Barkley,

mother of Elliott Barkley, one of the inmates slain in the revolt.

MDC Classifieds

Castro Announces Break With Israel

By MICHAEL GOLDSMITH
Associated Press Writer

ALGIERS ( AP) — President Houari Boumedienne
of Algeria closed the troubled nonaligned summit
conference Sunday with a warning that the big

powers can no longer take important decisions

without backing from the Third World.

Cuba's Fidel Castro, who held the center of the

stage through much of the five-day summit, drew
prolonged applause from the final plenary session

with an announcement that Cuba has broken
diplomatic relations with Israel.

Despite Castro's move, the conference was marred
for Arab leaders by the kidnapping of four diplomats

from the Saudi Arabian Embassy in Paris. Their
attention diverted, the Arabs failed to exert the in-

fluence they had hoped for among black African,

Asian and Latin American nonaligned governments.
But sources at the conference said intra-Arab

Ties Trade To ' 'Martydom '

discussions had led to agreement for reconciliation

between King Hussein of Jordan and President An-
war Sadat of Egypt. Their countries cut diplomatic
relations in 1972 over Hussein's proposals for

Palestinians and Israel-held Jordanian territory.

There was no agreement on a definition of

nonalignment, a notion that began in the 1950s with
the idea that smaller countries should avoid following

the lead of the United States or the Soviet Union and
should instead form a Third World of their own.

but the summit did agree on a series of

declarations and resolutions on the nonaligned
countries' posture in world affairs.

These included a sweeping condemnaton of Israel,

criticism of American policy in Indochina and a
consensus favoring Third World economic
cooperation to combat "Neo-colonialist ex-
ploitation."

Mills Opposes Nixon Soviet Policy
By JIM ADAMS

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - House

Ways and Means Chairman Wilbur
Mills, said Sunday he opposes
expanded trade with the Soviet

Union if as long as the Soviets
mistreat dissidents.

"I cannot see the United States

expanding commercial markets
with the Soviet Union if the price is

to be paid in the martyrdom of men
of genius like Aleksandr I.

Solzhenitsyn and Andrei D.
Sakharov," the Arkansas
Democrat said in a statement.

Solzhenitsyn is an author.
Sakharov is a physicist.

The committee is considering a

foreign trade bill in which
President Nixon asked the Soviet

Union be granted most-favored-

nation status. Mills is co-sponsor of

a proposal that would grant it only

if the Soviets loosened their im-

migration policy for Jews and
other minorities.

"The same principle must apply
to all and particularly to those men
whose creativity and courage have
brought down upon them the wrath
of the police state mentality,"

Mills said.

Acting Chairman Al Ullman, D-
Ore., told newsmen this week the

committee might write such a
most-favored-nation condition into

the trade bill or deny the status to

the Soviets and China but grant it

to smaller Communist countries.

Most-favored-nation status
would, in effect, give Communist
countries the same tariff privileges

the United States grants to its

regular western nation trade
partners.

Mills has said he believed his and
other congressmen's support for

demanding freer Soviet im-
migration policies contributed to

the Soviets' recent announcement
that more Jews were being per-

mitted to leave that nation.

But he said in the statement that

his and other congressmen's in-

sistence is not limited to Jews but
to other minorities and men like

Solzhenitsyn and Sakharev.
The two men have been under

attack in the Soviet press for

criticizing the Soviet Union on civil

rights issues.
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BoHwood - Belchertown Project
*** volunteer work with the retarded

'"organizational meetings/ 7:30 p.m.

Sept. 10— Southwest; 22? Boyden Sylvan; McNamara Lounge
Sept. II —Southwest: 227 Boyden Quad: Blue Rm., W.D.C.
Sept. 12— Orchard Hill— Central: Dickenson Rec. Room
Sept. 13 — Campus Center: Rm. 803

If you can't make the evenings, try Tuesday. Sept. 11, 3: 00 p.m. in

Rm. #M03 Campus Center.
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Reflections Unlimited
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Dear Freshpeople

:

This is a missive of some im-

portance, I think. . .

It has to do with what some
people here at UMass can do to the

mentality of a person. . .especially

the brand new person that comes to

this institute of higher (no pun
intended) education. There seems
to be an almost instantaneous
warping of personalities that oc-

curs here, and this can be caused
by several factors; among these
are:

1) the general political and
cultural mood of the country (i.e.,

"So what if the government is

ripping us off? They've always
done it, and if I had the power, I'd

do it.") The fact is, that during
economically stagnant (or
depressive) times, lots of people
just don't want to take any chan-
ces, and there's the illusion that if

you leave things alone, this thing
that you're leaving alone will

inevitably get better. This is a false

assumption, and a deadly one,
since, if you leave the bastards
alone, they'll do it to you all night

long, and there will finally come a

time (some of us contend that the

TIME IS NOW! ) when they will be

in control, and we'll be eating -it.

Again, the problem here, as in

almost anything else, is in the

abuse of allocated power. Also, it's

easier to talk about this kind of

situation than to do something

about it, because the scale of the

operation is so immense.
2) the general concept of the

"I'm Okay, You're Okay" men-
tality which proclaims (quite

heartily) that we should forget

about all these other things that

are bothering us from day-to-day

and let's get stoned and drunk (Did

you know, freshperson-not that I

mean to alarm you-that alcohol

kills brain cells, and that brain

cells don't regenerate. Think about

that the next time you have your
head in the toilet bowl. And lest

others think themselves superior

because they don't drink alcohol,

or take drugs, or the like, that an
unstimulated mind is a worse
curse than a stoned or drunk one.

because it's not aware! -THE

The Educational Trap
Editor's note: This paper has

been prepared by a foreign student

for the express benefit of incoming
foreign students. It is an in-

dividual's point of view. The
Foreign Student Office does not

agree with the article not would it

print it, the Office believes
Haridasan has presented a bleak
picture of the American University

to the foreign student.

It is in two parts: the first deals

with the educational trap, the

second, the societal sufferance. It

presents the culminations of the

experiences of a few students at

this University, whose names have
been witheld for reasons of
publicity.

By N. HARIDASAN
I'UM I: The Educational Trap
Although every single student

may not face the following
situations, and although every
course and every instructor or
faculty member may not be of the
kind described herein, never-
theless, there is a high probability
that VOL' may find:

1. A superfluity ot courses out-

side your special interest field, and
a serious lack of ( or nonexistense
of) courses within that area.

2. A hign degree of non-

correlation of course title & course
description as given in the catalog,

with the actual course contents as
taught in the class. It seems ap-

parent to let the student suffer ( bv
taking a course that from the above-

mentioned printed material
seemed just right for his interests,

and sit through the course to learn
that the instructor has ideas of his

own that he wishes to propogate,
and hang the description as given)
rather than run the whole gamut of

changing the course or instituting a
new course.

3. A high degree of non-

correlation between course con-

tents and the examinations given,

especially the finals. It is like at-

tending 16 weeks of classes, and
studying 16 weeks' notes, and then

find that the exam covers only the

last class!

4. A high degree of non-
correlation between readings
given in the class, and the extent to
which they are included in the
finals. Most times, never.

5. Correlation of grades given
with student's agreement with
instructor's ideas and policies and
pet lads; not having any

relationship (whatsoever) with
one's performance in the course.

6. Grades are important. Don't

be fooled by what advisors,
departments, and the like tell you,

even at the graduate level. If one
doesn't make the cum grade
required by the ( graduate) school,

then one should be prepared to get

a memo of sorts, telling one that if

one doesn't show an improvement
by the end of the following term,

then one should start packing up
for a (hasty) exit.

7. In choosing courses, and in

facing the lack of suitable ones,

you get all the 'freedom' to select;

'freedom' that is in this case
misplaced, and courses that are
inappropriate

8. Choosing advisors and
members for guidance and ad-
visory committees, ad infinitum, is

a hurdle yet to be tackled skillfully

and successfully — especially for

the student ( from overseas or from
other parts of the land) who is not
familiar with the fads, foibles,

fantasies, and freaknesses of the
faculty available.

9. Credits can be transferred

from earlier study programs.
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Check details from each depart-
ment and from the (graduate)

10. Slave trading did not go out

with President Lincoln and hob-

nobbing with royalty ( for favors)

is not a thing of the European past
as one may imagine them to be.

'Freedom' is 'defined' in 'reality'

here as 'the ability of one to make
one's presence known ( and felt) at
the coffee discussions "You laugh
when I crack a joke, and you damn
Nixon when I damn him" kind of

attitude that one meets and
smilingly agrees with (when, of

corse, his arm is being twisted
behind his back through grades,
guidance and greed).

11. A great deal of this so-calhd
'freedom' in being urged to see
one's instructors and advisors
oftentimes. The question is not
whether one has anything to
discuss or any thoughts to com-
municate; but more a "I thought I

would let you know that I am
alive" peek in the door.

12. Unscrupulous and un-
principled instructors who will
crucify students who are honest
enough and have the courage to
stick to their principles. And it is

easier to crucify a foreign student,
than a " local-yokel".

13. Compromise (with this evil)

is the easiest way out— if you don't
mind living with the blot the rest of
your life. But one wonders, how
many in the present geographical
location ( or, for that matter, in any
location) have consciences that
would bother them, anyway, all the
way?

14. Many are of two minds, with
dual standards. In the final count,
your principles will be judged, not
that of your neighbor.

15. Almost everybody treats you
as a number, especially people in
places like the (Graduate) School
and departments and the memos
and grades that flow from there.
But numbers cannot respond, have
no feelings, don't change, and can't
study with aspirations towards
education, degrees and careers.

16. The scientific treatment of a
subject should be unbiased,
unemotional, and nonsubjective. A
double standard is then set
because the grades you get are
biased, the treatment meted out to
you is emotional, and the education
< or whatever it is called) you gain
is subjective.

With all this as "the rich gain of
experience over a period of two
years" the student-reader can now
make a choice: take it, or leave it.

All the aforementioned is only a
part of one's education: the
curricular part.

MAIN thing IS TO BE AWARE,
and as open as the skies). The
above is not as strange as one may
think, but the main gist of people of
some repute up here is not to have
the person blossom, or to have that
person's conception see the full

light of time. Rather, on an almost
universal level at this college, a lot

of folks would be very happy to see
you become the computerized
android that you are not.

What it breaks down to is: I'm
okay and you're okay, just as long
as you don't disrupt any of my
thoughts. But mental intercourse
(mind f~ks, I believe they're called
by the mental virgins) is what it all

about kids. The give-and-take of
life.

DO NOT GIVE IN, give out. . .

Your duty to others is YOUR
DUTY to YOU.
Freshpeople, you don't know me,

and I don't know you, but take my
word for it - "AIN'T NOTHIN'
IMPOSSIBLE!", and if someone
tells you otherwise, it is they, and
not you who are stoopid.

I'm really not that weird.
Honest. Be AWARE and stay
FRESH.

Gary Gomes is a Collegian
columnist.

Inflation
By KEVIN MACK

Anyone who has purchased
anything from food to a new house
within the past few years realizes
that the economy is in trouble. The
economy is suffering from a period
of stagnation and inflation (John
Kenneth Galbraith calls it

"stagflation) , which the Keynesian
economists believe will subside
with greater controls and by
tinkering with the money supply.
What the Keynesians refuse to see,

however, is that we are not ex-
periencing just high unem-
ployment, stagnation, and in-

flation, but rather the ebb of
capitalism as we know it.

Captitalism is, in the simplest
terms, the economic system of
selling money to make more
money. Whatever its drawbacks
are on a humanistic level, it has
worked in building the economy of

this country. But its days are
numbered.
Capitalism is a viable system

while there is real economic
growth, (that is, an increase in

production), not simply an in-

crease in the supply of money. In
order for the banks and the
financiers to make three dollars
out of two, there has to be a
corresponding dollar's worth of
real economic growth. If there is

not, then the bank's profit has to be
paid for by higher prices - hence,
inflation. You don't have to be a
professor to see that, although
many professors will try to bullshit

us that this simple equation is not
true.

The economy of this country is

ruled chiefly by the needs of the
financial paper empire - the
banks, stock brokers, insurance
companies and the real estate
speculators. These are people who
make their living by speculating on
the increased monetary value of
goods and services.

Take for example the real estate
speculator who buys an apartment
with a $100,000 mortgage. After a
short time he refinances the
property asking the bank to raise
the mortgage to $125,000 which the
bank does because the speculator
has raised the rents accordingly.
The speculator makes a quick
$25,000 and the tenants have
nothing to show for it. The bank has
therefore added $25,000 to the
money supply with absolutely no
increase in production. And people
wonder why there is inflation.

Kevin Mack is a Collegian com-
mentator.

I Know How You Feel
By BRIAN FITZGERALD

I entered Goodell library one

night last semester with a black

box the size of a multi-band radio,

the mechanics of which I will

explain.

The device had been given to me
in the Blue Wall that afternoon by a

friend of mine who had a vast

knowledge of electronics He ex-

plained his theory as we both

hoisted the Schlitz.

"You know" he said, "for every

action there is a motive. For in-

stance, if you say you don't believe

me, your disbelief is the motive for

your saying it to begin with,

nothing more. Now anyone's
motive for doing something can be

found independantly through
careful examination of previous

and subsequent action. My
machine separates the various

brainwaves emitted in a room
through the use of a directional

aerial. Each of these signals sound
like cellophane through the ear-

phones before they are fed into the

main part of the whole device, an
ordinary computer. The computer
listens to this electronic 'noise' and
mirrors back 'noise' of it's own. If

the subject is doing the same thing

for long enough, a pattern will

appear. Once the machine learns

the pattern, it can echo it back
simultaneously."

He downed another Powerhouse.
"So when you put on the ear-

phones and direct the antenna at

somebody, just listen to the static

until you hear a sharp click and
then a long smooth tone. This tone
is your key as to how that person is

feeling. Listen to it for a long time,

eventually you will become aware
of external feelings on your skin

and muscles. These feelings are
that other persons. If you meditate
on this tone long enough you'll

probably go crazy so watch it."

I picked up the machine and took

off. A machine that could read
minds and be light to carry should

have been thought of before this.

Communication by simply thinking
- what a crowning accomplishment
of man's superior intellect.

I went through the front door and
found myself on the fifth floor of

the library. I went downstairs
behind the reserve desk and took a

seat in the main study area.

I'm a stranger to most libraries.

The only people I ever knew who
went to libraries were people who
wrote not because they enjoyed it

but because it made them feel as if

they could act smarter than they
really were.

I sat down at a crowded table and
set up camp. Spreading books
before me, I assumed the guise of a

serious student who happened to be
listening to a radio with a stereo
headset. I put the machine on the
floor and turned it on. At first I

could detect many differently
toned noises much like an or-
chestra. I selected the strongest
tone which was coming from a man
seated across from me and aimed
the antenna under the table at him.
His crackling tone became louder.
I touched the Automatic Fine
Tuning control blocking off all

other signals but his. The machine
went to work deciphering the
mental code and echoing it's

feedback. There was a sharp click -

the machine had figured out the
code of his actions; it was now able
to simulate that code and make
some noise itself. Instantly, my
head was filled with a rich,

wavering vibrato the volume of
which contained much too much
treble but the bass was however
clear.

I slumped into a state of

relaxation and followed the line of

communication. The tone seemed
to pulse and waver as I followed his

every feeling. As our minds
hummed up and down together, I

became aware that I had the
ability to merge myself with
someone else and yet remain alone
by simply turning the damn thing
off. I turned the antenna towards a
girl sitting behind me. She had her
head propped up on her arm as she
chewed on a wad of gum.

I began to feel very uneasy. My
body seemed to itch all over. I felt

completely out of place. Then I

realized that it was because she
felt out of place. She's sitting there
studying what she doesn't want to

learn for an exam she doesn't want
to take so she can get a job she'll

hate.

I began to move around. On the
other side of the room was a table
with five people, get this, and out of
these five people only one of them
knew what they were doing. The
other four were stumbling around
amidst the thick volumes com-
pletely in the dark as to why.
Enjoyment? Knowledge?
Obviously, here, the only one who
is gaining anything is the one who
is enjoying it

me that you're not feeling the way
you're supposed to."?

This absurdity reminds me
somewhat of the way some humans
enjoy spreading their religious

philosophy.

Brian Fitzgerald

commentator.
is a Collegian

Important

Editorial Staff
Meeting

Tonight, 7:30 p.m.

Collegian Office

New Members Invited

Letters To The Editor

How Can A Butcher Rule China?
To The Editor:

I would like to respond to an article that appeared
in the Collegian on September 7, 1973. That article
was concerned with Red China and was written by
Bob Estelle.

It was an article written with an abundance of
emotion, self-pity and alarm; hardly something
which could be classified as an intelligent, rational
and true editorial. A classic example of emotion
overruling reason; prejudice overruling truth and
intelligencer

Bob Estelle, you call Chairman Mao an
"overglorified butcher". How can a "butcher" rule
China since 1949: 24 years Estelle; years during
which China developed into a world power. How did
they do it? Following an incompetent "butcher" like
sheep marching towards the slaughterhouse? No
Estelle, the Chinese have accomplished what they
have through sheer determination, enthusiasm and
application of the ancient teachings of Confucius,
Mencius, Cheng Tsu and Chu Hsi.

The unwritten laws of politics, humanity and
morality would never allow a "butcher" to take over
600,000,000 people, control them for 24 years and
achieve an economic, cultural and political status
such as the status dominant in C hina today. Look at it

this way Estelle: During the 19th century and con-
tinuing into the 20th, China was nothing more than an
irresistible challenge to the flourishing imperialism
of Europe and the U.S.A. Nationalism, pride and
unity ( look for these words in a dictionary Bob; I do
not think you know what they mean) were non-
existent as long as Europe and the U.S.A. had a
decision-making power as to who will rule China.
Puppet governments supported by the above

mentioned Western powers long suppressed the
Chinese people. In 1949, Mao Tse Tung takes over

are not intelligent and rational enough to assume a
double-sided view of issues. You, and the others like
you Estelle, are the enemies of not only the Chinese
Republic but also of humanity and peaceful
coexistence. You seem to forget Estelle, that we just
ended ( formally anyway) a disastrous affair with the
North Vietnamese; an affair which was caused by
ignorants and bigots like you.
You have the insolence to recommend still another

war; this time over half of the world. Peace for you
Estelle will only be accomplished by destroying
communism. I think that you are wrong. Peace will
be achieved only if man sheds his racism, im-
perialism and megalomania. People must be
educated to pursue virtue and truth instead of the
vices which you and unfortunately many others abide
by.

Kryiakos Karoutsos

and Western "cultural-economical" dominance is
^walked upstairs to thejitudy over. China becomes the "new boy in the neigh-

borhood". She has to take all the abuse and
r*a:assement from the Western imperialists and at
the same time she has to prove that she is capable of
defending her territory and her people.

Western propaganda was and is one of the major
foes of Communist China. People like you Estelle,

cubicles. Here, minds hummed
themselves bored through the
accumulation of knowledge, the
use of which is wasted talking and
discussing rather than creating
and enjoying.

But how could I tell that to those
people? By simply walking up to

them and saying, "Excuse me but
I've got this machine that tells me
how you're feeling and it's telling

Misinterpreted

To The Editor:

I have received a letter an excerpt of which follows
from the Chancellor,:

"It is also your right to refuse to register your
vehicle or to select a parking lot if you do not wish to

bring your vehicle on the campus. But you will surely
appreciate that I cannot authorize an exemption for
your vehicle from the regulations that apply to every
other member of the campus community."
The same indifference and misinterpretation of the

situation and legal rights of employees of the Com-
monwealth was used in answering my letter to him.

I did not refuse to register my vehicle as implied in

his answer but I did state that I would not pay any
fees to park on the Campus.

Stephen Kozloski

Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. Thev must be signed, and
include the authors address and phone number
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages

Organizations may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for reference

purposes

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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Notices
ALPHA PHI OMEGA:
Welcome back Brothers! Meeting

tonight in Memorial Hall in Chapter

Room.

ATTENTION:
Openings still left for tenors and
basses in Univ. Chorus — Music 162,

1 credit, Tues. 7-9 p.m. & Wed. 4:40
6:00 p.m. Handel's Israel in Egypt.
Fun time!

BOLTWOOD - BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT:
Organizational meetings at 7: 30 p.m.
this week.
Monday — Boyden 227, McNamara
Lounge
Tuesday — Boyden 227: Worcester
DC.
Wednesday — Dickinson Rec. Rm.
Thursday — C.C. Rm. 803

CHESS CLUB:
Possible Chess Club activities this

semester will be discussed at a
planning session, tonight 7:30 C.C.
Rm. 801. All Welcome.

Tillona Named

Aide To

Brornery

Prof. Zina Tillona, chairman of
the Italian Program at the
University of Massachusetts-
Amherst, has been named special
assistant to the Chancellor, for
faculty relations. The an-
nouncement was made by UMass-
Amherst Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery.
Beginning Sept. 1 Prof. Tillona

will work with Prof. Tim Bornstein
to develop an office of employee
and personnel relations.

She leaves her post as acting
associate provost where she had
several areas of responsibility,

including improving the status and
representation of women and
minorities in all roles on campus.
Since coming to UMass in 1966

from Boston University where she
was a coordinator of language
instruction, Dr. Tillona has served
on several Faculty Senate com-
mittees, including: the Rules
Committee, the Tenure and
Grievance Committee on Per-
sonnel Policy Procedures, Com-
mittee on Tenure Policy, the ad
hoc committee to define relations
between the Faculty Senate and
the Graduate Council, and the ad
hoc committee to review academic
programs in student residence
halls.

Last academic year, Dr Tillona
was responsible for the revision of
the faculty sabbatical leave policy
which extends eligibility to part-
time faculty members. She also
worked on the new Faculty Hand-
book which will be distributed this
fall.

VETERANS

Welcome

to

UMass

Tonight 8 p.m.

10th floor

Campus Contor

Sponsored by Beta Chi

HELLO:
We need people to do films, concerts,

art shows, theatres, comedy play
chess and spend money for students.

Experienced people help but
everyone is welcome. Worcester Rm.
S.U.B. 7:00 p.m.

INVITATION:
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
invites you to meet with them on
Mon. nights beginning Sept. 10 at the
C.C. Rm. 803 7:30 p.m.

MOTORCYCLISTS:
We got tools, reading literature,

scheduled rides, a possible trip to the
iSDT's and people into -acing — call

Jim at 6-7151.

PSYCH 190:

Freshmen commuters — closed out

of Psych 190 but still interested?

Come to the first lecture on T uesday,
Sept. 11 at 11:15 a.m./Skinner Aud.
or call Kathy 546 5455.

RN STUDENTS:
All RN students are invited to attend

an RN student group meeting tonight

at 7:00 in the C.C. Rms. 811 815.

SCIENCE FICTION MEETING:
Executive Board Meeting tonite 7:30

in the Library. All officers must
attend.

SPECTRUM:
Organization meeting; staff mem-
bers please attend, newcomers
welcome and encouraged to attend;
Mondcv niaht 8:00. SUB 2nd floor.

STUDENT ATTORNEY
GENERAL:
The Student Attorney General's
Office Is interested in recruiting

people to work in a Student. Judicial

System. If interested please inquire
in 422C. SUB.

VETERANS:
UMass Veterans Organization/Beta
Chi meets 8 p.m., Monday 10 Sept.,

10th floor C.C. All veterans welcome.
Free beer.

Official Hits
N.Y. Drug Law
BOSTON (AP) - A Massachusetts health official says New York state's

tough new antidrug law is a "regressive, draconian penalty."
Matthew Dumont, assistant commissioner for drug rehabilitation for

the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health, called the law
outrageous.

"To talk about a life-long parole system, to talk about thousand dollar
rewards for turning in a pusher, to recreate the atmosphere of what has a
kind of political hysteria attached to it when everyone is acknowledging
that we've turned the corner with heroin is absurd," he said Sunday.
Dumont said the nation's most serious drug problem is alcohol.
To assume that "most of our crime in the streets is the result of ad-

diction is to make a very serious mistake," he said.

"It just isn't true, and there's good data to support that."

Of Interest. . .

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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T.O.C. Card Validation

Concourse Level

CAMPUS CENTER

Mon. - Wed., Sept. 10-12

A MUST

students

teachers

administrators

Minuteman Mercantile
(The University Store)

Averill Appointed
Barry Averill, director of Health

Services at UMass, has been ap-

pointed by Gov. Francis W.
Sargent to the Health Policy

Development Group of the State

Department of Public Health. The
Group will develop and analyze
policy regarding issues of health

systems regulation.

Eyeworms Spreading
An eyeworm parasite of cattle

and horses has been discovered in

Massachusetts and is being studied

by University of Massachusetts
entomologists.

The parasite can cause eye
discharge, watering and even
blindness in animals but it is highly
doubtful that it would be able to

infect man, according to Prof.

John G. Stoffolano, Jr., the UMass
entomologist who discovered it.

A survey of the eyeworm
problem is now being conducted
throughout the state, he added, and
horse and cattle owners are being
asked to cooperate with state and
local veterinarians to help solve
the problem.
A common farm pest, the face

fly, acts as the intermediate host

for the eyeworm, according to Dr.
Stoffolano. Female face flies pick
up eggs from the eyes of infected

animals, the eggs hatch and the
young eyeworms develop in the
fly's body cavity. They migrate to

the head and leave the fly through
its tongue to infect a new ver-

tebrate host.

The UMass entomologist first

discovered the parasite in 1970.

The finding was reported in the
Journal of Parasitology but there

was little further concern since

only one infected fly was found.

Late this past spring, however, 11

more infected flies were found by
Geoffrey Branch, an entomology
student working with Dr. Stof-

folano.

These findings represent the only

known records of eyeworms in

North America outside of

California, where a variety of

eyeworm has been reported in

cats, dogs and man. "The
eyeworm found in Massachusetts
may represent a new species but
until proper identification there is

no certainty of the species," Dr.

Stoffolano said. Mrs. May Belle

Chitwood, noted nematologist from
the California Primate Research
Center, is working on the iden-

tification of the Massachusetts
eyeworm.

Also being studied are host

vertebrates. Eyeworms have been
reported in dogs, coyotes, cats,

camels, rabbits, deer, sheep,
horses, donkeys, cattle, buffalo,

goats, black bears and man. Dr.
Stoffolano feels that in

Massachusetts horses and cattle

represent the main vertebrate
hosts.

He also points out that the

symptoms of the pinkeye di.-ease in

animals are similar to those of

eyeworm infection and believes

that many cases of pinkeye in

horses and cattle in t'.ie U.S. have

been misidentified and really
represent eyeworm infection.

WHALEY APPOINTED
The appointment of Ross S.

Whaley as head of the department
of landscape architecture and
regional planning has been an-
nounced by Arless A. Spielman,
dean and director of the College of
Food and Natural Resources at

UMass.
Professor Whaley is a native of

Utah and received his B.S. from
the University of Michigan in 1959,

his M.S. from Colorado State

University in 1961, and his Ph. D. in

natural resource economics from
the University of Michigan in 1969.

He comes to Massachusetts from
Colorado State University where
he was associate dean of the

College of Forestry and Natural
Resources.

In addition to his teaching,

research and academic activities,

Dr. Whaley has had considerable
experience in the field of en-

vironmental planning. He was
instrumental in designing the
master regional transportation
plan for the City of Denver and
collaborated with Dean Robert
Gedd of Princeton University on
the environmental planning of a
new town in Colorado being
developed by the Johns-Mandville
Corporation. His consulting work
has been with the Public Land Law
ReviewCommission, aswell aswith
architects and regional planners.
He is the author of numerous
publications.

New Course Offered
Public Health 290 F: Consumer

Participation in Health Care
Delivery. T Th 2.30-3.45. 307
Graduate Research Center.
Instructors: Bob Mauro; Tom
Wolff; Jane Zapka. A descriptive
analysis of the American health
care system and how it operates
with special emphasis on the
consumer's role in the decision-
making process. The course is

proposed primarily for un-
dergraduates not majoring in
public health and is recommended
for all students on the University
Health Services Advisory Board.
Music 219: Jazz Theory and

Improvisation I. Instructor:
Frederick C. Tillis.

Organization: Lecture, listening,

performance. Aim: To examine
theoretical concepts and their
application to performance in the
Jazz idiom. For information,
report to Old Chapel Auditorium
today at 7:30 or contact the
department of Music.
Armenian 110: Elementary

Armenian. Classes meet MWF at

10.10 in 503 Herter. Instructor:
Vartan H. Artinian. Elementary
reading and writing, listening
comprehension and basic oral

expression.

Armenian 385: Special
Problems. By arrangement, 1-6

Credits. The course will con-
centrate on translating various
pieces of Armenian literature and
poetry.

31st Hugos Awarded
The Science Fiction Club had a delegation at the 31st World Science

Fiction Convention -called TORCON-2 held over the Labor Day weekend
in Toronto Canada. The following are the results of the convention
member's voting on the Science Fiction Achievement Awards-called
"Hugos" in honor of Hugo Gernsback who founded the first Science
Fiction magazine in 1926.

BEST NOVEL: winner, The Gods Themselves by Isaac Asimov, 1st

runner up. When Harlie Was One by David Garrold, 2nd runner up, There
Will Be Time by Poul Anderson, other nominees, The Book Of Skulls by
Robert Silverberg, Dying Inside by Robert Silverberg, A Choice Of Gods
by Clifford D. Simak.
BEST NOVELLA: winner, The Word For World Is Forest by Ursula K.

LeGuin. 1st runner up, The Gold At Starbow's End by Frederick Pohl, 2nd
runner up. The Fifth Head Of Cerberus by Gene Wolfe, other nominees,
Hero by Joe Haldeman, The Mercenary by Jerry Pournell.

BEST NOVELLETTE: winner, Goat Song by Poul Anderson, 1st

runner up. Patron of The Arts by William Rotsler, other nominees, A
Kingdom By The Sea by Gardner Dezois, Painwise by James Tiptree.
BEST SHORT STORY: winner ( tie) Eurema'sDam by R.A. Lafferty,

and The Meeting by Frederik Pohl & CM. Kornbluth, 1st runner up,

When We Went To See The End Of The World by Robert Silberberg, 2nd
runner up. And I Awoke And Found Me Here On The Cold Hill's Side by
James Tiptree. other nominees. When It Changed by Joanna Russ

BEST PROFESSIONAL EDITOR: winner. Ben Bova, 1st runner up.

Don Wolheim, 2nd runner up. Ted White ( Fantastic & Amazing) . other
nominees. Terry Carr. (anthologies), and Edward Ferman I Magazine Of
Fantasy & Science Fiction)

BEST DRAMATIC PRESENTATION: winner. Slaughterhouse V
< movie) . 1st runner up. The People. I television movie) . 2nd runner up.

Silent Running (movie), other nominees. Between Time & Timbuktu
1 movie i

State Dept. Hits Reports
On Viet. Political Prisoners

By HARRISON HUMPHRIES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON CAP) -The State Department says
reports on the number and abuse of political
prisoners in South Vietnam are exaggerated.
The U.S. embassy in Saigon estimates that non-

communist civilians detained for political dissent
may number 500 to 1,000, the department said in a
summary prepared by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-
Mass.

Kennedy released the correspondence Saturday
with a renewed appeal that the Nixon administration
end American financial support for public safety and
police programs in Sough Vietnam.
Kennedy heads the Senate Judiciary subcommittee

on refugees.

He said the State Department letter, dated Aug. 2
and signed by Assistant Secretary Marshall Wright,
indicates intention to continue funding South Vietnam
police and prisons.

The United States spent more than $193 million in
the past 10 years on Vietnam police and public safety
and has budgeted at least $15 million more this year,
Kennedy said.

"This is a shameful waste of our foreign aid funds
and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of the
ceasefire agreements," Kennedy said.

Responding to an earlier Kennedy inquiry, the
State Department said allegations of widespread
mistreatment of prisoners by the South Vietnamese
government "are unsubstantiated."
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New DanceCompany

Performing In Area

Local dance faculty members
and students have come together to

form a new dance company, called

the Five College Moving Company.

The company will begin its first

season with concerts Tuesday and

Wednesday, September 11 and 12,

at the Laboratory Theatre on the

Mount Holyoke College campus in

South Hadley. These will be

followed by performances at

Amherst College's Buckley Recital

Hall on Tuesday, September 18,

and at the Smith College Theatre in

Northampton on Friday and

Saturday, September 21 and 22.

Performances at Mount Holyoke

begin at 8:30 P.M., all others begin

at 8:00 P.M. Admission is $2.00 for

nonstudents, and $1 .00 for students.

The company's aim is to bring a

greater appreciation of dance to

the schools and communities in

Western Massachusetts, according

to Susan E. Shattuck, a

spokeswoman for the group. Ms.

Shattuck also said that the Five

College Moving Company aims "to

preserve some of America's
modern dance heritage by the

reconstruction of existence works

and to encourage local

choreographic endeavors."

The company will be available

for concerts, lecture demon-
strations and master classes at

local colleges and universities,

secondary & elementary schools,

and community and private

organizations. Further in-

formation is available through the

Five College Moving Company, c-o

Department of Theatre and
Speech, Smith College, Nor-

thampton, Massachusetts, 584-

2700, ext. 423.

Skylabors
Keep Working

By PAUL RECER
AP Aerospace Writer

SPACE CENTER, Houston < AP)
The Skylab 2 astronauts chose

work over rest Sunday, performing

hours of experiments.

Alan L. Bean, Dr. Owen K.

Garriett and Jack R. Lousma had
the option of working or resting in

their 44th day in space, and they

chose to work, giving up even the

chance to sleep late.

Bean was up about 6:30 a.m.

EDT, operating a solar telescope,

and the other two crewmen went to

work about an hour later.

"This is what the crew
requested," said a space official.

The astronauts took pictures of

Italy, Germany and several
islands. As the space station

passed over a dot of land in the

middle of the Atlantic, Lousma told

mission control: "We've got our

photos of the Ascension Island. It

looks like a rather remote outpost

down there in the ocean."
Cloudy weather forced can-

cellation of one of two earth

resources photo passes planned for

the crew Sunday, and the

astronauts performed other ex-

periments instead.

The highlight of the day was the

chance to take showers.

The astronauts reported that

radiation from a massive solar

flare which occurred Thursday is

still causing an aurora to flare

about the earth's poles.

Maine 's Floating Casinos

Ramblin' an' Gamblin'
by DAVE SWEARINGEN
Associated Press Writer

( AP) -A few miles off the coast of Maine, spinning

roulette wheels and blackjack tables aboard floating

casinos are giving tourists their first taste of legal

gambling.
The casino doors open aboard the Lion Ferry Co.'s

two cruise ships as soon as they strike international

waters on their 10-hour runs between Portland,

Maine, and Yartmouth, N.S.

Despite some threats from big city-types to take

over the gambling operation, ferry officials say it's

kept strictly small time, just for the entertainment of

the passemgers.
"There's no pressure here," said Bruce Freeman,

casino manager aboard the Prince of Fundy. "It's a

lot more relaxed than in a professional casino-just a

bunch of people enjoying themselves without going

overboard."
Some passengers assume a Las Vegas air when

they enter the casinos on the 6,000-ton Prince and her

12,000-ton sister, Bolero. But others are plain

bewildered.

"Where do you put the money in this contraption,

and do you get any of it back?" asked one elderly

gentleman as he stepped up to a slot machine armed
with quarters.

"Hey! These instructions look simple enough.

Let's give it a whirl," exclaimed a housewife as she

read pocket-sized "how to" cards on blackjack and

roulette.

Lion officials say most of their casino patrons are

amateurs, the stakes are low and the take represents

WARNING!

Meal Tlekot Books

art

I0T TIMSFERULE.

Buying meal books from other

students can result in heavy

FINANCIAL LOSS.

Food Service

will find th- book

YOU LGorifM

only five per cent of the line's total revenues.

"It's more entertainment than actual gambling,

and we aim to keeD it that way," said the Prince's

purser, Jeff Starling.

The Prince, sailing under a Swedish flag, has one

roulette wheel, three blackjack tables and two-dozen

slot machines. The Bolero, a Norwegian ship, has

three-dozen one-armed bandits and an automated

roulette table.

"Our gambling was intended as more of an added

entertainment on the ship, as opposed to affording

big-time, professional gamblers a junket op-

portunity," said Freeman, adding that there's a $20

limit on blacjack and roulette bets.

"It was not meant to provide any alternative to Las
Vegas," he said.

Freeman supervises a staff of croupiers drawn
from ship's personnel. The patrons, he said, "are for

the most part people who know nothing about black-

jack, roulette or even slot machines."
The betting limit means "nobody can really get

involved one way or the other. We haven't really got a

big staff for our operation."

Lion officials "aren't really promoting this

heavily," he said. "They had to decide what they

wanted to be-ferry operators or casino operators. The
experience of gambling ships in the Carribean has

shown that type of operation doesn't pay off."

The only steady customers noticed by the croupiers

are the many truck drivers.

Freeman and other line officials vow they'll never

let the gambling overshadow the line's principal

business of transportation.
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JurorsExamined

For

Mitchell Trial

NEW YORK (AP) - A panel of

1,500 prospective jurors, the

largest in the memory of officials

at the U. S. District Court here, has

been summoned for the scheduled

opening Tuesday of the conspiracy

trial of John N. Mitchell and

Maurice H. Stans.

Judge Lee P. Gagliardi

requested the large panel because,

he said, publicity stemming from

the former cabinet officers' in-

dictment here and their sub-

sequent testimony before the

Senate Watergate committee in

Washington may have prejucidec

potential jurors.

The search for 12 jurors is ex-

pected to take anywhere from

three days to a week, perhaps even

longer. Usually a federal court

jury is chosen in a matter of hours.

In ordinary cases, the number of

potential jurors called to serve

varies from 40 in an unpublicized

case to perhaps 100 or 150 in a

publicized case, court officials say.

SPECIAL SALE

Only

$125
1

with purchase

of ANY other

book.

( offer good this

week only at the

Campus Center

Store)

Minuteman Mercantile

(The University Store)
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Talbot Appointed

Director Of Libraries

To initiate their 1973-74 season the Amherst College Masquers will present "West Side Story", the

Broadway musical which during the early Sixties was transformed into one of Hollywood's most suc-

cessful movies. It will be performed at Amherst with a cast of 29 over two consecutive weekends at 8

p.m., Friday through Sunday evenings, at Amherst College's Kirby Theater Beginning Sept. 7. Cast

members shown are: Dana Hibbard and Marshall Purdy, foreground, Robert Reichstein, Jonathan

Franklin and Mark Thibodeau, background left to right.

Richard J. Talbot who has been

acting director of libraries at

UMass has been named director of

libraries. The announcement was
made by Dr. Robert L. Gluckstern,

Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs, who said the appointment

came after a national search for a

director.

As director of libraries, Mr.

Talbot will administer library

policy and direct the operation of

all libraries in the campus system,

including the new 28-story main
building, the physical science

library in the Graduate Research

Center, and the biological science

library in Morrill Science Center.

He came to UMass-Amherst in

1970 as associate director for

technical services of the library

system and was made acting

director of libraries earlier this

year when Director Merle Boylan

vacated the position.

After receiving a bachelor's

degree in philosophy from
Manhattan College and a master's

degree in library science from

Simmons College, he spent nine

years in government and
metropolitan library service.

From 1961 to 1962 he was
librarian in the reference depart-

ment of the New York City Public

Library and for the following three

years he was cataloger and deputy

chief for domestic acquisitions of

the CIA Library in Virginia and
Washington, D. C.

Kuwait Delays
Gunmen Action
KUWAIT (AP) - Kuwait will

investigate five Arab gunmen
before deciding whether to try

them for threatening to kill

hostages in their four-day, three-

continent attempt to free an im-

prisoned Palestinian guerrilla

leader.

The Kuwaiti defense and interior

minister, Sheik Saad Abdullah el

Salem, made the announcement
Sunday evening after a four-hour

cabinet meeting.

Double

Feature

JAM

AMHERSTCV**
Now

Playing

AMITY ST. 253-5426

Here She Comes.

By CHRIS CONNELL
Associated Press Writer

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. <AP>-

The new Miss America, Rebecca

Ann King of Colorado, is a 23-year-

old blonde who sees politics in her

future and still retains a zest for

the farm life of her native Iowa.

The Sterling, Colo., resident

presided at the traditional break-

fast news conference Sunday, nine

hours after she was named Miss

America 1974 before a nationwide

television audience and a crowd of

18,065 in Convention Hall.

• • • •

• ACADEMY
i QrMUSK
• 1 NORTHAMpTOf^

AT THE GATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

Ends TUESDAY!
EVES. 8: 00

Mon.-Tues. — Adults II.

• • •
NORTHAMPTON MASS 584-8435

foncta
DONALD _ _

/utherland

'Mute'

hxkio. s mi (ink

KITH THE (.IN...

^-Xlint Eastwoodl
^ DirtyHarry

J*W4,
S.ll Mill Mill. ---MM! | Next !.! jthlilU- ".( .mi.il Kllimlitl^r

MONDAY A TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS SI 00

3rd Big

Week

TECHNICOLOR" PANAVISION*
CotobrattngWmw Bros SOtfi AnmvarMryM

A WwiwCommumcjIioni Company V

Wed . — FUNNY GIRL" plus "OWL & PUSSYCAT "

mrmwrm

CALVlNl&e
KING ST., NORTHAMPTON

PkTU

'
' t . PtMtCTM

tt v^S1 *****

"ONE OF
THE FIVE

BEST
PICTURESOF
THE YEAR!"

Vernon Scot' U P I

HOWS KXF.S: 7 : 00 & 9: 00 SAT. -St V — I '"'

MONDAY A TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS SI 00

FOR RENT FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS WANTED

Pulflon Village Apt*. — available im

mediately: I. 2* 3 bedroom apts. Call 549-

Mf between l» a.m. -2 p.m.
tf9/25

ror sale — '65 Ford Custom 500. 4 dr.

Good cheap dependable transportation.

1 all Rill at 541*5.
m/ii

HELP WANTED SERVICES

Furnished apts. I 1/2 and 2 1/2 rms. air

cond.. all ulls Park. pool, near shopping. 9

mo. lease from $180 mo. Amherst Motel

Hi 9. opp. Zayres.
tf9/!7

FOR SALE
I ft. Mack light; 10 speed bike; MChev.

Imp. KS. stereo cassette player for car

$5»o. Stereo, best offers. Call Chock. 253-

3531.

IK/14

Hammond H organ with Leslie spkr.
(all Haul. 253-7216.

tnm

(.ood beer refrigerator — S'xTxr. small

freezer. Clean & works. $40. call 254-8773.

'VMinRS
|f|/M

Gibson tB-o bass guitar #000076. mint

condition. $350. Call Mark. 545-2093 days.

tfS/12

Fart-time secretary. 20-25 hrs.. must

have typing skill. Apply at Bus Garage.

Phone 5454056. 5-2086.

tf9/l4

Self-starting advertising salesmen

needed part or full time. Must have car.

Apply Sportabout News. 183 N. Pleasant

St.. or call 5864383.
U9/I2

Pick-up truck for

appliances moved.
Mitch. 665-3405.

hire. Furniture and
Cheap rates. Call

tf9/!4

Hus Drivers — Must have Class II

License. Apply at Campus Bus Garage.

Phone 545-2086, 54056.
tf9/l4

Horses boarded 10 minutes from cam-
pus. Box stalls, pasture, field jumping and

excellent trails. 253-7373.

tf9/l4

AUTO FOR SALE

Pioneer SX-J70 stereo receiver w/2 KLH
17 speaker*. $275. Call Mark. 545-2093

da vs.
H9/I2

Raleigh Grand Prix. 24 1/2 in. frame

I- ilame Allov wheels lock, chain, brilliant

red. a* new $90. 549-3677, ask for Sam.
tf9/IO

I 111 loo cheap to take a big ad so this

will have to do. Paul's OldUme Fur-

niture has bed*, bureaus, desks,

chairs, odds and ends, and things that

go hump in the night. We can be found

in The Alley behind Aubuchon's

Hardware in Amherst. 253-3511. A boy

(never wrpl or dashed a thousand Kim.

Lrpcn fc davs a week.
tf9/12

Waitress — must be over 21. Apply in

person between 3p.m. -5 p.m. at The Rusty

Nail Inn. Rte. 47. Sunderland.
Ut/ll

i«i«!» Chev. Nova. 4 dr.. 230 auto,

running cond. Call 562-3

good

tf«/12

Looking for a home with smallfry for my
1-1/2 year old girl, mornings Mon.-Fri.

Prefer location in Fcho Hill area or on way

to I'M. 253-7261.

M/II

'65 Mercedes 226-S. burgundy, black

interior, disc brakes, radial tires.

Klaupunk radio, well maintained, titoo

Private. 5494176 evenings.
U9/I4

PERSONAL

xuim l ana excl. cond. $65/6 mo. old.

Dacor 400 reg. $65 was $95. Call Jim 545-

2822. 9-5.

tf»/ll

Refrigerators by Delmonico 5 cu. ft. In

carton. 5 year guarantee. $99.95. we also

have some of our rental unit* left. $59.95.

> 194023.
tf9/U

Fine Dual IIH9 turntable w /power base.

Shure VIS Improved, dust bug. Before

buying BSR or (iarrard. check this out for

Him r.19-3677. Sam.
tf9/IO

Beer. wine, papers, etc. Groceries. Inc..

Mexican foods. Montague Mini Mart.

Montague ( enter, open 8a.m. until II p.m.

dai,> mm

Typing — fast, reasonable. Books,

dissertations, term papers, tap* dictation,

etc IBM Selectrlc typewriter. Call Janet.

"•" mm

'66 Barracuda, excellent condition, new

tires, a good heart. Call 256-8208.

If9/ 10

l.nnclv bear seeks female to hibernate

with in Ml woods, wood heat, low income,

free rent No obligations 603-523-7050.

Hkh - mm

RN S

Pull & Part time positions available

2nd and 3rd shifts contact . Alice

Goethel. RN Director of Nursing

Services. Wing Memorial Hospital

Falmer. Mass 1-283-7651 ext . 83.

tfS/20

66 Olds, air cond.. radio, original owner

reliable, comfortable car. asking $600. 549-

0118. tf9/14

Apt. wanted — Amherst area: I

bedroom or eff. for male grad.. $170 max.

(all and leave message. Craig. 253-9440.

mm
( arpool — Woman interested in forming

carpool to and from Charlemont. Inquire

at the Red House at intersection of SA and

Rl. 2.

tfi/13

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted — f.. own room. $83

per mo., no phone yet. Please come to 29

Huffton
9.10

Room for rent — 62 dollars per month,

all utilities included. Contact Jim or John

at Apt. ABC. gS N. Whitney St.. Anther*'.

Mass.
tn/iz

Ml. Sugarloof apt. to share — air cond..

w/w. *tove. dishwasher, etc. Very nice,

quiet. Call 5-2784 between 4 and (p.m.
tfl/ll

Own room fully furnished at Colonial

Village. I need a good responsible student.

254-8539. after • p.m. Mon. Other days

from 4:39. mm
Female needed to share room in apt. at

Brittany Manor. No phone as yet so con-

tact Lllen in Apt. 99C Kent — $55/mo
Leave name * number.

MM

Problems a /child rare" Join ( hild Care

exchange' An alternative to sitters, etc.

Infants - k >rs Further info call Joan. 586-

SXI.
tf9/!2

ENTERTAINMENT

Have a record hop. Professional DJ
with powerful PA will spin them for you.

Flexible rates Call Steve at 467-2842 now.
tft/14

Make $ plowing — '65 Jeep Wagoneer.

very good shape, new tires & brakes, also

fi' Meyer angle plow & lift. Car never

plowed, (all 549-1096.

tf9/l4

ROOMS WANTED
Willing to share expenses — graduate

student. Call Bob Day. 545-1710.
tfs/io

\KC Sbmoved puppies I pure whit*

Huskies) Beautiful, gentle sled dogs

Heasonabh priced 253-7373. 256-8658.

U9/11

I wo (or one sale on cigarette papers

I wo parks for J5* from the vending

in ii chines. Campus (enter
If9/ll

New sewing machine under guarantee

$.-,:, II or II " T V B • W one year old $55

Box spring & mattress $15. Small desk $3

25*4,82. 6.« p.m. mm

LOST & FOUND

I ost a patchwork goatskin blanket near

Brit Manor If found please return to 99C

Brit Man or leave message at 5844525.

119/10

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Vamaha 350 tt '71. good shape, new

chain A sprockets, also ' helmets * chain

A lock ISM ( all Dick. 5 49 -66*8.

119/10

1971 laurel green Triumph TR6
w /overdrive, new Michelin tires. AM/FM
stereo, tonneau cover. $2:»0. Call 549-3748.

tf9/l4

Needed immediately — apt. or house.

$90 neg. Please call Rick. Rm 404

Dwighl. 545-2304 or 2305 or ask for Vivian if

"•* '"
tf»/13

FREE

I need a room in Amherst area, will

share a room and pay $60.00 mo. Call Gary

at 546403 or call collect 73244*6. keep

72 Honda ( I. I7">. -'Mm mi includes two

helmets Will provide winter storage $525

or besl offer ( ail obMoV.
tf9/ll

One fiee pack of cigarette papers with

purchase of I at regular price Irom the

\ ending machines. Campus Center.

119/14

Female senior needs to find room or apt.

preferablv furnished, quiet surroundings

(all alter 5 p.m.. 1417-5444743.
tf* /I4
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UCF Hold

Coffee Hour
The United Christian Foundation

announces the first of a series of

coffee hours to be held tomorrow
from 2 to 4 p.m. at 319 Hampshire
House.

The purpose of the coffee hours is

to give new and returning students

and other persons in the UMass
community an occasion to find out

what the United Christian Foun-
dation is doing.

Members of the various UCF
Task Forces will be on hand to talk

with persons about their activities.

Task Forces are organized
presently in the areas of peace
action, culternatives
clearinghouse, religion (including

study courses, contemporary
worship and a house church),

racism, counseling, alternative
careers, UCF maintenance and
outreach. Other Task Forces are
being considered. In addition,

Interest Groups in the areas of

Quality of Life and Political

Theology are discussing possible

activities.

The United Christian Foundation
is an ecumenical Protestant
ministry at UMass, sponsored by
major Protestant denominations.

Staff members for the current year
include Thomas Lindeman, Ruth
Fessenden and Peter Sabey.

New Grad

Fellowships

The Ford Foundation and the

National Fellowships Fund are

pleased to announce the following

fellowship programs for the 1974-

1975 year:

Graduate Fellowships for Black
Americans
Graduate Fellowships for

Mexican Americans
Graduate Fellowships for Native

Americans
Graduate Fellowships for Puerto

Kicans
These Fellowship programs are

for students ( a ) who plan to pursue
full-time study toward the doctoral

degree in the Arts or Sciences or

( b) who hold a first post-

baccalaureate professional
degree-such as the MBA, MPA,
MSW or M. Ed and plan to con-

tinue on to the doctoral degree in

preparation for a career in higher
education. These fellowships are
for one year only, but are
renewable upon reapplication if

satisfactory progress toward the

doctorate is maintained. Ap-
plicants are expected to plan to

study full time and to complete the

requirements for the doctorate as

soon as possible.

Contact the Financial Aid Office

for more information.
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New Parking Council Coming Library Tours

Discussion: On
WMUA Tonight
Tonight at 10 P.M., WMUA

(UMass radio,

9

1.1 FM) will air

a discussion on the growing
controversy over the increased

parking fees on the University

campus.
The program is being

presented as a special feature

of "Focus," WMUA's weekly
public affairs series moderated
by Kenneth Mosakowski.
Mosakowski's guests for the

live, 60-minute forum will be

members of United University

Opposition (UCC), a coalition

of students, faculty, and
professional and non-
professional employees at the

University.

Listeners are invited to call

in questions during the live

broadcast.
1

A newly constituted Parking and Transportation Council will be ap-

pointed soon to review the operation of the parking-transportation system

at UMass.
The new Council will include representatives of the student, Graduate,

and Faculty Senates; the Professional Association; Local 1776, AFL-CIO;

and the Massachusetts State Employees Association.

UMass-Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, in a letter to the

representative groups, requested recommendations of individuals to

serve on the Council. He asked for the names by the end of September.

The Parking and Transportation Council, according to the Chancellor,

will be asked to:

1. Analyze the operation of the new parking-transportation program

from the points of view of major campus groups;

2. Make recommendations to the Chancellor to improve the parking-

transportation system for the spring 1974 semester or for the 1974-75

academic year to make that system more effective and equitable, con-

sistent with environmental and ecological concerns;

3. Call to the Chancellor's attention any patent inequities that should be

redressed immediately.
This year UMass put into effect an integrated transportation and

parking system designed to reduce campus traffic while improving

conditions of safety and environment, and making parking less of a

problem. The system anticipates a pedestrian campus and long-range

elimination of vehicles in all parking lots in the academic core of campus.

General tours of the new Library

will be offered several times a day
during the first week of the

semester, and later on a weekly
basis. Tours start from the en-

trance lobby at 9:30 a.m., 10:30

a.m., 11:30 a.m., and 1:30 p.m.,

2:30 p.m., and 3:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, September 10th

through the 14th. All University

employees and students will be
welcomed.
Tours for those interested in

special subject areas or in par-

ticular types of library materials

can be arranged by appointment.

Please call the office of the Public

Services Division, 5-0466.

MDC
Classifieds

Pay

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNET

ARIES ( March 21 -April 19 : Some ot your

desires will be fulfilled. Be careful about

what you ask for because you are likely to

gel it. Key now is mature judgment. Study

fine pnnt. Read between the lines. Be aware

<A subtle nuances.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Com-
municate with those in authority. Get ideas

across to individuals who can put them in

motion. Accept civic responsibility. Strive to

elevate standing in community. Gemini,

Virgo person could figure prominently.

GEMINI ( May 21 -June 20) : Good lunar

aspect highlights stimulation of learning

process You also have better com-

munications with family. One who wants

something will turn on the charm. Be
reasonable. Give without being extravagant.

You will be happier through intelligent

compromise.

CANCER ( June 21 July 22) : Finances of

mate, partner may be of some concern.

Means strive to reach understanding based

on fads, not wishful thinking. Pisces, Virgo

individuals could play roles. Perceive. Find

injt what costs how much and how you can

cut comers without affecting quality

LEO ( July 23-Aug. 22 ( : Lie low. Conserve

assets. Develop contact, relationship with

one who pulls string*. Be sure of legal

ground. Accent public relations. Get green

light from partner, mate. Capricorn could

play important rote. Remember lessons

learned in recent past.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sepi 22): Get job

completed. Concentrate on basics. Be
•huroughly familiar with material at hand.

Health and employment grab spotlight.

Aries. Libra persons could dominate.

Maintain iteady pace. Eschew the sen-

sational.

LIBRA (Sept. 25 Oct 22) : Discard past

restrictions. Give of yourself, both in per

sonal and professional matters. Your own
creative style should be emphasized Be

ready for and welcome change and variety.

Strive to imprint your own methods, style.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Security,

home, property matters dominate. Older

family member needs reassurance. Consult

one with experience regarding investment or

financial maneuver. Don't rely on mere
promises. Get "something" in writing.

SAGITTARIUS ( Nov. 22-Dec. 21) : Flurry

of activity is indicated, involving social

events and relatives. Calls, messages go

astray unless you do some personal

checking. Neighbor who appears "nosy" is

merely curious. Be gracious. If you are

courteous, definite gains accrue.

CAPRICORN ( Dec. 22-Jan. 19) : Accent is

on a greater understanding of finances.

Know where money goes and how it comes —
don't permit yourself to be sidetracked. You
can collect and pay — you are able to obtain

legitimate bargain. Aquarius. Leo and

Scorpio may be involved.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You get

writ you want through change, improved

relationships and ability to perceive trend.

Trust yourself. Cycle is high and you are

headed toward goal. Highlight personality

Stride forward. You have right to be con

fidenl

PISCES < Feb. 19-March 20 ) : Work behind

(he scenes Restore harmony by remem-
bering special holiday, anniversary Show
family member that you do care and be

especially considerate of one who is in-

capacitated. Taurus and Libra are likely to

be in picture.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

analytical, independent, an original thinker

and one who can bring out the best in others

Vo > enable people to achieve their potential

i uu recognise and revere creativity. Many
bom under Leo and Aquarius are drawn to

you. In November, basic changes occur and

travel could be included

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1

4
6
11
13
15
16
18
19

Skill

Near
Sheen
No one
Rented
Preposition

Recuperates
Behold!

Symbol for

tantalum
Paper
measure

22 Spreads for

drying

24 City in Nevada
26 Edges

Female deer
Dropsy
Lease
Manuscript
(abbr.)

Source of water
Actual

Parent
(colloq.)

Sandbar
Man's name
High mountain

47 The sweetsop
49 Arrive

50 Cravats

52 Golf mounds
54 Greek letter

21

28
29
31
33

34
36
38

40
42
45

4 Hebrew month
5 10th President

6 Faint tight

7 Confederate
general

8 Kiln

9 Steamship
(abbr.)

10 Rarely

12 Conjunction

14 Portions of

medicine
17 Den

20 Again

23 Man's-
nickname

24 Note of scale

25 Hebrew
measure

27 Dirk

30 Appellation of

Athena

32 Soapstone

35 Missives
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King of beasts 53
Partners 57
Placed in line 58
Be aware of

Charm 60
44 Compass point 62
46 Hebrew letter

48 Chairs 64
51 Twirl

37
38
39
41
43

Portico

Fish eggs
Latin

conjunction
Macaw
Symbol for

nickel

Symbol for

tellurium

10

55

56

59
61

63
65
66

67

Printer's

measure

Church
dignitary

Note of scale

One in last

year of college

Seesaw

Eats

A continent

(abbr.)

Greek letter

DOWN

1 Emmet
2 Firmly planted

3 Tuberculosis

(abbr.)
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Sports Round-up
FOREST HILLS. N.Y. ( AP) -Australia's big John Newcombe ripped!

through Jan Kodes' miracle, ball-hawking retrieving with sledge-

hammer power Sunday and defeated Czechoslovakia's Wimbledon
titleholder 6-4, 1-6, 4-6, 6-2, 6-3 for the U.S. Open Tennis Championship.

Newcombe climaxed the two-hour, 20-minute battle with a blazing

servie ace-his 14th of the match.

It was one of the most brilliant and pulsating matches ever played on

the grass at the West Side Tennis Club.

In winning his second American title and restoring himself to a position

of world dominance, the Sydney star collected $25,000 first prize, a $3,500

automobile and a large collection of silverware.

AKRON, Ohio ( AP) -Tom Weiskopf pulled away from Jack Nicklaus in

the stretch drive and scored a three-stroke victory with a final-round 66

Sunday in the World Series of Golf.

Weiskopf, had a two-round total of 137, three under par on the 7,180-yard

Firestone course.

He collected $50,000 for this title that-like his British Open triumph-is

considered an unofficial event by the Professional Golfers Association.

Nicklaus had a 69 and was tied at 140 with Johnny Miller, who closed

with a 67. Each won $11,250. Tommy Aaron, the Masters champion, was
never in it. He closed with a 73-149.

COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) -Struggling Gary Player" held off the late

charge of young upstart Forrest Fezler to capture the $100,000 Southern

Open Golf tournament by one stroke with a 69 for a 270 total.

Player, capturing his initial 1973 tournament, bogeyed the final two

holes after Fezler, one group ahead, birdied his final two, cutting

Player's huge five-stroke lead after 16 holes.

Four strokes back was Jerry McGee. McGee had a 69 for his 274.

LOS ANGELES ( AP) -Joe Ferguson slugged a three-run homer in the

sixth inning, rallying Los Angeles to a 5-3 victory over San Diego Sunday.

It ended the Dodgers' nine-game losing streak.

CHICAGO ( AP) -Billy Williams ripped his 19th home run of the season

in the eighth inning Sunday, lifting the Chicago Cubs to a 5-4 victory over

the St. Louis Cardinals.

MONTREAL (AP)-New York capitalized on two Montreal errors to

score two runs and George Stone, with relief help from Tug McGraw,

pitched the Mets to a 3-0 victory Sunday.

Phila 8, Pittsburgh 7 Cleveland 6. Baltimore 4, 1st

Cincinnati 14, Atlanta 6, 1st Baltimore 13. Cleveland 4. 2nd

Cincinnati 7. Atlanta 0. 2nd Milwaukee 10. New York 3

New York 3. Montreal Detroit 5, Boston 4

Chicago 5, St Louis 4 Chicago 10. Minnesota 7

Houston 5. San Francisco 4 Kansas City 9, Calif. 5, 1st

L<s Angeles 5. San Diego 3 California at Kansas City. 2nd

Oakland at Texas

Sports Notices
BASEBALL-Meeting in

room 249 Boyden at 4: 30 today

for all interested candidates.

SOCCER -Recruitment
meeting today in Boyden 17.

Time unknown.
(iOLF-Recruitment meeting

in room 227 Boyden at 6:45

tonight. If yo 1
'. are unable to

show, contact Coach Fan
Gaudette at the basketball

office.

I-M-Meetings for Touch
Football officials will be held

Tuesday and Wednesday at

7:00 p.m. in Boyden. All men
and women interested in of-

ficiating are invited to attend.

Hours and salary will be
discussed at the initial

meeting.

I-M CAPTAINS-Rosters are

due today for many sports.

Check "Date Due'' on in-

formation sheets to see which
are due.

WMUA -Anyone interested in

sports broadcasting should call

WMUA sportsdirector Gerry
Brooks at 5-2425.
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Ali Confident He'll Win
By EDSCHUYLER JR.

Associated Press

Sports Writer

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP)
Muhammad Ali, his career at the

crossroads, fights Monday night

against Ken Norton, the man who
beat Ali and broke his jaw last

March.
Ali is a 12-5 favorite to win the

scheduled 12-round bout at the

Forum and remain an important
fighter.

A second straight victory over

the former world heavyweight
champion would put Norton into

boxing's big money neighborhood
after years of fighting for nickles

and dimes.
Ali weighed 212 pounds, the

lightest he's been in several years

at the official weigh-in ceremonies
Sunday. He weighed 221 when he
lost a split 12-round decision to

Norton March 31.

Norton scaled 205 compared to

210 for the first fight.

"I plan on fighting champion
George Foreman as soon as I can
get him," said the 28-year-old

Norton who is guaranteed $200,000

against 30 per cent of all income
from the closed circuit televised

fight scheduled to begin at 10:30

p.m., EDT.
The quietly-confident Califor-

nian, who took up boxing in the

Marine Corps and turned pro at the

age of 22, got $50,000 for the first Ali

fight. Before that his biggest purse

in a career of 30 victories and just

one less was $8,000.

Ali, who got $2.5 million in his

loss to Joe Frazier, is guaranteed

$275,000 against 35 per cent for the

fight .which he said will be no
contest.

"This time I'm 100 per cent

right," he said. "Same Norton. No
Contest."

But Ali, away from crowds of

sports writers and onlookers, has

talked of losing and said:

"I'd be convinced I was washed
up because this time I'm in shape. I

beat myself the first time."
Norton and his trainer, Eddie

ALI VS. NOKTON Muhammad Ali, former heavyweight champ,

will be seeking to avenge the beating he took from opponent Ken
Norton tonight at the Forum in Inglewood, Calif. It was Norton who
broke Ali's jaw last March en route to winning the 12 round bout. ( AP
Wirephoto)

Futch, point out that even if Ali is

in condition he also is 31 and that

his age will force him to come
down off his toes and fight Norton's

fight.

"Everybody seems to think Ali is

superhuman," said Futch. "I think

the man has deteriorated in a

natural manner. When you are 31

you act like 31."

This will be Ali's 14th fight since

he returned to the ring after being

banned and stripped of the

championship for his refusal to be

drafted. It will be his 44th bout in a

career that includes 42 victories, 10

of them in fights for one of sports'

biggest prizes-the heavyweight
championship.

$
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!

$ $
for your

USED BOOKS
The Textbook Annex, of the Minuteman Mercantile, will pay 50% for your used

book if it is currently being used this semester.

Even if it is not being used, our wholesaler will pay you up to 30% for all of your other books

(their prices are determined on a nationwide

So bring your used books in and get some extra cash.

This year, for your convenience, we will be

buying in 3 locations:

SOUTHWEST

NORTHEAST

Hampden Common,

Sept. 10 - 14 9 0Oam 900pm

Basement of Knowlton

Sept 11. 12. 4 13 6 p.m. -9 p.m.
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UMass Rally Falls Short; HC Wins

I Mass halfback Bob Wolfe ( 44) can't hang on as he drops a pass from

home-opener against Holy Cross.

Al Rufe Named New
UMass Soccer Coach

season as head mentor.

The announcement of Rufe's

appointment was made on August

10 after it was discovered that

Redmond would not be returning to

the University this fall. Redmond,
a citizen of Great Britain, was
working here under a temporary

visa and was forced to vacate his

position when efforts to obtain a

permanent visa or extend the

temporary permit proved futile.

The former coach has since ac-

cepted a position at the University

of Alberta.

Rufe is not new to UMass
athletics. For the past five years he

has been employed here as

Financial Manager of Athletics, a

position which he will continue to

hold.

Rule's previous coaching ex-

perience consists of a one-year

stint at the helm of Boston

College's first varsity soccer team.

As a grad student at BC, Rufe led

the rookie Eagles to a respectable

9-4 record.

As an undergraduate at Mount

Peil Pennington in Saturday's

Bath) (Eolbnten

By BILL BALLOU

If you went to the game Saturday for a good time, you probably found

one. , .
,

If you went to see well-played college football, you were probably

disappointed.

And if you went to see UMass win, that's too bad.

For the first three minutes and 43 seconds at least, it looked like most of

the 18,100 in attendance were going to have a great time watching UMass

demolish Holy Cross in fine style, as the Minutemen streaked out to a 13-0

lead.

However, 31 minutes and 58 seconds later the cross had reeled off 30

points, which, despite a miracle fourth quarter comeback by UMass,

stood up for the 30-28 win.

The loss overshadowed record-setting performances by flanker Tim

Berra, whose 11 receptions broke the previous record of nine held by Milt

Morin, Bob Meers, and Steve Schubert, and Peil Pennington, whose 22

completions broke Greg Landry's old record of 20.

If ever there was a day UMass needed record performances from their

air attack it was Saturday. The non-existent Minuteman running game

had only 38 yards to show for their 27 carries and that ineffectiveness,

combined with the big Holy Cross lead of most the last three quarters

forced Pennington into a must-pass situation on almost every down.

And when he did pass it was with several and varied Holy Cross

linemen, linebackers and sometimes safety's on his back or about to

board.

The Crusaders really wern't an awful lot better than UMass, although if

they hadn't lost the ball on fumbles three times and interceptions twice

the score might have been higher.

Quarterback Pete Vaas had himself quite a day with 18-24 and 235 yards

and combined his passing with an effective running game to totally

confuse the Minuteman defense until the start of the fourth quarter.

Vaas' favorite target was converted defensive end Mark Sheridan, who

grabbed nine passes for 129 yards.

For UMass fans used to watching a defense at its best in pressure

situations, the way Holy Cross moved at will for most of the game must

have been a shock. Although the Crusaders total offense of 365 yards

wasn't out of sight of UMass' 307, the Cross at one point converted ten

straight third or fourth down situations, and didn't have to punt until

about 11 minutes were left in the game.

After UMass had jumped out to a 13-0 lead on touchdown passes from

Pennington to Gary Mika and Berra. along with one out of two con-

versions by Andy Dutkanicz, the Crusaders began their steamroller act.

Running back Tom Rock scored on a 6 yard pass from Vaas and on the

last play of the first quarter Vaas ran in from the three. Steve Duchanan

scored on a 25 yard run and the Holy Cross defense got into the act by

dropping Pennington for a safety. Early in the third period Rock caught a

nine yard Vaas pass and with Jerry Kelley's four conversions, they had

their thirty points.

The fourth quarter UMass comeback that fell short consisted of a four

yard pass from Pennington to Berra with a two point conversion and a

Pennington bootleg from a yard out.

The Minutemen had a chance to win it with less than two minutes to

play, but Dutkanicz missed a 43 yard field goal attempt against the wind
and the Cross ran out the clock to end it.

Villanova, next week's opponent at the Stadium, lost to Ole Miss, 24-6,

in their opener, while Maine shut out Vermont 14-0 in the first game for

both of them.

SPORTS

Al Rufe

By STEVE DFCOSTA
The UMass soccer 'earn is

preparing for its 1973 season under

new leadership. Aloysius N. Rufe

Ji has assumed the head coaching

position, succeeding Gerry Red-

mond who has bowed out after one

St. Mary's College of Emmitsburg,

Md., Rufe was a standout

goaltender. In 1964 the new head

coach was named to the All Mason-

Dixon Converence and Southern

All-American soccer teams.

Assisting Rufe with the varsity

and acting as JV coach will be

another newcomer, Dave
Ouellette. who succeeds last year's

JV coach and former head mentor

Jack Berrvman. A former UMass
soccer

" MVP. Ouelletteis

knowledge with the UMass system

and familiarity with returning

personnel should prove invaluable

in aiding Al Rufe's drive to build a

successful soccer program.

Red Sox Lose; Orioles Split
Tigers 5. Red Sox 4

BOSTON IAPI Tony Taylor
knocked in two runs with a homer
and sacrifice fly and Ike Brown
slugged a two-run homer, leading

the Detroit Tigers to a 5-4 victory

over the Boston Red Sox Sunday.
Detroit left-hander Mickey

Lottdt. 14-13. outdueled Boston's

John Curtis. 12-13. Lohch needed
relict help from John Hiller in the

ninth after Bob Montgomery hit a

solo home run for the Red Sox'

fourth run.

The Tigers took a quick 1-0 lead

in Ihe first inning on Taylor's

leadoff home run. his fifth of the

vear.

The Tigers built their lead to 3-0

in the second as Dick Sharon

singled, stole second and scored on

a single by Aurelio Rodriguez.

Taylor got in the second run of the

i ining with a sacrifice fly

The Red Sox tallied twice in their

half of the second Orlando Cepeda

and Danny Cater singled and

Montgomery doubled home me

lead runner The second Boston

run of the inning scored on Doug
Griffin's sacrifice fly.

In the third, the Tigers took a 5-1

advantage when Bill Freehan
walked and Brown hit his first

home run of the baseball season.

The Red Sox scored their third

run on Carl Yastrzemski's double-

play bouncer in the eighth.

Maryanna 601-0467

Hendricks Lost

As O's Split

CLEVELAND <AP>- The
Baltimore Orioles lost the services

of catcher Elred Hendricks for the

rest of the season while beating the

Cleveland Indians 13-4 for a split of

their Sunday doubleheader.

Dave Duncan's three-run homer
led the Indians to a 6-4 victory in

the opener
Hendricks suffered a fractured

left ankle while sliding home in the

fifth inning of the nightcap, when
the Orioles broke the game open

with six runs.

Boo^ Powell blasted a three-run

homer in the first inning to start

Mike Cuellar on the way to his 15th

victory.

Bobby Grich knocked in five runs

for the Orioles with a triple, double

and two singles.

Duncan delivered his 14th homer
in the sixth inning of the first game
after Walt Williams and rookie

Tommy Smith had singled with two

out. It wiped out a 4-3 Baltimore

margin.
Chris Chambliss also homered

for the Indians in the third, and

Don Baylor hit his 10th homer for

the Orioles in the second

Aaron Hits

No. 709
ATLANTA Hank Aaron hit

his 609th career homerun in

Saturday s game vs. Cin-

cinnati He needs only 6 more
to break Babe Ruth's record of

714.

UP FOR GRABS-Minuteman Tim Berra ( 42) and Crusader John

Provost ( 43) struggle for Mi as an enthusiastic Crusader cheers on

in background.

Baseball Standings

American League
Eait

National League

WLPctGB

Baltimore

Boa Ion

Detroit

New York

Milwaukee
Cleveland

Oakland
Kansas City

C hicago

Minnesota

California

Texas

West

82 58

78 65

76 68

72 71

69 73

62 84

82 30

77 64

72 71

68 73

64 74

49 91

588 -
545 5-1/2

528 8

503 1/2

486 14

425 23

582 -
545 5

503 11

482 14

484 16-1/2

350 32-1/2

St. Louis

Pittsburgh
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New York
(

' hicago

Philadelphia

Cincinnati

Lis Angeles

San Francisco

Houston

Atlanta

San Diego

W L
a a
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69 73

69 74

68 73

64 79
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88 61

73 72

69 76

52 90

Pet G.B.

503 -
496 1

486 2-1/2

483 3

482 3

448 8

804 -
583 3

567 5-1/2
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366 34
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Staff photo by Alan Chapman
Although somewhat smaller than the crowd outside the Student Union for the noon rally, the crowd that marched to Whitmore after the Rally demanding to see

Chancellor Bromery was still sizeable.

UMass Workers Protest Parking

Work Stoppages Threatened

After waiting for over one hour in front of the Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building yesterday, a dwindling crowd of several

hundred University employees and students hashed over the recent

parking controversy with Chancellor Randolph Bromery.

By MDC STAFF
< MDC reporters Joan

Fassnacht, Cindy Gonet, Sharon
Hughes, Bob Scheier, Steve
Tripoli, and David Sparling con-

tributed to coverage of Monday's
parking situation.

)

UMass is faced this morning
with the threat of work stoppages

by members of two employee
unions protesting the new parking

system being implemented this

fall

Individual members of the
unions yesterday predicted both
work stoppages and picket lines set

up around campus if the new
parking system was not abolished.

i

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery said last night that he

has "no intention" of abolishing

the new parking system with the

old one.

The threats of work stoppages,

by members of local 1776 of the

American Federation of State,

County, and Municipal Employes.
AFL'CIO. and the Mass State

Employes Assoc came despite a

no strike clause in the employes'

contracts

The unions represent dining
commons, physical plant, ground,

and other workers Members of the
two unions said they also had
commitments from the Teamsters
I nion. and unions representing

construction workers on campus to

honor the picket lines

The stoppages were not

authorized by the union,
members said.

the

Bromery said last night he would
not comment on action he might
take regarding a work stoppage. "I
don't respond to rumors,'' he said,

"and all I've heard so far is

rumors."

He also said the union should try

to correct alleged inequities in the
parking plan through a new
Parking and Transportation
Council in the process of being
formed

Opponents to the plan, under
which most students and employes
pay higher parking fees, claim the

university did not consult

adequately with the university

community before implementing
the plan, and that employes should

not have to pay to park on campus

After the noon rally held

yesterday on the steps of the

Student Union, the protesters

marched to Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building The doors to

the main entrance were then

locked by guards as the marchers
arrived

A Collegian reporter entered the

building and spoke to the Campus
Security Guard, Saul Chafin. He
offered no comment on who locked

the doors or who ordered the doors

to be locked

The crowd waited patiently in

the hot afternoon sun from one

o'clock until just after two, when
Chancellor Bromery appeared at

the locked doors. As chants of "We
want Bromery" filled the air,

Bromery came out and fielded

questions from the hostile crowd.

The questions centered around
the inequities in the new parking

proposal. Some members of the

crowd contended that they should

not be required to pay to park to

work here. In response, Bromery
said, "I suggest that you pay the

$5.00, park in peripheral lots and
be bussed to campus."

It was argued back that due to

long waits for the buses, and
irregular schedules, many workers
were late for their jobs and were
docked in pay.

One member of the local union
1776 asked Bromery who
authorized him to take employee's
money and put it into an ex-

perimental project.

Said Bromery, "The State
authorized the Board of Trustees
who in turn authorized me."

Bromery also said he and the

University's lawyers would be
willing to go tocourt with the Union
to test the legality of their action.

Members of the crowd next

contended that there were plenty of

parking spaces on campus and
demanded that the new parking
fees be dropped.

Bromery replied that tnere were
plenty of parking spaces because
of the new parking proposal.

"Already this semester we have

(Continued on P. 3)
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Cornography: Debutante In Bluejeans

Is It Legal?
By MIKE KNEELAND

University researchers are
preparing to launch a device in a

balloon which will take readings of

the sun's coronograph.

Dr. John D. Strong, a recognized

infra-red research scholar,

designed the Infra Red
Coronograph, as it is called, with

William Dalton and Tachun Li. All

three men are associated with the

University's Physics-Astronomy
Dept.

Valued at more than 1/2 million

dollars, the coronograph is the only

one of its kind in the world. It was
designed to "make observations of

the solar corona at the infra-red

wavelength," said graduate
student Raymond Smartt, who is

working towards his doctorate.

Smartt said the balloon will

carry the coronograph to an
altitude of 20 miles. Once outside

the earth's atmosphere, the
coronograph creates an artificial

eclipse and is able to observe the

corona's infra-red wavelengths,

which do not normally penetrate

the earth's atmosphere.
The coronograph project is being

completely funded by NASA's
Solar Physics Division.

Goodell

—

Home
To Many

By <;rec voner
The once-upon-a-time host of the

UMass library will in the future be
used as office and class space. The
University Planning Office has
requested several million dollars

from the state for the renovation of

various campus buildings, of which
Goodell is included

Until then, the old building will

be tenanted by an assortment of
occupants for the next 18-20

months. The 6th level has been
given up for classroom space while
the 5th will house Communications
Disorders, the Speech Depart-
ment, Audio-Visual Aids, and
Everywoman's Center.

Purchasing and Accounting of

SIS ! BOOM !BA

!

By MICHAEL UGOLINI
Author and cult hero Tom Wolfe

spoke last night to a full house in

the Student Union Ballroom on the

subject of "Class Warfare Among
American Youth".
Wolfe's visit was presented as a

part of the Distinguished Visitors

Program.
He started his lecture by calling

the seventies "the age of the

debutante in bluejeans". He spoke
of how in the older days debutantes
of any small town could be seen
and read about in the fashion

section of the local paper and how
now they are spending time as
part-time social workers who insist

that there is a common bond
between them and the disad-

vantaged classes.

Remember the days when people

were either "hip" or were called

"greasers"? Wolfe made the point

that the parents of the greasers

were usually from the so-called

working class of manual laborers

while the parents of the "hip
crowd" were usually associated

with the Great Middle Class.

So within the complexities of

these relationships lies the great
struggle and subtle resentment
between the "greasers" and the

"surfers" ( or in some circles those

that are "collegiate" vs. those that

are not).

Although the manifestations of

the class struggle are not so ap-

parent at a first glance, Wolfe says
that one only need examine the

make-up of the so-called Silent

the Bursar's office has taken
charge of the 4th level and BDIC
(bachelor's degree with individual

concentration ) will also be moving
in by early October. The 3rd level

will be taken up by maintenance
and storage, along with the 1st and
2nd floors. These occupants are
only temporarily quartered in. the
building, and with the advent of the

renovation, will have to pack their

bags and leave for other spaces on
campus.

What Evil Lurks
At WMUA?

By MARY BETH SANTARELLI
Starting in late September,

WMUA will be presenting the

popular midnight mystery serial,

"Fourth Tower Inverness", again
this year Unlike radio shows of the

thirties, such as "The Shadow",
'Fourth Tower" deals with the

experiences of a man who explores

the universe throuh another
dimension of '.he mind.

T he eight minute broadcasts will

be aired Monday through Friday at

midnight A summary of the

week's action will be presented on
Sundays at ten o'clock. A sequel,

"Moon Over Morrocco", is

scheduled for the second semester
Plans have also been made to

run the record "Bab Ram Das" in

a series Bab Ram Das, I formerly
Richard Alpert), was one of the

first to participate in experiments
with Timothy Leary using LSD.
Alpert grew disillusioned with
Leary and drugs, so journeyed to

India The record contains his

basic philosophy of life now as well

as some Indian chantings and
readings
WMUA's regular presentations

are a change of pace since they

contain no commercials

In a recent interview, Station

Manager Laredo Horton explained
that WMUA was trying to offer as
"wide a spectrum as we possibly

can". One of the station's main
goals was to "turn people on to

music ", as well as "educate people
to different types of music".
Therefore, WMUA does not play
strictly rock, but tries to achieve a
balance between jazz, classical,

folk, rock, country, and blues.

Horton wished to emphasize that

"any student interested in radio at

all" is welcome to drop by the
station WMUA will announce a
meeting within the week for
members and officers.

WMUA
WMUA will be holding its Sep-

tember Station Meeting on
Thursday. Sept. 13 at 8:00 p.m. in

CC Rm 804-808 All WMUA per
sonel should attend, and all

students interested in working with
WMUA are cordially invited to be
present
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Majority to see where all those

greasers of the fifties and sixties

have wound up.

burned was made with a mop as

the hair and resembled the haircut

of a normal dissident college

Tom Wolfe spoke last night before a full capacity audience in the

S.l B. in the first of the DVP lecture series.

Wolfe pointed out that after the
hardhats beat on the hippies
several years back, they later went
to city hall and burned John
Lindsay in effigy. The figure they

youth. Somehow the hardhats,

whether consciously or not,

associated Lindsay with the

"hippies".

Wolfe says that the hardhats

were actually rebelling against a

kind of person; one that is

educated; one that is called an
"intellectual". This then, is the

main crux of blue collar con-

servatism.

Wolfe submitted that given this

situation that were one of three
ways you could go:

1) You could keep telling

yourself that your no different

from the other class and insist on
devoting your time to helping

them.
2) You could join a commune

and completely disappear from the
class scene.

3

)

You could take what you have
under your arm and "run for

cover".

When asked what path he had
taken he replied that he hadn't
taken any of them but that one day
he would be forced to make a
choice.

Tom Wolfe received a Ph.D. in

American Studies at Yale
University. He has worked as a
reporter for the Springfield Union,
Washington Post, and the New
York Herald Tribune. He has also
written extensively for Esquire,
New York, Harper's Bazaar, and
Rolling Stone. His works include
The Electric Kool Aid Acid Test,
The Pump House Gang, The
Kandy Kolored Tangerine Flake
Streamline Baby, Radical Chic
and Mau Mauing the Flake Cat-
chers, and The New Journalism.

WMPIRG
A Summer Well Spent

By JOHN F. WARREN
WMPIRG. (Western Mass.

Public Interest Research Group),
the local representative of the
Nader-inspired, professionally
staffed P.I.R.G.s which have
grown in 19 states over the past two
years, has had an active summer
of involvement in areas of en-

vironmental and social concern.

A WMPIRG. study last June
documented the need for the
establishment of a United States

District Court to serve the
residents of Western
Massachusetts. The study pointed

out that all six Massachusetts
Federal judges currently sit in

Boston. WMPIRG. researchers

found that residents of the state's

lour western counties facing court

action, must choose between a wait

of several years in overcrowded
State Superior courts, or suffer the

considerable additional expense of

taking a case to the federal court in

Boston The latter often meant
paying from two to six times what
the cost would be to a Boston
resident.

In July, the group charged that

the Bureau of Air Quality Control
of the State Department of Public

Health agreed privately with the

Federal Environmental Protection

Agency to use and enforce only the

federal plan to reduce carbon
monoxide emissions from cars in

Springfield. This plan does not

meet the stricter state
requirements. The state regulation

would call for a reduction of the
carbon monoxide level to a 7% rate
lower"than the federal limit. The
level of pollution from carbon
monoxide in downtown Springfield

occasionally has been more than
two times highter than federal

limit

The group was involved in a
legal fight against the granting of

exemptions to a ban on sewer
connections in Amherst. These
connections could have lead to

further pollution of the Connecticut
River

W MPI.R G considers its

successful pursuit of a lawsuit

concerning the construction of

Route 7 in Vermont to be an
especially significant victory. In
this case, the group was part of the

"Coalition on Route 7", composed
of three national and eight regional

conservation groups. Early in the

year, the group sparked con-

troversy by charging that federal

and state highway authorities had
engaged in a "conspiracy" to

construct a new four-lane Route 7

through Vermont, Massachusetts,
and Connecticut. They then joined

a suit which had been launched by
the Conservation Society of
Southern Vermont and other
plaintiffs against state and federal

officials.

In July, the Federal District

Court in Brattleboro, Vt. handed
down a landmark decision that

indefinitely delayed construction
plans for a $500 million 20-mile
extension of the highway in Ver-
mont. Barring successful appeal
by the Federal Department of

Transportation and the Vermont

Highway Department, the decision

will require the filing of an
adequate Environmental Impact

Statement (E.I.S.), a statement
called for by the National En-
vironmental Policy Act of 1969.

Appeals Court Judge James L.

Oakes, who issued the 27-page

opinion, also questioned the ob-

jectivity of the EIS in general,

since it is prepared by the Federal

Highway Administration, an
agency which derives its funds
from highway tax money and
which is committed to the
development of highway plans and
programs.

UAAass
Police
5-2121

Save Money!
Buy Used Books at

Student Prices

September 10 - 14

Bristol, Berkshire, Essex Rooms

STUDENT UNION 10-4 p.m.

Gamma Sigma Sigma

USED BOOK EXCHANGE

Workers Protest Parking System
(Continued from P. 1)

7,000 fewer cars on campus."

Bromery also announced his

intention to c,lose down core
parking lots as soon as he gets the
funds to do so.

Another person asked Bromery
if he could guarantee to University
members that the fees will not
increase next semester.
Said Bromery, "I cannot

guarantee that."

This statement was met with
booed and hissed from the
protesters.

At three o'clock, representatives

from the State Labor Relations

Commission from Boston arrived

for a hearing which was to take

place between one commission and
members from the local 1776.

However, it was announced by
Ms. Carol Drew, president of local

1776, that the meeting scheduled
between her union and the Labor
Relations Commission had been
cancelled by the Board of Trustees
because they did not feel that they

had been properly informed.

Said a spokesman of the Labor
Relations Commission, "I am
disappointed that the hearing has
been called off today. I do not

believe that what the University is

doing is legal (requiring em-
ployees to pay a fee to park here)

.

He then added, "We are

available to enter into discussions

with Chancellor Bromery and his

people. We will meet with him in

his office this afternoon, if he will."

Chancellor Bromery agreed, and
at that time, members from the

Labor Relations Committee, the

local 1776 union, and Dr. Bromery
and his assistants met for closed

talks in his office.

During the first recess, Michael
Botelho, Administrative Assistant

to the President, said, "We're
hoping to obviate any misun-
derstandings. At this point there is

no strike."

Carol Drew, president of local

union 1776, had no comment.

During the second recess, ap-

proximately 2 hours later there

were no comments from any of the

representatives of the groups in-

volved. At this time, Chancellor
Bromery left for the day.

Tim Borenstein, an assistant to

the Chancellor, described the
meetings. "Thoughout the
meeting, the union and the
Chancellor presented eac* other
with proposals. The last proposal
was presented by Bromery to the
union just before the last break and
the union discussed it, came back
to the Chancellor's office, and
rejected it immediately.

As far as Borenstein is con-

cerned, the parking fees remain as

thev were before the rally was held

That Personal Touch

Will Limit "Hot Bikes"
By AVIS YUNI

A free bicycle registration for students will be started in October,

Diana White of the UMass Security (Police) Department told the

Collegian yesterday.

Oil specific days in October, tables will be set up around campus, Ms.

White said. Students will be able to bring their bicycles to the table, have
them engraved with their social security number, registered with the

department, and will receive a bicycle decal.

Ms. White pointed out that this decal is essential for the department
since it acts as a license plaU. She said this free bicycle registration will

not be compulsory but the police will encourage people to register their

bicycles with them.

"There is no ready means of identifying a bicycle." Ms. White said.

"However it will be easier to retrieve stolen ones with this decal."

The police department puts out a hot sheet each week of stolen

bicycles. If they have the decals it will be easier to identify them since the

decal numbers could be seen by cruising patrol cars easily.

Last year an engraving program was made available to students. They
were able to put their social security number on valuable items so that

when stolen, identification would be easier.

In the future Heads of Residence will be contacted to run the engraving

program in the dorms, stated Ms. White. In addition, students can come
down now to the station and borrow an engraver for 24 hours.

When bicycles were just engraved, they had to be turned upside down
for the number to be seen. This made it very difficult to check for stolen

bicycles, Ms. White said.

She also mentioned that the police department will put out a booklet on

bicycle locks and how to keep bicycles from getting stolen.

The registration will start when the department receives the decals,

which are expected to arrive in several weeks.

If the college community consents, police officers may begin to spot

check the public areas of dorms in an attempt to remove those people

living in the lounges who do not know anyone in the dorm.

emu
CHINESE

Food in

Chinese Style

LUNCH: - Lots tf Sptcials
from ••• to 12.20

Tues.-Sat. 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

•INNER: 2:30 p.m. till 10:00 p.m.

Sun. 1:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Monday Closed.

203 Kiog Strootp

MITMMPT0I
(Nexi to McDonalds.)

Take Out Sorvico Call 586-1770

Some of the nearly 1 .000 people who attended yesterday's rally protesting parking fee hikes outside the
^(i dent Union.

held yesterday afternoon.

While the rally was continuing at

Whitmore, an employe at the

Worcester Dining Commons
Kitchen said, "Some workers are

planning to go to the rally", but

they didn't know anything about

Whitmore being closed up. There's

talk about "something" going on
tomorrow.

In Southwest, an employe of

Hampshire Dining Commons said,

"Everything seems to be running
quite smoothly." They were then

serving lunches without any in-

terruptions.

Mr. Burke, an official of the
Physical Plant said that about "95
per cent of the union members are
with the 1776." Although he didn't
know exactly what per cent of
employees were over at Whitmore,
he said, "We're missing some of

our employees, some of the
supervisors. .

."

People's Market Back Again
ByBENNY MATTEAU

The People's Market, a non
profit student food co-op, is

presently preparing to open for its

second semester in the Student
Union. Cal Ferrino and Mark
Treanor, co-ordinators of the
market, said yesterday that they
should have the market open by
next Tuesday, September 17.

The market deals in fresh garden
produce, grains or cereals, dairy
products, and some health foods.

"We'll try to expand our health

and organics department because
so many people around here are

into that. Basically, though, we try

to keep everything as cheap as

possible. If something goes up 2

cents, that will show in our prices,

but when the cost is too high we
don't buy," said Ms. Ferrino.

Mark Treanor explained that the
co-op is able to keep going
"because the University buys in

huge quantities and they allow us

to order with them.
The People's Market started last

year with a loan of $4,000 from the

Commuters' Assembly. According
to Ms. Ferrino, "The loan has be^n
indefinitely extended so that it is,

in effect, a grant We won't have to

pay it back unless we go bankrupt,
in which case the Commuters'
Assembly would get our equip-
ment, such as the refrigerators,

cash registers and calculators."

The
un-dormitories.
Great off-campus living—indoors and out—at either of two mod-
ern apartment complexes, only minutes away by car or bike from
Amherst College, downtown Amherst or UMass. Now accepting
applications for September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
•1,2,3bedrmapts.
• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks
• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball,

football, badminton

• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

RENT: FROM $185

CALL 413-256-6534

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• roomy closets, storage

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• master TV antenna

• modern kitchens

• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges

• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals

• 2-door refrigerators

• laundry facilities

RENT: $200/montrt

(utilities included)

CALL 413-665-3856
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In The Nation And The World

Beef Controls Lifted,

Price Rise Small
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer

Beef prices were freed from controls Monday for

the first time in nearly half a year, but shoppers
found there was little if any change at the super-

market counter.

Consumers and cattlemen alike seemed to be
playing a waiting game, each trying to figure out

what the other would do.

"Everybody in the beef industry is. ..playing it cool

to see what's going to happen," said Gilbert Four-
migue, president of Econo-Meats, a New Orleans La.,

wholesaler. "It's all up to the housewife. If they keep
buying like they have been, the price will stay the

same or go higher. There's plenty of beef available.

The cattle have to come to market., but I don't think

the feedlot boys are going to flood the market."
Gary Rush, the meat manager for a Big Star

grocery in Memphis, Tenn., said, "People haven't

been buying much beef for a long time now. And I

think they'll buy even less when the prices go up. If

that happens, it's just natural that the law of supply

and demand will take over and prices will go down."
"We don't expect a price hike on beef for at least a

week," said a spokesman for Wrigley's supermarkets
in Detroit.

Many cattlemen withheld livestock from market
during the freeze, wating for higher prices later. This

created temporary shortages.

At the same time, consumers rebelled at the high

prices of other items-particularly pork and poultry-

and refused to buy. The prices came down again.

Supermarket managers said they were waiting to

see what their suppliers would charge, not only for

beef, but also for other foods which, started Monday,
will be allowed to increase in price to reflect costs

increases.

Beef prices have been under a ceiling since the

beginning of April. Controls on other foods were lifted

July 18 to allow prices increases in agricultural costs,

but the beef limit was scheduled to remain until

Wednesday in accordance with the Phase 4 economic
program. The government lifted the ceiling at

midnight Sunday, however, partly to avoid shortages

caused by last-minute buying.

An Associated Press spot check of beef prices on
Monday compared with prices on Sept. 1 showed
virtually no change. Only a few items went up and
they generally remained at or below previous ceiling

prices.

At the National Stockyeards in Illinois, trading in

slaughter steers was reported "only fairly active"
and trading in slaughter heifers was slow. Prices for

steers and heifers were down slightly.

Texas meat men said the situation would remain
confused until Wednesday or Thursday at the
earliest.

L.R. Robertson, owner of a meat market in

Amarillo, Tex., said he was dropping the price of all

his beef by 10 cents a pound for the next two weeks.
After that, he said, he doesn't know what he'll do.

Steel Price Rise Granted
WASHINGTON < AP)-The Cost of Living Council

announced approval Monday of an approximately
$4.50-per-ton increase in the price of flat rolled steel

products used in a broad range of consumer items

from household appliances to automobiles.

Under Phase 4 rules, the increase can be passed on

to consumers on a dollar -for-dollar basis. The council

action, effective Oct. 1, thus could have an eventual

effect in prices at the retail level.

The increase is about one-half of the raise 10 major
steel companies had asked the council to approve
under the administration's new Phase 4 anti-inflation

program.

Council director John T. Dunlop said the com-
panies would be allowed to increase prices by about
another $4.50 next Jan. 1.

He said the prices increases on rolled sheet steel,

which is used in production of such consumer items
as househole appliances and automobiles, were
justified under the Phase 4 rules.

But he said: "The proposed price increases are
being modified because they are of such magnitude
and would have such an impact on the economy as to
be unreasonably inconsistent with the goals of the
economic stabilization program."

X-rays Said More Dangerous
Than Atomic Plants

By FRANK CAREY
AP Science Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) -Excessive use of diagnostic

X-rays and increasing jet travel pose much greater

risks of death from cancer than do nuclear power
plants, barring major mishap, a nuclear physicist

said Monday.
The physicist, Ralph E. Lapp, told an international

scientific conference on radiation protection that he

estimates:

—Unless it is sharply curbed, "the excessive use of

X-rays will mean 50,000 cancer deaths in the United

States in the rest of this country."

—Radiation exposure from domestic high-altitude

jet travel could mean about 7,200 more cancer-deaths

in the same period, and could cause 400 deaths an-

nually by the turn of the century.

These figures compare, he said, with only 90

cancer-deaths he said can be expected in the same
period associated with radio-activity released in

routine activities of nuclear power plants-unless
there are any major accidents.

Lapp urged establishment of national restrictive
standards on the diagnostic use of X-rays to cut the
diagnostic dose in half by the end of the century.
Lapp, an industrial and congressional consultant

on nuclear affairs, offered no estimates of the
number of deaths and injuries from a major accident
involving a nuclear power plant.

But the Atomic Energy Commission, while
asserting the likelihood of such accidents is ex-
tremely remote, has said that hundreds of deaths and
thousands of injuries could result from a single major
mishap.
Lapp also said his estimates on cancer-deaths from

X-rays and jet travel compare with 6,800 to be ex-
pected from radioactive fallout from past nuclear
tests and current French and Communist Chinese
tests.

Laird: Action

On Issues Vital

By WIN Mcl.KOD
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) White
House counselor Melvin Laird said

Monday the survival of the country

depends on moving beyond
Watergate to pressing domestic

and world issues

•We're going to have to move
beyond Vietnam and beyond
Watergate because the issues are

so important that this country

cannot survive if we do not face up

to them adequately and ef-

fectively." Laird told ihe

Republican National Committee

THE MOONLIGHTERS
Dancing under the Crystal Ball

Steak - Lobster - Prime Ribs of Roast Beef

Dinners served from 5 p.m. -9 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Sat. 5p.m. -10:30p.m.
Cocktail bar open Mon. Sat. 11 a.m. -12 p.m.

The Quonset Restaurant
Rte.9 HADLEY

253-9214

MIAMI - HELEN SMILES AGAIN- Helen Evans visits with her
mother at Jackson Memorial Hospital in Miami, Fla., a month to the
day after she was beaten and nearly stomped to death in the ladies

room of Miami's Greyhound Bus Station. Helen and her fiance, both
of Derby, England, were on a bus tour of the United States when
Helen was attacked. She has nearly recovered physically, but still

suffers mental damage. ( AP Wirephoto)

MDC Recruitment
Tonight!!!

& Talk,

Filet Mignon

I &Fun,

Steakburgers

£ & Laughter
u and all the salad you can

\ make. All at low prices.

Price includes

beer, wine or sangria.

m Steak 6-Breu/
|iy Tlu im.ittst Eahnc. AOnnhmg IHihlu Hoim llvwf! ^
b. SOUTH HADLEY

4898rmbTlUL,nAKtl(« .,-

(413)588-3100 '!?

STUDENTS!
Present your I. D. card

to your waiter for

$1.00 OFF
rnratioi

SUWDAY THRU TEUBSDAT
at DunrsR out.

0T VALIDVm AIT OTOK
rrm a iuv mciAi orru
GOOD uTTIL DEC. 31. 1973 I

•• i,-» «»

NEAK LUONG. Cambodia-SLEEPING IN THE RUINS-A
Cambodian baby sleeps in a hammock strung in a bomb-damaged
house in the Mekong River town of Neak Luong, southeast of Phnom
Penh. The house now is occupied by government troops and their

families. In August, Neak Luong was hit by an accidental bombing
raid. ( AP Wirephoto)

Nixon's Lawyers Appeal
Sirica Ruling On Tapes

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) - President Nixon's lawyers told the U.S. Court of

Appeals Monday that an order requiring the President to release his tape
recordings of Watergate-related conversations will be a long step

"toward government by judiciary."

The brief, filed in advance or oral arguments Tuesday, asked the ap-

peals court to nullify the Aug. 29 order by Chief U.S. District Court Judge
John J. Sirica that the tapes be turned over to him for screening what
portions the Watergate grand jury can hear.

Sirica filed his own answer with the court and responded also to a cross-

petition by special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox. The prosecutor
asked that the judge's order be changed to produce the tapes in their

entirety to the grand jury. Nixon's lawyers argued that Sirica's decision,

if allowed to stand, would do great damage to the constitutional principle

of separation of powers.
"Today it would be the presidency that would be lessened and crippled

in its ability to function," said the brief by the Prdsident's attorneys.

"Tomorrow it would be Congress, for if presidential privacy must yield

to a judicial determination, it is difficult to think of any ground on which
congressional privacy could continue to stand."

TONIGHT1
The

Student Homophile League

will have its

FIRST MEETING

of the semester

Tuesday, Sept. 1

1

in the

CAMPUS CENTER

Rms. 904 - 908 from 7:30 - 9:30

EVERYONE WELCOME!!

Illegal U.S. Raids
Into Laos Reported
By MIKE SHANAHAN
AP Military Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite a 1969 law
prohibiting American ground combat troops from
entering Laos, U.S. soldiers accompanied nearly 450
secret ground operations in that country in 1970, the
Defense Department reported Monday.

In all, during the years of the Indochina war, there
were 3,638 ground operations into Laos and Cam-
bodia, the department said.

Some of those missions involved two or more
platoons of troops accompanied by as many as 22
Americans, the Pentagon said.

Details of the secret crossborder operations were
made known in a "white paper" provided by Deputy
Defense Secretary William P. Clements to the Senate
Armed Services Committee.
Sen. Harold Hughes, D-Iowa, who has been

questioning secret U.S. military operations in

Cambodia and Laos, termed Clements' report
"incomplete and unacceptable."
The report disclosed that the National Security

Council headed by Henry A. Kissinger approved each

of the 3,875 Cambodian bombing raids in 1969 and 1970
as well as the methods for keeping them out of the
newspapers.
From the first Cambodian B52 raid on March 18,

1969, Clements said, "the necessity to minimize the
likelihood of public speculation or disclosure was
established within the NSC."
Pentagon spokesman Jerry W. Friedheim said

some of the larger operations included blowing up
bridges or attacking North Vietnamese com-
munication complexes.

The Cooper-Church Amendment passed by the
Congress on Dec. 29, 1969, prohibited funds for the use
of ground combat troops in Laos. Friedheim said all

operations in Laos after that date were "intelligence
type missions."

There were 76 Americans killed in the Laotian
missions code-named Prairie Fire. The white paper
said efforts are continuing to notify all the families of
those U.S. troops died. They were initially told that
the casualties occurred near the South Vietnamese
border.

Nixon Offers Olive Branch;
Congress Willing To Accept
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - president

Nixon, in an ambitious bid to move
out of Watergate's shadow, urged
Congress Monday to join him in a

"constructive partnership" to

speedily enact major legislation.

Submitting an unusual 15,000-

word State of the union message,
Nixon held out olive branches to

the Democratic-controlled Senate
and House as he called for "swift

and decisive action" on ad-
ministration bills ranging from
revenue sharing to trade, pension

and tax reforms.

Repeatedly pledging his

cooperation, Nixon told the

legislators that "if we proceed in a

spirit of constructive partnership,

our varying perspectives can be a

source of greater creativity rather

than a cause of deadlock."
Welcoming what he termed a

"congressional renaissance,"
Nixon said he believes in a strong

Congress as well as a strong

presidency and asserted:

rherejean be no monopoly of

wisdom on either end of Penn-
sylvania Avenue-and there should
be no monopoly of power."
Responding to the speech, House

Speaker carl Albert, D-Okla., said,

"I feel pretty good about it." He
added that he found "nothing very
startling" in the message.
House Republican Leader

Gerald R. Ford of Michigan said he
would be willing to work for the
President's proposals, citing
Nixon's "willingness to work with
Congress for the good of the nation
in an absence of partisanship."
Senate Democratic Leader Mike

Mansfield said he would call

Seante committee chairman
together to map strategy on what
Nixon recommendations could be
handled this year.

GOP Senate Leader Hugh Scott

said the Congress could make
reasonable progress on proposed
legislation if it would buckle down
to work.

Besides focusing attention on the
legislations he wants. Nixon also
spotlighted actions he opposes : red
ink spending, any tax increase,

major defense cutbacks and busing
of public school children to achieve
racial balance.

Nixon stated that if Congress
votes more money than he wants,
he will not hesitate to veto spen-

ding measures or impound ap-

propriations.

He also said he would "continue
to oppose all efforts to strip the

presidency of the powers it must
have to be effective"-an obvious
threat to veto any legislation that

would restrict his warmaking
powers.

Mixing compliments with
criticism, the President said
Congress has made "com-
mendable progress" in some areas
this year but that action on his own
initiatives "has been far less than I

had expected."
Nixon said "the battle against

inflation must be our first priority

for the remainder of this year" and
called on Congress to hold ap-

propriations to his spending ceiling

of $368.7 billion for the fiscal year
that began July 1.

Rent
your own refrigerator •

just pennies a day.
• Inexpensive $36.50 for

academic year *

• Free delivery & pick-up

at door of dorm
• Deposit refunded at

pick-up time

• Compact

• plus tax and $10 deposit

CONTACT

:

253-2494

mini f kool

wpMmmmmm^mmmf~r * . *^+ ,<,
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WASHINGTON-IN NEED OF REPAIR-Dr. Henry A. Kissinger,

his shoe sole showing signs of wear, gives testimony on his con-
firmation before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee Friday on
Capitol Hill. He defended the wiretapping of several aides as painful
but necessary to protect national security. (AP Wirephoto)

Kissinger: Wiretapping

Rarely Justified
By HARRISON HUMPHRIES

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Henry A.
Kissinger said Monday the use of
wiretaps in the interest of national
security "should be very rare."

President Nixon's national
security advisor and, nominee to be
secretary of State said he would
have no personal disagreement
with a policy of conducting
weretaps only when approved by a
court.

But in reaching a balance bet-

ween human liberty and national
security, "the weight should be on
the side of human liberty,"
Kissinger said in response to

questions at his confirmation
hearing before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.
The committee, meanwhile,

continued to press for an FBI
summary of wiretaps in 1969 and
1970 of members of the national

security council staff headed by
Kissinger.

Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson
offered the committee at a closed
session what he called "a sum-
mary of the summary," without
identifying the reportedly 17 in-

dividuals subjected to electronic

surveillance to determine the
source of information leaks

Transactional Analysis Group

Thurs. 7:30 - 10:30

Transactional Analysis Associates • Western
Mass. announces openings in its Amherst T.A.
therapy-development group. Opportunities to solve
individual difficulties as well as achieve personal
growth and development in a group setting co-led by
trained leaders, members International Trans-
actional Analysis Association. For further in-

formation call 549-1351 or 617-544-6759.

No One Complained When Harley Died

MIAMI. Fla. < AP) -When Harley Lewis died
-

he

was buried in a potter's field in a trench filled with

two feet of water, two toads and hundreds of tadpoles.

A 17-year-old stockade prisoner sentenced on

marijuana charges read his obituary.

A man serving 60 days for public drunkenness

dumped black soil and coral rock into the grave,

cracking Harley Lewis' pine box.

Dirt poured over Harley Lewis' feet.

No one complained. Only the people who buried

Harley Lewis and a woman from the county welfare

department were at his funeral.

Lewis died on a Miami sidewalk about two weeks

ago. Not too much is known of him except he had a

rented room here.

"Once he was a photographer and took pictures of

movie stars and everything," his landlord said. "He
was about 67. He had to sit up to sleep because he had

emphysema and a bronchial asthma. Every evening

he would watch television until it went off the air.

"Twice he told me he wished he didn't have to

suffer so much," he said. "He came here to die."

Lewis' final resting place was the 40-acre potter's

field south of Miami where coffins are buried in

predug trenches 400 feet long.

The day they buried Harley Lewis, there were
three such trenches.

Since 1966, the county has buried 1,600 persons who
died unclaimed or indigent. The county pays $ 100 for

an adult, $35 for an infant, to funeral homes that take
turns getting the bodies ready for burial in the

trenches.

"When the land is filled, the Parks and Recreation
Department will landscape it and plant trees and set

in cement markers with numbers," said Charli
Gainsslen, the woman from the Welfare Department.
"We know where everybody has been buried for as

far back as 1929," she said. "We have to because
sometimes a family will want to disinter a relative."

She talked softly while the former marijuana
smoker read from the Bible: "The Lord is my
sheperd I shall not want. He maketh me to lie down in

green pastures..."
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University Judiciaries

On April 15, 1973, the three-year

contract between the United
Farmworkers Union and the

desert grape industry in and
around Caochella Valley,
California, came to an end. The
next day, the farmworkers were
told that the Brotherhood of

Teamsters, Chauffeurs,
Warehousemen and Helpers of

America had secured contracts to

represent the Valley's 3500
vineyard workers.

In the fall of 1965, the Filipino
Agricultural Workers Organizing
Committee came to Delano, found
the $1.20 an hour being offered for

a wage outrageous, and started
setting up picket lines. Eight days
later, Ceasar Chavez and his

Farmworkers Union decided not

only to support the strike, but to

merge with the AWOC to form the

now legendary United Farm-
workers.

The UFW spent five years on
strike in order to win the original

contracts with the table grape
industry. Before the 1970 union
agreement, the nation's 3,000,000

Making Tr
By JIM PAPPAS

It finally happened. Those summer jobs ended and
now we're back at UMass beginning another year. In
thinking of last year, I'm sure most of us don't
remember University Judiciaries. In fact, most
people probably don't even know what the hell
University Judiciaries are.

For the past few years we have had the somewhat
unique opportunity here at UMass to set up and
operate a totally student run court system. Selection
of judges, membership in the system, and a good part
of the governing rules and policies were left open to
the discretion of undergraduates.

So. what happened? Our judicial system ended up
as one of the most dismal failures of modern history.
At the end of last semester, it was totally disbanded.
Apathy left the courts meeting infrequently. Poor
administration left most people illtrained, but most
importantly, there was little knowledge or use of the
judicial system by the general student population.
The judicial system became overburdened by
shoplifting cases and tried nothing else but shoplif-
ting violations.

The tremendous opportunities of a student
operated court svstem were never even remotely

Operate
realized. No cases dealing with women's rights,
minority rights, or challenging the everpresent ad-
ministration were tried. The reason for this failure
are really immaterial now. The fact that this
situation existed and must be altered is the only real
matter of consequence.
As Attorney General I've made a commitment to

affect this change. What I'm asking for is other in-
terested people to make a similar committment.
There is more than enough work and the fields of
concentration are wide open (womens' rights,
minority problems, special problems of gays,
veterans, and foreign students to name a few) .

"

The only real qualifications one needs are a sincere
interest and a little time each week. Any person in-
terested in law, police work, or any other field related
to the legal structure will find their experience with
this judicial system a valuable one in terms of their
personal growth and education.
There can be more to an education than just

classrooms. Make a committment to a worthwhile
experience with practical value and inquire at the
Student Attorney General's office in 422C Student
Union for more information.

Jim Pappas is the Student Attorney General.

agricultural laborers worked an

average of 1 19 days a year, with an
annual wage of $1389. One out of

every three farmworkers had no

toilet, one out of every four no

running water. The life expectancy
of a worker was 49 years and a

thousand a year died from
pesticide poisoning in the fields.

Despite evidence to the contrary
( including polls showing that 90%
of the workers want Chavez to

negotiate), the Teamsters claim
that they best represent the
workers of Coachella Valley. The
truth is that they best represent the
economic interests of the growers
and the political interests of
Richard Nixon.

Agriculture has grown into a
multi-billion dollar business, which
would come in real handy in the
area of world trade, especially in

the face of the dollar crisis.

Agriculture is also becoming a
keystone in the Republican
economy. With other industries

unable to compete, the U.S. has
moved into an increasingly un-
favorable position in world trade.
Nixon's plan then, is to increase
the production and exportation of
farm products, to the delight of his
friends in the industry and at the
expense of the farmworkers and
the consumer. Since government
controls have been lifted, we've
witnessed shady grain deals and an
accompanying rise in the price of
beef. So one can even blame
Richard Nixon for that, although
his strategy is being carried out
with help from his friends ( we've
already seen by the Watergate
scandal that our beloved president
never works alone. )

.

His friend in this case is Under
Secretary of Labor Laurence
Silberman, who arranged for
Frank Fitzsimmons ( President of
the Teamsters) to address the
annual convention of the American
Farm Bureau ( who have a long
history of calling unions Com-
munist fronts). He referred to
Chavez as a "a revolutionary
fraud" and got a big hand from the
growers. A month later, the
Teamsters signed an agreement

Bob Estelle

with the Labor Contractors
Association and their represen-
tatives showed up in Coachella
with an offer.

That Teamster contract rein-

stitutes the notorious Labor
Contractor hiring system, reduces
the workers' already minimal pay
by 10c an hour, imposes no
restrictions on the use of man-
killing pesticides and leaves the
workers without any effective
medical benefits.

So as a result, the United Farm-
workers have refused to work, and
have set up picket lines around the
fields where grapes and lettuce
grow. The Teamsters have tried
unsuccessfully to "organize" the
workers by breaking heads and
burning people's homes. They have
imported scab labor in their at-

tempt to destroy the United Farm-
workers Union. By now this scab
picked fruit is arriving at the
stores in your neighborhood. If

these grapes sell, the next bunch of

growers with UFW contracts to

renew will follow suit and invite the
Teamster hardheads to

"organize" the fields on their

terms ( i.e. a lower hourly wage, no
restriction on the use of con-
demned sprays, reinstitution of the
slave labor contract system, and a
medical plan that neatly excludes
seasonal workers).
The growers have no com-

passion or understanding of the
plight of the worker -what these
bastards do understand is sales.

Nothing less than a massive
consumer boycott grapes and
iceberg lettuce will cause the
growers to recognize a union that

represents the workers.
You can help. BOYCOTT ALL

TABLE GRAPES AND ICEBERG
LETTUCE. If you shop at A&P
Stores or Safeway, tell your grocer
that he should not buy scab items
such as lettuce and grapes. Also
tell him that if he continues to do
so, his store will be boycotted.
Weeeeoooooo, yer ass. Help sup-
port the United Farmworkers
Union.

Michael Ugolini is a Collegian
columnist.

units .b^n'GTUjRftvj
Fighting Communism?

A lot of people think that the United States is fighting communism. Are
we.' I don t think so. In fact, I can show that ever since Franklin D
Roosevelt took office back in 1933, the official policy of the United States
government to do everything it can to help the communist cause
As I stated, most of it started with FDR's taking office. What he did

was recognize Stalin's regime in Russia, giving respectability to the
Kremlin Butchers.
Then, the Import-Export Bank was sent up with the purpose of

guaranteeing that U. S. businessmen who traded with Russia would get

fists'&= ta!'Pa>rers ( tne Russians are famous for not paying their

?qoo o 7
US

'
the ******* have been Pay»n8 off Russia's debts since

'J But wnen we pay Russia for what she gives us, we pay in gold
Trade and aid to any other country's government by the United States

constitutes an endorsement of that country's government. Which is
saying that the United States approves of the communist government in
Russia while Russia says that only capitalism or communism will sur-
vive, it s like a French Communist once said, "I think the best way to
tight capitalism while waiting for the revolution is to make money by
exploiting the capitalists ." So much for aid and trade
What about war'' Well, in World War II, we allowed Russia to march

into and conquer Berlin when it would have been much easier for the
united States to do so. And there is the case of Eastern Europe after
vvorldWarll. We gave Eastern Europe to the communists. A case in point
is Poland (See Arthur Bliss Lane's "I Saw Poland Betrayed" - available
from any American Opinion Bookstore for $1).

All this has been done by our government. Other books show that such
people as Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon have continued the
trend, with Eisenhower and Nixon being the worse of the lot. ( I ought to
publish a hst of most recommended readings sometime)
But our government also is doing something else. It is known as

pressure from above and pressure from below. The communist groups
around the U^S. supply the pressure from below, stirring up such phony
issues as evil rights ( which has not helped the blacks that much) con-
servation, and civil liberties. The "liberals" in our government supply
the pressure from above which is legislation designed to "stop" the
pressure from below. Only all it does is take more freedoms and rightsaway and give the government more power. Now if this keeps up, the
government will soon have total power and control over the people. Which
is saying that our government, in the name of fighting communism at
home, is giving us the same thing, just as Hitler and Mussolini did in the
thirties And this is what the "liberals" are doing, while aiding the
communists abroad. And it is still going on (examples: Vietnam and the
lood giveaway to Russia).
So is our government really fighting communism? No way!

Bob Estelle is a Collegian columnar.

The Societal Sufferance
(Editors'8 note: This is the

second part of a two-part article

prepared by a foreign student for

the express benefit of incoming

foreign students. Part one ap-

peared in yesterday's Collegian,

entitled "The Educational Trap."

It is an individual's point of view.

The Foreign Student Office does

not agree with it and therefore

would not print it, as the Office

believes Haridasan has presented

a bleak picture of the American
university to the foreign student.

The article presents the
culmination of the experiences of a

few students at this University,

whose names have been withheld

for reasons of publicity.)

By N. HARIDASAN

Mr. Student, after reading thus
far, would ask: "What then, shall I

do?" For a start, try talking with
your fellow-students, within and
without the department. Seek
information at all levels - staff and
faculty. Seek opinions at inter-

departmental and intra-

departmental sources. Dig up
some mud. "Dissatisfaction breeds
progress" - and don't you forget it.

Progress has never come about
because of a satisfactory static

state. An attempt should also be
made to prise some information
from the student evaluation that
takes place at the end of every
term. I, for one, have wondered
what does happen to all those
forms? Which "dank, and musty
dungeon do they end up in,

collecting the dust and cobwebs of
ages, while history moves on"?
"Never volunteer, unless you are
ordered" seems to be practiced
very well (on this campus), and
Mr. Student, you will not find

anyone volunteering all this in-

formation for your gain, or for that
matter, preparing such a paper for

your perusal. But then, Haridasan
is not just 'anyone'! So, take off

that coat, set aside your ego, drop
your status, roll up your sleeves,

and dig - to save your neck -

because it is your fees and monies
and time that you are spending in

this place, and it is your neck that
'they' have on the chopping block!

Take simple courses - 500-600

levels - and get the grades; audit
the 700-800 (harder) series. Rock
the boat - if it is stranded on a reef -

that is the one way to get it off.

Don't forget to research the
possibility of transferring
whatever credits that can be
transferred from your earlier
study programs - especially im-
portant to students at doctoral
levels - BEFORE you draw up a
course-schedule for your 2 - 3 - or 4-

year stay here. This is not
paradise, not a Utopia. If it were, if

there were such a place on earth,

then multitudes would be
streaming there. But being what it

is, it can be as good, or as bad, as
you, Mr. Student, make it out to be.

And finally, Mr. Student, you can
either take the easy way and
compromise with the ways of men
for what they are worth or else be a
MAN and set your goals and
aspirations "greater than the
follies of the fool", and pray for a
courage that will, like the six

hundred who rode into the valley of
death, keep you standing fast, firm
in the principle of your life, and you
will end up "a wiser and richer

man". That is, for a start,

something that you. Mr. Student,
can do.

Education can be defined in

various ways: For me. it is of two
broad types: curricular (that

which literally includes everything
outside the former). Social ac-

tivities, religious and cultural

participation, student and societal

groups are some of the kinds of

interactions that could be included
in the second type of education.
Mr. Student, you can now allocate

your available, limited resources
of time, talent and brains between
the two. No so much to be a jack of
all trades and master of none, but
that all work and no play makes

Mr. Student a very dull (narrow-
minded, stick-in-the-mud, dog-in-
the-manger, ignorant) boy.

Ethnic and national groupings
are not few and far between. Inter-
ethnic and inter-national groupings
are rarities. Mr. Student, if you
had to stay only with your people,
you could have stayed at home.
You didn't have to come all this
way just to seek a piece of your
community in this campus. If the
expression "In Rome do as the
Romans do" has any significance,
it is now. How would you like if one
from another nation came into
your land and took little or no in-

terest in actively participating
within your community's ac-
tivities? Rather crummy. Wouldn't
you say so? Wake up; the coin has
two faces.

But what is this you say Mr.
Student? You came here to study?
Is that all? Then why don't you
stick to only studying? Please do
not take part in anything other
than studies - no smoking, no
drinking, no gambling, no 'wine,
women and song' as the expression
goes, no talking, no films, no cars,
no stereos, no clothes, no shopping,
no touring, no photography, no
nothing other than plain, and
simple, pure, study. Surely, Mr.
Student, you do see how silly it all

sounds. Especially that argument
of coming here only for studies.

Now, if you said something
regarding education. . .

What is that, Mr. Student? You
say you have come here for an
education. That is good. But, just a
minute. What do you define as
education', please? You don't
have a definition? Would you care
to use mine? It would not hurt to

try, would it?

Within your field, Mr. Student,
you cold find some organization on
or around the campus, that could
make use of what you have to offer
and that you could learn from. Not
only are they crying for your
professional expertise (for
whatever it is worth at this stage of
your life), they would also learn
from your culture, your country,
your background, your religion,

your environment. And this
becomes very important where
foreign students are concerned. To
you from nations outside the U.S.A.
this is a special challenge. There
are many Americaans (local-

yokels, as one author put it) who
have never had a chance to travel,

even outside their own state and
county. Whatever knowledge they
have of foreign lands are limited to

preconceptions created by
television presentations, books,
magazines and pictures,
glamorizations by foreign em
bassys and the press. Now you are
HERE. In a position to give a first

hand account from the wealth of

your experience. Share and care.

Suffer a little. Sacrifice of your
time and energy. And you will

grow up, in your stay here, wiser,

and richer. Then you will learn.

That will complete your education.

For the first time in my life, I

contacted the instructors (of the

two courses I planned to take

during the Summer of '73), not to

find out if I have the background
for the course (that should be
evident from the course descrip-

tion and the perquisites given, if

any), not to find out if I need the

course (which should be evident

from my background, interests,

plan of study, and aspirations for a

career), but to know (1) if the

instructor was going to follow the

course title and description as

^iven in the catalog. (2) if he was
one who brainwashed students into

warped and hypocritical ideas, and
avoid teaching him the subject. (3)

if the instructor was one of those

who blackmailed students, through

the grades, into agreeing with him
on all matters (course be hanged).

(4) if the would correlate the

exams, if any. with the entirety of

the course work and the readings

given, and base the grades
thereon. (5) if he would permit the

student the freedom of his own
way of life, beliefs, principles, and
not let these affect the final grade
given. The answers received, in
order of the above questions asked,
were )1) Yes, with divergences
where necessary to be made with
prior intimation to the students, )2)

No, (3) No, (4) Yes, and (5) Yes.
Needless to say, these instructors
were principled enough to keep
their word to fulfillment, through
the course and to the end. Needless
also to say, it was my pleasure,
nay, my privilege, to have studied
under these masters.
To the few like these I dedicate

this paper.

Editorial Points
Parents are going to hit the

roof when they start finding out
that UMass is the school where
prophylactics and rolling
papers are sold in vending
machines and sex manuals are
openly distributed in the
Student Union.

Tell them not worry, though.
The sex manuals are for those
who haven't yet Mastered their
Johnson's.

•

One freshman wanted to
know why they are selling

balloons in vending machines
and why they are so damned
expensive.

» *

If you're concerned about the
high cost of living, relax. We've
been told that recaps are only a

nickel.
• * *

Following is a list of the ten

most often asked questions

during the first week of the
semester: 1) How's your
summer?; i.) Did you get the

courses you wanted? ; 3) Have
you been to the Dining Com-
mons yet?; 4) Where you
living?; 5) Where you from?;
6) Oh, do you know . . . ?; 7)

What's your major? ; 8) Could
you tell me how to get to

Mahar? ; 9) So what's going on
tonight?; 10) Where can I

score some dope?
* •

For those of you who over-
sleep -classes started last

Friday.

Letters To The Editor

Boycotting Grapes And Lettuce
To The Editor:

The United Farm Workers A.F.L.-C.I.O. is in the
process of organizing local boycott committees in

Western Massachusetts. Intensive consumer boycott
committees are part of a national strategy across the
country in order for the consumer to actively protest
to his grocer and grocery chains that not only should
stores not buy scab items such as lettuce and grapes,
but that if the store continues to buy the products the
store will then be boycotted if it does not become
more socially responsible.

People are saying, "What another boycott?". We
say 'yes' because the struggle to legitimatize the
UFW which has over 80% support of the workers is a
long struggle. The workers are continuing to fight in

a place where 7% of all farmowners process 79% of
all the land and employ 75% of all the labor. The
working conditions in the fields are especially
dangerous due to the unlimited amounts of chemical
poisons that are sprayed on the produce, yet the
workers are unprotected by state and federal
legislation that would give them a minimum wage,
unemployment benefits, pensions, medical insurance
and fringe benefits. The average yearly wage for a
farmworkers is $ 1,037 though in 1969 the gross income
from agriculture in California was over 5 billion

dollars-making it the largest state industry.

Over 90% of the workers in the Coachella Valley
are on strike against their employers who signed a
secret contract with the West C oast C onference of the
Teamsters upon the expiration of the workers first

union contracts with the UFW, April 14, 1973. The
Teamster contracts were not voted on by the
workers, they were negotiated with the owners and
none of the contracts provide fully for the health, and
wage benefits that the UFW requested.
The farmworkers are not about to break their

strike now over. Over 5,000 people have been jailed

this year for violating unconstitutional injunctions
and in August a worker was killed by a sniper though

no investigation took place. The UFW has the support
of national religious and radical groups., it needs our
support at the meeting Tuesday, 7:30 P.M., 177
Campus Center.

The Vatican II stated in the Constitution of the
Church in the Modern World: Among the basic rights
of the human person is to be numbered the right of

freely-founding unions for working people. These
should be able to truly represent them and to con-
tribute to the organizing of economic life in the right
way. Included is the right of freely taking part in the
activity of those unions without fear of reprisal.

Joanne Levenson

Girls' Work

To The Editor:

I feel that I must call something to the attention of
my fellow students here at UMass. It concerns the
Newman Center, the Catholic Center on campus.
This past Sunday, I went with a friend to the 8:00
mass where the monsignor told us that the Center is

once again in need of 1 ) men to be altar boys; 2) men
( and yes, even a few iconoclastic women! ) to serve
as ushers; and 3) last and certainly least (my word
choice) members of the distaff side of the student
population to keep up the area around the altar ( i.e.

dusting etcetra)
. Or as the priest so aptly explained,

altar boys and also priests aren't the neatest people
around.

I believe the monsignor called it "girls work". Must
I continue? The need is obviously there girls, so let's

get out and help these people. After all, we were
designed for this sort of thing. I'll bet the rags are
even provided to us. See you there, sisters.

Karen A. Monaco

fC*WS f(o»f>e/»S
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They Don't Make Em
Like They Used To

Auto Pollution Control -

Who Foots Bill?
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The General Accounting Office has challenged

the legality of Environmental Protection Agency regulations that would
require the consumer to pay for replacing costly emission control

systems on 1975 model cars. '

In a letter dated Sept. 5 to Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, chairman of the

subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution, the GAO said EPA rules

calling for replacement of the catalytic converter - expected to be the

principal anti-pollution device on the 1975 cars - at the owner's expense
"is not consistent with the law."

At issue is the interpretation of the warranty provision of the Clean Air

Act which requires the catalytic converter to last for five years or 50,000

miles while permitting "reasonable and necessary" maintenance costs to

be charged to the auto owner.

The EPA said in June it would allow the converters to fail once during

the warranty period, with the replacement cost paid by the consumer.
In a letter to Comptroller General Elmer B. Statts, Muskie said the cost

of replacing a converter could be as much as $ 150 and argued that such a

cost did not fall in the category of reasonable maintenance.
The GAO agreed, replying to Muskie that "it is our view that

replacement of the catalytic converter may not be considered reasonable

maintenance so as to require that replacement be at the vehicle owner's
expense."

Although the GAO finding is not binding on the EPA, a spokesman for

Muskie noted that it could form the basis for a court challenge by con-

sumers to the EPA regulations.

"Preacher" Makes Pass

Ford Motors

To Up Prices
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The

government Monday gave Ford
Motor Co. approval to raise its

prices on some 1974 models even
more than was announced last

week.
A Cost of Living Council

spokesman said the council was
sending Ford a letter approving a
decision to make some equipment,
that formerly was optional,
standard on 1974 models.
The spokesman argued against

concluding that the changes
constituted an increase in price,

saying the formerly optional
equipment would cost about 20 per
cent less when made standard.
However, the spokesman

acknowledged that the move would
increase prices to customers who
otherwise would have decided
against buying the optional
equipment.
The council Friday approved an

average increase of $74 per model
for Ford to offset the cost of

government-mandated safety and
environmental features.

The features will not be ob-
tainable on all models. They
reportedly include carpeting,
concealed windshield wipers and
certain exterior and interior
luxury improvements.

It was not know whether the
other three major automakers
would make similar moves to

standardize formerly optional
equipment.

MDC
Classifieds

Pay

BySTRATDOUTHAT
Associated Press Writer

HUNTINGTON, W. Va. (AP) -

John "Doc" Walls nursed a sore

hand Monday and promised
himself he'd never again let a

rattler get the drop on him.

But the 54-year old Pensacola,

Fla., snake handler said he
couldn't wait to get his hands on his

three wriggly pals: a cobra, a

cottonmouth and "Preacher," the

rattler that sent him to the hospital

last Wednesday.
"Oh, no," he. said from his

hospital bed. "I'm not con-

templating quitting. Did you ever

hear of a race driver who quit

because of a wreck?"
It was his sixth bite in the past

four months and the 30th of a 20-

year career of handling poisonous
reptiles.

"But this time was really

something," he said. "The cobra
was trying to get out of the cage
and made a pass At me. He just

grazed my pants leg, but he left me
wide open for the rattler and it got

me so hard it almost knocked me
down. And it wouldn't let go,

either. I had to reach up with my
other hand and pull him off of me."
Walls was in intensive care for

several days, but said he was
almost fully recuperated and
hoped to be released later this

week in time to rejoin his show,

operated by Fun, Inc., either at

Beckley or Charleston, W. Va.

"It's fascinating work," he said,

"and we also feel we have helped

save a lot of lives over the years by

instructing people how to avoid

snakes and what to do if they're

bitten.

"I don't just do this for the

money."
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LOW PRICED

QUICKIE LUNCH
Soup - Sandwich - Beverage

1102 Campus Center

llth Floor

ROOM TO MOVI

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

RENT A REFRIGERATOR.

1.2 cu. ft. larger than our competitor.
Ours is the largest refrigerator allowed
on Campus.

5 College

Registration

for answers about five

college registration

procedures/ course

cancellations, etc. call:

256-8316
Thurs.,Sept. 6

Wed., Sept. 12

10a.m. -4p.m.

meal . . . save
. . it's right in

less . . . when
. compact . . .

. doubles as a
45 minutes . . .

ate replacement
to reserve your

The perfect solution for late night snacks, study breaks, and even a whole
money ... no more vending machines to gobble up your funds . . . save time
your own room . . . rent one for the whole year for only pennies per day . . . even
cost is split with your roommate . . . approved by the university for in room use
lightweight . . . handsome walnut exterior has a beautiful furniture appearance
table . . . quick freezing . . . can freeze up a new tray of large size ice cubes in only
holds over 54 cans of canned drinks ... if unit fails call representative for immedi
. . . free pick up and delivery included in rental fee . . . limited supply — call now
unit today!

COST: $40.00 for whole year plus a $10.00 deposit.

SIGN UP: Campus Center, Information Desk.

CALL: 5-0012 for further information.

SPONSORED BY: Campus Center Recreation and Services Department

The money earned from this program will be applied to lowering the Campus Center Fee.

DELIVERY SCHEDULE

SW SCHEDULE
(Look for U Haul Truck)

RE SCHEDULE

4:45 5:00

5:00 5: 15

5:20 5:30

5:30 6:15

Melville James
Pierpont

Moore
Coolidge Emerson

7:00- 7:30 JFK
7:30- 8:00 Prince

8:45 9:30 John Adams
9 30 io oo GW Cance

45-

25-

45-

10-

30

5

5

6

6

8

8

9

9:45 10

8:00

8:15-

25 Brett- Brooks-Wheeler
45 Baker Chadbourne Greenough
10 Webster- Field

40 Dickinson-Grayson
00 Quad
15 Johnson, Lewis, Thatcher
15 Cash McNamara Brown
25 Van Meter Gorman

»- » m» »iy

Course Offerings
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From Those Wonderful Folks At UMass. . .

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
A new course. Readings and

Discussions on Aesthetics in

Education is being offered this fall

by the School of Ed. This course

will be an introduction to problems
arising from varying views of

aesthetic education respon-
sibilities in shaping man, his

values and environment.
Discussion, illustrated lectures,

and a lab will be included. The
class, taught by Aino Jarvesoo,

will meet on Wednesday af-

ternoons from 12:20 to 2:50 in E
Lab 214. A $10.00 registration will

be required of all students, to pay
for handouts and lab materials.

There are no prerequisites. A short

term paper and final exam will be
required.

THE 253-553 Children's Drama I

will meet MFW 9-12 (6 credits) or
MS 9-12 (3 credits) combines
classroom work with field work
THE 254-554 Children's Drama II

will meet M-F 8-12 (3 to 9 credits) a
performing company of actors,

dancers, and musicians. Auditions
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept llth

and 12th.

There are stiil openings in both

courses. Come to 410 Machmer to

speak with Carol Korty or Anita
Page if you are interested and if

you want fuller details.

History 320 section I. Meets 9:30-

11 a.m. TuTh in Herter 227.

Instructor: Stephen B. Dates. "The
Era of the Civil War" will attempt
to explore how and why the war
happened. This course will provide
an in depth examination of the
major themes of this crucial era
and take a critical, dry-eyed look

at how a whole generation of

Americans failed to solve the
conflicts that divided them and
plunged the nation into Civil War
because of that failure.

History 209, Europe, 1815-1870

meets TuTh 1-2:15 in SBA 101.

Instructor: Charles Rearick.
Subjects to be covered include

conservatism and the ideas and
actions of reform movement,
urban rioters, strikers, peasant
rebels, secret socities... While
treating European civilization as a
whole, the course will compare the

different experiences of European
peoples confronted with the effects

of the French Revolution and the

Industrial Revolution.

Enrollment in the following
History Department courses may
still be secured by application at

Herter Hall. Sixth Floor Lounge for

multisection courses, or with the

appropriate instructor:

HISTORY
1 00-Western Thought to 1600

no-Problems in World
Civilization

115-History of
Civilization: China
120-I20A-Latin

Civilization

150-Development
Civilization to 1876

1 51 -Development
Civilization, 1876 On

190-Near Eastern History
205 Renaissance and Refor-

mation. 1300-1600

209-Europe. 1815-1870

220-Modern Scandinavia

East Asian

American

of American

of American

STUDENT

SENATE

MEETING

Wed., Sept. 12

7 p.m. 113 C.C.

224-European Diplomatic
History, 1870-1914

228-Seventeenth Century Europe
229-Social History of Europe
231 -English History to 1688

290A-Byzantine History
290B-Great Historians
290C-Writing History
301-Argentina

304-Gran Colombia
307-Portugese Empire

316-American Colonial History to
1763

32(>-Era of the American Civil
War
321-Progressive Age
326-American Thought and

Culture

334-United States Diplomatic
History

339-United States since Pearl
Harbor

341 -Modern Middle East
390B-Topics-New Deal
39«K-Contemporary America

Orchard Hill offers a variety of
courses for both Hill and non-Hill
students this Fall. Students
wishing to enroll in these three-
credit courses should come to the
Orchard Hill Academic Affairs
Office, 103 Field House, from 9-5 all

this week. The following courses
are still open:

OHI 201 Interdisciplinary
Aesthetics (Ferguson, Tarr) W

3.35-6 pm, Noah 104 (Fulfills "C"
core)

202 Beyond Corporate
Capitalism (Brentlinger) Tu 8-9:30

pm, Emily 104 (fulfills "D" core)
Discussion times to be arranged

267 Survival on Earth (Allen,

Stryker, Duston) W 7:30-10 pm,
Noah 104

2KS Public Health from a Third
World Perspective (Padgett) Th 7-

9:30 pm, Noah 729
269 Automated Art-Intro to Math

(Lockhead) (especially rec. for
CCEBS students) TuTh 11:00-
12:14, OH Third World Center,
Emly 112

3X5 Practicum in Indiv. Program
Center (Amherst Jr & Sen High),
(Flynn) Tu 7-9:30, Gray 434

Phil 263-OHI 385E Marxism
(Brentlinger) MWF 10:10, Gray
104

Phil 290AOHI 385F Philosophical

Approaches to Society and Politics

(formerly American Philos. from a

Feminist Perspective), (Ferguson,
Brentlinger)

OHI 389 History of Women in

America (Arnold) TuTh 7:30-8:45,

Gray KM
Kduc-OHI 390 Issues in

American Education (Scipio) By
Arrgt

Ed0060-OHI 391 Social Foun-
dations of Amer. Ed. (Seelig) Tu
9:30-12:00. Emily 329

OHI 392 Chicano Culture
(Trujillo) TuTh 2:30-3:45, Gray 529
393 Contemp Children's

Literature (Comissiong) M 7-9:30

pm, Noah 104

391 Anthology of African-

American Music (Workman) Tu 7-

9:30 pm, Noah 104

395 Creative Writing (Beekman)
Th 7-9:30, Gray 234 (Dr. Beek
man's Apt.)

396 Women and Art (Adams,
Comissiong, Weinstein) W 7-9:30

pm. Field 104

Eng 131-5-OHI 397 Society and
Literature (Nelson) TuTh 11:15-

12:30, Emily 104 (First meeting in

Herter 205, Tu 9-11

Students wishing to enroll in

these courses may also sign up at

the class with the permission of the

instructor.

Below are listed courses to be
added to Department of Afro-

American Studies listing for the
fall semester, 1973.

AFRO-AM 290 N ...Racism And
American Social Analysis

TUTH 11:15 - 12:30

NEW AFRICA HOUSE 110

Instructor Professor
Strickland

An examination of the neglect of

race and class as explanatory
variables in traditional analyses of

(Continued on P. 12)

T.O.C. Card Validation

Concourse Level

CAMPUS CENTER

Mon. - Wed., Sept. 10-12
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Of Interest. . .

Get Involved!
The Student Volunteer Services (S.V.S.) is the new component of the

Center For OUTREACH programs responsible for assisting students
who are interested in working in the community as volunteers. SVS has
affiliations with over 80 community agencies in the area and can offer

students over 200 different kinds of community service opportunities.

Placements include work in the areas of: prison reform, counseling,

community health projects, hospitals, drug treatment, community
organizing, and business administration. SVS also has information on
many types of international and domestic service programs, which are
open to student involvement including: Vista, Peace Corps, International

Voluntary Service, and United Nations Volunteer Programs.
Last semester SVS placed over 250 UMass students in over 50 agencies

in the Amherst, Holyoke, and Springfield area. With as little as 6 hours a
week a student can avail himself/herself to what might be the most in-

teresting learning experience of higher college career. In addition to

assisting students in becoming involved in already functioning com-
munity programs, SVS is eager to aid any person interested in developing
new and creative approaches to community and campus problem
solving.

Any interested students are asked to stop by Room 318, Arnold House to

speak with representatives of the program. The phone number is 545-

2021. Please feel free to call.

Agencies that we are working with: Belchertown State Hospital;
American Friends Service Committee; Cooley Dickinson Hospital;
Hampshire Community Action Council; Franklin Community Action
Council and Amherst Development Authority.

Third World Students (especially Spanish-speakers) are desperately
needed as community volunteers.

Need Another Course?
(Continued from P. 11)

American political and Social

history. Also the role of in-

tellectuals as advocates and ad-

versaries of the American system.

AFRO-AM 262... Life

Writings of Frantz Fanon
and

In Pre-law?
There will be an extremely

important meeting for all in-

dividuals who are presently
thinking of a career in law. This

meeting will be open to members
of all classes, freshmen through
senior, and should also include

those graduate students and
members of the staff who are
planning upon applying to schools

of law.

This meeting will be held in room
No. 163 of the Campus Center on
Thursday, September 13th, at 7:30.

Some of the topics to be
discussed will be: courses to take

as an undergraduate for

preparation in law school, the

Legal Studies major, faculty and
dean recommendations, the Law
School Admissions Test and "poor
testers", the Law School Data
Assembly Service, and LSAT cram
courses. Other issues to be
discussed will be where to ap-

ply, when to apply, and how to

apply to the law school of your
choice. Special focus will be given

toiwomen and minority students in

law schools

The prelaw office is located at

E-24 Machmer Hall. Office hours
are from 8 a.m. to 12: 30 every day;

appointments may be made for

afternoons, evenings, or weekends.
Please feel free to use our services.

Wc want to help you, and what's

more, we are able to help you in

Ihis extremely difficult un-

dertaking.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

WARNING!

Meal Ticket Books

are

HOT TRANSFERABLE,

Huving meal books from other

students tan result in heavy

HVWt l\l. LOSS.

Food Service

Hill find the book.

VOL l.OSKSff

TUTH 2:30 - 3:45

110 NEW AFRICA HOUSE
Instructor - Professor

Strickland

Study and analysis of the
writings of Fanon and his in-

volvement in Algeria, including

influences from France and the

Caribbean on his idealogy.

Revolution as a process of social

change and the relation of the

Algerian revolution to other
liberation struggles.

AFRO-AM 290F... Techniques in

Afro-American Ritual

MW 3:30 - 5:00

109 NEW AFRICA HOUSE
Instructor - Professor

Harrison

Black Theatre Workshop
designed to explore content of

Afro-American experience as a

reference for the development of

acting skills. The focus will be on

ritual techniques, character IN BLACK THEATRE
definition, and choral movement- PRODUCTIONS SHOULD TAKE
song. ALL STUDENTS IN- THIS COURSE FOR
TERESTED IN PARTICIPATING PREPARATION.

Mitchell, Stans To Appeal

By MARC IA CHAMBERS
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK (AP) -Former Cabinet officers John N. Mitchell and
Maurice H. Stans are set to make a last-minute appeal Tuesday to delay

the start of their federal conspiracy trial here.

Last week, Judge Henry J. Friendly of the U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals granted Mitchell, former attorney general, and Stans, former
commerce secretary, a hearing before a three-judge panel on new
requests to delay their trial.

They were charged with charges of conspiracy, obstruction of justice

and perjury.

The selection of the jury for the trial in U.S. District Court is to begin
Tuesday, perhaps not until afternoon.

Therefore, the trial could still begin on time, if the federal panel, after

hearing arguments, immediately rejects the defendants' claim that they
are being "rushed to judgment" without a reasonable time for attorneys
to prepare their case.

Defense attorneys contend that the demands of various Watergate
investigations, including the Senate committee hearings and the
Washington, D.C., grand jury probe, have precluded adequate
preparations for the trial.

The trial judge, Lee P. Gagliardi, has previously denied numerous
defense motions to dismiss the charges, transfer or delay the trial.

Usually such pretrial orders cannot be appealed until the trial is over.

Open daily & Sat., 1010
Charge accounts invited

Lay-away plan available

One stop shopping

MOUNTAIN
FARMS MALL
an enclosed mall on

Rte. 9, Hadley

FALL UNIFORM SALE

Brand names include Paul Jones,

White Swan, 24-Hour Duty, Bob

Evans, Clinic, Tiffany, Crest, Wil-Ko,

Donna Gay, Frances Gee, Rol-Jean

and Unifemm.

NOW THROUGH SEPTEMBER 15 WE REDUCE PRICES SUBSTANTIALLY!

Fabrics include 100% Dacron <8>

polyester carefree double knits,

polyester and cotton blends, corded

or ribbed knit jerseys.

FABRICS AND
WORKMANSHIP ARE
GUARANTEED!

Styles include uniforms, pant suits,

smocks, skirts, and lab coats.

WHITE AND A
RAINBOW OF

PRETTY COLORS
IN GROUP!

REGULAR SALE 2 -FOR
PRICE PRICE PRICE

6.98 6.19 2 for 11.50

7.98 6.99 2 for 13.00

8.98 7.99 2 for 15.00

9.98 8.99 2 for 17.00

10.98 9.99 2 for 19.00

11.98 10.99 2 for 21 .00

12.98 11.59 2 for 22.00

13.98 12.39 2 for 24.00

14.98 12.99 2 for 25.00

15.98 13.79 2 for 26.00

16.98 14.79 2 for 28.00

17.98 15.79 2 for 30.00

State
Hospital

Needs You
Northampton State Hospital is

again recruiting students to par-

ticipate in its volumteer program.
Various programs are offered

including games, arts and crafts,

tutorial, dances and physical ed.

Any student who can spare two
hours per week on a regular basis

is invited to contact Jeanne S.

Boynton, Director of Volunteer
Service at the hospital.

Scheduling is flexible and may
be arranged according to the
availability of the student.

Foreign

Students Need
S.S. Numbers
Recent changes in U.S. Social

Security law affecting foreign
nationals will take effect as of

September 17, thereafter it will be
extremely difficult for foreign

nationals who do not have work
permission from the U.S. Im-
migration and Naturalization
Service to obtain social security

numbers.
The University now requires

all students to have numbers for

identification purposes; foreign

students are therefore advised to

apply for a social security number
this week in order to avoid dif-

ficulties which they may ex-
perience once the new laws take
effect. Application forms for use in

obtaining a social security number
are available from the Foreign
Student Office, Whitmore 239.

Campus Carousel
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Throwing Pies And Buying Wine
By TONY GRANITE

COLLEGE TEXTBOOK
SALES dropped one per cent
during 1972, in spite of a three per
cent gain in book sales generally
over 1971, according to a report in
the Media Industry Newsletter.
While elementary and secondary

textbook sales showed no change,
sales of paperback juvenile books
experienced the largest fall-off - 17

per cent.

Religious books tallied the
second greatest gain of the year by
scoring an 11 per cent increase to
the 17 per cent tallied by business
books.

Total book sales for 1972 were
$3.2 billions, a $75 million increase
over 1971.

which the Dean had been involved.
"I feel that, rather than con-

tinuing our fight over the Com-
mittee's report in the pages of Lex.
we should settle this issue on the
field of honor."

* •

BOCCE, the Italians' version of

lawn bowls, is the in-thing to do
during fair-weather noonings at

Northeastern U., according to a
report filed in the pages of the
Northeastern News.

An Italian instructor named
Fabrizi and a Spanish instructor
named Modee gather students to

play the time-honored game. It

gives the players and spectators
the opportunity to utter such

descriptive Italian epithets as
"mannagia," "madonna," "mama
mia." and "accidente."

But the Thursday event has been
lacking one true Italian flavor,

News reporter Puzzangheor
writes: "In Italy, the losing team
often has to buy wine for
everyone."

* *

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK
was found in the Indiana Daily
Student over a report on increased
barber prices: "Lower ears at
hair-raising clip."

* * *

DUELS MAY BE BACK ON
THE CAMPUS, if the acceptance
of a dean of students of the
challenge of the vice-president of

the student council at John Jay
College of Criminal Justice is any
indication.

A report in Lex. the JJCCJ
student newspaper, indicated the

weapons would be banana cream
pies at an undetermined distance.

Occasion for the tilt was the

annual election rally/mixer.
Seems that the student challenger
had been editor-in-chief of Lex
whose name had been linked to

complaints about a report of the

Student Interest Committee, with

AMHERST FILM COOP PRESENTS

FUNNY FACE
A film musical by Stanley Donen (Singin' In the Rain) with visual effects by

Richard Avedon. The high-fashion world of Paris and New York with Audrey Hepburn
and Fred Astaire. Color experimentation, large production numbers and two Gershwin
tunes "Think Pink" and "Bonjour Paris".

Hampden Student Center— Southwest
Tues., Sept. 11 7:30&9:30

f ~

Tonight

Hitchcock's Masterpiece

"REBECCA"
7 & 10:30 S.U.B.

Also. HOWARD HAWKS "HIS GIRL FRIDAY
at 9:00

The first o( the women of the 30's series.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT FOR SALE HELP WANTED

Puffton Village Apt*. — available Im
mediately 1. 2 A .1 bedroom ap4t ( all 549

• 145 between it a.m. - 2 p.m.
tft/25

Furnished apts 1 1/2 and 2 1/2 rmt air

lond all utls Park. pool, near shopping. >

mo lease from |IM mo. Amherst Motel
Rt. t. opp Zayret.

tft/17

For sale — '*5 Kord Custom SOU. 4 dr.

(•ood cheap dependable transportation

(all Bill at 54115.

tft/ll

Three bedroom 1/2 house la country

-

« alking distance to stale foresU. iz:t» per
mo. (heat, hot water loci.), likely listings

tft-13

Remodeled one bedroom apt.. 12 miles
from I'M. 1150 per mo. (heat, hot water
incl i

. likely listings. •» Main St.. Amherst.MM
tft-13

FOR SALE

4 rt. black light: lu speed bike; M Chev.
Imp. 88; stereo cassette player for car
IS*. Stereo, best offers, (all Chuck. 2S2-
3534.

tft/14

Hammond R organ
(H Paul. 253-724*.

with Leslie spkr.

tfl/13

Piokeer 8Jr=77t stars* receiver w/2 KLH
17 speakers. Ins (all Mark. 545-2M3
days.

tff/12

Scuba Tank eicl. cond 165/6 mo. old.
Dacor 40S reg. Its was IPS. Call Jim 545-
2*22. t-S.

tft/ll

Refrigerators by Delmonico S ca. ft. la
carton. 5 year guarantee. fttJS. we also
have some of oar rental units left, faMa.
MMafe

tft/14

ARC Somoyed nappies (pare white
Huskiest. ReaatifaJ. gentle sled
Reasonably priced. 253-7373. 2SC-*«S8.

tft/14

New sewing machine under guarantee
155. 12 or 14" TV B A W one year old 155.

Box spring A mattress 1 15. Small desk S3.

256-6182. g-« p.m.
tft/12

MGB hardtop only one of its kind. 175;
queen siie bed wit!, headboard. ISO No
Phone, come to 88 Townhouse Apts.

tft-lt

VW.
9621.

HKbody. best offer, gd. cond . i-m*3-

119-12

Paris Sport It-speed bike. 1 mos
• 22i new. now 1140. Phone 6-6069

. old

tft-13

Gibson F.K-0 bass guitar #000076. mini
condition. 1350. (all Mark. S45-20t:i days.

tft/12

I m too cheap to take a big ad so this

will have to do. Paul's OMUme Far-
alturr has beds, bureaus, desks,

chairs, odds and ends, and things that

go bump in the night We can be found

in The Alley behind Aubuchon s

Hardware in Amherst. 253-3511. A boy
[lever wept or dashed a thousand Kim

.

pen g days a week.
tft/12

PERSONAL

Brer. wine, papers, etc. Groceries, Inc.,

Mexican foods. Montague Mini Mart.
Montague Center, open 8a.m. until II p.m.
daily.

tft/18

Lonely bear seeks female to hibernate

with in Nil woods, wood heat, low income,
free rent. No obligations. «03-523-7t5t,

Rich.

til/12

Two for one sale on cigarette papers.

Two packs for 2S*> from the vending

machines, ( am pus Center.
tft/14

Help the handicapped. Give a couple hrs.

weekly as an OVDCH volunteer com-
panion. Pot info call 2SK-725I or see C.C.

table. Wed.
tft-i:i

Musicians wanted — keyboard A vocals,

male or female, bat will consider

anything. Call Alan. 54t-«275: Dave. 527

92*1 ; Kevin. 323-7249

tft-»

Problems w /child care? Join Child Care
Kxchange! An alternative to sitters, etc.

Infants - Hyrs. Further iafo call Joan. 586-

2224.

tft/12

ENTERTAINMENT

Have a record hop. Professional DJ

with powerful PA will spin them for you.

Flexible rates, (all Steve at 4C7-2K42 now.
tft/14

Available: lead guitarist for blues-rock

hand to play on campus and or in local

area. Contact Charlie in Washington, call

.-. 1900.

tfsVtl

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

72 Honda (I. -175, 2600 mi. includes two
helmets. V* ill provide winter storage. 1525
at best offer. Call 065-3650

tft/ll

.' used motorcycle helmets (or sale; one

is a used llell. I'-'.', for both or them Call

Have at V46-9737 or leave note At ION

MacKimme.
If9-ll

Part-timr secretary . 20-25 hrs., must
have typing skill. Apply at Bus Garage.
Phone 545-0056. 5-20M6.

tft/14

Self-starling advertising salesmen
needed part or full time. Must have car.

Apply Sporlabout News, i hi N. Pleasant

St.. or tali 5Ng-a3K3.

tft/12

Bus Drivers — Must have Class II

Licrnse. Apply at Campus Bus Garage.
Phone 545-20Mt. 5-00S6

tft/14

AUTO FOR SALE

1900 Chev. Nova. 4 dr.. 230 auto,
running cond. (all 562-3060

good

tft/12

2 part lime secretaries Must be un-
dergraduate Apply at Student Senate
office. 420 SI. 1-4 weekdays.

tft-12

'65 Mercedes 220-S, burgundy, black
interior, disc brakes, radial tires,
Blaupunk radio, well maintained. II4M
Private, 54t-«i7« evenings.

tft/14

1971 laurel green Triumph TRI
w /overdrive, new Michelin tires, AM/FM
stereo, lonneau cover. 12300 Call 540-3748.

tft/14

Make I plowing — '15 Jeep Wagoneer.
very good shape, new tires A brakes, also
6' Meyer angle plow A lift. Car never
plowed. Call 549-1096.

tft/14

ROOMMATE WANTED

Ml. Sugarlosf apt. to share — air cond..
w/w. slove. dishwasher, etc. Very nice.
uuiel (all 5-27M4 between 4 and I p.m.

tft/ll

WANTED

Open-minded female, attractive
intelligent, likes leather, horn, the'
bizarre, etc. Some modeling oc-
casionally <;o«d pay. by handsome
male moving into area. No phonies
Write to K Kusseil. 250 West 57Ui StKm 224, N.Y., N.Y. Iftlt.

tft-13

—

'

Waitress — must be over 21. Apply in
per*on between 3p.m. -5 p.m. at The Rusty
Nail Inn. Kir. 47, Sunderland.

tft/ll

Looking for a home with smallfry for my
1-1/2 year old girl, mornings Mon.-Fri
Prefer location in Fcho Hill area or on way
lo I'M. MM.

tft/ll

66 Olds, air cond.. radio, original owner
reliable, comfortable car, asking 1600. 541-

<M4*
lfl/14

Carpool — Woman interested in forming
i arpool to and from ( harlemont Inquire
at the Red House at Intersection of 8A and
Rt. 2.

tft/13

RN'S
Full A Part time positions ivallable

2nd and 3rd shifts context: Alice

(Hietbei. RN Director of Nursing
Services. Wing Memorial Hospital

Palmer. Maaa 1 -283-7651 ext . 83.

tft/2t

RIDE WANTED

Ago warn grad student seeks daily ride
from I Mass at 2:30 or Bsat, Contact 7St-
0275. will share expeases.

tft-12

New Salem to Amherst and back dally.

approx. *-:>. five days a week. Share I and
driving. Call Julie at Hopbrook Farm. CI7-
544-33«2.

tft-14

ROOMS WANTED

Needed immediately — apt. or house.

190 neg. Please call Kick. Km. 404.

Dwight HMW« BM«f ask for Vivian if

not in

tfS/13

1 «male senior needs to find room or apt.

lui'li-i ahh furnished, quiet surroundings,

t all after I p.m.. 1-617-544-671:1.

U9/I4

67 Mercury Comet, 2 door automatic,
like new battery, starter, muffler, snow
tires available, (all SM-1775.

t-l I

72 Ford Supervan. 6 cyl. std.. windows,
curtained, carpeted, panelled, sofa-bed.
bean bag chair, tape deck. etc.. I24SO. 256-

M.
tft-14

•7 Cortina GT 4 sad., good motor, decent
body, very economical, only 1250. Call
Steve at 546-1169.

trt-M

IPS4 Corvair Greenbriar bus. good
condition, needs a little mechanical work,
must sell. Call Alan at 256-8530 evenings.

tft-14

It55 Pontiac. an oldie but goodie, runs

good, body A int. mint, original owner til

*7t. Best offer lakes il away — (buck. 253-

7114 after 3.

Ut- 1

4

ROOMMATE WANTED

I cm roommate wanted — own room.
Puffton Village. IK3 per mo., all util. incl.

149-6:1:11

ift-i:i

Female needed lo share room in apt. at

Brittany Manor. No phone as yet so con-
tact Kllen in Apt. 99C. Kent — 155/mo.
Leave name A number.

If9/I4

Roans for rent — 62 dollars per month,

all utilities included ( ontact Jim or John

at Apt. ABl . HI V Whitney St.. Amherst
Mass

If9/I2

Cassette recorder-player cheap. I-H63-

9624

tft-12

I would like to begin a study with a
Jehovah's Witness. Phone 6-6069.

tft-13

Fxperienced shoe sales clerk for
Saturdays Apply to David Boot Shop. 221
Main St., Northampton.

tft-14

FREE

(Hie free park .of cigarette papers with
purchase of 1 at regular price from the
vending machines. Campus (eater

tft/14

SERVICES

I'ick -up lruck for hire. Ft

appliances moved. Cheap
Mitch. 665-3405.

a-afctare and
rales, (all

tft/14

Horses boarded It minutes from cam
us. Box stalls, pasture, field Jumping and

excellent trails. 253-7373

tft/14

Typing — fast, reasonable. Books,
dissertations, term papers, tape dictation.

etc. IBM Seleclric typewriter. Call Janet.
253-5159.

tft/12

Guitar lessons with experienced
teacher. Times flexible, rock, country,
alternate tunings, finger and Hat picking.

( raig. 5K6-2956.

tft-14

T.O.C. card- validation stickers now
avaitante. 1st door C.C. loatcneck Koom
weekdays. 11-3.

tft-14
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Notices

ALPHA ZETA
AZ officers where are you? Call

Sue at 545 0082 between 6-8 p.m. or at

665-4978 as soon as possible about

eyec board meeting.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
There will be an open recruitment

meeting tonight from 7-9 in rm. 168-

170 of the C.C. for anyone interested

in music and concert production.

Help make Cage Concerts an easy

shot.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORG.
At our weekly meetings, readings

are given on a chosen topic, and

membfs share experiences in which

they have used Christian Science to

solve ordinary problems. Tonight

6:45 rm. 911 C.C.

EARN ONE CREDIT
One credit of speech 303 by

speaking before high school, college

and civic audiences in New England.

We provide training, you get credit.

See Richard Shoen in South College

131 or call 545 2055.

ECOLOGY GROUP
C.E.Q. meeting tonight in Rm 903

of the C.C. Everyone welcome. Our

office is now in the SUB.
ERROR
Music 162, University Chorus,

meets Tuesdays, 7-9 p.m., not

Thursdays, as the computer may
have erroneously indicated.

FARMWORKERS BOYCOTT
COMM.
Meeting of all people and groups

interested in working on support of

submarine
sandwiches

&PIZZA
SMKSSSKWGSENEKSWW. SATASFTWff WUN&ffcf-U.

CtU-YTHE H^TENOSWtfsr
AJLWWTE MBCTIM OUR. GROT

t&Ssp «li- WtTM AKfO0MBJN

WEMN&ATNO

the Farmworkers boycott grape and
lettuce drive -7: 30 C.C. Rm. 177.

FRENCH MAJORS
All majors must attend the meeting

tonight at 7 in theatre, 3rd floor

lounge elections)

FOUND
Pure bred puppy, female, several

months old, in UMass area. Please

call evenings 323 7817.

FREE THE MONKEYS
Anybody owning Pre 1964 editions

of ABPA baseball call Rick 253-2653

prior to first meeting.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting tonight 6:30 Mem. Hall,

Chapter Rm. Exec. Board meeting to

follow.

INNKEEPER'S
Innkeeper's will hold a wine tasting

Sept. 12 at 6:30 p.m., 10th floor C.C.

All interested hotel, restaurant and
travel students are invited.

ft03

N. PLEASANT
AMHERST

!**»»«•

"W

LOST
Silver timex electric girl's watch,

Sunday 9/10 in Papas III about 5 p.m.
Please, it's the only decent watch
I've ever owned. Call Pat 6 9848.

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
All students and staff attend to

schedule activities for the year.

Participation extremely important.

Tuesday 8-10 p.m. Tobin Hall, Rm.
140.

THIRD WORLD STUDENTS
First time at UMass a long awaited

course on Chicanos, and Chicano
culture. O.H. 392. Register at

academic office 103 Fields, In-

structor: Mariano Trujillo.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUN
DAT ION
Coffee hour today 2-4 p.m., 319

Hampshire House. Check out the

Task Forces, study courses and
interesting people for yourself.

YOUNG SOCIALIST FORUM
"Watergate: A View from the

Left", Weds, night at 7:30 in Rms.
911 915 C.C. Followed by informal

discussion. All interested persons

invited to attend.

WOMEN'S CREW
All University women interested in

rowing should meet in front of

Boyden, Tues., Weds., and Thurs., at

4 in casual attire.

Anyone Can H*f
»Uki

New Hatch Coffeehouse
Call 5-0418

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYWCr OMAJW.

ARIES ( March 21 April 19) : You may be

asked to withhold information. Be positive of

reasons — lake nothing for granted. Gemini,

Virgo persons could be in picture. Accent

discretion Hold something in reserve. Play

cards close to chest. Timing is of utmost

importance.

TAURUS ( April 20-May 20) : Friend may
express puzzlement over money matter. Be
gracious without becoming inextricably

involved. Strive for greater harmony on

home front. Domestic adjustment appears

necessary. Intelligent concession on your

part works wonders.

GEMINI ( May 2l-June 10) : What appears

to be opposition could be of "paper tiger"

variety. You have solid backing from one in

position to open doors. Some who report to

you contradict each other. Be selective,

discriminating Sift fact from fiction.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Accept

responsibility Many now may depend on you

and expect you to serve as example. This is

not entirely fair, but you benefit in long run.

Perceive potential. A bit of overtime will

eventually pay dividends.

LEO ( July 23 Aug 22) : Obtain valid hint

from Cancer message. Steady pace is

essential Keep on track that leads to goal.

Obtain better means of distribution You can

reach more persons with just a bit of extra

effort Aries is in picture.

VIRGO ( Aug. 23-Sept. 22) : Set your own
time and place. Be a shrewd observer Let

others show their hands Hold back until all

facts are assessed Permit mate, partner to

present views You do best now by listening

and learning Leo. Aquarius could be in-

volved.

LIBRA < Sept 23-Oct. 22): Highlight in-

tuitive intellect Means follow through on

"inner feelings." Share knowledge You
learn as you teach. One who depends on you

does turnabout — you receive favor from

unexpected source Remember diet

resolution.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Avoid ex-

travagance You are already paying out

enough — it is time to do some conserving.

Have fun without being foolish. New con-

tacts, social encounters prove fruitful.

Experiment. Ask. Give full rein to In-

tellectual curiosity.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Some
events, situations and reactions may seem
unreal. But you can wager that bills have to

be paid and that everyday chores must be

done. Know it and draw line between

imagination and wishful thinking. You will

be doing some remodeling — and rebuilding.

CAPRICORN ( Dec. 22-Jan. 1») : Be ready

for change, travel, variety, intensified

relationship. Gemini, Virgo are likely to be

in picture. Short trips, neighbors and

relatives are featured You are active and

i here is no need to engage in gossip.

AQUARIUS ( Jan 20-Feb. 18) : You may
be spending too much for loo little. Know it

and draw in financial reins. Consult with

family member. Do some cost-cutting.

Genuine bargains are available if you

become more of a comparison shopper

Taurus. Libra persons figure prominently.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Select the

best — don't fall for sob story. Insist on

quality One who tries to pull wool over your

eyes does not deserve sympathy. Act and

react in mature manner. Elevate self-

esteem Begin to like yourself — more and

more!
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

intuitive, a natural teacher, progressive,

inventive, generally unorthodox. You are

able to perceive future trends. You seem,

somehow, to know when something of im-

portance is to occur. Some insist you have

ESP. Perhaps. But you are prescient — you

do know without knowing how you know.

Major decision affecting personal

relationship will be made in December.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1

4
8

11
12
13
15
17
19
20
21
22

23

25
26
27

28

29
30
31

33

35
36

37
38
40

41
42

43
44

45

46

47
50
52
54
55
56
57

ACROSS

Pronoun
Pronoun
Aeriform fluid

Anger
Rabbit
Partner

Plunged
Succor
Diphthong
Vase
Be mistaken
Indonesian
tribesman
Moral
obligation

Sea eagle
Antlered animal
Peer Gynt'S
mother
Anglo-Saxon
money
Dance step
Pronoun
Segregated in

groups
Printer's

measure
Deity

Possessive
pronoun
Deposit

Supplicate
Vessel's curved
planking

Location
Once around
track

Container
School of

whales
Hypothetical

force

Priest's

vestment
Wing footed

Face of watch
Solitary

Man's name
Lubricate

Slave

Lair

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
14
16
18
21
22
23
24
25
26

28
29
31
32
33
34

35

Fame
At that time
Possessed
Teutonic deity

Long for

Mild expletive

Man's nickname
Writing tablet

Period of time

Lift with lever

Negative prefix

Wiping out
Roman bronze
Obstruct
Employ
Period of time
Parent
(colloq.)

Ancient
Footlike part

Timid
Pigpen
Dine
Brood of

pheasants
Opening

NOB
a 1

y
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si
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41

43

Clear

Walk wearily

Wireless

Carnivorous
mammal
Capuchin
monkey
College degree
(abbr.)

44
46
47
48
49

51

E3

Merriment
Everyone
Girl's name
Before
Man's
nickname
Three toed
sloth

Bone

As Football Season Approaches
Dolphins Await SF

By JOHN R. SKINNER
Associated Press Sports Writer

MIAMI ( AP) — The suddenly not so awesome Miami Dolphins

open defense of their 1972 National Football League title here

Sunday against San Francisco with worries about defense and

injuries.

The Dolphins seemed invincible as they won all 17 regular season

and playoff games last year. But they wilted badly in the second

halves of exhibition games this summer and lost the last two to

Minnesota and Dallas.

Preseason injuries have left Coach Don Shula with only two

healthy defensive tackles, Manny Fernandez and Bob Heinz. Jim

Dunaway has been lost for the year with a broken back vetebra and

Maulty Moore has been lost for at least eight weeks with a shoulder

separation.

The Dolphins traded away defensive tackle Mike Kadish to

Buffalo before the injuries hit. "I don't believe in spending my life

second-guessing myself," was Coach Don Shula's comment about

the timing of the trade.

Shula also swapped reserve wide receiver Otto Stowe to Dallas

for Ron Sellers in the off season, and Sellers has been out of action

since Aug. 4 with a knee injury. The loss of Paul Warfield since

Aug. 24 with a thigh injury has made Sellers' absence more
noticeable, but Warfield is expected to play against the 49ers.

Stowe has become a regular for the Cowboys and scored twice in

Dallas' 26-23 exhibition victory over Miami last week.

"I can't worry about things I no longer have control over," Shula

said.

Shula also dealt third-string quarterback Jim Del Gaizo to Green

Bay after Del Gaizo was impressive in early exhibitions.

Pats Trade
Wirgowski

FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - The
New England Patriots traded
defensive end Dennis Wirgowski to

the Philadelphia Eagles and
acquired linebacker Brian Stenger

from the Pittsburgh Steelers

Monday in National Football
League deals involving un-

disclosed 1974 draft choices.

The Patriots had to cut four

players from the regular roster

and six of 13 on the taxi squad by

the NFL's 4 p.m. deadline, but

Coach Chuck Fairbanks did not

disclose any names.
Wirgowski, a ninth round draft

choice from Purdue in 1970, has

played three years with the

Patriots. Stenger, a 240-pound

Notre Dame graduate, has played

both middle and outside linebacker

in four years with the Steelers.

Maynard Traded
NEW YORK (AP) - The New

York Jets traded veteran wide

receiver Don Maynard, pro foot-

ball's all-time leading receiver, to

the St. Louis Cardinals Monday for

n undisclosed draft selgrtinn.

Carter Injured

CINCINNATI (AP) - Backup
quarterback Virgil Carter, injured

in Saturday night's final exhibition

game, was declared lost for the

season Monday and former St.

Louis Cardinal quarterback Tim
Van Galder was picked up on
wiavers, the Cincinnati Bengals
announced.
Van Galder, 29, was waived by

St. Louis last week.
Carter suffered a broken collar

bone and was placed on the injured

reserve list.

"It's a major blow," said Coach
Paul Brown. "We don't even have
a week to work with Van Galder
before heading into our season
openers."
Van Galder, who played at Iowa

State before spending three
seasons as a taxi squad quar-
terback with the Cardinals, was
activated in 1967, but didn't play in

his first National Football League
game until last year.

Carter, in his sixth season, led

the NFL in passing percentage in

1971 with 138 completions in 222

attempts

Notices
VARSITY M
The Varsity M Club Luncheon

opens its luncheon schedule
Wednesday afternoon with football

coach Dick MacPherson as the

guest speaker along with his co-

captain Johnny Jones. The lun-

cheons are held at the Newman
Center and begin at 12:05 PM.
Admission is $2.00 and tickets are
sold at the door.

RUGBY
Fall rugby practices have been

scheduled for Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, and Thursday at 4:30 PM.
New comers and veterans are
welcome. Practices are held on the

fields west of Boyden, near
theenew tennis courts.

WOMEN' FIELD HOCKEY
Tryouts for women's

hockey will be held today at the

WOPE fields at 4:00 PM.-
Newcomers are welcome.
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Returning players:

meeting is Wednesday at 4:

the Boyden courts. Prospective

players: There will be tryouts on

Thursday and next Monday at 4:00

PM on the Boyden courts. For any
information contact Coach Oglivie

at 545-2557 or 549-0411.

field

First
PM at

The Twenty

Minutes... Too

Little, Too Early

(Continued from P. 16)

Hungry is the key word from the

opening whistle you could see quite

clearly that the Crusader lines

were imbued with an almost eerie

zeal, intent on getting to Piel

Pennington and forcing him to rush

his throws, on clearing the paths

for Crusader runners to break out

and on giving Pete Vaas time to

twiddle his thumbs for ten,seconds

and still pick apart the Minutemen
pass defense.

For some reason the UMie lines

were toyed with until only the faint

possibility of a comeback spurred

them on to play with muscle and
authority. Suddenly in the fourth

quarter, the Crusader lines, which
had toyed with the Minutemen,
were shocked to find our heroes

coming on strong for really the

first time in the game. The
resurgence of the Minutemen
found UMass soundly outclassing

Holy Cross. It remains a complete
puzzle as to why the Minutemen
could only get hungry when it was
too late. A lead of 13-0 should have
spurred them on to vanquish the

Holy Crossers as convincingly as

possible. Sixty minutes of

sustained football by Dick Mac-
pherson's crew would have un-

doubtedly gained them a victory,

but 20 or 25 at the most, was just

not enough. The potential is there,

as the saying goes, the Minutemen
proved that in the fourth quarter,

but to realize that potential in

terms of victories they will have to

play like bengal tigers, not pussy

cats and for sixty minutes.

n

~
Tonight

Real
Tears

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47, Sunderland
665-4937

Take left off 116 at Tennis

Forum < just past Arco
station > — follow to end —
takp left. 100 yds. and you're

there.

SPECIAL SALE

Only

$125
1

with purchase

of ANY other

book.

( offer good this

week only at the

Campus Center

Store)

Minuteman Mercantile

( The University Store)
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The Crusader Story

Extra ! !

!

• vs.

Norton

Split

Decision

After

12 Rounds

Staff Photo/Alan Chapman

Dick MacPherson managed to get across the point to

the referee in this instance, but his Minutemen failed to

put up enough points on the board Saturday afternoon,

as they were beaten 30-28 by Hoiy Cross. The
Crusaders, led by the pinpoint passing of Pete Vaas
blew the Umies off the field for three quarters, only to

have the Minutemen come oh so close to pulling it out
with a fifteen point final quarter.

Commentary

Twenty Minutes Wasn't Enough
By DAVID EIBEL

Holy Cross began their 1973
Crusade by beating the UMass
Minutemen 30-28 in irreligious

fashion. Except for a final quarter
in which the Crusaders faltered,

they controlled the play and
conquered Dick MacPherson's
crew in very thorough and con-
vincing fashion. As one fan in

section eight put it so aptly "We
were crucified."

For the Minutemen, it was a case
of too little, loo early, rather than
the oft-coined "too little, too late."

Most of the spectators at Satur-
day's fixture would probably have
thought that the game was simply
a case of one team. Holy Cross.

grabbing a seemingly in-

surmountable lead, and then
having a second team, UMass
valiantly try to wrestle the lead

away in the dying moments and
fail, just when victory seemed
within grasp. The fact of the

matter is that the Minutemen's
efforts in the fourth period should
not have been necessary to the

extent that they were. A little

more, a little bit earlier, say when
the score was 13-0 for the

Minutemen, would have precluded
the necessity for such last minute
heroics.

When a football team bursts

ahead by 13 points before the other
team has even had a chance to

THEY CAN ONLY WATCH-This pass from Piel Pennington
intruded for Bob Wolfe < 44) goes through Wolfe's hands and is nearly

picked off by the HC defender. It was that kind of afternoon, balls

were being dropped, and assignments were blown by the Minutemen
as thev were outplayed for the most part by Holy Cross.

I
i

5
I

acclimate themselves to field
conditions, you'd expect the team
in the lead to do everything in their
power to pad their advantage and
keep the other team off the
scoresheet. You would never ex-
pect them to lead by thirteen points
and then die for forty minutes, yet
that's exactly what the Minutemen
did on Saturday.
You could sense the fact that the

Crusaders, who had all the reason
in the world to have a letdown,
seemed to get hungrier just as the
Minutemen seemed to disappear
from the playing field, until the
game was all but frittered away.

(Continued on P. 15)

Sox Trim O's

4 1/2 Games Out

BALTIMORE (AP) - Bob Bolin
rescued Luis Tiant after Baltimore
scored two seventh-inning runs and
got out of his own bases-loaded,
none out jam in the ninth, giving
the Boston Red Sox a 4-3 victory
over the Orioles Monday night.

The victory moved the Red Sox
moved to within 4 1-2 games of the
first-place Orioles in the American
League East.

Bolin, recording his 12th save,
got Don Baylor on a fielder's

choice grounder after run-
producing hits by Merv Ret-
tenmund and Boog Powell chased
Tiant. 17-12.

With the bases loaded in the
ninth. Reggie Smith caught Ret-
tenmund's fly to short left-center

and threw out Jim Fuller trying to
score Tommy Davis then flew out
to end the game
A pair of singles by Carlton Fisk

had helped Boston build a 4-1 lead
before loser Jesse Jefferson, 4-5,

was lifted in the sixth.

Staff Photo /Gib Fulfcrvon

Andy Dutkanicz's attempt at a forty-two yard field

goal falls short, and with it the hope for revenge
against the Holy Cross Crusaders. The kick which was
attempted into the wind, is watched nonchalantly by
HC 's if 43, who is apparently confident that the kick will

not be long enough.

The Crusaders leave Amherst with a taste of vic-

tory, only three years after an attack of hepatitis

forced HC to cancel it's football program temporarily.

The Minutemen can only hope for a better per-

formance and result next week against Villanova.

Marty Kelley
' 'A Tribute To John n ' Onie

'

'

From Onie to John — His suitcoat and tie definitely did not depict his

condition. One went to look for the car, the other helped his inebriated

friend from section 6. . And still a third was looking for one more who was
lost amidst the suds of his alma mater's victory. . .But for them, the party
had just begun. . .

They all qualified for medicare before its inception. They live in the

memory of the glory years of the Cross when the Jesuits nearly nipped
the Catholics from Notre Dame for the Sugar Bowls of the 40' s. . .Still in

moth balls are the racoon coats, battered beanies, and penants of ol. .

The Brandy remains the same. . But the boys did Schlitz on Saturday. .

All five of em' were pretty fucked up. Both teams had emptied from the

field. The Associated Press was just getting the staggering result. And
there was John. . .59 years of age and a Worcester accountant, passed out
and stiffer than his tie. I imagine ol' Onie is still describing to John how
foolish it was of an attempt from 43 yards. . .John never saw a thing. .

.

For Holy Cross. . .They never miss a game. Sunday morning is

Saturday's headache as they live with the hope of a Vaas touchdown.
They speak of how close they came against Army at the Point a year ago.
They bitched in defeat and the military police were summoned. But they
said they'd be back. . .

And just maybe this is the year the Cross will stop the rednecks from
the Hudson. But Onie remembers the nostagia of old. . ."There was a
time when we used to battle Carnegie Tech in the 40' s for a shot at the
Sugar Bowl". . But Onie couldn't help holding back his enthusiasm of the

present. With his obvious joy, he continued to slober all over himself. . .

To the boys who've been following the Cross for decades, it was just

another Saturday with Schlitz and sunshine. Yes, when it was over and
they're clean on the season with one over the barrel, you had to point
them in the direction of Worcester. And when Onie woke John up about 20
miles from home, the accountant had to admit the whole game for him
was taken out of context. For his missed the final gun, the Minutemen
gloom on the scoreboard, and number 10's exit. .

.

Number 10 just happens to be Paul Hansen. Pound for pound, for the
things he can do well, he just happens to be the finest Minuteman football

player But John never noticed. And for his performance against the
Cross, Paul Hansen, happily married, may just get a pro football con-
tract. Steve Wood for his performance got embarrassed, the offensive

line for theirs got humiliated, and Andy Dutkanicz was simply pressured
.Jan Stenereud and a good bookie couldn't have made money on that

attempt. . So Paul Hansen is now 0-1. .

.

You really couldn't blame him for putting his head down when it was
over and simply sprinting off the field. He did what he was called upon to

do. So did Bobby Parrott. But the irony belongs to John Healy. Out of

the lineup Healy has one of the worst individual records in UMass sports
history He's 0-3 ( two to the Cross and one to Bucknell) . .

.

Hansen shouldn't hang his head. Some of his friends should. . Pen-
nington and Berra excluded. But that's nonsense to John and Onie. .

They've got another one to slurp through this Saturday. . .
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"If anyone needs a
pervert, my room-
mate's for sale."

S.Crawford
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UMass Union To Hold More Talks

Employee Work Stoppage Ends

Outside the incomplete Graduate Research Center, one of the University employees does his thing in

Tuesday's work stoppage.

On The Inside:!
Students And The Strike
Members of the employees' unions were hoping for

student support for yesterday's work stoppage, but

few students seemed either aware or concerned. "I

didn't even know they raised parking fees," said one.

For details, see page three.

• Allende Profile
"The only way I'll leave office before the end of my

term would be in a pine box," Chilean President

Salvadore Allende once said. Yesterday, a military

coup toppled his government and the Chilean

president killed himself rather than be captured by

rebels. For a profile of Allende, see page four.

• GOP Hits Watergate
Some Republican leaders want the Senate

Watergate committee to lower its profile. For details,

see page five.

By DAVID SPARLING and B.J. ROCHE
A work stoppage by approximately 1,000 UMass employes ended

yesterday afternoon under the threat of a court injunction from the
university to force the employes back to work.
A spokesman for the parent organization of local 1776 of the American

Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO said
they had decided to call the employes back to work because of the
possibility of an injunction from the university forcing the members to

end the walkout.

Charles Sheridan, a representative of Council 41 of the union, also said
the new parking plan would be sent to state attorney general Robert
Quinn for a ruling on its legality.

Leaders of the union are scheduled to meet with administration of-

ficials today to discuss the parking situation. The workers had been
demanding the abolition of the new parking system, under which most
students and employes pay higher parking fees than under the old
system.

The employees who did not report to work, two thirds of the 300 first

shift dining commons workers, over 90 per cent of the physical plant
( ma in tainance and janitorial) 800 workers, and most of the Campus
Center workers set up their pickets at various points on campus at six in

the morning.

One picketer, Bob Smith, a night janitor from Granby, had got off work
at one a.m. and was on the lines "a little late" at seven.

Smith said that the university administration was trying to impose
leir parking plan on the employees "and we weren't even in on any

decisions."

At the time Smith said that he was striking "until this is settled" even
though its continuation might end up "with a few leaders fired".

Smith said that the administration had not listened to the union and that

even the most trivial matters brought to the administration were passed
on to arbitration boards.

"That's ok., I guess," Smith said, "but that takes time and meanwhile
alot of us workers are suffering."

Other workers interviewed said that instead of on-campus parking,
manv were willing to take UMass buses but that service was not

widespreadenough. They also brought out the fact that a recently acquired
cost of living raise was effectively wiped out by the increased parking
rates.

The new parking system, drawn up by UMass administrators, and put
into effect this fall, charges higher rates to workers, faculty and students
for spaces in the university's core and periferal lots. It is part of a
government-financed study on parking programs for urban areas.

By early afternoon yesterday both groups appeared at an impass.
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery issued a release then vowing "to use

every means within the law to keep classes going and maintain essential

services for students."

Bromery reminded the union leaders that Local 1776 workers were in

violation of state law and he intended to "take every legal step necessary
to put an end to the strike."

Carol Drew, president of Local 1776, after being advised of the
Chancelor's release said at that time that there was a possibility of a
"complete breakdown" between the administration and the union. At this

time yesterday afternoon Drew had not been in contact with the ad-
ministration.

Drew had spent the morning checking on the picketers making sure
they "hadn't been hassled."

The effects of yesterday's work stoppage were felt mainly in the dining
commons.
Joel Stoneham, Director of Food Services, said that the dining halls,

x lines and kitchens were manned by office personnel and student em-
* ployees. The student employees' work is usually a part time job given

| instead of direct cash scholarships. Yesterday they were encouraged by
o Stoneham to work "as much as they could."

Stoneham admitted that there would be "limited service" but was
* convinced that if the strike did go on longer they would not run out of food.

| Stoneham also praised the office help for their contributions, noting that
7 many started work at 4: 30 a.m. and some would continue until 8 p.m.

Besides the corner cutting at the dining commons, evidence of the
strike was hard to find on campus. Few students joined in picket lines or

offered more than lin service 'o the picketers. The concensus of workers
and students both was that the students would not become actively in-

< Continued on P. 2)

Chilean President Overthrown

Allende Ousted, Kills Self
By ROBERT D. OHMvN
Associated Press Writer

SANTIAGO. Chile <AP>- Salvador Allende, the
first freely elected Marxist in the Western
Hemisphere, was ousted in a violent coup by the
Chilean military Tuesday and police said Allende
took his own life rather than surrender to the at-

tacking rebels.

Allende's slumped body, with a bullet through his

mouth, was reportedly found in the presidential

palace after a 20-minute attack by the military which
included bomb-droDping planes and heavy artillery.

A four-man mu.tary junta took control of the
government and declared a state ot siege. Censorship
and a curfew were imposed
The coup capped weeks of violent unrest in Chile,

in which the armed forces finally joined growing
groups of workers and professionals who had been

demanding Allende's resignation. But the 65-year-old

Allende held true to his firm commitment not to

resign his attempts to bring socialism to Chile.

In his last public statement, made by radio as two
air force jets screamed over the downtown govern-
ment house, Allende said: "I will not resign. I will not

do it. I am ready to resist with whatever means, even
at the cost of my life in that this serves as a lesson in

the ignominious history of those who have strength
but not reason."

The chief photographer for the Santiago daily El
Mercurio said he saw Allende lying dead on a blood-

soaked sofa in the anteroom of the palace dining hall.

He said the president had shot himself once in the

mouth.
Police Prefect Rene Carrasco confirmed the

suicide. He said Augusto Olivares, a close Allende

(Continued on P. 4)
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Hum. .plastic plates, plastic knives, plastic forks, plastic spoons,.

....plastic chicken?

Employees Back At Work
(Continued from P. 1)

volved unless they could not get food or if they lost heat and electricity

caused by the shutdown of the on-campus power plant.

The building trade union members working on campus, notably at the

construction of the second tower of the Graduate Research Center,

honored the pick its and did not work. Union delivery trucks also did not

cross the lines.

One of the major concerns yesterday was the coal supply at the power
plant. Coal truck drivers were among those honoring the lines and at the

time of the end of the work stoppage there was only estimated to be

enough coal on hand for another ten hours

"Then," one of the plant's skeleton crew said, "we'll have to shut

down." That estimate would have the plant shut down at three a.m.

today.

As the afternoon wore on, the growing possibility that the ad-

ministration would seek a court injunction forcing the union to end their

walk out was a major factor in 1776's decision to return to work and re-

enter negotiations.

Daniel Melley, director of public affairs at UMass said the work
vtonnage was over around five p.m. yesterday. He said the ad-

ministration "expressed appreciation to the labor executives for their

help in ending the strike." And the administration also "expressed ap-

preciation to students, staff, and faculty for their patience."

Sheridan was optimistic that the negotiations would continue "in good
faith" and that there would be serious negotiations.

Elsewhere on campus, following a six p.m. meeting in Franklin Dining
Commons, the presidents of area governments and executive com-
mittees of the undergraduage and graduate senates announced that they

will request a meeting with administration officials today to "re-open the

parking fee issue."

Got A Minute ?
By STEVE KELLEV

The Occupational Vocational
Center of Haydenville offers a
unique opportunity for experience

to any student on campus who
wishes to volunteer time every

week. The Center helps the
emotionally disturbed and the

mentally retarded obtain the
vocational training that they need

to prepare them for regular em-
ployment.
This year the Center is looking

for students to volunteer several

Clinic Doctors Education
By SHARON HUGHES

A small clinic at UMass with

resources to improve teaching

skills is quickly achieving its goal

of becoming a national center.

The Clinic To Improve
University Teaching has been

offering its services to volunteer

campus professors for a little over

a year. The clinic staff helps

faculty recognize their teaching

strengths and weaknesses by in-

terviewing students, teachers and

videotapeing classes.

Last summer, the 25 member
staff extended its services to

professors across the U.S. Mexico,

Germany, Israel and Canada with

results described by clinic director

Michael A. Melnik as "very good".

Melnik particularly emphasized

his experience with German and

Mexican professors because the

implications improved teaching

skills have for their society

Regarding Mexico, Melnik said,

"In underdeveloped nations im-

proved educational skills is a

question of national survival. It's

crucial for them to find a way to

train masses. But its equally

important that the method used be

attuned to their clients and their

environment."

"The German method of

teaching is similar to the structure

of their society-autocratic.

Encouraging teachers to work with

students in a spirit of co-operation

could change the whole structure

of society."

To further expand services in-

ternationally, a 28 minute film

describing the clinic process with

translations in French and Spanish

is in the making.

In the U.S., the clinic is exploring

the possibility of a telephone

dictation system. Other university

clinics would call, the question

recorded on a three minute tape,

and a group of diagnosticians

(clinic instructors) would answer

the question by mail.

Assistant Director of the Clinic
George Bryniawsky is optimistic
about the dictation system and the
future of the clinic.

"Most Universities have at-

tempted to improve the quality of
teaching by identifying good
professors and supporting them.
The Clinic is unique because it

offers day to day assistance."

Director Melnik added, "We're
trying to upgrade the morale of the

teaching profession as well as the

basic skills. He called the feedback
from the clinics efforts "over-
whelmingly gratifying". This
semester he anticipates a con-

solidation of the different ap-

proaches to teaching improvement
offered by the University: TIP
(Teacher Improvement Program)
a University center still in the

making, and the clinic.

When a consolidation is reached,

the clinic will announce which
improvement strategies it will

offer.

Senate OK's Student Trusts
By JEFFREY H. LEVIN

State Senator John W. Olver, of

Amherst, announced this week that

legislation designed to protect the

student supported legal services at

UMass has been approved by the

State Senate.

The bill, sponsored by Sena , <"

Olver at the request of student

attorney Richard Howland would
permit "the trustees of UMass to

establish and manage trust funds

for student supported activities,

including legal services." It would
also permit student supported trust

funds for the operation of dining

commons, health services,

research institutes, dormitories

and. apartments. All such trust

funds would be self-supporting

through student tax monies.

Howland assumed his position as

student attorney in 1970. His duties

include advising students of their

legal rights and responsibilities

and directing those who need to be

represented in court to other

lawyers. The student legal service

program, one of the first in the

nation has been praised by Senator

Olver for the benefits it provides to

UMass students.

Presently, Howland's salary is

derived from student monies.
According to Harry Greenwald, a
legislative aide to Senator Olver,

the question arose last year as to

the appropriateness of this method
of payment. Conceivably,
Howland, who is paid by UMass
could be retained to represent a
student party against UMass. To
guard against this possibility,

Greenwald said, the trust fund bill

was proposed.

The legislation would make
Howland directly responsible to

UMass students and available to

represent them in the event that a

suit against UMass should arise.

The bill, Greenwald said, "en-

countered no difficulty in being

passed by the Massachusetts
Senate." It was approved on a
voice vote.

The proposed legislation now
goes to the Massachusetts House

for consideration by that chamber.
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UMass
Police
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WMUA
WMUA will be holding its

September Station Meeting on
Thursday, Sept. 13 at 8 p.m. in

C.C. Rm. 804-808. All WMUA
personnel should attend, and
all students interested in

working with WMUA are
cordially invited to be present.
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Tickets $3.50, on sale now in UMass Campus Center Concourse,
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Padre's in Northampton.

hours every week to take one of the

emotionally disturbed to a movie, a

park, shopping or some other

activity. A one-to-one relationship

may develop from this which

would be beneficial to both the

student and the patient.

The program needs the s> ipport

of students in the five college «rea

if it is to achieve fruition. Any
student who wishes to volunteer

time to this program may contact

Irene Romanchuk at 586-2627 after

4:30

Infirmary
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5 College

Registration

Frustration?

for answers about five

college registration

procedures, course
cancellations, etc. call:

250-8316
Thurs., Sept. 6

Wed., Sept. 12

10 a.m. -4 p.m.

yV Student Struggle

for Soviet Jewry

*

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

Thurs., Sept. 18, 7:30 p.m.

Hillel office Rm. 302 S.U.

j£& Let My People Go JQT I

Because of a work stoppage by nearly 1,000 University employees yesterday, garbage piled up at

several locations, including the bottom of Kennedy in Southwest.

Is ThatRoommateYours?
By AVIS YUNI

If the college community consents, police officers may begin to spot
check the public areas of dorms in an attempt to remove those people
living in the lounges who do not know anyone in the dorm.
In a recent meeting with the Area Directors, David Johnston, Director

of Public Safety ( UMass Police Dept. ) , drew up a proposal allowing

police officers to go through the public areas of dorms every now and then

at some unknown time.

Diana White of the department told the Collegian that the officers

absolutely would not go on the floors or into student rooms.

She stated that the UMass police have received many complaints of

men living in the lounges of dorms and threatening the residents. These
persons are not connected in any way with anyone in the dorm, yet

students after seeing them around a lot, falsely think that they belong

with someone there.

However, Ms. White stated, "they are just living there and are ripping

off things from students in the dorms."
Under Johnston's proposal, if a police officer sees someone living in a

lounge with no visible means of support or reason for being there, he

would ask the individual to show an ID. If none can be produced, the

person would be asked to leave.

This proposal is only in the talking stages, Ms. White stated. "It has

just been made to the area directors and the security department is

waiting for feed-back from them and the Heads of Residence."

Ms. White emphasized that the proposal would not be put into effect if

the college community does not want it.

She stated that the department is only interested in kicking out those

people staying in lounges who are hurting students through threats and

thefts. "Innumerable cases of people doing just this have been reported,"

Ms. White stated.

Cashier's Office

Didn't

Skip Town
By CHRIS WALTER

The Student Union cashier's

office has been moved from its

second floor space to oc-
cupancy next to the S.U. ticket

office. The move was made in

order to allow R.S.O. a more
convenient location.

Check cashing hours at the

new office presently run from 9

a.m. -4 p.m. Mr. John Twilley,

who is in charge of the office,

says that the new hours are
temporary and a result of

construction still going on
within the office. Regular
hours of 8:45-4:15 will resume
"as soon as possible." Twilley
went on to say that the office is

operating smoothly, and any
problems which have been
encountered thus far are
temporary ones due to the

short period of time the new
office has been occupied. He
feels that when the staff has
had a chance to organize the

office, "check cashing will run
even more smoothly."

30-inch Horses Worth Weight In Gold

NEWBERRY. Fla. ( AP) - On an
old plantation in this rural central

Florida community is a herd of the

world's smallest horses, too tiny to

be raced, ridden or worked on
farms.

But they're worth up to $4,000 a

pound.

"They just stand there," said

Alma Bridges, who with her
husband Bob owns 190 knee-high

stallions, mares and colts, all

registered American miniatures.

Mrs. Bridges said they have
turned down an offer of $60,000 for

Gumba. the 3-month-old, 15-pound

pride and joy of Komoke Ranch.
"He's just spoiled rotten and

we're so attached," Bridges said.

Midget horses are worth so much
because there are only 350
registered in the United States, the
Bridges said. They are under 34

inches tall, smaller than a Great
Dane or old English sheep dog. Yet
they are perfectly formed, full-

grown horses.

"They do tricks or are used in

display at carnivals," Bridges
said. "And they're loveable and
cuddly like a dog."

Mrs. Bridges said they recently

sold 40 of the miniatures to a

wealth Japanese businessman,
who is paying $32,000 just for

transportation in order to begin a

breeding stock in Japan.

"It's a country gentlemen's
hobby," said Bridges, 50, who sold

an apartment business in Boca
Raton five years ago and moved to

the 400-acre ranch 15 miles west of

Gainesville. "I'm not doing this to

make a fortune," he said. "I've

already got it."

The Bridges are selling their

bigger miniatures and keeping the

best. The smaller they are, the

more they're worth, with a 28-

incher pegged around $ 12,000.

"We only open the ranch to

serious qualified buyers and then

by appointment only," Mrs.
Bridges said. "We don't have time

for people who want to come out

and look at little horses."

COME
Our September Station Meeting will be held

Thursday, Sept. 13 at 8:00 p.m., Rm. 1104 - 808 C.C

All WMUA personel should attend, and all students

interested in working ivith WMUA will be most welcome.

UIMUA
91.1 FM

free form / informative

Students Don't Rally
To Work Stoppage
By MIKE KNEELAND

When the work stoppage began,
workers of Local 1776 expected
students to rally to their cause. So
far, this has not been the case.

"The students are taking our
places in the dining commons,"
one picketer complained. "They're
certaintly not helping our cause,"
he added.
On campus, few students seemed

either aware or concerned about
the work stoppages.

"Is there really a strike?" one
student asked. "I didn't even know
they raised parking fees," she
said.

Other students knew of the

stoppage but they were indifferent.

"I have nothing to say about the

situation," many students said in

reply to questions.

Students living on the fourth

floor of Dickinson were an ex-

ception.

"We got up at 5 a.m. to picket
with the workers," said J. Pinck.

Ms. Pinck said that most of the

signs were made by students on
her corridor, which she said is

officially known as the Liberation
Corridor.

Ms. Pinck said that student

support has been "absolutely
minimal. The students will get
concerned when they no longer
have any hot water because no coal
is being delivered."

Ms. Pinck said she doesn't think
students should stop attending
classes. "But they should be
picketing with the workers
showing them we support them,"
she said.

Students forced to drive their

cars to campus were sympathetic
to the workers' grievances.

"I didn't pay the parking fee this

year because I couldn't really

afford to," one commuter said.

"And if I can't pay it, then many
of those workers probably can't

pay it either," he said.

"MICH MIGHT" TONIGHT

Michelob Goblet 40*

after 9 p.m.
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In The Nation And The World

Allende Took Death Over Surrender
(Continued from P. 1)

adviser, also killed himself.

A list of 68 prominent Socialist and Communist
leaders was broadcast and they were ordered to ap-

pear at the Defense Ministry or face arrest. More
than 100 Communist and Socialist party members
were reported arrested in Santiago and Valp?"r«iso

a port city where naval units began the cov. v\y
Tuesday.
On Tuesday morning, the chiefs of the army, navy,

air force and national police sided with the anti-

Marxist opposition and issued a noon ultimatum for

Allende to resign.

Moments after the deadline passed, two air force

jets dropped bombs and fired rockets, severely

damaging the fortress-like presidential palace. The
president's official residence, about s mile away, was
bombed after guards there "resisted the armed
forces and police," the junta said.

Allende, midway through his six-year term as

president, refused the demand for his resignation and
held out for about three hours in the palace with his

personal bodyguards and presidential police. The
palace defenses crumbled in a final 20-minute assault

by tank-supported soldiers and national police.

No casualty figures were immediately available. A
U.S. Embassy spokesman said no Americans were
known to have been wounded.
Allende had insisted that he would lead Chile to

socialism within a democratic framework, but

growing opposition from Chile's large middle class

made that impossible. His nearly three years in

power were marked by political and labor turmoil,

economic crisis and rising inflation.

The coup was the first time in 46 years that the

traditionally nonpolitical Chilean military had
overturned a civilian government. Chile now
becomes another on a growing list of South American
countries to fall under military rule. Uruguay came
under armed forces domination last may.
Right-wing extremists killed the Chilean army

chief, Gen. Rene Schneider on Oct. 22, 1970, in an
unsuccessful plot against the government. Last June
29 about 100 soldiers attacked the palace in a coup
attempt crushed by loyal army units.

But on Tuesday the coup succeeded.

Long-distance telephone and telegraph services in

Santiago, a city of three million, was shut down while

the siege and attacks occurred, and were not

reopened until nightfall.

Sporadic firing continued through the day between

army patrols and small bands of Allende's leftist

supporters who sniped from office buildings.

The heavy action centered at noon around the

presidential palace, a fortress-like building that once
was a mint and covers a block in the heart of the city.

Bombs and rockets smashed into the graceful,

interior patios and Allende's office reportedly was
badly damaged. Several tanks opened fire at the front

of the building when Allende's guards refused to

surrender.

Washington Reaction Mixed
By GEORGE GEDDA

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The move to topple President Salvador Allende

of Chile drew mixed reaction here Tuesday even though it was carried
out by the most cohesive pro-American element in the country, the armed
forces.

The White House was non-committal on the situation but some officials

said privately the attempted ouster was perhaps the best hope for a

renewal of friendship between the two countries. Others, however, said

this prospect could lose its significance if a change in command in San-

tiago means civil war for Chile.
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GOP Reformers
Go To Work

ByDONMcLEOD
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
reform commission created to

open up the Republican party's

convention process for 1976 began
its work Tuesday with a warning
from GOP Chairman George Bush
to "avoid the pitfalls of quotas."

"I think we have to have a
broader appeal," Bush said in an
opening address to the com-
mission, "but we must avoid the

pitfalls that led the Democratic
party to unmitigated disaster.

"There is conflict." Bush
acknowledged. "There will be
conflict. But I hope we can do it

without the same amount of

tourniquets the Democrats
required."

The group is called the "Rule 29

Committee," for the article in the

current rules which created it. It is

charged with the responsibility for

broadening the base of par-

ticipation in the party without
getting into the mandatory racial,

ethnic, sex and age quotas which
led to dissention in the Democratic
party last year.

The committee, in its organizing

session, voted to meet in either St.

Louis or Kansas City next June 15

and 16 to approve a preliminary
draft and in Washington Dec. 7 and
8. 1974 to write its final report.

The closest thing to a quota in

the current rules, approved by last

year's national convention in

Miami Beach, is the requirement
that "each state shall endeavor to

have equal representation of men
and women in its delegaion to the

Republican National Convention."
While this doesn't mandate equal

proportions of men and women in

state delegations, it is sufficient

foothold to bring on credentials

challenges in 1976.

The GOP turned sharply away
from any guarantees for youth and
minority groups at the convention,

requiring only that the states take

action to encourage them to par-

ticipate.

The committee also has the task

of reviewing all of the convention

rules, but no drastic changes are

expected.

The only other controversial rule

is one apportioning convention

delegates among the states with

the use of a bonus system which

rewards states going GOP in

important elections with extra

delegates. This system is currently

under attack in federal court here

from the Ripon Society, a liberal

Republican group

Allende Tried
To Socialize Chile

By WILLIAM F. NICHOLSON
Associated Press Writer

President Salvador Allende once told foreign newsmen in Chile that the

only way he would leave office before the end of his term would be in a
pine box.

The quip was designed to underscore Allende's determination to see
through his pledge to "lead Chile down the road to socialism." But it

turned into reality Tuesday in a military coup that toppled Allende's
three-year-old regime.
The 65-year-old physician had spent much of his life seeking the

presidency. He was elected only on the fourth try, in October 1970, and
only after the Congress voted to confirm his 36.3 per cent plurality at the
polls.

Despite Chile's slide into political and economic chaos during his rule,

Allende never wavered from his determination to stay in command and
socialize the Chilean economy.
Allende the public man presented Chileans a dandified figure before his

downfall. He was short and stocky with a full head of auburn hair that his

detractors hinted had been dyed.

But Allende was a different man in the political arena, the only leftist

Chilean politician capable of uniting half a dozen often quarreling
Marxist and leftist parties.

It was his forging them into a united front that won him the 1970 elec-

tion. During the three tumultuous years that followed-including Cabinet
reshuffles, inflation of 323 per cent in one year and food shortages-it was
Allende who kept the Popular Unity coalition afloat.

But even he began to worry in public in recent months as national
strikes brought the already crippled Chilean economy to its knees.

Army Gen. Herman Brady, commander of the key Santiago garrison,

said Sept. 2 in an off-the-record interview at a private home: "I'm afraid
the armed forces are going to have to take over. This situation can't go
on."

But Allende remained publicly serene, declaring that he was confident

in the armed forces and in his leftist supporters.
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Prices:

Up And Up
By K. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - In-

creasing numbers of manufac-

turers have proposed price in-

creases in recent days under the

administration's Phase 4 anti-

inflation program, Cost of Living

Council officials said Tuesday.

The council is receiving 80 to 100

price increase proposals a day
compared with an average of about
20 a day in the first week of the

program. James W. McLane,
deputy council director, said at a
news briefing.

Proposed increases announced
by the council Tuesday ran the

spectrum of wholesale and retail

products, ranging from forging

ingots of B org-Warner Corp. to

transparent plastic bags by
Consolidated Food Corp.
They would result in higher

prices for aircraft, snowmobiles,
glass containers, bank checks,

appliances of all kinds, bedding,

magazines, wine and beer,

clothing, cigarettes, sporting goods
and roofing materials.

Council officials objected to a

suggestion that businesses were
encouraged to file for price in-

creases because of what they

considered favorable action by the

council on proposed steel and auto

price increases.

"We don't think they got

favorable consideration," McLane
said, adding that the initial

reaction from industry is that

"we've really taken a tough
stance."

The council said that 267 major
firms proposed price increases on

1,038 categories of products bet-

ween the start of Phase 4 on Aug. 13

and last Friday.

McLane said he expects the

proposed price increases will

continue at the current rate for

several more weeks before
tapering off.

McLane said the rising number
of price increase proposals stems
from growing familiarity by big

companies with Phase 4 rules and
from higher costs.

The increases can take effect in

30 days unless the council acts to

block or delay them.

Senate Comm. Getting Flak;

May Decide To Lie Low
By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) -President Nixon's lawyer, Charles Alan
Wright, told a federal appeals court Tuesday it would cause grave
damage to the presidency to yield confidential tape recordings to

the Watergate grand jury.

But special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox said learning

the truth of vital parts of the investigation depends on access to the

nine tapes.

In two hours of argument, the two specialists on constitutional

law carried to the appeals court the historic confrontation that is

certain to reach the Supreme Court.

Wright argued for the appeals court to nullify an order by U.S.

District Court Judge John J. Sirica who commanded the President

to deliver the tapes for his private inspection. Sirica wants to

decide what portions, if any, of the tapes can be turned over to the

grand jury.

Two of the nine-member panel's more conservative judges,

Roger Robb and Edward A. Tamm, were absent from the hearing.

Tamm's secretary said he was at a judicial conference.

No spokesman for Robb was immediately available for com-

msnt.

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Senate Watergate committee,
under pressure from a number
of Republicans to lower its

profile, meets Wednesday to

decide how to proceed with its

investigation.

T he closed session will be the
first meeting in more than a
month for the seven senators
who used the summer recess to

check on back-home reaction

to the committee's often
sensational public hearings.

C hief counsel Samuel Dash,
whose staff has continued its

investigation of 1972 campaign
practices during the vacation

break, is to give the committee
a report on the staff's recent

findings and a recom-
mendation that the hearings
continue. He has a prospective
witness list ready for con-

sideration.

Current plans call for the

panel to complete its probe of

the Watergate break-in and
cover-up with testimony from
former special presidential
counsel Charles W. Colson,

Watergate conspirator E.
Howard Hunt and three
lawyers who were connected
with the Watergate case.

Hunt, one of the so-called

White House plumbers, who
directed the Ellsberg burglary,
is to be questioned about that

incident, as is former plumber
David Young.

Brezhnev's

Causes Rift
By STEPHEN BROENING
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW AP-There are signs of

strong opposition within the Soviet
leadership to Leonid I. Brezhnev's
policy of easing tensions with the
Western world.

Some recent events suggest the

opposition has been actively
working to sabotage that policy

and that Brezhnev has proved too

weak to stop it.

Chinese diplomats, with un-
disguised glee, say that Brezhnev
is in such deep trouble that he may
not last another year as general
secretary of the Soviet Communist
party.

Some Western diplomats, con-

cerned about the implications of

recent developments, don't go as
far as the Chinese. But they have
concluded nevertheless that
powerful forces within the Soviet

structure are out to thwart
Brezhnev's careful opening to the
West.

The internal debate appears to

be revolving around what effect

increased ties with the West will

have on Soviet society.

Diplomacy
In Moscow
The evidence consists of the

following

:

-The labored explanations in the

Soviet press about what the policy

of detente means. It amounts
almost to a defense and shows that

a lot of people need convincing.

-Even in the explanations, cross-

currents are apparent. The most
striking was a statement by
Brezhnev in a speech Aug. 15

displaying optimism about in-

creased ideological and cultural

intercourse with the West, and the

failure of the Soviet commentators
to follow up the Brezhnev line.
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Trial Postponed For Mitchell, Stans
Magdalen College Will Stress

Intellectual And Moral Values
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By MARC IA C HAMBERS
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - At the
request of an appeals court, a
federal trial judge Tuesday
postponed criminal proceedings
against former Atty. Gen. John
Mitchell and ex-Commerce
Secretary Maurice Stans in con-
nection with a secret $200,000
contribution to President Nixon's
re-election campaign.

District Court Judge Lee
Gagliardi directed defense and
prosecution to decide upon a
mutually satisfactory new date for
the trial of the two former Cabinet
officials. He previously had
refused a delay.
However, the two sides were

unable to reach an agreement in

their initial get-together, and
Gagliardi took the matter of a new
trial date under advisement.

The government was amendable
to a month's adjournment.

Mitchell's forces wanted the trial

postponed until three months after

the Senate Watergate hearings end,

and Stans' lawyers sought a delay
at least until Nov. 26.

Mitchell and Stans were charged
with conspiracy, obstruction of

justice and perjury in their
campaign dealings last year with
fugitive financier Robert Vesco.
An extraordinary panel of 1,500

prospective jurors already was on
hand for the trial's scheduled
beginning in the federal courthouse

at Foley Square.

Defense lawyers carried their

request for a delay in the trial to

the Circuit Court of Appeals
during the day. In a 2-1 decision,

the appellate judges held they had
no power to reverse Gagliardi s

refusal to postpone the trial. But

they said they would have granted

a delay if they could, and they

urged him to do so.

Attorneys for Mitchell and Stans
argued for a delay on grounds that

the pressures of Watergate had
interferred with their preparation
for the Vesco case. Both defen-
dants have appeared before
Watergate investigators in

Washington.

By ALEXANDER G. HIGGINS
Associated Press Writer

CONCORD, N^H. (AP) Bucking
the trends to bigness, im-
personality and "lack of in-

tellectual and moral rigor" in

American higher education, three

Roman Catholic laymen are
planning their own college.

At a news conference Tuesday,
the three announced they will open
Magdalen College in September
1974, "somewhere in the Man-
chester area." A site has not yet
been chosen.

The liberal arts school, which
will be limited to 300 students, is to

be "an alternative to these persons

interested in a traditional
education which has as its aim the
cultivation of the individual
through intellectual and moral
values."

Initially, 40 freshmen will be
enrolled. All students will start as
freshman, so it will take four years
before there are four classes,
sophomore through senior.

Student activism will be
discouraged in favor of seminar
discussions, all students will take
the same courses and attend
chapel daily with the faculty.

Students and professors will live

on campus and eat together.

Cambodian Officers Reportedly

Shot For Ordering Retreat
By DENIS GRAY

Associated Press Writer
PI1NOM PENH. Cambodia

(AP) - The Cambodian
command claimed Tuesday
its forces have squeezed Com-
munist-led insurgents out of the
northern and southern edges of

embattled Kompong Cham.
Diplomatic sources reported that

much of the fighting for the
provincial capital 47 miles nor-

theast of Phnom Penh was house to
house and that battle lines

remained confused.

The city, Cambodia's third
largest, has been under siege
nearly a month.
Col. Am Rong, the chief

spokesman for the Cambodian
command, could not confirm
reports that at least 12 first

lieutenants and captains were
executed in Kompong Cham last

Friday for allegedly ordering a
retreat from an insurgent attack.

The reports, from reliable
sources, said the officers pulled
their men back last Thursday
without firing at the village of
Balaing, two miles north of
Kompong Cham.
The sources said Gen. Sosthene

Fernandez, the commander in

chief of the Cambodian army,
ordered the executions on an in-

spection trip to Kompong Cham.
Fernandez then ordered all upper-
echelon commanders to shoot
anyone refusing to fight, the
sources said.

Phnom Penh continued to send
reinforcements to Kompong
Cham, where an estimated 10,000

government troops now face about
8,500 insurgents.

Casualty figures generally have
benn unavailable since the fighting
began.

In South Vietnam, the Saigon
command issued aerial photos to
back up its claim that North
Vietnam is establishing a dozen air
bases in the South.
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The
un-dormitories
Great off-campus living—indoors and out—at either of two mod-
ern apartment complexes, only minutes away by car or bike from
Amherst College, downtown Amherst or UMass. Now accepting
applications for September.

Mount Sugarloaf

Beechnut Coffee

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
•1,2, 3bedrmapts.
• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball,

football, badminton
• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

RENT: FROM $185

CALL 41^256-8534

SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• roomy closets, storage

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• master TV antenna
• modern kitchens

• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges

• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals

• 2-door refrigerators

• laundry facilities

RENT: $200/month
(utilities included)

CALL 413-665-3856
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State Police
To Stay At Walpole

San Marino IRA Indicated
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BOSTON ( AP) - Lt. Gov. Donald
R. Dwight said Tuesday that the

state police will maintain a con-

tingent at Walpole State Prison
indefinitely.

At a news conference during
which Frank A. Hall was named
commissioner of the State
Department of Correction, Dwight
said a contingent of four to six state

policewomen will remain at the

maximum security prison despite

the recent appointment of a new
superintendent.

The state police were put in

charge of the riot torn prison after

Gov. Francis W. Sargent fired

former Correction Commissioner
John O. Boone June 21.

Douglas H. Vinzant, formerly

superintendent of the Concord
State Prison, was named
superintendent of Walpole late last

month.
Hall indicated at the news

conference that he will look within

Sargent

Against

Death Penalty
BOSTON AP-Gov. Francis W.

Sargent indicated Tuesday that he

won't sign pending legislation

restoring the death penalty in

Massachusetts, should it reach his

desk.

A bill restoring the death penalty

has been given initial approval in

the House and now awaits further

action.

While declining comment on the

specific bill before the legislature,

Sargent said at a news conference

that he is concerned about the

deterrent value of the death
penalty.

Frank Hall, Sargent's new
correction commissioner, said the

death penalty means there is no

hope, and it is contrary to his

reason for working.

Irish Prof.

To Speak
Dr. Thomas Murphy, President

of University College Dublin,

Ireland, will speak on "Ireland

Today" at 4:30 in the sixth floor

lounge of Herter Hall Thursday,

September 13. At the invitation of

the International Programs Office,

President Murphy is visiting the

Amherst campus as part of a thirty

day tour of American colleges and
universities. University College

Dublin, Ireland's largest and
oldest university, was founded in

1851 as the Catholic University of

Ireland. Its first rector was Car-

dinal John Henry Newman.
President Murphy will talk in-

formally about his university and

problems facing education in

Ireland generally. All interested

persons are urged to attend.

TOMTE
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Good
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\ds & \oure there.

the state penal system to find a
successor for Vinzant at Concord
and also for a new superintendent
for the state prison at Norfolk.
The former Norfolk superin-

tendent, George Bohlinger,
resigned two weeks ago.

Hall did not indicate how long it

would take him to fill these posts.

"Liberated" In Station Bombings

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

(54)5-2671

SAN MAKINO (AP) - The all-

male governing council of this

hilltop republic, the world's oldest
and smallest, has adopted a law
ending some of its time-honored
discriminations against women.

Among other things, it allows
them to hold public office and to

make binding legal and financial

committments.

Clara Boscaglia, a 42-year-old

teacher who led her countrywomen
in a 15-year campaign for equal
rights, hailed the vote.

"I'm afraid many women here
don't really realize what this

means," she said.

LONDON ( AP) -Bombs "typical of IRA manufacture" exploded in two
London railway stations Monday, injuring 13 persons, Scotland Yard
reported.

The explosions marked the bloodiest attacks so far in a three-week
terror bombing campaign officially blamed on extremists of the Irish
Republican Army.
Two of the victims were seriously injured and one was reported near

death.

Bomb scares forced evacuations and police searches in half a dozen
other London rail terminals. But only one other explosive device was
found, and it failed to go off.

More than 40 bomb attacks in London, Birmingham, Manchester and
other British cities since Aug. 18 had already injured a total of a dozen
people, a figure eclipsed by Monday's explosions.
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With all the turmoil of yesterday

and Monday on this campus over
the parking issue it's blatantly

obvious that things are really

starting to hit the fan. What's
obscured behind all the happenings
is the continuing hardening of

positions on the matter by the

Administration and the workers on
campus, with a generous helping of

same coming from the student

sector. It seems as if the only way
to come to any sort of an
agreement about the situation is if

all sides step back for a minute and
realize that everyone's guilty to

some extent, and then try to work
from there. What follows is an
outline of some of the problems as I

see them and some suggested
solutions. First the problems, with
no order of guilt implied by the

order in which they are presented.

I.The Administration and its

representatives.
There are a few problems with

Reid Fishmun

No More Free 95* Drinks
Last night, while walking aimlessly through the

Campus Center, I decided (as I usually do when
walking aimlessly through the Campus Center) to
stop in at my home away from home, the Bluewall.
After waiting in line for a relatively short time, I

found myself face to face with a grinning bouncer
who was repeatedly uttering the phrase, "Top of the
Campus card". At that point it dawned on me that I

had forgotten to obtain that little sticker that goes on
the back of one's ID. card, and I explained my
situation to the grinning bouncer.

Still grinning, the man explained to me that I

couldn't get in without the sticker and that I should
purchase one as soon as possible for the mere price of
one dollar. By this point, the man in line behind me,
becoming quite impatient with the whole affair, in-
formed the grinning bouncer that I was with him and
could therefore get in with his sticker. I thanked the
man and proceeded into the Bluewall.
Now this little story might appear interesting (or

whatever) but the crux of the matter is that the
Campus Center has just found another way of ripping
us off-that being the "Top of the Campus Club". It

used to be that when a person obtained his or her
"Top of the Campus Club Card", that person also
received a slip entitling him or her to a free 95 cents
drink. This allowed the Top of the Campus to retain
the status of a club, while not ripping the students off
for another dollar. However, the practice of the 95
cents drink has ceased and now it becomes clear that
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the Campus Center is making an extra ten thousand
dollars or so, in addition to the already exorbitant
Campus Center fee.

The "Top of the Campus Club card" is just one
example of how the university is ripping off the
students this year. Another major source of ripping
off this year comes in the form of the parking tax,
which is probably the most discriminatory and
senseless tax the university has imposed to date.
Good parking spots should not be limited to the rich,
for often, those who need parking the most are those
who can least afford it Furthermore, the additional
parking lots in the peripheral regions of campus are a
worthless and unnecessary threat to the en-
vironment.

A third instance of student rip-offs is none other
than the Dining Commons, which can only be
described this year as going from disgusting to un-
bearable. Not only is the food worse than ever, but
there is now only one choice afforded to the students.
At $2.40 per meal (under the ten meal plan), it cer-
taintly doesn't seem worth it.

There are countless other instances that the
average student encounters daily that drive him to
pull out his hair and curse to the sky. If the ad-
ministration doesn't do something soon to rectify this
situation, then it will drive the students away from
their university and force them to revolt.

Reid Fiahman is a Collegian columnist.
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the way the administration has

handled the whole affair, dating

back to last April. First, the

original plan which provided for

fees up to $125 was a total

abomination, and it was ultimately

retracted, which was good. What
was bad was that it left a bad taste

in everyone's mouth. Hopefully

that would be solved by the

Chancellor's promise of input from
all sides into a second plan.

But the input never happened -

another Administration mistake,

and a serious one. It need not be
reiterated here how it is not only
proper but essential to have
everyone's input into the gover-
nance of this University.

Another problem was in the

presentation of the plan. Both Vice
Chancellors Gage and Campion
struck out miserably at the mass
meeting in the Student Union
Ballroom last May. In fairness to

them it can be said that it is

questionable whether anyone, even
someone talking a fairly good
game, could have cut through the
hostility of the crowd that day.
Nevertheless, the plan, which had
good points, was never sold
properly, and it added fuel to what
was fast becoming an out of
proportion fire.

The last mistake the ad-
ministration made was in dealing

with the ecology issue, a key part

of the plan especially to students.

After implementation of the
present parking plan was approved
by the Trustees early in the
summer Administration reaction

to questions about their com-
mittment to ecology on campus
was decidedly noncommittal.
Whether or not this was intentional

is a moot point. It angered a lot of

students, and cast a suspicion on
the administration which we're
still not sure isn't justified.

1 1.The workers and their represen-
tatives.

There have been a few problems
with the handling of the parking
situation from this end, too. First is

the issue of the worker's position
against supporting the bus system,
a position held by many of the
workers as illustrated by some of
the signs at Monday's rally. What
the workers don't realize is that
their support of such a system is

not them subsidizing students, but
them subsidizing a system which
will be available to them and will
speed the realization of the goals of
a decent parking plan ( I'll give you
my idea of what a decent plan is

toward the end of this piece.)

Another problem seen from my
viewpoint with the workers is their
seeming reluctance to separate
themselves from their cars. This
affects students, too, but
seemingly to a lesser extent. It

should be understood that
everyone is going to have to
sacrifice a bit for the good of the
environment or in a very short
number of years not only Amherst
but this entire nation is going to be
in a very deep, if not irreversible,
ecological crisis. This is the place
to start, and it won't take very long
for people to acclimate themselves
to the use of a mass transit system
if it becomes a reality.
Procrastination only prolongs the
amount of time it will take to ad-
just.

111. Students and their represen-
tatives.

Almost the entire undergraduate
and graduate student bodies here
are guilty of a serious mistake in
this as in other cases - not giving a
damn. For this they deserve
whatever they get, since they
didn't stand up and scream for
what was theirs < input into
governance) when it was being
taken away from them. It easily
reminds one of a microcosm of the
nation, in which people idly stand
by while the government strips

them of every power which is

rightfully theirs.

As far as student representatives

go there is also a lot to say, and
95% of it concerns the President of
the Student Government. The
Student Senate's only problem is

it's usual confusion in trying to

deal with anything, but that is

minor in this case compared with
the errors of the SGA President,
Nick Apostola.

It seems that Apostola, the only
representative of UMass/Amherst
students on the Board of Trustees,
released a statement of his concern
Monday about the aforementioned
committments of the Ad-
ministration to ecology and input
into University governance. A little

too late, Nick, although we ap-
preciate your finally coming
around five months after the
controversy started. Because ths
fact is that where it really counted,
when the present proposal came
before the Trustees early this

summer, Nick Apostola voted FOR
the plan, and hen spent the sum-
mer privately discrediting the
work of his colleagues on the
problem, saying that they were
wasting their efforts and should get
on to more important things.

Apostola is too interested in

being a politician, convinced, we
suppose, that politics is the only
route to getting things done. With
that attitude and the incredible
blunder of his Trustee vote, which
by the way is construed by many
Trustees as the voice of the
students, it seems only fair to in-

vite Apostoal to get the hell out of

office, or to get it together REAL
quick, while there's still someone
left ready to forgive him. From
this perspective it'll be difficult to

trust him for an awful long time.

IV. The young Worker's Liberation
League
This group burst onto the scene

of the controversy just days ago,
after five months. Just as our
secret, from here they look like a
bunch of political opportunists,
although their leafletting was
helpful to the rally. The best thing
to do really is just ignore them.

V. A proposal which hopefully will
help.

Simply stated, here's how it

goes:

For no more than three years,
and with a promise of substantial
decreases after that time, parking
rates will take a big jump. Keep in

mind that this is a student
suggesting this, and students here
now stand to gain the least, since
they'll never see the fruits of this

plan. Anyway, with the increased
revenues from the hike build new
lots, close up the core campus to
cars, and expand the bus system to

Northampton, Belchertown, and
South Deerfield.

After three years the prices go
down. Buses sell advertising to

raise revenues and makes up the
rest with fares. If a person lives

more than 3/4 of a mile from a bus
route that person can register
his/her car on campus for a
nominal fee. If a person living 3/4
of a mile or less from a route still

wants to take his/her car to

campus, that person ought to pay
through the nose for the privilege.

Buses used on campus ought to
be plentiful enough to make getting
around easy. All buses ought to be
clean and efficient in keeping to

their time schedules, or nothing
will ever be accomplished.

And last, people ought to abide
by the system and stop being en-
slaved by their cars. In the end, the
issue is much bigger than the
present hassles. It's the whole
ecology issue, and that, poten-
tially, is our lives.

Steve Tripoli is Fditor-in-Chief
of the Collegian.

Letters To The Editor
Supporting Trade Union Struggles

To The Editor:

Four to five thousand Chicanos, Puerto Ricans
Blacks, and whites of the United Farmworkers Union
have been arrested in California and neighboring
states in just the summer months of '73. The
capitalist press has virtually ignored the daily
beatings and macings of these peoples. These times
of increasing centralization of power under the Nixon
administration, and total integration of corporate
interests with those of the government are leading to
a heightening stage of fascism That these atrocities
are not protested by the people at large only indicate
the alienated state of the crisis ridden populace.
The importance of supporting progressive trade

union struggles such as the United Farmworkers
must be emphasized. This union, inspite of the Meany
bureaucracy, is fighting for the day-to-day survival of
the peoples of colour. The daily crisis of all peoples is

easily seen by the outrageous increases in food
prices. The agri-business monopolies not only exploit
their own workers but are bringing to starvation or

malnutrition all peoples of the working class. It is at
this time that the so-called "middle class" must align
itself to either the interests of the bourgeoisie which is
leading even the middle class to a sustenance or
maintainance of existence level, or the working class.
The general alienation of youth, and the
disillusionment of adults with the underhanded
tactics of the Nixon administration must lead to
either a generally apathetic or submissive populace
or an increase in the progressive elements of the
working class.

Not only is the lettuce boycott in need of your
support, but grape contracts previously awarded to
the UFW are being "sweethearted" by the teamsters
union and a grape boycott is again inevitable. If we do

Editorial Points
There's one thing worse than

standing in a line for an hour.
Finding out you're in the wrong
line.

• • t

This is an appeal to the
people ot Western Massachu-
setts. Next time you think of

wasting food, think of all the
starving children in Amherst.

» *

The Dining Commons used
paper plates, paper cups, and
plastic silverware yesterday.
In fact, eve:ything there was
disposable.

For Residents Only

Reduce Pain, Increase Pleasure
To The Editor:

To me, the Amherst area is

geographically one of the most
beautiful areas on earth. It has a
Greek flavor about it. When in Los
Angeles, I felt, (take away the
ugliness asphault, gasoline fumes,
and the design of the city) this

could be Paradise.

In view of the incredible
potential and beauty of this area

back in time to what happened to
Los Angeles, I would like to offer
some suggestions to improve the
quality of life. These suggestions
are aimed at helping create an
understanding of how people can
harness the vast productive
potential of America and use this to
create civilizations and cultures
which encourage beauty and truth

To The Editor:

After going through the usual Freshmen hassles and realizing that the
housing office ignores everything you ever requested, I settled myself in
my room. I figured in a place as massive as this one, tl.are must be a
Darkroom available for me to use. I called the photo center and no one
seemed to know anything ( a common reply to most questions you ask
anyone around here)

.

My nex* step was to call the head resident at Moore house. He abruptly

^SaZSJ^S^^^JS^I^ °f ^T1"1 me ** the darkroom in Moore house was exclusively for

andTorpo^aS ?ontro CSSrS^ V°
ld
!ft !

Uved in S0Uthwest
'
he *ot aW. said " wasF ic control.

Theresa I Carr °r hlS ?eaple 0nly
'
and hun8 UP-

United Farmworkers L
Thm8s are »n a rather sad state when there are facilities on campus for

Povertv Committed
ose Wlth SP***31 interests and they are unavailable for use.
I have done extended work in this field and had planned to continue it

this year.

It is a loss not only to me, but the entire school that there is not more
personal attention paid to those who have a small request.
To Moore house head resident - ENJOY YOUR DARKROOM.

NealWaldman

and with my mind's eye looking and personal liberty. "One word of
Truth outweighs the world.'' Stop
the world and look at Nature. Then
look at what has been done to

Nature. Then think about what can
be done with Nature. We are living
in a Divine Comedy and it is my
belief that the role of the individual
should be to reduce pain and in-

crease pleasure in whatever
context.

I believe it evident that the
origins of individual unhappiness
and both physical and mental
disorders are in many of the insane
developments in the dream worlds
of engineering, architecture, and
city and rural planning. I propose

1-Collective use and ownership of

automotive machinery.
2-expenditure of money and

energy wasted on individual
automotive machinery on public
transportation machinery and
culinary delights. I am an ad-
vocate of the Walking Power in this

time of Energy Crisis.

3-Abandonment of Cubicle
Housing designs in favor of
something more conducive to
individual expression and
creativity.

4 Thinking of the Amherst area
in terms of a National Educational
Resource Area. Or even a World
Educational Resource Area. Think
Cosmic.
5-The poetics of machinery. Let

us not turn our backs on
machinery. Let us try to un-
derstand machinery and use it in

beneficial ways.

Robert Oppenheimer

This Is Life, Baby
To The Editor:

The Victorian age is over. The hinderence of social progress is people
who are of your own mind's thoughts. Persons who are trying to shake
childhood-instilled, puritan ideals, and venture forth to the land of self- —v —« »«*«» vw
expression produce a needless guilt: but why do they have to release their the following ideas

anxieties on us in the form of preaching?
I applied to this college because it was deemed akin to my life-style. A

place to get out what you put in, in any respect. My new found emotions
for this place are typical of my peers. We have found a sense of freedom,
though mummy and dadums still pay the bills, the miles between us can't
be measured by mere yardsticks. And any like me who've come from
even a semi-restrictive way of life under the roof of parents and their
rules experience a pendulum swing, and we swing the opposite way. We
will prostitute out position, take full advantage of our new liberal life-all
in the name of finding oureelves^jnjtime we will find our own little niche
and realize where our limits for enjoyment truly lie.

I haven't your great experience nor benefit of time at UMass, but the
name Campus Center, to me conjures up a place of, for, and by the people
of the campus, the residents of this "city" whose buildings, dorms, and
CENTERS, reflect their own selves. I truly hope for this~a little honesty
is also what I came here to find, and it'd be nice to know it already exists.
Which is more than I can hope to find with you. Just where do you get off
with the title "Getting High, Getting Laid"! You write words you know
appeal to a student's mind, words guaranteed to catch the eye, and then
you follow it all with a hypocritical story. Rip-off capitalism wants you!

I can't see covering up for "appearances sake." People get high, people
get laid, this is life, baby. I'd be bullshit to know college is just another
school/factory hiding behind pseudo-morality, closing its eyes to people's
true behavior.

People should be made aware of pros and cons of anything they un-
dertake. Any and all information and/or "supplies" should be made
available on sex and drugs. It is up to the individual to decide what or
what not to listen to. It is time to stop treating college students as sheep.
Cut the crap, Joyce, you do your thing...

Sex, drinking, smoking and capitalism and all the other deadly sins are
going to be around long after you bite the dust.

Stephanie H. Aronson

Employees Need Cars
To The Editor:

I do not understand why the University administration insists on
making the employees, who run this place, pay for a change in student
parking policy. Now that the draft is over (hopefully), students come
here by choice. The University employee on the other hand has to make a
living.

Excluding commuters for a moment, students don't need to have
private transportation because they live in dormitories on campus. This
is not true for the staff. L iving off campus they need transportation to and
from campus, and barring an efficient bus network, in their own
automobiles. They are a captive audience and are being forced to pay for
parking of cars that are luxury items.
As for commuters, they freely and gratefully choose to live off campus.

The price we have to pay is small for the benefits derived. Just because
more and more students choose to have cars why should those who make
their education possible have to pay to park their transportation to
campus?

John Barbaro

Come To Belchertown
Instead of studying, sleeping, or shopping on Saturday afternoons, do

something beneficial by coming to Belchertown State School where you
will have the opportunity to meet, talk to, and HELP retarded individuals

of all ages. No experience is required. All you need is patience, courage,
imagination, dedication. And Love. Discover the mentally retarded
And perhaps, yourself.

The bus to Belchertown State School leaves this Saturday, September
15, at 12:45 P.M. from Haigis Mall. Bus to return to campus by 3:45 P.M.
A tour and orientation program will be conducted for all new members.
Bus runs every Saturday this semester.same place, same time We hope
to see you there.

Any questions call Ken at 253-7461 or Mary-Jo at 546-6953

Ken Spiegelman

Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes
all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations-may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
•content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

K+nrfas |C< ef»5 ~*v>
KM*
cPson

x
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TRUST FINAST

FOR HONEST
VALUE

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY
BACK MEAT GUARANTEE
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PASTA ROMANA
^SPAGHETTI

Thin or

Regular

or Zili

FRESH CHICKEN PARTS SALE!

Leg Quarters £
Chicken Thighs

Drumsticks «S

691 Breast Quarters 73'

99.' Chicken Breasts 99'

99.1 Chicken K 65

BITTERS
CATSUP

20 i/

bds

BEEF EATERS NOTE ... BEEF IS BACK!
or Top Round

SteakTendernive

Top Sirloin Steak

Club Steak Ws
London

Cube Steak

Short
ot 20 to

Beel 25 lbs

1" Back Ramp Roast

1'? Top Sirloin =
2'? Top Round S3

"R Eye Round Roast

T! Fillet Roast tff

V> Chuck Roast •££.

179
1 ik

179
1 >k

199
1 u

'199
1 ik

'149
1 Ik

SNOWS CLAM
CHOWDER

New England

IS 07

CM 29

LAMB CHOPS PORK CHOPS
Fresh American

Shoulder Chops l
39

Rib Chops r

GORTONS
CODFISH CAKES

Quarter Loin

PORK CHOPS
Center «|S9
Cut | „

C Health & Beauty Aids! )

GLEEM
Contac

IT Toothpaste 7 „*•

MFG L'St 1 13 lube79
1

•<»

V
89

•••

1 /">

v-

l»)

V

m
1 IS

Com
CMWmM

Shampoo e££<
Quro >»<>« °*«

OUI C DiodO'd"'

Shampoo
M"^

•'r
,am

Shampoo"" '{

C'emiShampoo

10

4 0/

on

6 0/

can

4 0/

H
' 0/

Of

b 0/

'3'

99
59

c

88
c

V 9

V 9

1
39

f Fres/7 Da//y Values! J

, \ CREAM
I CHEESE

Refit Yogurt 5 1

Natural Muenster

Orange Juice *«

King Sour

Parmesan

J

Finast Smoked

Shoulders
Boneless

Pork Roust

Finast Sliced Bacon
Colonial Sliced Bacon
Finast Bologna Chunks

Finast Frankfurts

Colonial Frankfurts

Colonial Bologna ««».

Seafood Treats.•^••wew <3eciiuvu i rents

/^^turbot Fillet

^ Mr. Deli Specials

Boiled Ham

Red Snapper Fillet

Smoked Cod Fillet

Whole Buttertish

Cleaned Whiting

\ Domestic

J Sliced lo

y Order

Mr Deli Bologna

Turkey Roll

Potato Salad

'75

55

All Flavors

U 59

3 6 0. $4

E 57
£

( Fres/? f/nasr Bakery! J
Finast Breakfast Treat

English Muffins 4 1

C' '1

43

Junior Pies
Finast Plain or Sugar

UOnUtS Fashioned

Finast Oinner Favorite

ROUS p"' "house °,6
q 43

pkq

Q Frozen Food Favorites! ^

RIRDS EYE
ORANGE JUICE

Beef or Chicken

59
Stouffers k '•"69

Stui'ed Potatoes «nrh

CKeese o< Sow Cream 4 U »1Oh Boy
Sara Lee Ravioli rSSS *V 69

c

Cut Broccoli '—« 5 tm 1
Cavatteli c«nco»«r,, Big 4J

12 off
WITH THIS

COUPON

To* .fa pu'Ch.ise o' one 1 it cm

HOWSc

v.iiid !h'u Sect i*>

20 off
WITH THIS

COUPON

I...
We Reset ve the Right to Limit Quantities

To*a'd pu'ehase o< one o*>g i"0

Coffee ! Glod
yjjjjfc [ vand thtu Sect IS f^SfJ

11 off
WITH THIS

COUPON

Toward the pu'ehase ot one

20 off
WITH THIS

COUPON

Toward purchase ot one 33 oz bft

R£ ADERS
DiGE5 T Magazine; Final Touch

f^gjlc R '°- "'"«» valid thru Sept isjm^j'

Fabnc
So'tener

•i' , S»:

10 off
WITH THIS

COUPON 15 Off
WITH THIS

COUPON

I

I

I

Toward purchase ot one ?3l o? pfcg
j Toward purch>.f jl one 49 oz pkg '

Betty Crocker ! Bold '<-
j

C Valid Thru Sept IS |^( 9| ' Rf
<>
B?! 91 Valld m ' u Se«" 'sf^S

Prices El'ective thru Sal Sept 15

I

11

Price Ceiling Ends,
Cattle Prices Hold
CHICAGO CAP) -Prices for live cattle remained steady Tuesday asapparent confusion reigned from the farm to the grocery store
Retail and wholesale prices for beef, which was freed from a govern-

ment-imposed ceiling Sunday, remained generally unchanged although
there were some indications that price increases are not far offA spokesman for a large retail supermarket chain in Chicago said
increases in beef probably wont come until Thursday. He said thevwould move gradually upward. y

Other supermarket officials said they are watching the live catUemarket to determine how prices will go since the controls were lifted

h* *H2J212 t
tFying t0 wait and see what Und of a turn here's going tobe said Rick Keene, an Agriculture Department marketing specialist

J^ZZSSSL*££ S0ld at markets Tuesday was d°wn SoSa week

tStSSm^Si Sccu
d
r

CreaSe m SUPP,y W0Uld mCan 3n k"— in Price '

Live catUe prices generally held steady to slightly lower. Observers
said

I

this
;

was due to uncertainty in the industryVm the farmer whodoesn t know whether to bring his animals to market to the grocervleader who didn't know how high an increase in beef the clumefTouW

thlv^n^t^t"
1^

.

are
f

stili withholding cattle from the market untiltney can detect a price trend.

v Li.
^

°

nSCt " 8trike of en,P,oyees of *h« University, the normal amount of trash accumulated in
* ranklin Commons was increased by the use of paper plates and plastic utensils. To top off this pile of
garbage, it was discovered that the gentlemen who pick it up and drop it off were on strike too. The pile
remains in the basement of Franklin, becoming larger.

Capital Destroys

Old Papers
ByJOHNB.LENGEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Special
"burn bags" and shredders
regularly consume tons of outdated
classified material and other
documents considered sensitive in

this security-conscious capital.

The classified papers may
contain military, technical or
security information.
The federal word destruction

also includes drafts, memoranda,
messages, message responses,
studies, reports and just about any
other stack of paper an official

regards as sensitive.

L. Patrick Gray, the former
acting director of the FBI, said he
was unaware his office had a "burn
basket." He told the Senate
Watergate committee he burned
some Watergate-related trash at
his Connecticut home.
At the FBI, where all messages

are regarded as confidential, all

paper trash is collected in special
"burn bags" from white-rimmed
waste-baskets for burning by
security men.
"We're a security agency and we

don't let our material get into the
general trash," says FBI
spokesman Jack Heringten.
The supermarket-size paper

bags are marked with red diagonal
stripes and the words "Classified
Burn."
The General Services Ad-

ministration says it spent $31,000
for 900.000 official burn bags last
year in the capital.

Regular, unmarked paper sacks

Adolph Blaine Who?

t

PH ILA
PELpHIA ( AP) -Television personality David Frost is looking

for Adolph Bahne Charles David Earl Frederick Gerand Hubert Irwin
John Kenneth Lloyd Martin Nero Oliver Paul Quincy Randolph Sherman
Thomas Uncas Victor William Xerxes Yancy Zeus Wolfe 590 Sr.
Frost is planning a special television program based on the Guinness

Book of World Records. Guinness says Wolfe 590 lives in Philadelphia and
has the longest name in the world.
The only problem: Frost's staff can't find Wolfe 590. His name does not

appear in the phone book.

Why Pay More?

CALCULATORS
COMMODORE MM-3

*Four Function
*8 Digit
* Const

D
ant

$AQ95Reg. $69.95 NOW ONLY *TZ7
All Major Brands Available

GORDON HOFFSTEIN 549-0187

are used and burn bags are also
employed to collect material for
shredders.

The Pentagon, Atomic Energy
Commission, and the National
Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration are among the top
security-conscious agencies with
specific procedures for destroying
material.

On occasion, a NASA man in suit

and tie can be seen in suburban
Arlington, stoking reams of papers
into an air-jet spurred incinerator
used by several federal agencies.
The Secret Service destroys

White House information. However,
Secret Service Spokesman John
Murray, says: "So far as how, or
what, or when, we won't com-
ment."

Film: Diary of a Mad Housewife

starring

Carrie Snodgrass and Richard Benjamin

Thursday, Sept. 13, 7, 9, 11 p.m.

Mahir Auditorium

Admission 75c

Pando Company in association with Raybert Productions presents

An American Odyssey

Weather

(9)256-6714

HALlllUJAH!
THCRf IS GOOD
NIWS TONIGHT
SICAUSi THIRf
IS A GOOD MOVIf

,

A MOVIf FlllfD
WITH WHAT
IT TAKfS.
A MOVII THAT
WILL MAKI
YOU Fill GOOD
All OVIR WHIN IT'S

AIL OVIR."
t-6«M hmi.i mc rv

TW Dvtctoft C ompwy ptH«b

WTkMmWkkL
A

CINEMA I

7 00 A 9:00

RATED PG

ROW IN CINEMA II 7 ft 9

HE10 OVER! FINAL WEEK

THEY HA0 THE PERFECT LOVE AFFAIR.

UNTIL THEY FEU IN LOVE.

George Glenda

'A Segal Jackson

(PG)IATouch Of Class

j
Campus •

" fitt(ma\. v
AMHIMST M*OI I > ll**f

DOLLAR NIGHTS!

MON. & TUES.

ADMISSION SI. 00

A ttlin \<*l tMHI t VfcV i Ml UkwMtMt Nm n kutf t'"l^' IMIH

THE
BKSTOFTHE
NKWYOKK
EROTIC

FILM FESTIVAL
Daily it7 oc*« 00

ADULTS OMLYt
RATED — X -

\ iiiHOctlon ill pi i/i h inning .m.l

«|v. i»Hy m i.i H-d hlm-
pii--rntid.ii iIh .iiinii.il

V-» YiMk Fi.hi, I .1.,, I, ..., ,1

Tht OrtV lal Judfes im Uk1i.'H

Xmly Wtrhol. Sylvia Miln Tin- SMrthm
Milo« Forman. Xaven.i H'.ll.miK,

Molly Woodlavm and Gore \ ukil RtnoNt
DtriYtnrirf th*Fr«i«»l Km fail

starring

PETER FONDA • DENNIS HOPPER • JACK NICHOLSON

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL WINNER
"BEST FILM by a NEW DIRECTOR"

Wed. f Thurs., Sept. 12 1 13

S.U. Ballroom

Brought to you by the Program Council

7, 9. 11 p.m.

75'
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Guru's Disciples To Speak
7-.V.'.'.'"""'

A program on the 'Knowledge' of

Guru Maharaj Ji, 15 year old

'Perfect Master', will be held in

room 162 of the UMass Campus
Center at 7:30 pm, this Thursday,

September 137 The program will

feature talks on the 'Knowledge' by

local disciples, music and a taped

spiritual discourse by the 15 year

old master.

Guru Maharaj Ji's appearance
in Boston August 4 inspired over

500 people including several

Amherst and Northampton
residents to receive 'Knowledge',

the fantastic meditative ex-

perience that is the basis of the

spiritual movement growing

around Guru Maharaj Ji. The

Maharaj Ji's followers claim that

the 'Knowledge' is neither a

philosophy nor a religion, but a

direct, tangible experience of

man's essential life force, freely

offered to all 'seekers of truth'.

Thursdays program will be the

first in a semester-long series of

discussions on Guru Maharaj Ji

and his 'Knowledge'. All members
of the Amherst-Northampton area

are welcome to the programs.

Admission is free.

For information, please call 1-

527-6687.

CMWAtf IINlHAi 1234^
_, ROUTES MVERDALKRD.
WlSTSmO. *MA.TB..733-S13ll;i

Tm Hono. MASTER CHABGC and***** AMgMCAWO^/;
:
::|

WT Paramount Pictures takes great
:

pride and pleasure in presenting

to the American public the return

of the greatest love story of all time.

»ss

THE

189 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-9233
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You're So Vain
You prob'ly think this ad is about you, don't you?

Let us introduce you to the

Campus Center Hotel
Treat yourself to a room with a view ! For a low 99.75 student rate you get

:

Color T.V.

Room & Bath

Maid Service

This Student Discount is available to all U. Mass. students holding a valid I.D. for the current semester.

This must be presented at hotel registration. Payment must be made in advance.

For further details please call:

549-6000 (Ext. 538).

Try us - you'll like us . . .

13

•Notices-
( Continued from P. 14)

Black Ed Course Offered

UNIVERSITY CHORUS
Music 162, dues. 7 9 p.m. and

Wed. 4:40-6 p.m.). Openings for

tenors and basses. Handel's Israel in

Egypt. See Mr. Harler in Cottage C.

STAFF RECRUITMENT
MEETING

Tonight 8-10 Rm. 168 C.C. Meeting
of all persons ir. .treated in working in

television-public relations,
production, acting etc. . . 3 Credits
available for 25 students.

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB
All those interacted come to

meeting Weds., Sept. 12 C.C. at 6
p.m. All newcomers welcome. Call
544 8771 or 532-6400.

STUDENT ATTORNEY
GENERAL'S OFFICE
We are interested in recruiting

people to work in a Student Judicial
System. If interested, please inquire
in 422 C. Studet Union.

Education 1165, Black Futures
Through Education. Class meets
TuTh 11 : 15 on the 12th floor lounge
of Washington in Southwest.
Instructor: Pierre Marchando.
The aims of the course are: to
institute an awareness of the black

THE MOONLIGHTERS
Dancing under the Crystal Ball

Staak - Labttar - Prima Ribs af Roast Baaff

Dinners served from 5 p.m.-* p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Sat. 5 p.m. -10 :30 p.m.

Cocktail bar open Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.. 12 p.m.

The Quonset Restaurant
Rte? HADLEY

253-9214

past, to explore and develop a
knowledge of the present situation

of American blacks and construct
a multiplicity of possible alter-

natives for blacks in this country.
Certain future oriented strategies
will be developed that will enable
the student to reach his specific

goals with emphasis on education
for social change. Call 545-0710 or
546-4571 for more information.

Socialists

Present Forum
The Young Socialist Alliance is

presenting the first of the regular
Young Socialist forum series for
the fall of H73 today at 7: 30 in the
Campus Center room 911-915.

Tom Moriaty, a former UMass
student and current candidate for
Cambridge City Council on the
Socialist Workers Party ticket, will
be speaking on "Watergate-the
View From the Left."

UNIVERSITY YEAR FOR ACTION

Cnrinrf h whit fn'm Jew h*§ht k $$hml

«*tot*t **» h mt$Hh$.

Spend a year as a University Year for ACTION Volunteer.
Earn your college credit, a stipend, and giva yourself an exciting
opportunity to learn something from the people and world around
you.

UYA representatives will bo on the Campus Center Concourse
Sept. 10-14.

FOR RENT
Puffton Village ApU - available In

mediately: 1 . 2 * 3 bedroom apti . C all 540

• MS between It a.m. - 2 p.m.

mm
Furnished apti I 1/2 and 2 1/2 rait, air

coad.. all utl« . Park. pool, near shopping. •
mo. lease from li» mo. Amkertt Motel
Rt. t, opp. Zayrea.

tft/17

Three bedroom 1/2 how* in country-
walking distance to state forests. (2lt per
mo. (heat, hot water incl.l. likely listings.MM.

tft-13

Remodeled one bedroom apt.. 12 miles
from I'M. list per mo. (heat, hot water
incl. i

. likely listings, tt Main St.. Amherst.
256-8806.

tft-13

FOR SALE

I ft black light ; 10 speed bike tt Chev.
Imp. 88; stereo cassette player for car
• sot Stereo, best offers Call Chuck. 253-

3S34.

tnvu

Hammond H organ
(all Paal. 2S3-7244.

with Leslie spkr.

lft/13

Pioneer SX*T7* stereo receiver w/2 KLH
17 speakers. (27S Call Mark. S4ft*SM3
days.

MM
Refrigerators by Delmenico S en. ft la

carton S year guarantee. INK we also
have tome of oar rental ufctta left. (St fSMOM

MM
AKC Samoyed poppies (pare white

Huskies). Beautiful, gentle sled dogs.
Reasonably priced. 2S3-7373. 256-8658.

MM
New sewing machine under guarantee

• 55. 12 or 14" TV B 4 W one year old (55.
Box spring 4 mattress t IS. Small desk 13.
256-618:. 6-8 p.m.

MM
Mt.H hardtop only one of its kind. $75;

queen siie bed with headboard. $50. No
phone, come to 88 Townhouse Apts.

tnvu

VW. tt body, best offer, gd. coad.. 1-8*3-M
tft-12

Parts

S22S
. 5

I la).

tft-13

tinmen F-B-e bass guitar I
coadttloa. I3SP. CaU Mark

mint
days.
tf»/i?

Calculators — low discount prices All

madets available Commodore MM -3. reg
Mt.tS now SM.tS. MM-3MR Memory.
•at 15. Gordon. S4MIS7.

tft-13

Paaasoalc compact ttereo cattette
pnyer-recorder with AM-FM ttereo radio.
I yr. old. S2«a. 546-7537.

US-It

Heading west — must sell
everything: furniture, clothing, bicycle.
All day Sat.. Sept. IS. Old Amherst Rd..
Sunderland. Off lit. look for signs.

MM
For sale — pool tables, coin operated or

otherwise. Write P O. Box SI. Amherst.
Ma. timnj

MM
I in loo cheap to take a big ad so this

will have to do. Pauls oldiimr Fur-
niture has beds, bureaus, desks,
chairs, odds and ends, and things that
K" hump in the night We can be found

The \lley behind Aubuchon's
Marthami in \mhersl. 253-3.511. A boy
never wrpt or dashed a thousand Kim.
»t»«- ii ii davs ii week.

tfl/12

-» am t- .- -

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONAL

Beer. wine, papers, etc. Groceries. Inc.,

Mexican foods. Montague Mini Mart.
Montague Center, open 8a.m. unUI 11p.m.
daily.

tft/u
I

Lonely bear seeks female to hibernate
with in Nil woods, wood heat, low income,
free rent. No obligations. 603-523-7050.

Rich.

tft/12

Two for one sale on cigarette papers.
Two packs for 2S« from the vending
machines. Campus Center.

tft/14

Help the handicapped. Give a couple hrs.

weekly as an OVDCH volunteer com-
panion. For info call 268-7251 or see C.C.

table. Wed.
tft-13

Musicians wanted — keyboard & vocals,

male or female, but will consider
anything. Call Alan. 54*4275; Dave. 527-

S2tl ; Kevin, 323-724S.

tft-28

Problems w /child care? Join Child Care
Kxchangc ! An alternative to sitters, etc.

Infante - 8 yrs. Further info call Joan. SM-
2224.

tft/12

Cora "Corky" Eaton Long teat friends,
would like to see yoa, call Jaa G., ti 7-878-

37S1 nttes collect. Appreciate anyone's
help. too.

tft-13

First Congregational Church senior
choir needs regular members! Thursdays.
7:4S p.m.. its Main St., one block east of

Town Hall.

tft-12

One credit of Speech 303 for anyone as a
speaker before audiences. Call Richard
Shorn for details. 545-2055

Mm
If anyone sees Bob Blair tell him that

Susan needs her refrigerator.

tft-17

WANTED

Carpooi — Woman interested in forming
carpaal to and from Cbarlemont. Inquire

at the Red House at intersection of SA and
Rt. 2.

tft/13

Cassette recorder-player cheap. 1-8*3-

SS24.

tft-12

I woaM like to begin a study with a
Jehovah's Witness. Phone t-MSt.

tft-13

Kxperieaced shoe sales clerk for
Saturdays. Apply to DavM Boot Shop. 221

Main St.. Northampton

MM

I'sed motorcycle helmet and-or chain
wanted also. Need two hockey goalies, free

ire time starting Wed. night Oct. 7. Call
Skip. S4t-ltl3.

tit- 1,

I sed refrigerator wanted — 4-5 cu. ft.

Must be in good condition, will pay tSo-SW.
I hone 54S-7I22. keep trying!

tft-13

Open-minded female, attractive,
intelliitent. likes leather, horn, the
hifarre. etc. Some modeling oc-
casionally «.ood pay. by handsome
male moving into area. No phoniev
Write to K. Kussell. M West 57th St
Km SM. V V . VY. iiaiio

Ma

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
2 used motorcycle helmets for sale; one

is a used Bell. $25 for both of them. Call
Dave at 546-9737 or leave note At 108
MacKimme.

MM

lt7l Kawasaki 35t street and trail, only
3.300 miles. Asking 15*0. Tel. 546-7150.

MM

450 CB Honda. 1970, mint condition,
rebuilt top head; many extras — sad-
dlebags, tools. Best offer Call after « p.m..
586-0583.

MM

BSA motorcycle. 1*71, Gold Star 5*0.
excl. mech. coad.. v. gd. overall condition.
4.700 ml.. 15*5. Ask for Bill. 323-4223.

MM

650 Yamaha. 1*71. outstanding con-
dition. Includes cycle guard, case harded
chain, two helmets, shop manual. CaU 253-
SIM after 6 p.m.

t-12

•t Honda CL 350 Scrambler, good
condition. Best offer over MOO. Call
3027.

tft-14

HELP WANTED

Part-time secretary. 20-25 hrs.. must
have typing skill. Apply at Bus Garage.
Phone 545-0056. 5-2086.

tft/14

Experienced racing dinghy crew needed
Sept. 15-16 for Lark class champ. All ex-
penses paid. Call ,'eff at 546-6810.

tft-13

Self -starting advertising salesmen
needed part or full time. Mutt nave car.
Apply Sportabout News. IS3 N. Pleasant
St.. or call 5*6-0383.

tft/12

Has Drivers — Matt have Class II

License. Apply at Campus Bat Garage.
a W*jaJl~ *0^~*a»'T*m, ^^^Vstnp

.

tft/14

2 part time secretaries. Matt be un-
dergraduate. Apply at Student Senate
office. 42* SI . i-t weekdays.

tft-12

ENTERTAINMENT

Have a record hop. Professional DJ
with powerful PA will spin them for you.
Flexible rates. Call Steve at 407-2*42 now.

tft/14

Rock music is Alhambra. For your dorm
party or other booking call Jeff (in 102). 5-

2642 or Warren. 863-9216. Reasonable
rates.

tft-13

Available: lead guitarist for blues-rock

n-nrt to plav on campus and-or in local

area. Contact Charlie in Washington, call

.V 39011.

MM

ROOMMATE WANTED
Fern, roommate wanted — own room.

Puffton Village. »K3 per mo., all util. incl.
540-6331.

tft-13

Female needed to share room in apt. at
Brittany Manor. No phone as yet so con-
tact Ellen in Apt. ttC. Rent — SSS/mo.
Leave name tt number.

tft/14

Room for rent — 62 dollars per month,
all utilities included. Contact Jim or John
at Apt. ABC. 85 N. Whitney St.. Amherst.
Mass.

tft/12

Roommate wanted to share modern
comf. garden apt. Reasonable for right
person, one grad student or teacher
preferred. Northampton. Call 584-8652.

tft-14

Roommate needed. Puffton Apt. No. t. 2

bdrm . 1 person, ti 12.50 per mo.. . 2 per-
sons. MS per mo. ea. Call Charin. 253-3134.

tft-14

Female, own room in Brittany Manor
apt., furnished. |t0 - $S electricity. Bui to
and from campus. Phone 256-8173.

tft-17

Couple or single fern, to share Conway
house. Own rm. in warm, quiet at-
mosphere. 5 acres of land, cheaper than
campus. Pete welcome. i-38t-4*w

tft-17

Own rm. In large 3 bdrm. apt., near Rte.
t. Northampton (pref. grad or older un
dergrad). (SO mo. Call 584-8186 eves.

tft-14

ROOMS WANTED

Needed immediately — aot. or house.
•M neg. Please call Rick. Km. «»4.
Dwight. 545-2304 or 2305 or atk for Vivian If

not in.

tft/13

Female senior needs to find room or apt.
preferably furnished, quiet surroundings.
Call after 5 p.m., 1-617-544-6743.

tft/14

Female age 22 desires a place to live on
bus route under SM. Call Clare 546-4223.

tft-13

Need my own room and kitchen, one or
two miles from campus, up to 170. Call Bob
Zelman c-o Bleeding Rate at 2SS4I7I
from 6-10 p.m.

tft-14

SERVICES
aaanja*aaa»aBBBjaaaainaajajjMtnaantantalanununannl-^BaVaaaSananuBVaanB^pnanni

Pick-up track for hire. Furniture and
appliances moved. Cheap rates. Call
Mitch. 0*5-3405.

tft/14
*

Horses boarded 10 minutes from cam-
mis. Box stalls, pasture, field jumping and
exceUeal trails 253-7373.

Mat*

Typing — fast, reasonable Books
dissertations, term papers, tape dictation

etc. IBM Selectric typewriter. Call Janet.
25.3-5 1.5*.

tft/12

Guitar lessons with experienced
teacher. Times flexible, rock, country,
alternate tunings, finger and Bat picking.
Craig. 586-2956.

tft-14

T.O.C. card validation slickers now
avaiiaoie. 1st lloor C.C. loatcneck Koom
weekdays. 11-3.

tft-14

FREE
One free pack of cigarette papers with

purchase of t at regular price from the
vending machines. Campus Center

tft/14

AUTO FOR SALE

It** Chev. Nova, 4 dr.. 230 auto., good
running cond. CaU S02-3O00.

tft/12

'65 Mercedes 220-8, burgundy, black
interior, disc brakes, radial tirea.
Blaupunk radio, well maintained. (1400
Private. 540-0176 evenings.

tft/14

It7l laurel green Triumph TR6
w /overdrive, new Michelln tires. AM/FM
stereo, tonneau cover. (2300. Call 540-3748.

tft/14

Make I plowing — '65 Jeep Wagoneer.
very good shape, new tires 4 brakes, alto
6' Meyer angle plow 4 lift. Car never
plowed. Call 546-1000.

tft/14

06 Olds, air cond.. radio, original owner
reliable, comfortable car. asking (too. 549-

MM UO/14

72 Ford Supervan. cyl. std.

curtained, carpeted, panelled, sofa-bed,
bean bag chair, tape deck, etc., t24S*. 256-

88*4.

tft-14

67 Cortina GT 4 spd.. good motor, decent
body, very economical, only MS*. CaU
Steve at 546-116*

tft-14

10*4 Corvair Greeaariar baa, good
condition, needs a little mechanical work,
must sell. Call Alan at 2SS-SS3* evenings

tft-14

1955 Pontine, an oldie bat goodie, runs
good, body 4 int. mint, original owner til

'70. Best offer takes it away — Chuck. 253

7114 after 3.

tft-14

I0S5 Ford Galaxie. power steering aad
brakes, auto, trans., air conditioned. 02.000

miles, excel, cond.. (250. Call S4S-0IM
days.

tft-13

67GTO. p.s.. pb. 4*0, 4-speed. runs
good, needs some work. S4M. 546-0028

tft-14

1060 Mallbu sport coupe, well kept. 6

cyl.. automatic, 7 tires (2 snows). $1207.

will dicker. Call 863-9437 before 3 p.m.

MM
Must aeU 72 VW has. 31.000 miles,

complete service record available CallMM
tft-21

19*5 Ford Kconollne window vaa. ex.
coad.. FM radio. MM or boat offer Alan
253-006*. leave mesaage If aot home

tt*>14

1969 BMW 2002, excellent running
ceadUtiea, |12M. Can SMMM.

tft-U

Almost new Triumph a* TR4A
vertibte. IRS. MkbeHn. radio, etc. Only
32.a*t miles! Matt sell fast - asking MM.
CaU SS4-I620 now'

tft-14

ItM Triumph Spitfire coov. 4
new radials aad snows , exc. ruaatag
Call 5454174. atk for Al.

tft-21

RIDE WANTED

Agawam grad stadeat seeks daily ride
from I Mass at 2:3* or 3:30. Contact 70*.
0275. will share expenses.

tft-12

New Salem to Amherst and back dally.
approx. 8-5. five days a week. Share S and
driving. CaU Julie at Hopbrooh Farm. (17-
544-33*2.

tft-14

RMe wanted from Springfield to UMass
and back daily. Will share expenses. < aU
734-2414 evenings

tft-14

~\ i iaj i r r* i
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ALPHA LAMDA DELTA
Will meet to elect officers and

organize for fall on Sept. 13 at 4 in

C.C. 911 914. All members welcome.

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING
Tonight at 7 in Rm. 903 C.C.

Workshops, tours, racing, bulk

purchases, exchanges, etc... will be

discussed. Slide show, too.

BUTTERFIELD PRO
Season tickets for "The Detective

Series" and the "Women of the 30's

Film Series" will goon sale in the C.

C. Concourse, Thursday.

CAMPUS CALL-OUT
Anyone Interested in ioining the

Debate Team come to Rm. 126 South

College (door marked "A"), Sept.

13, 7:30 p.m.

CHESS CLUB
Meets ton rght, 7:30, C.C. Rm. 174-

176. Bring a set, If possible. New
members welcome.

CHRISTIANS
Prayer and Praise meeting daily

under IVCF listing on C.C. schedule.

4-5 p.m. Join us!

COIN COLLECTIONS
Anyone interested in getting

together a coin club on campus
please come to Rm. 904 C C, Sept. 20

at 7:30 - 10 p.m.

COLLEGIATE FLYING
First meeting Sept. 12, Rm. 803 C.

,«v_S/
SETTER THA/v*

L HATCJf

A C3

GREG <£f

ALAN STEELE

**oj^nynoor*.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1973
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1973

Notices
C. at 7:30 p.m. Coffee and donuts

served.

FENCING CLUB MEETING
For all interested persons,

beginners and experienced, in-

struction offered. Sept. 12, 7 9 p.m.,

C.C. Rm 811 815.

FILM: DIARY OF A MAD
HOUSEWIFE

Starring Carrie Snodgrass and
Richard Benjamin. Sept. 13-7, 9, 11

p.m. Mahar Aud. Admission.

FOUND
$15 in Southwest Area. Tell me

combination of bills and time lost.

Call 5 9137.

ISRAELI DANCING
Continues tonight and every Weds,

night 7: 30 - 11, Cape Cod Lounge in

S.U.B. Instruction for beginners and

more advanced students. Everybody
is welcome.

KOREAN KARATE
"The Kwon Do", the Korean

Martial Art will start meetings in

Womens Phy. Ed. building M., W.,

F., 7-8 p.m. New club members
welcome.

LEARN TO SKYDIVE
The UMass Club's fall meeting,

Sept. 13 at 7 p.m. in.C.C. 113. Sign up

for first jump course. Don't put it off,

try it now and get a free natural rush.

LONG PLAIN NATURE CENTER
Community people knowledgeable

in the natural history area are being

sought to educate elementary
students on farm visits and con-

servation hikes. Please call 5-0233 for

further info.

LOST
Donnegel wool plaid Scully Cap in

vicinity of Stadium to Southwest.

Reward! Call Chris 549 6050.

LOST
I forgot the book Life and Health in

a car that picked me up hitching.

Please call 549-1479. Small reward.

LOST
Black and brown wallet on Mon

day. Any information please call 6-

9647. No questions asked.

LOST
Beige shirt with wallet in pocket,

on campus or on the way to town.

Call Michael 586-3630, please.

LOST
Shepard pup -5 months, Name

"Shadow", rabies tag. Phone 549-

LOST 6536.
Tortoise shell glasses in green

case. Please call 546-4701.

SAVE SOVIET JEWRY
Organizational meeting for West.

Mass. student struggle for Soviet

Jewry, Sept. 13 at 7 : 30 p.m. in Hillel

Office, Rm. 302 S.U.B. Don't be

silent; silence kills.

SCROLLS/MAROON KEYS
Important meeting tonlte at 7 in

Rms. 805 809 in C.C. All interested

people invited.

SENATE MEETING
Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting, Weds., Sept. 12 7 p.m., C . C

.

113.

SCUBA CLUB
First meeting Weds., Sept. 12 at 7

p.m. at Curry Hicks, Rm. 14. New
members welcome.

(Continued on P. 13)

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY

ARIES ( March 21 -April 19) : Full Moon
position now coincides with time when you

plumb inner depths. Secrets, fears, doubts

and behind-scenes activity are likely to be

featured. Fine for charitable work, co-

operation with special groups,
organizations, institutions.

TAURUS ( April 20-May 20) : Obtain valid

hint from Aries message. Separate fact from

fancy. Illusion is fine but daydreaming,
brooding can be destructive. The grand

picture is featured. Means you can perceive

potential, can view situation in its entirety.

GEMINI ( May 21-June 20) : Full Moon
illuminates that area of Solar horoscope

having to do with ambition, relations with

professional superiors, standing in com-
munity You gain prestige and are given

more responsibility. There is pressure,

challenge. Accept.

CANCER ( June 21-July 22) : Long-range
view is necessary for greatest benefits. What
appears to be a dead end is merely a tem-

porary delay. Know it and maintain con-

fidence Aries, Libra persons could figure

prominently. Finish what you start.

LEO (July 23- Aug 22) . Get to heart of

matters. Skip persons in middle — rid

yourself of red-tape procedure. Strike in-

dependent stance One who appeals for

sympathy may have ulterior motive. Protect

your interests. Utilize creative resources.

VIRGO ( Aug. 23-Sept. 22) : Lie low. Play

wait-and-see. Don't reveal all. Permit mate,

partner to have a say. Improve public

relations Check legal aspects. Teach and
learn. Discriminate enough to separate

quality from sham Refuse to be taken for

proverbial "ride."

LIBRA ( Sept 23-Oct. 22) : Accent is on

work, health, contacts. You have chance to

expand horizons. But it is necessary to lay

groundwork — don' t depend on one who talks

and talks. Be a self starter. Write, speak.

make personal appearances.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) : Good lunar

aspect now coincides with education, lessons

learned in recent past and chance to apply

knowledge. One at a distance gets "in

touch." Aquarius, Leo persons figure in

important ways. Be thorough. Double check

details.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee 21):

Changes occur which make home a happier

place. Gemini, Virgo persons could be in-

volved. Be analytical without being "picky."

Means get at truth in tactful way. Special

relationship could develop. Be receptive.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Em-
phasis is on short trip, visits and visiting —
relative airs views. Seek harmony. Obtain

hint from Sagittarius message. Beautify

surroundings. Take nothing for granted.

Check prices. Bargain is available. Luxury
item can brighten hours at home.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): You can

make favorable money arrangement.
Pisces. Virgo persons could be featured.

Someone is trying hard to sell you

something. That's fine — but insist on fac-

tual information. Collect needed data.

PISCES < Feb. 19-March30) : Lunar cycle

is such that you can successfully initiate

projects Stress independence, originality.

Come out of shell. Shake off secret fears,

doubts. Imprint your own style— lead rather

than follow. You are a winner!

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have sense of comedy, have tendency to put

on weight merely by looking at food, you

care about people and you love to travel

December will be one of your most
significant months of 1973 You draw to you

many born under Gemini and Sagittarius.

You are a good judge of character. You
sympathize with the underdog. You should

try hand at writing.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Fish sauce
5 Bucket
9 Mournful

12 Girl's

nickname
13 In addition

14 Mohammedan
name

15 Most
domesticated

17 A state (abbr.)

18 Golf mound
19 The sweetsop
21 Peels

23 Flags

27 A state (abbr.)

28 Fairy in "The
Tempest"

29 Ethiopian title

31 Fondle

34 A state (abbr.)

35 Told

38 A state (abbr.)

39 Flap

41 Unit of

Portuguese
currency

42 Blackbird

44 Printer's

measure
46 Scoffing

48 Speed contest*

51 Dispatched
52 Fuss

53 Conjunction

55 Checked

59 School of

whales

60 One opposed

62 Memorandum
63 Before

64 Unusual

65 Chew upon

DOWN

1 Emmet
2 Meadow
3 Shade tree

4 Tidier

5 Communion
plate

7
8
9
10
11
16
20

22

23
24
25

26

30
32

Man's
nickname
Doctrine

Noose
Petty ruler

Toward shelter

Expires

More vapid

Makes violent

effort

Symbol for

silver

Separate
Silkworm
Symbol for

nickel

Posed for

portrait

Calm
Smooth

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Eirara nmara ana
EBH
PlPle

Riej
Al

UL

mora snra _an
ramora aara saan
eish Han she

N

bqlj ranM sam
i

•inn nnrsR hr.

33 Zest

36 French plural

article

37 Bursting forth

40 Be suitable

43 Six (Roman
number)

45 Pronoun
47 Weird
48 Fit of fury

49 Hebrew
month

50 District in

Germany

I*
54 Nahoor

sheep
56 Negative prefix

57 Greek
letter

58 Condensed
moisture

61. Initials of 26th
President

12

15
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34"

W

48
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59"

63

49

19

JŴ
40
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45
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T
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Commentary

A li's Next;
May Be His Last

By DEAN TUCKER
If Ken Norton had walked the wilds of queer street upon direction

of Muhammad Ali's jabs Monday night, yet another chapter in the
great one's bizzare trip through the world of heavyweight would be
pen ready.

The fact is, that although Ali occasionally held the hands of time
unmoving with a display of dancing and jabbing reminiscent of the
days when giants like sad Sonny Liston would rather sleep on the
canvas than be surrounded by the floating stinging then Casius
Clay. Ali's trip is nearing crash. The final jolt before he sleeps in
boxing's annals will be when George Foreman gets a shot.
Rumor has it already that the two are talking about a nine or ten

million bash in Brazil. An event of that size would settle several
things, among them Foreman's reputed prowess and any com-
plaints of poverty Ali has left to make.

Ali was a changed man as he said he would be. He was trim at 212
and pretty much kept his promise to keep moving on his toes. A few
times Norton had him checkmated in the corner and began to
pound away, but Ali managed to dance or clinch his way to safety or
offense and keep Norton from using his masterful inside fighting
ability to its lethal utmost. There is every possibility that Norton
could drop Foreman if he gets his foot in the door.

Ali's victory puts him in a position he knows well. He is
heavyweight boxing's main man. He keeps the sport alive and
ostensibly lucrative with his constant activity. Why Foreman and
Frazier duck him is open to several explanations all of which retard
the game's ability to continue. But that will have to change.
Foreman cannot continue to fight stiffs like Roman and maintain
any respect as a champion. Frazier cannot duck Ali much longer.
Norton deserves a fight with smoldering Joe. There is much
heavyweight activity that should take place. It is a sad suggestion
to think that everyone is waiting for Ali to lose his fight with age
rather than go down swinging.
But fans will just have to wait for the money men to put up, or

they'll never know if Ali can be shutup.
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Baseball

Standings
American League

East
W. L. Pet. G.B.

Baltimore 82 59 .582

Boston 79 65 .549 4 1/2
Detroit 76 69 .524 8
New York 72 72 .500 11 1/2
Milwaukee 70 73 .490 13

Cleveland 63 84

West
.429 22

Oakland 83 6 .580

Kansas City 78 65 .545 5
Chicago 72 72 .500 111/2
Minnesota 69 73 .486 131/2
California 65 75 .464 161/2
Texas 50 92 .352 32 1/2

National League
East
W. L. Pet. G.B.

St. Louis 72 71 .503

Pittsburgh 70 71 .496 1

Montreal 69 73 .486 21/2
Chicago 69 74 .483 3
New York 69 74 .483 3

Philadelphia 64 79

West
.448 8

Cincinnati 87 57 .604

Los Angelos 84 60 .583 3

San Francisco 80 62 .563 6
Houston 73 73 .500 15

Atlanta 70 76 .479 18

San Diego 53 90 .371 331/2

Spotlight

Sports

Museum
NEW KENSINGTON. Pa. (AP)

- Have you ever wondered what
happened to Knute Rockne's one
and only football playbook , John L

.

Sullivan's boxing gloves or Jim
Thorpe's letter sweater from
Carlisle? Or how about the Boston
Braves' uniform Babe Ruth wore
as he closed out his baseball
career?

These sports items, and many
more, have found their way into

Joel Piatt's house in Monroeville,

Pa.

Piatt, an avid collector of sports

memorabilia, has spent 30 years
building his stockpile of coveted
items. The collection numbers
more than a million momentoes
from sports immortals.
"My goal is to create a sports

immortals museum, an all-sports

hall of fame in a tourist location,

and to bring these sports stars to

life with the use of wax figures and
all the modern audio-visual ef-

fects." said Piatt
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Sports Notices

VARSITY M - The Varsity M
kicks off its luncheon series this

afternoon at the Newman Center.
The speaker will be Head Football
Coach Dick MacPherson who will

bring with him his co-captain on
defense Johnny Jones as his guest.
The luncheon begins at 12:05 and
admission is $2.00. Tickets will be
available at the door.
RUGBY - Fall rugby practices

have been schedu.ed for today and
tomorrow at 4: 30 p.m. The UMass
rugby club is open to a 11 members of
the university community.
Practices are held on the fields

west of Boyden, near the new
tennis courts.

WOMEN'S VARSITY TENNIS
TEAM Returning players:
Returnees v » 11 meet today at 4:00
PM on the Boyden courts.
Prospective players: Tryouts will
be held on Thursday and next
Monday at 4: 00 PM on the Boyden
courts. For information contact
Coach Oglivie at 545-2557 or 549-

0411.

SWIM TEAM - There will be a
meeting in the Boyden Pool for all

candidates for the UMass swim
team on Monday at 4 : 00 PM. If you
are interested and unable to at-
tend, please contact Coach Joseph
Rogers in the near future.

'ISRAELI'

DANCING
Cape Cod Lounge - Stu. Union

7:30-11:00

Tonight & Every

Wednesday Night
( excluding Jewish Holidays)

Instruction & Free Dance
for beginners,
intermediates A
advanced
folk dancers.

thisHonda
3 First Prizes: HONDA Super Sports

50 Second Prizes:

* Columbia 10-speed bikes

Not 5610 4 6610

Guess the number of staples
in the jar.

The jar is approximately BVa"
high and 10" in circumference.
It's filled with Swingline Tot
staples. (Look for the clue
about Tot capacity in the
coupon.)

The Tot 50* stapler is un-
conditionally guaranteed. It

staples, tacks, mends. Only
98<* with 1,000 staples at your
stationery, variety or college
bookstore.

Cub9 Desk and Hand
staplers are only $1.98*.
And the Super Cub" sta-

pler with no-slip,

|CLUE
(You could fill between 200
and 300 Tots with the sta-

ples in the jar

)

no-scratch base, only $2.67*.

Fill in coupon or send post
card. No purchase required.
Entries must be postmarked by
Nov. 30. 1973 and received by
Dec. 8, 1973. Final decision by
an independent judging organ-
ization. Prizes awarded to en-
tries nearest actual count. In

case of tie, a drawing deter-
mines winners. Offer subject
to all federal, state and local

laws. Void inFla. andWash.
and wherever prohibited
or restricted.

'Suggested Retail Price

SWINGLINE HONDA
PO Box 169
New York, N.Y. 10016

"F"

There are _____
r the jar. Important

_ staples in

Writ* »our
guess outside the envelop*,
lower left hand corner.

N.rrr-

Address.

City .State.

Telephone No.

.Zip.

Div ol Swingline Inc
32-00 SKillma- Ave . I I C 11^. 11101 H
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Robinson, DP's
Sink Sox 8-3

BALTIMORE (AP) — Brooks Robinson's three-run homer capped a

five-run third inning rally and Baltimore's defense turned over four

double plays, pacing the Orioles to a 8-3 victory over the Boston Red Sox
Tuesday night.

The triumph gave the Orioles a 5 1/2 game lead in the American
League East with a seven-game bulge in the loss column.
Robinson's ninth homer of the baseball season, off Marty Pattin, 13-14,

followed a two-run bases-loaded single by Don Bayler.

All of the scoring came after Al Bumbry beat out an infield single for

one of his four hits and was forced for the second out. A ground rule

double by Tommy Davis and a walk to Boog Powell leaded the bases for

Bayler.

Bumbry, who has gone 15-for-21 in his last five games, tripled home a
run in the fourth and scored on a single by Rich Coggins which chased
Pattin.

Dave McNally, 16-14, eased out of a first inning bases-loaded jam when
Orlando Cepeda hit a double-play grounder.

Two more twin killings ended the second and fourth innings, and
another came in the fifth after Bob Montgomery doubled and scored on a
single by Doug Griffin.

USC, Nebraska Top
Pigskin Poll

Yes, Pat Keenan was great in a Minuteman uniform. But will he ever be seen performing his heroics

in a Bruins uniform. Only time will tell as he worksout at the B's training camp in Fitchburg. Needless to

say, in the play above, Keenan scored. Pat is the I Mass all time hockey scoring leader.

Keenan, Flaherty; B's Hopefuls
By ODELL HANSON

Associated Press Writer

LINCOLN, Neb. (AP)-
Nebraska moved up to the No. 2

spot behind defending national

champion Southern California in

The Associated Press' first

regular-season football poll

Tuesday, but Coach Rom Osborne
was far from ready to stake any
kind of a claim to a third national

title in four years for his Cor-
nhuskers.

"We appreciate the honor but at

this time of year it's rather

nebulous," said the first-year head
coach, successor to Bob Devaney.
"We have played one game so I

guess there's a little bit to go on.

The only rating that's very
meaningful is the one at the end of

the season."

Early scheduling gave Nebraska
the jump on other potential title

contenders and the Huskers made
the most of national television

exposure by subduing UCLA 40-13

Saturday. It moved Nebraska from

fourth in preseason balloting, to

second, and dropped UCLA from
10th to 16th.

The top twenty with first place
votes in parentheses and total

points. Points tabulated on basis of

20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8- etc.:

W-L-T Pts.

l.So.Cal. (49) 1,168

2. Nebraska (8) 1,121

3. Ohio St. (2) 838

4. Texas 819

5. Michigan ( 1) 683

6. Alabama 616

7. PennSt. (1) 571

8. Notre Dame 436

9. Tennessee 433

10. Colorado 294

11. Oklahoma 248

12. Auburn 237

13. Ariz. St. 228

14. Florida 133

15. La. St. 85

16. UCLA 84

17. N. Car. St. 81

18. Houston 68

19. N. Car. 26

20. Tex. Tech 25

Crew Looks To Build
Toward Even Bigger Year

Unfortunately, it went pretty much unnoticed. Now is as good a time as
any to expose it. And although it may be news to you, the University of

Massachusetts Crew team did win the Small College National Cham-
pionship this spring at the Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia this June.
And yes, it made the front page of the New York Times Sports Section.
Much to our despair, the University of Massachusetts Crew team is not

recognized as a varsity sport. That's too bad. Most small college national

champs are. But, at any rate, to repeat as national champs, the new team
needs help.

There will be a general recruitment meeting tonight for all candidates,

including interested freshmen (no rowing experience needed), in SBA 120

tonight at 7:30. A rowing film will be shown and members of the Crew
Club and the coaches will be on hand to discuss UMass Crew in depth.

Informal workouts will start at the end of the week in preparation for

the first race of the fall season; the Head of the Charles Regatta, on Oct.

21st in Boston.

ByBILLBALLOU
FITCHBURG — Mixed in with the Bep Guidolins,

Don Awreys, Bobby Orrs and Phil Espositos were the

Peter Gaws, the Gordie Clarkes, the P.J. Flahertys

and the Pat Keenans.
T hose who had made it and those who hoped to.

Orr and Esposito were there, at the Bruins rookie

tryout camp, to test wounded knees and try to

strengthen legs weakened by too many days of injury-

forced inactivity.

Keenan and Flaherty, both ex-UMass hockey stars,

were fighting for a handful of jobs open with the

Bruins (highly unlikely), the Braves (possible), or

the Dayton Gems ( good chance) . There are about 40

other people, equally hopeful, battling the UMies for

a chance at today's big money.
Flaherty, a goaltender, had a tryout with the

Rochester Americans of the American Hockey
League last fall, and while he played a couple of

periods for them in an emergency role, got cut and
spent the season with the Fitchburg Hornets of the

New England League.
He's back and hoping to land a job with the Braves,

so he can play in his hometown. He thinks he's got a

decent shot. There are six pros in front of him, and
four amateurs in camp with him. One of them, Peter

Crosbie, played last year in Canadian Junior A (St.

Catherines) and was drafted by the B's. He didn't

look too sharp in Tuesday's workout, and Flaherty

said that he didn't look all that impressive Monday
either.

If Crosbie's the best of the lot, then Flaherty stands

a good shot at making it through tryout camp. And if

he does, then he stands an equally good shot at

breaking into one of the pro rosters.

The Bruins have a couple of guys like Don Wallis

and Chuck Goddard, who can be had, although it still

is highly unlikely that Flaherty will end up as high as
the Braves.
As of mid-afternoon Tuesday he'd only played

once, in Mondays scrimmage, and in that one he gave
up five goals. But Flaherty never worries and he
figures he's going to do all right.

Keenan, on the other hand, said he hadn't been
feeling good and seemed discouraged by his play.

"I'm taking a terrible beating physically," he said.

"I'm not used to the hitting and if I do something
stupid like turn my head for a second. Bam!

"

"But I'm learning every day, and starting to pick
things up," he continued. "I've got to, because there's

only three days left."

However, the record setting All-American looked

reasonaDiy good, though not sharp, in morning drills,

and certainly played better in the ten minute
scrimmage than the majority of the other hopefuls.

Another UMass alumnus, Don Riley, is trying out

with the California Golden Seals at their camp in

Canada. As of this writing he hasn't sent in a

"progress report."

The Bruins are training this year at the Wallace
Civic Center in Fitchburg, and the rookie camp
started Sunday and will run until the end of the week,
when the big boys come in.

A few, Orr, Esposito, Cashman, and Brooks are on
hand for daily workouts, but the big action in the day
comes at 3:30 when the two separate sections of

rookies scrimmage.
If you're thinking of going up, admission is 50* . But

don't bother asking directions, because you can't get
there from here.

DaiUj QtoUegtan

SPORTS

Steve Crowe

No. this isn't a touchdown play. It's not even a short gainer. Jerry Mondalto just doesn't have enough

to get around all those white jersos. Well, better luck next time fella. Blocking assignments will have to

improve for the Minutemen to begin winning ways.

Banned At UMass
UMass football games will not be televised over cable t.v. this season as

was previously announced by WUMV TV station director Marty Kelley.
The video-tape network saw its plans thwarted when UMass athletic

director Frank Mclnerney stepped in and refused to give the school's
consent to the cable television broadcasts.

Kelley had made verbal commitments with several cable t.v. stations

throughout the state and had signed a written contract with the Blue Wall

on campus to show the tapes of the UMass football tames on Sunday
nights.

Mclnerney may seem to some to be a heartless villain for stopping

WMUA TV's plans, but he does have some good reasons against letting

this product go on cable television.

Mclnerney explained to me that Marty Kelley nad talked to him about

videotaping UMass football in three major steps : First, Kelley went to

him and asked him if they (WUMV TV) could film the games as an

educational experience for the crew. The A.D. went along with this. Next,

Kelley went to him and asked him if he could show the films on the Blue

Wall screen on Sunday nights, as a service to the UMass community.
Again, Mclnerney gave his O.K. And then Kelley suggested the idea of

showing the games on ca*>le t.v. around the state. Here is where
Mclnerney got off.

Mclnerney would not allow this amateur product to be shown outside

the UMass community and in my opinion, he had some very good
reasons.

First, there was the problem of allowing a product which he had never

before seen, be shown throughout the state. Whatever depicts UMass
becomes representative of UMass, he rationalizes. The amateur quality

of the videotapes would reflect directly on the University : the film would
be black and white, the camera work and the rest of the production would
not be up to the level that the average sports fan is accustomed to.

Also. Mclnerney expressed a concern that if UMass should have a poor

season record-wise, their image could be hurt around the area. It may
then prove to be a difficult task to build that image back up.

And then there is the possibility of getting commercial television to

broadcast the UMass games in the future, which would bring in some
money to the football program which cable t.v. could not offer.

Whether most of these excuses are legitimate or not, Mclnerney did I

believe, make the right decision. Marty Kelley just went about the whole
thing with his eyes looking straight ahead and did not look into those little,

important matters such as contracts, insurance, and getting the approval
of the university.

The idea that WUMV TV is committed to do, "to present UMass to the

rest of the community" is a fine idea, but I still get the feeling that

everything was just thrown together.
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Weather

"But I have promises
to keep, And miles to go
before I sleep."

Recyclable
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Stockbridge

Chores

Fall in Western
Massachusetts. . .not

only brings us a myriad
of intense colors, but the

joys of the haying
season. . .The aroma of

freshly cut hay, the long

hours of back breaking
work, and the hope that

it won't rain the next
day.

(Staff photo/Alani Healhe Chapman

)

The Student Senate

The Senate began another hectic year with last
night's first meeting of the semester. For the exciting
details, see Page 2.

Watergate

The Senate Watergate committee plans to resume
public hearings Sept. 24, call only key witnesses and
finish the open sessions by Nov. 1. See Page 5.

Chile

Friction continues as the new junta warns that all

Maryist Supporters taken prisoner will be shot to

death. See Page 4.

Parking Not Enforced

Till October 1st

By MIKE KNEELAND
University and union

representatives agreed in a two-
hour meeting yesterday to ask the

State Attorney General for an
advisory opinion on the legality of

the new parking system.
The University will not enforce

the new parking system until Oct.

1, and will meet with union officials

after the Attorney General renders
his opinion to discuss parking fees.

Administration officials said
they were confident the Attorney
General would rule in their favor.

At the meeting, UMass officials

also said they would not take
disciplinary action against union
leaders for calling the strike nor
penalize workers fearful to report

to work during the strike.

They hadn't decided, however,
whether or not workers who
participated in the strike would be
paid for the work they missed.

Both administration and union
officials were pleased with the

meeting's dialogue. University
representatives said they are
looking forward to improved
relations with the union.

Carol Drew, president of Local
1776, said after the meeting that

she was displeased with the
student response to the strike.

"We did what we did for the

students as well as ourselves," she

said. "I've tried hard in the past to

unify the workers and student body

(Continued on P. 2)

Food Costs

Any Suggestions?

By Stephen von Lichtenberg

The change in food service

policy instituted on the first day of

this semester is the result of

tremendously increased food costs.

Each year food services

prepares a budget predicated on

the number of meal tickets it ex-

pects to sell balanced against its

fixed costs (i.e. maintenance,

labor, power, etc.) and the cost of

the food necessary to provide the

students with a standard menu.

Once a budget has been passed the

food service managers know

almost to the dollar how much

money they will have to implement

the menu. d

Last year's budget included a

10% increase in the money

allocated for the purchase of food.

"The increase to this point in time

has been 35.5%," according to Mr.

Joel Stoneham, Director of Food
Services.

A meal costing $1.00 last year

would cost $1.35 this year. Last

year's budget allowed for an

average cost per meal of 69* which

Ms. Cappadona, official at the

Food Services Dept, said "is a

livable figure at last year's

prices."

In order to bring current costs in

line with this figure, food service

must change some of its policies

and services.

There are two options which the

students will choose from in the

(ContkHMd on P. 2) sun moto/jody
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SUM photo/ Alan Chapman

These two guys are experiencing their first fall semester at I Mass
and are still a little shy...but they're friendly as hell once you get to

know 'em.

Officials Offer Courses
Local government officials throughout the State will again be offered

workshops and courses this academic year by the Institute for Govern-
mental Services at UMass.
On the schedule, which begins Sept. 17, are workshops in: supervision,

labor relations, leadership and communication, public purchasing, and
recreation and leisure services management.
Courses are offered through the Intergoremmental Personnel Act of

1970, a U.S. Civil Service Commission activity administered by the

Massachusetts Bureau of Personnel and Standardization. Further in-

formation may be obtained from Mary Risciotti, Institute for Govern-
mental Services, UMass, Amherst.

Effective Supervision Courses will meet once a week for 10 weeks at six

locations across the State and are open to local government employees
working as supervisors. Courses will begin Tuesday, Sept. 18, in Pitts-

field, and Worcester; Sept. 19 in Holyoke; Sept. 20 in Springfield, Frank-
lin, and Boston. The course will meet from 4 to6: 30 p.m.
Labor Relations workshops for local government managers will in-

clude four three-day sessions dealing with contract negotiation, and three
three-day sessions on grievance procedures. Grievance workshops: Oct.
1-3, Hyannis; Oct. 29-31, Amherst; Nov. 26-28, Wakefield; Dec. 3-5,

Wakefield. Negotiation workshops: Sept. 17-19, Hyannis; Sept. 24-26,

Amherst; Nov. 12-14, Wakefield.

Leadership and Communication workshops will focus on leadership

styles, communication problems, motivation practices, and other areas
The four-day workshops will be: Sept. 27, 28 and Oct. 4, 5, Hyannis; Nov.
I, 2 and 8, 9, Amherst; Nov 8, 9 and 15, 16, Hyannis; and Nov. 29, 30 and
Dec 6, 7. Wakefield.

A ten-week course in public purchasing methods will begin Sept. 26 in

Framingham and will meet each Wednesday from 4 to 6: 30 p.m. Topics
will include: development of purchasing strategy, analysis of contractual
arrangements, and methods of solving the small-order problem.
An eight-session course on recreation and leisure services

management will begin Oct. 10 in Ashland. Sessions will be each Wed-
nesday from 7 to 9: 30 p.m. with a special all-day session Saturday, Nov.
10
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Wellman Document Discussed

At First Senate Meeting
By FRAN BROOK

The Wellman Document, per-

mitting students to "have primary
responsibility for services and
activities which are designed
primarily for students", was the

main topic of discussion at last

night's first Student Senate
meeting of the fall semester. The
Trustee Document was passed
April 4 and will be implemented for

the first time this academic year.

With reference to the present
parking issue, student Trustee
Nick Apostola contends that the

administration is not using the
rules in the document. He feels that

although the Board has passed the
policy and it was supposed to be
implemented this fall, it has not

been implemented yet but should
be. Apostola believes that the

administrators are "living in the

spirit of the document sometimes,
and not living in the spirit

sometimes." He argues that they
should be in the spirit of the

document at all times.

Other topics discussed included

the need for a chairperson for the

Student Matters Committee. The
chairperson of the Budget Com-
mittee also resigned but David
Booker said that the Budget
Committee would be merged with

the Finance Committee.
An announcement was made

about President Robert C. Woods'
visit to the campus in the near
future. The exact date is not

known.
Booker informed the

representatives of the elections

that would be coming up. Apostola
reported the elections would be
held October third, fourth and fifth.

The week after the elections,

Apostola plans to have workshops
introducing the government
procedures used at UMass.
Jim Lindsey, chairperson of the

Campus Center Director Search

Committee for the Board of

Governors, and the Senate
representative on the Board,
reported on the progress made
over the summer. The major
action taken was the hiring of John
Corker for the position of Director

of the Campus Center.

Corker was introduced to the

Senate and spoke briefly of his

impression of his duties. He was
glad to be working at the

University with students that are a

"great and conscientious bunch."
Outreach representative, Bill

Burke, reviewed the purposes of

his program in order to spur in-

terest in the Senators. He informed
the group of the programs in

existence, such as interns in

Washington and students involved

in an assortment of community
services for semester credit. He
did not want to seek recruitments

so much as to "make the students

aware of the program."
Nick Apostola reported on other

developments made with the ad-

ministration over the summer
besides the Wellman Doctrine. His

first comment was one of disap-

proval towards Vice Chancellor
Gage's proposal to set up a com-
mittee of students to advise him. It

was Apostola 's contention that

such a committee, if chosen by
Gage, would be made up of

students of Gage's liking, and as a

result, Gage would only be hearing
what he wanted to hear.

Apostola mentioned the annual
convocation which will be held in

the Campus Center Auditorium,
Tuesday September 18, at 2: 30. He
said, "you'll probably have to cut

class for this one."
A motion will be made at a future

meeting to set up a Steering
Committee for a Constitution
Convention which Apostola wants

Radio City Stays Open
NEW YORK (AP)-Radio City

Music Hall, the "showplace of the

nation" that is a must item on
many tourist itinerarie, won a five-

day reprieve Wednesday from a

threat it would soon go dark,

perhaps permanently.
The reprieve came when

negotiators for Radio City agreed
to extend to next Monday night a

contract settlement deadline with

three unions. The original deadline

had been midnight Wednesday.
The management of the 6,200

seat theater says it can no longer

hold out against spiraling costs and
a dwindling audience for its four-a-

day fare of a first-run movie and a

live stage show.

A threatened lockout of its

employes was a response to failure

to come to contract terms with

three of the theater's unions.

The Music Hall management is

demanding flexibility to book other

sorts of entertainment during slack

periods of the year. To do this, it

must get out of contract guaran-

tees of 52 weeks of work a year for

its performers.

Onstage performers, including

the world-famous Rockettes,
agreed to accept lay-offs in a new
contract late Tuesday night.

Corrections
The organizational meeting of

the Western Mass. Student
Struggle for Soviet Jewry will be
tonight at 7: 30 in the Hillel Office,

Km 302. not Sept. 18th as
previously stated in a Collegian ad.

The Physical Education class
Aikido meets Weds, and Friday at
12 20 not on Monday and Wed-
nesday as formally stated in the
( ollegian.

The musicians union,
representing the Music Hall's 76-

piece symphony orchestra, so far

has refused; stagehands and
wardrobe attendants also have not

come to terms.

From a profitable venture
during most of its four-decade
existence, the Music Hall has
limped along in recent years,
subsidized to some degree by
Rockefeller Center. The center
reported the theater lost $500,000
last year and the outlook was for a

$1 million deficit in 1973.

The Music Hall's family-type
movies and lavishly-mounted
stage shows have attracted 230

million paying customers since it

opened in 1932.

to have late in October or the

beginning of November. The idea

is to discuss and develop new
student government systems and
models.

The final topic covered in

Apostola's presentation was the

Policy Councils Act which will be

brought up for vote soon. By
putting students on committees
with power to oversee ad-

ministrative committees and
boards, Apostola said it "should

give students a pretty good grasp
of what's happening with student

money."
The last report was given by

treasurer, Paul Hamel. He men-
tioned the copy of the Fiscal Year
73 Account Activity Report and
the need for it to be passed by the

Senate at a future meeting. Ap-

proved at this meeting was the

allocation of $2,000 to a night bus
service around the campus.

Moratorium
On Parking

(Continued from P. l)

because we have a lot of common
goals and should work together."
Ms. Drew said the University

has, at times, tried to "split up"
the students and workers.
Attending yesterday's meeting

were Michael Botello, Assistant to

the President of Council 41;
Augustus J. Camelio, Counsel for
Council 41; Carol Drew; and
various members of the Chan-
cellor's staff and Local 1776.

Food Costs

(Continued from P. l)

referendum on Sept. 19th:

Option I is a return to a three
entree menu with seconds on all

items but the entree. Portion sizes
would be increased wherever
possible. This would save on food
costs because it would eliminate
seconds which account for 40% of

all food costs.

Option 2 is the policy now in use:
a one entree menu with seconds on
everything. This would be based on
a 69* cost per plate figure.

Food Services is open to other
suggestions, said Stoneham

Student Senate Book Loans

will be available

UNTIL

Thurs., Sept. 21, 1973

in the Senate Office

Rm. 420 Student Onion

Who's Josh?

Lassie Get Out!
By SHARON HUGHES

Ever hear about the dog around the Hatch last year
who was trained to take twinkies from the counter
and deliver them to its owner? Well, no more. The
dog catcher is coming to campus.
A part-time dog catcher will begin patrolling the

Campus Center and Student Union this Friday ac-
cording to Dudley J. Bridges, manager of the CC
Building Operations. The catcher will pick up all

dogs-with or without leash.

All pets except seeing eye dogs are prohibited in the
CC/SU complex by a CC Board of Governors ruling
of last July. The Board is a 15 member student body
with power to determine policy for both buildings.

Its decisions have the full force of law. A Board
ruling could be overturned by a student referendum
called by the Student Senate.

Prior to the Board's action this summer, the
CC/SU operated under a "leash law" whereby only
pets without a leash would be apprehended by the
catcher.

But after the Board received complaints from
janitors, the student body voted unanimously to bar
unleashed dogs as well.

Most janitors can relate several funny stories about
the dogs they've set.n. Like the one that appeared to
wait for lunchers at the Hatch who bought food but
forgot the drink. While you got the drink, he was
eating your lunch.

However, they can also tell you some unpleasant
experiences. For instance, the time consuming, not to
mention nauseating task of cleaning up after dogs.
Supervisor of janitors, Charles Lehman, said the

union contract allows them to refuse cleaning the
mess, but so far none have exercised the option.

Besides creating additional duties, dogs are a
frequent source of complaints from people who are
chased, bothered and on occasion, bitten by dogs.
"To deny they are a problem is ridiculous- they are

a problem. I'm not so sure the student interest in the
long run won't be served", said Jim Lindsey,
chairperson of the Board of Governors.
Both Lindsey and Bridges agree that the ad-

ministration is at fault because they don't closely
enforce the regulation against pets in the dorms.
Lindsey said that so far the Board has received

very few complaints about the pet prohibition

The COLLEGIAN asked several dog owners to
comment.
~"I can see it in the cafeteria but I don't see any

reason why dogs can't be allowed to walk from one
end of the Campus Center to the other."

--"I waited for a long time to get just the right dog
to buy. I found one over the summer only to come
back to school and be prohibited from keeping him
with me. I can see the janitors point of view, but there
are good dogs as well as bad dogs. And they should be
allowed in the building with their owners."

In fact, not all janitors are opposed to allowing dogs
in the building. Some favor it with no conditions
imposed. Others said they only object to dogs without
leashes or without owners.

"I love dogs; have a few of my own. What I hate to
see is the way some owners mistreat their dogs. I've
seen dogs tied up to a post outside the Blue Wall for
hours while the owner is inside; or locked for hours in

a room", a janitor said.
The controversy goes on, but the dog catcher,

Guilford Hanks will be in the buildings for about four
(around lunchtime) beginning this Friday. When
asked how much he was paid and whether he was in
the kennel business Hanks replied, "I don't care to be
written about".

If the procedure that has been used for the past two
years is again followed, dogs he has picked up can be
retrieved by contacting Dr. Ruder, Market Hill Road,
N. Amherst.

Everywoman ' s Center Offers

Project Self Workshops
This fall Everywoman's Center

at the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst is offering another
series of Project Self workshops,
by, for and about women. They
begin the week of Sept. 24 and run
through Nov. 16. Most meet for two
hours once a week over an eight

week period. There is a minimal
charge, $18 for the eight weeks,
and this fee is reduced for women
on welfare.

The workshops sponsored
through Project Self cover a broad
range of areas related to the many
aspects of women's lives. Each is

designed and led by a woman from
this area interested in sharing her

special skills, concerns and in-

terests with other women.

Sally O'Donnell, for example,
found herself isolated at home with
a young family and writing nothing
more creative than a weekly
grocery list. As a step out of that

predicament and as a way of

helping other women she and Kate
Wenner, a free-lance writer, will

be offering the workshop "Taking
Pen in Hand." Their workship
aims at exploring ways in which
writing can help with personal
growth and change. It is one of

several being offered in the
general area of ''Exploring Our
Creativity."

"Exploring Skills for Living" is

another set of workshops of con-
cern for women who wish to

develop competence in daily

matters of survival. "Backpacking
and Hiking," "Carpentry, Our
Style," and "Tae Kwan Do," a
form of karate, are three of the

workshops in this area.

"Exploring Our Cultural
Identity" and "Exploring Alter-

natives" complete the general
areas of Project Self workshops.
Complete information on the of-

ferings in these two sections as
well as additional information on
workshops on skills for living and
creativity is available from
Everywoman's Center at Munson
Hall at UMass, telephone 545-0883.

Registration will be Sept. 18 and 19,

and many workshops have limited

enrollments.

Activists To Plan

Campaign Strategy
Political activists from across

Massachusetts will meet in

Framingham on Saturday to begin

planning campaign strategy for

next year's statewide elections.

The open meeting, which will

take place at Framingham State

College, is being organized by a

group called the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee. Membership on the

Committee includes such political

figures as State Representative

Barney Frank of Boston and for-

mer U.S. Senate candidate

Thomas Boylston Adams of

Lincoln.

Amherst resident Kenneth
Mosakowski, who has been invited

to attend the conference, is urging
politically-active citizens in

western Massachusetts to par-

ticipate in the public strategy

session. Mosakowski, who last

year managed the successful

campaign of State Representative

James Collins ( D-Amherst) , feels

that Saturday's open meeting
"could begin to set in motion a

process which will determine the

outcome of not only next year's

race for Governor but also contests

for Secretary of State and Attorney

General."
Mosakowski noted that "the

Watergate scandal has turned off

so many people to politics that

even honest candidates, cam-

paigning on a sound, bread-and-

butter platform, may find it dif-

ficult to make a significant im-
pression on the voters in 1974."

"We must begin organizing
now," he said, "to ensure that

competent, progressive-minded
candidates for statewide office will

survive next year's primary

elections so as to be able to offer

the voters a real choice in

November."
Persons desiring further in-

formation about the conference
may contact Mosakowski at 253-

7768.

NOW OPEN

The Castaway

Lounge
Formerly Graves Restaurant

presents

The Steeldust Band
For Your Listening & Dancing Pleasure

Mitchell Wished Well
NEW YORK (AP) - Former

Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell,

emerging from the federal cour-

thouse where he and former
Commerce Secretary Maurice H.
Stans had just won a delay of their

conspiracy trial, departed from his

usual retisence when a well-wisher

spoke up.

As Mitchell got into a waiting car

B.U. Surplus
BOSTON ( AP) -Boston

University ended its 1973 fiscal

year with its first surplus in three

years, BU President John R. Silber

said Wednesday.
The university reported it had a

surplus of $611,000 June 30. That
compares with deficits of $2.2

million in 1972 and $4.7 million in

1971.

The total budget of the univer-

sity was $91.8 million in fiscal 1973.

The fiscal 1973 budget had
projected a deficit of $3.9 million.

Silber said the university
achieved the favorable financial

results "while improving the
quality of academic programs and
student life at Boston University."

after pressing through a crowd of
spectators in Foley Square, a
young woman teacher shouted to

him: "Mr. Mitchell, you're right. I

believe everything you've said."
Mitchell took his pipe out of his

mouth and, in his only words to the
crowd, said softly, "Thank you,
dear."

Rt. 5 & 10 WHATELY
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In The Nation And The World

Scattered Resistance To New Junta Continues

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By ROBERT D. OHMAN
Associated Press Writer

SANTIAGO. Chile <AP) — The
new military junta buried Salvador
Allende on Wednesday and warned
armed supporters of the dead
Marxist president that they would

be "shot on the spot if taken
prisoner."

Scattered resistance to the
regime continued and unofficial

sources estimated that between 500

and 1,000 persons had been killed

since the military revolt Tuesday.

Explosions were heard in some
industrial neighborhoods and
snipers, barricaded in office

buildings, exchanged fire with

military patrols in the streets

below.

Six hundred leftists surrendered

<AP WIKEPHOTO)
PRESIDENTIAL PALACE IN SANTIAGO-This is a file photo of presidential palace in downtown

Santiago which was reported under attack Tuesday after Chile's armed forces revolted and demanded
President Salvador Allende's resignation. This picture was taken Oct. 27, 1972, when striking bank
employes fled from teargas after police broke up their meeting in front of the palace.

Grocery-Bag Bomb Injures 8
By PETER MUCC INI

Associated Press Writer
LONDON ( AP) - London's third and fourth bomb

blasts in three days exploded Wednesday in a

crowded shopping area and in the Bohemian C helsea

district. Eight persons were reported injured.

Six persons were hurt when a shopping-bag bomb
blew up on Oxford Street at the offices of the

Prudential Assurance Company. The explosion

shattered windows of a clothing store on the ground
floor.

Four of those injured were office girls hit by flying

glass. Scotland Yard said none of the casualties was
serious

Another bomb exploded in Chelsea, scattering

debris over lower Sloane Street and bringing am-
bulances screaming into Sloane Square.

Initial reports by firemen said two people were
injured.

A warning that a bomb had been planted in the area
was telephoned to the Press Association, a domestic
news agency. 10 minutes before the explosion.

London has been the victim of more than 40 bomb
incidents blamed on Irish extremists seeking to drive

Ihe British from Northern Ireland.

Unlike many earlier bombs, no advance warning
was given for the Oxford Street bomb. Only the ob-

servant eye of a young stenographer raised

'

suspicions

Police cleared shoppers and passers-by from the
area before the explosion 10 minutes later. Police
began a hunt for a young man seen running away just
after the blast.

The bomb was inside a gray and white striped
paper bag. Sue Reilly, a 26-year-old Irish-bom
stenographer, spotted it through the gates of an
elevator and raised the alarm.

"I noticed it because the floors are usually clear,"
Miss Reilly said. "Also I am a nervous person and
these bombs really frighten me to death, so I am
always on the look out for them."
The explosion came after Monday's blasts at

Euston and King's Cross railroad stations in which 13

persons were injured. The Euston blast was set off by
a bomb in a snack bar. A warning was given shortly
before.

Witnesses said the King's Cross bomb was heaved
into an unused ticket office by a baby-faced boy who
looked "too young to shave."
Police believe the explosions, which have also

erupted in Birmingham and Manchester, are the
work of the die-hard Provisional faction of the Irish

Republican Army.
The IRA has not claimed responsibility for the

explosions or indicated whether it has extended its

campaign from Northern Ireland to the British
mainland

Cadeters Ditch "The Silence"
WEST POINT. N.Y. < AP) —

The Cadet Honor Committee at

the I'.S. Military Academy has

voted to end the traditional but

rarely invoked punishment known
as "the Silence

'

The ostracism imposed on honor

code violators remains a matter

of individual decision now." said

Cadet Kichard H Achwamb. the

honor committees chairman
Schwamb said Tuesday that

lollowing an informal referendum
conducted by the committee
among the 4.2U0 member Corps of

Cadets, the panel voted "to

discontinue the formal sanctioning

of the tradition of social ostracism

known as the Silence

"This is not a change to the cadet

honor code, which states simply

that a cadet will not lie. cheat or

steal nor tolerate any cadet who
does." said Schwamb. a senior

from Silver Spring, Md.
The Silence" provoked

widespread public criticism when
Cadet James J. Pelosi disclosed at

last Junes graduation that he had
endured the tradition-backed
isolation for 19 months.

Pelosi. from West Hempstead.

NY., had been found guilty by the
honor committee of completing a
quiz answer after the examiner
had given an order to stop. He
denied the charge and his con-
viction was reversed on appeal, but
the cadet corps nontheless applied
"The Silence".

The Amherst Entertainment Committee Presents

RAHSAAH ROLAND KIRK *
THE VIBRATION SOCIETY

on S**dif, Sifif. 16, 9t S:S0 p.m. h ha

Amhirst Cdll$§§ Alamnl Cfmrnsiam

Tickets S3. SO, on sale now in UMass Campus Center Concourse,
For the Record and The New Record Shop in Amherst, and Del
Padre's in Northampton.

after a gunfight at the technical

university near downtown San-

tiago, sources said. In another

brief skirmish, soldiers moved in

and occupied the large state-owned

textile factory in the capital.

Officials said the new govern-

ment expelled 150 Cuban ex-

tremists from the country

Tuesday. They were excorted to

the Argentine border.

Firm estimates of casualties

were impossible to obtain since no

movement was permitted in the

city and no official figures were

issued.

Many people have been stranded

ever since the coup in office

buildings and hotels — not allowed

to return to their homes or to go out

for food and drink. All businesses

were closed and the streets were
empty of civilians.

There were conflicting reports

on the whereabouts of Allende's

widow, who was believed to have
returned recently from Mexico
where she took part in relief work.

Newsmen received reports of

gunfights between soldiers and
armed workers occupying fac-

tories to protest the coup, which
toppled the Western Hemisphere's

first freely elected Marxist
government.
Allende had called on workers at

the start of the coup to occupy
factories in defense of his three-

year-old government. It was his

last message. The military junta

said Wednesday that the 65-year-

old Allende, who dedicated his life

to politics, had killed himself as
troops closed in on the presidential

palace.

Chile's ambassador to Britain,

Alvaro Bunster, said in London
that he doubted the junta's version.

"I don't think President Allende
committed suicide," he said. "If he
is dead, he has been killed. Only a
few weeks ago Allende said he
would not commit suicide
whatever happened."
The Peronist newspaper El

Munde in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
said it had learned from one of

Allende's bodyguards that Allende
was killed. Police officials

threatened to "blow up buildings if

necessary" to silence snipers.

Communications in the nation

were erratic and it was impossible

to determine conditions in other

parts of the country, but the Junta
said in a broadcast the nation of

about 10 million people was
returning to normal.

The military junta said that

Allende had taken his life at 2 p.m.
Tuesday as troops entered the

downtown presidential palace
after Allende forces surrendered.

Tanks shelled the building and two
air force jets hit it with bombs and
rockets until Allende gave up.

A communique issued Wed-
nesday afternoon said the first

military patrol entering the
building found Allende's body. It

was taken to a hospital and a board
of doctors pronounced Allende
dead.

Allende was buried at noon
Wednesday, the communique said,

and only the immediate family

attended. Early burial is normal in

Latin America.
In his final radio broadcast,

made early Tuesday morning as
jets screamed overhead, Allende
told the nation that he would fight

on, "even at the cost of my life."

A police official said Allende shot

himself once in the head with an
automatic weapon that was a gift

from prime minister Fidel Castro
of Cuba, who spent a month in

Chile in 1971. The official said the

weapon was found beside Allende's

body in a second floor dining hall.

The four junta members ap-

peared briefly on television and
announced some government
plans. They said Congress would
take an indefinite recess and
diplomatic relations wuld be
maintained with all presently
recognized nations, except Cuba.
Two members of the new junta

— Gen. Augusto Pinochet, army
commander-in-chief, and Gen.
Gustavo Leigh Guzman, air force

commander— were named to their

jobs two weeks ago by Allende,

who hoped to keep the military

loyal to his government. The two
other junta members are Adm.
Jose Toribino Merino, acting Navy
commander-in-dhief, and Gen.
Cesar Mendoza, head of the
national police.

Don't Jump!
SAN FRANCISCO ( APi-Golden Gate Bridge authorities have beefed

up security to delay as long as possible the inevitable 500th fatal leap
from the Western Hemisphere's most infamous suicide spot.
Authorities don't doubt someor? will jump from the 6,451-foot span that

stands at the gateway to San Francisco Bay.
Number 499 took the 240-foot plunge Monday.
Officials have stepped up security measures and tripled "rolling

patrols criss-crossing the bridge. Two television cameras installed in
1967 continue to scan the 4,200-foot main span from each of the 746-foot-
tall towers.
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( SC2) QUINC Y. Calif., Sept. 10 - FAMILIAR SCENE AGAIN-Harley Hutchinson and helpers drive
a herd of Herefords through the town of Meadow Valley in Northern California. With the lifting of the
federal price freeze, cattlemen and retailers are speculating over what will happen to beef prices and
are not predicting exactly how much they will rise.

Watergate Hearings Resume Soon
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Seeking to wrap up its

probe quickly, the Senate Watergate committee
Wednesday voted unanimously to resume public
hearings Sept. 24 and attempt to complete them by
Nov. 1.

Chairman Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C, said the panel
would "expedite the proceedings by hearing wit-
nesses with highly relevant testimony" only. He said
the committee was "not responding at all to
pressure" to keep the hearings from public view.

Committee aides were quick to note that Nov. 1 is

only a target date and suggested that the committee
won't stick to it if it uncovers dramatic new in-

formation about political sabotage and campaign
financing in the 1972 presidential race.

These matters will come under scrutiny when the

panel completes the Watergate phase of its in-

vestigation.

There is little question that committee senators

have lost their taste for the long and detailed

examination of the type they conducted into the

Watergate break-in and White Hous cover-up. Before
summer recess, they operated on a five-day weekly
schedule of hearings; in the last six weeks of

hearings, they hope to meet three days a week.

Committee sources gave various explanations.

Sen. Edward J. Gurney, R-Fla., was known to feel the
hearings had become destructive and served more to
viligy the administration than enlighten the public.

Committee vice chairman Howard H. Baker Jr., R-
Tenn., who perhaps gained the most politically from
television exposure during the first round of hearings,
reportedly was feeling the pressure from his

Republican colleagues who believe that enough is

enough.

If the networks decide to cover the future hearings
live. Baker told reporters Wednesday, "that's their
prerogative. If they decide not to, I certainly wouldn't
be disappointed."

NBC said it might air live coverage of all or part of
the hearings, or possibly opt for no live coverage at
all, depending on the witness list.

CBS and ABC said they were undecided about live

coverage.

Some committee sources say a general feeling now
exists that the special Watergate prosecutor's office

appears to be doing its job and that the committee's
hearings at this stage can only interfere with other

investigations.

The pattern for the next round of hearings won't be
decided until next week when the committee meets
again to approve a witness list.

The hearings recessed Aug. 7.

Nixon Sympathetic To Tax Increase
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Federal

Reserve Board chairman Arthur
Burns said today President Nixon
is "rather sympathetic to a tax
increase."

Nixon said Monday in his second
state of the Union address to

Congress that "this administration

continues its strong opposition to a

tax increase."

In an appearance before the
House Banking Committee, Burns
was asked by Rep. Henry Reuss,
D-Wis.. if the Federal Reserve had

gotten adequate support for its

inflation-fighting campaign from
the White House.

"I am very much encouraged in

talking to the President in that he
is not only continuing his struggle

to restrain spending. . but I found
him rather sympathetic to a tax

increase," Burns said.

No followup questions were
asked by anyone on the committee
and Burns made no other mention
of the tax increase.

Asked by a reporter during a
recess if he expected the President
to ask for a tax increase, Burns
said "I would not put in terms of

expectations but I would not be
surprised."

Weather

(9)256-6714

Beef Prices Unsettled
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer
Shoppers used to pinching their pennies got a break at the supermarket

Wednesday: plenty of beef at the meat counters and big sale signs in the
windows.
The situation was still unsettled two days after the end of the beef price

ceiling and the beginning of new regulations on other foods. But an
Associated Press survey found that prices in most areas were stable and
in a few cities there were declines.

"Mrs. Consumer has won the battle," said a New York meat
wholesaler. He said more and more cattle was being slaughtered and
there might be a glut on the market.
Stores in Hartford, Conn., advertised a variety of beef sales this week.

Ground chuck, which had been $1.09 a pound, was on sale at 99 cents a
pound and porterhouse steak was $1.79 a pound, compared to $1.99
earlier.

The Connecticut Agriculture Department said dairy prices were
rising, with butter at $1.05 a pound, compared to 87 cents three weeks
ago.

Leon Litchfield, a spokesman for the livestock market at Walterboro,
S.C ., said prices didn't seem to be affected by the lack of federal ceilings.

In some cases, store officials said they simply hadn't gotten new price
lists from their suppliers. "I'm paying more for my beef, but the
customers aren't," said Ron Pitts, manager of a Publix supermarket in
Miami. "I can't raise my prices until I get new price sheets from the
company and I don't have them yet. I could get new prices lists this af-
ternoon or tomorrow and the prices will go up."

Health Bill Vetoed
WASHINGTON ( AP ) -President Nixon's veto of a health services bill

was sustained today by the House. He thus remained undefeated in five
veto battles with Congress this year.
The vote was 273 to 143 with one member voting "present", or five

votes short of the required two-thirds majority. Although the Senate had
voted to override the veto, the action by the House means the bill is dead.
The bill would have set up new programs of federal aid for developing

emergency medical systems and would have required continued
operation of Public Health Service hospitals in eight cities.

The administration had been pushing for phasing out some care at
Public Health Service facilities, and has started contracting with com-
munity hospitals for the care of PHS patients. The hospitals are being
kept open under a federal court injunction.

University Year for ACTION

Our Clumom 1$ Wettern Mauachu$*Hs

University Year for ACTION places students in full-

time positions with community agencies serving the
low-income residents of the surrounding area.

UYA Volunteers receive academic credit, a monthly
stipend, and an educational experience that can't be
found in any classroom.

UYA will hold a recruitment meeting tonight at 7: 30
p.m. in Room 105, Campus Center.
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Parolee Arrested
For 69' Robbery

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1973

U.S. Biding Time With Chile I Colson DroppedAs
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) -Parolee Lloyd
Estabrook was ordered held without bail

Wednesday following his arrest Tuesday
night on a fugitive-from-justice warrant.
The warrant was issued in Burlington,

Mass., in 1969 in connection with a bank
robbery.

Estabrook was committed to the New
Hampshire prison May 22, 1970, after being
given a 7-to-lu-year sentence for robbery in

Rockingham County. He was paroled July
24, 1973.

He pleaded innocent to the fugitive charge
in District Court on Wednesday and a
probable-cause hearing was set for Oct. 9.

State Prison and parole officials said they
had not known of the outstanding warrant.
Estabrook was with paroled murderer

Frederick Martineau last week when
Martineau was arrested on a drunkenness
charge and returned to the State Prison.
Martineau and Russell Nelson, who were

convicted for a 1959 murder in Nashua, were
paroled Aug. 5.

Gov. Meldrim Thomson has filed suit to
revoke the paroles. Concord Police Chief
Walter Carlson said the warrant to pick up
Estabrook was presented to him by state
police Tuesday.
He said police in Massachusetts

recognized Estabrook from a news story
and sought his arrest.

Former Prison Warden Parker Hancock
said he had been unaware of the outstanding
warrant, although the prison normally
would have been informed of it.

"I think it's very unfair to him at this
point," Hancock said. "It's unfair to his
employer and all concerned."
Hancock said Estabrook had an "ex-

cellent record" at the prison, and had done
well as a prison trusty, on work release and
in his job after being paroled.

By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Amid official

denials of U.S. involvement in Chile's

military coup, the State Department
Wednesday appeared disposed to bide its

time before making contact with the new
government leadership in Santiago.

The sensitivity of Washington's
relationship with the new military junta was
underscored by charges from leftist groups
here and in Latin America that the

responsibility for Tuesday's ouster of

President Salvador Allende lay not in

Santiago but in Washington.
Demonstrations with anti-American

overtones were reported in Argentina,
Mexico and Costa Rica, among other
countries. In Washington, 150 demon-
strators gathered near the White House
bearing placards saying, "Let Chile's
Democracy Live."
State Department spokesman Paul Hare

said the coup was a Chilean "internal
matter" and that no elements of the U S
government were involved.

Based on past experience, State Depart-
ment officials said it was not surprising that
the U.S. was accused of complicity in the
takeover.

It was clear that Washington initially
identified with the Junta. To do otherwise
one official said, would only feed speculation
that the United States inspired the plot It
was understood that Washington would
allow several other governments to
recognize the junta before it makes its
move.
Prior to recognizing a new government

the State Department normally determines
whether the regime intends to observe its

international obligations and is in effective
control of the country. On the latter point,
reports of widespread resistance in Chile to
the new leadership raised questions about
its capacity to govern.

CIIARLESTOWN, Mass.. - BRIDGE COLLAPSES AFTER ACCIDENT-The roadway*" 3TBP'Mystic River Bridge leading from ( harlestown to Boston is collapsed Monday morning after a truck
struck an abutment on the upper tier of he two-story structure. The upper road collapsed on the bottom
tier. The truck driver died in the accident.

Hotel Declared
Fire-Hazard

By JACK ALE

Y

Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND. Maine ( AP) -Maine's largest hotel must correct 45 flaws

before it will be reasonably safe against fire, a Portland fire official says.
The assessment of the Sheraton-Eastland Hotel here came only two

days after a predawn fire at the venerable Hotel Sedgwick in Bath
claimed four lives. The cause of that fire was attributed to a faulty pipe
joint.

Lt. George Howard of the Portland Fire Prevention Bureau told The
Associated Press he checked the 700-plus room downtown establishment
last month after a fire on its sixth floor gutted one room and caused
considerable smoke and water damage.

'I uorked my way carefully through the whole building." Howard said
In the event of a severe fire, there is the possibility of a big loss of life,

especially in the old Congress Square section."
Most of the 340 rooms filled on a resident basis are in the old Congress

Square section or in the more recently built Eastland wing. These
residents are predominantly senior citizens and some live there on
contract from the Public Housing Authority. Many are invalid.
Howard said he was nearing completion of a report on the Eastland that

recommends 45 safety improvements the hotel must implement to reduce
lire hazards The most important, he said, include:

Replacing rotted fire hoses that are liable to burst as soon as water
pressure is applied Many of the hoses also are improperly hung and don't
reach all the rooms on some floors

Fixing improperly installed rubbish and laundry chutes in which
open metal doors could spread smoke from a basement fire to all parts of
the building

Divorce Law
Challenged
BOSTON ( AP) - The American

Civil Liberties Union has gone to
federal court to try to set a
precedent for a "no fault" divorce
statute in Massachusetts.
The ACLU brought the case on

behalf of Myra and Robert
Tumposky of Suffolk County, who
allege that their marriage
problems do not provide sufficient
basis for a divorce on grounds
mandated by state law.
According to the challenge to the

state law, the Tumposkys tried to
file for divorce on grounds of
"irreconciable differences" but
were refused by a state court.
Trial Lawyer Monroe L. Inker

has been named a special assistant
attorney general to represent the
state in the case.

Appaarh§ mrf Saturday:

THE MOONLIGHTERS
Dancing under the Crystal Ball

Steak - Lobster - Prime Ribs of Roast Beef
Dinners served from 5 p.m. -9 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Sat. 5p.m. -10: 30p.m.
Cocktail bar open Mon. Sat. 11 a.m. 12 p.m.

The Quonset Restaurant
Rte.9 HADLEY

2539214

4 c
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lW«
glasses that turn

""*. ^
world turns brighter!

From Sept. 10-Sept. 15 we will be giving

«fc </>

25% off
On all nonprescription sunglasses including the new Sunsensor sunglasses

Amherst Optical Shoppe
195 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.
256-6403

170 University Drive
Amherst, Mass.

253-5412

Watergate Witness
WASHINGTON (AP) - Former presidential

counsel Charles W. Colson has been dropped as a
witness before the Senate Watergate committee after
his lawyer said Colson expected to be indicted by a
federal grand jury.

Once the Watergate figure most anxious to publicly
defend the Nixon administration, Colson was
removed from the committee witness list at his own
request, Senate sources said Wednesday.
The sources said Colson 's lawyer, David I. Shapiro,

told committee Chief Counsel Samuel Dash Tuesday
his client expected to be indicted by a federal grand
jury investigating the office burglary of Daniel
Ellsberg's psychiatrist.

Shapire apparently was informed of Colson's status
by the office of Watergate special prosecutor Ar-
chibald Cox, which also is probing the Ellsberg
burglary conspiracy. A Los Angeles county grand
jury returned four indictments in the case last week.
Documents in the possession of both the Senate

committee and the special prosecutor indicate that
Colson was instrumental in having E. Howard Hunt
hired by the White House to probe the Pentagon
Papers case.

Senate Confirms
OEO Nomination

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate today con-
firmed President Nixon's nomination of Alvin J.
Arnett to be director of the embattled Office of
Economic Opportunity, the antipoverty agency.
The vote was 88 to 3. A Republican conservative

opposed Arnett on the grounds that he would not
move fast enough to dismantle OEO ; two Democratic
liberals opposed him because they feared he was not
really committed to the agency.
The three voting against Arnett were Sens. Carl T.

Curtis, R-Neb., William D. Hathaway, D-Maine, and
Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine.
Nixon ordered last January that OEO be closed as

of June 30 this year and named Howard Phillips
acting director to carry out this directive.

Many of its functions were terminated and many
employes discharged but Phillips' activities finally
were stopped by a federal judge who held he was
acting without authority.

(Stiff photo/Al Chapmaa)
Ah, Indian Summer...And the sweet smells of passing the grass
pervades throughout our green,green campus.

State Senate

Approves Park Bill
BOSTON (AP) - A $25 million bill creating a

Massachusetts bicentennial corporation to develop
state parks in the Holyoke Range and the Boston
Harbor Islands was approved by the state Senate
Wednesday on a "22-8 vote.

"I am at a total loss to understand how we tie in the
Boston Harbor Island and the Holyoke Range with the
Bicentennial," said Sen. David H. Locke, R-
Wellesley.

He added that the Bicentennial Commission, which
is planning the Massachusetts part of the celebration
of the nation's 200th birthday, "has already squan-
dered thousands of the taxpayers dollars" on
frivolous projects including a three-volume history of
the nation and manufacture of Bicentennial com-
memorative medalions.

"Well, I guess the taxpayer, weighted down under
all these burdens, can look down, see his medallion,
and say, "We won the war,' " Locke said.
"You know, I think if the men who fought in that

historic battle could have looked ahead 200 years to
see how it would be commemorated, they would have
stayed home-they just wouldn't have gotten out of the
sack," Locke said.

The town of Wellesley which Locke represents did
stay in the sack," said Sen. Chester Atkins, D-Acton,
who is chairman of the Bicentennial C ommission. "In
fact, they stayed in the sack during Bunker Hill, too."

"That's because the town of Wellesley didn't exist
then," Locke retorted.

Atkins said that in addition to the development of
the Holyoke Range for $5 million and the Boston
Harbor Islands for $20 million, the Bicentennial will
create more jobs for the state.

Water Polo
Practice Begins

The Water Polo Club will practice in the Boyden
Pool from 9 to 10 Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
mornings. Any moderately strong swimmer in the
University community is invited to join. Practice
begins this week.

Consumers Gain A Point People In The News.BvJIMLUTHER JL * * w m *By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) -The Senate passed a major consumer-protection
bill yesterday requiring that sellers state specifically what their
warranties mean.
The bill, which now goes to the House, also expands the power of the

Federal Trade Commission to deal with all unfair practices affecting
consumers.
Passage was by voice vote.

The bill allows the seller of any product worth more than $5 to decide
whether he will issue a warranty. If he issues the warranty, he must
disclose whether it is a full guarantee or describe it in easily understood
terms.

The minimum standard for any such warranty requires that the seller

promise to replace or repair any malfunction or defect within a
reasonable time without charge.
And if the product requires an unreasonable number of repairs during

the warranty period, the consumer has the right to demand and receive a
replacement.
A key feature of the bill concerns implied warranties.
It prohibits a supplier who warrants his product from disclaiming any

implied warranties.

"Thus, the present misleading practice of using very limited express
warranties to reduce consumer rights which would have been available
but for the disclaimer of implied warranties is prohibited," said the
Commerce Committee report recommending passage of the bill.

"The need for this legislation is urgent," said Sen. Frank E. Moss, D-
Utah
"The consumer today invariably is in for a rude shock when he seeks

redress for a faulty product," Moss said. "He finds that the warranty
does nothing more than limit the liability of the seller."

There was no stated opposition to the bill, although some senators were
unhappy that an amendment offered by Moss on behalf of Sen. Vance
Hartke, D-Ind .. extending the measure to used-car dealers was tacked on
without being considered by the committee.

NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) —
Baroness Maria von Trapp and her
family singers have made several
visits to St. Raphael's Hospital to

perform. Now she's a patient

there.

The baroness underwent an
operation of undisclosed nature
early in the week and was reported
in fair condition Wednesday. She
lives in Stowe, Vt.

Her early life's story was the
basis for the Rogers and Ham
merstein musical, "The Sound of

Music."
ROME (AP) - The parents of

the missing J. Paul Getty III have
$100,00 in ransom they haven't
been able to get rid of. They made
another try Wednesday, ad-
dressing themselves to persons
who may have kidnaped the youth
two months ago.

"Wherever you are," read the
latest appeal, "Make yourselves
heard and contact the American
envoy who has come to Italy a few

days ago to solve the case. He has
the money for ransom and is

willing to stay in Rome another
week. We hope that during mis
brief span of time, our anxiety will

end."

Three days after Getty dropped
out of sight July 9, an unidentified

telephone caller told his mother he
had been kidnaped and demanded
ransom.

PARACHUTE

Tonit*

ee 113
at 7:M

Sign up to team skydiving

Film: Diary of a Mad Housewife

starring

Carrie Snodgrass and Richard Benjamin

Thursday, Sept. 13, 7, 9, 11 p.m.

Miliar Auditorium

Admission 75c

1

RIVERVIEW
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"CLEAN LIVING'

"REAL TEARS'

"BIACK HORSE
1

Cross Calvin Coolidge Bridge, take first right. Follow signs to

Williamsburg or Phone 268-7375.

GAY DANCE!
FRIDAY, SEPT. 14

8:30 - 1:00 a.m

FARLEY LODGE

75* admission

Student Homophile League
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Belchertown Volunteers

Orientation To Begin

The Belchertown Volunteers will initiate their activities for the fall

semester this Saturday with an orientation program which will be con-
ducted by members of the Belchertown staff and followed by a tour of the
school. Buses will leave from Haigis Mall in front of Whitmore at 12:45
p.m. to take the volunteers to Belchertown. The buses will return to
campus by 3:45 p.m. and drop students off at different points on campus.

The Volunteers are a group of UMass students who spend their
Saturday afternoons talking to, playing with and working with the
Belchertown residents. Volunteers engage in sports and recreation with
the younger residents, play bingo with some of the older handicapped
residents, and provide needed companionship for residents by taking
them for walks. Volunteers are especially needed now while the weather
is still warm and the residents can enjoy fresh air and get some exercise.
No special talent is necessary for one to become a volunteer. It makes no
difference what class or major a person is in. All that is required is a
willingness to give of oneself to help a person in need. The Belchertown
Volunteer program might help students who are unsure about their future
to gain a clearer idea of professions that might interest them.

Last year the Belchertown Volunteers were very active. Through
their efforts a number of residents attended a UMass football game, the
Belchertown town fair and enjoyed a day on the UMass campus. The
Volunteers also held parties at Halloween and Christmas. There are a
number of activities in the planning stages for this year as well. The
number ofthese activities which will be carried out depends entirely upon
the amount of student support given to the program. It is hoped that a
large number of volunteers, new and old, will turn out for Saturday's
four and orientation. Anvone interested in working with the mentally
retarded is welcome. If you have any questions, please call Ken at 253-
7461 or Mary Jo at 546-6953.

NSF Summer Research
Ends This Week

Amherst, Mass.-A summer of independent study ends this week for
eight Bay State students taking part in research projects sponsored by
the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the UMass School of
Engineering.

The eight are all engineering students who will be seniors this fall,

five from UMass and three from Lowell Technological Institute. Each
spent the summer on an independent research project and will continue
on that project during the coming term, working with a faculty advisor
from the UMass school of Engineering. Professor Robert Kirchhoff of the
mechanical engineering department is director.

The program is supported by a grant to UMass from the
Undergraduate Research Participation Program of NSF. It is designed to
give outstanding undergraduates an early chance at independent
research.

The five from UMass are:
-George Burgess of (61 Grove St.) Paxton, working with Prof. G. A.

Russell to determine the acoustic power output of a noise source;
-Rene Bernier of (1930 Pleasant St.) Fall River, who is making an

experimental solar energy study, working with Prof. Jon G. McGowan in

the building of a honeycomb-type collector;

-Michael Billups of Belchertown, making a systems study of the
energy requirements of the agriculture and food processing industries
with Prof. Kirchhoff;

-Donald Coe of (3 Hardwick Rd.) Wakefield, who with Prof. Karl
Jakus is analyzing auto noise and may design an instrument that can
measure speed by noise analysis;

-and Mark Cavanagh of (16 Tucker Ave.) Lexington, who is working
with Prof. John Ritter in a study of the stress and corrosion susceptibility
of a glass-ceramic material.

The three from Lowell Tech are:
-Robert Gay of (54 Grimes St.) Ludlow, who is studying the Unimate

industrial robot with Prof. Corrado Poli;

-Edward Kokoszka of (55 Rogers St.) Chicopee, who is working with
Prof. W. R. D. Wilson on a study of the effect of surface roughness and
additives and how they affect transport and breakdown of lubricant
films;

-and David Adam of (132 School St.) Northbridge, who with Prof.
Lawrence Ambs is making a complete study of automobile performance,
using a computer simulation model of a vehicle.

Federal Reserve
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

<M1K Photo/Kat)

Deep in the forest the innocent struggled against the advancement of the reefer madness. The battle
was quickly over as the Pure One was surrounded, foundered, shivered and failed. .

.

More Course
Listings

Econ 261/561, "European
Economic Revolution". Meets
TuTh 11:15 in Herter 207. In-

structor: Rick Wolff. The course
will discuss the economics of social

change from feudalism to

capitailism to socialism.

Econ 306/606, "Development of

Economic Thought". Meets TuTh
2:30 at the Graduate Research
Center 308. Instructor: Rick Wolff.

This course will look at Western
thinkers and how they have tried to

understand the way the economy
works. Adam, Smith, Ricardo,

Marx, Keynes and others will be

studied to determine how far

economic theories criticize, ex-

plain and justify what goes on in

the world of labor, capital, goods
and labor.

SALE Sept. 13 - Sept. 22 SALE

On Occult, Astrology, Spiritual

Sciences, Eastern Thought
( former contents of Mercury Bookshop )

CRONOPIOS
BOOKS

27 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5953

Weather

(9)256-6714

AnhersL a53-qa>33

Credit Remaining Tight Cereal Heiress Dies
*-^ ^^ By JERRY T.BAULCH Cereal Cri -h»»Ar r.on<>roi kv

By PEGGY SIMPSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON AP- Credit will

remain tight in the coming months,
Federal Reserve Board Chairman
Arthur Burns said Wednesday,
with mortgage loans still scarce
and home-building restricted.

He challenged the contention of

critics, however, that Federal
Reserve policies restricting the
flow of money had caused the

housing slowdown.
The housing industry is over-

built, Burns told the House
Banking Committee, and there are
twice as many unsold new houses
today as two years ago.

"By late 1972, overbuilding and
high prices had set the stage 'for a
downturn in residential con-
struction," Burns said. "The en-
suing decline in housing starts got
underway long before supplies of

mortgage credit began to affect

home building adversely."
Banking chairman Wright

Patman, D-Tex., criticized Burns'
contention of being "overbuilt" on
housing.

Patman said every congressman
is getting mail from "hard-
working low-and moderate-income
families who cannot obtain housing
and who are being priced out of

decent shelter by your policies. We
are not overbuilt on low-and
moderate-income housing and
your claims in this area have a
cruel ring for great segments of

our population."

Burns said a record-high amount
of mortgage credit in the savings
and loan associations, savings

POW Eligible

For Governor
SANTA FE, N.M. AP- Atty. Gen.

David Norvell says former Viet-
nam prisoner of war James
Hughes is eligible to run for

governor.

Norvell's formal opinion
declared a proxy voter registration
of Hughes while he was a POW for

nearly six years is valid. Norvell
said Hughes "therefore is com-
petent and qualified to seek
nomination in the Republican
primary for governor next year."

Norvell said an old law allowing
family members to register
members of the U.S. military to

vote was still in effect when Darthy
Hughes registered her husband in

Santa Fe County on Nov. 15, 1967.

Hughes, who asked for the
opinion, has not said if he would
seek public office.

banks and a growing number of Congress to increase taxes, he
private mortgage carriers both ted sajd
inflation and led to the housing He recommended immediate
boom corrective action to curb inflation
Another key factor, Burns said, by raising taxes or cutting spend-

was overspending by the federal ing and by giving the President
and state and local governments. more leeway to adjust investment
Another was the reluctance of tax credits.

By JERRY T.BAULCH
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON AP Marjorie
Merriweather Post, the cereal
heiress who lived and looked like a
queen and whose business acumen
made her one of the wealthiest
women in the world, died Wed-
nesday at age 86.

The famed hostess, philan-
thropist and heiress to the Postum

Nixon Scores Fifth Veto
By CARL C. CRAFT

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP- President

Nixon scored a tight five-vote

victory in a showdown Wednesday
in the House on a vetoed medical
services bill. It left Nixon unbeaten
by Congress this year in five veto
fights.

The vote was 273 favoring a veto
override to put the bill into law
over Nixon's objections, 144 sup-

porting the President's rejection of

the bill, and one member voting

"present." This was five votes

short of the required two-thirds

majority.

While the Senate had voted 77 to

16 last month to override, or 15

more than the necessary two-

thirds, the action by the House
means the legislation is dead.
President Nixon expressed his

pleasure at the House action. A
White House statement said the
President feels those who voted to
sustain the veto "deserve the

Legislator
With

BENNINGTON, Vt. (AP) —A
Vermont legislator has been
named in a $110,000 civil action
alleging statutory rape against a

14-year-old legislative page.
The suit was filed this week in

Bennington County Court by Mrs.
Virginia McKenna, on behalf of her
daughter. Named in the suit was
Gregory Reed of St. Johnsbury.
Reed, 19, was the youngest Ver-
monter ever to be elected to the
state House of Representatives. He
served his first term in the House
this year.

The suit alleged that on two days
during the legislative session Reed
had sexual intercourse with
Kimberly McKenna in a hotel room
in Montpelier.

Mrs. McKenna's attorney,
Charles Capriela Jr., said the basis

for the suit was simply that the

daughter was not old enough to

give her consent.

Mrs. McKenna is seeking $35,000
in compensatory and punitive
damages, and her daughter is

thanks of all Americans for their
actions" and for joining in his
efforts of fighting inflation.

Six Democrats joined 138
Republicans in support of the
President, while 227 Democrats
and 46 Republicans voted to
override the veto.

The bill would have authorized
$185 million for new federal aid
programs designed to develop
emergency medical service
systems aimed at preventing
needless deaths of heart attack and
accident victims. Nixon vetoed it

Aug. 1, saying it was too costly and
infringed on the role of state and
local governments.
The legislation also would have

required the Nixon administration
to keep operating Public Health
Service hospitals in Seattle,
Boston, Baltimore, San Francisco,
New Orleans, Galveston, Tex.,
Staten Island, N.Y. and Norfolk,
Va.

The hospitals are being kept

Charged
Rape
seeking $75,000 in compensatory
and punitive damages.

Atty. Gen. Kimberly Cheney said
Wednesday his office was looking
into the matter, but no criminal
charges had been filed.

Reed, contacted at his home in

St. Johnsbury, declined comment
on the suit.

A freshman at Lynden State
College this fall, Reed was 18-

years-old when he was elected to

the Vermont House last year.

open under a federal court in-

junction.

Nixon objected to continued
operation of in-patient facilities of
the hospitals which he said have
"outlived their usefulness."

Rep. Harley O. Staggers, D-
W.Va., chairman of the House
Commerce Committee and chief

author of the vetoed bill, said the

legislation was aimed at saving
thousands of lives by providing fast

emergency care by trained per-

sonnel.

Cereal Co -later General Foods-
fortune, died at her Washington
estate, Hillwood, where members
of her family had gathered. Her
health had been falling rapidly in
recent weeks.
Mrs. Post was married four

times but resumed her maiden
name after her last divorce. She is

survived by her three daughters,
one being actress Dina Merrill,
seven grand-children and 11 great-
grand-children.

She willed Hillwood and its 26
acres to the Smithsonian
Institution with an endowment to
maintain it in perpetuity. She also
had homes at Palm Beach, Fla.,
and in the Adirondacks.

/,

on CAR COATS

I

The New York coat manufacturers have been crying the blues over
sluggish business for early fall. And no wonder, with the hottest
August we'Ve had in over 130 years. But the nip in the air tells me
that that's all behind us now, and our coat sales show it. If you're
thinking of shopping for your outerwear wjrdrobe, let me pass
along a couple of fashion observations.

The single most important fall outerwear garment by far is the car
coat. Styling varies from waist-hugging jackets that look super
with high-rise or baggie pants to gracefully fitted 3/4 lengths. We
might even include ski parkas in this group. Today's car coat is

fashioned for action, for you gals who are on the go in any weather.
Plaids or solids, pile or fur-like linings, some hooded, the selection

at Stewart's is at it's best. You don't wait for a rain storm to buy an
umbrella ; so, don't get caught in the cold this season without your
car coat from . . .

STEWARTS COLLEGE TOWNE
96 Mais Street. Nortkaaptoa

Rent
your own refrigerator . .

just pennies a day.
• Inexpensive $36.50 for

academic year •

• Free delivery & pick-up

at door of dorm
• Deposit refunded at

pick-up time

• Compact

• plus tax and $10 deposit

CONTACT:
253-2494

mini f kool

* V • t < '

m T-7-
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The demise of Salvador Allen-

de's Marxist regime in Chile

surprised very few observers. For
the past year or so, Allende had
retained power largely by the

graces of Chile's traditionally non-

political armed forces. That the

armed forces remained loyal for

that long came as a surprise to

many, perhaps even Allende
himself.

The pundits were fond of

referring to the Allende regime as

the "first freely elected Marxist

government in the Western
Hemisphere." Chile was to have
been the showcase for the

"peaceful" transition to Socialism.

Instead, Chile demonstrated how a

traditionally stable democracy

type of brazen schemes which he

proposed, is rarely mentioned by

his glorifiers. His first major ob-

jective was the seizure of U.S.

owned copper mines. This he

accomplished with scant op-

position among Chileans, largely

due to the rampant "anti-

Gringoism" which permeates
Latin American politics. The
consequences of the seizures were

a predictable response from the

"Gringos," namely, a reluctance

to extend further credit or in-

vestment capital to Chile. The
seizure of farmlands by leftist

guerrillas also led to disasterous

consequences for Chile-severe food

shortages, which in turn led to

rationing, which is not a very good

anarchy and ultimately
authoritarianism.

Allende's efforts to collectivize

the Chilean economy ran into

opposition from the very outset of

his regime in 1970. The fact that he
was elected with bately more than
one third of the popular vote,

hardly a decisive mandate for the

Don't Blame Capitalism
By DAVID EIREL

It is quite humorous but also quite tragic for me to

continually read and hear people decry the system of

capitalism both as an economic and social system. It

is even more tragic to see those people who sup-

posedly believe in capitalism to continually attack it

and, if they're not attacking it, apologizing for it until

they sound almost exactly like capitalism's most
bloodthirsty enemies. It is also quite tragic when
people are given blatantly untrue information about

the institution of capitalism, yet no matter how tragic

the situation is, the truth of the matter is that

capitalism as a system is definitely in the throes of its

most serious crisis.

Today, the United States is still popularly known as

the bastion of the capitalist ethic. The propaganda

media of all marxist states continually revile the

United States as the center of operations for the

"capitalist, bourgeois, reactionary, imperialist,

monopolist, etc. forces" of the world. America still

thinks of itself as a capitalist country and its citizens

around the world still find themselves apologizing for

it. However, everybody is wrong for it's just a matter

of time until America becomes as socialistic and
totalitarian as many of the countries it claims to

despise. Unless, the tide is turned the prospects of a

free country-that the chained and tortured of the

world could flock to-will never be fully realized.

How people could consider America capitalistic in

nature is a puzzle, and one which is difficult to figure

out. Capitalism in its truest and thus its only nature

implicitly means a free, totally unregulated economy

could be dragged down into chaotic way of winning votes. To add to the

complications, labor became in-

creasingly rebellious, and strikes

proliferated despite the

reassurances from Allende.

Dwindling foreign capital, food

shortages, and recurring strikes

all took a very heavy toll on the

Escudo, the Chilean currency. The
rate of inflation under Allende was
a staggering 300% annually

( Americans are distressed with a

rate of 7%) . The rate of inflation,

more than any other factor, led to

the disaffection of the Chilean

Middle Class, which saw in the

inflation rate the peril of con-

fiscation which always ac-

companies the expansion of

socialism.

Subsequently, the streets of

Santiago, Valpariso, and other

major Chilean communities
became virtual battlegrounds
between leftist and rightist student

in every sense of the word. In other words, the

maniacal machinations of a President Nixon, who
seems to be hung up on phases, would not be possible

in a capitalist economy. Also, a true capitalist

economy would not allow companies to be given tax

breaks, or government subsidies. In a capitalist

state, the government would not be allowed to in-

terfere in the affairs of business nor would it be
allowed to help companies and in so doing robbing the

taxpayers' money. A capitalist state would not force

its citizens to pay heavy taxes for education and
things like health care and in so doing steal the hard
earned money of the individual whose earnings must
rightly stay his own.

In a capitalist state, as is the case of all economic
systems, you cannot have a free economy without

complete, unregulated freedom for its citizens, just

as in a totalitarian regime, economic controls cannot
exist unless the people are chained as well. If the

United States were truly a capitalistic state, an in-

stitution such as the draft could never have been
operated. The draft is or was, a direct infringement
on the individual's freedom. No government can
arbitrarily force a citizen to fight in any war,
especially a war which does not directly threaten the

citizen's country.

Capitalism cannot be blamed for today's woes. If

anything, it has been a steady departure from the

tenets of capitalism that has put America in the

throes of severe moral, economic and political crises.

David Eibel is a Collegian commentator.

groups, housewives and workers,
and police and innocent bystan-

ders. The Childean economy, both
private and public sector, came to

a virtual standstill when strikes,

particularly those by the truckers,

took on an increasingly political

tone. Decisive action by Allende
was stymied by a Congress con-
trolled by the Opposition parties.

The turning point in Chile came
when Allende called upon the
military to participate in the
government, a move taken to th-

wart the possibility of an in-

surrection against the govern-
ment. The chief military par-

ticipant in the regime was General
Carlos Prats, who many believed

had strong sympathies with the

Allende regime. During this

period, Allende invited Cuba's
Fidel Castro to make a state visit

to Chile, an act which turned off

many of his more moderate sup-

porters and intensified the
hostilities of those who had
believed all along that Allende's

ultimate intentions were to

establish a Communist style of

totalitarianism.

Communists will no doubt point

a finger at the United States, the

CIA, ITT, and maybe even Golda
Meir in an attempt to place the

blame tor fhe collapse of Chile's

long standing democracy. One
finds great difficulty in believing

that those who glorify the likes of

Castro and Guevara can seriously

be upset over the end of Chile's

democratic tradition.

Matt Tackeff
columnist.

is a Collegian

Steve Anderson
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Reordering Society
Environmentalists could be involved in the biggest reordering of

society this country has ever experienced. Many of them are not even
aware of it.

Because environmentalists favor a reduction or freeze on the growth
rate of the country, they are involved in a reordering of the present
economic structure. For instance, if suburban and rural housing
developments are halted to preserve open space, the value of land in the
suburbs will skyrocket. This will be wonderful for suburbanities but for

anyone living in the city who wants to move to the suburbs it would be a
tragedy. Similarly, the closing of a paper mill because it pollutes a river
will preserve its scenic and recreational value but it will cost hundreds of
jobs. The demise of the Alaskan pipeline would preserve the tundra but
cost the poor in heating bills.

One of the most commonly suggested solutions to any pollution problem
is to use less. The obvious resolution of the air problem is fewer cars, to
solid waste it's less waste and so on. The Federal government and many
states have adopted the "use less" approach. In Boston the EPA
proposed that there be a five dollar tax for parking, thus discouraging the
use of cars. Other tactics have involved the increase of the gas tax a few
cents to help pay for mass transit. The idea simply is to make the car too
expensive for som people to use. But which people? Certainly not the
Ruckelshauses, the Sargents, or the Kennedys. But instead for the poor,
and lower middle class. The extra taxes added to gasoline, the new anti-
pollution devices on cars and the parking tax are in reality regressive
taxes that charge the poor to preserve an environment so that the rich
may enjoy it.

This is why the environment has become an upper and middle class
cause. The lower economic groups cannot afford the luxury of a slowing
of the conomic growth rate. If all proposed environmental plans were
adopted social mobility, as it is in this country today, would be halted,
status quo is preserved and strengthened by a slowing or halting of
growth, and that is what's proposed.
No one can afford a decrease in the quality of the environment; even

now in many places it is unhealthy. But we cannot afford to reorder our
society along environmental lines at the expense of social justice, either.
Instead a compromise of the two ideals is needed. If the government puts
a tax on cars there should be a higher tax on a second or third car
registered by the same family. Electric rates should increase with
consumption because its production is one cause of air contamination.
Farmland, marshes and open space cannot be preserved simply for the
benefit of local residents. If development is to be reduced then some form
of impact zoning is necessary. The environment can be saved but only if

every one shares the burden.
This summer while working at the Department of Environmental

Protection on a Mass. Audobon internship I had a chance to meet many
environmentalists. They are energetic and even the typists and the
people in the mailroom seem to have a real sense of ourpose. They don't
mind working late or taking work home. Perhaps this attitude prevails
because their jobs are related to a cause in which they believe and that
helps relieve most of the monotony of work. Work at some departments is
little more than a job while at the environmental bureaucracy it is a
cause. Some of the people in these bureaucracies are aware that their
work might cause a change in society; we must have action on that
knowledge.

Letters To The Kditor

Several Ridiculous Statements

To The Editor:

The article "The Student as

Nigger" by Jerry Farber,

published in the pamphlet fresh-

men received called "It's Your

Move," contains several ridiculous

statements.

First: Mr. Farber complains

"The faculty and administrators

decide what courses will be of-

fered." The faculty and ad-

ministrators are running the

school. If you don't like the courses
offered at a particular school, don't

go there. If enough people decide
not to attend, the school will be
forced to either change its policies

or close down. I realize that in a

country where education is

primarily tax-financed, you have
less options than you would in a

free economy. But that's a

seperate problem that can be
solved by pulling the government

Steve Anderson is a Collegian columnist.

A Piece Of Nonsense

To The Editor:

Who knows who is The Best Man for a political position if there is not a

free press and free individuals not coerced by police, politicians, big

business, Hearst-like chaim monopolies, or repressive Supreme Court

decisions? Who knows who is the best woman if women are not free to

express themselves? Perhaps this sounds like nonsense to you and

perhaps it is nonsense.

Consider another piece of nonsense:

QUESTION : which came first: the egg, the snake, or the apple?

ANSWER: the grapefruit.

Mr. Mailer stated that America "may be sliding toward a kind of

totalitarianism of the most advanced, subtle, and civilized sort." He
advocated the establishment of a "Fifth Estate" to uncover evidence of

totalitarianism. I advocate, in addition to the Fifth Estate, a sixth estate,

a seventh seal, an eight estate, a ninth state, and a tenth of an estate. For

the same purpose.

In Russia, which already is totalitarian, Alexander Solzhenitsyn of-

fended the new Czars by advocating an artistic estate. Free speech, he

seems to be saying. He did so in his Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech which

in and of itself ought to qualify him for another Nobel Prize. The speech,

like most of his science fiction stories about the reality of Life and Natire

and Godhead are banned in the Soviet Union. He could not leave Russia to

go to Sweden because of fear. It is a strange world both here at home and

in other parts of the planet.

We are all brothers and sisters-the best of us and the worst of us, the

good, the bad, and the ugly. We all sleep on the same earth bed. Even the

astronauts!

Once you realize this letter is a mind game in a cosmic egg, you should

see at once that the energy crisis can only be solved by turning on the

lights in the pentagons of the mind all over the world. One death

diminishes all of us. We struggle.

It is not easy living without money; but then it is not easy living with

money iether. Any hatred is self-hatred before it is other directed. This

exercise is called dialectic pantheism. Newspapers are drugs. Air is a

drug. Gas fumes are drugs. (Stand knee kid in nature.) Then reverse

positions. Then sit backwards and shake your tail. Now you are a monkey
again. Have I converted you? Do colors and sounds speak TRUTH?

Robert Oppenheimer

Toilet Assumption

To The Editor:

If you are married and have a pet you can forget living on campus, in

married student housing, or more than likely even close to campus.

There exists several assumptions about married persons that you will

find yourself subjected to, even in this college environment. The two most

horrendous are that you are prepared to completely change your

lifestyle, and that you automatically love children.

Living in a dorm environment with your love can work for a time, but

as most who have tried will tell you, it gets to be a real hassle, after the

first year anyhow.

Once married, if you get into Lincoln, University, or North Village, you

face the added situation of defending yourself against the wild packs of

kids. They are easy to spot hanging off your car or leg. Kids are not my
scene, but I put up with them daily and their noise because others around

me do. Because as unneeded as more baby humans are, they are indeed

here, through no choice of their own.

I don't have kids, but my dog had me for a while. I'm in Lincoln and had

him up for the day. He was taking a shit over near a hedge in the complex.

Janet and I said "good morning" to this guy who answered back to fool

us, nicked up a board, and threw it at my dog. hitting him in the back.

"Don t like shit on my grass," he said. I guess he likes it in his house,

where he shits it ( and I suppose doesn't care and considers of less in-

tensity the fact that it ends up in the ground or ocean-tne backyard of

gophers and fish and us too. ) and flushes it, or like that of his illegal cat,

although this is strictly heresay, who has learned the human eloquence of

shitting indoors This guy is president of the Graduate Senate, John

Muller, captain of the noodle factory. If he threw the board at me, I could

understand at least where his head was at. but the dog can't dig at all

where we went I find it easy to understand, but hard to believe that so

many people on this campus are unaware that they operate much of their

existence on Harry Weisbergs "toilet assumption". It's all down the

magic porcelain bowl. _ . „ _
.

Frank Zedick

out ol education.

Mr. Farber also tells with in-

dignation of "one professor who
refused to take up class time for

exams and required students to

show up for tests at 6:30 in the

morning. And they did, by God!"
He seems to regard this as cruel.

Did it ever occur to him that the

students might enjoy the extra
opportunity for class discussion
and learning this teacher gave
them?
A less innocent error is Mr.

Farber's attitude toward what he
calls "black people." He writes,

"You stand exposed in front of

them, knowing that their interests,

their values, and their language
are different than yours." Such a

bigoted and collectivist attitude is

disgraceful in any human being, let

alone a professor. To say that a
certain group of people, by virtue

of a common skin color, have the
same values, is to show yourself
ignorant of the nature and source
of values, which is the individual

human being's consciousness. The
Jewish holocaust is an example of

the possible results of an attitude

such as Mr. Farber's.

One last point. Mr. Farber
recommends that students "put
the grading system in a museum."
Rhetoric aside, an example will

serve to illustrate the reason for

such a system in a specialized

society like ours. When I want to

put up a building, I want to know
somehow if the man I hire is

capable of doing the job. If I don't

know anything about engineering,

as is likely since my special in-

terest is say, literature, I'd like to

have some document or other

evidence stating that he has met
requirements for learning
engineering and should therefore

be competent. And the man ap-

plying for the job wants me to have
this added incentive for choosing

him inpreference to a person who
might tell me he can do the job, but

in fact doesn't have enough
training. It reduces my risk and
provides an objective asset for the

competent person selling his skill

in the market. An increase in

prejudice and subjectivity would
be the only result of dropping the

grading system. And neither

makes for human happiness, as

Mr. Farber would do well to learn.

LAURA VITTO

Editorial Points
We've come to the conclusion

that Playtex couldn't be
making too much money off

this campus.
******

Isn't it funnv how auestions
which are prefaced with "isn't

it funny how. .

." usually aren't

all that funny?

A lot of english and political

science courses are focusing on
Watergate this semester.
There used to be a time when,
if you wanted to study bugs,

you'd sign up for a course in

entymology.

What You Can Do To Help
To The Editor:

As probably most of you are aware, there has been a boycott on non-

union lettuce and on non-union grapes. The time has come when our help

is needed more than ever in these efforts. The UFW's contract, won by

years of struggle by the workers and an effective consumer boycott has

been replaced by a contract with the Teamster's union; a contract which

means wage-cuts for the workers, and imposes no restrictions of the use

of dangerous pesticides from which 80% of workers are suffering

poisoning. The Teamster's methods of persuasion are fear and violence,

already two brothers have been killed in uninvestigated deaths. But the

strongest argument of all is the workers themselves who have walked off

the fields as never before in support of their union- the UFW, and the right

to be represented by the union of their choice. The conditions of these

workers is very, very bad, and now the strikers are without pay. You
know all this. What you can do to help is write:

Mr. Kenneth Abrams
Food Mart Stores, Inc.

South Street, Holyoke, Mass. 01040

Tell him you'll support him by shopping there if he supports the

boycott. Talk to people here-the University has both scab grapes and

lettuce...Call 545-2661 for more information.

BOYCOTT GRAPES AND LETTUCE!

Wendy Simon

Moore's Darkroom
To The Editor:

We would like an opportunity to

respond to the laughably
irresponsible run-off of Neal
Walderman in his letter con-
cerning our refusal to make
available the Moore House
darkroom facilities for his per-

sonal use.

As Neal will see In time, no
responsible dormitory government
can offer the use of its facilities to

the University Community at large
and expect to maintain either the
physical integrity of the house or
the atmosphere of HOME within
the dorm.
The Moore House darkroom is

funded and used only by residents
of Moore House and other students
who enroll in our photography
colloquia. Much of the equipment
is owned by single students who
reside in Moore House.
We would be seriously neglecting

our responsibilities as Heads of

Residence if we were to allow just

anyone to use this very valuable
equipment. Does Neal lend out his

camera?
As far as his description of the

incident in question goes
(paragraph two of his letter), we

most certaintly want it understood
by the more responsible members
of this community that no one here
"got angry", no one was quite as

blunt about explaining the
situation as Neal would have one
believe, and no one just "hung up"
as Neal implied.
Our darkroom simply is not a
university service. Neal should
have looked into the facts a bit

more before opening his mouth.
Martv Rutberg,

Rico Correia

Heads of Residence,
Moore House
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1 2 Killed In S. African Labor Riot
CARLETONVILLE, South

Africa (AP) -South African police

shot and killed 12 black workers

during a labor riot in a gold mine in

Johannesburg.

The incident that ended Wed-

nesday was the most serious black-

white confrontation under South

Africa's apartheid regime since

Chrysler, UAW:
Talks Go On
DETROIT (AP)-With a strike

deadline two days away,
negotiators for Chrysler Corp. and
the United Auto Workers were tied

up Wednesday in subcommittee

discussions of individual issues.

There were no reports of

progress on major issues as the

contract expiration time of 11:59

p.m. Friday approached.

UAW President Leonard
Woodcock had indicated that

Wednesday "could well be a

critical day" in the talks.

Among the subjects believed

under discussion was the union's

demand, strongly resisted by the

auto industry, that employes be

allowed to refuse overtime work.

Despite the lack of major break-

throughs, UAW Vice President

Douglas Fraser indicated after a

12-hour bargaining session

Tuesday that there was still time

to avoid a strike by the UAW's
127,500 Chrysler workers.

Chrysler last month offered the

UAW wage-benefit improvements
totaling three per cent a year, far

below the 6.2 per cent federal

guidelines and the settlements of

about 7 per cent won by rub-

berworkers and Teamsters earlier

this year.

Cambodia Roundup:

the 1960 Sharpeville shooting.

Another 27 Africans were
reported injured, 2 seriously, and 1

policeman was hurt.

Officials confirmed the 12 dead

had been shot. Earlier reports said

one African worker had been

hacked to death by fellow workers.

The shooting brought a drop in

South African gold shares in

London and prices on the Johan-

nesburg exchange fell across the

board after a selloff in the gold

section spread to other industrials.

Brokers said the market
followed a pattern set by the stock

exchanges after the Sharpeville

massacre in which 67 Africans

Congress To Pass

50 Important Bills
By EDMOND LeBRETON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Democratic leaders of Congress said

Wednesday they expect to pass about 50 significant bills before

adjourning - and not all of them will come off President Nixon's

priority list.

A meeting of House and Senate leaders produced no major
changes in the choice of legislation to be pushed for the final weeks
of the 1972 session, a spokesman said.

The congressional priority list does not include such prime Nixon
items as special revenue sharing to replace existing education and
community development programs.
House Speaker Carl Albert, D-Okla., and Senate Majority

Leader Mike Mansfield, D Mont., said in a joint statement: "The
tenative adjournment target for the first session remains Oc-

tober."

Both indicated in subsequent comments that the end of October,

rather than the middle, now is regarded as a more realistic goal.

Other key members are predicting a mid-or late-November ad-

journment.
"The principal legislative complication for the remainder of this

session, as we see it, involves foreign aid and defense," the leaders

said.

A major point of contention in the defense authorization bill is a

proposal to include a cutback of forces in Europe. It has strong

support in the Senate, less in the House, and is opposed by the Nixon
administration.

Albert, at his daily news conference, added trade legislation as a

possible source of delay, but said he had been assured that a bill

will be ready for House consideration early in October.

were killed and dozens wounded 13

years ago.

The rioting broke out Tuesday

afternoon at one of South Africa's

most modern mines, the Western

Deep Levels, owned by Anglo-

American Corp.

The disturbance, said to have

involved many of the 1,000 machine

operators, climaxed a week-old

pay and job classification dispute.

Mine manager Algy von Holdt

told newsmen Wednesday that

some 75 to 100 workers, whose

demands had been turned down,

tried to prevent others from

reporting for the night shift.

Police were called in when

workers stoned white mine of-

ficials.

Von Holdt said the crowd grew

bigger and the 20 police then on the

scene tried to break them up with

tear gas and a baton charge.

When the blacks began setting

some buildings afire and looting

others, Von Holdt said, police

reinforcements were called from
surrounding towns. A senior police

official said his men opened fire

only when the rioters had gone

"absolutely berserk".

Von Holdt said the disturbances

were over by 2 a.m. Wednesday
and the morning shift reported for

work as usual.

Facilities for Western Deep
Level's tens of thousands of

workers are considered above
average by standards here. It is

also one of the wealthiest mines in

the world. Last year it made a
profit of $68.9 million and paid

$29.8 million in dividends.

:

Infirmary

(In An Emergency)

(54)5-2671

Kompong Cham Cleared Of Rebels

LOGOS BOOKSHOP
27 No. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

Two Special Sales

(ends Saturday)

All History Boob: MM'»"k *°< 75c

cloth *1.00 - *4.00

Ml Pee§eie Boob: S0e oaek - S for *100

(downstairs from Cronopios, beside the Yellow Sun)

"THE BROKE BOOKSHOP"
By DENIS GRAY

Associated Press Writer

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP)-The Cambodian command
claimed Wednesday its troops have
cleared Communist-led rebels

from most of the beseiged
provincial capital of Kompong
Cham.
The government acknowledged

that Khmer Rouge insurgents still

held key points around the city 47

miles northeast of Phnom Penh but

said its forces were trying to trap

the remaining rebel elements on

the southwestern edges.

The command spokesman, Col.

Am Rong, said government units

linked up on Phnom Penh's road to

the sea-Highway 4- at a point 40

miles southwest of Phnom Penh.

But the road remained cut near

Ang Snuol about 16 miles from the

capital.

A photographer for the

Associated Press returning from
Kompong Cham said food and
water shortages were severe.

The photographer, Chhor Yuthi,

said whole blocks in the city's

basically residential southern
section were engulfed in flames

and that bodies were still strewn in

some city streets.

In Vientiane, the Laotian
government was reported to have

initialed an agreement with the

Communist-backed Pathet Lao for

a coalition government.
The accord would provide for the

third coalition government in 20

years of sporadic war between
Laotian factions backed by outside

powers.

It would give the Pathet Lao,
supported by North Vietnam, half

the posts in a reconciliation

government with Premier
Souvanna Phouma, who is backed
by the United States. All foreign

forces would be required to with-

draw from Laos under the
agreement.

TONITE!
and every

Thursday Nite

at

THE

CHEQUERS

• Dinner and

the Show at

Campus Cinemas

• Entertainment

9:30 til 1:00

50*'
M. Monroe in

Some like
it Hot!!

I SEPTU
50*

Bertolucci's

II Conformiste
._^$EPTf9-25

C agney -Harlow 50 4>

'Public Enemy'
SEPT26-OCL2J

Peter Lorrie in \k •/
Fritz Lang's l#B

-OCT 3-9

27 PLEASANT ST
N'TON
586 0935

501

Coui\eil
University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Latin American
Festival

ELE0 P0MARE DANCE COMPANY
Wednesday and Thursday
September 19th and 20th

Bowker Auditorium— 8 p.m.

Full time UM/A students with I.D.'s $ 1.50

Others $3.00

LATIN AMERICAN FILMS
"Culebra"

"Puerto Rico: Pais Colonizado"
"Our Latin Thing"

Friday, September 21st

Herter 231— 8 p.m.

Full time UM/A students with I.D.'s 75<

Others $1.50

EDDIE PALMIER! ORCHESTRA
MICE/CONCERT

Saturday, September 22nd
Student Union Ballroom— 8 p.m.

Full time UM/A students with I.D.'s $1.50
Others $3.00

Co Sponsored by Campus Center Program Council

Herter 231

POETRY READINGS by

Bob Marques
Pedro Petri

Juan Rodriguez
Sunday, September 23rd— 2 p.m.

No Charge

Tickets at 125 Herter Hall M— F, 9—4 p.m. or at door one
hour before performance. Telephone 545-0202.

* Part of theThird World Coltural Series
- - - J

Attorney For Student*

Shoplifting Is A Problem
One of the more esoteric activities engaged in by some University

persons is the fine art of relieving local merchants (including the
bookstore) of surplus merchandise which they presumably would prefer
to sell. Quite frankly shoplifting is a very real problem.
Without engaging in any consideration of political motivation, the

unavoidable fact of shoplifting is that the merchant never loses, the
consumers always pay. In the Campus Center Bookstore, students
ultimately pay to offset losses quite the same as they do at every other
store in the area by reason of higher prices.

What has been apparent lately is that many people accidentally
commit the crime never intending to have done so. The usual problem
begins with some sort of distraction causing the consumer to drop
merchandise ard replace it in a bag, parcel or pocket. Any merchandise
that is concealed from view within the store, whether or not it is taken to

or through a check out counter, has been shoplifted. The best procedure is

simply to use the carts or shopping baskets and never put merchandise
out of sight until it is bagged by store personnel.

The following notes may be helpful in understanding the implications of

larceny of various types. Perhaps most students will be more concerned
with the possible adverse effect that a record of conviction may have on
future employment.
Larceny of Property
"Shoplifting" is a form of larceny; the law does not distinguish

"shoplifting" as a separate offense.

a) If the value of the stolen property exceeds $100, the crime may be a
felony. Punishment is imprisonment for not more than five years or for

not more than two years and a fine of not more than $600, ( Ch. 266 Sec
30)

b) If the value of the stolen property does not exceed $ 100, the crime is

a misdemeanor and is punishable by a fine of not more than $300 or im-
prisonment for not more than one year. ( Ch. 266 Sec. 30)

Larceny "by stealing from the person of another"
This crime includes pickpocketing, and is punishable by imprisonment

for not more than five years or by imprisonment for not more than two
and a half (2 1/2) years. (Ch. 266 Sec. 25).

Pan-African Community

First Meeting To Be Held
The first general meeting of the UMass black community will be held in

Hasbrook 20 at 7:15 p.m.. tonight.

Called by the faculty and students of the W.E.B. Dubois Department
the meeting will discuss the situation of the black community at the
University.

There will be discussions of ways in which the resources of all black
organizations can be brought together to ensure maximum effectiveness
and cooperation between all elements of the black community.
On the agenda for the evenings meeting is a report on the progress and

conditions facing the UMass Pan African community. This report will

include the reorganization of CCEBS, academic matters, and the
reorganization of the Black Cultural Center.

All black faculty, staff and students are urged to attend the meeting
which will project the entire range of black activities and will project a
unified program involving all elements of the community which want to

be involved.
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FLORENCE, Ky.-ROCKING CHAIR DERBY-Lionel Gray. 26, of Florence, won the rocking chair
endurance contest after 109 hours and 50 minutes at 12: 43 a.m. Monday thanks to a spilled cup of coffee.
The contest was one of a number of events staged to celebrate the 175th anniversary of Boone County.
Gray won when his lone adversary, Nancy Mullins, 17. of Erlanger, Ky., refused to sit in her chair after
spilling a cup of coffee. Gray won approximately $700 in prize money. Gray is shown in his 100th hour.

Five College Moving Company
Begins First Season

FIVE COLLEGE MOVING
COMPANY, is a new performing
dance company in Western
Massachusetts. The company is

comprised of dance faculties and
students from Amherst, Hamp-
shire, Mount Holyoke and Smith
Colleges and UMass. It's aim is to

bring to the schools and com-
munities in Western
Massachusetts a greater ap-
preciation of dance. FIVE
COLLEGE MOVING COMPANY
hopes also to preserve some of

America's modern dance heritage

by reconstruction of existing works
and to encourage, at the same
time, local choreographic en-

deavors. The .company will be
available for concerts, lecture

demonstrations and master
classes at local colleges and
universities, secondary and
elementary schools, community
and private organizations.

FIVE COLLEGE MOVING
COMPANY began its first season
with concerts this week at the

Laboratory Theatre on the Mount

Holyoke College campus. In the
future there will be performances
at Amherst College, Buckley
Recital Hall on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 18 and at Smith College,
Theatre 14 on Friday and Satur-
day, September 21 and 22. Per-
formances at Mount Holyoke begin
at 8:30 P.M., all others at 8:00
P.M.; admission is $2.00, $1.00 for

students.

Pando Company in association with Raybert Productions presents

An American Odyssey

starring

PETER FONDA • DENNIS HOPPER JACK NICHOLSON

%<U4 TACKS

directed by Dennis Hopper, written by Peter Fonda, Dennis Hopper, and Terry Southern,
produced by Peter Fonda, Executive Producer Bert Schneider

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL WINNER
"BEST FILM by a NEW DIRECTOR"

Wed. ft Thurs., Sept. 12 C 13

S.U. Ballroom

Brought to you by the Program Council

7, 9, 11 p.m.

75°

Soft, colorful casuals for today's

way of life. Shoes to work in, play

in, live in. By Bass, makers of your

favorite WEEJUNS®.

THIRTY-NINE SOUTH PLEASANT STREET
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Financial Aid, Resource Center

Directors Appointed
T he appointment of a director of financial aid and a

director of a new Resource Center for Non-Resident

Students has been announced by Robert W. Gage,
vice-chancellor for student affairs at the UMass.
Richard A. Dent, a financial aid specialist who has

been with Duquesne University and CEEB, the

College Entrance Examination Board, will direct the

UMass Office of Financial Aid, which is not only

responsible for handling over $3,000,000 a year in

financial aid but also processes all work-study and
other student on-campus employment programs.

Helen T. Hill, who has held student affairs and
counseling posts at Purdue University and other

schools, will direct the Resource Center for Non-

Resident Students. The new office combines a

number of past operations to better serve 7,400 un-

dergraduates and 5,500 graduate students who live off

campus.
Richard Dent had been with CEEB since 1967, first

as assistant director of college services, then as

assistant director of the western regional office.

During the past academic year he had been on leave

to do an Esso and Sloan foundation-supported study of

alternatives in financing higher education. From 1964

to 1969 he served in financial aid and placement posts

at Duquesne. He holds a law degree from Duquesne
and a B.A. from the College of Steubenville.

Helen Hill came to UMass from West Virginia

Institute of Technology, where whe was dean of

women, associate dean of students and associate

professor of education. Before that she held similar

posts at Purdue, Oklahoma State, Houston, Florida

and Kentucky Universities. She is a former high

school math teacher and taught for neraly ten years
in Pike County, Kentucky.
Mr. Dent and his office are supervised by Ad-

missions Dean William Tunis; Mrs. Hill and her
office by Vice-Chancellor Gage.

School of Nursing
Also Appoints Director

Acting Dean Lillian R. Goodman
of the UMass School of Nursing has

been appointed program director

of the new four-year nursing

program at Worcester State

College.

Dean Goodman came to UMass-
Amherst in 1969 and in 1970 was
promoted from associate dean to

acting dean in the School of Nur-

sing. Since Nov., 1972 she has been
chairperson of the nursing ad-

visory committee of the

Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education.

Her special field is psychiatric

nursing, and among her several

publications are: "The
Schizophrenic's Mother," "Nur-
sing Education in a Mental
Hospital," and "Some Factors in

Doctor-Nurse Relationships in

Psychiatry."

She earned her bachelor of

science degree and her master of

science from Boston University

and her doctorate of education

from the Boston University School

of Education. She has been head
nurse at Boston State Hospital,

assistant chief supervisor of

psychiatric nursing for the

Massachusetts Department of

Mental Health, a lecturer at Boston

College Graduate School, and
associate clinical professor at the

Boston University School of

Nursing.

Nixon Considering

Housing Allowances
By BILL NEIKIRK

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon is nearing a decision on a

proposal to provide direct cash payments to help cover the housing costs

of low-income families.

If Nixon embraces the program as some government sources expect

him to, it would likely first apply to the elderly and then be phased in for

other groups over several years.

James T. Lynn, secretary of Housing and Urban Development,

recommended the housing-allowance plan after a six-month depart-

mental study.

It is part of a housing package that Nixon plans to send to Congress

within the next week. The plan for cash assistance to low-income families

would be supplemented by proposals to help middle-income Americans

obtain housing.

But the housing-allowance plan is the most dramatic and different

approach. It would call for housing aid to people, instead of for subsidized

homes. In the view of specialists at the department, it could help prevent

much of the scandal that has plagued federal housing programs over the

years.

This is how a housing-allowance plan works in theory:

Suppose the program is set up to provide allowances for families

earning $4,800 a year, or $400 a month. And suppose the government
determined that decent housing in the area where the family lives would
cost $150 a month.
The plan would assume that a family could put up a part of its income

for housing. The most frequently discussed figure is 25 per cent. In the

example given, this would be $100 a month.
Thus the government allowance in this hypothetical situation would be

$50 a month, the difference between what the family could pay and the

cost of decent housing in the area.

WIUOWBROOK
Gardens £ Florist

in the Amherst Carriage Shops
549-1493

FLOWERS ft FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS
large & small potted plants

(hanging pottery)

Terrariums
Dried flowers & grasses
Wicker baskets
Flower pots

Soil 8. Plant fertilizers

Novelty gifts

SOUND IDEAS
Th$ /Uhr**H*Mk St$r$

1 Cook Ploco 253-5942
Open Daily 10 -6 Thurs. & Fri. 'til 9

The alternative to high priced, good sounding systems . . .

(Due to a special buy from EPI we can offer) . . . a low priced

good sounding system, the revolutionary new EPI Micro towers

normally

$120

normally

$159.95

NIKKO 2010

EPI MICROTOWERS

and the phenomonal NIKKO 2010 (35 watts)

Buy Both for just 1AQ95 Save $80.00mw (real money)

plus: V3 off any new turntable with purchase of this system

- OFFER LIMITED

SOUND IDEAS

Mass. Campaign Laws
Under Investigation

Representative Thomas G. Simons (R-Montague) was recently ap-
pointed to a special legislative commission to investigate the financing of
political campaigns in Massachusetts and to recommend new legislation
to improve the campaign laws.

The special commission will make a study of present practices and
laws concerning contributions to political candidates. It will consider the
possibility of limiting campaign expenditures and using public funds to

finance campaigns.
Representative Simons, a member of the Committee on Election Laws

for the past three years, has been active in the area of campaign reform.

He is presently helping lead an effort to pass a bill to tighten the laws
governing the disclosure of campaign contributions and expenditures.
Simons is also one of ten sponsors of two initiative petitions, filed this

summer by a coalition of citizens' groups, that call for setting up an in-

dependent Campaign and Political Finance Commission to strengthen
enforcement of campaign spending laws and requiring public officials to

disclose sources of outside income.

The idea of publicly-funded campaigns lately has been receiving much
attention and support in both the Congress and the Massachusetts
Legislature. Several bipartisan bills are now awaiting Congressional
action. Although bills to provide public funds for campaigns in this state

have been rejected by the Legislature in the past, the creation of this

special commission indicates a new interest in this proposal.
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SBA Offers Programs To
Practicing Professional Accountants
Amherst, Mass-Three

programs for practicing
professional accountants will be
offered in November by the School
of Business Administration.

Prof. Anthony Krzystofik, ac-
counting department chairman in

the School of Business, says the
programs are designed to meet the
growing needs of professional
accountants.

A new course to prepare can-
didates for the Accounting
Practice Section of the Certified
Public Accountants examination in

Boston Nov. 7, 8, and 9, will be
given at UMass from Sept. 25 to

Oct. 25. The course, in room 105 of
the School of Business building,
will provide practice in problem
solving and will be taught by Prof.
Robert W. Lentilhon of UMass, co-

author of "TheCPA Examination."
in cooperation with the

Massachusetts Society of Certified
Public Accountants, the UMass
accounting department will offer
an Accounting and Auditing
Conference Nov. 2 and 3 at UMass.
The focus will be on new ac-
counting, auditing, and reporting
problems. Professors Morton
Backer and Martin Gosman will

teach. Also participating will be;
James Mendrek, Coopers and
Lybrand of Springfield; Arthur H.
Edward, Arthur H. Edwards and
Company of East Longmeadow;
Lester Halpern, Roy B. Chapin and
Company of Greenfield; Robert
Crowson, Main Lafrentz and
Company of Springfield ; Seymour
B. Schwartz, Wolfe, Adelson, and
Schwartz of Pittsfield, and Janet C.

Simonds, Touche Ross and
Company of Worcester.
Mr. William E. Williams, district

director of the Internal Revenue
Service, and the UMass accounting
department will present a Federal
Tax Workshop Nov. 28 and 29 at

Umass. The program for tax
practitioners will feature a new
workshop approach to solving
federal tax problems. IRS per-
sonnel from the New England area
will speak on: state and gift

taxation, the intelligence division,

the appelate branch, and the
Andover Service Center.
Further details on any of these

programs may be obtained from
the Accounting Department,
School of Business Administration,
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Mass. 01002.

No Harm Reported
In First Bomb Builders

the

By FRANK CAREY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Twenty-
five men who were heavily exposed
to radioactive plutonium while

helping the first atomic bomb have
suffered no detectable harm,
scientists said Wednesday.

The men still carry within their

bodies tiny quantities of the ray-
emitting bomb ingredient. The
amounts, while small, range from
one-eighth to 10 times the
maximum permissible level for

present-day atomic plant workers.
But, says the report of the study

:

"Except for the ailments that
one would expect in a group of men
mostly in their 50s, all subjects
examined at their most recent
checkup in 1972 were in

remarkably good health."
"All men were actively working,

most as successful executives," it

said.

They were examined for such
things as any signs of lung, bone or
liver cancer, or any evidence of

genetic-cell abnormalities.
No detectable evidence was

found.

The report was made by a group
of health specialists from the
University of Rochester, N.Y.. and
the Atomic Energy Commission's
Los Alamos, N.M., scientific
laboratory.

They've made periodic check-
ups on the men since 1953. That
was nearly 10 years after the men
were heavily exposed to
plutonium-through ingestion and

inhalation-while working at Los
Alamos on the famed Manhattan
Project.

The report was presented to the
Third International Congress of the
International Radiation Protection
Association.

simp

* We have a complete line of

architectural & drafting equipment

Art supplies for professionals, semipros
& students

• Experienced picture framing

*We can fill any artistic need with
quality service& equipment

"** 233 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST
M THE CARRIAGE SHOPS

The U.Mass.

OUTING CLUB

invites you to go

CAVING, ROCK CLIMBING,

CANOEING or HIKING

GRAND RE-OPENING CELEBRATION
SPECIALS

SKIS
50% OFF Head "XR1" $
model racing skis

were*K ..

Lange Slalom Ski*
originally $185.00 only

THIS WEEKEND

See our bulletin board just to the left of the S.U.B. for more
info. Club meetings this Monday evening and next in C.C.
Rm. 174 at 6:30. All are welcome.

We offer a rental service for all U. Mass staff, faculty and
students which includes:

Rosslgnol "GT"s
were $210.00 now only

Many other odds and ends at greatly reduced
prices (1972 models)

Tents Packs

Sleeping Bags Stoves

X Country Skis Canoes

Kayaks Ropes

All at reasonable rates. Our locker is upstairs in S.U. See

the Collegian notices column for club meeting times and
places.

Tomie Dual Taper

Regular $13 95

For this sale only

GLOVES
were $14.00
special $9*90

K2 Skis
(1972 models)

M (207. 213. CM only)

originally now

#4 $185.00 $129.90
#3 160.00 119.00
#2 135.00 99.50
#1 125.00 82.50

BOOTS
Nordlca Velox Boots (Norflt)

were $70.00
now $50.00

Lange Boots 1972 models

Half Price originally now

Pro $150.00 $74.90
Swinger 120.00 59.90
Standard 89.00 44.90

Trappeur Buckle Boots (limited quantity)

were $55.00
only $15.00

Nordlca Astral Jr. Racer

were $55.00
now $39.50

Free one day or night ticket with and •ingle

purchase over $100.00

Skiing is believing at the Mt.
Tom Ski Shop. ..on 'he slopes
at Mt. Tom

Telephone 536-0712

Open daily, Monday-Friday noon-9 PM
Saturday and Sunday noon-5 PM

We Welcome BankAmericard and Master Charge Card
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en Records Bill

Hits Opposition
Op

The student Auxiliary Department is a key part of fire protection for the town of Amherst as well as its

three colleges. Above is a scene from a fire which damaged Tobin Hall, at UMass. last January.

Auxiliary Force Seeks Members
The Amherst Fire Department is

currently accepting applications to

fill vacancies in the student
Auxilliary Force for the Academic
year 1973-1974.

In Amherst, the role of a student

firefighter is an important one. He
volunteers his time and energy to

the town and university as a

member of the Amherst Fire

Department, but receives no
conpensation except a feeling of

achievement knowing that he is

helping the community.
The student Auxilliary Depart-

ment mans two engine companies,
and functions as a key part of fire

protection for the town of Amherst,
including the thr^e colleges.

Approximately 30-40 interested

students are being sought to fill

voids created by graduation last

June. A rigorous training schedule

of ten to twelve two-hour sessions

will be administered to recruits to

familiarize them with skills they

are expected to utilize at any given

fire situation.

Following successful completion
of the initial training period, new
members will be assigned their

own protective gear, and placed on

one of the two apparatus delegated

to the Auxilliary Force. Sub-

sequent training drills will be held

FOR RENT
Pufflon Village Apt*. - available im

mediately: I. 26 3 bedroom apts. Call 549-

•h »."» between lit a.m. - Z p.m.

tf»/25

Furnished apis I 1/2 and 2 1/2 rmi. air

cond.. all till*. Park. pool, near shopping. 9

mo. lease from f IM mo. Amherst Motel
Rl. 9. opp. Zayre*

Three bedroom 1/2 house in country—
walking distance to state forests. 1210 per

mo. (heat, hot water incl.). likely listings.

256-8896.

tre-u

Remodeled one bedroom apt.. 12 miles

from I'M. $130 per mo. (heat, hot water
incl. i. likely listings. 69 Main St.. Amherst.
256-8896.

MMI

FOR RENT: To share modern comf.
garden apt. Reasonable for right person,

one grad student or teacher preferred.

Northampton. Call SM-M52.

MMI

HELP WANTED
Part-time secretary. 20-25 bra., must

have typing skill. Apply at Bus Garage.
Phone MS-MS*. S-20M.

ttt/14

Experienced racing dinghy crew needed
Sept. 15-16 for Lark class champ. All ex-
penses paid, (all Jeff at 546-681*.

tf*-l3

Bus Drivers — Must have (lass II

License. Apply at Campus Bus Garage.
Phone 545-2086. 5-005*

ti9/!4

Trumpet player wanted for trio with

weekend work — weddings, some lounge
work, standards Call Ed. 253-2207 or Tom.
2S*-«2»i after •

tfl-lf

Help wanted evenings — male & female,
gd working cond. Free meah). Apply
Burger Kktg. 344 King St.. Northampton.
between 2-4 p.m. and 7.39 A 9:39 p.m.

U9/I9

RN*i — fall and part time positions

available. 3rd shift. CCL and staff

positions. Contact Alice Goetbel. RN
Director of Nnratag Services. Wing

Memorial Hospital. Palmer. Ma.. 1-

283-7*51. est. S3.

tft/29

once a week for the remainder of

the year.

Students will be issued depart-

ment radio equipment on which
they are paged if a fire call is

received. They are expected to

respond to their apparatus, at

which time their duties as an
Amherst firefighter commence.

Applications can be obtained at

the Amherst Fire Department
Headquarters, located at 68
Pleasant Street, in the center of

Amherst. Applicants will be
notified as to the location of a
meeting on campus in a few weeks,
at which time an outline of the
Amherst ' Fire Department
responsibilities and training
procedures will be presented.

By MAKTY THORNTON
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON ( APIA bill is pending
before the legislature to open most
state government records to public

perusal, and already the House
Ways and Means Committee has

taken steps to take the teeth out of

the legislation.

"It is a fundamental right of a

citizen to know what his govern-

ment is doing and thus, to have free

and open access to most of the

official papers and records of his

government," said Rep. John
Businger, D-Brookline, who has

been pushing the issue for three

years.

A similar bill died in 1971 after it

received an adverse committee
report. Last year another bill

made it through the House but died

in the Senate during prorogation.

Businger's original draft would
have made virtually all records of

every state agency, department,
commission and authority, as well

as political subdivisions like

counties and municipalities, open

to public inspection.

"The theory is to make
everything public except for a new
narrowly defined exemptions,"
Businger said, "and it puts the

burden of proof on the bureaucrat

to prove that disclosure is not

necessary."

Under present state law only

F0R UGMNM6 FAST DELIVERY 0N AMY OF OUR
DELICTUS PIZZAS OR SUB5 CALL THE HUM6RY-U

PIZZ&PATROL
7566350

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE FOR SALE

1 ft. black light: 10 speed bike: 66 Chev
Imp. SS: stereo casse'.te player for car

f 500. Stereo, test offers, (all Chuck. 253-

3534.

tfS/lt

Hammond B organ with Leslie spkr.
(all Paul. 253-7246.

tf9/l3

Refrigerators by Delroonico 5 cu. ft. in

carton. S year guarantee. $99.95. we also
have some of our rental units left. 159.95.MHM

M/M

AKC Samoyed puppies (pure white

Huskies). Beautiful, gentle sled dogs.

Reasonably priced. 253-7373. 256-H658.

tre/14

MGB hardtop only one of its kind. 175:

queen size bed with headboard. 150. No
phone, come to 88 Townhouse ApU.

MMI

Paris Snort IMpeed bike, J moa. on,

$225 new. now 914*. Phone 6 »**
HI

Irish Setters — Daisy's puppies are for

sale. A.K.C. Registered, shots, warmed,
only $8S. (all Jeff days. 253-9341: nights.

256-8536.

tfS/1*

Maple bed (single), dresser, night

stand, almost new. Call 253-2639 evenings.

$5* for everything.

m/11

Calculators — low discount prices. All

models available. Commodore MM-3. reg
$49.95 now $49.95. MM 3MR Memory.
$89.95. Gordon. 549-9187.

tft-13

Panasonic compact stereo cassette
player-recorder with AM-KM stereo radio.

I yr. Old. I24W. 546-7537.

tf»-M

Heading west — must sell

everything: furniture, clothing, bicycle.

All day Sat.. Sept. IS. Old Amherst Rd .

Sunderland. Off 11*. look for signs.

t/f-14

For sale — pool tables, coin operated or

otherwise. Write P.O. Bos SI. Amherst.

Ma. *l**2.

tH-14

Wooden double bed frame, good c

cheap Call after S p.m.. 6*5-4721.

1 speed Columbia. 1 year old. like new.

$39; portable typewriter, works fine. $35;

TV. old but works. $25. Call 25*-*2*4 or

256-8773.

ttt/14

Men's 10-speed Columbia bike, very

sparingly used, chain, lock, carrier. 185.

(all 546-9*40; women's 3-speed bike, $19.

U9/17

Advent 292. new. $85; Sony 239 reel to

reel with speakers. $175; Sony red to red
tape deck. $89. CaU David. 54«-«547.

U9/18

A Sears CoMspot refrigerator. 1.5 cu. ft.

capacity, compressor coding, freeies ice

cubes. Guarantee Included, asking $35.

(all 584-2177.

tf»/i7

ENTERTAINMENT

Have a record hop. Professional DJ
with powerful PA will spin them for you.

Flexible rates. Call Steve at 467-2842 now.
m/M

Rock music is Alhambra. For your dorm
party or other booking call Jeff (in 102). 5-

2642 or Warren. 863-9216. Reasonable

rales.

tft-13

Available: lead guitarist for blues-rock

band to play on campus and-or in local

area. Contact Charlie in Washington, call

5-3900.

ttt-14

The Super Septemberfest is coming.

Watch for it Sunday. Sept- 23.

tft/14

Newt nite, Thursday ntte. Cashin House

basement.
9/13

Saturday. Sept. IS — rock and roll

with Tusk" at The Monarch. Rt 47.

So. Hadley. 9:09-1:09.

tft/14

RIDE WANTED

SERVICES

tftVlt

Pads (rtdtlme Furniture featuring best

prices on beds, bureaus, desk*, chairs and

good stuff. Behind Aubocbon's In the Alley.

253-3511.

9/13

Pick-up truck for hire. Furniture -and

appliances moved. Cheap rates. Call

Mitch. 6*5-3405.

m/M

Horses boarded 10 minutes from cam-
pus. Box stalls, pasture, field Jumping and
excellent trails. 253-7373.

tf9/l4

Guitar lessons with experienced
teacher. Times flexible, rock, country,
alternate tunings, finger and flat picking.
Craig. SM-295*.

tft-14

T.O.C. card validation stickers
available. 1st noor C.C. Coatrueck Room
weekdays. 11-3.

tft-14

Ride wanted from Springfield to UMass
and back daily. Will share expenses. Call

734-2414 evenings.
tft-14

Need daily ride to At from Shutesbury.

Will help with gas. Call A.J.. 256-8285.

tft/14

New Salem to Amherst and back daily,

approx. 8-5. five days a week. Share $ and
driving. Call Julie at Hopbrook Farm. 617-
544 33*2

tft-14

PERSONAL

Stockbridge —
nomination forms for

vice-ores., sec., treas

large; Senior vke-pres

Stockbridge
Frosh ores.,

. senator-at

and senator-

at large — available at Stockbridge

office Papers to be returned by Mon.
9/17/73, 5 p.m. Flections to be held on

Wed. t/19/73. 9-3:30 at Stockbridge

Hall. info. cdl. (-4387 or Senate office.

5-0189 R-l -N.

tft/17

"certain records, which are updated

from time to time, are considered

public-but Businger's bill would

have made everything public

except for personnel and medical

files, personal notebooks and files,

law enforcement investigatory

material, trade secrets and similar

information.

Atty Gen. Robert H. Quinn

supported the bill, at least in part,

saying he approves "of the concept

that the files and records of the

Commonwealth and its political

subdivisions should be open to the

public, except where a compelling

governmental interest for

exempting such records from
public inspection and scrutiny

exists."

However, rather than approving

the bill in its original form, the

House Ways and Means Com-
mittee decided without explanation

to amend the bill to exempt
Massachusetts Port Authority and

Turnpike Authority toll tickets.

This would make it impossible for

the public to find out how much
money is being collected on their

bridges and tunnels.

TONITE

Good

Friend

Coyote

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Hte. 47 Sunderland

865-4937

PERSONAL

Beer. wine, papers, etc. Groceries, Inc.,

Mexican foods. Montague Mini Mart,

Montague Center, open Ham until 11 p.m.

daily.

ttt/18

Two tor one sale on cigarette papers.
Two packs for 25c from the vending
machines. Campus Center.

tft/14

Help the handicapped. Give a couple hrs.
weekly as an OVDC'H volunteer com-
panion. For info call 2*8-7251 or see C.C.
table. Wed.

tft-13

Musicians wanted — keyboard A vocals,
male or female, bat will consider
anything. Call Alan. 549-6275; Dave. 527-

9201; Kevin. 323-7241.

tft-28

Cora "Corky" Eaton Long lost friends,
would like to see you. call Jon G., 617-878-

37SI nite* collect. Appreciate anyone's
help. too.

tft-13

One credit d Speech 303 for anyone as a
speaker before audiences. Call Richard
Shoen for details. 545-2055.

tft-18

If anyone sees Bob Blair tell him that
Susan needs her refrigerator.

tft-17

Debbie Day — need you at Spectrum

tft/14

office. Lv. id. no

Gay commune has farm, now peopling,

living and loving together. P.O. Box 723.

Amherst. Ma.
tflO/9

Parachuting is a rush, I Mass Club
meeting Sept. 13it7:0*pm .( ( US. Join
us as we gd large discount* Class starts

9/13

Flections - all Stochles. Frosh and 8rs.
may vote for respective class officers on
Wed. at Stockbridge Han. 9:00-3:39.

tft/ll

'

Air Science

17

Where To Le;

Your Kids
Air Science III

Freshmen or Sophomore whose schedule print-outs show "Could Not
Be Scheduled" or "Section Filled" for Air Science III, please report to
Room 202 or 204, Dickinson Hall, with your print-out and a blue form Add-
Drop card. We should be able to resolve schedule conflicts or overload
situations such as to admit all applicants. Lecture sections are Tuesday Women is sponsoring a community
9: 05, 10: 10, 1

:
25, or 2: 30. Laboratory time for Air Science III is 11 • 15 day care service on Saturday The

Tuesday.
Air Science 121

Sophomores enrolling in Air Science III must also enroll in Air Science
121, which meets Mondays, 11:15 or 3:35, Room 206, Dickinson Hall
Sophomores who are already enrolled in Air Science III but could not be „t6111 OCinciIloer ,

t
,

scheduled for Air Science 121, report to Room 202 or 204, Dickinson Hall University Day School at Bowditch
and we will endeavor to resolve the schedule conflict. Laboratory time Lodge on campus.
fn~ Ail- <niortnO 191 IC II-1C Tlincdau J ll_i.iL' . . ..

Continuing Education for

Center is open to children ages
three to five years old and will be
open every Saturday from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The sessions will
begin September 15 at the

for Air Science 121 is 11: 15 Tuesday. Up to this point there has been no

a WannaTeach
A Colloquia?

The Greek area plans .to
offer colloquia to all University

students this semester.
However, we are in dire need of

more colloquia to offer

students. If you or someone you
know has a skill or sufficient

background in a subject to

teach a colloquia, please

contact us, immediately. We
can give you information on
filling out your proposal form
and contacting a sponsor. Call
Cindy Waldron or Ann
Donahue: 545-0939 or come to
Lambda Delta Phi at 389 N.
Pleasant St.

day care service available on the
weekend for area residents.

The new day care facility will be
run by Marcelle Feltman and Tom
Weiner, two area residents with
experience in early childhood
education. Anyone interested in

further information and
registration may call 549-6596 or
584-2790 after 5:30 p.m.

Hillel Offers Elul

Lecture-Discussions

Course Offering:

Chinese Revolution
Marni Hinton Rosner, who lived

and worked in the People's
Republic of China from September
1971 until June 1972, will be
teaching a 5 credit course on the

Chinese Revolution as part of the

Academic program offered by
Sluthwest Residential College. Two
of the five credits will be given to

participants in an optional
colloquium offered in conjunction

with the International Studies
Program, which is taught by Ann
and Walter Silva of S.W. Academic
Affairs. The course will meet
Tuesdays and Thursdays 2:30-3:45

JQA 19L schedule No. 762068.

Registration for course is open in

S.S. Academic Affairs Office, John
Adams Lobby.

Elul, the month preceding the
Jewish high holy days (days of
awe) is, according to tradition, the
choicest month for Teshuvah, for
turning to God. It is customary for
Jews to begin their spiritual
preparation for the high holy days
through study, prayer and in-

trospection. Hillel welcomes the
community to a series of lecture-

discussions on various aspects of
the days of awe.
Monday. Sept. 17. 4:00 p.m.: Rabbi Daniel

Jezer on "God and Man: Theological
themes in the High Holyday Prayer-
book" Commonwealth Rm , SU

Tuesday. Sept 18. 5: 00 p.m.: Rabbi Yechezkel
Lebovic on "The Shofar: Origin and
Significance" Commonwealth Rm., SU

Wednesday. Sept. 19. 3:30p.m.: Rabbi Jordan
Ofseyer on "Jew as Jew and Jew as Man.

the Universal and the Particular in the High
Holyday Prayerbook" Commonwealth
Room. SU

Thursday, Sept. 20, 7:00 p.m.: Rabbi David
Edelman on "Remember Us for Life: A
Major High Holyday Theme" Essex
Rm., SU

Tuesday, Sept. 25, 4:00 p.m: Prof. Edward K.
Kaplan on "Prayer and the Spiritual
Radicalism of A.J Heschel" Essex Rm.,
SU. (Note: Prof. Kaplan asks that those
planning to attend read the article "On
Prayer" by Heschel It is available, free of
charge, in the Hillel Center. Rm. 302 SU)

Exercise

!

NEW PHYSICAL EDUCATION
COURSES
G 95- Personal Experiences in the
Outdoors

(1) credit- Tues. Thurs. 9:30,

Tues. & Thurs. 11:15. The purpose
of this course is to explore the
outdoors as an alternative to

typical education environment.
"Fun" individual and group
problem solving situations will be
used, while focusing on the
premise that an individual can
grow emotionally in Physically
challenging situations.

If you would like to join in a
physically challenging experience,
sign up at Boyden, 209.

G 95-Jazz Dance
(1) credit, Mon. Wed. Fri. 10:10

No. Pe. 11 Mon., Wed. 3:35-4:50-No.
Pe. 204 Tues. Thurs. 4:00-5:15-No.
Pe. 11

G 40 Aikido

(1) credit, Mon. Fri. 12:20-1:35-

Boyden 122 Sign up at Boyden 209
PE 203 Philosophy of Sport

(3) credits, Mon. Wed. Fri. 2:30-

Boyden 251 Schedule No. 234338

ETHEL W. PURNELL
Director, Physical Education
Boyden Gymnasium
545-2338

A Different Pace

A New Face

A Warm Place A Home Base

Experience Alpha Chi Omega

"COFFEE HOUSE"
Thurs., Sept. 13, 1973 7:30 p.m.

low-priced

Ov/ctie /(/,

11OX CArAP0|S CENTIR

sandwich
beverage

HtK Floor
1i:30-1.

a30

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

2 used motorcycle helmets for sale: one
is a used Bell. 125 for both of them. Call

Dave at 546-9737 or leave note At I0K

MarKimme.
MMI

l»7l Kawasaki 350 street and trail, onlv
3.300 miles. Asking 1500. Tel. 546-7150.

tft-18

AUTO FOR SALE

150 CB Honda. 1970, mint condition,
rebuilt top head: many extras — sad-

dlebags, tools. Best offer. Call after 6 p.m..MM
ltt-14

BSA motorcycle. 1971, (.old Star 500,
excl. mech. cond.. v. gd. overall condition.
1.700 mi., $595. Ask for Bill. 323-1223.

MMI

Buy next years' bike now — cheap. 1971

Honda 350. $380. Call Paul. 6-9*75.

M/M

1942 llarley Davidson stock, like new.

15k. orig. miles, spare parts, good tires.

Best offer over $900 Call 546-7789

m/M

ROOMS WANTED

Needed immediately — apt. or house

*•*• neg Please call Kick. Km. 404,

Itwight. MMMtl 2305or ask for Vivian if

not in.

trs/13

Female age 22 desires a place to live on
bus route under tXO. Call Clare 546-4223.

tf9-l3

Need my own room and kitchen, one or
two miles from campus, up to $70. Call Bob
Zrlman c-o Bleeding Rose at 256-6171

from 6-IO p.m.

tft-14

Female senior needs to find room or apt.

preferably furnished, quiet surroundings,
t all after I p.m.. 1-617-544-6743.

tf»/!4

1971 laurel green Triumph TR6
w /overdrive, new Michelin tires, AM /KM
stereo, tonneau rover. $2300. Call 549-3748.

tre/14

Make $ plowing — '65 Jeep Wagoneer.
very good shape, new tires A brakes, alto
6' Meyer angle plow A lift. Car never
plowed. Call 549-1096.

M/M

72 Ford Supervan. 6 cyl. std.. windows,
curtained, carpeted, panelled, sofa-bed.
bean bag chair, tape deck. etc.. $2450. 256-

KK94.

tr9-ii

ft' Cortina (JT I spd.. good motor, decent
body, very economical, only $250. Call

Steve at 546-1169.

H9-I4

1961 Corvair (ireenbriar bus. good
condition, needs a little mechanical work,
must sell. Call Alan at 256-K530 evenings.

tf9-ll

1955 Pontiac. an oldie but goodie, runs
Kood. body A int. mint, original owner til

•70. Best offer takes it away — Chuck. 253-

7114 after 3.

t/9-14

'65 Mercedes 220-S. burgundy, black
interior, disc brakes, radial tires.

Blaupunk radio, well maintained. $1400.

Private. 549-0176 evenings.

M/M

1963 MOB parts, car $100: 1965 Mustang
2X9. < nurt . $100: 66 Ducati 125 cc. $50.

(all 665-2529 eves.

M/M

Mustang convertible. 1972. 15.000 miles.

A real bargain, must sell. Call 584-5997.

MM
1969 Fial H50 Spider. $325; new electric

system. 2 new Perellis. AM/FM A snows.
Needs some engine work. Call 253-9275 ask
for Ken in 206.

9/13

1967 Cutlass. 2 dr.. gd. cond.. will

bargain, (all Kathy after 3:39 p.m.. 253-

9877.

M/M

1967 \ W Faslback — needs some minor
work. $:HW or best offer. Call 549-1821 afrer

ft p.m.
M/11

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE

I960 VW Bus. rebuilt engine, dependable
trans., blue, just inspected, some rust.

Very cute, best offer over $200. Call Mike
collect. 1-617-632-71*9. 5 p.m.

t/9/17

1965 Ford Galaxie. power steering and
brakes, auto, trans., air conditioned. 92.000
miles, excel, cond.. $250. Call 545-0186
days.

Ma
67 (JTO. p.s., p.b., 400. I speed, runs

good, needs some work. $450. 546-9028.

MM
1969 Malibu sport coupe, well kept. 6

cyl.. automatic, 7 tires (2 snows), $1297.
will dicker, (all 863-9437 before 3 p.m.

MM
Must sell 72 VW bus. 31.080 miles,

complete service record available. Call
256-8812.

MM
1965 Ford Fconoline window van. ex.

cond.. FM radio. $600 or best offer. Alan
253-9668. leave message if not home.

119-14

1969 BMW 2002, excellent running
condition. $1250. Call 546-9046.

MM

FREE WANTED

Found — beautiful black cat. very af-

fectionate. Needs home, having kitten

soon. Dont want to put her away. Call

Susan. 546-5379.

M/M

ROOMMATE WANTED

Own rm. in 2 bdrm. house in Florence.

Quiet pers. pref.. m or f. $62. SO-mo Call
after 9 p.m., Al. 584-0082.

M/M

Female roommate wanted — I bedroom
available. $105 per mo., apt. 14 Rolling

(ireen apts. Please call 256-6431 anytime.

M/M

Fern, roommate wanted — own room.
Pufflon Village. $83 per mo., all uUI. incl.

549-6331.

MM

I'sed motorcycle helmet and-or chain
wanted also. Need two hockey goalies, free
ice time starting Wed. night Oct. 7. Call
Skip. 549-1913.

09-17

We buy good condition, used record*

For the Record at Faces of Earth. 256-4)134.

M/M

Wanted: public address system to rent
with or without operator. Call Don. 534-

0943.

tn/u

( j r pool — Woman Interested in forming
carpooi to and from Chartemont. Inquire
at the Red House at intersection of 8A and
Rt. 2.

MM

Female needed to share room in apt. at

Brittany Manor. No phone as yet so con-

tact Kllen in Apt 99C. Rent — $55/mo.
Leave name A number.

M/M

1969 Triumph Spitfire conv., 4 speed,
new radials and snows, exc. running cond.
(all 545-0174. ask for Al.

MMI

H« Olds, air cond.. radio, original owner
reliable, comfortable car. asking $6M. 549-

••*
tre/M

FREE

One free pack of cigarette papers with
purchase of I at regular price from the
vending machines. Campus Center.

M/M

Free to good home — fern, dog, part

(iolden Retriever. II months old. Owners
moving to Florida. Call l.orna. 5-23*4. 406

Dwight.
M/M

Roommate needed. Puffton Apt. No. 9. 2

bdrm.. I person, $112.50 per mo. 2 per-

sons. $65 per mo. ea. Call Charin. 253-3134.

MM

Female, own room in Brittany Manor
apt., furnished. $90 - $5 electricity. Bus to

and from campus. Phone 256-8173.

tf9-!7

( ouple or single fern, to share Conway
house. Own rm. in warm, quiet at-

mosphere. 5 acres of land, cheaper than
campus. Pets welcome. 546-4564

MM
Own rm. in large 3 bdrm. apt., near Rte.

9. Northampton (pref. grad or older un
dergrad). $5* mo. Call 584-8186 eves.

MM

I would like to begin a study with a
Jehovah's Witness. Phone 6-6069.

Ma
Experienced shoe sales clerk for

Saturdays. Apply to David Boot Shop. 221

Main St.. Northampton.

trt-14

Open-minded female, attractive
•ntelhgent. likes leather, horn, thebuarre etc. Some modeling oc-
cas-onally <K»d pay, by JXS
Seat IT".?

into "rea No «»"«"«

Km. 224, N.Y., N.Y. 10019

MM

Got any balls? Well take them off

vour hand*. Came trade in your non

sexist TENNIS balls. 2 of your balk

good for one of my Joints as long as

supply lasts (all 6-754* or 6-753* for

good shit

tft/ll
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA
All girls welcomed at our "Coffee

Hour" on Nutting Ave. tonight at

7: 30. For rides or directions call 545-

2152. Hope to see you there!

ANTHRO MAJORS
Important meeting for all un

dergrads Mon., Sept. 17 at 7:30 p.m.
in Machmer W 15. Please attend.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus to Belchertown State School

leaves this Sat. at 12:45 p.m. Haigis
Mall in front of Whitmore. Return by
4:00. Tour and orientation for new
members. Call Ken 253 7461 or May
JO 546 6953.

BETA KAPPA PHI
The brothers cordially invite all

university men to an open rush
tonight from 7:30 8:30 at 388 North
Pleasant St.

BOLTWOOD BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT

Meeting today in C.C. Rm. 803,

7:30 p.m. Volunteer orientation day,
Sun., Sept. 16. Busses leave Whit-
more at 12:00 noon.

CHESS CLUB
We need help to fold flyers, C.C.

Rm. 802, 700 p.m. until we finish.

Thanks.

ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCH
Organization meeting tonight at

7:30 in 623 Tobin.

FREEBEES
Douglas Fairbanks appears in The

Black Pirate (1926) tonight C.C. 165-

169 at 9: 00. Mary Pickford in Thomas
Ince's The Artful Kate (1911)

FREE CONCERT
The Milky Way will appear in a

free concert on the Amherst Com-
mon this Sat., Sept. 15, 3:00 5:00
p.m.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
All women are welcome to the

meeting on 4 East Dickinson, the
Liberation Corridor Lounge, tonight
at 800. Come out.

MEETING OF OVP
All members should attend the

meeting tonight at 7: 00 in the Dukes
Rm. S.U.B to plan semester
programs.

NOTICE ALL FENCERS
Organizational meeting on tonight

in Wope Rm. 8 from 7 8. For info, call

Allan Chin 549 6083.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Dark room procedures in B I W

seminars, Tues., Weds., Thurs., 6-8

p.m SUB. crafts workshop.

PRE-VET CLUB
Meeting for people interested in

joining the Pre Vet Club, tomorrow
night, Sept. 14 at 7: 30 in Rm. 162 C.C.

SICK OF BRICK!
Interested in Art, Art Committee

w' Htm Tii na M*[Wm Aif (INCHA/ 1234S
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meeting, this evening at 6.00 in
Wore. Rm. 2nd floor S.U.B. Everyone
welcome.

SQUARE DANCING
Come to a free demonstration,

tonight at 6:45 in the Quad. Join in

and have some fun.

STOCKBRIDGE
Freshmen and Seniors of Stock

bridge interested in being a class
officer and working for the Stock-
bridge Student body may pick up
nomination papers in Stockbridge
Office.

URBAN EDUCATION MAJORS
Curiculum development for

Urban Ed. will be held on Tues.
nights at 7:45 in Rm. 253 Boyden.

THE CONCERT COMM BOOKING
All members new and old in-

terested in helping to book the Oct.
and Nov. concerts should be in Rm.

801 C.C. at 7:30 tonight.

WHO IS GURU MAHARAJ Jl
A program 7:30 p.m., tonight, in

Rm. 162 of C.C. - will attempt to
answer this question. All are
welcome.
WOMEN'S TRACK CLUB
We need runners and field events

people. Work out together every
Tues. and Thurs., 5:00 p.m. Call
Charlotte Lehis 549 6881.

WUMV WTOY
Pre production meeting for Sat.

game, tonight at 9 p.m., S.U.B. 428.

FOUND
Puppy on 9/12. White and light

brown w. dark spots. Looks like a
hunting dog. Contact Moe, 210
Wheeler House, 545 2420.

LOST
Green Austrian Lanz jacket with

ID and driver's license in pocket.

No Exceptions, Sir

ByGAYLORDSHAW
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-The White House refused again Wednesday to
say whether President Nixon paid federal income taxes in 1971 and 1970.
Using almost precisely the same words as he employed Tuesday,

Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren repeated "I am not going to
discuss the President's income taxes. I think that's a personal matter,
and I'm just not going to discuss it."

Lone Moose Captured
METHUEN, Mass. (AP)-A 1,200-pound moose was captured at Hills

Pond Wednesday afternoon after it eluded police for about eight hours.
The animal was shot with three tranquilizing darts, then was taken to

Boston's Franklin Park Zoo.
The moose was first spotted before dawn in a residential area of

Lawrence. It then crossed into Methuen and was cornered in an open field
by officers.

But the animal escaped and headed toward Hills Pond, where it was
later captured.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM

ARIES ( March 21-April 19) : Your ability
lo select quality is highlighted. Cycle is high
and you overcome obstacles However, dust
is kicked and there could be controversy
regarding legal agreement. Make con-
cession but adhere to principles. Money
question will be resolved.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Accept
responsibility. Some of your ideas need
refinement. But you are on right track — key
now is to realize forces behind the scenes are
benefical to you. Means stop fearing
shadows Capricorn. Cancer persons may be
involved.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) : Friends and
close associates may draw you into dispute.
Key is to protect assets. Finish what you
start — take long-range view. Maintain
independent stance. You need not bear brunt
of an another's indiscretion.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) : Obtain hint
from Gemini message Accept challenge. Be
responsible for decisions, actions. Prestige
may be on the line. Stand tall Leo, Aquarius
persons could figure prominently You may
be put in charge of distribution.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Pressures from
past may crop up — involves journey and
relatives Rise above the petty. Refuse to

become drawn into dispute that does not
directly concern you. Aquarian. Aries could
play roles

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Don't mix
money and friendship — you could lose both.
Key now is versatile approach. Have
alternatives at hand. Expand horizons You
need not be limited Sagittarius. Gemini
persons are in picture. Ask many questions.
LIBRA i Sept 23-Ocl 22) : Much of what

had been planned may be subject to revision.

Know it and be prepared; directly affected
could be partnership, special agreement
Aquarius. Leo and Scorpio persons could be

in picture. Study apparent minor points.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21) : Obtain hint

from Libra message. Analyze. Ask for

pertinent information. Refuse secondhand
reports. Go directly to source. What has been
kept from you can be of vital importance.
Show that you mean business and facts will

be forthcoming.

SAGITTARIUS ( Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Home,
domestic issues, need for adjustments —
ihese may dominate. Taurus. Libra in-

dividuals could play significant roles
Friendships and romance — these also
command attention. Your ability to create
something beautiful comes to forefront.

CAPRICORN ( Dec. 22-Jan 19) : Insist on
quality. One who touts a bargain may have
ulterior motive. Avoid tendency to fall

victim to wishful thinking. See situations,

individuals as they actually exist. Give
mate, partner chance to fully express views.

AQUARIUS ( Jan 20-Feb 18) : Hold off on
decisions until older individual has stated
case Be receptive to one who has benefit of

experience. Don't permit pride to dictate.

Relatives may have serious differences.

Don't make snap judgments.
PISCES ( Feb. 19-March 20) : Don't chase

losing proposition Refuse to be "taken."
Means some are making promises that

cannot be fulfilled. Draw short. Insist on
cash flow — in your direction. Aries. Libra
individuals could be featured.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
dynamic and direct, frank, truthful, often

blunt You attract to you persons born under
Aquarius, Leo, Scorpio and Taurus
November should be one of your most
significant months of 1973 You know how to

help people who are undergoing crisis

period. In fact, you often are better at
helping others than when it comes to aiding
yourself.

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

Swiss river

French

impressionist
painter

Remuneration
Suffix:

adherent of

Artist's stand
Dutch town
More profound

17 Cowboy
competitions
Distant

Deep sleep
Sow
Part of

"to be"
Move about
furtively

Pronoun
Goddess of

discord

Norse god
Conjunction
Serving dish
Prefix: down
Baked clay

Antlered

animal
Meadow
Chairs

Teutonic

Notorious
pirate

Long for

Strike

Come into view

Gasped for

breath

Long, slender
fish

52 Go in

54 Guido's high
note

55 Aeriform fluid

56 Retail

establishment

57 Edge

DOWN

1 Succor

2 Devoured

9
12

13
14
15

19
20
21
23

24

27
28

30
31
32
34
35
37

38
39
41
42

43
45
46
48

51

10

11

16
18

20
21

22
23
25

Close-fitting

jacket

Antlered

animal
Organ of

hearing
General Staff

(abbr.)

Danish
island

Thin, tasteless

food

Looked at

intently

Fuss

Affirmative

Cushion

Giver of gift

Struck

Discharges
of gun

Weird

Macaws
Helped

26
28
29
32
33

36
38
40

Mix, as dough
Spanish article

Heavenly body
Man's name
For example
(abbr.)

Tiers

Stretcher

Wise persons

42 One's relatives

44 Lease
45 Rabbit
46 Urge on
47 Cry of lamb
48 Through
49 Man's narne
50 Obstruct
53 Preposijibfl

deity

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. /5

OK Tei-L-H&R i'y\ *S
6CNM* THROW rAf&EuF
Of1= UOV'P^S' LBAP' AT
WPNK&HT TONIGHT" '

by Johnny hart

ANC? WKATS NNORE T^B 04lY THlf\|e3
THAT'LL -STOP fAB IS FfcR HER To
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Swappers Suffer
NEW YORK (AP) -Fritz Peterson and Mike Kekich, two left-handed

pitchers now better known for a wife-swapping incident, are looking

ahead to next year while suffering through the final stages of their worst
baseball seasons.

Close friends while members of the New York Yankees, Peterson and
Kekich shocked the baseball establishment last spring by holding a news
conference to announce they had traded households-wives, children, even
dogs.

Kekich later was traded to the Cleveland Indians after failing to im-
press in early going with the Yankees. He currently has a record of 2-4,

coupled with a poor earned run average of 7.47. Peterson has won eight of

22 decisions for the Yankees, with an ERA of 4.02.

Peterson and Mrs. Kekich are living together and plan to marry next
year; Kekich and Mrs. Peterson are no longer together.

Peterson says of his former friend, their once-close relationship having
disintegrated, "I was right in the starting rotation, but it hurt him,
Kekich, because he wasn't starting. He was a victim of circumstance."
After the season ends, Kekich plans to go to Montana for a couple of

weeks to collect himself, then attend real estate school and play winter
baseball for about a month. Afterward he'll go to spring training with the
Indians...and what he hopes will be a new start.

Peterson, for his own part, refuses to blame personal problems for the

kind of year he's been having/This winter I'll be in super condition," he
sayd, attributing part of his trouble to his job last winter as radio com-
mentator for the New York Golden Blades of the World Hockey
Association.

Fall Baseball Underway
By MIKE BROPHY

A reported 125 candidates have
turned out for baseball this fall in

what is "the largest turnout ever

for fall ball," according to baseball

coach Dick Bergquist.

Due to the excessive amount of

candidates and the lack of an
assistant coach, Bergquist is about

to commence a three day try-out

period in which he and veterans of

last year's 22-9 squad will evaluate

the group so as to reduce it to a

workable size of near 40. "I simply

can't handle all these men without

an assistant coach. Flanagan,

McMahon, and Newell are great

help, but it's not the same," he
continued.

Of the total group nearly 65

players are desirous freshman who
want a chance at making the squad

Waterplay

Naiads, the Aquatic Art swim-
ming club on campus, will hold a

workshop beginning Monday
September 17 at 4:00 in WOPE
pool. The workshop will continue

Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon

at 4:00-5:30. Tryouts for the club

will be held on Thursday Sep-

tember 20, at 4:00.

Maybe you do not understand
what Aquatic Art is???? Naiads
answer to this is come to our

workshop and learn about Aquatic
Art. All male and female students
who enjoy swimming, creating and
performing are encouraged to

come to the workshop and then

become a member of Naiads.

If you have further questions

call: 5-2324

Pitchers rated at the top of the
candidate listing as there are 35

candidates out to make the starting
rotation.

The tryouts will be conducted
starting Friday on Earl Lorden
Field and will continue on Monday
and Tuesday.

Notices
SWIM TEAM-There will be a

meeting at the Boyden Pool for all

candidates for the UMass swim
team Monday at 4 p.m. If you are
interested and cannot attend the

meeting, please contact Coach Joe
Rogers in the near future.

RUGBY FOOTBALL -Fall
rugby practices have been
scheduled for Wednesday and
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. The UMass
rugby club is open to all members
of the University community with

newcomers and veterans both

welcome to tryout. Practices are

held on the fields west of Boyden,
near the new tennis courts.

WRESTLING -There will be a

meeting for all candidates for

wrestling in the wrestling room in

Boyden this atternoon at 4:30.

WATER POLO -The Water
Polo Club will practice in the

Boyden Pool from 9-10 a.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays. Any moderately strong
swimmer in the University com-
munity is invited to try out
Practice begins this week.

WOMEN'S VARSITY TENNIS
TEAM -Prospective players:
tryouts will be held today and
Monday at 4 p.m. on the Boyden
Courts. For information contact

Coach Oglivie at 5-2557 or 549-0411.

Bare Traps

*in rich Harness Leather

for either sex

aoLLtt
SHOE
STORE

8 MAIN ST. AMHERST
"HOME OF THE BOOT CELLAR"

CCA to Sponsor
New Post-Season
Hoop Tourney
CHICAGO AP-A new basketball

tournament, backed by nine major
conferences, will be started this
coming season.

The announcement was made by
Wayne Duke, commissioner of the
Big Ten and president of the-
Collegiate Commissioners
Association which will sponsor the
post-season tournament.
The first CCA tournament will be

held following the 1973-74 season
but exact dates and site have not
yet been selected.

The tournament has been
pledged the support of the Big ten,
the Bigt-Eight, Mid-American,
Missouri Valley, Pacific 8,

Southeastern, Southern, Southwest
and Western Athletic conferences.
The Yankee Conference was not

included.

(Staff phoio/AI Chapman)
Gary Mika gets congratulations from teammate Ed Hadjusek

after scoring the first UMass points of the season. And in case you
didn't notice, check out the new headgear. There is something new
under the sun.

The Blackout Ban. . .Phase V?
By HOWARD

They made a BIG mistake.
That's what those greedy foot-

ball owners, led by the pigskin god,
Pete Rozelle, said last week when
the United States Senate passed
Senator John Pastore's (DR. I.)

bill to prohibit the National
Football League from refusing to

telecast home games locally if

there is a sellout crowd 72 hours in

advance.

Well, Billy Sullivan, Carroll
Rosenbloom, Edward Bennett
Williams, and all the rest of those

money-grabbers of the NFL, you
were wrong. Those 76 senators who
voted last thursday in favor of the

no-blackout measure, had an ace
or two up their collective sleeves.

Don't understand? Well, then,

just...

...think of the effects this is going

to have on the country, and the

Presidency. Our exalted master at

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue is a

football nut. During the football

season, the only time he gets any

work done is on a Sunday when the

Redskins are in town, and

therefore not on TV. Well, now that

the blackout on home games has
been lifted, America will have 14

full weeks WITHOUT a blunder by
Richard Nixon. For the next three

and a half months, it's going to be
Redskins, Redskins, and more
Redskins for the Trick. He'll have
no time to take care of the business

of the country, and so the economy
will straighten out, the beef
shortage will be no more, and once
again America will be the land of

the free and the home of the brave,

Pretty tricky those Senators, huh?
...think of the job boom. The

unemployment rate, which has
wavered between five and six

percent for the last three or four

years, is on its way down. Think of

it-televisions by the hundreds and
thousands will be kicked in, tor-

ched, and just simply rendered
inoperable as a result of the new
law. With the Patriots on TV every
Sunday, those cans of Bud are

gonna be flying through many a TV
screen this season. Hundreds more
TV repairmen will have to be put to

work to keep up with the Doom.

Those Senators thought of

everything.
Jeepers-at least Dick gets to see

a half-decent team. The New
England Patriots? Ugh'

THE
CHAPLIN
SERIES

Ten
Classic
Comedy
Programs

Series Tickets

Still Available

First Feature
on Sept. 17

an rbc films presentation

S"\ XJ
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NFL East

Remains As
Only Race

Pirates, 4-2

CHICAGO AP- Bob Robertson's

three-run homer led Bruce Kison

and the Pittsburgh Pirates to a 4-2

victory over the Chicago Cubs

Wednesday.
The triumph evened the Pirates'

record at 71-71 and lifted them into

a first-place tie with the St. Louis

Cardinals in the National League

East. The Cardinals play Montreal

Wednesday night.

With one out in the Pirates'

fourth, Willie Stargell walked and

Manny Sanguillon singled.

Ronnie Stennett then fouled out

before Robertson followed with his

14th home run of the season.

Kison, recently recalled from the

miners, posted his first 1973 victory

for Pittsburgh.

Mets, 3-2

PHILADELPHIA AP- Home
runs by Wayne Garrett and John

Milner helped the New York Mets

to a 3-2 victory over the

Philadelphia Phillies Wednesday
night.

The Phillies nicked Jon Mat-

tlack, 13-15, for a run in the first

inning when Billy Grabarkewitz

singled, moved up on a walk and

scored on Bill Robinson's double.

Garrett's 13th homer tied the

score in the third and then Milner

socked his 22nd in the sixth inning.

Rusty Staub doubled and scored

New York's decisive run in the

eighth on Milner's infield single.

The score of the St. Louis vs.

Montreal game was not known
when the Collegian went to press

last night. If St. Louis won, they

would be a half game ahead of the

Pirates, if they lost, a half game
behind.

If Montreal won, they would be

one game behind the Pirates.

(SUM photo/ Al Chapman

>

You stand alone with your convictions-as well as with your

mistakes, as I Mass football coach Dick MacPherson well knows.

Reds Move Out
CINCINNATI ( AP) Pitcher Jack

Billingham keyed a five-run

second inning with a bases-leaded

double and scattered eight hits to

give the Cincinnati Reds a 7-3

decision over the Los Angeles

Dodgers Wednesday night.

The victory, the 11th in 13 games
for the Reds, dropped the runnerup

Dodgers five games behind in the

National League West Division

race.

Billingham, who entered the

game with an .036 batting average,

chased Dodger starter Claude

Osteen, 16-9, with a double to

center. Osteen had walked two
batters before Denis Menke-
singled in the first run and Darrel

Chaney's infield hit leaded the

bases.

A third-inning two-run homer by
Dave Lopes ruined Billingham 's

bid for a club-record eight shutout.

Sox Continue

Hex Over NY
NEW YORK (AP)- Carl

Yastrzemski drove in five runs

with a pair of home runs and un-

beaten Rogelio Moret won his 11th

straight decision Wednesday night

as the Boston Red Sox defeated the

New York Yankees 7-1.

Yastrzemski hit his 14th homer
of the year with two men on in the

fourth inning and then smacked a

two-run shot in the sixth.

Jim Palmer won his 20th game of

the year as the Baltimore Orioles

downed the Milwaukee Brewers 4-1

in the first game of a twi-night

doubleheader last night. The
results of the second game were

not known at the time this paper

went to press.

'Hammering' Hank Aaron, superstar of the Atlanta Braves, has a lot to smile about. Tuesday night he

connected for his 710th career home run. which leave* him only four behind Babe Ruth's record.

( urrentlv in his hot est streak of the year. Aaron has upped hi? average to .288 with 83 runs batted in.

"Mac" Made Mistake

On Field Goal Try
By STEVE CROWE

UMass coach Dick MacPherson

admitted he made the wrong

decision last Saturday when he

ordered a 43 yd. field goal attempt

in the fourth quarter of the UMass-

Holy Cross game. UMass was

behind by two points, had the ball

with a fourth down and 4 situation

with 1:28 left to play in the game.

"We had two time-outs left -

enough time to get the ball back,"

MacPherson told the crowd of

about 60 persons at the Varsity M
luncheon Wednesday.

But then UMass was forced to

use one of their time-outs to set up
the field goal attempt.

"That was where I made the

mistake and I should have changed

my mind," said MacPherson.

The field goal attempt by Andy
Dutkanicz was missed. Holy Cross

then took over possession of the

ball and ran out the clock while the

UMass defense watched
hopelessly.

It has been suggested that a

pass from Pennington to anyone of

his receivers may have proven to

be a better strategy it would
have at least saved one time-out.

MacPherson said that one of his

coaches was in favor of going for

the first down. "I should have
listened to that man," he said,

"He's a good coach."

Film highlights of the game were
shown and unfortunately
they exposed the fallibility of the

referees. On the game winning

touchdown play for Holy Cross, the

film caught the Crusader offensive

with only six men on the line; the

rules require that at least seven
men line up on the offensive line at

all times.

Coach MacPherson said that

Coach Ed Dougherty of Holy Cross

called him and apologized, ex-

plaining that it was completely

unintentional.

Errol Prisbee, receiver coach,

gave a scouting report on the

Villanova team. He attended the

Mississippi vs. Villanova (Miss,

won 24-6) game last week and
came away that "Villanova is a

good ball club, but we are a better

ball club."

MacPherson also announced that

Earle Brown has been moved back

to defensive back. The decision

was made last Thursday, before

the game. Brown had wanted to be

a wide receiver but he was beaten

out by Tim Berra.

Tight end Gary Mika will not

play Saturday. He was helped off

the field in the second quarter of

the Holy Cross game with a

knee injury. X-rays did not

reveal anything and doctors are

not certain what is wrong.

Sailg titaU&te*

SPORTS

Bill Ballou

Encore For Funeral Dirge
The body is still warm, and the soul may not have yet left for where it's

bound, but the Red Sox is dead.

The end came earlier, yet no more mercifully than last season, and the

disappointment of thirteen previous such deaths in the last fourteen years

makes this one no less painful.

The true Red Sox fan, no matter how much he knows in March that

September will bring another funeral, is a being of hope. When the score

is 12-3 in the eighth and Craig Skok or Mike Garman the man warming

up, he sits with his Gansett and remembers 1967. Or he talks of the future

Dewey Evans has and the way Rick Miller gets on base.

"What went wrong?" he wonders. And though he and his friends can

point to Marty Pattin and the left field screen, or Reggie Smith and his

knees, or Carlton Fisk's .064 batting average with men an base as

specifics, he really knows that the answeris they justweren't good enough,

and the only reason they were so close for so long is that everyone else

was so medicore and that the only reason they won in '67 was Carl

Yastrzemski and Jim Lonborg and Jerry Adair sold their souls to the

devil.

Eddie Kasko will be gone, it seems sure, because he said he had the

team and didn't. This will make most happy because Eddie was a human
being in a city that demands its sports leaders by Henny Youngman.

Albert Einstein and Jesus Christ at the same time.

No matter that Kasko did more with less than any Sox manager since

Bill Carrigan ( save for Williams in The Year) , he didn't have charisma,

and besides, he left his pitchers in too long.

Ah, but for some, the true ones, and the ones who remember what it was

like before 1965, the year was not a total loss.

Yes, the only thing more exciting than a Sox win is a Yankee loss, and

those pin-striped pin heads who "had it all" in June are below .500 in

September. They had Murcer and Nettles, and McDaniel, McDowell, and

Dobson, and of course Albert "Sparky" Lyle.

What fools the Sox were to trade Lyle. After all, don't relief pitchers

usually last for decades, especially ones who rely on overpowering

batters? What was Sparky's record last time you checked the Daily

News?
In June the Yankee fans popped sickenly out of the woodwork, and in

July they had. like all dogs, their day. But now lots of Yankee fans with

fast wallets and slower brains are putting in a little OT to pay off their

gambling debts.

Bob Gamere told a Yankee fan one night in July that 1) the Yanks

would finish at least 10 games out and in fourth and 2) the trouble with

New Yorkers is they think the world ends at the George Washington

Bridge.

Which nobody can deny.

The true Sox fan hopes the "Bronx Bombers" never win another

baseball game, let alone another pennant. And his favorite movie star is

Ray Walston and movie "Damn Yankees."

Even so, the delight I ( we) find in the Yankee demise can not overcome

the pain of another wasted summer.
Reggie Smith, the fans boo you and call you nasty things because in a

perverse way, they love you. It's just that you could help end their agony

and you didn't Be glad you play in a city where people care and hope that

you don't end up in Baltimore or Atlanta or San Francisco, where you

could drop your drawers in center field and only the pigeons would notice.

Yet, it was a good season, and I'm sad to see it end.

This is a strange obituary, probably because not many things rate

more than one, let alone a yearly one. What can you say, except wait till

next year, and I've heard that one before.
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Weather
That is the question

for another year. Can
the blue survive? If we
made it through last

year this one should be
bliss.
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"Would you like a piece of incense. It's just a small donation, for the people of Bangledesh. Only a few
pennies or whatever you can spare. ...Or perhaps you'd like a copy of the Bhagavad-GHa."

Faculty Senate

Wood Opens First Meeting
By HUBBARD

President Robert C . Wood spoke
on University reorganization, the

budget, and implementation of the

governance document at the first

meeting of the Faculty Senate
yesterday in Thompson Hall.

In an attempt to bring faculty

members up to date on summer
actions taken by the Board of

Trustees, Wood stated that the

education reorganization plan, as

proposed by Massachusetts
Secretary of Education Cronin,

had been placed in study.

Due to the University opposition

to this plan, and also the public

interest group opposition, these

reorganization proposals will not

be effected.

New types of budget develop-

ment were also called for by Wood,
especially in regard to the growth
of the University. New facilities

have recently opened at both the

Boston and Worcester campuses,
causing an enlargement of the

faculty and staff at these locations

Hailing the new governance
document as, "a landmark in

attempting a departure from the

assembly type organization of a

university," Wood went on to state

that this document will place

students and faculty "in the cock-

pit of planning especially in such

areas as the budget."

Announced at the Faculty-Senate

meeting was an election to be

conducted among all faculty

members on Nov. 15 and 16 con-

cerning collective bargaining.

The meeting was chaired by
Professor James Matlack, of the

English department, who is the

new speaker of the Faculty

Senate.

On The Inside:

Chile
Gen. Augusto Pinochot Ugarte, a 55-year-old ar-

tillery officer, emerges as the leader of Chile's four-

man junta, and the military regime breaks relations

with Cuba. See Page 4.

Nixon-Tax Increase

President Nixon is considering a proposal for a

temporary 10 per cent income tax surcharge to help

fight inflation, his counselor, Melvin R. Laird, says.

See Page 4.

Board Of Governors
Opposes Military

Recruitment In C.C.
By SHARON HUGHES

* The Campus Center Board of Governors last night upheld an amend-
ment to prohibit representatives of the armed forces from recruiting
students in the concourse of the Campus Center.
Don Sullivan, student employee representative on the Board, explained

his new role as a conduit between student employees and management n
the C.C.
The 15 member student body also expressed their appreciation to K

Dean, acting director of the Campus Center since June, for the "fine jo
he has done. A new director, John Corker, officially began duties W«
nesday.

Additionally, the Board's Program Council reported some future ac-
tivities.

The amendment to prohibit representatives of the armed forces fror.i

recruiting in the CC concourse was first approved by the Board almost
two years ago. The Board is a 15 member body representing different
student groups with power to establish policy for the C .C . that carries the
full force of law.

Discussion regarding the prohibition covered the following points:

-I'm violently opposed to recruitment in the C.C. ..they've got the pa t

office and national TV." Don Sullivan (student employee represcn
tative)

.

-"recruiting shouldn't take place in the lobby; it's a public
building... they can rent a room in the C.C. to recruit." Jim Lindsey
( graduate senate)

-let them do it in Dickinson; there they've got the ROTC.it's a moral
issue. I don't object to the military holding a pro/con discussion in the

concourse, but recruiting is the issue here and I'm opposed to it." Tony
Tartaglia (undergraduate senate)

--"I'm against it for personal moral considerations." Walter Jonas
( graduate senate)

"I disagree with the idea behind it" ( the prohibiting of militar.

recruiters).. "that is, that they train people to kill". .."we allow pro
abortion groups on the concourse"... ( to call recruitment a moral issi>

is) "splitting hairs with morality". Bob McDonald (undergraduate
senate)

-"there's an important difference, pro-abortion groups are student
S...ROTC has their own building to use for recruitment... it's a moral
issue with me and I think it is with most students." Jay Denning (com-
muter assembly)

--"there's a legal consideration; when you begin leasing space to the

public you can't discriminate." Howard Levin ( undergraduate senate:

Don Sullivan, student employee representative, said he invitos

suggestions and grievances about the C.C. from student employees. 'ie

requires that the normal managerial command be followed first, e.g.

report compalints or suggestions to a supervisor and manager.
Student employees in the C.C. "have never had an alternative place to

go" before his appointment, said Sullivan.

He called his job a "vital service" and foresees "no problems because
of it, but a benefit for all'. Sullivan said he would attempt to keep in close

contact with student employees.

The Program Council announced the possibilities of a Nationwide Film
Festival and a Chess conference to be held in the C.C. sometime this

year.

The Board unanimously approved the following motion congratulating

acting director of the C.C, Ken Dean.
"The C.C. Board of Governors express our appreciation to Ken Dean

for the fine job he did as our acting director in guiding the Campus C entt r

through an exceptionally confusing and ambiguous period. It was prin-

cipally through his expertise, enthusiasm and undertaking that the C.C.
has made a successful movement into an organization with viable goo*:

and a solid direction."

In other business, the Board tabled 2 motions from the Finan- .•

Committee because written rationales were not included in the reqm ;

for capital expenditure.

Now that dogs are no longer allowed in the Campus Center, what
about raccoons. Fred here, a friend of Sam's has been trying to get

in. Who knows, maybe all the pets will get together and storm the

Campus Center.
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Student Newspapers Seem
To Have More Control

By BRIAN COOK
In a recent study done on the control and financing of student

newspapers, empirical results have not supported much that has been
written about the growing independence of the student newspaper,
although some gains have been made in this area

.

Despite a large percentage increase ( not of any statistical importance)
in the number of independent newspapers in the last five years, they
remain as a small percentage of the total number of student newspapers.
Most of the recently independent newspapers are at public institutions in
contrast to the more established independent newspapers at private
institutions. Financing was the major reason listed by deans and editors
as to why their principle student newspaper is or is not now independent.
Advertising and student fees controlled by the student governments still

remain the two most important sources of income for student
newspapers.
The majority of reported changes from 1968 to the present indicate a

shift to more control of student newspapers by students and groups with a
student majority. Greater student editorial control exists at private
rather than public institutions. Fewer student newspaper advisors exist
now than in 1968, they have less control over finances and the establish-
ment of editorial policy than formerly, and are less likely to read copy
before publication than in 1968.

The administration has become less important in the selection of ad-
visors while journalism departments and student governments have
become somewhat more important, especially at public institutions.
Newspaper staffs are now more important in the establishment of
editorial policy and editors, particularly at private institutions. They are
also more likely to have the last say for the approval of copy.
Deans and editors generally agreed on the major purposes and

problems of their student newspapers. The former entails three main
tasks which they felt a student newspaper should accomplish: ( 1 ) report
campus news; (2) provide open forum for expression of ideas and
opinions; and (3) provide experience for potential journalists.

Editors at public doctoral institutions also included the promotion of
political and social change as one of the main purposes of the student
newspaper. The latter aspect of problems seemed to concern the com-
mon denominators of financing, recruitment and training of staff.

Dwight House
Considers Smaller Council

There's no worrying about booklist signs being torn down here-except by your own roomate!

No Evidence Found
In I960 Bugging Charges

lt> V1K MALI DITT^f! ^""^ *""*

By ED GORMAN
Dickinson House residents

agreed Wednesday night to
suspend normal house government
operations in favor of a smaller,
more workable" house govern-

ment council for one semester.
At the dorm meeting which was

held in Dickinson House's main
lounge, Dwight Middleton, Head of

Residence, asked the residents to
favor a house council of 19 people
instead of the usual council of

about 40 people. Middleton said
that last year's house government
was inefficient and expressed hope
(hat the new council would be moe
rt sponsive to the opinion 'of all

residents.

The new council will meet once a
v\ oek to get things started and will

drcide on the frequency of other
meetings in the future.

Middleton also announced the
formation of a house Personel
Committee which will monitor
resident opinion on Dickinson

House and Orchard Hill officials.

The first decision for the Personel
Committee will be on the use of the

faculty resident apartment on the

second floor of Dickinson.

At this time the faculty resident

apartment is officially not in use.

However it is being occupied by
former faculty resident Roberto
White with Middleton's per-
mission. White was introduced to

the residents at the meeting and he
asked them to favor a proposal
which would allow him to serve as
faculty resident for the first

semester and employ the apart-
ment for other purposes next
semester.

White is a professor in the

history department specializing in

Latin American history. Next
semester he will join his family at

Purdue University. Middleton
asked residents to report their

feelings on the proposal to the
Personel Committee.

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - A special Watergate sub-
committee has found virtually no evidence that the
committee's chief investigator engaged in electronic
surveillance against Richard M. Nixon's 1960
presidential campaign, Senate sources said Thur-
sday.

Sen. Herman E. Talmadge, D-Ga., chairman of. the
three-man subcommittee, told an executive session of
the full committee that he was not prepared to turn in
a full report yet because staff investigators still want
to interview at least one witness under oath.
But one source familiar with the subcommittee's

work during the past five weeks said the evidence

gathered so far is flimsy at best and doesn't back up
an affidavit signed by the late John Leon stating his
conviction that Carmine S. Bellino bugged the Nixon
campaign 13 years ago.
Bellino, chief investigator for the Watergate

committee, is a long-time associate of the Kennedy
family.

At a news conference called by GOP National
Chairman George Bush, he was accused of super-
vising or participating in a political spying operation
against Nixon.

Bush produced three affidavits that he said sup-
ported the charge and called for the committee to
look into the matter.

Court Asks That Cox Listen
By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON < AP) - A federal

appeals court suggested yesterday
that President Nixon let special

Watergate prosecutor Archibald
Cox listen to White House tape
recordings as a possible means of

avoiding a judicial-executive
branch showdown in the courts.

Cox quickly agreed to follow the

proposed compromise.

The White House had no im-
mediate comment.
Nixon so far has refused to let

anyone other than some current
and former aides hear the tapes of

conversations about the Watergate
affair.

He claims the courts have no
right to make him turn over the
tapes either to Cox or a federal
judge for inspection.

The appeals court advanced a

suggested compromise by which
Nixon, his lawyer, and Cox meet
and decide among themselves
what parts of the controversial
tapes could be submitted to the

Watergate grand jury.

The judges cautioned, however,
that their compromise proposal did
not hint at what course they might
take if forced to rule whether
Nixon must give up the tapes for

inspection.

Watergate Tapes

Kennedy
Talks Impeachment

Collegian Lectures On Journalism

WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy said today
Congress would have to impeach
President Nixon if he defies a
Supreme Court order to release the

controversial Watergate tapes.

A responsible Congress would
be left with no recourse but to

exercise its power of im-
peachment," the Massachusetts
Democrat said in a Senate speech
in which he deplored "the in-

creasing speculation'' Nixon would
disobey a Supreme Court ruling

that rejects his withholding of the

tapes.

Kennedy cited a number of cases
showing the President's duty to

obey the Supreme Court and urged
JMixon "to recognize that talk of

defiance tends to undermine all

law and order."

Oral arguments were presented
earlier this week before the U.S.
Court of Appeals here.

The case is expected to reach the
court shortly after it reconvenes in
early October.

Kennedy said defiance of a
Supreme Court order would be an
act of "profoundly serious con-
sequences for our system of
democratic government," adding
that "Congress should not and
would not let it stand."

Collegian Lectures
On Journalism

Mon., Sept. 17 - Story Structure
6: 30 p.m., Room 402, Student I ion

Open to all new Collegian statfers and any others
interested in news writing.
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Child Development Studies

LogicResponse And Toy Blocks
By JOAN FASSNACHT

Dr. George E. Forman, assistant professor in the
Department of Human Development, has discovered
patterns in block playing in infants which could form
the basis for later successful logical thought.
Logical thought can be defined as the ability to

group similar thoughts together, and to separate
thoughts that are different.

Dr. Forman's experiment is designed to relate
sensorimotor intelligence (eg.: hand-eye coor-
dination), to conceptual thoughts, (eg.; words,
mathematics). It is Dr. Forman's thesis that an
infant spontaneously stacks similar blocks together
and then draws them apart.
The pattern of placing blocks together and then

drawing them apart holds importance when a child
later learns to classify objects in thought.
Manipulating words when thinking and speaking is

analogous to manipulating blocks with your hands.
It is theorized that children possess an innate sense

of symmetry. While arranging blocks, a child often
will reconstruct an unbalanced construction to make
it more symmetrical. Such patterns may be early
foundations for mathematical thought. A child seems
to unconsciously practice mathematical concepts in
his building.

Similar studies were performed last year at UMass
and the year before at the State University of New
York at Buffalo. Dr. Forman's study, which is to
begin in October, involves a variation on the original
study. Previously, the study was structured to in-
clude specific instructions given to the children. In
Forman's variation, specific instructions are
eliminated. Experimenters want to record what a
child can do with the blocks spontaneously, according

to his own intuitive rules.

A chapter concerning a previous similar study by
Dr. Forman has recently been published under the
title "Concepts of Space and Spatial Concepts" in the
book, The Development of Spatial Concepts in

Children : Trends for Research, edited by John Eliot.
Dr. Forman has also invented a puzzle game for

young children, which has a theme in common with
his project. The "Young Learners Puzzles" contains
puzzles which are graduated in difficulty from the
sensorimotor level to the highest level which in-

volves the sensor-motor level plus the conceptual
level in which the child has to think about the
meaning of the puzzle piece before fitting it in.

Dr. Forman has been with the Department of
Human Development since 1972. He received his B.S.
in Psychology from Louisiana State University in

1963, and a Ph.D. in Psychology From the University
of Alabama in 1967. He previously taught at
Louisiana State University, George Peabody College
for Teachers, and SUNY at Buffalo.
Mothers are urged to bring their children between

the ages of six and twenty-four months to the Human
Development Center for these studies. Three visits
will be required; one in October, again in February,
and the last in June. The children will be filmed on
Super-8 camera at slow speed so that the child's
actions with the blocks can be studied in detail.
Parents will be paid a small amount to help defray
transportation costs. Parents are also invited to
attend private showings of their child on film.

Comments from the research staff will be provided if

so desired. All interested parents should contact Dr.
Forman at 207 Hampshire House or call 545-2231.

Will Press Stay

Selectmen Seek Rt. 9 Work
By SUSAN GALER

Amherst selectmen want reconstruction of Route
nine south of the UMass campus to get underway
soon. They decided at their meeting on this week to
press the state for a start in the immediate future.

Reconstruction of Route nine, which is already
behind schedule, was brought up for discussion by
Town Manager Allen Torrey. The deadline has been
scheduled for the Fall of 1974. The Board voted
unanimously to write to the state representatives to
put pressure on to start work immediately.

In other business, the selectmen announced that the
five finalists for the new police chief position will
include an University senior; adopted a plan for a
committee to draft trails and regulations for
snowmobiles and other recreational vehicles; voted
to abolish a law requiring licenses for tag sales
announced the New England's Selectmen's
Association will be meeting in Amherst this weekend;
and discussed some articles proposed for action at a
special town meeting planned for this fall.

Of the five finalists, one will be selected to succeed
Chief Francis Hart. The UMass senior is Ronald
Lewis Reid.

The Ad-Hoc Recreational Committee will meet for
one year. This committee has been established to

determine trails and bridges on which snowmobiles
can be driven. The problems of noise and damage to

the land caused by the vehicles have been great.
Selectmen said this Committee is expected to help
rectify the problem. Selectmen also decided that
motorcycles and mini-bikes must not be driven within
300 feet of a residence unless permission is given by
the property owner.
Selectmen Nancy B. Eddy brought up the point of

residents having to obtain a license in order to hold a
tag sale. The Board voted to abolish the law.

Chairman Michael P. Sullivan, Jr. said that tag sales
will be permitted as long as they do not impedethe
flow of traffic or obstruct public property.

The New England Selectmen's Association will be
meeting at the Campus Center on Friday night.
Many prominent selectmen from all over New
England will be attending.

Various warrant articles were brought up by Allen
Torrey. He said the list is very preliminary and other
items undoubtedly will be added. Among the subjects
on the list to be discussed include the redevelopment
authority and water needs. At the next meeting these
articles will be reviewed further along with any
additional items.

Price, Energy Policies Protested
WASHINGTON (AP) — An

estimated 2,500 service station

operators gathered at the Capitol
steps Thursday to protest the

administration's pricing and
energy policies.

Many of them wore oil stained

uniforms. They came from as far
away as Oregon and Washington.
Delegations came from southern,
midwestern and northeastern
states.

Amherst Student Dies
In Accidental Drowning

Retailers.

Among the congressmen ad-

dressing the group, Rep. Silvio O.

Conte, R Mass., said the Cost of

Living Council has established two
The rally was organized by the sets of rules, one for the major oil

National Congress of Petroleum companies and "one for the guy
trying to make a living pumping
gasoline."

Speakers criticized the council
for not allowing the gasoline
retailers to pass along price in-

creases permitted their suppliers.

A routine swimming test turned

to disaster Wednesday night when
an eighteen year old Amherst
College student drowned in the

Colleges Pratt Pool

Mouth to mouth resusitation

efforts conducted by the attending

lifeguard and the school's

physician Dr. Russell Lane failed

to save Gerald C . Penny, a fresh-

man from New Orleans. Penny had
been at the school one week at the

time of the accident.

An autopsy will be conducted to

determine whether the cause of

Penny's death was drowning, heart

attack, or other illness.

Penny was pulled from the water
in his third lap of the hundred yard
swim by Robert Kirkwood.
lifeguard. The 100 yard swim is a

degree requirement at Amherst.
The body was moved to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital where his

paVents are expected tomorrow.

The body will be taken to New
Orleans for a funeral there.

Penny, who planned to be an
attorney was graduated second in

his class at St. Augustine High
School. He was class Salutorian,
was listed among America's
Outstanding High School Students.

Dear Charlene
Charlene, who lives in Pufton,

please contact Donita im-
mediatelly about the apartment.
Please call 256-6431 anytime after

one p.m. today or tomorrow.
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"Young Ballerina" by Ken Williams of The Monitor, Concord.
N.H., winner of First Place in children's pictures from under-40.000
circulation newspapers from the New England, Associated Press
News Executives Association. (AP)

Recent Graduate
Handles Admissions

ByJACKALEY
Associated Press Writer

LEWISTON, Maine ( AP)-Jo Ann Douglass got out of Bates College
two years ago. Now she's deciding who gets in.

Named assistant dean of admissions at the four-year liberal arts
college last month, Ms. Douglass, 23, said: "I'm definitely not too young
for the job.

"Admissions work requires a young person who can talk with high
school students and is a recent college graduate."
The first woman named to a top admissions post at Bates, Ms.

Douglass is hopeful she and the several women added to the school's
faculty this year "will offer a model role for women students at Bates."

"I expect our presence in%top positions will increase the confidence of
women students and encourage them to seek areas of graduate work and
employment they previously thought were out of reach," she said.

A Portland native, the 1968 high school graduate said increasing
awareness of feminism on the Bates campus is only "partially respon-
sible" for her being hired.

Jo Ann, a top student, breezed through college in three years. She said
her big job is to "insure that Bates' applicant pool doesn't decline." The
college had 2,220 applicants for the 400 places in the entering class this

fall.

With some colleges now having to actually seek students, Jo Ann said
she will travel throughout the Northeast this fall to visit high schools in an
"effort to encourage wider geographic distribution among future
classes."

Ms. Douglass said it's too early to tell if her being a woman will affect
the quality of the admissions process at Bates.
"At this point," she said, "it doesn't seem to matter whether a man or

woman is in this spot."
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon May Ask
10% IncomeTaxHike

WASHINGTON < AP) -President Nixon may ask Congress for a

temporary 10 per cent hike in federal income tax rates with the

money refunded to taxpayers later-in a forced savings plan in-

tended to cool the economy, the White House said Thursday.
Presidential counselor Melvin R. Laird disclosed Nixon's con-

sideration of the unusual tax plan but said no final decision had
been made on it.

Laird said the proposal was not the same as a tax increase, but

rather a device to remove income temporarily from the economy in

an effort to fight inflation.

The presidential adviser told a White House news briefing that

the tentative proposal Nixon ordered studied by his economic aides

could work this way:
Each individual and corporate taxpayer would have his tax rate

increased by 10 per cent. In other words, a person now in the 20 per

cent tax bracket would find himself paying at a rate of 22 per cent.

The extra taxes collected would go into an escrow account and
would be returned to the taxpayer at a later time when the economy
cools and inflation ebbs. Laird spoke of the refunds coming in two

to five years.

Presumably, the taxpayer would receive interest on the forced

savings account. Laird did not discuss this point, but interest

payments were one feature of such a plan presented by Federal
Reserve Board chairman Arthur F. Burns.

Laird would not set a specific timetable for a presidential

decision, but said he doubted Congress couls consider such a plan

until next year.

Congress Reaction

At First Skeptical
WASHINGTON ( AP) -Skepticism and opposition were Congress'

first reactions yesterday to a White House aide's statement that
President Nixon is considering a refundable income tax increase.
Nearly all members of the tax-writing committees who com-

mented opposed the idea of a 10 per cent increase in rates, with the
yield to be returned to the taxpayer when inflation abates.
Presidential counselor Melvin R. Laird disclosed that Nixon is

considering the plan, but has not made a final decision on it.

"My guess is that the President isn't close to making such a
recommendation,'' Chairman Wilbur D. Mills, D-Ark., of the House
Ways and Means Committee said by telephone from the Little
Rock hospital where he is recuperating from an operation.
Mills said he would look at such a plan, but that it could not pass

Congress this year and by next year the conomy may be flagging
and need stimulation, not restraint.

it looks like a trial balloon they are already backing away
from," said Rep. Al Ullman, D-Ore., the committee's acting
chairman. "I couldn't support it. I favor a loophole-closing tax bill

that would raise revenue."

Cattle Market Improving
More Beef Soon

WASHINGTON ( AP) -More beef soon may be headed toward consumer
dinner tables, according to a new feedlot inventory of cattle by the
Agriculture Department.
As of Sept. 1, the department said yesterday, cattle being fattened for

slaughter in seven important beef states totaled more than 9.1 million
head, up 6 per cent from a year earlier.

The Sept. 1 count, however, was up only slightly from a month
previous. During August, the report said, sales from the fattening pens
dropped 20 per cent from a year earlier.

That was during the price lid on retail and wholesale beef prices which
was removed earlier this week.
The reported provided further evidence that cattle were held back

from slaughter longer than usual. During August cattle which were sold
averaged up to 39 pounds heavier in weight than a year earlier.

The department said the average price for slaughter steers at major
markets in August was $52.86 per 100 pounds of live weight, up $18.16
from a year ago and $5.43 above the July average

Walpole Strikes Costly
By STEVEN A. COHEN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) - Costs to the
taxpayer of the inmate strike at
Walpole State Prison are beginning
to mount.
The state is paying $134 per day

now that the inmates aren't
working for a private company to

clean up the kitchen and dining
areas after the Walpole population
east.

An $8,040 contract for these

services was awarded in late July.

A $10,000 contract for an outside

mediator to help resolve the
dispute was awarded late last

month to the National Center for

Dispute Settlement. The contract,

for 40 working days, comes to $250
per day.

The work stoppage also is

costing revenue normally brought
in by the prison industries and
applied to the cost of prison

programs.

Negotiations are in limbo.
Discussions broke off nearly two
weeks ago, and inmates, still

subject to what the Corrections
Department calls a controlled
lockup, are continuing the work
boycott begun in mid-July.

The new Walpole superin-
tendent, Douglas H. Vinzant, hoped
to bring the parties together but
that hasn't happened, according to

a department spokesman.
Vinzant, formerly superin-

tendent at the Concord penal in-

stitution, was named to head the

maximum security prison at

Walpole last month. Following

prison riots and the ousting of

former Commissioner John O.

Boone, the prison had been run
briefly by state police.

The mediation contract with the

National Center for Dispute Set-

tlement runs out at the end of next

month.

"Escape to Safety" by Vincent J. Alabisio of The Patriot Ledger, Quincy, Mass., winner of First
Place in spot news from over 40,000 circulation newspapers, and selected "Best in Show" for the Buell
Hudson Award from the New England Associated Press News Executives Association.

Gen. Auguste Pinochet
Named Chilean Head

SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) - The military junta
named Auguste Pinochet army general as president
yesterday, formed a Cabinet and broke diplomatic
relations with Cuba in a sharp reversal of Chile's
foreign policy.

An around-the-clock curfew, in effect since
Tuesday, was lifted at noon for 6 1/2 hours so civilians
could leave their homes to purchase food and other
necessities.

In Buenos Aires, leaders of toppled Marxist
President Salvador Allende's Popular Unity coalition
said the former commander of the Chilean army,
Gen. Carlos Prats, was leading troops from the south
to attack the junta forces in Santiago.
There was no confirmation of the coalition leaders'

information.

The leaders said they had a message from Con-
cepcion, Chile, about 265 miles southwest of Santiago,
relaying word that Prats had taken command of
troops and volunteer workers. They would not say
how the message reached them or where Prats' army
was.

The coalition leaders in Buenos Aires included
Juan Enriquo Vega, former Chilean ambassador to
Cuba; Ocatavio Gonzalez, a director of the Central
Labor Union and Communist party leader; and
Jorge Arrata, economic advisor to Allende.

The curfew in Santiago had been so strictly en-

forced that civilians couldn't leave their homes.
Hundreds of others in this city of 3 million had been
stranded in downtown offices and hotels.

Just as the break in the curfew began, a new flurry

of shooting broke out in the downtown area and only a
handful of pedestrians ventured into the streets there.

Troops have been fighting in the city for three days
against snipers and other armed supporters of the
dead Allende.

There have been unofficial reports that 500 to 1,000
people have died and many others wounded in fighting

since Tuesday morning, when a coup toppled
Allende's three-year-old government. The military
authorities, in charge of the only radio network on the
air, have not mentioned casualty figures.

Mid East Fighting Highest Since 1967
By ARTHUR MAX

Associated Press Writer
TEL AVIV (AP) - Israeli and

Syrian warplanes wheeled near
Syria's Mediterranean coastline

Thursday in two dogfights that

marked the biggest Middle East
aerial battle since the 1967 six-day
war.

The Israeli air force said it shot
down 13 Syrian MIG21 fighters and
lost one of its own French-built
Mirages but rescued the pilot.

Syria said its air force shot down
five Israeli jets and lost eight
MIGs

Brig. Gen. Binyamin Peled, the

Israeli air force chief, said 12

Israeli Mirages and Phantoms
"were on a routine sea patrol"
about 150 miles north of Israel's

northern port of Haifa when they
were intercepted by about a dozen
Syrian MIG21 aircraft.

Syria claimed that the Israeli

jets penetrated its airspace near
Tartous, Syria's second largest
port. Peled said, "We were over
international waters when the

battle ensued.''

The Israelis said they shot down
nine MIGs and suffered their one
plane loss during the initial con-

tact. About two hours later, the

Israelis said, their planes shot

down four more MIGs while a
helicopter was rescuing the

downed Israeli pilot from the sea.

An Israeli helicopter also rescued a

Syrian pilot.

The Syrian was reported in good
condition. The Israelis did not say
what they would do with him.
The downed Israeli pilot, a burlv

man who appeared to be in his late

20s, appeared at a news conference
still dressed in his flight suit. He
smiled frequently and appeared
relaxed. His name was not
released.

"The battle was short. Then we
were ordered to break contact and
go home," he said. "About 10 miles
south of the spot of engagement I

was hit. I had to shut down the
engine and after gliding for some
time I finally ditched."
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Cambodians Fighting
For Kompong Cham

By DENIS D. GRAY
Associated Press Writer

KOMPONG CHAM < AP)-The governor and military commander of
this provincial capital, confident his forces had all but secured the city,
said yesterday government troops would begin clearing Communist-led
insurgents from the outer districts.

Maj. Gen. Sar Hor told newsmen that insurgents still controlled sec-
tions of the city's university, the road to the airport and severl key points
in the western suburbs.
"But in the city there are only isolated enemy elements left," the

general said.

Only sporadic mortar and small-arms fire could be heard in Kompong
Cham Thursday, but the devastation of the weeklong battle for Cam-
bodia's third largest city were widely evident.
Sar Hor said the government suffered 5,000 civilian and military

wounded and 1,000 military and civilian dead. He said 20,000 to 30,000
residents were led off by the insurgents, whose casualties he estimated at
2,000 killed or wounded.
Entire city blocks were charred ruins. Sar Hor said there was enough

food and water but inadequate medical supplies.

Chrysler, U.A.W.
May Be Near Accord

"* By MARTIN HIRSCHMAN
Associated Press Writer

DETROIT ( AP) -With a strike deadline only one day away, the United
Auto Workers and Chrysler Corp. imposed a news blackout on their

contract negotiations Thursday night.

Traditionally, the blackout has been viewed as a sign that the two sides

are nearing a settlement.

The blackout was imposed only a few hours after a UAW spokesman
said Chrysler had not made a new economic proposal and added, ''It

better happen soon."

The union has called Chrysler's initial three per cent wage increase

offer "a mockery" and said a second proposal is essential to avoiding a

strike by the firm's 127,500 UAW-represented workers in the United
States and Canada.
Negotiators prepared to bargain through the night in an effort to reach

agreement before the current contract expires at 11 : 59 p.m. Friday.

Providence Papers

Hit By Strike
PROVIDENCE, R.I. ( AP ) -Members of the Providence Newspaper

Guild voted Thursday night to strike the Providence Journal-Bulletin

newspapers in a dispute over retroactive pay.

The strike, the first by the guild in the newspaper's history, was en-

dorsed on a 92-86 vote after more than two hours of debate at a general

membership meeting.

A spokesman for the Providence Journal Co., which publishes the two
newspapers, said the company would continue publishing.

The guild, representing more than 400 news, commercial and main-
tenance employes, set up picket lines outside the newspaper plant im-

mediately.

The strike vote came four days after the guild ratified a two-year

contract proposed by the company May 16 that time, the company said

the guild must accept the proposal by May 23 or lose any retroactive wage
hikes negotiated since Jan. 31, the date the old contract expired.

In voting to accept the offer Monday, the guild said it would not "waive
or prejudice its claim to this retroactivity."

The company refused to sign the contract Wednesday, calling the

union's acceptance of the pact "an obvious deception."

MD. Investigation Resumes

Security Is Tightened
By DAVID GOELLER
Associated Press Writer

BALTIMORE. Md. (AP)-A special federal grand jury resumed

Thursday its investigation of alleged political cooruption in Maryland.

The panel met amid unprecedented security restrictions enforced by

more than two dozen federal marshals.

The marshals sealed off a corridor leading to the grand jury room and

to a nearby elevator so witnesses before the panel could come and go

undetected. Marshals also kept newsmen out of the courthouse garage.

They said they did so on orders of the United States attorney.

Because Vice President Spiro T. Agnew has been implicated in the

allegations of kickbacks and conspiracy under investigation by the grand

jury, the unprecedented security precautions led to speculation that the

panel was entering the Agnew phase of its probe.

But. in Washington, a spokesman for the Justice Department said it

wasn't so.

Officials Warn

Of Fuel Shortage
By JIM LUTHER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- White

House adviser John Love conceded
Thursday that the nation may face
temporary heating-fuel shortages
this winter. But he gave no in-

dication that the Nixon ad-
ministration will require allocation

as a solution.

Love, director of the White
House Energy Policy Office, told a
Senate subcommittee that the
administration is seeking to
stimulate the supply of fuel oil, but
that allocation is still under con-
sideration.

He thus disagreed with a
growing number of congressmen
who are calling for mandatory
allocation before winter.

Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-
Wash., the most persistent ad-
vocate of mandatory allocation,

wrote President Nixon that the
nation faces "serious power
shortages and blackouts in major
metropolitan areas this winter if

action is not immediately taken to

assist electrical utilities in

securing essential fuel supplies."

Al a news conference, Jackson
released letters from Mayor Tom
Bradley of Los Angeles and from
the chairman of Consolidated
Edison, the nation's largest
electric utility, urging mandatory
allocation.

Bradley said a fuel shortage is

threatening the city's fire and
police operations.

Chairman Charles F. Luce of

Consolidated Edison said the New
York City area faces the threat of

power disruptions or sharply in-

creased prices for power if utilities

turn to foreign suppliers for the oil

needed to fire electric generators.

"Home-heating-oil prices will

inevitably rise to new highs unless

Congress enacts legislation

establishing mandatory fuel

allocations," Luce wrote.

The Senate twice has passed
Jackson's bill requiring the
President to implement man-
datory allocation. Under that bill,

which is pending in the House, the
President would direct the pricing

and distribution of the nation's

entire supply of oil and petroleum
products to ensure that public-

service needs are met and that

each section of the nation gets a
share of fuel.

Nixon already has authority to

require allocation, but has relied

on a voluntary program.
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Catalyst Chemistry Program
Helps Disadvantaged Youths

Rinzy Williams of Amherst, a
student at Amherst Regional High
School, is doing research this

summer in the chemistry
laboratory at the UMass.
He is one of approximately 100

high school students chosen to

participate in Catalyst, a unique
program sponsored at 79 colleges

and universities in 39 states by the
American Chemical Society to

help motivate young people from
disadvantaged families and to give
them an incentive to continue their

education at the college level.

Catalyst is part of the Society's

Project SEED, a more com-
prehensive nationwide effort to aid
the disadvantaged in both
education and employment.
Mr. Williams is working under

the direction of Dr. 0. T. Zajicek
on a research project entitled "An
Investigation into the Trophic
States of Lakes."
Now in its sixth summer, the

program brings promising high
school students, principally
juniors, into college and university

chemistry laboratories where they
work for ten weeks on a one-to-one
basis with professional scientists.

The work they do is aimed at ex-

panding their general knowledge of

the scientific environment.
The participating students were

recommended by their teachers
and counselors as having an in-

terest in learning and a real

potential for growth but who,
because their circumstances, do
not feel that there is an opportunity

Smith Appoints
New Dean

NORTHAMPTON. Mass. (AP)
— Alice B. Dickinson, a professor
of mathematics, has been named
Dean of Smith College.

Mrs. Dickinson replaces
Margaret A. Waggoner, who will

return to a full time teaching
position in the physics department.
A faculty member since 1959,

Mrs. Dickinson earned a
bachelor's degree at the University
of Michigan, where she also was
awarded her doctorate. She
received a master's degree from
Columbia University.

for their education beyond high
school. The personal attention and
the exposure to a scientific at-

mosphere means a greatly
heightened interest in higher
education and an increased
motivation for self-development in

almost every case.

Local sections of the Society help
coordinate the program in their

areas, working with local high
schools and participating colleges

and universities. Each student
receives a SEED grant of $500
from the American Chemical
Society; participating school
absorbs any administrative ex-
pense.

The overall program, Project
SEED, of which Catalyst is a part,

is named after the Subcommittee
on the Education and Employment
of the Disadvantaged, a unit of the

Society's Committee on Chemistry
and Public Affairs. Dr. Charles G.

Overberger of the University of

Michigan is Chairman of the

Committee on Chemistry and
Public Affairs, and Dr. Alan C.
Nixon, President of the American
Chemical Society, is Project
SEED chairman. Dr. Leo Schubert
of The American University in

Washington, D. C, heads the

SEED task force group which is

directing the Catalyst Program.

Other SEED task forces are
engaged in projects for upgrading
chemistry programs at small
colleges, providing tutorial help,

providing assistance to high school

guidance counselors and teachers,

and helping college-level science

students to find summer em
>loyment in the chemical indust
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Jobs Can Kill

By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK ( AP) - Things a columnist might never know if he

didn't open his mail: ... ,.

If you hate your job, change it or it may kill you. Medical studies

show fatal heart attacks are more common among people who have

low job satisfaction than among those who are happy in their work.

At no time in later life does a human being normally grow as

rapidly as during the nine months before birth.

Western foods are on the march in the Far East. A chain of pizza

pie parlors is now being franchised in Japan.

In arid villages in the Atlas Mountains of Algeria, greenery is so

scarce that a single tree may have several owners. Every branch is

accounted for.

Are you feeling more crowded? Well, that's probably because

you are. Two-thirds of all 200-million-plus Americans are packed

into only two percent of the land, according to the National

Geographic Society.

DOWNSTAIRS
in our

Women's Department

Pants by

HAPPY LEGS

NEW DIGS

LANDLUBBER MS

Tops by

MATCH II

Bago

San Francisco

Shirt Works

JEANS
by

LEVI

LEE

LANDLUBBER
Open Thurs. & Fri. Eve

Till 7:30

CVBARs
KOUss
2101k. Weosanl St.

Amherst

"SHOES FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY"

PIONEER VALLEY
FACTORY SHOE OUTLET

EAST ST., WARE, MASS. - IN THE INDUSTRIES YARD
First Quality Shoes For The Entire Family At Factory Prices In Our Factory Store

OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM - MON. THRU SAT. - FRIDAY TO 9 PM
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Kentucky Colonel's Telethon
To Aid Democratic Party

Kvru.iir:.iii!UL<uvMv * ; •«.__• ... ... .. .. WBy CRAIG AMMERMAN
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - The man who convinced
America to eat its chicken dinner out of a bucket now
is trying to merchandise the idea that consumers
should pay for political campaigns out of their pocket.

"I think the American people would like to feel they
own their government," says John Y. Brown Jr.
Armed with that belief and the selling techniques that
turned Kentucky Fried Chicken from a local
restaurant into the 'world's second largest food
operation, Brown is involved in his second political
telethon in as many years.
Brown, 39, whose interests now include a

professional basketball team his wife operates and a
chain of $ 1 hamburger outlets run from trolley cars,
is the driving force behind the Democratic party's
telethon, scheduled for 5 1/2 hours of prime time
tomorrow night on the NBC television network.
Brown borrowed money to buy the fried chicken

business in 1964 and sold it two years later at a $35-
million profit. He convinced his party to have last

year's preconvention telethon and a network to

televise it, then put up $ 1 .5 million to back it.

It is Brown's hope that tomorrow night's ex-
travaganza will net more than last year's $2 million
and in the process serve as a basis for reform of the
method in which political campaigns are financed.

The U.Mass.

OUTING CLUB
• •

FTC Investigates Skin Irritants
WASHINGTON (AP) The

Federal Trade Commision, in
response to prersistent complaints
of skin irritation and infections
among children, has launched a
nationwide investigation of bubble
bath.

major producers of children's
bubble baths had agreed to

reformulate their products to use
less detergent ingredients.

But an FDA official said
Thursday the action did not
diminish the number of complaints

The FTC investigation, initiated to the agency concerning rashes
earlier this month, represents a
resurence of concern over a
problem originally tackled by the
Food and Drug Administration
three years ago.

The FDA said then that the

and urinary tract infections among
small children.

Heinz Eiermann, head of the
FDA's division of cosmetics, said
that of the 1,262 cosmetic reaction
complaints received since
January, 1970, there have been 85
involving bubble baths.

74-75 Foreign Study

Competition Closing

The 1974-75 competition for
grants for graduate study abroad
offered under the Fulbright-Hays
Act and by foreign governments,
universities and private donors
will close shortly. Only a few weeks
remain in which qualified graduate
students may apply for one of the
590 awards which are available.

Full grants, which provide
round-trip transportation, tuition

and maintenance, are available to

33 countries. Fulbright-Hays
Travel Grants are offered to 12

countries, and private donor
awards to 33 countries.

Candidates must be U.S. citizens

at the time of application, hold a
bachelor's degree or its equivalent

by the beginning date of the grant,

have language ability com-
mensurate with the demands of the

proposed study projects, and good
health. Preference is given to

applicants between 20 and 35 years
of age. Application forms and
further information for students

currently enrolled in the
University may be obtained from
the campus Fulbright Program
Adviser, Charles Rearick. He is

located in Herter Hall 725, with
office hours 2: 30-3: 30 Tues., Wed.,
Thurs. The deadline for filing

applications on this campus is Oct.

12.

Top of the Campus

MEMBERSHIP

Now Back to

$
i

For Students, Staff & Faculty

Available 1st Floor C.C.

11-3 Weekdays

invites you to go

CAVING, ROCK CLIMBING,

CANOEING or HIKING

THIS WEEKEND

See our bulletin board just to the left of the S.U.B. for more
info. Club meetings this Monday evening and next in C.CRm. 174 at 6:30. All are welcome.

We otter a rental service for all U. Mass staff, faculty and
students which includes:

Tents Packs

Sleeping Bags Stoves

X Country Skis Canoes

Kayaks Ropes

All at reasonable rates. Our locker is upstairs in S.U. See
the Collegian notices column for club meeting times and
places.
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Charles Camelopard

I have to sympathize with those

underclassmen who have not yet

reached the magic age of twenty-

one. For it is they who must suffer

the glop that those ladies call food.

I know, for the past three years, I

suffered too. But no more.

University regulations state that

any student who is a senior or has
reached the magic age can tell the
Dining Commons to go screw itself

and take advantage of a fantastic

option left open to them. Either
they can leave the dorm system
and move off-campus ( which ain't

bad) or go and still live in a dorm
and prepare your own food. This
writer, having met both criteria,

and having a single room in a dorm
with kitchenettes on each floor,

chose to stay in his dorm and fix his

own.

I say this is fantastic because of

the total freedom of choice for

meals. Now, I can eat what I want,
how I want and when I want guided
by only two restrictions: staying

within your budget and keeping the

facilities clean.

Staying within your budget is not

the most difficult thing in the

world, even with the food shortage

that our Big Brother Government

has planned. Unless you eat

enough to fill up an elephant for a

week, you can get by for around

fifteen dollars a week ( for 16 weeks

that's around $300 but if you want

good quality, you have to pay for

it.) Most people probably won't

even eat twenty dollars worth of

food in a week unless this govern-

ment caused inflation and shortage

gets worse, which it might. But all

this is besides the point. Actually,

what's better? Spending $280-$320

for a meal ticket or spending a

little more money and being able to

eat one helluvalot better? You
seniors decide and make your own
choice, everyone else, sorry!

One more thing about food

shopping. A new Finast super-

market has opened adjacent to

Four Seasons in Hadley and that

may make prices drop because of

competition. Yes, the Amherst
area monopoly of Stop-and-Shop

Nixon Checks Out Soybeans
(Editor'* Note: Charle$
Camelopard is the Collegian's

Washington, D.C. bureau chief. He
has been at the position for one
year bringing to Amherst readers
the spicier moments of political life

in the capitol city. Camelopard is a
1970 graduate of Oral Roberts
University where he majored in

garoology with a minor in botany.

He has worked for the Cape
Resorter, the Goose City Gazette
and other publications on the east

coast.)

President Nixon was treated
yesterday to a taste of what the
silent majority eats to keep them

quiet. In response to the master of

mandate's acknowledgement that

he didn't know what a boybean

looked like, Jerry Litton, a

Missouri Democrat, mailed Nixon

a five cent bag of soybeans.

Careful observers at the most
recent Presidential press con-

ference saw Milhous munching the

beans between subtle attacks by

the establishment press.

What Associated Press failed to

report was that not only has Nixon
become familiarized with

soybeans, but a comicopia of other

delights known only to the working
peons of the U.S. Senator Barry
Goldwater sent Nixon a cucumber.

Senator Ervin mailed the president

a bag of peanuts. George
McGovern sent the man a
Massachusetts bred crow to eat.

In other capitol city develop-

ments it was recently reported that

Mr. Nixon has not been to church in

several months. Presidents nor-

mally hold religious ceremonies in

the East Room of the White House.

Nixon has suspended this activity.

The East Room has undergone
several architectual changes, done
of course by the GSA.
The once formal room is now a

piggery, chicken house and indoor

cattle pen. H. R. Haldeman and
Maurice Stans operate the facility.

The President's usual ability to

foresee the future is evident again

as he and Pat stock up on com-
bustibles for the long winter ahead.

President Nixon has been
keeping out of sight lately. Popular
national editorialists have given all

manner of excuse for his disap-

pearance: Watergate, speech
preparation, etc., etc.. .The real

fact is that he and Pat have been at

Camp David all week canning snap
beans and bread and butter
pickles. His trustworthy advisers
are taking care of his presidential

duties while he is away.

Charles Camelopard it the

Collegian's Washington
correspondent.

has been broken and prices may
drop some. So take advantage of

this and compare prices. You'll

probably save a good deal of

money in the long run. And forget

about Munchy's. That's a ripoff,

too.

Now, about keeping facilities

clean. It does involve a little work
but the University does have its

requirements about its own dorm
kitchenette facilities. They have a

right, they own the dorms,
essentially. Besides, the

regulations are very reasonable.

Your head of residence should

have a copy and if he/she does not,

you should be able to get one from
Environmental Health and Safety.

Anyway, it's better to clean up
after yourself following each meal
as it, too, is easier in the long run.

One more thing I ought to
mention and that is the initial in-

vestment. Cooking and eating tools
can be purchased at a total cost of
around $50. If it's that much
higher, you are not only getting
ripped off, but you are not looking
for the best bargain. And you
should do the same in looking for a
refrigerator. I recommend buying
one rather than renting one as it's

better. Buying one is more ex-
pensive, true, but at least it's yours
to keep.

So one not need be ripped off by
Stoneham's Stoneheads if one has a
little extra money for an initial

investment, and a little time on his
hands to cook and clean up. All one
has to do is set aside some time to
do what's needed which is no real
hang-up. And for those of you who
are eligible, I thoroughly and
wholeheartedly recommend telling
the D.C. to go to hell and start
fixin' your own. You'll eat better.

Bob Estelle is a Collegian
columnist.

By ZOE BEST
The dining commons are feeding

the I Mass masses again. From the

Top of the Campus to the Blue
Wall, scab (non-union) lettuce

salads and grapes will be part of

the fare. In addition, wines, some
of which are most popular among
students, bear labels of companies
that refuse to renew contracts with

the United Farmworkers Union
t UFW). Since 1965 the UFW has
struggled for very basic rights:

higher wages, field toilets,

prevention of child labor, abolition

of the labor contractor, election of

field foreman, health insurance,

grievance procedures, overtime
pay, paid holidays, secret ballot

union elections and abatement of

pesticide contamination which if

agreed to by growers, reduces
larmworker mortality from

Boycott : UFW Fights For Survival

units

pesticide poisoning and provides
the consumer with a healthful food
item. In seeking these rights, the

UFW has found itself inadvertantly

exposing the corruptness of the

legal processes, the source of high

food costs, the links between agri-

business and government and the

terrorism, perpetrated by the
growers, their private guards, the

county sheriffs and deputies and
Teamster thugs. Thus with the

expiration of the UFW contracts
signed in the 60's and the sub-

sequent signing of sweetheart
contracts between growers and the

Teamsters Union, the UFW has
had to renew a campaign to engage
us all in a national boycott of

iceberg lettuce, table grapes and
wine This is the only available
means within the confines of the

Chavez philosophy of non-violence

mc6ftuRA>

by which UFW contracts can be
renewed.

In 1969 Chavez said, "We shall

overcome and change the agri-

business system that seeks to keep
us enslaved...." Agri-business in

California is not the cozy family
farm; it is thousands of acres
leased to growers by large national

conglomerates or multi-national

corporations and large ranches
held by a few names. Typical
California growers include:
Standard Oil, Southern Pacific

Railroad, the Los Angeles Times,
Bank of America, Dow, ITT, and
Del Monte. Del Monte sales this

year are 13% higher than last year
and profits are 10 percent higher.

Presently they have a 15 million

dollar budget for advertising and a
7-1/2 million dollar budget for

research (tax deductible) which
results in such benefits as
developing durable, standardized
"tomatoes" which are suitable for

mechanical harvesting. This
ultimately results in farmworker
unemployment and thus an in-

crease in welfare recipients, and
for the company ends the potential

confrontation with a farmworkers
union that makes demands. Del
Monte owns and leases land in

Canada, Kenya, Phillipines,

Central and South America and the
Union of South Africa.

In order to sense the monopoly
scale of California's agri-business,

the following statistical profile

may help: 7% of the farmowners
own 79% of the land and employ
75% of all farm labor. California
agri-business accounts for 1 out of

every 7 jobs in the state. The U.S.

Agriculture Extension Service
reveals that 9% of the table grape
farms produce 62% of the national

harvest The IS. Department of

Agriculture has calculated that the

average size of the California

corporate farm is 3,206 acres. In

other words the UFW is lighting

the California cadilac farmers who
enjoy monopoly benefits such as
setting prices which induces
supermarkets inflation and who
accept Congressional subsidy
handouts which curtails planting
and harvesting to create an ar-

tificial short supply of foods. This
invariably leads to high prices and
high rates of profit.

Besides the national boycott of

grapes and iceberg lettuce, con-
sumers are being asked not to buy
Gallo, Franzia or Guild wines. E&J
Callo Co. is the largest U.S.
winemaker; Gallo grossed $250
million in 1971 and made profits

near to $35 million. Gallo sold 100
million gallons in 1971 which is half
of all California wine and almost
two times the volume of its nearest
competitor. On July 12, Gallo wine
officials broke off negotiations with
the UFW and handed the 500
workers a memo informing them
that the Teamsters would bargain
for them. The workers im-
mediately walked off the job and
have maintained picket lines since,

despite confrontations with private
police, sheriffs and deputies,
harrassment and eviction from
their housing. The UFW contracts
of 3 years ago had increased wages
from 77c an hour to the current
$2.40. The 14 hour day was
eliminated and field conditions
were improved. The Gallo wines
being boycotted are: Ripple,
Boone's Farm, Spanada, Paisano,
Thunderbird, Carlo Rossi and Red
Mountain. Other popular wines
being boycotted from the other two
companies are: Tavola Red,
Winemaster Guild, Roma, Cribari
and Mendocino.
Last month the United Farm-

workers Union suffered the im-
prisonment of over 5,000 strikers
which included clergy and notables
such as Dorothy Day, Editor of the
i aiholk Worker. Cesar Chavez
called a halt to picketing after two

UFW union members were killed.

A 60 year-old farmworker, Juan de

la Cruz was shot outside of the

Giumarra Ranch. Four days
before 10,000 farmworkers had
marched behind the coffin of Nagi

Daifallah, 24 year-old farmworker
from Yemen. He had been beaten

on the head with a flashlight by a

Kern County sheriff's deputy.
Daifallah was among more than

1200 Yemeni workers in the San

Joaquin Valley. They were
brought in during the first two

years of the '65 farmworkers strike

and since then, along with

Chicanos, Filipinos, Indians,

Blacks and poor whites have

become part of the UFW mem-
bership. Chavez, in the memorial
service for Naii Daifallah said,

"Daifallah came to this country
seeking opportunity and fell into

the trap of poverty and
powerlessness that has ensalved so

many migrant farmworkers in the

United States. Although Brother

Naji is dead at the age of 24, the

hands that struck him down
tremble from fear. It too is a

victim of the climate of violence,

racism and hatred created by
these men who own everything and
who kill those men they cannot

dominate."
Locally efforts are being

coordinated to support the UFW
strike and boycott of table grapes,

iceberg lettuce and wines men-
tioned before. Saturday, Food
Mart in Northampton will be

picketed from 11: 00-4: 00. Sunday
as declared by the Massachusetts

Council of Churches ( 1700 member
churches) will be "United Farm-
workers Sunday." Last June, New
England's 25 Roman Catholic
bishops urged Catholics to support

the UFW boycott. For those in-

terested in working call 549-0698.

Zoe Best is a Collegian com-
mentator.

Letters To The Editor

Taking A Step Backward To Go Forward Looking To The Sides
To The Editor:

With the world progressing in "civilized" manners,
bringing awareness to all the problems within our
global village, let me stop us to question not in-

dividual fault-on several planes, but cultural

restriction. Why does the media, so omni- present
since Gutenbergia and in reciprocity electric, con-

tinue to ruin events and, by so doing, perpetuate
misconceptions? The answer, I oersonallv do not

have, but see resolution through an analysis of each
separate event, weighing factors with different

ground.Scales.andpossiblyproposinga valuable theory

which will direct us to even more educative ground.

What I wish to do is bring to your attention an article

that was placed on the last page of Wednesday's, Sep-

tember 12, Collegian, which I feel represents ih:

correctly a viable alternative to media that indeed
often reflect this same culturization - Western man's
bias.

WUMV-TV is not a football network, it is not

censorable by any one individual, nor does Marty
Kelley posses the role of station director. It is a
television station built around a three-credit course
offering work for the enthused in production,

graphics, public relations, communications research,

information distribution, and other accessible areas.

Of paramount importance is its identity as a training

ground for creative video. We, as Americans, are
super-saturated with the sterility of rigid, un-

assimilating technical standards inherrent in over-

the-air broadcasting. Fear is exhibited in digressing

a step from that level of technical "expertise" to

observe what we've left behind-didactic relevance!

WUMV-TV is taking that step. On which ledge do you
lie?

Many cable television systems around the country

are complying with a Federal Communications
Commission's backed-by-a-Supreme-Court's-ruline
regulation tooriginate programming. Criteria roust be
met, but when done so one of two forms of such
programming is entitled "access". It allows in-
dividuals and groups of feedback through their
system and communicate to their community-in
obviously better ways than a town platform would
allow. The content of the program is rest-

ricted only by the operator's social sensitivity,

whereas the quality is but the stylishic mode of

transportation. I think one would as well get their

squash to market via wagon vice trailer-especially if

the wagon portrays local aesthetics, and that is your
concern. Such structure has not yet been the concern
of the FCC . Could the lack of technical standards for

cable simply regional coordination and development
not national zeroxing? Are we so decadent that we
demand our football games be filmed in color? Should
we not label communication as just that and restrict

it no more? These questions reflect an overt bias as

do the'r answers. Who is to say if we can judge an
outgrowth of a new stem with old branch
requirements.

WUMV exists to co-operatively education all

concerned with medias. To do this we request valid

criticism from other interests. The Collegian should
feel no blame, categorizing it bad due to one article

that may have been "thrown together" would be
equivalent to branding WMUV-TV incapable because
it can not broadcast football. In this case, I recom-
mend we all take a step backward to enable us to

move ahead.

Christopher Sophinos

Management Board. WMUV-TV

To The Editor:

Steve Crowe in his recent article

entitled "Banned at UMass." gave
a very surface account of Marty
Kelley's actions concerning the

sports network. The article also

misrepresented Marty as the
station director of WUMV-TV
which he is not, he is the sports
editor. Marty tried to accomplish
something unprecidented in cable
TV and certainly unprecidented as

far as college sports was con-

cerned. He had very little time in

which to accomplish this task and
he worked quite hard at it all

summer long. First he had to meet
with the cable people and schedule
time on the cables so that a lot

would be left open which he did

with a verbal agreement pending
Mclnerney's OK. Secondly he went
to Mclnerney and was told that anv
tape would have to be carefully

reviewed before it ~wbuld be
allowed to go over cable. As far as I

know he was never told that the

tapes would not be allowed to go
out, period. Together we wrote up
a proposal to request from the

senate that $1,200.00 of our
$2,265.00 budget be re-allocated

into an equipment fund in order to

buy enough new equipment to try

and meet Mclnerney's criteria.

Throughout all of these time-

Black Scientist Society
To The Editor:

Knowing the first week of school can be an extremely trying ex-

perience, we of the Black Scientist Society welcome you to the University

of Massachusetts and offer our support and encouragement. To the new
students we extend a special welcome and to those returning once again

its good to have you back.

The Black Scientist Society is a relatively new organization founded at

the University of Massachusetts at Amherst during the fall of 1972. The
primary goal of the B.S.S. is to provide an excellent student oriented

professional organization for the Third World Community. Some of the

programs and actions we will take to achieve this goal are: 1. unification

of the existant Black Scientist, thereby eliminating the feeling of isolation

experienced by many Black Scientists, 2. recruiting more Black and
Third World peoples into the hard sciences, 3. establish "Special Skills"

programs originated by Black Students to increase scientific awareness
in the Black Community, 4. to help provide the skills and tutors needed to

survive and succeed in a chosen scientific field and 5. actively recruiting

more Black faculty members in the sciences to encourage Black students

by letting them know, by example, that success is not just a word to those

willing to keep pushing.

What we need more than anything else is your participation. Without

you there is and can be no Black Scientist Society. Get involved and give

us your much needed support. The benefits to yourself, and to the Third

World Community are boundless. Help us to help us all.

The Black Scientist Society

Knock On Wood
To The Editor:

It is the beginning of a new semester at UMass and it is the beginning of

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics' advertising campaign. As an un-

suspecting Freshman last year, I enrolled in an Evelyn Wood course. At

my "free" mini-lesson I was told that if I didn't increase my reading

speed and comprehension by three times I would receive my money back.

I paid over two hundred dollars and took the course. I practiced

speedreading for an hour a day for eight weeks with the full expectation

that I would increase my reading speed. At the end of eight weeks I found

out that I had not increased my speed by three times (according to

achievement tests given at the beginning and end of the course) . At that

ime I requested my money back and I was given an address to write to.

After writing two letters I have not even received any indication as to

whether 1 am getting my money back. I suspect that I will have to write

more letters to find out if I have been officially ripped-off

.

Most of what I was taught can be learned from any study guide. Spend

two hundred dollars if you want to, but don't think that the course is

guaranteed. It's your gamble.
Edwin Freeman

Learn About God

To The Kditor:

It is ironic that in, our endeavors here at the University to seek

knowledge, we can so often overlook the very source of knowledge-God.

The theme of the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship for this year is

getting to know God -who He is, and how He relates to man -as revealed

through the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ.

Our purpose is to better understand the God of the Bible who created,

sustained, and saved the world.

Jesus himself prayed to His Father: "And this is eternal life, that they

know thee the only true God. and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."

i John 17: 3) In addition, He has commended us to love one another. Our

concern is for each individual to understand himself by learning more

about God. and to come into a vital, personal relationship with God
through Jesus, and to come in closer contact with other Christians.

Our meetings are on Monday evenings at 7: 30 PM in Rm 803 Campus
Center. They are open to anyone who wishes to come and share with us.

Jayne Parker

Bring Enthusiasm
To The Editor:

There are probably many of you out there who would like to join an
organization, but you hesitate. Perhaps you think you would have little to

offer, or that the rest of the group would condescend to you. Or maybe you
don't know how to go about it.

In most cases, however, a group is eagerly searching for un-

derclassmen. The group wants to be sure of continuity after they
graduate ( or leave) , and the best way of insuring that is having un-

derclassmen, especially freshmen, who will carry on when they leave. I

was a freshman two years ago, and I only joined Program Council
because I stumbled into it accidently. I felt that as an inexperienced
freshman I'd have nothing to offer. But I was welcomed with open arms,
and by the end of the semester I was secretary of the Movie Committee. I

am now chairman. And now it is my turn to look for new people for my
committee, ESPECIALLY FRESHMEN. All you need to bring with you
is enthusiasm and a certain committment to Thursday and Sunday
nights.

The other committes of Program Council, namely: Social ( concerts)

,

Special Events (plays, lectures, etc.), Art, and Recreation (Chess,
bowling, bridge, etc. ) , are also looking for some people. WE know you're
out there! If you would like to join us, there will be a recruitment meeting
on Monday, September 17, at 7:00 in the Campus Center. The meeting
room has not yet been assigned, but the Information desk will know
where to find us. This meeting is for those interested in any of the com-
mittees of Program Council. Please consider it.

Alison Walker, chairman
Program Council Movie Committee

fCo-tyF&S ffo>#>«/*S

consuming tasks, Marty was also

looking for ways to make WUMV
self sufficient, ways by which to

better bring our product to the

students, and he was trying to pull

a sports crew together. The line

that "Marty Kelley just went about
the whole thing with his eyes
looking straight ahead..." is a very
unfair one.

As to the final comment with
which all of WUMV-TV was
depicted as something "just
thrown together." I would ask that

you inform yourself of the facts

before making so sweeping a
statement. Marty's field in our
organization and your article were
on sports and no effort was made to

get any information on what the
rest of WUMV is doing. Although
on the surface we seem to be a
patchwork of rudimentary
equipment and for now few people,

we are on the move and we are
really striving to fulfill the goal
that we set up; that being making
the great potential of video
available to students.

We are at this time recruiting

interested students to become part
of this enterprise in the fields of

production, editing, public
relations, sports, graphics, acting,

scripting, and a number of other
related aspects involved in a
television station. There is credit

available for students willing to

make a commitment to work with
us, and a very real opportunity to

gain some control over a major
aspect of >ur environment-
television. W .ave a studio and a
small but dedicated core of

students. If you are interested call

me at 253-5745, Bill at 545-5118

Chris at 665-3269, or leave a
message at our office on the top
floor of the student union.

David Bunker. WUMV-TV

I Letters

I Deadline
i

5:00 p.m.

MM*
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Natl Science Foundation

To Award Fellowships
Experimental Lending

Scheme To Be Tested
The National Research Council

has been called upon to advise the

National Science Foundation in the

selection of candidates for the

Foundation's program of Graduate
Fellowships. Panels of eminent
scientists appointed by the

National Research Council will

evaluate qualifications of ap-

plicants. Final selection will be
made by the Foundation, with

awards to be announced on March
15, 1974.

Initial NSF Graduate Fellowship

awards are intended for students

at or near the beginning of their

graduate study. In general,

therefore, those eligible to apply

will be college seniors or first-year

graduate students this Fall; in

particular, eligibility is limited to

individuals who by Fall 1974 will

have completed not more than one
year of full-time or part-time

graduate-level study. Subject to

the availability of funds, new
fellowships awarded in the Spring

of 1974 will be for periods of three

years, the second and third years

contingent on certification to the

Foundation by the fellowship in-

stitution of the student's

satisfactory progress toward an
advanced degree in the sciences.

These fellowships will be
awarded for study or work leading

to master's or doctoral degrees in

the mathematical, physical,

medical, biological, engineering,

and social sciences, and in the

history and philosophy of science.

Awards will not be made in

clinical, education, or business

fields, in history or social work, or

for work leading to medical,

dental, law, or joint Ph.D.-
professional degrees. Applicants

must be citizens of the United

States and will be judged solely on
the basis of ability. The annual
stipend for Graduate Fellows will

be $3,600 for a twelve-month tenure

with no dependency allowances.

Applicants will be required to

take the Graduate Record
Examinations designed to test

scientific aptitude and
achievement. The examinations,

administered by the Educational
Testing Service, will be given on
December 8, 1973 at designated
centers throughout the United
States and in certain foreign

countries.

The deadline date for the sub-

mission of applications for NSF
Graduate Fellowships is

November 26, 1973. Further in-

formation and application
materials may be obtained from
the Fellowship Office, National

Research Council, 2101 Con-
stitution Avenue, Washington,
DC. 20418.

SOUTH HADLEY, Mass. - Continuing the long

record of cooperative activities among the valley

libraries, the Five College Librarians, with the

approval of their Presidents, are experimenting

with a new policy this fall which will permit a

student from any one of the Five Colleges

< Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke and Smith
Colleges and the UMass) to borrow in person from
any one of the libraries in the group. Books may
then be returned to the borrower's own library for

return by messenger service to the lending

library.

This arrangement will be reviewed at the end of
the first semester and again at the end of the
academic year. Review is essential before any
continuance of this direct borrowing privilege into
the 1974-75 academic year.

The Librarians, and the administrations of each
institution, while willing to facilitate in this way
the exchange of library resources, do not know the

Shabbat

Shalom!
HILL EL, the UMass Jewish Community

invites you to a

CREATIVE SABBATH CELEBRATION

Every Friday evening we join hands, sing songs of

love and peace, share wine and break bread together
and greet the Sabbath bride. Won't you join us?

Friday, September 14 at 7: 00 p.m.

Campus Center 105 ( lower level)

Saturday morning 10: 00 a.m. service, Torah reading
and study group on The Sabbath by A. J. Heschel

magnitude of the numbers of volumes which will

have to he carried back and forth by the

messenger service; the extent of the frustrations

which may be experienced by the faculty and

students of the "home" library when they find

their own books not available; the difficulties

attendant upon the retrieval of overdue books; the

complexities which will arise in making charges

for fines and for the replacement and processing

costs of lost books; and the additional work load

which this will mean for the library staffs.

With this direct borrowing policy, borrowers are

expected to provide identification of their status

and to abide by the regulations in effect in each

library. There is also some limitation on the kinds

of materials which may be borrowed and on ac-

cess to some department libraries. These details

are contained in a Five-College Library Guide

which will be available to every student in the Five

Colleges.

Friday & Saturday

Evenings

Dancing
at

THE

cBEaras
with ^W

XEBEC
9 'til 1

You're So Vain
You prob'ly think this ad is about you, don't you?

Let us introduce you to the

Campus Center Hotel
Treat yourself to a room with a view ! For a low $9.75 student rate you get

:

Color T.V.

Room & Bath

Maid Service

This Student Discount is available to all U. Mass. students holding a valid I.D. for the current semester.

This must be presented at hotel registration. Payment must be made in advance.

For further details please call:

549-6000 (Ext. 538).

Try us - you'll like us . . .

CHECK OUT THIS AD

QUALITY
'COMPONENTS
AT PRICES

YOU
CAN AFFORD

*y\

EXCHANGE
Take a right on East St. off Rt. 9 just past Old Weird Harolds

Open 10 - 7 Monday - Saturday
A MESSAGE FROM LOONEY TUNES:

Wonder who we are? We're a bunch of young people who started out selling stereo
components in our houses. We are all under 27 years old, including the owners. We have
several stores in New Jersey. Prices in this ad are slightly lower than what we normally sell

at. Need something you don't see, come in and talk to us. We are authorized dealers for over
35 different brands. We aim to please.

TURNTABLES
BSR-310AXE with Base, Dust Cover, and

Shure Cartridge
BSR-510AX with Base, Dust Cover, and

Shure Cartridge
GARRARD SL95B with Base, Dust Cover and

SHURE M91ED
GARRARD Zero/100 with Base, Dust Cover

and SHURE M91ED
DUAL 1214 with Wood Base, Dust Cover

and SHURE M91ED
DUAL 1218 with Wood Base, Dust Cover

and SHURE M91ED
DUAL 1229 with Wood Base, Dust Cover

and SHURE V15 Type III

OUR
PRICE

$43.40

$53.40

$125.00

$158.85

$112.50

$172.50

$231.00

SPEAKERS
JENSEN 1-8" Flexair full range speaker

WHARFDALE W-45-10" Woofer,

3 1/4" Midrange, 2 1/2" Tweeter
WHARFDALE W60E-12 1/2" Woofer,

5" Midrange, l" Tweeter
Recti llinear III Low Boys - 12" Woofer, 5" Mid-

range, 2-2 1/2" Tweeters, 2-2" Tweeters

$25.00

$66.00

$85.00

$218.50

Kott SP/3XC

K-S

K-6LC

KRB-T11

KO-727

MM
Pro 4M
ESP-6

ESP-9

HEADPHONES
$ 15.95 $8.85

$14.85

$18.85

$18.85

$22.85

$25.85

$36.00

$62.00

$88.00

The Discwasher

We at Looney Tunes use this device to clean

our records.

Our
Price

$8.85

i

BLANK TYPE
BASF
SK60 Low Noise Jamproof

SK90 Low Noise Jamproof

SK120 Low Noise Jamproof

LP35LH Low Noise-High Output 7"xl800'

DP25LH Low Noise-High Output 7"x2400'

List OUR PRICE

90
$ 2 05 $1.05
$ 2.88 $1,50

1 7.U $3.60

$ 9.55 $4.80

MEM0REX « Camtt.,

C -30 — 30 Minute

C 45 — 45 Minute

C 60 — 60 Minute

C-90 — 90 Minute

C 120 — 120 Minute

$1.38

$1.45

$1.58

$2.38

$3.18

Memorex Sfecial Sab

2 C-SBMRX2 Cassettes $ 4.38 $2.88

Blank 8-Tracks
BASF Sound Loep 90 Low Noise Extended Range

MEMOREX 8+ -45

MEMOREX 8+ 60

MEMOREX 8+ -90

$1.58

$1.75

$1.88

$2.08

Bowmar MX-50 "The Brain"
It adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides. It also does mixed
math, constant multiplication and division, chain multiplication
and division. Exponents, fractions and recriprocals. It comes
with built-in rechargeable batteries, a recharger, vinyl pouch
and a one (1) year warranty.

Your Book Store sells it for $99.95

LOONEY TUNES SELLS IT FOR $74.85

METR0TEC FEW-1
5 Station Equalizer

**A- *

Our
Price

$72.00

d^^r^nfc-
A ^uooi* STCflFo comPortetOT "SET

2- PfcocorA 3u)Ay

S> A Ki-H Am/fj* STCKCD fcCC€lWEI*.

*JM*b

ASL.

TEL.

1 r R*||4

iijwc rw ~\ i vaj i r n j
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Campus Carousel

Old Passtime Goes Athletic Of Interest. .

.

By TONY GRANITE
THE NEW JOCKS could be the

name of the extra-curricular game
at Los Angeles Harbor College,

since the Tides newspaper has
announced that the pinball

machine installed in the Student

Center there was a gift of the

Athletic Association.
• • •

Music Dept.

OpensSeason
- The department of music at

UMass will open its 1973-74 season

with a concert in Bowker
Auditorium this Sunday, at 8 p.m.

featuring Walter Chesnut,
trumpet, and Charles Lehrer,

oboe.

With the presentation of this

concert the University inaugurates

not only its annual series of free

recitals and concerts but also two
new programs of arts extension-

Up the Arts and a five-year

Community Arts Development
Program.
The first is designed to bring

groups from community service

institutions to the campus to

participate in cultural activities,

including workshops, classes,

exhibits and concerts.

The second program will assist

communities to develop cultural

awareness, an awareness that can
help citizens realize the joy, ex-

citement and benefits which come
from participating in and un-

derstanding the arts.

Both programs focus on the

contributions the arts can make
toward improving the quality and
meaning of community life.

Sunday's program will include a

short presentation of the works of

composers Henry Purcell, J. S.

Bach, Alvin Etler, Donald Erb and
J. L. Krebs will be presented.

Assisting Messrs. Chesnut and
Lehrer will be William McCorkle,
organ; Peter Tanner, percussion;

and Miriam Whaples, harpsichord
and piano. This concert is open to

the public without charge. Further
information is available from the

music department.

ARMED AND DISARMED is the
succession of events at the State
University of New York at Albany,
as reported by the Associated
Press. Seems that in August, the

campus cops were armed after

tallying an average of one armed
robbery a month during the first

half of 1973.

Two weeks after the cops were
armed, the University Senate
passed a bill limiting the use of

firearms by campus policemen.

The action followed disclosure by
student government leaders that

some security officers might be
carrying firearms without the
proper training required by law.

• »

NO RESPECT for the Law was
demonstrated on the Indiana
University campus, recently, with
a new twist, according to the In-

diana Daily Student. In a page one
story, ids reported the assault on a

teenage high school student in the
basement of the Law Building.

ARREST WARNING can't be
served in the classrooms of the
University of South Florida, ac-

cording to a recent story in The
Oracle, student newspaper.
Declaration of the sanctity of the

classroom was made by USoFla
prexy Cecil Mackey: "There are
no legal obligations to do this, but it

is highly desirable not to interrupt

classes."

The regulation resulted when a
professor was interrupted during
his lecture to be arrested on a
student's complaint of assault and
battery, false arrest and
defamation of character, last
Spring.

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK
appears in the Modesto (CA)
Junior College Pirate's Log:
"Average Student Learned "Facts
of Life' At 10 Years."

Rally For Chile
The Committee in Solidarity

with Chile is calling a rally

tomorrow in front of the Nor-
thampton city hall at 12:00. All

interested persons are invited to

participate.

Free Concert
THE MILKY WAY, one of the

area's outstanding rock bands, will

perform a free outdoor concert
tomorrow from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
The festivities will take place on
the Amherst Town Common,
weather permitting.

Men's Center Conference

The men's center in Amherst is

sponsoring a mens conference on

Sunday at the Amherst Common.
The conference will deal with

issues concerning men and their

relation to society, work, women,
children and other men. There will

be a potluck picnic lunch beginning

at 11:00 a.m. followed by small

group workshops from 1-5 p.m. For
further information and workshop
schedules call the men's center at

the Jones Library, tel. 253-2591.

.The
un-dormHories.

Cifeat off -c ampus living— indoors and out —at either of two mcx i-

crn apartment < omplexes. only minutes away by tar or bike from
Amherst College, downtown Amherst or UMass Now a< i epting
jiylu ations tor September.

SVWEK BVY
ALL* LEATHER"

OXFORD TIE
ONLY

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
• Cdttrtety bus to UMass
and town

• 1, 2, 3 bedrm apis.

• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

•apphanted km hens
• master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking. <ars& bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sunder, ks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball,

football, badminton

RENT: FROM $185

CALl 4lJ-25tV-«534

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• roomy closets, storage

• wall-to-wall c arpeting

• master TV antenna
• modern kitchens

• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges

• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals

• 2-door refrigerators

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

RENT: S200 month
(utilities included)

CALL 413-665-3856

I3
95

fOR WOMEN
H9MY

6WrWN

IS-7 NORTH PLEASANT ST

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

I used motorcycle helmets for sale: one
is a used Bell. $25 tor both of them. Call

Dave at 546-9737 or leave note At IM
MacKimme.

tft-M

1971 Kawasaki 35* street and trail, only
3. 100 miles. Asking $500 Tel. 54*- 7 1 SO

tre-iR

450 CB Honda. 1970. mint condition
rebuilt top head: many extras — sad-

dlebags, tools. Best offer. Call after 6 p.m..MM.
tft-14

BSA motorcycle. 1971. Gold Star 500.

excl. mech. cond.. v. gd. overall condition.

4.7M mi.. 1595 Ask for Bill. 323-4223.

tf»-M

Hu> next years' bike now — cheap. 1971

Honda :I5«. $ wo Call Paul. 6-9675.

ttt/17

1912 llarley Davidson stock, like new.
35k. orig. miles, spare part*, good tires.

Best offer over 1900. Call 546-77**.

U9/I4

ROOMS WANTED
Female senior needs to find room or apt.

preferably furnished, quiet surroundings,
(all after 5p.m.. l-«l7-S44-«743.

tM/14

\eed m> own room and kitchen, one or
two miles from campus, up to 170. Call Bob
Zelman c-o Bleeding Rose at 256-6171

from (MO p.m.

tfS-14

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 laurel green Triumph TR6
w /overdrive, new Michelin tires. AM/FM
stereo, lonneau cover. $2300 Call 549-3748.

tn/u

AUTO FOR SALE

72 r ord Supervan. fi cyl. std.. windows,
curtained, carpeted, panelled, sofa-bed.

bean bag chair, tape deck. etc.. $2450. 256-

8894.

If»-I4

67 Cortina (IT 4 spd.. good motor, decent
body, very economical, only $256. Call

Steve at 546-116*

tft-14

1964 Corvalr Greenbrlar bus, good
condition, needs a little mechanical work,
must sell, (all Alan at 256-8530 evenings.

UP-14

1955 Pontiar. an oldie but goodie, runs
good, body A int. mint, original owner til

'70. Be»4 offer takes it away — Chuck. 253-

7114 after 3.

tft-14

' ~ — ' ' $P —! y i- g—gfjaasj—gajga

66 Olds, air cond.. radio, original owner

reliable, comfortable car. asking $600. 549-

01411.
|ff/M

'65 Mercedes 2241-S. burgundy, black
interior, disc brakes, radial tires.

Blaupunk radio, well maintained $1460.

Private. 549-0176 evenings.

aoVM

1963 MGB parts, car $1*6; i965 Mustang
28*. (nuri. $1*0: 66 Ducali 125 cc. $5*.

(all 665-2429 eves.

tn/u

Mustang convertible. 1972. 15.000 miles.

A real bargain, must sell. Call 584-5*97.

lft/3*

19*7 Cutlass. 2 dr.. gd. cond.. will

bargain, (all Kathy after 3:3* p.m.. 253-

9877.

tr*/it

MDC CLASSIFIEDS FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE
1*69 Triumph Spitfire conv., 4 speed,

new radial* and snows, exc. running cond.
Call 545-0174. ask for Al.

tf*-21

ROOMMATE WANTED

1*65 Ford F.conoiine window van, ex.

cond.. KM radio. $600 or beat offer. Alan
253-MC8. leave message if not home.

tft-14

1*69 BMW 2**2. excellent running
condition, $1250. Call 546-9046.

tit- 18

New Pinto with Michelin radials,
sunroof and radio — must sell!!! Call
Holly at F.M.S.. 253-*505.

If»/I7

1964 Kairlane. automatic, new battery A
generator, excellent power. $250. 774-2*31.

tft/18

Must sell — 1*64 Nova. 5 almost new
tires (2 snows), only $156. Call 54*17 16

1/14

1*6* ( hev. Nova. 4 dr.. 23* auto,

running cond. Call 562-3060.

good

lf*/26

1*68 VW. excellent cond. inside A out, 4

good tires, just had valve )ob. Asking $65*.

Call 549-6682 in the evening, ask for Jane.

tft/18

Con. Mercury, air rood.. 3** eng.. good
(ires, new rebuilt Lincoln Continental
trans., guaranteed to buyer for six mo.
IX.immi. Tel. Carey, II p.m.. 6-6683.

tft/20

1969 \ V\ Squarrback. 45.000 miles, in

sides good, body needs work. $60*. 253-2048

evenings or weekends.

UP/18

Make $ plowing — '65 Jeep Wagoneer.
very good shape, new tires A brakes, also

f Meter angle plow A lift. Car never

plowed, (all 54*10*6.

lft/14

iv«i \ \\ But, rebuilt enaine. dependable

trans., blue, just inspected, some rust

\er\ cute, best offer over $200. (all Mike

collect. I -6 1 7-632-7 19*. 5 p.m.

HtVll

196

work

' VW Kastbark —
$:»o or best offer

needs some minor

Call 549-1821 afrer

6 p.m .

tarn

67 (.TO. p.s.. ph.
good, needs some work

too. 4-

. $150

speed, runs
546-9028,

If9- II

FREE

F. roommate wanted to share Colonial

Village apt., own room plus all utilities.

$88/mo. Call l.ori. 256-8*31.

t/14

Own rm in 2 bdrm. house In Florence.

Quiet pert. pref.. m or f. $62.S0-mo Call

after 9 p.m.. Al. 584-0082.

(19/14

Female roommate wanted — I bedroom
available. $1*5 per mo., apt. 14 RolUng
Green apts. Please call 256-4)431 anytime.

tf»/21

Female needed to share room in apt. at
Brittany Manor. No phone as yet so con-
tact Ellen In Apt. **C. Rent — $S5/mo
Leave name A number

U9/I4

Roommate needed, Puffton Apt. No. 9, 2
bdrm.. I person. $112.50 per mo. 2 per-
sons. $65 per mo. ea. Call Charin. 253-1134.

tft-M

Female, own room in Brittany Manor
apt., furnished. $90 - $5 electricity. Bus to
and from campus. Phone 256-8173.

tft-17

Couple or single fern, to share Conway
house. Own rm. in warm, quiet at-

mosphere. 5 acres of land, cheaper than
campus. Pets welcome. 5(6 1564

tft-17

Own rm. in large 3 bdrm. api.. near Rte.

9, Northampton (pref. grad or older un-

drrgrad". $50 mo. Call 584-8186 eves.

U9-14

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted from Springfield to I Mass

and back daily. Will share expenses. Call
734-2414 evenings.

tft-14

First floor /basement combo living
room, kitchen, huge bedroom, workshop
$i60/mo 1-2887048 eve. Married
couple/grad student only.

tf»/17

Puffton Village Apts. - available tin

mediately : 1.2 A 3 bedroom apts. Call 549-

0145 between : p.m.
-a/s*

Furnished apts. 1 1/2 and 2 1/2 rms. air
cond.. all utit Park, pool, near shopping, t
mo. leaae from $180 mo. Amherst Motel
Rt. 9. opp. Zayres.

tft/17

WANTED
I'sed motorcycle helmet and -or chain

wanted also. Need two hockey goalies, free
ice time starting Wed. night Oct. 7. Call
Skip. 549-1113.

tft-17

Two love-starved males seek sensuout
females to exchange sexual experiences
Call 6-6363, ask for Ike Runaway Pinch

tft/11

Wanted — Psych 1*1 text "Psych as I

Social Science". Harrison, reasonabti
price paid. Call Nancy. 202-545-2512.

tf»/U

1969 Malibu sport coupe, well krpl. 6

cvl.. automatic. 7 tires (2 snows). $1297.

will dicker. Call 863-9437 before 1 p.m.

tft-21

Must sell 72 VW bus. II.OWi miles
complete service record available Call
256-8812.

tft-21

One free park of cigarette papers with
purchase of I at regular price from the
vending machines. Campus (enter

tft/14

Kree to good home — (em. dog. part

(•olden Retriever. II months old. Owners
moving to Horida Call Lorna, 5-2304. 40*

Dwight.
Jlt/14-

Kound — beautiful black cat. very af-

fectionate. Needs home, having kitten
soon Don't want to put her away. Call
Susan. 546-537*.

tft/14

Need dally ride to A from Shutesbury
Will help with gas. Call A.J.. 254-8285.

tft/14

We buy good condition, used records
1 or the Record at Faces of Earth. 256-6134.

tft/lt

w anteo
: public address system to rent

with or without operator. Call Don, 534-
0943.

tft/14

Experienced shoe sales clerk for
Saturdays. Apply to David Boot Shop. 221
Main St.. Northampton.

tft-14

New Salem to Amherst and bock daily,

appro* 8-5. five days a week. Share $ and
driving, (all Julie at llopbrook Farm. 617-
544-3362.

tft-14

Ride needed between S. Drfld. and
campus for 9 to 5 job. One way or both . will
share $. 665-2964 evenings.

tft/17

Got any bails? We'll lake them off

your hands. Come trade in your aon-

sexlst TENNIS balls. 2 of your balls

good for one of my joints as long as

supply lasts. Call 6-7540 or 6-7536 for

good shit.

tft/18

Notices

AIKIDO
Meeting today 6.30 8:30 p.m.

Boyden Gym, Wrestling Rm. Anyone

welcome.

AMATEUR RADIO
Meeting of all interested in

amateur radio. Elections to be held.

Rm. 175 CC at 8:00 p.m.

BRIDGE PLAYERS
Duplicate Bridge ply Thurs. nights

7:30. Check the CC. schedule for

location. Earn some master points.

CHINESE REVOLUTION
SW offers 390 course on Chinese

Revolution taught by Marni Hinton

Rosner who lived and worked 9 mos.

in People's Republic. T., Th. 2:30

3:45 JQA 19L.

COLLEGE CHURCH
Everyone welcome. Bus leaves

Newman Center 8:43, Waiting

Station 8: 45, Hamlin 8: 48, Southwest

horseshoe 8:50. Picnic following

food provided. Join us!

CHRISTIANS
We need your help to paint a

banner for Agape Week. Come 10: 30

a.m., Folklore Center, Amherst,

tomorrow.

FAITH EXPLORATION COURSES
Today is the final day to register

for Fall courses on feminism,

theology, Bible, worship, psychology.

More info -and registration forms--on

posters and at 319 Hampshire House.

FAMILY TIME
Fun and fellowship for all God's

forever family. Come and hear about

God's unconditional love for us.

Tonight 804 808 CC.

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH

Sunderland, 10:00 a.m. Sunday

morning Church Service and Sunday

School. 7:30 Adult Study.

MARIJUANA MEETING
Organizational meeting of the

Committee for a sane drug policy.

Strategy for the goal of state wide

legalization of marijuana to be

discussed. 8: 00 p.m., 4th floor lounge,

Cance, Monday, Sept. 17.

NAIADS
For all interested persons, ex

perienced or not. Practices and

tryouts will be Sept. 17 20, 4:00-5:30

in Wope pool. For info call 545 2324.

OUTING CLUB
People interested in caving,

canoeing, rock climbing and biking

should mosy on over to the O.C

r^^TOSUBL^T

Bulletin Board near the S.U.B. and
sign up for a trip.

POLYGLOTS
If you like to play soccer and want

company, find it Saturdays 10:00

a.m. -noon on the fields west of

Boyden Gym. Further questions?

Call Patrick 549 6990.

SABBATH SERVICES
Services will be tonight at 7.00 in

CC 105, tomorrow morning CC
105, 9:30. General organizational

meeting 6:30 p.m., 302 S.U.B.

SAILING CLUB
First meeting, Sept. 17 at 7:30

p.m., CC Rm. 904-908. Plans for

Fall racing will be discussed. New
members welcome.

SEX ROLES COURSE
School of Education course Sex

Roles & Stereotypes will meet in

Godell 609. Tuesdays 12: 00 2:30. All

interested persons are invited, 300

mods, bring your lunch. Info: Parny
6 4544 or Barbara 5 2062.

SPECTRUM
Monday night, CC 169 -movie

shown 8: 00 p.m. "Sit down, shut up,

get out." Meeting follows.

STUDENT ATTORNEY
GENERAL'S OFFICE
We are interested in recruiting

people to work in a Student Judicial

System. If interested, please inquire

in 422 C S.U.B.

TRIP TO NIAGARA FALLS
Want to see Niagara Falls? In-

ternational Students Association is

planning a trip there Oct. 6-8 All

interested students please contact

the Foreign Student Office before

Sept. 24. Students who are willing to

use their cars please inform us. We
cover expenses.

URBAN EDUCATION MAJORS
Dr. William Greene's Curriculum

Development (Lex #4795) Class will

be held on Tuesdays, 7:45 10:15

p.m., Rm. 253 Boyden. Please attend.

WMRIG
Meeting for all interested students,

Tues., Sept. 18, 7:30 WMPIRG Of

fice, 2nd floor S.U.B.

X COUNTRY RUNS
Cross country runs every Sat., 10

a.m. in Orchard (men and women)
Race for women this Sun., Sept. 16, at

2:00 p.m. Meet at Wope.

FINANCIAL AID
All students who have been

awarded a National Direct Student

Loan for fall semester 1973 and have
not completed a promissory note and
oath should report to the Financial

Aid Office immediately.

LOST
Brown leather wallet with I.D.'s

and mone between Herter and
Student Union. Contact T. Currle

323 4098.

(Continued on P. 14)

At Brandywine. one bedroom apt. until

Dec. :ilst. Call 549-1835.

9/14

HELP WANTED

Pat-time secretary. 20-25 hrs.. must

have typing skill. Apply at Bus Garage.

Phone 545-0056. 5-2086.

tft/14

Bus Drivers — Must have Class II

License. Apply at Campus Bus Garage.

Phone 545-2086. 5-0056.

tft/14

Trumpet player wanted for trio with

weekend work — weddings, some lounge

work, standards. Call Ed. 253-2207 or Tom.
256-6291 after 6.

tf*-19

Help wanted evenings — male A female,

gd. working cond. Free meals. Apply

Burger King. 144 King St.. Northampton,

between 2-4 p.m. and 7:30 A 9:30 p.m.
tf9/l*

KVS — full and part time positions

available. 3rd shift. CCl ««*'»"
positions. Contact Alice Goethel. RN

Director of Nursing Services. Wing

Memorial llospHal. Palmer. Ma.. I-

2H3-765I. est. 83

Dominos Piiia — needs drivers.

Must have Mass. license. Available

nights — full or part time. Apply in

person. 363 Main Street. Amherst.
tf9/|9

*for either sex

Suedes and Leather

suedes and leather

SXCLU SIVO-*

dojJksB

ftOLtfi

aN GL.AND

STNI

8 MAIN ST., AMHERST

"Home of the Boot Cellar*

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS SERVICES
PERSONAL

4 ft. black light: 10 speed bike: 66 (hev.

Imp. SS; stereo cassette player for car

$500. Stereo, best offers. Call Chuck. 253-

3534.

tft/14

FOR SALE

Brfrigerators by Delmonico 5 cu. ft. in

carton. 5 year guarantee. fW.95. we also

have some of our rental units left. $5».9S.

549-0023.
tft/14

AKC Samoyed puppies (pure white

Huskies). Beautiful, gentle sled dogs.

Keasonably priced. 253-7373. 256-8658.

MGB hardtop only one of its kind. $75:

queen size bed with headboard. $50. No
phone, come to 88 Townhouse Apts.

tf9-ll

Heading
everything:

All day Sat

Sunderland.

west — must sell

furniture, clothing, bicycle.

. Sept. 15. Old Amherst Rd..

Off 116. look for signs.

tf9-14

For sale — pool tables, coin operated or

otherwise. Write P.O. Box 51. Amherst.

Ma. *I0*2.
tf»-l4

Wooden double bed frame, good cond..

cheap. Call after 5 p.m.. 665-4721.

119/14

Irish Setters — Daisy's puppies are for

sale. AKC. Registered, shots, wormed,

only $85. Call Jeff days. 253-9341; nights.

256-853*.

tf*/l8

Maple bed (single), dresser, night

stand, almost new. Call 253-2639 evenings.

$50 for everything.
tff/14

Panasonic compact stereo cassette
player-recorder with AM-FM stereo radio.
I yr. old. $200. 546-7537.

tf*-l4

Men's 10-speed Columbia bike, very

sparingly used, chain, lock, carrier. $85.

(all 546-9940; women's 3-speed bike. $10.

tf*/17

:i-speed Columbia. I year old. like new,

$30: portable typewriter, works fine. $35;

T.V.. old but works. $25. Call 256-6264 or

256-8773.

tf*/!4

Advent 202. new. $85; Sony 230 reel to

reel with speakers, $ 175; Sony reel to reel

(ape deck. $80 Call David. 544-6547.

H9/I8

A Sears Coldspo( refrigerator, 1.5 cu. ft.

capacity, compressor cooling, freezes ice

cubes. Guarantee included, asking $35.

(all 5*4-2177.

tf»/17

1*71 Honda 350. exc. cond., 4.7O0 mi..

$500. w/2 helmets; 4 ft. blackltte plus

many posters and flourescent nets. $30.

(all Dave. 256-0302.

tf*/l»

Kleetric guitar for sale — 7 yrs. old.

i.ihMin SG standard, good condition.

\ersatile sound. Humbokm pickups. Call

542-5*28.

If*/ 19

1966 Kawasaki 125 cc. good condition.

$130 or best offer. Call 256-0481.

If*/ 18

Remington elec. port, typewriter, excel,

cond.. $105. Full bed with mattress and

spring. $6» 665-2*64 evrnlngs.

tf»/17

71 TR6. AM/FM. snows, luggage rack,

verj clean, $23*0. Also Sony tape recorder

TC 45 portable cassette. $*• Tel. M»-*833.

tf*/l7

Need a rug? 9x11 in exc. condition.

hrowQ * /flower print. Bill. 6-6211. til.

9/11

Pick-up truck for hire. Furniture pnd

appliances moved. Cheap rates. Call

Mitch. 665-3405.
t.9/14

Horses boarded 10 minutes from cam-
pus. Box stalls, pasture, field Jumping and

excellent trails. 253-7373.

tfS/14

i.uitar lessons with experienced

teacher. Times flexible, rock, country,

alternate tunings, finger and Rat picking.

Craig. 586-2*56.

t/9-ll

Beer. wine, papers, etc. Groceries, Inc..

Mexican foods. Montague Mini Mart.

Montague Center, open 8a.m. until II p.m.

d'"y
tfl/ll

Two tor one sale on cigarette paperr.

Two packs for 254 from the vending

machines. Campus Center.
tft/14

T.O.C. card validation stickers now
available. 1st Moor CC. (oatchech Koom
weekdays. 11-3.

tf9-14

ENTERTAINMENT
Have a record hop. Professional DJ

with powerful PA will spin them for you.

Flexible rates. Call Steve at 467-2842 now.

Available: lead guitarist for blues-rock

band to play on campus and-or in local

area. Contact Charlie in Washington, call

5-3900
tfP-14

The Super Septrmberfest is coming.
Watch for it Sunday. Sept. 23.

tfl/14

Saturday. Sept. 15 — rock and roll

with "Tusk" at The Monarch. Rt. 47.

So I ladlev *:*0-l:**.

tft/14

Musicians wanted — keyboard It vocals.

male or female, but will consider

anything. Call Alan. 54M275: Dave. 527-

9201 ; Kevin. 323-7248.

tft-28

Billie Jo — Welcome back, but watch
out! I'm Running for you! Pat Garrett.

*/14

Joress. Ilurtln lleymanns. Glover.
( oncarter, Loretta . Kevin. Stretch, Shara.
Kathy. Dean, Paul ... McNamara saya
happy birthday!

•/I4

Hey Broad — happy birthday! Love.
WPSJ.

1/14

One credit of Speech 303 for anyone as a

speaker before audiences Call Richard

Shoen for details. 545-2055.

tf*-!8

PERSONAL

Stockbrldge — Stockbridge

nomination forms for Frosb ores..

vice-pres., sex., treas., senator-ot-

large: Senior vice-pres. and senator

at large — available at Stockbridge

office. Papers to be returned by Mon.

9/17/73. 5 p.m. Flections to be held on

Wed. 9/19/73. 9-3 30 at Stockbridge

Hall. Info. call. 6-4387 or Senate office.

5-018*. R-l-N.
tf*/!7

If anyone sees Bob Blair tell him that

Susan needs her refrigerator.

tff-17

Debbie Day — need you at Spectrum

office. Lv. tel. no.
tft/14

Gay commune has farm, now peopling,

living and loving together. P.O. Box 723.

Amherst, Ma.
tfW/9

Flections - all Stochiea. Frosh and Srs.

may vote for respective class officers on

Wed at Stockbridge Hall. »:**-3:».

tfl/ll
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Small plastic case with driver's

license, WSI card, other papers

VERY IMPORTANT. Call 5-2642

leave message for Lambdin-406
Greenough.
Knapsack with books, jacket,

golves, Chain and lock on either Rt.

116, River Road, or North Hillside

Road. Call Barry at 1 659 3074.

Notices

FOUND
9/12 pair of car keys, in 2nd fir.

Men's Rm., S.U.B. Call 6-4729 late

Eves, or early Aft.

ENGAGEMENT
Kathryn, Ausman, Class '74, 207

Lewis to David Arnold, Class '74,

Williams College.

Nikki E. Ross, Class 74, 13F

Brandywine to Martin C. Salon,

Class '74, 99 Pufton.

Jean M. Johnson, Class '74, 200

Coolidge to Weston H. Terry Jr.,

Class '72, Watertown, Ma.

PINNING
Kathleen Burns, Class 75,

Coolidge to Raymond Schow, Class

75, Delta Chi.

New Courses Offered
COURSES:
The School of Education is of-

fering a film lab course this

semester in which students will get

to see more than 75 films on the

future of society. The course,

called "The Future on Film," is

being run on a completely
modularized basis. This Means
that students will get 12 1/2

"mods" ( one eighth of a semester
hour) for each class attended.

There will be a discussion after

each film and time for each student

to write a brief ( one paragraph)
review. There are no assignments
outside of class.

FALL

INTO

FASHION

\t

KOBSS
201 N PLIASAMTST.

AMHERST
Open Thurs. A Fri. Mil 9

"The Future on Film" will meet
on Mondays in Herter 231 and on
Wednesdays in SBA 120, from 7:00
to 9! 00 p.m. Interested students

should register for Ed 386 and sign

up for LEX #4960 in room 121 at the

School of Education.
Honors Math C2, Mathematics

as an Experimental Science, will

meet at 8 p.m. on Thursdays
beginning Sept. 20. Prof. Frank
Wattenberg will teach the course.

Wkt* ffg Hm$ h faction u $ tMI*§ A#M*

hh§, M par btckitor $f $rit htlp f$a §§f kf?

This Saturday and every succeeding Saturday a group

of UMass students will spend their afternoons working with

the residents of the Belchertown State School. You can be

one of them ... No experience is required. All you need is

patience, courage, imagination and dedication. Discover

the mentally retarded ... and perhaps yourself. Become a

Belchertown Volunteer.

The bus to Belchertown leaves this Saturday, Sep-

tember 15 at 12:45 p.m. from in front of Whitmore. A tour

and orientation program will be conducted by the

Belchertown staff. The bus will return to campus by 3:45

p.m. Questions?? Call Ken at 253-7441 or Mary Jo at 546-

6953.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYOtCrOMAM.

ARIES ( March 21 April 19) : Accent is on
independence, new starts, chances to make
meaningful contacts Trust yourself Be
willing to take a chance on your own
abilities. Original approach should be
advocated Don't take back seat. Go up
front — proudly.

TAURUS (April 20 • May 20): Cycle is

such that you receive numerous fringe
benefits You made contacts recently which
now pay dividends. Your appeal widens.
Aries plays significant role If quiet within,
you undergo spiritual experience
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) : Emphasis is

on wish-fulfillment. You get what you want,
but perhaps at another's expense Pay heed
to Golden Rule You are planting seeds for
your own treatment in future. Affair of
heart could dominate Love is very much in

picture

CANCER (June 21 - July 22) Career
capabilities are likely to be featured. Your
ambitions take spotlight You build for

security You inspire confidence. One who
can do it wants to make room for you at top.

Trust hunch Give full play to intuitive

intellect

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Be versatile.

Entertain Maintain attitude of optimism
You get good news in connection with long-
range hopes, desires You can successfully
advertise and publish Add to knowledge
Answers are obtainable — if you ask
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 22): Check and

double check — be aware of fine points.

Money is involved Those who service your
tax problems may have problems of their
own Means distractions could affect
persons who are supposed to do a job for

you. Know it and be aware
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Be analytical.

Study Virgo message Take nothing for

granted Don't expect amateur to do a
professional's job. Deal with Gemini.
Accent is on decisions concerning legalities,

partnership and marriage Listen and

observe.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 - Nov 21): Health and
family affairs dominate. Taurus individual

could figure prominently. Avoid extremes.

Steady pace should be maintained. Strive

for domestic harmony. Don't eat while

upset, angry. Digestive system tends now to

be supersensitive.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Emphasis is on creativity, your ap-

preciation for art. literature. Give of your

self Let your style be known. You can deal

successfully with young persons. Emotions
may rule. Have fun without hurting others
— or yourself

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 - Jan. 19):

Practicality holds sway. There are rules,

regulations and red tape You may feel

trapped. Key is to unravel pieces, one at a

time Refuse to be ruffled by one who
chides, is impatient. Home and property

values come up for discussion.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 - Feb. 18): Accent is

on settling issues with neighbor or

relatives. Your ideas are good but should be

given a chance to nurture. Don't rush.

Finish what you start Aries, Libra persons

figure prominently. Be kind to one who
confides problem
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): New ap-

proach is necessary where budget, money
questions are concerned Leo. Aquarius
persons are in picture. Strive to find ways of

getting more for what you invest. Refuse to

be sidetracked Go directly to source.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

bright, have insatiable curiosity, are a

natural reporter, could teach or write, will

find that October is one of most significant

months for you in 1973 You attract persons

born under Gemini. You become involved

with more than one person You are a

challenge to many. You generally are

quick, nervous and have great sense of

humor.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Flowers

6 Number
11 Buy back
12 Beginning

14 Century
plant

15 Weird
17 Pronoun
18 Equality

19 Male deer

(Pi.)

20 Man's
nickname

21 Pronoun
22 Mountain

lakes

23 Untamed
24 Disparages
26 Country of

British Isles

27 Difficult

28 Father

29 Wire
nails

31 Mixed
34 Unusual
35 Senses
36 Behold!

37 Skill

38 Stamp

39 Large
truck

40 Symbol for

cerium

41 Demon
42 Yugoslav

leader

43 Ancient Jewish
ascetic

45 Rubber on
pencil

47 Fork
prongs

48 Ranted

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

13

16

19

20

22

23

25

26

28

29

30

Besmirched
Classifies

Goddess of

discord
Contend
For example
(abbr.)

Agile

Swift

Wants

Sea
eagles

Filaments

Was
ill

Barter

Give advance
notice

Map
Handle

Slim

Pair

Most
unusual

35
38

up
Giver of

gift

Liberates

Climbing
plant

39 Clamping
device

41 Marsh

42 Label

44 Spanish for

"yes"

46 Sun

god

DOWN

1 Tell

2 Aroma
3 Bishopric

4 College degree
(abbr.)
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Take It To The Game

Massachusetts vs. Villanova
No. Nam* '

34 Doug Adguraon

9 John Ames

42 •Tim Berra

24 Bob Blout

82 •Tom Bradshaw

25 'Earl Brown

56 Dave Buiiei field

73 Brad Cainan

84 Bill Cooke

60 Ned Deane

54 Neai Desmaran

31 Rick Drown

59 •Andy DuUanici

20 Mark Finnerly

74 MikeGreaney

89 'Ed HajduMk

70 Bill Hale

10 "Paul Hansen

14 Lee Hamman
72 Tom Harris

79 •Johnny Jones

12 Fred Kelleher

57 "Dennis Kiernan

21 John KuliS

68 Ralph Ledger

33 Boo Levine

64 Paul Lindmark

67 Jim Lylord

35 Paul Masi

88 "Ed McAleney

76 Kevin McClay

66 Tom McMahon
53 MikeMcNifl

61 'Gary Mika

22 Jerry MondaltO

52 "Kevin Moran

43 Ed Neimann

60 Wall Parker

23 'Bob Par roll

58 John Pearson

11 •Peil Pennington

61 John Penny

46 Mark Peters

55 Bruce Pinto

71 Tom Price

18 Tom Rohan

32 • Phil Roland

62 John Santoro

78 Jim Shea

86 Ron Silva

50 "Paul St Onge
63 Don Sokolnicki

47 Bernie Street

27 Jim Talanco

51 B'll Toner

30 Jim Torrance

19 Peter Trow

69 Bill Tsitsos

36 Boh Veroimi

75 Ed Wallace

37 Bill Ware
83 Bill Wol'e

44 Boo WoMe
26 Steve Wood
77 Dave Yushmsky

'Lettermen

Po». CUM Ag< HI. Wl.

IB So 21 6 198

K Jr 20 5 9 176

WR Sr ?2 5 11186

S Jr 20 61 190

DE Sr 20 62 230

WR Sr 22 6 1 190

LB Sr 20 5 10 193

OT Jr 20 6 6 220

OE Jr 22 65 24

OG So 19 63 230

LB So 19 63 205

S Jr 20 6 1 183

K Sr 24 5 10 189

WR So 19 6t 194

DT So 20 60 208

WR Sr 21 62 195

OT Sr 21 60 243

S Sr 20 61 190

OB So 19 64 190

OT So 19 6 1 228

DT Sr 22 6 2 220

OB Jr 20 62 197

LB Jr 21 6? 206

S Jr 21 6 1 182

DT Sr 23 59 210

S So 19 5 11 195

OG So 20 511212

LB Jr 20 5 10 193

LB So 19 5 10 185

DE Jr 20 63 235

OG SO 19 510216
OG Sr 21 5 11227

LB Sr. 21 60 205

TE Jr 19 61 206

HB So 20 5 6 180

C Sr 21 62 226

HB Jr 20 60 163

TE Jr 21 60 212

CB Jr 20 6 166

C Jr 21 6 1 202

OB Sr 23 65 210

LB So 20 611 195

HB So 22 5 9 190

C Jr 20 5 11 203

DT Sr 22 6' 2 240

OB So 20 6 3 203

HB Sr 21 5 10 194

OG So 19 5 11 228

OG Jr 21 6 2 21?

WR Jr 19 60 188

LB Jr 22 5 10 200

OG Jr 21 60 210

S So 21 6 188

CB Sr 22 59 191

LB So. 22 6 2 188

HB So 21 6 2 205

WR Sr 21 63 198

LB So 20 62 197

OG Sr 21 5 11221

OT Jr 21 6 l 224

CB Sr 22 5 1 1 1 70

TE Jr 21 63 205

HB So 20 6 1 203

CB So 20 6 165

OT Sr 21 6$ 234

NO NAME POS CLASS AGE HT WT
17 Adams, Mark RB So 19 60 170
91 Adelizzi, Mike TE So 19 60 190
90 Adclizn, Sti-v* . WR So 19 81 180
44 Aldrich, Rick . . LB Jr 20 59 200
61 Ash tun. Merlin . . .C Jr 20 6 1 220

Bastiam-lli, Ben . DT So 19 5 10 215
49 Bathon, Dan . . RB So 19 5 11 212
76 Beary, Jim . . . OG Jr 20 6 1 226
16 Belmont, Uary . WR Jr. 20 63 190

Bianchino, Lou DB So 19 6 10 nft
12 Bilko, Tom . . . QB Jr 20 62 210
50 Bock. Charlie . . . C Sr 20 6 1 220
45 Brown, Jere . . . RB Sr 21 6 2 215
31 Brown, John . . RB Sr 22 60 190
96 Buchenauer, Al DT So 19 6 2 225
62 Byrnea, Jerry . . OT Sr 21 6 1 134
66 Byrom, Ken . . . . C Sr 22 64 225
39 Cento!' dine, Joe LB So 19 60 215
22 DeChellia, Ernie WR Jr 20 6 2 ISO
71 DiMartino, John OT So 19 6 1 220
81 Drieibach, Chuck WR Jr 20 6 3 190
48 Ebbecke, Steve DB So 19 6 1 175
21 Parmer, Ed . . . RB Sr 22 6 10 185

85 Gallagher, John TE So 19 6 2 206
73 Givena, John . DT Sr. 21 6-3 240
33 Gordon, Andy RB Jr 20 60 190
38 Graziano, Jo* LB Sr. 21 6-1 200
3 Grigga, Dtnnla . . K So 19 5-9 180

10 Hatty, Bill OB Jr 20 6 2 200

48 Jackaon, Bob . . . LB So. 19 6 2 200
95 Klelty.Tom . . . TE So 19 62 205

23 King, Bill LB So. 19 6-0 200
60 Kolmer, Brian . . LB So. 19 6 2 225

59 Kolmer, Kevin . . LB Sr. 21 5 10 195

65 Lawrence, Nela LB Sr. 21 60 210

83 Magee, Jim . . . . LB So. 20 6 2 215

Mahan, Chris . . . DB So 21 58 160

26 Mahoney, MiUa—

.

LB Jr 20 6 3 225

67 Malast. Bill . . . . OG Sr. 22 63 230
37 Margetich, Bill . . RB Jr. 20 60 195

64 McCartney, Jo* . . C So 19 6-2 230
18 McGuigan, Leo DB Jr.

I
6 10 170

36 McHugh, Kevin . LB Jr. 60 215
75 Miller, Jo* OT Sr. 21 6-4 250
82 Miatelak*. Pete . 111 Sr. 21 63 216

32 Montecano, Bill RB So. 19 60 210
O'Connor, Mik* . LB So. 19 59 200
Perna. Mik* DB Jr. 20 5-9 186

26 Polito, Frank . . . DB Sr. 21 6-11 170
58 Powell, Jo* .... OT So. 19 6 1 210
84 Praienica, Tony . LB Sr. 22 6 2 312
53 HamsfV, Steve . . LB So. 19 6 1 218
93 Rumbaugh, Dave LB Jr. 20 6 1 200
80 Scannell, Dennia . WR Sr. 22 6-1 175

94 Sett rich. Dave . . LB Sr. 23 6 1 200
89 Shugrue, Gary . . 18 So 19 6-6 226
43 Smith, Jackie . . . IB Jr. 20 6-0 210
64 Sraic, Mark OO Jr. 20 6-1 310
77 Stasiulewicz, Jo* OT Jr. 20 64 240
11 Sullivan, Mike . . QB Jr. 20 60 180
8 Sunday, Mik* . . DB Sr. 22 60 190
57 Tatlow, Jim . . . . OT Jr. 21 60 320
66 Tarabocchia, Nick OO Jr. 20 60 225
65 Teaoriero, Jo* . . DT Jr 20 6 1 230
72 Thomaa, Mik* DT 8r. 23 6 1 220
86 TB So 19 6 2 216
27 Ulrtch, Mark . . . DB So 20 6-11 186

92 Weide, John . . . LB So 19 6 1 210
74 Zimb*. John . . . DT Jr. 20 64 365

Baseball Standings
American League National 1. eague

East Kaslt

W. L.Pct.G.B. W. L.Pct.G.B.

Baltimore 85 59 .590 — Pittsburgh 72 71 .503 —
Boston 80 66 .548 6 St. Louis 72 73 .487 1

Detroit 77 69 .527 9 Montreal 71 73 .493 1-1/2

New York 72 74 .493 14 New York 70 75 .483 3

Milwaukee 70 76 .479 16 Chicago 69 76 .476 4

Cleveland 64 84 .432 23 Philadelphia 65 80 .448 8

West West

Oakland 84 61 .579 - Cincinnati

Kansas City 79 66 .545 5 Los Angeles

Chicago 72 74 .493 12-1/2 San Francisco

Minnesota 70 74 .486 13-1/2 Houston

California 67 75 .472 15-1/2 Atlanta

Texas 51 93 .354 32-1/2 ' San Diego

89 57 610 -
84 62 575 5

80 64 .556 8

74 73 .503 15-1/2

72 76 .486 18

53 91 .368 35

Notices
IM - All team managers, for both

mens and women's touch football,

should pick up their schedules at

the Intramural Office today,

Friday, or at the very latest on

Monday. The season begins

Tuesday, September 18.

SWIM TEAM - There will be a

meeting of all prospective can-

didates Monday at 4: 00 p.m. If you
are unable to show, please contact

Coach Joseph Rogers in the near

future.

WOMEN'S VARSITY TENNIS -

There will be tryouts for

prospective players on Monday at

4 : 00 p.m. at the Boyden courts. For
information please call Coach
Ogilivie at 545-2557 or 549-0411.

Bucs Stretch

Eastern Lead

With 6-1 Win
CHICAGO ( AP) - Willie Stargell

doubled home two runs in the first

inning and then scored on a single

by Rich Hebner to lead the Pitts-

burgh Pirates to a 6-1 victory over

the Chicago Cubs Thursday.

The triumph stretched Pitts-

burgh's lead in the National

League East to one game over the

idle St. Louis Cardinals while the

Cubs dropped four games off the

pace.

Taking advantage of the first of

three Cub errors, the Pirates

struck for three runs in the first

inning.

After the Game

BILLY WHITE
at

CHEQUERS
Sat. 4 • 6

CUSTOM
BUck&
WWte

filivi

PROCESSING.
ANtJ boxfRAMINC,

For woRkiNG
PROFESSIONALS &
SEIVlipROS

Reflections Unlimited
233 n. Pleasant st Amherst

549-0205

The J.O.E. Program has something for you

SEX

L

Students Educating X-delinquents.

JOE is a student organization working to educate youth alienated by society to negotiate society.

A meeting for students interested in becoming youth advocates. Please attend the meeting on

Tuesday night, Sept. 18th at 7:30, in Rm. 165 in the Campus Center.

Special Programs: Westfield Detention Center and Parole Volunteers

' '
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Gridders Clash With Villanova
Bv BILL BALLOU

Peil Pennington, Johnny Jones and friends had better hope the Pope

isn't a football fan, because if he is, then UMass may be 0-2 after Satur-

day.

The Jesuits are coming again, this time in the form of the Villanova

Wildcats, a team which promises to be as difficult an opponent as their

counterparts from Worcester were last weekend.

The Cats are coming off an opening game loss to Mississippi by the

score of 24-6, an effort which, despite the wide margin, was a very good

one.

Villanova was scouted last week by receiver coach Errol Prisby, and

his report, along with the Ole Miss-Villanova game films, indicates that

the Minutemen will have to play very well to win.

Head coach Dick MacPherson figures his men can win. "We definitely

feel our team is capable of beating them. The thing is that we just can't

make the same mistakes this week that we did against Holy Cross," he

said.

MacPherson classified Villanova as a "strong, solid team." He added,

"Their strength is that they have a lot of outstanding football players

both on offense and on defense."

One of their supposedly most outstanding players is defensive back

Frank Polito, a senior who led the nation in interceptions as a sophomore.

The Wildcat publicity department has been busy sending out brochures

urging people to vote for him for All-America and if he's up to his

reviews Peil Pennington is going to have to be mighty careful throwing

near him.
Quarterback Bill Hatty, a junior, figures to lead the Villanova offense.

Last year Hatty hit on 53 per cent of his passes and gained 700 yards

through the air.

UMass comes into the game in reasonably good physical shape,

missing only one regular, tight end Gary Mika who will hopefully be back

next week. However Peil Pennington is still bothered with a hip pointer

and defensive end Ed McAleney has a few aches and pains.

There's good news in the linebacking department this week, in contrast

to the Holy Cross game when all the news from that section was bad. Neal

Desmarais, Bill Toner, and Mike McNiff are all back and their return is

certain to bolster the defense greatly. The return of McNiff is especially

good news since he had left the team before the Holy Cross game.

However he managed to straighten out some personal hassles and came
back Monday.
MacPherson doesn't plan any major changes in the line-up, saying "the

talent we've got out there now is what we feel is the best we have. We just

don't feel we can do much better with anything else."

It would seem obvious that UMass is going to have to rely heavily on its

passing game, at least until it can get something going on the ground.

Their running and blocking simply was not well coordinated against Holy

C ross and the fact that Jerry Mondalto and Bob Wolfe, who did the bulk of

Saturday's running, are sophomores, is not going to make things any

easier.

This will be the first time the two teams have met since 1962 when the

Redmen won 19-18. They had met the previous year for the first time,

Villanova winning by 33-13.

The Wildcats, a traditionally strong team, had a disastrous ( some folks

would call it a rebuilding) season with a 2-9-0 record. But they play a

fairly strong schedule which includes Mississippi, Delaware, Boston

College and Tampa.
Game time at Alumni Stadium is 1:00 p.m.

WUMV-TV Sports
With all the apparent technical difficulties cleared up at the Bluewall,

WUMV-TV will make its debut this Sunday night. In the first of ten

weekly telecasts, the UMass-Villanova football game will be replayed in

its entirety beginning at 9 p.m. Marty Kelley will provide the play-by-play

and Earle Barroll the commentary.
Randy Richardson will produce and direct this initial sports production

for the WUMV crew. Admission is free for all students.

Jfjfu/t^'-
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SPORTS

WMUA
The Minutemen tangle with the

Villanova Wildcats as UMass goes

after victory #1. Hear it all as Don
Gorski calls the play by play and
Larry Convoy adds the color

commentary. Air time is 12:50.

Follow all the action both home
and away as UMass goes after its

2nd straight Eastern College
Division Football Title.

WMUA 91.1 FM Amherst

»*>

His form certainly rivals that of any UMass hooter.

.but could he hit from 43 yards?

Nastase!
W Romanian tennis star Hie

Nastase said Thursday that while

he plans to pay his $1,500 fine for

misbehavior at the U.S. Indoor

Tennis Championships last

February, he will appeal two other

heavier fines.

The Association of Tennis
Professionals assessed Nastase
$5,000 for defying a player boycott

at Wimbledon last June, and he

was fined $4,500 for misbehavior in

the Western Tennis Cham-
pionships at Cincinnati last

August.

^
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Dave Eibel

"Go Stuff It Robertson
ff

Gene Mauch master of the planned and the impromptu, does not con-

sider John Robertson, baseball writer for the Montreal Star one of his

favorite people. It doesn't really matter, to John Robertson or anybody
else, because young number four, the guy who kicks dirt and throws

temper tantrums, will win Montreal their first pennant this year.

The Expos Manager is demanding but fair. Go out and give 100 per cent

for him, and he'll make sure you get your chance to play even if you're

hitting in the high 100's. Mauch played only four years in the majors, but

he played every game as if he was trying to show off and make the club,

and he has instilled this same dogged, hell-bent-for-leather style among
his own ballplayers in Montreal. See the Expos and see Ron Hunt at 33

and with no knees slide head first to break up a double-play ; see Tim Foli

range deep into the hole at shortstop and not only get to balls that other

shortstops would watch but also get his man with the best arm in the

game. Gene Mauch has a team of weak-kneed veterans and cocky kids

believing in themselves. He's acknowledged as the best manager in

baseball. Gene doesn't play the game batter by batter or out by out; when
the other manager is sending up his cleanup man in the first inning,

Mauch is playing the seventh or eighth innings out in his head. The Expos'

skipper is the best manipulator of the lineup card this side of Abner
Doubleday. The American League may have the designated-hitter rule,

but Gene Mauch has the designated-outfielder-for-the-outfielder-who's-

coming-in-from-the-airport rule. In a game last weekend, rookie left-

fielder Tony Scott made his first big league start, but it lasted only until

the newest Expo. Felipo Alou, came in from the airport, in the bottom of

the first.

It's not only the manager, because the Expos have the hitting, fielding

and especially the pitching to win it all in 1973. Ken Singleton, Mike
Jorgensen, and Tim Foli are all under 25 but as good or better than
anything else in the league. Pitching?...what about that Steve Rogers
with an CRA of 1 : 10 and a nine and three record in less than J*, o months
after a minor league career of the year and a half, and Mike Marshall the

best league career of a year and a half, and Mike MarshallDELETE
It's not only the manager, because the Expos have the hitting, fielding

and especially the pitching to win it all in 1973. Ken Singleton, Mike
Jorgensen, and Tim Foli are all under 25 but as good or better than
anything else in the league Pitching?...what about that Steve Rogers
with an ERA. of 1 . 10 and a nine and three record in less than two months
after a minor league career of a year and a half, and Mike Marshall the

be- 1 r»:liei pitcher in the game with over 150 inni igs under his belt this

year and a personal hand in 42 of the Expos' first 71 triumphs. And The
veteran Ron Fairly^ at 36 and hitting .30CL will he have the pleasure of

another Series Mondial as we call it in Montreal?
Yes my friends, he will and Gene Mauch will be recognized as the best

manager in baseball. Jimmy the Greek had them pegged at 100-1 way
back in April and all those guys who had haunches on the Mauchmen and
didn't put down a fiver wifl cry all the way to another beer. They haven't
done it yet, but when they do, twenty million idiots win nonx meir norns,

Gene Mauch will shake hands with John Robertson and two hundred
million Americans willsay "oh, the Montreal Expos won the World Series

and. by the way, in what part of New York State is Montreal?" Soon,

you'll all be given a lesson in enforced geography thanks to George
Patton II.
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"It resembles a National Lampoon Parody of Playboy."

By iVfoe DePalma
Playgirl is the hottest thing to hit

the newsstands since the Debbie Rey-
nolds, Eddie Fisher, Liz Taylor love tri-

angle. It calls itself THE magazine for
women, offering everything from
essential aromatherapy to a doctor's
opinion on bladder control. It claims to
be for the truly liberated women, those
who not only send away for the twelve
album collection of "Love Music — to
blow your socks off", but even play
them at parties. It seems only natural
that Playgirl should emerge at this

time, after all, those women who are
buying it are the same ones who started
off faithful to Teen, graduated to

Seventeen and progressed to Glamour
and Cosmo. These women are no longer
content with beauty hints and fashion,
they want flesh. Playgirl breaks down
the double standard, unzips the fly and
gives women what they want.

In style, form and content it

resembles a National Lampoon parody
of Playboy, but the knowledge that it is

for real, that in five editions one million
six hundred thousand copies have been
sold, is no joking matter. Playgirl
exploits women as sex objects as much
as Playboy in a more subtle way. The
articles tell women to be beautiful, to

lose weight ("Fatties Arise! You have
nothing to lose but your stored fat

deposits"), how to fix the eyes, the
fingernails, the hair, the cleavage and
more. The products advertised subject
the reader to the new fifteen minute
beauty renewal plan, exercises which
increase the bust four inches in two
weeks, and ultimate information on
how to pick up men and keep them. If

Playboy has any worth at all it can be
seen through the articles written by
somewhat bright people that are in-

formative and interesting. Playgirl
offers nothing. The most interesting

and well written topic covered in the
October issue is "Women and Taxes:
Inevitable Rape", which is written by a
man It is not surprising then that

Playgirl Inc. consists of an all male (no
doubt white male) staff. This is

perhaps the best thing about the

magazine. If it was solely a woman
owned and operated magazine it would
be totally disgusting. The popularity of

it thus far rests with the ideal of taking
male nudity out of the plain brown
wrapper and putting it onto the
supermarket shelves. The novelty of

seeing a naked man is worn off by
about page fourteen. All the men are
physically huge and pictured as
overpowering. Any photographs of men
and women together focus on the male
either being on top in erotic love-

making or showing his macho body-
beautiful to adoring female eyes. It is

rurious that out of the seemingly end-
loss pages of naked men very few
show the penis. Are men ashamed of

exposing themselves totally, are the

truly liberated readers not yet ready to

be turned on (or turned off) by the

actual machine or is the penis, like the

(Continued on page 10)
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"That'* my dorm, nothat's my dorm, no wait a mlnutt that's my dorm."

"Rumor has it that Dustin Hoffman is

now enrolled as an undergraduate at

I'Mass."
•Would you believe . . . Kris Jackson, of Campus

Caper fame."

I would like to dedicate this first
issue of Poor Richard's to my
friend Rich Abaid. Without his
help, this wouldn't have been
possible.

-Ed.
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Mau-Maued By A Radical Shiek
By Barbara Voorhees

Heeeeeeeeeeeeeeewack

!

Toooooooooooooofreaking much!
Tom Wolfe here at UMass.

I guess everybody's got a hero or
two. At least someone they admire.
And then you get the chance to

meet that person and Bleck! He's
real. He just doesn't live up to the
old expectations.

On Monday I spent the day with
Tom Wolfe, a journalist whose
work I admire. He sure wasn't
what I expected. He was one hell of
a lot better.

I mean you read all the guy's
books and see a couple of photos of

him and you figure that this

character is a real dude. A real hip
character. An outspoken,
outrageous dude.

Well, he's got the clothes all

right. He comes on with that

smooth, hand-tailored, white, silk

suit with vest and a lavendar shirt,

black and white tie, and teal blue
handkerchief in the suit-coat
pocket and matching teal blue
socks and white wing tips. But no
jewelry. And he changes his
clothes twice a day and his second
suit is just like the first only it's

made of white gabardine.
And underneath all this possible

dude regalia is this quiet, retiring

guy who looks like any minute he's

going to bow his head and start

reciting you a poem.
And you talk to the man awhile

and you realize that he's an ab-
solutely sensitive person who says
that he's not really alienated by
anything he's run into, but is just

content to sit back and watch the

carnival.

A guy that likes salt in his Blue
Wall beef and felt at home in the

Dukes Room in the Student Union
cause it reminds him of his living

room.

Every once in awhile he gives

himself away though and punc-

tuates his sentences with a

woooooooooooooo

I

or
geeeeeeeeeeeeee! and he shakes

his head and this is Tom Wolfe.

Question: In your latest book,

The New Journalism," you more

or less gave a history of the new
journalism. Where do you feel it

will go from here?
Wolfe: One area that I think

people will try to get into more is

the really personal psychological
life. This is something very dif-

ficult. It takes cooperation from
the person you're writing about.
Already there are some of us who
have tried to interview people
about their thoughts; what they
were thinking at certain times.

Question: Do you feel that the
new journalism will be accepted in

the future?

Wolfe: It probably will be. In a
way that is bad. It's probably bad
for the whole thing to have written
a book like that. It tends to isolate

certain traits and tends to set up
certain standards. As soon as you
set up standards people tend to

write in a certain form. They think

they are violating rules. This is

vhatjiappened to poetry and the

A Blink Is As Good As A Nod
By Kevin Kittredge

The first weekend has passed
and the security of routine will

soon calm nerves and the blink,

blink, blink, blinking of impatient
eyes. People standing in a coffee

line with two minutes to make a

class tend to blink a lot. People
standing in line anywhere in

Whitmnrp also hlink a lot. Awhile

back, the "Fun Facts" section of

the Sunday comics said New
Yorkers blink forty times a minute
when tense. Hmmmn.
Blinking is only one sympton of

September shock Tearing at

pockets and notebooks when you
think you've lost your schedule

card is another. Picking up the

and dialing your student

number is a dead giveaway. How
about the guy in the Dining

Commons who left a tip? Should

have known there was something

fishy when he ate everything. Or
that deranged freshman writing "I

like OSCAR" on the wall (with a

NO. 2 pencil of course.)

Oh well, soon the hassles will end

and you'll be seasoned enough to

function with a hangover. The
campus will be as comfortable as

your favorite jeans. And everyone

knows that it's like to break-in new
jeans f'er chrissake. You'll even

laugh about these days. You'll

walk into the Blue Wall, order a

beer and say to friends, "Do you

remember when we . .
.", and

everyone will laugh and nod and

feel warm because everyone
remembers

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN'S
First Feature

I
with

Jackie Coogan

and

THE IDLE
CLASS

Playing Next Monday
in Thomp. 104

an rbc films presentation

novel.

Question: Some journalists shy
away from actually defining the

new journalism. You gave it a
definition. Do you feel that you
really can define it?

Wolfe: I think that you can say
what it is as long as you understand
it has to do with certain specific

techniques. There are really just

four of them.
These techniques are: scene-by-

scene construction, use of extended
dialogue, point of view and
notation of status detail.

Scene-by-scene construction: In
this form of journalism you tend to

end up spending days, weeks, even
months reporting so that you ac-

tually see these things happening
in front of you. It seems trying to
tell the story through scenes rather
than sheer, stark narrative.
There's nothing else that a

reader finds so absorbing as
dialogue. There's no other device
that so quickly recreates reality.

Point of view means looking
through somebody else's eyes
besides your own. By interviewing
people about their thoughts, you
can tell how they felt about various
scenes.

The last technique is what I call

notation of status detail. The
author Balzac tells you about a
character by the house he lives in.

You look at the rug and you know it

was very expensive three years
ago but now you can see the cotton.

The curtains which are fake
damask. The sculpture which is

supposed to be marble turns out to

be plaster cause its chipping. It

shows you a picture even before
you meet the people that these
people are social climbers.

Like the "Man in the Grey
Flannel Suit," the title of a novel in

the 1930's. That image of the grey
flannel suit summed up a whole
generation of commuters coming
into New York City from New York
state or Connecticut.

These little details which are
just physical details of dress,

furniture, sometimes speech — all

of these things really are com-

ments on a person's rank, how he
fits in socially. This gives an in-

credible sense of reality.

Everytime we look at somebody,
without even being conscious of it,

we do a quick take and we try to fit

the person into a slot.

Question. When you hear the

term, the new journalism, you tend
to think of young men, are they?
Wolfe: No, new journalists

usually got started pretty late. The
only exception I can think of is

Hunter Thompson who started in

his late 20's.

I don't even like the term, the
new journalism. Anything that is

called new is controversial. The
term really describes changes in

writing non fiction and discovery
by non- fiction writers of devices
which make non-fietion as gripping
and rich as the best novel.

Question: Do you feel that

newspapers are changing at all or
should they?

Wolfe: Newspapers are not
changing nearly enough. To me,
newspapers are dead. The
newspaper business is like the
railroad business — both of them
got rich during World War II and
instead of putting the money zack
into the business to keep up with
the times, they put it in the bank.
During the 60' s, some of the

biggest changes came in the way
people lived. This was great for the

kind of magazine journalism I got
into.

All these things about the way
people's lives were changing —
religious views, attitudes towards
sex, towards women's rights. They
weren't recorded in novels nor in

the daily press.

Question: Do you draw the

pictures in your books?
Wolfe: Yes, I think I'm more

vain about those than about my
writing. I first started doing them
for the Springfield Cnion Sunday
magazine in sepiatone.

Question: What are you working
on right now?
Wolfe: I'm writing a book about

the astronauts.
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Galloping Gastronomy
By Cindy Gonet

If you're eating at the dining

commons, or are one of the many
who can cook spaghetti in one pan,

you'll probably want to trudge into

town looking for something to eat.

Before you thumb out of the womb,
remember that the Bluewall,

Whitmore Coffee Shop and Little

Hatch at Worcester dining com-
mons are nearly always open.

They don't offer a gourmet meal
but at least you can pick up a

hamburger-type meal, pizza or
beer. If you want more than a

sandwich, or just want to get out of

here, here's a list of some notable

area restaurants frequented by
UMass students.

PAPA's IV — The closest

restaurant to campus, located just

across from Southwest on the

corner of Sunset Avenue. The pizza

is fair, grinders are okay. Average
juke box, four pinball machines
and average to slow service.

BELL'S — Probably the best

known pizza place in town, located

beyond the Stadium on University

Drive. Cheese pizza with extra

cheese is great, grinders are also

good. Service is a lot better than

PAPA'S IV, but Bell's has no juke

box or pinball machines. This is

the kind of place you can get used
to going to every night without

knowing why.
MIKE'S — Many fraternity and

sorority members go here just to

drink. Located in North Amherst,
about a mile past the School of

Education, MIKE'S is crowded
every night during regular season.

THE PUB — This is a class bar,

for Amherst. It is also a very good
lunch restaurant with expensive-

type sandwiches. The cheapest

time to go is on Thursday nights,

when beers are only a quarter. It's

also a good place for a quiet drink

in the late afternoon before it gets

crowded.

<;AS LITE TWO — A mediocre
sandwich shop on North Pleasant

Street, across from the Mobil

station. It's a good place to get a

quick lunch.

(JAS LITE ONE — A carbon
copy of (i.L.II, this is located

around the corner on Main Street

has about the same menu, and
caters to a slightly older clientele

than (i.L. II. Number one closes in

the early afternoon, but Number
Two stays open til 10:30.

Friendly 's — Swinging down to

Route 9, right across from Zayre's
shopping center, this is no different

from any other Friendly's on the
East coast. Open after midni^rt,

this is a good place for an after-

movie snack.

McManus — Located in the

Zayre's shopping center, this is

almost identical to Friendly's.

Open late and have good break-
fasts.

Colonel Sanders — Kentucky
revisited.

Hardee's — Cheap burger place
that is above average. It's located

on the fringe of the shopping
center. Chili dogs are mediocre.

Aqua Vita — Poor juke box and
even worse service. Very Italian

atmosphere.

Joe's — In Northampton, about
20-minute ride from campus, Joe's

has some of the best pizza around.
A lot of Smithies eat here.

Carlo of Naples — Right around
the corner from Smith, this place is

very homey inside with great

Italian food.

Howard Johnson's — Take a

giant step back toward Amherst on
Route 9 and you'll bump into

HoJo's. You know what it's like.

Flavortowne — Right up the

street from G.L.II, this is the same
kind of place, although much
smaller. It closes about 5: 00 p.m.,

but performs a public service to

those people who are awake at 6: 00

a.m., because that's when it opens.

The Hungry U. — "Boston-style

subs" and pizza, located just off

North Pleasant Street in the same
block as the Dangling Con-
versation. This is a high-school

place, which is too bad, because
the juke box is above average.

Pinball game cannot be played
after midnight.

Quicksilver — This is the official

Freak Bar on North Pleasant
Street, just below the traffic light.

It caters to the Free University

Set, and has a band playing quite

often. This place is not quiet, but it

offers the cheapest draft in town.
The Drake — This is the bar that

made Amherst famous. The
original college hangout in town, it

is the rathskellar in the basement
of the Village Inn on Amity Street.

Excellent drinking, excellent juke
box. two pool tables, popcorn,
peanuts, two color TV's which get

Channel 38 and the Bruins Games
and has the best pinball games
in town. The Drake is loaded
with personalities galore and is a
great place in which to make both
friends and enemies. It is a place
for many different kinds of

University people. Frat guys
watch TV, freaks play pool and
dance, intellectuals drink Rhein-
gold and eat peanuts and young
faculty members talk to and drink
with their students. The Drake is

Amherst.
(The Drake. Upstairs) — IPs

food and beer and a fair juke box. A
lot of freaks and obnoxious people
tend to make it their hang out.

Chequers — Menu includes
excellent, moderately priced
Italian food that is served at lunch
and dinnertimes. Still a cocktail

lounge and late-night en-
tertainment spot for some of the
Amherst jet set. A nice quiet place
to bring a date on a week night.

Kalihi Kai — Decent Chinese-
Polynesian food, but rather high

priced for what you get. In the

lounge, many subtle exotic drinks

are offered. Service excellent.

McDonald's — On Route 9

towards Northampton. . .You can

still get change back from your

dollar.

Rusty Scupper — A renovated

barn near Colonial Village below

town that combines a nice setting,

quiet music and good food and

drink. Relatively expensive, but

sometimes its worth it.

Rusty Nail — A renovated barn

in Sunderland. It's a relatively new
place with good entertainment you

can dance to.

The Lord Jeff — A history-laden

place that has been recently

renovated. Right in the middle of

town, has fine dinner and luncheon

offerings and good cocktail lounge.

Fairly expensive. ..get your
parents to take you there.

Florence Diner — Located in

Florence, which is past North-

ampton. It's an area legend, with

its cheap chefs specials, prices and

atmosphere.

The Jolly Bull — This is a

favorite of some administrators. A
pretty good night spot, a meal here

runs about $5. During the af-

ternoons, Top of the Campus style

lunches are served with a salad
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bar.

The Top of the Campus — High
atop the Campus Center at UMass,
this is best for lunches, with the

$1.75 sandwich specials plus salad

bar offerings. At night, it's not all

that expensive ( about the same as
the Jolly Bull) . One note about this

place — you need a Top of the

Campus C ard before you can order
a drink. A cocktail lounge in this

restaurant opens at 11:30 a.m.

Wiggins Tavern — In the Hotel

Northampton, this has a rustic

atmosphere and the food is pretty

good. The check for two could
return a little change from your
$20.

The Grist Mill — Drive down
through the center of town and past
Amherst College for a mile and
you'll hit this place. It has that old

colonial atmosphere, good food,

and is moderately expensive.

Steak Out — A new restaurant in

town. Excellent dinners, but rather

expensive. You get what you pay
for. On University Drive.

Wine Chariot — On Route 9 in

Hadley, not too many student-

types go here. Everything is

delicious but much, much, much
too expensive.

Domino's Pizza — Free delivery,

fairly good pizza.
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A Little Review, Reviewed

By David Hoffman

Imagine a tangled swirl of brown
curls topping a pair of literary blue

eyes, and fringed with an un-

derbrush of bristling beard. Then
imagine a sizable obsession with

becoming a literary editor. Throw
in a fair dollop of nervous energy,

and you've got Richard Abaid a 22

year old proud father of his new

creation, The Little Review.
Founded last spring with a

helpful grant of money from the

Southwest Residential College
Assembly, the first issue of Abaid's

Review is being published this

week and distributed free

throughout Southwest.

"It's frankly an experiment," he
says, "to see whether a magazine
like this can continue to exist in one
of the residential areas. Just to

start it isn't enough, we want to see

it continue."

Abaid, who served for three

years in the Army in Korea, last

year worked as assistant fiction

editor of Spectrum. In the spring

the budget for Spectrum, the

campus literary and arts

magazine, was halved by its

sponsor, the Student Senate.

Abaid, who had already been
working as the managing editor for

the Central Area paper, and begun
to think that the future for literary

publication on campus should
become centered in dormitory
area magazines.

His editorial disagreements with

Spectrum had begun to increase in

"artistic arguments" with the

other editors over specific

manuscript submissions. Abaid
constantly argued for publishing

people who had never seen their

work appear in print before, even

to the extent of seeking out such

people and allaying their timidity

about publication.

"What I was trying to push for

was to give an opening to the sort of

people who are curious to see what
it's like to publish, but who need

some encouragement on it, to plant

the seeds of interest in them."
In Abaid's view, Spectrum

should only print UMass. students

"since they're the ones paying the

bill for it." It's less important, in

other words, to win national

awards and aim to publish only

"excellence."

A particular gripe became the

willingness of Spectrum to

republish articles which had
already appeared elsewhere.
"What's the point of that?" he
asks. "Anybody can take stories

from The New Yorker and win
awards that way."
The Massachusetts Review,

published by the five Colleges, is

the place to emphasize established

authors and already-published
writers, he adds, arguing that the

money used for Spectrum could be
better used to promote area
magazines, the best stories of

which might then be published by a

Spectrum.

"The people in Southwest and in

Project 10 were very helpful, and
the magazine really came out
well." It includes a short story, an
essay, a number of poems, and art

work. Most of the first con-

tributors were from the Project,

but Abaid is convinced that will

begin to change this year, as more
people in Southwest hear about the

magazine. Interested people
should contact Dave Hoffman in

334 Pierpont.

A new editorial group is being

formed this year, and many new
people are needed. Abaid will be

absent from campus for the year,

pursuing his studies in Boston,

where he will occasionally write a

column on Boston life for Poor
Richards, and will be one of the

editors of the UMass-Boston
weekly paper, Mass Media.

In the meantime, The Little

Review is on the newsstands, and
it's well worth a second look.

Everything Is Going Up

(But

How Do I Get

Down?)
By Denny Matteau

There is a bizarre new way to

trip on the UMass campus . . .

TAKE ELEVATORS! I

discovered this gate to the other
reality today, in the new library.

I had decided to study in the
library, as I was wont to do in the

good ol* days of Goodell. I entered
the main lobby, and saw a sign
over a door that said "East Lobby
to Central study areas". I went
through the door, and there was a
small brickfloored room with a
staircase. A sign over the staircase
said, "Central Study Areas, 4th

and 5th floors". I decided to take
the elevator.

When I got there, an elevator
was already standing open, so I

thought "Lucky me! " and started
to get on. Nearly lost a hand and a
foot. The doors shut, and I heard
the sound of a motor, but no floor

numbers lit on the indicator. I

wonder where that one went? Still

optimistic, I pushed the button for

"up".

Within a minute, another
elevator opened its doors. This
time I was ready. I jumped on im
time to hold the door for a
person behind me. He pushed
button "15", which immediately
lit. I pushed button "5", and button
"11" lit. I pushed button "5" on the

other side, and nothing lit. Over the
door, as we rose, floor "3", lit, and
then floor "8", where the elevator,
for no human reason, stopped. I got
off, and pushed a "down" button.
Almost immediately, an elevator

opened. I got on, and pushed the

button labeled "5". Again, it did
not light. Instead, the elevator
plummeted downwards, and a
light, "m" appeared. I disem-
barked at 'M'. A sign on the wall

identified 'M' as the main floor, but

it is not the iloor where one emers
the building.

I was a man with keys who
looked official, so I said "Sir! ",
and he continued walking. I said
"Sir! " again, and he spun on his

heels, and glared at me. I said "UH
... UM ... do you know anything
about elevators?" He continued
glaring. I shuffled a bit, and said
"Aah . UH . . um . . do you work
here?"

Yesofcourselworkhere! " He
answered, like a speedy tape
recorder.

I said: "Oh. Well, I thought you
might, I mean, you could be just

anyone or no one just using this

place, which is why I asked. Uhm,

.

. . I, ah, do you have anything to do
with these elevators?"

"Why?"
"They're Broken."

"They're not broken."
"Well, they don't work. I mean

this one doesn't, and that one
doesn't, and thaone . . .

"What do you mean, they don't
work?"

"I mean I tried to get to the fifth

floor, and when I pushed number
five, I got to the eighth, and ..."
"Did you try this elevator?"
"No."

"Well, you see there? This
elevator goes to the fifth floor."

"But, there's no sign, and the
other elevators have buttons for
the fifth ..."
"Take this elevator. None of

these are broken, they just don't
work right. They're not supposed
to."

I used the elevator he pointed
out, and IT WORKED! . But I had
to use the stairs to come down.

PIZZARAMA
355 College St. (Rte.9)

Amherst 253-3808'

HOT OVEN GRINDERS!!
SPAGHETTI!

PIZZA! PIZZA! PIZZA!
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS* FREE

DELIVERY ON LARGE ORDERS!

Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 am -MMnite

Lowest prices in the area!

tow-priced

factie Zc//?c/?

•

VIO* CAfAPOS CENTER

joup • sandwich

11th Floor
11:30-1 3 o

UntTt.** v-.*- v v

Good, Solid Reasons Why
fo Go To UMass This Sen
1. You can see the Campus

Center from Sunderland; so why
pay the fee.

2. You might get into all the

courses you pre-registered for and
then you wouldn't know how to

cope.

3. As previously planned, Julia

Child cannot be head chef at

Berkshire.

4. You can get "seconds" at the
Dining Commons.

5. Women have to wear bathing
caps in the Campus Pond.

6. The chlorine filters are broken
at the Campus Pond so swimming
is banned this fall.

7. There aren't enough janitors
to go around.

8. You might run into last

semester's lover.

9. You might lose your I.D. card
and wander around aimlessly for

the next three months trying to

figure out who you are.

10. The mud in the spring.

11. You might be mistaken for a
student.

12. Southwest looks like a con-

densed version of New York City,

only condensed.

13. Southwest is its own punish-
ment.

14. Minuteman Mer-
cantile????????

15. Orchard Hill's academic
program.

16. Project 10's academic
program.

, 17. The elevators in the towers;
it's a long walk.

18. The computers might not

compute and Mildred is dead, God
rest her soul.

19. The Blue Wall doesn't open
until 11:30 a.m.

20. You can see a whole campus
of people from Sylvan but never
see the people in the suite across
the hall.

21. You might run
pencils.

22. After living in a dorm with a
roommate in those small rooms
with all those people for all those
semesters, you finally get off
campus and move to Pufton
Village.

23. They aren't showing "Yellow
Submarine" this week.

24 Your roommate might not be
a Greatful Dead freak.

25. Food Science 101 is the most
popular course on campus.
26. The Campus Security Force

is paid weekly and for that they

have to arrest somebody.
27. As of this writing, there are

only 29 prophylactic vending
machines on campus.

28. You don't want to start

fooling around with Whitmore and
What-not.

29. You almost always have to

wait 45 minutes for the bus, which
in bad weather is always over-

crowded and doesn't serve most

By Rose Marston

out of #2 outlying areas where you want to

go.

30. Hitchhiking around UMass is

dangerous.
31 Dorm occupancy this

semester is 108%.
32 You might actually need

Mental Health Services.

33. The person sitting next to you
during an exam is a lefty.

34. The Editor-in-Chief of the
Daily Collegian drives a '64 Chevy
with a Mercedes radio.

36. Roberta Flack, who lacks
nretensions, is a student here.
37. If you got all the courses

you pre-registered for, you'll pro-

bably be the fourth person signed
to a triple room; you can't have
everything.

38. Your roommate is allergic to

marijuana.

39 Your roommate is allergic to
you.
40 You might learn to like it here

and stay another semester.

Movie Calendar
Friday, Sept. 14

iiINGA If

Explicit, Tantalizing, and Swedish
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Sat. & Sun., Sept. 15 & 16
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LET IT BE"
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ELEO FOVMRE
D4NCLCCMRaNY
*i~C

By Jennifer K. Arthur

(Editor's note: The Eleo Pomare
Dar\ce Company will be in

residence from Sept. 18-20th.

Performances on the 19 and 20th in

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Master classes conducted by Mr.
Pomare in W.O.P.E. at 2 p.m. on
the 18th. Anyone interested should
call Barbara Aldrich at the Fine
Arts Council Office, 545-0202. Class
will be limited to 50.)

The Eleo Pomare Dance Com-
pany, an intergrated but
predominantly Black dance
company, was organized in New
York City in 1958. From the outset,

the company took as its purpose
"the creative utilization of Black
talent and ability in contemporary
modern dance in an effort to break
away from confining stereotypes of

Black or primitive dance."

Mr. Pomare is a man of the

theater with refreshing ideas.

There is a humor and sharpness in

his bite that are rare. Sometimes
his ideas, the conception behind a

piece, are better than his

choreography simply because he
relies on all all-purpose, modern
dance technique that does not

convey a distinctive movement
signature for him.

Yet the point is that

choreography is only one element

in his theater pieces with his

dancers being used to dramatic

effect rather than for technical

display.

But it is also a broader range,

based upon its sound track of songs

by Roberta Flack, Judy Collins,

and Laura Nyro as well as an
extraordinarily beautiful lyric and
duet.

"Nigger! " a lithe pretty, Afro 'ed

dancer called out to the crowd. The
daacer, Cynthia Ashby, stalked up
and down the Dancemobile stage.

With shrill anger and disgust, she

shouted: "Nigger, Nigger, Nigger,

Nig-ger, NIGGAH!"
"Yeah, yeah, yeah," a male

voice in the audience called out,

loud enough to be heard by the

hundreds who watched on the

street and from the tenements,

"I'm a nigger, I'm a 'bad' nigger!

"

In 1969 the New York Times said

that Pomare's work in both Europe
and America has been exciting,

powerful, innovative and un-
disciplined. "I am not about show
business, I'm not an entertainer. I

consider myself a teacher, an
interpreter of the black art of black
dancing. The very existence of

Black people is an art, and the

things we create on the stage come
out of this art, this survival.

"I'm labeled undisciplined,

angry, and I know the State Dept.

has forgotten my behin — if they

ever even considered sending me
overseas to represent the U.S. as

an artist — because I will not do

what they want from a black

dancer. They want black exotics,

they want you to get up and shake

your behind for white people. I

have something to say and I want

to say it honestly, strongly, and

without having it stolen, borrowed
or messed over."

"I don't create works to amuse
white crowds, nor do I wish to show
them how charming; strong, and
folksy Negro people are. Negroes
dancing in the manner of Jerome
Robbins or Martha Graham.
Instead I'm showing them the

Negro existense from inside: what
it's like to live in Harlem, to be

hung up and uptight and trapped

and black and wanting to get out.

And I'm saying that in a dance
language that originates in Harlem
itself.

Pomare expects his company to

be versatile. The eleven dancers

must be happy and gay, or deep
and thoughtful: crying aloud with

hate or laughing with joy, bold in

strolling around the auditorium

chatting up the audience or remote
in a trancelike state on the stage.

Certainly the Pomare repertoire

abounds in histronic strokes,

beautifully executed. The lighting

for example, is imaginative as any
seen in the theater. But the

movements remain the primary
agencies of communication. And
while Pomare's choreography may
be eclectic in its sources, it is also

inventive, stylistically coherent
and richly expressive.

His choice of themes, music and
movement styles would suit the

promising young troupe and such
an addition to the troupe would be
apt to find the favor with local

audiences. And a Pomare item on
the program would be not only a

point of strength, but an element of

the diversity of a repertory com-
pany ought to be cultivating.

Women
By Susan L. Bergerony

's Rights I
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When the Equal Rights Amend-
ment was passed in Congress, an

easy passage through state

ratification was foreseen. Now, a

year later, it has been ratified in

twenty-eight states and it needs at

least thirty-eight. What seemed to

be a shoo-in has come up against

massive opposition from mainly
right-wing groups. It seems anti-

abortion forces have regrouped to

stop this new affront to male
supremacy. In good company we
find: at the forefront and leading

the attack, the John Birch Society
followed by such various groups as

the Ku Klux Klan, National
Council of Catholic Women,
Happiness of Women ( HOW)

,

Humanitarians Opposed to

Degrading Our Girls (HOTDOG),
and, bringing up the rear, the

administration of the AFL-CIO
(that is to say, George Meany).

This is the old trick of making
the most oppressed sections of

society appear to be the most
priviledged, previously applied
when women tried to gain the right

to vote. Horrible images of

drunken women staggering to the

polls was conjured up. Now we
have Phyllis Schafly, a well-known
wealthy rightist, bemoaning that

equal rights will lead to our loss of

"the right not to take a job",

exemption from the draft and the
tradition of child custody and
alimony in divorce cases. This
"right" not to take a job seems to

be forced upon us pretty heavily.

There are laws prohibiting women
from working at certain oc-

cupations. Laws discriminate in

hiring for local and state govern-

ment positions. Laws establishing

dual pay schedules. Legal
restrictions on the rights of

married women to engage in

business independent of their
husbands. Two laws have been
passed challenging sex
discrimination. The Equal Rights
Act of 1963 came out of hearings on
widespread wage discrimination,

establishing penalties on em-
ployers who paid workers of one
sex less than they paid workers of

the other sex who were performing
equivalent jobs. And yet, as late as
1970, women earned only 59.4

percent of what men earned even
though thirty million women in the
labor force represented 44 percent
of the total work force.

In 1964, a rider prohibiting

discrimination in hiring and
promotional practices not only on
the basis of race, creed, religion, or
national origin, but also on the
basis of sex, was attached to the
Civil Rights Act in an effort to kill

it. The provision was quite a joke
to the senators and congressmen
who voted on it but the Equal
Employment Opportunity Com-
mission reported that in its first

year over one-third of the charges
brought forward were on the basis

of sex discrimination. The joke has
backfired. Another significant

ruling by the Supreme Court
declared the practice of not hiring

women with preschool children

< with no such restrictions on men)
was a violation of the Civil Rights

Act. But when the court returned

the case to the trial court, it left

open the loophole for

discrimination on the basis that

women traditionally take care of

children. For the first time, the

1972 guidelines from the EEOC
states to deny a women a job

because she is pregnant is also a

violation. The United States is the

most backward country in regards

to maternity rights. State

legislation penalizes pregnant
women by forcing them to take

extended maternity leaves, often

resulting in loss of seniority and
not compensated by temporary
disability payments. Not one state

guarantees job security to

pregnant women although many
other countries not only guarantee

it but also provide paid maternity

leaves. This lack of maternity

rights is an indication of the

inadequacy of laws that affect

working standards today. This is

the type of protective legislation

that holds women down. Opponents
claim the ERA will take away all

benefits. But court cases have
proved the opposite. The case of

Potlatch Forest Inc. v. Hays is a

good example. Arkansas state law
provided that women be paid time-

and-a-half for working more than

eight hours a day, and the em-
ployers argued that federal anti-

discrimination legislation
superseded state law, allowing

them to cease paying the women
an overtime bonus. The court

dismissed the complaint, pointing

out that the state law did not

require women to be paid more
than men. The employer could

comply with both state and federal

law by paying overtime rates to

both men and women. Certainly

this sort of victory can be the only

legitimate goal of a struggle for

equal rights. Obviously women
want to increase their wages to the

level at which men are paid, not to

drag the paychecks men earn down
to the pittance paid to women.
Women will use the ERA as an
effective tool against the variety of

sex discriminatory laws that exist.

They will not accept formal
equality with worsened conditions.

The Equal Rights Amendment
states simply, "Equality of rights

under the law shall not be denied
on account of sex." The fact that in

1973 such a constitutional amend-
ment has still not been adopted is

itself a commentary on the depth of

the oppression suffered by women
in this society. To' vote it down
would demonstrate contempt for

the basic human dignity of more
than half the population. The
Equal Rights Amendment has
been raised in Congress every year
since the National Women's Party
first proposed it in 1923. The
serious cons ide rat ionand publicity

it is receiving today is a reflection

of the rising sentiment and
struggle for women's liberation. As
it now stands, the Constitution does
not even register the fact that
women have a claim as citizens to

equal rights and treatment under
law. Ending this situation will be a
step forward in the struggle of

women to end their oppression in

all areas of society.
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Retail Krishna
By John Carr

Penguin Books has made its

attempt to cash in on the growing
demand for metaphysical
literature with the publication of

The Yoga of the Bhagavat Gita by

"Sri Krishna Prem". Prem, an
Englishman named Ronald Henry
Nixon before his attainment of

guru - hood, has made the final step

toward immortality: he has
followed the lead of the great

Hindu teachers and produced a
commentary of the Gita. Unfor-

tunately, Prem's book just doesn't

make it.

By "yoga", Prem means path.

He adopts the view that the

primary purpose of the Gita is as a

spiritual handbook for the in-

dividual seeker. He is un-

concerned with the historical

reality of the battle of

Kurukshetra, the setting of the

Gita. The main characters are
consequently reduced to symbols:
Krishna becomes the universal

oversoul, Arjuna the individual

soul seeking guidance, Prem even

robs Krishna of his humanity by
asserting that "Sri Krishna is a
direct manifestation of the
Supreme in a form apparently, but
only apparently, human."
To claim that Krishna is but a

manifestation of a Higher Power is

contrary to the actual text of the
Gita in which Krishna proclaims
himself as the supreme being . It is

Krishna who is worshipped by His
followers, who believe in no Higher
Power beyond Him.
Prem not only fails in* his in-

terpretation but also in his style.

The book is full of terms like

"nirguna" and "tapasvi" which he
often fails to footnote or define.

Instead of clarifying difficult

concepts, the use of such words
only adds to the confusion which is

great enough already from Prem's
attempt to force his own limited
interpretation on the Gita.

Sometimes Prem doesn't use his

terms correctly, which can't be

excused in a book which claims to

be a serious study. For example,

he spends two pages defining the

word "bhakti", which is a general

term for "worshipper", as a

special type of mystic. Prem also

neglects to mention that he is

drawing his Indian vocabulary

from different languages and time

periods, leaving the impression

that his own homogeneous in-

terpretation is consistent with

orthodox Hindu thought.

Much of the book is devoted to a

repitition of spiritual cliches. He
warns that each man must
maintain his own independence in

spiritual matters, a lesson with

which I can't disagree, but which is

incompatible with the personal

surrender which Krishna
demands.
Buy the book, read the in-

troduction, and get the supreme
satisfaction which comes from the

knowledge that despite the hard-

ships we must endure on the

material plane, the Infinity of the

Parabrahman makes everything

all right, and sleep well tonight.

TITLE: RENDEZVOUS AT
KATYN
AUTHOR: FOSTER FURCOLO
PUBLISHER: MARLBOROUGH
HOUSE, INC. BOSTON, MASS.
PRICE: PAPERBACK $2.00

By Bob Estelle

This book is a historical novel

based on one of the most shocking

events in history. It is based upon
the Katyn massacre of 1943. This

was the genocide murder of many
Polish officers by the Russians that

occurred during the height of

World War II. The author was a

United States Congressman who
was a member of the

Congressional Committee that

investigated Katyn in 1951. He also

served one term as the Governor of

Massachusetts (1957-61). Not
known as a conservative, Furcolo
still felt that the American people

had a right to know what happened
at Katyn. His novel is based on the

investigation of which he was a

member (H.R. 390).

The book deals with the Katyn
story from two points of the Katyn
incident. The first point of view
concerns Josef Kozlowski, a
reporter who is a native of Poland
who is taken prisoner-of-war by the

Russians, the other concerns
Adam Soleski, a Polish farmer who
becomes an officer in the army,
and who is also taken prisoner by
the Russians. The two, along with
many others, are taken to the

Russian P.O.W. camp at Kozielsk.

After years of imprisonment,
prisoner of war releases are to

come* about in 1943. Some are

taken to the Katyn forest and
murdered. Adam is one of those

killed. Josef, the reporter, is lucky.

He escapes.

The Katyn massacre would
probably be unknown today except

that the Nazis reconquered the

forest and discovered the bodies of

the dead officers. They held an
investigation that proclaimed the

Russians guilty of this horrible

crime. But the Russians got back
Katyn and held their own in-

vestigation that pinned the rap on

the Nazis. Josef, our hero, was able

to persuade the U.S. Congress to

conduct its own impartial in-

vestigation which found that, in-

deed, the Russians were respon-

sible for this killing.

But this novel tells more than the

story of a horrendous crime. You
remember that the officers killed

were the most anti-Communist of

them all. They all had the ability to

resist a Communist takeover of

their country. Thus, the Com-
munists eliminated them. The
message author Furcolo gives is

that the Communists will do
anything to keep anyone or

anything from resisting them. To
them, killing a few hundred Polish

officers was nothing.

!! Bach-to-school Special !!

Old Weird Harold's
New & Used Clothing

Rt. 9 Hadley

• • • Continues its tradition for having the weirdest

values around on all sorts of new & used clothes.

F'r instance:

New Male, UFO, and Seafarer

Pants & Jeans only

Plus 1 FREE Used Flannel Shirt
with every $5.00 purchase

s\ "**

Ultra-Urban Life/Death
PROJECT FOR A REVOLUTION
IN NEW YORK
A NOVEL BY ALAIN ROBBE-
GRILLET

By Jackman Wilson

Alain Robbe-Grillet is easily the

most notorious of all living French

novelists. His books are angrily

ridiculed and enthusiastically

admired. All that is controversial

in Robbe-Grillet 's novels may be

found in his latest, Project For A
Revolution In New York.

Robbe-Grillet's descriptive

technique is the most striking

feature of his writing. A scene is

described in minute, geometric

detail in a style that is measured
and precise. The effect is highly

visual; it is as though Robbe-

Grillet were trying to force a

photograph onto the printed page

.

One scene shifts to another without

warning or transition. The suc-

cession of photographic images

becomes filmic.

Imagine a series of loosely

related photographs in which

several are identical, or nearly so.

These repeated images will vary in

significance according to their

placement in the series, or a minor
change in detail will assume a

larger, perhaps even symbolic

meaning. This is the feel of Project

For A Revolution In New York a

This is a novel for speed-readers.

Seriously : the faster you read this

book, the more you'll get out of it.

The individual frames of a movie
must flicker past at a certain rate

before the illusion of motion is

achieved. Similarly, the objective

descriptions in Robbe-Grillet's

novel form a continuous, sub-

jective whole with a rapid reading.

Robbe-Grillet's preoccupation

with sado erotic themes and
images, together with his unique

narrative style, makes Project For
A Revolution In New York a

fascinating glimpse of life and
death in the ultra-urban complex.

Anyone who is dissatisfied with-

time-worn conventions of ex-

pression, character and plot should

look to Alain Robbe-Grillet for a

new experience in literature.
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Living Time Breathes
Living Time
Bill Evans — George Russell

Orchestra

Columbia KC 31490

Total Playing Time: 44:19

By Gary Gomes

Personnel: George Russell —
composer, arranger, conductor

;

Bill Evans — piano, electric piano;

Eddie Gomez — acoustic bass;

Marty Morell — drums; Snooky

Young, Ernie Royal, Richard

Williams — trumpets and fluegel-

horns; Stanton Davis — trumpet;

Howard Johnson — Fluegelhorn,

tuba, bass clarinet; Dave
Bargeron — trombone and Tuba;

Dave Baker, Garnett Brown, —
trombones; John Clark — French

Horn; Jimmy Giuffre, Sam Rivers,

— tenor sax and flutes ( and,

respectively, clarinet and oboe);

Joe Henderson — tenor sax; Ron
Carter,Stanley Clark and Herb

Bushier — Fender basses (on

various cuts); Sam Brown — bass

guitar and electric guitar; Ted
Saunders — electric piano and.

clavinet; Webster Lewis — organ

and electric piano; Tony Williams
— drums; Marc Belair — per-

cussion.

Although this is theoretically a

Bill Evans album (his second thus

far for Columbia), this is one of

those albums that has the leader

(or featured artist) playing as a

soloist beneath the massive
machinations of the guest star, in

this case the awesomely talented

composer George Russell.

Although Evans is a topnotch

pianist, and innovator of no small

account, it must be said that it is

George Russell who breathes the

life into this.

For reasons I've stated before,

it's very difficult, if not impossible,

for Black musicians to get a fair

break in the record business. And,

of course, if an individual is

presenting something new, the

outlets are even more closed.

Thus, it behooves me to tell you

that this album is something

special, because after years of

putting out excellent (but difficult

to obtain) albums, George
Russell's ideas have an op-

portunity to reach a wider

audience.

The way Bill Evans explained it

in the liner notes. Columbia wanted

TDM

his second venture on their label to

be a "big band" or "orchestra

type" thing. So, in order to pay his

way, and get some fine music

outside, he asked George Russell to

provide the orchestra. As it turned

out, Russell gathered together

some of the finest musicians to

make the orchestra: among these

are Eddie Gomez, one of the finest

acoustic bassists around, tenor

saxophonists Joe Henderson,
Jimmy Giuffre and the out-

standingly original Sam Rivers,

who has played with pianist Cecil

Taylor, one of the prime innovators

of the "New Jazz". Rivers'

saxophone and oboe moments on

the first side are lovely excursions

into the farthest reaches of the

instruments.

The format of the album itself is

organic and dynamic, divided into

eight "events", some of the

"events" merely being the

statement of a theme, while other

events restate the themes
presented earlier, with the ex-

ception of solo passages, or freely

improvised ensemble passages.

"Event II" is a good example of

the interplay that can occur in a

large group format, expecially the

musical dialogue that Williams

and Rivers enter into over the

rock-like bass line.

The album does have its weak
spots, however. Some of the things

on side II sound like definite Sun

Ra rip-offs, and toward the end of

side one George has Webster Lewis

playing a typical blues riff, which

is far below the capabilities of Mr.

Lewis' organ fare. I mean,

Webster's name hasn't been heard

that much, but he is one of the

finest organ and piano talents

around, and it's a shame to bury

him in the ensemble passage and

then have him play some used Al

Kooper riffs for the spot that he's

going to be appearing in. "Tain't

fair".

Evans himself has a few good

spots, particularly on side two,

even though side two seems less

forceful than side one.

In the long run, however, these

are only minor complaints.

Perhaps Mr. Russell felt com-

pelled to throw in some crowd-

pleasing effects to appease the

company. And Columbia must

bear blame for not having as good

production on this album as it

should have had. Fortunately, once

one gets through the filmy quality

of the recording, one hears the

power of invention that George

Russell possesses. And that's no

small potatoes. Living Time ac-

tually breathes.
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SOUND IDEAS
The Alternative Audio Stof*

1 Cook Place, AMHERST 253-5942

Used and New Equipment Sales

U - Used N-New D- Demo

1. (U) SONY TA 1120 100 Watts RMS

1. (U) SONY 6040 40 Watt RMS
Receiver

LIST

$450.00

$250.00

3. (N) RSR 318X Automatic Turntable $so.oo

3. (N) BSR 510AX Automatic Turntable $100.00

(U) AR XA Turntable

(1)w/ShureM91ED

SALE

'250°°

*150»o

$40oo

*5500

$145.00 $6500

(U) DYNAC0 SCA 35 35 Watts

RMS Amp

N I VICO 10 Watt AMP

4 KLH IT Spkrs (D)

EPI 150 (D) Spkrs.

NIKK0 STA 4010 Receiver (N)

$150.00 $7500

*20°°

pr. $160.00 pr.MOO00

pr. $280.00
pr<$220°°

$189.95 S 140°°

Quick Cuts

By Mike Kostek

Fillmore East - The Who (Pig)

Yes, another bootleg, but a good

one with suprisingly functional

sound. Recorded about 1967-68 at

the then new Fillmore East, this

catches Townshend and mates

doing tunes from their latest

release at the time, The Who Sell

Out. From the beautiful versions

of "Tatoo" and "Can't Explain" to

the awful "Fortune Teller", you

can hear a young mod band that

sounds quite working-class. This

is further brought out in the ver-

sion of "Happy Jack" which is oh

so nice during the verses, and

brutal as can be in the chorus.

"Relax", "Boris The Spider" and

'Shakin All Over" are done in a

manner hot, hard and furious,

enough to rip your leg off. There's

also a finely-wrought "Quick One

While He's Away" and two

unrecorded, unremarkable songs,

My Way" and "Little Billy",

which is a song about a fat Little

Billy who's left in charge of all the

I

children whose parents have died

from smoking.

This is a priceless look at an

important period in the musical

history of this best of all rock

bands. Grab it. Aminus.
The Who (Pig) Another bootleg

recorded at the same time, place

and show as Fillmore East, and is

a stupid duplication with only

rather perfunctory performances

of "Summertime Blues" and "My
Generation" to differ it from the

other. Seeing as this doesn't have
"Quick One", "Shakin" or "My
Way", it's for addicts only. B

Last Train to Hicksville...the-

home of happy feet — Dan Hicks &

His Hot Licks (Blue Thumb). Glad

to say, this is their finest yet. Sad

to say, they've broken up. All of

their far-flung musical tastes are

well-done here, and are con-

siderably bolstered by the addition

of fleet Bob Scott on drums. For

the best in surreal swing - jazz -

rock - bebop and nude joy, take the

Last Train. A
Prepare Thyself To Deal With A

Miracle — Rahsaan Roland Kirk

(Atlantic). An awesome album

that is Roland's personal tour

through black music, from the

sublime to the "free", all of which

is powered by the man who plays

duets with himself when he solos,

Rahsaan Kirk. Kirk plays some of

the best solos he's recorded in a

long time. The real treat is the

second side, a "Saxophone Con-

certo", 21 minutes long which

Rahsaan zips through without

pausing for breath. Aminus (Don't

miss him Sunday at Amherst).

Martin Mull And His Fabulous

Furniture In Your Living Room —
(Capricorn). Martin Mull proves

for all time that truth is funnier

than lies. Which makes for a wall-

eyed 51 minutes of bovine Mull wit,

humor and Cleveland Delta Blues,

ingested with some stirring songs

("Dueling Tubas", "2001 Polka").

"But I'd better stop now, or Carly

will write another one about me."

B-plus.

Grand Funk

WE'RE AN AMERICAN BAND
SMAS 11207

By David Sokol

What makes Grand Funk
Railroad so intriguing is their all-

encompassing sound, a musical

density which falls somewhere

between the heavy metal of Blue

Oyster Cult and the inane boogie

of, say, Savoy Brown. You don't

put on a GFR record and expect to

do anything other than shake your

ass or toss your cookies. Though

they've never made an entirely

good album, every one has sold

over one million copies, an in-

dication of their wide appeal. Both

E. Pluribus Funk and Phoenix

showed definite signs of maturity,

and Grand Funk fans keep coming
back for more, although preten-

tious packaging of both the

musicians and the albums is

enough to scare off the uninitiated.

We're An American Band seems
to represent another step forward,

away from the primitive, power
trio days of the Terry Knight-

managed, cover-version, anti-taste

Funk. Todd Rundgrenis now the

producer, keyboardist Craig Frost

has become a band member rather

than a GFR sideman, and hard
driving drummer Don Brewer is

doing a good portion of the writing.

He is in fact responsible for the

title tune, a song which sure sounds
good on AM. With these changes,
we shouldn't be out of line in ex-

pecting something new, but no
dice. Same old Grand Funk for-

mula: some good stuff, some drek.

After the title track, the album
revolves slowly downhill. The
alluring beat of the Funk makes
their appeal a gut reaction, but the

boys keep on hitting us in the same
gut. Despite the changes, it's really

quite the same, which is the chief

disappointment with We're An
American Band.
As a transition album, nothing

has really evolved. This makes
three consecutive GFR albums
that I've finished listening to with
the thought that the next one is

going to get it all together. C'mpn
guys, I'm getttrfg

1

fired 6t Waiting

Stevie Wonder's Beautiful Search
Stevie Wonder
lnnervtoiona

Tamla T 326L

Time 45:04

by Joe Kelley

In little less than two years, Stevk
Wonder has released three albums. He has,

at the same time, risen in stature from one
of the better, and more reliable, hitmakers

in the Motown family of soul performers to a
completely individual black artist of

compelling and challenging genius. In his

new album. Innervisions, Stevie Wonder
reaches a state of self-assured intellectual

and musical adulthood, no longer finding

himself hampered by insecurity-based false

starts or moments of overzealousness which
he has encountered in previous albums.

In Music of My Mind, the premier album
by the "new" Stevie Wonder, he took on the

guise of the wizard of the recording studio

( a la Todd Rundgren) . Though that album
was the most exciting thing to emerge from
Motown since Marvin Gaye's incredible

What's Going On of the previous year, some
critics felt Stevie's album was a bit flam-

boyant; his use of electronic tricks seemed
almost too facile and gimmicky to be taken

seriously.

As if in answer to this adverse criticism,

Stevie's next album, Talking Book, was
a very restrained effort. . Apart from the

monster single, "Superstition", there was
nary an electronic bleep or squeeking tape

loop to be heard. The production was so

toned-down that the second single from that

album, "You Are the Sunshine of My Life",

had to be beefed-up with an added horn

track to make it sound well on the typical

tinny-voiced transistor radio.

As usual, everyone was not pleased.
Those critics who received Mueic of My
Mind with complete adoration sensed in the
new album a stifling air of restraint that

interferred with the potential of the music.
They regretted that Stevie had not "let

himself go" more, preferring the merits of

are, and that he will continually attempt to enjoyable. Even if you don't pay attention to
reshape his moral and physical landscape to the lyrics, Innervisions will set you dancing
suit his widened consciousness. The idea of for days, and that is no small feat.
an ultimate goal which would solve all of

Man's difficulties is, therefore, never
discussed.

brash and intuitive freshness to those of

calm and deliberate reflection.

Innervisions is the album which should
satisfy everyone, as it consistently achieves
a delicate and difficult balance between full-

out soulful strutting and the thoughtful

exploration of the goals of Man's inner

being, and the ways in which the workings of

the real world make it difficult for him to

successfully achieve these "inner visions".

It is true that Innervisions is a concept
album, but I hesitate to label it as such, as

that term tends to conjure up visions of the

Moody Blues'-type of ham-fisted belaboring

of trite philosophical "messages". The
conceptual structure of Innervisions is not

inescapably thrust upon the listener's at-

tention, but is there if one wishes to avail

oneself of it.

The album discusses the eternal Search,

exploring the ways in which man seeks to

sustain his internal ideals in the real world.

We glimpse an array of attempts to gain

one's inner goals, but never are heavy-

handed judgments put forward as to which
goals are more important than others.

Stevie recognizes the fact that Man will

always be dissatisfied with things as they

Every search, whether physical or in-

tellectual, is dealt with as equally important
to Man's growth, as every search moves
Man further along the continuum of moral
progress. It is not unusual, then, for the

album's opening song of drug-centered non-

fulfillment, "Too High", with its chorus of

"I'm too high,

I'm too high,

I hope I never reach the ground"
to be followed by the philosophical

"Visions" with its question

"But what I'd like to know
Is could a place like this exist so beautiful

Or do we have to find our wings and fly away
To the vision in our mind?"
We move back and forth easily between
searches based in revery and those based in

reflection.

Innervisions could be discussed end-
lessly, but its merits will be more than
evident to you when you play the album. It

will delight both those who loved to dance to

"Superstition" and those who liked to

thoughtfully listen to "Evil". I only hope
that I haven't given the impression in my
discussion of the album's lyrical content

that Innervisions is too "intellectual'' to be

NRBQ Shines

NRBQ AT THE RUSTY NAIL
Sept. 7, 8 & 9

By Mike Kostek
Ah, the band was hot. At the Rusty Nail

last Friday, Saturday and Sunday was the

spectacle of NRBQ taking 100-200 young
humans and cooking and flailing them in the

sauna-like Nail for about four hours with

pummelling rhythms and irresistible ex-

cellence.

It was more than a bit cruel to watch the

battered yet game troopers on the floor for

the final 12 to 1 stretch trying so very hard to

dance, unable to ignore the naked beat that

had successfully enticed them all night.

Marty Kelley himself couldn't have with-

stood the mean celebration of life fostered

by these down-home 'rocka billies'

Even the much requested "Rocket
Number Nine" in all its strangeness

couldn't relieve the high spirits. Special

kudos to clavinetist Terry Adams for fine

work in the face of a three-week old sprained
ankle, and to Al Anderson, a special lead

guitarist for keeping on like he did, even
after about $5.00 worth of 10* draughts.

You too can learn how to dance, sweat
and live. NRBQ will be back in early Oc-

tober.
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It Ain't Necessarily Soap

TV OR NOT TV
Proctor and Bergman

Columbia KC 32199

By David Miller

Some quaintly ethereal music on

saxophone and overdubbed violin. A little

voice: "I don't see anything." Then, "You
are watching ScrambleVision, a free service

of Charger Card. Is this the time to punch
up the channel of your choice? ..." So
begins TV OR NOT TV, a saga of free and
not-so-free airwaves, a "Video Vaudeville"

by Philip Proctor and Peter Bergman, one
half of the Firesign Theater < and no point in

speculating as to whether or not this means
the group has broken up)

.

Last winter, as the Nixon Administration

sought increasing control of the press, Clay
Whitehead announced a set of proposals for

dealing with what he called "Ideological

Plugola" ( i.e. nightly news broadcasts) in

the networks. These proposals scared
people for awhile, but then came Watergate,
and suddenly Nixon was on TV commending
the press for the fine job it had done, you
know. In any case, just as Kent State was
part of the stimulus for Don't (rush That
Dwarf, Hand Me The Pliers, so Mr.

Clayhead undoubtedly had something to do
with this album.

Like Dwarf. TV OR NOT TV has an

outer plot, an inner plot, and a lot of useful

digressions. The two main plots com-
plement each other. The outer tells the story

of Clark Cable and Fred Flamm, co-owners

and co-operators of Channel 85. a local TV
station which is pretty decentralized but

perhaps not enough, and their battle with

the Pirate Kids, a bunch of technolofreaks

who keep cutting in on 85's broadcasts. The
inner plot, an NET — like spectacle entitled

"Escaping From the Declining Fall of the

Roaming Umpire ", details the efforts of

Flatus Prolongus and Mucus Bruto, two

Koaming Senators, to oust the tyrannical

Umperor Caliuga. The Ump. a petty dic-

tator, has been dominating the local lifestyle

and media, and is obsessed with the world of

professional sports, not unlike a certain

contemporary public servant known to us

all. Both stories resolve with technology for

the People, all of them, that is. The

digressions are many and fill out the overall

Channel 85 story. They include editorials,

public service spots (Our Lady of the

Torch, Police Lineup). The Mz. In-

formation Show, Cirque Internationale,

Give Up This Day (sermonette), etc.

One digression worth expanding on here

is the "Salute My Boots" sequence. On the

surface, this consists of the Former Member
of the Former House of Representatives,

Bosco Hearn, giving the consumers some
tips on the changing values of money. He
reminds them, "Don't you remember? What
was 5, is 2/ What was 2, is 1/ What was 1, is

nothing. Now I'm going to repeat that for

those of you on drugs. .
." So? Keeping

technology in mind, let's translate those

values into base 2, what computers use,

folks. We get:

What was 101

is 010,

What was 10

is 01,

What was 1

isO

A rather complete change in values! This
portion of the record has importance
greater than its length would indicate; it's

repeated several times, and the "change in

values" it points to is what causes the

Senators to Dump the Ump. and shows
Clark and Fred the value of Braodcasting

From Your Own Home.
Although the whole Firesign Theater

group is not present on TV OK NOT TV. the

stvle of the album is very much the same as

previous efforts ( and a good deal less dense
than last winter's Not Insane) It has all of

the convoluted stream of-conciousness
punning, juxtaposition of incongruous ar-

chetypes, masterful use of the recording

studio and the Power of the Spoken Word
which made those four moptops from Los
Angeles famous. One important departure
from previous albums, however, is in the

use of music on the aloum On past Firesign

albums, the music didn't stand out on its

own; it was purely functional. TV OR NOT
TV is an improvement in this respect — not

only does the album contain two fully

developed musical numbers ( "Communist
Love Song" and "Nasi Goring"), but the

background and incidental music is much
better realized than previously.

Nothing more to be said here — TV OR
NOT TV successfully mixes entertainment
with Utopian technology, politics and just

the right touch of dangerous in-

ternationalism. And of course it's

hysterically funny. So just remember —
"This is no movie. This is real."
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Concerts
Amherst

Rahsaan Roland Kirk & The
Vibration Society — Sept. 16,

Amherst College Gym, $3.50.

Springfield

Jethro Tull — Sept. 27, Civic

Center ( ticketron)

.

Boston

The Johnny Otis Show with Big Joe

Turner — Sept. 15 & 16, Paul's

Mall.

Rahsaan Roland Kirk & The
Vibration Society — Sept. 17-23,

Jazz Workshop.

King Crimson — Sept. 23, Or-

pheum.

Area Music
Local Weekend Music

Clean Living — Sept. 14 & 15,

Crazy Horse Club, Charlemont
Sept. 17 & 18, Mt. View Frolics,

Willamansett.

John Lee Hooker — Sept. 14, 15 &
16, Shaboo Inn, Willamantic,

Conn.

Real Tears — Sept. 14, Riverview,

Haydenville

No Big Deal — Sept. 14,

Quicksilver, Amherst
Firewater — Sept. 14, 15 & 16,

Rusty Nail, Sunderland
Reunion — Sept. 14, 15, 16, 18 & 19,

Kahli Kai, Amherst
Doc Sullivan — Sept. 14 & 16, The

Pub, Amherst
Sept. 15, Kahli Kai, Amherst

Willow — Sept. 14 & 15, Rusty
Scupper, Amherst

Ed Vadas Big City Blues Band —
Sept. 14 & 15, Hatch, UMass.

Youth Well Spent — Sept. 14 & 15,

^J Blue Wall, UMass.
Jimmy— Sept. 14 & 15, Top Of The

Campus, U lass.

Nobody H^.ne — Sept. 15,

Quicksilver

Seagull — Sept. 15, The Pub.

Good Friend Coyote — Sept. 16,

Riverview.

Billy Whyte — Sept. 18, The Pub.

Synthesis — Sept. 18, Rusty
Scupper.

Coffee House — Sept. 19, The
Hatch, UMass.

Daddy Longlegs — Sept. 19, Blue
Wall, UMass.

Fat — Sept. 19, Rusty Nail.

Some Of My Best Friends — Sept.

18, Rusty Nail

Luther Johnson Blues Band —
Sept. 20, Rusty Nail

The Amherst Entertainment Committee Presents

RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK g
TUB VIBRATION SOCIETY

#* U*4*i Upi. 16, $1 **0 pm h thi

Mmhiitf C*H$f$ Alimil tprnthm.
Tickets S3.50, on un new in UMass Campus Center Concourse,
For the Record and The New Record Shop in Amherst and Dal
Padre's in Northampton.
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Beach Party Beatitudes
By Robert Neati

Jesus Christ Superstar

"And Now the Film," the ads

proclaim as if fulfilling the

prophecies. "Jesus Christ

Superstar" has the charm of a

hippie curio and the fascination of

a beached whale. There's
something hopelessly determined

about the picture. It has the drive

and rhythm of a pneumatic
hammer and, is after the initial

shock, about as enjoyable.

Director co-scriptwriter Norman
Jewison makes films which
disguise themselves as disposable

entertainments which covertly

dissolve into glossy message films.

Characters aren't just pieces of

furniture in Jewison's films, they

think, they know what "angst" is.

Whipped before a public tribunal

this hippie Jesus knew suffering —
a bit of Bactine and this Christ

would be back boogieing in the

desert or knocking over picture-

postcards in his local temple.

Jewison, a minor talent with

mighty intentions, finds his artistic

complement in "Jesus Christ

Superstar", a desert operetta with

Almighty intentions, and believes

he's rediscovered the Holy Grail.

( It can be seen, by the way, as a

paper cup in the Last Picnic

sequence)

.

Jewison makes films in the style

of extended television com-
mercials. You keep expecting a

bottle of Coke will be thrust in your

face. He skirts the surface of the

material quickly capturing an

impression. With "Superstar" he

whizzes above the story of Christ

as if he were taking traffic reports

for some Skyway patrol. It's a

hippie musical travelogue of the

Holy Land whose only depth is of

focus. Christ and hippie dom were
destined to join forces; the Savior

could use the new image and the

kids could use the prestige.

Released around Christmas, the

album proved the irresistable

attraction overwhelmingly
profitable. Jewison is reported to

have heard the record long before

it was everyone's least favorite

holiday trinket and immediately

secured its film rights. Let's keep

him away from "The Messiah."

He believes in Andrew Lloyd

Webber and Tim Rice's bub-

blegum charade. His camera
sweeps about the Israeli desert at a

fevered pitch of a religious zealot

who found the Lord at $9.98 a

double album.

The film is dribbly choruses and
numbing recitatives in

stereophonic sound which have the

effect of being locked in the back

seat of some creep's Camaro who
plays his eight track with too much
treble. Noise is meant to clobber

yon into submission. The music
has little going for it aside from
supplying a pounding ac-

companiment to a bizarre libretto.

Jesus, young, gifted, and
Messianic, begins to gain a sub-

stantial following. His newfound
success upsets an old croney,

Judas, who plots with Christ's

religious enemies. The witless

public bureaucracy puts it before

the people who do the Lord in. It's

all most trashy. No one is more
than thirty years old, which leaves

Jesus's mother out of her own son's

Crucifixtion. His "old lady" Mary
Magdelene, the ex-hooker with the

heart of God, takes his Crucifixtion

very badly. His disciples, a scat-

tered group of hippies, look

dumbfounded and sing "What's the

buzz, tell me what's a happenin '."

Judas, black, deeply troubled, and
driven by heavenly forcew, hangs

himself after singing an em-
harassing reprise of "I Don't Know
How To Love Him" while

groveling on the ground. Mary
Magdelene had sung the song

earlier, but really wasn't all that

convincing. She looked as if she'd

had been more comfortable
milking cows. She dolts over

Christ, and her concern for him is

that of a good scrubwoman dusting

her favorite artifact. Ethel Mer-
man meets Michaelangelo's
David. The film's villians, mostly

QnlHf CtmpotitnH if nsonable Prlc$s
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religious figures, effate

bureaucrats and kinky dregs in

purple wigs, are played as deep

based drag queens or lecherous

fags. Jewish organizations have

been screaming about how
outrageously they're being passed

off as the new New Testament
villians, gay groups should scream
just as loudly at Jewison's nasty

use of convenient stereotypes.

The picture is meant to say

something against certain

traditions, it attempts to wipe out

one set of assinine values with

another. But does it really need

leering homosexuals to do so?

Jewison covers his film with so

much glitter that it doesn't even

make sense as a social parable, as

an outrageous thumbing of

traditional values or as anything.

It's a beach party picture without

the water or Annette.
Little can be said for Ted

Neeley's macho Christ, except that

he seems to have studied acting

under Clint Eastwood and really

isn't as pretty as the portraits

Jewison uses, like thunderbolts,

during the crucifixion. Yvonne
Elliman looks as if she has snacked

on too much breadfruit while

growing up in Hawaii and her

singing is milky, like lousy mashed
potatoes. Joshua Mostel as Herod
has one big number sung on a

floating throne in the Dead Sea
which looks like Fellini/Miami

Beach, and the big title number is

staged like a Las Vegas floor show
routine, kicking chorines and all.

Words like "surreal," and
"profound," and "deeply moving''

have been loosely dropped in

reference to this film. Yet it never

rises above being hopelessly

vulgar to being anything worth

watching. It's so appallingly

conceived that you really wonder
why it was made, until you realize

that aesthetic considerations have
had little to do with the greening

of Christ this film. Like magnetic
statues for the dash, "Jesus Christ

Superstar" makes huge grosses

out of a gross idea.
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Playgirl (cont.)
(Continued from page 1)

vagina still a "private part" that is

exposed only under the sheets in

darkened bedrooms? That Playgirl

does not want to show all to save

itself from the new Supreme Court

ruling on pornography seems to

make more sense than not placing

emphasis on the esteemed rod. A
Sears catalogue shows as much in

the men's underwear section.

Playgirl does cater to a wide

range of interests, much like the

Readers Digest. There are movie,

record and book reviews that are

offensive to almost anyone who has

ever seen a film, read a book or

listened to a record. The beauty

and health hints are exact replicas

of every other column ever writ-

ten. This being the age of Aquarius

also accounts for the sexually

oriented five page spread of

astrology lessons, horoscopes and
zodiac charts. There are the basic

two mediocre short stories, photo

essays which resemble "the warm
touch" greeting cards that present

profound cosmic thoughts such as
— "your faint aroma, is it green

grass and desert honey, or the

thang of the Arabian scent".

Human interest stories also

abound.
There are topics such as, save

the gray wolf, nudist reverie and
above all the human behind the

centerfold. In one issue Fabian
Forte is presented as the kid pop
idol of then and the man husband
father entertainer of now. There is

a questionnaire at the end of each
issue concerning the type of

woman who reads Playgirl. It asks

such pertinent things as — "do you
own a motorcycle, what major
credit cards do you hold, and did

you feel our male nudes were too

conservative?" It will be in-

teresting to learn the results. If it is

the truly liberated woman who
does read and live the message of

Playgirl it will be a horrible set-

back for the Woman's Movement.
Yet it seems almost impossible

that any woman (or man) com-
mitted to the ideals of the

movement would be pleased with

Playgirl. It is absurd to believe

that someone liberated must be
concerned about breast size or

tummy control. Survival in this

society does not rest on the big

challenge of picking up a man and
keeping him. The goal of Women's
Liberation is not to have naked
men jumping out of cakes at bridge
clubs yet this is what Playgirl

thrives on. This magazine is in no
way a breakthrough for women,
rather it is just another male
controlled portion of the media
which exploits women.

Monday & Tuesday - ADULTS $1

Film Series

:

Famous Beauties
By Leslie Freachet

Were they stereotyped ideals or

strong personalities? Were they

manipulated objects or individual

characters? Were they sex god-

desses or prepursors to Women's

Lib? Women in American films of

the thirties often present such

contradictory images.

On the one hand, one can say that

the early films is where certain

aspects of sexism gained much of

their present strength. The at-

titudes of this society which still

expects certain ideal qualities in

it's women,were probably as much
a result of the Hollywood "dream

factory" as anything. Of course

women have always been subject

to restricted definitions of beauty

and appeal, but the ideal was never

stricter, never more distant, never

more ideal than the one presented

by the bleached, plucked, beauties

of Hollywood. These women had

the extra advantage of specially

made, flattering lenses, anc

directors and cameramen who
could capture their "best side".

While this produced some of the

most constructed archetypes of

beauty and womanhood found in

history, at the same time the power

of the camera could magically

create the illusion of the "realism"

of it all...resulting in qualities

which were largely artificial

seemed real and obtainable at the

same time. Perfection in the

appearance of women on the

screen became a seemingly nec-

cessary standard, since now close-

ups would expose the minutest

flaws. Of course that perfection

could not help but instill similar

standards among women in their

own struggle for beauty, and at-

tractiveness, or men in their

search for it. However, the

newness of film as a medium, and
the added novelty of "talkies" in

the 30's made the entire area a
tremendous frontier. And as a

frontier there was a freedom, a
lack of definition and limitation

which characterizes the thirties,

and which almost always
characterizes the women in films

of the thirties as well. There is a

freshness and a strong sense of

individuality among the female
stars of this period which emerged
partially out of the naivite of a

Hollywood still young enough to be

willing to experiment, and partly

from a genius that realized the

success of the industry lied with

allowing their stars to expose their

full range. While the distinctions

between Rim Novak, Jill St. John

FineMb
Council
University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Latin American
Festival

ELEO POMARE DANCE COMPANY
Wednesday and Thursday
September 19th and 20th

Bowker Auditorium— 8 p.m.

Full time UM/A students with I.D.'s $1.50

Others $3.00

LATIN AMERICAN FILMS
"Culebra"

"Puerto Rico: Pais Colonizado"

"Our Latin Thing"
Friday, September 2lst

Herter 231— 8 p.m.

Full time UM/A students with I.D.'s 75<

Others II.50

EDDIE PALMIERI ORCHESTRA
DANCE/CONCERT

Saturday, September 22nd

Student Union Ballroom— 8p.m.

Full time UM/A students with I.D.'s $ 1.50

Others $3.00

C o Sponsored by Campus Center Program Council

Herter 231

POETRY READINGS by

Bob Marques
Pedro Petri

Juan Rodriguez

Sunday, September 23rd — 2 p.m.
No Charge

Tickets at 125 Herter Hall M— rS 9—4 p.m. or at door one

hour before performance. Telephone 545-0202.

•Part ol the Third World Cultural Series

and Carol Baker might not be very
obvious, it would be impossible to

include Mae West, Marlene
Dietrich, Jean Harlow and Gretta

Garbo in the same category.

Though "sex goddess" might be
thought of as the one common
denominator for each, the in-

dividuality of the sexuality each
transmitted, seems to argue

against even such a basic

generalization. True, Mae West
had a certain "look" which was
widely imitated. But she also had a
character, a vivid personality that

was integrated with that ap-
pearance and which was un-

mistakably hers. There is an
unpredictability about her and
many female stars of the period

which includes the stereotype, but

is not confined by it. Famous for

such unexpected lines as "Is that a

bannana in your pants or are ya
just glad to see me", her sexuality

is inseparable from her own very
individual personality, speech,
movement and mannerisms. The
same integration of sexuality and
personality is true of Garbo,
Hepburn, Harlow and many
others.

The films presented in the

"Women in films of the thirties"

series, offer an excellent op-

portunity to explore the con-

tradictions of the birth of the

Hollywood "super-ideal", and the

era out of which grew some of the

strongest, most individual female

characters that exist on film. But
more than that these films offer a

wonderful opportunity to enjoy a

wide range of experiences . Delight

in the opulence of Cecil B.

DeMille's Cleopatra, the camp

mythology of King Kong, the zany
originality of one of Hollywood's
most famous comedies, Bringing
Up Baby, and the magnitude of the
adaptation of Pearl Buck's The
Good Earth, which features one of

the strongest female characters on
the screen. The series includes

individual performances that are
unmatched, including the elec-

tricity of Bette Davis in

Dangerous, the mystique of Garbo

in As You Desire Me, and the pure
celebration of Mae West in what
many consider her best film, Go
West Young Man. Decide for

yourself whether women in films of

the thirties created stereotypes
that our society still embodies, or
whether they expressed and in-

dividuality among women's
images on film that has since been
repressed.

A one credit colloquin on this

series is being offered. Those
interested call 546-4538.

WOMEN OF THE Ml SERIES:

_
Thomp. Tues. I

1) Dangerous. Bette Davis 104 7,10:30 Sept. 1

25 |

"The Good Earth". Louise Rainer 8:30

Tues. |

2) "King Kong", Fay Wray CCA. 7,9 Oct |

and
11

9 j

Tues. 1

3) "Morocco", Marlene Dietrich CCA. 7.8 Oct I

"As You Desire Me", Greta Garbo CCA. 10:30 23 I

Tues. |

4) "Swingtime" . Ginger Rodgers CCA. 7.9 Nov.

Fred Astaire 6

" May lime" , Jeanette MacDonald CCA. 11

Nelson Eddie
Tues.

5) "Go West Young Man", Mae West CCA. 7,8:30 Nov. 1

"Goldiggers of 33", Busby Berkeley CCA. 10 20
i

Tues. .

6) "Cleopatra". Cecil B.DeMille SUB. 7.9 Dec. •

! , "Hold Your Man", Jean Harlow S.U.B. 11 4 1

Tues.

i 7) "Adam's Rib". Hepburn/Tracy SUB. 7 Dec |

[
"Bringing Up Baby". Katherine Hepburn SUB. 9 12

1 "Philadelphia Story", Katherine Hepburn S.U.B. 11

( Season tickets are $3.00 for any eight ( 8) admissions from either or both series. One i

. admission is good for both films on a given evening. Separate admission at the door will be *

i $.75. Tickets are on sale now through next week in the Campus Center Concours and at |

| the Box Office during shows.

1 *"

, THE DETECTIVE SERIES:
Wed. 1

| 1) "Touch of Evil". Orson Welles SUB. 7.10 Sept. 1

i "The Big Heat". Fritze Lang SUB 8:30 19 !

Wed. I

1 2) "North By Northwest", Alfred Hitchcock SUB. 7.9:30 Oct. |

1 "Laura". Otto Preminger SUB. 11:30 3 I

Wed. J
1 3) "Harper". Paul Newman S.U.B 7.9 Oct |

| ' 'Murder My Sweet" . Dick Powell SUB 11 17 1

Wed.
' 4) "Bullitt", Steve McQueen SUB. 7.9 Nov 1

1 "The Detective". Frank Sinatra SUB 11 14 1

Wed
! 5) "Coogan's Bluff", Clint Eastwood S.U.B. 7.9 Nov *

1 "Marlowe", James Garner S.U.B. 10:30 28 1

Wed.

• 6) "Without Apparent Motive", Jean-Louis Trintignant 7.11 Dec !

' "Gumshoe", Albert Finny S.U.B. 9 * 1

Wed.
||

7) "The French Connection", Gene Hackman SUB. 7.9 Dec. |

and
11

12 »

Film Series:

Famous Flatfoots
By Joanne Iorocci

Since the introduction of Philip
Marlowe, private investigator, in

the film The Big Sleep the image of

the detective in films has un-
dergone an almost antithetical

change over the past 30 years.
The Philip Marlowe played by

Humphrey Bogart became the
prototypical private eye for the
modern detective film. He was a
romantic hero. Independent,
tough, cynical, witty and at-
tractive. The list of adjectives
could go on.... This individual
worked independently of the law
using his cool and diplomacy to
keep himself on their good side
when the going got rough.
Ultimately it was his clear thinking
and decisive action that resulted in

restoring justice. Implicit in his

attitude and dealings with the law
was a subtle sense of superiority.

Bogart's environment and
criminals dealt with were very
obviously exhibiting the classic
good vs evil syndrome. By staying
on top of the case, Bogart came out
ahead — he was a winner in every
sense of the word.

Over the past thirty years the
image of the detective has

NOW OPEN

The Castaway

Lounge
Formerly Graves Restaurant

presents

The Steeldust Band
For Your Listening & Dancing Pleasure

Rt. 5 & 10 WHATELY

assumed that of detective as anti-

hero, as personified by Gene Hack-

man in The French Connection. He
is a weary and unglamorous man,
one of several replaceable men
working on a case. Not on the side

of the law and working for an
organization, he is often put in an
awkward credibility gap which by
its nature is a degrading position.

The cases themselves are far more
complex and good or bad not so

easily defined. Ultimately in the

60's detective film he was a loser—
after much mental aggravation

and physical exhaustion the law
remains unenforced.

The series of detective films to

be shown this fall offers an ex-

cellent opportunity to get a feeling

for this tremendous trans-

formation from the idealism so
stark in the 40's films to the ram-
pant disillusionment the 60's

material and the social im-
plications involved. It's an exciting

series including some of the best

films from the Detective Genre.

Orson Welles in Touch of Evil, Otto

Preminger' s classic, Laura and
James Garner in Marlowe pick up

nicely on that slick Bogart type of

character. Steve McQueen in

Bullitt and Frank Sinatra in The
Detective provide further

examples of the disullusioned

contemporary detective as well as

some gut excitement in the

notorious car chase scenes in

Bullitt and The French Con-

nection.

II
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Area Films
By Bob Nesti

THE BIG HEAT (1953)

A late Fritz Lang gangster film. Much
coarser than films of this genre which came
before, the film has a striking realism. The

violence is front center, in full view, the effect

is disturbing. Playing with Touch Of Evil.

Student Union Ballroom, Wednesday, 9 19, 7,

LE BOUCHLR (19*9)

The most important film by New Wave
French director Claude Chabrol. The story is

simple and drawn along Hitchcockian lines:

HeJene, a young schoolteacher in a small

French village becomes involved with the

town's butcher, a war veteran who has just

recently returned to the village of his youth. A
number of grisly murders occur in the town

and Helene discovers circumstantial evidence

which indicts Popaul, the butcher. This is

Charbol's simplest and most beautiful film.

With its extremely Hong takes and flashes of

dramatic intensity it brings to mind Hitchcock,

but Chabrol is more of a misanthropic

romantic and his film is tinged with a tragic

pathos that would seem intangible to Hitch-

cock. Sage Hall, Smith College, Saturday,

9

15, 7:30 and 9:30. Student Union Ballroom,

Thursday 4 29, 7 and 9.

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE (1970)

Mike Nichol's rude awakening of the

American male ethos. A brittle and not too

likeable film, with a dimestore persuasion by
scriptwriter Jules Fieffer who has a good sense

of prototypes but little compassion in his in-

dictment of his generation's sexual wasteland.

Nichol's directs as if Godard were his teacher,

but his stylized realism really hasn't any bite

or wit. With Jack Nicholson, Arthur Garfunkel,

Ann Margret, and Candice Bergen. Playing

with The Graduate. Amherst Cinema,
Amherst.

OKLAHOMA CRUDE
Faye Dunaway discovers oil in the early

years of this century deep in the heart of

Hollywood. Director Stanley Dramer attempts

something novel for his platudious career — a

picture of stock entertainment values with

little social frills. Still its difficult to keep an old

liberal dogmatist down and this sprawling epic

about one woman's rise in the male controlled

oil world has a ludicrous profundity to it. Faye
Dunaway, not quite our favorite actress, is

unbearably vulgar as the woman who
sacrifices her feminity for success in the man's
world. Frigidity is equated with ambition.

George C. Scott, usually our favorite actor,

plays Dunaway's oil baron rival and really

tarnishes his fine career. With Jack Palance.

Palace Theater, West Springfield.
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ENTER THE DRAGON
The first Hollywood studio financed film to

cash in on the Kung-fu craze. The plot concerns
the international maneuverings of a corrupt

Kung-fu academy. What again? The last film of

the late Bruce Lee, whose widow resides in

Sunderland. . Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield.

THE ILLUSTRATED MAN (1969)

Rod Stieger in the tatooed buff in an unhappy
adaptation of Ray Bradbury's science fiction

novel, with Claire Bloom, Campus Center
Auditorium, Saturday, 9-15, 7:15 and 9:15.
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THE KID (1920)

Chaplin's first feature length film in which he
and Jackie Coogan play a pair of con artists

(plot sound familiar?) in a city slums. As
delightful as Chaplin film can be. Thompson
104. 9 17. 6, 8. 10.

ROMEO AND JULIET (1948)
Franco Zeeff jrelli liberates the young tragic

lovers from the likes of overaged prima donnas
like Norma Shearer and John Barrymoore,
unfortunately he doesn't liberate
Shakespeare's text which sounds as if it is

being recited by a junior high school reading
group. The picture has great drive and some
interesting effects — it would be a great deal of
fun to watch if you didn't feel as if Leonard
Whiting and Olivia Hussey receives the leads
because of their pretty looks. The text, also, is

badly tampered with. Sweeping kitsch, the
romantic ardour is stifling. Showcase Cinemas,
West Springfield.

THIRD WORLD FILM SERIES
A series of short, political films. Campus

Center, room 165, Friday, 9 14, 7:30.

SOME LIKE IT HOT (1959)

Billy Wilder's farce about two musicians on
the run from Chicago's seedy underworld, who
dress in drag and hide out with an all girls

band. Anything goes; the film is a comic feast

of slapstick gags, way out one liners, in joke

Hollywood impressions and references, and
everything works perfectly. With Marilyn
Monroe in her most charming role, Tony
Curtis, and Jack Lemmon. The Globe Theater,

Northampton.

FUNNY GIRL (1968)

A thrilling example of how a simply

mesmerizing talent can turn a ramshackle

and sloppy vehicle into something over

whelmingly entertaining. It's dynamo is

Barbra Streisand, and how glorious she is as

she throws off a sassy one — liner and sings

with a determination that's almost frightening.

William Wyler puts her through her paces,

luckily she's on screen nearly 98 percent of the

picture. When she's off screen, this musical

biography of Fanny Brice has a stale musical

comedy taste. With Omar Sheriff, Kayx
Medford. Playing with The Owl and the

Pussycat. Academy of Music, Northampton.

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.

INGA(19*7J
A voguish Swedish sex film of the middle

Sixties. Steamy is the word that was once used

to describe this sort of tale. Mahar, Friday, 9-

14, 7 and 9:30.

ZORBA THE GREEK (1945)

A zestful, uncontrolled, open air film, written

and directed by Michael Cacoyannis from a

novel by Nikos Kazantzakis, about a huge
peasant who persuades a timid Englishman to

share his joy in life even when surrounded by

disaster. Marred by over indulgent writing and
an unnecessary sub-plot about a widow who is

stoned to death by Cretan peasants, the film

remains a pleasure to watch by virtue of

Walter Lassally's photography, Mikos
Theodorakis' music, and the performances of

Anthony Quinn, Alan Bates, and (in

moderation) Lila Kedrova. Gamble
Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke College, Saturday, 9

15, 7:30.

TOUCH OF EVIL (19S8)

Orson Welles's only American film in twenty
five years; some regard it as his greatest, even
superceding Citizen Kane. The story is of a

Mexican narcotics officer who comes to a

seedy Mexican border town to investigate the

automobile bombing which killed the town
boss. He receives the reluctant cooperation of

the corrupt American detective in charge of the

case. They spar off, against each other and
against the suspects. An often complicated and
banal plot which Welles uses as a personal
vendetta against police authority. Welles has
said: I firmly believe that in the modern world
we have to choose between the morality of law
and the morality of basic justice. That is to say,

between lynching someone and letting him go
free. I prefer to let a murderer go free than to

let the police arrest him by mistake." The film

is heavily ladened with Goya-like imagery; the

seediness is that of an infected universe. Welles
twist, reality with culmitative technical
mastery. Student Union Ballroom, Wednesday,
9 19, 7.

A TOUCH OF CLASS
Glenda Jackson and George Segal play a pair

of bewildered lovers he's married, she's

divorced, obviously in love they can't work
things out. Their affair is like skew lines.

Melvin Frank directs this romance in the style

or comedies which flourished in the mid-

Forties, amusing but really not much fun. The
two leads are stereotypes — current ones so

deceptive and palatable, but stereotypes

nonetheless, and Frank's maneuvering of them
gives the picture a social conscience that un

dercuts the comedy The leads do fairly well

with what's asked of them. Campus Cinemas,

Hadley.

::*>:$*?:

Tie Owl
aid the

Pussycat

PAPER MOON
A charming story about a pair of con artists

in Kansas during the Thirties. He's Ryan
O'Neil, she's his nine year old daughter Tatum.
Peter Bogdanovich does a superb job of

keeping the material from becoming cloying
and the film has a freshness usually reserved
for watching old Thirties Freddie Bartholomew
pictures. A sort of restrained professionalism
that keeps things moving without sticking for

too long. Tatum O'Neil gives a remarkable
performance as the wily cigarette smoking girl

who bribes her dead mother's one time lover
into taking her on his Bible selling route.

Campus Cinemas. Hadley; Calvin Theater,
Northampton.

THE OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT (1970)
Barbra Streisand and George Segal play a

pair of New York weird lovers in this cheery
and raunchy adaptation of Bill Naughton's
romantic comedy. She's a crude, fast talking
hooker, he's a would be writer — they have a
temperemental affair. Although the adaptation
of Buck Henry is a bit sketchy, the comedy has
a tone which recalls the screwball comedies of
the Thirties. Streisand and Segal are a joy to
watch together. In its own way, the picture is a
screaming success. Playing with Funny Girl.

Academy of Music, Northampton; Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield.

LET IT BE (1970)

The Beatles last film , a simple filming of the
recording of the quartet's final album . The kind
of picture audiences talk to. Your enjoyment of

it pivots on your appreciation of the group.
Some attempt at hitting the zany ground
touched in the early Beatle comedies, but the
film only faintly skims that surface. Student

Union Ballroom, Saturday, 9-15, 7:15 and
9:15.

THE PALM BEACH STORY (1942)

Preston Sturges's sophisticated, screwball
comedy. Sturge's films move from slapstick
to elegant farce with exceptional ease — this

wackiness makes his early Forties comedies
amongst the best to ever be made in

Hollywood. This certainly has claims to being
one of the most superbly crafted comedies of its

type. The story concerns a young woman bent
on divorcing her rich second husband and has
probably the fastest dialogue ever filmed,
except for the ridiculously quick banter of His
Girl's Friday. With Claudette Colbert, Mary
Astor, Joel McRea, and Rudy Vallee. Hampden
Student Center, Southwest, Sunday, 9-16, 7:30
and 9:30.

LIVE AND LET DIE
The latest of the James Bond films, this time

with Roger Moore playing the Ian Fleming spy.
Gimmicky, ludicrous, and some fun. The film
culminates in a huge, destructive chase across
a Louisiana boyou in which speedboats crash a
genteel wedding. Moore is uncomfortable as
Bond, although the picture has enough clever
action to sustain interest. Campus Cinemas,
Hadley.

HEAVY TRAFFIC. A scurvy mess,
thoroughly unfunny and it's not even good
pornography. Borrowing freely from Hanna-
Barbera, Gahan Wilson and Elia Kazan, not-

so-sensitive cartoonist Ralph Bakshi takes us

into the world of a sensitive shy young
animator who can't get laid. Supporting

characters include a legless man,a masochist

tranavestite. a "black chick."' a gang of

greasers, and God. God is horny too, just like

everyone else in the film. Take our word for it.

thewholething's absolutely vile.

I COULD NEVER HAVE SEX WITH ANY
MAN WHO HAD SO LITTLE REGARD
FOR MY HUSBAND. We said it was going

to open, we promised you, and we were wrong
— sort of. It's still cominK. only nobody's

quite sure when

8TATE OF SIEGE. Exciting in a terrifying

immediate way, but its methods are not to be
confused with those of the far more direct Z.
Costa-Gavras' unabashedly propagandizing
portrait of an American A.I.D. traffic expert,
and all his behind-the-scenes trafficking, is

presented without benefit of a conventional
suspense-story structure. Yet it's as compell-
ing as any more sensationalized version
would be, thanks largely to Yves Montand's
brilliantly controlled portrait of a man who
has. sacrificed his life for a cause so dis-

honorable it remains bleakly nameless, and
who is bewilderingly willing to die for nothing
at all.

VISIONS OF EIGHT. Arthur Penn. Mai
Zelterling. John Schlesinger and five others

photograph the 11)72 Olympics, neatly

sidesteppina the tragedy that disrupted the

games.

ELECTRA GLIDE IN BLUE. Motorcycle

cop in Monument Valley finds himself

trapped between co-cops and hippies, even-

tually emerged as an individual. Brilliant

performance from Robert Blake, plus
tiresome score by pseudonymious Chicago.

Directed by James William Guercio.

Scene from Electra Glide in Blue

THE ACAPULCO GOLD RUSH. 2' i hour
comedy compendium, including a 1928 anti-

marijuana western, various army training
films, and a fifties number called High
School Confidential, starring Russ Tamblyn,
•Jerrv l,ee Lewis and Mamie Van Doren.

'

HAIL TO THE CHIEF. 1971 political satire.

featuring a presidential buffoon, suddenly,
seems more appropriate than it did when it

was made. Originally deemed too controver-
sial for widespread release, it's now a mi*.
but-funnv echo of the real McCoy.

THE HARDER THEY COMB. Ja„u»can
rvggne music backs this «ory of a character
whos three fantasies in one - rock star
dealer and gunslinger. Somewhat repetitkma

<

and jerkily paced, but well on its wav to
becoming a cult item-
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As In Life...

Hair Has Its

Ups And Downs
* By JAN FRANKS

The era of "flow it, show it, long as God can grow it" hair is

slowly being choked by its own tangled tresses as more and more
young men leave their flowing locks in a clump under the barber's

chair.

"Long hair is a pain in the ass" remarked one newly shorn

student. "It was always getting in my eyes and mouth and it was
hard to comb." added another.

Nelson Major of the Campus Center Barber Shop extimates that

approximately 10% more students are coming in to get their hair

cut than in past years, although he admits it's too early to tell if this

is a significant trend.

Fashion certainly indicates a movement toward shorter hair.

Sylvio, one of the stylists at the enormouslv popular Chopping

Block, shed his ponytail for a vaguely Egyptian-looking style that

barely reaches his collar. Sylvio avows that the latest look is one

sans sideburns and with full-styled hair cut just below the earlobe

and off the neck.

Other barbers agree that even if the crewcut has bit the dust

forever, short cut, but long-styled hair is most definitely in the

picture.

However many students have faced the scissors, there remains a

large population of masculine Rapunzels who have no desire to snip

off their manes. One streaming-haired fellow said, "I like it. I've

grown used to it. Cutting it off would be like cutting off an arm or a

leg."

Others keep their hair long in submission to the fancies of their

girlfriends. "Girls like long hair," stated one barber, grinning.

"They like to run their fingers through it." It is interesting to note

that some of the world's most renowned lovers had long hair:

Henry VIII, Lord Byron, Rasputin.

It seems obvious that hairstyle can no longer be regarded as a

badge of political or social beliefs. People wear their hair the way
they like it and this, after all the grotesque idiocy of styles and

symbols is, perhaps, the best way of all.

3

m

It may be fashionable to have it cut short these days, but there still remains a

large number of men who wear their hair long. The only thing that is certain is you

can wear it any way you want. !

t

MARY Program Aides

Troubled Youths
By JERRY LAZAR

Approximately ten troubled

youths, ages thirteen to sixteen,

will register today at UMass in a

program that will enable them to

obtain the equivalent of a high

school education, and show them
the available resources and
lifestyles of a college campus.

The Massachusetts Association

for the Rehabilitation of Youth

(M.A.R.Y.) Program, in its

second year of operation at the

University, offers Department of

Youth Services-associated teams
the opportunity to room with a

University student on campus and

to enroll in a unique educational

program of their choosing, leading

to a high school certificate when
they reach the age of eighteen.

The college student, or advocate,

receives six to twelve academic
credits in education and/or.

psychology for his participation in

the program.

According to Fran Taylor, the

secretary of the M.A.R.Y.
Program, "The kids set up their

own schedule. They decide what

they want and what they don't

want. And there are a lot of op-

tions," she said.

These options include a work-

study program, which provides on-

the-job training of a particular skill

or trade, and independent study

program. The teams may also

choose to tutor a younger child or

be tutored by a graduate student in

areas involving basic skills.

They will live with their ad-

vocates in one of two campus
dorms-Webster House or Lewis
House-hence promoting a one-to-

one relationship and strong in-

teraction between the college
student and the younger student.

The program has seen success in

the past year, evidenced in par-

ticular by a fifteen-year-old who
received his General Equivalency

Diploma last week.

Because of a late start in

recruiting, there remains a

shortage of advocates. Any student

interested in becoming an ad-

vocate can contact Neal Rist,

Director of the MARY. Program
at 545-0438

On The Inside:

Watergate

And his light shone through to the earth.

The federal grand jury investigating the Watergate

break-in has only to hear the White House tapes

before deciding whether to pursue indictments.

(See details P. 5)

Chile

The junta that toppled Salvador Allende reported

Sunday that armed civilians were still resisting

military authorities and warned they would be killed

unless they lay down their weapons.

( See details P. 4)
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Language Requirement

Merely A Hassle
By KEVIN KITTREDGE

For students under the umbrella of the College of Arts and Sciences
( CAS)

,
the foreign language requirement is "just another hassle" put

there by "them." "Them" being some unseen force; invisible but felt
The foreign language requirement is not like other requirements and is

unique in two ways. First, its the only requirement that has a review
board attached to it which is prepared to exempt students from the
requirement. To qualify, the student must have a "proven inability or
extreme difficulty in learning languages."
Last year 111 requests were processed and 75 granted exemptions

h rom the students view it has developed into a catch-22 approach If
you're in CAS, you're qualified and able, but to escape the requirement
you must prove stupidity.

Secondly, no one seems to know why CAS has the requirement In amemo to the faculty of CAS from Deans Allen, Alfange and Ends on May
1, 1973, they conclude "that there seems to be no clearly agreed upon
rationale regarding the purposes that a language requirement is intended
to achieve.

If its purpose is to enable the student to read Cervantes Voltaire or
Nietzsche in their respective languages, then the standards of the
reauirement must be raised considerably. Or, if its purpose is to enable
the student order a meal, read a wine list and ask directions tne
standardscould be lowered.
Giving the student a feeling tor the "culture" of the country is the mostcommon explanation for the requirement. When the novelty of the

language lab, with its head phones and knobs, wears off, the student soon
realizes the false logic of that statement.
A possible explanation for the requirement is the fact that its there

Herter Hall is there, the labs are there and the instructors are there
The technology of education must be served. Most people can still

remember how much easier it was to justify involvement in Vietnam
after Long Bien had been built.

The fact that the language requirement must be notified or abolished
has b*en kicking around since 1969. The memo mentioned above also
concludes that there is "little evidence of any academic benefit that may
be expected to be derived from the language requirement-at least as
presently administered."
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Women and Jobs

Advancement Comes Slowly
By ROBERTA McCANN

"Women join the labor force primarily for pocket-
money." This often-held belief is now being shattered
with revolutionary consequences. In March of 1972,
more than half of the 33 million women in the labor
force were working because of pressing economic
need. It is estimated that 37 million women will be
part of the labor force by I960.

However, the average yearly salaries for full-time
women is notably less than men. According to U.S.
Department of Commerce statistics, a woman with
four years of college education earns $7,396 a year
while a man with a comparable education earns
$12,960.

The gap in earnings between the sexes varies
according to occupation. It is largest for sales
workers ( women earn only 41% of what men earn)
and smallest for clerical workers ( women earn 65%
of what men earn)

.

Efforts are being made by government and
women's groups to close the gap on earnings between
men and women in similar occupations, to recruit
more women into highly technical fields, and to hire
more women in fields offering higher pay and in-

creased responsibility.

According to Dorothy Hardesty, a staff assistant at

the UMass Career-Placement office, "The govern-
ment does the greatest job. They have been leaders in

the promotion of women. They have been putting
pressure on industry to hire more women."
The first legal step by the government was the

enactment of the Equal Pay Act of 1963 which
prohibited sex discrimination in the payment of

wages for equal work. Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination in employment
based on sex, as well as race, color, religion and
national origin. Executive Order 11246 which
prohibits sex discrimination by industries with
federal contracts reflects the pressure that the

government is putting on private industry.

There has been criticism of the government's
legalistic policy. The most notable is the charge of

"tokenism" resulting from industries forced com-
pliance with government quotas.
"There is some tokenism. The companies are

really sincere. But there are not enough qualified
women as, for instance, in engineering.", said Mrs.
Hardesty.
Several women's groups have assumed the task of

encouraging women to enter the high responsibility
and well paying fields traditionally closed to only a
few women. They have attempted to change the
attitudes women have of themselves.
According to the U.S. Department of Labor, the

groups with the highest predicted growth rates in the
next decade are in descending order-professional and
technical workers, service workers, sales workers,
craftsmen and foremen, managers and ad-
ministrators, and operatives.
The degree to which women will be able to

capitalize on the growing well paid, responsible and
respectable careers will depend on a variety of

factors.

Women will need better and more sympathetic
career planning and counseling.
Some women must change their career aspirations.

So called "Women's occupations" no longer will

satisfy all women. As more women decide to combine
the roles of wife and mother with a meaningful job,
they will be encouraged to seek positions in

previously male dominated fields.

Women will have to utilize the sources of legal
protection and assistance currently available to

them.
Of high importance, women will have to in-

dividually and collectively, confront the difficult task
of changing employer attitudes with regard to
women's roles and desire to work.

The mental anguish and stress of life is often over bearing, especially when we consider the fact that
he has been in front of Boyden since day one of registration.

What Are Soybeans]?

By STEVE TETREAULT
One of the actions taken by

UMass Food Services this year to

fight the rising costs of feeding
'

14,000 students a day has been the

occasional replacement of real

meat with synthetic meat analogs
derived from soybean.

But just what are soybeans, and
how did they get into that meatloaf
(or ham, or chicken, or hamburg)?
Soybeans are technically

legumes, an offshoot of the
vegetable family. Typical legumes
include wax beans, peas, and green
beans, among others. A soybean is

about half an inch long, and shaped
roughly like a quarter moon.
The Chinese were the first to use

these beans. As a matter of fact,

soybeans were one of the first

vegetables of which there is a

written record. In 2800 BC,
Emperor Shen Nung listed it

among China's five major
agricultural products.

Through a process of ger-

mination and fermentation, the

Chinese were able to convert the

beans into a crude product fit for

consumption. The complicated
conversion processes are needed
even today, as soybeans fried,

boiled or cooked are inedible.

An American, Robert Royer,
improved on the conversion
processes in the 1930's. and going a

step further, spun the soy into

edible structures somewhat akin to

muscle fibers. By adding amino
acids and flavoring, Royex/.w^s, /

\ , able to. improve .protein, content

.

and taste. By another process, he

was able to vary the texture of the

.Structures, thereby making the

analogs disguisable as various

"food products".

Among the first Americans to eat

converted soybeans were a group
of Seventh Day Adventists near
Worthington, Ohio (present site of

a processing plant). Being
vegetarians, members of this sect

tried to ignore the bitter taste of

these crude "artificial meats", and
ate the analogs simply because of

the high protein content. Besides, it

did look like meat.
During World War II, soybeans

served as part of the Allied effort

aside from their use in the

production of analogs which were
used as food supplements on the

home front, the code signal "soya
link" was used in the US-British

attack on Burma.
Today, soybeans are a valuable

commodity on the stock market,
especially in the midwest, not only

because of their potential as food

for human consumption, but also

for their use as high protein cattle

feed.

However, a majority of

Americans remain ignorant of

soybean and its possibilities. Even

President Nixon recently admitted
he couldn't picture what a soybean
looked like. He quickly received a

bag of the legumes from a Missouri

Democrat.
Today, only 1 per cent of the

iu eat consumed by Americans is

rUM.vfd. frrim .analogs However,

many nutritionists predict that by
1980 over 20 per cent of this product

will be in use due to rising natural

meat demands, and overall global

need for food of any kind.

Like it or not, it is very likely that

the "stuff" lying on your plate in

the commons will be the food of the

future. Better start enjoying it

now.

Weather
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CAREER PLANNING MEETlNGSSeniors and Graduate Students
Eleven meetings will be held the week of Sept. 17 to discuss the many facets of career

planning and placement with seniors and graduate students. Students should register with
the Career Planning Office regardless of future plans. The schedule is listed below. Any
meeting may be attended.

SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS
Week of September 17-21

Date A Time Room Person
Tues.. Sept. 18

4:00-5:30 p.m. TWRI-203 Mr. Morrissey
7:30-9:00 p.m. TWRI-203 Mr. Morrissey

Discipline

Nat. Sci., Math. &
Comp. Sci , Pub. Hlth.

Sch. of Eng'g

Sen. of Agric

Sch of Bus

Thurs., Sept. 20

4:00-5 30 p.m.
7:30-9:00 p.m

Mon . Sept. 17

4:00-530 p.m.

7:30-9:00 p.m.

Thurs., Sept. 20

4:00-5:30 p.m
7:30-9:00 p.m

Soc. & Behavioral Sci. Mon.. Sept. 17

4:00-5:30 p.m
7:30-9:00 p.m.

Hum. & Fine Arts

Sch. of H.Ec

Sch. of Nursing

All Grad Students

All Education
lEIem.&Sec.)

Phys. Educ. & Rec

Tues.. Sept. 18

4:00-530 p.m.

7:30-9:00 p.m.

Wed.. Sept. 19

4:00-5:30 p.m.

7:30-9:00 p.m.

Thurs.. Sept. 20

3:00-5:00 p.m.

Mon.. Sept. 17

7:00-10:00 p.m.

Wed . Sept. 19

7:00-10:00 p.m

Thurs., Sept. 20

4:00-5:30 p.m.

7:30-9;00 p.m

Thompson 106

Thompson 106

311. Stockbridge

311. Stockbridge

SBA 116

SBA 116

Hartlett. 61

Hartlett, 61

Herter, 227

Herter. 227

Hasbrouck 124

Hasbrouck 124

Goodell 615

Mahar Aud.

Thompson 104

Herter 227

Herter 227

Mr. Morrissey

Mr. Morrissey

Mr. Edwards
Mr. Edwards

Mr. Edwards
Mr. Edwards

Mrs. Hardesty
Mrs. Hardesty

Mrs. Hardesty

Mrs. Hardesty

Mrs. Hardesty
Mrs. Hardesty

Mrs. Hardesty

Mr. White

Mr White

Mr. White

Mr. White

Public Health,Nursing
Join Forces

By BARBARA VOORHEES
In a move to give students in the

fields of nursing and public health

the possibility of an advanced
degree program in those fields, a
wider range of courses to choose
from and more research facilities,

the UMass schools of nursing and
public health were merged Sept. 1.

The resulting School of Health
Sciences will be headed for this

academic year by Dean William A.

Darity.

Dean Darity, in an MDC in-

terview, said that the new school

will be made up of two divisions:

nursing and public health. The two
divisions will be run exactly as
they were when they were schools

but students in the new school will

have more advantages.
Advantages cited by Dean

Darity are: students from one
division can use the research
facilities of the other division;

students in one division will have
priority over students in other

schools in adding classes from the

other division; and funds for the

two divisions will be combined for

the setting up of graduate
programs. A committee is working
on a doctoral program for the

school.

Dean Darity said that the idea of

a rotating deanship was one of the

most important features of the

merger. In the years following this

one, the deanship will rotate

between the directors of the two
divisions on a three year basis.

Dean Darity is also director of the

division of public health.

"In this type of set up the dean
does not become a full-time ad-

ministrator, he can still keep in

touch with teaching. His ideas

won't go stale," said Dean Darity.

Professor Mary Helming, who

has been named director of the
division of nursing for one year
said in an MDC interview that she
felt the merger was especially
helpful for nursing students.

"The trend in health today is

going from a few large centrally
located medical centers to more
smaller community health centers.

The consumer wants his health
care in his community. Nurses
must be trained to deliver health
care in different ways and in dif-

ferent places," said Professor
Helming.

TUESDAY

NITE

Some

Best
Friends
at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

MUSIC CONCERTS
We'll be having some real fine concerts this year. We've got the

money - we want your ideas and your willingness to work.

Come to C.C. Rm. 162 Tonight at 8:00

All students are welcome. Come and help make it.

* * f « ! Program Council Social Committee
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Junta Threatens Civilians

Chileans Still Resist
By LUIS MARTINEZ

Associated Press Writer

SANTIAGO, Chile CAP)- The junta that toppled
Salvador Allende reported Sunday that armed
civilians were still resisting military authorities and
warned they will be killed unless they lay down their

weapons.
At least three persons have been summarily

executed since Allende died in last Tuesday's
military coup, according to official figures. Well
informed unofficial sources put the number at more
than 11 and said another 3,000 are detained at two
sports stadiums.

According to the sources, arrested persons are first

questioned in a small stadium near downtown San-
tiago. If they are accused of criminal action, they are
moved to the larger national stadium in the suburb
where "the situation is then serious."

"Many people have been condemned to death and
executed in the national stadium, including
foreigners," the sources asserted.
The reports of executions and a large number of

arrests have not been confirmed by the junta,

although it has repeatedly warned that those who
resist will be executed immediately.

Helicopters flew over Santiago on Sunday dropping
leaflets that declared the junta "would not turn away
from executing without delay those terrorists who
attack soldiers or carry arms..."
The junta has announced the executions of three

persons accused of resisting the new regime. Two
were identified as "extremists" and the third was
said to be a policeman who killed two of his superiors.

Gen. Augusto Pinochet, president of the junta, said
on a television show Saturday night that "groups of
rebels misled by Marxism" were continuing to resist

the military.

"I have to protect my troops," the general said,

"and sadly there are still some armed groups who
insist on attacking, which means that the military
rules of wartime apply to them."
The action against civilians loyal to Allende, who

died in the coup, appeared to slow down Saturday
night after intense confrontations in the industrial
suburbs of the capital.

PRESIDENTIAL PALACE IN SANTIAGO - This is a file photo of the presidential palace in down-
town Chile which was under attack before Allende's death. Now fighting is going on between the new
military and angry citizens, who refuse to live under the new military junta.

Mondale Seeks Capitol Reform
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen

Walter F. Mondale, D-Minn.,
called Sunday for creation of a
commission to re-examine the

office of the president in the wake
of the Watergate scandal.

"The commission's over-riding

purpose should be to examine what
has happened to the office, why it

has happened and what can be
done to ensure that the presidency
remains open and accountable to

the American people and the
Congress," Mondale said.

His proposal was contained in a
Senate speech for delivery Mon-
day. The Minnesota Democrat
urged enactment of a series of

measures bolstering congressional
power, including one providing for

the periodic questioning of

executive branch officials by
senators on radio and television.

He urged passage of pending
measures to limit the president's

war-making and budgetary im-
poundment powers, require Senate
confirmation of all top executive
branch officials and establishment
of the office of congressional
counsel to help Congress to

challenge alleged illegal executive
branch actions.

Mondale, who has been cited as a
potential 1976 presidential can-
didate, said the presidential
commission would compromise
members of the legislative and
executive branches plus
distinguished private citizens.

"Its charter should be broad, as
broad as the needs of the nation for

responsible government dictate,"
he said.

The commission should seek a
long-term view of how to re-

establish a working presidency
"which is strong, yet legal;
capable of leading, but without
dictating," Mondale said.

He said it is important to provide
for an open, responsible
presidency without emasculating
the office.

"While we need reform,"
Mondale said, "We do not need
retribution.

"We need a strong presidency,"
he said, "But we also need an open
and legal presidency, with strong
safeguards to protect against the
abuses of presidential power."
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Sweden's King Dies;

Carl XVI Invested

STOCKHOLM (AP) - Cheered
by thousands of his subjects and
honored with a 42-gunshot Naval
salute, King Carl XVI Gustaf
assumed Sweden's throne Sunday.
He flew in from the royal sum-

mer residence at Helsingborg in

southern Sweden, where his

grandfather King Gustaf VI Adolf
died Saturday night.

The 90-year-old king's death
automatically elevated his

grandson, 27-year-old Carl Gustaf,

to the throne. Carl Gustaf's father
was killed in a 1947 plane crash.

About 10,000 Swedes gathered
outside the royal palace Sunday
afternoon, chanting: "We want to

see our king, we want to see our
king." They applauded when he
appeared in a window and waved.
Naval guns fired a 42-salvo

salute to the late king and then
another 42 rounds for the new
monarch.
The new king and the royal

family, all dressed in black, at-

tended services at Stockholm
Cathedral. As they did,
preparations were underway for

the funeral of the dead monarch.
His body is to be brought to

Stockholm in a 12-hour motorcade
Tuesday.
Funeral ceremonies, dignified

by the presence of most European
royalties and heads of state, have
been scheduled for Sept. 25. Court

weeks.

The death of the aged monarch
generated some confusion about
the parliamentary elections
Sunday. Newspapers reported
many calls from voters wondering
whether the royal death meant the
polling had been called off. Radio
newscasts repeatedly advised
Swedes that the vote was on.

T he king will be buried at the Ha-

ga Castle royal burial site near the

grave of Queen Louise, his British-

born second wife who died in 1965.

The monarch was taken from his

summer residence at Helsingborg
to the hospital there on Aug. 18 for

treatment of a gastric ulcer. He
had been near death since an Aug.
21 operation but rallied several
times to the astonishment of his

doctors and satisfaction of his

people.

King Gustaf VI Adolf earned the

respect and admiration of his

countrymen during his 23 years on
the throne. Hundreds of thousands
cheered him as he rode bare-
headed in a chill wind through the

streets of Stockholm on his 90th

birthday last Nov. 11.

A sportsman like his father

before him, he played tennis and
golf until an advanced age. His
grand passion was archaeology
and he joined a Swedish expedition
in Italy annually to probe for

Etruscan artifacts.

Fiije Arts
Council
University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Latin American
Festival

ELE0 P0MARE DANCE COMPANY
Wednesday and Thursday
September mh and 20th

Bowker Auditorium —8 p.m.

Full time UM/A students with I.D.'s $ |J|
Others S 3.00

LATIN AMERICAN FILMS
"Cutebra"

"Puerto Rico: Pais Colonizado"
"Our Latin Thing"

Friday, September 21st
Herter 231— 8 p.m.

Full time UM/A students with l.O.'s 75<
Others $1.50

EDDIE PALMIERI ORCHESTRA
DINGE/CONCERT

Saturday, September 22nd
Student Union Ballroom —8 p.m.
Full time UM/A students with I .D.'s S l .SO

Others 1 3.00
Co Sponsored by Campus Center Program Council

Herter 231

POETRY READINGS by
Bob Marques
Pedro Petri

Juan Rodriguez
Sunday, September 23rd— 2 p.m.

No Charge

Tickets at 125 Herter Hall M-F, 9-4 p.m. or at door one
hour before performance. Telephone 545-0202.

- Part of the Third/World Cultural Series
lU'Jjl,

UAW Strike

Union Official

Claims Progress
DETROIT ( AP)- A two-day strike by 113,300 workers against Chrysler

Corp.-which already has cost the auto maker production of 3,600 cars-

continued Sunday despite a claim negotiations are making progress.

The optimistic note came from Charles Brooks, president of United
Auto Workers Local 444 in Windsor, Ont., and a union negotiator

representing Canadian hourly workers.

"Chrysler has gotten the message the UAW is damned serious about
working conditions and is going to do something about it," Brooks told

newsmen late Saturday.

"The atmosphere in there is not as cold as it has been. ..Both sides are
working more diligently than before," the Canadian added after nearly 12

hours of negotiations.

"Oh, we've got a blackout, haven't we," Brooks said in apparent
astonishment as he slipped behind the doors of the negotiating rooms
where newsmen cannot follow.

Brooks' comments were the only public ones made by either side about
the strike which began at midnight Friday. Both company and union have
agreed to suppress any public comment about progress in their

bargaining.

A Chrysler public relations man accused his counterpart at the UAW of

permitting Brooks to make "an inexcusable breach of the blackout." The
UAW staff member said later, "I told him Brooks he was holding a news
conference, hoping he'd take the hint. But he's a member of the com-
mittee and I can't shut him up."

The first day of the strike Saturday gave 80,500 workers scheduled for

overtime a day off and cost Chrysler production of 3,600 cars, the com-
pany reported.

Chrysler had no automotive production scheduled Sunday even before

the strike began. Assembly lines at General Motors and Ford, which
employ nearly 600,000 UAW workers, continued without interruptions

since the union has extended indefinitely its contracts with these auto

makers.
Sources close to the negotiations at Chrysler said the bargaining break-

down which brought a strike was triggered by failure to agree on three

major issues-making over-time voluntary, improving safety conditions in

the plants and costs of the union's pension demands.

Secretariat To
Race On Grass

GREAT HARRINGTON,
MASS. Sept. 12-BIG Bill,
Peter Brucale, of Hartsville,

Mass., is perched atop a 3,400

pound bull, reported to be the

world's biggest, at the Great
Barrington Fair this week. At
four hamburgers to a pound,
that's 13,600. If Peter ate one a

day, it would take him more
than 37 years to consume an
animal equal to the weight of

the 3.400-pound bull. AP
WIREPHOTO

Watergate

Decision On
Indictments Nears

By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The federal grand jury investigating the
Watergate break-in and cover-up has only to hear the White House tape
recordings before deciding whether to issue indictments.
The Associated Press has learned that the grand jury has heard all

other available evidence in the case and, except for listening to the tapes,
is ready to vote on indictments charging conspiracy to obstruct justice
and periurv.
The office of special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox had no

comment on the matter.

Sources said nearly all of the charges that might be issued by the grand
jury would involve the effort to thwart the investigation of the June 17,

1972 break-in at Democratic National Committee headquarters.
Cox has argued in court that the tapes of nine Watergate-related

presidential conversations are important evidence in determining the
extent of the cover-up, particularly whether the President was involved,
and whether some witnesses lied to the grand jury and the Senate
Watergate committee.
Several prominent former Nixon administration officials and cam-

paign aides have been identified as targets of the investigation. They
include former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell, former White House aides H.
R. Haldeman, John D. Ehrlichman and John W. Dean HI and former
Assistant Atty. Gen. Robert C . Mardian.

In addition, Herbert W. Kalmbach, one-time personal attorney to

President Nixon, told the Watergate committee he raised funds which
were used to attempt to buy the silence of the seven defendants in the
original Watergate burglary case.

Kalmbach told the committee he at first believed the fund raising was a
legitimate attempt to pay living and legal expenses of the defendants.
Two former Nixon campaign officials, Jeb Stuart Magruder and

Frederick C. LaRue, have pleaded guilty to a single charge each of

conspiring to obstruct justice and have agreed to cooperate with the
prosecutors.

Sources said the obstruction of justice charges would be based on the
following acts:

—The effort to limit the investigation on the grounds it would com-
promise covert activities of the Central Intelligence Agency.
—A series of meetings at which Magruder and others worked out false

stories to tell the FBI, the grand jury and the first Watergate trial.

—A meeting two nights after the break-in at which it was decided to

destroy campaign committee files which could link officials to the break-
in and wire-tapping.

BEETLE
SERVICE

BEETLE SERVICE • 2 Hampton Ira,
Next to Peter Pan Bus Terminal

- Expert Service for Good Prices -

By ED SCHUYLER JR.

Associated Press

Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - Secretariat

has at least one more race and it

could be a brand new challenge to

the colt who eats up challenges as

easily as if they were oats.

Secretariat, upset in his first

meeting with older horses in the

Whitney Stakes Aug. 4. whipped

them in sensational manner
Saturday in a $250,000 invitational

race and appeared headed Sunday

for his turf debut in the prestigious

Man o' War Stakes Oct. 8.

"We will work them both

Secretariat and Riva Ridge on the

grass and then decide," said

Laurin who added that if

Secretariat didn't go in the Man o'

War he would race in the Wood-

ward on the dirt Sept. 29.

Whichever race Secretariat runs

in. Riva Ridge, who finished

second Saturday, won't, said

Laurin. 'They won't run together

again
'
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Tired of Dining Commons Food
and Life in the Dorm?

Come to SIGMA ALPHA AAU
and experience coed living at its finest. You won't be sorry!

When? Monday, Sept. 17th 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 18th 8:00 p.m.

WHERE? 387 N. Pleasant St.
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"Here I Am" by Anthony Bacewicz of The Courant, Hartford, Conn., winner of First Place in feature
from over-40,000 circulation newspapers from the New England Associated Press News Executives
Association. ( AP Wirephoto)

About The Process:

Reconciling Opposites
By BRIAN COOK

Many religious groups visit the
I

1
Mass campus every year. Most of

us tend to dismiss the friendly

advances of the people involved in

these groups with a curt "I'm in a
hurry,'' "I'm too busy," etc., but
an occasional attentive ear often

reveals some very interesting
people and ideas. In a world which
is becoming increasingly im-
personal, many have sought and
found alternatives which provide
meaning to themselves and others.

If your travels on campus last

week took you near the campus
pond, you might possibly have
encountered two cheerful young
women in blue distributing

literature and seeking donations.

They are members of a religious

order known as The Process. This
order is dedicated to helping those
disadvantaged who are unable to

help themselves and following the
teachings of Christ as a means of
resolving all conflicts within
ourselves and the world as a whole.
The latter purpose stems from the
belief of all Frocesseans in the
unity of Christ and Satan as a
reconciliation of opposites on the
highest level and something which
must be achieved here on earth
through the power of love and
giving

Sister Olivia, a full fledged
minister of the Process Church,
and Sister Hannah, a disciple,

found purpose in their lives
through this organization and are
only two of approximately one half

million followers from all walks of
life throughout the United States

and Canada. Hannah and the

Boston chapter of Process in

general, devotes much time to

working with mentally retarded
children at the Fernald School in

\\ altham while Olivia is a member
of the Hock of Ages band which
performs many benefit concerts
lor the underprivileged.

The* Process Church has

established many free stores and
kitchens for the poor and hungry in

addition to performing much
volunteer work in hospitals,
prisons, etc. It is financially
supported through donations
received for the literature it

distributes and funds contributed
by followers and believers in the
work they do.

Television Tonight
r.oo KNSIGN o 'TOOLE "Operation:
Brooklyn" 1 18)

IKK.AN S IIEKOES (22)

MISTEKKOOERS NEIGHBORHOOD
i 24 ) I 57

)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "The Gorilla'

i%)

(MMm PYLE "Home On the Range"
140)

:.:mi THE HEAL McCOYS "The Fishing

Cunlest" ( 18)

THE LI I Y SHOW Lucy Puts Out a Fire
ai the Bank " 22

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer and the Father
Figure" ( 27)

IK KiAN s HEROES Is There a Doctor in

'he House"'" (30)

MEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

l:M WHAT S HAPPENING I PDATE (3)

:M NEWS IS) (8) (22)

I SPY "Vendetta" ( 18)

VIM E LOMBARDIS THE SCIENCE
VND ART OF FOOTBALL '241

PETTK OAT Jl M'TION "A Cake From
Granny" ( 27)

TO TELL THE TKITH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST Night of the

Avaricious Actuary" (40)

THE ( I. ASSIC JILIA CHILD (57)

«:m NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS IS)

TEACHEH ITV PREVIEW (24)

SAFAKI TO ADVENTIRE (27>

LOl IS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

6:55 NEWSBKAT NEWS (40)

7:00 MOVIE "Count Your Blessings." (3)

TRITII OR CONSEQLENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DKK VAN DYKE SHOW "No Rice At My
Wedding" < 18)

NKWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

VIM E LOMBARDIS THE SCIENCE
VND ART OF FOOTBALL (24)

MOVIE Espionage In Lisbon." (27)

VB( EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS I 57)

7: :«» POLICE BURGEON 18)

GREEN ACRES "'The Best Laid Plans"

i 18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQl ARES Peter

Marshall. Host (22) (30)

HOW DO YOLK CHILDREN GROW ( 24)

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

ZOOM! (57)

:MTttE ROOKIES "Margin For Error."

( 18)

THE WATERGATE HEARINGS
(57)

LOTSA LICK (22) (30)

h::mi DIANA "The Guilt Complex"
CM) I

•:M HERE'S LUCY (3)

NH. FOOTBALL GAME (8) (40)

THE 700 (LIB (18)

MOVIE "Play Misty For Me." (22) (30)

» :» NEW DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (3)

io: ini MEDICAL CENTER (3)

NKWS (27)

10: :» THE LIVING WORLD ( 18)

n mi NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3)

i 18) (22) (30)

(24)

(22)

All Kinds

off

Quoddy

Moccasins

Boat Moos
Soft Solos

Hard Solos

Beaded

RibbH Skh hekifbooks

Chtrokat Aeatforlif

We can order any Quoddy

Moc you wish . . .

The Moc Shoppe
Amherst Carriage Shops

wed . Kri till 9

Come
Chech
Us Out

VALLEY MOTOR SPORTS

*

I

KAWASAKI
Sales i Servieo

End of Year Savings
on 1973 Models

348 King St. Northampton 584-7303

All The Newlyweds
Can Do Is Shout

By STRAT DOUTHAT
Associated Press Writer

HUNTINGTON, W. Va (AP)- Leon and Paula Drummer are young

newlyweds, but all they ever ao is shout at each other.

The problem is one of distance rather than temperament. Leon is a
prisoner at the Cabell C ounty Jail and has been ever since he and his wife
were married Aug. 16 in a behind-bars ceremony.
Ever morning since then, Paula, 21, has made the six-block walk from

her apartment to the jail, showing up at 9: 30 sharp. She usually brings a
pack of cigarettes for herself and money for Leon's pack.

After taking the money inside and giving it to the jailer, she comes back
out and stands looking up at Leon's third-floor cell window. Then the
dialogue begins.

"Hey Sonnnnnn," she yells if she's in a happy mood. If not, it's "Hey
±j£6C£€CCCCOil

.

"Sometimes he answers me and sometimes not," she says with a

winsome smile. "I never know how much we'll get to talk, or if we'll get to

talk at all. Sometimes the deputies come out and chase me away. If they

let me, I usually stay until after dark, except to go home for something to

eat or have a job interview."

Leon's visiting hours are from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. on Wednesday af-

ternoons, but even then he and Paula are separated by a glass panel and
must talk through a microphone.

"You still have to yell," she says. "It's so noisy in the visitors' room
with those other wives and girlfriends all talking at once."

Paula says about five other women come regularly to the jail and stand

out in the parking lot, shouting up at their men and hoping to glimpse
them through the barred windows.
Although some nearby residents complain, the county has a good

hearted sheriff who winks at the situation as long as the women stay

reasonably quiet and don't try to slip anything through the wire fence
surrounding the jail.
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The Issue In Equal Rights Act

Coed Bathrooms
By PHYLLIS AUSTIN
Associated Press Writer

AUGUSTA, Me. - A representative for the National Organization for
Women said Sunday "the eyes of the nation will be on Maine and Montana
in 1974" as both state legislatures consider the controversial Equal
Rights Amendment for the second time.
Elizabeth Cox, who runs NOW's legislative office, said that ERA

supporters nationwide will be helping organizations to the two states to
get the federal constitutional amendment ratified.

The ERA, which guarantees women equal treatment with men under
the law, was defeated by one vote in the Maine Senate and failed passage
in the Montana Senate on 13 tie votes.

Ms. Cox told a meeting of some 60 men and women ERA proponents
that "the first 197 years of women's rights for equality have been the
hardest."

"We demand our rights by the 200th birthday of our nation in 1976. And
that doesn't seem to be irrational," she said.

Representatives of various citizens and women's organizations

favoring the ERA met all day to discuss lobbying techniques in

preparation for the January special session of the legislature. The con-

ference was sponsored by the Maine chapter of NOW.
Four state lawmakers showed up-Sen. Bennett H. Katz, R-Augusta, an

announced 1974 gubernatorial candidate: Rep. John O' Brian, D-
Portland; Rep. Nancy Clark, D-Freeport; and Rep. Kathleen Watson
Goodwin, D-Bath.

Also on hand was Jadine O'Brien of Portland, who plans to run for the

1st district congressional post or for governor.

Katz, a strong ERA supporter, told the group: "Knock'em dead next

time and find ways to change over the ones who voted wrong last time."

Judy Pickering, who was ERA coordinator for Connecticut and is on
NOW's governing board, said the most important resource involved in the

right "is an educated lobbying group" who are knowledgable on the

issues pertainent to Maine.

She said it's important to bring to the attention of legislators that

federal and state action on a variety of matters in recent months have
Jefused several areas of contention that the opposition used to defeat the

FRA.
One such issue is the question of seperate bathrooms, Ms. Pickering

said. Some lawmakers feared that passage of the ERA would mean the

institution of co-ed bathrooms.

Rep. Goodwin pointed out that when the legislature passed the anti-sex

discrimination amendment to the Human Rights Act, it provided for co-

ed bathrooms in public accommodations.

She said ERA legislative opponents who felt "repentent" about killing

the amendment failed to notice that provision in the law.

Ms. Pickering emphasized that lobbyists "should create an atmosphere

that will allow legislators who voted initially against the ERA to change

their minds based on new information."

Moynihan Rejects

State Dept. Offer
NEW DELHI. India <AP>-

Ambassador Daniel P. Moynihan
has turned down an offer to
become a top assistant to
Secretary of State-designate Henry
Kissinger, authoritative American
sources said here on Sunday.
They said Moynihan, now in

Washington for consultations with
Kissinger, declined because he
prefers to remain as U.S. envoy to

India to work for improved
relations between New Delhi and
Washington.

Moynihan cabled and telephoned

his wife in New Delhi this weekend
and advised her to disregard

reports that he might accept a high

State Department post, the in-

formants said.

"He told his wife not to start

packing," one embassy source
said. "He's going to return to New
Delhi and continue as am-
bassador."

The sources declined to specify
which post Moynihan, 46, had been
offered.

Another senior American
diplomat said he thought
Moynihan's primary consideration
was a desire to remain at his- New
Delhi Post until there is a distinct,

substantive improvement in

relations between India and the
United States.

Indian and American observers
acknowledge that since his arrival

six months ago Moynihan has
helped generate an improved
atmosphere.

Strikers Cause Cutbacks
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP)- The Providence Journal Co. announced

plans Sunday to publish a single daily paper as a strike by the Providence
Newspaper Guild continued with no end in sight.

John C.A. Watkins, president and publisher of the Journal Co., said the
single edition would be available in the morning at newstands and
delivered in the afternoon to all Evening Bulletin Subscribers.
The company usually publishes the morning Journal, the Evening

Bulletin and the Sunday Journal.

R. Barrie Schmitt, personnel manager for labor relations, said the two
sides in the dispute have not met since May 21 when negotiations broke
down after 34 meetings.

The deadline for adding and dropping courses this

semester has been extended for the first time past the

normal deadline. It is now possible to add or drop a

course without penalty until the 5th of October.

A fair autumns day. A
pretty damsel doing an
autumn's days work,

alone just she and the

world.

Yale's New Provost

Dean Gray's Homecoming
NEW HAVEN (AP) - For Dean Hanna Holborn

Gray, becoming Yale's provost next July will be a

homecoming.
The 42-year-old daughter of a Yale professor spent

her early years of education in and around New
Haven. In the last seven years she has sat on the

university's board of trustees.

But next summer, when she quits as dean at North-

western University, she'll be entering a new world at

Yale, that of an administrator.

The history professor will become one of the

highest ranking female administrators in the Ivy

League, a former all male bastion.

Yale began admitting women students in 1971.

"In the case of my career, I've been used to being in

the contest that has been predominately male, since I

have taught at universities with mostly men," she
said.

Although not a member of any feminist groups,

Dean Gray has served on academic committees
investigating the status of women.
Dean Gray said she was attracted to Yale because

it has an ongoing plan to ensure equal employment
opportunities.

As provost, she said she will be involved in Yale's

efforts to hire more women and members of minority

groups on the university's professional staff.

The goal goes "hand in hand with hiring qualified

individuals," Dean Gray said.

And she said she is encouraged by Yale's attitude

toward women.

Senator Foresees

Fuel Oil Rationing

ACTON, Maine (AP)- Sen.
William D. Hathaway, I) Maine,

said Sunday he thinks immediate
implementation of a mandatory
fuel allocation program is the only

way to relieve the heating oil

crisis.

"There are no sound reasons to

stick to a voluntary allocation

program which has proven to be
ineffective and is generally
discredited," he said.

In remarks prepared for a York
County Democratic Field Day,
Hathaway said a congressional

survey of oil companies along the

East Coast showed that the majors
have 14 per cent more heating oil

than a year age, while in-

dependents have 50 per cent less.

"It may be a hardship to live

without meat," said Hathaway,
"but it is impossible to live without

heat. "I am hopeful that the

President will acknowledge the

critical needs of the people, par-

ticularly in the Northeast, and
correct this imbalance in the

distribution of our fuel oil supplies.

FALL

INTO
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Watergate Coverage

WASHINGTON < AP) The
Public Broadcasting Service an-

nounced Sunday that it would

continue complete coverage in

prime television time of the Senate

Watergate hearings.

PBS. along with the National

Public Affairs Center for

Television, said the unabridged

coverage would continue until the

hearings end

The hearings are expected to

resume Sept. 24 and continue three

days a week until around the

beginning of November.
PBS said the videotaped

programs, distributed at 8 p.m.

Eastern time, would be sent to 239

public television stations across

the country
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A. J. Hastings Inc.
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ALVIN F. OICKLE
Collegian Adviser

Lecturer in Journalism

Monday, Sept. 17 - 6:30 - 7 p.m.

STORY STRUCTURE

Wednesday, Sept. 19-6:30-7 p.m.

WORDS, WORDS, WORDS

Monday, Sept. 24 - 6:30 - 7 p.m.

HARD NEWS and FEATURES

Student Union Room 402

Open to the entire campus.

All new staffers are urged to attend

201 N» PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST
Open Thurs. & Fri. till 9
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Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations-may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

"How much wood would a

woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck
could chuck wood?" This limerick

baffled my most persistent at-

tempts of comprehension. After

beating my head against the wall

an indefinite number of times and
spending many hours in the lotus

position contemplating it, I could
not as yet unravel its mystical
meaning. Even the School of

Education's helpful handout How
To Unravel Hard Kiddles For
Three Credits did not help. I was
frustrated, dejected and inebriated

with the liquor of defeat. Priding
myself as a first-class UMie, I

would not tolerate this kind of

pessimistic outlook and I decided
to set out for help.

I sought out my friend and
benefactor Lenny Davis who is a
follower of the 15-year-old perfect

master Guru Mahara Ji.

"Lenny,'' I said, "I've got a
problem."
"You have come to the right

place. The Guru can set you free

with true and blissful knowledge!"
he chanted.

"My problem is not a simple one.

Its answer cannot be found in the

secular scientific world. I have
searched the University com-
munity for it. It cannot be found in

our great new Twenty eight story

Library Erection. There is no
modular course in woodchucking
in the School of Ed for some
strange reason. There is no RSO
group in woodchucking. There are

no minimum quotas for wood-
chucks in the Student Senate,

although woodchucks are a

decided minority and are very

oppressed. Why 10 per cent of the

Senate should be woodchucks.
They get badgered, thrown into

holes, forced to knaw on wood.

They deserve some rights!!."

By this time I was in a sweat
over woodchuck rights but I

quickly grabbed hold of myself and
calmed down. "And sofyou see

Lenny, I plodded on, this is why I

felt desperate and came to you."

units t>M
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"That you should be desperate to

come to me is a sad but inevitablly

true comment on the search for

truth. For you see those who seek

for truth go first to the wrong
places and defer until the last

possible moment, or forever

perhaps, the true fountain of truth.

For you see Guru Mahara Ji will

reveal to you the practical

knowledge of truth. He will show
you the true bliss in truth, the

spiritual Nirvana that one may
achieve in the pusuance of his

truth. I attended rallies to stop the

War in Vietnam. I poured all my
energies into stopping these sen-

seless killings. I organized,
marched, picketed, yelled at pigs.

And for what? All I got was Dick
Nixon. I threw in the towel and
found at last true meaaing with

Guru Mahara Ji. You see, anyone
can find peace the way I did with

the Perfect Master. And if they

don't it is truly their fault. Until the

IndoChinese accept the Guru
Mahara Ji, there will be no peace
there.

"But to get to your problem. The
mystery of woodchucks has
plagued the curious instinct of man
for centuries. The amount of wood
a woodchuck could chuck if his

interests were so motivated is a
universal constant only realized in

the Fifth State of True Bliss, in the
natural order of perfection, ac-

cording the Guru. The Guru has
said "The Woodchuck is like the

Primieval Pancake" and "The art

of total Woodchucking is known bu
to those few who experience it

From these brilliant flashes of

truth we can percieve the answer
according to the perfect master's
divine interpretation. The first

verse deals with the cosmic vitality

inherent in any rational and
metaphysical detailing of wood-
chucks. It ties into the second verse
with regards to the total entrophy
of balanced logistics, meaning
burrowing into a field of mud
whilst spread eagled in a flat prone
position, keeping ones face toward
the center of divine knowledge is

the only way to completely
ascertain the truth which should
now be obvious to you."

I was still confused, and still in a
sweat.

"No, I'm sorry Lenny. I'm still in

the dark. Could you be a little more
concrete?" I weakly asked.
"Concrete is the work of the

devil!" Lenny quickly retorted.

"You will still remain confused
until you are truly ready to

surrender all and accept the

truth.!"

"I am! lam!!" I begged. "Give
me the Truth!! Please!!"
"Very well!! The amount of

wood a woodchuck would chuck
given the disposition to attempt it,

is exactly equivalent in Nirvana
units-RCU's (Raised Con-
sciousness Units), to the number of

pickled peppers in that infamous
peck that Peter Piper had the

misfortune to pick!"
"AAHH!!!!!!" I nodded

assentingly. "So it is. so it is!"
Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian
columnist.

Eat, drink and
be nauseous!

By FREDERIC C . WEISS
There's nothing wrong with cold cuts now and then, or even meatloaf

;

but when meatloafs are cold cuts something's wrong. To make things
worse such a food combination was originally advertised as Salisbury
Steak on the menu for Wednesday Dinner at the Hampshire Commons
Many of you probably agree that the quality of the food in the various

dining halls leaves much to the imagination, and even more still to be
desired. To say that the food services here are particularly lacking in the
field of culinary delight would be an understatement. It would appear
that some high officials in food services own stock in potatoes, macaroni
and other assorted starch companies by the way that they push it on their
student patrons.

Not all of the problems concerning choice of food served can be blamed
on food service officials. They are working under the difficult cir-
cumstances of nsing food costs and a set yearly budget; and it is true that
they have tried to do the job without raising dining contracts. One of their
solutions to this problem of rising prices can be seen in their proposed
Student Referendum" to take place on September 19. The students will
have a chance to choose between two proposed food policies: one main
course with seconds, or a choice of several main courses and no seconds.
However, the problem goes much deeper than the food that waits ready

in your stomach to battle to the end with your various digestive systems.
The situation is more complex than simply a basic decision of cutting
back on seconds or variety.
While the inflationary prices put much pressure on officials trying to

run food services, not all the dining problems can be kissed off on the
inflation issue. The type of food served should not affect whether it is hot
or cold, fresh or stale. After all, there is a difference between economy
and absurdity!

Some of the problems are results of poor planning, both in the present
situation and the past misjudgements. Perhaps it would be too expensive
to re-model the food lines. At Hampshire Commons lines lead to a square
of confusion that serves as a utility area < serving tea, coffee milk and
soda). This utility "square" resembles a battleground rather than an
area where students can pick up some of the various beverages served.
Students in the square usually find it an adventure in itself to get milk
soda, or coffee while trying to dodge other students moving back and
forth aggressivly with the same idea in mind. By the time they put their
trays down to eat, it's anti-climactic; they're all worn out'
Nevertheless, there are some areas of "official dining policy" ( as one

lood services biggie referred to existing realities) that can, and should be
changed One of these changes should affect the closing times of the
dining halls. The policy of food services in this area is particularly
deceptive.

Officials at Hampshire Commons say that dinner goes on till 6- 30'
Right? Well, not really! It would make sense that if dinner went on till
that time, a student coming in at. . . let's say 6: 15 could eat at leisure go
up and get some coffee or tea; go up for seconds or thirds at his or 'her
leisure I rather than have seconds dumped on their plates the first time
around) Some other colleges have adopted this policy, making dinner a

(Continued on P. 9)
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Letters To The Editor

Textbook Prices: Where Will It End?
To The Editor:

Must the students of the
University of Massachusetts
continue to undergo the blatant

exploitations placed on them by the
Textbook Annex.
Only recently I went down to the

Annex to purchase a Spanish
Grammar book for my Spanish 130

class. When I arrived there to my
dismay there were no books left. So
in dire need of a textbook I went to

a local bookstore in Worcester to

purchase this book. I was willing to

pay the higher price from this

private bookstore for the text.

Upon purchasing the book I noted
that the price came to $1 .65. When I

arrived back at the University I

came upon the same textbook
which I had purchased in Wor-
cester. However: the price at

which our own University annex
was charging was $2.25.

Some questions and thoughts
soon came into my head. How is it

that a small book store can stay in

business selling books at such a low
price? How could a large
university, who has better access
to these books sell them at such a
higher p"ice then the local

bookstore?

I always thought that a
university could sell books at a
cheaper price to the students since

they were buying in quantity (as
opposed to a bookstore who only

Waiting To Get A Drink
To The Editor:

With the added bar on campus, one might think it easy to sit down and
enjoy a few drinks on a Friday or Saturday night. It's obvious that such is

not the case however, as evidenced by the long lines of frustrated people
waiting to get into the Blue Wall or the Hatch and then waiting again to
get a drink after fighting one's way through the swarms of people inside.
After one does manage to get a drink, the chances of getting it back to
wherever he or she was standing ( forget the prospect of a seat! ) are slim
indeed.

Upon talking with several people in the Hatch this past week-end, I

found I was not alone in my feelings. If the UMass Board of Governors is

truly interested in seeing that UMass students get good use of the services
and facilities which they pay for dearly as part of their fee bills, then
perhaps they will take better note of this situation. A simple enough
solution might be to require that all campus bar patrons present a UMass
college ID. at the door on week-end nights and holiday eves when it

seems to be most crowded. In addition, each university member should
be allowed to bring in a limited number of guests on his I. D. provided they
are of drinking age. Even this solution may not be enough to relieve the
overcrowding which now exist, but at least it's a start in the right
direction.

Brian Cook

A Valuable Experience
To The Kditor:

Manv people of Western Massachusetts suffer from poverty, rejection,

inadequate education, mental retardation and mental illness. There are
many agencies that are dedicated to helping disadvantaged people cope
with their everyday problems. Most of these agencies are supported by
government funds, and unfortunately, one of the by-products of govern-

ment funding is usually a shortage of staff. Too often an efficient job

cannot be done because of the lack of manpower, and in the end it is the

person who needs the help that is denied. One method that is frequently

used to remedy the staff shortage problem is to utilize the efforts of

volunteers.

University Year for Action is an excellent program that places students

in community agencies that service the disadvantaged of Western
Massachusetts. By sending students into these agencies UYA is in-

creasing the staff, thereby making it possible to service more people,

more efficiently.

We are UYA students working with emotionally disturbed adults at

Northampton State Hospital. While working a full time job as UYA
volunteers we are receiving thirty credits for our field experience and a

stipend of two hundred and ten dollars a month to cover our living ex-

penses. More important than the fringe benefits of being a UYA volunteer

is the valuable new learning experience of working with the disad-

vantaged. So, if your looking for an alternative to the classroom, and you
are into helping people, look up University Year for Action. Maybe they

can help

UYA Volunteers

Northampton State Hospital

had a few copies in its possession*.

This is not just one isolated case.

There is another case of a UMass
student who was unable to pur-

chase a book here at the annex. So
she took a ride over to a neigh-

boring school (Holyoke CO
where she purchased the book in

need at a price of four dollars less

than what our annex wanted for the
same textbook.

What it all comes down to is that

the University again is ripping off

the students here at UMass. They
are squeezing the last few dollars

that they can out of us. And since

they tell us that the annex does not

realize a profit, could it be true that

the facts may be strained when it

comes to our food bill, or to our
raising rents, or the parking fees.

Are they in fact trying to realize

excessive profits in these areas by
creating various crises of one or
another.

How much can the UMass
student take before he strikes

back. Maybe a return to the late

60s will re-open the eyes of the

University officials.

Michael J. Schwartz

What you put into your

stomach is more important

than where you put your car
(Continued from P. 8)

time to relax, talk to friends, in short, a nice place to be. At this time, the
Div. of Food Services at UMass has not.

At 6: 30 the food is taken away from the serving bays, and even tea bags
are removed from the service area and the coffee shut off. As one of the
workers at Hampshire said to one irrate student, "That's toooo bad, you
should have come earlier."

Students will come to dinner earlier, indicating that such a policy not
only shows lack of concern for the students but also lack of intelligence by
the officials in charge. These officials don't realize it, but eventually most
students with any sense will compensate for this "rush" treatment by
coming to dinner earlier . . . let's say 5: 30, creating a mob scene at the
peak eating hour at Hampshire. While officials rationalize this policy by
pointing out that Berkshire Commons is open till 7:00, they ignore the
fact that Berkshire doesn't have a "Basic ( for lack of a better word)
Food Line!

"

This isn't the only case of faulty logic used by representatives of food
services. When one student asked one of the women working why there
was no hot chocolate, he was told "It's out of season.". When he pointed
out that coffee and tea were also hot, she responded "People like coffee
and tea all the time." Hot Chocolate out of season?? Unbelievable . but
maybe it makes as much sense as the rest of the food policy around here.

I've heard that there are student committees working on the various
problems concerning food services; but why haven't we heard anything
about them? I know that there are other problems, most notably the
parking problem. However it seems logical to conclude that what you put
into your stomach is more important than where you put your car ! !

!

Students should get together and form an active committee to try and
solve this dining dilemma. The referendum on Sept. 19 is not a final
sollution; rather a temporary move towards solving a problem. The
choices offered on the referendum preclude the possibility of a better
policy alternative offered by groups of students. Get together with your
dorm sections before then and think out alternatives. Talk to other
sections; even meet with other dorms. When you fill out your referen-
dum, state your alternate plan en masse. Make your opinions known.
Form or join ( if already existing) student committees to improve the
Commons. It's too easy to just sit back and blame dining officials and
workers for all the problems. Don't wait for any wunderkind to drop from
the sky with any secret panacea. To state all of my feelings and ideas on
how to improve all the problems would take too long, and might not be
representative of the student body. Students must take a greater active
interest in the situation; officials should also be open to student ideas and
take them seriously.

Perhaps one of the women working in the commons summed it up best
when she said, "Don't you think that we feel ashamed serving you this
garbage every day?". When the other side agrees with you like that you
know something's wrong. Workers and students unite - or your stomachs
and your patience will pay for your apathy for the rest of the year.

Frederic C. Weiaa i* a Collegian commentator.
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Federal Justice Commission Reports

Grand Jury System Reviewed
By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-A federal criminal justice

commission says that a grand jury indictment should

no longer be required for any criminal prosecution.

A grand jury should be retained as a part of the

judicial system only to investigate cases of broad
public concern, such as political corruption, said the

National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice

Standards and Goals.

In a 358-page report, the commission recommended
a broad range of reforms in the court system. Most
were designed to speed trials.

The report was prepared by a 15-member task

force headed by Daniel J. Meader, a law professor at

the University of Virginia. It concluded a two-year

study covering all aspects of state and local criminal

justice systems. It was not authorized to study the

federal system.
The commission said grand juries, which

originated in England in the 12th century, have
outlived their usefulness and served only to delay

prosecutions.

"The presentation of evidence is under
prosecutorial control and the grand jury merely

agrees to the actions of the prosecutor," the com-
mission asserted.

The commission said, however, that "in some
circumstances, especially in areas of widespread

public concern, it would be desirable to have grand
jury participation in the investigatory functions."

Among other proposals, the commission said that

most convicted defendants should be allowed only one
appeal to a higher court. It said present appellate

courts should be renamed or restructured as

reviewing courts and should address all issues of a

challenged conviction.

The recommendation provided that only in ex-

traordinary cases subject to the approval of the

reviewing court could the defendant pursue a second
appeal of his conviction.

Among other proposals, the commission recom-
mended that:

—Judges should be appointed on the basis of their

legal ability rather tnan elected because of their

campaign talents.

—Juries in all criminal cases except for capital

offenses should be reduced from the 12-member panel

now most widely used, but should have at least six

members.
—Plea bargaining, the practice of the defendant

pleading guilty in exchange for reduced punishment,
should be abolished.

The commission said the practice encourages
innocent defendants to plead guilty rather than

languishing in jail while awaiting trial and it also

guarantees that some of the guilty will escape
adequate punishment.

Tentative Accord Reached

In Providence School Strike
PROVIDENCE (AP)-A tentative agreement was

hammered out Sunday by negotiators seeking accord

in the strike by Providence public school teachers

that has kept the city's schools closed this fall.

Teachers were expected to consider the proposal

Monday.
Vincent J. Piccirilli, legal advisor and negotiator

for the Providence School Committee, said Sunday
that he and Joseph A. Grande, chief negotiator for the

Providence Teacher Union, had signed the tentative

agreement.
He held out the possibility that favorable action on-

the-agreement by the teachers would bring the city's

23,000 students back to classes quickly.

A spokesman for Dr. Charles M. Bernardo,

Providence school superintendent announced that

should the teachers ratify the contract, students will

report for classes on Tuesday at the regular time.

No details were available on the terms of the ten-

tative agreement.
Piccirilli said that full details would be released if

the teachers ratify the agreement.
Piccirilli's announcement came as a surprise.

Negotiations with Providence teachers appeared to

be deadlocked and key issues in the dispute in ad-

dition to salaries, have been sick leaves and pay for

substitute teachers.

Last Friday the Providence school committee
directed Piccirilli to seek court action toward
reopening the schools.

The committee's complaint, filed the same day
sought a preliminary injunction and asked that the

teachers union be permanently restrained from
enjoined from the present and any future strikes.

Judge James C. Bulman in Superior Court set

Thursday for a hearing on the school committee's
complaint.

Meanwhile, North Providence schools are
scheduled to reopen Monday. Teachers there voted
unanimously on Saturday to return to their

classrooms while contract differences are submitted
to binding arbitration.

KOMPONG CHAM, Cambodia, - HELP FOR WOUNDED-A
wounded Cambodian civilian is carried on the back of another

civilian to a make shift hospital in the battered provincial capital of

Kompong Cham, 47 miles northeast of Phnom Penh. The govern-

ment said Thursday it had recaptured most of the town from Khmer
Rouge insurgents and was attempting to trap insurgents along the

southwest edge of the town. ( AP Wirephoto)

MDC CLASSIFIEDS

End To Rail Lines Costly I

Zoo Burglary

WASHINGTON (AP) - A seen-to-be-released study shows that aban-

donment of railroad lines in northeastern Massachusetts could cost the

area over 77,000 jobs and $492 million in industrial production, according

to Rep. Michael Harrington, D-Mass.
The study of the bankrupt Boston & Maine Railroad was performed by

the Boston-based consulting firm of Harbridge House.

Legislation now pending before Congress would establish procedures
whereby the Penn Central and other bankrupt Northeastern railroads,

including the Boston & Maine could abandon money-losing branch lines in

an effort to put the rails back on a profit-making basis.

According to Harrington, the so-called Shoup-Adams bill would allow

marginal lines to be abandoned with no definite information on the im-

pact it would have on local economies.

Harrington said he is sponsoring an amendment that would require an
in-depth, computerized study of branch line closings.

CHICAGO ( AP)- A baby gorilla

and a rare baby snow leopard, said

to be valued at $10,000, were stolen

from the Lincoln Park Zoo Sunday.
The nine-month-old gorilla,

recently underwent brain surgery

and needs medication, police said.

A zoo spokesman said the snow
leopard, a four-month-old female is

one of less than 200 such animals in

captivity in the world. But he
added the Leopard's monetary
value only applies "to the
legitimate market. Whoever took it

will have a hard time trying to sell

it to a zoo."
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To state it

simply—
we doit
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Of Interest...
DO YOU GIVE A DAMN?

Don't you ever feel that you just have to reach out and lend a hand to
people? Well, the opportunity is here. Northampton Volunteers are
looking for people who still give a damn. Every Thursday night North-
ampton Volunteers run a bus from UMass to Northampton State
hospital. Volunteers visit patients for two hours. They play cards and
games, but most important they offer friendship.

The bus leaves from Hasbrouck at fi: 30 and also stops in front of Pat-
terson House ( on the Sunset Ave. side) at 6: 35. We return from North-
ampton around 9: 30. The first trip and orientation will be Sept. 20. All

are welcome. Feel free to call Debbie - 52510 ( room 403) or Joan - 62500 if

you have any question.

Instead of forgetting them, help them forget loneliness.

AN ECOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVE
Many people feel there is a need for change, but have found protesting,

petitions and talk, useless and frustrating, leaving the problems to
stagnate. There is a positive alternative-working through the system in

order to change it. This is what Western Mass. Public Interest Research
Group is doing. WMPIRG is a group of people taking on projects to
preserve the ecology, inform the public on their rights such as small
claims courts, and checks into fair business practices.

If you would like to work with us on some of the projects we have
planned for this year, or maybe work on one you already have in mind, or
just have questions concerning our organization, stop by at the WMPIRG
office, 2nd floor of the Student Union, Tuesday, September 18, at 7:30
p.m.

"A QUESTION OF TORTURE"
Tonight at 7: 30 in Field Main Lounge on Orchard Hill, a film will be

shown entitled, "A Question of Torture," which highlights the present
plight of political prisoners in South Vietnamese jails. A discussion after
the film will focus on building opposition to further American Aid to the
Saigon government.

STATE DEPARTMENT OFFERS INTERNSHIPS
Ten internships have been made available by the Department of State

in Washington, D.C. to students interested in the governmental foreign
affairs process through the OUTREACH Program here at UMass.
A participant spends approximately three months working in her/his

area of interest under the close supervision of a Department officer.

He/she is able to meet with officers in various bureaus and offices of the
Department, and also, depending on her/his duties, with officials in

related agencies such as AID, the Peace Corps, ACDA, and USIA.
Participants are not paid for their work but are given academic credit by
their respective departments.
Candidates should be third or fourth-year undergraduates or graduate

students and must be U.S. citizens. Internships are usually scheduled to

run concurrent with semesters and summer terms in October, January,
April and July.

Because selection and security procedures are lengthy, students are
advised to contact the OUTREACH Program office at 318 Arnold ( tel. no.

545-2021) IMMEDIATELY!

Commuters
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Only!!!
Free Lockers are available

beginning today, Monday Sep-
tember 17, 1973 for undergraduate
Commuters. There are a limited
number of these lockers available
and they will be handed out on a
first come first serve basis. Please
apply at the Commuter Lounge
(behind the games room in the
basement of the Student Union)
during the following hours.
Monday 11:15-12:30; Tuesday 2:30-

3:45; Wednesday 11 : 15-12:30;

Thursday 2:30-3:45; Friday 11:15-

12:30.

The Commuter Assembly
Executive Council meets every
Wednesday at 5:30 in the Com-
muter lounge. All interested
commuters are invited to come
and voice opinions and ideas.

The Commuter Lounge will open
in a few weeks as a refuge for

studying, relaxing and meeting
people.

Well, look on the bright side; one of us will become foreman, we
can finally get some overtime and I hear the wife makes great tuna
salad!

[ WMUA 1
Tonight at 10 p.m., WMUA (UMass radio, 91.1 FM) will air a

discussion with at-large candidates for the Northampton School Com-
mittee in tomorrow's primary election.

The program is being presented as a special feature of "Focus,"
WMUA's weekly public affairs series moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.
Mosakowski's guests for the live, 60-minute forum will be incumbent

School Committee members Raymond Kelly and Joseph Natale, and
challengers Henry Bubar and Jonathan Roche. All are running as
Democrats for the city's two at-large seats on the School Committee in

tomorrow's primary. There are no Republican challengers for these
positions, so the two top vote-getters in the primary will probably be
unopposed in the November general election.

Tonight's program will also offer a run-down on other races in the
Northampton primary tomorrow.
.Listeners are invited to call in questions during the live broadcast.

Late for his zoology course, an avid student takes his

water samples for lab as he rushes to class.

The Public Debate Program

is looking for people

who are bright, vocal and witty,

who are willing to be advocates

for their beliefs and ideas.

Thursday, Sept. 20

7:30 p.m.

Campus Center 174

DOWNSTAIRS
in our

Women's Department

Pants by

HAPPY LEGS

NEW DIGS

LANDLUBBER MS

Tops by

MATCH II

Bago

San Francisco

Shirt Works

JEANS
by

LEVI

LEE

LANDLUBBER
Open Thurs. & Fri. Eve

Till 7:30

The J.O.E. Program has something for you . . .

SEX
Students Educating X-delinquents.

JOE is a student organization working to educate youth alienated by society to negotiate society.

A meeting for students interested in becoming youth advocates. Please attend the meeting on

Tuesday night, Sept. 18th at 7:30, in Rm. 165 in the Campus Center.

Special Programs: ff estfield Detention Center and Parole Volunteers
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Chancellor To Address
Campus Governing Boards

•kit
Ftatart AMHERST(V**

AMITY ST. 253-5426

UMass Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery will give a major address
before members of the campus
governance units meeting in

assembly Tuesday, Sept. 18.

The assembly will be at 2:30 p.m.
in the Campus Center Auditorium.
The campus governance units

include members of the Student,
Graduate Student and Faculty
Senate and members of the
Executive Board of PAUMA. the

Professional Association of the

University of Massachusetts at

Amherst.
mmmmmmmmmmm

Six awards for distinguished

teaching will be presented by Dr.

Robert L. Gluckstern, provost and
vice-chancellor for academic
affairs. Three will recognize ex-

cellence in the classroom by
faculty and three will honor

graduate students for their out-

standing performance as teaching
assistants.

A reception will follow the

ceremony. All members of the

University community are
welcome.

Joseph i l ew«n* presems a

Mike Nichols
taa

Carnal

Knowledge

ACADEMY AWARO WllMIEft
MST MMCTOM-MM IMCMOLS

JOSEPH E LtViNE —.-. .

MIKE NICHOLS [PGlst^
LAWRENCE TUBMANwcw

THE GRADUATE
r Sat. -Sun. Mat. — l : M Students $ i .00 with Card

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS St 00

J* MB Til 7)3 5131

< INfHAI 12J4
Wk Honor MASTER CHANCE and BANK£KRCARO

ROUTE & PIVERDALE RO WESlfpnO

Wffl

:
:
:

:BADGE 373
i it the upiarrs

Daily Mats. -2: It

Kvm. 7:30-9:45

TlK Fnonds 01

EddteCoyte

Daily Mats. -2:00

Eves.-7:30-t:3t

FWcoZeffirfuj

Romeo w-.

Daily Mali. -2:00
Eve*. -7:00-9:30

Daily Mali. -2:00
Ktei 7 30-9:30

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

in

r

with

Jackie Coogan

and

A Rare Chaplin Short

THE IDLE CLASS
with Edna Purviance

—^-

T0NITE 6, 8, 10 p.m. Thompson 104

an rbc films presentation

CALVlNj&e
KIS(, SI . NORTHAMPTON

Don't

584-2310

Ryan ft

Tatum
O'Neal

J ,- ^N \
Sat. -Sun. Mat. 3:00 Students Si.00 with Card

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS $100

ATTHr: liATES
OF SMITH ITjI.I.F(.E

:ACADEMf1
icuviuac I

i NORTHAMPTON

— NOW
2

Major
Attraction Hits!

"Pussycat"
"Funny Girl'

LeBesrtofBarbra!

The Owl
and toe

Pussycat <m

Monday & Tuesday — ADULTS $1

Call For Rides

1. Kappa Kappa Gamma
Nutting Ave.

545-0321

2. Alpha Chi Omega
Nutting Ave.
545-2152

3. Sigma Kappa
19 Allen St.

545-2297

4. Pi Beta Phi

33 Phillips St.

5. Lambda Delta Phi

34r» N. Pleasant St.

545-0939

4. Sigma Delta Tau
409 N. Pleasant St.

545-0527

7. lota Gamma Upsilon
40* N. Pleasant St.

545-0012

5. Kappa Alpha Theta
778 N. Pleasant St.

545-2735

9. Chi Omega
Fraternity-Sorority Park
545-0142

10. Sigma Sigma Sigma
Fraternity-Sorority Park
253-9046

An Open Invitation
All University Women
SOUTHWEST

a*
at

c

a<

u.

1 2a
Nutting
Ave.

Allen Street

IE

C a
S3
JC
E

4 /
1

7

SORORITY
MAP

Pond

Newman
Center

Campus
Center

^4orth Pleasant Street

East Pleasant Street

WOPE
Gym

MONDAY

17

SK - 7:80 p.m.

IGU
SSS - 7:00 p.m.

SDT - 7:00 p.m.

LDP

TUESDAY

18

KKG 7-7:45

8-1:45

SSS - 5.30 p.n

SDT -7:00 p.i

ACO
KAT • 7:00 p.

«TX *** ** + ** »* •* ***»*» "P

WEDNESDAY

19

SK - 7:00 p.m.

SDT - 7:80 p.m.

SSS - 7:30 p.m.

IGU

THURSDAY

20

SDT 7:00 p.m.
CO - 8:30 p.m.
KKG - 7-7:45

88:45
LDP
KAT - 7:00 p.m.
ACO.
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RATE To Study Racial

Attitudes On Campus \

For And About Women

Project SELF

A research project called RATE will study racial

attitudes in all student residence areas at UMass this

year for data to guide future action on racial

problems.
During the summer Dr. Bob Daniels, staff

associate in the UMass Office of Community
Development and Human Relations, desgined the

massive research project. "RATE" is an acronym
for "Racism: Awareness, Tolerance, and
Evaluation."
The project's main objective is to provide a con-

crete data base for assessment of the living-learning

environments of the five UMass residential areas.

Since its inception it has received enthusiastic

reception from the area directors and other

residential area personnel, Dr. Daniels said.

Project RATE will involve a sample population of

three to five thousand residents and residence hall

personnel from the following dormitories: But-

terfield, Van Meter South, Wheeler, Dwight, Johnson,

Lewis, Lyon, Thatcher, Dickinson, Field, Grayson,
Webster, Emerson, James, MacKimmie, Pierpont,

Adams, Brown, Cashin, and McNamara. The period

from Sept. 17 thru Oct. 19 will be devoted to data

gathering.

The instrument that will be utilized in Project

RATE is the Daniels Test of Inter-racial Ap-

perception and Ideology (DTIAI) which was
developed by Dr. Daniels as the nucleus of his doc-

toral dissertation. The DTIAI is a cultural-fair

assessment which assists Americans of different

racial backgrounds to get in touch with their

cognition and tolerance of each other. It consists of

three equally important sections-a cognitive scale

which measures factual knowledge in white and non-

white contributions to American history; a vsual

literacy scale which measures recognition of white

and non-white personality photographs; and a

tolerance scale which measures open-mindedness on

contemporary social issues.

Based on the findings and conclusions drawn from
Project RATE, the student affairs staff will be in a
far better position to take a more pro-active stance in

dealing with racial problems, according to Dr.

Daniels. He is developing a teaching component of

Project RATE which will be a part of the residential

colleges' colloquia. A formal research report will be

presented to the University community in the spring.

Specifically, the project will provide answers to

such questions as:

-are residents of a desegregated dormitory more
openminded that residents of segregated dor-

mitories?

-is the level of racial awareness higher among non-

white residents than it is among white residents?

-do residential areas which employ dormitory

counselors enjoy a higher level of racial un-

derstanding than those residential areas which do

not?

-is there any significant difference between the

level of racial understanding between the residential

staff personnel and the residents themselves?

are new students at UMass more openminded
than students who have studied here before?

-are residents of coed dormitories more open-

minded on contemporary social issues which evolve

around racism and sexism than residents who live in

racially segregated dormitories?

Registration for this fall's series

of Project Self Workshops by, for

and about women in Tuesday and
Wednesday, Sept. 18 and 19, at

Everywoman's Center at the
University of Massachusetts.
The new series of Project Self

workshops will begin Sept. 24 and
run through Nov. 16. Sponsored by
Everywoman's Center at UMass,
the workshops continue out of the

request of many area women for a
place and time to explore new
directions, make new friends and
learn new skills in a supportive
atmosphere.
Each eight - and four-week

workshop meets once a week for

two hours. The cost per workshop
is small and special rate is

provided for women receiving

welfare. Information on Project
Self can be obtained from
Everywoman's Center, Munson
Hall, 545-0883.

As Everywoman's Center's
second year begins, the number of

workshops being offered and the

number of women participating in

Project Self has more than
doubled. The wide variety of

workshops covering areas im-
portant to women's lives and ex-

ploring these in a supportive group
of women are two important
aspects which account for its

success.

This fall workshops will be of-

fered in creativity, skills for living,

cultural identity and living

alternatives. Catalogs describing

the 31 offerings can be obtained by
calling the center or stopping by
Munson Hall at the University.

Everywoman's Center is open
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5

p.m.

Dance Company
Premieres Tuesday

Tuesday evening, September 18,

the FIVE COLLEGE MOVING
COMPANY will appear in concert

at Buckely Recital Hall on the

Amherst College campus.
The Amherst concert will include

reconstruction of Charles Weid-

man's Brahms' Waltzes, Op 39,

Watchers with Watcher^, a new
piece choreographed by Susan
Waltner, a ballet work by Rosalind

Pierson entitled Songs Without

Words, and two works by guest

choreographer Lonny Gordon.
Paper Women and Black Zinnia.

Black Zinnia will premier Tuesday
evening and was created by Mr.
Gordon especially for the FIVE
COLLEGE MOVING COMPANY.
The performance begins at 8:00

P.M. Tickets are available at the

door only; admission is $2.00, $1.00

for students.

FOR SALE AUTO FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS HELP WANTED

1967 Mustang Kastback. 289. 3-speed.

r&h. mags on new <.-7n tires, excellent

mechanical condition. IH50 or best offer.

Call 546-7812.

tf9/21

1965 International Travelall, good
condition, rubber, new clutch, brakes. 4 on
floor. $550. Call David. 549-1528. leave

message.
tf9/19

14 year old Martin guitar, 0018, Grover
machines., good condition, excellent sound.

Call :» 19-1528. David Gage, leave message.
1175.

ifl/lt

Calculator — Hewlett Packard HP-35.

hardly used, best offer over $250. (all 256-

6225.

tft/lt

Doiric Organ — good sound, can imitate

many other instruments, portable and
electric. Vsking I ISO Good for band. Call

Miles. 256-6011

If9/20

I pair skill (wooden, beginners) ; I ski

rack. Call Jeff. 586-1748

119/18

Two port, typewriters — Royal * Smith

Corona. Call 665-3600. M-W-F.
mm

8-track cartridge record/play deck

(make your own), ex. cond.. 195. also

record changer, f 31: sterling silver flute.

$265. (all 549-0018

tft/21

Irish Setters - Daisy's puppies are for

sate. A.K.C. Registered, snots, wormed,

only $85. Call Jeff nays. 253-9341; nights,

i56-8530.
tft/18

Men's i> speed Cotambia bike, very

sparingly used, chain, lock, carrier. 115.

Call 546-9940; women's 3-speed bike. lit.

tf9/17

Advent 202. new. $85; Sony 234) reel to

reel with speakers. $175; Sony reel in reel

tape deck. $80 Call David. 546-6547

tft/18

I960 \ \\ Bug. sunroof, snows, headers,

tape deck, reclining seats, $775 or best

offer. 268-3242. after 5 p.m.

tf9/21

1967 Saab station wagon, has broken
piston ring. $150 takes this beauty, in-

cluding replacement motor. Rest of car
good. 256-0691.

tf9/21

:ui miles per gallon — 1970 Toyota
Corolla I2O0, automatic, 4 new tires under
warranty plus 3 spare tires. 586-2409 after

6.

tf9/21

1965 Ford Fconoline van. good cond..

$500 or best offer. Call 665-3600. M-W-F.
• tft/it

1971 laurel green Triumph TKfi

w /overdrive, new Michelin tires, AM /KM
stereo, tonneau cover. $2300. Call 549-3748.

tft/14

I960 VW Bus. rebuilt engine, dependable
trans., blue. Just inspected, some rust.

Very cute, best offer over $200 (all Mike
collect. 1-617432-7 IN. 5 p.m.

t/9/17

Mustang convertible. 1972. 15.000 miles.

A real bargain, must sell. Call 584-5097.

mm

19*7 Cutlass, 2 dr.. gd. cond., will

bargain. Call Kathy after 3:3* p.m., 253-

9877.

tft/lt

1967 VW Kastbock — needs some minor
work. $300 or best offer. Call 549-1821 afrer

6 p.m.
tf9/!8

1969 Malibu sport coupe, well kept, C

cyl.. automatic. 7 Ores (2 snows). $1297

will dicker. Call 863-9437 before 3 p.m.

tft-21

Mast sell 72 VW bus. 31 .MO miles.

complete service record available. Call

256-8812.

tft-21

AUTO FOR SALE

WATKRGATK & si :\ have nothing

to do with this ad. IIONKST AL is back

with I IGI.Y R1DKRS which should

be able to get you where you are going.

1963 Falcon. 2 dr., 6 cyl.. a.t.. PASSES
INSPECTION! New front end &

in ul Hit. $95; 1964 Chevy II WAGON. 6

cyl., sid very reliable but burns some
oil. $95. WANTED - DARTS &
VALIANTS in any condition. 586-3819.

tf9/21

ENTERTAINMENT

I promised to keep my number in so here

it is. 467-2842. Steve the DJ for the finest

frat or dorm parties. Reasonable rates.

tf9/21

REWARD
Reward for anyone returning a hand

carved light blue and white Wedgewood
ring. Lost in Bartlett. notify Sara Moses in

Cashin at 546-5972.

trt/i8

Help wanted evenings — male & female,
gd. working cond. Free meals. Apply
Burger King. 344 King St.. Northampton,
between 2-1 p.m. and 7:30 & 8:30 p.m.

mm
Trumpet player wanted for trio with

weekend work — weddings, some lounge
work, standards. Call Ed, 253-2207 or Tom.
256-6291 after 6.

tft-lt

Full time adm. sec. for Black Cultural
Center wanted immed. Should have
knowledge of univ. procedures. Call 545-

0794.

mm
oriental women (prefer Japanese) for

waitressing in steak house. Apply Valley
Lounge. Rte. lit, Sunderland or call 665-

8702.

mm
Person to wash dishes for It people.

Kree meals in exchange. 7 days a week,
better than DC. food. Call 545-0939

tft/19

PERSONAL

A Sears Cotdspot refrigerator. I.S en. ft.

rapacity compressor cooling, freezes ice

cube*. Guarantee Included, asking 435.

(all 584-2177.

tft/17

1971 Honda 359. exc. cond.. 4.700 mi..

$5*0. w/2 helmets ; 4 ft. biacklHe plus

many posters and flown st int nets. $30

Call Dave. 2564.102.

tft/19

Electric guitar for sale — 7 yrs. old.

Gibson SG standard, good condition,

versatile sound. Humbobin pickups. Call

512-5928.

tit/ II

1966 Kawasaki 125 cc. good condition.

$i hi or best offer. Call 256-0481.

mm
Remington elec. port, typewriter, excel,

cond.. Ilt5. Fun bed with mattress and

spring. Itt. 665-2*64 evenings.

mm
71 TR6. AM/FM. snows, luggage rack.

verv clean. $23*0. Also Sony tape recorder

TC 45 portable cassette. Itt. Tel 54*4833

t/9/17

Need a rug" txii in exc.

brown w/nower print. Mil. t-62li. In.
t/14

1969 Triumph Spitfire conv.. 4

new radials and snows, exc. running cond.

Call 5454174. ask for VI

tft-21

1969 BMW 2002, excellent running

condition. 11250. Call 546 9046

tft-18

New Pinto with Michelin radiais.

sunroof and radio — must sell
!

' ! Call

Hoik at EMS.. 2534505.

tft/17

1964 Fairlane. automatic, new battery 4
generator, excellent power. 1250. 774-2931.

tft/18

1969 Chev. Nova. 4 dr.. 230 auto., good

running cond. (all 562-3060.

tft/20

1968 VW. excellent cond. inside a out. 4

good tires, just had valve job. Asking 1650

(all 5494682 in the evening, ask for Jane.

tft/18

Con. Mercury, air cond.. 3*0 eng .. good
tires, new rebuilt Lincoln Continental

trans., guaranteed to buyer for six mo..
I8.WM. Tel Carey. II p.m.. 64683

tft/20

Itt* VW Squarehack. 45.000 miles, in

sides good, body needs work. Itt* 253-2048

evenings or weekends.
tft/18

Beer. wine, papers, etc. Groceries, Inc.,

Mexican foods. Montague Mini Mart,
Montague Center, open 8 a.m. until II p.m.

daily.

tft/18

Musicians wanted — keyboard & vocals,

male or female, but will consider

anything. Call Alan. 5494275; Dave. 527

9201 ; Kevin. 323-7240.

tft-28

One credit of Speech 303 for anyone as a

speaker before audiences Call Richard

Shoen for details. 545 2*55

tft-18

If anyone sees Bob Blair tell him that

Susan needs her refrigerator.

tft-17

Gay commune has farm, now peopling.

living and loving together. P.O. Box 723.

Amherst. Ma.
tflt/t

Elections — all Stochies. Frosh and Srs.

may vote for respective class officers on

Wed. at Stockbridge Hall, * 00-3 30

tft/18

RN's — full and part time positions

available. 3rd shift. CCl and staff

positions. Contact AMce Goethel. RN
Director of Nursing Services. Wing

Memorial Hospital. Palmer. Ma., 1-

283-7651. ext. 83.

tft/20

Dominos Piiza — needs drivers.

Must have Mass. license. Available

nights — full or part time. Apply in

person. 363 Main Street, Amherst.
lit/It

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted — 1 bedroom
available. $105 per mo., apt. 14 Rolling

Green apis Please call 2564431 anytime.
tft/21

Female, own room in Brittany Manor
apt., furnished. $90 - $5 electricity. Bus to

and from campus. Phone 256-8173.

tft-17

Couple or single fern, to share Conway
house. Own rm in warm, quiet at-

mosphere. 5 acres of land, cheaper than
campus. Pets welcome. 546-4564

tft-17

Ride needed between S. Drfld and
campus for 9 to 5 Job. Oneway or both, will

share I. 665-2964 evenings.

tft/17

I need roommates for a 3 bedroom

Puffton apt., rent about $82 /month. 549-

0713.
tft/lt

3rd person wanted for spacious 3-

bedroom apartment in Northampton. Rent

$47 /month plus share of utilities. Call 584

4498.

tft/lt

Female wanted to share Urge apt. in

Montague. Partially furnished, wall to

wall rugs. **" room, quiet surroundings.

Call 367-2845

tft/17

FOR RENT

I

WANTED

Puffton Village Ante. - available la
mediately: 1.2* 3 bedroom apt*. Call Sot-
0145 between It a.m. • 2 p.m.

tft/2$

Used motorcycle helmet and-or chain

wanted also. Need two hockey goalies, free

ice time starting Wed. night Oct. 7. Call

Skip. 549-1913
tft-17

Two love-starved males seek sensuous

females to exchange sexual experiences.

Call 6-6363. ask for the Runaway Pinch.

tft/17

Wanted — Psych Itl text "Psych as *
Social Science". Harrison, reasonable

price paid. Call Nancy. 212445-2512.

tft/18

First rieer/basemenl combo living

room, kitchen, huge bedroom, workshop.

I lot/me. t-268-7048 eve. Married
couple/grad student only.

tft/17

Famished sou I 1/2 and 2 1/2 rms. ab-

ound . all otts. Park. pool, near shopping. I

mo. loose from $189 mo. Amherst Motel

Rt. 9. opp Zayres.
tft/17

We boy *•-
For the Record at Faces of Earth. 2564134

trs/i*

Glenn — save a place in your heart for

me. Farewell my love ... Always. Gret-

chen.
1/17

Tues..Sept. I8at 4 p.m. is the deadline to

pick up your money or unsold books.

Gamma Sigma Sigma Ised Boob Ex-

change.
tft/18

Got any balls- Well take them off

your hands. Come trade in your non-

sexist TENNIS balls. 2 of your balls

good for one of my joints as long as

supply lasts Call 6-7540 or 6-7536 for

good shit

tft/18

Want to rap? Gay line open 7-lt p.m.,

Mon Wed 5454154. SHI. mm

I

Stockbridge — Stockbridge

nomination forms for Frosh pre*..

vice-nres.. sec.. tre*s.. senstor-at-

large; Senior vice -ores and senator

-

at large - available at Stockbridge

office. Papers to be returned by Men.

9/17/73. $ p.m. Elections to be held on

Wed. 9/19/73. 9-3:39 at Stockbridge

Hall. Info, call •4317 or Senate office.

i-018*. R-l-N.
tft/17

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1971 Kawasaki 350 street and trail, only

3.3*0 miles. Asking $5*0. Tel. 546-7150

tft-18

Buy next years' bike now — cheap. 1*71

Honda 35*. 1380 Call Paul. 14475.

tft/17

Damaged 73 Norton 7S*cc for sale. Ph.
253-3534 after 7.

tft/21

RIDERS WANTED

Leaving t/ll for West (oast Plan to

lake about I -2 weeks, need to share driving

and gas expenses. Call Jeff. 586- I7U.

tft/lt

ROOMS WANTED

Room wanted close to camp**.
Desperate! Please call Craig. I Hat.

tft/21

29 year old undergrad need* rm. hi

Amherst in quiet house or apt. with mature

grad or undergrad. (all Jeff at 54*4177.

tft/21

ROOMS FOR RENT

Furnished rooms for rent, close to

campus and town, no kitchen, enJet

location, ample parking facilities free!

Call 5414317.
tft/21

RIDE WANTED

Agawam grad student seeks dally ride

from I Mass at 2:3* or 3:3*. wiD share

expenses. Call 71*4175 evenings.

tft/ll
<b

Need a ride to Wortester on Fridays.

ahare expenses and provide good

Please contact Mary, I KM .

mm

' ^'^v*^,^' ,r.

I
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
This Student Senate Committee

will meet Tues., 7: 30p.m. in Rm. 804,

C.C. All old members and any other

people who might enjoy fooling

around with their education are in-

vited.

BICYCLE CLUB
Meeting Weds., 7 p.m. in C.C. 805-9

to discuss racing, tours, & equipment
purchase.

COED
All university men and women are

invited to attend open smokers at

Sigma Alpha Mu on Sept. 17, Sept. 18

at 8:00, 387 N. Pleasant St.

ECOLOGY GROUP
C.E.Q. meeting tonight at 6:30 in

426 SUB Projects will be discussed

such as the Oct. Alternate Energy
Conference. Everyone is invited to

come.

HELP!
I can't find my old pink and

lavender woman's 2 speed bicycle

with a basket on the back, generator

headlight on the front, and swirly

designs painted on it. I really need it

to get around. Reward. Call 5-0871, 6-

5214.

JEWISH STUDENTS
Gen. organizational meeting on

Mon. the 17th at 6:30 p.m. in the

Hillel Office, Rm. 302 S.U.B.

KUNG FU CLUB
All those interested in joining and

all returning members please call

5496223.

MARIJUANA MEETING
Organizational meeting, Com

mittee for a Sane Drug Policy, 8:00

p.m., Sept. 17, 4th fir. lounge, Cance.
Strategy for statewide legalization of

marijuana. New members welcome.

LONG PLAIN NATURE CENTER
Community people knowledgeable

in the natural history area are being

sought to educate elementary
students on farm visits and con
servation hikes. Please call 549-6989

after 7 p.m.

OHAG CONVENES
First Orchard Hill gov't meeting

on Sept. 24, at 8: 00 p.m. in Dickinson

Main Lounge. All are welcome to

attend.

OUTING CLUB
General meeting for all people

interested in caving, canoeing, rock
climbing, hiking and other outdoor
activities. Membership cards will

also be available.

PHOTO WORKSHOP
Basic photo instruction. Tues.,

Weds, and Thurs. nights, 6:00 at the

Crafts Workshop, SUB.

SAILING CLUB
Will hold its meeting, Sept. 17 at

7: 30 p.m. C.C . Rm. 904-8. Plans for

Fall racing will be discussed New
members welcome.

SEARCHING
Don't go to the yellow pages. Come

and meet with the Inter-Varsity

Christian Fellowship. Sept. 17, 803

C.C.

SEX
Differences course open in South

west.

Biological and cultural bases of sex
differences an excellent course for

men and women. Tu Th 9:30-10:45

a.m. SW Womens' Center.

STOCKBRIDGE
Nomination papers for class of

ficers are still available. Must be

returned to Stockbridge Office by

5: 00 p.m. today. Info 6 4387 or Senate

Office 5 0189

SWA NOMINATIONS
The last day to return nominations

for SW Assembly is tomorrow at 3

p.m. in J.Q.A Lobby.

STUDENT ATTORNEY
GENERAL'S OFFICE
We are interested in recruiting

people to work in a Student Judicial

System. If interested, please inquire

in 122 C SUB.

. . •

Notices
UMASS DEBATE TEAM

Interested in being a member of

the team? A few openings available.

Opportunities to travel. Sharpen your
critical thinking abilitiesl Call 545
2055 Tim or Prof. Matlon.

UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Come see for yourself, tonight at 7.

Greek living IS a different way,
especially at loto Gamma Upsilon,

406 N. Pleasant St.

WUMV WTOY
First class meeting tonight at 8: 00,

167 C.C.

YOU'RE INVITED
The sisters of Sigma Delta Tau are

super happy to invite all university

women to their singdown at 7:00.

Bring your voices and your appetites.

Refreshments will be served.

FOUND
Adolescent Psych book in Mahar.

Call 253 3898.

LOST
A Red Egyptian wallet. Please call

545-0845 and leave message ( i.e.

phone, name).

Reward for anyone returning a

light blue Wedgewood ring with

white hand-carved engraving.

Lost in Bartlett. Notify Sara Moses
in Cashin, 546-5972.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
& ty SYPNET OMAM<

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Family
relationships are improved if you visit,

welcome visitors. Check messages. Verify
appointments. Avoid scattering efforts.

Cancer. Capricorn persons could figure
prominently. Be aware of financial picture.

TAURUS ( April 20-May 20) : Accent is on
personal possessions, income potential

Experiment with material at hand —
collect what you need Highlight versatility

Deal with Gemini. Sagittarius persons.
Element of timing is in your favor. You win
in money game.
GEMINI ( May 21 -June 20) : Lunar cycle

i such ihat you make friends, establish
valuable contacts. Go straight ahead —
move with confidence Start project Take
initiative Be independent Original ideas
now are likely to click.

( ANCER iJune21-July22): You may be
asked questions — in complimentary
manner Those you respect seek advice.
pinions Be somewhat analytical. Means
don't shoot from hip Find out about inner
workings of organization. Then base
judgment on factual information
LEO i July 23-Aug 22): You could

ingratiate yourself with "special person"
'hrough purchase of luxury item. Family
and friends do care -- and some will prove
1

1 Be receptive, diplomatic. Your desires
are closer to fulfillment than might be
imagined
VIRGO i Aug 23-Sept. 22) : Accent is on

accomplishment through sense of

discrimination Your judgment of quality is

<>n target One in authority knows it and lets

>iu know about it. Stick to principles. You
get reward for doing what comes naturally
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22) Study Virgo

message Welcome chance for added
responsibility. Break free from rut,
emotional and otherwise Travel is favored

sois writing, advertising and publicizing.

Special study is beneficial Bridge language

gap
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): You are

able to get to bottom of mystery. Money and

taxes could be involved. Gain co-operation

from mate, partner Be sure your legal

advice is valid Finish rather than begin —
get rounded picture See project in its en

(irety

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

Obtain hint from Scorpio message
Measure actions — old ways may not

suffice Accent is on co-operative efforts,

partnership and marriage. Improve public

image If you have questions, complaints,

go directly to source. Legal arm is on your

side

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Low-
key approach is best for now. Cancer
person plays important role. Dependents
make known their needs. Build for security

Maintain balance. Refuse to accede to

emotional blackmail. Message should
become increasingly clear.

AQUARIUS ( Jan. 20-Feb 18) : Accent is

on creative relaxation. You achieve degree
of emotional fulfillment. Social activity

accelerates You receive compliment from
one who means much to you. Personal

magnetism is at peak
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) : Highlight

security. Build on solid base Be thorough

Insist on facts. Deal from position of

strength. Aquarius. Leo. Scorpio persons

rauld figure prominently. Home area

commands attention. Give attention to

basic matters Leave frills to others.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
are a fine organizer You are capable of

handling responsibility, of holding

executive position New project will prove

successful You draw to you many born

under Leo and Aquarius. You are in-

dependent, an original thinker. You hold

fast to principles. Not everyone likes you
but mist persons respect you.
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Have Your Rights

Been Violated?
The Hampshire County Commissioners and District Attorney John M.

Callahan announce the creation of a Hampshire County Consumer
Protection Agency which will deal with problems of consumer rights, and
fraud against consumers. The agency will operate out of the District

Attorney's Office and will be under the direction of Joan Weston of

Amherst, who has conducted a study for the District Attorney on the need

felt in the community for such an agency.
The Consumer Protection Agency is offered as a community service in

response to the information resulting from this study. A tally of calls

received by the District Attorney's Office in recent months and a survey

of various community, women's, and business groups and social agencies

in both Hampshire and Franklin Counties show not so much a pattern of

complaints as a widespread need for advice and referral as to individual

rights and obligations and in some cases legal protection. The County
Commissioners and the District Attorney hope through this agency to

protect the rights of consumers recognized by the Massachusetts Con-

sumer Protection Act and related legislation, which has been charac-

terized as the most comprehensive and progressive in the nation, as well

as to provide information and guidance to businesses with related

problems.
Anyone with a question or problem in these or related areas is en-

couraged to call Joan Weston at the District Attorney's Office, telephone
586-0992.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Sum up
4 Man's

nickname
6 Couches

11 Clothesmaker
13 Earthquake
15 Printer's

measure
16 Enliven

18 Note of scale

19 A state (abbr.)

21 Fur bearing
mammal

22 Experimental
rooms (colloq.)

24 Wagers

26 Fabric

28 Insect

29 Regions

31 Depression

33 Rupees (abbr.)

34 Deposit of
sediment

36 Hard of hearing

38 Symbol for

tellurium

40 Falsehoods

42 Choice part

45 A state (abbr.)

47 Soapstone

49 Nobleman

60 Tropical tree

62 Transaction

54 Symbol for

tantalum

65 Latin

conjunction

66 Ape

59 A state (abbr.
61 Sailor

65 Brands
65 Sharp pain
66 A continent

(abbr.)

67 Worm

DOWN

1 Devoured
2 Peril

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
12
14
17
20
23
.24

25
27
30
32
35
37
38
39

Roman gods
Vast ages
Evaporates
Bogged down
Worthless
leaving

Touch
Part of "to be"
Melancholy
Note of scale
Ascends
Servant
The sweetsop

Hebrew month
College degree
(abbr.)

Go by water

Part of leg

Narrow opening

Story

Plaguing

Decree

Binds

Puffs up
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41

43

44
46

48

61

Narrow, flat

board

Walks wearily

Spanish article

Man's
nickname

Genera

Girl's name

53 Girl's name
57 Male

58 Babylonian
deity

60 World War II

agency (init.)

62 Near

64 Pronoun

17
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N.L. East Stays

Closer Than Ever
By DAVE EIBEL

The National League East, with

two weeks left in the season has
four teams still all bunched
together within two and one-half

games of each other. This week the

four top teams will square off, so

by the weekend things ought to be a

little clearer in this most-muddled
of divisions in baseball.

In weekend action, the Pirates

took two of three from the Car-
dinals as did the Mets versus the

Chicago Cubs. The Montreal
Expos, winners of thirteen out of

their last seventeen, swept three

from the division's tail-enders, the

Philadelphia Phillies.

Yesterday, the St. Louis Car-

dinals moved to within two games
of the top by clobbering the Pirates

7-3 in St. Louis. Richie Hebner's
twenty-second homerun of the year
had tied the score in the top of the

seventh, only to have the Cards'

Tom Agee clinch it in the bottom of

the same inning with his tenth poke
of the year. Three more Cardinal

runs in the eighth were icing on the

Notices
SWIM TEAM - Meeting

today, Monday, for all

prospective candidates at 4: 00

p.m.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Tryouts for prospective
players today at 4:00 p.m. at

the Boyden courts.

I-M TRACK - Practice time
Monday thru Friday, Sept. 17-

21, 4:30-5:30 p.m. Equipment
and supervisors will be
provided.

cake.

In New York's Shea Stadium, the
Mets squeezed in a run in the
eighth inning to edge the Chicago
Cubs 4-3. Ron Santo hit a two run
second-inning homer to tie the

game 2-2, but it wasn't enough as
the Mets won their seventh of last

ten.

After a crowd of over 34,000 had
seen the Expos pull out a tenth-

inning 5-4 win over the Phillies on
Saturday, 18,000 Montrealers were
treated to a comeback 4-2 victory
on Sunday. The Expos trailed Jim
Lonborg 2-1 going into the eighth
but three Philadelphia errors
opened the gates for three Expo
runs and a key victory. Lonborg
gave up only three hits in the entire
game but four Phillie miscues did
him in.

In this week's action, the Phillies

play three against the Cubs in

Chicago, with the Cubbies still

having a slight chance to sneak
into first. The big series have
Montreal welcoming the Cardinals
into Pare Jarry for a Monday twi-

night twin-bill and a single game
Tuesday, and the Mets and the

Pirates squaring off twice in

Pittsburgh, and three times in New
York, all in the same week. With
the Pirates holding a one-half

game margin over Montreal, two
games over the Mets and two and
one-half games over the New
Yorkers, things could and should
be very interesting in the National
East come this weekend.

W.L.Pct.G.B.
74 72 .507 —
74 73 .503 1/2

73 75 493 2

73 76 490 2-1/2

70 78 .473 5

65 84 436 10-1/2

Pittsburgh

Montreal

St. Louis

New York
Chicago
Philadelphia

Recreational

Activity Schedule
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 17 TO DECEMBER 13. 1873

FACILITY

Boyden Gymnasium

DAYS AND TIMKS
AVAILABLE
Monday-Friday
3: 30-5: 45 PM
Saturday k Sunday
12: 30-4: 30PM

TYPE OF UTILIZATION

University Students,

Faculty and Staff only

.

University Students,

Faculty and Staff.

Boyden Handball-Squash Courts Monday-Friday
8:00-12:00

( Individuals must supply own equipment.) 12-1 :00PM
1-5: 15PM

5: 15-6: 15PM
«: lb-8: 15PM

8: 15-8: 45PM
8: 45-10: 45PM

Student, Faculty,

Staff

Faculty & Staff only

Students. Faculty,

Staff

Faculty & Staff only

Students, Faculty,

Staff

Cleaning
Students. Faculty,

Staff
Saturday and Sunday Students, Faculty
9:O0AM-4:3OPM Staff

RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES ON WEEKDAYS AND MUST BE MADE
ONE DAY IN ADVANCE. Example: Make reservation for Thursday on Wednesday, for Monday
on Friday Reservations must be made in person at the Intramural Office, located in Room 215

Boyden. starting at 8: 30 AM. No telephone reservations will he accepted! Court reservations are

not necessary on Saturday & Sunday, as a procedure has been adopted whereby one or more
courts will become available every 15 minutes. Time schedules and rules are posted at each court

and are also available at the Intramural Office A Equipment C age in the men's locker room.

Boyden Auxiliary Gymnasium Tuesday and Thursday
7 9PM

Boyden Bowling Alleys

Students, Faculty

and Staff may use

trampoline and
Gymnastic Equipment.

Mon
. Tues.. Wed.. Fri Student*. Faculty

4 30-10: 30PM and Staff. EXCEPT
WHEN REQUIRED FOR LEAGUES

Thursday Students. Faculty.

4.30-6. 00PM Staff

At SOt per line. Bowling shoes will be provided free upon presentation of student or faculty/staff
ID. Cards. (Effective September 24. 1973 )

Students. Faculty,

and Staff. EXCEPT
WHEN REQUIRED FOR CLASSES

Students, Faculty.

and Staff. EXCEPT
WHEN REQUIRED FOR CLASSES

Students. Faculty

and Staff

Boyden Weight Room Mon . Wed . Fri

8 00AM-9 00AM
12: 20-1 :20PM
3: 40-10: 30PM
Tuesday A Thursday
8 00AM-9 15AM
2.3RPM-10:30PM
Saturday A Sunday
9 00AM -4 :30PM

This facility can only be utilized on a "buddy-system .

" That is. any two persons may obtain a key
to the facility from the locker room'at tends nt using a student or faculty/staff I.D. Card.

Boyden Pool Mon . Wed . Fri

12 20 125PM Faculty. Staff only

Tuesday & Thursday
12:15-1 00PM Faculty. Staff only

Sunday Students. Faculty,

1:00-4 00PM Staff

Women are advised to use some form of non-slipping footwear to and from the locker room

Curry Hicks Pool

I Supply own towels and suits .1

Curry Hicks Track

North Physical Education Pool

Mon
. Tues . Wed . Thurs . Fri

4 30-5. 30PM
Mondav A Tuesday
7 00-9 00PM

Students. Faculty.

and Staff

Students. Faculty,

Staff

Monday-Friday
8O0AM-3 00PM

Monday A Wednesday
12: 20-1 :25PM
Wednesday
7: 00-9 :00PM
Saturday
1:00-4: 00PM

Students. Faculty and
Staff. EXCEPT

WHEN REQUIRED FOR CLASSES
Students. Faculty,

and Staff

Students. Faculty

Staff

Students. Faculty.

Staff

North Physical Education

Gymnasium
Monday Thursday Students. Faculty,

700 9 00PM Staff. EXCEPT when reouired

Saturday for IM Activities

1 00-4 00PM Students. Faculty,

i beginning November 5. 197S.) Staff.\

Souvenir seeking Cincinnati fans are ready for the arrival of Atlantta Braves slugger Henry Arron as
he continues his bid overtake Babe Ruth's record. At the left, young fans with smuggled nets compete
for an Aaron hit ball. In the center businessman Ron Jurgens. 31, is offering $1000 for any 1973 homerun
balls. At right, Pat Murray waits in left field with a borrowed glove. (AP Wirephoto)

NFL Kickoff 1973
Giants 34-14

NEW YORK (AP)- The New
York secondary all but decimated
Dan Pasterini's passing attack
with four interceptions in the first

half and Ron Johnson scored two
touch-downs, leading the Giants to

a 34-14 victory over the Houston
Oilers Sunday.
So thoroughly did the Giants

dominate most of the game, the
National Football League opener
for both teams, that only their final

margin of victory was in doubt by
the half, by which time they had
blown out to a 27-0 lead on the
strength of interceptions by Pete
Athas, Carl Lockhart, Henry Reed
and Richmond Flowers.

Steelers 24-10
PITTSBURGH (AP)- Terry

Bradshaw snapped a second half

tie with a 24-yard touch-down pass
to John McMakin to give the Pitt-

sburgh Steelers a 24-10 victory over
the Detroit Lions Sunday in the

National Football League opener
for both teams.
McMakin, the Steelers' tight end,

out muscled Lion- safety Jim
Thrower in the end zone for the

touchdown which broke a 10-10 tie

23 seconds into the final quarter.
The touchdown came after

Detroit had rallied with 10 third-

quarter points on an 84 yard touch-

down pass from Greg Landry to

Ron Jessie and a 40-yard field goal

by Errol Mann.

Redskins 38-0

WASHINGTON (AP) -Safety
Brig Owens and defensive end
Vernon Biggs returned fumbles for

touchdowns Sunday and
Washington overwhelmed the San
Diego Chargers 38-0 in the National
Football League opener for both

teams.
Owens also set up another touch-

down with a jarring tackle of

running back Mike Garrett and put

the Redskins in position for a

fourth period field goal with an
interception of a John Unitas pass.

Larry Brown, the NFL's most
valuable player in 1973, went
around his left end for a one-yard
touchdown late in the first period.

Quarterback Bill Kilmer threw a

32-yard scoring pass to Charley
Taylor in the third period and
added a 12 yard touchdown toss to

Frank Grant in the fourth.

Dolphins 21-13

MIAMI <AP)- Garo Yepremian
kicked a 45-yard field goal, one of
four in the game, in the fourth

quarter Sunday to break a 13-13 tie

and lead the struggling Miami
Dolphins to a 21-13 National
Football League season-opening

victory over San Francisco.

The 49ers, who had led 13-6 en-

tering the fourth quarter despite

squandering three scoring op-

portunities, fell apart after

Y.epremjaXs
5
Kick._

Falcons 62-7
NEW ORLEANS (AP)- Dick

Shiner threw three touch-down
passes, two of them to wide
receiver Ken Burrow, as the

Atlanta Falcons demolished the

New Orleans Saints 62-7 in a
National Football Conference
game Sunday.

It was an auspicous debut as a
Falcon for Shiner, a 10-year
veteran, who was picked up by
Atlanta last season for the
minimum $100 waiver price after

he walked out of the New York
Giants camp.

Vikings 24-16
BLOOMINGTON. Minn. (AP)-

Fran Tarkenton threw two
touchdown passes and Bill Brown
blasted into the end zone on a six-

yard draw play as the Minnesota
Vikings clawed out a 24-16 victory

over the Oakland Raiders Sunday
in the National Football League
opener.

After letting a 10-0 first quarter

lead slip away, the Vikings came
back from a 16-10 deficit on a

Tarkenton's nine-yard pass play to

rookie Chuck Foreman late in the

third quarter.

The veteran Brown, in when
Foreman was shaken up, scored

his clinching touchdown with 14:49

to play after Jeff Siemon recovered

a fumble by Oakland's Marv
Hubbard on the Raider 36.

Cowboys 20-17
CHICAGO(AP)-Ton.Fritsche's

11-yard field goal, following a

Chicago Bears' fake punt that

backfired, gave the Dallas
Cowboys a 20-17 victory Sunday in

a National Football Conference
game.
The Bears who trailed 17-3 after

an error-filled first half had rallid

on a 59-punt return by Ike Hill and
a 15-yard touch-down run by Carl

Garrett to tie the score on the first

play on the fourth quarter.

With four minutes left and fourth

down and one on their own 29, the

Bears snapped the ball to Bob
Parsons, who lined up as a blocker

behind the line of scrimmage.
Parsons, who had worked the

play successfully in the first

quarter, was dumped on the 27 by
Billy Joe DuPree and the Cowboys
took over.

Six running plays took the ball to

the Bear four and Fritsch booted

his field goal with 1:26 remaining.

Broncos 28-10
DENVER ( AP)- Charlie Johnson

directed Denver on sustained
touchdown drives of 80, 72 and 80

yards in the first half and running
back Floyd Little scored three

times and the Broncos hung a 28-10

defeat on the Cincinnati Bengals in

a National Football League opener
Sunday.
The frustrated Bengals, who

reached the end zone only once,

threatened to score on three other
occasions but came up empty-
handed each time. Their onfV
touchdown came with 1:20 left in

the third quarter when Essex
Johnson swept the left side,

breaking three tackles on the 22-

yard scoring run.

That brought the Bengals to

within 11 points and momentum
appeared to be in their favor, but
the Broncos held on and Little

scored from five yards out with
1:09 left in the game to ice the
victory.

Rams 23-13

KANSAS CITY AP-John Hadl
tossed two touchdown passes
through Kansas City's collapsing

defenses and Steve Preece pranced
11 yards on a field goal play as the

Los Angeles Rams downed the

Chiefs 23-13 in a National Foot-

ball League regular season opener

Sunday.
Only 62,315 spectators-16,031 shy

of a sellout of 78, 346-watched the

game. Forecast of rain, a cloudy
day and the opportunity to view the

nationally televised contest locally

kept the remainder at home.
The Rams struck with six

seconds left in the first quarter,

climaxing a 68-yard, 12-play drive

with Hadl's two-yard playoff pitch

to tight end Pat Curran.

Browns 24-14

CLEVELAND (AP)-The passing
and running of quarter-back Mike
Phipps led the Cleveland Browns to

a 24-14 victory over the Baltimore
Colts in the National Football

League opener for the two teams
Sunday afternoon.

The Browns scored in the first

period of the American Conference
game when Phipps threw the first

of two touchdown passes to wide
receiver Frank Pitts. The 26-yard

pass play capped an 86-yard drive.

The Colts tied the score early in

the second quarter when rookie

quarterback Bert Jones tossed a

33-yard pass to wide receiver

Cotton Speyrer. The Colts' 47-yard
scoring drive was set up by Bruce
Laird's 51-yard punt return.

Cardinals 34-23

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — "It

makes all the difference in the

world to be No. 1," said St. Louis
Cardinals quarterback Jim Hart,

who has been fighting off

challenges for his job in the past
few years.

The soft-spoken, unemotional
Hart chose his words carefully

after leading the Cardinals to a 34-

23 victory over the Philadelphia
Eagles Sunday in a National
Football League opener.

"I wasn't about to panic as long

as the scoreboard still had St.

Louis ahead by a point," Hart said.

"You just don't panic. We came
back and didn't let up when we had
to do it," Hart said.

The Eagles had pulled to within

24-23 with seven minutes
remaining in the final quarter but
could not hold the Cardinals.
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UMass Nips Wildcats, 21-20
ByBILLBALLOU

Football, a disgusting cliche

goes, is a 60 minute game. But you
couldn't prove it by anyone who
has seen the first two UMass
football games of the season.

Saturday at Alumni Stadium it

was wait till the fourth quarter
time again for the Minutemen, only

this time the story had a happier
ending; a 21-20 win over Villanova.

If anyone tried to turn this one
into a Pat O'Brien movie, they'd be

laughed out of Hollywood. The
script was that absurd. It included

a last minute touchdown drive

quarterbacked by a junior with a

long yawn's worth of varsity ex-

perience, a brother act on that

drive with the elder scoring eight

Bailu QMkgian

SPORTS
points, a punter as one of the game
heroes, and game statistics which
made it seem impossible for

UMass to have won.

For those who didn't see it, and
those who did and still don't believe

it, here's what happened:

The Wildcats led UMass 17-13

after three periods in a game that

had all the excitement and
suspense of ice melting. On the last

play of the quarter Peil Pennington
was intercepted and on the same
play Pennington sustained an
injury in the neck area and had to

leave the game. Back-up Fred
Kelliher took over, but before he

did Villanova's Dennis Griggs

kicked his second field goal of the

game to give the Cats a 20-13 lead.

The teams traded punts and
UMass started their final drive on

their own 28. They moved the ball

well down to the Villanova 27,

where things stalled. On a fourth

and 15 situation Kelliher hit run-

yarder for a first and goal from the

five. Two running plays produced

no yardage. On third and goal

Kelliher hit Bob's older brother

Bill with a touchdown pass that

made it 20-19. The Minutemen
went for two points and a win and
Kelliher, rolling right, hit Bill

Wolfe again and that was the

game.
If you like and respect figures,

then the UMies really had no right

winning this one. Villanova had 312

total yards to UMass' 191, and
outrushed UMass 153 to 31.

What eventually did the Wildcats

in was a strong UMass pass rush

which dumped quarterback Bill

Hatty several times in key spots, 79

yards in penalties incurred by the

Cats, and the kicking of Andy
Dutkanicz.

Dutkanicz averaged 44.8 yards

for eight punts, including one pip of

65 yards, and kept Villanova in a

constant hole with booming
kickoffs.

Kickoffs were one area beside

the scoreboard where UMass did a

job on Villanova. The main reason

was a 93 yard delight for a TD by

Tim Berra to start the second half,

which livened up the Minutemen
and stopped any momentum the

Wildcats might have had heading

into the third period.

However, the UMass running

game was, for the second week in a

row, horrendous. It netted only 31

yards, and it's "leader", Bob
Wolfe, had 24 yards in 19 carries.

And it was a good thing that

Kelliher, who ended up at five-for-

seven, with 72 yards and TD pass,

was hot because Peil Pennington

was colder than a certain part of a

witches body. For the three periods

he played he was only 8-23 for 88

yards. He did throw a TD pass to

Tim Berra, but had three in-

tercepted.

INCIDENTALLY: Berra, with

two touchdowns, now has 26 points

on the season Pennington's

thrown five interceptions in seven

quarters UMass AD Frank
Mclnerney was smiling after the

game, saying "We tried to build

interest by promising exciting

football and you can't beat these

last two weeks." Villanova's

Frank Polito didn't have any in-

terceptions but proved to be almost

impossible to bring down on punt

returns Attendance was
12,100 Next week's opponent,

ning back Bob Wolfe with a 22 Maine, lost to Boston University.

O.J.'s 250 yds. Sets

NFL Rushing Mark
FOXBORO, Mass. (API- O.J.

Simpson, Buffalo's 1972 National

Football League ground-gaining

champion, ran for a record 250

yards as the Bills whipped the New
England Patriots 31-13 in a season

opener.

"It looked a track meet out

there," New England Coach Chuck
Fairbanks said after his formal

pre coaching debut. "We'd have a

hole blocked up. but O.J.'s natural

ability got him away from the hole.

"It looked like Grant going

through Richmond. We were
helpless and couldn't slow him
down. Give Simpson's blocking a

lot of credit. And we gave him a lot

Moret Loses

;

Sox Bow, 5-1
BOSTON (AP>- Cleveland's

Gaylord Perry pitched a four-

hitter and Walt Williams hit a two-

run homer to spoil Roger Moret'

s

perfect record with a 5-1 victory

over the Boston Red Sox Sunday.

Moret. 11-1. put himself in a hole

right away when he walked Buddy

Bell and gave up a home run to

Williams, his sixth of the year, in

the first inning

The Indians scored two more

insurance runs for Perry. 17-19. in

the sixth on a two-run double by

Frank Duffy. Another Cleveland

run crossed in the eighth on a

Boston error.

Perry. 17-19. lost his shutout on

too."

"He had more yardage than

Secretariate," said New England
linebacker Edgar Chandler, who
played with Simpson for four years

in Buffalo before being traded this

summer. He has that deceptive

speed. You think you have the

angle on him, then he's gone. It

was embarassing."
Simpson, starting his 5th pre

campaign after winning the

Heisman Trophy at Southern
California, broke the NFL record

of 247 yards by Willie Ellison of the

Los Angeles Rams two years ago
against New Orleans.

"I didn't know until late in the

game that he was nearing the

record. Buffalo Coach Lou Saban
said. "Then someone said he
needed about 15 yards to break it. I

was reluctant to put him back in

because of the risk of injury.

So he gets 15 yards and they tell

me he needs 15 more. I was really

exasperated then, but I'm glad he
got the record. You don't find

many like him. He's a man, a great

team man."
"Somebody said something

about the record and we didn't

know if we would get the ball

back." Simpson said. "The guys
kept yelling from the sidelines, 'get

the ball back defense.'
"

"I was tired, but when they said

15 more yards I went back in and
they kept calling my number. I

dont think anybody will ever

Wail Pfcoto/Stcve RuuUrs

THE WINNING PASS— A look of anxiety crosses the face of reserve quarterback Fred Kelliher as he

throws the game winning conversion to Bill Wolfe for 2 points and a 21-20 victory over Villanova.

Pennington OK;
Mondalto Out
For Season

By MDC STAFF
Peil Pennington is in fine

condition after suffering a

facial injury in Saturday's

game, but running back Jerry

Mondalto has been lost for the

season. Both were taken off the

field in that 21-20 UMass vic-

tory over Villanova.

Pennington left the game at

the end of the third quarter

after being hit in the face with

a helmet. He had a twisted

neck and it was feared that he
might suffer a whiplash if he
continued to play.

Mondalto was helped off the

field after the second play of

the game. He was operated on
yesterday for torn medial
ligaments and cartiledge.

UM-Villanova
Statistics

Geoff Kurinsky

Bob Montgomery's seventh homer criticize our line again. They were

of the year in the sevei th inning.
jU st blowing them out of there."

UM Vill.

First Downs 13 11

Yards Rushing 31 1S3

Yards Passing 160 198

Total Yards 191 312

Return Yardage
Pun Is 27 43

Kickoffs 171 61

Passing

Alt 31 21

Comp 13 12

Hadlnt 3

Punting

No 8 11

Avg 448 372

Penalties

No 2 7

Yds 26 79

Teams 12 3 4 Total

I Mass 6 7 1 21

Vill. 7 10 3 20

Welcome Back To Yan Con
In victory, one tends to forget the lighter side of the game story; the

facets of the triumphant team's performance that didn't go as well as
planned. The campus goes cuckoo, everybody celebrates after the game.
It seems like all is well.

Yes, the gridders won. They beat the Villanova Wildcats 21-20 with
some last minute heroics from Kelliher and company. . .but all is not well.

. .not by a longshot

As a matter of fact, the two opening UMass performances were alike in
almost every fashion. The defensive line play was superb, the defensive
secondary was vulnerable on both occasions, and the offense sputtered.
In fact the only differing aspect in the two games was in their respective
results; defeat vs. victory.

Every Monday morning quarterback knows Oh how important the

running game is to the offense. Through its development, the aerial game
opens up and the defense is kept on its toes, not being able to charge full

blast up the pipe on every play like they have been doing. A successful

running game usually lends itself to a successful offense. Voile, the of-

fense is sputtering.

They said Paul Metallo's shoes could possibly be filled. But is now
apparent that the Minutemen are no closer to finding a guy who can break
it like Paul could, than the New England Patriots are to Super Sunday ( or
even winning one game for that matter.)

Don't they know that slow motion is for the television audience, not for
the spectators at the stadium.

With the addition of this 'new running game ( the lack thereof) the

Minutemen have fallen into that status of just another Yankee Con-
ference 17th out of 17 conferences team. They'll have to struggle they

hope to get by the Vermonts and New Hampshire but they'll be no match
for Boston College come November.

Can you believe the battering Peil Pennington has taken back there?

He hasn't had the time to get back to the pocket ( or some semblance

thereof) nevertheless have time to look for his receivers. Yes, the

quarterback is at the helm on the field, but he can't do it all. All Peil's had
a chance to do is play hot potato, and it is that kind of a situation that

make interceptions unavoidable.

It better be "back to the drawing board" for Coach MacPherson and

his assistants; if not, the Minutemen will fall into the pit of mediocrity.

Welcome back to the Yankee Conference, UMass.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather

Happy Birthday. Carol

Recyclable
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Neither rain, nor dark, nor burning mailbags will speed up the mail, according to

some residents of Gorman House. Here, a mail bag is burnt in front of Gorman to

protest alleged delays in delivering mail to Gorman. The Central Mailing office

has not sent anyone to the house to sort the mail, and Gorman counselors have had
to sort the mail.

On The Inside:

IBM
Computer giant IBM has been ordered to stop monopolistic practices

and pay Telex $352 million in damages. For details see page four.

UAW Strike
After marathon bargaining, negotiators sav thev have reached a tentative

agreement in the three-day old Chrysler strike. For details see page five.

Bluegrass
Cummington had a bluegrass festival this weekend. For a photo essay,

see page six.

m

Food Costs Less

...In Whitmore
ByDAVEO'CONNELL

In a comparison of prices at various Campus Center and University
Food Service outlets last Friday, it was found that prices in CC outlets

were 5% to 20% higher on many items. Prices on most items from coffee

to full meals at the Hatch and CC coffee shop were higher than at the

Whitmore cafeteria.

Examples of the higher pricing can be seen in the difference in the price

for ham and eggs, $0.95 at the Whitmore cafeteria and $1.15 at the CC
outlets, coffee, $0.10 at Whitmore and $0.17 at the CC, a western sand-
wich which was set at $0.50 at the Whitmore cafeteria and $0.70 at the

CC. Pricing was found to be consistently arranged in the CC at a higher
level on most items than at UFS outlets.

When asked why prices were higher at CC outlets Mr. Tony Leslie,

professional administrator hired by the CC to oversee the operations of

the Blue Wall, Hatch and Campus Center Cafeteria, he said that the

outlets he administered were operated to net $200,000 profit yearly out of

a $2,000,000 budget as one of the two largest contributors to overall

Campus Center operations, the other being the University Store and text

book outlets. He said this was approved by the Student Board of Gover-

nors in accord with a report by the Arthur D. Little Company published

last Spring. He said that this was found necessary in view of the

skyrocketing CC fees charged to all students. The fee which was $62.50

last year was slashed to $52.50 this year because the profits made in CC
outlets were applied to the student fees. Mr. Leslie also said that the

incredible rise in prices of foodstuffs over the last year had forced him to

increase prices accordingly, making necessary an almost "daily re-

evaluation of pricing."

Food prices was also the concern of Mr. Joel Stoneham, administrator

of the University Food Service. He said in almost identical terms how
food price increases over the past year had forced him to re-evaluate his

price scheme. He noted an almost 100% increase in costs by means of a

graph that showed the price curve climbing almost vertically in recent

months.
Mr. Stoneham also said that his operation was geared toward a profit.

These profits, he said, were applied in part to keeping the cost of the

student meal ticket plans down. He said, hypothetically. that given a

$20,000 profit from his food outlets he could cut the cost of the tickets to

ten-thousand students by two dollars per ticket.

Several patrons of the CC, when asked about the disparity in pricing,

answered typically that the CC took advantage of its convenience to

students. "They've got you and they know it," said one. Some suggested
that the CC operation was inefficient, noting the presence of dormant
staff, notably bartenders in the Blue Wall. Some felt an administration

( and a student administration at that) knowledgeable in students' nor-

toriotrs poverty would, if not subsidize prices, exert some restraint so that

pricing would be more in line with the income level or lack of it in the

student body.

Overall the students interviewed were not overjoyed, but didn't act

very upset either. In fact, very few had even the slightest idea how or to

\* horn to complain if motivated to do so. Mr. Leslie, when asked, said that

he had not received a legitimate signed complaint in eight months. He
said all complaints which come to his office were seen to personally by
him or one of his staff. This involved contacting the individual com-
plaining to attempt to amend the matter. But it is notable to report that on

Mr. Leslie's door resides the script: "Sorry, deadline for all complaints

was yesterday" which he attributed to his predecessor.

Protest May Close

Gas Stations Today
By MIKE KNEELAND

Area motorists will have a hard time getting gas for their cars during

the gas station shutdown which began today.

The strike was called to protest a Cost of Living Council decision

restricting dealers to a seven-cent a gallon profit margin but allowing the

major producers an eight-cent a gallon profit on the wholesale price.

"We've got nothing against the public," said Roger Charette, a local

organizer, "The government forced us to do this."

Charette said the government's decision means that dealers are paying
more for gas and selling it at a lower price than before.

He said 80 per cent of the dealers will take part in the strike "in-

definitely" until the government reverses its ruling.

A spokesman for Carl's Sunocco Service Station in Amherst said his

station would not take part in the strike. Men at College Town Service Ctr.

in Amherst say they hadn't made a decision yet.

Even with 20 percent of the stations remaining open, the strike will not

lose its effectiveness.

"Those stations will run out of gas within five days," said Charette.

They're being rationed already."

Organizers in Lexington said the dealers could shut down the economy
in three or four days.
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Program Teaches

Freshmen Survival
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Hey mommy, look at this nail coming out of this bench. Think it'll fall apart if I take it out? Whatever

the outcome, this little girl didn't stick around to find out. outside the Student Union.

Amherst Town Meeting

Tighter TOC Security Suggested

ByMIKEALLAIN
Amherst Town Selectmen last

night cautioned Top of the Campus
officials about the importance of

closer surveillance of TOC
membership cards.

Selectman Leo Bouchard, in

reference to an inspection of the

T op of the Campus C lub conducted
by Selectman Robert Garvey and
himself last Friday night, noted

that attendants did not appear to

inspect the identifying

photographs closely.

Chairman of the Board, Michael
Sullivan, added that the dimly lit

club made a close inspection dif-

ficult, and suggested to TOC
manager Frank Stuart that
adequate lighting be made
available.

The Board also requested and
received a detailed floor plan of the

licensed club facilities, and ap-

proved the change in TOC
manager from Warren Grinnan to

Stuart.

Bouchard also warned Stuart

that an official inspection of TOC
operations would be forthcoming.

Alfred Boyajian, manager of the

Quicksilver, a North Pleasant
Street bar, was censured for an

alleged violation involving two

juveniles who were served beer on

August 22.

The Board unanimously passed

a motion to suspend Boyajian's

license for three days if another

violation is brought to their at-

tention within the next year.

The Board also heard a proposal

by Town Manager Allan Torrey

that the town assume respon-

sibility for ownership; main-

tenance, and installation of water

connection service pipes

Torrey explained that municipal

responsibility of these pipes, which

connect the larger water main

below the street to the individual

buildings, would facilitate prompt

attention to the repair and

replacement of faulty lines and
better coordination related to road

construction and maintenance.

Private homeowners are
currently responsible for the

maintenance of these service
pipes. One such homeowner,
Frederic Filios of Pelham Road,
requested that Torrey investigate

a shifting of responsibility for these

secondary lines after his service

pipes were repaired by a private

contractor at high costs.

Filios expressed hope that the

Board would vote to "follow a

policy that is more beneficial to the

taxpayer," and termed the town's

direction of the operation after he

had privately hired the contractor

"unethical".

The Board also passed a motion
to recommend Torrey's proposal

to the Ad Hoc Committee con-

cerning plans for the new fire

station-training facilities to be
built in North Amherst on East
Pleasant St., near Tillson Farm.

The proposal originally included

modem training facilities and a 14-

bed dormitory. A motion to delete

provisions for the dormitory failed

4 to 1, Bouchard opposed, while a

motion to delete the expanded
training facilities provisions was
passed 4-1, with Eddy opposed.

Bouchard noted that deletion of

the training facility in its expanded

form was desirable because it "is

an expansion of the original town

meeting vote".

By DAVID LETTERS
While most freshmen seem to be

running headstrong into the

educational maze of uncertainty,

75 UMass students in a select group

have their feet on the ground,

heads in the right place regarding

their first semester; and their

energies are being channeled in a

positive manner.
The Global Survival Freshman

Year Program (GSP) started

strongly last week as they em-

barked upon their collegiate years

with a new program designed as a

broader, challenging, more in-

tensive, alternative plan of

academia.
The issues of the world are

brought into the classroom in the

GSP. The program is an active

attempt of the students to probe the

problems of man and attempt to

arrive at some solutions to these

problems. The program will focus

on five areas of concern: war;

peace and world order; en-

vironmental deterioration and
economic development;
population; and resources and

their distribution. Each area will

be covered in detail as a separate

subject, but will be studied

together as interrelated topics.

While the GSP members work

together on these issues for nine

credits, each student also will

attend other university classes.

The alternative program offers

the students various aspects not

commonly known at the university.

The classes are small and
discussion is expected; the

program has its own core faculty

which developed the course and

other faculty who will assist in the

teaching and provide special

lectures.

A spirit of togetherness, of a

group is evident as the members
attend the same classes, prepare

material together and live in a

specific dormitory area and eat

together. The GSP has its own
meeting area, which offers the

student a few extras not found
everywhere at UMass: two large

rooms with a commanding mobile

Hearings Held For Delta Crash At Logan

By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer

PEABODY. Mass. (AP) —
Twenty-six witnesses have been
summoned for a three-day
National Transportation Safety
Board hearing scheduled to begin

today into the July 31 crash of a

Delta Airlines passenger jet at

Logan Airport.

Eighty-eight persons died in the

crash. The lone survivor, Air

Force Sgt. Leopold Choiuinard, 20,

of Marshfield, Vt, remains in

critical condition at Massachusetts
General Hospital in Boston, where
he is undergoing treatment for

burns that covered 80 per cent of

his body.

A safety board spokesman said

the hearings would attempt to

determine whether the DC 9 crash

plane's navigational equipment
was working properly. The board

said last month that the jet-

liner had a three-month history

of radio and flight instrument

problems.

The board, which conducted an

on-site investigation immediately

after the accident, said problems
with the instruments were

reported seven times in the six-day

period preceding the crash.

The plane was inbound from
Manchester, N.H., on a flight that

originated in Burlington, Vt. It

crashed when it struck a seawall

short of the Logan runway while

attempting an instrument landing

in heavy fog. The safety board said

flight and maintenance records for

the jet, acquired by Delta in a

merger with Northeast Airlines

last year, "show that numerous

complaints about radio and flight

instruments were recorded in the

flight logs.

"Many of these complaints were
of a recurring or chronic nature,"

the hoard said. Investigations

immediately following the crash

indicated that the plane was too

low and too far to the right as it

came into the airport. The board
said it could not state that in-

struments were the cause of the

crash.

reading: War, Hate, Poverty,

Sexism, Racism, Overpopulation—

STOP! A coffee pot and radio, the

daily newspapers, brochures and
pamphlets related to the GSP, good

reading lights— all together a

gathering spot for its participants.

The meeting room are like home in

comparison to most areas of the

university.

This writer attended a class of

GSP and was particularly im-

pressed by the active discussion.

The small class ( 11 students, two

faculty) started discussing the

basic question: Should man tell

other men how to live? Before the

bell rang, the class touched upon
eminent dominion, rebuilding

Germany, the American Indian,

civil rights, the peoples of North

Africa and America, Richard
Nixon, the Aswan Dam, the student

union and genetics. When it did r-r-

ring, the group continued
discussion for 15 minutes. Unlike

most classes at UMass, the in-

teraction and flow of the class, is

controlled by the students, and
they seem to enjoy it.

Grading in the GSP is with the

traditional letter grade, but is

supplemented with a statement on

the individual's work by the

faculty. As the term progresses,

the faculty will write progress

reports to which the students will

have immediate access. Coun-

seling and advisement are more
intensive than the regular

university.

Vacancies still exist. Any fresh-

man is eligible, and the group itself

would like more black and foreign

students to broaden the opinions.

Those interested should contact

Stephen Giles at Hills, R. 237 or call

5-0370 for more information.

Deadline for enrollment is Friday.

J.O.E.

Recruiting
The Juvenile Opportunities

Extension student volunteer

organization will hold a general

recruitment meeting tonight at

7:30 in room 165 in the Campus
Center. The agenda for the

meeting is to introduce members
to the JOE. program 1973.

Established in 1971 as a student

initiated response to the Attica

riots, the program originally had

one goal-to send volunteers to the

Westfield Detention Center to work
with the youth there. Early in 1972,

the J.O.E. program became the

vehicle by which the Department
of Youth Services closed the last

and oldest of its reformatories.

If you are interested in deliquent

rehabilitation, attend the first

J.O.E. meeting. New members are

welcome.
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All Kinds

of

Quoddy

Moccasins

Boat Mocs
Soft Solos

Hard Solos

Boadod

Rabbit Skin Pockitbooks

Cherokee* Accessories

We can order any Quoddy

Moc you wish . . .

The Moc Shoppe
Amherst Carriage Shops

Wed . Fri till 9

The Public Debate Program

is looking for people

who are bright, vocal and witty,

who are willing to be advocates

for their beliefs and ideas.

Thursday, Sept. 20

7:30 p.m.

Campus Center 174

Trustees

Broaden Horizons
By DAVID GREENSLIT

The UMass Board of Trustees will assume a changing role in campus
governance this year, according to Student Senate President and UMass
Trustee Nick Apostola.

Apostola said that because of the Wellman Document, which delegates
power in handling everyday matters to campus governance units, the
trustees will deal with "long range planning and broad policy issues."

Two such issues, according to Apostola, are expanding medical
facilities at the UMass Medical School in Worcester and establishing a
graduate school at UMass Boston.

He added that the trustees retain full authority to act upon ana veto
specific matters. They will continue to choose the UMass chancellor and
president and delegate power to them. As an example Apostola said that

the trustees have authorized Chancellor Bromery to handle the parking
controversy.

UMass trustees are appointed by the governor to six year terms. They
meet several times each month as a full board or in committees. A
trustee receives no salary.

A student becomes trustee after being elected president of the Student
Senate. He functions as a full voting member of the board. His term lasts

one year.

As student trustee, Apostola said that any differences he has with other
board members are "philosophical" and are not related to his being a
student.

Speaking of the non-student trustees, Apostola said that "for the most
part they are genuinely committed to quality public education at low cost

to everybody."

Parking Lot Work
Subject Of Grad Senate

By JEFF LONG
The graduate Student Senate convened in rooms 169-172 of the Campus

Center last night, with John Muller presiding as President. Only about 16

senators were in attendance as elections for representatives in many
departments are still underway.
Discussion primarily focused on the proposed allocation of legal and

emergency funds to the Environmental Engineering Association for the

purpose of seeking a permanent injunction against the University's con-

version of wetlands near the physical plant to a parking lot.

Dick Knapp, representing that association, argued that the University

is in violation of "about a dozen" federal and state laws", not having filed

an impact statement with the Hadley Conservation Commission 60 days
before proceeding to convert the land to lot 13. A temporary injunction,

which would have called for immediate work stoppage on the project,

was denied this summer by a Northampton judge; the case was then

referred to a court in Springfield, three days later, where the judge there

denied the sought injunction on the basis that the project was nearly

completed.

The ultimate thrust, Knapp said, of the pursued permanent injunction

is to ensure that the University pay heed in the future to environmental

concerns and state laws. After much discussion, a revised motion was
passed ( 12-4) , that $200 be allocated to the association in accord with task

force guidelines. The permanent injunction is scheduled to be sought in

Superior Court on or about October 1.

In other old business, the August 21 report of the Executive Committee

was unanimously passed.

Under new business, Arthur Strohl, a graduate senator, moved that

prices and practices of the University book store and textbook annex be

investigated. James Lindsey, Treasurer, pointed out that a trustee ruling

has been made which requires that the annex discount 5% from most

texts. Discussion of that issue was tabled.

The next meeting of the Graduate Student Senate is scheduled for

October 1.

The
un-dormitories.
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Cheerleaders "Fantastic"

After Villanova Saturday

It's easier to be happy-and to cheer-when your team wins,

cheerleader was helping to cheer UMass to a 21 to 20 win
Villanova Saturday. ^ ^^

This

over

By MIKE KNEELAND
Some of them had blisters,

others had strained muscles,

and all were hoarse. But the

lively UMass cheerleaders said

they still felt "fantastic" after

cheering UMass past Villanova

Saturday.

Led by pretties Kris Fletcher

and Sonya Bennett, the
cheerleaders do their best each
game to rouse the "Be True to

Your School" emotions of

UMass fans.

"If the team is doing good,

then we get real good
response," said Ms. Bennett
while jumping to the beat of the

band's half-time performance.
Their iambic cheers are cute

and catchy. If put to music they
might sell records for the 1910

Fruitgum Company: "Get
up!. .Get goin'!. . Reeeeleee
Sock Et To Em! " or "Go, go,

get'em, get'em, go go get'em,

go Redmen Go!

"

Privately, their game
comments are more candid.

"Oh you should have got 'em,"
one female cheerleader shouts

at a player. "C 'mon you guys,"
another pleads.

Villanova scores first and the

cheerleaders are upset. But
they dutifully smile and con-

tinue their cheering.

UMass scores and the
cheerleaders are happily
jumping, twisting and shouting

to the syncopated beat of a bass
drum, doing what they call the

Minutemen Beat.

The game winning con-
version points send them into

chaos. Arms and legs are
moving everywhere. A lucky
sideline spectator gets a hug.

Next week. . . .Maine.

Parking Will Be Enforced Now
Parking regulations at

UMass will be enforced on a

limited basis until early Oc-

tober when all vehicles will

have received their new
parking assignments, and then

all regulations will be en-

forced, according to H.J.

Littlefield, director of plan-

ning.

There has been some
misunderstanding on this

point, he said this week.

The UMass administration

and classified employees came
to an agreement last week
which ended a one-day em-

ployees strike, and included

among the six-point agreement

was the statement: "The
University will defer en-

forcement of the new parking

system until Oct. 1."

Until then, vehicles may
park in their newly assigned

lots or the lots to which their

last year's stickers entitle

them. After that, cars must
park in lots assigned to them
for this academic year. This is

"enforcement of the new
parking system," Littlefield

explained.

Other parking regulations do

apply now. For example, cars

with neither old nor new decals

may not legally park in any lots

except those at the periphery of

the campus, near the football

stadium, baseball field, or

Fraternity-Sorority Park.

Director Littlefield asked
members of the UMass
community for "cooperation

during this period of further

delay of full implementation of

the new balanced tran-

sportation and parking
system."
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IBM Ordered To Pay
$325m In Trust Suit

By DAYTON BLAIR
Associated Press Writer

TULSA, Okla. (AP) - International Business
Machines Corp., the giant of the worldwide computer
industry, was found guilty of monopolistic practices
Monday. IBM was ordered to pay the Telex Corp., a
Tulsa-based competitor, $352.5 million in damages
while Telex was directed to pay IBM $21.9 million for

theft of trade secrets. The federal judge ordered IBM
to begin steps to end "predatory" acts in the com-
puter accessory market.
An IBM spokesman at company headquarters in

A rmonk, N.Y., said IBM would appeal.

Stocks of both companies were delayed in opening
on the New York Stock Exchange as investors
learned of the ruling by U.S. District Court Judge A.

Sherman Christensen of Salt Lake City.

IBM closed Monday at $272, down 26 from Friday's
close. Telex soared 3 3/4 to $7,625 a share, rising 79

per cent in price during the short while it was traded.

On the American Stock Exchange, Telex warrants -

rights to buy Telex stock at $11 a share - more than
doubled in price, jumping 2 1/2 to $4.25 a share.

Christensen, in his order mailed to the court here

where he heard testimony in the case for nearly two
months earlier this yar, ordered IBM to disclose

certain portions of electronic design in announcing
new electronic data processing equipment.
He also enjoined IBM from "adopting, im-

plementing, or carrying out predatory pricing,
leasing or other acts, practices or strategies with
intent to obtain or maintain a monopoly in the
market. .

."

IBM also was ordered to stop "single or bundled"
pricing of IBM memory systems in its System 370
central processing unit, and to price its processing
units and memories separately within 60 days.
Telex had argued that IBM had been pricing the

equipment in ways designed to freeze out com-
petition.

A Telex spokesman said Telex was pleased with
the decision. Telex had sought $1.2 billion in
damages, accusing IBM of predatory marketing
actions. IBM denied the monopoly allogations, saying
its share of the computer accessory market - a field it

said now has 1,800 manufacturers had declined
annually.

Allende Planned Deaths

Of Opponents, Papers Say
By ROBERT D. OHMAN
Associated Press Writer

SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) — Two daily newspapers, quoting "a high

military source," said Monday the government of the late President

Salvador Allende had planned to assassinate top military officers and
opposition political leaders.

The newspapers, ElMercurioandLa Tercera deLa Hora, said a "high

military source" brought the documents describing the plot to the

newspapers after they were found in a safe at the bomb-damaged
presidential palace.

The documents allegedly were taken from the safe of Daniel Vergara, a

Communist party leader and Allende's minister of interior. The
newspaper stories said the assassinations were to have taken place

Monday during a military parade. They said the killings were scheduled

well before the coup which toppled Allende's three-year-old government
last Tuesday.
El Mercurio and La Tercera de La Hora opposed the Allende govern-

ment. They have been the only newspapers permitted to publish by the

new military junta, headed by Gen. Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, army
commander-in-chief. The two papers said the military learned of the

assassination plan and toppled Allende "as the only alternative in the

face of the dangerous blow prepared by Marxism."
The documents, whose authenticity could not be verified by newsmen,

did not explain why Allende's government decided upon the alleged

assassination plot.

Allende, 65, committed suicide, the military authorities announced, as
troops closed in on the downtown presidential palace last Tuesday after a
20-minute bombardment by tanks and planes. His widow, who arrived in

Mexico City Sunday with 66 others granted asylum by the Mexican
government, said in an interview that her husband killed himself with a

submachine gun given him by Cuban Premier Fidel Castro rather than
submit to capture.

Allende was a physician who dedicated his life to politics and won
election in 1970 as the presidential candidate of the six-party Popular
I inity coalition, dominated by the Communist and Socialist parties.

Bombs Explode As
Irish, British Confer

VIENTIANE, Laos. Laos Prime Minister Souvanna Phouma, who will head a new government
composed of rightists. Communist Pathet Lao, and neutralists, gestures during a news conference. An
agreement forming a coalition government was signed last Friday.

Segretti Pleads Guilty
To Violating Election Laws

By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Donald N. Segretti. an
underground political operative for President
Nixon's re-election campaign. Monday agreed to

plead guilty to violating federal election laws and to

cooperate with federal prosecutors.
One charge against Segretti alleges involvement in

a bogus letter accusing two Democratic opponents of

Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of Maine with sexual
misconduct. The letter on Muskie stationery was
distributed during the Florida Democratic
presidential primary campaign.
Segretti's decision was disclosed at a brief ap-

pearance before a federal magistrate at which he

agreed to have a case filed against him in Tampa,
Fla., transferred to Washington.
No date was scheduled for Segretti to enter his

guilty plea. The magistrate set Oct. 1 for his next
appearance.
A federal grand jury in Tampa returned a four-

count indictment Aug. 24, charging Segretti with
conspiracy to violate federal election laws and
illegally publishing unauthorized political statements
during the Florida primary. It had remained sealed
until Monday.
Segretti had received money from Nixon's former

personal attorney and campaign fund raiser for an
alleged campaign of political sabotage in Florida and
elsewhere.

By COLIN FROST
Associated Press Writer

DUBLIN (AP)- Bombs exploded
in Britain and Northern Ireland

Monday as the prime ministers of

Britain and the Irish Republic
conferred in an important summit.
The most stringent security ever

seen in the Irish capital
surrounded the meeting between
Britain's Edward Heath and the
Ireland's Liam Cosgrave.

Heath was paying the first of-

ficial visit to the republic by a
British prime minister in its 51-

year history in an effort to reach
now accords on peace settlement in

Northern Ireland.

There was no official indication

of the progress of the summit.
Cosgrave was believed to be

pressing Heath for quick action in

setting up a council of Ireland to

give the republic a voice in the
province's affairs.

The northern Protestant
inajority see in the plan the threat
of an eventual united Ireland and
domination by the overwhelmingly
Roman Catholic republic.

The talks took place against a
backdrop of violence widely
blamed on extremists of the Irish

Republican Army
In Britain, one of two bomb

RADIO NEWS
Anyone interested in working for the WMUA news

department this year should attend this most

important meeting:

Tuesday, Sept. 18 at 8:00 p.

in C.C. Rm. 162

blasts in the industrial center of

Birmingham seriously injured a
bomb disposal expert. Another
explosion damaged an army camp
near London.
Several persons were hurt in

Belfast when a bomb in a car blew
up outside a bar. Two Roman
Catholic schools were damaged in

other Belfast explosions, which
were blamed on Protestant ex-
tremists.

AIKID0
JAPANESE

SELF-DEFENSE ART

Sunday, Sept. 23

2:30 p.m.

Room 237

Wrestling Room
Boyden

Kanai Sensei, Aikido
Master (6th Dan Black
Belt) will give a short
demonstration and lead a
class. Everyone welcome.

Top of the Campus

MEMBERSHIP

Now Back to

$
l

For Students, Staff & Faculty

11:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.

11th floor coat check room

Relief On
Way To
Cambodia
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia

(AP)- The U.S. Embassy and
several international relief

organizations announced Monday
plans to alleviate a critical medical
situation arising from the battle for

Kompong Cham.

The embassy said equipment for

two hospitals would be air-lifted

into Phnom Penh, while several

relief groups filed urgent messages
to home stations for critically

needed medicine and supplies.

On the war front, the Cambodian
military command reported

fighting at two points on the edge of

Kompong Cham, shelling of a

government outpost in the mar-

shlands northeast of Phnom Penh

and the closest government-
insurgent closest to the heart of the

capital in months.

Phnom Penh's two vital overland
supply arteries remained cut by
Communist-led insurgents, and
fighting continued on the main
road from the Cambodian capital

to the South Vietnamese border.

A spokesman for the U.S.
Embassy said two C130 cargo
aircraft would arrive from Travis
Air Force Base, Calif., Tuesday
carrying equipment for two 200-

bed hospitals. The spokesman said,

"The hospitals will have
everything except the walls."

One hospital unit will be installed

at Kompong Cham, 47 miles
northeast of Phnom Penh, while

the other will be set up in Phnom
Penh to handle wounded still

streaming in from the embattled

city, the spokesman said.

The hospitals will be staffed by

Cambodians, who are extremely

short of trained medical personnel.

Following a meeting of top

Cambodian government officials

and seven international and

Cambodian relief organizations,

calls went out for medical aid,

including dried blood, antitotanus

and antichelera vaccines and

plaster and splints.

Chrysler, UAW Reach Tentative Peace
DETROIT ( AP) — Chrysler Corp. and the United Auto Workers union

reached tentative agreement yesterday on a new contract covering

117,000 production and maintenance workers.

The settlement came 63 hours after the union struck the nation's No. 3

automaker.
"We want to tell our members about it first," UAW President Leonard

Woodcock said when asked why details of the agreement were withheld

pending an 8:30 a.m. news conference today.

Woodcock refused to predict whether rank-and-file union members will

ratify the tentative agreement.
Neither company nor union would say how long it will be until

production resumes. Union procedures to ratify any new contract or-

dinarily take at least a week.

The International Executive Board and the local presidents were-

scheduled to meet Monday afternoon in Detroit.

The contract would not cover the approximately 10,500 whitecollar

workers who are also represented by the UAW. They had been instructed

to cross production workers' picket lines during the strike.

We're continuing to bargain" on the contract for whitecollar workers,

Woodcock said. "If it becomes necessary, yes, there will be a strike

deadline" for a white-collar contract.

In 1958 a seven-day strike by salaried workers shut Chrysler even

though a settlement covering production workers had been reached.

Chrysler is the only one of the Big Three automakers where the UAW
represents salaried workers.
Production at other members of the Big Three, Ford and General

Motors, continued while the union sought its pattern contract at Chrysler.

When asked what the union planned to do about a settlement at those

firms, Woodcock said: "We will dispose of the problems at Chrysler

before I personally think of going anywhere else."

Members of United Auto Workers picketed outside the Whiting

Gate of the Chrysler Corporation over the weekend. Yesterday a

tentative agreement was reached between Chrysler and UAW who
had struck last Friday night.

House To Get
Agnew Findings
By JEAN HELLER

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-A federal

grand jury investigating

allegations of political graft in

Maryland may send its findings on
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew to

the House of Representatives, it

was learned yesterday.

Such action could be a prelude to

convicted by the Senate, he would
then be a private citizen subject to

indictment without constitutional

questions.

Sources close to the investigation

said that if Agnew evidence is

eventually sent to the House, it

would probably be done in the form
of a presentation, a document
outlining the grand jury's findings

Dinners are being

served in the Hatch

Mon. - Fri. 4 - 6 p.m.

Sat. & Sun All Day

impeachment proceedings against and any action it might otherwise

Agnew if the evidence warranted

it.

The procedure would permit

the Justice Department to avoid

facing the controversial con-

stitutional question of whether a

vice president can be indicted

before he is impeached. If Agnew
were impeached by the House and

have taken.

of course Spaghetti Night

is every Sat.

From BOSTONIAN

*soft brown

leather

*$26.00

It's your University

PLAY WITH IT
or join our bureaucracy

before it joins you

!
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• MAIN ST. AMHERST

"Home of the Boot Collar"

SHE

STORE

There are a number of openings for undergraduate students

on University and Faculty Senate Committees. No experience is

necessary. All you need is the energy and will to work to help

protect the rights of all of us undergraduates. (These com-

mittees decide on fee hikes, devise parking plans, pick ad-

ministrators, utilize student funds, set policy for the Campus
Center, etc.) So, if you want to help yourself and your fellow

undergrads, here's one way to try. Applications are available in

the Student Senate offices (420 SU) and more detailed in-

formation on every committee will be in upcoming Collegians.

Questions should be referred to Jeff Howard at 545-0341.

Academic Ma I ten
Athletic Council
Campus Center Board of Governors
Continuing Education
Curriculum Committee
Fine Arts Council

Health Council
Human Subjects Review Board
Library Committee

Married Student Homing
Parking Appeals Board
Program and Budget
Scholarship and Financial Aid
Search Committee for the Dean of Business Administration

Search Committee for Director of Campus Center Food Services

Space and Calendar
Status of Women
Transportation and Parking
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ALL UNIVERSITY MEN:
Our residence will be open tonight between 8-10 p.m. to discuss what it is

and the advantages of living in a house with sixteen other

Delta Chi Fraternity

314 Lincoln Ave.

Call for rides 545-0195

men.

Round-trip jet. New York to
Luxembourg in the heart of
Europe, Sept. thru May for
stays of up to a year. Show
proof of age. Book within 30
days of your flight.

YOU CAN BE IN
EUROPE TOMORROW!

Icelandic Airlines also offers
one-week car, rail and ski
tours to Europe, Nov. thru
March. Get details on our
youth and student fares and
lowest-cost tours to Europe
of any scheduled airline. See
your travel agent.

To: Icelandic'AirNnei"
-~"~~"""~

"

630 Fifth Av.., N. Y., N. Y. 10020
(212) PL 7 8585. Toll Free outside
N. Y. State (800) 221 9760
Send folder CN on Lowest Youth
Fares to Europe Tours D
Name
Street

City

State___ .zip
I

I

My travel agent is.

I

ICELANDIC

(AP wirephoto)

STOCKHOLM, NEW KING-Sweden's new monarch, King Carl XVI Gustaf. holding bouquet, arrives
at Bromma Airport in Stockholm. The new king had flown from Helsingborg, where his grandfather,
King Gustaf VI Adolf, died. Immediately to the king's left is Swedish Prime Minister Olaf Palme.

Secretary General Defends UN

Alleged Muskie Slur

To Be Investigated
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - Senate Watergate investigators expect to

return to New Hampshire to find out who lied to them last week in their
attempt to find out who wrote the "Canuck" letter, the investigators' head
said yesterday.

"Somebody up there is lying to us and we mean to get to the bottom of
this," investigative leader Jed Johnson said in a telephone interview
from Washington.
The letter, written to the editor of the Manchester Union Leader during

the 1972 New Hampshire presidential primary, alleged that Sen. Edmund
S. Muskie of Maine had made an ethnic slur against Americans of
French-Canadian descent.
Sen. Sam Ervin of the Senate Watergate Committee, said meanwhile

that Gov. Meldrim Thompson failed to present any facts in a telegram
protesting the use of "Gestapo-like" tactics in last week's questioning in
this state.

Thomson said the probers might be engaged in a "political conspiracy
of harassment of New Hampshire citizens."

Ervin replied by telegram that while Thomson's message contained
"some threats and vituperation, it does not set forth a single specific fact
to justify your harassment charge."

Thomson was referring to a visit Saturday by Johnson and W. Scott
Farr to Orford, where they interviewed Roberto Alonzo, a lawyer from
Cuba who is a supervisor of Spanish-language law books at Equity
Publishing Co., formerly headed by Thomson.
Johnson said he and Parr had a "cordial conversation" and that Alonzo

denied any knowledge of the "Canuck" letter. And Johnson said they
asked Alonzo for handwriting samples as they had asked other persons
interviewed last week.

By GEORGE BRIA
Associated Press Writer

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP)
- The I i.N. Assembly opens its 28th

annual meeting Tuesday under

increasing criticism that it is a

debating society habitually

bypassed by the major powers.

The proposed entry of the two

Germanys and sharp East-West

conflict over the future of Korea

promise to highlight the three-

month session.

Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim on Monday dismissed

wholesale criticsm of the United

Nations as "unjust and unfair."

He told a news conference "a lot

was achieved in 28 years. . .if there

was a will to use it as an in-

strument of peace it would work

very well."

Waldheim also said that in many
parts of the world "there is still a

lot of confidence in the United

Nations."

But in his own funeral report to

the assembly Waldheim asked

whether the majority of the

members "really want an

organization which is more than

conference machinery and a forum
for the pursuit of national
policies."

Israel has announced it will vote

against East Germany when the

membership proposal comes up at

Tuesday's opening session. The
Israelis complain that the East
Germans are militantly pro-Arab
and also refuse to pay reparations

for Nazi crimes against the Jews.

West Germany may be the

target of criticism from Guinea
which has accused West Germans
of helping white supremacists in

Africa.

Otherwise, the admission of the

two Germany is expected to go

smoothly. Their applications

received the necessary U.N.

Security Council endorsement last

June. The Bahamas also will
become a member.
The future of the U.N. Command

in South Korea looms as the

stormiest issue to confront the 135-

member assembly. China, the

Soviet Union and a score of other
nations have called for scrapping
the command and withdrawal of its

40,000 American troops. Whatever
the outcome in the assembly, the

United States is ready to maintain
its troops in the South under
separate agreements with Seoul.

Ike and Tina Turner's

Revue

Saturday. Sept. 22 8:30 p.m.

Amherst College Cage

Tickets available at Campus Center,

UAAass. $4.00 in advance

$4.50 at door

Weather

(9)256-6714
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Well, the Democrats are at it

again, and thank God too! If you
happened to catch the big show
Saturday night you'll know what
I'm talking about. The Democratic
Party took to the airwaves and
collected $5.3 million to pay off

George's charge account, and get

things rolling for the 74 elections.

It's what is known in business

circles as getting out of the red,

and in political circles as driving

another nail into the GOP coffin. It

was a good evening for taking a
swipe at Nixon & Co., and even
George McGovern came out of

hiding. A very interesting event, to

put it mildly, and following are a
few observations.

Robert Strauss, the party
chairman, may have a lot of

personality in the warmth of a
smoke filled room, but on
television he's about as exciting as
Melvin Laird. One thing he did
provide, though, was a contrast to

the jovial diehard, Hubert Hum-
phrey. There was HHH, stealing

the show with one liners and anti
Nixon quips. One thing is for sure,

Gary Gomes

I. still Life

Well, well...

Annual time of year for the emergence of still life
as the saying goes and goes and goes. What with you
getting into the g-r-r-rind of Academia, there really
has been little time to think. So, unfortunately, you
fall into the hues and tones of UMass, not realizing
that the hues do not GO BEYOND THE VISIBLE
LIGHT SPECTRUM.
May I tell you something? You are being molded

and shaped -you must get to class on time-tick, tick.
Set your alarm clock-tick, tick. Eat your meals on
schedule, and you won't get acid ah said in the
bargain < not that it's that much a bargain.).
And you are living a picture ...you are living a still-

life...

II. The Camera and the Image (or Iconoclasm
Blues)

So here we are, finally backing into the future.
Braking our way and backbraking our way.
In the future, and we are walking with our eyes

closed

And,
of course

backtracking and turning ourselves into cliches,
until it happens that we have taken on the masks of
ourselves as the true shape of what we are.
Something that is learned becomes what you like to
do, whereas you might ( I might) not know that what
we've learned is bad for us. Or the fact that it's a
Madison Avenue Man who's telling you to go
NATURAL so he can put out nifty items for you to

Animations

units

gobble up so that you think you're organic when
actually to be organic you have to break away from
these turds, and to become as one with your en-
vironment ( I learned that line on the thirty-second
show of "Kung Fu ")

. What's your problem kid? Do
you go around mouthing empty platitudes, or watt?
Or has the cliche become you; or, as Sun Ra would
put it: "If you are not a myth, whose reality are you?
The idea, aptly expressed by Thunderclap

Newman and Speedy Keen: "Life's but a game, you
fly a paper plane; there is no end." CONFUSED''
GOOD! WORK YOUR WAY OUT OF IT THIS TIME
FOR A CHANGE.

III. MICKEY MOUSE
Mickey Mouse is animated, but you are sleeping.

Mickey Mouse is making billions for his dead massa's
company, and you're still lulled into submission by
Mickey's dead boss.

I can remember thinking to myself that animation
has the potential to be one of the finest art forms in
existence. Some technicians are even coming up with
"live" animation. If animation could be the second
best art form around (Black Music is first for
spontaneity and invention.) One thing to do is
animate yourself. But animation costs a lot of money.
And animation of self costs a lot of pain. You don't (

I

risk sounding like a cliche myself here) get
something for nothing.

"What they mean by disturbing people well
THAT'S THE ENTIRE POINT."-Sunny Murray'
Wake Up!

''

Gary Gomes is a Collegian columnist.

he hasn't lost his political savvy,

nor the ability to take charge when
no one else wants to. I still think

he's fun to have around, and Muriel

makes two!

Teddy was there, of course, with

his hair pulled back just over his

ears (can't Jlook too weird you
know), and seeming to shun the

spotlight as much as possible. I

have a strange feeling he wanted to

leave before they showed that

moving, well done, but rather ill-

timed documentary on the late

Senator Bob. And then there was
Walter Mondale. Ah, Walter
Mondale, when his name is uttered

it is with a certain reverence. Now
if someone would only tell me why
I would appreciate it. I have yet to

understand this Mondale
Mystique, but perhaps I'm missing
something. And don't tell me about
his "Presidency" speech either, it

was good, but that's as far as it

goes. See Walter run!

Unity with a grain of salt. The
salt provided by George Wallace.
His speech Saturday night was of

the "I told you so" nature, and of

the "if it happens again the right

wing will kick your ass" variety.

George is convinced that the party
belongs to him, and right or wrong,
he'll be tough to deal with in the
future. It will no doubt be a long
time between visits to Alabama for
our Teddy.
The name given to the telethon

was "America Goes Public". It

was a striking contrast to the well
rehearsed and staged events that
the GOP is fond of. In that respect,

it was as public as it could be. I

mean, let's face it, Ronny Regan
would never gotten away with a
speech like Wallace's if the
Republicans were on the air. The

average John Doe paying for
political campaigns is the best idea
to hit this country in a long time
Hopefully it will help reverse the
trend of special interest politics
that has been promoted most
excellently by our present leaders
It is a start, at any rate, because no
matter how small the contribution
and to whatever party, it brings the
workings of government that much
closer to the people, to us. For a
buck or two, things can take on
added significance. And as Senator
Inouyesaid, "At today's prices, it's

a bargain.

With all the political jabberring,
big name entertainers, and a good
time had by all, the real message
of the telethon came ringing
through loud and clear. American
politics is certainly not at a
standstill, and more people are
becoming involved than ever
before. It's clear that change is

possible when enough people are
willing to work very hard to attain
it. A political telethon would have
been unthinkable a few short years
ago. Credit must go to George
McGovern as well as anybody else,
and he may have accomplished a
hell of a lot more in his campaign
for the presidency than was at first

evident. The government must be
"of the people", and this is as good
a way as any to start.

"The Lord works in strange
ways, his wonders to behold", as
Senator Sam Ervin has told us so
many times And as was also
written long ago, "Many evil men
are rich, and good men poor, but
we shall not exchange with them
our excellence for riches."

Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian
Columnist.
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Nine Things To Do
By DENNIS SIMKOWSKI

The labelmakers returned to the Collegian's editorial page ready to
splash a dash of red paint on anyone who moves . . . Freeze! That's what
the cold war is all about. Remember, apathy is the best policy and in
order to avoid any misunderstandings do the following and make no
mistake about it.

1. Every night chang: A-A-AM-Err-ICAH to the tune of the Star
spangled Banner ... end with a refrain: LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT ( Be
sure not to run out of breath.)

2. Begin the day in a prostrate position facing Westward with a large
presidential portrait ( glossy or mat finish) tacked to the wall above you
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ant not to face Eastward as you'll be paying homage

with your backside and it may be interpreted as a treasonous act.
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Letters Policy

The Massachusetts DaUy Collegian welcomes all
etters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.

Letters To The Editor

Extra Help And Patience Needed Bring Your Own Endust
To The Editor:

Today medical care for the mentally ill is un-
dergoing a vast change. People are being taken care
of through out-patient clinics and other services that
keep the patient in the community and responsive to
his daily life. Treatment involves teaching people to
deal with their problems rather than having them
removed. But what about the people who were put
away before today's ideas became practice? Many
live and have lived for a number of years in Nor-
thampton State Hospital. These people need the extra
help and patience to help them adjust to life again.
Many have been in for several years and the world
they knew has changed. The Northampton Volun-

Inaccurate Information Is Harmful
To The Editor:

A recent issue of The Collegian
carried an item entitled "Birth
Control Handbook" referring to the
publication "1+1-3'^ which was
distributed to students at
registration.

section on "Adoption" is so ex-
tremely inaccurate as to make its

publication harmful rather than
helpful to people who may want to
consider adoption.

It is unfortunate that the authors
of the booklet apparently failed to

To The Editor:

Well sister, you've been looking for something to stimulate your minds
during the off hours, yes? In the continuing saga of the Newman Centers'
"dust detail", I'd like to report that their recruitment drive isn't going too
well, unfortunately. The impression that I got from the monsignor (Sat.
5:30 mass) would leave me to believe that we wern't exactly breaking the
doors of the Newman Center down this past week in an attempt to be the
first to enlist among the ranks of the girls dusting and general main-
tenance squad.

This makes the second week that the monsignor has had to ask for our
help in this matter. This remains a mystery to me. If you dust in your own
home, then why not dust in the house of God? Consider the pleasantries of
your anatomical fate. You just may meet up with a sexy altar-boy and
who knows-that might even lead to bigger and better things like dusting
the center aisle of the church with your very own wedding veil.

If this exciting possibility fails to move you off your collective tuchim
(What in hell is wrong with you anyway?), then pause a moment here to
consider the still unmined aesthetic qualities contained within the mature
dust particle. I realize that a lot of my sisters have been meaning to get

any one of which could have given over to the Newman Center to put their Joan Hancocks on the dust list and
them accurate and unbiased in- that you just haven't had the time.
formation. Well, make a serious effort this week before everyones' allergies start
The other material in the booklet acting, up. Make this a semester of community involvement. Do

may well have been carefully and something useful. Dust an altar today. You will experience the strange

teers help these people bridge the years and blend
into today's life style. You don't need to be a psych
major, over 21 or have a Top of the Campus card to
get in. All you need is to care for someone who has
been forgotten.

This Thursday night we are having a special open
house and orientation for new members. A bus will
leave Hasbrouck Lab at 6:30 p.m. and Patterson
House in Southwest at 6: 35 p.m. All are welcome to
come to the program and no one will be expected to
show up the following week if they choose not too. If

you'd like more information, a table will be set up in
the Campus Center all week to answer any questions.

Jim Cooros

Since the item in the Collegian use consultation available to them
described the booklet as "concise at Children's Aid and Family
and clear", I think it is imperative
to call to your attention that the

Service in Northampton or some
other licensed adoption agency,

Public Thanks
To The Editor:

I'd like to take a bit of space here to publicly thank some individuals for
their help with the Women's Cross-country race held here Sunday. I'd

like to thank track coach Ken O'Brien and his assistant Mike Muska for
their help in recording the results and we'd like to thank the members,
past and present of the UMASS cross-country teams, Peter Cresci, Bill

Gillin, Tom Wilson, Rick Tashjian and Tom Belawd.

Charlotte Lettis

Why I Am A Conservative

accurately prepared; I am not in a
position to evaluate this. However,
I believe the mass of misin-
formation given under the adoption

, heading warrants suggesting to

your readers that anyone in-

terested in adoption turn to a more
authoritative source. By no means
should distribution of the booklet
be continued until this section has
been reprinted.

Robert M. Myers, ACSW
Executive Director

To The Editor:

I am a conservative because I believe there is a
fundamental moral order to the universe, upon which
all government and society must be based, and which
any individual of good will can understand. I believe

in the free will of the individual and deem the in-

dividual pursuit of virtue to be necessary for the

realization of a true humanism. I see it as the

responsibility of conservatives and of all people of

good will to cherish and further the Western prin-

ciples of freedom and the free pursuit of virture,

neither one of which can stand without the other. To

be virtuous, after all, requires that one freely choose
to do good; coerced virtue is a contradiction in terms.
I believe, finally, that while the state is a necessary
part of human existence and may even improve man
by restraining his baser impulses, the very power of

the state makes it a danger to the freedom, and hence
the virtue, of every individual, and the state ought,

therefore, to be limited strictly to providing for the

national defense, preserving domestic peace, and
instituting equal justice for all, based on the moral
equality of men.

Donald M. Austern

Who put the bomp in

the bomp da bomp?
By BOB ROSSMAN

What did the fifties have that the seventies don't? Music. Oh, I know*we
have music now. but not the kind a lot of people can sing along to, start
laughing, and end up having a really good time. It's fun now, but way
back then it was serious business. Just think of the tremendous amount of
imagination that went into writing of the chorus of "Blue Moon." After
all, this is genuine poetry, "Dip da dip da dip, bomp ba bomp bomp, ba
bomp ba bomp, ba bomp ba bomp bomp, ba dang a dang dang, ba ding a
dong ding....

When I first came here in my freshman year, I was so proud of my
oldies collection. I broke out my new Sha Na Na. opened the door, turned
up the volume, and promptly heard twelve doors slam. Must be doing
their homework-try again tomorrow. The slamming came eventually, but
this time they also yelled at parts of my anatomy (I never thought I

resembled a rectum). The third try didn't bring any siamming of doors.
This time they merely pennied me into my room and shut off all the
electricity in there.

But the tide turned. First one convert, then another, and still a few

more, and to cap it off I even ran into a few genuine fifties freaks. Little

Latin Larry came to campus. A few of us greased up to go and a lot of

others just went to watch the "foolishness". A lot more converts. Finally

the big time came. A Sha Na Na concert in Hartford. Half the dorm went.

Two threw up, eight passed out, and the rest converted.

That was two years ago. loday if Sha Na Na or any otter oiaies music

is coming from my end of the corridor and anything else from the other,

there are more people here. They might come by and say, "Are you still

playing that SHIT?" But they listen to two or three songs before they

leave. I guess they don't realize the true inspiration of what they hear,

they just have fun listening.

I must admit to the possession of other types of albums, but they have
far less wear on them than the older ones. It's probably because the older

ones can always put me into a better mood. When I get depressed I

usually listen to singles like "Who Put the Bomp" or "Rama Lama Ding
Dong". After two finals in one day on comes "Johnny B. Goode", and I

feel so goode myself. I collapse five minutes later, but my dreams are a
lot nicer after those eight minutes.

If anybody ever hums, whistles, or sings an oldie, or even says that they

like oldies I jump in and say, "Would you like to hear the greatest oldies

collection ever assembled?" Some tell me to get lost, but most people

eventually take me up on my offer, and very few are disappointed. It's a

great way to make friends which is not always easy for a fifties freak to

do. By the way. who did put the bomp in the bomp ba bomp ba bomp?

Bob Rossman is a Collegian Commentator.

Huh?
To The Editor:

Is it true that the new library is

the Richard Milhous Nixon
Library, and is it also true that the
pond in the orchard has been
renamed Lake Agnew??

Keith L. Bradford

sense of inner tranquility that comes to any woman who has realized that
domestic work is just one of the many rewards of being born a Female on
this wonderful world of ours.
By the way, I checked on the rag situation at the Center. They do

provide them. Bring your own Endust though.

Karen A. Monaco

Do These Things
(Continued from P. 8)

anything ITT does, whether taking, making items for the boys at the
Pentagon, selling land and insurance or overthrowing governments. But
don't be concerned about the fact that ITT cooperated with the Nazis
during World War II. Business is business. Afterall, it is a multinational
company with assets of $86 billion. Unfortunately ITT has previously
admitted that it tried to get the CIA to off the Allende government. That
came out after one of those press leaks exposed the deal and that bugged
us. Now that the pinko is dead and buried, some commies will say bad
things about ITT and the CIA but don't worry! The spokesman has
denied it already. And that was good for big business. Salvadore Allende
dared to say last year at the UN: "We are witnessing a battle between the
giant transnational corporations and sovereign states, for the latter's
fundamental political economic, and military decisions are being in-
terfered with by world-wide organizations which are not dependent on
any single state and which, as regards the sum total of their activities,
are not accountable or regulated by any parliament or institution
representing the collective interest." And that wasn't nice.)

7. Always eat scab grapes and lettuce and for that matter never support
unions that workers support. Buy Farah Pants.

8. Obey orders and tell the youth to join the military. ( At least they'll be
visible.)

9. Ignore preachings of peace and justice and avoid giving to the poor
( only pay for that amount of your tax dollars that go for the Defense
Department) and only pretend to love your neighbor not as they say in
Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Judiasm, Taoism and forget
idle talk about a so-called good conscience and higher law. -FOLLOW
THE PRECEDING NINE POINTS RELIGIOUSLY-
High political and business leadership is merging, and that fact is

clearer now, more than ever. Can we separate those powers?

Dennis Simkowski is a Collegian commentator.
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Sims Expands
The Students' International

Meditation Society of U.Mass. has

been elected the central coor-

dinating body for all SIMS centers

in the Western Massachusetts
World Plan Area.

SIMS is the organization

responsible for teaching the

Science of Creative Intelligence.

This new course, presently being

offered at the University, promises

to give a person both the in-

tellectual understanding of what
creative intelligence is, where it

comes from, how it develops, and
how to apply it to all fields of

knowledge, as well as the direct

personal experience of this

creative intelligence through the

practice of Transcendental
Meditation.

As Beth Harrington, president of

the SIMS U.Mass. chapter says,

"This course is probably the most
relevant and exciting experience

being offered in any classroom at

the university. The reason is that

not only are we offering an un-

derstanding of the basis of all

knowledge, but we're providing

each individual with the ability to

contact and bring out into his

activity these qualities of

creativity and intelligence. As a

result, naturally everything in life

begins to improve - grades, per-

sonal relationships, health-

whatever we're interested in gets

better."

This ability is gained through a

simple mental technique practiced

for 15-20 minutes twice a day. With
the considerable amount of

scientific research now being done
on this technique, many of the

professors and businessmen in the

community are beginning the
practice, as it requires no change
in lifestyle.

Because of the tremendous
amount of national publicity over

the past year, interest in TM has
increased to such a degree that the

SIMS U.Mass. chapter has greatly

expanded their activities to meet
the growing demand. A meditation

room has been reserved in the

Campus Center every afternoon

from 4-6 p.m. for the close to 1000

student meditators in the area;

weekly advanced meetings are

held Sunday evening at 7: 30 p.m.;

and lectures on TM for those in-

terested in beginning the practice

will be offered frequently. For
further information go to the SIMS
Office, Student Union (balcony)

from 11 a.m. -4 p.m., or call them at

545-1540. The next TM talk will be

tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Rm. 101,

Campus Center.

Health Services

Seek Student Input
Would you like to help guide the

health program at UMass? Would
you like to work with physicians

and staff members of the health

services in planning their policy?

In improving communications? In

selecting new staff members? In

responding to student suggestions

and complaints?
The University Health Services

exists to serve students. Students

pay for personal health services

and should have something to say
about the kind of care and types of

service they receive. The Health
Service needs student ideas,

suggestions and feedback.

The Student Advisory Board will

probably meet twice a month. It

participates in policy-making
decisions and is involved in various

projects. Come to the first meeting
this Thursday at 5:00 p.m. in 162

C.C.

Percy To Propose

Anti-Pollution Tax
KvJOIINCIIADWICK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AP) - Sen.

Charles H. Percy, said Monday he

will seek a sliding-scale tax on new
automobiles based on their rate on

fuel consumption.

Under a bill he plans to introduce

Tuesday, a tax would be imposed

beginning in 1976 on cars that get

less than 20 miles to the gallon. The
maximum tax would be $381 for a

car that got five miles per gallon or

less.

The Illinois Republican said in a

statement the proposed tax would

encourage development of fuel-

efficient cars, provide revenues for

energy research and stimulate

conservation of fuel.

I nder the bill the tax in 1981

would apply to all new cars that get

less than 25 miles per gallon and
the sliding scale of rates would
increase to a maximum tax of

$1,090.

Sen. Walter F. Mondale, D-

Minn., who like Percy is regarded
as a potential presidential can-
didate in 1976, annnounced he
would introduce a bill taking a

different approach to the energy
problem

Mondale said his bill would
create a federal corporation,
financed with revenues from off-

shore drilling leases, to undertake
research into energy conservation.

The independent corporation he

proposed would look into ways to

save energy use, including im-

provement in the design of

buildings and building materials.
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For a brief time each day. UMass students put their books to the side and direct their attentions

toward other pastimes.

Socialists Tie In Swedish Election
STOCKHOLM. Sweden <AP>-

The Swedish general elections

ended in a tie between the ruling

Socialist bloc and a loose non-

Socialist alliance, the official

Swedish news agency reported

Monday.
The agency said unless party

allegiances crack through
defections or backstage com-
binations, parliamentary
proceedings could be stalemated

and new elections could be
necessary.

Premier Olof Palmo's Social

Democratic party, which has ruled

Sweden for 41 years and set up

much of its socialistic system,

suffered a marked setback. The
party lost six seats, but with 157 it

was still the largest single party in

parliament.

Complete returns of Sunday's

polling left the competing
coalitions with about 49 per cent of

the vote apiece, the official agency

said, and gave each bloc 175 seats

in the 350-seat parliament.

Still to be counted are about

50,000 mail votes from Swedes
living abroad and others unable to

vote at polling stations. Their

ballots are expected to be tallied by

Wednesday.

The J.O.E. Program has something for you .

SliA
Students Educating X-delinquents.

JOE is a student organization working to educate youth alienated by society to negotiate society.

A meeting for students interested in becoming youth advocates. Please attend the meeting on

Tuesday night, Sept. 18th at 7:30, in Rm. 165 in the Campus Center.

Special Programs: H estfield Detention Center and Parole Volunteers

Calling

All DAMES!
All student wives and wives of

students at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst are in-

vited to come to the first meeting of

the UMass DAMES CLUB which
will be a fashion show sponsored by
the local shops. The meeting-
fashion-show will be held on
Wednesday, September 19th at 8

p.m. in the campus Farley 4-H
House ( behind the Southwest
Complex, next to the Alumni
Stadium) . Coffee and dessert will

follow the fashion show.
DAMES is organized to bring

people together - to acquaint you
with the shopping areas, outlets,

entertainment facilities, fine arts

series, lectures, organizations
around town, and just to talk and
swap ideas on anything and
everything. Come on out and join

us and make a friend, or even
several.

Activities throughout the year
include:

September 19: Coffee and
fashion show. Our models will be
our members and our fashions will

be from the local shops.

October 17: Yoga demon-
stration. Learn the art of total

relaxation. Wear comfortable
clothes and be prepared to exercise
and meditate.

November 14: White-Elephant
Auction. Here is your chance to

clean out your "attic" and then
watch everyone else bid for your
goodies. The highlight of the
auction will be all of the articles

which will be donated by the local

shops, restaurants, movie
theaters, etc.

December 12: We'll be holding a
Christmas Pot-Luck Supper plus a
special Christmas party for all the
children on the previous Saturday.
It promises to put you right in the
holiday spirit.

February 20: Sleigh Ride. Dress
warm, and come prepared for a
good time.

Our meetings are held on one
Wednesday every month in the
evening. Dues are only $3.50 a
year, payable by the October
meeting.
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NEW ORLEANS, La., HORSE SENSE-This gas station operator

is offering a little common horse sense to his customers at a
suburban New Orleans station. In short the point is don't eat your
horse because during Phase IV you may have to ride him.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS

Gas Stations

Protesting Phase IV
BOSTON (AP)- Some 2,000 gas

stations in Massachusetts planned
to shut down Tuesday in a protest

over Phase IV price controls,
accord- ing to spokesmen for the
station operators.

Most of the stations planned a
three-day closing, but about 175

stations in the Springfield area
said their shutdown would be for an
indefinite period.
A spokesman for the western

Massachusetts operators. Harold
P. Murphy, Jr. of Springfield, said

Monday a three-day protest would
not be long enough.

"We want everyone to feel the
squeeze," he said, "the average
citizen should be able to last the
three days without too much in-

convenience, but we need their
support. We want them to voice
their support and write their
congressmen."

The operators complain Phase
IV price controls are forcing them
to lose half a cent for every glalon
of gas they sell.

"The squeeze play is on," said
John Bell of Lexington, another of
the shutdown organizers. "Our
backs are up against the wall, and
we have nothing left to resort to."

"It's time to organize," Bell
said. "We're a powerful industry.
We could shut down the economy in
three or four days, if we stuck

together."

Murphy said he spent Monday
talking with station operators in

western Massachusetts,
"especially those operators who
are hesitating or who have refused
to join the boycott."

"As far as those dealers who don't

close are concerned," he said, "I
am quite confident fhey win run
out of gas in just a short time
because of the huge demand."
Operators of service stations

appeared to agree with Murphy.
Many reported long lines of cars at
their stations as drivers stocked up
on gas in anticipation of the
threatened shutdown. "I'll run out
of gas at this rate," said a station

operator in western Massa-
chusetts. "I'm on allocation,

and net striking, yet I'll be
penalized."

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

(54)5-2671

SOUTHWEST COURSE OFFERINGS, FALL 1973

The following Southwest courses are now open to all

undergraduates. Registration in the lobby of JOHN ADAMS
TOWER, and ends at 5: 00 p.m., Tuesday, September 18. All
courses carry 3 credits except the International Studies
courses which carry 2. ADDITIONAL credits for cross-
cultural communications Workshops.

Woman's Center Courses:

SW 390D — SEMINAR ON WOMEN, Tu., 7-9: 30 p.m., SWWC
SW 390E — IMAGE OF WOMEN/SOVIET LIT., 7: 30-10, SWWC,

Wed.
SW 390F — SOUTHERN WOM. WRITERS/CIV. WAR, Wed., 7-

9:30 p.m., SWWC
SW 390H — IMAGES OF WOMEN IN AMERICAN DRAMA, Th.,

7:30-10, SWWC
SW 3901 — BLACK WOMAN/WHITE WOMAN, Tu., 7-9:30 p.m.,SWWC
SW 390J - SEX DIFF: MYTH OR REALITY?, 7:30-10 p.m.,

Sun., SWWC

Project - 10 and Feminist Studies:

SW 390K - BIOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL BASES FOR SEX
DIFFERENCES, Tues.-Thurs., 9:30-10:45, SWWC

Center for Racial Understanding

SW390N — RACIAL IMAGES IN AMERICAN CULTURE, Tu.-
Th., 11:15-12:30, JQA 5L

SW 390M — BLACK IMAGE IN WHITE MIND, Tu.-Th., 4-5:15
p.m., Cool. 19L

SW390Y — DYNAMICS OF WHITE RACISM — to be arranged

Instructional Center Courses

SW 390L — COMPARATIVE APPROACH TO AFRICAN
ETHNOLOGY* — by arrangement

SW 390B — LATIN AMERICA: INTRODUCTION*, M -W
2:30-4 p.m., C.pol. 12L

SW390W-CHINESE REVOLUTION*, Tu.-Th., 2:003: 15, JQA
12L

SW390Q — THE LIFE CRISIS, Tu.-Th., 2: 30-3:45 p.m., JQA 5L
(freshmen only)

SW 390V — LIT AUTOBIOG. IN FRANCE, Tu.-Th., 2:30-3:45
p.m.. Cool. 12L

SW 390U — MODERNISM AND POETIC LIT., Tu.-Th., 2- 30-
3:45, Cance PL

SW 392A - ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS, Th., 7-9 p.m., JA
19L

Additional Courses:

SW 3902 -THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT -by arranoemenf
SW392B -INTRO. TO COUNSEL ING- by arrangement

SW 392C — THE COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER — by
arrangement

SW 392D - SCULPTURE: AN INVITATION TO
MOTIVATION, Mon.-Wed., 7:00 p.m.

international Studies Course, 5 credits
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The Fine Arts Council Presents Latin America
September 18

The Eleo Pomare Dance
Company will conduct Master

Classes in the Women's Physical

Education Building at 2.30 p.m.

today. Classes for intermediate

and advanced students will be

conducted simultaneously (in-

termediate in the Studio and ad-

vanced upstairs in WOPE ) C lasses

are limited to 30 and observers are

welcome. Classes are free. For

further information and to sign up

for these classes - call the Fine

Arts Council at 545-0202.

September 19

Opening the Latin-American

Festival tomorrow-20, the Eleo

Pomare Dance Company, will

offer two entirely different

programs, one today and the other

tomorrow. The performances will

begin at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. Tickets are $1.50 for

UMass-A Students with IDs and $3

for others. Tickets are now on sale

at Fine Arts Council Box Office 125

Herter Hall (545-0202). Remaining

tickets go on sale one hour before

performance at Bowker
Auditorium.
September 21

The Council will present three

Latin-American Films in Herter

Hall 231: Out Latin Thing,

Culebra, and Puerto Rico: Pais

Colonizado. Starting time for this

trio of films will be 8 p.m. and

tickets are priced at 75* for

U Mass/Amherst Students with IDs

and $1.50 for others. Tickets will

also be sold at the door. They are

now on sale at the UMass Fine Arts

Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall

- 545-0202.

September 22, 1973

The great Eddie Palmieri and
His Orchestra, one of Latin-

American's outstanding groups

will be here on Saturday evening,

in the Student Union Ballroom for

an evening of music and dancing.

The Council is presenting this

Orchestra in cooperation with

Campus Center Program Council

and the evening will get underway

at 8 p.m. Admission price will be

UMass/Amherst students with IDs

$1.50, others $3. Tickets for this

event are now on sale at the Fine

Arts Council Box Office and may
also be obtained at the Student

Union Ballroom the night of the

performance starting at 7 p.m.

September 23, 1973

Bringing this festival to a close

on Sunday afternoon at 2 in Room
231, Herter Hall, will be an af-

ternoon of poetry reading by some
of the country's most noted Latin-

American poets who will read

works of their own as well as those

of other leading Latin-American

Poets.

Appearing at UMass/Amherst

for the first time will be Pedro

Petri, Jose Angel Figueroa and

Bob Marquez. This event is free of

charge and the entire University

Community is invited to attend and

meet with these poets of renown.

FREE

SHUTTLEBUS
From Campus Center

to McDonald's
(your kind of place)

7 DAYS A WEEK
FROM 11 AM to 7 PM

McDonalds
m

You deserve a break, today,

(and we'll help you get it.)

377 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

Notices

ALPHA ZETA
Exec, board meeting tonight at 7 in

Rm. 178 C.C. Officers please be

present. Members also invited.

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
"Gourmet Night" • food, friends

and fun -- on Nutting Ave. at 7 1 30

p.m. Call 545-2152 for rides or info.

All women are welcomed!

ASTRONAUT CLUB
Star party, tonight at Orchard Hill

Observatory; 7: 30 to 1 : 00 a.m. Stars,

telescopes, and other goodies.

AGAPE WEEKEND
Meet with Christians this weekend

at the Conference, Sept. 21-23.

Register at 758 N. Pleasant St.

BAHA'L ASSOCIATION
Urgent! If you are a Baha'l, or

wish to join the Association please

notify David at 584 3993 im-

mediately!

BETA KAPPA PHI
Welcomes all university men to an

open rush on tonight and tomorrow
night at 7:30 on 388 N. Pleasant St.

BIKE RACE
To start at West End of Mass. Ave.

at 5:30 today. Classes for both
beginners and experienced riders.

For info call 5-1319.

CHESS CLUB
Will meet tonight from 7: 30 on-in

C.C. 174-76. All welcome.

COMPUTER ANALYSIS
T he sisters of Sigma Delta T au are

super happy to invite all University
women to their "Computer Party".
Find out who's Your type of com-
puter "Date". Tonight at 7. ,

CONCERT COMMITTEE
All members and those interested

in working on our upcoming concerts

please attend. C.C. 103 at 7:30.

FOOD
Concerned about present Dining

Commons policy? Then discuss it at

an open meeting with the Director of

Food Services tonight at 7:30 in

Hampden Student Center in SW.

HEYMAKERS
Important club meeting tonight

7:30 prior to lessons (8-10 p.m.)
Room 113 C.C. Other club level

people are invited to join.

Boycott

Lettuce
There will be a meeting

tonight for all people interested

in working with the Lettuce
Boycott Committee. We have
an ongoing picketline at food

chains in the Valley on
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday to protest the sale of

scab products. We need to do
work in the community and
develop an action strategy for

the campuses in the area.

UMass at Boston has agreed to

buy Union products, let's not

settle for less in Amherst.
Come 7:30 p.m. room 177

Campus Center.

INNKEEPERS
Will hold their first meeting of

business tonight at 7: 30 904-8 C.C. All

HRTA majors invited.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Start the semester off right. See

Kappa. Come at 7-7: 45 or 8-8: 45 to 32

Nutting Ave. Call 5-0321, 5-0320 for

rides. See you tonight! ! !

NAIADS
The Aquatic Art Club will hold its

fall workshops and tryouts on Sept.

18, 19, 20, 4-5:30 in Wope Pool.

Anyone interested is welcome. For

info. 5 2324.

OPEN RUSH
All University men welcome to Sig

Ep for an informal rush tonight at

8.30. Call 5-0070 for rides.

OPEN SMOKER
Come and meet the brothers of Phi

Mu Delta. Tomorrow at 8 p.m.
Fraternity-Sorority Park.

PLAY LIBRARY
The Play Library is looking for a

new home on campus. We don't need
a lot of space, but it should be easily

accessible. Call 586 1645.

PRE VET CLUB
Meeting tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Rm.

105 C.C.

SAM
All University men and women are

invited to attend open smokers at

Sigma Alpha Mu tonight at 8 -387 N.

Pleasant St.

SEMINAR SERIES
Today at 5 p.m., Commonwealth

Rm. S.U.B. "The Shofar; Origin and
Significance."

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION

Talk on T.M. tonight in Rm. 101,

C.C. The meeting is free of charge
and open to everyone.

USED BOOK EXCHANGE
Remember - today at 4 is the

deadline to pick up your unsoia books
at Gamma Sig's Book Exchange.

FOUND
Pair of wire-rimmed glasses on the

walk on the Morrill side of Campus
Pond. Turned in to Lost and Found at

C.C.

FOR SALE FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS PERSONAL

14 year old Martin uuitai . 00 IN, Grover
machines, good condition, excellent sound,
(all 549-1 .'i.'h. David Gage, leave message.
$175.

H9/I9

Calculator — Hewlett Packard I1P-35.

hardly used, best otter over $250. Call 256-

6225.

Doiric Organ — good sound, can Imitate
many other instruments, portable and
electric. Asking $150. Good for band. Call
Miles. 256-60 1

1

tf9/20

1965 International Travelall, good
condition, rubber, new clutch, brakes. 4 on
floor $55». Call David. 549-1528. leave
message.

tf9/!9

I pair skiis (wooden, beginners)
rack. Call Jeff. 586-1748.

1 ski

tffl/IN

Two port, typewriters — Royal 4r Smith
Corona. Call 665-3600. M-W-F.

U9/I9

8-lrack cartridge record /play deck
(make your own), ex. cond.. $95; also
record changer. $30; sterling silver flute,
$265. (all 549-00IK.

U9/2I

Irish Setters — Daisy's puppies are for

sale. A.K.C. Registered, shots, wormed,
only $H5. (all Jeff days. 25.1-9341: nights.

256-8530.

tf9/18

Advent 202. new. $85; Sony 230 reel to

reel with speakers. $ 175; Sony reel to reel

tape deck. $80. (all David. 546-6547.

t/9/18

1971 Honda 350. exc. cond.. 4.700 mi..

I'hhi. w/2 helmets: I ft. blacklite plus

inan\ posters and flourescenl nets. $30.

(all Daw. OMSK.
tf»/l»

Electric guitar for sale — 7 yrs. old.

(•ibsmi s( . standard, good condition,

versatile sound. Humbnkin pickups. Call

in law.

H9/I9

pm* Kawasaki 125 cc. good condition.

$i:mi or best offer, (all $MM,
tf9/l8

Tape reciwdcr. Panasonic, reel-to-reel. 2

mics included, spare parts kit also. turn

Hum 519-3677.

tf9/20

Must pay for vasectomy . Will sell brand
new Sikkor 13-86 mm zoom lens. $175.

Phone quick, the girls are horny . 665-3190.

mm
\MP Fender Super-reverb. 1965-6 4 10"

spkrs . excellent cond.. Mi. 6I7-544-3909

or 25:1-5965. Woodv

.

11*78

For sale — pool tables . regulation or coin

operated. Write P.O. Box 51, Amherst
II I Ml.'

tf9/ai

in speed Raleigh 25" frame. I 1/2 month
old. generator light & cable and lock. $85.

5M-335I. mm
Refrigerator :t( fl cubic feet, rents for

around $ Ml a y car . w ill sell for $ 45 or best

offer (all Jim at 545-0210 or 545-0211

mornings. mm

l!M>7 Muslairg Fastback, 289, 3-speed.
r&h, mags m new G-70 tires, excellent
mechanical condition, $650 or best offer,

(all 5I6-78J2.

mm

HELP WANTED

Trumpet player wanted for trio with

weekend work — weddings, some lounge

work, standards. Call Ed, 253-2207 or Tom.
256-6291 after 6.

Ii9- 19

Full time adm. sec. for Black Cultural

Center wanted immed. Should have
knowledge of univ. procedures. Call 545-

0794.

mm

Oriental women (prefer Japanese) for

waHressing in steak house. Apply Valley

Lounge. Rte. 116. Sunderland or call 665-

8702. mm

Person to wash dishes for 16 people.

Free meals in exchange. 7 days a week,
better than DC. food. Call 545-0939.

DM

Help wanted evenings — male & female,

gd. working cond. Free meals. Apply
Burger King, ill King St.. Northampton,
between 2-4 p.m. and 7:30 & 9:30 p.m.

mm

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted — I bedroom
available. $105 per mo., apt. 14 Rolling

Green apts. Please call 256-6431 anytime.

ti9/21

I need roommates for a 3 bedroom
I Mil I ion apt., rent about $82/month. 549-

0713.

H9/I9

iiit person wanted for spacious 3-

bedroom apartment in Northampton. Rent
$ 17 /month plus share of utilities. Call 584-

1498.

mm
I quiet in. roommate. own room, $50 plus

utilities. Northampton. n< r Rte. 9. Call

5H6-3658 late eves
tf9/'l

Musicians wanted — keyboard & vocals.
male or female, but will consider
anything. Call Man. 549-6275; Dave. 527-

$IM| Kevin. 323-7249.

tf9-28

Beer. wine, papers, etc. (Groceries, Inc..
Mexican foods. Montague Mini Mart.
Montague (enter, open 8 a.m. until II p.m.
daily.

AUTO FOR SALE

1969 VW Bug. sunroof, snows, headers,
lape deck, reclining seats. $775 or best
offer. 268-3242. after 5 p.m.

tfS/21

1967 Saab station wagon, has broken
piston ring. $I5« takes this beauty, in-

cluding replacement motor. Rest of car
good 256-0691.

tf(/2l

tf9/!8

FOR RENT

RNs -- full and pa rt time positions

available 3rd shift. CCl and staff

positions

.

Contact Alice Goethrl. RN
Director of Nursing Services. Wing
Memoria Hospital. Palmer. Ma., 1-

283-7651. •Xt. K3.

tf9/20

Pufflon Village Apts — available im

.

mediately: I, 2 4V 3 bedroom apts. Call 549-

0115 between 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
tf9/25

Booms —only a few left. Arrangements
by day. week, month, semester. See at 401

N. Pleasant St.. ask for Duncan.
If9/20

ROOMS WANTED

Boom wanted close to campus.
Desperate! Please call Craig. 6-5960.

mm
-
H

i year old undergrad needs rm. in

Amherst in quiet house or apt . with mature
grad or undergrad. Call Jeff at 549-6327.

mm

One credit of Speech 303 for anyone as a
speaker before audiences. Call Richard
Shoen for details. 545-2055.

t/9-18

Gay commune has farm, now peopling,
living and loving together. P.O. Box 723,
Amherst. Ma.

wmn
Flections — all Sloe hies. Frosh and Srs.

may vote for respective class officers on
Wed. at Stockbridge Hall. 9:00-3:30.

U9/I8

Tues..Sept. Ittat 4p.m. is the deadline to

pick up your money or unsold books.
(.annua Sigma Sigma Ised Book Ex-
change.

t/9/18

Want to rap? Gay line

Mon Wed 545-0154. SHI..

7-10 p.m..

U»/I9

Illiniums Mm — needs drivers.

Must ha\e Mass . license. Available
nights - full or part lime. Apply in

lierson Mi Main Street. Amherst.
ifi/i'i

WANTED

ROOMS FOR RENT

Furnished rooms for rent, close to

campus and town, no kitchen, quiet

location, ample parking facilities free!

(all 519-6397

tf9/21

Wanted — Psych km text "Psych as a

Social Science". Harrison, reasonable

price paid, (all Nancy. 202-545-2512.

mm

We buy good condition, used records.

For the Record at Faces of Earth. 256-6134.

mm

ENTERTAINMENT

I promised to keep my number in so here

it is. 167-2812. Steve the DJ for the finest

fral or dorm parties. Reasonable rates.

tf9/2l

(.ot any balls? We'll take them off

your hands. Come trade in your non-

sexist TENNIS balls. 2 of your balls

good for one of my joints as long as

supply lasts. Call 6-7540 or 6-7536 for

good shit. mm

I he Super Septemherfest will be held

this Sunday. Sept. 23. 1-6 outside at

Kelly's drove. Bt. 202 in Oranby .

VI \ aim- tickets only The tickets are

$3 ."Ji and include free beer all day . and

Iree hamhiirgs and hot dogs from 2-4.

live rock music by "Tusk". Tickets

mi s ile al The New Record Shop.

\mhcrsl

.

tf9/l9

(fcianlitative Analytical Chemistry" by"

Frio 4 Schenk. 2nd edition, urgently

needed llease call Warren at 253-7890.

9/18

LOST & FOUND

I itsi — <-"iiall brown and white spotted

puppy . last seen near Wheeler. Please call

SMWI, reward.

mm
lost —red wallet in CCC. Please return

with IDs. no questions asked. Call Leah.M Johnson or mail it there.

tf9/20

Discreet black and white photo
in messing Professional film & print

developing. Will be kept confidential . 665-

129(1 evenings.

mm
RIDE WANTED

Agawam grad student seeks daily ride

from I Mass al 2:30 or 3:30. will share
expenses, (all 786-0275 evenings.

mm
Need a ride to Worcester on Fridays.

Will share expenses and provide good
companv. Please contact Mary. 6-6438.

tf9/2l

RIDERS WANTED

Leaving 9/19 for West Coast. Plan to

lake about 1-2 weeks, need to share driving

and gas expenses. Call Jeff. 586-1748.

t/9/18

1 .1 and from Spfld daily. Iv. 8:30 a.m.
and return 2: 30 p.m. Contact Eileen at 734-

0276 evenings. Will also consider car
pooling.

mm

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1971 Kawasaki 350 street and trail, only
3.300 miles. Asking $500. Tel. 546-7150.

t/9-18

Damaged 73 Norton 750cc for sale. Ph.MM after 7.

mm
1973 (Ksa Pioneer. 326 miles: 2S0cc

Fnduro. also full-bore Fnduro boots. 549-

6X11.

mm

30 miles per gallon — 1970 Toyota
Corolla 1200. automatic. 4 new tires under
warranty plus 3 spare tires. 586-2409 after
6.

mm
1965 Ford Econoline van. good cond.,

$500 or best offer, (all 665-3600. M-W-F.
1/9/19

Mustang convertible. 1*72. IS.0M miles.
A real bargain, must sell. Call 584-5097

mm
1967 Cutlass. 2 dr.. gd. cond.. will

bargain. Call Kathy after 3:39 p.m., 253-

9877.

mm
1967 VW Fastback — needs some minor

work. $300 or best offer. Call 549-1821 afrer
6 p.m.

mm
1969 Malibu sport coupe, well kept. •

cyl.. automatic. 7 tires (2 snows). $1297,

will dicker. Call 863-9437 before 3 p.m.
1/9-21

Must sell 72 VW bus.

complete service record

256-8812.

31.000 miles.

mailable. Call

tf9-2l

1969 Triumph Spitfire com.. 4 speed,

new radials and snows, exc. running cond.

Call 545-0174. ask for Al.

:f9-2l

MMiii ( hev. Nova. 4 dr.. 230 auto., good
running cond. Call 562-3060.

mm
i 'Mix VW. excellent cond. inside ft out. 4

good tires, just had valve job. Asking $650.

(all 549-6682 in the evening, ask for Jane.
tit/18

Con. Mercury, air cond., 390 eng., good
tires, new rebuilt Lincoln Continental
trans., guaranteed to buyer for six mo..
IM.IKM. Tel. Carey. II p.m.. 6-6683

t/9/29

1969 VW Squareback. 45.000 miles, in-

side* good, body needs work. $600 253-2048

evenings or weekends.

t/9/18

1964 Fairlane. automatic, new battery it

generator, excellent power. $250. 774-2931.

11*718

1969 BMW 2002, excellent running
condition. $1254). Call 546 WW.— — trt-18

I9«C VW Bus. new clutch, good tares,

runs good, best offer. 665-4142

mm

REWARD

Reward for anyone returning a hand
carved light blue and white Wedgewood
ring Lost in Bartlett. notify Sara Moses in

( a shin at 546-5972.

1/9/18

WATERGATE * SEX have nothing

to do with this ad. HONEST AL is back

with 2 I (.IV RIDERS which should

be able to get yon where you are going.

1963 Falcon. 2 dr.. (cyl.. at.. PASSES
INSPECTION! New front end *
muffler. $95; 1964 Chevy II WAGON. •

cyl.. std.. very reliable but burns some
oil. $95. WANTED - DARTS A
VALIANTS In any condition. 586-3819.

t/9/21

*>»•»'»..
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Are You Bright? Witty? Vocal?
DoubU
Ftaturt AMHERSTCV™

Thru
Tuti.

AMITY ST. 253 5426

Are you looking for an op-

portunity to expand your com-
munication skills? Do you wish to

learn how to persuade an audience
through rational argumentation?
How about a chance to earn some
extra credit by participating in an
activity that can further a career
as lawyer, educator, businessman,
engineer, doctor? The Public
Debate Program provides these

opportunities as well as the
training necessary to make wise
use of them.
This year the Public Debate

Program is expanding its mem-
bership drive as well as its plans

for speaking activities. Tentative

plans include debates and
workshops in high schools around

Phil. Club
To

Meet Wed.
The first meeting of the

Undergraduate Philosophy Club
will beheld tomorrow at four in the

6th floor lounge of Thompson
Tower. All undergraduate
members are urged to attend to

elect officers and plan programs
and speakers for the coming year.

New members are welcome.

ifiteBt

Simple.

straight-forward,

classic -out of step

with today's

throwaway culture.

Refillable cartridge.

ballpoint or fiber tip

marker in basic tan

or navy blue.

$1.98: not bad for a pen
you may use the

rest of your life.

$1.98

Miiuim hohii) vmdi » fr»troiiU (»Mr\N^

the state, a public debate tour of

other colleges in New England and
some radio-TV debate both on and
off campus.

In the past, the PDP has argued
such issues as the justification of

busing to achieve integration,

national health insurance, the

legalization of marijuana and the

legalization of prostitution.

For further details about the

program, come to room 174 in the

Campus Center, Thursday at 7:30

p.m. or contact Dick Shoen at 545-

2055.

josep* f i *«•"« p'esenii *

Mike Nichols

Carnal

Knowledge £

ACADEMY AWAROWtNNER
•1ST OUlfCTOM-HHIf WCN04.S

JOStPME LEVINC -.«....

MIKE NICHOLS **G. "£3*
I

LAWRENCE TURMAN— .«

THE GRADUATE

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS $100

Dig It!
AFRO-AMERICAN MUSIC AND MUSICIANS, a new course offered

by the Music Department examines and explores the musical and
sociological influences of black music. Organized around listening, class
discussion and panel discussions, a wide range of music of such giants as
Scott Joplin, Bessie Smith, William Grant Still, Mahalia Jackson, James
Brown and Aretha Franklin will be analyzed.
Classes meet on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 2: 30 in Machmenr

E-16. The course carries three credits and the only requirements are
class attendance, one written paper and participation in a panel
discussion. Instructor: Horace Clarence Boyer.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW.

AKIES i March 21-April 19): You may
not be interpreting wishes of those close to

you in a correct manner. Key is to see with
clarity. Don't project your own desires.
Hermit loved ones to be independent. By
loosening lies, you actually strengthen
>hem You will know!
TAURUS ( April 20-May 20) : Be cautious

in connection with what you tell, buy or sell.

Means a bit of care now can save money
and embarrassment. Aquarius. Leo and
Scorpio individuals could play important
roles Male, partner does not have clear
financial picture

(.KMINI (May 21 June 20): You will

have fun. even though some "tireat ex-
pectations" may not be entirely fulfilled. Be
ready for stimulating dialogue, a clash of
ideas You will be vibrant and especially
attractive to opposite sex.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): What is

subdued may start "making noise." You
irnve at destination in sense that family
affair is settled. Taurus. Libra persons are
apt to be involved Avoid excess-
moderation now is a real ally. Know it: act
accordingly.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Avoid fooling

yourself. Pisces. Virgo persons appear to be
in picture Face facts as they exist. Truth
can make you strong Realize it and do
something about it. Love and "mixed up"
feeling seem now to blend You will com-
prehend!
VIKGO i Aug 23-Sept 22): Results oc-

cur past efforts bloom There is opposition
Ihii you emerge victorious. Heavier
responsibility leads now to greater
rewards You are due for recognition. Older
individual will open doors.

LIBRA ( Sept 23-Ocl 22) : Finish rather
han hegin-deal with Aries individual
Accent is on potential, expression of

emotions, ability to articulate feelings.

Kind heller ways of distributing product

Display. Let others become aware of you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Highlight

independence, originality. Imprint your
own mark. Don't be led- and check temp
lation to imitate. Bring forth creative
resources One close to you who talks about
expenses is merely fishing. Know it and
don't worrv!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21! You
may not be seeing too clearly. Hold back.
You need not make definite commitment
Situation is subject to change. You may be
Kelting more -<«r less -than you expected.
Kmphasis is on joint effort, partnership,
marriage. Pisces is in picture.

CAPRICORN ( Dec 22-Jan 19) : Be with
persons who share your interests. There
will be work changes, revisions You will

need allies Start building bridges of social
contacts. Being alone and gloomy is not the
answer Make known your views.

AQUARIUS ( Jan 20-Feb. 18) : You may
have to do some remodeling. What ap-
peared to suffice may lack solid base.

Reconstruction is a necessity . Taking others
lor granted would be error. Double-check.
Leo and Scorpio persons could be involved.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): One in

authority may be uncertain. Professional
associate could be sincere but misin-
formed Re analytical Do your own
checking Obtain hint from Aquarius
message Gemini. Virgo persons figure
prominently.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
are somewhat headstrong, independent,
perceptive and analytical You are con-
cerned with medicine, law. theater. You
express yourself in direct, dynamic
manner. You associate with Aries. Libra
persons Basic charge, travel Is likely to

occur in December You know plenty about
health. Your views on most subjects are
unorthodox.

PI-AM I S

His wife had always
hated his work.

<r-ie

^bu'll never make any
money growing toadstools,*
she complained.

I

\\

PFANUTS

'HERE'S JOE^
COOL &TIJKNIN6

1

TO THE POfcTM I
after a ni6ht 1

1
out ujith 1
The guys...

•* nT)* y ""'** -J* - - .

-

IT'i$600PTD6E"
AUJAV FROM THE
dOOK6 ONCE
IN AU)HILE

i'/»

4th

Week CALVIN]©^
M\(. ST ..NORTHAMPTON

Don't

Mitt It!

Ryan a
Tatum
O'Neal

Sat. Sun. Mat. 2: 00 Students $ l .00 with Card

MONDAY a TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS SI 00

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 18th President

6 Article of

furniture

11 Dealer

12 Sickest

14 Tear

15 Lasso

17 Suffix:

native of

18 Above

19 Tumbled down
21 Indefinite

article

22 Bristle

24 Confederate
general

25 Poker stake

27 Sleeping-

sickness fly

29 Thoroughfare

31 Devoured

32 Number
33 Passageways

36 Rates highly

39 Woody plant

40 Equality

42 New York Stock
Exchange
(abbr.)

43 Symbol for

tantalum'

44 Looking fixedly

47 Symbol for

tellurium

48 Girl's name
50 Girl's name
51 Weight

of India

52 Purify

54 Experiences

56 Spirited horse

57 Vapor

DOWN

1 Complains

2 Knock
3 Paid notice

4 Roman tyrant

5 Three-base hit

6 Names
7 Wings

8 College degree
(abbr.)

9 Hawaiian
wreath

10 Landed
property

11 Rely on

13 Doctrine

16 Simian

19 Gossips

20 Mending with
cotton

23 Plague

26 In want

28 Bishopric

30 Rocky hill

33 Essence

34 Turkish*
decrees

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

arara bh RHann
IT A I LO RBT R E M OlRl

Bra ann^aDR ran

BOH HOUR ESti

HDUQ ranna
TEIL I ESIEL I T Elho onmw Rrjnn
rannrc naara no
an nnnouan tch

35 Showed mercy
to

36 Publishes

37 Regard

38 Prophets

41 Exist

45 Fork prong

46 Tidy

49 Rear part of
ship

51 Music:
as written

53 That is

(abbr.)

55 Compass
point

>t

Distr. bv United Feature Syndicate. Inc. i*

"On the contrary," he
declared. "My toadstool
business is mushrooming!'

She creamed him with
the electric toaster.

HE CLIMBS THE $TAlfe5 TO THE
SECOND FLOOR OF THE DORM...

B. C. has gone to the men's room
He will be back as soon as possible.

TUESDAY , SEPTEMBER U. \m

"Battle Of The Sexes"

BJ Readies
For Showdown

ByWILLGRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent

HOUSTON (AP) - Like Greta Garbo, Billie Jean King wants to be
alone.

Once one of the most outgoing and ebullient personalities in tennis, the
29-year-old Wimbledon champion has gone into a shell in preparation for •

her $100,000 winner-take-all match with 55-year-old Bobby Riggs at the
Astrodome i nursaay nignt.

"No private interviews-no personal appearances," was Billie Jean's
edict after arriving on the scene for the socalled "BatUe of the Sexes."
Before going behind her own private bamboo curtain, Billie Jean told

the world that she was feeling fine, that she loved pressure matches and
that she was ready for her match against the aging hustler from Newport
Beach, Calif.

"I don't have leukemia, hepatitis or hypoglycemia," she said. "I am
fine. I feel great."

To prove it, she submitted to two singles matches Monday in the
women's tour tournament and indicated she might play a third Tuesday
before taking off to prepare for Thursday night's $2-million spectacular.
There has been concern over Billie Jean's physical condition since she

pulled out of a third-round match in the recent U.S. Open at Forest Hills,
NY., and returned to her Hilton Head, S.C., base to undergo a series of f
tests.

Doctors reported that she had low blood sugar, probably as a result of
some kind of virus, and that she might be subject to tiring in intense heat
or in a prolonged match. The duel with Riggs will be the best-of-five sets.

"The doctors tell me that I had a bad cold and I am now over it," Billie

Jean said. "Both mentally and physically I will be in tob shape for
Piggs."

Billie Jean said upon arrival that the match was not a contest between
man and woman but between King and Riggs.
"I just plan to prove that I can beat him," she said.

Meanwhile, Riggs has gone out of the way to help promote the match. He
has played four newsmen at a time, taken on the entire Rice University
tennis team and engaged in matches with chairs on the court while
dressed in an overcoat and carrying an umbrella-old hustling tricks of

his.

Women CCers
Topple Falmouth

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

The puzzling look on O.J. Simpson's face says, "Where are the Patriots?" The Pats couldn't find him
all day Sunday as O.J. ran away with a new NFL rushing record of 250 yards.

Pro Blackout Era Ends

By TOM DERDERIAN
The UMass women's cross-

country club won the first major
cross-country meet of the season

Sunday in the fields behind WOPE
and in the orchard area. Scoring a

low 22 points compared to the

Falmouth T.C.'s close 33 the

Sugarloaf Mt. Club (combined with

the UMass Women's T.C. under the

same A.A.U. charter) placed all.of

its runners in the top 9 of the 3 mile

open rare.

Senior Charlotte Lettis won the
race easily by 75 seconds over
teammate Kathy Kelly of Granby,
Mass. Merry Cushing, a UMass
Grad, placed 4th, while Lynda
Laakso and sophomore Marianne
Wilcox placed 6th and 9th.

Mary Biagioni of the Somerville
Track Club won the 2 mile novice
race from freshman Judy Kline.

Kline had the race well in control

until she lost her shoe in the mud a
half mile from the finish. She
finished carrying one muddy shoe 5

seconds behind.

The Sugarloaf team will compete
again next week in Cambridge.
The team is open to any women in

the area. There are no team cuts

and practices are held only twice

per week.
Forty-one women ran these

races and 40 finished.

3 MILE
1. Charlotte Lettis SMAC-Mass 16:05.5

2 Kathy Kelly SMAC Mass 17:15

3. Cindy Shepherd Falmouth n : 35

4. Merry Cushing SMAC-Mass 17:38

5 Johanna Forman Falmouth 18 05

Local Finishers

6. Lynda Laakso SMAC-Mass 18:38

9 Marianne Wilcox SMAC-Mass 19: 18

2 MILE
1 . Mary Biagioni Somerville T.C. 14:38

2 Judy Kline SMAC-Mass 1442
3. Gail MacKinnion Falmouth 14 : 59

4. Chris O'Brien SMAC-Mass 15: 45

5 Kathy Twohig Falmouth 15:51

Local Finishers

14. Susan Howe UMASS 17:13

16 Karen Fiske SMAC-Mass 18:15

18 Lorelta Eiben SMAC-Mass 18:33

19. Nancy Howe SMAC-Mass 1842
20 Arlene Kimball SMAC-Mass 19:50

TOMTE

Some
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at the
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Rte. 47 Sunderland
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The National Football League has begun the era of

the blackout ban to the accomplishment of a bedsheet
proclamation expressing the attitude of some fans
and underscoring the concern of the league.

"Will Swap Two Season Tickets, Umbrella and
Steeler Pennant For One Color TV," read a banner at
Pittsburgh's Three Rivers Stadium as the NFL
season opened Sunday under a congressional ban of
blackouts in local areas of games that were sold out
72 hours in advance.
And a lot of ticket holders agreed with the banners,

staying home and watching the games on television.

Nine games were affected by the ban, and the NFL
said Monday those contests totaled 49,313 "no-
shows"-tickets distributed which were not used.
NFL Commissioner Pete Rozele said he was not

surprised at the number of ticket holders who stayed
away Sunday and predicted that the figure would
grow as the season progressed.
"We will not go out of our way to prove our point,"

said Rozelle. "All we can do is develop the figures and
prove what we have been saying all along."
What Rozelle has been saying about the lifting of

the blackout is "potentially this could be the biggest

threat in the history of pro football."
The owner, Leonard Tose of the Philadelphia

Eagles, who had 4,617 no-shows, said he planned to do
something about the "threat." "I can't do anything
but live up to the letter of the law," said Tose, who
added that he will sell seats with obstructed views
and will not allow another home telecast of a home
game unless every seat is sold. Obstructed seats
normally do not figure in sellouts.

But a question about the validity of the no-show
figures was raised Monday by Sen. John O. Pastore,
D.-R.L, one of the major sponsors of the legislation
prohibiting local blackouts.

"How many of those tickets are in the hands of
scalpers?" Pastore wondered. And, he added, if the
NFL is going to make a point about the no-shows, "I
want to see the rosters of these people who buy big
blocks of tickets."

An NFL spokesman said the league had no further
comment on the matter of no-shows.
As for scalpers, at least one was unhappy.
"If the game hadn't been televised here, a $6 seat

would have brought at least $12," said one young
"businessman" outside New York's Yankee Stadium.
"Today, if I'm lucky, I'll get $10 for a $6 seat."

Recreation Schedule
(Cont'd from Yesterday's Collegian)

North Physical Education

Weight Room
Monday & Wednesday
8: 00-9 AM
10. 10-12: 320 PM
3:35-10:30 PM
Tuesday & Thursday
8: 00-1 :00 PM
4:00-10: 30PM
Friday
3: 35-6: 00 PM
Saturday
1:00-4: 00PM

This facility can only be utilized on the "buddy-system". That is

obtain a key lo the facility from the locker room attendant with a student or faculty /staff
ID Card

North Physical Education Monday & Wednesday
Archery Range 8:00 AM-9: 00 PM

8:35 10:30 PM
i Individuals must supply own equipment.)

Tuesday & Thursday 8:00 AM-9: 30 AM
2:30 PM 10:30 PM
8: 00-9: 00 AM
3: 35-6: 00PM
Saturday
1:00-5: 00 PM

Students. Faculty.

Staff

Students. Faculty.

Staff

Students. Faculty.

Staff

Students. Faculty,

Staff

any two persons may

Students. Faculty

Staff

Friday

ALL RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
WILL BE CLOSED OCTOBER 6-8. 20-22,

AND NOVEMBER 21-25

Students. Faculty.

Staff

Students. Faculty

Staff

Students. Faculty.

Staff

Soybeans are great —

If you want to lose weight —

But if you still like to eat,

Our food you can't beat!

Come to Alpha Chi Omega
on Nutting Ave.

and Chow down —

Tues., Sept. 18 — 7:30 p.m.

Call 545-2152 for rides!

Tired of Dining Commons Food
and Life in the Dorm?
Come to SIGMA ALPHA AAU

and experience coed living at its finest. You won't be sorry!

When? Monday, Sept. 17th 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 18th 8:00 p.m.

WHERE? 387 N. Pleasant St.

REFRESHMENTS

^N XJ
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Kelliher Accepts

His Stand-By Role
By STEVE CROWE

It's back to the bench for junior quarterback Freddie Kelliher, unex-
pected hero of the UMass 21-20 victory over Villanova Saturday. Ashes to
ashes, dust to dust and from whence he came returns Kelliher now that
Peil Pennington is healthy again.

But Kelliher, the lean junior from Abington, Mass where he was All-
Scholastic, has no complaints.

"I wasn't expecting to play Saturday and I only did because Peil got
hurt," he said yesterday at practice. "I knew then that when Peil came
back, I would come out."
Kelliher took over the helm of the UMass offense at the beginning of the

fourth quarter after Pennington left the game on the last play of the third
quarter. He led the team on a 72 yard drive and a touchdown, showing
much more poise than anyone expected of him, converting on several
crucial third and fourth down situations.

A lack of experience playing varsity football should affect a rookie's
performance, but Kelliher, a rookie himself, was not handicapped.
"Completing the first pass is really important,': he said, "Once you get

that first one out of the way, you know you can do the job.

"

Kelliher's first pass was not complete. In fact, it was blocked.
"That didn't bother me," Kelliher said, "because I had my receiver

wide open and I knew I could hit him next time.

"

It wasn't until after the big fourth down and fifteen play that Kelliher
knew he was going to win the game. That was when Bob Wolfe made a
fine catch on the 5 yd. line.

How did the pressure affect Kelliher at that moment when he would
become either the hero or the goat of the game? He said, later, that he
haa no time to think about it. UMass had to win; that's all he thought
about. ( Not a very exciting reply for a writer who likes to glorify a tense
moment like that.)

With Coach Dick MacPherson calling almost all the plays, Kelliher
completed the drive with a touchdown pass to Bill Wolfe in the endzone.
And before anyone could really get settled down, he came back with the
same play for the two point conversion.
So ends the most exciting day in the sports life of Freddie Kelliher.

What will happen to him now?
I hope I can make the coaches believe that I can do the job when they

need me," he said.

Will Fred Kelliher assume the role of Super Sub that Mark Tripuka
held last season, taking over the reigns when Pennington has a bad day?

"I hope not," said Coach MacPherson. "We have to think positively
that Peil will do the job. If Peil is going bad, then we will make a change."

If and when that day comes, Fred Kelliher will be ready to prove that
Saturday's performance was no fluke.

ON THE ROAD -Pittsburgh Pirates Manager Danny Murtaugh
contemplates question during interview nrior to eame against
Chicago Cubs in Chicago. Thursday. The reinstated manager has
guided his team to five victories in last seven games-all on the road.

flatly (Colirgtan

SPORTS

Freddie "on the spot" Kelliher looks for Billy Wolfe in the closing
minutes of the 21-20 victory over Villanova last Saturday. Kelliher
came in after Pennington was injured and directed the Minutemen to
the score that evened their season record at 1-1 going into Saturday's
Yan Con opener with Maine.

USC Again
Tops

Pigskin Poll
By HEKSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Nebraska, Ohio State and

Alabama lined up Monday to

challenge Southern California for

the No. 1 spot in The Associated
Press college football poll.

The Trojans of Southern Cal,
who have been No. 1 since the first

week of 1972, opened their season
by blanking Arkansas 17-0

Saturday night and earned 38 first-

place votes and 1,106 points from
the 60 sports writers and broad-
casters who participated in this

week's poll.

Nebraska, idle the past weekend,
and Ohio State, a 56-7 winner over
Minnesota, held onto the No. 2-3

positions. Nebraska received eight
first-place votes and 995 points
while the Buckeyes garnered 11

votes for the top spot and 944

points.

Alabama rose from sixth to

fourth, thanks to a 66-0 rout of

California. The Crimson Tide
received two first-place votes and
809 points.

Michigan remained in fifth place
with 666 points following a 31-7

triumph over Iowa. Texas, which
doesn't open its season until Friday
night, dropped from fourth to sixth
with 615 points.

The other first-place vote-and
^88 points-went to Penn State,

which throttled Stanford 20-6.

Braves Win
7-0; Aaron
Runs 711th
ATLANTA (AP)- Hank Aaron

blasted his 711th career homer,
moving him three short of Babe
Ruth's career mark, Dave Johnson
smashed his 42nd homer of the

year two batters later to tie Rogers
Hornsby's record for homers by a

second baseman in a season and
the Atlanta Braves smothered the

San Diego Padres 7-0 Monday
night.

Aaron led off the eighth by
stroking Gary Ross's 0-1 pitch just

inside the left-field foul pole for his

38th homer of the 1973 baseball

season.

Dusty Baker then followed with a
triple before Johnson unloaded his

42nd homer, the major league high,

over the left field fence.

Johnson's blast tied the im-
mortal Hornsby who set his mark
in the 1922 season while playing for

* the St. Louis Cardinals.

I Those blasts, plus Marty Perez

f! eighth homer in the sixth, helped

J Carl Morton, 13-10, who held the
* Padres to 10 hits, to the complete

game victory.

Perez' solo blast broke up a
scoreless pitching duel between
Morton, 13-10, and Randy Jones, 5-

5 and triggerred the Braves to a
four-run inning.

Baker had a run-scoring single

and Mike Lum a two-run double in

the rally.

Expos
Win Again!
MONTREAL (AP)- Felipe

Alou's two-out pinch single tied the
score and then Alou scored Mon-
treal's winner on a weird pinch
single by Ron Woods, lifting the
Expos to a 5-4 victory over St
Louis in the first game of a twi-
night doubleheader Monday

Despite Statewide Strike

5

99

Harriers Open—Seek 4th Crown
By SCOTT HAYES

Yankee Conference champions for the past three
years, the UMass Cross, Country team will be after a
Conference record fourth straight title when their
season begins this September 29th.

Coach Ken O'Brien's harriers will be led by junior
co-captains Bill Gillin and Randy Thomas. Thomas
and Gillin finished fourth and fifth respectively in the
New England championships last year, while the
team wound up second

Sophomore Tom Maguire holds the third spot on
the team while Seniors Paul Segersten, Chris
Chambers and Doug O'Connell occupy the next three
positions.

The only other returning letterman. Tom Wilson
should be the seventh man. after a fine sophomore
season last year.

Coach O'Brien and his assistant, Mike Muska, hope
to receive some help from an outstanding selection of

freshmen runners. Among the many hopefuls are
former Williston Prep runner, Chris Farmer and
Gardner's Paul Doiron.

The 1973 season starts September 29 with an away
meet against Boston College. Then comes what could
be the most important week of the season. The
Minutemen will face stiff competition, running
against Providence and Harvard in a tri-meet and
Northeastern four days later. Harvard and Nor-
theastern are the "teams to beat'' this season and
along with Providence and UMass make up the top
four teams in New England.

Co-captains Gillin and Thomas are looking forward
to the big meets with Harvard and Northeastern. The
last time UMass beat Harvard in cross country was
way back in 1953. This year's team goal is to improve
on last season's second place finish in the New
England championships and tenth place IC4A finish.

Improving on those finishes could make real every
cross country team's dream -a trip to the NCAA
national championships

Marty Kelley

"One For The Almighty
A Gift From God - Whether you're into sex, dope, poetry, or the

Chancellor's office...whether it's pinball or the coffee shop at 2, or a
sweet kiss at 3:00, and a death in the family at 4, life is structured
organized, and hopefully somewhat systematic. .Don't feed such hor-
seshit to the Villanova Wildcats...You might find yourself meeting that 4
o'clock appointment...

No, by any stretch of the foreboding imagination, it shouldn't have
happened. It was a gift from heaven, one of those ecclesiastical epilogues
like the time Paul met God on the road to Damascus. The meeting
shouldn't have taken place...But after, Paul saw the light and the entire
course of Christianity was altered. But that was fate...Saturday af-
ternoon was sheer fantacy...It was a fake.

The University of Massachusetts Minutemen are an 0-2 football team.
They know it, I know it, but the Villanova Wildcats must live with the
thought that they're not. No, the WUMV-TV cameras didn't have the best
view of the game; God, in his eternal press box did...And like the Greco-
Roman Augustus with his thumb either up or down on the defenseless
Christians, God decided to give the Minutemen a break...I'm glad he did.

First, it was the miracle of Pennington. Peil's injury was to be perhaps
the best thing that will happen to the UMass football program this season
Well Peil, if you were on the field at the end of this one, Massachusetts
would be 0-2 for sure. We couldn't have won with you...But without you,
we gave God a chance to get active in our program...Enter Kid
Kelliher. ..(God huddles with Paul and Peter and brags of how his in-
tercession will help Mass. get back to the Boardwalk Bowl). ..Jesus
freaks laugh at the thought...

And so Kelliher and the Wolfpack went to work. God got into the act and
Kelliher and the Wolfes into the headlines. But there was more. The no-
names were not through. And in a season governed by fate, regimen-
tation, inches, and the Almighty himself, the Villanova parody became
even more ridiculous...Enter Jimmy Torrance...(The Jesus freaks are
now roaring with laughter, but God has different plans for Jimmy ...He's
decided to make him a star) . . By God, he did.
And so, let's go back to Pope Julius and the Sistine Chapel.. .A tiny little

Italian artisan, in the corner of a precious buttress of the Chapel of God
labored for months to produce a product only he could ap^
preciate... Amidst the grandeur of the House of God, his artistry goes
seemingly unnoticed. And so, like the incognito artist of Roma...Jimmy
Torrance received his calling...And only Jimmy knows the truth (ac-
cept for the Almighty himself)

.

It was fourth and 17, the season, the Boardwalk Bowl, ABC TV money
the success of 73...Without this play, the Aggies were sure to finish 6-5
with a weak win over Maine this week and long faces at Harvard
Rutgers, and total, and I mean total HUMILIATION at Boston "show me
the scoreboard" College...God love you Freddie Kelliher.

It was a Bob Lord play, a juggling reception by Wolfe, but a corner
sealed by Torrance that made God a hero.. But we'll take it. "Kelliher to
his left.Berra's double covered...This is Wolfe...First down at the
five ...listen to the crowd"...
Torrance... the block...Kelliher the throw. .The Wolfe Bros.. .the end-

zone And in a frustrating performance, a time that shouldn't have been
only the Almighty himself can take a bow...

Marty Kelley is a Collegian Sport* Columnlet.

Area Gas Stations Remain Open
By DEAN TUCKER

Amherst gas station owners remained
open Tuesday despite pump closing of over

1000 Massachusetts retailers. Boston area
dealers have been threatened with legal

action by State Attorney General Robert
Quinn if they refuse to begin selling

gasoline.

A telephone check with several local

retailers indicated that none would close.

Although some station phones were not

answered at all.

College Town Service Center, 161 North

Pleasant St., Amherst, would not close said
Joseph Berneck an' employee there. He said
that Monday nights business was brisk.

Many motorists feared they would be unable
to get gas should there be a pump shutdown.
Matthew Page, manager of L&M Exxon,

College St. said, "I'm planning to stay open,
that's all I want to say. Mr. Page refused to

say if his facility would be forced to shut
down due to shortages of gas.
A spokesman for the Amherst Service

Center said it would be business as usual for

his station, that he had plenty of gasoline

with more on the way.
Gasland, Rte 9 will remain open also. The

manager who refused to identify himself
said that he was expecting a delivery of fuel

this afternoon and he had enough to remain
open until it arrived.

Stuart Ashley proprietor of Ashleys Shell,
a popular automotive watering hole for
students who live north of Amherst, said he
would stay open as long as he had gas to sell.

The station had received 18,000 gallons of
fuel on Tuesday. "We're in the business of

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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selling gasoline for a living, as long as we
can do it at a profit we'll try to keep the
public moving. Ashley claimed that Monday
he had six cars at his pumps all day and
could not handle the panicky drivers.

Several gas stations did not answer their

phones, indicating either extreme business,

or they were closed down in protest to recent
Cost of Living Council profit ceilings at the
retail level. . . or they had simply become dry
gulches in the Amherst area automotive
area.

Weather

A FREE AND RESPONSIBLE PRESS

When it rains: there's

nothing worse than a
wet Bitty.

Recyclable
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A cloudy day?

A nice day?

Upside down?

Right side up?

Vhat in hell is thisi

Just another day

at UMass,

On The Inside:
Staff Photo/Steve Smith

I

• WSYL
Another choice is offered on your FM dial. Sylvan

has its own radio station. For details see page 2.

• Agnew
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew has "no comment"

concerning reports that he may resign, but sources

close to him discount this rumor. For the whole story

see page 4.

• Watergate Hearings
The Senate Watergate Hearings resume Monday

after their summer recess. The first witness to testify

will be E. Howard Hunt. See page 4.

Convocation

Bromery Examines Role Of Higher Ed.

By CATHERINE DONOVAN
UMass Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery spoke

yesterday at the annual convocation about the

present and future role of public institutions of higher

education.

In his speech, which was delivered in the Campus
Center Auditorium, Chancellor Bromery said that

universities have an enormous task before them. He
said that their task is to find a way to best serve the

state, nation, and world and to create an environment
which will benefit the people at large. Chancellor

Bromery said that first, we must set our own house in

order and address problems as they occur on this

campus.

Chancellor Bromery spoke aoout the new gover-

nance system at UMass which still awaits effective

implementation this year. He plans to work very
closely with the campus governance system for sound
and mutually beneficial relations with the
President's office. He calls on everyone to help.

Chancellor Bromery said that we need to establish

an intellectual environment "where each learns to

accept and recognizp our interdependencies."
Upon the conclusion of Chancellor Bromery's

speech, there was a presentation of awards by Robert
Gluckstern of the Academic Affairs office to

distinguished teachers at UMass.
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Being Gay At UMass
By JOHN HARRINGTON

At UMass, the letters SHL stand for Student
Homophile League -a somewhat informal group of

people who are drawn together because of one major
common denominator-homosexuality. And although
they are not quite yet a true league, the present
members of SHL are responsible for a variety of

programs and functions dealing with various aspects

of being a homosexual at UMass. Among them are
gay dances, counselling, and providing educational

materials, such as literature and a speakers bureau.

The Student Homophile League conducts its

business out of a small, one-room office on the upper
level of the Student Union building. The walls of the

office are lined with shelves, which hold an abun-
dance of literature on topics from veneral disease to

legal rights.

There are about twenty-five active members in

SHL, "who do most of the work," according to one
member substantially more usually attend the

meetings.

There is currently a disagreement within the

organization over what SHL's primary role should be.

Some feel that it should be mainly a socially-oriented

group, making it easier for gays to associate with

each other. Others see the role of SHL in a more
political context.

The consensus of five members this reporter talked
with seemed to be that hard-core political activism is

no longer necessary in this area. They agreed that

wanton attacks on homosexuals and police
harassment are not problems at UMass, as they are
in Boston and other places. However, SHL members
described other problems of a more subtle nature.

They said that sterotyping of gay people by the

straight heterosexual community is a major problem
here. One male member said that many
heterosexuals still have an image of gays as being
"swishy" and effeminate. This is sometimes true, he
said, but is by no means the norm.
SHL considers guerilla theater as one means of

breaking the sterotypes, although plans for this ac-

Veterans At UMass

tivity in the future are unclear. One member, Julie

Rosenthal, believes that guerilla theater productions
in public places will, through their shock value, make
straights realize that gays are humans like everyone
else.

A prevalent problem, according to one SHL
member, is fear of the homosexual. He maintains
that sexual attacks and fear of rape are basically a
heterosexual problem, not a homosexual one. Several
members laughed at the notion of gays using peep
holes in toilet stalls, hanging around rest rooms, and
so forth.

What does SHL plan for the coming year? One
major project will be the drive to establish a gay
community center. The concept behind this idea is

that gays need someplace accessible where they can
drop in, be it socially, or for help in dealing with any
problems which may occur.

Establishment of such a center will not be without
problems. Space on campus is getting harder to find.

Although SHL says that it's present budget of $750 is

sufficient, more activities in the future will require
more money. The present budget is appropriated to

SHL by the Student Senate, from the Student
Activities Tax Fund (SATF). All undergraduates pay
a compulsory student activities tax each semester.
Already under way is a "gay line" open to anyone

who wishes to call the SHL office to talk with
someone. McKeon cautions that this is not a "hot
line", for that implies desperation, and that there is

something wrong with being gay.

Also in the planning stages is a weekly half-hour
program on radio station WMUA, aimed at the gay
community, as well as an association of gay
University employees. The employees association
though is far from being a reality.
A consistent theme of SHL for the past couple of

years has been "coming out of the closet." SHL says
that it is not trying to convert anyone, but that there
are people having trouble dealing with the reality of
their own homosexuality.
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Sylan Radio Seeks More Women, Minorities

High Costs , Late Checks Source Of Hassles
By MARK B. CITRON

Military veterans at UMass have only one
real problem with the money the U.S.
government is giving thenv-holding onto it.

A Collegian survey this week showed
these problems for the over 2,200 vets on
campus.
—High costs at UMass.
—CI Bill checks late or missing
—Claims of "fiscally irresponsible" vets
---New federal legislation extending

benefits going unnoticed and un-collected.

But all is not lost New programs, money
and a new director of the Veterans Affairs
Office are now in the workings.
A recent study of selected land grant

colleges ranked UMass the most expensive
of all schools surveyed. The study,

published by the National Association of

State Universities and Land Grant Colleges,
showed of the $220 current monthly GI Bill

allotment-the amount that goes to full-time

student, single vets-$206.11 at UMass is

spent on "living funds". This was equaled
only by U Illinois and can be contrasted to

the $111.11 spent at Penn State U or $128.77

at UMich.
While high financial costs continue to be a

problem, it pales in the face of showing up
for registration penniless. For a vet who
doesn't receive his monthly allotment
check, this could be his September fate. A
new "Advanced Payment" program was
implemented this Fall to solve this problem.
The system allows vets to pick up their first

two months of benefits in one check at the
time of registration. But the system still has
some bugs, and many vets ended up at
registration checkless.

Arthur Shelley, Special Assistant for
Veterans Affairs, cited two problems as
transfer students getting their checks late
and many checks ending up at UMass
Boston.

These problems echo Shelley's warning in

a letter sent out to vets last summer. Shelley
called the new system "untested" and
"subject to. . errors." Shelley cited the
"tremendous amount of red-tape within a
bureaucratic system such as the Veterans
Administration" as a source of errors and
"Pre-enrollment System", where vets

Six Dorms Without

Mail-Sorting Services

would get their checks mailed to their home
each month.
The letter also contained a warning to

vets who "don't normally budget their

money well". Shelley feared that vets would
spend their two month allotment before they

got their November check. Shelley repeated
this sentiment in an interview yesterday:
"Some ( veterans) spend their money too

quickly. . they come ( here) from the

service environment where everything is

taken care of. . and expect to be spoon fed."

Shelley said that while his office only sees
the problems, many vets are "fiscally

irresponsible".

Though vets-are out of the service, the
government has not forgotten them. New
legislation concerning job programs, loans
and especially medical care, has made the
veterans benefit picture complex and
demanding a great deal of communication
explaining to veterans what is available.
The communication problem is brought to

the university level as administrators are
often ignorant of new programs. Shelley

explained that, "Veterans get hurt often

because university people don't keep in-

formed on legislation."

Taking advantage of this new legislation,

UMass has recently received a grant of

approximately $92,000 to set up an in

dependent veterans office. Shelley said the
money, from the Federal Government, will

be used for such things as work study
projects, job programs, and academic
assistance projects.

Programs already underway includes:
-A job bank, headed by John Petell,

where over 100 vets have been placed in

part-time jobs.

-A special advisor in the Financial Aide
office to handle veterans, headed by John
Warlick.

The Veterans Affairs office itself will soon
have a new chief. Arthur Shelley is leaving
the job to attend Amherst College, and a
search committee to find a successor has
narrowed down the 40 applicants to two.
Shelley said that within the next two weeks a
new director should be announced.

MOC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Six dorms have been without

mail-sorting services for two
weeks, but the Central Mailing
Office says it will send help soon.

Gene St. Germaine, from
Central Mailing, said yesterday
that recent personnel changes in

the Financial Aid Office have
slowed the process of giving work-
study students the mail-sorting

jobs.

He adds that if necessary some
of his own personnel will be sent to

the dorms until students are
assigned.

Last Tuesday forty Gorman
residents burned a symbolic mail
bag in protest of their counselors
having to sort mail instead of work-
study aides.

"We didn't burn the bag to offend
anybody, but to dramatize the
situation,*' said a drom
spokesperson.

He added that counselors are not
normally allowed to handle the
mail.

Other dorms presently affected
by the tie-up are Baker, Dwight,
Lewis. Johnson and Thatcher
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"And Please, No Top 40."
By SHARON HUGHES

"There is no need to identify
every song - read a yellow Zonkers
box instead. And please, no "Top
40". Those are instructions to disc
jockeys at WSYL 97-7, the radio
station, in Sylvan.

"Right now we're trying for a
diversity in programming and
would welcome more women and
minority group representatives"
said President of the Sylvan Area
Gov't Mickey Harris. "Interested
persons should contact me
sometime this week."
Students run the station, and are

the disc jockeys, engineers and the

music directors. So far, only
residents of the Sylvan area are
eligible to work, but the area
government may allow out-of-the-

area disc jockeys in January.
Most of the equipment was built

last semester by Bob Nystrom, a
student and chief engineer of the

radio station. The Sylvan area
government partially reimbursed
Nystrom for his efforts.

Although the area government
initially funded the equipment at

the station, it has made no
financial provisions for buying
albums. The record collection so

far is about the size of any two
music listerners' on campus.
Contributions are welcome and, as
a matter of fact, the station's whole
collection has been acquired
through contributions. Sometimes
disc jockeys bring their private

collection in for broadcast.

Harris is in the process of con-

tacting distributors from major
record companies for free albums
(promos) or if they can't get

promos, Harris will try for a

substantial discount from record
companies.

However, Harris anticipates
refusal from the companies
because SYL is not licensed by the

Federal Communications Com-
mission. SYL is called a "flea

power" station because its

relatively unsophisticated
equipment does not meet FCC
standards.

Broadcasting at 100 milliwatts,

it's not considered a very powerful
station either. But its exceptional
location allows greater reception

than is usual for a similarly

powered station.

"We have a potential listening

audience of 16,000 from the campus
to Sunderland. For this reason
we're hoping to solicit funds from
the Student Senate", said Harris.

Guards Shifted

To EnforceParking
By CINDY ROGERS

The enforcement of the new
stricter parking regulations has
resulted in the switching of 10 night

security guards to the day shift.

David Johnson, director of

UMass Security Division, said this

will now double the manpower to

tow as well as to ticket illegally

parked and unregistered cars. He
also said in a MDC interview these

10 people who had previously

patrolled the academic building

and the areas around the dorms
will be substituted by police of-

ficers in foot and in cars.

The Security Division views the

parking situation as having a high

priority, especially during its in-

itial phase. Saul Chafin, assistant

director, explained that "the added

men are necessary to insure that

the new parking plan is able to get

off the ground." He added that

success of the program can
already be seen even with the

limited enforcement that will

continue until Oct. I. The added
manpower has helped in educating

motorists to the new rules and

giving out warnings and tickets to

the illegally parked cars.

However, the dorm areas that

depend on the added night

security, paid by the Security

Division, will now have to use

allocated security money to double

up on student security especially

during the early morning hours.

SUff Photo/David Lett

One the WSYL D.J.s fills the airwaves with music from Sylvan
Area's new F.M. radio station.

Hate D.C.
Then Vote

Food?
On It!

By M.J. MEYERS
UMass students will vote on a food service referendum today in an

attempt to measure public sentiment toward the University Food Ser-
vices Department.
The referendum, to be held at all four dining commons on campus

during the evening meal, will include options other than those of a three
entree menu with no seconds on the entree or a one entree menu with
seconds on everything, according to Rick Savini, chairperson of the
Student Senate's Rents and Fees Committee. Students will also be given
a choice to vote whether they would prefer to: 1) buy a meal ticket, if

given a choice; 2) pay a flat rate for the cost of the dining commons
buildings, but not for the food and its preparation; 3) pay more money
and return to the food and service of last year; and 4) buy another set of

tickets for seconds.

The option of paying a flat fee for the dining commons buildings would
put the Food Services Department, as it is now known, out of business.
"This is 100 per cent more explosive than the parking issue could ever

be," said Savini. "It's really important that people make their options
known," he added, "not just to themselves, but it's important to the other
students."

The ballots will include a place for the students to designate their sex.

"According to mail response, the male wants all the food he can eat while
the female wants a choice," Savini explained.

Originally, the referendum was to include only two options-that of

having a three entree menu with a no-seconds policy on the entree, or a

one entree menu with seconds. The other options were added because
"we ( student government) haven't really felt students out in terms of the

meal ticket," Savini said.

Dinners

are being served

in the

HATCH
Mon. - Fri 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.

Sat. & Sun. all day

of course Spaghetti Night

Every Saturday
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MELVIN E. HALL -
1st Degree Black Belt

OKINAWIAN SHORIN RYU
(by the way ot the temple) Stylist;

will offer instruction to AL L individuals seriously and
sincerely interested in studying this ART. He will run
this course for one year, with the intentions of ad-
vancing all members to the TRUE RANK of GREEN
BELT, by the end of second semester. There will be
3/2 hr. lessons per week.

COURSE OBJECTIVES

1st SUBITUM, MENTAL $*$! PHYSICAL UNITY
2nd. REALIZATION $f the LOVE t*4 RESPECT of

ALL UFE
Sri EXCELLENT TECHNIQUE, tkro*§k NATA *«d

WHITE

Registration: and Class Begins -

Wednesday, Sept. 19th at 7 p.m.

At NEW AFRICAN HOUSE, central area, in the

newly renovated studio. Call 546-9741.

INSTRUCTOR'S NOTES
1. Anyone truly seeking can learn.
2. All over night killers stay home. I'm Not for you.
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In The Nation And The World

Agnew Refuses Comment On Resignation
t. ; / n a 11 iv m . . iintk, . ,,l, „„, a ,. • . . . . . .. . . j 1: i i- - 1 „n __: *_i__ • ...By RICHARD PYLE

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice

with whom Agnew was said to have
discussed recently the possibility
of resigning and who told the

President Spiro T. Agnew refused Washington Post he was "99^
comment Tuesday on reports he cent sure that he would resign
may resign as a result of in-

volvement in a Maryland political

corruption probe.

But Agnew's office said no such
move was expectable.
Agnew, leaving a luncheon he

gave for visiting Pakistani Prime
Minister Ali Bhutto, was con-
fronted by waiting newsmen and
asked about a report that he was
considering resigning, possibly by
week's end.

"Gentlemen, as you know it is

my practice not to comment on
stories from undisclosed sources,"
Agnew said.

Republican sources, meanwhile,
named Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-
Ariz., as the senior GOP figure

probably by the end of the week."
But in New York, Goldwater

denied this and said he hadn't
spoken in months to the Post
reporter whose story touched off
the furor.

Of Agnew, he said, "I don't think
he's going to quit. My hunch is that
he's going to stay." Goldwater said
Agnew was a close political and
social friend who he has seen often
recently but that the subject of
resignation has not risen.

"If it did, I would advise him to
fight it out," Goldwater said.
The White House refused

comment on the matter.
But a source familiar with

Agnew's thinking said he believed

a serious misunderstanding led to

the report.

He said he believed that "a bad
overreading of something Agnew
might have toyed with" led to the
story.

"The source of the story ap-
parently caught Agnew in a
moment of reflection and came
away with the impression that this

was going to happen," the Agnew
associate said. "Agnew is a man
under siege, and therefore is highly
susceptible to being misin-
terpreted in what he says."

J. Marsh Thomson, Agnew's

press spokesman, declined to deny talked privately since their two-
the Post story flatly, but charac- hour session Sept. 1, Warren said
terized it as "no better a story than "I don't believe so."

the rumors that have been cir- The Post report said the un-
culating about the vice president named senior Republican it talked
recently.

"

to had spent two hours with Agnew
Meanwhile, Gerald L. Warren, last week trying to talk him out of

the deputy White House press resigning, but was convinced that
secretary, turned aside with
repeated "no comment" all

inquiries about the Post story.

Warren said he was taking the

no-comment stance after
discussing the situation with
President Nixon.

that Agnewhe had failed and
would step down.
The Republican was quoted as

saying Agnew is determined to
prove that he is innocent of the
allegations leveled at him during a
federal investigation of possible

Asked if Nixon and Agnew had political graft in Maryland

Hunt Leading Off
Watergate Hearings

SenateCommittee O .K .'s Kissinger

For Secretary Of State

By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate Watergate committee said
Tuesday that wiretapper E.
Howard Hunt will be lead off
witness when televised hearings
resume Monday.
The panel also called John

Ragan, a former FBI man and one-
ime Republican security con-

admitted assisting in the
Watergate cover-up.
Missing from the witness list

were political saboteur Donald H.
Segretti, who has agreed to plead
guilty to four election-law
violations, and Charles W. Colson,

By HARRISON HUMPHRIES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)- The Senate Foreign
Relations Committee Tuesday approved the
nomination of Henry A. Kissinger to be secretary of
State.

At the same time, the committee resolved to un-
dertake a study of the use of wiretapping of American
citizens in connection with foreign affairs.
The committee vote on Kissinger was 16-1, with

only Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., recorded
against.

McGovern said his vote was a symbolic protest
against "needless prolongation of the Indochina
war," the secret bombings of Cambodia in 1969 and

a^SSSH^L faC6S indictment in 1970 and "the 1971 tragedy of Bangladesh
the Ellsberg break-in
The committee hopes it can hear

from Segretti and former

The Kissinger nomination is expected to reach the

Senate floor for confirmation Thursday or Friday.
The German-born former Harvard professor is to

make the opening U.S. speech to the new session of
the United Nations General Assembly Monday
Chairman J.W. Fulbright, D-Ark., said the com-

mittee's 15-0 vote for a wiretapping study should not
be considered a reflection on Kissinger's role in
surveillance of 13 government officials and four
newsmen between May 1969, and February 1971.
A two-member subcommittee examined secretly

an FBI summary of the wiretaps and concluded that
Kissinger's role "was not such as to bar him from
confirmation by the Senate."
Fulbright said Kissinger, in both public and private

hearings before the committee, expressed
abhorrence of wiretapping and determination to
resist its use in the future.

sultant, to testify about his part in presidential counsel Colson despite
attempting to wiretap the home of their legal troubles.
newspaper columnist Joseph
Kraft.

The only two other witnesses
named were White House speech-
writer Patrick J. Buchanan and
former presidential law-
enforcement aide John J.
Caulfield, who previously has
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Ragan 's name was a surprise.
He had been mentioned only once
before in Watergate testimony,
when former presidential counsel
John W. Dean III said Caulfield
told him Ragan helped tap Kraft's
telephone.

Ragan, reached by telephone at
his home in Massapequa, N.Y.,
denied tapping Kraft's phone and
said he didn't know why the
committee was calling him.
He said he had conducted a

"feasibility study" at Kraft's home
in 1969, while working as security
director for the Republican
National Committee. But he said
he didn't know whose home it was
at the time "There was no tap." he
said.

One committee source said
Ragan was believed to have been
involved in the Secret Service's
reported wiretapping of F. Donald
Nixon, the President's brother.
Ragan denied that also.

Ragan 's name was on an initial

witness list released by Chairman
Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C, at a news
conference following an executive
session of the committee.

BOSTON (AP)
Robert H. Quinn warned leaders of
the retail gasoline industry
Tuesday that he would take legal
action if necessary 10 prevent a
gasoline strike as a service station
shutdown met with partial success.
Before meeting with the leaders,

Quinn told a news conference he
sent telegrams advising leaders
that "if the retail gasoline dealer

Quinn Warns Dealers
On Pas Station Strikes
Atty. G*_ closed, or at least would not sell Boston, Worcester and Springfield

gas, but others remained open
Some of those selling gas at-

tracted lines of motorists eager to
buy, and there was the possibility
the increased trade would drain
some stations dry.

In general, the driest areas were
in the western part of the state and
in suburbs west of Boston. The

The AAA said more stations were
closed than open in Boston and
towns north and west of Boston, but
more were open than closed south
of Boston and on Cape Cod.
The AAA said all stations along

the Massachusetts Turnpike were
open, and that many stations that
would not sell gasoline were

shutdown occurs as represented in the state and Cape Cod were not so
the news media, II will hard hit by closings.

South Shore, southeastern part of nevertheless open for repairs and
other service.

necessary legal steps to prevent
this action as a hardship unjustly
inflicted on the consumers of the
commonwealth."
He told them a strike threatens

"danger, especially to users of
ambulance, police, fire and safety
vehicles," and he warned that
consumers cannot "be caught
squeezed in the middle as innocent
victims of your protest."

More than 1,000 dealers in the
state voted Monday night to close
their stations for three days
beginning Tuesday to protest
Phase IV price controls.

The result was a mixture of the
dry and the wet-many stations

The American Automobile
Association described closings as
"spotty" and said no other New
England states were affected. The
Automobile Legal Association said
half the stations it surveyed were

A report from Springfield said
that 60 to 65 per cent of the stations
in that area were closed for the
sale of gas and that another 10 per
cent ran out of gas to sell.

In Worcester, 39 of 59 area
stations surveyed were open, but

closed, and that there was strong the managers^ 11 "o7 them'Mfd
sentiment for closings in Vermont they might close either because

they would run out of gasoline or
and Connecticut
The ALA said most closed

stations probably would reopen
briefly, at least to sell to one
customer, to fulfill two-day limits
on closings it said usually were
written into contracts with
distributors.

because they had decided to join

those who closed.

Robert Parsons, owner of a
station in Waltham and a
spokesman for dealers who voted
to close, said the dealers wanted
'to let the public and Washington
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Former Civilian POW Tries

To Make It On His Own
By GORDON HANSON
Associated Press Writer

DECORAH. Iowa (AP)- Michael Kjome is fighting
a life shattered by five years as a prisoner of war. His
struggle is complicated by the fact that he wasn't a
soldier but a civilian teacher when he was taken
captive in South Vietnam.
Kjome, 37, was one of 24 civilians among the 568

POWs released this year. The soldiers had the sanc-
tuary of a military career and related benefits
awaiting them after gaining freedom. Kjome did not.
Since his release last February, Kjome has

demonstrated the kind of determination that saw him
through his ordeal as a Viet Cong POW.
The blend Norwegian-American, a native of

Decorah, is trying to overcome years of isolation and
near-starvation.

Sometimes, he says, he still wakes up with a chill in
the dark of night and reaches for the chain on his
ankle.

Meager rations during 1,837 days of captivity were
deficient in vitamins, and Kjome says this resulted in
"blind spots" in his vision which can't be corrected.
"I'd like to seek a job in education with the State

Department's foreign service," he said in an in-

terview. "But to do this, I've got to take an exam
which contains a lot of questions about current

events-especially of the last five years.
"I don't know these, so I've got to read and

prepare."
Kjome was in the Air Force in 1956-57 and a Naval

Air reservist from 1959-63. He received a degree in
chemistry from Luther College here in 1964 and
taught in several schools before joining a civilian
agency, Los Angeles-based Pacific Architects and
Engineering Inc.

The firm sent him to Vietnam to teach English and
vocational subjects to South Vietnamese. He was
captured eight months after arriving, on Feb. 1, 1968
during the Tet offensive.

Kjome, a bachelor, has applied for admission to the
University of Minnesota's graduate school in
education where he wants to spend "one quarter
working toward my master's degree." IV'litary
POWs received double time toward retirement for
each day they spent in captivity.
Kjome's five years as a POW were plucked from

his life with no such gain.

He said he isn't hurting financially. Pacific
Architects gave him back pay for his time as a POW,
"quite a large sum of money which included a couple
of pay raises. But no matter how much we received I

certainly would have had more promotions plus
Social Security benefits" if he had not gone, he said

Court Seizes Planes From Illegal Anglers
MONTREAL (AP) - Two $40,000

planes seized from six fishermen
charged with exceeding their catch
will remain in the hands of the
court indefinitely, it was decided
here Tuesday.
Morris Fish, lawyer for the six

anglers, told Mr. Justice Guy
Guerin of Quebec sessions court
that the seizure of the aircraft was
unreasonable.

The six, all Americans from

Vermont, pleaded not guilty.
It is alleged they caught 201

speckled trout in the James Bay
area last weekend. They were
legally limited to 25 fish a man.
Jacques Mongeau, special

federal prosecutor, opposed the
release of the planes. He said that
such seizures, automatic under the
law, were confirmed if the parties
were found guilty.

There is no reason whv normal

procedure should not be followed
"simply because two expensive
planes were involved," he said.

U.A.W. Contract
Seems Favorable

DETROIT IAP) -The United Auto Workers Tuesday began to sell
117,000 Chrysler production workers a new contract with key fringe
benefit improvements and a first step in the area of voluntary overtime.
Chrysler plants across the country and in Canada remained shut as

LAW leaders met with committeemen, officers and shop stewards from
all C hrysler locals to explain the new three-year contract.
Local ratification votes are scheduled for Friday. Saturday and Sun-

day. Chrysler cannot resume production until they are completed.
Most of the shop stewards who attended Tuesdays union meeting

predicted ratification, although some said they were upset that UAW
President Leonard E. Woodcock said individual locals could not strike
over local issues without headquarters' approval.
Of the 69 Chrysler plants involved in the strike, only 13 have settled

contracts on local issues.

Major provisions in the contract provide for full retirement after 30
years' service and a limitation on management's right to assign over-
time Under it, a worker cannot be told to work more than nine hours a
day, six days a week. In addition, each worker must be given every third
Saturday off if he asks for it.

Other provisions of the package include a three per cent wage increase
in each of the three years, with an additional 12 cents per hour in the first
year; a revised cost of living formula that will boost the payment 17 per
cent; a company-paid dental plan beginning in the second year and a
longer uninterrupted holiday during the Christmas-New Year seasonUAW officials called the package a major American labor
breakthrough and said they will not ask for any better package from Ford
or General Motors.
Traditionally, the union has tried to win a slightly better agreement

from the remaining two members of the Big Three U.S. auto makers
after winning its pattern agreement.
Sources said Ford is next on the union's list.

The union struck Chrysler at midnight Friday to back up its contract
demands. The settlement was announced 63 hours later.
Chrysler announced Tuesday it is raising car and truck prices an

average of $72.80 to cover the increased costs of labor and materials but
said the hike does not reflect the cost of the new contract.

35 Countries Open
Security Conference

ByCARLHARTMAN
Associated Press Writer

GENEVA ( AP) -An East-West conflict over increased contacts across
the Iron Curtain arose Tuesday almost as soon as the United States the
Soviet Union and 33 other countries met to write new accords on security
and cooperation.

The meeting, opening the substantive phase of the Conference on
security and Cooperation in Europe, began with a brief public session in
Geneva s new International Conference Center. Then the delegates met
in three committees behind closed doors.
The trouble started in the third committee, which deals with

"cooperation in humanitarian and other fields."
The Soviets and their allies wanted to start the talk on some general

statements that the Western delegations consider to be just a preamble
T he West wanted to get some specific agreements drafted first.
The Western position won support from one neutral, Austria But the

conflict remained unresolved.
Western delegates thought V. Dubinin of the Soviet Union and other

East European delegates may be trying to do two things:
-Stall the talks on human contacts until they get a head start on matters

that interest them more, such as a statement on the inviolability of

-Keep any agreements on human contacts as vague as possible lest
discussions get too close to the subject of Soviet dissidents and the way
they are treated. It was announced that for the first time in a meeting of
this kind, a delegation from the executive commission of the EuropeanCommon Market will take part in drafting economic agreements Since
the commission speaks for the nine Common Market nations as a group
its participation is considered a significant step toward West European
unity. The Soviets, who had long pressed for a European security con-
ference, want results by the end of this year. Western delegates think it
will be February or March before any agreements are in shape for
signature.
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Advertising Controls Planned

By Alcohol Commission
BySETHMYDANS

Associated Press Writer
BOSTON ( AP) - A group of newspaper publishers

is battling plans by the Alcoholic Beverages Control
Commission to issue stiff new regulations against
advertising liquor prices.

The ABCC argues that advertising of competitive
prices is driving small stores out of business and
ruining the industry.

In a running dispute, the Massachusetts
Newspaper Publishers Association charges that the
restrictions would knock out a legitimate form of

advertising for newspapers, and would deny the
public's "right to know."
"There's no reason why legitimate advertising for

a product that is for sale shouldn't be allowed," says
John R. Herbert, executive secretary of the MNPA.
The three commissioners of the ABCC disagree.
"The mama and papa liquor store was getting

clobbered" by competition from big stores that buy in

bulk and sell cheaply, says Commissioner A. Ernest
Zangrilli.

The new regulations would prohibit any mention of

prices in liquor advertisements, except by the
manufacturer of a brand name.
Herbert argues that "in a free market the public

has a right to know what the going price of a product

is."

"The great fear is that this kind of philosophy could
go into the whole field of merchandising," greatly
restricting advertising, Herbert says.

But Commissioner Stanley R. Lapon says the

liquor industry is an unusual one. From the point of

view of the commissioners "The major purpose of the

industry is giving revenue to the Commonwealth"
through taxes, he says.

To that end, he sees it as the duty of the ABCC to

insure a healthy industry, even at the expense of a
free market and unrestricted advertising.

But when pressed as to how restrictions on letting

the industry run free would gain more revenue for the
state, Lapon said, "The arguments for and against
price advertising do balance out equally, and we
believe we can then make an administrative
decision."

He was not specific as to why the commission made
the administrative decision it did.

The dispute between the ABCC and the MNPA goes
back to January, when the commission sent a letter to
all wholesalers and importers stating that the
commission "now offers a set of policies . . .that it will

adhere to and enforce with uniformity and con-
sistency."

Heating Oil Supplies

Look Good For Winter
By JERRY HARKAVY
Associated Press Writer

PORTLAND, Maine (AP)-
Heating oil supplies will probably
be sufficient during the coming
winter, an official of the Nixon
administration's voluntary fuel

allocation program predicted
Tuesday.
While acknowledging that

there's no way to guarantee an
adequate supply, John H. Smithson
of the Office of Oil & Gas said that

barring an unusually cold winter,

"I think we will squeak through."

Smithson appeared at a news
conference following a meeting of

the Maine Oil Dealers Association.

Newsmen were barred from the

meeting, but an association
spokesman said the group urged
the federal government to shift to a

mandatory fuel allocation

program and revise some Phase 4

regulations.

Smithson told newsmen that the

voluntry allocation program was
"not working very well,"
primarily because the major oil

companies were naturally

reluctant to break their existing

contracts in order to supply the

independents.

He said the nation would
probably have to import 500,000 to

750,000 barrels of heating oil a day

Correction

The photo on page one was taken
by David Less, not Paul Tim-
merman as stated in yesterday's
< ollegian

during the coming winter, com-
paried to 200,000 during the same
time last year.

"If we have an unusually cold

winter, those figures will have to

be higher," he said.

In the event of a fuel shortage,

said Smithson, homeowners,
hospitals and farmers and food

processors would have top priority

on existing supplies.

Association President Ronnell F.

Harris said Maine oil dealers were
considering a series of ad-
vertisements aimed at en-

couraging oil users to take con-

servation measures.
He mentioned lowering ther-

mostat settings; insulating
buildings and installing storm
windows, and making sure that

fireplace flues and hot water
faucets are shut.

Neither Harris nor Robert A.

Flynn, the association's managing
director, would speculate on
possible increases in heating oil

prices.

The price for No. 2 oil in the
Portland area is around 21 and 22

cents a gallon, and there has been
speculation that it would climb to

25 cents by the end of the winter.

Flynn said supply problems may
be a particular problem for owners
of Maine's 3,000 new mobile homes,
many of which are heated with
kerosene

Smithson said a tight oil supply
situation would be a fact of life for

at least the next three years, until

new refineries and pipelines can be
constructed.
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..Creating at the crafts shop. Around and around and around she
goes. Where she stops....
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Delta Crash Details Released
Faculty Equipment?

By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer

PEABODY, Mass. (AP)-The pilot of a Delta Airlines jetliner that

crashed in Boston killing 88 persons said he distrusted his instrument
landing equipment seconds before the plane slammed into a seawall,

according to a transcript released Tuesday.
The transcript of the plane's cockpit voice recorder was released

during the opening session of a National Transportation Safety Board
hearing into the circumstances of the crash July 31 at Logan In-

ternational Airport.

According to the transcript, the plane's first officer, Sidney Burrill,

said "This censored control bar shows..." as his voice became garbled.

The control bar is a needle on the instrument that tells the pilot whether
he is on course and at the proper altitude.

Then, 25 seconds before impact, the pilot, John N. Streil, said "You'd
better go to raw data. I don't trust that thing.

"

Raw data consists of backup equipment that provides information

similar to that of the control bar.

Fifteen seconds later, the first officer said "I just gotta get this back."
Then there was a shout, and the plane crashed at the end of Runway 4-R,

where it ends at the seawall at the edge of Boston Harbor.

Last month, the board said the jetliner had a three-month history of

radio and flight instrument problems. "Many of these complaints were of

a recurring or chronic nature," the board said.

The chief investigator of the crash, Arnold E. Holstine, said a pilot

observer was sitting in the cockpit but had been instructed by the airline

not to participate in the conduct of the flight.

However, according to the transcript, the observer appeared to be
reading a checklist of flight routine.

Holstine said there was no evidence of pre-existing structural damage
to the plane or control malfunction, nor was there a fire before the crash.

He said the engines appeared normal.

The plane's wreckage was not discovered until several minutes after it

crashed at the end of the fog-covered runway.
The chief of the airport fire department, Charles T . Arena, said he was

told of the accident by a construction worker at 11: 14-six minutes after

the crash.

Apparently no one was the impact because of the fog, but a truck driver

unloading at a dock across the harbor said he saw the plane as it ap-

proached the runway.
"His nose was down," said the driver, Thomas N. Karakoudas. "It

wasn't a nosedive, but it was down."
The plane was about 200 feet off the ground, he said, "so low I could see

the rivets on the plane."

An air traffic controller who handled all but the plane's landing said the

flight from Manchester, N.H., to Boston was normal.

"It was routine," said Charles M. Taylor. As the plane neared the

airport, "Delta asked me if it was cleared for approach. I said 'yes'."

"Pilot acknowledged with something like yeah' or okay'," he said. "I

turned it over to the tower, and that was the last time that I worked the

aircraft."

Taylor said he did not give the Delta flight as much attention as he

ordinarily would have because he was preoccupied with separating two
other airliners that were mistakenly flying at the same altitude.

Under questioning from a Delta lawyer, Taylor said that because of the

two other planes, he did not fulfill as usual some of the routine for

bringing in the doomed Delta jet.

He said he did not give the plane its approach clearing at the usual

time, nor did he tell it to contact the control tower when it was 5-1/2 miles

from touchdown, as he ordinarily would have.

However, Taylor maintained that he gave the Delta jet all the in-

formation that was needed.

"Delta was not problem," Taylor said. "He had the option to go around,

hold, or execute a misapproach."

Banks Raise Prime Rate
NEW YORK ( AP)-A record high 10 per cent prime rate became vir-

tually industrywide yesterday as more banks raised their prime by 1/4

per centage point. , a move begun late last week by Wells Fargo Bank.

Among the banks announcing increases Tuesday were California's

Bank of America, the nation's largest commercial bank and New York's
Chase Manhattan, the country's third largest.

A hike in the prime rate generally signals higher interest rates in

general.

Emporium India
233 No. Pleasant St.

Our Fall Line Is In

Great Reductions on Selected Items

Pre-Crash Transcript
PEABODY. Mass. (AP)- A transcript of cockpit

conversation aboard a Delta jetliner that crashed
July 31, killing 88 persons, was released Tuesday by
the National Transportation Safety Board.
Aboard the plane, which crashed at Logan Inter-

national Airport in Boston, were the captain, John N.
Streil, the first officer, Sidney W. Burrill, and an
observer, Joseph E. Burrell.

The board censored apparent profanity from the
transcript, and garbled speech is indicated by a
question mark.
Here is a partial transcript of the final minutes of

the flight before impact:
1106:33.5 1st officer-"Checklist."

1106:43.5 Observer-'Three green, pressure and
quantity." Captain-"Get on it Joe, ah, Sid."

1106:47.5 1st officer-"Gettin' down ah thousand feet
a minute."

1106: 50.5 Captain - "Leave it below one ?
"

1107:05.0 1st officer-"This censored command bar
shows 1 " Observer"Before landing... before landing

is complete." Captain-"Yeah, That doesn't show
much."
1107:14.0-Approach controller-"Seven two three is

cleared to land, Tower one nineteen one."
1107:14.5 Sound of stabilizer in-motion warning

horn.

1107:17.0 Captain on radio-"Seven two three."
1107:19.0 Captain- "Going like a censored."
1107:21.5 Observer-"Oh my God."
1107:28.0 Captain-"Okay, your localizer startin' to

come back in now." Unidentified radio voice-"All
right." 1st officer-"Okay."

1107:35.0 1st officer-"set my power up for me if I

want it."

1107:37.0 Sound of heavy click.

1107:38.0 Captain-"Okay, just fly the airplane."
ll()7.40.0-Captain-"You better go to raw data. I

don't trust that thing."

1107:43.0-Captain on radio-"And Boston Tower.
Delta seven two three final."

1107:45.5 Tower-"Cleared to land four right.
Traffic's clearin' at the end. The RVR shows more
than six thousand. A fog bank is movin' in. it's pretty
heavy across the approach end."

1107:52.0 Captain-Seven two three."
1107: 54.0 Captain? '11 let's get back on course if ya

can."

-On Sept. 13 the pet boa constrictor of a I Mass student who lives on South East St. slithered quietly

down the stairs and across the lawn and across the street. Never to return. Some students have reported

hearing slithering noises around the campus pond. Or is that just the pipe they use to transport the

drinking water to Worcester Dining Commons?

Radio /hack of Amherst

318 College St., Rte. 9

Mode!RQ-413S
The Gadston

$6?5

Here's the Perfect Cassette

Recorder for Recording Lectures
Convenience features include:

• Built in Condenser Mike
• Automatic Review for Transcribing Notes
• AC Battery or Car-Boat Adaptable.

We service what we sell at Radio Shack of Amherst
318 College St., Rte. 9

Tel. 256-8368
AAori.-Thurs., 10 a.m. 5:30p.m. Fridaystill 8 Saturdays, 9-5
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The Peoples Market opened it's doors to everyone for the fall semester yesterday. ForSS|purchasing groceries doesn't dent ones budget as much there.

Murderer Under Strict Guard
PLATTSBURGH. N.Y. <AP>- Robert Garrow,

accused of stabbing a camper to death and then
eluding a huge search party for 11 days, is to be
released from the hospital Wednesday. Authorities
aren't taking any chance with him.
Garrow a stocky man with a reputation for ex-

ceptional strength, showed his cunning while being
stalked in the Adirondacks.
"We aren't taking any chances,'' said State Police

Maj. Donald Ambler, noting Garrow will be escorted
from the hospital here to Lake Pleasant, where he
will be arraigned on a murder charge.
Ambler said the trip by patrol car will take up to

three hours. "We're in no hurry," Ambler said,
conceding he didn't even want the possibility of an
automobile accident.

Six armed troopers will be with Garrow from the
moment he leaves the hosDital. where he has been
recovering from the four shotgun wounds that felled

him. Police say Garrow is recovered and in walking
condition.

The balding, 37-year-old bakery mechanic is
charged with the stabbing death of Philip Dom-
blowski, 18, of Schenectady July 29.

The manhunt for Garrow started near Speculator
after three hysterical teen-age campers told
authorities a man brandishing a rifle had tied them to
trees and then stabbed Domblowski in the chest.
Garrow was captured 50 miles away in Witherbee, in
the backyard of a sister.

While in Champlain Valley Physicians Medical
Center, Garrow was described as cheerful but
stubbornly silent about the case. He has been guarded
day and night.

Authorities also want to question him about the
murder of Daniel Porter of Concord, Mass., and
Porter's missing companion, Susan Petz of Skokie,

Decomposed Body Found
WASSAIC. N.Y. ( AP) - The body

of a 26-year-old severely mentally
retarded mute was found here
Tuesday afternoon, shortly after
the discovery of a badly decom-
posed body nearby.

State Police and officials at the

Wassaic State School said Richard
Roth's body was discovered at
about 545 p.m. Authorities had
been searching for the man since
Friday when he was allowed to
leave the school building to empty
trash. School officials said a badly
decomposed body of another man,
believed to be a patient who left the

grounds without permission six
months ago. was found about two
hours earlier some 250 yards from
Roth's body.

Officials said they believe Roth
went through a wooded area that
contained ledges and underbrush
before entering the swampy area

Richard Merges, the acting
director of the state school, said
the cause of Roth's death was
"exposure." He said Roth had been
dead about 36 hours.
The search for Roth covered a

5,000 acre area in eastern Dutchess
County.

OPEN

SMOKER
Come and meet
the brothers

of

Phi Mu Delta I
STRETCH pants & warm up pants

Tonitt 8:00 p.m.

Fraternity-Sorority

Park

SKI SALE
Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Save UP TO 80%
SKIS, BOOTS, SWEATERS, PARKAS,

Judge Restrains

Gas Station 'Gang-up'
DEDHAM, Mass.(AP)-A temporary restraining order preventing

gasoline retailers in the state from "acting in concert" to close service

stations in protest of Phase IV price controls was issued Tuesday by
Norfolk Superior Court Judge Vincent R. Brogna.

The injunction was granted on a request from state Atty. Gen. Robert
H. Quinn, who said a mass shutdown of gasoline service stations could
result in "danger, especially to users of ambulance, police, fire and
safety vehicles."

More than 1,000 Massachusetts dealers voted Monday night to close

their service stations as part of a nationwide protest against the federal

price controls.

The restraining order issued Tuesday does not prohibit individual
dealers from locking up their pumps but prohibits them from banding
together to do so. It also orders retailers to refrain from harrassing or
picketing service station operators who choose to remain open during the
protest.

A hearing on a motion for a permanent injunction is scheduled for

Friday in Norfolk Superior Court.

Quinn warned dealers earlier Tuesday that he would seek legal action
against them "if the shutdown occuri as represented in the new media."
He said Massachusetts citizens should not "be caught squeezed in the

middle as innocent victims of the dealers protest."

The American Automobile Association described closings Tuesday as
"spotty" and said Massachusetts was apparently the only New England
state involved in the dealers protest.

The Automobile Legal Association said half the Massachusetts stations
it surveyed were closed and said there was strong sentiment for closings
in Vermont and Connecticut.

The ALA said most closings were in metropolitan areas of Boston,
Worcester and Springfield. The AAA said all stations along the
Massachusetts Turnpike were open, and many other stations in the state
refused to sell gas but stayed open for repairs and emergency services.
One leader in the dealers shutdown, Harold P. Murphy Jr. of

Springfield, said western Massachusetts service station operators would
meet Wednesday. Meetings were scheduled by dealers in other parts of
the state Tuesday night.
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WASHINGTON.--AFTER HIS COURT APPEARANCE -Donald Segrett, an underground political
operative for President Nixon's re-election campaign, talks with newsmen in Washington after agreeing
to plead guilty to violating federal election laws and to cooperate with federal prosecutors.
<AP Wirephoto)

Sisters Involved
In Maine Robberies

PORTLAND. Maine (AP)- Two young sisters from Portland were in-

volved in at least 20 burglaries during the past four months, police said
Tuesday.
Wendy Lee Davis 21, and Barbara Louise Hooper, 19, co-operated with

investigators in helping to clear up a score of unsolved burglaries, said
Lt. Clement Dodd, chief of the detective division.
Miss Davis and Mrs. Hooper were arraigned in District Court Tuesday

on charges of breaking and entering . The charges were continued without
plea to Sept. 26, and the women were released in $1,000 bail each.
Dodd said the women cooperated with police after their arrest Monday

on charges stemming from a break at a policeman's apartment in which
a service revolver and some savings bonds were stolen.
One of the women, police said, has a month-old child, and "must have

been seven or eight months pregnant when she was breaking into these
places."

Dodd said the two women have helped police recover some of the loot
from the series of burglaries, which included eight breaks in a single
night at the Munjoy South apartment complex.
"We're probably talking in the area of $7,000 or $8,000" from all the

burglaries, he said.

According to Dodd, the women operated alone as far as the actual
breaks were concerned, and sold the loot to fences in various parts of the
city.

He said Miss Davis and Mrs. Hooper were being driven by police
around the city to see if they can recall any other homes or apartments
which were burglarized.

"When you go back a few months and you're very active, you can slip
up on some of them. They're going back to see if they can refresh their
minds," he said.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS

Television Tonight
5.00 ENSIGN OTOOLE "Operation:
Contest" ( 18)

HOCAN S HEROES (22)

MISTERROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "Jed in

Politics." (30)

GOMER PYLE "The Blind Date" (40)
5: 30 THE REAL McCOYS "Gambling Is A
Sin." ( 18)

THE LICY SHOW "Lucy Teaches Ethel
Merman To Sing " (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Sticky Wicket.
Newkirk." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING tPDATE (3)

fiOO NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Magic Mirror" (18)

VINCE LOMBARDIS THE SCIENCE
AND ART OF FOOTBALL (24)

TO TEI L THE TRITH Garry Moore,
host ( 30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the

Pelican " (40)

THE CLASSIC JILIA CHILD (57)

«::» NEWS (3) (22) (301

ABC EVENING NEWS
TEACHER ITV PREVIEW (24)

I NTAMED WORLD (27)

LOUS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

6:55 NEWSBFAT NEWS (40)

7:00 WHAT IN THE WORLD (3)

TRITH OR CONSEQIENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW The Great
Petrie Fortune "

( 18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

FRENCH CHEF (24)

MOVIE "Blood For a Silver Dollar "
I 27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

7:30 THE NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

YOl ASKED FOR IT (8)

GREEN ACRES "Furniture. Who's Got
(he Furniture ."

( 18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQL ARES (22)

MAKING THINGS (.How (24)

ANIMAL WORLD (30)

DRAGNET "The Big Pyrimid " (40)

ZOOM! (57)

k:«o the sonny and cher comedy
hoik <3)

deal with the issies (8)

SPECIAL - PLIMPTON! THE GREAT
Ol ARTERBACK (18)

ADAM 12 "Rampart Division" (22) (30)

THE WATERGATE HEARINGS (24)

(57l

LOVE THY NEIGHBOR "The Minstrel

Show" (40)

i 30 MOVIE "SatansSchool for Girls " (8)

(40)

MOVIE "Marooned" (22) (30)

»: <io CANNON "Memo From a Dead Man."
(3i

THE 700 C LIB (18)

HOKIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER (27)

10:00 DAN ACGIST <3)

OWEN MARSHALL. COINSELOR AT
LAW "Once a Lion." (8) (40)

NEWS (27)

10:30 THE UMNO WORD ( 18)

MANTRAP (27)

II : 00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)
i I8> (22) i 30) (40)

II: 30 MOVIE •"Che" (3)

WIDE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
<8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (22) (30) (40)

IT" NFWS. WEVTHKR 3i
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Old-Age Assistance Costly

BOSTON <AP)- Legislation to

increase assistance to the state's

blind, elderly and disabled could
cost the state $295 million by 1980,

not counting extra Medicaid
benefits, Welfare Commissioner
Steven Minter said Tuesday.

"Counting the Medicaid, it would
be almost impossible to project
what the cost would be through
1980-certaintly substantial-a half

billion dollars or more," Minter
said at a public hearing on two
bills, one which would affect only
the elderly.

The bill affecting only the
elderly, introduced by Sen. Jack
Backman, D-Brookline, would
attempt over a five-year period to

increase old age assistance
payments to the median standard
budget for elderly citizens of the
federal Bureau of Labor Statistics

:

$345 per month for an individual

and $493 for a couple
The other bill, introduced a week

ago by Gov. Francis W. Sargent,
would increase assistance to the

elderly to $225 per individual and
$340 per couple as of next January
and would allow an increase of the

cost of living plus three per cent

every year until it reached the

median standard.

Minter estimated that would
take 10 to 12 years.

If the state takes no positive

action on either bill, the federal

government would take over old
age assistance as of next January,
with a drastic reduction in benefits
for the state's 85,000 recipients.

Under the federal program an
individual who now gets $196 per
month would receive only $130.

tTTEHTIOH

CCEBS STUPMTS:

CCEBS students interested in

attending a workshop in note-
taking, should contact CCEBS
or sign up at their dorms. There
will be sign-up sheets posted on
the bulletin boards. The
workshop will be held only if

there is an adequate response
from students by Friday,
September 28th.

TONIGHT
Meet people who work in legal services, education,

hospitals, tenant rights organizations and more —
while they are students at UMass. They are
UNIVERSITY YEAR FOR ACTION Volunteers, and
they earn academic credit, a weekly stipend, and a
real education while working full-time in a social
service agency serving the needs of residents of
Western Massachusetts.

If you would like to work until July and have an
educational experience that you won't find in any
classroom, talk with Volunteers at the recruitment
meeting tonight, Campus Center, Room 903 at 7:30
p.m.

BEETLE
SERVICE

^*s|ftwe.

BEETLE SERVICE • 2 Hampton Iff., Northampton 584-9781

Next to Peter Pan Bus I erminal

Expert Service for (»<><></ Prives
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Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations-may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

Marty Kelley has a rude face and he's the first to

admit it. If you don't know what a rude face is, just

look at Marty's sometime. He's got one.

It's the sort of face you can't help feeling a little

sorry for—fat and Irish and.... well, rude. It's a face

you can't take too seriously, especially if you happen
to own it.

Remember when you were a kid and you pressed
silly putty over a cartoon character's face and
stretched it every which way? That's what Marty's
face reminds me of.

No one is quite sure how it got to

be that way. I've heard it was from
french kissing a jack hammer, but

I'd tend to believe he simply lost a

bout with a sperm cell at an early

age. That face is, to be blunt,

pretty goddamn awful.

But there's a lot more to Marty
Kelley than his face ( which, for his

sake is a good thing) . You see, if

you are born with a face like

Marty's, you have to compensate
somehow. In Marty's case, he

capitalized on his misfortune,
which leads us to Marty Kelley's

act.

Marty Kelley has a rude act, and
he's the first to admit it. Every now
and then you might catch him

making a mental note to himself to clean up his act,

but you can be sure that he won't. Marty's act started

one morning during his high school years when he

lookat at himself in the mirror and realized what he

was cursed with.

His first reaction was to start writing Little League
and high school sports stories for a local commercial
newspaper, which may seem like a strange first

reaction, but there was a reason for it.

You see, like Napoleon tried to conquer the world

despite his shortness, and like Alice Cooper tried to

conquer the world of rock music with his

grotesqueness, Marty Kelley tried to conquer the

world of sports journalism with his face.

Admittedly, Marty has a lot working against him,

and he won't let you forget that. His baggy plaid

pants, don't do much to help, and neither do those

fishtank eyeglass lenses, which are so thick that

they're transluscent. And when he gives you one of his

horsemouth grins, you might think he has a chicken

bone stuck in his throat.

Nevertheless, Marty Kelley is

out to replace Howard Cossell. He
talks incessantly of the day when
he'll be hauling in fifty grand a
year and driving his Ferrari to and
from his New York studio, but in

the meantime he's content to

sleaze quarters off me every time
we walk into a bar.

Now if Marty ever found out I

was saying these things about him,
he'd tell me he was "horrored" or

"phloegmed" or "cobbed" or one
of those other Kelleyisms that

manage to work their way into the

vocabularies of those of us who are
unfortunate enough to hang around
him too often.rude.

So why do I bother saying such nice things about

him? Because I hope that ten years from now, when
I'm hitchhiking along the New York Thruway, Marty
Kelley will pick me up in his Ferrari and take me to

the New York City Press Club Bar. And I hope that

while he's sitting there in his baggy plaids, horroring

the waitress, and ordering his usual Turkey Club I

hope that maybe, just maybe, he'll buy me one of

those beers he owes me.
Jerry Lazar is Executive Editor of the Collegian.

Joyce Kosofsky

How To Survive

With A Meal Ticket
I don't have a meal ticket. My

deepest heartfelt sympathy goes
out to anyone who has one. Bob
Estelle wrote an interesting piece

on fixing your own meals. That's
the easy part. The difficult part is

how to survive with a meal ticket.

The Dining Commons has grown
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progressively worse since I've

been a UMass. To steal an old

adage from the infamous 1969

strike, "Some shit we will not eat,

STRIKE." Unfortunately striking

will not solve the problem. Your
meal ticket is already paid in full.

The University couldn't care less if

you eat or not. ( In fact, the

second's policy is allowed only

because the University takes into

consideration that not everyone
eats every meal that they pay for.

)

So, the best thing is to know how to

get around the crap that the Dining
Commons dishes out.

When your stomach decided that

it is absolutely necessary to visit

your local DC, take your stomach
into consideration when you go.

Eating just for the sake of getting

full is not the way out. In fact,

that's probably why so many
people feel disgusted after eating
at the DC. Watch your diet,

seriously, you can't fool your
stomach.
Proteins and starches are

digested much faster than
vegetables. That's why you get

hungry an hour later. If you don't
like the main course, don't fill up
on bread and potatoes and desert,

you'll wind up at the Coffee Shop
by nine-thirty. If the main course is

smothered in gravy and what not to

hide it, ask the DC ladies to give
you a portion without all that junk
on it They used to give me a dirty

look, but that's too bad. Eat salad.
Even though it's only lettuce, get
as much of it as you can to start.

Vegetables are digested slowly, so
you won't get as hungry as soon if

you were just devouring turkey
stuffing sandwiches. Take your
mother's advice, eat your
vegetables. Especially since the
Dining Commons insists upon a
99% starch meal. For desert,
Cookies look good but ice cream is

better for you in the long run. When

available, take a couple of apples

and oranges for the munchies later

on.

If you're watching your weight,

eat at Basic Foods. The food is

better there anyway. If your
protein conscious, eat a lot of

cheese, nuts, fish, and drink milk.

You really can eat decently, if

you eat right at the Dining Com-
mons. Just use a little common
sense when your stomach is in-

volved. It'll save you from the

Alka-Seltzer Blues.

All this is easy enough during

weekdays. Weekends provide a

special hassle. It is definately

worth it to confiscate some sort of

refrigeration. If you can't get a

conventional small refrigerator,

then the cold winter months could

definitely work to your advantage.
Many of the dorms have ledges

outside your windows where you
could keep small quantities of

perishable items, such as milk,

juice, beer, etc. Also, many of the

dorms have some sort of kit-

chenette facilities so you can do

your own cooking. Canned goods
that you just heat are good if your
lazy, but then again they contain

almost as much starch as the DC
meals. Homemade soup is really

simple to make, all you do is throw
in a bunch of anything in a big pot

with a bunch of water and boil it for

a while. You can make a meal out

of soup, if you get good at it, the

thicker the soup, the more
sustaining it is. Or, invest in a

cookbook, it's easier than you
think. Stay away from carbonated
beverages, they may taste good,

but they speed up digestion. Drink
milk or juice, wine or even water.

Actually, you're not supposed to

drink anything with your meal, the

best time for a beverage is af-

terwards.
Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian

columnist.

Chilean Coup : The Junta And Who ?
By ZOE BEST

A week before the celebration of

Chilean national independence, a

week after the three-year an-

niversary of Allende's election, a

junta led by Gen. Augusto Pinochet

Ugarte bombed and shelled La
Moneda, the Presidential Palace.

With the death of President
Salvador Allende Gossens, the

subsequent reprisals, executions,

press censorship and abandonment
of all parliamentary process, a

long standing democratic
tradition, hardly interrupted in one

and half centuries, is brutally

ended. "General Pinochet said he
hoped his men would not have to go
into the streets because, 'the army,
unlike the police, goes out to kill.'

"

(NYT, 9-15-73)

To some this may be a surprise

and to many, even of no
significance. The important
aspects of Chilean history for

North Americans begin when after

WWI, the major foreign in-

vestments were from the U.S. The
Guggenheims developed
Chuquicamata, the world's largest

copper mine, and sold it to

Anaconda. The Guggenheims
retained nitrate mines; Anaconda,
Bethlehem Steel and other U.S.

companies extracted mineral
resources and profits so that by
1968, total U.S. investments in

Chile were approximately worth
$964 million.

U.S. headlines immediately
denied U.S. participation in the

coup: "U.S. learned night before of

Chile Military Coup." Is it coin-

cidental that in the 9-17 NYT this

headline appeared: "Between
Coups, Employes of CIA Learn to

Knit, Bowl and Play Softball"?

The U.S. government and those

investing corporations have done
more than watch the three-decade

evolution of Chilean politics

toward a socialist profile.

In 1958, Allende lost the

Presidency by 33,500 votes. In 1964

the Roman Catholic Church and
U.S. corporations aided in the

election of Eduardo Frei Montalva,

who had to yield to national

pressure and began nationalization

of copper mines during his term.

After Allende's election and after

the Chilean Congress unanimously
approved a contitutional amend-
ment which legalized full

nationalization of foreign concerns
<1-'71), U.S. corporate interests

and the CIA began their intrigues.

The coming Congressional
hearings on ITT will reveal the

following:

International Telephone and
Telegraph has a history of

regarding nations as profit arenas
and utilizing U.S. government
agencies to protect their corporate

penetration. In 1920, Colonel

Sothenes Behn consolidated Puerto
Rico Telephone Co. and the Cuban
Telephone Co. and by 1930
following some "Marine in-

cursions", ITT had secured
dominant interest in com-
munication in Chile, Uruguay,
Brazil, Mexico and Argentina.
From 1959 to 1970 ITT absorbed
over 200 corporations. This
conglomerate is firmly present in

67 nations and has over $76 billion

in assets. ITT ranks 23rd among
companies receiving Department
of Defense contracts and besides
supply-the U.S. military with
technoligical weaponry, they do
the same for France, England,
Portugal, Brazil and South
America.
Columnist Jack Anderson made

public ITT documents. One of the
letters was from W.R. Merriam,
Vice-president in charge of Wash.
DC. ITT office, addressed to John
McCone, former head of the CIA
and now me of the 12 executive
members of the ITT board of

directors. The letter dated 10-9-'70

read: "Today I had lunch with our
contact at the McLean agen-
cy....! CIA hdqtrs. at McLean,
Va.) He is still very, very
pessimistic about defeating
Allende...Approaches continue to

be made to select members of the

Armed Forces in an attempt to

have them lead some sort of

uprising --no success to date." In

an inter-office memorandum from
J.D. Neal, a ITT lobbyist to W.R.
Merriam, Neal writes: "I told Mr.
Vaky ( former Latin America
advisor to Kissinger) to tell Mr.
Kissinger, Mr. Geneen ( pres. ana
chairman of the Board of Directors

of ITT) is willing to come to

Washington to discuss ITT's in-

terests and that we are prepared to

assist financially in sums up to

seven figures. . . .We have feared the

Allende victory and have been
trying unsuccessfully to get other

American companies aroused over

the fate of their investments and
join us in pre-election efforts."

ITT and their six subsidiaries in

Chile had $200 million in in-

vestments, which included
Chilteco which in 1968 yielded $60

millivn for ITT Sept. 30, 1971, the

Chilean government took over the

operation of Chilteco claiming the

services were "highly deficient".

Last year < 12-10) in the New
York Times, Tad Szulc wrote of

the U.S. terminating aid to Chile

for public projects and food im-

ports, but doubling military aid for

'73.

Had the oligarchy, linked to U.S.

corporate interests, not sabotaged

the transportation and food in-

dustries the upsurge of the first

year of Allende's term would have
prevailed: Agricultural production

O Say Can You See?
By MIKE BROPHY

The phrase used by Francis Scott Key in the opening line of the Star
Spangled Banner could have been asked by any number of fans at the
first two UMass home football games expecting to see the Stars and
Stripes flying at the south end of the Stadium.
The flag did not fly at either the Holy Cross or Villanova games

because the roping on the flag pole is broken. This has been the case since

last spring and has been brought to the attention of the proper authorities

on numberous occasions yet no action has been taken to correct the

situation.

It is almost, if not, an American tradition that the Flag flies at football

games and other athletic events and yet UMass has chosen to take an
unAmerican route around the situation.

Sure, the anthem is played and there is a flag for the people to salute. It

is held by a color guard down on the field in front of the marching band
and disappears after the pre-game ceremonies are over. This is not the

way it should be.

The American flag is a flag of great beauty to those who understand
what it is and means and I personally feel that it deserves to be flown over
our stadium for the entire duration of the football contest. So do many of

my confreres who have noticed its absence.

Vest it has been missed. . and it's time to get back where it belongs—on
the pole at the stadium where it can guide the Minutemen, young
Americans, and their followers, also young Americans, to victory. And
that is what it should do. It's our Flag. Our relatives have fought for it,

and we deserve to be able to have it flown magestically at the Stadium.
The games will go on regardless whether or not the flag flies at the

stadium and many people will most likely not realize its absence. But it is

not they for whom I show concern. It is for we few who have realized that

the Flag we are accustomed to seeing that I raise the question of 'why"?

!

That flagpole should have been fixed ages ago and there is absolutely

NO EXCUSE for it not being fixed by now. I call upon Mr. Justin Cobb
and who ever else may be totally, or in part, responsible to act im-

mediately, if not sooner, to see to it that Old Glory is flying Saturday when
the pigskin flies at 1.00 p.m.

Mike Brophy is a Collegian Sports Commentator.

doubled, construction increased 9
percent, unemployment declined
from 8.3 percent (

12- '70) to 4.7

percent by 9'71. Beef and poultry
consumption was up 15 percent
after Allende's first year and
Chile's increase in GNP was
second in Latin America at 8.5

percent.

The fascist coup which is

shaving long-haired people,
executing former government
officials, Congress members and
political exiles, will continue to

suppress all democratic rights.

The junta is meeting resistance
and there is a possible ensuing civil

war. Nevertheless, throughout the
Southern Hemisphere, the
discourse will definitely reopen on
the tactics, electoral or guerrilla,

to counter foreign and fascist in-

tervention.

Nathanial Davis, U.S. am-
bassador to Chile is back in San-

tiago after last weekend's flight to

Washington. Copper prices are up
on the stockmarket and headlines
continue, "U.S. Insists It Had No
Role In Coup."
The timing for this coup was

designed from an international

perspective rather than from a
general's mentality. The
unaligned nations had met in

Algeria, Fidel was travelling and
meeting with triumphant
delegations from North Vietnam,
the Arab oil nationalizations had
accelerated, the Indochinese wars,
specifically in Cambodia recently
had shamed the U.S., Watergate's
publicity attributes for the down-
and-outers had waned and what
else could provide a solid

statement of U.S. intentions to

maintain hegemony at least in the
American hemisphere?

Allende himself knew of the U.S.

policy that disregards independent

national interests as exhibited by
his term in office. He stated:

"They can lay no accusations at

my door -all the civil liberties have
been maintained: freedom to hold
meetings, freedom of opinion,
freedom of the press, etc. The
social process is not going to

disappear if its leaders disappear.
It may be delayed or prolonged,
but in the long run, it can't be
stopped. In the case of Chile, if

they assassinate me, the people
will carry or. they will follow their

course, with the difference perhaps
that things will be much harder,
much more violent, because it wold
be a very clear and an objective
lesson for the masses, showing
them that these people stop at
nothing."

Zoe Best is a Collegian com-
mentator.

In Defense Of Sylvan

To The Editor:

I am writing to comment on the editorial cartoon
"UMIES" which appeared in the September 18th
issue of the Collegian. I feel that the cartoon was
without cause and was completely unjustified. I

spoke to the artist on the phone to find out what his

qualifications were to make such harsh criticism of

the Sylvan Area. He told me that he lived in Sylvan a
year ago for his first 3 semesters at UMass, which
was Sylvan's first 3 semesters also; he couldn't stand
it so he moved to Southwest. How can he honestly and
accurately comment on a situation that he has not
been part of for over a year?

In rebuttal to some of his claims. The mud in

Sylvan is just like the mud everywhere else on
campus! Sylvan is just as far from everything as are
the Hill, Southwest and Central Areas. In fact, Sylvan
is closer to the center of campus and the north side of

campus than are all those areas. His claim that the

elevators are "cold and impersonal" is very
humorous. I have yet to see a warm and friendly

elevator; at least all the elevators in Sylvan work
correctly. They are clean and well lit, which is more
than I can say for some other elevators on campus.
Every attempt is made to place compatable people
together, but I ask Mr. McGilvray, are you com-
patable with everyone on your floor in Kennedy?
The Sylvan Area Government is not on an "ego

trip". They have been working diligently to improve
Sylvan in all aspects. Area money is spent wisely,

with the students 90% of the time deciding where the

money goes. Students have a lot of input with all area
matters. Every area committee ( including the hiring

committee! ) has a majority of students on them.
Some things Sylvan does have: over 35 colloquia

programs last semester; an area snack bar that

realized a profit last year ( Area Government run and
only one of two to profit) ; a totally student run and
funded radio station (WSYL 97.7 FM) ; a
photography studio; a pottery and ceramics studio; a
leathercraft shop; a carpentry shop; a weekly area
newspaper; a large number of house sponsored in-

tramurals teams; on Saturday, Sept. 8th Sylvan had
an area picnic-concert-movie that cost over $1,000
( which couldn't have been too bad as I saw people
from the Quad there! ) ; last Sunday there was a free
3-band concert open to anyone; each house has
already had a dorm party with funds allocated by the
area government; each house had coffee and donuts
for the residents on Sunday mornings; area money
was spent on carpets for the lounges, color TV's for
each house, bulletin boards for each floor, and in-

dustrial vacuum cleaners < 4 per house) to help aid in

the grave shortage of janitorial service in Sylvan.
You may remember reading of the successful efforts

of Sylvan people to prevent a hike of their already
highest-on-campus rent. "I could go on and on."
Sylvan may not be perfect, but it is a great area,

perhaps the best on campus. It is the smallest and
most personal. Where else can you sit down and talk

with your area director? Or any other area staff

person? Has any other area had a get-together bet-

ween the staff and janitors featuring chicken, clams,
beer, soda, and lobster? Is any other area as unified
as Sylvan?
Please Mr. McGilvray, next time you severely

criticize an area please be a current resident of the
area. Sylvan may have sucked a year ago, but it

certainly doesn't now! Maybe that's because people
like you have moved out. . ."I could go on and on."
John Bohn, Sylvan area assistant to the University

Ombudsman.
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Gas, Oil Drilling Off Coast

Splits N.E. Politicians

SALT LAKE CITY, OSMOND WEDDING - Merrill Osmond. 20. of
the singing Osmond Brothers, stands on the east steps of the Mormon
Temple with his bride, the former Mary Carlson, 22. an American
Fork. Utah, school teacher. Both are members of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormon). (AP W1REPHOTO)

Air Force Ordered
To Rehire Fitzgerald

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON. (AP)- The Air
Force was ordered by the U.S.
Civil Service Commission Tuesday
to rehire A. Ernest Fitzgerald, the
financial analyst who was fired
after disclosing the $2-billion cost
overrun on development of the C5A
jet transport.

Fitzgerald, 46, said he would like

to return to his job, which now pays
$36,000 per year, because "there is

still a lot of fat to trim out."

"I'm certainly willing to go back
if the Air Force doesn't balk," he
said.

The order, which may be ap-
pealed by the Air Force, directs
that Fitzgerald be given back pay
to Jan. 5, 1970 when he was fired
from his job as deputy for

management systems. The job
then paid $31,874 annually.
The Air Force had no comment

on the decision issued by Herman
D. Staiman. chief of the com-
mission's appeals examining of-

fice. It becomes final in 15 days if

there is no appeal
Staiman rejected Fitzgerald's

claim that his C5A testimony in

1968 before a congressional sub-
committee caused his dismissal.
Instead, the examiner ruled, the
Air Force improperly used a
manpower cutback to get rid of the

Tonite

controversial analyst
Fitzgerald would be entitled to

more than $120,000 back pay if the
decision stands, but an Air Force
spokesman said the amount could
be reduced by Fitzgerald's earn-
ings since the dismissal.
Fitzgerald testified in 1968 before

a subcommittee headed by Sen.
William Proxmire, D-Wis
program involving the

largest aircraft would
billion more than the

estimate of $3.1 billion. He blamed
it on faulty estimating by the Air
Force, inadequate controls and
planning, among other things.

By JAMES F. DONOHUE
Associated Press Writer

CAMBRIDGE. Mass .1 AIM
Political leaders from
Massachusetts and New Hamp-
shire differed sharply Tuesday on
the question of oil and gas ex-

ploration off the New England
coast in testimony before a federal
environmental control com-
mission.

Gov. Meldrim Thomson of New
Hampshire called for immediate
action to begin developing the oil

and gas deposits believed to lie

beneath the ocean floor on the
Atlantic continental shelf.

He called the need for such
development "urgent and im-
mediate."
Gov. Francis W. Sargent of

Massachusetts and Rep. Michael
Harrington, D-Mass., urged
caution and more study before
efforts were made to tap offshore
oil and gas supplies.

Their testimony came at the
opening of two days of hearings by
the President's Council on
Environmental Quality, which is

looking into the environmental
impact of oil and gas drilling on the
Atlantic continental shelf and in

the Gulf of Alaska.

Thomson said there was no
further need for studies about
drilling. "We look favorably on
immediate oil and gas develop-
ments along the Atlantic con-
tinental shelf," he said.

"The shortage of fuel in New
Hampshire is critical and getting
worse," he said. "The time for
study is passed. The time for action
is now."
He criticized "little bureaucrats

yapping for more time for en-

vironmental study," and said the

people of New Hampshire have "a
chilly view toward more
bureaucratic study and political

doubletalk.

"I do not fear offshore gas and oil

exploration," he said, "and I

believe a proper environmentally

clean oil refinery can be built."

Thomson said his office is

looking for "any responsible
groups" to talk to about building an
oil refinery in New Hampshire.
Thomson also asked for federal

support for New Hampshire's
claim for rights in the ocean and
ocean bed to a point 200 miles off

the state's 17.7-mile coastline, or to

a depth of 100 fathoms 600 feet.

Sargent, speaking before
Thomson, said more study is

needed into offshore drilling before

the nation or status embark on this

"irreversible course."
He said the commission's five-

month, $500,000 timetable and
budget were not sufficient.

"I urge you to go back to the
President and the Office of
Management and Budget and ask
that your timetable be extended
and your budget increased," he
said.

"Moreover, if you cannot change
your situation, if you must finish

your draft report by January, then
I recommend that you admit the
limitations confronting this study,
that you point out the areas which
demand further attention.

"I have no illusions about your
efforts," Sargent said. "You alone
will not solve the energy crisis.

You will not uncover all the
solutions.

"We in Massachusetts intend to

move forward on two other fronts

that will complement your efforts

on a national level," he said.

"First, we will begin to develop a
coastal zone plan. Second, we will

begin to assess our state's future
energy needs, with an emphasis on
petroleum needs."
Harrington called on the federal

commission not to be pressured
into quick action to approve off-

shore drilling because of the
current shortage of gas and oil in

the country.

"I believe these shortages were
artifically created by the major oil

companies in order to create an
atmosphere where projects such as
offshore development would be
pushed through with a minimum of
public opposition," he said.

"The time necessary to do a full

analysis of the problem should be
taken," he said. "The council
should not be scared or pressured
into superficial study.

"The oil industry itself has only
one driving goal-profits," he said.

"Stipulations to insure New
England its share of the benefits of
offshore development must be built

in before any development can be
permitted to take place."
Douglas M. Costle, com-

missioner of the Connecticut
Department of Environmental
Protection, testified on behalf of
his state's governor, Thomas
Meskill.

Costle said the potential oil and
gas development of the continental
shelf "could be of benefit to New
England, both environmentally
and economically."
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Nomination Papers Available

Student Senate Offiee

420 Student Union

Nomination Papers Due Sept. 26

Elections - Oct. 2, 3 & 4

ALL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

§
*fterfineperfowfrJ'

LP «>.
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At Convocation Ceremony

Cities Push

For Fuel Security
NEWPORT. R.I. (AP)- A

steering committee of the National
League of Cities urged Congress
Tuesday to adopt legislation
requiring the Nixon administration
to develop a mandatory allocation
program for petroleum fuels, with
cities as priority customers.
Many of the nation's cities have

been unable to secure guarantees
of adequate fuel supplies for the
winter despite the administration's
voluntary fuel allocation program
which went into effect in May, the
committee said.

Other communities, the com-
mittee reported, "have been able
to obtain enough fuel only at in-

creases in per gallon costs of up to

100 per cent."

Providence Mayor Joseph
Doorley Jr., chairman of the
municipal government and ad-
ministration steering committee,
said. "The National League of

Cities three years ago told the
national administration of the
problems we were going to face.
Nothing was done."

In addition to the allocation
program, Doorley said the com-
mittee is advocating an intensive
search for new fuel supplies which
are "Environmentally reasonable
and economically feasible."

Prospects of fuel shortages this

winter are so serious, he said, that
they threaten heating of schools
and operation of police cars, fire

trucks and snow plows.

HOW TO SI FKR-FADK LEVIS: Want
your l.rvii to have that well-worm,
super -faded look? You tried, huh?, but

the> came out with holes and white
spots! I'roven method tells you how to

quickly and safely fade blue denim. Mail
$2 check or M.O.to: \V. Willetz. Box 363.

Amherst. Ma. 01002.

Rep. Asks Closing

Of Naval Headquarters
SAN DIEGO (AP) - A ranking member of the

House Armed Services Committee says he will ask
congress to eliminate five Naval District
headquarters including Boston.
Rep. Bob Wilson, R-Calif., said the Navy also wants

to eliminate headquarters in Philadelphia, Norfolk,
Va., Washington and San Francisco.
He said his bill would be introduced this week.
In an interview, he made public a copy of the plan

proposed by Secretary of the Navy John Warner in a
letter to House Speaker Carl Albert. The letter said
the plan would save $4,150,000 annually and eliminate
176 military and 157 civilian jobs.

The Navy's proposal and Wilson's bill would make

New York City headquarters for a new northeast
region, New Orleans for the southern. Seattle for the
northwest, San Diego for the southwest, Great Lakes
for the midwest and Charleston, S.C., for the
southeast.

The northeast district would include the coastal
states from Maine to Delaware, plus Vermont, Ohio
and Pennsylvania.
The southeast district would be the coastal state of

Maryland to Georgia, plus West Virginia, Kentucky
and Tennessee.

In the southern district would be the Gulf Coast
states from Florida to Texas, plus Oklahoma and
Arkansas.

THE

L
L
A

189 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-9233

R

It's not a good place

to eat ... .

It's not a good place

to boogie ....
It's not a good place

to drink ....

It's good a good place

for a

fantastic haircut!

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN!
Meet the House of Your Choice

TONITE:
SIGMA KAPPA
Allen St.

"Trying Your Hand at Trivia"
7 p.m.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
409 N. Pleasant St.

"What's Your Major?"
7 p.m.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
406 N. Pleasant St.

"Gay 90's"

7 p.m.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Fraternity/Sorority Park

"Christmas Party"
7:30p.m.

Radio /hack of Amherst

318 College St., Rte. 9

Relax in your leisure hours with one
of these solid state T. V. 's from

TOSHIBA

** *>/'

0<^ «j,:<;« £Sfe*i> AS* -,
on

•»N*

Sa,in

$99* $
12995

flftflffi""^
M

FallTV Festival
y.

from

Radio /hack of Amherst

Mon.-Thurs., 10-5: 30

Friday Nites till 6

Saturday, 9-5
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Elliott Roosevelt Tied
To Assassination Try

ByJANETSTAIHAR
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP)-A convicted stock swindler said Tuesday he was
offered $ 100,000 by Elliott Roosevelt and an alleged mobster frontman to

assassinate Bahamian Prime Minister Lyndon O. Pindling.
Louis P. Mastriana, now imprisoned in the federal penitentiary at

Texarkana, Tex., said the assassination contract was offered because of

Pindling's failure to grant a gambling license to an associate of mobster
Meyer Lansky.
"They expected me to kill him," Mastriana said. "They came to me

and offered me $ 100,000 to kill, to whack Pindling.
'

'

Mastriana, appearing before the Senate permanent subcommittee on
investigation, said the offer was made by Roosevelt, son of former
President Franklin D. Roosevelt.

According to Mastriana, the assassination contract was made because
of Pindling's failure to grant a gambling license to reputed mobster Mike
McClaney.
Mastriana testified that McClaney, who has been convicted of

securities violations, gave about $1 million to Pindling for his political

campaign in exchange for a gambling license for McClaney and his
business associates.

Mastriana said the political money had come from Lansky.
Mastriana said the gambling license was never handed over and this

angered McClaney.
"They came to me and offered me $100,000 to kill, to whack Pindling,"

Mastriana told the committee.

Chrysler Asking

Thunderstorm Hits N.E. Coast

With Small Twisters, Heavy Rain

Price Hikes
DETROIT (AP) - Chrysler

Corp. notified the Cost of Living
Council today that it intends to

raise the price of its 1974 cars and
trucks by an average of $72.80.

Chrysler said he increase did not
reflect labor cost increases
resulting from the tentative
agreement with the United Auto
Workers.
The price hike, Chrysler said, is

to cover the increases in cost of

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

(54)5-2671

SEX!!
Hh4 moto time

for it? fa t

CALCULATOR
and save time

Commodore
yy « Reg. $69.95"""J

Now $49.95
•8 Digit

Floating Decimal
Constant

-2
Floating Deck
Constant

$64.95
8 Digit

Rechargeable

MM - 3MR $89.95
( Memory)

*
8 Digit

* Rechargeable
'Fixed & Floating Deck
*% Key

MM - 3SR
* 8 Digit
* Floating Deck
*X l &.~ Key
* Rechargeable

Square Root

$79.95

Bowmar

MX-40 $ 73.75

MX 50 $ 89.95

MX 60 $ 79.95

MX 80 $114.95

Lowest Prices on Campus

Gordon Hoffstein

549-0187

keep trying

labor and materials and other
expenses, including product im-
provements, incurred during the
period from October 1972 through
August 1973.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A violent thunderstorm swept up

the New England coastline from
Long Island Tuesday morning,
spinning off small tornadoes and
drenching the area in heavy rain.

Three tornadoes were confirmed
by police. Three other sitings were
unconfirmed. Authorities said
property was damaged but no one
was hurt.

A tornado watch for the seaboard
ended Tuesday afternoon as the
frontal system moved out to sea,

according to the National Weather
Service at Bradley International
Airport in Windsor Locks, Conn.
Riverhead, N.Y. police said a

twister spun a moving intercity bus
sideways across a Calverton high-

way and blew out a service
station's plate glass window. No
injuries were reported.

A funnel in Nasseau County left a
half-mile swath of uprooted trees,

capsized small boats and damaged
homes throughout South Bellmore,
police said.

In Greenwich, Conn., police said
a tornado touched down at 11:45
a.m. and uprooted large trees in a
wooded section near North Street.

Trees four to five feet in diameter
were toppled.

An unconfirmed tornado struck
Tolland, Conn, shortly after noon,
the Weather Service said. Local
officials said trees and power lines

were felled and several houses

were damaged.
What police described as a

"mini-twister" knocked down
power lines and trees in

Southington, Conn.

The weather service said 1.10

inches of rain fell at Bradley In-

ternational as the storm moved
through the area.

Southern New England
Telephone also reported only a few
service interruptions.

Jury Picking Stalls

In Turner Trial
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. ( AP)-Jury selection in the federal mail fraud

conspiracy trial of Glenn W. Turner, F. Lee Bailey and seven others was
delayed Tuesday as lawyers met privately with the judge.
Under the "gag rule" imposed by U.S. District Judge Gerald B. Tjoflat,

attorneys were barred from explaining the delay, but it apparently had
something to do with dissatisfaction over the way jury selection was
proceeding.

At noon Tuesday, tentatively seated in the jury box were three
housewives, a supermarket manager, the assistant superintendent of a
tire recapping firm, a newspaper dock worker, a professional roller
skater, two maids, a fruit stand operator and an apartment manager.
Turner, 38, Bailey, the Boston criminal lawyer, and seven Orlando area

men are accused of using the mails in a scheme to defraud persons who
bought distributorships in Turner's firms.

Three Turner firms also were named last May in the 28-count in-

dictment. They are: Glenn W. Turner Enterprises Inc., the parent
organization with headquarters in Orlando; Koscot Interplanetary Inc., a

cosmetics company, and the motivational program, Dare To Be Great.
Bailey, 40, who has represented Turner and Koscot, is accused of ap-

pearing in allegedly misleading filmed promotions for Dare To Be Great.
The other defendants are Harry B. Atkinson, W. Leroy Beale and Jess

O. Hicman, all of Orlando; Ben U. Buntin and Clyde C. Cobb of Maitlan;
Malcolm A. Julian of Fern Park and Hobart Wilder of Winter Park.

YOUR MONEY'S WELL SPENT AT AttNC*. KeMJb
mm

I , , Better

Scholl
exercise sandals

1

than,, ^
Barefoot.

Red or bone strap,

with flat or raised

heel. Blue strap,

with raised

heel.

Mfr.'s. $12.95

1

i
IH

!

New Insurance Rates
$ 1 Million Lower

BOSTON (AP) -Massachusetts insurance companies providing per-
sonal injury compulsory automobile coverage have filed new rates for
1974 that are estimated to be about $1 million lower than charges for this
year.

The proposed 2.2 per cent reduction was announced Tuesday by the
companies in a joint statement. Details weren't made available im-
mediately and it was pointed out that some rates, based on accident ex-
perience, will be higher and some lower but would represent "an overall
reduction of about $1 million in premium income."
The statement from the Insurance Information Institute and the

American Mutual Insurance Alliance cautioned, however, that the
companies could be seeking higher rates next month for comprehensive
fire, theft and collision coverages.

Both types of automobile insurance are under the state's "no fault"
statutes.

The companies said an increase in the various property plans "may be
indicated due to an increase of 5.3 per cent in accidents reported by the
Registry of Motor Vehicles for last year, plus the rising cost of
automotive parts requiring replacement and a continuing increase in
repair shop hourly wage rates."

Insurance Commissioner John G. Ryan has scheduled a public hearing
on proposed rates for next year, the spokesmen for the companies
reported. It will be at 10 a.m., Oct. 15 in the Saltonstall Office Building.
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Chotiner Asks Lid On
Watergate Sources

CONCORD, N.H. ( AP) - Former presidential aide
Murray R. Chotiner asked a federal court today to
deny a request from a newspaper and a reporter for
permission to reveal sources to Watergate in-

vestigators.

Chotiner is suing the Manchester Union Leader
and one of its reporters, Arthur Egan, for $3 million
in a libel suit stemming from publication of a story
April 27 linking Chotiner to the Watergate affair.

Judge Edward T. Gignoux, who will consider the
request Friday in U.S. District Court at Portland,
Maine, has ordered Egan and the newspaper to
reveal the sources for the article to him. He directed
the parties in the suit not to disclose the information
to anyone else.

Gas Plant

To Be Built

In Fall River
BOSTON (AF) - A gas storage

and liquefying plant may be built

in Fall River, the state Supreme
Court has ruled.

The high court overturned a
Superior Court ruling that ap-

proval of municipal authorities

was required.

The approval of the state
Department of Public Utilities,

granted in December, 1971, makes
local approval unnecessary, the

Supreme Court said in Monday's
ruling.

The New England LNG Co. Inc.,

of Lowell, plans three 600,000-

barrel tanks and other facilities on
a 22-acre site at Mount Hope Bay in

Fall River. Gas brought to the

plant by ship would be sold to

pipeline companies and to gas
companies in the state.

Maple

Aquarium

Come browse around at a
place in the country four miles
from Northampton off Rte. 66

at 279 West Farms Rd. Over
100 tanks of fresh and salt

water fish, tanks, supplies,

live food and live plants. Gift

certificates available.

Daily 11:00-4:30— 6-9 p.m.

Saturday 1-5 p.m.
Sunday l-Kp.m.

Closed Thursdays

Tel. 584-9217

Egan asked for permission to reveal the sources
Monday in the federal court in Concord. He said the
Senate Watergate Committee investigators who
interviewed him last week in New Hampshire asked
for the information.

In a letter received by the District Court here
Tuesday, Chotiner objected strongly to the in-

formation's being made available to the Watergate
investigators.

After Chotiner filed his suit, Egan refused to an-
swer questions regarding his sources, claiming that
his "personal safety and welfare and that of his

family will be in jeopardy if he is required to reveal
the identities of persons inquired about."

THE BROTHERS OF TAU EPSILON PHI

INVITE ALL UNIVERSITY MEN TO AN

OPEN RUSH

Wed., Sept. 19 at 8:00 p.m.

FREE BEER 418 N. PLEASANT

^•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**^

"SOUND IDEAS?"
native. Since we started here, all but one

of the old stores have closed their doors,

proving that a store truly responsive to the

needs of the student population can

succeed, and we're basing our future on

continuing service to this segment of the

WHAT
Sound Ideas is owned and operated by

students of the five colleges Its two orig-

inators were tired of the kind of treatment

given to students interested in stereo by

the established hi-fi shops in the area and

decided to open Sound Ideas as an alter-

| Seven (7) day money back guarantee —

2^ #
Thirty (30) day direct exchange of any defective merchandise —

3 One year trade-in policy —

4
5

*

community.

We offer an alternative to traditional

high pressure and "no service after the

sale" attitudes in the stereo industry by

offering the following conditions on any
sale of new equipment.

If for any reason you re dissatisfied, within 7 days, return the merchandise in its original packing

and we II refund every cent

If we can t fix it within 24 hours

Youi lull put chase price back towards any component the same price or more expensive provioeu
the exchanged equipment is in original condition and packing boxes

\A/p QPTUIPP \A/h/)t \A/P ^Pll — W,,h ' a ' c exceP,,on wtwe the factory has no individual service stations we do all our own
warranty work

Free delivery and installation of all systems in the 5-college area.

SYSTEM #5: THE STANDARD

GARRARD 42 M S

NIKKO §O10

Wo can mis System the siand.ird oecause it sets the standard

in on' ottie> systems h.ive to iue up to For overall accuracy

• eedom tioni noise and rtisto<!ion and mammum acoustic output

-. nihility uu* iys'^m is mil standard ot value

The G«»i,vd 4?M'S features a tour pole synchionous moto' and

full size piattei tor 10* wow jnd Mutter fumble and e«ceiien'

speed accuracy adjustable tucking and and skating controls

inn. • ,fd cueing it comes with a Shure M75ECS ellip

• tridge hmged dust cover and base and has a

full ve.r warranty

'tie Nikko 5010 fM stereo receiver has 90 wans UHFi of power

1 25 .vans RMS channel) a' less than 5\ total distortion from 20

to 20Khz 11 features FM mtersiation muting two tape monitors

EPI 100 •

switching tor two sets of speakers circuit breaker output pro-

tection and a FET and IC in the FM section It comes complete

with walnut case and antenna and has a three-year warranty

The standard is set by the EPM00 whose superiority was re

cently affirmed in an independent consumer testing laboratory

survey of under Si 50 loudspeakers where it finished first

ahead of Advent Dynaco KlH and AR loudspeakers The quality

of every speaker is assured by the inclusion of individual graphs

of each EPI 100 s actual performance at the end of the assembly

line m the instructions packed with it Thus, the manufacturer's

guarantee of frequency,response ±3dt> from 38-18.000 ru min-

imum specification is a proven quantity

The Standard — Let it show you what linear sound is all

about

A SOUND IDEA @ 95

„ --""---x^vxxvWXXXXXVXXXXXXNN\\XxV\XXX\\^^WE DISCOUNT OVER 3000 ITEMS EVERY OAV

f

it So come into one of our stores, browse around, compare our equipment and price- with those any-

* where else, and we think that you'll find that buying from us is a very "Sound Idea.
"

399

ii
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Notices
AIKIDO

Meetings Weds, and Fr. 6: 30 8: 30

p.m., Boyden Gym, Wrestling Rm.
All welcome.
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA

Meeting for members Thursday,
Sept. 20, 400 Rm. 811815 C.C.

Committees will be formed; ac

tivities organized. Please attend.

CASIAC
Pre social Work Advising

available at the CASIAC Office every
Thurs., 1:30 3:00, E 22 Machmer, 5

0974.

BIKE RAFFLE
Tickets on sale C.C. concourse

level 9 4 now till Sept. 27. Workers
sign up at table to work.

COMMUTER EXECUTIVE
COUNCIL

Meeting in Commuter Lounge in

S.U.B. basement, 5:30, Weds, 9/19.

All welcome.
COIN COLLECTORS

Meeting Thurs., Sept. 20, 7:30 10

p.m. Rm. 904 C.C.
FORUM ON CHILE
On Sept. 19 at 7:30 p.m. Rm. 803

C.C. Bernie Lougee, Latin American
Speaker, presents a Socialist

Analysis on Chile. All welcome.
FREE THE MONKEYS

Simian as sport? Anyone with pre

1965 APBA baseball game is urged to

join the club. Call Rick at 253 2653

before next meeting.

HOCKEY CHEERLEADING
Tryouts are Sept. 23 & 26, 8:00

p.m., Berkshire Rm. S.U.B.
Questions? Call Corinne 5-2297.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
You've come a long way baby-

Gay 90's relived tonight 7 p.m. at 406

N. Pleasant All UMass women
invited.

KOREAN KORATE
The Tai Kwon Do Club meets

Mon and Weds. 6 8 p.m. in Rm. 101

Wope and Fri. 6 8 in Boyden Main
Gym. Be there!

KUNG FIJ DEMONSTRATION
Thurs., 9/20 at 6:30 in C.C. Aud.

Over ten styles demonstrated by

Chinese Masters. Tickets in C.C.

lobby.

PEOPLE'S MARKET
Short meeting for all employees

Thurs. night after closing. Please

come.
PROJECT CHILDREN
The Franklin Hampshire

Westfield Local Council for Children

meeting that was incorrectly

scheduled for Sept. 12 will be Sept. 19,

7:30 p.m. at St. John's Church,
Northampton.
SCUBA CLUB

Meeting tonight to plan weekend
dive. Curry Hicks, Rm. 14, 7 p.m.

Freeair fills, bring bathing suits, cap
and towels.

SEMINAR SERIES
Rabbi Jordan Offseyer, "Jew as

Jew and Jew as man." Com
monwealth Rm. S.U.B. 3:30 p.m.

Israeli dancing 7: 30-11 : 00p.m., Cape
Cod Lounge.
STRATEGY GAMES CLUB

Avalon Hill Players; Meeting
Weds, 6: 00. Check C.C. schedule for

Rm. I. Newcomers welcome.
STUDENT ATTORNEY
GENERAL'S OFFICE
We are interested in recruiting

people to work in a Student Judicial

System. Inquire in 422 C Student

Union.

THERAPY
Therapy group for couples will

begin soon for the fall semester.

Contact the Mental Health Service,

303 Machmer, 5-2337.

UCF COFFEE HOUR
Introduction to United Christian

Foundation programs, courses, Task
Forces. 319 Hampshire House.

UNDERGRADUATE
PHILOSOPHERS

Meeting today at 4: 00, 6th fir.

lounge, Thompson Tower All tin-

dergraduate majors urged to attend.

IIYA RECRUITMENT MEETING
Weds., Sept. 19 for students in

'erested in working full time in a

social service agency until July.

Volunteers maintain normal
academic progress and receive a

weekly stipend. Rm. 903 C.C. 7:30

p.m.

WHAT'S YOUR MAJOR
The women of Sigma Delta Tau

invite all UMass women for a night of

fun match faces with occupations.

"What's your line?" 409 N. Pleasant

St. 7:00.

WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
CLUB

Running together every Tues. and
Thurs. 5:00 p.m. Meet at Courtyard,
Univ. Apt. N. Pleasant St. Info Call

Charlotte 545 6881.

YOU'RE INVITED
The brothers of Pi Lambda Phi

cordially invite all UMass to an in-

formal rush-tonight at 8:30 our

house on 14 Elm St. -for rides call 256-

0186.

FOUND
Pair of gold-rimmed glasses in

C.C. on the bench near store. Turned
in to C.C. lost and found.

Pair of gold rimmed glasses at N.

Whitney Rd. bus stop. Call 253 3695.

LOST
Med. large dog, black with brown

markings. Answers to name of

Montague. Call Jackie or Jean 253-

9880.

UCF Reception Today
A reception for F. Peter Sabey,

new staff member with the United
Christian Foundation, will be held
today between 2 and 4 p.m., at 319

Hampshire House (between
Whitmore and Southeast. (

The reception will coincide with
the second of a series of coffee
hours which UCF is having this fall

to introduce its Task Forces,
programs and people to new and
returning students at the
university.

Mr. Sabey will be working with
United Christian Foundation this

year on a quarter-time basis. He is

an alumnus of Amherst College
and Union Theological Seminary,
and holds a Th.M. from Princeton
in nsvcholoev and religion,
working under Seward Hiltner. He
was chaplain for eight years at

Lafayette College, Pennsylvania,
before coming to U. Mass. a year

ago to pursue a doctorate in human
relations in the School of

Education. Among other ap-
pointments, he served as pastor of

the Williamsburg Congregational
Church from 1960 to 1964.

Mr. Sabey's special areas with
United Christian Foundation will

include peace action and
education, a pre-marital coun-
seling program, a Faith
Explorations course on con-
temporary worship experiences
and possibly other concerns.

United Christian Foundation is

an ecumenical ministry at UMass
sponsored by mayor protestant

denominations. Its other staff

members for the current year are
Thomas Lindeman and Ruth
Fessenden.
Faculty and staff, as well as

students, are invited to attend the
reception Wednesday.

Want To Teach English?
Are you interested in teaching

English on the secondary level?
Please come by Bartlett 474 in the
next two weeks. See Frankie Stone,
Gary Aho, or Fred Robinson for

information about student
teaching, the selection process,

The English
mittee.

Education Com

UIMUA 5 -College

Coast Guard

Abandons Search

SOUTHWEST HARBOR. Maine
(AP)- The Coast Guard said
Tuesday it has abandoned its

search for a 35-feet cabin cruiser
reported afire and sinking about 20
miles east of Prospect Harbor.

Six Coast Guard cutters and two
helicopters searched the area but
found no debris or other traces of
the vessel, said Lt. Ernest Blan-
chard.

The search began Monday night
after a commercial fishing boat
relayed a distress call it had
monitored on a citizen band radio
frequency.

Blanchard said the vessel was
identified as either the Unabelle or
the Isabelle. Extensive checks
along the coast have revealed no
boats of that description missing or
in danger, he said.

Asked if the radio message was a
hoax, Blanchard replied: "We
can't make that conclusion."
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Theatre in the U.S.
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FREE ! STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS ! SAVE 50* FOR YOURSELF
kl AND A GUEST- GET YOUR CARPS NOW AT THE THEATRE!"

"Off The Hook." a production of

the WMUA Public Affairs
Department, kicks off tonight with
an open forum show, hosted by
moderator Art Cohen. The show
will be aired on both Tuesday and
Wednesday nights from 7:20-8:00,

following the evening news.

NOTICE TO ALL FIVE
COLLEGE BUS RIDERS:
The 10:00 p.m. Five College Bus

Run scheduled for only Friday and

Saturday nights on Routes 1 and 2

was extended to DAILY service

which began Monday.

Playing

AMITY ST.

AMHERSTCWm
253 5426

dreamanew land anewhope anew
Max vonSydow

Liv UUrnann
Eves.:

7:00

9:30

sat sun The Emigrants
|

Tecrmicolof* FromWarner Bros i

SEPT. 24— KING OF HEARTS
MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS $100

Action

Packed CALVlNl&c
MM, SI NORTHAMPTON

Eves.: 7:00&?:T5;Sat..Sun.Mat, 2

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS SI 00

ALSO

WED., SEPT. 19 IN S.U.B.

TOUCH of EVIL
7:00& 11:00

THE BIG HEAT
Dir.— Fritz Lange, with Lee Marvin 8:30

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1973

Bike Club
Meeting

At 7:00 p.m.
The Bicycle Club will "hold its

meeting in Campus Center rooms
805-9 at 7 pm. tonight.

Bicycle touring plans are not yet

firmed up, though tours may be
planned tonight. The two long
weekends in October (6-8

Columbus Day, & 20-22 Veteran's
Day) are being considered for

fairly ambitious tours-perhaps
around Cape Cod, or upper New
York state. These would ten-

tatively involve driving out to those
areas, then touring in the region
rather than bicycling to the area.
So far only the Montague Plains
day tour on Sunday October 14th in

cooperation with the Mt. Holyoke
Groups of the Sierra Club is firm.
Details of that tour will be
available in a week. Several day
trips are also planned for this fall.
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Of Interest...
Socialist Alliance Forum To Meet
The Young Socialist Alliance will

be holding the second of it's Fall
1973 Young Socialists forum series.

Bernie Lougee, who has spoken
extensively at New England
universities on such topics as
China and Latin America as a
member of the Socialist Workers
Party, will be speaking on Chile:
The Allende Regime and the
Recent Coup. The forum will be
held in Room 803, Campus Centre,
at 7:30 pm. All are invited to at-

tend.

Newman Center Colloquium
Discussions on the life and

thought of St. Augustine will be
held on 8 Thursday evenings
during the 1973 Fall Semester,
beginning on October 4, at 7:30 at

the Newman Center. Colloquium
credit is being offered for this

series and arrangements may be
made through Southwest
Academic Affairs Office, John
Adams Tower for those desiring it.

The series is open to all members
of the campus community.

L

MDC Classifieds Could

Sell Your Mother
( And Your Sister Too

If She s A Virgin.

)

fr***********************************

| Vote Today-Food \

|
Service Referendum *

*
*
*

KAPPA SIGMA

OPEN RUSH
WED. & THURS., SEPT.19&20

7:30 p.m.

70BUTTERFIELD TERRACE

Come Seethe Best

FOR SALE

14 year old Martin guitar. 0018. (.rover

machines . good condition . excellent sound

.

Call 549-1528, David Gage, leave message.
$175.

ti9/19

Calculator — Hewlett Packard HP-35.
hardly used, best offer over $250. Call 25*-

6225.

(f»/l"»

Doiric Organ — good sound, can imitate
many other instruments, portable and
electric. Asking 1 150. Good for band. Call
Miles. 2564011

tf9/20

1965 International Travelall, good
condition, rubber, new clutch, brakes, 4 on
floor. (550. Call David. 549-1528. leave

message.
U9/I9

Two port, typewriters — Royal « Smith
Corona. Call 665-3600, M-W-F.

tf9/19

h trail* cartridge record/play deck
< make your own), ex. Kind . $95; also

record changer. $30: sterling silver flute,

$265. Call 549-0018.

tf9/21

1971 Honda 350, exc. cond.. 4.700 mi.,
$500. w/2 helmets; 4 ft. blackllte pit*
many posters and flourescent nets, $3».
Call Dave. 256-0302.

H9/I9

Klectric guitar for sale — 7 yrs. old,

Gibson s<, standard, good condition,
versatile sound. Humbokin pickups. Call
542-5928.

U9/19

Tape recorder, Panasonic, reel-to-reel. 2

mics included, spare parts kit also. $100.
Hon. 549-3677.

1 19/20

Must pay for vasectomy. Will sell brand
new Nikkor 43-86 mm zoom lens. $175.
Phone quick, the girls are horny, 665-3190.

tf9/2l

AMP render Super-reverb. 1965-6 4 10"

spkrs., excellent cond.. $250. 617-544-3909

or 253-5965. Woody.
tf9/21

For sale —pool tables, regulation or coin
operated. Write P.O. Box 51. Amherst
01(102.

H9/20

10 speed Kaleigh 25" frame. I 1/2 month
old. generator light & cable and lock. $85.
584-3351.

tfS/20

Kefrigerator Mf) cubic feet, rents for

around $40 a year, will sell for $45 or best
orfer. Call Jim at 545-0210 or 545-0211

mornings.

tf9/20

1967 Mustang Fastback. 289. 3-speed.

r&h. mags on new G-70 tires, excellent

mechanical condition. $650 or best offer,

(all 546-7812.

tf9/2l

Trumpet player wanted for trio with
weekend work — weddings, some lounge
work, standards. Call Ed. 253-2207 or Tom,
256-6291 after 6.

tf» 19

Full time adm. sec. for Black Cultural

Center wanted immed. Should have
knowledge of univ. procedures. Call 545-

0794.

tf9/21

Oriental women I prefer Japanese) for

w a stressing in steak house. Apply Valley

Lounge. Kte. 116. Sunderland or call 665-

8702.

tf9/2l

Person to wash dishes for 16 people.

Free meals in exchange. 7 days a week,
better than D.C. food. Call 545-0939.

tf9/19

Help wanted evenings — male & female,

gd. working cond. Free meals. Apply

Burger King. 344 King St.. Northampton,

between 2-4 p.m. and 7:30 & 9:30 p.m.

IT9/I9

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS
I960 Volvo. MM, AM/FM. a.c. radials.

roof rack, 50.000 miles, $1450. Vermont.
802-843-2354.

If9/26

A 12" Panasonic T.V.. red frame, 1 yr.

old. $60.00. Also 8lrack car stereo. Pioneer
spkr. and ten tapes. $40.00. Call 253-5307

anytime between 4-7.

If9/26

Sharp stereo AM/FM multiplex tuner
radio, needs work but exc. spkrs. and
turntable, $80 or best & first offer . Call 253-

5:107, 4-7 everyday.

JL tf9/26
i—i _j

Sears refrig. pafg $120. sell for $80. Hot
plate, two burners, $20; green rug, very

clean. $5. Kefrig. is 8cu. ft. Call 665-3546.

mm
t.ulii.ii Ketrievers — A.K.C., II wks.

old. wormed, shots, champ, bloodlines. 1

477-8264.

tf9/2l

Kill 17 spkrs: Garrard LAB72B w/DC
A. H A, Shure 9IF cart.. LAF 750. $100

w /stereo amp.. Kaymar 805 FM tuner, I

>r. ago list was $450. Now $260. In ex.

cond.. 665-3269.

U9/2D

l$f4lj[ypewrlier-
HecoMgllke newj 90

New (Welti ele€ a

It, ,.l -.«.»; •-.
1Brad. 541-6251

. Royal manuals.
da> guarantee, $75.

adders. $89.95 Call

U9/21

Almost new Goodyear I65-S15 whitewall
tire. Lists for $45. asking $35. Call 549-4410

around 6: 00.

9/19

Charlemont. Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner puppies. Top pedigree, A.K.-

C, cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or

quiet enjoyment. 1-413-339-6688.

U 10/19

One pair of AR-4X loudspeakers, worth
$140 when new. now $75 firm Call 546-

5086.

119/21

Flandria 10-speed bike. 2 months old,

excellent condition. Call 253-3985 evenings,

ask for Marty.
tf9/2l

10-speed Gazelle Tour de L'Avenir. $90.

Call 64287. excellent condition.

U9/2I

Dominos Pizza — needs drivers.
Must MU' Mass . license. Available
nights — full or part time. Apply in

person . 363 Main Street. Amherst.
tf9/!9

RVs -- full and part time positions

available 3rd shift. CCl and staff

positions. Contact Alice Goethel, RN
Director of Nursing Services, Wing
Memoria Hospital. Palmer. Ma., 1-

283-7651. PXt. 83.

U9/20

(iiant clearance sale at Paul's

Oldlime Furniture. Wed. and Thurs.

We have a fine collection of junk, I

mean fine furniture, that we'd like to

sell to make more space in the store.

We also have a lot of dining room
tables and cheap bureaus. Guess the

secret word and the duck will reward
you. In Amherst behind Aubuchon's.
253-3611.

U9/20

ROOMS FOR RFNT
Furnished rooms for rent, close to

campus and town, no kitchen, quiet

location, ample parking facilities free!

(all 549-6:197.

tf9/21

ENTERTAINMENT

The Super Septemberfest will be held

this Sunda>. Sept. 23. 1-6 outside at

Kelly's drove. Rt. 202 in Granby.

Vlvance tickets only The tickets are

$:i.Viand include free beer all day, and

free hamburgs and hot dogs from 2-4.

Live rock music by "Tusk". Tickets

on sale at The New Record Shop.

\mherst.
tf9/!9

ENTERTAINMENT

I promised to keep my number In so here
it is. 467-2842. Steve the DJ for the finest

frat or dorm parties. Reasonable rates.

tf9/2l

Need a band? Call Stan's bands.
Represent all area groups. Call 256-0316.

tf9/21

ROOMMAfE WANTED
I need roommates for a 3 bedroom

Pufflon apt., rent about $82/monlh. 549-

0713.

U9/I9

Female wanted (0 share large apt. in

Montague Partially furnished, wall to wall

rugs Own room Quiet surroundings Call
367-2845

I quiet m. roommate, own room, $50 plus
utilities. Northampton, near Rte. 9. Call
$M-3M late eves.

tf9/?l

FOR RENT
Puffton Village Apts. — available im

mediately: 1.2 4 3 bedroom apts. Call 549-

ill 15 between 10 a.m. • 2 p.m.
If9/2S

Rooms —only a few left. Arrangements
h> da> . week, month, semester. See at 401

N. Pleasant St.. ask for Duncan.
tf9/20

Horses boarded, 10 min. to campus, box
stalls, pasture, field, jumping, excellent

trails. 253-7373.

tf9/27

Basement in new house. $50 inrl. util .

kitchen, yard, transportation - buses. 66

Market St.. Northampton. Oct., no lease,

good deal! Call 584-0927.

tf9/20

ROOMS WANTED
Room wanted close to campus.

Desperate! Please call Craig. 6-5960.

tf9/2l

29 year old undergrad needs rm in

Amherst in quiet house or apt . with mature
grad or undergrad. Call Jeff at 549-6327.

tf9/2l

WANTED
Metal file cabinet, cost negotiable. Call

584-5313 evenings. Any size, preferably
large.

tf»/2l

Guitar amplifier wanted — small but
powerful I Fender super or twin or com-
parable). Call 549-0926.

tf»/21

We buy good condition, used records.
For the Record at Faces of Earth, 256-6134.

U9/19

LOST & FOUND

Lost — small brown and white spotted
puppy, last seen near Wheeler. Please call

256-6014. reward.

tf9/)9

Lost —red wallet in CCC . Please return
with I.D.s. no questions asked. Call Leah,
203 Johnson or mail it there.

mm
PERSONAL

Musicians wanted -

male or female,

anything. Call Alan.

9201; Kevin, 323-7249.

- keyboard & vocals,

but will consider
549-6275; Dave. 527-

tf9-2«-

Gay commune has farm, now peopling,

living and loving together. P.O. Box 723.

Amherst. Ma.
tflO/9

Discreet black and white photo
processing. Professional film & print

developing. Will be kept confidential. 665-

1290 evenings.

If9/24

Wanted — woman named Sherry to

establish meaningful relationship with, so

I don't have to paint my wall.

U9/I2

Happy Birthday Shoulders from Ross.
Steve, and Mike < hippie)

.

Want to rap? day line open 7-10 p.m..
Mon -Wed. 5I.V0I54. .MIL.

U9/I9

Don Brigham call Bob Wolfe collect. 802-

K43-2354.

9/19

Driving your van to Boston? Make $$ by
taking mv rocking chair & bike along. Call
Janet collect at (617) 723-2209.

mm
Would like to get together with senior

psvch major whom I met at Finast store
while cashing check last Thurs. Call Sam.
253-:t888.

tf9/2l

Today only — Stockbridge elections.

Stockbridge Hall. 9:00-3:30. V-O-T-E.
9/19

"rTde wanted
Need a ride to Worcester on Fridays.

Will share expenses and provide good

cninpanv Please contact Mary, 6-6438.

mm
RIDERS WANTED

To and from Spfld daily. Iv 8:30 a.m.

and return I: m p.m. Contact F.ileen at 734-

0276 evenings Will also consider car

pooling.

mm
MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Damaged 7.1 Norton 750cc for sale. Ph.
2.YI-I.YH after 7.

tf9/20

1973 Ossa Pioneer. 326 miles; 250cc
Knduro. also full-bore Fnduro boots. 549-

$MI,

mm
1970 Honda (1.350. 5.000 miles, runs

excellent, need cash. $450. 584-6743.

U9/21

SERVICES

Pick-up truck for hire. Furniture and
appliances moved, odd jobs — painting,

etc (heap rates. Call Mitch. 665-3405

mm
den. car work — tune-ups. minor repair,

winterizing, oil changes, etc. Reasonable
rates, prompt service. Call Larry at 323-

4518.

mm

FREE

Kittens. 586-3636

tf9/2l

TAG SALE

Tag Sale — baby clothes & equip.,

housewares, furniture, sports equip,

winter clothes — all ages. Sat.. 9/22. 10

a.m. -I p.m.. 140 Main. Amherst.
tf9/21

HELP WANTED
r .im 15 dollars for 3 to 4 hrs. work,

Sunday a.m.. paper route. Must have car.

Call 584-9846.

mm
Psych & Soc. majors to aid in research

on ward activity — bss. get pay and a great

chance for a unique paper, proj. 323-6311,

ext. 201.

9/19

Be the first NHS representative in

your area to earn money and a bonus
trip to Furope. As your own boss you
will be in charge of interesting others
in working for you. No selling, no
record keeping. Too good to believe?
Write now for complete info —
National Resume Service, P.O. Box
I445A. Peoria. Illinois 61691.

9/19

AUTO FOR SALE
1968 VW Hug. hi.iNMi miles, good con-

dition, stand., green. $750 or best offer.

256-0110.

tf»/21

1962 (bevy Impala, standard, condition
fair, must sell! ! ! $100. Call 665-3775.

mm

AUTO FOR SALE

rii.'i YW Bug. sunroof, snows, headers,
tape deck, reclining seats. $775 or best
••Her. 268-3242. after 5 p.m.

mm
1967 Saab station wagon, has broken

piston ring. $150 takes this beauty, in-

cluding replacement motor Rest of car
good. 256-0691.

tf9/2l

«» miles per gallon — 1970 Toyota
Corolla 1.1 mi. automatic. 4 new tires under
warranty plus 3 spare tires 586-2409 after
Ii.

mm
I'M.

1 Ford Fconoline van. good cond.,
$5«ll or best offer (all 665-3600. M-W-F.

mm

Mustang convertible. 1972. 15,000 miles.

A real bargain, must sell. Call 584-5097.

mm
1967 Cutlass. 2 dr.. gd. cond.. will

bargain (all Kathy after 3:30 p.m.. 253-

9877.

119/ 19

1969 Malibu sport coupe, well kept, 6

cyl.. automatic. 7 tires (I snows), $1297,

will dicker. Call H63-9437 before 3 p.m.
tf9-2l

Must sell 72 VW bus. 31.000 miles,

complete service record available. Call

256-8812.

1(9-21

1969 Triumph Spitfire com . 4 speed,

new radials and snows, exc. running cond.

(all 545-0174. ask for Al.

tf9-2l

I9«9 Chev. Nova. 4 dr.. 230 au(o . good
running cond. Call 562-3060

(19/20

Con. Mercury, air cond.. 390 eng., good
(ires, new rebuilt Lincoln Continental

trans., guaranteed to buyer for six mo.,

(8.000. Tel. Carry. II p.m.. 6-6683.

mm
I'im. VW Bus. new clutch, good tires,

runs good, best offer. 665-4142.

mm

WATKRGATK & SFX have nothing

to do with this ad. IIONKST AL is back

with 2 IGLY RIDFRS which should

he able to get you where you are going.

1963 Falcon. 2 dr.. 6 cyl., a.L. PASSES
INSPECTION! New front end It

muffler. $95; 1964 Chevy II WAGON. 6

cyL.std.. very reliable but burns some
oil. $95. WANTED — DARTS &
VALIANTS in any condition. 586-3819

U9/2

1967 BMW 1600. sun roof, new tires plu«

snows, good cond.. $850. Call Sandy, H-4306

after 10:00 p.m.
tf9/?5

1971 Datsun 240Z. AM/FM radio, under
coating, snow tires, around $3,000,

negotiable. Phone 586-1552 evenings.

mm
1965 Buick Skylark, power steering, new

tires, shocks and muffler, perfect running
order. Has Fall sticker. $250. Call 546-4242.

tf>/2l

1948 Chevrolet wagon "Woody". Needs
some work but definitely restorable.

Contact Collegian Office. $1200.

mm
For sale — 1970 BMW R60. asking $ 1 100.

silver, elec. start, 12.000 miles. Call 467

3553 after 6 p.m.

mm
1969 V W Bug. new paint, muffler, tires,

battery, real clean, runs good, 58,004)

miles. See at D&M Sunoco, Rt. 9, across
from Zayre, 9 to 5 this week.

tf»/2l

1973 Honda CB350. four cylinder.
« many extras, low mileage, best offer.

Phone 217-5586 after 7:30 p.m.

mm
1966 VW Bus camper, interior fully in-

sulated, new paint job, runs good, best

offer or will consider trade for motorcycle.

Days. 5-0 194.

mm
1962 Buick Electra. needs ignition work,

otherwise excellent condition, best offer.

Call 546-7058.

tfl/21
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** Journal Court Battle

PITTSBURGH - BUYING BUTCHERS BARGAINS-Shoppers jam the New Diamond Market in
downtown Pittsburgh buying nearly 50.000 pounds of "top choice" beef cuts selling at about half the
current price. The owner claims he is rolling prices back to 1945 levels, easily the lowest prices in town-
if not the country. The rolled roast selling for .99 cents per pound usually sells for $1.89 a pound.

Executive Abused
PROVIDENCE ( AP)-A Providence Journal Co. executive tesified in

Superior Court Tuesday he was pushed to the ground and kicked while
trying to re-enter the Journal building shortly after the newspaper's
strike began last Thursday night.

Vice President C harles P. O'Donnell said the incident occurred after he
left the building to talk with representatives of the non-strikingpressmen's
union who had gathered outside.

The testimony came during the second day of hearings before Judge
Christopher DelSesto on the company's request for an injunction against
striking members of the Providence Newspaper Guild.
The company contends the Guild members are engaging in illegal

mass picketing and are intimidating non-striking employes from coming
to work.

Guild lawyers are expected to begin calling their witnesses Wednesday
afternoon, after the remaining three company witnesses testify, court
officials said.

In the first two days of hearings, the company called 15 witnesses.
Three of those were Providence police officers testified Tuesday.
Maj. John L. Eddy said he was struck in the mouth as he attempted to

escort an advertiser into the newspaper building last Thursday night. He
estimated about 25 pickets had been arrested since the strike began, but
not all were charged.

Lt. William J. Murray said he witnessed three shoving or kicking in-
ridents involving pickets and non-striking employes.

Surge To Ask
For Judge Troy's

Resignation
BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Francis

W. Sargent will ask the Executive
Council to meet in special session
Thursday to consider the removal
of disbarred Dorchester District

Court Judge Jerome P. Troy.
The legislature passed a petition

for address last week asking
Troy's removal. The judge earlier
had been disbarred and enjoined
from sitting again by the state
Supreme Court, which found that
he committed six "extremely
serious" offenses.

Sargent, in the statement, said
he will formally call for Troy's
removal Thursday "because I

believe it is important that I

personally present this petition..."

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
1

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

SYDNEY OMAJW
Dr Kenneth Negus, professor of

literature || Rutgers University in New
Jeney, teaches astrology on a credit course
basil He declares. "In the past astrology
«.is regarded as a vast storehouse of
knowledge and wisdom, as an important
part of learning" Dr. Negus claims
astrology is becoming more important
fain and that "astrology deserves serious
lltld) at our universities and colleges." He
correctly points out that English literature.
< M>.Tially the works of Shakespear. contain
numerous astrological references and
tymboit.

ARIES I March 21-Apnl 19) : Accent is on
practicality, the settling of basic issues Be
thorough Familiarize yourself with details
Ga after facts -leave speculative matters to

others Family and home now command
more-than-usual attention

TAl'Rl'S (April 20 May 20) Dialogue
mcurs between relatives which could
directly affect you Be prepared for change,
travel and variety of experiences. Gemini.
Virgo persons figure prominently. Em
phasis is on short trip as result of call or
message
GEMINI (May 2lJane 20': Money

transaction could be featured. You also
settle family difference Key now is to be
diplomatic Make adjustments in domestic
area Associations with Taurus. Libra
persons are likely to be emphasized
Protect interests Don't expect something
for nothing

CANCER ( June 21-July 22t Lunar
cycle is on upswing Take initiative Ex
press views Be selective You deal from
position of greater strength Judgment is on
'argel Personal magnetism soars. Wear
tinght colors Be conspicuous Pisces
person is in picture

LEO (July 23-Aug 22 >: You could be
power behind the throne Many consult you
(

'
landesline conference could be on agenda

One m position of authority backs you.
Throw off fears, doubts What was a threat
is transformed into constructive offer

\ IR<;<) i Aug 23-Sept. 22) : Accent is on
wider appeal. You deserve -and receive-
more attention Public appearances could
lie featured Some of your fondest hopes.
wishes are close to fulfillment. Round out

project See picture as a whole Synthesize
information

LIBRA I Sepi 23-Oct 22) : You are able
to communicate with one in position of
authority You get chance to be more in-

dependent Highlight style, originality
Leo. Aquarius persons figure prominently
You net assignment which shows off

.dents

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): Trust
hunch Someone is telling you something
Be receptive Be aware of potential Open
lines of communication Gain indicated
'hrough written word Break through
restrictions Be "in touch" with one at a
distance.

SAGITTARIOUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):
Concern with taxes. investment
procedures, shelters--! hese are em-
phasized Control tendency to spread
yourself too thin Be versatile without
scat lering your forces Gemini person could
play key role Make inquiries.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Li? low
Play wailing game Check details. Avoid
basing actions on impulse Obtain facts.
There are obstacles but you can overcome
'hem There is challenge and it will be
stimulating Legal question will be
resolved

AQUARIUS <Jan 20-Feb 18): Health,
work and dependents blend into activities,
concerns Make change Deal with Gemini.
Virgo individuals Be analytical Refuse
superficial answers Get to heart of mat
'ers Check medical, dental appointments
PISCES Feb 19-March 20): You get

what you want but you may want too much
of a "good thing " Means strive for balance
tie i ween emotion and logic Apply some
self-discipline. Member of opposite sex
could be featured Romantic, creative
pursuits are highlighted

1 Quarrel

5 Sprint

9 Pigpen
12 Solo

13 Ceremony
14 Baker's

product
15 River in

Italy

16 Cries like cow
18 Deface
20 A state

(abbr.)

22 Medicinal nut
24 Algonquian

Indians

27 Mature
29 Saucy
31 Twitching
32 Worship
34 Chair
36 Symbol for

rhodium
37 Evergreen trees
39 Each
41 Preposition
42 Dirk

44 Antitoxin

45 Perform
47 Transaction
49 Food fish

50 Jump
52 Citrus fruit

54 A continent

(abbr.)

55 Flying mammal
57 Quote
59 Symbol for

tellurium

Beill

Mine entrance
Dregs
Exist

Small children

Church service

5 Sag
6 Passageways
7 Saint (abbr.)

8 Dress border
9 Flat fish

10 Note of scale

1

1

Old pronoun
17 Stamp of

approval
19 Conjunction
21 Footless
23 Region
25 Passes from

place to place

26 Plot

27 Pertaining

to a race
28 Periods of time

30 Hits lightly

33 Sea eagles

35 Cravats

38 Close
securely

40 God of

love
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58 Shade tree
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61 Cooled lava

62 Negative
prefix

64 Note of scale

66 Babylonian
deity
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Aaron Takes
It All

In Stride
By ED SHEARER

Associated Press Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP)- Henry Aaron

resembles the eye of a hurricane.
There is a constant swirl of

activity around him as the 39-year-

old Atlanta Braves' star closes in

on Babe Ruth's career home run
record of 714.

But the man himself is so calm
you wonder if he realizes what he's

about to do-strike down the most
revered baseball record in the

game.
Autograph-seekers are

everywhere. Broadcasters and
writers press him for interviews.

The pressure on an ordinary
human would appear to be im-
possible to withstand. But, Hank
Aaron is an extraordinary in-

dividual. His accomplishments
prove it.

He was asked about pressure,
especially the kind that might be
on him this winter if he fails to

break the mark in the final 10

games this season.

"The same kind I'm under right

now," Aaron said. "None."
He moved another notch nearer

Monday night when he smacked
No. 711 off San Diego's Gary Ross
in the eighth inning of a 7-0 Atlanta
victory.

"I still have a shot," he said.

"Yep, it enhances my chances.
"I'd like to hit 714 this year, but it

doesn't bother me," he said. "If I

can't, I feel next year should do it. I

just do the best I can at all times,
whether I have 713 home runs or
730 or none. It's a job I have, my
job, and I go out and do it."

Aaron's latest home run came
before a crowd of only 1,362-a

record low in Atlanta. Among those
in attendance, however, was
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn, who had announced that
Aaron would throw out the first

Ditch at the 1973 World Series.
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THE AGONY OF DEFEAT—Who says football can't
be Excedrin Headache #62? This past Sunday, it most
certainly was for the coach of the New Orleans Saints

as they dropped their opening contest to the Falcons to

the tune of 62-7.

Taiwan Giants Investigated
By LEONARD PRATT
Associated Press Writer

TAIPEI ( AP) - Taiwan's Little League organizers
are calmly awaiting an investigation of their
phenomenally successful 12-year-old sluggers, secure
in their conviction that there's no more to their
teams' winning streak than a lot of hard work.
Taiwan teams have taken the world Little League

baseball championships four out of the past five
years, and the last three years running.
That probably would have been hard enough in

itself for other countries' teams to take, but ap-
parently some felt the victory of the Taiwan City
Giants last month at Williamsport, Pa. came close to
adding insult to injury.

There, the Taiwan boys romped over the team put
up by the United States, the country that invented the
game. They beat the Americans with 57 runs in three
games, giving up neither runs nor hits in the process.
Many of the U.S. players and officials watching

couldn't believe that Taiwan could produce such
regularly successful teams without somehow bending
Little League rules.

Little League President Peter J. McGovern an-
nounced he would send a committee to Taiwan this

fall to look into Little League practices here.
"Our boys won just because baseball is the most

popular game in Taiwan." said Education Minister
Tsiang Yen-Shih after McGovern's investigation
committee was announced.
The American charges concerned the practice

time, district sizes and eligibility rules of the Taiwan
teams.

The Taiwan officals admit their teams' playing
time before the world championships is one month
longer than for American teams. But they say this

was approved in 1971 for all Far East teams, because
the teams have to make at least one international

trip-for the Far East playoffs-followed by another for

the winning team to get to the United States for the

championships at Williamsport.

The district size controversy revolves around
American charges that the Taiwan teams are all-

stars drawn from all over the island. This is not true,

the Taiwan officials said. The Taiwan Giants are all

from the same elementary school in that South

Taiwan city. All Taiwan teams are formed in

schools, rather than in playing districts as in the

United States.

That charge, and suggestions that some Taiwan
players may have been ineligible because they were
past their 13th birthday, should be laid to rest when
the committee is shown the boys' registration

documents, officials said.

Little League baseball is the only team sport in

which Taiwan has achieved international
recognition. The craze for it that began with the

island's first victory in 1969 starts in the paddy fields

and runs straight up to the top of the Nationalist

Chinese Government.
When the Giants returned to Taipei recently they

were greeted at the airport by about 20,000 cheering
fans, then paraded through crowd-lined streets in

army jeeps for more than an hour. They were the

stars of a one and one-half hour television special.

Fall Baseball
Opens Sunday

By MIKE BROPHY
For prospective members of the 1974 baseball squad the past week has

been nothing but hard work as they have been laying the groundwork with
Coach Dick Bergquist for the upcoming season.
Tryouta have been conducted for the past two days and starting

tomorrow the number of candidates will be limited to nearly 40. a more
workable group for Bergquist now that he is handling the coaching chores
alone

During the past weeks the ballplayers have been working out and
getting their baseball muscles back into shape for the fall season that
consists of nine games with other schools in the area such as Springfield
and Holy Cross.

"This time of year actually is the best baseball weather we get here in
New England," commented Bergquist. "because the spring is so cold
around these parts and it is such a short season. We have only four to five
weeks of good baseball weather before school lets out for the summer
recess." he continued.

The logic behind having tryouts and an abbreviated season in the fall is

that it gives the athlete a chance to tryout on natural turf as opposed to
making the team in the cage after basketball is through for the year. It

enables Bergquist to see what he will have for possible pitchers arid allow
them to work on possible new pitches such as an off-speed combination.
This Sunday will see the opening of the fall season as the Minutemen

play host to the Crusaders of Holy Cross in a doubleheader of seven-
inning games starting at 1:30. The following Tuesday Springfield College
will be in for a game at Earl Lorden Field.
As of yet the starting pitchers have not been announced, however, it is

expected many new faces will see limited action.
John Olson and Craig Allegrezza will not see action this fall as both

have arm troubles and are under doctors' orders not to throw. So
Bergquist must play a waiting game on his pitching staff.

Hunter
Wins 20th;
A's Win 5-4
OAKLAND (AP)- Jim "Catfish"

Hunter became a 20-game winner
for the third straight year Tuesday
by teaming with Darold Knowles
and Rollie Fingers to pitch the

Oakland As to a 5-4 victory over
the California Angels.

The victory moved the first-

place As closer to clinching their

third consecutive American
League Western Division title.

Hunter, 20-4, was relieved by
Knowles in the eighth before
Fingers snuffed out a California

rally in the ninth.

California's Rudy Meoli made a

wild throw in the first inning to

allow two runs to score and made a

bad throw to second base trying for

a force out in the fifth, allowing
another run in.

Sal Bando accounted for the two
Oakland runs on run-scoring
singles in the first and second.

California 101 200 000-4 8 2

Oakland 310 010 00X-5 7

Malendez
Slows Up
Expos, 7-4
MONTREAL (AP)- Luis

Melendez belted his second homer
of the season-a three-run shot off

Balor Moore in the third inning-and
doubled twice and came around to

score two more St. Louis' runs,

leading the Cardinals to a 7-4

victory over the Montreal Expos
Tuesday.

The victory moved the third-

place Cardinals to two games
behind the front -running Pirates in

the National League East and
dropped the runnerup Kxpos to 1 1 fa

games back, pending the outcome
of Tuesday night's Pittsburgh-New
York game.
The Cardinals opened the

scoring on Joe Torre's RBI single

in the first.

Ted sizemore led off the third

with an infield single for St. Louis

and moved up on a base hit by Ted
Simmons before Melendez blasted

his homer.

<&&» Tri-Sigma

invites you to

Step Out of Season
and

Come to a XMas Party!

Wednesday, Sept. 19 at 7:30

Need a ride?

Call 253-9064 anytime

' « r
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Riley Hangs On
With Seals

ByBILLBALLOU
Two former UMass hockey stars passed go and collected $200 last week

in their attempts to break into professional hockey.

Don Riley and P.J. Flaherty both received invitations to major league

training camps off their play in rookie camps.

Pat Kennan, who spent last week in Fitchburg with Flaherty in the

Bruins' rookie camp, was cut but was extended offers to play with minor

league teams Cape Cod and Dayton.

Riley, captain of last year's UMass squad, is getting his shot with the

California Golden Seals. According to Jack Canniff, UMass hockey

coach, he had a tough, but good week, and scored a goal and an assist in a

full-scale exhibition at the end of the week.

If Riley doesn't stick with the Seals chances are he'll be dispatched to

their top farm club, the Salt Lake City Golden Eagles of the Western

Hockey League, or their International League affiliate in Columbus.

Flaherty was one of 17 players to advance from rookie camp to the

Bruins-Braves camp in Fitchburg. He was the only non-draft choice

goalie to make the jump but still faces a tough fight for a job in Boston

with either the Bruins or Braves. Realistically you can count the Bruins

out, so it seems he'll have to outduel Dave Reece, Chuck Goddard, Don
Wallis and Peter Crosbie for a spot on the Braves. Gilles Gilbert will play

with the big boys, that's for sure, and it would seem that either Ken

Broderick or Ross Brooks would be his back-up, and maybe both.

Keenan was the leading scorer at the Bruins rookie camp, and said in

phone interview from his home in Weston, Ontario last night that he was

"surprised and disappointed" that he got cut.

He has gotten offers from Cape Cod of the new North American Hockey

League and Dayton of the International League and at the moment is

learning toward Cape Cod.
"The guy down there has made me a pretty good, concrete offer and

seems to want me pretty bad. I'm supposed to check with Dayton Wed-

nesday and I'll see how their offer compares."

"They're supposed to have cleaned that league ( the NAHL is the old

Eastern League) up and I think Cape Cod will be a pretty good deal."

Two more of last year's seniors, John Kiah and Lonnie Avery, will be

getting shots at the pros during the last week of September.

Kiah, a goalie who saw very limited varsity action in his four years at

UMass, was invited to the Springfield Kings camp which opens at the

Olympia in West Springfield September 28.

He's a Springfield native and a Kings fan so this is really a once-in-a-

lifetime chance for him. And he supposedly played very well in a league

in C onnecticut this summer, so the bia guv might be able to stick.

Avery's club is the New York Golden Blades of the WHA, but he has no

real shot at making that team. He's hoping to land a job with their farm

club, the Syracuse Blazers of the North American Hockey League. Avery

comes from Massena, New York, which isn't all that far from Syracuse so

it would be a good deal for him if he could stick with them.

Of this group it would seem that Riley has the best chance of making it

into even a high minor league. He's big, has the strength and physical

tools to play pro, and is trying out with the weakest of the teams.

Bobby Riggs: The Vitamin Kid

< Photo b> Pptf Mantra )

Mr. Flaherty was ready then and he'll have to be ready now if he has any hopes

for playing with the Boston Braves. He was invited to the Bruins camp, but the B's

seem pretty well set at goal with Gilles Gilbert and either Ross Brooks or Ken

Broderick slated for the two game spots on thx Bruins roster.

lailg titaUtgian
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Ex-Expo Sinks Bucks

By WILLGRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent

HOUSTON (AP)- "Hey, Rheo, where are my
pills?" Bobby Riggs yelled. "I'm ready for my pills."

Rheo H. Blair, nutritional scientist from Los
Angeles, rushed across the red carpeted room and
placed a plateful of white pills in front of tennis' most
celebrated has-been.

Bobby poured the whole batch-perhaps as many as

20-into his hand and swallowed them with one gulp.

He washed them down with a glass of lemonade.
"Ah," said Bobby. "I feel better."

"This is what will beat Billie Jean King," said

Blair, a specialist who has treated several Hollywood

and television personalities. "These nutrients don't

just give you strength. They sharpen the mind.

"Bobby will have such power of positive thinking,

such concentration that you couldn't distract him
with a bomb."
Two days before the highly ballyhooed, $100,000

winner-take-all match at the Astrodome Thursday
night with the 29-year-old Wimbledon title-holder and
feminist, Riggs relaxed in his hotel suite surrounded
by bottles of pills, sparring partners and friends.

"There are 70 known nutriments," said nutritionist

Blair, who is being paid $15,000 to oversee Riggs'

physical well-being, "and Bobby is getting all of

them.

"The pillsare like food, just don't take up as much
room. In a day, Bobby gets the equivalent of 2,000

fresh oranges, two pounds of liver, four pounds of

beefsteak and two gallons of milk.

"Our aim is to have Bobby take 415 a day.

Sometimes the number falls to around 300. Bobby
doesn't keep his mouth closed long enough."

"The way I see it," Riggs said, "Billie Jean will

either go out and blow me off the court in straight

sets-and I don't think it's possible, understand, but

just conjecture-or she'll meet the same fate as

Margaret Court.

"That was the day Margaret was led to the

guillotine-the Mother's Day Massacre, May 13."

Riggs referred to his 6-2,6-1, victory over the

reigning queen of tennis at San Diego last spring.

"This is not so much a match of physical power and
skills as of concentration and emotion," argued

Riggs. "Women lack the stability of men. If Billie

Jean doesn't beat me quickly, she can come apart at

any stage of the match.
"That's what I'm counting on."

The two antagonists have adopted drastically

conflicting approaches to the big match.

After winning two matches in a women's tour-

nament Monday, Billie Jean announced that until

Thursday night she would avoid private interviews

and public appearances.

ByDAVEEIBEL
Former Expo Don Hahn

climaxed a five-run New York Met
uprising with a two-run single to

center, as the New York Mets beat

the Pittsburgh Pirates 6-4 last

night and moved within two and
one-half games of the top in the

National League East. With one
out, pinch-hitter Jim Beauchamp
singled, Wayne Garrett doubled,

and Felix Millan drove in both of

them with a triple to right-center.

Rusty Staub was then walked by
Ramon Hernandez forcing Danny
Murtaugh to replace Hernandez
with ace-reliever Dave Giusti.

Giusti gave up a pinch single to

Ron Hodges that knotted the score,

walked Cleon Jones to load the

bases, and was replaced by Bob
Johnson who gave up the single to

Hahn that put the Mets in front.

The Pirates scored a run in the

ninth on two walks and a pair of

infield groundouts.

The Pirate loss left the Bucs only

a game ahead of the Montreal

Expos who dropped a 7-4 decision

to the St. Louis Cardinals in an

afternoon game. The Mets, who
play the Pirates three times in New
York this week, are now only two

and half games out.

Steve Crowe

UMass Sports Guide

I feel as though I left out something important in the first eight issues of

the sports pages this year. While all the other departments have been

indoctrinating the freshmen and transfers in the ways of this great

university, I have failed to inform them of the whereabouts of the sports

facilities here:

Alumni Stadium is the home of the Massachusetts Minutemen football

team. If you don't already know that, then you probably haven't been to a

game yet this year. ..or maybe you don't remember being there. Last

year, it was rumored that the stadium was sinking at a rate 2.5 inches per

year, but this hoax later gave way to the idea that it was actually floating

down the Pioneer Valley on an iceberg.

Curry Hicks Cage (the "Cage") is the cozy home of the UMass
basketball team and upon occasion will house a gymnastics meet, a
wrestling match, a rodeo, a long wrasslin' contest or even a Philadelphia
Philharmonic concert.

Boyden Physical Education Building is the home of the UMass
wrestling, gymnastics ( both men's and women's) , and swim teams and
also the hang-out of the UMass coaches, athletic department heads, and
athletes. This is where to go for all autographs.

The Northeast Physical Education Building, formerly known as WoPE
s the home of most of the women's teams: softball, basketball,

volleyball, and field hockey.

The baseball field and track are located on the other side of the Stock-

bridge manure pile. It takes the most loyal of all UMass baseball fans to

sit through a complete game when the wind is blowing in from the east.

Lacrosse and tennis are played on the field and courts beside Boyden
and the soccer field is across the street. Crew races are on the Con-

necticut River, the cross-country team runs out in the surrounding

country, and the ski meets are held on the mountains.

If you are looking for the hockey facility, stop looking. You probably

pass right by it every day and don't realize what it is you're seeing. It's

better known as the "Campus Pond." This is really closest thing UMass
j has to a hockey arena; the team has to use Amherst College's Orr Rink

1 If I gave the impression that I was against WUMV-TV showing the

\ UMass football games at the Bluewall on Sunday nights, excuse me. That

2 is not what I meant to do at all.

Pat Keenan, in a typical 14 finish to a rush. He looks left, then goes right and
scores in last year's action. Again, Keenan has two ways to go. He can sign with

Dayton in the International League or play for Cape Cod in the North American
League. He was cut by the Boston Bruins earlier this week, (photo by Alan

Chapman)

» I am all for the video-tape station. What I am against is the telecast of

the games on cable TV. The product is not yet ready for that and I do

1 agree with athletic director Frank Mclnerney that no telecast of the

- games is better for the university than a sub par telecast.

Incidentally, I saw the UMass-Villanova game at the Bluewall on

Sunday and I thought it was very well done. The picture is a much better

quality than I expected-100% better than the Monday night TV football

games. Marty Kelley and Earle Barroll are entertaining, witty, and

sometimes almost professional.

It's a great feature for the Bluewall.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Saturday night."
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Blow On...

ByMIKEKNEELAND
Thanks to the freshman class,

the University Marching Band is

blowing stronger than ever.
Last year, there were barely 100

members. This year there are
about 150 members, 100 of which
are freshman.
Bandsmen say they have three

claims to fame: former world
baton twirling champion Diane
Luciani, a cowbell beat with
Yankee Conference notoriety, and
Robert Redford's look-alike, Joe
Duchi, as an assistant director.

The Band has made impressive
showings this year. "We used to
have a traditional style but now
we're switching to the more en-
tertaining Broadway style," said
Band manager Carl Gordon.
Organizing such performances is

more difficult than it might appear
to a layman.

"It's tough to look good and
sound good at the same time," said
publicity manager Michael
Slobodkin. "You've got to have
continuity."

The Band nearly lost its funding
last year, but a campus petition
with more than 10,000 signatures
prompted a favorable University
reconsideration.

Band members now say they'd
like to get new uniforms related to

the schools Minutemen theme.
They say the present uniforms are
out-dated and inappropriate.

For the time being, however, the
Marching Band is concentrating on
next week's show.
"The Maine game," they say,

"promises to be the looniest
halftime performance ever to be
seen at UMass."

( staff photo/Alan Chapman >

The voice as well as the bugle comes into use when it's time to urge the team on to another victory. And just think-if it weren't for a
petition bearing 10.060 signatures, we'd have to be doing all that bugling and yelling ourselves.

j Textbooks^

It's No Rip-Off
By STEVE TETREAULT

No, UMies, the Textbook Annex is not

ripping you off.

Or so say several people associated
with the Textbook Annex, University
Store, and Campus Center Board of

Governors. If anything, it is likely that

the UMass Textbook Annex is Cheaper
than other college stores as far as

textbooks are concerned.
Whilemany studentsmav find this hard

to believe, the above named associations

point to a required 5% text markdown
set by the University Board of Trustees

as a reason.

Two years ago, two graduate
students, Sam Manian and Sam Stewart,

conducted a study for members of the

CC Board of Governors concerning

comparative text p-ices of UMass and
area schools such as Harvard, URI,

Northeastern, Yale, MIT, and BU. The
study, done on a sales percentage basis,

concluded that UMass, because of the

5% discount, were cheaper than texts

sold at other schools. Manian, now a

departmental assistant of the Campus
Center, told the Collegian that since the

study was privately requested by a few

members of the Board, the results could

not be publicized.

Peter Pezza. Textbook Manager of the

University Store, who is responsible for

the Annex, told the Collegian that

although the study was done two years

ago. the comparative prices should still

be about the same He invited doubtful

students to check into text prices at

othti colleges. "The Textbook Annex

follows the publisher's sales charts

exactly." he said, and added that

besides the 5% markdown. prices are

not altered in any way on new books

Prices on paperbacks adhere to those

listed on the cover. "However, we are

i human, jdded Pezz^^Now and then

some mistakes are made in pricing."

The Jeffrey Amherst Bookstore,
which supplies texts to Amherst College
students, told the Collegian that it

follows publisher's charts, also. "None
of the small area bookstores can afford
to mark down books to any extent,

particularly texts, since they are short
discount items," said Ms. Dee Water-
man, cost buyer of the store.

Ms. Waterman did add, however, that
the Jeffrey Amherst Bookstore is being
filled with "unhappy, frustrated UMass
students in search of books they can't
find at the Annex."

Bill Lasher, supply manager of the
University Store, pointed out the reason
for book shortages. "Simply, students
adding and dropping courses ", he said.

"A few hundred students will sign up for
an easy gut course. The profs are
changed, or the course is altered, and
people drop out, take other courses, and
buy other books." Another possible
reason for book shortages is students
browsing through the annex and picking
up paperbacks that interest them.
According to Lasher, there is very little

the Annex can do about this.

Area students travelling to UMass to
take advantage of the slightly lower
prices might also add to the shortage of

books. Although Manian sees this as a
possibility, Pezza doubts it. "I don't see
that many people coming from other
colleges to save 50*," he says. The
Smith College Bookstore told the
Collegian recently that it also could see
no big student exodus to UMass.
People associated with the Annex also

say that the profit the Annex does make
is attributed to paperback sales, since
the mandatory discount many times
makes text sales run into the red. The
Annex profit is coupled with that of its

(Continued on P. 2)

uidelines Reached
For Collective Bargaining!

By JUDY FRIEDLAND
An agreement on guidelines for the

conduct of an election which would
decide the future of collective

bargaining between faculty and ad-

ministration at UMass was reached last

Thursday, September 13.

The election has been scheduled for

November 15 and 16, pending approval
of the guidelines by the Massachusetts
Labor Relations Board.
The signing of this agreement comes

after three months of intense negotiation

between the University and represen-
tatives of the Massachusetts Society of

Professors-Massachusetts Teachers
Association-American Association of

University Professors/Amherst < MSP-
MTA-AAUP) , a coalition formed for the

purpose of obtaining collective

bargaining for the faculty of UMass.
The coalition feels that collective

bargaining will give the campus faculty

more power in dealing with salaries,

working conditions and tenure and
hiring practices, and in this way im-

prove the quality of education at the

University.

The election, originally scheduled for

last April 25, was postponed when a

disagreement over the definition of a

bargaining unit developed between the

University and the union represen-

tatives. Whereas the MAP/MTA/AAUP
believes that all members of the faculty

should be included in the unit, the

University objects, claiming that

department heads and chairmen, some
program directors and librarians IV and
V occupy managerial positions and
should thereby be excluded.

According to the guidelines agreed
upon, all faculty members will be
eligible to vote in the elections, and if the

outcome of the election is determined by

Massachusetts Labor Relations
Commission (MLRC) will determine
their status. Even if the votes of these
personnel are not essential to the
election's results, the University
reserves the right to file a petition with
the MLRC, clarifying the status of these
employees, in the event that the
MSP/MTA/AAUP is accepted as
bargaining agent by the faculty.

Professor Zena Tillona, special
assistant to the Chancellor for faculty
relations, explained that the University
does not, and has never wished to block
the running of these elections. "This
( the decision on collective bargaining)
is the single most important decision
that the faculty has been required to

make. We want every faculty member
to vote, and vote intelligently," she said.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
stated in his covering letter attached to
the guidelines, "While we believe that
collective bargaining is a backward
move for faculty participation in
campus governance and is contrary to
the best interest of the faculty and the
whole University community, this is an
issue that the faculty itself must resolve
on the basis of the best information
available and sensitive consideration to
its profound long-term implications."
So that faculty will be well-informed,

Professor Tillona said that the
University plans to make available to
the faculty a wide range of materials
about the theory and practice of faculty
unionism and collective bargaining. In
addition to a copy of the election
guidelines and a copy of Chancellor
Bromery's covering letter, the
University plans to distribute a com-
plete bibliography of collective
bargaining, collated by Linda Harmon,
a reference librarian. They also plan : to

the alleged managerial employees, the (Continued on P. 2
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Your New Menu! I
rood Science 101

D.C. Results
Results of the Rents and

Fees Referendum ballot were
tallied last night. They are:

1. 1225 votes for the present

menu (one choice) with
unlimited seconds, no ad-
ditional charge.

2. 1525 votes for two-three

choices with no seconds on the

main course, < increased
portion on main course
wherever possible) , no ad-

ditional charge.

3. 2287 votes for two-three

choices with no seconds on
main course ( increased por-

tion on main course wherever
possible) . Option of purchasing
"meal chits" that can be used
to obtain seconds on main
course.

4. 391 votes for two-three

choices with unlimited seconds
with an approximate $20.00 -

$25.00 increase this semester
prorated from time of in-

stitution.

5. 328 had no satisfactory

option.

Most students would pur-

chase a meal ticket if they had
a choice and students would be
willing to pay a flat tax for the

cost of maintenance and
building mortgage in order to

have the option of not buying a

meal ticket.

This ballot is the sole

determinant in the course of

action which will be taken.

Every Umie 's Favorite Gut

By ROBERTA MARTONE
If you are one of those un-

scientific people who is short of

"E" core requirements, don't

despair -there is a course for you:

Food Science 101.

According to Fergus Clydesdale,

professor of Food Science here at

I I Mass, a large number of students

enroll in the course because it is

interesting and there is little

emphasis on grades. "The per-

centage of people who take Food
Science 101 because it is a sup-

posed "gut", are very few."

When asked if he would define

Food Science 101 as a "gut"
course, Clydesdale replied, "The
issue is not really whether the

course is easy but, rather, the

worth of the course; I mean the

percent to which I am able to raise

the level of awareness of the

student."

Clydesdale said it was a "good"
feeling when undergraduates,
( more so than graduates) were
made aware of food problems
because "you are starting at a zero

or minus degree of awareness and
can't go anywhere but up."

It is important that all 100 level

courses be taught in a more un-

pressured way, said Clydesdale.

He stressed the fact that most 100

courses are taken to fulfill core

requirements and therefore should

be "a supplemental learning

experience that is fun. You can't

become an expert in any field in

one semester."
However, Clydesdale feels that

core requirements are important

so that people will be exposed to

areas of study other than their

major. "Core requirements are a

service kind of course and should

be viewed in this way." If this isn't

realized soon, he fears the total

abolishment of core requirements.

The purpose of Food Science 101,

said Clydesdale, is to give a broad

over-view of the struggle for food

in the world today. "I feel this

course is necessary in order to

prevent a kind of "Future Shock".
It should help people cope with the

food problems of today and, of

course, be interesting enough to

create a learning experience."

The national impact of Food
Science courses can be seen in the

changing curriculum of other
universities throughout the

country, among them Kansas
State, Purdue University and the

University of Florida. "There is a

lot of movement towards this kind

of course," said Clydesdale.

Currently, the UMass Food
Science department is planning to

do a study on the effects of Food

Science 101 on this campus and
how it relates to the food crisis

today.

On courses in general,

Mali Photo by David Less

Fergus Clydesdale, no relation to Ed MacMahon, is professor of

what is probably the most popular undergraduate course at U.Mass.

Two years ago the word got around, and since then enrollment in

Food Science 101 has skyrocketed. The real effect of this course can

be gauged in the growing awareness among students about the

importance of careful nutrition. Little wonder that yesterday's

Dining Commons voters chose to have the option of choosing their

own poison. Quality, not quantity, is the name of the game.

Clydesdale said there should be a

"long, hard look at what we are

teaching and if we are really

satisfied with what we are doing."

Clydesdale commented that he

wasn't sure whether he, himself

was fulfilling all these ideas but,

said, "It feels good to walk into a

Friday afternoon class and find

only 20 out of the 600 seats empty

!

UMass: The Future

Of Collective Bargaining
Buying Our Beloved Books

(Continued from P. 1)

establish five mini-libraries around
campus, making available to the faculty

numerous articles and books dealing

with this bargaining process.

Professor Tillona, who has been ac-

tive in faculty-administration relations

since she came to UMass in 1966, agrees

with Chancellor Bromery that the

achievement of collective bargaining

would be "a backward move in campus
governance." She feels that in the past

five years the University has gone
forward in democratizing the gover-

nance of the University. Personnel

policy and procedures are recom-

mended by committees made up of

faculty members. In some cases,

students have been able to fill out

teaching evaluations of their professors.

"Collective bargaining is an iffy

thing," Professor Tillona explained,

"there is so little historical perspective

from which to make predictions. It may
be that these practices will not be

altered, but on the other hand, the

faculty may lose the gains it has made
already."

Insurance Hassles

(Continued from P. 1)

mother, the University Store, and is sent

to the Campus Center to finance

programs and upkeep.
Many students ask about the high

prices in the first place. Lasher at-

tributed this to the rising cost of paper,

which is passed from the mills to the

publishers to the universities to the

students. Also, many times a professor

orders a higher priced text or paperback
because of translation or updated
material.

The Textbook Annex is hoping to

expand and renovate in the future.

Although it rented the greatest number
of cash registers it could accomodate,
the Annex was still mobbed the first

week of classes. The building is also

poorly ventilated. "Its too hot in the

summer, and too cold in the winter,"

said Howie Levin, UMass student and
member of the CC Board of Governors.

Levin added that the Board is hoping for

state funds to renovate, since the

building in which the Annex is presently

housed is state university owned.

October 2, 3 and 4

Senate Election Date Set
Don't Get Hurt

Ky BIIARON ill GHES
The Student Senate last night

voted to hold its annual general
election for the 1973-74 Senate on
October 2, 3, and 4. Nomination
papers are now available in the

Senate office on the second floor of

the Student Union, and are due
Wednesday. September 26 at 5 p.m.

Registration for New Africa

District, a district developed by the

Senate last year to insure greater
representation of minority group
students, begins immediately and
will continue until Monday, Oc-
!ober 1st at 9 a.m. Nomination
papers for NAD are currently

available in the Senate office, but

by the end of the week will be
available in New Africa House as

well

The Senate voted to retain the

method of apportioning senators

that was developed last year:

( )ne senator for each 250 students

or fraction of 250 students:

residing in each residential hall,

residing in or belonging to the

active membership of recognized
fraternities, and sororities and 1

senator for each 250 students or

fraction of 250 students residing as
commuters.

Additionally, the Senate provides
for 15 representatives I senators)
from New Africa District.

Potentially any undergraduate
may register as a member regar-

dless of where the person lives on
campus (or off). Last year
registrants almost exclusively
were members of the third com-
munity.

Once a person is a registered

member of NAD, he is considered a
constituent of that district only and
cannot also vote as a member of a
residential area.

The Senate extensively debated
the provision for 15 senators from
the NAF. Senator Paul Doran
proposed a motion to change "15

representatives" to "1 for each
250" The motion was first ap-

proved, subsequently reconsidered
and finally defeated.

By Stephen von Lichtenberg
The student insurance policy

offered here at UMass is

inadequate in a catastrophic
situation.

Were a student to have an ac-

cident or sickness of exceptional
duration, the policy would leave
him paying much of the cost. As an
illustration: suppose a student
were to have a hospital stay of one
year at a hospital charging $55.50 a
day for semi-private ac-
commodations ( the same rate

Cooley Dickinson charges). His
bill for accommodations alone
would be quite steep.

During the first 180 days, a
student's personal liability would
be over $1,900. After this, the
policy would lapse, leaving the
student the full cost for the
remainder of the year of $ 10,267.50.

For the full year this adds up to a
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staggering 12,167.50 dollars.

If the same student were to
spend only four days at the same
hospital, his personal cost would be
a mere $11.10 for room and board.
It is here in the initial stages of a
sickness or an accident that the
UMass policy provides sound
protection for the student.

The benefits written into the

present policy were discussed and
decided upon by a student com-
mittee during 1972. These students
did not include provisions to cover
the catastrophic situation. If such a

situation arises, cost to the
disabled party will be in the

thousands of dollars.

Added coverage for the
catastrophic situation on a dollars-

per-day cost of coverage would be
cheaper than the first dollar
coverage the student now has.
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BEST
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Learn How To
Fix It

in the

Craft Workshop
Student Union Bldg.

• • •

SMALL APPLIANCES
LIGHT PLUGS

SIMPLE SOLDERING
What - have - You?
Wed's.— 5 to 6: 30

All Kinds

•f

Quoddy

Moccasins

Boat Mocs
Soft Solos

Hard Solos

Boadod

RMH Skin Pockitbookt

Ckirokat Acatioriit

We can order any Quoddy
Moc you wish . . .

The Moc Shoppe
Amherst Carriage Shops

Wed., Fri. till 9
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Got Nothing To Do?

Student Government Needs You
By JEFF HOWARD

Every year dicisions that directly effect the lives of

most or all undergraduates are made by committees
which are relatively obscure to them. Student
government needs people to serve on these com-
mittees to represent undergraduate interests in such
areas as: scholarships and financial aid money;
University budget; the parking plan; and the

Campus Center-Student Union.
What is needed to be on one of these committees is a

will to work hard, not necessarily years of ex-
perience. Applications can be picked up in the Student
Senate offices, 420 Student Union. All candidates will

be interviewed by a search committee comprised of

students and this committee suggests the names of

those whom they think will do the job best.

If the Senate approves your name, you become the

official representative of the student body to the

committee for which you applied. Don't let the Ad-
ministration and Faculty be the only ones to

manipulate student money and make important
decisions-represent the undergrads and have some
"student input" of your own. Do it soon, for all ap-

plications must be in by next Monday morning at the

absolute latest. Questions may be referred to Jeff

Howard at 5-0341.

CAMPUS CENTER-STUDENT UNION BOARD OF
GOVERNORS
This is a group of appointed students who set policy

for the Campus Center Complex. Although it works
closely with the administration, the Student Senate
and the management of the Campus Center, very
much so the word of the Board is law.

The Board does much of its work through a com-
mittee system which specializes in areas of Food
Services, Services ( Hotel, Store) ; Building
Operations ( Office Assignments, some personnel)

;

Finance; Program Council; and a task force looking

at plans to remodel the Student Union. All proposals

that come to the full Board forapproval go through this

committee system. Because the committees are

small, each member becomes a sort of "expert in

his/her own field" The committees also include

many students who have volunteered their time but

have no vote on the Board itself. Each Area Govern-
ment has an appointment to the Board, and the main
student government has several.

TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING COUNCIL
This is the committee that last year come out with

the now-controversial parking proposal. Two un-

dergraduates will be appointed, one for a one-year

term and the other for two years. In a letter dated

September 4, 1973 Chancellor Bromery described

what this year's Council has to do: 1) "To analyze

the operation of the new parking-transportation

program from the points of view o major campus
groups. 2) To make recommendations to the

Chancellor to improve the parking system for the

Spring 1974 semester or for the 1974-75 academic year
in order to make that system more effective and
equitable, and consistent with environmental and
ecological concerns. 3) To call to the Chancellor's

attention any patent inequities that should be
redressed immediately."

If you are concerned about the parking situation on

campus this is a good place for you to start work, as
this is the committee which advises the C hancellor in

this tires

FINE ARTS COUNCIL
The Fine Arts Council recommends the amount of

the Fine Arts fee levied on all undergrads, recom-
mends the appointment of professional and clerical

staff for the program, and controls the use of funds
for Fine Arts programs within certain guidelines.

There are five undergraduate seats on this Council
which is supposed to "arrange and support a varied,

balanced and comprehensive program of Fine Arts

events for the cultural enrichment and enjoyment of

the undergraduate body."
Even though this group reports to the Faculty

Senate and the Student Senate and makes its

recommendations to the C hancellor, the Council is in

a very influential position concerning how all of that

undergraduate money is to be spent. Also, it has a
heavy work, if not total control, of deciding who is

going to come to campus to play, dance, etc. for the

following year. So, if you're interested in having a
decent Fine Arts Program this might be a place for

you to be.

ATHLETIC COUNCIL
The Athletic Council reviews all that goes on in the

Athletic Department ( including the expenditure of

the student Athletic fee money.) This Council has
added importance this year as students seem to have
'primary responsibility' for decisions in this area
under the new Wellman Document.
SCHOLARSHIP AND FINANCIAL AID
This committee pretty much decides what policy

will govern who gets scholarships and financial aid

for the coming year. Although its carge is to

"recommend policy concerning Scholarships,
fellowships and financial aid," those recom-
mendations are usually implemented. It is very
important that the undergraduates be heard on this

committee due to the crucial nature of its decisions to

the student body. A Faculty Senate Committee.
PROGRAM AND BUDGET COMMITTEE
This committee reviews budget proposals before

they are finally approved by the administration,

reviews the "administration of funds on the Amherst
campus" and occassional ly surveys the costs of

proposed programs. Although it is only an advisory

step in the campus budget process, it is also one of the

only places in mat process where an official student

voice is heard. (The administration often listens to

official student voices more than unofficial ones. ) A
Faculty Senate committee.
SEARCH COMMITTEE FOR THE DEAN OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
We need a new dean for the school of business

administration. Undergrads will have two seats on
the search committee for this important position.

Basically, the search committee reads resumes and
interviews candidates for the position, eventually

submitting a list of names of people who they think

are qualified to the administration. Since the dean
makes decisions which help to determine what
happens in the school, this is a very important

committee for anyone concerned with the future of

the School of Business Administration.

Commuter Assembly Discusses Busses

The Commuter Assembly last

night initiated a petiton which

called for the resumation of bus

service to South Deerfield and
Belchertown. Continuing bus
service to these areas was
publicized, but since then, has been

terminated.

"A demonstration grant trom the

federal government has been
enacted toward the use of buses

running from peripheral parking

lots to inner campus," said Randy
Dahl, of Student Affairs. It is an
experiment to see if commuters
will ride the buses instead of taking

their cars to campus. There are

three basic aims behind the grant:

1. To introduce a no-fare bus

service to see if there is general

usage.

2. To modify parking regulations
in a manner complimentary to the

bus system.
3. To reduce traffic congestion

on campus.
To get a capital grant for the

bussing, the present program must
be declared successful. This is a
trial period, as such, since the

grant ends at the end of Sep-
tember.
In further business Dr. Heen Hill

was introduced to the Assembly as
the new advisor to non-residential

students (commuters). Her job
will be the counselling of com-
muters on problems that they may
Elections will be held soon for

the Executive Board of the
Commuter Assembly. They will be
concurrent with the Student Senate

Elections. There are six available

seats left on the Executive Board.
Also, two people are needed to

serve on its judiciary board. The
Commuter Assembly needs
people. Meetings are held each
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in the

Commuters Lounge of the Student
Union.

Hey You!

Yes, you, if you are an issue

editor. Important meeting tonight

at 5 in the Collegian office to

discuss allocation of nights,

production problems, and the way
things are spozed to be. Attendance
is vital come.

F0R LIGHTS IM6 FAST DELIVERY 0NANY Of OUR
DEUCI016 PIZZAS OR SU35 CALL THE HUN6RV-U

TCBAJgTOOl

Dutch Official Aids In

Local Tree Inspection

Amherst, Mass—One way to find

out about Dutch elm disease is to

ask the Dutch, something the
UMass Shade Tree Laboratories
staff has been doing for over a
decade.

More specifically, the Shade
Tree labs and the Elm Department
of the Dutch Forestry Research
Station in Wageningen have been
operating since 1964 in efforts to

find elm strains that show
resistance to the disease.

The most recent meeting was a
visit by Hans M. Heybroek, head of

the Dutch Forestry Station's Elm
Department, to see Professors

Francis W. Holmes and Terry A.

much more recent (12 years old)

but University scientists were the

first to predict that more virulent or

aggressive races of the disease

fungus could arise in nature ( 1963),

and the first to discover that they

indeed had arisen -in England
(1971).

Some moderate levels of

resistance have been found in

American elms, but nothing yet

worthy of release to the nursery

practice, according to Dr. Holmes.
Among European elms, however,
the longstanding Dutch research

program has led to release of four

resistant elm clones, the most
recent and best being the

Hans M. Heybroek with Professors Francis W. Holmes and Terry A.
Tatter examinig a campus tree. Dutch elm disease - watch out!

Tattar of the shade tree labs and
examine imported Dutch clones of

elms growing in research nur-

series at Amherst and Belcher-

town.

Since 1954 Mr. Heybroek has
directed the Dutch program of

selection and breeding of elms,

started in 1929, in the search for

elms resistant to Dutch elm
disease. UMass research on
resistance to Dutch elm disease is

"Groeneveld" or Greenfield Elm,
brought to America by Dr. Holmes
in 1963 as part of the Shade Tree
Laboratories program and
released by the U.S. Plant
Quarantine Service for general use

in 1965

The Netherlands-UMass
cooperation is a longstanding one

:

this is Heybroek's fourth visit to

the United States, the others being

in 1964, spring 1968, and fall 1968

Bridge Club Changes ' 'Josh
'

' Explained
By Stephen von Lichtenberg

The UMass bridge club has made
some plans for the upcoming year
and has also undergone some
changes.

This year, under the auspices of

Resident Director Mark C. Ben-
nett, the bridge club has been
franchised to give rating points by
the American Contract Bridge
League.

The club has scheduled two
tournaments for this year here at

UMass. In February the A.C.U.I.

tournament and later on in April

the UMass invitational will be held.

The bridge club is planning on
sending teams to the Connecticut

State Championship in Hartford
beginning this September 28th and
ending the 30th; as well as to the

John Hopkins Intercollegiate in

April.

Duplicate bridge play for rating

points begins tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

C. C. rooms 170-172. Play is open to

all those interested. Direct
inquiries to Mark Bennett at 549-

4489

By TERRY PEARSON
Josh McDowell, a Christian

activist and travelling speaker for

the Campus Crusade for Christ,

will be the first speaker in a week-

long series of lectures and
seminars on Christianity, begin-

ning September 24, and sponsored

by the Christian Service Coalition

and other Christian organizations

on campus.
Other lecturers will be Arthur

Katz, Candi Lowe, and Bill Dancy.
The lectures will be held at UMass,
Mount Holyoke and Hampshire
Colleges.

McDowell, who had been the

subject of the blackboard cam-
paign all over campus, (Josh is

coming! ), has spoken at more than

450 colleges in 42 countries. He will

be lecturing on "The Resurrec-

tion," "Maximum Sex," and
"Prophecy."
The Christian Service Coalition

is also holding a weekend retreat at

which McDowell will be the main
speaker on September 21-23.

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
NOT OVEN 6RINDERS

FREE DELIVERY
ON CAMPUS

"We might spell your name
wrong,

Tel. 256-8011

Tel. 253-9051

f.
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In The Nation And The World
Federal Panel Studies Off-Shore Drilling

Quinn: Environment Panel Favors Drilling
By JAMES F. DONOHUE
Associated Press Writer

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) - Atty. Gen.
Robert H. Quinn of Massachusetts accused a
federal environmental panel Wednesday of
having already made up its mind to approve
oil and gas drilling off the East Coast.

"I cannot escape the conclusion that the
purpose and the result of these hearings will

be to attempt to justify decisions already
long made to exploit the mineral resources
of this Commonwealth to the deteriment of
its citizens," Quinn said.

"I get the distinct impression," he said,

"that in the present atmosphere of crisis,

which has been engendered by the
Washington administration and by the
powerful oil and utilities interests, the
people of Massachusetts will be asked to

sacrifice. . . in order to satiate the oil lust of

the major oil companies."
Quinn made his statement at the second

day of a two-day hearing by the President's
Council on Environmental Quality, which is

looking into the environmental impact of
offshore drilling.

The oil companies have created the
current oil shortage by "their ill will, or if

one gives them the benefit of the doubt, their
abysmally poor planning," Quinn said.
Even though they have created the shor-

tage, he said, the oil companies now seek to

use it "as a bludgeon against those who
oppose their plans to plunder this area."
Quinn, a Democrat, said the Nixon ad-

ministration was biased in favor of the oil

companies over the environmental interests
of the people.

"Undoubtedly, what these gentlemen
envisage is an equitable scheme whereby
the oil that is pumped out will go to the
major oil companies and the oil that is

spilled in the ocean will go to the people of

Massachusetts, free of charge, on their
beaches," he said.

John A. Busterud, council chairman, said
Quinn had engaged in "a partisan tirade."
At that, Quinn said he believed Busterud,

and co-chairman Beatrice E. Willard, had
been conducting the hearings, which began
in Washington, with "dignity and grace."
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., in a

statement delivered for him to the council,
said he has "an overwhelming bias" against
offshore drilling.

Assurances of protection for the New
England shoreline, fishing industry and
overall economic and energy needs would be
required "before we can sanguinely stand
aside for the oil derricks and the oil rigs," he
said.

"I doubt whether the citizens of New

England and its public representatives can

afford to state new that offshore drilling can

at no time, under no circumstances, be

permitted on the Atlantic outer continental

shelf," he said.

"But what we can say, and what we should

say, is that all relevant information, all

relevant date, must be avilable before a

decision is made in Washington for drilling

to commence.
"The public must be shown not only how

best to develop the offshore mineral

resources, but whether or not they need to

be developed," he said.

The U.S. senators, both members of the

Senate Interior Committee, testified in

favor of quick approval for oil and gas ex-

ploration offshore.

"I feel it is imperative that the Atlantic

outer continental shelf be offered for oil and
gas development at the earliest possible

time," said Sen. Clifford P. Hansen, R-Wyo.
"Our challenge is to find ways to produce

adequate, secure, clean and reasonably

"There are some authorities who have
predicted that our growing dependence upon
Arab oil, and their growing tendency to use
it as a lever against us to force us to abandon
Israel, will result in a serious threat to world
peace," he said.

"The escalation of such political trends
could lead to economic war, and an
economic war could all too easily convert to

total war," he said.

"We must have a maximum effort to

develop all our sources of energy if we are to

avert the possibility of a petroleum Pearl
Harbor in the near future," he said.

Members of the American Petroleum
Institute, led by Rawleigh Warner Jr.,

chairman of Mobil Oil Corp., spoke for rapid
approval of offshore drilling.

In delaying offshore exploration, Warner
said, the United States "is responding
neither as wisely nor as well to the energy
problems as are other industrialized
nations."

"Other oil importing nations want, need

King And Riggs

'Vitamin Racket'
B> BRIAN SULLIVAN
AP Science Writer

NEW YORK (AP)- The Billie
Jean King-Bobby Riggs tennis
battle of the sexes has also become
a battle of the vitamins, and somp
specialists believe the latter
mostly nonsense.

Mrs. King is said to be taking
Vitamin E to build up her strength.
Kiggs is reported taking enough £
ViUmin C to equal that in 2.000

'

oranges a day. apparently plus
other vitamins Whoever wins in •
Houston tonight, it won't be an »

endorsement for either vitamin I
producing a powerful health effect.
One leading nutritional specialist

described all this Wednesday as
"90 per cent nonsense."
For one thing, the Food and

Nutrition Board of the National
Research Council. National
Academy of Sciences, has just put
out a study of Vitamin E. saying
that misleading claims" that
Vitamin K supplementation of the
diet can help such things as
muscular weakness "are not
backed up by sound ex-
perimentation or clinical ob-
servation

"

The board said that because
Vitamin E is widely distributed in

vegetable oils, cereal grains and
animal fats, it is "very unTlkely"
there would be a dificiency in
humans, woth the exception of
premature infants or persons with
a severe stomach ailment
Some vitamins-A and Dare

actually known to cause damage if

taken in massive dosses. Massive
doses of Vitamin A, for example,
tan cause headache and vomiting

In general, nutrition scientists
say a person needs only a certain
minimum level of nutrients in the
body to maintain good health
Below that level, one becomes
susceptible to illness; above that,

there is no added benefit and
perhaps damage due to an im-
balance of the nutrients

rmmiimiiiii in Hiiiniiiiiimi i ini i iiim iiimm

priced energy," he said. "Rapid develop- and are willing to take risks to develop
sources of oil much closer to home and less

susceptible to foreign control," he said.

The New England Coalition on Oil, an
environmentalist group, urged the council to

move slowly on authorizing offshore
drilling.

ment of the Atlantic continental shelf is the

answer, at least for the short term."
Sen. Paul Fannin of Arizona, ranking

Republican on the interior committee, said

oil has become a political weapon for the

Arab nations.

•

Now this little thingy fits in here and then that doohicky slides through there...Ah yes, now I've got itA clear unbroken view of that still unfinished concrete monstrosity: The Grad Research Center
Completion time? Well, would you believe December? No? How about fall semester, ten years fron
now.
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^ u n aHimimii M .tjUAW , Chrysler Sign Contract
DETROIT (AIM- The United

Auto Workers reached agreement
yesterday on a new contract to

cover 10.500 white-collar workers,
bringing all 127.500 UAW members
at Chrysler under tentative new
agreements
Top officials of the two main

locals involved and a union
spokesmen said agreement had
been reached about noon Wed-
nesday on a seperate contract
covering the white-collar workers.
They said ratification votes on the
new contract were set for Thur
sdav

Details of the wh.te-collar Ratification votes in productionpackage were not announced. The workers locals are to start Fridavunions powerful Chrysler Council and final totals from each of the 69
locals are to be in Detroit Sunday
mght. a union spokesman said.

117,000 Workers will be told to return toassembly l.ne workers, and sent it work the first shift Mondav
to the rank and file for ratification

™onaay.

met Wednesday in Detroit to ap
prove the contract agreed to
earlier this week for

KAPPA SIGMA

OPEN RUSH
WED. & THURS., SEPT.19&20

7:30p.m.

70BUTTERFIELD TERRACE

Come Seethe Best
» 1

Ike and Tina Turner's

Revue

Saturday, Sept. 22 8:30 p.m.

Amherst College Cage

Tickets available at Campus Center,

UMass. $4.00 in advance

$4.50 at door

Senate Approves

Collective

Bargaining
BOSTON (AP)- The

Massachusetts Senate gave final

approval to collective bargaining
legislation for all public employees
Monday night after spending five

hours debating an earlier version
of the bill.

A new draft was drawn up after
the Senate spent the afternoon
amending an earlier version until

it was almost unrecognizable.
The main feature of the

legislation which survived the
redraft extended to state em-
ployees the rights of county and
municipal employees to bargain
collectively for wages and job
benefits.

One amendment proposed
during the afternoon session by
Sen. John W. Bullock, D-Arlington,
extended the time limit for ar
bitration from 30 to 60 days.
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Phnom Penh Supply Lines Opened
Port Opened

By DENISGRAY
Associated Press Writer

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) — Scores of

trucks and minibuses piled high with food, firewood
and general cargo rolled up from the sea coast to

Phnom Penh Wednesday following the clearing of

Highway 4 of Communist-led insurgent forces.

It was the first time in 25 days that government
traffic could flow between the country's only deep
water port of Kompong Som and Phnom Penh 147

miles away.
Field reporters said government troops broke

through Khmer Rouge forces straddling another
highway near the capital and linked up with a bat-

talion encircled for nearly a month.
Fighting continued on Phnom Penh's road to the

South Vietnamese border, the reporters said.

Col. Am Kong, chief spokesman of the military

command, said fighting at Kompong Cham, Cam-
bodia's third largest city, was concentrated north of
town.

Highway 5 to the rice-growing Battambang
Province remained cut for the 14th consecutive day.

In Saigon the government of South Vietnam warned
it will take military action against a dozen airfields it

claims North Vietnam has established south of the
demilitarized zone if Hanoi fails to heed demands that
they be dismantled.
Government spokesman Bui Bao True said since

building the airfields amounted to a violation of the
Paris peace agreements, "military action taken
against these violations would be understood as self-

defense."

The Viet Cong maintains it has the right to build
and improve airfields within its territory in order to
develop its own civil aviation.

Village Appears Safe

By MATT FRANJOLA
Associated Press Writer

KOMPONG CHAM, Cambodia ( AP) - A silver-tipped ivory and wood
swagger stick with the two gold stars of a major general lay on a low table
in front of Sar Hor, the government commander of Kompong C ham.
The crackle of machine-gun fire was still audible from the western

edge of town as Gen. Sar Hor declared : "T he city is free.
'

'

At the outbreak of major fighting inside Kompong Cham on Sept. 6,
diplomatic sources in Phnom Penh had said President Lon Nol's pledge
to hold the city at all costs with reinforcements from Phnom Penh's
reserve forces was militarily and politically a calculated risk.

The risk appeared to have paid off. The Communist-led insurgents
have been dealt a set-back with losses in men, supplies and offensive
momentum. Though still resisting at the outskirts, they have been driven
from Kompong Cham, a key provincial capital 47 miles northeast of
Phnom Penh.

'(AP Wirephoto)
"Hell Above" by Merrett Palmer of The Call, Woonsocket. R.I., winner of First Place in spot news

from under-40.000 circulation newspapers from the New England Associated Press News Executives
Association.

Senate Passes Pension Reform Bill

By JOE HALL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) —The Senate passed
Wednesday a private pension reform bill designed to

guarantee that pension plan enrollees actually

receive benefits when they retire.

The legislation would require that all plans be fully

funded and give participants 100 per cent vesting

after 15 years and would set up a government in-

surance plan to pay benefits when a private plan

fails.

In addition, it would offer special tax incentives to

individuals not in private plans to set up their own
retirement programs and to self-employed persons to

improve their programs.

The Senate vote which was 93-0 climaxed several

years of study of ways to give much stronger

protection to the rights of approximately 40 million

persons now under private pension plans.

Sponsors of the bill said the study had shown that

thousands of enrollees never received any benefits

despite many years of service under a pension plans.

The vote sent the legislation to the House where the

Education and Labor and Ways and Means Com-

mittees have been working on similar measures.
The Senate bill goes beyond President Nixon's

recommendations on pension reform. For instance,

Nixon's proposals did not cover situations where a
company goes out of business and its pension fund
lacks the assets to meet its obligations.

Nevertheless, several senators attacked the bill as
inadequate.

Only about half the U.S. work force are presently
covered by pension plans. Some senators noted that

the legislation would not require more companies to

adopt plans.

Private pension payments currently average about
$141 monthly. The bill provides that any increase in

this amount would be the subject of employer-union
or employer-employe bargaining.

However, the Senate rejected all attempts at major
liberalizations in the legislation.

Some 34,000 private pension plans are now in

operation with assets totaling some $150 billion.

The Senate did adopt a floor amendment which
would place a $75,000 annual ceiling on pensions of

private executives paid out of funds accumulated
from tax-exempt contributions.

Return from Provincetown

UMass department of theatre Fall Season '73 at Bartlett Aud.

JACQUES BREL IS ALIVE ft WELL ft LIVING IN PARIS
Richard Conway "... one of the finest musical productions I have ever seen."

music by Jacques Brel

Sept. 21, 22; Sept. 27, 28, 29; Oct. 11, 12, 13; Oct. 25, 26, 27; Nov. 8, 9, 10

A MOON FOR THE MISBEGOTTEN
by Eugene O'Neill

Oct. 4, 5, 6; Oct. 18, 19. 20; Nov. 1, 2, 3

* For ticket reservations call 545-2579 Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m.
•Admission Thurs. all seats $1.00; Fri.& Sat. $2.00 with student ID

from any of the five colleges; $3 for all others.
* All performances 8: 00 p.m.; Box office open 6: 00 p.m.

Employment
Bill

Postponed
BOSTON (AP) - The

Massachusetts Senate debated for
almost five hours Wednesday on a
proposed collective bargaining bill

for public employes before
deciding to postpone action to later
in the evening.

A series of amendments were
adopted, chipping away at the
original points of the bill, until

Senate Majority Leader Joseph J.

C. DiCarlo announced that a new
draft of the bill, expected to be a
much watered down version, would
be put before the Senate by 9 p.m.
The only feature of the

legislation expected to survive the
redraft would extend to state
employes the rights of county and
municipal employes to bargain
collectively for wages and benefits.

One amendment, proposed by
Sen. JohnW Bullock, D-Arlington,
extended the time limit for ar-
bitration from 30 to 60 days.
Another, by Sen. John Parker, R-

Taunton, took away the power to

bargain collectively for retirement
and life insurance.

A third, by Sen. Joseph Timilty,
D-Boston, would allow principals
and assistant principals to par-
ticipate with teachers in the
bargaining process rather than
being considered management.
And a final amendment, in-

troduced by Sen. John Aylmer, R-
Barnstable, would allow towns to

take up funding questions resulting
from collective bargaining at their

annual town meetings.

Drug Studied

To Cure Blindnes.

BOSTON (AP) - Researchers
report that a drug being studied at
the Massachusetts Eye and Ear
Infirmary and the Retina Foun-
dation is effective in treating a
viral infection that can cause
blindness.

They said that the drug, Ara-A,
or adenine arabinoside, was found
effective in animal tests and trials

on human beings, and that it fights

herpes virus, which can infect the
cornea and cause olindness.

They said that 16 patients suf-

fering herpes uveitis infections

were treated with Ara-A after
being treated unsuccessfully with
another medicine.

The researchers said 10 of the
patients, who had mild to moderate
infections, did poorly on the Ara-A
but that six with severe infections

showed much improvement.

DUNHAM'S
11WAFFLE STOMPERS"

For either sex

Suede or Leather

BOLLEi SHOE
STORE

8 Main St., Amherst

"Htm* of Hi* Boot Ctllir"
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Talks
Canadian

MONTREAL (AP)- Contract
negotiations broke off Wednesday
between Canadian International
Paper Co. and the union
representing 5,000 workers on
strike since early August at five

mills in Eastern Canada.
Three of the mills produce

newsprint.

L.H. Lorram, Canadian director
of the United Paperworkers
International Union, said
negotiations collapsed when the
company rejected the latest set of

union proposals. The talks had
resumed last Friday after a
lengthy interruption.

He said the union has four main
priorities in its contract demands,
and the company has "failed to

come close" on three of the issues
and is "short of the mark" on the
fourth.

The priorities include a two-year
contract, a cost-of-living escalator
clause, improved job security and
increased pension benefits, he
said.

"We have bargained in good
faith. We have amended some of
our proposals on the bargaining
agenda. But we can make no
further concessions on our
proposals...", he said in a
statement.

A company spokesman said
negotiators made a new proposal
Wednesday, but the union
delegates rejected it after some
study.

The mills affected are located at

Hawkesbury, Ont., Gatineau,
Treis-Rivieres and La Tuque, Que.,
and Dalhousie, N.B.

Stall In
Paper Strike

Traditional Sex Roles
Challanged In Jr. High

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Meanwhile, a two-day break was
taken by negotiators who have
been meeting in Kenogami, Quel,

in an effort to forge a new contract
for 2,000 workers of Price Co. Ltd.

The workers have shut down two
newsprint mills located at

Kenogami and nearby Alma, 135

miles north of Quebec City, since
Aug. 10.

A Price Co. spokesman said the

talks will resume Friday.

The workers are represented by

three unions affiliated with the

Confederation of National Trade
Unions.

At Saint John, N.B., about 400

workers of the UPIU began their

11th day of strike action against a

Macmillan-Rothesay Ltd.
newsprint mill.

MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP)- The

traditional assignment of boys to

study industrial arts and girls to

study home economics in junior

high school is being challenged by

the Vermont chapter of the

American Civil Liberties Union.

A suit filed Wednesday in U.S.

District Court in Burlington

charges the Harwood Union School

Board with sex discrimination,

Delta Crash Hearings Continue

Someone got a start yesterday upon finding their late model sports car gutted by flames in Lot 65. It
provided some excitement for passersby until some spoil-sport came along with a fire extinguisher and
saved the day.

By DANIEL Q. HANKY
\ssociated Press Writer

PEABOOY, Mass. (AP)- The
pilot of a Delta jetliner that

crashed in Boston July 31 did not

know until 20 seconds before the
crash that he was heading toward a

fog-covered runway, inquest
testimony revealed Wednesday

"If he the pilot had called me
when he should have called me he
would have gotten the weather."
said the local controller, Jeffrey M.
MacDonald.

"If the weather had changed, he
would have gotten that before
touchdown."
MacDonald testified at the

second day of a National Tran
sportation Safety Board hearing
into the circumstances of the
crash, which killed 88
One purpose of the hearing is to

determine if the weather con-
tributed to the crash. MacDonald
said that even though the runway-
was foggy, visibility was still good
enough for the plane to land.

MacDonald testified that he
cleared other planes to land on the
same runway after the Delta DC9
slammed into a seawall
He had been told by a third

controller that the Delta plane was
safely on its way to the terminal
About the time of the crash, an

alarm buzzer went off indicating

trouble with the landing lights on
the runway The lights had been

Pilot Unaware Of Fog
smashed by the jetliner, but
MacDonald said he ignored the
buzzer because it frequently
sounded false alarms.
Ordinarily the approach con-

troller guide? Incoming aircraft

until they are aoout six miles, or
two minute, from landing. Then he
turns them over to the local

controler.

But Charles Taylor, the ap-

proach controller, testified
Tuesday that he delayed turning
over the Delta plane because he
was preoccupied with two other
aircraft that were mistakenly
flying at the same altitude.

Because of this, the Delta pilot

did not get the weather information
until nine seconds before he had to

make a final decision on whether to

go through with the landing
According to a transcript of

cockpit conversation, MacDonald.
the controller, radioed to the
plane.. "Cleared to Land Four
Might A fog bank is movin* in. it's

pretty heavy across the approach
end."

The pilot acknowledged the
information but at the same time
told his first officer that he didn't

trust his automatic landing in-

strument and realized he was off

course.

The moment was reaching the
point of no return on the landing,
the pilot was telling the first of-

ficer, "Let's get back on course, if

ya can
Then the first officer said, "I just

gotta get this back." Ten seconds
later, the plane crashed into a
seawall at the approach end of
Runway 4-Right

The control tower did not learn of
the crash until seven minutes later,

when it was notified by the airport
fire department.
MacDonald said he tried in vain

to contact the wrecked plane, but
when he could not, he asked the
ground controller who was sitting

nearby where it was.
"When I asked the ground

controller if he Delta was at the
gate, he responded that he was
going to the gate or at the gate,"
MacDonald said, "We have a very
good trust in each other. We have
to in this job."

The Delta flight was Number 723.
and another Delta Flight. Number
623. had landed shortly before.

"It's possible that I misun-
derstood the first number."
MacDonald said "But to the best
of my recollection I get the answer
that I was looking for," referring to
his question as to whether the plans
was at the terminal.
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The ground controller, Paul
Borrielle. disputed MacDonald's
statement. "He turned to me and
asked if I had Delta, and I un-
derstood he said 623," Borrielle
said. "I don't believe he said 723. I

replied that 623 was just about at
the gate."

MacDonald said that when an
alarm and red light on the runway
approach light system went off the
warnings were turned off.
"Usually it the warnings means
water has gotten into the lines." he
said.

"In my opinion, it is not an
unusual occurence. Seems like it's

lit most of the time he worked that
position."

However, a safety board report
said the Delta plane destroyed two
light bars when it crashed. And, it

said that would have set off the
alarm.

According to the board, the plane
was too low and to the right of the
runway when it crashed.
Only one person-Air Force Sgt.

Leopold Cheuinard of Marshfield,
Vt. -survived the crash. He remains
in critical condition after burns
o^red 80 percent of his body.
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citing the 14th amendment of the
constitution.

Connie Montgomery, chairman
of the Vermont ACLU Women's
Rights Project, said the case could
affect schools throughout the state.

She said two parents of children
at Harwood Union High School
asked the ACLU for help after they
were unsuccessful in getting the
school board to change its rule
restricting class choice for 7th and
8th graders.

Ms. Montgomery said students in

higher grades were allowed to

choose either industrial arts or
home economics, regardless of

sex.

However, she said this presented
problems for the girl who entered a
carpentry class, for instance, in

the 9th grade and was forced to

compete with boys who had two
years of background.
She said opening the classes to

free choice would help to rid the
school of artificial sex sterotypes.
"There is no reason why a few

girls shouldn't learn about car-

pentry, or a few boys shouldn't
learn to cook," added David
Harrison, ACLU director for
Vermont.
A hearing has been set Monday

in Burlington on the ACLU's
request for an injunction to force
the school to allow a student to

change classes immediately.
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Yablonski

Triggerman

Gets Chair
By JOHN HHONSON

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON, Pa. (AP)-

Aubran W. "Buddy" Martin, one of
three triggermen convicted in the
1969 Yablonski family murders,
was sentenced yesterday to die in
the electric chair.

Judge Charles G. Sweet, sitting
in Washington County Common
Pleas Court, imposed the sentence
although Pennsylvania outlawed
capital punishment three years
ago and has dismantled its electric
chair.

Sweet said he believed his
sentence was constitutional despite
state and federal court rulings. In
the event that his sentence was
found to be contrary to the law,
Sweet sentenced Martin to three
consecutive life terms in prison
and provided that he is not eligible
for parole or furlough.
The sentencing was the first for

the seven persons who have been
convicted or pleaded guilty in the
Yablonski murders. Two more
persons, including desposed United
Mine Workers president W.A.
"Tony" Boyle, have been charged
in the case.

The sentence was handed down
22 months after a jury of seven
women and five men found the
boyish former Cleveland resident

guilty on three counts and
recommended death.

WASHINGTON, CHARGED WITH Ml HDKH -Former United
Mine Workers President W.A. "Tony" Boyle is escorted by FBI
Agents in Washington after he was taken into custody. Boyle was
charged with murder in the 1969 slayings of Joseph Yablonski and
Yablonski's wife and daughter. ( AP Wirephoto)

Sweet said he decided on death
because Martin had committed
"the worst possible murder, killing

for hire."

Sweet said Martin not only had
killed the target, United Mine
Workers rebel leader Joseph A.

Yablonski, but also two others in

the house, Yablonski's wife and
daughter.

And Sweet said. "He Martin has
never exhibited the slightest
remorse."

Gamma Sigma Sigma
Wins National Awards

At the recently held llth

National Convention of Gamma
Sigma Sigma National Service
Sorority, Alpha Theta Chapter at

the UMass was awarded several
certificates in recognition of its

work in community service. Miss
Sally Butler from Rockland and
Miss Paula Cunningham from
Dorchester, both juniors at UMass,
were the elected delegates to the

biennial convention held this year
at the University of Houston. They
accepted three National awards.

three Regional awards, and
National congratulations on the

chapter's tenth anniversary.
Of the 120 Chapters across the

country, few received as many
awards as the UMass group, which
consists of thirty girls from the
school. The National awards
received were: Third Place for the
Barbara Ferraro Award for the

Outstanding Service Program;
Service Merit award for Public

Health Service in the New England
Region; The Outstanding Chapter

in the New England Region.
The Regional Awards, given by

Mrs. Michael Saul, former New
England Regional Director, in-

cluded certificates of Merit for

Excellence in Overall Service
Programs, and for Planning and
Executing a Regional Conference.
Mr. Alden P. Tuttle, long-time
advisor to the sorority, was
awarded a certificate signifying

his excellence in Fostering Growth
and Guiding the Service Program.

Television Tonight
:»:oo ENSIGN O'TOOLE "Operation
Daddy" 1 18)

IKK.AN S IIKROES < 22)

MIKTKKROGKRS NEIGHBORHOOD ( 24)

(57)

ADVENTt RKS OK SI PERMAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "Jed Joins the

Board " (30)

(.iimkii FYI.E "Cat Overboard" (40)

S::» THE REAL Met OYS ( 18)

THE LI CY SHOW Lucy Plays Florence
Nightingale" (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

(iOMER PYLE "Gomer and the Little

Man From Outerspace " (27)

IIOGAN S HEROES "War Takes a

Holiday" ( 30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHATS HAPPENING IPDATE (3)

:M NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "The Trouble With Temple" (18)

TEACHER ITV PREVIEW (24)

PETTICOAT JINCTION "The
Christening" i 27)

TO TELL THE TRITH Gary Moore,
host CW>
WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the Spanish

Curse" ( 40)

THE CLASSIC Jl LIA CHILD (57)

•;::» NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

ANIMAL WORLD (27)

LOl IS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

S:S5 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 TONY BENNETT LONDON
PHILHARMONIC SPECIAL (3)

TBI Til OR CONSEQIENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Odd But True"
i 18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

ZOOM! (24)

MOVIE "The Captive City" (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

7 III THRILLSEEKERS (8)

MOVIE "The Prisoner" I 18

1

HOLLYWOOD AND THE STARS 22)

ERICA (24)

WAIT TILL VOIR EAT HER GETS
HOME (30)

DRAGNET "The Badge Racket" (40)

ZOOM! (57)

7:45 THEONIE (24)

;« THE WALTONS "The Odyssey
"

BOBBY BIGGS VS. BILL IE JEAN KING
IN TENNIS BATTLE OF THE SEXES (8)

(40)

THE FLIP WILSON SHOW (22) (30)

THE WATERGATE HEARINGS (24)

(S7>

):N MOVIE TBA (3)

Chilean Teach-In To Be Presented
Tonight at 7:30 in Hasbrouck 20

the Committee for Non-
Intervention in Chile is presenting

a Teach-in in order to discuss

many of the questions which are in

everybody's mind about Chile, the

military coup, and the future of the

progressive movement in Chile.
The speakers will include people
who have just returned from Chile.

a member of the Puerto Rican
Socialist Party who will speak on
U.S. involvement in Latin America

generally, a woman who is working
on the problem of political refugees
in Chile and an economist talking

about patterns of economic
dependency in Latin America. All

are invited to attend.

* Seafood - Steak - Chops - Chicken
* Spaghetti - Sandwiches - Much, much, more
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* Liquor served with meals
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Experts Advise
Mandatory Fuel Limits

By FRANCES LKW INK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon and his energy experts told
governors and other representatives of 10 states yesterday that the ad-
ministration expects to make a decision "very quickly" on whether to

order mandatory allocation of fuel.

Nixon's top energy adviser, former Colorado Gov. John Love, said that
the seven governors attending a White House meeting indicated they
favored "some sort of mandatory allocation; ; to cope with an expected
shortage of heating oil this winter.
The administration has asked for comments on a mandatory rationing

program and expects to have the results analyzed by tomorrow.
"Very quickly thereafter," Love said, officials will decide whether to

put some controls into effect.

Love himself appeared to have reservations. At a briefing after the
two-hour session, he said that mandatory allocation of fuel and heating
oils was "a very difficult thing to administer well and wisely."

Interior Secretary Rogers C. B. Morton said that if the nation has
average winter weather there would be an increase of 10.5 per cent in the
demand for heating oil over last winter. He estimated that the shortage in

heating oil could range from 250,000 to 350,000 barrels a day to a
maximum of 800,000 barrels depending on the weather.
The mandatory allocation program the administration has outlined

could involve heating oil alone or all petroleum products, including
gasoline.

_ In a related development, the American Petroleum Institute reported
that the country's fuel-oil stocks on Sept. 14 were up about 3.2 million
barrels from the same day last year but about 23 million barrels below
the 1971 level.

Gasoline stocks also were up about 4.1 million barrels from 1972 and
down about 2.3 million barrels from 1971.

But API marketing director Ray Wright said the supply figures, when
matched against demand, do not add up to optimism.
The Sept. 14 fuel-oil stocks represents a 53-day supply in 1973 and 1972

demand terms he said, compared with a 71-day supply two years ago.
Gasoline stocks now represent a 30-day supply, when the same amount
would have been a 34-day supply in 1971.

A bill prohibiting the export of any refined petroleum product was
introduced Wednesday by Sen. Thomas J. Mclntyre, D-N.H.
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Garrow Pleads Innocent

To Murder Charge
LAKE PLEASANT. N.Y. CAP)- Robert Garrow, still carrying the

pellets that felled him for capture, pleaded innocent Wednesday to a
charge of stabbing an Adirondack camper to death.
Garrow, speaking only to say he understood the charges against him,

pleaded innocent to 13 counts in the stabbing of Philip Domblewski July
29.

He also pleaded innocent to two counts of criminal impersonation of a
police officer and attempted kidnapping in connection with an incident at
the religious camp the day before Domblewski was killed.

Garrow, chained in a wheel-chair dressed in a plaid shirt and dark
trousers, was transferred from a Pittsburgh hospital earlier in the day.
The small courtroom was packed with police, newsmen and onlookers

as Hamilton County Judge George W. Marther read the indictments.
Garrow's only utterance was, "yes," when the judge asked if he un-
derstood. Marther refused to let Garrow out on bail. He was immediately
turned to jail.

There were four counts of second degree kidnapping, one for Dom-
blewski and the others for Domblewski's three companions. The sur-
viving trio had told police the four were tied to trees. Domblewski was
then stabbed in the chest, they said.

Authorities refused to discuss details of the charges concerning the
religious camp incident, Camp 0* the Woods, about five miles south of
Speculator and within 20 miles of the scene of the Domblewski murder.
Garrow, with a cast on his left arm and a bandage around his right foot,

was lifted in his wheelchair and carried to the courtroom.
Although he had covered his face with clothing when he left the hospital

and arrived in Lake Pleasant, he entered the court plain-faced, except for
spectacles.

Authorities had planned to arraign Garrow immediately upon his
arrival, but jailed him pending the arrival of his lawyers.
State Police say they also want to question him about the slaying of

Daniel Porter of Concord, Mass., and Porter's missing companion, Susan
Petz of Skokie, 111. But Garrow has refused to answer questions since he
was captured Aug. 9 near the home of a sister.

Garrow was brought down by shotgun fire when cornered in a field in
Witherbee. While doctors said he is fit for release, they said four pellets
have not been removed and the wounds have been allowed to heal-over.
"Take it easy, come on, just get in the car," a trooper said in Platt-

sburgh when Garrow awkwardly tried to cover his face while entering
one of three cars that escorted him to Lake Pleasant.

About 20 whispering spectators were on hand when Garrow arrived in

this sunlit Adirondack namlet, within 20 miles of the place near
Speculator where Domblewski was slain. The Domblewski slaying was
the first murder in the county in 45 years, authorities said.

Sheriff Arthur Parker said he was doubling the jail guard for Garrow,
who eluded a search party of 200 for 11 days after Domblewski's murder.
The 37-year-old bakery mechanic from Syracuse was one of two

prisoners in the two-story, brick building.

Garrow, paroled"from a 10-20 year prison sentence in 1968, had been
arrested in 1961 and cnargeo witn assaulting a high school football player
and raping his 16-year-old girlfriend.

The cost of Garrow's 40-day hospitalization was $3,500, according to
Howard Read, executive director of the Champlain Valley Physicians
Medical Center.

Fine i\rts

Council
University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

LAST NIGHT FOR THE

Eleo Pomare Dance Company
Sept. 20 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: UM/A Students $1.50

others $3.00

Latin American Films
Friday, Sept. 21 8 p.m. Herter 231

Tickets: UM/A Students $.75

Others $1.50

Eddie Palmieri and His Orchestra

Saturday, Sept. 22 8 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Tickets: UM/A Students $1.50

Others $3.00

Latin American Poets

Sunday, Sept. 23 2 p.m.

No Charge

Herter 231

The Great American Underground Cinema

Wednesday, Sept. 26 Thompson 106

7: 30 and 9 p.m.

Tickets: UM/A Students $.50

Others $1.00

Tickets at 125 Herter Hall M-F 9-4 p.m. or at door one hour before
performance. Telephone 545-0202.

Education

:

Confusing Myth And Reality
BRUNSWICK. Maine (AP)- Education "con-

fidently confused myth and reality" during the

late 1950's and early 60's, the president of Bowdoin

College said Wednesday.
Speaking at a convocation which officially

opened the 172nd academic year of Maine's oldest

institution of higher learning, Dr. Roger Howell

Jr. said education "offered to the public a vision of

the educational structure as society's problem

solver.

"Set against all the brazen and confident

rhetoric, the actual achievements look very

hollow," he said. "By promising too much, or

rather by promising the wrong things, the

educational establishment created a climate of

great expectations and reaped a harvest of

cynicism and disillusion."

Howell said educators must restate their pur-
poses, "more modestly and accurately than we did
in the boom years," and reaffirm the validity of
their faith in rational processes of thought.
"We might well begin by abandoning the

assumption that education by itself solves
problem," the Bowdoin president said. "It does
not.

"But, properly conceived, it can do something
equally important; it can equip people with the
mental agility to be problem solvers."
A "mood of cynical disillusion" with education

has swept the nation, he said, and the educational
establishment itself must bear a large share of the
blame.
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Park Plaza Renewal Must Meet
Environmental Standards

BOSTON (AP)- An en-

vironmental impact study may be

the major stumbling block to the

future of the Park Plaza Urban
renewal project in Boston's Park
Square area.

Lewis S. W. Crampton, com-
missioner of the Department of

Community Affairs, said he ex-

pects to grant "conditional ap-

proval" to the $266 million project

by Sept. 28 after the Boston
Redevelopment Authority agrees
to a list of 12 conditions.

The conditions set down by
Crampton include checks on the

amount of money to be paid for

land acquired for the project; a

new project development
scheduled which will provide the

BRA with the option of selecting a

new developer should Boston
Urban Associates fail to comply
with the schedule ; and a provision

that payments made in lieu of

taxes be no less than actual real

estate taxes on the same property.

Crampton said both the BRA and
the developer have indicated no
serious opposition to those con-

ditions.

He added, however, that he does
expect opposition to the
requirement that the developer

submit a full environmental im-
pact report:

"A detailed statement which will

describe the nature and extent to

which Park Plaza will affect

Boston's environment.
"We will insist in our finding that

all feasible measures have been
taken to avoid or minimize the
impact of this development upon
the natural environment and
quality of life in Boston," Cramp-
ton said.

He added that the state will pay
$75,000 to $100,000 for that required
study.

Cable TV Course Topic
Cable television will be discussed

at an eight-session course spon-
sored by the Institute for Govern-
mental Services of the University
of Massachusetts.
The course, which will begin

Monday, Oct. 1, is offered to local

government representatives and to

appointees to citizen CATV ad-
visory committees. Whitewood
Stamps, a Newton consulting firm

for cable television, is organizing
the course for the UMass Institute.

Course instruction will center on
the basics of cable com-
munications: regulations,
economics, and social uses; and
the course is designed to prepare
local officials and citizens for

franchising processes in their
communities.
The eight three-hour sessions

will be taught by personnel from
the financial community, the
Massachusetts Cable Commission,
the cable industry, universities,

and consulting groups. Sessions
will be: Mondays and Wednesdays,
Oct. 1, 3, 10, 15, 17, 24, 29, and 31;
and all will be from 6:30 to 9:30

p.m. at the Education Develop-
ment Center, 55 Chapel St.,

Newton.
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Friday and Saturday

from 9 p.m. -
l a#m

seating for

cocktails - 9:30 p.m.

FINE FOOD IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF
RELAXED DINING.

ENTERTAINMENT FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS

BEST VIEW OF AMHERST.

DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENTS AND THEIR

PHONE 549-6000 FOR RESERVATIONS.

West Point Grad
Still Shunned

By LYNNE OLSON
Associated Press Writer

FT. BENNING, Cia. (AP)- Lt.

James J. Pelosi, graduated from
West Point in June after enduring
19 months of a now-outlawed
punishment called silence, says he
is still shunned by some of his

comrades-in-arms.
"I thought I would leave the

nonsense that went on at West
Point. But other people apparently
didn't feel that way," said the
second lieutenant who is un-
dergoing basic officer training
here with 150 U.S. Military
Academy classmates.

In a rambling, often guarded
interview during a break in
training this week, the boyish-
looking 22-year-old said the silence

treatment is being used only by
West Point graduates, and not by
nonacademy officers.

"The flak is not on a frequent
basis. There's no concerted effort

on the part of everybody here to

enforce silence," he said. "A small
number of West Point classmates
just totally ignored me."

At another point in the interview,

the slim, bespectacled, officer

said, "My car was vandalized a
little. The tires were slashed, and

there was glass under them." As
soon as he made the statement, he
turned to another subject.

Pelosi, a West Hempstead, N.Y.,
native, made national headlines
this summer when he revealed that

he had been a victim of silence, a
rarely used punishment exacted by
cadets who believe a classmate has
escaped ajust punishment on a
legal technicality.

In 1971, Pelosi was convicted of

cheating under the academy's
honor code, but the charge was
dismissed by the West Point
superintendent on grounds that a
staff officer had prejudiced the
case. Unsatisfied, his classmates
voted to invoke silence.

Pelosi became a nonentity to his

classmates. They did not talk to

him or associate with him. He was
forced to live and dine alone. He
could not take part in class ac-

tivities.

For 19 months, Pelosi lived alone
with his punishment, refusing even
to tell his parents the full story.

When his ordeal became public,

Pelosi said he intended to remain
in the military, despite West Point

tradition that silence lasts forever.

He was hopeful it would disappear
once he began regular Army work.

Staff I'hoto/Adam l.aipson

KEEPING A SIIAKP EYE out for a multi legged specimen for

Entomology I2B produced results on Orchard Hill yesterday. The
Praying Mantis couldn't have known how happy he made everyone.

Last week West Point's cadet
honor committee, a target of

criticism over the Pelosi incident,

abolished the tradition of silence.

At the time, one cadet was en-

during the punishment. Pelosi

regards the action as vindication,

but he doesn't think it will change
his life.

"I'd be foolish if I thought the
silence was over," he said. "You
can't legislate social conduct. You
can't compel someone to associate
with someone else. You can't tell

someone to talk when they don't
want to."

From the beginning, Pelosi has
had two lawyers. One of them,
Edwin Cooperman, said a lawsuit
will be considered if the silence
does not cease.

Pelosi was extremely hesitant to

be interviewed before agreeing to

meet at a motel off the base. He
said his reluctance mainly
stemmed from fear that more
publicity would further anger West
Point graduates.
"The cadets who imposed the

silence were upset with me
because of the publicity. They
thought I was out for attention," he
said in a steady, unemotional tone
that charterized the interview.

Wheaton 's

Only Male

Not Worried

NORTON. Mass. (AP)- There
are 1,176 students enrolled at

Wheaton College this year, of

whom 1,175 are women.
That leaves Thomas Sullivan, a

sophomore from Bowdoin College

in Maine who is attending the

almost all girl's school for one year
as part of the Twelve College

Exchange Program started in 1969.

Contrary to the expectations ot

some of Tom's Bowdoin con-

temporaries, life at a female
college is not all ogling the braless

and fending off the femmes.
Tom didn't want it to be. He

applied to the exchange program
because it offers courses in early

childhood education not available

to Bowdoin. Wheaton also has an
on-campus nursery school where
Tom plans to teach part time next

semester.

He had expected about eight

males on campus at Wheaton this

year, but as things turned out.

"There were just hundreds of girls

and me "

"A lot of guys at Bowdoin talked

about coming, but I guess I was the

only one with a real reason to

come." he said.

"I mean, they'd only be coming
because it is an all-girls school. I

needed the courses."

Despite his minority status,

underscored by the fact that, as he
points out. "They couldn't give me
a roommate," Tom claims he's

happy at Wheaton and doesn't

worry about "lasting the year."
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heard and seen the new
Sunsensor glasses

FROM SEPT 10 to SEPT 15

25% off
on all photosun and regular sunglasses

Non Prescription

Amherst Optical Shoppe
ii

170 University Dr.

253-5412
195 N Pleasant St.

Amherst Mass.
Mon. Sat

9 5:30

House Upholds

Minimum Wage Bill
By JOHN ltl ( M l l<

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-The House

has upheld President Nixon's vote
of a bill increasing the minimum
wage to $2.20 an hour and ex-

tending coverage to 7 million new
workers, including household
maids.

The 259-164 vote Wednesday was
23 votes short of the two-thirds
majority needed to override the
vote. It gave Nixon a perfect six-

for-six batting average in vetoes
sustained this year.
Nixon vetoed the bill on grounds

it would increase unemployment
and add to inflationary pressures.
After the vote, AFL-CIO

President George Meany said the
defeat of the bill "is in reality a
victory for exploitation and
greed."

"The will of the majority has
been thwarted and the worst paid
workers in America will continue
to subsidize their greedy em-
ployers," Meany said.

The bill would have hiked the
minimum wage from $1.60 an hour
to $2 this year and $2.20 next year.

A determined lobbying effort by
organized labor was unable to cut

deeply enough into the con-
servative opposition to produce a
two-thirds majority.

Fifty-one Republicans deserted
the administration and voted to

override. But 29 Democrats offset

the less, joining with 135

Republicans to give Nixon a
comfortable margin.
The vote, which wiped out a

three-year effort in Congress to

increase the minimum wage-last

raised in 1966-left the future of the
legislation in doubt.

Nixon and most Republicans who
took part in the debate said they
would support a more moderate
bill and urged the Democrats on
the Education and Labor Com-
mittee to bring one out promptly.
But Rep. John H. Dent, D-Pa.,

chairman of the subcommittee
handling the bill, said he would
leave Congress before he would
bring out a bill containing Nixon's
recommendation for a lower wage
scale for teenage workers.
The lack of such a differential

was one of the major factors in-

fluencing Nixon's decision to veto
the bill.

AIKID0
JAPANESE

SELF-DEFENSE ART

Sunday, Sept. 23

2:30 p.m.

Room 237

Wrestling Room
Boyden

Kanai Sensei, Aikido
Master (6th Dan Black
Belt) will give a short
demonstration and lead a
class. Everyone welcome.
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BAKING A
FASHION CAKE

Have you ever watched Julia Childs on TV? She's a master!

Everything at her finger tips, while she has three different items on

the fire at the same time. It seems effortless, but we all know that

that comes with years of experience. If you've ever experimented
in the kitchen, you'll know what I mean. The same general prin-

cipals hold true in learning to work with fashion.

After some time as a Fashion Director, I find it quite easy to whip
up a little fashion goodie; pants and sweaters and blazers with

scarfs or jewelry as accents come naturally to hand. Coordinating

color with patterns and textures is easy once you know how. Every
day we offer a course in fashion savvy at Stewart's College Towne.
Most of the sales staff have had the recipes and the flair for fashion

for many more years than I. They've learned the secret to coor-

dinating two or three outfits at once. Fall fashions are now at their

best. Come on in and let the gals on the sales floor help you choose

the right ingredients for a super fashion creation.

STEWART'S COLLEGE TOWNE
96 Main Street. Northampton
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New England States Ask
200-mile Fishing Limit
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By JERRY HARKAVY
Associated Press Writer

KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine (AP) - Represen-
tatives from four New England states appealed to
Congress Wednesday to preserve the region's fishing
industry by establishing a 200-mile offshore fishing
limit.

The legislators and state officials from
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Hampshire and
Maine agreed that immediate action is needed to
check uncontrolled fishing by foreign fleets.

Although each of the four states has claimed
jurisdiction up to 200 miles off its coast, represen-
tatives acknowledged that none has the resources
needed for enforcement.
"The cost to each state to equip boats and man

them would be prohibitive," said Capt. Robert H.
Lowry, chief fishing law enforcement officer for the
Rhode Island Department of Natural Resources.
Frank Grice, director of the Massachusetts

Department of Marine Fisheries, said the states'
action was primarily intended to bring the problems
of the fishing industry before the general public.

"It was never the intention of the legislature, or
Gov. Francis Sargent when he signed the bill, to take
on the Federal Government," Grice said.

Massachusetts Rep. Richard Silva, R-Gloucester,
said the bill was designed to "embarrass the Federal
Government into realizing the states were going to
act if it didn't." Ten state legislators and officials
attending the conference spent nearly three hours
discussing the plight of the New England fisheries.
Massachusetts Rep. Hank Walker, R-Newburyport,

said foreign domination of fishing off the continental
shelf has reached the point where the United States'
share of the catch has dwindled to 14 per cent.
"The type of fishing the foreign fleets do is pulse

fishing, where they follow a school of fish until

Negotiations Breakdown
Over Newspaper Strike
POVIDENCE, R.I. ( AP) - Attempts by a Superior Court judge

to move toward a temporary settlement in the Providence
newspaper strike broke down Wednesday when the two sides in the
dispute disagreed on limitations of pickets. Superior Court Judge
Christopher Del Sesto proposed that striking members of The
Newspaper Guild, Local 41, return to work and the Journal Co
publisher of the Journal-Bulletin newspapers, allow the court to
decide the issue of retroactive pay for employes covered by the
guild. }

Retroactive pay was cited by the Guild as the issue behind the
strike which began last Thursday. The company had followed
nrough on a threat not to give employes retroactive pay increases
or the period of Jan. l to March 31 since the Guild did not accept
the company s contract offer by a May 23 deadline.
Del Sesto's steps to act as a mediator came in the third day of a

hearing on a request by the company for an injunction againstmass picketing by the Guild.
The Guild immediately accepted his proposal, but the company

rejected it. Instead, it proposed that Del Sesto grant an injunction
an
J,

1he company would begin daily negotiations with the Guild
[
he Guild, in turn, refused the company proposal that included

the injunction provision. A Guild attorney said, however, he would
urge the union to limit its pickets voluntarily
The issue remained at a stalemate, and testimony resumed on

the injunction request. Del Sesto, saying that resumption of normal
publication would be in the public interest, scheduled longer court
sessions for the case, shortened the court's lunch recess and said a
hearing would be held on Saturday, if necessary
The Journal Co. has published its two newspapers in a combined

edition which has fewer pages than pre-strike papers.
In testimony on the injunction request, Stephen Hamblett

assistant vice president for administration, said the company
suffered gross revenue losses of about $200,000 by Monday as a
result of the strike.
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any said in a front-page statement

published Wednesday that acts committed by strikers "have
reached the point where they not only endanger people im-
mediately involved at the Journal Co., but are actually en-
dangering property and even the lives of others in the community "

they've depleted it," he said.

The conference was organized by Maine Rep.
Elmont S. Tyndale, R-Kennebunkport, who said its

purpose was to try to stop the Federal Government
from "dragging its heels" on the question of extended
fishing jurisdiction.

Participants urged support of the Magnuson-Studds
bill that would set a 200-mile offshore limit, but none
appeared overly optimistic about its chances of
passage.

Conferees also adopted a resolution calling on the
International Commission for Northwest Atlantic
Fisheries to insist that limits be set on fishing
grounds off New England.
The 18-member international group, which meets

next month in Ottawa, Canada, has been un-
successful in the past in setting conservation
measures, the New Englanders said.
Some speakers suggested the reasons for

Washington's refusal to extend its fishing jurisdiction
beyond the present 12-mile limit may be a reluctance
to offend other nations.

"We have to think of the New England fisherman
first and the foreign nations second," said Charles G.
Douglas III, legal counsel to New Hampshire Gov.
Meldrim Thomson.
Grice said tuna interests on the West Coast and

shrimpers on the Gulf Coast have long been opposed
to extended fishing limits.
He said these positions may be changing as tuna

and shrimp fishermen begin to realize that their best
interests may lie in licensing programs in fishing
jurisdictions claimed by other nations.
Commissioner Spencer Apollonio of the Maine Sea

and Shore Fisheries Department cited the Navy's
opposition to extended limits because of its long-
standing commitment to free navigation.

Nixon Proposes

Housing Payments

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) President
Nixon, arguing that present
programs have made Uncle Sam
"the biggest slumlord in history,"
proposed to Congress Wednesday
experimental payments of cash
housing allowances to the needy.
At the same time, Nixon an

nounced administrative actions
aimed at providing up to $5.5
billion of additional mortgage
funds during the current tight-
money pinch.

In a special message, Nixon said
payment of housing allowances -

with first priority going to the
needy elderly - eventually would
get the federal government out of
the housing business and offer the
best promise of providing "decent
housing for all of our families at an
acceptable cost."

Rather than ask Congress now
for a major new housing subsidy
program, Nixon in effect called for
a new study of cash allowances so
final decisions on their wisdom can
be made late next year or earlv in
1975.

James T. Lynn, secretary of
Mousing and Urban Development,
said that if the allowance program
were adopted as an alternative to
present public housing programs,
the annual cost could reach $8
billion to $11 billion.

TAKE TIME OUT
Run for the

STUDENT
SENATE
Nomination papers available

420 Student Union

Nixon : No Compromise

On Watergate Taoes
By DONALD M.ROTHBERG "^^^

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) - President Nixon filed a hard-line response in

the Watergate tapes Wednesday case that hinted broadly that he will not
accept a compromise proposed by fhe U.S. Court of Appeals.
The court of appeals, in a unique memorandum issued last week, had

suggested that the President, his attorneys and special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox listen to the White House tapes and determine
among themselves what portions were evidence required by the grand
jury probing the Watergate cover-up.

The court said that because Cox is an official of the executive branch
the suggested compromise could avoid the constitutional issue of
separation of powers that has emerged in the legal dispute over the tapes
T he court gave C ox and the President until Thursday to respond.
A spokesman for Cox said Wednesday afternoon that lawyers from the

prosecutor's office had met with White House attorneys to discuss the
appeals court proposal. He declined to say what was said or what con-
clusions were reached.

In its final written argument to the court of appeals Wednesday, White
House lawyers said the President, recognizing the unique character of
Watergate, appointed the special prosecutor and gave him broad powers
"But he has not delegated to the special prosecutor, and will not

abrogate, his constitutional duties and prerogatives," the brief said
"That would move beyond accommodation to irresponsibility."
The determined wording indicated strongly that Nixon would turn

down the appeals court's compromise proposal.
Shortly after the court advanced the compromise last week, Cox ex-

pressed willingness to follow its suggestion. TheWhite House has yet to
make any formal response.

The brief filed Wednesday is part of the White House appeal of an order
from U.S. District Court Judge John J. Sirica directing the President to
permit him to listen to the tapes in private to determine what portions of
the tapes the grand jury can hear.
Cox wanted to let the grand jury hear nine White House tape recordings

of Nixon's conversations that pertain to the Watergate scandal.
So besides the White House, Cox also differed with Sirica's ruling He

asked the appeals court to order the tapes turned over to the grand jury or
to permit the prosecutor to hear them along with Sirica

.
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Mental Health Commissioner Sworn In Sept. 3

Goldman OK'd Contract Before Sworn In
By STEVEN A. COHEN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON ( AP) - The state's new
mental health commissioner, Dr.
William Goldman, was awarded a
$150 per day state consulting
contract after he was selected to
head the department but before he
was sworn into office.

The services were to be per-

formed between Aug. 1 and Aug.
23, but formal approval of the

contract by the executive Office of

Administration and Finance didn't

come until Aug. 31, three days
before Goldman was sworn in as
the $42,256 per year commissioner.
Secretary of Administration and

Finance William I. Cowin said in a
memo dated Sept. 4 attached to the
contract that:

"An approval in substance was
granted on July 23 for this con-
tract, but the additional materials
necessary to process the form
where still being prepared by the
Department of Mental Health."

Administrative regulations
require prior approval on con-

sulting contracts by ad-
ministration and finance. There
was no definition of "approval in

substance."

The purpose stated in the con-

tract was to have Goldman
"review the department's policy

and program plan for the setting

up of local mental health clinics

and centers and to make recom-
mendations on what course the
department should pursue in ac-

complishing these goals." Gold-
man, who went from com-
missioner-designate to com-
missioner two week's after the
contract's termination date, said:

"I think the contract was for me to

be able to make the transition as
fast as possible."

Meanwhile a spokesman for

Goldman's previous employer, the
Westside Community Health
Center of San Francisco, said
Goldman wasn't removed from
that payroll until Aug. 31.

Goldman said he was phasing out
as director of the center at the time
of the Massachusetts contract.

"It seemed that I was working
full time for three things," he said.

Goldman's selection as the new
mental health commissioner was
announced by Gov. Francis W.
Sargent June 19. He was sworn in

Sept. 4.

Despite the job description
written into the $2,250 consulting

contract, a spokesman for ad-

ministration and finance said it

really was intended to have
Goldman familiarize himself with
the department.
The spokesman, Raymond

McNulty, said "Goldman had a
commitment to his previous
assignment in California to serve

Lopresti Sworn In

As State Senator
BOSTON (AP) - Michael

LoPresti, winner of a special

election in the second Suffolk

Senate district, was sworn in

Wednesday by Lt. Gov. Donald R.
Dwight.

LoPresti, a Democrat, fills a
vacancy created when former Sen.

Marie Umana was appointed to a
judgeship.

Meanwhile, an unusual twist to

the certification of a winner in the
special election was revealed at a
meeting of the Executive Council.

Councillor Herbert L. Connolly,
D-Newton, said at Wednesday's
meeting, where the votes in the
election- were officially counted,
that Boston sent up returns Sept. 14

which showed LoPresti the winner,
4,568 to 1,700.

The next day, he said, an
amended return was filed showing
the Republican nominee, Mrs.
Anne B. R. Witherby, the winner
with 4,572 votes to 1,731 for

LoPresti.

Connolly did not specify in open
session how the matter was
straightened out. However, he
said, another document reversing

the votes for the two candidates

eventually was sent up.

The final tabulation, including

the Cambridge part of the district

and Winthrop, showed LoPresti

with 6,161 and Mrs. Witherby with

2,647, Connolly said.
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out the summer. That precluded
his taking office as commissioner
until SeDt. 1.

"However, it was strongly felt

that it would be mutually
beneficial both to Goldman and to
the Department of Mental Health if

he familiarized himself with the

department's overall operation,

particularly its plans for com-
munity based treatment centers

"
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One of the most interesting

things that comes along with being

Editor of this newspaper is the

people you meet in the course of

doing your job. Unfortunately, the

vast majority of the people one

meets come in to complain, it being

human nature to speak mostly

when you're unhappy. But I'm not

going to cry on your collective

shoulders about that here. It's the

nature of many of the complaints

I've received since becoming
Editor-in-Chief last February that

concerns me, and the complaints
center around the editorial pages
which you are reading right now.

It seems that many people think

that the commentary pages of this

newspaper have gone fascist in

recent months. They see columns
by Matt Tackeff and Bob Estelle,

two people whose views aren't

popular on this campus by any
means, and they see an occasional

reaction by other columnists, in-

cluding myself, that they discern to

be right wing, and the reaction

flows.

The by far most often heard

Kissinger's Appointment
By BOB RILEY

With the appointment (and certain confirmation) of

Henry Kissinger as Secretary of State, America has
lie potential to enter into a new era of international
relations-an era characterized by coexistence and
cooperation amongst the world powers secured
(..rough detente. Kissinger's past accomplishments
h-tve laid the groundwork for these new relations, and
K is now the task to actualize potential. Unfortunately
1'iese goals are in serious jeopardy due to the
unrealistic attitudes of many Americans attitudes

1 hat are especially prevalent in Massachusetts.
The diplomacy of Kissinger is one of pragmatism.

It rejects the fantasies of the Left and Right as being
at best unworkable (if not downright suicidal). It

^'.•knowledges the existance of systems other than our
t wn. It recognizes the need for the systems to exist in

relative harmony. However the necessity of some
t rm of military leverage as a means of promoting
. 'gotiations and insuring stability is realized. It is the
Ltter fact which many seem to ignore.

Accords amongst powers rarely come about due to

i ternational benevolence. They are the result of the
s-mctions and incentives of international life. Once
fie two (or more) powers realize that more can be
vained by abandoning the present course then (and
t'lly then) can some form of cooperation come about.
A strong defensive presence can act as the necessary

incentive-deterent which can result in increased
cooperation and even demilitarization.

The same reasoning holds true for a nations
security after new agreements have been im-
plemented. The maintenance of adequate forces
(both in quality and quantity) to insure that any
perspective enemies attack will result in no gain can
provide for the defense of a people as well as insuring
a policy which fosters world peace. The implemented
agreements between powers can best be insured by
the balancing forces of each side keeping the other
honest. In other words, a committment has to be
made.
The noble ideals of the left are well worth striving

for, but the real world must not be forgotten. A stable
world requires an investment-an investment con-
sisting of adequate conventional and nuclear forces
and some form of globlal presence. This is not to
advocate the ignoring of the many problems at home.
Nor is it to advocate a 'world policeman's" role. We
have learned our lesson in regard to these the hard
way. Rather, we must not abdicate our obligations in

the world. We must have some means of creating and
preserving a realistic international policy. We now
have the means to do so. The nation's (and the
world's) fate rests upon the attitudes of the American
people in the coming years.

Bob Riley is a Collegian commentator.
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reaction is the "When are you

going to get Estelle off the page?"

syndrome. The same thing is heard

in reference to others, but that's a

moot point to my topic today. It's

the fact of the reactions them-

selves that frightens me.

The people who presently are

regulars on the editorial pages of

the Collegian are there because

they came in and patiently they ca

they came in and patiently worked

into a position ( on a usually

overcrowded staff) where they had

a regular spot. In many cases this

meant waiting for someone else to

leave. The fact of their political

persuasions, regardless of what

people think of them, is irrelevant.

Political persuasion is not a

prerequisite for the right to use

these pages. If it were, fascism

would be here for real.

One of the more interesting cases

of the "Get rid of Estelle" syn-

drome occured last spring, when a

student came in trying to get

something on the editorial page.

When told she'd have to wait a bit

1 due to the usual overcrowding)

she complained about being ex-

cluded while Bob Estelle's columns
continued to run. Her con-

descending argument was based

on what she considered to the

universal truth that Bob Estelle is

evil, or "dangerous" to use her

exact terminology.

She finally got to the point of

saying to me that as Editor-in-

Chief of the paper I should be
making moral decisions as to what

Matt Tackeff

runs in the paper. It is this attitude
by now starting to sound like a
broken record, which scares me
Here's why:
I'm a believer in everyone's

right to say what he or she feels
regardless of what I think of it

What would happen to the liberai
input into this paper if a con-
servative Editor-in-Chief were
elected and began to make moral
judgements on what does or
doesn't go in? The very people who
are screaming for Bob Estelle's
head would be in an uproar over
"censorship" in the Collegian, and
they would be right. Yet they can't
see the censorship in their own
heads when they become indignant
over opposing views. Think on it a
bit. Maybe now you can better
understand what produces a
Richard Nixon and a Watergate,
and why the only real "moral"
judgement is to let everyone speak.
For those of you who think this

column is a defense of those with
whom I'm politically aligned, think
again. Both Matt Tackeff and Bob
Estelle will attest to my running
political battles with them.
But EVERYONE MUST BE

HEARD, goddam it, and I'll stick
by that until the day I leave my
position next February. And if you
think that stand is the wishy-
washy, middle of the road cop out
route, I invite you to stand here
every day with me and defend it.

Steve Tripoli is Editor-in-Chief of
the Collegian.

Kentucky Fried Democrats
Remember the Democrats? The Party of the Common Man? Despite

all the thick and thin of Watergate, the Democrats are struggling to be
remembered. Instead, they are falling back into obscurity.

Some people would have you believe that Watergate is responsible for

Nixon's drop in the popularity polls. But really Nixon was never a very
inspiring or beloved politician, and he owes a substantial amount of credit
to his opponents for helping him to bolster his popularity. Had the
Democrats been smart, they would have had little trouble in ousting
Nixon in 1972. But they weren't. The Democratic standard bearer for

1972, Senator Whatshisname.sent millions of otherwise loyal Democrats
( reluctantly) into Nixon's arms. By not being provided with a viable
alternative to Nixon, many Democrats turned their back on "their" party
and tried to forget the good old days, way back before the Party was
taken over by the herds of the Great Unwashed. The spectacle of the '72

Democratic Convention on television scared more people than Khrush-
chev did during the Cuban Missle Crisis ten years earlier. Since '72, the
Party has been having a rough time picking up the pieces.

Picking up the pieces was the main agenda last Saturday nignt, when
the Colonel Sanders Kentucky Fried Chicken Corporation sponsored a
Jerry Lewis style telethon to raise money for crippled Democrats. In the
eight hour extravaganza, the Democrats sought to raise enough money to
clear up the $4 million debt left by the '72 disaster, and hopefully go
beyond that and look toward the next election. The next election will
probably be left with very little from the event, for the pledges, which
totaled $5 million, will most likely not be completely realized in terms of
cash, as is the case with most fund drives which operate on a pledge now,K .« if

r pohcy And the Democrats are probably aware of the fact
that $5 million is barely enough to fill a couple of G. Gordon Liddy's
bnefcases.

But the telethon was entertaining, if you go for the Sonny and Cher or
Dean Martin type ofvariety shows. Steve Allen was the Encee, along with
Robert Strauss, the current Democratic National Chairman. The Big
Stars included Archie Bunker, Robert Goulet, Henry Fahnda, Jack
Lemmon, Colonel Klink, Leslie Uggams and many others. There were
even prominent Democratic politicians, such as Hubert Humphrey and
Kevin White, who participated in impromptu panels. The panels were
conducted by actor Jackie Cooper, currently of "made for TV" movie
fame, formerly of the Little Rascals (are we to assume that Alfalfa,
Buckwheat. Spanky, Farina, and Stymy are all Republican?).

The amazing thing about the telethon was that it was all geared to the
grass roots, Middle American voter, the type who voted for Nixon or
stayed home in last year's election. Bella Abzug and Thomas Eagleton
were ordered to man ( or woman) the telephones while those Democrats
with Southern Drawls were placed in front of the cameras. The
Moderates and C onservatives of the party, who were sent packing during
last year's convention, were given their place in the sun. Sam Ervin and
George Wallace provided taped interviews for the show, and while the
cameras were being adjusted, excerpts from old World War II movies
were blurbed in, and Americans once again were entertained by James
Cagney singing George M. Cohan's Yankee Doodle Dandy. A far cry
trom last year, when the spokespeople for the campaign were largely
starry-eyed liberal suburbanites or glassy-eyed students.

A
li means ot raising money to finance campaigns, the telethon

methods will soon fall into disfavor, since it would be very easy for the
Watergate Plumbers to buy up time on another network in order to show
Love Story or Patton opposite the Democrat's fundraiser.

Matt Tackeff it a Collegian columnUt.

Allende's Overthrow
The overthrow of the Allende

government in Chile has helped

prove Fidel Castro's assumption

that significant social change
cannot be achieved peacefully,

Allende tried to change the

priorities of his country and funnel

some power towards the lower

classes, in a democratic and legal

way. His hopes were crushed by a

combination of foreign and
domestic forces.

There can be no question that

Salvador Allende was a democrat
and hope to achieve his goals

through democratic means. He
assumed power after winning the

1970 election after two defeats.

Although, he received only a small

plurality of the vote, his election

was confirmed by the Congress,

which was dominated by op-

position parties. It is a tradition

that Congress confirm the can-

didate who received the largest

number of votes. This has
developed in part because only one
president this century has secured
a majority vote. Every election was

held as scheduled even though
Allende's coalition often received a

trouncing at the polls. There were
threats made against the

Congress, but virtually every
executive makes threats against

their legislature, (Richard Nixon
and Francis Sargent, for exam-
ple) . In the past, relations with the

legislature had been strained so

severely that Edwardo Frei, the

president from 1964 to 1970, was not

allowed to leave the country by
Congress at one point.

The economy was in very poor
condition but his can be in part
attributed to the failure of the
economic elites to cooperate with
the government. But does the
condition of the economy justify an
overthrow of the elected leaders?
The rate of inflation was close to
300 percent and there were shor-
tages of basic necessities. The
inflation rate should not be com-
pared with the United States but
instead with previous Chilean
rates, because inflation has always
been a problem in this and other
Latin American nations. Between
1950 and 1958 prices increased
1,500%, an average annua! in-

crease of close to 200%. Frederico
Gil reported in 1966 that inflation
and anti-inflationary programs,
were forcing the working classes
into a "social and economic
regression and they resent it bit-

terly." The middle classes were
also being adversely effected at
that time. It is evident that in-

flation was not a creation of the
most recent government. Gil also
noted that in 1966 food production
was not keeping pace with the
growing population. This caused
the food shortages as much as the
land distribution programs.
The forces working against the

Marxist regime were both national
and foreign. First, there was the
United States and its multi-
national cooperations, principally

the copper companies and ITT.
The nationalization of the copper
mines had begun under the
previous administration but even

Faculty Unionization
By PAUL WALLACE

There are many issues that are dominant on college campuses, but few
affect students, faculty, and the whole concept of education. All of us are
living in an age where we think it proper to be represented, and have
articulated voices "speaking for us". This being the case, the UMass
faculty will be put to the test of having articulated voices "speaking for

them". This November a vote will be held as to the idea of unionization or
non-unionization among the faculty.

How all of this affects the students is very interesting, at least from a
historical perspective. During the late 60's, we saw students coming
together trying to put a more significant input into our government's
decisions. During the late 60's, we also saw students coming together in

an attempt to make education a little more meaningful. Looking back, we
saw killings on college campuses, and students were told to be students.

Now the 70's are here and the teachers are uniting.

What will the students do in November if the faculty should come
together to make their education a little more meaningful? What will the

students do in November if the faculty should come together to put a little

more input into their decision process?

What happens if the faculty demonstrates, if they march on the ad-

ministration building-or even demand to be heard! ?! Looking back on

history we know what could happen. Here lies the paradox : history has
moved on, and the only thing that appears to have changed, is that we see
different players.

The concept of unionization is an extremely important one. The faculty

is trying to formalize their togetherness and the students are trying to

make attempts to come together. One can only hope that this university

does not bust all this cohesion.

Paul Wallace is a Collegian commentator.

The UN Is Useless
By MARC LSEIBEL

Kurt Waldheim stool pigeon

extraordinaire has dismissed
criticism of the United Nations as

"unjust and unfair." And why
shouldn't he? If you were making
his salary so would you.

The United Nations as an in-

strument for the maintenance of

world peace is completely useless.

Its only function seems to be to

give the great propagandists of the

world a forum for sounding off,

especially those of the Third World
and the communist bloc. Un-

popular nations, notably Israel,

have never received a fair hearing

from the world body. When Israel

is the victim of terrorist atrocities

the Security Council does nothing,

whereas every Arab call for a

Security Council Emergency
Session brings a condemnation of

Israel.

With the United States paying

almost one-third of the UN bill it is

clear that they are getting "ripped

off." The United States does
nothing beneficial for itself or

others by listening to a continuous

barrage of irrational attacks by its

enemies.

The United Nations as a so-

called "peacekeeping" body is a

total failure When Gamel Abdel
Nasser said UN get out they got

out. Their efforts in Vietnam
thanks to the Poles and
Hungarians were another tragic

joke.

In today's world countries

cannot afford to have their

enemies tell them what to do, all in

the guise of peace. Yet that is what
the United Nations' does all the

time As long as there exist some
free people in the world, until there

is such a thing as world govern-

ment, organizations such as the

I N are needless, and I hope that

such will always be the case.

their humble efforts met with
serious objections from the USA.
ITT did not become one of the
administrations best friends,
either. Our beloved government
did not offer any major aid to this

freely elected leader, contrary to

Nixon's 1959 proposal for a warm
embrace for Latin American
democrats and a distant hand-
shake for dictators. Foreign aid
has often been used to punish anti-

US leaders and reward pro-US
governments. In the early sixties

we gave aid directly to friendly
state governors in Brazil but
refused it to the national govern-
ment because it was leftest. The
same pattern emerged in Chile; no
aid was available for the further
development of one of the most
stable, democratic nations in the
hemisphere because the govern-
ment was Marxist. We were not
asked to rebuild the nation; we
were just asked for some basic
economic aid.

Nationalists who opposed the

President could be found in the

upper and upper-middle classes
although this group expanded as
the economic situation worsened.
Allende proposed such drastic
changes that he would have been
opposed by the elite in any nation.

These elites used their con-
siderable economic and political

power to help destroy the Allende
regime. To even briefly mention
the social reforms that were
proposed in the last three years
would take a whole column.
Basically, attempts were made to

solve the housing shortage, ac-

celerate the existing land reform
programs, give the workers a
better standard of living and put
the major industries and essential

services in the hands of Chileans.
The importance of the mines being
controlled by nationals preferably
the government itself cannot be
overstressed. How would
Americans feel if GM were owned
by a Japanese firm?
Whatever can be said about

Salvador Allende, his opponents
should remember that democracy
cannot be saved or preserved by
the military, especially when they
govern.

Steve Anderson is a Collegian
columnist.

Editorial Points
Josh is coming! Josh is

comiqg! Josh has been coming
for so long that even Dr.
Reuben can't explain it.

• • •

Ever notice how the passage
between the Campus Center
and the Student Union, the one
behind the Hatch kitchen, looks
like a scene out of the
Posseidon Adventure? Does
that mean the Campus Center
is doomed to capsize?

• * *

One observer noted that, at a
recent fire drill at Leach
House, almost as many guys as
girls evacuated the building. It

seems the main concern
nowadays is making sure you
didn't leave your dope lying
around.

The Democrats raised five

million bucks with their
telethon last weekend. That's
enough to fill about two of

Gordon Liddy's suitcases.
• * *

If the Senate stalls at con-

firming Kissinger's ap-
pointment, it might be because
they're considering him for a
higher post. Vice President
Kissinger? It may be difficult,

since he's foreign-born, but
since when does Nixon worry
about such minor details as the

Constitution?
* • *

Don't you hate professors
who check attendance and then
ask questions to only those
people who didn't show up for

the last class?

Solidarity With Chile
By PEDRO HERNANDEZ

Imperialism has unleashed all its fury in Chile. Employing its most
effective took, native fascism, international reaction just took the ex-
treme measure of overthrowing, POPULAR UNITY government headed
by President Salvador Allende.
Nobody should be surprised by this. The process that was taking place

in Chile. Where condition for the complete taking of power by the people
and the construction of socialism were being created, was to menacing
for the interest of imperialism in Latin America. It would have been
illusory that would wait with its arms crossed. But revolutionaries cannot
keep their arms crossed before imperialism's assault.
The news that we are receiving from Chile at present is scant, con-

fusing, contradictory and obviously filtered by imperialism's
propaganda machinery. The poor news report we receive from Chile
indicate that the military men are facing the valiant resistance of which
the Chilean People are capable. All revolutionaries throughout the World
must stand beside the Chilean People offering whatever help is necessary
in this moment so crucial to the history of Latin America and the World.
The Worid Socialist Party stated their commitment to send volunteers

to Chile. Should a civil war be unleashed in that sister Republic two
months ago, when the first attempt of a coup d'etat seemed imminent.
This offer, which we reiterate now, does not come from thin air. It is

just that when a people confront imperialism it is not isolated peoples who
participate in that conflict that in fact, would be reason enough to offer
them solidarity. When a people face imperialism it is not just its future
that is being debated, it is the future of humanity. If Chile falls, the entire*
revolutionary process of Latin America will be affected. It is not that the
doors to Revolution will close, but the defeat would undoubtedly mean a
setback for the progress of revolutionary forces of the continent to
recover from this setback would require serious efforts. We trust fully

that the Chilean People will be able to organize its resistance to this
severe blow that we all suffer.

More than that, we trust that from the confrontation there will emerge
a victorious Chile, living a qualitative coup that will take the people to
power, with all the machinery of the bourgeois state, including its armed
forces, totally destroyed. At this moment, all revolutionaries in this

country as well as the World..Should put aside their mentari sectarisms
and stand beside Chile, offering her complete solidarity.

HASTA LA VICTORIA SIEMPRE!

Pedro Hernandez is a Collegian commentator.
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FINAST

AMERICANCHEESE
Driexe

Slices 12 u
VMte Mi

•r Color 69
Sarpanto

Snrtddad £ 69
c

V 37°

Pizza Cheese
Finast Sour Cream
Parkay Margarine m
Orange Juice

Pillsbury

Trust Finast for Honest Value!

Fnast
100* rvt

Cinnamon Rons

Ik QQC

8 59
c

3W *1

IS off T„r B 25 off
WITH THIS

COUPON 20 off
WITH THIS

COUPON
Toward the purchase of one pkg 24 t • Toward the purchase of one pkg 100 ' Toward the purchase of 2-5 oz pkgs

BesPuk XT Tea
Bags

C Valid thru

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

i Sepl 22 t&Stf! c v *iKJ thru Sept ?? \M M C Valid thru Sept 22 f&

i A Potato Bods

WITH THIS

COUPON15 off
Toward the purchase of one 49 oz pkg

FliHy oil'

C Rag Rat >i Valid thru Sept 22

1-V n I| WITI

l«l UII COUPON

Toward the purchase of 3-18) oz pkgs

Pillsbury
CattMIlM

OouWe Devd Food,
Gold or Sour Cream

Toward the purchase of one 1 lb can | Toward the purchase of 2-11 oz pkgs

13 off
WITH THIS

COUPON

Coffee
I

thru Sept 22 122 •*!

Maxwell

House
Betty

Crocker ie Crust

Valid thru Sept 22•^-•i ^^ka^****! «» ¥«"u ""u aepi tc ^^^^

10 oil
WITH THIS

COUPON FREE WITH THIS

COUPON
Toward the purchase of one 23j oz pkg one 3 oz bar

Deity Crocker52 !
Wsfc Spriii Soop

|j.
c__Jl«i™ SW H_ 8j^£ >

___vjiij,jsa'JljStSfl 1 i

ti purckaaa at 2 bar< at Rag Prica

RagRai | Valid thru Sept 221J
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Letters To The Editor
Cutting Bus Service To Belchertown

*» Kriitnr-T0
AIofn

Ed
!a,°

r:
» ^ ,

Administration has foundAgain the students of the answer to one of the foremost

,?r
r
,
'* "ISSI^-! - Phih-ophic.1 questions ofa™'the fine decisions of the

Administration-that of cutting the
bus service to the people in

Belchertown. As usual, in an
overwhelmingly student minded
move, our Administrators have
chosen to screw us again. After all

where do their priorities exist but

in their pockets? They have a car
to get to campus and they own their

own parking space; doesn't
everyone? Besides there's going to

be no parking problem on campus,
so why should there be any worries
about a few more cars.

I Was overjoyed this summer to

existance. So now I know that
myself and the ten other Univer-
sity affiliated people in my house
do not exist. This is quite a relief to
say the least.

It was fortunate that the decision
was made in the summer and I

hope no one suffered for the heat,
but I forgot, Whitmore is air-

conditioned. That lapse of time
really gave people plenty of time in

order to decide either how they
were going to get in or what time to
get up so they could hitch in. I'm
sure it was deeply appreciated by
all concerned. How does the

receive a letter stating that the bus philosophy go; cut the bus routes
service was conviently curtailed from Belchertown to force people
for lack of patronage. It's fine to take their cars and then increase
feeling to know that our the parking rates to squeeze more

Exacerbating Racism
To The Editor:

A decision was made by the Human Relations Department of the
School of Education which was virtually antagonistic to the foundations
of the Affirmative Action Program. A section of B'nai Brith, the Anti-
Defamation League made a racist attack upon the admission status of

the national minorities and women. Claiming that the Affirmative Action
program was discriminating against majorities the Anti-Defamation
League pressured the University into activating six graduate admissions
previously not accepted. This not only clouds the issue of anti-semitism
by which jews are considered to be part of the nationally oppressed
peoples but further misleads majority students into believing that Af-
firmative Action is not in their own interests. The Anti-Defamation
League's tactics of fighting anti-semitism are antithetical to the goals.
One would expect that anti-semitism would not be combatted by racism.

The University is federally funded to enforce the Affirmative Action
program and under Ziena Tolona it did not do so in an acceptable man-
ner. The methodology which Affirmative Action goals were implemented
by Ms. Tolona appear only as a way by which to avoid the program goals.
Departments were given leeway to project their own methods of applying
Affirmative Action, thus leaving loopholes by which they could virtually
ignore the goals of the program. The Affirmative Action program by not
protesting CCEBs cutbacks has revealed the pansy role it attends to play
in ending racism and male supremacy. Furthermore, Affirmative Action
by allowing the relinquishment of the six admissions has exacerbated
racism on campus.
Let us hope that the Affirmative Action Program will fulfill its goals.

Theresa I. Can-

money out of them? I hope
everyone is warm and dry in

Whitmore while I'm hitching in

through the rain and snow.

Finally, I reach the golden age,

21 or a senior, and can cut the
umbilicus of Whitmore's fostering

guidance. So in May of 1973 six of

us sign a contract to rent a house in

Belchertown because its on the bus
route and what do the illustrious

gods at Whitmore do, but cut the
service. But why am I so critical,

because I can always reap the new
benefits of my University fees in

other ways. Now, instead of busses
going to Rolling Green every fif-

teen minutes, they go every five

minutes. What a glorious piece of

trivia, maybe I should sleep in the

parking lot of Rolling Green in-

stead of my house, that way I won't
have to hitch in. Since the 11 people
in my house alone do not exist in

the eyes of the Administration, the
daily service was dropped from
five inbound and five outbound
trips to zero.

Why can't some of the five-
minute trips to Rolling Green be
reduced in number and some
implemented version of the
Belchertown route revived?
Possibly two inbound and two
outbound trips could be arranged
or even the sending of a bus on
which people could pay some
reasonable fee. But like always the
Administration's decisions are
made with a fatal consistency,
having their eyes closed and,
according to the old proverb, with
their heads (if they exist) up their
pompous, and most obvious means
of excretion.

Dan Shav

Explaining The Price Differences
To The Editor:

I'd like to reply to the letter

written by Michael Schwartz in

Monday's edition of the Collegian

entitled "Textbook Prices: Where
Will It End?"

In his letter Mr. Schwartz
complains of two textbooks being

priced higher at the Annex than in

two other bookstores and with this

knowledge assumes the Annex is

"ripping off" the students^nd

students therefore should "return
to the late sixties."

Since I have been unable to reach
Mr. Schwartz and therefore
identify the texts to which he is
referring, I can only reply to his

letter by explaining what probably
caused the price difference and
also by explaining our situation in

relation to other bookstores.
First, the book which sold for $.65

cheaper at Worcester was

Test Your Charm
To The Editor:

Come and test your charm at Northampton State Hospital.
Northampton Volunteers is a group of people who get involved with the

mentally ill of Northampton State Hospital. Mostly these people are
desperately lonely. We try and brighten things up a little by visiting with
the patients. And believe me your personality will get a work out, if not in
the hospital, certainly on the bus. You may also learn how to improve
your card and pool game. You, will also satisfy that searching soul of
yours, knowing that you have reached out and touched someone.
Well the gist of my letter is that we need you. Northampton Volunteers

will be conducting a tour of the hospital and a general orientation tonight.
You need bring nothing but your spirit.

If you wou)d like more information, we will have a table in the Campus
Center this Week, or else just come Thum. Th* bus will leave from in

front of Hasbrouck at 6:30 and in frontM PatArson tin Southwest) at

6:35. We return to UMass at 9:30. ™ T f
In this life you have got to give a little sooner or later. Northampton

Volunteers ask you to give now. C mon shake the world a little.

Debbie Daniels

probably a case where that par-
ticular store already had the texts
on hand before the publisher in-

creased his list price. We, in turn,
may have bouPht them after than
increase anr" r. forced to sell

accordingly.

Second, the book which his friend
bought at Holyoke Community
College was either the same
situation as described above, or
simply a mistake in pricing.

In both cases, I wish Mr. Sch-
wartz had brought this matter to

our attention before accusing us of
purposely ripping anyone off. Had
he done so, we would have in-

vestigated the matter and ex-
plained it to him.

Also, I'd like to point out that

textbooks sold at the Annex carry a
5 per cent discount from the retail

price of the book-a practice very
few bookstores in the country offer,

and our pre-priced paperbacks are
sold at the same price as all other
bookstores.

With this in mind, I hope such
accusations as "blatant ex-
ploitation" can be avoided in the
future.

Peter Pezza
Textbook Manager

RADIO 91.1
If you're not currently working at WMUA and you would like to

become involved, come to this important meeting.

Thursday, Sept. 20 at 8:00 p.m. C.C. Rtn. 105

U1MUA
91.1 FM

free form / informative radio

Who's Joshing Who?
To The Editor:

It has recently come to my attention that a hoax is being perpetrated
upon the greater student body at the University. It has become obvious
that a small group of commercial racketeers is behind this barrage of
JOSH propaganda. Who is JOSH? What is JOSH? It is time the facts were
known.

Some say he is a Jesus Christ reincarnate-now who's joshing who Whowould have the audacity to believe he was Christ and what mindless
morons would believe him? Karl Marx once said that religion is the
opiate of the people. To believe that JOSH is the Son of God is like
believing that Richard Nixon is a great prophet.

It is my conclusion from the evidence I have gathered that JOSH is a
new species of seedless grape. When JOSH comes knocking on our
campus front door we must realize that we are not dealing with an or-
dinary fruit. We must pulverize these rumors and with that drink the
wines of our success, for. as someone once said, "through knowledge
comes advancement, but through superstition comes ignorance
"Judge not and Ye shall not be judged."

( Book of Punter Ch. 8 v 23.)

Beaver Hunting
>r: O

Douglas Nicoll

To The Editor

For those of us who were away for the summer, aside from campus
having the Twilight Zone ambiance of a deserted amusement park,
nothing happened. Oh yes, something did happen. A herd of zany beavers
invaded Cranberry Pond. Needless to say a worried UMass decider
decided to ban beavers from the pond. Reacting to this the beavers had a
be-in, attended not only by the furry dearlings but by numerous nature-
loving voyeurs. The deciders put up signs, but the beavers were
adamant. And if you go to the right places at Cranberry Pond on a warm
afternoon, you may get a peek at a cracked beaver,. . er, I mean a crack
of a piqued beaver. Good hunting.

Stephen Ronan

Qma

•*' »" flmHERST CHINESE FOOD t*«out
6? Mam Strttt. Amherst 253-70S

Hot and Sour Soup 95
Bean Curd with Mushrooms 2.50

Beef with Green Pepper 2.95

Moo Shi Beef 3.25

Shrimp with Black Beans 3.50

Peking Duck < must order 2 days in advance) 15.00
Hours: M .T.Th.. 12-10 p.m.; Frt. Sat., iz-izp.m.; Sunday. 4-10 p.m.; Clot-ei. ••—

•

-

Dinners
are being served

in the

HATCH
Mon. - Fri 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.

Sat. & Sun. all day

of course Spaghetti Night

Every Saturday

The
un-dormitories.

( ,M\il oil « .impus lu inn — indoors and out — .it rtthir ot two mrxi
• •rri.ip.irim«ril<<MH|)l«-xrs «>nU minul«-N jw.tv h\ < .ir or dike trom
XmhcrsK oilier downtown \mhrrstorl \1.tv, Sow M ( e

(
>imi;

,ip,)li< ,ition«. tot N ptrmiMr

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• (ourlcsv bus l<> I Via*
.ind town

• 1.2. J bucJrm jpts

• h«\it & air t onditionmt;

• wjll-ln-v\.ill(,irp(>iin«

• atppiunufi kite hotis

• truster W jnlcnn.t

• l«iun<lr\ lj( times

• p.irktni; I .irsK bikes

• 2 sv\immmu pools v\ith

^untler ks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• l.iwns tor sotth.il I.

loolbjll. badminton

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• J-be<lrm jpts

• he.il & jir < or.ditioninn

• roonn ( losets, stur.^e

• v\dll-lo-vvdll < drpehnu
• nvisier TV dntenn.i

• modern kiTc hens
• selt-( ledninn ovens
• ele< trie rdnnes

• stdtnless-steel sinks

• cltshvvdshers disposdls

• 2-door reln^erdtors

• loundrv t.u times

• suimminir, |>ool

RINT: S200/month.
(utilities in< ludt'di

CAU 413-66S-3856
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Court Order Forces

End Of Gas Strike

Sextuplets Fight

For Survival
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A court order opened many

Massachusetts gasoline pumps
Wednesday that had been closed to

protest Phase IV price controls,

but some dealers, especially in the

western part of the state, continued

their shutdown.
The shutdown, which began

Tuesday and was planned to last

three days, was only partly suc-

cessful from the start, but did lead

to lines of waiting motorists at

some stations and reported threats

to owners of some stations that

stayed open.

A temporary restraining order
prohibiting service station owners
from banning together to close was
issued late Tuesday by Judge
Vincent R. Brogna in Norfolk

Superior Court.

The order was issued at the

request of Atty. Gen. Robert H.

Quinn. It did not pertain to in-

dividual dealers but to dealers
"acting in concert." It prohibits

retailers from harassing or
picketing owners of stations that

stayed open.

A hearing was scheduled for

Friday, the day after the planned
protest was to end, on Quinn's
request for a permanent in-

junction.

The Automobile Legal
Association said Wednesday that

based on its statewide survey of

FASHION

Pants by Happy Legs

Tops by Bago

Blouses by San Francisco

Shirtworks

KOHsb
201 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

Open Thurs. & Fri. til l 9

125-150 stations, approximately 30

per cent of the state's stations were
closed.

But, the ALA said that in the

metropolitan Boston area, about
half of the stations that had been
closed Tuesday vere open Wed-
nesday.

It said that south of Boston, most
stations in the Brockton area were
open and that threatened closures
on Cape Cod largely failed to

materialize. To the north, most
stations in the Merrimack Valley
area were open, the ALA said.

The association said in suburbs
west of Boston near Massachusetts
9 that had been hard hit by closures
Tuesday, approximately 70 per
cent of the stations were open.
The ALA found about 20 per cent

of stations in Worcester County in

the central part of the state were
open.

But, in western areas of

Springfield and the Berkshire
Hills, the ALA said 45 per cent of

stations surveyed were closed,

only a slight change from T uesday

.

It said many dealers in western
sections said they were waiting for

individual notification before
opening.

Harold P. Murphy Jr. of

Springfield, president of the
Springfield Gas Dealers
Association and a spokesman for

the shutdown, said Wednesday he
had not received legal papers
pertaining to the closings and that

he would not instruct owners to sell

gas until he had papers.

In Lowell, north of Boston, ap-

proximately 50 service station

owners met Wednesday and voted
to open in compliance with the

court order.

In Leominster, the owners of 16

stations said they closed after

some owners or relatives were
threatened either by phone or in

person.

Police said they were seeking
three men whoallegedly threatened

some owners. One of the three men
alleged to have a pistol.

Uuinn, in asking for the court

injuntion, said a mass shutdown of

stations could be dangerous
"especially to users of ambulance,
police, fire and safety vehicles."

Murphy said, "That really isn't

so. We have made provisions for

emergencies.

By JUDY STOWELL
Associated Press Writer

DENVER, Colo. ( AP) - A cadre

of doctors and nurses worked
Wednesday to combat a lung

disease in three of the remaining
five Stanek sextuplets. The
smallest of the six babies died

Tuesday night of the same illness.

Doctors said Catherine, the only

surviving girl, Nathan and Steven
Stanek showed symptoms of the

hyaline membrane disease that

claimed the life of Julia after 44

hours of blood and breathing dif-

ficulties.

Catherine and Nathan were
given blood transfusions overnight
in an attempt to alleviate the

disease which is common in

premature infants.

Doctors at Colorado General
Hospital said Catherine was in

poor but improving condition after

a complete blood exchange
transfusion. Nathan also was in

poor condition. He was given a

transfusion, but not a complete
blood exchange.
Steven was reported in fair

condition, but improving.

Jeffrey's condition dropped

slightly from good to fair Wed-
nesday and his brother, John, was

still in good condition. Both were

reported in good condition

Tuesday and were fed their

mother's milk for the first time.

The sextuplets were born aim-

day night to Edna Stanek, 34, and
Eugene J. Stanek, 31 of Lakewood,
Colo. Until Julia's death they were

believed to be the only living set of

sextuplets, said Dr. Tibor Engel,

an obstetrician who said he had
made a compurterized search of

medical records on multiple births.

The sextuplets weighed from
just under two pounds to just under

three pounds. Mrs. Stanek had
been taking a fertility drug,

Pergonal, before becoming
pregnant.

Hyaline membrane disease was
described by Ted Wrenn, a

hospital spokesman, as a film

formed on the inside of the lung

when air and blood come in con-

tact. That film prevents the escape
of carbon dioxide, the gas exhaled
when oxygen is taken from the air

by the lungs.
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Indian College
Approved

BOSTON (AP)- Plans for a college of American
Indian affairs and a cultural center have received

preliminary approval of the U.S. Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, the Boston Indian

Council says.

The college and center are proposed for the former
Naval Ammunition Depot in Hingham. The property

is listed as surplus government land, and the council

said the HEW would seek title to the land from the

General Services Administration and turn it over to

the council.

The council obtained a federal court injunction last

June prohibiting public sale of the land by the GSA.
The council has reduced its request from 250 to 86

acres. A hearing is scheduled in federal court Friday

in connection with sale of the property.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 17

Cape Ann Rep.

Plans Sail-In
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine (AP)- A state

representative from one of the nation's oldest fishing
ports wants to sail a dragger up the Potomac to focus
attention on the plight of the New England fisherman.
Rep. Richard Silva, R-Glouchester, offered

Wednesday to transport 12 to 15 regional officials and
fishermen to Washington where they would meet with
congressmen.

Silva said the idea was designed to enlist support of
a proposed 200-mile offshore fishing limit that would
protect the nation's fisheries against uncontrolled
foreign competition.

Commissioner Spencer Apolonie of the Maine
Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries suggested
that the idea could be expanded to include a boat from
some of the other New England states.

Udall Attacks
Price Control

LOWELL, Mass. (AP)- Stewart

Udall, former U.S. secretary of the

interior, said Wednesday that the

Nixon Administration's price

control program is a failure and
should be "junked" for a "free

market system."
Udall spoke at a news conference

during a day-long visit here
sponsored by the Kennedy Library
and the Lowell League of Women
Voters.

The former interior secretary

said he sympathized with retail

gasoline dealers, many of whom
have closed down their service

stations this week to protest Phase
IV policies.

Udall said fuel prices will

eventually rise, and consumers
"must be prepared to pay the

cost."

"The automobile is the most
wasteful means of transportation

ever invented," he said. "Our job

in this country today is to get good,

cheap public transportation.

"Shoes For The Entire Family"

Pioneer Valley Factory Shoe Outlet
East St., Ware, Mass. - in the Industries Yard.

First Quality Shoes for the Entire Family

at Factory Prices in Our Factory Store.

Price
/

Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat.

Friday to 9 p.m.

fmOTALL LOOK

TRICOT LINED
FAMOUS NAME SHOES

^20 Value

13-77 10-77 11-77

FREE

SHUTTLEBUS
From Campus Center (Bus circle)

to McDonald's
(your kind of place)

7 DAYS A WEEK
FROM 11 AM to 7 PM

KICHTATHOME Off
TftET CAMPUS I

TAN WrTM BLACK OP
RED WITH BLACK
.SMOOTH OR KRINKLE"

THE ON£ You'll uve iff!
BROWN ANTfOUED LOOK
With white cr^ip^.
PLATFORM fftLC

SI*.ES 5/q t« 10 NMR6W oyyyiED. WlDFTH

THIS SHOE IS £* SOFT
YflU'LL WANr MORFTHAW ONE !

tan or slack
SMOOTH OTk KRlMKLe

» » 1 i »

McDonalds
®

You deserve a break, today,

(and we'll help you get it.)

377 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY
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Helping Youngsters

N.E.S.
Northern Educational Service, a

student run tutoring program will

be starting October 1st, with a

slightly different format. The
N.E.S. program involves UMass
students tutoring Springfield

school-children at three centers in

the city. In the past, there were
various N.E.S. store-front centers

in Springfield used for tutoring.

Last year, N.E.S. was operating

only one tutoring center, but with

cutbacks in federal funds, the

center was unable to re-open. This
year tutoring will be going on at

three different locations in

Springfield: the North End
Community Center, the South End
Community Center and the Hill

Recreational Program in the De-
Berry School. Tutoring at these

places will be somewhat more
flexible than it has been in the past

since volunteers will be allowed to

choose the center which suits them
the best and select the type of

activities they are most interested

in.

Along with tutoring, other
aspects of learning can be
arranged such as trips to

museums, concerts, plays and of

course, parties. Last year, 80

Springfield children attended the

annual Spring Picnic at UMass.
N.E.S. will provide tran-

sportation to and from the
Springfield tutoring centers, in the

afternoons and the evenings. For
tutoring one or more times a week
this semester a UMass student can
possibly earn 1 or 2 academic
credits.

If you are interested in this type

of activity or would like more in-

formation please call 545-0575 or

come to the N.E.S. office in 426 A
Student Union.

Mike Johnson
In Concert

Today at noon on Metawampe Lawn behind the UMass Student

Union, and also on Friday, September twenty-eight, at seven-thirty

PM in the Student Union Ballroom, a concert will be presented by
recording artist Mike Johnson. Mr. Johnson, originally from
Chicago, has been playing guitar for eleven years and was a

member of the first all white blues group the country where he
played with such famous artists as Mike Bloomfield and Charlie
Musclewhite. He has jammed with Harvey Mandel, Paul But-

terfield and Alvin Bishop.

His background includes a variety of dramatic experiences with
drugs, mysticism, religion, and music which he candidly sings and
talks about on stage.

For the past two years, Mr. Johnson has been touring the east

coast presenting his original material in the folk, rock, jazz style.

His humorous and truthful raps and outstanding guitar playing

have enthralled audiences from Maine to Florida.

a
'A Scary Thing Happened

To Me Last Spring"
BOSTON ( AP) -A letter from an irate citizen who found nearly all of his

family listed in the FBI's crime file data bank has spurred Gov. Francis W.
Sargent to protest the computerized system.
Sargent said Wednesday he is writing to all of the nation's governors

urging them to join with him in petitioning the Justice Department and
Congress to provide safeguards on the data systems which, he added,
contains the names of thousands of innocent citizens.

The governor also released the letter written to him which began, "a
scary thing happened to me last spring.

"A relative of mine got a job as a deputy sheriff. One bored night on
dispatcher duty, he ran his family through the National Crime In-

formation Center. Ten out ofeleven of us were listed."

While none had criminal records the man found his mother listed

because when she was 18 neighbors complained of a noisy sorority party.

Hancock Building;

A Major Hazard
BOSTON (AP) - The city's

economy has been harmed and its

residents inconvenienced by
delays in building the John Han-
cock Co. tower, Richard R.
Thuma, city building com-
missioner, said.

The 60-story office building in

Copley Square is the tallest in New
England. It was to be opened in

1971. Company officials now say
the building is scheduled to be
occupied in September, 1974.

The company said the delay was

caused by problems with the glass

that covers the building. Panes fell

off during high winds, and many
have been replaced with plywood
while test and studies are made.

Streets around the building

usually are closed to traffic during

high winds, and Thuma said,

"When they close off the streets, it

is an inconvenience to the citizens

and the people who own property

nearby.
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How you express yourself
depends upon your camera

Today almost everybody is getting into photography
And it s not the snapshot variety People are doing
sports stories, nature stories, portraits— you may
even have a friend who s doing photographs through
a microscope Or a telescope
You also know that everybody has his own idea

about which camera is best That s why it s important
for you to know about the Canon F-1 Because its the
system camera that s fast becoming the favorite of

professionals And the new status symbol among
photography enthusiasts

The whole F-1 system includes over 40 lenses and
200 accessories Its capable of doing virtually

everything in photography So whatever idea you
have for a picture, the F-1 has the equipment to make
sure you get it

Because it was conceived from the beginning as a
system, it works as a system All the elements are
quickly and easily interchangeable No matter which
lens or accessory you use with the F-1 body you won t

have the feeling that something has been
tacked on."

What s more the F-1 is comfortable to handle
Years of research went into the design of the F-1 body
and placement of controls so your fingers fall

naturally into place. You II appreciate this comfort
when you re on assignment Its also an important
thing to keep in mind if you re investing in a camera
you plan to keep a long time
Canon has been in the optics industry over 37

years We make microscope equipment, amateur and
professional movie cameras and TV lenses Its this

experience that helps make our still cameras the best
selling cameras in Japan In America, it's just a matter
of time

See your dealer for more information He'll also
show you Canon s other SLR cameras, like the FTb
and TLb Both of which offer accurate metering, easy
film loading, a wide range of lenses and the same
standard of engineering that goes into the F-1

.

Canon
C.inon USA !ru ! Nev.i : i D> vc IjKc Success New YorK 11040
C.inon USA l»»c 457 Fullorton Awonut Elmhurst Illinois 60126
C.inon Opt.cs & Buvtcss M.u n nes Co inc 123 East Paulanno Avenue Costa Mesa California 92626
C inpn QtM , s \ H ' i C.in.icla Ltd Ontario
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where innovation is a tradition

357BAM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

50 WATTS CONTINUOUS POWER
( AT 8 OHMS ( RMS) BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

FET FRONT END maximizes sensi-
tivity, VIRTUALLY ELMIMINATES SPURIOUS
SIGNALS, RECEIVES MORE STATIONS WITH
LESS DISTORTION.
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FOR A LIMITED TIME YOU CAN PURCHASE THIS SCOTT 357B
RECEIVER IN A COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEM AND SAVE $24080

Complete Stereo Package Includes:

SCOTT 357B AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

2 KEMPP 3 BKa, 3-SPEAKER
3-WAY SYSTEM With 1 2" woofer

GARRARD 42M/P PROFESSIONAL
CHANGER WITH BASE & DUST COVER
PICKERING V15/ATE4 MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGE - DIAMOND STYLUS

Iff

IK

Iff

Iff

Iff

Iff

Iff

IF PURCHASED COMPLETE
SEPARATELY PACKAGE

*588 80 0NLY
$

You get MORE than low prices at DEL PADRE. You get

Dependability! Convenience! Service! PLUS Western

New England's greatest assortment. Budget terms, too!

999 WORTHINGTON ST

SPtlNGRElD
- Mon -Thun -Fn to 9

i Dayi to 5 30

141 MAIN ST.,

NORTHAMPTON
Shop Thun. to 9 P.M.
All Othor Ooyt to 5 30

1191 BOSTON ROAD
SPRINGFIELD

Shop fvory Night to 9
Sat. to 5:30

' ' " -••.•.•.•.•..•-•...•
. .w . •-•AISMoMoV • •*»»»• .v*'»v • %' -••*
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Attorney For Students:

Cars : They Gotta Be Insured
By RICHARD HOWLAND
Attorney For Students

The problem of getting a car on

the road in Massachusetts is worth
very careful attention by the

uninitiated ( mostly, lawyers and
insurance agents may be con-

sidered "initiated") . Two systems

of exquisite complexity confront

"no fault" insurance and the

"title" system. They exist along

side registration and licensing ( of

drivers) and for all of us at the

University and many other places,

parking registration. Out of staters

can sidestep a scintilla of the

foregoing but must add special

registration as an out of state

student which, incredibly, costs

nothing! ( register at UMass
Police Station)

.

Before bathing in the pretentious

"wisdom" that follows, please

emphatically remember to consult

an insurance agent, a lawyer, the

registry, the police or a licensed

car dealer before operating,
buying or selling any motor vehicle

about which you have the slightest

doubt of any particular. Fines for

errors are high!

No fault insurance

Every motor vehicle registered

in Massachusetts must carry
compulsory insurance ( old style

protection for the other guy),
which has become much less ex-

pensive, and one of three forms of

so-called "no fault" insurance.

Option One
This costs the most and virtually

guarantees the repair or
replacement of your car within

fifteen days of proof of loss to your
insurance company. There may be
a deductible < which will probably

be eliminated this year) but for the option not to be covered at all. It

high cost of solid protection you means that you will be totally

can insure your car against all loss responsible for any damage or loss

or damage regardless of fault for to your car. Under "no fault" YOU
its damage or destruction. I

believe it is the best insurance

available, but it most assuredly is

not for everyone. The economic
fact is that with high premiums
you may find yourself paying the

price of your car every few years if

the car is several years old or

otherwise reduced in value.

Remember insurance will only

restore the car to the condition it

was in before damage, not improve
it.

Option Two
This feature purports to cover

your car in the event you are in-

volved in an accident and are not at

fault. Practically speaking this

means if you are struck from
behind or while legally parked or if

the other party is convicted of a

motor vehicle crime, you will

collect but almost never other-

wise! It is really old style collision

insurance with the proviso that you
be guiltless. The premiums are not

as high as for Option One but in my
personal opinion no one should

ever buy this coverage. There are

too many factors involved and
insurance companies have little

trouble in side-stepping liability.

At least ten students this year have
been victimized by this type of

insurance. In my opinion, if your
car is vital to you and is worth
more than five or more times the

Option One premium, you should

carry that coverage and never
Option Two.
Option Three
This "coverage" is actually your

I hove You,

Alice B. Toklas

with Peter Sellers

FRIDAY, SEPT. 21

Admission: 50*

S.U.B.

7: 00 & 9: 00

ARE PROHIBITED FROM
BRINGING SUIT SUC-
CESSFULLY AGAINST THE
OTHER DRIVER, except in

catastrophic circumstances if you

are both Massachusetts cars. You

are therefore also prohibited from
seeking any reimbursement from
the other driver and if attempted

you may be committing a crime

such as extortion or malicious

prosecution.

What it boils down to is: if you

need the car and it makes
economic sense, buy option one; if

the cost is prohibitive, elect option

three and be prepared to assume
the complete economic burden of

loss or damage to your vehicle.

Title and Registration

Massachusetts, like most other

states, has implemented very close

records of car ownership. The
details are pretty complicated and
are not the province of laymen. By
that I mean don't bother with the

hassle and seek appropriate help

( it doesn't cost extra)

.

Selling (and therefore buying)

any car not now covered by a title

requires a bill of sale notarized by

the seller I the buyer can't get it

notarized) . If the car is covered by

a title, signing the back of the title

is all that's required of the seller.

The buyer should then take the

notarized bill of sale or the signed

certificate of title to an insurance

agent and obtain the appropriate

insurance. The insurance agent

will simultaneously prepare all the

other documents for registration

and title which the buyer or the

agent can then take to the

Registry.

If you buy from a dealer in new
or used cars there should be no

problem.
Above all remember that the

plates must be attached to the car

they are registered to at all times

and only after the registry has

changed papers should plates be

transferred. What is even more
important is to be certain that any

car you operate is insured. The
fine for not being insured is a

minimum of $100.00.

If you are ever in doubt ask for

help or call a cab, it will be cheaper

in the short run.

Inspection Stickers

All Massachusetts cars must be

inspected twice annually against

certain obvious defects like

brakes, lights, tires etc. The
semiannual inspection period is

now going on and ends the end of

October. Failure to have a sticker

may cost a $10 fine but more to the

point, will result in your car being

towed in many cases. The alert

owner will get his or her car in-

spected early and in the event of

any defect that needs repair it can
be done before the end of the In-

spection period. A "Rejection"

sticker is not valid after the end of

the inspection period at all. You
can operate on such a sticker only

while the inspection period is not

ended. When you go to have the car

inspected be sure to bring your

registration and title as it is one of

the checks made.

"Film quotes and comments," a

production of the WMUA public

affairs department, premiers
tonight at 7:30 p.m. The show is

hosted by professor Thomas Bohn
of the communications studies

department

Hiking
Anyone?
The UMass Outing Club was

organized several decades ago in

1927. Over the years the Club's

activities have included: caving,

mountain climbing, hiking, flat

and white water canoeing, rock

climbing, ice climbing,
snowshoeing, Xcountry skiing, and
a host of other outdoor activities. If

you like to do something in the

outdoors, no matter what it is, you
are sure to find someone in the

Club with a similar interest to do it

with you.

Club trips have gone far and
near, from short day hikes on the

Holyoke Range or even closer a

caving trip through the maze of the

UMass drain system, to the Grand
Canyon in Arizona, the Tetons in

Wyoming, Mt. Hood in Oregon,
Disneyland in Florida, Guatemala,
Peru, and Canada. We have trips to

suit any level of expertise.

Club meetings are held weekly
on Monday nights at 6:30 in the

Campus Center, rooms to be an-

nounced in the NOTICES column of

the Daily Collegian the day of the

meeting. Meetings will alternate

between business meetings to

which all members are encouraged
to attend, and general interest

meetings consisting of lectures,

films, slide shows, technical
workshops, and discussions of

upcoming trips.

The Club also has a large bulletin

board located just to the left of the

entrance to the Student Union
Ballroom on which is posted lists of

upcoming trips and events of in-

terest.

HOW TO St PERFADE LEVIS. Want

your Levis to have that well-worm,

super -faded took? You tried, huh*, but

they came out with hole* and white

spots! Proven method tells you how to

quickly and safely fade blue denim. Mall

12 check or MO. to: W. Willed. Box 3*3.

Amherst. Ma. 01002

Wine and Cheese Nightcap

at Chi Omega
Thurs., Sept. 20 8:30 p.m.

Rides provided at Van Meter, Thoreau, Dickinson, Wope
and Newman at 8: 15 p.m.

FOR SALE FOR SALE

Dotrir Organ — Rood sound, can imitate

many other instruments, portable and

electric. Asking $15*. Good for band. Call

Miles. 256-6*11 mm

MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

Tape recordei . Panasonic, reel -to-reel. 2

iiihs included, spare parts kit also. $IM.
Knn. .W -3677. mm
Must pa\ for vasectomy. Will sell brand

new Nikkor 43-66 mm loom lens. 1175.

Phone quick, the girls are homy. 665-31*6.

mm
AMP render Super-reverb. 1*65-6 4 1*"

xpkrs . excellent cond . 1250. 6I7-544-3***

or 253-5*65. Woodv. mm
I- «r sale — pool tables, regulation or coin

operated. Write P.O. Bo* St. Amherst

MM mm
III speed Raleigh 25" frame. I 1/2 month

<4d. generator light & cable and lock. $85.

5M 1-3351. mm

K-track cartridge record /play deck
i make >our own), ex. cond.. 195: also

record changer. I.m sterling silver flute.

IMS, (allWW,

tf9/2l

Full time art in sec. for Klack Cultural

(enter wanted i mined Should have
knowledge of univ procedures. Call 545-

1179 I

lf»/2l

l menial women I prefer Japanese) for

waitressing in steak house Apply Valley

Lounge. Hte. I IK. Sunderland or call 665-

87(1 2.

U9/2I

t.iant clearance sale al Pauls

Oldtime Furniture. Wed. and Thurs.

We have a fine collection of junk. I

mean fine furniture, that we'd like to

sell to make more space in the store.

We also have a tot of dining room

tables and cheap bureaus, (iuess the

secret word and the duck will reward

you In Amherst behind Aubuchons.

253-3611.
H9/20

1*6* Volvo. 145-S. AM/FM. ax., radials.

roof rack, se.ooo miles. 1145a. Vermont.
802-643-2354.

mm)

A 12" Panasonic TV., red frame. I yr

old. HB.au. Ala* I track car stereo. Pioneer

spkr. and ten tapes. ttt.M. Call 253-53*7

anytime between 4-7.

mm
Sharp stereo AM/FM multiplex tuner

radio, needs work but exr spkrs. and
turntable fWor best * first offer. Call 253-

53*7. 4-7 everyday.
lava

Sears refrlg. palg 1120. sell for IM. Hot

plate, two burners. 120; green rug. very

clean. IS. Kefrig is leu. ft. Call 6*5-3546

mm
(.olden Retrievers — A.K.C.. II wka.

old wormed, shots, champ, bloodlines I-

477-H2t4.

tfl/21

Kill 17 spkrs; Garrard LAB72B w/OC
AHA Shure »IE cart.. LAF 750. f IM
w /stereo amp.. Raymar 8*5 FM tuner. I

yr. ago list was 1459. Now 1200 In ex.

rond.. 665-3269

mm
l sed Typewriters. Royal manuals.

Hccond
, like new. M day guarantee. 175.

New Olivetti elec. adders. I»95. Call
Brad. 546-6251.

mm
Charlemont. Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-
('.. cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or

quiet enjoyment. 1-413-339-6688

tf 10/19

One pair of AR-4X loudspeakers, worth
Si to when new. now 175 firm. Call 546-

tf9/21

Flandria MMpeed bike. 2 months old.

excellent condition (all 253-3985 evenings,

ask for Martv.
tf9/2l

UfApeed Gazelle Tour de l.'Avenir. 190

(all 6-6287. excellent condition

tf9/2l

8 track, FM. car stereo. 2 speakers,

cartridge box. anti-theft device, good buy.

Steve. 20K (rabtree. leave message.
t(9>24

FOR SALE
1*68 VW Bug. 64.01

dition. stand., green.

256-0116.

Beautiful all dark fur Raccoon coat, site

16. perfect condition. Must be seen to be
appreciated. Tel. 533-6151. Holyoke. Mats

mm
Is I too quiet in your car? FM stereo/8

track tape player, bought new for $115,

used 4 months. Yours for a mrasley $56.

665-3260.

9/2*

4.5 cu. ft. fridge, broiler, bake ov en. bat

plate. 4 band SW/AM radio, car radio
» /speakers. $116 for all Hitachi AM/FM
cassette recorder. $69. 549-1311 eve*.

U9/2I

1*6* Bultaco Mttralla MKII. 29* cc.

under 4560 mile*, goad cond. Asking $3*0

incl. some spare parts tt tools. Call 665-

2M4 after 5:36.

tff/2*

19" B A W portable T.V.. very good
cond.. 5 yrs. old. a steal. Call Steve. 318

(rabtree. 5-23*2 or 3*3. leave message if

I'm not there.

mm
Refrigerators by Delmonico. compact 5

cu. ft., new. still in carton, 5 year
guarantee. Only a few left for free

delivery. 549-6*23.

mm
Like new 3cu. ft. refrigerator. Call 256-

0527 anytime. $59.

tn/21

Gibson acoustic J-45 deluxe with Gibson
rase, good condition, list price $345. I'm

asking $135. 665-320)

If9/21

AKAI X-360 tape recorder, reel to reel. 3

motors. 3 heads. Call Mark Davis. 253-

9517.

9/26

Acoustic guitar. 6 steel strings. Aria.

Good case. $HS. Call Mark Davis. 2534517.

9/26

6 miles, good con-

$75* or best offer.

tn/2i

1962 Chevy Impala. standard, condition

fair, must sell! ! ! $16*. Call 665-3775.

U9/2I

I9S» Malik* sport coupe well kept. *
cyl.. automatic. 7 Urn (2 snows). $12*7.

will dicker. CaU 963-9437 before 3 p.m
tft-21

AUTO FOR SALE

rM7 Mustang Fastback. 289. 3-speed.

r&h. mags on new G-7* tares , excellent

mechanical condition. $69* or beat offer.

Call 546-7812.

tn/21

»R TT YW bus
compftpt* MWIC# Tt<mrm

256-8612

sim
available Call

tnv»

1*69 Triumph Spitfire conv., 4

new radials and snows, exc. running cond.

Call 545-*174. ask tor Al.

in-21

1*69 Chev. Nova. 4 dr
running cond. Call 562-

23* auto., good

tn/26

Con. Mercury, air cond., 3M eng.. good
tires, new rebuilt Lincoln Continental
trans., guaranteed to buyer for six mo.,
IK.000. Tel. Carey. II p.m., 6-6683.

tf9/26

1*67 Saab station wagon, has broken
piston ring. $13* take* this beauty. In-

cluding replacement motor. Beat of car

good. 2S6-069I

tn/21

39 miles per gill— — 1*7* Toyota
Corolla 1266. automatic. 4 new tire* under
warranty plus 3 spare tires. 586-24** after

6.

tn/21

Mustang convertible. 1*72. 15.000 miles.

A real bargain, must sell. Call 5M-5M7
mm

1967 BMW 16*6. sun roof, new tires plus

snows, goad cond.. $S3*. Call Sandy. 6-43*6

after 16:66 p.m. mm

1966 VW Bus. new clutch, good
runs good, best offer. 665-4142.

tires.

tf9/20

1969 Triumph 250cc -- knobby A
street tires. $250 or best offer ; 1967

Sunbeam Xlpine Sans. eng. * trans.,

extra parts avail.. $100; 1965 MGB.
parts. car 5 main eng. high rom-
pression. Will do tune-ups A minor
repairs on British cars. Alfa. Volvo,

VW. Fiat, (all 549-I24T

tf9/2l

1962 Buick Flectra. needs ignition work,
otherwise excellent condition, best offer.

Call 546-7059.

tn/21

1970 Chevelle Malibu 307. fine cond..

tires excellent, new brakes and muffler,

power steering and brakes. Asking $17**.

256-0464.

tn/24

1963 Comet . good condition . great deal at

$156. Call Debbie. Rm. 215. at 5-2642.

mm

1*61 Chevrolet Apache 1/2 ton pick-up

truck, good running condition, passes
inspection. Asking $150. 584-76*7 evenings.

tf*/25

1*71 Datsun 24*Z. AM/FM radio,

coating, snow tires, around $3,000.

negotiable. Phone 586-1552 evenings.mm
1965 Buick Skylark, power steering, new

tires, shocks and muffler, perfect running
order. Has Fall sticker. $250 Call 546-4242.

tn/21

1948 Chevrolet wagon "Woody". Needs
some work but definitely restoraMe.
Contact Collegian Office. $1260.

tn/21

For sale — 1976 BMW R69. asking $ 1 1*0.

silver, elec. start. 12.000 miles. Call 467-

3553 after 6 p.m.

tn/21

1969 VW Bug. new paint, muffler, tires,

battery, real clean, runs good. 58.00*

miles. See at DAM Sunoco, Rt. 9. across
from Zayre. 9 to 5 this week.

tn/21

1973 Honda CB356. four cylinder.
xx /many extras, tow mileage, best offer.

Phone 247-5586 after 7: 3* p.m.
tn/21

1*66 VW Bus camper. Interior fully in-

sulated, new paint Job. runs good, best
offer or will consider trade for motorcycle.
Days. 5-61*4.

tn/21

21

Racism Courses Offered
The TPPC Racism Resource Center invites you to participate in these

modules:

Lex No. 4805-Sp. Prob. in Ed-Racism Textual Analysis-Thurs., Sept. 27

10-12, Hills 467 ( 300 mods)

.

Les No. 4810-Sp. Probs. Upward Workshop-Racial Awareness and
Identity-Oct. 5, 4: 00; Oct. 6-7, 9-5, Hills 467 ( 200 mods)

Lex No. 4820-Sp. Probs. Interpersonal Skills in Racism in the Classroom-
Nov. 2-4, 9-5 p.m., Hills 467 (200 mods)

Lex No. 4825-Sp. Probs. Counteracting Racism in the Classroom-1-5 p.m.
IstThurs. each month; 10-12 1st Friday each month, Hills 467 ( 300 mods)

SIGN UP IN 121-School of Ed.

Chinese
Christian
Speaks

Frank Jean formerly of
mainland China will speak tonight
at 7:30 in the 163-complex at the
Campus Center. Mr. Jean left

China just before the Communist
take over. Since that time he has
spoken to people of all ages,
backgrounds, and nationalities.
The public is invited and a special
invitation is extended to all foreign
students at the university.

MDC Classifieds Sell

MBTA To Get Financial Aid?
BOSTON (AP) - House Speaker

David M. Bartley, D-Holyoke,
unveiled a $379.5 million bill

Wednesday which he said would
aid all modes of transportation in

Massachusetts.
The speaker said new taxes

would not be required to finance
the state contribution which, under
the plan, would amount to $133.5
million. The rest of the money, he
said, would come from the federal
government.
Under the bill, $35 million would

be applied to the Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority
MBTA deficit. Another $35 million
would be allocated for highway
related use for communities
outside the MBTA district.

Additionally, $75 million would
be available for rail commuter
improvements; $125 million for

MBTA expansion, $4 million for
airport aid, and $105 million for

communities outside the MBTA
district to set up and operate
regional transportation.

Bartley said the proposal is a one
year plan. But he said the infusion

of state and federal money could
mean reductions ranging from $8
to $12 in property tax rates around
the state.

Bartley said he expected that the
bill would be up for debate in the
House Monday

Vas^V
a*+be BL°

Av

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

HKG-That'us.

We haven't any gimmicks. We'd just like

to see you. So if you'd like to meet 48 women,
just like you, come to 32 Nutting Ave. at 7-

7:45 or 8-8:45 tonight, Thursday. Call 545-

0321 for rides.

^ - pIRTHDAY CEI*k
in B *A ^

conjunction . T lN 4 r i - -- -
wi,h

-si *• l * 'o'ON A L DOG *»•'
Deserve to be Your Dog's "Best Friend"

SpecMs Start Friday
Sat. 9/22 - GRCOMING CLINIC 11:00 a.m.

Bring your dog problems 3: 00 p.m.

Register for FREE
Siamese Kitten or Tank Set tip

*1 FISH SPECIALS
Algae Eaters, Zebras & Black Mollies— 4/S1.00
Blue Gouramis, — Bettas & Red Velvet Swords — 2/$ l 00Common Angels, Mixed Swords— 3/$ 1.00
Dwarf Gouramis 59c each

FANTASTIC TANK SPECIALS— ALL SIZES

Siamese Kittens reg. $25 sale $19.95

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE FOR RENT

WATERGATE & SEX have nolhing
lotto with this ad. IIONKST Al. is bark
with 2 K.I Y KIDFKS which should
be able to Ret you where you are going.

IM Falcon. 2 dr.. ti cyl.. a.t.. PASSES
INSPEt TION! New front end &
muirier. $95: 1964 Chevy II WAGON, 6

cyl., sld.. very reliable but burns some
oil. $95. WANTED — DAKTS &
VALIANTS in any condition. 586-3819.

tf9/2l

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Need a hand? Call Stan's bands.
Represent all area groups. Call 256-0316.

tf9/2l

I promised to keep my number in so here
it is m-mn. Steve the DJ for the finest
fiat or dorm parties. Reasonable rates.

mm

Mock music is ALIIAMBRA. For your
dorm party or other booking. Call Jeff in
102. 5-2W2 or Warren. 863-9216. Reasonable
rates.

mm
Wanted — drummer - keyboard

guitarist for rock band, must have
equipment and some vocal. Call Kim. 527-

MH or Kich. 584-3927.

mm

RIDE WANTED

(ay commune has farm, now peopling,

living and loving together. P.O. Box 723,

\mherst. Ma.
tf 10/9

Discreet black and white photo
processing. Professional film & print

<le\eloping. Will be kept confidential. 665-

I2!NI e\ citings

.

If9/24

Wanted — woman named Sherry to

establish meaningful relationship with, so

I don't have to paint my wall.

MM
Happy Birthday Shoulders from Ross,

Sieve, and Mike (hippie)

Beer. wine, papers, groceries, inc.

Mexican rood. Montague Mini-Mart.

Montague Center. Open H-l I every day for

\nur convenience.
If 10/3

Happy birthday Popey ! Bobby Orr loves

you! Have a gin and tonic on Karen!

Happy hockey season! The Chadbourne

gang!
9/20

in-spd bike for only 25« at Rec. Soc. bike

raffle, located in CC 2nd level. Tickets 25«

or 5/$ I. Drawing Sept. 27. Donated by Bike

Bk.
tf9/26

Happy birthday Fae. may this be the

year of the NIB for you (and me too).

I.ove. vour Rm. Jr.

9/20

I. .ii n 15 dollars for 3 to 4 hrs. work.
Sunday a.m.. paper route. Must have car.
(all W6M,

il'< j i

UN's — full and part time positions

available. 3rd shift. CCl and staff

positions, t (intact Alice (ioethel. RN
Director of Nursing Services. Wing
Memorial Hospital, Palmer, Ma„ I-

283-7651. ext. K3. mm

Psych & Soc. majors to aid in research
al BSS, get pay and great chance for a

unique paper, proj. 323-6311. ext. 201.

nt/a

(tuilar amplifier wanted — small but

powerful ( Fender super or twin or com-
parable). Call 549-6926.

tf9/2l

Metal file cabinet, cost negotiable. Call

5H4-53I3 evenings. Any size, preferably

large. mm

Wanted — one cushion for a motorcycle

sissy bar & luggage rack for Honda 350 CL.
Contact (iary . 401 Johnson, dorm phones 5-

(1724. 0725.

H9/24

I'uffton Village Apis. — available im .

mediately : 1 . 2 & 3 bedroom apts. Call 549-

0115 between III a.m. - 2 p.m.

'U9/25

Horses boarded, to min. to campus, box
stalls, pasture, field, jumping, excellent

trails. 253-7373.

tf9/27

Basement in new house. $50 incl. mil

kitchen, yard, transportation - buses. 66

Market St.. Northampton. Oct., no lease,

good deal! (all 5X4-0927.

mm

Itonms — only a few left. Arrangements
by day. week, month, semester. See at 401

N. Pleasant St.. ask for Duncan.

mm
10 acres with small 2 bedroom heated

cottage, workshop and barn. tlSO/month.

1100/month with work. 584-76*7 evenings.

tf9/26

FREE

Kittens. IH WW,
tf9/2l

LOST & FOUND

Need a ride to Worcester on Fridays.
Will share expenses and provide good
innipanx Please contact Mary. 6-643H.

tf»/2t

I'll share gas and tolls to Amherst. Tues
and/or Thurs. mornings. Back to Boston
"ame afternoons. Call 542-5867. leave
message.

mm
Hide needed to I Conn. Storrs. Conn..

Friday. Sept 21. Please call Linda. 546-
>4«|.

9/20

Hockey cheerleading tryouts. Sept. 23 It

Sept. 26 at 8:00 p.m.. Berkshire Room.

S.l . Any questions, please call Corinne, 5-

2297.
U9/2I

Driving w>ur van to Boston" Make ft by

taking my rocking chair & bike along, (all

Janet collect at (617) 723-2209

H9/25

Would like to gel together with senior

psych major whom I met at Finast store

while cashing check last Thurs. (all Sam.

_'53-:tX8X.

tf9/2l

1 50 an hr. —need female for stag party.

For info call 549-093". John
(19/24

ROOMS WANTED

Itoiim wanted close to campus.
Desperate! Please call Craig. 6-5960.

H9/2I

2» year old undergrad needs rm. in

\niheist in quiet house or apt. with mature

Kiad or undergrad. Call Jeff at 549-6327

((9/21

Lost — red wallet in ('('('
. Please re(urn

with IDs. no questions asked. Call Leah.
203 Johnson or mail it there.

tf9/20

ROOMMATE WANTED

I quiet m . roommate, own room. 150 plus

utilities. Northampton, near Hte 9. Call

IMUWI late eves.

tf*/?1

Female wanted to share large apt. in

Montague Partially furnished, wall to wall
rugs Own room Qfciiet surroundings Call
367-2845

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1966 Triumph Daytona soocc. rebuilt
completely. Kxcellent condition, must sell

in vicinity. f 500. Contact Bob at 665-4365 or
come (o 112 Mt. Sugarloaf.

mm
Damaged 73 Norton 750cc for sale. Ph.BMW after 7.

mm

1973 Ossa Pioneer. 326 miles; 250cc
Fnduro. also full-bore Fnduro boots. 549-

6811.

mm

1970 Honda (1.350. 5.000 miles, runs
excellent, need cash. 1450. 584-6743.

mm

SERVICES

Pick-up truck for hire. Furniture and
appliances moved, odd jobs — painting,
•tc. Cheap rates Call Mitch. 665-3405.

(f»/25

(.en. car work — tune-ups. minor repair,
winterizing, oil changes, etc. Reasonable
rales, prompt service. Call Larry at 323-

4518.

mm
Pastel portraits I paint from Polaroid

portraits I take Call 568-1075 for samples,
all ages from newborns to grandparents
Low rate.

mm

ROOMS FOR RENT

Furnished rooms for rent, close to

campus and town, no kitchen, quiet

location, ample parking facilities free!

(all 549-6397.

tf»/2l

TAG SALE

Tag Sale — baby clothes & equip.,

housewares, furniture, sports equip,

winter clothes — all ages. Sat.. 9/22. I*

ami p.m.. 140 Main. Amherst.
tf9/2l
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Notices
ALPHA ZETA

Very important meeting for all

members next Tues. Please plan to

attend.

ART MEETING
Important meeting for art majors,

6: 00 p.m. top floor S.U. Wore. Room.

BDIC HUMAN SERVICES
PROJECT

Organizational meeting for fall

semester. Urgent all staff and
students attend. Today at 5 p.m.,

Tobin 423.

BOLT WOOD BEL CHERT OWN
For those who missed Sunday.

There are info, tables in C.C. today
and tomorrow. You can also call 323-

6311 Ext. 296. Volunteers are still

needed in some programs.

BOOKING COMMITTEE
All interested persons wishing to

work on the Booking Committee,
there will be a meeting on Thurs.,

Sept. 20 in Room 91 1 at C C . at 6: 30.

COIN COLLECTORS
OK. All you UMie Numies out

there. If you own even one old coin,

you'll want to be there. Tonight at

7:30 at 904 C.C.

FREE FILM
"College" starring Buster Keaton

is showing tonite in Campus Center
165 169 at 9:00. Admission is free.

Also a Harold Lloyd short.

GAY WOMEN' CAUCUS
Meeting tonight at 8:30, 4 East

Dickinson Lounge, Liberation
Corrider. All women welcome.
Discussion of Gay American Day.

HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
The board will hold its first

meeting tonight at 5:00, room 162

C.C. All consumers interested in

their health care are invited to at-

tend.

JAPANESE-AMERICAN CLUB
First meeting tonight! Prof. Unno

from Smith College will speak on
Zen. 7 00 p.m. 6th floor faculty

lounge Thompson Hall. New
members invited, all welcome.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Come down and meet us, we're

having two parties tonight 7-7: 45 and
8 8 45. We want to get to know you!

32 Nutting Ave. 5 0320, 5-0321 for

rides.

MATH MAJORS
New information leaflets are

available from your advisor. You can
find out who your advisor is from

Weather

(9)256-6714

Y XMWTfl 73)1131 _
rSKJHCASf ( INI MAJ MMm lono. MASTfd CHMKSMUM AMCftCMV
W^ wouti i wvtmau wo wmt smo

JIM BROWN
I ESCAPED FROM
DEVILS ISLAND

1
Km. — 7:1S-9:20
Sat. -.Sun. 2-.1:4.V5:»-7:28-»:2(»

mi last
OfSHUlA

KM*. 7:»-»:45

Sat. -Sun. 2-4: »-* ::»-»: 45

Mrs. Warner, Room 218, Arnold
House.

OXEN CLUB
Meeting at Grinned Arena, 6: 30

p.m. Monday, Sept. 24th. Old, new
members please come; if you can't,

leave your name in Reading Room,
3rd floor Stockbridge.

PARACHUTE CLASS #1

Class held in C.C. 113 at 7: 00, Sept.

20, 21 . Be on time and have forms and
fee with you. For more info, call John
at 256 0570.

SEMINAR SERIES
Rabbi David Eslelman on

"Remember us for Life: A major
High Holyday Theme". S.U. Essex
Room, tonight at 7:00 p.m.

SEMINARS
African Batik - Wed. 2 p.m. (starts

Sept. 26). Beginning pottery-daily 11

a.m., 1 and 4 p.m. Photo dark room -

Tues., Wed., Thur. 6 p.m. Stained
glass Wed. 1 p.m. Moccasins, san-

dals, sheep skin clothing are coming
up soon.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
The sisters of SDT invite all

University women to a night of

fortune telling at 409 N. Pleasant St.

at 7:00. Call 545-0527 for rides. See
you there!

SKI PATROL
First meeting for returning

members of UMass N.S.P.S. will be
at 6:30 p.m. in Rm. 903 C.C. At
tendance is important.

UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Come to 778 No. Pleasant St.

tonight and meet the sisters of Kappa
Alpha Theta at our Old Irish Pub.
Call for rides 5-2735.

WATERPOLO CLUB NEW TIME
The Waterpolo Club will be

meeting at a new time starting
Friday. The members will have to

rise one hour earlier to make the 8: 00
practice.

WINE AND CHEESE NIGHTCAP
Wine & Cheese Nightcap at Chi

Omega, tonight, at 8:30. Rides
provided at Van Meter, Thoreau,
Dickinson, WOPE, and Newman at

8: 15.

LOST
Red leather wallet in C.C. on

Mon., Sept. 17 (very imp. to me).
Call Mary 6-8051 no questions asked.
Beige key case with 3 keys and

charm with number 13 inscribed. If

found please return to 03D Cashin tel.

65902.

Gruen watch. Lost in vicinity

between C.C. and Sylvan. Please call

Doug 6-4394.

Grey and black striped tiger cat.

Fully grown. White flea collar and
tag.

LOST AND FOUND
I took wrong men's umbrella Tues.

morning from Chem 263A Lab. Call
6-5979. . . Sorry.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM*

ARIES ( March 21-April 19) What you
thought could be delayed now commands
attention. Emphasis is on completion,

especially where legal-property matters

are concerned. Gemini. Virgo persons may
be in picture. Settle basic issues. Get to

heart of matters.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Older

relative may be in transit. You could

receive message requesting personal
service Keep peace in the family By
giving, you also will receive. Know it and
respond accordingly Don't neglect
medical, dental care.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Be
discriminating. Choose quality over
quantity Pisces, Virgo persons could be in

picture Accent is on money arrangements
Une you care for has tendency to be ex-

travagant. Know when to draw line You
will understand.

CANCER (June 21 July 22) : You may
have some freedoms curtailed but this will

be voluntary You assume added respon-

sibility You direct and organize. You build

fur greater future security. Don't promise
more than can be delivered. Capricorn
could figure prominently

LEO ( July 23 Aug 22) : You are able to

complete project. Agreement is reached
with one behind the scenes. Aries. Libra
persons could play key roles. Be a self-

starter Stop dwelling on "what might have
been " Control your own destiny

VIRGO i Aug. 23 Sept 22) : Friend may
give you facts of life. Be appreciative in-

stead of resentful. Some of your desires are
subject to revision, mainly due to cost

factors. Young person does care but has no
idea about money and how it gets that way.
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Follow

through on plan which enlists aid of one who
laugh i you in past. Aquarian might play key
role Accent is on career, special project,

standing in community Co-operate in civic

project Slate views to person in authority.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Before
embarking on long-range project, check

what has occurred behind scenes. There
may be factors which make proposal quite

different from surface appearances
Gemini. Sagittarius persons may be in

picture.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21):

Specifics are highlighted. You get facts

minus sugarcoating. This is to your ad-

vantage. Respond accordingly Involves

mate, partner and question of money.
Surprise is due It is of unusual nature and
one romantically concerned is behind

"plot.''

CAPRICORN ( Dec 22 Jan 19) : Refuse
to lose by expecting something for nothing

Be aware of legal implications. Spotlight is

on co-operation, public relations, joint ef-

f oris and marriage. Take time to analyze

Reject the superficial.

AQUARIUS ( Jan. 20-Feb 18): Home and
domesticity dominate. Make fair con-

cession to family member Strive for

harmony Taurus. Libra are likely to be

involved. Person close to you confides

secret Don't cast first stone. Listen and
comprehend.
PISCES ( Feb 19- March 20 > : Good lunar

aspect now coincides with understanding of

basic emotions. Friend could make
demands Do what you can short of lending

money Romance is in picture. Your ego
swells. You feel good and meaningful
compliment is received.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
are likely to be musical, moody and
somewhat of a psychologist In November,
domestic adjustment is made which could
change your lifestyle. You generally are
frank, direct and capable of handling in-

tricate details. You attract to you persons
born under Capricorn and Cancer. You are
loyal to family You must stop brooding
about the past Your future is promising
and some exciting events, upcoming, will

make you realize this is true

Copyright 1973. Gen. Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Tolls

6 Skid
11 Pertaining to

the mind
12 Sharp reply

14 Bone
15 Greenland

settlement

17 Macaws
18 Possessive

pronoun
20 Russian

stockade
23 Man's name
24 Clan
26 Wipe out

28 Teutonic
deity

29 Characteristic

31 Snickers
33 Country of

Asia
35 Grant use of
36 Part of house
39 Showers
42 Preposition

43 Reserved
45 Plumlike

fruit

46 Unit of

Siamese

7 French article

8 Negrito

9 Girl's name
10 Rubber on

pencil

11 Damp
13 Former

Russian
rulers

16 Male deer
19 Burn with

hot water
21 Bucket
22 Chemical

compound
25 Crown
27 Small stoves
30 Instruments
32 Roman

official

34 Chimney
carbon

36 Brag
37 Whole
38 Native of

Morocco

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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40

41

47
49

Simpleton

Dispatches

Insert

surreptitiously

Exact

Head of

Catholic

Church

52 Organ of

hearing

54 Rocky hill

57 Symbol for

nickel

58 Symbol for

tellurium

60 Exists

20

48
50
51
53
55

56

59
61
62

currency
Bend
Vast age
Father
Disturbance
College degree
(abbr.)

One who
shirks his duty
Decays
Weird
Brief

DOWN

Annoy
Printer's

measure

Devoured

Tardy

Writing tablet

Senior
(abbr.) Di*tr. by I'nited Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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Aaron: Ignored At Home
By ED SHEARER

Associated Press Sports Writer

ATLANTA ( AP) — Henry Aaron's dramatic chase
of Babe Ruth's career home run record continues in

virtual obscurity at home, despite a massive
program initiated by local businesses to honor the 39-

year-old superstar.

Aaron, now needing only three homers to tie

Ruth's lifetime mark of 714, played before more than

135,000 fans during a three-day trip to Cincinnati last

weekend.
He returned home Monday night to a crowd of only

1 ,362 lowest ever for a Braves game in Atlanta-and

smashed No. 711.

Despite massive coverage of the home run in local

newspapers and the fact that the Braves were facing

another road trip, only 4,236 watched Tuesday night's

battle with San Diego, in which Aaron had a single in

four trips.

The Braves were to face the Dodgers in Los
Angeles Wednesday night.

"It's disappointing to see only 1,300, but being a

professional ball player I feel like the 1,300 who came
are entitled to see you play as hard as you can,"

Aaron had said following his home run.

"We've got to have a contender," said Manager
Eddie Mathews. "I think that's the answer. Gim-
micks won't do it. We need a winner."

Atlanta has drawn only 726,520 in 64 playing dates

at home this year, while 1,457,016 watched Aaron and
the Braves on the road in 73 playing dates. The club

has been out of contention most of the year and was
mired in fifth place before Wednesday's action, 21

games behind Cincinnati in the National League
West.
The Chamber of Commerce announced a massive

"Atlanta Salutes Hank Aaron" program the day
before he hit his 710th home run against San Fran-
cisco, before only 2,872 fans on Sept. 10.

Highlight of the campaign is a four-year college

scholarship in Aaron's name, to be given to a person

otherwise unable to attend college. The Braves had
previously announced that the team was establishing

a similar scholarship program.

Sparky Not Yet Satisfied
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The ISDT's
The ISDT's— Unless you're a motorcycle buff, you

probably don't realize that the biggest motorcycle
tournament in the world is taking place forty miles

west of here in the Berkshire town of Dalton, Mass.
The International Six Days Trials, a competition
involving of 18 countries, has been going on since

Monday morning.
The ISDT's is a test of skill and endurance (not

speed) over rough mountainous dirt roads, up and
down rocky power lines, and right through rolling

streams.

A rider must ride for a grinding six hours, covering
215 miles of trails each day. Most of the competitors

will be lucky if their bikes and their nervous systems
are still operating when the tournament ends on
Saturday afternoon.

Wilt ABA-Bound
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Wilt

Chamberlain of the Los Angeles
Lakers will jump this week to the

American Basketball Association

and become player-coach of the

San Diego Conquistadors, it was
reported Tuesday.
The San Francisco Examiner,

which reported July 25 that the star

center was negotiating with the

San Diego team, said it learned

from informed Southern California

sources that Chamberlain would
soon be leaving the National

Basketball Association Lakers to

sign a $600,000-a-year contract

with San Diego.

Chamberlain did not report to

the Lakers last week for the start

Notices
I-M - All Intramural track

participants are requested to pick
up instructions and rules for the
track meet at the Intramual office

as soon as possible.

SOCCER - All candidates who
have not received a physical please
stop by at coach Rufe's office
i room 212 Boyden) sign up for a
physical exam appointment.
Physicals will be given only during
the day on Monday, September
24th.

of preseason practice.

Neither Chamberlain nor his

attorney was available for com-
lent.

By SPARKY ANDERSON
CINCINNATI (AP) Some

people say the C incinnati Reds are
one of baseball's great teams. I

think we have to prove that yet.

I think we have to win a World
Series and continue to win three
years after that before we can be
considered one of the best clubs in

baseball.

Truthfully, this is the best ball

club I've ever been associated
with. It's been more of a team
effort than past years. We should
have been hurting when we lost

Gary Nolan, Roger Nelson and
Dave Concepcion. But there was
never any crying.

We had to come out of the clouds
when most people had written us
off.

I'm not going to say I thought we
would catch Los Angeles. But I did
think it would be close. I felt we
would make a rush at them at some
point.

I t's been a combination of a lot of

wild things.

You always think of Pete Rose,
Johnny Bench and the others, but
we've got other guys too.

We've come from behind in 40

games, our starting pitchers are
staying in there longer, our young
players have come through and our
pinch hitting has been excellent.

It's the best bench I've every had.

UMASS

Intramural

Shoes

CONVERSE Tl RF-STAR

FENTON'S
,*7.50

MAIN ST.
AMHERST

(Next to Domino's)

We're going back to a developing
club, with guys like Dan Driessen,
Ken Griffey and Ed Arrnbrister.

And we have two outstanding
minor league pitchers who are a

year away. Larry Payne, our No. 1

draft pick of 1972, has major league
stuff. And Tom Carroll can throw
bullets. But both will spend at least

two months in the minors next year
before we bring them up.

Our people have worked hard to

produce these good kids. It's not an
accident. We've had our backs to

the wall in the drafts for the past

four years.

As far as the playoffs are con-

cerned, I feel the New York Mets
are the team to watch. They've got

their pitching down now, and with
Tom Seaver going twice-and
maybe three times-in a short

series, anything could happen.
In the American League, I like

Baltimore. As far as I'm con-

cerned, Earl Weaver is one of the

great managers in the game. Dick
Williams at Oakland is the same
dynamic type. They knew how to

win and handle personnel.

It's longevity - not wins - that

marks a great manager. Look at

Walter Alston, Gene Mauch and
Ralph Houk.

I have a goal: to last as long as
Alston.

The greatest enjoyment in this

game is to see someone come to

you as a baby and become a

ballplayer - and a man.
Some guys let dollars and cents

get ahead of all the other things.

That's not for me.

Brewers, 7-4
CLEVELAND (AP) - George

Scott drove in four runs, three with
his 2lst homer of the season, and
rookie Tim Johnson knocked in two
runs, leading the Milwaukee
Brewers to a 7-4 victory over the
Cleveland Indians Wednesday.

Scott blasted his homer in the
seventh inning, knocking out loser
Dick Tidrow, 13-15.

Winner Jim Slaton, 13-13,

allowed nine hits before being
relieved by Ed Sprague in the
ninth.

LEVI'S®

DENIM
BELLS
ARE
HERE

We got 'em -

LEVI'S Denim Bells.

Tough pre-shrunk

denim -

lean LEVI'S fit -

bell bottoms
just the wny
yon like 'em.

Stock up on
u pair or

two today.

Levis

Also large selection

Levi corduroys in

navy, green,, tan,

grey, brown

MUSS
OPEN:

THURS. & FRI.

EVES.

'TIL 7:30 PM.

201 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

r M

<A
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(MDC Staff Dhoio/Mmrcia l.appim

POWDERPUFF FOOTBALL — Sprinter Kathy Lawson. the only girl who ran for the UMass track

team last year, dashes around end in an intramural football game earlier this week.

Pass The Word,
Back

Julius Erving as a

UMass Freshman in 1968

By MDC STAFF
If you've never witnessed the

magic of one Julius Erving on a

basketball court, set this Saturday
night aside for the trip of an
athletic lifetime. "Dr. J", as so

deemed by his tar court disciples

will be at the Springfield Civic

Center with his newest mates, the

New York Nets for an exhibition

game with his former team, the

Virginia Squires.

Erving, who catalyzed this

campus into a basketball paradise

and stimulated a basketball
program to national proportions is

the ABA His move back to his

home base of Long Island and an

estimated $3 million contract
were, in essence, the last link

between merger with the NBA and
total exhaustion.

As a folk hero to the new breed of

basketball freaks, stories of Er-

ving's "double-pumps-and-
tomahawk-jams'' and "blocking

attempted stuff shots with his

armpit over the rim'' have become
legend. His 37 points led an all-star

team to a 145-103 pasting of a

UCLA alumnus team that featured

Kareem Abdul Jabbar, Sydney
Wicks, Curtis Rowe, etc. at Los
Angeles during the summer. And
the stories go on and on.

Besides Erving, the Nets feature

some of the best young talent in

basketball, period, with Bill

Paultz, Larry Kenon, Brian
Taylor, John Roche, and Bill

Shaeffer. The Squires are still a

pretty good team without Dr. J.

Their biggest aquisition from the

college draft was Bill Walton's
backup, Swen Nater of U.S.-
Russian fame, which made him the

second best college center in the

country last year.

The game starts at 8 p.m. But, if

you can't make it, WUMV-TV will

present in its entirety, a replay of

this game to be filmed live at the

Civic Center at the Bluewall
Sunday night at 9:30 p.m. as part

of a doubleheader with UMass-
Maine football at 7.

Marty Kelley and Earle Barroll

will rail all the action.

UMass 20th

In UPI Poll

The UMass Minutemen moved
into the UPI Small College. Poll

this week after their come-from
behind 21-20 win over the Villanova

Wildcats here Saturday.

UPI Small College poll
Board of Coaches Small College

ratings wKh won-lo«t records and
first place votes in parentheses:

Po:
1. Delaware (24) (2-0)
2. Gramblinf (2-0)
3 So. Dakota (2) (2-0)
4. Hawaii (1) (1-0)
5 Tennessee St. (2-0)
6. No. Dakota St. (3-0)
7. E. Michigan (2-0)
8. Cal Poly (SLO) (1) (l-O)
9. Ashland (2-0) . „
10. NW Louisiana (2-0)
11. No. Dakota (1-1)
If, Carson Newman (2-0)

148
136
117
107
105
83

13. W. Kentucky (1-0)
14. McNeese St. (1) (1-u;
15. Bridgeport (1) (1-4)

28
•55

211«. Idaho St. (1-1)
17. Jacksonville (Ala.) St. (2-0) 20
18. Arkansas St. (2-0) If
18. Louisiana Tech (0-1)
SO. I'MASS (1-1) 1*

Ryan Sets AL
Strikeout Mark
ARLINGTON, Tex. <AP) -Nolan

Ryan broke the American League
one-season strike-out record and
pitched a five hitter to lead the
California Angels to a 6-2 victory

over the Texas Rangers Wed-
nesday night in the first game of a
twinight doubleheader.
Ryan struck out Texas shortstop

Jim Mason in the first inning to tie

the record of 349 set by Rube
Waddell of the Philadelphia
Athletics in 1904.

Two innings later, Ryan fanned
designated hitter Bill Sudakis to

set the new mark.

NL East Race-Unbelievable!
W L GB

Pittsburgh 75 74
—

Montreal 75 77 1

St. Louis 76 77 1-1/2

New York 75 77 1-1/2

Chicago 72 80 4-1/2

Philadelphia 68 85 9

Mets, 7-3 Cubs, 8-6
NEW YORK (AP) Pitcher

George Stone contributed to two

rallies and Cleon Jones walloped a

pair of homers to New York Mets

to a 7-3 victory over the Pittsburgh

Pirates that tightened the tense

National League East division race

Wednesday night

Stone pitched six innings and

scattered eight hits, but his biggest

contributions came in the third and

fifth innings, when he figured in the

scoring of two runs.

Alter Jones hit a two-fun shot in

the second inning. Stone then

scored as Felix Millan singled up

the middle for a 3-2 New York lead

In the fifth. Stone knocked in

what proved to be the winning run

Jerry Grote openedwith a double off

the left field wall, moved to third

on Bud Harrelson's base-hit bunt

and came home on Stone's ground-

out

CHICAGO (AP) Two run
homers by Rick Monday, Ron
Santo and Billy Williams enabled
the Chicago Cubs to overcome
Montreal^ early five-run lead and
defeat the Expos 8-6 Wednesday
The Cubs scored five runs in the

tifth inning to hand Montreal relief

ace Mike Marshall the defeat

Marshall. 12-11 with 29 saves, came
on with the Expos leading 5-2 after

Randy Hundley doubled and
Adrian Garrett singled for one run,

Monday hit his 25th homer of the
baseball season and Williams
walked to chase starter Mike
Torrez

Santo hit Marshall's second pitch
for his 20th homer, giving Chicago
l <i-5 lead.

In the seventh inning. Monday
singled and Williams belted his
2oth homer

Phils, 3-2
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Steve

Carlton raced home on a wild pitch

by Tom Murphy in the fifth inning
to break a 1-1 tie and the
Philadelphia Phillies went on to a
3-2 victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals Wednesday night.

Carlton started the fifth with a
single Denny Doyle doubled
Carlton to third and he scored on
the wild pitch. Del Unser singled
home Doyle with an insurance run.

St Louis took a 1-0 lead in the
first when Lou Brock singled,

reached second when Carlton
threw wild on a pickoff attempt,
took third on an infield out and
came home on a high chop to the

pitcher

Philadelphia tied it 1-1 in the

fourth as Willie Montanez tripled

and scored on Mike Schmidt's
single

St Louis added another run in

the ninth on a single by Joe Torre,
a wild pitch and a double by Terry
1 i ughes ^^

Riggs vs. King:

No Love Match
By WILLGRIMSLEY

AP Special Correspondent

HOUSTON (AP) - Bobby Riggs

and Billie Jean King get into an
eyeball-to-eyeball, name-calling

joust Wednesday on the eve of their

$100,000 winner-take-all tennis

battle of the sexes, which broke

into a squabble over whether

Bobby "is a creep."

"I don't mind you calling me a

hustler, chauvinist pig or
egomaniac," the 55-year-old Riggs

told his 29-year-old woman ad-

versary. "But you shouldn't call

me a creep. It is not a nice word."

Batlg (goUrgtat

SPORTS
Billie Jean didn't budge an inch.

"It is not such a bad word in

Beverly Hills," she replied. That
was as far as she woud go.

"1 think she should have
apologized, but she didn't," Riggs
said. He said that Billie Jean used
the term in a national magazine
article.

Riggs and Billie appeared for a

30-minute press conference in the

bubble outside the Astrodome
where their match will take place.

It was their first confrontation

since reaching Houston.

Asked how she felt about Riggs,

who triggered this highly
publicized match with his derisive

comments about women in general

and women's tennis in particular,

Billie Jean said: "I like him and I

hate him. He is so ridiculous.

Sometimes I laugh, but mostly I

get furious."

Making a prediction about the

match, Billie Jean said she ex-

pected the best of five match to go
only three sets. She left no doubt
who she thought would win it.

Riggs said, "She expects to

scrape me off the Astrodome floor.

I will scrape her up. She is a
woman and is subject to women's
emotional frailities. She will crack
up during the match."
The pill-gulping Riggs is a 5-2

favorite.

Earlier, Billie ,*ean had been no
worse than an 8-5 underdog against

Riggs, who shamed Margaret
Court in their Mother's Day battle

in San Diego May 13.

The best-of-five set duel with
optic yellow tennis balls, which has
excited and divided a nation, is

scheduled at 7 p.m. CDT over a
synthetic green carpet.

The match will be shown
nationally by ABC-TV and to some
40 countries overseas via satellite.

Europeans will have to stay up
until after midnight to view it.

Television sponsors reportedly

paid $90,000 a minute for com-
mercial TV time.

Billie Jean became ill and
defaulted in a third-round match in

the recent U.S. Open at Forest
Hills, but the five-time Wimbledon
women's champion showed up on
the scene early this week and
announced in a loud voice: "I am
fine, physically and mentally. I am
ready. All I can say is Bobby had
better be ready, too."

While Mrs. King has remained in

virtual seclusion, avoiding all the

fanfare and gimmickry associated
with the unique promotion, Bobby
has been swinging wildly on a
merry-go-round of parties, public

appearances and late night
sessions, gabbing with the press in

his seventh floor suite.

Bill Ballou

Red Sox 3, NY 1

(Ms.) King Is Dead
By BILL BALLOU

Bobby Riggs is a huckster, super salesman, con man, and at times,

thoroughly repulsive egotist. And I hope he skunks Ms. King tonight.

Eor me, this one is man vs. woman, and nothing else. I can't deny my
sex, and because of it I'll root for a male stooge like Riggs over a
genuinely classy woman like Billie Jean King.
Absurd, you say.

Maybe, but I can't help getting it out of my mind that Billie Jean is

trying to prove the woman athlete is as good as the man.
She isn't.

It is a cruel biological trick that women can't hit a golf ball as far as a
man, etc. but that isn't to say that women's sports aren't as enjoyable to

watch as men's.
Women's golf, in particular, is much more enjoyable than men's. The

women have to play the game with their smarts, and all the clubs in their
bags. They have to rely on finesse, and shotmaking, and it takes them
three to reach most par fives, and par fours aren't a driver and a wedge.
The men overpower a course and while their scores are lower, the

variety of golf shots seen and situations excaped from or succumbed to is

much smaller.

I find tennis dull to watch, because the action isn't continuous enough.
And women's tennis, unless it's between two top flight players, is pure
sominex.
However, certain events, like this one, don't have to be well played to be

entertaining. And it's strange that in this case the male is the one who's
going to have to rely on finesse to pull off a win.
The whole Riggs style makes it a tough question as to who really is the

better raw tennis player. Much of what Riggs does is aimed at the psyche.
Maybe he isn't a better physical player, but rather puts his opponent into
such a state that she ( or he) can't perform to the best of her abilities.

C ertainly Margaret C ourt isn't as bad as she looked against him.
Sadly, Riggs' victory, for it is a sure thing, won't prove too much. It

should prove that men are better tennis players than women, but there
never was much question of that anyway. But it won't prove a think about
volleyball, gymnastics, water polo, or any other sport that some folks
may think can be played on equal terms.
Women really have no business competing with or against men. But

this is something special, the ultimate and most basic matchup. Man
against woman. In front of most of the nation and for lots of spending
change. It may be the purest form of competition, because, for the fans at
least, the amount of money makes no difference. It's just Ozzie vs.

Harriet, or Ward vs. June.
So, what's going to happen is this. Bobby Riggs, a 55-year-old P.T.

Barnum. is going to beat Billie Jean King, a symbol. He'll do it by out-
smarting her, outfinessing her, outpyshing her. But he won't overpower
her. He'll beat her at I game she can play, and what can be more con-
vincing a victory.

Chalk another one up for Adam.

King Wins And Southwest Goes Wild
Bv MUD FISHMAN

The Billie Jean King-Bobby Riggs tennis
match last night was billed by many people
as a fight between male and female, and
when Southwest learned Ms. King won, it

was time for toilet paper, firecrackers, and
the "Male Masked Marvel."

Both male and females leaned out of

windows to shout praise for Ms. King,

damnation for Mr Riggs, or vice versa. At

least 300 people crowded into the courtyards

as toilet paper plummeted from dorm
windows, and obsceneties were shouted
back and forth between dorms.

"The pig is dead, the pig is dead," shouted
some females from a southwest dorm.
"Billie Jean King, Billie Jean King,"
shouted some others.

A Collegian reporter said most of the

persons in the courtyard were men, and that

one gentlemen wearing an American flag on

his back and a mask on his face calling

himself "The Male Masked Marvel" was
"running around outside of Kennedy."
A sign hanging outside of Crampton

proclaimed "The pig is dead."

Several women standing outside of John
Quincy Adams in Southwest said "Men can't

accept inferiority," when asked about the

activities.

"Long live Bobby Riggs," yelled a group
of men.

Both women and men in the area yelled
obscentities back and forth between dor-
mitories.

In the past, many events - the first

snowfall of winter, a win in a football game,
or just a too-quiet Saturday night -can be the

spark that sets off Southwest. Last night, it

was the Billie Jean King-Bobby Riggs tennis

match.

"It's typical of Southwest," said one
disgusted onlooker.
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A member of the Elio Pomare Dance Company, who performed
last night at Bowker Auditorium, sponsored by the Fine Arts

Council.

OUTREACH An Alternative

For Those Campus Blues
Bv BARBARA VOORllEEfc

School can be a real drag
sometimes. Sitting in boring
classes, taking boring books.

Ever wish you could get out and
get some real training in the

vocation you have chosen for your
future career"' Or just find out if

the field you have chosen for your

future career'' Or just find out if

the field you have chosen is really

the one for you?
Through the Student Internship

Program (SIP) of Outreach you

can get out of that classroom and
into a job in your field for the

semester while still earning fifteen

credits, six toward your major.

Any student, regardless of cum
is eligible for the program.

If the people at SIP don't know ol

l job in the area yyou choose, they

claim they'll find one.

SIP also helps in negotiation ol

credits with faculty in your major
department.
Most jobs are 40-hour-a-week

volunteer positions, although there

is a possibility of being paid.

Positions are now available in

cities throughout Massachusetts,

and in New York City and
Washington DC. SIP is also af-

filiated with programs in

Appalachia and Central America.

During the 1974 spring semester
students working in Washington

DC. will be able to live in a

residential hall there which has

been rented by the University.

Outreach is funded through the

Provost's office.

Students interested in working

for the spring semester should

contact the SIP office in 318

Arnold. 545-2021, or attend the

mass meeting of all interested

persons Oct. 1, and 2nd in 106

Thompson from 7:30 to 10 p.m

The following is a list of jobs

where SIP students are working

now

:

The Valley Advocate, Amherst-
Pelham IPC, Boston City Hospital,

Cambridge-Somerville Mental
Health, Center for the Study of

Institutional Alternatives, Child

and Family Service of Springfield

Inc. and Community Council for

Girls Center.

Also. Cooley Dickenson Hospital,

Crossroad, Environmental
Protection Agency, Everywoman's
Center, Friendly Houfe,
Congressional Black Caucus, Gill

Conservation Commission,
Greenfield Child Care Center and

Harbor School.

Also, Hampshire Day House,

Home for Little Wanderers. Inter-

Richard
lerviewer

Sockl. an in

Director

Bill Burke
OUTREACH,

American Rural Youth Program.
Lynn Model Cities, Mass.
Defender's Commission, National

League of Cities, City of Newton,

and New england Congressional

Caucus.
Also. Northern Worcester

Country Legal Services In*

OSAGE Appalachian Prograir,

,

Perkins School for the Bline, Strue
Department, Smithsonian
Institute. State House, WMPIKG
and WBZ FM Radio.

Also, WGBY, Springfield
Western Mass. Legal Services.
Willie Ross School for the Deat
WNAC-TV, Channel 7 Boston.
Wood's Hole Oceanographic
Institute, Worcester Memorial
Hospital, Worcester Youth
Guidance Clinic and WRKO Radio
and TV.

Also. The Phoenix, Valley
Women's Center, Valley Farms,
Department of Immigration and
Naturalization, New York City,

and in the offices of a number of
Mass. Congresspersons.
Students are also working for

Senators Edward Brooke and
Edward Kennedy.
This is not a complete list.

On The Inside :

CCEBS-Expanding Service

CCEBS program is now the largest of its kind in

New England Area

Watergate Showdown

Failure to meet compromise settlement may result

in a constitutional issue battle.

See Pg. 4

Agnew-Probe Continues

Stalled investigation of Agnew will begin before a

grand jury.

See Pe. 4
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With th«' current gasoline shortage, its hard enough. A YW is light

on gas hut this one is the best we've seen around— no miles to the
gallon with the help of a trailer truck.

CCEBS Largest Program
Of Its Type In NE Area
!n 1967 the black faculty and staff at UMass formed the "Committee for

I
'
ollegiate Education of Black Students". Since that time the program

has expanded into the largest program of its type in the New England
area. One of the main objectives is to provide support services for the
minority students' in support of his acquisition of academic skills.
Vi other major objective is to provide an opportunity for a college

. 'acation to students who under other circumstances may never attend
or aspire for college because of financial needs.

EBS students are Black, Spanish American, American Indian
Oriental and White students. The CCEBS students usually come from
low-income families and bring both academic and financial disabilities.
( '( EBS provided financial aid for these students depending on the parent
and students financial status. In order to determine the amount of
iinancial assistance needed, the students must submit a Parent's Con-
i-dential Statement and Internal Revenue Statement from the previous
year.

CCEBS is supported by Federal, State, and University grants. CCEBS
does not have a faculty but has a staff. The staff is composed mainly of
graduate students. They are on an academic year appointment. Other
members of the staff include University professionals who devote part of

• ir responsibilities to CCEBS components.
On a national average only 25% of a class will graduate on time.

Whereas CCEBS had 120 seniors last semester, 65 graduated with their
class. This is better than the national average.
The latest figures indicate that there are approximately the following

number of students in each of the following disciplines

:

School of Education, 80; Business, 4; Business Administration, 30 Arts
and Sciences, 100; Afro-Am. 2; Psychology, 17; Sociology, 42 Animal
Snence, 2; Anthropology. 4; Art, 5; Agriculture and Food Economics 4
Electrical and Computer Engineering, 3; English, 11; Food Science 2
Geography. 1; History, 8; Honors. 2; Home Economics. 20; Hotel Ad-
ministration, 4; Human Development. 10; BDIC, 6; Industrial
Engineering. 2; Journalism,3; Math, 2; Mechanical Engineering 2
M.-dical Technology, 7; Music, 1; Nursing, 29; Physical Education 28
Pre Dental. 5; Plant and Soil Science. 3; Political Science. 17; Public
Health. 12 Recreation. 1; Speech. 16; Undeclared, 32; Zoology. 2.

T he main fields chosen are education, business and liberal arts.

CCEBS STAFF
Dr. Rhody McCoy-Director of the CCEBS Program
Ms Suzanne M Fields-Assistant Dean of Admissions

COMPONENTS AND DIRECTORS
Academic Affairs

Ms. Muriel Wiggins-Director of Academic Affairs
Debra Banks-Academic Counselor
Raymond Enyong-Academic Counselor
Carol Maranda Academic Counselor
Greg Somerville Tutor Coordinator
Trent Poole-Tutor Coordinator
Keith Woodard-Graduate Program Coordinator

Personal C ounseling
Ms Jean C. Moss Director of Personal Counseling
Robert Padgett-Assistant Personal Counselor
Birku Menkir-Assistant Personal Counselor
Brenda Walkar-Assistant Personal Counselor
lules Craves-Vocational Counselor

\< ting Director Financial Aid
I'im Knowles-Graduate Assistant

Business

.S"abern Hill-Business Manager
Secretarial

Ms Rosalind Coleman-Director of Secretarial Component
Mirth Rarly-

Distinguished Teachers

Receive Awards

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Outstanding performance in the classroom at

UMass was recognized this week with the presen-

tation of the annual Distinguished Teacher Awards to

three faculty and three graduate teaching assistants.

The faculty awards went to Associate Professor

George Armelagos of anthropology, Professor Joseph
Hartshorn, head of geology and geography, and
Assistant Professor Clair W. Naylor of mathematics
and statistics The TA awards went to Toni

Farrenkopf o! psychology, Helene Mensh of classics

and George H. Troughton of general business and
finance.

All six carry a $1000 stipend. Selection was by a

student-faculty committee that considered
nominations from all parts of the University com-
munity. The awards were presented by Dr. Robert L.
Gluckstern, provost and vice-chancellor for

academic affairs at Tuesday's assembly of campus
povprmnpp units

Professor Arme'agos is a native of Michigan and
received his bachelor's degree from the University of
Michigan in 1958. He took his master's degree at the
University of Colorado in 1963 and his Ph. D. in 1967
Professor Armelagos has participated in the Honors
Program and has been a faculty member sponsoring
the Colloquium at Southwest Residential College. He
is known as a steady and conscientious researcher as
well as an excellent teacher.

Professor Hartshorn received his bachelor of
science from Harvard University in 1947, his M.A.
from Harvard in 1950 and his Ph.D. from Harvard in
geomorphology in 1955. Dr. Hartshorn is known as an
efficient and steady researcher as well as an excellent
teacher. Prior to coming to UMass, Dr. Hartshorn
was an assistant to the branch chief of the Regional
Branch of Geology in New England as part of the U.S.
Geological Survey.
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By DENNY MATTEAU
"Students are especially forbidden to combine

together for the purpose of absenting themselves
from any required exercise, or violating any known
regulation of the College." - This is Rule Number
One in the 1873 Massachusetts State College
regulations

In 1973, students' rights are such that, "No student
shall be held accountable by any judiciary for

violation of any rule or regulation the subject of

which is unrelated to the preservation of the equal
right, safety, or property of others", as stated in

Article IV, Sec. 5 of the Constitution of the Student
Government Association.

The Student Government Association, which is

defined, in its constitution as "all University un-
dergraduates and Stockbridge students," is

described in the 1973-74 General Information
Catalog" as working for "fundamental academic and
social reform on campus while providing a variety of
services to students.

These services include draft counseling, a lecture
note program, book loans, a bus service, a course
description guide, the attorney for students, and
funding for a wide variety of student groups and
services. The S.G.A. is working towards full student
self-determination in social and academic life."
The Student Senate is the legislative arm of the

S.G.A., and receives its powers, which are listed
below, from the S.G.A. constitution. Included in the
constitution is a statement by the Board of Trustees
which says, in part, ".

. the Board, while retaining its

ultimate legal authority in governing the University
recognizes that the faculty, the students, and other
groups, within the University, have the right, the
responsibility, and the privilege of advising on
policies affecting the University. The board will
ensure these rights. . through the various govern-
ment bodies. . .Students will have the primary
responsibility for services and activities which are
designed primarily to serve students, or those which
are financed by students, managing student political
affairs and organizational matters, and setting
standards for student behavior, conduct, and
discipline."

These regulations and statements illustrate the
legalistic aspects of University government. In an
interview yesterday, Nick Apostola spoke about the
political aspects. "In the 30 or so years that the
Student Senate's been around," he said, "only once
has the Senate's decision been contested by the Ad-
ministration. That was the summer after the 1970
strike, and Chancellor Tippo became concerned over
off-campus spending. I don't remember the details
but the Senate held fast."

However, a former Senator, Gary Gomes, asserted,
"The reason the Senate has so seldom been contested
is that it never does anything. That's why I never ran
after '72."

Nick Apostola said, "We're getting more and more
say where other student fees are spent, ( the Senate
has mainly dealt with the Student Activities Tax)
and we're really different from other schools, as far
as effectiveness is concerned, in stopping student
fuckovers."

Bus Driver's Route Not Easy
ByMIKEKNEELANO

Driving a campus bus can be a
hassle. So says senior Peter
Sullivan who spends 12 hours each
week driving a bus between
Belchertown Road and Sun-
derland.

"The vast majority of students
are extremely courteous," he says.
"But there are some students who
give us a hard time.

"I had a guy on the bus the other
day who wanted to get off at a stop

Humphry Predicts

Food Shortage
WASHINGTON I AP> - THe

United States could find itself

running short of food if Mid-
western farmers run out of fuel this

winter. Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey
predicted yesterday.

"If we can't get the fuel we need
in the Midwest, you ain t seen
nothing yet." Humphrey told the

Food Industry Energy Conference.

"If there is a 10 to 15 per cent

drop in feed grains production

because of the failure to get fuel to

dry our crops, there will be an
economic catastrophe," he said.

Humphrey said "next year will

be worse than this one and the year
after that will be even worse"
because the nation's rate of energy
• onsumption is outstripping in-

creases in energy production.

He said the nation must take
immediate steps to slow energy
consumption and to increase
production.

He admits, however, that he
can't often stop for students
because the bus is full. He said this
frequently happens at Puffton
V illage.

but didn't ring the buzzer. So
when I drove by the stop, he
started giving me a hard time."

Many students have criticized

the bus system, but Sullivan things

it runs especially well when one
considers it is only in its second
semester of operation.

think the new com-

munications system will solve that

problem," he says. "The driver

could call the dispatcher who
would then re-route another bus to

the area."

Another problem, Sullivan noted,

are students who try to waive a bus
down between stops. "I try to stop

for them, but it's not always safe."

Busdrivers are paid $2.25 per
hour. The money is not taxed since

it's technically classified as tuition

assistance.

MASS. • VT. - N.H.

• twin or tr.pl* without both

Leave 9 a.m. bun., Oct. 7 & return to
Amherst Mon., Oct. 8, at approximately
7 p.m. Stay overnight at the Markham
House, Weston, Vt. BONUS! Art show
and antique show — and lots of room to
bring your treasures home. Group
limited to 20 persons. BOOK NOW —
don't be disappointed.
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Beef Is Available
But Price Still High

By MARSHA VENl'TI
It looks as though the great beef shortage of 1973 is

coming to an end.

Several restaurants and grocery store operators in

the Amherst area said this week they are having no
trouble getting beef. In a Collegian survey, it was
found that the prices are high but the beef is

available.

In fact, according to the U.S. Department of

Agriculture's latest feedlot inventory, more beef is

available for consumers all over the country.

One of the reasons, said an article in the Christian
Science Monitor this week, is that in order to cut costs
and make more money, many dairymen are turning
their marginal milk producing cows into meat. The
report said dairymen must pay such high prices for

grain to feed their cows that they can't resist selling

the animals for beef rather than their milk because
beef brings in more money.
Friendly 's Ice Cream Shops, about temporarily

discontinued its "big beef" sandwich, now has it

available again. Restaurants featuring beef meals
are not complaining of a shortage. By planning and
ordering ahead, they can keep the situation well

under control, operators say.

The manager of the Steak-Out restaurant in

Amherst said that he is having no problem at all

getting beef, one of the reasons being that he planned
so far ahead. Steak-Cut is part of a chain, con-

centrated mainly in Connecticut. Th<> manager said

Steak-Out has surveys that show "people are trying

to gorge themselves with beef before they lose it". He
said

The Ponderosa Steak House Manager on King
Street in Northampton is also optimistic. He said that

the firm imports beef from Australia, so that it has
had no problems.

Lee Turner, Manager of Mr. Steak, also on King
Street in Northampton, said the firm adjusted the

inventory long ago to absorb the discrepancy between
supply and demand. Turner said that he is paying the

same price for meat now as he did before the freeze.

Nor are grocery stores complaining of a shortage of

beef.

Richard Sepiol, Assistant meat manager of the new
Finast store in Hadley, said that the only problem

UMass Senior
Race For Mayor

area in getting meat, in short demand and in high
price such as veal. He said he gets his meat from the
Finast warehouse in East Hartford and is guaranteed
enough so that it is unusual to run out. Sepiol said that
because the store is so new and mainly young people
shop there, his store is meeting a different kind of
meat demand than most other Finast stores.
The proprietor of Louis' Foods, Inc., Joseph Vin-

cent, said that he can see a definite increase in the
availability of meat this week. He explained that the
amount of kills is being kept down-only two-thirds the
number of cattle that should be is slaughtered. He
said that prices this week are steady with last week's
although they are down from a month ago. The price
of pork is down and the price of lamb is steady.
People are not buying less, but they are buying
cheaper cuts, he believes.

But, Vincent said, there is more involved in

determining price than simply the number of kills in

a slaughterhouse. "Certain cuts cost less in the
winter anyway," he said, "because there is more of a
demand for them." He said that the reason for this is

because people do not make as many large hot meals
in the summer as in the ".inter.

Vincent said, "I don't think we'll ever see cheap
meat again." He said one thing to blame for high
prices is strikes, "employes wanting to make more
money, so that somebody has to pay for it and that's

you and me."
Joel Stoneham of the University Food Services said

he has difficulties purchasing meat because of the
large quantities and because the orders must be
made so far in advance. "You can buy meat
products," he said, "The only questions are prices

and what the prices will be in the future."

According to another article in the Christian

Science Monitor this week, if dairymen continue
selling their milch cows for slaughter, "milk may
replace meat as the 'scarcity' item on your grocery
list." The article also said that milk production in

Vermont, accounting for 49.2 percent of the Boston
Regional milk market, has dropped 6.5 per cent since

last year and is continuing to drop. The number of

dairy cows in Wisconsin, "America's Dairyland",
has dropped by 20,000 since January, the Monitor
reported.

Tries

Inmates Eligible

For College Credit
By SHELLEY LAUZON

Inmates at the Hampshire County House of Correction are now able to

receive college credit through University offered courses. The program,
begun last fall through the efforts of Ed Barney of the Comparative
Literature Department and Mason Lowance of the English Department,
offers 3-credit and mini-courses in such areas as English, Comparative
Literature, and Psychology. Two courses are being offered this

semester, a Comp. Lit. course entitled "The Function of Literature" and
English 151, "Introduction to Fiction."

Richard Spindle, a graduate student teaching the comparative
literature course this semester at the House of Correction, explained the

reasoning behind the mini-course format in terms of the inmates' "lack of

systematization" in attending classes. The three 1 credit sections allow
inmates to enroll in any one or all three of the sections, depending upon
personal interest. Each section meets twice weekly, two hours at a time,
for approximately a month. For example, one section of Spindle's course
deals with Greek tragedies, a second with Eastern literature, and the

third with novels like Melville's Billy Budd and Foretopman.
Enrollment varies in each section of the mini-course. "It's asking

people a lot to do something that is not totally known to them. They aren't

used to going to classes or the school environment," said Spindle.

At the outset, enrollment in the courses offered was high, according to

Spindle, but gradually dropped off to a "handful" at the semester or

course's end. He noted that last spring's enrollment was 61 in the two
courses offered, but only 8 finished. The most successful of the courses, in

Spindle's opinion, was the creative writing course offered this summer.
Eleven enrolled at the start, 6 joined later, and the final number was 10.

"We are achieving a more realistic level, I think, in this semester's
enrollent. We have a low enrollment now, probably because the program
isn't new anymore and there is no huge wave of action for more
courses," he said.

"Joint-inspiration" on the part of Ed Barney and Mason Lowance is

attributed to the founding of the program, according to Spindle. He
stressed the fact that Connie Cronin of County Correctional Services has
been instrumental in working with the jail administration.
"The County Correctional Services is a mediational point between the

jail administration and society. Lawyers and nearly 100 persons are
doing things like taking inmates to the doctor, getting them jobs,

enrolling them in courses, and just talking to them. Connie has worked
extremely hard to achieve what we have," he said.

The House of Correction also offers inmates programs such as Project
Model, an auto mechanics course, the GED for high school equivalency,
and drug rehabilitation and therapy. Two inmates have completed
sophomore level in college and three are taking courses here at the
University. One prisoner, Spindle said, transferred from Walpole to take
advantage of the educational opportunities available at Hampshire
County.
"Merton Burt has a very liberal jail administration. He believes in

getting people contact outside to relieve tension and frustration. These
programs are one means of accomplishing that," Spindle said.

When asked about possible expansion of the program, Spindle said he
feels there is no demand on the part of the inmates to expand.

By BRIAN COOK
UMass senior Stephen J.

Erickson, 21 has announced his

candidacy for mayor in the coming
October 9 election in Gardner.
Massachusetts.

A major in biochemistry,

Erickson's entrance into town
government can be attributed to a

life-long interest in politics (he

worked for McCloskey's campaign
in New Hampshire). Before
transferring to UMass, Erickson

spent two years at Franklin and

Marshall College in Lancaster,

Pennsylvania where he pursued

primarly political science courses.

Erickson's platform includes a

program of preventive main-
tenance, senior citizens' facilities

through pending state and local

funds, and attraction of new

businesses to a recently con-

structed industrial park in order to

create "more and better jobs in a

town saddled with high unem-
ployment and low paying factory

jobs."

This weekend marks Gardner's

50th anniversary, Erickson has

planned some heavy campaigning
at the many events scheduled to

take place in celebration of the

event. Erickson stated, "I expect

to make it through the upcoming
primary due to the efforts of a

devoted campaign staff and a firm

voting block behind me."

Erickson is competing against

City Councillors Edward Chitow

and Earnest Kirouac. Council

President Alvin Rousseau, and the

incumbent Mayor Clarke Stedman
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In The Nation And The World

Stage Is Set For Watergate Showdown

Appeals Court To Intervene "Compromise Hope Was Slim"
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The White House

and the special Watergate prosecutor told a
federal appeals court Thursday that they
had failed to reach a compromise set-

tlement on access to presidential tapes
recordings.

The U.S. Court of Appeals had suggested
the compromise and failure between the two
parties to agree set the stage for an ex-
pected showdown on the courts' right to
compel President Nixon to surrender the
tapes.

In nearly identical letters to the clerk of
the seven-member appeals court, both
parties said they had met on three occasions
this week and regretted to advise the court
"that these sincere efforts were not
fruitful."

They said they had agreed to say nothing
about their discussions beyond the
notification to the court which had set
Thrrsday as a deadline for respons to its

suggested compromise
The court had proposed that both sides

explore the possibility of permitting special
prosecutor Archibald Cox to listen to the
tapes and determine what portions were
essential evidence for the Watergate grand
ju.

The letters disclosed that Cox and J. Fred
Buzhardt. special White House counsel had
met Monday and Tuesdav and that a final
meeting was held Thursday.
Participants in the final meeting, which

lasted several hours, included Cox.
Buzhardt. Prof. Charles Alan Wright,
special legal consultant to the President for
the tapes case, and Leonard Garment,
White House counsel.

The failure to reach an out-of-court set-
tlement left it to the appeals court to decide
the case on the constitutional issues raised.

When it suggested the parties try for a
compromise, the court had cautioned that
its suggestion should not be taken as an
indication of how it ultimately might rule.

Whatever decision is forthcoming is

considered certain to be appealed to the
Supreme Court. Nixon has said he would
abide by a definitive decision from the
highest court but he has refused to discuss
what he would consider a definitive
judgment.
The long battle over the tapes entered the

courts last July when Cox subpoenaed the
recordings of nine presidential con-
versations about Watergate. After con-
sidering written and oral arguments from
both aides, U.S. District Court Judge John
J Sirica ordered the President on Aug. 29 to
give him the tapes to hear in private so he
could determine if the President's claim
that they should be kept secret was valid.
Both the White House and Cox disputed

Sirica's ruling and asked the court of ap-
peals to change it.

Cox wanted the court to order the tapes
given to the grand jury or to allow him to
listen to them along with Sirica.
The White House maintained its position

that under the Constitution the three
branches of government are equal and
therefore the courts have no power to force
the President to obey a judicial order
T he Senate Watergate committee also has

filed suit seeking White House tapes and
documents. Sirica on Thursday scheduled
oral arguments on that suit for Oct. 1. The
White House is scheduled to file written
arguments Monday.

In another Watergate development
Watergate conspirator G. Gordon Liddy
pleaded innocent Thursday in Los Angeles
to state charges of conspiracy and burglary
in connection with the 1971 break-in at the
office of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist.

By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - It would have
required too great a turnabout on President
Nixon's part to have accepted an appeals
court suggestion that he let the special
Watergate prosecutor listen to the White
House Watergate tapes.

Thus the hope of compromise generated
by talks between special prosecutor Ar-
chibald Cox and White House lawyers was
never more than faint.

And it was no surprise when both sides

notified the U. S. Court of Appeals after a
final session on Thursday "that these sin-

cere efforts were not fruitful."

Every statement by the President, in-

cluding his latest legal argument filed with
the appeals court on Wednesday, has taken a
firm position against releasing the tapes.

The appeals court suggestion, issued last

week, appeared to stem from the historic

reluctance of the judicial branch to decide

cases on grounds that could upset the

delicate balance of powers established by

the Constitution.

The court had noted that Cox is in the
executive branch and therefore the
President could permit him to hear the
tapes without violating the separation of
powers.

But the President had dealt with that
suggestion last July when he rejected Cox's
request that he voluntarily give the
prosecutor the tapes.

At that time, the President noted that Cox
wanted the tapes for the use of the
Watergate grand jury, which is a part of the
judicial branch of government.

The appeals court also seemed to be
keeping in mind the President's letter to
Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C, chairman of
the Senate Watergate committee.

In rejecting Ervin's request for the tapes
the President said he had listened to them
and had determined that they supported his
version of events and also would not clearly
resolve any of the questions about
Watergate.

The tapes include recorded conversations
between Nixon and former White House
counsel John W. Dean III who claims the
President knew of the Watergate cover-up.
The court had appeared to be suggesting

that if Cox could hear the tapes, he might
discover that they would not provide the
decisive evidence he had sougnt.
So it now is up to the appeals court to

decide the case on the legal arguments
before it. And then it will be the Supreme
Court's turn.

Nixon has promised to abide by a
definitive decision of the highest court, but
won't say what he considers definitive to be.

WASHINGTON-LUNCHEON GUEST AND HOST -Vice President Spiro T. Agnew. right
I'akastani Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto are in animated conversation at Anderson House where
Agnew hosted a luncheon for the foreign visitor. The Washington Post reported that a senior Republican
figure says he is «W-l/2per cent sure Agnew will resign, possibly this week.

Agnew Investigation Gains Momentum
By JEAN HELLER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1 AIM-There

were increasing signs yesterday
that the stalled federal in-

vestigation of Vice President Spiro
T. Agnew is about to start again,
either before a grand jury or in a

court fight

As the federal grand jurv which
is investigating allegations of
political corruption in Maryland
met again under strict secrecy
restrictions in Baltimore, sources
reported that IS Atty George
Beall was in Washington.

Brail, who is directing the grand
jury probe, had been reported here
on several occasions during the

week, a departure from his routine
of work in Baltimore Newsmen
also could not recall a time when
tie was absent during a grand jur>

session

A Justice Department
spokesman declined to say if Beall

was meeting with Atty. Gen. Elliot

L Richardson, who has assumed
over-all responsibility for the in-

vestigation Agnew s lawyers
declined to accept or return
telephone calls from newsmen

Richardson decided last week to

permit evidence related to Agnew
to go before the grand jury but

postponed deciding the difficult

constitutional question of whether
a vice president can be indicted
before he is impeached It has been
reported that Richardson wants to

hear what witnesses against
Agnew testify under oath before
tackling that decision.

It also has been reported that

Agnew s attorneys plan some court
action to prevent evidence relating
to the vice president from going
before the grand jury
Sources said Beall probably was

in Washington to brief Justice
Department officials, to plan his

grand jury action as it related to

Agnew and also to discuss with
Justice Department officials how
to proceed if Agnew s attorneys try
to stop the prob.e

Subcommittee Questions

Assassination Allegations
By WILLIAM L.C HAZE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) -Elliott Roosevelt, who claims a crazy man
slandered his name, will appear before a Senate subcommittee to answer
allegations that he helped contract for the assassination of Bahamiam
Prime Minister Lyndon 0. Pindling.
Roosevelt, a son of the late President Franklin D. Roosevelt, could

testify before the Senate subcommittee on investigations as early as next
week, sucommittee chairman Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., said Thur-

Louis P Mastriana, a convicted stock swindler, has said Roosevelt and
an associate of gambling kingpin MeyerLansky offered him $100,000 to
kill the Bahamian prime minister.
Both Roosevelt and the Lansky associate. Michael McLaney, have

denied the allegation. Roosevelt has described Mastriana as a mental
incompetent who is "absolutely crazy."

awnw
Roosevelt who is currently at his ranch outside Lisbon, Portugal isbeing.sent a transcript of Mastriana's testimony, Jackson said
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Duane Named Head Opthamologist

whose research led tothec'ause of WacZs buf o'nTJ"K™1 ta

blackouts among pilots was H h™ }
°n,y after a con '

named Thursday as
d,t,onof Prec,P»^tion in the retina.

ophthalmologist-in-chief at the
Wills Eye Hospital and Research
Institute.

Dr. Duane, whose appointment
will remain chairman of the
Department of Ophthalmology and
chief-of-service at Thomas Jef-
ferson University's Jefferson
Medical College and hospital,
where he has been since 1962.
Duane. 55. succeeds Dr. Arthur

H Keeney. who resigned to return
as dean of his alma mater, the
University of Louisville Medical
School Keeney was at Wills eight
years.

While Duane was a flight
surgeon during the Korean War he
discovered it was lack of cir-
culation to the retina that caused
blackouts among pilots. Up to that
time, lack of circulation was
blamed

His findings, published in 1965 as
Opthalmologieal Research USA"
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Insergents Tighten
Hold On Highway 5

PIINOM PENH, Cambodia ( AP) — While government forces counted

successes on two major highways and in Compong Cham, the military

command said yesterday insurgents had tightened their hold on the vital

supply read to the rice paddies of northwestern Cambodia.
Col. Am Rong, chief spokesman for the command, said the Com-

munist-led Khmer Rouge have expanded their zone of control on Highway
5 in an area 35 to 45 miles from the capital and that government units

have pulled back. The road was cut by insurgents Sept. 6.

In Kompong Cham, government troops won back a military engineer

compound on the northwestern edge of the city and killed seven in-

surgents, Am Rong said.

And in the Phnom Penh area, government forces cleared Highway 1,

the road to South Vietnam, of Khmer Rouge troops at a point about nine

miles from the heart of Phnom Penh.

Highway 4 remained open to traffic from the deepwater port of Kom-
pong Som for the second consecutive day after having been cut for nearly

a month.
By stopping the insurgents at Kompong Cham the government believed

it had blocked a major Khmer Routze objective. Documents captures at

Kompong Cham showed the insurgents had planned to take the city

during the first week in September to coincide with the conference of

nonaligned nations in Algiers, Am Rong said.

The large-scale attack on Kompong Cham began Sept. 6. Some ob-

servers had speculated the Khmer Rouge wanted a victory there to gain

greater recognition on the international scene.

Chile's New Junta
Probes Economy

INIVERStTY OF MASSACHUSETTS
mm

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Chile's new military junta,

apparently in firm control, eased

restrictions and turned its at-

tention to the nation's economy
Thursday.
Meanwhile, the widow of

deposed President Salvador
Allende fanned new controversy

about the coup and her husband's

death, which the ruling junta

claims was suicide and others say

was murder.
From exile in Mexico City,

Hortensia Bussi de Allende

asserted that her husband was
killed by the military forces that

overthrew him.

The junta has maintained that

Allende shot himself in the mouth
with a submachine gun given him

by Fidel Castro, and when she

arrived in Mexico Sunday Mrs.

Allende had said she believed those

reports.

In an interview with The New
York Times, Mrs. Allende said that

she has since learned from
"eyewitnesses" - including her

daughters, doctors and reporters -

that Allende was shot in the

stomach and chest as well as in the

mouth.
Mrs. Allende flew to Mexico City

last Sunday with two of her three

daughters. There was no ex-

planation of why she did not have

information from the daughters at

that time that Allende had not

taken his own life.

Mrs. Allende said soon after

arriving in Mexico City that she

believed the junta's version that

Allende had committed suicide.

One of Allende's daughters who
flew to Mexico City, Maria Isabel

Allende de Tambuti, was quoted in

the newspaper Excelsior as saying

that a bodyguard told her the

deposed president was killed by "a

machine-gun burst in the stomach

and chest."

Two other men allegedly

present at the end were quoted as

giving the same version in the

Mexican magazine Siempre.

In a report from Santiago, the

magazine quoted Jorge Uribe,

subdirector of the Office of

Revolutionary Information under

Allende, describing the last

moments.
"We were shooting machine guns

against tanks. There was no

chance. They were going to take

the" palace. We were crying.

"Allende was still okay. He took

me by the arm and said, "Try to

get away. You are young and can

continue the fight. All of you out. I

will stay."

HEW Proposes
Sterilization Regulations

ByJOHNSTOWELL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AP) — The Department of Health, Education and

Welfare proposed new regulations yesterday to protect the rights of the

estimated 100,000 poor persons who are sterilized each year in clinics

supported by federal funds.

T he rules would require written informed consent of every patient, and

establish a rigid system of safeguards including judicial review for cases

involving minors under 21 and those ajudged mentally incapable of giving

consent
Federally financed sterilization of minors and the mentally in-

competent has been blocked since July by order of HEW Secretary

Caspar W. Weinberger
The order came after allegations that two Montgomery County, Ala.,

girls were sterilized without their parents' understanding of the

procedure and that some Aiken, S.C.. welfare mothers were refused

obstetrical care unless they accepted sterilization.

The parents of the Alabama sisters and a group of South Carolina

women have filed a class-action lawsuit against the government in U.S.

District Court here, seeking to halt all sterilization and use of ex-

perimental drugs in federally supported programs until adequate

guidelines have been adopted, federal officials said.
"

1 nt crested parties have 30 days to comment on the proposed regulations

which apply to all programs overated by the Public Health Service and

the Social and Rehabilitation Service.

IMANI : Getting It On
Imani*. a small word meaning faith and hope is ready for action. We

are a group getting into community involvement with low income

students We have a variety of things planned for the year 73-74 and wish

for all those who want to become part of this action to come to our next

meeting, this Monday at 7: 30 in the Black Cultural Center. Kennedy 19th

floor lounge

At that time we will give a rational of all Imam's happenings All are

welcome to attend

HOME FOR REFUGEES-Cattle carts serve as mobile homes to these Cambodians, driven from then

native villages by the continuing conflict in Indochina. Their wagon train, composed of wooden carts,

paused on route 30, about six miles from Phnom Penh. Fighting continues in the Khmer Republic.

No Bread Shortage Foreseen
BylllLMlTOROS

Associated Press Writer

ROME ( AP) — The world will have enough bread

for the rest of the year, according to forecasts issued

yesterday by four major wheat-exporting countries

and the Common Market nations.

Agricultural experts from the 14 nations convened

an emergency meeting yesterday and said they

foresaw no immediate crisis. Some cautioned,

however, that transport problems might deprive

some areas of available wheat.

"Although supplies of wheat are tight there is

certainly no crisis situation," said Richard E. Bell,

deputy assistant U.S. secretary of Agriculture for

international affairs and commodity programs.

Officials of the U.N. Food and Agriculture

Organization, which called the meeting, said other

delegates agreed with Bell.

But the U.N. organization said in a statement that

delegates were told that the agency was "doubtful

whether there was sufficient margin of supplies to

meet any emergency requirements which might

arise in the remainder of the season."

Industrialized wheat-importing nations were asked

to reduce their buying to amounts "absolutely

essential for current consumption."

The United States. Canada, Argentina, Australia

and the Cortftnon Market countries were summoned
to the meeting that was called three week ago by the

food organization's secretary-general, Addeke

Boerma. At that time, Boerma said it appeared that

would wheat stocks, at their lowest levels in 20 years,

would be depleted further this fall.

But figures released on the eve of the conference by

the International Wheat Council in London calmed

immediate worries about possible wheat shortages.

Boerma had feared an export-import deficit of nine

million tons. The wheat council reduced the figure to

between three million and six million tons.

The price of wheat is not expected to fall, however.

Bell said demand for U.S. wheat would continue to be

strong. He estimated that U.S. wheat stocks were

likely to drop from 42 million to 36 million tons next

July. But they should go up to 48 million tons the

following year, Bell estimated.

U.S. sources said they did not expect either the

Soviet Union or China to resort to massive wheat

imports this year. A massive Soviet purchase last

year, estimated at 15.5 million tons, was said to have

been the chief source of the current tight wheat

situation.

Union Approves Pact

DETROIT. Mich. (AP) The

first United Auto Workers local

union to vote on ratification of a

proposed three-year contract with

Chrysler Corp. approved the pact

by a wide margin.

However, Local No. 444

President Charles Brooks in

Windsor, Ont., said Thursday
about half the workers failed to

cast ballots.

Returns from the 10,000-member

local showed about 82 per cent of

those who voted approved the pact.

The vote opens the way for

Windsor plants to resume
operation over the weekend.

Only two others among the 69

Chrysler union locals scheduled

votes Thursday and there was no

immediate report on their actions.

Most of Chrysler's 127,500

workers represented by the United

Auto Workers vote Friday and

Saturday. Balloting is to be

completed by neon Sunday.

If a majority of the workers

approve the contract, Chrysler

employes will go back to the plants

Monday.
The LAW struck Chrysler at

midnight last Friday, costing the

nations third largest automaker

production of more than 7,000 cars

and trucks daily Chrysler said the

strike is costing it more than $31

million dailv and workers are

losing $5 million in wages daily.

A contract offer was announced
Monday by company and union

bargainers just 63 hours after the

strike began.

Major items in the offer include

limits upon mandatory overtime,

pension increases from $500 to $700

monthly over the next six years,

full retirement benefits after 30

years, and wage boosts of three per

cent annually plus an added 12

cents per hour in the first year.

Ford, which has nearly 170,000

UAW workers, is operating under

an indefinite extension of a con-

tract which expired last Friday.

The same situation prevails at

General Motors where there arc

415,000 union members.

SST Takes Caution

In Largest Airport

GRAPEVINE, Tex. (AP) The
British-French supersonic tran-
sport Concorde was forced
Thursday to make a precautionary
maneuver because a jetliner was
in the area as the SST arrived for
the dedication of the new Dallas-
Fort Worth Airport.

The Concorde approached the
airport of 1,000 feet prior to making
its first landing in the United
States, but the tower told the pilot

to quickly ascend to 3,000 feet.

About 400 reporters from around
the world were at the dedication
ceremonies fo the world's largest
airport and watched as the rapier-
thin jetliner banked abruptly to the
right and streaked upward.
Kendall K. Jones, a Federal

Aviation Administration
spokesman in Fort Worth, said the
action was precautionary.
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Somehow The Paper Gets Out

How Big Is This Headline Anyway?
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By JOAN FAS8NACHT
Lemon-creme pies fly through

the air and connect with their in-

tended victims.

"This one's for you, Ballou!!!"
"Woo woo woo woo woo," comes

the response, "Back off!!" as the

pie hits him squarely in the face,

two more get him simultaneously
in the back and stomach.
"How rude," shouts Barroll, as

one beer-soaked girl laces his hair

with shipped cream from an
aerosal container.

In the midst of the barrage of

other groupies drift in and out

bringing with them conversations,
news tips, dogs, newspapers,
questions, answers, gossip, noise,

and more noise.

And so it goes on the second floor

of the Student Union, where each
day the harried staff rises above
two-fingered typing, crank phone
calls; bitter coffee; broken-down
typewriters; and disappearing
copy to deliver a daily newspaper
to the students. Like the mail, or

birth, or death, or sex, the
tollegian always comes out.

asdf ;lkj asdf ;lkj asdf ;lkj The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog.

I>eercans. pies, and flailing bodies,

the more dedicated staff of the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian
(those with stories due), loyally

pound out their stories for the last

issue of last semester's newspaper.
Somehow, in spite of the annual

end-of-the-year Collegian staff

party, the paper magically ap-

peared on campus the next day
As at the party, mass confusion

invariably reigns at the Collegian

office. Above the incessant
drumming of the AF machine,
reporters beat out their copy from
early morning until late at night,

editors, reporters, layout staff, and

Managing Editor Bob Scheier,
had this to say concerning the
production of a daily newspaper,
it's sheer, unadulterated mad-
ness."

It should be noted here that Bob
plans to retire next week due to

battle fatigue.

"R-r-r-ing!" Simultaneously,
three of the intercom buttons light

up on the phone. A reporter sitting

near by remains totally oblivious
to the phone's demands as he types
up his article.

"Pick two," invites Tackeff to no
one in particular as he strolls in

with his latest editorial. "Mi mi mi

Today the Collegian, tomorrow the New York Times

mi mi."

"Oh God, it seems like I was here

only a few hours ago!"
"You were, dummy!"
Executive Editor Jerry Lazar

runs screaming into the office,

"Those Fucking assholes. They
mis-spelled a word in the headline

of my story, and rewrote the

lead!!'' In protest of such
sacrilege, he rips up his Collegian.

"Shut up everybody-copy, copy,

we need stories for tomorrow's
issue, in case anyone's interested,"

yells our harried news editor, as
she downs her upteenth cup of
coffee.

"Where are our reporters??? 7

We'll have to print all AP news,
and I'll get fired and have to go on
Welfare to support my dog!"
Despite the general overall at-

mosphere of disorder which en-
velopes the office, there does exist

a method to the madness of putting
out a daily newspaper. Herewith, is

a behind-the-scenes look at a
newspaper in the making.
The Editor-in-Chief's main

function is to oversee the entire
operation of the paper. He keeps
track of what the editors are doing,
and formulates long-range policy.

The Editor-in-Chief also takes a lot

of shit from a lot of people every
day. It's a wonder that Editors-in-
Chief last a month, let alone a year.
The Managing Editor is

responsible for the day to day
operation of the paper. It is his job
to coordinate news, sports, and
photo into the paper. Under him
are five issue editors (one for each
night) and their staffs who edit

stories and AP copy, write
headlines, count stories, and
prepare a mock layout of the
paper. A layout involves deciding
where the pictures and stories will

go on the pages in the paper.
The News Editor's job is perhaps

the most time-consuming and
nerve-wracking one in the office.
Keeping up with the news is a
chaotic business. Assignments are
given as far in advance as possible.
However, there is no telling when
an unexpected story will arise,
necessitating a frantic search for a
reporter who doesn't have a 1:25.

An 1 1:00 p.m. deadline for all news
copy is set.

The Sports. Editorial and Photo
Departments lead more ordered
lives.

Because most sports events are
scheduled, the reporting staff can
assign stories and sports features
m advance and plan their page
layout ahead oi time.
Photo is dependent on the news

department to pin up their story
list so that accompanying pictures
the stories can be taken
The Business Manager is in

charge of selling ads and over-

seeing the business expenses of the
paper Under him are the

Advertising Manager, who is in

charge of the ad accounts, twelve
ad representatives, and two
secretaries Ads are laid out every
night, two nights ahead of the

paper in which they are to appear.
by an ad layout person. The ad
layout- -that is, how many pages of

ads there are generally deter-

mines the size of the paper.

"Copy runs", in which finished

layout sheets of the paper are
brought to the printer's are

overseen by that night's issue

editor. Copy runs take place about

three times a night; at 8:30, 10:00,

and midnight or later.

The issue editor accompanies the

last copy run to the print shop, and
oversees the production of the

paper. He often does not return to

Campus before the sun rises.

If you're ever hard up for

something to do, take a trip some
night to the printer's. The
Collegian becomes a newspaper
under the dilapidated roofs of two
ramshackle buildings, in-

conspicuously located on a side

street in Ware. The making of a
newspaper is a fascinating process
to watch.

Girls type the stories on "idiot

tape", which transcribes the let-

ters into a code. These tapes are

fed into a menacing-looking

the newspaper page, is placed in a
dryer, where it cools and sets
The negative is then put in a

machine which presses an imprint
of the page onto a large, thin, metal
plate. In the final step, the plates
are fitted onto the presses where
the newspapers are run off.

As they are runoff the press the
newspapers are folded, trundled
down the conveyor belt, loaded
onto the truck, and FINALLY
delivered to various drop-off points
on the campus.
NOW I'll tell you everything that

really goes on at the printer's. You
didn't think that things go as
smoothly as that, did you?? 7 Just
ask the girls who type up the copy
on those fancy typewriters. They'll
tell you about lost pages, illegible

"I'll never figure that damm
thing out." he mutters. "Everv

In all madness there is madness
machine called a compugraph, and
come out on film. The film is

developed in the film processor
and the story comes out in
newspaper columns called galleys.
Another special compugraph

called a headliner is used to print
out the headlines.

In the next step, the galleys are
waxed so that they will sticn to the
layout sheets. These layout sheets,
which are exactly the same shape
and size as the Collegian, are
placed over "light tables" -special
translucent table tops with lights
shinning through-and the galleys
are pasted on them exactly as the
layout staff had decided earlier in
the evening.

Once the paste-up of the page is

completed, a picture is taken of it

The negative, which is the size of

"Play Misty For Me"
a Clint Eastwood Thriller

Mahar Aud. Tonite 7 and 9 p.m.

Sponsored by Womens Crew Club

time I pick it up. there's some nut
writing, and even illegible typing.

Talk to Ellen, who does the
pasteups of the galleys onto the
mock-up pages, and she'll tell you
about paste going everywhere
except on the page.
Wander down to the "Collegian

Room" (really, that's what it's

called -after all, we're their
biggest account!), where the
opaquing process is done. When the
photo of a page is taken, oftentimes
white spots appear in the negative,
which have to be blotted out by a
special pencil. Anyone stuck with
this unglamorous job will tell you
how aggravating it can be.

The next time you find yourself
hanging aorund the Student Union
waiting for the Collegian to arrive
so you can read it during your 11 : 15

class, have a little patience if it's

late AGAIN.

Child Bride Returned
To Aborigines Village

By IAN Mel Al SLAM)
Associated Press Writer

SYDNEY, Australia ( AP)-A 7-year-old aboriginal girl has been taken
from the white family in which she grew up and returned to a tribal
village and the middle-age man to whom she has been promised in

marriage
Mrs Athol Brown, the white foster mother who took in Nola Ganamba

as a sickly 8-month-old baby, said Nola left her home in tears, screaming
that she wanted to stay with the Browns. An official from the govern-
ment's Aboriginal Affairs Department took Nola anyway and the Browns
are now trying to get her back
"She became a sister to our own six children," said 45-year-old Ann

Brown. "She called me Mum and Athol was Dad."
In the village there are bark huts where Nola was taken, to her parents

and the middle-age tribesman to whom she had been promised at birth as
a bride.

According to Mrs. Brown, and there has been no denial, the parents
wanted the child back to reassure the husband-to-be-who was paying a
bride price of food and tobacco- that she existed.

Psychosynthesis Group
To Hold Sessions

Need to pick up a course? There's still room in P-10 "Group Dynamics of House Wreaking" course
number :{K05645, Lecturer is llouser Crash.

Mindszenty To Publish Memoirs Next Year

MONTREAL (AP)-Joseph Cardinal Mindszenty.
who fled the Hungarian Communist regime in 1956,

says he will publish his memoirs early next year
despite the objection of Hungarian authorities.

The 82-year old prelate arrived is on a 10-day tour of

Canadian cities.

Objections to the publication of his memoirs have
been raised by the Hungarian ambassador to Italy,

who says that they would be a violation of an
agreement made when Cardinal Mindszenty was
allowed to leave Hungary two years ago.
The Hungarian envoy said the agreement prohibits

the cardinal from returning to Hungary and stops

him from making statements considered detrimental

to the Hungarian regime.

Cardinal Mindzenty said at a news conference
Wednesday: "Human and individual rights are

guaranteed by the United Nations and many other

countries of the world. The cardinal, too. is entitled to

those rights."

He did not indicate the contents of his memoirs.
The cardinal is in Canada to commemorate the

millenium of Christianity in Hungary and the 1,000th

anniversary of St. Stephen, Hungary's patron saint.

A Psychosynthesis Group for

personal and spiritual growth will

be offered by Donald Mastriano in

Southampton beginning October
loth. The Group will be limited in

size and will meet every Wed-
nesday from 7-10 P.M. through

November 28th, including two full

day sessions on October 14th and
December 2nd.

Psychosynthesis is a psy-

chological and educational ap-

proach to inner unfoldmcnt,

development, self actualiza-

tion, and realization. It

seeks to promote harmonious and
balanced development of the

personality and all psychological

functions through a variety of

techniques according to the

situation In addition, it assumes a

higher self within each person

which can direct this harmonious
integration of one's being, and
provides methods for contacting

this self for realizing the creative,

inspirational, and spiritual aspects
of one's self. Psychosynthesis is a

humanistic and transpersonal
approach and offers a synthesis of

Eastern and Western psychologies

in systems of growth.

The Group will be led by Donald
Mastriano, Doctoral Candidate
from the UMass, School of

Education. Human Relations
Center, who has trained under the

founder of Psychosynthesis,
Roberto Assagioli, in Florence,

Italy. For information about
registration, call Don at 413-527-

3842 or write him at Box 373,

College Highway, Southampton,
Mass

Court Ruling Made
On P. Bucks Will
RUTLAND, Vt. ( APi-The Rutland County Probate Court has ruled

that a will of Pearl Buck's leaving all but jewelry to the Pearl S. Buck 1971

Trust is to be considered the last will and testament of the prize winning

author.

Miss Buck, whose legal name was Pearl Walsh, died March 6 at her

home in nearby Danby. She was 80, and was survived by a sister and nine

children.

Judge Howard W. Douglas, in a ruling made public Thursday, said

Miss Buck's will of April 7, 1971, and a codicle of Jan. 23, 1973, would be

accepted for probate.

Those documents specifically state that she did not leave anything but

an engagement ring to her children or the Pearl S. Buck Foundation, Inc.

The children and the foundation, according to the will, had been taken

care of by other means. The other means were not described.

The foundation was formed in 1964 and was dedicated to the education

and general welfare of displaced children in the wo~'.d. It has offices in six

Asian countries, which work to solve problems for Amerasians, the

children of American servicemen and Asian mothers.

One of Miss Buck's sons. Edgar, contested the will and codicle last

April He alleged the documents resulted from undue pressure by

Theodore Harris, who Miss Buck described as an associate, and others

w ho separated the author from her children during the latter part of her

life.

Judge Douglas' order can be appealed through the next month.
No dollar value has been set for Miss Buck's worth at her death. That

estimate was expected to be made public during the probate procedure.

All Miss Buck's jewelry . except the engagement ring, was left to Harris,

from whom she said it came.
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Navy To Eliminate

Admirals
NORFOLK. Va. (AP)-Over the next three years the Navy will

eliminate over 10 per cent of its admirals, the Norfolk Ledger-Star said
Thursday.

The newspaper, in a story by military writer Jack Kestner, said the
Navy will cut 16 admiral billets during the current fiscal year followed bv
"similar" reductions over the next two fiscal years.

However, a spokesman in the office of Secretary of the Navy John W
Warner said the number of admirals cut during the next two fiscal years
"w ill be something less than 16 for each of those years.

"

He said he assumed the cuts will be made through attrition, meaning
that when an admiral retires or is transferred from a billet the billet will
be eliminated.

News of the cut was contained in a recent letter from Vice Adm. David
H. Bagley, chief of naval personnel, to Sen. Walter Mondale, D-Minn. The
letter was in response to criticism by Mondale that the military "has
become so top heavy with high-ranking officers that it's shaped not like a
pyramid but like a balloon."

Pulse Needs Students
Project Pulse, a student attitude and opinion survey project, needs

work-study students as telephone interviewers to survey campus issues
We are looking for those students who are currently not working their
maximum number of hours allowed per week and would like to sup-
plement their working schedules by three hours per week.
Surveys are conducted on Tuesday evenings. Students work 3 hours a

week. If interested, please call 545-2687 and ask for Karen, Ralph or
Larry.

'
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Concentration patience and timing. Kung Fu as demonstrated last night in the C.C. Auditoriumbefore an animated crowd of several hundred people.
'

House To Consider
Bargaining Bill
BOSTON (AP)-The Massachusetts House is expected to begin con-

sideration Monday of a watered down version of a collective bargaining
bill for public employes which the Senate pushed through initial and final
approval Wednesday night.

The bill, which had gone through three years of legislative study three
seperate drafts and more than 100 amendments, extends to state em-
ployes the rights which county and municipal employes now have to
bargain collectively for wages and job benefits.

An earlier version of the bill was debated in the Senate for about five
hours Wednesday afternoon, as a number of amendments were adopted
chipping away at its original points.

"We started with a comprehensive collective bargaining statute and atleast we ended up with something thai is an imnmvement
.for^ state m

ongfnal bill
^ °" ***** DSprinSfield wno led the fight for the"

He said that in addition to giving state employes collective bargaining
rights, it provides for making agency fees negotiable and provides that
certain local by-laws and statutes could be overidden bv collective
bargaining.

Tax Relief Bill Threatens State

BOSTON (AP) -The state
could lose $45 million in the next
six years under a bill for tax relief

for state-based life insurance
companies now pending before the
House Ways and Means Com-
mittee.

According to Secretary of
Administration William I. Cowin,
who appeared before the com-
mittee Thursday in support of the
bill, domestic life insurance
companies have for a number of
years been discriminated against

in favor of foreign out-of-state life

insurance companies.
The foreign companies now are

paying a 2 per cent tax on company
premiums earned in the state,

while domestic companies have to

pay that tax, as well as a 14 per
cent surtax and another one per
cent revenue tax.

Under the bill, the taxes for
foreign companies would remain
constant while those for domestic
companies would be cut back to

eight per cent over a five year

period.

"We're trying to correct an
inequity to protect taxable
companies that the state is in"

danger of losing," Cowin said. Rep.
Joseph Early, D-Worcester, asked
why taxes should be cut for in-

surance companies when it would
probably cause a tax increase for

citizen taxpayers.

A number of insurance company
executives were on hand at the
hearing to testify in favor of the
bill.
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JIMMY"
Friday and Saturday

from 9 p.m. - 1 a .m.

seating for

cocktails - 9:30 p.m.

restaurant
FINE FOOD IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF
RELAXED DINING.

ENTERTAINMENT FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS

BEST VIEW OF AMHERST.

DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENTS AND THEIR
GUESTS

PHONE 549-6000 FOR RESERVATIONS.

A Chosen Few
By HOWARD CLARK
Associated Press Writer

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - Morale dipped in the
Albany Police Department a few years ago because
only a few policemen were granted the opportunity to
loot parking meters, a patrolman identified only as
"Officer Y" told the State Investigation Commission
Thursday.
"Some men were unhappy because they were not

getting their share," he said. "So the sergeant
decided that the money should be divided equally
amongst all members of the squad, no matter who
picked it up."
Did that solve the morale problem? "No," said

Officer Y. "the men started to steal from each
other."

The testimony drew chuckles from the 60 persons
gathered in the small courtroom. It was given in the
third day of public hearings by the SIC into alleged
police corruption in New York's capital city.

Officer Y did not physically appear in the hearing
room. He was closeted in an adjacent room with
Joseph Fisch, the the SIC chief counsel. The answers
by Officer Y to questions were heard by the audience
through a loudspeaker in the hearing room.
The disembodied voice sketched a systemized

pattern of parking meter thefts and store burglaries
by the squad on which he served.

"I acted like I went along. I told them I took stuff I

didn't take. My standing improved and I was ac-
cepted," he said. The policeman said the thefts and
burglaries were encouraged by his squad leader,
whom he identified as Sgt. Kenneth Kenndy, now a
lieutenant.

Officer Y said he learned of the parking meter
thefts shortly after he joined the department eight
years ago.

As part of Lambda Chi Alpha's facelifting project Ernest J.
Severance is shown putting his touch on the house. During the next
few weeks the front porch will be razed and rebuilt. If you want to
check out the painting results, Tom Joyce, president says open house
is this Saturday at 9 p.m. ( cnr. of N. Pleasant and Fearing Sts.) All
are welcome.

An Easier Break

For Your Car
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Motorists in Massachusetts found it easier to slake
the thirst of their automobiles yesterday, the last day
of a planned three-day federal price control protest
and the day Before a court hearing on an injunction to
keep gasoline stations open.
Yesterday's break in the shutdown came at noon

when stations were reopened in the Greater
Springfield area, where the shutdown had met with
about its greatest success.
A spokesman for dealers there said more than half

the stations in the area had closed to protest Phase IV
price controls.

The shutdown began Tuesday and was only partly
successful from the beginning. Even that success was
lessened after a judge late Tuesday issued a tem-
porary injunction forbidding service station owners
from banding together to close in protest of pricing.

It is a hearing on whether to make that injunction
permanent that is scheduled for Friday.
T he temporary injunction was issued at the request

of Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn. It did not pertain to
individual dealers but to those "acting in concert."
The Automobile Legal Association said Thursday,

before the Springfield area stations reopened, that an
unscientific check of stations indicated ap-
proximately the same number open as Wednesday
when it estimated that 70 per cent of the state's
stations were selling gas.
An ALA spokesman said that "pockets" of very

heavy closures remained Thursday in Lexington,
Wakefield and Bedford in the eastern part of the
state.

In the western section, there were reports that
owners of approximately 40 gasoline stations in
Northern Berkshire County planned to close for the
weekend of Sept. 28-30.

Gas Retailers May Hike Costs
By JIM LUTHER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Gasoline retailers will be

allowed to raise prices soon, probably by Oct. 2,

director John Dunlop of the Cost of Living Council
said yesterday.

The Cost of Living Council announced last week
that gasoline dealers would have until next Tuesday
to submit information on their prices and profit

margins and that the council would "act promptly to
make appropriate upward adjustments in the ceiing
prices."

Pressed by Sen. Charles Percy, R-Ill., Dunlop told

a congressional subcommittee yesterday that "I
would hope it would require no longer than a week"
beyond next Tuesday for the council to act. That
would be Oct. 2.

Dunlop said the action likely will result in hikes of

one or two cents per gallon.

Dunlop told the subcommittee that the council also
will consider permanent changes in Pase 4 profit-

margin regulations applying to gasoline dealers. But
he said that, although the council will consider
changing the tight regulations on the petroleum in-

dustry, there are no plans to change them.
Allowing gasoline dealers an unlimited pass-

through on costs would create "a situation con-

siderably adverse to American consumers," Dunlop
said.

He testified before the Joint Economic sub-
committe on consumer economics.
The panel is studying the petroleum-products

shortage expected this winter, and heard renewed
calls Thursday for the Nixon administration to im-
pose mandatory allocation of oil before winter
weather begins. Protest service station closures
continued in scattered parts of the nations yesterday
but gasoline was available to motorists.
In Massachusetts, dealers in the Springfield area

decided to end their shutdown yesterday morning.
The shutdown was only partially successful,

however, and a court order forbade station owners
from banding together to close.

The Automobile Legal Association said a check at
one point indicated 30 per cent of Massachusetts
stations were closed.

In the Washington, DC, area, some station owners
were planning a protest closure for Monday. Paul
Longley, owner of a station in suburban Landover,
Md., said: "About 60 percent of the dealers will close
Monday and we are hoping for 100 per cent." There
are an estimated 2,000 stations in the Washington
metropolitan area.

Loss Of Pilots
Concerns Navy

Amy Tells Cab Drivers

How To Be Polite
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NEW YORK (AP) Amy Van

derbilt. who specializes in telling

people how to be polite, began a
class at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel
this week for a group known for its

lack of politeness - New York cab
drivers.

Reminding the cabbies they have
the reputation of being "the rudest
and toughest in the world." the
etiquette authority added:

"First. I would like to be called

madam, not sugarplum My
husband would like to be called sir.

not bud, or mister, or hey you."
Her pupils reminded her that all

taxi passengers are not perfect

ladies and gentlemen, either, and
one driver asked her what he
should do when a couple begins to

make love in the back seat of a cab
"Put yourself in the other per-

son's place." she replied.

As the raucous laughter burst

over her. Miss Vanderbilt blushed
but quickly recovered her aplomb
"What I mean is. don't do
anything."

NEW CITY. NY. (AP) Marty
Snyder of Nyack. N Y.. a 56 year-

old former New York City

restaurant manager, says he
doesn't see anything odd about his

being named to the new
Clarkstown movie review board.
The nine-member board was set

up after a furore over showings of
"The Last Tango in Paris" in area
theaters.

"They figured my ideas ought to

be represented," said Snyder.
"I'm no stuffed shirt, but some of
the things I read and hear about
are incredible."

Snyder has been blind for several
vears.

ALLEN PARK, Mich. (AP) - If

anyone has a 1929 South Carolina
license plate he probably can get a
good price for it from Bob Jones,
first charter member of the
Michigan License Plate Collectors
Association.

Jones has a collection of 3.000
license plates, but his greatest
pride is a collection of plates from
1929 - the year of his birth - from
every state except South Carolina

SAN DIEGO (AP)- The growing
number of experienced pilots
leaving the Navy brought new
expressions of concern yesterday
as a top admiral toured California
air bases, talking it over with the
fliers.

Rear Adm. George E.R. Kinnear
II, an assistant chief of the Bureau
of Naval Personnel, blamed a
congressional cut in flight pay for
senior pilots.

"The number of what would be
considered premature resignations
has increased alarmingly," a Navy
spokesman in San Diego said.

Since the salary changes last

October, Kinnear said, it has cost
the Navy up to $100 million "to
train replacements for the aviation
personnel who have left the service
because of the pay cut" which he
said Congress figured would save
$14 million annually. He cited no
figures on the number of
resignations.

The resignation rate of
lieutenants and lieutenant com-
manders especially has been
critical, Kinnear said in an in-

terview. He talked for two days
with helicopter pilots, anti-sub-

marine warfare pilots in San Diego
area bases.

There was no indication any of

the men plan to withdraw their

resignations.

Quoddy

Moccasins

Boat Mocs
Soft Solos

Hard Solos

Beaded

Rabbit Skin Pocketbooks

Cherokeet Accessories

We can order any Quoddy
Moc you wish . . .

The Moc Shoppe
Amherst Carriage Shops

Wed., Fri. till 9

The LIGHTHOUSE
Rt. 1 16, Sunderland, on the Amherst L me

BART AUTO
& Body Specialists

When you

make contact

contact us.

Foreign & domestic
collision work

* Windshields replaced
* State license

insurance estimates

Rte. 9, Belchertown

256-8712

2 1/2 miles past Rusty
Scupper on the left

FRESH

SEAFOOD
tfifthtst

Fish ft Chips 99'

Fried Clams $1.35

Dine In * Take Out * Cook at Home -

DINNERS

Boiled Live Lobster— Seafood Platter "
Shrimp— Seal lops— Steamers— t. £*

Fresh Fish — Clams on the Half SheJI

( Lobster Pool)

YOU MAY BRING YOUR OWN BEV£J?*VGE

(Amherst)

Tel. 549-6662 Tel.
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Be A Senator
The time is long overdue for students on this campus to

assume their rightful places as people with a say in their

own lives here and in the future of the University of which

they comprise the major part. There are two reasons why
this has not occurred yet that are in the control of students

and can be changed right now. First is the process of

thought leads to student awareness of where we belong in

the community. That change hopefully, is coming. Second

is the building of a strong organization, combining the

resources that students control into a viable mechanism
for the input that students deserve.

At present the student Senate is an ineffective body of

people who spent all of last year ruining themselves and

the voice of students ( YOUR voice) with petty fighting. On
October 2, 3, and 4, the Senate is holding its annual elec-

tions. Here's where you, the student, come in with the

chance to help forge for all students their place at UMass.

Get your head together on where you think students

should be at UMass and RUN FOR THE STUDENT
SENATE. It's really easy to do. Just pick up your

nomination papers at the Senate Office on the second floor

of the Student Union and return them by September 26th.

Any undergraduate is eligible. Not only will you be helping

to clean up the mess that was last year's senate and
helping the few good people who are there to create a

legitimate student lobby, but you'll be helping to achieve

all the goals for students that a united and working student

body can achieve.

In my column of September 11,

1

stated that I ought to publish a list

of recommended readings so one

could get a clearer picture of the

ways in which our government has

helped the communist cause since

the days of FDR. Well, a few

individuals have made inquiries

into this so I will present a small

list of books, with a short review of

each.

AGAIN. MAY GOD FORGIVE
US by Robert Welch: This deals

with the story of the Truman
governments betrayal of China and

Chiang Kai-shek. What it is is a

small anthology of two of Mr.

Welch's older writings. The first,

May God Fovgive Us documents

the story of how the Truman State

Department betrayed Chiang Kai-

shek and put the communists in

power. It first came out in 1952 as a

small book (103 pages) published

by the Henry Regnery Co. The

second is a biography of Chiang

Kai-Shek which first appeared in

the May 1957 edition of One

Man's Opinion the magazine

which went on to become
American Opinion. The cost is

two dollars.

2)THK POLITICIAN by Robert

Welch: This book has been called

one of the most controversial to

appear in the sixties. It is an

unauthorized biography of Dwight

Eisenhower which was written in

1958 but not published until 1963.

The Politician is a most disturbing

book. Its facts are taken from the

mass media (half the book is

footnotes) but the author comes up

with his own conclusions. The cost

is $1.50.

3)THE ACTOR by Alan Stang:

Another unauthorized biography,

this time of John Foster Dulles,

Secretary of State from 1953 to

1957. Author Stang gave the book

its title because the book shows

that Dulles masqueraded as a

Republican anti-communist while

he was really one of the strongest

agents the Kremlin had in the

United States. The cost is one

dollar.

4)THE FEARFUL MASTER by

UOiCS ^/^GUuRAij

G. Edward Griffin : This is the book

that exposes the true nature of the

United Nations. Published in 1964

it is a little outdated now and

should be revised. But the nature of

the U.N. and the meaning of the

book have not changed. The cost is

one dollar but the book is included

in the U.N. Special Packet ad-

vertised on the "Get US out

billboard on Route 9 in Hadley.

5)THE GREAT PRISON
BREAK by G. Edward Griffin:

This deals with the ways in which

the Earl Warren Supreme Court

underminded law enforcement in

this country. The author

documents certain key cases such

as the Mallory and Escobedo

rulings and explains the errors the

Warren Court made in interpreting

the Constitution. The cost is one

dollar.

6)THE NAKED CAPITALIST-a
review of Dr. Carroll Quigley's

Tragedy and Hope by W. Cleon

Skousen. The reviewer takes

key passages from Author

Quigley's book and interprets

them so they can be more
easily understood. Quigley ad-

mits that not only is there

a master conspiracy con-

trolling the communist conspiracy

but that he is a part of this con-

spiracy. The cost is two dollars.

7)FDR: MY EXPLOITED
FATHER-IN-LAW by Curtis Dall:

This book is the author's firsthand

story of the Roosevelt ad-

ministration. Personally, I don't

think too much of the man; he runs

Liberty Lobby, a neo-Nazi group

based in Washington. But his book

is an excellent primary source, one

of the few decent books Liberty

Lobby sells. The cost is one dollar.

8)NONE DARE CALL IT

CONSPIRACY by Gary Allen: This

book takes up where The Naked

Capitalist left off. It goes into detail

about the way international

bankers have underminded this

country for their own purpose and
touches upon the ways the Nixon
Administration is helping them.

My only criticism of this million-

seller is that the paperback edition

has been prepared with footnotes

and a large Appendix which is

much better for documentation.

The paperback sells for one dollar,

the hardback for $5.95.

9) RICHARD NIXON: THE MAN
BEHIND THE MASK by Gary

Allen : the author of None Dare C all

it Conspiracy presents a well

documented book on the 38th

President of the United States, a

man who would be dictator of the

world. Best book I've seen on

Nixon. It sells for two dollars.

10)THE LAW by Frederic

Bastiat: This 75-page book was
written in 1848 by a French

economist. It presents the case for

a limited government with the

emphasis on personal respon-

sibility in a style that is relatively

easy to understand. The cost is one

dollar.

This list of books is a good starter

set for anyone interested in con-

servative literature. Get these

books and read them.

Pressure Needed

By JOANNE LEVENSON
On September 20, 1973 the United Farmworkers AFL-CIO gained a

substantial victory for the Western Massachusetts area with the signing

of new contract agreements between the Foodmart supermarket chains

and the UFW's bargaining committee. The new agreement means that

the chain will no longer buy any grapes that were picked by scabs and

that within a period of eight weeks all non UFW lettuce will be completely

off their shelves.

It is a misconception to think that this contract was reached because of

the good faith of the store managers and owners because this is not so. It

was reached because a boycott of the Foodmart chain has been in process

the past month at the S. Hadley and Northampton stores. A boycott that

included almost daily picketing at the stores as well as community and
church groups vocally protesting the sale of the scab products.

The boycott employed the tactic ot asking the customer to go to another
chain rather than not buying the boycotted products, but continuing to'

patronize the market. This tactic has proved effective nationally but the

fact that chains aren't creating a national policy of support points out the

need to constantly put pressure on the corporate businesses, as profits at

the expense of working people is the current national policy and not one of
social responsibility.

The winning of the contract in Western Massachusetts shows that

when people are educated on the issues they will act on them and refuse to

hide behind the guise that they have a right to buy Teamster lettuce as

well as UFW lettuce. What they now have is the right to demand the

recognition of a union that is trying to eliminate a system that excuses
having 80% of a work force suffer from pesticide poisoning as well as

50% of the children having health problems due to this area alone.

Estimates indicate that almost 375,000 children between the ages of 10-13

perform farm labor, and 800,000 under 16 years of age.

Today at 3 p.m. a delegation from the UMass Boycott Committee and a
member of the UFW AFL-CIO will ask Vice Chancellor Campion to

officially discontinue the University's practice of buying scab products
under a non-contractual low bid practice that services all dining com-
mons and cafeterias. The very fact that UMass/Boston has agreed to

drop this practice makes it very evident that the University has to be
pressured in much the same way that stores have to be boycotted. But,
the food tickets have already been bought so the struggle on campus is in

many ways harder than in the community as the farmworkers don't have
the time for us to wait until next semester.

An information table will be in the Campus Center all week, a teach-in
is planned for the Orchard Hill Area and massive leafletting will be done
on campus with petitions for supporters to sign. Approximately 2,000
signatures have been solicited within the last week and by October 1 the
Student Senate will have probably reenacted their referendum from 1972
endorsing the policy of buying UFW products. We are an ope* committee
with representatives from the United Christian Foundation, Hillel,
YWLL. YSA end the UMass Poverty Committee, we need campus
support now and at our meeting, Tuesday 7: 30 p.m., Room 177 Campus
Center

tf
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Letters To The Editoi

Non-intervention In Chile
To The Editor:

The recent events in Chile have

brought to mind rather suddenly

questions which many North

Americans have concerning the

nature of the Popular Unity

government of Dr. Salvidor

AUende and its effects both within

Chile and in the context of the

world situation.

Ever since the election of the

Popular Unity government, the

United States, through such agents

as ITT and Anaconda copper, has

been involved in many attempts to

undermine the democratically

elected government. To what

extent these forces were active in

the recent coup which militarily

overthrew the Popular Unity

uovernment is unknown to us as

yet, but their publicized activities in

the years since Allende was elected

is enough to justify grave

suspicion.

We know that our tax dollars are

used in Latin America to but

assasins and pay for the torture of

political prisoners. The Big
Monopolies based in the U.S. use

their resources for the same
purposes. How does this reflect the

interests of the U.S. citizens -

especially youth? Young people in

this country are extremely con-

cerned about rising unemployment
and destruction of our en-

vironment. While the international

monopolies are concerned with

cheap sources of labor to be found

outside o." the U. S. and rich

deposits of natural resources that

can be wrenched from th earth in

the most efficient, inexpensive

ways < i.e. strip-mining I .
Corporate

interests depend however on the

compliance of well-paid rulers.

The Popular Unity government of

Don't Eat D.C. Salad
In The Editor: _ ......

I am writing in reply to Joyce Kosofsky's column "How to Survive With

A Meal Ticket" which appeared in the Sept. 19 issue of the Collegian. In

this column, Ms. Kosofsky encourages students to "Eat salad. Even

though it is only lettuce, get as much of it as you can to start.

Does Ms. Kosofsky recognize the results this advice could bring? Has

she never heard of the United Farm Workers, Cesar Chavez or the let-

tuce bovcott*? Now, when the United Farm Workers A.F1.-C. LO. is

making a big push to clean up western Massachusetts the Collegian

should be urging students to boycott lettuce and table grapes in the dining

commons. Theuniversity is the largest buyer of scat.produce ,n the

state. Students must refuse scab produce and ask for U.F.W. lettuce and

Chile under Allende was in direct

contradiction with those interests.

It was a challenge to the anti-

popular rule of military dictators

throughout much of Latin
America. It was also a threat to the

racist consciousness of the United

States which assumes that the

super-exploitation of third-world

workers ( in mines and factories)

is alright, and a natural course of

events.

The political situation in Chile

will have an increasing affect on

the lives of U.S. youth who are

anxiously struggling for quality

education and decent jobs. The

run-away shops eager to get a

foothold in Chile under the rule of

the Junta will deprive more youth

of jobs here in the U.S. And if we

stand silentwe will be acquiesing to

the strategy of exploitation which

the International Monopolies are

determined to exercise over the

work ; ng people and resources not

just of Chile but of the whole world.

Youth has the right to Earn,

Learn and Live!
Geraldine Casey

Y.W.L.L.

Gary Gomes

A Long Time Gone
Last Spring, our beloved exec, editor Jerry Lazar asked me, well-

known misanthrope and purveyor and destroyer of styles of music that I

am, what would be "The Next Big Thing" in music-presumably so he

could cash in on it. However, in order to get a real feeling for what moves
things, and what's going to move the masses, we have to look at....

I. "THE BUSINESS OF AMERICA IS BUSINESS"
Calvin Coolidge said that and it's about the only thing that Cal said

that's worth remembering. Very interesting that the most stoic president

the United States ever had came out with that gem of wisdom. Simple and
direct, with no trimmings.
What has that to do with music? Everything Jim,

every thing...Because, more times than not, we are talking about THE
MUSIC BUSINESS. Ever since the first piano roll was made, music

became a business in the U.S. And, as such, when R.C .A. was running the

communications business, they convinced the F.C.C. to have radio

become a commercial medium. It made sense at the time, because, of

course, everybody knew that Cal was correct. Certainly.

II. "Where Is It Going?"
...where it's always been-in the hands of slick, sharp promoters who

never knew anything about music, but who were coming around as far

back as New Orleans to press the piano rolls. They didn't care about the

musicians-just the big bucks they could get out of it. Sometimes the

music was too strong though, and it was Black, and consequently more
than a little bit tabu. So they hired the White interpreters, who would keep

the basic beat of Afro-American music, perhaps add strings, and
"Classical" European elements to make the music more "respectable".

Thus, we have the Paul Whiteman's, the Benny Goodman's, the Dave
Brubeck's, and yes, all the way up to the Mick Jaggers.

IMAGES, ICONS, CELEBRITIES ALL. Including the Black in-

novators who MADE THE AMERICAN DREAM WORK. Of course, both

Louis Armstrong and Thelonious Monk were looked upon as being

charmingly "primitive", while the cats who were copying their styles

knew better, but shut up about it--and raked in the dough. But the NAME,
through promotion, became more important than the MUSIC , and what is

heard on the rdio is considered to be the ULTIMATE good. I never heard
of them, so they must be bad, right? Sure...Almost all Black musicians

( the creators) have been stereotyped...or ignored.

You are being steered by people who have no interest in your well-

being. All for the buck. And that's why Alice Cooper is the epitome of the

American syndrome. All flash. A mirror.

Rock is a long time gone...a lonnng time gonne. Oh, yeah there's some
good rock coming out, and it's being consumed, but most of the stuff

that's coming out is lullabye stuff. Not exciting or stimulating as all

music should be. If you want a tranquilizer, take a tranquilizer. Don't be
hypnotized; and don't look at illusions, or images, or CELEBRITIES,
because they tell lies.

III. "There Won't Be Any More Music"
I believe it was Joseph Jarman of the Art Ensemble of Chicago who

said that. And I hope he's correct. I hope most record agencies fold, so the

musician has control over his stuff again. Music is not just music any
more; it's HUGE business, but people seem to be getting smarter about

it. And if I were to say which music will be cooking in the next few years,

I'd have to say it would be Afro-American -without the exploitation

syndrome.
However, when I say <or Joseph Jarman says) there won't be any

more music, remember that the only reason that the idea is frightening is

that we've grown up with the businessman's security blankets. We'll have

to feed ourselves, and not have everything handed to us on a gold disc.

"There'll be music all right, but it'll be musicians playing in their own
homes for their families and friends. Money. That's what it's all about

now-Joseph Jarman said. And it's really sad when something so spiritual

gets tied down by that. WAKE UP and LIST EN!

Gary Gomes is a Collegian columnist.
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pe?ple in the Amherst area have formed the Juan de la Cruz Boycott

force

n the Amnersi area nave ivtwvw »«- »-— — -

to right for the farmworkers. Picket lines have already been

u pressure chain stores to clean up scab produce An effort to

. the University to clean up its buying policy is also storting. Students

should decide what their dining commons money buys. To continue

buying non-U.F.W. products will result in more deaths and violence

directed toward striking farmworkers.
Pftn tert the

People interested in aiding the farmworker effort should contact the

Juan de la Cruz Boycott Committee. ^ ^^
Juan de la C ruz Boycott Comm.

Sec. of Comm. on Poverty

Sell Your Brother

'would sdl'your mothers or your sisters for an adm***** ?£j
refer to vour MDC ad in Weds. < Sept 19. 1973

»
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was and'is an example of cheap low advertising «£*£•*£y rf££3s

Prostitution ,n any form is not a Ha-Ha "»«W;JEv« !£SrisdSS
offends me as a woman. I have been bought and sold on the£"££»
fori! years whether I wanted to be or not I am fed up with the practice

Retract the ad and apologize. I am not alone in m> "bng
„

Would vou print a racist slurr such as: M^CtoifieWCM^seujjiur

Black friend Try it and tind out what happens It s the same kind ot

° f

f verv facet of the human population is entitled to and*«^^S
the^r d?gmtv to at least be recognized to the degree that that dignitv is not

capitalized on at such a personal cost
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Whitehead Asks For TV Expansion

ByOAYLOKDSHAW
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)- Clay T. Whitehead, the

presidential adviser who rocked the broadcast in-

dustry last year by pushing for local control of network

programs, now says television viewers should be

given at least one additional channel to watch.

The director of President Nixon's Office of

Telecommunications Policy said in an interview that

policies should be loosened so new VHF TV stations -

those broadcasting on channels 2 through 13-could be

established in major markets.

He said this could lead to the formation of one or

more new national networks and would be "one way
to get more diversity" into the programs beamed into

Americas homes. Asked if Nixon shared his views,

Whitehead replied: "Generally, yes."

He denied he was launching a new administration

attack on the networks. But his comments are certain

to fan the controversy he started last December when
he spoke of "idealogical pluggola" and bias in news

broadcasts He rallpd then for more local control of

national programming, especially news broadcasts.

Whitehead coupled his December criticism with an

announcement that legislation had been drafted to

hold local stations accountable at license renewal

time for the content of network programs.

The legislation is given little chance of passage.

The Democratic Congress also is in the process of

sharply cutting the budget for Whitehead's office.

At present, most major cities have three network

affiliated stations and sometimes one or two in-

dependent or public television stations broadcasting

the VHF channels.

The Federal Communications Commission has

refused to license new VHF stations, and the

television industry generally supports this policy. But

Whitehead contends it is too restrictive.

He said he thinks 100 new stations should be added

to give viewers that much more choice."

But Whitehead acknowledged there is little chance

that the FCC would change its policy, adding "the

industry has beaten it down before."

1GS Courses

Aimed For Efficiency
Amherst, Mass -The UMass

Institute for Governmental Ser-

vices is offering city, town, and

county purchasing personnel an

opportunity to learn a variety of

buying techniques designed to

produce substantial cost reduc-

tions for local government.

The 10-week course, offered at no

cost to local government em-

ployees with purchasing respon-

sibilities, is given through the

Intergovernmental Personnel Act

of 1970, a Civil Service Commission

activity administered by the

Massachusetts Bureau of Stan-

dardization and Personnel.

Buying techniques will be con-

sidered within the framework of a

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1973

planned purchasing program.

Topics will include development of

purchasing strategy, analysis of

contractual arrangements, and

methods of solving the small order

problem. A survey of inter-

governmental cooperative pur-

chasing arrangements among
public agencies will also be made.

Dr. Robert H. Marsh of

Framingham State College, who

will conduct the course, has done

extensive research in the field of

purchasing, and has been an in-

dustrial and a public purchasing

agent.

Beginning Sept. 26, the course

will meet each Wednesday from 4

to 6:30 p.m. at the Marist Campus
of Framingham State College, 518

Pleasant Street. (Route 30),

Framingham Center
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Possible Franc Devaluation Decreases Dollar

By LOUIS NEVIN
Associated Press Writer

LONDON (AP) - Rumors of a

possible devaluation of the French

franc set off a wave of speculation

on world money markets Thur-

sday, dragging down the dollar and

putting pressure on the French

money.
The state banks of France, West

C.ermany and Belgium were forced

to support the franc with massive

purchases

Drastic anti-inflation action by

the French government steadied

the Paris exchange, including

dollar trading, late in the day The

actions by the French government

included a boost in the basic len-

ding rate to 1 1 per cent . a rise of 1
'

points to a postwar record high.

Speculative attacks on the franr

over the past few days finally

rubbid off on the dollar and sent it

plummeting on European ex-

changes Thursday.
Despite central bank buying, the

dollar declined in Germany from

an opening at 2.4150 marks to close

at 2.3870.

In Paris the dollar closed at

4.1950 francs, down from Wed-

nesday's 4.27 francs.

Pressure on the franc also

rubbed off on the British pound,

one of Europe's weakest curren-

cies. The pound declined against

all major currencies except the

dollar, against which it edged up

slightly.

France's new high lending rate

was designed to attract speculative

money back into France where it

could earn more interest than

elsewhere.

Almost immediately after it was

announced, pressure on the dollar

cased in Frankfurt and a measure

of calm was restored.

T he upsurge of speculation came
as government ministers and
bankers were heading for Nairobi,

Kenya, in an attempt to write new
world monetary rules to halt these

kinds of flurries on foreign ex-

changes.

The financial experts were
gathering for the annual meeting

of the International Monetary
Fund next week.

ROOM TO MOVI

Campus Drag

Drop-In Center
CALL 5 0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

DON'T BURY YOUR
HEAD

JOIN the Student Senate

Elections

October 2, 3, & 4

All undergraduate students urged to run

Nomination Papers

"I found it quite remarkable that in a

university as busy as ours his three addresses

attracted thousands of students and a con-

siderable number of our faculty and staff.

From many of those in his audience, I heard

high praise indeed of the inspiration they

found in your message."

JAMES A. McCAIN, President

Kansas State University

Josh McDowell has

spoken on more than 400
campuses in 42 countries.

He has spent two years

among students and"

revolutionaries in Latin

America and is going

back again soon. Last

year alone, he spoke
to over 500,000
students and faculty.

RESURRECTION:
Hoax or History
Mon. 7:30 CCA

PROPHECY:
What you don t know
may hurt you?
Tues. 12:00 CCA

"I especially appreciated Josh's en-

thusiastic delivery, his tolerance of different

ideas and opinions, the good rapport he

established with the class, and his careful

documentation of information."

BARBARA JO CHESSER.Ph D
Un iversity of Arkansas

MAXIMUM SEX:
Love is still possible

in a Junky World
Wed. 7:30 S.U.B.

"What really impressed me was his ob-

jective, intellectual, and downright brilliant

approach to an age-old subject."

ASHBY W. DAVIS
Student

University of South Carolina Law School
University of South Carolina Law School

Sakharou Delays Decision

On Princeton Job
BOSTON (AP) - A renowned

Soviet physicist who has been

offered the chance to teach at

Princeton University says he has

"no hope" of obtaining permission

to bring his family to the United

States should he decide to accept

the job, the Boston Globe reported

in a copyrighted story yesterday.

Andrei Sakharov, known as the

father of the Russian H-bomb, has

been offered an appointment for

one year as visiting professor at

Princeton. Positions for his two
step-children and a son-in-law have

been offered by Princeton and the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, the Globe said.

An unidentified source was
quoted by the Globe as saying

Sakharov felt a Russian con-

templating a departure from his

country "rapidly becomes an
outlaw, almost outside the law."
The Princeton offer "is very

good, but I could not make the

decision at this time," Sakharov
told the Globe in a telephone in-

terview from Moscow.
Noting that he applied for exit

visas six months ago, the physicist

told the Globe other factors were
involved in whether he would
accept the Princeton job offer, but

he would not specify what they

were.

He reportedly has requested help

from American scientists in ob-

taining exit visas and has asked

them to pressure Soviet

representatives in the United
States.

Black Art Works On Display
Amherst, Mass -Afri-Cobra III,

the work of ten Black Artists from
Chicago and Washington, is now on
exhibit in the UMass Art Gallery in

Herter Hall until Sept. 30.

The exhibition represents artists

who, from their perspective as

Afro-Americans, are attempting to

identify style and rhythm qualities

expressive of black people
everywhere. They are striving in

this era of "The Black Aesthetic"

Globe Columnists

To Hold Forums

Two Boston (ilobe political

experts-both prominently
featured on the White House
"enemies list" -will speak here
Monday night on "Politics and the

Press after Watergate."
Appearing at b p.m. in the

Thompson 106 will be Robert L.

Healy. executive editor of The
(ilobe, and Martin Nolan, the

newspaper's Washington Bureau
chief.

Nolan is also a syndicated
columnist and has written articles

for the Village Voice, The New
Republic and Atlantic magazines.
Healy, who comments on the

political scene in a three-times-a-

week column in the (ilobe, has
covered foui presidential ad-
ministrations.

Their appearance here is jointly

sponsored by The Daily Collegian
and the Journalistic Studies
program. It is one of a series of

Monday evening forums featuring
(ilobe reporters that will be held
here and on other Five College
campuses.

In addition. Healy is conducting
a seminar in the press and the

presidency held each Monday on
campus. The seminar was
organized by Professor Howard M.
Ziff

. director of JOrnalistic Studies,

assisted by Professor Jerome M.
Mileur of the Political Science
Department.

* MDC $

{ ClassifiedsJ

* First Day *J
*

* Each i

^Additional

l Day

to move beyond rage and to direct

their energies to articulate the
needs, spiritually, direction and
values that will liberate their own
and the colonial mind.
The gallery is open to the public

without charge Wednesday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4

p.m., Saturday and Sunday from 2

to 5 p.m. and Friday from 7 to 9 -

m.

r„

( I t \ i.l \\l> •• FROM GO-GO to HEAVE-HO l.mda G. Blaylock, formerly a go-go girl in a

Cleveland tavern, has a new job. She is the city's first female structural ironworker. Linda, 23, mother
of two, said ironworkers who enjoyed her dancing at a West Side bar brought her an apprentice ap-

plication.

RIVERVIEW
Rt. 9— WIL L IAMSBURG

Rock Bands

three nights a week

"Room Full

of Blues"
Sept. 2 7, 22, 23

( C ross Calvin Coolidge Bridge, take first right, follow signs

to Williamsburg. Located right on Rt. 9)

Dinners are being

served in the

HATCH
MONDAY— FRIDAY

4 PM— 6 PM
Saturday & Sunday

All Day

of course
Spaghetti night

s every Saturday

OfflCldL

RlflG RING DAZE
MONDAY - TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

SEPT. 24, 25 f 26

9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

University Store & AAinuteman Mercantile

factory representative present — $10 deposit

UNIVERSITY Of MdSSdCHUSaTC
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DOMINO'S

PIZZA

DO t>ovnwovS

XJ XJ
T>OMlHOvS
X> CT

FREE DELIVERY

Open Daily 4:00 p.m. Till the Wee Hours

256-8587

363 Main Street Amherst, Mass.

DOMINO
YOU

GET YOUR PIZZA

AST!

2 free

Pepsies
with any LARGE PIZZA

Expires Sept. 30.

One Coupon Per Pizza.

B

12" Cheese $1.75

16" Cheese $2.95

Deluxe 12"

Deluxe 16"

$3.15

$4.95

with any SMALL PIZZA

Deluxe pizzas include pepperoni, mushrooms, sausage,

green pepper, onion.

Additional items - Regular - 35
e each

Large - 50
c each

Anchovies

Mushrooms

Onions
Green peppers

Fresh sausage

Pepperoni

Ground beef

Expires Sept. 30.

One Coupon Per Pizza.

[CCEBS Announces New Hispanic Dir
Message from the Director of CCEBS - Dr.

Rhody A. McCoy
CCEBS announces the appointment of a new

Director of the Hispanic Component. The Director

and his staff want you to take advantage of the

service this component will offer.

They are here to serve you: Hispanic Director,

Frank Cruz, Room 211; Secretary, Maria Donoso,

Room 211; Academic Advisor, Maria Simpson,

Room 209; Asst. Personal Counselor, Rosa

Blanco, Room 209; Tutor Coordinator, Severina

Alicea, Room 209; Math Assistant, Fernando
Colon, Room 209; Dorm Counselors, Olga

Rodriguez, Room 209, Maria Hernandez, Room
209; Edmundo Velasques, Room 209; Jose

Delvalle, Room 209; and Ricardo Barrientos,

Room 209.

As part of an objective to provide the best of

support service, a (new) Financial Aid Officer

has been placed in the Financial Aid office of

Whitmore in order that most of these types of ac-

tivities andconcernswill be effectively handled on

your behalf. His name is Mr. Carl Brown and is

located in room number 232, Whitmore. He may be

reached at 545-0801.

By now you are aware that CCEBS Students

have received a one semester award. This officer

( Financial Aid) will begin very shortly a series of

interviews with each and every CCEBS student to

finalize your year award ( second semester) and

lay the foundation for future awards. Please co-

operate as quickly and effectively as possible, it is

in your best interest.

Those students who have received letters from

our Academic Advisor (Coordinator), are urged

to see her soon. Continued financial aid will be

dependent upon the outcome of these meetings.

CCEBS Nuevo Director Hispano
Es un gran placer para mi presentarles a

nuestro nuevo Director del Componente Hispano y

al personal que trabajara con el. Quiero

aprovechar la oportunidad para invitarlos a que

vengan a sus oficinas ( New Africa House 20, piso,

salas 209-211. Telefono 545-0031) y hablen con el

nuevo Director y sus colaboradores. Ellos estan

dispuestos a servirles y esperan que ustedes

aprovechen esta oportunidad que se les ofrece.

Director Hispano, Frank Cruz, Sala 211;

Secretaria, Maria Donoso, Sala 211; Consejera

Academica, Maria Simpson, Sala 209; Consejera

Personal-Asistente, Rosa Blanco, Sala 209;

Preceptora - Coordinadora, Severina Alicea, Sala

209; Asistente de Matematicas, Fernando Colon,

Sala 209> Consejeros de Dormitorios, Olga

Rodriguez, Sala, 209; Maria Hernandez, Sala 209;

Edmundo Velasauez. Sala 209: Jose del Valle, Sala

209, Ricardo Barrientos, Sala 209.

Como parte de nuestro afan por brindarles

mejores servicios y una eficaz ayuda economica,

hemos colocado en la oficina de Financial Aid en

Whitmore, una persona encargada de los asuntos

financieros para los estudiantes de CCEBS. Esta

persona empezara a hacer entrevistas a cada

estudiante con el objeto de asegurar que todos

reciban el dinero correspondiente al presente ano

y asentar las bases para futuras concesio nes

economicas. Pedimos por lo tanto la cooperacion

rapida y efectiva de todos los estudiantes para

arreglar cualquier asunto financiero.

Los estudiantes que han recibido com-

municaciones de su Consejero Aca demico

( coordinador) deberan ponerse en contacto con

ellos a la brevedad posible. La ayuda economica

que ustedes puedan recibir dependera de los

resultados de esta reunion con su consejero.

Skylab OK For Trip Home
SPACE CENTER. Houston (AP)

- The Apollo spaceship that will

carry the men of Skylab II home
next week was given its first

checks in almost eight weeks

yesterday and astronaut Alan L.

Bean reported "everything looks

excellent."

Bean, the Skylab II commander,
spent more than three hours on

major systems that have been idle

since shortly after the astronauts

moved into the space station July

28.

Bean said the spacecraft ap-

peared ready to fly him and his

crewmates, Owen K Garriott and
Jack R. Lousma, back to earth and

a Pacific Ocean splashdown next

Tuesday.
The Apollo craft, docked to one

end of the Skylab orbiting lab, is

partially crippled, with two of four

steering rockets disabled.

One of the steering rockets

developed a leak shortly after the

July 28 launch. Later, a second

rocket failed. This prompted space

officials to order preparation of a

rescue mission could be launched

within seven days if the Apollo

craft experiences additional

failures.

Tests on the ground indicate the

astronauts should be able to guide

the spaceship to earth using only

two steering rockets.

In the 55th day of their 59-day

mission Thursday, the astronauts

also conducted the first ever

telescope observation from space

of a distant and puzzling blue star.

The star, estimated to be 500 to

5,000 light years away from earth,

is a powerful source of X-rays and

is little understood by scientists.

Us radiation characteristics are

different from other stars.

Garriott aimed the Skylab solar

telescope cameras at a star called

SCO-XI in the constellation

Scorpio.

Eastern Problem Same
As Delta Crash
PEABODY, Mass. (AP)-The copilot of an Eastern Airlines' jetliner

testified yesterday that air controllers in Boston delayed giving him

landing clearance, as they had done with the Delta plane that crashed

minutes later killing 88 persons.

Airmen usually get landing clearance when they are approximately six

miles from the end of the runway at Logan International Airport in

Boston.
. , ^ _* *•

The copilot, Keith ChappeU, testified at a national Transportation

Safety Board hearing that late clearance means a plane has to make a

steeper than usual descent.

The Delta DC 9 crashed in fog July bl when it struck a seawall short of

the Boston Harbor end of the two-mile long runway

Another pilot, given clearance to land about two minutes after the

crash, said his approach instructions were normal, but he pulled back at

the last minute because it was too foggy to see the runway.

Investigators are attempting to find the effect of air control, weather

and flight instruments on the crash.

C happell said he got permission to land after he had flown within six

miles of the airport, but he said he could not remember his exact position.

Earlier in the hearings, an approach controller, Charles M. Taylor,

testified that he delayed giving the Delta plane its clearance because he

was preoccupied with separating two other planes that were mistakenly

flying at the same altitude.

C happell, who landed 1-1/2 minutes before the Delta crash said, We
had good visibility at the touchdown zone. We touched down at the proper

position. It could see the end of the runway quite clearly."

Because of an apparent mixup between fight controllers at the Logan

tower another Eastern plane was given permission to land on the same

runway where the Delta jet had crashed. At that point, the wreck had not

been discovered. .

, «

But the pilot, Capt. Ralph H. Queener Jr., decided not to land because

the runway was enclosed in fog.

When he had descended to within 216 feet of the landing strip, Queener

said, "I saw nothing. Then I initiated a misapproach." He flew on to

another airport.

If it were clear enough to land, he said, I'd expect to see the runway

right in front of me."
Otherwise, the flight was routine, he said.

"The only thing about the approach that stands out in my mind is that it

was verv ordinary. It was sort of classic."

After the crash, the wreck went undetected by traffic controllers for

seven minutes. It finally was spotted by a construction worker.

The plane crashed into a surface guidance lights that apparently sent

out warnings to the control tower, a maintenance supervisor said.

But, he said the warnings went unreported to him until 2-1/2 hours after

The impact set off two warnings, according to the supervisor, Paul

One indicated trouble with the approach lights which stay lighted

constantly, and the other a problem with the sequential flasher, which

blinks on and off in a pattern.

The air controller said the warnings in the tower were routine, because

they frequently sound false alarms when water gets into the lines.

UMass Group To Attend

N. U. Rally For Puerto Rico

^co^ pLETE hik e $

A contingent of people from

UMass will be attending a rally in

New York Monday as the United

Nations Committee on

Decolonization discusses the

present status of Puerto Rico.

The persons will be leaving from

the Campus Center at 9 a.m. on a

bus chartered . by AHORA, the

Spanish-speaking student
organization at UMass.
Others interested in how United

States policy affects Latin

American countries are invited to

a Latin-American film presen-

tation tonight at 8. and to a Latin,

American poetry recital Sunday at

2 p.m. Both events will be held in

Herter 231. A discussion period will

follow.

"For most Americans. Puerto
Rico is a place somewhere in the

Caribbean where many people go
for their vacations. Apart from this

and a vague recollection that

Puerto Ricans are American
citizens, very little else is known."
said Edward Sotolongo, a graduate
student at the UMass School of

Education

"In truth, United States policy

critically affects Puerto Rico

because PUERTO RICO is an

American colony he said

Jc &£i
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All

Reasonably Priced

BAKER-WINN
M on. -Sat. 9-5:30 JEWELERS

315 Pleasant

Amherst

louj-priced

fl/y/We Zo/?cA

CREPE SOLES ARE HERE!

For Guys in

$25.00

1102CAMPUS CENTER
Monday - Friday

sandwich
bev*r&£C

1UK Floor
n:3Q-V3Q|

Tan Leather

MLLfci
SHOE
STORE

8 MAIN

AMHERST

HOME OF THE BOOT CELLAR"
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Romance Goes Past
SANTA MONICA (AP)-They were once among the most romantic

spots in the world. A full moon reflecting on the water, the quiet surge oi

the ocean and the sound oi the big bands floating out over the waves.

That was in the days when Hollywood's celebrities came to this Los

Angeles suburb's piers to escape the studio backlots, to dine in relative

Two piers-Santa Monica and the Newcomb-are still there, but they

might not be for long. The third, Pacific Ocean Park pier, is slated for

demolition soon. _^n _.__

Certainly they are not what they were 30 years ago. Today POP pier,

crumbling and deserted, looks something like a bombed-out village.

Where once celebrities strolled, drunks now stagger. Silence reigns in-

stead of the music of Tommy Dorsey's orchestra.

The Santa Monica pier, opened in 1917 and municipally owned, is still

filled with people on the weekends, but it is showing its age. The merry-

go-round creaks and groans and the former gay carnival seems to have

disappeared.
, m^tmm . . . ,

Nothing can be done for the privately owned POP pier, which was

gutted by fire in 1971 and is to be demolished in 18 months, but a group of

interested citizens is seeking to either restore or at least preserve the

public Santa Monica pier and its adjacent Newcomb Pier as cultural,

historical and recreational landmarks.

The previous City Council ordered their destruction.

POP pier was the home of the Aragaon Ballroom, where the bands of

the most prominent musicians in America-Glenn Miller, the Dorsey

hrothers. Kuss Morgan, Harry James-once playecL

Minority Grants

Available

The Ford Foundation and the

National Fellowships Funds have

announced graduate fellowship

program support for academic

year 1974-75. Minority student

applicants (Black Americans,

Mexican Americans, Native

Americans, Puerto Ricans) are

expected to study full time and to

complete the requirements for the

doctorate as soon as possible. The
deadline for submitting completed

applications is January 5, 1974.

Posters have been placed on the

bulletin boards at the Graduate

School, second floor, Graduate

Research Center, giving more
information and addresses to write

for applications.

Duke Ellington

Coming Oct. 4
Amherst, Mass. -Duke Ellington, recently awarded the Legion of

Honor and one of the world's most honored musicians, will visit the

UMass campus for two concerts on Oct. 4.
*****

The concert sponsored by the Fine Arts Council as part of its
;

Third

World Cultural Series will be at Bowker Auditorium at 7: 30 and 10: 00

P
Ellington has scored numerous motion pictures, including "Paris

Blue'' ( for which he was nominated for an Oscar) ;
"Anatomy of a

Murder;" "Assault on a Queen; " and "Change of Mind," to name a few.

His record albums win Grammies almost every year, and both of the

television documentaries devoted to Ellington by National Education

Television have been Emmy nominees.

T ickets are now on sale at the Fine Arts Council box office, 125 Herter

Hall; students at UMass, $1.50, others, $3.

Concert Correction

Julius Is Back!
New York Mets

vs

The Collegian wishes to correct

the date on Mike Johnson's concert

as printed yesterday. Next

Thursday, September twenty-

seventh, at twelve o'clock noon, on

the Metawampe Lawn behind the

UMass Student Union, and also

onFriday, September twenty-

eighth, at seven-thirty PM in the

Student Union Ballroom, a concert

will be presented by recording

artist Mike Johnson, Mr. Johnson,

originally from Chicago, has been

playing guitar for eleven years and

was a member of the first all white

blues group. The country where he

played with such famous artists as

Mike Bloomfield and Charlie

Musclewhite. He has jammed with

Harvey Mandle, Paul Butterfield

and Alvin Bishop.

Virginia Squires

Saturday, Sept. 22, 1973

Springfield Civic Center

8 p.m.

Tickets available at Ticketron in the Student Union and the Springfield Civic

Center.

FOR SALE FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE

Stereo buffs' If you want stereo

equipment matched for you and sold at

wholesale prices, call Dick 253-2786 after 6.

- All Brands 1

tfl0/3l

HSB mni turntable, powermatic base,

anti-skale control, cueing lever. Shure or

III-: Carl. $5.i or best offer. Call 6-9 p.m.

:>!<• Ml. I'aul. mm
Waterhed top quality with liner and

frame — Jumo size. Tel. eve. («I7) 249-

MI87

tf»/25

Konica Nutoreflex T '.15mm SI.R

Camera r ullx auto apeture-case. flas

shoe . hood strap gd cond $ ISO firm Call

}tt-3KH aft 6.

119/25

Most pax for xascclomx . Will sell brand
new Nikkor i:t-H»; mm zoom lens. S 1 75.

I'lionr quick, the Kills are hornx 665-3190.

t 19/21

(.olden Ketrievers — A.K.C.. II wks
old. wormed, shots, champ, bloodlines. I-

177-8264.

tf9/Zl

Mens III Speed wh. Chiorda excellent

working cond. 175. Call Karen 584-8S37.

U9/25

FOR SALE AUTO FOR SALE

l sed Typewriters. Koyal manuals.
Hecond.. like new. 90 day guarantee. $75.
New Olivetti elec. adders. 189.95. Call
Hrad. HHttl.

119/21

Like new 3 cu. ft. refrigerator. Call 25«-

0527 anytime. $50.

119/21

(.ihson acoustic J 45 deluxe with Gibson

case, good condition, list price $345. I'm

asking $135. «65-32fl9.

tf9/2l

1967 Mustang Fastback. 2». 3-speed.

r&h. mags on new G-70 tires, excellent

mechanical condition. $650 or best offer,

(all 546-7HI2.
tf9/21

( harlemonl. Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-

C .. cheerful companions for hiking. etc. or

uuiet enjovmenl. 1-413-339-6688.

tf 10/19

\MI 1 roller Supei -rexerh. IW5-6 1 III"

spkrs. excellent cond. . $.'50. 61' -54I-;W09

oi as- VH,-, Woody.
tfn/2i

One pair of AR-4X loudspeakers, worth

Si Mi xxhen new. now $75 firm. Call 546-

50 Mi.

tf»/21

Klandria Ill-speed bike. 2 months old.

excellent condition. Call 253-39H5 evenings.

ask for Marty

.

tf9/21

K-lrack cartridge record/plax deck

i make xour own), ex. cond $«">; also

record changer, tin. sterling silver flute.

|9B. t all 519-ohik.

tf9/2l

lull lime adm M'i for Klack Cultural

I nilei wauled mimed Should haxe

knowledge oi unix procedures, (all 515-

H7!M
If9/2I

Oriental women 'prefer Japanese) for

w.iilrrssing in steak house Vpplx Vallex

I ounge. Hie I Hi. Sunderland or call 665-

sTOJ
tf»/»i

I!I6M Volvo. II5S. VM/KM a < radials

roof rack. $JMM miles. II49J \ermonl.

»o.'.Ki:i-.':l5l. mm

HiAiieed (.azelle Tour de l.Axenir. $90

( all 6-6287. excellent condition.

tf9/2l

s track. KM. car stereo. 2 speakers,

cartridge box. anti-theft device, good buy.

Slexe. 20M Crablree. leave message.
tf9/24

Keauliful all dark fur Raccoon coat, size

is. perfect condition. Must be seen to be

appreciated Tel 5:t:l-915l, llolxoke. Mass.
tf9/24

I960 Triumph 250cc — knobby &
street tires, $250 or best offer; 1967

Sunbeam Alpine Sans. eng. St trans.,

extra parts avail.. $100: 1965 MGB.
parts, car 5 main eng.. high com-

pression. Will do tune -tips it minor

repairs on British cars. Alfa. Volvo,

VW, Hat. Call 549-1263.

mm
|

AUTO FOR SALE

ph.* \ x\ Rug. 64.000 miles, good con-

dition, stand., green. $750 or best offer.
"

aMitt. mm
1962 Chevy Impala. standard, condition

fair, must sell! !
' $100. Call 665-3775.

mm
IW Malibu sport coupe, well kept. 6

si I . automatic. 7 tires (2 snows), $1297.

will dicker. Call "63-M27 before 3 p.m.
tff-JI

Must sell W VW bus, 31.060 miles,

complete service record available. Call

256-8812.

tf»-21

1967 Saab station wagon, has broken

piston ring. $150 takes this beauty, in-

cluding replacement motor. Rest of car

good. 25MM59I.
tf9/21

WATERGATE It SEX have nothing

to do with this ad. HONEST AL to back

with : I (.IV RIDERS which should

be able to get you where you are going.

1963 Falcon. 2 dr.. 6 cyl.. a.t.. PASSES
INSPECTION! New front end *
muffler. $95, l»64 Chevy II WAGON. •

cyl.. std.. very reliable but burns some
oil. $95. WANTED — DARTS 4
VALIANTS in any condition. 586-3819.

tf»/2l

to miles per gallon — 1970 Toyota

Corolla 1200. automatic, i new tires under

warranty plus 3 spare tires. 586-2409 after

tf9/2l

Mustang convertible. 1972. 15.000 miles.

A real bargain, must sell. Call 584-5097.

tf9/30

1.5 cu. ft fridge, broiler, bake oxen, hot

plate. I band SW/VM radio, car radio

xx /speakers. UN for all. Hitachi AM/FM
cassette recorder. $60 549-1311 eves.

tf9/2l

Mi Hultaro Metralla MK1I. 250 cc.

under I5im miles good cond Asking $300

mil some spare parts & tools. Call 665-

.hhi after 1:9.
U9/26

I9WI Triumph Spitfire conx.. ! '.peed.

new radials and snows, exc. running cond.

(all 515-0171. ask for VI

1(9-2

I

rii..' Kuick Flectra. needs ignition work,
otherwise excellent condition, best offer,

(all 516-7059.

U9/2I

\ 12' Panasonic T.\ . red frame. I vr

old $60 mi \lsos track tar stereo. Pioneer

spkr and ten tapes. |«J« (all 253-5:107

.inxlimc bdween 1-7.

tl9/26

19" HAM portable TV., xery good

cond.. I xrs old. a steal. Call Steve. 208

( rahtree. 5-2302 or M. leaxe a message if

I'm not there
tf9/2l

Slarp stereo \M/FM multiplex luner

,.,,|.i. needs work but exc spkrs anri

lurnlable ••»•* best & first offer ( all 2.1

,:g,7. I7cxeryday ^^

Refrigerators bx Delmonico. compact I

cu ft . new. still in carton. I year

guarantee Only a few left for free

drlixerx. 109M1,
tf9/28

I 'i Til (hexelle Malibu 307. fine cond..
tires excellent, new brakes and muffler,
power steering and brakes. Asking $1700.

MM)
mm

nit.;! Comet, good condition, great deal at

tlVi (all Debbie. Rm. 215. at 5-2642.

mm
Ml ( hexrolet \pache 1/2 ton pick-up

truck, good running condition, passes

inspection \sking$150. 584-7697 evenings.

119/25

1967 BMW 1600. sun roof, new tires plus

snows, good cond. $850. Call Sandy. 6-4306

after III: mi p.m.
tf9/2S

1971 Datsun 240Z. AM/FM radio, under

coating, snow tires, around $3,000.

negotiable. Phone 586-1552 evenings.

mm
MM Huick Skylark, power steering, new

tires, shocks and muffler, perfect running

order. Has Fall sticker. $250. Call 546-4242.

mm
1948 Chevrolet wagon "Woody". Needs

some work but definitely reslorable.

Contact Collegian Office. $1200.

mm
For sale — 1970 BMW R60, asking $ 1 100,

silxer. elec. start. 12.000 miles. Call 467-

3353 after 6 p.m.

mm
Mi VH Bug. new paint, muffler tires,

halters, real clean, runs good. 58.000

miles. See at D&M Sunoco. Rt. 9. across

from /.avre. I to I this week.

mm
I'iTt Honda I'M, four cylinder,

w/manx extras, low mileage, best offer.

Phone 2I7-55HK after 7:30 p.m.

mm
I'lWi \\\ Bus camper, interior fully in-

sulated, new paint job. runs good, best

offer or will consider trade for motorcycle.

Oaxs. 5-0194.

H9/21

67 Plym. Barracuda, auto., high mileage
hut good running condition, inspection

Sticker. $350. Call 253-3235 after 5 p.m.

U9/27

65 VW Bus rebuilt engine w/ 10009 miles,

new battery. runs very well. $590. Call 253-

:WI3 or 586-2956 after 4:00. ask for Maggie.

mm
62 VW Camper, fine condition, must go

this week. Would like $300 but will take

whatever I can get. Write K. Markarlan.
P.O. Box 328. Iladlev. MA.

mm

Psych It Soc . majors to aid in research
at BSS, get pay and great chance for a.

unique paper, proj. 323-6311. ext. 201.

U9/Z5

WANTED
i. uilar amplifier wanted — small but

powerful (Fender super or twin or com-
parable). Call 549-0926.

mm
Wanted — one cushion for a motorcycle

sissy bar & luggage rack for Honda 350 CL.
Contact Gary. 401 Johnson. dorm phones 5-

0724. 0725.

tf9/24

Metal file cabinet, cost negotiable. Call

58J-53I3 evenings. Any size, preferably

large.
tfl'Ji

Judo (.1 I... 665-3490 eves.
tf9/24

JIOOMS FOJR Pfmt
Furnished rooms for rent, close to

campus and town, no kitchen, quiet

location, ample parking facilities free:

(all 549-6397.
lf9/2 ,

Notices
BAHA'L ASSOCIATION
Welcome! Introductory meeting

timely talk by new arrival coffee,

fellowship. Opportunity to become
acquainted before coming elections.

3o.m. Sunday, Sept. 23 Rm. 903, C. C.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus to Belchertown leaves

tomorrow at 12:45 from in front of

Whitmore. Return to campus at 3:45.

All are welcome-Last Year's people,

Where are you? See you there.

BIKE RACE
At West end Massachusetts Ave.

Sunday, Sept. 23, 1 :30 p.m. AAainly for

Beginners, For information call 546-

7511.

CAMPUS SCOUT MEETING
Men and women interested in

service and fellowship through

scouting. Tues. 6:30 7:30. 901 C. C.

Call 549 3859 for info. Everyone

welcome.

COLLEGE CHURCH
Ride the bus to college Church

leaves Newman Center at 8:46,

Waiting Station at 8:47, Hamlin at

8:48, SW Horseshoe at 8:50. All

welcome!

DANCE FREE
Those interested in creative

movement and Free dancing come see

us Friday nites at 8:30. Check C. C.

information desk for Rm. number.

PRE-VET CLUB
Meeting Weds, night, Sept. 26, 7:00

in Rm. 917 CC.

FENCERS
The UMass Fencing Club meets

every Mon. and Thurs. at Wope Rm. 8

from 7 9 p.m.

FILM
Preston Sturges satire on WWII,

"Hail the Conquering Hero" will
screen Sunday in Hampden Com
mons at 7:30 and 9:30.

FIVE COLLEGE TENNIS TOUR
NAMENT

Entries may be picked up at Wope,
Boyden Intramural Office, CC. Info

Desk. Entries must be in by Wed.
Oct. 26. Tournament at Amherst
College Sat., Sept. 29 9:00 a.m. and
Sun., Sept. 30. Questions? Call Caron
546 9868.

JUDGES
Commuters, Stockbridge, Greeks,

and Area Governments are search
ing for interested people to work as

judges in University Judiciaries. See
Student Atty. Gen. in Rm. 422C
S.U.B. or Area Gov't. Presidents.

MARSHALL TRAINING
Marshall Training sessions will be

held Sunday night at 7:00p.m. in Rm.
172 CC, Monday at 7:00p.m. in Rms.
805 809 CC. All Marshalls must at

tend.

OHAG JUSTICE APPLICATIONS
Remember; the deadline for ap

plications for the two OH. justice

positions to the S.S. Court is tonight.

MOTORCYCLE CLUB
First meetiing, Monday, Sept. 24, 7

p.m., CC Rm. 804 808. All motor
cyclists are invited, and are en
couraged to bring their ideas for the
direction of the club.

FOUND
Would the person who lost a pair of

glasses in Patterson last Saturday
night, contact Mrs. Burke 546 4561.

Silver plated Spiedel ID. bracelet.
"Richie" Found on top of desk, front
row, SB.A. 116. May claim at CC
Lost and Found.

SEX ROLES COURSE
Sex Roles and Stereotypes Course,

School of Education course 300 mods,
Tues. 12 12:30. Bring your lunch and
your sex role. Every Tuesday
Goddell 609. For info call Parny 6

4544 or Bob and Barbara 5 2062.

ENGAGEMENT
Karen Podlesny, Class '74,

Greenfield to Bill Skroski, Whately.

Judy Hammond, Class '74, Chi
Omega to Ed Ward, Class '75, Phi Mu
Delta.

LOST
Spiral faced watch in or around

Hicks high personal value. If found,

call Jane Herzenberg at 256 8323.

Please. Reward!

!

Pair of gold rimmed eyeglasses
along with my meal ticket and school
I.D. Please return. Call 546 6780.

SWAP
First meeting will be Sunday

evening the 25th at 7:30 p.m. in 162
CC. All interested are welcome. For
more information call Araminda
Atencio at 546 9978 or Michael Flatto
at 546 6645.

mid
th is

Weekend
Kri. Nile —
Shabbat Service and Celebration

7: (Ml — Bristol-Berkshire C omplex S.U.
Shabbat morning —
Prayer service. Torah study and discussion group

10 a.m. Bristol-Berkshire S.l'.

Saturday night —
ifzH p.m. Social hour. Rabbi Aryeh Meir will lead a discussion

on "The Possibility of Prayer."
12 midnight — Slichot service — the opening of the high holvdays.
Sunday morn —
Brunch and musical program

lt:M a.m.. Commonwealth Rm. S.U.

BEETLE
SERVICE
SERVICE

J***4o tfOUA* jUcA

BEETLE SERVICE • 2 Hampton Ave., Northampton 584-9788

Next to Peter Pan Bus Terminal

- Expert Service for Good Prices -

v

; ta y te-to- fc -w-ta-%-ta-w-ta-ta-b- i, -w-w- x, -h-ta-b-to-w-h-w-ta-w-h-w-w-ta-w-to-w-w-w-b- ,,

MDC Classifieds

75' First Day
50° Each Additional Day

,MMMMMM^MMMMMMMPM1MMMMMMMMfM1MMMMP1MMPMV
ENTERTAINMENT

Ni'i'd a hand" (all Mans bands
l<i-|>ii-si-nt alt area Kroups. (all BfrttM.

mm
I in iiinisid to keep in\ number in sii here

il is IliT.'HIJ. Slexe the D.I lor the finest

(rat hi dm in parties. Keasnnable rates.

mm

PERSONAL
MDC CLASSIFIEDS FOR RENT SERVICES

PERSONAL

Kotk music is AI.IIWIBR A For your
dorm party or other booking, (all Jeff in

W2.MM2OT Warren. Hfi:i-»2IB. Reasonable
rates.

mm
VN .inieil — drummer - keyboard

Kuitarisl for rock band, must have
equipment and some xocal. (all Kim. 527-
VVI7 or Mich. .»K4-:I927.

tf9/24

Sundax Vfernoon. |:H4:9I ,

'Sep-
lemherfi-st

. Kelly's (.ro\e. Kt. 2112 —
• ranhx Hock. Beer. Food. — Tickets at
Scxx Record Shop — Vmherst.

tf9/2l

Happy Birthday Shoulders from Ross.

Sieve, and Mike I hippie)

Driving xour xan to Boston? Make It by
taking mx rocking chair & bike along, (ail
land culled at I Mil BUM

tf9/25

Would like to gel together xxith senior
psych major whom I md at Finast store
xxhile cashing check last Thurs (all Sam.
_'.VI-:tKKH.

mm
ilockex cheerleading try outs. Sept. 2:1 &

Sept. 2K at K:IMl p.m.. Berkshire Room.
S.l . Anx questions, please call < orinne. S-

2297.

tf9/2l

Discreet black and xxhite photo
pi messing Professional film & print
developing Will he kept confidential Kfi.V

I21MI ex enings

tf9/2l

Wanted — xxoman named Sherry to

establish meaningful relationship with so
I don't haxe to paint my wall.

mm
FREE

Horses boarded. 10 min. to campus, boy
stalls, pasture, field, jumping, excellent
trails 2.l:i-7:t7:i

H9/27

I Si I Mini Village Apis — available im.
mediately : I. 2& :i bedroom apts. (all 549-

91M he! ween III a.m. - 2 p.m.
"119/25

Kittens. MMM.
tf9/2l

RIDE WANTED

Need a ride lo Worcester on Fridaxs.
hare expenses and prux ide goodWill

< MM) Please contact Marx . «-«i:w

Hi/2|

III share gas and tolls to Vmherst. Tues
and/or Thurs mornings Back to Boston
same afternoons (all .VI2-58«7. leave
message

tf9/26

lll-spd. hike for only 25C at Rec. Soc. bike
raffle, located in ( ( 2nd level. Tickets 25c

or 5/Sl. Drawing Sept. 27. Donated bv Bike
Bk

H9/26

Beer. wine, papers, groceries, inc.

Mexican food Montague Mini-Mart.

Montague (enter Open Ml every day for

xour conxenience.
tf 10/3

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female wanted to share large apt in
Montague Partially furnished, wall lo wall
rugs Own room Quiet surroundings Call
167-2845

I quid 111. roommate, own room. S50 plus
utilities ^orlhamplon. near Rle. i. (all
",H(, ;i,',n late exes

tf9/!l

Mi .mded 1111 Rte I Belchtn al BP Station
need nde to r.impiis al v mi. return ride at

• Pin. ( all Nan I2:i-72K7. share gas ex-
pense

mm

1 hawk Mill thank XOII III. ink xou lo the

gux linn Northampton last 1 idax xx ho

1 elm ned mx Wallet VP
tf»/2l

Viixone interested in sharing trans-
portation MWK from Brattleboro Vt to

I Mass please call Julie 1 Nil2 1 254-9125

tf9/2l

lid) commune has farm, now peopling,
lixing and Inxing together I'll Box 723.

Vmherst Via

tfin/9

( hei xl at /.achs in r.ilmouth Would like

lo see vim lo explain How about Sepl . It,

same lime, same place, same slacks

please llaxe

m/21

Female roommate to share room in two
bedroom apt Ifi7 5il per mo. Area Dia
apts ( all DEMHM after :i. Keep trying

H9/26

RO(3mS WANTED
."• xear old undeigiad needs rm. in

Vmherst in quiet house or apt. with mature
grad or undergrad ( all Jeff at 549-6:127

tf»/2l

Rooms —Only a few left. Arrangements
bx dax . week, month, semester. See at 401

V Pleasant St. Ask for Duncan.
tl9/2H

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

i'»6»i Triumph Daytona 500cc. rebuilt

completely. Fxcellent condition, must sell

in xicinity. 15)10. Contact Rob at 665-4365 or
come to 112 Mt. Sugarloaf.

tf9/28

1971 Honda ( R450. excellent condition,

disc brake, (all after 6, Sunderland 665-

t:.5:i.

tf9/25

Pick-up truck for hire. Furniture and
appliances moxed. odd jobs — painting,
etc. (heap rates (all Mitch. 665.1405.

tf9/25

(•en. car work — tune-ups, minor repair,

winterizing, oil changes, etc. Reasonable
rates, prompt service. Call Larry at 323-

15 IK.

tf9/21

Pastel portraits I paint from Polaroid
portraits. I take, (all 568-1075 for samples,
all ages from newborns to grandparents.
Low rate.

mm

TA(i SALE

Tag Sale — baby clothes A equip.,
housewares, furniture, sports equip,
winter clothes — all ages. Sat.. 9/22, 10
a.m. -I p.m.. 140 Main, Amherst.

mm
Desks, lamps, beds, refrigerator.

footlockers. dressers, etc. Corner Van
Meter or & Hart man Rd. Amherst. 8: 30 to
I. Sept 19.

tf9/2l

HELP WANTED

$.»<> an hr. — need female for stag party.
For info call 549-0937. John.

tf9/24

I'l7 ! Ossa Pioneei .

I 111I111 11 also lull-bore

i.HI I

SM miles; _*50<(

I mini 11 bools .">1h

tf9/2l

Well nme hack Ruhhie'

If9/2I

Pat (.alTi'll to shoot me xou haxe to

1 .itch me first ' With xour luck it wouldn't

In r .mx wax — Millie — .ID

lfS/21

Itnnm wanted close to campus
Desperate' Please call Craig. 6-5M6II

H9/2I

1-Vmale senior needs to find room <n

small apt preferahlx furnished, quiel

siirinundings. ( all Ilil7-5II-K;i:i after I

p m
tf9/28

1'iTii Honda ( I ..150. 5.000 miles, runs
r\i ellenl. need cash. $450 584-6743.

H9/2I

Married Couples or single women
are needed to do lixe-in habx sitting

jobs ( ouples with no children or one.
Von can make $100 per week. Husband
can haxe full-time job and/or classes.

Person needs transportation. Tel.

Home & Sitter Serxice. Inc. anytime.
;:i«-k 1 .-.<».

mm
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Campus Carousel

Mission Impossible?
Tomorrow Is Family Day

BvTONYGRAMTK
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE is how a

cartoonist in the Falcon Times of

Miami-Dade Community College

sees the parking problem on his

campus.
DORM DRINKING ALLOWED is

the headline in The Shorthorn of

UTexas-Arlington that tells of the

triumph of a two-year-old

resolution passed by the Inter

Dorm Council there.

The page one story points out

that when permission was granted

to students of legal age to consume
and possess alcoholic beverages,

the rule had little effect because

students then were not required to

live in campus housing.

Now that the age of minority has

been dropped to 18 by the State

Legislature, students can legally

booze it up on campus.
HOOD WASTE WORTH $3760 for

one three-meal period was tallied

in the cafeteria at Indiana

University, according to a page one

piece in the Indiana Daily Student.

Residents of McNutt Quad sent

876.4 lbs. of food back to the gar-

bage pails, one recent day this

Fall. And the Director of Food
Services used the occasion to kick

Time Correction
The collegian wishes to correct

the date on Frank Jean's lecture as
printed yesterday.

Frank Jean formerly of
mainland China will speak next
Thurs. Sept. 27, at 7:30 in the 163-

complex of the UMass Campus
Center. Mr. Jean left China just

before the Communist take over.
Since that time he has spoken to

people of all ages, backgrounds,
and nationalities. The public is

invited and a special invitation is

extended to all foreign students at
the university.

5 College Bus Error
All student passengers please

note that the widely distributed

orange "Five College Directory"

contains a bus schedule for the

Five College Bus System which is

incorrect. The Five-College
Student Coordinating Board puts

out its own hand booklet, which will

soon be available at the Infor-

mation desk on the Concourse
Level of the Campus Center, and
includes the correct schedule.
Seperate bus schedule pamphlets
are on display also. The Board also

announces the Sept. 17 addition of a

daily 10 p.m. run which was
previously available on weekend
service only.

off a campaign against food waste.

He estimated that all 11 food

centers on campus wasted 8,764

lbs. of food on that one day. and

since the McNutt diners comprise

10 per cent of the total eating

population, he arrived at the $3,760

figure. He also estimated the

average cost of food at 43 cents per

pound.
Wonder what was on the menu,

that day?
STUDENT ELECTIONS are haz-

ardous at Dacca University in

Bangladesh, according to an AP
dispatch. Seems that masked
gunmen stole all but one ballot box

and fired indiscriminately as they

left the polling places.

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK
appears in the Central Michigan

University Life. It tops a story that

takes satirical note of "outrageous

meat prices" and domestic
animal overpopulation."

The head reads, "Cats, dogs are

edible."

HATCH

Thursday, Friday

and Saturday

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Among the many events scheduled for the family

Sports Day is an open baseball practice session on the

main baseball field from 10 a.m. to noon with Coach

Dick Bergquist on hand to talk with visiting families.

Soccer Coach Al Rufe will hold a practice scrimmage

in front of the Boyden Building and the Gymnastics

teams ( men and women) will practice in the

Auxiliary gym of Boyden Athletic Building, with

coaches Tom Dunn and Virginia Evans in at-

tendance.

Coach Homer Barr will be on hand with members
of the wrestling team in Boyden gym practice

wrestling room and Lacrosse coach Dick Garber has

scheduled a varsity practice session for the morning.

Hockey coach Jack Caniff will be on hand to talk

hockey with the youngsters and Tennis coach Steve

Kosakowski has scheduled a match for the day.

For the basketball fan, Coach Jack Leaman will

have some game films to be shown in the Boyden
Conference room and several other events will be

ongoing both within Boyden and on the surrounding

practice fields.

On the basement floor of Boyden, Dr. Ben Ricci will

be available for questions and demonstrations from
the exercise science class.

T ickets for the first UMass Family Sports Day may
be picked up in the picnic area tomorrow morning.

In a unique move to encourage families of the State

to enjoy a day long outing together, the UMass will

open its athletic facilities in a special Family Sports

Day tomorrow.
Starting at 9 a.m., families will have a chance to

bring their children to the campus to watch open

practice sessions, clinics and participation events.

They will also be able to tour what have been

described as the finest athletic facilities in the

Northeast.

A tailgate picnic area will be available and those

families not wishing to picnic, will be able to buy

sandwiches and soft drinks at a special concession

stand in the picnic area. Following lunch, families

will move to reserved seats in Alumni Stadium to

wat the UMass Minutemen compete with the

University of Maine Bears. Tickets for the entire

day's activities, including reserved seats for the

UMass-Maine game, will be $1 per person.

Families attending the special day will be directed

to a free parking area in the picnic site north of

Alumni Stadium. There they will be able to pick up
their tickets and schedules and will board special

shuttle buses which will take them to the various

indoor and outdoor sites which they wish to visit. The
buses will return the visitors to the picnic site at noon,

for lunch prior to the game.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY GMAtJt.

I have noted that persons born on the 6th.

I5ih. or 24th of any month have unusual
speaking or singing voices These people
find their voices to be of special importance
where career is concerned, such as
leaching and drama The voice angle is

emphasized if the native is born under
Taurus or Libra on the specified dates. Do
some checking and let me know your fin-

dings
AKIKS i March 21 April 19) : Accent is on

creativity, change, romantic interests

Purchase of luxury item is indicated. Be
selevtive. Consult family member Make
home life more harmonious. Diplomacy
now is a valuable ally Know it; act ac-

cordingly

TAURUS ( April 20-May 20) : The end of

matter is indicated. Issues are settled.

older family member figures prominently
Build on solid base. Be aware of details.

Take nothing for granted. Don't give up
something of value for mere promise.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Accent on

movement, ideas, contacts involving trips

and concepts Submit format. Deal with
confidence You have more backing than
might be imagined Capricorn. Cancer
persons might figure prominently Don't
scatter forces

CANCfcK 1 June 21-July 22) : You realize

profit Past effort now can pay dividends

Aries. Libra persons could be in picture

Kmphasis is on payment, collection.

Protect interests Add to possessions Build

hedge for inflation

LEOiJuly 23 Aug 22): Lunar cycle is

such that your judgement, intuition are on
large t Personal magnetism soars. Take
initiative Make new starts in new direc-

tions Highlight appearance Be con-
spicuous Come out of hiding You win!

VIRGO 1 Aug 23 Sept 22) : If naive, you
pay the price Means look beneath surface
indications Someone apparently is not

telling entire story Unusual proposal needs
careful consideration Unorthodox ap-
proach may be necessary.

LIBRA 1 Sept 23-Oct. 22) : Emphasis is on

friends, hopes and wishes. Romance and

creativity are spotlighted Pleasure
principle is accentuated Leave details for

another time. You deserve to relax,

Gemini. Sagittarius persons are involved.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): Highlight

goals, civic projects Standing in com-

munity is elevated Professional superior

could pay valid compliment. Do some
remodeling Streamline procedures You
make progress by maintiaining steady

nace
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

Accent on philosophical concepts, the

learning priocess and travel. Gain in-

dicated through advertising, writing,
reveal your style. Stimulate creativity.

Special reading material can provide key
answers
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19) : Discuss

in-. As with one who has your interests at

heart Taurus. Libra individuals could
figure prominently. Budget is important.

Be realistic about sales, purchases. You
need not attempt to "buy'' love Frank talk

resolves dilemma.
AQUARIUS ( Jan 20-Feb. 18) : Lie low

Don't push or chide Patience now is your
ally Curb tendency to speak or write while
angry See persons, situations in light of

reality Male or partner has right to ex-

press definite view. Be receptive.

PISCES ( Feb 19-March 20) : You get to
"•art of matters. Co-workers, others who
snare your interests express confidence.
Your position is vindicated Promotion,
advancement is indicated. Strive for
balance Going to extremes will defeat
purpose

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
have great sense uf humor You have
tendency to scatter forces. Your in-

tellectual curiosity is sharply honed You
are interesting and somewhat of a bundle of

contradictions You also are a natural
entertainer and could use more self-

discipline. December should be your most
significant month of 1973.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Call

5 Devoured

8 Confront

12 Girl's name
13 Communist
14 Three-handed

armadillo

15 Complain

17 Mistakes

19 Trap

20 King of birds

21 Mental image
23 Diminish

24 Preposition

26 Ate

28 Shade tree

31 Conjunction

32 Stitch

33 Babylonian
deity

34 Church
bench

36 Hail and
rain

38 Temporary
bed

39 Wings

41 Rockfish

43 Jury list

45 Nostrils

48 Hold in high
regard

50 Sew
51 Prophet

52 Poem
54 Girl's name
55 Youngsters

56 Neckpiece

57 Cozy

DOWN

5 Fxist

6 Symbol for

tellurium

7 Dutch town

8 Unit of

electrical

measurement

9 Opposite of

perigee

10 Man's name

11 Gaelic

16 Want
18 Peruse

22 Passageway

23 Smaller
number

24 Dude
25 Native metal

27 Born

29 Sign of zodiac

30 Small rug

35 Needed

36 Transaction

Answer Yesterday s 3uzzle
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11
37 Temporary

shelter

38 Box

40 Condescending
looks

42 Metal

fasteners

43. Nuisance

44 One the ocean

4b Unbleached

47 Matted
hair

49 Crowd

50 Ocean

53 Note of

scale

Possessive
pronoun

So be it!

Damage
White House
assistant

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. %l

PEANUTS

9-3-t

UJ

PEANUTS \I TH0U6HT THAT
5TAfiNS AT
CHUCK'S HOU^c
UXJULP BE A tm.
EXPERIENCE

I TH0U6HT THEY UEKE LIKE

MAYPE, HOtf KN0U, THE BEAtTlFUl

PEOPLE! HA! ALL THE* B/Efy™ « UATCH TV "

AMD I THOlfcHT THEf"P HAVE A
NICE GUEST C0TTA6E..HA! IT

LOOKS MORE LIKE A 006 HOUSE .'

I EVEN HAD TO £HAl?e IT
U)lTH THAT FUNNY-L00KIN6
KiP WITH THE 516 NOSE !

I SVftOSE YOU REALLY

CAN'T BLAME CHUCK
FOR WHAT 4tX) THOUGHT,

CAN Y0U,^IR?

L/»i, '*<

Mays To Quit At
End Of Season

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP) -Willie Mays announced his retirement from
baseball Thurdsay the same way he's always played this game-
gracefully.

Mays told a packed news conference that he's probably played his last

ma jor league game after a fabulous 22-season career. He did it with grace
and style, the same way he might have gone back for one of his basket
catches in center field.

"May be I'll cry tomorrow or the next day," the 42-year-old superstar
said, "but not today. I've got too many friends in this room to feel sad."

"I have to face facts," said Mays, who has been limping along with a
.211 batting average this season. "The body catches up with you in the
long run. It's time to get out when the game stops being fun, and batting
211 is no fun. I've been in slumps before and I've always come out of
them. But not at 42."

Mays hit six homers this season, pushing his career total to 660, third on
the all-time list behind Babe Ruth and Hank Aaron. Even with his
struggling 1973 season, Mays still has a .302 career batting average. His
:L283 hits are seventh on the all-time list.

Willie made it clear that he intends to remain active in the game that
carried him from the sandlots of Westfield, Ala., through Negro League
baseball in Birmingham and eventually to major league stardom with the
Giants, first in New York and then in San Francisco.
"There are a number of things I would like to do," he said. "Work with

youngsters in the organization. Teaching them."
It's entirely likely that in the dwindling days of the 1973 season, Mays

will play one or two more games as the Mets make a run for the National
League's East Division title. It was the quest for the division cham-
pionship that caused Mays to announce his retirement now.

"I didn't want to interfere with them," he said. "Look at the last two or
three weeks, coming from 12 games behind to one. Somebody is doing
something, and I don't want to interfere by telling them I want to play."

Cooperstown Awaits
iform No. 24

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Unifc
By RICHARD 8EVIERI

The crowd groaned as the ball headed for vast reaches of the Polo
Grounds.

In a flash, with his back to the plate, number 24 pursued, performed his

magic, and made the greatest catch in World Series history.

The Polo Grounds are gone. At the end of this season so will jersey

number 24. It will be cleaned, pressed, and packed; ultimate destination,

Cooperstown.
That jersey of course belonged to Willie Mays, probably the greatest

centerfielder of all time who announced yesterday that he is retiring.

At the age of 42, Mays slowed down by injuries and Fathertime has
decided to quit after a career spanning 23 brilliant years.

Mays broke in way back in '51, when Harry S. Truman was president,

Durocher was engineering a miracle, and black was not yet beautiful.

The Giants white entrepreneur owners looked across town, saw
Robinson's gate appeal, and realized that the black athlete was a viable

economic commodity.
Mays became a legend in the 50s during the golden years of Baseball in

New York. The Yankees methodically won pennant after pennant. While
the Dodgers and Giants engaged in the bitterest rivalry in the annals of

professional sport. "Sunway Series" were common.
The New York scribes, so quick to exalt knighthood on local heroes,

helped in creating the legend of Willie, but the legend is verifiable by
Mays' play on the field at this time. He created the electricity and ex-

citement as Robinson did on the bases. He hit with power and for the

average like DiMaggio. And no one played centerfield like Willie Mays.
The love affair between Willie and New York fans was curtailed when

Horace Stoneham and Walter O'Malley smelled "gold" on the West
Coast.

Mays' years in San Francisco were produtive but he longed to come
back and play before his hometown fans. The fans were indifferent in San
Francisco They did not realize that was a legend making a "basket
catch" in centerfield. The affair was renewed when Stoneham felt Mays'
hefty salary was extra baggage. Mays was dealt to the Mets in 72 for a

couple of nondescript minor leaguers.

So the kid who learned how to hit with a broom handle and half-ball on
the streets of New York well enough to place third on the all-time home
run list with 660. and ensure himself a first round ballot election to the

Hall of Fame has called it quits.

% Collegian Challenged
The Collegian staff will be taking on the Harvard Crimson on Satur-

day. September 29th The Harvard Crimson sports editor Peter Landry
made the challenge in a telephone conversation with sports editor Steve
Crowe yesterday afternoon
The game will be played on the field outside Harvard stadium at 9: 30

i m All Collegian staff members are strongly urged to sign up at the
Sports Desk as soon as possible. A rigorous training session is scheduled
lor next week.
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Baseball Standings
(Not Including Yesterday's Games)
American League

East

Baltimore
Boston

Detroit

New York
Milwaukee
Cleveland

Oakland
Kansas City
Chicago
Minnesota
California

Texas

W L
89 62

83 69

80 71

75.78

72 80

67 86

West
90 61

82 70

74 78

73 77

71 79

53 98

GBPet.

.589 -
546 6-1/2

.530 9

.490 15

.474 17-1/2

.438 23

.596 —
539 8-1/2

487 16-1/2

487 16-1/2

473 18-1/2

.351 37

National League
East

W L Pet.

Pittsburgh

Montreal
New York
St. Louis

C hicago

Philadelphia

C incinna*h

Los Angeles
San Francisco
Houston
Atlanta

San Diego

75 74

75 77

75 77

75 77

73 79

67 85

West
94 59
89 64

84 68

78 77

73 81

56 96

.503

.493

.493

493

480

.441

.614

.582

.553

.503

.474

.368

GB

1-1/2

1-1/2

1-1/2

3-1/2

9-1/2

5

9-1/2

17

21-1/2

37-1/2

"Beep Ball" For The Blind
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-A soft

ball field for the blind will be
dedicated in Golden Gate Park
Saturday with a "beep ball"
double-header.

"Beep ball" is named for the
softball used in the game. When
thrown toward the batter, it omits
a continuous beeping sound, giving
the blind batter a sound to swing
at.

The game was devised in 1971 by
Ralph Rock, a Pacific Telephone
Co, craftsman and member of a
public service group called the
Telephone Pioneers.
"We're not trying to create a new

sport," he said. "This is therapy.
We're trying to break through the
frustrations and give the kids a
sense of accomplishment."
Since 1971, the Pioneers have

organized a beep ball league with
til teams in 27 towns. There are
two adult teams in the San
Francisco area and 86 youngsters
between the ages of 4 and 17 also
play.

At present, there are four teams,
each with seven blind players.
Batters get five strikes and a team
gets four outs each inning.

If a batter hits a pitch, he walks
as fast as he can to one of eight
bases, directed by a continuous

Probation
KANSAS CITY I AP) The NCAA

announced penalties Friday
against the football programs at
Oklahoma and Colorado for
recruiting violations.

Oklahoma was handed a two-
year probation in football,
prohibited from appearing on
television for the 1974 and 1975
seasons, and banned from post-
season bowl games in 1973 and
1974.

Colorado was put on probation
for one year for football violations.

There were no TV or postseason
game bans applied to Colorado.

Natices

I-M-All intramural track par-
ticipants are requested to pick up
instructions and rules for the track
meet at the intramural office as
soon as possible.

SOCCER-AM candidates who
have not received a physical please
stop at coach Rufe's office (room
212 Boyden) to sign up for a
physical exam appointment.
Physicals will be given only on the
day of Monday. September 24.

F(Tr? LWWIM6 FAST DELIVERS 0NAMV Of" OUR
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tone from the base. Meanwhile, a

fielder tries to retrieve the beeping
ball.

If the fielder reaches the bail

first, the batter's out. If the batter

reaches base first, he scores a run.

A fly ball caught by a fielder

automatically retires the side.

The pitcher, who doubles as the

pitching umpire, is sighted, as weli
as the catcher, two fielder

assistants and the person con-

trolling the sound in the bases.

The pitcher throws a "slow"
softbail and tries to put it where it

can be hit, yelling "Ball!" so the

batter knows it's coming.

Bryant Wins
23rd, Giants
Topple Reds 7-5

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Lef-

thander Ron Bryant struggled to

his 23rd victory, Chris Speier's

bases-loaded triple sparked a six-

run, third-inning rally and the San
Francisco Giants outlasted the
Cincinnati Reds 7-5 Thursday.

Bryant, 23-11, was trailing 4-1

when the Giants erupted with six

consecutive hits in the third.

Successive singles by Bobby
Bonds, Tito Fuentes and Garry
Maddex started the rally and
chased Reds starter Ross Grim-
sley.

Reliever Dick Baney, l-\, yielded

a single to Gary Matthews and
Speier's triple for a 5-4 Giants lead.

Run-scoring singles by Dave
Kingman and Bryant capped the

rallv.

Buy A Bike
go to Bermuda

(Your odds are
1 in 671)

Come to

SPOKE and

SKI LTD.

Rt. 9, Hadley, MA.

SPORTS BONANZA:

WUMU-TV
presents a sports doubleheader

"Exclusive" this Sunday night.

7 p.m. - UMass - UMass Yankee

Conference football

9:30 p.m. - "The Return of Julius
o

Erving to Campus."

New York Net - Virginia Squire

Basketball

Marty Kelley - Play-by-Play

Earle Barroll - Color

\ \WUMU-TV Sports Exclusive
ii
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That's All She Wrote
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•

King Castrates Riggs
ii\ nil 1 (.kimsi kv

HOUSTON (AP) - Audacious
billie Jean King struck a blow at all

male chauvinists by crushing
Bobby Riggs 6-4, 6-3, 6-3 Thursday
night in their circus-like, $100,000

winner-take-all tennis Battle of the

Sexes at the Astrodome.
A wild roar went up from the

30,472 fans in the huge air-

conditioned arena when Bobby

dumped a weakforehand shot into

the net for the final shot.

Billie Jean, leading 5-3 with
Riggs serving, earlier blew two
match points with weak shots into

the net for errors.

At the end of the match, while
skyrockets flared on the big
Astrodome scoreboard and the

University of Houston band played
martial tune, the happy Mrs. King
flung her racket high in the air and
hurdled the net in traditional

fashion.

The 55-year-old, bespectacled

Riggs was a tired, rubbery-legged
old man at the finish.

"Shewasjusttoogoodforme,"he
acknowledged ungrudgingly,
rubbing his chronicly sore right

elbow. "She was much too quick
and made better shots than I did."
The veteran Riggs, Wimbledon

and world champion now turned
sports hustler, was just a shell of
the man who defeated Australia's
Margaret Court in San Diego May
13 in what he rakishly termed the
Mother's Day Massacre.
The duck-footed little preacher's

son, who turned this victory into a
million-dollar hustle, appeared
now to be bankrupt as far as any
future such hustles were con-
cerned. "Where can Bobby go from
here?" everybody asked.
"Maybe I will take on the win-

ning golfers," the dejected Riggs
said. "I could play them from the
women's tees. I hit the ball about
the way a woman does."
Riggs won reknown as a golf

hustler-making bizarre bets which
he rarely lost-before he came back
to tennis to capitalize on the new
court boom.
The puckish, garrulous little

man, who had once said that all

women should be kept barefoot and
pregnant, was a tragic figure as he
fell victim to Billie Jean's slam-
bang, aggressive tactics.

He played at times like a prize

fighter dazed by a punch.

He rarely got his first service in

court. His second service was a

marshmellow delivery which Billie

Jean moved in on and put away for

repeated winners. All of Bobby's

shots lacked authority. He was
helpless under Billie Jean's un-

ceasing attack

Bill Ballou, noted Collegian
columnist, remarked "I think that
Riggs deliberately threw the match
to set up an even richer rematch in

which he will wiper her all over the
state of Texas. One woman called
and said she hoped that Ballou
would enjoy his Sugar Daddy's.

Steve DeCosta

Fanaticism Be Damned
The sports fan, especially on this campus, is indeed a curious animal.

He is the kind of person who will brave the elements on a cold, rainy
Saturday afternoon to watch Dick MacPherson's gang annihilate Ver-
mont or trudge a mile in the sleet and snow of a December night to watch
Jack Leaman's charges massacre St. Anselm's but wouldn't budge an
inch on a beautiful spring day to view tennis or women's softball.
Fan is a shortened form of the word fanatic which means, according to

Webster, "marked or moved by excessive enthusiasm and intense un-
critical devotion " The contracted form of the word in popular ue ob-
scures much of the true meaning of the original.

Excessive enthusiasm" can be found in almost every corner of this
great institution of learning. From the frat brothers who migrate en
masse to Alumni Stadium to guzzle a few while watching a massacre of
New Hampshire to the scantilly clad cheerleaders who sell their souls for
a few cheers from the basketball-hungry Cage crowd, we all have, or
almost certainly will, indulge in it as some time during our un-
dergraduate careers

Intense uncritical devotion" can only begin to describe the UMass
athletic situation When was the last time you remember Jack Leaman
making a mistake Dick MacPherson does goof on occasion, but only
when he admits it first.

Fourtunately, this is only the case with football and basketball. The
rise of these sports to "national" prominence has been epitomized by
Minuteman appearances in the Boardwalk Bowl (a SMALL college
playoff) and the National Invitational Tournament ( a SECOND-RATE
basketball tournament) This is not to discredit UMass' fine showing
these sports but they must be placed in perspective. I have yet to hear
cries of 'lets go big time" at a wrestling match even though the grap-
plers are the bona fide New England University Division champs
There are no "minor sports There is only the miniscule mentality

that rejects, sight unseen, the merits of the lesser publicized athletic
events

Athletes are athletes They differ only in skill and desire, with skill
seeming to matter most in the heart of the fan. But skill is a relative
quality, dependent on the sport, the competition, and. of course desire
Who is a better athlete-Peil Pennington or Al Skinner The answer is a

purely subjective one. with no clear-cut. logical answer based on
statistics or facts.

There is also no objective way of telling whether Al Skinner is a better
athlete than thecamptainof the women's basketball team. But when was
the last time you saw 4.000 — at a women's basketball game
Why. then, have so many people never attended a tennis match, a track

meet, or a women's softball game Cries of "we aren't interested" rise
from even dorm and frat on campus But how . may I ask. can those who
profess disinterest, yet have never seen really know
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SPORTS

WMUA
Tomorrow, the UMass

Minutemen go for two straight as
they open their Yankee Conference
schedule vs. Maine. The game will
be broadcasi by WMUA 91.1 FM,
starting at 12:50. Don Gorski
will voice the play-by-play while

Larry Convoy will provide the
color.

WUMV-TV
Sports fans will be treated to a

special double feature Sunday
night, when WUMV-TV airs the
second of ten weekly telecasts at
the Bluewall.

The video tape of the UMass-
l Maine game will be shown in it

s entirety beginning at 7 p.m.
Marty Kelley will work the play by
play with Earle Barroll providing

the color.

At !» p.m. following the football

game, the Virginia Squires will

meet the New York Nets, featuring
ex .Massachusetts superstar Julius

Krving.

There is no charge for UMars
students

Minutemen Open
Yan Con Defense

By BILL BALLOU
It is not true that the concessions at the football game Saturday will

begin selling nitroglycerine pills at the beginning of the fourth quarter.
You're going to have to bring your own.
Anyway, it's doubtful that this one will turn into another edition of the

fourth quarter frolics, because Maine and UMass traditionally play
lopsided games, which, in the last few years, lean in the UMass direc-
tions.

The Black Bears haven't beaten Redmen-Minutemen since 1965 and
haven't scored a point in the last three games between them. Last year
they lost 37-0.

J

But the two football programs just don't have comparable resources.
Maine, up until this year, gave away no scholarships for athletics, and
even now gives away only a couple and strictly on a need basis.
Coach Walt Abbott does a good job with his men, though, and one

thing's for certain -there will be lots of hitting and plenty of pads popping
from the tough Mainiacs.
And it would appear that UMass is going to have a tough time getting

points against these guys. The Maine defense hasn't allowed a point in
two games this season.

They shut out Vermont, 4-0 in the first game of the year, and while they
lost to Boston University 16-13, the defense wasn't responsible for any of
those points.

Offensively, the Black Bears rely mostly on a passing game. Their
quarterback is Rich Prior, a lefty who played some last season and who
you'd have to rate as adequate, if unspectacular. But if he gets hot, he
could be tough. He's got a couple of good receivers in Sam Estey and
Stephen Leathe. The running game revolves mostly around Jack
Lamborghini.
The Minutemen come into the game with the same 1-1 record as Maine.

They stand in pretty good physical shape, with only Jerry Mondalto
slated to miss the game. He'll be out for the season with a knee injury.
Peil Pennington is fine, and will start, and Gary Mika, out since early in
the Holy Cross game, will see some spot action. Mika, coach Dick
MacPherson says, is not 100 per cent, and won't be this year. MacPherson
hopes to spot him with Bill Wolfe, saving him for important games ai.d
situations.

The passing game isn't what UMass has to worry about though it's the
infantry.

"It's got to get better," MacPherson says about the running game "and
I think it will get better. In the last two games we've just been up againsttwo sets of tackles that were too much for us."

«u*«»i

With Mondalto out for the season, the starting backs tomorrow will be
Bob Wolfe and Phil Roland. Wolfe, a sophomore, has done the bulk of the
running so far, and has had little success.

He's still feeling his way around out there," says MacPherson "You
know how many yards Paul Metallo had in his first ten carries Eleven I
have great faith in Bobby Wolfe's ability as a football player and I'm sure
he 11 be an outstanding runner."

Until Wolfe and friends come around, though, the Minutemen are going
to have lo rely on the right arm of Peil Pennington and the hands and feet
of Tim Berra. Gary Mika, Ed Hajdusek, etc.
Game time at Alumni Stadium is 1:00 p.m.
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Inside:

11. Mick Meets Mary
A fifteen year old "Who's

been through more than you or
me" is "adopted" by a UMie.
12. Mick Meets Mary
Continued

13. You're Joshing Me!
A soldier of Christ has at-

tacked UMass. that's Josh.
Hare Rama
An exclusive interview with

the Krishna People on campus.

14. Inside a Madison Avenue
Ad
Confessions of a sum-

mertime ad agency man. Slick,
glossy, and well packaged.

15. Tummy Talk: Those Other
D.C.'s

Our roving reporter
examines how the other four of
the five colleges eat - and
checks the price tag. Eat your
heart out, Joel.

16. Rahsaan Makes Bright
Times
Roland Kirk's recent concert

at Amherst is reviewed.

Art Garfunkel
and his album are reviewed.
Short Cuts
is a concise collection of Jazz

platters, reviewed.

17. An Album of Wealth and
Taste.

The Rolling Stones newest is

Goat's Head Sour and Steve
Feld brings you his summary
of their tunes.

IN. Last Page of Genesis II

A youth home in Springfield
closes and UMass student Bill

Foster writes his personal
encounter with them.

19. UMass Theatre
For the upcoming season

looks better than ever. Mark
Cuddy tells you why.
Jets vs. Sharks
"The Westside Story" at

Amherst college has been
brutally beaten and stabbed.

20. Dance: A Painting trying
to be a Reality"
An interview and a critic's

view of the Eleo Pomare
company's Wednesday night
Dance performance.

21. Places to Go. Things to Do
is a compilation of sundry

and various upcoming events.
Including: Boston Concerts,
Area Music, and Film
Schedules.

22. Weekend
Has Thumbnail sketches of

the finest flicks in the area,
compiled by Bob Nesti.

Mick and Neal Rist, head of the MARY, program

Mick Meets M.A.R.Y
(Editor's note: This is a true story;

however, the names of the people in-

volved, including the author's, have
been changed for legal reasons.)

BY JERALD HOWARD
Mick Kensey is only fifteen years old,

but he's been through more than you or

me. He's been in and out of jails,

correction centers, and halfway houses
for the past three years, he's been to

California and back (and has a stack of

hitchhiking tickets from almost every

state in between to prove it), and he's

been through the whole drug scene.

Now Mick is enrolled in the

Massachusetts Association for the

Reintegration of Youth (M.A.R.Y.)
program at UMass, getting the

equivalent of a high school education,

and discovering the resources and
lifestyles available on a college
campus.

I met Mick in July and he lived with

me in Amherst for the remainder of the

summer. This is the story of how we
spent our summer vacation, and the

events leading up to his placement in

the M.A.R.Y. program which. I think

he'll agree, is probably the best thing

that's ever happened to him.

Mick served six hours of a six month
sentence at Concord Reformatory for

breaking and entering when he became
tired of prison life and decided to break
and exit. He went back to his

hometown, a suburb of Boston, for a

few days and then turned himself in. he

was put in a detention center in Lan-

caster, but it wasn't long before he split

from there.

This time, he headed for California,

with only the clothes on his back, a

sleeping bag, a pack of Kools, and a

question mark in the distant horizon.

Mick's a skinny kid with long bushy
hair, parted down the middle, and he
could easily pass for a typical 18-year-

old, middle class, college youth. During
that month-long excursion to L.A., he
got even skinnier, his hair got longer,

and he undoubtedly became wiser in

years. When you're only fifteen, and
you don't even have pockets in your
pants to hold the few pennies you wish
you had, and nothing to fall back on but

a long criminal record, you learn to

fend for yourself very quickly.

In Mick's case, it sometimes meant
picking pockets or panhandling for

nickels and dimes. It sometimes meant
going to bed at night knowing that his

next meal may be a few days away.
And it usually meant staying per-

petually stoned so he didn't have to

always think about those things.

Eventually, Mick headed back East

to see his sister Pam who graduated
from UMass in May and was living in

Amherst. He figured he'd be able to get

a few bucks off her. When he got to her
house, however, he found out that she
had gotten married and moved to

Albany the week before. Someone at

the house directed Mick to the house I

was living in. because his sister's

former roommate. Jan. was living

there for the summer.
So Mick stumbled into our house that

night at about ten o'clock, looking tired

and emaciated and carrying his prized
possession, his sleeping bag. he
reminded me of a skeleton with a dust
mop placed precariously on his head.
Jan took me aside and explained who
he was, and asked me if he could crash
in my room for the night, since I had a
few extra mattresses.

I felt sorry for the kid, and it's not my
style to toss somebody out into the cold,

especially if it's somebody like Mick,
who's been tossed into the cold all his

life by people who never cared about
him.

I invited him to the Bluewall to join

me for a few beers and it was there that
he candidly related to me a few of his

many experiences. He impressed me
as being a relatively mature kid in a lot

of ways, but like I said, if you've been
through what he's been through, you're
likely to grow up fast.

He told me he planned to hitch out to

Albany and track down his sister, so
before I left for work the next morning,
and while he was still sleeping, I left

him a ten dollar bill and a tacit good
luck wish, figuring I might run into him
years from now if ever again.

But that one night turned into a
summer, he never did make it to

Albany. When I got back from work
that day, he was still there, relaxing in

my room, listening to my records, and
continued on page 12
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Mick Meets M.A.R.Y.
continued from page 11

and smoking up a storm (which, it

didn't take me long to realize, was where my
ten dollars went to).

I rapped with him that night about what he
plans to do, where he expects to get money
to support himself, and how he intends to

clear his court record. He didn't seem to

know and he didn't seem to care, he wasn't

worried about anything at that point; he had
nothing left to lose.

I knew damned well that jail was the last

place for that kid, and maybe Amherst
wasn't such a bad environment for him to

start all over again, get a job, settle down,
and turn over that proverbial new leaf. I had
a lot of faith in Mick. Here, I thought, was a

young man who had never been given a

chance and had taken a turn for the worse at

a shockingly early age. Softhearted and
softheaded as I am, I thought I'd be able

to help him out for a short time, or at least

get him headed in the right direc-

tion. One of the guys in the house got

Mick a job at a cucumber farm, but that

1

'He wasn 7 worried

;

he had nothing left

to lose.
'

'

didn't last long, he worked there one day,
and then complained to me that night that

the work was too difficult. I told him he
should stick with it for just a few weeks, so

that he could make enough money to support a job with Mick at the Easthampton factory,

himself. He didn't though, he walked off the but he eventually wandered off, searching

Trying to make him find and keep a job

was only one of the many ordeals we had to

go through together. There were times when
he lied to me, stole from me, and basically

drained me of my patience, energy, and
money.

1

'But standing over a

machine eight hours a

day didn 't particularly

appeal to Mick ..."

There was one instance when he talked

one of my foolish friends into driving him to

his hometown in the middle of the night,

where he pirated a fourteen-year-old girl off

into the dark and brought her back to

Amherst, without thinking of a way to get

her back home. She was a female version of

Mick in many ways, and I would have liked

to help her out also, but I figured that, if I'm
going to be supporting kids, I'll get married
and have a few of my own. So I talked one of

my more sensible friends into taking the girl

back home the next day.

There was another time when Mick ran
into some twenty-year-old derelict-looking

character and brought him back to the

house, claiming that they were hitchhiking

buddies in California and that fate reunited
them on the streets of Northampton. So his

friend stuck around a few days, and even got

field the next day, and explained to me that

he had been fired for missing six cucumbers
in one row. When I talked to the manager of

the farm, I heard a more believable story —
Mick simply quit because the work wasn't
enjoyable.

So I continued to support him for a few
days, each day insisting more adamantly
that he find himself a legitimate means of

income. I suggested that his search might be
easier if his hair was a bit shorter. Looking
back, I probably sounded like a con-
servative father, telling him to find a job

and get a haircut, something which I vowed
years earlier I never wanted to do. But I

didn't have the money or resources to help
him much longer, and as far as I could see, it

was the only feasible alternative to jail.

He found a job in the want ads which in-

volved pushing a little old lady around in a
wheel chair, and it paid room and board,
which is what Mick needed for the time
being. Now I had trouble imagining Mick
doing something like that, but he tried for

the job anyway. Needless to say, he wasn't
hired.

'

'. . ifyou 've been through
what he 's been through,

you 're likely to grow up

fast.

for greener pastures.

"So Mick stumbled into

our house that night

looking tired and
emaciated ..."

I remember the night I was awoken by one
of the guys in the house, and he informed me
that he just saw my car pulling out of the

driveway. I knew right away it had to be
Mick and during the hour he was gone I

worried that he would smash up my car or,

worse than that, be stopped by a cop and
ultimately thrown back into the klink. But
he brought the car back safely, and in-

formed me in his drunken stupor that he was

roof over his head, food in his stomach, and
a smile on his face, and here, I thought, was
a legitimate program which would provide
all these things and an education too.

So we went down and talked to Neal Rist,

the head of the M.A.R.Y. program. Neal is

an extraordinarily amiable guy, who's

bearded face bears a slight resemblance to

Bert Lahr's in the Wizard of Oz. Neal un-

derstood the situation perfectly and was
amazingly cooperative about the whole

thing. With very little red tape to cut

through, Neal managed to get Mick's court

record cleared and get Mick's parole officer

to approve his placement in the program.

' 'Neal managed to get

Mick's court record

cleared ..."

Now Mick eats at the dining commons and
will be living in Webster House as soon as an
advocate can be found for him. He started

attending classes Wednesday at the Teen
Learning Center, an alternative school,

where he is taking such subjects as English

and Music (combined), Science, Social

Studies, Math, and other courses in ba»ic

skills areas, all taught by graduate students.

If he works diligently, he can obtain his high

school equivalency diploma as soon as he is

able to pass the required tests for it. Not bad
for a sixth-grade dropout.

He will be associating with other youths
his age, all in similar situations. More
importantly he will be interacting with
older, college-age students and finding out
for himself the many resources available on
a college campus.

. ,

he wasn 7 too

receptive to

education '.

'

an

I know Mick has come a long way since
this summer, and I know there is a lot of
potential in the M.A.R.Y. program for Mick

considering driving to Boston "just for the and other youths in Mick's situation simply
from talking with a few of the dedicated

» >

Weeks passed and I was rapidly running
out of money and starting to worry how I

was going to pay my semester bill. I didn't

know what was going to happen come
September when I had to move into a dorm.
We made one more attempt at find him a

job, this time at a felt factory in

Easthampton. But standing over a machine
eight hours a day didn't particularly appeal
to Mick, and he quit after four days.

hell of it". He hadn't taken into con
sideration that the gas tank was almost
empty, he didn't have a penny in his pocket,

and on top of that, I needed the car to drive
to work the following morning.

Yes, there was excitement in our summer.
We had good times, and we had bad times.
But it was all worth it in the long run. I hope
Mick learned a lot from Mick. I may be a
few dollars poorer from the experience, but
I am definitely a few years wiser.

When I heard about the M.A.R.Y.
program in the final weeks of the summer, I

knew it had to be just the thing for Mick. It

offered him a place to stay, food to eat, and
an education. Now Mick didn't mind ac-
cepting the first two, but he wasn't too
receptive to "an education". It conjured up
images of stifling classrooms, dull teachers,
grades, and so on.

But I had worked all summer at putting a

people involved with it. For Mick, it's more
than an alternative to a dismal jail cell; it's

a golden opportunity. And I hope he makes
the best of it.

••••••••••*••*•*•*•**
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POOR RICHARD'S needs a new
FLAG which is journalistic

jargonese for the top of page one,

which tells you, in essence, that it

is Poor Richard's you are reading
and not the Wall St. Journal. You
know, the spot that is currently in

the shape of a computer printout

NOW. we get to the real stuff .

We want you UMies to put your
minds and creative talents t6 work.

If you ?an come up with a way of

translating the title Poor Richard's

into a new art form — DO IT!

In short, lads and lassies, we're

running a contest for a new banner.

AND THERE ARE ONLY THREE
REQUIREMENTS FOR YOUR
BANNER: 1) IT HAS TO BE
LEGIBLE: 2> IT HAS TO BE

DONE IN BLACK INK: 3) IT HAS
TO BE DONE IN TWICE THE
SIZE OF THE CURRENT POOR
RICHARD'S BANNER (in short,

submit all logos as 20" horizontal

by 3" vertical

But remember, this is a contest,

so we're giving something away.
JUST THINK, YOU CAN SHOW
THE POOR RICHARD'S LOGO TO
ALL YOUR FRIENDS. (Wont you
be proud? ) and you have the extra

ego boost of knowing that your
design will be appearing 17.000

times every Friday.

Sound great? You bet ! Just start

rushing your applications up to our
little cubicle in the Collegian office.

The old logo is driving us wackv

*
*
*

*

*

*
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POOR RICHARDS
Drug Perspective Series

What are the varying reasons
behind drugs and drug use on the

UMass campus? The Poor Richard
staff is currently putting together a

writing/research team that will

probe into this question in a con-

tinuing Poor Richard series.

The first meeting of the team
will be held Monday, September
24th at 8:00 p.m. at the Collegian
offices. Representatives from
Room to Move will be present to

offer general direction for the
series.

All those interested are invited to

attend. Poor Richard's especially
welcomes those who have been into

downs, grass, cocaine, ups,
psychedelics, and heroin. The
team needs experienced drug
pushers and users, for they are the
ones who can offer the most to the
project/series.

Upon request, the team mem-
bers may remain absolutely
anonymous. Hopefully, the project
will help the University understand
its relationship to the drug scene,
and therefore confidentiality will

be guaranteed to those requesting
it.

If you have some experiences to

offer to the team but are afraid of

meetings, please call Bob MacKay
at 6-7112.

*
*
*

*

*

*

*
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Perhaps you've seen a follower
of Krishna on the steps of the
Student Union, distributing incense
and selling books. Which means:
the International Society for
Krishna Consciousness has come
to the UMass campus. I had the
pleasure last week of taking supper
with them.

Four devotees are up from
Boston, traveling and living in a
brown Dodge van equipped with
pictures of Krishna taped inside
and furnished with a raised hard-
wood floor. They're participating
in that aspect of their Society
which is directed toward
•proselytizing" college campuses.
I put "proselytize" in quotes
because of their lack of obnoxious
hard sell. While I was with them,
the leader, Pyari Mohan Das,
instructed his friends to merely
introduce and perhaps sell the
copies of the Hhagavad-Gita
without making an attempt for

converts. He sees the effort as one
of beginning college students on
the road to Krishna Consciousness.
Das: "A sincere reading of the
Oita will at least assure a person of

avoiding an animal incarnation in

his next life."

Pyari Mohan Das is a man of
great intensity. While in the Navy
he started questioning the meaning
of life. When he got out he began
his search for answers. Born a
Roman Catholic. Das had a
natural affinity lor Jesus and
became absorbed in Him He saw
Jesus in everything, including the
activities he later got into Zen,
meditation, all forms of yoga.
Much of his time was devoted to
hitching around the country,
meditating on mountains, etc. One
day he met a devotee of Krishna
who asked him what he believed in.

Das replied "Me ' The devotee

said "Oh" and walked away. This
incident made a great impression
on him and he began to think more
and more about the Krishna
movement. On a subsequent hitch-

hiking trip through Canada he

definitely decided to devote his life

to Krishna. He worked for a time in

the Society's book printing plant in

New York ( I think) before moving
to Boston and eventually attaining

the position of temple "com-
mander".
Mr Das had hard words for the

students he encounters on the

various campuses I and that means
UMass, too). His primary ob-

jection is to the constant state
-
ot

intoxication he sees all around
him. ( I did not smoke a cigarette
while with the devotees; when I lit

one up. Das became obviously
uncomfortable, so I. you know, put
it out.) Das: "They're into four
things Eating, sleeping, mating,
and defending" I sought
clarification on "defending";
would studying be in that
category'' "Yes, if they are
studying to maintain their position
in school. Or studying could come
under eating and mating, if they
study thinking "I'll get a better job
and more sex if I go to college

."

His final observation: "They live

like animals."

The future tor these four consists

of more traveling to campuses,
perhaps in the South, and
(iistribution of literature anywhere
their are people who need help.

( Overall I was impressed by their

tremendous discipline and clear
thinking Yes. clear thinking. They
eame down hard on the influx of

false prophets from India, taking
great delight in Jaharaj Ji's en-
counter with a pie. They repeated
to me the message I've been
hearing so much lately: "Think
lor yourself, question, doubt is

good, get the right answers."

You're Joshing Me!
BY BARBARA VOORHEES

JOSH IS COMING!
Pleasantly provocative,

beautifully biting, irritatingly
irresistable, a cool drink on a hot
day.

JOSH IS COMING!

Jesus Christ! Every time you
turn around, there it is again — one
of those signs. In the Collegian, on
blackboards, on every wall.

The oldest publicity gimmick in

the game. And it works.
Cause everyone's wondering, at

least a little bit. Who in hell is

Josh?

"Josh McDowell, a graduate of

Wheaton College and a magna cum
laude graduate of Talbot
Theological Seminary, is a

member of two national honor
societies. He has spoken at more
than 400 universities in 42 coun-

tries. In the last five years he has

spoken to more than two million

students and faculty. "ETC.

So spouts the back cover of his

book, "Evidence That Demands A
Verdict." which the Jesus freaks

over at the UMass Christian
Service Coalition tell you sold

25,000 copies in the first four

months. Without advertising.

And Josh himself tells you in his

book that on Dec. 19, 1959 at 8:30

p.m.. he accepted Jesus Christ.

And just about ever since he's

been talking about it.

"Sex, revolution, the Bible

these are just a few of the topics

that the controversial Josh
McDowell will be addressing
during Sept. 24-2(5 here on the

UMass campus. He will speak on
an ultimate solution to the
problems of man, presenting a

series of lectures on sex, Bible

prophecy and the basic error of

revolutionary movements." So
says the press release from the

Christian Service Coalition.
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And that's not all. There's going
to be a whole week of it. Sponsored
by the area Christians.

Also appearing will be Arthur
Katz, a Hebrew Christian. Who, in

other words, is a Jew who believes
in Christ.

And Candi. Candi Lowe, who
they tell you presents her own
brand of women's lib and sings and
talks and all.

And Frank Jean, a Chinese
Christian who they say they invited

so he can share his unusual life

story with all the UMies.
And Bill Dancy and wife, black

Christian activists.

Good, God. they've got someone
for everyone.

Even Mike Johnson who used to

play with the Paul Butterfield

Blues for all the groupies.

All for the price of $5300. Some
area Christians pledged their
summer earnings for the week.
And the registration fee for those

attending is $5. The Jesus
registration freaks over at the

Coalition tell you that they are
praying that God will somehow
provide the rest of the sum

"We want to spread the Gospel
throughout campus. We want the
students here to think about who
Jesus is. A lot of people are
walking around asking 'Who am I?

What is my contribution to this

world?" We can help them find out
through Jesus Christ." This is what
they tell you over at the Coalition.

"We're going to share Christ on
this campus. Christianity is a way
of changing the world. We need a
revolution of love rather than a

revolution of violence." They tell

you more.

A newspaper clipping tells you
that "In the past three years, Josh
has spoken to more than 1 . 1 million

students and has had 61 .000 of them
indicate decisions to receive Christ
because of his talks."

In a letter to Josh, one student
says, 'On Jan. 1. 1972, at 12:30
am., I asked Jesus into my life as
a result of your lecture. From that
moment on, my life has been one
continuous change."

And one of the freaks over at the
Coalition tells you that Josh is not
another Billy Graham. "He's
gonna give the facts. He's not
hiding behind the blaek book."

A Jesus freak from Texas is up
for the week and he tells you about
the Olympics he went to There
were 37 Christian organizations
there all joined together in a
revolution of love. 37. Wow.

And this week at UMass they're
expecting Christians from over 30
area colleges in New England. 30.

Wow.

•A**********************^^^*^^^.,,,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*

Emporium India
233 No. Pleasant St.

Our Fall Line Is In
Great Reductions on Selected Items
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BY JIM HOLDSWORTH

Advertising is a strange business.

You've probably heard the juicy fables

about consummate seductions in the
stockroom, the horror tales of classy
backstabbing and the yarns about being in

on the meeting where they first said, "Fly
me."
There's always some truth to a story, but

in nine weeks at a New York City agency
(5th Ave. not Madison) I never saw such
excitement. An art director once grabbed a
secretary and said, "Come into my office for

a quickie," but they both laughed and went
back to their desks.

Anything you've heard about the evils of

business will count doubly against ad-
vertising. Rule No. 1: Never Say Anything
You Don't Want Repeated. Most people
won't have any ill intent when they tell

someone what you just told them. But. It

soon becomes a vicious game of telephone
that you never win.

Stories grow and change. My first week on
the job, someone came in and said that

Charlie over at Doyle, Dane just quit or got
fired. Five minutes later it was going out
over the phone. "You know Charlie over at

Doyle, Dane? He just got fired."

Have you ever considered the work that
goes into an ad? The labors are con-

siderable. Agencies can't send someone out
with a Polaroid camera, brainstorm a neat
headline and have the ad pasted up before
5:00. The textbook agency can produce a
four color (full color) magazine ad in

twenty-five working days, if the copy, (text

of ad) layout, art and approvals (client-

legal ) are all rushed at breakneck speed and
the engravings (printing materials) are
made on over time (expensive).

Our textbook agency will usually take
fifty-nine working days on a four color ad,
not including the time spent on research,
planning and meetings to determine theme
and premise. There should be time to write
the copy, and then play with it. Wordings are
never right the first time. An ad must grow.
The deadline for an ad is determined by

the closing dates of the publications to be
used. Most will give extensions, but that's a
messy way to run a campaign, it soon
becomes habit. Your home town newspaper
probably closes two days before publication.
Time magazine closes seven weeks ahead of

printing.

The place I worked at isn't textbook, some
of the clients are anything but Ruie No. 2:

The Client Is Never Wrong. It seems to me
that a good agency can afford to be a bit

proud Then again. I wasn't too worried
al>out losing my job.

Anyway. Acne Plastics has several ac-
counts at the agency (This is a fictitious

name it must be that I am afraid of being
fired) If Acne's ads are to be finished before
closing, we have to get orders six months in

advance The agency will work on the ad for
a month and a half, then it is ravaged at
Acne for four months The ad comes back
and we're told that it has to be completely
changed. There are only ten days until the

magazines close, sometimes four, never
enough. While I was there, orders came in to

make up ads for magazines that had already
closed.

At a big company like Acne, everyone
finds something wrong with the ad, so that

they can say something while the boss is

around. The criticism is often picky. As the
old political saying goes, "The giraffe is a
horse, built by committee." It's all quite
insane really, but to say anything is to lose

the account ($).

Agencies often do silly things too. A friend

in production told me the story of an old ad.

It had looked pretty good on the first proof

(print), but the agency sent it back to the
engravers, covered with corrections. The
adjustments were made and the ad retur-

ned. It was sent back with more corrections.

This went on for a couple of weeks, the more
tampering done and money spent, the worse
it looked. On the seventh exchange the
engraving shop gave up and sent a copy of

the first proof. The verdict: "Beautiful,"
"Crisp lines, good color." The engravers
soon lost the agency business, they were
said to be too slow.

There are several dream accounts at the

agency. One hasn't paid a bill in almost a
year. Another account has two good ads
ready to run, but has changed the name of

one product, the other can't be manufac-
tured yet. A third company is good about
bills and such, but likes to have certain free

services. They offer "Hot Drink Mugs," and
other goodies. Every set ordered in the US of

A and Canada goes across the desk of some
poor clown in traffic, who has to write up the
bulk order ("Traffic" will be explained
later). A fourth account wants "store
checks." The extra pay is very generous,
but you are expected to go out on your spare
time to take notes on freezer cases. Yet
another client promises orders to dozens of

space salesmen, but will never sign the
releases. The client gets taken to lunch, we
get the calls of irate salesmen.
Each account has its idiosyncrasies, you

must learn all of them.
The parasites of the advertising world are

the space salesmen. These creatures get a
commission on the space they sell for their

magazine(s). A salesman answers the
phono from 10:00 to 12:00. has lunch with his

prospective pigeon, allota drinks, then
staggers home. Most make good money. No
one is safe from their overtures. In August I

was phoned and given the pitch about the
really really low rates on a special issue.

• Everyone has a special issue). I had no
authority, he just wanted to talk up his hook

with the tratfic man. < "Book" is fancy ad-
man lingo tor magazine)

At the word 'advertising,'' everyone
seems to think of TV spots and how they hate

FRIDAY ft SATURDAY

Jacques Brel

Dartlott Aud.

8:00 p.m.

$2.00 - Students
with I.D.

to see women squeeze the Charmin.

Television is a profitable medium, but only

one facet of the trade. Don't forget (maybe

you'd rather) the table tents at Howard

Johnsons, the paper matches for ICS, the

Mt. Tom billboards, the Budweiser jingle on

radio, the TicTac display and the Goodyear

blimp. All of this article applies to any form

of advertising, but deals mostly with space

(newspaper, magazine). Space is my main

interest and also what I was given to work

on most of this summer. (A medium sized

agency, it handles about 60 per cent space,

30 per cent TV-radio, and 10 per cent sales

promotion).

The only large TV push I was in on was the

Good Humor "No-Drip" series with

Jonathan Winters. The name should be

"Slow-Drip," but "No" was passed by all

the authorities and is therefore legal and

ethical. Always bid high, you might get

lucky. In spite of popular demand, I will not

divulge the "No-Drip" formula.

I spent the summer in "traffic," which is a

department of truckdriver-policemen. The
traffic person must make a schedule for

production, and see that everyone keeps up

with it. It might sound easy, but something
will always run awry. Traffic takes a

delicate touch and a thorough knowledge of

the people that you deal with and of ad-

vertising production. One copywriter may
hate being bugged and will stall a project on

purpose. Another can't remember his name
after lunch and you have to sit on him.

A second duty of the traffic person at this

agency is to send out the insertion orders

(reservations for space). Everything takes

time and there's never enough. If the client

wants an ad changed after the printing

materials are at the publications (as Acne
often does), the traffic person has to phone
the head of production at each book and
have the materials returned, cajole the art

director and production staff into making
the changes and then issue superseding
orders.

If a client wants to run an ad all over
creation, the traffic person has to go through
Standard Rate and Data to get all the dif-

ferent sizes, printing methods and
specifications. It can be an all day job,

especially when placed over the constant
routines. Another duty is to get each proof
that comes in signed by the copywriter, art

director and account executive. It only takes
five minutes, but the second you sit down,
the Mississippi Garbage Contractor will

Dhone and ask where their insertion order is.

Death is swift and silent. My first week, an
art director was axed. He was out of the
office by 11:00, the new director took up
residence before 1:00. No one talked about
it. The worst is when a large account leaves
and there's wholesale slaughter. I'm thank-
ful I never saw such a day.

Agencies get hooked on Xerox machines.
When one copier is broken, the employees
begin to get bloodshot eyes. When both
machines are out the workers have runny
noses and throw fits. You can't get any work
done.

In August I handled a letter from the new
Secretary Treasurer of a small magazine in

Vermont. ($50 a page is very small). He had
our insertion order and wanted to know,
"What is it all about?" Two days on the job
and I could write an insertion order. A letter

was sent back complimenting him on asking
such a "searching" question.

The best anecdote I heard this summer
from a reliable source, was about Ralph
So&so who wanted a better job. He saw a
classified ad in the trade press that
described a fantastic position at a
"reputable" firm. He sent his resume to a
l)ox number and was fired the next af-

ternoon The position described had been his
own. his boss had gotten the job application.
This story was printed here because
Readers Digest wouldn't pay $5 for it.

The most exciting incident of the summer
was when an account executive bear-hugged

a copywriter, pushed him over a desk,

slapped the back of his head and yelled,

"Where's the new copy?" Men are driven to

strange things if they are worried about

their jobs. The client wanted the copy, that

day.

It was later observed that the account man
had home problems, but that still, if one
couldn't stand the heat, one should stay out

of the kitchen. Rule No. 3: Never Hit Or
Even Touch Anyone. People have been fired

for that. Rule No. 4: Behind Your Back,
Everyone Is Smarter Than You Are.

Later I heard a non-witness describe the

incident, it was said that the copywriter had
been punched. Before long, they'll think he
was stomped.

Up to now it's been a rather grim picture.

Allow me to amend two images. First, the

client is not always a beastial ogre. There
are cheap people in every phase of every
business, there are cheap clients. However,

the few men I met were pleasant enough, and
their requests are usually reasonable. An
agency will often push off half baked ideas,

and the client just can't let them get away
with it. One ogre told me during a quiet

moment that you can never let an agency
feel comfortable, the work would get sloppy.

A company spends gobs of money to build an
image, a personality. When some twit

copywriter comes up with the headline,

"Everything You Ever Wanted To Know

About Modern Sanitation Control," it just
has to be sent back with condolences. If it

happens again, the account moves to
another agency.

The second correction is that back
stabbers are not behind every water-cooler.
There are vicious agencies, but frantic
infighting is the sign of a poor product. At
my agency, the ads were good, everything
clicked and there was work for everyone.

There were a couple of people I hoped
would get run over, but most of the co-
workers were good people. Everyone was
always helpful and kind. Mostly it was just a
good time. For all its faults, advertising is
exciting and a joy to work in because of the
interesting and diverse peoples. Good
people.

Before I left, an account executive told me
always to remember two things about the
business. The second I've forgotten, but the
first will serve as Rule No. 5: There Is No
Such Word As "We" In Advertising, Only
"I". It's an ego game.
On the morning of my last day, a toast was

made over coffee-cake. "To Acne Plastics
may they roast in hell."

I Love You, Alice B. Toklas
with: Peter Sellers

Friday, Sept. 21

Admission: 50*

at 7:00 & 9:00

S.U.B.

Tummy Talk — Those Other D.C. 's
BY MARIAN PKOKOP

If there is anyone who doesn't
know about the current food crisis
on this campus, then he/she must
have gone out to lunch two weeks
ago and not come back yet. U-Mass
has been hit hard by the high cost
of foods and we must be willing to
make sacrifices in the name of the
almighty budget.

After one particularly unen-
joyable meal in the DC

. , I began to
wonder how food prices were af-
fecting other college campuses.
Were they paying more money for
less variety and quality the way we
are? Were they being forced to
except drastic changes in food
items in order to stay within the
budget? I thought it might be an
interesting if not enlightening
project to find out. I investigated
the n-atter by centering on the Five
College Area and speaking to the
managers of the Food Services
departments at Hampshire, Mount
Holyoke, Smith and Amherst
Colleges. I asked them all the
same questions and found the
managers in most cases, more
than willing to answer them. Their
responses however, in comparison
with each other and U-Mass
standards appear to be not only
varied, but very puzzling indeed.
For this reason, I shall mention
each school separately to make the
data hopefully, less confusing.

At Hampshire College, there are
three different meal plans:

19 meals per wk for $290
15 meals per wk. for $250
9 meals per wk. for $210
These prices are somewhat higher
than last year due to an increase of

$30 for 19 meals, $25 for 15 meals,
and $20 for nine meals.

There are alternatives to eating in the D.C."

Obviously, the dining halls are
open seven days a week. Each
meal has several choices with
dinner including three entrees and
an organic foods line. I That seems
like the way we used to have it)

.

There are unlimited seconds and
no cutbacks have been made on
food items or their quality. Would
you believe that on weekend
mornings they have eggs made to

order and steak every Saturday

night9 Wow.

Next I checked out Mount
Holyoke College and found out that
their room and board was pretty
close to that of the average Umie
I approximately $1,500 a year), but
they get 21 meals a week and have
had no bill increase since last year.
They have two choices for each
meal and two entrees at dinner,

which is served I miracle of
miracles) by a waitress. Now

that's class. Mount Holyoke
favorites are roast beef, turkey,
and lasagna I not necessarily in
that order). High prices have not
affected the quality or the variety
of food served except for steak
which was not only too expensive
but unavailable.

At Smith College, room and
board are taken from the same bill
so it's tough to estimate what
percentage of the bill goes for
meals. This bill however, did go up
approximately $200 to $250 from
last year Meals are served seven
days a week in separate house
dining rooms which include candle-
light and real tableclothes at
dinner. I How's that for a touch of
class). Lunches are buffet style
and dinners served in what they
call family style with one entree

but allows seconds. An interesting
point I discovered is that any guest
of a resident can have dinner in the
house dining room for only 99 cents
• at U-Mass 1 believe you're
charged around $2.35). Favorites
of Smithies are roast beef, turkey,
and chicken with no cutbacks
made. However, I did find out that
a freshman barbecue was can-
celled because of the high price
and lack of availability of hot dogs
and hamburgers.

Amherst College, like Smith and
Mount Holyoke, has a certain
budget to follow instead of a
separate meal plan but they
manage to have the same variety
in their menus as last year. This
includes both steak and roast beef
once a week. No cutbacks have
been made, but due to high prices,
sirloin steak has been replaced
with cube steak (but after all,

steak is steak, isn't it?). There is

only one entree for dinners with
Amherst favorites being steak and
roast beef. They have also stopped
seconds, but you can take as much
as you want the first time aroui>d.

There has been no change in the
quality of the food and students ci:n

get it seven days a week.

The last question I asked con-
cerned whether the managers
anticipated another rise in food
prices for next year. Admitted-v,
this was a loaded question and the
general response was that it was
very hard to tell nowadays since
it's difficult to predict food prices
lor next week. One hope was
mentioned that food prices had
finally reached a plateau and
would not necessarily get any
higher However, that still remains
to be seen.

I suppose it really is unfair to

compare the food services at these
schools to what we have here. U«
Mass Food Services probably fee as
as many people as these other four
schools combined and the money
they lost because of unanticipated
prices, waste, and loss is I'm su n ,

a good percentage higher than ;:t

the smaller campuses.
I sincerely want to believe that

we are not being ripped off by food
services. Not intentionally
anyway. But when I see that we're
paying so much money for so little

and I see what other food Mrvice*
manage to turnout, well, I can't
help but think we're getting the
bum's rush somewhere along the
line. It's a very frustrating feel'

and I'm sure that Food Servi<es
share that feeling with m-
Meanwhile, at Hampshire College
there are eggs made to order and
steak on Saturday night. Ah,
dream on U-Mass, dream on.

BOB DYLAN : A Biography Castaway 's Lounge
^J IT J I Formerly Grave's Restaurant

Rt. 5&10
REVIEWED BY ED SMITH

Bob Dylan: An Intimate
Biography
By Anthony Scaduto 280 pp.
Grosset & Dunlap

In the past several years every
pop music reviewer worth his salt

has given his opinion of the great
Bob Dylan. You will be pleased to

hear that this reviewer has no
intention of adding his voice to that
howling chorus. Rather, I am going
to give my opinion of the opinion of
a member of that chorus.

There is a fantastic ego trip

which almost all writers about

Dylan seem to be on. The fact that

they are able to write a book or an

article about him allows them to

say: "Look how much I know
about Dylan." I feel this is clearly

manifested in this particular book.

At an early point in the book,

Scaduto states that one cannot

really interpret Dylan's songs. In

the following two-thirds of the book

he goes to examine, in fair detail,

every song Dylan published from
Hob Dylan to New Morning What
the author is saying is that "one",

the masses, cannot interpret Dylan

because one knows only his public

lace However, he. as a

biographer, has an intimate

knowledge of the inner workings of

Bob Dylan's mind. To me that is

nothing but pointless elitist crap.

It would be a near impossible

task to write a biography of Dylan
and not interpret his music, but the

author must concede that the

analyses he gives are only his own
impressions and not, somehow,
authorized and infallible in-

terpretations. This projected
feeling of one-upmanship was, for

me. the sourest aspect of the book.

Scaduto's research into the roots"
of Bob Dylan are far reaching. He
travels the route from Hibbing,
Minnesota, to the Village, up to

Woodstock and back again to the
Village. He interviewed people who
had known Dylan both in Hibbing
and in Minneapolis. The picture
one gets of Dylan is more well-

rounded than many I have come
upon. This in-depth research
produces some amusing side-lights

as well One such instance was
when Dylan went to his high school
reunion in 1969. There was a girl

named Echo there about whom, it

is claimed, he wrote Oirl From the
North County. When she talked to

Dylan at the reunion she told him
she had written a song about him.
When he asked what it was en-
titled, she replied Boy From the
North Country. In all. one must
concede that Scaduto went about
his task with a voracious appetite
lor detail.

In discussing Dylan at the high

point of his career the author
shows unusual insight into the

pressures that must beset any man
who is placed upon the pedestal of

a god That Dylan was often a

bastard to people cannot really be

disputed, but this book contains

observations which clearly show

Formerly Grave's Restaurant

WHATELY, MASS. 665-8731
Presents the

the author has an understanding,

to some extent, of the why and
wherefore of Dylan's obnoxious
behavior. Another outstanding
aspect of Dylan's personality at his

summit was an intense paranoia
about being taken advantage of by
those around him. The resulting

behavior this paranoia caused
alienated many of Dylan's early

friends from the Village. Never-
theless, Scaduto's interviews with
these people after they had split

with Dylan revealed no resent-

ment; they too understood the

pressure one undergoes when
being hailed as a messiah.

Even with this great storehouse
of detail, Scaduto's writing is often

sluggish The very detail which
makes the book interesting in some
places, bogs it down in others. In
all, Scaduto's biography is far

reaching in its research, per-

ceptive in its analyses, but too

much like so many other pieces to

be the innovative biography it has
been billed as. Capturing the

essence of Bob Dylan, which is

what it would seem Scaduto set out
to do. is a very difficult task at

best Though I would not say that is

what Scaduto has achieved, he
comes closer than most other

writers.
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BY KEN BLANCHARD
GARY GOMES

IN CONCERT
Bright Times
Kahsaan Roland Kirk and
Vibration Society

At Amherst College, Sept. 16

The

Ever since Roland Kirk made his

appearance in Black Music circles

with Mingus some 12 or so years
ago, it's been within the minds of
quite a few people to write Kirk off

as a clown, a freak or a
showman" (whatever the hell

that means). This was due in large
part to Kirk's sense of Black
tradition (the use of shakers and
b 'Ms, plus nose flutes), and his

sense of humor. Playing three reed
irjsiruments at once isn't the sort of
thing that a lot of people would
vww as a "serious" jazz im-
provisation, and Kirk's stage

iiboyance (spinning a bass on
top of his head while he was

doing a saxophone solo, for

example) are seldom viewed as
a.

i
thing beyond crowd-pleasing

• :ravaganzas, but .

v>n September 16, at 8:00 p.m.
ja7/ musician Rahsaan Roland
Kirk and his Vibration Society
performed in the Alumni Gym-
nasium at Amherst College. It was
the first in a series of Sunday
evening concerts being sponsored
b> the Amherst College Enter-
tainment Committee.
Despite a half hour

delay (when was the last time

you were at a concert that started
on time?). Kirk and his men im-

mediately grabbed the audience
with a lively rendition of the
Charles Mingus composition "Get
A Little Bit Of It In Your Soul."
The fact that the audience was with
him was indicated by their hand
clapping participation in a per-

"We're dealing with Black
music", said Rahsaan, "music
written because it had to be
written, it wasn't written for

money," he stated, specifically

referring to Billie Holiday's "God
Bless The Child" as an example.

Rahsaan Roland Kirk In Action
cussive middle segment of this

song, which also featured a vocal
by Kirk. This led into a baritone
sax solo by the capable Ken
Rogers, followed by a beautifully
executed tenor solo by Kirk
himself. Don Smith, the piano
player, demonstrated the ex-
ceptinal range and quality of his
voice ( not to mention his keyboard
ability) on a moving version of
"God Bless The Child".

"This is true root Black music,"
Kirk continued, "and if it's not
your cup of tea, we'd appreciate
you splittin'."

Kirk also spoke of the apparent
obscurity of Black jazz musicians
as compared to white classical
artists. As evidenced he pointed
out the difference between Art
Tatum, a relatively obscure Black
jazz pianist, probably the best who
ever lived, and Andres Segovia,

A-igel Clare

( olumbia KC31474
Total Playing Time: 37:41

by David Miller

This isn't exactly a concept
album, but Art Garfunkel's first

solo album does seem to have an
idea running through it: the ten-

sion involved in maintaining a
bi-'ance between the ideals of love,

hope and happiness on the one
hand, and the sure knowledge of

pervasive cynicism, death, and
love lost and re- lost on the other. In

UK process of exploring this,

do.rfunkel and co-producer Roy
f\»iee have attempted to syn-
htsize the talents of a diverse
group of sidemen I for example —
.ierry Garcia. Larry Knechtel. J.J.

(ile. the St Mary's Choir) and
so-gwriters < ranging from Randy
v ewman to Osibisa to Jimmy
Webb) into a single style.
metimes it works; sometimes

'n my opinion, the best songs on
the album are 'Down in the Willow

rden ". 'Old Man", and "Mary
an Only Child" 'Willow

Jen", by Charlie Monroe, is a
simple ballad of the murder of a

.ng girl by her lover While the
s are macabre T drew mv
e through her It was a bloody

I threw her in the river/

Which was a dreadful sight" — the
ni'iody is light and the or-

• t,< stration sparkles The irony set

n this way is positively grip
almost surreal 'Old Man" is

Kandy Newman song and has
iii appropriately piano based
arrangement. About a cynic's last

reu ard. the soaring strings set up a

lar kind <J irony in relation to

th< lyrics, which close with "Won't

be o god to comfort you You told

me not to believe that lie You

t need nobody, nobody needs

\ou Don't crv. old man. don't crv
•

Everybody dies." "Mary Was an
Only Child" has a kind of "Scar-
borough Fair" feeling to it, par-
ticularly in the backing vocals.
Written by Milchberg, Hammond
and Hazlewood, it tells of an
abandoned and wretched young
woman who nonetheless "shone
like a gem in a five-and-dime
store"

If the finest songs on the album
deal with the more negative side of
that fine line between untarnished
idealism and a kind of qualified
cynicism, that leaves the balance
to be handled mainly by the lesser
pieces. "Traveling Boy", by
Williams and Nichols, opens the
album with big overtoned harp-
sichord chords. The song's about a
rambler who always leaves his
loves behind and always
remembers them. It's nice enough,
but a bit too predictable in lyrics
and chord changes. "Feuilles-Oh/
Do Space Men Pass Dead Souls On
Their Way To The Moon?"
promises more than it delivers.
The first part is folk tune; the
second is a Bach chorale with new
lyrics by Linda Grossman. An
interesting idea, but not too well
developed "Woyaya ", by Sol
Amarfio and Osibisa. immediately
follows "Mary" and appears to

complement it It's probably much
too Anglicized here, and a bit

banal, but it picks up quite nicely
with the addition of a children's
chorus It and Van Morrison's "I
Shall Sing", which here suffers
from an overdose of pseudo-
Mexicali. are both happy feets
numbers about things getting and
staying better in spite of. The
album closes with "Another
Lullaby" by Jimmv Webb. The

song doesn't give an answer to the
troubles; it says we'll try again
tomorrow, maybe we can cop then.
"Close your eyes/ My sister fair/

Though the snow is falling and the
trees are bare."

Two noticeable disappointments
are Webb's "All I Know", the
current single, which, in spite of

some good lines and the "Boxer"
SuperDrums, is far too predic-

table, and the folk song Barbara
Allen", which is given a production
so overblown that one can only
marvel at it. But don't get me
wrong — all in all. Angel Clare is

an album worth having if you ever
dug Simon and Garfunkel It's just

a bit unfocused.

short cuts

by (iarv Gomes

Joseph Jarman. SONG FOR
i Goody GY 30003) $2.98 list price.
RCA, that monolith of the com-
munications agency has seen fit to
release some truly fire materials
from the Delmark stores of
knowledge, including this
remarkable extravaganza from
1967 by Multi-reedman Joseph
Jarman. Jarman as you may
know, was one of the founders of
the Art Ensemble of Chicago.

It's amazing to hear Mie duel
drumming of Thurmond Barker
and Steve McCall, and the in-

credible talents of the la;e bass
player Charles Clarke and the late
Christopher Gaddy, pianist. After

world renowned a.s a Classical

guitar master. Yet, both, Kirk

asserted, could be considered

geniuses on their instrument.

After a few minutes passed by,

Rahsaan decided to assault the

collected multitudes with a

composition called "Bright
Times", described thusly:

"Imagine if Nixon's cadillac broke

But, in reality, Roland played
and played and PRAYED. "This is

the night to say what you have to
say

!

" and he invoked the audience
to DO IT! He wanted to know if the
audience wanted to help him up, so
he extended his hands to the
audience so they could "lift him
up" while playing the tenor with
his other hand. Sensationalism?

down in the middle of Harlem, and Showmanship? Naaaaaah
about five 6'10" brothers came up just Roland's way.
to him and told him to cut the

bulljive and hand over the tapes?

That's bright times!" Roland
adapted his flute style to a clearer

Kirk and the Vibration Society
followed this with "My Favorite
Things", which led into a really

texture than you're used to, and the nice piano solo before changing
audierce was gassed

There was so much that he did,

and he was pouring himself out of

the saxophones. However, the roof

really caved in when he decided to

do his "saxophone duet", manzello
in one hand, tenor in the other, and
both in his mouth, blowing two
separate melodies
SIMULTANEOUSLY. Then
poising both reeds in the air he
evoked the most beautiful fluc-

tuating noise-harmony that I've
ever heard — the harmonics on top
of harmonics gig. And when
Roland plays them, you never
heard such sounds in your life! An
incredible feat, and Kirk still

hasn't received his due com-
mendation.

Kirk likes to dabble in all torts of

things, so he conducted the band
(the cat's blind, remember?) and
the bass player got off some great
stuff.

time and soothing the audience
with a love song featuring Don
Smith once again on vocal. Kirk
then took a request from the
audience, another sax "duet"
played solo. After earning a
standing ovation, a string of tunes
highlighted by brilliant sax solos
rounded out the evening. Those
who had come to see and hear a
virtuoso perform got what they
came for. Those jazz artists who
are yet to come to Alumni Gym-
nasium will be standing in the
shadow of giants Rahsaan
Roland Kirk and his Vibration
Society.

But, then again, what can you
expect from a cat whose first in-

strument was a garden hose, and
who is known to jam with jet

engines taking off? Rahsaan,
Rahsaan Maybe (quite likely)

HE'S the SANE one.

the demise of this group, Jarman
stagnated a tew years, composing
rather than playing, until he came
across Malachi Favors, Lester
Bowie and

SUN KjI
um mis .»- 1 h m urn: mw hi a m: \

sun song

Roscoe Mitchell,
whose lp SOUND features
aforementioned Bowie on trumpet,
Favors on bass and Mitchell on
bass sax and assorted reeds. This
is another $2.98 "Goody" (GY
30004) which also features the
incredibly lurching tenor sax of
Maurice Mclntyre, and it showed
the direction that the Art En-
semble would travel in, while being
aided and abetted by Jarman. All
the above were members of the
Association for the Advancement
of Creative Musicians of Chicago.
Let's not leave Chicago yet, for the
father of us all Sun Ra, was
working in the windy city in 1956.

Sun Ka and his Myth Science
Orchestra. A SUN SONG (Goody
30002), features big band
arrangements out of the Ellington
mode with weird trappings, and

this was the beginning of Sun Ra's
personal voyage towards directly
influencing such great men as John
Coltrane. If you think that Sun Ra
dropped out of the skies, you may
be correct, but this album features
Ra's arranging talents, and it is

also his first album. If you're in-

terested in what Sun Ra is doing

now, you'd better look back to

then, because it's all a logical
line, and this album features the
incredible beauty of Pat Patrick's
and John Gilmore's (who 'Trane
said he listened to before he
recorded (,iant steps )

saxophone playing, plus the
remarkable tympani work of Jim
Hearndon, who unfortunately is not
playing this music anymore. The
arrangements may sound dated,

but that's only if you want to put
dates on them. A beautiful album
by a truly beautiful man. If you're
interested in more contemporary
Sun Ra, I'd suggest picking up on
Its After the End of the World
<BASF/ MPS-Saba 20748) which
features the excellent violin, viola,
cello and bass work of one Alan
Silva, and his latest release on Blue
Thumb records, Space is the Place
I BTS 41 ) , which features the
immortal "Rocket Number 9". Sun
Ra possibly has as many albums
out as there might be stars, most
released on his own independent
label.

AND IT'S ABOUT TIME
SUN RA GOT THE
RECOGNITION HE DESERVED
RATING FOR THE ABOVE

ALBUMS: A PLUS SOLID

An Album of Wealth and Taste
BY STEVE FELD

Goats Head Soup
The Rolling Stones

Rolling Stones COC 59101

Goats Head Soup will go down in history
as being Sticky Fingers II, the logical
successor to one of the Seventies most
popular and important albums. This feeling,
more than any other, becomes rapidly
evident as the needle tracks on and unravels
this latest Rolling Stones masterpiece. The
two records show striking similarities in
genealogy, conception and effect. They were
written and recorded after an American
tour which, aside from providing Mick and
Keith with unique, cataclysmic song-writing
experiences, always finds the band polished
and well-honed. Song arrangement shows
less brass this time, something that can be
attributed to the Stones' ongoing
maturation; but song placement and song
structure of Goats Head Soup constantly
reminds one of its zippered predecessor.

This, then, leaves Exile somewhere off

Main Street and away from the predictable
progressions their albums have traced.
Kxile was written and recorded on the eve of

their last American tour, something which
persuaded them to "rip this joint" and
boogie their way across the States via a new
act of hard cock-rock. Written largely to be
played live, Exile can be easily thought of as
a document of that 1972 tour in the same way
a live record would have been. And live

records seldom mark transitions or
progressions, only time.

Without further adieu, then, please allow
me to introduce Goats Head Soup, an album
of wealth and taste:

"Dancing With Mr. D.": Mick Taylor
plays a slowed-down, slightly modified
"Bitch". Charlie hits his high-hat then lays
down a thumping, throbbing voodoo beat
while Keith lets out some screeching,
piquant wails on his guitar and Wyman
plods along behind in true undertaker
fashion. Jagger beckons us in, whispering
something evil and ominous. Before long it

becomes apparent we are witnessing Mick's
latest tryst with the Devil. Jagger s played
this one before with "Sympathy for the
Devil" and he ended up shouting for shelter,

but here he plays with fire once. "Mr. D."
takes place inside a graveyard amidst

sculls, snakes, spiders and other horrorshow
creepy-crawlies. It builds with eerie
background vocals, then fades out under
more screaming and moaning. Whew!
"100 Years Ago": A straightforward track

that goes through a few transitions and
reminds me of "Sway". Starting off with a
simple verse-chorus structure, it grows
stronger and louder with some frantic wah-
wahing from Keith, then suddenly slows,
becomes harmonic, then deliberately corny

^
"Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo (Heartbreaker)":

Seems to be vindictive towards heroin
pushers and the New York Police Depart-
ment. (New York City, by the way, is

mentioned on several of the album's songs.

)

It's very much like "Black Magic Woman"
complete with a Santana-like guitar solo,
lots of blaring horns, and some biting guitar
chords. The shortest song on the album, by
almost a minute, it nevertheless packs a
wallop.

The Rolling Stones
Goats Head Soup

for a few measures of "Call me lazybones —
Got no time to waste away". This breaks
into a Latin-flavored jam reminiscent of
"Can't You Hear Me Knocking" which tears
things up a bit.

"Coming Down Again": Keith on vocals
this time and judging from the shit he's been
stepping into lately, it just may be his swan
song. Mick's harmonies add an enamouring
touch to this melodic ballad that brings back
memories of Decembers Children and,
more recently, "I Got The Blues" from
Sticky Fingers Nicky Hopkins' keyboard,
and complementary sax from Jim Horn and
Bobby Keys add the finishing touches to
carry the song through its six minutes. Keith
and Mick do the rest; it's primarily a vocal
song.

"Angie": Side one closes with Mick's
bittersweet torch song for Angela Bowie.
(For those out of touch with the Rona
Barrett scene, Mick has all but broken up
poor David's marriage and now insists to

feed the fire with this lament. ) Probably the
finest Stones ballad since "Ruby Tuesday",
it combines that song's sentiments with
some 12-string "As Tears Go By" picking
and mellow "Wild Horses" embellishments.
Also their first accoustic song in a while to

be picked intentionally for single status.

"Silver Train": Some funky raunch n'

roll in the fine tradition of "Honky Tonk
Women ". "Brown Sugar" and "Rocks Off":
it's about whores. It starts out like a Kinks
number, but the "Mid-night Rambler"
harmonica and the "Love in Vain" slide

guitar make it sufficiently Stoned. Many
fine songs have been written about trains
(not to forget "Love in Vain"), and this train
seems to be used as a metaphor. (I wish
once and for all the Stones would give us the
lyrics with the album ! ) The one-chord verse
makes way for a free-for-all chorus that
beats the pants off Johnny Winter's version.
"Hide Your Love": What would a Stones

album be without a touch of dem ol' Delta
blues? "Hide Your Love" has Mick re-
adopting the bluesman persona of "Prodigal
Son" and "You Gotta Move" while Keith
hits the octave-high harmonies of "Casino
Boogie." Mick plays piano as well as the
vocals, and a steady hand-clapping beat
prevails throughout. It's all the way back to
the roots with this one, complete with hound-
dog calls of "Awright, boy" to introduce the
solos.

"Winter": This one runs into a little

trouble mainly because it dangerously
over-extends itself for over five minutes
while Mick does a Van Morrison-Astral
Weeks vocal improvisation that drags on far

too long over a listless two-chord pattern.
It's in the "Moonlight Mile" mode and
juxtaposes soft music with romantic lyrics,

resulting in a credible, but indulgent per-
formance.

"Can You Hear The Music": Shades of
Sly

! The bullfrog guitar leads the way into a
dirge-like verse, which evolves into a nice
"Let It Loose" chorus. TogetheV. the
repititious, hypnotic verse and the celebrant
chorus make for a first-rate song.
"Starfucker": Forget the "Star Star"

nonsense on the label, this one's named
"Starfucker." It's a beauty; just as ballsy
as "Honky Tonk Women", but not quite as
infectious. There's a singalong chorus:
"You're a starfucker. starfucker, star-
fucker. star fuck a star " And Mick is on
familiar turf with the verse: "Honey I miss
you two-tongued kisses — Legs wrap around
me tight - When I get back to New York girl
- Gonna make you scream all night

!

" Jeez,
Mick is good on this one!
Added up, Goats Head Soup is one hearty

meal that will satisfy anyone's appetite for
good rock n' roll. Never mind that won-
derfully gross picture on the inside of a
goat's head inside a bubbling cauldron; eat
it up because this record's gonna be a
monster!

Clean Living's Cowpie
BY MIKE KOSTEK

Meadow muffin

Clean Living

Vanguard VSD 79334 time: 32:21

One of this area's best friends. Clean

Living, put out their second album this

summer, and it turned out a qualified treat.

I say qualified because it does have a few.

lint, slow spots, and none of the playing on
the record really gets past the point of being
massively competent. Ah. but let's not dwell
on that. Overall the record's good, and in

parts, very very good.

Normal Schell wrote seven of the ten
songs, and he has a keen knack for writing
some very catchy tunes like "Far North
Again", "New York City" and the stand-out
"Red Lord"

A couple of songs, like the lullabye-ish

"Carol For A New Lady" and the low-

burning "Me and You" bog things down, one
in strings, the other in stilted, over-indulged

'niceness'

At their best, this band manages to evoke
a moving timelessness not too far removed

from, dare I evoke the name, The Band, at
least in The Band's more country
movements.

If you've ever seen and enjoyed them live,

you know what Meadowmuffin (or Cowpie)
is about, give or take a few strings and
things — no glam-glitter, tricks or gimmics,
just the music. And if you were in the mood
at their concert, you got up and danced. It

wasn't shake-dancing, it was more sway-
sashay dancing. The distinctive thing about
a Clean Living crowd is the way they react.
No boogie or mind dance or other frenzy-
inducing motion. Clean Living is something
purer, simpler, almost more wholesome,
healthier, something akin to the gentle
swaying of the tall grass in the meadow .

.
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BY: BILL FOSTER

(Kd. Note: Bill Foster is a

«iiiversit\ year for action student

working at the I'rnan League of

Springfield and was assigned to do

a story on the (roup Home,
(•enesis II.)

On routine assignment, I stopped

by an obscure address on Hancock
St. in Springfield and was sur-

prised to see an old friend. She was
working along with a bunch of

down-looking people in a small but

efficient office.

"What's happening, Val?" And
this is how I, a stranger in a

strange land, got involved with the

closing of the Group Homes in

Springfield.

"They've screwed around with

our money from the beginning and
this is the final come down.''

Although we had been laughing

and cracking jokes only minutes
before, the bitter

through. And when
their eyes and saw
who had dedicated

pertise, time, and
program, I began
the pain there.

"The girls have taken it alot

harder than the boys."

"Who told them?" I asked.

Valerie looked over at me and
said softly, "They knew. It's been
in the wind for a long time. We're
closing down the office along with

the houses. They come to pick up
the Xerox machine on Monday."

(Jroup Homes is a division of

Genesis II, a program of half-way
houses for young offenders. Here,

they are counseled by both
professionals and para-

tone came
I looked into

these people

all their ex-

love to this

to understand

^ -

professionals on how to deal with

themselves and the "system."

They stay at the particular house

(there are three) anywhere from

three to eight months. Genesis II

also ran a school for the young

people until it had to fold because

of no financial support on either the

federal level or locally.

Of all three houses, only Middle

Earth has a chance to remain
open. The biggest problem that

faces the staff is placing 25 young
people with only a week's notice.

"It really hurts to have to turn

them over. For many of them, the
only option is to return to a

detention center'' one of the
counselor said.

I went to each of the homes doing
some unprofessional gawking and
a lot of honest listening. The kids

were not dope fiends or criminals,

although these are the labels that

stick all too often. We rapped and
laughed a little and it made me
sorry I was coming to know such
good people at such a bad time.

I watched the counselors, giving

that last bit of advice to "their

students" before they cut out and

could see only a glimmer of the

special relationship that they have

with each other. The same sort of

sad beauty inspired by a beautiful

piece of classical music, if that

makes sense. These are the people

who were given that "half-a-

chance" to do something and were
making all kinds of progress only

to have that chance prematurely

snatched away. It couldn't help

being bummed out.

The day before the program was
to end, I came around to take

pictures.

"What are you, the MAN?" one

guy asked me. The question was
put forth jokingly, but he avoided

my camera like the plague.

"Okay, no pictures." He smiled

and came back. The girls politely

avoided my attempts at candid

photos too!

"Let me go up and put on my
prom dress!"

I took the hint and tried being a

little more discreet.

Leaving, I found it easier just to

smile and keep moving. What do
you say to people you've just met,
who've touched something warm
in you and who you'll more than
likely never see again? Who have
been called the "social dreggs"
and outcasts who may never un-
derstand that you wish something
could be done — But what the fuck
can I do? The most sincere wish
that I could have for them, things
being as they were — Peace,
Power & Soul.

PLEASE — Hear What I'm Not Saying

PLEASE — Hear What I'm Not Saying

Don't befooled by the face I wear, for I wear
a thousand masks.

And none of them are me.

Don't be fooled, for God's sake don't be

fooled.

I give you the impression that I'm secure.
That confidence is my name and coolness

my game.
And that I need no one. But don 't believe me.
Beneath dwells the real me in confusion, in

fear, in aloneness.

That's why I create a mask to hide behind.

To shield me from the glance that knows.
But such a glance is precisely my salvation.

That is, if it's followed by acceptance, if it's

followed by love. q
It's the only thing that can liberate me
From my own self-built prison walls.

I'm afraid that deep-down I'm nothing, that

I'm just no good.

And that you will see this and reject me.
And so begins the parade of masks.
I idly chatter to you.

I tell you everything that's really nothing
And nothing of what's everything, of what's

crying within me.
Please listen carefully and try to hear what
/ m not saying.

I'd really like to be genuine and spon-
taneous, and n\e.

But you've got to help me. You've got to hold

out your hand.

Each time you're kind, and gentle, and
encouraging,

Each time you try to understand because
you really care.

My heart begins to grow wings, very feeble
wings, but wings.

With your sensitivity and sympathy, a i

your power of understanding,

You alone can release me from my shadow
world of uncci tainty —
From my lonely prison

It wdl not be easy for you.

The nearer you approach me, the blinder I

may strike back.

But I am told that love is stronger than
strong walls.

And in this lies my hope, my only hope.

Please try to beat down these walls with

firm hands
But gentle hands — for a child is very
sensitive.

Who am I. you may woryder?

I am someone you know very well.

For I am every man you meet, and I am
every woman you meet.

And I am you, also.

Anonymous
(from a bulletin board in Genesis II)

Fii\e i\rts

Couijcil
University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Latin American Films
"CULEBRA"

PUERTO RICO: PAIS COLNIZADO'
"OUR LATIN THING"
Friday, Sept. 21 8 p.m.

Herter231

Full time UM/A Students with ID's$.75
Others $1.50

Palmieri And His Orchestra
Saturday, Sept. 22 8 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Full time UM/A Students with I D's $ 1 50
Others $3.00

(j

Latin American Poets

Bob Marques

Pedro Petri

Jtti Angel Figueroa

Sunday, Sept. 23 2 p.m.

No Charge

THE GREAT AMERICAN UNDERGROUND CINEMA

Wednesday, Sept. 26 Thompson 106

7:30and9p.m.

Full time UM/A Students $.50
Others $1.00

Tickets at 125 Herter Hall M-F 9-4 or at door one hour before
performance. Telephone 5450202.

Dance: "A Painting Trying To Be Reality"
BY MARK CUDDY &
CAROL CARDULLO

"I'm just an artist reflecting his

times, what he eats, what he
lives."

Eleo Pomare is a man with swift,

magical gestures and a voice like

James Baldwin. He describes his

company as doing Living Theatre
theatre-dance.

Why did you come to a
predominantly white middle class
university like U. Mass?

"Strange question . . . the thing
is that there are not enough black
institutions and places to really

support the black artist and you'll

find that it's the white audience,
especially the college and
university people whom I like very
much. I'd much prefer performing
for a university then, let's say,

civic groups or a group of snobs
who come to the theatre with some
post-european ideas as to what
aesthetics should be ... I mean
I've gone to colleges and I just ask
the people who've brought us there
how sophisticated an audience do
you expect and we've had
situations where they've said "do it

the way it should be done, go all

out, these kids need to be shaken
up, they need to be awakened." So
fine, we do the riot as we see it

happen in Harlem and then they
still end up upset."

What do you mean when you say
you are a teacher rather than an
entertainer?

"One of the things I've tried to do
is to take jazz away from the
Broadway stage mentality where
people sit and be entertained. To
me jazz is a way of living, a music
evolves, a dance evolves, so that
I'm more interested in the social or
anthropological aspect of what this

mode of movement can do or what
it can say."

The Wednesday evening per-
formance of The Eleo Pomare
Dance Company featured four
compositions by Pomare. The
stark black background of
"Climb" was the opening scene of
the performance. This solo was
executed by Henery Yu Hao Yen. It

is an interesting piece of

choreography to which the dancer
did not do justice. He somehow
lacked an elusive quality needed to

give credence to this dance ex-

perience.

The choroegrapher called
"Climb" a "study in atavistics"
and indeed one notices the
deliberate unfolding of a
progression of increasingly in-

tricate movements. However, the
dancer did not seem sure enough of
himself to pull it off. The more
balletic parts, in particular, were
weak.

"Nother Shade of Blue" was
Pomare's attempt to create
various expressions of the blues,

without restricting himself to the
black experience.

In "Early Morning Rain", a trio
of women (two black and one
white) performed. The black
women dominated the piece by
generating more excitement in

their interpretation, thereby
making the white woman seem
slightly lackluster by comparison.

"First Time", sung by Roberta

Flack and performed by Frank
Ashley and Lillian Coleman was
well received by the audience. I

was a bit puzzled as to how this fit

in with the theme of blues, but
neverth less it was well executed.
The lighting, which created
silhouettes for the opening of the
piece, helped to establish the mood
and dream-like quality.

Lillian Coleman was the
superior technician, although
again, Frank Ashley's feeling for

the piece carried him through quite

well.

In contrast, the man and woman
in "Pretty Polly" seemed more
evenly matched. Both Strody
Meekins and Carole Simpson
displayed a simultaneous blend of
power and grace that made them
highlight of "Nother Shade of

Blue ". The audience favorite in

this work was "Travelling", the
closing segment. It depicted a
Western bordello scene and the
audience seemed to enjoy the
sexual overtones. The stark

"If the audience is cold then we'll just do a technical performance
and leave."

lighting and bareness of the scene
gave it an almost surrealistic ef-

fect. Eerieness was further
heightened by the humorless, shrill

laughter of the prostitutes.

At this point, the choreography
began to wear a little thin. Several
sequences of movement were
repetitious. Overall, the first half

of the performances was disap-

pointing.

The black experience was the
theme of the second half, and in

these pieces the company was far

more successful. The black
woman, in particular, was the
focus of "Roots". According to

Pomare, "Roots" deals with the
way in which the black woman was
stripped of her regality and how
she regains it.

The lone black woman in a red-

plumed helmet made a majestic,

warrior-like and formidable
figure Driving African music
enhanced the image of power. The
transition of the woman into a
slave was less effective. The
dancer did not display the same

feeling for this section. However,
greater tension in the dancer's
movement I which was needed)
corresponded with a crescendo in

the music and this elevated the
level of excitement.

At the climax of "Roots", a
stirring poem by Nikki Giovanni
chronicled some of the sad and
cruel events in man's ( white
man's) history. Giovanni ends by
saying that in our society war has
become peace and genocide,
patriotism Meanwhile the black
woman has ragained her strength
and pride. "Roots was a moving
performance and an indication of

the capabilities of the company.
Quote from Eleo Pomare "...
Blues For The Jungle ends with a
kind of a situation where we try to

create an environment. There's
lots of language used, lots of

collaging chaos but creative chaos,
and some communities find it very
offensive. . . If the audience is cold
then we'll just do a technical

performance and leave. But there
are places where the students are
really with it and you know if you
walk down the aisle trying to sell a

watch or calling someone a

mother-fucker, the audience is not

going to walk away thinking this is

a personal confrontation."

A re-enactment of the agony of

the slave auction was the opening
for the most successful segment of

the company's performance,
"Blues For The Jungle". This
work traced the black man's
history from the days as a slave to

the present. It was Pomare's best

choreographed piece of the
evening It showed elements of

diversity and intensity lacking in

his other works. In particular "I

Got A Hammer" allowed the three
male dancers to project the image
of seething forcefulness.

"NightSpell" gave the dancer a

cooler attitude than the others, but
the same raw power lurked just

beneath the surface. A love-hate

relationship between a man and a
woman captured somewhat the
same feeling as the black man's
power and rage translate into

murder.
It is interesting to note than the

non-black dancers could not attain

the same depth of emotion as the
blacks and while they were at

times technically equal, an in-

tangible quality possessed by the
blacks made them the superior
dancers.

In the riot scene at the end, the

non-blacks are given roles which
do not detract from the intensity of

the experience being generated by
the blacks.

I found the riot scene trite.

Pomare warned the audience
needlessly about this segment
prior to the performance, as if a
few "motherfuckers" would upset
a 1 1 Mass audience.

"What you're seeing is a painting
that's trying to be like reality, as
opposed to the European concept
where art gets put up on the wall or
locked up in a museum and it's not
educational at all. Because how
many people go to museums?"

Famous for having the CHEAPEST in NEW & USED clothes

&

NEW & USED CLOTHING
Rt. 9, Hadley

NEW Male Jeans
only $5.00

Snorkel Parkas only $20.00

USED «*v^.

J-«Vl~

X
COATS &
JACKETS
$15.00 -$40.00

LEATHER & SUEDE JACKETSI
as well as

CORDUROY & DENIM
along with the usual —
flannel >hirt>. pea coats, vests,

reindeer sweaters, etc.

JACKETS
and PANTS
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UMass Theatre
BY MARK CUDDY —
The year's theatrical season is

off and running at V Mass. Four

shows are in rehearsal and the

fifth "Jacques Brel" is open

this week.

"Jacques Brel" is made
up of the same people who
performed the show this past

summer at the Provincetown
Playhouse. The cast consists of

Susan Anderson, Jon Farris,

Elaine Vetterli-Brown and Nor-

man A. Brown with Jon Farris

directing the production. The show
is based on the songs of French

composer Jacques Brel with added

material by Mort Shuman. It

combines both satirical and far-

cical wit with some extremely

moving pieces.

" A Moon For the Misbegotten"

by Eugene O'Neill and directed by

John Farris opens Oct. 4 with John

Countryman as Phil Hogan, Harry

Mahnken as James Tyrone, and

Diane Tomer as Hogan's daughter

Josie. The action takes place on the

small farm of an Irish peasant

named Phil Hogan. His daughter,

Josie, is a fat, ugly farmgirl who
has built up the reputation as being

the easiest lay in the region, but

this is not true. She only uses this

TONITE
Saturday

o

Sunday

CLEAN
LIVING

at the
J

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47, Sunderland

665^4937

as a defense for her unat-

tractiveness and cannot believe

that the man she loves, Hogan's

landlord James Tyrone, could ever

love her. Tyrone is an alcoholic

who knows Josie is not a slut but

who too cannot tell her of his love.

Meanwhile, Hogan sees everything

that is going on and tries to open

their eyes to each other. You'll

recognize the character of James

Tyrone as Eugene O'Neill's older

brother who also appears in "Long

Day's Journey Into Night."

•'The Entertainer" by John

Osborne will play the weekend of

December 13 as well as next

semester. The musical-comedy is

directed by Gary Stewart Phd. and

stars Harry Mahnken as Archie

Rice, an aging vaudeville per-

former who refuses to give up his

act. The play as written by

! Osborne takes place at the end of

the British Music Hall era, but

director Stewart has transposed

the setting to American Vaudeville

Theatre in the late 30's.

And that's not all. The Music

Theatre Company here at UMASS
is planning at least one and maybe
two productions for the 73-74

season. You'll remember that they

were responsible for "Company"
last spring.

The UMASS Theatre Depart-

ment will be running 3 shows in

repertory in the spring. Besides

"The Entertainer", they will

produce "Rosmersholm" an
Henrik Ibsen play directed by 3rd

year grad student James Sweeney,

and "The Importance of Keing

Earnest" written by Oscar Wilde

and directed by Marya Bednerik.

Now don't tell me UMASS ain't

got no culture.

"Jaques Brel is Alive and Well

and Living in Paris", University

Theatre, Bartlett. All per-

formances at 8 p.m. — Sept. 21. 22,

27, 28, 29. Oct. 11, 12, 13, 25, 26,

27. Nov. 8, 9, 10.

Note: Thursday is dollar night.

•• A Moon For The Misbegotten."

University Theatre. Bartlett. Oct.

4. 5. 6. 18. 19, 20. Nov. 8. 9. 10.

"The Entertainer". University

Theatre. Bartlett. Dec 13. 14. 15.

The Chaplin Revue
3 Chaplin Shorts

Compiled by Chaplin

in 1958

w i tli Score by Chaplin,

Not seen in the U.S. for 25 years

The Pilgrim, Shoulder Arms,

A Dog's Life

Mext Monday 6,8.10

Thompson 104

Sharks Vs. Jets
REVIEWED BY MARK CUDDY

"WEST SIDE STORY"
Kirbv Theatre, Amherst College

"West Side Story" is a musical

about juvenile delinquent action on

the West Side of New York City,

during the last days of summer in

the late 1950's. Two street gangs,

the white Jets and the Puerto

Rican Sharks are vying for control

in the neighborhood. Tony, one of

the Jets, falls in love with Maria,

the sister of the Sharks' leader.

The Sharks and the Jets plan a

"best man from each gang punch-

out" at midnight under the high-

way and Tony goes there with the

intent of stopping it. The fist fight

turns into a rumble and after the

Sharks' leader Bernardo stabs

Riff, the leader of the Jets, Tony

kills Bernardo with Riff's switch-

blade. In the confusing day that

follows, Tony and Maria plan to

run away and get married, but

because of misinformation, Tony is

told that Maria's old boyfriend

Chino, has killed her and is coming

after Tony. Tony then searches in

the night for Chino to end his

misery too, and at the moment he

hears Maria calling him and sees

her in the shadows, a shot rings out

and Tony lies with a bullet inside of

him.

The Amherst College Masquers
have attempted this difficult show
as their first production of the

season. They carried the show off

well enough to draw an audience,

but I was not satisfied. Director

Bentley has gone for poignancy in

two very romantic scenes, ruining

one and making the other

ridiculous. The first meeting

between Tony and Maria occurs at

a dance at the gym where Riff is to

tell Bernardo that the Jets want to

rumble with the Sharks for control

of the area. In the midst of a fast

and furious dance number the

action suddenly freezes, the lights

dim down to a single spot in the

center of the stage, Tony and

Maria walk to each other, stand in

the spotlight and kiss. There was

no build, no acknowledgement of

each other before the lights dim-

med and therefore no feeling when

the lights came back up and

Bernardo caught them together.

Bentley also designed the lighting,

I might add, and I am always

skeptic of directors who also

design in their own productions.

The second questionable scene

came during the "Somewhere"

number. Bentley had the same

good ideas technically with the

stage transforming into a bright

never, never land, but the scene

bordered on absurdity. The

shallow dreamyness of Tony
bubbled all over the stage and the

corny choreography of the entire

company made it look like an "Up,

Up With People" ad.

Two other major flaws must be

pointed out. The musicians under

the direction of Paul Jensen never

seemed to quite get it together.

They were either too loud, too slow

or too fast and therefore threw

much of the solo singing off. Also,

"West Side Story" was written in

the 50's about the 50's and in order

to pull the play off now you have to

have a special ingredient. Reckless

abandon is what I call that

ingredient and without it you can

never quite depict the freedom and

fearlessness that belonged to the

street gang. They had an un-

measurable pride that makes you

emphathise with them in "West

Side Story" even though they were

thought of as scum in many
quarters.

Lest you think this was a bomb,
let me put you straight. It

wasn't . There were some scenes

that stand out in my mind as being

very well directed. The two
drugstore scenes consisting of the

war council and the taunting of

Anita somehow seemed better

rehearsed and acted with pin-point

precision. The "Gee, Officer

Krupke" routine came off very

well. Some directors (and actors;

have the habit of milking a proven

comic scene to death but Bentley

fortunately toned his actors down
to pertinent business and the

audience caught all of it. The
blocking at the end of the play was
almost letter-perfect to the script

and therefore sufficed. I've always

thought that the finale resembled

"Romeo and Juliet" maybe a little

too closely but because Maria is

still alive at the curtain, all is

forgiven.

Some of the performances
sparkled, namely those of Linda

Spohn (Maria), Derek Meader

(Bernardo), Don Howard (Riff)

and Bruce Boyer as Glad Hand, the

coordinator of the dance at the

gym, who with horn and cowbell in

hand saved that scene with some
timely comedy. Ms. Spohn's

performance was exceptional as

she combined the best female

singing voice in the cast with the

only real convincing Puerto Rican
flare for life. Don Howard and
Derek Meader both showed the

kind of leadership that made
teenagers flock to gangs in the 50's.

It was their fresh vitality that was
so convincing, how their eyes

glistened and their movements
lashed out at society.

I couldn't end without paying

tribute to Dennis Dorn who
designed the strong skeleton-like

set. There being 15 scenes in the

two-act play, a lot of thought has to

go into making the scene-shifts as

simple as possible. The sets were

composed mainly of scaffolding

with three units on casters that

served as the Drugstore, Anita's

room, and the Dress Shop.

Street fights kind of died down in

the year's that followed. Marijuana

had hit the streets.

Places to go, things to do
LOCAL MUSIC

LOCAL MUSIC
Clean Living — Sept. 21, 22 & 23,

Rusty Nail

James Cotton Blues Band —
Sept. 25 & 26, Rusty Nail

Youth Well Spent — Sept. 21 & 22,

Quicksilver

Rush — Sept. 23, 24 & 25,

Quicksilver

No Big Deal — Sept. 26,

Quicksilver

Doc Sullivan — Sept. 21 (3-6), 23

(4-8), 27, 28 (3-6), Pub
DJ - Sept. 21 (9-1) , 22 ( 4-6) , 28

(9-1), Pub
Billy Whyte — Sept. 25 (9-1

) , Pub
Eric & Dick — Sept. 21 & 22,

Rusty Scupper
Jimmy — Sept. 23, Rusty

Scupper

Audition Nite — Sept. 24, Rusty
Scupper

Synthesis — Sept. 25, Rusty
Scupper
Allen-Frank Estes Band — Sept.

26, Rusty Scupper
Willow — Sept. 27, Rusty

Scupper

SEPTEMBERFEST
Tusk Rocks at the Super
Septemberfest
This Sunday, sept. 23, you

can boogie, rock, eat, drink
beer, and enjoy yourself in any
way you want to at the Super
septemberfest.

The event will be held outside
in the ballfield at Kelly's

Grove, off rt. 202 in Granby.
Tickets for the Sep-

temberfest are $3.50 in ad-
vance, and include all the beet
you can drink from 1:00 to 6:00,

all the hot dogs and hamburgs
you can eat from 2:00 to 4:00.

and heavy rock and roll music
by Tusk.

Tickets can be obtained at

the New Record Shop in

Amherst.

ART GALLERY
New Gallery For Local Artists

An opportunity for student
and faculty artists to exhibit
their work is now available
with the opening of the Living
Room Art Gallery. The
Gallery, located at 369
Pleasant St. in Northampton, is

being opened to help the
tremendous amount of artists

in the five college area gain
exposure. All types of art work
are needed, including
everything from painting, to

sculpture to photographs.
Interested artists should call

Bob Cohen or Greg Curci at
.">86-2849.

r Cinema Lounge
( Searstown Leominster)

Presents
the

"Brooklyn Bridge
"The worst that could happen

Thurs., Sept. 20th

& Sun., Sept. 23rd

II

Thurs., Sept. 27th

& Sun., Sept. 30th

the

"Happenings"
With

"Eastern Standard Time'

Tuesday, Oct. 2nd

thru Sun, Oct. 7th

*Gary U.S. Bonds*
Tuesday, uct. 9th

thru Sunday, Oct. 14th

Tfc III
the 'Dwells'
"You can't sit down'

"Bristol Stomp"
"Hully Gully"

Don McGilvrey

MUSICA
BE THERE AND LEARN

by Gary Gomes

Due to the dearth of exposure
of Latin American Art in this

country (with the obvious —
although fusioned — ex-
ceptions of Gato Barbieri,
Santana, and — shudder —
Sergio Mendes, plus both Dizzy
Gillespie and Tito Puente's big

band efforts in the large band
field), it becomes increasingly

obvious that we know very
little about the actual efforts in

film, music and poetry that the

true innovators of Chicano-

Latin America have been
dealing with.

As a result, the Fine Arts
Council, in conjunction with the
Third World Alliance, is put-

ting on a Latin American
Festival starting with the Eleo
Pomare Dance troupe this past

Wednesday (see review).

To start off the weekend,
three films will be shown this

Friday night at » p.m. in Herter
231, and general admission will

be $.75 for UMass students and
$1.50 for others.

On Saturday night, the
Student Union Ballroom will be
the place for a sound and dance
experience with Eddie

Palmieri and His Orchestra,
one of the truly fine progenitors
of Latin American music.

The show starts at 8
p.m. on Saturday, at the SU
Ballroom. Tickets are $1.50 for
undergrads and $3.00 for all

those nasty outsiders from
Holyoke.

On Sunday there'll be a
poetry reading. Check the spirit

out (for free) at Herter 231. 2

p.m Sunday afternoon.

Tickets will still be available
from the Fine Arts office in

Herter today Otherwise you'll

buy them at the respective
places. Be there and learn.

UNDERGROUND
FILMS

The first of a Series of

Underground Films under the

sponsorship of the Fine Arts

Council will be presented on

Wednesday, September 26, in

Thompson 106.

The Series, which was
coordinated by Professor Jerry

Kearns of the Arts Department
will include the following dates

in addition to the September
26th opener: October 24,

November 8 and December 5.

This Wednesday films to be

shown are;

:

AT THF GATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE'

!O0EMY:
i NORTHAMPTON

METANOMEN (1966) by
Scott Bartlett the story of the
enigma between men and
women; THE WONDER RING
(1955 — silent) by Stan
Brakhage — a trip on the now
demolished Third Avenue
Elevated in which the circle of
railway was seen as a won-
derful ring.

WINDOW WATER BABY
MOVING ( 1959 - silent ) a Stan
Brakhage — about the birth of

his first child; FIST FIGHT
( 1964) Synchronized to sections
of Stockhausen's Originale and
one of Robert Breer's best

;

DEM WATERMELONS (1965)

- ROBERT NELSON - a

violen, ironic, and very funny
comment on the white idea of

black and MATRIX (1971)

JOHN WHITNEY a free-form

fantasia of flowing
metamorphosizing images.

There will be t'vo showings:
one at 7:30 and the other at 9

p.m. and the price of admission
for all five 'lims is 50 cents for

UMass students with IDs $1.00

for others and tickets are now
on sale at the Fine Arts Council
Office. 125 Herter Hall.

CONCERTS

BOSTON CONCERTS
Delanie Bramlett — Jimmy

Buffett — Sept. 21-23, Paul's Mall
Rahsaan Roland Kirk & The

Vibration Society — Sept. 21-23,

Jazz Workshop

David Frye — Niki Aukema —
Sept. 21-23, Monticello,
Framingham
King Crimson — Roger McGuinn

& Band — Sept. 23, Orpheum
Joe Simon — Sept. 24, Sugar

Shack
Airto & Fingers — Sept. 24-30,

Jazz Workshop
Elton John — Sutherland Bros.

— Quiver — Sept. 25, Boston
Garden (Ticketron)

Ten Wheel Drive — Duke & The
Drivers — Sept. 25 & 26, The
Garage
Chip Taylor — Sept. 26-30, Paul's

Mall

Dr. John — Duke & The Drivers
— Sept. 27, The Garage
Jethro Tull — Livingston Taylor

— Sept. 28 & 29, Boston Garden
(Ticketron)

Jackson Browne — Bonnie Raitt
— Oct. 5, Orpheum
Rock & Roll Revival (Chuck

Berry — Shirelles — Chubby
Checker — Belmonts — Flamingos
— Freddie Cannon) — Oct. 5,

Boston Garden (Ticketron)

Blood, Sweat & Tears — Oct. 7,

Orpheum
AMHERST

Ike & Tina Turner — Flo & Eddie
— Sept. 22, Amherst College Field
House, $4.00

Some of My Best Friends —
Youth Well Spent — Seagull —
Sept. 23, Amherst Common (1-6)

free.

SPRINGFIELD
Jethro Tull — Sept. 27, Civic

Center (Ticketron)

I MASS
Eddie Palmieri & His Orchestra
Sept. 22, SUB, $1.50 - $3.00, 7:00.

WILLIAMSTOWN
King Crimson — James Cotton

Blues Band - Sept. 24, Williams
College

» • •

Only
Area
Showing . . .

Eves. 7:(MM)::io

Fred Zlnnemann's y

JACKAL

SHCWCAM CINEMA/ 1234,%
ROUTE 5 RIVEROALE RD

WEST SPFLD 24 HR TEL. 733 5131
' We Honor MASTER CHARGE and BANK AMERICARD

------- . . - . - n . . . . . » . «

the Last
OFSHEIlA
RICHARD BENJAMIN- DYAN CANNON • JAMES COBURN

JAMES MASON • IAN McSHANE • RAQUEL WELCH

Starts Wed.
Wed.Mat.2:O0
Kves.-7:30-9:45
Sat -Sun 2-4 : 30

JIM B | ESCAPED FROM
iijEffaaEmaflmj

• • • x^.
• • • • »^"*

X;. HARRY IN YOUR POCKET start* SEPT 26-X-Xv

; .-.-.-.-.- 7 ::»-»: 40TT^
^» • • • . mM

- Starts Wed. -

Wed. Mat. -2:00
Kves. -7:30-9:20

Sat. -Sun.

2-3: 45-5: 30-7: 20-9: 20

ROMEO^JULIET Daily -2-7-9:30

Sat. -Sun.

1:30-4:15-7:00-9:50

„*rs k BADGE 373
Ifrtjtf^. msrouni by the exploits or eddie esan
I; WESTWOHLu starts stKl 26.*
ft « • - »— » »! ~—' ----- .....

[xjiwrw

Wed. 2:00-7: 30-9: 20

Eves. -7: 20-9:20

Sat. -Sun.

2-4:40-7:20-9:20

R| ADDING A NEW CINEMA WATCH FOR GALA OPENING
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( ome Visit the 6th Oldest Theatre in the U.S.

.;.
|

"FREE! STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS! SAVE 50U FOR YOURSELF
AND A GUEST- GET YOUR CARDS NOW AT THE THEATRE!"
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BADGE 373

The further exploits of Popeye Doyle,

the New York police detective whose
earlier adventures were used in "The
French Connection." A gritty, hard
cops and robbers thriller — a B movie
with pretentions. Showcase Cinemas,
West Springfield.

CABARET (1972)

One of the most acclaimed films of

last year is this film version of the 1967

Broadway musical which mixes
spectacular cabaret entertainment
with the rise of Nazism. The musical
was hailed on the stage as one of the

more innovative and exciting of the

past decade and has been transformed,
through the skillful hands of Bob Fosse,

into a truly unique and stunning film.

The story concerns the romantic en-

counters of a young British writer in

the Berlin of the early Thirties, im-
mediately prior to Hitler's takeover.

The songs here are dispersed through
the action, not the plot, and comment
rather than further the story. The ef-

fect is the first truly unique film

musical in quite some time. The score,

by John Kander and Fred Ebb,
beautifully echoes the era as does the

performances, chiefly those of Liza
Minnelli as Sally Bowles and Joel Grey
the Cabaret's Master of Ceremonies.
Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

THE DAY OF THE JACKAL
Raymond Forsyth's best selling

novel about an international espionage
plot to assassinate Charles DeGaulle
was filmed with a cold precision by
Fred Zinnemann. The picture has a
totally professional look to it, only it's

slightly dull; reading the book also

helps. Some fine acting, with Edward
Fox. Academy of Music, Northampton;
Showcase Cinemas, West Spingfield.

THE EMIGRANTS (1972)

The experience of the Nineteenth
century emigrant from his disgust with
his native land through the long, dif-

ficult journey to the new world, is

portrayed with compassion and human
resonance in this Swedish film. Most
historical dramas use their period as a
backdrop, this film uses its setting and
time to bring the viewer closer to the
agrarian ascetic lifestyle of Swedish
farmers. Jan Troel directed, wrote,
and photographed this beautiful and
engrossing film with a skill that's

extraordinarily mature. One of the best
films of last year; with Liv Ullmann
and Max Von Sydow. The first half of a
two-part film, its second portion The
New Land is scheduled for release this

year. Upon seeing its first half, you
wish it would follow immediately.
Amherst Cinema, Amherst.

FRENZY (1972)

Hitchcock, and a beauty. A
culmitative film of Hitchcock themes.
The story concerns a necktie murderer
in London, another man is mistakingly

arrested and convicted for the crimes.

The economy of the picture is

remarkable; Hitchcock expands upon
themes he introduced in earlier films
such as "The 39 Steps", "Strangers On
A Train," and "The Wrong Man," plus

a number of breathtaking quotes from
"Psycho". His mastery over content

and performance has never been
equaled. The film opens with a

magnificent shot of London as seen
from high above the Thames and never
for a moment touches ground. With
Alec McCowan and Viveen Merchang.
Student Union Ballroom, Sunday. Sept.

23. 7 and 9: 30.

GUNGA DIN (1939)

One of the most enjoyable escapist

films ever made. Directed by George
Stevens, who made some of the more
pleasant Thirties films before he

mistook weight for greatness, the film

is an adaptation of Rudyard Kipling's

poem about heroism and sacrifice in

India. Not to be taken seriously at all

with a stellar cast led by Cary Grant

and Douglas Fairbanks. Merrill

Science Center, Amherst College.

Friday and Sunday. September 21 and

23. 7:30 and 9:15

HAIL TO THE CONQUERING HERO
(1944)

Woodrow Lafayette Pershing
Truesman is discharged from the

Marines for chronic hay fever. A bunch
of Marine heroes adopt him and foist

him off on his home town as a genuine
hero. In the ensuing hero-worship, he is

elected mayor but allowed to keep his

post after admitting his deceit. A
burlesque satire on the manners and
mores of small-town America (peopled

party on his yacht called the Sheila and
he invites all those who could have
possibly been responsible for his wife's

death. The one-liners are astringent
and the plot unfolds with enough twists
and jolts to make the picture probably
the most enjoyable released this past
summer. All the performances are
good, except for Raquel Welch's
manaquinesque Hollywood star, and
there is one superb piece of comic
acting in Dyan Cannon's bitchy talent

by typical Sturges character types)

and a more acid satire on hero-

worship. Hampden Dining Commons,
Southwest, Sunday, September 23, 7:30

and 9:30.

LADY SINGS THE BLUES (1972)

The film biography of the popular
pop singer from the Thirties and
Forties Billie Holiday is mounted with
care and style in this enjoyable
throwback to the three-handkerchief
Hollywood bio's of the Fifties. It is

reminiscent of I'll Cry Tomorrow and
The Helen Morgan Story in its tragic

story of an entertainer who slowly
destroys herself from problems not

truly her own doing its fascinating

performance by the female star. A star

is born in Diana Ross who may not be
Billie Holiday, she is a pop singer not a
song stylist as Ms. Holiday was, but is

an enchanting screen personality.
What is best about her performance is

that we are never reminded that Ms.
Ross was once the queen of Motown.
She performs with a spontaneity in the
early sections then admirably the

intensity of Ms. Holiday's struggle with
heroin. Her acting is the film's best

point. Her singing is good, it has a tight,

raspy, sensuous quality; but it doesn't
suggest Billie Holiday's reading of a

song Diana Ross sings all the Holiday
standards, but you have to return to the

originals for their definitive in-

terpretation. Director Sidney Furie
makes the entire mess very agreeable
and, in the end when Ms. Holiday
stands on the Carnegie Hall stage,

quite moving. Campus Cinemas,
Hadley.

THE LAST OF SHEILA
Probably the wittiest script of the

year can be found in this nifty comedy-
thriller about the games some nasty jet

setters play on a yacht off the Riviera.

Sheila, a viscious gossip columnist,

dies at the hand of a hit-and-run driver.

A year later her husband organizes a

agent. Directed with a piss-ass
discretion by Herbert Ross, written by
Stephen Sondheim and Anthony
Perkins. With Richard Benjamin,
James Mason and Joan Hackett.
Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.

LIVE AND LET DIE
The latest of the James Bond films,

this time with Roger Moore playing the
Ian Fleming spy. Gimmicky,
ludicrous, and some fun. The film

culminates in a huge, destructive chase
across a Louisiana boyou in which
speedboats crash a genteel wedding.
Moore is uncomfortable as Bond,
although the picture has enough clever
action to sustain interest. Campus
Cinemas, Hadley.
MY FAIR LADY (1965)

George Cukor's film of the Broadway
success is not entirely successful.

There's a feeling of a museum exhibit

about it. Very good to look at and well

played; Rex Harrison gives his

memorable interpretation of Professor
Henry Higgins, the George Bernard
Shaw hero who attempts to change the
diction (and lifestyle) of a Cockney
slavey. He won an Oscar. Audrey
Hepburn plays Eliza Doolittle, and is

charming. The Lerner and Leowe score
is intact. Won a skew of Oscars and is

generally considered Cukor's most
acclaimed film, although far from his

best. Sage Hall, Smith College,
Saturday, September 22, 6:45 and 9:45.

PAPER MOON
A charming story about a pair of cor

artists in Kansas during the Thirties.

He's Ryan O'Neil, she's his n»\e year
old daughter Tatum. Peter
Bogdanovich does a superb job of

keeping the material from becoming
cloying and the film has a freshness
usually reserved for watching old

Thirties Freddie Bartholomew pic-

tures. A sort of restrained
professionalism that keeps things
moving without sticking for too long.

Tatum O'Neil gives a remarkable
performance as the wily cigarette

smoking girl who bribes her dead
mother's one time lover into taking her

on his Bible selling route. Campus
Cinemas, Hadley; Calvin Theater,

Northampton.
PATTON (1971)

The chief reason for seeing this

unorthadox Hollywood biography of

General George Patton is the

magnificence of George C. Scott's

performance in the title role. He makes
the legend of this complex American
general, who commanded his troops to

a number of strunning European
victories during the latter stages of the

Second World War frightenly over-

powering. The film has a razzle-dazzle

quality that came from watching too

many old Russian silent films, but is

literate and has a drive and force. Won
Five Oscars, including Best Actor

(refused), Director, and Screenplay.

Gamble Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke
College, Thursday, September 27, 7:30.

ROMEO AND JULIET (1968)

Franco Zeeffjrelli liberates the

young tragic lovers from the likes of

overaged prima donnas like Norma
Shearer and John Barrymore, un-

fortunately he doesn't liberate

Shakespeare's text which sounds as if it

is being recited by a junior high school

reading group. The picture has great

drive and some interesting effects — it

would be a great deal of fun to watch if

you didn't feel as if Leonard Whiting
and Olivia Hussey receives the leads

because of their pretty looks. The text,

also, is badly tampered with. Sweeping
kitsch, the romantic ardour is stifling.

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.

SHOULDER ARMS
This biting satire on war and the

army is a perfect blend of realistic

description (muddy trenches, water-
filled dugout) and free lyricism as

Charlie Chaplin, camouflaged as a

tree, moves into the realm of dreams,
rescues a beautiful French girl

(Purviance), captures the Kaiser (Syd
Chaplin), the Crown Prince (Wilson),

and a German general (Bergman) and
winds up the war singlehandedly.
Chaplin had originally intended to

produce a five-reel film but First

National objected to some of the more
polemical scenes. Among these was the

film's original ending in which Charlie,

after his victory, is feted by Poincare,
King George V, and Wilson, steals their

buttons as souvenirs, and forces them
to flee clutching their trousers. Even
with the deletions, First National was
wary of its "bad taste" and finally

released it with some trepidation
shortly before the Armistice. It was a
great popular success and, for some,
still remains Chaplin's masterpiece.
THE SILENCE (1962)

Two women, Ester, who is seriously
ill, and Anna, who is perhaps her sister,

sensual and indolent, arrive by train in

a foreign city, with Anna's son, Johann,
and stay in a large hotel. The last part
of the trilogy with Through A Glass
Darkly and Winter Light and one of
Bergman's most perfectly realized
films, oppressive in its atmosphere and
disquieting in its human implications.
The best scenes show the small boy
wandering around the strange world in

which he finds himself, a world that
amuses and excites him more than it

disturbs him. Anna is entirely carnal
and libidinous but the scenes of in-

tercourse are not at all erotically
stimulating (though parts of them were
censored outside Sweden and Ger-
many), being presented objectively
and dispassionately. The Silence has
little dialogue, and conflict between the
two women being present almost en-
tirely in visual terms and through a
sound track made up of in-

comprehensible words and sound ef-

fects such as tanks rumbling past the
hotel. The Bach music is heard only via
the radio that Ester switches on to

soothe herself. Gamble Auditorium,
Mt. Holyoke, Sunday, September 23, 8;
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Agnew To Begin Defense

Cutting The Crap

In Amherst
ByBILLMAHONEY

If you won The Game this week and decided you'd like to buy a new
home and live happily ever after in Amherst-you can't.

Since February 16, 1973 occupancy of new homes has come to a virtual
halt in the town of Amherst. On that day the Massachusetts Water
Pollution Control Board imposed a ban on further sewage extensions in

Amherst citing pumping station overflow on Stanley Street and the
passage of essentially raw sewage to the Connecticut River as the reason.

In May when Amherst residents received their water bills they also
received an instruction sheet recommending a brick in the toilet, showers
not baths, and other means of reducing the total sewage flow. The present
plant can handle 4.25 million gallons per day. However during the peak
hours it overflows by one million gallons polluting the Mill River.

Town Manager Allen Torrey while seeing the problem as serious said
the 'interim modification' granted by the WPC may allow hardship and
priority cases to be expedited. Since August, Torrey says he has been
able to grant 20 certificates of occupancy. Still it will not be till November
of 1976 when the problem will be resolved with the completion of a
secondary treatment plant which will break down the sewage to an ac-
ceptable level of contamination. This plant will be funded 90% by the
state and federal governments with Amherst paying the outher 10%.

Numerous small contractors whose livelihood depends on the con-
struction of two or three homes a year cannot obtain building permits,
unless a septic tank is desired and allowed.

The largest construction firm affected has been that of Otto Pap-
parazo's Amherst Fields Project. Located on a 640 acre tract behind the
Rusty Scupper on Belchertown Rd., Papparazo's project has been the
subject of much controversy. Papparazo said he is "proud of the quality,
taste, and integrity of his project." Amherst Fields will proceed by
Papparazo building his own sewer treatment plant which will be
dissassembled upon completion of the town's plant.

Meanwhile back at UMass, where the largest flow originates, Director
of Planning Jack Littlefield said the University will apply for exemptions
to the ban so that the Fine Arts Building, The Graduate Research Tower,
and some smaller projects may be completed and connected to the
system. These appeals will be based on the reasoning that "The facilities

primarily constitute correction of long standing resource deficiences in

existing University programs and services. And the personnel to be
located in these facilities will be primarily reassigned from existing

facilities."

Littlefield also said that the greatest growth is over for UMass. It will

not be till 1980 that the student population will reach 25,000 from the

present 22,000.

The next time in the library look down to the west at that small red
brick building with the greenhouse, past the men's athletic fields. That is

the Amherst sewage plant. That is all there is between everybody in

Amherst and what fish are left in the Connecticut River. It can't handle
the 'influent' and the 'effluent' pollutes.

Incidentally that greenhouse isn't for flowers. That is where they dried

the 'sludge' in the old days. Now the sludge is vaccum dried and trucked

to the sanitary landfill.

By MARGARET SCHERF
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) - Vice President Spiro Agnew
was reported to be proceeding yesterday with plans

to "defend his constitutional office.''

Two developments over the weekend indicated the
vice president intends to try and retain his office and
fight charges of political corruption.

Agnew will move in court next eek to block a grand
jury investigation, sources close to the vice president

revealed Saturday. "He is going to defend his con-
stitutional office." Agnew's lawyer, Judah Best, was
quoted by WTTG-TV in Washinton as saying

This seemed to indicate that motions filed in behalf

of the vice president would argue that he could not be

indicted without first being impeached and removed
from office.

Further evidence ot Agnew's fighting mood was the

disclosure Saturday by an aide that "an Agnew
defense fund" is being organized.

Agnew has denied allegations growing out of a

federal grand iurv Drobe in Baltimore that he took

political kickbacks for awarding construction con-

tracts while he was governor of Maryland and while

he was a Baltimore County executive.

Presidential counsellor Melvin Laird was asked
yesterday about charges that he was the source of

published reports that Agnew is considering

resigning and is "engaged in plea bargaining."

Those charges. Laird said, "are false I had no such

conversations with reporters
."

Laird was interviewed on the CBS television show
"Face the Nation."

Agnew's aides have denied the reports.

In its Sunday editions The Washington Post quoted
informed sources as saying that lawyers for Agnew
and Department of Justice officials are deadlocked in

their negotiations over Agnews's possible resignation
and acceptance of a guilty plea in the Maryland in-

vestigation.

The Post reported Saturday that Agnew's lawyers
and the department officials have been engaged in

"delicate negotiations" concerning a possible Agnew
resignation to be coupled with a guilty plea to a
relatively minor offense.

Laird refused to answer questions on the vice
president's situation, saying Presidnet Nixon and
Agnew agreed during a meeting Friday to tell

members of their staffs not to discuss the matter.

He said the vice president had requested the
meeting with Nixon but added: "That should not be
judged one way or another."

Laird was asked his reaction to reports that

congressional Democrats had decided that if Agnew
resigns they will not approve any successor picked by
the President who might be a presidential candidate

in 1976.

"Congress will not impose that kind of condition,"

Laird said. "There are no conditions set in the con-

stitutional amendment covering this matter."

Under a constitutional amendment adopted after

John F. Kennedy's assassination, when the vice

presidential office becomes vacant, the President is

empowered to choose a new vice president with the

approval of Congress.

On The Inside:

Kissinger
Diplomats from around the world are looking to

Henry Kissinger to bring something new and exciting

to the General Assembly.
(See details P. 4)

Student Volunteer
Programs

Places, peoples and organizations need part-time

student volunteers. Credits are offered in most cases.

Got nothing to do? Then do something.

(See details P. 6)

Chile
Chile's military junta announces an emergency

economic plan that includes opening the country to

foreign investment.
(See details P. 8)
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An environmental tip; when you chain your bike to a tree it is often
injurous to the poor plant.

Report On Grad. Admissions
By BONNIE ASSKI.IN

(Mass officials will submit a

final report to the Dept . of Health,

Kducation, and Welfare alleging

violation of federal law by the

School of Kducation "s Center for

Human Relations. The study over
alleged discrimination againt non-

minonties will hopefully be filed

« ithin the next ten days, according

to I)r Russell Kraus, special

assistant to the provost

Six new students, in addition to

the six already chosen before the

dispute arose, were admitted as a

result of a complaint filed by the

Ant i Defamation League of B'nai

Bnth with the Massachusetts
Commission Against
Discrimination and the Civil

Rights Division of HEW on .June 4.

Persons applying were told they

were denied admission because the

T diversity's Affirmative Action

commitment to recruit minority

students precluded consideration

of their applications They
received letters of rejection stating

that the center would not consider

their applications "due to the

constrictive quota for Human
Relations Center and lor the School

ol Kducation as a whole and the

School's commitment to recruit

minority students.

"

The L»90 letters of rejection dated
May II were declared "null and
void'' and the University claimed
that the letters, signed by Dorothy
Lovd. an administrative assistant

and graduate student at the School.

were "illegal and unauthorized."
I .Mass claimed the letter was
unauthorized because Ms. Loyd
was only a graduate student at the

School and that only the dean could

make official notifications and
illegal because to "refuse on the

basis of race is against federal law
under Affirmative Action" and
because it is "discriminatory to

ask race" on applications, said Dr.

Kraus.
Of the first six slots allocated for

the Center of Human Relations,

three are non-minority students

and three are minority. Affir-

mative Action does not require a

specific breakdown and thus, the

School was free to decide its own
percentage. Dr. Kraus said, "All

rejected students received a

proper review and the six new
students were chosen.'' He also

said that he did not know the

number of minority students of the

new six. The decision to admit
them was under the opinion that

those who had already been ad-
mitted should not be penalized.

The final report is the result of

three separate confidential in-

vestigations The School of

Kducation study was headed by
professor Alfred Alschuler.
Kugene Piedmont, Associate Dean
of the Graduate School, and the

third, under the Provost, Robert
(Jluckstern. All three could not be
reached for comment.
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By CHERYL WALSH
Dissatisfied with fifty minute

three-times-a-week traditiona
university education 9 Searching
for an exciting and meaningful
alternative.' Concerned about the

discouraging conditions that exist

in our country's cities and in-

stitutions 9 Prepared to translate

your concern into commitment?
If vou answered yes to one or all

of the above questions, the
University Year for ACTION,
<UYA), has an answer at their

recruitment meeting, tomorrow in

Room 803 of the Campus Center at

7:30 p.m.

UYA, founded in 1971 as a

cooperative effort by UMass and
the federal government, has
openings for placement within

community agencies beginning in

October
UMass is one of 11 colleges and

universities with a UYA program
which offers graduate and un-

dergraduate students placed in

specific social agencies, a chance
to ec.rn 30 academic credits while
working to meet the needs of low-

income or institutionalized

residents of western
Massachusetts.

About 150 UMass students have
devoted, through UYA, a year's

full-time social action work in the

fields of: Health, Social Services,

Community Planning. and
Kducation and Housing.

According to Dr. Ruth W.
Burgin, Director of the UYA
program at UMass, "the program
offers a real chance to take your
knowledge out of the classroom
ind put it to use in surrounding
communities."
Phase IV openings still available

for the fall include: Springfield

Hospitals Project, needs four in-

formation specialists to develop
better communications between
hospitals and non-English
speaking clients; Belchertown
State School, needs one Psychology
Assistant to train residents and
staff toward one common goal-

independent living for the
residents Northampton State
Hospital, needs two Volunteer
coordinators to recruit and
supervise all Volunteer activities

Petitions Law

Under Question
By STEVEN A.( OH EN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP)-A law passed by
the legislature last year, if en-
forced, could mean six month jail

sentences or $500 fines for persons
promoting initiative petitions
recently approved by the state
attorney general.

The original 10 signers on three
of the petitions neglected to file

organizational reports with the
Public Records Division of the
state secretary's office.

The oversight, according to

division spokesmen, could result in

criminal penalties if the law is

strictly adhered it.

An initiative petition-a means of

filing a bill with the legislature or
proposing a constitutional
amendment-requires 10
signatories before going to the
attorney general or approval of its

legal form.

Those promoting the petition

then have to gather another 56,000

signatures before it can be
presented to the legislature.

The original 10 signers, ac-
cording to the Public Records
Division, are responsible for the
organizational reports.

Atty Gen. Robert H Quinn
approved six petitions earlier this

month They would require public

officials to disclose their assets
repeal the state's Racial
Imbalance Act: create a Corrupt
Practices Commission and
strengthen campaign finance
laws: create a state director of

campaign and political finances,

and allow municipal legislative

bodies to reduce the budgets of

their school committees.

within the hospital; New England

Karm Workers Council, needs

one Manpower Assistant to develop

and coordinate job placement and

manpower for migrant farm
workers; Neighborhood Youth

Corps, needs one remedial math
teacher; Eriendly House, Inc.,

needs one Physical Education

Coordinator to train, supervise and

coordinate a comprehensive neigh-

borhood recreational plan;

Springfield Girls' Club, needs one

Administrative Assistant, to assist

the Executive Director in his

duties also one boys' recreation

leader; Western Mass. Legal
Services, needs one
paraprofessional involving
clientele intake, follow-up research
of laws, counseling of clients; No.

Worcester County Legal, needs one
paraprofessional in Welfare Law
and one Administrative
Assistant Worcester Juvenile
Court, needs one coordinator of

community service for a Spanish-

speaking community and City-

Wide Public Housing needs
someone to organize councils, and

train tenants about rights and
responsibilities as public housing

tenants.

Susan Garr, former UYA
volunteer, now UYA Staff

Assistant, sees the program as an
opportunity for students to break

away from formal "ivory tower"
education, while giving a service of

themselves, and gaining personal

experience as well as
qualifications for future career

plans through field experience.

If you are interested in being a

part of a fast growing UYA
program, and are a graduate of

undergraduate student enrolled in

one of the Five Colleges, and have
at least 30 credits remaining, UYA
invites you to talk with former
volunteers in the program from
Sept. 24 to Sept. 28, on the Con-

course level of the Campus Center.

"Here is a chance to do
something of real value, to work
for concrete change in America,"
says a UYA spokesman. More
information is available at the

UYA Office, 513 East Pleasant

Street, Amherst or call 545-1381.
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llelaine Koffler of Southwest
Chloroseptic and a copy of A SE
Friday afternoon studying.

< Staff pho(o/(ieorge Withers I

. settles down with a bottle of
PARATE REALITY, to do some

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Earn Top Money!

Part time promoting
Student Travel. Call or
write (include your
telephone number)

:

VAGABOND TOURS,
242 East 80th St.,

New York, N.Y. 10021

(212) 535-9840

Grand Opening
of

5 NEW STORES in Amherst!!!
celebrating with

The Deadly Nightshade
15' BEERS!!!

7 p.m. -11 p.m.

Dwvers Bookstore
Black Swan Frame Shop

Kelso Earth Shoe

Pots & Blank Shop
Julius the Tailor

' Mil II photo/George Withers)

FOR THE 3.000TH TIME this IWlie digs in to his Veal and
Spaghetti at the Hatch. Surrounded by salt and pepper shakers that

probably won't last the night and memories of three periods of

History notes that probably won't last the week, he waits for some
one to move him out.

Butz-Consumer Demand
Cause For High Prices

PORTLAND. Maine (AP) - Agricultural Act of 1973 is "a good

Strong consumer demand and bill" and will allow the federal

consumer pressure for price government to share some of the

controls is what caused food prices production risk without interfering

to skyrocket. Secretary of with the price function of the

Agriculture Earl L. Butz said

Sunday night.

"We've seen the disastrous

results that can take place when
we ignore the lessons of the past

and give in too quickly to the

pressures of politicians." Butz told

the opening meeting of the 55th

annual convention of the National

Association of State Departments

of Agriculture.

"By caving in to consumer
pressures, we caused oversolves

some unnecessary grief." Butz

said in prepared remarks.

"Elimination of poultry breeder

market "without forcing

Washington-made allotment and

quota provisions on individual

farmers."
Butz said the target price con-

cept "says to the farmer, in effect

:

Go ahead and produce for the

market. If something unforeseen

happens to distort the market

system. . .the federal government
will assist you in maintaining farm

income based on normal
production of your farm at the

target price'."

The secretary said the new
program "will encourage farmers

flocks, marketing of pregnant sows to look at demand signals trom the
* - . . 1 ...111 U ^. 1 » . -1 Aft*** Vlfl+4l«\

and similar actions by farmers

were entirely predictable when, by

government decree, farmers were

shut off from the opportunity to

make a profit in the marketplace.

"I think the American people

have learned an economic lesson

-

that you can't get more by bidding

less." he said

Calling for the end of controls.

Butz said "many of us will be

pleased when Phase V comes into

effect Phase V is Phase-Out."

Butz told the convention that

farmers' net income this year will

approach $24 billion, "up from the

recor $19.2 billion set last year.''

Ho said the newly-enacted

market and will help in our battle

against inflation by encouraging

American farmers to produce at

full capacity.

At The Hatch

Those Were The Days...
By BILL B All Ul

They lock the doors at five past seven, and by 7: 15 a
worker comes by your table and asks "Are you
finished? " and if you are she cleans it off and you feel

as though you're intruding.

The Hatch wasn't always like that, in fact most
people will remember when the Hatch was the busiest
place on campus between 8 p.m. and 11.

The Hatchet and Pipe is the way the official title

reads on the outside of the window near the juke box,
but the last person to use the full name was Arthur
Aggie way back in '56 (19 that is).

It still serves breakfast, and lunch, and if you want
supper you can have it there, too, but since the
Campus Center Food Services made the decision to

start closing it around 7:00 last semester, it hasn't

been the same.
Some people used to live in the Hatch. You'd see

them at a table at 8:55, drinking coffee and eating a
doughnut; at 1:20 with a coke and a hamburg; at 6:10
with the veal and spaghetti special; and at 9:30 with
twinkies and milk.

Two things sold me on the Hatch -the Twinkies and
the size of the cokes. Ah, those were good days. You
used to be able to buy a coke the size of a milkshake
15 cents and the eternal search for Twinkies used to

let you play detective for a while.

And the juke box was never silent. The song
throughout the three years I frequented the place was
"Layla." At first it was the short version, and within
a half-hour span you probably hear it three times.
When they put the long version in, it might pop up
once every 45 minutes or so. I haven't heard it this

year.

And there was lots of soul music. Varying numbers

of black men and women would crowd around the
juke, sometimes dancing, at other times just

listening.

The day hasn't changed an awful lot, but the night
just is no more.
We used to joke about putting the Collegian out

down there, and one night Bill Manburg, then
Business Manager, suggested that we do it for a
publicity stunt. He brought it to the Board of Editors
and someone told us "Next time you're down the
Hatch with Manburg, keep your mouth shut."
There are better places to go at night now, like the

Wall and the Top and the Campus Center Coffee Shop.
When the drinking age changed, the youngsters didn't

have to settle for Sprite and Hostess any more, but
could have their Schlitz and beer nuts.

And now they serve beer where you could only get
chocolate chip with jimmies, in an effort to get some
of the lost ones back, and as sad as it may be to those
who loved the Hatch in all its dryness, it's a bar.

A study lounge, yes, but a bar, no. It was always a
i

wonder to me how anyone could study in the middle of
Layla, two hundred conversations, several belches,
some singing, a register ringing, footsteps, and the
smell of hamburg, hot dogs, and cheese.
A wonder, but still, the Hatch was responsible for

more Basic Statistics 121 tests getting passed than
Goodell could ever have hoped for.

A study hall, an eating place, and social club for
freaks, jocks and all those in between, the Hatch was
UMass in miniature. Now if you want to get a look at
the School, you can't go to one place, you've got to
check the Campus Center Complex and hope you can
afford the price of several packages of twinkies.
You'd better have lots of time and lots of monev.

Murphy Tours UMass Campus
ByJERRY LAZAK

Dr. Thomas Murphy, president

of University College in Dublin.

Ireland, visited campus last week
as part of a 30 day tour of

American colleges and univer-

sities.

His visit here included a speech

on "Ireland Today," in which he

talks on education problems
currently facing Ireland.

Dr. Murphy's tour of the U.S. is

by invitation of the State Dept. to

examine post-high school

education systems. It is the third

time he visited this country.

Commenting on the differences

between the two countries'

educational systems, Murphy
noted that Ireland does not have a

system of community or two-year

colleges, which abound in the

United States.

"Our people have high school, or

secondary school, and then go on to

one of the five universities," he

said.

Murphy said he was impressed

with the number of student-run

organizations at UMass, noting

that University College lacks a

student union building and other

facilities for student activities.

Irish students and American
students have a lot in common,
according to Murphy. "Modern
students seem more concerned

about social problems than they

did in my day," he said. He also

observed that, in both countries,

students seem to be heading from

one extreme of political in-

volvement ot the other end of the

spectrum, apathy.

"You have to strike a balance
between letting a student express
his opinion, and letting him run the

show with no experience,'' he said,

referring to the issue of letting

students determine their own
educational goals and methods.
Student opinion has considerable

influence at University College,"

said Murphy where there are
approximately 40 committees,
including both students and
faculty.

All things considered,
educational resources are greater

in America, according to Murphy,
and the ratio of teachers to pupils

is better here.

Murphy said he did not think the

Amherst campus was physically

cluttered, which is a typical

complaint of many UMass
students.

"I've seen some campuses which
pack the same number of buildings

in one quarter of the space," he
said.

When asked to comment on the

parking situation, at University

College, and whether they had the

same problems that have recently

come to a boil at UMass, he

claimed that there is ample
parking space at University
College.

"We all want to be able to drive

into the office," he said, and
suggested that, "if a selective

parking system was necessary,

"you should put names into a hat,

and let everyone take an equal

chance."

A similar system, involving

random computer selection, is in

effect at UMass.
Murphy said he was particularly

impressed with the state college

system of not duplicating staff and
facilities unnecessarily, something
which he believed saves a con-

siderable amount of money.
University College, Ireland's

largest and oldest university, was
founded in 1851 as the Catholic

university of Ireland. It's first

Rector was Cardinal John Henry
Newman, after whom many
college Catholic organizations are

named, including a Newman
Catholic Center at Umass.

Murder Trial

Continues
NEW BEDOERD. Mass. ( AP> -

Continuation of the murder trial

today of Edward S. Lykus, of

Woonsocket, R. I., was a question
mark because of the injury of the
presiding judge, James P.
McGuire.
McGuire, of Fall River, was

admitted to St. Luke's Hospital
Saturday night after suffering two
broken ribs in a fall at the New
Bedford Country Club.

Lykus is on trial in the kidnap
slaying of 13-year-old Paul
Cavalieri, of North Attleboro, last

Nov. 2.

The mishap came only hours
after completion of the Saturday
session of the trial in which
testimony was presented on the

validity of voice prints.

264-274 N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

Typing Ribbons

Carbon Paper

A.J. Hastings, Inc.

Newsdealer & Stationer

Amherst, Mass.

in a rush?
grab a Quickie Lunch!

Nth Floor Campus Center
Room 1102 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.

Monday thru Friday
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JOSH IS HERE.
Sex, revolution, the Bible — these are just a few of the topics

that the controversial Josh McDowell will be addressing during
Sept. 24-26 here on the U. Mass Campus. He will speak on an
ultimate solution to the problems of man, presenting a series of

lectures on sex, Bible prophecy and the basic error of revolutionary
movements.

The 34 year old, dark-haired seminary graduate last year
alone spoke to more than 500,000 students and faculty members.
Josh has spoken on more than 450 campuses in 42 countries around
the world.

Josh states, "A change in the social and economic system of

society is not enough to bring about peace in our world. Envy,
greed, racism and hatred will still be present in the basic nature of

man. What we need is a power that can change man's basic
nature."

A native of Union City, Michigan, "Josh" graduated from
Wheaton College cum laude and from Talbot Theological

Seminary magna cum laude. He holds degrees in economic theory,

in languages and in history and is a member of two national

societies.

He has been the recipient of numerous speaking awards in-

cluding the Lyman Strauss Speaker of the Year Award which he
received in 1965.

Josh will be speaking on Mon., Sept. 24, at 7:30 in the C.C.A.,
Tues., Sept. 25 at noon in the C.C.A., Wed., Sept. 26 at 7:30 in the

SUB. and at Hampshire College Tues., Sept. 25, at 7: 30.
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In The Nation And The World
E. Howard Hunt Is Witness

Watergate Trial Resumes Today
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr. will

bang his gavel against the mahogany table in the

huge Senate Caucus Room today resuming the

Watergate hearings that have been recessed since

Aug. 7.

The committee has promised that the rest of the

hearings will be streamlined as compared with the

first 37 days.

They'll run only three days a week instead of five.

The witness list has been culled to wean out minor
testimony. And there is a self-imposed deadline for

winding it up-N'ov. 1.

Live television cameras will be on hand at least

today, tomorrow and Wednesday, with each of the

three commercial networks taking one day. What
they'll do after this week hasn't been announced.
Watergate conspirator E. Howard Hunt will be the

witness today. His testimony is expected to complete
phase one: the review of events leading up to the

Democratic headquarters break-in, the burglary
itself, and the subsequent coverup.

Then the committee will swing into the so-called
"dirty tricks" in the 1972 presidential campaign and
finally the financing of campaigns.

The committe's request for the tape recordings of
Watergate-related conversations in the White House
still is pendng in the courts.

Legal moves for those tapes and others, made by
special prosecutor Archibald Cox, are further along
The U.S. Court of Appeals is deliberating whether to
uphold an order by Chief U.S. Dist. Judge John J
Sirica that he be allowed to preview the tapes and
decide what shall go to the Watergate grand jury
Hunt, a 21-year employe of the Central Intelligence

Agency until his resignation in 1970, pleaded guilty to
conspiracy, burglary and wiretapping in the
Watergate break-in. He has since asked Sirica to
allow him to withdraw the plea.
The 55-year-old Hunt has admitted to being a crew

boss of those who broke into the office of Dr. Daniel
Ellsberg's psychiatrist, although he was not one of
the four men who were indicted by a Los Angeles
county grand jury in the case. Hunt will testify before
the Senate committee under immunitv from
prosecution for anything he might say.

Nixon 's Congress Criticism City Officials
~ - - — -

- Meet In Boston
BOSTON (AP)-Municipal of

ficials from the United States.

Obscures Own Failures

(LAS) LOS AM. ELKS, Sept. N LIOOV SAYS HE: INNOCENT
AND INDIGENT-G. Gordon I.iddy. a former White House aide,
leaves a Los Angeles courthouse in a U.S. Marshals car today after
pleading innocent to charges of conspiracy and hurglarv in con-
nection with the break-in at the office of Daniel Ellsberg's
psychiatrist. I.iddy told the court he is indigent, and a public
defender was appointed. <AP Wirephoto*

Mass Execution Witnessed
By Couple In Chile

B> IKEELOKES
Associated Press Writer

MIAMI <AP) - An American couple held prisoner tor a week in Chile
said Sunday they had witnessed the execution of 400-500 persons since the
military took control of Chile

Patricia and Adam Garrett Schesch, who returned to this country
Sundav. also accused Chile's new military leaders of "conducting a
program against foreigners."

The Scheschs, graduate students at the University of Wisconsin, were
released Friday and expelled from Chile. They arrived in Miami aboard
one of the first flights permitted to leave Santiago, the Chilean capital.
"We personally saw the shooting of 400 to 500 prisoners, in groups of 30

to 40, at the National Stadium where we were being held," said Schesch,
31. He said the shootings were carried out by the military and occurred in
the stadium.
Mrs. Schesch, 30, said they also had seen and heard beatings ad-

ministered to other prisoners, many of them foreigners.
The Chilean military junta said Saturday that 7,000 Chileans and

foreigners were being detained at the football stadium The group in-
cluded two Maryknoll priests from the United States - Francis Flynn of
Miami and Joseph Daugherty of the Boston area.
The release of the two American priests had been expected Saturday

but was delayed because authorities said they wanted to question them
further.

The junta said Saturday that 244 persons were killed during the Sept. 11
coup which ousted the government of Marxist President Salvador
Allende. They had previously confirmed five executions since the coup.
Unofficial estimates of the deaths ran much higher.
Weary and nervous, the Scheschs told newsmen at the Miami airport

that they had been in Chile 24 years, conducting research for their
doctoral degrees in history and sociology.
The two said they were arrested Sept 14 when Chilean troops burst into

their home and found news clippings, books and other material con-
sidered Marxist and subversive.
Schesch said he was beaten on the night he was arrested. "The told me I

would be shot," Schesch said.

"We knew a lot of government people and politicians and we were
idying some of the government programs," Mrs. Schesch said. "Later,

we were told this was subversive. It was virtually impossible to live in
Chile and not have had contact with people now considered subversives."
The Scheschs have a l

1 -year-old son who was allowed to live with
friends during their confinement
The couple and their young son were enroute to Washington, DC,

where Mrs. Scheschs parents live. They said they wanted to hold "a long,
detailed press conlerence in Washington tomorrow, Monday, atter we ve
had some sleep We've got a lot of information on a number of things that
are happening there

"

They said they wanted to appeal to people in this country and elsewhere
"to put pressure on to help the foreigners there."

"One of their military junta's tactics is a program on foreigners,"
Schesch said. "There have been killings and there have been beatings, of
Europeans. Latins and others."

The bespectacled, bookish looking Schesch said the junta was also
"shipping all the foreigners in exile in Chile back to their own countries,
where some of them face death."

He accused the U.S. embassy of "not caring" about what has hap-
pening to them and other Americans in Chile.

"When we finally got to see the consul there, he had a list of about a

dozen American prisoners," Schesch said.

The American embassy has said only the Schesch couple and the two
priests were among those Americans listed as prisoner. Three other
Americans were reported missing but they were not on the list of those
arrested, the embassy said

B\ JOHN BECKLER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AP> - Speaker Carl Albert defended Congress'
legislative record yesterday and said President Nixon's criticism of it

was an attempt to obscure the administration's own failures.
In a nationwide radio address responding to Nixon's latest attack,

Albert said Congress has compiled an impressive record so far this year
and will improve on it before adjourning.
"The President does not have a monopoly on wisdom or on a com-

mittment to serve the nation's business." said Albert. "Congress is doing
and will continue to do its part in moving the legislaive program for-
ward."

Albert's speech was the Democrats' reply to a second State of the Union
message by Nixon Sept. 10. Nixon preceded delivery of his written
message to Congress with a nationwide radio broadcast.

In his message. Nison said Congress' performance was disappointing
particularly in regard to 50 measures proposed by the administration.

Albert said 40 of the 50 priority items were already in the legislative
process when Nixon set up the message and that half of them have passed
one or both houses of Congress. And the message itself, he said, "con-
tained an embarrassing lack of new initiatives."

It is Congress that has taken the lead, Albert said, in trying to deal with
the major problems facing the nation in the areas of the economy health
energy and crime.

"Congress granted the President some of the most sweeping economic
powers a Congress can confer upon a President," he said. "Because the
President was slow to act, the cost of living is up 8 per cent compared with
3 4 per cent for all of 1972."

The administration's shifts from control to decontrol to recontrol of
prices have provided no relief from inflation, Albert said, and price in-
creases are now plaguing nearly every American family.

"Congress has helped by increasing Social Security benefits ex-
panding farm production to eliminate shortages and guaranteeing
children a hot nutritious meal at school," he said.
And it is Congress, not Nixon, he said, that is doing something effective

about holding down federal spending.
"Congress has cut President Nixon's budget requests by more than $20

billion over the past four years," he said. "Despite that, the President's
first four budgets added an incredible $97 billion to the national debt That
totals up to 80 per cent of the national debt accumulated in iust four
years." J

In its efforts to provide health care services for the nation, Albert said
Congress has been thwarted by Presidential vetoes and budget cutbacks!

Canada and several foreign
countries began arriving Sunday
for the 59th Annual conference of
the International City
Management Association.
The conference, Monday through

Thursday, will center on issues in

the future of local government
management and will include
lectures and workshops on revenue
sharing, labor relations, law en-
forcement and citizen in-

volvement.
Dean Paul N. Ylvisaker of the

Harvard School of Education will
give the keynote adress Monday.

E. Robert Turner, city manager
of Cincinnati, was elected
president of the group earlier this
year in the association's first mail
ballot.

He heads a slate of officials to be
installed at the end of the sessions
Wednesday.

Buy A Bike
go to Bermuda

( Your odds are
1 in 671)

Come to

SPOKE and
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Peron Expected To Return

( AP Wirrphoto)

WASHINGTON, Sept. 20-AFTER THE MEETING--Watergate
special prosecutor Archibald Cox and Philip A. Lacovare, counsel to
Cox. right, walk past the White House after meeting with
presidential lawyers in an effort to reach a compromise in he court
battle over access to presidential tapes. The Washington Monument
is in the background.

Nixon's Military Budget
Faces Senate Test

By CARL P. LEUBSDORE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon's pleas against cuts in the
military budget face sharp tests in the Senate this week on moves to cut
U.S. forces overseas and slow development of the Trident submarine.

In his latest expression of concern. Nixon said, "all of our efforts to
secure a more peaceful and prosperous world will be endangered if we
unilaterally erode our defense posture."

In a letter to Senate leaders, released Saturday by the White House, the
President said current efforts in Congress to reduce the defense budget
"are deeply disturbing to me."
"There is no doubt in my mind that a stong defense posture is closely

linked to the past success and future development of our foreign
policies," Nixon said.

The Senate is expected to work all this coming week on a bill

authorizing $20.4 billion for military procurement in the current fiscal
year.

The House, meanwhile, plans to act on the second stop-gap ap-
propriation bill for the fiscal year that started July 1. It provides funding
for federal agencips
Senate and House leaders are still talking about winding up the session

at the end of October.

For the seventh time this year, congressional Democrats will try to
muster the two-thirds vote needed to override a Nixon veto.

The Senate has scheduled a Tuesday vote tomorrow afternoon on
overriding the veto of a bill expanding federal disaster relief aid by
providing up to $2,500 that wouldn't have to be repaid. The original bill

passed the Senate 82 to 1 and the House by voice vote.

The Senate Watergate Committee resumes its inquiry today into the
June. 1972. break-in at the Democaratic National Committee.
The Senate plans to put the military prucurement bill aside for several

hours Monday to consider a bill authorizing an additional $129.5 million in
federal subsidies to meet rising costs in the school lunch program.
Similar to a bill recently passed by the House, it is opposed by the Nixon

administration.

Among military prcurement amendments due for Senate consideration
today is a proposal by Sen. Barry Goldwater. R-Ariz., to authorize a study
of possible merger of the Air National Guard and the Air Force Reserve.

HATE DORM?

HATE DINING COMMONS
FOOD?

Try something different! Sigma Delta Tau offers
all University women dissatisfied with dorm life to
come and find out what sororities are all about.

RUSH PARTIES

Monday, Tuesday &

Wednesday this week at 7 p.m.

Call 545-0527
409 N. Pleasant St. *uvtiucwdu«. - .•«•»*»< •;<.#< AtlYTIMEfor RidesILii " w - - -
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Elections Held In Argentina
BUENOS AIRES (AP)-Millions of

Argentines cast their ballots
yesterday in elections expected to

return Juan D. Peron to the
presidency 18 years after he was
ousted in a coup.

Peron said his name was not
included in a list of eligible voters
due to the fact that he was exiled in

Madrid when the list was com-
pleted six months ago. But the 77-

year old general voted anyway at a
polling station in the residential

northern district of Buenos Aires.

He was cheered by many of the
people lining up. An interior
Ministry source, asked how Peron
was able to vote, said he had no
official information on the subject.

Peron must win by more than 50
per cent of the vote in the four-man
race to avoid a runoff election.

Peronist sources were confident
Peron would pile up over 60 per
cent of the vote. A majority close to

50 per cent would be a severe blow
to his prestige.

The only reported incident was in

Cordoba, where a terrorist placed
a tiny explosive inside the envelope
used to vote. The ballet box was set
ablaze but no casualties were
reported.

More than 14 million citizens
over 18 years of age were entitled
to vote. Their choices were among

:

-Peron and his third wife, Isabel
Martinez, presidential and vice
presidential candidates of the
Justicialist Liberation Front,
formed by the majority Peronist
movement and four smaller
parties.

-Ricardo Balbin, 69, candidate of
the middle of the road Radical
Civic union, the nation's second-
largest party, and his running
mate, Sen. Fernando de La Rua.
-Francisco G. Manrique, a

former navy officer turned jour-
nalist and later politician, and his
vice presidential candidate. Rafael
Martinez Raymonda.

Juan Carlos Coral, of the

Kissinger Delivers
First UN Speech

By WILLIAM N. OATIS
Associated Press Writer

UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. ( AP) - Diplomats from around the world are
looking to Henry A. Kissinger to bring something new and exciting to the
U.N. General Assembly's general debate, too often dulled by dreary
recitals of familiar positions.

Kissinger will speak to the 135-nation assembly today immediately
after Brazilian Foreign Minister Marie Gibson Barboza opens the annual
round of policy statements in which 120 governments so far are listed to
take part.

The speech will be Kissinger's first since becoming secretary of state
and his first ever at the United Nations, though for almost five years he
has deeply involved in U.S. foreign policy as President Nixon's assistant
for national security affairs.

Kissinger will be in New York from late Sunday through Wednesday
He will confer with U.N. Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim before he
addresses the General Assembly, give luncheons Monday and Tuesday
for representatives of African and Arab countries, respectively, and
attend Waldheim s dinner for the Big Five foreign ministers Wednesday
night.

Foreign ministers and ambassadors are eager to hear what he has to
say about the waning war in Southeast Asia, prospects for peace in the
Middle East, U.S. relations with other countries and regions, and the
American attitude toward the United Nations and U.N. issues like
colonialism, racism and poverty.

Black Member Of FCC
Points Women's Rights

B> DOUG STONE mnoiincl n( Ow. iJELi „k„~».
Associated Press Writer

MEMPHIS. Tenn. (AP)-
Benjamin L. Hooks, the lone black
member of the Federal Com-
munications Commission, has
warned broadcasters that they
must stop discriminating against

women or face action from the

agency.
"I'm hoping it'll not take court

action or denial of licenses," he
said. "I believe that the majority of

men-and you women-who own
broadcast facilities, intend to do
right But like most of us, they need
a little help. And that is what we
plan to do."

Hooks spoke Saturday night at a

meeting of the southern chapter of

American Women in Radio and
Television. About 200 women
broadcasters and executives from
broadcast chains in nine Southern
states were in attendance.

Hooks, a former Memphis judge
appointed to the FCC last year by
President Nixon, has been named
by his fellow commissioners to

watchdog equal employment
opportunitites in the industry.

Hooks said a survey shows
slightly more than 40,000 persons
employed in broadcasting, with
about 9.000 of them women. But 75
per cent of the women are in

"dead-end clerical jobs,'' he said.

Dinners are being
served In the

HATCH
MONDAY— FRIDAY

4 PM— 6 PM
Saturday & Sunday

All Day

of course
Spaghetti night

isev^ry Saturday

Socialist Workers' party, and his
running mate, Francisco G. Paez,
a labor leader.

The election was the second this
year. On March 11, Peronist
candidate Hector J. Campera beat
eight rivals, and was sworn in May
25. But he and Vice President
Viconte Selane Lima resigned July
13 to trigger new elections and
pave the way for Peron's return to
power.

Libya Studies

One No.Africa

By MICHAEL GOLDSMITH
Associated Press Writer

RABAT. Morocco (AP)-A
proposal to form a North African
federation joining Libya, Algeria,

Tunisia and Mauritania under a
common government is being
studied by Libyan President
Moammar Khadafy, sources here
report.

The sources say Khadafy, the

mercurial Libyan strongman, is

nibbling at the proposals to join the

suggested federation as an
alternative route to his goal of

Arab unity.

The informants said Khadafy got
the suggestion from several North
African leaders after his drive to

merge with Egypt was postponed
because of Egyptian reservations.

Talk of such unity has been
heard before, but Khadafy's
passion for bringing Arabs
together and the pulling power of

his vast oil wealth could turn the
talk into reality.

In addition, Algerians and
Tunisians are reported anxious to

avoid letting Egyptians influence

reach too deply into their part of

the Arab world. They fear it might
happen if the stalled Egypt-Libya
unity plan becomes reality.

The initiative for the North
African grouping came from
Presidents Houari Beumedienne of

Algeria and Habib Bourguiba of

Tunisia, with Mauretania's
President Mokhtar Ould Baddah
an eager partner, the sources said.

As the price of Khadafy's par-
ticipation, Beumedienne and
Bourguiba had to promise ex-

clusion of the Libyan leader's arch
foe. King Hassan II of Morrocco,
the sources said.

Informed Moroccan sources said
Hassan got word of the plan in late

August and consequently pleaded
illness to avoid attending the

nonaligned summit meeting
earlier this month in Algiers. He
was the only Arab absentee.

In an intervies with the Egyptian
magazine Al Moussaur, Bourguiba
said the four countries would form
a federal state roughly similar to

the United States. Each country
would retain its state ad-
ministration but there would be a

joing defense force, a common
foreign policy and legal system.
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Tired Of Classes? These People Need Help
By BARBARA VOORUEEfl

The following is a list of local

agencies that are in need of part-
time student volunteers. It is

possible to receive credit for doing
these jobs. If you would like to

volunteer at one of these agencies
please contact Outreach at 318
Arnold or call 545-2021

Administrative Placements
Amherst Community Resource
Center: Unlimited number of
persons needed to assist in the
development of greater interaction
between various members of the
Amherst community Hours are
flexible.

Amherst Fire Department: Two
students needed who would help
the fire chief in day to day ad-
ministration of his department.
Hours. 15 a week
Amherst Men's Center: Unlimited
number of males needed for the
conference staff, public relations
>taff and counseling program
Hours: flexible.

Every woman's Center: Five
women needed as staff assistants.
Hours flexible.

Holyoke Soldiers Home:
Occupational Therapist assistant
and assistants to Volunteer
Coordinator needed. Hours:
flexible between 9 and 5.

WMPIRG: Reference File
Librarian, and Project Coor-
dinator needed Hours: Flexible.
Arts

Feminist Arts Council: As many
females as possible to work on and
participate in a Multi-Media arts
show to be run this fall. Hours:
flexible.

Fine Arts-Extension: Unlimited
number of persons interested in the
arts with a desire to work for their

preservation. Hours: flexible.

Valley Advocate: Editorial
assistant. Art Publication
Assistant. Calendar Editor and
News Publication Assistant
needed Hours: can fluctuate.

Women's Film Coop: Three or
more women needed to aid in the
distribution of feminist films
nation wide To assist area women
in the establishment of art festivals
iind film showings. Hours:
Flexible. 3 hours daily, Wed-
nesdays a must
Case Work
Belchertown Housing Authority:
Case workers needed to visit the
homes of elderly families in order
to determine their medical, social
and personal needs Also persons
to provide transportation and
companionship to elderly persons
or couple Persons to visit elderly
persons in their homes Hours
Flexible

Children's Aid and Family Ser-
vice Two persons needed to work
\uth patients at Holyoke Nursing
Home Hours Monday through
Friday. 8:30 to 5:00.
Hampshire Correctional Services
Many areas lo work in including
case work, job location and
placement, avocational work, arts
and crafts and special classes
Hours: ."> to 40 per week

Counseling Placements
Advocates Program: Persons
needed to accept young people into

their homes. A young person who
has had some trouble with the law
would live in a home for one
complete year There will be
reinbursement.

Community Women's Center: Two
women needed to provide coun-
seling for women and to function as
regular staff members. Hours
Flexible.

Downey Side Homes: One or two
persons to provide seven or eight
emotionally disturbed youngsters
with a stable home environment.
Hours: Monday through Friday
late afternoon or early evening.
Group Homes Inc. : Three men and
three women to work with the staff

and residents of one of three group
homes in the Springfield area.

Hours: 5 to 40 per week
JOE: A number of persons needed
to work at the Westfield Detention
Center Hours: Undetermined
MARY: Eight, mostly white males
needed to act as advocates. This
means that a youngster would live

in your dorm room for one
semester. For involvement in this

program you receive 12 academic
credits; six in psychology and six
in education.

South Forty: South Forty is a
residential center for youngsters
who have had an experience with
the courts or with the problem of
drug addiction. Four persons are
needed to act as counselor , student
counselor and alternative school
instructor. Hours: Flexible
Our House: Up to six persons
needed to train and counsel
youngsters. Hours: Up to 40 Hours
a week
Planned Parenthood. One or two
women needed to act as telephone
counselors. Hours: Monday
through Friday, 8:30 to 4:30

Springfield Hospital: One or two
persons needed for nursing and
counseling in the drug treatment
program Hours: Flexible.

Sunset Farms: Two men needed to

work in a residential home with
youngsters who are troubled,
homeless or alone Hours: Open.
Youth Homes: Two men car-
penters needjed. People who are
willing to work with the residential
staff of the farm on the on-going
physical needs of the buildings and
grounds. Hours: Open
Community Organizing
South Greenfield Center: Students
interested in doing community
organizing or interested in
teaching a class in almost any area
are invited to join them in their
work
Center for the Study of
Institutional Alternatives: Three
persons needed, one to act as
alternative school facilitator two to
act as research assistants Hours:
Flexible

( urn m unit \ Work Projects
Amherst FISH: Unlimited number
of persons needed for such services
as transportation. meals,
emergency babv sitting, visiting

shut-ins. administering to the sick,

reading to the blind. Hours:
Flexible.

Holyoke Council on Aged:
Unlimited number of persons
needed as center aides and for

telephone reassurance Hours:
optional, preferably in the mor-
nings.

United Farm vVorkers: Unlimited
number of persons needed to

organize this area in a fight against
those stores which are selling non-
union products Hours: Flexible.
Work Inc : One to twenty persons
needed to work as community
developers One to three students
needed to work in public relations
and promotion. Hours: Flexible.
Drug Treatment Programs
Springfield Hospital and Alcohol
Prevention Program
Education
AFSC. American Friends Service
Committee needs persons to take a

training session in the techniques
and philosophy of non-violent
resistance. Also to work on
developing curriculum guides for

schools of all levels in the area of
Indochina and Third World
Studies. Also persons interested in

peace education and military
counseling. Hours: Flexible.

Continuing Education : One person
needed to act as coordinator of

special programs. This would
mean recruiting, organizing and
implementing new programs for

the adults of the community.
Hours: 40 per week.
Early Childhood: Student's
creativity is needed in the
following projects: resource
centers, recycling centers,
publicity, workshops, newsletter
creation and publication, new idea
development and reading and
evaluating materials. Hours:
Open.
Learners Advocacy Program:
Students who are interested in the
idea of educational counseling are
needed. Hours: Flexible.

Teen Learning Center: An
unlimited number of students are
needed to work with youngsters in

the following areas: sewing,
cooking and nutrition, to hold
discussions on sex and venereal
disease and to instruct various
sports and gymnastics skills.
Hours: Monday through Friday, 3-

5 and 7-9.

Willie Ross School for the Deaf:
Persons needed as classroom
aides Hours: 25 per week.
Half Way Houses
Community Multi-Service: Two
persons needed for program
assistants. Hours: Flexible.
Handicapped Programs
Massachusetts Association for the
Blind: Unlimited number of
persons needed to act as volunteer
visitors Hours: Flexible.

National Braille Press: Large-
print typist and tape recording
volunteer needed. Hours: Monday
through Friday, 9 .00 to 4.30
OVDCH: Two persons needed to

act as assistant business
managers Hours: open

TAKE TIME OUT
Run for the

STUDENT
SENATE
Nomination papers available

420 Student Union

Hospital

Coolev Dickinson: A number of

persons needed to act as children's

ward aides, transportation aides,

and messengers. Hours: Flexible.

Community Health Care: Persons

needed for a research project,

health education and counseling in

the area of venereal disease.

Juvenile Deliquency
Part-time parole: Students are
needed who are interested in

developing meaningful relation-

ships with recently released
residents of the Westfield
Detention Center. Hours: Flexible.

Full-time Parole: Same as above
but more hours and small pay
involved.

Elderly

Amherst Nursing Home: Four
persons needed to work on a 1 to 1

basis and in groups with those
elderly persons who are active in

the activities department
program. Hours: 5 to 40 per week.

Belchertown Housing Authority:
Any individuals who are willing

and competent to teach a nutrition

class. Many residents of these
homes are diabetic or arthritic.

Hours: Flexible.

Holyoke Council on Aging: Lun-
cheon volunteer, friendly visitor

and researcher needed. Hours:
Flexible.

Kane Nursing Home: Activity

director needed. Hours: Flexible.

Legal Programs
Western Mass. Legal Services and
WMPIRG
Mentally Retarded
Belchertown State Home:
Extensive volunteer possibilities

for an unlimited number of per-
sons.

Pre-School

Children's Nursery: Not more than

five students needed to act as
classroom aides. Hours: Monday
through Friday 9 to 12.

Church of Jesus Christ of the
Latter Day: Nursery attendants
needed for Tuesday &:20-ll:30.
Greenfield Headstart: Individual
teacher's aides needed in various
subjects. Hours: Flexible.

Common School: Four to six

volunteers needed for classrooms.
Students who can give an entire
morning or afternoon are needed
Ecology
Long Plain: A number of students
are needed for nature walk and
farm education guides. Hours:
flexible.

Spanish Speakers
Amherst Jr. High I.P.C.: Students
are needed who could assist
youngsters who are studying with
English being their second
language.

Operation Friendship: Two or
three students who are willing to

spend their time visiting over six
farms in the area which use a great
deal of migrant labor. Hours: Open
but probably needed in the
evenings.

Youth Development
Turners Falls Youth Center:
Students interested in working
with adolescents needed.
Springfield YWCA: Students
needed to teach and assist a youth
group organized around a specific

skill, activity interest or need.
Hours: Any Monday through
Friday 3-5, 7-9.

Youth Resources Bureau: Two
men and one woman needed to act
as youth advisor aides. Hours:
Flexible.

Other jobs are available. See the
people at Outreach if the job you
would like is not listed here.

Boston Dr. Wins Bowdoin Prize
BRUNSWICK. Maine <AP) —

Dr. Leonard W. Cronkite Jr.,

president and chief executive
officer of the world-famed
Children's Hospital Medical
Center in Boston, has been named
winner of the Bowdoin Prize.

The $10,000 prize, Bowdoin
College's most distinctive non-
academic honor, will be presented
to Dr. Cronkhite at a special
convocation Friday.
The Bowdoin Prize is awarded

once every five years to the
Bowdoin alumnus or faculty
member who has made "the most
distinctive contribution in any field

of human endeavor." The selection
committee consists of the
presidents of Harvard and Yale
Universities and the Chief Justice
of the Maine Supreme Court.

Dr. Cronkhite, the ninth person
to be awarded the prize, was a cum
laude member of Bowdoin's Class

of 1941. A native of Newton, Mass.,
he was awarded his M.D. degree at
Harvard in 1950.

A former president of the
Bowdoin Alumni Council, Dr.
Cronkhite was named to the
college's Board of Overseers in

1969. was elected a Trustee in 1970
and now serves as chairman of the
Governing Boards Policy Com-
mittee and as a vice chairman of

Bowdoin's 175th Anniversary
Campaign Program.

Dr. Cronkhite has been an in-

dustrial physician, organizer of

medical care groups and health
plans for industry and labor,
military intelligence officer,
businessman and Medical School
and Massachusetts General
Hospital. He is an expert on human
survival in space and a trained
parachutist in command of air-

borne troops.

(Continued on P. 7)
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* twin or triple without both

Leave 9 a.m. Sun., Oct. 7 & return to
Amherst Mon., Oct. 8, at approximately
7 p.m. Stay overnight at the Markham
House, Weston, Vt. BONUS! Art show
and antique show - and lots of room to

bring your treasures home. Group
limited to 20 persons. BOOK NOW —
don't be disappointed.
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It takes balls to keep up with the fashions.

World Affairs Council

Sponsors Foreign Student Tour
Hospitality Tour Sponsored
Saturday for Foreign Students

In coordination with the spon-

soring World Affairs Council of

Springfield, the Foreign Student

Office announces a hospitality tour

of Springfield, the Foreign Student

Office announces a hospitality tour

of Springfield, including pot-luck

dinner in the evening and
welcoming ceremonies by the

Mayor of Springfield.

This is a chance for new foreign

students to acquaint themselves

with and meet American families

outside the immediate Amherst
area, and for older foreign students

to join in. If you have a host family

assigned to you, this is a good

chance for you to repay some
hospitality by inviting them along.

If interested, apply for details on

the Saturday afternoon and
evening trip, this Saturday at the

Foreign Student Office, 5-0019 or 5-

2843. Round trip transportation will

be provided.

Boston Dr. Wins Bowdoin Prize
(Continued from P. 6)

He was appointed general
director of the Children's Hospital

Medical Center in 1962 after

practicing privately as an in-

ternist. He was named executive

vice president in 1971 and was
promoted to his current position as

president of the Board of Trustees

last May.
Now living in Marblehead,

Mass.. Dr. Cronkhite is a member

of the Scientific Advisory Board of

the Joseph P. Kennedy Jr.

Foundation.

The Bowdoin Prize, established

in 1928. is a memorial to William
John Curits of Bowdoin's Class of

1875. Its terms stipulate that the

prize "shall only be awarded to one
who shall. ..be recognized as
having won national and not
merely local distinction, or who... is

fairly entitled to be so recognized."

COME TONITEl!
to

"The KAT BAZAAR"
at

778 North Pleasant St.

(across from WOPE)

7 p.m.

Call 545-2735 for rides

Look at treasures you can put away

and save for a rainy day!

KAPPA ALPHAJHETA
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Smith Offers

Mozart Opera
NORTHAMPTON, MASS.-On

Tuesday evening, September 25,

the Smith College Department of

Music will sponsor a full-dress

performance of Mozart's opera,

Cosi Fan Tutte, to be sung by

members of the Metropolitan
Opera Studio. The opera will be

presented in Theatre 14 at Smith
College, and will begin at 8: 15 p.m.

Cosi Fan Tutte is a bright, lively,

and amusing opera, full of ad-

mittedly fantastic coincidences
and involved and complicated
situations. Yet it contains some of

Mozart's most beautiful music, to

which the words fit with
remarkable smoothness, both in

the original Italian and in the

masterly English translation by

Ruth and Thomas Martin.

Performing on Tuesday evening

will be Henry Price, tenor, and
Arthur Thompson, baritone, as

Ferrando and Guglielmo;
sopranos Connie Barrett and
Barbara Martin as the sisters

Fiordiligi and Dorabella; soprano
Mildred Fling as Despina; and
John Seabury, bass, as Don
Alfonso.

Tickets to the performance may
be obtained at the Theatre Box
Office in the Center for the Pef-

forming Arts at Smith College, 584-

2700, ext. 840, between noon and
five p.m. weekdays, and beginning

at 7:00 p.m. on the evening of the

performance.

TV Tonight

v.oo ENSIGN OTOOLE "Operation:
Gaslight" 1 18)

ItOGANI HEROES "Happiness is a

Warm Sergeant." (22)

MISTERROGEHS NEIGH-
BORHOOD (24) (57)

ADVENT! RES OF SI PERMAN
(27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES The
Gloria Swanson Story " (30)

COMER FYLE Gomer State

Witness " (40)

5::w THE REAL Met OYS "Do You
Kiss Your Wife"'" (18)

THE LICY SHOW Chris Goes
Sieady." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
(57)

GOME* FYLE "The Borrowed
Car" (27)

HOGAN1 HEROES "Axis Annie."
(30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

l:M WHAT'S HAPPENING IPDATE
(3)

K:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Room With A Rack." ( 18)

VINCB LOMBARD1S THE
SCIENCE AND ART OE FOOTBALL
i 24 i

PETTICOAT JINCTION "Steves
New Job." ( 27)

i

TO TELL THE TBI TH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of The
Lord of Limbo " (40)

,
THE CLASSIC JULIA CHILD (57)

<i:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

SAFARI TO ADVENTIRE (27)

LOl IS LYONS: NEWS AND
COMMENT (57)

S:H NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 MOVIE "Caprice." (3)

TBITH OR CONSEQl ENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Go Tell

The Birds and the Bees "
1 18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22)

i 30

)

TOM BROWNS SCHOOLDAYS (24)

MOVIE "Casbah." (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

I:M POLICE SI RGEON (8)

SPECIAL: HARTFORD
CHRISTIAN TELETHON (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQl ARES Peter
Marshall, host (22) (30)

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

ZOOM! (57)

H:0() THE BOOKIES "A Deadly Cage "

(8) (40)

LOTSA LICK "Trial Separation"
(22) (30)

THE WATERGATE HEARINGS (24)

(57)

8:30 DIANA "Shuffle Off To Buffalo."

(22) (30)

•CINI HERE'S LICY (3)

\KL MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
(8) (40)

MOVIE "The Groundstar Con-
spiracy." (22) (30'

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "The Mark of the Hand"
(2ft

<t:i0 DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (3)

Hi: (Mi MEDICAL CENTER "Broker
Image" (3)

NKWS (27)

10:30 MANTRAP (27)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3)

(22) (30)

11:30 MOVIE "Charlie Bubbles " (3)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (8)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:45 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

i2:oo DRAGNET "The Big Magazine"
(8)

12:15 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 73 (40)

12:30 NEWS (8)

1:15 NEWS (22) (30) (43)

1:20 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

L

MARRIED COUPLES
or single women are

needed to do live-in

babysitting jobs. Couples

with no children or one.

You can make $100 per

week. Husband can have

full time job and/or

classes. Person needs

transportation. Tel. Home
& Sitter Services Inc.

anytime 736-8159.

HATCH

COFFEEHOUSE

anyone

^ can play!

call 545-0418

N.E.S.
Tutoring in Springfield

Recruitment Meeting

Wednesday, September 26

7:30 p.m. Room 176 C.C.

Tutoring on a one-to-one basis

one or more times a week

Group activities

Arts and crafts

Sports

If you are interested in working with kids, please

attend this very important meeting.

Education - Involvement - Alternatives

N.E.S. office: 426A Student Union

Tel. no.: 545-0575
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Mix Staff photo/ Jo* n Stewart

Ike Turner never made it on stage to perforin : some people said it was a contract dispute, others said
he was too sick or stoned; but no one really cared. Tina and the Ikettes more than made up for his ab-
sence.

Junta Announces Emergency Economy Plan
By LUIS MARTINEZ

Associated Press Writer
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) - The military junta has

announced an emergency plan to put the Chilean
economy in order and open the door to foreign in-

vestment with guarantees against expropriation.
General Gustavo Leigh, a member of the four-man

junta that seized power from Marxist President
Salvador Allende, said Saturday the emergency
measures were necessary "to repair the chaos"
inherited from Allende's government.
But Leigh said the military government will not

scuttle social reforms carried out by Allende during
his nearly three years in power.
On foreign investment, which declined sharply

under Allende, Leigh said guarantees will be offered
and added: "We want to give confidence to the entire
world. The doors will open for any foreign capital
seeking a place in Chile."

Leigh said Chile's industries have reurned to near
normal since the Sept. 11 coup and those that were
nationalized legally under Allende will continue
under the control of the state.

Those that were expropriated illegally will be
returned to their former owners, he said. Leigh did
not define either what constituted an illegal takeover
or who will determine which seizures were legal.

Allende's government expropriated by regular
procedures about 200 of Chile's biggest industries,

including millions of dollars worth of U.S. in-

vestments in the copper mines that are Chile's

biggest foreign exchange earners.
Other industries were seized by workers and turned

over to government administrators without regular
government procedures. These were presumed to fall

in the illegal category referred to by Leigh.
Leigh said the junta hopes its relations with the

United States will be "the best possible." Washington
has not yet officially recognized the new government
but no major problems are foreseen.

Relations between the United States and Allende's
leftist government were cool, particularly because of
his refusal to pay acceptable compensation to the
nationalized U.S. companies.
Leigh said the first stage of the economic recon-

struction plan will include:

-An immediate freeze on the amount of money in

circulation.

-Strict austerity in government spending.
-Normalization of industries, many of which have

been taken over by workers.
"To rebuild this country, we will all tighten our

belts." Leigh said. "We will try to reduce inflation.."
Inflation in Chile reached 323 per cent in the last 12

months.
Leigh also said the junta plans to lift price controls

on some products. In the past, the government has
controlled the prices of most basic consumer goods.
The controls contributed to scarcities of products
whose prices left little chance of profit for producers
and merchants.

Guild Seeks
"Journal's" Records

PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP)-A motion for a subpoena under which the

Providence Newspaper Guild is seeking a wide range of Providence
Journal financial, pay and tax records as well as union contracts v/ill be
argued in Superior Court Monday.

An earlier subpoena move requesting essentially similar material but

in less detail, was quashed in court Saturday. The guild strike, triggered

by a dispute over retroactive pay, began Sept. 13. No end is in sight.

The detailed subpoena motion is expected to take precedence in court

Monday upon resumption of the hearing before Judge Christopher Del
Sesto on the company's request for an injunction to curb mass picketing

by guildsmen.
Meanwhile, the guild has charged that six of its members have been

victims ot vandalism and harassment during the past three days.

In a telegram Sunday to Journal Publisher John C.A. Watkins, guild
president Frank Keane said: "While we are sure no company executives
would condone such activities, we must take note of the fact that several
of those guildsmen who received threatening phone calls has unlisted

phone numbers known only to the Journal...We have taken great pains to

ensure the peaceful nature of our union activities and we appeal to you to

ensure that no company employes participate in this terror campaign
against our members."
Responding to that statement Sunday night, the company said it

"deplores the acts of violence against members of the Providence
Newspaper Guild as equally as it deplores the acts of violence that have
been committed against the company and our non-striking employes.

"Violence, intimidation and threats, regardless of who engages in these
tactics, serve no useful purpose," the company statement said. "Any
employe, striking or non-striking, who engages in such acts will be
disciplined."

When the guild voted 92-36 to strike over the retroactive pay issue,

members had reached agreement to accept a contract calling for a 6.2

per cent pay hike, the same as given to other unions in the Journal

.

But the build refused to waive the rights to sue for retroactive pay from
January to March.

SBA Offers Accounting Courses
Amherst, Mass-Three programs for practicing professional ac-

countants will be offered in November by the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst School of Business Administration.
Prof. Anthony Krzystofik, accounting department chairman in the

School of Business, says the programs are designed to meet the growing
needs of professional accountants.
A new course to prepare candidates for the Accounting Practice Sec-

tion of the Certified Public Accountants examination in Boston Nov. 7, 8,
and 9, will be given at UMass-Amherst from Sept. 25 to Oct. 25. The
course, in room 105 of the School of Business building, will provide
practice in problem solving and will be taught by Prof. Robert W. Len-
tilhon of UMass, co-author of "The CPA Examination."

In cooperation with the Massachusetts Society of Certified Public
Accountants, the UMass accounting department will offer an Accounting
and Auditing Conference Nov. 2 and 3 at UMass. The focus will be on new
accounting, auditing, and reporting problems.
Mr. William E. Williams, district director of the internal Revenue

Service, and the UMass accounting department will present a Federal
Tax Workshop Nov. 28 and 29 at UMass. The program for tax prac-
titioners will feature a new workshop approach to solving federal tax
problems. IRS personneMrom the New England area will speak on : state
and gift taxation, the intelligence division, the appellate branch and the
Andover Service Center.
Further details on any of these programs may be obtained from the

Accounting Department, School of Business Administration, University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01002.
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French Corridor Sponsors Moliere Play
Amherst. Mass. -Moliere's

"L'Avare" will be presented in

French by Le Treteau de Paris

Thursday" Oct. 11 at UMass.

The French Corridor of UMass is

sponsoring the production which
will begin at K: 15 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium on campus.

'L'Avare." considered oneof the
most popular Moliere plays in the

Next
Tuesday

James

Cotton

BlUES

300-year Moliere history, is a
tragicomic portraiture of com-
pulsive avarice.

All seats will be reserved in

Bowker Auditorium, and reser-

UNIVERSITY WOMEN

TAKE A STUDY BREAK T0NITE!!

VISIT!
vations may be made by phoning
the UMass Fine Arts Council at

545-0202. Tickets are on sale at the
Council office in Herter Hall.

DUNHAM'S
IIWAFFLE STOMPERS"

For either sex

Suede or Leather

Home Cooking

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Kte. 47, Sunderland

665-1937

SHOE
STOREftflLLfii

8 Main St., Amherst

"Home of the Boot Collar''

lota Gamma Upsilon

406 N. Pleasant St.

5-0082

Kappa Alpha Theta
778 N. Pleasant St.

5-2735

Kappa Kappa Gamma
32 Nutting Ave.

5-0321

Lambda Delta Phi
389 N. Pleasant St.

5-0939

Pi Beta Phi
33 Phillips St.

549-6170

Sigma Delta Tau
409 N. Pleasant St.

5-0527

Sigma Kappa
19 Allen St.

5-2297

Trivia Night"
7 p.m.

"Kat Bazaar"
7 p.m.

"Open House"
7-7: 45 and 8-8: 45 p.m.

'Open House'
7 p.m.

Dollar Night"
8:30 p.m.

Folk Party'

7 p.m.

'Chopping Block'

7 p.m.

Call for rides!!

Of Interest...

"L'Avare'* In French
Amherst, Mass. -Moliere's

"L'Avare" will be presented in

French by Le Treteau de Paris
Thursday. Oct. 11, at UMass.
The French Corridor of UMass is

sponsoring the production which
will begin at 8:15 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium on campus.
"L'Avare," considered oneof the

most popular Moliere plays in the
300-year Moliere history, is a
tragicomic portraiture of com-
pulsive avarice.

All seats will be reserved in

Bowker Auditorium, and reser-
vations may be made by phoning
the UMass Fine Arts Council at

545-0202. Tickets are on sale at the
Council office in Herter Hall.

Yoga Workshop

A workshop in Self-realization,

running from October until April,

is being offered at UMass. Par-
ticipants will be instructed in

techniques based on the system of

Raja Yoga. The workshop involves
weekly group meetings as well as
daily meditation. Those com-
pleting the course, which begins
October 9, may earn 4 credits in the
spring semester. For further in-

formation, call 665-4767, evenings.

Volunteers Needed
Volunteers are needed to serve

as ushers for the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra concerts
during the '73'74 concert season.
There are six Masterpiece Series
concerts scheduled on Tuesday
evenings, adn three Sunday af-

ternoon Family Pops concerts.

Ushers are needed at all nine
performances.
The ushering program, directed

by Miss Elizabeth Greensway, is

an activity that helps each concert
run smoothly. Usher's respon-

sibilities include seating people
before concerts and following
intermission, as well as passing out

programs and generally assisting

the audience Doormen are also

needed to take tickets.

Anyone is welcome to volunteer,

and there is no age limit. Those
interested are urged to call the

Symphony Office at 739-4728.

Need A Course?
Due to a series of unfortunate

errors that have occurred, the
following courses are un-
derenrolled:

-Soecial
Education:

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Problems in

Oppression and
Identity: The Education of Third

World People. TU. TH 9:30-10:45.

September 7-December 12.

MARSTON 120. 300 Mods. Ernie

Washington. Bob Suzuki

-Special Problems in

Education: The Development and

Education of Young Black

Children. MON. 3:00-5:00. HILLS
HOUSE 421. 300 Mods. Ernie

Washington

These two courses are still open

to students. Please call Ernie

Washington at 5-0875 or just come
to the class.

Weather

(9)256-6714

WWWWS
AMHERST

CHINESE FOOD
Authentic Chinese

EAT IN TAKE OUT
62 Main Street, Amherst

253 7835

limns MTTh. l.'-inp m : Kri.Sat .

12-12 p.m. : Sunda> . 4-10 p.m.: Closed Med*.

Democrats Consider

VP Selection Reform

i Slaff |>holo/<i«'orK»' Withers)

In Southwest, nearly everyone reads the COLLEGIAN.

The Democratic Party's com-
mission on Vice-Presidential
Selection Reform will meet in

Boston on Wednesday to solicit

opinions from Massachusetts
democratic leaders and members
of the public on proposed methods
of choosing a nominee for Vice
President, beginning with the 197(5

Democratic National Convention.
The Commission hearings will be

called to order at 10 a.m. in Room
4:50 of the Massachusetts State
House. Senator Hubert Humphrey
(D-Miim.) and former Governor
Endicott Peabody are scheduled to

chair the proceedings.
The hearings will be preceded by

a press conference and a reception
for Senator Humphrey at the
Parker House, beginning a 9 a.m.
Among those invited to attend

from western Massachusetts are
John Lawlor of Florence, Ann

WMUA Broadcast
AMHERST -Tonight at 10 P.M.,

WMUA (University of
Massachusetts radio, 91.1 FM) will

air a discussion with a leader in the
nationwide movement to remove
President Richard M. Nixon from
office.

Tonight's program is being
presented as a special feature of
"Focus,'' WMUA's weekly public
affairs series moderated b>
Kenneth Mosakowski.
Mosakowski's guest for the live,

tio-minute forum will be Mrs.
Frances Gagnon of Springfield,
who is Massachusetts coordinator
of the Committee to Recall the
President. The Oklahoma-based
group hopes to collect at least 10

million signatures on a recall

petition which will be presented to

Congress on October 1st.

Interested listeners are invited

to call in questions during the live

broadcast.

Nichols of Holyoke, and Kenneth
Mosakowski of Amherst. All were
elected delegates to last year's

Democratic National Confention in

Miami Beach, Florida. Lawlor is a

member of Northampton's Ward (5

Democratic Committee. Miss
Nichols is a former member of the

Bernardston Democratic Town
Committee.

Emergency
Numbers

In an effort to provide more
effective service to the
University Community, the
Department of Public Safetv is

instituting an EMERGENCY
TELEPHONE NUMBER
Effective today, the telephone
number for reporting On-
Campus Emergencies will be
545-3111. This will permit
direct-line communications
with the Police Department
Desk Officer.

The 545-3111 emergency
number will have additional

truck lines available in order to

lower the probability of

receiving a busy signal.

Administrative numbers are
not being changed.
DIRECTOR, PUBLIC

SAFETY 545-2125

ASST. DIRECTOR-ADMIN
SERVICES 545-2124

ASST. DIRECTOR-OPE
RATIONS 545-2134

INVESTIGATION DIVIS-
ION 545-2134

GENERAL
DEPT-PUBLIC
2121, 545-0893

PARKING

BUSINESS,
SAFETY 545

ENFORCEM-
ENT DIVISION 545-2241

Please use administrative
phone lines for non-emergency
police department matters.

The Chopping Block
7:00 p.m. TONIGHT at

SWIM KAPPA
Join us at 19 Allen St.

Call 256-6887 for rides

omcidL

RING RING DAZE
MONDAY - TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

SEPT. 24, 25, 26

9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

University Store & Minuteman Mercantile

factory representative present — $10 deposit

UhW€RSITY Of MdSSdCHUSCTTS
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Saily CfeU|0fem wEat A Josh Might Be
BOARDOF EDITORS
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EDITOR IN CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESSMANAGER
EXECUT IVE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
FINE ARTS EDITOR

Stephen G Tripoli

Robert l Scheier

Gilbert w Fullerton

Jerald H Lazar
C indy Gonet

Stephen W Crowe
Alan H Chapman

Patrick Coffey

Brent A Wilkes
Joan Fassnacht

Geoffrey Kurinsky
Joyce Kosofsky

ADVERT ISING MANAGER
ASbT NEWSEDITOR
ASST SPORTSEDITOR
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ISSUE EDITOR Steve Feld
NIGHT STAFF Mary Vorderer, Judy Cohen
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SPORTS Lary Sinewitz
DARKROOM George Withers, John Stewart
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Undergraduate newspaper of the University of Massachusetts. The

S'aff is responsible for its content and no faculty member or ad
mmistrators read it for accuracy or approval prior to publication.
Unsigned editorials represent the view of this paper They do not

necessarily reflect the views of the faculty, administration, or student
oody as a whole. Signed editorials, columns, reviews, cartoons, and
letters represent the personal views of the authors
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Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3J includes address and phone,

4J less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations-may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

uotts

Ever find yourself in a classroom lately, or

traipsing around campus or even perusing through

the contents of a colorful bulletin board recently?

And, if so, you have probably noticed little signs to the

effect that Josh is coming. Josh exists. Even the

plaintiff question "who is Josh?" appears in neat

little Madison Avenue displays everywhere one looks.

These bits of information are constantly being

bombarded at us During a stimulating lecture on the

biophysical electrophoresis of a figleaf, or during a

droll afternoon brew at the Bluewall or evert during a

good shit at one's favorite stall. Well, I for one DON'T
CARE WHO THE FUCK JOSH IS, or where he was
born or the color of his kidney or what his insecurity
stems from that makes him want to flood the campus
with call letters, unless it's money, which makes Josh
just another commercial. Well running the risk of
giving this Josh more publicity that he deserves, I am
predicting who Josh might be when he-she-it arrives:

Maharishi Josh Ji—A new seven year, old perfect
master straight from True Bliss Utah, a community
of peace nestled in the heart of Death Valley.
Maharishi Josh Ji will show you how to get the most
out of a good piece. Although he is only 7, the
Maharishi has already mastered this art which truly
makes him a boy wonder. For only the price of a New
York City Massage, twenty dollars, the Maharashi
will show you how to attain your piece. Rush Twenty
Dollars right now and you'll receive your salvation
kit and directions to the Grand Canyon which is the
only place it works.

Josh Paul Jones—A Navy Recruiter will make
UMass history and expose himself in the Campus
Center Concourse, all in an effort to attract a Few
Good men to the Navy. Remember- -join the Navy
and see the World—Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia,
Thailand, Chile, Attica.

Josh Armstrong -United States Olympic Punchball
Champion will speak on the Rear Approach Toward
Dynamic Punchball. Included in the program will be
The Backhand: Pros and Cons, and the reverse

followthrough. Armstrong will also show a film-

strong "What Punchball Means to Me" and will
autograph milk cartons.

Joshua T. Quota- -The new Admissions Dean to the
School of Education. Dean Quota has indicated that
from now on the School will accept 40 per cent blacks,

30 per cent Puerto Ricans, 20 per cent other 3rd
World, 30 per cent Woodchucks and 45 per cent Flying
Frisbees. Also this year's Marathon will have as its

theme: The Institutional Sexism of the Black Widow
Spider, under the Inspiration of Dean Quota.

Josherina Toughcookie—The famous Women's
Liberation self-styled "Hard-Assed Dyke," author of

the best seller "Don't Touch Me You White Honky
Motherfucker." Ms. Touchcookie is also an in-

spirational songwriter, and has written some sen-
sitive and deep material for the struggle. Such
stirring gems as KICK ASS and Bill Baird Must Die
may be on her program. Let's hope so.

Joshua K. Botulinski -The New "Special Director
of Food Services in Charge of Polish Night" which
has been extended to every night this semester. One
of Mr. Botulinski's new innovations will be to replace
the dining commons trays with real shingles, so as to

come as close to the old adage as possible.

Josh Trojan -The famous birth control advocate
will hand out free rubbers to all comers. Mr. Trojan
will then deliver a lecture on "Inefficiency, and the
Elasticity of Demand."

Josh Birch, noted Amerikan, anti-Communist,
apple pie manufacturer and mother, will speak on the
sinister Communism of the Peoria Women's Club.
Ms. Birch will hand out Bomb the U.N. and I'm Silly
for Chile buttons to all takers, provided they show
citizenship papers first.

Isn't Nietzche Pietzche?

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist.

Aid To Saigon Police
ByKENREARDON

A major confrontation is brewing
in both the senate and in the
congress between the supporters of

the administration's proposal to

extend continued economic aid to

the Thieu regime for the expenses
of the South Vietnamese Police
Force and prison system and those
who oppose such subsidies. A
bipartisan committee lead by
Senator Kennedy and Senator
Abourezek of South Dakota is

seeking to attach a rider to the
foreign aid bill to cut off all aid to
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international police forces.

It has been U.S. foreign aid
money that has been tied to the
construction of the now infamous
"tiger cages" presently in use in

South Vietnam to hold over 200,000
political prisoners of the Theiu
regime. Money from the U.S.
government channeled thru the
Agency for International
Development has also been tied to

a 15 million dollar project for the
development of a identification

system, similar to the one
presently in use in South Africa to

support the aparthied policies of
the Smith regime. Under this

system every person over 15 years
of age must carry his-her "pass
book" under the penalty of im-
prisonment. In addition to sup-
porting police activity in South
Vietnam U.S. foreign aid money
has also been sent to assist in the
maintenance of law enforcement
units in the Phillipines, Brazil, and
South Korea.

Recent returning visitors from
South Vietnam added support and
substance to the statements of
Senators Kennedy and Abourezek
Bishop Thoma Gumbleton,
Auxiliary Bishop of Detroit, who
recently returned from the South
says of the political prisoners, "I
can state unequivocally that there
are political prisoners in Saigon's
jails and in jails throughout the
provinces. They are in jail not for
any crime but simply because they
are in political opposition to the
present government. The proof is

overwhelming. It is clear that

these prisoners are subject to

inhumane treatment, including
deliberate and prolonged torture."

As the knowledge of the situation
of political prisoners in South
Vietnam has grown public op-
position to extended aid to in-

ternational police forces has
grown. This week marks the first

national "Week of Concern" ob-
served by educational programs,
demonstrations, and ecuemenical
services throughout the nation to

make people aware of the condition
of political prisoners in South
Vietnam and the role of American
aid in the support of such op-
pression.

Locally, activities began last

week in the Campus Center with
the display of a "tiger cage" and
leafleting. Over 1200 people signed
a petition which will be sent to
Senator Brooke and Kennedy
urging them to actively support
any moves to cut off aid to the
Thieu regime. On campus, a group
of 30 concerned students have
formed a Committee for the
Defense of Political Prisoners. The
committee has already planned a
showing of the film "A Question of
Torture," which depicts the plight
of the prisoners in South Vietnam.
The film will be shown tonight at
7:00 p.m. in the lounge of Grayson
House. The group also plans to

continue the leafleting and petition
campaign in the Campus Center on
tuesday of next week in hopes of
stirring popular opposition to the
Foreign Aid bill which is due for
congressional action Friday

Editorial Staff Meeting

For New Members
Collegian Office

Wed. 9 p.m.
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Letters To The Editor

Why The U.N. Is Ineffective
To The Editor:

Mr. Eibel's criticism of the UN,
particularly in the context of the

Middle East, is very reminescent

of earlier American criticism of

the UN's inability to contain
"communist agression" in

Southeast Asia. In the Mid-East
today, as in Southeast Asia in the

past, the efforts of the UN have
been a failure insofar as the US

authoritarian and militaristic
governments like the one now in

power in Israel.

The greatest obstacle to a
negotiated settlement supervised
by the UN is Israel's "reprisal"
attacks against Palestineans who
have been denied their rights since
the creation of Israel in 1948 and
the June War. Israel insists that
the political and military activities

persues a policy seeking a balance f the Palestineans are directed by
of military power based on the Arab governments much in the
bilateral American support of same way President Thieu of South

The Only Available Info
To The Editor:

This letter is in response to a recent Letter To The Editor by Mr. Robert
M Myers concerning the publication 1 + 1*3 and its coverage on the issue
of adoption. In his letter, Mr. Myers claims that the information given
was "extremely inaccurate as to make its publication harmful rather
than helpful." I would like to refer to that matter.

First of all, 1 + 1±3 took us approximately nine months to prepare. We
wanted to include a section on alternatives to abortion for women who
might want options other than abortion. During that time, we wrote to a
major source which allegedly deals with such alternatives requesting
information and never received a reply. Our financial resources were sense of security based on bilateral

balance of power and politics, the
United Nations and human rights
will continue to be ineffective and
for that reason, and that reason
only, Mr. Eibel.

Dan Goulding

Viet Nam insisted that civil war in

his country was caused by North
Viet Nam. As a result, Israel will
launch attacks against Syria,
Lebanon and Jordan at will; just as
South Viet Nam encouraged the
bombing of North Viet Nam, Laos,
and Cambodia. At the same time
Israel calls for more American
military aid to fuel military tension
in the Mideast and suspend the
political issue of the Palestinean
minority rights which apparently
have little place in the Jewish State
whose politics are dominated by
military personalities and neo-
racist Zionists.

It would be most realistic to
appreciate how American aid to
Israeli military adventurism is

totally consistent with bilateral
American support for
authoritarian and militaristic
regimes in Portugal, Spain,
Greece, Turkey, Iran, Pakistan,
Thailand, and South Viet Nam.
As long as American foreign

policy gives higher priority to a

limited. We searched through all our available pamphlets and resources
and found absolutely NO information in regard to adoption. We finally
stumbled upon one short article which was published in the Boston
Women's Health Collective's "Women's Yellow Pages" and, with their
permission, we were allowed to reprint it in our book. Since that time, it is

still the ONLY article we have come across on the subject of adoption. Its

information may perhaps be incomplete, rather than inaccurate.
We do suggest, however, that if you are greatly concerned about the

issue, that YOU write a section on the subject of adoption as an alter-
native which we most willingly will include whenever the book is next
revised and published. We also suggest that your agency might best show
its concern by making available to UMass students some PRINTED
information on the subject in order that they might get a "clearer and
more concise" picture of adoption should they ever opt for it. We say this

because, presently, there are no printed sources available here which
students can refer to.

Until that time, we will continue distribution of the book.

Mari Earnest
Cindy Coffman

Chalk One Up For Eve
To Bill Ballou:

Hold on a minute before you.
"chalk another one up for Adam."
You Dredicted in Thursday's
Collegian that Bobby Riggs would
outsmart, outfiness and outpsyche
Millie Jean King in their much
publicized tennis match. You saw a
sure victory for Riggs. In fact, you
gave no consideration to the
possibility that Billie Jean might
win the match.

Well, Mr. Ballou, you were
wrong. Not only did Billie Jean
beat the fast-talking Riggs, but she
wallopped him in the first three
sets. The fact that your presump-
tious prediction was wrong does
not offend me. Nor am I offended
by your capricious statement that
women have no business com-
peting with men (For that matter,
men really have no business

Nyah, Nyah!
To Bill Ballou:

6-4, 6-3. 6-3. Up yours, pale shade
of George Frasier.

Yours in gentle remonstrance.
Bill Halainen

The Whole Damn Zoo
To The Editor:

The Viet Nam Conflict has now taken a back seat to more sensational
Watergate Saga but by no means is it over. Before the current tenant of
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue can boast to have achieved a "Peace with
Honor" in Southeast Asia he must first grant an unconditional amnesty to
those who opposed the illegal and immoral waging of war in Southeast
Asia. The only hope for a shred of honor to be included in the "Peace"
that Mr. Nixon and Mr. Kissinger claimed to have achieved will come
only when amnesty has been granted to:

1.
)
Men within the military who have unsuccessfully filed for C.C.

2.
)
Men who refused military duty because of their objection to the war

on the military.

3.
)
Men charged with AWOL or as deserters who acted jecause of their

objection to the war or the military.
4.) When the criminal records of those civilian' resisters who were

arrested for their civil disobedience or their destroying of draft files are
expunged.
The Viet Nam Conflict is a nightmare that will haunt this nation,

Southeast Asia, and the rest of the world for years to come. It remains a
fact that the leaders of this country erred when making such a military
committment to "stop the spread of Communism" in Southeast Asia, but
this is no reason to force the young men who refused induction into the
military and fled the country, to avoid prosecution, to remain in eternal
exile.

The only crime they are guilty of is the crime of refusing to kill or help
to kill. Is this crime as an atrocious crime against our society as Mr.
Nixon would have us believe. . .lest we forget Watergate, ITT, the use of
federal moneys to increase the value of personal property, or the fact that
Mr. Nixon granted a presidential pardon to such an outstanding citizen as
Jimmy Hoffa. The only thing that Mr. Nixon's vindictiveness and his
desire to punish anyone who opposes him.
The following is a quote of Vice President Agnew. It shows the double

standard and vindictive policies of the current administration, ".
. .as for

these deserters, malcontents, radicals, incendiaries, the civil and the
uncivil diobedients among our youth, SDS, PLP, Wetherman I and
Wetherman II, the revolutionary action movement, the Black United
Front, Yippies, Hippies, Yahoos, Black Panthers, Lions and Tigers alike -

I would swap the whole damn zoo for a single platoon of the kind of young
Americans I saw in Vietnam."

Nixon, Agnew, Haldeman, Erlichman, Mitchell, Stans, Dean, Segretti,
Hunt, Liddy. Magruder, Colson. Kalmback, and many others. . I would
swap the whole damn zoo for a single one of these young men who believed
it immoral to kill or to help kill in an illegal war waged by the leaders of
this nation.

"We need unity, we need peace, we need our young men, let's welcome
them home."

Thomas W. Bresnahan
Viet Nam Veteran

Just Plain Crude
To The Editor:

Dammit, I'm pissed. I don't know who's responsible for that tragic
attempt at a clever ad on page seventeen of today's Collegian, but she or
he had better pray I don't run into them, because I've been known to get
violent in instances such as this.

I'm talking about that "cute" little crack "MDC Classifieds Could Sell
Your Mother (And Your Sister Too If She's A Virgin )" "It is precisely this
attitude of woman as commodity that the feminist movement is trying to
combat. Slavery was outlawed about a hundred years ago, but women
even today must put up with an insidious form of slavery, the cult ol
woman as object - something to be bought, bribed, conquered, anything
but dealt with as a fellow human being. With ads like this, you're putting
yourself in a class with Playboy. And you haven't even got Hefner's flair
for it. You're just plain crude. Think about what you're saying-would you
place an ad jokingly offering to sell the residents of the Black Corridor?
Would you like to have a price put on your body commensurate with the
fact that there's a thin membrane in your vagina that has never been
broken?

I pray to the Goddess that you come to your senses. Because if you
don't, there's no place for you in a truly human society. And that's what
we're trying to build. A place not for men and women, but for people.

Charlotte M. Newell

Ko-tnfUS |C< c*3 Toe Ms on

competing with men, but that's

another letter.) What does seem
basically tasteless in all this is

your refusal to accept and admit
your error. In Friday's Collegian

you take it upon yourself to suggest

that Riggs deliberately threw the

match. Excuse me if I remark that

that sounds like tiresome sour

grapes to me. Billie Jean played a

remarkable game of tennis and

Riggs was clearly no match for

her.

I think we both agree that the

significance of the game in terms

of one sex's superiority over

another is nil. The match does not

prove anything about the com-
parative talent and skill of men
and women on the courts. We know
that the match was set up to raise

strong emotions about this issue,

but its over now and nothing has

been demonstrated but that one

woman could beat one man in a

fair -natch. Let's agree on that,

though and try to keep from

dragging out issues that obscure

our view of a well-played and

totally enjoyable exhibition.

Marian M. Adams

nltCNLLLS separate; tdhn on trial"

WATERGATE HEAftwVGS RESUME OVER
PRESIDENT'S OBJECTIONS; POLLS DROP"
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Benefit Sale Slated
A book and record sale to benefit the UMass Library has been

scheduled for Friday, Oct. 12, by the Friends of the Library. The sale will

last from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Library courtyard; and items remaining

will be on sale from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. the next day.

Contributions for the sale are being accepted in room 11 of the Library.

Proceeds will go the Friends of the Library Trust Fund and will be used to

purchase materials for the Library's collections. Further information

may be obtained from Siegfried Feller, chief bibiliographer, at 545-0058.

MDC Classifieds
Z5

C
First Day J

50" Each Additional Day

Wirephoto)

NEW YORK, Sept. 20--NO PARKING-Cars smashed and stranded in debris await removal early

Thursday in the ruins of a three-story parking garage that collapsed Wednesday in midtown Manhattan.

Police said 100 of 120 cars parked in the garage were damaged together with 50 cars parked in a nearby

lot. Three men suffered apparently minor injuries.

Black Poetess To Speak
AMHERST, Mass.- Professor

Sonia Sanchez, nationally and
internationally known to millions

as Sister Sonia Sanchez the Black
woman poetess, editor and
playwright, will speak on "China:
A Woman's View" at 8 p.m. Friday
Sept. 28 in the Converse Assembly
Room at Amherst College. The
lecture is open to the public without

charge.

Sister Sanchez, presently an
associate professor of Black
Studies at Amherst College, has
spent much of the last four years
reading her poetry and lecturing

widely in over 200 colleges in the

United States and the Carribbean
on the subject of the Black woman
in America, the role of Black
literature in the history of the

Black man and the coming of age
of Black Studies. In April. 1973 she

made a trip to the People's

Republic of China.

One of the first Black woman
playwrights widely recognized.
Sister Sanchez's play Sister Sonji

gained international acclaim and
was performed by the Joseph Papp
Shakespeare Theatre in New York.
Her many articles and writings

have appeared in several national

magazines and reviews, and she is

currently editor-at-large for

Journal of Black Poetry and Black

Theatre. She has also appeared on
various radio and television

programs and recently released

her first record of poetry.

EAT IT
by Humble Pie - new Allman Bros., etc

8 track tapes - $2.50, yes - $2.50 !

Handmade
Sterling Silver

Earrings
1 for $3.00

2 for $5.00
TODAY, across from the Candy Counter, Student

Union. (Tues. thru Fri. across from Pinball

Machine, CO
TVK AbVCNTORtS of

G VAlUC CA«D

i «4I Ho i -~t**i

OH th£ C-ocp£m VAGug

TAftD cam eNjoy
5AV<N6<, of OP

R *o% on M

DON'T MISS OUT ON THE FUN!
SORORITY RUSH CONTINUES this week at

Call For Rides

1. Kappa Kappa Gamma
Nutting Ave.

545-0321

2. Alpha Chi Omega
Nutting Ave.

545-2152

3. Sigma Kappa
19 Allen St.

545 2297

4. Pi Beta Phi

33 Phillips St.

5. Lambda Delta Phi

389 N. Pleasant St.

545-0939

Sigma Delta Tau
409 N. Pleasant St.

545-0527

lota Gamma Upsilon
406 N. Pleasant St.

545 0082

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

IGU 7 p.m.
KAT 7 p.m.

KKG 7-7:45-8-8:45

LDP 7 p.m.
PBP 8:30 p.m.

SDT 7 p.m.
SK 7 p.m.

CO - 7 p.m.

SDT - 7 p.m.

SK 6:45 p.m.

ACO - 8 p.m.
KAT 7 p.m.
IGU 7 p.m.
PBP 7:30 p.m.
SDT - 7 p.m.

ACO - 7:30 p.m.
CO - 7 p.m.

LDP - 7 p.m.
SK - 7 p.m.

SOUTHWEST
SORORITY
MAP

Kennedy Asks To End

.Y
ietnam Refugee Funding

13

WASHINGTON, (AP)-Sen Edward M Kennedy, D
Mass., called on the administration yesterday to end
all U.S. funding of forced refugee resettlement
programs in South Vietnam.
"Recent reports from the field suggest that

refugees are still being moved involuntarily as pawns
for political and military purposes and that U.S.
refugee relief funds are supporting these forced
relocations," he said in a stetement.
"We should be out of the business of pacification in

South Vietnam, under any label," said Kennedy,
chairman of the Senate refugee subcommittee.
Kennedy's statement was made in commenting on

a reply he received July 31 from John A. Hannah,
administrator of the Agency for International

Development A.I.D.,

refugee program.
to his inquiries about the

"Contrary to previous testimony before the
subcommittee," Kennedy said, "A.I.D. now admits
that pre-1972 refugee resettlements were often
carried out without the consent of the people."

"This is a shocking admission after years of official
denials over reports of forced relocations," Kennedy
said.

He added that "even now, according to the A.I.D.
report, the U.S. mission in Saigon can give no
assurance that local South Vietnamese authorities
will not in the future forcibly resettle refugees."

Domestic Heating Oil

Shortage Foreseen
FAIRLEE, Vt. (AP)-Domestic refineries will not be able to meet the

rise in demand for home heating oil this winter, says an oil company
executive.

E.F. Loveland, a vice president of Shell Oil Co., says the nation will
have to rely on significantly higher imports to get through the winter.
Loveland told a meeting of the New England Press Association

Saturday that "Shell estimates that the U.S. must import more than 650
million barrels of distillate and residual fuel oil to meet 1973-74 winter
demands."
He said this is a substantial increase from last year and in light of the

world market he wonders if it will be possible.

He said the problem is compounded by production limits imposed by
Middle Eastern oil countries and competition for fuel from Europe.
New England could be in for particular trouble this winter, he said.
"The Northeast consumes 40 per cent of the petroleum used in the

United States and has only about 10 per cent of the refining capacity," he
said.

"That means long supply lines and in the time of product tightness or
shortage, special problems regarding the obtaining, transporting and
storage of fuel may arise."

He said oil companies did not contrive the shortages.

Pell Criticizes Nixon Veto

PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP)-Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R.I., criticised
President Nixon Sunday for his veto of a bill which contained a Pell
amendment to make small businesses hurt by the closings of military
facilities in Rhode Island eligible for Small Business Administration
disaster assistance.

Pell said in a statement telephoned from his Washington office that the
veto is a damaging blow to small businessmen in the nation, and would
have a "particularly harsh and cruel impact on small businessmen in our
state of Rhode Island."

Pell said his amendment, adopted 69-11 in the Senate "would have
given these small businessmen the benefit of SBA loans at reasonable
rates to help them in the difficult adjustment required by the department
of Naval activities from Rhode Island."

Pell said Rhode Island has suffered a double wrong.
"First we are the victims of outrageous and wrong decision by the

administration to move vital and viable naval installations from our
state," he said.

Contract Dispute

Stops Busses
WORCESTER, Mass.( AP)-The

Worcester Bus Co. shut down
service at midnight Saturday in a
contract dispute with union em-
ployes.

The employes, who had been
working without a contract since
July 1, voted 132-3 Friday to reject
the latest offer from the company.
A union official said they objected
to a company proposal to eliminate
cost-of-living increases from the
new contract.

William L. Fox, president of the
bus company, said the company
offered a two year contract,
retroactive to July 1, calling for

wage increases totaling 64 cents
an hour and for improved accident
and health benefits.

"We have made our final offer,"
Fox said. "I haven't anything more
that I can say."
The financially-troubled com-

pany said this summer it would
close Aug. 28 because of money
problems. It remained operating,
however, waiting for pending state
legislation to provide it a total

$600,000 subsidy.

The state would provide $300,000
of the subsidy.

Room-To- Move

Workshop To Start
As part of its continuing outreach program, Room-to-Move is again

offering a series of Bio-energetic workshops led by Gene Silver. Ms.
Silver, who has been trained by Dr. Alexander Lowen and Dr. George
Greenberg of the institute of Bio-energetic Analysis in New York, has
extensive experience as a leader of groups and as an individual therapist.
The groups, which will meet weekly throughout the semester, are limited
to twelve students each.

In them, Ms. Silver hopes to 1 ) help the individual gain more contact
with his or her body, muscular tensions, feelings and, 2 ) help him or her to
gain means of dealing with negative energy and feelings. Emphasis will
also be placed upon the development of positive self-awareness and ac-
ceptance.

Each interested applicant must have a personal interview. These in-
terviews will take place tomorrow from 12:15-2:15 p.m. and Wednesday,
Sept. 26 from 11 a.m. -2: 00 p.m. at the Room-to-Move office. If you are
interested but are unable to apply at those times, call 545-0400 to leave
your name and number.

Seminary '

'Trial Year"
Fellowships Announced

A student fellowship program to finance a "trial year" of theological
seminary has been announced by the Fund for Theological Education

Full-cost fellowships are available to persons who have not already
decided on the Protestant ministry as a career, but who would be in-
terested in attending seminary for a year.
An information meeting and dinner, sponsored by the Fund for

Theological Education, has been scheduled for Thursday, October 11 for
students in the five college area.

Interested students may obtain further infomation, and make reser-
vations for the dinner, by contacting either the Classics Department
Office in Herter Hall, 545-0512, or the United Christian Foundation 319
Hampshire House, 545-2789 or 545-2661. Dinner reservations are due bv
October 1.

3

About 60 fellowships are awarded annually. Grades are only one factor
in awarding fellowships.

Motorcycle Club

1st Meeting - TONITE

All motorcyclists invited

C.C. Rm. 804-808 7 p.m.
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TONIGHT
CAMPUS
CENTER

AUDITORIUM
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) TUESDAY 12=OONOON
CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

PROPHECY
"WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW MAY

HURT YOU!

WEDNESDAY 730 RM.
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

MAXIMUMSX
"LOVE IS STILL POSSIBLE IN A

JUNKY WORLD!
i « .

.
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Jill Johnston

Coming Tomorrow Night
Jill Johnston, Village Voice columnist and author of "Marmalade Me"

and "Lesbian Nation", will speak on lesbianism Tuesday night at 8 in the
Student Union Ballroom.

"Until all women are lesbians," says Jill Johnston, "there will be no
true political revolution. No feminist per se has advanced a solution
outside of accommodation to the man."

Ms. Johnston divides her time between New York City and
Massachusetts. "Marmalade Me" is a collection of her essays while
"Lesbian Nation" is an account of her evolving political consciousness
and growth as a committed activist.

MDC Classifieds Sell

Now
Playing

AMITY ST.

AMHERSTC****
253-5426

dream]

7:00

9: 30

anew land anewhope, anew
Max vonSydow

Liv Ullmann
set sun The Emigrants!

Techncolo** From Warner Bros • TO;

SEPT. 26 — KING OF HEARTS
MONDAY S TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS SI 00

Action

Packed CALVINJ©^
kl\C, ST . NORTHAMPTON

p-

W

,s'"' 007

LIVEAND IETDIE
Eves.: 7: 00 & 9: 15, Sat. Sun. Mat. 2.00

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

Central Counseling Center To Open
The Central Area Counseling Center, located in

Gorman House, is about to open for its second year,
with many programs, workshops, seminars and
individual counseling sessions offered to the residents
of Central Area and the campus in general. Outreach
facilities (services offered by the Center) to area
dormitories will be available in the form of team
building, specialized counseling in the areas of:
career counseling, feminist counseling, Third World
counseling and life planning, communication and
listening skills, organization development and
whatever needs are surveyed as priorities of the
area.

Staffing will be complete in the next two weeks and
opening date is scheduled for October 9th. The Center
supervisor, Ms. Parny Hagerman, is looking for

interested undergraduates and graduate students
with an awareness of counseling skills and a

background in above mentioned areas.

Undergraduates participating in the Center can
negotiate educational credit for the experience.
A Graduate Assistantship and tuition waiver is

being offered to a person who will coordinate
outreach programs to the dormitories in the above
areas and also be the counseling component for the
Freshman Year Global Survival Program. This
program has its students primarily in Central Area
and has many concerns-problems that arise unique to
the program and its students. Anyone interested in
such as assistantship and has skills in these areas,
submit a resume to Central Area offices located in
Hills North (1st floor). All hiring will be done in ac-
cordance with Affirmative Action guidelines. Ap-
plication deadline for this is Thurs., Sept. 27th.
October 9th, Opening Day, Central Area Counseling
Center-bring your concerns and-or just conversation.

For additional information or questions call Parny
at 546-4544. All inquiries are appreciated.

* *AT 1 A.TES
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OF SMITH COLLEGE
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THE CHAPLIN REVUE
a selection of three previously unavailable shorts

The Pilgrim ShoulderArms

A Dogs Life

written, directed and scored by Charles Chaplin
Tonite — Thompson 104

6, 8, 10 p.m.
an rbc films presentation
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-Notices
ADVOCATES COMMITTEE
Mandatory meeting of all Ad

vocates on 9/24, tonite, at 7:30, rm.

911 C.C.

FILM
Charlie Chaplin's 3 finest shorts

from his Mutual Period will screen

tonight, Thompson, 104. 6, 8, 10 pm.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Meeting tonight in Mem.

7:00. Please attend.

Hall at

HILLEL OPEN MEETING
Tonight, 6:30 in Hillel Rm.,

S.U.B. All welcome.
305

ALPHA ZETA
Very important meeting in Rms.

904 8 C.C, Tuesday, at 6:30 p.m. All

members please attend.

ATTENTION
First Business Club meeting on

Mon., Sept. 24, S.B.A. Rm. 5 at 7:00

pm. All interested students invited.

BOLTWOOD-COFFEEHOUSE
The first Belchertown-Coffeehouse

begins tonight. Bus for volunteers

leaves at 6:00 from Whitmore.

Questions Ed 256 6179.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
Meeting tonight Rm. 428 D, SUB.

6.30. Further organization of

Alternate Energy Conference. Open
to all interested people. Come and

help us plan for this semester.

FENCERS!!
Fencing Club meets every Mon.

and Thurs. at Wope, Rm. 8 from 7-9

pm. All students invited.

FIVE COLLEGE TENNIS
TOURNAMENT

Sept. 29 and 30 at Amherst College.

Entries at Boyden Intramural Office,

C.C Info Desk and Wope. Deadline

for entry, Sept. 26. Call Caron 546

9868

GSS MEETING
Meeting tonight at 6: 30 in Chapter

Rm., Mem. Hall. All must attend.

Russians Attempt

Mars Landing
MOSCOW (AP)-The Soviet

Union, in a rare departure from
previous policy, revealed Sunday
that one of its four unmanned
space probes hurtling towards
Mars would attempt a soft landing

on the planet.

The disclosure came in a Pravda
interview with Roald Sagdeyev, 41,

the new chief of the Soviet space
research institute. The interview

marked the first time that

Sagdeyev, a nuclear physicist, had
been identified as the new head of

the agency.
The institute is the only Russian

scientific organization devoted to

space that is pubicly discussed in

the press. Other organs and groups
in the Russian space program are

hidden from the public eye.

The national Academy of

Sciences announced last month
that Sagdeyev's predecessor,
Georgi Petrov, had taken volun-

tary retirement. He was 61.

In the past the Russians have not

announced specific space mission

goals in advance so that failures,

should they occur, do not have to be
explained.

It was believed the authorities

had decided to break with the past

in an effort to demonstrate Soviet

willingness to cooperate with the

United States in view of the

planned joint Soviet-American
space flight planned for 1975.

Pravda's interview, a common
device used here to announce top

level appointments, even admitted
the probes launched last July and
August had developed some
problems en route to Mars.
"One should not think that the

path to Mars is absolutely
smooth." Sagdeyev said

Noting "cases of deviation in the

vehicles' systems." Sagdeyev said.

"For example, now the ground
scientists are taking measures to

correct the telemetnc system in

one of th probes.'

The space vehicles Mars 4 and
Mars 5. launched four days apart

in July, were due to reach the

planet next February Mars 6 and

Mars 7. launched Aug. 5 and Aug. 9

are expected to arrive in March.

The aim of the space experiment

is to "comprehensively explore

Mars from the flight path, from the

orbit of an artificial satellite of

Mars and directly on the planet."

Sagdeyev said.

The United States has not

planned a soft landing on Mars

until 1975-6 when two Viking

spacecraft will attempt to deter

mine if Mars can support life.

INNKEEPERS
Mondy for Lake Placid bus must be

left with Nancy in HRTA office, 205

Chenoweth by Weds. 9/26/73.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK-
DANCING
Folkdancing is free at UMass.

Teaching from 7:30 in C.C. 113.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
Something "Trivial" about lota

Gamma Upsilon- Find out tonight, 7

pm at 406 N. Pleasant. For rides 545

0082.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
There's a rush party at K.K.G. on

32 Nutting Ave. Monday at 7 and 8.

Call 5-0320 for rides. Our good times
are anytime!

MASSAGE WORKSHOP
Participational, starts Tues. 25th

project 10 Apt. Moore. 8: 30 p.m. Info

call Demian 253-5171.

MATH MAJORS
New math information leaflets are

available from your advisor. Find out
who your advisor is from Mrs.
Warner in Rm. 218, Arnold House.

NAIADS ATTENTION
Naiads- first practice, Tues. Sept.

25 in Wope Pool at 4:00!! If you
missed the workshop, come Tues.
For new and old members.

NOMINATIONS DUE
Nominations are due for Southwest

Assembly today by 3 pm in JQA
Lobby, Mrs. Schnarr's Office.

OHAG CONVENES
Tonight at 8:30 in Dickinson Main

Lounge. All welcome to attend.

OUTING CLUB
Meeting open to all tonight 6:30

Rm. 101 C.C. Discussion of upcoming
trips and pre EMS sale equipment
seminar. Memberships sold.

Climbing workshop with Casey
Stengle, Wed. 7:30 Rm. 163 C.C.

PROGRAM COUNCIL SOCIAL
COMMITTEE
Tonight's meeting in C.C. Rm. 162

at 7:30. All students interested in

producing music concerts on campus
are welcome.

SEX ROLES COURSE
School of Ed. course, 300 mods,

Tues. 12 12:30. Godell 609. For in-

formation call Parny 6-4544, Bob and
Barbara 5 2062.

SIGMA KAPPA
Chopping Block of Amherst tonight

at 7. Visit us at 19 Allen St. Call 256-

6887 for rides or info.

STAR TREK CONVENTION
Call 546-8981 for information on

attending the convention in Detroit

on Oct. 5-8. Ask for John Moroney.

UNIVERSITY WOMEN
7:00 tonight -folk party at Sigma

Delta Tau 409 N. Pleasant St. Come
and meet us and listen to some good

folksingers at the same time. Call

545 0527 for rides.

LOST
Beige woman's jacket in Machmer

W 37, Weds, night. Reward. 546-6612.

LOST
Black puppy, Thurs. afternoon,

between Whitmore and Bartlett. He
is 2-4 mos., short-haired and has a

collar. We want him back very badly.

2533563.

LOST
Spiral faced watch in or around

Hicks-high personal value. Call Jane

Herzenberger at 256-8323. Reward! !

LOST
Green Raleigh Gran Prix. Large

frame with Pletcher carrier, large

vinyl seat and numbers on handle

bars. Reward for recovery of bicycle.

(54)6-6749, Field 227.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDTCYOMAM

AKIES < March 21 April 19) : Emphasis is

.Hi completion, getting to heart of matters,

facing basic tasks, issues Health and
employment are spotlighted Nothing now
is halfway It is all or nothing and Libra

persons are in picture Be frank, direct.

TAURUS ( April 20-May 20) Deal with

young persons Be willing to change with

the times. Look ahead, not backward.

Kresh opportunity for happiness is up-

coming. Have enough self-esteem to take

advantage of second chance Leo. Aquarius

may be involved

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Home,
parental authority-lhese areas are likely to

be featured You cannot skip responsibility.

Kmish what you start-be frank, forthright.

The i ruth now can set you free-in literal

sense Message will become increasingly

clear

CANCER ( June 21-July 22 ) : You may be

on the move, concerned with short trips,

calls, messages -and relatives Be versatile

and maintain sense of humor You will be

active but don't spread efforts too thin

Sagittarius. Gemini Persons could figure

prominently.

LEO ( July 23-Aug 22) : Protect your own
interests Promises from others will not, in

ihemselves. suffice Check fine print-read

between the lines Be thorough and you will

save yourself time, money Collect and pay

Settle accounts Clean money slate.

VIRGO t Aug. 23-Scpt. 22) : Lunar cycle

is such that you can successfully initiate

project Highlight original approach Stress

independence of thought, action. Leo can

aid Perceive trends. Act on "inner

feelings " Shake off lethargy

LIBRA i Sept 23-Oct22) : You may come
fac-to-face with what has been a dilemma.

Key now is to realize that what you fear is

nebulous You are dealing with "paper
tiger." a shadow Family member can be

ally Know it and make peace at home

SCORPIO i Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Some of

your desires are reviewed-and some will be

fulfilled Pisces. Virgo individuals could

play important roles. Be selec tive.

Romance is in picture Emotions" tend to

dominate. Avoid self-deception. Look
behind the scenes
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21) : This

could be a power day. You get things ac
complished. You also receive benefits from
past efforts. Professional associates pay
compliments Prestige rises. You should co-

operate in civic project. Special recognition

comes your way.
CAPRICORN i Dec 22-Jan 19) : Plan for

future project. Be in contact with those who
have ability to promote and publicize. Give
more thought to distribution Long-distance
message could prove of importance. Don't
neglect messages, requests or reservations.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) : Insist on
accounting. Review financial statement.

One who handles money for you may have
ideas opposi te your own. Know it and attend
to partnership or joint projects Leo plays

key role Be creative. Imprint your style.

PISCES ( Feb 19-March 20) : Accent on
partnership, marriage Improve image
Give attention to advertising, public
relations Gather information for future

use Let others show their hands. Play
wailing game Regard opposition as
healthy challenge.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
appreciate the arts and good food, more so
than does the average individual. In Oc-
tober, you could put finishing touches on
important project. You attract to you many
born under Taurus and Libra You are
basically fair, diplomatic and have com-
pelling voice Check tendency toward
"sweet tooth." You will fight for justice.

You are concerned with law and fair play
Copyright 1973. Gen Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Pronoun
4 Symbol for

tellurium

6 Trite

11 Punctuation
mark

13 Beast

15 Conjunction

16 Lance
18 Metal tube

19 Afternoon party

21 Mohammedan
chieftain

22 Alternating

current (abbr.)

23 Invented

26 Shade tree

29 Partner

31 Winter vehicle

33 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

34 Man's
nickname

35 Cyprinoid

fish (pi.)

38 Ocean
39 A continent

(abbr.)

40 Exists

41 Memorandum
43 Majority

45 Speck
47 Welcomed
50 Babylonian

deity

52 Otherwise

53 Simian

56 District in

Germany

58 Showy flower

60 Printer's

measure

61 Shrill cry

63 Egg dish

65 Worms
66 Postscript

(abbr.)

67 Beverage

DOWN

1 Blemish

2 At this place

3 Teutonic deity

4 Pith helmet

5 Dropsy
6 Containers

7 Indefinite

article

8 East Indian

palm
9 Priest's

vestment
10 Once around

track

12 Exists

14 French article

17 River islands

20 Perform
24 Check
25 River in

Scotland

27 Defeat

28 Flesh

29 Servant

30 In addition

32 Title of respect

36 Canine

T.
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37 Brooks
42 Lampreys
44 Room in harem

46 Rips

48 Bar legally

49 Abounds

51 War god

54 Skin of fruit

55 Heraldry:

grafted

56 Steamship
(abbr.)

57 High card

59 Note of scale

62 Diphthong

64 Note of scale
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The NFL; Chapter Two...
Chiefs 10-7 Raiders 12-7 Cardinals 34-27

17

KvDAVKO'liARA
Associated Press Sports Writer
FOXBOKO. Mass. ( AP)-01d pros

Len Dawson and Otis Taylor
combined for a couple of long
passes, setting up a second period
touchdown and field goal, and the
Kansas City Chiefs held on against
the error-plagued New England
Patriots Sunday for a 10-7 National
Football League victory.

Dawson, a 17-year veteran,
connected with Taylor on a 41-yard
pass in paving the way for a short
touchdown plunge by Willie Ellison
on the first play of the second
quarter.

Then, with the Chiefs with their
backs to the goal after recovering a
New England fumble at the four,
Dawson hit Taylor with a 46-yard
gainer. When the drive stalled,
Jan Stenerud booted a 33-yard field

goal.

The Patriots, suffering their
second consecutive defeat , averted
a shutout when Jim Plunkett hit

former Stanford teammate Randy
Vataha with a 50-yard pass.

BERKELEY, Calif. <AP)-
George Blanda, playing his 300th
regular season professional
football game, kicked four field
goals for Oakland Sunday and the
Raiders beat Miami 12-7 to stop the
champions Dolphins, whose streak
matched a National Football
League record, were shut out until
1 :07 remained in the game and Bob
Gnese threw a 27-yard touchdown
pass to tight end Jim Mandich.

ST. LOUIS (AP)-Donny
Anderson scored three touchdowns
and Don Shy sprinted 97 yards with
a kickoff return as the St. Louis
Cardinals upset the Washington
Redskins 34-27 in the National
Football League Sunday.
The Cardinals, advancing their

record to 2-0, burst from a 10-7

deficit early in the second half
behind the passing of Jim Hart and
Shy's return.

Jets 34-10
BALTIMORE (AP)-The New

York Jets, playing most of the way
without injured Joe Namath.
scored 31 points following six
second-half interceptions and
trounced Baltimore 34-10 in a
National Football League game
Sunday.

Football Scoreboard
INFL)

Kansas City lo. New England 7
NY (iiants 23. Philadelphia 23 I tie*

Oakland 12. Miami 7

Lai Angeles 31, Atlanta u

Minnesota 22. Chicago 13

Si Louis 34. Washington 27
Pittsburgh 33. Cleveland 6
Cincinnati 24, Houston 10

(ireen Bay 13. Detroit 13 I lie)

NY Jets 34. Naliimore 10

San Francisco 36. Denver 34
San Diego 34. Buffalo 7

College

Massachusetts 20. Maine
Michigan Slate 14 Syracuse 8

I'enn Slate 39. Navy
Rhode Island 35. Northeastern 7

Baylor 20. Pittsburgh 14

Hucknell 24, Boston Univ 6

Coast Guard 30. Rensselaer
Colgate 55. Lafayette 21

Connecticut 26. Vermont 14

Delaware 60. Gettysburg Col 18

Holy Cross 31. New Hampshire

SPECIAL BREAKFAST
Fresh frozen Orange

or

Gapefruit juice

Two eggs ; Home fries

Toast with jelly

Coffee

99
— Sandwiches

— Ice Cream

1KX N. Pleasant St. 253-2291

Open «::><> a.m.-10: 30 p.m.

COPY IT
COPY IT
COPY IT

on the Royal Bond Copier
perfect reproduction of

— PHOTOGRAPHS
— DOCUMENTS
— TRANSPARENCIES

at

Hampshire Business

Machines
5 Pray St., Amherst

549-6177

549-4439

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

Stereo buffs: II you want stereo
equipment matched for you and sold at

whi'esale prices, tall Dick 253-27X6 after I
- All Brands'

KM/31

HSIt mmi turntable, powermatic base,
anti-skate control. cueing lever. Shure or
UK Carl. $55 or best offer. Call S-9 p.m.
tMII, Paul.

U9/24

U.. i.i I,..! top quality with liner and
frame — Junto she. Tel. eve. (BIT) 249-

mrf,

lf9/25

Ron it- a Vutoreflex T 35mm SLR
< amera. Kully auto apeture-case. lias
slm. hi.'Kl. strap, gd. cond. $150 firm. Call
MMHB aft B.

U9/2S

I9H9 Voko. MM, AM /KM. a.c. radials.
roof rack. 50.MM) miles, $1450. Vermont,WNMH

tf9/26

A 12" Panasonic T.V.. red frame. 1 yr.

old. f on on. Also Htrack car stereo. Pioneer
spkr and ten tapes. $40.00. (all 253-5307

anytime between 4-7.

tf9/26

Sharp stereo AM /KM multiplex tuner
radio, needs work but exc. spkrs. and
turntable. Iwi or best & first offer, (all 253-

5307. 4-7 eyeryday

.

(19/26

Charlemoni. Mass. — home of five
Wcimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-
(.. cheerful companions for hiking. e(c. or
quiet enjoyment. I-4I3-339-66KX.

(f 10/19

FOR SALE

1972 Toyota Corolla 1600 under I limn
miles, excellent condition. Asking IIK50.
( all llnlvoke 533-6240. ask for Carl.

tf9/2X

AUTO FOR SALE

IMI Oldsmobile. excellent i unning
condition, factory air condition. Radio.
7.VWMI miles. askinK $500 (all 519-0418.

tfl/tt

PERSONAL

Happy Birthday Shoulders from Ross,

Sieve, and Mike < hippie)

\ivitai JKnini fXJj \\ \ | ,.„n Mike. 665-
I92B.

tf9/2B

(hey Wagon, snows :i«o. Porsche cony
Seeds lop & interior. Alpha Romero, ex.
mech. cond. Itesl offer, school bus camper.
32:1-7327.

If9/26

Wanted — one cushion for a motorcycle
sissvbar & luggage rack for Honda .150 CL

.

( mil hi (iary. 44)1 Johnson. dorm phones 5-

0721, 072.-).

H9/24

Driving your van to Huston" Make tf by
taking my rocking chair & bike along, (ail
lanel colled at (617) 72:1-2209.

tf9/25

Kxperientetl Manager for Campus
Cinemas. Dudley .Call between 7 & 10 p.m.
l-7:i2-7i:.M.

tfltl/2

We need competent people — damma
Sigma Sigma Vat 'I Service Sorority. Mon.,
Sept. 21; Wed.. Sent 26. Colonial Lounge.
Student I nion 7: :U>.

tf9/26

Zeiss Ikon Ikoflex. I. K-7.ini m. best offer
UMMI,

tf9/25

1972 Navy (iT6 Triumph, okay con-
dition, must sell. Contact Susan 5*4-0447 or
im-sbs.

H9/25

Kolk duitais — (.ibsnn Hlueridge, :iyrs.
old $275 w case. Rare Martin 5-IK, 23 yrs.
old l/l siic. $:I7.V (all Jim I-527-542K
Kasthampton.

tf9/2H

ludo (.1 I. . 665:1490 eves.

tf9/24

Kirst S50 takes it. 6:1 Mercury wagon.
Runs current sticker, good snows on back
(all Dave at 256-H095. 61 Krittanv Manor
after 6.

119/25

Mens 10 Speed wh ( hiorda excellent
working cond. $75. (all Karen 5H4-K4S37.

tf9/25

)t track. KM. car stereo. 2 speaker,,
cartridge box. anti-theft device, good buy.
Steve. 20* ( rabtree. leave message.

tf9/24

Beautiful all dark fur Raccoon coat, site

IB. perfect condition. Must be seen to be
appreciated. Tel. 5.13-9151. Hohoke Mass.

tf9/24

i960 Kultaco Metralla MKIL 250 cc,

under 450U miles, good cond. Asking $300

incl. some spare parts & tools. Call 665-M after 5:30.

tf9/26

19" K & W portable TV very good
(mid 5 yrs. old. a steal. Call Steve. 20*

(rabtree. 5-2302 or 303. Iea\e a message if

I'm not there.

tf9/24

Refrigerators by Delmonico. compact 5

in ft., new. still in carton. 5 year

guarantee. Only a few left for free

delivery . 1MB.
tf9/2«

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 ( hevelle Malibu 307. fine cond..

tires excellent, new brakes and muffler,

power steering and brakes. Asking $1700.

256-0464.

tf9/24

1963 Comet, good condition, great deal at

$150. (all Debbie. Rm. 215. at 5-2642.

tf9/25

1961 Chevrolet Apache 1/2 ton pick-up

truck, good running condition, passes
inspection. Asking $150. 5H4-7697 evenings.

H9/25

ENTERTAINMENT

Wanted — drummer - keyboard
guitarist for rock band, must have
equipment and some vocal. Call Kim. 527-

5537 or Rich. 5K4-3S27.

tf$VM

Kelly laughs with Putney Swope. Sept. 29

at 7. 9 &H in Mahar.
mva

RIDE WANTED

Sound *ale — \hration: Baker
stereo is hack, (.i and opening specials
Mon -Kri.. Sept. 24-29. K\-I4 speaks.
I" woof. 2-wa\ .air-*u'->. walnut case.
Itt« $1211 per speak Now $1211 per
P MR: MsnMratk stereo tapes $2 50.

iimi° guarantee. Most maior brand
Ntereo equip, discounted Before you
buy — ( heck my price' 246 Baker 546-

'»)*.-. Barry

tl'9/27

Mustang convertible. 1972, 15.000 miles.
A real bargain, must sell, (all 584-5097.

tf9/30

1967 BMW 1600. sun roof, new tires plus

snows, good cond . $H5tl. (all Sandy. 6-4306

after mixi p.m
tfS/25

1971 Datsun 1MB, AM/KM radio, under
coating, snow tires, around $3,000.
negotiable. Phone 5H6- 1 552 evenings.

tf9/25

67Plym. Barracuda, auto, high mileage
hut good running condition. Inspection

Sticker $3511. Call 253-3235 after I p.m.

tf9/27

65 \ U Bus rebuilt engine w ,'iimm n miles,

new battery .runs very well. $500. (all 253-

Uillor 5H6-2956 after 4:00. ask for Maggie
tf9/26

B2 VW Camper, fine condition, must go
this week Would like $300 but will take

whatever I can get. Write K. Markarian.
I'd Box :I2N. Iladley. MA.

H9/21

Psych & Soc. majors to aid in research

at BSS, get pav and great chance for a

unique paper, proj. 323-6311. ext. 201.

119/25

196.) Kairlane Std.. 6 cvl. $200. 665:1451.

after B p.m.
tf9/26

I'll share gas and tolls to Amherst, Tues.
and/or Thurs. mornings. Back to Boston
same afternoons. Call 542-5X67. leave
message.

tf9/26

Stranded on Rte. 9 Relchtn at BP Station
need ride to campus at X: 30, return ride at
I p.m. (all Nan 323-7267. share gas ex-
pense.

tf9/24

(•av commune has farm, now peopling,

living and loving together. P.O. Box 723.

\mhersl. Ma.
tf.0/9

To Spfld. on most Kridays.

expense, (all 546-6X76.

will share

tf9/25

Ki-spd. bike for only 25c at Rec. Soc. bike
raffle, located in CC 2nd level. Tickets 25c

or 5/$ 1. Drawing Sept. 27. Donated 4>v Bike
Bk.

tf9/26

Beer, wine, papers, groceries, inc.

Mexican food. Montague Mini-Mart.
Montague Center. Open 8-11 every day for

your convenience.

tf 10/3

Thank you. thank you. thank you to the

guy from Northampton last Kriday who
returned my Wallet. VP.

tf»/24

Discreel black and white photo
processing. Professional film & print

developing. Will he kept confidential. 665-

1290 evenings.

tf9/24

Jan. I said I was sorry. Let's talk. Okay?
MB

tf9/25

Dirty Monique — llapply B-Day two
days late, (leneieve, Marie de Parislet

Dianne Soleil.

tf9/24

Mien — Just to show you someone cares,

1 hope vou feel better. Me.
tf9/24

Janet. I am sorry that I missed lunch on
I 20 73

:

tf9/24

Homosexual thoughts & feelings

bothering you. or want info! — Local

Counselor willing to talk. Call 586-2XH

after 6:30 ask for Paul.

tf9/2S

Married Couples or single women
are needed lo do live-in babysitting
jobs. ( ouples with no children or one.
You can make $ inn per week. Husband
can have fulUime job and/or classes.
Person needs transportation. Tel.
Home & Sitter Service, Inc. anytime.
736-XI59.

tf9/24

$50 an hr. —need female for stag party.
I or info call 549-0937, John.

tf9/24

FOR RENT

Horses boarded. 10 min. lo campus, box
stalls, pasture, field, jumping, excellent
trails. 25:1-7373.

tf9/27

ROOMMATE WANTED

Kemale wanted to share large apt in

Montague Partially furnished, wall to wall

rugs Own room Quiet surroundings Call
.367-2845

I rm.ili- roommate to share room in two
bedroom apt. $67.50 per mo. Area Dia
apt. (all 323-4X56 after 3. Keep trying.

tf9/26

Roommate Colonial Village. $87.50
romplete (all Dave after 5:30. 256-0551.

tf9/2X

SERVICES

Pick-up truck for hire. Kurniture and
appliances moved, odd jobs — painting,

etc. (heap rates, (all Mitch. 665-3405.

tf9/25

Pastel portraits I paint from Polaroid
portraits. I take, (all 56X1075 for samples,
ail ages from newborns to grandparents.
Low rate.

H9/26

ROOMS WANTED

Kemale senior needs to find room or
small apt. preferably furnished, quiet
surroundings, (all I -61 7-544-41743 after 5
p.m.

tft/28

Purrton Village Apts. — available im.
mediately: I. 2& 3 bedroom apts. Call 549-
iil 15 between 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

tf»/25

Rooms —Only a few left. Arrangements
by day. week, month, semester. See at 401

N. Pleasant St. Ask for Duncan.
mm

Oarage space, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. D. H. Jones 549-3700.

U* 10/18

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1966 Triumph Daytona 500cc. rebuilt

completely, excellent condition, must tell

in vicinity. $500. Contact Bob at 665-4365 or

come to 112 Mt. Sugarloaf. mm

1971 Honda CB450. excellent condition,

disc brake, (all after 6, Sunderland 665

3553.

mm

1972 Yamaha 100 cc. Street model. Twin
cyl.. I9O0 miles, excel, cond. $375 or best
offer. 256-6264 after 4 or 283-3978 anytime.

tf9/25

For sale 1971 CLOT Honda. New rear
tire, runs like new Alwavs well eared for

Asking $575. Call aft. 9:00. 665-4544

tf9/26
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Practice Sessions Are Tough, But Rewarding
By StOTT HAYES

The Umass Cross Country team,
Yankee Conference champions for

the past three years, has become
accustomed to winning as a result

of hard work in practice sessions.

Coach Ken 0' Brien said that he
tries to vary the workouts. The
teams runs from seventy to eighty-
five miles during an average week.
Some weeks the mileage goes over
a hundred miles and sometimes
dips to thirty or forty miles,
depending on how much rest the
runners have had.
The UMass mentor stated that

most runners are in good shape
and those who want to compete the
hardest in a race make the dif-

ference between an excellent and
average runner.

Many of the varsity runners
played different sports at one time
in high school or went out for cross
country because they were too
small to play football. This year's
co-captain. Randy Thomas, played
three sports in high school. He
went out for cross country to get in

shape for basketball and realized
that he was better in cross country
than any other sport. By his senior
year. Handy decided to devote
everything to running. Thomas

said that some of the motivation in

running comes from "trying to

improve your times and seeing
how far you can push your body,
finding out how much it can give."
The record holder of the UMass
Cross Country Course, Thomas
believes that "running is 90 per
cent mental because you're only as
good as you think you are."
When Bill Gillin, co-captain

along with Thomas, was asked
what keeps him motivated, he
replied: "I suppose it would be the
success you get from the sport,

that you realize that in order to be
any kind of a good college runner
and help your team, you have to go
out and do the workouts."

Gillin also feels that mental
attitude plays a big role in running.
"I would say that you could do a lot

of physical hard work and training,

but if you don't have any kind of

mental attitude and want to do
good and want to compete hard,
that you won't have any success in

running as far as yourself or
helping the team. I think mental
attitude is about 75 per cent of your
running and you have to have the
right frame of mind to run."
Enjoyment also plays a part in

running, as Gillin explains: "If I

< I'holo hv JW Martins >
, |.hoto bv Joe Mart in»>

Bill Gillin ( 1. ) and Randy Thomas are the UMass Cross Country team's co-captains

Women 'sTennisTeam
Opens Wed. vs.Smith

By MDC STAFF
The UMass Women's Tennis

team will start its season this

Wednesday by coming up against a
usually strong Smith College team,
at the Boyden courts at 4:00 P.M
Coach Sally Ogilvie is looking

forward to a good year, expecting
fifteen players to start the year,
ten returning from last year and
five promising newcomers. From
these fifteen it is hoped that two
singles players and one doubles
team will go to the New England
Tournament at Yale University in

mid-October
Although a line-up has not been

set as yet for the first matches on
the schedule, six singles matches
and three doubles matches will be

played with each school.
The women will meet with seven

schools this fall as opposed to last

year's five teams, Williams
College and Central Conn. State
being added this year. Although
Ms. Ogilvie was not doing any
predicting andMher.* are several
steady and strong tennis players on
the team, the results of daily
practices remain to be seen.
Returning from last year's team

are. Karen Wesley, Caron
Tsapatsaris, Muffy Trafton,
Ronnie Sanders, Beth Perkins,
Carol Mottau, Ann Foley, Gaylen
Goode, and Diane Green. Three of
the newcomers will be Donna
Braca, Donna Siscavage, and
Donna Volpe.

^

To state it

simply—

we do it

233 n pleasnat st. amherst
in the carriage shops
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Hadley, Mass.
Next to Post Office

With this coupon

SAVE 25 e
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OFFER EXPIRES ONE WEEK FROMTODAY
Sun. -Their. 11 a.m. to 12 mid. — Fri. a Sat. 1 1 a.m. to 2a.m.

didn't enjoy running I wouldn't
run. I don't run just for the glory of
it because there isn't enough glory
in running. There's a personal
satisfaction in running, but there's
no outside satisfaction from fans or
people coming to watch the meets.
It's just your teammates and
yourself."

Sophomore Tom Maguire,
coming off a sensational freshmen
year, declared that motivation is

caused by a desire for self-

improvement. He added, "If you
go out there and run the miles day
in and day out. you will improve
your race times. It's a lot of self-

satisfaction, just like playing
football or anything else, just being

able to do sometting you're good
at."

Senior Paul Segersten, a
physical education major, became
interested in running through some
of his friends. Segersten, who
enjoys any kind of activity, feels
that concentration on running is

important. Paul has his own
concept about running "to have
fun". Being able to compete and
still have fun is part of what cross
country is all about.

Another senior, Doug O'Connell,
has been running since grammar
school. He stated that the key to
running is the right attitude. "You
can't run well without the right
attitude." O'Connell explained that

running is enjoyment and
"knowing that you can put your
body through strain and become
stronger for it".

Chris Chambers, a recreation
major from Newington, Con-
necticut, started running to keep in

shape for baseball. He was a pit-

cher and did some running, and
when a coach saw the ability Chris
had, he suggested cross country.
The team goal this year is to win

the New England championships
and to finish in the top five in the
IC4A's. With all the hard work that
goes into a season and the desire
that exists, the team should
achieve their goal.

I-M's Finally Levelling Off
Bv BOB KAGAN

Unless you've been wandering aimlessly lost
around and about the new library for the past week
(and that's entirely possible to do) you are probably
well aware that the UMass intramural program is well
well under way.

In recent years, just as the student population of
this campus has grown disproportionately, so too has
the intramural program undergone rapid and ex-
tensive expansion. It appears now however, to be in a
levelling off stage, according to Peter Graham of the
intramual office.

"We have a few less teams participating in both
men's and women's football this year," said Mr.
Graham, "but in turn, we received an excellent
response for the track meet to be held this week.
Roughly speaking, our program involves sixty-six
percent of the student population. Naturally we would
like one-hundred percent participation, but we're
very pleased with the way things are going."
Touch football, both men's and women's (it is no

longer called powder puff football), is by comparison
the most popular of the fall intramural sports. The
reasons are obvious. Football is a relatively exciting
team sport, and this brand has the ability to unify
dorm residents.

There are however, other intramural activities
which appeal to a smaller segment of the students,
largely because they stress more individual talent,
but which are nevertheless just as important to those
people as football is to others.
Both tennis and badminton competition begin this

week. Cross-country running will take place in Oc-
tober.

Lastly, the first intramural Track Meet will be held
on both Monday, September 24 (men's quarterfinals)
and Wednesday, September 26 (mens and women's
finals). The participants are alreadv fixed but spec-
tators are very welcome. The meet will occur at
Derby Track (located just beyond Lorden Baseball
Field). Competition will begin at three-thirty on the
designated days.

Intramural Track And Field Meet
IMVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
INTRAMURAL TRACK MEET W3-74

ORDER OF EVENTS AND INSTRUCTIONS
M( >\DAY. SEPTEMBER 24. 1973. 3: 300 PM. DERBY TRACK

Qualifying Events For Finals
ORDER OF EVENTS:

' Mens 120 Low Hurdles
Men's 100 yard Dash
Mens 220 Yard Dash
Men s 440 Yard Relay

g
Mens 440 Yard Run

Men s Shot Put
'

H
Men's Discus

Men's Long Jump

WEDNES1 >AY. SEPTEMBER 26. 1973. 3 30PM. DERBY TRACK^
Final Events

' Women's 120 Low Hurdles
* Mens 120 Low Hurdles

Women's 100 Yard Dash
M.n's loo Yard Dash

' Women's 220 Yard Dash
Men's 22() Yard Dash

7

I

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Women's 440 Yard Run
Men's 440 Yard Run
Women's l Mile Run
Men's i Mile Run

Women's & Mens 2 Mile Run
Women's 440 Yard Relay

Men's 440 Yard Relay
Women's Shot Put
Women's Softball

Women's L ong Jump
Women's High Jump

Men's Shot Put
Men's Discus

Men's High Jump
Men's Long Jump

21
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Lesbian Nation — a feminist solution
i

»

Tuesday, Sept. 25
S.U.B. 8:00 p.m.

'
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Karen Wesley, UMass women's tennis veteran, will lead her mates
into battle versus Smith College Wednesday afternoon at 4: 00 on the
Bovden courts.
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Everything You 've Always
Wanted ToKnowAbout The
UMass Field Hockey Team
But NeverBothered ToAsk

By BETH O'BRIEN
To the majority of students on campus, the words "Womens' field

hockey" probably conjure up visions of women wildly wielding clubs in

uncontrollable frenzy: a potentially fatal, so-called sport; a parody of
those graceful men on ice. For the most part, this is just not true.

Field hockey like any other sport, can get rough. It is a game ruled,
governed and played by women; a truly "feminine" sport. Field hockey
at UMass means long hours of practice, control, a high level of skill, and a
great game to enjoy.

For the considerable number of people who know nothing about the
game, field hockey is almost identical to soccer, and vaguely similar to
ice hockey. It features some of the same strategies popular in both
hockey and soccer, as well as those unique to it alone.

Field hockey players line up on the field as in soccer, but use sticks
instead of bodies to manipulate the considerably smaller and harder ball
into the net. Players may use only one side of the stick, and must keep it

below shoulder level at all times. Screening out or blocking the ball with
the body, as well as touching the ball are illegal. The game is divided into
two twenty minute halves, with virtually no other stops in play. The team
plays under the Northeast College Field Hockey Association with area
teams. A post-seasonal tournament is held from which members of the
New England team are chosen.
On Thursday, Sept. 27th, the field hockey team, coached by Jane Farr,

will open their fall season against Keene State on their own fields behind
the North Physical Education building at 4:00 pm.
After last season's fine 8-3-1 showing, Coach Farr, now in her 5th season

with the team, is optomistic about their chances this year, projecting a 6-2

record. As in previous years, the teams to beat will be Springfield,
Southern Conn, and Bridgewater.
When asked how this year's team compares to last year's squad, coach

Farr said, "We have a higher skill level and overall better players now. I

have girls that are ready to play varsity that I just don't have toom for.

This means our J.V. will also be strong."

Coach Farr feels the main weakness of the team will lie in the inex-

perience of defense, while its strength is up front on the forward line.

Looking at this year's roster, it is easy to see why.
Senior Wendy Alpaugh leads the offense and provides the scoring punch

at left inner for the second year in a row. She is probably UMass's best

player, and has twice been chosen for the All-New England team while
leading her team in scoring for the past two years. Next to Wendy, at left

wing will be sophmore Linda Lambdin, the J.V.'s high scorer last year.

The line will be centered by sophmore Kathy O' Neil, and next to her,

Elaine Senosky at right inner, both scoring whizzies from last year's J.V.

squad. Joanne Smith rounds out the forward line with the ability to play

almost any position.

Senior Nancy Barr. who Coach Farr calls her "hardest working
player", anchors the defense for the third year in the nets. Veterans of

three years, Kathe Germann will play at right half back, and junior Lori

Nazar will be backing her up in the fullback spot. Karen Johnson and
Kate Stanne are good defensive prospects for the left side.

In respect to the upcoming opponents. Coach Farr feels "if we beat

them last year we can beat them again. They are very aggressive, but not

highly skilled."

Discover another exciting sport that UMass has to offer. Come on down
tor up i to the North Physical Education Building fields (I can't say

WOPE anymore i on thursday afternoon and see two fine teams tangle. It

will be a different experience.
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Strength Is In Numbers As
Booters Kick Off Season

By STEVE DcCOOTA
The soccer boom is upon us.

Starting with one of the largest
turnouts in UMass soccer history,
new head coach Al Rufe has been
laced with the difficult and often
unpleasant task of paring the
squad from its original 134 to a
more workable number.
Rufe commented on the

situation, saying "the competition
has been keen. In many cases it's a
day-to-day affair."

One position that is set is

goaltender. Carl VercoUone, last

year's starter who gave up slightly

over one goal per game, is

returning. Carl is coming off a

shoulder injury, a separation
which he suffered this summer,
but, according to Rule, "has
started to come around and is

rapidly approaching last year's
form."
Backing up VercoUone will be

another veteran. Paul Pelloqum.
who. according to the coach.
'should see quite a bit of action."
Co-captain Curt Syer will

spearhead the Minuteman defense
at fullback. Other starters at that

position should include Gary
McKenna, Bob Merrill, and Dan
Ouellette. who is the younger
brother of last year's MVP and
present JV coach Dave Ouellette.
Back-up strenth should come in the

form of Dean Longu, who will be
shifting to defense after spending
last season at attack.

Halfback is an important
position to any soccer team. It is

the midfielders who handle the
transitions from defense to offense
and spearhead the attack. The
Minutemen have an abundance of

good halfbacks, headed by co-
captain Mark Tyma. Other star-

ters should be returnees Jim
Vollinger and Mike Nugent but
they could be h'rd-pressed by Bill

MacDonald.
The keenest competition for a

strating berth is at attack. Seven or
eight different players are vying in

what Rufe calls a "day-to-day
thing" for the three starting
positions.

One of the starting slots will
almost surely go to last year's
leading scorer, Tom Coburn. Now
a junior. Coburn tallied 11 goals
last season to lead the Minutemen
The other two spots are up for

grabs, with as many as seven
players seeking the nod. Names to

watch for are Ken Banda. Charlie
Paiano, and Brian McKenney.
Rufe plans to stay with the basic

UMass 3-3-4 attack (3 front liners, 3

halfbacks, 4 fullbacks) although he
may occasionally switch to a 4-2-4,

depending on the opponent or game
situation.

The Minutemen have looked
good in recent scrimmages,
defeating Amherst 4-0 and AIC 7-1.

Although the games will not count
in the official standings Rufe was
pleased by his teams' per-
formances, saying '"it showed how
good we could look in a game
situation.

Soccer is one sport in which

Tom Coburn led last year's
Minuteman soccer team in
scoring by tallying 11 goals
and I assist.

7 Carl VercoUone, out-

standing goalie, will be
counted on to tighten up the

I Mass defense.

Gentlemen,

start

our
engines.

Test drive our 1973 Porsches,

JONES
PORSCHE AUDI INC.

721 WORTHINGTON STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01101

TELEPHONE 413-781-1820

UMass is not the defending Yankee
Conference champion. URI took
conference honors as the
Minutemen finished fifth. Rufe
cited a conference championship
as his "immediate goal". More
than that, the team would like to be
recognized throughout the region
and gain a spot in the New England
playoffs.

Rufe thinks his team has the
horses to realize both these goals.
He says he has "a good club with a
lot of depth," but he is also wary of
his YanCon foes. As Rufe com-
mented, "You know," as the old
cliche goes, "any team can beat
any other team on a given day."
That may be stretching things a
little, but there's no sense taking
chances.

Notices
BOYDEN POOLS-As of

September 24, hours for faculty
and stall swimming in Boyden
Pool wil be changed. Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday hours
have been changed from 12:20-

1 :35 p.m. to 12:10-1:10 and the
hours on Tuesday and Thur-
sday have been switched from
12:15-1:00 to 12:05-1:00.

SOCCER- All Candidates
who have not received a

physical please stop at coach
Rule's office (room 212
Boyden) to sign up for a
physical exam appointment
Physicals will l>e given only on
the day of Monday, September
24
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UMass Stops Polar Bears Cold

TIM BERRA ( 42) REACHES IN VAIN — Berra just

misses collecting Fred Kelliher pass late in the third

quarter.

ByBILLBALLOU
UMass football fans finally got to

see four quarters of football

Saturday, and the end result, a 20-0

win over Maine, must have been
nice but probably the only thing

that kep the 9,000 or so frostbite

freaks in attendance awake was
fear of falling asleep and never
waking up.

It was a typical UMass-Maine
game of recent vintage; a low-

scoring bore. The Black Bears
came close to the end zone on two
occasions, once in the second
quarter when a fumble at the

UMass nine stopped things and
then in the third quarter when they
had first and goal from the UMass
seven and could get no further than
the three.

It was the fourth consecutive

shutout for UMass over Maine and
with the whitewash the Black
Bears now haven't scored a touch-

down in the series since 1965.

For Umass the big story was the

outstanding performance of the

defense, which had given up 48

points in the first two games.
It contained Maine well, being

threatened only twice, and was
particularly stingy against the

pass. Maine quarterbacks Rick
Prior and Bob Munzing were able

to complete just four of 22 passes
for only 30 yards and had three

intercepted. Prior, who played
most of the game, was under
constant pressure from a fierce

UMass pass rush that forced him to

throw while retreating almost

Mets And Bucs In Command
By DAVE EIBEL

Heading into the final week of the
baseball season, the New York
Mets and Pittsburgh Pirates seem
to be headed to a last-minute

showdown for the National League
East divisional crown.
The Mets won their sixth in a row

and twentieth in their last twenty-
seven, by handing the St. Louis
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More Sports On
Pages 17, 18, 19

Fall Previews

Intramurals

National Sports

Cardinals a five to two setback in

New York, behind the hitting of

Wayne Garret, and sterling relief

performances by Harry Parker
and Tug McGraw. The Pirates
handed the Montreal Expos two
defeats by scores of 6-3 and 7-4,

virtually eliminating the Expos
from pennant contention. The first

game of the doubleheader, Willie

Stargell's three-run Pittsburgh
uprising in three-run seventh in-

ning homer, his forty-second, gave
the Pirates the win, while in the

nightcap, Richie Zisk keyed a six-

run Pittsburgh uprising in the fifth

inning, with his first career grand
slam homer.
This has been a week of streaks

in baseball's weakest division. The
Mets, after losing to Pittsburgh 10-

2 Monday night, took four in a row
from the Pirates, and two in

succession from St. Louis. The
Pirates had their own four game
losing skein ended by their sweep
of the Expos yesterday. The
Montrealers, only a half-game out
on Monday, lost three in a row to
the Chicago Cubs and two to the
Pirates afte splitting a
doubleheader with St. Louis,
Monday night at Jarry Park in

Montreal. The Expos, now three
and one-half games behind the

division-leading Mets, are playing

the type of baseball the Mets once-
upon-a-time made famous, leaving

runners on base by the dozen, and
blow ing leads in important games.
In the six games they have lost in a
row. the Mauchmen led in four of

them, before their natural instincts

got the better of them. And with
their recent demise, goes the

dream of every Canadian for the

iirst pennant on foreign soil.

The final week of the season has
Pittsburgh playing Montreal in

another doubleheader Monday
night, lacing the Phillies in a three-

game set during the week, and
closing the season at home with

three more games with the Expos.
The Mets play Montreal in New
York. Tuesday and Wednesday,
then head for Chicago for a four-

game season-ending series.

The standings have the Mets in

first, with the Pirates a half-game
out in second place but one game
ahead in the all-important loss-

column The Cardinals are in third

place three games off the pace, a

hall game ahead of Montreal and
the Chicago Cubs The Phillies,

now are ten games off the pace,

and mathematically out of it

every time he dropped back.

However the Minutemen
couldn't contain freshman running

back Mark DeGregorio, a Win-
throp native, who played human
bowling ball and ran under and
through UMass tacklers for 112

Baily <&ol|*gian

SPORTS
yards in 13 carries.

The Minuteman offense was, for

the third week in a row, shades of

Sky King, as all three touchdowsn
came on passes.

The first, on the first play of the

second quarter, was a 20 yard toss

from Peil Pennington to Bill Wolfe,

capping an 80 yard drive.

The second was an eight-yarder

from Fred Kelliher to Tim Berra
halfway through the third period,

and the third a 42-yard bomb from
Kelliher to Berra near the
beginning of the fourth quarter.

Pennington, who had to leave the

game near the end of the first half

with a leg injury, was 9-17 for 129

yards while he was in there.

Kelliher, rapidly becoming a
favorite with fans, was 7-15 for 103

yards in another excellent relief

performance.
Flanker Tim Berra had another

outstanding game with nine
receptions and two touchdowns.
Berra now has 24 receptions on the -

season and a good shot at the
record of 45 set last yea r by Steve
Schubert. He also has scored six

touchdowns and 38 points, but the

school record in that department,
127, is still a hefty distance away.
The Minuteman running game

looked much healthier, statiscally

anyway, than in the past two
Saturdays. It picked up 106 net

yards, although it took 49 carries to

do it.

Top man was sophomore Bemie
Street, seeing his first varsity

action, who picked up 43 yards in 17

carries. Bob Wolfe, who was in-

jured early in the gme, had 24

yards in 11 carries.

Still, the ground game was
sluggish and forced quarterbacks
Kelliher and Pennington to employ
the pass more often than is

healthy.

INCIDENTALLY: Sophomore
Tom Rohan saw his first varsity

action taking over at quarterback
late in the game, but he didn't

throw a pass. . .UMass has now
scored only one touchdown rushing

in three games, that one a one yard
bootleg by Pennington against

Holy Cross. . .The Marching Band
was again excellent and is keeping

a lot of people in their seats at

helftime. . .Next week's opponent,
Harvard, hasn't opened their

season yet.

Aaron Closes;

Needs Just 2

HOUSTON (AP) - "It's been a

tiresome thing, constantly talking

about Babe Ruth," said Hank
Aaron, the 39-year-old Atlanta

Braves star who needs only two
home runs to tie the immortal
Ruth's all-time record of 714.

"I just want to hurry up and get

it over with," said Aaron, who
Saturday night smashed his 712th

homer, a three-run, sixth-inning

blast off left-hander Dave Roberts
that gave the Braves a 4-2 victory

over Houston.

Bill Ballou

Bill Blew It

When I was just a freshman, bright and innocent and just out of Nor-
thbridge High, I was standing naked outside a shower stall on my floor in
Kennedy. A girl walked in, took one look, and coughed. I said "Hi."
Last Thursday I once again exposed my manhood, only this time on the

back page of the Collegian. And this time it's not one girl on the third floor
of Kennedy coughing, but 8,000 female UMies laughing. I am horrored,
and almost speechless.

If you're expecting an apology, stop reading. Actually I did you Billie
Jean tans a tavor D'y publicly predicting her defeat. Last time I made a
prediction in the Collegian it was that Eddie Kasko would be imminently
fired. That was May of 1971. The time before that I predicted the Bruins
wouldn't win the Stanley Cup. They took it easily.
But baok to Bobby and Billie.

I guess my prediction could be classified as a partial mistake. After all

I did say it would be straight sets.

And I guess I'll have to admit that Billie Jean King is a better tennis
player than Bobby Riggs. There will be no rematch, because it would be
like rematching Roosevelt and Landon.
But I'm not going to back off on my theory that men are better athletes

than women.
The Riggs-King match wasn't qualified by saying that Riggs, after all,

was 55. And his age serves as no excuse. I, him, and most of the rest of

American manhood thought that Bobby could handle any woman, no
matter what. And it would just go to show how much more superior men
were when Bobby finished Billie Jean off.

But I do have a well-thought out theory about why men are better

athletes than women, and here it is.

Most athletic events, contests, and etc. come down to being basically a
test of strength. It's who can throw the farthest, run the fastest, punch the
hardest, shoot the fastest or whatever. And though sports like baseball
and basketball have various niceties incorporated in them, they still

reduce to basics like strength, speed, endurance.
Men are stronger, faster, and more physically durable than women.

Sport is a pastime conceived by men for the pleasure of men . It was born
long before me or Bobby Riggs. Men are naturally better at it.

Maybe some day some "sports" will evolve in which women can
compete on an equal basis with men. But that day is some time off.

What did this whole thing prove, then. Nothing, really. It didn't prove
that Bobby Riggs was a male chauvinist pig, because I don't think
anybody took him seriously. He was a huckster, and a damn good one. It

obviously proves nothing about the comparative talents of men and
women, athletically speaking at least.

It did prove to be a great spectacle, and great entertainment. I'm kind
of sorry it's over so convincingly, because a rematch wouldn't have been
hard to take.

I'd like to thank all those people who wanted to call, and didn't, and I

wish I could meet the woman who called my apartment and had my
roommate tell me to go suck on my sugar daddy.

If she'll buy 111 be glad to.

Too Many Cars , Too Little Room
By JACKMAN WILSON

A car pulled over to pick me up
just as I was beginning to feel

frustrated. "Thanks for stopping,"

I said to the girl who was driving.

"Tell me, please, why do you pick

up hitch-hikers?"

She glanced at me uneasily as I

scribbled furiously in my little

notebook. "Well," she said
cautiously, "you didn't look par-

ticularly dangerous."
"I'm glad to hear that. I was

beginning to think the opposite," I

said, remembering the in-

numberable cars, back seats
empty, which had passed me by.

Traffic was moving slowly.

New England 's

Policemen stood at every in-

tersection. Mass Avenue was
immobilized. A teenage death song
from the fifties was on the radio:

"It was Saturday night. . in my
daddy's new car. .

." We rolled

down Pleasant Street, occasionally
having to jockey for position in the

mad crush of late afternoon traffic,

and eventually arrived in Amherst
center.

I thanked the girl, wished her
luck, and went to keep my ap-

pointment with James Cope,
Amherst town planner. I asked him
what he considered to be the

causes of Amherst's rather serious

traffic problem

ulhr fflaBHarhuflrtts

"First of all, the town of Amherst
was not planned with the

automobile in mind," Mr. Cope
explained. "Our road system was
laid out in horse-and-buggy days,

and cannot efficiently ac-

commodate the automobile.
Another factor," Mr. Cope con-

tinued, "is the rapid growth of the

town in recent years."
"UMass has more than doubled

its population since 1966," I ob-

served.

"Yes," said Mr. Cope, "and the

road system hasn't grown much at

all. Also, more people, especially

students, own cars these days."
I asked Mr. Cope if any new

roads were being built in the

Amherst area. He told me of plans

for a northeast bypass which will

connect routes 116 and 9 by way of

the Presidential Apartments. "Of
course, building new roads is not

the best solution to our traffic

problem," Mr. Cope said. "The
best solution is to make the

automobile unnecessary."
Mr. Cope foresees the decline of

the automobile. The rising cost of

operating a car, coupled with

growing ecological concern, will

diminish its role as a primary form
of transportation. As town planner,

Mr. Cope is trying to prepare
Amherst for this eventuality.

Largest

College Daily
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We talked of the development of

alternative transportation
systems.

"In 1976 a network of bicycle paths
will be built by the state Depart-
ment of Public Works in con-

junction with the town recreation

committee," Mr. Cope said. "A
free mass transit system already
exists to some extent, and there is

talk ol expanding this system."
I thanked Mr. Cope, left his office

and walked out into the sunshine.
With men like him in responsible

positions, I thought, there is hope
for the preservation of Amherst's
quasi-rural environment.

(Continued on P. 2)

Weather

To hear naught, to

feel naught, is my great
gain. Then wake me
not, speak in an un-

dertone.'

Recyclable
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Hunt Denies Blackmail Attempt
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - E.

Howard Hunt, the one-time master
spy, testified Monday he had

brought up "seamy" chores he had
performed for the White House in

one request for payment of his

post-Watergate expenses.

But he denied the reference

amounted to blackmail and said he

had never asked presidential

clemency.
The convicted Watergate con-

spirator, a member of the White

House unit that conducted the

burglary of Daniel Ellsberg's

psychiatrist's office, added a new
element to an oft-told story in an

otherwise colorless resumption of

the Senate Watergate hearings.

He said former White House
special counsel Charles W. Colson
knew in advance about the in-

telligence-gathering plan that led

to the break-in of Democratic
party headquarters.

Hunt had sworn earlier that he

had no such knowledge about

Colson. But he said Monday that

his memory was refreshened in

closed-door questioning by the

committee counsel Samuel Dash.

From that, Hunt said, he

recalled a conversation with

Colson in January 1972 where

Colson "indicated he was aware of

the over-all intelligence plan."

That would have been before the

Jan. 27 meeting in which G. Gordon

Liddy first broached a million-

dollar intelligence plan to then

Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell, Dash

pointed out.

Hunt recently asked to withdraw

his plea of guilty to the charges

stemming from the Watergate

break-in, indicating in his motion

that he believed Colson, among

others, approved the plan.

Dash suggested that the move to

withdraw the plea might have

influenced Hunt's change of

testimony. Hunt said his legal

position does not depend on when
Colson knew of the intelligence

plan.

Testifying in a subdued voice,

frequently conferring with his

lawyer, Hunt stopped short of

saying that Colson knew
specifically about the Watergate
burglary plan and stood by a

previous sworn affidavit that

Colson had information "only to

the over-all intelligence program."

Colson has denied having fore

knowledge of Watergate burglary

plan and stood by a previous sworn
affidavit that Colson had in-

formation "only to the over-all

intelligence program."
Colson has denied having fore

knowledge of Watergate, but asked

to be excused from Senate
testimony on grounds of possible

self-incrimination.

Hunt said that in March this

year, a few days before he came up
for sentencing on his guilty plea in

the Watergate Trial, he met with

Paul O'Brien, an attorney
representing President Nixon's re-

election committee.
He said he spoke about his legal

bills, which then totaled $60,000,

and about his concern for the

future of his family.

"I put it to Mr. O'Brien that I had
engaged. . .in other activities

which I believe I described as

seamy activities for the White

House," Hunt said.

Asked if that was not a threat.

Hunt said "No, sir."

He added, however, that soon

thereafter he received $75,000 in a

sealed envelope, which he put in a

safe deposit box.

As the Senate hearings resumed
after a seven-week recess, the

crowds were still standing room
only, but no one had to wait more
than a few minutes to get in. The
turn-over was rapid as the

questioning of Hunt proceeded
slowly.

Two of Hunt's children - 19-year-

old St. John, and 22-year-old Lisa -

were among the spectators. "I

think he's doing a great job," Lisa

said.

As Hunt testified about his roles

in the Watergate and Ellsberg

burglaries, President Nixon's

lawyers urged a federal court here

to reject the committee's effort to

obtain the White House Watergate

tapes. The brief sounded again the

argument that the court lacks

jurisdiction to force the President

to release the recordings.

Josh Speaks . . . Finally

!

By KEVIN KITTREDGE
"Resurrection: Hoax or

History ?". was the subject of Josh

McDowell's speech last night in the

Campus Center. Speaking to an

audience of 640, McDowell outlined

a view of Christianity "based on

fact rather than myth."
McDowell puts the resurrection

in the courtroom and then subjects

it to the rules of evidence. Four

points of physical evidence that

cannot be denied, said McDowell,

are the Roman guard, the 118

pounds of spices used to preserve

the body, the stone placed before

the crypt and the empty grave.

Bringing Christ to a more per-

sonal level McDowell said, "I am a

walking example that Jesus Christ

is alive today." Talking about his

youth McDowell said, "I was
frustrated and full of hate." His

father was the town drunk and
McDowell and his brother would

urinate in his bottles to show their

hatred.

However, all of this changed on

Dec. 19, 1969 at 8: 30 in the evening.

McDowell says, "I became a

Christian." He prayed to Christ

and asked him "to change me from

the inside out."

The results, says McDowell,
were dramatic. He could tell his

father that he loved him and saw
his father find Christ before his

death. He now has "an inner

source of joy and not an absence of

conflict, but an ability to cope with

it."

On The Inside:

Kissinger
The new secretary of state promises the nations of

the world that the U.S. will not dominate their affairs.

Chile
Marxist Literature is the target of Chile's new

government.

Amherst Selectmen Meeting
The selectman subcommittee discuss the public

voice.
Staff Hlioto/Krte Manera

Josh is here! Josh is here! Josh is here! Josh is here! Josh is

here! Josh is here! Josh is here! At least until Wednesday, anyway.
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Amherst Selectmen Subcommittee Releases Proposal

More Public Input Encouraged
ByMIKEALLAIN

The Amherst Board of Select-

men Subcommittee on Procedures
last night released details of an
upcoming proposal that would
make public all communications
received or sent by the Board.

In a memorandum from member
Nancy Eddy, the subcommittee
stated that the policy of the Board
of Selectmen is "to encourage
public discussion of governmental
issues and to provide avenues for

the public participation in the

decision making process."
The board will vote on the

proposal at next Monday's
meeting.

Get Out-
AndWalk

(Continued from P. 1)

However, Mr. Cope's vision of a

community of bicyclists,

pedestrians and bus riders lies

several years in the future. I

arranged to meet with a

representative of the Amherst
police for information on the traffic

situation as it stands today.

The policeman I talked to prefers

to remain nameless He said that

he wasn't running for any office

and wanted to speak not for

himself hut for the Amherst police

force as a whole.

I was amazed to learn that

seventy live percent of an Amherst
policeman's time is spent con-

trolling traffic. Fortunately there

have been no cases where
congested traffic has interferred

with the movement of emergency
vehicles Peak traffic hours are

between 7 and 9 in the morning.
1 1 :

4") and 1 : 15 at midday, and from
:\.M) to 515 in the evening. If you
must drive, avoid these hours. The
worst traffic is around the Hadley
supermarkets. Incidentally, the

Amherst police wish to thank
I Mass students for their high level

of cooperation during the current

Darking crisis. No foolin'!

The Parking Office at UMass
expects to have eleven or twelve
thousand cars registered to park
on campus this year No exact
figure will be available until after

the dust settles sometime in Oc-
tober, but it is obvious that UMass
students, staff and faculty are
responsible for the Los
Angelization of Amherst Any
immediate improvement of the

traffic situation will have to come
from us There are several things

we can do. none of which cost

anything or hurt very much
-Don't drive unless you have to.

-If you have a bicycle, ride it.

-If you have to drive someplace,
find some friends who want to go
and take them along

-If you don't have any friends,

pick up a hitch-hiker.

-Ride the bus. In most cases it's

free

Amherst is a lousy place to drive

a car. The town was not built for

cars: they do not belong here With
its concentrated population and
small area, Amherst is ready to

become a non automobile com-
munity. Of course. I don't own a
dinosaur myself, so it's easy for me
to tell people to stop using them
However, if I did own a car. I would
sell it now. while it's still worth
something, for the days pf

motormania are numbered.

The memorandum said the
board can assure its accountability

to the electorate only when the

public understands the reasons for

actions taken by the Board.
To promote this, the

memorandum states that the
secretary to the Board shall
provide copies of memoranda,
letters, petitions, and prepared
motions for distribution to the

public at the time of discussion in

open meeting.

A "Friday packet" would also be

made available to the press and
public at Monday noon. This
packet would include information
pertinent to the evening select-

men's meeting.
Lengthy memoranda and

reports concerning "substantive
issues" would be made available to

the board and the press at least one
week prior to scheduled discussion.

This would provide for prior

publication of the issues to be
discussed and the presentation of

available alternatives for action.

Eddy's memorandum also

proposes guidelines for classifying

material as confidential.

"Communications received or

sent by the Board or members of

the Board that are presumed... to

be of a confidential nature...may
be identified as confidential, dated

and initialled by any member of

the Board."
Documents designated as such

must "receive a majority vote at

the next Board meeting to be

classified Confidential."

Staff Photo/Paul Timmerman
If you dont drive in Amherst then you are probably not aware of the drivers dilemma at the Grad

Research intersection.

Nixon Lawyers Contend: Court

Can't Force Tape Releases

By FRANCES LEWINE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon's lawyers
urged a federal court Monday to reject the Senate
Watergate committee's effort to obtain the White
House Watergate tapes, contending the President "is

answerable in only one constitutional proceeding "-an

impeachmnt action.

In a 71-page brief filed with U.S. District Court
Judge John J. Sirica, White House attorneys sounded
again their argument that the court lacks jurisdiction
to force Nixon to release tape recordings of meetings
and telephone coversations related to the Watergate
scandal.

The Senate committee's suit is separate from one

brought by special Watergate prosecutor Archibald
Cox. Sirica ruled in the Cox case that Nixon must
turn the tapes over to the judge for private inspection-

a decision the White House has carried to the U.S.
Court of Appeals.

A compromise suggested by the appeals court that
was designed to keep the White House-Cox dispute
out of court failed last week and the court now is in
the process of deciding the question.

In bringing their suit. Senate committee lawyers
said the purpose was, as the White House brief noted,
"to discover evidence from the President's records!
indeed from his own private conversations that might
establish presidential complicity in the commission of
serious crimes."

Newspaper Vs. Employees

Court To Decide On Picketing Rights

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - A
decision on the Providence Journal
Co s temporary injunction request
against picketing by striking
newspaper employes will be issued
in Superior Court Tuesday. Judge
Christopher Del Sesto said Mon
da v.
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Del Sesto said he will hear
closing arguments in the morning
and then issue his decision in the
afternoon session. He said he
expects his decision to be a lengthy
one

At Monday's session, the judge
asked for and received an apology
from Milton Stanzler, lawyer for
The Newspaper Guild Local 41,
after Stanzler indicated he thought
Del Sesto already had made up his
mind in the case.

The situation arose when Del
Sesto asked Stanzeler if he still

wanted to give a closing argument.
Stanzler replied that he would,
unless you think it's futile."

Asked for an explanation of his
remark. Stanzler said the judge
appeared to have a leaning as the

case has gone on
."

Del Sesto said he considered the
remark "an insult'' and "a terrible
accusation. As of now, I don't know
what my decision will be."
Testimony on the temporary

injunction request ended Monday
after William Chafee, company
treasurer and secretary, presented
a number of payroll and ad-
vertising reports requested by the
Guild.

The Guild also subpeonaed the
company's income tax returns,
strike insurance documents, and
monthly financial statements.
However, Del Sesto upheld the
company's request to squash these
subpeonas.
Chafee said the company has

retained the Wackenbut Corp., an
emergency security guard service,
on a standby basis at various times
since last January.

T hese would include personality
discussions and matters en-
dangering public safety, which
would be sent to executive sessions
under the Open Meeting Law.
Request from boards, com-

mittees, or individuals that con-
fidential status be given to their
memoranda would be honored
until the next regular meeting of
the Board when it would have to

receive a majority vote to be
classified as confidential.

The selectmen's secretary would
remove from the Friday press
packet any communications
labeled as confidential, while any
member of the Board, who after
reading the packet, believes a
document to be of a confidential
nature, might remove it from the
press packet and treat it as con-
fidential material.

The memorandum did not
specify whether the Board would
have to approve with a majority
vote as confidential those
documents removed by Board
members from the press packet.

R.I. Awarded

$2 Million
By TERENCE HUNT

Associated Press Writer
PROVIDENCE. R.I. ( AP) — An

additional $2 million in federal
funds has been awarded by the
Labor Department to help Rhode
Island offset unemployment
caused by Navy cutbacks.
The funds were granted Monday

with the promise that more money
be available if the state proved it

used the funds effectively and
demonstrated a need for more.
"In other words, this isn't the

end of it," said Michael Stanton,
news secretary to Gov. Philip Noel.

Noel's office previously had been
awarded $1 million in federal
manpower funds from the Labor
Department. The state has
requested a total of $20.8 million
for manpower retraining—$5.6
million of it immediately.
"This is another step forward in

thestate's effort torecoverfrom the
Department of Defense cutbacks in

the state," Stanton said. However,
we feel much more federal
assistance will be required if these
recovery efforts are to be suc-
cessful."

Massachusetts, which previously
had been awarded $1 million in

manpower funds, also received an
additional $2 million Monday. Gov.
Francis Sargent said the state
eventually will receive, but they
were confident the federal
government is impressed with the
state's response to tackling the
impending job problem.

About $25,000 of the original $1
million were spent on the state's
three-day job fair at Quonset Point
last week, which state officials are
hailing as a successful effort to find
employment for displaced civilian
workers at Navy bases.
John Anderson, coordinator of

the Governor's Office of Manpower
Affairs, said the final results of the
fair have not been computed.
However, he said he was sure that
at least 100 persons found em-
ployment with federal agencies
and the Electric Boat Division of
General Dynamics Corp. in
Groton, Conn., expects to hire
about half of the 400 persons it

interviewed at the fair.

More than 130 firms offered jobs
at the fair. "Even the military
recruiters who were there scored
pretty well, except for the Navy,"
Anderson said.

A member of the state Depart-
ment of Employment Security has
been assigned to follow up the job
fair interview this week and
develop on-the-job placement and
training contracts with employers,
Anderson said. Much of the
original $1 million award will be
used to subsidize up to 50 per cent
of the salary for workders training
on the job, Anderson added.

t

Ruling Expected
On Picketing Ban

PROVIDENCE, R.I. ( AP) -Judge Christopher Del Sesto was scheduled
to rule in Superior Court today on the Providence Journal Co.'s request
for a temporary injunction against picketing by its striking newspaper
employes.
Del Sesto said Monday he would issue the decision after hearing closing

arguments by lawyers for the company and The Newspaper Guild Local
41.

Milton Stanzler, guild attorney, apologized to Del Sesto at Monday's
court session, after the judge took exception to his remarks indicating he
thought a decision in the case had already been reached.
The incident began when the judge asked Stanzler if he still intended to

make a closing argument. The lawver replied he did, "unless you think
it's futile."

Stanzler went on to say he thought Del Sesto "appeared to have a
leaning as the case has gone on.

The judge said the statement by the guild lawyer was "an insult" and
"a terrible accusation." Del Sesto said he had not made up his mind in the
case.

Earlier in the session, the company's treasurer presented a number of
payroll and advertising reports subpoenaed by the guild. Other company
documents, including income tax returns, strike insurance papers and
monthly finance data were not admitted into evidence, as Del Sesto
upheld the company's request to quash those subpoenas.
Willian Chafee, Journal treasurer and secretary, said the company has

retained an emergency security guard force on a standby basis at various
times since last January.
Chafee produced company letters subpoenaed by Stanzler which in-

dicated the Wackenhut Corp. has been hired to supply guards, in-

vestigators and photographers.
Some 40 such personnel have been on duty at the newspaper's building,

since the strike began, Chafee said. Others were employed by the com-
pany last April, when the Guild first voted to authorize a strike, he said.
No strike was called then, however.
Stanzler made a motion to continue the case until later this week when

company payroll data from last week can be presented as evidence. He
said this data should be used to show what actual losses, if any, the
company is suffering as a result of the strike.

Del Sesto denied the motionto continue. He noted only the question of a
temporary injunction is now under consideration and that other such
evidence might be more pertinent during the permanent injunction
hearing.

Some 900 persons, nearly all of the newspaper's non-supervisory
personnel, have been idled by the strike, Chafee said.

Stations Protest Gas Hike
By BOB MONROE

Associated Press Writer
Phase 4 gasoline price protests

spread Monday to Indiana and
suburban Washington, D.C. A
spokesman for a national retailers'

group warned they would continue
to grow unless there was real
relief.

As many as 75 per cent of the
stations in Indianapolis were
reported closed and an American
Automobile Association survey
found 18 of 24 stations closed in the
capital's Maryland suburbs.
Thousands of stations remained

closed for a third day in Northern
and Central California where a
spokesman claimed victory for the
protest after President Nixon
ordered a hike in retail gasoline
prices expedited.

But John Huemmrich, executive
director of the National Congresf
of Petroleum Retailers, warne«
that "just giving us a crumb is r
going to satisfy us. We'd like to

have a piece of bread."
Huemmrich said at the group's

Pittsburgh headquarters that the
dealers want every gasoline price
increase immediately passed
through to consumers. That is

prohibited under the Phase 4 rules.

The White House said the
President had ordered Cost of

Living Council Director John
Dunlop to expedite action on a
retail price increase and "get a
decision out this week."
Huemmrich observed that

Dunlop said last Friday that the
council would not change the basic
regulation. "If the council decides
to give us one cent a gallon or two
cents even...they 're not giving us a

Faculty Art On Display

An exhibition of works by
Amherst College Fine Arts faculty

members will be on view from Oct.

3 through Oct. 23 in the Mead Art

Building at Amherst College.

Included in this exhibition will be

watercolors and serigraphs by

Prof. Carl N. Schmalz, Jr.;

sculpture by Prof. Mark Oxman:
paintings by William Utermohlen,

the Visiting Artist for 1973-74 at the

College: pastels and paintings by

Prof. Robert Sweeney and

photographs by Prof. William

Arnold.

Also on view in October will be

an exhibition of American Im-
pressionist paintings, drawings
and graphics including works by

Childe Hassam. Theodore
Robinson. John H. Twachtman and
Willard L Metcalf

Concurrent with these

exhibitions the Mead Art Building

will . also host a selection of

Baroque and Renaissance works of
art from the permanent collection
of Amherst College.
The Mead Art Building is open

from Monday through Saturday
from 9 to 5, Sundays from 11 : 30 to
5.

Staff Photo/ Paul Timmerman
Priscilla Myren, a

University employed
operator, fills in at the student
telephone information service
for a missing work study
student.
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darn thing. The oil companies have
already taken that from us last

month by increases they passed on
to us," he said.

"If he doesn't change that. ..we
will be faced, I'm almost certain,

with a national closedown,"
Huemmrich added.
"Not that we will call it. We won't

have to call it, for the simple
reason dealers are closing down
one by one because they can't
continue in business."

Bob Moore, executive secretary
of the California Service Station
Dealers Association, was more
optimistic about the President's
action. 'Beautiful, beautiful," he
said, "this is the guy we were
trying to reach."

Moore said he was asking
member dealers to open Tuesday
for regular operating hours instead
of the reduced 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. shift that had been planned by
many dealers.

A Look At Our Bus Service
ByDAVEGREENSLIT

UMass buses will be running on
cleaner fuel next semester, ac-
cording to Bob Godding, operations
manager of the Student Senate
Transit Service.

The switch to propane fuel was
to have taken place this semester.
Godding said, but the supplier of

the fuel was unable to install

propane tanks in the buses until

October.

To avoid interrupting bus ser-

vice, the necessary modifications
will be done during intersession.

Service may be increased on
present routes, and extended to
again include Belchertown and So.

Deerfield, according to Godding.
This, he said, depends on the
Student Senate. He said the
original decision to cut Belcher-
town service was made by the
administration.

Godding said that more students
than ever now ride the buses. A
ridership survey will be taken
soon, he said, to allow students to

comment on the service.

Most students interviewed by the
Collegian said overall service was
adequate. The most frequent
complaint wasbuses being late. One
student, who lives in Puffton
Village, said that he often becomes
"disgusted" waiting for buses, and
ends up walking to Puffton. He
added that when the buses do
come, they are too crowded. Asked
if he would rather drive, he said:

Two Robbed
In CC Garage

ByKATIIYSHKKHAN
Two UMass students were

robbed of $150 last night at 7:25 in

the Campus Center Garage by
three men brandishing a hunting
knife, a UMass spokesman said.

One of the victims, was hit with an
umbrella by one of the robbers
according to the spokesman.
Two of the robbers escaped in a

car and the other on foot. The
victims, who were not identified,

were able to supply the Campus
Police with the car registration.

The case is still under in-

vestigation

Next
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665-4937

"No, I'm glad the bus system
exists. I just wish they'd be a little

more organized."

Another student said night
service should be increased. She
said that because night service is

infrequent, she once had to hit-

chhike from Central to a class in

Southwest.

Two students complained that
this year's schedules are con-
fusing. But Godding disagrees. He
said individual route schedules are
an improvement over last year's
chart.

Bus schedules are available at
the Campus Center Information
Desk, the Student Union Lobby
Counter, and on the buses.
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Kissinger Assures UN

U. S. Will Not Dominate World Affairs

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. <AP) -

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger assured the nations of

the world Monday that the United
States will not seek to dominate
their affairs in concert with the
Soviet Union, or with any other big

power.

"My country remains committed
to the goal of a world community,"
Kissinger promised the United
Nations General Assembly in his

debut as secretary. "We will

continue to work in this parliament
of man to make it a reality."

In order to make the United
Nations more effective, Kissinger
proposed that the 135 member
nations reach agreement on
peacekeeping guidelines for swift

and effective action in future
crises.

"In recent years we found
ourselves locked in fruitless

debates about the inauguration of

peacekeeping operations and over
the degree of control the Security

Council would exercise over
peacekeeping machinery, an
impasse which ensured only that

permanent peacekeeping
machinery would never come into

being," he said.

Kissinger also proposed that the

United Nations organize a world
food conference next year "to

harness the efforts of all nations to

meet the hunger and malnutrition

resulting from natural disasters."

And he renewed the U.S. pledge

of support for permanent mem-
bership in the Security Council for

Japan. The five permanent
members of the 15-nation council

since the U.N. was formed in 1945

have been the United States, the

Soviet Union, Britain, France and
China.

Kissinger's speech to the 28th

General Assembly contained no
bold U.S. initiative for breaking the

impasse in the Middle East, nor

any other dramatic, far-reaching

proposal.

Its significance rested more in

its tone, particularly in

reassurances that "the United
States will never be satisfied with a
world of uneasy truces, of off-

setting blocks, of ac-
commodations of convenience."

Kissinger plans to spend three

days in New York. While here he
will meet with Foreign Ministers

Andrei A. Gromyko of the Soviet

Union, Sr. Alec Douglas Home of

Britain, Massayoshi Ohira of

Japan and others on such matters
as the prospects of maintaining
momentum toward detente with

Moscow and the possibility of

President Nixon's visiting Europe
and Japan by the end of the year.

Gov't Units Move To
Secure Phnom Penh

By DENIS GRAY
Associated Press Writer

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP)-Two government units moved
through light opposition to within 5-1/2 miles of a linkup Monday in a

sweep designed to secure Phnom Penh's vulnerable western approaches.

Field reports confirmed by the Cambodian command said the troops

were trying to join up at Thmat Pong, about 18 miles west of the capital.

Elements of the government's 7th Division were moving from the north

and the 13th Brigade was moving from the south near Highway 4, the

reports said.

At least five battalions of government soldiers were reported involved

in the operation to take Thmat Pong, which is said to be a division

headquarters for Communist-led Cambodian insurgents and their North
Vietnamese allies. A Cambodian batallion usually contains between 300

and 500 soldiers.

Col. Am Rong, the command's chief spokesman, said resistance was
light, indicating at least some insurgent elements had perhaps left the

area in advance of the government sweep.

If successful, the linkup could prove helpful in beefing up the capital's

defenses. The western approach forms a natural attack route, free of the

watery barriers that encirlce Phnom Penh on the east, north and south.

The South Vietnam military command announced in Saigon that North
Vietnamese soldiers had apparently overrun a goverment ranger post in

the central highlands Saturday night.

The assault would be the first time a government camp of such size has
been overrun by Communist forces since the Jan. 28 cease-fire. The
government indicated it would try to drive the North Vietnamese out. The
chief South Vietnamese military spokesman, Lt. Col. Le Trung Hien,

told newsmen in Saigon that the Le Minh ranger base 23 miles west of

Pleiku lost radio contact with headquarters after about five hours of

heavy fighting. He said the post, about nine miles from the Cambodian
border, was defended by about 400 rangers.

Nixon Orders
Gas Price Hike

ByGAYLORDSHAW
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) -President Nixon ordered the Cost of Living
Council on Monday to clear the way this week for an increase in retail

gasoline prices.

The President acted as spokesman for gasoline retailers said scattered
service station shutdowns may spread unless dealers get immediate
relief from Phase 4 price controls.

The Cost of Living Council and its director, JohnT. Dunlop, have been
following a timetable which would have allowed the at-the-pump price
increase to go into effect Oct. 2.

But White House spokesman Gerald L. Warren said the President
"asked Dr. Dunlop to expedite this matter...and get the decision out this

week."
Dunlop responded that he would. Warren added
The presidential spokesman would not discuss how large the increase

would be. but indications are that the council will allow a hike of one or

two cents per gallon.

Service station operators who are staging the shutdowns contend they

are unfairly squeezed by Phase 4 regulations.

Their ceiling prices are computed under a complex formula which has
forced them to absorb increases in the wholesale price of gasoline.

The council, moving to allow a pass-through of higher wholesale costs,

asked service station operators on Sept. 14 to submit data on their costs

and profits by Sept. 25. Dunlop said Oct. 2 had been targeted as the ef-

fective date for a retail price increase

But. according to Warren. Nixon relayed word through aides that he

wanted the timetable speeded up in an effort to "clear up whatever

confusion remains in the price of gasoline."

Warren skirted a question on whether Nixon wanted the service

stations to stay open. "The President would not attempt to counsel

dealers on how to operate their individual stations.
'

' he said.

WASHINGTON --Dr. Henry A. Kissinger sits in his White House office after the Senate approved him
for the post of Secretary of State. The White House announced after the confirmation vote that he would
be sworn in Saturday in the White House East Room with Chief Justice Warren Burger presiding.

Governor Vs.

Me.PowerCo.
By PHYLLIS AUSTIN

Associated Press Writer

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)- Gov.
Kenneth M. Curtis accused Central
Maine Power Co. Monday of

waging a "saturation advertising
campaign" aimed at buying votes
to defeat the proposed Power
Authority of Maine.
'Those of us in politics have

always been told we use very
questionable tactics," he said at

his regular news conference. "But
it's been interesting to watch
private industry become involved
in something like a political
campaign I think they could learn
something from dirty politicians

and raise the level of their own."
The Democratic governor, a

strong proponent of public power,
told reporters: It's always said you
can't buy elections. But Central
Maine has a pretty good in-

vestment in trying to buy Maine
people in a saturation advertising
campaign and the amount of

money they've raised altogether."

The public power and state
lottery issues will be decided in the
Nov. 6 referendum. Curtis said a
new pamphlet published by the

Secretary of State's office will give

voters a factual explanation of the

Wins

Cool It Phone Freaks
By BRIAN COOK

Student telephone information, a service operated and funded via the
work study program, relies upon the dependability and cooperation of
work study students, according to a spokesman for switchboard
operations over in Whitmore.

There are three lines open until midnight every day with at least two
students covering them during the day and usually three at night when
the lines are most busy Problems arise when these students either don't
show up for their scheduled times or are late. Since financial aid funds
have been cut. the work study program only allocates eleven students to
the telephone service which is the bare number needed to operate it on a
regular basis.

According to sources at Whitmore. more students aren't hired because
there would be no way to guarantee them a set number of hours and many
times there would be no work for them at all when all of the regulars show
up.

When shortages of help occur ( due to exams, illness, etc. ) , efforts are
made to contact other student employees to fill in, but since they are not
allowed to work more than 15 hours a week under work-study, these ef-
forts are not always successful. Part-time regular University help must
be used sometimes to fill the gaps during extremely busy periods.
Another major problem, according to the spokesman, is that callers

repeatedly ask for the same numbers instead of jotting them down for
future reference.

That's the story, all of you frustrated phone freaks. For further in-
formation please dial "O".

By MORT ROSENBLUM
BUENOS AIRES ( AP) -Final returns issued Monday showed Juan D.

Peron was elected president of Argentina by a 61.8 per cent majority,
nearly the same margin he scored 22 years ago over the same opponent.
Peron's greatest strength came from the provinces,with majorities

reaching 80 per cent in the north and topping 70 per cent in six provinces.
But he did not reach a majority in Buenos Aires, the federal capital.
Peron, 77, will be sworn in Oct. 12 along with his third wife, Isabel, the

first woman vice president in Latin-American history. It will be the
former dictator's third term, following 18 years of exile.
Peron defeated Ricardo Balbin of the Radical Civic Union by winning

more than 7.36 million votes to Balbin's 2.9 million. In 1951, Peron's
percentage was 62.4.

The third candidate. Francisco Manrique of a center right coalition,
had 1.45 million votes and Socialist contender Juan Carlos Coral tallied
only 188,000.

Peron met with key members of interim President Raul Lastiri's
Peronist government, apparently to discuss the future. Before going in,
Peron told newsmen he was thinking of setting up a voluntary "political
council" to advise his government.

Earlier, he said he would concentrate on stabilizing and straightening
out Agentina's chaotic political situation, adding that the economic
situation would then automatically improve,
referenda questions.

As far as the proposed state

lottery is concerned. Curtis said he
is unsure whether the monetary
return would be worth the
collection.

"It's not going to eliminate the

income or sales tax, so people
ought not to over estimate its ef-

fect." he said.

The governor sidestepped a
press conference question on his

support of the recommendations of
the controversial Maine
Management and Cost Survey,
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IMF Stalls On Reforms
Of World Monetary Systems

r i

lltiimin. On this hand it looks mighty nice, but on the other hand,
it is rather expensive.

Agnew Lawyers
Prepare Defense

By RICHARD PYLE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON < AP) -While his attorneys prepared to go to court to try

to stop a federal investigation of him. Vice President Spiro T . Agnew was
proceeding Monday with his official routine as if everything were normal.

In the coming week Agnew is scheduled to fly to California where he
will give a private talk to an insurance executives' convention and ad-

dress a Republican women's group.

With a few days between these events the vice president probably will

go to Palm Springs to play golf and relax at the resort home of his friend,

singer Frank Sinatra.

This will be Agnew's third major foray from Washington since it

became public knowledge that he is under investigation in a federal prove

of alleged kickbacks to politicians by state contractors in Maryland.
Agnew's lawyers have said they will go to court, probably by Wed-

nesday, to try to stop the probe.

The probability of early action in the Agnew case appeared increased

Monday when Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson canceled a scheduled

speech to the National Association of Chiefs of Police, citing pressing

national business. He would not say so. but it seemed apparent that at

least part of that business was the Agnew case.

In The Nation

And The World

Official: Gas Shortage

Here For Several Years

BOSTON I AP>-The oil and gas crunch will be with the United States at

least another two or three years until the nation can come up with new
energy sources, a federal official reported Monday.

"However, it looks like we're going to be spending more whether we
buy domestic fuels or foreign.'' said Duke R. Ligon, director of the Office

of Oil and Gas for the Interior Department.

He told the International City Manager Association his office now has

"the machinery ready to put in place should Congress or the White House

instruct us to administer a mandatory allocation program.''

Ligon said a combination of adverse problems like coid weather or

refinery breakdowns could cause the demand for imported oil to rise to

over 800.000 barrels a day

He said estimates are that oil imports could total 550.000 per day-a

record high level-if Europe's weather remains stable and U.S. air quality

standards are not changed.

"Conservation of fuels could reduce import needs by 100,000 barrels or

more per day.'' Ligon said, adding communities should look hard at ways

to cut fuel usage

"I can tell you that some school systems are using excessive quantities

of fuels." he said, "because in the past fuels were cheap and there was

little reason to conserve energy

"I can also say that cities should make conservation a priority item."

Ligon said tne landed cost of foreign crude oil has risen to as much as

$7 25 per barrel, while domestic oil costs about $4.20 or less.

•Mv predicl»on-is that domestic prices will rise." he said, "providing

needed economic incentive tor increaseu exploration

ByBlLLNEIKlKK
Associated Press Writer

NAIROBI. Kenya (AP) - The
International Monetary Fund
showed the world Monday how
deeply its 126 members are divided

on rebuilding the shattered in-

ternational monetary system.
The fund's Committee of 20

financial ministers, a select panel
named a year ago to draw up new
money rules, issued a document
described as an outline of reform.
But on the tough issues holding

up agreement, it only stated
alternatives, indicating the
toughest negotiations are yet to

come.
In what was perhaps a sign that

the new rules remain out of reach,

the fund's new chief urged member
nations to support their national

currencies vigorously.

The Committee of 20 has agreed
to a Julv 31, 1974. deadline for a

final monetary agreement. But as
the fund and the World Bank
opened their annual meetings at

the Kenyatta Conference Center in

Nairobi, even that deadline
seemed short to many of the
ministers.

The negotiators made it clear to

newsmen that no real progress on
reform can be expected until

January, when the committee
meets again.

The highly technical reform
outline showed that the negotiators
agreed in principle on the shape ot

the system, but not on how to do it.

This was generally the case
months ago.

The report said, for example,
that the ministers agreed that

nations that accumulate large
amounts of surplus money should
be under some kind of in-

ternational pressure to revalue
(heir currencies, a key U.S.

proposal.

But there was no agreement on
how the pressure would be applied,

what financial indicators would be
sued to trigger the international

pressure or generally how the

system would work.
The document also noted

agreement that gold should be
replaced as the chief reserve asset
of nations by a new kind of in-

ternational money known as
Special Drawing Rights, or SDR.

But the ministers were sharply
divided on how the so-called
"paper gold" would be valued — in

terms of gold or in terms of a

measuring "basket" of different

currencies.

An SDR is a bookkeeping entry
valued by nations only because of

mutual trust. It has value in terms
of gold and is worth about $1.20. So
far. it is used only by governments
to settle official debts.

I New Developments In Chile

Junta Burns Marxist Materials
By WILLIAM R. LONG
Associated Press Writer

SANTIAGO, Chile ( AP)- Chilean
military authorities have launched
a Ixmk burning campaign against

Marxist literature, raiding private

homes and ordering merchants to

gel rid ot leftist materials.

Col Pedro Ewing. secretary-

general of government for the

military junta that seized power
Sept. 11. said in an interview

published Monday that book stores

"must eliminate Marxist texts if

they don't want to be sanctioned."

On Sunday, security forces
raided numerous apartments at

gunpoint in central Santiago and
threw Marxist books, pamphlets
and posters to the street, where
they were burned in bonfires.

The government also banned

Marxist newspapers that sup-

ported the government of

President Salvadore Allende. who
died in the bloody Sept. 11 coup.

Ewing told the right-wing
newspaper Tribuna: "We don't

like Marxism We want Chilean
experssions. Marxism only stirs up
class hate..."

Hut the press secretary for the

junta, Federico Willoughby, in-

dicated that the new government
does not have a full-fledged policy

to eliminate Marxist books.

Willoughby told a newsman:
'The junta respects ideas. It

doesn't believe burning books will

stop ideas."

()n Sunday's book burnings, he
said: "Soldiers, police and
students do not always react in a

manner coinciding with govern-
ment policy. It was something of

the moment."
In Vina del Mar. KM) miles north-

west of Santiago, the military

authorities fired the municipal
library director and ordered the

shelves cleared of Marxist titles.

The junta sent a message of

condolence to the widow of Chilean
poet Pablo Neruda. The Nobel
Prize winner, a friend of Allende,
died of cancer Sunday night in a
Santiago hospital.

"He was a great poet and will be
missed by all Chileans," said
Willoughby. Hut the junta said the
military situation would not permit
a large funeral service.

Neruda. 69, was a member of the

Communist party.

Delta Crash Blamed On Crew
By MARY THORNTON
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) The
Massachusetts Aeronautics
Commission has blamed the crash

of a Delta CD-9 last July 31 at

Boston's Ixigan Airport on failure

of the crew to utilize all

navigational information available

to them.
The commission report was

released Monday, following a week
of hearings in Peabody. Mass., by
the National Transportation Safety

Board on the crash which killed all

but one of the 89 on board.

Testimony at the NTSB hearings

indicated that there has been some
record of malfunctions in the flight

director equipment in the DC-9's

which Delta acquired when it

merged with Northeast Airlines,

and the cockpit voice recording

indicated that the pilot did not trust

his flight recorder.

"Even if the flight director was
not operating properly, there were
two other completely independent

airborne systems to receive and
interpret the ground generated

localizer and glide slope paths."

the report said. "Also, there were
two independent barometric
altimeters and a radio altimeter,

any one of which, if properly set

and referred to. would have in-

formed the crew when the decision

height 216 feet above the crash

location had been reached ." The
decision height is the point at

which the pilot decides whether he

can see the runway well enough to

land.

"The odds against all of this

equipment malfunctioning without

warning and at the same moment
are infinitesimal," the report
concluded.
The report indicated that the

apparent oversight on the part of

the crew might have been caused,

at least partially, by erroneous
information they received from the

ground.
"Just a minute before the crash,

the crew was informed that the

runway visual range was more
than 6,000 feet, way above the

minimum of 2,400 feet," but by the

time the plane reached the area a

fog bank had apparently moved in

bringing visibility below
minimum.
"This must have confirmed the

crew's feeling that the approach
and landing would be a simple
one."

The report also indicated that

because the control tower was busy
with other flights. Delta flight 723

was kept at a higher altitude than it

should have been for the proper
glidesclope.

"It is apparent that this flight

crossed the outer marker a point

on the Boston approach about 5.3

miles from the runway touchdown
point at an altitude closer to 3,000

feet than to 1,819 feet where it

should have been." the report said.

"To make up for this the airplane
was descended at a higher than
normal rate."

"It is probable that, expecting to

break out of the clouds at any
moment on the basis of the weather
given to them, the crew neglected

to cross check all the instruments.
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Budget Reform Bill

Moves In Congress
By EOMOND Le BRETON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Legislation designed to make Congress more
efficient in shaping the national budget, launched in a gale of enthusiasm,
then becalmed bby second thoughts, now is moving again to uncertain
breezes.

It appears doubtful that congress can complete action on a budget
reform bill this year. But at least both Senate and House units have
resumed work on bills that appeared stuck a month ago.

The House Rules Committee completed off-and-on hearings on the
measure Sept. 20. Rep. Richard Boiling, D-Mo., a principal steerer of the
legislation, toldha reporter he thinks there is a good chance a bill may be
ready for House consideration by November - but it may not much
resemble the original.

In the Senate, a government operations subcommittee has favorably
reported its version. Consideration by the full Committee appeared
threatened for a time because the chairman, Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-
N.C., had his hands full as chairman of the special Watergate in-

vestigating committee. However, Ervin now has scheduled excecutive
sessions Oct. 1, 5 and 8.

The push for reform of Congress' procedures for making ap-
propriations and keeping an overall limit on spending came from a
widespread feeling, both on and off Capitol Hill, that the present system
was bogging down.
Congress routinely begins a new fiscal year without regular ap-

propriations enacted. Overall responsibility for spending is no where
centralized; different legislative committees and appropriations sub-
committees go their separate ways.
With Congress poorly organized to control the budget, the initiative

over total spending and priorities increasingly passed to the executive,
especially one like President Nixon who showed willingness freely to
impound funds voted by Congress for particular programs.
Congress created a special study committee with representation from

both chambers and both parties. Early this year it proposed a reform bill

that would create special budget committees in both House and Senate.

Food Prices Stable
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer
It's two weeks since the beef

ceiling was lifted and supermarket
shoppers yesterday found that

prices and supplies were back to

normal. No one wanted to predict

what would happen next, however.
An Associated Press survey

showed most beef prices were at or

below their freeze level. Increases

and decreases on individual items
generally balanced each other out

Retailers reported there was no
rush by shoppers to buy beef,

which had been in short supply

during the freeze. Some experts

said people had changed their

eating habits and just got used to

other foods.

Cattle prices at livestock
markets declined from ahigh of

about 60 cents per pound to 45 cents

a pound or less and the drop was
reflected at the meat counter.

"The flow of the product is back
to normal," said Bernie Cross,

president of Cross Brothers Meat
Packers Inc. of Philadelphia
"There is plenty of beef on the

market, more than needed. . .

"The wholesale market, price

wise, is off 15 per cent. Supply has
exceeded demand . Retailers are
buying only what they need
because they're afraid what thev

buy today will cost less

tomorrow."
Rod Kallungi. a butcher for Joe

Wigley Meats of Detroit, said his

store had stopped offering hor-

semeat for sale, a practice the

store began this summer for the

first time since World War II.

"We've got more than enough
beef," he said, adding that sales

were "running like normal" at

prices averaging 30 cents per
pound below their midsummer
levels.

The up and-down character of

prices was reflected at Giant Food
stores in the Washington, DC.
area. "Roughly, there has been a

10 per cent increase in rib sections

of beef and 10 per cent decrease in

chuck," a spokesman said "There
has been some increase in food

prices generally, reflecting the

increases in wholesale prices."

The Austin, Tex., school system
found an off-beat solution to the

problem of trying to plan lunch
menus without knowing what foods

will be plentiful. It added a "Phase
4 Sandwich," named after the

administration's latest economic
program The sandwich, a

spokesman explained, is made
from "whatever meat is

available."

Surge: Nixon Ignoring Housing
BOSTON ( \P) Gov. Francis W.

Sargent said Monday that
President Nixon is ignoring the
housing problem in the nation's
cities.

Although more housing is badly
needed in most cities. Sargent said,

'unfortunately the President chose
to ignore such problems at this

time
"

Sargent told the annual con-
ference of the International City
Management Association that
President Nixon "said no to the
rental allowance program; no to

ending the freeze on current
housing programs; in fact, no to

any new production programs...
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UMass Pets And Their People

Staff photo/Sue Goldbaum

The University Dance Company does an interpretation called "Lust" choreographed by Richard
Jones.

University Dance Group

Guest Artist To Perform

A
Short

Photo
Essay

By
Pete

Manera

The UMass University Dancers,
and Concert Dance Group, com-
bine with guest artist Dena Madole
in concert September 27-29 at 8:00

p.m. in Bowker Auditorum, at the
University.

Miss Madole is a former leading
dancer with the Erick Hawkins
Dance Company and for the past
few years has been doing solo

performances throughout the
United States. Miss Madole is

currently affiliated with Three
Circle Arts in Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.
Miss Madole did her first joint

concert with a college group in 1967

when she performed with the
University Concert Dance Group
here in Bowker Her flowing style

and grace will be remembered by
those who also saw her in 1966

when she performed with the

Hawkins Company.
The University Dancers have

just returned from 24 weeks of

performing in Rome, Italy,
Tehran. Iran, and Patras, Greece.
The performance in Greece
marked the opening of the newly
renovated ampitheatre, which was
originally constucted in 200 A.C.
Over 2,500 people warmly
welcomed the dancers and made
the performance a most
memorable one.

Richard Jones joins the faculty
at the University and will present
two dances "Jazz Dance for
seven" and "Lust", which was

first performed in Corfu, Greece
and takes its theme from Dionysus.
Mr. Jones comes to us from New
York City, where he was jazz in-

structor at New York University
and Andre Eglevesky's School of

Ballet. His busy summers include
artist in residence at the Paris
Academy and guest teaching in

Switzerland, and Germany.
Reserved tickets are on sale at

the Fine Arts Council Box Office,

Herter Hall, on the University
Campus. $1.50 for Adults and $.75

for Students.

Amherst Optical Shoppe

195 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.
256-6403

170 University Drive
Amherst, Mass.

253-5412

KATZ SPEAKS TOMlGNT
Controversial author and former school teacher, Arthur Katz will speak in the U Mass

Campus Center Auditorium on Tuesday, September 25th at 7:30, at Smith College, September 24th
at 7:30, and at Mount Holyoke College, on September 25th at 12:00 noon. Locations at Smith and
Mount Holyoke will be announced later.

Katz, a lecturer, world traveller, and author of the provocative book "Ben Israel —
Odyssey of a Modern Jew" challenges both Jewish and gentile audiences about the place of God in
their contemporary lives.

As a youth growing up in a conventional Jewish home in Brooklyn, Katz was a rebel whoviewed the world as "a place where people were making a living without living." Agitated aJut
the situation, he dropped out of high school and became a participant in radical left wing causes

Embraces Radical Ideologies
By the age of twenty-three he could best be described as a disillusioned Jewish man having

embraced Marxism, pragmatism, existentialism and atheism as logical paths in his search for his
very existence and solutions to the breakdown of Western civilization

His moral anguish was further heightened when the Army assigned him to Germanyamong my natural enemies and persecutors" where he was "jarred by exposure to the horrors ofWorld War II which emmated from this brilliantly cultured nation of the western world "
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he therefore attended Santa Moni^ City College,

histor

Un,vers,ty of California at Berkeley where he received his B.A. and M.A. degrees in

Sets Out To Change Social Order
Setting out to prepare his students for a "Progressive" society he became a "free-wheeling high school teacher inducing his students to be critical of American institutionssharpening their social consciousness and promoting freer moral attitudes

nsuiuuons,

After four years of such teaching, he was made to realize that ideologies, philosophies andeducation were not capable of transforming human character in the lives of his studenteor h"sown which was being shattered by personal problems
=>iuuenu> or ms

In search of an answer to his predicament, Katz set off on an odyssey of tracing Western
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t0 * g^-phic birthplace ending up in Jerusa'lemUere he madelhe
spiritual discovery which revolutionized his life.
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trave,s through Europe and the Middle East, he represented theJudah H. Magnes Memorial Museum - museum for Judaica in Berkeley As their acent he
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Katz's highly emotional search for truth and identity during this epic odyssey throughEurope and the Arab world is described in his book "Ben Israel" published by^SSSSSS
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ciPIeshiP traini"g a"d o^reach to the Jewish people,has appeared on five half hour television religion specials and many radio interview programs Amajor motion picture on his book is currently being planned.
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FREE DELIVER?

rent a refrigerator

$40.00 for school year and $10.00 security deposit

$30.00 for first semester bill you $20.00 for second
$22.50 for one semester and $10.00 security deposit

Due to the many inquiries and requests for our rental refrigerators, the Campus Center
Recreation and Services has set up a second opportunity to rent a frig for your room. Those
who rented from Creative Conveniences last year will be happy to know that we have their
contract this year Check the schedule below and see which central stopping area is closest.
Mark the day and time on your calendar. Look for the U-Haul truck. Drivers have the contracts
and you may pay check or cash

Delivery days are Tuesday. Sept. 25, Wednesday, Sept. 26 and Thursday, Sept. 27:

Call 545 0012 to put your name on the drivers calling list when he arrives in your area.
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7 00 8 00
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5:00 5:45 8:30 9:00 front of Webster

5:45 6:15 9:00 9:15 between Greenough and

Chadbourne

6:15 7:15 9:15 930 Quad parking lot

7:15 8:15 9.30 1000 Silvan area promenade
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Study Predicts Housing Drop,

Increased Unemployment
LEXINGTON, Mass. (AF)-An economic research

organization predicts a 20 per cent drop in housing

starts over the next two years in Massachusetts as

well as increased unemployment and inflation.

Data Resources, Inc., of Lexington said the factors

are not likely to produce a recession in the state.

The study was released yesterday.

The projections were based mostly on an outlook

for the national economy which Data Resources
developed by using 700 national financial and in-

dustry indicators. Massachusetts is linked via

computer to the national forecasts.

The increased unemployment was directly related

to military base closings in the commonwealth. Data
Resources said

Unemployment will drop to 6.8 per cent before the

end of the year, but climb to 7 per cent during 1974

and 7.2 per cent in 1975.

The Boston Naval Shipyard, Otis Air Force Base

and some facilities in Chicopee and Bedford are to be
phased out or closed during the next two years.

"Inflation measured by the Boston Consumer Price
Index will not subside until 1975. The 1973 and 1974
levels will exceed the 1972 inflation rate by more than
50 per cent rising from 3'l> per cent in 1972 to 5> 2 per
cent in 1973 and 1974. In 1975, inflation is expected to
moderate to about 4 per cent," the company's report
said.

The report also predicted that housing starts "from
the 1972 level of 48,780 housing units. . . will fall to about
40.000 in 1973 and about 32,000 in 1974."

A recovery in the housing industry is not an-
ticipated until the 1975 building season.
Data Resources said business investment had the

only optimistic projection for the period. It promises
"to be the main source of strength against serious
recession. ..with investment increasing over 10 per
cent in both 1973 and 1974."

Legislators Oppose Open Beaches

NATCHITOCHES. LA. LAST PERFORMANCE. Singer Jim Croce
appearing in his last performance at NVV State L'niv. at Nat-
chitoches. Croce and .five others were killed shortly after the per-
formance when their plane crashed near the Natchitoches airport.

BOSTON A(P)-A bill to open to

the public all beachfront land
between the high and low tide

marks received solid opposition
yesterday from legislators who
represent the state's coastal areas.
The legislators, in testimony

before the Joint Natural Resources
Committee, said the bill would
cause property values to decrease
andmight also be the first step on
the road to socialism.

"A few years ago only a few rich

people owned little pieces of beach
land where they could go play

withtheir friends," said Rep.

William Saltzman, I-New Bedford.

"But today even truck drivers can
own beachland.

"A lot of poor people who pull

themselves up by the bootstraps

buy beach land to get out of the

slums," he said. "And if a man's
got a beach, and it's his beach, then

you should let him keep it! "If you
want to divide everything up,"

Saltzman said, "there's 'another

country you ought to go to-that's

Russia."

Rep. Bernard Wilbur, R-

Barnstable, called the bill "one
more step toward socialistic
government."

Sen. John Aylmer, R-Barnstable,
said it would be unfair to enact the
bill without providing com-
pensation for the beachfront
property owners.

"It's like creating a sidewalk
along a 1,200 mile road. You have
to pay some compensation to the
owners of the land," Aylmer said,

adding that it would cause great
public safety problems.
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Senator Plans

Health Insurance Bill
Couple Beats Fuel Shortage

ByGARYLl'HR
HARTFORD (AP)-U.S. Sen.

Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn., an-

nounced Monday he was preparing
a health insurance bill that would
have the federal government pay
family medical expenses above
$2,000 or after 60 days in a hospital.

Private insurance companies
would continue to cover initial

costs, Ribicoff said.

The bill, being co-sponsored by
Sen. Russell Long, D-La., also

would replace the resent Medicaid
program of health protection for

low-income families, he added.
Ribicoff disclosed the bill in an

address to the Connecticut State

Labor Council's annual con-
vention.

"We must make sure that health

care is a basic right, not just a

privilege for the few," he said.

Ribicoff said he supported the

basic goals of a health care bill

introduced by Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass. But the Ken-
nedy bill, calling for the federal

government to provide total health

insurance, would cost $80 billion

and Congress was unlikely to

approve it at that price, he said.

By contrast, he said later, the

Long- Ribicoff bill would cost only

$3.5 billion. He called it "a first
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step we can take right now."
"I am not such a purist that I am

going to wait for the whole loaf
when thousands of families are
being financially wiped out by huge
medical bills," he said.

At a news conference prior to the
speech, Ribicoff criticized the
federal government for directing
so much of its drug law en-

forcement effort toward con-
trolling heroin traffic.

The government has "failed to

combat a new, more widespread
drug-abuse menace involving the
illicit use of billions of pills," he
said.

T he news conference was timed
to coincide with the release of a
Senate subcommittee report on
drug control. Ribicoff headed the
committee, which spent nine
months studying the nation's drug
picture.

The report said the trend among
drug users was toward "polydrug"
abuse-the use of cocaine, am-
phetamines, barbiturates,
hallucinogens, methadone,
marijuana and alcohol in a variety
of combinations, sometimes in

conjunction with heroin.

"One element of of the drug
picture appears unchanged,
however. Teenagers are among
the principal abusers and schools
are a principal marketplace,"
Ribicoff said.

He added that the government
has failed to curb organized
crime's rule in illicit narcotics
traffic because, up to now, the

enforcement agencies have failed

to pool information or work with
the FBI.

CLINTON, Conn. (AP) -While
some homeowners this fall are
worrying about fuel-oil shortages
and soaring electric prices, the

Dahlquists find comfort-and
economy-in their fireplace.

Emil and Lee Dahlquist recently

began using their relatively small
fireplace to do much of their

cooking while it heats their house.
Today, especially during colder

weather, they prepare much of

their cooked foods, from meat to

pudding, in front of the hearth.

Dahlquist, 59, has invented and
hopes to patent a slanted fireplace
grate designed to radiate more
heat into the room.
"It's like a wedding with

something old and something
new," he said, referring to the use

of a modern development to im-
prove an ancient cooking method.
Using a fireplace oven and

rotisserie he built, the Dahlquists
are able to save on cooking costs

while heating their house with a

wood fire.

The couple found that the

fireplace did most of the work of

heating their eight-room house,

cutting their fuel-oil costs.

Dahlquist is cautious about
saying how much fireplaces will

save on fuel bills. In their case,

however, he estimated that each
$70 spent on wood saves $ 100 worth
of oil.

Another $30 a year is saved
because the electric stove gets

such little use.

"Bread, which I make from

scratch, only takes 20 minutes to

bake at the fireplace while it takes
one hour in a regular oven," said
Mrs. Dahlquist.

The fireplace may even be an
improvement over the modern
stove. "A 15-pound turkey, stuffed,

takes only four hours," she said.

"It's juicy and self-basting."

Bulger Hits EPA Head
BOSTON (AP)-State Sen. William M. Bulger, D-Boston, said Monday

that the regional director of the federal Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) is pushing contradictory proposals for offshore oil

development to please his superiors in Washington.
Bulger also challenged regional EPA director John AS. McGlennon to

debate the issue.

McGlennon favors oil development off the New England coast on the
one hand, as well as ocean sanctuaries where development must not be
allowed to take place on the other, bulger said.

This, Bulger said, demonstrates the "confusion in McGlennon 's own
mind resulting from his desire to please the administration in

Washington."
The major oil companies "have enough friends in Washington without

Mr. McGlennon appearing as an advocate," Bulger said.
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Buythe

BSR710 or 810.

Either way you'll

get the shaft.
The BSR 810 and 710 have their brains in

their shaft. A carefully machined metal rod

holding eight precision-molded cams. When
the cam shaft turns, the cams make things

happen. A lock is released, an arm raises and
swings, a record drops, a platter starts spinning,

the arm is lowered, the arm stops, the arm raises

again, it swings back, another record is dropped
onto the platter, the arm is lowered again,

and so on, for as many hours as you like.

Deluxe turntables from other companies do
much the same thing, but they use many
more parts—scads of separate swinging arms,
gears, plates, and springs— in an arrange-
ment that is not nearly as mechanically
elegant, or as quiet or reliable; that produces
considerably more vibration, and is much
more susceptible to mechanical shock than
the BSR sequential cam shaft system.

When you buy a turntable, make sure you
get the shaft. The BSR 710 and 810. From
the world's largest manufacturer of automatic
turntables

BSR BSR (USA) Ltd
.

Blauvelt. New York 10913
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(Editor's note: Charles
Camelopard was granted an in-

terview with Martha Mitchell this

week. It was time, the lady said,

that she let the American public

know what is going on in her life.

Here is an excerpt from that in-

terview.)

CAMELOPARD: Mrs. Mitchell,

you said in your Sunday night TV
interview that there is nothing

wrong with you except mental

torture from what you've been
through. Is that all the trouble

you've been having?
MRS. MITCHELL: Well no not

all. You see, since John left our

apartment I have had nothing to

do. No one to nag, no one to irritate

with phone calls, I've gotten quite

bored and to combat the boredom
I've been eating. Eating
everything pecan pie, ice cream,
salami sandwiches, watermelon.
The fact is I've put on twenty

Pressure Groups In Latin America
By PEDRO HERNANDEZ

A pressure group is composed of individuals who
together determine the decisions of national policy.

They are a specialized society, but pressure groups
do not necessarily exercise power in a formal
manner. There can be functionaries and bureaucrats
in public positions who belong to these groups and
exercise power officially in the interests of the
pressure groups.

Consequently, real power is vested in groups of this

kind. This real power will be democratic in character
if the pressure groups represent majorities, and will

be oligarchical when these same groups represent
minorities.

In Latin America, access to form part of the
pressure groups is controlled by a small minority that

constitutes the only real pressure group, because the
really important decisions to maintain effective

structures are dependent upon this group. And
this small minority pressure group, by means of

economic powers, whether cultural, political,
bureaucratic, military or ecclesiastical.

The concentration of economic power in Latin
America is obvious. Statistics concerning the bad
distribution of our national income and per capita
income, the deplorable division of land tenure, and so
forth are widely known. To gain access to cultural
power, one must first possess economic power,
because of the structure of our educational in-

stitutions. The upward climb into the ranks of the
political hierarchies requires conformity with those

financially powerful and a cultural minimum as well.

Bureaucratic power also requires this minimum
and even greater conformity, because the upward
ascent through bureaucratic in Latin America
depends upon the judgement and decisions of the

bureaucratic higher-ups, and these men cannot
maintain their own public status if they are not in

comformity and agreement with those who hold

economic power. Military power in our countries can
only be justified as the defender and upholder of

enforced structures and, in the final analysis, of the

economic power. The latter repays or compensates
the military men with financial, social, or even
political privileges, as circumstances may require.

These correspond to their comformity with the

"established order."

The ecclesiastical power in our countries is united

to the financial and political powers because they
possess interests in common. The conformity of the

ecclesiastic lends support ensuring the maintenance
of these interests. The popular classes, comprising
the large majorities, do not constitute pressure
groups because they do not possess awareness of

their common needs, nor are they united in their

activity. They have no organization that is national in

scope, nor even a minimum of common political

objectives. If the majorities fail to obtain these
requisites, Latin America will never become a real

democracy.

Pedro Hernandez is a Collegian Commentator.
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pounds and my girdle is killing me.
It's so tight I can't even think or

talk straight.

CAMELOPARD: Is it true that

your husband has urged you to see

a psychiatrist?

MRS. MITCHELL: Yes, that's

true but he's also told me to see a

witch doctor, Josh the high-priced

Jesus freak, Arnold the man who
makes me my salami sandwiches

at the corner deli and my family

down south. I guess he's just been
trying to get rid of me wouldn't you
think?

CAMELOPARD: You made
some mention of Mr. Mitchell

being upset about you throwing his

clothes around. Would you care to

comment further on that

statement?

MRS. MITCHELL: I certainly

would. He's the one that throws his

clothes around. John's a very self-

conscious man and when he can't

find a pair of color keyed jockey
shorts in the morning he has a fit

and empties his drawer all over the

bedroom. I just got sick of picking

up after him.

CAMELOPARD: Is it true that

you tossed him out for his domestic
misbehaviour rather than all the

marital arguments that have been
reported about you two?
MRS. MITCHELL: I didn't

throw him out. I just got made one
day and told him if he wanted to

live like a fraternity brother and
drink and make a mess of his room
he should have stayed in college.

The next day he took all the cards,
poker chips and scotch with him
and left. I never knew he took me
so seriously.

CAMELOPARD: You've
complained that every time you

leave your apartment people
speculate that you have gone to a
psychiatric hospital. Where are
you going, really?

MRS. MITCHELL: Oh just
down to Macy's basement to hunt
for bargains. I picked up a great
set of Archie Bunker coasters and
ashtrays the other day for $1.59. I

go to the deli a lot for salami and
they have great Greek olives. I

can't eat too many of them. They
make me think of Agnew and tht

rest of those hoodlums and I get
indigestion.

CAMELOPARD: You stated
that the reason you went to

Washington was to help the
country become a better place.

Now that this has all happened
would you like to add any other
reasons why you went to the
nation's capitol?

MRS. MITCHELL: Well, just
one. There was a real estate agent,
his name was B. Z. Rebobobo or
something like that. He told John
and I that the new Watergate
apartment complex would even-
tually become one of the most
famous chic apartment buildings

in the world. We decided to get in

on the ground floor before the rents

went up.

CAMELOPARD: Mrs. Mitchell,

what are your plans for the future?
MRS. MITCHELL: I haven't

too many plans right now, except
that I'm having my phone
disconnected.

Charles Camelopard is the
Collegian's Washington D.C.
Correspondent.

Death In Chile
By DENNIS SIMKOWSKI

Death is visiting Chile like a thief in the night. Its name is Fascism,
pogrom, extermination. Its cause is Mammon, idolatry, greed. Its

Merchants -Nazis looking for investors -denounced the "Jewish Com-
munist conspiracy" and demand "a Jew hanging on every pole." An
American couple witnessed the execution of between 400 and 500 people,
"30 to 40 at a time." in a Santiago soccer stadium where the
authoritarians play a deadly game. Estimations range up to 25,000 killed.

Thousands are interned. (Flash back... Northern Ireland... British
Foreign Secretary Sir Douglas-Home has defended his government's
decision to recognize the military regime. He said the British have very
large interests in Chile so there are very strong practical reasons for
recognizing "it"-read "Death". No doubt he supports his bloody
government's role as Merchant of Belfast!)
America trained and supplied Chilean military brass and that was the

extent of its aid after Allende's election in 1970. Meanwhile, Large U.S.
grants and economic credits go to South Vietnam, South Korea, Brazil,
Turkey. Taiwan. Greece, Iran, and the Philippines, to name a few, and
they have on thing in common -military dictatorships.

Naturally, big business didn't mind the eventual overthrow, ac-
complished with guns, bombs, napalm and tanks "made in USA". "Think
of the market

, it says, "and making the world safe for democracy."
Anaconda and Kennecott Copper and additional foreign interests. ITT's
million dollar 17 point plan was designed to keep Allende's Unidad
Popular from governance and when that failed to materialize it decided
upon post-electoral disruption. And there's the Watergate connection.
'The Chilean Embassy was broken into. This involved ITT people later
implicated in the scandal. ) Bishop Sergio Mendez Arceo of Cuernavaca,
Mexico, who knew President Allende, said that "Chile under Allende was
bringing hope to the Latin American peoples that they would achieve
their aspirations for liberty and true democracy." But now, he added,
"the military chiefs gave in to selfishness and placed themselves in the
service of the Oligarchs -local and foreign." Those multinationals are

(Continued on P. in

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes ail
letters to the editor They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes
AH letters are subject to editing, for either content

or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.

To The Editor:

I suppose you could consider the

following a combination farewell
address and a promotional speech
about a program that isn't very
well known.
By a farewell address I mean a

chance to say good-bye to some of

my friends and to explain to them
where I've disappeared to this

semester. As for the promotional
aspect, I hope that by explaining

Letters To The Editor
Ninety Days And Counting

n

what I'm about to do and why, I

might encourage others to do the
same. You see I'm going to jail this
week; not because I have to go but
because I want to go!
What I've become involved in is

part of a program to establish a
model educational rehabilitation
center for the guards as well as the
inmates at the Berkshire County
House of Correction. As part of this
program I will spend 90 days as a

Get To Know Us
To The Editor:

We'd like to introduce ourselves. We are Gamma Sigma Sigma and we
are a Sorority-but we're not Greek and we don't have a house. We are a
service sorority.

We must finished running a used book exchange at the Student Union
and we are also organizing a Heart Fund Walk from this campus Every
semester we help with the Blood Drive. We also work off campus-at
Belchertown, the Shriner's Hospital in Springfield, and local nursing
homes. Maybe you've run into one of our fund raising drives-selling
candy, baked goods or xmas notions. Or if you belong to an intramural
athletic team maybe you've played against us in football or volleyball.
Now that we have been properly introduced, why would you like to

know us better? We'd like to meet you ! Why not drop by one of our coffee
horus on Monday, Sept. 24 or Wednesday, Sept. 26 between 7:30 and 9:00
in the Colonial Lounge at the Student Union. We think you would enjoy
knowing us better.

Sally Butler

Elizabeth O'Brien

Bob And Howdy
To The Editor:

Modesty and his usual deep-seated sense of fair-play obviously kept
Bob Estelle from including his own book in the list of ten books necessary
for enlightenment. The book is called None Dare Call It Intelligence and
what it is is two books for the price of one. The first part is an intimate
biography, The Hard-Head Conspiracy, by Bob's former best friend and
constant childhood companion, Howdy Doody.
As you might expect from a former birch tree, Howdy is a bit wooden in

his prose style. But the story is enlightening and entertaining, especially
the section covering Bob's most formative years. Unlike most normal
babies, Bob's first word was not "mommie"; it was "commie" at
everything he discovered, be it bug, bird, flower, reptile, or whatever.
Once Howdy and Bob cut their fingers with a dull pocket-knife and let

the sap run together in a slight variation on the blood-brother ritual. Bob
renounced his friend Howdy when Howdy intimated that the chip on Bob's
shoulder might have come from his head.
The second part of the book, The Broad Side of a Barn, is a collection of

Bob's right-handed curve-ball columns which give sobriety, common
sense, and intellectual rigor a whole new dimension. Like Bob's list, his
columns are a "good starter" for both liberal and conservative fireplaces
alike. Bob's book is available through Kindergarten Press; the cost is one
dollar three eighty-five.

Gene Walz

Something Worthwhile

To The Editor:

There has been much speculation throughout the campus as to just who
Josh is or isn't. To the girl I met in the Hatch, he is not a new soft drink; to

Douglas Vicoll, he is not a hoax although he will be talking about one
(Resurrection Hoax or History Mon. at 7:30 in the Campus Center
Auditorium). He is not a Jesus Christ reincarnate although he will be
talking about Jesus and His importance today. Also, he is not a seedless
grape. However, if you still thirst I would invite you to come and find out
for yourself "who's Joshing who?"

I have had the privelege to hear Josh talk and have found him to be
extremely interesting and refreshing as he presents Biblical facts in

relevant ways. If you are a person who has never truly resolved the issue

of God, Christianity and Relgion in your life or if you are just interested in

hearing Josh while he is here, come today at noon in the Campus Center

Auditorium or Wednesday at 7:30 in the Student Union Ballroom. I

promise that he will give you something worthwhile to think about.

Harvey Meister

WhereWas The U.N. Then?

To The Editor:

In response to Mr. Goulding's letter of Sept. 23, Mr. Goulding gives
several reasons for the U.N. being so ineffective. All of these reasons,
seem to put the blame on us spine curving plague spreading, Zionists.

Number one. the reason why we fight terror with your so called
reprisals against innocent Palestineans is because the U.N. will not do
anything about these "innocent Palestineans". These innocent
Palestineans are made up of people like the terrorists who sent bazooka
shells into an Israeli school bus. mutilating 40 innocent children, people
who go around Olympic games and torture and kill Israeli athletes.
Where was the U.N. when all this was going on?
Where was your U.N. when six million of us went to the gas chamber
No. Mr. Goulding. the government in Israel is not militeristic or even

racists, we are doing something that your IN and your world has
refused to do for two thousand years, that is to protect Jewish lives. If you
think this is wrong, or immoral, stick it up \our ass.

Lawrence A.Cohen

prisoner of this jail. During this
time I will be treated like the other
inmates with the exception of
receiving 15 credits from the
University of Massachusetts for
this learning experience.
Despite the newness of this

program I will not be the first

person to voluntarily spend time in
jail. This past summer five
graduate students lived the lives of
inmates. They experienced for
themselves the hardships
presently existing within our
correctional systems. Now they're
working towards making the
changes and improvements this
area certainly needs. That's why I

wasnt to become involved.
I believe there's a lot to be

learned about the entire field of
corrections. Especially concerning
the facilities around the inmates
and the programs being offered for
the inmates. I also feel more at-
tention should be given to the value
these programs have to the in-

mate; both while he's in jail and
more importantly when he's out.
What I hope to get out of this

semester is a real understanding of
this situation from the inside. As a
result I'll be more aware of the
cotributions I can make on the
outside. Obviously there's more to
all of this than I can express in a
letter.

If you're interested in knowing
more about this program or
possibly considering joining me I

would like to talk with you. You
can get in touch with me at this

number 545-0917.

Donna Cowdrey
Berkshire County Jail

Pittsfield, Mass.

Wake Up
To The Editor:

Whoever sponsored and ad-
vertised the seminar on "Jew as
Jew and Jew as Man" needs to

wake up to the fact that they have a

responsibility to see to it that the

ad not appear if the seminar is

cancelled, as I discovered only
after having walked clear across
campus. Too rarely are any
Jewish organizations addressing
themselves to issues that young
people are really concerned about
for them to be able to afford this

kind of irresponsibility.

Ronald S. Goldman
Southwest Resource Center

Death In Chile
(Continued from P. 10)

making the world safe for nothing more than profits and hypocrisy.
"I did not support Allende, but that's irrelevant now. I am a Chilean

and a human being and these men are Nazis," said a Christian Democrat.
He charged that General Augusto Pinochet, leader of the junta, was
trained by "Wehrmacht officers." In deed, murder is complemented by
book-burning. Deportations of political refugees will mean death for
many Latin Americans. Even longhairs are being shorn, a mild example
of the regime's repression.
World opinion starts with you. The responsibility is ours. We must end

U.S. support to the junta, stop recognition, refuse trand and aid to the
Fascists.

-Write or telegram Senator Edward Kennedy. Ask him to lead a Senate
delegation to Chile to examine conditions.

-Send a mailgram, telegram or letter to Senator William Fulbright,
head of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Henry Kissinger, and
the lameduck. Urge no recognition and an end to U.S. intervention.

-Mailgram the Argentinian Embassy, 1600 N.H. Ave. NW,
Washington; the Peruvian Embassy, 1700 Mass. Ave. NW, Washington
and the Mexican Embassy, 2829 16th St. NW, Washington. Request them
to grant asylum to Brazilians, Bolivians, Uruguayans and refugees from
other Latin American dictatorships.

-Send a message to U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim in New
York. Request immediate intervention on behalf of the safety and lives of
the political refugees in Chile. Ask that a U.N. Commission be sent im-
mediately to Chile to guarantee their safe conduct to hospitable coun-
tries.

Dennis Simkowski is a Collegian commentator.

You Are What You Eat
To The Editor:

The students return in September and find that the system has
manipulated them again. This time it is our food. The students paid for a
product: either the 15 meal plan or a 10 meal plan with certain
specifications. The specifications are three choices of a main course and
unlimited seconds. Why does the Food Services have the right to decide
for the students what is best for the students?
An old adage says, "We are what we eat." To survive we must eat the

proper foods. Most dining commons food consists of high concentrations
of carbohydrates, fats, and certainly food that plays second fiddle at best
to what good old mom cooks.
My main bitch is that we got taken. We, the students, paid for a product-

-the dining commons did not deliver. Therefore the students deserve no
less than a rebate on the money they spent for an undelivered package.
Let 's face it-we are one of the most affluent societies in the world, yet we
must eat a diet of soybean concentrates and bontrae substitues. Who is
kidding who?
This university would not exist if it were not for its student population.

The university doesn't exist for the administration, it exists because of
the students. Therefore the student should be treated fairly. As another
student has suggested in an earlier editorial, a return to the sixties is
best. Be apathetic if you wish, but you are what you eat.

Gerald J. Morrissey

Those Silly Boys
To The Editor:

With reference to the recent crushing defeat of Bobby Riggs by Billie
Jean King, I would like to comment on the behavior of the Kennedy tower
boys. What initially started out as a few passing comments on the
situation developed into immature, slanderous attacks upon female
Coolidge spokesmen themselves. The Kennedy "gents" hurled tissue
paper rolls, and flaming paper from upper stories causing hazards to
those beneath. They then engaged in hurling apples, tomatoes, etc. upon
the female students in the dorm adjacent to them, ignorant of the damage
they caused. Having been struck myself, I can only say, "Send your fruit
to Bobby; don't waste them on us. He needs the nutrition."

Susan Quigley
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Food Costs Will
Decrease In '75

PORTLAND. Maine (AP)-The country will have the "largest crops in

history his fall," a U.S. Cost of Living Council official predicted Monday.
Hazen F. Gale, director of the Council's Policy Analysis Division, said

the farm boom will continue through 1974 and the eventual result will be a

decrease in food costs, but not this year.

Addressing 240 delegates and officials at the 55th annual convention of

the National Association of State Departments of Agriculture, Gale said

price increases will slow down through the end of this year.

"We'll turn the corner on food prices and see a turn downward in them
a year from now." he said.

Setbacks in the Nixon administration's economic policies were caused
by the "economic cycles in several commodities peaking at the same
time," Gale said. Beef, poultry, pork and eggs were all high con-
currently, with no other high-protein food at a low price "to take the
pressure off."

Gale drew cheers from the agriculture officials when he said some
frustrated consumers are demanding that all controls be dropped and the
free market be allowed to take care of itself.

But, he said it would be "impractical" to drop all controls.

Farmers have had a chance to get back on a level where they were 20
years ago under the controls, he said.
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WASHINGTON.--TELLS DELEGATE RECOMMENDATIONS-Patricia Roberts Harris, chairman of

the 1972 Democratic National Convention's Credentials Committee, speaks in Washington Friday to a

meeting of the Commission on Delegate Selection and Party Structure. She recommended to the party's

reform commission that "all persons making or to the party's reform commission that "all persons
making or supporting slates of delegates to the Democratic National Convention be required to include
women, minorities, and young people on their slates in reasonable relationship to those groups'
population in the state."

Polio Outbreaks
Feared In Maine

$6.5 Million To Go
For Job Placement

By DAVE SWEARINGEN
Associated Press Writer

AUGUSTA, Maine <AP)-A state

health and welfare official said

Monday he is alarmed at the

falling immunization levels of

Maine pre-schoolers, especially for

polio and Rubella German
Measles

If these immune levels continue
to drop, it's only a matter of time
l>efore Maine begins to get polio

outbreaks such as occurred in

Connecticut in 1972," said David
Knorowski. immunization
program director for the Maine
Health and Welfare Department.
At last count, only 68 per cent of

Maine pre-schoolers were im-
munized against polio, and 66 per
cent against Rubella.

"These levels leave too much
room for the diseases to make a
comeback in the state," stated
Knorowski at a news conference
kicking off Immunization Action
Month in Maine.
Mrs Kenneth If. Curtis, wife of

Maine's governor, will head the
October education campaign.

Love Is Not Enough
"Love is not enough. You owe it

to your children to see they are
lully protected." Mrs. Curtis told

reporters

Knorowski said the only ac-

ceptable immunization level to him

is 100 per cent, and the depart-
ment's past practice of "setting a
figure like 85 per cent to shoot at is

gone. We're shooting for 100 per
cent now-total protection."

After the introduction of the

Sabin oral polio vaccine in the late

1950s, Maine's immunization level

for that disease jumped to well
over 90 per cent.

The rubella vaccine has been
available only three years, making
it difficult to set up an average
immunization level.

Knorowski said he is puzzled by
one aspect of the immunization
problem. Despite the decline in

polio vaccine use, and the low
immunization level for rubella-the

level for children protected against
DPT-Diptheria. Pertussus-
Whooping Cough-Tetanus remains
about 80 per cent.

Can't Explain It

We just can't explain it. For
some reasons, kids are getting
DPT vaccine, and not polio,

although they're both usually

available at the same time," he
continued.

The Rubella vaccine is ad-
ministered in one injection-good
for life-between the age of one and
pubetry Oral polio vaccine
requires three initial doses-as
early as two months, followed by
another after 6-8 weeks, and a third

in 8-12 months. A booster is given
just before the youngsters enter
schools, making each child "set for

life" unless he runs into an unusual
situation such as exposure to polio

while engaged in foreign travel,

Knorowski stated.

Immunization Action Month
"The importance of the month is

not so much to accomplish im-
munizations, as it is to take the

opportunity to remind parents of

this problem, and get them to do
something about it in the coming
vear," he said.

BOSTON (AP)-Gov. Francis

W. Sargent said Monday that

Massachusetts will receive $6.5

million in federal funds to find

new jobs for employes of

military bases which are being

phased out.

Sargent said Massachusetts

will receive $3 million im-

mediately and another $3.5

million will become available

later.

The Boston Naval Yard, Oits

Air Force Base in Bourne and
Westover Air Force Base in

Chicopee are among the

defense facilities slated by the

Nixon administration to be

phased out.

Sargent said the money will

be used for manpower training

and to expand placement
facilities now in operation at

the bases.

He said persons not directly

employed by the bases but

whose jobs have depended on
the facilities also will be

eligible for assistance.

The governor announced

several weeks ago that only $1

million would be available for

Massachusetts residents af-

fected by the base closings,

even though he had requested

$6.5 million.

Kelley Paralyzed

IIYANNIS. Mass. (AP) -Pamela
Kelley, who was injured Aug. 13

when a car driven by Joseph P.

Kennedy III, 20, overturned on
Nantucket Island, is to be tran-

sferred to Massachusetts General
Hospital in Boston at the end of the

month.
Miss Kelley. 19, was the only

person seriously injured in the
accident. Her back was broken and
her legs are paralyzed. She and
Kennedy were among seven people
who went to the island for a day's
outing.

Miss Kelley's home is in Cen-
terville, not far from the Kennedy
Compound at Hyannis Port.
Kennedy is a son of Ethel Kennedy,
widow of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.
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NEW & USED CLOTHING
Rt. 9. Hadley

NEW Male Jeans
only $5.00

Snorkel Parkas only $20.00

USED COATS &
JACKETS

_ $15.00 • $40.00
all kinds

LEATHER & SUEDE JACKETSi
as well as

CORDUROY & DENIM
along * illi the usual —

flannel >h irt>. pea coats, vests,

reindeer sweaters, etc.

JACKETS
and PANTS

111. Farmers Form Posse
To Curb Cattle Rustling

By H. F. WOLLENBERG
AssiK-iated Press Writer

MEREDOSIA, ILL. (AP) - If

your car breaks down after dark on
I back road in rural southern
Illinois, you're apt to attract a
crowd. Maybe even a posse.
When understaffed county

sheriff departments were unable to
stem the tide of cattle rustling,
farmers took it on themselves to

they'd be the first ones to call the
police if a farmer stopped to pick
some flowers from their front

yards
"

Insurance industry estimates
indicate the losses due to cattle
rustling in 1973 will double from the
$230 million lost in IllinoTs

already ".

The citizen's posse was formed
with the blessing of Morgan County

NAPLES, Italy, « DEMONSTRATOR SUBDUED-- Plainclothes police grab a demonstrator PrUUy ia
Naples in the second day of disorders in that cholera-stricken city. Man at left with club also is a
policeman. Demonstrators are protesting lack of work.

Skylab Ending Record Mission

By PAUL RECER
AP Aerospace Writer

SPACE CENTER, Houston ( AP)
- Clean up, pack up and power
down chores occupied the Skylab 2

astronauts Monday as the record-

breaking spacemen prepared for

their Tuesday splashdown and the

end of their 59 1 2-day voyage.
"Watch us today -we'll get this

thing all put to bed," said Skylab 2

commander Alan L. Bean as the

astronauts worked to close down
the space station. "We're coming
home tomorrow."
Bean and his crewmates. Jack

R. Lousma and Owen K. Garriott,

spent Monday tidying up the or-

biting laboratory and preparing it

for the Skylab 3 crew, which is

scheduled to spend 56 days aboard
the space station starting Nov. 11

The Skylab 2 splashdown target

is 230 miles southwest of San
Diego, Calif., in the Pacific Ocean.
Officials said the target may be
moved to the northwest a number
of miles if Hurricane Irah, which is

500-600 miles south of the splash-

down point, becomes a hazard

Bean spotted the storm off the
coast of western Mexico on
Monday and told Mission Control it

was "a beautiful hurricane."
Bean, Garriott and Lousma will

board their Apollo command ship
Tuesday morning. They will

conduct a "hot fire" test of some
steering rockets and undock the
command module from Skylab at

3:50 p.m. EDT.
After moing away from the

orbiting laboratory, the astronauts
will fire the powerful service
propulsion rocket on the Apollo
craft. This will slow their speed,
cause them to fall from orbit and
streak into the atmosphere toward
the ocean.

Splashdown will come at 6:20

p.m. EDT.
Re-entry will be tricky and

complex for the astronauts.

Two of four steering rockets on
the Apollo spacecraft are disabled.

The astronauts must fly the craft

with only half its steering power.
Officials are confident the

spacemen can fly the crippled

craft to earth safely, but a rocket is

poised at Cape Kennedy for a
possible rescue mission and of-

ficials said it could be ready for

launch within a week

MDC
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Student Senate

Elections

October 2, 3, & 4

send out cars and pickup trucks to Sheriff Harold Wright He doesn't
patrol the back roads at night. And
many of the farmers, ignoring the
advice of county sheriffs, say they
are traveling armed.

"We're not grouches," said
Eldred Ehlert. a cattle farmer who
heads a patrol group of about 60
farmers. "We just want to protect
what's ours."

He sat around a table with three
other farmers and a grain farmer
who also man the citizen patrol
cars and discussed the thefts that
have increased in these days of
soaring food prices.

"City people will come down
here on weekends and stop on the
roadside to pick some corn," said
Dave Hutson, a cattle farmer.
"They'll get real upset if we tell
hom to eet out of our fields, but

Oil Slick Farms Link
To Missing Aircraft
BOSTON (AP) - Coast Guard searchers continued to scour Boston

Harbor yesterday for clues to a missing twin engine aircraft that
disappeared m heavy fog Sunday night on an approach to Logan Inter-
national Airport.

The crew of a Coast Guard helicopter said it sighted an oil slick in the
harbor and divers were dispatched to that area. However, a spokesman
said even if the slick were connected with the downed plane it could have
drifted several hundred yards.
The harbor surrounds the airport on the sides.
Mrs. Ripley Miller, 36, of Wilmington, Mass., was identified as the pilot

and only occupant of the missing Beechcraft. She was flying for Cor-
porate Air Inc. of Hartford, transporting cancelled checks to Boston
banks, a spokesman for Butler Aviation Corp. said.

approve the gun toting, for which
the farmers have their own
rationale.

"Now you tell me how many
innocent people are going to be out
on a side road at two in the mor-
ning," Hutson said. "If we find a
cattle rustler, you can bet he'll

have guns."
For the first six weeks of their

nightly patrols, with two men in a
single car covering more than 80
miles of roadways from dusk to
dawn, not a single rustler has been
spotted.

"Anybody who might think of
rustling in this area has probably
heard about our patrol," Ehlert
said, "and they know they had best
stay away."

LOONEY TUNES — Quality Components

Nomination Papers

available

Student Senate

Take a right on East St., off Rt. 9 just past Old Weird Harolds

Open 10-7/ Monday - Saturday

SYSTEM No. 1

Sherwood S-7100 R Receiver List $219.95

14 watts per channel, both driven into 8 OHMS at 20-20,000 HZ. Harmonic
distortion less than 0.9% at rated output. Some of my competitors would
advertise this as a 70 watt receiver.

Office

420 S.U

2 - Jensen 1 Speakers

8" full range Flexair speaker— 5 year warranty.

BSR-310 AXE Turntable

Complete with base, dust cover & Shure AA75 cartridge.

List $64.00

List $66.80

Total List $370.75

LOONEY PRICED at 270"

Come in and see what we have to offer and register for our component give-away.

DRAWING TO BE HELD SEPT. 29
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Of Interest...

UMass Debate Team
The UMass Debate team ended last year on a very successful note with

teams attending such prestigious tournaments as the Novice Nationals in

Chicago and the National Debate Tournament in Annapolis Maryland at

the U.S. Naval Academy.
Not leting the glories end here, the debate team is now intending to

clean up any many new tournaments in this new year.

Debating the topic of the energy crisis, the teams of Paul Goslin and
Howard Steinburg and John Adams and John Cross whall be matching
their wits against other schools in Pennsylvania at the Washington and
Jefferson College Tournament at the end of the September.
Getting an early start in October two of these te?ms will be going out on

October 5 to meet even tougher competition at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in Cambridge, Mass. The following week Bran-
deis University in Waltham, Mass. will be the scene of another tour-

nament attended by the teams of Anne Mary DesFosses and Jill Peltin

and Ken Becker and Bill Nosel.

Plans are now underway to attend more tournaments such as the

Plattsburgh State University Tournament and the Wake Forest

University Tournament in North Carolina.

Anyone interested in joining the debate team can receive more in-

formation by coming to room 811 in the Campus Center at 7:30 on
Thursday September 27th.

' 'Laboratory In Group Dynamics '

'

The Division of Humanistic
Applications of Social and
Behavioral Sciences in Education
at the School of Education is of-

fering a course in human in-

teraction for undergraduates.
The course, titled "Laboratory

in Group Dynamics," is primarily
intended to be a laboratory
training experience which will

focus on personal growth and
group development. The major
part of the classroom time will be
devoted toT-Group sessions which
will provide an opportunity for

each participant to: develop a
greater insight into him-
self/herself and his personal value
system; develop an awareness of

his/her impact on others; her;

increase his/her senstivity to the

feelings of others and his/her
understanding of the behavior of

others; examine and experience
the forces that operate in a group
as well as his own effectiveness in

assuming roles that are needed in

building and maintaining a group;
and relate the small group ex-

periences to the processes of

change, motivation, leadership,

organizations, and larger social

Commuter Assembly

Elections
Nomination papers are available

for seats on the Commuter
Assembly Executive Council
outside the Commuter Lounge and
the Student Senate Office. They
are due by 10 a.m. Monday, Oc-
tober 1.

systems. Outside reading and
theory/skill sessions in class,

hopefully will contribute to an
understanding of group dynamics
theory and practice as well as to

individual development.
The training for the laboratory is

done by advanced doctoral
students under the supervision of

Donald Carew and Al Ivey, both
staff members of the cluster.

The course meets from October 4

through November 27 on Tuesday
and Thursday, 4:00-6:30. A
number of openings are available
and can be registered for in Room
121 at the School of Education. The
course is listed as EDU 386 Lex
0300. It carries 200 modular credits

(2 university credits).

If you would like more in-

formation concerning the nature of

the course contact the Cluster at 5-

()918

Alcoholism Funds
Fight Release

BOSTON (AP) -Massachusetts
and Wisconsin filed a class ac-
tionsuit Monday on behalf of all 50
states to seek release of $30 million
in alcoholism funds frozen by the
federal government, Atty. Gen.
Robert H. Quinn said.

The case was filed in U.S.
District Court in Washington to

force release of the funds by the
Department of Henlth Education
and Welfare.

Massachusetts would receive
$700,000. if the funds are released.
The money would beused for state
programs for the treatment and
rehabilitation of alcoholics.

(pIC \\l> OPENING
of

5 IVetv Stores
in

Amherst Center

gala celebration featuring

The Deadly Nightshade

15 BEERS!!!
from 7 p.m. - 11 p.m.

at

I)w vers Bookstore Kelso Earth Shoe

Black Swan Frame Shop Pots & Plants Shop

Julius the Tailor

264 - 274 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst

Look To The Sky

AMHERST, Mass.-The Amherst College Obser-

vatory will hold an open house during the evening of

either Friday Sept. 28 or Saturday Sept. 29, whichever
evening first offers a clear sky.

A viewing through the Observatory's Clark 18"

refractor telescope will begin at 7: 30 p.m. The moon
visible planets, and deep sky objects will be observed.

The Observatory is located on Snell Street in

Amherst, just off of Route 116 south of the College.

Path To Total Awareness

On Sunday, September 30th at 7:30 p.m. THE
VOICE OF THE MASTER, a filmed talk by Darwin
Gross, the living ECK Master will be shown in the

East Lecture Hall, Academic Building I, Hampshire
College, Route 116 South. Amherst. The film will be

accompanied by an explanation of ECKANKHAR, the

path to total awareness. Everyone is welcome. There
will be no admittance charge.

MDC Classifieds
75' First Day

*

50* Each Additional Day

Stockbridge Seniors

yearbook portraits to be taken

September 26, 27, 28

12-8p, Campus Center Room 804 - 808

Fee $2.00 Delma Studios

U1MUA
"Otf the Hook" will be your show

tonight. Moderator Marty Waters
will open the phone lines for

audience calls. Feel free to call and
talk about anything you'd like.

"Off the Hook*' is a production of

the WMUA public affairs depart-

ment, and is aired on Tuesday and
Wednesday nights from 7:208:00.

"The Crisis in Chile ", a special

production of the WMUA Public
Affairs Department, will be aired

tonight at 8:00 p.m.

It is the first in a series to be
moderated by Tom DeLuca of the

Political Science Department.
Michael Best of the Economics
Department will be featured on
this week's show.

Hey Babe, Let's Get Married
City and Town Clerks across the

Commonwealth have been advised

by State Secretary John F.X.

Davoren that an opinion rendered

by the office of the Attorney

General establishes a new
procedure for the issuance of

marriage license to persons under
twnety-one years of age.

Massachusetts residents, both

male and female, who are 18 years

of age or over no longer are

required to gain parental consent

to marry in this state, Secretary

Davoren noted.

According to the recent decision

of the Attorney General, Davoren
went on to say, any person

establishing residence in this state

for marriage purposes is subject to

the same law and may decide

imdependently to enter into a

marriage contract once he or she

has attained the age of 18.

In instances where a
Massachusetts domicile is not

established. Secretary Davoren
pointed out, the City or Town
Clerk must be guided by the laws
of the state in which the marriage
license applicant claims domicile.

There are presently 23 jurisdic-

tions including the District of

Columbia and the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico that require the

male to attain the age of at least 19,

and in some instances 20 and 21,

before he can marry without

parental consent. Secretary
Davoren related.

Because ol the numerous
inquiries directed to his office by

both municipal clerks and ap-

plicants for marriage licenses.

Secretary Davoren sought a legal

ruling by the Attorney General.

Secretary Davoren further
pointed out that any applicant, 18

years of age or over, claiming
domicile in a particular city or

town, must be permitted to file

marriage intentions in the com-
munity

However, he added, if an ap-
plicant, regardless of age, in-

dicates his domicile to be a city or
town in Massachusetts other than
the one in which he seeks to file

marriage intentions, that person
must be referred to the city or town
of domicile for the purpose of filing

intentions.

Secretary Davoren stressed that

in the event an applicant filing a
marriage intention is under the age

of 21, and claims residency in

another state, the laws of the

domiciliary state must be adhered
to.

The Attorney General's opinion

clearly states that a male between
the ages of 18 and 21, whose

parents reside in a state other than

Massachusetts, may establish a
domicile within the Com-
monwealth for the purpose of

contracting marriage. Secretary
Davoren further pointed out that

the determination whether a

person between the ages of 18 and
21 has made his new
Massachusetts residence his

domicile for marriage purposes is

a question of fact to be determined
by all the circumstances of the

case.
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presentation

author:

Jill Johnston
speaks on

1

1

Lesbian Nation
a feminist solution'

Tuesday, Sept. 25 S.U.B. 8:00 p.m

OFFICIAL

RING RING DAZE
MONDAY - TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

SEPT. 24, 25, 26

9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

University Store & Minuteman Mercantile

factory representative present — $10 deposit
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TODAY at 12 NOON . , CAMPUS CENTER
in the AUDITORIUM
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A Correspondance Course?
Nope! A Newspaper Course!
mherst, Mass-College- three participating institutions and $60 tuition, which includes cos
redited courses will be course requirements will be materials. Details will

17

Amherst, Mass. --College-
accredited courses will be
available to newspaper readers in

Massachusetts for the first time

this year through a cooperative

program directed by the

University of Massachusetts
Division of Continuing Education.

The core of the project will be 20

1400-word lectures published in

eight newspapers beginning Sept.

30. With supplementary materials,

attendance at two seminars and
other work, home study, those who
enroll can earn two semester hours

of credit.

The course, originating at the

University of California at San
Diego, is "America and the Future
of Man," an interdisciplinary
exploration of such current
problems as population, en-

vironment and energy. The lec-

tures are written by a group of

selected scholars.

Besides the newspapers' lec-

tures, the course includes local

informal discussion groups, two
regional seminars, one in

December and one in February,

and a packet of required sup-

plementary materials--a textbook,

self-study guide and a board game
that ties the course together and
involves the student in the

problems.

Credit will be granted by the

FOR SALE

siii in buffs! If you want stereo

equipment matched for you and sold at

wholesale prices, call Dick 253-2786 after 6.

— All Brands:
tfio/:n

Waterhed top quality with liner and
frame — .lumo size. Tel. eve. (617) 249-

4087.

tf9/25

Konica Autoreflex T 35mm SLR
< amera. Fully auto apeture-case, flas

shoe. hood, strap gd. cond. $150 firm, (all
;.ii; :w:i7 aft 6.

tf9/25

l*M*l Volvo. 145-S. AM/KM. a.c. radials.

roof rack. SO .000 miles. $1450 Vermont.
802-843-2354.

tf9/26

A 12" Panasonic TV., red frame, I yr.

old. f fin .oil. Also H track car stereo. Pioneer

spkr. and ten tapes. $40,011. (all 253-5307

anytime between 4-7.

H9/26

Sharp stereo AM/FM multiplex tuner

radio, needs work but exc. spkrs. and

turntable. $80 or best & first offer. Call 253-

5:107. 1-7 ever\da\ .

tf!l/26

(harlemont. Mass. — home of five

VVcimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-
('.. cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or
quiet enjoyment. 1-413-3:19-6688.

tflll/19

Men's in Speed wh. Chiorda excellent

working cond. $75. (all Karen 5H4-HK37.

tf9/25

I9*» Kultaco Metralla MRU 230 cc,

under 4500 miles, good cond. Asking $300

incl. some spare parti & tools, (all 665-

2804 after 5:30.

tf9/26

Refrigerators by Delmonico. compact 5

cu. ft., new. still in carton. 5 year
guarantee. Only a few left for free
delivery . 549-0023.

U9/28

1972 Toyota Corolla 1600 under 14000

miles, excellent condition. Asking $1850.

(all llolyoke 533-6240. ask for Carl.

U9/28

Vivitar 2Xmm f2.8 W A I. ens. Mike. 665-

1926.

tf9/26

(hex . Wagon, snows loo, Porsche com
Needs top A interior, \lpha Romero, ex.

mech cond Rest offer, school bus camper.

323-7327.

U9/26

Zeiss Ikon Ikoflex. I. F-75mm. best offer.

515-2151.

tf9/25

I- oik (•Hilars — dibson Klueridge. 3 yrs.

old $.'7."> w case. Rare Martin 5-IK. 23 yrs.

old l/l sue. $375. (all Jim 1-527-5428

F.aslhamplon

tf9/28

L

Sound Sale — \hration! Raker
stereo is back (.rand opening specials

Mun.-Fri.. Sept. 24-29. Fv-14 speaks
III" nmmiI 2-wav . air-susp. walnut i ase.

Reg $120 per speak Now $120 per

P \IR : Mso K-track stereo tapes $2. .ill.

mmi°„ guarantee Most major brand
stereo equip discounted. Before you

huy — (heck my price! 246 Raker 546-

•M Rarry .

tf»/27

three participating institutions and
course requirements will be
determined by the institutions

granting credit.

Anyone may participate in the

course; those enrolling for credit

must register by Nov. 23 and pay

$60 tuition, which includes cost of

materials. Details will be
published in participating
newspapers. Registration is

through Courses by Newspaper,
Division of Continuing Education,

UMass-Amherst, 01002.

Now
Playing

AMITY ST.

AMHERSTC^na
253-5426

arjflwland...anewhope...anewdi^am|

e ves. : Max vonSydow
I

LivUllinannl
7:00

9:30

sat. sun.The Emigrants
2:00

w
Technicolor* From Warner Bios. •JFO)

SEPT. 26— KING OF HEARTS
MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS SI 00

Action

Packed CALVlNT&e
KING. ST , NORTHAMPTON

tWEAMD lETDir
Eves.: 7 : 00 & 9: 15; Sat. -Sun. Mat. 2:00

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS SI 00

FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

Honda MS. 1969 only 4000 miles. Just

tuned, new oil seals. A-l cond. w /2 helmets,

S4O0. Jim 527-5428. t 9/2N

Spool up your cubicle, frat. or apt. with

this unique idea in tahlelops. 99 and forty-

four, one-hundreds per cent pure recycled

wood. >il floats too), at the CC. Concourse.

<>-r>

I960 Int. Scout, 1 wheel drive, lock hubs,

posi li action. 1 cvl.. never plowed, little

rust, excellent condition. SlIlMl. Tel. 367-

2078.

Mi

Sex is one thing you can talk about over

our natural spool tabletops. See them at

the CC t oncourse.

.lethro lull tickets — two for Ki.Vl

Tickets for Kriday. S«'pt L'K concert at

Boston t.arden. t all :>l«i-;iK.'. ask for Kathi

or Lisa, must sell

tf»-2(;

\ lishv deal — fish and chips al Amherst
Seafood Market.

tf!l-2S

l-'irst $.">o takes il. «:t Mercury waKon.
Huns, current sticker. Kood snows on hack
t all Dave at OHM, CI Brittany Manor
after li.

tf9/2.-»

AUTO FOR SALE
1967 MuslanK Kustoack 2X9. i speed, r &

h. mans on new <i-7l» tires, excellent
mechanical condition. $<.".•> or best offer

(all ."•tli-7MI2.

If9-2H

l%l \\V. new tires and battery, engine
needs work, body in kimm! shape, (all .">l«-

X!l.">7 ot ,")l(i-H9IS. no reasonable offer

refused.

tf9-27

WANTED

PERSONAL
HELP WANTED

Judo (.1 I... i.i.:. :i I'm. eves.

tf9/2:.

\ ouiik married c ouples or sin«le
"••men are needed to do li\e-in baby-
sitting jobs (ouples with no children
or one. You can make Sunt a week.
Husband can have full time job and or
t lasvj-s Perm needs transportation.
Telephone: Home K Siller Services.
Inc. anytime. TM-MM.

9-2.".

Happy Birthday Shoulders from Ross.

Sieve, and Mike I hippie)

DrMag your van to Boston'' Make It by
takinx my rockinit chair & bike along, (all
Janet colled at (6I7> 72a-2209.

U9/25

lii-spd . bike for only 25« at Hec . Soc . bike
raffle. located in ( ( 2nd level. Tickets 25(

or :./$ I Drawing Sept. 27. Donated by Bike
Bk

tf9/26

Beer. wine, papers, groceries, inc.

Mexican food. Montague Mini-Mart.

Montague (enter. Open H-ll every day for

vour convenience.
tf 1(1/3

Kxperienred Manager for Campus
( inenias. Iladley. Call between 7& 10 p.m.
i::i2-7i:.N.

tfl0/2

We need competent people — (iamma

Sigma Sigma Nat'l .'*r\ice Sorority . Mon
Sepl. 24: Wed., Se|'i M, t olonial Lounge.
Student I nion 7 :i"

tf9/2S

Jan. I said

MB
was sorry. Let's talk. Okay?

tf9/25

AUTO FOR SALE

I9ii:i Comet, good condition, great deal at

|IS9. (all Debbie. Km. 215. at 5-2642.

H9/25

I9fil Chevrolet Apache 1/2 ton pick-up,
truck, good running condition, passes
inspection. Asking I ISO. 5K4-7(W7 evenings.

t/9/25

Mustang convertible. 1972, 15.000 miles.
A real bargain, must sell. Call 584-5097.

tf9/30

\ncalist wanted for hard rock hand
ItMMC KM! & country rmki, already
formed and working. Kavor people
who also play KEYBOARDS or other

instruments. Must have trans-

portation and equipment. Serious
iui.pl. • only. ( all Jeff i in 102). 5-2612:

Nauru M34SM.
9-25

RIDE WANTED

1967 BMW HKKi. sun roof, new tires plus

snows, good cond.. $850. (all Sandy. 6-4306

after III: no p.m.
tf9/25

1971 Datsun 240/. AM/KM radio, under

coaling, snow tires, around 13.000.

negotiable Hbone 586-1552 evenings.

ti9/25

67 I'Imii Barracuda, auto., high mileage
hut good running condition. Inspection

Sticker. ISM. (all 25:i-:i2:i5 after 5 p.m.
tf9/27

65 \ W Bus rebuilt engine w /lOOOO miles,

new battery, runs very well. $500 (all 253-

586-2956 after 4:181. ask for Maggie.
tf9/26

in I tor

I'sych & Soc majors to aid in research
at Bss. gel pay and great chance for

unique paper, proj. 323-6311. ext. 201.

tf9/25

1965 Kairlatie Std.. 6 cyl. $381. 665-3451.

alter 6 p.m.

tf9/26

1966 (lldsmobile. excellent running
condition, factory air condition. Radio.
75.INM) miles, asking $500 (all 549-0448.

If9/28

1972 Saw (.T6 Triumph, okay con-

dition, must sell ( ontacl Susan 584-0447 or

581 5292.

H9/25

1966 I .ml Superxan. new paint, v g.

condition, carpel & paneled, must sell.

Win ( all UHN,
H9-25

I'll share gas and tolls to Amherst. Tues.
and/or Thurs. mornings. Back to Boston
same afternoons. Call .'.12-5867. leave
message.

tf9 /26

Today — I need a ride to Boston: one-
"way or round-trip. Am going to K.J.
Concert. Will pay. Please call 546-6784: III

answer.

9-25

I need a ride from Springfield to campus,
(lasses start at 9:05 and end at 3:20.

I'lease call Springfield. 782-2:109 after 100.
Thank you.

tf9-28

To Spfld. on most Fridays, will share
expense, (all 546-6876.

tf9/25

(.ay commune has farm, now peopling,
living and loving together P.O. Box 723,

\mherst. Ma.

tflO/9

ROOMMATE WANTED

Need reasonably quiet roommate to

share nice \mherst house \vailahle now .

253-3U3 after 7 p.m.
tf9-29

Female wanted to share large apt. in

Montague Partially furnished, wall to wall
rugs Own room Quiet surroundings Call

I67- 2845

Female roommate to share room in two

bedroom apt $67.50 per mo. Area Dia

apts. (all 323(856 alter 3 Keep trying.

tM/26

It ....m male (olonial Village. $87.50

complete ( all Dave after 5:30. 256-0551

H9/28

Homosexual thoughts & leelings
bolhering you. or want info! — Local
Counselor willing to talk, (all 586-2811

after 6:30 ask for Paul.

tf9/25

Billie — if I can't find you. I'll follow Mr.

\\ He'll lead me right to you! Pat (.arrett

PS.. HeadwiMid was in a Dakota!
•1-25

Woman named Sherry wants to establish

meaningful relationship with man who
docsn'l want to paint his wall. 546-5027.

9-25

Will person who took clock from KK(.
foyer Sept. 16 around 1:30 a.m.. please

return it" No questions asked, great

sentimental value. 545-0320.

If9-27

3rd floor Kennedy. Mark — how's your

Wedgie? Love the Raytheon Lang
9-25

Authority Colloquium for 2 credits, meet
in 903 ( .(.. Wed.. Sept. 26 at 7 p.m. (o

deride time etc. We will look at all aspects

of authority.

If9-26

Musicians wanted. Keyboard and Vocals,

male or female, but will consider anything,

(all Alan 549-6275. Dave 527-9201. Kevin -

323-7249.

SERVICES

Club in llolyoke now undergoing
renovation, needs part lime help doing mid

jobs (all :.:t6-K9ll lor more info.

If9-28

FOR RENT

Horses hoarded. 10 min. to campus, box
stalls, pasture, field, jumping, excellent

trails. 253-7373

H9/27

Puffton Milage Apis. - available im.
mediately

: I. 2& 3 bedroom apts. Call 549-

•141 between 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

tf9/25

Rooms —Only a few left. Arrangements
by day . week, month, semester. See at 401

V Pleasant St. Ask for Duncan.
tf9/28

Oarage space, central Amherst. Safe

and inexpensive. D. II Jones 549-3700.

tf 10/18

ENTERTAINMENT

Belly laughs with Putney Swope, Sept. 29

at 7. 9 &n in Mahar. Saturday

tf9/28

From Klvis to Oiels — dance to your
favorite music. Steve the D.I has 1000's of

records and a powerful PA. Ring him up.
167-2842.

If 10-1

RIDERS WANTED

t 9/28

Ride to Syracuse Ithaca vicinity.
Kxchange help driving. l*ave early Sat..

return Sun. any weekend soon. I-4U8-3M9.

9-25

Pick-up truck for hire. Furniture and
appliances moved, odd jobs — painting,

etc. (heap rates, (all Mitch. 665-3405.

mm
Pastel portraits I paint from Polaroid

portraits. I take, (all 54UM075 for samples,
all ages from newborns to grandparents.
Low rate.

tf»/26

I'ortraits. situations, objects —
forgeries, (all Doorknob Knterprises. 546-

.".785 for appt.

tflO-5

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Honda 305. 1969. only 4.000 miles, just
luned. new oil seals. A-l cond. with 2

helmets. $400. Jim. 527-5428.

tf9-28

PiMa deliveries. 25 per cent
mission. 256-6350. The llungry-C

com-

tf9-i8

ROOMS WANTED

1966 Triumph Daytona SOOcc. rebuilt
completely. Excellent condition, must sell
in vicinity. $500. Contact Bob at 605-4365 or
come to 112 Ml Sugarloaf

'(•/»

1971 Honda CB450. excellent condition,
disc brake, (all after 6, Sunderland «6S-
3553.

If$725

Female senior needs to find room or

small apt. preferably furnished, quiet
surroundings (all 1-617-544-6743 after 5

p.m.

mm

1972 Yamaha 100 cc Street model. Twin
cyl.. 1900 miles, excel, cond. $375 or best

offer. 256-6264 after 4 or 283-3978 anytime.

mm
For sale H7I CL350 Honda. New rear

lire, runs like new Always well cared for

Asking $575 (all aft. »:00. ««5-4544.

tf$72f
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ANY VETERAN
In need of part-time work contact

John Petell Veterans Office Whit

more 239D. Have openings in

Amherst Northampton pay.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
First meeting to be held in

Hasbrouk 20, tonight at 7:30. People

who signed up at Star Party should

attend.

BEEN RIPPED OFF?
Then sue in Small Claims Court.

For information or questions

regarding how to sue in Small Claims

Court, contact John Lynn, Rm. 413A.

S.U.B. WMPIRG Office. Mon. Thurs.

or phone 545 0712

BIKE RACE
Starts 5:30 p.m., 9 25 at West End

of Mass. Ave. Classes for beginners

and more advanced. For info call

Mark at 5 1319.

CCEBS
Meeting of all GRADUATE

students supported by the CCEBS
Program at 1 :00 p.m. on Weds., Sept.

26 in the second floor conference

room, New Africa House. Meeting

will be short, but your prompt at

tendance is mandatory.

CHEM CLUB MEETING
First Chem Club meeting tonite at

7:30 p.m., 1st floor, GRC tower. New
members welcome
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Everyone is welcome at our Tues.

meetings, where selections are read

on an appropriate subject, and
members share experiences and
healings. Tonight at 6:45 in C.C. 911.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
MEETING
Meeting tonight to organize

committees for Oct. -Nov. concerts
Rm 171 in C.C. at 7:30.

FILM
Season tickets are on sale now in

the concourse level, C.C. for the

detective Series and the Woman of

the 30's Series.

FIVE COLL, REP. NEEDED,
UMass needs 1 more rep. for the

5 Coll. Student Co ordinating Board.
Call Jean 6 7482 for info.

FIVE COLLEGE JEWISH
NEWSPAPER
Meeting tonite at 6:30, Rm. 302

S.U.B. Open for all persons wanting
to work on various aspects of this

paper

FOLK DANCING
S. W. Honors Colloquia 1 credit,

Tues. 7:309:30 p.m., Thoreau
Dateroom call 67482.

GAY LINE INFORMATION
Gay line open Monday thru Weds.

7 10 p.m. 545 0154

GOOD SAMARITAN
Thanks to whoever found and

returned my card folder you really

saved me!
GRAD WRITERS ALLIANCE
Writer's reading at 8 p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge. Poets J. B. Reed
and Irma McClaurin, Fiction writer

Alex Shishin.

HILLEL SEMINAR SERIES
Prof Edward Kaplan speaks today

on "Prayer and the Spiritual

Radicalism of A.J Heschel." Bristol

Essex Rm SUB. 4:00 p.m.
HRTA MAJORS
Money for Lake Placid bus must be

left with Nancy in HRTA OFFICE,
Rm 205. Chenoweth by Weds.
ICE CREAM PARLOR
At Chi Omega tovite at 7:00. Come

and bring your friends. We can pick
you up at 6: 45 at Van Meter, Wope,
Newman, Dickinson or Thoreau. Call

5450162.

INDEX
The index will have a recruitment

meeting, Tues., Sept. 26 at 5:30 in the

index Office SUB All un
dergraduates are welcome.
NURSING MAJORS
Meeting at 7 p m in the Conference

R 4th floor, Morrill. Will be

discussing the upcoming convention

All interested students are welcome.

OPEN RUSH
All U men invited to Sigma Phi

Epsilon for an informal rush Tues

and Weds. 7 9 p.m Call 5 0070 for

rides

PRE VET CLUB
Meeting, Sept 26, Weds, at 7 00

p.m in Rm. 917 C.C

PROGRAM COUNCIL
Committee meeting for committee

heads 7 30 Tues., in the Worcester

Rm. Be there!

SAILING TEAM
Any members who would like to

race this weekend Call Phi! 6 9555

Limited openings

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Sisters of SDT invite all UMass

women toa "Mad Libs" rush party at

Notices Of Interest...
Biochemistry Seminar

409 N. Pleasant St. at 7:00 tonight.

Call 545 0527 anytime for rides.

SIGMA KAPPA
Anight in Hawaii. 6:45 p.m. tonight

at 19 Allen St. Call 256 6887 for rides

or info.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Come meet the Sisters if Tri Sigma.

The University is BIG -Let us help to

make it smaller. Join us at 7:00

tonight. For rides call 253 9066.

SW ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS
Are tonight in most of the dor

mitories. Contact your dorm Govt,

for info.

SQUARE DANCE
8-10 tonight. Last chance for new

beginners to join. Possible collequim
credit. Everyone welcome. C.C. 113.

WOMEN SERIES TONIGHT
Thompson 104, 2 great films from

Women of the 30's film series. "The
Good Earth" at 8:30 and Bette Davis
in "Dangerous", Academy Award

Winner!
WMUA
Workshop in Self Realization.

Instruction in techniques based on

Raja Yoga. October April. Carries

credits for Spring semester. Call 665

4767 evenings.

WMUA
The entire WMUA news staff will

be meet in tonight at 7: 30 in C.C. Rm.
162.

WORKSHOP
Workshop in Self Realization,

instruction techniques based on Raja
Yoga. October April. Carries credits

for Spring semester. Call 665-4767

evenings.

FOUND
I found a bicycle. Call 546 1452.

LOST
ID. No. 0391417. Please return to

206 Butterfield via Campus Mail.

Med. Ig. male dog, black with

Dr. Promode
Department of

SPEAKER!
Bardalaye,
Biochemistry
TITLE: Structural Studies of

brown markings. Answers to name of

Montague. Please call Jackie or Jean
253 9880. Reward!
UMass I.D. in vicinity of Webster

to Worcester. Please call Jane Levin
67079.

Please return wallet and-or
identification belonging to Emmy
Jan Stolk to Rm. 223, Dickinson or

Head of Residence, Dickinson Hse.

Himalayan cat- white body, grey
tipped, blue eyes, if found please call

549 6801.

Black and white female cat in the

Strong St. Area. Call 549 3726. Damn
it Come Home!

Some Cell Wall Polysaccharides of

P. cinnamomi and Mucor rouxii

TIME: 4:30 p.m., Tuesday,
September 25, 1973

PLACE: Room 202, Graduate
Research Center.

Coffee will be served at 4:15
p.m.

* * *

SPEAKERS: Dr. Philip G. Hoh-
mann, Department of Phar-
macology, University of Colorado
Medical Center.
TITLE: Multiple Roles for Fl

Histones in the Structure and
Function of Chromatin
TIME: 4:30 p.m., Thursday,

September 27, 1973

PLACE: Room 202, Graduate
Research Center,
Coffee will be served at 4:15

p.m.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM-

1 enjoy laughing with Gemini, holding

heated discussions with Aquarius, dining

with Cancer, exchanging confidences with

Scorpio It seems difficult, for me, to

always make sense with Sagittarius, to go

too long without bruising the feelings of

Taurus, without communicating with
Capricorn 1 never pretend to fully un-

derstand Virgo, to always agree with Aries,

to be free of envy of Leo, to have complete
confidence in Libra There is much that I

have to learn about the zodiacal signs and
some vociferous mail from readers never

lets me forget

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Your ability

to charm associates comes into play. Some,
who considered you overly aggressive, may
now say that you merely have plenty of get

up and -go Display natural inventiveness

fie an individual to your fingertips You will

have backing of co-workers.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20 1: Follow

through on hunch Learn by teaching Share
information Aquarius. Leo persons are in

picture You will be dealing with those who
can be just as stubborn as -you! Affair of

heart may be featured. Love is here to stay.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Accent
versatility, natural abilities You will be

trying many things, experimenting,
thinking and changing and you will feel

alive! Sagittarian is in picture. You get

news of property and values You also have
chance to build.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Study
Gemini message. You may feel there is too

much, too soon But there also is a way You
discover the way by asking. Give full play

to intellectual curiosity Be what you are

-

you will receive backing from solid source.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): You are able to

sell, to put ideas across, to gain from
special efforts Gemini. Virgo persons could

figure prominently. Be prepared for

change, variety and possible travel

Restless associate issues challenge Sense
of humor is important

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): You get what
you want-but you may not want what is

good for you Avoid excess Keep peace
within family Strive to break new ground
Taurus. Libra persons could figure

prominently. Money surprise is due. Don't
waste'

LIBRA (Sept 23-()ct 22): Aura of

mystery surrounds some activities. Break
through clouds of obscurity Facts are
available if you seek them. Key is not to

fear truth Work in conjunction with
organization, charity group, hospital

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Reward
comes your way through business project,

professional endeavor. Accept respon-
sibility. You can deal from position of

strength. Popularity is higher than usual.

Capricorn, Cancer persons are likely to be
in picture

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): Obtain
hint from Scorpio message Chips are down
Decision is made -past fades and future
beckons. Know it and act like you are aware
of it. Stop feeding yourself sledgehammer
words like, "It should have been" or "If

only. ." Instead, maintain positive at-

titude.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Your
creative resources will surprise even you-
there is change, dynamic style You per-
ceive, see ahead, get finger on pulse of

public What you write, say, advertise
meets with healthy response. Travel, study
and enlarge horizons.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): The occult
or what is hidden seems to command your
interest You are fascinated now by the
unknown, by lost horizons, by unseen
resources Your natural capabilities are
highlighted You teach and learn You get
credit for what you do.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Forces tend
to be scattered. You may be judging too

quickly. Key now is to wait for others to

state their cases. You do best by listening

and learning Build bridge of goodwill:
highlight public relations.

IFT0DAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
introspective, have fine imagination but
tend to brood You are drawn to films,

illusions, to endeavors which permit use of

creative capabilities You are sensitive,

prescient You know when something of
importance is to occur. August was one of
your most significant months of this year-
in October you make new start

Copyright 1973. Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Priest's

vestment
4 At that place

9 Edible seed

12 Sign of zodiac

13 Girl's name
14 Ordinance
15 More obese
17 Give
19 Singing voice

21 Transgress

22 Festive

24 Bow
26 Choicest

29 Walks
unsteadily

31 Emerge
victorious

33 Pronoun

34 Conjunction

35 Carpenter's
tool

37 Short sleep

39 Exists

40 Special

individual

(abbr.)

42 Long, slender

fish

44 Flash

46 God ot love

48 Uncooked

50 War god

51 Recent

53 Hurry

55 Buy back

58 Squanders

61 Exist

62 Experience

64 Electrified

particle

65 Sailor (colloq.)

66 Spirited horse

67 Sob

DOWN

1 Man's
nickname

2 Meadow

3 Container

4 At that time

5 Long-legged
bird

6 Spanish article

7 Communist
8 Man's name
9 Carpenter's

tools

10 Dine

1

1

Reverence

16 River ducks

18 Penpoint

20 Quarrel

22 Somber
23 Norse gods

25 Noise

27 Glisten

28 Trials

30 Sink in middle

32 Scold

36 Armed conflict

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. *f

Ruggers Open With
Four Straight Wins

The "Say Hey Kid" called it quits last Thursday morning in New York, for twenty-two years. Willie

Mavs had excited crowds in New York with the Giants, then in San Francisco when the Giants moved in

ltM and finally back in New York with the Mets. A tremendous all-around baseball player and athlete.

Mays hit over 660 home runs during his long and distinguished career. It is expected that Mays will

remain with the Mets in some capacity, eigher managerial or administrative.

Willie Mays, A Living Legend
. ... i i „....:«« tl..n.i>ik mu'

ByBOBESTELLE
Early in 1950. a young ballplayer

named Willie Mays left the Bir-

mingham Black Barons of the old

Negro League and took the step by
signing a minor league contract

with the New York Giants' farm
system. Since Jackie Robinson had
made it with the old Brooklyn

Dodgers, the entire major league

system had been looking for Blacks

who could help their clubs. Giant's

owner Horace Stoneham felt he

had a good one in the Alabama
native, but little was he to know
how good.

Mays started his career in

Jersey City, New Jersey, went to

Minneapolis a year later and was
called up to the parent team in May
of 1951 . At the time, he did not want
to go but Giant manager Leo
Durocher needed a centerfielder

very badly. Mays got the job.

Mays started off slowly but

became a key man in a pennant

race that terminated with the first

National League playoff series

ever In those playoffs. Mays is not

remembered. That year was the

year Bobby Thomson's home run

scored three runs in the ninth in-

Kuth to hit 600 runs.

Although he was aging, the spirit

was still willing. In 1971, at the age

of 40, he led the Giants to a

divisional title and title and

starred in the playoffs against the

eventual champion Pittsburgh

Pirates.

By this time Mays was earning

$165,000 a year. This owner
Stoneham could not afford. Yet, he

wanted this man who had led his

franchise to have financial

security. Mrs. Joan Payson, the

owner of the New York Mets, was a

(Jiant stockholder at one time. She

was, and still is, a Willie Mays fan.

She had always desired Willie's

services as a ballplayer. So Willie

became a New York Met in May
1972. twenty-one years after he had

joined the Giants.

The New York fans loved it.

especially since Mays hit a home
run that won his first game as a

Met on May 14. But it was all

downhill from there. The Willie

Mays that Mets fans saw was only

half the ballplayer the "Say-Hey"

kid of the Polo Grounds. He was

embarrassed by his age which had

robbed him of the skills he once

year contract running through 1982

but it will not be the same without

him in centerfield for the Mets. or

anyone else. So thank you Willie for

all you gave baseball, and good-

bye. You will be missed.

By WADIE BA1IOU
The UMass Rugby team, coming

off its first victorious season in a

long while, started things off with a

bang this past weekend by winning

four games and losing none. The
UMass "A" team, in scoring its

highest point total ever,

demolished Maine 57-3, while the

"B's" shutout the Maine second

team 16-0. In Sunday's games the

"A's" relied more on a sound
defense than their potent offense in

nipping UNH 6-0. The "B" team,

however, had less trouble, rolling

over the UNH seconds 30-4.

Saturday's "A" team, despite

playing two men short for most of

the game, saw eight of the thirteen

players score, while amassing
their 57 points. Inside center Brian

Kain scored 15 points, while Walter

Klsmore scored two tries and set

up two more with some fantastic

running. Paul Greenfield also

contributed with two tries.

Sunday, it was once again Brian

Kain who led the Ruggers by

scoring all the points on two

penalty kicks, while defensively,

Riggs: Jump?
LOS ANGELES ( AP> — Bobby

Kiggs has scrapped plans to leap

from the London Bridge this week
because the water is too shallow,

his publicity agent said Monday.
Larry Lawrie said Riggs

decided against the jump after

finding out water under the bridge

was only six feet deep. Riggs had
promised to jump off a bridge if he

lost his tennis match with Billie

Jean King last week in Houston.

Kiggs reportedly is looking for a

oridge with more water under it.

fullback Leo Mulcahy and Captain
"Piggy" Tkacik shone.

The UMass "B" team followed

up the "A's" successfully both

times as John Awtrey and Tony
Kalinowski each scored a try on

Saturday to pace the UMass of-

fense. On Sunday, however, the

story was exciting Chris Walters,

who drew many a round of ap-

plause from the crowd with his

brilliant running and kicking as he

scored two tries and set up two

more.

Shoulder Injury

Shelves Namath

For Eight Weeks
ByALEXSACHARE

Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — Quar
terback Joe Namath, the New
York Jets' injury-plagued
superstar who suffered a

separation of his right shoulder in

Sunday's game against the

Baltimore Colts, will probably not

I
have to undergo surgery but is

expected to be out of action for

most of the remainder of the 1973

season.

"Namath's shoulder separation

has been reduced." Dr. James A.

Nicholas, the Jets' orthopedic
surgeon, said Monday after

studying X rays of the injury taken

Sunday night. "Although the final

decision will not be made for two or

three days, as of now there is no

plan to operate."

Nicholas said Namath might be

able to return to action for the Jets'

final four games of the season,

which means he would miss the

club's next eight contests.
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L00NEY TUNES — Quality Components

Take a right on East St., off Rt. 9 just past Old Weird Harolds

ning of the final playoff game with possessed. As they say, the spirit

the rival Dodgers.

Two years in the Army followed

but the "Say-Hey" kid of Coogan's

Bluff came back in 1954 to win the

MVP. triple crown and lead Leo
Durocher's Giants to the only

World Championship that

Durocher has ever won. In that

series. Mays will always be

remembered for the catch he made
on Vic Wertz in the tenth inning of

the first game.
Willie went on to become the best

centerfielder the game was ever

seen for the New York, and later.

San Francisco Giants. He lead the

Giants to another pennant in 1962,

getting a key single in a ninth in-

ning rally of the third playoff game
with the Dodgers. In 1969, he

became the first man since Babe

was willing but the flesh.

Mays has stayed on. The Mets

are now in a scramble for a

division title nobody seems to

want. He is 42 and had a bad

shoulder which has converted him

from center field to first base. He

played little in the past month.

Finally, he announced his

retirement from baseball as a

player this past week.

It was time to do so as after 660

career home runs and pl.~ a

lifetime average batting average

of .300. Willie Mays cannot play as

he once did. This is too bad but all

things must pass. Willie has given

many a fan numerous thrills

during his great career.

He will remain with the Mets in a

coaching capacity as he has a ten

Open 10-7/ Monday - Saturday
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Sherwood 7100 R Receiver List $219.95

14 watts per channel, both driven into 8 OHMS at 20-20,000 HZ. Harmonic

distortion less than 0.9% at rated output. Some of my competitors would

advertise this as a 70 watt receiver.

Shula Not About To Panic
MIAMI ( AP)-"They dominated us." Coach Don Shula said Monday of

the loss that snapped Miami's streak of 18 victories in National Football

regular season and playoff games.

"Their offensive line handled our defensive line and their defense

handled our offense," Shula said of Miami's 12-7 loss to the Oakland

Raiders Sunday. .,.„, #aatt
The Dolphins set a National Football League rushing record with 2,960

vards in 14 regular season games ir 1972. But they were held to just 105

yards on the ground by the Raiders Sunday and added only 90 yards in the

air despite 25 pass attempts by quarterback Bob Griese

Shula might be concerned about the failure of his team, but he isn t

about to panic as he prepares his team for Sunday's home game against

the New England Patriots

The defeat kept the Dolphins from tieing the 1933-34 Chicago Bears for

the most consecutive regular season victories. 17, and Shula admitted.

"It was a big ball game for us. It would have put us in an area no other

team had been beotre. and made us 2-0 this year.

2 Rectillinear XI Speakers

10" Woofer, 3 1/2" Tweeters

BSR-610 AWX Turntable

Complete with base, dust cover, Shure M93E cartridge.

List $159.00

List $140.80

Total List Price $519.75

L00NEY PRICED at ODH
95

Come in and see what we have to offer and register for our component give-away.

DRAWING TO BE HELD SEPT. 29

.
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, ... Staff photo /Jor Martins
I Mass head soccer coach Al Rufe surveys the situation. Chances are he won't be this calm this af-

ternoon when the Minuteman hooters open their season againct BC.

East Division At A Glance

Expos Pirates Split

By DAVE EIBEL
The Montreal Expos and Pittsburgh both failed to gain ground on

thefirst-place New York Mets, as they divided a twi-night doubleheader
in Montreal. The Expos won the first game 5-4 with starter Steve Renko
winning his fifteenth game, after winning only one all last season Willie
Stargells forty-third homerun, tying him with Dave Johnson for the
National League homerun leadership, couldn't bring the Bucs back far
enough
The Pirates came back in the second game to beat the Expos and Ernie

MacAnally by a score of 3-0. Nelson Briles pitched the shutout, winning
his fourteenth game in the process.
The doubleheader split left the Mets one-half game ahead of the

Pirates, with the all important loss column now tied. The Expos, now
three and a half out, are virtually eliminated.

Reds Clinch Western Crown

Baihj ©flijpnian

I
SPORTS

CINCINNATI (AP) - Tony
Perez and Andy Kosko boomed
home runs Monday night and the
Cincinnati Reds clinched the
National Leagues West Division
championship, defeating San
Diego 2-1.

It was the third division title in

lour years for Cincinnati.

Dick Baney. making his first

National League start, earned the
victory with late help from
relievers Tom Hall and Pedro
Borbon.

Baney, a 25-year-old right-
hander who was cut from two
minor league clubs this season,
stopped (he Padres, un six hits until

(he eighth inning before being

lifted. It was his second major
league victory. His last start was in

1969 for the Seattle Pilots of the
American League.
Perez' 26th homer, which broke a

tie for team leadership, came in

the fourth inning off loser Rich
Troedson, 7-9. Kosco tagged
Troedson for his ninth in the sixth
inning.

Ivan Murrell accounted for San
Diego's only run with a two-out
homer in the ninth
The victory, before 16,395,

clinched the Western division title

with five games remaining and
was the Reds' 58th triumph in a
torried 81-game stretch to over-
come an 11-game deficit on July l.

King Has
Last Word
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Billie

Jean King got the last word in the
tennis battle of the sexes:
She said Monday she would not

agree to a rematch with Bobby
Riggs whom she beat 6-4, 6-3, 6-3
in Houston last week to settle a
women's lib score after Riggs beat
Margaret Court last May.
"I didn't want to play him in the

first place...," said Mrs. King.
'Margaret opened the door, I

closed it...There isn't any more
reason to play Bobby. We proved
Bobby wrong when he said he could
beat any woman."

Mac 's Two States OfMind
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Rufe Faces Old Club

As UM Opens vs. BC
BySTEVEDECOSTA

The UMass soccer team opens

its season today as it hosts the

Boston College Eagles in a 2: 30 tilt

to be played on the fields across

from Boyden.
BC has the potential to make the

Minutemen's debut an exciting

contest. According to UMass head
coach Al Rufe, who recently
scouted the Eagles, they are a
"well coached team with several

outstanding individual per-
formers."

The key man in the BC attack is

John Cappiello. A versatile per-
former, Cappiello can play both
left and right wings and according
to Rufe "he can do a lot of nice
(hings with the ball."

Another man the UMass defense
will have to guard closely is

halfback Bob Priestly. A scoring
threat from midfield, Rufe con-
sidered Priestly one of BC's better
players and stated that the
Minutemen will have keep an eye
on him right from the outset.

Mike Perry and John Pieffer
anchor the Eagle defense at
fullback. Both are reported to have
good, strong clearing kicks while
also being fleet enough afoot to
keep up with their opponents'
attack men.
As a team, BC uses a 4-2-4 at-

tack. Their fullbacks often play
four abreast up near midfield,
hoping to catch their foes offside.
Hoping to dent BC's four

fullback defense will be Ken
Banria Tnm Coburn. and Brian

McKenney. Rufe has settled on this
trio for his starting front line
following weeks of head-to-head
competition for the slots. Should
any of these three falter, however
a host of others, headed by Charlie
Palano, stands ready to fill in.

Depth-wise, the strongest
Minuteman position is halfback.
This could change, however, as
several of the midfielders are
plagued by nagging injuries. Mark
Tyma, Bill MacDonald, Mike
Nugent, and Al Long are all being
bothered by various leg injuries.
All are expected to play, with the
possible exception of MacDonald,
and, if all goes well, the starters
will be Tyma, Nugent, and Jim
Vollinger.

At outside fullbacks, with the
tough job of containing Cappiello
will be Curt Syer and Bob Merrill.
The up-full will be Gary McKenna
and the sweeper-back duties will
be handled by Dan Ouellette. Carl
Vercollone will start in the goal.
The Minutemen will stay with

their basic 3-3-4 attack unless more
scoring punch is needed, in which
case they will switch to a 4-2-4.

KICKING IT AROUND-A1
Rufe is a former head coach of the
team he will face today. As a grad
student at BC, Rufe led the Eagles
to a 9-4 record in their first varsity
season.

The Eagles already have one
game behind them. BC lost its
opener to Babson, 2-1 on Saturday.
Don't forget; game time is 2:30.

Marty Kelley

How Soon We Forget
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Weather
When you're on the

wagon, there is no
weather (which is

change in atmosphere
condition). Every day is

a rainy day.
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If these guys sit on their asses long enough, the sidewalk might get paved by it-

self.

Bromery Interview

Integration Of Interests A Must

By CHRIS ROSSOMANDO
Discussions between University

officials and members of Local

1776 are beginning to broaden in

scope beyond the specifics of the

parking proposal which prompted
recent union strike, said university

Chancellor Randolph Bromery in a

Collegian interview.

"There is no sense treating the

symptoms and not the disease,"

The roots of the problem, ac-

cording to Bromery, is the

aggrevation and frustration'' of

the rank and file union members
who have felt "historically and
with good reason" that they were
not an integral part of the

university community. Yet, we are
dependent on them to provide

needed services

Bromery cited the recent con-

frontation between the union and
the university over the new
parking plan as an outgrowth of

this feeling of frustration.

Briefly outlining the history of

the present plan, Bromery ex-

plained that a transportation and
parking commission composed of

students, faculty, and members of

labor unions was set up to study the

parking situation on campus and to

suggest proposals for a new
parking plan. The labor

representatives on the commission
later withdrew. It was the same
commission, without represen-

tatives, form labor, that eventually

devised the parking plan an-

nounced at the end of last

semester. When this proposal met
with widespread opposition, it was
simplified and revised over the

summer The present plan

prompted a strike of employees of

Local 1776. and is at the center of

continuing negotiations between
union representatives and
university officials.

Bromery said that he ielt the

failure o.' the transportation and
parking commission was that it did

not integrate the interests of three

segments of the university com-
munity-students, faculty, and
labor-or establish inter-

relationships necessary for

discussion, negotiation, and

compromise.
It is important, and vital, said

Bromery. that we seek to create a

relationship and an environment
where these people and all

segments of the community can be
happy
"Through consultation with

governance units and. in addition,

using the expertise and intellectual

resources of the university, we
may work out better labor
relations, residential hall en-

vironments, and parking and
transportation policies in the
university in the same way we
work out better academic
programs."
Bromery cited implementation

of the new governance plan a
priority. The plan defines the

relationship between the various
levels of university governance
and "clearly defined the path
followed by a proposal through the

offices of the Chancellor, the

President, and the Board of

Trustees before it is im-
plemented." Prior to the adoption

of the governance plan, these

procedures were not formally
spelled out.

A common misunderstanding of

the governance plan, said
Bromery, is that it is not designed
to talk about the internal matters
of the campus. It concerns only

university wide matters. "While
the number of matters involved

will not be large," said Bromery,
"the issues involved will be major
importance."

Also to help the implementation
of the new governance document,
Bromery said he is calling together

the top representatives of various

governance groups "to advise me
on those areas where there is a

conflict of who has primary
responsibility."

Building good relationships

between the various governance
bodies will be the most difficult

aspect of implementing the new
plan, said Bromery. "If we are

unable to work together, the new
document won't mean a thing."

Agnew Denies Charges:

Looks Toward Congress
By JEAN HELLER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-Vice President SpiroT. Agnew asked the House

of Representatives Tuesday to investigate accusations that he was in-

volved in political corruption.

Agnew denied wrongdoing in a man-to-man meeting with President
Nixon, then took his case to Congress.

The vice president acted after Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson an-

nounced he had authorized federal prosecutors to take their evidence
against Agnew before a grand jury in Baltimore Thursday.

Agnew made his request of the House in a letter to Speaker Carl
Albert. Agnew personally took his letter to Capitol Hill, where he met for

more than an hour with Albert and other House leaders.

In the letter, the vice president said his lawyers had advised him the

Constitution bars criminal proceedings against a vice president while he
holds office.

He said he therefore could not acquiesce in any criminal proceedings,
or look to them for vindication.

"In these circumstances, I believe, it is the right and duty of the vice
president to turn to the House," he said.

Agnew 's letter did not mention impeachment proceedings as a forum
for the full inquiry he requested. Nor, said Albert, did Agnew mention
that possibility during the meeting.

The request caught congressional leaders by surprise, and there was
no immediate word as to what the House might do about it.

Albert, asked whether impeachment had been ruled out, replied

simply: "Nothing has been ruled out."

A spokesman for Richardson said the attorney general stood by his

decision to have the evidence against Agnew presented to the grand jury.

Nixon said Agnew had personally assured him of his innocence. He
said the vice president, like any citizen, is entitled to the presumption of

innocence. And he praised Agnew's performance as his vice president.

Agnew was informed by federal prosecutors last month that he was
under investigation for possible criminal violations of tax, bribery, ex-

tortion and conspiracy laws.

Agnew left the Capitol declining comment. "The letter speaks for

itself," he said. But he added he might have something further to say in a

few days.

He left behind an instant debate on his request, his motives, and the

possible courses of action open to the House.

Agnew's letter was read to the House, after Albert and the other

leaders trooped back to the chamber from their meeting with the vice

president.

While Agnew cited legal arguments against criminal proceedings

against him, his request for a House inquiry also appeared aimed at

getting the whole matter into a forum less restricted than the secrecy of a

grand jury.

Any House panel investigating the case would have a Republican
minority, and members who might offer a defense and, in effect, cross-

examine Agnew's accusers.

In his letter, Agnew discussed the precedent of a House investigation

of Vice President John C. Calhoun nearly 150 years ago. Calhoun, accused
of war profiteering, was investigated by a House committee and cleared.

Later, in a different dispute, Calhoun resigned.

Among the possible forums, should the House decide on an inquiry,

would be the judiciary committee or a committee created specifically to

handle the Agnew case.

Agnew said he was confident that if the inquiry is granted "I shall be

vindicated by the House."
Some Democrats suggested Agnew was trying to fend off the

criminal proceedings by turning to the House. One of them, Rep. Charles

Vanik, D-Qhio, called it "a dilatory action"

[On The Inside:

I

Jill Johnston

Jill Johnston addressed a crowd of 300 at the
Student Union Ballroom last night as a guest of the
Distinguished Visitors Program.

(Story on Page 2)

Watergate
Watergate conspirator E. Howard Hunt concluded

two day of Senate testimony with a declaration

Tuesday that he acted "with the knowledge and
approval and under the direction of high officials of

the government."
(Story on Page 4)

Splashdown

The men of Skylab 2 returned to earth Tuesday
from history's longest space mission.

( Story on Page 5 1
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Lesbianism Is The Feminist Solution

Jill Johnson Speaks Out

"There are two

classes ofpeople-

one boys one women"
By DANA IKLBACHER

"Lesbianism is THE feminist solution," said Jill

i hnston to an audience of 300 last night in the

Student Union Ballroom.

Ms. Johnston, columnist and author of two books,

Marmalade Me and Lesbian Nation, was guest

speaker for the Distinguished Visitors Program.

The problem with the feminist movement, she

continued, was that it pointed out many problems but

oi'fered no solutions to women. Feminist complaints

outline the difficulties of women relating to men, not

women relating to women.

"Until all women are convinced that lesbians are

women, there will be no political revolution."

Ms. Johnston read from her latest book, Lesbian

Nation, concerning her fears and frustrations during

<
j ;rlier years in college, where she met her second

lover. "I could never mention it to my college -

mates," she added.

Due to societal pressures later in life she, twice,

V;ave up and married." She is now divorced.

Ms. Johnston received some criticism during a

question-answer period with the audience, but

maintained that a woman must discover and accept a
» ummon princnle before the lesbian solution is to be
understood:

"There are two classes of people-one boys, one
wjmen," she said. Boys constitute the "ruling class",

and women must "remove themselves from the

oppressor."

During one point of audience questioning, a male
student asked her, amid boos, what her problem was
in relating to a "real" man, refering to a sexual

relationship she had had with an English teacher.

Whom she described as "short and decrepit."

There was no problem, she answered. "He got it up,

diJn't he'"

Another audience member, female, disagreed with

!he speaker's criticism of the feminist movement,
. dding that going to bed has nothing to do with the

oppressing situation.

On homosexuality, Ms. Johnston spoke of it af-

.irmatively. "That leaves more women for us

women," she said.

MIX PhcHo By Steve Smith

Jill Johnston spoke to an audience of about 300 in the

Student Union Ballroom last night. She appeared as a

guest speaker for the Distinguished Visitors Program.
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Senate Upholds

Sarge's Veto Of
Racial Inbalance

BOSTON ( AP) - On a 22-12 vote,

the Senate has upheld a veto by
Gov. Francis W. Sargent of a bill

that would have suspended the

state's unique racial imbalance
law for a year.

However another measure, that

would undercut the law in Boston
by requiring a referendum vote on
any change in the city's school
districts, received initial approval
Monday on a 21-14 vote.

The suspension of the racial

imbalance law would primarily

have affected Springfield, which
has begun its fall sessions, without

bringing its schools into com-
pliance as directed.

Tm Getting Back To Being
An Individual Instead Of
A Militant Lesbian'

By CINDY GONET
and SHARON HUGHES

Like a fine German wine, Jill Johnston has

mellowed and become more distinctive with age.

In Lesbian Nation, Jill speaks of revolution by

lesbians, "Until all women are lesbians there will be

no true political revolution. No feminist per se has

advanced a solution outside of accommodation to the

man."
"I've now given up on the revolution because of

"class trashing": the dividing up of women into

opposing groups." The long range revolutionary goal

is the combination of the two groups into one in which

all are equal, economically, politically or socially.

"It is the sameness of this theory that I reject. I'm

getting back to being an individual instead of a

militant lesbian," Jill explained yesterday to a small

group of women at Everywoman's Center.

She seems to have become more of an individual

herself, feeling and doing what feels good and looks

good, "like shaving my legs. Feminists ask me why I

shave my legs and I answer... It feels good".

She's wearing long woolen socks, the kind you use

to go skating. They're pulled up over her worn out

jeans and inside her work boots. Her faded jacket is

hanging from her chair onto the floor.

Jill wears her memories around her neck in the

form of medalions from the bullfights in Spain, an old

key chain from a broken-down jalopy and St.

Theresa. She laughs, smiles and grimaces to the

questions put to her. She's encircled by women with

their hands on their chins, attentively listening and
occasionally nodding in agreement.

"Individualism to me is to do what you feel like

doing Within the privacy of a supportive group, I

don't want to get into arguments. But," she added, "I

do enjoy taking on a negative trip in public."

"Like the panel discussion I was on in Philadelphia.

They had a woman there who was like the perfect

"woman-mother". She had a nice round face, three

little children and was happily married (or so she

said)."

"Did you try to talk to her after the show?" asked a

woman.
"No, what could I say. She was into her own trip

and I was into mine. If feminism is not about af-

firming other women I don't know what it's about,"
Jill answered.
The question of supporting women has always been

a central issue in the women's movement as a whole.
For example, some women insist they enjoy their role

as mother or housewife, or secretary and do not

recognize their lives the oppression feminists are
fighting.

Should the women's movement attempt to per-

suade them that in fact they are oppressed? If so,

won't the movement alienate moderate women?
Or as Jill put it, "How do you challenge a sexist

woman and not negate her at the same time?"
The conclusion that many women (including Jill)

have reached is that the movement can effectively

deal with many of the broad issues of sexism.
However, women must have an element of free
choice to deal with the circumstances of their own
lives. For that reason, individuality must be
respected and women supportive of other women.

(Continued on P. 6)

"To suspend the racial im-
balance law at this time is not only
to condone this action by the city

but also to encourage such action

in the future there and elsewhere,"
Sargent said in his veto message.

The governor said, "The time
has come to see that equal
education becomes a reality, not
trying to preserve our present
system of quality education only
for some."
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Nakedness Is No Problem

Should anyone nave to put up with this...pile of crap?
Garbage is for dogs to mess around in, not people.

Dilemma Seen
In Married Housing

By BUFFY SPENCER C2
Last spring, there were 4,097 married students enrolled at

UMass. This year's figure is not compiled yet, but will be at least as
high. For these students, the problem of low-cost housing is

perhaps more acute than for single students, for whom the problem
is often staggering. Many married students suffer for the same
reason dorm students do, because Married Student Housing is

caught in the same vicious circle as the dorms-low vacancy
because of high rates, rate increases because of low vacancies.

There are three projects for married students at UMass.
Lincoln and University apartments, the older two, are always full.

A 1 bedroom apartment at Lincoln runs about $108 per month, at

University, about $113. The problem comes with the newer com-
plex, North Village.

Mr. Donald Pelkey, Director of Married Student Housing at

Whitmore, admits "rents at North Village are unfortunately high."
One bedroom is $165 per month. North Village, like the dorms, is

self-liquidating which means that the rent has to cover the bonds.
Because everyone wants Lincoln and University Apartments,
North Village has a vacancy problem. At the beginning of this

semester North Village was faced with 12-13 vacancies.
Compounding the problem is the Married Student Housing

policy that leases may be terminated at any time with a sixty day
notice. Last spring brought a 62 per cent turnover in North Village.

This leaves the apartments vacant in May, June, July, and August.
Renting them is almost impossible. This, plus debt service
payment, electricity (North Village is all electric), and main-
tenance costs make it, in the words of Mr. Pelkey, "a significant

problem just to break even."
Married Student Housing has a waiting list on computer

printout. Offers are first sent out to graduate students, then the rest

of the list is gone through twice, then new students are contacted.

Still, the vacancies.

Efforts to combat costs are always being sought. MSH is

putting out and distributing a handbook on conserving electricity.

For policy must be that "if one person wants to keep his door open
in the winter to cool it down, then everybody must pay".

The newest scheme has brought a few complaints from some
married students. When the fall semester began 100 single students

were living in the Campus Center, with no space in the dorms for

them. Mr. Corcoran of Student Housing suggested utilizing vacant
North Village apartments. The Director of Married Student
Housing was admittedly reluctant, feeling that it might be a bad
environment for single students. But outweighing this was the

chance to prevent further loss of revenue.

So 29 students were moved to North Village under a one
semester commitment. They are paving what they would for a

dorm and are exempted from purchasing a meal ticket. This

money is transferred from the dorm account to Married Student
Housing Mr Pelkey stressed that this will not make up for revenue
lost during the vacant summer months, it will just prevent new
losses.

Pelkey mentions a few complaints from the married students

about the behavior of the single students but no real problems. MSH
aims to keep rents at North Village stable this year and next, in

hopes that when competing apartments go up North Village may
look more inviting
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By M.G.COLLINS
Doubtless if you and twenty of your friends went

careening about the Campus Center Hotel naked and
hysterical, you would attract attention. But people
running naked through the corridors does not seem to

be a daily occurance at the hotel. Life is quiet and
serene on the upper levels of the Campus Center
even though many of the rooms at the hotel are being
occupied by students.

With the initiation of the $9.75 student room rate

student use of hotel space has been moderate.
According to Mr. Don Witkoski, manager of the hotel,

most of the business from the student body comes
from people Who are stranded on campus after the

bus service cutback, people who are to wasted to find

their way home at night and, perennially, people with
girlfriends. Now that football has opened up a

seasonal phenomenon has developed; students
renting rooms to utilize the color television

privledges that are included with each. Student oc-

cupancy is a shade heavier on football weekends and
goodt.v. movie nights.

The Campus Center Hotel also provides a
reasonable alternative to the sensory bombardment
and brain fatigue incurred through living in the dorm.
The place is noise free and locked up in a single you
can achieve that degreee of isolation conducive to

studying without fleeing campus all together.

The hotel maintains a hassel free attitude about its

student guests. So long as nothing overt happens the

hotel management maintains a low profile. Most of

the problems that occur with the rooms the
management racks up to the "general wear and
tear" category. Since students have to present their

ID's when registering most of the damage done to the
rooms is easily traceable. Noise complaints, Mr.
Witkoski says, can usually be handled by a phone call

and a polite request to turn the din down. Orgiastic
activity and heavy damage to the premises, such as
folks kicking the televisions in and lighting the drapes
on fire, is not a problem. Mr. Witkoski refuses to

generalize about his student guests. Some guv
barfing on the rug, he feels, is not representative of

the entire student population.

MIX' photo by David Less

REFLECTIONS ON YOUR MIND—How do you like the Campus Center back-

wards? Almost as good as forwards, heh? ( Or almost as bad depending on what you
think of our concrete waffle.) Take it any way you like it, because it's yours, and
you'll be dishing it out through the nose whether you use it or not.

Kennedy Hits

Just One O' Them Days
Postal Hikes

ByMIKEKNEELAND
Things usually go better for J.

Edgar Slinky, a rather shy student

who asked not to be identified b;-

his real name.
It started last night when the

studious-Medical Technology
major decided to study for a math
exam until 4 a.m.

Before going to sleep, J. Edgar
set his music alarm. But the radio

failed to wake him in the morning.
He had set the radio to a New York
City station and the radio lost the

reception by morning.
So .) . Edgar awoke, on his own, at

8: 15 for his 8:00 exam.
Speeding to school in his '73

Volkswagon he almost hit a truck.

T he driver gave him the finger and

some choice comments.
Still speeding to school he drove

over a large pot-hole in the road.

His wheels lost their alignment.

When he finally got to his class

there were 10 minutes left for him
to do his 30-minute exam. He
flunked.

He walked back to his car after

the class. There was a $5 ticket

attached to his wiper. He had
parked for the 10 minutes in lot 6,

next to his class, rather than his

assigned lot, #26.

Returning to his apartment he
paid off a bet to his room-mate. He
had bet on the New Orleans Saints

who lost to Dallas 40-3 Monday
night.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy urged the

Cost of Living Council Tuesdav to

ensure that Phase 4 regulations '

are strictly applied to proposed
postal -rate increases.

In a letter to John T. Dunlop,
director of the council, Kennedy
called the proposed hikes, in-

cluding a first-class rate of 10

cents, exhorbitant and in-

flationary.

SPECIAL BREAKFAST
Fresh frozen Orange

or

Gapefruit juice

Two eggs ; Home fries

Toast with jelly

Coffee

99
— Sandwiches

— Ice Cream

IKS \. Pleasant St. 253-2291

Open 1:31 a.m.-10: 30 p.m.

TON IT E

James
Cotton

Blues
Band

Home Cooking
at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47 Sunderland

665-4937
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In The Nation And The World

Boyle Attempts Suicide

Hours Before Court Time
By ROBERT A. DOBKIN

A I* Labor Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-Former United Mine Workers boss W.A.

"Tony" Boyle lay near death yesterday after a suspected suicide attempt

within hours of a scheduled court appearance on murder conspiracy

charges.

Dr. Milton Gusack, said blood drawn from the comatose Boyle

showed large amounts of sodium amytal, a strong barbiturate, and that

chances for survival were poor.

Boyle was rushed to the intensive care unit of the George Washington

University Medical Center Monday night. Hospital spokesman said they

thought at first that he had suffered a stroke.

But Gusack told newsmen at midafternoon that "It was an apparent

effort at self-destruction."

The hospital listed Boyle in critical condition in a deep coma, his

breathing aided by an automatic ventilating machine. "He would die

immediately," without the device, Gusack said.

The 71-year-old Boyle suffers from heart disease, emphysema and

hypertension and Gusack said he had been "very depressed over the

prospect of his indictment and trial."

A hearing had been scheduled for Tuesday before a U.S. magistrate

on Boyle's removal to Pennsylvania to face state murder charges in the

1969 slaying of insurgent union leader Joseph A. "Jock" Yablonski and

Yablonski's wife and daughter. It was continued until Oct. 24 following

word of Boyle's hospitalization.

Gusack, Boyle's personal physician since 1965, said the former union

leader came to his office Saturday and that the condition of his heart at

that time was such that the court appearance could have been delayed on

medical grounds.

But the doctor said that Boyle wanted to pursue his case and not hide

behind medical excuses.

"I don't think this was premeditated," Gusack said of the apparent

suicide attempt "It was on the spur of the moment."
Gusack said Boyle originally displayed the symptoms of a possible

stroke. However, tests were ordered, which is a routine step for treat-

ment. An analysis of Boyle's stomach contents, urine and blood revealed

the barbiturate. Gusack said Boyle had been taking the sodium amythal
under prescription to make him sleep easier.

Boyle's attorney, Plato Cacheris, said Boyle was in bed when his

wife, Ethel, noticed him breathing heavy and called Gusack.
FBI agents arrested Boyle Sept. 6, climaxing a 3 and one-half year

investigation by state and federal authorities.

Senate Adds Funds

For F-14 Fighters
By HARRISON HUMPHRIES

\ssoiiated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AP) - The
Senate added $495.5 million to its

weapons procurement bill today

for purchase of 50 F14 fighter

planes for the Navy Marine Corps.

The vote was 66 to 26.

The amendment by Sen Howard
Cannon, D-Nev., was based on a

new Navy contract with Grumman
Corp., the airframe manufacturer
which refused to produce the

planes under a 1969 contract

because of excessive losses.

The Senate Armed Services
Committee had recommended
$197 6 million authorization while

contract negotiations proceeded to

carry production through
December.
Sen Stuart Symington. D-Mo .

opposed the additional
authorization for 50 planes on the

grounds that the new Navy-
Grumman contract agreement
"looks more and more like a

bailout."

Sen Barry Goldwater. R-Ariz.,

supported the $495.5 million in-

crease He said the Navy and
Marine Corps need the planes and

the new agreement "is as good as

we are going to reach."

As the Senate prepared to go into

an afternoon closed door session on

the Trident submarine, two

senators said the Navy was
engaging in a lobbying campaign

to prevent a production slowdown.

Sen. Thomas J. Mclntyre, D-

N.H., told a news conference the

Navy testified in private that the

existing Poseidon submarine fleet

would last 25 years, but now is

"shifting gears" and tell senators

that 20 years is the limit.

Sen. Peter H. Dominick, R-Colo.,

said nobody wants to stop

production of the Trident, only to

slow it down by two years at a first

year saving of $885.4 million

The rare closed door session of

the Senate was requested by Sen.

Henry M. Jackson. D-Wash.. to

discuss military strategy in op-

posing the Trident slowdown.

The slowdown, which would
delay completion of the first vessel

from 1978 to 1980, was proposed by

Mclntyre and a seven-member
minority of the Senate Armed
Services Committee.
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WASHINGTON, Sept. 24-GOOD-BYE-E. Howard Hunt hugs his daughter, Lisa, as his son, John,

watches. Hunt returned to jail after testifying before the Senate Watergate Committee Monday in

Washington.

Hunt Reaffirms His Innocence
FBI report which Hunt presumed was based on

wiretap.

-He does not suspect foul play in the death of his

wife last December. A commercial airliner she was

aboard crashed in Chicago.

Scheduled witness for Wednesday's hearings is

Patrick S. Buchanan, a Nixon speech writer.

Hunt tossed the Senate committee a quickly

questioned theory of betrayal by a double agent. And,

he threw out broad hints of CIA domestic activity and

other planned political operations, which the com-

mittee did not immediatley pursue.

Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn., after reciting

assistance Hunt had received from the Central

Intelligence Agency, asked whether Hunt, a longtime

CIA operative and later White House consultant,

could say the agency had stayed out of domestic

activity as required by law.

"No, I can't," said Hunt, "nor can I ever say the

CIA has stayed out of domestic activities."

When Baker asked for elaboration, Hunt asked for

time to consult his attorney on national security

aspects of Baker's inquiry. The senator withdrew his

question for later pursuit in a closed committee

session.

Moments later. Baker asked Hunt what was so

sensitive about two notebooks Hunt says were taken

from his White House safe soon after the June 17,

1972, Watergate break-in.

"They would provide a ready handbook by which

any investigator could determine the parameters of

the Gemstone operation of which Watergate was a

part and other operations in which I was involved and

contemplated," Hunt replied.

Hunt wasn't asked about the other contemplated

operations.

Hunt, who faces a possible 30-year jail sentence

which may be reduced if he cooperates with

Watergate investigators, presented his double agent

theory under questioning by Sen. Edward J. Gurney,

R-Fla.

By DICK BARNES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) -Watergate conspirator E.

Howard Hunt concluded two days of Senate testimony

with a declaration Tuesday that he acted "with the

knowledge and approval and under the direction of

high officials of the government."
Accordingly," he said of the Watergate and

Ellsberg breakins, "I was engaged in lawful acts."

His eight-hour appearance before the Senate

Watergate Committee was delayed once in the af-

ternoon so the obviously worn Hunt could rest briefly.

Hunt acknowledged he was responsible for one

group of Cuban-Americans he recruited thinking it

acted legally when it helped in the Watergate breakin

and another such group believing the same when it

broke into the office of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist.

Sen. Lowell P. Weicker Jr., R-Conn., asked Hunt
who should be quizzed to determine whether Hunt, in

turn, had himself acted reasonably in believing the

two break-ins were legal as he followed orders to help

plan and execute them.

Former presidential aide John D. Ehrlichman and
former White House aide Egil Bud Krogh, said Hunt

in reference to the Ellsberg break-in.

For the Watergate break-in, he named former Atty

Gen. John N. Mitchell, former White House counsel

John W. Dean III, former Nixon deputy campaign
chief Jeb S. Magruder, convicted Watergate con-

spirator G. Gordon Liddy, and "perhaps" former
White House special counsel Charles W. Colson.

Hunt finished up his day of mostly fine-point

testimony by saying: "I regret my participation but I

do not think it justifies my conviction or the punish-

ment which has been imposed upon me."
Dotted through the committee's exploration of

many oft-related incidents were these comments
from Hunt:

-He has no evidence that President Nixon per-

sonally authorized the Watergate Breakin.

"I was questioned very little by the FBI" in its in-

vestigation of the break-in.

-Information that Pentagon Papers figure Ellsberg

had in fact consulted a psychiatrist came from an
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Kissinger Woos Arab Leaders
Five States Boycott Meeting Soviets Urge Defense Cuts

By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer

UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. (AP)
A boycott by five states undercut
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger's bid Tuesday for con-
ciliation with the Arab world. But
he made a sizeable advance on
contacts with European nations.

Iraq, Syria, Libya, Algeria and
South Yemen sent their regrets
and in a gesture against U.S.
Mideast policy passed up a lun-

cheon given by Kissinger at the
U.S. mission across the street from
the United Nations.

All five boycotters have sup-
ported the Palestinian position

against recognition of Israel. Libya
has an additional quarrel with the
United States : Its objections to the
presence of the U.S. 6th Fleet in the
Mediterranean.

However, 13 other Arab
diplomats and a representative of

the Arab League showed up for the

lunch and joined the new
secretary, a Jew, in a toast to

peace and friendship.

The snub marred a busy day of

diplomacy for Kissinger, topped by
an agreement with the European
Common market countries to meet
within a week to begin formulation
of new declarations on economic
and political cooperation.

The session, possibly in

Washington, may point the way to

a trip to Europe by President
Nixon for signing by the end of the

year.

Several major obstacles remain
to be cleared, however, including

the role to be played by Japan in

the refurbished relationship bet-

ween the United States and its

friends across the Atlantic.

The process was speeded during
a l'v-hour meeting between
Kissinger and Foreign Minister K.

B. Andersen of Denmark
representing the nine-member
European community.
On a third front, Soviet Foreign

Minister Andrei A. Gromyko
warned in an address to the

General Assembly that Moscow
"shall allow nobody to interfere in

our internal affairs."

15 Indicted

In Stock Case
NEW YORK (AP) - Fifteen men

were accused in a federal in-

dictment Tuesday of a scheme to

inflate the price of a

Massachusetts firm's stock at a

cost of $300,000 to investors.

The conspiracy was said to have

been begun in November 1970, and

to have involved the stock of

Automated Information Systems,

Inc., of Needham, Mass.

The firm's stock opened over-

the-counter at $1 a share, rose in

two months to $5.50 and then

plummeted.

The defendants were accused of

making illegal payoffs to brokers

in pushing the stock on the one
hand, while at the same time
selling off their holdings at the

inflated price.

Named a co-conspirator but not a

defendant by the grand jury was
Michael Hellerman. who has been
cooperating with the government
since his involvement in a 1971

stock fraud case.
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U.N. APPEARANCE-Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger chats with U.N. Ambassador John Scali,
right, at the United Nations where he addressed the General Assembly in his first major appearance
since assuming his new job.

Astronauts Back Home
After Record Mission

By RICHARD SALTUS
Associated Press Writer

ABOARD USS NEW ORLEANS (AP)-The men of
Skylab 2 returned to earth Tuesday from history's

longest space mission, a 59' --day odyssey of science.

Officials said astronauts Alan L. Bean, Jack R.
Lousma and Owen K. Garriott appeared "in excellent
condition" after splashing down in the Pacific Ocean
to complete a space voyage of more than 24 million

miles.

The spacemen guided their partially crippled
Apollo command ship to a 6:20 p.m. EOT landing in a
sea laced with whitecaps 225 miles southwest of San
Diego, Calif.

"Man, that was a spectacular entry," said Lousma
through a special communications hookup after the

spacecraft was on the water. "I'd like to do it again."
All three astronauts were able to climb out of their

space-craft after it was lifted onto the deck of this

prime recovery ship.

They walked to chairs on a nearby platform with
unsteady, hesitant gaits, but smiled and waved at
sailors crowded nearby for a look at America's
newest space heroes.

Doctors had warned that they could suffer from
dizziness and possibly nausea because of their long
exposure to the weightlessness of space. But the three
men, other than an unsteady walk, appeared healthy,
in better shape than the Skylab 2 men that ended a 28-

day mission June 22.

Each man donned a baseball-style cap as they left

the space-craft. They also wore air-inflated suits that

helped their hearts, weakened by the long space
mission, to pump blood through their legs.

Bean, Garriott and Lousma remained in the chairs
on the platform as a forklift transported them 50 feet
to a medical laboratory. They were helped inside the
lab where doctors immediatley began long physical
examinations.
The return to earth went smoothly despite a

communications failure which prevented the
astronauts from hearing radio calls from Mission
Control after their spacecraft was descending via
parachute
Bean. Garriott and Lousma, unable to hear Mission

Control, radioed "in the blind" that they were feeling
fine. Their microphone stuck and, unknown to them,
their conversations were broadcast to the carrier.

They talked of "feeling heavy" as their bodies
reacted to their return to earth's gravity.

"Why is this book so heavy?" one asked.
"I feel lighter than when we first landed," Lousma

said at one point. "But my feet feel kind of heavy."
Bean and Lousma also talked excitedly of the

fireball their spacecraft created as it smashed into

the atmosphere at a high speed.

"You should have seen the swirl in that fireball,"

said Lousma.
"Yeah,' said Bean, "it was so bright I couldn't

read" some of the spacecraft instruments.
All three of the men could be heard laughing

happily as they waited for the USS New Orleans to

pull alongside. They had landed on target but six

miles from this recovery carrier.

By GENE KRAMER
Associated Press Writer

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) -

The Soviet Union today proposed
that the five great powers cut their

military budgets by 10 per cent and
use part of the savings to help
developing countries of Asia,
Africa and Latin America.
Foreign Minister Andrei A.

Gromyko made the proposal in his

annual speech to the U.N. General
Assembly. It would apply to the

five countries with permanent
seats in the Security Council -

Russia, the United States, Britain,

France and China.
These countries, Gromyko said,

spent the most on arms, but "it is

also desirable that other states

possessing big economic and
military potentials should reduce
their military potentials, too."

Gromyko told the assembly that

achievement of "durable peace on
earth" has become "a feasible goal
of practical policy."

"The danger of a global con-
frontation between the two world
social systems, which would
inevitably result in a dreadful
catastrophe for the whole of
mankind, is diminishing," he
declared.

In connection with the U.N.
session, Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger met for 40 minutes
with Canadian Foreign Secretary
Mitchell Sharp.

Sharp told Kissinger his country
needed to be consulted more often

on any new concept for the Atlantic

alliance. Kissinger was reported
by a Canadian official to have
responded that he was aware of

and understood Sharp's concern in

the matter.

Gromyko, 64-year-old veteran of

the diplomatic wars, had at least

three more reasons to smile than
he did when he blasted the United
States at the General Assembly a

year ago:

-The Vietnam war, a major
roadblock to better relations
between Washington and Moscow,
has ended.

-East-West and U.S. -Soviet
cooperation got the green light

after Gromyko and his boss, Soviet

Communist party leader Leonid I.

Brezhnev, visited the United States

earlier this year.
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HUNTINGTON. W. Va.-TALL FALL-Linda Omobundro, 21, sits

in front of a pair of platform shoes that caused her to fall and tear a

ligment in her ankle. Doctors across the nation have reported
treating people who have been tripped up by the high fashion.

Journey Means Life

To Four Year Old
By RODNEY FINDER
Associated Fress Writer

LONDON <AP) - Claire Puzey
has been chosen "Miss British Rail

Commuter 1973." The 4-year-old

girl must travel 600 miles a week
or die.

Claire has no kidneys and makes
a 200-mile round trip three times a

week from her home in rural

Hampshire to be treated on a

kidney machine at Guy's Hospital

in I„ondon.

She has been commuting for

three months since her diseased

kidneys were removed Last week
her fellow travelers on the t>:26 to

London were told why the little girl

with the bubbling laugh was mak-
ing the trip

They got together and decided to

give her a day to remember.
British Rail area manager

Harold Ward greeted her Monday
at her home station of Christ

Church and said: "You have
become the sweetheart of the

Southern Region."

He gave her a special train

badge and handed over the
passengers' gift, an inscribed copy
ol Kenneth Grahame's classic

"The Wind in the Willows ".

Harry Staff, a publisher, sat

Claire on his knee as the train set

off and read her the inscription:

Presented to Miss British Rail

Commuter 1973. with all good
wishes from British Rail staff and
IM commuting companions

."

Claire's mother. 30-year-old

Pam Puzey. said "Our onlv real

hope is for Claire to have a kidney
transplant. We are anxiously
waiting for the hospital to tell us

they have found a suitable donor."
Claire later sat on a hospital bed.

beside the kidney machine she
must be connected to for 30 hours a
week, while a nurse read from her
new book.

Electronic Brain Power

— Pocket Calculators —
Prices that match or better any on campus
Fully guaranteed for 1 year

Brands — Bowmar, Tex. Inst., Commodore and more.

G. E. Stimpson Co.

Worcester
For Demo. & Info.

Call John Crowley, 256 0680

Jill Johnson
Speaks Out

( Continued from P. 2)

Jill doesn't even hate men..."-

No. generally I can tolerate

them... individually, some of them
suck. My opinion of them varies

directly with their manner."
Jill's intense blue eyes flash as

she recalls an anecdote about a

funny sexist she met. .."It was the

last plane trip I took and the guy
next to me kind of glanced at me
sideways when I said that the seat

belt felt good; he seemed pretty

uptight about feeling and I, well,

I'm into feeling good; he finally

admitted I was a far out

"chick". ..I guess it was a com-
pliment."

"It was a different sort of trip

that I haven't been into for about

four years, like just sitting with a

strange guy and talking about

everything. He was a very en-

thusiastic individual," she said.

The rap was humorous at times

and heavy at others. Motherhood
as women's role in the family was
discussed for a while. Motherhood
as specifically being the respon-

sibility of the woman to be the

prime socializer in the family; to

teach the concepts of respon-

sibility, in the good 'ole middle
class tradition.

"There's not going to be a

mother anymore," remarked one
woman wryly.

She was speaking figuratively-

women will not accept prime
responsibility for the socialization

of children while father is away at

work. Rather child-rearing will

become the responsibility of both

parents.

And as the afternoon went on we
talked about many more things.

Like how children are treated like

a species apart from humans;
coddled and fussed over instead of

making decisions for them-
selves...and animals, they think

too and people can relate to

them. ..and journalism. ..and
law. ..and society. ..and change.

Finally, Jill picked her faded

blue jean jacket up from the floor,

and threw it around her shoulders

to the jingle of the long dangling

medallions. ..nice to meet
you...goodbye...and left to continue

her obligations as a distinguished

visitor.

Schultz-Strength Foreseen

Dollar, Balance OfPayments
By BILLNKIKIRK

Associated Fress Writer

NAIROBI, Kenya ( AP)-U.S. Treasury Secretary George P. Shultz told

the world's financial leaders that the dollar will strengthen and the
American balance of payments will move into the black next year.
Finance ministers and central bankers attending the joint annual

meeting here of the International Monetary Fund and World Bank
welcomed the forecast, saying it brightened chances of monetary reform.

If Shultz's prediction pans out it will mean the first surplus in the U.S.

basic balance of payments since 1964.

The basic balance of payments, including trade and long-term in-

vestments, is one of three key yardsticks for measuring the outflow of

dollars from the United States. It is the measurement most closely

watched by economists, since it tends to show longer-term trends.

The postwar international monetary system collapsed two years ago
after years of heavy U.S. payments deficits pumped billions of dollars

into Western Europe and Japan, eroding the value of the U.S. currency.

Shultz' prediction would signal a reversal of that trend.

Shultz said America's trade balance, in deficit for two years in a row,
also would show a surplus next year. That means Americans will export
more than they import.
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$$ SAVE $$

CALCULATORS
20 MODELS
to pick from

COMMODORE MM-3
FOUR FUNCTION
*8 DIGIT
CONSTANT

REG. $69.95

NOW ONLY $49.95

GORDON H0FFSTEIN 549-0187
All New All Major Brands All Guaranteed

Reo^ncy Stylists

ANNOUNCE*

'The Birth'

of its hoircUthrw cfept.

e Cellar
18<1 N. Pleasant St. a»<l»B

FREE DELIVER?

rent a refrigerator.

^ $40.00 for school year and $10.00 security deposit

^ $30.00 for first semester bill you $20.00 for second
$22.50 for one semester and $10.00 security deposit

Due to the many mquiries and requests for our rental refngerators, the Campus Center
Recreation and Semces has set up a second opportunity to rent a frig for your room Thosewho rented from Creative Conveniences last year will be happy to know that we have their
contract th,s year Check the schedule below and see wh,ch central stopping area is closestMark the day and time on your calendar. Look for the U-Haul truck. Drivers have the contractsand you may pay check or cash.

Delivery days are Tuesday. Sept. 25, Wednesday. Sept. 26 and Thursday. Sept. 27:

Call 545 0012 to put your name on the drivers calling list when he arrives in your area.

5 00 6 00 8:00-8:30 front of Hampden DC
6 00 7 00 8 30 9 00 from M Kennedy

7 00 8 00 9 00 9 30 back of Brett & Wheeler

500 5.45 8:30 9:00 front of Webster

5:45 6:15 9.00 9:15 between Greenough and

Chadbourne

615 7:15 9:15 9:30 Quad parking lot

7:15 8:15 930 10:00 Silvan area promenade
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KKFORTED BECOMING
ENGAGED-Prince Charles
in the uniform of colonel of the
Royal Regiment of Wales, is

shown with Lady Jane
YVellesley in London in 1972. A
London newspaper said
Sunday that the 24-year-old
prince, heir to the British

throne, is on the brink of

becoming engaged to Lady
Jane, 22, only daughter of the
Duke and Duchess of
Wellington. Buckingham
Palace dismissed the report
as "pure newspaper
speculation."
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Detectives Report Mob
Judge Bans Picketing Using Conn. Lottery

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - A
temporary injunction was issued
Tuesday to ban mass picketing and
maintain order outside the strike-

bound Providence Journal-Bulletin
newspaper plant.

Judge Christopher Del Sesto
issued the order at the request of

the Providence Journal Co. after

days of testimony in the case. "The
evidence is clear that persons
attempting to enter the Journal
building since the strike started
have been struck, puched, shoved
and kicked," Del Sesto said.

"I don't think it is necessary for

iiimna « _ ( AP Wirephoto )

BUENOS AIRES -Former Argentine President Juan Domingo
Peron casts his ballot in Buenos Aires. Peron and his wife are
presidential and vice presidential candidates of the Peronist
movement in the election being held Sunday.

the court to wait until someone is

seriously injured or killed," he
added.
Del Sesto 's order was issued

against The Newspaper Guild,
Local 41, and its president, Frank
Keane. The Guild went on strike

against the Journal Co. Sept. 13 in a
dispute over retroactive wages.

Milton Stanzler, Guild attorney,,
said he would seek a stay of Del
Sesto's ruling Wednesday and
appeal the decision to the state

Supreme Court.
The temporary injuncion was

expected to clear the way for four
craft unions at the paper to begin
crossing the Guild's picket lines.

Citing fears of injury in crossing
the lines, the craft unions have
remained off the job since the start
of the strike.

Del Sesto's order limited the
Guild to 10 pickets at the
newspaper's main entrance and a
total of 33 at the seven entrances to

the building. He said pickets must
be three feet apart and walking.

In addition, Del Sesto enjoined
the Guild from intimidating,
threatening or molesting non-
strikers or other persons trying to

enter the building. The Guild also
was enjoined from interfering with
deliveries of newsprint or at-

tacking deivers of newspaper
trucks.

The injunction, Del Sesto said,
will require the Guild "to stop the
illegal acts and obey the law. It will

not compel them to go back to
work."
Noting that Col. Walter

McQueeney, Providence police
chief, had testified that about 10 to

15 per cent of the pickets were
responsible for picket line disor-
ders, Del Sesto said, "Un-
fortunately, it is the small minority
which has given the Guild a bad
eye."

*I MDC
{ Classifieds J

First Day *

* Each J
^Additional

*

INTERESTED COMMUTERS

ARE NEEDED

The Commuter Assembly has 8 seats

at large on the Executive Council

Nomination papers are available in the Commuter
Assembly Office and outside the Student Senate
Office.

APPOINTED POSITIONS:

• 2 Student Judges and
- Student Policy Councils and
- Campus Center Governing Board

BRIDGEPORT, Conn. (AP) -

The underworld is borrowing
Connecticut's legal lottery number
to run an illegal numbers racket,

two police detectives say.

Intelligence units indicate that at

least five numbers operations are
using the weekly state lottery

number, the Bridgeport Post
reported Tuesday.
Det Bruce Haines of the state

police gambling division believes

four of the rackets are controlled

by organized crime but he says he
has no conclusive evidence.
A fifth, smaller operation is

known to be operating in

Bridgeport, according to Lt. John
Sember of the Bridgeport Special

Services Division.

Lt. Sember said that in the local

game, slips numbered from 000 to

999 are sold for $1 each. If the slip

matches the last three nubbers of

the weekly lottery number, the
payoff is $500, he said.

Det. Haines said another system
allows the purchaser to select his
own three-digit combination. In
other systems, players must match
four or five digits in the lottery

number.
Det. Haines said policy operators

use the state's lottery number

because it is above suspicion and
because it is widely publicized.

The only disadvantage, he said,

is that the state lottery is only
drawn on Thrrsday while most
number operations operate six
days a week.

"If the state police know about it,

they should close it up," reacted
state gaming secretary Joseph
Burns, contacted by telephone.

Education •

Offerings
The following education courses

are still open to students: Lex. No.
3395, Special Problems in
Education: Oppression and
Identity: The Education of Third
World People. TU 7:45-10:15 p.m.,
Ernie Washington, MARSTON 120,

Bob Suzuki, 300 Mods. (September
7-December 12).

Lex. No. 3400 - Special Problems
in Education: The Development
and Education of Young Black
Children. MON. 3:00 - 5:00, Ernie
Washington, HILLS HOUSE 421
300 Mods.
Please contact Ernie

Washington in Hills House, Room
256 or just come to the class.

LOST: A Men's Bulova diver's watch with calendar and dial that
rotates on outer side of crystal. Lost between Thompson Hall and
Public Health Auditorium on road. If found contact: Bill Long, 214
Butterfield House 545-2418. REWARD.
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Restaurant Prices Up - What Else Is New?
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer
The next time President Nixon

drops in at the Hasta, a restaurant
he frequents when he's staying at
the Florida White House, he'll find
the prices are higher.

Many restaurants across the
country have boosted prices
following the end of the price
freeze and the Hasta is no ex-
ception.

"During the freeze, the cost of
supplies went up seven per cent,"
said John Liepe, manager of the
Miami eating place.

"We lost a lot of money because
of the freeze, and had no alternative

but to hike prices."
Liepe said the prices on all

items-including the Florida
snapper Nixon is partial to have
been increased 30 cents. As for the

President, Liepe said: "He'll have
to pay more just like everyone
else."

Some restaurants simply put
stickers over the old prices an-

nouncing the new tab; others
printed up whole new menus.
One French restaurant in New

York City, where dinner averages

about $9 per person, put a hand-

written notice on the menu several

weeks ago telling diners to add 35

cents io each price. New menus
incorporated the price change, but

another handwritten notice ap-

peared this week, adding another

50 cents to the tab.

The price increases affected

almost every type of restaurant. A
Chinese restaurant in Salt Lake
City raised the price of the com-
bination special from $2.95 to $3.50-

a jump of almost 20 per cent. A
Mexican restaurant in the same

city said there was a 10 per cent

increase on almost all dishes.

The restaurant owners blamed
increases in wholesale costs for the

price hikes.

Mike Mianulis, part owner of 'the

Ideal Cafe, a moderately priced

restaurant in Montgomery, Ala.,

said he upped the bill abut 10 to 15

per cent, but said the prices

"haven't gone up as much as

wholesalers have gone up on us."

Customers haven't been com-
plaining too much. "People un-

derstand. The price of everything

went up," said Howard Kalt. the

owner of a Milwaukee restaurant
frequented by college students.

Pete Carter, the owner of the
Cork and Fiddle in Kansas City,

said he hadn't had many com-
plaints either, but added that his

business was off since he upped the
price of a 10-ounce sirloin from
$4.50 to $5.25.

Carter said that if costs go up
again, he will have to cut portions
although he doesn't want to. "It's

got to look good on the platter," he
said. "Most customers eat with
their eyes too."
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Serious Athletes
By MAR(; IK COMBS

Upon entering my 9:05 class last Friday, I was confronted by a fellow
classmate \ ho asked, "What do you think Billie Jean's victory will mean
to women athletes?"

Being both an women and an athlete, I had been asking myself the same
question since the moment Billie Jean King scored her winning point
against Bobby Riggs. No doubt about it, my initial pride at her victory
arose from being a fellow female, but I've since realized that a great
satisfaction comes from the fact that she is a dedicated athlete.
Bobby Riggs set out to disgrace women, but through his choice of at-

titude and tactics, he also ridiculed loyal atheletes who have dedicated
their time and efforts to sports. It is safe to say that an important goal for
all athletes is to improve their knowledge and skill of a sport to the best of
their individual ability through disciplined mental and physical con-
ditioning. This holds true for every athelete, whether they be male or
female, amateur or professional, and Bobby Riggs disgraces all of them.
His reasons for being on the court have nothing to do with the betterment
of atheletics, but are colored with egotism, human oppression, and dollar
signs.

Rather than acknowledging the alertness and preparation vital to any
sports competition, Mr. Riggs chose to party, ignore rest, and loudmouth
his way to the astrodome. In effect, he was laughing at every athelete who
has seriously and respectfully dieted, conditioned, or disciplined his or
herself for competition. Even if I were not female, my relief at his defeat
would be immense. As it is, my belief that long hours of hard work are
worth it has been renewed.
The Bobby Riggs versus Billie Jean King tennis match primarily

seeded man against woman, but also pitted dedicated atheletics against
they're abuse. By emerging winner of both challenges, Billie Jean has not
only excited new admiration and support for women, but also restored
faith and respect in serious atheletics.

Margie Combs is a Collegian Commentator.

After one of the most massive
publicity campaigns in UMass
history, JOSH finally came. It all

began on Monday night at 7:30
when the Campus Crusade for
Christ presented their long-
awaited speaker, Josh McDowell,
who was in the Campus Center
Auditorium to deliver the first of a
series of three speeches - this one
entitled, "Resurrection: Hoax or
History".

Now it was fairly obvious ahead
of time which side of the issue Mr.
McDowell was going to present,
but the main question at hand was
how he was going to attack this
issue. Well,as the speech began,
that also became quite obvious as
he worked between one anecdote
and another to make it perfectly
clear (to borrow a phrase) that
Jesus Christ was in truth
resurrected from the dead. Mc-
Dowell rattled off names and
quotes faster than a fly goes from
pile to pile, and even, at times,
subjected the audience to his ap-
parmtly first-hand knowledge of
how the whole event took place by
acting out various segments of the
resurrection and its in-
terpretations.

He continually used such broad
generalizations as "archaeology
has confirmed. . "and "built upon
historical event. .

.". He toyed with
semantics as well as emotions as
he worked feverishly to establish
his point while occasionally
throwing in a brief plug for his
book.

Then he finally got to the point as
he turned and dramatically stated,
"I am a walking example that
Jesus Christ is alive today."
The fact of the matter is that

Josh McDowell is living example
that evangelism is alive and well
and thriving at UMass. He directed
and manipulated the audience in
the style of a Marjoe or an Elmer
Gantry, as he presented himself as
a man who was filled with hatred
and plagued by problems with no
solutions - until Christ changed his
life. Then Christ changed his
father's life (the life of a hateful
alcoholic), and then Christ
changed the lives of almost
everybody in McDowell's home
town. In fact, as Mr. McDowell put
it, "Christ is in the business of
changing lives."

If this is the case, then it seems
that McDowell is the business of

making speeches, and towards the
end of his performance, it was
obvious that he could have told the

audience that Guru Maharah Ji is

Jesus Christ's brother, and many
would have believed him.

In short, whatever argument
McDowell has to offer cannot be
soundly argued by myself or any
other non-authority on religion, but
his method of presentation is as
loose and livid as the law will

allow. Manipulation and

demagoguery have no place in
society and even less of a place at a
university. It is up to each in-

dividual to weigh the evidence and
reach a decision before running out
to follow an individual or a
movement, and a dream can often
be shot down at the realization that
one's a hero or heroine is nothing
more than a man or woman with a
good vocabulary.
radio series, "Who knows what evil
lurks in the hearts of men?"
Reid Fishman is a Collegian

columnist.
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Joyce Kosofsky

Boycott UMass
Certain members of this university have gotten down on me for not

taking a stand in political affairs. Many of my placarding friends have
asked me to editorialize on their particular cause and I just haven't done
it. It's not that I'm politically unaware of what's going on, it's just that I

haven't found a cause worthy of my somewhat dimwitted attentions, until
now.

It seems that whenever the ills of society make their mark upon the
oppressed of society, someone starts a movement around this area and a
boycott begins.

Last week I made a big mistake. I advocated the use of DC salad eating
without realizing what I was doing. I'm sorry. I promise to boycott DC
lettuce from now on. I can promise this mainly because I don't even eat in
the Dining Commons, but no one has to know this. I can now be con-
sidered dedicated to the cause. Boycott DC lettuce.

I refuse to pay the increased parking fees. I don't have qualms about
telling the university to go fuck themselves. I don't have a car, either, but
that's irrelevant. Boycott increased parking fees.

Meat prices are soaring. The cost of feeding steak to the family is

exhorbitant. Enough meat for a family of four will leave little change out
of a ten dollar bill ( except at the Golden Arches. How do they maintain their
low prices? It couldn't have anything to do with the chairman of the board
giving a little pocket money to the re-election campaign could it?

Anyway.) The fact that I'm a vegetarian has nothing to do with it

Boycott meat.

UMass hasn't endorsed the prohylactics in the rest rooms. Boycott
safes until they say UMass on them.

I could go on and on and on about the grave injustices present in our
everyday lives. Instead of taking upon ourselves to empathize with the
picky little organizations, why don't we combine our efforts and energies
and just boycott UMass? Yeah, why not blame the University for
everything that goes wrong? We could send out flyers to the five colleges
saying "Boycott your local University! "Get them to sympathize with the
cause. Don't support this school. Don't go to classes. Boycott UMass.
Today UMass, tomorrow the world.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian columnist.

The Pinball Curse
By BOB ROSSMAN

When all the trivia of classes is out of the way, the time arrives for
something really important - PINBALL! ! ! It's amazing how many people
use this method to unwind. On the average day there will usually be two or
three people to a machine. That's during class. Between classes add a few
friends observers, vultures, and people standing there for the lack of any
place else to go.

One of the above terms needs explaining. A vulture is a person who
breathes down your neck waiting for you to finish, so that he can have the
machine when you're done. There are a lot of reasons for calling mm a
vulture_First. he stands there drooling when you get down to your last
game. That s the place in time when the Satanic powers come out Every

!l5K2i!?% an
u
eviI imag'nab,e »s projected to you, in the hopes that

you 11 choke The other wish is that you will be stricken suddenly with a
massive case of bursitis of the fingers and be unable to continue. If one of
these methods is successful, and you still feel like playing forget it The
vulture turns into a poor pathetic creature that will probably wilt if you
ever even reach into your pocket for the next quarter.
Courage prevails, the last quarter comes out of the pocket and is

deposited into the slot that leads into never-never land. Suddenly you're
back m form and the free games flow like drops in the Chinese water
toture. This isn't luck, it's just that the other seven quarters were a warm-
up it s a good thing all the afternoon classes aren't important because
your fingers are going to stick to that machine for the next four hours-oh-
with the possible exception of lighting up one of the many cigarettes that
mysteriously find their way from your pocket to the floor without
remembering a single one of them.

Pinball has gotten a lot of people I know into a lot of trouble the past few
years Many classes have been missed because, "WE11, I'll just finish up
tnese last six games and then hit class a few minutes late." It's okay
once but three days a week is just a little too much. I once almost flunked
Rhetoric 110 because I did a speech comparing pinball to sex, and my
El!"

S
i

her lau8hed and laughed and gave me an F
Why do people play pinball' A psych major told me that pinball is a
?rtect example of partial reinforcement encouraging a specific

r>er,avior Could be. But other explanations seem better, like it's a nice
sate way to relieve your frustrations (or get some) or maybe it's just a lot
oMun. Or maybe sometimes a pinball machine is the only friend you

Bob Rossman is a Collegian commentator.

Letters To The Editor

Israel , Vietnam : An Absured Analogy
To The Editor:

In 1948 most of the nations of the world felt they
owed something to the Jews. The Soviet Union was
the first to recognize the old-new Land of Israel as a
modern state. All the major powers of that day
followed suit, including the United States. Nothing
has changed since that time to alter the justification

for a Jewish State.

The equation is simple. Jews were pariahs in

Europe. They were abused and persecuted
throughout their history on that continent. Prior to

World War II the very fact of their humanity was
called into question by many of the intellectuals of

that era. This laid the groundwork for the systematic
murder of over one-third of the world's Jewish
population as "sub-humans" during the war years.
Many of those who escaped death managed to

reach safety in Israel. There, for the first time in

modern history, Jews controlled their own destiny in

an autonomous Jewish State.

I cite these facts in response to Dan Goulding's
absurd analogy of Israel and Vietnam. The State of

Israel is not in a civil war situation as was the case in

Vietnam. Israel is threatened from outside her
borders by terrorist groups who are funded by Arab
governments and who launch their attacks on Israel
from the soil of neighboring Arab states. Israel has
the same right to protect its citizens as any other
nation faced with such a threat. To ask her to do
otherwise is to invite national suicide.

Certainly the Palestinians have suffered, and must
be helped, but not at the expense of further Jewish
suffering. The Israelis are not about to shout "mea
culpa" and jump into the Mediterranean, as Dan
Goulding might hope. Nor are they about to reassume
the role of Wandering Jew in your world-wide passion
play.

Glib New-Left cliches, besides being unoriginal.
Mr Goulding, do more to obscure than to enlighten.
The fact is, Israel is a stable democracy that supports
every shade of political opinion from conservative to

Communist, and has managed to maintain a level of

humanitarianism remarkable for a nation under the
constant threat of war.

Menachem Rosenberger
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Editorial Points
Last night, a guy living on

Orchard Hill couldn't get to

sleep because he heard a stero
blasting in Southwest.

Who does own the loudest set
of speakers in Southwest
anyway???

Last week, one of our
reporters observed Food
Services Director Joel
Stoneham eating in the Dining
Commons, and noted that Joel
took one bite of his potatoes
and left the rest. Aren't you
glad you don't have to eat all

your meate there Joel?

A math major we know

computed the volume of air you
breathe running to your 9:05
class, and discovered it was the
same amount of air you
breathe sitting through the
class. Including yawns.

People have been wondering
why good editorial points are
few and far between this

semester. Here's the reason:
we make them up out of thin
air, and the air around here has
been getting awfully thin
lately.

You might even say we're
suffocating.

Dry Throats And Cracked Lips
To The Kditor:

Last week on Tuesday night they turned on the
heat. One couldn't help but think "My, the Physical
Plant has finally done it-they turned the heat on at the
proper time not as they have done in the past". At
first it was nice then, however, one found upon
awakening something that seems to occur everytime
one wakes up in a UMass dorm room-oppresive heat
and a throat so dry and sore, lips so parched and
cracked it felt as if one was treking across the
Sahara.
Now. as it appears, there is a shortage of fuels, (i.e.

gas, oil, etc.) Also that, as it appears, the Physical
Plant, from its seemingly unregulated use of these
feuls (i.e. over heating every building on campus), is

doing its best to try and use up this rapidly dwindling
supply.

But, of course, being only a lowly student who has
neither the proper skill or knowledge to tell the
Physical Plant how to heat the buildings on this
campus one feels almost as if one is at fault by saying
to the well informed, knowledgeable men (who are,
afteraU, doing this for a living) "It appears as if you
should if at all possible turndown the heat, or at least

regulate it more closely. That is if its not to much
trouble".

Yet for the good it would and will do even remotely
suggest to them that perhaps they could more ef-

ficiently heat the buildings at UMass, and hence
waste less money, fuel and help the earth a little more
by polluting a little less, well, perhaps it would be
better to attack windmills.

Charles M. Ferrando

Communist Hypocrisy
To The Editor:

I find the current wave of in-

dignation over the military
takeover in Chile to be highly
dishonest. We see scores of frantic

Allende supporters parading,
rallying and leafletting their
disapproval of the Coup which
toppled the corrupt Marxist
regime. Are they really so con-
cerned with the alleged atrocities

perpetrated by the military? I

sincerely doubt it.

Atrocities accompany virtually

every forcible governmental
takeover, regardless of the
idealogy of the victors. Those who
sympathize with Communism will

scream their heads off over what
happens to leaffists when they're

on the losing side of a "putsch,"
but will at the same time proclaim
the glories of the Soviet takeover of

Russia and Eastern Europe, which
was achieved by means of mass
executions, arrests, deportations,
and brutal repression; or Mao's
takeover of China, which was
achieved with the liquidation of

millions of Mainland Chinese in the
first two years of the regime; or of

Castro's firing squads, which made
Batista look like a Boy Scout when
it came to matters of repression;
or the heroism of Guerilla warriors
such as Fatah, the IRA, or the
Tupamaros, who specialize in such
courageous acts as mailing letter

bombs, tossing grenades into

school busses, kidnapping unar-
med diplomats, or holding elderly

tourists as hostages.

When confronted with evidence
that their heroes can be savage as
Nazis or Fascists, the Communists
and their sympathizers will tell you
that revolutions cannot be made
with creampuffs, or that those who
are the victims of Communist
slaughter were mere bourgeois
parasits or exploiters.

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen once said

that if there had never been any
significant communist movement
in Europe, the world would
probably have never experienced
fascism. Communism and
Fascism feed each other, and the

closer you look at the two systems,
the more they look the same. When
the Fascists start eliminating the

Communists, or vice versa. I really

find it hard to get upset. It's just

that Democracy and individual

rights suffer while the savages
devour each other.

If you're going to be a true anti-

fascist, then you're going to have to

proclaim war on its kissin' cousin,

Communism, at the same time.

The two systems are equally
barbarous.

Mateos Wackeff

Victims Of The Cure
By KEVIN MACK

The beneficent firm of Ciba Pharmeceutical has discovered and is

currently marketing a drug which seems to be successful in curing the
dreaded disease, Minimal Brain Dysfunction (MBD). The drug is called
Ritalin and most of the victims are children, usually boys. Perhaps you
have never heard of MBD, or realized the threat it poses to the national
health. That is not suprising, because MBD did not exist until the drug to

cure it was developed.
Minimal Brain Dysfunction is a difficult disease to diagnose. There are

no known physiological symptoms. In fact it is only hypothetically
located in the brain. The only symptom of this "disease" is the behavior
which it is suppose to induce. The victims are hyperactive children.
Hyperactivity is the only symptom of the disease. By hyperactivity,
doctors mean anything from being unable to sit in one place for more than
a few minutes to being simply a problem child. Ciba Pharmeceutical
estimates that ten percent of the boys between seven and thirteen in this

country would benefit from their product. MBD is almost never found in

girls.

If you think back to your childhood, you will recall people who could
have been given the drug all the kids who were trouble-makers and used
to give the teacher shit , the kids who hated school because of all the stupid
things that adults made them do there.

According to the Physician's Desk Reference: "Sufficient data on long
term effects of Ritalin are not available." One strange thing about the
drug is that it is a type of speed chemically, methylphenidate
hydrochloride.

It is not technically an amphetamine, but produces similar results in

adults. When it is given to children, however, the effect is reversed. No
one is quite sure why this happens, but there are a bunch of formerly
hyperactive, presently downed out children around to attest to its ef-

fectiveness.

"I've seen it work wonders", one third grade teacher has said. The
actual prescribed dosages of the drug are fairly small~25--30 mg. a day to
start barely enough to give an adult a good buzz) but it can lead up to

dosages of 60 mg. per day. Usage is generally prescribed until the patient
reaches puberty, never beyond, because at puberty the effects of the drug
change. This can be a period of five years or more if Riatalin is first

prescribed at an early enough age.

Clearly then, Ritalin is a behavior modifying drug. Its use is already
widespread, as any third grade teacher can tell you. It's being pushed as
a cure for a phony physiological disease called Minimal Brain Dysfunc-
tion which may fool the child's parents, but the kids know better. And
those that really know about the drug are too downed out to give a shit.

Kevin Mack is a Collegian commentator.
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Recreation Society
To The Editor:

The Recreation Society is open to all members of the University

Community. There is no memh*»rshin fee reauired. onlv an interest in the

field of Leisure Studies and Services. This field encompasses such areas

as Community and Municipal Recreation, Voluntary Organizations,

Inner City, Therapeutic, and Outdoor Recreation.

The Recreation Society is basically composed of students. Our pur-

poses are to meet others with similar interests, to sponsor guest speakers

concerned with the field, and to further our education in the area.

I resently we are holding a Bike Raffle to raise the necessary funds to

bring about these events. If you have an interest in this area, why not

help. The table is located on the concourse level of the campus center.

Also, if you are interested in attending the 1973 Congress for Recreation

and Parks in Washington DC. September 29-October 4. leave your name.
We are attempting to form a car pool.

Linda L'Ksperance
( Recreation Society >

Wounded Male Fascism
To The Kditor:

How much longer must we hear the pathetic moans of Bill Ballou's

wounded male fascism
->

In the past few days his relentless attacks upon

women have perverted the sports page of the Collegian I Don't mind for

now the rest of our •responsible press") Fortunately, the nauseating

absurdity of his comments precludes the need for a point-by -point reply

here Suffice it to say that he would do all of us a favor by putting away his

sick pen which is indicating UMass men as inhuman and insecure op-

pressors.
Walt Laliberte
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Women's Caucus Seeks

Political Support
By PHYLLIS AUSTIN
Associated Press Writer

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)-The first fund-raiser for the Maine
Women's Political Caucus Friday night is seen as something of a

credibility test by leaders of the fledging organization, spawned
after defeat of the Equal Rights Amendment.

All of the state's prominent politicians have been invited to the

champagne cocktail party in Portland, and their participation

could give the caucus a stamp of approval as well as a morale
boost.

Barbara McGough of Falmouth, coordinator of the multi-

partisan caucus, said: "I think that in a way, the fund-raising party
could be viewed as a test of our credibility with some politicians.

"I know there are state legislators who don't take us seriously or
believe that we could have an impact on future elections," she said
in an interview.

"But if the leading officeholders of the state show up-and a
number of them have promised to do so-then it will be hard for

anyone to write us off as radicals or simply frustrated women with
not much to do.

"The caucus is the first time an effort has been made state-wide
to pull together all the resources of women to try to make changes
at the state and local levels," she said. "To do it we need money,
and we expect substantial aid from the men we women have
already helped put into office."

Democratic Sen. and Mrs. Edmund S. Muskie and first district

Congressman Peter Kyros, also a Democrat, plan to attend the 6-8

p.m. party, as well as a number of 1974 gubernatorial candidates.
Senate President Kenneth P. MacLeed, R-Brewer, who figured

strongly in the defeat of the ERA last March, got a special in-
vitation to the fund-raiser, but he declined.

Ms. McGough said a special invitation also went out to Burton A.
MacDonald of West Peru, the Democratic nominee for the Senate
seat vacated by Norway Democrat David F. Aldrich, who was
appointed to a District Court judgship.

The Republicans haven't chosen a candidate yet for the Nov. 6
election, but he will also be asked to attend the fund-raiser.

The Aldrich seat could be a crucial one for ERA supporters when
the amendment to the federal constitution is voted on again during
the 1974 special legislative session convening in January.

Aldrich favored the ERA. which lost in the Senate by one vote.

Logan Crash Investigation

Delta, MAC At Odds On Cause
WASHINGTON (AP) - A lawyer

for Delta Airlines said Tuesday the

crew of a DC9 jetliner was given an
incorrect visibility reading just

seconds before the plane crashed,

killing 88 persons, at Boston's

Logan Airport last July 31.

The claim by attorney Frank F.

Rex followed by one day a report

from the Massachusetts
Aeronautical Commission blaming
the tragedy on pilot error. Rex
based his report to federal
examiners on a comparison of the

transcript of air-to-ground con-

versations between the plane and
the control tower with instrument
readings of runway visibility of

6,000 feet. At the same time, Delta
said, a Weather Service computer
in a building half a mile away
recorded a visibility of 1,600 feet.

The transcript shows also that

immediately after reporting the

6,000-foot visibility the tower in-

formed the crew that "a fog bank's
movin' in, it's pretty heavy across

the approach end."

Twenty seconds later Delta flight

723 crashed into a sea wall 3,000

feet short of the runway.
Both the transcript and the

Weather Service visibility

readings have been entered as

evidence in the National Tran-
sportation Satety Board
proceedings. However, it was not
immediately decided whether the

comparison of the two documents
prepared by Delta would be ad-

mitted as evidence.
Expert testimony indicated that

the discrepancy between the
Weather Service reading of 1,6000

feet was a result of the difference
in recording instruments.

According to Alcott J. Larsson,

chief of the Federal Aviation

Administration's Weather Section,

the tower relied on a digital read-

out which lagged as much as 48

seconds behind the actual visibility

conditions as recorded on a graph
in the Weather Service offices.

BUDGET PROBLEM?
Meals Served:
Monday through Friday
4 p.m. 7 p.

99
entree, vegetable,

potato

roll & butter

Hatch

Student Union

TONIGHT
13

at 7:30

•t ft fU - . U?

za\ne
Zayre believes the big-

gest bargains are the
ones that fit in your
wallet! Savings and
low prices on high
quality merchandise
are our specialty!

our big values can

fit in small places!

famous name compact
5.1 -cu. ft. refrigerator

charge it

This roomy compact features full width shelves,

an extra large cru Der and spacious door shelving

Wide range climate control High density

insulation Convenient counter-height work top

Coppertone model available S5 extra

compare . . . vou cant

do better than Zayre! zayRe
The Discount Department Store

HADLEY Rt. 9 (at Amherst Town Line)
Open Monday thru Saturday 10am to 10 pm

*jf&**U<

LOVE IS STILL POSSIBLE

IN A JUNKY WORLD"

FREE ADMISSION
in the

STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

TODAY
AT 12 NOON

STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

UOfttU
AN ALTERNATIVE TO FEMINISM

Performed & spoken to over 10,000 young women who have been

very responsive to this warm and personable young singer and the liberation

she has found through Jesus Christ.

.
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FOL Book Sale

Before The Dust Collects...
Donations are still needed tor a book and record

sale to be conducted by the Friends of the Library.

Please address your contributions to the F.O.L. Book

Sale, UMass Library, Amherst, Ma 01002; or drop

them off in the Library (Room 11). Heavy loads can

be delivered by vehicle to the loading platform behind

South College. Any suitable materials in reasonably

good condition will be gratefully accepted (including

paperbacks, LP records, etc.), and all donations will

be acknowledged if donor's name and address are

included.

The sale is scheduled to be held on Friday, October

12, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ; any items remaining will be of-

fered on Saturday, October 13, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at

'Two for the Price of One. ' Weather permitting, sale

tables will be set up along the east perimeter of the

Library courtyard, accessible through the doors on

the same side of the building, Main Floor. In case of

rain, the tables will be set up in the same location, but

inside the glass wall.

All purchases will be cash and carry, with no

"holds" or "layaways allowed. Proceeds will be

deposited to the Friends of the Library Trust Fund,

and will be used to purchase materials needed for the

Library's collections. For further information about

the sale or the Friends organization, telephone

Siegfried Feller, 545-0058.

! MDC CLASSIFIEDS !

I i

LET US DO THE WALKING TO YOU

FREE DELIVERY
Weekdays 7-11 Weekends 7-1

STUDENT SPECIAL

- 2 Pieces of Chicken
- Hot Buttered Corn

Mashed Potatoes & Gravy

FREE Soda

Kentucky Fried Chicken
256-8745

RT.V HADLEY

Belknap

Closes
Belknap College, financially

troubled throughout its 10-year

history, announced Tuesday it was
closing effective Dec. 14.

The college ot some 450 students
had said last summer it was in bad
shape financially but last-minute

contributions enable it to remain
open.

Founded by a group of professors

who wanted to emphasize scientific

education, the college was par-

ticularly proud of its major in

meterology, the only one in New
Fngland.
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men's jacket sale!
* POPULAR STYLES * ALL WARMLY LINED

Sale Starts Wednesday and Ends Saturday

a 100% nylon warm-up jackets
Cotton flannel Kasha lining Drawstring

bottom, elastic cuffs. 6 snap front. S.

m. I. xl Navy, burgundy. 6.99 re9898

b pile lined C.P.O. shirts

15.99
Plaid all wool shell Orion acrylic pile

lining Two button through pockets.

Button front S, m. I, xl.

reg. 19.98

c fitted waist corduroy jackets
Short 25 " fitted waisted jacket of plaid

corduroy with an Acrylic pile lining

Blue gold plaid and brown plaid 17.88 reg. 22.50

o leather-like belted car coats
Looks like leather wears like leather.

Double Ineasted model, 35" long and
bflu-d with large framed collar Plus a

lush Orion acrylic pile

! Sizes 36 ' :

26.88 reg. 35.00
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Why Hire Researchers,
By SHELLYCOHEN

Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP> -The state Department of Public Health ap-

parently ignored the predictions of its own researchers who

forecast a possible outbreak of Eastern Equine Encephalitis last

"Tcost the state $835,000 to fight the disease with massive

spraying operations, including the cost of airplane rentals and

related expenses.
, ,

. , .

The $815,000 item is included in the supplementary budget

submitted by the governors last week.

Last June Herbert Maxfield, a researcher at the Lakev lie

Research Center in Plymouth County, in a memo to Department of

Public Health officials, warned of a possible equine encephalitis

outbreak The center which monitors mosquitos for encephalitis

found an unusually high population of a particular species of

m
°'With°that kind of advanced warning the health department

should have initiated a program of innoculation, Sen. Chester G.

Atkins, D-Acton, said.

Atkins favors stepped up research efforts to combat encephalitis

of all types rather than the kind of crisis reaction which he said

seems to be the pattern.

"It makes more sense to put on one or two extra staffers and

some seasonal people and study what we can do about the disease,

rather than put out $815,000 for one outbreak." he added.
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Monteverde Boots
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NOW '25

Marker Rotomot
Binding were $44.90

NOW

30

SKI POLES % OFF

1 Lot of SKI JACKETS 30% OFF
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS IS

^SEPTEMBER SALE
' TO CELEBRATE THE GRAND

OPENING OF OUR NEW UTICA STORE
COME IN AND LOOK AROUND -OUR PRICES ARE LOW...

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD - WE WILL MATCH ANY
REASONABLE PRICE QUOTE.

( PHONE MATE
Bel into $434 worm of sound lor 1357

OUR BEST SOUNDING MIDDLE PRICED

COMPONENT SYSTEM FEATURING:

1-SHERWOOD list price
TIINIV 7(1 wall lllr 8219.95

(44 MM RMS> XM-r'M .two
rrrvivrt

2-INTERAUDO
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MWi HHO— (calanaf
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b»«r .ni du»t rom $54.95
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LAFAYETTE LR 220

FOUR CNANNB. RECBVER

(«) AUTO TAPE PLAYERS
TP 22J-*Vim 8 track Tope Ployer Small we but BIG^

SOUND Tone Volume and
~~

Balance Control

PIONEER TP-222
Track

Carlrldf • Ploy er

KP 300 Auio Revetse
Steieo Cossei'e Dp(I< with

FM S'reo Rodio A
,ou tl»e ui

tirnn'P in listc"'inq pi«'ns

reg 149 »S

12495

' Fisher 170 Receiver

Fisher X44B Speakers

Fisher 220X Turntable

List Price 389.95

SYSTEM PRICE
s289"

<.

Fisher XP65 spkers.

Pioneer T6600 Reel to Reel Tape Deck (Reconditioned)

Pioneer T6100 Reel to Reel Tape Deck (Reconditioned)

Dyanco A35 spkers.

Dyanco A2S spkers.

logon 2 woy spker. system

Sound Reasearch Model 77 3-way tpker. system

SR 310 AX Turntables

AR Turntables with base dust cover

ami shure M91ID

Scotch 202 7-inch reel tape

Memorei C60 Cassette Tape

r«9

109"

299"

199"

120"

89"

39"

99"

54"

154"

sale

59"
199"
159"
99"
69"
19"
79"
42°°

119"

package of 2 2

( PioneerSA5200 so Watt Amplifier

Criterion 333 Speakers

BSR 260 Turntable
System List

$259

SALE
$205

Quantities Are Limited

4 r c tr««** *«

LAFAYETTE RADIO OWNED AND OPERATED Amherst Store

15 E. Pleasant St

ELECTRONICS seiden sound q40 lin ,-

OTHEi STORES - MTTSFIEID,

(MASS COLONIE NY.
JaLOANY, NY.
ISCHENECTADY NY. GLEN
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Notices

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
is having the Chopping Block down

tonight at 8 p.m. Come and watch

Sylvia at work. Call 545 2152 for rides

or info.

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC.
Meeting tomorrow night, Thurs., at

6:30 in 901 C.C. Please all come for

elections and rag-chew.

BELCHERTOWN BUS PETITION
Petition for re establishment of bus

routes to Belchertown and So.

Deerfield will be on commuter office

door and buses. Sign no others.

BICYCLE CLUB
Meeting tonight 7:00 C.C. Rm. 805

9. Racing info and trip planning.

Everyone invited.

CHESS CLUB
Meeting tonight, 7:30, C.C. 165 169.

Russ says the club's chess sets will be

available for use.

COMMUTER EXECUTIVE
COUNCIL
The Council will meet at 5:30 today,

Weds., in the Commuter Lounge, C.

Basement S.U.B. All are welcome

CUSP
Meeting Weds. 9-26 at 8:00 622

Tobin. All Psychology majors
welcome

DVP MEETING
Meeting tonight at 6:00 in C.C. 811-

815. Please come.

FINNISH CLUB
Anyone interested in learning

Finnish language and culture is

welcome to come to Rm. 802, C.C. on
Thurs. at 7:00 p.m. Organizational

meeting.

GAY RADIO SHOW
Elaine Noble will speak with Gay

counselors from Project Place,

Boston. Shw will be aired Wed. 8:00

9:00 p.m. WMUA.

HIGH HOLYDAY SERVICES
Rosh Hashana services in C.C.

Aud. tonight 8:15: tomorrow 9:00

a.m. and 6:00 p.m.; Friday 9:00 a.m.

Shabbat Ahuvah Friday 6:00 p.m.,

Bristol-Essex Rm. S.U.B. Saturday,

Shabbat Service and Study Group
9:00 a.m. S.U.B.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
A taste of something special lota

Gamma Upsilon and maybe, our

Fondue. Join us tonight, 7 : 00 at 406 N.

Pleasant for rides 545 0082.

JAPANESE-AMERICAN CLUB
Meeting today, Thompson, 6th

Faculty Lounge, 3:00 for all in-

terested in helping to plan future

meetings and programs.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Come to an informal party at KKG,

32 Nutting Ave. 7 7:45 or 8 8:45. Call

5 0321, 5-0320 anytime for rides. See
you tonight.

NES TUTORING
Recruitment meeting for anyone

interested in tutoring this semester
will beheld Weds, at 7:30 p.m. in Rm.
176 C.C. All are welcome.

OPEN HOUSE
Featuring "Youth Well Spent", 375

N. Pleasant St. Thursday, 9 p.m. to 1

a.m. Beer.

ORCHARD HILL RESIDENTS
CASIAC help, advising service of

the college of Arts and Sciences will

be available throughout the semester

in Field House Lounge M. 1-5:30, T. 1-

4 and Th. 2-4:30. On Monday, a
general info session, 4-5:30.

PLEDGES FOR GSS
Gamma Sigma Sigma, National

Service Sorority-open coffee hour,

Weds. 7:309:00, Colonial Lounge,

S.U.B. All are welcome.

QUICK
Applications for Student positions

on most major University and
Faculty Senate committees are due
by Friday! Pick up an app. in 420

SUB. Help all us undergrads out by
representing our interests to the

administration, no experience
necessary.

RECYCLING-DESPERATE!
Volunteers urgently needed to

empty recycled paper boxes in C.C.

once a week or whenever convenient.

Call Carolyn, 6-6321 to set up times.

SAILING CLUB
Meeting, Sept. 27 Thurs., 7:30 p.m.

C.C. Rm. 162. For info call Phil 6

(Continued on P. 17)

MDC
Classifieds

Sell

UNIVERSITY WOMEN
the

Sisters and Pledges

of

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
invite you to come to our house

778 North Pleasant St.

(across from WOPE)

T0NITE

"INTERNATIONAL

7 p.m.

Call 5-2735 for rides!!

NIGHT"

DON'T BURY YOUR
HEAD

JOIN the Student Senate

Elections

October 2, 3, & 4

All undergraduate students urged to run

Nomination Papers

available

Student Senate Office

420 S.U.

in the HATCH
Thursday, Friday
and Saturday

9 p.m. 1 a.m.

FOR SALE FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS
Stereo buffs! If you want stereo

equipment matched for you and sold at

wholesale prices rail Dick :!.VI-27x6 after 6.

- All Brands'
tfie/3i

iohi Volvo, n.vs. AM /FM. ax. . radials.

roof rack.M miles. $1450. Vermont.
>#2-h43-2351.

mm
\ 12" Panasonic TV. red frame. I yr.

old. SW i»o. Also x track car slereo. Pioneer
spkr and ten tapes. $W.0O Call 253-5307

anytime between 4-7.

mm
Sharp stereo AM /KM multiplex tuner

radio, needs work but exc. spkrs and
turntable. I mi or best A first offer. Call 253-

5307. 1-7 evervdav .

mm

Honda 305. I96M

tuned, new oil seals.

turn Jim 527-5428

only 4000 miles. Just

A- 1 cond . w72 helmets

.

I S/2H

FOR SALE

A fishy deal — fish and chips at Amherst
Seafood Market.

tf9-2X

Another quality rug, 17x9'n, exc. cond..

aqua with pad underneath. $30. Bill. 6-6211.

9-26

1966 Int. Scout. 4 wheel drive, lock hubs,

posi traction. I cyl.. never plowed, little

rust, excellent condition. KM Tel. 367-

207X
'1-26

( harlemont. Mass. — home of five

Wrimaraner puppies Top pedigree. A.K.-

( .. cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or
quiet enjoyment. MtMMH

tfm/19

i<mw Bultaco Metralla MKII. 250 cc.

under 4500 miles, good cond. Asking $300

in* I some spare parts & toots. Call 665-

2X0 » after 5:30.

mm
Refrigerators by Delmonico. compact |

cu. ft., new. still in carton. 5 year
guarantee. Only a few left for free

delivery. MMMfc
tf9/M

1972 Toyota Corolla 1600 under l loot)

miles, excellent condition Asking $IH50.

Call llolynke iMM, ask for Carl.

U9/2X

\ivitar 2Xmm f2.H W A Lens. Mike. 665-

1926.

119/2*

(hey . Wagon, snows Mm, Porsche com
Needs top A interior. Alpha Romero, ex.

mech. cond. Best offer, school bus camper

12:1-7327.

M9/26

I oik (.uilars — < .ibson Blueridge. 3 vrs

old $275 w case Rare Martin VIM. 21 >rs

old :i/l siie. $37.i. Call Jim

Kaslhampton

Harmon Kardon 330A stereo receiver.

AM-FM. ex. cond.. good for person setting

up 1st system. $100. Call Bill at 538-8739.

tf9-28

Klandria ten-speed, excellent condition.

2 months old. Call eves. 253-39H5. Marty.

tft-28

Well tailored men's suede suit, jacket,

site 42 and two pair slacks, siie 3IW,
331.. best offer. Call after 700 p.m.. Paula.
584-0399.

tf»-M

I. tin.. Tull tickets — two lor $6.50.

Tickets for Kriday. Sept. 28 concert at

Boston Garden, (all 546-7182. ask for Kathi
or Lisa, must sell.

tf9-26

Millard Killmores birthday sale at

Paul's Oldtime Furniture — bureaus,

chairs, desks, lamps, etc. Cheap! In the

Alley in Amherst. 253-3511.

mm

Tape recorder, 5 inch reel to reel.

Monaural, good condition. $25 cash. Tel.

253-9474.

tf9-27

Scott 272 amp, (0 watts, rms. channel in

superb condition. Call 549-4565.

119-28

Men s skiis with step in binders. $15

cash.

2

pr of ski poles. $5: pr men's 5

buckle ski boots. black . sue II. $30:

ladies 3 buckle ski boots blue metallic.

never worn, siie 7 ' j. $30 cash. Tel. 253-

9474.

tf9-27

527-5428

tf9/28

Sound Sale — Abration! Baker
slereo is back, (.rand opening specials
Mnn.-Fri.. Sept. 24-29. Kv -14 speaks.
Hi" wi»of

. 2-way . air-susp. walnut case.
Reg $12(1 per speak Now $120 per
PAIR! Also Mrack stereo tapes $2.50.
u*>°o guarantee. Most major brand
stereo equip discounted Before you
hn\ — ( heck mv price" 216 Baker 516-
'«>>'• Barry

tf9/27

13-8*. Nikkor loon lens. $175 — includes

L'V filer and Nikon camera case half. 665-

3190.
tf9-28

Two EPI 100 speakers. $140 3 months
old. unused Pro hair clipper set. $15. Two
.-speed Raleigh 27 inch bikes. $60 each, 3

months old. Call 253-9856.

tf9-28

Musical instrument discount. 25 to 35 per

cent off on all major brands. Rentals

available on most instruments. 253-3826.

Richard
tflO-2

Minolta SRT 101 58MM 1.4 Rokkor lens

with case. new. $175.00. 256-8455.

ti9-27

Seal with hardwe & pad for bed. fits Vv\

Bus. $50 firm. 247-5442 after 5 p.m.

tf9-28

AUTO FOR SALE

Mustang convertible. 1972, 15.000 miles.

A real bargain, must sell. Call 584-5097.

mm

1965 Kan-lane Sid . C cyl. $200. 665-3451.

after 6 p.m.

U9/26

67 Plym. Barracuda, auto., high mileage
but good running condition. Inspection

Sticker. $350. Call 253-32X1 after 5 p.m.

tf»/27

1966 Oldsmobile. excellent running
condition, factory air condition. Radio.

75.000 miles, asking $500. Call 549-0448.

tf9/28

65 VW Bus rebuilt engine w/10000 miles,

new battery . runs very well, $500. Call 2S3-

30 1 3 or 586-2956 after 4:00. ask for Maggie.

t.9/26

1967 Mustang Kastback 289. 3 speed, r It

h. mags on new G-70 tires, excellent

mechanical condition. $650 or best offer,

(all Him
U9-28

1964 VW. new tires and battery, engine
needs work, body in good shape. Call 546-

M957 or 546-8948. no reasonable offer

refused.

tf9-27

1969 Chev. Nova. 230 auto,

running cond. Call 562-3060

4 dr.. good

tfl0-2

120 bass accordian. trade for 35.MM SLR.
217-5442 after 5 p.m.

tf9-28

1966 Delta 88: new brakes: new steering,
needs tune-up. Best offer. 665-3993 after
5:30.

MM

1971 Triumph TR6 with overdrive, new
Michelins. AM-FM stereo tonneau cover.
$200(1. Call 549-3748.

tfl0-2

1966 Barracuda, excellent condition,

really! New tires, great body, a good
heart. Call 256-8208.

U9 27

1966 Ford Supervan, new paint, carpeted
& paneled, must sell, good condition. Call
546-8661.

tf9-27

Mercedes Bern 180. 1958, valve job. new
seats, tires, exc. body cond., best offer.
549-3893. Arnie.

tfl0-3

RIDE WANTED

I'll share gas and tolls to Amherst, Tues.
and/or Thurs. mornings. Back to Boston
same afternoons. Call 542-5867. leave
message.

mm

I need a ride from Springfield to campus.
Classes start at 9:05 and end at 3:20.

Please call Springfield. 782-2309 after 4:00.

Thank you.

tf9-28

Gay commune has farm, now peopling,

living and loving together P.O. Box 723.

Amherst. Ma.
MM

Need ride from Belchertown Center area
to campus. Arrive 8-8:30, Iv. 5 p.m. Am
willing to pay. Call 545-1381, 8:30 to 5. Ask
for Robi.

tf9-28

ROOMMATE WANT6t>

Need reasonably quiet roommate to

share nice Amherst house. Available now.
253-3935 after 7 p.m.

tf9-29

Female wanted to share large apt. in

Montague Partially furnished, wall to wall

rugs Own room Quiet surroundings. Call

367 2845

Female roommate to share room in two
bedroom apt. $17.50 per mo. Area Dla

apts. Call 323-4856 after 3. Keep trying.

mm

Notices
(Continued from F. 16)

9555

SCIENCE FICTION LIBRARY
Come visit the S.F. library in Rm.

SU 434 of the S.U. B. New members
welcome.

SCUBA CLUB
Meeting tonight. Pool and com

pressor now available. Bring equip,

and bathing suits. Rm. 14 Curry
Hicks Cage 7:00 p.m.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Waffle Smorgasbord tonight at 7.

Come and make beautiful waffles

with the Sisters of SDT. All

University women are invited. 409 N.
Pleasant St. 545 0527 for rides.

SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY
NOMINATIONS
Nominations for SW Assembly

available in Mrs. Schnarr's Office in

JUA Lobby or from your Head of

Residence.

T'AI CHI
Participational workshop starts

Thurs., Project 10 Apt. Moore, 8:30

p.m., Info call Demian 253-5171.

UMASS GEOGRAPHY CLUB
First meeting tonight, Morrill 245

at 7:30 p.m.

Gliding
Anyone ?
P. E. 100 GLIDING - 1 Credit
Lab Fee $56.00

The course is designed to give
the student an understanding of the
theory of flight with emphasis on
gliding and the sail plane.
The flight portion of the course

will be treated as an integrated
part of the oral instruction. All

instruction will be given by
Federal Aviation Administration
approved and certified instructors.

Interested students should report
to Boyden 227 on Monday, Oct. 1 at

7:00 p.m.

GERMAN

WE'VE GOT A PART FOR YOU!
and if we don't, we'll net it.

AT

V.

CO

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS,

INC.
319 MAIN ST., AMHERST

256-8341

256-8342

>
D
>
Z
m
to
m

si*

Chilton's Repair Manuals

f</ NV3IM3WW sV
rf*

Energy - Consumers Key

HARTFORD (AP) - The Con-
necticut Public Utilities Com-
mission PUC said Tuesday it was
"cautiously optimistic" about New
England's electric energy reserves
for the coming winter.

The PUC said the New England
area had a total energy capacity of
around 18,000 megawatts or around
3,000 more than its anticipated
peak requirement. A PUC
spokesman added that the reserve
estimate of roughly 20 per cent was
"conservative."

The commission, however,
cautioned that several factors

could affect the region's energy
picture. It said:

"New England has installed

many nuclear plants in recent
years that are still in the maturing
stages thus subject to unexpected
breakdowns.
"Secondly, if the Nixon ad-

ministration orders mandatory
allocation of boiler fuel this action

would curtail supply and jeopar-

dize electrical service.

"If home heating oil is rationed

or temporarily unavailable
residential customers might turn

to electric heating devices that

would increase New England's
total electric peak.
"Moreover it is dangerous to

look at New England in isolation

without considering possible dif-

ficulties that may arise in New
York that would require New
England Power."

An unusually severe winter also

would increase the energy
demand, the commission said.

The PUC said in the final

analysis the solution to a possible
energy crisis rests with con-
sumers, who must exercise care in

their use of electricity.

Typing Ribbons

Carbon Paper

A.J. Hastings. Inc.

Newsdealer & Stationer

Amherst, Mass.

Stockbridge Seniors

Yearbook portraits to be taken

September 26, 27, 28

12-8 p.m. Campus Center Room 804 - 808

Fee $2.00 Delma Studios
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lllWIll Colonial Village. SK7.50

complete. ( all Dave aflei 5.10. MMI,
tf9/28

(rad Student needs roommate to share

Puffton Village apt. $79 per mo. inc. util.

Call MMIIt.
Ill 0-1

PERSONAL
lo-spd. bike for only J.'* at Rec. Sor. bike

raffle, located in CC Sid level. Tickets 2S«
or |/||. Ih-awing Sept. 27. Donated bv Bike
Kk

If9/26

Beer. wine, papers, groceries, inc.

Mexican food. Montague Mini-Mart.
Montague (enter. Open K-ll every day for

xour convenience.
tf 10/3

Will person uho look clock from KK'.
Iiim-i Sept. \l> .ikiiiikI I .111 a.m.. please

return if No questions asked, great

vintiiiunt.il \.ilue MVW-'ll

lfn-tf

\uthinit\ ( olliMiuiiim lor J credits, meet

in 'Hi.! t
(

'.. Wed . Sept M at '• P .«. '"

decide time etc We will look at all aspects

<il .i in Ik it it \

lf!t-.'li

Musicians wanted. Ke\ board and Vocals,

male or female, but will consider an>thing

(all Alan HHRt, Oaxe 527-9201. Kevin

.i2:i-72 m. i •/»

ENTERTAINMENT

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
Ken the party boss — the sex kittens of

the 25th floor are waiting at the Drake now
that you have taken the leap to the 2nd
floor.

9-26

Return notes please, keep books. Leave
at Bookstore desk, (iary Winkler.

tf9-2K

Margaret Johnson — where are you?
Call Scooty. morning or late. 256-4M08.

tf9-28

SERVICES
Pastel portraits I paint from Polaroid

portraits. I take, (all 56X1075 for samples,
all ages from newborns to grandparents.
Low rate.

119/26

Portraits, situations, objects —
forgeries, (all Doorknob Knterprises. 516-

57K5 lor appt

tflO-5

Honda to... I'HiS. only I.INM miles, just
tuned, new oil seals. \-l cond. with 2
helmets. $100. Jim. 527-5I2H.

UW-2H

1966 Triumph Daytona 5O0cc. rebuilt
completely. Kxcellent condition, must sell

in vicinity, $500. Contact Bob at 665-4365 or
come to 112 Ml. Sugarloaf. •

tf9/2K

I97:t Honda :150 CB. orange, electric

start, front disc brake, sissy bar. lock, 3

mo. old. Save $250 on list price. 546-7117.

John.

tf9-2K

ROOM WANTED

I (in. Hi- senior needs to find room or

small apt. preferably furnished, quiet

surroundings, (all 1-617-544-6743 after S

p.m.
tf9/2X

Pizza deliveries. 25 per cent
mission. 25<i-6:l50. The llungrv-l .

rom-

II9-2X

FOR RENT

Compan ion needed for elderh han-

dicapped woman. 1 rida\ nights. Ill p.m. to

6 a.m.. and Sat. nites. 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. Call

256-KKI9.

If 1 0-1

Kddie Kolsell — we love >ou dearl> and

miss you terribly . Come see us soon. l.o»e.

I.yn and Donna
9-26

Custom black and white photography
and processing. Don't get ripped off by the

fat cats. We do it right for less 665-4290

eves.

H9-29

Pick-up truck for hire, furniture and
appliances moved, odd jobs, painting, etc.

(heap rates Call Mitch. 665-3405

If 1 0-2

\ttention afghan owners — Max is a (wo
>ear male, if you have a female to breed,

give us a call and we'll compare papers.

12:1-1223.

tf9-2X

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Lor sale 1971 ( 1.350 Honda. New rear

tire, runs like new . \lways well cared for

Vsking $575 (all aft 9:011. 665-4544.

tf9/26

Rooms —Only a few left. Arrangements
hv day . week, month, semester. See at Mil

V Pleasant St. Ask for Duncan.

mm

(•arage space, central Amherst. Safe

and inexpensive. I). II. Jones 519-3700.

tflO/IX

Horses boarded. 10 min. to campus, box
stalls, pasture, field, jumping, excellent
trails 253-7373

tf9/27

Darkroom space for rent — by week or

month, all supplies available. MM
Richard.

tf 10-2

Ki Hv laughs with Putney Swope. Sept. 29

at 7. 9 All in Mahar Saturday
tf9/28

Iroiii L.lvis to (iiels — dance to your
favorite music. Steve the IM has looo's of

records and a powerful PA. Ring him up.
Ili7-2HI2.

tflO-l

Trumpet player desires to play with

other musicians on any level. Call Charlie

5K4-6279 anytime. I'll be in house prac-

ticing.

tflO-2

HELP WANTED

Kxperienced Manager for Campus
( inemas. Iladley. Call between 74 10 p.m.
I -732-7 1 5X

tf 10/2

We need competent people — Gamma
Sigma Sigma \al'l Service Sorority. Mon..
Sept. 21: Wed.. Sept. 26. Colonial Lounge.
Student I nion 7: 30.

tf9/26

( luh in llolyoke now undergoing
renovation, needs part time help doing odd
jobs (all 536-Wlll for more info

U9-2X

fi ambitious people needed for 3 hrs..

eve.. 6 nights in Oct. $15 average eve. Car
and phone necessary, (all I -533-H642.

tf9-2X

Short-order cook, part-time evenings.

Apply in person 1-2 or 4 evenings a week.

St. Regis Restaurant. 2X Pleasant St..

Northampton.
tfl0-2

Want some money? The Scholarship
and Financial Aid Committee decides
what policy will be followed in giving
out next year's cash. If you would like

to help as a student representative,
pick up an application in 420 Student
union. No experience necessary.
Applications are due by Friday!

9-26

Think the parking situation is a

mess? Do something about it! Get on
the committee that will form next

year's plan by applying to be the

student representative! Applications

for this and other university com-
mittees are available in 420 Student
I nion and have to be returned by
Friday.

9-26

LOST

Would you like to run the Campus
Center? You can! Apply to be con-
sidered for a position on the Board of

Governors <a group of students who
set policy for the complex). No ex-

perience necessary! Applications are

available in 420 Student I nion and are
due by this Friday.

9-26

Reward for lost dog: male, all black,
about to lbs. 253-3563 or 5-0979.

tfl0-2

WANTED

Wanted — speakers and turntable,

w ould I ike to spend a bout $ 1 00 for both . 546-

4124.

_
H9-28

Wanted — 5 to I cu. ft. refrigerator. $40
li. $50. Call eves.. 546-4124.

tf9-2X

Roommates sick of eating P & J sand-
wiches — want to buy used refrigerator, 3

cu. ft. Will pay up to $40. Call Marcia or

Gale. 6-6957.

tf9-27

Siamese kitten — will pay fair price.

Also buyer for two Raleigh 27 bikes. $60

each. Call 253-9H56.

tl9-M

I love my dog! M\ landlord doesn't!

Need good home for intelligent, loving

canine. I pay for food. Call 549-4594 eves.

H9-27
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Candi Sines For Women
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1973

LSAT's
The Law School Admissions Test will be given on

this campus, Saturday, October 20. All students in-
terested in applying to law school for next year should
plan to take this administration of the LSAT.
There may be a rip-off occuring concerning courses

offered to teach you how to take the LSAT. There are
many posters on the campus advertising such
courses. Before you sign up for these courses, see
Harvey Stone, Pre-Law Advisor, E-24 Machmer Hall

Candi Lowe, a young singer who
presents her own brand of women's
liberation, will perform today at
noon, in the Student Union
Ballroom.

Candi who has oeen composing
since age 13, was formerly a

member of "The New Folk", a
folk-rock group, which toured
college campuses across the
country. Singing alone now, Candi
performs primarily for college

students and women's groups. Her
songs drawn from personal ex-

perience have a wide appeal. Her
tone is full and rich as her lyrics

bounce out or simply coze her
thoughts.

Candi 's performance is spon-
sored by the Christian Service
Coalition in the five-college area.
The program is free and open to

the public.

Rock Climbers

Unite!!!

The U. Mass. Outing Club will be
holding an open Rock Climbing
Workshop tonight at 7:30 in the
Campus Center, room 163. All

persons interested in the more
technical aspects of climbing and
lead climbing are encouraged to
attend. This will be the first in a
series of Workshops dealing with
such things as country skiing, first

aid, winter mountaineering,
caving, canoeing and kayaking and
others.

Try Us For Lunch

20% OFF
Mon.- Fri.

11 a.m. -2 p.m.

Kentucky Fried

Chicken

Rt.9 Hadley
256-8745

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1973
' '

Amherst Optical Shoppe

195 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.
256-6403

170 University Drive
Amherst, Mass.

2535412

Put a smile
on *—-- —

-

Buy A Bike
go to Bermuda

(Your odds are
1 in 671)

Come to

SPOKE and

SKI LTD.

Hot Meals

3 Entrees

2 Vegetables

2 Potatoes

Soup, Salad

Cold Sandwiches

Hot Deli
Sandwiches
Roast Beef

Corned Beef

Pastrami

Ham
Soup, Pot. Salad

iCole Slaw
Sliced To Order

Rt. 9, Hadley, MA.

Grinders

Meat Ball

Sausage

Salami

Ham
Pastrami

Tuna

Made To Order

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Monday - Friday
1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Bluewall Cafeteria

SYDNEY OMAJW<

available only at

ttOUSB
70 1 North Pleasant Street

Open Thurs. & Fri. till 9

If someone tells me that Gemini is easy to
fathom. I know I am talking to a naive
person. Each individual views the zodiacal
signs form a personal point of view For
some. Cancer is not possessive For some.
I^o is subdued For some. Capricorn is
always happy For some. Aries follows
rather than leads For some. Pisces lacks
sensitivity For some. Taurus is flexible
For some. Virgo cares nothing about
neatness or cleanliness For some. Libra
has no concern for the arts For some.
Scorpio is as easy to read as a book For
some. Sagittarius is modest For some.
Aquarius is conventional For some, there
is little to be gained from astrology Yes. for
some, life is little and mean and the sun and
moon merely represent lights in the sky

ARIES (March 21 April I9i New moon
and aspects show concern in areas of
marriage, partnership, legal com-
mitments Shore up efforts Consolidate co-
operate with those whose views might not
coincide with your own Be grown up You
won't have everything your way But you
can he happy'
TAtKIS (April 20 May 20): Some

around you may make unreasonable
demands Maintain balance, self-esteem
Sagittarius. Gemini persons could figure
prominently Relative could be seeking
argument Don't accommodate Sense of
humor proves most valuable
GKMINI (May 21 -June 20i Have fun

without being extravagant Affair of heart
could dominate Need for affection, un-
derstanding underlines actions You may
he in mood for tearing down in order to
rebuild Aquarius. Leo and Scorpio
probably are involved
CANCER (June 21 -July 22 1: Study

Gemini message Be ready for change,
travel, variety Analy ze needs Realize vou
won't gel something for nothing But vou
can earn what is needed Prepare for ad-
ditional responsibility Home area is
spotlighted

I.KO 'July 2-J-Aug 22 1 Accent is on need
for greater lamilx harmony Make in

telligent concession. If diplomatic, you
gain Otherwise, you invite conflict Accent
is on relatives, neighbors, persons close to
vou who confide problems
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22): Promises are

not enough -you should insist on proof
backing, writing, collateral Someone
appears to want something or nothing
from you Remain alert Guard valuables
Collect what you need Dealings indicated
with Pisces

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): New start,
added responsibility, promotion these are
featured You make headway both
professionally and in personal life. Nothing
now is apt to be lukewarm -it is all or
nothing Have confidence in your plans and
potential

SCORPIO ( Oct 23-Nov 21 ): You are able
to see completion, finished product Key
now is to find ways to bringing efforts to
attention of greater numbers of people
Distribute and publicize Aries. Libra
persons figure prominently.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 2D: What

you desired may have been radically
changed Make this a time of adjustment
Get used to idea that you can start over-
fresh, original and creative Love is very
much in picture But first "love yourself

"

Then almost all else will fall into place
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) You may

be pulling against yourself Take stock
Wait Get second wind One close to you is
carrying burden Know it and be ud
derstanding. compassionate Cancer in-
dividual figures in important way Build for
future security

AQl'ARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Direct
approach now may not be wise Take ring
road Reach objective in subtle way
Sagittarius. Gemini persons are likely to bem picture Accent is on communication
u nting. being in touch" with public needs
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Intensity is

leatured Emotions run gamut You feel
^ <>u come alive You tear down in order to
rebuild You break from restrictions
Aquarius. I^o and Scorpio persons figure
prominently Be aware of subtle nuances

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Evergreen tree
5 Snare
9 Hog

12 Supercilious
person

13 Rockfish
14 Before
15 Pronoun
16 Sudden

calamity

18 Click beetle
20 Latin

conjunction
22 Vessel

24 Propositions
27 Native metal

(PD
29 Stiffly decorous
31 Illuminated

32 Tolls

34 Hard of

hearing
36 French (abbr.)
37 Emerges
39 Discord
41 Near
42 Ship channels
44 Mediterranean

vessels

45 Number
47 Charts
49 Fruit cake
50 Prepare

for print

52 Wild hog
54 French article

55 Female
(colloq.)

57 Roman road
59 Compass point
61 Cheer

63 Heraldic

bearing

65 Single instance

67 River island

68 Hurl

69 Eat to lose

weight

DOWN

1 Greek letter

2 Concerned

3 Negative

4 Recede
5 Body of

soldiers

6 Recompense
7 Indefinite

article

8 Cushion
9 Danger
10 Negative prefix
1

1

Earth goddess
17 Measure of

weight (abbr.)

19 River in

Siberia

21 Afternoon
parties

23 Cravats
25 Discrimination
26 Thoroughfare
27 Narcotic
28 Hit hard

(slang)

30 Small rugs
33 Juncture
35 Part of violin

38 Pierce

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

aorj onacH bedUGH OQBEG] Hen
flHrnfcjD Hon

oh ann rana on
uona aara hbolddQQEH DOE DEER
_ man Hneoa
EH OaFJDB DEO
nan. nufiaa huh

40 Style of
printing (abbr.)

43 Decays
46 Darkness
48 Satiates

51 Symbol for

tantalum
53 Note of scale
56 Parcel of land

58 Land measure
60 Damp
61 Sun god
62 Three toed

sloth

64 Artificial

language
66 Symbol for

nickel

u
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SHE CAN'T STAtf IN Y0U£
tiOOtA .'AND$HE SOKE ISN'T
5TAVIN6 IN MY ROOM Hi

,v>»^-v»^». ttw-^cLj-

,
I KN0U) ALL THAT..

I HAVE SOMETHING
ELSE R6UftED OCT..

Southern Cal Still On Top

Al* Photo
in a sling after suffering a

cpected to undergo surgery, but
should still miss the next eight weeks of the season.

Jets quarterback Joe Namath is

shoulder seperation. Namath is not exi

Celts Make
Final Cut
BUZZARDS BAY, Mass. (AP)

Clarence Glover, the Boston
Celtics' No. 1 draft choice three
years ago, was cut by the National
Basketball Association team
Tuesday, along with four other
players.

However, two rookies, Steve
Downing of the University of In-

diana and Phil Hankinson of

Pennsylvania, survived the cut as
the Celtics got down to their

regular lead of 12 players.
Downing and Hankinson were the

team's first and second draft

choices this year.

Also cut Tuesday were Martinez
denmon of Iowa State, Byron
Jones of the University of San
Francisco, Wayne Grabeic of
Michigan and Sam McCamey of
Oral Roberts.

Glover played with the Celtics

for a year after he was drafted, but
last year he was sent to Hartford of

the Eastern League. He tried out
this year as a free agent.
The Celtics returned to their

training camp at the
Massachusetts Maritime Academy
after defeating the New York
Knicks 108-98 Monday night.

TONITE

James
Cotton

Blues
Band

Home Cooking
» at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47 Sunderland

665-4937

Nebraska, which rallied for
three touchdowns in the final

quarter to overcome North
Carolina State last weekend,
gained some ground on Southern
California Tuesday in the weekly
Associated Press college football

poll.

But toppling the Trojans, who
have been soldered to the No. 1 spot
since the first week of last season,
seems about as futile as trying to

depose UCLA as king of college
basketball.

Southern Cal, which puts its 2-0

record on the line against eighth-
ranked Oklahoma this weekend,
received 36 first-place votes and
1,120 points from the 61 sports
writers and broadcasters who
voted in the nationwide poll. The
Cornhuskers, also 2-0, received 12

first-place votes and trailed by
only 98 points with 1,022. The

Cepeda, Moret

Lead Sox, 3-2

CLEVELAND <AP) - Orlando
Cepeda drilled a three-run homer
after an intentional walk to Carl
Yastrzemski in the first inning,
giving the Boston Red Sox a 3-2

victory over the Cleveland Indians
Tuesday night.

Tommy Harper started Boston's
winning rally off loser Tom
Timmerman, 8-8, with a single. He
stole second and moved to third on
a groundout.

Yastrzemski was then given first
base after going to a 3-0 count,
setting the stage for Cepeda 's

game-winning blast, the 20th
homer this baseball season for the
Red Sox' designated hitter.

Baseball Standings
(Not Including Tuesday's Games)
American League

East
W.

Baltimore 93
Boston 84

Detroit 83
New York 77

Milwaukee 72

Cleveland 68

L. Pet.

62 .600

72 .538

73 532

79 494

83 465

88 .436

79 77 .506

.503 1/2

.487 3

.484 3 1/2

Oakland 92

Kansas City 85

Minnesota 78

California 75

Chicago 75

Texas 54

West
65 .586

71 .545

78 .500

81 .481

81 .481

103 .344

National League
East

G.B. w L. Pct.G.B
New York

91/2 Pittsburgh 77 77
101/2 St. Louis 76 80
161/2 Montreal 76 81

21 Chicago 75 80 .484 31/2
25 1/2 Philadelphia 69 87 .442 10

West
Cincinnati 97 60 .618

61/2 Los Angeles 91 66 .580 6

131/2 San Franciscc 86 71 .548 11

161/2 Houston 79 79 .5008 1/2
161/2 Atlanta 75 82 .478 22

38 San Diego 58 99 .369 39

UNIVERSITY WOMEN:
Fee/ Lost? Visit:

Alpha Chi Omega
Nutting Ave.
5-2152

lota Gamme Upsilon
406 N. Pleasant St.

5-0082

//Chopping Block"
8p.m.

"A Taste of

Something Special"
7 p.m.

Kappa Alpha Theta "International Nite"
778 N. Pleasant St. 7 p.m.
5-2735

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Nutting Ave.
5-0321

//Open Rush
7-7 : 45

8-8 : 45

//

Pi Beta Phi
33 Phillips St.

549-6170

Sigma Delta Tau
409 N. Pleasant St.

5-0527

"Puppets for Belchertown"
7:30 p.m.

"Waffle Party"
7p.m.

CALL FOR RIDES! !

margin the week before was 111

points.

Ohio State, taking a breather
after 56-7 triumph over Big Ten
rival Minnesota in a season opener,
remained third with eight No. 1

votes and 955 points, 11 more than
the previous week.
Sixth-ranked Penn State

received two first-place votes
while No. 4 Michigan, No. 5
Alabama and No. 8 Oklahoma
received one each.
The only change in the Top five

occurred when Michigan and
Alabama switched positions, but
the ouster of Texas from the Top
ten after the Longhorns-ranked
sixth a week ago-were upset by
Miami of Florida, allowed Penn
State, Notre Dame, Oklahoma,
Tennessee and Louisiana State to
move up one notch.
Southern Cal beat Georgia Tech

23-6 last weekend. Michigan
upended Stanford 47-10, Alabama
rallied from 14-0 at halftime for a
28-14 decision over Kentucky, Penn
State romped over Navy 39-0,

Notre Dame humbled Nor-
thwestern 44-0, Oklahoma was idle,
Tennessee defeated Army 37-18
and LSI) edged Texas A and M 28-
23.

Auburn moved up from 12th to
11th after a 31-0 rout of UT-
Chattanooga and Oklahoma State
vaulted five spots to No. 12 after
thumping Arkansas 386.

Rounding out the Second Ten are
Arizona State, Taxas, Houston
Florida, UCLA, Miami, North
Carolina State and Missouri. The
only team missing from last
week's poll is Colorado, which lost
its opener to LSU and nipped
Wisconsin 28-25.

Notice
SAILING TEAM-Will hold an

organizational meeting Thursday,
Sept

. 27 at 7 ; 30 p.m . in Room 162 of
the Campus Center. New members
are welcome. For information call
Phil 6-9555.

Football Standings

AMERICAN
Eastern

W
Buffalo 1

Miami l

N.Y.Jets 1

Baltimore

NEW ENGLAND

Central

Pittsburgh 2

Cleveland 1

Cincinnati 1

Houston

CONFERENCE
Division

L T Pet.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Eastern Division

1

1

1

2

2

W L T Pet.
.500 St. Louis 2 1.000
.500 Dallas 2 1.000
.500 N.Y. Giants .... 1 1 .750
.000 Washington 1 1 .500
.000 Philadelphia ... 1 1 .500

Division Central Division
1.000 Minnesota 2 1.000

1 .500 Green Bay 1 1 .750
1 .500 Detroit 1 1 .250

2 .000 Chicago 2 .000

Western Division Western Division
Denver 1 l o .500 Los Angeles .... 2 1.000
Kansas City .... 1 1 .500 Atlanta 1 1 .500
Oakland 1 1 .500 San Francisco . . 1 10 .500
San Diego 1 1 .500 New Orleans ... 2 .000

HELP!
JUVENILE

OPPORTUNITIES
EXTENSION

The J.O.E. Program
needs

Volunteers for •

Westfield Detention

Center

Orientation —
Bus leaving at 6:30 from
Bus Circle Campus

Center, Student Union

Wednesday 26, 1973

Help!
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Booters Bombard BC, 5-3
BySTEVEDECOSTA

The UMass soccer team brought

home that first big win yesterday

as they overcame a two-goal

deficit to defeat Boston College in

their opening game.

Tom Coburn was the man of the

hour as he tallied four goals in

leading the Minutemen to a 5-3

victory.

The game was not as close as the

final score indicated. The
Minutemen dominated play,

especially in the second half, and
collected a total of 46 shots on goal

( 27 in the second half) as opposed

to only 16 for BC

.

Charlie Palano opened the

scoring as he took a pass from

Mike Nugent, dribbled around the

defending fullback, and beat the

BC goalie with a scorching shot to

the opposite courner to put UMass
ahead 1-0.

The next ten minutes were all

BC , as they tallied all three of their

scores within that span.

BC's first score came at the 7: 04

mark as John Lojek caught UMass
goalie Carl Vercollone out of

position. The goal was set up as a

result of a missed trap by one of the

Minutemen fullbacks. Mark
McGuire was given an assist on the

play.

Lojek tallied his second marker
of the day at 16:37 after UMass
fullback Dan Ouellette allowed an

errant BC pass to dribble through

his legs. Lojek gathered up the

loose ball and popped it home to

put BC up 2-0.

The Eagles scored another

tainted goal just 23 seconds later.

Bill Frazier was given credit for

the score when a mix-up in front of

the UMass goal somehow ended

NL East

Bucs Lose...

PITTSBURGH (AP) - Mike
Anderson and Bill Robinson
rapped solo home runs to back the

five-hit pitching of Steve Carlton

and give the Philadelphia Phillies

a 2-1 victory over the Pittsburgh

Pirates Tuesday night.

Pittsburgh has now lost 10 of it's

last 21 games under new manager
Danny Murtaugh.
The Phillies, the only team that

has been mathematically
eliminated in the east Division,

took a 10 lead in the second on
Anderson s homer to right off

Pirate starter Jim Rooker.

Rook* • who fell to 9-6 with the

loss, also surrendered a solo homer
to left in the sixth bv Robinson, his

25th.

The tory boosted Carlton's

record to a meager 13-19, well off

the 27-li' mark that brought him
the Cy v>ung Award last season.

with ball resting safely in the net.

BC seemed to relax after

grabbing their quick two-goal lead

and the UMass booters took the

play completely away from the

Eagles. Following numerous
scoring threats, Coburn netted his

first of four goals as he single

handedly picked up a loose ball,

dribbled around two defenders,

and slammed a hard shot into the

near corner. The tally came at

37:43 and made the score 3-2,

which is the way it stayed until the

half.

The second half was all UMass,
or, more appropriately, all

Coburn, as he scored three times in

eleven minutes.

With only 1: 32 gone, Ken Banda
lofted a high pass into the middle.

Writer D'Elea, the BC goaltender,

came out to make the save and was
flattened, legally of course, by

Coburn. Tom then rolled a soft

bouncer toward the net which was
fanned on by two BC defenders

before settling in for the score.

Coburn scored again on a

penalty kick at the 9:12 mark,

putting UMass ahead to stay.

Only two minutes later Coburn
converted a set-up by Jim
Vollinger to make the score 5-3,

where it stayed for the final.

The game was marked by a

complete reversal of form by the

entire UMass team. The first half

Was marred by numerous errors,

including missed traps, errant

passes, and long clearing kicks

that went everywhere except
where they were supposed to go.

Except for the score by Palano, the

entire UMass offense consisted of

...Mets

Win
Powered by Cleon Jones tie-

breakina home-run in the seventh
inning 'he New York Mets
squeeze< : by the Montreal Expos 2-

1 in a Uctme played last night at

Shea Stadium.

The win increased the Mets lead

over Pittsburgh i who were
defeated earlier in the night) to 1

1/2 games.
Jerry Koosman was the starter

and winner for New York. He
needed relief help in the eighth

from Tug McGraw who collected

his 23rd save. Steve Rogers was the

loser for the Expos, who now drop

to 4 1/2 games behind the pace-

setting Mets.

<MDC Staff photo by Steve Smith)

BOMBARDED? Charlie Palano uncorks a shot at the B.C. net, one of 46 taken by the Minutemen in

their 5-3 victory yesterday afternoon. The Eagles took only 16 shots.

Coburn or Nugent carrying the ball

toward the goal until a BC
defender took it away from them.

The second half was an entirely

different story. The team seemed
to become more aggressive and the

basic mistakes were eliminated.

The passing became more fluid,

ieading to the three scores and
numerous other threats that went
by the boards.

The defense
considerably in

Dan Ouellette,

also tightened
the second half,

who had shown

those first-varsity-game jitters in

the first half, settled down to th-

wart any possible BC threat late in

the game. The defensive per-

former of the day, though, had to

be Mark Tyma who was all over

the field picking off some passes,

blocking others, and just making
himself a general nuisance in the

eyes of the BC attackmen.

The three BC goals should in no
way tarnish the image of UMass
goalie Carl Vercollone, who is still

one of the finest goaltenders in

New England. He hd no chance to

stop any of the scores which all

resulted from mix-ups in his

fullback line.

KICKING IT AROUND—Writer
D'Elea, the Eagle goaltender,
succumbed to the UMass barrage
and took himself out of the game
midway through the second half.

His replacement, John Kirby,
played flawlessly, but by then it

was too late.

Tom Coburn 's four goals came
within one of the Umass record for

goals in one game.

Steve Crowe

< MIX photo by Steve smith

)

BATTLE FOR THE BALL -Brian McKenney breaks up a B.C.
pass in soccer action here Tuesday afternoon.

Berra Player Of The Week
AMHERST, Mass. < AP)-Massachusetts wide receiver Tim Berra of

Montclair. N.J.. was named Yankee Conference offensive all star of the

week Tuesday for his performance against Maine.

Connecticut linebacker Brian Usher, of Stamford, Conn., and Rhode
Island quarterback Steve Crone, of Meriden. Conn., were chosen the top

defensive and rookie players respectively.

Berra. a 5-foot-ll. 185 pound senior, caught nine passes for 132 years
and two touchdowns in the Minutemen's 20-0 triumph over Maine
Saturday He is the son of Yogi Berra. manager of the New York Mets and
former Yankees great.

Usher, a 5-foot-ll. 185-pounder. anchored a strong Husky defense which
limited Vermont to 91 yards rushing in a game in which he made 10

tackles helping Connecticut defeat Vermont 26-14.

Crone, a 6-foot -2. 190-pound sophomore, in his varsity debut, completed
11 of 15 passes for 199 yards and two touchdowns in Rhode Island's 35-7

\ictory over Northeastern

The Cage Is The Key
Sure, it's dusty, musty, rickety old barn that should probably be torn

down when the rest of the original Mass Aggie moves north to Deerfield
next year, but the Cage is still the best place to watch winter sports event
on this whole campus.
Curry Hicks Physical Education Building, as it is so infrequently

referred to, is the boiler factor where the UMass basketball Minutemen
have a ten point advantage every home game. For a Harvard, Temple,
Syracuse, or maybe even a UConn game, there is barely enough room for

the tap-off at midcourt each half. It's almost that crowded.
Most people on this campus realize that the Cage is the home of the

basketball team. They know exactly where the Cage is and its very
conveniently located.

But, what about the gymnastics teams, the wrestling team, and the
women's volleyball and basketball teams? How many people on this

campus would bother to go see one of those teams compete? Unless it's

billed as a big game I don't think that that many students would bother to

go. The reason for this is simply that it is not convenient enough for all

students on campus to walk all the way across campus just to see a two
hour contest.

It takes the average student (leaving at 8:00 a.m.) twenty-five minutes
to walk from Southwest all the way over to WOPE, and if they were to

leave during the 4 : 30 rush hour traffic, it would take even longer. The big
question is, who would bother to make the long trek over there just to see
a women's basketgall game? Not too many, except for a few loyal

roomates and relatives.

On the other hand, how many Sylvanites would bother to hike all the

way down to Boyden to see a gymnastics meet or a wrestling match? A
few more, but still not too many.
And even if the Sylvanites were interested in those contests many

would still be burned away because they wouldn't know where to go once
they were in the building. That Boyden building is quite a puzzle for a
first-time visitor. It's quite a task to get into the auxiliary gym without
going through the men's locker room.
And as for the Northeast Physical Education Building (WOPE), I can't

remember where basketball courts are.
If these sports are ever to break out of the dark age (playing completely

in the shadow of the basketball team ) the players and coaches had better

start pushing for dates at the Curry Hicks Cage.
This is not, by any means, a revolutionary idea. The Cage was used a

few times last year to host two gymnastics meets and a wrestling match.
But, why should it all stop there?
Those teams, especially the womens' teams, are going to have to come

out of their holes and show the rest of the campus just what they can do.

That building up in the Northeast is no longer called the Women's Phys.

Ed Building and it's about time the women's teams broke away from it.

But, only if they want to come out of the dark, that is.

The Cage will only collect dust on its open dates and those other minor

sports will never become popular events until something is worked out.

After all, the Cage is still the best place to watch an indoor game on this

campus.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

(Shr JHaBBorfyuarttB

lathi (Enlbgfem
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Weather

'I know it's not much
but it's the best I can do

My gift is my song and
this one's for you'

Recyclable
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Parking Status Still Touchy
Both are waiting for a ruling

from Attorney General Robert
Quinn on the le^lity of the new
parking plan.

Bornstein said he hoped the
ruling would come before the Oct. 1

date set by the university when the
plan will be fully enforced. Now,
only the central logs are patrolled
and ticketed under a policy an-
nounced last week.

In anticipation of a favorable

By DAVID SPARLING
University of Massachusetts and

employee union officials are
reluctant to comment on the status
of discussions on the controversial
new parking plan at UMass.

Carol Drew, president of local

1776, American Federation of
State, County and Municipal
Employees, and Tim Bornstein,
Asst. to the Chancellor for Labor
Relations would only call the
situation "status quo".

House Stalls

On Agnew Probe
By JEAN HELLER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-Speaker Carl Albert has rejected for the time

being any House action on Vice President Spiro T. Agnew's request for an
investigation of charges he was involved in political corruption in

Maryland.
That left a federal grand jury in Baltimore as the only forum

scheduled to hear evidence on the allegations against Agnew. Atty. Gen.
Elliot L. Richardson has ordered the panel to begin hearing that evidence
Thursday morning.

Albert announced his decision on Agnew's request in a statement
Wednesday afternoon.

"The vice president's letter relates to matters before the courts," the
statement said. "In view of that fact, I, as speaker, will not take any
action on the letter at this time." He refused to elaborate or answer
questions.

Agnew's surprise request for the House investigation was made in a
letter the vice president hand delivered to Albert Tuesday.

The vice president was on Capitol Hill Wednesday for lunch with 10

liberal Republican senators and told newsmen he had every intention of
staying in office.

"I want to make it very clear that I am not resigning," he said.

Agnew also said he would hold a news conference at some future
point, but did not say when.

Agnew also was asked about news reports that he and his attorneys
had engaged in plea bargaining with the Justice Department and a report
that he had offered to resign in return for a reduction or dismissal of

charges.

"At no time," he replied, "have either I or my attorneys initiated any
plea bargaining."

Sen. Mark O. Hatfield, R-Ore., host for the luncheon, told a reporter
later that the senators met with Agnew for more than an hour and that no
one in the group believed Albert's rejection of Agnew's request was final

or irrevocable.

Meanwhile, the White House said President Nixon had neither en-

couraged nor pressured Agnew to take any particular course in

responding to or fighting the graft allegations against him.
Deputy White House Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren said he

believed it would be improper for the White House to comment on
Agnew's choice of methods for fighting the graft allegations but added
that Nixon "respects the vice president's rights and privilege to handle

(Continued on P. 6)

ruling from the attorney general,

7,500 parking decals have been

distributed to people wishing to

park on campus. Three general

areas are designated for parking-

core, edge and peripheral lots.

Core lots cost either $50 or $36
per year plus a $5 registration fee.

Edge lots cost $12 plus the
registration fee. Peripheral lots

charge only the registration fee.

The new parking plan is part of a
policy whose long range goal is to
lower a'-*omobile congestion on
campus. Another aspect of this
policy is the free bus service that
links the campus and nearby
apartment complexes.

This sometimes erratic service
is expected to improve, according
to Robert Godding, Director of
Operations for the Student Senate
Transportation Service, with the
installation of two-way radios last
week.

The bus service was begun last
February, supported by a grant
from the Department of Tran-
sportation ($475,441) and sup-
plemented by $157,728 in money,
labor and services from the
University and $30,000 in money
and vehicles from the UMass
Student Senate.

Department of Transportation
support will end after the fall

semester and, according to the
terms of the grant, the University
is to continue providing free bus
service indefinitely.

William Goss, Director of the
Student Senate Transportation
System, speaking of the link bet-

ween parking fees and free buses,
said, "Nowhere in the original

grant did it say that the University
was to finance the transit system
with increased parking rates."

However, the University's fiscal

1974 (July 1, 1973-June 30, 1974)

budget shows $411,000 alloted for a
new Parking and Transportation
Fund. Of that $222,000 is to come
from income from parking fees.

(Continued on P. 3)

SUII Photo-Steve Haggles— It's hard to believe that somewhere on this cam-
pus, there is a being who can take time to sit around
and do nothing but eat grass.

On The Inside:

US Troops
The Senate overturned a previous vote for the

cutback of U.S. troops stationed abroad. (See page 5)

Venison, Elk

And Squirrel
Strange things may be turning up on the dinner

table as more Americans take to their guns and the
woods to beat the high cost of steak. (See page 4)

On your mark...get...set... go... (See story, page 3)

Mai. rti»lo-K«th (.a mathe

Tony Boyle

..Ex-UMW leader Tony Boyle remains in critical
condition after taking an overdose of sleeping pills.

(See page 4)
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SUfr Photo-Steve Ruggles
This is Horace. ..really -his name is Horace. He belongs to the

University, but is cared for by Carolyn Tolman, a Junior in the
Animal Industries Dept. Horace has a twin brother named Herman,
who weighs 9 pounds less. The twins are now 15 months old, and have
been with Ms. Tolman for one year. This picture was taken of Horace
as he was taking his daily walk. Horace and Herman are one of about
14 teams of oxen owned by the University.

Church Of Christ

Backs UFW
The Board of Directors of the

Massachusetts Conference of the
United Church of Christ has en-
dorsed a resolution which backs
recent efforts by the national
United Church of Christ and
several Bay State Church leaders
in support of the United Farm
Workers Union.
Although the action did not cite

specifically the conflict between
Cesar Chavez and his United Farm
Workers Union with the Teamsters
Union, the resolution clearly in-
tended to give support to the UFW.
The conference Directors

composed of 25 persons from
across the Commonwealth, said it
was taking the action as a response

"to the actions and leadership of
the Ninth General Synod of the
United Church of Christ resulting
in support for the United Farm
Workers Union."
The Synod, which met in St.

Louis in June, sent 95 personsto the
Coachella Valley in Southern
California to give support to the
Chavez union.

Five persons from
Massachusetts were members of
that delegaion including Attorney
Ralph Tuller of Lincoln, Rev.
Cameron W. Byrd of Newton, Rev.
John Terry of Millbury, Mrs.
Harriette Schoppee of Springfield,
and Mrs. James Hauser of Lenox.

Mondale Cites

"Contempt Of Congress"
WASHINGTON (AP) Sen

Walter F. Mondale said Wed-
nesday a refusla by President
Nixon to obey a Supreme Court
order to release the White House
tapes would provoke "just about
the most serious constitutional
situation in American history."

It would constitute "contempt of
Congress, contempt of the
Supreme Court and an insult to the
American people," the Minnesota
Democrat said on the CBS radio
program "Capitol Cloakroom."
Mondale said "it may well be"

grounds for impeachment if Nixon
does defy a Supreme Court ruling
in the case, now in the Court of

Correction
The Collegian wishes to

apologize for the caption on
Wednesday's front page picture of
the two workers leaning on their
shovels. The caption implied that
all Physical Plant workers are
lazy This is not the official position
of the Collegian, and we apologize
for any offense it caused.

Appeals.

The Minnesota Democrat said
President Nixon is trying to "in-
voke executive privilege on his
campaign for re-election." adding
"These questions were pure
politics."

On other subjects, Mondale said:
-He has "no doubt" that there

has been a concerted Nixon ad-
ministration effort aimed at Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew in-
cluding the dispersal of un-
substantiated charges to reporters
by the White House and the Justice
Department.

"I think it has been a rather
shabby show," he said, adding that
Agnew is "entitled to fairness, he is

entitled to presumption of in-
nocence and he is entitled to
procedural safeguards of any other
American."
-He is "looking at" the possibility

of a 1976 presidential race and is

speaking around the country and
meeting with different groups. He
said he did not know when he would
decide whether to run.

Culture Comes To Town
By Bill Brown

This fall seven area towns working with the UMass
Division of Continuing Education, Fine Arts Ex-

tension Program, will be attempting to develop a

community wide awareness of the arts available in

their own towns, and methods of bringing that

awareness to more people through community based

arts programs.
Stan Rosenberg, Director of the Fine Arts Ex-

tension Program, is working to see that the first of

this year's major projects is soon underway.
Although the programs involve many services, all

are based on the idea that they will help the com-
munities identify and assess their particular needs
and wants in the arts, develop and improve the arts

already existing within the community, and work for

a larger audience acceptance of the arts.

The first major production, a series of arts ad-

ministration workshops, is scheduled for sometime in

November at the University. All facets of the arts and
arts administration will be brought together with the

area Arts Councils to share ideas and expertise. .With

information gained at the workshops, it is hoped the

communities will plan their own Arts Festival, for

several days in May of next year.

This festival will be a test of the councils' abilities

to work with the artists found in their own towns
; as

the idea is to use only resources available in the
community and a minimum of money. The un-
derlying purpose is to form not only a locally flavored
artistic program, but also to gain more artist par-
ticipants and to develop a closer feeling between
artist and audience.

The Fine Arts Extension will continue to support
the Arts Councils after their plans are stabilized, but
they are emphasizing that each community will be
encouraged to develop their own interests and to

create their own particular programs and projects.
This expansion of plans can follow any direction the
town decides would most fit its character and needs.
Presently with most of the programs and councils

still in the feeling out stage, there is a need for
volunteers to work on the planning communities.
Willingness to work at developing the artistic values
of these towns, is as important as a background in the
arts, and any eager members of the academic
community are welcome. Those wishing to help
develop some of the most important resources of the
area should contact Stan Rosenberg. His office is in

the Draper Annex, and he welcomes questions.

The Shofah Will Be Blowing
By JOAN FASSNACHT

The year 5734 started last night at sunset. Members
of the Jewish faith will once again go to temple, and
the rabbi will blow the Shofah ( ram's horn ) and return
home to break out the Mogen David.
Rosh Hashonah, which marks the Jewish New

Year, is the second most important holiday in Jewish
tradition, and is the happiest of holidays. It signifies

the beginning of ten days of introspection and prayer.
The holiday season culminates at sundown on

Friday October 5, which is Yom Kippur, the Day of
Atonement. Rosh ha-Shanah is observed for one day

by Reform Jews and for two days by Orthodox and
Conservative Jews.
This High Holy Day time is the most solemn on the

Jewish religious calendar. During these days, Jews
exchange the Hebrew greeting "L'shonah tova
tikateyvu" which means "May you be inscribed for n

good life." This greeting is a reference to the Biblical

image of the Divine Book of Life.

During Rosh ha-Shanah, Jews around the world
reflect on past deeds and make promises to live a

better live.

House Committee Approves Bill

Mandatory Fuel Allocation Imperative'
By CARL C. CRAFT

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - A man-

datory fuel allocation bill was
approved by the House Commerce
Committee Wednesday after a
Republican reported receiving
indications the President expected
to delay a decision on such a
program.
By voice vote, the committee

approve legislation that Rep.
harley 0. Staggers, D-W.Va., the
panel's chairman, said enlarged a
Senate-passed version.

"It's a major energy bill. We've
tried to cover the field," Staggers
said after the cmmittee's colosed-
door meeting.
Meantime, Rep. H. John Heinz

III, R-Pa., said White House
energy a .Wiser John A. Love in-

dicated to a group of congressmen
that the i resident's decision on
whether to order mandatory
allocation may be at least two
weeks away.
Heinz said Love suggested the

delay was prompted by "other
items taking precedence" over this
matter, but he said Love as
"totally unspecific" about what
carried higher priority.

Attention!

Issue Editors
There will be a mandatory

meeting of all Issue Editors on
Monday night, October 1 in the
Collegian offices at 7:30. If you will
not be able to be there, please get
in touch any night before that or
call and arrange a convenient time
with the Managing Editor. Any
interested night staffers are also
invited.

Staggers said he would press for

a House vote on the legislation next
week.
The bill "may not be perfect," he

said, but getting it to the House
floor will give congressmen a
chance to act on it and possibly
improve it.

President Nixon has authority to
order allocation but he has relied

on a voluntary system.
The legislation would remove

discretion, making fuel allocation
mandatory. Rep. Robert H.
Macdonald, D-Mass., -hief sponsor
of the bill, maintained the ad-
ministration's "record of in-

decision and inaction in this are
makes it imperative to have this
law on the books."
The bill would require the

President to use specific tem-
porary powers to deal with shor-
tages of crude oil and refined

Press Releases
All press releases to theCOLLEGIAN must be typed at 60

spaces or they will not be printed

petroleum products, including
gasoline, kerosene, distillates,

home heating oil, diesel fuel,

propane, residual fuel oil and
petrochemicals.
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Smokey The Bear Has A Fan Club

ByBILLMAHONEY
Congratulate yourself. And thank an Amherst

fireman the next time you see one. There wasn't
one serious fire in Amherst last year. There were
no serious injuries. No one died. The total fire loss
in 1972 was $27,600.

The reason according to Lt. Robert Comings
of the Amherst Fire Department is largely due to
the cooperation of UMass students and everybody
else in Amherst. Like Smokey The Bear says.
People start fires and people can prevent them.'
The loss from fires has come down from a high of
$158,000 in 1968 to the unprecedented low of $27,600
in 1972. This year, however, the January fire in
Tobin Hall at a loss of $100,000 will leave last
year's low surpassed.

Out of the three bay station in the center of
town, 551 alarms were answered and 775 am-
bulance runs made, by the 24-man permanent
force. Standing by was a call force of 20 plus 40
UMass students who have electronic 'beepers' in
their cars, homes or on their persons. The 1932
pumper stationed in North Amherst is manned
solely by UMass students.

In the event of a serious fire, five pumpers,
one ladder, one tanker, a panel truck, two cars and
an ambulance can be dispatched. The men
manning them work two ten-hour days, are off for
48 hours and return for two 14-hour nights.

While the traditional firemen's pole has been
removed, a direct line exists between the station

and the UMass police, campus operator and
physical plant. 911-an emergency phone number-is
also available.

Ready to answer an alarm, this fire engine, as all town of
Amherst vehicles, bears the town seal-a gold circle with a book
representing the University of Mass and Amherst College and a plow
representing the agriculture heritage of Amherst.

Upon receipt of an alarm, the trucks are
dispatched and the firemen don Scott Air-Paks, en
route, to the fire. By doing this, en route, 30 to 45
seconds are saved-and possibly a life. The packs
contain enough air for twenty linutes and are
activated upon arrival at a smoke filled room or
building.

If the call is made to a 'high-rise' structure,
the firemen arrive with a 'high-rise' bag con-
taining three lengths of hose, a sledge hammer
and bolt cutters.

A new and useful piece of apparatus is the
snowmobile sled and stretcher which was donated
by the Amherst Regional Snowmobile Club If you
break your leg out on some hill this winter the fire
department can get you out.

The department has also conducted
operations on buildings that were scheduled for
demolition to, "sharpen skills under the real
pressure of heat and smoke of challenging
dimensions." this exercise was videotaped and
reviewed by the department.

As soon as the frost leaves the ground new
construction will begin on the Tillson Farm for a
station and dormitory that will cost $400,000 and be
manned both by UMass volunteers and Amherst
fire Department regulars. An 85-foot snorkel will be
stationed at the new facility.

Progress with the use of radio to alert per-
sonnel has made possible the discontinuing of the

....
once familiar ear shattering blast of the air horn

Naif Photo-Bab Gamache atop the station. That sound won't be heard
anymore, but the scream of the pumpers' siren
will. Pull over next time. That red truck, just,
might be going the same place you are.

Student Senate Bans
Lettuce And Grapes

Oct. 1 Parking Deadline Hoped For

By Stephen von Lichtenberg
Last night the Student Senate, in

a sparsely attended 30-minute
meeting, called for the removal of
all Iceberg lettuce and grapes from
the dining commons.
The bill as carried read "The

Student Senate in support of the
United Farmworkers AFL-CIO
struggle moves fhat all Iceberg
Lettuce and table grapes be

"Go see 'Putney Swope'.

Tells it like it's never been
told before."—Judith Crist

"PUTNEY
SWOPE"

The Truth and Soul Movie

Sat., Sept. 29

7-9-11 in MAHAR

removed from all food services at
the University of Massachusetts
after a two week interim period of
grace is allowed."
The motion was passed after a

brief presentation by Theresa Carr
from the UMass Committee on
Poverty. Voting against the bill
were Paul Doran and one other
senator.

The Senate also voted to extend
the deadline for nomination papers
for candidates for the Senate 48
hours. David Booker explained
that there are some "40 seats for
which nobody has filed nomination
papers".

Rick Savini, chairperson of the
Rents and Fees Committee gave a
report on the activities of the
committee on the food service
dilemma. The report dealt with the
referendum of Sept. 19th. He also
announced "that there are
currently 20-25 vacancies on the
committee." These positions are
open to all UMass undergraduates.

In other business the Senate
appointed Dana Marchant
Chairperson of the Student Matters
Committee.

(Continued from P. n
(A breakdown of the Fund

follows-

income-
-$222,000-parking fees and

parking meter income
-$103,000-University operating

funds

-$45,000-UMass Student Senate
-$41,000-Federal funds

expenses
-$236,000-bus maintainance,

driver salaries

-$92,000-Parking and Tran-
sportation office

-$57,000-parking lot construction
and maintainance

-$16,000-parking meter rental

-$10,000-snow removal

The University of Massachusetts

Employee Association, a supporter

of local 1776 during the parking fee

controversy, points to the new
Parking and Transportation Fund
as a future pot to be filled by
UMass employees.

UMEA said in a release earlier

this year, "If other sources to fund
(grants, the university con-

tribution, etc.) decreases or ter-

minate, then the logical source to

be tapped to raise more money to

offset them would be the captive
source -the users (parking space
buyers) who cannot avail them-
selves of a mass transit option."

Are you competitive? Are you interested

in thinking analytically and expressing
yourself effectively? Perhaps you're in-

terested in the energy crisis?

The U. Mass Debate team may have just

what you're looking for!

Find out more Thursday, September 27th,
7:30 p.m., C.C. 811.

Weather

(9)256-6714

OPEN HOUSE
at

ALPHA TAU GAMMA
375 North Pleasant St.

Featuring:

Youth Well Spent

Thursday. Sept. 27

Beer 25c

9 p.m. to la.m.

STUDENT SENATE NOMINATION PAPERS
HAVE BEEN EXTENDED UNTIL

5:00 P.M. FRIDAY, SEPT. 28, 1973

FOR THE VACANT SEATS
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS

Baker Mary Lyon
Chadbourne Thatcher
Van Meter South Grayson
Leach J.F.K. Middle
Washington Middle Melville
New Africa House Adams-T-5

JQA Middle
SQA Upper
Cance
McKimmie
Commuters

Nomination papers are available in

Room 420, Student Union
If no one runs, then you will not be represented

-L__i—

i
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In The

Nation

And The World

REPORTED IN APPARENT SUICIDE TRY-Former United
Mine Workers President W.A 'Tony- Boyle, above, apparently
tried to commit suicide and his chances of survival are poor DrVMton Gusack. Boyle's personal physician since 1965. said Tuesday

Ex-UMW Head

e Still CriticalBoyl.
By JOHN LENGEL

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-The condition of deposed union leader WA

s k"Le^
im Proved slightly Wednesday, according to hospital

While the former United Mine Workers president remained in a deepcoma and still on the critical list, his vital signs of pulse, temperature and
blood pressure were said to have stabilized.
From a doctor's standpoint, these developments are "encouraging "

said a spokesman, at George Washington University hospital. But he said
the outlook for recovery remained poor.

Boyle. 71. was also taken off a dialysis machine which for 36 hours had
been used to cleanse his blood of a lethal level of barbiturates Heremained dependent on a mechanical respirator to breathe

Boyle's doctor Milton Gusack. said there was no way to estimate if orwhen Boyle would recover.
Gusack said Boyle took a massive overdose of sleeping pills Monday

Boyle was to have appeared in court Tuesday on his removal to Penn-
sylvania to face murder charges in the deaths of UMW insurgent Joseph
A. \ablonski. ^ablonskfs wife, and a daughter

,al
ab

!°
n
?3

ra
1
unsuccessfu11 against Boyle for the UMW presidency in

\ t A If Val Audge ,ater overt"rned the election and Boyle was
defeated by Arnold Miller in a new election held in 1972

The hearing on Boyle's removal to Pennsylvania has been rescheduled
i jr Oct. 24. said Charles Moses, one of Bovles lawyers

Bambi Could Be Dinner
By F. RICHARD CICCONE
Associated Press Writer

Roast venison, barbecued elk

and squirrel stew may turn up on a

lot of dinner tables this fall and
winter as a substitute for roast beef

and steak.

Americans fed up with high

prices of beef, roast and poultry

are hungry for meat and there are
indications they will be tramping
into the woods in record numbers
to shoot it.

"The rabbits and squirrels are
going to have a rough time of it,"

says a Conncecticut offical.

Arthur Neil, a Massachusetts
official, agreed. "From the
number of telephone calls we have
been receiving, it is anticipated we
are going to have a lot of hunters
who hadn't hunted before," he
said. "A lot more meat hunting will

be going on than sport hunting."
Alaska, California, Colorado,

Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois,

Kansas, Massachusetts, Nebraska,
Nevada, South Carolina, South
dakota, Utah and Vermont already
have received more license ap-
plications chan in the past.

In many other states, some of-

ficials predict increases but no
figures are available because
license deadlines are not until

October or November.
Idaho's 9,772 available non-

resident elk and ddeer licenses
were sold out a week before the
hunting season started. "The
woods are jammed with people
hunting for the first time i. their
lives," reported a resident of one
hunting area.

In Colorado, applications for elk
licenses are up 33 per cent over last

year when the state had 30.000

requests for 15,000 available

licenses. There are 17,000 available

licenses this yeai

.

Connecticut, which requires

persons who have not held a license

in 10 years to take a safety course,

has a record number of applicants

for the course.

In Nebraska, hunters apparently

are going to follow in the footsteps

of the Pilgrims and hunt their

Thanksgiving turkey in the fields

instead of in the supermarket.

More than 3,000 persons applied for

the state's 1,200 turkey permits.

Applications for deer and other big

game are so numerous the state

plans to use lotteries to determine
who gets the permits.

A Kansas official said, "The beef

situation is probably the biggest

factor in the unexpected upsruge.

Another reason may be the
gasoline shortage. Hunters who
used to go to Colorado are now
hunting closer to home."

In some states, the promise of a
big buck could mean considerable
savings in meat costs to the
veteran hunter. Last year's biggest

catch in Illinois weighed 325
pounds on the hoof and the hunter
paid only$8.Lj in fees.

But other hunters say cost of

ammunition, gasoline, licenses,

lodging and dressing the carcass
make wild meat more expensive
than the supermarket variety.

That doesn't include the cost of a
rifle or shotgun to the first-time

hunter.

The average price for a deer rifle

is $75 to $200. Licenses for residents
generally are between $5 and $10.

In Alaska, twice as many hun-
ters as last year are expected to go
gunning for moose which dress out

to an average of 500 pounds. An
average deer dresses out at 135
pounds. Alaskan officials doubt
any novices will save money.
"Nobody hunts moose for fun "

said John McKnight, state fish and
game research director. "You
have to go out and find it, shoot it,

and then you have two or three
days of back-brenking work. . .in
dressing the animal and packing if

out."
*

Brandt Declares
War-On Hunger

By GEORGE BRIA
Associated Press Writer

UNITED NATIONS. NY. (AP) -

West German Chancellor Willy
Brandt made his U.N. debut
Wednesday with a call for war on
hunger.

"Where hunger prevails there
can be no peace in the long run,"
said Brandt, who won the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1971 for promoting
East-West friendship.
That policy led last week, to U.N.

membership for both Germanys.
He declared, "We must not only

establish, and very quickly, what
food is needed to keep large sec-
tions of mankind from hunger, but
also whether the states are
prepared to accept the rules
required to that end.
"Morally it makes no dif-

ference," he added, "whether a
man is killed in war or is con-
demned to starve to death by the
indifference of others. We shall
have to decide to break with the
ritualistic traditions; who
prescribes war also has to
prescribe hunger."
The 59-year-old Brandt told the

135-member assembly, "Believe
me. the wild dream that the
destiny of a nation can be fulfilled
only in unbridled nationalism has
in our case completely faded
away."
At the same time, Brandt made

clear that West Germany, unlike

East Germany, has not abandoned
a long-range goal of German
unification. He said it would "seek
to create a state of peace in Europe
in which the German people can
regain their unity in free self-
determination."

Dinner and a Movie
For Two *W

at

CHEQUERS
Ravioli dinner for two, then
off to CAMPUS CINEMAS for
your choice of a movie.

Tonight and Every Thursday Night

NOW
PLAYING

AMITY ST.

rW*7VeOM7M^
AMHERSTC^tut THRU

TUES.

253-5426

THIS MOVIE IS NOW
in its IWth
week at the

Cambridge
Central Twin

Cinema

drowning Touch'

* Seafood Steak Chops - Chicken
* Spaghetti Sandwiches - Much, much, more
* Daily Specials
* Liquor served with meals
*Low prices — come and see! ! I
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Senate Kills

Troop Cutbacks

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Over-
turning a vote taken earlier in the
day, the Senate Wednesday
rejected an attempt to force a 40-

per-cent cutback in U.S. land-
based troops stationed abroad.
A 49-46 vote Wednesday morning

had resulted in tentative ac-
ceptance of the amendment by
Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield. But a second vote was
necessary to tie the provision to the
defense - procurement
authorization bill.

T hat vote was 51 to 44 against the
amendment.

The amendment strongly op-
posed by the Nixon administration,
would have directed that 188,400 of
the estimated 471,000 troops
stationed abroad be withdrawn by
July 1, 1976, with at least 47,100
being pulled back by next July 1.

Mansfield, asked his reaction,
said, "I have nothing to say. We
lost."

Asked how the votes were
switched, he said: You'll have to

ask the Defense Department, Gen.
Goodpaster and the White House."
T he reference was to Gen. Andrew
J. Goodpaster, the chief NATO
commander. Mansfield had said
Schlesinger and other officials had
undertaken intensive lobbying.

Deputy White House press
secretary Gerald L. Warren said
President Nixon worked with staff

aides throughout the afternoon

"coordinating work on the Senate
floor" to beat back the troop cut.

Asked if Nixon had telephoned
any senators himself, Warren said

he knew of no such instances but

that Nixon had directed his chief

lobbyist, William Timmons, to

contact a number of senators.

The proposed withdrawals would
have applied to U.S. troops in all

foreign countries.

U.S. forces are stationed on
every continent, including
Anarctica.

Mansfield had asked for a 50-per-
cent withdrawal, but amended it at
the last minute to 40 per cent. A
second vote on the amendment was
to come on tying the cutback to the
$21 -billion military procurement
authorization bill.

Before the order could become
effective, it would have to win
approval of a House-Senate con-

ference and later of both houses,

and be signed by President Nixon.

The House voted earlier this

year against a 20-per-cent cutback
in foreign-based troops. And Nixon
has said this is the wrong time for a
withdrawal.

But Mansfield told the Senate
that action is long overdue.
Sen. John G. Tower, R-Tex., said

the Mansfield amendment would
sabotage planned U.S. -Soviet
negotiations on mutual and
balanced force reductions in

Europe.

Responding to statements that

European nations have not con-

tributed their share to NATO,
Tower said. "We are not in Europe
for some altruistic reason" but for

protection of American security

interests.
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WASHINGTON.--LEGAL COUNSEL-Convicted Watergate Conspirator E. Howard Hunt, right,

breaks out in a big grin during talks with his attorneys Sidney Sachs, left, and Robert M. Scott. Hunt is in

his second day of testimony before the Senate Watergate Committee Tuesday in Washington.

Nixon Aide Defends
"Dirty Tricks" Tactics
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —

Nixon campaign tactician
Patrick J. Buchanan said
Wednesday that ghost-written

advertisements, pranks and
undercover operatives are
legitimate political weapons.
He denied to the Senate

Watergate committee,
beginning the dirty tricks

phase of its hearings, that he
pulled the strings on political

sabotage in the 1972 campaign
from his post as President
Nixon's top speech writer.

And he accused th committee
of harboring "character
assassins" who he said or-

chestrated a campaign to

malign his reputation through
the news media in advance of

his testimony.

"A covert campaign of

vilification carried on by staff

members of your committee,"
Buchanan termed the leaks to

news media.
Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-

N.C., the committee's
Democratic chairman, and
Republican vice chairman Sen.

Howard H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn.-
as well as majority counsel
Samuel Dash-all said they
deplored the leaks.

"There are covert or clan-

destine activities in in-

telligence in my view that

there is nothing wrong with,"
Buchanan testified.

He conceded he directed the

preparation of advertisements
that appeared in the name of

various committees, but ad-

ded: "I've ghosted speeches
for presidents, for vice
presidents, for senators. I've

ghosted letters to the editor.

What's wrong with ghosting an
ad that people are willing to put

their names on?"
He admitted freely that he

had urged an early attack on
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of
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Maine when he was the front-

runner for the Democratic
presidential nomination, but

said he was not aware of any
political sabotage campaign
against Muskie or any other

Democrat.
And he confirmed that he

recommended measures to

counter tax-exempt
organizations like the Ford
Foundation whose policies, he
said, are "in basic
disagreement with our own
political philosophy."

"My view is that we ought to

make the whole question of tax-

exempt foundations and the

use of their funds... to un-

balance, the political

process...a public and poitical

issue," Buchanan said.

He said he recommended
creation "of some of our own
institutions"-conservative in

nature-to be a counter to in-

stitutions he said had a liberal

bias and for withholding
discretionary funds for such
organizations.

"I would recommend the

President turn over such
grants to organizations which
follow principles we believe in,

rather than to such as the

Brookings Institution, which in

my judgment is a government
in exile for the Democratic
Party," he said.

Buchanan said he was asked
in summer 1971 to direct an
investigation of Pentagon
Papers figure Daniel Ellsberg
but turned it down as "a waste

of time and my abilities." He
said he did not know what
subsequently a group of

"plumbers" was set up for that

purpose.

Buchanan, long a vocal
defender of Nixon policies,

appeared without a lawyer. He
invoked executive privilege
only indirectly in refusing to

bring documents asked in a
committee subpoena. He said
he did so on advice of White
House attorneys.

But the committee had 34

memoranda, from Buchanan
and others, obtained
elsewhere. The documents
showed:

-On March 24, 1971,
Buchanan in a memo to the

President headed "the Muskie
Watch" recommended that the

administration's interests
"dictate smoking him out no
and "keeping him in front as
long as we can."
Buchanan explained he felt

then that political resources
should be concentrated on
Muskie, then the Democratic
front-runner.

Of the election, Buchanan
said, "if Muskie or Sen. George
McGovern had won the elec-

tion, given their views on
American policies in Southeast
Asia, it would have been little

short of catastrophe. The only
Democratic candidate I would
have been confortable with
would have been Sen. Henry M.
Jackson."
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Gas Rates
IncreaseWill
WASHINGTON (AP) —

Director John T. Dunlop of the

Cost of Living Council confirmed
Wednesday that the council will

approve increases in the price of

gasoline later this week.
Dunlop also said the council may

hold public hearings on proposed
increases in postal rates an-
nounced earlier this week by the

U.S. Postal Service. Dunlop in-

dicated that he was concerned over
the size of the proposed increases,

which would be two cents for

airmail and first-class stamps, in

addition to increases on other
classes of mail.

"I have determined I am going to

take a good close look at it, that's

for sure," Dunlop told newsmen at

a regular weekly briefing.

Dunlop had said earlier the

gasoline price increases would be
approved by next week.
But President Nixon said on

Monday he wanted the gasoline
price increase this week.
Dunlop also said consumers

should be paying lower prices for

beef and other meats within a few
weeks at the latest.

He noted that the daily slaughter
of cattle has increased sub-
stantially and that wholesale
prices have dropped to $38.50 per
hundred weight at Omaha this

week, down 32 per cent from the
August high of $56.75.

Senate Defends

Soviet Jewry
WASHINGTON (AP)-The

House Ways and Means Com-
mittee approved a proposal
Wednesday to deny trade con-

cessions to the Soviet Union unless
it eases its Jewish emigration
policy.

The amendment to the foreign

trade bill under consideration was
adopted by what was reported to be
unanimous voice vote.

The amendment proposed by
Chairman Wilbur Mills, D-Ark.,
and Rep. Charles Vanik, D-Ark.,
would prohibit most-favored-
nation tariff treatment for the
Soviets or a commercial trade deal
with them unless the President
determines they:

—Do not deny Jews and other
citizens the opportunity to
emigrate.

—Do not impose more than
nominal emigration fees.

—Do not impose fees on the basis

of the country to which a person
wants to emigrate, such as Israel.

President Nixon has opposed
such action by Congress, con-

tending it could jeopardize the

present U.S.-Soviet detente, in-

cluding not only trade but disar-

mament talks.
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Spacemen "Much Improved"
After Day On Earth

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By RICHARD SALT US
Associated Press Writer

ABOARD USS NEW ORLEANS (AP) - The
Skylab 2 astronauts, back on earth after a 59 1/2-day
space mission, were "much improved and all in very
good spirits," space doctors said Wednesday.
Astronauts Alan L. Bean, Jack R. Lousma and

Owen K. Garriott spent their first morning back on
earth in more than two months sleeping late in their
quarters aboard this prime recovery ship. They
awoke about 10 a.m. EDT, just as the New Orleans
was entering port at San Diego, Calif.
After the ship tied up at a dock hete, the spacement

started a six-hour medical examination, their second
since they splashed down in the Pacific Ocean on
Tuesday.
Dr. Carter Alexander, a space doctor, said they

were already showing signs of readapting to the
gravity of earth.

He said they awoke very hungry, but breakfast had
to wait until doctors could draw blood samples.
Afterward, the astronauts ate and began the long

series of medical tests.

Despite history's longest exposure to the decon-

ditioning effects of space weightlessness, the
astronauts made a remarkable showing in medical
tests Tuesday, doctors said.

"We're impressed," said Dr. Paul Buchanan, one
of the space agency physicians on board here.

Garriott, he said, "looks very good."
Buchanan said, "The other two a*"» slightly down

Owen has more bounce to the ounce, jack trails him a
little and Al is just a notch behind Jack."
He said their excellent condition may be "a real

landmark in medical history. We are unbelievably
happy with this data.

Weightlessness has the effect of permitting
muscles to decondition or weaken. Since the muscles
don't have to work against the constant tug of
gravity, they waste away.

Intensive exercise by the astronauts during their
marathon mission apparently halted the progressive
deconditioning, Buchanan said, adding, "The per-
sonal exercise was the saver."

Buchanan said the tests on Tuesday showed the
astronauts experienced a 10 to 20 per cent loss of
heart conditioning and all were experiencing a
feeling of heaviness.

Charges Dropped

Against Former POW's

MONUMENTAL DISAPPOINTMENT-Doris Florence and
1.0111s Fantacci of Groton visit Groton Monument at Fort Griswold
State Park, the site they had chosen for their wedding ceremony this
Sunday. The State Bureau of Parks and Recreation, however has
denied permission for the ceremony inside the monument because of
a policy limiting weddings to two other state parks in the region.

Lawyers Hit Books

Before Agnew Decision
By EDMOND LeBETON

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congressional lawyers worked al night

researching precedents and seeking opinions before Speaker Carl Albert
announced the House would not now conduct the inquiry sought by Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew, Rep. Peter W. Rodine, Jr., D-N J said
Wednesday.
Rodine. chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, sat in on the

leadership sessions Tuesday and Wednesday after Agnew made his
surprise request for a House inquiry into allegations of corruption in-
volving him. F

In a statement amplified at a news conference Wednesday Rodine
backed Albert s decision to take no action now on Agnew's request

'It is my personal view as a lawyer and a legislator that it would be
inappropriate for the Congress to take any steps to impede the orderly
administration of justice in the courts," Rodine said.
He said a House inquiry, whether or not it would block the grand jury

investigation of Agnew scheduled to begin Thursday, could at least be
used as an argument to do so.
Agnew's move Tuesday afternoon provoked a burst of study going right

through the night, he said. Among the authorities consulted by telephone
Rodino said, was Raoul Berger, Harvard University law professor
specializing in constitutional law, and author of the book "Impeachment
The Constitutional Problem."

F««.iuneni.

He said the research showed the precedent cited by Agnew for a House
investigation of charges against a vice president "is not four square with
the present situation."

This was the case of Vice President John C. Calhoun, who asked in 1826
or a House inquiry into allegations against him, and was cleared bv the
House. 3

"In that case there had been no criminal charges filed, there had been
cross allegations about matters that occurred while he was secretary of
war," Rodino said.

J

A case apparently more nearly in point, Rodino said, was that of Vice
President Schuyler Colfax. The House held, he said, that Colfax could not
be impeached as vice pesident for acts that occurred earlier while he
was speaker
He said Agnew's contention that he cannot be indicted by a grand jury

while he is serving as vice presideent appears to be "almost without
foundation.

ByMIKESHANAHAN
WASHINGTON (AP)-Navy

Secretary John R. Warner has
dropped misconduct charges
brought against two former
prisoners of war by Navy Wim.
James B. Stockdale, a qualified
Pentagon source said Wedndsday
night.

The charges had been brought
against Marine Lt. Col. Edison
Wainright Miller of Tustin, Calif.,

and Navy Capt. Walter E. Wilber

of Columbia Crossroads, Pa., for

activities during their years in

North Vietnamese prison camps.
They are the only ex-POW of-

ficers to have faced misconduct
charges. At least eight enlisted

men were similarly charged.
No charges are now pending

against any of the 566 returned
prisoners of war.
The Pentagon source, who asked

to remain unidentified, said
although Warner has decided

House Delays Action

On Agnew Probe
(Continued from P. l)

this in his own way."
On another matter, Warren said Nixon did not concur or need toconcur in Richardson's decision to take Justice Department evidence

against Agnew to the federal grand jury in Baltimore
Nixon "did not want to interject himself into or interfere with the

judicial process and therefore it was not a matter of the President aD-

proving or concurring in the attorney general's action," Warren said '

Last month federal prosecutors notified the vice president he wasunder investigation for possible violations of tax, extortion, bribery andconspiracy laws. Agnew has steadfastly proclaimed his innocence
In rejecting Agnew's request for a House hearing, Albert left open the

possibility that when Agnew's case is no longer I matter forTdicial
action, the House might reconsider the decision if the facts warrant
As leader of the Democratic majority in the House Albert's personaldecision is decisive providing he can k~miw2 rt,oe" personal

him Aih*;* m ,ja w-
,UI"B ne can keep Democratic members behindmnr Albert made his announcement after conferring with other House
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"^ *** ™*™ indications that decision would not

House Republican Leader Gerald R. Ford of Michigan said he wouldnot try to forge any coalition to override Albert's decision
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against summoning courts-martial
for Miller and Wilber, the two men
will nonetheless receive some kind
of nonjudicial disciplinary action.
The source declined to be more
specific.

Stockdale had accused Wilber
and Miller of mutiny, aiding the
enemy, failure to obey an order
and allied charges such as at-
tempting to stir disloyalty among
prisoner.

Wuber, the executive officer of a
squadron of F4 phantom jets, has
acknowledged making antiwar
statements at the request of the
North Vietnamese while he was
held prisoner.
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From "Polesie," an exhibition of photographs by the late Polish anthropologist Joseph Obreski at
the Herter Hall Gallery of the University Oct. 3 through 14. ( See story, page 20)

Kissinger Diplomacy;

Focus On European Relations
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.

(AP)- Secretary of State Henry A.'
Kissinger said Wednesday that
President Nixon definitely will

visit Europe "in the near future."
Kissinger suggested at a news

conference, however, that the
positions of the United States and
its allies across the Atlantic on a
new- economic and political
relationship are still far apart.

Kissinger's remarks Wednesday
at the United Nations focused on
U.S.-European relations, while
British and West German leaders
called for freer movement of

people and ideas between East and
West.

The new secretary discussed
with newsmen prospects for a
presidential trip and a final

declaration of cooperation during
what Nixon has called "the year of

Europe."
"We are not setting any artificial

deadlines," Kissinger said with
respect to both the trip and the
declaration. On other points,
Kissinger said:

-This is not a time for "any
dramatic moves" by the United
States in the Middle East. It would
be better if Washington discussed
with Israel and their Arab foes

"what they are prepared to do" in

approaching a settlement.

-The United States is prepared to

reach a compromise with the
Soviet Union over the U.N.
peacekeeping role. In other words,
the U.N. force should be able to

"act expeditiously" in the event of

a flareup, but should not be in day-
to-day control as sought by
Moscow.

-If Congress makes massive cuts

in U.S. troop strength in Europe,
"it will be very difficult if not

impossible to convince our allies of

the steadiness of our policy" as
well as to negotiate a mutual
reduction with the Soviet Union.

-The United States "has its own
views, deeply held," about Soviet

Jews who wish to emigrate and
about dissident intellectuals, but

there are limits as to what can be
accomplished through exercise of

U.S. foreign policy. Meanwhile, in

a quiet way, "we believe we have
been quite effective."

Winding up a three-day visit to

the United Nations. Kissinger had
a lunch date with Foreign Minister

Michel Jobert of France and an
evening conference with West
German Chancellor Willv Brandt.
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Kissinger already reached
agreement with the nine European
Common Market nations to begin
formulation of new declarations on
economic and political

cooperation.

A session to start in on them will

be held within a week in New York
or Washington with Walter
Stoessel, the assistant secretary of

state for European affairs,

representing the United States.

France has been the most
skeptical of the allies about
Kissinger's proposed new atlantic

relationship. The luncheon talk

with Jobert sought to narrow their

differences.

Brandt is a central figure in the

search for a consensus. He will

confer on Saturday with President
Nixon.

Kissinger also devoted some
attention to other areas of the

world. He discussed Indochina
with Deputy Foreign Minister
Cheenhavan Chatchai of Thailand,

Latin America with Foreign
Minister Marie Gibson Barboza of

Brazil, and squeezed into a busy

schedule a midday meeting with
Ambassador Huang Hua, China's
permanent U.N. representative.

Brandt and Sir Alec Douglas-
Home, the British foreign
secretary, held center stage in the
General Assembly.
While Kissinger listened from

the U.S. desk in the fifth row of the
blue and gold chamber, B. .ndt

called for war on hunger and spoke
of "the moral aspects of in-

ternational coexistence..."

"It is peace that benefits if

people and information can move
freely as possibly across boun-
daries," he said. Douglas-Home
urged the East in a similar plea

:

"Let us share our ideas, our
resources and out cultures. Let us
not try to undermine but to un-
derstand, not to confront but to

reconcile."

And Foreign Minister Max Van
der Stoel of the Netherlands,
declared: "In the long run, a
European continent, divided by
artificial barriers, behind which
freedom of speech remains
restricted, cannot be conceived."
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"Where Is The Demand
For Sunday Beano?

By SETH MYDANS
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON ( AP) - Initial approval was given in the Massachusetts Senate
Wednesday to two gambling measures : one to allow the game of Beano to
be played on Sundays, and one to provide 60 extra harness-racing days in
four Western Massachusetts communities.
The Beano measure passed a 26-7 roll call vote, over the objections of

Sen David H. Locke, R-Wellesley, who called it one more move to chip
away at safeguards on the game.
Locke said that like the $50 game limit-which the Senate voted two

weeks ago to boost to $200-the Sunday prohibition had been built in as a
hedge to the original bill that legalized Beano in 1971.

And he asked, "Where is the demand for Sunday Beano? Are the
churches clamoring to turn the Lord's day into a day of gambling to in-
crease their attendance?"
Locke also opposed the racing bill, which was approved on a 24-9 roll

call vote.

An amendment to the bill would provide that the city council approval
and a successful community referendum would both be need to approve
racing in a community.

"I don't know why it is the Senate is on a headlong drive to foist more
gambling on the people of Massachusetts," Locke said.

What Kind Of Art

Is Public Art?
MIAMI. FLA.( AP)-What kind of art goes best with a jail? Or a motor

pool storehouse? Or a police station?
That's the question facing city officials trying to cope with a recently

passed ordinance that requires part of the cost of all new city buildings in
Dade County to be spent on cultural displays.
Because of the ruling, North Miami City Manager Lawrence Casey is

looking for $900 worth of art to adorn a motor pool building used to store
lawnmowers, auto parts and a Christmas tree.
Miami City Manager Paul Andrews must find $125,1 J worth of art

works suitable for a new police station while Dade County Manager Ray
Goode is searching for $90,000 in paintings or sculptures ior a jail tne
county is planning.
Casey said some people have suggested having nude magazine cen-

terfolds on the motor pool walls.
'I think the ordinance is a good idea but finding the right sculpture for a

storage room is a problem," he added.
Andrews says he is considering ceramic tiles for the walls of the police

station or possibly some paintings.
"I really don't know what would look good in a police station," he ad-

ded.

The ordinance approved last week by the Dade County Commission
requires that 1.5 per cent of public building construction costs be spent on
art works to enhance the building.

Goode said a committee of experts would be formed to draw up
guidelines for officials to follow when the new law takes effect in 60 days
and give them advice about the art market.

- The whole thing was the brainchild of County Mayor Jack Orr who says
he got the idea on a visit to Hawaii where he found public buildings filled
with works by local artists.

Crime Rate Up In Boston
BOSTON (AP) Serious crime

increased in Boston during the first

six months of the year, but
decreased in seven other large
New England cities.

Figures released Wednesday by
the FBI and Justice Department
showed that 95 cities in the nation
showed a decrease in their crime
indexes. Included in these were
Fall River, Worcester and New
Bedford in Massachusetts;
Bridgeport, Hartford and
Waterbury in Connecticut, and
Providence, R.I.

Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson
said serious crime in the nation

declined one per cent during the
first half of the year.

But violent crime, including

murder, forcible rape and robbery,
was up four per cent for the period,

while crimes against property,

such as burglary and auto theft

decreased two per cent.

These figures taken together

Overloading
Charged InTobin
Bridge Collapse
BOSTON (AP) - A criminal

complaint charging overloading is

apparently being sought in con-

nection with the fatal truck ac-

cident two weeks ago which
collapsed a section of the Tobin
Bridge over the Mystic River.

Raymond C. Scanzani, head of I

the Registry of Motor Vehicles
[

overload section, told a special

legislative commission Wednesday
that he could not comment on the)

case bcause of the pending court)

action.

David Bettencourt, 42, of Dart-
mouth was killed in the Sept. 10

accident

give the one per cent drop in

national serious crime, but tnis

lump figure can be misleading
without looking at its constituents.
Crime in Boston increased in

both the violent and property
categories, but a police depart-
ment spokesman said some of the
statistical increase results from
better reporting of the crimes.
FBI statistics show 60 murders

in Boston for the first half of the
year, compared with 46 for a
similar period a year ago. Forcible
rape increased to 176 cases from
110, and robbery climbed from
5,015 to 5,299.
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Leaflets Call For Phnom Penh Overthrow
PHNOM PENH. Cambodia

(AP)-Insurgent leaflets calling on
citizens to help overthrow the
government were spread Wed-
nesday among the people of Phnom
Penh, police sources disclosed.

The small, crudely printed

leaflets warned residents to stay
clear of two areas in the city

designated as targets for attack.

They declared, "Now it is time for

all of us to strike and help our
liberation forces overthrow the

Phnom Penh traitors."

They did not designate any

specific time for the attack. The
two targets identified in the

leaflets were the United Nations

Bridge over the Bassac River on

the southern fringe of the city and
the national broadcasting station

at Stung Mean Chey in the south-

western suburbs.

In the Phnom Penh area two

governments columns are pushing

to link up from the north and south

at Thmat Pong, a former insurgent

base camp 18 miles west of Phnom
Penh.
This pincer movement would

secure the vulnerable western

approaches to the capital and

greatly reduce the rocket threat to

Pochentong Airport, three miles

west of the city.

Phnom Penh's two vital supply

arteries remain cut and little at-

tempt is being made to reopen
them because the government is

keeping its reserve forces in
Phnom Penh in case there is an
attack during Prachum Ben, the
festival of the dead, Sept. 26-28.

In South Vietnam, for the third
straight day, government planes
attacked North Vietnamese and
Viet Cong forces that overran a
ranger base in the central
highlands.

The Communist forces took the
Le Minh base last Saturday in
some of the hardest fighting since
the Jan 28 cease-fire.

US Trade-A Bright Spot

Staff photo/MarcIa Lappw

I Mass students must also be told to look both ways before crossing the street and
not to take candy bars from strangers.

Making Good Houses Good Homes
BOSTON (AP)-The U.S.

Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development said Wednesday
federal officials are turning to the
idea of maximum use of good
existing housing to help low-
income families, instead of costly
new building.

Secretary James T. Lynn said a
major six month study of the
nation's housing indicated less
than one quarter of Americans
below the low-income line are
being aided in public housing or
federally-aided houses or apart-
ments.

"So what we want to do is make
decent housing available for all

low-income families without the
housing project Stigma, without
stifling freedom of choice and the
excessively high costs of current
programs," he said.

Lynn commented in an address
to the 3rd Urban Technology
Conference meeting here.
He said the study indicated that

19 per cent of the section 235
subsidized homeowner program
houses and 20 per cent of the
section 236 subsidized apartment
units will be foreclosed by default
in the next 10 years.

"And we were less than
delighted to discover," he said,
"that on a national basis it costs
•from 15 to 40 per cent more for the

government to provide housing for
people through such programs
than for these people to acquire
that same housing themselves on
the private market.
"What it all added up to was

widespread inequity, wholesale
waste and exorbitant cost that
bought far too little in actual
benefit."

is a vital national resource which
we simply must conserve," he
said...

"And we think cash assistance to
those who can't otherwise afford to
pay the rent necessary to keep up
such existing housing will go a long
way toward preserving housing
that remains basically sound, but

By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-The United
States had a small $16.6 million

trade deficit in August, following a
July surplus, but the country still

seems headed for its best trade
year in three years, the Commerce
Department said Wednesday.
The contiriing improvement in

the country's trade balance has
been the one big bright spot in the
economy this year. It means a
stronger dollar aboard and more
jobs at home, government
economists say.

In other economic developments
Wednesday

:

-A major measure of business
activity, the composite index of
leading indicators, increased 1.2

per cent in August, even though six
of the eight indicators were down.

-Director John T. Dunlop of the
Cost of Living Council said retail
beef prices should begin to decline
in several weeks, but that gasoline
prices will go up this week.
-He confirmed that the council

will approve gasoline price in-

creases toward the end of the
week.

-Dunlop also hinted strongly that
the council may challenge the—^** 1 will deteriorate fast if the market Tv" "iay ««««cnge me

Lynn said officials plan to study consists of families who can't pay Proposed two-cent hike in the cost
e results of the housing enough." "f a«r mail and first-class stamps,

experiment begun in a,on8 w>*h other postal rate in-
creases announced this week by
the U.S. Postal Service.

th

allowance
1970 and HUD wants to develop
ways to measure "the cost of safe
and sanitary housing in various
parts of the country."
He said officials should have an

operational program ready for
final evaluation by late 1974 or
early 1975.

"Since we're talking about
something like $8-$U billion a year
to cover all expected to need such
assistance, fiscal realities demand
this kind of program be phased in
over a number of years," Lynn
said. "Quite probably, the first

stage would consist of giving cash
housing assistance to the elderly
poor."

Lynn noted that existing
programs have committed $65-$85
billion to be spent over the next 40
years on subsidized housing.

"I think it's time that we all
realize that existing housing stock
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The results of the country's
foreign trade in August gave added
support to a prediction by
Treasury Secretary George P.
Shultz this week that the nation
would score its first trade surplus
in three years next year.
The August deficit of $16.6

million compared with a surplus of
$106 million in July-only the second
monthly surplus in 2M- years-but
was a big improvement over the
deficit in August 1972 of $529
million.
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Suit Aimed At
Asian Anns
WILMINGTON, N.C. (AP)-Four

members of Congress and 17
members of a North Carolina
peace coalition filed suit in federal
court Wednesday to block ship-
ment of combat munitions to
Southeast Asia.

The suit contended that
munitions shipped from the Sunny
Point, N.C, military terminal
violated a congressional mandate
that all U.S. military support,
direct or indirect, of combat in
Southwest Asia was to end on Aug
15.

The suit bore the names of Rep.
Michael J. Harrington, D-Mass.;
Rep. Parren Mitchell, D-Md.; Rep.
Ronald Dellums, D-Calif.; Rep
Bella Abzug, D-N.Y.; and mem-
bers of peace groups operating in
North Carolina.

Named as defendants were
Defense Secretary James H.
Schlesinger; Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger; Army
Secretary Howard Callaway and
his assistant, Vincent Huggard;
William Colby, director of the U.S.
Central Intelligence Agency; and
military commanders involved in

logistics and operation of the
Sunny Point terminal.
The court was asked to order

immediate cessation of any ord-
nance shipments from Sunny Point
or any other tax-supported U.S.
base; to halt use of U.S. military
forces to support, direct or in-

direct, combat activities in or over
or from the shores of North Viet-
nam, South Vietnam, Laos or
Cambodia; and to stop the use of
public funds to finance combat
activities in those countries.

Marrow Transplant
Patient Dies
BOSTON, (AP)-A 15-year old

Michigan bby who underwent a
bone marrow transplant earlier
this month died five days later at
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital.
The boy, Michael Fager, un-

derwent the operation Sept. 11

after his case was taken to the
Massachusetts Supreme Court.
The hospital said Wednesday

that the boy died Sept. 16.

The boy had suffered from
aplastic anemia and received the
transplant from his 13-year-old
brother, Gordon, who is mentally
retarded.

Because of the mental retar-
dation, there was a question-
settled by the state Supreme Court
of whether Gordon could fully

comprehend the possible risks in

the operation. The high court ruled
that the operation could take place.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

F.A.A. Official Says Equipment Faulty
On Doomed Delta Flight

WASHINGTON. (AP)-A Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration official told investigators Wednesday
that the Delta jetliner which crashed July 31 in
Boston had experienced equipment malfunctions on a
flight five days before.

.
FAA Inspector Murrell W. Johnson told a National

Transportation Safety Board hearing that he had
been an observer on a flight from Atlanta to Bir-
mingham, Ala., on July 26 when the plane's flight
director behaved unreliably while the plane was
making an instrument landing at Birmingham.
Previous testimony had shown that (he Delta DC9

jetliner was attempting an instrument landing at
Boston's Logan International Airport when it crashed
into a sea wall short of the runway, killing 88 persons

A transcript of the conversation between the cock-
pit and the control tower shows one of the crew
members, in an apparent reference to tHe flight
director, saying, "I don't trust that thing."
Johnson described the flight director as the

primary instrument in making an instrument lan-
ding. However, Delta Capt. Richard Hendrichson
who testified to a similar malfunction during a July 25
landing at Cincinnati, described the flight director as
merely a backup to readings available from other
instruments.

In other testimony Wednesday Capt. John N. Streil,
the pilot of the doomed aircraft, w is described as
"above average flier. That testimony came from
Delta Capt. George Bass.

V.P. Voting Reform Urged
A western Massachusetts

resident active in last year's
Democratic Presidential cam-
paign has called for "two
significant reforms" in the process
by which Democrats will choose
their vice-presidential nominee in

future national elections.

The recommendations came in

testimony by Kenneth Mosakowski
at Amherst at a public hearing
Wednesday before the Democratic
Commission on Vice-Presidential
Selection Reform. The hearing,
which took place at the State House
in Boston, was chaired by Senator
Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota
and former Governor Endicott
Peabody of Massachusetts.

In his remarks, Mosakowski
urged the Commission to require
"any aspirant for the Democratic
vice-presidential nomination to

declare his or her candidacy for

the office at least six months
before the date of the party's

national convention."
"This," he said, "would allow

sufficient time for the press, the
public -and the elected convention
delegates -to examine carefully
the qualifications of each can-
didate for the nomination."
Mosakowski was himself an

elected delegate to last year's
Democratic National Convention
in Miami Beach, Florida.
The 26-year-old activist also

recommended that the calendar
for future Democratic national
conventions "be expanded a
minimum of one day to allow the
presidential nominee more time to
weigh his or her preferences for a
running mate." Mosakowski noted
that at last year's convention
Senator George McGovern had
"only a few hours" after his own
presidential nomination to select a
candidate for the number two spot
on the national ticket.

See related story, page 15.

Hicks, Kerrigan

Lead Polls

BOSTON <AP) -Louise Day Hicks
and John J. Kerrigan led vote-
getters in Tuesday's preliminary
elections for City Council and for
School Committee.
Approximately 15 per cent of the

city's 268,171 voters cast ballots in
the election.

Mrs. Hicks is a former
congresswoman, city councillor
and school committee chairman. A
would-be mayor of Boston, she
ardently opposes enforced busing
in achieve racial balance in city
schools.

Sodomy Law
Under Fire
BOSTON (AP)-A state legislator

and representatives from the of-

fices of the Senate president and
House speaker held a panel session
on lobbying at the State House
Wednesday for groups seeking the
repeal of laws against sodomy.
Several organizations interested

in repeal of the laws declared
Wednesday "Gay Americans Day"
at the State House. Represen-
tatives of the groups spent the day
talking to legislators and learning
about the legislative process.
State Rep. Barney Frank, D-

Boston. said at the afternoon panel
session that the day's events
helped "puncture the sterotype" of
homosexuals held by many
legislators.

He said that lobbying for "gay
rights" is the toughest lobbying job
because the issue "hits society at
its most prejudiced point."
The Rev. John Eller of House

Speaker David M. Bartley's office

told the group that the best ap-
proach to lobbying is to be factual
and to be honest about social
problems and discrimination.
He said that many of the issues

involving morality would have to
be solved by the courts rather than
the legislature.

Several of those attending the
session said their legislators would
not talk to them.

sur^aisor
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The Amherst College Dirt Floor Cage
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Tickets $2.50 - C.C. Concourse.
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Is There

Really A
Fuel Shortage?

BOSTON (AP) - Predictions of a
fuel crisis may be manufactured
by "billionaire corporations," but
the shortage of facts is real, the
chairman of the Massachusetts
Consumers' Council said Wed-
nesday. "We don't know that
they're violating antitrust laws.
There may be a conspiracy. We
don't know, and it's very expensive
to find out," William F. Willier
said.

In a letter to John A. Love,
director of the White House Energy
Policy Office, Willier asked for

open and complete disclosure to

the American public of information
relating to supplies and costs of all

fuels."

To combat any impending
shortage, Willier also asked Love
to provide for mandatory
allocation of fuel by producers to

all parts of the country, and for the
creation of a federal petroleum
corporation to compete with
private companies and monitor
supplies.

He told newsmen that certain
facts gathered by his office appear
to contradict predictions of a fuel

crisis, and support the possibility

that companies are. deliberately
issuing false reports.

He said Detroit "continues to

grind out monster cars, making
them still bigger and more gas
wasting than last year's models.
Does the automobile industry know
something about the gasoline
supply that the people do not
know?"
He said that despite predictions

of a fuel oil shortage after which
prices last winter were boosted by
10 to 15 per cent, distributors are
making commmitments to

customers for a full supply.
"Is this fuel oil shortage real? Is

it created?" he asked. And he said
despite predictions of a shortage of
natural gas, his office "has
evidence" that Boston Gas is still

promoting the use of gas ap-
pliances and gas heating systems.

"If they've got a shortage, why
are they promoting use of gas
fuel?" he asked.
But Willier said these indications

were meager evidence, and that
f
'an honest assemblange of in-

formation" has been impossible to
find.

"If you want to summarize what
I've said, we're just frustrated as
hell," he said.

MDC
Classifieds

Sell

SUff photo/Bob Ellis

All I wanted was change for a dollar bill. Honest.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS

/
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HATS
Hats are back, and we've got them. I'm certain many of you

remember the fun we had with the ALI hat last year. Well, this
year's version is bulky knit with a wide popcorn-stitched turned-
back cuff. Your ears will stay toasty warm on the most blustery
Fall day. But that's not all. We have the new ALI in soft, cuddly
angora, all fluffy and pastel, plus a very continental beret, also in
angora. Corduroy tweed, woolen tweed, velveteen, a loose knit,
floppy brimmed number and a patched creation made of worn levis
are among the new additions to this most important of the fashion
accessories. Any one would be the perfect compliment to one of the
Stewart's COLD FIGHTER coats or jackets.

For something a little more dramatic, how about a rakish
brimmed felt with a foot long feather? Sounds like Robin Hood is

making a comeback in Northampton.

Remember, if it's new in fashion, in Northampton, Stewart's is

sure to have it first.

STEWARTS COLLEGE TOWNE
96 Main Street, Northampton

-•-•-

Royal Wedding

Could Make Top 10
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By ED BLANCHE
Associated Press Writer

LONDON (AF) - Britain's

Princess Anne, her husband-to-be

Capt. Mark Phillips, the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury and the

prestigious Westminster Abbey
choir seem an unlikely group to

make a hit record.

But the royal lineup may knock
the Rolling Stones and other rock

kings off their thrones at the top of

the best-selling record charts.

A 50-minute longplay album will

be recorded by the British

Broadcasting Corp. Nov. 14, when
Anne marries Phillips.

The BBC plans to press 100,000

copies of the record. A first

pressing of this size is usually

reserved for big-name entertainers

guaranteed to have a smash hit.

"It's the level of the Top 10

album, the sort of level you expect

with the Stones and other regular

chart-toppers," said Roy Tempest,
sales and marketing manager of

the BBC's record division.

The BBC had a surprise hit with

Anne's brother Prince Charles six

years ago when he was invested as

Prince of Wales in a colorful and
ancient ceremony at Caernarvon
Castle in Wales.

The recording of that solemn
ceremony sold 44,000 copies and
BBC executives expect even bigger
things from the wedding.

"I couldn't believe it at first,"

Tempest recalled. "But it proved
to me that this sort of thing, if well

packaged and presented, will

compete with the Top 10 pop
albums in the business."

Tempest is a onetime show
business agent and promoter who
handled a stable of rock 'n' roll

groups.

Anne's wedding to Phillips, a
commoner, has aroused massive

interest in Britain. The couple's
romance and secret engagement
kept the nation talking lor months.
The controversy over the cost of
their wedding has stirred many
objections from critics who claim
that Anne's mother. Queen
Elizabeth II. should foot the bill

instead of leaving it to the tax-
payer.
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Rights of Non-tenured Faculty.
by

Attorney David Reuben.
Deputy Counsel National Education Association
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State Legislator Claims
Threats Of Physical Violence

By STEVEN A. COHEN
BOSTON (AP)-A young, out-

spoken Republican state legislator
from Worcester says two members
of the House Democratic leader-
ship have threatened him with
physical violence.
Rep. David J. Lionett said the

House majority leader, Rep.
Thomas McGee of Lynn,
threatened to beat him up, and the
assistant majority leader, Rep.
William Q. MacLean of Fairhaven,
threatened to punch him between
the eyes.

Both Democrats denied issuing
the threats. And Lionett said he
doubted that they would follow
through.

Lionett, who acknowledged his
interest in running for Congress,
recently issued a few press
releases critizing the legislature.
In one, he charged that House
Speaker David M. Bartley, D-
Holyoke, McGee and MacLean fail

to spend adequate time on the
people's business.

According to Lionette, MacLean
approached him in the House

chamber Monday and said he
would punch him between the eyes
if he makes similar statements in
the future.

McGee, Lionett said, called him
into his office and, after "ranting
and raving, jumping and
screaming," said he would beat
him up if additional statements are
forthcoming.

Lionett said he regards the
alleged threats as bluffs. MacLean
said he regards Lionett as im-
mature.
And McGee said he would

"appreciate anyone talking about
me to tell the truth."
McGee went on to say that he has

no outside financial interests and,
"I don't have to apologize to
anyone for the job I do" as a
legislator. MacLean said Lionett is

"running for Congress; looking for
headlines and very immature for a
guy serving in the legislature."

Lionett, 30, is a successful in-

surance salesman serving his
second term in the legislature.
He's a member of the insurance
industry's Million Dollar Round
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Marxist Prof-

Mum's The Word

Providence Strike Ends

JOURNAL
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP)-The

Providence Journal Co. resumed
publication of its two newspapers
yesterday after local 41 of the

Newspaper guild voted over-
whelmingly to end its 13-day strike.

The Guild, representing about
400 editorial, advertising and
maintenance employes, dropped
contract demands Tuesday night

and accepted a two-year pact

which had been offered by the

company in May.
The contract, providing 6.2 per

cent wage increases annually, had
been put into effect by the com-
pany in May after the Guild voted

to terminate the contract under
which it was working. The com-
pany continued to refuse payment
of retro-active pay increases for a
90-day period between January
and May-the issue which led to the

strike.

A Guild statement acknowledged
the union failed to achieve its

goals, but said the strike, the first

in the newspaper's history, "had
the effect of bringing the five

unions at the company closer

together-an important first step in

future labor relations with the

company."
A company statement thanked

readers for support during the

strike and added, "With this

behind us, we will work together to

continue the proud tradition of

these newspapers."
Asked if all strikers would retain

their jobs, a company spokesman
said it reserved the right to take

possible disciplinary action after

"a full and fair examination of the

facts."

The company publishes The

Providence Journal in the morning
and The Evening Bulletin in the
afternoon. The two papers were
combined into a single, ab-
breviated edition during the strike.

The end to the strike was
signaled by a temporary injunction

issued in Superior Court to limit

picking and maintain order outside

the newspaper plant. It cleared the

way for pressmen, compositors,
Photoengravers and others to

cross the picket lines for the first

time.
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INTERESTED COMMUTERS

ARE NEEDED

The Commuter Assembly has 8 seats

at large on the Executive Council

Nomination papers are available in the Commuter
Assembly Office and outside the Student Senate
Office.

APPOINTED POSITIONS:

• 2 Student Judges and
- Student Policy Councils and
• Campus Center Governing Board

Table, an indication of his success
in business.

And while he aspires to success
in politics, The Boston Herald-
American headed a recent column
about Lionett, "Candidate for
Siberia."

Years ago, the article said,
legislators who annoyed the
leadership were assigned to the
new-abolished Committee on
Water Supply, otherwise known as
Siberia.

Of the leadership, Lionett said,
"those guys try to break you as fast
as they can, and they don't stop
trying." He said all he is trying to
do is "raise legitimate, honest
questions about how we operate."
McGee and MacLean see things

in a different light.

"I just don't think some of the
things he said in reference to me
were true," McGee said.

House Approves

Ambulance Bill
BOSTON (AP)-The

Massachusetts House approved of
the bill to regulate ambulance
service Wednesday.
At a brief session with no

debates, the House also advanced a
bill to give the Department of
Public Works Building police
jurisdication over traffic in ad-
jacent streets, with authority to
have illegally parked vehicles
towed away.
Also endorsed was a bill to

reimburse John R. Horan of
Worcester for $10,000 in legal

expenses in his successful defense
against criminal charges. The
complaint resulted from a highway
construction accident at a time he
was DPW resident engineer on the
project.

The change in the ambulance bill

would make fines for deficiencies

subject to court authorization.

LITTLE ROCK (AP)-An
assistant professor of history at the
University of Arkansas at Little
Rock says he has been told by his
superiors not to tell his students he
is a communist who teaches from a
communistic viewpoint.
Dr. Grant Cooper, who joined

the Marxist Progressive Labor
Party in the summer, said he was
given the instruction about his
teaching from Dr. Fred Williams,
head of the history department,
and Dr. Bedford Hadley, head of
the social sciences division, after
the university received com-
plaints.

Cooper said he "didn't
remember clearly" if Williams
told him the directive came from
Chancellor G. Robert Ross.
Ross has insisted that he has

made no such request to Hadley or
Williams. The chancellor refused
to comment about Cooper, saying,
"I don't discuss personnel matters
with the press."

Williams also said there may be
a legal question in the employment
of a person claiming membership
in a subversive organization.
The situation was disclosed this

week in an article in Essence, a
campus newspaper which has no
official connection with UALR.
The article quoted Cooper as

sayinp "T «m a communist as a

teacher and a person. I'm teaching
the course with a point of view, and
that point of view is that of a
communist. I think it's important
lor the student to know that, and it

should come at the beginning of the
course."

Williams said he had received
five telephone calls from persons
objecting to Cooper's classroom
pronouncements during the first

two weeks of summer classes.

Cooper said he had received
support as well as criticism from
his colleagues.

"Some think saying I'm a
communist is needlessly
provocative," Cooper added. "I
think we owe it to my students to

tell them what my point of view is.

I assume they can understand".

This issue was "not a matter of
free speech," Cooper said. "I don't
believe in absolute free speech,"
he added. "People don't have the
right to incite a riot. They don't
have the right to yell 'Fire!' in a
crowded theater."

One student discussed Cooper
with her minister, then called Ed
Gran, a physics instructor and
former campus sponsor of the
conservative Young Americans for
Freedom. Gran said he told the
minister he was glad that Cooper
was philosophically honest.

Like to play cards— from Whist to Craiy 8's?

And like to listen to "Golden Oldies"?

Then come to our

"CARD PARTY"
Tonight - Sept. 27 - at 7:30 p.m

Refreshments will be served.

Lambda Delta Phi
389 N. Pleasant St. Call 5-0939 for rides

SOUND IDEAS
Demo Clearance

2 Dynaco SCA 80Q
80 Watt RMS Amplifier Kit

ALTEC 911 A Compact Stereo System
90 Watt RMS Receiver, 2 Altec 886 Spkrs.
Garrard SL95B Turntable

Sony TA 52CC F 220 Watt RMS Amplifier

Sherwood S-9000A Amplifier
90 Watt RMS

Sterling 3-way Suspension Spkrs.

Nikko STA 4010 Receiver

55 Watt RMS

(i) Rarmon Kardon 030 Receiver

60 Watts RMS

LIST SALE

$170.00 <135

$659.00
$399

$400.00 '250

$229.00 '150

$200.00 Pr. '75

$189.95 '135

pr.

(Just

3)

(Just

2)

Narmon Kardon 060 Receiver
90 Watts RMS

KLH 32 Spkrs.

$360.00

$480.00

$99.00 pr.

'285

'360

'75 pr.

at
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testimony before the Senate
Watergate Committee. This phase

of the hearings, relative to the

summer sessions is less surprising

and sensaFional. The witnesses

that are scheduled pale when
compared with Dean, Mitchell,

Haldeman, or Erlichman. The
hearings have already been shoved

off the front page to make room for

the continuing saga of Spiro
Agnew.
Nevertheless, Hunt's testimony

perhaps more than any thus far,

sheds some light on the moral and
ethical forces that drove the
conspirators to undertake such
stupid, unnecessary, and illegal

operations. This "Hunt mentality"
is not unique in this country, but it

is only a special few who actually

have the opportunity and resources

to translate their thinking into

action. In this case the Federal
Government did the providing, and

Steve Anderson

Amherst's Sewage Problem
The problem of sewage treatment in Amherst is so

severe that no new homes or developments can be
constructed without special permission from the
state. The problem is of concern to UMass students
not only because UMass produces over one-third of
the town's sewage.
The present sewage treatment plant is on the Mill

River in back of the University's baseball field. The
plant was designed as a primary treatment
operation; that means it will remove about 70 per
cent of the suspended solids in the water when it is

operating at Maxium efficiency. The partially
cleaned wastes are then pumped into the Connecticut
River where they are dissipated within a few miles by
the river's natural cleaning processes.
Unfortunately, the plant can not handle all the

town's sewage. It was designed with a capacity of
about 4.5 million gallons a day. At times the flow
exceeds this, although the average daily flow was 3.7

million gallons in 1972. This was an increase of 500,000
gallons over 1971. The flow is always measured in

terms of a daily rate, so that for an hour or two
sewage might flow at the rate of 6 million gallons a
day while later in the same day the flow rate would be
3 million gallons. When the plant is exceeding its

capacity the waste water does not receive enough
treatment to remove 70 per cent of the suspended
solids and the discharge is more polluting. This is

compounded by a problem with the pumps that push
the wastes to the River. They can not pump the
sewage fast enough so that some must be by -passed
into the Mill River. The wastes that would dissipate in

the Connecticut River severely pollute the smaller
Mill River. The pumps have an especially hard time
when the river is high because the pressure on the end
of the pipes at the river is considerably higher.
The federal and state governments realized this

and put some pressure on the Town to comply with
proposed schedules based on new regulations. Water
quality criteria standards established in 1965 would
let Amherst dump its wastes directly into the River
without treatment because the quality of the river
would not be severely affected. The Feds realized
that every small town was going to attempt this so in
their infinite wisdom they required towns to provide
secondary treatment for sewage. Secondary treat-
ment cleans about 90 per cent of the suspended solids
and some organic material out of waste water. The
town made an effort to meet the requirements but a
1971 plan was rejected for various reasons. The plan
had proposed to incinerate the solids drawn from the
treated water. The rejection of the plan threw
Amherst off the compliance schedule. A new plan will
be proposed this winter and hopefully it will combine
the disposal of the sludge from the treatment center

(Continued on P. 13)
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carrying? When a secret agent

recalled by his government and
employed to perform dirty tricks in

the name of the President of the

United States, where does the guilt

rest?

Every man must be held to

answer for his own actions, and
some will argue that it matters not

on whose behalf he works. By
changing his plea to innocent,

Howard Hunt obviously dislikes

being imprison, and does not relish

the thought of thirty more years of

the same. But he also states that he
was assured, by aides to the

President, that his undertaking

was in the national interest. So the

question is who should pay the

price for Howard Hunt's work, and
what, if any, blame rests on society

in general.

Hunt's involvement in Watergate
has direct connections to his Bay of

Pigs involvement in 1962. He was a

leader of the anti -Castro forces,

and is convinced that the Kennedy
Administration botched the whole
plan, a plan that would have
succeeded, says Hunt, had Richard
Nixon been elected President. It is

no secret that Nixon was viewed as
a friend to the Cuban exiles, and
they could be relied upon to assist

him in attaining the presidency in
"68 and '72. On top of that, Mc
Govern had been accused of ac-
cepting money from Castro, so it

was therefore imperative that he
not attain office. Playing on the
emotions of the exiles and using
"Eduardo" Hunt as ring leader,

the White House proceeded to
make absolutely certain that
Richard Nixon was re-elected. It

was no accident that four Cubans
were arrested in the Watergate,
and that several of the con-
spirators had "Cuban con-
nections". The intricacies of the
situation have become over-
shadowed by the illegality of the
actual break in.

The Howard Hunt we saw
Monday and Tuesday was cer-
tainly not a dashing, devil may
care secret agent. He was an old
man weak, tired, and bitter at the

government he had served for
most of his life. It would seem to be
a government that would be willing
to see lesser men rot in jail for the
crimes of greater men. A govern-
ment that would encourage acts on
the one hand, and disown those who
The Howard Hunt we saw

Monday and Tuesday was cer-
taintly not a dashing, devil may
care secret agent. He was an old
man weak, tired, and bitter at the
government he had served for

most of his life. It would seem to be
a government that would be willing
to see lesser men rot in jail for the
crimes of greater men. A govern-
ment that would encourage acts on
the one hand, and disown those
who have acted on the other.
And what role do we, the people,

play in this affair? This is a society
that has glorified the likes of

James Bond, and romanticized
about cloak and dagger operations,
and rainy evenings in Casablanca.
It's all very exciting until real life

intervenes, and we are shocked by
a nightmare that we have created
for ourselves. Watergate cannot be
rationalized away, and any at-

tempt to would be foolish. And any
attempt to place guilt on any one
man for the outrages of society is

equally foolish.

Howard Hunt is a romantic, and
this is evident in the several novels
he has written. He was infatuated
with his chosen profession. When
he retired he could never get over
the fact that he had been a secret
agent. He used his role in CIA to

act out his dreams and confirm his

manliness, much as society used
his adventures to fantacize on its

own. But Howard Hunt went one
step too far, he accepted one last

assignment. It ended up with the
very government he had served for

so long, using him, illegally, in the
name of the President of the United
States.

Society has a way of turning on
people, the super spy and secret

agent becomes the villain, to be
condemned rather than condoned,
and pitied rather than emulated.
Perhaps Cassius was right, "The
fault, dear Brutus, is not in our
stars, but in ourselves."

Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian

columnist.

Lesbians And Sexism
By DENNY MATTEAU

There are lesbians and there are lesbians.
Tuesday night, when asked what she thought of gay men, Jill John-

ston said, ".. .ah. ..uh.. .great. I mean, to see men getting it on with each
other is just great. I, personally, don't see what they see in each other,
but, after all, that just leaves the field that much more open for us,
doesn't it?"

"THE FIELD" !?Is that what we are, Jill, a FIELD? For YOU?
I consider that remark no less piggish than if a man had said it. Cute,

how Jill defined women out of the possibility of being sexist. Whether
women can be sexist against men is debatable, whether one considers
defensive actions sexist, that's a good question. But it doesn't ask
whether women can be sexist against other women.

I think we can!
Our mothers, in separating us out from our brothers, have been

sexist, even though that sexism has not always been maliciously
motivated. All the Miss Etcetras are sexist, weakly but insidiously sexist.
They have made themselves into the barbs on the whips of those who
would press us all into girdles and mudpacks.

Jill Johnston is the first woman I have met who is sexist in the way
that men can be sexist. Mothers and Miss Etceteras are masochistically
sexist, for they have used their self-sacrifice as a weapon against their
kind. Jill Johnston is sadistically sexist.

I would not hesitate to black the eye of any man who comes up to me
and suggests that the only way to my soul is through his prick. I can see
no difference between that man's attitude and Jill's.

Lesianism is one way to deal with one's own life. It is one answer to
the personal problems that inevitably arise from discovering ourselves in
second place since birth. It is a personal way, and does not by itself
constitute a solution. It may be an essential part of the solution.

But the lesbian relationship is not infallible. This is obvious in Jill's
constant references to the women she "had". It necessarily involves
people, and people are capable of seeing each other as objects useful for
pleasure, rather than as full partners in pleasure. There has to be per-
sonal respect in all personal relationships, and even then, all the personal
respect in the world isn't going to touch institutional sexism. To fight that,
we have to get out of bed!
Denny Matteau is a Collegian commentator.
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Matt Tackeff

Frying In Hell!
Although I don't make a practice of worshipping a personified deity, I

adhere to a general policy of granting respect to those who do, or at least
ignoring those whose beliefs run against my grain. But the current wave
of Christian evangelism has taken on such a negative tone, here at
UMass, that to withhold comment would be to ignore a very dangerous
set of notions which have frightening implications.

The Agape (Christ-love) teach-ins this past week have amounted to

quite an extravaganza. The publicity campaign leading up to the event

was reminiscent of the old leftist propaganda barrages of the recent past.

Out of curiosity, I attended two of the featured lectures. The first was a

series of prophecies delivered by the much-heralded Josh, but I always
considered biblical prophecies and those who claim prophetic powers to

be a bit unreal, and consequently I left that particular lecture without

being overly awed.

The lecture delivered Tuesday night by Arthui Katz was quite

another story. Katz, a Brooklyn-born, Berkeley educated Jew, was being
billed by the Campus Crusade for Christ as a "complete" Jew. Why
"complete?" He had seen the way and accepted Christ as the Savior. And
he was here to save those who were still "incomplete" Jews.

The Campus Center Auditorium was nearly packed to hear Katz.

Most of those attending were those who had already seen the light, and
had come to accept Jesus Christ. But there were approximately twenty-

five or so members of the Hillel organization, which is the Jewish student

society. They were neatly segregated in one corner of the Auditorium,

and were conspicuously identified by the yarmulkes (skullcaps) worn by
the men and the Jewish Star necklaces worn by the women.

Arthur Katz took the stage and immediately intensified the
polarization which existed in the audience. He raised his arms and urged
everyone to sing along with him, in praise of Jesus Christ, son of the

Living God, who died for the sins of man. The majority sang with him,
with their arms in the air. But the Jewish arms were folded tightly across

their chests, which drew stares from the rest of the audience. The whole
scene was reminiscent of a segment of the movie "Cabaret," where a

group of Hitler boyscouts evoke a similarly polarized response to the

singing of "Tomorrow Belongs to Me."
Katz's subsequent speech was even more revolting. His delivery

alteranted between a slick, Dale Carnegie style when addressing the

Campus Crusaders, and a put-on Jewish inflection when he turned toward
the Hillel group. His message, however, was not intended to reinforce the

fervor of those already won over to the cause of the Saviour, but rather to

save from hell the souls of Jews. He made it clear to everyone that

Heaven and Hell awaited us all, and only those who obeyed God and af-

firmed Jesus would be permitted to enter the Kingdom of Heaven. The
rest, presumably those persistant Jews, would go directly to Hell, without

passing "Go," and without collecting two hundred dollars.

The question and answer period was even more stormy. The Jews
were rightfully offended by his insistance that salvation required belief in

Jesus. Katz reiterated and stood firm to his insistance that his was the

only way.
Katz's responses to the Jewish inquiries brought applause from those

who saw his way, which added to the circus atmosphere. The Jews,

having enough of Katz's "Assimilate or Go To Hell!" exhortations,

departed en masse, leaving Katz to match pennies with Reverend Lang
Baldwin, who claimed that the Jews would be forgiven by God in the end.

One member of the Campus Crusade rose to dispute Reverend Baldwin,

claiming that the Bible states that those who deny Christ shall not be

saved.

The very notion which spawned the hostilities between Katz and the

Jews was not the Jewish concept of god vs. the Christian concept. It was,

rather, the notion that there is an afterlife, and that all individuals are

destined to serve out their non-physical existance in either Heaven or

Hell. But this notion should be exposed for what it is. It is in fact, one of

history's most repugnant myths, concocted for the purpose of terrorizing

innocent believers into obedience. The notion holds that salvation lies

beyond the grave, and that earthly existance is to be lived for the sake of

the commandments of the local Holy Rollers. Salvation for those who go

the way of Jesus, damnation for those who don't. Katz was very firm in

denial that the concept of "Christians Only" salvation was in any way
related to the forced conversion of Jews in Spain during the Inquisition.

He insisted that he wanted only "volunteers". But one who insists that

damnation is the only path for those who don't convert can hardly be

referred to as a benign proselytizer. History has been full of Arthur

Katzes, of subtle and charismatic assimilationists who attempt to

achieve by persuasion what theTorquemadasdo by force. And due to the

everlasting persistance of the Jewish people, the Torquemadas take up

where the Arthur Katzes leave off. And the Sonnderkommandos with

their wheelbarrows come in where the Torquemadas leave off.

If you happen to take the Holy Rollers seriously, you'll probably feel

sorry for me, since I've been condemned to an afterlife of everlasting

torture. But please don't worry. I may be going BELOW, but it will only

be six feet under. And instead of everlasting damnation, I will peacefully

decompose.

Matt Tackeff is a Collegian columnist.
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Lesbian Solution?
By ZOE BEST

After Tuesday night's reading of a personal
narration from Lesbian Nation by Jill Johnston,
much of the discussion that could be overheard was
not of the type that elevates women or women's
image of herself. The aftermath revolved around
such questions as: Do "dykes" have it together to pull

off a revolution? Is the South really Catholic? Did a
homosexual entrepreneur write Lesbian Nation and
then find an author?
This $750 "lecture" usurped an opportunity to

dignify women's efforts to fight the same system that

many oppressed people are fighting and instead
provided the opportunity for further ridicule of

women. Obviously in an exploitive, imperialistic

patriarchy the rampaging epidemic of sicknesses
occurs and afflicts us all to some degree. Women who
found themselves laughing in complicity with the
mockery should have picked up their dignity and left.

The male counter model to Jill Johnston's proposal,

"Homosexual Nation" is the phenomena that was
concomitant to imperial Rome, to the Nazi Crusades
and presently to the U.S. corporate imperialism that

reduces every individual and every group to a

productive unit. Home-bound women in a capitalist

system enjoy little benefit of social value and thus the

current struggle among women to gain a legitimate

function ;n society emerges. Women reject being
viewed o..iy as child-bearers as this provides future

workers to be exploited (female workers, minimum
wage) or future voters to maintain those in power,
while at the same time they receive no credit or af-

firmation, and her-his-story and power remain in the
hands of the most viscious. Women's sexual identity,

how it is inhibited and prohibited and how necessarily

and naturally it should not be the domain of men or of

a male dominated state should be analyzed. The
remedy offered by Jill Johnston, however, relies on
an individualistic solution, a mode of resolution on
which the system thrives.

Women in struggle in this nation are conscious

enough to see the parochialism in a phrase such as

"Hillbilly land", the consumerism operating in the

ploy of "women wanting women and men wanting

women," the racism when "segregated toilets"

become the level of recognizable oppression for

Blacks (in 1973) and the disparagement of issues such

as abortion, equal pay, and child care relating them
as "complaints." There is no need »or competition in

the area of issues. These issues are pertinent in an

initial phase where women are collectivizing the

consciousness of their sisters. Women find them-

selves struggling within the confines of a patriarchy

and know that subjagation can always be traced to its

mechanism of capitalism, eventually fascism. It is

obvious that patriarchal man, the authoritarian male
can exist in either a capitalistic or collectivized

economy, there is a growing awareness that even

after a hypothetical political or military struggle to

institutionalize a collectivized society, which is a

straight marxist answer for ending exploitation, that

oppression of women and ethnic minorities may still

remain. The "feminist Utopia" does not exist in the

Soviety Union for example. Although the landslide of

decadency will increase its momentum and with the

authentic liberation movements struggling on the

outside and from within, this monolyth, the massive
patriarchal super-structure will disintegrate.

Thus perhaps the DVP could have better spr^t

student money had they arranged for a conference,

same cost, same place, on the prospects of a

gynocracy. Or, if it was intended to present a model
from the Women's movement, a woman could have

been invited who had more on her mind than the

liberation of her vagina. Liberation is not achieved by
choice of a bed-mate. In the past and in the future

"liberation" involves collective pain, struggle, tears

and blood. It will be no less for honest women.

Zoe Best is a Collegian commentator.

Amherst's Sewage Problem
(Continued from P. 12)

with the rest of the town's solid wastes. With some
luck the new plant should be in operation by 1976. No
concrete plans are being made to make this facility a

regional plant, although the plant will be able to treat

the wastes of some of the area's smaller towns.

One might fault town officials for failing to an-

ticipate the sewage problem. But they must be ap-

plauded for attempting to make the plant they build

the best possible plant.

Too often people try to pass environmental

problems on to the government. The amount of

sewage is directly related to the amount of water

consumed. If people used less water the present

problem would not be severe. Showers use less water

than baths ; dishwashers and clothes washers should
only be operated when they are full. If possible, try to

run your washers and take showers late at night when
the treatment facility is not so busy. It's time for
people to stop talking about the environment and
start doing something about it.

Pollutor of the Week: Josh! ! ! ! ! Not only did Josh
contribute to noise pollution on campus; he added
considerable visual and solid waste pollution. The
posters used to advertise his coming are everywhere
and they should be removed. Even if they are
removed the Josh people should be faulted for using
excessive amounts of paper.

Steve Anderson is a Collegian columnist.
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More Editorial Commentaries

Maximum Sex, Minimum Facts U'S-
Imperialism

***«" l w^w j Rv PEnRO HERNANDEZ

By FREDERIC C. WEISS
Heard Josh speak Wednesday

night in the Student Union. Had
planned to boycott him on prin-

ciple, because I resented the im-

portance given his visit, also the

fanatacism of his "disciples".

When curiosity finally won out, I

found myself amidst 1000 other

people as Josh McDowell spoke on
the topic of "Maximum Sex-Love
Is Still Possible In A Junky
World".
Funny thing, though, I really

enjoyed listening to him. Josh is

quite a showman, a good speaker.

It is apparent that he is well versed

in his routine. Throughout the

presentation there was no silence

for more than five seconds. The
only voice to be heard for two hours

was Josh's.

Yet he is no prophet. Besides his

jokes and style, his religious

message fell on unsympathetic

ears with this writer. Not that all of

what Josh said is bull. He stresses

the value of "total love for love's

sake" over conditional love ( "I'll

love you if..") . Also that man must
find a peace of mind to achieve a

sense of mental balance. 1 agree.

Where I disagree with Josh is in

his solution to the problems ( man
not knowing himself, or how to

relate with real love). Josh feels

that all of the things that he
mentions can be found through

Jesus Christ, and I find that to be a

contradiction in itself. Briefly, I

just don't think it's so!

!

Psychologist Erich Fromm
wrote many excellent books within

the last fifteen years, capturing the

concept of "alienation" and lack of

"purpose'' that Josh spends so

much time doing. However Fromm
never wrote that the solution could

be found in an outside source (such
as Christ), but in inner con-

templation and thought; active

intentions and hope (which ac-

cording to Fromm is an active

force within itself.) Fromm 's

solution seems to be one of truth

and love within yourself and then

sharing that truth and love with

other people, and life in general.

Josh stresses just the opposite.

Through Jesus all will be forgiven.

Through prayer, happiness and
peace will be achieved. Yet isn't

this going away from the problem?
By looking to an outside force isn't

this running away from yourself?

In many cases Josh does make
his point. Unfortunately it is one
based on extreme examples rather

than rational examination of the

facts. One example of this is the

aspect of sex. Josh seems to feel

that it is usually a case where
"Men want to, and woman have
sex just to appease men." Isn't this

a rather one-sided argument?
Don't some woman want to have
sex because they love a man and
want to share something with that

man. and not because they are

"giving in" to them?
In Wednesday's talk, Josh

stressed the wonders of marriage;

reminded the audience over and
over that he loved his wife, and
that she was his "best friend", and
seemed to say that true love is

found most easilty through Jesus
Christ....

Stressing that the mind was a

fantastic device, and man's most
important "sex organ" Josh
pointed out that se lal experiences

"before marriage" were bad,-

because they gave individuals

"memories" to compare their

present sex lives with. It is as if

Josh is saying "happiness through

ignorance, love through faith, and
to hell with experiences". One
could go on and on with other

examples of this type of non-

productive philosophy-I won't.

At a time when there are

problems and much hate
throughout the world, men and
women should take stock in the

entire situation from an objective

and personally subjective view. I

feel that they should confront their

fates as individuals, and find their

personal happiness through ex-

periences, learning, and thinking.

People should actively persue this

happiness as individuals, but also

think of the welfare of the world as

a whole. People must find there

own peace of mind.

I'm not going to come down upon
Josh for what he believes-if he
finds happiness through Jesus
Christ, that's his right. I just hope
that people will look for happiness

through personal responsibility for

their actions, and thoughts and by
coping with one's own situation

through one's own will.

Wednesday night Josh gave the

audience an outside factor of Jesus
Christ. Perhaps others will join the

"mass movement towards Christ"

because of that. It is easy to be
happy when you're a vegetable,

when you say that you do things

because god tells you to! People

should take stock in themselves as

individual , see the beauty in that,

and through that find love for other

people. This is basically where I

disagree with Josh.

Frederic C. Weiss is a Collegian

Commentator.

By PEDRO HERNANDEZ
Throughout the world the United States is recognized as a major im-

perialist country. Yet most North Americans find it difficult to apply the

concept of "Imperialism" to their own country, and are sure the Left is

exagerating when it uses the term. They may be willing to admit that the

United States acted like an imperialist country in the early part of this

century, when it took the Philippines and used "Gunbo.. " diplomacy in

the Carribbean and agree that their intervention in Viet Nam was a

terrible tragedy to both them and the Vietnamese. To the liberals

however, these are matters of the past; they got out of Viet Nam. They

have learned from their mistakes. The radical position is quite different.

It asserts that the United States' relationship to the rest of the world is

primarily exploitative and that exploitation is made necessary by the

internal working of the capitalist system.

First, let's get the record straight about the United States' role around

the world. Before World War II the U.S. had intervened militarily in the

Philippines, Puerto Rico, Panama, Haiti, Honduras, Colombia, Peru, the

Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, China, Mexico, and most of

the Carribbean countries. Since World War II, the United States has

intervened militarily in Guatemala, Cuba, China, Korea, Indonesia,

Laos, Bolivia, the Congo, Lebanon, the Dominican Republic, Venezuela,

Viet Nam, Cambodia, and now Chile. Nor do these overt instances of

North American tell the whole story.

The full story of imperialism in its modern form is the story of the way
the corporate structure of the United States and its supportive political-

military institutions dominate the political and economic life of countries

around the world. It is this story, which includes miliary intervention but

goes far beyond it, that we refer to when we talk about imperialism.

The purpose of this chapter is to show that imperialism is rooted in the

basic structure of campialism, and that it is therefore misleading for

liberal politicians to promise to end North Americ's global role when they
are unprepared to alter the capitalist system itself.

The demand to abandon illusions about our condition is a demand to

abandon a condition which requires illusions.

Pedro Hernandez is a Collegian Commentator.

How you express yourself

depends upon yourcam

Today almost everybody is getting into photography
And it s not the snapshot variety People are doing

sports stories, nature stories portraits— you may
even have a friend who s doing photographs through

a microscope Or a telescope

You also know that everybody has his own idea

about which camera is best That s why it's important

for you to know about the Canon F-1 Because it's the

system camera that s fast becoming the favorite of

professionals And the new status symbol among
photography enthusiasts

The whole F-1 system includes over 40 lenses and
200 accessories It's capable of doing virtually

everything in photography So whatever idea you
have for a picture, the F-1 has the equipment to make
sure you get it

Because it was conceived from the beginning as a
system, it works as a system All the elements are
quickly and easily interchangeable No matter which
lens or accessory you use with the F-1 body you won't
have the feeling that something has been
tacked on
What's more the F-1 is comfortable to handle

Years of research went into the design of the F-1 body
and placement of controls so your fingers fall

naturally into place. You'll appreciate this comfort
when you're on assignment Its also an important
thing to keep in mind if you're investing in a camera
you plan to keep a long time
Canon has been in the optics industry over 37

years We make microscope equipment, amateur and
professional movie cameras and TV lenses It's this
experience that helps make our still cameras the best
selling cameras in Japan. In America, it s just a matter
of time

See your dealer for more information He'll also
show you Canon's other SLR cameras, like the FTb
and TLb Both of which offer accurate metering, easy
film loading, a wide range of lenses and the same
standard of engineering that goes into the F-1

.

Canon
C.inon USA IfH ! Ncv*l.»Di «c La*«c Success New York 11040
C.inon USA Irtt 4 ton Avenue Elmhursl Illinois 60126
I'.mf.n Optus * HuviosvM.ti h n«s-Go Inc 123 £ jst PauUrmo Av»nue Oosta Mesa California 92626
C.inon Op' . ' ' i.i Ltd Ontario
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State Police Called
ToRemoveDemonstrators

( AP Wirephoto

50 MILES A GALLON-Ken tatanella and Joe Schwartz aren't feeling the effects of the gasoline
shortage caused by the closing of many stations in the Indianapolis area. The businessmen hopped into a

191 1 Oldsmobile, which gives 50 miles a gallon, and drive to a restaurant they own at Castleton.

Commission Seeks To Reform

Vice Presidential Selection Process

LAS VEGAS, N.M. (AP) - New
Mexico Highlands University
President Frank Angel said he was
sorry to call police to remove
demonstrators but the school
'cannot tolerate a disruption of

university functions."

Police forced their way inside

Tuesday night and arrested 41

persons who had barricaded
themselves in the administration
building.

A school spokesman said about

2,200 persons are enrolled at

Highlands.

Four of those arrested were
turned over to juvenile authorities.

The others were booked on charges
of occupying a university building.

Magistrate Pat Romero set bond
for three at $300, or $600 property

bond.

The other 34 persons declined to

be arraigned by Romero, and were
to remain in San Miguel County

By MARY THORNTON
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP)- A commission
looking for ways to reform the vice

presidential selection process got

suggestions Wednesday ranging

from abolishing the office to

putting it up separately for popular

election.

"I propose the abolition of the

office of vice president of the

United States," said Adam Yar-
molinsky. Ralph Waldo Emerson
Professor at the University of

Massachusetts, to members of the

Democratic National Committee
Vice Presidential Committee.
The committee was meeting in

Boston for the third of a number of

public hearings which are
scheduled nationwide.

"The vice president has
traditionally been selected not so

much on his own merits, but on the

most practical political grounds-to

balance the ticket," said Har-

molinsky, a former assistant
secretary of defense under Robert
McNamara.
"And if he is carried into office

by his presidential twin, then he
Incomes essentially a functionless

man," he said.

Yarmolinsky suggested having
no vice president and allowing

Congress to choose the interim

successor.

The decision, Yarmolinsky said,

could probably be made in a

matter of weeks, and the president

at the beginning of his term could

name a temporary successor who
could serve during those weeks.

Prof. Walter Dean Burnham of

the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology Political Science
Department agreed that there is no

need for a vice president.

"There are abundant reasons for

abolishing the office altogether,

and establishing a different

method of presidential suc-

cession," Burnham said.

He suggested that the Secretary

of State might be designated to

take over in the case of

presidential death, although in the

current case Henry Kissinger

would not be eligible for the

presidency because he is a

naturalized citizen.

If the office is not abolished,

Burnham said, then the president

should be given more time for

selecting a running mate, and the

powers of the vice president should

be increased to make the office

meaningful - such as making the

vice president a voting member of

the Senate.

Massachusetts House Speaker
David M. Bartley supported the

Don't Ms. Out!
Visit the House of Your Choice
Alpha Chi Omega
Nutting Ave.
5-2152

Chi Omega
Frat-Sorority Park
5-0162

Kappa Alpha Theta
778 N. Pleasant St.

5-2735

Pi Beta Phi
33 Phillips St.

549-6170

Wine Tasting"
7:30 p.m.

Pineapple Passion
7 p.m.

Fun and Games'
7p.m.

'Madame Esmerelda
Mystic

7:30 p.m.

Sigma Kappa
19 Allen St.

5 2297

Charades'
7p.m.

Call for Rides!!

suggestion that the presidential

nominee be given more time to

select his running mate.

Asked about the possibility of

setting up a committee to put vice

presidential possibilities before the

national convention rather than

leaving the decision to the

presidential nominee, Bartley
said. "If I were smart enough to

get the nomination, I'd be smart
enough to rig that committee."

< see related storv. page 9)

COOLfiRE

jail without bond pending the

appointment of another magistrate

by District Court Judge Joe Angel.

State police had to break win-

dows and use bolt cutters to get

into the building. A newsman at

thescene said those arrested were
holding hands and had to be pulled

away from each other. The oc-

cupation began when demon-
strators identifying themselves as

members of the Chicano
Associated Students Organization,

entered the president's office early

Tuesday, demanded his

resignation of Willy Sanchez,
director of external affairs,

Merritt W. McGahan, dean of

academic affairs and Ralph C.

Smith, counsel to the president on
academic affairs.

A list of other demands included

favorable treatment of active

Chicano professors and a better

Chicano studies program.

Western Cut

Corduroys,

Straight-Leg

Flair or Cuffed

by

Levis

ewoMb
201 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

OpenThurs. &Fri.till9
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(Jr^ Honeywell SP500
Single Lens Reflex

Have We Got Buys For You!

CALDOR'S PHOTO DEPT.
invites you to a get acquainted SALE!

'nrr^

.-T
Through the lens metering

system; fully interchangeable

lens. . . an exceptional value!

• Bonus— SLR Compartment Case
Our Reg. 17.99 ONLY 2.88

with purchase of SP 500 ONLY

Agfachrome
35mm Slide Film

135-20X
135-36X

With
Processing

With
Processing

2.67

3.88

169
SAVE OVER $25

Fujichrome135-20X
Colorslide Film

Fine grain wide latitude;

good highlight and shad-
ow detail. 88

SPECIAL CAMERA DEPARTMENT CLEARANCE!
Great Buys at Clearance Prices on Most Wanted Varieties of Photographic Products!

SLR CAMERAS
Argus Cosina STL 1000 f/1.7

Only 3 Our Reg. 219.99 I 4Sj
Canon F-1 f/1.4 AOAT7
Only 1 Our Reg. 499.88

Konica Auto Reflex A f/1.8^ QQ44
Only 4 Our Reg. 229.88 I OO
Konica Auto Reflex T/2 f/1.8

Only 4 Our Reg. 277.88 ^O I
Mamiya/Sekor DTL f/2 Too Low
Only 4 Our Reg. 169.88 To Price

Mamiya/Sekor DTL 1000 f/1.8

1 1Q77
Only 1 Our Reg. 199.88 I OZ7
Miranda Sensomat f1.8 ~i ~i Q44
Only 1 Our Reg. 149.88 11^
Nikon Photomic FTN f/1.4

Only 7 Our Reg. 519.87 44Sf
Petri FT f/1.8 i OQ77
Only 1 Our Reg. 164.99

PrakticaTL f/1.8

Only 4 Our Reg. 119.99

YashicaTLE/X f/1.7

Only 8 Our Reg. 249.88

YashicaTLE/X f/1.4

Only 2 Our Reg. 284.88

129

9977

19977

21227
Yashica TL Super f/1.4 i/1Q44
Only 1 Our Reg. 189.87 I 4%J

ACCESSORY LENSES
Vivitar 20mm f/3.8 Ptx. Mt.-i OQ44
Only 1 Our Reg. 169.99 I £^J

Vivitar 135mm f/2.8 Can. Mt. CC44
Only 1 Our Reg. 86.99 DD
Tamron 135 mm f/2.8 e e Mt. 7Q77
Only 5 Our Reg. 99.99 I W
Pentax Takumar 28m f/3.5 -1 QQ77
Only 2 Our Reg. 159.88 IW
Pentax Takumar 1 35S f/3.5 -7/144
Only 3 Our Reg. 119.99 IH
Minolta Rokkor 135m f/2.8 - Q-744
Only 1 Our Reg. 147.88 I £. I
Suntar 135mm f/2.8 Ptx. Mt. oyi 77
Onlyl Our Reg. 49.99 OH
Hanimex 35E f/2.8 Ptx Mino Mt.

AQ44Only 15 Our Reg. 64.99 Hw
Hanimex 135mm f/2.8 Ptx or Mino. Mt.

Only 1 1 Our Reg. 69.99 54
Hanimex 28mm f/2.8 Ptx. or Mino. Mt.

Only 6 Our Reg. 74.99 5SJ
Hanimex 90-230 Zoom Mino. Mt.

Onlyl Our Reg. 159.99 I JL\3

Konica Hexanon 135mm f/3.2

Only 3 Our Reg. 119.99

MISCELLANEOUS
Agfatronic 160A Strobe
Only 4 Our Reg. 49.99

Bauer E160 Strobe
Only 3 Our Reg. 69.99

Bauer E252 Strobe
Only 5 Our Reg. 74.88

Hanimex TX65 Strobe
Only 18 Our Reg. 14.99

Honeywell 312 Strobe
Only 2 Our Reg. 49.87

Vivitar 261 Strobe
Only 1 Our Reg. 63.87

Beseler P35 Enlarger
(35mm)
Only 1 Our Reg. 79.88

Omega B22 Enlarger
(2-1/4x2-1/4)

Only 1 Our Reg. 149.88

2944

3977

5977

977

3444

4444

4944

11977

8877

Konica Hexanon 35mm f/2.8

Only 5 Our Reg. 119.99 9477

Bell & Howell Slide Cube
Only 16 Our Reg. 69.87

Wein Flash Meter
Only 1 Our Reg. 67.

Macro-Viennette 8-1

Only 2 Our Reg. 224

S8 GAF ST/800 8-1

Only 2 Our Reg. 199

Super 8 Nikon 8-1

Only 4 Our Reg. 299

Prof
6844

99 3944

88 1 5744

99 1 5977

99 23977

MANY OTHER ITEMS SPECIAL TAGGED FOR THIS GREAT EVENT!

The Brand New
Nrkkormat ELt
Now in Stock

CALDOR PRICED!

The Smaller, Lighter
Olympus OM-1
Now in Stock

CALDOR PRICED!

The Brand New
Konica T-3
Now in Stock

CALDOR PRICED!

3 WAYS TO CHARGE

BankAmerscaro

North King St.

Northampton, Matt.

SALE: Thurs. thru Sat.

Mon. thru Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Of Interest
Mike Johnson

Performs
On Thursday, September

twenty-seventh, at 12:00 p.m., on
the Metawampe Lawn behind the
UMass Student Union, and also on
Friday, September 28th, at .7:30

p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom, a concert will be
presented by recording artist Mike
Johnson. Mr. Johnson, originally

from Chicago, has been playing
guitar for eleven years and was a
member of the first all white blues
group in the country where he
played with such famous artists as
Mike Bloomfield and Charlie
Musclewhite. He has jammed with
Harvey Mandle, Paul Butterfield
and Alvin Bishop.

His background includes a
variety of dramatic experiences
with drugs, mysticism, religion

and mure which he candidly sings
and talks about on stage.

Express Bus
The Student Senate Transit

service is starting the 13 Lot Ex-
press, Sept. 26. This Express bus
leaves the C.C. Circle ap-
proximately every 10 minutes
beginning at 2:30-5:30 p.m. The
Express bus travels to Lot 13 via

the physical plant.

U1MUA
"Film Quotes and Comments",

the popular film review program
will be aired tonight at 7:30 p.m.,
on WMUA, 91.1 F.M. The show is

hosted by Professor Tom Bonn of
the University's Mass Com-
munications Department.
Making its debut on MUA will be

the first in a series of theatre
reviews by WMUA staff worker
Janet Moulding. Janet will review
the production of Jacques Brel. Air
time is 7:25, tonight on WMUA.

Homophile
Counseling Service

A counseling service for the gay
community at U.Mass. has been
initiated by the Community
Resource Center in Hampden
Dining Commons. Nancy
Schroeder, the co-ordinator of this
service, is a doctoral student at the
School of Education with several
years of counseling experience.

Having spent five years as both
an undergraduate and graduate
student at U.Mass., she has
identified several needs of the
Lesbian and Homosexual student
which the counseling service may
begin to fulfill. The primary need is

to have counselors in the com-
munity vho are gay themselves.
Too often a counseling relationship
is disrupted or never begun
because the heterosexual therapist
is unable to relate to the student's
homosexual experience. For the
student who is uncertain about the
direction of his or her sexuality, a
gay counselor can clarify the gay
experience by discussing some of
the problems and some of the
rewards of choosing to be a
Lesbian or Homosexual.
Another major need on campus

is community education. To this

end, Nancy welcomes the op-
portunity to participate in

workshops and colloquia on
Lesbianism or Homosexuality. She
will also be working to bring the
various gay woman's groups and
the primarily male Student
Homophile League into a closer
working relationship.

The Community Resource
Center is open 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and 9
a.m. -5 p.m. Friday. The phone
number is 545-2416.

Aesthetics Center Courses
The Aesthetics Center will be offering three new courses starting in

October and November. The Center is a member of the Transdisciplinary
Cluster at the School of Education and deals mainly with a multi-arts
approach to education. For any questions on the following courses, room
assignments or suggestions as to other multi-arts courses, contact the
Aesthetics Center in the Graduate Research Center Room 125A, phone 5-

0872.

Curriculum Development with Arts and Crafts (300 modules) will be
meeting Mondays, 3:30-5:30, starting October 1, in Room 803, Campus
Center. The instructor is Lyn-a Mclntyre.

This is a DOING course, which is aimed to acquaint would-be
teachers with the technical know-how involved with the use of various
materials and specific arts and crafts, such as batik, relief printing,
weaving, decoupage, sand painting, macrame, etc. We will be sharing
skills and through research and experimentation will set up curriculum
including arts and crafts. We will be listing resources in the fields of
exploration and be implementing some of our curriculum in the com-
munity.

Requirements-active participation, some reading, project.
Human Relations for Children, Using Movement and Other Arts (250

modules) will meet Thurs. 3-5:30, beginning Oct. 4. The instructor is

Phyllis Krakauer.
This course will explore ways to use movement and other arts to

foster both individual and group growth. Through the arts, we will work
both with elements basic to all forms of human relations (self-concept,
self-experience, sharing, non-verbal communications, etc.) as well as
work with specific systems and methodologies such as values
clarification, Autology, Gestalt and others. Time will be spent on the
process involved in going from having a goal to developing ways to im-
plement it.

Required-some experience with arts and children and suggested
readings.

Integrated Arts Experience for Expressive Development (200
modules) will meet Thurs. 3:15-6:15, beginning Nov. 1. The instructor is

Stephen Kennv.

4J*»j£
> MOUNTAIN

FARMS
MALL

ROUTE9ATMAPLEST MEET. HADLEY

jZ.\z - Open Daily

i*&- 10 to 10

The Keystone 60 second EVERFLASH™ The only camera that

makes its own pictures.

Makes its own flashes.

Never needs flash cubes.

Uses Polaroid Film!

$59

The amazing camera that never needs flashcubes

EVERFLASH T" 10
• Color corrected f :8 3-element

coated lens

• Up to 100 "fiash shots " from

2 ordinary penlight batteries

EVERFLASH™ 20
•The electric -eye and f.5.6 3-
element coated lens gives you
the right exposure automati-
cally

EVERFLASH™ 30
• Same features as the Ever-
flash 20, but with a lifetime
rechargeable battery

• All you have to buy is the film

*49
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Thursday

•

Mr. Jean left mainland China just before the Communist take over. Since 1955 he has
been a minister of the Gospel in Asia, Europe, and North America.

He has spoken to people of all ages backgrounds and nationalities.

The public is invited and a special invitation is extended to all foreign students at

the University.

Missing Blood
Anyone having knowledge of

missing poultry blood samples
taken from Page Laboratory are
urged to contact the Dept. of

Veterinary and Animal science.

The samples, in a metal pail, were
delivered by the Peter Pan bus
lines to the C.C. Garage on Sunday
evening. They were discovered

missing between 7 and midnight.

Band Forming
Color Guard

The UMass Marching Band is

looking for people to help develop a
new aspect of their presentation.
The Band is planning to add a

color guard. It would start as a five
member unit (U.S., Massachu-
setts, and UMass flags
and two saber guards) and
eventually expand to include a
show flag rank which would take
part in the football halftime shows.
Rehearsals are Monday through

Friday 4:40-5:55 p.m. No ex-
perience is necessary though
Drum and Bugle Corps experience
would be helpful.

Blood, Bugles And Games

Area Theater Ensemble Alive And Well
Beginning this Thursday, Sept.

27, the New Cell Theatre Ensemble
will conduct a weekly Theatre
Workshop, to be held in the Stone
Basement Theatre at Amherst
College. The workshops are open to
the public, with no prerequisite
other than an interest in the
theater in the Valley community.
Theater games, improvisational
technique, and mime and yoga
training will be used toward the
purpose of discovering and
developing tl,e use of ensemble
theatre.

The workshops will also be used
as a forum for discussion of ex-
periments and movements in the

theater. Plans are being made to

invite speakers to the workshops to

discuss topics of interest which are
not generally covered in the
curriculum of the Five Colleges.

Prospective topics include Oriental
Theater, Improvisational Theater,
Artaud, ana discussions of already-
existing groups such as the Open
Theatre, the Living Theatre, and
Grotowski's Polish Lab Theatre.

Videotape equipment will also
hopefully be available for use in

the workshops, the tapes to act as
seeds for discussion about the work
being done.
The New Cell Theatre Ensemble

has been together for over a year.
They produced an adapted version
of "The Madman and the Nun" by
S.I. Witkiewicz in February, 1973.

In the following spring, (hey
adapted the popular children's
story The Velveteen Rabbit into a
play which was then performed at
elementary schools in the Valley
community for several weeks.
Composed of students in the Five
College community as well as
residents of the area, the En-
semble brings together a wide
variety of artistic interests for the
central purpose of expanding the
theater in the Valley community.
'lans for the coming year include

several works-in-progress
culminating in a major production
to be presented in the spring of

1974.

Anyone interested in any aspect
of the theatrical arts is encouraged
to attend the opening workshop on
Thursday, Sept. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in

the Stone Basement Theatre,
Amherst College. This includes
playwrights searching for people
to produce original work as well as
actors and directors. If interested
but unable to attend, please call
Chris Torch at 256-6872 or drop a
note to Box 1190, Amherst College,
Amherst, Mass. Please wear loose
comfortable clothing.

in the HATCH
Thursday, Friday
and Saturday

9 p.m. • I a,

Stereo

Record
Exchange

*y

TEREO ORD EXCHAN
L00NEY TUNES Quality Components
Who has been selling you Stereo Equipment for all these years at
near list price?
Why, now, is HE screaming "we will not he undersold"?
Why not come to Looney Tunes and see WHY our competition is

running scared!

List

Looney Priced
at

Dynaco Speakers
A-10
A-25
A-35
A-50

$104 pr.

$89 each
$120 each
$189 each

$85 pr.

$65 each
$85 each

$142 each

Dyna Kits

SCA-80Q
FM-5
AF-6

$169.95

$159.95

$225.00

$130

$125

$175

ARXA Turntable ft

Shure M91ED Cartridge

$154.90 $99.95

BSR Turntables
•

310 AX
510 AX
610 AX
710 AX
810 AX

$86.80

$106.80

$140.80

$205.80

$249.80

$40.00

$51.75

$69.00

$105.80

$138.00

Memorex C-60 cassettes — 2 tor $2.75

BASF SK-60 cassettes List $1.50 Looney Priced
at 89c

Shure M91 E D List $54.95 Looney Priced

at $20

Technics - RS-263US fair trade price at $189.1
by Panasonic Oolbyized Cassette Deck

featuring dual VU meters, adjustable
output levels, switchable bias, memory
rewind, Dolby noise reduction

This Sherwood receiver features outstanding
FM reception and an output of 14 watts RMS,
both channels driven.

The BSR 310-X comes complete with base,
dustcover, and Shure magnetic cartridge.

The Wharfedales have full deep bass and
clear highs. A speaker that sounds clean
without being hollow.

Take a right on East St., off Rt. 9 just past Old Weird Harolds Open 10 - 7 Mon. - Sat. Open 10-7 Hon. - Sat.

Looney System "1"

Sherwood 7 100A $219.95

BSR310X $86.80

Wharfedale W45 $220.00

List $526.75

Looney Priced at $354.95

«* V
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Psych Assoc.

To Convene
The Massachusetts Psychological Association will hold the October

19-20 meeting at the Sheraton-Yankee Drummer Inn (Worcester). A wide

scope of topics on current issues to open to non-members and students.

Panel discussions include: Psychological Dilemmas in Emerging

Life Styles with sub-topics on The Feminist Movement : A Search for New
Lifi Style, New Patterns in Fathering, and New Conflicts for the New

Woman.
Of particular interest to law-enforcement students and personnel is

Psychology and Corrections; and sociologists' attention may be drawn to

Racism and Mental Health. The recently formed MPA Women's Interest

Group will have a Conversation Hour, and for psychology students an

important discussion on Career Opportunities for B.A. and Other Non-

Ph.D. Psychologists.

Other sections will cover developmental trends, the therapies, the

proposed professional school, Conversation with the Mass. Psychological

Center, films, and workshops.

A detailed brochure with names of speakers, time schedules, and

registration form, can be obtained at the office of the Chairperson of the

Psychology Department.

Polish Art Exhibit

Premieres Wed.

Black Community Prepares

Paul Robeson Culture Series

"Polesie," an exhibition of

photographs by the late Polish

anthropologist Joseph Obreski,

will be the next event at the Herter

Hall Art Gallery at the University

of Massachusetts in Amherst,

opening Wednesday, Oct. 3, and

running through Oct. 14.

Polesie is a poor, remote

the immediate ancestors of many
Americans. In many ways the

struggle for existence faced by
these people was not dissimlar to

that of marginal Vermont farmers,
mountain folk in Appalachia and
share-croppers in the South, ac-

cording to an introduction by Joel

M. Halpern of the UMass an-

A concert and lecture series

dedicated to the American

actor and singer Paul Robeson

will be held at the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst
during the coming academic

year, beginning with an
evening of music, poetry and

film Tuesday, Oct. 2.

The Paul Robeson, Sr.,

Lecture Series has been
organized by UMass
Professors Max Roach and
Archie Shepp, the Institute for

Pan African Culture and others

in the University community.
The series will run through

April and reflect the life, times

and work of Paul Robeson
Appearing will be scholars and
artists of international

reputation, many of whom
knew Paul Robeson.
The opening event, at 8 p.m.

in Bowker Auditorium, will

include a film on Robeson's life

and work, a poetry reading by

Sonia Sanchez and a program
of music. To be heard will be

The Voices of New Africa

Choir, pianist Roland Wiggins,

the singing ensemble Mass

Appeal, the Brothers Boyer

and spirituals by Edward
Boatner. There is no admission

charge and the public is

welcome.
The focus of the program will

be the inspirational work of

Mr. Robeson as a source of

strength in the creative life of

the Black community. The

second event and the first

lecture in the series will be

Wednesday, Oct. 3, at 8 p.m. in

Mahar Auditorium. History

Professor Lamont Leakey of

the City College of New York
will speak on "Paul Robeson
and the Student Movement."

Other events in the series

include:

-Nov. 7, 8 p.m., Second
Lecture, Mr. C.L.R. James,
professor of history and
literature. Federal City

College and Rutgers University,

"Mr. Paul Robeson and The
International Struggle for

Freedom and Independence,"

(SBA 120);

-Dec. 8, 8 p.m., Concert

Series, Mr. William Warfield,

concert baritone, in a program
dedicated to the life and work
of Mr. Robeson, (Student

Union Ballroom);

-Feb 13, 8 p.m., Poetry

Reading Series, Mr. Sterling

Brown, distinguished professor

of English, Howard University,

"Mr. Paul Robeson, Strong

Man",
-March 13, 8 p.m., Poetry

Reading Series, Ms. Gwen-
dolyn Brooks and Ms. Marie
Evans

;

-April 10, 8 p.m., Third

Lecture, Ms. Elma Lewis,

founder and director of the

Elma Lewis School of Fine

Arts, Roxbury, "Mr. Robeson,

a Humanist, Inspiration to the

Black Community";
April 24, Fourth Lecture, Dr.

Charles Wright, obstetrician-

gynecologist, Detroit, "Mr.
Paul Robeson, the Working
Man's Friend." Dr. Wright has
just completed a book on Mr.

Robeson and the labor
movement.
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Co-ed Living Subject Of Play

province of pre-war Poland that is
thropology department

now part of the Soviet Union, a

region of marshland and forest

where living is at a subsistence

level.

The purpose of this exhibit is not

primarily to depict a remote

corner of Europe before the Second

World War but rather to show a

glimpse of a kind of life familiar to

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

(54)5-2671

ByJOHNJ.MULLINS
Associated Press Writer

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. <AP)-"Moonchildren" has moments of
hilarity, but also some bad acting. It's a drama that doesn't seem to go
anyplace.

The play, after preview performances, opened Tuesday night at The
New Theatre. It will play there through Oct. 21.

"Moonchildren" concerns a group of college students, male and
female, most of them seniors, who share an apartment. The time is the
mid 1960s and their concerns are the draft, the war in Vietnam, sex,
grades, graduate school and demonstrations.

Kevin Kelly, writing in today's Boston Globe, said he did not like the
play when he first saw it, but that now, he thinks it is a "superb produc-
tion...wonderful, absolutely wonderful." He also praised the acting of all

members of the cast.

The exhibit is open to the public

without charge. An opening
reception Wednesday, Oct. 3, from

7 to 9 p.m. is also open to the public.

Gallery hours are Wednesday
through Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.;

Friday 7 to 9 p.m.; and Saturday

and Sunday 2 to 5 p.m.

M*t

25% off

:

zx*tx*t%r

All

Head Gear
!!i

NEW ENGLAND S MOST COMPLETE
TOBACCONISTS

tobacco
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Amherst Carriage Shops
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FOR SALE
FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS

Stereo buffs! If you want stereo

equipment matched for you and sold at

wholesale prices, call Dick 253-2786 after t.

— All Brands I

tf If/31

(narlemont. Mass. — home of five

VYeimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-
('

.. cheerful companions for hiking, etc . or

quiet enjoyment. i-»i:t-;»:»-««wt

tflf/lf

Refrigerators by Delmonico. compact 5

cu. ft., new. still in carton, i year

guarantee. Only a few left for free

delivery. M8-0f23.
tf9/28

1972 Toyota Corolla 1600 under 14400
miles, excellent condition. Asking llgSO.
tall llolyoke 5XM24I. ask tor Carl.

tf»/28

Folk Guitars — Gibson Blueridge. 3 yrs.
old $275 w case. Rare Martin 5-18. 23 yrs.
old 3/4 siie. 1375. Call Jim 1-527-5428
Kasthampton.

tft/28

KLH Garrard Laf. IfO watt, quality

sound system. See CC Bulletin Board or

call 6*5-3269 for details or demo. New
sound at used prices.

trt-28

Shure M9I ED phono cart., list S54.95. sell

125.00. I only have a few left. Phone Mike.

6-1731.

tf»-28

Guild Maverick bass amp. good cond.

Also good for guitar. $90. Compact, por-

table, must sell. Call Nathan 5864123. keep

trying.
tflt-l

Honda JfS. 1969 only 4000 miles. Just

tuned, new oil seals. A- 1 cond. w/2 helmets.

$400. Jim 527-5428. I 9/28

A fishy deal — fish and chips at Amherst
Seafood Market.

tf9-28

Harmon Kardon 330A stereo receiver.

AM-FM, «x. cond.. good for person setting

up 1st system. $100 Call Bill at 538-8739.

tf9-28

Flandria ten-speed, excellent condition.

2 months old. Call eves. 253-3985. Marty.
tf9-28

Well tailored men's suede suit, jacket,

size 42.. and two pair slacks, site 31W,
33L. best offer. Call after 7 00 p.m.. Paula.
584-0399.

tf9-28

Millard Fi"mores birthday sale at

Paul's oldtime Furniture — bureaus,

chairs, desks, lamps, etc. Cheap! In the

Alley in Amherst. 253-351 1.

tf9-28

Tape recorder. 5 inch reef to reel.
Monaural, good condition. $25 cash. Tel.
253-9474.

tf9-27

FOR SALE
AUTO FOR SALE

Own a Bronica? I have a complete kit of

accessories — Nikon lenses, backs, prism,
custom case, much more. Call 549-0018

before 9.

tflO-l

Gibson Gl.-I steel string folk guitar, mint
condition. $85 incl. case. 5-2687 day; 253-

5015 evenings.

tflf-3

Irish Setter puppies — the best dogs in

the world. A.K.C. Reg., shots, wormed.
$75. Call Jeff days. 253-9341 : nights. 256-

8530.

U9-28

Scott 272 amp, 60 watts, rms. channel in

superb condition. Call 549-4565.

Mi
43-86 Nikkor zoon lens. $175 — includes

l \ filer and Nikon camera case half. 665-

319*.

tf9-28

Mustang convertible. 1972. 15.000 miles.

A real bargain, must sell. Call S84-5f>7.

tff/3f

67 Plym. Barracuda, auto., high mileage
hut good running condition. Inspection

Sticker. $35*. Call 253-3235 after 5 p.m.
119/27

1966 Oldsmobile. excellent running

condition, factory air condition. Radio.

75.0*0 miles, asking $5*0. Call 549-0448.

tf9/28

1967 Mustang Fastback 289, 3 speed, r *
h. mags on new G-7* tires, excellent
mechanical condition. $650 or best offer.

Call 546-7812.

u*9-2X

1964 VW. new tires and battery, engine
needs work, body in good shape. Call 546-

8957 or 546-8948. no reasonable offer

refused.

U9-27

Men's skiis with step-in binders. $15
cash; 2 pr. of ski poles, $5; nr. men's 5
buckle ski boots. Mack, size II. $3*:
ladies 5 buckle ski boots, blue metallic.

never worn, size 74. $3* cash. Tef. 253-

9474.

tfS-27

Two EP1 10* speakers. $140 + 3 months
old. unused Pro hair clipper set. $15. Two
".-speed Raleigh 27 inch bikes. $6* each. 3
months old. Call 253-9856.

tf9-28

Musical instrument discount. 25 to 35 per
cent off on all major brands. Rentals
available on most instruments. 253-3826.

Richard.

tflf-2

1969 Chev. Nova. 23f auto,

running cond. Call 562-3060.

4 dr.. good

tflf-2

RIDERS WANTED

Rides to Detroit on October 5 — 21

spaces left, tall 546-8981 after 6.

RIDE WANTED
I need a ride from Springfield to campus.

Classes start at 9:f5 and end at 3:2*.

Please call Springfield. 782-2:109 after 4:00.

Thank you.

tf9-28

(iay commune has farm, now peopling,
living and loving together. P.O. Box 723.

Amherst. Ma.
tfl0/9

Need ride from Bekhertown Center area
to campus. Arrive 8-8:3*. Iv. 5 p.m. Am
willing to pay. Call 545-1381. 8:3* to 5. Ask
for Robi.

Mi
ROOMMATE WANTED

Need reasonably quiet roommate to
share nice Amherst house. Available now.
253-3935 after 7 p.m.

mm

4 sale — 2 KIJI Model 6 speakers. 12"

Woof. I" Tw«H. Exc. cond.. also Dyna

SCAB* amp, 84) w. rms.. most power for $.

toth for $29*. Call 549-3677.

tfio-i

Yamaha FG-18*. six string acoustic

guitar, excellent condition, with case only

$90. Call Dave. 546-4212.

Sound Sale - Abration: Baker
stereo is back. Grand opening specials
Mon.-rrl.. Sept. 24-2t. Ev-14 speaks.
10" woof. 2 way . air -susp, walnut case.
Reg. $120 per speak. Now $120 per
PAIR! Also 8-trark stere«4apes $2.St,
uw% guarantee. Most major brand
stereo equip, discounted. Before you
buy — (heck my price ! 24* Baker 546-
6*85 Barry.

tff/27

Minolta SRT 101 58MM 1.4 Rokkor lens

with case. new. $175.**. 256-8455.

U9-27

Seat with hardwe ft pad for bed. fits VW
Bus. $5* firm. 247-5442 after 5 p.m.

tf9-28

12* bass accordian. trade for 35MM SLR.
247 5442 after 5 p.m.

tf9-28

AUTO FOR SALE

1966 Barracuda, excellent condition,

really! New Ures, great body, a good
heart. Call 256-82*8.

mm

966 Delta 88: new brakes; new steering,

needs tune-up. Best offer. 665-3993 after

5:36.

tflf-3

1971 Triumph TR6 with overdrive, new
Michelins. AM-FM stereo tonneau cover.

$2000. Call 549-3748.

tfl0-2

1968 Chevelle 396. 4* on the floor, best
offer. Call Jeff. 253-9631.

tflf-4

1967 Rambler Rebel, beat up. but engine
in good shape. $150. Call 665-4213 evenings.

mm
1966 Ford Supervan. new paint, carpeted

ft paneled, must sell, good condition. Call
546-8661.

tf9-27

Female wanted to share large apt. in

Montague. Partially furnished, wall to wall
rugs Own room Quiet surroundings. Call
367-2845

Roommate — own rm. in two bedroom
apt.. Brittany Apts.. $105 per mo. Call At.
253-5161.

tflf-3

Female to share room in Brittany
Manor, furnished, free bus service, am
home seldom. $50 per month, small elec.
share. 256-8173 morn, ft after 6.

tflO-l

Mercedes Bern I8f. 1958. valve job. new
seats, tires, exc. body cond.. best offer.
549-3893. Arnie.

tflf-3

Roommate Colonial Village. $87.5*

complete. Call Dave after 5:3f. 256-0551.

119/28

Grad Student needs roommate to share
Puffton Village apt. $79 per mo. inc. util
Call 549-6719.

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
We're having a wine tasting party-

tonight. Why not come down and join

in on the fun. Call 545 2152 for rides or
information.

BRIDGE PLAYERS
Duplicate Bridge play in CC,

Thurs. at 7:30 in 174 176. Plans for
Conn. State Tournament this
weekend. Get some points.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CAMPUS
COUNSELOR
Anyone is welcome to talk with

Mrs. Holmes when she visits the
campus every other Thurs. She will

be on the ground floor of CC this

afternoon, check CC schedule for
room number.
COIN CLUB
Meeting Thurs. 10-4-73 in 811 CC,

7:30-10 p.m.
COLOR GUARD
The UMass Marching Band is

planning to add a color guard to
present colors and perform pre game
routines. Experience would be
helpful. For further information call

the Music office 5-2227.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting for those

interested in working on the Set-up
and Arrangement Committee on
Thurs., Sept. 27 from 4-6 p.m. in
Room 911 of CC
DEBATE TEAM

If you are interested in thinking
analytically and expressing yourself
effectively or in learning more about
the current energy crisis, why not try
intercollegiate debating? Come and
see us today at 7:30 at CC 811.

FENCERS!!
Election of Club Officers on Thurs.

All members please attend. Wope
Rm. 8, 7-9 p.m.
FREE THE MONKEYS
Tumblin' dice and all that jazz. The

club needs members with pre-1970

APBA baseball or football games.
Call Rick at 253 2653 before the
meeting.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Meeting in 103 CC from 7:30 til 10

p.m. Discussion of programs, func-
tions and organization. Make an
effort to come, all women are
welcome.
HAPPY HOUR
Happy Hour at Farleigh Lodge

— Notices

PERSONAL

Will person who took clock from KKG
foyer Sept. 16 around 1:30 a.m.. please

return it? No questions asked, great

sentimental value. 545-0320.

tf9-27

Musicians wanted. Keyboard and Vocals,
male or female, but will consider anything.

Call Alan 549-6275. Dave 5276201. Kevin
323-72"-

19/28

Hey B.P. — did I ever tell you that I love
you? I do. Smile for me today. Ix>ve, your
Deuce.

9-27

To the girl I met in Rm. 15 in Marst. a
year ago with R.J. — I love you. marry me
please, you are beautiful.

tf»-28

Julie R. — please call me. J. II.. 586-3672.

tflO-l

Happy birthday Sump — I want a real
steak at home. Love always, l.ooney Jay.

tl9-28

Please return my pocketbook taken
from the CC. bathroom on Sept. 20. Keep
money ft return belongings. Call 6-7441. no
questions asked.

tf9-28

The girl who brought the candles Sat.

night in Moore. Please call Steve at 467-

2842. leave your number if I'm not in.

9-27

Chrissy L. — thanks for a great time
Saturday night Next Friday is going to
be the same. CJP

9-27

Warm your cockles with Dean Swift
Fancy Sniffing Snuff. Send name, etc. for

free samples. Dean Swift Ltd., Box 2009.

San Fran.. Calif.

tfl0-5

Return notes please, keep books. leave
at Bookstore desk. Gary Winkler.

tf9-28

Margaret Johnson — where ar«* you?
Call Scooty. morning or laf-. 256-0408.

tf9-28

Witness needed! Incident between 2

black men and state trooper on Sept.

20 at Rte. 47 ft Railroad Rd. in lladley.

Would any of the three men who
stopped call Norman at 549-6216. The

altercation took place at about 5:30

p.m.
tfi»-l

UCF Announces
Task Forces

today starting at 4 p.m. Free beer.
"Drawing for bike raffle. All Rec
majors welcome.
JUDO CLUB
Meetings every Tues. and Thurs.,

6:30-8:30 Boyden wrestling room.
Black Belt 5th Dan Nori Kudo head
instructor. Beginners welcome'
KAPPA ALPHA THETA

All University are invited to 778 No.
Pleasant St., tonite at 7 p.m. Meet us
and enjoy fun and games at the same
time.

MARX BROTHERS
The Marx Brothers most famous

film, Duck Soup will be shown in
Mahar Aud. on Fri., showings at 7,
8:30, and 10.

MEN'S GYMNASTIC TEAM
Any freshman or sophomore, male

or female interested in becoming a
manager please contact Tom Dunn,
Room 224 Boyden, 545 2341 or Jay
Aronstein 586 2409 after 6.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The bus leaves from Hasbrouck at

6:30 and stops at Paterson House
S.W. (Sunrise Ave. side) at 6:35. All
are welcome to come.
OPEN HOUSE
Open House featuring Youth Well

Spent at ATT, 375 No. Pleasant St.,

tonite at 9:00.

PI LAMBDA PHI
You're invited. An informal rush

will be held Tonite at 7:30 at Pi
Lambda Phi on 14 Elm St. All
University men are invited. Call 256
6887 for rides and info.

PINEAPPLE PASSION PARTY
At Chi Omega tonite at 7:00. A good

time is promised all!!! So stop by!
We can pick you up at Van Meter,
Thoreau, Dickinson, WOPE and
Newman at 6:45 p.m.
POP FRONT BETRAYS CHILEAN
WORKERS
Speaker: Peter Atkins, RCY

National Commitlee tonite at 7:30
CC. Room 102.

SIGMA KAPPA CHARADES
Join us at our Rush Party 7 p.m.

tonite at 19 Allen St. Call 256 6887 for
rides or info.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
The sisters of Tri Sigma cordially

invite you to attend a barbecue and . .

Tonite at 5:30 for ride call 253 9066
anytime.

SKI PATROL
Meeting tonite at 6:30 in Rm. 903

CC. Anyone interested in joining the
UMass chapter of National Ski Patrol
is invited to attend (mandatory)
SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
Our next first jump course will be

in Oct. Watch this space for dates.
Our first class jumped Sun. and they
all got their rush, join us and get
yours. We get large discounts!!
STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
The Student Homophile League

will hold a meeting on the 9th floor of

CC Rms. 904 908, tonight 7:309:30.
SW ASSEMBLY MEETS
First meeting of SW Assembly is

tonight in Hampden Aud. at 7:30 p.m.
All are invited.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUN
DATION
Coffee hour today. All are

welcome. Come introduce yourself to

UCF. 2:00 4:00 p.m. in 319 Hamshire
House.

WHO IS GURU MAHARAJ Jl?
A program on the knowledge of the

fifteen year old master will be held.
CC room 917, 7:30 p.m. tonite.

LOST
Set of keys, vie. someplace on

campus. VW car key and numerous
others. Call Tom O'Hara 549 6404.

UMass Class Ring '73 in vicinity of
library and CC Reward. Please Call
Dave, days 5 0194, eves. 247 5704.

Black Minister

To Speak

Bill Daney, graduate of Kansas
State University, will be speaking
at noon on Friday, September 28 in

the SUB. Bill has been with the
Black Ministry since 1972. His
lively and thought provoking
discussions have met with success
all over ihe country. He extends an
invitation and a challenge to all

students to attend his lecture, but
especially to the black community
at UMass for whom he has a

special message.

Task Forces to carry out projects related to a variety of human needs
and social issues are now being organized for the fall semester by the
United Christian Foundation

Students and other members of the university community interested
in further information may obtain it during an information coffee hour to

be held this Thursday. 2-4 p.m., in 319 Hampshire House. Those unable to

attend at this time are invited to telephone the UCF at 545-2661 or 545-2789.

Task Forces for the year include Religion ( study courses, house
church, contemporary worship, religious speakers). Counseling
(developing resources for unmet needs on campus). Peace Action and
Education, Cultural Alternatives Clearinghouse. Racism (multi-racial

group, farm workers' boycott, etc.), Outreach and Maintenance. Other
Task Forces and projects are being considered.

The United Christian Foundation is an agency for ecumenical
ministry, sponsored by major Protestant denominations.

radioafttock
of

amherst

The Full Line
Audio Center In

Hampshire County
•STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEMS
•COMPACT STEREO UNITS
•PORTABLE CASSETTE RECORDERS
•PORTABLE TABLE MODEL RADIOS
•STEREO HEADPHONES
•CITIZENS BAND •2-WAY RADIO
•TELEVISIONS (color & B/W)
•ELECTRONIC PARTS
AND MORE - MUCH MORE
LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

STOP BY - We re at

318Coll«g«St. (Rte. 9)

AMHERST - on ths UMass bus rout*

lOJ.-THUtS 10 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.

lAYS'TU 9 P.M. SATURDAYS • A.M. 5PJL

PERSONAL
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
ENTERTAINMENT WANTED

Beer, wine, papers, groceries, inc.

Mexican food. Montague Mini-Mart,
Montague Center. Open 8-11 every day for

vour convenience.
lflO/3

SERVICES

Portraits, situations, objects —
forgeries. Call Doorknob Enterprises. 546-

.»785 for appt.

MM
Pizza deliveries. 25 per cent com-

mission. 256-6350. The Hungry-l'.

Honda :t(>.~>. l!Mi«. only I.OOO miles, jusl

tuned, new oil seals. A-l cond. with 2

helmets. Jiihi Jim. 527-5428.

U9-28

1966 Triumph Daytona 500cc. rebuilt
completely. Excellent condition, must sell
in vicinity. 1500. Contact Bob at 665-4365 or
come to 112 Mt. Sugarloaf.

1(9/28

Need a band? Call Stan's Bands —
diversified in all types of music, from
weddings to rock & roll or rhythm & blues.

Call 256-0316.

U9-28

Kock music is AI.HAMBHA. For your
dorm part> or other booking. Call Jeff <in

102). 1MB; Warren. K63-92I6. Reasonable
rates.

119-28

Wanted — speakers and turntable
*ould like to spend about $100 for both. .'.IK

1124.

tf9-28

Wanted — 5 to 5 cu. ft. refrigerator. 140

to S50. Call eves.. 546-4124.

tf9-28

lf»-2X

Custom black and while photography
and processing. Don't get ripped off by the

fat cats. We do it right for less. 665-4290

eves.

tf9-29

Pick-up truck for hire, furniture and
appliances moved, odd jobs, painting, etc.
Cheap rates. Call Mitch. 665-3405.

tflO-2

Attention afghan owners — Max is a two
year male, if you have a female to breed,
give us a call and we'll compare papers.
323-422.1.

tf9-2S

1973 Honda 350 CB. orange, electric
start, front disc brake, sissy bar. lock. 3

mo. old. Save $250 on list price. 546-7117.
John.

tf9-2*

1971 Honda trail 90, exc. cond.. new rear
tire, just tuned, 5.800 miles, great on or off

road. 1195 or best offer. 546-K342.

tflo-2

ROOM WANTED

Female senior needs to find room or

small apt. preferably furnished, quiet

surroundings. Call 1-617-544-6743 after 5

p.m.
tf9/28

Belly laughs with Putney Swope, Sept. 29

at ;. Un in Mahar. Saturday
tf9/28

From Elvis to (.iels — dance to >our
favorite music. Steve the D.l has lOOO's of

records and a powerful PA. King him up.

mnttL
tflO-l

Trumpet player desires to play with
other musicians on an> level. Call Charlie

584-6279 anytime. I'll be in house prac-

ticing.

tflO-2

HELP WANTED

Companion needed for elderly han-
dicapped woman. Friday nights. 10 p.m. to
6 a.m.. and Sat. nites. 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. Call
256-8819.

tflO-4

Bike problems? Will do most bike
repairs on campus, inexpensive. Call Tom
aBer 5. 584-4985.

tflO-l

FOR RENT

l.ost — Siamese cat at North St..
Bekhertown. answers to Joshua. If found
call 253-7616. ask for Rick or Andy.

9-27

Booms — Only a few left. Arrangements
by day. week, month, semester. See at 401

\. Pleasant St. Ask for Duncan.
ns/aj

Garage space, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. D. II. Jones 549-3700.

tflO/18

Horses boarded. 10 min. to campus, box
stalls, pasture field, jumping, excellent

trails. 253-7373.

tf9/27

$100.00 REWARD — two long-haired
Shepherds lost on July 20th. Family
pets, one black & tan. one brown, long
hair. Answers to Shauna & Happy.
Please call Rick at 256-0591.

U10-3

INSTRUCTION

S string Banjo lessons. $3 per lesson. Call

Tom, 102 Greenough, 545-7638.

tfl»-2

Darkroom space for rent — by week or

month, all supplies available. 253-3826.

Richard.
tflO-2

I bedroom apt.. Millers Falls. 15 minutes

from campus. Call 659-3057.

tfl0-3

Furn apts.. 2 and 2< 2 rms., air-cond..

p<* ' Mr. ''ingoing. I ease to June I for only

$165. Air>rst Motel. Route 9, opp

Zayr/"..
m*t

Experienced Manager for Campus
Cinemas, lladley. Call between 7& 10 p.m.
I -732-7 1 58.

(f 10/2

Babysitters needed for I >r. old boy, W.
&F.. 11:30 to 1:30; Tu. & Th.. 1 1:30 to 3: 15.

Call Pat. 253-9140.

HI O-l

Theater manager trainee. 3-6 nites wk.

Must be dependable and interested in P.R.

Send resume to Mr. Oddi. 104 Clifford St..

Pawtucket. Bhode Island.

tflo-3

Club in llolyoke now undergoing
renovation, needs part time help doing odd
jobs. Call 536-8911 for more info.

U9-28

6 ambitious people needed for 3 hrs.,

eve.. 6 nights in Oct. $15 average eve. Car
and phone necessary, (all 1-533-8642.

tf9-28

Short-order cook, part-time evenings.

Apply in person 1-2 or 4 evenings a week.
St. Regis Restaurant. 28 Pleasant St..

Northampton.
tflO-2

Roommates sick of eating P & J sand-
wiches — want to buy used refrigerator. I
cu. ft. Will pay up to $40. Call Marcia or
(.ale. 6-6957.

tf9-27

Siamese kitten — will pay fair price.

Also buyer for two Raleigh 27 bikes. $60

each. Call 253-9856.

tf9-28

I love my dog' My landlord doesn't:

Need good home for intelligent, loving

canine. I pay for food. Call 549-4594 eves.

tf9-27

Want lo seel your T.V set? We'll buy it

(all evenings. 519-0146. keep trying.

9-27

Hammond B3 player & drummer
seeking to start jarz rock band. Please
have experience and equipment, we are
serious. Call 6-8980 even.

tflO-l

Wanna see millions of dollars being
spent? The I' always spends big bucks
and the Program and Budget Council
is where to watch it all happening las a
student rep. watching out for student
interests). If you would like to sit on
this or on any other I rommiltee with
tudent reps apply by Friday.
Xpplications in 120 Student In ion

9-27

Concerned about athletics? The
Athletic Council reviews all of what
goes on in the Athletic Department.
Represent student interests on this

important committee. Apply (by
Friday ) to be a student rep.

\pplications available in 120 Student
Cnion.

9-27

2 females wanted to help sail 48 ft.

yawl to Caribbean. F. South Pacific,
share expenses. Leave immediately,
meet at Willow Tree by campus pond.
Thurs.. today at 5 p.m.. no joke.

9-Z7

\re you interested in having a good

Fine Arts program? Help to form next

year's program and represent the

students at the same time. Apply to be

a student rep to the Fine Arts Council

(or any other t committee).

Applications are due by Friday and

are available in 420 Student Cnion.
9-27
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A Very Delicate Subject
By RICHARD C. HOWLAND

It is a matter of considerable

delicacy to select the appropriate

topic for this column each week.

For instance, I have temporarily

shelved the problems of drugs,

debt collection, court conduct, and

divorce (being still in the early

part of the alphabet) in favor of

cohabitation. Recently there has

been a greater fascination with this

statute than drugs, debts and

divorce combined. Others may
ponder the sociological im-

plications.

Chapter 272 section 16 reads:

"A man and woman who, not being

married to each other, lewdly and

lasciviously associate and cohabit

together or a man or woamn,
married or unmarried, who is

guilty of open and gross lewdness

and lascivious behaviour, shall be

punished by imprisonment in the

state prison for not more than

three years or in jail for not more
than two years or by a fine of not

more than three hundred dollars."

No statute has caused more
anguish by the fact of its abuse and

misunderstanding by law en-

forcement personnel landlords and

families. Many people tend to read

the word "cohabitation" to mean
"fornication." Fornication is

covered in a separate section (18)

providing for three months or $30

for a conviction of having sexual

intercourse with a person other

than a spouse. "Cohabitation"

therefore simply means "living

together." It should also be ob-

served that this statute does not

make it unlawful for two people (or

more) of any conceivable sexual

distribution to live together!

What is prohibited, whatever the

wisdom, is the lewd and lascivious

association and living together.

In 1813 The Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court wrote
(Commonwealth v. Calef): "By
cohabiting must be understood a

dwelling or living together, not a
transient and single unlawful in-

terview. The design of the statute,

in this particular provision, was to

prevent evil and indecent exam-
ples, tending to corrupt the public

morals."
"Cohabit" means to live together

as husband and wife ordinarily do,

but does not necessarily imply

sexual intercourse. Com-

CUFFED

JEANS.

Corduroys,

Gaberdines

201 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

Open Thurs. & Fri. till *

monwealth v. Lucas (1893).

It seems apparent, then, that

living together is a necessary
element of the offense dealt with by
the statute. It is also apparent that

it is not dealing with sexual in-

tercourse either its promotion or

its diminution. It is also obvious

that for there to be a violation that

it must be open, gross, lewd and
lascivious.

Evidence of secret of private

lewdness and lascivious behaviour
will not support an indictment for

open, gross lewdness, and
lascivious behaviour. Com-
monwealth v. Catlin (1804) and
Commonwealth v. Wardwell
(1880).

There is a clause in the statute

which has been interpreted without

contradiction since 1818 in the case

of Commonwealth v. Littlejohn

that seems to require in an in-

dictment for cohabitation, proof of

the fact that at least one of the

parties is married (and not to the

other).

It would seem to follow that an

arrest of two apparently and ac-

tually unmarried (to any one)

single people, living together in an

apartment using their own names,
never assuming or pretending to be

married, enjoy the social and
sexual company of each other in

private, however they choose,

would not be authorized in this

section and might lead to a valid

suit for false arrest, malicious
prosecution or a denial of civil

rights.

It is very important to realize

that in many Massachusetts towns
and cities this interpretation is not

followed. (I also do not believe that

the argument has been recently

advanced. ) The cases are old and
there is some reason to doubt their

quality as precedent. Few district

court cases are appealed since the

usual result in such cases is to

effect a separation of the defen-

dants and a modest fine. Far more
often this statute is recited by

parents or landlords who presume

to have the right to enforce their

own morality upon others. Usually

it is employed against single

people who prefer to keep their sex

lives private and therefore are not

subject to this statute for at least

two reasons. It is important, I

think, for people to understand the

statute as it is and not how their

personal predilection might have it

be.

Without judging the moral or

ethical quality of other people's

private relationships, the insidious

threat of this statute and its almost

universal misapplication and
misunderstanding should be laid to

rest. Landlords, parents and law
enforcement officials should not be

permitted to threaten that which

the law does not in fact sanction.

Citizens, young and old, should not

be misled into thinking that

Massachusetts law legislates any
greater degree of morality than it,

in fact, does. Laws are, after all, of

the people.

Dudley Dooright And Neuter Cash
By TONY GRANITE

RENFREW OF THE MOUNTED is alive and well and doing his thing at

the University of Connecticut, according to the Connecticut Daily Cam-
pus.

Henry Renfrew and a partner, Joseph D'Elia, have been mounted on

horseback to patrol the 3,000 acres of rolling hills that make up the

campus.
The UConn Mounted Police force was formed because the campus "is

laced with 23 miles of roads, but there are many places that a patrol car

cannot easily reach, such as the centers of large dormitory quadrangles

and complexes of academic buildings."

The Police Chief also cites as an objective "to provide more effective

policing through increased coverage and visibility. From the saddle, a

police officer can see and be seen from great distances."

An unanticipated fringe benefit of the Mounties is that it is en-

couraging closer bonds with students. They now pet the horse and enter

into rap sessions about parking. The students also appreciate what the

pollution-free vehicles are doing for the environment.

But will they always get their man?
+ + 4

SPEAKING OF CRIME ON THE CAMPUS...The Tech of MIT. carries a

report of crimes reported by the Campus Patrol, in a column titled,

"Police Blotter."

A typical entry: "Report of male subject in ladies room of Student

Center. Female effected his removal of screaming."

Renfrew, where are you?
+ + +

SO, WHAT ELSE IS NEW DEPT....the Indiana Daily Student carried a

recent editorial that "Money may be neuter in gender, but its usage by

the I.U. Athletic Department has been given decidedly male overtones-in

other words, add the area of women's athletics to the long list of over-

sights in I.U.'s 1973-74 budget..."

Wonder how the UMiettes are doing?

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM

The humanitarianism ot Aquarius is

legend The generosity can be a giving to

the point of no return. Franklin Roosevelt

was an Aquarian and the characteristics of

this sign are not just loving-giving but can

be a stubborn determination, and Abraham
Lincoln, too. was an Aquarian. This is a

fixed sign, associated with Uranus and that

is the planet of the unconventional, the

surprise, the startling moment, the flash of

time, the instant that makes history

Aquarius is the 1 1 th sign and friends ar.d

desires are here and so is income derived

from professional endeavors Kim Novak

and Jack Lemmon and Carol Channing are

modern examples of this sign, a sign of

flight, aviation, and Charles Lindbergh

stands perhaps as a classical example of

the daring confidence and tie with the

future that marks these natives

ARIES (March 21-April 19) : Accent is on
justice, plans, balance You are tempted
now to go to extremes Instead, ask and
experiment without making definite

commitment. Sagittarius. Gemini persons

are likely to be involved Joint or co-

operative effort is indicated

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Check
details Take nothing for granted. Get to

basics Clean up loose ends. Keep diet,

health resolutions Maintain steady but

moderate pace Aquarius. Leo and Scorpio

individuals could figure in prominent ways.

Get promises in writing if possible

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Be ready for

change, travel, variety Emphasis is on
affection and creativity You gain most by

doing what romes naturally Be yourself

Trying to imitate would be error. Your own
style, ways to lead to greater achievement
CANCER (June 21-July 22) : Emphasis is

on home, property, family relationships

Build on solid base. Obtain valid hint from
Taurus message Be specific If you
equivocate, you invite loss Older in-

dividual, possibly parent, needs boost in

morale
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Accent now is on

how you develop ideas Don't fool yourself

Face facts as they exist What appears a

setback actually will bounce in your favor

Know it and stop brooding Pisces. Virgo

persons may be involved

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Emphasize
esteem Get what's coming to you.

Organize Display sense of responsibility.

Member of opposite sex is involved Insist

on results, no* promises. Protect assets

Money situation commands attention Don't

relinquish control.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Nov 21): Areas
previously dark are due to receive benefit

of greater light Leo. Aquarius persons
might figure prominently Strive for more
independence Original concepts are most
likely to succeed Study Libra message
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Rise

above what is petty Gain overall view
Trust hunch. Follow through on projects.

Aquarian could play significant role Some
of your desires may be outmoded. Don't be
afraid to change your mind Special wish is

fulfilled.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Make
room for yourself at top Taking back seat

now would be error. Experiment. Be ver-

satile Give full play to intellectual

curiosity. Ask questions-answers are
obtainable Career, ambition -these are
highlighted

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Accent on
travel, writing, communicating You can
break through to new horizons Learning
process is stimulated Obtain hint from
Capricorn message. You receive news
which aids in future planning. Green light is

flashed

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Creative
energies flow You experience tran-

sformation. Be ready for significant
changes Gemini. Virgo persons are in-

volved. Exchange ideas. Be analytical

Money and tax questions can be favorably
resolved What was obscured comes to

light

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
help others more than you do yourself

Many confide problems to you Aries. Libra
individuals are attracted to your sphere. In

October, social activity increases. You are
forthright, basically honest and capable of

swaying large numbers of people. Burden is

about to be lifted. You will be happier.
Copyright 1973, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Comfort
5 Competent
9 Animal's foot

12 Urge on
13 Lure
14 Falsehood
15 Part of flower

17 Dealers

19 The human
soul

21 Direction

22 Century plant

24 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

25 Insane

26 Vehicle

27 Head of

church parish

29 Paid notice

31 Insect egg

32 Near

33 Artificial

language

34 In favor of

35 Teutonic deity

36 Boy's
nickname

38 Lamprey

39 Mountain pass

40 Sun god

41 Actual

42 Ox of Celebes

44 Breed of dog

46 Funny picture

48 Semiprecious
stone

51 Inlet

52 Was borne

54 Matures

55 Cloth

measure

56 Handle

57 Dregs

DOWN

1 Worm
2 Simian

3 Uphold

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

16

18
20

22

23

25

27

28

29

30

34

36

Wipe out

Hebrew month
Washes
Unit of Italian

currency (pi.)

Greek letter

Beg
Ventilates

Direction

Suffix forming

adverbs from
adjectives

Loved one
Jackets

Skin ailment

Den
Native of

Morocco
Man's name
Free repast

Region

Plaything

Nobility

Vessel

nemo Gtina sna
DD iDBHn EQC3
no nwan uoran

HE^HE EBDO GG

O EDOn HLlfl^G
T|e|NiiMjA P st|a|r|t1
iH'FPfe o a rBUe!
GlAiLl i TElRHNiWl

rcam anus HnHa
unD nana ejdgd

37 Inclinations

39 Yellowish-red

color

41 Royal

45 Symbol for

tantalum

47 Anglo-Saxon
money

11

42 Land measure 49 Golf mound
43 Metal

fastener

44 Speedily

50 Worm
53 Babylonian

deity

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. *7
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Ten UM Alumni
Set To Play At
Foxboro Friday

By DEAN TUCKER
If you've been a UMass football

freak for the last couple of years
you probably wonder what hap-
pens to some of the players after

they graduate or otherwise become
ineligible.

Many of them are alive and well

playing football for either the New
England Colonials or the Western
Mass. Pioneers
Remember these names? Steve

Shubert, John Keliheer, Clarence
Brooks, Billy DeFlavio, Skip
Parmenter, Dennis Keating, and
John Hulicki. . they all play for the
Schaeffer Stadium based
Colonials.

How about Paul Metallo. Pierre
Marchando, and Dennis Cun-
ningham. . they play for the
Pioneers whose home is Holyoke.

The two teams are going to play

one another Friday night in

Foxboro. So if you've been a

UMass football freak, for the last

couple of years and are wondering
where some of the players have
gone, now you know.
Watching some former greats

from UMass play against one
another might be a good warmup
for Saturday's UMass-Harvard tilt

in Cambridge.

Sox Bow
CLEVELAND (AP) - John Ellis

cracked a second-inning home run
to back the five-hit pitching of

Gaylord Perry and carry the

Cleveland Indians to a 1-0 victory
over the Boston Red Sox Wed-
nesday.

Ellis led off the second with his

14th homer of the baseball season,

a drive over the left field fence, off

Bill Lee, 17-11, who gave up just

seven Cleveland hits.

Perry, evening his record at 19-

19, struck out six, walked two and
was helped by two double plays.

Notices
The Water Polo Club practices

each morning, Monday through
Friday, at 8:00 in the Boyden Pool.
Any moderately strong swimmer
in the university community is

welcome to join.

SAILING TEAM - There will be a

meeting Thurs, Sept. 27 at 7:30

PM. Rm. 162 CC. New members
welcome. For information call Phil

at 6-9555.

BADMINTON CLUB - starting

its fall season this Friday with a

meeting and badminton play at

7:00 p.m. in the Main Boyden Gym.
Participants must bring own
racquets. Street shoes not per-

mitted. Any questions call Dr.

R.W. Trueswell. 5-2951.

Minutemen NineWin
First Three Games

He doesn't use that greasy kid's stuff. That's Pete Rose of the
Cincinnati Reds taking a beer shower. Peter was celebrating his

team's clinching the National league's West Division title for the
third time in the last four years. The Reds accomplished the feat on
Monday night by defeating the San Diego Padres. 2-1

.

o

-

By MIKE BROPHY
For the fall version of the UMass

Diamond Nine things have been
going rather well for the past week
or so as they have rolled up three

straight wins over the likes of Holy
Cross, 7-6 and 4-0, and Springfield,

13-10 with the aid of a strong hitting

attack from the likes of Ron
Beaurivage. Mike Koperniak, and
Pete Backstrom.
Jim Bedard bailed out starter

Chip Baye in the fourth frame of

the season opener as the starter

had control problems in the early

going. Bedard completed the seven
inning contest as he fired four

innings of shutout ball on Sunday.
Koperniak, moved over to short

from the second base slot in a
defensive shuffle by Coach Dick
Bergquist aimed at relieving some
of the pressure of Eddie
iVicManon's departure, collected

the game winning, a two run
double in the bottom of the seventh
with the bases loaded. Bob Moore,
soph catching prospect, collected

two singles on the day while Mike
Joyce, another soph, belted a
double and a triple.

Rehired
BALTIMORE (AP) Earl

Weaver, whose job may have been
in jeopardy when he was arrested
for drunken driving and the
Baltimore Orioles were sputtering
early in the season, has been
rehired for 1974.

No salary terms were disclosed,

but Weaver is believed to be in the
$7C,000 range.

Ron Beaurivage and Moore
provided the fireworks for game
two as the UMies rallied for four in

the fourth frame on a two-run
homer followed later by a two-run
single.

Bob Langlois came in to relieve

Lebine to preserve the victory as
Bergquist wants to see as many of

his pitchers as possible. "I would
like to see everyone of the boys
pitch as much as possible and to

give them a chance to improve,"
Bergquist said after the latest

encounter with Springfield who
downed UMass last Spring.

Tuesday saw the Minutemen
gain revenge for their 9-7 loss last

spring to snap a 10 game win
streak as they pulled out a 13-10

hitters fest. Jeff Reardon pulled
down the victory with his fine relief

performance in the final three
frames.

John Seed earned three hits on
the day including a triple and it

looks as though his bat may be an
able replacement of the graduated
Mark palau.

The newly formed and tried

infield reeled off five DP's in the
three contests and may be on the
road to breaking the record set last

spring.

Wilt Jumps To ABA
CHULA VISTA, Calif. (AP)

Wilt Chamberlain, a National
Basketball Association star since

1959, has signed a reported $600,000

a year contract to coach and play

for the San Diego Conquistadors of

the American Basketball

Association, the club announced
Wednesday.

Dr. Leonard Bloom, owner of the

Q's, announced the signing at a

news conference.

Exact terms of the contract were

not announced. Earlier it had been

reported Chamberlain would be

offered a three-year contract at

$1.8 million with part of the money
to be paid by the ABA.
A spokesman for the San Diego

team said Chamberlain, who quit

the Los Angeles Lakers for the

switch to San Diego, is expected to

play for the Q's, at least through

the 1973-74 season. Bloom, a dentist

who founded the Q's last year, said,

"When I acquired this franchise

promised the fans that I would
bring superstars to the San Diego

sports scene. Wilt is just the first.

There will be others."

Chamberlain was expected at

the news conference but had not

arrived when Bloom issued the

team's statement of acquisition.

The conference was in suburban
Chula Vista, where Bloom plans to

build a 20,000-seat stadium to be

ready by the 1974-75 season.

In the meantime, Wilt and the

San Diego team will play at the

3,200 seat Community Concourse
in downtown San Diego.

Chamberlain's reported salary

with San Diego would double that

he received from Los Angeles. A
lawsuit appears in prospect.

The 7-foot l's-inch veteran
joined the Lakers for the 1968-69

season in trade from Philadelphia

for three flayers.

He averaged 20.5 points that

season but in the 12th game of the

following campaign he tore knee
ligaments and didn't return to

action until playoff time.

Chamberlain played all the

tl lowing season as the Lakers won
the NBA title for the first time

since coming to Los Angeles in

1960. Chamberlain's Philadelphia

team had won the title in 1967.

Reportedly, the huge pivot man
had signed a $1 -million contract

covering five years with the

Lakers when he arrived. His at-

torney, Sy Goldberg, maintains

that since the five years have
passed, his client is not under

contract to the Lakers

FRYE BOOTS

Come See Number 1 on Campus

OPEN RUSH
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Phi Sigma

Thursday, September 27
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4400
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at the Hungry-U
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M*ff Photo Sit i r RuekWh— UMass sophomore Ann Foley displays her form in yesterday's
women's tennis match against Smith College. Foley started the first
singles match against a top Smith player. However, Ms. Foley didn't
show enough as she was defeated, S-l, ft-2.

Netwomen Top Tough
Smith College, 5-4

NANCY M. THOMPSON
For the first time in four years the UMass women's tennis team

defeated a strong Smith College squad, 5-4 yesterday afternoon at the

Boyden courts. UMass came off the courts smiling following a good
showing in both singles and doubles play.

Of the six singles matches, UMass came up with victories from their

numbers three and five players, for a total of 5-4 for the nine matches
played.

Spectators saw fine ground-stroking and net play from both players on
the first court. Sophomore Ann Foley played the number one position for

UMass against Smith's Kathy Read. Ms. Foley started off well with hard
baseline shots but Smith's number one player soon caught on giving Ms.
Foley back some fine net shots and overheads. In two sets it was (Ms.
Read 6-1. 6-2)

Representing UMass in third singles was another sophmore, Ronnie
Sanders. Ronnie defeated her opponent, Jane Petersinger in a lengthy 6-

3, 6-2.

Representing UMass in third singles was another sophmore, Ronnie
Sanders. Ronnie defeated her opponent, Jane Petersinger in a lengthy 6-

3, 6-2 bout. Freshman Donna Siscavage began her college play starting in

second position for the home team as she faced Smith's Karen Ranz, who
took that match 6-0, 6-2. Carol Mottau, playing fourth singles, lost to her
opponent in two sets 6-3, 6-4. Gaylen Goode dropped a heart-breaking
sixth singles set to Smith 9-7.

Caron Tsapatsaris, playing in the fifth singles slot, was the last to come
in with winning results. Ms. Tsapatsaris went three sets to finally emerge
with a well deserved 6-0, 4-6, 6-4 victory. UMass was missing a valuable
team member in Diane Greene who will be sidelined for an undetermined
amount of time with tendonitis.

In doubles play Patty Heslam and Muffy Trafton breezed through their

first match, giving UMass the first 6-3, 6-0. Two doubles teams came up
from the lower courts, Donna Volpe and Karen Wesley winning 6-4, 6-4

and Donna Braca and Karen Thomas, both newcomers, defeating Smith
in a 7-6 tie breaker and a fast 6-0 follow up.

FieldHockey Starts Today
By BETH O'BRIEN

The UMass womens' field

hockey team will open their 1973

season this afternoon on the fields

behind the North Physical
Education Building. The opening
bully for the Junior varsity is at

4:00 p.m. with the Varsity game to

begin at about 5:00 p.m.

The home team girls square off

against an aggressive and volitile

Keene State team, out to avenge
last years' loss to the

Minutewomen
Coach Jane Farr predicts a

winning season for one of her

strongest squads to date, and the

forward line should provide plenty

of scoring excitement.

On Saturday, the fields behind

the North Physical Education

building will be the scene of the

annual field hockey sportsday: a

gathering of surrounding teams for

a day of round robin play Among
the te s represented will be

Spring i. Mt. Holyoke. Smith

and Southern Connecticut State

The sportsday usually serves

opponents, a chance for the teams

to feel out their future competition.

and a friendly social gathering at

which to meet new friends.

The sportsday will feature some
good matchups between traditional
rivals, Springfield and UMass, and
will be an indication of how th

season might run for the
Minutewomen

Games will start sometime in

midmorning when the teams are
finally assembled, and will run
through the afternoon.

Pirates Gain On Mets
The Pittsburgh Pirates trail the

New York Mets by only a half
game with the season rapidly
coming to a close. The Mets have
only three games left to play, all

against the Chicago Cubs in

Chicago. Tthe Pirates have four
home games left: one against the
Phils and three against the Mon-
treal Expos.

Pirates, 13-2

PITTSBURGH (AP) - Richie

Hebner, Gene Clines and Dal
Maxvill combined to drive in 10

runs and lead the Pittsburgh
Pirates to a 13-2 victory over the

Philadelphia Phillies Wednesday
night.

Clines rapped two singles and
drove in three runs during a seven-
run Pirate burst in the fourth in-

ning, the most productive inning of

the season for Pittsburgh.

Dave Cash opened the assault

with a fly to right that Bill

Robinson dropped for a three-base
error. Clines than singled Cash
home wJ *h the first of six Pirate
hits in the inning off Phillie starter

Jim Lonborg and reliever Darrell

Brandon. Clines' bases-loaded
single produced the final two runs

of the inning.

The Pirates staked rookie pit-

cher Jim McKee to a 1-0 lead in the

first, but McKee left the game in

the third after his fielding error

and a walk put two runners aboard
with none out. Reliever Bob Moose

then yielded a run-scoring single to
Bill Grabarkowitz, but he held uV
Phillies to just one unearned run
the rest of the way.
Hebner, who drove in four runs,

stretched the Pirate lead to 10-1 in

the fourth with a two-run homer,
his 25th of the season. Maxvili
drove in three ore runs in the
sixth with a bases-loaded triple.

Expos, 8-5

NEW YORK 1AP) - Bob Bailey
slugged a two-run homer in the
seventh inning that snapped a 5-5

tie and carried the Montreal Expos
to an 8-5 victory over New York
Wednesday night, halting the Mets
winning streak at seven games

Bailey's 26th homer of the
season, off Harry Parker, 8-4, just
did clear the orange line marking
the home run area on the left-field

fence. Bailey trotted home behind
Jim Lyttle who had singled.

The Mets had tied the game in

the fifth on Jerry Grote's two-out
RBI single

Lord Steals Show At Luncheon
Bv STEVE CROWE

No one said grace at yesterday's

Varsity M luncheon, but the Lord
took over anyway and everyone
had a good time.

Offensive line coach Bob Lord
sieppea up to tne microphv e and
stole the show right out form under
the hands of Coack Dick Mac-
pherson, and his two guest
players, Bill Hale and Tom Price.

"The governor ot Maine called

the office Monday and demanded
to speak to 'Mac'," began the witty

Lord. "I told him he wasn't in and
the governor persisted, demanding
to speak to Mac. ..Finally, when I

convinced him that Mac really was
not in, the governor told me what
he was calling to complain to Mac
about: " 'How come he beat us

(UMaine) so bad (20-0) and he

takes it so easy on those two
Catholic schools?'

"

It is an "in" joke because Coach

Dick MacPherson's brother is a

Catholic priest.

Next, it was sportscaster Marty
Kelley's turn to be "horrored."

"I had the pleasure of going on a

speaking "engagement with Marty

Kelley," he said. "We went to one

of those insane asylums, up to the

third floor where they have those

padded walls. Marty was in-

troduced to the audience and he

was pretty nervous. He said, "hi."

Then suddenly, from the back of

the room, a guy yelled out, 'Shut up

and sit down, ya bum !

' The warden
could see that Marty was quite

upset so he went over to him, put

his arm around him, and said,

'You'll have to excuse him, that's

the first sensible thing he's said in

six months.'
"

On a more serious note it was
announced by Coach MacPherson
that Dave Yushinsky, offensive

tackle, will not be playing in the

Harvard game Saturday. He was
hit in the kidney and the doctors

are concerned that it may become
infected.

Runningback Jerry Madalto,
who underwent surgery on his knee

las week is having problems with

the knee becoming infected. He is

expected to be back in school later

this week.

Netmen Pluck Eagles
The

By MDC STAFF
UMass tennis team

yesterday felled the Boston College
Eagles 5-4 in a home match.
The Minutemen got singles wins

from Marc Grass, playing from the
No. 3 position, Barnaby Kallons,
playing from the No. 5 position,

and Steve Donahue, playing from
the No. 6 position.

The keys to the win, however,
were double victories by the No. 2
and No. 3 team. Kallons and Grass
picked up one point and Donahue
and Gary Ney got the other as the
match was tied 3-3 going into the
doubles.

The match was played thanks to

two rolls of tape loaned to the team
by the training room. The tape was
used to hold up the nets. The team
also had to provide paper towels to

the Eagles as they couldn't beg any
from the Athletic Department.
The Minutemen were without the

services of captain Fred Braille,

who's out with a leg injury.

Coach Steve Kosakowski, a
happy man after the win, said "We
plucked the feathers right out of

the Eagels' ass."

Next match for the tennis team is

October 3 at UConn.

Middle linebacker Paul St. Onge
may be used at fullback this

Saturday.

UMass is leading the Yankee
Conference is six out of eight
categories. Tim Berra leads the
league in pass receiving (8

receptions per game), punt returns
(6.8 yds. carry), kick-off returns

the league in passing with a 13.0

completions per game.)

When Tim Berra was selected as
the Yankee Conference offensive

player of the week Tuesday, it

marked the fourth time since the

inception of the award, last year
that a UMass player received it.

(24.9 yds. carry) and scoring (38 Pennington won it last year after
pts. total). Peil Pennington leads leading UMass over Harvard.

Bill Ballou

Harvard: Key Game
It was 362 days ago that football came out of its post-Greg Landry

hibernation and returned to UMass.
The newly named Minutemen inaugurated their title with 28-19 win

over Harvard at Harvard Stadium, a win that proved to be the key to one
of the most successful football seasons a UMass team ever had.
The name is now a year old and many of the stars are gone, but the

significance of this year's Harvard game hasn't changed.
UMass stands at two wins and a loss. They could conceivably wind up 8-

3, 9-2, or (with some heavenly assistance) 10-1. They could also con-
ceivably end up at 6-5.

A win makes the Minutemen 3-1 with Rutgers and Boston College the

heaviest of the future dates. A loss and it's 2-2, as well as saying good-bye
to any momentum.

I suppose it's a matter of pride, too. UMies rightly feel that the "Ivies"
look upon them as the type of simple folk that have to avoid the cowflaps
as they walk to class.

Maybe it's that the ivy and the tradition and all the Lafayette Q.
Oystershells that are supposed to go there make us feel that we live on the
wrong side of the tracks.

But Harvard is special.

Beating them will be difficult. They are always good and they've got

something to show us after last season. No one likes to lose at home,
especially to an in-state rival.

And the Minutemen are not going to beat them if they play like they
have the first three games.

It says something for the caliber of team when it can look so unim-
pressive and still have a 2-1 record. But it is a fact that they have not
played to their potential. They have not jelled.

There is much right so far this season.
The punting of Andy Dutkanicz has been excellent. It is not something

that grabs the spectator's eye, but good punting is a must for winning.
The passing game has obviously been good. Peil Pennington's ability

was no secret; Fred Kelliher's not quite as well known. Tim Berra may
be the best offensive player in the conference, and he certainly is a multi-
faceted scoring threat.

The pass rush, led by Johnny Jones,Tom Price, Ed McAleney . and Tom
Bradshaw has been fierce, especially in the last two games. It has helped
a young secondary that was shaky against Holy Cross. It must continue to
help as the secondary gains experience.
There isn't much doubt as to where the Minutemen 's main problem

lies.

After three games they've averaged 1.5 years per carry on the ground.
The longest run of the season has been for 14 yards and that by quar-
terback Pennington.

If UMass has any pretensions of going even 8-3, it must produce some
kind of ground threat.

There is no one person to blame. The line hasn't opened the holes on
occasion. When it has, a back hasn't hit it. Assignments have been blown,
mental mistakes made. The bulk of the work in the backfield has been
shifted toward sophomores, and their inexperience has shown. The very
talented Bob Wolfe hasn't put it together. There seems little doubt he
will, but the question is-How soon?
Perhaps Bernie Street is the man. Perhaps it's only a matter of the

offensive line getting it together.

Whatever, half an offense is going to have to be damned lucky to beat
Harvard. And it must rely on a defense that plays 100 per cent.
The Crimson can be had, and with them, another good year.
Without them, the road will be straight up.

A Foliage Story

Nature Shows Its Down-To-Earth Rainbow
By DAVID LETTERS

In New England, October is a

delight of bright hues, and flaring

colors working together to offer

nature's finest covering. The artist

climaxes with it, the nature lover is

enthralled and the Sunday driver

has an extra bonus. Children of

psychedelica await foliage most
colorful and dripping peak,
photographers click in glee, and
travel going the railroads.

There are various ways to enjoy
the foliage beauty. Many persons

enjoy driving and observing, which

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

accounts for city-like traffic jams
on roads designed for one car and
tractor or one Winabago at best.

Understand there is nothing wrong
with driving (excluding pollution,

jam-ups, accidents) because it

allows the multitudes to enjoy this

natural event. The newspapers
publish scenic route maps planning
4-8-24 hour trips through New
England. It's boom business for

tourist stops and is preseason

training for the cheese and wine
dealers of New England.

Parking spaces at the state and

uJlj* HUiflBarljuflrttB

national parks charge on season
rate, the man checks fishing

licenses, the water and firewood is

up.

If one does not desire massive
traffic or if hitchhiking gets you
down, try hoping on the railroad.

Your foliage ride should
be short for experience. Nor-
thampton to Greenfield is scenic
and you'll quickly learn the ob-
vious lessons of safe rail travel.

You should board only when the
train is stopped. The wind chill

factor of a moving train creates a

necessity for warm clothing and
desire; insulated underwear,
flannel shirts and a hat are a must.
Those who live in Central

Massachusetts have a great op-

portunity awaiting them. The train

always stops at the rotary near the

Route 2 shopping center in Gard-
ner. It is here that the engineer and
crew stop for coffee and donuts.
Gardner, Baldwinville, Athol,
Orange, Greenfield and points west
await the rider. It is mainly uphill

and the train chugs along, real

slow.

If the rail rider uses a few simple
rules, his ride will be safe and
pleasurable. Always use an empty
car when available, for you can
stay warm and view the coun-
tryside in comfort, Empty cars
usually have a door open, but not

always. If the door does not have a

seal on the lock, lift the lever and
slide the door-welcome home.
Never ride in a car partially

loaded, as shifting loads have been
known to fall and crush riders.

Besides warmth and a view, the

(Continued o« P. 3)
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Maybe this is Utopia
and I just don't ap-
preciate it. JK
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And you think you got it rough! This man is tied up at the moment, but this Tuesday, Mr. Norman
Bigelow. otherwise known as Harry Houdini reincarnated, will speak in the SUB. Got a crane anybody?

DVP Escape Artist To Speak

It's a pleasure to find someone who rakes sports as fun and little more. I

thank tnewoman wno sent me my sugar daddy, it was tasty. Sports should
be played, watched, but most of all, enjoyed. Winning isn't everything
it's secondary.

'

Bv BARBARA VOORHEES
Needed: One crane for next Tuesday, high noon.

What for
17

To hoist a man billed as Harry Houdini rein-

carnated, hanging by his feet, tied in a strait

jacket and bound by the audience with four lengths

of rope, high above the Student Union building.

From this position. Harry Houdini reincarnated

claims that he can escape.

Sensational!

This escape artist, otherwise known as Norman
Bigelow of Fitchburg. has been contracted by the

Distinguished Visitors" Program <DVP> to appear

on campus Oct. 2. A slight problem has arisen,

however The people at DVP cannot find a crane

for rent for under $180 which is more than they

can afford for the program
The show must go on tnough. and Bigelow will

appear next Tuesday night at 8 in the Student

Union Ballroom where he will escape from such
horrors as The Death Snake Bag, The Water
Torture Cell. The Board of Death and Fury of the

Flame
Bigelows manager, Patricia Pomerantz, says

in a press release, "Harry Houdini, the great
American escape artist died in 1926 taking with
him ill of the secrets of his mystifying escapes.
But today we are convinced that Houdini lives. He
is alive and better tahn ever in the person of

Norman Bigelow.

"And one you have witnessed Norman Bigelow
defying death time after time, bound, chained,

padlocked, strait-jacketed, submerged or im-

prisoned, and always emerging miraculously

unharmed, you too will be convinced that he is

indeed Houdini's reincarnation
"

Got a crane anvbodv

Grand Jury Starts

Probe Of Agnew
By LEE UNDER

Associated Press Writer

BALTIMORE, Md. (AP) - A special federal grand jury opened an

unprecedented investigation yesterday, a political graft probe of Vice

President Spiro T. Agnew. At the same time, Agnew's lawyers planned to

go to court to stop the inquiry.

The grand jury met for more than seven hours before adjourning until

next week.
One of the lawyers, Judah Best, said in Washington that a motion would

be filed, possibly as early as the first of next week, seeking a temporary
injunction to halt the grand jury proceedings. Such a move had been
expected from the lawyers Thursday morning before the jury session

started.

"We are going to file," Best said, adding he did not feel that Agnew's
argument against the grand jury probe would be hurt by filing for an

injunction after the investigation was under way.
Three witnesses appeared before the grand juy during tthe first hours

of work, but only one of the witnesses could be identified. He was William

J. Muth, former vice president of the Baltimore City Council, now the

office manager of an engineering consulting firm, Hurst-Rosche
Engineers, Inc. Muth has been an Agnew fund raiser.

"The investigation of the vice president is a lot of bull," Muth said as he

left the federal courthouse after testifying.

Agnew was notified last month by federal prosecutors that he was
under investigation for possible criminal violation of tax, extortion,

bribery and conspiracy laws. He has insisted he is innocent of any

wrongdoing.
The allegations against him center on kickbacks from contractors

during the 1960s when Agnew was chief executive of Baltimore County

and then governor of Maryland. There also have have been published

reports which Agnew has denied that he received illegal cash after

becoming vice president in 1969.

In a related development, three CBS television crewmen were detained

by federal marshals fater they were found on the roof of an eight-story

building next door to the federal court house where the grand jury was
sitting. Marshal said the men were filming the court house from an

angle at which they could see the grand jury room.

At one point, U.S. Atty. George Beall, who is conducting the probe,

personally questioned the men who were identified only as Herbert

Alston, Al Colby and Dan Bowers. The men were released after several

hours of questioning but their film was confiscated.

The grand jury session was being conducted under conditions of

strictest secrecy. The corridors leading to the grand jury room were
sealed off by federal marshals so newsmen could not see who was coming
or going.

If and when Agnew's lawyers file a motion to stop the grand jury

proceedings, the case will be heard by U.S. Dist. Court Judge Walter

Hoffman of Norfolk, Va. He was appointed supervising judge after all

nine District Court judges in Maryland disqualified themselves because

they were either friends or business associates of Agnew.
Edward S. Northrup, chief judge of the U.S. District Court in Maryland,

said in an interview that Beall and Agnew's lawyers have "a gentlemen's

agreement" that the lawyers will notify Beall in advance of their legal

filing.

"Then there will be no evidence presented to the grand jury until Judge
Hoffman acts on the matter," Northrup said.

If Hoffman refused to grant the temporary restraining order, Agnew's
lawyers would have no appeal, Northrup said.

If the temporary order were issued, the judge said, there must be a

hearing on it within 10 days. At that hearing, the constitutional question of

whether a vice president can be indicted while in office would be argue
and probably decided, he said.

Meanwhile, in Washington Agnew spent a relatively routine day, going

to Capitol Hill briefly to perform his duties as president of the Senate,

then putting final touches on a scheduled trip to the West Coast this

weekend.
His office said tentative plans called for Agnew to fly from Washington

to Palm Springs, Calif., Friday morning, speak to a Republican women's
group in Los Angeles Saturday, then stay in palm Springs through Sun-

day.

In the House of Representatives, debate continued over Agnew's
request Tuesday for a House investigation of the charges against him.
That request was turned down Wednesday by Speaker Carl Albert on tne

grounds that the matter was before the courts.
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SWAP

Here's The Place To Yell
By SUSAN (.AUK

If anybody had anything to

yell about, SWAP is the group
to join. Communication is the
key word in this organization.
The initials stand for Student
Workshop Activities Problems.
The group covers just about
every aspect of student life,

Staff Photo Kevin Mack

SWAP is the group to join...

including any broad issues that
face the University.

It was in SWAP that co-ed

dorms were first discussed.

SWAP also is responsible for

the abolishment of women's

curfews and the law which
prohibited the consumption of
r ;uor on campus.
SWAP, which started about

12 years ago, holds meeting
during the year in which
members plan the annual
conference where students and
faculty members hold
discussions on campus issues,
Rf »'? it life, and anything else
that has to do with the
University. While it used to be
an t'iitist group, any interested
student can now apply for

membership.
liarney Schneider, a com-

mittee member, said they look
i >r as many different types of

people as possible, especially
people who are interested in

the University and have
something to offer.

At SWAP a student has a
chance to sit down and have a
beer and a conversation with
the President of the University.

Everyone-from the trustees to

th^ janitors is represented. At
tht annual weekend conference
which is held off-campus,
students and faculty members
have a chance to hear each
other speak and get to know
one another's opinions on
different issues.

SWAP is the only vehicle on
campus in which any student
can become a part of and really

learn something about the

University and how it works

and the people that run it.

While funding for other

groups is in the hundred of

dollars, the finances needed by

SWAP run into the thousands.

Last year it was the most
controversial group before the

Senate.

SWAP started out as a mere

Staff photo-Kevin Mack

...if you have anything to

yell about

student exchange on policies of

the University. It now includes

a wide range of people,
problems, and ideas. By

( Continued on P. 7)

Faculty Senate

Dollar Awards Recommended

staff Photo - Joe Martins

Vice Chancellor Robert Gluckstern speaking at vesterday's Fac-
Sen. meeting about his recent fact-finding trip to California and
Hawaii.

Senate Deadline Extended
The Senate Executive Committee has extended the

deadline for nomination papers for all seats until 9: 00
p.m. Sunday, September 30. The Election is still

scheduled for October 2, 3, and 4.
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By SUSAN R. HUBBARD
Professional advancement

awards to UMass faculty members
in dollar amounts, as opposed to
salary percentage increases, were
recommended by the Faculty
Senate yesterday.

Standards for merit increases of

all types are presently being

debated by the President of the

University, Robert C. Wood, and
by the administrations of the three

university campuses.

These recommendations will be
sent out shortly to departments on
all the campuses..

It was the opinion of the Faculty-
Senate in previous years that

certain "professional advancement
awards" be allocated on a dollar
basis, and not according to a fixed

percentage of the recipient
professor's salary.

That the variance in salaries
caused too great an . inequity in

these award amounts was the
faculty's contention.

Yesterday, the Faculty-Senate
again went on record as opposing
awards by percent, and passed a
motion calling for the Chancellor to

recommend to the president and
the Board of Trustees that his
campus be allowed to give such
awards in specific dollar amounts.

Other motions passed at the
meeting included the approval of
September 1, 1973 graduation lists

and new appointments of Faculty
senators to committees.

In other business. Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery stated that
the implementation and total
enforcement of the new parking
regulations has been moved to Oct.
9 due to the late processing of
parking assignments by the
"parking office.

However, stated Bromery, lots
II, 12, and 13 will temporarily
serve as "open "lots in which
unregistered cars can park until
Oct. 23

Vice Chancellor Robert L.
Gluckstern also addressed the Fac-
Sen and gave an accounting of his
summer study of the ad-
ministration of state universities in

California and Hawaii.

CC Governors

Support UFW
By SHARON HUGHES

The Campus Center Board of

Governors demonstrated their

support of the United Farm
Workers Union (UFW) last night

by approving a motion to "direct

CCSU management to purchase

only UFW Union labelled lettuce".

In the same vein, the Board

approved a motion "to direct CC-

a storage problem) to use if
Teamsters should underbid them
said Campion.
The boycott of non-UFW

processed wine will rule out the
purchase of such wines as Gallo
Napa, Valley Guild for the Blue
Wall, Top of the Campus and
Hatch.

In the case of the wine the

SU management only to purchase boycott will be virtually immediate
UFW Union processed wine. non-UFW wine is removed from
The Board also voted: the shelves and stored until the

-to transfer the sale of bus controversy over the unionization

tickets from the SU candy counter of grape pickers is resolved. But

to the hotel lobby of the CC hotel the lettuce already purchase by CC
-to spend not more than $3,500 Food Services will be used

purchasing drapes for student

Senate and RSO and other groups

-allow the Student Senate
Transit Service to use the furniture

currently in 'heir office until their

new furniture (on order) arrives

"We'd be wise to ban non-UFW
lettuce right now. ..it's a moral
issue. To ban it would be com-
mitting ourselves to social justice.

Not to ban it would be supporting

the tactics employed against them
by the Teamsters.," said Bob
O'DonnrM sponser of the motion.

Board Chairperson Jim Lindsey
agreed with Mc Donnell saying "If

you don't support this issue, I'd

question your sense of social

justice."

The effect of the Board's ruling

will be that the Hatch the Blue Wall

the Coffee Shop and the Top of the

Campus will serve UFW lettuce

(black eagle) exclusively. A
directive by the 15 member student
body has the full force of law so,

the CCSU management or the

Food Services Department when

regardless of union brand.
According to John Hays,

chairperson of the Board's Food
Services Committee, the CC now
buys UFW lettuce whenever it's

available or about 90 per cent of the
time.

The CC Travel Agency, which
sold bus tickets in the SU lost $130
on bus tickets last year. The Board
decided to open up bidding on
space in the CC hotel lobby with

effective profit of $7,100 to the CC
as a whole. They are asking for a
bid but $5,000 must be guaranteed;
the remainder made in profit.

Bus tickets now sold at the SU
candy counter has led to "no
continuity in sales and not the most
professional service," according to

Bud Wilkes of CC management.
The bidder accepted by the

Board will begin to offer services
on November 1st '73 and services
will be expanded to include tickets

for interna. ional airlines,

steamships, appealing student
oriented prices and on the job
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Campus Center Board of Governors left to right: Bob O'Donnell.
Secretary-Treasurer Bill Worden, and Adian Doherty.

bidding for lettuce for the building,
cannot buy Teamsters (iceberg).
During debate. Vice Chancellor

for Business Afairs, Thomas
Campion cautioned the Board
about a possible legal problem in

forbidding a brand of union lettuce.

(Taking all bids and accepting the
lowest) must be followed ac-
cording to Chapter 75, Section 11, of
Massachusetts law (if Teamsters
under bids UFW and you reject)
you'll be in court so fast by the
Teamsters you woi.'t know what
bit you", he said.

Ass't Director of CC Food Ser-
vices, Tony Leslie agreed saying,
"It would-be equal to reverse
discrimination". We can set size
and quality specifications but not
the purchaser."

"Up until the point our actions
are declared illegal we have the
opportunity to publically take a
stand on the issue said Board
member, said Walter Jonas."

Board Chairperson Jim Lindsey
said they can get around the legal
difficulty by not buying any lettuce
at all if UFW lettuce does not offer
the lowest price.

Furthermore, when U^W offers
the lowest price the CC should buy
in huge bulk < if this doesn't present

training in hotel management. The
SU rooms to be furnished with
drapes are the RSO Student Ac-
tivities Office (414, 416, 418), the

Student Senate (420), Student
groups (420, 422, 424, 426, 428),SGA
President ( 430) , Student Attorney
(432), Science Fiction (434),
People's Market and Lecture
(328), Note Service, Dukes Room
(310).

The Student Senate Transit
Service will use the furniture from
their office last year for the next
three months or until the furniture
(now on order) arrives.

Buy A Bike
go to Bermuda

( Your odds are
lin67)

Come to

SPOKE and

SKI LTD.

Rt. 9, Hadtey, MA.

Sonia Sanchez
Speaks On China

By BRIAN COOK
Sister Sonia Sanchez, a nationally and internationally known black

woman playwright, poetess, and editor, will speak on her imprssions of

China in a free public lecture tonight at 8 p.m. in the Converse Assembly
Room at Amherst College.

An associate professor of Black Studies at Amherst College, Sister

Sanchez has tried to convey a common theme of "consciousness of

blackness" throughout her major literary works. Her more well known
poems such as "Homecoming," "We are Badd People," an "It's a New
Day," are all designed to "make black people know that it's cool to be

black."

Having recently returned from an artists' convention to China, she will

be presenting a women's view of that country through slides, motion

pictures, and a diary of prose interviews which she prepared while there.

Sister Sanchez has lectured and read her poetry in hundreds of colleges

throughout the United States and the Carribbean. She notes that many
people in America became "uptighl in the early 1960's when we (black

people) started to recognize ourselves and demonstrate our presence,"

and she seeks to keep this consciousness alive so that all blacks will "see

how much more they are and can be."

Her most acclaimed play, "Sister Sonji," helped establish her as one of

the first widely recognized black women playwrights. Recent works to be

released soon, including her first record of poetry and a children's book,

which contain such titles as "Love Poems" and "Blues Book For Blue

Black Magical Women." Several national magazines and reviews have
carried her articles and writings. She is currently editor-at-large for

"Journal of Black Poetry" and "Black Theatre."
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Fall's Foliage Flourishes
(Continued from P. 1)

empty car can become your
traveling home. Wine and cheese,
a few apples and some nutritious

bread make an excellent traveling

meal. A thermos of hot boullion

rolled in a sleeping bag is helpful

as many trips may see more than
one sunrise. Once you're in the car,

home is where your heart is. The
fresh air, ever changing view, non-
polluting, non-traffic, non-tourist,

non-commercial ride is here and
it's free.

For the best field of vision, sit

about three feet inside the doorway
on the far right. This way you can
see what is coming and enjoy a
particular scene for the longest

time.

It is also important as rail riding

is illegal. You can usually see a

police car or any enforcement

officer before you are noticed.

Quickly move to the front of the car

and you'll never be seen. Railroad

workers do not check empty cars.

If the train stops anywhere but at a

large rail yard, you are safe. If you

think your car is being shifted to

another train, get off when stopped

and check out the situation. Be
careful of any moving cars from all

directions. Although it is unlikely a
railyard worker will see you, be
polite if you find yourself within the

mans grasp and explain your
purpose for riding.

Another manner of railriding is

colder and physically more
straining but more enjoyable for

the daring types. One can lie on the

top of the train. It is not suggested
to stand as the train constantly
shifts and jumps. You can lie back
and view the fading autumn sun or

pretend you are Evil Knieval.
Bridges and tunnels are a danger,
but drop wires before those ob-

stacles usually alert the rail rider

in advance. The wires hang at the
clearance level ; if the clearance is

too low, the rider merely climbs

down the ladder near him.
The rider can have lunch on the

roof, but should be familiar with
the route before opening the
baggies, as the difficulties of

climbing down a ladder with full

hands could result in one's loosing

a sandwich or life.

The major railroads from

Amherst area are the Boston and
Maine, and the Central Vennonl
They both have stations in

Amherst. A good route from
Amherst would be to hop a ride to

Millers Falls, Mass. and either to

stay on the train (B&M) as it goes

direct to White River Junction with

connecting points to New Hamp
shire and Canada or go west. The
B&M connects the east-west route

at Millers Falls, Boston or

Mechanicville, NY., are possible

destinations. For the best foliage,

take the ride to New York state.

The Central Vermont Railway,
Inc. passes through such nice

places as Vernon, Windsor, South

Royalton, Braintree, Roxbury,
Richmond and continues north to

Montreal.

Rail riding can be safe and en-

joyable if the rider uses common
sense. It is a great way to enjoy the

foliage and to be transported from
one place to another. Give it a try.

Maybe you UMies could replace

joint rolling contests as the great

American college student pastime.
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STUDENT SENATE NOMINATION PAPERS

HAVE BEEN EXTENDED UNTIL

9 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 30

for all seats.

There are vacant seats in the following areas:

Baker Mary Lyon
Chadbourne Thatcher
Van Meter South Crayson
Leach J.F.K. Middle
Washington Middle Melville
New Africa House Adams-T-5 *

JQA Middle

SQA Upper
Cance
McKimmie
Commuters

Nomination papers are available in

Room 420, Student Union

If no one runs, then you will not be represented
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. In The Nation And The World

SANTIAGO, Chile -Rifle-toting Chilean soldier stands by as army nurses and a volunteer give
haircuts to two long-haired inmates at the national soccer stadium in Santiago. Chile. Hippy hairstyles
are frowned upon by the new military regime in Chile. Suspected leftists are being held at the stadium
following their coup.

Junta Executes Ex-official,

Relaxes Curfew
By WILLIAM R. LONG
Associated Press Writer

SANTIAGO, Chile ( AP)-A firing squad executed
the former leftist governor of Talca yesterday
after he was convicted of killing a policeman and
attempting to blow up a dam.
The victim was identified by the military

government as German Castro Rojas He was the
first high official of the former regime of
President Salvador Allende to go before a firing
squad. The execution took place in Talca, 140
miles south of Santiago.

A military communique also said a 26-year-old
man, Teovaldo Saldiva Villalon, was executed in

the town of Quillota, 60 miles west of Santiago. It

said he was arrested Sept. 17 and found guilty of
taking part in an extremist attack on a police
patrol.

The two men were the 9th and 10th persons to be
executed after summary courts-martial since the
armed forces overthrew the Allende government
in a bloody coup Sept. 11.

Meanwhile, military authorities relaxed a strict
curfew, leaving Chileans free for the first time
since the coup to take evening strolls and go out to
dinner.

The curfew, enforced by soldiers and police with
submachine guns, had emptied Santiago streets
daily at 8 p.m., earlier than the normal Chilean
dinner hour. On Thursday it was moved back to 10
p.m., a major step toward normalizing life in this
battered capital.

The military government continued to raid
homes, offices and factories in a hunt for pockets

of leftist resistance. But the ruling junta sought to

assure Chileans that everything is in order.

The junta, which seized power violently from
Marxist President Salvador Allende, also an-

nounced that beef will be available in Santiago
butcher shops this weekend.
Santiago residents have not been able to buy

beef, except on the black market, for months.
Long lines formed daily for buying other scarce
items such as bread, cigarettes and cooking oil.

The ousted Allende government had blamed the

shortages on right-wing sabotage, while anti-

Marxists said inefficiency and corruption in

Allende's government were the causes.

Carlos Hohmann, a retired government had
blamed the shortages on right-wing sabotage,
while anti-Marxist said inefficiency and
corruption in Allende's government were the
causes.

Carlos Hehmann, a retired government employe
who opposed Allende, said that since the coup
there has been "a fundamental difference in the

distribution of food. There is more abundance."

But breadlines still can be seen around the city.

For many leftists, the coup has meant im-
prisonment or hiding.

Authorities have rounded up thousands of

suspected leftists and held them in the National
Stadium. The junta's director of protocol, Tobias
Barros, said about 1,000 persons have taken refuge
in different embassies in Santiago. He said about
500 Chileans have been given safe conduct out of
the country.

Senate Blocks Navy Sub Funds
By HARRISON HUMPHRIES

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate

refused yesterday to block the
Navy's full speed ahead schedule
for development and production of
a $13 billion fleet of Trident sub-
marines.
By a 49 to 47 vote, the Senate

turned down an amendment to a
$21 billion weapons authorization
bill to stretch out production two
years and delay completion of the
first of 10 of the larger vessels by
two years.

The Navy proposes to get the
first of the 540-foot submarines,
equipped with a new longer range
4,000-mile Trident missile ready
for launching by 1978.

At the White House, deputy press

secretary Gerald L. Warren said

President Nixon was "extremely
gratified" with the rejection of the

Trident amendment. Warren also

restated the President's delight

with the defeat of a move Wed-
nesday to cut U.S. troop strength in

Europe.
The Trident slowdown was

proposed by Sens. Thomas J.

Mclntyre, D-N.H.,and Peter H.

Dominick, R-Colo., senior mem-

bers of the Senate Armed Services
subcommittee on research and
development.
They argued that the Navy plan

to pull all 10 Trident submarines
under construction before the first

can be tested in operation risks,

without military justification,

costly engineering errors.

Mclntyre referred the senate to
cost overruns on the abandoned
Cheyenne Helicopter and the Fill
and C5A military aircraft as
examples of proceeding with
production before research,
development and testing is com-
pleted.

Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-
Wash., defended the accelerated
Navy schedule as justified both
from the standpoint of cost and the
threat of recent Russian successes
in nuclear weapon technology.
A two-year stretch out in the

Trident program, he said, would
cost the taxpayers an extra billion

dollars, not counting inflation.
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Gas Stations Protest

Price Ceilings
By BOB MONROE

Associated Press Writer

About half of the service stations in St. Louis were closed yesterday in

the latest protest over Phase 4 retail gasoline price ceilings. More
protests were set for this weekend.

Station operators everywhere were awaiting the Cost of Living

Council's announcement on ceiling price increases expected Friday. One
source close to the council said it would be 1 or 2 cents a gallon.

But dealers also want new rules that would permit them to pass on to

customers any future increase in wholesale prices. The council was said

to be weighing such changes.

"If they come out with anything less than a pass-through of the

wholesale cost and an increase in the ceiling price of one cent, they

haven't done anything," said Charles Binsted, president of the National
Congress of Petroleum Retailers.

"Anything less than that is going to be looked at with great disfavor by
the nation's dealers," Binsted said in an interview. "I can tell >. u that

because I've talked with many of them around the country in the last

couple of days."

A protest in Manchester, N.H., appeared about ended after two-thirds

of the stations had closed earlier this week. All but six reopened Thrusday
after Gov. Meldrim Thomson agreed to press for ceiling price increases.

Bill Victory, president of the 600-member Evergreen Service Station

Association, said he hoped that 80 per cent of the 1,000 Seattle area
stations woJd be shut down this weekend.
A protest in western New York state was expected to involve about half

of the dealers from noon Friday until Monday morning.
About 700 dealer members of the Long Island Gasoline Retailers

Association voted almost unanimously Wednesday night to shut down
unless the Phase 4 controls are lifted, but set no date for the closing.

Festival Held, Fighting Continues

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) -Predictions of rebel raids

failed to keep Phnom Penh's
citizens from spending the Bud-
dhist Festival of the Dead Thur-
sday in a whirl of social activity

and prayer for departed ancestors.

South of the capital the military

command eported an offensive

against an estimated 400 an-
tigovernment rebels and North
Vietnamese commandos.
Co. Am Rong, the chief com-

mand spokesman, said fighting

erupted about one mile northeast
of Kompong Kantuot off Highway
38, which forms a rough southern
defensive line for Phnom Penh.
The clash occurred about 14 miles
southwest of the capital.

To the north, fighting was
reported at Muk Kampuol. Field
reporters said infiltrators may be
moving into the area, some 10
miles northeast of Phnom Penh on
the eastern banks of the Tonle Sap
River.

Just across the Tonle Sap River
from Muk Kampuol is Prek Phnou,

site of a Cambodian military fuel

depot which has been the target of

several unsuccessful sapper at-

tacks in past years.

Highway 5, Phnom Penh's road
to the rice paddies of Batambang
Province, and Highway 4, the

capital's road to the sea, remained
cut by insurgent forces.

In South Vietnam, a Viet Cong
broadcast said communist-led
forces had thwarted a Saigon
government land grab in the

central highlands. They have
pinned down and were "heavily
punishing" 30 battalions of

government troops, the broadcast
said.

Liberation radio accused the

government of triggering new
warfare by sending troops against
areas held by the Viet Cong in a

"blatant land grab" contrary to

provisions of the cease-fire.

The Saigon troops were defeated
and driven back, the radio said,

even though they had the support
of planes, artillery and tanks.

Parking Decals To Be Mailed

Most parking assignments have now been made. Parking decals are
being mailed only to students, staff and faculty members with a home
address (as indicated on your application) in Western Massachusetts
(telephone area code 413). Other persons should pick up their decal in

person, with identification, at the Parking Office, 103 Hampshire House.

BUDGET PROBLEM?
Meals Served:
Monday through Friday
4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

99
entree, vegetable,

potato
roll & butter

Hatch

Student Union

INIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Outer Space News . . .

Soviets Launch Manned Test Flight
By ROGER LEDD1NGTON
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW (AP)-The Soviet Union launched its

first manned space flight in more than two years
yesterday, sending two cosmonauts on a test
mission in a new Soyuz craft that was powered into
earth orbit.

The Soyuz 12 spaceship was launched on a two-
day flight from the Soviet space center at
Baikonur on the Kazakhstan plains in central
Asia, Tass news agency announced.
Soyuz 12 carries two rookie spacemen, Lt. Col.

Vasily Lazarev, the commander, and flight

engineer Oleg Makarov.
The craft is an "improved" version of the Soyuz

ship in which three cosmonauts were killed at the
end of the last manned Soviet mission in 1971.

Tass said the mission will include "com-
prehensive checking and testing of the improved
flight systems, further testing of the process of
manual and automatic control in various flight

conditions."

The soviet launching came just two days after
three American astronauts returned from a
record 59 Ms-day flight in space aboard Skylab 2.

The previous Soyuz 11 mission ended in disaster
on June 30, 1971, when the three-man crew died on
return to earth because the craft's hatch failed to
close properly after undocking from the orbiting
salyut 1 space laboratory.

The Soyuz craft was sent back for

redesign. Last April the Soviets launched another
space lab and planned to send a new manned Soyuz
vehicle to dock with it.

But the orbiting laboratory broke up in space
and the manned mission was scratched.
Western space experts reported at least one

other Soyuz mission in the past year has failed, but
the Russians have not confirmed this.

Tass said cosmonauts Lazarev and Makarev
were "feeling well and the craft's onboard
systems were functioning well."
Tass said the cosmonauts would make spec-

tographic studies of various sections of the earth
to obtain "data for the solution of economic
problems." It did not elaborate.
The announcement of the flight was unusual in

that it specified the expected length of the flight.

The duration of earlier flights was never revealed
in advance.
The Soyuz craft is scheduled to take part in a

1975 joint space mission with an Apollo vehicle of
the United States.

Some American scientists have indicated the
United States expects a successful Soyuz mission
before American astronauts will be sent to

maneuver and dock in space with the Russian
ship.

Breaking with previous procedures, the Soviets
announced the launching of Soyuz 12 only two
hours after liftoff. In the past, such space an-
nouncements have been delayed at least eight
hours until the space team at Baikonur was sure of
a successful launch.
Some American scientists involved in the joint

1975 flight have criticized the Russians for
withholding details of their space program.
Russians can get far more details on U.S. space

missions by just watching American television.
Moscow television restricted its coverage of the

Soyuz 12 mission to a few seconds of film on the
launch and shots of the two crewmen in training
sessions.

Moscow radio broadcast a short conversation
between the ground control station and the or-
biting spacecraft. Lazarev said, "All is going well,
the mood is cheerful and we feel as if we were in
the training system."

Shades Of Watergate

Skylab Astros Prepare For Trip Home
SAN DIEGO. Calif. (AP)-The Skylab 2

astronauts underwent another medical
examination aboard the USS New Orleans
yesterday and prepared to fly home to Texas for a
reunion with their wives.

Astronauts Alan L. Bean, Jack R. Lousma and
Owen K. Garriott are making a recovery from
their 59 Vfe days in the weightlessness of space
that's "just short of amazing," doctorssaid. But
the three are "still a little weak on their feet, as
you would expect."

Dr. Edward Burchard, one of several doctors
examining the astronauts, said, "They all feel fine

and look good."
The astronauts were to leave the New Orleans

later Thursday and go to nearby North Island

Naval Station to board a C140 Air Force transport
for a flight to Ellington Air Force Base, near
Houston.
The transport was to arrive at Ellington about 7

p.m. EDT.
The astronauts were to spend last night at home,

but their children won't be there.

The spacemen are under a week-long limited
quarantine designed to protect them from in-

fection. Doctors are concerned that they lost some
of their natural immunity to disease during their
long space voyage.
Bean, Garriott and Lousma returned from

history's longest space voyage Tuesday, splashing
down in the Pacific Ocean after almost two
months aboard America's space station.

Judges May Testify Against Troy
BOSTON ( AP) — District Court

Chief Jusice Franklin Flashner is

one of 36 persons who may be
summonsed to testify in the ouster
hearing against Dorchester
Municipal Court Judge Jerome P.
Troy.

The hearing starts Monday
before the Executive Council.
Atty. Lawrence O'Donnell,

Troy's counsel, submitted 35
names, including Flashner's, to the
council at the 5 p.m. deadline
Thursday. These are individuals
the disbarred jurist wants sub-
poenaed, but the council has
reserved the right to veto any of

the names.
In the meantime, it was

disclosed that O'Donnell was
notified of this in a letter from
Robert F. Oberkoetter, executive
secretary of the council. There had
been no previous mention of this at

any council session, where rules

for the ouster ordered by Gov.
Francis W. Sargent were
discussed.

The legislature "addressed"
Sargent to fire Troy, and council

ratification is required.

The list includes several other

judges besides Flashner. There is

also one reporter, William R. Cash
of The Boston Globe.

Judges include Paul King,
fulltime associate on the Dor-

chester court; Richard C. Woods
and James J. Mellen of the

Charlestown district court;

Margaret C. Scott of the Dor-

chester court; Elwood S.

McKenney of the Roxbury
Municipal Court; and Joseph
Feeney of the South Boston court.

Others include Troy's brother.

Robert K Trovof Duxbury. former

Lt. Gov. Francis X. Bellotti, and
Donald Conn, a former Republican
nominee or attorney general.

Several of the other prospective
witnesses testified at proceedings
that led up to the order of the

Supreme Judicial Court on July 26

that disbarred Troy and enjoined
him from sitting as a judge. This
resulted in the legislative address
and the pending removal action.

The court based its decision on
six offenses it considered ex-

tremely serious and related to

many of the controversies with
which Troy became embroiled in

during his 11 years on the bench.

He was appointed by former
Gov. John A. Volpe, reportedly at

the behest of Councillor Patrick J.

McDonough, D-Boston. Troy had
been campaign manager for

Volpe's unsuccessful Democratic
opponent two years earlier.

Among the complaints noted by
the Supreme Court was the action

of a court officer operating a
bulldozer at a creek Troy was
filling at Tenean Beach in Dor-
chester. This job was supposedly
performed during regular court
time.

Murphy of

Mooney of

J. Wall of

Other witnesses on Troy's list

include : Boston Assessor Theodore
V. Anzalone; Rose S. Vincola of

East Boston; Michael Manzi of

Methuen; Donald Carvin of

Sharon; Melvin Cohen of Canton;
Francis H. Maher of West Rox-
bury; Matthew T. Connolly of

Nev/ton, and Robert P. Manion of

Dorchester.

Also, William H.

Milton ; Joseph P.

Revere; Benjamin
Milton ; James T. Buckley of West
Roxbury; John Smoot of Dor-
chester; George Littlewood of

Waltham; John Noble of Scituate;

Robert Childs of Dorchester;
Michael Farrington of Milton;
Charles Gritch Jr. of Marshfield;
Arnold Felton of Boston; John H.
Maloney and William J. Vaughan
of the Dorchester court; Joseph
Hennelly of Arlington; Owen Brock
of Charlestown and Michael
Emerson, whose address wasn't
immediately available.

CongressmenFear Pressure
By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASINGTON (AP) - The Justice Department lawyer thought the
request was all right, but the congressman was squirming as if his phone
call might be considered improper.
Over and over, the congressman insisted he wasn't trying to pressure

anyone. Then he asked the lawyer meekly if he could tell him the status of
a case affecting a constituent.

Before Watergate, said the lawyer relating the incident, the
congressman would not have been so careful to avoid the appearance of

pressure. Nor would the lawyer have been required to write a memo
about the phone call, filing one copy in his personal records and another
in the case records.

All Justice Department officials now are required to keep such records
as one step in Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson's campaign to erase the
public impression, festered by Watergate and related scandals, that the
government acts when powerful people pull strings.

All Justice Department officials now are required to keep such records
as one step in Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson's campaign to erase the
public impression, fostered by Watergate and related scandals, that the
government acts when powerful people pull strings.
The regulation requires each department employee to keep a written

record of oral communications with anyone he would not normally deal
with in the routine handling of lawsuits, investigations and other pending
matters.

Richardson said that includes members of Congress and their em-
ployes, White House and other government officials, and private in-

dividuals not directly involved in the matter. He said it does not include
newsmen.

J. Stanley Pottinger, assistant attory general, said the number of
outsiders approaching his civil rights division office has declined but
probably not because of the order itself.

"If I got many of these calls, I would regard this memo business as a
nuisance," said Irving Jaffe, acting assistant attorney general in charge
of the civil division. "But I don't eet many. It hasn't been burdensome."

"It's the kind of thing most of us would make a memo of anyway," said
Henry E. Peterson, assistant attorney general in charge of the criminal
division.

Pottinger reported a total of 73 calls to his division, including one from
a member of Congress, 21 from congressional staff members, 11 from
pressure groups, and 32 from federal, state and local officials and private
citizens.

Chavez-Teamsters

Possible Agreement
By ROBERT A. DOBKIN

AP Labor Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Farm labor leader Cesar Chavez concluded

negotiations with Teamsters officials yesterday amid indications of a

tentative agreement to end their bitter organizing fight in California's

grape and lettuce fields.

The AFL-CIO issued a brief statement saying the talks had ended and
that an announcement wasexpected Friday.

"The parties completed three days of negotiations and have made
progress towards a resolution of the issues," an AFL-CIO spokesman
said. "The AFL-CIO negotiators will report back to their principals and
we expect an announcement tomorrow."
No details were disclosed, but the statement indicated all that

remained was final approval from AFL-CIO President George Meany
and Teamsters President Frank E. Fitzsimmons.
Labor sources close to the negotiations also supported that view but

would give no details.

Chavez immediately flew back to California and could not be reached
for comment. A Teamsters spokesman declined comment.
Fitzsimmons also met on several occasions with Meany in an effort to

forge an acceptable settlement.

The latest talks were held behind closed doors in a Wahington hotel.

Among those present in addition to Chavez were UFW general counsel

Jerry Cohen and Einar O. Mohn, in charge of Teamsters affairs on the

West Coast. Representing the AFL-CIO were J. Albert Woll, the

federation's legal counsel ; Joseph Keenan, International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers president; and Paul Hall, Seafarers International

Union president.

Any agreement for ending jurisdictional fight is likely to call for the

Teamsters to surrrender some or all of their contracts with grape and
lettuce growers who previously signed wth Chavez' union. It is also ex-

pected to include an agreement by Chavez allowing Meany or other top

AFL-CIO officials to arbitrate any disputes involving UFW contracts with

the growers.

Whether such an agreement would bring peace to the fields is unclear,

however. Similar peace talks in 1971 produced a "no raiding" agreement
between the two unions. But that expired last March and since then the

Teamsters signed contracts with several table grape and lettuce growers
who previously signed with the UFW.
Less of the pacts reduced the number of dues-parying UFW members

to less than 10,000 from a high of 60,000.

Chavez i esponded by ordering hundreds of pickets into the grape fields

this past summer in an effort to halt the harvest. He also began a

nationwide boycott of table grapes to bring added economic pressure on

the growers, whom he accused of signing "sweetheart" deals with the

Teamsters. _^__^_^^___---_1_____--___^-___
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WITNESSED SHOOTINGS IN CHILE-Mr. and Mrs. Adam
Garrett-Schesch, graduate students at the University of Wisconsin,
talk to newsmen at Miami International Airport after a night from
Santiago, Chile. They said they were held prisoner in Chile and had
witnessed the assassination of 400 to 500 prisoners after the Sept 11
coup.

Man Tried In Slaying

Arrested With Bomb
By JERRY ESTILL

Associated Press Writer
• NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Byron
De La Beckwith, tried twice but
never convicted in the 1963 murder
of civil rights leader Medgar
Evers, was* arrested yesterday as
he drove into New Orleans with a
ticking time bomb that was set to

go off later in the day.
Acting on information, New

Orleans police intelligence officers
were waiting for Beckwith and
stopped him as he drove into the
city limits at about 3 a.m. In ad-
dition to the dynamite time bomb,
police said Beckwith carried three
rifles, a pistol, several boxes of
ammunition and the barrel from a
50-caliber machine gun.
Officers said the bomb, con-

taining "a large amount" of
dynamite, was preset to explode
some time within 12 hours of when
it was found. They would not place
an exact time.

A spokesman said police have a
theory on what Beckwith was
planning to do with the bomb.
They declined to reveal the
theory, saying that to do so would
be commenting on the evidence.
Federal authorities said they

would charge Beckwith with
violation of a section of the Gun
Control Act of 1968 which forbids
possession of an explosive device.

In a brief news conference at
Parish Prison, Beckwith, a 52-

year-old Greenwood, Miss.,
salesman, said. "I was coming to
New Orleans to sell china."
Asked about the dynamite in the

time bomb, he replied, "I'll just

say a lot of dynamite is used in the
Delta to blow up any stumps in

New Orleans.

A police spokesman refused to

give any details about what led
them to the arrest, or about what

Try it For Lunch

20% OFF
Mon. - Fri.

11 a.m. -2p.m.

Kentucky Fried

had caused intelligence officers to
be involved, except to say they had
information that Beckwith was
coming to New Orleans to commit
a crime.
At a bond hearing in Criminal

District Court, Beckwith was
booked on state charges of
aggravated assault, carrying a
concealed weapon and attempted
aggravated arson.
As Beckwith looked on,

Magistrate Robert Collins asked
the basis of the arson charge. A
spokesman for the district at-
torney's office said he did not
know, but it must be valid since
intelligence officers "very, very
rarely make arrests."
Police said later that the in-

telligence unit specializes in
subversive activities, civil rights,
and organized crime.
Beckwith was ordered held on

$8,500 bond on the state charges,
and he immediately began efforts
to raise it. However, before he
could post the necessary $8500 to
get a bonding company to bail him
out, federal officals asked the state
to hold Beckwith for them in

connection with the explosives.
Asked if the arrest by in-

telligence officers had anything to
do with the recent announcement
that a person or persons had
planned to kill President Nixon in
New Orleans, a spokesman said,
"No."
Beckwith appeared somewhat

thinner than he did 10 years ago
when he was tried twice in the
Medgar Evers murder case in
Jackson, Miss.

Board Says Hunt Crash

Caused By Pilot Error
By JAY PERKINS

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Chicago plane crash

that killed a congressman and the wife of convicted

Watergate defendant E. Howard Hunt was caused by

pilot error-not by sabotage, the National Tran-

sportation Safety Board said Thursday.

Foify-three of the 61 passengers and crew mem-
bers died when the United Air L ines jet crashed into a

residential area near Chicago's Midway Airport.

Two other persons on the ground were killed in the

crash and in the resulting fire. Five homes were
destroyed.

Among those killed in the crash last Dec. 8 were
Rep. George W. Collins, D-Ill., and CBS newswoman
Michele Clark.

The safety board said the probable cause of the

accident was "...the captain's failure to exercise

positive flight management." This resulted, the

board concluded, in the plane losing its air speed and
going into a stall on a landing attempt.

The board said it found no evidence of sabotage or

foul play in connection with the crash. Chicago legal

researcher Sherman Skolnick had claimed the plane
was sabotaged because, he claimed, 12 of the

passengers were directly linked with Watergate.
He said some of those passengers had documents

on them that linked President Nixon and former Atty.

Gen. John Mitchell with Watergate. Mrs. Hunt had
$ 10,000 in $ 100 bills in her purse when she died
The safety board, noting the "allegations of foul

play which have been injected into the nblidtv
surrounding this accident," said it foi" .d

"
n

evidence of any medical condition that would have
incapacited the crew or of any interference with the
crew in the performance of their duties.

'The fina.ng of elevated levels of carbon monoxide
and cyanide in some of the victims was consistent
with death due to smoke inhalation in the conditions
existing during the post-crash fire." he board added
The statement referred to autopsies that showed

traces of cyanide and carbon monoxide in the blood
streams of some of the victims. The two chemicals
are formed when wool, cotton, paper or plastic
decompose during fires. Traces of the chemicals
have been found in victims of other aircraft fires.

The board said its investigation showed the aircraft
and its engines and flight controls were airworthv at
the time of the accident.

It said the plane's captain had called for tr first
and second officers to read out a checklist whiie the
plane was approaching the runway.
This meant the first officer could not make "any of

the required altitude callouts," the board said, "nor
does it appear that he was monitoring air speed and
rate of descent."

Man Shoots Himself, Another,
Fires At Talk Show Host
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A young man fired

shots at a KGO radio talk show host in a bullet-proof
streetside studio Thursday, shot another man, then
turned the gun on himself, a KGO spokesman
reported.

Dave Chase of the KGO news department said the
man attempted to shoot through the bullet-proof glass
at show host Jim Dunbar, but found the window
impenetrable.
Dunbar had just finished interviewing Rep. Jerome

Waldie, D-Calif., when the shooting occurred, the
studio said. Waldie was not in the booth during the
shooting, officials said.

Chase said the gunman tried to enter the station
lobby and shot Ben Munson, a KGO salesman, three
times in the back with a .22-caliber Colt automatic
pistol.

The gunman then sprinted down a street, reloaded
and shot himself, Chase said.
San Francisco General Hospital reported that both

the gunman, identified as Lawrence Kwong, 25, of
San Francisco, and Munson were in critical condition

and undergoing surgery.
Fireman Morris Murray, on duty across the street

from the radio station, said he saw a man standing
outside Dunbar's bullet-proof booth. He said he was
standing there for "quite some time, then he pulled a
gun and fired once at the window. When he saw it was
bullet-proof, he ran inside the building A man rushed
out into the lobby and he shot him four or five times."

"I had a premonition that guy was dangerous" said
Waldie, a declared gubernatorial candidate.
Waldie said he had left the station and was two

blocks away in his car when he heard shots and
Dunbar on his car radio saying, "I've been shot at

."

"His standing there was ominous enough so we both
took note of him," Waldie said of the gunman.
Waldie said he turned to Dunbar during a com-

mercial and remarked, "I don't like the looks ot that
guy. He looks like he's on drugs."
"We're okay. There's five inches of bullet-proof

glass between us," Waldie quoted Dunbar as saying.
Waldie said the young man was "shaking, staring

and didn't react to anything."

Cavalieri Murder Trial RecessedNEW BEDFORD, Mass. (AP)-
The judge's bench is a wheelchair
in Bristol Superior Court, where
Edward S. Lykus, 20, of Woon-
socket, R. I., is on trial for a kidnap-
murder.
Superior Judge James P.

McGuire resumed the trial
Thursday in a wheelchair, after a
two-day recess during which he
was in a hospital for further
treatment for broken ribs.

He was injured in fall last
Saturday and was hospitalized
then.

On Monday he resumed the trial
but recessed at noon when he
reported he was in pain.
Lykus is charged with the kid-

naping and slaying of Paul
Cavalieri, 13, of North Attleboro,
who disappeared last Nov. 2. His

*L
Wa

!i?
Und S0me weeks later Tnursday to grant a defense

tk
Wk^S

i
motion to strike the testimony of

i tie boy s family, meanwhile seven witnesses who testified last
paid $50,000 ransom. week that the voice they heard on
Judge McGuire declined tapes was that of Lykus
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New Tried
For Editor
NEW HAVEN AP) - The Con-

necticut Circuit Court's appellate
division has ordered a new trial for
an underground newspaper editor
who published an off-color drawing
bearing President Nixon's name.
The judge erred in not requiring

the prosecution to prove that Jack
Hary, editor of the University of
Hartford paper, was motivated by
malice, the three-judge panel ruled
unanimously in a decision released
yesterday.

Hardy was convicted of criminal
libel in the state Circuit Court for

printing a drawing of a fist with an
upraised, phallus-like middle
finger. The name Richard M.
Nixon was inscribed under it.

The drawing was published in

the "Liberated Press," an un-
derground paper published weekly
at the university. It appeared Nov.
13, 1968, nine days after Nixon was
elected to his first term as
president.

Judge William S. Ewing Jr.

concluded that the drawing was
offensive, abusive and indecent,

and that the state was not required

to prove that its publication was a
malicious act, a necessary element
in most libel cases involving a
public official.

The appellate division, however,
ruled that two landmark U.S.
Supreme Court cases have
established that a person charged
with either civil or criminal libel of

a public official must be shown to

have acted in malice.

"It was error for the trial court

to rule that malice could be implied

from the fact of publication,"

Judge David N. Jacobs wrote in the

decision.

The appeals court ordered a new
trial.

The two cases he cited were New
York Times versus Sullivan, in-

volving an advertisement
published in the Times concerning

an Alabama police commissioner,

and Garrison versus Louisiana,

which extended the so-called "New
York Times Rule" to criminal

libel.

The appellate division added that

"we are not unmindful of the un-

popular and distasteful actions

which have been, and will continue

to be, immunized by the con-

stitutional guarantees of freedom
of speech and the press."

But it added that "we measure
the survival and success of liberty

in part by the diversity of opinions

and modes of expression en-

tertained by our citizens and
fostered by our constitution."

Hardy argued in his trial that he

was entitled to publish the drawing

by the First Amendment, which
guarantees free speech and press.

He also fought the charge on the

basis of the due-process clause of

the 14th Amendment.
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working together and
discussing, members have
done for the people of the

University. All and any
students who have something
to say want to be heard are
invited to join.

HELP!!

MEN WANTED TO DO

SERVICE

for Campus

and Community.

Only a desire to help others

is necessary

If interested, please

come to Rm. 905-9

C.C., 8 p.m., Oct. 1, 3.
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"Slow down, you move to fast-vou got to make the morning last."

Who Is The Real Lulu Belle?
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) - Virginia

Streavel turns off the roles of

housewife and mother by
becoming a clown in her own world
of make believe.

Seated at her dining room table,

Mrs. Streavel turns herself into a

happiness merchant.
"I'm beginning to feel like Lulu

Belle," she said, rubbing white

makeup onto her face.

She added big, wide, red lips, a

few freckles and big, floppy eye
lashes and donned a costume
featuring gay pantaloons.

"I feel different," she said. "My

character changes." Lulu Belle

twirled in a pirouette. "Now I'm
Lulu Belle. I'm a clown. I feel like a
little girl."

Mrs. Robert Streavel, 50, had
disappeared. She no longer was a
housewife and a mother of three,

but Lulu Belle, a happiness clown
well-known around Dayton.

Mrs. Streavel often disappears.

Sometimes she's Lulu Belle.

Sometimes she's Hazel the Witch.

Sometimes Mae West. Twice a
year she's the Easter Bunny and
Santa Claus.

Women Arraigned
In Baby's Murder
SALEM, Mass. ( AP) — Janice Goulet, 27, of Salem was committed to

the state hospital at Danvers Thursday for observation when arraigned

on a charge of murder in connection with the strangulation of the 17-

month-old son of a couple who befriended her.

Miss Goulet entered no plea at her arraignment. She is to undergo
psychiatric observation at the hospital.

Police said Mrs. Edmond Nakis found her baby dead with a scarf

knotted around his neck when she returned home Wednesday from
visiting her husband at Salem Hospital.

Officers said she left the baby in the care of Miss Goulet, a friend whom
she had permitted to live in the house.

"I enjoy making people smile,"

she said. "I'm really not
professional. One of the biggest

thrills I've ever had is working
with the clowns at the Shrine

circus. I learned so much."
The clowning life of Virginia

Streavel began 10 years ago when
she dressed up as the Easter
Bunny and visited a Dayton
hospital.

"I got to thinking about those

children in the hospital," she said.

"I knew that they couldn't hunt
eggs or talk to the bunny. So I

thought I would give them
something extra."

Now she returns there each
Easter and each Christmas,
merchandising happiness.

NavyPCW's
Cleared
WASHINGTON (AP* Secretary

of the Navy John vV Warner
dismissed mutiny md other
misconduct charges gainst two
former war prisoners yesterday
but formally censur d them for

"failing to meet tK standards

expected of officers.'

Warner said that evidence
collected in a three .nonth in-

vestigation warranted further
legal steps that might h- e led to

courts-martial trials
r
or Navy

Capt. Walter E. Wilber air4 Marine
Lt. Col. Edison W. Miller, lighest

rankers yet accused of mi conduct
while prisoners of th • North
Vietnamese.

But the Navy secretary jecided

it was more important to spare
other former POWs "the disrup-

tive effects of such proceedings."
As he announced letters of

censure, Warner said that Wilber,

43, of Columbia Crossroads, Pa.,

and Miller, 42, of Newpoi Beach,
Calif., will be retired "in tto? best

interests of the naval service."

Even before Warner ..cted,

Wilber had requested n i'-ment

and Miller, granted 60 er cent

disability, was getting cui of tthe

service on medical grounds, a
Pentagon spokesman
acknowledged. Both men hc.ve

served in uniform about 25 years
and are entitled to retirement with

pensions.

Warner's action leaves charges
pending against four Army nd
Marine Corps enlisted men ac-

cused of misconduct while P( Ws.
They already have been c'eared
once, but new charged were filed

against them in July. Three other

Army enlisted men havr left the

service after being cleared of

similar charges.

The allegations against VVIber

and Miller were filed by Kear
Adm. James B. Stockdalo who
was a senior POW during the > ears

in which they were in captivity.

After Warner's decisior was
announced, the Navy quoted Stock-

dale as saying that the censure and
impending retirement of Wilber
and Miller "adequately serve the

cause of justice."
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Congress Urged To Reject

Medical Ethics Legislation

Authorities Claim Land

Illegally Sold
By CARL C. CRAFT

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Nixon administration,

saying it is doing a good job under existing program,
urged Congress yesterday to reject legislation that
sponsors claim is needed to protect humans in

medical experimentation.
The legislation would establish a national com-

mission within the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare to develop ethical principles and
guidelines to cover biomedical and behavioral
research involving human subjects.
Under the proposals, institutional review boards

would establish a national commission within the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare to
develop ethical principles and guidelines to cover
biomedical and behavioral research involving human
subjects.

Under the proposals, institutional review boards
would set local policies to make sure the research on
humans is safe and is carried out with the patient's
consent.

The proposals were attacked by Dr. Charles C.
Edwards, assistant secretary for health, but were
praised by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., at
House public health subcommittee hearings.
Edwards said he agreed there is a need to protect

human subjects and "we are conducting an
aggressive effort" to do so.

It would be a "serious mistake to replace workable
and effective mechanisms for protecting human
subjects with an untried and unpromising system
such as that proposed," Edwards said.
Kennedy said there* have been many health gains

but "we have also seen the zeal for new knowledge
and the overwhelming desire to utilize the new
technology result in serious medical and ethical

abuses."

Rep. Paul G. Rogers, D-Fla., chairman of the

House subcommittee, said the major bill under
review by his panel has been passed by the Senate as
part of legislation dealing with training and research
grant.

"I am not at all sure that the provisions. . .can fully

guarantee our goal of protecting individuals who
participate in medical research," he said.

The bill would bar research on living human fetuses
or infants until the institutional review boards are
established.

In addition, the legislation provides that no one

LIVERMORE, Maine (AP) —
Authorities say a New York
woman has apparently sold 128

acres of farm land in this central

Maine community, mostly to

unsuspecting New York and New
Jersey residents.

The woman, identified by town
officials as Anne Scripta, owns
only 60 acres, and that has a tax

lien on it, according to authorities.

Livermore Selectman Lowell
Bowles said the woman sold the

land in two-and four-acre parcels.

The town clerk, Mrs. Nellie

Tidswell, said the Scripta property
may be required to participate in a federally funded is actually an old abandoned farm
health service program if doing so would be against
his religious beliefs or moral convictions.
Edwards said existing departmental policy

requires institutioaal review committees in each
location where research is done.

Present methods of protecting the rights of in-

dividuals "have proved to be the most effective
means available," he said.

Provisions of the bill are "inconsistent and un-
workable from a practical point of view," he said.
A commission "would be expected to develop and,

with congressional approval, put in place a
, ,, , ,„>. llusvvn]

regulatory apparatus, including sanctions for said, and th.se lots' appear to be
violators at the same time it is appropriate way to legitimately sold

on a discontinued road. Older
residents here refer to it as the

Carrie Hutchinson place.

The land and a tumbled-down
farmhouse, Mrs. Tidswell said,

was sold to a J. A. Martin of

Brookline, N.Y., in the late 1960's.

In 1969 or 1970, she said, Martin
deeded the property to Anne
Scripta.

Martin is believed to have sold
two lots from the 60-acre property
prior to the transfer, Mrs. Tidswell

regulate the protection of human subjects," he ad-
ded

Rockefeller Inaugurated
As President At W. Va. Wesleyan
Kl( ll.wvnv vu »/« , »i», d „u..* : * l. • .. i WBUCHANNON, W. Va. (AP)

John D. Rockefeller IV, a rich,
aspiring politician turned
academician, will be inaugurated
today as the 12th president of West
Virginia Wesleyan College.
Philadenthropist John D.

Rockefeller III, father of the new
president, will give the principal
speech during formal ceremonies
Friday.

Sen. Charles Percy, R-Ill., and
his wife, parents of the new
president's wife, also will be on
hand, along with delegates from
some 300 colleges and universities
and religious, industrial and labor
union leaders.

Rockefeller, a 36-year-old

Presbyterian, took over in March
as head of the 83-year-old college,

which is affiliated with the United
Methodist Church, and which has
an enrollment of 1,625.

He succeeded Dr. Stanley H.
Martin, who resigned about the
time Rockefeller was losing as the
Democratic candidate against
incumbent Republican Gov. Arch
A. Moore Jr.

Rockefeller had served four
years as secretary of state, and
previously was a member of the
West Virginia House Delegates.
Since his graduation from

Harvard, his only public iden-
tification with higher education
before taking the Wesleyan post

was as a trustee of the University
of Chicago.

Rockefeller, whose nickname
"Jay" became popular during his

political campaigns, firmly refuses
to talk politics with newsmen. He
says he is committed now to

Wesleyan, although many political

observers say he one day will

return to politics, possibly when
the governor s office is up for
grabs again in 1976.

Neither Martin nor the Scripta
woman have paid property taxes to

the town of Livermore, according
to Bowles, and a tax hen has been
placed on the land with ownership,
in effect, reverting to the town.
Bowles said the town will sell the

land by sealed bids after
straightening out the presently-
confused deeds.

Mrs. Tidswell said out-of-state

publications carried ads for the
property, describing it as "two
acres...with scenic beauty in

Maine."
She said some buyers told her

they were told the area was
already developed with streets laid
out, while others said they were

Windfall Paid For Cape Land
TRURO, Mass. (AP) — Falmouth architect and his wife who

established squatters' right to 103.2 acres of land here lat December may
get $200,000 for it from the federal government.
The National Park Service wants to take the land for the Cape Cod

National Seashore.

The land is in two tracts on Prince Valley Road, half way between the
Atlantic Ocean side of Cape Cod and the Massachusetts Bay side
The Boston Globe reported that the John R. Hellman and his wife

processed the land through the office of U.S. Atty. James N. Gabriel and
that a U.S. District Court decision by Judge Francis J. W. Ford granted
them title five days after they applied for it.

Beth Hellman and Gabriel have been active in Republican politics the
Globe said.

The Globe said that the property was appraised at $175,000 two years
ago and that asummg a 10 per cent increase in value each year it now
could be worth $210,000.

The Hellman's claim to have held the land openly and continuously
since 1948, cutting firewood on it and using it for picnics
The Globe reported that since the Hellman claim became known four

families have come forward with deeds granting them the property or
parts of it.

WFCR Continues French Programming

On Thursday, October 4th at 8:30 p.m., the French radio program,
Tout en Francals heard over WFCR ( 88.5 FM) will begin its new season.
The program, which won a devoted audience in its first vear not only in
the Five-College area, but as far north as Putney, Vermont and as far
south as New Haven, has had a change of days and hours, and will now be
heard Thursdays from 8: 30 to 9 p.m. and Sundays from 7 : 30 to 8 p.m.
This year the program will use a magazine format. Although there will

still be interviews and other programs lasting the full half-hour, more
smaller segments, such as reviews of the French and Canadian press,
book reviews and shorter interviews ( many with people in this area) and
musical interludes, are planned. The program received a Faculty
Research Grant this past May with which to acquire new material. But
while abroad this summer, the program's producer, Dr. B. Braude of the
UMass French and Italian Department, was given many programs free
by the French Radio and Television Office (ORTF) as well as by two
private stations in Paris, Europe No. 1 and Radio Television Luxem-
bourg, and by the Radio Suisse Romande in Geneva.
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170 University Drive
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told some chalets had already been
built.

The sales became known when a
number of out-of-staters began
arriving in Livermore this sum-
mer to see their property. The
problems came to light when the
town began to make out property
tax forms.

Maine Atty. Gen. John A. Lund
whose office was asked to in-
vestigate, said that since all
transactions took place outside of
Maine, the matter has been
referred to the U.S. attorney's
office in Portland.

Asst. U.S. Atty. John B.
Wlodkowski said his files show a
1971 federal indictment charging
the Scripta woman with fraud. He
said officials so far have been
unable to locate her.
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Of Interest . . .

Art Design Expands
The UMass department of art has announced the addition of a

design curriculum and the appointment of three faculty members
in the design area.

The new design area will work in an interdisciplinary relation-
ship with the landscape arthicecture and regional planning
department and the Institute for Man and His Environment. The
coordinator is Professor Arnold Friedmann, who formerly headed
the UMass department of textiles, clo;hing and environmental art.

Prof. Friedmann taught undergraduate and graduate design in
the deoartment of interior and environmental design for 17 years at
Pratt institute before coming to UMass. He has published several

major articles and is co-author of "Interior Design" published by
American Elsevier Company.

Prof. Melvin Smith of the American Institute of Architects has
also joined the faculty of the design area in a joint appointment
with the department of landscape architectue and regional plan-
ning.

Difficulty Adjusting?
Are you having difficulty adjusting here at college? Are you

encountering questions rather than answers? Are drugs getting in
the way of things? Are you lonely? If so - PLEASE - get in touch
with someone who knows and cares. Come to "PROJECT RAP"
!

! And rap with Dennis Lucchesi! ! ! !

!

"PROJECT RAP" is a new independent counseling project
under the direction of Dennis Lucchesi, an experienced dude and a
good human being, who might be able to reach you. ( No strings
attached! !

)

"PROJECT RAP" is located on the basement floor of Brown
House (Sylvan Residence Area) across from Suite #12. It is open
Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 2 to 4 in the afternoon and 8
to 12 in the evenings of those same. nights. Saturday and Sunday
hours will be 12 noon to midnight. Tuesday and Thursday times will
be added if the need demands. Drop on down or call "PROJECT
RAP", 546-4557. If no answer, call: 546-5819.

New Career, Counseling Service
The Career Planning and

Placement Service and the
Counseling Center are com-
bining their services under a
new unit. The name of the
merged units is Student
Development and Career
Planning Center. The new
Center will be located in

Berkshire House. The physical

move from their current
locations in Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building ' to

Berkshire House will be ac-

complished during the week of

October 1-5. Except for em-
ployment interview ap-
pointments previously
scheduled, the offices of the
professional staff and the
service operations will be
closed for the entire week of

October 1-5. Full resumption of

services and appointments will

be scheduled for Tuesday,
October 9, 1973, in Berkshire
House.

Public Utilities

Strength Seen

BOSTON (AP)-A legislative

committee said yesterday that it

has given a favorable report to two
measures designed to strengthen

the position of publicly owned and
operated municipal utility com-
panies.

One measure would empower
cities and towns to borrow money
by issuing tax-free revenue bonds.

They are currently restricted to

general-obligation bonds, secured
by pledging the credit of the city or

town.

The other bill would authorize

the establishment of authorities

made up of several towns to share

power facilities.

Similar measures were killed in

the legislature last year.

Comet Comes
From Behind Sun
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (API-

Comet Kehoutek, expected next

January to be the most spectacular

of the century, has emerged from
behind the sun with the expected
brightness, the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory said

Thursday.
A spokesman said the ob-

servatory had received word from
Tsutomu Seki of Kochi, Japan, that

he had photographed the comet low

on the horizon. He estimated
brightness at 11th magnitude, too

faint for the naked eye.

The comet will begin to be
visible in the southwest sky after

sunset early in December and
should be brighter than any star in

the sky Jan. 10-15.

Staff Photo - KmmeU Schmarsow
An as of yet unproposed addition to the UMass Zoo, this creature should really get your goat.

Church Leaders

View Racism

WALTHAM, Mass. (AP)-New
England church leaders banded
together yesterday to set up a
regional task force to confront

racism in the churches of the

region.

A three day conference at the

Stigmatine Monastery in Waltham
concluded with the adoption of a
resolution for creation of the task

force. It was proposed by the black
bishop who is head of the United
Methodist Church in the Boston
area, Bishop Edward A. Carroll.

The task force is to use the

combined efforts of the 75 religious

bodies in New England, including

Jews, Roman Catholics and
Protestants, to develop "effective

educational strategy to eliminate

systematic racism in the churches
of New England."
The Most Rev. Daniel A. Cronin,

Roman Catholic Bishop of Fall

River, was chairman of the con-

ference.

Discount

•tf pal' **

*4.99 t >
teenltu

ia stock

*Hfc (tit ai
1

U Erffffitf HfWi

3,000 ftt it thtk

The
Moc Shoppe

AMHERST
CARRIAGE SHOP
Good through Oct 6

NO DOUBT

IT'S THE CIN MILL

Rte. 181

Bondsville, Ma.

Free Music, beer only a

quarter a glass, or $1.75

for 2 half gallon pitchers.

Cable T.V.

On Sat. & Sun. we feature

steamed clams - steamed in

beer.

zavRe
The Discount Department Store

STUDENTS
SHOP ZAYRE AND SAVE

on all your portonal

and Dorm Hoods

Johnson & Johnson

Shampoo

of all ages
Our Reg. $1.87

Min. 576 per store.

16 oz.

Limit 2
come save 57c
Listerine mouthwash

88' our reg.

1 56

come save 1.17

Pepsodent, Tek or
DuPont toothbrushes

32-oz size. Freshens
hreath limit 1

our reg.

54c each
limit 4

Medium or hard bristle

4 or 88'

tome save 67c
J4J plastic strips

2to- afie our rag.

83c box
70 bandages per box.
limit 2

come save 87c

Sure anti perspirant

for mi* °ur '•«

97c each
6-02. size in regular oi
unscented Limit 2

come save 57c
Crest toothpaste

2 »or 88° ou
'
"9m ww 7Sc each

5 oz. tube cleans
and brightens teeth.

Limit 2

comt save 53c

J* J baby powder

our reg.

1.52

lEveryone loves it' 24 oz
shaker limit 1

come save now
Vaseline Intensive Can

88 our reg.

1 37
15 oz bottle skin pre-
lecting lotion limit 1

come save now
Dial bath soap

5 bars 88" ou
' "9w,r 23c bar

Bacteria fighting 5-oz
bath si?e bars limit 5

come save 69c
Q-tips cotton swabs

2>o,88' our reg

84c each

170 per pack Multi-
purpose swabs limit 2

Comptn . . . j»# can't

* tutor tktrt

UfT9

RTE. 9 HADLEY

(at Amherst Town Line)
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Good Show, Joel

A. "The word was HOT DOG; and we ate it."

"True religion hits the spot; come and get it while

it's hot! " Sorry for the out and out plagiarism from

the National Lampoon and Firesign Theatre's Don't

Crush that Dwarf, Hand Me the Pliers, but both seem

to work in the context of this editorial. What's that got

to do with the price of prunes? one might say. ( Ex-

planation of relevancy of 'prune'-'Prune' satisfies

the state of mental constipation which most of us

suffer from-the cure for the "I don't give a shit!

"

syndrome. Why is "giving a shit" important? If you

don't give a shit, mental constipation ensues, causing

blockage of the sensory systems-which any good

biologist can tell you, is a definite impairment to

BASIC SURVIVAL. More on this in the "B" stanza.)

Well, the prune has to do with the mind deadening

apparatus that strikes us, as noted above. However,

lest the scientists (or the believers in rationalist

thought) feel as though I've left them out in my
previous editorials, let me explain myself right

now...SCIENTISTS ARE THE PROGENITORS OF
THE NEW RELIGION. Nothing original in the

thought pattern, I'll admit that, but look, and let us

float back to the 18th Century and the birth of

Enlightenment, when scientists were running around

like Pavlovian dogs trying to set up some system of

the universe that would counteract the current (at

that time) Church power center. And the scientists,

who were supposed to be investigators-believers in

investigation of "observable phenomena"~became
true believers.

Bob Estelle

They became as dogmatic in their systems of

thought as the Church did. What could not be ob-

served couldn't be explained, and what couldn't be

explained simply didn't exist. Not a search for truth,

really. A power struggle. So, a lot of true scientists,

like a lot of true religious people, bit the dust ac-

cording to current dogma. Einstein had to wait a

long time, and when he died he wasn't even sure he

was right.

B Proofs

"There is nothing to prove". A gasser of a

statement, isn't it? But doesn't it omit all the science

we've come across? Not necessarily. To use a very

old and corny expression, the proof is in the pudding.

Proofs are more involved in religious doctrines, when

you get down to it. How do you prove the theory of

relativity? You don't really prove it; you see it in

operation. You see light. BUT...

Most of the time it gets easier to ignore ob-

servations. Although observations are a function of

the eye, they are also a function of the other senses-

including intuition and spirit. However, it's often

more convenient to neglect fact and accept current

dogma rather than checking it out. Checking out

everything. And that's true religion-and true

science. Until the Pavlovian dogma of the pseudo-

scientist accepts and investigates that, and as soon as

the religious freak begins feeling it all (optimizing

resources, so to speak) , then we'll be on the path to

the absolute. And with 'nothing to prove'.

Gary Gomes is a Collegian Columnist.

I know Jesus freaks. I have had

"Tt
Work

M fibers of the Juan de la Cruz Boycott Committee met
last riday with Vice Chancellor Thomas Campion and

Foo« Services Director Joel Stoneham and, as a result of

that meeting, Campion and Stoneham agreed to stop or-

derin ; iceberg lettuce and table grapes for the dining

com: ons.

Wee \esday night, the Student Senate almost

unan; nously approved the move.
, Student Senate in support of the United Farm ™^£#E&l*SZ
S AFL-C 10 Struggle moves that all iceberg lettuce McDowell and others have spoken

and tc »le grapes be removed from all food services at the f . But i believe that they forgot

Univei ity of Massachusetts after a two week interim something. I'm not a Bible expert

period ,f grace is allowed," read the bill ^£1 EL»lL2?££
Afte: several attempts over the past few years, the have forgotten this. They interpret

to support the UFW was finally made at our State the Bible's prophesies so as to say

on. Hopefully, it will pave the way for statewide

of the United Farm Workers cause. In general, it

ire show of brilliance for both Joel Stoneham and
lent Senate.

y today and tomorrow, students will be picketing

itional stores on Route 9 and in Greenfield, urging

stop stocking non-union lettuce and grapes,

who sympathize with the United Farm Workers

shoulc c S-operate with the picketers and understandingly

accept « e sacrifice of lettuce and grapes with their meals.

Jesus Freaks, Inc.

decisis

institu

suppo
was a

the S: ;

All c*

First ?

them
Thj*

that the second coming of Christ is

drawing near.

But I must remind them that

even they cannot tell when that

time will come. It may be. I am a

Christian. I am not a Protestant. I

am a Roman Catholic. Now I have

to ignore what they say about this

'cause I haven't heard a word

about what they say about the

second coming. But I have come to

my own conclusions about the

subject...

First off. maybe Jesus Christ is

ioi£S OGUur*

coming. But even so, I act as

though the saving of the world
from the anti-Christ was up to me
and I pray as though it were up to

God. I feel that this is the way the

Bible tells people to act. (Yes, I

feel the Bible is the word of God, in

case you're wondering.)

In history, many have felt that

the second coming of Christ was to

be at one time or another. He
hasn't been here yet.

So I feel I have to take it for

granted that he is not coming. Long
before I became a Bircher, I

studied Mc Dowell's way of

thinking. It doesn't help anything.

In my opinion, all this does is

advocate religious neutralism. I'll

get into that in a while.

The John Birch Society, through
its members and staff, have
researched this topic greatly. And
it has been found to be a phony
movement. That is because these

people say that the communist
takeover of the world is God's will

(Death of a Nation by John A.

Stormer). I can't see that. Besides,
even if it is, remember the "Oc-
cupy 'Till I Come" I can't find

where that is but this quote from
Ezekiel 13:17 is close: "Son of

man, I have made three a wat-
chman unto the house of Israel:

therefore hear the word at my
mouth and give them warning

from me."
This says that true Christians

should warn the Naive about the

conspiracy, if they have the

knowledge. The John Birch Society

has that knowledge to warn these

people. The founder of the society,

Robert Welch, believes that if

Americans know the truth about

the conspiracy to bring an anti-

Christ to rule, that the spreading of

the truth about this conspiracy can

stop it. I agree wholeheartedly

with Mr. Welch. This is why I am a

Bircher, not a religious neutralist.

All religious neutralism does is

to stifle any progress the John

Birch Society is making toward

exposing the criminals behind this

conspiracy. That is, it diverts

attention away from the real

problem. So we all ought to take a

look at the kind of people Billy

Graham and Josh McDowell are. I

believe them to be phonies and

nothing else.

If any true Christian wants to do

the RIGHT thing, he should join the

John Birch Society, help us expose

this conspiracy and stop it dead in

its tracks.

Bob Estelle is a Collegian

Columnist.

What Is S.W.A.P.?
By ARAMINDA ATENCIO
and MICHAEL FLATTO

The purpose of S.W.A.P. (Student Workshop on Ac-
tivities Problems) is to provide a forum for discussion of
University problems at an off-campus setting, where
issues pertaining to this campus are debated in order to

attempt reforms and new solutions.
The S.W.A.P. Conferences in the past have introduced

and dealt with such issues as B.D.I.C . ( Bachelor's Degree
with Individual Concentration), co-ed living, and the
University's stand on liquor. These issues are now
common-place and integral factors of University life, truly
not issues any longer, but at one time they had to be
structured from an idea, resolved, and accepted by the
University. S.W.A.P. provided a breeding ground for the
introduction and further programming of the basic ideas
S.W.A.P. 's budget was one the most controversial to

have been passed by the Student Senate last spring. Come
find out why, October 1st at 6: 00 p.m., in rooms 168-170 of
the Campus Center.
Araminda Atencio and Michael Flatto are chairpersons of the S.W.A.P.
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Letters To The Editor

So Who's The Demagogue After All?
To The Editor:

I did not attend Mr. McDowell's lecture. Quite

simply I was not able to. I was, however, interested in

finding out what all the commotion was all about. I

must now conclude that the Collegian was no help in

illuminating the situation, or in my forming an ob-

jective opinion. Most specifically Wednesday's

column by Reid Fishman was very disturbing, as
what the author purports to be true of Mr. McDowell
is also true of himself.

The definition of demagogue is as follows : tending

to gain personal or partisan advantage by appealing

to popular passions or prejudices by making spacious

claims, promises or charges. As to the first part of

this definition, I in no way find UMass prone to

'popular passions or prejudices' in favor of

Christianity. Secondly, Mr. McDowell is accused of

working from one anecdote to another with the in-

sinuation "to make it perfectly clear, to borrow a

phrase" at a complete lack of honesty on his part;

and yet we are given no examples by which we may
judge. He is accused of subjecting his audience to an
"apparently first-hand knowledge" and yet we are

given no examples by which to judge his knowledge of

historical events or the validity of his historical

reconstructions. He is accused of broad

generalizations and toying with semantics and yet

outside of two truncated phrases, which with the

proper follow ups could, under certain cir-

cumstances, be considered valid, we are given no

example by which to judge. It is intimated that, "as

he presented himself as a man who was filled with

hatred, with no solutions until Christ came along"

he presented Christ as the solution of all con-

flicts when in fact another article in Tuesday's
Collegian states him as saying "he now has an inner

source of joy and not an absence of conflict".

Finally, he is accused of demagoguery and
manipulation in face of an article wherein he is

judged on a lack of solid information, which is a

journalistic manipulation of the facts whatever they

might be. Yet we are piously told that it is up to "each

individual to weigh the evidence and reach a decision

before. . .running out to follow an individual or

movement".

Josh may very well be the demagogue that the

article says that he is; however, it is * very

dangerous thing to call someone a demagogue unless

one is dedicated to a complete investigation of the

truth.

John F. Donovan

Editorial Points
One of our editorial

columnists suggested that the

prophylactics in the bathrooms

should bear the UMass in-

signia. We have a better idea.

The safes should say

"Minutemen" on them.

Most graduate students
should register their cars and
be licensed to drive in

Massachusetts because they

are not classified as students

under Massachusetts motor
vehicle laws. Life is rough

when you're over 21.

I Meant It

You Can't Even Squat In Peace Anymore
To The Editor:

Last Tuesday, as I walked into

the men's room on the CC con-

course, what should meet my eyes,

but one those innumerable "Josh"
posters, blaringly demanding if I

had the guts to seek the answer to

true love in this junky world. I am
used to poster after poster,

pamphlet after pamphlet, and
circular upon circular pushed,

shoved, or other wise directed into

my face, but for some reason, this

piece of paper ( placed neatly next

to the prophylactic machine)
seemed to break a dam of disgust

in me that I was not immediately
able to explain to myself. After all,

the saturation campaign that has

been going on with this guy for the

past month has permeaded every

other sanctuary a person has on
this campus (dorm halls,

classroom blackboards,
newspapers, gigantic ban banners,

etc. ) ; why not take the next logical

step and place the scripts of

enlightenment in the only place a

guy is forced to stand still for any
length of time? Let the message
really sink through.

But this is the last draw. If a

person cannot relieve his or herself

in relative privacy without the

knowledge that someone is for-

ceably trying to pursuade some
mode of thought that you're simply

not interested in, down your throat,

More Than One Way
To The Editor: JW 11(„ , „ ,

I would like to congratulate Frederic C. Weiss aneUMatt Tackeff for

their thoughtful editorials concerning Josh McDowell and company's

Campus Crusade for Christ of last week. It is obviously personally

rewarding for the people involved in a religious movement if they find

meaning and happiness through their religion, whether they worship

Jesus Christ, Guru Maharaji Ji, Hari Krishna, the Holy Spirit, or God.

However I find it alarming when a Christian maintains that his-her

way is THE ONLY WAY (unless of course you're willing to burn in hell

forever) and regards you as a pathetic sheep gone astray from the holy

fold I also find it discouraging to see followers of Guru Maharaji Ji or

Hari Krishna that are so into themselves and their own level of religious

awareness that they cannot see anyone else, and wish only to meditate or

chant themselves into oblivion.

This is NOT meant to be a putdown of anyone of the aforementioned

religious persuasions. I just follow a different "religion"-I am concerned

with increasing my self-awareness and sense of personal responsibility.

I am concerned with helping others in this mutua venture I am con-

cerned with both spiritual and political awareness I do not believe in any

"personified deity" as Matt Tackeff put it so well, but I do not believe I

am a damned or immoral person because of this.

I guess what it comes down to is whether you put a deity of some sor

at the top of your list, or you see humanity as the object of your moral

striving without anyone in between. Either way is right for certain of us

and wrong for others. And the beliefs are NOT mutually exclusive I just

hope that in the meantime we don't forget Humanity through blind faith

thoughtlessness, or refusing to come down to a practical level of ex-

perience.
Laura Chamberlain

Nobody's Laughing
T° T

I

h
am writing in response to the September 26, 1973 column by Reid

Fishman entitled "Josh Is A Joke." My overall reaction was that, aside

from not saying too much in your opinionated editorial, your opinions,

unlike the information Josh McDowell passed on, were based on your own

meaeer knowledge of the Bible and related studies.

As I began to read your comments, I found it hard to believe you

attended the lecture, let alone listened to Josh, from the comments you

made. You may have heard him but you certainly were not listening to

'"""point of disagreement NBtlwr one You refer to the phrase "ar-

chaeology has confirmed" as a generalization. It ,s not Archaeology is

he tc en if.c studv of the life and culture of ancient peoples. It produces

do^umentedevidencewhichfalls outside the realm of Christianity; that is

to sav it is not influenced by Christianity.

Point of disagreement number two: You stated that any of Josh s

argument ""can not be soundly argued by (you) or any other non-
argumeni:* «.«i

i

i«n .

Dresented factua . documented
authority on religion, firstly. Josn Fer uerMYnNF WH0 WAS
evidence which could be understood by ANYUNfc wmu was

MSTENING See Josh McDowells book Evidence Tha Demands A

vlrdict for further proof and information). Secondly. Josh does not

**£&1tl£££J£^»!" Your words "It is up to each

,.J&fiM5»S «> everyone. « ** is a joke, no one who

has heard him is laugh.ng. ^ ,,,„,^^ „ , t

then something is wrong. I've been

taking this massive bombardment
of "Josh" into my cranium the

same way I'm forced to sit through

endless Excedrin and Somonex
commercials interspaced in four

minute intervals through a good

movie on TV, with waves of

nausea. It would seem one only has

to wait for the inevitable before one

closes a stall door upon one self to

sit contently on a toilet seat, only to

find that they are face to face with

a poster demanding to know
whether you have the courage to

find out if there can be maximum
sex in this world-literaily cram-
ming the message up your anus.

As you read this, Josh may be

long gone, but the bad taste he has

left in my mouth won't be. I have
enough on my mind without being

flooded with Josh signs Big
Brotherishly plastered on every

door, wall, and empty space in

UMass. To me, the whole purpose

of his trip has been defeated by the

propaganda techniques he uses to

promote himself. The active in-

terest that some people take in

trying to achieve some sort of

social awareness on the campus by
the selling of various publications

on the concourse is one thing,

trying to peddle the word of Jesus

is another.

Good riddance, Josh, Lord
knows I've had enough of you.

Dennis Suman

To The Editor: \

In regard to the picture on Wednesday's front page of the two em-

ployees sitting on their asses: although I didn't write the cutline, I took

the picture with the intention of showing the lack of production of some of

the Physical Plant Employees. It may not have been the Collegian's

intent to imply laziness, but it was mine.
Steve Smith

Musical Tennis, Anyone?
To The Editor:

Before last Thursday I had meant to write a letter commenting on the

new addition to UMass tennis, namely the new courts west of campus
adjacent to the playing fields. I had wished to inform interested tennis

enthusiasts that the dynaturf surface ( which I can tell you does not come
with green stamps) is easy underfoot and a delight to play on. But I was

also going to warn those traditional tennis players who still think of the

game as one played in quiet surrounding where concentration is

enhanced that they should stay away from the new courts during the

hours of 4-6 in the afternoon as that's when the University Band practices

right next door. Serious tennis, during those hours, becomes a farce.

But after witnessing the Riggs-King match on television the other

night I don't think my complaint holds much weight. I guess tennis is

supposed to be played in a Roman carnival atmosphere with bands and

dancing pom-pom girls and all the gigglings and gaggling of 30,000

restless spectators. Tennis has sure come of age and with a vengeance.

Still, if you have any respect for your own game, avoid the new

campus courts at the hours suggested. You won't even be able to tell your

opponent what the score is over the din much less think about shot-

making. And besides, the selection of tunes that the band plays is enough

to gag a maggot.
George Carey

Wormy Nuts

To The Editor:

While apologizing to my stomach for subjecting it to the incredibly

starchy dinner fare at the Worcester D.C. Basic Foods room this evening,

1 discovered the mixed nuts onwhich I hadbeenmunchingtocontain-areyou

ready?-WORMS. Nice, white, wiggly ones, which blended in quite well

with the peanuts and sunflower seeds. So well in fact, that I consumed a

considerable amount of nuts before noting their presence. Needless to

say, I was psychologically and gastronomically appalled, and was too

busy attempting to disgorge the wormy mess to fill out a Comment Cara

or show the squirmy culprits to the meal ticket taker.

Mr. Stoneham certainly deserves something for his latest attempt to

provide Basic Foods patrons with undisputably fresh meat. Why, this

beats the buckwheat frisbees generally served with syrup at breakfast,

the remarkably cohesive rice (they paste it together so the grains won't

fall off our little forks), the consistently undercooked vegetables, the

limp, dingy lettuce, the cream pies so ancient they rot while you watch,

and the various nondescript pig-slop casseroles. In recognition of this

latest step in his apparently unwavering quest for the Zenith in Culinary

Repulsiveness, I suggest that Mr. Stoneham be forced (less we sic tbfe

worms on him) to eat fifteen meals a week at a UMass Dining commons,

starch, wormy nuts, and all. I for one would love to watch him try to

choke it down. *

Joanne Pratt

fco-mfUS fCo.f>efS
'%£* 'Tec M so*
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To Speak

"I wouldn't cross the street to interest anybody in religion,

but I would go great distances to rap about Jesus Christ."

Friday, Sept. 28

12 :00 noon

S.U.B.

More Letters To The Editor
Persecuted Minorities, Not Terrorists

To The Editor:

In reply to Mr. L. Cohen's letter of Sept. 25, 1 would
like to state that Palestinians are not "made up of

people like the terrorists, but they are people who live

either as a persecuted third class minority in Israel

or under military ruled occupied Gaza and the West
Bank of the Jordan or may be as refugees for 25 years
in rpfufff* camos in neighboring Arab States, waiting
for the racist government in Israel to allow them to

return to their homes and confiscated properties.

Palestinians in Israel and in occupied territories

are treated to probably the most vicious crimes and
atrocities of modern history. Such atrocities and
crimes have been condemned and documented by
several international delegations and committees
including the Israeli League for Human and Civil

Rights. Let us consider some of Israel's crimes
against Palestinians:

1. Complete deliberate and systematic destruction

of the Palesinian towns of Imwas, Yalu and Beit Nuba
by Israeli troops in 1967.

2. Aruthles eviction and displacement of over
500,000 Palestinians from their homes in Gaza and the

West bank since 1967 to facilitate the efficient work of

the bulldozers.

3. Mass arrests and collective punishment,
prisoners' torture using the most crude and inhuman
methods of interrogation, and concentration camps
erected in Abu Zneimeh, Nakhl, and Quessima.
Concentration camps in the Sinai desert inhumanely
house 25,000 women, men and children.

Let us not talk about the Israeli Phantoms bombing
an elementery school in Bahr Al-Bakar and the Steel

Factory of Abu Zaabal, both just outside of Cairo and
killing all innocent kids and workers.
Let us not mention the shooting down of a Lybian

Airliner by Israeli jets, killing over 100 innocent
passengers.

And let us not discuss Moshe Dayan engineered
raids over Beirut and the capitals of Europe to

assassinate Palestinian intelectuals who, during the

past year, have become the victims of Israel's

Mossad terrorist team.
Let us face it, Mr. Cohen: as long as the

Palestinian people are denied their human and civil

rights by Israel, the rights which have been
recognized in Articles 1 and 55 of the U.N. charter, the

people of Israel under the militant racist regime will

have to suffer.

A.Alie

Military Security?

Riggs Made Tennis A Household Word
To The Editor:

I'm writing in response to

Margie Combs' article of Sept. 26

concerning the seriousness of

athletics and the disgrace of Bobby
Riggs toward these hard working
athletes. I totally disagree with her

attitude about Riggs. She says that

his reasons for playing "have
nothing to do with the betterment

of athletics, but colored with

egotism, human oppression, and
dollar signs." I think that there is

nothing more wrong than the first

part of this statement. Think about

it; do you think that even five years
ago a tennis match could dominate
prime time TV on a week day: NO
WAY! Bobby Riggs has done more
for the promotion of tennis than
anyone ever in the history of the
game. He has almost single-

handedly vaulted tennis from a
nothing sport you went to "the
club" to play to a point where
tennis is now a household word. Its

popularity has grown so much that

a World Team Tennis League has
been initiated. You may not agree
with him or his methods, but don't

Coping With Ma Bell
To The Editor:

Everyone should know by this

time that UMass has it's problems.
But there is still another which
hasn't been brought up this
semester. It is known to some
people as the New England
Telephone Company. To me, and
others like me, it carries a dif-

ferent title. Here is my story:

Last semester, my roommate,
Barbara, and I rang up a healthy
phone bill. We estimated it at
$40.00. During the summer, I

received a bill for $.29. I promptly
paid it. One month later, I received
an angry letter from the phone
company stating that they had not
received our payment of $45.37,

and if it was not paid in 7 days,
action would be taken. Having
never received a bill for this

amount, I was upset. I called my
roommate, and she agreed to pay
the amount. She now has the
cancelled check, so everything
should be alright.

Last week, she and I again
received a letter from the phone
company. Since we are rooming
with other girls this semester, the
letter said that unless they
received $45.37, both of our phones
would be cut off. Barbara called
the office in Northampton, ex-

So What?
To The Editor:

In regard to your recent weather
report: "All things considered, I'd

rather be here than Philadelphia."
I would like to take strong ex-
ception to the aspersions it casts on
the character of this city.

Philadelphia is a cosmopolitan city
with a variety of rich op-
portunities, besides those urban
mainstays of muggings, smog and
slums. It's filthy and deteriorated,
but no place is perfect! I would
also like to dispel the rumor that
the above quote is the epitaph ot W
C. Fields, its a good run.or but just
not true!

(ieorge II. Hoessel

plained the situation, and was
told that there was a mix-up in

the accounting department, but
everything was worked out.

Our phone was disconnected
Tuesday night. Barbara's phone
was disconnected. Why do we have
to put up with this shit? We called

the office in Northampton around
7:00 p.m. We were told that

nothing could be done until 8: 30 the

next morning.
Is there anyone out there in this

fucked up world that would know
what kind of action we could take?

I realize that messing with the

phone company is serious
business, but isn't there something
we, as students, can do? There are

undoubtedly other students in the

same predicament.

It seems, as time slowly passes

here at the University, that a

return to the 60's is definitely in

order, as proposed by another
student last week. What say you?

Linda Noble

knock the man's results.

And as for what she says about
Riggs disgracing athletics, I must
disagree again. An as athlete

myself (UMass Baseball), I

realize that physical conditioning

is a big factor. But saying that he
ridicules dedicated, loyal athletes

is absurd. How many people 55-

years-old do you know who are in

as good condition as he is? He may
not do things exactly by the book,

but that's his whole point. He's a

great showman and he used every
possible means of making this

match the biggest thing in tennis

history.

In my opinion as a tennis fan, he
has done a tremendous favor for

tennis and should be congratulated

for it.

Jim "Gus" Bedard

To The Editor:

In response to Menachim
Rosenberger's letter, I feel the
analogy between Israel and Viet
Nam still holds in the sense that the
Palestinians have as much right to

ther lands and political rights as
the Jews and that such rights are
being denied by military means
that would not exist were it not for

American military aid.

In response to Mr. Cohen's
letter, I maintain that so long as
the government of Israel measures
it's security by shooting down
unarmed civilian aircraft, or by
high-jacking such aircraft, I must
insist that such a government is

quite militeristic.

When the Israeli government
nsists that the Palistineans have
recourse by exercising their
political rights in Jordan and
Golda Meir calls the birth rate of

the Palestineans inside Israel and
the occupied territories a real

threat to the State of Israel, I must
point out that apparently Israel is

rapidly approaching the level of

the "Republic of South Africa.

That government insists that
Black Africans have their "rights
of self-determination" secured by
migrating to "autonomous tribal

areas". Do you know how the
government of South Africa
rationalizes it's treatment of
Blacks to it's "civilized" white
citizens Mr. Cohen? In one word:
SECURITY!

!

I believe that the failure of any
international power to intervene
and prevent the deaths of six

million Jews is attributable to the
simple fact that the nations of the
world were too busy pursuing the
same policy then that the United
States, Israel, and the Soviet Union
are pursuing now, namely, a
nationalistic balance of power

GERMAN

<T WE'VE SOT A PART FOR YOU! ^
and if we don't, we'll get it.

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS,

INC.
</>
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319 MAIN ST., AMHERST
256-8341

256-8342

>
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Chilton's Repair Manuals

« NVDiaawv sv*
M

Something new

Heavy Waxhide Leather

j|cHeavy Lug Sole

Men's $25.95

Women's $22.95

S0LLE& SHOES

8 Main St.

Amherst

"Horn* of th§ Boot Cefbr'

So What Are You Doing Saturday Afternoon?
There's no football game and nothing to do, right? WRONG!

Come to the Belchertown State School and Work with the mentally retarded, because you're education doesn't end in

the classroom
Bus leaves from Whitmore at 12:45 p.m. Any questions? Call Mary Jo, 546-6953 or Jay at 2 53-5897

.

based upon the illusion of military
security. That experiment in
national security resulted in World
War II.

At no point in my earlier letter

did I refer to the Palesineans as
"innocent" or without fault, nor
did I appeal to the Israeli's to

commit "national suicide". I

support the existance of the State
of Israel but I oppose it's social and
foreign policies. I am appealing to

an end of innocense, especially in

the context of "security". I respect
"security" as much as I respect
"law and order", Mr. Cohen and
Mr Rosenberger and I think they
both deserve the same kind of
cautious treatment.

Dan Goulding

Western Cut

Corduroys,

Straight-Leg

Flair or Cuffed

by

Levis

-

201 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

OpenThurs. & Fri. till 9
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PAUL AND LINDA - Paul and Linda McCartney contend that "vol and politics" are keeping the

Beatles apart. The sofa they are sitting on is covered with a sheet to protect it from small chidren and
large dogs. Original paintings, Picasso lithographs, and pages from their children's coloring books

adorn the walls of the family room in their London home.

Insurance Head For Tax Relief Bill

BOSTON (AP)-No new life in-

surance companies will be char-

tered in Massachusetts unless the

companies win tax relief, an in-

dustry spokesman said Thursday.

Our Fall

Line is in

We have Crete

Shirts for men
and women

Emporium

Imports

Ar-htrtt Carrlaj*

tttM

John .V. Sullivan, a vice
president of the John Hancock
Mutual Insurance Company, spoke
for a compromise tax relief bill

now pending before the House
Ways and Means Committee. It is

expected to be released for a flooi

vote within the next few weeks.

Sullivan said he didn't think any
new domestic life company would
be launched in the state under the

existing tax structure. The pending

bill involves a sliding scale income

tax that over a five-year period

would reduce taxes for the in-

surance companies by ap-

proximately $43 million.

Seven companies are presently

embroiled in the tax fight that has

been escalating since a surtax was
first imposed on the domestic

companies in 1969. Two years

later, a one per cent gross income
tax was added. The affected

companies are due to pay $19

million in state taxes this year.

Because of retaliatory tax

policies in other states, the

domestic pay a higher state tax

than outside companies doing
bu ness in Massachusetts.

Life companies chartered in

other states presently pay a 2 per

cent premium tax on
Massachusetts business. Some tax

experts consider this to be the

same as a sales tax, a concept the

insurance industry rejects.

Domestic companies pay a 3.2

per cent premium tax plus the

gross income tax. The proposed

bill would reduce the premium tax

to :? per cent and establish a net

income tax on earnings in

Massachusetts that would start at

15 5 per cent for three of the

companies, slightly less for the

Others, and drop down to 8 per cent

after five years.

The proponents have stated that

became of growth factors in the

industry, there would be no net loss

of revenue to the state.

Marx Brothars starring in

DUCK
SOUP
and Cartoon

Friday, Sept. 28

7:00 8:30 10:00

Mahar Auditorium 50'

Student Fight Forces

Dorchester H.S. Closing
BOSTON (AP)-A rock and stick fight between ;ioups of black and

white students Thursday forced the closing of DoroK .ster High School for

two days. Officials attributed the violence to "re* .procal fear."
Seven persons were treated at Carney Hospital, and one was held for

observation of head injuries. A school nurse batted six others.
Two 16-year-olds were arrested on charge of being disorderly

persons. Officials confiscated at least 250 baseball bats, clubs, boards and
sticks.

The disorder erupted after about 200 black stude Is gathered in front
of the school, and 200 whites congregated on the school athletic field,

school officials said.

The rest of the high school's 1,600 students had. gone to morning
classes when a false fire alarm sent then pouring ou if the building. Then
racial fighting broke out.

Afterward, about 100 blacks moved into the ichoot, officials said, and
smashed windows and a door. They were quickly removed by police.
Damage was estimated at $1,000.

Tension between black and white students caused the confrontation,
said William Harrison, associate school superintendent. " 'Reciprocal
fear' is a good way to put it."

At a meeting of the 120-member faculty after the closing, Harrison
said, "Our No. 1 priority must be to mend broken bridges and bring the
youngsters together."

Tension had been building since a fight between two non-students last

week, according to Michael McNally, a teacher who handles security for

the school. On Wednesday, gangs of youths broke several windows in

nearby Codman Square.
In last week's incident, a white member of the Maoist-oriented

Progressive Labor Party fought a black member of 'he militant De Mau
Mau group, McNally said.

He said the fight developed over a leaflet the white w?s passing out.
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Parking Rules Go
Into Effect Oct. 9

a
I

Mrs. Ripley Miller, pilot of a commercial Beechcraft plane

carrying cancelled checks from Hartford t' oston, the twin-engine

plane lost contact while trying to land in fog at Logan Airport, Mrs.

Miller, mother of three was from Wilmington, Mass. .

Logan Crash Victim's Body Found
BOSTON (AP)-The body of the

woman pilot, missing since her

plane crashed last weekend in

Boston Harbor while approaching

Logan Airport was found yester-

day afternoon.

The body of Mrs. Ripley Miller,

36, of Wilmington, was located by

State Police scuba divers and
members of a volunteer diving

team about 3:30 p.m. after elec-

tronic equipment aboard the Port

authority fire-boat "Howard
Fitzpatrick" discovered a piece of

the plane's wreckage.
Officials said the wreckage was

found in about 40 feet of water in

the main shipping channel leading

into the harbor and had settled

about 2.500 feet from the end of

runway 4R, where Mrs. Miller was
headed Sunday night.

Airport officials said Mrs.
Miller's plane was believed to have
crashed about 1,200 feet from the

runway's end.

Airport officials said that she

had been in touch with traffic

controllers, when they said her

ceased and the plane

disappeared from radar.

Her crash was at the same
runway at which a Delta airliner

crashed July 31, killing 88 persons

Mrs. Miller, a commercial pilot,

was one of her regular flights for

Corporate Air, Inc., of Hartford,

transporting cancelled checks to

Boston banks.

voice

PERSONAL

Musicians wanted. Keyboard and Vocals,

male or female, but will consider anything,
(all Alan 549-6275. Dave 527-9201. Kevin -

123-7249.
t 9/28

To the girl I met in Km. hi in Marsl. a

vciir ami with l< I —I love you. marry me
please, miu are beautiful.

09-28

Julie H — please call me. I II mam
tfHM

Happv Sirthdax Sump — I want a real

steak jl humr l.o\e alwaxs. l.ooney Jay.

tf9-28

I'lease return my pocket honk taken

from the <" t . bathroom on Sept. 20. Keep
monrx & return belongings, (all 6-7441. no

questions asked.
09-28

Ham tour cockles with Dean Swift

Fancx Sniffing Snuff. Send name. etc. for

free samples. Dean Swift Ltd.. Bo\ 2009.

Htm Fran.. Calif

tflt-5

Id-turn notes please, keep books. I.eaxe

at Kookstorr desk (>ar> Winkler
09-28

Margaret Johnson — where are you"

(all Scoot v. morning or late. 256-0408.

09-28

(ax commune has farm, now peopling

lixinK and loxing together I'd Hot 723.

\niherst. Ma.
tflO/9

Witness needed' Incident helvseen 2

black men .md state trooper on Sept

mi .it Kir. It \ Railroad ltd in lladlex

\\wild .<nx of the three men who

Mopped call Norman at .I'M.Jlti The

..Itercaliwi took place at about .V:w

,,m
fft»l

H,.r r wine, papers, groceries inc.

Mexican food Montague Mini Marl,

Montague (enter. Irpen KM exerx day for

w»ur conxenience
^

Full enforcement of all parking
regulations at UMass will begin

Tuesday, Oct. 9, at 7 a.m.

Exempted will be peripheral lots

11, 12, and 13 (near the football

stadium, Fraternity-Sorority
Park, and the baseball field) where
cars now bearing new parking

decals may legally park until

Tuesday, Oct. 23, when the second
cycle of parking requests has been

processed.

Until Oct. 9, vehicles may park in

their newly assigned lots or in lots

to which last year's stickers entitle

them, After that date, vehicles

may park only according to lot

number on new parking decals. All

temporary parking decals will

have their time limits extended to

Oct. 9, according to H.J. Littlefield,

Jr., UMass director of planning.

The UMass Parking and
Transportation Office this week
completed processing about 12,000

applications for parking
registration. "We feel the first-

come, first served-commitment to

any member of the University

community has been met," said

Director Littlefield.

He explained that by Oct. 4 all

those who have requested parking
assignments should have received

either their decals or letters in-

forming them that their first,

second, and third lot choices were
filled by the time their applications

were needed. This rejection letter

will give information on lots

remaining open, and information

on campus bus service from these

lots to various points on campus.
Complete on-campus bus
schedules will be distributed next

week.

inl-and
parking and

"Modifications
provements to the

transportation system (including

possible resumption of bus service

to South Deerfield and Belcher-

town) await observations of the

system in full operation, and input

from the constituent campus
groups through their represen-

tatives on the newly constituted

Parking and Transportation

Council," according to Mr. Lit-

tlefield. The Council will accept

comments from individual

members of the campus com-
munity.

ROOM TO MOVE

Compus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Guru Charnanand

Comes To Boston
Mahatma Guru Charnanand, a

close disciple of Guru Maharaj Ji,

the fifteen year old Perfect Master,

will be in Boston this week. He will

be giving Knowledge, the intense

meditative experience of inner

light, music, vibration and nectar,

which the Maharaj Ji reveals

through his mahatmas.
A Hatha Yoga master in his own

right, Guru Charanand has

devoted the last twenty years of his

life to spreading the Maharaj Ji's

Knowledge.
All spiritually oriented members

of the UMass Community are

encouraged to attend the

mahatmas programs on the 25 and

26 of Sept., and his Knowledge

sessions on September 27 and 28.

For more information please call

1-773-7436 or 617-262-4340.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550
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Fine Instruments

at Reasonable Prices

Repairs and

Resorations

vtfar kJorivhof,

Complete Selection of Scores and Sheet Music

Specializing in

Handmade Guitars and Vintage Instruments

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
OPEN 9: 30-6: 00, Mon.-Sat. 549-1728

.

LET US DO THE WALKING TO YOU

FREE DELIVERY
Weekdays 7-11 Weekends 7-1

STUDENT SPECIAL

- 2 Pieces of Chicken
- Hot Buttered Corn
- Mashed Potatoes & Gravy

FREE Soda

Kentucky Fried Chicken
256-8745

RT.9 HADLEY

Regency Stylists

ANNOUNCE)

•The Birth*

of its hoiroAtinq deft

The Cellar
\V\ M. Pleasanta^asa-W?

PERSONAL MDC CLASSIFIEDS FOR RENT ENTERTAINMENT

r>th floor — I was only 19 and you took

advantage of me. Momma told me not to

romr. Gentle Ben.
H-'X

HELP WANTED

l» lloudini alive?
H-.'K

On *-_>« Steve proved to the Kth floor and
the world that he has crackers.

M-28

llapp> birthday l.eona' AB * SS. More
S's to come.

Mi

l.ind> I mi — happ> .'nth
1 Forget the past

and he happy with what you have. I'll

alwaxs be happx with miu l.nxe forever.

The Tree.

Short-order cook, part-time evenings.

Apply in person 1-2 or 4 evenings a week.

St. Regis Restaurant. 28 Pleasant St..

Northampton.
tflO-2

Sunday paper route for sale. 3 hrs. wk.,

»i«. In Northampton, car necessary. Call

Howard at 584-4692.

tflO-l

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Rooms — Only a few left. Arrangements

by day. week, month, semester. See at Ml
N. Pleasant St. Ask for Duncan. mm

Fudge Factor Lankx with (iracc — you
know who >ou are. Happv 2lsl. Keliectlng

good taslr. 393.

9-28

HELP WANTED

Kxprriented Manager for ( ampus
( incntas. Iladlex (all between 7 4 10 p.m.
i-7:rj-7i.'ix

kfwyi

Kahx sillers needed fur I xr old box. W.
\ I II .141 lo I HI. Ill \ Th 1 1:311 to 3: 15.

( all Pal. 2.Y1-91MI

HUM

Theater manager trainee. :!-•> nites wk.

Must he dependable and interested in P.M.

Send resume lo Mi llddi. III! ( lifford St..

P.iwlurkel. l< limit' Island

HUM

I lull in llolxnke now iinricrgoinu

ii'iioxalliHi. nerds part lime help ilmng odd

kwVs tall Va.s'in foi more inlo

09-2X

Honda .1*5. 1969. only 4.MW miles. Just

tuned, new oil seals. A-l cond. with 2

helmets, iiim Jim. 527-5428.

09-28

pit* Triumph Daytona SMcc. rebuilt

completely. Kxcellent condition, must sell

in vicinity. tSM. Con* act Bob at MS-UK or

come to 112 Mt. Sugarloaf *

tft/28

1973 Honda :150 CB. orange, electric

start, front disc brake, sissy bar. lock. 3

mo. old. Save $250 on list price. 546-7117.

John.

MMi

1971 Honda trail 90. exc. cond.. new rear

lire, just tuned. 5.800 miles, great on or off

road. $195 or best offer. MMW.
Ol 0-2

INSTRUCTION

."•string Banjo lessons $3 per lesson, (all

lum. M (.reenough. 545-2638.

Parage space, central Amherst. Safe

and inexpensive. D. H. Jones 54»-37ta.

tfll/ll

Darkroom space for rent — by week or

month, all supplies available. 2S3-3826.

Richard.
O10-2

I bedroom apt.. Millers Falls. 15 minutes

from campus. Call 659-3P57

IBM
i

Kuril, apts.. 2 and Z'j rats., air-eond..

pool. nr. shopping. Lease to June I for only

$165. Amherst Motet. Route 9. opp.

Zayre's.

MM
I bedroom apt., sublease, SIS*, includes

utilities (except phone). 865-4 1 89.

9-28

ENTERTAINMENT

Need a band? Call Stan's Bands —
diversified in all types of music, from

weddings to rock ft roll or rhythm ft blues.

Call 256-0316.

MMi

Rock music is ALHAMBRA. For your

dorm party or othr-i booking. Call Jeff (in

1112). 5-2612: Warren. 863-9216. Reasonable

rates.

tf9-28

Trumpet player desires to play with
other musicians on any level. Call Charlie
584-6279 anytime. I'll be in house prac-
ticing

MMM

WANTED
Wanted — speakers and turntable,

«outd like tc trend about SIM for both. 546-

4124.

MMI

Wanted — S to S en. ft. refrigerator. tM
to $50 Call eves.. 546-4124.

tf»-a

To the one who liberated my notebook
from the Campus Bookstore — I need the
notes* Steve Bryant. 4M N. Pleasant St.

9-28

Wanted used — three or four kitchen
chairs, hopefully cheap and decent. Call
256-tOM. keep trying!

MM

If 1 0-2

ROOM WANTED

K ambitious people needed for I hrs .

eve., i. nights in del $l"> average e\e. ( ar

and pheme netcssarx. (all I-533-X6I2.

0<I-2X

I imale senior needs lo find room or

small apt preferably furnished, quiet

MiitotmilmKs tall 1-617.514-674:1 after 5

P in •

09/28

Relly laughs with Putney Swope, Sept. 29
M 7. 9 An in Mahar. Saturday

tf9/28

From F.lx is to (iiels — dance to your

favorite music. Steve the K.I has lOOO's of

records and a powerful PA. Ring him up.

167-28 1.

*

HUM

Wanted — kittens mother hit by car.
Desperately need cat who is nursing to
save them. Call 2S6-6376 anytime Will give
reward.

MjH
Siamese kitten — will pay fair price.

Also buyer for two Raleigh 27 bikes. M0
each. Call 253-9856.

MM!
Hammond B3 player ft drummer

seeking lo start Jazi rock band. Please
have experience and equipment, we are
serious. Call 6-89*0 even.

tfn»-l

LOST

Lost 9-25, Serling Parker pen between
front steps Morrill and And. $5 reward. I

want it hack. Call John. 256-0402.

tfio-l

RIDERS WANTED

Rides to Detroit on October 5 — 21

spaces left, (all 546-8981 after 6.

Ma
- • ......—. ^—.—^.— ._
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Coach Charges Athletic Bias

PRINCETON, N.J, (AP) - A former Princeton

University assistant football coach has charged that

the coaching staff was able to influence the univer-

sity's admissions process and secure the acceptance

of top high school athletic prospects.

John T. Somerville.an assistant coach to former

Tiger mentor Joey L. "Jake" McCandless, claimed

that the football staff used a "trade-off" system

during the 1971-72 school year to obtain the ad-

missions of athletes.

In a coyrighted story in the student newspaper The

Daily Princetonian, Somerville said that the football

coaching staff provided the Office of Admissions with

a list of applications that possessed superior football

talent.

"The fact was," Somerville reportedly said, "that

admissions went pretty much the same way the list

did."

Specifically, Somerville alleged that the ad-

missions office informed the coaches in advance

regarding acceptances and rejections of applicants.

The coaches then revised their list to put the names
of their best prospects ahead of students who had

already tentatively been accepted.

According to Somerville, "Some kids who were

academically shakey were put high on the list. Good
ones. . .were put low since we thought they'd get in

anyway."
The net result, said Somerville, was that "some

who should have been admitted weren't."

Princeton's Director of Admissions Timothy C.
(a Hard said that coaches could upgrade one can-

didate and downgrade another in order to seek a re-

evaluation of a particular applicant.

But he emphasized that "the admissions office

judges each case on its own merit" and "ultimately

makes the final decision."

Callard was not director of admissions during the

time concerned in Somerville's allegations.

The article reported that Somerville first became
aware of the alleged "trade-off" when he was asked

by McCandless to drop a player to a lower spot on the

list in favor of a candidate McCandless preferred.

When he refused to comply with the request,

Somerville said that in effect he was asked "who
are you to buck the system?"
McCandless, who left as Princeton head coach in

January citing disagreements with the admissions
office, denied the Somerville charges when reached
in his New York office. "I have not seen the story, but

I can tell you that I have never, nor did any member
of my staff, ever see an admissions folder in my 15

years at Princeton," McCandless said.

He refused to comment on the specific allegation

that he had asked Somerville to forfeit one player in

favor of another, but he did say that "that sort of

thing is against my principles."

If Somerville's allegations are true, then Princeton

apparently violated a 1954 Ivy League presidents'

policy agreement stipulating that applicants to

member schools be judged on scholastic criteria

alone.

That stipulation was revised last year after several

schools admitted to judging students on grounds

other than academics.
According to Callard, admissions policies are

improved now. In regard to the alleged "trade-off,"

Callard said that the new guidelines would put all Ivy

schools "in a stronger position to prevent this kind of

activity."

Somerville joined the Princeton coaching staff in

1971 after serving with football Coach Woody Hayes
at Ohio State University. Somerville also was
working on his doctorate degree in physical education

during that time at Ohio State.

After leaving the Princeton staff in May 1972 when
his contract expired, Somerville assumed a position

with The Way, Inc., in New Knoxville, Ohio, a church-

related rehabilitation and prison reform
organization.

Somerville could not be reached for further com-
ment on The Daily Princetonian story.

F. Lee Bailey Denies

Gov't. Fraud Charges
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. ( AP)-Boston criminal attorney F. Lee Bailey,

conducting his own defense, yesterday attacked the government's
allegation he was an active participant in Glenn W. Turner's business
empire.

Bailey won an admission from government witness Jimmie Earl
James of Greenville, N.C., a former vice president of Turner's Koscot
Interplanetary Inc., that he never heard the famed defense attorney issue
any orders in connection with operations of the pyramid sales cosmetics
firm.

Bailey, Turner and seven Turner associates are on trial on federal
mail fraud charges in connection with the operation of Koscot and Dare to
be Great Inc., a motivational businesses.

Under cross examination by Bailey, James said the only encounters
he ever had with Bailey at Koscot headquarters in Orland.Fla., were
casual greetings in corridors.

"Did I give you any orders at any time," Bailey asked.
"No sir," James replied.

The government contends Bailey was active in the operation of
Turner businesses, but Bailey says his only role was to attempt to

straighten out Turner's legal problems.
Turner, Bailey and the other defendants are accused of scheming to

defraud numerous persons and induce them to buy distributorships in

Turner's cosmetics and motivational firms.

Action Due On Local Bus Aid
BOSTON (AP)-Gov. Francis W.

Sargent is considering a measure

enacted by the Senate Thursday

that would authorize cities and

towns to subsidize local bus ser-

vice.

The effect of the measure, if

signed into law, would be im-

mediately felt in Worcester, where

bus company employes have been

on strike.

The bus company said before the

strike that it might be forced out of

business without some financial

aid.

Under the measure, designed to

aid mass transportation services

outside the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority district,

the state would pick up half the

subsidy.

The bill limits assistance to one
year and up to $600,000 in aid.

DONT get caught thumbtng
come on over to—

HOME of

MKjrdiTI

ProoWtions*'

RT9 206«u**" ** HAOuy
r
mass 586 7950

tour doors from Old Werd Harolds

speed
EOUnDMENT

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30- 10:30 a.m.

(except during league play)

in the HATCH
Thursday, Friday

and Saturday

9 p.m. 1 a.m.

FOR SALE FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

stcri'o hulls' If you want stereo

equipment matched (or you and sold at

wholesale prices. call Dick 25:i-27H6 after 6.

— All Hi a lids'

tf 10/31

FOR SALE

tliarlrmont. Mass. — home of five

Wrimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. \.K -

('
.. cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or

iiuirl enjoyment. 1 n:i-:i:W -fifiwt.

If 10/19

Kefrigerators by Delmonico. compact 5

in. ft., new. still in carton. 5 year
guarantee. Only a few left for free

delivery. 54fM»23.

mm
nU Toyota Corolla 1)100 under 14000

miles, excellent condition. Asking SlttfO.

(all llolyoke BMM ask for Carl.

mm
Kolk ( .iiii.il s — (iibson Klurridge. 3 yrs.

old $:'7."i w case. Itare Martin .VIM. 23 yra.

"Id l/l si*c. $375. Call Jim I-527-542K

Ka siha nipt on.

mm
Kl II (.arrard Laf. 100 watt, quality

sound system. See CC Bulletin Hoard or

call «;;,-:!_>i;<i for details or demo. New
siHind at used prices.

tf9-:'M

Shure M»IKI) phono carl., list S54.H.V sell

Sr..on. | only have a few left. I'hone MnV.
K-I73I.

U9-2H

i.mld Ma\rrick bass amp. good cond.

\lso him. <l for guitar. I'm Compact, por-

table, must sell (all NathanWilli keep
tixiiii;

tflO-l

I sale — _• KIM Model « speakers. If"

Woof. I" Tweet. K\c. cond.. also Dyna
M \so amp. ho w. mis., most power for I.

Hoth for tat. (all ftnVSfft.

tflO-l

Honda M. I'tti'i only uhni miles. Just

tuned, new oil seals. A-l InV w ft helmets.

$ m, Jim :.:';-r»4iM. t »/a

\ lishx deal — fish and chips at \mhersl

Svafood Market.
•ra>ja

Harmon Karrion 330A stereo receixer.

\M-KM. e\. cond.. good for person setting

up 1st s>stem. Il»». Call Bill at .»:Wt-K73».

If»-2X

Millard Fillmore* birthday sale at

Paul's Oldtime Furniture — bureaus,

chairs, desks, lamps, etc. Cheap! In the

Alley in Amherst. 253-3511.

tf»-2X

Own a Bronica? I have a complete kit of

accessories — Nikon lenses, backs, prism,

custom case, much more. Call 549-001

K

before 9.

tflO-l

Cihson (il.-l steel stringfolk guitar, mint

condition. $H5 incl. case. Mtff1
'

.1015 evenings.

Well tailored men's suede suit, jacket,

siie 42 and two pair slacks, size 31W.
:UL. best offer. Call after 7:00 p.m.. Paula.

5H4-0399.

tf»-28

AUTO FOR SALE

1966 Barracuda,
really! New tires,

heart. Call 256-H208.

excellent condition,

great body, a good

tf9-28

day. 253-

tllO-3

Irish Setter puppies — the best dogs in

the world. A.K.C. Reg., shots, wormed.

$75. Call Jeff d • s. 253-9341; nights. 256

X530.

US-2X

Mustang convertible. 1972. IS.000 miles.

A real bargain, must sell. Call 584-5097.

mm
1966 Oldsmobile, excellent running

condition, factory air condition. Radio.

;.,.ooo miles, asking $500. Call 549-0448.

tf9/28

1967 VW Squareback, new tires, needs
some body and engine work, $400. Call

Sam after 5:00. 549-3997.

tf 1 0-5

Low riders special — 1967 Cutlass, fine

cond.. only driven once by obscure old

lady. $750 bucks. Call 253-9877 after 3:30

p.m.

tf 10-2

1965 Corvair convertible, good cond..

good transportation, price negotiable.

Contact Penny. 544-8540 or 6-9630.

tfl0-2

ROOMMATE WANTED
2 bdrm. apt. to share in Belchertown.

own bdrm.. $85 a month, includes util. I

have a car. Call Liz after 5:30 at 584-0927.

9-28

SERVICES

Scott 272 amp. 60 watts, rms. channel in

superb condition. Call 549-4565.

tf9-28

13-86 Nikkor zoon lens. $175 — includes

I V filer and Nikon camera case half. 665-

:'I90.

tf9-28

1967 Mustang Fastback 289. 3 speed. 1 &
li. mags on new <i-7» tires, excellent

mechanical condition. $650 or best offer,

(all 546-7812.

119-28

Reliable 1969 VW Squareback.
automatic, extras plus 2 good snow tires.

$1195.00 firm. 323-7018 after 4 p.m.. keep
trying.

tflO-3

1969 Chev. Nova. 230 auto.. 4 dr.. good
running cond. Call 562-3060

tfl«-2

RIDE WANTED

Portraits, situations, objects —
forgeries. Call Doorknob Foterprisrs. 546-

."•785 for appt
tf 10-5

Pizza deliveries. 25 per cent com-
mission. 256-6350. The Hungry-U.

U9-28

Custom black and white photography
and processing. Don't get ripped off by th-

fat rats. We do it right for less. 665-4291

eves.

MMI

Pick-up truck for hire, furniture ai.d

appliances moved, odd jobs, painting, etc.

Cheap rates. Call Mitch. 665-3405.

til 0-2

1966 Delta 88

needs tune-up.

5:30.

Two F.PI K8I speakers. $140 -e 3 months

old. unused Pro hair clipper set. $15. Two

..-speed Raleigh 27 inch bikes. $60 each. I

months old. Call 253-9856.

tf9-28

new brakes: new steering.

Best offer. 665-3993 after

tfl0-3

1971 Triumph TR6 with overdrive, new
Michelins. \M KM stereo tonneau cover.

$2000. Call 549-3748.

tfl0-2

I need a ride from Springfield lo campus.
Classes start at 9:05 and end at 3:20.

Please call Springfield. 7X2-2309 after 4:00.

Thank vou.

lf9-28

Attention afghan owners — Max la a two
year male, if you have a female to breed,
give us a call and we'll compare papers.
323-4223.

tft-28

Musical instrument discount. 25 to 35 per

cent off on all major brands Rentals

mailable on most instruments. 253-3826.

Richard.

1968 Chevelle 396. 4 on

offer Call Jeff. 253-9031.

the floor, best

tfio-l

Seat with hardwe & pad for bed. fits VW
Bus. $50 firm. 247-5442 after I p.m.

tf9-28

1967 Rambler Rebel, beat up. but engine

m itood shape. $150. Call 665-4213 evenings
119-28

120 bass accordian. trade for 35MM SLR.

217-5442 after I p.m.
tf9-28

Future Itirnishings Neptune walerbeds.

•il per cent off complete packages. $61 .95.

Heaters, spreads, etc bean bag chairs,

art. old unique clothes
tfl0-3

Mercedes Benz 180. 1958. valve job. new

seats, tires, exc. body cond.. best offer

549-3893. Arnie.
tflO-3

Factorx air. AM-FM. excellent running

cond.. many extras. Call 665-327 1.

9-28

Need ride from Belchertown Center area

to campus. Arrive 8-8:30. Iv. 5 p.m. Am
willing to pay. Call 545-1381. 8:30 to 5. Ask

for Robi.
tf9-28

Need reliable ride from Belchertown to

I Mass. Must be in by 8. out by 5 or 9. Will

pay . Adele. 323-7273. Leave message. I will

return call.

tflO-2

ROOMMATE WANTED
Need reasonably quiet roommate lo

share nice Amherst house. Available now.
253-3935 after 7 p.m.

tf9-29

Companion needed for elderly han-
dicapped woman. Friday nights, 10 p.m. to
6 a.m.. and Sat. nites. 6 p.m. to • a.m. Call
256 8819.

tflO-4

Bike problems? Will do most bike
repairs on campus, inexpensive. Call Tom
after 5. 584-4985.

tflO-l

1971 Capri IWMI. gre>. I7.»aa» miles, ev

i oud . will discuss price Call 581-7711 or

sec at Bak ( itgo in Northampton
t f 1 0- 5

Twin discs. Cerinis. very high per-

formance, will not sell to inexperienced

cyclist. Triumph Trident 867cc. $1250. Call

665-3271.
9-28

Roommate — own rm. in two bedroom

apt.. KritUny Apts.. $105 per mo. Call Al.

.•.-,3-5161

.

tf 1 0-3

Music lessons in flute, oboe, violin,

recorder, piccolo. Fr horn ft bassoon. B.S.
in musk education. Studies at N.E.
Conserv. Call 549-1402.

tflt-4

Astrologer does birthcharts
horoscopes) with complete accuracy.
Interpretation and counseling. Call Jef-
frey. 253-5386.

MM

REWARD

Flandria ten-speed, excellent condition.

I months old. (all eves. 253-3985. Marty.
tf9-28

-, cu ft. refrigerator, used less than t«o

semesters. $60.wt tall Dan at OMM
after 7 p.m MP

Porsche 356SC. ex. condition, chrome

wheels: Vlpha Romero, needs paint, no

rust; Saab 965 radials
tflO-l

Orad Student needs roommate to share
Puffton Village apt. 179 per mo. inc. util

Call 549-6719.

tfMM

$100.00 HFWARD — two long-haired

Shepherds lost on July 20th Family
pets, one black ft tan, one brown, long

hair. Answers to Snauna ft Happy.
Please call Rick at 256-0591

MM

i i 3 j w c r^^^iwu i r n a
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Notices

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
All members please attend either

meeting on 10 2 at 2.30 or on 10 4 at

4:00. Both will be in Rms. 811 815 C.C.

ART STUDENTS
Let's get together to form a

community. Many important topics

to discuss. Tonite, 7,30. S.U. Gallery.

ATTN. NURSING STUDENTS
Is BS in Nursing necessary? Come

to an R.N. meeting and find out. Oct.

1, 7 p.m., 4th floor, Morrill. Refresh-

ments served.

BAHA'I ASSOCIATION
Meeting 10 7 at 3 p.m., Rm. 903 C.C.

elections. If absent, return ballots by

mail to Rm. 912 C.C. Meeting this

Sunday, Lounge of Melville in S.

West, 3 p.m.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus to Belchertown State School

leaves in front of Whitmore at 12:45,

return by 3:45. All are welcome, no

experience needed. Question 253-

7461.

BIKE RACE
Sunday. 2 p.m. starts at West End

of Mass. Ave. Call Mark at 2568723

for info.

BOXING CLUB
Meeting, Weds., 7 p.m., 19th floor

Wrestling Rm., Washington Tower.

Call Dana 549 0899 or Bob 6-4504.

CATHOLICS
Catholic Church at UMass dead

and irrelevant? If you have ideas,

complaints, come to meeting, Mon.

8:00 p.m., Newman Center. All

Newman priests will attend.

FOOD AND FEMINISM
UMass women, bring your ap

petites and opinions to supper
tomorrow night at 6.00. Discussion

will follow. Lamba Delta Phi, 389 N.

Pleasant St.

FOR LIFE?
Meeting on Tues., 10 2 at 8:00 to

plan a pro-life semester.

DPEN 93Ofr30,FRItb9j

INDIAN cotton .shirt*

NEXT TO THE POST
OFFICE IN AMHERST

^T

GAY COUNSELING
Counseling service is offered to the

community by Counselors at SW
Resource Center, Hampden Dining

Commons. Mon. Thurs. 98 p.m., 545

2416.

FUND RAISING PARTY FOR
FAMINE VICTIMS
At Boston State College, 625

Huntington Ave., Boston. 9 29 at 7:00

p.m. Call 545 2493, 549 0743.

IMPORTANT MEETING
Political Science Honor Society

meeting on Tues. at 7 p.m. C.C. Rm.
162. All old and new members
welcome.
J.O.E.

J.O.E. Parole Volunteers, meeting

10 2 Rm. 65 C.C. Important for those

needing to add credits as well as

those interested in the Program.
KOREAN KARATE
Tae Kwon Do Club meets M. and

W. 68, Rm. 101 Wope and Fri. 6-8

Mortar Board

, 9 30 at TO C,

Boyden Main Gym. Members must

have first payment on 10 1.

MARCHING BAND
Sunday's rehearsal has been

changed to 10:00 a.m. Sleep tight!

MARSHALL TRAINING
Next Marshall Training session

will be Sunday, 9 30at 7:00 in rm. 162

C.C.

MORTAR BOARD
Meeting for all

members on Sunday
CC. floor 11, 8 p.m.

MOTORCYCLE CLUB
Dirt or street riders looking for

people to ride with or persons in

terested in going to a motocross at

Pepperall. Call Jim 6-7151.

OPEN RUSH
Phi Sigma Kappa, 510 N

St. 9 30 at 8:00 p.m. An
living style.

OUTREACH
Mass. meeting for all

Pleasant

alternate

students

MDC CLASSIFIEDS

Sargent Speaks

On Technology

BOSTON (AP)-Gov. Francis W. Sargent said Thursday that modern

computer technology has given government "an unprecedented means of

power over the lives of its citizens."

In a speech at the Urban Technology Conference at the John B. Hynes

Auditorium, Sargent said the computer "allows a government to in-

terfere with the private lives of individuals, even when there is no

legitimate social need."
Citing Massachusetts' recent refusal to join the National Crime

Information Center. Sargent said that while this state's citizens are

guarded against involvement in the federal computer program, "more
than 200 million additional individuals still stand unprotected from the

pitfalls of uncontrolled technology."

Sargent said the efficiency of technology must yield to individual

privacy when the two are in "unresolvable conflict."

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAMt

Gemini is perhaps the most active, often

the t tinniest, other times the most
distraught. Gemini loves language and
teaching and is fascinated by the learning

process Gemini has a sensitive "funny

bone" and laughter is almost second

nature Gemini indeed can lead a double life

and more twins and left-handed persons are

apt lo be born under this puzzling

fascinating zodiacal sign

ARIES ( March 21-Apnl 19): You get facts

of life about money, practical issues,

purchases and sales. One close to you ex-

presses apprehension This is apt to con-

cern security. Key is to speak frankly. The
truth will hurt only momentarily

TAURUS i April 20-May 20): Lie low

Don't push or insist Be analytical Permit

mate, partner to lead. Listen and observe

Plan Your time comes in near future. For

now, play waiting game Gemini. Virgo

persons play significant roles.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Accent is on
how you make amends for slights to family

members Thoughts, ideas, concepts should

be examined in light of practicality. Find
utilitarian purpose for actions Going too

far. too soon might cost more than you can

afford
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Per-

ceive. See between the lines Stop

rationalizing. The facts can be your friends

Know it and stop running. Know that being
truthful with yourself is a way to stop being
a loser Within yourself are contained the

stop-and-go signals of your life Know it!

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): You may feel

blocked, cut off at the pass But you also are
gathering advocates You will be in a

position to deal from strength. You find now
that those in authority look at you with new
eyes. You've made an impression!
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Finish rather

than initiate project. Spread influence

Look beyond the immediate Be aware of

potential. Aries. Libra persons could figure

prominently. Forces tend to be scattered

Take one step at a time.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) : Select what you

want. need. You are likely now to get what

you seek. Some concepts may be discarded.

You will be thinking in a more independent

manner Leo. Aquarius may be involved

Highlight feeling, creative urge

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You teach

and learn You take unorthodox course.

Aquahus. Lr > persons are in picture You
make signifii nt gains by taking initiative.

Older family member could complain of

digestive ailment In all, however, the news
is excellent.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 2D: Accept

special invitation Make concession to close

relative. Be willing to chuckle at your own
foibles Forces tend to be scattered You
are here and there and some persons calim

vou are a dynamo.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19): Friend

could provide information that leads to

solid profit Aquarius. Leo and Scorpio are

likely to be in picture. Some wishes will be

fulfilled You may be in mood to celebrate

Remember you must face yourself in

morning
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18) : Watch

weight Remember recent resolution.

Prestige could be on the line. Cooperate in

civic project. Gemini, Virgo persons do

plenty of talking, explaining Key now is to

analyze Maintain balance, humor. No
panic!

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Low-key
approach proves most constructive Don't

attempt to force issues. Contact with

persons who travel and teach are indicated

Family member makes significant con-

cession Be a gracious "winner.''

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

dynamic, subtle at times but when crisis

moment occurs you are direct, aggressive

and creative You draw to you persons born

under Leo and Aquarius In December,
there could be move, domestic adjustment
You are an original thinker and many
persons find it fascinating to listen to your

ideas, views You are susceptible to flat-

tery. You also are warm, romantic and
impulsive
Copyright 1973. Gen. Fea. Corp

PI \\l IS
HI, CHUCK.'

I'M HERE itdHERE'S

THE 6UEST
ROOM?

U)ELL, I TH0U6HT (0 LET
«fOU STAY IN MV ROOM .AND
I'P JUST MOVE INTO THE...

interested in full time volunteer work

for credits during the spring

semester, Monday and

Tuesday nights 7.30 10,

106 Thompson.
RAMPAGIN' WRECKS TAKE ON

JOHN HARVARD
Support is needed for the deluded

fools from the Collegian as they

journey to the practice fields in the

shadow of Harvard Stadium, 10 am
Sat., to take on like minded fools

from the harvard Crimson in a knock

down, drag out game of touch tackle.

YOUNG SOCIALIST FORUM
jose Perez, Militant staff writer

will present an eyewitness account of

Farm Warkers struggle in Calif, next

Weds, at 2 p.m. in Rm. 168 C.C.

LOST
Black, male labrador, 1 yr. old on 9

26 vicinity of McManuson Rte 9, 9:30

p.m. Answers to Luke Call 367 2778

after 5. Reward
Black and white, female cat, on 9

22 Strong St. area, Amhe 1 st reward

Call 545 0271.

FOUND
Hudson Catholic Ring Green

stone, front of SB. A. Inscription:

Judi. Call Bill 546 6413.

PROGRAM COUNCIL SOCIAL
COMMITTEE

This weeks meeting will be at 7:30

Sunday evening, in C.C. Rm. 165.

Please to see you there.

"Back to Harvard Stadium"

WUMV-TV presents

UMass. - Harvard Footba

Bluewall Wide Screen

Sunday Nite at 9 p.m.

Marty Kelley - Play-By-Play

Earle Barroll - Color

WUMV - TV Sports Presentation

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1

6
11
12

14
15

17
18
19

20
21

22
23

Climbing plant

Decay
Flag
Awaited
settlement
Matured
River in

Germany
Negative
Fish eggs
Holds on
property
Stroke
Note of scale

Washes
Head of

Catholic

Church
24 Looked pryingly

26 Underground
excavations

Free ticket

Sow
Girl's name
Funeral

car (pi.)

Religious

devotees

Chimes
Foctball

position

(abbr.)

Common
contraction

Fur bearing

mammals
Sailor

(colloq )

Printer's

measure

Cubic meter

Gaelic

Iterate

Examine again

Loved ones

Walks

27

28

29

31

34

35
36

37

38

39

40

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

13

16

19

20

22

23

25

Conjunction

Compass point

Comes to the

scene

Twirls

Writes

Number
Cyprinoid
fish

Delaware
Indian

Poets

Lavishes
fondness on

Pay attention

Fall into

disuse

Bodies of

water

Grants use of

Docks

Unlocks

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

DQ^a aaoia oara

onus hb Tanra

26 Repasts
28 Dealers

29 Bury

30 Devastated

31 Listen to

32 Wipes out

33 Scatter

35 Vegetable (pi.)

38 Heavenly body

39 Journey

41 Ocean

42 Girl's name
44 Hebrew

letter

46 Latin

conjunction

41

42
43

45
47
48

DOWN

1 Body of water

2 Arrow poison Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc

NONSENSE.' I HEARP WU HAP
A LITTLE 6UEST C0TTA6E C*
SOMETHIN6 OUT IN BACK...
C'MQN, LEAP ME TO IT.'
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Booters At Maine:
Open Yan Con Slate

The UMass soccer team opens its Yankee Conference season

tomorrow by travelling to Orono to take on the University of Maine.
The Minutemen will be making the trip with one regular season

game under their belts; a 5-3 thrashing of BC on Tuesday.

Maine has already opened their conference schedule, as they tied BU
2-2 last Saturday.

UMass coach Al Rufe said, "The game has to be rated a toss-up.

ivlaine has some good individual performers and came up with a fine

team effort in tying BU."
According to scouting reports, Maine's strongest point is the play of

their front line. Their attackers are reputed to work well together, pass

often, and shoot any time they get near the goal.

The Maine defense is aggressive and, at times, very physical. They

play a brand of kick-and-run soccer and the fullbacks have very long,

accurate clearing kicks.

The Minutemen are coming off a strong BC game. After muddling

through the opening period with numerous mistakes, the UMass booters

made some adjustments at halftime and played the rest of the game like

a more closely-knit unit.

Starting fullback Bob Merrill is listed as questionable after

sustaining a leg injury in Tuesday's game. If he is not ready, Dean Longu

will start in his spot. The other fullbacks will be co-captain Curt Syer,

Gary McKenna, and Dan Ouellette.

The rest of the lineup will include the same players who saw most of

the action in the BC game. Tom Coburn, hero of Tuesday's game, arrived

late and did not start against BC but will tomorrow in place of Charlie

Palano. Coburn's linemates will be Brian McKenney and Ken Banda.

Co-captain Mark Tyma, who played superlative defense against BC
will anchor the halfback line. Mike Nugent and Jim Vollinger will flank

Tyma to create a formidable midfield defense.

The goaltending duties will be handled by Carl Vercollone, who gave

up three tainted goals to BC but otherwise was not severely tested.

KICKING IT AROUND-The Minutemen defeated Westfield State in a

scrimmage yesterday, 2-1. Coach Rufe started the second stringers and

everyone got to play. Paul Pelloquin played the entire game in the goal

prompting Rufe to say, "I know I have two excellent goaltenders and

won't hesitate to use either of them in any situation."

NLEast ..Notices
As the paper went out to press

the Pittsburgh Pirates and
Philadelphia Phillies were tied 2-2

after eleven innings in a ke^

National Leagtie East dash last

night. A Pirate loss would drop

them a full game behind the

league-lending New York Mets,

while a victory would vault them
into a tie for the division lead.

BADMINTON CLUB-starting its

fall season this Friday with a
meeting and badminton play at

7:00p.m. in the Main Boyden Gym.
Participants must bring own
racquets. Any questions call Dr. R.

W. Trueswell, 5-2951.

SOCCER-The soccer team is in

need of a manager or scorekeeper.

Anyone interested in either should

stop by coach Al Rufe's office as

soon a? possible.
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STAR OF INTRAMURAL TRACK AND FIELD MEET - .Melvin C obb of John Adams House clears 6 ft.

as he wins the high jump competition. Cobb also won the 120 yd. low hurdles nid ran a leg on the

Buckeyes' winning 440 yd. relay team as he led his club to the overall championship in the men's
division.

I-M Track: Qualified Success
By BOB KAGAN

Final competition for the first

Intramural Track and Field Meet
was held on Wednesday, Sep-

tember 26, and all indications

suggest that the event was a

"qualified success."

The campus team champions
are the Buckeyes in the men's
division, and the Van Meter
Vikings on the Women's side.

The Vikings, of Van Meter South,

placed first largely due to the ef-

forts of Sue Grassonovitz-high

jump ( 3 ft. 6 in. ) , Joanne Scanlon-

100 yd. dash (14.6 seconds), and
the second place finish of the 440

yd. relay team.
Participating as an independent

entry, the Buckeyes barely
defeated Kappa Sigma for the

men's title. The hero for the

Buckeyes, and the star of the meet,

was Melvin Cobb of John Adams
House. Cobb individually won two
events-120 yd. low hurdles and also

the high jump, when he cleared 6

ft. on his third attempt at that

Ice Hopefuls
Ex-UMass goaltender P. J.

Flaherty has been sent by the

Boston Bruins to their farm club in

Dayton, thus ending any hopes the

South Boston native had of playing

in his hometown.
Pat Keenan has apparently

decided to go with the Cape Cod
Cubs of the North American
League, although there is still a

small chance he'll go to Dayton
too. He'll have to decide by the

weekend, as both the Cubs and
Dayton open training Monday.
Don Riley was sent by the

California Golden Seals to their

Southern League affiliate in

te.

John Kiah starts a two-week
tryout stint with the Springfield

Kings on tomorrow, and the Kings

have guaranteed him at least a
two-week look. However, the Kings
organization is strong in goal and
Kiah is going to have a difficult

time breaking in. He could be
headed for the Southern League
Lao .

UIMUA
The UMass-Harvard football

game will be broadcast over
WMUA, 9i.i FM tomorrow af-

ternoon. Don Gorski and Larry
Convoy will be bringing you all the
action starting at 1 : 20.

NOW OPEN
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height. The Buckeyes and Cobb
also ran away with first place in

the 440 yd. relay race.

Victors in several other in-

dividual competitions were:
Debbie Kirchmer of the
Monuments and George
Washington House as she heaved
the shot put 25 ft. 3-1/4 in., Barry
Dancewitz of Kapp Sigma, hurled
the shot put 46 ft. 3-1/2 in. to win
that event for the men, Anthony
Lupi of Johnson House ran the 100

yd. dash in 11.1 seconds, Eric Ruth
ran a sub-five minute mile, and
Gary Gladu of the Stouts and
Dickinson House Dulled an upset by
defeating Rich Herman of Kappa

Sigma in the discus throw. With

only his second and final throw
remaining, Gladu, who had not

touched a discus in two years, was
in second place behind Herman. He
must have had his Gatorade
though, for he unleashed a throw of

129.8 in., which was long enough to

beat out second-place Herman by
sixteen inches.

Peter Graham, of the Intramural

Office, was understandably
pleased with the amount of par-

ticipants and spectators who at-

tend the meet He is quite sure that

this event will become an integral

part of the UMass intramural

program in future years.

Ouellette Confident As JV Booters Open
ByBOBHIOGINS

It wasn't easy, but junior varsity soccer coach Dave Ouellette has

finally cut his team down from the 100 who first tried out to a more
workable 30.

Ouellette, a 1973 graduate of UMass and a member of the All-New

England team for two years, has had little time to prepare his team for

todays opener with Holyoke Community College He made his final cut

Tuesday night, giving him only two days to work with his final foster.

Still, he feels he has a very good team, and ^aid he has been impressed

by many players. Two who have impressed him are his goalies, Mark
Hanks and Buddy Butler. Each will play a half in today's game.
Coach Ouellette is dressing a lot of linemen for today's game. Among

them are Al Johnson, starting left-winger with a very hard shot, Jim
Fitzgerald, one of the few sophomores on the team, Jake Williams, John
Sidoropolous, Tony Bilodeau, Tom Welch, and Jim Katowski.

The halfbacks will be Bill Rose, Jeff Thompson, Bill Quinn, and Gary
Peck Rounding out the starting lines, at fullback will be Steve Malcany,

Dexter Bellose, Rich Deck, Frank Zelzaaro. Steve Tennelli, and Steve

Gramaline.
The coach feels that Springfield, UConn, Amherst, and Holyoke will be

the toughest opponents. However, he also seems very confident of his own
team. Concerning today's game, he stated rather matter-of-factly, "We'll

win."

We'll find out today starting at 3:00.

Gliding

•) Credit Course - PE - G-52

•) Where? - Pilgrim Airport

N. Hatfield, Mass.

•) Information Meeting

Boyden Bldg.

Rm. No. 22?

7 P.M.

Mon., Oct. I, 1973

»
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Minutemen Tangle With Ivy
By BILL BALLOU

Fond memories of last year's 28-

19 I J Mass win over Harvard can
keep you company throughout the

long drive to Cambridge, but

memories are all that are left from
1972. Any resemblance between

these teams and last year's ver-

sions is purely coincidental.

Harvard has lost an incredible 32

lettermen off last year's 4-4-1 team
while UMass has lost 16 lettermen.

Crimson coach J««e battle has

been faced with a ma^-r rebuilding

job almost everywhere, and he's

been hardest hit in the offensive

backfield. where he lost four

starters.

Accordingly, Restic has turned

the offense into a ball-control type,

relying on short passes and
rushing. The man most likely to

quarterback the Crimson is senior

Jim Stoeckel, who'll be remem-
bered as the man who threw a 59

yard touchdown pass to John

Hagety in last year's game.
Stoeckel's an excellent quar-

terback who runs the option well

and also handles the punting.

Behind him is junior Milt Holt,

who is known as a strong runner

and could see action as a halfback

throughout the season.

The Harvard strength, though,

seems to be on defense. UMass
coach Dick MacPherson rates

them as quite solid on defense

thanks to a slew of good athletes.

"We won't be able to break the big

play on them," MacPherson says.

The most dangerous man on the

Harvard defense will most likely

turn out to be big defensive end

Mitch Berger, who, at 6' 4" and 235

pounds, could wind up spending a

lot of time in the UMass backfield.

Berger missed almost all of last

year with an injured knee, which

had been operated on during the

season, but he had a great

sophomore year, during which he

gained All-Ivy homers.

This is Harvard's first game of

the regular season, although last

week they scrimmaged Brown, so

they may not be sharp. But, the

Minutemen can't be too sure of

what to expect.

The Minutemen have some
aches and pains going into

tomorrow's game, and will be

missing Jerry Mondalto (knee)

and Dave Yushinsky (kidney

problem).
Peil Pennington's leg is still

bothering him some, but it isn't

expected to interfere with his play

too much. The Wolfe Bros. Bob and

Bill, are both question marks right

now as well as Doug Adgurson.

Replacing Yushinsky at of-

fensive tackle will be big Brad

Calnan, a 6'6", 240 pound junior

who has waited a while for his

chance.

And changing positions will be

David St. Onge, who has been

playing middle linebacker and will

shift to fullback for tomorrow's

game. He will start.

Taking his place will be Mike
McNiff, who along with Bill Noner

and Dennis Kiernan will handle the

backer-up chores.

St. Onge played on the defensive

line last season, so he's seen the

game from just about every angle.

Hopefully he'll add some punch

to a so far weak running game, but

it would still seem fairly certain

that a great deal of the UMass

offense will have to rest with the
passing attack.

UMass, of course, has three

games under its belt, while the

Crimson have yet to play. For this

reason the Boston pap rs are
building up the Minutemen as
favorites.

However. MacPherson and the

rest of his coaches don't rate the

three games as being very
significant and expect a difficult

time with Harvard. MacPherson
expects it to be a "very good
football game."
Harvard leads the series 6-3-1

with their most recent win coming
in 1964.

Game time at Harvard Stadium
is 1:30 p.m.

Women Stickers Topple Keene

Staff Photo-Steve Kuggle*

T he action is rugged in women's field hockey and the UMass women
proved equal to the tafli at hand by defeating Keene State 3-0 in their

opener.

By BETH O'BRIEN
In yesterday's late afternoon

dusk, before a sideline-full of fans,

the U. Mass field hockey team got

their season off to an encouraging

start with an impressive 3-0

shutout over an aggressive Keene
State team. The junior varsity

showed plenty of scoring punch

and fine team play as they ousted

their J.V. opponent 5-0.

The first half of the late-starting

varsity contest consisted of a lot of

back and forth play, with UMass
having a decided edge in skill.

Wendy Alpaugh broke the scoring

ice with one of her usually fine,

hard shots from her inner position

which found the corner of the net.

But Keene' s defense toughened

and though UMass had some good

scoring opportunities, the half

ended with no further scoring.

In the second half, UMass turned

on their scoring plays and came up
with two beauties. The first

belonged to left inner Elaine

Senosk; a deceptively hard push

shot that had the goalie baffled.

The second score was a drive

from wing Linda Lambdin that

settled in the far corner of the net.

UMass held the edge in play

again during the second half,

testing the goalie time and again.

The UMass defense wasn't as

severely tested as they undoubtedly

will be in future games, but for all

their relative inexperience, they

did exceptionally well. Coach Farr

was especially pleased with their

play, and that of veteran goalie

Nancy Barr who expertly handled

the few tough shots she faced.

Coach Farr commented after it

was over, "It went very well for the

first game, I was very pleased. Our
stickwork needs a little work,

though." About her players, "I was
impressed with Wendy
( Alpaugh) ...we always are. Kathe
Germann had an especially good

game at right halfback and Nancy
Barr ( goalie) ahd some nice

stops."

Mt. Holyoke is their next

regularly scheduled game, on
Monday, Oct. 1, and with Holyoke's

recent acquisition of some

Philadelphia players, they should
be tough.

The UMass Junior Varsity
completely dominated play over
Keene State's J.V., coming out on
top, 5-0. Two goals in the first half,

the first by right inner Donna
Peterson an then by Donna O'Neil
set the pace of the game. Keene
hardly ever saw the UMass
striking circle as the home team
relentlessly peppered the Keene
goalie.

Trish McCarthy scored the third

and fourth goals as she replaced
Donna Peterson at right inner.

Martha Myer rounded out the

scoring with the fifth and final

goal. Coach Farr was especially

pleased with the depth and scoring

punch of her J.V.'s, a team with a

wealth of talent for future varsity

squads.

Steve DeCosta

Confident Harriers OpenAtBC
By SCOTT HAYES

The UMass Cross Country team,

defending Yankee Conference
champions, opens its season
tomorrow against Boston College

in an away contest.

The harriers aren't expecting

any problems from the BC team,

whom they beat 19-44 last season.

Cross Country coach Ken O'Brien

referred to Firday's foes as "not

really strong" and stated that they

lack depth. UMass will be running

with the results of yesterday's

Harvard-Northeastern meet in

mind. Northeastern was ranked
number one in the pre-season New
England Cross Country Poll, while

Harvard was second. Providence

edged UMass for the third spot,

117-116, in the poll that is based on
the votes of the New England
Cross Country Coaches. Coach
O'Brien's runners will face all

three teams next week and hope to

rearrange the New England
rankings.

Boston College already has one

meet behind them, an 18-45 loss to a

strong Providence team.
Sophomore Jimmy Cappezutto,

holder of the second fastest time on

the UMass course, leads BS.

Cappezutto, a good freshmen

runner last year, has run the two-

mile in less than nine minutes. The
Eagles have two other "good
quality" runner besides Cap-
pezutto, on a team that is relatively

young and nearly the same as last

years squad. BC's number two

ffaihj Qtolknian

SPORTS
runner is Walter Swanbon, who has

been timed for the two-mile run in

9.15. Rounding out a comparatively

strong top three for BC is Steve

Liquori. Steve, another good two-

miler, is the younger brother of

well-known Marty Liquori. These

The Inside Page
# Soccer Preview

• Intramural Track

three runners have performed

better in track, however, than in

cross country. Other prospects for

BC include Keith Francis, and

AAU runner and 1:48 half-miler,

and William Juall.

UMass will probably be running

tomorrow's meet conservatively,

or at a 75 per cent pace to insure

good performances in some of the

biggest meets of the year, next

week. Coach O'Brien plans to "win
with depth." The team is ap-

proaching the meet as an indicator

of ability. The meet will also serve

as a chance to take a good look at

the varsity and according to

O'Brien, "To see where we stand."

O'Brien also commented that the

team has come back in the best

early season shape he has ever

seen.

Led by co-captains Randy
Thomas and Bill Gillin, UMass
looks very strong this year. Coach
O'Brien said that Thomas, Gillin,

Tom Maguire and Paul Segersten

have been running even in

workouts and that they are

"ahead of last year."

The next three positions on the

team are uncertain. Sophomores
Phil Broughton and Mike Gillen,

junior Tom Wilson and seniors

Chris Chambers and Doug
O'Connell all have a shot at the

number five to seven spots. Coach
O'Brien explained that pressure

from the number five to number
nine runners may result in

frequent changes in these

positions. The mentor also men-

tioned ttot sixteen to twenty

runners have a shot at and will be

vying for the top seven places on

the team.

A I Rufe.'Versatility - Plus

Remember that nasty athletic fee; that extra assessment that comes

through on your bill every semester; that has had almost everybody

bitching for the last few years? Did you ever wonder who handled all your

hardearned money after it got channelled into the Boyden machine?

Well, believe it or not, all that responsibility falls on one man, the

Financial Manager of Athletics, Al Rufe.

It is Rufe's duty to handle all financial matters within the depart-

ment. He controls all monetary transactions, prepares the budget

(subject to the approval of the Athletic Department), purchases all

equipment, handles all travel arrangements, and oversees the payroll.

All that is a lot of responsibility for any one man to handle. So, instead

of making things easier for the man, the Athletic Department, decided to

add to his duties by naming him varsity soccer coach.

Rufe was named head soccer mentor late in the summer after it was

discovered tha.t last year's coach, Gerry Redmond had also been an in-

structor in the physical education department and his salary was paid

from physical education funds. By the time the Athletic Department

discovered that Redmond would no longer be able to coach soccer their

budget had already been prepared and contained no money with which to

pay a soccer mentor.

Being in such a bind, the Athletic Department looked to its own ranks

in an effort to find someone to take over the soccer coaching duties.

Although a number of applications were received, the Athletic Depart-

ment decided to give Rufe the double duty.

Rufe, then, in effect, took the job on a strictly voluntary basis. He has

received, and will, to my knowledge, receive no raise or extra pay of any

kind even though he is one man doing the job of two.

In these days of greed and desire for monetary reward it is somewhat

remarkable to find such a selfless individual willing to sacrifice himself

to a position that demands so much time and yields only self satisfaction.

Frank Mclnerney, head of the Athletic Department described Rufe

as "a dedicated individual." The lights are often on in his office until late

at night while he completes his duties as financial manager, which he

must put aside during the day in order to handle his soccer team.

Some of Rufe's duties have been passed on to others. He is no longer

the official travel secretary, nor does he still coordinate the employees

working at football games (ushers, ticket takers, program sellers, etc.).

When asked about the overbearing work load he carries, Rufe could

only reply, "Sure. I can handle it. I'm single and that means I have lots of

time."

Rufe is primarily a businessman. His MBA from BC attests to that.

But coaching soccer is not new to him, either. He was head coach at BC
for a year while attending grad school there.

One year of experience does not necessarily make a good coach,

especially at BC where the sport is looked upon like the plague.

So the jury is still out on Rufe as a soccer coach. It will not be until the

end of this season that we find out how the noble experiment worked.
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More Than Just A TV Show

V

By Jerry Lazar

Kung Fu is more than a popular

television series. It is a sophisticated

method of self-defense, it is an effective

way to keep your body and mind in

shape and, to many Chinese, it is a

unique and integral part of their

culture.

Kung Fu is not taught to those who
want to walk into bars and test their

strength or to those who delight in

showing off their muscular abilities.

It is a skill that takes years of prac-

tice and devotion tc develop properly.

That is what I learned last week at a

Kung Fu demonstration in the Campus
Center Auditorium and from sub-

sequent interviews with students of the

martial art.

Until recently, Kung Fu 'aught

exclusively to Chinese. One st *old

me that the words Kung Fu i ly

translate to "the Chinese p«. jple

working together as a race". Because

of the television show, and because of

growing U.S. interest in Chinese
culture, Kung Fu is gradually

becoming a major interest in this

country and is beginning to rank up

there with its Japanese counterparts,

judo and ju-jitsu.

As expected, many people have

capitalized on this interest, which has

resulted in the spreading of much
misinformation on the subject.

"The exhibition this evening," said

the program handout, "is staged partly

because we wish to show the general

public what Chinese Kung-Fu really is

so that people will not be misled by

quick talking con artists and pseudo-

Orientals."

There are no black belts or any other

kind of belts in Kung Fu. Anyone who
says he has a black belt in Kung Fu
probably doesn't know any. There are

students, masters, and grandmasters.

Masters specialize in a given style. The
style and the school it comes from

should be stated by the instructor and
can be verified in Chinatown of any

major city. Masters should be able to

state their own Master and their

Master's Master. Those Masters should

also be known in Chinatown of any

major city. The present generation of

U.S. Masters practically always have

their own Master in China, usually

Honk Kong.

The demonstration was jointly

presented by Masters and students of

two Kung Fu schools — The Kung Fu
Academy of Amherst and the New
England China Martial Arts

Association of Boston. The Boston

school was a little late in arriving, so

one of the Amherst masters used the

time to talk about the study of Kung Fu
in general.

"The student of Kung Fu must learn a

different kind of discipline," is one of

the things he told the fairly large

audience. "That discipline, both

physically and mentally, must come
from within. You must answer not only

to your instructor, but to yourself as

well."

He explained that a beginning student

of Kung Fu will first learn the proper

stances and movements and then go on

to combinations of stances and
movements, using a pre-arranged set of

exercises. In the elementary stages, the

student will begin by "fighting thin air"

and eventually fight a partner. Some
students may then learn the use of

weapons.

"Weapons are extensions of your

hands," explained the master. "If you

are lousy with your hands, weapons will

not help you."

The master stressed over and over

that the knowledge of Kung Fu
techniques must not be misused.

"We do not teach how to beat

somebody else up," he said, "we

(continued on page 11)
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POOR RICHARD'S welcomes

unsolicited manuscripts,
photographs, and sketches. They

must be signed and include the

author's address and phone
number. Due to space limitations,

there is no guarantee that all

material will be printed.

All manuscripts must be typed,

double-spaced, at sixty spaces per

line, and are subject to editing for

content or length. Deadline for the

Friday edition is Wednesday noon.

Letters to the editor are ac-

cepted for perusal and or

publication. Sometimes we need a

good chuckle.

Brel - Alive
And Well

Composer Jacque Brel

Let me begin by stating that I had a good
time at the UMass theater department's
production of "Jacques Brel" Friday night.

I suspect, should you go, that you might, too.

It will be presented another 11 times this fall

so you'll have plenty of chance.

The show is a collection of composer

Brel's songs strung loosely together by Eric

Blau and Mort Schuman, and sung in

English translation by a cast of four, in this

case consisting of Norman Brown, Elaine

POOR RICHARDS is no mtrt
than a figment of some overacti\

imaginations Don't blink or you'll

miss the best parts

tV***************^^

Brown, Susan Anderson and Jon Farris. The

songs cover all bases; they're cynical,

romantic, cute, funny, incisive; and h^petui,

all in turn. It doesn't require a penchant for

show tunes to get off on the music. With

material like this, how could they ^ *w JW
Director Farris sincerely tried jt to.

With a few exceptions he keeps staging to an

economical minimum, in order to let the

songs play through. Yet there are .everal

weak spots. "Old Folks" was a bore

practically devoid of movement or even

gesture, and "Brussels" and "Marathon

had several clumsy moments wh- ic tne

actors seemed unable to avoid trippi^ oyer

one another. In its best moments, the

staging is a treat.

Parts of "My Death", "The Desperate

Ones", and "Carousels" were quite ef-

fective in their spare use of interesting ef-

fects, particularly three foil mirrors scat-

tered around the set. Other segmcnU of

"Brussels" and "Carousels ,
when

executed well (they weren't always were

reminiscent of parts of the i
uyie

"Cabaret", a movie I liked a great tttl.

Which brings me to one of the major

problems with this show. It should n H have

been attempted on a proscenium sU ge; no

way. "Brel" is a cabaret show, a revue if

you like, which under ideal ca ditions

should be viewed in a cabaret, preferably

with a glass of beer in hand. I'd love to see it

in the Blue Wall or Hatch.

As it is, claustrophobia seems to ha*, t the

proscenium. A spacious, airy set miglu have

alleviated some of the problem, but the one

they used was a disaster, ^uttered and

Day At The Races
Having saturated myself with films and

novels, I've begun to seek alternatives in

entertainment.

My first experiment drew me to New York

for a Saturday afternoon at the races. A
morning train brought me to Belmont Park

on Long Island, which is one of America's

finer tracks. I chose September 15th with its

special attraction. At a time when Off Track

Betting had diminished the attendance at

New York tracks, the horse Secretariat has

been drawing record crowds. The racing

industry has been working hard to increase

attendance using such specials as admission

for half a buck with college I.D.

When Philip Morris put "up most of the 250-

grand for a match race between Riva Ridge

and Secretariat, Belmont jumped at the

chance. (Rockingham Park in New Hamp-
shire had failed at a similar attempt a short

time before.

The crowd was conspicuously different

from the usual. I spoke with many spec-

tators and all had come to see the wonder

horse in one of the decade's most

ballyhooed races. A womai n her seventies

explained to me how it was her first visit in

years, limited welfare income and the

rising costs in transportation made trips to

the track difficult she stated. The spectators

spent hours coming by buses, cars and

trains to number nearly fifty thous.

The afternoon was counted slowly by half-

On Amnesty
THE AMNESTY OF JOHN DAVID HERN-
DON
by James Reston. Jr.

146 pp. $5.95

by Ed Smith

Amnesty, as a political issue in America,

is mired in misunderstanding and the

selfedifying rhetoric of politicians. It is an

issue around which liberals can organize

with their half-way proposals. As well, it

serves as a focal point to which "Patriotic"

Americans can point as exemplifying the

disrespect with which the younger
generation holds the law. The moral aspect

ot amnesty has, not unexpectedly, been

smothered under a milieu of conflicting

interests. The Amnesty of John David

llerndon is an important book in that it

brings this ussue, in both a moral and

political sense, to the reading public from a

self-retired veteran's point of view.

John Herndon spent fifteen months in

Vietnam aod was finally shipped back to the

U.S. after being injured during the TeT
offensive. When he recovered he was sent to

Germany and soon found himself on the levy

once again for Vietnam. This time he decided

that he was not going back and went instead

to Paris He returned to his company in

Germany once to finalize his divorce from

his wife in the states and was immediately

thrown in prison Upon leaving prison he

was notified that he was again being sent to

Vietnam This time he split for Paris and did

not return

hour breaks betWMB races. Fearful of

losing my place on the rail beyond the finish,

I didn't move for three hours. Instead I

cc.**

watched the kaleidoscopic changing pat-

terns in the stands, a colorful mass of

humanity. Elegant women draped in furs

and their escorts in top hats mingleii .v-ith

the T-shirted masses. An exception, i ec-

practically useless. The absolutely

horrendous lighting was no help at all.

The actors have to work much harder to

overcome these arrangements, and they

had some difficulty in doing so. In fact, the

lack of energy during the first few numbers
was notable. But as the show proceeded, the

energy picked up a bit, sparked primarily

by Sue Anderson and Norman Brown,
definitely Mr. Brown's most notable con-

tribution to the show. Unfortunately, he was
much too weak vocally to handle the dif-

ficult Brel style. Jon Farris had no trouble

with the music, but was an evident suferer

from the early general lack of energy. He
picked up eventually, and proceeded with a
fine performance, especially in "statue".

Susan Anderson, apart from an occasional

clinker, was the best; strong, clean, and
exciting throughout. W-Elaine Brown was
hampered by one of the must unattractive

and unsuitable costumes I have ever seen,

but gave a creditable performance
nonetheless. Perhaps, however, she could be
persuaded to sing a little more to the

audience, and less at the ceiling. There is

nothing remarkable about her double chin.

Finally, many, many kudos to pianist An-

drew Lichtenberg, who handled a difficult

score with ease.

I must reiterate, though, that all in all I

enjoyed the show, and my opinion of it's

weaknesses is just that; opinion. See for

yourself.

The shows are at 8 p.m. Sept. 28, 29, Oct.

11, 12, 13, 25, 26, 27 and Nov. 8, 9, 10. Thur-

sdays are dollar nights.

centric drew curt laughs and rude ex-

pletives. His silver cascading locks and good

will fashions provided sharp contrast. With

pleading eyes, he begged to ride in the

parade to the post — a request unhappily

ignored. He spun his oversized spurs and

tapped the rail with this crop, impatient for

action on the track.

With the approaching moment, the crowd

sprung for a better glimpse. Secretariat

touched the track with smooth, gliding

strides, his muscles rippling beneath the

burnished copper coat. He is an over-

whelming presence that dwarfs his op-

position. As the field disappeared into the

gate on the far side of the track, the nasal

voice declared "It is now post time."

For those of us lost in the rail side crush,

the start was a blur in a deafening roar. The

flashing totalizer lights described the

unravelling story on the backstretch.

Defying the imagination, the tumultuous

sound increased as Secretariat passed Rival

Ridge. Heading for home, the Big Red
drew away from his bay stablemate.

An instant after the finish, owner Penny

Tweedy ran onto the track, her heels sinking

into the damp sand. Joy radiated from her

face as the invisible voice announced the

new world record. With this victory, Ms.

Tweedy gave $205,000 to charity and a horse

to history.

Herndon was not a draft resister oi i man
running way from something he hi only

heard about. The fifteen months he bp.:;it in

Vietnam convinced him that he would not go
back there to continue killing the Viet-

namese. There can be disagreement over
whether Herndon deserted for poli« • i! or
moral reasons, but it would seem to be * lear

that he did decide to stop killing people.

An organization in the States called Safe
Return contacted Herndon and asked him if

he would be a test case for amnesty. He
agreed and that is where this book began.
James Reston travelled with the two leaders
of Safe Return to Paris and arranged for the
return of Herndon to the U.S. The account
Reston gives us is inevitably biased, as he
was an advocate of universal amne iy long
before he met Herndon. Nevertheless, he
does the deserter's in Europe. There is very
little that is glamorous about exile in a
foreign country whose language one cannot
speak. He does provide the reader witn a
necessary understanding of at least one
man's situation through, and how h.» sur-
vived after leaving the army.
Probably the mr interesting aspect of

the ordeal of John lermdon is what hap-
pened when he returned to the States, he
was immediately arrested upon stepping off
TWA's Flight 803 Safe Return expected this
and was prepared for a court battle based on
a defense which would expose U.S. war
crimes in Indochina. However, the case
never went to court. John Herndon was

given a dishonorable discharge and sent

packing. He was given the dishonorable

discharge which had been disapproved two
and one half years earlier in Germany. The
government obviously did not want to get

involved It gives one a suspicion that they
have something to hide.

Reston goes on in the rest of the book to

state his case for universal amnesty. He
cites the precedence of Andrew Johnson and
goes on to answer the major ciriticisms

against amnesty. 'He answers them well and
backs them up with statistics. The

most important point he makes through is

one of moral significance. The United States

was wrong in their actions in Vietnam ; they

behaved as international criminals. The
men who deserted, in excess of 100,000 ac-

cording to Reston's figures, were not "few,

rather the vast majority of them must be

men who could no longer stomach the

criminal, racist and genocidal actions of the

U.S. military in Vietnam. Their crime was,

very literally, refusing to continue com-

mitting a crime."
The Amnesty of John David Herndon and

the amesty of thousands of other men are

going to serve as constant -eminders of

America's atrocities in Vietnam. Their

plight should show us all how very wrong the

"greatest country on earth can be.

This booh available at the University

Bookstore.

WUMV-TV's Souls And Swines
by Marty Kelly

I owe my WUMV-TV soul to Paul
Hamel, our Student Senate
Treasurer. For it was Hamel who
allowed so many to become that

student pig that so many of us .

desire to be . . .

"It was early in the summer
when the idea was posted. It was
time for a Rennaissance of video
on this campus. WTOY and the
image projected from a riddled

past just had to go and Hamel
was willing to listen".

"Kelley", said Hamel, "I'll give
you that $1,000 in budget changes
for your god damn sports venture,

only because I believe you're try-

ing to get something accomplished
on this campus. This is your last
draw. If you fail here, I promise
you, there will be no such thing as
campus video at this university

again . . . Good Luck".
So the number one Student Pig

created a pen full of subsequent
student pigs . . . Kelley, McKinnon,
Bunker, Vera, and Sophinos were
to then cross the Rubicon . . .

achieve that level of involvement
that is so necessary at UMass for

survival . . . and most of all open up
a brand new area of criticism, but
better yet knowledge . . . Hamel,
everyone's chief Swine, waved the
wand, and thusly . . . WUMV-TV
was born . . .

And so with a little flicker of hope
and a monumental challenge
ahead, a student video tape station

with a brand new front fender was
born. But it took some doing, some
sleezing, three months work, and
faith from a Student Pig.

The past had to be righted. The
name had to go. WTOY conjured
up thoughts of something you take
down from a shelf and wind up. As
my face got progressively uglier in

time, as the years faded, so did the

confidence in WTOY.
Those who initially laid the

cornerstone for TOY decided
themselves to get laid in Spain.

And so in comparable Bonny &
Clyde conniving, the charter
bearers left on a holiday to Madrid
and neither the equipment nor the

charter members were to be seen
again

Then came the ripoff. It was a

$6,000 heist and now Hamel had
really had his belly of bull fights

plane tickets to Madrid, false

promises, and now an equipment-
shy studio. Last spring we were
chopped nearly $50,000 in a
proposed budget. We stood pretty

limp video wise as mid-semester's

crept up . . . And we all but crept

out of our RSO account.

"Marty, my name is Bill and how
would you like to do play-by-play

for us at the NIT tomorrow night

against North Carolina."

That was the start of it all.

Sports after that memorable night

in New York and even more
historic the night the Bluewall
screen replayed the 72-62 loss to

North Carolina, a video rebirth

had taken place. Through sport

WTOY was to have a viable pur-

pose. Hamel was clearly con-

vinced.

And so this summer the con-

sulting began and Hamel began to

loosen his checkbook. But the

sports bonanza was to be the
precursor. She was to be the seller.

WUMV-TV would not be an elitist

student pig organization. But she's

got five pigs who are willing to give

their time for a purpose and an
involvement that is so necessary

for the success of video on this

campus I'm one such pig . . .

Bunker, McKinnon, Vera, and
Sophinos are in line too.

UMV has crossed that Rubicon.

Hamel and the student senate was
the first bridge. Your respect is

that other reachable goal.

In descriptive form UMV is best

by the people that give her her
character. Her student pigs . . .

I ?**

This little piggy made good.

Movie Calendar
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7&9p.m. S.U.B. 50c

McKinnon and Kelley - from the abstract to the absurd.

McKinnon is a skinny bastard

who never said a word in my first

and last business course a year
ago. He's a Mass Comm nut which
is his own funeral . . . But as

professor Harper will attest . . .

"He's the best I had in TV
production class that spring."

Billy knows video. To him
filming "Eig Screemin' Magoo" is

an orgasm. He knows his video.

He's into production. The best of

Billy McKinnon is yet to come. If

you want to learn Billy will help . .

.

That's more than anyone can ask .

* •

David Bunker resembles Jesus
just down from the cross. In looks

only. David is a torn person. He's
into Belchertown. He's into UMV.
He finds his work with the mentally

ill as an assistant staff

psychologist in the UYA program
( University Year for Action) more
time consuming and literally more
rewarding than UMV. Yet David
lends us his contacts and his time
in planning documentaries for

poverty groups in the Springfield

area as well as local projects on
campus.
McKinnon wants to teach, film,

and instruct, while Bunker desires

exploitation of social problems.
Just through these backliners
(veterans of TOY) UMV is struc-

turing much and is certain to

provide so much more in the
near future sure to be aired on
Channel 8 in Amherst and to be
picked up on sets by over 3,000

off-campus students. But with

Bunker and McKinnon you get

Sophinos . . . and that's a find.

Chris, like I, began in the ranks
of WMUA radio, only Chris found
more success than I because he
kept his mouth shut. When not

announcing a football game I was
suggesting alternate routes to

management and being Irish and
expressive, and a sophomore I

didn't last too long as Sports

Director. But Sophinos is more
talented anways.
Together with McKinnon and

assisted by the rest of us, WUMV-
TV is sponsoring a three credit

course in video production under
the auspices of Juan Caban. But
dammit, it's working . . .

Meeting once a week 25 students

have the opportunity to hone their

skills at the expense of UMV. They
break up into production groups
such as the one I have in Sports

Production and Telecasting and
in a very departmentalized fash-

ion, the members of UMV get

things accomplished. Whether it's

Julius Erving at the Springfield

Civic Center, the Western Mass.

Pioneer pro football team in

Holyoke. Room to Move down-

stairs, or a Pierpont boogie. UMV
is working for your benefit.

Vera brings that Pierpont

ideology to our format. You can

find it either on the walls, in her

toilets, or under anyone's rung, but

Pierpont has a lot of dope, too

many loose heads, but a lot of

class, and they shipped out a bit of

that when they gave us Joseph
Vera . . .If you're into video,

stop in and meet him . . .

And myself . . . Christ I don't

know. I've been through all the

medias, and sold for the cheapest
price whether it be from a

microphone or a typewriter to a
Blue Wall beer as the going waiver
price. But I might have found a
real home in front of the UMV
cameras although I have an ugly

face . . . Give me a mike and I think

I can sell a coffin to a dead horse .

.

. But give me Randy Richardson
and Tommy Lehmann ( 2 n's, he's

not Jewish) and Cameramen
Ralph Marcus, Steve Orloff,

Mike Nathanson, and Billy

Jackson, and of course Hillel

Himself, Earle "I'm here for five"

Barroll, and I'll give you the

Harvard football game at the

Bluewall Sunday night at 9 p.m. or

a facsimile thereof . . .

Randy Richardson is a fertile

gift from above. He's into sports

production. At one of my pre-Holy

Cross meetings he spoke up with

JOSH-like intentions and I knew I

needed him, but not his wardrobe
or hair-do either. And with transfer

Lehmann from Bridgewater St.,

the job gets done . . . Thank God for

the walk-on in sports . . .

"It was pretty raw that Friday
night atop of the pressbox at

McKenzie Stadium in Holyoke . . .

But with a few beers at the Drake
we wrapped up another video night

and talked of the doubleheader
with football at the stadium with

Maine and basketball that night

with Erving ... In all it was

a 21 hour sports production week-

end for Richardson and the gang

. . . And yet you'll

probably want to call them student
pigs. Call me a pig, for that's

complimentary to my face, but to

the UMV-TV Sports and Public

Affairs crews, tip your hat . . For
they have crossed the Rubicon.

We've sleezed an office from our

good friend and pizza vendor
Larry Popple at RSO. With a

pepperoni and cheese he gave us a

studio with keys, carpeting, lights,

and trust, in 167 CC . Thanx Larry.

For yes, it's a far cry from a plane

ticket in a Madrid airport and a

burglary that took away our un-

derwear.

Yes, we have a studio and a

working financial contract with

the Bluewall for money for UMass
football. Whether in 167 CC, at the

Bluewall with a few cold ones, or

at a video marathon at Pierpont
(our home away from home in

years gone by) or any other dorm
on campus, or on channel 8 in

Amherst, the student pigs from
WUMV-TV, University of

Massachusetts, are getting things

done. This consciousness can't be
taken blindly.

We live in a world that one day
our generation will govern com-
pletely. In our rebellious natures

we strive to run our own life in

retrospect to our own little

Rubicons that we confront in our

plasticity day to day. UMass is a
melting pot of uncertainty. For
those that are into it, UMV-TV
helps give shape, purpose, and
social control to that realm of

uncertainty to those that struggle

in the university's jungle of mores
and value systems. An athlete gets

into his product for identity, Hamel
and Booker and Gregory and
Sevini into their Senate for the

same purpose, Taylor into Burton
for some of the same warmth, but

finally we all reach that Rubicon
that we either stop and stare at,

wished at one time we crossed, or

simply let melt in our dreams.
Bunker, McKinnon, Sophinos,

Vera, and my gang Randy,
Tommy, Ralph, Billy, Stevey,

Mike, and of course for the last

time easy Earle have all crossed

that threshold. We're Student Pigs

living in a world we were not afraid

to create. UMV will survive
because it was born with a strong

pair of balls and a solid shot of

Irish behind it. Sports will give

UMV a campus appeal. But it's our

pen of pigs, our TV course, our

open studio to everyone, and my
ugly face that with Paul Hamel'

s

prayers will make us go beyond
Madrid, Spain with, God Dammit,
a return ticket.

UMV has crossed the Rubicon . .

That rude face is driving me crazy.
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(continued from page 11)

More Than Just A TV Show

Kung Fu is not taught to those who want to walk into Bars and
test their strength.

also teach the guiding

philosophical principle of Kung
Fu."
The shew consisted of more than

twenty separate demonstrations,

and included both males and

females — black, white and
Chinese — ranging from four years

old to the Bobby Riggs age

bracket. The audience was equally

diverse.

Kung Fu is one of the few areas

of Chinese culture which does not

discriminate against women. One

student told me after the show that

a woman properly trained in Kung

Fu could protect herself against

any man who has not received

similar training and could even kill

or disable him if necessary.

Kung Fu is also taught to people

of all ages. One master compared

the study to rowing upstream —
"you stop and you move back-

wards." Unlike professional

athletes, claimed the master, Kung

Fu skills can be maintained until

the age of 70 or 80 if exercised

diligently and properly.

Teaching Kung Fu to young

children helps them become aware

of their bodies and instills an ap-

preciation of their limbs. I watched

a four-year-old Chinese girl on

stage swinging her arms around

Popeye-style and executing kicks

which made my lower jaw drop six

inches. How cute, I thought.

Imagine my surprise when a

student later told me that that

same girl could shatter the bones

in my leg with a single kick if she

wanted to. How will she get along

with the kids in her first-grade

class, I wondered.
"She'll probably be the only kid

in the class who won't go picking

fights with the other kids," the

student predicted, adding that

those who know and practice Kung

Fu usually don't go around

showing off their prowess. They

know that they are able to defend

themselves when necessary and

don't foel they have to prove it to

anyone.
"As for me," said the student, "I

don't like to fight. If someone tried

to start something with me, I'd

rather walk away." Knowing Kung

Fu, according to the student, gives
,

you some control over your

destiny. It gives you the feeling

that, no matter what happens, you

are able to defend yourself in any

situation.

But back to the demonstration. It

opened with the Southern Lion

Dance, a unique part of Chinese

culture which symbolizes courage,

strength and good luck.

"In a Chinese community,"
explained the announcer,

"whenever we have an important

event, we do a Lion Dance."

The dance consists of two people,

one who stands under the large,

elaborately colorful lion's head and

another who holds up the long robe

which is supposed to be the lion's

body. The moves are highly

stylized, with a mixture of folk

elements. The lion's eyes blink and

the mouth opens, with the ac-

companiment of Oriental drums

and cymbals.
Next on the program was a

woman demonstrating some of the

movements involved in Tai-Chi

Chuan, a style of Kung Fu which

dates back to the Sung Dynasty

(1017-1073 AD), and is based on

principles of physiology,

psychology and dynamics for

health promotion. The woman's

slow, graceful, silent motions

looked like they could have been

taken from "Swan Lake". There

were no facial expressions, only

soft gliding patterns with her arms

and legs.

Tai-Chi Chuan purports to clear

the mind and strengthen the brain

According to promotional

literature distributed to the

audience, "it leads to lucid

thinking, a peaceful mind, a gentle
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temper, and an increase in per-

sonal vital force ... (it) can warm

the body in winter and cool it in

summer. It promotes deep

breathing and develops lungs; it

tones up the heart, and it promotes

digestion which enables the

stomach to absorb nourishment

from food more efficiently." Also,

according to the handouts, it could

help people suffering from

"neurasthenia, high blood

pressure, anemia, tuberculosis,

gastric and ureic diseases, and

kidney disorders." Sounds far-

fetched to me, but then again, so

did acupuncture.

The show picked up when

weapons were used. Some of those

guys could swing those staffs,

swords and spears with more

finesse and agility than a cham-

pion baton twirier.

"The object of this exercise,"

explained the announcer at one

point, "is to make mince meat out

of your opponent."

And so it went. Three hours

worth of punches and kicks that my
poor prose could never do justice

to. Then came the grand finale.

First, one guy broke two cement

blocks, one atop the other, with his

bare hands.

"Feel my hand," said one

student who was sitting next to me
at the demonstration. His hand was

not calloused and not very rough

atiall. I candidly told him I wasn't

impressed.

"Well his hands are even softer

than that," he said, referring to the

master who had just snapped the

blocks. I was impressed.

"How does he do it?" I asked

another student afterwards. "What

principle of Kung Fu did he em-

ploy?"
"Speed," was the answer.

"Speed and concentration." "It's

like if you shoot a bullet through a

door, it might come out the other

end intact. But if you try to ham-

mer a bullet into a door, the bullet

will be flattened."

Then they placed two cement

bricks on top of one guy's head and

smashed them with a

sledgehammer, leaving the guy's

brains intact. I forgot to ask what

principle of Kung Fu was em-
ployed there, and I remain con-

vinced that this was merely put on

the program for its shock effect.

Finally, for the super grand
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"Imagine my surprise when I

was told she could shatter my
leg bones."

finale, they broke two bricks

placed on top of a bed of nails

which was placed on top of an

upside down bed of nails which was

placed on top of another guy who
was lying on a bed of razor-sharp

blades. Nobody bled too badly.

"Sometimes magicians do this,"

a student told me afterwards, "but

they soak the bricks in vinegar so

they crumble easily. But if you had
smelled the bricks, you would have

seen that they were untreated."

There's an awful lot to learn

about Kung Fu and its thousands of

variations and positions. A
beginner can start at the Kung Fu
Academy in Amherst, but the

advanced stuff can only be learned

in Hong Kong. It is an art full of

"philosophical secrets", as one

student put it, which orthodox

instructors will teach only to

serious students.

Like wrestling was to the ancient

Greeks and Romans, Kung Fu is to

the Chinese. It is a lifestyle,

something that, once learned,

always stays with you. It involves

the use of sensitivity and discretion

and, as one student put it, "you use

your opponent's strength against

himself."

And Kung Fu is more than just a

television series.

"QUOTE MM

"It is funny, sophomoric, brilliant, obscene, disjointed,

marvelous, unintelligible and relevant. Iff anybody tries to

improve it, he should be sentenced." —N.Y. Times
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%\PUTNEY SWOPE
The Truth and Soul Movie

Saturday, Sept. 29

7-9-11 in Mahar

LATIN WEEK IN REVIEW
by Gary Gomes

What's that? You say you don't

know that every U.S. company in

Puerto Rico is using their space on
the island without paying a single

tax? And isn't that illegal? To hold
property and not pay a tax on it?

Do you know of Pedro Petri (poet)

or Eddie Palmieri (musician)? Did
you know that, in actual terms,

Puerto Rico, while being called a

Commonwealth State, is actually a

colony housing two U.S. nuclear

bases? Or that there is a populated

island off the coast of Puerto Rico
which is used as a site for target

practice by the U.S. Navy? Are you
aware of the almost total neglect of

Latin Music, Art, and life on the

part of most of the U.S.? If so,

come this way — you have much to

learn.

EVENT 1 : The Eilms

The first film shown, "Puerto

Rico: The Colonization of" was a

short clip trying to show a cross

section of Puerto Rican folk and
their feelings about independence.

One man said, "We're a Com-
monwealth. What's that?" Second
response: "I'm against in-

dependence." Third response: The
woman just shook her head — she

didn't know what the interviewer

was talking about. And the fourth

interviewee was in absolute favour

of independence. What does that

show. Well, one person from the

audience screamed out that a vote

was taken recently in Puerto Rico,

as to whether the people wanted
independence, and that 75 per cent

voted against independence.

However, look at the responses

to the interview. Doesn't seem as

clearcut as "They don't want in-

dependence." Over half the people

who voted for Nixon this time

around wanted things changed,

and they were fully aware of the

fact that Nixon wouldn't bring

about change. If you're unsure,

stick with the accepted pattern.

Brainwash. You can't expect
anything better or new, so why
even try? And if half those voting

didn't realize the implications of

what they were voting on, that

makes for a pretty shaky "man-
date from the people."

The second film (about 30

minutes long), "Culebra" dealt

with the use of the isle of Culebra

(off the coast of Puerto Rico, and a

part of the United States' colonial

influence in Puerto Rico. A
beautiful sequence of contrast

shots take place: you see a U.S.

Navy man saying he's had very

little trouble with the natives, then

it switches to a "Yankee Go
Home" spelled out on the

pavement.

False treaties signed with

Secretary Chaffe are brought up,

and the film tells how school

children have to be calmed down
after they've heard the explosions

from the boats' target practice,

Turns out they were using the

mothers as Guinea pigs for

sterilization experiments, so the

males of the tribe decided to

castrate the male members of the

clinic. Simple as that. It's a
frightening film, but one well

worth seeing, to view the contrasts

between Third World peoples and
their exploitation by European
techniques.

Charged with Lation Vibration — Eddie Palmieri and Musica.

because they fear their parents

might have been injured. And, at

the end of the film, it is made quite

clear that the struggle is still going

on.

The third film, "Blood of the

Condor" was a substitute for "Our
Latin Thing", which wound up
somewhere in Springfield most of

the weekend. "Blood of the Con-

dor" was a fine replacement.

The film deals with a group of

Indians in Bolivia who are staying

with the "old ways" in the force of

the governmental turn towards

"progress". "Condor" revolved

around two plot lines — the first,

the head of the tribe getting

trapped and shot by the local

police, needing a great deal of

blood for an operation so that he

might live, and his brother's

search for the blood. He finally

finds the man who might be able to

give him the blood his dying

brother needs, but the doctor is too

wrapped up in a speech he's giving

about "progress" to give the man
the blood.

The events which led up to the

injury of the head of the tribe dealt

with a clinic which had been

brought in to the area to "help" the

mothers deliver the children.

EVENT 2: MUSICA — Eddie
Palmieri and His Orchestra
Second night — and the air in the

S.U.B. was charged (beautifully

so) with Latin vibration. Con-
figurations and dance techniques
never thought of by the boogie
crowd were given life and breathed
out the forms of Latin essence.

The ballroom itself was set up in

a manner I had never seen. Chairs

and tables set up in the back so

people could sit after a joust with

Eddie. The band would switch back
and forth, and while keeping a

fairly strict Latin beat, would sally

forth into improvisations, the most
startling being Chocolate's
trumpet extravaganzas, and the

inclusion of an electric violin over

the basic structure. So, the six man
percussion section (including the

two singers ) put down a format you
couldn't help but want to dance
(and I mean DANCE) to, while the

soloists took off into the parallel

fields.

When you get down to it, Eddie
Palmieri's appearance (while I

give deference to the poets for

doing a fine job) was the true

CULTURAL HAPPENING of the

weekend, for the simple fact that a

lot of folks here can understand
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and laugh at or empathize with the

poetry of Pedro Petri, one really

has to feel the music to get up and
dance to it. I felt like a bloody fool

some of the time I was dancing,

because my moves were so jerky in

comparison to people who'd been
dancing this way for so long.

Culture can be learned, but it can't

be learned in one night. So it goes
— but you can always have a damn
good try at it!

But picture this, if you will —
Eddie had to leave the same night
to play in New York at 4 a.m. the
Sunday morning. And this was
after he and his fellow members
had whipped up more energy than
I'd heard in a good spell of time.
They left the audience happy and
grateful for the life and community
Eddie Palmieri brought to the
Ballroom.

EVENT 3: THE POETS
Third day — afternoon. A series

of slides is shown to demonstrate

the United States' colonization of

Puerto Rico — both obvious and
covert techniques. Taxes not being

paid on property being used by
U.S. companies in Puerto Rico;

Rockefeller oil drillings off the

coast of Puerto Rico ; 40 per cent of

the Puerto Rican population is

forced off the island due to the

economic stress the United States

places on it; the force-advertising

to Puerto Rican people of "the

American way" of three cars per

person -- the entire deal. Con-

solidated Cigar is getting the best

of it from both ends — paying low

to paltry wages to the tobacco

pickers up here in the Pioneer

valley and surrounding areas,

importing Puerto Ricans like

cattle to do the work, and keeping

the plants operating in Puerto Rico

by paying the citizens next to

nothing. Ah! American enterprise!

Oil spillage on the beaches from

Rockefeller and his merry
manglers is another example of the

defilement of Puerto Rico. And, as

is natural when you have any
competition, there have been
bombings of the offices of the

revolutionary newspaper Claridad

CE1 Periodico de la In-

dependencia' the banner says).

And, it would seem, Puerto Rico

needs independence from the U.S.

— if the island is to even survive,

never mind prosper, it has to get

rid of all the bloodsuckers that are

on the island. More on this later. . .

On to the poets ... Pedro Petri,

author of Puerto Rican Obituary,

one of the finest poems written

about slave wage laborers, who put

their money on the lottery and hope

to break through someday, but

can't, "Because it's against

company policy to promote SPICS,

SPICS, SPICS", and go to the

grave hating each other, not

realizing that they themselves are

truly beautiful. Petri recited on

"The Rise and Fall of the Avon
Lady" telling how the Avon lady

destroys the natural aroma and
that this destruction makes the

biggest threat to world peace.

Bob Marquez read a beautiful

translation (into Spanish) of

Petri's Obituary, and a staggering

piece about "The Pure Man"
(translated from a Latin American
poet's work), expressing the pure

man as being an antiseptic

creature, one who does not really

live. The impure man smokes,

drinks, and loves, whereas the

'pure' man becomes a liar. He is as

one dead.

Jose Angel Figueroa read
several things, among them
"Puerto Ricana", a dedication to

the Puerto Rican woman, warning
about the influence of the
"peroxide" loss to beautiful

shining hair, to the beauty of the

Puerto Rican woman, the colour of

her skin, and the strength she has

shown throughout the years. He
also read a series of poems on the

independence (the necessary in-

dependence) of Puerto Rico.

LATER
Was the Latin American Festival

a success? The fact that it even
took place was a success by itself,

since it's the biggest (and best)

thing to happen on this campus
since the Black Musicians' Con-

ference last Spring. And, like the

Musicians Conference, it will have
ramifications for months and
years to come. Perhaps the two
best aspects of the Festival were
that it 1) coincided with both the

anniversary for Cuban and Puerto

Rican Independence, and with the

march to the U.N. which occurred

on Monday to DEMAND Puerto

Rico be recognized as a colony ol

the U.S. and be given its in-

dependence, and 2) helped in the

establishment of the Third World

Community, on this campus as

envisioned by people like Bill

Hasson, Rosa Blanco, and
Heriberto Flores — which includes

the Spanish-speaking populace of

the world.

Perhaps, finally, when the world
stops sleeping, we'll realize that

the struggle that is now being in-

stituted by the Third World belongs

to all of us, since we have been
shackled to our greed. But it won't

do any good to weep and wish. We
need action, NOW!!!!
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THIS WEEK:

New York Rock Ensemble
COMING:

Room Full of Blues

James Cotton

Howlin Wolf Stan Getz
George Benson Mose Allison
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IN CONCERT
Tina Turner & The Family Vibes
Flo & Eddie
Amherst College, Sept. 22

by Mike Kostek
and Jon Can-

Room 109 is the Fencing room in

Amherst College's gym. Since this

was September 22, the strange
brouhaha of musicians known as
Flo and Eddie were in room 109
dressing for their imminent con-
cert with Ike and Tina Turner.

Carr bravely approached and
knocked on the door. Sounds of
clashing fencing foils and howls
could be heard from within. The
door opened and there in a chair
commanding th passageway sat
Mark Volman (he's the fat one).
He was wearing an enormous
black wool hat with a U. S. Steel

emblem sewn on, strumming his

electric guitar noiselessly.

"What do you want to know?" he
looked up groggily and asked.
"How we got our start in show
business? How we met Zappa?
What our personal Hong-range
goals are?"

Carr was ready. "Oh no. We
want to know who your favorite
Beatle is."
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Do They Care About Us At All?

Flo and Eddie are drunk. Flo and
Eddie are very drunk.

Ike Turner is sick. He is sick with
bronchitis His back-up band,\the
Family Vibes, play like they've
been on the road fifteen years too
long. Which they have.

Flo and Eddie stepped on every
showbiz rule in the book.

Tina Turner and Friends ob-
served every rule extant.

Flo and Eddie were wonderful.

Tina and Friends were awful.

"Oh, my favorite Beatle is

definitely George Harrison."

Mark's face brightens as he
ushers us in.

Howard Kaylan, the other ex-
Turtle, ex-Mother (the one with the

beard and grey hair, the one who
writes and sings most of their

songs) pauses his dueling long
enough to tell us George Martin is

his favorite Beatle.

t We were hard-pressed to take

j notes at this point, for Howie was
I splaying the floor below our feet

|
with his blade, commanding us to

„ dance.

| We manage to secure our place

^ in the room, and we both corral

3 Howie, seeing as Mark kept...
B drifting around.

"Making it! Look at his place!
My God, we're in Amherst! Hits?
No, I don't care about anything;
getting drunk and high with honest
friends in compatible situations is

what I strive for. I don't need
people to tell me I'm having a good
time. I am having a good time,
aren't I? Do you call Ike and Tina
making it? Playing Amherst too?
Not for me."
Carr interjected (with a smile).

"But Ike has a better dressing

room than you do."

"Yeah, but" (here Howie
whispered to us, taking us into his
confidence) "you know that if Ike
doesn't have a better dressing
room, this place will be burned to

the ground by Monday morning."
As Howie continued to discuss

the pros and cons of life on the
road, his eyes never raised beyond
my neck level. He could have been
talking to anything. My hastily
thought out questions brought no
expression to his paralyzed face.

Flo is Mark Volman

I've been on the road twenty-six

nights in a row now. This boy's

voice is gone."

At this point I brought up the

apparent contradiction between
his longing for "compatible
situations" and just what he was
complaining about.

"Pain is profit in this biz. You
gotta be nuts to do this. We're all

nuts." He waveringly gestured to

the rest of the room, now coated in

an atmosphere that was, uh,

unusual.

Carr had gone off to talk to Flo &
Eddie's new drummer, John
Bred^au, who was telling him how
Mark was going to write a Top 40

hit single, thereby getting Flo &
Eddie national exposure and
catapulating them on to the Con-
cert Circuit Situation.

Howie had taken a look out the
window which apparently
reminded him. "Amherst! What is

this place? What is here? The
Patriots train here? Mark!, Mark!
Jim Plunkett! Mark!, Mark! The
Pub and Chequers are the town's
action spots? Where's the raunchy
teenage action? Where the crabs
hang out. Quicksilver? Is that
where they have the long hair and
all that? Mark!, Mark! The
Quicksilver! Crabs at
Quicksilver'"

Muzak - Fed Babies

by Gary Gomes

In Concert:

King Crimson
James Cotton Blues Band
Williams College, September 24

So here we are, four scruffy
looking UMies waiting tor the
advent of King Crimson and James
Cotton, waiting on the steps outside
of the hall at Williams , n North
Adams, Mass. Bill, the scruffiest
one of us all, says of King Crimson

:

"They'll put on a good show if they
have a good audience." I look
around, viewing the Pien school
crowd of Williams with skepticism,
and I say to Bill: "Does this look
like a good crowd to you?" "No,"
says Bill, and we both look down at
the ground in disgust.

Cotton's men took the stage first,

cavorting around advanced riffs

like they were nothing, and finally
breaking into "Watermelon Man"
by Herbie Hancock. After the

HELD OVE
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James
Cotton
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Band
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;
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"warm-up", Cotton himself
showed and proceeded to wow ! the
crowd with da blooz. The last time
I had seen Mr. Cotton and com-
pany, they made Country Joe and
the Fish look sick, so I knew they
had a lot of their stuff together
about five years ago! They didn't

disappoint me one iota. The band
was tight, Cotton was as fine as
ever on voice and harmonica, and
my hat is most definitely off to

guitarist Matt Moore, who makes
about 90 per cent of the British

blues speed freaks look downright
anemic. A good set, with Cotton
hitting into a twelve bar and telling

the audience that this was the stuff

he'd left behind. (Dig what he was
getting at!) As the topper of the
evening. Cotton did one of his

famous somersaults onstage.
Encore.

After the hour-and-a-half Cotton
set, everyone was waiting for King
Crimson to get straightened out
and take the stage. Two
mellotrons, about 10 HiWatt amps,
two Leslie Speakers and Bill

Bruford's percussion set-up (which
included square cymbals, chines,
marimba, and a rhythm box in

addition to his regular kit — also

gongs and a sheet of metal set up
against a screen). Finally, out
comes David Cross (violin, vioia,

mellotron). Bruford (ex-Yes, on
assorted percussion), John Wetton
< formerly of Family-on bass guitar
and vocals), and Robert Fripp (on
guitar and mellotron). founder of

Crimson, and one of the most
respected musicians in Britain.

Understand now. King Crimson
aren't just a bunch of two-bit blues
hacks (a la Rory Gallagher) —
they're musicians who have, I

would believe, drawn on their

experiences (Fripp in the new
improvisational music that's been
developing in England under the
guidance of Keith Tippett and
Robert Wyatt; Wetton from the
various R&B groups in the U S.

and Family's chordal complexity:
Cross from classical music and a

very personal approach to, his
instruments; and Bruford from the
various excursions of Yes and the
tutoring of Jamie Muir, free
drummer who recently split
Crimson's ranks) to make a unique
musical framework.

For this concert, they started

with the title track from their

current album Larks Tongues in

Aspic",Bruford hovering over the

percussion set-up like a demented
vulture, Fripp concentrating on the
guitar, Wetton likewise on bass,

and Cross looking aloof but in-

terested. The violin riff eased
inward leading to the approach of

Fripp's massive twelve-tone guitar

solo. After getting the mellotrons
together (Fripp was profusely
apologetic about the entire thing),

they played "Easy Money", a
hard-rocker from Larks' Tongues,
and slipped quite nicely into three
improvised numbers, Cross
playing the violin so hard that the
string from the bow was snapping.
Fripp running up and down with
one of the strangest chord
strummings I've ever heard. And
Wetton is a remarkable bass
player, probably of equal
technique with Jack Bruce. Sadly
this had to end.

The cries of "Mellotron!
Mellotron!" were getting harder
and harder to deny, and the legacy
that's held King Crimson back
since the first album was still

present. The ballad. So they did it.

But Wetton wasn't singing the
regular lyrics — rather, he was
swearing. He did not want to do it.

So what could have been an in-
credible concert got bugged by a
closed audience. After they
finished "Exiles", they did a quick
retreat with "Larks' Tongues in
Aspic. Pt II ", which built and built
and built, and Cross's violin solo hit
the peak of schizoid feeling that
evening, then to the incredible
dense and controlled climax Then
fade. They did not have a good
audience. They had a bunch of
Muzak-fed babies.

Allman

Brothers

Local

Notes
Brothers And Sisters

Capr:corn CP0111

by Erf McGuinnis

Oner a sound becomes instituted

with a certain band, it is hard to

stray too far from that specific
sound. The Allman Brothers are a
case in point. Brothers and Sisters,

their latest album, is a culmination
of the rhythm and blues which
those Georgia boys have been
playing since their beginnings.

Broth » -s and Sisters, released
well over a year since Eat a Peach,
undoubtably has differences from
the previous album. The most
dramatic change heard on the new
album appears in the form of
piano-playing Chuck Laevell, who
seems to have "replaced" the
sound of Duane Allman's moaning
slide guitar with his fresh antics on
the piano. The blues patterns once
balanced by the interchanging
guitars of Dicky Betts and Duane
Allman

;-re now, to a large degree,
performed by Betts and Chuck
Laevell. The rhythm section and
backbone of the music, consisting
of But : Trucks and Jaimoe on
drums, Lamar Williams on bass
(Berry Oakley does appear on two
cuts), fcad Jreg Allman on organ,
is as t . d as ever.

Brothers and Sisters, musically,
is not that much different from
their previous albums. It is good,
with the exception of a couple of
cuts which lack enough feeling to
generate excitement. Brothers and
Sisters is not the Allman Brothers
best alhum, but if you enjoy
listening to their music, you won't
be offended when throwing the
record or your turntable. It con-
tains enough lively innovations and
moaning blues to satisfy any fan It
is pretty evident after listening to
the albu .. that there is still an
awful lo of talent in this band I
can only hope that the Brothers'
next album contains better
material.

It was a busy summer for area
bands . . . James Montgomery
Band signed with Capricorn
Records ( the Allman's and Martin
Mull's label) and took some time
off from the road to record their

first album, which should be ap-

pearing soon. They were also the

subject of a Boston Globe Sunday
Magazine cover story ( with James
and his harp and his rings and his

bracelets on the cover). Globe
staffer Nathan Cobb did the
writing, and what emerged was a

tsk-tsk look at these peculiar,

hardworking humans getting

drunk day and night . . . Spirit in

Flesh reemerged as Metalica
( named after their ex-lead singer

now manager Mike Metalica. They
signed a contract with Columbia
and have an album due this fall.

One single from the album,
"Train" has been released
everywhere in the country but

here. It seems they aren't too

happy with the reaction they've

received in this state of states.

"Train" is reportedly hot in Philly

and moving along in several other

areas. Metalica has gone through
several personel changes, leaving

only Jim Sullivan, Glenn Hut-

chinson and Pod (aka Big Joe
Podlesney) from the original

group. I haven't seen them live yet,

but several of their practices

sounded like watered-down Alice

Cooper. Promotion of Metalica is

handled by Yellow Jacket
Productions, a Turners Falls-

based branch of the still-together

Brotherhood. Oh, blessed reflief.

Mikey Metalica isn't singing
anymore.

NRBQ, Fat and Clean Living all

had busy summers which sort of

culminated in a beautiful con-

cert/festival by the three bands
attended by 2000 people who had a

good time sitting on the Amherst
Observatory grounds.

several Con-
Like record

Somehow Kostek

tone Howie down to

ventional Subjects,

companies

:

"No, we're not happy being on
Warners. The trouble is they

release forty records a month, and
if you're not Deep Purple, you're

one of the thirty-nine others. We'll

probably wind up on Capricorn as

they seem to have people there who
care. I don't want to get David
Geffined into Asylum. I mean, how
far can you take the Colorado Acid
Experience? I've got nothing
against the Eagles, it's just that

everybody who's on that label

seems to wind up with round
glasses looking like John Denver.
Maybe we'll go to UA or Capital or

Blue Thumb. So what? They're all

names, they're all just record
companies."

On their alleged feud with Frank
Zappa

:

"What happened was Frank got
a broken leg. That was it. Nothing

Eddie is Howard Kaylan

managed to else. But these 'feud' stories are so
widespread that I don't deny them
anymore because they're starting

to get interesting."

On recently-departed band
members Aynsley Dunbar bassist
and Jim Pons: "Aynsley's
drumming for David Bowie, and
Jim is studying acting in New
York."

Flo & Eddie went on stage and
had a very good time, if most of the

crowd didn't. They made sport of

Contemporary Rock Stars, yelled

at the audience and sang several

songs which, if the crowd could

have heard the words (The
Amherst Cage is not the best for

acoustics; said Mark "If you're

gonna play in a place that's

acoustically designed for horses to

shit in, it's gotta be right.") would
have provoked a violent reaction

In between were several oddly

sensitive songs (odd, at least in this

situation). All in all, it was a sanely

crazy set of happy-time, reac-

tionary pop. One of their numbers
went: "You wanna boogie? We'll
give you boogie!" While they gave
the crowd the finger.

The Ike and Tina Turner Review,
sans Ike, never got off the ground
as their program was marred by
delays and lack of tightness.

The show began well enough as
the Family Vibes, the
predominantly brass combo which
travels with Ike and Tina, began by
wai ming the audience up with the
"Theme from Shaft". Their
playing was okay, offset only by an
embarrassing try for humor as the
trumpet player prevented the lead
vocalist from completing "Shaft's
a bad mother. " Then on came
the Ikettes, and the audience began
to shake in anticipation. But the
Ikettes were hurting as they did
"Piece of My Heart" out of step
and even smiled to each other
about their ineptness. The an-

ticipation of Tina's imminent
appearance, though, made the
Ikettes performance only a minor
irritation.

Unfortunately, instead of Tina,

we got a long delay, ostensibly

because the mikes weren't working
property. When the Family Vibes
finally came back on, the only
change I noticed was that their

vocalist had changed clothes.

The Vibes tried to get the show
going again with "Higher", only to

stop in the middle with a complaint
about the spotlights. This lost them
their audience completely, but
they didn't seem to care as they
killed ten minutes with a

monotonous instrumental.

After at least a half hour's delay,

both Tina and the Ikettes made it

on and barely kept the crowd from

walking out. Their delay in ap-

pearing was announced as being

due to microphone troubles and
girdle difficulties, but the disap-

Matthew
Fisher

by David Sokol

Journey's End
RCA APL 1-0195

Total Playing Time: 38:30
After a musical disappearance of

almost 5 years, Matthew Fisher is

HSM
emp:<

album would be a gem, picking up
where A Salty Dog left off, next

with his production of Robin
T rower's subaqueous sounding
Twice Removed From Yesterday,

and finally with the release of

Journey's End.

back on the music scene with his

first solo album. Best known as the

organist with the then exquisite

Procol Harum, Fisher also co-

wrote several masterpieces
("Pilgrims Progress ", "Wreck of

the Hesperus ", and "Repent
Walpurgis"), and produced what
is possibly the ultimate Rock
album. A Salty Dog. Not until

recently have we started hearing
Jbout Matthew again, first with

rumors that his then forthcoming

Although Journey's End comes
nowhere near picking up where
Salty Dog left off (an impossible

task, anyway), after the initial

disappointment that the record

isn't as brilliant as its advertising

would have us believe, it turns out

to be awfully good. While lacking

much of the classical influence

which predominated Matthew's
Procol style, it is hard to fault the

music ( all of which was written by
Fisher ) except that perhaps it is

too commercial and occasionally a

bit too cute. His lyrics are

melancholy, romantic, and
autobiographical and his vocals

are well done, tasteful, and sin-

cere.

An interesting inclusion is the

beautiful title theme from the

movie "Seperation". Procol

recorded "Salad Days (Are Here

Again)", another song from this

film, back on their first album.

Other high points are the senstive

'Hard to be Sure" with a refrain

reminiscent of "Pilgrims

Progress ", "Marie", and
"Journey's End".

Throughout the record there is a

continual, introspective and
personal feeling which Matthew
conveys through his words and
music, and he does it in a manner
which is accessible and un-

derstandable. With each suc-

cessive listening, this record gets

better, an indication that com-
merciality doesn't have to be so
bad after all. There are no throw-

away cuts here, making Journey's

End a consistantly enjoyable and
meaningful contribution to the 1973

musical situation.

Greenough
A Go Go

by Mike Kostek

In Concert:

Big Screaming MacGrew
Greenough Dorm, Sept. 22

. . . and it's John Dean telling me
how college kids aren't dressing

sloppy any more. True, true. I

don't know exactly why, but here
they come, from Baker from Van
Meter, from Chadbourne, from
Orchard Hill even, all coming into

Greenough's basement. Almost all

the males are neatly attired ( read

carefully) in dress shirt (tucked

in) and well-preserved jeans.

Cautions. The girls, forget it. A
few sneakers, but mostly dress

creations. One particular bozo is

wearing his Deerfield Academy

pointing gate of less than fifteen

hundred was more likely the cause.
The Ikettes returned, did a

couple of good numbers, and things

seemed to be improving when Tina
was introduced, a full hour after

their set began.

She's so damned good that she
almost made up for the delays and
uninspired playing. She ran off a

set of fast, rocking numbers and
got the audience to dancing. When
she asked "Are you ready for

me?" the audience response
seemed to say all was forgiven. She
then did some more good songs,

but it wasn't enough to blot out the

memory of the bad beginning. The
show biz veneer was smashed by

the delays, and to tell the truth,

half of their appeal lies beneath
that facade.

This disappointing concert ended
with "Higher", and Tina jived off

the stage amid smoke bombs and
flashing strobe lights.

Everything was ruined beyond
rescue with their last number
"Proud Mary". Tina, explaining

that Ike was down with bronchitis

in LA., asked for a volunteer to do
Ike's part in the song. To her
surprise, she got one. A guy from
the audience, obviously really

zonked, climbed on stage. He
missed his parts in the slow section

of the song, being more interested

in eyeing Tina. When the dancing
started he got hustled off the stage
by a Family Vibe.

Back in the dressing room, Mark
looked at Kostek witn, for the first

time, a vaguely honest, earnest
look "That wasn't too bad, huh? I

mean, it got good after Just
Another Town*, didn't it?"

Indeed. "Just Another Town" is

a song "about life on the road. Not
the 200 Motels bullshit, but the real

thing."

"And the lights they all go
down

In just another town,
And you wonder do they know

who we are?

Do they care about us at all?"

«M*

tenny shirt. How crass can you
get? And John Dean's telling me
that in three years everyone's

gonna be dressing conservatively.

Hippies come home!
What those people and us were

doing down under Greenough was
party-ticipating in the dorm's
semi-official renovation
revelation. Closed all of last term
for the remodeling, Greenough was
opening up its doors for that most
sacred of college rituals —
PARTY. Boogie? Maybe.
Greenough is the smallest house

on campus ( 118 select souls) and is

not used to anywhere else's lowliFe

flowing through its bowels. The
party soon crowded the basement
to the point of immobile despair,

and turned the affair into one of

those times best appreciated after

applying one's self to five or six or

seven or eight of the rancid 25*

draught Schlitzs.

The obvious catalyst of the party

was the announced entertainment,

Big Screaming MacGrew. They
were stuck into a corner of the

basement, swelling the rooms with

noise, noise, noise. They're not a

good enough band to make you
forget how rank that 25c Schlitz is,

but they've got enough chops to get

and keep things moving. They can
and do zip competenty through the

blues/boogie standards
energetically enough to make you
forget just how many times you've
heard them before (except one —
fellas, please, lav off the ten

<S. V<4lU£ CMD "The -««gi«« »'« «\idt _ Tt'll cost
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minute "Wang Dang Doodle")

Considering the zoo they were to

encounter at Cance the following

night, it was a tame eve for

MacGrew and company. The
organist seems to be following in

John Mayall's early footsteps, and
the guitar player ( Greenough's
own Brian Duffy) has a style

reminiscent of truly Slowhand
Clapton. The drummer and bassist

rock steady, if rather basically,

and Big Screaming does. They've
got an interesting repetoire that

includes obscure pieces like

Charlie Musselwhite's "Up and
Down The Avenue" and Count
Basie's "OK — You Win". I look

for these boys to get quite good As
Time Goes By.

. . . and it's still Johnny Dean
trying to come up with a suitable

metaphor to describe the amount
of people packed into the place.

"How about 5000 hot dogs cooking

on one tiny grill? That way you get

the idea of people roasting, too . .
."

HELD OVER
Till

Friday

James
Cotton
Blues

Band
&

Homecoming
starts at 8 p.m.

*

at the

Rusty Naif

Inn
Rte. 47 Sunderland

665-4937

r

****<*
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JSD Band
by David Sukol

Travelling Days

Warners BS 2723

Every so often a record is

released which finds its way to the

turntable with far greater

frequency than the average new
release. Who's Next is such a

record which just doesn't get old,

regardless of how frequently it's

heard. Procol Harum's A Salty

Dog, Hubert Laws' The Rite Of

Spring, Fairport's Angel Delight,

and virtually any recording of

Beethoven's Seventh Symphony
can be listened to and enjoyed at

almost any time, in almost any

mood. Most records these days
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can't be. There are party albums,

drinking albums, upper and

downer albums, romantic, sensual

albums, but there aren't many
which are everything at once.

The JSD Band, named for Jim

Divers, Sean O'Rourke, and Des

Coffield have been playing

together since 1969. In the tradition

of Fairport Convention (back when
their hair was short ) and Steeleye

Span, Scotland's five man JSD
Band play primarily traditional

music, and they play it master-

fully. Their third album, Traveling

Days is impressive in a number of

ways, most notably because it is

one of those records which always

sounds good. There is a vivacious

driving quality which prevails

throughout this record. Like

Steeleye's "One Misty Moisty
Morning" or "The Blacksmith",

the tunes on Traveling Days are

light (as opposed to heavy), lively,

and energetic. On top of this, there

is a versatility which is greatly

lacking in a lot of electric music.

The material ranges from their

solid up tempo renditions of olde

English songs ("Gallway Races",

"King's Favourite") to the more
jug bandish good time music-

sounding "Sarah Jane" and
"Fishing Blues" to the slow

plaintive ballad-sounding "Dowie

Dens of Yarrow" and the album's

one original, "Traveling Days".

The versatility and diversity of

the music is further augmented by
the variety of instruments played,

and the various sounds obtained

from them. Sean O'Rourke's flute

playing sounds Ian Anderson-
influenced (at least as sensitive),

and drummer Colin Finn must
have listened to Dave Matticks

somewhere along the way.
My only negative criticism with

Traveling Days is with the

unevenness of some of the

production. Some of the fade ins or

fade outs could have been cleaner,

and the clarity of the vocals coulc"

have been sharper. Other than this

I have no complaints. I can't

predict a fruitful commercial
future for the JSD Band, (neither

Fairport nor Steeleye have
chauffeur-driven limousines) but

as long as they keep sounding as

good as this, they'll certainl)

receive positive critical

recognition. So far the year's most
pleasant surprise.

Cat Stevens

Wogga Wogga
My Maria by B.W. Stevenson

If you were mislead by

"Shambala" or "My Maria" and

were moved to buy B W. Steven-

son's new album and are now
asking yourself why, you're not

alone. Take the case of Debbie,

who wandered into my room after

having the album on for only five

minutes, made an unusually

grotesque face, and asked, "Who's

that "'" She was not alone in her

reaction.

Side A is made up mostly of

Iwangy guitars, tired, worn out

lyrics, and music so repititious it's

almost sickening. "Shambala"'
starts side B. and surprisingly

enough the album does get better.

It ends with a beautiful one minute

and thirty two second song called

Pass This Way" that sounds

very much like James Taylor.

My advice would be to put two
albums on your stereo, the first

being B.W. Stevenson, the second
an album of your choice Listen to

My Maria and just as the last notes

are lading; reject.

— I.ori Ann Yeslow

Hard Nose The Highway - Van
Morrison (Warners). His summer
concert in Lenox being a qualified

delight, with "Moving" Van
parading most of the tunes from
this album out for first-time in-

spection, things looked very
hopeful indeed in regards to this

record. But somehow things don't

shine, don't dazzle as much on here

as on the usual Morrison release.

However, criticising Van comes
from the highest standards, and
Hard Nose still makes 95 per cent

of the other current releases look

sick. Check out "Snow In San
Anselmo". B minus
John Kntwistle's Rigor Mortis Sets

In ( MCA ) . There are few finer rock

bass players than the Who's John
Alec Entwistle. While The Who
have been biding their time, John's

been busy with three solo' albums.

This one has good old rock 'n' roll

in its veins, and features Tony
Ashton leading Rigor Mortis in

what sounds like a real back-up

band instead of merely interested

session men. Class of the record

are "Made In Japan", "Big Black

Cadillac" and a had-to-be version

of "Mr. Bass Man". B plus

— Michael Kostek

i <l

NEXT MONDAY
Chaplin's Masterpiece

"CHy Lights"

a Film in mine

Thompson 104 6, 8 ( 10

Amherst Film Coop

FOREIGNER
A & M SP 4391

Bv Steve Feld

Cat Stevens, like his colleague
Neil Young, has won his quasi-
superstardom on the impetus of a
few select songs that have plucked
the heartstrings of a fickle but

highly susceptible audience.
"Father and Son", "Peace Train",
"Morning Has Broken", "Moon-
shadow" and the magnificent
"Sitting" from last year's Catch

Bull At Four have all contributed

to the idyllic and sacrosanct

Ambiance that has enveloped
every Cat Stevens offering. Since

his humble beginnings, the sheer
bulk of his work has tended to

forestall genuine disdain in his

critics, but rather a disturbed
ambivalence.

Foreigner marks no exception to

the Stevens' oeuvre. Recorded in

Jamaica — where the backing is

reggae and the dope is as potent as

it is inexpensive — Cat decided to

drop producer Paul Samwell-
Smith and direct himself. The

FOREIGNER

results are unsatisfactory — the

overall sound is uncomfortably

sparse, due, in part, to the under-

recorded percussion. The first side

contains the eighteen-minute
"Foreigner Suite" which has its

ups and downs but provides for a

worthwhile sitting. Side two
contains four nondescript songs

that make for too much of nothing.

"Foreigner Suite" is little more
than a melange of bits and pieces

of musical phrasing-some in-

triguing, some elementary —
edited together to form an in-

coherent statement. Taken as

such, it shouldn't disappoint or

disillusion fans and critics. It has

its share of delightful melodies and

whimsical wordings, particularly

the "Heaven must've programmed

you" finale and the reprise of the

opening stanzas, while it's ad-

mittedly forced continuity

manages to escape any overly

obtrusive transitions.

The second side fails to make
any impressions whatsoever on my
consciousness — something Cat

has been known to do~ before. "The
Hurt", the single picked for air-

play, has met only with modest
reactions; comparisons with

"Sitting" are foolish. "How Many
Times" and "Later" come and go,

leaving me speechlessly cold,

while "100 I Dream" is im-

mediately forgetable with its socio-

portentious Ian Anderson-like
lyrics and a second-hand melody.

And so it seems that Cat Stevens

is destined for mixed reviews. Only

with improvement — extra effort,

more discriminating editing, and a

good producer — will he record the

masterpiece inside him. As far as

Foreigner goes, the "Suite" is as

good as the rest is bad, but neither

sticks in my mind as being very
good or very bad.

Music
Editorial

by David Santos

When I first read Rolling Stone's

concert report on Jethro Tull a

couple of issues back, I couldn't

help from feeling somewhat
distressed. The tone of the article

was centered around the reviewers

opinion of Tull's latest album, A
Passion Play. Since she obviously

hated the album, I can

see how she could have ever given

in unbiased view of Tull's per-

formance. Despite this, I couldn't

help but think the worst when I

attended Tull's Providence con-

cert.

As it turned out though, Jethro

Tull put on a show quite different

from the Rolling Stone report. If

two words were to be used to

describe it, they'd have to be

"utterly fantastic". The band

played close to three hours.

Material ranged from the new
album, Thick As A Brick and

Aqualung. Audience reaction was
unbelievable. A Passion Play alone

got close to a ten minute standing

ovation. When the concert ended

with "Aqualung", they got an even

longer standing ovation.

Looking back at the concert, as

well as the album, I can't help but

cry out in anger against the cheap

hatchet job of reviewing A Passion

Play. Reviews of the album and

stage show have been running

about 75 per cent against it. It

seems like the critics decided that

it's "Gang Up On Tull Day". Radio
stations have been acting like it

didn't exist. In England, all five

major trade magazines gave bad
reviews. It's not that I'm against

criticism, but it looks like critics

didn't care about seriously

reviewing it.

A major problem I can see in its

acceptence is the huge critical and
commercial success of Thick As A
Brick. Brick absolutely bowled

over the critics. They deemed it a

breakthrough towards serious and

complex rock compositions. With A
Passion Play, reviewers seemed
bent on not giving it the time of

day. There's an idea tossed around

that when a group makes a fan-

tastic album the following disc will

not be as good. Hence, the reviewer

tends to be already against it even

before it's released. If they kept

they're minds open about it, maybe
Passion would have had a fighting

chance.

Tull put on a great show. The
band's performance was flawless.

He ranted and raved, moving

around like the mad looney he's

always been. The other band

members turned in stellar per-

formances also.

Unfortunately this article comes

a little late. Jethro Tull has can-

celed all concert dates after

September 29th. (This makes
Boston the last place Tull will play

and should be quite a concert) If

Tull freaks are lucky, Anderson

might decide to go on the road

again — but that's at least two

years away. All the critical abuse

heaped upon A Passion Play and

especially Anderson has affected

the band in the worst way. Ian is

one of rock's few performers who
takes his work seriously. When he

gets constantly shot down without

deserving it, he can no longer

perform with the confidence that

the audience will enjoy it. Now you

may call quitting the road a

copout, but would you continue

without being able to no longer give

100 percent? It isn't fair to the

ticket buyer and the performers.

Besides, giving a slipshod concert

would finally give the reviewers

what they wanted. Perhaps a quote

written by a reader taken from

Melody Maker, one of the worst

critics, best describes my feelings

and possibly the whole situation;

"Sure you have the right to critize,

but others have the right to listen

and enjoy and the excessive
criticism has turned sour and

robbed us of that right. ..
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bv Moe DePalma

Once upon a time, when I was but

a young girl, some transient

second cousin on his way from New
York to Florida made a three day

pit stop at my house. After

badgering him incessantly for

about three hours one night on an

essay I was writing for Sister

Marie (Bulldog) Francis entitled

Goldfish Are A Girls Best Friend,

he told me I had no creative

talents. And besides the fact that I

could not spell and could not end a

sentence I also did not use capital

letters. Bulldog had given me
three F's and one D on my previous

four essay , Mary, Joseph and Me,
The Little Headman on a Stick,

Camp Takawita (Debunking the

Myth), and Trixie Belden Changed
My Life, and I was determined to

finally create my masterpiece.

Cousin Jerome ended up writing a

wonderful expose about my
facetious goldfish and I received B-

much better. However Jerome the

transient second cousin did me a

much bigger favor than just get-

ting back into Sister Marie
Francis' graces, he left behind

three Betty and Veronica comic
books which kept me amused for a

good half hour and a shredded copy
of The Village Voice. It was fun

looking through the newspaper,

there was a music review of Ella

Fitzgerald at the Palace and at the

time Ella Fitzgerald at the Palace
and at the time Ella and Fabian
were my number one choices for

favorite female and male
vocalists. I also scanned through a

column by Jill Johnston. It was
written without any capital letters,

in long rambling sentences that

never seemed to end. It came as a

shock. All the things the nuns had
been giving me F's for were there,

written by someone famous enough
to have a columm in a real New
York newspaper.

My next essay, the pigeon, the

pauper, the park, was pure Jill

Seven women in search of

THE EROTIC

The Uprooted Tree
Johnston, my new idol. I got
another F and a little note on the

top of the page asking — what
happened? So Jill Johnston was
chopped out of my life as quickly as
she had entered.

Suddenly I was a sophomore in

high school and in a creative
writing class. Sister James
Margarite approved of my strange
way with words and gave me solid

B's. That was a start. That same
year I ventured to New York City

for a student tour of the United
Nations. It wasn't a bad trip, I got

to smoke cigarettes on the bus and
see the Easter pageant at Radio
City. On one corner newsstand,
while searching for a new Betty

and Veronica comic book I

discovered once again The Village

Voice. Turning to Jill Johnston's

column it was more positive

reinforcement for my daring style

of writing. However living in

Milford Massachusetts it was
difficult to find the Voice and,

though I could not read it every
week, Jill Johnston and her non use

of structure held a warm place in

my writing hand for many years.

Ultimately, I was here at UMass,
reading the Village Voice every
week, writing crazy things for

Rhetoric and creative writing
classes and becoming involved

with The Women's Movement. Jill

Johnston again became a very

special person in my life. As a

writer she was important. She had
gone from a theater critic and
dance critic in writing personal

ideas which were important, in-

novative and radical. Her politics

of being a radical feminist dyke
also intrigued me. Once I wrote a

paper for a friend, the assignment
being to review a movie written in

he style of some other critic, and I

imitated her. My friend received

an A- very good and I felt like

cousin Jerome and the goldfish. I

also felt this strange sensation of

accomplishment and envy of Jill
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— "tall and thin, yet seemingly powerful"

overcame all presentJohnston.

About two weeks ago I

discovered that the university was
presenting her as a DVP. I also

found out that there was going to be

a dinner for her at the Southwest

Women's Center before the lecture

and finagled myself an invitation.

That entire day I was in a state of

nervous tension mingled with

excitement. I had been told that

she was a very strange woman,
that she didn't like very many
people, that she was viscious and
sarcastic, that she was a man
trapped inside a woman's body,

and much more confidential in-

formation.

The Women's Center that

evening was in a flurry of

preparation and excitement.
Every time the door opened I

jumped anticipating her entrance.

Finally she walked in and was
greeted by this strange silence that

I sat with

my mouth open as she was
everything that I had expected and
more. She was dressed in basic

color coordinated faded blue

denim, tee shirt, work boots and

some sort of chained medallion

with attachments hanging from

her neck. She was the ultimate

hard assed dyke.

Those women in the room who
knew her were at her side first,

catching up on old times, renewing

friendships past and pouring wine.

Jill then glanced around the room
and leaping toward strangers one

by one introducing herself and

saying something either im-

portant, radical or innovative . . All

this time I was trembling in some
dark corner trying to think of

something important, radical and

innovative to slap on her all at once

and then drawing a complete

blank, slipping further into

darkness hoping that she wouldn't

notice me. Staring at her all this

time she finally caught my eye and
dashed over, hand extended and
said, "You look familiar, don't I

know you?" Grasping for a word or

two and being unable she took my
hand, "Hi. I'm Jill Johnston, where
do I know you from? ' All at once I

had this strange sensation that

some sort of magical ESP was at

work, that because I had felt as if I

had known her for the past eight

years she too knew me. I finally

managed to syncronize my lips and
voice and reply, "I'm Moe
DePalma". Again she exclaimed
that she knew me, and even the

name sounded familiar. So I asked
her if she had ever read Poor
Richards', as my name had been
tossed around and played with

quite a bit and many people who
claim they know me are familiar

with the name. But she couldn't

place the name with the face, nor
with the paper.

I'm sure that she said absolutely

wonderful things to me but I was so

involved with the fact that Jill

Johnston was shaking my hand and
talking to me it passed right over.

Her physical presence was
amazing, she is a very tall thin yet

seemingly strong powerful woman.
Her hand felt queerly small and
frail in mine and her voice not half

as deep as I had expected. The rest

of the dinner was wild. I watched
her do such strange things as fall

down, freak out over the fact that a

feminist course was being taught

in an adjoining room, spill hot

coffee down her arm and not even
wince, that I had an alligator

pocketbook, and she also had pen
and paper available to jot down
clever statements women all

around her were making.
At about a quarter to eight we all

set out for the Student Union to

hear her speak. It marked the end
of a small group environment but

without regret, for I had finally

met one of my idols and it was
wonderful.
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What A Film Co-op Can Do For You

Marian Prokup

"The task I am trying to achieve

is to make you see."

-D.W.Griffith

With the cost of living what it is

today and the lack of good movies

available in this area, the avid

film-goer has quite a predicament.

Starved for films that will appease

his insatiable appetite for the

cinema, but lacking the finances to

get them, he searches for the

means to fulfill his need. Thanks to

the inventiveness of an

organization called the Amherst
Film Cooperative, that outlet has

been found.

To my surprise, it was founded

only last year and despite some
problems in business and
management, it has managed to

gather an impressive variety of

movies. Their main reason for

being is to provide movielovers the

opportunity to see films not usually

available in this area at a

reasonable cost. This price is $6.00

for new members and $5.00 for

charter members (if you belonged

last year you're a charter mem-
ber) and Southwest students,
which comes out to a little more
than 20 cents a flick. Let's face it,

you're not going to find good en-

tertainment at that price very
often. But if you're not a member,
the films are 75 cents each so in

the long run, it's better to shell out

the 5 or 6 bucks in the beginning
which makes things better for you
and the Coop because you get more
movies for less money and the

Coop (of which you are how a part)

comes closer to some form of

financial security.

This semester, a few series are
being offered on several subjects:

American satirical directors,
Hepburn and Deitrich, Chaplin
classics, and a miscellany of other
films with emphasis on American
movies.

The collection on satirical

directors started off with the

romantic comedies of Preston

Sturges, The Miracles at Morgan's

Creek, Palm beach Story, andHwil,

the Conquering Hero, but they've

already been shown (touch luck for

you) and starting on Sunday will be

some vintage Billy Wilder movies,

The Major and the Minor and The

Seven Year Itch starring Marilyn

Monroe. The last director of this

series is Ernst Lubitsch who is

represented by Ninotchka with

Greta Garbo in her first comic

role, and To Be or Not To Be

starring Jack Benny and Carole

Lombard.

The Star series has features by

two actresses of unmitigated
elegance: Marlene Dietrich and
Katherine Hepburn. The Dietrich

films include two directed by Josef

von Sternberg, The Scarlett

Kmpress and Shanghai Express,

and Destry Rides Again with

James Stewart. Three super
Hepburn movies are also being

shown, Bill of divorcement, Sylvia

Scarlett, and the classic Tracy-

Hepburn confrontation in Adam's
Rib with screenplay by Ruth

Gordon and Garson Kanin. All

three were directed by George
Cukor.

The Chaplin classics are a series

of rarely seen feature films which
Chaplin produced between 1918 and
1957. They include, The Kid (with

little Jackie Coogan). The Idle

Class, The Chaplin Review

(Shoulder Arms, The Pilgrim and

A Dog's Life). City Lights, The
Great Dictator, and Monsieur
Verdoux. In all these movies,

Chaplin is the writer, producer,

director, star, and even music
composer. These movies are under

a different subscription series and

therefore exclusive ot the regular

schedule which means that you

have to get a separate ticket. Film

Coop members get in for the low

price of $3.75 for a series ticket and

$6.25 for everybody else. Individual

showings are a buck eacn.

Every Thursday night is freebie

night, sponsored by the Coop. This

is a selection of some of the finest

comedy and drama of the silent

screen era. Already shown were
The Black Pirate with Douglas
Fairbanks Sr., Keaton's College,

Lon Chaney in The Hunchback of

Notre Dame, and Keaton's Cops.

Next week is the Russian classic,

Potemkin directed by Sergei
Eisenstein. Future showings will

include D.W. Griffith's master-
piece, Intolerance, Douglas
Fairbanks in Matrimaniac, Fritz

Lang's Spies, Buster Keaton comic
epic, The General, and a few
others.

The rest of the movies were
selected for both their craft-

smanship and their ability to en-

tertain. They range from Ford's

The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance to Fellini's The Clowns.

Since this organization is a

cooperative, members are en-

couraged to get involved in its

operations. This can be anything

from putting up posters to selling

tickets. They also publish a Coop

newsletter and film notes for most

programs. For the community,

they provide the means for movies

to be shown at nursing homes. If

you are a filmmaker, they offer

their services as a showcase for

your films along with the regular

program. If there happens to be a

movie that you would like to see,

but haven't been able to find or

would just like to see again, the

Coop may be able to show it.

Projects for the future? Nothing
definite because the selection of

films is made by the members, but

plans are being made, hopefully,

for a Buster Keaton series and a

selection of new, experimental
movies. Attempts were made last

year for a women's film series but

since no women were on the board
of directors, the project was
dropped. However, if there is

popular support, it may be revived

again.

As it stands, The Amherst Film

Coop provides the means to see

good movies cheaply. It provides

film notes for most movies, oc-

casional free flicks, and en-

thusiasm for new members and
new ideas. What more could a

movie lover want?

DEAD: "Diana Sands,
Who's That?"

By Aishah Raman

(Editor's Note: Aishah Raman is

coordinator of the Black Cultural

Center at UMass)

Diana Sands, the Black actress

whose most famous role was the

sister in "A Raisin in the Sun" died

Friday night of cancer at the age of

39.

Fiije Arts
Council
University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

DUKE ELLINGTON

and hit world

famous

orchestra

October 4

Bowker Auditorium

Shows at 7: 30 & 10 p.m.

Tickets $1.50 UM A
Students with ID'S

S3. 00 Others

It became publicly known three

weeks ago that Ms. Sands was
seriously ill when she was forced to

withdraw while filming "Claude",

a Third World Cinema project co-

starring James Earl Jones and
directed by Ossie Davis.

Ms. Sands' career began long

before the emergence of "Black

Theatre" in America and she was

forced to face the difficult task of

trying to make a living in the

theatre while also trying to

maintain her racial integrity and

dignity.

The span of this actress's range
was stupendous. She could play a

comic role one minute and the next

minute give a soul shaking per-

formance as the martyred Joan of

Arc in the title role of St. Joan.

Even the racist tastemakers

(critics) had to acknowledge her

great talent and she received the

Outer Critics Award in 1959, the

International Arts Award in 1961,

the Theatre World Award in 1963

and the Obie in 1964.

If Ms. Sands had been a different

color she would have been ac-

claimed one of the great ladies of

the American stage. Instead, at the

mention of her death Black

students can unashamedly ask,

"Diana Sands, who's that?"

Because of the dearth of decent

roles for talented Black actresses

to play, because of the very, very

racist nature of American theatre,

Diana Sands was a great artist, a

true star, whose light was never

allowed to shine its brightest best.

U

. Inner City

Repertory Dance

Company

October 9 - 10

8 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $1.50 UM A Students

with ID 's

Others S3. 00

Fine Arts Council Box Office

125 Herter Hall

Open M- F,9 - 4

Telephone 545-0202
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Film

PETE AND GLADYS WITH FANGS
By Robert Nesti

Blume In Love
Written and directed by Paul

Mazursky; featuring George
Segal, Susan Anspach, and Kris
Kristofferson.

Stephen Blume, bearded,
brooding, sits on a Venetian
terrace and slips deep in reverie

about love and its consequences.

The camera supplies illustrations

:

young lovers stroll aimlessly, dogs
copulate, an aging, leering
homosexual, who could double for

Bela Lugosi, gawks at a pretty

young man in a tasteless paroday
of "Death In Venice." Writer-
director Paul Mazursky scrapes

the dregs of contemporary social

satire and serves them with a
chaser. The film's a tale of

unrequitted love told in a confusing
flashback style; the New Wave
comes to Malibu Beach. Nina
Blume finds her husband sleeping

with his secretary and promptly
leaves him. After their divorce he
desperately tries to win her back.
The idea suggests those, delicate,

scatterbrain comedies of the
Thirties filled with subsiduary
characters whose eccentricities

were irresistable. In "Blume In

Love" the characters appear to

have visciously cut from molds of

current stereotypes -leer at the

idiots. The film more suggest a
malicious television situation
comedy, sort of "Pete and Gladys"
with fangs, and watch for its bite.

A bad film usually slips the

mind; it isn't enjoyable but at least

evaporates quickly. An offensive

film lingers. Very few films fill this

niche: "Straw Dogs" comes to

mind, as does "Oklahoma Crude"
or "Deliverance"-films that hit

you like a bad summer cold which
you never shake "Blume In Love"
offends you with the cheerful way
its director and scriptwriter

chooses to whittle his characters

into brittle caricature. It's the

world as viewed by the Southern
Californian White Male, filled with

a snide wit and temperament. An
acquaintance once said: "She may
be a woman but she'll always be
my girl." and this attitude seems

Tonight and Saturday

8 p.m.

"Jacques Brel

<^^^»
BarHttt Auditorium

Call 545-2579 for

information and tickets

1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
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WE'RE ADDING
A NEW CINEMA
WATCH FOR
GALA OPENING

to be Mazursky, and his film's

alter-ego Blume. Nina Blume has
been cited by a number of critics as
being the most liberated woman in

any American film released this

yefer. If this is liberation, set the
table dear. Nina Blume presents

compact mirror reflecting the
conflicting male egos she attaches
herself with. During the early
portions of the film she scowls,
once she leaves her husband and
settles down with Elmo, a drifting

beat type, she's been lobotomized.

in all this transalantic footage is

Blume's facial hair. In Venice,
Italy he has a beard, having
become hip; in Venice, California
he was a goofy divorce lawyer
catering to the whims of bloated,
miserable woman like Shelley

"The bloom is gone from this flower child..." Susan Anspach, George Segal, and Kris Kristofferson.

the two stereotypes Mazursky
inflicts upon woman: first the

neurotic competitor, the un-
derachiever who bums out, gets
high, dances on the ceiling and
becomes the benign puppy dog
bringing the slippers and the pot to

the feet of her smiling old man.
Nina Blume doesn't even exist as a
thinking individual, she's a

The film is structured in flash-

backs between Venice, Italy where
Blume sits and tells his story, and
Venice, California, where his

marriage and divorce took place.

If that coincidence seems a bit too

tight for comfort, then the rest of it

may strangle your aesthetic
sensibilities. The flashbacks are

only confusing: the only constant

Winters, who is wasted in a bit but
does breath life into one funny line.

Chances are despite the awareness
Blume acquires in terms of himself
and with his wife, he will return to

California at the film's end and
cater to the whims of more spoiled

types. The experience is but a
whim in these character's lives.

Part of the confusion with the

flashbacks is that the Blume of the
Past seems no different than the
Blume of the Present. The central
male oriented attitude is constant
throughout. It reaches its moment
of finest expression when Blume
comes back to his home, becomes
quite drunk, and rapes Nina. It

appears to be the only way a selfish

oaf like Blume can deal with a
situation in which he's not in

control: take it. Mazursky, though,
slips this swill into even a lower
gear when he makes it appear as if

Nina is enjoying the assault. It's

like finding pleasure in being run
over by a bulldozer.

The child of this liason turns up
to be the glue between the
quarrelling parents. Blume con-
vinces Nina of her love after Elmo
drifts away, returns to her husband
as the strains of Wagner's Love-
Death from "Tristan and Isolde"
fill the Venetian square. Talk about
piffling endings-Doris Day never
had it so good. In fact the spirit of

Doris Dav and Rock Hudson
pervades the film. If you've ever

wondered what has happened to the

glossy Ross Hunter sex romances
which flourished a decade ago,
don't look too far-it's here. The
characters talk more seriously and
there's a feeling people confuse
with frankness happening on the
screen, but it's not very real nor
very funny. Mazursky just isn't

funny. He takes human types and
makes them unrecognizable
grotesque and his rapport with
actors appears to be limited to

controlling facial expressions.
George Segal, a fine and dence
actor, looks desperate and lost

much of the time. As if he were
looking for something humorous to

grab onto. Susan Anspach as Nina
hasn't much to do but make like a

chamelion for the pleasure of her
male company, but her guitar
rendition of "You Got A Friend" is

excrutiating. KrisiKristofferson as
Elmo can do nothing but evoke the
image of the individual you
completely regretted picking up
hitchiking. The bloom Is gone from
this flower child, as it does this

picture, very, very quickly.

AT THE GATES
'OF SMITH COLLEGE •

iOOEMY*:
UfTI,

* NORTHAMPTON

NOW At 7:00-9: 10

GEORGE SEGALn

lV; kriso
KEISTOFFERSON
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WEEKEND
Compiled bv Bob Nesti

BANG THE DRUM SLOWLY
Perhaps the best received film of recent

months; a sentimental baseball story with

Robert DeNiro and Michael Moriarty.

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.

BLUME IN LOVE
Stephen Blume, bearded and brooding,

sits in a Venetian cafe and tells the story of

his failed marriage and his undying

devotion to his former wife. She should be so

lucky. As played by Susan Anchpach this

woman is the Southern Californian
chauvinist's ideal of a liberated woman; the

kind who seems possessed by the per-

sonality of her current "old man". In the

film she moves from goofy neurotic to ob-

noxiously benign when she leaves her

husband, played by George Segal, and

moves in with a hippie drifter, played by

Kris Kristofferson. Writer — director Paul

Mazursky's attempt at a lovely con-

temporary fable turns into a maleovelent

nightmare, mostly because of the con-

temptuous way he portrays characters and

situations. A film which goes beyond simply

being insipid to being vulgar. If you've ever

wondered what ever happened to the Doris

Day — Rock Hudson sex comedies of a

decade ago. it's here only supposedly

liberated. Academy of Music, Nor-

thampton; Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

THE CANDIDATE (1972)

Certainly one of last year's least

satisfying films. Director Michael Ritchie

attempts a semi-documentary stylization of

the rise of a Kennedy-type politician in

California. He provides everything except
the necessary life. Tepid stuff, with a per-

formance by Robert Redford which makes
you wonder whether euthenasea hasn't been
condoned by film directors. Is politics this

boring? Sage Hall, Smith College, Saturday,

September 29, 7:30 and 9:30.

THE COCONUTS (1930)

The Marx Brothers first screen comedy
has an arch and static quality, but is a

supreme showcase of the quartet's
numerous comic skills. Adapted from their

Broadway success, with a score by Irving

Berlin and featuring Kay Francis as the

slinky lady the Brothers outwit. Lecture

Room One, Amherst College, Friday,

September 28, 7:30 and 10 and Sunday,
September 30,9.)

DUCK SOUP (1933)

The Marx Brothers on war and a

devistating satire, perhaps their finest

film. Harpo does a Paul Revere routine as

he seduces a beautiful woman; Groucho
calls for world aid and a menagerie answer
and constantly baffles Margaret Dumont , as
a millionairess The film was banned by
Mussolini and was a box office bomb.
Groucho calls it their "craziest'' film.

Mahar, Friday, September 28, 7, 8:30, and
10.

FRIENDS OF EDDIE COYLE
Robert Mitchum as a small time hood on

the run. A gritty, knockabout melodrama,
filmed in and around Boston. Mitchum gives

a much regarded performance and many
critics have raved, one even calling it the

best American film so far this year. With
Peter Bovle. Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

PUTNEY SWOPE (1968)

Robert Downey's satire on Madison

Avenue explores the possibilities of a black

takeover of an advertising agency. Downey

is filmmaker with drive and flair and the

film has a caustic color, it also doesn't really

work and putters out towards its end. Its

television commercials are gems Mahar,

Saturday. September 29, 7, 9. and 11.

WONDK.HWORI.I)
With Yol Brynner Showcase Cinemas

FROM HERE TO ETERNITY (1953)

This adaption of a best-selling novel was
an enormous financial success and won
eight Oscars and several other awards.

Though intended as an attack on the U.S.

Army, it is neither powerful nor truly

critical. It marks something of a turning

point in Zinnemann's career: formerly a

fairly good director, from this point on he

played the game according to the Hollywood

rules. Gamble Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke,

Thursday, October 4, 7:30.

about her performance is that we are never

reminded that Ms. Ross was once the queen

of Motown. She performs with a spontaneity

in the early sections then admirably the

intensity of Ms. Holiday's struggle with

heroin. Her acting is the film's best point.

Her singing is good, it has a tight, raspy,

sensuous quality; but it doesn't suggest

Billie Holiday's reading of a song. Diana

Ross sings all the Holiday standards, but

you have to return to the originals for their

definitive interpretation. Director Sidney

Putney Swope sees to it his clients get maximum exposure.

HEAVY TRAFFIC
The second full length cartoon feature by

the makers of "Fritz The Cat". A brutal,

often offensive cross — section of urban

living whose gritiness is compensated by its

strong evocation of city living. Striking use

of interplay between real life situations and

its cartoon complement. The adventures of

a young Jewish boy in New York which

no social type rudely presented. Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield.

KING OF HEARTS (1964)

Philippe DeBroca's lovely gossamar
fantasy about the illusion of sanity in the

world. It all takes place in a lovely French
village during the First World War and stars

Alan Bates. The film has an unbelievable

rapport with college audiences — it has been

running for more than two years at a

Cambridge theater and often is discussed as

one of the finest films ever made by

students, certainly a good deal of fun.

Amherst Cinema, Amherst.
JOE KIDD (1972)

With Clint Eastwood. Student Union

Ballroom, Thursday, October 3, 7 and 9.

LADY SINGS THE BLUES (1972)

The film biography of the popular pop
singer from the Thirties and Forties Billie

Holiday is mounted with care and style in

this enjoyable throwback to the three-

handkerchief Hollywood bio's of the Fifties.

It is reminiscent of I'll Cry Tomorrow and

The Helen Morgan Story in its tragic story of

an entertainer who slowly destroys herself

from problems not truly her own doing its

fascinating performance by the femalestar.

A star is born in Diana Ross who may not be

Billie Holiday, she is a pop singer not a song

stylist as Ms. Holiday was, but is an en-

chanting screen personality. What is best

Furie makes the entire mess very agreeable

and, in the end when Ms. Holiday stands on

the Carnegie Hall stage quite moving.

Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

LAURA (1944)

Considered by many to be Otto

Preminger's finest film and one whose
authorship is in doubt. Rouben Mamoulian
claims "I prepared Laura, cast it, directed

some of it, and Otto Preminger, who was its

producer, decided to take over the

shooting . . The world of Laura is quite

different from that of the conventional

American thriller: it is a world of rich

apartments, elegance, sophistication, and
taste. But the script, and Preminger's

typically detached direction, turn the

conventions inside out and present a

corrosive portrait of greed and cruelty. In

fact, it seems that Preminger (and perhaps
Mamoulian? ) brought to the film the sense

of atmosphere and subtle characterizations

typical of central European theater. Clifton

Webb, as the cynical columnist turned
jealous killer, gives one of his best per-

formances. Student Union Ballroom,
Wednesday, October 3, 7:00.

THE MADWOMAN OF CHAILLOT (1969)

A disasterous adaptation of the Giraudoux
comedy about the benefits of madness upon
the world. Katherine Hepburn plays the

madwoman and even the casting of this

great star cannot save this Bryan Forbes all

star extravaganza from being abomonable.
With Danny Kaye, whose'performance may
ruin his future career, and Giuletta

Massina, whose mugging hurts. Gamble
Auditorium. Mt. Holyoke College, Saturday,
SeDtember 29, 7:30 and 9:30.

THE OTHER (1972)

Tom Tyron's silly book about

Music

LOCAL MUSIC
D.J. - Sept. 28, The Pub
Turnbleweed -Sept. 28 & 29, Quicksilver

Jeff Lyman -Sept 28 & 29. Rusty Scupper

Home Cooking - Sept. 28 & 29, Rusty Nail

Reunion - Sept. 28, 29, 30, Oct. 1, 2, & 3,

Kahili Kai

Frisco And T he Killers - Sept. 28 & 29

C lear Sky — Sept. 28 & 29. The Hatch

Billy Whyte - Oct. 2. The Pub
Outerspace Band — Oct. 3, Blue Wall

Sidewinders — Sept. 29. Adams Upper

BOSTON CONCERTS

Atrto & Fingers — Sept. 28-30, Jazz
Workshop
Peter Yarrow-Chip Taylor-The Maytals-
Sept. 28-30, Paul's Mall
Jethro Tull — Sept. 28 & 29, Boston Garden
(Ticketron)

Patrick Sky/Finkel & Weeden— Sept. 28-30,
Passin Coffeehouse
Charlie Musselwhite-Sept. 28-30, Joe's
Place

Joe Simon — Sept. 28-30, Sugar Shack
Intruders — Oct. 1, Sugar Shack
Charles Mingus - Oct. 1-7, Jazz Workshop
Birtha * Oct 2-4, toe Garage

mysticism, gothic terror, and twins at play

rural Connecticut during the Thirties is

turned into a miserable film by Robert

Mulligan. Tyron's trick story has the insight

of a three year old's card tricks and is about

as enjoyable to watch. Sometime, someone
somewhere will make a worse film, but that

remains to be seen. Poor Uta Hagen makes
a film debut as the strange grandmother
which remains an exacting instance of

misusing a fine talent. Student Union

Ballroom, Sunday, September 30, 7 and 9.

NORTH BY NORTHWEST (1959)

The professor, a CIA agent, invents a

mythical spy to force the hand of a foreign

spy. An advertising executive, Thornhill,

mistaken for the professor, is hunted across

the USA and gets involved with a girl before

the final showdown. North by Northwest is

not dissimilar in its shape to The 39 Steps

and Saboteur. Its fantastic chase across

America, its deft wit, and its spirited style

make this one of Hitchcock's best Hollywood

films. Best known sequences : the hero lured

to a remote Indiana prairie and attacked by

a biplane "crop-dusting where there ain't no

crops", the climax on Mount Rushmore with

the chase and fight on the gigantic sculp-

tured faces of American presidents. Student

Union Ballroom. Wednesdav. October 3.

THE PUBLIC ENEMY (1931)

Tom Powers, (James Cagney) a boy from

a middle-class family, is excited by the lures

of saloons and pool rooms and becomes a

petty crook as an adolescent. Under the

guidance of a local gangster, he eventually

graduates into organized robbery and the

liquor racket. His progress is watched with

dismay by his mother (Mercer). He
becomes very successful, lives a high life

with his women (Harlow, Blondell) in

luxurious apartments, but in the end is

killed by rival gangsters and his corpse is

delivered to his mother's doorstep. One of

the most successful of the early gangster

films, which, depite its overall dated air,

still retains some powerful sequences: the

opening pan establishing the boy's en-

vironment; the piano player "hero"
teaching the boys dirty songs; the final gun

battle; the corpse falling in through the

opened doorway, not to mention the famous

scene where Cagney pushes a grapefruit

into the face of the mistress who is boring

him. The Globe, Northampton.
NANOOK OF THE NORTH (1920-1921)

The life of an Eskimo, Nanook, his wife

Nyla, and their children. Director Robert

Flaherty defined his approach after making
this film : "I think it is essential to work with

unfamiliar material among peoples whose
v. ay of life is completely different from

ours. If the theme is a new one, the camera
can be used to record the most simple ef-

fects — and these are often the best. That is

why I have taken an ethnological approach.

I am convinced it is possible to discover a
grace, a dignity, a culture, a refinement

among peoples who have been placed by

circumstances outside the mainstream.
Main Lecture Hall, Hampshire College,

Tuesday, October 2, 7:30.

OKLAHOMA CRUDE
Along with "Blume In Love", our pick for

the worst picture released so far this year.

Faye Dunawav plays an enterprising young
woman in the Southwest who attempts to

make her own killing in the male oriented oil

world of Texas. George C. Scott is her ad-

versary. Stanley Kramer directs in a

deliberately old-fashioned way, with

gushing oilwells underscoring the sexual

significance, but he'd hip enough to have his

leading lady talk dirty, not to anyone's

pleasure. Palace Cinema, West Springfield.

Jesse Colin Young — Oct. 2-7, Paul's Mall

Maria Muldaur/Leon Redbone — Oct. 2-6,

Passim Coffeeshop
Rock & Roll Revival ( Chuck Berry/Chubby
Checker -Shirelles-Flamingos-Belmonts-
Freddy Cannon )-Oct. 5, Boston Garden
(Ticketron)

Jackson Browne-Bonnie Raitt-Oct. 5,

Orpheum
Robert Klein/Melissa Manchester — Oct
12, Sanders Theater

UMASS CONCERT
Duke Ellington — Oct. 4, Bowker
Auditorium

News Analysis

Wellman Document Examined
By STEVE TETREAULT

The University Governance Document is

going to be totally successful, and will hail a
new phase in UMass rule. Knock on wood.
Better knock twice.

The controversial plan, more widely
known as The Wellman Document, was
passed by the Board of Trustees last spring,

and although people associated with it insist

that it's too early to judge effectiveness,

fingers are being crossed.

In a nutshell, the document sets up areas
of decision making priority for students,

faculty, and administration. Once a body
makes a proposal in its designated area, the
proposal is brought to the Chancellor's of-

fice. From there the office has seventy days
to either disapprove the measure or send it

back for polishing. The reasons for rejection

must be in writing. If no action is taken
within the seventy days, the proposal
becomes policy.

Though all the rosy on-the-record

predictions say that the document will be a
big success, off-record conversation in-

dicates that the document might have to

struggle in order to be totally effective.
First of all, the document has no "of-

ficial" power, and the people involved are,
for the most part, acting in good faith.

Under Massachusetts laws, the board of
Trustees has ultimate legal power. Indeed,
the first sentence of the document reads,
"The Board of Trustees has all authority,
responsibility, rights, privileges, power
responsibility, rights, privileges, powers
and duties of organization and govern-
ment."

Therefore, the Board has full legal right to

back out of its part of the document at any
time. But they wont. To do so would be
political suicide. "There would be a war if

the Board reneged," one observer told the

Collegian.

However, to take that point a step further,

one wonders what would have happened if

the Board had voted down the proposed
plan. To turn down a proposal that would
guarantee "equal rights," at least in word,
to students and faculty would look bad in-

deed. In other words, it seems to some at

least, that the Board's hands were tied.

It is fact that the Board was opposed to the
initial ideas of the document.
The Study Group for Review of University
Government (which was the study group's
official name) had to fight tooth and
nail for consideration of the plan. There
was fear on the part of several Trustees that
the Board would play a less significant role
in decision making. In other words, power
would be reduced. "I was surprised that the
plan got through in the first place," said a

member of the Student Senate.
But if some groups involved cannot

realistically back out of the deal, there are
ways of reducing its effectiveness. Last
week, Chancellor Bromery suggested that

an advisory board be set up in order to

define what areas fall under the jurisdiction
of whom. One observer remarked that most
areas are clearly self-defined, with only a
few isolated problem cases, such as the
parking problem. Another individual
wondered whether the advisory board
wasn't just another roll of red tape. Any
area which can't be clearly defined will be
taken to a Trustee meeting, where
representatives from all three UMass
campuses will discuss the problem.
The last paragraph of the document

provides a review clause which states that
after two years, the parties concerced will

evaluate the effectiveness of the document,
what to change, and whether to continue.
Considering the politics involved in the
situation right now, what are the chances
that the document will be successful? "The
Trustees are good people," said one person,
tongue in cheek, to which another added,
"Christ, let's hope so."
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Southwest-What Else

Could You Call It ?
By SHERMAN BOYSON

If you ever wanted to find out why Southwest is called a zoo, then you
should have been down here the night that Billie Jean King beat Bobby
whats-his-name. The animals were uncaged and making full use of the
three essential things of life here at UMASS-water, fire, and toilet paper.
Some of the men (women call them chauvinists) of the community

were slightly upset at the trouncing that Ms. King gave to Mr. Riggs.
Kennedy, basically a male dorm, started to proclaim their opinion of
Billie Jean King with words that my mother never taught me. Collidge
tower, Kennedy's female counterpart, joined in with a similar opinion for
Bobby Riggs. This was followed by streamers of toiled paper sailing
across from one dorm to the other.

T he sight from below the two towers was nothing less than spectular.
With the aid of a strong wind, the toilet paper was flying out from the
dorms until let go. At that point a spotlight from Kennedy's fifth floor
followed the streamer's flight to earth. The courtyard at the bottom had
the look of a giant toilet bowl.
Meanwhile John Adams (male) and John Quincy Adams (female)

were having a similar discussion on the merits of the two tennis players.
The language got too much for the girls in JQA, so a fire hose from the
Adams tower helped to cool them down. Then someone from coed
Washington tower got a loudspeaker going to help down-grade Billie
Jean. Even though Adams and the guy from Washington were in
agreement about the merits of Ms. King, it turned into a swearing contest
to determine which dorm was the better one.
Meanwhile, from the nineteenth floor of Washington, a fire could be

seen burning in front of Kennedy. One could only assume that Billie Jean
was going up in effigy. In reality, some of the streamers of toilet paper
were now being lit before they were let go. When I finally stopped ob-
serving about one-thirty, Adams and JQA were still going at it, with an
occasional cherry bomb thrown for emphasis.

On The Inside:

Contraception Clinic

The UMass Contraception Clinic provides in-

formation, counseling, and prescriptions for con-
traceptives for university women. (See Page 3)

Israeli Immigration

Israeli authorities plea to the Austrian government
to reverse their policy on Isreli immigration to that

country. (See Page 5)

» UMass-Harvard

The UMass gridders were soundly trounced by the
Harvard Crimson. (See Page 16).

iSlaff HhoUM.eorge WUhersi

The tasks of the Physical Plant employees are sometimes strange and
dangerous. It takes a tremendous sense of humor to keep a smile on your face while
retrieving toilet paper from the trees of Southwest.
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UMass Sociology Major

Publishes Educational Series

Mr. Dustin Harris
believes that the
"student game" directs
school psychologists to

many problems and
deficiencies of the
students../.

By DAVE GREENSLIT
Beginning in October, Instructor magazine will publish a series of

articles written by a UMass sociology major on student teaching.
Dunstan Harris, who is now doing post-practical work in the School of

Education, wrote the series after student teaching in the Compton-Watts
area of Los Angeles. He taught social studies to elementary and high
school students.

While in Compton-Watts, Harris said he became concerned with the
white orientation of school literature, and now seeks to "alter that

image." He said writing "came as an accident because of my sociological
background," and he now sees it as "an integral part" of his goal to

become "proficient in urban sociology."
Harris said he enjoyed his teaching internship and, as a "momento" of

his stay in Compton-Watts, devised what he calls "the student game."
This is a chart with a series of questions and answers.
As an example. Harris said that students were shown pictures of a

Cadillac and a Toyota and asked to make a choice. One hundred per
cent chose the Cadillac. This, he said, reflects how ghetto children ad-
mire the status of "John the Pimp" on the block. The instructor will then
point out the economic advantages of driving a Toyota, as well as the
problems involved in owning and driving a "status" car, he said.

Another question dealt with student attitudes toward the local police.
Once problems concerning the police were in the open, Harris said the
school then arranged for a local policeman to visit the class and talk
about the problems with students.
The "student game" directs school psychologists to many problems

and diffiencies of the students, according to Harris. He added that it leads
to student involvement in such issues as family structure and law and
order. He said students also find the "game" interesting.
Harris was born in Jamaica and has been in the United States for 10

years. Although he graduated from business school in New York, his u . .

interest in people and '

'extreme fondness of kids' ' brought him to UMass M e a d d e d

and sociology. He earned his bachelor's degree in two years.
His plans include "fictionalizing his experiences" to present his journal

in book form. Harris said this will include his transition from Jamaican to
American.

(Staff Photo-John Stewart)

that it

leads to student in-

volvement in such
issues as family
structure and law and
order.

Faculty Newspaper

A News Alternative
HUGH OWEN

A new faculty newspaper,
primarily an extension of the
present faculty bulletin, is

currently being planned by
Whitmore as an alternative to the
Collegian in reporting to the
faculty and staff of UMass.
The paper is in the planning

stage at present. No funds as yet
allocated, nor any arbitrary date
set for initial publication. The
present newspaper shortage and
lack of a managing editor and staff

were a few of the reasons cited by
Ms. Katy Gilmore, proposed editor
of the newspaper, for the delay in

the newspaper's publication.

Initial publication is planned for

once every three weeks, then once
a week as the staff becomes more

experienced.

Grad students, work-study
students, and possibly undergrads
will be hired as reporters for the
newspaper.
Unlike the failure met with the

last time the administration at-

tempted to publish a newspaper,
Ms. Gilmore expects this paper to

be successful. According to Ms.

Where Do They

All Go Home To?
By LINDA J. LEMKIN

Where are the 21,500 students
registered at UMass living this

fall?

According to Bruce Cochrane of

the Housing office, 7,500 un-

Gilmore the last attempt failed due dergraduates and 3,700 graduates
are now living off-campus, as
opposed to 11,300 undergrads and

to its dictation by university policy
and lack of any informative
reporting.

"This paper," said Ms. Gilmore,
"will be a bona fide paper repor-
ting the news relevant to the staff,

factually and accurately, not
merely an extension of university
policy."

290 grads living in the UMass
dorms.

In a recent MDC interview,
Cochrane stated the major
problem students find with off-

campus housing is the price ranges
of the Amherst apartments. The

most expensive ones are still

vacant, while the less expensive
ones have waiting lists. Bugs and
thin walls have been constant
sources of complaints in many
apartment complexes. However,
many students feel that these
conditions far outweigh other
problems and hassles involved in

dormitory life.

Another problem students en-
counter is finding roommates on a
large campus for the many new
and old students who wish to share
apartments.
The dorms seem quiet, so far this

year except for the usual noise
which always comes from South-
west. There have been no drug
raids or bomb scares as yet.
Placement of students has been
solved for the fall semester.
According to the Housing Office,

there have been no major com-
plaints from the dorms other than
minor discomforts from the cen-
tralized heating system, which is

difficult to control.

It appears that all is quiet, the
first month of this semester,
anyway. But, according to one
dorm student, if only the dining
commons would close, there would
be no problems at all!

Commuter
SenateMeets

By SCOTT KATOR
As the week ended, leaders of the

newly formed, commuter initiated
Unity Slate met in the Campus
Center to discuss prospects for
tomorrow's Senate elections. 32
seats in the 120 seat Senate had not
been filed for on Thursday and
many of the rest were uncontested.
Consequently, nominations were
extended until 5 p.m. Friday in an
attempt to fill vacancies.
Unity Slate proponents, working

to fill these spots, found it slow
going. As John O'Keefe stated,
many students said they were too
busy to run, but, if the Senate got
something going, they would
support it. The Slate is a group of
candidates adhering to a set of
proposals on economic and
political issues concerning UMass
and students as an independent
segment of Society. Among the
main issues on their platform are
restoration and expansion of bus
service, equal pay for student
workers, opposition to tuition

rent, and parking hikes, a
university boycott of "scab"
grapes and lettuce, optional meal
ticket plans and, generally
"greater individual control over
the learning process" at UMass.
As Alwin Schmidt describes it

"The Unity Slate Platform reflects

the basic 'bread and butter' needs
of all the students, which have long
been neglected. The student body
must assert itself and exercise
more control over the decisions
that directly affect them and the
quality of their education."
John Pepi, another member,

sees UMass badly divided on
financial, racial, and sexual lines.

"As the situation outside grows
worse people turn inward."
Smokey Singleton agreed saying
"no one can do it themselves. You
have to work on your community
while you work on yourself."
The Slate hopes to pass most of

their proposals soon after the new
Senate convenes since, as they see
it, the great majority of students
are for them. Giving substance to

any demands the Senate might
make, however, requires student
support and participation,
something many find con-
spicuously absent at UMass.

State Gets

Picasso Works

MOUGINS. France (AP)-Pablo
Picasso's priceless collection of
paintings by modern masters has
been formally acquired by the
state.

Jean Chatelain, director of
French museums, signed the
documents handing over the
collection with Picasso's heirs at
the painter's home in this Riviera
village late last week, it was
learned Sunday.
Picasso stipulated that the

collection be kept intact and
exhibited as a whole in the Louvre
in Paris.
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Wall Pliiiin (.roriie Withers
These three kittens spent last Friday afternoon looking for warm, comfortable

homes to winter oven in. They are good mousers and use only one gallon of love a
day.
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Contraceptive Clinic Offers Counseling And Care
It. ltnltl.liTA\t„r tvv *—

'

By ROBERTA McCANN
The UMass Contraception Clinic, located on the second floor of

the Infrimary, provides information, counseling and prescriptions
for contraceptives for university women.
The philosophy of the clinic is to meet the needs of university

women and to provide the necessary information so that a woman
desiring contraception can decide on the method best suited to her
needs.

The clinic handles between 72-78 new patients a week in addition
to women returning to the clinic for routine pap tests, pelvic exams
and refill prescriptions.

The services of the clinic are free. A woman pays only for the
birth control device she selects.

Due to the lack of finances, in-depth statistical records on the
number of women utilizing the clinic and contraception methods
prescribed are not available.

However, a stock check at the infirmary pharmacy for Sep-
tember 1972 to May 1973 revealed the approximate sale of the
following:

Contraceptive foam-180 units

Condoms-lubricated-9,972 units, regular-2,676 units
Diaphragms-350 units

Oral contraceptives-18,000 individual cycles
Interuterine devices-approximately 500
It should be noted that some students utilizing the pharmacy's

low prices may not have been referred by the contraception clinic.

Doctor Daniel Clapp, one of the seven doctors on the clinic staff,

noted the existance of peer pressure encouraging women to take
oral contraceptives.

"We don't want to emphazise exclusive use of the pill", said Dr.
Clapp. He also, indicated a considerable trend of more women
choosing the interuterine device many of whom had been using oral
contraceptives.

A university woman desiring the services of the contraception

)

FORM

or* i'*cm
a,r or.

clinic for the first time must attend an educational session. No
appointment is necessary and men are welcome to attend. The
educational sessions are held in Room 302 of the Infirmary on
Mondays at 3:00, Tuesdays at 7:00 and Thursdays at 3:00. The
hour long session includes a film relating various birth-control
methods and counseling.

Internal examinations and prescriptions are available through
appointment only. The Monday night clinic session handles women
who desire oral contraceptives or diaphragms. I.U.D. insertions
take place on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday night. The clinic
is also open on Thursday afternoon.
Each night, two of the seven staff doctors are on duty. Women

Nurse Practitioners are also available to give routine pap tests,
pelvic exams, refill prescriptions, I.U.D. initial consultations and
follow-up visits.

Women who desire an internal examination without con-
traception can use the facilities of the clinic. However, there is a
difference of opinion over whether or not a pap smear is necessary
for young women. The percentage of cancer positive pap smears in
women under 25 is very small.
Dr. Clapp encourages women at the university to have an in-

ternal examination at least once while at UMass.
Some doctors at the contraception clinic do prescribe the con-

troversial "morning-p'Ur pill". A woman desiring this pill should
tell the appointment secretary so that she will be referred to a
doctor who may prescribe it for her.
The contraception clinic also provides problem-pregnancy

counseling. The health services fee does not cover an abortion.
However, the UMass medical insurance will cover an abortion up
to $125.

According to Dr. Clapp, "To my knowledge, there has been no
criticism from parents or legislators about the services provided
by the contraception clinic."

Being A Freshman Senate Sets Ban

What A Horrible Disease On Non-union Lettuce
By SHERM BOYSON

"As ye sow, so shall ye reaD". So
goes the Bible. Well, you up-
perclassmen have been really

getting down on us freshmen, and
you'll get yours yet.

It started that day in Boyden
Gym. You guys really had us set

up. You stick us in this Bursar line

filled with nothing but freshmen.
After an hour or so of waiting, you
discover that the line doesn't
move. All the lines with seniors,

juniors, and sophmores move, but
not our's. After three hours of

waiting, I walked away in disgust.

But first. I decided to tell that teller

off.

Ever wonder how some of those
real thick-shits in your elementary
subtraction class got into UMASS?
well, when you get to the front of

the freshmen line, you find out how
the university uses them. About ten
of them are stationed in front of the
line facing a brick wall. Someone
told them that if they guess the
magic word the fairy god-teller

appears and gives them free

tuition.

Being a good freshman means

that you get blamed for
everything. Like that last rain-

storm. The bucketing rain wasn't
bad enough when a bunch of uppers
came up, heaved my books into a
nearby puddle and screamed
"This is all your fault! It only rains
on freshmen!". Apologies are
useless, and I wonder what will

happen if it hails.

If you go to the campus center,
don't dare to venture inside the
men's room, no matter how bad the
urge. If you do you'll be promptly
followed by a group of uppers who
try to sell you the big "balloons".
Worse than that, the uppers that

followed you are female.

If that doesn't embarass you,

wait until they get you in the

bathroom. The freshmen are in-

structed to use only certain stalls.

Of course. Those are the ones that

are rigged with springs in the doors

so that they never close. You sit

there, holding the door with one
hand, and wiping your ass with the

other. If you should use your hand
for something stupid, like getting a
piece of toilet paper, the door flies

open just as a few members of the

opposite sex walk by.

We're smart enough to avoid the
elevator tickets, but how are we
supposed to know that the tower
they're sending us to isn't the Grad
Research Center, but the Adams
dorm.
Misery loves company, but how

come all the triples go to DELETE
Misery loves company, but how

come all the triples go to the fresh-

men"'

And then there's the courses
we're left with. After everyone else
is through, we get "Intramural
Clarinet Competition" and a
course on "How to Converse with
Dining Commons Ladies while
Waiting for your Meatloaf to Rot".
Yeah, we're stuck now-but

"Vengeance is mine, sayeth the
Lord", and we have four years to
get back at you guys.

Stafl I'hntit John Slew art

This penquin was spotted
soliciting in front of the dining

* '1)111 111 oils.

Issue Editors
Meeting

There will be an Issue

Editors meeting tonight
at 7:30 in the Collegian
Offices. All Issue Editors
and interested night
staff are urged to attend
and bring suggestions
and problems.

The Student Senate set a ban, on
non-union Iceberg lettuce and
grapes last Wednesday night which
will take effect after a two-week
interim.

The Senate feels they have the
moral right since it is students'
money which is in question, if not
the legal right to determine which
lettuce and grapes UMass should
buy However, in reality only the
Board of Trustees and its

representatives can legally make
such a decision.

The Administration had no
comment to make on the decision
of the Student Senate.
The University food services are

bound to a competitive bidding
arrangement. UMass sends a
request to the distributors for a
certain quantity of a product, in

this case lettuce and grapes, and
they receive a bid. After a bid is

accepted the distributors cannot
charge more money than the
amount first stated.

UMass must accept the lowest
bid or buy no lettuce and grapes, a
bid which cannot be denied on the

basis of union. The unions which
are involved are the Teamsters
and the United Farm Workers
(AFL-CIO), both in California.

Non-union lettuce, a brand called

Eastern, is also involved.
Nick Apostola, President of the

Student Government Association
(SGA) cited reasons why they feel

an obligation to boycott Team-
ster's union products. The
Teamster's Union has been
making "sweetheart contracts"
with growers.

Apostola said, "These are ones
that benefit the employer rather
than the employee-it's a sellout-

selling the Chicanos down the
river".

In the early 60s, Cesar Chavez
organized the farm workers in the
UFW and began negotiating
contracts calling for better wages.
The Teamsters have been
harassing the UFW to the
Teamster's Union. The pickers in

the Teamsters, according to the
President of SGA, have been and
are being exploited by the growers.
The position of the Student

Senate, in support of UFW and in

opposition to the Teamsters), is in

accordance with Chavez. He says
to buy either UFW or Eastern
lettuce and grapes when possible
and at other times, when neither of
these have the low bid, to buy no
lettuce or grapes.

Student Activities Policy Council
Any student involved in any of the following: oh campus

publications, campus service organizations, campus cultural

organizations, social action and political organizations,
academic organizations, off campus service organizations,
concert committee, other special interest groups, or residence
halls — you are needed on the STUDENT ACTIVITIES POLICY
COUNCIL. All interested persons should apply by October 10 by
submitting a brief resume of their activities and a statement as to

why you wish to be considered for this appointment to the
STUDENT SENATE OFFICE, 420 S.U. Any questions: Contact
David Booker, 5-0341.
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In The Nation And The World

Agnew: Investigation Rules His Career"
*P ,. _.___.__ i_^_. .:_.,_ _, auu«..«i, a„„««, attarked those Despite

By RICHARD HYLK
Associated Press Writer

LOS ANGELES (AP)-Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew, ac-

cording to close associates,

believes that even without an in-

dictment the corruption in-

vestigation involving him has

reduced his future political

prospects to "just about zero."

Following a weekend speech to

Republican women, the vice

president met privately with a

The accusations against Agnew
are that he received political kick-

backs from state contractors while

a county executive and later as

Maryland governor. A federal

grand jury in Baltimore began

studying evidence against him last

week.

A federal judge has given the

Justice Department permission to

continue presenting evidence but

the department has also been

ordered to answer by Friday a

group of California Republcan move by Agnew's lawyers to halt

officials and, according to a

spokesman, told them he believes

his political career has been
destroyed by the investigation.

J. Marsh Thomson, Agnew's
press secretary, said the state

officials disputed Agnew's view of

his political future.

The vice president, in fact, may
have drawn fresh encouragement

from the GOP women waving
banners, shouting "We want
Agnew,'' and in some cases

standing on tables to cheer him as

he again declared his innocence

and accused the Justice Depart-

ment of trying to destroy him
politically.

Thomson said that after weeks of

little or no comment, Agnew
decided to speak out more sharply

than ever in his own behalf on very

short notice, sometime after he left

Washington on Friday.

"He wanted a good forum and

came to the conclusion that this

audience along with national

television was his chance to get to

the American people," Thomson
said.

Agnew was moved nearly to

tears by a three-minute ovation on

arrival. After he finished his

prepared, relatively bland script,

he launched his fiercest public

defense to date.

Leaving the hall, he was mobbed
by women who knocked over

barriers to get to him. Some were

"Spiro for President" lapel pins.

"It was amazing," said an aide.

"Ordinarily you don't worrv about

losing control of an audience of

women."
Agnew, he said, was "gratified

by the response but is still trying to

take it in."

the probe. The grand jury is ex-

pected to reconvene Wednesday or

Thursdav.
Declaring again that he would

not resign even if indicted, Agnew

told his audience he is the victim of

a vengeful conspiracy by "small

and frightened men" who
dishonestly implicated him
because he would not intercede to

stop the investigation of others.

He charged also that high of-

ficials of the Justice Department,

embarrassed by failure in

Watergate and other cases, are

trying to make him a scapegoat to

restore their reputations and

destroy him politically.

He said he would demand that

they deny under oath that they are

the source of news leaks, and if

they could not deny it, he would ask

President Nixon to "discharge

those individuals summarily."

Although Agnew attacked those

who are doing the "leaking" of

details and not newsmen who are

publishing them, some of his

defenders blamed the media.

Reporters covering the con-

vention were constantly

challenged by women delegates to

"tell the truth about Mr. Agnew."

Some women also mentioned

Watergate.
One newsman, expressing a

derogatory personal view while

rushing for a telephone after

Agnew's speech, was surrounded

by several dozen angry women, at

least one of whom threatened to

clout him with her purse.

But if the vice president found

again that he had no shortage of

friends among the GOP rank and

file, there were a couple of in-

cidents that might have made him

wonder where he stood with the

party heavies.

One was a slip of the tongue by

former Texas Gov. John Connally

who, making his first major speech

to a GOP women's group since

changing parties, said he hoped
Agnew "is completely exonerated

and that he indeed is found guildy.

Despite a gasp from the

audience, a GOP official said

Connally did not realize his gaffe

until afterward. Later he called

Agnew, who was staying at the

Palm Springs home of Frank
Sinatra, to apologize for the

mistake.

Some observers also read
ominous meaning into the fact that

Gov. ronald Reagan, official host

for the event and like Connally a

potential rival of Agnew for

national office in 1976, did not

attend the vice president's speech

and gave him only a casual

reference in his own speech Friday

night.

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD

Authentic Chinese

EAT IN TAKE OUT
62 Main Street, Amherst

253-7835

Hours: M.T.Th.,iMM-lMH
12-12 p.m. | Sunday . 4-10 p.m. ;

Closed Weds.

i AP Win-photo i

WASHINGTON-TALK TO NEWSMEN-Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew, right, and Sen. Mark O. Hatfield, R-Ore., talk to newsmen in

Washington.

A Question Of Women Clergy
By GKORGK W. CORNELL

AP Religion Writer
LOMSVILLE. Ky. (AP) - A

national convention of
Episcopalians went into its first

legislative session Sunday with the
church's top leadership backing a
sharply debated move to allow
women to become priests.

A shift in that leadership also
was in the offing, which could
swing its leverage to the other side
of the issue.

This posed an uncertain note as
business began for the church's
bicameral governing congress, its

896-member House of Deputies

made up of half laity and half

clergy, and its 200-member House
of Bishops.

Any action requires concurrence
of both.

A recent poll of most bishops

showed 74 in favor of permitting

ordination of women and 64 against

it. with serveral abstaining or not

participating.

Various groups opposing the*

change, including an Anglo-
Catholic or high church
organization, the American
Church Union, says it could divide

the church.

Biship Stanley Atkins of Eau
Claire, Wis., has said, "I cannot
and will not walk down this road."

As the 13-day convention opened
Saturday at the Kentucky
Exposition Center, the church's

Presiding Bishop John E. Hines

put his weight squarely behind
proposals both for women's or-

dination and continuance of a

controversial special program of

grants to self-development
organizations of blacks and other

minorities
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187 NORTH PLEASANT ST.

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Robtri C»H«r, Conductor 739-4728

OPENING CONCERT —

ALL ORCHESTRAL
Tues., Oct. 16 - 8 p.m. Municipal Aud,

Round Trip Peter Pan Bus Service
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Student Senate Elections
Oct. 2, 3 & 4

Resident Students
Voting in Dorms
5 p.m. -9 p.m.

Greeks in

Sorority &
Fraternity

Houses

New Africa

House
9 a.m. -5 p.m.

Commuters
Duke's Room
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
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Israelis Plea For Austrian Reversal
Golda Meir

:

"Austria Has Betrayed
Her Own Greatness"
STRASBOURG, France (AP)-Israeli

Premier Golda Meir said Sunday, Austria

has "betrayed her own greatness" by
agreeing to Arab terrorist demands to shut
down a Jewish transit camp in Vienna.

Addressing 2,000 members of

Strasbourg's Jewish community, the Israeli

1 remier said she is asking the Austrian

government to keep the camp open and
operating despite a pledge to Palestinian

terrorists to close it down.
Israel's Arab enemies, "unable to ex-

terminate us, are now trying to attack us

everywhere else in the world and are trying

to frighten Jews against coming to Israel,"

she said.

"Whoever accepts the conditions of

terrorists, only encourages them to pursue
their criminal acts.

"We are greateful for what Austria has
done until today to permit Jews to transit its

territory towards freedom in Israel...But we
cannot ucderstand how one can give in to

such blackmail and we note with con-

sternation and deep regret the decision that

has apparently been taken.

"We would like to believe that this

decision is provisional or perhaps due to a

misunderstanding."
Mrs. Meir arrived from Tel Aviv earlier in

the day to address a meeting of the Council

of Europe Monday morning.
A spokesman for the Israeli Embassy in

Vienna said that Austria in any case does
not have the power to shut down the camp.
"There are no plans to stop processing

Soviet Jews through that center." he said.

His comment came one day after Austrian
Chancellor Bruno Kreisky, himself a Jew,
promised to make arrangements for

disbanding the Scheinau camp in a bargain
with two Arab guerrillas.

With the pledge, he won the release of an
Austrian border guard and three emigrating
Soviet Jews whom the terrorists had ab-

ducted Friday off a train from the Soviet

Union. The Arabs were allowed to leave in a
plane supplied by the Austrian government
and they landed in Libya Saturday night.

"Under a contract signed in 1964, the

Jewish Agency in Vienna took Schoenau
castle on lease from a Dutch national by the

name of Hulverff, who earlier rented the

building, which is owned by an Austrian
countess, not by the government," said the

Israeli diplomat, who refused to be iden-

tified.

"It is therefore incomprehensible to us

that the Austrian chancellor should make
such a statement under the threat of

criminals, of ordinary highway robbers."

Official Austrian sources, while not

reacting directly to the position expressed
by the Israeli diplomat, defended their right

to shut down the camp, 70 miles south of

Vienna.

They said that as a private institution on
Austrian soil, the facility falls outside the

requirements of the Geneva conventions on
refugees. There were no official predictions
when or even whether Austrian authorities

might force Schoenau to stop receiving
refugees.

The Schoenau Transit Camp:
"But It's Not Up To Us;

It's Up To The Russians"
JERUSALEM (AP)-The Jewish Agency

declared Sunday that Austria should go
back on its pledge to restrict facilities for

immigrating Soviet Jews and predicted the

move will encourage Arab terrorism.

The Jewish Agency's executive decided at

a special meeting to ask Chancellor Bruno
Kreisky of Austria to reverse the promise,
made in response to Friday's kidnaping of

an Austrian border guard and three Soviet

Jews on the way to Israel via Vienna.
The Jewish Agency, which runs the

Schoenau transit camp near Vienna, is an
arm of the world Zionist movement dealing

with immigration to Israel and collecting

funds from world Jewry. It is independent
bus. coordinates its work with the Israeli

government.
The government called a special session

of parliament for Monday afternoon to

discuss the development and its effect on
Soviet Jewish immigration.

Israeli newspapers denounced what they
called the Austrian "capitulation" and
compared it to pre-World War II ap-

peasement of Hitler.

"Chancellor Kreisky's Jewish origins

make his actions all the more disgusting,"

commented the independent Haaretz.

Moshe Rivlin, the agency's director-

general, said the best alternative if Austria

goes through with its apparent pledge to

close the Schoenau camp would be for im-

migrants to fly directly to Israel from
Moscow or Kiev.

"But it's not up to us; it's up to the

Russians," he added.

About 2,650 Soviet emigrants a month
have been passing through the camp about
70 miles south of Vienna on their way to the
Jewish state in the two years since Moscow
relaxed emigration restrictions.

To win freedom for the four hostages held
by two Arab terrorists in a small bus at
Vienna airport, Kreisky pledged to ban
group travel of Jewish emigrants through
Austria. As a result, the 15-hour standoff
ended without bloodshed and all four cap-
tives were released.

As part of the deal, the terrorists got a
light twin-engine plane in which they flew
around the Mediterranean Saturday looking
for a haven. They were permitted to land
Saturday evening at a military base near
Tripoli, Libya.

The Arab nationalist government of Col.
Moammar Khadafy allowed the two to hold
a news conference within hours of their
arrival and the official Libyan news agency
transmitted their remarks. This was a
departure from past treatment of hijackers
arriving in Libya and was seen as an ap-
parent endorsement of the episode.

A spokesman for the Libyan agency said
the two Austrian pilots who flew the plane
from Vienna would be allowed to fly home.
The respected newspaper An Nahar in

Beirut, Lebanon, said in a Sunday
editorial that the operation was a success
thai Arab diplomacy had failed to achieve
despite several years of effort.

CASIAC
"To Drop or Not to

Drop?". ..that is the
question. But you had better

do it before Friday, October
5th. Make sure all pass-fail

and drop-add forms are
completed by then.
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5-2550
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...THREATENS TO WITHDRAW- New Hampshire
Gov. Meldrim Thomson reaches for a glass of water in

Boston, at a meeting of the New England Governor's

Conference, amid reports he was considering with-

drawing from the six-state conference. A Thomson
aide also confirmed that the governor was considering

taking New Hampshire out of the New England
Regional Commission, an organization that funds

various development projects in the states.

201 NORTH PLEASANT STRitT

AHHtRST, MASSACHUSETTS
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Hapco Auto Parts
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Phnom Penh

And The War Goes On...
PHNOM PENH ( AP) - Continued

fighting was reported Sunday
along Phnom Penh's southern
defensive perimeter.
Fighting erupted in areas about

one mile north and 1 ' 2 miles north-
west of Dei Kraham near the
junciton of Routes 38 and 3 about 10

miles south of the capital, the
military command said.

Khmer Rouge harassment
shelling and combat also were
reported in that region at Tran
Khnar.
On the western defensive

perimeter of the capital, field

reports said government troops
attempting a pincer movement
with Thmat Pong as its target were
forced to retreat from the Ang
Taloek pagoda
Thmat Pong has been the ob-

jective of two government pushes,
one from the north, the other from
the south, in an effort to secure the
vulnerable western approaches to

Phnom Penh.
The two columns had been as

close as 2 4 miles from a linkup.
Sunday's retreat from the pagoda
moved the government southern
offensive line about 100 yards

farther away from Thmat Pong,
field reports said.

Shelling was reported at the
airport at Kompong Cham, 47

miles northeast of Phnom Penh,
and the command said the
government opeation to retake an
important textile factory nor-
thwest of town was continuing.

Recent field reports from
Kompong Cham indicate the
government's next objective will

be to break through insurgent
elements which have encircled the
airport for more than a month.
The airport has been supplied by

parachute drops and has been
under periodic shelling.

Phnom Penh's two vital overland
supply arteries remained cut by
rebel forces. Route 4 to the sea was
severed about 45 miles west of the
capital and Route 5 to Battambang
province was cut about 35 miles
north of Phnom Penh.

In South Vietnam, the govern-
ment's regional commander in

Pleiku said Communist-led forces
are planning a major offensive in

the central highlands early next
year.

Final Decision Delayed

On Delegate Selection
By CARL P. LEUBSDORF ^^representation throughout the Gilligan

AP Political Writer
GAITHERSBURG. Md. (AP) -

An almost evenly divided
Democratic Party committee has
delayed a final decision on con-

vention delegate selection quotas
after voting tentatively to

eliminate any special preference

nominating process, took the side

of organized labor and other party

regulars this time. He urged a

more general provision favoring

participation of all Democrats
without any specific references.

Commission member Jane
Solomon of New Hampshire was

for women, minorities and young defeated 7 to 5 when she urged that

people.

That vote, taken Sunday with
several members absent, seemed
certain to be reversed next
weekend when the 17-member
drafting committee completes
work on revision of the party's 1972

reform rules.

The issue in Sunday's voting was
whether provisions urging full

participation in the 1976 delegate
selection process should refer to

the "traditionally under-
represented groups," a phrase
referring to women, minorities and
young people.

Gov. John J. Gilligan of Ohio,
who had sided with reform
elements Saturday in winning
approval of proportional

the provision include a reference
both to all Democrats and an
emphasis on "traditionally under-
represented groups."

s proposal was then
approved 8 to 5.

A short while later, black Mayor
Richard G. Hatcher of Gary, Ind.,

who had been absent, arrived at
the meeting and convinced the
group to reconsider its decision
when it meets next Friday in

Washington.
Both sides agreed that, if all

members of the drafting com-
mittee were present and voting,
Mrs. Solomon's proposal would
probably have been approved.

Interested in spending five weeks in Italy in

Spring 1974? Includes tours of Rome, Florence,

Venice, Pisa, and Milan. Earn up to 15 hours of

college credit. Several programs to choose from. All

at moderate cost. For additional information write
Dr. Edward Davis, chairman of the History Depart-
ment, or, Dr. Olindo Dragone, chairman of the
Language Department, American International
College, Springfield, Mass., 01109.

Fiqe Arts
Council
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University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

27-PREDICTS PHASE 4 FAILl RE-William J. Fellner. one of President Nixon's economic advisers
Ph0,°'

talks to newsmen in Washington. He predicts failure for the Phase 4 anti-inflation program, saying it is
both bad economics and bad politics.

Evangelists Invade Cambodia
By DENIS D. GRAY

Associated Press Writer
PHNOM PENH. Cambodia (AP) — Cambodia is

98 per cent Buddhist, from President Lon Nol's
amulet to the peasants rice-bowl offering to saffron-
robed monks.
But there they were, in Phnom Penh's Palace of

Sports to kick off their crusade, nine fresh-faced
American youths just out of Bible school or college,
looking out at about 5,000 Camboidan faces.
And there was Todd Burke. 22-year-old evangelist

missionary from Oklahoma City, Okla., gyrating
around a microphone on the platform where his
young helpers sat.

"I have come to tell you about Jesus so you can be
saved," he shouted. "I have come to bring you the
truth."

Next to Burke, the interpreter belted out the words
in Khmer, sweeping his hand out over the listeners as
Burke had done.

"There are hundreds of religions but there is only
one way to be saved...Burning candles and incense
cannot save you."
Out on the concrete-block benches of the arena, a

few physically handicapped were lost in the swarms
of children and patches of soldiers in berets and

SPECIAL BREAKFAST

battle fatigues.

"Bring the sick, the blind, the crippled..." the
newspaper ads and 12,000 crusade posters around
Phnom Penh had read.
"I wanted to see," many children explained when

asked why they were attending.
And they had come to hear free music-gospel music

to an upright piano by the world-touring Luminaires,
attention-holding music from America's Bible belt
sung by a youthful sextet of three female, three male
voices, broken up by explanation and personal
testimony.

"His first name is Jesus," Dianne Dix of Muncie
Ind., told the Cambodians. "He is my friend. Today
he wants to be your friend."
When the singing stopped and Burke's preaching

got rolling, the crowd began to thin.
"You don't know what the future holds for you

Your country is being torn apart by war. If you do not
believe you will die the eternal death," Burke told
them.

"Would you like to have Jesus come into your life9
If you want Jesus to come into your life raise your
hand."
A sprinkling of hands curved up, many ac-

companied by slow smiles.

DUKE ELLINGTON

and bis world

famous

orchestra

October 4

Bowker Auditorium

Shows at 7: 30 & 10 p.m.

Tickets $1.50 UM A
Students with I.D.'s

$3.00 Others

Inner City

Repertory Dance

Company

October 9- 10

8 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $1.50 UM-A. . Students
with I.D.'s

Others $3.00

Fine Arts Council Box Office
125 Herter Hall
Open M - F, 9 - 4

Telephone MS M02

Fresh frozen Orange
or

(iapefruit juice

Two eggs; Home fries

Toast with jelly

Coffee

99
c

— Sandwiches

— Ice Cream

H»N V Pleasant St. U5:i-2291

Open «V:io a.m.-l(i::M) p.m.

Tennis Raquet Sale!
off

Already Discounted Prices

at FENTON'S Main St., Amherst

(next to Domino's)

\ WMUA 1
Tonight at 10 p.m., WMUA will broadcast a discussion on the history of

American militarism from a revisionist perspective.
The program is being presented as a special feature of "Focus,''

WMUA's weekly public affairs series moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.
Mosakowski's guest for the live, 60-minute forum will be John Gnatek

of Easthampton, a well-known local artist and expert on twentieth-
century revisionist history, especially the period following World War I.

Interested listeners are invited to call in questions during the live
broadcast.

Gentlemen,
start

our
engines.

DEATH 1101SK -Residents of Greenleaf sorted through the
wreckage of the house where Harmala, 1, and Angela Buhr, 4, were
killed when the structure was demolished by a tornado. Ap-
proximately 60 per cent of Greenleaf was destroyed by the twister.

i \l' Win-photo i

CED Reccomendations

Raise Tuition To Expand Aid
By JOHN STOWELL

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Committee for Economic
Development recommends that

college tuition rates be more than

doubled and an expanded s-ystem

of student aid be established.

The committee, a private
organization supported by business

and industry, said such action

would be one means of achieving

quality education and equal op-

portunity.

It made its recommendations in

a $400,000 report entitled "The
Management and Financing of

Colleges," issued Sunday. The
report follows the same general
direction of the Nixon ad-

ministration, the Carnegie Com-
mission on Higher Education and
the College Entrance Examination
Board.
The tuition proposal came under

fire immediately from the National

Student Lobby and organizations

representing public colleges,

junior colleges and land-grant

universities.

Allan W. Ostar, executive
director of the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities, said it is "a direct

attack on millions of middle-and-

lower-income American families."

"The CED report appears to

express the views of a few multi-

billion-dollar corporations and
affluent private universities," he

said. "It does not speak for

millions of students, for veterans

seeking an education, for labor

union and farm families, nor for

most public colleges and univer-

sities."

The 104-page report recom-
mends that colleges improve their

management and hold down costs,

which have risen at nearly twice

the rate of inflation in recent years,

by giving presidents more
authority and limiting tenure to

one-half the faculty.

The committee emphasized that

tuition hikes to cover 50 per cent of

instructional costs should be
phased in over a five-year period at

four-year institutions and a 10-year
period at two-year community and
technical colleges, and not before a
system of expanded student loans
and grants is established.

"It is important to recognize that

under our proposal the increases in

tuition are intended not to precede
but to follow or coincide with the
availability of funds to the

prospective students to pay that

tuition," the report said. "We are
not proposing that institutions

raise tuition under circumstances
where the funds for that tuition will

not be forthcoming."

Based on 1969-70 university in-

struction costs averaging $1,992

per student, CED said its

recommendation would boost the

actual $413 tuition charge to $996 at

universities. It would cost $803 per
student at four-year colleges and
$613 at two-year colleges.

Test drive our 1973 Porsches.

JONES
PORSCHE AUDI INC.

721 WORTHINGTON STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01101

TELEPHONE 413-781-1820

Phi Sigma Kappa
510 North Pleasant St.

5-0174

Find out about our ideal location

Find out about our free parking

Find out about our little sisters

Find out about our social program

Find out what it costs

Find out about our scholastic standing

Find out about the home we live in

Find out about us — we'd like to find out about you.

University Men come down and see us.

Monday, October 1, 1973 8:00

or drop by any time and ask for Jim McDonough

SEVEN SIXTY TRAVEL, INC.
(760 Madison Avenue,
Albany, N.Y. 12208) presents:

HAWAII - $299 ($269 + $30 tax & service)

Departures Dec. 31st, 1973 and Jan. Nth, 1974

from New York and Jan. 7th, 1974 from Hartford.

Price includes: round trip jet with meals and free liquor; 7 nights at

the first class CORAL REEF HOTEL; transfers to and from the hotel;

all gratuities, tips, taxes, etc.; all baggage handling; services of a tour

escort PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE ANY FOOD (except on the

planes), but an optional 7 night dine around plan is available at $59

extra

For mors

information

call or write

to your Campus

representative:

MASPALOMAS (CANARY ISLANDS) - $289
($259 + $30 tax & service)

Departures Jan. 5th, 1974 from New York and
Jan. 6th from Boston or Hartford.

Price includes: round trip jet with meals and free liquor; 6 nights at
a brand new, deluxe hotel (tennis courts, saunas, etc. ) ; transfers to and
from the hotel; all gratuities, taxes, tips, etc., all baggage handling,
services of a tour escort; welcome Sangria party; one sightseeing trip;
and continental breakfast and full dinner every night (choice of five
restaurants in the hotel complex). PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE an
American breakfast (eggs, etc.), or any lunches

LESLIE HALF0ND
625 Field House (Orchard Hill Residential Area) AMHERST, MASS. 01002 Phone: (413) 546-6861
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Powerlessness
By PAUL MISIII IK

Last spring, it came to our attention once again that decisions which
affect the entire University community were being made without any
real input by the people who go to school, live, work, and pay for this

institution (through taxes and tuition). Instead, groups of
"professionals" and "social planners" map out programs and solutions
at a high cost to taxpayers and without having any first-hand knowledge
of the complexity of the problems or how they fit into the larger scheme of

life at UMass.
The particular instance was the parking fee. A highly inflationary plan

for dealing with the parking problem at, UMass, if enacted and enforced,
the new plan would squeeze money out of already dry sources-students
and workers. Workers' paltry cost-of-living increase has already been
eaten up by a raise in insurance fees (not to mention the sky-rocketing

food prices). And students find themselves struggling to remain finan-
cially afloat as tuitions and fees rise while financial aid vanishes trom
campus. Meanwhile our administrators at the mini-Watergate, af-

fectionately known as "witless Hall", indulge in the bureaucratic art of
feather-bedding; creating new positions, heads of new programs at huge
salaries (at least over $17,000.00 a year). A big hunk of the revenue that is

supposed to go towards the development of better transportation at
UMass out of the monies collected through the new parking fee plan
would have to go to pay the new program coordinator. This is fiscal

responsibility?

Workers on this campus recognize that, although the administration is

supposed to represent and act in the interests of the whole community
(workers, students and taxpayers) they are in reality acting in an
autocratic, unresponsive way that smells dangerously similar to the odor
eeking out of Washington DC. from the Watergate bunch. THOSE WHO
GOVERN WITHOUT CONCERN FOR THEIR CONSTITUENCY ARE
DANGEROUS!!
The only check on this kind of power accumulation must come from the

people, in an organized way. UMass workers realized this all along, and
thought they had the support of groups of students and professors. But
student groups who gave lip-service to the protest didn't follow through
on their part, they made no efforts to educate the student body as a whole

(Continued on P. 9)

Lock Up, Bob!
Bob Scheier has a nose for news and a hairdo to

match. That's the way one Collegian sports writer
described him in February when Bob became the
Collegian's managing editor. That was eight months
ago, but Bob hasn't changed too much since then.

Even though he got a haircut last week, he still boasts

the closest thing to a white man's afro I've seen and
he is still one of the best damned student reporters
I've known. Only one thing has changed. As of today,
Bob is no longer managing editor of the Collegian.

Bob and I shared an office for the

past eight months, and when you
work with somebody five nights a
week for that period of time, and
then he quits, you tend to get a little

nostalgic. You start thinking back
on all the crap you've been through
together, and there's a lot to think

back on in the newspaper busi-

ness.
Many were the times when Bob

and I didn't quite see eye to eye on
something. Our conceptions of

what a college newspaper should
be were as different as night and
day. There were times when I

would flatly tell Bob to go to hell,

and there were an equal number of

times when he'd direct me to do the
same.
You see, Bob's a fairly con-

servative guy when it comes to

putting out a campus daily, but
that's because he's a professional

journalist and he constantly strives

for perfection. If you are one of

those who believes that the
Collegian is in poor taste most of

the time, then you'll probably love

Bob.

Bob would constantly accuse me
of allowing people to vent their

sexual frustrations on the editorial

pages, and I would either totally ignore him or ex-

plain to him that we are catering to an audience of

college students. Bob had a hard time accepting the
fact that we're not the New York Times, but in the
meantime, he busted his ass trying to make sure that

we remained second best.

Scheier's got ink in his veins, to use the worn-out
romantic expression. His old man's a professional

Charles Camelopard

Washing
Gelucels.

journalist, and so is his older sister. Bob's been
writing for the Springfield Daily News for the past
three years, and the experience has made him a top
notch reporter. He knows his business. That's why he
would get upset when novices like myself would let

off-color editorial points slip into the Collegian.

Yes, we had our feuds and we had moments when
we wished we could get rid of each other at the touch
of a button. It may sound corny now, but looking back
I'd have to say that you had to respect Bob. He was

one hard working son of a bitch.
Things were getting so bad at one
point that he was popping Gelucels
like they were peanuts. Gelucels,
in case you haven't heard of them!
are pills you take for ulcers.

And I never helped the situation

much. I'd usually be done working
about 11 p.m., and as I was leaving
every night, I'd tell Bob to be sure
to lock up our office before he left,

which usually wasn't until 2 in the
morning. It was one of those silly

routines that sort of becomes a

trademark, and it was a way of

letting him know that I didn't have
to work as late as he did.

But now there won't be as many
late nights for Bob, and his

stomach won't have those Gelucels
to kick around anymore. Bob
resigned because he wanted to be a
student again. He wanted to make
sure he'll graduate come May,
since not too many dedicated
Collegian people get out of this

place in four years.

Bob will still be reporting for the
Collegian, and he will be an issue
editor every once in awhile, which
is what he was three years ago.
Somehow, things won't be the

same. And as I stood in our office
Thursday night, I couldn't help but feel a bit sad
thinking that it was his last night as managing editor.

"You'll still be writing for us, won't you?" I asked
him.

"Certainly," he replied. I couldn't think of
anything else to say.

"Well, aren't you going to say it?" he asked me.
"Say what?" I said. "Oh yeah Lock up, Bob!"

Jerry Lazar is Executive Editor of the Collegian.

down those

Spiro & Co. Go To Pot
Editors note: Charles Camelopard
reverted to his old tactics of
wiretapping last week. Other than
a series of arguments about what
was for dinner at the Nixon home,
Camelopard' s big find was a

conference call he overheard
between Vice President Agnew,
former Attorney General John

expatriated Nixon
Robert Vesco, and
of State, Henry

Below is a partial

of the conversation
Camelopard's prying

Mitchell,

financier
Secretary
Kissinger.

transcript

lifted by
ears.

Buzzzzzzz, click, click., click,
click... Hello is that you John?"
"Yousa"
"How about you Henry."
"Heil capitan."
"And you. Bob."
"I'm here."

"Bob, this is Spiro, how did the
crop comt out down there?"
"Not bad. We had good weather

since I split in the spring and we
may get a small bumper if the

"Goot heavens, no the season in

Miami has just started, how about
through Canada so I can catch the

foliage in New England. I promise
nice little chicken I met in Peking
airplane ride."

"Alright, alright." You make the
plans."

"Now John, are you there?"
John? John? (screaming,) JOHN.
"What Spiro."

"Do you have your apartment
cleaned out so we can dump all the
bags there for a few days.
"Yeah, Martha is on a short

vacation, she doesn't even know I

still have a key to the place, we can
leave all the stuff there."
"Good, very good, now have you

taken are of the promotion, do all

our New York City contacts know
that we got a big load of stuff

hurricane season isn't too rough." coming in so that they can pick up
"Spiro again, have you got it some?

picked and packaged yet, we want "Of course Spiro, you saw what a
to get it shipped up here while all marveN.us job I did of getting Dick
this screaming is going on about re-elected, promoting a small sale
Watergate and this Maryland crap is nothing.
and before the Justice Department
starts looking for you seriously."

"I know, I know, I got 1,000 kilos
of leaves and about twenty big
baggies full of stems and flowers.
They're already to go.

"OK. good, now Henry, have you
made the arrangements for
transportation of the stuff?"
"Yes, capitan, I haff two zeven

vorty zevens ready for the trip. I

can haff anything now I am in new

"OK, we're all set. They think
the French Connection was a big
deal. Just remember to keep
hiding in the Waldorf and make
statements about how busy you are
with your defense John."
"Alright."

And Henry you just keep flying
all over the place and you won't
have any trouble.

"Heil, capitan." And Bob, you
rascal, don't get a sunburn, you

job." Nobody asks questions. I ask, don't know how lucky you are. We
a different kind of heat upthey give, zimple."

"Terrific Henry you may be the
only one of us left with jobs if this
noise up here doesn't stop soon.
How are you going to bring the
stuff into the country, through
Miami*'"

have
here.

"You can't win 'em all Spiro"
Everyone hung up.

Charles Camelopard is the
Collegian's Washington, D.C.
Correspondent.

Letters To The Editor
Rejoicing In The Spirit Of '76

To The Editor:

There are all sorts of ways to get

away from it all these days. You
can take a trip in a bus, auto,

airplane, or train. There are even a

few ships left. Unfortunately,

because of exorbitant costs of

operation and crushing com-
petition ships and trains are going

down the drain as passenger

sources. Airplanes are getting very
crowded and expensive to travel

in. Busses are still hanging in there

and appear destined to triumph

over the private passenger car.

Through legislation and restrictive

controls the private auto is

becoming very expensive to pur-
chaseandoperate.T heworkingman
has patronized the auto ever since
Henry Ford gave him "four wheels

will be. One thing is certain, there
will have to be 50 of them, one for
each state, otherwise states will be
fighting among themselves for
prime locations. I think that it is
safe to assume that the various
state parks (and each state has a
multitude of them) won't be used
because we wouldn't want to
disturb the wildlife. I don't think
that the multi-million dollar
Municipal or Government centers
will be used because we wouldn't
want to disturb Government or
Municipal process. I suppose that

we will just have to job it out to a
private development company. A
small rejoicing area will cost
around $100 million dollars. Now
since there about 200 million people
in the country, there must be about

and a board". He has idolized the 4 million per state. Divide 4 million
old tin lizzie and protected it from into 100 million and you have $25
all harm. But the force of govern- dollars entrance fee. This means
ment control and environmental that if you got 4 million people into
problems seem to be sealing its your state rejoicing area in a years
doom. It appears that our govern- time you will recoup your initial

ment is steadily gaining another investment. Not including interest
victory over our environment. A fees, salaries and commissions. Of
highway system such as ours course this is an ideal situation,
without automobiles will certainly You will probably only get about 25
bp something to look forward to. per cent or I million people

Well cheer up, the old tin lizzie

will be around for a while and in

three years we will be having a
national bicentennial celebration.

This will certainly be a time for

rejoicing. I personally intend to

pack a picnic lunch to take to the
rejoicing area. It will consist of one
California russet potato at 20 cents

per spud, one beefsteak tomatoe at

40 cents apiece, one hearts of

lettuce salad at 50 cents a serving

(this is just lettuce) x Ab salami at

$1.00, and four hamburgers for

$1.00. This lunch will only cost me
$3.10. (This is wholesale and does
not include: rolls, plastic forks and
knives, cooking expenses, napkins
and lunch basket) I will want to

bring along a couple of friends so

the total raw lunch will cost me
over ten dollars.

Of course our Government hasn't

decided where the rejoicing areas

rejoicing in the first year. This
means you will have to charge $100
dollars per person at the gate, (you
could make it a blue plate special)
So far it is going to cost mo $303.10

to rejoice in 76.

Now to determine where the

rejoicing area will be. Well, it will

have to be centrally located so that

all residents of the state can get to

it easily. I assume that for the state

of Massachusetts this means
Boston Now lets see. 1 live in South

Deerfield so that means I will have
a 100 mile more or less drive to get
there. Now if I drive a basic
automobile ( four wheels and a
board) I can get 30 miles per
gallong. This means it will take
about four gallons of gas to get
there. One way of course. Round
trip ( if I have the money) eight
gallons. Lets see, gasoline has
increased in price over the last

Even Jesus Got Horny

To The Editor:

After all that Joshing ( coming and coming and coming) your editorial
wit seems to have given way to anxiety. Your treatment of Josh seemed
to me churlish and shallow. As an ecumenical Christian identified with
UCF concern for feeding the hungry, freeing prisoners, and driving out
the demons of racism and militarism, I could easily envy Campus
Crusade for their crowd-drawing power in the name of Josh. Still, I think
he deserved a less superficial hearing than offered by editorial com-,
mentators Reidman and Weiss.

Granting the cool rap was more Bill Cosby than Billy Graham (so
who's complaining! ). Granting that the machine gun "documentation"
of the Resurrection became overbearing. Granting that the lecture on
prophecy pulled in some far-out plums from the fantastasphere
somewhere out past Tralfamadore! Granting that the lecture on
Maximum Sex left a lot of important things unsaid ( e.g., does Jesus love
gay men and women? Does "controlling one's sex" lay another guilt trip
on those who have just learned the good news that it's OK to mastur-
bate? )

. Nevertheless, the substance of the talk affirmed the goodness,
joyfulness, playfulness of a genuinely erotic sexual relationship,

something I have seldom heard from self-proclaimed "evangelicals."
More important, the emphasis on a loving, caring relationship rather

than sexual technique was right on. When so few couples get even
minimum premarital counseling, and when unconscious attitudes
prevent many cohabiting couples from really checking each other out
before making commitments, I found Josh's anti-exploitation emphasis
healthy and important. The mind is the most important "sex organ"--
although the bit about premarital experience imprinting bad stuff on the
mental computer seemed to underestimate the complexity of un-
conscious processes and may have laid another time bomb of guilt in the
area of healthy fantasy.
The Jesus Josh extolls, whom also I affirm as Lord, is fully man as well

as fully God. To be fully human includes sexuality, which includes the

psycho-sexual development of adolescence. Those who affirm the full

incarnation of God in human flesh will not be shocked by the thought that
the youthful Jesus had sexual fantasies and befriended his own budding
sexuality through unguiltridden. pleasurable masturbation. ( Prof.
William Phipps goes farther in suggesting that as a young, normal Jewish
male. Jesus almost certainlv married, but that's another storv. )

My purpose in writing is to invite the Campus Crusaders to some
forthright dialogue about our common Lord, and to some cooperative
ventures in bringing the liberating Spirit of Christ to all who "labor and
are heavy laden ." But having identified myself with those who follow

Christ. I must add my sorrow at Arthur Katz* claim that unconverted
Jews would burn in Hell. God help those whose God is so small!

Pete Sabey
Part-time Staff. UCF

( United Christian Foundation)

year of 8 cents per gallon of regular
grade fuel. It now stands at 40
cents per gallon. Now the Federal
governments wants to place an 8
cents more or less tax on gasoline.

At the rate of 8 cents per gallon per
year increase we can expect to pay
24 cents per gallon increase by
1976. With the 8 cents federal tax
this means that in 76 we will pay 32

cents per gallon more than we are'

paying now. So to go to the
rejoicing area in '76 it will cost me
around $5.60 for eight gallons ot

gas. ( I can remember not so long
aeo when vou could buv 20 gallons
ot gas for $5.00 dollars, ot course
that was when we had gas wars.
And they held a negative con-
notation to good government so we
did away with them.)

Now we will have to determine
two things when we get to the
rejoicing area. 1. what are we
going to do about the car, and 2.

where are we going to sleep. We
will probably have to park the car
some miles from the rejoicing area
(environmentalists will have the
streets blocked off) and take a
mass transportation vehicle to

destination. We will probably have
to sleep in the car because there
aren't going to be any rooms
available. We will have to allow
two or three days for a complete
tour of the rejoicing area (because
we may not make it to the rejoicing
area on the first try, mass tran-
sportation being what it is.

derailments strikes and so forth)

So far it is going to cost me
$308 70 to get to the festival of

rejoicing not including the mass
transportation cost (who the hell

knows how much that will cost)

I feel it fair to note at this time
that I have not included meals
along the way, wear and tear on
the car, possible injuries due to

mass transportation or the crip-
pling effects of air pollution.

So with all things considered, I

think that we can safely reduce the
partronage to the festival of
rejoicing to about the undefeatable
10 per cent who would go anyhow
regardless of the cost. This means
that it would cost around $1000.00
at the gate. Well that is certaintly

something to look forward to...

K. W. Johnson

Powerlessness
(Continued from P. 8)

around the issues of the protest against the parking plan. The Young
Workers' Liberation League was the only organization that printed
leaflets and posters and, along with members of the Liberation Corridor
on Orchard Hill, were the only students to support the workers on the
picket lines. Where was the Daily Collegian during all this, besides
Tripoli's dismissal of the entire problem as "everybody's fault" (a good
liberal analysis)? and how come until this time, the Collegian has yet to

publicize the issues behind the work stoppage and more importantly what
the outcome of negotiations between workers of 1776 AFSCME AFL-CIO
and the University administration produced?
The outcome of the work stoppage Sept. 11th was threefold. First of all,

the administration agreed to send the dispute to the office of Attorney
General Robert Quinn for him to make a final decision of its legality.
During that time period (these last three weeks), there was to be a
moratorium on enforcement of the new parking fee (you've been
ticketed, you say? ). Thirdly, there was to be no disciplinary action taken
against union members and other workers who participated in the action.
Not only did the Collegian not publicize these facts, but they also

refused (even after workers and students asked for space in the paper ) to
investigate the administration's breach of the agreement. The ad-
ministration sent out a form to all University employees demanding to
know where the employees were if not on the job during the work stop-
page Sept. 11th, in order that they be docked pay. No one was allowed to

not answer. If this isn't disciplinary action being taken against the
workers, what is?

University employees under the leadership of the AFSCME union acted
in an admirable way, and one which demanded more courage than when
students don't go to classes. With families to support, and financial
responsibilities, workers were still willing to stand up and say "No" to the
parking fee, "no" to an administration which doesn't listen to the needs of
the community, and to say "no" to the bullshit line of "let's sit down and
talk about this". Workers recognized that when people in power start to
act in autocratic ways, you either say "no" right away, or you take
whatever they give. They should be supported in their efforts by the rest
of the UMass community. It is our struggle too. There are some
professors and students who may not care about the increase in their bill

of a mere $75 (perhaps mommy and daddy are paying the tab). But the
vast majority of us here are working to put ourselves through school, or to
help out with the costs. And our wages aren't going up in any way that
makes it logical to pay more money for fees. The administration's plan
for solving the traffic problem at UMass is a poorly thought out plan,
which doesn't look to the right direction for funding (tax the war
machine, and big business, not workers and students).

If we agree with the position of the union and workers on campus, is

there anything we can do? Yes. The end of the three week waiting period
is today, Monday Oct. 1st. It is most likely that Atty. Gen. Quinn will
attempt to extend the waiting period, so that he won't have to make a
decision. You see, he's running for political office soon, and to decide in
favor of the Trustees would alienate workers' votes; vice-versa, and he
alienates big business' votes. We should begin a campaign of writing post
cards to Quinn demanding that he make a decision now and then he
decide in favor of students and workers (his taxpayers, and con-
stituency.)

The second thing we can do is educate ourselves around the issues. In

order to facilitate this, a group of students and workers have planned out
when all interested people can gather to discuss the issues and have their

question answered. These educationals will take place in each of the
residential areas and in the student union for commuters. Check out the
schedule below and get involved.

Southwest-McKimmie House Lounge, Monday 10 p.m.
Northeast-Tuesday 10:00 p.m. (Place to be announced)
Commuters-Tuesday 3:00 p.m. (place to be announced)
Orchard Hill-Dickinson House Wednesday 10:00 p.m.
Sylvan-Brown House Wednesday 10:00 p.m.
Central-Brett House Thursday 10:00 p.m.

Paul Mishler is a Collegian commentator.
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The James Montgomery Band will be playing this Friday at the Amherst College

Cage at 8: 00. The concert is sponsored by the Amherst Entertainment Committee

and Three Thumbs Productions.

USSR Predicts Record Harvest
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Soviet Union appears headed for a

record grain harvest this year,

although excessive rain in some
areas may have reduced the crop,

the Agriculture department said

Sunday.
"Based on information on crop

prospects, weather conditions and
harvest progress through Sept. 10,

the Soviet Union's gross grain corp

is estimated at a record 195 million

metric tons, almost equal to the

planned level of 197.4 million tons.''

the department said.

The report, published in the

weekly issue of "Foreign
Agriculture," said the Soviet crop -

including wheat, rye, oats, barley

and corn - would exceed last year's

reduced harvest of 168 million tons

and the previous record of 186.8

million in 1970.

Heavy rains have caused some
losses and reduction of quality in

the European area of the Soviet

Union. Also, the report said, ex-

cessive rain in the Siberia-

Kazakhstan regions during the

first 10 days of September oc-

curred while "significant amounts

of unharvested grain" remained in

fields.

"Also, long-range weather

forecasts call for above-normal

precipitation through mid-October

in much of this area," the report

said.

Soviet grain harvesting

progresses in two steps, cutting the

fields and the "windrowing" of

plants containing ripened grain.

Combines then thresh the grain

from the windrows.

By Sept. 17, the report said,

cutting of grain had been com-
pleted on 268 million acres, about

90 per cent of the total. That was
more than cut on the same date the

past two years. However, about 28

million acres remained to be

threshed from windrows as of the

date, compared with an average of

23 million the past four years.

FALL SEMESTER - ISRAEL

Brandeis University— The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study in Jerusalem— July-December, 1974

— Earn 16 credits

1

I

If you think time is

running out, you're)
right. Friday, October
5th is the final day for

pass/fail and drop/add |

choices.

I

Juniors and Seniors eligible

Four courses — Hebrew not required

Cost: $1850 — tuition, room, board

Financial Aid available

Application deadline March 1st

For information write:

The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Can You Afford

ThatWeekendDrive ?
By MIKE DUFFY

Associated Press Writer

Price dials on gas pumps began

spinning faster throughout the

nation over the weekend.

Inflation-pressed consumers,

already weary of rising prices at

the supermarket, found weekend

drives more expensive as many

gas stations took advantage of

relaxed economic controls to raise

their prices by as much as 2 x

i

cents a gallon. That's more than a 6

pei cent hike on a gallon of gas.

Others said price hikes couldn't

be expected until Monday or

Tuesday since dealers are having

troubles interpreting the rules.

But many gas station dealers

complained that the price hike

would provide only temporary

relief and that they were still being

victimized by the big oil companies

and government price controls.

Some shut down their stations in

protest.

The St. Louis area was virtually

without any open gas stations,

although dealers agreed to reopen

Monday, 36 hours before planned.

Houston, Tex., dealers prepared

for a three-day shutdown begin-

ning Monday to show their

dissatisfaction with the new
economic rules.

The Cost of Living Council an-

nounced Friday that retail gas

prices, held in control by a special

Phase 4 freeze, would be permitted

to rise by 1 to 24 cents a gallon. No
specific provision was made to

allow adjustments for future

wholesale price increases.

"We wanted prbably about three

cents a gallon. What the Cost of

Living Council's giving us, the oil

companies will be getting back"

said Oren Dewey, director of the

Central Ohio Gasoline Dealers

Association.

The owner of a Washington area

station said he had raised his

prices but hadn't heard any
complaints from motorists. "I

haven't heard anything. I guess

everybody's resigned to paying

more for everything," said Dean
Keay, owner of a station in

Merrifield.

He said no immediate price hikes

were expected in Chicago, but

prices could shoot up to 50 cents

within the next month.
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-BODY PKESSUKK CHAMBUK-Chiei Surgeon Dr. Paul
Buchanan, Joe Baker and Dr. S.A. Bergman, 1 to r, prepare
astronaut Alan Bean for further examination in the lower body
negative pressure chamber in the Skylab Mobile Laboratories
aboard the USS New Orleans.

Troy Takes His Case

To Exec. Council
BOSTON ( AP)-Disbarred

Dorchester District Court Judge
Jerome P. Troy takes his case to

the Executive Council Monday.
The council, with a list of 35

witnesses submitted by the jurist

and his lawyer Lawrence
O'Donnell, is expected to take

several days to complete the

hearing into Troy's judicial con-

duct.
Before the panel is a legislative

bill of address seeking the judge's

removal. Gov. Francis W. Sargent,
who twice asked Troy to resign,

needs approval of the eight-

member council before he can
approve the petition.

The first 12 witnesses on Troy's
list were expected to testify at the

hearing Monday.
A spokesman for Lt. Gov. Donald

R. Dwight, an ex-officio member of

the council, said last week that no
council members expressed op-

position to the appearance of any of

the witnesses listed by Troy.
The council has reserved the

right to reject any of Troy's
proposed witnesses. Additionally,

O'Donnell was advised by the

panel last week that he would not

be allowed to examine the wit-

nesses.

This essentially is the third

hearing Troy has had.

The state Supreme Court,
following a hearing, ruled July 26

that Troy had committed six

"extremely serious" offenses. The
court disbarred Troy and enjoined
him from again sitting as a judge.

After Troy rejected Sargent's

request that he resign, the matter
went to the legislature which
overwhelmingly approved a bill of

address in the wake of a hearing by

the legislature's Judiciary Com-
mittee.

Sargent submitted the petition to

the council which voted to hold a

hearing before deciding what
action to take.

CASIAC
Believe it or not,
Whitmore wants to see
you. Or, at least, your
drop add, pass-fail
torms. The great grey
tortress awaits your
choices but it won't wait
after Friday, October
5th.

"Our House"

Opens Doors

To Youngsters
Our House, Inc., 71 Conway St.,

Greenfield opens its doors to young
people in need of a temporary
home. The paraprofessional staff

at Our House provides a counseling
and referral service to kids bet-

ween the ages of 12 and 17, as well
as a 30-60 day residential program
for minors not living at home.
Our House, during its first year

of operation in Greenfield, has
begun to solve some of the im-
mediate problems of youth in

transition. But the larger problem
of "Where do these kids go af-

terwards?" remains unsolved for

the most part. In many cases,
return to the streets, the detention
centers, the courtrooms, or the
frustrated families is inevitable.
There just isn't anywhere else to

go.

One answer is foster home
placement. Up until now, services
of this kind have been very limited
in the county. Most agencies
serving young people have con-
centrated their efforts in adoption:
and for the most part, the

population that has benefited most
from placement services is infants

and preschool children. The trend
is clear: wayward teenagers seem
to have forgotten.

To help support foster families in

dealing with the newness of an
additional person in their lives,

Our House plans to offer training

workshops for potential foster

people. Follow-up support groups
for all involved after the placement
is made, and family counselling for

those with special problems.

Anyone interested in finding out
more about Our House and the
possibility of providing some needy
kid with a warm, healthy home
environment, can call Ilene
Bingham, Prank Sacco, or Tom
Mangin at 772-6422, any day of the
week

$2.00

Discount

on

Any pair of $4.99

ft up moccasins

in stock

with this ad.

25 different styles

:{,ooo prs. in stock

The Moc
Shoppe
AMHERST

CARRIAGE SHOPS
Good through Oct. 6

Campus Carousel

Living Off The State
HEADLINE OF THE WEEK appears in the Georgetown Univ.
Voice. It caps a review of the porno flick that moved the Supreme
Court into a new ruling on obscenity. The head read, "Deep
Throat's Hoarse."
FASHION NOTE is being sounded in the UNoIowa Northern Iowan
with a page one column of campus news briefs, titled "Campus
Shorts." An illustration proves it.

ADD CRUSADING EDITORS...The U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Post unearthed its own "San Clemente", this Fall, with a page one
piece that was headlined, "Freebies sweeten chancellor's life."

Among the fringe benefits the $40,000-a-year chancellor gets that
the Posters complain about are a rent-free 14-room mansion whose
upkeep alone costs almost $100 a week...maintenance and maid
service. ..a cook. ..new appliances...and a limousine with chauffeur
available.

What ticked off the editors, according to their editorial, is that
while their chancellor lives it up at state expense, students live "in

poor housing at outrageous rents and eating macaroni and cheese at
least twice a week...

"Why does the Chancellor need a big Ambassador to drive
himself to and from work each day? Let's hope he at least picks up
hitchhiking students or faculty members he may see walking to

their jobs. Or the cost of a car could be eliminated by having a
friend drop the Chancellor off at the appropriate corner and taking
the UBUS to school the way the University has encouraged the
students tO'do."
STUDS ARE BIG SPENDERS At Central Michigan U. A market

report by CMU Life reveals that CMU students spend an estimated
$5,775,750.72 a year in the local business community. The estimate
does not include college fees and housing payments.
The largest single expenditure is for supermarket purchases,

followed by recreation and entertainment.
Ix>west reported expenditure is for "books and supplies."saa—Msags——s=

SWAP.
(Student Workshop on Activities Problems)

MEETING TONIGHT
at 6:00 p.m. in rooms 168 - 170 of the

CAMPUS CENTER
All interested Students, Faculty and Staff welcome.
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Too Busy For School...

How Does Part-Time Sound?
If family or career commitments

have prevented you from pursuing
a college education, perhaps* the
Division of Continuing Education
at UMass can help you get started
now.

Proceeding on the assumption
that old high school records should
not prevent the highly motivated
individual from pursuing a college
education. The Division allows any
person with a high school diploma
or a Certificate of General
Education Development to enroll
in their University accredited
courses. The subsequent per-
formance of Continuing Education
students has consistently affirmed
the success of this policy, resulting

in a student population with a
tremendously diverse background
and an unusually high amount of

energy and motivation.

A multitude of problems confront

the full-time employee who is

trying to go to college part-time.

Frequently, students in this

situation feel that they must
function simultaneously in two
radically different kinds of worlds.

It is an unfortunate fact that in

many cases the part-time student's

fellow employees have little

sympathy with their associate's

educational goals, while college

administrations and scheduling
offices seem to have little un-

derstanding of the part-time
college student's job commitment
with its corresponding scheduling

restrictions. Those students not

employed full-time still find that

other personal commitments make
it difficult or impossible for them
to become a part of the

SHCHCASt CINEMA/ 1214
Mono, MAST C R CHAKGf and EANK AMC RIC ABO
wxiTt i wivtwoAit wo wtsT smo

Vul Brenner

West World (P(i»

Mon.-Fri., 2-7:30-9:20; Sal.

& Sun.. 2-3:40-5:30-7:20-9:20

• • I Hil^/.'.-.'. 1

Heavy Traffic

Mon.-Fri., 2-7:40-9:30: Sat.-

\ Sun . 2-3 :50-5: 40-7: 40-9: 40
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:
20-7: 30-9: 30
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Mnnda> & Tuesday

is DOLLAR NIGHT!

"traditional" college experience.

Continuing Education at the
University of Massachusetts
specializes in helping part-time

students. Their students are called

non-traditional students because
they are people who cannot pursue
a college education full-time right

after high school. Prevented from
taking the traditional route
through college, Continuing
Education students are still highly

motivated people intent on
acquiring an education despite

discouraging circumstances.
A student can acquire any un-

dergraduate degree through the

Division, provided that they meet
the standard matriculation
requirements for that degree. The
division also has its own un-

dergraduate degree, the Bachelor
of General Studies Degree (BGS),
designed to be more flexible and
responsive than the regular
University undergraduate degree.

Students earning a BGS degree
work closely with an academic
advisor, designing 30-credit hours

of their own degree work. These
hours are in addition to regular

degree requirements, usually span
several departments, and can
include credit for on-the-job

training and career ac-

complishments.
More than 2200 students are

enrolled in the Division's fall

semester programs, 1500 of them
in the evening program held on the

University's Amherst campus. The

Evening Program consists of a

variety of graduate and un-
dergraduate University courses,

offered once a week from 7-10
p.m., Monday through Thursday
nights, and represent a wide range
of interests. The Division is

currently reviewing course
proposals for the spring semester
and all faculty, staff, and doctoral

students are invited to submit
proposals by October 15, 1973.

Anyone interested in offering an
evening course in the spring of

1974, or in obtaining more in-

formation about the Division may
contact the Division of Continuing

Education at 315 Arnold House, or

by calling 545-0528.

r

BDIC
Majors!
The BDIC,office is on the

move again. We are NOT in

Arnold House. . We are NOT in

Blaisdell House. However, as
of Oct. 1, 1973, we will be
located in 416 Goodell -the far

southeastern corner of what
was the reference floor of the
library. If you have not done so

already, please let us know
your current campus address.

NOW
PLAYING

AMITY ST.

AMHERSTcV**
THRU
TUES.

253-5426

THIS MOVIE IS NOW
in its 139th

week at the

Cambridge
Central Twin ^pa

Cinema

De Broca's Crowning Touch'

SHOWN EVES. AT7:00&900
MONDAY I TUESOAY BARGAIN MITES ALL SEATS SI 00

NOW
PLAYING calvinJJa.

KING ST ,
NORTHAMPTON

BURT REYNOLDS

THRU
TUES.

IN

"WHITE LIGHTNING"
SHOWN EVES. AT 7:00& 900

MONDAY 1 TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS St 00

Lobsterboat
Located
SOUTHWEST HARBOR, Maine

<AP) - A missing lobsterboat, the

object of a massive air and sea

search since Thursday night, was
located adrift approximately 32

miles southeast of Mt. Desert Rock
Sunday afternoon, the Coast Guard
reported.

The missing boat, the Charnsue,

was found by a Coast Guard C-130

aircraft, approximately 32 miles

southeast of Mt. Desert Rock.

The Coast Guard cutter

"Decisive" picked up the operator

of the boat-Neal Hupper of

Tenant's Harbor, Maine-and his

condition was reported as good.

A Coast Guard spokesman says

the Charnsue reportedly broke

down off Petitmanan Island on

Thursday. Four coast guard
cutters, five patrol boats and three

coast guard aircraft were assisted

in the search by aircraft

Tomorrow Night

"Real '

Tears"
at the

Rusty

Nail

Inn
Rl. 47 Sunderland

665-4937

^GODARD

"Sympathy for the Devil (1+1)

fu^rn^

€§W USBfffS
A CoiviEdy Romance 'in Pantotvhme

vx/iih ViRqiNiA ChERRill

written, diRECTEd Awd score<J by

CharUs CHApllN

Tonite! Thompson 104 6, 8, 10

Amherst Film Coop

an rbc films presentation

Assistantship Offered In Central
The Central Area Counseling

Center, located in Gorman House,

is about to open for its second year,

with many programs, workshops,
seminars and individual coun-

seling sessions offered to the

residents of Central Area and the

campus in general. Outreach
facilities (services offered by the

Center) to area dormitories will be
available in the form of team
building, specialized counseling,

feminist counseling, Third World
counseling and life planning,
communication and listening

skills, organization development
and whatever needs are surveyed
as priorities of the area.

Staffing will becompleted inthe

next two weeks and opening date is

scheduled for October 9th. The
Center supervisor, Ms. Parny
Hagerman, is looking for in-

terested undergraduates and
graduate students with an
awareness of counselling skills and
a background in above mentioned
areas.

FOR SALE

Stereo buffs! If you want stereo
equipment matched for you and sold at
wholesale prices, call Dick M4M after 6.

- All Brands!

tf 10/31

(harlemnnt. Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner poppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-
('., cheerful companions for hiking. etc. or
quiet enjoyment. 1-413-339-6688.

tf 10/19

(iuild Maverick bass amp. good cond.
Also good for guitar. $90. Compact, por-

table, must sell, (all Nathan lit till, keep
trying.

tflO-l

Own a Kronica? I have a complete kit of

accessories — Nikon lenses, backs, prism,
custom case, much more, (all 549-0018

before 9.

tflO-l

(•ihsonOL-l steel siring folk guitar, mint
condition. $85 incl. case. MM day: 253-

Mtl evenings.

tflO-3

Musical instrument discount. 25 to 35 per
cent off on all major brands. Rentals
available on most instruments. 253-3826.

Richard

tftO-2

Future furnishings Neptune waterbeds.
20 per cent off complete packages. $64.95.
Heaters, spreads, etc. bean bag chairs,
art. old unique clothes.

tflO-3

1971 Capri 1600. grey. 47,000 miles, ex.
cond.. will discuss price. Call 5*4-7741 or
see at Rak Citgo in Northampton.

tf 10-5

Wine or cider press, small, perf. cond..

$10; also some unused wood kegs. :!'., gal.

and larger from S7. (all Tom at 546-5H64.

tfl0-:t

Stereo speakers by I'niversitv, approx.

I.V'xl5"x24 '. orig. $180. asking 175. Call
-'.-••I-KI74.

HI 0-2

2 new Sears 5-speed bikes. S6K firm

(all 256-8720 eves. Kt ill under guarantee.

IfMM

Colonial farmhouse located in much
sought after Whatelv area. With 14.3

acres of land and I barns. Stop —
sounds expensive vou say. well it's a 2-

familv. seven room home lor you and
four to rent, six acres are rented, one
barn is rented, with all of this monev
coming in vou can't afford not to

consider this home, (all Jim l.altose.

<To\>n (tier Real Kstate). 5X6-2015.

MM

Help' Recently our chief buyer ino

longer with the firm) made an in-

credible purchase which necessitated

his discharge: what this means to

VIH Mi uid Mrs. Consumer is a

complete selection of slightly used

ceremonial regalia Suit up an entire

egimenl in the ulm intis colors ol vour

mandlallifts secret lodge. These must
be seen to he believed. Perlect for

Halloween Use view our usual
compliment ol peerless used furniture

.mil othei mm- el ictent iintMillilv. Ml

at mil <isii.il i nt - ! 'mil prices.

I'M I * 'H li IIMI II UNIT! RK.
\inlierst ( cnti-i in The \lle> behind

\iiImii him s :.,.:• .::.l |

(fin--'

I s.ile — .' M || M.hI.I I speakers. 12"

Wool I I writ I xt rood also Hvna
S( \sn .imp so w rms . most power for S.

Both tot $_>'»i ( all 14B-3TT.

if 10-1

Undergraduates participating in

the Center can negotiate
educational credit for the ex-

perience.

A Graduate Assistantship and
tuition waiver is being offered to a
person who will coordinate
outreach programs to the dor-

mitories in the above areas and
also be the counseling component
for the Freshman Year Global

Survival Program. This program
has its students primarily in

Central Area and has many con-

cerns-problems that arise unique

to the program and its students.

Anyone interested in such as

assistantship and has skills in

these areas, submit a resume to

Central Area offices located in

Hills North (1st floor). All hiring

will be done in accordance with

Affirmative Action guidelines.
Application deadline is Tuesday,

Oct. 2. October 9th, Opening day.

Central Area Counseling Center-

brings your concerns and-or just

conversation.

For additional information or
questions call Parny at 546-4544.

All inquiries are appreciated.

fjAD «PLt

• RECORDS
(5

»'"« «- i.n*, »™™,«.«.*„ 1WI - 1 Trscks Stereo

Pipes — wide selection of papers - jewelry - hand-crafted Navajo
Turquoise.

Musical Accessories 30% off

strings, picks, individual strings, folk & classical guitars
146 Main St., NORTHAMPTON 46 Elm St., WESTFI ELD, MASS.
S

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boydon Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30- 10:30a.m.

(except during league play)

AUTO FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS PERSONAL
MuslanR convertible. 1972. 15.000 miles.

A real bargain, must sell. Call 584-5097.

H9/3C

1966 Delta 88: new brakes; new steering,
needs tune-up. Best offer. 665-3993 after
5:30.

tfl0-3

1971 Triumph TR6 with overdrive, new
Michelins. AM-KM stereo tonneau cover.
12000. (all 549-3748.

If 1 0-2

1968 (hevelle 396. 4 on the floor, best
offer, (all Jeff. 253-9031.

tfl0-4

Mercedes Bent 180. 1958. valve job. new
seats, tires, exc. body cond.. best offer.

549-3893. Arnie.

tfl0-3

Porsche 356SC, ex. condition, chrome
wheels; Alpha Romero, needs paint, no
rust: Saab 965 radials.

tflO-l

1967 V\V Squareback, new tires, needs
some body and engine work. $400. Call
Sam after 5:00. 549-3997.

HI 0-5

Low riders special — 1967 Cutlass, fine
cond., only driven once by obscure old
lady. $750 bucks. Call 253-9877 after 3:30
p.m.

tflO-2

1965 Corvair convertible, good cond..
good transportation, price negotiable.
Contact Penny, 544-8540 or 6-9630.

MM
Reliable 1969 VW Squareback.

automatic, extras plus 2 good snow tires.

$1195.00 firm. 323-7018 after 4 p.m., keep
trying.

tfl0-3

1969 Chev. Nova, 230 auto.. 4 dr., good
running cond. Call 562-3060.

tflO-2

1967 Ford Galaxie 500. 2 door hardtop,

excellent condition. Call 527-2770 after 6:00

p.m.. any evening.
tfl0-5

1965 Pontiac Lemans. (all 253-3502 after

5 : (HI p.m.. $250

tfl0-5

1964 Pontiac ambulance. 35.000 original

miles, make good camper. Reasonable
price. 665-3341.

tflo-12

1969 MOB GT„ AM-FM radio. 8 track

tape player, mint condition, best offer

accepted, (all Skip in Pittsfield. between 5

p.m. & 7 p.m.. 112-1801.

tfl0-3

1961 Valiant, positively conditioned, only

SlIHI ( all 546-5086.

lfl0-5

1967 ( hevv standard. 6 cyl.. I8hm.p.g..

$200. 253-2015.

If 1(1-1

1966 (hevelle. good bod v. engine, posi

traction, goes in snow, treated very well.

$500 (all 253-2616 after 5.

tfl0-3

Mechanic's special — 1964 Bug. broken
rod. rebuilt engine, new brake svstem.

exhaust svstem. gen., r. bumper & c.
clean. $150. (all I en. 584-4692.

tfl0-3

RIDE WANTED

Need reliable ride from Belchertnvwi to

I Miiss Must be in bv 8. out l:v I or t. Will

pav. \dele. 323-7273. Leave message. I will

return call.

MM

To Ball Wash.. IX area Will pav

Mime expenses. ( all l>a\C. 6-911T.

II 10-

1

ROOMMATE WANTED
Need reasonably <juiet roommate to

share nice Amherst house. Available now.
253-3935 after 7 p.m.

tf9-29

Roommate — own rm. in two bedroom
apt., Brittany Apts., $105 per mo. Call Al.
253-5161.

tflO-3

i .i .nl Student needs roommate to share
Puffton Village apt. $79 per mo. inc. util.

Call 549-6719.

tflO-l

Own room in house, Amherst on bus
route, (all RUM for info. Ask for l.inda.
Beth. Kathy or Marion.

tfl0-3

Female to share room in Brittany
Manor, furnished, free bus service, am
home seldom. $50 per month, small elec.

share. 256-8173 morn. & after C.

tflo-1

SERVICES

Portraits, situations, objects —
forgeries. Call Doorknob Knterprises. 546-
.'785 lor appt.

if 10-:.

Custom black and white photography
and processing. Don't get ripped off by the
fat cats. We do it right for less. 665-4290

eves.

H9-29

Pick-up truck for hire, furniture and
appliance* moved, odd jobs, painting, etc.

Cheap rates. Call Mitch, 665-3405.

tfl0-2

Companion needed for elderly han-
dicapped woman. Friday nights. 10 p.m. to
6 a.m.. and Sat. nites, 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. Call
256-8819.

tflfM

Bike problems? Will do most bike
repairs on campus, inexpensive. Call Tom
•iftt-i 5. 584-4985.

tft0-l

Music lessons in flute, oboe, violin,

recorder, piccolo. Fr. horn & bassoon. B.S.

in music education. Studies at N.E.
Conserv. Call 549-1402.

tflO-4

\strologer does birthcharts
(horoscopes) with complete accuracy.
Interpretation and counseling. Call Jef-

frey. 253-5:186.

tflO-5

Too busy to paint your room? We will

paint rooms, corridors, lounges on
weekends. $10 avg. sue room. Call Vivien
at 546-5280.

MM
PERSONAL

Julie B. —please call me. .Ml . 586-3672.

tflO-l

Warm your cockles with Dean Swift

Fancv Sniffing Snuff. Send name. etc. for

free samples. Dean Swift Ltd., Box 2009.

San Fran.. Calif.

tfl0-5

day commune has farm, now peopling,
living and loving together. P.O. Box 723.

Amherst. Ma.

tfl0/9

Beer. wine, papers, groceries, inc.

Mexican (ood. Montague Mini-Mart.
Montague (enter. Open 8-1 1 every day for

vour convenience.

tflO/3

Witness needed' Incident hriween 2

black men and state trooper on Sept.

.mi at Hie 17 \ Bailroad Rd. in lladlev .

Would an\ of the three men who
stopped call Norman at 519-6216. The
.iltercatinn took place at about 1:11

p.m.
HUM

Calculators — new, fully guaranteed.
Texas Inst.. $90. Also Bow mar. Com-
modore, etc. Call Jack, 6-6930.

tfl0-5

Bob — happy 3lst. you dirty old man. I

love you anyway, C.R.
10-1

Mike Mm, Mike Golas, Mike (iolas.

Mike i. ill. i - — L.C.'s choice for campus
cutiepie 1973.

tflO-2

You don't have to get your ass paddled In

join a fraternity. Phi Sigma Kappa, the

non-fraternity fraternity. Drop by
anytime.

MM
All my love to you Mark on this day of

vour birth. When all my dreams were
fulfilled, you were made mine. I me you
always, (iooner.

10-1

(a\ Commune has farm — now
peopling, living and loving together. Box
723. Amherst. Mass. 01002.

tfll-ll

Ms. Brody — hope the pizza & wine were
worthy of you. I'm glad to share your
happy times and tears. All my love,

Patrice.

10-1

Lend a helping hand to your fellow man!
See what APO is all about. Come to ('.('.

905-9. Oct. I & Oct. 3 al 8 p.m.

MM
Champ — happy 21st,

Russian Woman & Shana.
we love you.

KM

HELP WANTED

Kxperienced Manager for Campus
(inemas. lladlev. Call between 7 A 10 p.m.
1-732-7158.

tf 10/2

Short-order cook, part-time evenings.
Apply in person 1-2 or 4 evenings a week.
St. Regis Restaurant. 28 Pleasant St..
Northampton.

MM

Sunday paper route for sale, 3 hrs. wk..
$16. In Northampton, car necessary. Cali
Howard at 584-4692.

tflO-l

Part & full day office work available

immediately, experience necessary.
Sandy's Secretarial Se-vice. 5H4-I0O0.

HIO-IO

Babysitters needed for 4 yr. old bov, W
&F.. 11:30 to 1:30; Tu.&Th.. 1 1:30 to 3: 15
Call Pat. 253-9410.

tf 10-1

Theater manager trainee. 3-6 nites wk.
Must be dependable and interested in P.R.
Send resume to Mr. Oddi. 104 Clifford St..

I';iwtuckel. Rhode Island.

Hin-.:

INSTRUCTION

.'. -trim* Bsaja lessons. $3 per lesson. Call
Tom. Hi.' Oreenough. 545-2638.

tflO-2

FOR RENT

(•arage space, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. I). II. Jones 549-3700.

HI0/I8

Darkroom spare for rent — by week or

month, all supplies available. 253-3826.

Richard.
Hi 0-2

I bedroom apt.. Millers Falls. 15 minutes
from campus, (all 659-3057.

MM
Furn. apts., 2 and ttfc rms.. air cond .

pool. nr. shopping. I.ease to June I for only
$165 Amherst Motel. Route 9. opp.
Zavre's.

If 1 0-3

One bedroom pt. on free bus line. $150
rent, includes all utilities. Call 665-4189.

HI 0-3

ENTERTAINMENT

From Flvis to (iiels — dance to your
favorite music. Steve the DJ has lOOO's of

records and a powerful PA. Ring him up.
167-2842.

tf 10-1

Trumpet player desires to play with
other musicians on any level. Call Charlie
584-6279 anytime. I'll be in house prac-
ticing.

Hi 0-2

The Twilight Zone" narrated by Rod
Serling. 4 half hr. shows from the original
1959 TV. series. FrL. Oct. 5 at 7-»-ll in
Mahar.

MM

WANTED

Wanted used — three or four kitchen
chairs, hopefully cheap and decent. Call
256-0366. keep trying!

Hl0-2

Hammond B3 player & drummer
seeking to start jazz rock band. Please
have experience and equipment, we are
serious. Call 6-8980 even.

HI 0-1

Wanted — kittens mother hit by car.
Desperately need cat who is nursing to

save them. Call 256-6376 anytime. Will give
reward.

MM

I'm looking for a stepvan metro or
pick up truck, auto, transmission. Call
Paul 253-351 1 or 665-3405.

MM

LOS 1

I >M 9 . ,. seiiinv, i

ti'inl s!<;>s Vj,n

rant it km ',

•«ii between
I reward. I

••IC:

if 1 0-1

REWAP

$loo.im RFWMtO- iwi l.ng-haireo
Shepherds lost on Juiv 2«Hi. Family
pets, one black & tan. one brown, long
hair. Answers to Shauna & llappv.
Please call Rick at 256-o.VM.

tfl»-»
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ADVOCATES COMMITTEE
Mandatory meeting of all ad-

vocates today, 7:30 p.m., Rm. 811

C.C.
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA

All members please attend either i

the meeting on 10 2 at 2:30 or on 10-4

at 4:00. Both will be in Rms. 811 815

C.C. Important!

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Short meeting at 7:30 tonight in

Rm. 905 9, C. C. Please attend.

ANTHRO UNDERGRAD MEETING
Tues., 10 2, 3:45 p.m. -- Machmer

E. 25. Important Constitutional
revision etc

ATT: NURSING STUDENTS
Is B.S. in Nursing necessary?

Come to R.N. meeting and find out.

Today, 7 p.m., 4th floor Morrill.

Refreshments served.

CATHOLICS
Catholic Church at UMass dead

and irrelevant? If you have ideas,

complaints, come to meeting Mon-
day, 8 p.m, Newman Center. All

Newman priests will attend!

COLLOO INSTRUCTORS NEEDED
Instructors needed for darkroom,

ceramics, and advanced first aid
(Red Cross certified) colloqs. If you
can help us, call Don Connors, 305
Greenough, 5 2642.

COUNSELING TASK FORCE
of the United Christian Foundation,

meeting today, 2:30 4:00 p.m. in 319
Hampshire House. People concerned
with unmet counseling needs on
campus are invited to attend.

DOG OWNERS
Dog training course being offered.

Meeting today, reading room, 3rd
floor, Stockbridge Hall. People only-
no dogs. Barry, 429 Pierpont 6 5278.

ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP
Meeting at 6 p.m. in Rm. 426 D,

SUB. Final arrangements for the
alternate energy conference. Open to

all interested people. Bring your
ideas!

GSS MEETING
Meeting tonight Mem Hall at 6:00

p.m. All members must attend.

Pledge initiation following meeting.

IMPORTANT MEETING
Pi Sigma Alpha meeting, Oct. 2, 7

p.m., C.C. 162. All Honor Society
members please attend. All
prospective new members welcome.

JOB OPENINGS
SW area reporters wanted. Ap

plications now available in J.Q.A.
lobby. Salaried positions.

JOE. PAROLE VOLUNTEERS
Meeting Tuesday, 10 2 Rm. 165 C.C.

Important for those needing to add
JOE. credits as well as those in-

terested in the Program.

JUDO CLASS
Intermediate and advanced Judo

training and techniques. MWF 9:05

10:00, Boyden Wrestling Rm. P.E.
credit available. Students from other
Judo classes invited to practice at

any or all class meetings.

OUTING CLUB
Constitutional Revision tonite, 6:30

p.m., 162 C.C. White Trip leaves S.U.
Oct. 5, 6:30 p.m., Pretrip meetings
tonite, Montalban, 6 p.m., Locker,
Longtrail, 8 p.m. 162 C.C.

PAUL ROBESON SALUTE
A salute to Paul Robeson will be

Try Us For Lunch

20% OFF
Mon. - Fri.

11 a.m. -2 p.m.

Kentucky Fried

Chicken

Rt. 9

56 6745

Hadley

Notices
presented in Bowker Aud. 8 p.m.
Voices of New Africa Choir, Sonia
Sanchez, poet, Roland Wiggins,
pianist, The Boyer Bros., gospel
singers and Edward Boatner,
vocalist. Free.

PRE SOCIAL WORK
Advising available at the CASIAC

office every Thurs., 1:30 3:00, E. 22
Machmer, 5 0974.

PROGRAM COUNCIL
Social, Recreation, Movie com-

mittees, if you are a member of any
of these or would like to be, please
show up in Rm. 103 C.C. at 8:00.

ROWDY 70S PARTY
At Chi Omega tonite, 7 p.m. Be sure

to come -it should be fun!! We can
pick you up at 6:45 at Van Meter,
Wope, Thoreau, Dickinson and
Newman.

SERVICE
Alpha Phi Omega means leader

ship, friendship and service. All

UMass men are invited to open
smokers, 10-1, 3 at 8 p.m., Rm. 905-9

C.C.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
The Sisters of SDT invite all UMass

women to play "The Match Game" at
409 N. Pleasant St. at 7:00. Call 545-
0527 for rides. See you there!

S.W.A.P.

Meeting tonight at 6:00 in Rms. 168-
170 C.C.

THERAPY
Therapy group for couples will

begin soon for the fall semester.
Interested students contact the
Mental Health Service, 303 Mach
mer, 5 2337.

CHRISTIAN FOUN-UNITED
DATION
Outreach Task Force meeting

tomorrow from 10:00 11:00 a.m. in
319 Hampshire House.

FOUND
Boston Red Sox baseball cap at

Intramural Field, contact Lois, 201
Dwight 5-2304.

LOST
Blue-grey

home-made.
1534.

sweater.
Reward!

turtleneck,
Phone 549-

ONE WEEK ONLY!

STARTS TUESDAY,

OCTOBER 2,

j. Campus -i

V fi'tu ma* v

Sponiortd I;:

• UTTEItflELD f UN
PRODUCTIONS OF TNE

UlllERSITT OF

MASSACHUSETTS

IN rrtt**4i frta

TMtfar, 0«t. 1' f• t. ».
M.rf».H FNa
NssasMasi
•f IJU»».!

SHOWN DAILY IT

7:00 I 9:00

DON'T MISS IT!'

ENDS TUES.. OCT. 9!
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAW.

Capricorn gels a '"feeling in the bones."
whether it be in connection with a change of
weather or mood. Capricorn can ache one
mnmenl and be ready lo celebrate the next
minuie Capricorn comes back, rebounds,
gets sense of what will occur and prepares
accordingly on positive level, these
naiives ha' e foresight. On negative, the
Capricorn is marvelous when it comes to
hindsight

AKIES i March 21 April 19) : Look
beyond ihe immediate Be analytical. Piece
'ogeiher bits of information and come up
wiih complete story Accent is on distance,
communication, philosophical concept You
will be doing some re-evaluating.

TAURUS i April ai May 20) : Home and
costs and how you relate to needs of
dependents- these are highlighted Libra
individual plays key role Accent is on
question of who owes, who pays, who
collects Hudgei lalk is overdue Get to it.

GKMINI (May 21 June 20): Let others
initiate projects Lie low You are seeing
hrough haze of illusion Motives are fine
but material ai hand could be faulty. Select
(lualiiy What appears lo be easy way could
prove more costly than anticipated.
CANCER i June 21 July 22): Respon-

Mbihiy. prestige, credit for past ac-
comphshmenls are featured Older in-

dividual who it seemed was opposed, now
comes forward in your behalf Bring work
procedures up lo-dale You get green light

LHU 'July 23 Aug 22 » : Finish, expand!
look beyond ihe cheap and easy Means
fuc« nh potential Refuse to settle for
Kccood best, accent quality and
professionalism Aries. Libra persons could
ligue prominenily Love is in picture
VIRGO i Aug 23-Sept 22i Tie up loose

ends Gei expert legal counsel Don't take
situations, persons for granted Insist on
nilormaiion as opposed lo tall stories Yor
own style needs are important Know it and
assert it S'ress originality, independence
LIBRA 'Sopl 23-Oci 22) Travel and

inquiries may seem to be circular rather
than direct. Means some sources are not
reliable. You could De asking loo mucn
from persons who know too little. Review
and revise Aquarian is likely to be in

picture.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21) : Member of

opposite sex could make demands.
Evaluate. Have fun without being foolish.

Make purchases without being ex-
travagant Means act age in sense that you
are mature Ask questions Experiment. Be
flexible

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21):
Lunar cycle high you make significant
contacts, advances. Be ready for changes
l)un'i attempt to hang on to the past
Remodel Imprint your own style Draw
inspiration from within Realize your
convictions are important.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19):

Clandestine meeting appears to be on
agenda Key is to separate illusion from
factual information Be analytical You get
wonderful chance to make discovery You
may be somewhat afraid to look-but know
<hai truth is beneficial.

AQUARIUS i Jan 20 Feb 18): Friend
could help fulfill aspirations. But realize
ultimate decisions must be your own.
Check cists. You may be asking for too
much in way of financial load Be sure that
whal passes as bargain really doesn't
contain hidden expenses
PISCES <Fefa 19 March 20) : You get

"break" from one in position to pull strings.
You may be called upon lo work behind the
scenes Accept Many are drawn '.o you
You deal with persons who are regarded as
"i ysterious " You gain access to
privileged information.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
are a natural pioneer and have desire for
adventure Youareaninnovator. You would
l*> .more successful in business for yourself
rather than in a salaried position In
November, there are indications of move or
adjustment in the home Many born under
Leo and Aquarius are drawn lo you
Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp.
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Dukakis Enters
Race For Governor
BOSTON ( AP)-Former state Rep. Michael S. Dukakis has scheduled a

Monday morning news conference at which he is expected to formally
announce his candidacy for governor.
Dukakis, a Democrat from Brookline, ran for lieutenant governor on an

unsuccessful ticket headed by Boston Mayor Kevin H. White in 1970.
He would be the first to formally announce his candidacv for governorm the 1974 election. Gov. Francis W. Sargent, a Republican, has indicated

he will run for re-election and Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn, a Democrat is
considering a run for the office.

Dukakis, 39, is a lawyer who served four terms in the House.
The 1970 White-Dukakis defeat followed bitter party in-fighting which

came in the wake of a hard fought primary battle in which White defeated
the choice of the Democratic State Convention, former Massachusetts
Senate President Maurice Donahue.
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Genus of
maples

•5 Colorless

9 Stitch

12 Animal
enclosure

13 Bacteriologist's

wire

14 Anger
15 Printer's

measure
16 Fate

18 Hard shelled
fruit

20 Symbol for

tellurium

22 Preposition

24 South American
rodent

27 English baby
carriage

29 Heavenly body
31 Decay
32 Intense beam

of light

34 Sowing case
36 Symbol for

niton

37 Regard
39 Discord
41 Near
42 Caudal

appendage
44 Fathers
45 Place
47 Procedure
49 Classify

50 Paradise
52 Short jacket
54 Compass point
55 Dawn goddess
57 Exact

59 A continent
(abbr.)

61 Fruit seed
63 Imitates

65 Alms box
67 Residue
68 Study

profoundly
69 Row

DOWN
1 High card
2 Compared

3 Latin

conjunction

4 Crimson

5 Entrances

6 Distant

7 Conjunction

8 Man's
nickname

9 Hindu guitar

10 Teutonic deity

1

1

Pronoun

17 Preposition

19 Above

21 Direction

23 Small rugs

25 Meeting

26 Authenticate
officially

27 Gratify

28 Encounter
30 Wheel tracks

33 Harvest
35 Flower
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61
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T

21

35

62

46

38 Distance
measure

40 Metal

43 Second of two

46 Molars

48 Pertaining

to Norway

51 Negative

•>:
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42

55
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51

33

13

29

38

47
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34
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43
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63

68

52

'u^C
64

53 Greek letter

56 Weaken
58 Dine

60 Swiss river

61 Parent (colloq.)

62 Exists

64 River in Italy

66 A state (abbr)
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After hitting homer No. 713 Saturday night, Aaron failed to hit No.
714 Sunday. He did collect 3 singles in 4 at-bats to finish the season
with a .300-plus average.

Kasko Gets The Axe
BOSTON (AP) — The Boston Red Sox announced Sunday that

Manager Eddie Kasko had been fired and named Darrell Johnson, who
led the Pawtucket Red Sox to the Little World Series championship, as
his replacement.

The announcement was made by owner Tom Yawkey and General
Manager Dick O'Connell just before the start of the Red Sox' final game
of the season. Coach Eddie Popowski managed the Red Sox Sunday,
while Kasko, who will become a Boston scout, sat in the stands with
Yawkey.
Kasko managed the RedSox forfour seasons, directing the team to third

place finishes in 1970 and 1971 in the American League Eastern Division
and to second place finishes the last two seasons.

Johnson will be allowed to select his own coaches, the announcement
said.

Johnson first became a minor league manager in 1963 at Elmira, N.Y.
after a long major league career. He won the Eastern League cham-
pionship in 1966 with Elmira, and won the International League crown
with Louisville in 1972.

This year he missed another title in the International League by just

one game. But his Pawtucket Red Sox went on to win the league playoffs

over Tidewater and Charleston, and took the Little World Series

championship by defeating Tulsa of the American Association.

Johnson first joined the Red Sox organization as a pitching coach under
Manager Dick Williams in 1970. He became manager of the American
Association.

Johnson first joined the Red Sox organization as a pitching coach under
Manager Dick Williams in 1970. He became manager of the Louisville

team for the 1971 season.

Many of the young players with the Boston Red Sox played for Johnson
in Louisville and Pawtucket in the last three seasons.
Johnson will be the 30th Red Sox manager in the 73-year history of the

team

Booters Dominate HCCJV
By PAUL BRADLEY

First year coach Dave Ouelette

and his junior varsity soccer team
scored a convincing 4-1 victory

over Holyoke Community College

on Friday in the season's opener
for both teams.
The game was not as close as the

score indicates as the Minutement
dominated throughout, with play

almost totally in the visitors end.

The UMies missed several op-

MDC Supreme
CAMBRIDGE-Cornerback Geoff

Kurinsky picked off a Harvard
Crimson pass on the 45 yard line

and ran it all the way into the end
zone Saturday to give the Daily

Collegian a 6-0 victory over the

Crimson Daily Rubbish in the

annual battle of the Press.

A heroic goal line stand by the

impregnable Collegian defense,

highlighted by a diving two hand

touch by safety Fred Weiss, held

off a last minute Crimson drive and
saved the game tor Massachusetts.

The Collegian is now a perfect 1-0

on the season The Student Senate

will be the next victim of the MDC
next Sunda\ afternoon. Then, the

media team will travel to I'Conn to

take on the Daily Crier on October

27th.

portunities to add to the score

against the undermanned Holyoke
squad.
Jim Fitzgerald and Tony

Bildeau, with a goal each, led the

Umass offensive barrage that

produced a total of 22 shots on goal.

A superb defensive effort, led hv

halfbacks Bill Rose and Dexter
Bellose, held the losers to only six

shots at the UMass goalies. The
combined goalkeeping of Buddy
Butler and Mark Hanks held the

visitors at bay when they did put on

the pressure.

There were no individual heroics

in this game, but in fact it was a

fine team effort that put UMass on

top.

Mets Clinch Tie In NL East
Mets Split Cards, 3-1 Bucs, 10-2

CHICAGO (AP) - Cleon Jones

smacked a two-run homer and
made two sensational catches
Sunday as the New York Mets\
defeated the Chicago Cubs 9-2 and
clinched at least a tie for the

National League East pennant.

The Cubs prevented the Mets
from winning the division cham-
pionship outright by capturing the

first game of the doubleheader 1-0

on Ron Santo's run-scoring single

with two out in the eighth inning.

This forced the teams to play a
make up doubleheader Monday
beginning at 12 p.m.EDT, in

Wrigley Field-the only ballpark in

the major leagues without lights-

with the Mets needing only one
triumph to clinch the crown.
Jones' homer in the second

game, his 10th, was the 35th this

season off loser Ferguson Jenkins,

14-16, and followed a walk to John
Milner, boosting New York's lead

to 5-2. It was Jones' fifth homer in

the last nine games. Jerry
Koosman, 14-15, was the winner.

The Mets opened the nightcap
with three runs in the first. Wayne
Garrett drew a walk and Felix

Millan sacrificed him to second.

Rusty Staub looped a single to

center and took second on the

throw as Garrett held third.

Milner was given an intentional

walk and Jones hit a bouncer

toward third. Santo threw wildly

past the plate as Garrett and Staub

scored with Milner taking third.

Milner scored when Jerry Grote
bounced out.

Scoreboard

College

Ifi :t2. Trxas AM 24

Temple 63. Holy Cross 34

Ml 10. Dartmouth 9

Rhode Island 20. Brown 20

UConn 27. Yale 13

Vermont 15. BU
Amherst 24. Springfield 14

Penn State 27. Iowa 8

Rutgers 39. Princeton 14

Alabama 44. Vanderbilt

Maryland 31. Villanova 3

Nebraska 20, Wisconsin 16

Notre Dame 20. Purdue 7

Ohio State 37. TCU 3

UCLA 34 Michigan St 21

USC 7. Oklahoma 7

Pro

Dallas 45. St Louis 10

Pittsburgh 36. Houston 7

Washington 28. Philadelphia 7

Baltimore 14. New Orleans 10

Minnesota 11. Green Bay 3

Cleveland 12. NY Giants 10

Miami 44. New England 23

Buffalo 9. NY Jets 7

Cincinnatti 20. San Diego 13

I.os Angeles 40, San Francisco 20

Kansas City 16. Oakland 3

Chicago 33. Denver 14
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AMHERST

ST. LOUIS (AP) - Bernie Carbo
robbed Tommy Hutton of an extra-

base hit. then doubled home the
deciding run in the next inning,

pacing the St. Louis Cardinals to a
3-1 victory over the Philadelphia
Phillies Sunday.
The victory pulled the Cardinals

to within one game of the first-

place New York Mets.

The 26-year-old outfielder went
to the wall for a Hutton line drive
with a Phils' runner aboard and the
Cardinals protecting a 1-0 lead in

the fourth.

After crashing into the wall for a
Hutton

After crashing into the wall on
the play, the St. Louis rightfielder

slammed a one-out double to left-

center in the bottom of the inning to

establish a 2-0 lead.

Philadelphia broke through for a
run on a double and two singles in

the fifth but was stymied
thereafter by Diego Segui and Rick
Wise, 16-12, as the Cards finished

their regular season with five

straight triumphs.
Lou Brock opened the first inning

with a single that he stretched into

a double, stole third and scored on
Bake McBride's sacrifice fly for a
1-0 St. Louis lead.

In the fourth, Ted Simmons
worked a walk off Phils starter Jim
Lonborg, 13-16, and raced home
from first base on Carbo 's hit to

left-center field.

PITTSBURGH (AP) - Jim
Hooker scattered nine hits and
drove in three runs to lead Pitt-

sburgh to a 10-2 victory over
Montreal Sunday, keeping alive

the Pirates' slim title hopes in the

National League East and
eliminating the Expos.
The Pirates finish the season

Monday in a make-up game here
with the San Diego Padres.

It was the final game of the

season for Montreal, which
finished with a 79-83 record, best in

the expansion club's five year
history.

The Pirates fell behind 1-0 in the

fourth, but broke the game open
with six runs in their half of the

inning off Montreal starter Ernie
McAnally.
Gene Clines reached first on an

error to open the fourth and Al

Oliver doubled him home with the

first hit off McAnally.
Richie Hebner then walked

before Richie Zisk singled Oliver

home and Manny Sanguillen
walked to load the bases.

Dave Parker followed with a
two-run single and Rooker scored

Sanguillen from third with a bunt
single off reliever Steve Renko.
Dave Cash singled home the final

run of the inning.

The Pirates scored three more
runs in the fifth with the help of

Rooker's two-run single and added
another run in the sixth

Houk Quits Yanks Again
NEW YORK (AP) - Ralph Houk.

who guided the New York Yankees
to two World Series titles in his

first two years as manager but

then the American League team
decline into mediocrity during his

second stint as field boss, resigned

Sunday, the final day of the 1973

baseball season.

In news conference following the

Yankees' 8-5 season-ending loss to

Detroit, Houk, in uniform with his

familiar cigar in his left hand, said

in a voice choked with emotion

:

"Sometimes when you've been
with somebody as long as I've been
here, when you don't accomplish

what you are after, you get the

feeling it is better off for the

Yankees, who have done so much
for me and my family, to resign."

He said he had no immediate
plans and has not talked recently to

any other team. He said the

decision was made four or five

days ago.

"First thing I'm going to do is go
down to Florida, put some lines out

without any hooks and just sit there

awhile," Houk said. His home is at

Pompano Beach, Fla.

This was Houk's second time to

quit as manager of the Yankees.

Weekends 7-1

LET US DO THE WALKING TO YOU

FREE DELIVERY
Weekdays 7-11

STUDENT SPECIAL

- 2 Pieces of Chicken
- Hot Buttered Corn
- Mashed Potatoes & Gravy

FREE Soda

Kentucky Fried Chicken
256-8745

RT.y HADLEY

The
un-dormitories,

< iredtoft-Cdinpub Irving—indoorsandout—at either ot two mod-
•r n apartment complexes,only minutesawav by car or bike trom
Amherst College, downtownAmherstor UMa^s, Now accepting
applications for beptembeT.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

•1,2,3bedrmapts.
• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & biktis

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

•2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for Softball,

football, badminton

RENT: FROM S18S

CAU41t-2%-8SM

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
•2 hrdrmapts.

• lir.it &dircc>ndm<»ning

• K'i'my closet^ storage

• w,»||-t< )-w.)ll carpeting

• RMster IVantmrM
• modern kit* Im rv-

••olt-< leaning uvens
• elrxiric ranges

• M.unlrs*.-sk>i'I <-inks

• dtshwa^hcr^dispoMl*

• 2-door retrigcratort

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

RENT: SJO0 month.
luniiiM'v im kuktll
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Ivy Strangles Minutemen

^(SUff Photos-Gib Fullrrton

>

(Man fn«Hos-oi— HARVARD CRIMPS 'EM-The pictures tell the story as two Minutemen ballcarriers are swamped by Crimson defenders. The
swarming Harvard defense was all over the field/ showing great pursuit in limiting the UMass running attack to a mere four yards
in 32 carries.

Harvard Overruns UMass 24-7 Harriers Blank BC
By BILL BALLOU

Four yards in 32 carries.

Four yards in 32 carries, the

UMass rushing stats from
Saturday's game, tell the story of

Harvard's total domination of
UMass on the way to a 24-7 win.

The Crimson outblocked, out-

tackled, outran, outpassed,
outoffensed, outdefensed, and
outeverythinged the Minutemen.

It was no fun for Umass fans as
the "underdog" Harvards
celebrated the opening of their

100th football season by scoring 24

straight points after giving up a
first quarter touchdown.
The Minutemen were the only

party-poopers in a day of Yankee
Conference wins over the Ivy
League. New Hampshire, which
had never beaten Dartmouth, beat
them 10-9, and Connecticut un-
traditionallv beat Yale, by a score
of 27-13.

But back to less pleasant things.

It was surprising the way
Harvard, led by quarterback Jim
Stoeckel, moved against a UMass
defense that the week previous had
shut out Maine (it's not much of a
comparison, but still).

Harvard coach Joe Restic's new
"ball-control" offense proved to be
a smashing success as it rolled up
406 yards to UMass' 136.

Stoeckel did a job on the UMass
secondary, completing 13 of 19

passes, including 8 to big split end
Pat Mclnally. Mclnally made
several key catches, including a 21-

yarder for the first Harvard touch-

down. Stoeckel also used fullback

Neal Miller well, throwing to him
for two TD's.

As well as the Harvard offense

did against the Umass defense, it's

defense did even better stopping
the Minutemen.
The UMies picked up just four

net yards on the ground and only

132 in the air, as Peil Pennington
and Fred Kelleher were just 9-28.

Seldom, if ever, has the UMass
offense looked so bad
Occassionally it would break a run.
but just as soon as that happened
they'd lose an almost equal
amount. The ground "game"
featured slow-motion sweeps and
"six inches and a cloud of dust"

plunges.

The saddest part of the day came
at the end of the first half when the

Minutemen let themselves get

called for delay of game as Pen-
nington and Coach Dick Mac-
pherson conferred before the final

Saihj Qlqllfqian

SPORTS
play of the half which featured Bob
Wolfe running backwards and out-
of-bounds to run out the clock.

Passing-wise wasn't much
better.

After a good start in which the
Minutemen drove 61 yards for a
touchdown, they did nothing. In
fact they completed three passes
out of the nine they would complete
all day on that one drive that lasted
eight plays.

Pennington was cold, no doubt
about it, but he wasn't helped too

much by a corps of receivers that,

in the second half especially,

seemed like they were showing the
Crimson their impersonations of
Dick Stuart.

UMass had its chances, though,
as Harvard fumbled twice, both

times deep in their own territory,

and faked a punt once that back-
fired with them losing possession
on their own 25. But the Minutemen
couldn't do a thing with any of

those breaks.

But Harvard also made their

own breaks, especially by using a
hard rush on punts which several

times forced bad ones by Andy
Dutkanicz.

UMass Sportsweek
Varsity Football

Oct 6

Varsity Soccer

Oct 6

J V Soccer

Oct 4

Varsity Cross Country
Oct 2

Oct. 6

J V Cross Country
Oct I

Women's Tennis
Oct 2

Varsity Field Hockey
Oct 1

Oct 4

J.V. Field Hocke\

Oct I

Oct 4

Rutgers

W PI

W PI

Harvard-Providence
Northeastern -St John's

Harvard-Providence

Mt Holyoke

Mt Hoiyoke
Bridge* ater St

Mt Holyoke

Bridgeware St

Away

Away

Away

Boston

NYC

Boston

HOME

HOMK
HOME

HOME
HOME

1:30

11 00

3 30

3:30

11:00

3 00

4:00

4:00

4:30

5 00

3:30

INCIDENTALLY: Next week's
opponent, Rutgers, ripped Prin-
ceton, 39-14, as Holyoke's J.J.

Jennings ran for five touchdowns. .

. . Boston College beat Texas A
and M 32-34 Saturday night, Rhode
Island tied Brown at 20, and Holy
Cross was pulverized by Temple,
63-34 Ed Hajdusek caught
three passes for 71 yards in the
early going but was stopped the
rest of the way. . . . Paul St. Onge,
newly installed at full-back, had a
tough time when he carried the
ball. . . .

Outmanned UMass

Booters Stunned

By Maine, 1-0

ByBOBHIGGINS
The University of Maine scored a

goal at 5:35 of the first half and
made it stand as they defeated the
UMass soccer team 1-0 Saturday at
Orono.

The Minutemen had numerous
scoring opportunities and actually
dominated much of the play,
especially in the first half.
However, a strong Maine defense
and some good goaltending by
John Hackett prevented UMass
from scoring.

Carl Vercollone played equally

well in the UMass goal, and could
hardly be faulted for the lone
Maine score. The Minuteman
defense was shaky during the
game, which was the case on the
goal Maine's Ali Cham made an
excellent pass to co-captain Bill

Sproul alone in front of the net.

Sproul booted one to the left of
Vercollone, who barely had time to

move.

Perhaps the best chance for
UMass came with seven minutes
left in the game. Junior Jim
Vollinger received a bounding pass
in front of the goal with the goalie
out ot position and a wide open net
staring him in face. It was a dif-

ficult shot, and Jim got his foot
under it too much and put it a foot
over the net.

Though they tried to keep the
pressure on in the second half, it

was obvious that many of the
players were dead tired. Coach
Rufe substituted very seldom
during the game, and a number of
people played the entire contest.

As a result, they looked ragged
near the end

Coach Hufe said after the game,
"We played well, but we'll have to
make some offensive ad-
justments." However, UMass
outshot Maine. 19-15. It was simply
a matter of not putting the ball in
the net.

By SCOTT HAYES
Randy Thomas, Bill Gillin, Tom

Maguire, and Paul Segersten have
been running together in workouts.
The four UMass runners must have
decided before Friday's meet
against Boston College to try to run
together in races also, because
that's exactly how they finished—
in a four way tie for first place.

Thomas, Gillin, Maguire, and
Segersten ran the five mile
Franklin Park course in 25:21 to

pace the harriers to a 15-49 shutout
of Boston College. Tom Wilson was
the fifth UMass runner across the
finish line, with a time of 25:52.

Chris Chambers, the sixth man to

finish ahead of the first BC runner.

completed the course in 26:06.

Keith Francis was the Eagles'
first carrier to finish, and he edged
Phil Broughton of UMass at the
finish, even though both runners
were timed in 26: 18. Bill Jewell and
Austin Boyle, both of BC, rounded
out the top ten with times of 26:20
and 26:40 respectively.

CROSS COUNTRY CORNER--
UMass runs against Harvard and
Providence, ranked second and
third in New England Tuesday in

Boston. Harvard recently defeated
Northeastern, voted number one in

the New England, by the score of
21-34. Tuesday's meet starts at

3:30.

Steve Crowe

The Harvard Blues
It was too warm for the raccoon coats and the preppie hats, but

everything else one expected of Harvard came to life this Saturday at the
24-7 disaster.

After it was all over, all the fans rushed onto the field, flooding-around
the victorious heroes, the band played the alma mater and about twenty
happy Harvys sang along. Then the band dragged everyone over to tie

ivy covered Dillon Field House, a fancy mansion-like lockerroom where
everyone who was anyone mulled around a while watching the pompous
band director up on the roof and the players, with cameras flashing,
kissing their Allie McGraws.

It was enough to make one want to throw up.

In fact, a lot of things about the Harvard game made me sick this

weekend.
The Collegian brought about twenty people down for a 10: 00 a.m. tough

football game against the Harvard Crimson, fought hard (almost
literally when the Crimson started blocking people in the face), babied
them when they started crying when we returned the blows, and won the
game, 6-0. The score was announced at halftime, Harvard 23, Collegian 2.

Then there was the dink of a sportswriter sitting next to me in the press
box who would stand up and cheer for Harvard, yell instructions to the
coach ( as every good fan would do) , scream and cry when a call went
against Harvard, and sit with his hands clenched between his knees as he
anxiously awaited the next Crimson play.

I felt like taking the football and cramming it up his typewriter and
then pushing him over the side and down into the stands where he
belonged. But he might have landed on some decent fan down below, so I

didn't.

Then there was the ticket issue. It seems it was Cambridge Day at
Harvard, and all tickets were sold for $1.00. But no one had bothered to
tell UMass and the students were given a special discounted, $2.50 deal.
Whether everyone was admitted for $ 1 at the gate or it really was only for
Cambridge residents ( would they really bother to take the time to look at
the proof of Cambridge residency? ) is not the question. The point is that
the UMass students never had a chance to hear about this bargain until it

was announced at halftime, or, if they were fortunate enough to pick up a
copy, they might have seen it in the sports section of the Globe.
And then, maybe thecheapest thing of all, the Harvard press box ran out

of Coke early in the second quarter and sportswriters had to make it

through thirty minutes of football with a dry throat.
******

That dink in the press box made some super comments. Once after Neil
Miller had bulled his way for about a six yard gain, the preppie com-
mented, "Miller is good."

It was this same way for the whole game. Once he made the brilliant
observation, "The UMass running game is non-existent."

I naturally cringed at hearing this and began looking for a football to
cram, but then I thought a second and of course found it to be the utter
truth.

T he difference between the offense of Harvard andUMasswas like night
and day. The Harvard backfield moved so well and deceptively that even
a ten year ABC camera veteran would have trouble following the play.
The Minuteman attack, on the other hand, was composed of halfbacks

running into each other, blockers pushing defenders into the runner, and
a fullback who ran like he was waiting for someone to come at him first.

The dink was right. It's all been said before. And writing about the
UMass running attack is becoming almost as boring as watching it.
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Still searching for that endless wave... Staff Photo/Pete Manera

UMass Mounties Need Horses
B> MIKK KNEEI AM)

Campus Police on horses?

That's what a 9-page proposal

submitted by a UMass police

officer calls for.

Officer Richard Guilmette
said his proposal is designed to

prevent body crimes such as
rape, robbery and assault in

areas police cars can't patrol.

He said such areas include the

heavily traveled woods by the

Observatory on Orchard Hill,

the area between the infirmary

and Baker Dormitory, and
certain areas by the stadium.

"I've investigated two
crimes of assault on women
between the Infirmary and
Baker Dorm, myself," he
noted. "There have been at

least two rapes in back of the

stadium."
Speaking somewhat reluc-

tantly since his plan is still only

a proposal. Guilmette said a

mounted patrol could be ef-

fective in preventing crimes
and capturing the assailants.

"With a horse we could make
routine patrols in wooded
areas." he said. "Horses are

not limited by snow, mud and
other similar factors that limit

a police car. And horses are

quiet, making it easier to catch

the person committing the

crime ."

Guilmette submitted two
plans. One plan calls for six

horses and six trained men
while the other asks for three

horses and three trained men.

"It's purely an economical

Officer
Guilmette

Richard

StaH Photo/ \l ( hapman

Stop! In the name of

the law...

difference," he said.

The 27 year old officer, who
holds a BA in sociology from
UMass and is presently
studying here for his MA in

higher education, said the
horses would probably be
Morgan geldings, costing
between $2,000 and $6,000 each.
Officer Guilmette said

UConn and Rutgers presently
have a mounted patrol, partly
to defer crimes and partly to

afford students a chance to

stop and chat informally with
police officers.

Nearly all students polled by
the MDC responded favorably
when told of Guilmette's
proposal.

"We should be willing to do
anything we possibly can to

make it easier for the police to

do their job." said senior Ira

Caplan.
Fellow police officer John

Schmitter also supports
Guilmette's proposal. "Right
now." he said, "there are
many places we just can't

patrol with our cars."

Guilmette received technical
advice in formulating his
proposal from riding in-

structors Linda Hamilton and
Jan Brubaker.
Vice Chancellor Gage has

reviewed the proposal and has
asked for clarification on a few
minor points.

The proposal now lies in the

hands of David Johnston,
University Director of

Security

Time Running Out

For Agnew Probers
By JEAN HELLER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -Federal

prosecutors are racing the
calendar to wind up their probe of
Spiro T. Agnew beforestatutes of
limitations run out on alleged
crimes for which the vice president
is being investigated.

Legal arguments may be made
that the statutes on at least some of

the alleged crimes expire in as
little as three weeks, it was learned
Monday.
Agnew is under investigation by

a special federal grand jury in

Baltimore for possible violation of
bribery, extortion, tax and con-
spiracy laws while governor of

Maryland.
Under federal law, prosecution

for bribery and extortion must be
initiated within five years of the

commission of the crime. After

five years, no legal action can be
taken. The statutes of limitations

on tax evasion and tax fraud are
six years.

The statutes on conspiracy to

commit bribery or extortion are
five years; on conspiracy to
commit tax evasion or fraud, six

years.

On Oct. 22, 1968, the Maryland
State Board of Public Works held
its last major session before
Agnew left the office of governor.
At that session, seven major

engineering contracts were
awarded totalling more than $5.6
million.

These contracts involved con-
struction of approaches to the
Chesapeake Bay Bridge and the
baltimore Outer Harbor Tunnel,
the two major projects to be
financed out of a $220 million bond
issue.

All records involving these
contracts have been subpoenaed
by the Baltimore grand jury.

Should the panel wish to indict
Agnew for extortion, bribery or
conspiracy to commit either of
those crimes in connection with the
Oct. 22, 1968 awards, Agnew's
lawyer reportedly are considering
an argument that the indictment
cannot be returned after Oct. 22,

1973-five years after the meeting,
sources close to the case reported.
By that reasoning, however, the

prosecutors should have until Oct.
22 of next year to pursue
allegations of violation of tax laws,
the sources said.

It is known that the prosecutors
in Baltimore are moving as quickly
as possible to present evidence to
the grand jury.

Crucial to that effort was the
ruling last week by U.S. Dist. Court
Judge Walter E. Hoffman that the
grand jury investigation may
continue while Agnew's lawyers

(Continued on P. 5)
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We're Working

On Those Bugs
By KEVIN KITTREDGE

Working "within the system" has become a cliche for some, but an

effective strategy for the Western Mass Public Interest Research Group

(WMPIRG). Working with Ralph Nader's imprimatur, WMPIRG
generates research, information and legal action in areas of the en-

vironment, public health and safety, civil rights and consumer protec-

tion.

WMPIRG is funded by students at UMass, Amherst, Williams, Mt.

Holyoke and Hampshire Colleges. They pay $2 per semester on an op-

tional basis. Keeping the contributions voluntary also provides a fail-safe

system. If less than 50 percent of the students contribute, the school with-

draws support.

Last year UMass undergraduates contributed over $48,000 for 75 per-

cent support. This year graduate students are eligible to contribute and

should provide additional revenue.

Because of delayed payments for students such as the GI Bill, govern-

ment loans and other financial aid, WMPIRG doesn't have a specific

figure to work with. The payments are spread out over the year.

"The method of payment hasn't affected us yet," says Ronald Bogard,

Director-Attorney. "The initial payment is large enough to allow ef-

fective planning. We presently have $15,000 in the till."

The surest way to insure student support is to produce results. Playing

David to Goliaths like the Western Mass Electric Co. and the Highway

Commission, WMPIRG has produced results.

Fighting a price hike and the lack of consumer representation, they

managed to reduce the request by $3.7 million. It also brought to the at-

tention of consumers WMECO's disregard for their rights.

WMPIRG joined with the PIRG group located in Vermont and other

groups to block construction of a superhighway planned from Norwalk,

Conn, to Burlington, Vt.

The group has also sponsored legislation designed to regulate

prescription drug prices. Some drug prices will vary as much as 100 per

cent for the same item in different stores. The bill will require prices to be

listed in a prominent place.

Dangerous toys came under their gaze last Christmas and resulted in

their ban by the Food and Drug Administration. The students also found

136 types of toys that were not banned, but failed to meet FDA standards.

Presently, WMPIRG is trying to make the consumer aware of the small

claims court. "Many people come into the office with complaints about

unfair treatment by a business or landlord," said Bogard. How to Sue in

Small Claims Court in Western Mass is a booklet available from the

WMPIRG office that will help consumers settle complaints in court

without a lawyer.

Bogard points out that recently these courts have been used largely by

collection agencies rather than consumers who are the victims of

unfair business practices.

?
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I've heard of soyburgers before, but soyapples?

Grad Senate Satisfied With Textbook Prices

B> JAN ALEXANDER
The Graduate Senate resolved

last night not to investigate claims

of inflationary prices of books in

the University Book Store and Text

Book Annex.
Senator Arthur Strohl of the

chemistry department had looked

into the textbook prices and found

that on the whole prices in the

Annex were cheaper than their list

prices except for non-publisher

books These are manuals and
books which are printed by a

company for their own use. There
is a small distribution of these

books at UMass which are used

mainly in upper level science

courses The Annex adds a 20 per

cent increase onto the original

price of the books to pay
secretarial costs.

Stohl's motion to reduce the

prices of these books and to

reimburse the students who had

already bought them was voted

down.
Treasurer Jim Lindley praised

the Campus Center Board of

Governors which oversees the

Services Committee. He said the

new Campus Center director was
competent and student oriented

and that there had been a "change
in philosophy and attitudes" in the

management of the Center. For

this reason, both Lindley and

Senate President John Muller felt

that an investigation would not be

necessary, but that Muller would

ask the governors to submit a

report on textbook prices.

In other business it was voted

that the North Village Resource

Center should not receive a $250.00

grant.

Simon Koechakian, director for

the Center, was requesting the

grant in order to finance a get-

together barbeque for the North

Village residents. Koechakian said

the 240 apartments were rented by

about 75 percent graduate
students. Through having a bar-

beque, the director hoped to

develop a sense of community
within the apartment complex. He
mentioned that there were an-

tagonisms between people with

children and people owning dogs,

and that residents were also

concerned about the two year

running $15.00 rent increase.

Koechakian went on to say that

he was planning programs in

counseling services, family
management, budgeting and child

care, but that these programs were
not firm since he wanted "to

respond to the needs of the com-
munity."
The last motion that was called

and voted in was to support the

undergraduate senate in their

ruling that only United Farm
Worker lettuce, grapes and wines
will be served by the university

food services.

Giddyup

!

By JANET HUGHES
Precision, control and agility are

all qualities riders will ask of their

horses at the First UMass Novice
Horse Trials this Sunday.

Based on endurance tests given

to cavalry horses, the University

Morgans, descended from cavalry

horses, will take part in the all day
trials at UMass.

Dressage at 8:30 a.m., a cross

country run at 10:30 a.m. and
stadium jumping at 2 p.m. will be

the events at Tilson Farm.

In order to compete, horse and
rider must participate in all three

events, Ms. Linda Jaskiel

Hamilton, head riding instructor at

UMass said.

"Each event," she said,

"demonstrates a different area of

horsemanship."

Dressage exhibits the horse's

obedience, the cross country, the

horse's speed and endurance and
in stadium jumping, the horse's

ability to maneuver over a difficult

course, she said.

"About 25 persons are expected
to compete," said Ms. Jaskiel

Hamilton.

The trials are open to all UMass
students in the upper level riding

programs. Smith College has also

entered several students.

A cross country course has been
specially constructed or the trials

in the apple orchard Ms. Jaskiel

Hamilton said. About a mile in

length, it will have obstacles of

bales of straw, telephone poles,

tires and brush.

More difficult jumps are being

constructed so that when com-
pleted, the course will include a

ditch, water jump and drop jump.
The course will incorporate the

man-made terraces built into the

sides of a steep hill.

Ms. Gina Kear, assistant riding

instructor at UMass, who has just

returned from attending a riding

school in England will judge the

events.

Student Senate Sets Goal Of Unity

Imprudent, But Not Dishonest

By DANIEL Q. HANKY
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON ( AP) A lawyer who did private work for Judge Jerome P.

Troy while pleading cases in Troy's court says he made an error in

judgement But he still thinks he did nothing unethical.

The lawyer testified Monday in removal hearings against the disbarred

Dorchester District Court judge, which continue today.

"It was imprudent for me to go before Judge Troy, but I don't think it

was dishonest.'' Attorney Donald Carvin told the Executive Council,

which has final say on the judge's removal.

The lawyer received no pay from Troy for a land deal he worked on.

and the judge named Carvin to represent indigents at county expense

This relationship was one of six alleged offenses that the Supreme

Judicial Court found very serious when it disbarred Troy.

I The Student Senate should be

committed to building the Student

Government Association into a

union of students acting as an
autonomous voice for students,

with an 1 independent economic
base
2. The Unity Slate is committed to

providing resources for the
development of cooperative
economic projects and services to

students, which in the long run
reduce the degree of dependence
on other constituencies in the

university community with which
the students may have conflicts of

interest.

\ The Unity Slate opposes any
further tuition hikes or rents and
fees increases.'.
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needs an

the

you
assistant to the chief
engineer. If you have
practical electronic ex-
perience, apply in person
at WMUA, 42 Marston
Hall. Speak to chief
engineer Gary McAutiffe.

4 The Unity Slate is committed to

the boycott of scab lettuce, and to

insuring that no university outlet

selves scab lettuce and grapes.
5. The Unity Slate is committed to

insuring that the university
vigorously enforces programs
which are designed to reduce the

effects of institutional racism and
sexism on women and third world
people such as affirmative action.

6. The Unity Slate is in favor of

equal pay for student workers.
7 The Unity Slate believes that the
bus service should be restored and
expanded.
K. The Unity Slate proposes a
S.G.A. program of power structure
research into the University of

Massachusetts, designed to
demystify the structure and
processes of the University and
reveal its true role in the larger
social system.

». The Unity Slate supports
maximum student participation in

the governance of the university
and its programs, and full student

control over student matters and
those areas funded solely by
students. In connection with this,

the Unity Slate would vigorously

pursue the enforcement and ex-

pansion of institutional acceptance
and guarantee of students' rights.

10. The Unity Slate opposes cut-

backs in financial aid to students in

need . Students should organize to

resist any such moves.
11 The Unity Slate favors optional

meal ticket plans.

12. The Unity Slate supports the

demands of the residents of the

residential colleges for full

autonomy, and for real financial

commitment by the university to

see them carried out.

13. The Unity Slate opposes
inequitable parking fee hikes.

14. The Unity Slate supports the

vigorous pursuit of students
initiated innovation in the

university's academic program,
with the goal of providing
maximum individual control over

the learning process.
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Selectman Approve Making
Their Communications Public

By MIKE ALLAIN
The Amherst Board of Selectmen

last night approved an addition to

the town Procedures Manual
which will now make public all

communication received or sent by
the Board.

In a memorandum from
Chairperson Nancy B. Eddy, the

Subcommittee on Procedures
outlined provisions for making
correspondence of the Board
public while specifying which
documents will remain con-
fidential.

Those communications
presumed by the Board to be
confidential must receive a

majority vote from the Board to be
labeled as such, while com-
munications believed to be con-

fidential by any board, committee,
or individual will be temporarily
designated confidential upon
request.

The Board would vote at the next

regular meeting to decide whether
or not the document should retain

confidential status.

The memorandum calls for a
weekly "Friday packet" to be
made available to the press and

public at noon on the following

Monday preceding that evening's

meeting.

This packet will contain com-
munications to be discussed on

Monday night, giving anyone in-

terested the opportunity to be
informed.

"Lengthy memoranda" and
information concerning "sub-
stantive issues" will be made
available to the Board of Select-

men and the press one week prior

to scheduled discussion.

The Board believes that the early

release of such material will give

the press an opportunity to

research background information
and publicize both the issues to be
discussed and the alternatives

available for action.

Also available at each Select-

men's meeting will be copies of the

memoranda, letters, petitions, and
prepared motions to be discussed.

This material will be available for

public distribution.

In a seperate action. The Board
approved the Town Warrant to be

acted upon at the Town Meeting on
October 15.

The warrant consists of 29 ar-

ticles, including a proposal from
the Citizens Advisory Committee
to amend town by-laws concerning
unrestrained dogs.

Should town meeting members
approve this proposal, any dog
found to be not on the premises of

the owner or on the authorized
premises of another person will be
deemed a public nuisance.

In effect, any unrestrained dog
found anywhere but on the owner's
premises will be impounded if the

article is passed.

Other articles call for the town to

raise a sum of money to be added
to the account for Elm Tree Care,

and Pest Control.

If passed, the town would ap-

propriate money for the cler nee
of deceased Elms and the planting

of new ones.

The Board also approved plans

for erecting two phone booths in

Amherst Center. Town Manager
Allan Torrey said the phone booths

would be primarily a public ser-

vice while still generating "several

hundred dollars" in annual
revenue for the town.

The design of the phone booths is

not vet decided.
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An alternative to the parking system.

Register A Bike-For Free

Outreach staff member Sally Follansbee addressed a large group of students

interested in the social service organization last night.

OUTREACH

You Name It, We'll Get It
By BARBARA VOORHEES

"It's bizarre to hold this meeting

in a large lecture hall. This is just

the type of situation we want to get

you away from."
So said Sally Follansbee,

OUTREACH staff member, at last

night's mass meeting of students

interested in volunteering for full-

time positions for credit during the

spring semester. The meeting was

held in 106 Thompson and will be

repeated tonight, same place, from

7:30-10.

More than 100 students attended

the meeting at which an outline of

the OUTREACH program was

given. Following the meeting, five

smaller groups met for those in-

terested in the general areas of

social services, mass com-
munications, technical and
professional areas, working in New
York city or Washington DC.

Individual interviews were set

up at the small group meetings.

Ms. Follansbee told the group
that OUTREACH requirements for

participants included a two page

letter which the student should

bring to his interview telling his

expectations from the program,
and a four page paper at the end of

the volunteer job. Other
requirements will be set up by the

major department with which the

student works. Typical major
department requirements cited by

Ms. Follansbee were a journal, a
paper or reading assignments.

into

SKIING
or want to be?

The UMASS SKI CLUB offers:

*day trips to Vt. w/reduced lifts

* weekly night skiing

•vacation trips to Austria, Canada, Vt.

* reduced prices at ski shops
* parties, races, movies, plus much more

Organization Meeting Today Rm903

CC — 8:00p.m Nominations for Officers.

1st Regular Meeting Oct. 17

Come help us make this the best season ever

Another requirement for most
students is to take a pre-course and
a post-course at the University

related to the volunteer job.

A participant in the program
must pay regular tuition and $16 in

other fees. He will be a registered

student. Thus students receiving

scholarships, social security

money or other financial help will

not be cut off from their aid during

their volunteer work.

Any student is eligible for the

program regardless of cum.
The general arrangement for

participants in the program is to

receive six credits from the major
department and nine elective

credits.

A lease on a residential building

in Washington, DC, was signed by
members of OUTREACH
yesterday. Students working in

that city will be able to live in the

building for approximately the

same amount as a semester of

dorm living would cost.

ByAVISYUNI
Six free bicycle registration days

will be held October 9-11, and 16-18

for students and staff, Diana White

of the Department of Public Safety

< UMass Police) told the Collegian

| recently.

S From 10:00 am to 7:00 pm on the

T specified days, tables will be set up
I in major areas on campus. Tables

| will be outside the following

I locations: Oct. 9th-Hampden
£ Dining Commons, Oct. 10th-

s Worcester Dining Commons, Oct.

1 llth-Franklin Dining Commons,
Oct. 16th, 17th, and 18th-Campus

Center.

Students and Staff will be able to

bring their bicycles to the tables,

have them engraved with their

Social Security numbers,
registered with the department,

and will have a registration decal

attached, all free of charge.

Ms. White explained that this is

being done in an effort to curb the

number of bicycle thefts on
campus. The decal attached is

essential for the department since

it acts as a license plate.

"There is no ready means of

identifying a bicycle," Ms. White

•said. "However it will be easier to

retrieve stolen ones with this

decal."

The police department puts out a

hot sheet each week of stolen

bicycles. If they have the decals it

will be easier to identify them since

the decal numbers could be seen by

cruising patrol cars easily.

Last year an engraving program
was made available to students.

When bicycles were just engraved,

with Social Security numbers, they

had to be turned up-side down for

the number to be seen. This made
it very difficult to check lor stolen

bicycles, Ms. White said.

This free bicycle registration

will not be compulsory, said Ms.

White, but the police will en-

courage people to register their

bicycles with them. Students

unable to register their bicycles on

the days indicated may contact the

UMass Police for registration

information.

Interested in spending five weeks in Italy in

Spring 1974? Includes tours of Rome, Florence,

Venice, Pisa, and Milan. Earn up to 15 hours of

college credit. Several programs to choose from. AIT

at moderate cost. For additional information write

Dr. Edward Davis, chairman of the History Depart-

ment, or, Dr. Olindo Dragone, chairman of the

Language Department, American International

College, Springfield, Mass., 01109.
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Consumers Feel Squeeze As Food Prices Rise

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer

The squeeze on the pocketbook
got a little bit tighter during
September, according to an
Associated Press marketbasket
survey which shows the family

grocery bill was almost 9 per cent
higher last month than it was in

March.
Consumers looking for bargains

found continuing declines in the
price of pork and eggs. But the
decreases were offset by jumps of

several per cent in the price of

cookies, milk, sugar and butter.

The AP checked the prices of 15

food and nonfood items in 13 cities

on March 1 and has rechecked at

the beginning of each succeeding

month, with extra surveys to gauge
the effect of special government
controls.

Prices in general stayed fairly

steady during September, despite

the end to the freeze on beef and
the imposition of new regulations

on other foods. The total

marketbasket bill was up in six

cities and down in seven, with most
changes averaging one per cent or

so.

Of the total number of items
checked, 36 per cent increased in

price from Sept. 1 to Oct. 1; 21 per
cent went down; 32 per cent were
unchanged; and 11 percent were
unavailable on one of the check
dates.

( AP V\ irrphoto

)

NEW ORLEANS-Byron de La Beckwith, the man who was tried

twice but not convicted in the sniper killing of civil rights leader

Medgar Kvers,. is escorted to court in handcuffs in New Orleans
Thursday. Beckwith, a resident of Greenwood, Miss., was arrested

and booked with illegal possession of dynamite, carrying a concealed
weapon, and aggravated assault.

Hospitals Only Haven

For
*

'Forgotten Breed"
By ERIC SHARP

Associated Press Writer
MIAMI. Fla.(AP) —They sat in

wheel chairs in the crowded
emergency room, bare backs
exposed by hospital gowns and
dignity tattered by the admission
that they are too ill to go home and
too poor to go anywhere else.

They are a forgotten breed, and
when two of them died in their

wheel chairs last week at Jackson
Memorial Hospital's emergency
room it was four hours before any
of the nurses and physicians
noticed

The deaths of Volton Jordan. 60,

and Clarence Brinson. 54.

spotlighted the plight of the poor
who are too sick to live alone and
not sick enough to be admitted to

the hospital Jordan died of a heart

attack and Brinson of chronic

pulmonary disease as they waited

for space in a nursing home
The staff calls the indigents

boarders They live in wheel

chairs, their days filled with noise

and their nights spent on stretchers

in treatment rooms.

But things are a bit brighter now
A lew months ago. the emergency

room housed about 30 boarders

But the county raised its daily care

payment* from Sii.50 to $13.50 per

patient and the nursing homes will

take them now.
Linda Vick, emergency room

head nurse, said Monday mor-
ning's census of boarders was 14.

"The social service agencies are
closed over the weekend, so the
boarder population builds up,"
Miss Vick said. "We put them in

nursing and boarding homes as
fast as we can. By Tuesday we'll

probably be down to four or five."

"Most of them don't need
hospitalization," she said. "They
just need daily care. But we don't
have the facilities for that."

Charley Love. 43. fell Saturday
and hurt his shoulder Policemen
brought him to Jackson.

"I feel pretty good. I think I'll get

out of here soon." he said Monday
as attendants wheeled emergency
patients by on stretchers. "These
people here the staff are about the

nicest I've ever met. They really

treat me good I wish they could
give me a room, but I know they

just don't have none.'

One hospital spokesman said.

"This problem exists at big public

hospitals all over the country If we
could get the other hospitals in the

county to take some of these

patients we wouldn't have anyone
living in waiting rooms, but nobody
wants a patient who can't pay."

The picture for the seven-month

period from March 1 to Oct. 1 was
gloomier. The marketbasket price

was up in every city except Dallas

where it declined by one penny-

from $9.48 to $9.47 for 13 available

items. The average increase was
8.8 per cent.

On Sept. 1, the AP found that the

marketbasket bill in every city was
higher than it had been on March 1,

with increases averaging seven

per cent over the six-month period.

The reasons for the increases

were familiar to consumers:
higher wholesale prices, rising

operating costs, increased
worldwide demand for com-
modities. Boosts in one item
pushed up prices of other goods.

Chocolate chip cookies, which

had been selling for about 60 cents

for a 14 l/2-ounce bag in most

areas, went up in 11 of 13 cities

checked, increasing an average of

nine per cent. This reflected higher

prices for ingredients.

Sugar was up in nine cities,

unchanged in two and not available

in two; milk was up in nine cities,

generally a penny or two per quart,

and was unchanged in four cities;

butter was up in 11 cities, selling

for over $ 1 a pound in most areas

and was down in two.

On the brighter side there were

bargains in pork chops and eggs,

which skyrocketed in mid-August,

then started to drop as consumers

balked at high prices.

Beef prices-which stayed frozen
from the end of March until Sept.

10, prompting shortages and
warnings of future leaps-went up in

a few areas, but the increases
weren't nearly so bad as predicted.

The AP survey covered
Albuquerque, N.M.; Atlanta,
Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit,

Los Angeles, Miami, New York,
Philadelphia, Providence, R.I.,

Salt Lake City and Seattle. The
check list included: pork chops,
eggs, butter, cookies, chopped
chuck, frozen orange juice, coffee,

paper towels, peanut butter,
detergent, fabric softener, tomato
sauce, milk, all-beef franks and
sugar.

In The Nation

And The World

Penn Central Ailing;

Commission Pleads Reorg
By JAY PERKINS

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Interstate Commerce Commission
asked a federal judge Monday to

keep the Penn Central Railroad
running until a reorganization plan
could be drawn up for the finan-

cially ailing corporation.

Liquidation of the railroad, the
ICC said in a report to U.S. District

Court Judge John P. Fullam,
would have "a severe economic
effect on the people of the entire

northeast sector of the country." It

also would "have a ripple effect

from coast to coast," the com-
mission said.

Judge Fullam currently is

ovei »eing the reorganization of

the Penn Central under federal

bankruptcy statutes. He had asked
the ICC to prepare by Oct. 1 a
proposal that would keep the
railroad running without eroding
the assets of its creditors.

Otherwise, Judge Fullam said,

he would have no choice but to

order the railroad shut down. He
has set a hearing in Philadelphia
Oct. 12 to determine what will be
done with the railroad.

Neither Judge Fullam nor the
railroad trustees will have com-

Brezhnev-Shultz
Meet At Kremlin
MOSCOW (AP) — U.S.

Treasury Secretary George Shultz
held a surprice two-hour meeting
last night with Communist party
leader Leonid I. Brezhnev, a U.S.
spokesman announced.
Later the official Soviet news

agency Tass said the two men
covered "a wide range of questions
concerning Soviet-US. relations,

including the development of
commercial... ties."

The meeting, held in the
Kremlin, came shortly after Shultz
formally opened the third plenary
session of the Soviet-American
Trade Commission.
Brezhnev's decision to meet with

Shultz on the secretary's first day
of talks here appeared to reflect
the Soviet Union's concern for the
embattled commerce pact that has
been blocked by congressional
opposition to granting Russia
most-favored-nation trading
status.

The status has been granted to

all non-Communist U.S. trading
partners, and also to Communist
Yugoslavia and Poland The goods
of countries lacking the status are
subject to higher tariffs.

ment on the ICC report until after

the Oct. 12 hearing.

The ICC offered no plan for

reorganization but said it had
taken preliminary steps towards
restructuring the Penn Central
and the other ailing railroads in the

Northeast.

It said it would hold a series of

hearings in the near future to

determine just how much of the
Penn Central's 20,000 miles of

track should be utilized after

reorganization.

These hearings, the ICC said,

also would focus on the adequacy
of alternative transportation in

some areas, on the condition of the
Penn Central's equipment and on

the public's willingness to provide
financial support.

The commission said it felt Penn
Central could be restructured into

a viable network if external
assistance was provided but
rejected outright all three
proposals presented to it during its

more than one month of hearings.
The ICC said its final plan would

call for "substantial federal-state

monetary and other assistance."
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Israeli Premier To Plead For Transit Camp

Golda Meir To Visit Austria
By ROLAND PR1NZ

Associated Press Writer
VIENNA, Austria (AP) —

Premier Golda Meir of Israel
prepared on Monday to visit
Vienna in a personal appeal for
reversal of Austria's pledge to
close down a transit camp for
emigrating Soviet Jews.
Chancellor Bruno Kreisky said

he would explain the Austrian
stand-"which she seems not to

know exactly." But he gave no
indication he would change his
mind because of Mrs. Meir's plans
for the unusual appeal.
The 75-year-old Israeli leader

declared in a speech to the
parliamentary assembly of the
Council of Europe in Strasbourg,
France, that the Austrian decision
represented "a great victory" for
Palestinian terrorism and must be
changed.

Informants in Strasbourg, where
Mrs. Meir is spending two days at
the assembly, said she will travel
here Tuesday morning in an effort

to use her persuasive powers on
Kreisky.

But Kreisky reaffirmed that the
pledge was necessary and said it

was "improbable" that he would
go back on it.

"Threatened human lives have
to be saved first," he said. "Only
then come the others."

Kreisky, himself a Jew, made
the pledge after two Palestinian

guerrillas kidnaped an Austrian
border guard Friday along with
three Soviet Jews on the way to

Israel. The four hostages were
freed unharmed after the Austrian
leader gave his word.

Kreisky subsequently said
emigrating Soviet Jews will still

get individual Austrian transit

visas, but the transit facility at

Schoenau Castle 70 miles south of
Vienna will have to halt operations
and group processing will have to
stop.

The facility, operated by the
Jewish Agency, has been handling
about 2,650 Soviet Jews a month
since Moscow relaxed immigration
restrictions two years ago.

Jewish Agency representatives
in Vienna said emigrating Jews
were still arriving from the Soviet
Union at the regular rate of 40-120 a
day. They claimed they had no
plans to shut down the camp.
Sources in Tel Aviv said Mrs.

Meir likely would visit the facility

during her stay in the Austrian
capital. Informants in Strasbourg
with Mrs. Meir said the visit would
be made at her request. They did
not say how long she planned to
stay.

The results of her plans for a
personal plea to Kreisky were
uncertain. The Austrian chan-
cellor was quoted on the Austrian
broadcasting network as saying he
would not be pressured on the
matter.

Mrs. Meir's apparently quick
decision to travel to Vienna also
represented a departure from
normal protocol tnr vi«it«, by

government heads and seemed to

put Kreisky on the spot.

It was another reflection of

personal indignation by Mrs. Meir
over the danger to Jewish im-
migration operations posed by the
Austrian decision.

Earlier Monday, she discarded a
text prepared for an address to the
Council of Europe gathering in

Strasbourg and voiced her views in

an extemporaneous talk.

She told the European delegates

that Kreisky's promise was a great
Arab victory and "the greatest
encouragement to terror
thro»»*hout the world."

NEW YORK -Members of the New York police department sort through debris in the ninth floor of-

fices of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. in a mid-town Manhattan skyscraper Friday

morning after an explosion ripped through the offices earlier in the morning. No injuries resulted.

Gas Prices May Rise Again!
By BOB MONROE

Associated Press Writer
Relaxed Phase 4 controls

already have increased the cost of

gasoline for motorists in many
areas, but rising wholesale prices
may quickly generate pressure for

a new round of retail hikes.

Independent operators of

branded service stations in nine
states met over the weekend in Las
Vegas and called for an indefinite,

nationwide shutdown of 200,000

stations until all retail price
controls are lifted.

But Charles Binsted, President

of the National Congress of

Petroleum Retailers, the only
national group representing
branded dealers, said his

organization had not taken any
move in that direction.

And a shutdown protest in

Houston over the Cost of Living

Council's Phase 4 gasoline
regulations drew little support
Monday despite predictions that 80

per cent of the stations would close.

In Southern California, two
dealers' associations said they

would urge a shutdown of their

3.000-member stations for at least

a week beginning Friday. The
dealers will be asked at a meeting
in Los Angeles Wednesday night

to lock their pumps until the

council lifts Phase 4 price ceilings,

said an attorney for one group.

"You've got a bunch of angry
dealers." said one operator
'They're fed up and they're not

going to take anymore."
A spokesman for a station

operators' association in Northern

California said its members were
"livid with rage" over the council's

increases to consumers.
The council, in new rules issued

Friday, relaxed its regulations to

change the base date for ceiling

prices from last Jan. 10 to May 15

and allowed dealers to pass along
all wholesale increases to Sept. 28.

This allowed increases of as much
as 2' 2 cents a gallon.

But three major companies
announced wholesale price in-

crea es of from two-tenths of a
cent to 14 cents a gallon over the

weekend and these hikes must be
absorbed by the dealers.

"The ink is not dry on the new

regulations and we find that Shell

went up one minute after midnight
on the 29th, which means the

dealers are not entitled to that two-

tenths of a cent," Binsted said.

Phillips Petroleum Co. raised
wholesale prices by a half-cent a

gallon and Atlantic Richfield set a

V/z cent increase.

Senators Take Final Stand

Against Defense Spending Bill
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By HARRISON HUMPHRIES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate
critics of increasing defense
spending girded Monday for a final

assault on a $21 billion weapons
authorization bill.

The measure also calls for a
reduction of 110,000 in the number
of U.S. troops overseas.

Votes were scheduled on a $750
million overall cut proposed by
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-
Mmn . and an alternative $500
million reduction advocated by
Sen. Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va.
During nine days of Senate

debate, administration supporters

were successful in defeating
proposed curtailment of specific

weapons systems.
Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C,

urged the Senate note to undo
months of congressional scrutiny

of individual programs with a

"meat-ax approach" that he called

impractical and dangerous to

national security.

Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis.,

argued on the other hand that

defense spending must be curtailed

if the national budget is to be hald

Byrd defended his $500 million

cut proposal as merely restoring

the bill to the $20.4 billion voted by
the Senate Armed Services
Committee before additions were
made on the floor. The Senate
added $494 million for the purchase
of 50 additional F14 fighter aircraft

for the Navy and Marine Corps.
The House reached a $20.4

billion total, $1.5 billion under
President Nixon's budget request,

by voting to require the Defense
Department to make $950 million

in overall reductions.

Differences in the House and
Senate versions will have to be
resolved in conference committee.
The Senate bill would require

withdrawal of 110,000 land based
U.S. troops from overseas stations

by Dec. 31, 1975, including 40,000 by
June 30, 1974. It also would require

a reduction of 156,100 in the overall

active duty strength of the Army,
Navy and Air Force by next June
30.

Both houses approved $ 1 .5 billion

for continuing the Navy's ac-

celerated schedule for develop-

ment and construction of the

Trident submarine system.

the Air Force, compared with 39

allowed by the House.

The Senate bill strips $100

million from the $473.5 million

requested by the administration

for the Bl bomber development
program.

within limits without 25 to 40 per completing the first fully equipped

cent cuts in such programs as child submarine in 1978.

nutrition, forest protection, health The Senate voted $1.1 billion for

services and education. the purchase of 77 F15 aircraft for
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and the Justice Department battle

in court over the grand jury's

constitutional right to investigate a

sitting vice president.

In the meantime, Agnew was to

return here late Monday afternoon
from a weekend on the West Coast
during which he made the
strongest statement in his personal
defense since he disclosed Aug. 6

that he was under investigation.

Agnew also attacked Asst. Atty.
Gen. Henry E. Petersen as the
source of a controversial news leak
about the investigation. On
Monday, the White House said

Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson
had assured President Nixon that

Petersen was not the source of the
CBS news report Sept. 22. That
report quoted sources as saying
Petersen had said of the in-

vestigation: "We've got the
evidence; we've got it cold."

"This morning the attorney
general assured the White House
that Asst. Atty. Gen. Petersen was
not the source of the statement
reported on CBS," said Deputy
White House Press Secretary
Gerald L. Warren.

Ehrlichman
Asked $5000
For Plumbers

By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press Writer

LOS ANGELES (AP) — For-

mer presidential counsel Charles
W. Colson has testified that at John
Ehrlichman's request he raised

$5,000 for the head of the "plum-
bers squad." possibly just before
the break-in at the office of Daniel

Ellsberg's psychiatrist.

Colson's testimony about the

financial transactions was con-

tained in the transcript of grand
jury hearings which was made
public Monday. Ehrlichman, who
has been indicted with three other

former presidential advisers in the

1971 break-in, has denied he knew
about the break-in in advance.

Colson said Ehrlichman, for-

merly President Nixon's chief

domestic adviser, called him in

either late August or early Sep
tember 1971-possibly before the

Labor Day weekend break-in.

"Mr. Ehrlichman asked me if I

could obtain $5,000 for Mr. Krogh
and he indicated that the money
was needed rather quickly,"
Colson testified.

Egil Krogh Jr., -a former White
House aide, has been indicted and
has acknowledged he was the

supervisor of the undercover White

House "plumbers squad" which
carried out the burglary.

"I obtained the money" Colson

said, "from Mr. Joseph Baroody
who was at the time..a partner in

the public relations firm that was
organizing the Committee for New
Prosperity..." Colson said the

committee was a private group

formed to "generate public sup
port for the President's new
economic policy."
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Segretti Pleads Guilty

To Election Conspiracy
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP> - Political saboteur Donald H. Segretti pleaded

guilty Monday to violating federal election laws during last year's
Democratic presidential primary in Florida.

In Senate testimony, Segretti was identified as receiving between
$30,000 and $40,000 from a fund raiser for President Nixon's campaign.

Segretti's guilty plea was to three charges, including conspiracy and
distributing political literature which did not identify the persons
responsible for distributing it.

A letter outlining the cooperation Segretti agreed to give prosecutors in

exchange for immunity from further grand jury prosecution was sealed
by the court at the request of Segretti's attorney and federal prosecutors.
No reason was given for keeping the letter secret.

Segretti had been indicted by a federal grand jury in Tampa, Fla., on
four counts, but prosecutors agreed to drop one of them.
Among items Segretti was accused of distributing was a letter on Sen.

Edmund S. Muskie's campaign stationery accusing two other
Democratic candidates, Sens. Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota and
Henry Jackson of Washington, of sexual misconduct.
Segretti, 32, a Los Angeles attorney, entered his plea before U.S.

District Court Judge Gerhard A. Gesell who deferred sentencing on the
three misdemeanor charges. Each carries a maximum penalty of one
year in jail and a $1,000 fine.

Segretti will appear before the Senate Watergate committee Wed-
nesday, chairman Sam J. Ervin, D-N.C, announced Monday.
Ervin said the committee cancelled its planned Tuesday hearing

because attorneys for two other scheduled witnesses, former presidential

appointments secretary Dwight L. Chapin and private investigator John
Buckley, told the panel their clients would invoke their Fifth Amendment
rights and refuse to testify.

Ecologists Voice Concern
Over Offshore Drilling

By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)
Environment groups appear even

more concerned about the onshore

impacts of proposed oil develop-

ment off the Atlantic coast than

about the risk of oil spills, a top

administration environment ad-

visor said Monday.
John Busterud, a member of the

President's Council on Environ-

mental Quality, gave newsmen
that assessment when asked his

impression of the first two rounds

of public hearings by his council on

the offshore oil issue.

The hearings resume Wednesday
in Mineola, N.Y., following

sessions last month in Washington,

DC, Boston and Anchorage,
Alaska.

The council is studying, by order

of President Nixon, the possible

environmental impacts of opening

the Atlantic coastal offshore

waters and the gulf of Alaska to oil

exploration and development.
Busterud said the President

would consult the council's study,

due next April, before deciding

whether to press forward with oil

development of the two areas.

He said the council's public

hearings would be supplemented
by several other studies and
reviews before a final report, with

action recommendations, is sent to

the President.

Asked his impression, so far, of

the views brought out in the first

three hearing sessions, Busterud
said the petroleum industry
claimed to have adequate
technology to prevent drilling

accidents, while environment
groups wondered wheteer the best

technology would, in fact, be ap-

plied.

"The environment groups still

seem more concerned with the

secondary effects than with the

hazard of oil spills," he said.

The term secondary effects
refers to the wide range of en-

vironmental, economic and social

impacts that would arise onshore
as a result of offshore oil activity,

stemming from the establishment

of refineries, petrochemical
plants, distribution facilities and
related economic expansion.

Offshore Rig Explodes
NEW ()RLEANS(AP)-A gas well

blew out and later broke into

flames on a drilling rig in the Gulf
of Mexico off the Louisiana coast

Monday. Three men were injured.

The escaping gas was still

burning Monday night. It was not
immediately determined exactly
how many men were aboard the
rig. but reports from the owners
and drillers indicated there were
31.

All the men were picked up by

the vessel State Queen, which was
in the area at the time of the

blowout. The injured, two of them
severely burned, were picked up
by a helicopter and taken to a Lake
Charles hospital.

Officials said the gas ignited
three or four hours after the
blowout, and the men aboard had
sufficient time to escape. It was not
known how the well caught fire or
how the three men were »njured.
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Troops Clash Near Saigon

In New Communist Offensive

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 2, 1*73

By DENNIS NEELD
Associated Press Writer

SAIGON (AP) - Communists and
government troops fought the

biggest battle since the Vietnam
cease-fire 40 miles northwest of

Saigon over the weekend, the

Saigon command said Monday.
President Nguyen Van Tnieu

declared the Communists had
taken "the initial step to ignite a
new offensive."

Waves of North Vietnamese and
Viet Cong infantry attacked two
government strongpoints near the

Cambodia-South Vietnam border

in 24 hours of savage fighting

ending Sunday afternoon leaving

more than 300 soldiers from both

sides dead, wounded or missing,

the command announced.
Military spokesman Lt. Col. Le

Trung Hien claimed 183 Com-
munist bodies were counted
around the two positions, the

biggest body count for a single

day's fighting since Jan. 28.

Government casualties were put
at nine killed and more than 100

wonded and missing. One battalion

suffered more than 35 per cent
casualties.

The two positions between
Khiem Hanb and the provincial

capital of Tay Ninh were defended
by about 500 men.
Government artillery bom-

barded the 1,200 North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong attackers but low
monsoon clouds prevented air

support.

In Cambodia, Communist-led
insurgent forces continued to apfyy
pressure north and south of Phnom
Penh.
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Associated Press reporters Matt

Franjola and Denis D. Gray
reported from opposite ends of the

southern battle line that field

commanders described the

situation as critical.

One of them said: "The South

Vietnamese and American armies

could not defeat the Communists,

how can the Cambodians be ex-

pected to do it."

At Kompong Cham, 47 miles

northeast of Phnom Penh, the

military command said its troops

retook Tadong Pagoda and the

Thmar Kol dike in their push
toward the city's encircled airport

The airport, about three miles
nothwest of Kompong Cham, is the
last major government installation

in the area under insurgent
pressure.
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This Grape Has A Past
CONCORD (AP) -Clumps of

green and purple grapes fill an
ancient vine beside a white clap-
board cottage here this fall, just
as they have for the past 123 years
since Ephraim Bull developed
the first strain of Concord grapes.
The vine never made Bull

wealthy, but its offsprings came to

dominate the domestic wine in-

dustry.

The vine is a minor landmark in

the town whose history is

highlighted by Revolutionary War
battles and 19th Century in-

tellectuals.

Bull had crossed a tough wild
vine that grew behind his cottage
with other vines until he came up
with the strain he was looking for

in 1849.

The tart-early-ripening fruit that
was able to withstand tough New
England winters was publicly

introduced in 1855 and spread
across the United States and to

Europe as the Concord grape.
Others became rich cultivating

his strain, but Bull became only

bitter. Two other varieties he
developed, Esther and Rockwell,
never caught on.

In 1895, Bull died a poor man in

Concord's Home for the Aged. His
Sleepy Hollow Cemetery tomb-
stone reads: "He sowed, others
reaped."
On a fence outside Grapevine

Cottage on Lexington Road a

plaque that says: "Ephraim Wales
Bull planted seeds of a wild
Labrusca grape found growing on
this hillside which after three

generations through his work and
wisdom became in this garden in

September 1849 the Concord
grape."

Poor Attendance Reported
As Dorchester High Reopens
BOSTON ( AP) -Dorchester High

School, the scene of racial
problems last week, was reopened
Monday for its 400 seniors, but less

than half of them attended.
The school was closed last

Thursday following a series of

confrontations between blacks and
whites.

The school's approximately 500
junior and sophomore students are
not scheduled to return until

Wednesday.
Monay's session was devoted

mainly to discussing measures

proposed to maintain order at the

school. Parents, community
leaders, teachers and students met
during the weekend to discuss
plans.

Mayor Kevin H. White approved
hiring 10 security aides, and they
are expected to be on duty Wed-
nesday when the entire student
body is scheduled to return.

William Harrison, associate
superintendent of schools, said he
expects uniformed police to be on
duty at the school for ap-

proximately one week.

Two officers and several faculty

members with student checkoff
lists were at each of the five gates
leading to the school Monday.
There were no incidents

reported at the school Monday that

pertained to the earlier problems.
Last Thursday, seven persons

were treated for injuries at a
hospital, and six others were
treated by a school nurse. Police
arrested 10 persons and charged
five of them with possession of

dangerous weapons.

Death Penalty Restored
BOSTON (AP)-The

Massachusetts House passed and
sent to the Senate Monday a bill

restoring the death penalty for

persons convicted of murder.
The bill was approved on a 143-82

roll call vote after an amendment
to restrict the death penalty to

persons already in prison who
commit murder was rejected.

The amendment was offered by
Rep Garreth J. Lynch, D-

Westfield, who said that currently

there is no way to punish someone
already serving a life sentence if

he commits a murder while in

prison.

"We can only give him another

life sentence," he said.

Presently the legislature is

awaiting an advisory ruling from
the state Supreme Court on the

constitutionality of the bill.
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AMHERST
Clothes for
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Low Discount Prices
on Brand INew Sounds!

New sounds, oldies and classicals on Stereo LP's,

Stereo 8-Track and Cassette Tapes ... all at low,
low DEL PADRE Discount Prices!

Helen Reddy
LONG HARD CLIMB

3.18
4.18

STEREO LP's
List Price 5.98

STEREO 8-TRACK
& CASSETTE TAPES LIST Price 6.98

Grand Funk Railroad

WE'RE AN AMERICAN BAND

STEREO LP'S

STEREO 8-TRACK
& CASSETTE TAPES

3.18
4.18

list Price 5.98

List Price 6.98

Pink Floyd
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON

3.18
4.18

STEREO LP'S LIST Price 5.98

STEREO 8 TRACK
& CASSETTE TAPES List Price 6.98

Leon Russell

SHELTER RECORDS

999 WOftTHtNOTOM ST.,

Mm THun -Iti »• t
D»Y«t«S 30

HANK WILSON'S BACK! VOL. 1

STEREO LP's

STEREO 8-TRACK
& CASSETTE TAPES

3.18
4.18

List Price 5 98

List Price 6.98

Ml MAIN St..
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Transportation Troubles? Help For Handicapped
UMass Modes Of Mobility

is jn Distant Future

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Staff PHoto Dmw C

Aaron wonders: "What's all this noise about ten speeds?" OK.
Aaron, but can you make it to your 9: 05?

Staff PhoU /Susan Gotdbaum Staff Photo/Paul Tim merman

And finally. ..If no other way will get you to it, try flying over or
plowing through it.

By SETH MYDANS
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP)-A bill to suspend
the states racial imbalance law is

on the calendar once again today,
as the Senate reconsiders last

week's 22-12 vote by which it failed

to override the governor's veto.

The measure would suspend the
nation's only racial imbalance law
for one year, giving breathing time
to Springfield, which is under
pressure to bring its schools into

line with the law.

The Senate gave final approval
and sent to the House Monday
another bill that would effectively

gut the racial imbalance law in

Boston by requiring a referendum
vote on any changes in the city's

school districts.

The 23-14 roll call means that an
override vote on a probable veto by
the governor would be a very close
thing

Backers of the bill insist that it

has nothing to do with racial im-
balance.

•This bill gives a person the
right to vote on changes in school
districts, whether he is white or
black. That's all it does."' said Sen.
Arthur J Lewis. D-Boston, calling

it a home-rule measure.

The Senate gave final approval

and sent to the House another bill

with home rule implications: an

act granting fire-fighters and
policemen the right to binding

arbitration. The measure, ap-

proved on a 32-3 vote, would

require a municipality to abide by

the decision of an arbitrator in

disputes with firefighters and
policemen.

Sen. William L. Saltonstall, R-
Manchester, objected last week
that "after all the efforts we've put
into building democracy and
community awareness in this
state, this bill reduces the power of
local governments to control their

own affairs."

The Senate gave final approval
and sent to the House two gambling
bills that received initial passage
just two legislative days ago.

On a 22-11 vote, it approved a bill

that would add 60 harness racing
days in four Western
Massachusetts counties.

Sen. David H. Locke, R-
Wellesley, who has opposed all

gambling and lottery bills, said
some unnamed backers stand to
profit hugely from its passage.

Sen James A. Kelly, D-Oxford,
said he didn't know who the bill's

backers might be, but that the
state stood to gain $5 to $6 million
in additional revenue from it.

On a 28-5 vote, the Senate ap-
proved a measure that would
legalize the game of beano on
Sundays.

Kelly called it a harmless bill to
offer Sunday recreation to the Door
and lonely.

But Locke saw more sinister
implications. He said the removal
of stricutres against Sunday beano
chips away at one more of the built-

in safeguards that were placed on
the 1971 measure legalizing the
game
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The lav reclassified children

formerly known as blind, deaf

emotionally disturbed or retarded

as "children with special needs.'"

More than change in name,
however, the law talks to the needs

B MM
Jl

B i

•I children not to their deficien-
' said Ann McGonigle of the

1 education department.

Or Rue warned that full im-
plementation of the law would take

Iw lo three >ears.

But if in two years we still have
Lwxets of unserved children," he
added. "! will lead the vanguard

i the courts."

The regulations proposed by the

task force must now be approved
by five state agencies-the
Departments of Public Mental
Health. Health, Education, Public

Welfare and Youth Services.

They will come up for a vote of

the state Board of Education in

December after which there will be
public hearings on the proposed
rules.

The regulations will deal with

such issues as transportation of

handicapped children, one of the
most costly and frequently
criticized areas of state care. A
legislative commision has rapped
programs for spending more on
transporting handicapped children
than on educating them.
Under the law,education

programs at state institutions are
expected to be beefed up when the
Department of Education will take
over responsibility for the
programs from the Department of
Mental Health.

Parent groups and such
organizations as the
Massachusetts Association for
Retarded Children have
questioned the quality of education
programs at such institutions as
the Fernald School and Belcher-
town State School and lobbied for
improvements.

Racial Imbalance Law
May Be Given A Breather

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

The brothers of Alpha Tau Gamma

invite all Stockbridge men to

an

OPEN RUSH
Tues., Oct. 2nd 7 - 8 p.m.

at 375 N. Pleasant St.

yOU CANTRy
THE OTHERS

WW

UliE us

the Best food
_ •

the Lowest prices

&

free delivery of

large orders

- .:*

pizzarama

colUqE nd.

255 5808
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Dean Allen

To Advise Wood
On Educational Programs
President Robert Wood announced today that Dwight Allen, in addition

to his responsibilities as Dean of the University's School of Education at
Amherst, will take on additional duties advising the President on a
University-wide basis.

Dean Allen will assist the President regarding a variety of issues
relating to educational innovation and outreach, both within the
University and in cooperation with other colleges and universities in
Massachusetts and throughout New England.
To begin with, President Wood has asked Dean Allen to assist him on

three specific projects:
1. Evaluating the pace and status of educational change within the

University;

2. Serving as the President's chief representative on the inter-
mstitutional Professional Advisory Task Force which is involved in
planning for a Massachusetts Open University; and

3. Working with the New England Public university presidents and
their Joint Operations Committee to explore regional approaches to
improving teaching throughout the area.

In announcing the appointment, President Wood said, "I know this new
association will be constructive and fruitful, and of invaluable assistance
to the University as it confronts the difficult educational challenges of the
1970's."

Add Or Drop
By Oct. 5th

"To Drop or Not to
Drop". ..that is the question.
But you had better do it before
Friday, October 5th. Make sure
all pass-fail and drop-add
forms are completed by then.

The Flu Is

The Flu Is
The University Health Services

has been advised by the Depart-
ment of Public Health that
Massachusetts will experience an
epidemic of influenza this year.
Both the London strain of In-

Brother Indicated

In Cavalieri Murder

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

NEW BEDFORD, Mass. CAP) -A
witness in the murder trial of

Edward S. Lykus testified Monday
that 13-year-old Paul Cavalieri
was shot and killed last fall by his

own brother, not by the defendant.
William Delaney, 31, of Taunton

said the victim's brother, Anthony
Cavalieri, told him the shooting
had occurred in a car after an
argument between the two
brothers. Delaney said Lykus,
Richard Pardiff and the Cavalieri
brothers were present during the

shooting.

Delaney testified while the New

England Superior Court jury was
excused from the courtroom.
Delaney said Lykus told him all

four were high on pills. He said
Lykus told him where $49,000 was
hidden and asked Delaney to pick it

up.

Lykus, 20, of Woonsocket, R.I., is

charged with the kidnap-murder of

the Cavalieri youth, who disap-

peared from his North Attleboro
home last Nov. 2. The victim's
parents paid a $50,000 ransom, but
their son's body was discovered
April 12 in North Attleboro.

Coming!
Cotning!

fluenza A and some Influenza B are
expected.

The U.S. Public Health Service
has not recommended im-
munization against influenza for

individuals under the age of 50 who
are in good general halth. For
students who have chronic heart
disease, chronic lung disease,
chronic kidney disease, or diabets,

immunization against influenza

can be obtained at the University
Health Services. You may call the

Appointment Desk at 5-0057 for an
appointment. Because our supply
of the vaccine is limited, we give

first priority to those students with
chronic medical conditions.

MDC
Classifieds

Sell

If you're looking

for ihe best
submarine
sandwich

in -town

i

at fne Hungry V

Beat the numbers...
The world's first calculators that challenge
computers and fit into your pocket.

Are you spending too much time solving prob-
lems the old-fashioned way— with slide rule,

ordinary calculator or paper and pencil?

Solve problems in seconds, with one of the

same calculators used by professionals in your

field-the HP-35 Scientific Pocket Calculator,

the HP-45 Advanced Scientific Pocket Calcu-
lator, or the HP-80 Business Pocket Calculator

Hewlett-Packard calculators give you more pow-
er, more accuracy, more storage registers and
more features than ordinary calculators. For

example, the HP-35 gives you up to 10 digit

accuracy, a floating decimal point, and a range
of 200 decades (10-" to 10"). The HP-45 also

gives you automatic conversions, offers you a

choice of fixed or scientific notation, and per-

forms register and vector arithmetic. And the
HP-80 is pre-programmed with 3 dozen financial

functions

Right now, an HP calculator can help you get
better grades, because it . .

.

• SAVES TIME in solving problems— just press

the keys'

• GUARANTEES ACCURACY for fewer mistakes

• OFFERS COMPUTER-LIKE POWER (no wait-

ing for school machine)

• REPLACES TABLES AND PAPER-AND-PEN-
CIL CALCULATIONS

• OPERATES SILENTLY for use in classroom,
library or dorm

• GOES ANYWHERE (fits in pocket or purse.
weighs but 9 ounces)

COME IN TODAY FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION of the complete line of
Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators

The University Store

Amherst, MA.

HEWLETT tip] PACKARD

Salet. ser.ice and support in 172 centers in 65 countries

. * **T. *-
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The Joys Of Apathy
By BOB ROSSMAN

Question-who needs ulcers? Answer-nobody. Ulcers are not just the
gimmick of the older generation, but they are infiltrating our ranks moi •

rapidly than anyone would care to believe. Oh, you say that we're old
enough to have them? After all, college has a lot of pressures like keeping
up the ol' marks and trying to figure out where you'll be and what you'll
do when you get out But take a look at your younger brothers and sisters,
who are only in high school. They've got pressures too. Adolescence,
marks, meeting the opposite sex, and the thought of college (which we all

know ain't exactly no thornless bed of roses). I have a friend who's a
senior in high school that nas an ulcer. I thought at first that it was
unusual, but he was telling me how some of his buddies have ulcers too.
They get together and have Maalox parties.

If something doesn't happen soon, I can definitely see the trend getting
to the point where a doctor delivers a baby, and when he whacks the kid,
the kid cries so hard that he grabs his stomach, and pukes all over the
doctor That's bad enough, but the doctor's already had his ulcer since
med school, and barfs back all over the kid. Big mess-and unnecessary.

I can't claim to be able to cure ulcers, but I can offer a remedy for their
prevention-APATHY. It may sound all too simplistic, but if it is, why are
their still so many ulcers floating around 9 That's easy. Too many people
believe apathy is a bad thing. But when used in a conscientiously applied
program apathy is really good
Take the government (please). If we just left it alone, we wouldn't have

the Watergate hearings cluttering up afternoon television. But no, 've had
to go screw things up, and now the housewives of America can't watch
their favorite soap operas every day. Or, we read about how people of the
country got out in force, and campaigned vigorously for George
McGovern. Look at how much good we did for him. If we just sat back, he
probably would have at least carried South Dakota.
Take school People who have majors that demand diligent and con-

tinuous work are always worrying, "Are these problems right?", "How
did I do on that last exam?", and finally, "I wonder what professor Hitler

(Continued on P. 11)

Now that Agnew has got himself

in a real mess, many political

analysts across the country are

taking the opportunity to demand
changes in the laws concerning

Vice Presidents. One commentator
has gone so far as to recommend
abolition of the office completely.

While this position has its at-

tractive qualities, it also poses
some problems. I suppose the Vice
Presidency is the most agonizing

and least understood office in

Washington, as I'm sure Tom
Eagleton would agree and he never
made it to election day. "A pitcher

of warm spit" is the tasteful phrase
John Garner used to describe his

office, and God knows even Nixon
didn't have much fun as V.P. The
political rewards of holding that

office are questionable as well, not

since 1836 has an incumbent Vice
President succeeded in winning the

top spot through the electoral

process.

In 1972, former Massachusetts
Governor "Chub" Peabody ran a
separate campaign for the Vice
Presidential nomination. He is now
on a committee, chaired by Hubert
Humphrey, that is attempting to

come to grips with the V.P.
selection process, and hopefully
make some reasonable demands
for change. The Eagleton affair

brought before the public the
behind the scenes conniving that
takes place at party conventions,
raising the question of the criterion
used for selection. Is ability the
issue, or is geographical base and
vote getting potential more im-
portant. It has always been
assumed that a ticket must be
balanced, but never considered at

whose expense. Undoubtedly, if a
candidate for the Presidency were
not dependent on his running mate
for attracting votes, then the
course of history would have been
significantly altered. The most
frequently mentioned example of

this is whether John Kennedy
would have chosen Lyndon
Johnson if he had not been con-
cerned about votes. It would seem,
and indeed did to many of Ken-
nedy's aides, that Johnson would
have been more help to a
Democratic President as Senate
Majority Leader than as running
mate. But of course there would
have been no administration
without first winning the election,
and that was the main concern. It

has been suggested that in 1968

UDktS >H,nc6?LvRfty

Spiro Agnew was selected to run

with Nixon because he was
relatively unknown and could do

little harm to the ticket. As one

Nixon aide put it "we really

wanted him ( Nixon) to run alone".

So this is the stuff that Vice

Presidents are made of, and it is no

wonder that a committee is

studying the problem. Some
possibilities for reform have been
promoted, some of them are: A
separate campaign and separate

vote in the general election for the

V.P. candidate: , or a separate
campaign at the convention and in

the primaries: , or the second
largest vote getter at the con-

vention receiving the nomination
for V.P.:, or finally, eliminating

the office altogether, with the

Speaker of the House second in line

of succession to the President. All

of these proposals have their good
and bad points, but the last

suggestion to eliminate the office

seems to me a bit radical. After all,

if anything happened to the
President, it could mean a dif-

ferent political party in the White
Hose, and the way we operate
things it could take forever to get

things moving again. The other

suggestions leave open the
possibility of two running mates of

conflicting ideologies, or from the

same section of the country. It is

necessary for a President to get
along with his Vice President, and
to avoid an atmosphere of distrust

or disloyalty. The only thing that

could be worse than the present
situation is to have the two top
people in our government carrying
on a struggle for power. It could
lead to public contradictions of

policy statements, attacks by each
other in the press, and in short a
situation not unlike the "banana
republics" to our South. Let's face
it, if Agnew can rip the Justice
Dept. apart, imagine what he
would do if, say, Pete McCloskey
were his President!

I feel a reasonable alternative
would be a candidate for the
Presidency running for that office
strictly on his own. Once elected,

he would be free to chose a running
mate without the pressures of vote
getting potential. The choice could
be subject to Congressional ap-
proval, and the limitations could be
two: no member of his family, and
no resident of his home state, and
of course the normal requirements
as prescribed by the Consitution. A
rushed decision might be avoided
this way, and it could hopefully
lead to a more active role by Vice
Presidents in the future.

Another question at present,
however, is if Spiro Agnew resigns
or is forced out of office, should a
Democratic controlled Congress
approve a nominee who is a
potential GOP Presidential can-
didate? I say why the hell not?
Partisan politics should have
nothing to do with approval, only
qualifications to hold the office

should be considered. And besides,

history has shown that V.P.'s have
enjoyed little success in using that

office to ascend to the top spot. In
that light it is perhaps the wiser
course for the Democrats to ap-
prove the likes of John Connally,
as it would probably do him more
harm than good in the long run.

Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian
Columnist.

Social Stagnation?
By DENNIS SIMKOWSKI

The University becomes a maligned community of higher learning, a
perfunctory perpetuity, a concrete and mortar bastion when pervasive
proportions of an unnecessary additive turn up in the mix. (Pardon the
Agnewesque) To put it more succinctly, is the goal of the University
constructive social change or social stagnation? That is for you to decide,
for the course you choose will embody your total existence. Or will it be a
fragmentation, a contradiction, a feeling of emptiness? Will it be the path
of least resistence, one mapped by the illegitimate power structure,
pentagod, Mars, Mammon and the "team"? Indeed, there are team
players within the academic circle and by their fruits they become
known.
We may observe the tip of the iceberg...certain academicians on this

campus are in direct complicity with the Warfare State. Their bankrolls
are now being fattened at the expense of whom in the future? The excuse
offered by the players of the game usually centers on academic freedom
but that freedom is in no way absolute. There are conditions. Academic
freedom is the liberty to pursue and teach relevant knowledge and to
discuss it freely without restriction from school or public officials or from
other sources of influence. Classified government projects will NOT BE
DISCUSSED OPENLY, unless the individual wants to lose his subsidy
and face indictment.
Aside from covert faculty operations, there's the UMass branch of the

US Army. Here arc some excerpts from Army releases dated 9-21-73:

~( A Lieutenant Colonel) was cited for the role he played in managing
and supervising the request for and preliminary development of thearmy s proposed advanced attack helicopter. He is presently a PHD
candidate in aerospace engineering at The University of Massachusetts
in Amherst.
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S honored for ^e duties he performed while serving

with the depu y chief of staff for intelligence. United States Army Europe.
VVhile currently assigned as an instructor with the US Army ROTC in-
structor group at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst....

They were "cited and "honored" in ceremonies conducted by the
Professor of Military Science at this University. (Incidentally, a
•distinguished military graduate" of the game "will be assigned to the
fourth Mechanized Infantry Division" after he completes the Signal
Corps Officers' Basic Course at Fort Gordon, Georgia. There he will
receive reinforcement of the UMASS INDOCTRINATION.)
The Warfare State's educational game plan is a REAL BUMMER!

Dennis Simkowski is a Collegian commentator.

Unity Slate
By BARBARA BUGLEY, JOHN O'KEEFE, AND JOHN PEPI

The Unity Slate is coming! We wouldn't josh you. Soon to be running for
the Student Senate is a large group (35 on and off campus) of brothers and
sisters who feel the necessity to campaign on specific issues directly
relating to the student concerns.

Some weeks ago, a number of students, in response to this need, began
to formulate plans for a Unity Slate. Out of this slate developed the
following platform.

I) The Unity Slate believes that the bus service should be restored and
expanded.

2)The Unity Slate opposes any further tuition hikes or rents and fees
increases.

3) The Unity Slate believes that the purchase of meal tickets should be
optional.

4) The unity Slate opposes cutbacks in financial aid to students in need.
Students should organize to resist any such moves.

5) The Unity Slate is in favor of equal pay for student workers.
6)The Unity Slate opposes any parking fee hikes.

7) The Unity Slate supports the vigorous pursuit of student initiated
innovation in the University's academic program, with the goal of
providing maximum individual control over the learning process.

8) The Unity Slate is committed to insuring that the University
vigorously enforces programs which are designed to reduce the effects of
institutional racism and sexism on Women and Third World people, such
as the Affirmative Action program.

9) The Unity Slate is committed to the use of United Farmworkers
grapes and lettuce in all University outlets.

10) The Unity Slate supports maximum student participation in the
governance of the University and its programs, and full student control
over Student matters and those areas funded solely by Students.

II) The Unity Slate supports the demand of the residents of the
residential colleges for full autonomy, and for a real financial com-
mittment from the University to see them carried out.

12) The Student Senate should be committed to building the Student
Government Association into a Union of Students, acting as an
autonomous voice for students, with an independent economic base.

13) The Unity Slate proposes a S.G.A. sponsored program of power
structure research into the University of Mass., designed to demfctify the
structure and processes of the Univ. and reveal its true role in the larger
social systrm.

Running as Commuters on the slate are: Walter Spaderna, Alwin Sch-
midt, Buffy Weisserman, Barbara Bagley, Dana Marchant, Mark
Mawrence, Skip Caspar, Jerry Morton, John O'Keefe, Tom Spriggs,
Elyse Cann, Jim Reardon, Wendell Horner, Billie Stuart, Karen Geary,
Jim Cooras, Eric Aalto, Smokey Singleton.

Look in your dorms for people running with the Unity Slate. Elections
are Tues -Wed.-Thurs. in the Cape Cod Lounge for Commuters and in the
dorms for others.

VOTE FOR STUDENT POWER

!

Barbara Bagley, John O'Keefe, and John Pepi.are members of Unity
Slate.

Zamir Nestelbaum

Freshman Bullshit Blues

usee
By CHRISTOPHER SANDS

Last spring an arrogant looking fellow with a pointy chin and a con-
servative haircut was taped in living color at the studios of WHYN
channel 40 Springfield. In a voice that would have blown any speaker with
a low frequency response he claimed attendance at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst After this punch line of special effects he pulled
a reverse on the audience and delivered a brief, fairly concise argument
against tuition bills before the state legislature. It was, in part this

"monumental" rebuttal which allowed UMass students the continued
privilege of getting high on education and the fumes of the Stockbridge
manure pile at a stable figure of $300 per year. However, people were
tickled more by the comedy than cause as many a TV room errupted with
the question, "who was that fagot on channel 40?"

Well, the gentleman whose sexual tendencies are in popular
declaration is a member of the USCC (University and Student Com-
munication Council) a RSO (Recognized Student Organization) group. It

was set up several years ago in response to student demands for more
responsibility in matters concerning student life. The purpose of the
USCC, which is funded by the Student Senate, is to keep the student body
of all state schools aware and responsive to issues which may affect them
directly or indirectly. In short the USCC is an "unofficial student lobby"
that is run and supported by students. These goals are achieved by
testifying at legislative committee hearings, conferring with state

politicians and issuing public statements of opinion.

Last year's activities included testifying before the education com-
mittee, writing up and mailing newsletters to the state's legislators,

researching education bills for representatives, comenting on radio
programs and yes, taping a couple of TV rebuttals. As you have probably
figured out by now this letter is a sneaky attempt to arouse some in-

terested souls to become involved with the USCC. It's a good opportunity to

help your interests as student or potential political slickster. There will be
an informal and brief meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 105. Even if you're "iffy" about it come and talk to the folks

anyway.

Christopher Sands is a member of USCC.

The Joys Of Apathy
(Continued from P. 10)

gave me for the course? ". That's four years of aggravation and ulcers-
but. for what? You go out into the real world and start to worry all over
again. Who needs it? If you really want to save your health, all you really
have to do is transfer to the school of education. You never heard of

anybody taking all those pass-fail courses getting ulcers, did you?
Course not.

Then there are those who worry about every little thing. These worries
build up. Here's some advice. Get some people together and head for the
Bluewall Have a lot of laughs and get drunk When you finally wake up.

youll have a much better out look on life (that is unless you're hung over,
wich is also good because you won't care about anything anyway). If you
don't indulge, sleep is a very good substitute. One good way to accomplish
this is to start all the studying you've been putting off for so long and
worrying about
Apathy is the coming thing. I can notice the trend When I tell

somebody that I write for the Collegian, the response is. nine times out of

ten. is. "so what ". These people have the right idea. After all, milk is

great, but I wouldn't want to make it the staple of my diet. So the next
time you tell someone about your problems, and he says. "Who cares",
thank him. You have no idea what a good friend he is.

Bob Rossman is a Collegian commentator.

One day last week, while strolling around the base
of that great idol that the University has just so
recently erected, a symbol to the ETERNAL
PHALYNX, also known as the new Library (which
was just the excuse for this oddly shaped monument)

,

I ran into an old friend of mine standing, gazing
blankly upward to its crest. His name was Louie
Fishtank, one of the famed Lexington Fishtanks. The
Fishtanks as you probably know have a glorious
history in their lineage. Louie's great grandfather,
George Washington Fishtank, made his fortune with
Boss Tweed in the famous Tweed Ring during the
Grant administration. His Uncle Lance Fishtank
grew wealthy during the depression in selling steel to
the Japanese. His father Fred Fishtank has waxed
well selling hashpipes and assorted paraphenelia.
Knowing as I did of the Famous Fishtank streak of
insecurity and unbalance found in all of their clan, I

approached my friend cautiously, realizing his
probable troubles as a freshman.
"Hey Louie baby!!! What's happening!" I

delicately screamed.
"Not much. Sure is a long way down!" Louie said

still glaring fixedly upwards. This statement puzzled
me-as we were looking up, so it was a long way up and
not down.
"What's troublin ya Lou. School getting ya down?"

I offered.

"I haven't gone yet. Say by the way, they haven't
named this thing have they?"
"No, not yet. Why?"
"The Fishtank Memorial Library! Sounds kind of

nice don't it?"

"Look, Lou, you need a drink! let's go down to the
Hatch and throw a few down the hatch ! !

!

" I chortled,
pleased with myself for that pun.

"Alright," he said and walked off briskly, and I

followed at his heels.

"I'm bummed out'" was the first thing that Louie
said once we got our drafts. "This whole fuckin scene
sucks!!!"

"I know it does, Lou, but ya gotta hang in there,
stick em! hit em low! hit em fast! and hit em hard!
Sure it's third and twenty but—don't punt ! !

!

" giving
him the old Boyden Banter I was accustomed to

hearing. "Anyway, what in particular is bumming
you out?"

"The Dining Commons. Why should I have to eat
that garbage every day and night? A Fishtank is used
to better. Who ever heard of a Fishtank eating
macaroni and cheese, and three straight days no less.

It's been barf on a bun without the bun every night
this week."
"Right you are on every count!" I chimed in en-

couragingly.

"And you know what I'm gonna do? You know
what? I'm gonna have a hunger strike until the
University gives me a free pass for the T.O.C.,
Steakout, Jolly Bull and Domino's Pizza!!! That's
what I'm gonna do or

"

"OR what Lou! OR what?" I couldn't help
inquiring.

"Or I'm gonna get me the next plane to San
Francisco and be no. 500 off the Golden Gate Bridge.
You know since no. 499 jumped a couple of weeks ago,
they've had constant patrols, roving television

cameras and lots of tourists. A Fishtank's got to go in

style!! Anyway, that'll show the University!"
"Lou Lou! You are fucked up!!!" (I said trying

shock treatment.) "That won't show a thing. Why
they'll be glad of it—you know—it'll put UMass in the
News. What you got is a bad case of the Freshman
Bullshit Blues, the infamous FBB's which cuts so
many a promisin Umie down before their prime (I

said trying to bolster his stupid ego). I've got just the
solution. What you want to do is fight fire with fire.

Fight bullshit with bullshit. Fight bureaucracy with
beaurocracy. Fight ego tripping with ego tripping.

Fight arrogance with arrogance, and most important
of all, fight worthlessness with worthlessness ! !

!

"

"How?" Louie jabbered, his eyes glowing with
desire, his mouth foaming in anticipation, "How,
Man, How!!!"
"Simple, join the Student Senate!!!"

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian columnist.

Letters To

The Editor

See Page 13
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Student Government
Craves New Blood

Dorms -5-9 p.m.

Greeks - in S & F Houses

New Africa House - 9 a.m. • 5 p.m

Commuters:

Dukes Room

S.U. 9 a.m. • 5 p.m.

Letters To The Editor

Respect Yourself, Man!
To the Editor:

Tired of having your phallus

used as a stepping stone for high

heels (or nowadays, combat
boots)? Get out from under. Get
back on top where you belong.

When I walk around the UMass,
or just about anywhere these days,

I see the same thing. Males
groveling before a bunch of

females for a smile or date or

piece. And I know full well that if

any of their man friends acttd

towards them or pulled the same
bull on them that these women do,

the services would be held at noon
of the same day.

But it's fashionable these days
for not only females to be women's
libbers (at least to the point that

suits their own personal desires)

but for men to "buy some of it." Be
just enough of a sympathizer to

"be allowed" at the same table,

but with a quiet John Wayne

reserve that you can take home
with you and look in the mirror and
think about bygone days, and try to
convince yourself that you still

respect you, that you're still a
man. No good my friend.

Respect yourself, man. Without
it you've got nothing. And that's
just what women are doing these
days. Trying to leave us with
nothing And doing a darn good job
of it to. Somewhere in this quag-
mire there may be a woman who
really wants to live on an equal
plane with a man. But I doubt it.

"Whv settle for equal when you can
be superior!" They nit-pick at

women's gripes about their up-
bringing, orientation,- job op-
portunity, discrimination. Like it

all belongs to them. Men have the
life of Riley. We know better.

Women don't want to be on top
man. In the final anaylsis they
want to be dominated not

God Loves Jews, Too
To The Editor:

I am reported in a Collegian

column by Matt Tackeff (Sept. 2)

as having said at the Agape Week's
evening featuring Arthur Katz that

"the Jews would be forgiven by

God in the end". I do not deny that

statement, but standing alone it

gives a completely false im-
pression of what I intended to say

and think I said. I said that the

message of the Epistle to the

Romans in particular, and I think

of the Bible as a whole, is that all,

—

Jews, Christians, pagans—all will

be forgiven in the end. God is

revealed in the Torah and the

prophets and in Christ as being so

forgiving that the concept of Hell

as a final destination for anyone is

repugant to believers.

My statement as reported in

Tackeff 's column seems perhaps to

give the impression that I am
saying that Christians are now
forgiven and that Jews and others

who are not Christians can look for

forgiveness only in the future. I

would correct that by saying that

all of us. Christians and non-

Christians equally, are now
forgiven our defiance of God's will

as we truly repent of our rebellion

and strive to be obedient, and are

now forgiven our ignorance of

God's will if such ignorance is not

our fault. However, all of us,

Christians as well as others, have
present sins that we refuse to

repent of through a firm belief that
tney are not sins; and all of us,

Christians as well as others, have
our way of refusing new truths that

God would have recognize and
accept. Therefore all of us have
some lack of and some need for

God's forgiveness now, a
forgiveness that god's character
and power guarantees us all in the

future.

I do associate with Katz and the

Christians who sponsored Agape
Week in the claim that whoever
comes to acknowledge Jesus as the

most complete revelation of God
that men are capable of receiving
will receive tremendous blessings

as well as new challenges which
are not available to those who have
not made this acknowledgement;
but speaking as a member of the

Christian community, I apologize

to the Jewish community for any
implication that Agape Week may
have given that Jews are in any
way less beloved by God than
Christians.

The Rev. Langford Baldwin
Associate Minister

domineering. But like any inef-

fectual sexist with a litte power,
they let it go straight to their

crotch. They go wagging it around
in one hand and have a ball-pen
hammer in the other. They're ball

busters man. Watch out!

So what do you do? You stop
playing their game. Their game
their rules, they got to win man.
Don t follow after wth eager eyes
and listen to inane conversations,
hoping for a little attention. Get
away from them. You don't need
them. They need you. It's a
question of who does the leading.

Women want to be equal? Don't
pay for their drinks while they
stick theirs in the bank. Don't take
them to Valle's and have to eat
crow for the rest of the week. Put
them on the same plane. They say
something you don't iike, do
something you don't dig on, react
like you would towards a man. See
how long they want to accept a
man's responsibility towards life

without the crutch of saying "but
I'm a woman," or "but you asked
me out" or when things don't go
quite right just be a little looser

and you're bound to get some
clown to take you in for awhile. All

it costs is a little sex, no emotion.
The point is there is absolutely no

way that man and woman can co-

exist as equals. Every now and
then you may find a cat and dog
that live in the same house
peaceably, but it's not common.

In any relationship someone
dominates. I don't care if it's by 1

per cent or 100 per cent it's not
equal. No bunch of namby-pamby
pseudo-intellectual male
castrators are going to hold a club
over the heads of men.
We can live together as soon as

males realize the difference bet-

ween being a boy and a man and
accept the attitude and respon-

sibility of manhood.
Timothy P. Walbridge

Have No Car, Will Travel
To The Editor:

Yes, it's true that Amherst was not built for cars. And, as James Cope,
town planner says, "building new roads is not the best solution to our
traffic problem. The best solution is to make the automobile un-
necessary." Then why build the Northeast Bypass at all? Why tear up
trees and farmland and meadow, create arguments about where to end
the road -just to spread the noise and air pollution and traffic around?
Instead, the town and university should cooperate on a bus system that
would truly make it possible for everyone to travel to campus without a
car.

Elisa Campbell

Eating The Little Ones
To The Editor:

There are those who say the SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY is all wet in

claiming that the wealth of the country keeps on concentrating into fewer
and fewer hands.

Well, a wire dispatch from Washington reports last year resulted in

39,000 fewer farms than in the previous year.

The BIG ones are eating up the little ones.

This proves the SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY is right.

THAT'S ANOTHER reason why the program of the SOCIALIST
LABOR PARTY -REAL SOCIALISM-NOT as in England, Russia,
Sweden, etc.; is needed more than ever before.

Now that a truce has been declared in Vietnam, let's see if capitalism
can make it without the stimulent of war.

Nathan Pressman

The
un-dormitories.

C .reat oft-Cdinpus living—indooisand out—at eitheroftwo mod-
ern apartment complexes,only minutesawav by caror bikefrom
Amhwst College,downtownAmherstor UMa^s.Now accepting
applications for September.

1

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

•1,2,3bedrmapts.
• heat& air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

•towns for softball,

football, badminton

RENT: FROM $18S

CAU41l-2Sb-aSJ4

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• tooiny dosets, st< >rage

• vvalko-wall carpeting

• nuster 1V antenna

• modern kitchens

• vlt-c loaning ovens

• eltxinc ranges

• M.unlosWeel sinks

• dtshwashers/ldispo5ais

• 2-door refrigeraton

•laundry facilities

• swimming pool

RENT: 1200.' month.
uiiiiiiirs itu ludi'ili

C All 41 M*V »*>

MDC Classifieds
IT First Day

50' Each Additional Day

MSP-AAUP
presents

Rights of Non-tenured Faculty
by

Attorney David Reuben.
Deputy Counsel National Education Association
Former Counsel to U.S. Civil Rights Commission

Thursday, Oct. 4th
7:30 p.m.

Campus Center - Rm. 162
All members of the Academic community are invited.

* TTi
r'XSstr J.

.
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ONCE A KNIGHT FELT COMPELLED
TO GET IT CM ANP TELL IT LIKE IT

IS SO HE COUL9 GET HIS HEAD
STRAIGHT ANP PUT LXWN ANY"

BAP VIBES THAT MIGHT BE GOING
DOWN! BETWEEN HIMSELF ANP
HIS ROOMMATE, A PRAGON.
ANP HE PIP SAY: "LOOK, MAN,
YOU OWE ME SEVERAL CARLOAPS
OF SCHAEFER BEER ANP IT'S

ABOUT TIME YOU PIP SOMETHING
FOR ME. IF YOU GET ME A PATE.
I'LL FORGET ABOUT THE BEER."

AND THE DRAGON PIP AGREE ANP
PIP REPAIR TO THE PHONE BOOTH
OF THE LOCAL TAVERN WHERE
THE NAMES OF SEVERAL WILLING

MAIDENS WERE LISTED. BUT
ALAS, HE MET WITH LITTLE

SUCCESS FOR THE KNIGHT WAS
KNOWN By ONE AND ALL TO BE,

IN THE PARLANCE OF THE
UNlVERSITA^AN^INNySKAY
EEPCRAY'O)

BUT, NOT WILLING TO FORFEIT
THE CHANCE TO ERADICATE HIS
DEBILITATING DEBT THE PRAGON
PIP REPAIR TO THE CAMPUS
NOVELTy SHOP.

WHERE HE PIP ACQUIRE A
SUITABLE MATCH FOR ONE SO
GIFTED AS THE KNIGHT.

.

BLAME ITON THEBOSSA NOVA \f
J BLUE TAIL FWfSORRENTOOO
AS HAWAI I GOES. SO GOES THE
NATION . . . BECAUSE IT HAS
HAIR UNDER ITS WINGS. . . SO
HE DECIDEDTP KEEPTHE DOG.

SO DR CASEY DECIDES TO RUN AW
ANGI06RAM ON DR20RBA BECAUSE
THEOLD GUY TRIEDTO DO ATATTOO
TRANSPLANT ON A RETIRED
SAILOR WHICH IS A DEFINITE
VIOLATION OF THE HIPPOCRATIC
OATH. HOW DOYA LIKE THE METS?
NICE DAY HUH? 00YOU KNIT?
MARCEL PROUST? MACRAME?
I ONLY HAVE A WEEK TO LIVE

AKIP THE KNIGHT, IN PREPARATION
FOR HIS*RENDEZ-VOUS"C2) DID GROOM
HIMSELF MOST FASTIDIOUSLY ANP PIP

PUT ON ICE PLENTY OF SCHAEFER
BEER, LONG KNOWN TO BE THE
PERFECT ELIXIR FOR *TRySTING"(3)

BECAUSE IT HAS FLAVOR THAT

COMES ON BRIGHT & CRISP, EVEN
AS EVENTIPE FADES TO MORN

.

ANP SO HE PIP BEGIN TO ENTERTAIN
THE MAID IN HIS CHAMBERS. HE PIP

COURT HER WITH"THE BEST IN FOLK

MUSIC,* 'BIG HITS OF THE FORTIES/
ANP THEN PIP REGALE HER WITH
HIS POLITICAL WISPOM.

UNPAUNTEP HE WENT ON TO RECITE
"GREAT MOMENTS IN MEDICINE* AND
WHISPEREP SWEET NOTHINGS.
A/HENCE HE DIP MAKE HIS MOVE.

PROVING ONCE AGAIN THAT:"lF

BEAUTY IS ONLY SKIN-PEEF> IT'S

GOOP TO TAKE YOUR ARMOR OFF
FIRST. *

1 iWtYSKAY EEPCPAV (PIS JtlQ NOT SOCIALLY OfSiRABLE 2. RFNDCZ-VOUS fFR.) THE SIMULTANEOUS CONJUNCTION Of T*0 SUBJECTS AT TME SAME POINT IN TIME- KXi. 3 T(?«TIN6: (01) TME GETTING Of- IT ON.

Schaeter Breweries. New York, NY, Baltimore. Md .
Lehigh Valley, Pa

Exam Schedule
AJULEXAMStM 7MPM

UNLESSOTHERWISE INDICATED
OCT. I. Mon., CHEM -»1B - ENGE-AUD - a 30-9 00 PM)
OCT. 2. Tue ,

PHYSICS - 141 - ENGE-AUD, GOES-AUD, GOES-PET. HAS 20. 124. 126, 134
- (6.'30-8:00 PM).

OCT. 3. Wed, MATH -101 -ENGE-AUD. ENGE-106-108. GUN 10-11 HAS-20 124 126 134
- (7:00-8:30 PM).
MATH 102 - MRS! 132 134 -- (7:00-8:30 PM)
MATH-103 - HERT-231. SBA-100-102 ~ (7.00-8:30 PM)
PSYCH-325-2 THOM-104, 106

CHEM-261A - GOES-AUD, GOES-PET
OCT. 4. Thu - ACCTG - 221 - HERT-231 -- (7:00-10:30 PM)
ACCTG-221-320 - SBA-5. 116 -- (7:00-10:00 PM).

OCT. 9, Tue - SOCIOL-257 THOM-104, 106.

ASTRON-100-5 - HAS-20, 134.

PSYCH-263 - SBA-120. SBA MAHAR, THOM-102
FD & A E 281 HAS 124, 126

OCT. 18, Wed - MGT-201 - SBA-120, SBA MAHAR
BIOCHEM-223-523 - HAS-20, 124 - (6:30-8:00 PM)
PSYCH-260-11 - HAS 126. 134 - (7:30-9:30 PM).
PSYCH-325-3 - THOM-104, 106

OCT. II. Thu - ASTRON-100-1, 2 - HAS-20, 124, 134.

PSYCH-252 - THOM-102 - (6:30-8:00 PM)
PHYSICS-161 - HAS-126

OCT. 15, Mon. MGT-ACCTG-110 SBA-116, 120, SBA MAHAR
PL SOIL S-2 PHB-AUD

OCT. 16, Tue ZOOL-101 - GOES-AUD, GOES-PET, HAS-20, 124, 126, 134, SBA 120 SBA
MAHAR, THOM-102, 104. 106.

OCT. 17. Wed. - CHEM-261C - GOES-AUD, GOES-PET - (7:00-8:30 PM)
PSYCH-260-11 - HAS-126, 134 -(7:30-9:30 PM).

OCT. 18. Thu. - GEOL-101 - ENGE-AUD. ENGE-106-108
ACCTG-120 GOES-AUD, GOES-PET, HAS-20, 124, nERT-227, SBA-116 SBA 120
THOM-102, 104, 106 - (7;00-9:30 PM)
ITAL-110 - HERT-231.

OCT. 23. Tue. - CHEM-112 - ENGE-AUD, ENGE-106-108
OCT. 24. Wed. - CHEM-111 - ENGE-AUD. ENGE-106-108, GOES-AUD, GOES-PET MOR
AUD. MOR-203. MRST 132-134. HAS-20, 124. 126. 1 ;. CHEN-227, SBA-MAHAR. THOM 106
GUN 10-11

GERMAN-110 - THOM-102, 104 (7:30-8:30 PM)
PSYCH-270 SBA-120. HERT-227.

OCT. 25. Thu HIST-150. 25-30 - THOM-102, 106 - (6:30-8:00 PM)
ASTRON-100. 3-4 - HAS-20, 124, 126

PHYSICS-181 - MOR AUD
PHYSICS-141 - CHEN-227, ENGE-AUD. ENGE-106-108, GOES-AUD, GOES-PET GUN-

10-11. HAS-134, HOLD-202-203 - (6:30-8:00 PM)
OCT. 29. Mon - CHEM-261B - ENGE-AUD - (7;30-9:00 PM)
OCT. 31. Wed - PSYCH-325-2 - SBA-MAHAR, SBA-100-102
GENBUS-250 GOES-AUD, GOES-PET - (6:00-10:00 PM).

NOV. 1. Thu - SOCIOL-257 THOM-104. 106

ACCTG-221 HERT-231 - (7:00-10:30 PM)
ACCTG-221-320 SBA-5, 116 - (7:00-10:00 PM)

NOV. 5. Mon. - ASTRON-100-5 - HAS-20. 134.

NOV. «. Tue - MATH-101 - ENGE-AUD. ENGE-106-108. GOES-AUD. HAS-20, 124. 126 134 -

- (7:00-8:30 PM).
MATH- 102 - HOLD-202-203 - (7:00-8:30 PM)
MATH 103 - SBA-120 - (7:00-8:30 PM).

NOV. 7. Wed. - CHEM-261C - GOES-AUD. GOES -PET (7:00-8 30 PM)
PSYCH-260-11 - HAS 124, 126 - (7:30-9:30 PM)
PSYCH-325-3 SBA-MAHAR
CHEM-261A - ENGE-AUD, ENGE-106-108

NOV. 12, Mon. GEOL-101 - ENGE-AUD. ENGE-106-108.
NOV. 13. Tue. - ASTRON-100, 1-2 - HAS-20. 124. 134

MGT-ACCTG-110 - ENGE AUD, GOES-AUD, GOES-PET. SBA 120
PSYCH-263 SBA-MAHAR. THOM-102, 104

FD & A E-281 - THOM-106.
NOV. 14. Wed MGT-201 - SBA MAHAR. SBA 116. 120
BUDCHEM 223-523 HAS-20. 124 - (6:30-8:00 PM)

NOV. 15. Thu. - PSYCH-252 THOM-106 - (6:30-8:00 PM)
PHYSICS-161 HAS-126.

ACCTG-221-320 - SBA-5. 116 - (7:00-10:00 PM)
PHYSICS-141 - ENGE-AUD. ENGE-106-108. GOES-AUD, GOES-PET. HAS-20. 124 134 --

(6:30-8:00 PM)
NOV. 16. Fri - PSYCH 260-11 THOM-102 - (7:30-9:30 PM)
NOV. 19. Mon - CHEM-261B - ENGE-AUD - (7:30-9:30 PM)
ACCTG 120 GOES-AUD, GOES PET. GUN-10-11. HERT231, HAS-20, 124 126 134

MOR-AUD, MOR-203, THOM 104. 106 (7:00-9:30 PM)
PSYCH-325-2 - SBA MAHAR. SBA-120
PL SOIL S 2 - PHB-AUD

NOV. 20, Tue - ZOOL-101 GOES AUD. GOES PET. HAS 20. HERT 227. 231. MOR-AUD.
SBA 120. SBA MAHAR. THOM 102. 104. 106

NOV. 26. Mon - GERMAN 110 THOM-102. 104 - (7:30-8:30 PM)

(Continued on P. !8)

John Hancock's
Problem Is Solved
BOSTON ( AP) — Scientists and

engineers have wrestled for years
trying to keep the windows from
falling out of the tallest building in

New England. Now a spokesman
for the firm erecting the 60-story

John Hancock Tower says a
solution has finally been found.

Albert E. Prouty, vice president
of John Hancock Co. said today the
arthitects I.M. Pei & Partners
have developed a method for

reglazing the building's 10,300
windows with half-inch thick
reflective tempered glass.

Completion of the tower has been
delayed because insulating glass

units originally used for the win-
dows blew out of the building in

high winds and shattered.

Henry N. Cobb, principal ar-

chitect for the building, said
reglazing the glass will provide
maximum safety and comfort and
will not alter the appearance of the
building.

Staff Photo-Susan Ootdbaum
"It's beginning to look alot like Christmas. . .", and with only 175 shopping days left, the seventh floor

of John Adams is right into the holiday spirit. Does this mean finals are next week? Have I missed that
many classes?

O'Neill
On Stage
The UMass Department of

Theatre will present the second
offering of its repertory season,
Eugene O'Neill's MOON FOR THE
MISBEGOTTEN, this Thursday,
Friday and Saturday ( October 4-6)

in Bartlett Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Box office opens at 6 p.m.
For ticket information, call 545-

2579 between 1 and 5. Monday
through Friday. General ad-
mission will be $1.00 for this

Thursday, Friday and Saturday
only, and there will be no reserved
ickets for these performances.

UMass
Police

Emergency
5-3111

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Robert Gutltr, Conductor 739-4728

OPENING CONCERT —

ALL ORCHESTRAL
Tues., Oct. 16 - 8 p.m. Mu cipal Aud.

Round Trip Peter Pan Bus Service

Leaves I .Mass Campus Center — 6:20 p.m.
Amherst Center Terminal — 6:25 p.m.

Concert & bus tickets : CM. Bus Ticket Office
Amherst Center Bus Terminal

Contort Tickets: 'S 75 - '4 75 - *3.75

Students *2.00

Student Activities Policy Council
Any student involved in any of the following: on campus

publications, campus service organizations/ campus cultural

organizations, social action and political organizations,

academic organizations, off campus service organizations,

concert committee, other special interest groups, or residence
halls — you are needed on the STUDENT ACTIVITIES POLICY
COUNCIL. All interested persons should apply by October 10 by
submitting a brief resume of their activities and a statement as to

why you wish to be considered for this appointment to the

STUDENT SENATE OFFICE, 420 S.U. Any questions: Contact
David Booker, 5-0341.

LEND HAND
N.E.S. STILL NEEDS PEOPLE TO TUTOR SPRINGFIELD SCHOOL-CHILDREN ONE OR MORE

TIMES A WEEK IN BOTH OUR AFTERNOON AND EVENING PROGRAMS. IF YOU LIKE

WORKING WITH KIDS PLEASE CALL 545-0575 OR DROP IN THE N.E.S. OFFICE IN 426A

STUDENT UNION. TRANSPORTATION IS PROVIDED TO AND FROM SPRINGFIELD AND

ACADEMIC CREDIT IS AVAILABLE.
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Full Parking Enforcement Due Oct. 9
Full enforcement of all

parking regulations at UMass
will begin Tuesday, Oct. 9, at 7
a.m.

Exempted will be peripheral
lots 11, 12, and 13 (near the
football stadium, Frater-
nity/Sorority Park, and the
baseball field) where cars not
bearing new parking decals
may legally park until
Tuesday, Oct. 23, when the
second cycle of parking
requests has been processed.

Tampons arethe
easiest thing in

theworld...

once you know
what you're doing.

Kotex - has a complete Tampon
Introductory Kit that takes all

the trial and error out of your
first time. For starters, you get
a package of Kotex Regular
tampons—which are much
easier to use than those other
kind with bulky, blunt-end
tubes. Each Kotex tampon has
a rounded, narrower tip and
its own insertion guide. Then,
there's a special booklet, TELL
IT LIKE IT IS, that really does!
It answers all your "hows",
"whys", and "whens" about
tampons. You also get a tam-
pon lubricant and a zippered
purse-size cosmetic case.
Order your Kotex Tampon In-

troductory Kit today.

For your Kotex Tampon
Introductory Kit,

just send $1 .00 to

Kimberly-Clark Corp.
[Box 551 -CN,
i Neenah, Wis. 54956

NAME.

|| ADDRESS^
I

I

CITY.

STATE. -ZIP.

$ Kotax is a registered trademark

of Kimberly-Clark Corporation.

Until Oct. 9, vehicles may
park in their newly assigned
lots or in lots to which last
year's stickers entitle them.
After that date, vehicles may
park only according to lot
number on new parking decals.
All temporary parking decals
will have their time limits
extended to Oct. 9, according to
H.J. Littlefield, Jr., UMass
director of planning.
The UMass Parking and

Transportation Office this

week completed processing
about 12,000 applications for
parking registration. "We feel
the first-come, first served-
commitment to any member of
the University community has
been met," said Director
Littlefield.

He explained that by Oct. 4
all those who have requested
parking assignments should
have received either their
decals or letters informing
them that their first, second.

and third lot choices were filled

by the time their applications

were reached. This rejection

letter will give information on
lots remaining open, and in-

formation on campus bus
service from these lots to

various points on campus.
Complete on-campus but
schedules will be distributed

next week.

"Modifications and im-
provements to the parking and
transportation system ( in-

cluding possible resumption of

bus service to South Deerfield
and Belchertown) await ob-
servations of the system in full

operation, and input from the
consituent campus groups
through their representatives
on the newly constituted
Parking and Transportation
Council," according to Mr.
Littlefield. The Council will
accept comments from in-

dividual members of the
campus community.

Artist Paul Robeson Remembered
"A Salute to Paul Robeson" will

be held tonight at Bowker
Auditorium at 8. An evening of
music, poetry and film has been
organized by UMass Professors
Max Roach and Archie Shepp, the
Institute for Pan-African Culture
and others in the Amherst com-
munity. It will reflect the
character of the life, times and
work of Paul Robeson and the
magnitude of his personal
achievements.
Paul Robeson, son of a slave,

escaped by the Underground
Railway at the age of fifteen in 1860
and later became pastor of the
Witherspoon Street Presbyterian
Church after working his way
through Lincoln University. He
has been acclaimed internationally
as one of the most gifted artists of
the 20th century.

Robeson's creative per-
formances on concert stage and
theatre were applauded from his
earliest debut in 1924 in "Emperor
Jones" and later in "All Gods

ONE WEEK ONLY!

STARTS TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 2,

Jl Campus ;

'r (<tuma\ v

Spemorcd I7

UTTEHFIELO FILM

MOOUCTIMS OF THE
U1IVERSITT OF

ttlSSlCNUSETTS

•H Preesees frea
Taaseay, Oat. 2

*«• felfce

ttoffleM FHsj

FreOaeMeM

_____
SHOWN DULY IT

700 I 9:00

DON'T MISS IT!

ENDS TUES., OCT. 9

Chillun Got Wings". He has since
performed in India, China, Africa,
Europe, the Caribbean and the
Americas.
Professors Max Roach and

Archie Shepp, coordinators of the
Salute to Paul Robeson, have
designed an excellent program, to
which the University community in
Amherst is invited. Admission is
free.

The program is as follows:
1. A film on the life and work of
Paul Robeson.
2. The Boyer Brothers - the
spiritual and gospel duet who have
appeared in more than 32 states in
the United States and in Europe.
Their latest album is Mine Eyes
Have Seen The Glory.
3. Mr. Roland Wiggins - an ac-
complished pianist, who headed
the Center for Aesthetics in the
School of Education, University of
Massachusetts.
4. Mr. Edward Boatner - a concert
artist, composer, writer, producer,
whois a peer and personal friend of

Mr. Paul Robeson.
5. The Voices of New Africa - the
choir which performed Max
Roach's We Insist: Freedom Now
Suite last April, will again bring its

talents to the community under the
guidance of Dr. Horace Boyer and
Professor Max Roach.
6. The Mass Approach - a vocal
ensemble from New York City
which was highly acclaimed at the
World Youth Festival this sum-
mer. They will sing work songs
and popular folk songs in the
tradition of Mr. Robeson.
7. Sister Sonia Sanchez - poetess of
the sixties, who has recently been
appointed to the faculty of Amherst
College in the Afro-American
Studies Department.
The focus of the program will be

the inspirational work of Mr.
Robeson as a source of strength in
the creative life of the Black
community. There will be a
presentation of an art work done by
Professor Nelson Stevens on behalf
of IPAC, and Ms. Elma Lewis of
the Elma Lewis School of Fine
Arts in Roxbury, has been asked to
receive the award by Mr. Robeson
on behalf of the family.
The first lecture in the Paul

Robeson Lecture Series will be
tomorrow night at 8 in Mahar
Auditorium. It will be presented by
Mr. Lamont Yeakey, Assistant
Professor of History at City
College of New York. Professor
Yeakey will speak on "Paul
Robeson and the Student
Movement."

NOW
PLAYING
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TUES.

AMITY ST. 253-5426
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IIS MOVI

in its 139th

week at the

Cambridge
Central Twii

inema
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DeBroca's Crowning Touch '

SHOWN EVES. AT7:00&9:00
MONDAY ft TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS St 00

CALVIN
THRU
TUES.

KING ST., NORTHAMPTON

BURT REYNOLDS
IN

"WHITE LIGHTNING"

Television Tonight
L \ L % I K . In.... .. . ..»

SHOWN EVES. AT 7:00ft o./v*

EVENING PROGRAMS
S:M ENSIGN OTOOLE "Operation: Jinx '

(18)

HOGAN'S HEROES Happy Bir-
thday. Adolph" (22)

MISTERROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
<24> (57)

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES The

Clampett Curse." (40)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer Pyle. Civilian
"

(40)

5:34) THE REAL McCOYS "Go Fight City
Hall " (IS)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy The Camp
Cook " (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)
GOMER PYLE "Gomer. the Welsh

Rarebit Friend." (27)

><<K. VN'S HEROES "The Scientist " (30)
NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:53 WHAT S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)
•:W NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY Night Train to madrid "
(18)

MAKING THINGS GROW (24)
PETTICOAT JUNCTION The Organ

Fund" (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore
host <30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the
Cossacks " (40)

ZOOM! (57)

• :I5 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (24)

«:M NEWS (3» (22> (30)

\B< EVENING NEWS (8)

CAPTURE (27)

LOUIS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57

1

655 NEW SB*:AT NEWS (40)

7:«t INTAMED WORLD (3)

TRUTH OH CONSEQl ENCES Bob
Barker, host <8>

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW Bad Recep
tion In Albany' 18

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS 1 22 > (30)

VOIR FITCHE IS NOW 24'
MOVIE Belle Starrs Daughter ( 27

>

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

im OZZIE'S GIRLS "Silver Threads
Among the Swingers" (3)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host
(8) (22)

GREEN ACRES "Parity Begins at
Home" (18)

THE CHAN-ESE WAY (24)

TREASURE HUNT Geoff Edwards, host
(30)

DRAGNET "The LSD Story" (40)

THE OPEN DOOR (57)

*-.m MAUDE (3)

NEW TEMPERATURES RISING (8)
(40)

CAN YOU TOP THIS? (18)

CHASE "The Winning Ticket Is a Loser
"

(22) (30)

MAYORAL CANDIDATE FREE TIME
(24)

DEBUT: LORRAINE HANSBERRY TO
BE YOUNG. GIFTED. AND BLACK (57)
831 HAWAII FIVE-O One Big Happy
Family" (3)

MOVIE "Isn't It Shocking." (8) (40)
TOWARDS THE YEAR 2«W (|8)

INTERVIEW: SENATOR ABRAHAM
RIBICOFF (24)

»:•» THE 7W CLUB ( 18)

THE MAGICIAN "The Manhunter (22)
(30)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER The Impulse" (27)
:38 HAWKINS "Murder in Movieland "

(3)

ARTHUR PRYSOCK (24)

STATION MUSIC (57)

!•:•• MARCUS WELBY. M.D. Blood
Kin " (8) (40)

POLICE STORY Dangerous Games"
122) (30)

WATERGATE SUMMARY (24.

NEWS i27)

ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS (57)
THE LIVING WORD i]8i

in I", M\NTHAP (27)

MONDAY A TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS
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Scientists Claim Kohoutek Comet
Will Produce Most Striking Sights

17

CAMBRIDGE (AP)-The best
view of the comet Kohoutek
probably will be in mid-January
according to new calculations of

the orbit, the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory said
yesterday.

Scientists believe the comet has
the potential for being one of the
most striking astronomical sights
of the century.

Dr. Brian Marsden of the ob-
servatory said recent observations
indicate the comet will reach
perihelion, its closest approach to

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

(54)5-2671

FOR SALE

Stereo buffs! If you want stereo
equipment m-tched for you and sold at
wholesale prices, call Dick 253-2786 after 6.

— All Hrands!

tf 10/31

Cnarlemont. Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-
C ., cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or
quiet enjoyment. 1-413-339-6688.

if 10/ 19

Gibson GL-I steel string folk guitar, mint
condition. $85 incl. case. 5-2687 day: 253-

5015 evenings.

HIM

Musical instrument discount. 25 to 35 per
cent off on all major brands. Rentals
available on most instruments. 253-3826.
Kichard.

tfl0-2

I'uture furnishings Neptune waterbeds.
2« per cent off complete packages. 164.95.
Heaters, spreads, etc. bean bag chairs,
art. old unique clothes.

tflO-3

1971 Capri 1600. grey. 47.000 miles, ex.
cond.. will discuss price. Call 584-7741 or
see at Kak Citgo in Northampton.

tflO-5

Wine or cider press, small, perf. cond..
SIO; also some unused wood kegs, it', gal.

and larger from $7 Call Tom at 546-5864.

tflO-:i

.stereo speakers by I niversity. approx.
IS"\l5"x21 ". orig. $180. asking $75. Call
256-8174.

tflO-2

2 new Sears 5-speed bikes. $68 firm,
(all 256-8720 eves. Still under guarantee.

lfio-3

Help' Recently our chief buyer (no
longer with the firmi made an in-

credible purchase which necessitated
his discharge: what this means to

V(>1 Mr. and Mrs. Consumer is a
complete selection of slightly used
ceremonial regalia. Suit up an entire
regiment in the glorious colors of your
urandfathers secret lodge. These must
be seen to be believed. Perfect for

Halloween. Also view our usual
compliment of peerless used furniture
and other items of recent antiquity . All
•it our usual rock-bottom prices.
I'M IS OLD TIMK FCRNITCRE.
\inheisi (enter in The Alley behind
Xubuchon's tMHI,

tflo-2

1971 Honda Ml e\t cond.. 4700 mi $500 w
-'helmets: I ft hlacklite with many posters
and fluorescent nets $25. Call Dave 256-

•i:»2.

tflO-5

I l»r. leather Wellington boots. Worn
about .'. times, size 8 I/2D. Cost $30. will
sell (or $31 or best offer 665-4259 afte. 5
p.m.

tflO-4

Sk.s for sale: I pair of Craves fiber glass
— Brand new condition 195 cm $80. Call
516-7018. Ask for Hob

tf 10-4

Haiijo .". string Ho> Smeck Model sounds
sokimhI whi wouldn I belie\e. and only $70
( all Man 545-2550

tfin-3

ISO w. stereo complex \ good cond. Inc.

KSM lurntbl 8-trark slide, push cntrs. big
-•' spks in- woof V horn pri MM, s.'.n or
best. | xi old l$ia,

if in-:.

1969 ( In v \o\a. 2:in auto
running cond. Call 562-3$**.

1 dr.. good

tflO-2

the sun, Dec. 28.

He said the comet's greatest
brilliance and longest tail should
come one or two weeks after the
perihelion pass. The comet then
could be brighter than any star and
have a tail 10 to 30 degrees long.
The observatory said that

amateur astronomers without
telescopes probably will see little
of the comet until early December,
and that the best viewing for
astronomers in all sections of the
United States should be from Jan
10 to 20.

New Teaching Bill

Signed Into Law
The comet was discovered

March 7 by Lubos Kohoutek, a
Czechoslovakian - born as-
tronomer. At the time the comet
was 400 million miles from earth,
and the observatory said its
sighting nine months before
perihelion means the comet must
be of "exceptional size".

Comets are believed to be left

over from the construction of the
solar system and to be composed of
compact conglomerations of frozen
gas and dust.

BOSTON (AP)-A bill designed
to provide educational certification
according to an individual's
demonstrated teaching ability was
signed into law yesterday by Gov.
Francis W. Sargent.
The measure provides for the

issuance of a two year provisional
certificate and a permanent one
upon the recommendation of an
evaluating team.

The measure, which establishes
a Division of Educational Per-
sonnel, also provides for hearings

and appellate procedures if a
permanent certificate is denied.

Additionally, it provides for an
advisory commission for the
operation, certification and
placement of educational per-
sonnel.

3000 JEWISH BOOKS WAITING TO BE READ
ATID BOOKMOBILE

offers books on
Israel, the American Jewish scene, history, law, Customs
and Ceremonies, Hebrew literature, poetry, the Holocaust,
philosophy and Jewish thought . . . plus records, posters and
ritual objects.

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Wednesday October 3rd

Campus Center Bus Circle

(near Stockbridge)
10:00a.m. -4: 30p.m.

LET US DO THE WALKING TO YOU

FREE DELIVERY
Weekdays 7-11 Weekends 7-1

STUDENT SPECIAL

- 2 Pieces of Chicken
- Hot Buttered Corn
- Mashed Potatoes & Gravy

FREE Soda

Kentucky Fried Chicken
256-8745

RT.y HADLEY

AUTO FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS PERSONAL

i 'h.i. D.lia 88: new brakes; new steering,
needs tune-up. Best offer. 665-399:1 after
5:30.

tf 10-3

1971 Triumph TR6 with overdrive, new
Michelins. AM-FM stereo tonneau cover
$2000. (all 549-3748.

if 1 0-2

I96X ( hevelle 396. 4 on the floor, best
offer, (all Jeff. 253-9031.

tflO-4

Mercedes Benz 180. 1958. valve job. new
seats, tires, exc. body cond.. best offer.

549-3893. Amir
tfl0-3

1967 VW Squareback. new tires, needs
some body and engine work. MOO. Call
Sam after 5:00. 549-3997.

til 0-5

I <iw riders special — 1967 Cutlass, fine

cond.. only driven once by obscure old
lady. $750 bucks. Call 253-9877 after 3:30
p.m.

tfl0-2

1965 (/orvair convertible, good cond..
good transportation, price negotiable.
Contact Penny. 544-8540 or 6-9630.

tflO-2

Reliable 1969 VW Squareback.
automatic, extras plus 2 good snow tires.
$1195.(10 firm. 323-7018 after 4 p.m., keep
trying.

lfl0-3

1967 Ford (ialaxie 500. 2 door hardtop,
excellent condition, (all 527-2770 after 6:00

p.m.. any evening. •

tfl0-5

1965 I'ontiac Lemans (all 253-3502 after
Vim p.m.. $250.

MM
1964 I'ontiac ambulance. 35.000 original

miles, make good camper. Reasonable
price. 665-3311.

tflO-12

i960 Mt. ii GT„ A.M-FM radio. 8 track
tape player, mint condition, best offer
accepted, (all Skip in Pittsfield. between 5

p m & 7 p.m.. II2-IKIII

tflO-3

1961 Valiant, positively conditioned, only

$100. ( all 546-51186.

tflO-5

1967 Chevy standard. « cyl..

$2imi r.:i-2W.v

iKhm.p « .

tfllKI

1966 Chexelle. gmid body, engine, posi

traction, goes in snow, treated very well.

$5<Mi (all 253-2616 after 5.

tflO-3

Mechanic's special — 1961 Bug. broken
ri>d. rebuilt engine, new brake system,
exhaust system, gen., r. bumper & c.
clean. $150. (all l.en. 584-1692.

tflO-3

1966 Bug — \ery good running condition.

Main new parts, \ltrarti\e body. $150.

must srll. (all Ronni. 584-4493. After 4:30

p.m.
10-2

VW Kus 71 w /rebuilt engine — like

starting off with a new car! Blue » 'snows,

asking $1,699. Call 323-7779 Belchertown

If 10-5

RIDE WANTED
Need reliable ride from Belchertown to

1 Mass Must be in by K. out b\ i or 9 \\ ,||
pay \dele. 323-7273. leave message I will
return call.

tfin-2

!<• Ball Wash.. DC. area. Will

some expenses. Call Dave. 6-9417.

pay

II in-

1

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 VW. only 27000 miles, excellent

running condition, snow tires, $1050. will

dicker, call Paul 545-0431 day. 253-5215

evenings.

tflO-9

$45 and YOl CAN OWN the ugliest

most disgusting I960 VALIANT
IIDNKST Al. has ever seen. 6 cyl sid

trans, some tires used daily. 64 Chevy
2 WAGON. 6 cyl std. trans. RISTY
BIT RKI.IABLF. Tires $75. 66

DOIX.F. DART mech excel
throughout SLANT 6 std trans 2 dr.

sedan looks gd — No rust $425
WANTKD DARTS - VALIANTS -

I.ANCKRS in any cond. 586-3819.

tfl0-5

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommate — own rm. in two bedroom

apt.. Brittany \pis $105 per mo. Call Al.

253-5161.

1/10-3

Own room in house. Amherst on bus
route. Call 253-3695 for info. Ask for Linda.
Beth. Kathy or Marion.

MM

FREE
Casting your vallot is like

someone post your bail.

having

10-2

SERVICES

Tortraits. situations, objects —
forgeries, (all Doorknob Fnlerprises. 546-
5785 for appt.

MM
Pick-up truck for hire, furniture and

appliances moved, odd jobs, painting, etc.

(heap rates. Call Mitch. 665-3405.

MM
Companion needed for elderly han-

dicapped woman. Friday nights. 10 p.m. to
6 a.m.. and Sat. nites. 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. Call
256-8819.

MM
„ Music lessons in flute, oboe, violin,
recorder, piccolo. Fr. horn & bassoon. B.S.
in music education. Studies at N'.F.
(onserv. (all 519-1402.

MM
Astrologer does birthrharts

• horoscopes) with complete accurac.
Interpretation and counseling. Call Jef-
frev. 253-5386.

MM

Too busy to paint your room? We will

paini rooms, corridors, lounges on
weekends. $10 avg. size room. Call Vivien
al SIMM.

MM

REWARD

limi mi KKW \RD - iwo long haireo
shepherds lost on Julv 2«th Family
pels one black & tan. one brown, long
hair \nswers to Shauna & llappv
I'lease call Kick at 256-0591.

M4M

INSTRUCTION

5 string Banjo lessons. $3 per lesson. Call
Tom. 102 (.reenough. 545-2638.

If 1 0-2

Warm your cockles with Dean Swift
Fancy Snirring Snuff. Send name. etc. for
free samples. Dean Swift Ltd., Box 2009.
San Fran.. Calif.

MM
<iay commune has farm, now peopling

living and loving together. P.O. Box 723
Amherst, Ma.

tfl0/»

Calculators — new, fully guaranteed.
Texas Inst.. $90. Also Bowmar. Com-
modore, etc. Call Jack. 6-6930.

MM
Mike <...l..s Mike Golas. Mike Golas.

Mike Golas — L.C.'s choice for campus
cutiepie 1973.

If 1 0-2

Beer, wine, papers, groceries. Inc.

Mexican food. Montague Mini-Mart,
Montague Center. Open 8-1 1 every day for
your convenience.

tfl0/3

You don't have to get your ass paddled to
join a fraternity. Phi Sigma Kappa, the
non-fraternity fraternity. Drop by
anytime.

tflO-2

l-end a helping hand to your fellow man!
See what APO is all about. Come to C.C.
905-9. Oct. I & Oct. 3 at 8 p.m.

tflO-3

Pat Garrett: I won't honk — Though I

can drive the Train faster than you can
pedal your Bug. P.S. Deadwood is I Matt.
Billie-Jo.

10-2

Open House. Theta Chi (Next to
Newman (enter). Thursday. October 4th.

tf 10-4

I ley Dupa — You're not over the Hill yet.
Happy Birthday. Luv F.E.W.

10-2

Casting your ballot is like ... a free beer
chit for a year.

10-2

Ben. Sugarplum your momma's a
champ. You're for us and we for you in the
Fver - passion Play. Love Twenty-ONE.

10-2

Anyone owning a Dan Armstrong Guitar
please call John. I need a model to repair
the wiring on mine. 549-1347.

If 10-4

Student Activities Policy Council
needs involved people. Submit resume
at the Student Senate Office. 420 SI by
10/10. Any questions, call David
Booker. 5-0341.

tf 10-10

Gay Commune has farm — now
peopling, living and loving together. Box
723. Amherst. Mass. 01002.

tfll-ll

WANTED

Wanted used — three or four kitchen
chairs, hopefully cheap and decent Call
256-o:i66. keep trying!

If! 0-2

I m looking for a stepvan metro or
pick up truck, auto, transmission. Call
Paul 253-3511 or 665-3405.

MM

HELP WANTED

Part & full day office work available
immediately, experience necessary.
Sandy's Secretarial Service, 584-1000.

If 10- 10

Theater manager trainee. 3-6 nites wk
Must be dependable and interested in P R
Send resume to Mr. Oddi. 104 Clifford St
Pawtucket, Rhode Island.

MM

SPKI.D TYPIST
-In Ware, al Collegian printer.

8:30 p.m. -4:00 a.m.

Call 967-6888

ask for Charlotte

Casting your ballot is like
free sex.

a blow for

10-2

"Attached" couples needed for in-
terview study in Psych. Dept. $3 per hr per
couple, (all Steve - Weekday eves. 6-8
546-9990.

MM
Experienced Manager for Campus

Cinemas. Iladley. Call between 7 A 10 p.m
1-732-7158.

tflO/2

Short-order cook, part-time evenings.
Apply in person 1-2 or 4 evenings a week.
St. Regis Restaurant, 28 Pleasant St.,

Northampton.

MM

All dorm residents and commuters
]

who are members of a sorority or
fraternity. vote in your respective
houses for the Student Sen
lions.

'fin '

FOk RENT

Garage space, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. D. II. Jones 549-3700.

tflO/lP

Darkroom space for rent — by week or
month, all supplies available. 253-3826,
Richard.

tfia-2

I bedroom apt.. Millers Falls. 15 minutes
from campus. Call 659-3057.

MM
Furn. apts.. 2 and 2i, rms., air cond..

pool. nr. shopping. I ease to June I for only
$165. Amherst Motel. Route 9. opp.
Zayre's.

MM
One bedroom apt. on free bus line. IIS*

rent, includes all utilities. Call 665-4189.

MM

ENTERTAINMENT

Trumpet player desires to play with
other musicians on any level. Call Charlie
584-6279 anytime. I'll be in house prac-
ticing.

MM
The Twilight /.one" narrated by Rod

Serling 4 half hr. shows from the original
1959 T.V. series. Fri., Oct. 5 at 7-0-11 in
Mahar.

MM

Steve the DJ says, try me. youll like me.
Powerful PA and 1000s of records. Kin»
me at 467-2842 for more information.

MM
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AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC.
Meeting tomorrow night at 6

Rm. 811 815 C.C.

in

ART MEETING
Business meeting tonight at 6,

Wore. Rm. SUB. Everyone welcome.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting to be held in Hasbrouck 22,

tonight at 7:30. New members
welcome.

BDIC MOVES
As of Oct. 1, the BDIC office will be

in Goodeli, Rm. 416.

BEEN RIPPED OFF?
Then sue in Small Claims Court.

For information or questions per

taming to the natureof Small Claims,

contact John Lynn, WMPIRG Office,

Rm 413A, SUB 5490712.

BIKE RAFFLE WINNER
Recreation Society's 10 speed bike

raffle winner is Steve Von
Lichtenberg, 804E McNamara.
Congratulations and happy trails!

CHESS CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7, C.C. 174-176,

tomorrow night at 7, C.C. 165- 169.

COMPARATIVE LIT.
COLLOQUIUM
Colloquium on Music and

Literature Refreshments begin at

11:45, speakers at 12: 15, followed by
discussion. Thompson, 6th floor
lounge.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
Meeting tonight, Rm. 171 C.C.

from 7 10. Committee members are

requested to attend.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Everyone is welcome at our

Tuesday meetings, where readings
are given on a topic of interest, and
healings and experiences in

Christian Science are shared. C.C.
911, 6:45.

GREEKS
All dorm residents and commuters

who are members of a Sorority or
Fraternity vote in your respective
houses for the Students Senate
elections.

INTERNATIONAL ED. TPPC.
Meeting for those who want to do

their practice teaching next
semester, tomorrow, Montague
House (School of Ed.) at 5:45 p.m.

LAMAZE SERIES
A new L amaze series taught by an

A.S.P.O. accredited instructor will

begin Oct. It, This is a course for

expectant couples interestea in

learning how to deal with labor and
delivery. For information call Mrs.

Barbara Bongiovanni RN, BSN, 665

4170.

MASS. LEGISLATURE
V.ft.CC. recruitment meeting

tonight in C.C. 105 (Old Student
Activities Office). All interested
people welcome. Members please
attend.

MYKONOS
fashion jewelry

Our >xclu»ivaSw»0Br> in hand-
crafted sirvar or fold finish.
$13.50 poat paid.

| ARTORIGINALS ~\

"43 Marshall Ridge Rd I

|NewCanaan15 Conn 06840

I

silver

NAME ...
I ADDRESS

gold

ZIP

Notices

MEETING
Meeting tonight in B-3 Emerson at

8 in Support of Life.

OPEN RUSH
At Phi Mu Delta. Come and check

out fraternity life. Tomorrow nite at

8, Frat Sor. Park.

PRE-VET CLUB
Meeting featuring Bill Gearin,

tomorrow nite at 8 in C.C. 917.

PAUL ROBESON LECTURE
Prof. Lamont Yeakey will speak at

Mahar Aud. 8 p.m. His topic, "Paul
Robeson and the Student
Movement". Public is invited.

SAILING TEAM
Anyone interested in sailing at B.U.

this weekend call Mike 6-9646.
Limited to 2 Crews and 2 alternates.
Sailing will be just Saturday.

SECURITY COMMITTEE
Meeting of the Security Committae

immediately following the regular
Concert Committee meeting tonight.

paid positions! Applications are
available in JQA Lobby. All ap
plications must be in by Friday.

UNDERGRADUATE BOTANY
MAJORS
Meeting, tomorrow at 4: 30, Morrill

III Rm. 203.

WMPIRG
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Duke's

Rm., SUB. All interested students

and faculty are needed and
welcome!

LOST
One tan right handed deerskin

glove. Contact Brian Maxfield, 306

Butterfield, 5-2418, 5-2419.

SKI CLUB
Organization

C.C. at 8 p.m.
ficers.

meeting, Rm. 903

Nominations for of-

STIIDENT STRUGGLE FOR
SOVIET JEWRY
Drinan and small chorus r; Zamir

Chorale are coming to protest plight

of Soviet Jewry. Organizational
meeting tomorrow night, 7:30, Rm.
302 Hiliel. it takes a lot less guts to

help a Soviet Jew, than to be one.

SW APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
Applications are now available in

JQA Lobby. Positions on the Student
Judiciary, Campus Center Board of
Governors, SW Budget Committee,
and SW Assembly Committees.

SW REPORTERS WANTED
Southwest is looking for people to

write for the Collegian. These are

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM-

Like Taurus, the feelings of Scorpio are
easily bruised The two are opposite-
Taurus and Scorpio-but there are many
similarities, too Taurus collects, con-
solidates, takes a position based on
familiarity with the territory Scorpio
crusades, wins allies, gathers financial
support and then lays down the law
Together, the team of Scorpio and Taurus is

formidable New projects, pioneering
concepts result from co-ordinated efforts of

these two determined, powerful zodiacal
signs Although opposite, the attraction is

strong and many natives of these signs
marry' each other
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19): Accent is on

understanding, greater degree of family
harmony, more maturity on your part. Be
diplomatic Remember special an-
niversary Make gesture which shows that
>ou do care, are concerned Taurus. Libra
persons could figure prominently
TAURUS i April 20-May 20) Avoid rush

Be selective Strive for quality Be ready
for unusual period of questions, answers
You may be involved with the media
Pisces. Virgo persons are likely to play
featured roles Avoid wishful thinking

GEMINI (May 21 June 20* : Practical
issues dominate Law. agreements. Co-
operative efforts are featured Sagittarian
is in picture Emphasis is on responsibility
connected with marriage, other com-
mitments Don t skip or seek short cuts Be
thorough
CANCER (June 21 -July 22> Finish-

complete projects See beyond the im-
mediate Potential is great-know it and act
like you know it Health, work and
relationships with persons who share your
interests are featured
LEO 'July 23- Aug 22 1 Creativity is

highlighted Emotions tend now to
dominate Key is to strive for balance, but
<1nn t «i\e up principles tiet going in new
directions S'our style is important. Your
ways of doing things gain plaudits

I'tMGU iAug 23 Sept 22 1 Home,
property, security, getting money s worth-
these are emphasized Refuse to sell

MuirM'lt short Build on solid base Deal

with older individual who does have your
best interests at heart. Cancer, Capricorn
are in picture

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Movement,
travel are featured Ideas are plentiful. Key
is development Deal with close neighbors,
relatives Sagittarius. Gemini persons
could figure prominently You get good
news and your views are vindicated.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21 ) : Emphasis on
what might be a money complication. Pay
and collect and be practical about it.

Aquarius. Leo and Scorpio may be in-

volved. You get what you need as opposed
to what might be desired. Message becomes
crystal clear

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Lunar
cycle is such that your judgement is on
target You analyze, deduce and perceive
what is correct Personal magnetism soars.
Be direct Make public appearances. Show
off colors and clothes and personality.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): You find
what makes you secure You reject what
threatens You learn who you are and
where you are and why you go in specific

directions Not easy but illuminating. Not
all joy but plenty of wisdom. Taurus. Libra
persons are in picture

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Accent is

on hopes, wishes Some persons express
desire to help you. Be receptive Money
situation is brighter than might be apparent
on surface Romantic involvement is

distinct possibility Protect self in Clinches
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Results are

featured Past efforts pay dividends You
see. perceive, get assignments and fulfill

obligations Not a cakewalk but you know
yourself and feel your own presence Older
person pays meaningful compliment

IF 'TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
have innate desire to make loved ones
comfortable You go in for self-sacrificing

Many who really care do wish you would
take better care of yourself and worry less
about the world December will be one of
your most significant months of 1973
Persons born under Cancer and Capricorn
are drawn to your sphere You are char-
ming, sympathetic and tough

PEANUTS
li W\XW IP

LIKE 'C "tvA\r=£R

r£AVPCRAf<iLH

tfXJR SCHOOL

MY PAP 1$ OUT OF TOUJN H0V
£EE, AMP I'M STAYING IN 0<lrCK'£

6U65T C0TTA6E 60 I'LL 5E
6C1N6 TO THIS $CH00LW AWHILE
IF iWU HAVE A\E...0KAY?

Study Business Overseas
The School of Business Administration of UMass is offering a new 3-

credit course in International Business during the January 1974 in-

tercession. The course is designed for seniors and graduate students in

the School of Business Administration but should be of interest to persons

with a background knowledge in economics and business who are in-

terested in the international dimensions of business.

The group will visit American and European firms in London, Brussels,

Amsterdam, and Duesseldorf between January 3 and 28, 1974.

Organizations were chosen to appeal to students majoring in any of the

four business areas: accounting, finance, management, and marketing.

Of special interest to accounting students will be a visit to the London

office of Coopers & Lybrand, a major international public accounting

firm and to students majoring in finance visits to the Bank of England,

the Continental Illinois Bank, and the London Stock Exchange-all located

in the ancient City of London. In Dusseldorf officials of the Dresdner

Bank, the second largest bank in West Germany, will discuss the

economic functions of German banks and take the group on tours of the

Duesseldorf Stock Exchange and the foreign exchange market.

Doubling Up
A new program is beginning this

fall to teach couples specific ways
to build strong, exciting
relationships. The program will

focus on such areas as trust

building, massage, maintaining
individuality, meditation, hearing
and being heard, mutual problem
solving, resolving conflicts,
developing intimacy, sexuality,
and mutual creative expression. It

will take the form of a workshop
held in eight 2-hour sessions, each
Tuesday night Oct. 23-Dec. 11.

This workshop is designed for

those heterosexual couples who are
either married or in some other
extended relationship. It is offered
free as a service of the Student
Development and Career Planning
Center. If you are interested,

please contact David Andes by
October 15 at 545-0333 fMTh day)
or 1-369-4649 (other).

(Continued from P. 15)

NOV. 29, Thu. - ACCTG-221 HERT-231 - (7:00 - 10:30 PM).
ACCTG-221 -320 - SBA-5, 116 - (7:00-10:00 PM).
ITAL-110 HERT-227

DEC. 4. Tue. - CHEM 112 - ENGE-AUD. ENGE-106-108.

PHYSICS- 181 - HAS- 124. 126.

DEC. 5, Wed. - CHEM 111 - CHEN-227, ENGE-AUD, ENGE-106-108. GUN-10-11, HAS-126,
134. HERT-227, 231, MOR-AUD, MOR 203, MRST-132-134, SBA-120. SBA-MAHAR. THOM
104

CHEM-261C - GOES-AUD, GOES-PET - (7:00-8:30 PM).
PSYCH-260-11 - SBA-100-102, 116 - (7:30-9:30 PM).
CHEM - 261A - HAS-20, 124.

DEC. «, Thu. - SOC10L-257 - THOM-104, 106.

ASTRON-100. 34 - HAS-20, 124, 126.

DEC. It.Mon. - ASTRON-100-5 - HAS-20, 134.

CHEM-261B - ENGE-AUD - (7:30-9:00 PM).
DEC. II. Tue. ASTRON-100, 1-2 - HAS-20, 124, 134.

MGT-ACCTG-110 - SBA-116, 120, ENGE-AUD, GOES-AUD.
PSYCH-270 - SBA MAHAR.
PSYCH-325-2 - THOM-102. 104. 106

DEC. 12. Wed. - GEOL-101 - ENGE-AUD, ENGE-106-108.
PSYCH-260-11 THOM-106 - (7:30-9:30 PM). ?M).
PHYSICS-141 - GOES-AUD, GOES-PET, HAS-20, 124, 126, 134, MOR-203. MRST 132-134 -

- (6:30-8:00 PM).

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30- 10:30a.m.

(except during league play)

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Fortified place
5 Solar disk
9 Edible seed
12 River in

Germany
13 Arm of military

service

14 Cover
15 Foundations
17 Opposite of

windward
19 Clothesmaker
21 Units

22 Ridicule

24 Preposition
25 Parcel of land
26 Hurried
27 Grated
29 Symbol for

cerium
31 Urge on
32 Guido's low

note
33 Symbol for

silver

34 Shallow vessel

35 Symbol for
tellurium

36 Theater
attendants

38 Illuminated

39 Residue

40 Compass point

41 Path

42 Skin ailment

44 Swiftly flowing
part of

stream (pi.)

46 Command
48 Evaluates

51 Simian

52 Break
suddenly

54 Withered

55 Enchantment

56 Separate

57 Man's name

DOWN

1 Watch pocket

2 Room m harem

3 Lying at ease
4 Handle
5 Indefinite

article

Claws
Above
Brood of

pheasants
Shrub
lieland

Sums up
Spanish for

"yes"
Forest

Reluctant

Allowance
for waste

23 Carry on

25 Limbs

Hurry

Peeled

Son of Adam
30 Heraldry:

grafted

34 Wall coating

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

QHDG (3UDQJ RBEi

6
7
8

9
10
11
16

18
20
22

27
28
29

as arawra ramo
ora acais anna

aranc edge ehij
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T
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A
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Gna aasH ansa
36
37
39
41
42
43

44

Employed
Make beloved
Append
Rent
Oriental nurse
Sleeveless

cloak
Sicilian

volcano

45 Negative
prefix

47 Snake

49 Silkworm

50 Dry, as wine

53 Liquid
measure
(abbr.)

I 2 3
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15

22
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31

35

42

46
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43

19
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39
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27

32
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IF IT* "TRUE OR FALSE "OR
"MULTIPLE CHOICE " I'LL &E IN
THERE WITH THE B£*T OF 'EM !
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Ruggers Split Pair
By \\ \l )l I H MU

H

The UMass Rugby team traveled to Williams College this past

Saturday to play two games and managed a split as the "B" team
avenged the "A's" loss by winning 24-7. Earlier, the "A's ", who once
again had troubles with their offense, were shutout 9-0. the only con-

solation lay in the fact that the "A's" have yet to allow a try to be scored

against them, as all nine points came on three penalty kicks. Wing for-

ward Terry O'Hara was outstanding on defense as was the entire UMass
squad, but the loss of inside center Burt Glenn slowed down a lazy and
tired UMass offense.

The second game however, bore little resemblance to the first. The "B"
team, which is looking better with each game, jumped off to a quick 12-0

lead and then coasted to its seventeen point victory. This, however, still

not indicative of the final score, as UMass continually had the ball in

Williams' end. The first two tries were scored by forward Chip Connors,
with another try by Eckels, set up by Barney Schneider, all but insured

another victory for the "B's".

Later in the game, Tony Kalinowski added a try and Al Solish con-

verted four points to close out the scoring. The Ruggers now have an

overall 5-1 record and have three home games this Saturday against a
tough Norwich University squad.

Johnson Replaces Kasko

Staff I'hnto (.ih Kullrrton

Incase you're wondering, this is not a huddle, but a scrumm, which is used to put the ball in play in

rugby. The UMass "A" squad didn't scrum so well as they were defeated by Williams, 9-0.

Atlanta Stands For Aaron
ATLANTA (AP) -Henry Aaron

remains No. 2 on the alltime home
run list, but even in a one-game
failure to equal baseball's most
revered record, the 39-year-old

slugger stirred the hearts of more
than 40,000 fans.

"It was the most touching thing

I've ever seen in baseball," said

Ernie Johnson, a member of the

Atlanta broadcast team who pit-

ched for the Braves when the club

was based in Milwaukee.
Aaron, the son of a retired

Alabama dock worker, jogged to

left field for the last inning of the

1973 season moments after popping
out to second base. Then it hap-

pened.

Starting in the left field

bleachers, a crowd of 40,517 began

rising in tribute to the 20-year

veteran who had fallen one short of

tying the legendary Babe Ruth's

home run mark of 714.

They stood in the rain for three

minutes applauding and un-

doubtedly would have continued

had the umpires not ordered a

resumption of play.

"It may have been the most

moving experience of my time in

sports, which didn't begin

yesterday," Furman Bisher,

sports editor of The Atlanta

Journal, wrote in Monday's
edition. "They stood and they

cheered him, not for hitting a home
run, not for popping out behind

Field Hockey
Sportsday

Although the UMass-Springfield

hockey rivalry did not come to a

head in Saturday's field hockey
sportsday behind the North P.E.

building, UMass sampled most of

the competition they will be facing

this season and fared pretty well.

Coach Jane Farr sent two teams
into the round robin competition,

mixing JV and varsity lines and
experimenting with different

positioning.

The UMass I squad posted a

convincing 3-0 win over Dart-

mouth, and played to a scoreless

tie with Bridgewater and
Plymouth State.

Meanwhile, UMass II downed
Worcester State, 2-0, .

Westfield

State, l-o, ana piayea UConn to a 0-

tie.

The games were shortened to 25

minutes and attracted a sizeable

crowd of Umies as well as the

partisan groups brought by each

team.

Both UMass squads earned the

distinction of not being scored upon

in their 6 games, and it looks to be a

good season ahead.

second base, but for being Henry
Aaron."
Aaron acknowledged the ovation

in the same manner he has handled
the intense pressure that rested on
his shoulders during the closing

weeks of the season-with plenty of

class. He waved to the crowd twice
during that time, evoking even
louder apDlause.
"Maybe what I've done is create

some new fans for baseball,"

Aaron said. "At first, there was a
lot of that mail from people, older
people who didn't want me to break
Babe Ruth's record. The younger
generation took notice of that and

supported me. I think they want to

relate to me, to see me have a
record, not someone their grand-
dads saw play."

Although he missed the big one,

Aaron completed an incredible

season. He had three straight

singles in the game, extending a

personal streak to six consecutive
hits as he lifted his season batting

average to .301.

He finished the year with 40

home runs, 84 runs scored and 96

runs batted in-all this in only 392 at

bats. The production is un-
surpassed in baseball history by a

man his age.

BOSTON (AP)-Darrell Johnson,

who waited patiently in the wings
for the big chance, took over as

manager of the Boston Red Sox
Monday, vowing to do the job at

hand with a team that has been a

bridesmaid for the last two years.

"I'm not a hard-nosed guy and
I'm not a pacifist," Johnson said at

a news conference. "I'll handle

each situation as it comes up."

Johnson, a coach under hardline

Dick Williams until the latter's

firing in 1969, was named Sunday
to replace Eddie Kasko, who was
booted upstairs to an executive

scout position after four years as

manager.
"I'll be myself, and the end

result is what counts," Johnson
said. "Sure, this is a dream come
true. When you're in the minor
leagues, you always hope to make
the big leagues. Now I have a job to

do."

Johnson, a 46-year-old jour-

neyman catcher, prepped for the

Red Sox' job in many ways. He was
a coach under Dick Williams in

1968 and '69. When Williams was
fired in 1969, Johnson remained
with the club.

Durocher Resigns
HOUSTON (AP)-Colorful Leo

Durocher resigned Monday as

manager of the Houston Astros,

probably ending a flamboyant
career as player and manager that

spanned almost 50 years.

Astro General Manager Spec
Richardson told a news conference

that third base coach Preston

Gomez, formerly manager of the

San Diego Padres, had been signed

to a one-year contract as
Durocher 's successor.

"I think he just had enough and
wanted to go to Palm springs and
play a little golf," Gomez said of

Durocher, who did not attend the

news conference. "I was very
surprised. I was packing this

morning to return to Los Angeles
when I got a call. I walked into

Spec's office and Leo shook my
hand and told me congratulations.

I didn't know what he was talking

about."
Gomez, quiet and unassuming,

will take a low-keyed appraoch to

managing, a drastic change from
the often-controversial Durocher.

Gomez said he had no wholesale

changes in mind, but added, "there

are a few things that will change,

but that's between me and my
coaches."
Gomez said he wasn't ready to

make a decision on his coaching

staff.

Durocher, 67, had told friends he
was thinking about ending his

major league career and retiring

to a home he was building in Palm
Springs, Calif.

Durocher, who resigned as
manager of the Chicago Cubs
during last season, took over the

Astros for the final 30 games of the

1972 campaign. They finished

second in the National League
West to the Cincinnati Reds.
The Astros started the 1973

season with high hope of winning
their first pennant, but they
finished fourth when hit by pit-

ching woes and inconsistent bat-

ting.

A very different species

of Chinese food.

Try it and taste the difference

Route S

Cooiidge Bridge

Br.dge S

CHIN CHINESE RESTAURANT

King St., Northampton

Tuesday to Sat. 1 1 :30 a.m. to 10:00 p.n

Sunday 1 :30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

take OUTS Close Monday

Route »

From Amherst

586-1775

GROUP DINNERS

WEAK

Open Today Golden Value Cards will be available

on the Campus Center Concourse Oct. 3rd,4th, 5th

Tit* ' l III* , , mm -•»'•>.
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Amazing Mets
Clinch NL East

(Staff Photo - Steve KugRles>

I Mass wing Linda Lambden winds up for a shot on the goal as two defenders rush to block it.

Fail To Hold Early Lead

Women Stickers Tied By MHC
By BETH O'BRIEN

So what can you say about a game in which the

UMass girls saw their 3-1 lead against Mt. Holyoke
disintegrate to a 3-3 tie in the final minutes of the

game?
Disappointing? Definitely. UMass has to beat

teams like Mt. Holyoke to stay in contention for a top

spot in New England alongside Springfield and
Southern Conn. So a 3-3 tie is disappointing.

UMass dominated the first half play with a crisp,

fast-paced running and passing game that netted

them a 2-1 lead. Center Kathy O'Neil intercepted a

loose pass in the center of the circle and slipped a

reverse-stick shot around the goalie for the first

score. Wing Jeanne Lourie deflected a perfect cen-

tering pass from inner Wendy Alpaugh for a score

and UMass was riding high.

The UMass momentum carried over to the second
half as O'Neil got her second goal on a shot which the

Holyoke goalie lost in the dust around the cage, and it

was 3-1 UMass.
Mt. Holyoke came alive while the UMass defense

loosened, and within minutes, UMass was on the

defensive as Holyoke pressed for a score. They got it;

a clean shot that beat goalie Nancy Barr on the short

side. Realizing they weren't quite dead and buried

yet, Holyoke went all out for the tying goal, and, after

quite a struggle, got it.

When the tinal whistle sounded, UMass was left

hanging onto the 3-3 tie, in a game they should have
won.

In a see-saw J.V. battle, directly preceding the

varsity game UMass shut out Mt. Holyoke, 1-0.

Donna Peterson scored the only goal, though an

aparent score by center Donna O'Brien was called

back. The goaltending was tight and the play was
even, with neither team dominating for very long.

Like the varsity's, it was a running game, though the

UMass passing left something to be desired The
UMass J.V.'s proved to be a scrappy team that didn't

let go of a win easily.

The next game for both the varsity and J.V. is on

Thursday beginning at 3:30 at home against a tough

competitor, Bridgewater State.

CHICAGO (AP)-The New York

Mets, in last place as recently as

Aug. 30, clinched the National

League's East Division title

Monday-one day after the

scheduled close of the regular

baseball season-with a 6-4 victory

over the Chicago Cubs.

The Mets will now face the West

Division winners, the Cincinnati

Reds, in a best-of five playoff for

the National League title. That

series begins Saturday in Cin-

cinnati.

The winner will advance to the

World Series, which begins Oct. 13,

against the winner of the American
League playoff between the

Oakland A's and Baltimore
Orioles, which also starts Satur-

day.

Cleon Jones hit his sixth homer
in the last 10 games and Jerry

Grote hit a two-run single as the

Mets took a 5-0 lead behind their

ace right-hander, Tom Seaver, in a

game played in a steady drizzle at

Wrigley Field. Seaver was lifted

after giving up a two-run homer to

Chicago's Rick Monday in the

seventh, making the score 6-4, but

Tug McGraw, the Mets' bull pen

star, came on to hold the Cubs in

check the rest of the way.
The victory gave the Mets an 82-

79 record and made the result of

Pittsburgh's Monday afternoon

game against San Diego unim-

portant. Both Monday games were

necessitated after regular season

games were rained out this past

week-end, leaving three clubs in

contention for the pennant.

The St. Louis Cardinals finished

in second place with an 81-81

record. Pittsburgh was 80-82 after

losing to the Padres, 4-3.

The Mets and Cubs were
originally scheduled to play a

double header, but after the Mets

clinched the

the

title by

second
winning the
game wasopener,

canceled

The Mets' climb to the pennant
was marked by superb pitching

from starters Seaver, Jon Matlack,
Jerry Koosman and George Stone
and reliever McGraw. And despite

having a team batting average of

just .245, the second-lowest in the
major leagues, the Mets got timely

hitting from just about everyone on
the squad in their stretch drive.

In the three weeks beginning
Sept. 4 the Mets won 16 games and
lost just four, climbing from fifth

place in the six-team division to the

top. The Mets moved into first on
Sept. 21 when Seaver beat Pitt-

sburgh 10-2 at Shea Stadium, and
never dropped back.

For Mets Manager Yogi Berra,
whose job appeared in jeopardy
just one month ago, it was the
second time he has taken a club to

a pennant. Berra won the
American League flag in 1964 in his

only year as manager of the New
York Yankees.

Marty Kelley

Harriers Face PC,

Harvard In

Yankee Stadium

:

The Old Makes

Tri-Meet Way For The New
B> SCOTT HAYES

The UMass Cross Country Team
will face two of New England's top

teams today, when they travel to

Franklin Park in Boston. There
they will run against a strong
Harvard squad and Providence in

a tri-meet. Harvard and
Providence were ranked second
and third in the New England pre-

season poll.

The Crimson, led by Rick Rojas.

upset top-ranked Northeastern 21-

34 last week. Rojas placed first

against UMass last season, and
was the top New England finisher

at the IC4As. Behind Rojas.

Harvard has junior Jim Keefe. who
finished second against Nor-

theastern UMass must beat the

next three runners. Andy Camp-
bell. Dirk Skinner, and Jim
Hughes, if they are to win

Erratic Providence will be a

question mark entering today's

meet The Friars ran past BC last

week, only to lose a twenty point

decision to Connecticut on

Saturday Tom Smith, who finished

second against Harvard arid

I'lV'ass a year ago. leads the

Providence team The Friars will

also be looking for outstanding

performances from freshmen Mike
OShea and Phil Campbell, both

from Ireland.

UMass will rely on Friday's

winning foursome, consisting of

Randy Thomas. Bill Gillin, Tom
Maguire and Paul Segersten. Last

year, Thomas, Gillin and Maguire
finished sixth through eight as
Harvard rolled to an easy win. The
addition of several outstanding

freshmen and the fact that UMass
was not affected by graduation,

could give the Minutemen the edge
in today's varsity meet.

Seven UMass freshmen finished

in a tie for first place as the UMass
Junior Varsity team shutout BC 15-

50 Paul Doiron, Chris Farmer,
Mickey Hawkes and John McGrail,

four of the seven who were tied for

first on Friday, hope to help junior

Tom Wilson in an attempt to finish

seven men before Harvard's fifth

runner crosses the finish line.

CROSS COUNTRY CORNER

-

The Minutemen are due for win
over Harvard. Last time UMass
defeated the Crimson was way
back in 1953. Their series record

against Harvard is only 3-14. Jim
Cappezutto. holder of the second
fastest time for the UMass course,

dropped out of Friday's race with a

cramp. He was BC's top harrier.

Segersten. Maguire. Thomas,
and Gillin finished together in the

BC meet with a time of 25:21 to tie

the fourth best time for the BC
course.

NEW YORK (AP)-They started
teariing down "The House That
Ruth Built" Monday, and nostalgia

was so thick you could cut it with a
Louisville Slugger.

"Why should we?" said Claire

Ruth, the widow of baseball's

greatest home run hitter.

"It's just like changing coats.

When your fur coat wears out, you
get a new one.

"You can't stop progress,"
agreed Eleanor Gehrig, whose late

husband was a Yankee immortal,
playing a record 2,130 consecutive
games in the famous pin stripes. "I
am happy to see progress."

Mrs. Ruth was presented a soiled

white and black rubber home plate

and Mrs. Gehrig was handed first

base at ceremonies marking the
demolition phase of the $27 million,

city-sponsored renovation plan.

Mayor John V. Lindsay, the man
who conceived the facelifting job in

an effort to save the Yankees for

New York City, presided over the
ritual in front of home plate.

During the next two years the
famed Yankee Stadium will be
given a complete renovation. The
Yankees will play at Shea Stadium
in 1974 and 1975 and come back to

the refurbished ball park at the

start of the 1976 campaign.
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'A StiffHit OfJamaican
'

'

By MARTY KELLEY
For the Yard-Bobby Kennedy Jr. told the story with the flowing locks,

"H" adorned sweatshirt, and white sailor bells. Between the martinis,

sweet smell of Cambridge dope, catapaulting missiles, and odes to John

Harvard, a mystique with an uncanny grip continued to prevail. . .The old

Yard may have been haunted as of late, but still, the party yawned in

Harvard Hall unto a happy sunlit Cambridge morn'. . .

And so the Johns' of Harvard fame, 10 minutes form the Square and the

culture that they impose, had reason to rejoice. It was comedy. It was
funny. It was typical Harvard. But in a society and a generation that calls

for salesmanship, the Harvards' had the answer...On and off the field...

We can no longer sell the straight T and Boob Wolf and Burn Street off

the left side for 4». . We can no longer sit with a blank stare as we role it

up against Vermont or St. Joseph's School for the Blind. In defeat there's

a lesson to learn. Harvard taught us multiplicty...on offense and
salesmanship. It was corny, it was pompous, it was dangerous, and of

course to us quite humiliating. . .but Harvard had the answers and the

showmanship to give us college football for the year 1973. . a con-

temporary style. . .the script and lines were stolen from the stoned square

itself. . .

College athletics and football in general. . .well, there's immediate

danger in getting jocked for all time. Our society no longer identifies with

that shoulder to shoulder ideology. ABC won't look any eastern than Penn
St. for TV revenue. Wine and a sleezy date draw better along the banks of

the Charles River than city football. . .But don't tell that to the wealthy

Johns'. . Their coke is accented with a stiff hit of Bacardi's. . .And take a

good whiff of their corn cob pipe. . .

The Harvards give college football the present day aroma it needs.

That stiff breeze emenating from you Charles gave the ancient arena that

Jamaican flavor from endline to endline. From section to section the "J"
was passed and so were a few Cambridge coeds. But with the undersexed

and straggly cheerleaders (someone said they were ugly but I won't

throw stones) into flamboyant routines, false announcements on the PA
system ( Barroll and Kurinsky really did beat their football team 6-0), and
the fight for the football at the open end, Harvard football was ever-

present for the scrambling youth of America and Mike Brophy's flag. . .

Speaking of Manager Brophy. . .Adding insult to injury three little

black culprits ripped off a football from the Minuteman bench and had
Brophy in the most humorous triangle of his disguised life. . .They got

away to a Cambridge ghetto, Brophy lost the football, his hat, his in-

tegrity, and his Minutemen their self-esteem and any hope of Boardwalk
73. . .And if you don't think recruiting suffered, go back to the days of

your high school prom when you wondered what college you'd attend. .

MacPherson lost that too. . .

We simply can no longer measure the athletic performance in

statistics. Sure, the offensive line continued to embarass Penning. .

(forgot how to spell it). . .So our backfield wears lead shoes. From
Cambridge I'll remember most how I was particularly entertained,

somewhat awed, but thoroughly convinced that Harvard football taught

us Aggies a lesson that won't be displayed in the scoreboard but in the

lumbering decades to come. . .

The story was in her Ivy, proud but shitfaced alums, their Kennedy's,

their money, their cocktails, and their pride. . .and that ten minute walk
to the Square. . .
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If a light sleeper goes

to sleep with a light on,

then what does a hard
sleeper go to sleep with?

Recyclable
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Norman Bigelow Wows

Staff Photo/Larry Stein

By SHERM BOYSON
There's a razor thin line between bravery and stupidity. Norman

Bigelow, who entertained a crowd of nearly a thousand people in the

Student Union Ballroom last night, is on the bravery side of that line.

The ballroom filled very quickly for the performer who is appearing

was part of the distinguished Visitors Program. Bigelow, claiming to be

the reincarnation of the original escape artist Harry Houdini, entertained

the standing room only crowd with about 90 minutes of what his master of

ceremonies termed "escapology".

In various acts Bigelow escaped from a 360 gallon tank of water he was

hanging upside down in, unchained himself from a table while a lit path of

gun powder was rushing towards the pile of explosives under the table,

and released himself from countless numbers of chains, belts, and straps

to avoid being reddled by a time released door of knives.

Surprisingly, the more dangerous acts, such as releasing himself from

a set of chains while a boa constrictor was tightening around his neck,

seemed easier to perform than the old straight-jacket trick, which took

him seven minutes to do.

Mr. Bigelow's show was filled with many sensational touches which

helDed bring the audience to a level of excitement. The show opened to

the music of 2001-The Space Odessey, as Bigelow jumped out of a coffin-

like box held by two hooded assistants. Bigelow, twenty-nine and husky,

was dressed completely in white, in a very striking contrast to the dim

lighting and his two black clothed assistants. His master of ceremonies,

Richard Dennis, did all the talking. Bigelow never uttered a single word,

using gestures to communicate his commands.

An unusually high level of tenseness was over the entire audience. The

final act was one in which Bigelow was strapped to a door by a series of

bindings. Another door, set with 21 knives, would spring shut on him if he

didn't escape in the three minutes allotted. A clock allowed the audience

to follow the countdown as one of his hooded assistants sounded of each

fifteen second interval. When it was down to the last fifteen seconds, and

Bigelow was still not free, the audience jumped to their feet and

screamed for nim to hurry.

Bigelow's appearance was preceeded by his assistant, Richard Dennis,

who performed various magic acts. Some of the acts were very good,

such as a fire eating demonstration. But when he tried to make a dove

appear out of his handkerchief, it was obvious to all that the doves were

coming out of his coat.

He was upstaged by a volunteer who did a better job of hamming it up,

and a dove who kept interfering with one of his card tricks.

But there was no question as to the star of the night. Bigelow held the

audience spell bound as he went from one spectacular act to another. A
twenty-one year veteran in the escape business, he never lost his calm,

even when the straight-jacket act seemed to go longer than it should

have.

The show was only impaired by its location. The ballroom did not

provide a high enough stage for the size of the audience and vision for

many was often impaired. Some persons tried to stand to get a better

view, but were quickly shouted down by the people behind them.

Norman Bigelow may or may not be Houdini reincarnated. But he

certainly is a great showman and crowd pleaser, as anyone in attendance

last nisht can attest to.

Norman Bigelow awed fans last night at the Student

Union Ballroom. Seven minutes to get out of a straight

jacket.

On The Inside:

• Women's Dorms

One of the benefits of Knowlton House is its 21 year

old, male head of residence.

See Pg. 2

• Aid/Mass Public Assistance

A new two-step application procedure will be

required.
See Pg. 3

Agnew Investigation

Special federal grand jury investigating Vice

President Agnew is planning two working sessions

this week.
See Page 5
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Commuter Vote Poor
In Senate Election
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By BONNIE COHEN
The opening day of Student

Senate elections has been
characterized by a disappointing
number of commuter students
turning out to vote. Out of almost
7500 commuter students, an
estimated 160 votes were cast in
the Duke Room in the Student
Union. According to election of-
ficial Steve Barbanel, 'if this
present trend continues, we will
have less votes this year in three
days of elections than we had last
year with only one day."
Besides voting on their 30

representatives to the Senate,
students also have the opportunity
to make known their preference on
yearbook funding, or whether or
not to have a yearbook at all.

Despite this important referen-
dum, the commuter students

showed an apparent lack of con-

cern about the elections. Speaker
of the Senate David Booker feels

disappointed with the first day
turn-out and wonders, "how do you
change the heads of people who, all

they want out of college is classes

and the Collegian over a cup of

coffee at the Hatch?".

Officially, there are 29 students
running for the 30 available seats
open to commuter students.
However, there have been some
students running write-in cam-
paigns because they did not get
their nomination petitions in one
time to be included on the ballot.

Even at this late date, those in-

volved with the elections feel that a
write-in candidate stands a very
good chance of becoming elected if

they work at it.

Barbanel and Booker have some
plans for the two remaining days of
election to get more people to vote.
They feel that visibility has been
one of their chief problems and
therefore plan to put up more signs
in and around the Student Union to
make more students aware of what
is going on in the Duke Room. They
also plan to continue their full page
ads in the Collegian. Other than
that, they are just doing a lot of
hoping and wishing that more
commuter students will come out
and vote on Wednesday and
Thursday, the final two days of
elections, to vote. Speaker Booker
has some final words to those
students who have not yet made
their opinions known -"PLEASE
VOTE!"

Staff Photo/Dan Smith

Head of Residence at Knowlton House, Marian Kowacki is viewed
as a typical. . . .by most standards. Often his values come into play
as the only male in a house of women-most near his own age.

State Officers Found
On More Than One Payroll

Women's Dorm's?
Right On

!

By ROBERTA MAKTONE
Although most girl's dorms on

this campus are scorned, they have
their benefits. One of the benefits
of Knowlton House is its 21-year-
old single, male Head of
Residence—Marian Kowacki.
Kowacki said the initial reaction

to his residence position is sur-
prise. Most people want to know
how he got the job and whether it

was a mistake due to the spelling of
his first name. "It is no mistake
and he obtained the job through the
usual process of selection of a Head
of Residence." said Kowacki.
Several residents in the dorm

have remarked on the change in

atmosphere, saying that they feel
more able to confide in a Head of
Residence who is about the same
age as them. One resident said that
there seems to be more unity in the
dorm as a whole. Very few ob-
jected to the fact that the position
was being filled by a male.
Kowacki said he hasn't received

any static from the parents of the
girls living in Knowlton. He thinks
the reason is possibly because
most parents assume he is married
and over 21 -years old.

As to his reactions on living in an
all girl dorm, Kowacki said, "I
have to be aware of my values and
how they involve the women in the
dorm I am presently taking a
Sexism course in order to be more
aware of the people I am living
with."

Kowacki said it is hard to

separate his personal life from his

job because the Head of Residence
position is not a "9 to 5". job, "I

want to make dorm life more of a
social center in accordance with
the interests and needs of the
people living in here, while still

maintaining some sort of
demeanor."
The "problems" that have arisen

are no different than those facing
any other Head of Residence, he
said. "You get new people ad-
justing to new life styles. But,
actually, this isn't really a
problem. It's more of a process.
This is where the floor counselors
are a real help to me." The ad-
justment situation applies
especially to Knowlton House
because 85 of the 160 residents are
freshmen.
Kowacki, who was an un-

dergraduate at UMass last year,
and is now enrolled in a special
Graduate program on campus,
said, however, his Head of
Residence position is of primary
concern. "The job is what I am
here for, although I am entitled to

take one course per semester along
with six weeks of courses in the
summer." The graduate program
Kowacki is enrolled in is a special
Masters program relating to job
placements.
Kowacki summed up by saying,

"Everything seems to be going
along fine I feel comfortable in my
job and therefore, I enjoy it."

By MARY THORNTON
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — A number of state officers are
drawing income from more than one public payroll.
Some others work for companies which do a sub-
stantial business with the state.

This year, for the first time, the officers wre
required to file a list of all outside income sources
with the executive Office of Administration and
Finance.

There is no similar reporting requirement for
legislators or other state employes.
The legislation defined state officers as cabinet

secretaries, commissioners, department heads, and
members of various boards.
George Tully, of the office of administration and

finance, said the files are incomplete and there is no
accurate method of checking up on officials to see if

they are reporting properly.
The original bulletin which went to the state of-

ficials said, "Any officer of the Commonwealth
failing to file said report shall be given a hearing and
dismissed if found delinquent without sufficient
cause."

At least one officer made a report but neglected to
mention some of his ouside interests. William
DiPesa, a member of the Board of Public Ac-
countancy, lists himself as a director of the Mt.
Washington Co-Operative Bank. However, he failed
to say he is also president of the Charles E. DiPesa
and Co., which has done a number of audits for the
state on federal contracts.
"But how the hell would you ever cross check,"

Tully asks. "There isn't even a list of state of of-
ficers. And besides, some people don't know them-
selves whether or not they're considered state of-
ficers."

State law says, "A person shall not at the same
time receive more than one salary from the Com-
monwealth," but several officials listed income from
more than one state source in 1972.
A spokesman for the state personnel office says

that at least some of the boards or commissions are
set up in such a waht that the payment for part-time
jobs is considered expenses rather than a part-time
salary.

In addition, the spokesman said, "payments from
the special 03 accounts for consulting work aren't

considered salary. "They have to sign a form saying
they did this work outside regular working hours "

State Comptroller Arthur H. McKinnon, who was
deputy commissioner for fiscal affairs when he
reported, received an extra $5,317 from the Com-
monwealth's Division of Civil Service for preparing
and marking civil service exams, $1,500 as chairman
of the board of the Everett Co-Operative Bank- $863
from the W.H. Doty Trust; and $1,815 from un-
specified "part-time professional services."
Robert Lynch, a member of the Board to Facilitate

the Use of Public Buildings by the Physically Han-
dicapped, received two arthitectural contracts from
the state, totalling $5,600. He receives a part-time
salary of up to $1,250 for the board's occasional
meetings in addition to reimbursement for expenses
John Olsen, who receives $16,023 as a supervising

district engineer inspector for the Department of
Public Safety, is also paid a chairman of the Board of
Boiler Rules. He is paid up to $1,250 for the board's
occasional meetings, but the legislation specified that
in addition to reimbursement for any expenses he
might incur.

Richard C. Gilliland, director of the state's Divison
of Employment Security, earned an extra $5,246 from
the federal governmnt.
Public Safety Secretary Richard E. McLaughlin

listed several outside sources: In addition to con-
sulting fees to the federal Department of Tran-
sportation, McLaughlin received $3,655 in 1972 from
the Massachusetts Air National Guard, and he was a
director of the Rumford Insurance Co. of Providence,

Two members of the rate setting commission who
received

I
$6,000 for the part-time job, were also on

other public payrolls during the 1972 reporting period
James Callahan listed $13,961 as director of a

community study of social services for Worcester and
another $9,783 from a state job.
Richard Connors listed an additional $21 000 as

Pram
direCt0r of *• Boston Alcoho1 Safety Action

Thereisnostatelawsayinga state employe cannot
do outside work for federal or municipal govern-
ments, and the state law prohibiting employes to
appear on two states payrolls is not being strictly
interpreted. *

Mass Bicentennial Gets Western Opinion
»TI1\ < APt-MaQcanhncottc' Kill tn cot m o \» i ... .. ......... *BOSTON (\P) -Massachusetts-

plan to celebrate the nation's 200th
birthday by preserving two areas
of natural and historic interest has
run into opposition from some
residents in the western part offhe
state.

The bill, which would provide a
$25 million bond issue for projects
on the Boston Harbor Islands and
the Holyoke Range, was given its

second public hearing at the State
House yesterday This time it was
the House Ways and Means

bill to set up a Massachusetts
Bicentennial Commission to
oversee those projects.

The commission with a nine
member board of directors ap-
pointed by the governor would
expire in 1977.

Some $20 million of the funds
would be used to develop and
preserve the Boston Harbor
Islands for recreational purposes.
Commissioner of Natural
Resources Arthur Brownell said

That would include a water

the mainland to the islands, he
added. All of the islands involved in

the planned development are
already controlled by the state,
Brownell said.

The Holyoke Range, which runs
through Hadley, South Hadley,
Amherst. Granby and Belcher-
town, was the subject of most of the
day's testimony.
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This scene on route 47 in Sunderland is a sure sign that harvest season is here. Squash anyone?

Matt Photo/David Let*

New Public Aid Application Required
By JEFFREY LEVIN

University students desiring aid
from any Massachusetts public

assistance program, including the
Food Commodities Distribution
Program will be required to follow

a two-step application procedure,
according to the Massachusetts
Public Welfare Department.
Stan Boris, an official from the

Welfare Department declared that

under the old method of selecting

recipients of food commodities,
students came to apply un-
prepared. They frequently left

information vital to their eligibility

at home. Another problem
inherent in the old method was the

variations in the application
procedures in the various cities of

the Commonwealth.

The new two-step procedure was
designed to be a statewide uniform
policy.

According to Boris, a student

takes the first step by going to the

nearest Food Commodities office.

He or she is then told all the

information about the program
and the requirements for obtaining

eligibility. Then he must produce
documents from his school stating

that he is a student, the extent of

any financial aid that he is

receiving and his local address.

These documents can be in the

form of a letter or an identification

card.

In addition, he is told that a letter

from his parents stating their

support of him, if any is required.

The student takes step two of the

procedure by returning to the
office after a short period with the
documents for completion of the
application.

Under the present Food Com-
modities Distribution Program, a
recipient receives a Food Card
which he must present to the
distribution center before or on the
date specified on his card, when he
presents his card, he is given a one
month supply of commodities.
According to an aide of Gerry

Dunn, Supervisor of the Springfield
Welfare Regional Office, if a
recipient brings his card to the
center in the month following the
one specified on his card, he will be
denied his food supply. A person
whose card lists the day of October
cannot obtain his supply on

new
will

November 1 because it is a
month and the inventories
have been recorded

It was learned that the Food
Commodities Distribution
Program now in operation in

Springfield is slated to be phased
out at the end of the fiscal year. A
Food Stamp system is scheduled to

be implemented in July 1974.

A. TributeTo
Paul Robesod

ByBRENDAGRAY

"Come And Go With Me To My
House" A song that was sung by
the New Africa House Choir and
received a standing ovation in

Bowker Auditorium. Last night the
essence ot a true spiritualist was
captured, last night in tribute to
Paul Robeson, actor, singer, orator
and Great Black Othello of 1924.

The concert was very inspiring
to many people in the audience, a
standing room-only crowd. The
message that was delivered was
the same one that Robeson,
through his creative endeavors
tried to give to the world before he
died....To be truly free we must
first of all truly love ourselves,
spiritually, physically, and
mentally.

Guests at the performance were
Sonia Sanchez, The Boyer
Brothers, The Voices of New
Africa House Choir, The Mass
Approach, Roland Wiggins, Mr.
Edward Boatner and Sister Elma
Lewis of the Elma Lewis School of
Fine Arts.

Acklin Lynch, host of the con-
cert, said that there are many Paul
Robesons of tomorrow on campus
and all they need to do is to seek out

some of the great black artists that
we have here. Named were Max
Roach and Archie Shepp the
coordinators of last nights concert.
Music is most assuredly a sign of
the times. Paul Robeson who often
did his songs in other lango was
most assuredly ahead of his times.
During his stage performances he
did some of his songs in different

languages, trying to relate to all

people. This is "Profiles in Black"

Farmer's Almanac Has New Tidbits
By PHYLLIS AUSTIN

Associated Press Writer
LKWISTON. Maine <AP)-Know

how to poach a fish in your dish-
washer? Could you tell time on
Mars?

These are a couple of the more
far out tidbits of information to be
had in the 157th edition of the
Farmer's Almanac.

However, Ray Geiger, now in his

40th year as editor, describes his

publication as "an antidote to

pornography," and says his

greatest contribution during the

past four decades has been to put

"a good, wholesome magazine" in

millions of homes.

The no-dirty-jokes conservatism
of the almanac "is probably a little

too much for the way most people

live now, but it definitely has its

place,'* said the loquacious 63-

year-old "philom." a title he has
assumed which means "lover of

learning."

"The almanac will never drive
magazines like "Playboy" and
"Oui" out of business. However.
Hugh Hefner might take notice

that our readership has expanded
from 86.000 when I took over in 1934

to five million this year." he said.

The latest edition of the 48-page

almanac is just out. Weatherwise.

it predicts a snowier, colder winter

than last year.

Besides the weather, recipes,

jokes, household hints and farming

data, the 1974 almanac includes

such tidbits as how to poach fish in

vour dishwasher:

Dot the fish with butter and
sprinkle of parsley; wrap in heavy
aluminum foil. Find the flattest

part of the rack or fold down
partitions if you have them. Place
the fish in the dishwasher and let

run through the whole cycle. The
fish should be perfectly poached at
the end of that time.

"You have to make sure the

washer maintains heat of 160-180

degrees," said Geiger. "The
process works beautifully. I've

tried it!"

Another favorite in the new
almanac, he said, is a brief com-

ment on the origin of kissing. The
almanac says it derived from
men's craving for salt. The cave
man found that he could get salt by
licking his neighbor's cheek.

"He quickly found it more in-

teresting if the neighbor was
female," Geiger quipped, "Then
everybody forgot about salt."
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ARAB TERRORISTS GRABK SOVIET JEWS AS HOSTAGE ON VIENNA-BOUND PLANE-This is

the getaway in which two Arab terrorists drove with four hostages-including three Jewish immigrants--
to Vienna airport after attacking a train. One of the terrorists is seen looking through car window.

Kriesky Turns Down Meir
Appeal For Emigrants

By ROLAND PRINZ
Associated Press Writer

VIENNA, Austria (AP) — Chancellor Brune
Kreisky turned down a dramatic personal appeal
yesterday from Israeli Premier Golda Meir that he
reverse his decision to close group transit facilities
for Soviet Jewish emigrants.
Kreisky told newsmen after a 1 1/2-hour meeting

with Mrs. Meir that he had proposed as an alternative
that the United Nations be asked to assume
responsibility for the nearby Schoenau Castle transit
camp for Soviet Jews en route to Israel.

Sudden Visit by Mrs. Meir
The Austrian government agreed last Saturday to

close the camp in return for the release of four
hostages held by two Palestinian terrorists. The
decision prompted strong protests from Israel and
the sudden visit by Mrs. Meir.
The Israeli premier, looking tired and grim

Tuesday night at Tel Aviv's Lod Airport after
returning to Israel, said she was "very sad" about the
kidnap affair and its aftermath, but added that the
Austrian decision to close the camp would not affect
relations between the two countries.

We WU1 Find Another Way
"Israel does not believe in solving problems by

breaking relations. We will find another way," she
said.

The Israeli premier said the most convenient
solution would be to fly Soviet Jewish immigrants
directly from Moscow to Tel Aviv, but stressed that
"it depends on the Soviet government."
Kreisky said he cabled Austrian Foreign Minister

Champs Uncle

Charges Less

Rudolf Kirchschlaeger in New York Tuesday, in-

structing him to propose that the U.N. high com-
missioner for refugee questions be asked to assume
responsibility for the camp.
An official at the high commissioner's office said it

was uncertain whether the Jews passing through
Austria were refugees since they had legally left the
Soviet Union and had an assured destination.
Later diplomats said Kirchschlaeger met with

U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim, but what
they discussed was not disclosed.
Kreisky said there was "no special reaction" from

Mrs. Meir regarding his suggestion that the United
Nations take over the camp.
Questioned closely on the matter, Kreisky added

that Mrs. Meir was "not very impressed by my
proposal. Perhaps she did not think it was very
realistic."

Kreisky said the decision to close the camp would
not bar the travel of individuals through Austria.
"Only special facilities we have been able to grant so
far will no longer be available."
T he Austrian leader has said he decided to close the

Schoenau camp because the government fears it

cannot provide adequate protection for the Jewish
emigrants against Arab terrorist attacks.
But Abraham Karlikow, Europiean director of the

American Jewish Committee, said in Vienna on
Tuesday that the Austrain decision has made the
risks greater for Jewish emigrants.
"The day Schoenau closes, every individual Jew

arriving in Austria becomes a far more ready target
for terrorism, a readier potential hostage," he said.

Grand Jury Quickens

Agnew Investigations
BALTIMORE (AP) - The special federal grand jury investigating

allegations of bribery, extortion and conspiracy against Vice President

Spiro T. Agnew is quickening its pace in search of kickback evidence,

planning two working sessions this week, starting Wednesday.
First of the new testimony, a courthouse source said, will come from a

reluctant witness, William J. Muth, a former Democratic Baltimore City

Councilman who has been active in raising funds for Agnew campaigns
for governor in 1966 and as vice president in 1968 and 1972.

Muth, apparently resorting to Fifth Amendment protection, refused to

answer questions last Thursday when the 22-member panel finally

started the case involving Agnew, two months after the vice president
was formally notified by a Justice Department letter that he was under
criminal investigation.

The source said Muth, new office manager for an engineering firm,

would be granted immunity and forced to testify under threat of being
sent to jail for contempt. It was not disclosed what Muth is expected to tell

the jury about his connections with Agnew.
Muth told newsmen last week, after leaving the grand jury room, that

the Agnew investigation "is a lot of bull—."

The jury previously has been meeting regularly only once a week, on
Thursdays.
Since Aug. 23, when it handed up a 39-count indictment against N. Dale

Anderson, the Democrat who succeeded Agnew as chief executive of
Baltimore County in 1966, the jury has been in session only three times -

including last Thursday when it opened its criminal probe of the vice
president on direct orders of Atty . Gen. Elliot L. Richardson.
A day later Agnew's lawyers moved to halt the grand jury in-

vestigation, and also to silence all public discussion about alleged
evidence already before the jury or scheduled to be presented, if it ever
is.

U.S. District Court Judge Walter E. Hoffman Jr. of Norfolk, assigned
specially to handle the Agnew phase after all nine federal judges in

Maryland disqualified themselves because of friendship with the vice
president, has fixed Oct. 12 for a hearing here.

Findley Urges Action

On Agnew Probe Soon
within the allotted time, I shall

introduce a privileged motion to

discharge the committee from
further consideration of the
resolution," Findley said.

"In that way, members of the

House will have an opportunity to

decide whether an investigation of

the conduct of Vice President
Agnew should be undertaken, or
whether Congress should stand
[dly by."

UIMUA
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WASHINGTON (AP)-Rep. Paul
Findley said yesterday that if the
House Judiciary Committee does
not act within seven legislative

days on a motion of inquiry
regarding Vice President Spiro T.

Agnew he will seek to have the
committee discharged from fur-

ther consideration of it.

The Illinois Republican in-
troduced a resolution of inquiry
Monday directing the attorney
general to provide the House with
any facts indicating that Agnew
has accepted bribes or failed to
declare all of his income for tax
purposes.

The resolution was referred to
the Judiciary Committee. Under
the rules of the House, he said, the
committee is required to act within
seven legislative days or risk
having the resolution taken from it.

The recommendation is then
subject to the approval by the full

House.
"If the committee fails to act

needs an

assistant to the chief
engineer. If you have
practical electronic ex-
perience, apply in person
at WMUA, 42 Marston
Hall. Speak to chief
engineer Gary McAuliffe.

BOULDER. Colo. (AP)Robert
Lange Sr., the uncle of the
disqualified 1973 Soap Box Derby
champion, agreed yesterday to an
adjustment in charges against him
for encouraging his nephew to

cheat in the race.

Boulder Dist. Atty. Alex Hunter
had filed charges of "encouraging
a minor to violate a state law"
after Lange admitted he made the
decision that James Gronen should
use an illegal device to give his

soap box racer a faster start.

Under what is called a non-
judicial adjustment. Judge Horace
Holmes will draw up a set of orders
which Lange must follow and
Lange waives his right to a jury
trial on the misdemeanor charge

If Lange fails to follow the
conditions of the order he may be
sentenced without trial The
maximum penalty is up to one year

in jail and a maximum fine of

Holmes set Oct. 23 for the release

of the orders which Lange must
follow.

Gronen, 14, who lives with
Lange, was disqualified from the
national Ail-American Soap Box
Derby when race officials found a
magnetic nose in his gravity-
powered racer. The electromagnet
gave the racer a faster start when
the metal starting gate was
dropped.
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In The Nation And The World

Questions And Answers
To Fuel Shortage Issue

By STANLEY BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-Yesterday's White House
announcement of mandatory fuel allocations was
designed, energy adviser John A. Love stated, "to let

consumers and distributors know that positive action
is being taken" to cope with fuel shortages.

But the average consumer may still be wondering
what "mandatory allocation" is all 'bout.

Here, in quest ion-and answer form, is an ex-
planation of the fuel shortage and the programs
adopted to meet it:

Q-Is there really a fuel shortage, or is it just you
newspaper guys trying to create headlines?
A-The Interior Department has just studied the

situation and reported the nation will be short of
distillate oils by about 100,000 barrels a day this

winter. Propane gas is already in short supply.
Natural gas supplies cannot keep up with increasing
demand, and some companies are refusing to take
new customers.
The pressure is increased by antipollution rules

that will reduce the burning of some fuels because
they give off too much sulfur.

The President's top energy adviser said Tuesday
that "it is clear that the nation will"-not "may", mind
you- "will experience some fuel shortages this winter
and perhaps over the next few years."
And Stephen A. Wakefield, assistant secretary of

the interior for energy and minerals, predicted "the
strong probability of a gasoline shortage next sum-
mer."
Well, I know about natural gas, but what is "distillate

oil"?

A-If you lived in New England you would know. It

means a variety of refined oils including diesel fuel,

jet fuel, kerosene and especially home heating oil.

And homes really need reliable heating in the winter
up in New England and the Upper Midwest. A lot of

US-Soviet
Trade Talks

Involve Jews
..MOSCOW (AP)-President
Nixon's top finance man had a
lengthy talk with the Soviet
premier yesterday about trade
relations troubled by a dispute
over treatment of Soviet Jews.

In another part of the Russian
capital, uniformed police over-
whelmed 10 Jewish demonstrators
with a shouting, shoving charge
and arrested the Jews who were
protesting Moscow's refusal to let

them leave for Israel.

The talks at the top were bet-

ween U.S. Treasury Secretary
George P. Schultz and Premier
Alexei N. Kosygin. Nixon's envoy
was sounding out the Russians
about economic cooperation.

At the conclusion of the meeting
in the Kremlin, Schultz said: "We
discussed the principal economic
questions in a probing but very

friendly atmosphere."
The conference with Kosygin

was the second high-level session

with Soviet leaders in 24 hours.

Monday night Shultz was sum-
moned to the Kremlin for a talk

with communist party chief Leonid

I. Brezhnev in what Pravda in-

dicated may have been a frosty

encounter.

The communist party newspaper
characterized the meeting as
"businesslike." It had reported the

first Brezhnev-Shultz session last

March as taking place "in a spirit

of mutual understanding."

Resident Moscow diplomats saw
the cool language as possibly

reflecting official dissatisfaction.

An end to discriminatory tariffs

is a key part of the landmark
Soviet-American trade agreement
signed in Washington a year ago
Congress is insisting in exchange
that the Soviets permit free

emigration of Soviet Jews and
other citizens.

Ten Jews who attempted to

unfurl homemade banners in front

of the office of Tass. the Soviet

news agency, were smothered by

about 30 policemen who stormed

from inside the Tass building.

Observers said the rough treat-

ment may have been staged by

opponents of Brezhnev's opening to

the West.

hospitals, factories and businesses depend on it too.
Q-Where does propane come in?
A-Most people don't have much to do with propane,

but farmers need it to dry their crops, and some
families living in isolated homes or trailers use it for
heating and cooking. Industrial vehicles, such as
forklift trucks, and other equipment sometimes have
to use it in enclosed areas where the exhaust of
gasoline or diesel fuel would poison workers. Propane
is even turning up more often in natural gas
pipelines ; the utilities add it to meet short surges in

demand in what is called "peak shaving."
Q-What is the government doing about the fue

problem?
A-Well, for one thing, it is asking every citizen t<

reduce his use of fuel and energy as much a:

possible: to lower air conditioner and heater settings
drive less and drive slower to save gasoline, insulat<
your home, things like that.

The government itself is trying to cut its fue
consumption by seven per cent.

Beyond that, it has offered to let the states ease u]

on their clean-air efforts, temporarily, so high-sulfu
fuels can continue to be used.

Yesterday, the White House announced, after a lot

of hesitation, that it was imposing a mandatory
allocation system on propane gas and will impose it

within a few weeks on heating oil and the rest of those
"middle distillates".

Q-Mandatory what?
A-Allocation. That means the government will

control the distribution-

Q-You mean they will ration everything? Where did
I store those World War II stamp-books...
A-No, no, no. Not that kind of rationing. At least, not

yet. Under mandatory allocation, the government
will only control fuel distribution at the wholesale
level. You won't need ration tickets or anything. You
just purchase fuel as usual from your dealer.

Dairy Farmers Boost
Wholesale Prices

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer

The nation's dairy farmers have
boosted wholesale prices by up to

two cents a quart and some
producers say the latest increases
could start showing up at the
supermarket within the next few
days.

An Associated Press survey
showed that milk producers in all

parts of the country raised prices

at the beginning of the week,
generally about 60 cents per
hundred pounds of milk. There are
about 50 quarts in 100 pounds.
The two largest associations of

milk producers led the way.
A spokesman for Associated

Milk Producers, which has its

headquarters in San Antonio said

the increases were put into effect

"to provide some economic in-

centive to dairy farmers to stay in

business." He said rising costs had
forced many farmers out of the
dairy business and reported that

production is currently about three
or four per cent below last year's
output.

Mid-America Dairymen, Inc.,
the second largest producer, also
announced Increases effective
Monday and said the boosts af-
fecting 13 Midwest and Southern
states would range from 8 to 10

cents per gallon.

The Maryland and Virginia Milk
Producers Association,
representing 1,000 dairy farmers in

the middle Atlantic states, an-
nounced Monday that prices
charged to processors would be
raised about two cents a quart.
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ANNOUNCES RESIGNATION-Nlchoias Makarezos. deputy
Greek premier, announces his resignation Friday in Athens to
newsmen. Makarezos said he quit because of disagreement with
President George Papadopoulos. He denied impending appointment
of civilian premier and directed resignation of military men ex-
pected afterwards was the cause of his action and called for support
of the expected government change.
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Nixon May Go To Europe By Year's End Six Murdered
*

:..'.*:' i» Kentucky
WASHINGTON (AP)-A casual

remark by President Nixon to

Italian tourists has revived
prospects that a new Atlantic
declaration will be in shape for him
to sign on a trip to Europe before
the end of the year.

This would fulfill Nixon's
proclamation that 1973 will be "the
year of Europe" and would
represent an additional ac-
complishment for a foreign policy

already embellished by major
turns in U.S. relations with
Moscow and Peking.

But the President's chief foreign
policy strategist, Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger, has said
that the trip will not be hurried to
meet any "artificial deadlines."

And Gerald L. Warren, the
deputy White House press
secretary, suggested Tuesday that

the President was essentially

expressing a hope to visit Europe importance of the secretary's visit

rather than predicting a date in his

chat with an Italian couple outside

a Washington restaurant.

Nixon was quoted as telling Mr.
and Mrs. Giuseppe Di Marco that

he plans to go to Europe "in about
two or three months." But Warren
told newsmen: "The President
thinks he said, 'in a few months'."

In any event, both Kissinger and

the White House have stressed the

to London with two weeks for talks

with several European foreign

ministers. He may also go to Paris

and Bonn.
Kissinger told a news conference

last Wednesday that "The outcome
of the deliberations will determine

the timing of the President's trip."

Warren said, "no determination

will be made until the secretary

returns."

Cold War On In Britain
By ARTHUR L. GAVSHON
Associated Press Writer

LONDON (AP)-Britain ordered
its naval vessels out of disputed

fishing waters around Iceland

yesterday, yielding to the island

nation's threat of a diplomatic
break.

Prime Minister Edward Heath
announced Britain's decision to

quit 12 hours before a deadline set

by the Reykjavik government for

the withdrawal of three Royal
Navy frigates and three tugs.

He did so, he said, on the

assumption Iceland will allow
British travlers to go on fishing in

the 50-mile zone that Reykjavik has
claimed as its own fishing grounds.
"The Navy and the tugs will

return if this assumption proves to

be wrong," Heath wrote to

'Spaceman* Cast

Aids Neck Injury
By DAVE BENNETT

Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) - For the next three months, Michael Pechorer

will be walking around San Francisco streets looking like a spaceman,
but doctors think he is lucky to be alive.

The 31-year-old attorney presently wears a complicated stainless steel

device called a "hale cast" to support a broken neck suffered in an Aug. 3
automobile accident in Mexioc.
"This is considered The treatment for neck fractures," said Pochorer.

"Its rarity is realy because neck fractures often are fatal or result in

paralysis."

He said doctors told him "the odds of someone surviving this kind of
accident are maybe one in a thousand."
The hale cast consists of a metal ring suspended about eight inches

above his head and supported by two rods running down to the chest
which is encased in a body cast. The hale itself is connected to Pechorer's
head via slim rods and a metal headband screwed to the skull.

"The doctor says you are virtually certain of recovery as long as you
stay in the cast. I suppose if you really jerked hard on it you could tear it

loose," he said.

He said that once when he was walking along the street "some guy working the fishing grounds,
grabbed me - people think you are some kind of freak - some guy grabbed Rosljn FV£»f> Pll-mrn* Tne decision Dv the British
me by the bars." Pechorer said he was able to pull away. ivauiU L 1 CC -i^UlUpC government took some heat off the
While Pechorer survived the auto crash his wife and unborn child did WASHiNr.Tnu iadla ten o United States. The Americans and

not. He said they were driving near Tecate, Mexico, less than a mile from
the border when the car went out of control.

The vehicle rolled over several times and his wife Karen, 27, who was
severn-months pregnant, was thrown from the car.

"We were taken to a clinic in Tecate where I regained consciousness. I

was covered with blood and dirt from head to foot. I knew my neck was
broken," he recalled.

The cast already has caused some problems. "I'm 6 feet tall nor-
mally," said Pechorer, "but about 6-8 in this thing. Cne time I got hooked
in a wire hanging off of an awning.

"It's like having blinders on, you can only look straight ahead," he said.

"Housekeeping, washing dishes and that kind of thing are a chore. I can't
bathe myself and not being able to take a shower is horrible."
Pechorer said he awaits the day when he can "just resume normal

living and cope with the emotional problems. I'm in a limbo now, that's
the way I feel."

Skylab Astronauts

Still Feel Weakness

Icelandic Prime Minister Olafur

Johannesson.
At the same time he invited

Johannesson to summit
negotiations in London to get some
sort of plan to permit British

trawlermen to go on fishing in the

zone, as they have been doing for

two centuries.

He has in mind a catch limitation

agreement that would enable the
trawlers to bring back something
like 130,000 tons of fish a year for

the next two years or so. Iceland
last year proposed an upper limit

of 117,000 tons.

Johannesson accepted Heath's
invitation and said he would come
to London Oct. 15. In previous talks

with the British, the leader of
Iceland's coalition government has
refused any commitment allowing
British Trawlermen to go on

FORT THOMAS, Ky. (AP)-Two
fugitives shot and killed a minister
and his two children, then executed
three more persons in an 80-mile
flight across Kentucky before their

capture yesterday, police said.

Officials said the federal prison
escapees were wearing the
minister's clothing when arrested
by Fort Thomas police who were
on the lookout for a stolen auto.

The two were identified as
Wilmer Scott, 35, Chattanooga,
Tenn., and Willian Sloan, 24,

Louisville. Both were charged with
murder and moved to the state

penitentiary at Eddyville, Ky., a
maximum security facility.

They fled the Federal Building in

Lexington Monday afternoon along
with Roy Collins, 24, Lima, Ohio.
Collins broke his leg and was
captured immediately by U.S.
marshals.
Sloan and Scott commandered

the auto of Mrs. Robert Ewalt as
she waited to pick up a daughter
and another girl at a school
directly behind the Federal
Building, police said.

They said Mrs. Ewalt was forced
to drive to her home where the
abductors bound her and her other
two children, aged 11 and 12, with
telephone cord. After stealing a .22

caliber rifle, several kitchen
knives and $6 to $8 in cash. The pair

drove off in Mrs. Ewalt's car. No
one was injured.

After the pair was captured at

Fort Thomas, across the Ohio
River from Cincinnati, they told

police of the Lexington killings,

officers said.

WASHINGTON (AP)-A $50.2
million authorization for Radio
Free Europe and Radio Liberty
cleared Congress yesterday over
objections they are inconsistent
with U.S. -Soviet detente and
shouldn't be financed by the U.S.
government.
The authorization, already

approved by the Senate, was
passed by the House, 313 to 90. The
two radios sent broadcasts into
Communist countries. Rep.
Benjamin S. Rosenthal, D-N.Y.,
questioned whether the broadcasts
are consistent with U.S.-Soviet
detente.

Icelanders are revising their 1951

defense pact that permits the
United States to run an air-sea

surveillance base at Keflavik.

So long as the British-Icelandic

quarrel dragged on there was a
danger its bitterness would spill

over into the Keflavik situation and
the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization.
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SPACE CENTER. Houston
(AP)-Skylab 2 astronauts said

yesterday they were still ex-

periencing feelings of weakness or
"tired blood" from their 594 days
in space weightlessness, but the

record space travelers said they
were rapidly readapting to earth.

Astronauts Alan L. Bean, Jack
R. Lousma and Owen K. Garriott

held their first news conference
since the end of their mission and
said they have less energy and tire

more quickly than they did before
their space flight which ended last

Tuesday.
"It's been a bigger strain coming

back than I thought.'' said Bean,
the mission commander "I feel a

little bit weaker than when I left. I

feel like I've got tired blood.'*

Garriott said he and Lousma
jogged a mile each on Monday.
•but at a much slower rate than

three months ago before the
mission."

Lousma said it took him only

hours to lose the feeling of

heaviness ane light headedness he

first experienced after returning to

earth, but added. "I feel a little less

energetic and I'm more tired
"

Bean, however, said the

astronauts notice a daily increase

in their strength as their bodies

readapt to gravity and said no

serious problems are expected to

linger.

•We are physically getting back

to where we started." he said.

The Skylab 2 commander said

they got into the proper routine of

exercise.' as4eep *•«» Hwd* -after

about 25 days in space and felt very
well.

"We seemed to hit a groove and
felt we could have stayed there
indefinitely," said Bean. "The
Skylab 3 crew should be able to go
for an indeterminate length of
time."

The Skylab 3 crew is set to begin
a 56-day mission aboard the space
station in November. Bean had
high praise for the work of
Garriott. who was only the third

scientist-astronaut and the first

solar physicist to fly into space.

He said Garriott viewed
phenomena differently than he and
Lousma. both of womn are pilot-

astronauts, and contributed much
to the mission's scientific success.

"I think the mission would have
been 50 per cent less productive
without Owen along," said Bean.
"I'm really sold on these scientist-

astronauts. There's no substitute

for having a variety of types up
there."

Bean said the three experienced
occasional flareups of irritation,

but "it was like a family
argument."
We at times got a little sharp

with one another. We fussed a bit at

each other on occasion," he said.

"You could see it coming. It would
happen and then it would go
away."

The
un-dormitories.

( .reat oft-campus living—indoorsandout—at eitheroftwomod-
ern apartment complexes,only minutesaway by caror bikefrom
Amherst College,downtownAmherstor UMass.Mowaccepting
applications for September.
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AMHERST
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•heat& air conditioning
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• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

•2 pro tennis courts

•lawns for softball,

football, badminton
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Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
•2rbedrmapts.
• heat & air conditioning

• roomy dosets, storage

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• master TV antnnn^

• modern krtd>>r*.

• sHf-cleaning ovens

• electric ranges

• M-rinless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/dispasais

•2-door refrigerators

•foundry facilities

• swimming pool
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Senate Passes Foreign Aid
Budget Below Nixon's Request
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Senate passed a $1.2

billion foreign economic aid authorization bill

yesterday after refusing twice to make substantial

cuts.

By a one-vote margin, the Senate turned down 47-46

an amendment by Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho, to

impose a $1.1 billion limit on authorizations for the

fiscal year ending next June 30.

Rejected 67-23 was an amendment by Sen. J. W.
Fulbright, D Ark., to cut the total authorization to $1
billion.

T he 54 to 42 vote on final passage sends the bill to a
conference with the House, which included $1.6

billion in economic aid in a combined $2.8 billion

military-economic aid package.
The Senate bill includes $376 million, $256 million

less than President Nixon's budget request, for

reconstruction and humanitarian assistance in In-

dochina.

Adopted by voice vote were two amendments by
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., to emphasize a
priority for humanitarian relief for war orphans and
other civilian casualties and to earmark $10 million

for the work of the International Red Cross in

Cambodia.
Another Kennedy amendment, also adopted by

voice vote, expressed the "sense of Congress" that

President Nixon should deny Chile and any than

humanitarian assistance until he finds that the new
government there is protecting human rights under
international agreements guaranteeing the granting
of asylum, safe conduct and humane treatment or

release of prisoners.

Kennedy told the Senate he is shocked by reports of
executions, beatings and repression by the military
junta in Chile that recently overthrew Marxist
President Salvador Allende and silence on the part of
the U.S. government.
Sen. Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va., was successful with

an amendment, adopted by voice vote, to cut $25
million for administrative expenses of the Agency for
International Development.
The Senate adopted 68 to 25 another Church

amendment to require approval by Congress for the
expenditure of some $250 million this year in
repayments of foreign aid development loans.
Church said his proposed $1.1 billion foreign aid

ceiling, about $400 million under President Nixon's
budget, was an attempt to hold the line on govern-
ment spending without destroying the foreign aid
program.
In other actions, the Senate:
-Adopted by voice vote an amendment by Sen. John

V. Tunney, D-Calif., to ban any U.S. aid to Portugal
that could be used by Portuguese military forces to
maintain what he called "colonial rule" in Por-
tuguese African territories.

-Approved an amendment by Sen. Jesse Heims, R-
S.C ., to forbid use of any aid money for abortions.
-Adopted an amendment by Sen. Harry F. Byrd,

Ind.-Va., to forbid any settlement of India's $3 billion
debt to the United States without congressional
review and approval.

One of the newer fads in the muscle building craze is this gadget.

It's also good exercise for aspiring accordion players.

USDA Can't Confirm

China Corn Rumors
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Agriculture Department said yesterday it

can't confirm trade rumors that the People's Republic of China has
bought an additional 120 million bushels of U.S. corn for delivery over the
next year.

J

But Richard E. Bell, deputy assistant secretary for international af-
fairs and commodity programs, said it was possible the sales to China
have been made and that the fgures have not yet shown up in exporters'
reports to the government.

"All I've heard is the trade rumors," Bell told a reporter.
The Nixon administration has been counting on more plentiful supplies

of corn, the most important feed grain to help boost livestock production
next winter and put more meat on consumer tables.
The possibility that China has purchased more U.S. corn surfaced in the

grain trade this week, along with reports that Canada is negotiating a
sale of more wheat to China - perhaps as much as 148 million bushels.
China resumed buying U.S. grain in 1972, after a lapse of more than 20

years.

According to export reports filed with the Commerce Department,
China has bought at least 110 million bushels of wheat and 23.6 million
bushels of U.S. corn for delivery in 1973-74.

More Price Hikes Seen

Insurgents Triple

Strength In Cambodia

By K. Gregory Nokes
Associated Pre§s Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)The Cost of

Living Council has approved price

increases that can mean higher

costs to consumers for soap,

detergents, paper products and
tires beginning next week.

The increases were granted
Tuesday to certain manufacturers
who made formal requests for the

hikes, giving the 30-day advance
notice required under Phase 4

regulations. They are effective

Oct. 8. Retailers are allowed to

pass such price increases along to

the consumer.

The increases approved for tires

will be about 3.38 per cent over
present retail prices. Major
companies had asked for an in-

crease of 6.5 per cent.

The companies in the paper
industry will be allowed to increase
prices on individual paper
products an average of 4.59 per
cent.

The companies in the soap and
detergent industry will be allowed
to increase prices an average of
9.32 per cent; although the council
noted some individual prices may
be up as much as 64 per cent.

By DENIS GRAY
Associated Press Writer

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
( AP)-Government commanders on
Phnom Penh's southern defensive
lines said yesterday that Khmer
insurgent strength there has
tripled in two weeks.
The Cambodian command

reported fighting at Prek Pramak,
about eight miles south of the
capital in a region heavily in-

filtrated by the Communist led

Khmer insurgents.

On the western perimeter,
government troops seeking to take
Thmat Pong Hill have changed
tactics, the command said. Field
reports said they ran into heavy
rebel resistance. Thmat Pong hill

18 miles west of Phnom Penh has
been the object of a north-south
pincer movement to secure
western approaches to the capital.

The United States and the
Phnom Penh government were
formulating plans to distribute free

American rice to government main
force units in hopes of increasing
troop effectiveness and morale.
Complaints of inadequate food and
pay and of late paydays have been
voice by government troops.

The South Vietnamese govern-
ment meanwhile charged that the
North Vietnamese had massacred
more than 200 persons at Le Minh
ranger base. But other South
Vietnamese military sources said

their was no evidence of such a
massacre.

In Vientiane, Laos, the Pathet
Lao and Laotian government
named a 14-man joint commission
to implement a Sept. 14 peace
agreement. The commission will

oversee exchange of prisoners of
war lists, arrival of Pathet Lao
troops in Vientiane and Luang
Prabang and refugee resettlement.
The North Vietnamese News

Agency carried a Hanoi protest

against "new provocative acts" by

the United States warships and
planes off the coast of North
Vietnam on Sunday. It claimed six

destroyers and the aircraft carrier
Hancock sailed near the coast and
jet fighters "flew very low over
fishing beats" off Nghe An
Province.

Staplers

Pencil Sharftentrt

Erasers

A. J. Hastings. Inc.

Newsdealer & Stationer

AMHERST, MASS.

Sick of Dorms and the

Dining Commons— Come to

AN OPEN SMOKER
at

PHI MU DELTA
FRATERNITY SORORITY PARK

WED., OCT. 3, 8: 00 p.m.

Call for Rides 545-2163

Free Beer

'* '"
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Student Activities Policy Council
Any student involved in any of the following: on campus

publications, campus service organizations, campus cultural
organizations, social action and political organizations,
academic organizations, off campus service organizations,
concert committee, other special interest groups, or residence
halls — you are needed on the STUDENT ACTIVITIES POLICY
COUNCIL. All interested persons should apply by October 10 by
submitting a brief resume of their activities and a statement as to

why you wish to be considered for this appointment to the

STUDENT SENATE OFFICE, 420 S.U. Any questions: Contact
David Booker, 5-0341.

mp
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Gasoline Operators

Consider Protest
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(Staff Photo-Strve Smith)
What a bummer all this good shit to buy only two bucks and some change left and I'm still

100 yards away from the Blue Wall.

Caribbean Murders Continue

Mass shutdowns, court action

and passive resistance all were
being explored yesterday by
disgruntled service station

operators as possible avenues to

bring home their protest over
gasoline price controls.

The head of the Nevada Service

Station Association said dealers in

his state would begin an indefinite

shutdown today. He predicted that

by Friday it will take motorists

"an hour to get a gallon of gas."
Herb Nye, head of the group,

said the Nevada action was part of

a planned nationwide shutdown.
But dealer association
representatives in several other
states said they had no definite

plans to participate.

Organizers of two southern
California dealers groups said

some 3,000 station operators had
agreed in principle to shut down for

at least a week. They represent
about one quarter of the region's
stations.

Indianapolis dealers, who staged
a 75-per-cent effective shutdown
last week, said they would not

participate in a new closing. "That
route has been tried, tested and
exhausted at this point as far as
this area is concerned," said
spokesman Richard Messer.

Motorists in Houston, Tex., were
reported encourtering little dif-
ficulty gassing up in the second day
of a projected three-day dealer
shutdown. The dealer's association
had predicted an 80 per cent
shutdown of 1,900 Houston area
service stations. A spot check of
two locations of the city showed
only one station in seven closed.

Charles Binsted, president of the
National Congress of Petroleum
Retailers, said "from most of the
people I've talked to in the East,
they don't intend to participate in it

a nation-wide shutdown at all.

Casting your ballot It

like

an umbrella on a

rainy day

CHRISTIANSTEO. St. Croix.
V.I. (AP)-The rash of murders
plaguing the tiny Caribbean island

of St. Croix flared up again with the
slayings of two young women and
an island resident, police said
yesterday.

The latest murders were
discovered as the U.S. lieutenant

governors' convention was getting
under way here.

The three deaths bring the
murder toll of the last 13 months to

at least 19 for St. Croix, part of the
U.S. Virgin Islands 1,000 miles
southeast of Miami.

St. Croix has a population of

about 35,000 persons, mostly black.
Most of the murder victims have
been white.

After long debate, Virgin Island
legislators agreed to spend money
to bring the convention to the U.S.
territory in an attempt to offset the
island's growing crime image.
The bodies of the two young

women were found late Monday
night on a beach about two miles
from the headquarters hotel of the
lieutenant governors.
The women were identified as

Betsy Reiding and Cheryl Barr,
both schoolteachers in their 20s,

from Massachusetts. Their home
towns were not disclosed. They
reportedly had lived in St. Croix for

about one year.

The women had reportedly gone
to a beach party Sunday night.

Their car was found parked
about 30 feet away from the bodies,

Witnesses said he had left the bar
and entered his jeep in a parking
lot when he was shot.

The Justice Department ordered
the FBI into St. Croix following
eight murders at the Fountain
Valley Country Club in September
1972. The victims included two
Miami, Fla., couples on vacation.
Five black island residents were

convicted of the murders.
Two months after Fountain

Valley, masked men broke into a
St. Croix restaurant and shot two
men, injuring a third. Seven men
were arrested but charges were
dropped against five before trial.

The other two men were
acquitted.

Lt. Gov. Martin J. Schreiber of
Wisconsin, chairman of the
political gathering, said the latest
three killings "have cast a dark
cloud over the conference."
Heavy security arrangements

were evident at the luxurious
Beach Hotel at Grapetree Bay, on
the eastern end of the Caribbean
island.

Early arriving lieutenant
governors and their wives ap-
peared unconcerned about their
safety, and lounged around on the
beach or by the hotel pool.
The key subjects to be debated

by the Lieutenant governors are
land use and power and energy.
One official said the conferees also
were concerned over "hangups in

the flow of federal dollars
authorized for local and state

programs."
The island resident, Henry

Barrie, was shot in the back and
killed Monday night in front of a
Christiansted bar, police said.
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Administration Criticizes
Rail Legislation

By DAVID C.MARTIN
AP Regional Service

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The Nixon administration
has warned the House that legislation currently being
considered to solve the Northeast rail crisis is

"unacceptable."
In a letter to Rep. Harley O. Staggers, D-W.Va.,

chairman of the House Commerce Committee,
Transportation Secretary Claude E. Brinegar
outlined a series of objections to a bill now before the
committee.
The letter, dated Monday, was released by the

committee yesterday.
The bill, sponsored by Reps. Dick Shoup, R-Mont.,

and Brock Adams, D-Wash., would set up a cor-
poration backed by $2 billion in government
guaranteed bonds to run the six ailing railroads in the
Northeast.

The committee is working against an Oct. 12
deadline, the date a federal judge had indicated he
will rule whether the Penn Central, the largest of the
six, should be liquidated and rail service ended.

Brinegar' s letter objected to the appropriation of
federal funds h«»forp the size of the new Northeast rail

system has been determined, a process which under
the Shoup-Adams bill would take a year and a half.

"The appropriate time to consider the need for
federal involvement to the financing of the solution to
the Northeast railroad problem is after the system
plan has been published and the involvement of the
private sector has been determined," Brinegar
wrote.

Brinegar also objected to the manner in which the
proposed corporation would acquire the property of
the bankrupt railroads. The Shoup-Adams bill would
make the turnover of assets mandatory.
Brinegar said such a provision would allow the

creditors of the bankrupt lines to claim payment for
those assets "far in excess of their liquidation value."
An aide to Adams said the mandatory provision

was necessary to prevent the matter from becoming
tied up endlessly in the courts.
Brinegar also said the administration could not

accept a proposal that would provide federal sub-
sidies to keep trains running on money-losing branch
lines which would otherwise be dropped from the
system.

UMass Roundup

Academic Achievements Cited
In Various Major Departments
Edith G. Walker, associate

professor of nursing in the UMass
School of Health Sciences, division
of nursing, has been appointed
project coordinator of a grant for

improving nursing education in the
maternal and child health fields.

The grant, from the U.S.
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, will fund a project co-
sponsored by the division of nur-
sing and the New England Council
on Higher Education for Nursing
(NECHEN).
Two workshops, for faculty from

college-sponsored nursing
education programs all across
New England, will be conducted at

the Campus Center Oct. 9-12, and in

April. Participants will be in-

structed in trends and new
developments in the care ofpatients

and children. Maternal and child

health care specialists with ex-
perience in health care delivery
will conduct several seminars
during each workshop. Dr. Joan
Large, associate professor of
nursing at Temple University
College of Allied Health
Professions, will be the principal

teacher.

Four members of the UMass
history department have received
major scholarly awards.

Assoc. Prof. Paul S. Boyer,
author of "Purity in Print: Book
Censorship in America," has been
awarded a John Simon
Guggenheim Fellowship for

research on shifting patterns of

urban morality in American cities

from 1820 to 1940.

Asst. Prof. Stephen E. Pelz, has
been appointed one of 10 National

and Peace Fellows at the Hoover
Institution of Stanford University

for 1973-1974. He will study
America's decisions for war from
1845 to 1950.

Assoc. Prof. Robert Griffith and
Asst. Prof. Bruce Laurie have
received grants from the National

Endowment for Humanities, Prof.

Griffith, author of "The Politics of

Fear: Joseph R. McCarthy and the

Senate," will study the role of

Congress in the formation of

foreign policy during the early

post World War II peiod. Prof.

Laurie's research will be on the

Philadelphia working class in the

19th century.

Four short stories which were
originally published in "The

Massachusetts Review" have been
chosen to appear in "The Best
American Short Stories of 1972"

and in the "O Henry Collection."

Blair Fuller's 'Bakti's Hand' and
John Clayton's 'Cambridge is

sinking!! are in the "O Henry"
volume. James Kenary's 'Going
Home' and Clayton's Cambridge
are in "Short Stories;" and Julius

Lester's 'The Ram's Horn' is given
honorable mention in "Short
Stories."

Clayton is an associate professor

in the English department, Lester
is a visiting professor in the

Afro-American Studies depart-
ment, Kenary is a Vietnam veteran
and an undergraduate student, and
Fuller is editor of "The Paris
Review."
"The Massachusettes Review"

is published at UMass with the

cooperation of Amherst, Hamp-
shire, Mount Holyoke, and Smith
Colleges.

Peggy Wolff, a graduate nursing
student in the School of Health
Sciences here will attend the First

National Conference on
Classification of Nursing
Diagnosis, in St. Louis.

She is the only graduate student
invited to attend from outside the

University of St. Louis, which is

sponsoring the conference in

cooperation with Allied Health
Professions the first week of

October.

The invitation is a result of

research she has done on the
process of developing a nursing

diagnoses. Ms. Wolff is a candidate
for a master of science degree in

nursing.

Assoc. Prof. Sheldon Goldman of

the UMass political science
department delivered a paper this

month to the annual meeting of the
American Political Science
Association.

The paper was titled "Voting
Behavior On The United States
Courts of Appeals Revisited."

Prof. Goldman is co-author of
two books on the Federal judicial

system and author of a monograph
on the Massachusetts House of

Representative.

"Marriage Reduction and
Fertility" is the latest book of Prof.
David Yaukey of the sociology
department.
To answer the question: "Are

family planning programs alone
adequate for reducing world
fertility and thus curbing
population growth?", the author
investigates changing marriage
patterns and their relationship to

fertility rates. Publisher is DC.
Heath and Company of Lexington.

Prof. Yaukey is director of the
Sociological and Demographic
Institute here.

"The Scrawny Sonnets and other
Narratives," has been written by
Assoc. Prof. Robert Bagg of the
English department and published
by the University of Illinois Press.
Prof. Bagg was a finalist for the

National Book Award for his first

book of poems in 1961, "Madonna
of the Cello."

SPECIAL BREAKFAST
Fresh frozen Orange

or

Gapefruit juice

Two eggs ; Home fries

Toast with jelly

Coffee

99
— Sandwiches

— Ice Cream

168 V Pleasant St. 253-2291

Open 6:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.

Urban Renewal
Still Possible
BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Francis W. Sargent said yesterday that im-

plementation of a modified Park Plaza urban renewal project in down-
town Boston is still a possibility if a new developer can be found.
At a news conference, Sargent said that in the final analysis, the

problem leading to rejection by the state last week of the third Park Plaza
plan was that "the developer walked away."

Earlier in the day, representatives of the building trade unions met
with Sargent to urge him to reconsider conditions set by the state which
were unacceptable to the developer.
Thomas Reardon, Sargent's press secretary, said the union

representatives asked the governor to back off on conditions set by
Community Affairs Commissioner Lewis Crampton prior to formal
rejection of the third plan for the $266 million project.
Sargent, Reardon said, told them he wouldn't and they should direct

their pressure at the Boston Redevelopment Authority and the
developers, who wouldn't accept the conditions.
Reardons said that while the union representatives didn't threaten

another march on the State House, similar to one held by construction
workers in June 1972, they "kept alluding to the possibility" of another
march.
They stressed that the Park Plaza project could help relieve unem-

ployment problems, he said.
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Reclamation Of A Pond

Amherst's Only Swimming Hole

B> MIKK ALLAIN
Photos by David Less

Been by Puffers Pond lately'' If so,
then you've probably got a good
idea of what the "dry look" really
is.

The pond is awaiting some fresh,
and clean, water following its

draining for dam reputati
DELETE
The pond is awaiting some fresh,

and clean, water following its

draining for dam reparation on
August 29. The Department of
Public Works declared the pond's
masonary structure hazardous last
fall, so the Amherst Conservation
Commission drew up plans to
renovate it.

Work at the project is currently
stopped, but should continue if a
waiver from the State Legislature
arrives The Wet Lands Legislation
Act prohibits disturbing a stream
without clearance at a public
hearing.

Wendell Dodge, an adjunct

professor of wildlife and chair-
person of the Commission, is

confident that the waiver will be
processed by next week. Without
this waiver, the project must wait
60 days.

The project is being federally
financed through the Bureau of
Conservation.
Fed by Cushman Brook on State

Street in North Amherst, Puffer's
is a former mill pond, but better
known around UMass as the only
swimming hole in town.
When completed, the pond will

again be available for recreation
According to Dodge, it will be a
"non managed recreation area"--
that is, swimming won't be
prohibited, but neither will
lifeguards be stationed there.
Completion is tentatively

scheduled for December 15, and,
after that, a clean, clear, new
Puffer's Pond should be ready for
the Spring Semester. And for Ice
Skaters, even earlier.
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Fed. Health Centers Replaced
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) - The formation of a new

federal agency to fight mental illness, drug abuse
and alcoholism was announced by Caspar W
Weinberger, the secretary of health, education and
welfare.

Weinberger also named Dr. Roger Egeberg
former dean of the school of medicine at the
University of Southern California, to head the agency
which will be called the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and
Mental Health Administration.
Weinberger made the announcements in remarks

prepared for delivery at a luncheon of the San
Francisco Association on Mental Health at the Hyatt
Regency Hotel.

"Within this agency there will be three coequal
institutes: a National Institute on Drug Abuse, a
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and the National
Institute of Mental Health," he said.
The agency will be separate from the National

Institutes of Health which has performed many of the
functions planned for the new organization," he said.

Egeberg is a special assistant in HEW for health
policy. He is a former assistant secretary of HEW for
health and scientific affairs.

Weinberger defended the Nixon administration's
decision to phase out support for the Community
Health Centers HEW has funded. The phaseout
decision has caused controversy in the health care
community across the country.
Calling the centers a "demonstration project that

helped set in motion a major new trend," he said it

was never slated for permanent funding.
"It was never intended to be a categorical aid

program, and it should not be transformed into one
simply because it exists," he said.
Local funds must be used to fund the 516 centers

now in operation, he said.

Weinberger also announced HEW is drafting a
National Health Insurance program which will in-*

elude mental health care benefits and which, if

enacted, would be another source of money for the
centers.

Drug Raid
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.

(AP) -Police launched a mass
roundup of suspected narcotics
pushers yesterday. Some 24

alleged dealers were arrested
in a series of raids that began
before dawn, and more arrests
were predicted.

The suspects were charged
with sale or distribution of

heroin on arrest warrants
issued after a Hampden County
Grand Jury returned secret
indictments against them.

Police said the arrests by
state and local police were for

sales made over the past three
months to undercover state

troopers. Money used to buy
the narcotics came from state

and local police and from the

office of Hampden County
District Atty. Matthew J. Ryan
Jr.

A small amount of con-
traband was also seized. Police
said investigators could seize

only drugs in view since no
search warrants were issued.

The raids were coordinated
by Capt. Robert A. Meffin,

head of the Crime Prevention
Bureau, with Maj. Americao
Sousa, state police adjutant
from Boston.

Atoms Smash Cancer?
WASHINGTON (AP)-Using rays

from a Navy atom smasher
machine, doctors yesterday began
threating cancer patients in
perhaps the largest test yet of a
novel way of attacking certain
malignacies.
The patients were the first of

about 200 from seven eastern
states and the District of Columbia
expected to receive treatment
during the next 12 months.
The project, centered at the

Naval Research Laboratory is only
the third of its type in operation in

the world.

The venture, supported by more
than $1 million in funds from the
national Cancer Institute, involves
treatment of patients by means of

"neutron therapy."

This is a type of radiation, made
up of a beam of neutrons generated
by an atom-smashing device called
a cyclotron. It is a type of radiation
which project scientists say "may
increase the cure rate or control of
many kinds of localized malignant
tumors."

Congress Ends
Wild Cards

By PEGGY SIMPSON
Associated Press Writer

..WASHINGTON < AP)-Congress
acted swiftly yesterday to attempt

to end an interest rate war which

has been blamed for draining

money from the housing mortgage
market.
Unless Congress acted this week,

House Banking Chairman Wright
Patman said, many savings and

loan insittutions might be in

trouble.

The House passed a resolution

urging federal monetary
authorities to put a ceiling on in-

terest on the so-called "wild card"

certificates of deposits which the

Federal Reserve Board authorized

in early summer. The Senate

passed it Monday, and it now goes

to the White House.

During House debate. Rep.

Lawrence G. Williams, R-Pa., said

some banks are offering up to 11

per cent interest on four-year

certificates of deposit of as little as

$1,000.

The Federal Reserve Board put

no interest ceiling on the wild card

deposits of less than $100,000

Deposits over $100,000 already are

free of interest limitations.

Both savings and loan

associations and banks were
permitted to offer the wild card

deposits, the thrift institutions said

they had no competitive chance

against the banks, whose resources

and advertising budgets are

larger.

Staff Photo/David Leea
Daddy. Daddy won't you please teach me how to make this work! I

really would like to cure the thirsties.
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FALL SEMESTER - ISRAEL

Brandeis University— The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study in Jerusalem — July-December, 1974

Juniors and Seniors eligible

Four courses — Hebrew not required — Earn 16 credits

Cost: $1850 — tuition, room, board
Financial Aid available

Application deadline March 1st

For information write:

The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Brandeis University

tham., Massachusetts 02154

Fat Ain *t So Bad
by FRANK CAREY
AP Science Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - A nationally known physiologist said yesterday
the insurance industry is unduly worrying the public with a "long-
standing claim" that being overweight necessarily poses a major danger
of heart attacks.

Dr. Ancel Keys, an emeritus professor of the University ot Minnesota,
stressed that "gross obesity" is dangerous, but he added

:

"However, much of the propaganda about overweight goes far beyond
scientific justification. There is no excuse to make people worry and feel

guilty simply because they are a few pounds over 'desirable' weight or
even over the average for their weight."
Addressing a conference on obesity sponsored by the National In-

stitutes of Health, Dr. Keys said tables of "ideal" or "desirable" weight -

published by the insurance industry and based on a person's height - are
"not based on either proper data or anything approaching scientific
analysis."

Moreover, he said, "the data on height and weight offered by the in-

surance industry are seriously defective as descriptions of the general
population."

Smoking May Be Limited
By G. DAYID WALLACE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The chairman of the Consumer Product Safety
Commission said yesterday his staff is moving ahead, despite heavy
criticism, on a study of whether cigarettes merit regulation as a hazar-
dous substance.

"I would be opposed to a total ban," Richard O. Simpson said in a
speech before the National Press Club.
but he added : "I see little discussion of a safer cigarette and what that

could mean to the smoker. And surprisingly we see little discussion of the
individual rights of the nonsmoker."
Simpson said in answer to a question that a safer cigarette could be

considered one with lower tar and nicotine content.
Simpson emphasized that his views were his own, and the full

five member commission has yet to consider the issue formally.
Simpson had said earlier he expects a petition for formal action from

Sen. Frank Moss, D-Utah. A petition has not been presented to the
commission yet.

Simpson said his expressed willingness last August to consider action
on cigarettes was widely misinterpreted as a vow to ban cigarettes
outright.

Seven Injured In Fight
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP)-A

Boston man was arrested and at

least seven persons were injured
Monday night in a fight that broke
out at a non-student political

meeting on the Harvard University
campus, police said.

Vincent Terrell, 28, was charged
with possession of a firearm with
an altered serial number and with
unlawful possession of a firearm.

He was treated for injuries at

Cambridge City Hospital and was
held pending arraignment.
A university police spokesman

said the National Caucus of Labor

Committee was holding a meeting
on campus, and about 80 persons
were present.

He said university police were
called after receiving complaints
that persons were being searched
for weapons at the meeting by two
self-appointed guards. The sear-
ches were halted on orders from
the police.

Officials said a number of per-
sons from another organization
which was unidentified later came
into the meeting, and a fight broke
out between the two groups.

LET US DO THE WALKING TO YOU

FREE DELIVERY
We2kdays7-ll Weekends 7-1

STUDENT SPECIAL

- 2 Pieces of Chicken
- Hot Buttered Corn
- Mashed Potatoes & Gravy

FREE Soda

Kentucky Fried Chicken
256-8745

RT.y HADLEY
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Killing The Pests

Haircuts

"Alright, you little bastard, stay right there. Shit!

!

He got away!"
"Mr. President, there's a man named Robert

Killbug here to see you."
"Good. Could you send him right in please?-Wait

there, you little fucker. I'll get you yet!"
"Hello, Mr. President. My name is Robert

Killbug."
"Quick! Shut the door before he gets away! I've

been after that fly all day and I don't want to let him
leave this room. Who knows - he might be a Commie
spy"
"Well then, Mr. Nixon, I'm just the man you want

to see. I'm an exterminator and I own the Killbug
Extermination Agency. Our slogan is, 'You got 'em,
we get 'em.'"

"Yes Mr. Killbug, I know. That's why I had you
called in. You see, we have an insect problem in the
White House."
"Well, Mr. Nixon, you called the right man. I've

been doing a lot of these political places lately. As a
matter of fact, just a couple of months ago, a fellow
named Dean called me and asked me to do a thorough
investigation on some bugs in the Democratic
Headquarters at the uh. . What's the name of that
hotel?"

"Watergate."
"Yeah, that's it. Anyhow, I went down there and I

couldn't find no bugs, so I told that to this Dean guy."
"Yes, I know. I told Mr. Dean to call you, but well

keep that a secret, for now - alright?"
"Shit, yeah. For the money that guy Dean was

paying me, I'd keep anything a secret."
"That's being a good citizen. Now what can we do

about getting rid of these insects?"
"Well, Mr. Nixon, there's a whole bunch of ways

you can get rid of the little pests. If you want, I could
give you a little demonstration of each one."

"No, that's alright. Do whatever you feel is
necessary. I just want these insects to give me a little
peace - with honor, that is."

"Well I don't think there's too many honorable
ways to kill things, but I'll do the best I can."

"Alright, but just don't tell me about it. I don't want
to know."
"Thank you, Mr. President. I won't let any of those

Commie spy flies get away. Good-bye Mr. Nixon "

"Good-bye. Alright, he's gone. Now I'll get you, you
little bastard. Your not going to tell Kosygin about
me. Dammit!! Missed again. Why don't you go
bother Spiro or something. My God, he's been
bugging me enough lately. Alright, this is the last
straw - I'm not going to be the first president to let a
fly get the best of him.
"There! I gotcha! I guess that shows you what I

think of Commies. Who ever said that these bugs are
gonna get me out of my office."

"Mr. President, the Pentagon just called to report
that one of our top spy flies was swatted out of
commission today by Mr. Kosygin."
"Dammit! I thought we'd finally be ahead in the fly

race."

Reid Fishman is a Collegian columnist.

By STEVE TETREAULT
An overwhelming feeling of uneasiness struck as he crept into the room

with its aura of antiseptics. He hestitated, and then climbed uncertainly
into the chair. A long white cloak fastened several restraining straps and
then covered his body, save his head, with a striped sheet. He was being
forced to watch as the cloak pushed several buttons. A buzz filled the
room. Terror struck, and he struggled to loosen his bonds. But it was too
late! The cloak, sharp object in hand, was attacking his head!
Yes, its haircut time again. And for everyone (or at least most) this

practice which results in the sudden alteration of the cranium means that
its time to do some serious personality re-evaluation.
Psychologically, the whole haircut ritual is shattering. Long locks kept

one company over the summer, through days at the beach and nights at
the movies, are no longer. Hair not only added physical dimension, but
also oodles of confidence, self-respect ( self-love? ) . Now its gone. Sob.
Of course, this is narcissistic. Of course, the wise men will call this

immaturity and argue that hair length (or looks in general, for that
matter) has nothing to with the kind of person you should be. Its what's
inside that counts, right? Right. But that's very idealistic. It just doesn't
work that way.
These wise moralists fail to see that people will be self-conscious about

anything they can find to be self-conscious about. Which explaines why
personal care products are usually the biggest sellers on the market,
commanding enormous ad budgets.
And society and Madison Avenue have subconsciously sold us the idea

that moderate-long hair is in. Observe any advertisement which portrays
men under 25. And, remarkably enough, after shelling out $8.50 for a
styling, many of us have discovered that, sure enough, it does look pretty
good.

Consequently, we mold ourselves to fit our hair. If the hair looks good,
on comes the confidence, charm, sophistication. We turn suave, cool. We
drop cute double entendres to the girl in line at the Commons.

(Continued on P. 13)

Joyce Kosofsky

Concrete Ideas
Last spring, when I first applied buildings is they don't have to be Anyway...

unics

to live off-campus I listed my
reasoning as environmental. The
area director asked me to
elaborate.

"I'm allergic to concrete," I told
him.

"Get out of my office," he told
me.
That next week I was back in his

office with a new angle to earn my
freedom from cement city. This
time the stooge accepted my
bullshit story and I got the little

blue card and moved out into the
country. Anyway...

I hate concrete. I hate the way it

feels, I hate the way it smells. I

hate the way buildings are poured
out of it. I hate the way pictures
won't stay taped to it. And I just
hate the way it looks.

I've said it before and I'll say it

over and over and over again,
although the "beauty" of concrete

. by.ncfrtw»y

painted, someone somewhere
forgot the fact that these same
buildings have to be looked at also.

Whoever designed the concrete
slabs that adorn our campus
should be tarred and feathered. Or
at least pitied.

In case you haven't realized,
Amherst is in the middle of some
very nice farm country. It doesn't
make sense to me that urban
renewal is necessary. Even the
tenements of East Boston have
more character than the brand
new buildings on campus. At least
they're painted. I don't understand
why anyone would want to make
this area look like a little city.
Granted, there are a lot of people
here, but is that any reason for
tearing up the countryside?
Part of living in this area is

exactly that, living in the area.
When you live somewhere, you
should take on the characteristics
of that area. Or, when in Rome do
as the Romans...Alright, so many

We're saved from further
desecrations of the area for a while
at least. Linda told me that no new
buildings can be built until 1975.
There's some sort of a rumor that
the Fine Arts building may have
problems being completed because
of this new law, but I'm sure they'll
figure out a way to finish it. So
what do we do with the concrete
sacrileges now that we've got
them? Well, we can take a tip from
the tenement areas. We could paint
murals on them. I'd suggest put-
ting posters on them, but tape
won't stay taped on them, because
concrete sweats. I guess paint is

the only solution. It's funny, the
only way to improve these
buildings is the one way in which
they weren't meant for. But that's
par for the course around here. The
designer should have taken a
course in logic before he attempted
these buildings.

So, improve the campus. Test out
your artistic dreams. Throw a can

ttflffaa !*£ ^^™,x™idea of being transplanted is to fit

into the area in which you have
been transplanted. This doesn't
make sense, you might think.
That's O.K. I never do.

Whitmore. Bring
back into Amherst.

some beauty

Joyce Kosofsky
columnist.

is a Collegian
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David Eibel is a Collegian Commentator.

Letters To The Editor

Men And Women Can Co-exist As Equals

Editorial Points

To The Editor

Timothy P. Walbridge seems to have an extremely
confused perception of the aims and practices of
women's liberation. In Tuesday's Collegian, he ex-
pressed some sentiments which demand response.

Firstly, by viewing women's liberation solely in
terms of the phallus and its castration, he reaffirms
man's age-old fears of woman as sexually-oriented
destroyer. In many early societies, men and women
were segregated because of men's fears of women's
"toothed vaginas" and other dangerous aspects of
their sexuality. One would have thought that we are
intellectually beyond this stage, but apparently we
are not, according to Mr. Walbridge, who charac-
terizes women as "trying to leave us with nothing,''
which very nicely sums up his fear of castration.
The vast majority of feminists are not trying to

take away men's self-respect, but are attempting to
teach their sisters to develop some of the respect for
themselves which has so long been denied them.
Feminists are not asking you to grovel before them
for a "date or piece," Mr. Walbridge; this is your
projection of your own past behavior onto a situation
which actually aims to do just the opposite, to free
women (and men) from these debasing, role-defined
games which have caused women (and men, too) to
lose respect for themselves.
Secondly, as for the "nit-picking" about such in-

nocuous things as upbringing, job opportunities, and

discrimination: these are not randomly-selected
issues with which women frivolously delight in
harassing you. They are the very elements of our
society which have made women feel like cheap
commodities, rather than people worthy of dignity.
Apparently without realizing it, Mr. Walbridge

made one admirable statement when he said sar-
castically, I take it, "Put them on the same plane.
They say something you don't like...react like you
would towards a man." That's it exactly! Women
should not be treated like shallow, fragile, catered-to
creatures; talk to them, react to them as people, not
as genders.

Until more people, both men and women, stop
reacting emtionally to women's liberation and begin
to understand intellectually its true, positive im-
plications for all people, we shall probably continue to
hear such statements as, "You don't need them. They
need you." Mr. Walbridge, we both need each other,
but it is a need based on sharing, respect, and
equality, not on fear and stereotype. Men and women
can indeed co-exist as equals, but not until people like
yourself cease viewing feminists as women endowed
with the same supremacist types of attitudes you
hold, and realize that what they are demanding is the
respect which is long overdue themselves and all
women.

Laura M. Simeone

Don't you hate it when you sit

down in the men's room and
discover that the guy before
you had lousy aim?

+ + +
And don't you hate it when

you climb into bed with a chick
and the only thing she gives
you is a lecture on respect?

+ + +
And don't you hate it when

you race to your 8:00 class, run
up three flights of stairs, and
then see a note on the door
saying the class has been
cancelled?

++ +
And don't you hate watching

a dining commons lady toss
salad with one hand and pick
her nose with the other?

++ +
And don't you hate walking

into your room and finding out
that your roommate forgot to
tell you he is having a special
guest for the night?

+ + +
And don't you hate it when

you remember to tell your
roommate you're having a
special guest for the night and
he forgets?

+ + +
And don't you hate it when

people joke about these mat
ters?

+ + +
Not getting your car in-

spected by October 15 is like
not washing below the waist.

Where

We Can All Work Together
To The Editor:

In response to "Respect Your-
self, Man!", I was undecided
whether 1) you were obsessed with

fantasies and paranoia that may
have resulted from experiences no

less infuriating and dehumanizing
than that which women are sub-

jected; or that you failed to realize

the extent to which males are

equally responsible for per-

petrating and nurturing the rituals

of games of courtship, dating, or

getting a "piece", 3)or even worse
that you are another victim of

separationists ideology not

realizing the revolutionary core of it didn't take long to realize that
the real Feminists Movement and men were only instruments of the
iH similarity to other liberation exploitive, dehumanizing nature of
movements
From your tone it is clear that

you've crystalized and catagorized
the experience of being "fucked'
over" (confusion, alienation, ex-

ploitation, subjugation,
powerlessness) but, have stopped
at this primary level by focusing on
women as being the cause of your
problems and frustrations.

My own personal feminist
perspective did at one time focus
on men as being "them", however

Confidence And Respect

To The Editor:

Re: Timothy Walbridge's letter of Oct. 2
Just where do you get off? First I get shit from Jill Johnston and her

shit sexism, and now your crap. What give sweetie, did some sweet young
thing, a mere female hurt your big male ego? My heart bleeds for you -

drip, drip, drip. When the hell are you and your probably large following
of ignominious dolts going to think of women as women instead of
negative men. Why do you think women are ballbusting - chicks learn
from age 4 the only way to get any friggin' attention seems to be to flirt,
act coy, and put on a whole masquerade. It's your own damn fault. When
you put up this great "superior" wall, naturally any women wants to
knock it down. Who the hell wants to be lorded over? I'll be damned if

feudalism comes back in vogue.
Hey misogynist, are you afraid of us, can't take the competition, but

then I should have compassion and understanding, after all insecure
paranoids such as yourself need ego-boosters and to feel pseudo-
superiority even if it means standing on top of us to hold us down. God
forbid we should show some skill or brains - that'd be too much for you to
handle, you'd have to relate equally on a one to one relationship level.
You've got your respect definition all twisted, my good man. If you

respect yourself, you have confidence (not conceit; enough, to be able to
give of yourself and receive in that one to one confrontation. Confident
people, people who truly respect themselves need no false fronts; they
have no need for any great sense of superiority over others. They find
true strength within themselves.
Compassion, understanding - shit, you don't even warrant pity. What

you need is a good kick in the ass.

Stephanie H. Aronson-

our society under an inherently

exploitive system. In order to

dilute and defuse aggression it is a
system survival mechanism to

play groups of people off against

each other. It is necessary that you
visualize the context of Men's and
Women's antipathy rather than
striking out at the nearest "them"
you meet.

Finally, I would like to say that

all liberation movements must go
through similar stages of
development. Because of this I

recognize the need for various

struggles to be independent but,

emphasize the importance of -

having ail movements united as a
common goal. Although the
Women's Movement has been
struggling for decades, it is only

recently that it has blossomed to

any large scale. Like any
movement each individual has her
own painful and unmarked path of

growth and sophistication that

must be tread. What struggle do
you know of that was not plagued

To The Editor:

In response to the letter written by Timothy P. Walbridge and printed
in Tuesday MDC, I would like to say that I find it hard to believe there are
still such blatant sexists around today especially on a university campus.
"Get back on top where you belong". Come off it Timothy. Just who

says you belong there?
You make a valid point in that some women do hide behind the term

Women's Lib to get what they want, but this is not the true goal of
Women's Lib. Speaking from personal experience, most of the gripes you
have are those which must be resolved on an individual level. If a guy is

taking a girl out and she is letting him pay for everything, you have to ask
why. Does he have access to more funds than she does? If the situation
were reversed, would she pay? If this is not the case hopefully they can
communicate enough to arrive at a solution they can both accept.

I have made it a point to "hold up my end of a relationship," whether by
paying for my share or even picking up the whole tab, for quite sometime
because it's a friend that I want - someone to share good times with - not a
free ride. And if there are still some women around who "take ad-
vantage" lets hope they get it together soon. Meanwhile, maybe you
should start looking for a woman who believes in Men's Lib as well as
Women's Lib. We need each other and who dominates (if you think that is

really important to determine) depends on each individual relationship.
The point is, Timothy, there are a great many ways in which men and

women can exist as equals and find it very gratifying. It just takes time
and openmindedness on both our parts to find them.

Susan Rheaume

A Lot In Comnon
To The Editor:

Anonymous letter received by the Student Homophile League office.

We have aptly called the writer, "C loset C ase Joe' '

.

I don't understand what's happening to the University. All you Gays
running around on the Loose. And the University giving you money to do
that. You should all be sent to hair dressing school where you belong. You
are even dancing together in the Blue Wall. It makes me nervous that I

can't piss. You should have your own bathroom. I think one of you lives in
my dorm, he wears purple all the time, and wears those high-heeledby confusion, inconsistency, and
mJ aorm

'
ne wears purple all the time, and wears those high-heeled

attack? Get your head together
shoes I agree a lot with Timothy P. Walbridge too. I think we have a lot inattack? Get your

Brother and we can all work
together.

Cynthia M. Jacques

common. By the way, what's his phone number?

Student Homophile League
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(Continued from P. 12)

On the other hand, picture a trip to the barber and a sudden change in

hair length (Christ, I can see my ears! ) Confidence evaporated and
charm disappears. The suave goes, and the cool turns cold. As for the girl

at the Commons, well, if we stick our nose in the mashed potatoes, maybe
she won't notice. The ego can't cope with the radical change.

And the villain is the barber, showing no mercy as curls fall to the

steady rhythm of "click, click". Mirrors abound, and we are forced to

witness our own destruction. This helplessness has bred the old American
custom of blaming the barber (That bastard! Look at this! Its uneven!

Too short on this side! Uneven all over! ). On the whole, barbers are

sadists.

Some people avoid the haircut dilemna entirely. One girl I know hadn't

been to the barber in years. As a matter of fact, she had this notion that if

she cut her hair, it wouldn't grow back. My roommate cuts his own hair,

propping up a mirror, and snipping the loose ends with a pair of scissors.

Not for me. The last time I tried cutting my own hair, one of the results

was bleeding ear. I also had to wear a hat for two months.

But for those who go by the system, there is some solace. After one

week, the memory of the ordeal fades, and after two weeks, the stuff

starts growing back. And the circle goes ever onward

Steve Tetreault is a Collegian Commentator.
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More Letters To The Editor

Cyclists : Ride On The Right Side
To The Editor:

Not more than ten minutes ago, while riding my
bike, I narrowly escaped colliding with one of my
fellow cyclists on campus. T he cause was simple ; she
pulled out of a side street onto the wrong side of the

street directly into my path. Ever since I was in

grammar school, I can remember being told by my
parents, my teachers, policemen and other various

I -^ple to ride my bicycle on the right side of the

street. Even more recently, with the coming of the

"bike boom", articles have periodically appeared in

local newspapers urging cyclists to ride on the right

side of the street, with the traffic. Surely with all this

information floating around, everyone has heard it at

least once ( probably many more times) . Why then
would anyone be riding on the left side of the street?

Here are a few possible reasons:

1

)

We are constantly urged to walk on the left side

of the street. Maybe there are some among us who
can't tell the difference between walking and riding a
bike. If this is so then I suggest they save everyone
some trouble and walk.

2) Or perhaps there are some illustrious college

students who still don't know the difference between
left and right. I have a bit of advice for them; ride on
the side that the cars are driving on ( cars drive on the
right side of the streeet)

.

3) Or most likely, some people who ride bicycles
are just plain inconsiderate of their fellow cyclists

and motorists. I would never dream of driving a car
on the left side of the street, likewise I wouldn't ride
my bike on the left side either.

But apparently there are those who don't care that
you are supposed to ride bikes on the right side of the
street, and don't care that when they do, it makes
driving more difficult for cars, and riding more
difficult for bicycles, and probably don't even care
that they could get themselves killed doing it. If this is

the case, then nothing I or anyone else can say will

make them stop. But with the hope of reaching maybe
one or two people, I will end with this plea : PLEASE,
for the sake of the other people on the road and
yourself, ride on the RIGHT side of the street. Let's
act a little like the responsible adults we are supposed
to be becoming.

Dave Astolf i

I Want To Beat On Marty Kelley

To The Editor:

Marty Kelley talked about a stiff hit of Jamaican In

Tuesday's contribution to his omnibus of ignorance.

His reference to Jamaican dope was something I

can't take issue with because Marty Kelley is the

biggest dope to hit UMass sports journalism since

Metawampe kicked a sow bladder between two birch

trees near where the Student Union is now.
When I think of stiff hits and Jamaica I think of

George Foreman stiff hitting Joe Frazier in Kingston
last spring, and the more my mind wanders to those

clouts the more I can feel myself laying a few on that

hollow head, the Kelleydome. ( Replete with as much
living matter as astroturf.)

Kelley says that three little black dulprits took a
ball from the UMass manager and brought it back to

a Cambridge ghetto. To me that makes Kelley a
racist motherfucker. His mind, too insist on ego
satisfaction, never paused to think if Earl Brown or
Johnny Jones was a Black culprit from some Elmira
or New Britain ghetto. The only ghetto Kelley is

familiar with is the one of stupidity that exists in his

mind.

There is an old and cruel axiom about people who
are chronic idiots...they were born that way. This is

not Kelley s case. His case is simply that he has been
running his mouth so continously that a new world
was born and he was too busy talking to see the
conception.

I would like to shut Marty Kelley up. And I would
like to make a contribution to the future of quality
sports journalism, hopefully so it never hits the
bottom of the barrell as writers like Kelley would let

it.

I want to beat on Marty Kelley, and if he can do
sports like he thinks he can write them he will accept
my challenge to box six rounds at the half-time of
UMass' basketball opener with Harvard in
December. And if the spectators like what they see
maybe they'll donate some money to a scholarship
for journalism majors who plan to be sports writers,
that I would like to organize before I leave this place.

Dean Tucker

Support Unity Slate, Fight Racism

To The Kditor:

The Young Workers Liberation

League urges students to support
the "Unity Slate" for Student
Senate. We recognize this as a
positive step in the direction of

building student unity and a true

representation of students real

interests in the Senate

Traditionally, the Student Senate
has failed to vigorously deal with
the important issues which affect

the students on this campus.
Hopefully, the presence oftheUnity
Slate in The Student Senate will

represent a change in that pattern
of performance, and will force the
Student Government to assert

Narrowminded
To The Kditor:

God knows we must maintain our
senses of humor on this campus.
And certainly, in order to have a
sense of humor, one must be able to

laugh at oneself. So we can un-
derstand the caricature in Mon-
day's Collegian and accept the
joke

However, the dim view of

sure?

sure!

fast?

fast!

economical?

especially!

You ran be *urr M our work and Mir

guarantee iWr'rr an IT K shop).

Hire ultra modern equipped to be

thorwixh and rfficienl with no timr lost

tad or built our reputation on keeping

thin*\ simple and inexpensive wherexer

possible

United Transmission

Exchange, Inc.

30» King Street, Northampton
504-47W

.VM.uuiJiiiinu

University women that was por-

trayed in Sue Roy's cartoon seems
to us to be unjustifiable at best-and

narrowminded as all hell, at worst.

Hopefully, the campus com-
munity does not view women in

sororities or any other women on
campus as the mindless dupes of

makeup manufacturers. We can
speak for ourselves in this light:

and that in our opinion, Sue Roy's
conception of sorority women has
"gone moldy".

I.ori Freiman
Diane Haritos

Sigma Delta Tau

itself more in the student interest.

Particularly we would point out

for support, the positions against

racism and tor affirmative action

on the Unity Slate's platform. We
see that with the inclusion of these

proposals on the slate's platform,

there will be another voice in the

Senate, other than the represen-

tatives from New Africa House,
which seems willing to stand up
against the racism which per-

meates this campus.
We urge that the candidates on the

slate take this seriously, especially

those who are finally elected.

Recently there have been not only

organized attacks on affirmative

action and CCEBS, but there has
also been an increase in personal
expressions of racism on the part

of white students. We feel that the

future of real unity on this campus
depends partly on whether the

Unity Slate senators realize the

importance of the struggle against
racism.

Paul Mishler. Y.W.L.L.
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Entertainment Value
To The Editor:

According to a recent editorial

Bobby Riggs is a demon who op-

presses humanity, among other
things. The writer also said that

Riggs was making fun of serious

athletes by not being a serious

athlete.

Is it possible Margie Combs is

out to make fun of serious

editorialists? It seems she hasn't

done her homework, so the
following information maysurprise
her. Bobby Riggs was not born into

a well to do family and had to work,
as a serious athlete, to become
among the best tennis players of

his time. Also Bobby Riggs was
serious enough as a late starting

golfer to become a good hustler at

it.

Bobby Riggs realizes one im-
portant thing about public sports

events: Sports events are only
worth their entertainment value.

His match with Court was good
entertainment, but his match with
King was great. From his pre-

match mouthing he developed
tremendous interest in what could
only be at best a mediocre match.
He was fantastic. After the match
he showed very good sport-
smanship which proved that he
really believed what he had said
after his match with Court: "In my
life the most important thing is to

play tennis and win, but above all

to play tennis." Riggs is a

supersalesman who realizes the
value of his product as en-

tertainment.

His intentions may have been to
sell the sport and while he could he
picked up some money (I don't see
anything evil about that!). Riggs'
love affair with tennis is not just

due to his ability to make money at
the sport. Riggs is one of the best
senior (45 and older) tennis players
in the country (he is not the best).

To get ranked as a senior you must
play senior tournaments for which
the participants rarely, if ever, get
paid. They must pay entry fees.

Is it possible that Margie Combs
is not really making fun of serious
editorialists, but rather using
editorials to incite interest?

Bob Webman

Fine Instruments

at Reasonable Prices

Repairs and

Resorations

vijar khriphof,

Complete Selection of Scores and Sheet Music

Specializing in

Handmade Guitars and Vintage Instruments
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

OPEN9:30^:00,Mon.-Sat. 549-1728

BUDGET PROBLEM?
Meals Served:
Monday through Friday
4 p.m. -7 p.m.

99
entree, vegetable,

potato
roll & butter

Hatch

Student Union
at ikkkLkVl aVlt *
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Old Craft
In Maine

By PHYLLIS AUSTIN
Associated Press Writer

NEW GLOUCESTER, Maine
( AP)-In an abandoned Grange Hall

surrounded by the Maine woods
and hay fields, Thomas Moser is

reviving a cratt the Shakers
brought to flower over a century

ago.

By the time the morning sun
rounds the horizon, Moser is

bending over his workbench,
shaping a rough plank of native

pine into a delicate Shaker-style

rocker, table or pegboard. He is a
master craftsman of the graceful,

plain style of furniture that

represented the Shakers' golden
age of design from the 1820s to

Reconstruction.

"My commitment to what the

Shakers did has nothing to do with

their religion or celibate ways of

life," said the former college

professor. "I'm interested in the

clean lines of their furniture fron

an architectural standpoint."
The renewed interest in Shaker-

made furniture, now prized as

collector's items, and proximity to

S.E. Asia Faith

To Be Discussed
"Revolutionary Faiths-Chris-

tianity and Marxism in Southeast
Asia" will be the topic for a lecture
tomorrow at noon in the Colonial
Lounge of the Student Union.
Speaker will be Leighton Wiant,

who with his wife Dorothy has been
a United Methodist missions
person in Sarawak, Malaysia
since 1958. Prior to that time Wiant
was an agricultural missions
person in the Phillippines.

The program wili be convened at
12:15 and adjourn in time for 1:25
classes. Members of the university
community are invited to bring a
bag lunch with them.
At 4 p.m. Wiant will be showing

slides of his missions experiences
in Malaysia in Campus Center 911-

15.

Students or other persons in-

terested in information about
missions experiences with any of
the major Protestant
denominations are invited to
schedule afternoon appointments
with Mr. Wiant. Appointments
may be made by phoning the
United Christian Foundation, 545-

2661 or 545-2789, or coming to 319
Hampshire House.

Correction
P)llP to an I in fort • in of #i Pr ir»rinf¥

Error, the words:
UMass Social Committee ap-

pears on the tickets for the James
Montgomery Concert scheduled
for Amherst College this Friday,
Oct. 5. This is to serve notice that

UMass is in no way connected with
this concert. The Amherst
Entertainment Committee is the
sole sponsor of this program ; and
sincerely regrets any problems
this mistake may have caused our
friends and neighbors from the

University.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Revived
Shaker Village

IS

one of the last two thriving Shaker
communities in America also
influenced Moser to choose that
style.

The Maine Shaker village is just
a few miles from Moser's farm in
the rolling hills of southern
Androscoggin County. Many of the
tourists who visit the Sabbathday
Lake settlement find their way to
Moser's showroom and often
purchase richly stained pieces that
range in price from $80 to $2,000.

It was two years ago that Moser-
tall, gaunt, curly-haired and
square-jawed-decided on a tur-
nabout professionally.

He taught speech education at
Bates College in nearby Lewiston,
was a Universalist preacher,
hosted a local current issues
television program and had
financial security.

He gave up all that to make a try
at cabinetmaking-a chancey step
to take at 38 with a wife and four
young sons to support and a 200-

acre farm to maintain.

"The insecurities of the middle-

class man swayed me to make
changes in my life," he said during
an interview in his 1782 home.

"I had in my mind that I had a
good thing going," Moser said. "I
was a professor with 15 years
experience, was called doctor,
wore a white shirt and had a very
comfortable and prestigious life.

"But then came my identity

crisis. For the first time, I knew
how I would end if I continued
being a teacher, and I wasn't ready
to accept that.

"I enjoyed the intellectual
sparring with students, but other
than that, there was no growth for
me. I decided to give up the world
of ideas for the world of things.

"Women's liberation was also
seeping in the woodwork at my
wife, Mary. She was getting
restless and wanted to make some
changes too."

Instead of going their seperate
ways, the Mosers decided to take a
chance on his skill with wood and
her creativity with a small
operating budget and advertising.

for people

who walk on
this earth...

If you've walked
barefoot on sand or

soil you know how
great it is. Your
heels sink low and
your feet embrace
the earth. Then you
put on your shoes,

return to the city,

and become another

concrete fighter . .

.

but the concrete
always wins. You

yearn for the earth

that lies buried

beneath the city.

The Earth Shoe is

the first shoe in

history with the heel
lower than the sole...

this helps return you
to nature though
you are forced to live

in a cement-coated
world. The Earth

Shoe's patented

design gently guides
you to a more erect

and graceful walk,

and reduces fatigue

and the eches and

pains caused by our

hard-surfaced city.

For men and women
in shoes, sandals

and sabots.

From 123.50 tot 43.50
Brochure a va liable

2*4 North PlMMnl St.

Amhmt, Mats. I1W2
(413) 254-Sfll

14 Story St.

Brottle Arcade
C ambrtdge, Mast ohm

(417) 4*1-,

Introducing our
Low Boot
•or men and woman.

U S Patent No 3305947
This is the real Kelso Earth Shoe. The pic-

ture in yesterday's ad was not correct.
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OPEN SHDATS191 North Ptoasant St.

AMHERST
We reserve the right to limit quantities.

Prices Effective thru October 7, 1973

Mfr. $2.49

DISCOUNT HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

ARKID
E\TK\ Dfc*

Arrid
Extra Dry

Anti

Perspirant

*Mist

*Lt. Powder
* Regular
* Unscented

48 Archer Kent

Mfr. $1.15

7 02.

Listerine

Mouthwash

32 OZ.

9 02. Coupon

' >^^^^: %
Mfr. $1.32 t^ Mfr. $1.23

Bufferin
Kaopectate

Mfr. $1.13

COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE

BMW Colgate
7 oz. with Free Bic Pen

8 oz.

...X

$2 io Lady Esthor Cold Croam !£? 9

$1.95 Johnson's Baby Powdor
2
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<DW
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$1.19 Manpower Doodorant 4 02.

All Sunglassos 50% off

Mfr.'s Suggested Retail Price

Mfr. $1.19

No-Doz
Keep Alert Tablets

36

Tablets

10 Capsules

Mfr. $1.93

Pursettes
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* Super Jl M

40 Tampons
'
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Oscar Mayer
Oscar Mayer
Oscar Mayer
Oscar Mayer
Oscar Mayer Olive Loaf

Oscar Mayer
Oscar Mayer
Oscar Mayer
Oscar Mayer
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Bacon or Thic«

Chopped Ham
Siced

Sliced Hard Salami
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Sliced

Boneless Ham
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Grapefruit

Hawaiian Punch 3 1

Pancake Mix *« ^35'

Vermont Maid
?iJ

Frozen Delights at Finast!

-Morton
f

f
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pkgs 1

Chicken

Turkey

Beef

Sara Lee Coffee Cake

French Fries £5
Broccoli Spears ">«<
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Open up a whole new world of variety and value! Discover the bounty of Finast land!

For the highest quality at the lowest possible prices, chart a course to Finasf-land today!
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Pork Loins «»°« 99»

Full Cut Loin USDA Choice Beef - A Great Steak for Your Family and Your Budget

Porterhouse Steak 1
69

T Bone Steak 1" Beef Brisket
Boneless

Whole
or Thick

Mr. Deli Specials!

Freshly Sliced to Order

Genoa Salami

Pepperoni

Provolone Cheese
Hot Pepper Ham
Cooked Ham

79

Primo Pure Pork Hot or Sweet

Italian Style

Saasage
Finast Frankfurt Rolls 3 pkgs of 8 for

*
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For Your

Favorite

Recipe

From Swift ... First Name in

Quality Convenience Meats ...

tf^ a Hearty Fall Selection!
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Red Snapper Fillet 99
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(AP Wire-photo)

Vatican City, Sept. 26 (AP - Pope Paul VI opens his arms in symbolic embrace from his portable
throne as he enters the general audience assembly hall here today, between waving hands of a cheering
crowd. Today's general audience was particularly significant, the Pontiff celebrating his 76th birthday.

Dental Experiment Performed
On Baboons
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP)-Two

dozen African baboons will have
their front teeth removed and false
ones implanted in an experiment
aimed at cutting dental costs for
humans. University of Florida
College of Dentistry researchers
say that if the tests are successful
they could mark the end of costly
crowns and bridges to replace lost

teeth. The false teeth will be made
from Chrome cobalt alloy, acrylic
plastic and a new bioglass ceramic
material developed by the
university's College of
Engineering.

"The baboons will receive all the
care and attention during the
operation that a human would have
during oral surgery," a spokesman
for the college said yesterday.
"They will have four front teeth
removed and replaced with im-
plants made from synthetic
materials."

The false teeth wHtv am, mad^ ,

from chrome cohalt^IfdlPffr'fn?
plastic and a new bioglass ceramic
material developed by the
university's College of
Engineering.
Dr. Larry Hench, head of the

ceramic engineering division, says
recent tests conducted on monkeys

using the bioglass-ceramic
material to replace bone, showed it

to be sufficiently strong and in-

corporated into bone by a natural
growth process to make a long-
lasting replacement.
The teeth will be put in splints.

The baboons, all females, will be
kept in individual cages until their

gums have healed.

Dr. Harold R. Stanley, professor
and chairman of the College of

Dentistry's Department of Oral
Medicine, said baboons were
chosen because their teeth closely

resemble those of man.
"We selected female baboons

because experience has shown that

females are easier to work with
and not as vicious as males of the
same species," he added.
Stanley said that once the

animals' gums have healed the
baboons would be housed in large,

open cages for about two years
\«her§ they woujji be closely ob-
served.

*

Six baboons are already installed

in the university's primate center
and another 18 are undergoing
quarantine procedures. A
spokesman said the animals were
purchased from importing firms
and experiments would start in

ALL BICYCLES
25% off

Quality Bicycles at Prices

You'll Nbvbt See Again

End of the Season. Let's unload them

Read about our

GUARANTEED BUY BACK
SERVICE

Buy a new bicycle from us in September and
we'll buy it back from you in May.
Example: buy a bicycle for $75.00

we'll give you 1/3 of

your purchase price back — $25.00

You ride the bike

for 9 mos. for only $50.00

$50 plus 9 mos. equals $5.55 per mo.

Free Pick up & delivery to area campus for repair—
We finance bicycle purchases

The Bike Broker, Inc.
586 3865 19 Damon Rd.
NORTHAMPTON

Hours 9 6 Daily

Sat. 9-5

about two months when all 24 had
undergone preliminary tests.

The researchers said that
previous experiments in im-
planting single artificial teeth have
met with inconsistent, inconclusive
and often temporary results.

The program is one of three new
studies on tooth implants, con-
tracted by the national Institutes of

Dental Research. Researchers at

Clemson University are im-
planting teeth in dogs and a team
at Harvard University is

fashioning teeth in a variety of
shapes to see if new forms of tooth
architecture may provide a more
permanent implant.

Canadian Citizen

To Answer Draft Charge
BURLINGTON, Vt. (AP)-Gavin Naeve, 23, a naturalized Canadian
citizen, entered a plea of innocent yesterday to a six-year-old U.S. charge
that he failed to register for the draft.

Naeve and his family moved from the Brattleboro, Vt., area to a farm
in North Hatley, Que., in 1967, when the young man was 10 days away
from his 18th birthday and Selective Service registration.
He was indicted by a federal grand jury in Vermont in 1967, on the draft

evasion charge.

Naeve, who became a Canadian citizen in 1971, was arrested by the FBI
10 days ago in New York City during a stopover between airline flights.
His family said they did not learn of the arrest until a sister received

the young man's personal belongings from New York's West Street jail.
They also said thev did not learn he was lodged in the Chittenden

County Correctional Center in Burlington, Vt., until Monday despite
efforts by three attorneys to locate him.
The director of the American Civil Liberties Union in Vermont. David

Harrison, said the organization was looking into the matter to determine
if Naeve's civil rights have been violated in any way.

WMUA Presents...

WMUA will broadcast the second in a series of Gay radio programs this
evening from 8: 00-9: 00 p.m. These programs are from Boston, via tape
from a Gay radio show, "Gay Way". In three weeks the Student
Homophile league in conjunction with WMUA, will originate its own
programs from the University.
We hope to have many programs dealing with many aspects of Gay

Life. Please remember that this show is from Boston, not UMaas., and
the telephone number you will hear will be that of WBUR, Boston, not
WMUA, Amherst. If you have any questions during the program, feel free
to call the Student Homophile League office, 545-0154, as the Gay Line will
be open until 10 p.m.

Children Drown In Pool
BOSTON (AP)-After a five-hour

search by police and neighbors, the
bodies of two missing brothers
were found in a West Roxbury
apartment complex swimming
pool near their home.
Shawn Beckwith, 2, and his

brother Shayne, 3, apparently

drowned in four feet of murky
rainwater that had accumulated in

the pool, police said.

The area was surrounded by a
four-foot high, locked chain link

fence. Police said it is not known
how the toddlers got into the pool

area.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

HATCH
COFFEEHOUSE

aotione. g
. can play o

cdil S+5-o+\l

inn, mis fnrhminii th<> CHEAPEST NEW & ISEI) rlnlhrs

OLD WEIRD HAROLDS
\i;\\ K l SKI) CLOTHING

Hi. '). Iliitllrv

NEW Male Jeans
only $5.00

Get ready for the cold with super-warm

Snorkel Parkas only
s 20°'

USED
all kinds

X

iSSrm tefTEk COATS &
JACKETS
$15.00 • $40.00

LEATHER & SUEDE JACKETSl
as well as

CORDUROY & DENIM
alontj with the usual —
flannel shirts pea eoats, vests,

reindeer sweaters, ete.

JACKETS
and PANTS
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DON'T BE

DRAGIN' ASS

VOTE
Student Senate

Elections

Oct. 2, 3, 4

Resident Students

in Dorms

5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Commuters

Dukes Rm. S.U.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

New Afriea Hous- Greeks in

5 P ,lU * Sorority & Fraternity

9 a.iN-

H ouses

m^*^~~^m+^~*^^.
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Newspaper Letter

Admits To Bombing
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A letter to a newspaper,

purportedly from a group of radicals, pleads guilty to

the bombing Friday of the International Telephone
and Telegraph Building in New York City as an act
"in support of the people of Chile."

Another letter also to the San Francisco Chronicle
over the weekend made a cryptic reference to the
bombing of the old federal building here Friday, but
made no claim for the responsibility for that ex-
plosion. Both letters were revealed yesterday.
The letter on the ITT bombing was postmarked in

New York and was signed by the "Weather Un-
derground," supposedly a successor group to the
Students for a Democratic Society faction known as
the Weatherman.

The letter said the bombing was staged "to add our
voice to the international expression of outrage and
anger at the involvement of ITT and the U.S.
government in the overthrow of socialist Chile."

It also says the U.S. used economic measures to
weaken the Allende government.
The letter even included a Madison Avenue return

address in New York City. The Chronicle said the
building is occupied by advertising agencies.
The letter on the local bombing was from Berkeley.

At the top of the one-page missive was stamped
"Bomb Old SF Federal Bldg 9-28."

But the letter itself made no reference to the
bombing.

• Staff Photo-Steve >»m tth >

Yea, the first grade wasn't too bad, neither was the second, the
third was sort of a bitch.. .then things got kind of rough.. .high school
was a joke but these last four years.. ..holy shit, they've been
unbelievable!

Parking Workers
To Meet
Groups of workers and students

who've been involved with the

parking issue on campus since the

start of school are holding

meetings in all of the different

residential areas and in the student

union for commuters. The purpose

of the meetings is to discuss the

meaning of the protest, and to

answer any questions that students

have. We feel this is a very im-

portant issue, and one that will

come into the everyday sphere of

students starting Oct. 9th. when the

new parking plan is supposed to go

into effect. Take note of when the

meeting is taking place in your

area, and attend.

Oct. 3rd. Wednesday N):00 p.m.

a. Orchard Hill-Dickinson Lounge,

b. Sylvan Area -Brown House
Lounge.
Oct. 4th Thursday 2:30 p.m.

Commuters: student union

Colonial Lounge.

Oct. 4th Thursday 10:00 p.m. a.

Central Area-Brett House Lounge;

b. Northeast Area-Thatcher House

study room basement.

Oct. 9th Tuesday 10:00 p.m.

Southwest Area-McKimmie
House; Main lojnge-classroom

no.l.

Elks Accept

Minority Groups
CHICAGO (AP) - Members of

the Benevolent and Protective

Order of Elks have voted by a 4-1

majority to permit blacks and
other minority groups to join the

organization.

Robert A. Yothers of Seattle,

grand exalted ruler of the nation's

largest fraternal order, said

yesterday that ratification means
the word "white" will be deleted

from the Elks' constitution and
statutes as a condition for mem-
bership.

The vote, tabulated at the Elks

national headquarters here,

ratified a change approved by a 3-1

majority at the national convention

in Chicago in July.

The vote was 1,184,675 in favor of

the change and 309,276 against.

"Now that this issue has been
resolved," Yothers said in a

statement, "the Order of Elks can
get back to concentrating its ef-

forts on the many benevolent and
charitable works for which it has

been famous for more than 105

years."

There are 2,182 Elks lodges with

membership totaling more than

1
! 2 million.

Activist To Speak

Don Luce, veteran anti-war
activist and director of the Indo-

china Resource Center will speak
tonight at 7:30 p.m., Gambell
Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke College.

Luce spent twelve years in Viet-

nam, and exposed the South
Vietnamese government's use of

tiger cages in the repression of

political dissidents.

Weather

(9)256-6714

Bicycle Club Meets

The Bicycle Club meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. in Campus Center
Rooms 805-809 will have a slide

show of last year's Cape Cod trip

and a Martha's Vineyard Tour in

addition to final planning for the

Martha's Vineyard tour this

weekend. As usual, discussion of

touring and racing, and further

planning for the workshops will be
held. Those planning on going on
the Oct. 14 Montague Plains day
tour can get more information at

this meeting.

-ij-i • *•••• *.».•, ^^^^^^^-
SHOHCASf CINEMA/ 12345

ROUTE S RfVEROALE RD.

WEST SPFLD. 24 HR.TEL. 733-5131
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Interested in spending five weeks in Italy in

Spring 1974? Includes tours of Rome, Florence,

Venice, Pisa, and Milan. Earn up to 15 hours of

college credit. Several programs to choose from. All

at moderate cost. For additional information write

Dr. Edward Davis, chairman of the History Depart-

ment, or, Dr. Olindo Dragone, chairman of the

Language Department, American International

College, Springfield, Mass., 01109.
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&iT WE'RE ADDING A NEW CINEMA WATCH FOR GALA OPENINGJ&i

W.C. Fields

Charlie Chaplin

Keystone Kops

Mahar
Auditorium

TONIGHT: Th0 D*'* cti" s"'" Resumes With Cary Grant, Eva-Marie Saint, James Mason

Thurs. 7:00 8:30

50* Cheap

PLEASE NOTE: The Feature is At 7 ft 9, "Laura" Will Be Shown At 11 Only.
*>

~
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Symbolic Speech

Upheld In Colorado
By CARL HILLIARD

Associated Press Writer

DENVER (AP)-A Boulder youth who was arrested for wearing a

portion of the American flag sewn to the seat of his blue jeans was ex-

pressing an opinion by symbolic speech, the Colorado Supreme Court

ruled Monday.
It declared unconstitutional the state statute under which he was

srrcstcd.

The opinion, written by Justice Donald E. Kelley was unanimous.

The youth, David Patten Vaughan, was arrested under a state statute

adopted by the legislature several years ago. In information filed by the

district attorney, it was charged that Vaughan "did unlawfully by his acts

mutilate, deface and defile a flag of the United States of America with

intent to cast contempt thereupon."

In a trial before Boulder County District Judge Rex H. Scott, the

court found that Vaughan was not making any speeches and spoke no

"significant" words.

The sole reason for the arrest was the conduct of the defendant, the

high court pointed out.

State Subsidizing

Horsebreeding

(Staff Photo-Dan Smith)

Way far away, up on the edge of the city, lived a man they say, who at first thought they were all crazy.

He joined the group only to realize that things were much nicer on the inside looking at the crazy outside.

I think they used to call him The King of Hearts.

Paul Robeson
Lecture Series

To Begin Today
The Paul Robeson Series will

begin today in Mahar Auditorium

at 8:00 p.m. The lecture will be

presented by Mr. Lamont Yeakey,

Assistant Professor of History at

City College, New York, and the

topic will be "Paul Robeson and

the Student Movement". Professor

Yeakey is a Senior Research

Scholar at the Black Economic
Research Center in Harlem, New
York, and he will be presenting a

paper this month on the

Association for the Study of Negro
Life and History which was
founded by Dr. Carter Woodson.

Professor Yeakey's lecture will

be the first of the Paul Robeson

Lecture Series, which will extend

from October, 1973 to April. 1974.

This series will afford the

University community an op-

portunity to come in touch with the

life and work of one of the most
important creative personalities in

the twentieth century.

The public is invited.

By GUY DARST
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP)-Not many people
seem to know it, but Massachusetts
is subsidizing horsebreeding.
The state spent more than $78,000

in the last fiscal year on its two
programs to "improve the breed."
A spokesman says the state
Department of Agriculture hopes
to pay out $125,000 in the current
fiscal year. Horsemen and state
officials defend the subsidies,
grown from almost nothing three
years ago, as essential to protect
the $33 million the state takes in

each year from racing taxes.

"Without Massachusetts horses,
we couldn't have had a winter
meeting at Suffolk Downs," says
Tommy Moran, an enthusiastic
horseman now in charge of

thoroughbred subsidies.

John Kirby of Weston, who got

more money in thoroughbred
subsidies than anvbodv else last

year, thinks the state doesn't do
enough.
Kirby is disturbed that more

people don't know about the state's

bounty, even though it has received

extensive coverage in the trade

and sporting press.

Subsidies are paid in two ways.
Owners of standard-breds-hamess

racers-receive theirs from the

track; owners of thoroughbreds

receive theirs from the state.

The owner of a Massachusetts-

bred horse gets from the state 20

per cent of the purse his horse wins

in a parimutuel race. The owner of

the stallion that sired fathered the

winner gets 1 per cent, and bills

now before the legislature would
make this 5 per cent.

Kirby, who races 10 horses three

times a month, says the subsidies

have made a difference in his

operation.

PERSONAL

Warm xnur cork Irs with I>ran Swift

rant* sniffing Snuff. Srnd namr. He. for

frrr samples Dean Swift Ltd.. Box 2009.

san hi an.. Calif.

tfl*-s

(,av ((immune has farm, now peopling,

shrank" and lo\ inn together. P.O Box 723.

\nthrrsl Ma.
Ufa/9

alculators — nrw. fully guaranteed.

T( xas Inst . $90 Also Bowmar. torn-

modore. rlc. (all Jack. 6-6930.

If 10-5

PERSONAL MDC CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

Brrr. winr. papers, groceries, inc.

Mexican food. Montagur Mini-Mart.

Montague t enter Open H-ll every day lor

tuur convenience
tfl*/3

Lend ;i helping hand to your frllow man'
See what \PO is all ahout. Come to C.C.

w,i. ltd. I A Wrt I at h p.m.
lflO-3

Open House. Thrta Chi (Next to

Newman C rnlrr ). Thursday . October 4th.

tf 10-4

lien. Sugarplum your momma's a

champ. \ mi 're for us and we for you in the

Ever passion Play. I.oxr Twenty -ONE.
10-2

\nyime owning a Dan Vrmstrong Guitar

please call John. I nerd a model to repair

the wiring on mine. 549-1347.

tll*-4

(.irl with thr biggrst lobsters or other
crawling animals needed Contact Bo
Jive. 349-1913.

10-3

Dedicated to Donna, fastest girl on
campus, come and srr. Can be found on
second floor I QA.

10-3

Sloney: We know it was you: We want
an encore!! Washington.

tfl*-5

To thr mm of thr tth Floor Kennedy, it

is time for a pirce of "Punaaaa"!!
i (.rand Teton i D J.. Chuckle . Bob. Fran.
Mike. Steve. Dave??

tf 10-4

(•ay i (immune has farm — now
peopling, living and loving logrthrr. Box
723. Amherst. Mass. 01002.

tfll-ll

SERVICES

Portraits, situations, objrrts —
forgerirs. Call Doorknob Enterprises. :>l»;

•
."*"> for appt.

lfto-3

Student Activities Policy Council
needs involved people. Submit resume
at the Student Senate Office. 42* SI by
Mi/ 10. Any questions, call David
Honker ">-4i:ill

If 10- 1(1

( ,i sting your ballot is like

needle in a haystack.

finding the

10-J

Janet, since I can't see you 4 2 wks. lets

haxe supper tonight!! J.F.?
IO-3

Womans touch needed Own bedrm A
small rent I occasional hs hrlp 4 sitting,

shud hx gd hrad A own car. Write aiD

( PI »KHi. No. Mnherst.

If 10 5

llornv gux wants to mrrt horny girl (all

Pudgby Poulaki 549IHI7
Hi-4

Itaffjoj Birthdax. Anne: I wish you

exrruhing happy today and always,

hi cause xou drsrrxr it Thanks for

everxlhing. I. \K"
in-3

Want to rap' Call the Gay Line .V4.V0I.V4.

Monday thru Wednesday Mo p.m.
tf 10-4

Men! Women! Jobs on ships! No
experience required. Kxcellent pay.
Worldwidr Travrl. Prrfect summer
job nc career Srnd 13.00 for in-

formation. Srafax. Drpt. M-17. P.O.
Box -li II, Port Vngeles Washington
9*162.

tflO-17

WANTED
Garage wanlrd — l.ockablr - within 10

miles of campus, (all Jack 349-646*. leave

message.
tflO-10

Drummer Iky for Gig 14 exp. serious

musicians only, (all 54944441 Blve Ivr

msge. I'm new in town call if I know
of the above.

tfl0-5

I'm looking for a sirpvan metro or
pick up truck, audi transmission, (all
l';iul 253-3511 ik- wiV-ito;,

tfio-5

FREE

( asting I nur ballot is like . getting off

10-3

Companion needed for elderly han-

dicapped woman. Friday nights. It p.m. to

6 a.m.. and Sat. nilrv fi p.m. to 6 a.m. Call

MM*. MM
Music Irssnns in flutr. oboe, violin,

recorder, piccolo. Fr. horn ft bassoon. B.S.

in music education. Studies at N.F.
(onsrrv. Call 549-1402.

MM
Astrologer dors birthchartt

i horoscopes i with complete accuracy

Interpretation and counseling. Call Jef-

frey. RR4RR.
MM

Typing — Reliable, reasonable,

manuscripts, term papers, theses,

disserta. IBM Seleclrtc typewriter. Mary
l.ou 253-7352.

MM!

Fantastic value — IMC, Dyoaware

( ook-N -Serve ensemble made by

Anchor -I locking. Few remaining from

Ulanlie Coast Fair. Sold for $79.50

must sell. Cost* nothing to look. Now
only $15.00 will come to home, dorm,

or apt. (.uaranteed. Call 546-12*3

exenings. keep trying

MM
ROOMMATE WANTED

Boom mate — own rm. in two bedroom
apt.. Brittany Apts.. $los per mo. Call Al.

253-5161.

If 1 0-4

Own room in house, \mherst on bus
route. ( all 254- Ni'15 for info \sk for Linda.

Beth. Kalhy or Marion.

MM

(.raduate student wanted to share house

near Belrhrrtown. All utilities, furnished,

(all 424-70X2

10-3

Mature roommate wanted — shore

house 12 mi. from campus. 75/mo. ft util.

( all I inda. 2*4-410*. ,,,„..

Part ft full day office work available

immediately, experience necessary.
Sandy's Secretarial Service. 584-1000.

tflO-10

Theater manager trainee. 3-6 nites wk
Must be dependable and interested in P.R
Send resume to Mr. Oddi. 104 Clifford St..

Pawtucket. Khode Island.

MM

st'EEU TYPIST
-In Ware, at Collegian printer.

H:40 p. m. -1:00 a.m.

Ca II 9S7-«KKK

ask for Charlotte

"Attached" couples needed for in-

terview study in Psych. Dept .
$:i per hr per

couple. Call Sieve — Weekday eves. <-8.

546-999*.

tflO-3

Ml dorm residents and commuters
who are members of a sorority or
fraternity. vote in your respective
houses for the Student Sen elec-

lions.

O10-4

Casting your ballot is like . .

free tickets to a Stone's concert.

getting

10-3

Piano accompianist needed for ballet
classes in Gfld., approx times 4-7:39,

MWF. Call collect after 8 p.m. 773-5179,
Mrs. Louis Gexler.

tflO-10

Students needed to sell Boston Pheonix
on Campus if interested, call Mike Cohen
at 6-6296.

10-3

(ashlers, concession, doorman, asst
man. Part-time: Eves or wknds. 3
days/wk (all 5333300 or apply |n person.
Victory Theatre. Hot

KIM

I bedroom apt.. Millers Falls. 15 minutes
from campus, (all 659-3057.

MM
Half a gd hs ina woods, 2 share 4 some 1

needing lots of space ft quiet. 1175 in-

clusive. Call 549-12*4 weekdays 4:45 to

5: 15.

tflO-5

Horses boarded. 10 minutes to campus.
Box stalls, field Jumping, excellent trails.

253-7373.

tflO-27

(.aragr space, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. D. H. Jones 549-3700.

tflt/IS

ENTERTAINMENT

Steve the DJ says, try me. you II like me.
Powerful PA and 1000s of records. Ring

mr al 467-2*42 for more information.

if 10-41 f

The Twilight Zone" narrated by Rod

Serling. 4 half hr. shows from the original

1959 TV. series. Fri.. Oct. 5 at 7-t-ll in

Mahar. MM

ROOMS WANTED

Commuter couple needs room to sleep

Wed. ft Thurs. Contact David Letters at

Collegian Office.

MM
4 bedroom house within 7 mi. Need oc-

cupancy soon. Call Skibiski. Realtors,

Northampton. 5*4-3428.

tflo-il

ROOMS FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Furn. Ig. rm $90. Huge rm. f 124) incl util.

kitchen, yard new! Bos ru nearby, good

local girls, pref *s Market. N'tlampt. 584-

0927. MM
REWARD

I urn. apts.. 2 and 2', rms., air-cond .

pool. nr. shopping. Lease to Jane I for only

IMS, \mherst Motel. Koute 9« opp.
/ay re's.

MM
One bedroom apt on free bus line. $15*

rent, includes all utilities, (all 6C5-4IR9.

iria-t

$I**.M REWARD — two long haireo

Shepherds lost on July 20th Family

pets, one black ft tan. one brown, long

hair. Answers to Shauna ft Happy.

Please call Rick at 25*-*59l.

tfN I

Notices

AKIDO
Meetings Weds, and Fri. 6:30-8:30

p.m., Sun. 2:304:30 p.m. Boyden
Gym, Wrestling Rm. Anyone
welcome.
BOWLING TEAM ROLLOFF
On Weds. 10 10 and Mon. 10-15 at

6:30 p.m. in Boyden Lanes. Must
attend both nights. Contact Dave
Dimmick at 546 7002.

BOXING CLUB MEETING
7 p.m., tonight, 19th floor

Wrestlings Rm., George Washington
Tower. Beginners welcome.
COIN CLUB
Meeting tomorrow, 10 4, at 811 C.C.

from 7:30 10:00 p.m. All newcomers
welcomed.
COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Rm. 803

C.C. Presentation and film on gliding

featured. Plus raffle of free flight

time.

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Meeting at 6:00, Rm. 168 C.C.

tonight, discussion of program, task

forces and speakers. All students

welcome.
FILM TIME
Please note that "North by Nor

thwest" will be shown at 7 & 9 and the

co-feature, "Laura" will show at 11

only.

FINNISH LANGUAGE CLUB
Will meet tomorrow, 10-4 at 7:30 in

Rm. 803 C.C. All welcome to attend

for interest in Finnish Language and
culture. Discussion of Academic
credit.

HILLEL

Israeli Dancing 7:30 10:30 tonight

in Cape Cod Lounge. Atid Book
mobile, 10: 00-4: 00 at C. C. Bus Circle,

Shalom.
JEWISH STUDIES
Free University begins Tues, 10-9

for credit. You must get add sheet at

Whitmore (Judaic Studies 385) and
sign up at Hillel (302 S.U.B.) Watch
for Thursday's ad!

KOREAN KARATE
The Tae Kwon Do Club meets

M.W. 6 8, 101 Wope, Fri. 6 8 Boyden
M. Gym. Last chance to join this

semester.

LA LECHE LEAGUE
Amherst LaLeche League's second

meeting of the Fall Series: "Art of

Breastfeeding-Overcoming Dif-

ficulties" will meet Tues, 10 9 at 8:15

Of Interest...
Rock Climbing

Workshop
The UMass Outing Club will be

holding an open Rock Climbing
Workshop tonight at 7:00 in C.C,
room 105. All persons interested in

the more technical aspects of

climbing and lead climbing are
encouraged to attend. This is the

second in the series of rock
climbing techniques dealing with

knot tying and equipment checks.

Philosophy Club

Meets Tonight
There will be an informal

organizational meeting of the
Philosophy Club at 7:00 tonight in

the basement lounge of Greenough
House in Central Area. This year

the club seeks to turn itself into

some sort of effective organ for

promoting free interchange bet-

ween faculty, graduate students

and undergrads in philosophy, as
well as the University at large.

It is the belief of the club that two
heads are better than one, and two
hundred are better than two, so all

interested heads are urged to at-

tend. However, this first meeting is

regretfully restricted to un-

dergraduates in an attempt to

prepare for the rest of the world.

The subject of discussion will be

problems relating to the study of

philosophy at this University.

Refreshments will be served.

Sexual Freedom Coming Tonight
Dr. Don Read of the Center for

Human Sexual Concerns will

conduct a workshop of sexual
consciousness raising tomorrow
evening from 7:30 to 9:30 in rooms
904-908 of the Campus Center.

The session will feature exer-

cises emphasizing freedom of body

expression and interpersonal non-

verbal communication. Par-
ticipation by all will be both

welcome and encouraged.

The evening is sponsored by the
Student Homophile League and
everyone is welcome.

at the home of Mrs. Beryl Barrette,

15 Atwater Circle, South Amherst.
For info call Mrs. Patrick Hildreth

256 6689.

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE
ENGRG. SEMINAR
Tomorrow, 4 p.m., coffee at 3:30,

Brian O'Leary (former astronaut),

Hampshire College, will talk on
"Exploration of the panels; priorities

in the space program."
MEETING
Today, 8:00 p.m., Rm. 114, New

Africa House.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY
As of today the Boyden auxiliary

gymnasiums will be open for

recreational activity on Mondays,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thur-
sdays from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

SCROLLS-MAROON KEYS
Important meeting for all mem-

bers tonight in C.C. 901 at 7:00.

SCUBA CLUB
Meeting tonight to plan dive over

this long weekend. Air and pool

available, 7 p.m., Curry Hicks, Rm.
14.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
We are looking for a few good men

to become brothers. Informal rush
tonight, 7:00, 9 Chestnut, Rides 5-

0070.

SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS
Anyone interested in being on the

Advisory Board of the Hamden
Student Center and Rathskeller
contact Mrs. Schnarr in JQA lobby by
Wed., 10-10.

STUDENT SENATE TRANSIT
SERVICE
Needs bus driver trainees, must

have Class 2 permit, and must be a

student. Call 5-0056 or apply at new
Bus Garage 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUN-
DATION
Board meeting, tonight at 7:00 p.m.

at th«> Old Rectory of Grace
Episcopal Church.

YOUNG SOCIALIST FORUM
An eyewitness report from the

California fields on the United
Farmworkers. Speaker: Jose Perez,

Militant staff writer. Tonight at 2

p.m. in Rm. 168 C.C.

LOST
1 ring, gold green stone HCHS '74.

Was girlfriend's ring. Call 6-4617.

Gold watch (Jules Jorgensen)
between Southwest and the Student

Union. Please call Deb, 420 Melville

6-7402.

Television Tonight
l;M ENSIGN O'TOOLK "Operation:
Kowana" (18)

IKKiANS HEROES "The Gold Rush"
(22)

MISTEKROGERS NKIGHHORHOOD
(24) (57)

AD\'F.NTl RES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BFVERI.Y HILLBILLES "The Indians

Are Coming." (30)

GOMER PYLE "Arnviderci, Corner"
140)

5:3* THE REAL MeCOYS "The Marriage
Broker" (18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy Gets
Amnesia." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Where There's A Will
"

(27)

IKKiANS MEMOES "Hogan's Hofbrau"
(30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

MM) NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Cops and Rohbers" (18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "The Great
Race" (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore.
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the

Tycoons" (40)

«:«) NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

MAKING THINGS GROW (24)

UNTAMED WORLD (27)

LOUM LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7.00 WHAT IN THE WORLD (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "I Do Not
Choose To Run " (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Tom Brown's Schooldays" (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

7:30 THE PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

YOU ASKED FOR IT (8)

GREEN ACRES "Lisa Has A Calf " (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter

Marshall, host (22)

FRENCH CHEF (24) (57)

ANIMAL WORLD (30)

DKAGNET "The Big Explosion" (40)

K-.00 THE SONNY AND CHER COMEDY
HOUR (3)

DEAL WITH THE ISSUES (8)

ADAM-12 "West Valley Division" (22)

(30)

THE WISEMAN FESTIVAL (24)

BOB AND CAROL AND TED AND
ALICE. "Alice's Wild Oat " (40)

THE WATERGATE HEARINGS (57)

k : :hi MOVIE"Letters From Three Lovers"
(8) (40)

MYSTERY MOVIE "No Stone Untur
ned" (22) (30)

9:00 CANNON "Target in the Mirror" (3)

THE 700 CLUB 1 18)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THKILLER The Prediction" (27)

9:30 WOMAN (24)

10:00 DAN AUGUST "Prognosis.
Homicide" (3)

OWEN MARSHALL. COUNSELOR AT
LAW "Sweet Harvest" (8) (40)

LOVE STORY "Love Came Laughing."
(22) (30)

WATERGATE SUMMARY (24)

NEWS (271

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

stereo huffs! If you want stereo

equipment matched for you ami sold at

wholesale prices, call Dick 253-27H6 after «.

- All Brands'
if$9/31

MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

(Wlemonl. Mass. — home of five

Wrimaranrr puppies Top pedigree. A.K.-

(' .. cheerful companion* for hiking, etc
.
or

quirt mjoxmrnl. I-4I3-339-64S8H.

If I* /I*

Gibson Gl.-t steel strinc folk guitar, mint

condition. RR incl. case. MRH day: 253-

3*15 exenings. RM
Fulurr furnishings Nrptunr walerbeds.

2* per cent off complete packages. $64.95.

Healers, sprrads. Hr. bean bag chairs,

art. old unique rlothrs.

tf 1 0-3

1971 Capri 1(1*0. grey. 47.*oo miles, ex.

cond . will discuss price, (all 584-7741 or

srr at Bak (itgo in Northampton.
tfto-s

Wine or cider prrss. small, perf. cond..

$10: also some unusrd wood kegs. I
1 , gal.

and larger from $7. Call Tom at 546-5864.

lflo-:l

2 new Sears 5 speed bikes. $6* firm,

(all IJggTJJ exrs Still under guarantee
tlto-:i

HRI Honda M e\i tnnd.. IM mi $500 w
.' helmets. I ft hlacklilr with many posters

and fliioiesicnt nrts $-'.> (all Dave RR-
II Ul.'

tf lll-.l

I pr leather Wellington boots Worn
.itmul 1 times si/e X l/.'D ( nst %-W. will

sell tor $.11 M best offer RR4R1 after *>

|i in

IfMM

Skis foi sale: I pair of (.raxes fiber glass

— Brand new condition !».'» cm $H0. Call

~ilti-;niv \sk (or Boh.
tf|0-4

Banjo :. strinn Box Snuck Model sounds

so good you wouldn't helirxe. and only $7n

( all Man U.'i JWi tfto-:t

ISO m, stereo complex v good cond. Inc.

RSR turnlbl Mrar k slide, push cntrs. big

V spks 10" woof 5" horn. pd. $350. *Z7« or

best. I vr old B-fi023.

til*-

5

Good foods, better wines, best beers — h-

II daily. Montague Mini-Mart. Montague
Center.

tff»-IS

Two KIM Model six speakers.

condition. $120. please call Tom S4S-372C.

tfl*~4

Typewriter Olympia manual 13" carr.

half-space, case. $5*. 5H4-CIM evenings.

tfl*-5

71 Yamaha 2*Occ —Exc. cond $:I75. Call

IE Mil Between 54 p.m.
If 10-4

For salr Martin 12 string guitar. Retails

for $500. Best offer over $XM>.M takrs it

(all MK-2K7I.

If 10-5

\ W — Parts, battrry undrr guaranty.

i.imkI lirrs. starter etc. (all 256-«l82. 6-7

p.m.
tflO-5

(ouch —f£L good i ondition ; Women's i

speed .'ti" ( olumhia Bicycle 2 \rs old $25:

blow hair dryer $5. Call V4»-««47 after fi

p m
tflO-10

\ikor — 50mm FI. 4 lens new . $75. Sony

TC-.V. cassette player and recorder inc.

U -DC adapter A batt-charger New $115.

(all l-MR-XMt.
IfMM

Keltx backpack and Irame. med. IM.
hurt W.i pup lent with rain fly $40 Mto

Becorder If*. Call .'fiX-745.1 iWilliams-

hurie i

tflO-5

FOR SALE
I9S6 Delta KM

needs tune-up.

5:3*.

1*73 Suzuki GT250, 1700 mi. excellent

cond $fi5*. 533-5*52.

RM4

Winter coat Sz. 15-1* rust, boot length

w /belt. hood. Fur trimmed on hood cuffs

bought last season, very reasonable. Call

Kalhy 5-*344.

tfl*-S

I9S5 International Travelall. new
brakes clutch, good rubber. 4 on floor.

Must be seen. Call David S49-IS28. leave

message, price K $55*:

If 10- 1*

Guitar Yamaha. Classical, excel, cond.

$5* with case. Al 6-4756.

If 10-4

TV — RCA. B*W 18" screen w/lHF.
(.ood condition. $50. Call Michele at 546-

TM$). Keep trying!

tflO-4

new brakes . new steering.

Best offer. 665-39*3 after'

tfl*-3

RIDE WANTED

snow tires — two studded

excellent i ondition 2SMMB.
EM* 14.

tftn-5

To Bait-Wash.. DC. area. Will pay
some expenses, (all Dave. 6-9417.

tfl*-4

Hide to Boston and back to Amhrrst is

wanted Tuesdays and Thursdays for

entire school year, will share expense.

( all :»i!l-4.»72.

tfl0-4

RIDERS WANTED

Need riders I or ride ) Boston to Amhrrst
.mil return rxery Mon and Wedn. leaxr

early ninrninx ret. late aft. Larry 521-0162

i Bos »

)

tf 10-4

I96K Chevelle 3*6. 4 on the floor, best

offer Can Jeff. 253-9*31.

tfl*-4

Mercedes Benx 18*. I*5S. valve Job. new
seats, tires, exc. body cond., best offer.

549-3893. Arnie.

tfl*-3

1967 VW Squarrback. new tires, needs
some body and engine work, $4**. Call

Sam after 5:**. 549-3997.

UI0-5

Reliable 19*9 VW Squareback.
automatic, extras plus 2 good snow tires.

$1195.0* firm. 323-7*18 after 4 p.m.. keep
trying.

tfl*-3

1967 Ford GalaxiV 5*9. 2 door hardtop.

excellent condition. Call 527-277* after 6:44

p.m.. any evening.
tfl*-5

1965 Pontiac l-emans. Call 253-3502 after

:, oo p.m.. $250.

trio-s

1964 Pontiac ambulance. 35.000 original

miles, make good cajsrper. Reasonable

price. RMHi
tflo-12

1969 MGB GT.. A.M-FM radio. I track

tape player, mint condition, best offer

accepted. Call Skip in Pitlsfield. between 5

p.m. & 7 p.m.. tlMKin
KIO-1

1961 Valiant, positively conditioned, only

llixi (all I4MM
tflO-5

AUTO FOR SALE

Mechanic's special — 11*4 Bug, broken
rod. rebuilt engine, new brake system,
exhaust system, gen., r. bumper it c,
clean, f IS*. Call Len. SH4-4692

tflO-3

VW Bus '71 w /rebuilt engine — like

starting off with a new car! Blue w/snows,
asking $1,699. Call 323-777* Belchrrtown

Ul*-5

1*7* VW. only 270O0 miles, excellent

running condition, snow tlrrs. $1050. will

dicker, call Paul 545-4431 nay. 253-5215

evenings.

REM

$45 and YOl CAN OWN the ugliest

most disgusting it** VALIANT
HONEST AL has ever seen, t cyl std

trans, some tires used daily. 64 Chevy
2 WAGON. • cyl std. trans. RUSTY
BIT RELIABLE. Tires 17$. M
DODGE DART mech excel

throughout SLANT * std trans 2 dr.

sedan looks gd — No rust $42$

WANTED DARTS - VALIANTS -

LANCERS in any cond. S9C-3SI9.

tfl*-5

1966 Chevy -- PS. PB. jvu id AT runs

hut has blow -by in one cy 1 only. $75 Call

Ed al 549-6722. Call after 5:00.

tflO-4

IW ( hexelle. good body, engine, posi

traction, goes in snow. lr»ated very well.

$500 (all 111 M$l after 5.

tflO-3

72 Int. 1/2 ton PI V8. 4x4. $295*. Can be
seen at 149 Summer St. \pt. 67. No.
\mherst. weekdays after 5 p.m.

tf 10-5

71 Ply. Cricket, must sell, need tuition

money: 4 cyl. std. 4 sp. trans.. Rack and
Pinion steering, exc. mil. Call Jim 6-5234.

trio-s

1966 VW Bus — New brakes, new tires.

engine, inspected, body in good shape.

$350. Call or see Cindy 511 Grayson. 546-

MM.
tf 10-10

1966 Chevy Wagon. Fall Inspection

Sticker, dependable, economical. (6

cylinder). Kcal good car. asking $3*9 will

haggle 253-3952.

trio-s

1967 Chevy standard, fi cyl.. iHhm.p.g..

$200 25.1-2045. R$M

ii3Jwe oii^iiAi i r n a
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i MIX Staff photo by Steve Smith)

All these people are probably walking along thinking about Watergate, Agnew, Chile or the food-fuel

shortages. They're all coming from just having voted in the Student Senate Elections.

Judaic Studies Offers Courses

Nine courses, five of them for

credit, are being offered starting

next Tuesday in conjunction with

the Department of Judaic Studies.

Among those teaching these

courses will be the newly appointed

director of Hillel on this campus.
Rabbi Aryeh Meir. Rabbi Meirwill

be joined by Rabbi Edelman and
Rabbi Yechezkel Lebovic both of

Springfield, and area philosopher

Bob Zelman.
Any student interested in signing

up for one of the five courses to be
given for credit is asked to obtain

an add sheet at the Whitmore
Administration Building and
register under JUDAIC STUDIES
38S by this Friday. After going to

Whitmore. students should go to

the Hillel office, room 302 in the

Student Union building. The first

class will begin next Tuesday
( ktober 9th. and will be held at the

offices of Hillel

There is a wide range of courses

all the way from baking challah

an I making a yarmulke and tips for

prt spective travelers to Israel, to

stu ying the ecstasy and discipline

<>i t >e inner world of Hassidism.

The five courses for one credit

each include: Ecstasy and
Discipline. Monday 6:30 to 7:30;

Introduction to Jewish Mysticism.
Wednesday «:3(); "In the Begin-

ning.' Tuesday 6:30: Towards a

Personal Theology. Thursday 6:30;

and Philosophy of Martin Buber,

Tuesday 7 M\

The other courses include:

Bike Registration

Set

Free bicycle registration

tables will be set up from
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. in

the following locations.

Oct. 9th Hampden Dining

Commons.
Oct. 10th Worcester

Dining Commons.
Oct. 11th Franklin Dining

Commons.
Oct. 16, 17, 18 Campus

Center.

Jewish Women's Forum, Thursday
at 8:30; Intro to Jewish Life,

Wednesday at 7:30; "So you're

going to Israel..." and Jewish Arts

and Crafts. Thursday at 7:30

Rabbi Aryeh Meir, the director

of Hillel says that the purpose of

the courses is "to fill the vacuum
presently occupying Jewish heads,

hearts and «ouls
"

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMANt<

ARIES' March 21-April 19 >: This is not

time for definite commitment. There are

blocks, obstacles and jealous associates

l.cu.il matters need clarification Mate.
partner is involved See clearly take stock

Aspirations are subject to change.
TAl'Rl'S i April W-May 20): Travel plans

might be affected by work assignment or

medical appointment Don't be in too much
of a hurry Study Aries message older
individual may be intransigent Be patient

but know when to draw line

GEMINI i May 21 June 2()i You finish,

reach more persons and deal directly with

Aries Libra persons Money question is at

"crunch "stage You are due to get financial

tacts II willing to perceive potential, news
is good otherwise, you repeat lesson

CANCER June 21 July 121 Lie low.

Finish task whjch resulted from past

commitment Practical issues dominate,
including possible back tax situation. Leo.

Aquarius persons'are In picture. Be aware
of legal-financial aspects

LBO Juls 23 Aug 22 1 Advice received
from relatives could be less than sound
There are disagreements and tendency is to

draw you into whirl of confusion Be true to

your own ideals Refuse to be a bouncing
ball tor discontented persons

VIRGO Aug JtSept 22i Kxpenment
&e yourself and have fun One who ad
ocates otherwise may be ill. jealous or a
Combination of both Emotional setback
iiltimateK proves for your own good Know
it and refuse to be discouraged
LIBRA i Sept 23-Oct 22> Practical

approach is now most constructive--
substitute direct action for daydreams
Aquarius Leo. Scorpio persons could play
important roles Emphasis is on home,
property, decisions from those who pull

strings

SCORPIO i Oct 23 Nov 211 You do best

now in behind-the-scenes capacity Key is to

lind reasons instead of merely accepting

what occurs Be analytical Your
. apabilities as a detective come to

torefront Gemini. Virgo persons are in

picture

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21): you

may be called upon to make budget

tire Mint Emotions fight to take over from
logic Kan nly situation dominates. Strive

(or harmony -this comes about if willing to

make creative, intelligent concession. Win
rather than force your way.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19»: Conflict

need not be cause for depression. Permit
opposition to become challenge Mate,
partner may ask probing questions See
situation in practical light. State case in

clear, concise manner And stop
apologizing!

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): What you
do now has long reaching results Means
weigh words, actions Perceive potential

Detect subtle nuances Take nothing for

granted Meed inner voice Older person,

who holds responsible position, wants you to

succeed
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20 1: Some

wishes can be fulfilled-but you have to give

up some things Means you get nothing for

nothing Get rid of past if this makes you
brood, creates atmosphere of gloom You
have life of your own to live Know it and let

others become aware of it

IK TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you eat

loo much at times and you give too much
and you live to the hilt and you love people

and people often take advantage of you
November will be one of your most im
portant months of 1973 Many born under
Gemini and Sagittarius are drawn to you
Yon have delightful sense of humor You
are great when you laugh'

People In The News
LONDON (AF)-With 60,000

young rock fans tipped off that the

American group called the

Osmonds are due Oct. 21,

authorities at Heathrow Airport

have barred their special jet from
landing there.

The reason is fear that the

youngsters might riot and be
maimed or killed, perhaps by
pushing through plate glass at the

airport.

The record company organizing

the Osmonds' tour, and which gave
out details of the arrival time,

disagreed with having to bring the

group in at an out-of-the-way

airport. "By giving out the correct

details you avoid youngsters
hanging around airports for a

week," said a company
spokesman.

••••••
NEW YORK (AP)-Jacqueling

Kennedy Onassis says free-lance

photographer Ron Galella is

crowding her again and she wants
federal judges to make him keep
further back.
The widow of President John F.

Kennedy won a ruling in U.S.

District Court in 1972 barring

Galella from coming within 150

feet of her or her children. But last

month the Court of Appeals
trimmed the zone to 25 feet.

Asking for restoration of the 150-

foot ban, Mrs. Onassis' lawyers
referred to an incident in June in

which actor Marlon Brando is

alleged to have slugged Galella for

picture-taking.

"It would be tragic if the only

effective way to deal with Galella

is the Brando formula, rather than

resort to the judicial process," the

lawyers said.

WASHINGTON < AP)-Pres>dent

Nixon treated a group of tourists

from his home town of Whittier,

Calif., like visiting royalty

Tuesday.
When he heard that 45 senior

citizens from his native town were
in the White House as part of a five-

week bus tour, President Nixon
asked them into the Oval Office.

After reminiscing a while, the

President invited them to have
coffee with Mrs. Nixon in the

Yellow Oval Room, where im-

portant guests relax before state

dinners.

"Coming from Whittier, you all

are going to be kings and queens,"

Nixon said

LONDON (AP)-Prime Minister

Kadeui Tanaka of Japan was
applauded by several thousand
Englishmen yesterday as he
arrived at Buckingham Palace to

meet the queen.

Queen Elizabeth II interrupted a
holiday in Scotland to greet
Tanaka, his daughter and
Japanese Foreign Minister
Masayoshi Ohira.

Tanaka ends a five-day official

visit to London Wednesday,
leaving for Bonn. The queen
returns to Balmoral the same day.

NEW YORK (AP)-Alyce Ferrell

McMahon was awarded $50,000-a-

year alimony yesterday from her
husband, Ed McMahon, announcer
on the Johnny Carson television

talk show.
The McMahons, married since

1945 and with four children,
seperated legally last May.

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Tolled

5 Assistant

9 Stitch

12 Appellation of
Athena

13 Employed
14 Prefix: three

15 Detestation

17 Printer's

measure
18 Emmet
19 Servant
21 Poker stakes
23 Affirmed to

be true

27 Faroe Islands
whirlwind

28 Coloring

substance
29 Born
31 Posed for

portrait

34 Spanish for

"yes"
35 Trying

38 French article

39 Cloth
measure

41 Unit of

Portuguese
currency

42 Claw
44 Babylonian-

deity

46 Declared
48 Remains at

ease
51 Mountain lake
52 Possessive

pronoun
53 Preposition
55 Sleeping

sickness fly

59 In addition
60 Boundary
62 Roster
63 Girl's name
64 Goddess of

discord

65 Chair

DOWN

1 Cheer
2 A state (abbr.)

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
16

20
22
23
24

25
26
30
32
33
36

Openwork
fabric

Frock
Check
accounts of

Exists

River in

Scotland
Girl's name
Declares
Sea eagle
Humorists
Christian

festival

Oral surgeon
Negative
Part of church
Caudal
appendage
Note of scale

Latin for "God"

Goes in

Century plant

Care for

Ocean
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49

1
40

35

45

Collects

Instruction

Army officer

(abbr.)

Near

Satiates

Girl's name
49 Short jacket

r-

45
47
48

50 Food fish

54 Evergreen

56 Pedal digit

57 Musk: as
written

Dine
Symbol for

nickel

58
61

16

36

50

53

60

64

13
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Artman's Medal Play

Leads Golfers To 2nd
By MDC STAFF

DANBURY, Conn. -- Joe Artman's three-over par 75 paced the UMass
golf team on Monday of this week to the runner-up slot in the Western
Connecticut State Open Golf Tournament.

In this medal play tourney, which Salem State won, each team's
composite score was taken from the best five of seven rounds. Artman's
75 led the field. He was one-under coming to the 15th which allowed him to

survive a disasterous bogie, double-bogie, bogie, par finish.

UMass' team aggregate of 404 was only six off the pace as Jim Duane,
Dave Kern, John Lusek and Bill Rubin combined with Artman to play
what coach Fan Gaudette termed "extremely good golf on one of the
roughest courses in the state."

Artman's round featured a late afternoon bout with nature as it took the
power of artificial lighting from automobile headlights to enable him to

complete his final hole.

This tournament was the final tune-up for Gaudette's linksters who host
the annual ECAC Golf Tournament this Friday at Hickory Ridge
Country Club in South Amherst.

* 'Flying Finn
'

' Nurmi,
Olympic Legend, Dies

HELSINKI (AP)-Paavo Nurmi, "The Flying Finn" whose long
distance running exploits in the Gold Twenties made him a legend, died
here Tuesday at the age of 76.

He was the iron man of his age, winning nine gold medals in the

Olympic Games at distances ranging from 1,500 to 1Q.OO0 meters and even
the cross country, an event no longer on the Olympic program.

He competed in three of the Games-1920, 1924 and 1928-and would
have made it to a fourth had he not been disqualified just prior to the 1932

event at Las Angeles on charges of professionalism.
The charge and the ban embittered the Finnish star, who ran

professionally for a brief period and then retired to the life of a

businessman in his beloved homeland.
However, he remained a national hero. A statue of him was erected in

front of the stadium which became the scene of the Olympics in 1952 and
he was honored on that occasion by being allowed to light the Olympic
flame.

He was equally popular throughout the world, particularly in

America where he ran more than 55 races on a cross-country exhibition

tour.

"Nurmi was the giant of long distance runners," said Dan Ferris,

former executive head of the American Amateur Athletic Union and the

man who arranged the Nurmi tour in the United States. "I will never
forget the 1924 games. He won the 1,500, 5,000 and the cross country-a
phenomenal feat."

Nurmi 's secret was a complete dedication to athletics. During his

active years he did little but run-tens of kilometers a day, without a smile
on his face and with a stopwatch in his hand.

Sanders, Ney
Win In Five

College Tourney
By MDC STAFF

John Bates of Amherst College,

Ronnie Sanders of UMass, and the
mixed doubles team of Gary Ney
and Ronnie Sanders won their

respective events in a five College
tennis tournament Saturday.
Bates, the number one singles

man from Amherst squeaked out a
7-6, 7-6 decision over schoolmate
Jarvis Cartin for the Men's Singles

event.

The consistency of Sanders gave
her a 6-4, 6-3 victory over team-
mate Karen Wesley for the
women's singles events.

The team of Sanders and Gary
Ney wiped out their opponents for

an easy 6-1, 6-1 and the mixed
doubles title.

Limited
OAKLAND (AP)-Manager Dick

Williams joked with an Oakland
A's clubhouse attendant over

something the baseball brass
has decided is no laughing matter.

Williams explained why Tuesday
pulling from his desk a letter

written by Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn on Sept. 17. It informed him
that baseball rule 8.06, limiting the

number of trips a manager or

coach can make to the mound to

consult with a pitcher, would

remain in effect for the playoffs

and World Series this year.

The rule has been waived for

recent post-season competition,

including the 1972 World Series-

when Williams held more than 50

mound meetings with his pitchers.

Notices
All wrestling candidates have

physicals today in the infirmary.

Andy Dutkanicz

ARight Foot ThatHangsTough

LEND

By RICH SEV1ERI
Andy Dutkanicz leaned

against a locker, his taped
right foot propped on a bench.
That right foot is the main
reason behind the consistent,

and effective kicking game of

UMass.
Kicking specialists are a

unique breed. Andy joined

their ranks as a sophomore at

Shelton High, located west of

New Haven.
"At Shelton," he explained,

"I played linebacker and
started punting and place
kicking barefoot."

When asked why barefoot, he
replied, "Oh just to get some
ink and I played soccer that

way."
On any given Fall weekday

afternoon, Andy can be found

on the practice field taking

snaps from center Bruce Pinto,

then booming 40 or 50 punts
high into the Pioneer Valley

sky.

The centers delivery of the

ball for punting and place

kicking is essential. Andy feels

that Pinto has done an ex-

ceptional job this season.

What happened with that

fumbled snap Saturday at

Harvard Stadium, Andy?
'.'That was my fault, it's all

up here," he says, pointing to

his head. "You see three guys
waiting to rush a hole and you
lose your concentration."
Apart from this one miscue,
Andy's been doing some heavy
concentrating this season.

Against Villanova he kept

UMass close in the first half

and pinned the Wildcats back
to the wall in the second half.

On that day he averaged
nearly 45 yards for eight punts,

rocketing one for 65 yards, plus

reaching the end zone on most
of his kickoffs.

It isn't often that a kicking

specialist is singled out by his

coaches and teammates as one
of the stars of the game.
Dutkanicz considers this game
the most rewarding and self-

satisfying of his career.

» • *v *>
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"You see three guys waiting to rush a hole and you lose your

concentration. . .
."

Becoming and feeling a part
of the team is a tough task for a
kicking specialist. He par-
ticipates in few tackles, throws
fewer blocks, and most of

practice is spent seperate from
the team.

"Its hard to feel part of the

team," Andy points out,

"You're on your own most of

the time, If I fumble the snap,

as in the Harvard game, it's all

my fault. If I catch one right, or

kick a field goal I'm a hero."
Dutkanicz sees the kicker as

an integral part of the game.
He mentions the pros, where
the trend is toward con-
servative field goal offenses,

and the importation of foreign

born kicking specialists.

As a punter he strives for the

40 plus average, and the four

second flight the coaches feel is

necessary for adequate
coverage.

His field goal attempts have
been limited to a tew out-of-

range cannon shots last season
and this years Holy Cross

game.
The field goal attempt that

would have won the Holy Cross
game, a play coach Mac
Pherson admittedly made the
wrong decision, caught Andy
unawares.

"I was suprised," he ex-
plains, "mentally unprepared.
To have made it would have
been a kickers dream come
true, but everything was
against me, the wind, the
distance."

To senior Dutkanicz the step
up to playing for a living is not
unrealistic. "I'll play
anywhere," he says, "any
level," then waves his arm to

encompass the locker room,
"thats what almost every man
here dreams about and works
for."

The coaches comment sheet
for the Harvard game is taped
to the wall outside the UMies
locker room. It's broken down
into positions and various
categories.

•+

The Fourth Tower of Inverness has returned

to

UIMUA
Be sure to follow Jack Flanders as he explores the realm of

seldom traveled dimensions as well as the inner-most

recesses of his mind. Each weeknight at midnight with a

special show each Sunday night at 9:30 recapping the

entire week's episodes.

HAND
N.E.S. STILL NEEDS PEOPLE TO TUTOR SPRINGFIELD SCHOOL-CHILDREN ONE OR MORE

TIMES A WEEK IN BOTH OUR AFTERNOON AND EVENING PROGRAMS. IF YOU LIKE

WORKING WITH KIDS PLEASE CALL 545-0575 OR DROP IN THE N.E.S. OFFICE IN 426A

STUDENT UNION. TRANSPORTATION IS PROVIDED TO AND FROM SPRINGFIELD AND

ACADEMIC CREDIT IS AVAILABLE.
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Harriers Nipped At Harvard
By SCOTT HAYES

Only an outstanding per-
formance by Rick Rojas of Har-
vard and UMass' failure to close

the gap between the number four

and five spots on the team,
prevented the Minutemen from
defeating powerful Harvard for the

first time in twenty years.

UMass split with Harvard and
Providence in yesterdays tri-meet

defeating the Friars 24-34 and
bowing to Harvard 30-27. The
harriers now are 2-1 on the season.

Rojas captured first in the three

way meet and Tom Smith of

Providence finished second. Bill

Gillin was the top UMass finisher

with a time of 26:37. In winning
individual honors, Rojas also
lowered his own course record by
ten seconds, to 26:12. Freshman
Mike O'Shea placed fourth for

Providence.
Once again, Thomas Gillin, and

Maguire ran in a pack. After two
and one half miles, they held the

lailg <floU*gtan

SPORTS

second through fourth positions
with Paul Segersten in twelfth.

Then, Smith and O'Shea moved up
j>n the UMass threesome, and
Thomas, Gillin and Maguire were
in fourth through sixth. Mean-
while, Segersten moved up, up to

eleventh. At the four mile mark,
UMass led Harvard by the score of

28-29.

Rojas took the lead early in the

meet and never gave it up, even
though Thomas, Gillin and
Maguire were not far behind
during the first three miles.

Gillin placed third and Randy
Thomas ran a 26:54, good for fifth

place. Tom Maguire and Paul
Segersten, who came on strong

towards the end of the race,

finished eight and ninth respec-

tively with times of 27 : 19 and 27 :23.

Phil Broughton was the fifth

UMass runner to cross the finish

line, with a time of 27:58.

The final outcome of the meet
depended on the finishes of the

fifth, sixth and seventh runners of

Harvard and UMass. After the top

four runners from both teams had
completed the course, the score

was knotted 18-18 and the

Minutemen seemed to be in a good
position to win the meet. Harvard,
however captured the n<*vt four out

of five places to insure victory.

The Crimson also swept the

Junior Varsity meet. Harvard
downed UMass 23-33, but the

Minutemen were able to break
even with a 27-29 squeaker over the

Friars. John Scheer paced the JV's

with a time of 16:19, good for

second place. Scheer, a freshman,
was last year's Vermont Cross

Country champion.
The harriers travel to New York

on Saturday to face St. John's and
top-seeded Northeastern, who
defeated Rhode Island 20-35

yesterday.

Steve Crowe

He's Not A God
"Peil Pennington stinks!"

Unfortunately, many people on this campus are going around with that

opinion of the UMass quarterback and I don't think it's a fair statement.

One reporter on our staff wanted to write a column in support of that

statement. I said "alright", but I told him he'd have to go down and get

the story from Peil himself. Too often a fan or a writer is satisfied to

judge what is wrong on the field from his distant seat up in the stands.

Last year, Peil's fame spread all the way up into Montreal, where this

ai >rementioned reporter lives. There, Pennington was a god, he said.

Pi 1 was a celebrity when he led an exciting giant-slaying UMass squad
ov« r a highly tauted Boston College team. This year, the god has fallen

from his Mt. Olympus.
What most people don't realize is that Peil had a whole army of gods

playing along side him last year in halfback Paul Metallo ; split end Steve
Schubert; offensive tackle Clarence Brooks; Dick Cummings, a solid

blocking fullback; and cornerback John Healy, to name a few.

Peil Pennington is not a god this year. Sure, he stands a towering 6-5,

but height doesn't stop the opposition from barrelling through the sieve of

an offensive line and dumping him every other play.

That's one of the most obvious week points in the UMass attack. Of-

fensive linemen are missing blocks and the other players are not covering
up for them.

This was the strength of last year's offensive, and of any good offensive

line: the players covered up when a teammate missed his man. They all

knew each other's moves, they had played together for so long, and they

knew immediately when something went wrong so they could help out.

But, this year, they are playing as individuals and not as a team. Maybe
they are playing with the attitude, "Don't blame me. I got my man so I

did my job."

And Peil Pennington's strong arm can't hold the offense together

either. Not if nobody can catch it on the other end of his pass.

In the first period of the Harvard game, Peil threw 9 times for 5

completions. Out of the four incomplete passes, three were dropped by

the receiver's head to avoid the interception.

Don't think it doesn't affect the quarterback when his ends drop the ball

like that. It's the same way when a baseball pitcher throws a perfect

game for eight innings only to have the infielders start kicking the ball

around for threeerrorsin one inning. Obvious, this has a psychological

effect on the pitcher: he has no support from his teammates, so what's

the use in working his butt off if no one else is?

And then, when the defense starts to key on his receivers Pennington

has to go to his running gameJLooking back on the first four games of this

season, it doesn't look like there is a heck of alot of support there either.

But this doesn't mean that Pennington hasn't done anything wrong all

season. Sure, he gets frustrated out there on the field and his offensive

plays at times resemble the first practice of a little league team, but you

still can't blame him entirely for that chaos.

The best proof for this is that the front line NFL scouts are still coming

to the UMass games. And if they haven't given up on Peil Pennington. I

guess he isnt as bad as everyone tells me.

Staff Photo - Joe Martini

OUT IN FRONT-Tom Maguire, Randy Thomas, Paul Segersten, and Bill Gillin ran to a four-way tie

for first in Saturday's victory over BC, but fell short in yesterday's split with Harvard and Providence.

X-Country
Name Team Time

1 Rojas Harvard 26:12

2 Smith Providence X\

3 Gillin Mass 37

4 O'Shea Providence W
5 Thomas Mass 54

6 Keefe Harvard 27 07

7 Skinner Harvard 11

H Maguire Mass 19

9 Segersten Mass ZS

10 Tsigdinos Harvard *

Seaven Won 't Start
Mets Playoff Opener

AP Small College
Pts

i
. Delaware 885

2. Grambling 762
3. South Dakota 635
4 Eastern Michigan 523
1 Cal. Poly-SLO 395
6 Hawaii 378
7 Tennessee St 354
8 Boise State M
9. Louisiana Tech 264
10 Carson-Newman 235
U Jacksonville St. 168
12 North Dakota St 152
13 Western Kentucky 106
14. NE Louisiana 103
15 North Dakota 87

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP)-Their heads

beginning to clear from the
champagne party of the day and
night before, the New York Mets
awoke Tuesday facing the fact that

their most reliable arm may not be
as strong as they'd like it to be for

baseball's National League
playoffs.

That arm belongs to Tom Seaver
and ordinarily, he'd be expected to

start the NL playoffs Saturday at

Cincinnati. But it will probably be
Jon Matlack instead, because
Seaver is nursing a tender
shoulder.

Manager Yogi Berra said he
wouldn't decide definitely until

Thursday but he is currently
leaning towards Matlack, who was
14-16 during the regular season.
"Tom has been bothered with the

soreness for about his last four

starts," said Berra. "I think we'U
go with Matlack in the opener to

give Tom an extra day of rest."

The Reds were expected to go
with lefthander Don Gullett in the
opener, moving their top winner,
Jack Billingham, back to the
second game.
Seaver has been taking

Butazolidin pills to ease the ache in

his shoulder. He worked six innings
in Monday's clincher at Chicago
but was hit hard and needed relief

help from Tug McGraw for the
victory.

"I guess maybe my arm and
shoulder are tired," admitted the
ace righthander. "Let's face it,

I've pitched about two thousand
innings in seven years. It has to

take something out of you,
especially if you're a power pitcher
as I am."

Newwomen Fall To Mt. Holyoke
By NANCY M. THOMPSON

Mt. Holyoke dominated all six singles matches to

defeat the UMass Women's Tennis team 6-2

yesterday afternoon at the Boyden Courts. UMass is

now 1-1 for the season.

Sophomore Ann Foley, again holding the number
one position for UMass, faced one of her toughest
opponents of the season, Abbe Wise. Ms. Foley bowed
in the first set 6-1 but made a remarkable come-back
throughout the entire second set. Showing nice net
volley play, she was topped by MHC 7-5. Ronnie
Sanders moving up into the number two slot, lost to
MHC's hard serving Pennv Meiklejohn. 6-3. 6-2. in

groeling baseline to baseline play.

Freshman Donna Siscavage, playing third singles,
saw some fine competition in Mt. Holyoke's Kathy
Emery. Despite the fact that Donna seemed to be
playing much better tennis than earlier in the season,
she was still out-played by MHC 6-3, 6-4. Carori
Tsapatsaris, again attempting to play in the dark,
drew to a well played 7-6, 6-7 halt because of
darkness, against her opponent Lee Kinney. Carole
Mottau, in the number five position lost her first set to
MHC's Paula Kusniewski, 6-2 and the second set was
called at 2-2 because of a knee injury to Ms. Mottau.
Coming to the sixth singles place from her usual
doubles spot was Karen Thomas, who lost her match
to MHC's Meg Greene 6-4, and 7-6.

In doubles, the number one team of Muffy Trafton
and Patty Heslam were defeated 6-2, 6-2 by Mount
Holyoke's Nancy Ward and Debbie Weber. The
numbers two and three doubles teams did find victory
for the UMass team. Galen Good and Meg Parry
worked their way through a long 7-5 and followed up
in style with a fast 6-1 set against Kim Carpenter and
Kathy Bryne. Donna Volpe and Karen Wesley en-
dured three sets with their opponents, Sally Ashton

(Staff Photo-Jody Kaufman)

FOOT ON THE GROUND-Muffy Trafton handles
a testing vollev in doubles action here yesterday.
Netwomen lost 6-2 to Mt. Holyoke.

and Andrea Mottai, to come back looking sharp with
a 2-6, 6-2, 6-0, victory.
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DoWorking Students

!

Get The Shaft ?
By ERNIE KING

There is a myth of the UMass
campus that goes, "Equal pay for

equal work." This myth sup-
posedly applies to everyone that

works here. The difference in pay
scales that exist between student
and non-student part-time
workers, however, shatters this

myth.
On June 1, 1973 a memorandum

from Robert A. Garstka, personnel
director, to all Deans, Directors,

Department Heads, and Principal
Investigators, directed their at-

tention to the fact that state em-
ployees had recently got a 3.3 per
cent cost of living increase and that

new rates had been set for non-

student part-time workers.
The rates which were attached to

the memorandum were in effect,

"for all non-student hourly (time
card) employees on the campus
regardless of the sources of funds
from which the employees are
paid."

In an interview with Mr. James
Coopee, Assistant Personnel Of-

ficer, the Collegian was told that

this was because non-student
workers received no fringe
benefits such as holiday pay, sick

leave, health insurance etc.

Mr. Coopeeulso told the

Collegian that department heads
are encouraged to hire students
through placement and financial

aide, rather than go off campus.
This policy was to enable students
who were in need of financial aide
to get jobs on campus. If there

were no students available, then

they could go off campus.
The idea of hiring students who

are in need of financial aide may
seem like a noble one but with the

difference in pay scales as

exaggerated as it is, between
students and non-student part time
workers, UMass is turning student

labor into scab labor.

The hourly rate based on a Full

Time Equivalent of a 37'j hour
week for a grade rating of two is

$2.75 per hour. Grade two em-
ployees are employees who hold

positions with little training
required. Jobs such as junior

clerks, janitors, grounds keepers,

and dishwashers, all fall into the

category of grade two. A student

hired to do these same tasks on a

part time basis, will receive $1.85
per hour. There is a difference here

of 90 cents. Students do not
receive sick pay,paid vacations or

(Continued o.» P. 2)

(Staff Photo - Marcia Ijippim

Whether they're selling chocolate covered raisins or Singapore slings, working students deserve good
pay. After all. how would we make it through each week without these life-saving commodities?

UMass Updates Continuing Education
By FRITS GEURTSEN

The Office of Continuing
Education is proud to announce the

arrival of a new child, University

Conference Services. At the same
time they regret to disclose the

news of the passing of its parents,

the continuing Education Con-

ference Office and Campus
Program Office.

The reason for the merger to

form the brand new Conference
Services was explained by Paul
Bigelow, its director, in an in-

terview with the Collegian.

"It is neither rational nor
practical for two operations to do
the same job in the same facility.

Our aim is to see that everything is

handled as economically and ef-

ficiently as possible for both the

customer and the University."

To quote from the Bulletin of the

Office of Continuing Education:

the Conference Services "acts as a

link between the academic and
service agencies of the University.

The Division operates on the belief

that education is a lifelong process,

and seeks to provide alternative

learning formats to the traditional

four-year program. The con-

ference with its concentrated in-

formation provided in a short time
span, is an ideal method of ob-

taining an education for the in-

dividual who has little time to

spare for the pursuit of knowledge,
but who feels the need to continue

his or her education."

According to Bigelow, Con-
ference Services handles all of the

arrangements for any group
wishing to hold a conference here.

"We can provide anything from a

simple room to a fully structured

conference. However, we allow on

campus only those programs
which we feel have a definite

educational value. This, of course,

is rather difficult to determine at

times.

Many people, mistakenly think

that it is primarily businessmen

who avail themselves of this

service, but this is far from true,

said Bigelow. He read off several

upcoming conferences to prove his

point. They ranged from a Square

Dance organization to a conference

on Maternal-Child Nursing to the

American Association of

University Professors. Bigelow
went on to state "Even when we do
have businessmen, their con-

ferences don't deal strictly with the

business that they're involved in.

For instance, quite recently we had
a bankers' conference which dealt

not with mortgages or interest

rates, but rather with sociology

and community relations."

The conferences, on the average,

last three days, but there are some
that extend over several weeks.
The amount of people who attend

these conferences ranges from
twenty to several thousands at a

time. When asked what the

maximum conference load that his

staff could handle at one time was,
Bigelow stated that it all depended
on the size of the conferences, the

amount of bedding available on

campus, and the limitations on the
size of meeting halls. At present
the largest such facility is the

Cage, which holds approximately
five thousand people.

The Conference staff is com-
prised of fourteen full-time people,

plus a pool of part-time student

help. The staff is divided into three

sections; the first, Marketing,

which includes two people, deals

with all sales, booking, and
marketing that each conference

entails. The second, Co-ordination,

with four people, handles the

conferences themselves, and the

third, Office Support, four people

plus the part-time pool, handles

registrations and so forth. Mr.

Bigelow, with the aid of an
executive secretary directs it all.

As far as problems were con-

cerned, Bigelow said, "I suppose

our biggest problem-I prefer to

look at it as a challenge-is the
amount of co-operation that we are
getting from the traditional
avenues of education here at the
University. I would like to see a
great increase in this area. After
all, it's the non-traditional student
who carries the great bulk of ex-

penses incurred by the University.
I refer to alumnae, taxpayers, and
so forth. The University is here to

serve all of the residents of the
state of Massachusetts-not only the
traditional students."

One area that Bigelow was both
pleased with and saw room for

expansion was the interaction
between the visiting conference
people and the students. He said

"The amount of interaction, un-

fortunately, has not been very
high, but what there has been has
been very well received by the
conference people and students

On The Inside:

Hitchhiking

Hitching a ride can vary between a joy and a nightmare. Both sides of the story

are explored on Page 2.

Bussing

An alternative to the thumb. The campus bus service has been revamped. The
story on Page 2 explains why over 7,000 people a day ride the buses.

Watergate

In this continuing saga, political saboteur Donald H. Segretti publicly apologizes
for dirty tricks. See story on Page 4.

alike. I see the cultural events on
campus as an excellent op-

portunity for any future in-

teraction. It should be obvious to

everyone that the conference
people have a lot to learn from the

students, and vice versa. Many of

the conferences have also ex-

pressed a desire to meet with the

faculty in some sort of meaningful
exchange."
Bigelow felt that the financial

aspects of the Conference Services

would be of interest to all. To begin

with, the Service is completely
self-sustaining and uses neither tax

nor student money. Also their

extensive utilization of the Campus
Center and occasional use of

dormitories and dining commons
keeps student expenses down in

these areas. This was another
aspect that Bigelow wanted to see
expanded.

He said, "What we in the Con-
ference Services, and indeed
Continuing Education as a whole,
are trying to accomplish is to

maximize the resources that this

University has to offer. For in-

stance, the dorms are used only
about 180 days out of the year. If

we, by using those rooms the rest

of the year, can lower living ex-

penses on this campus for students,

then I think we've helped
everyone."

Concerning the future of Con-
ference Services, Bigelow said,

"We definitely have not peaked yet
as far as what we can otter is

concerned. Right now our business

pretty much follows the academic
calendar-with peaks in April and
October and relative slumps
during Christmas, Easter, and
semester break. Also our weekly
business goes from Sunday night to

Friday afternoon. Our growth then

must come in the non-peak times.

The most promising time seems to

be the summer, when there is an
unlimited amount of bedspace to

be used. However, since sixty

percent of our programs are tied

directly to various departments
here at the University, our hands
are tied a bit in the summer when a
lot of the faculty is not here."
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The Perils Of Hitching
Spoil It For Us All

By JOAN FASSNACHT
Amherst is a nice college town with friendly students and citizens. So

why not hitch here?

Because, say campus police, not everyone who picks up hitchhikers
has Samaritarian intentions. Besides being dangerous, hitchhiking is

illegal and causes traffic hazards.

Michael Sullivan, of the Amherst Board of Selectmen, would like to

see an expanded bus system to help eliminate local hitchhikers.

Until that happens, the Selectmen are trying to control the situation

by establishing an experimental "pick up station" near Amherst College.

The station is aimed at reducing the danger of accidents to the hiker and
the driver.

Because hitchhiking is illegal in Massachusetts, the Selectmen have
justified their action by using a play on words. They maintain that it is not
hitchhiking when people are merely waiting at a pick-up station for rides.

Anyone passing is free to pick someone up if he wishes to.

Sullivan said, "We'd rather have the students hitch than bring their

cars into town. The traffic congestion downtown is impossible."

He added, "While we don't discourage thumbing, neither do we
approve of it. We are trying to cope with it."

Police give hitchhikers tickets only at major intersections downtown
to keep them away from such areas. When hikers and cars mix, accidents
often result at these busy streets.

Although the campus police have taken a stand against hitchhiking,

they realize that students have and will continue to thumb rides. They
prefer to warn them about the dangers and consequences involved.

Sargent Robert Joyce of the campus police department issued these
suggestions for self-protection:

1. Don't thumb alone.

2. At night, stand under a street light so you can see the person who is

picking you up.

3. Don't get into a car where you're outnumbered.
4. Read and memorize the license plate number.
5. Make sure there's a door handle on the passenger's side in case you

need to make a quick escape.
6. Don't carry weapons-they can very easily be used against you.
Sargent Joyce also urged students to ride buses, especially when they

are not traveling very far. Short-distance hitching is discouraged.
Sgt. Joyce said, "More crimes are committed during short-distance

rides than during long-distance hitches."
Most hitchhiking-related crimes have occurred in the five-college

area among students hitching to other colleges to take courses.
Exactly how many assaults, thefts, and rapes are committed is not

known to police, since most victims do not report them. So far this
jelated rapes reported. Although there are no figures available to support
his theory, Sgt. Joyce believes that there exists a very real correlation
between unplanned rapes and thumbing.

Thecampuspoliceurge victims of any hitchhiking- related the crimes to
report them in. Any descriptions and details can help th police in stopping
future cnms. A student need not identify himself when he gives in-
formation.

To thumb or not to thumb? In interviews with various students on
campus, opinion appeared to be divided on the issue. Most who opposed
thumbing had experienced bad rides.

"I was down in Florida last March thumbing around with a buddy of
mine. We were picked up by two other guys who pointed knives at us
robbed us, and dropped us off in the middle of nowhere," said one
unidentified student. "I'll never hitch again."

Those who approved of thumbing had always gotten good rides with
friendly, helpful people.

"It's the fastest, cheapest, friendliest way to go!" said one girl as
she stuck out her thumb for her next free ride.

University Professors Criticize

Appointment OfDean Allen
The MSP-AAUP today urged President Wood to rescind the

appointment of Dwight Allen as Academic Advisor to the president
Dwight Allen is currently serving as Dean of the School of
Education.

The MSP-AAUP in a telegram to President Wood called for the
submission of Dean Allen's name along with those of faculty
members to the Faculty Senate to advise and consent Fur-
thermore, the MSP-AAUP questioned whether Dean Allen's
academic views were not in sharp contrast to those of the majority
of faculty on the Amherst campus.
The telegram called for an end to unilateral decison making and

urged the president to consult with Faculty on Matters of Academic
Governance.

Getting The Shaft
(Continued from P. 1)

holiday pay Both non-student and
student part-time employees are
paid from the same financial

sources. Neither student nor non-
student workers are protected by
the union nor do they have
collective bargaining powers.
When questioned about the

discrepancy in pay rates between
student and non-student part-time
workers, Mr. Richard Dent,
Director of Financial Aid, replied
that. 'Part of the problem is, how
do you spread the money? With a
limited amount of money, a twenty
per cent increase in pay would be
twenty less students hired."

Dent further explained that non-
student part time workers can be
expected to adhere to an hourly
schedule while the student part-

time workers' schedule must

remain flexible in order that he or
she meet their academic
requirements.

According to Dent, the problem
is historical. Sometime back
around 1967 the work study
programs came into effect.
Students employed by these
programs were paid what was then

the minimum wage of $1.25. The
pay rate has increased since then
only when the minimum wage has
been increased There is no
mandate written into the work
study program to provide that

students receive wages to those of
full time or non-student part-time
employees but the pay differential
for a student job, has to be related
to the job description.

Financial Aid will be conducting
a study of student pay rates
sometime in October
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lliti hin a ride. . ." as the old song goes, is no joke. To some people its their only way to get around
Amherst, not to mention the world.

"Superloop" Allows For More
Frequent, Wider Bus Service

ByAVISYUNI
The Student Senate Transit

Service (SSTS) has initiated a new
Superloop route this semester to

allow for more frequent service. It

has also initiated two-way radios in

the buses, a 6 a.m. shuttle, and a 13

Lot Express, Jeff McCormick,
Assistant Student Manager of the
SSTS and Autopool, told the
Collegian recently.

The SSTS has combined all the
individual routes of last year into

two no-fare main routes, explained
McCormick. One, the North
Amherst-Stadium-Campus Shuttle
route covers Tufton and North
Villages, Southwest, Engineering,
Lots 13, 26, and 31, etc.

Essentially all the routes bet-
ween Belchertown Road and
Sunderland have now been com-
bined in the Superloop, McCormick
said. All the individual routes
covering Sunderland, Orchard
Hill, Southwest, and Belchertown
Road (Rolling Green) are still

there as separate units but they are
combined within one large
Superloop which can be picked up
at any point.

The beginning-end point of each
leg of the loop leads into the next
one, and the sign on the bus
changes as it starts each new leg.

McCormick said the Superloop is

designed so that at peak times on
both main routes, between 7:30-

9:30 a.m. and 3:30-5:30 p.m. ser-
vice will be provided on campus
every ten minutes.
At other times, on class

days,there will be service every 20
or 30 minutes until 11 p.m. The
route requires more driving for the
bus driver but gives students the

option of taking more than one bus.

The Superloop idea originated

during the summer and was
decided upon by the student
management and the Urban Mass
Transportation Association
(UMTA) which funded the federal

grant. It takes 110 minutes for one
entire Superloop to be completed.
To allow the SSTS to shift buses

around to keep the system moving
as much on time as possible, the
buses and SSTS headquarters now
have a two-way radio system.
When a driver changes a leg on

the Superloop he-she must call into

the SSTS office which will inform
him if he's running fast or slow.
With the radios, McCormick ex-
plained, the SSTS can keep a
constant check on the buses and
warn the drivers of tragic con-
ditions, break-downs, overloads,
etc.

Fourteen buses are now in

operation during peak periods, and
eight or nine during the other
times. On the Superloop eleven
buses run at the peak times and six
during the rest. Four buses are
constantly running on the North
Amherst-Campus Shuttle route as
of October 1st when one was added
to the original three.

The SSTS expanded its service
this summer, McCormick said, by
obtaining three more large transit
coaches under the federal grant.
The Student Senate also acquired
two more school buses to be used
for special trips.

Each day from 6-7:15 a.m., the
SSTS provides the 6 a.m. shuttle
for employees of UMass. Started
two weeks ago it runs from
outlying parking lots to service

areas on campus. Usually it is used
exclusively by dining commons
employees.
A new 13 Lot Express was

started on September 26th to bring
people from the center of campus
directly to 13 Lot without going
through the Southwest route.

Running via the Physical Plant,
it is an afternoon route leaving
from the Campus Center Circle
approximately every ten minutes
from 2:30-5:30.

A special trip service for campus
groups is operated by the SSTS. In
general, SATF funded groups may
obtain buses with the money paid,
used to cover operating costs.

McCormick said that the service
transports Northampton Volun-
teers and Boltwood to Belcher-
town. JOE, science clubs, athletic
teams and clubs, Hispanic lan-
guage groups, picnics, etc.
An auto pool is also maintained

by the SSTS, McCormick said. This
maintains and dispatches vehicles
for such things as bringing the
Collegian copy to Ware to be
printed.

Over 7,000 people a day are using
the bus service stated McCormick,
so it's running more full this year
than last. Upwards of 100 em-
ployees-all students and all part-
time, operate the system of about
23 buses.

The bus system has expanded
greatly through the UMTA grant,
McCormick explained.

Continued Computing Story
(Continued from P. 7)

airconditioned by the G.R.C.'s
main air conditioners, but also has
stand-bye units. The staff at the
U.C.C. try to keep the room tem-
perature between 60 degrees and 65
degrees but the most important
consideration is that the tem-
perature is held constant.When the
dew point in the room exceeds 58
degrees, the computer shuts down.
During the period from July 1972

to June 1973, the computer
statistics, time that the computer
was available for use-4233 hours.

The amount of times that ter-
minals were signed on 258-479. The
amount of time users spent sitting

at the terminals-1 15,575 hours.
Average time spent by each user at
the terminals at one sitting-26.4

minutes.

Soon, it will be time for the
University to update it's
machinery. The machines in use
now are becoming worn out
Before the U.C.C. can grow, it

must first await the needs of the
community.
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Ms. Helen Hill, director of the new non-resident Student Resource
Center, is a face commuters should get to know.

New Communication
Program Offered

By ALISON SIMCOX
The Communication Skills

Center in Bartlett Hall has
initiated a program this fall to help
students with specific com-
munication problems. Some of the
servces offered are:

-term paper assistance
-tutorial service

-bilingual program-
pronunciation and translational
problems
-independent study
-reading comprehension
-grammar structural errors

-listening comprehension
-note-taking and outline

development
Ms. Shirley DeShields, a staff

member for the program, ex-
plained its focus and purpose.
Behavioral objectives are being

examined to develop criteria for

acceptable and non-acceptable
performance with an emphasis on
serving the needs of the individual
student.

Many students with com-
municative deficiencies have
become super-sensitized to the
mechanics of the English language
and tend to ignore the content of a

paper or the purpose of a course.
The programs offered relieve

the instructor as well as the
student. They deal with gram-
matical errors, leaving the in-

structor to deal with the content
and the student free from
penalization from structural
errors.

The bilingual program has been
set up to deal with students whose
progress has often been impeded
by the language problem.

Skills Activity Modules (SAM)
are packets which attempt to

isolate skill areas. Each includes
objectives, suggestion of activities

for the development of a skill; for

example note-taking, library use,
and a criterion reference test to

check progress.

Ms. DeShields expressed a hope
for incoming funds to obtain audio-
visual equipment. The entire
program, which is makeshift at
present, needs more lab facilities.

Faculty as well as students,
which number about 40, make use
of the lab. The lab is in room 310
Bartlett and is usually open from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Cal Rep. Tries Diet
By MARti.ARKT SCIIKRF
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen John
V Tunney. D-Calif, has spent
most of the past two weeks
thinking about food.

That's what happens, he told a
news conference yesterday when
you have to eat on $1.25 a day-as
many Americans do.

Tunney began Sept. 21 a two-
week stint of spending only $1.25 a
day for food. The figure was

suggested by an elderly witness at
hearings conducted by Tunney in

California on high food prices.

Witnesses said that's how much
many retired persons have to
spend on food.

"I learned that I don't like it,"

Tunney said. "You spend almost
all your time thinking about food."
Tunney. who is 6 feet, 2 inches

tall and weighed 180 pounds when
he began his experiment, has lost
about 6 pounds since, he said.

Resource Center May
Be The Place To Go

By KAREN GORDON
If you are a commuter, graduate

student or married student and you
have a problem, the new non-
resident Student Resource Center
may be the place to go. The Center
which is headed by Dr. Helen Hill

and which just opned this
semester, is designed to serve the
needs of the communitng
population. It will begin by coor-
dinating existing services such as
the Health Center and the Career
Placement and Counseling Office
in order to make them more useful
to commuters. Eventually the
center plans to develop its own
programs, such as a social center
for married students and their

spouses.

Dr. Helen Hill, the new director
of the center feels that the most
important thing is to make the
center responsive to the needs of
the students. She will be involved
in research on the commuter
population to determine their
needs and what they want out of
the center. There will be an ad-
visory board consisting of
students, faculty and ad-
ministration. They will help run
the center.

Since this project is very new
and since Dr. Hill has just arrived,
the programs are still in the
planning stages. The center is also
awaiting the election of the com-

muter assembly which it plans to
work with closely. The office is

presently located in 229 Whitmore.
Dr. Hill plans eventually to move
to a location which is more in the
mainstream of traffic, since she
hopes more students will drop in
informally to talk abbout their
problems.
Dr. Hill is from the West Virginia

Institute of Technology where she
was Associate Dean of Students
and an Associate Professor of
Education. She holds a doctorate in
Higher Education and Student
Personnel and has held several
major positions at colleges
throughout the country.

Judge Scott Reveals

More Shady Decisions
By MARY THORNTON
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) -Judge Margaret
Scott testified under oath
yesterday that another judge,
Franklin Flaschner of the Newton
District Court, tried to influence
her decision on a case in late 1971.

Speaking before the
Massachusetts Executive Council
in the third day of hearings on a
petition to remove Judge Jerome
P. Troy as presiding justice of the
Dorchester District Court, Mrs.
Scott said she never reported the

ROTC Pleased
With Enrollment

By MIKEKNEELAND
The Commanding Officers of the

Army and Air Force ROTC units on
campus say they are pleased with
this year's enrollment.
"We're not interested in

pressuring any students into our
unit," said Army Colonel Bulloch.
"We were expecting a lesser
enrollment than we got."

Col. Bulloch said there are 22

freshman in this year's class

compared to 47 freshman last year.

"We're very please^ with the at-

titudes of the students," he said.
Colonel Fisher said there are 60

freshman taking Air Force ROTC
this year. There were no freshman
in his unit last year since the future
of ROTC on campus was not a
certainty.

"Were doing pretty well," he
said. "We've had some more adds
than drops."

Both military officers said they
have not been harassed by any
students this year. They said many
of the students stop and talk in

formally with them.
Neither ROTC unit is attracting

many veterans. Col. Fisher said
many veterans are too old to
qualify for a ROTC scholarship.
Since academic credit has been

restored to the ROTC units, the
officers say it is unlikely that their
units wll be disestablished.

incident to the Supreme Judicial
Court because the judicial code of
ethics at that time did not require
it.

The judicial code was changed in

1972 after an incident in which
Superior Court Judge Vincent
Brogna allegedly continued a case
at the request of Judge Edward J
DeSaulnier Jr. Brogna was cen-
sured and DeSaulnier was
disbarred by the Supreme Judicial
Court. DeSaulnier later resigned
from the bench at the request of
Gov. Francis W. Sargent.
According to Mrs. Scott, who

also sits in the Dorchester Court,
the case involved Kevin Cum-
mings, a leader of a group called
The People First, TPF, which had
been working for some time to
have Troy removed from the
bench.

Cummings was serving a
suspended sentence from a case

which had been tried by Troy, and
was scheduled in late 1971 for a
probation surrender hearing which
could have returned him to jail

because of violation of the con-
ditions of the suspended sentence.
"Flaschner called me to his

office and told me the hearing
should not be held at that time,"
Mrs. Scott said. "He told me there
had been a lot of trouble at the
Dorchester court," referring to the
efforts by TPF and affidavits that
had been brought to him by law
students stating that Troy was
denying defendant rights.

Asked by the council whether she
thought Flaschner overstepped his
bounds in asking her not to hold the
hearing, Mrs. Scott refused to
answer, but did say, "I hate to say
these things-but I don't want to see
an honorable like Judge Troy go
down for no good cause."
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Student Activities Policy Council
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Flow Of Russian Jews

Continues Despite Austrian Edict
By ROON LEWALD

Associated Press Writer
VIENNA, Austria ( AF)-Schoenau transit camp

went on processing Soviet Jews emigrating to
Israel Wednesday as Austrian officials pondered
"technical problems" involved in their decision to

close the center.

There was no word on when it will close, but
sources said the government was unlikely to do
anything concrete until alternative arrangements
are made for the Jews to move through Austria.
What those arrangements will be was anybody's

guess, officials said.

About 100 Soviet Jews arrived in Vienna Wed-
nesday aboard the Chopin Express, hijacked last

Friday by two Arab terrorists who later released
three captive Jews and one Austrian in return for
Chancellor Bruno Kreisky's pledge to close the
camp about 70 miles south of Vienna.
Austrian police guards armed with machine

guns patrolled nearby platforms as the emigrants
were welcomed with the Hebrew greeting
"shalom" by a waiting Jewish Agency official.

The emigrants were taken by bus to Schoenau
Castle amid strict security precautions.
Jewish Agency officials do not disclose the

number of arrivals and departures at tne camp
but they have placed the average at 40-120 a day.
Normal procedure is for emigrants to remain

there as briefly as possible and Wednesday's
arrivals were expected to leave for Israel on an El
AI jetliner in 24 hours.
President Nixon at a news conference in

Washington urged Kreisky to reverse his decision,
adding. "We simply cannot have governments,
large or small, give in to blackmail by terrorist
organizations."

Israeli Premier Golda Meir's government met
in Jerusalem to consider the Schoenau situation. It

issued an appeal for a reversal of Kreisky's
pledge.

During an unsuccessful plea to Kreisky in
Vienna on Tuesday, Mrs. Meir appeared unim-
pressed with an Austrian proposal to place the
camp under the auspices of the U.N. High Com-
missioner for Refugees.
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(AP Wirephoto
TEL AVIV - PROTESTING AUSTRIAN ACTION-Young Israelis

protest Sunday outside the Austrian embassy in Tel Aviv after the
Austrian government said it would close facilities in Austria for the
movement of Soviet Jews to Israel. The Austrian decision followed
an incident in which two Arabs hijacked a train and took hostages
including Soviet Jews in transit to Israel. The sign reading "I9:w
refers to the year in which Austria surrendered to Hitler.

In The Nation And The World
Watergate Marches On

Segretti Admits To Pranks
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
WASHINGTON (AP) — Donald

H. Segretti Wednesday catalogued
his inventory of tricks against 1972

Democratic presidential can-
didates, apologized and said they
have no place in election cam-
paigns.

"I don't call any of the things I

did at that time pranks," Segretti
told the Senate Watergate com-
mittee. "I don't think there should
be pranks or dirty tricks or
whatever you call it in the political

.system.''

Segretti, a 32-year-old lawyer
from Los Angeles, said he was
recruited for his activities by
Dwight L. Chapin, then President
Nixon's appointments secretary.
Segretti said also he kept in

frequent contact with Chapin..
He said he had agents in a half

dozen states and personally em-
ploye* 1 diverse tactics like phony
letters containing faked charges,
planting a stink bomb in campaign
headquarters, inserting classified

advertisements under ficticious

names and distributing signs,
bumper stickers and pamphlets
under the names of non-existent
committees.
At one point he said he paid 11

persons and later agreed the figure
was 28 He said his people operated
in Florida, New Hampshire,
California, Wisconsin, Penn-
sylvania and Washington. D.C.
Were you aware it is unlawful to

send salacious and libelous let-

ters?" asked Sen. Daniel K.
Inouye. D-Hawaii.

Tni certainly aware of it now,"
said Segretti, who earlier this week

pleaded guilty to three
misdemeanor counts stemming
from a false mailing.

Segretti said he told then-
presidential counsel John W. Dean
III about his activities last October
when the Washington Post was
preparing to publish a number of

details. After the story was
published, the White House
dismissed comment on the
allegations.

Segretti said the original federal
Watergate prosecutors asked him
no questions about how he was paid
when he appeared before the grand
jury, although they had discussed
it briefly beforehand. A juror
brought up the question, Segretti
said.

He corroborated testimony that
he was paid $45,000 in salary and
expenses by Herbert W. Kalm-
bach, Nixon's personal lawyer,
after being hired by Chapin and
Gordon Strachan, another White
House aide. He had been friends
with the two men while attending
the University of Southern
California.

Segretti was the second witness
in the "dirty tricks" phase
of the Watergate hearings.
Committee staffers said the next
witnesses will be Robert M. Benz
and Douglas Kelly, two Segretti
agents in Florida.

CBS carried Wednesday's
hearings live after the other two
commercial networks dropped out
of rotating coverage. But CBS said

it did not plan to carry the Thur-
sday session.

Segretti said as far as he knows
President Nixon was ignorant of

his activities, even though he kept
appointments secretary Chapin
informed every step of the way.
He agreed with the assessment

that his entire sabotage operation-
extensive as it was-"had the
weight of a feather" in its effect on
the election outcome.
While he conducted his activities

from the last half of 1971 until the
Democratic National Convention
in 1972, Segretti used aliases. Once,
in New Hampshire, he didn't and
he said he was pulled out of the
state.

"Who thought up the dirty
tricks?" he was asked.
"I think to a major extent I did,"

said Segretti.

Not long after Segretti finished a
10-page prepared statement that
ticked off a long list of hoaxes, the
committee itself was hoaxed. A
telephone caller's report of a bomb
in the hearing room caused
Chairman Sam. J. Ervin Jr., D-
N.C. to break off the morning
session. No bomb was found.

Segretti denied having anything
to do with the so-called "Canuck
letter," an apparent dirty trick
that was a factor in the political
undoing of Sen. Edmund S. Muskie.
But Segretti said most of his ac-
tivities went toward helping derail
the Maine Senator's candidacy.
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Peking Wary Of
U.S.-U.S.S.R.Manuverings

By JOHN RODERICK
Associated Press Writer

TOKYO < AP)-Three months after an American liaison office opened
in Peking and despite continued people-to-people exchanges, the im-
provement in US-Chinese relations appears to have slowed. The reason
seems to be growing Chinese anxiety over moves by the United States and
the Soviet Union to draw closer together, particularly over Western
Europe.

This theme was first sounded by Premier Chou En-lai on Aug. 24 in
his report to the 10th Communist party congress in which he saw a
Western plot to free the Russians in Europe for adventures against China.

That line of thinking has been repeated in a series of editorials and
was raised aga-.r in the speech Tuesday of Deputy Foreign Minister Chiao
Kuan-hua before the U.N. General Assembly in New York.

Peking's references to U.S.-China relations, which formerly were
described in warm terms, have been muted since the party congress
Chou dismissed them in a single sentence, saying they "have been im-
proved somewhat."

Chou used the past tense in his long address, observing that China
"started to improve her relations with the United States" on the basis of
peaceful coexistence.

. ,,
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i
ng Cninese fears Presumably will be one of the major objectives

of U.S. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger when he goes to Peking
later this month.
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Nixon Comments On Proceedings
ByGAYLORDSHAW

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP)-President Nixon

acknowledged that bribery and kickback
allegations against Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
are "serious and not frivolous" but declared
yesterday that the vice president should be
presumed innocent.

Noting the "rather white-hot atmosphere"
swirling around Agnew, Nixon said he hopes
Agnew "will not be tried and convicted in the press
and on television by leaks and innuendoes."
And he said he had never asked the vice

president to resign.

The President defended Asst. A*ty. Gen. Henry
Peterson, the chief Agnew target in the con-
troversy over news leaks on a Baltimore grand
jury investigation of Agnew.

"If I did not support Mr. Peterson's handling of
the investigation," Nixon said, "he would have
been removed at this time."
Nixon ranged over other foreign and domestic

issues in the half-hour news conference, his third
in five weeks, as he said:

-Austrian chancellor Bruno Kreisky should
reconsider his decision closing special transit
facilities for Jews leaving the Soviet Union
because "We simply cannot have governments,
small or large, give in to international blackmail
by terrorist groups."
-Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger will visit

Peking Oct. 26-29 to pursue trade and other issues
of mutual concern. Kissinger also will visit Japan
while in the Ear East.
-He will travel to Europe himself "in three or

four months" and also to Japan before the end of
next year with the precise timing of the trips

dependent both on foreign consultations and on
"my responsibilities on the domestic front."
-Three declarations of principle, rather than

one, are being negotiated for signing during his
visits to Europe and Japan. One is intended to

update the Atlantic Alliance, another deals
specifically with economic issues and the third is a

more general declaration to "breathe new life and
new purpose and new spirit" into relations with
U.S. allies.

-On the political scene, he won't endorse any
Republican contender to succeed him in the White
House until "they have been tried in the field of
battle" in the presidential primaries.
-He wouldn't discuss possible changes in his

economic game plan and declined to take sides in
a debate over whether tha nation's unemployment
goal should be four per cent or five per cent.
The President was smiling and appeared

relaxed when he appeared in the crowded White
House briefing room on less than an hour's notice.
Unlike his previous two news conferences on Sept.
5 and Aug. 22 which were televised live, Wed-
nesday's session was filmed and taped for later
broadcast.

Agnew questions dominated the news con-
ference. The President, asked whether he thought
a vice president should resign if indicted, said
Agnew's response-that he won't resign-"is an
altogether proper one."
The vice president, Nixon added, "is elected by

all the people. He holds that office in his own right
and the decision as to whether he should resign is

for him to make."
"I have never asked him to resign," the"

President said in response to another question. "I
have always told him... this matter is one for him
to decide."

He said that Agnew "has denied to me privately
on three occasions" that he is guilty of the
allegations leveled against him. And he said he is

"certainly not" doing any contingency planning in
the event Agnew leaves office.

Nixon noted that the allegations "do not relate in
any way to his activities as vice president ..." Then
he continued:

"...I would hope that in this rather white-hot
atmosphere which. ..has developed since the vice
president's case came to public attention, that he
will not be tried and convicted in the press and on
television by leaks and innuendoes and the rest.

Judge Hoffman Discredits News Leaks
By LEE UNDER

Associated Press Writer
BALTIMORE (AP)-The

Baltimore federal grand jury
investigating Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew was warned by
a judge Wednesday to
disregard news stories in-

volving the inquiry because
they "frequently are wholly or
partially inaccurate."
U.S. District Court Judge

Walter E. Hoffman, specially
assigned to handle the Agnew
probe, summoned the jury to
an extraordinary public
hearing after meeting
privately for an hour and a half
with lawyers for Agnew and
the Justice Department.
At the same time, supporting

Agnews efforts to find the
sources of news leaks, Hoff-
man gave the vice president's
lawyers broad authority to

subpeona Justice Department
officials, newsmen and anyone
else they feel could help them
get this information.
The judge's unusual order,

noting there appeared "suf-
ficient cause," said Agnew's
counsel "may take the
deposition of such persons as
they deem appropriate and
necessary upon at least 48
hours' notice to the Depart-
ment of Justice in each in-

stance."

Hoffman also directed clerks
of district courts anywhere in

the United States to "issue
such subpoenas as may be
required."

The depositions are to be
sealed and not made part of
any public file, Hoffman said,

in enjoining Agnew and the
government from disclosing

the names of those subpoenaed
or discussing their testimony.
He lectured jurors for 18

minutes on their respon-
sibilities in investigating
crimes against the United
States no matter who it in-
volves, cautioned them to keep
their work secret even after it

is completed, and directed
them to disregard personal
political views in the interest of
justice.

Hoffman, a Virginia judge
brought into the case after all

nine federal judges in

Maryland disqualified
themselves because of friend-
ship with Agnew, said news
reporters "are integral and
necessary parts of our lives"
who sometimes stray from the
truth.

Agnew has denounced news
leaks about the investigation
blaming the Justice Depart-
ment sources, and has labeled

'damned lies" published
allegations that he conspired to

extort bribes from contractors,
sometimes in the guise of
political campaign con-
tributions.

In a speech last week, the
vice president singled out Asst.
Atty. Gen. Henry Peterson as
the source of damaging leaks.
He alleged that the Justice
Department official was
embarassed by failure in

Watergate and was trying to

make Agnew a scapegoat to

restore his own reputation.

President Nixon defended
Peterson Wednesday, saying
"if I did not approve Mr.
Petersen's handling of the

investigation he would be
removed at this time."
Nixon added he had been

briefed on the probe and the
allegations against Agnew
"are serious and not
frivolous."

LET US DO THE WALKING TO YOU

FREE DELIVERY
Weekdays 7-1

1

Weekends 7-1

STUDENT SPECIAL

- 2 Pieces of Chicken
- Hot Buttered Corn
- Mashed Potatoes & Gravy

FREE Soda

Kentucky Fried Chicken
256-8745

RT.V HADLEY

INTERROGATION -Cambodian troops interrogate a blindfolded
and bound Khmer Kouge insurgent captured during recent fighting
on the outer defense perimeter of Phnom Penh. , A e mumr
Tower Buckles; Five Killed

ROWLEY.IOWA (AP) - Five
men were killed when the 2,000-foot
broadcasting tower of Cedar
Kapids station KCRG buckled and
fell yesterday.

Thomas McNeil, administrator
at People's Memorial Hospital in

Independence, seven miles from
here in northeast Iowa, said he was
told by ambulance drivers that two
others suffered fractures. He
added there were probably "four
or five others'' who were injured.
One witness said several of the

victims were on the tower when it

fell and were thrown into nearby
fields and ditches.

McNeil said workers from* the
broadcasting station and others
from a construction firm were at
the site of the transmitter, erected
in 1967 and one of the first of the
2,000-foot variety in the state
305-0467angie

The Commanding Officers of the
Army and Air Force ROTC units on
campus say they are pleased with
this year's enrollment.
"We're not interested in

pressuring any students into our
unit," said Army Colonel Bulloch.
"We were expecting a lesser
enrollment than we got."

Col. Bulloch said there are 22
freshman in this year's class

compared to 47 freshman last year
•Were very pleased with the at
titudes of the students," he said

7,

on

nesday «j Thursday jfe

HAND-HAMMERED BRONZE

The Bronze age has come to Northampton. Once again,

Stewart's College Towne is presenting the original creations of

John Fleming, a widely known craftsman who dropped out of the

advertising rat-race to "do his own thing". We began carrying this

unique jewelry about a year ago, much to the delight of our
customers. This year, the line contains many new and unusual
items. One of the most outstanding is a series of Zodiac pendants.

Our artisan studied astrological water signs for several months
before creating these individually crafted Zodiac pendants. Each
comes with its own delicate hand-hammered link chain. The ones in

stock are for HER, but they are also available for HIM on about two

weeks notice.

Animal pendants and pins ... bracelets ... barrettes ... and
beautiful earrings round the selection. We're back in the hand
hammered bronze jewelry business in a big way at . .

.

STEWARTS COLLEGE TOWNE
96 Main Street, Northampton
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Chilling Crime
Mimics Movie Scene

By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) - Two days after a television movie depicted
teenagers in Boston setting derelicts afire, six youths forced a
young woman to douse herself with gasoline and burned her to
death.

Evelyn Wagler, 24, who moved here from Chicago just five days
ago, was accosted by the youths Tuesday night as she carried a can
of gasoline to her stalled car, police said.

Before she died several hours later, she told police she was
beaten by the gang when she first refused their order to pour the
gasoline on herself.

Dazed by the attack, she said she got up and when she poured the
gas one of the youths threw a match at her and she was engulfed in

flames. She suffered second the third degree burns over her entire
body.

Police had conflicting statements concerning a motive to the
slaying.

Police Commissioner Robert J. DiGrazia told a news conference
there was no apparent motive. However, the Boston Herald
American quoted other police sources as saying Mrs. Wagler told

officers that the youths ordered her to leave the area "because we
don't want any whites here."
Mrs. Wagler is white. She told police her assailants were black.

Roxbury is a predominantly black section of Boston.
After she was set afire, Mrs. Wagler rolled on the ground in a

futile attempt to put out the flames. She then ran 400 yards and into
a liquor store.

"Her clothes were all afire and just falling off her to the ground in

bits and pieces," said Fred Courtney, a clerk at the store. "She
wasn't hollering or crying, she just came in and asked me to 'please
call an ambulance.'
"Then she turned and walked out, as calmly as she walked in,"

he said. "Two of the customers ran after her and started ripping
her clothes off."

Courtney said Mrs. Wagler was burned so badly it was im-
possible to make out her features.

"Her hair was on fire and her face was black," he said.
"It was amazing she could even talk. Her clothes were

smoldering, her skin was peeling. God, that poor girl."

Mrs. Wagler's car had run out of gas earlier Tuesday four blocks
from where she lived with five other young women, all of whom
police said knew each other and had done social work in Boston and
Chicago ghetto areas.

About 9 p.m., police said, she left the apartment and went to a
nearby station where she got a two-gallon can of gas. T he attack then
came as she walked to her car.

"We feel there were witnesses," said Police Deputy Supt. Leroy
Chase, but none have come forward.
Homicide chief Jerome P. McCallum said the lack of witnesses

was hard to believe since the attack occurred at a "respectable
hour on a well lighted avenue. .

."

He said Mrs. Wagler, who is separated from her husband "fame
here to seek work and live with friends."

Police also were disturbed with the showing last Sunday night of
a television movie entitled "Fuzz," in which two Boston teenagers
set fire to derelicts after dousing them with gasoline.

"It's disturbing," DiGrazia said, "that there was a movie shown
on TV Sunday night that featured a criminal supposedly operating
in Boston who threw gasoline on his victims and then lighted them
on fire.

Roxbury Incident Prompts
Legislative Outcry

BOSTON (AP> - Two state legislators from the Roxbury area
have called for increased police protection in the wake of "a recent
wave of violent crime" in their districts.
Reps Royal L. Boiling Sr. and Boiling Jr. said they had per-

sonally received anonymous threatening phone calls this week,
following the latter's participation in a Sunday march to protest the
crimes.

Boiling Sr. called Tuesday night's murder of a woman who was
set afire "the ultimate in cruel and senseless crime upon innocent
persons."

Boiling said the incidents of violence threatened to make Blue
Hill Avenue "a desert wasteland" as merchants grow increasingly
fearful

Ultimately the people who suffer are those who live and shop in
the area, said Boiling Jr. They are paying the costs of increased
protection and security that merchants are investing in.

Boiling Sr. said the next step would be to request a meeting with
Boston Mayor Kevin White and Police Commissioner William
DiGrazia to discuss the possiblity of beefing up police patrols in the
area or putting on paid civilian patrols.
He added that a list of some 150 blacks eligible for appointment as

police officers has been available for the past three months during
which time Boston has not requested any new police.

By the time Boston decides to call those on the eligible list," he
said, "the suburban areas may have already taken many of them."

We Told You So...

Expect Higher Gas Prices
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By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP> - Consumers were put on

notice yesterday to expect another round of gasoline

price increases at the gas pump "in due course."

Director John T. Dunlop said the Cost of Living

Council is committed to granting such an increase to

retail gasoline dealers to reflect price hikes at the

wholesale level announced in the last few days.

The council Friday approved increases ranging

from one to 2.5 cents per gallon in retail gasoline

prices. Since then, three major oil companies have

announced new increases in their wholesale prices,

which the dealers are prohibited from passing along

automatically to motorists.

Council officials also disclosed that price increases
are pending on about 1,460 different products as
proposed by major firms under the Phase 4 anti-
inflation guidelines.

The council Tuesday approved increases for soaps
detergents, a wide variety of paper products and auto
tires, although the tire increase was only about half of
what major rubber companies had asked.

Council officials said they have acted on about 700
price increase proposals to date. The proposals
sought an over-all average increase of about 3.8 per
cent in prices, and the council approved increases
averaging about 2.5 per cent.

Another council official said the bulk of the
wholesale price increases may be about over.

<AF Wirepholo
PIINOM PENH -TALKING ABOUT JESUS-Todd Burke, a missionary from Oklahoma City, Okla.,

right, talks to a Cambodian woman during a rally at the Palace of Sport in Phnom Penh. Behind the
woman is a Cambodian assistant to Burke. Burke and his wife plan to spend a year preaching, teaching
and giving aid in Cambodia.

To coin a too oft-used phrase,
"This is a computerized world."
Chances are, if you are a math or
science student, you have become
well aquainted with the com-
puterized world of the University.
Besides the well-known Oscar

located in the bowels of Whitmore,
the University operates another
computer center in the Graduate
Research Center. It's office name
is the University Computing
Center. It's operation is in-
dependent of the one located in
Whitmore, but there is a com-
mittee which is now studying the
possibility of combining efforts to
better serve the University

This DOES Compute!
community.
This 5 million array of

machinery is used for a number of
purposes, the principle two being
education and research. While 40
per cent of the computer's tax
usage comes from course and
project related sources, close to 50
per cent of the computer's time is
used by professors, students, and
others in research.
The University owns only a

portion of the computing equip-
ment, while seventy percent of the
machinery is rented at a cost of
$38,000 a month. The U.C.C.
charges a rate of $5 per hour for the
use of one of 150 terminals which

"The Shape

Of Things"
By JERRY BUCK

Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP)— From a

male chauvinist point of view, you
could say that "The Shape of
Things" is an improvement to the
shape of television.

"The Shape of Things" is

television's first all-female show.
Not just in front of the camera. But
the writers, the directors, the
producer, the choreographer and
the musical director are women.
Of course, continuing the

chauvinist view, behind every
successful woman stands a man. In
this case it's George Schlatter, the
executive producer.
The musical comedy special, set

for Friday, Oct. 19, on CBS, stars
Phyllis Diller, Lee Grant, Valerie
Harper, Lynn Redgrage, Joan
Rivers and Brenda Vaccaro.
Bobby Riggs appears in the role of
"token male."
Schlatter contends he is not

calling the shots. Carolyn Raskin,
the producer and codirector, and
Miss Grant, who also codirects,
agree.

Miss Raskin, who worked with
Schlatter on "Laugh-In," gives
him the credit for creating and
selling the show.

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Rtbtrt GuHer, Conductor 739-4728

OPENING CONCERT —

ALL ORCHESTRAL
Tues., Oct. 16 - 8 p.m. Municipal Aud.

Equipment in the University Computing Center requires constant
upkeep. In this picture. CDC technicians work on the main card
punch unit.

Round Trip Peter Pan Bus Service

Leaves l.Mass Campus Center — 6:20 p.m.
Amherst Center Terminal — 6:25 p.m.

Concert & bus tickets: U.M. Bus Ticket Office
Amherst Center Bus Terminal

Concert Tickets: *5.75 - *4.7S - *3.7S

Student* '2.00

Fine Aj-ts

council

Casting your ballot is

like getting into Fd.

Sci. 101.

U.MASS. DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE
We've Something You Should See

A MOON FOR THE MISBEGOTTEN
by Eugene O'Neill

ALL TICKETS $1.00 THIS THURS., FRI., AND SAT. ONLY
No Ticket Reservations This Weekend

BARTLETT AUDITORIUM 8 p.m

OCT. 4, 5, 6

Also Oct. 18, 19,20; Nov. 1,2,3

BOX OFFICE OPENS AT 6 p.m
Call 545-2579 FOR
INFORMATION
1 - 5 p.m., MON. - FRI.

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

• i
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This is the basic instrument used by students learning how to use
the computer. There are many located campus-wide.

This may look like a shot from the TV show STAR TREK, but its really the main console for the
Control Data Corporation :{«00 computer located in the University Computing Center.

Photos And Copy
By

Steve Ruggles
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are scattered across campus.
When sitting at the teletype

machine, it is hard to believe that
there are humans behind it all.

Dr. Wogrin, U.C.C. Director, and
his vast staff are all very
cooperative. Not only was this
reporter given the .50 cents tour of
the computing center, but was also
shown statistics and treated with
genuine concern.
The computer center needs to be

(Continued on P. 2)
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DOWNSTAIRS
in our

Women's Department

Pants by

HAPPY LEGS
NEW DIGS
LANDLUBBER MS

Tops by

MATCH II

Bago
San Francisco
Shirt Works

UPSTAIRS

JEANS
by

LEVI
LEE

LANDLUBBER

SVJUUfe
ECOoMg
201 ft PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST
Open Thurs. A Fri. till 9

Inner City

Repertory Dance

Company

October 9-10

8 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $1.50 UM-A. . Students
with I.D.'s

Others $3.00

Fine Arts Council Box Office
*25HerterHall
Open M - F , 9 - 4

Telephone 545-0202

LEND HAND
N.E.S. STILL NEEDS PEOPLE TO TUTOR SPRINGFIELD SCHOOL-CHILDREN ONE OR MORE

TIMES A WEEK IN BOTH OUR AFTERNOON AND EVENING PROGRAMS. IF YOU LIKE

WORKING WITH KIDS PLEASE CALL 545-0575 OR DROP IN THE N.E.S. OFFICE IN 426A

STUDENT UNION. TRANSPORTATION IS PROVIDED TO AND FROM SPRINGFIELD AND

ACADEMIC CREDIT IS AVAILABLE.
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Faculty Group Asks Wood
To Rescind Allen Decision

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1973

AMHERST, Mass. AP - UMass
faculty group urged president

Robert Wood yesterday to rescind

his appointment of education

school dean Dwight Allen as his top

academic advisor.

In a telegram to Wood, the

Faculty Union Coalition questioned

whether Allen's academic views

are in accord with those of a

majority of the UMass faculty.

Wood announced the ap-

pointment of Allen, head of the

School of Education since 1968.

The coalition also asked Wood to
submit Allen's name and those of
other possible appointees to the
post for Faculty Senate approval.

mmt * 1 ».

AFTERMATH OF GUNBATTLE-Topeka policemen clung to each other in relief following a high-
speed chase and gun battle in which a an tentatively identified as Edward E. Mitchell Jr 21 CayugaNY. was killed by police gunfire. Mitchell is believed to be the hitch-hiker who moments before had
killed Kansas Highway Patrol trooper James Thornton.

-
2

Interested in spending five weeks in Italy in

Spring 1974? Includes tours of Rome/ Florence/

Venice, Pisa/ and Milan. Earn up to 15 hours of

college credit. Several programs to choose from. All

at moderate cost. For additional information write

Dr. Edward Davis, chairman of the History Depart-

ment, or, Dr. Olindo Dragone, chairman of the

Language Department, American International
College/ Springfield/ Mass., 01109.

State Views
Judge's Role

BOSTON (AP) - The Senate
enacted and sent to Gov. Francis
W. Sargent yesterday three
measures, including one that
would allow a judge wider latitude
in examining the prejudices of a
prospective juror.

Also receiving speedy enact-
ment, just a day after final

passage in the Senate, was a
measure to allow certain banks to

open savings accounts on which
final passage in the Senate, was
a measure to allow certain oanks
to open savings accounts on which
checks could be drawn.

Receiving reenactment. after
being returned by the governor,
was a measure that would permit
open burning for one month a year
under certain controls.

The bill was sent to the governer
for a second time, after in-

corporating some but not all of the
controls proposed by Sargent.

A bill to allow state employees to

take half their accumulated sick
leave pay upon retirement, and
another to allow appeals judges to

participate in the judges' pension
plan, received final approval.

Initial approval was given to a
measure furthering testing,
treatment and care of children who
are susceptible to sickle cell
anemia.

Receiving final approval and
sent to the House was a bill that
would facilitate a study of an infant
death syndrome known as "crib
death."

W.C. Fields

Charlie Chaplin

Keystone Kops

Mahar
Auditorium

Thurs. 7:00 8:30

50* Cheap

Waalca
SafefecfenGumtod • feplacamnt or Moray Rtfundad

3 BIG SALE DAYS- THURS., FRI. & SAT. 10 A.M.-10 P.

Decorate your dorm or apartment

- Sofas - Cot Pads - Chairs - Car Pads -

Mattresses - Cushions - 101 other uses

POLYURETHANE
FOAM

SHREDDED FOAM 2/88
Non allergenic foam for pillows, dolls, »tc. Ideal for
home & hobby work. 1 pound bags

FOAM MATTRESSES assorted sizes
and thicknesses

Twin 39x76a

3" Thickness
4" Thickness.

5" Thickness

Ml.33
•14.97
*18.97

2" Thickness

3" Thickness

24 x 76"
$4.77
$7.17

Weights

on all prices

REMNAN
marked

TS
$

1
27

lb.

-

Full 54 x 76"
3" Thickness '13.43
4" Thickness •19.97
5" Thickness '23.77

30 x 76"
3" Thickness 8.88

CUSHIONS
22"x22"x2" »1.77
22"x22"x4 // »3.17

UGHT-ODORLESS-COMFORTABIE-WEARS LONGER
ECONOMICAL - NON-ALLERGENIC

BOX PILLOWS
12"cl2"x2Vround
12 'x 12" x 2 fe" square

12"x 1
2" x 4" round..

12"x12"x4"square..
14"x 1 4" x 4" round

*.57
$ .57
$ .91
$ .91
M.17

14" x 14" x 4" square *1.17

CAMPER PADS
48"x85"x4".. .. *21 44
60"x80"x4"..

. '32*97

ROLL GOODS
18"xl"x30'Roll
25" x 1" x 30' Roll

18"x2"x30'Roll
25" x 2" x 30' Roll

WEDGE BOLSTERS
5"x9"x 12"x36"

SPECIAL $M A4
PRICE »•*#

Special Price

• .47 ft.

• .67 ft.
• .83 ft.

M.17ft

15
//

CHAIR PADS, ..
17" xi" * .43

l Kllil uv ?8 SW» in S«»!

MJSTMV ...

CHARGE IT!

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
337 Russell St., Route 9, Hadley

SHOP W00LC0 fc SAVI MOW. THKU SAT. 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M.

WV WITH CONflOENCC

SATUfACTION GUARANTEED

* J

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Progress And Environment
Maine Labor Leader

Attacks Restrictions
„a .

POI
|.
TI

;

Af' Main* (AP)-Maine's top labor leader charged Wed-nesday that the state's stringent environmental laws have ignored the
economic needs of the workingman.

"The quality of the human condition is as much a part of one's en-vironment as the state of the soil, air and water," said Benjamin JDorsky president of the Maine State Federated Labor Council
In his opening address to 200 delegates attending the council's ninthannual convention, Dorsky said the Maine Board of Environmental

Protection. BEP has failed to achieve a proper balance b^tweTn theeconomy and the environemnt.

Labor leaders attending the convention have expressed
dissatisfaction with Maine's 1970 landmark Site Selection Law, giving the
BEP a virtual veto over industrial development proposals which may be
an adverse impact on the environment.

The criticism has been particularly strong among building trades
leaders who say the law has inhibited new construction throughout the
state, thus preventing construction employes from working full-time.

In the past, representatives of both the council and the building
trades have appeared at BEP hearings to testify in favor of proposed oil

refineries at Searsport and Eastport.
The labor council, which is the Maine affiliate of the AFL-CIO, is

expected to call for an amendment to the Site Selection Law which would
require the BEP to consider economic factors, such as local unem-
ployment, along with environmental ones.

Dorsky laid the groundwork for such a proposal by saying that the
BEP "must not forget that there are people living on the land-people who
need sustenance and people who need earning power."

He also urged that organized labor be represented on the BEP to
insure that the interests of the economy and the environmental are
balanced.

Turnpike Must Meet
Environmental Standards

By PHYLLIS AUSTIN
Associated Press Writer

AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) - Fur
ther widening of the Maine Turn-
pike will require approval of the
Board of Environmental
Protection, Atty. Gen. Jon A. Lund
ruled Wednesday.
He said a six-mile stretch of the

turnpike that's already being
widened at the southern end of the
toll road below Portland isn't

subject to retroactive review of the
board.

But future widening must meet
requirements of the 1970 Site

Selection Law, according to Lund's
13-page opinion. That statute gives
the board authority to block any
development that might sub-
stantially harm the environment.
Lund also said "there is sub-

stantial doubt as to whether the
Maine Turnpike Authority may
spend toll revenues on the
development."
Frank Howe, executive director

of the authority, wasn't available
for comment but had indicated

some time ago that a court ruling

might be sought if Lund said the

Site Selection Law applied to the

turnpike.

The Natural Resources Council,

Maine's largest environmental
group, initiated the inquiry into the

applicability of the Site Selection

Law to the turnpike widening
several months ago.

At that time, the authority hired

Portland attorney Roger Putnam
to research the law and advise
them as to his findings. Putnam
concluded that the widening
project was exempt from the Site

Selection Law. The authority plans

to widen the expressway from
York to Scarborough - a total of 36

miles - in six-mile sections.

The authority plans to widen the

expressway from York to Scar-

borough-a total of 36 miles-in six-

mile sections. Construction of the

first six miles started in 1971, and
all work is expected to be com-
pleted by 1980. Funds for the work
comes entirely from tolls collected

from turnpike users.

Lund said the turnpike expansion
comes under the Site Selection Law
because it is a development which
exceeds 20 acres of 60,000 square
feet and is a "state" prject within
the meaning of the law.

The first six-mile section of

widening doesn't come under the
law, he said, because work had
begun and contractual com-
mitments made prior to the time
the statute applied to "state"

projects, May 9, 1972.

The attorney general pointed out

that the turnpike authority was
created in 1941 to "maintain,

operate and repair" the ex-
pressway and that tolls were to be
set aside to Dav off bonds issued to
build the 102-mile turnpike.

Staff Photo-Rob (iamar hr
Construction on the Graduate Research Center is now at the

thirteenth level. Workers are erecting a safety rail before starting

the concrete forms for the next level.

CHARLES CHAPLIN
in his Greatest Role

THE GREAT DICTDT0R
with jack Oakie and Paulette Goddard

written, directed and scored by Charles Chaplin

A Good Show
For a Long Weekend

Plays Monday, Oct. 8

an rbc films presentation

FALL

INTO

FASHION

201 N. PLEASANT ST.
AMHERST

Open Thurs. «.Fri. till 9

MSP-AAUP
presents

Rights of Non-tenured Faculty
by

Attorney David Reuben.
Deputy Counsel National Education Association
Former Counsel to U.S. Civil Rights Commission

Thursday, Oct. 4th
7:30 p.m.

Campus Center - Rm. 162
All members of the Academic community are invited.

.>•
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UMass Approves
Budget Request
BOSTON (AP)-Trustees of the University of Massachusetts have

approved a 1975 maintenance budget request of $99.8 million, an increase
of about two per cent over last year's request.

President Robert Wood described the request, approved by the
trustees Wednesday as "a stable budget which gives top priority to

achieving more efficiency in our operations and increasing the ef-

fectiveness of our educational programs."
Wood said future budgets for the university will no longer increase at

the rate of those of the past decade.
"The university has almost arrived at a status of investment and

resouces comparable to many private institutions of higher learning in

Massachusetts," he said.

The trustees met in the Administration Building at the new UMass
Boston campus at Columbia Point. The meeting was the first the trustees
have held on the new campus.

. MYSTIC, CONN. -OFFSET SEAL-Ever have one of those days when you just couldn't get it together?
Harbor seal a aquarium scheduled to open next week suffers dislocation when photographed half-
submerged through aquarium glass.

Employment

Hits High
BOSTON (AP)-Nonagricultural

employment in New England
reached an all-time high of
4,742,400 in August, the U.S.
Department of Labor's Bureau of
Statistics announced Wednesday.
The gain was more than 25,000

from July and up 114,000 from
August 1972, Wendell D. Mac-
Donald of the regional office said.
Manufacturing firms added

nearly 28,000 workers. The in-

crease in jobs since 1972 resulted
from an increase of 50,000
manufacturing jobs and 64,000 in

nonmanufacturing industries, the
bureau said.

Seasonal factors in non-
manufacturing resulted in a loss of
4,200. The industries suffering
chief employment losses were
leather, food, printing and the
federal government.
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For the Starving Student Only
A $530.00 KLH BSR SYSTEM

for 39950

If you art starving for treat sounds, but most of tbo broad you have is tho bind you oat, than read on.

THE SPEAKERS:

fnrm^t' ' ?
probab|y the m°s' widely accepted high per-formance speaker ever made. Using a 12" acoustic suspensiondriver for powerful lows and a l*« dome Tweeter for wideaspersion highs. The Model 6 can easily reproduce he extremesof the frequency range at very low distortion.

exiremes

THE RECEIVER:
KLH Model 55 FM Stereo Receiver has all the power you will

X%*E1 r°0rn Wit ~°tS °f Clean music
'
The Performance

of the FM tuner Is super. Of course, the 55 has all sorts of othernice th.ngs going for it, like a center tuning meter speakerswitching, tape inputs, etc., etc.
speaker

THE CHARGER:
BSR 610 AWX is one of BSR's best changers. It has a 3V2 lb. cast
turntable and Synchronous motor for speed accuracy, low mass
tone arm with damped cueing fitted with a Shure M93E elliptical
cartridge. We also include a dust cover and real walnut base
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219 MAIN STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 01060 TRIPOD AUDIO
98 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST, MASS. 01002
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Harvard Goes
Republican

By GUY DARST
Associated Press Writer

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)
Watergate has not deterred

Harvard students from flocking to

student political clubs affiliated

with the major parties-clubs
almost dead three and four years
ago. And the Republicans
probably will outnumber the
Democrats.
"We thought Watergate would

hurt us but it hasn't, not a bit," said
Wallace Scwartz of Poughkeepsie,
NY., president of the Harvard
Young Republican Club.

Scwartz expects 350 members
this year, up from 225 last year and
sharply up from 35 in 1969, the year
186 students were arrested after

occupying University Hall, and
administration building.

The president of the Harvard
Democratic Club, Peter Keretsky
of Brookline, said he expects 200 or
so members. Both clubs still have
not completed this year's can-
vassing.

The Democrats were closer to

extinction that the Republicans.
Last year, Keretsky said, the

Democratic Club could not have
had more that two or three

members.
Other students, however, were

active in clubs organized on behalf

of candidates.

"The Democratic Club died,

really, after the invasion of

Cambodia, though it had been
Moribund since the University Hall

bust a year earlier," said Keret-
sky.

Keretsky was soliciting on behalf
of the Chess Club, at registration,

next to the Republicans. He
overheard many students ask if

there was a Democratic Club. He
and friends "interested in

government" decided to start or
revive one.

We found it was still on the books
in the Dean's Office even though it

couldn't have had more than two or

three members last year.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 11

Course Offered

In Student Movement
EDUC 386-PKKSPKC TIVKS ON THE STUDENT MOVEMENT

Credits: 3

Time: 6-7:30 p.m.; Monday and Tuesday
Place: Field House Main Lounge
Instructor Doug Phelps (Student organizer; chairperson, NSA

national student organizing committee; former student body president,
Colo. State Univ.; student, Harvard Law School.)
Description Consideration of the origins of the student movement, its

history and evolution, its theory and practice, its present stage, and its

future (if any). + + +To Register Call 5-0341 or 5-2645.

Readings will be taken from such books and articles as: Mitchell
Goodman, The Movement Towards a New America; Carl Oglesby,
"Notes on a Decade Ready for the Dustbin"; Paul Potter, A Name for
Ourselves; Theordore Roszak, The Making of a Counter-culture; Greg
Calvert & Carol Nieman, A Disrupted History: The New Left and the New
Capitalism; Herbert Marcuse, Counterrevolution and Revolt

Staff Photo/ \l Chapman
A pause in the renovation of the walkway beside the Campus Pond

is just a moment in the life of two hard working men.
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DOMINO'S
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Free Delivery H,•>

\
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HOT
I 256-8587
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\ Free Delivery HOT

Q Idomino bOMlWO
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STUDENT QUESTIONS ANSWERED:
YES

YES

We Do-o-o-o deliver pizza.

We are Delivering 7 nights a week
from 4 p.m. till wee hours.

YES - We have a fleet of delivery vehicles

equipped with portable ovens.

We have a tasty thin crust pizza.

We have (75) Domino's Pizza

Stores - a national chain.

We specialize in only pizza.

We specialize in delivery.'

We'll deliver only (1) pizza.

YES

YES

YES - Students say "we live on Domino's Pizza."

YES - We have (50 — ) Domino Pizza Stores

located on College Campuses.

YES - We serve seconds.

YES - We're located in Amherst to

serve U-AAass. students.

YES - We bake all pizzas to order.

YES - Our dough and sauce is made fresh daily.

YES - We throw pizzas in the air.

YES - We have the best pizza in town.

YES - We satisfy the munchies.
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A Hamburger Mess
By MARGIE COMBS

Police moved in with tear gas and trash bags yesterday in vain ef-
forts to squash a violent clash occurring near the corner of Rt. 9 and
University Drive.

They had been expecting the uprising for some time and were not
prepared for it.

The incident was spurred by a new MacDonald courtesy busdriver,
who took a very foolish wrong turn and ended up in the Hardee's parking
lot.

What a mess. By the time the cops brought the screaming families
under control, the bus was covered with chile and smashed french fires,
and some zealous soul had written "Down with Clowns" all over the sides
and back door in ketchup. A few 12-year-olds were temporarily drowned
by squirting carbonated soda, but were taken on down to MacDonalds and
pronounced starving on arrival. The manager let them loose in the kit-
chen to grab whatever they wanted.

The remains of the Mac courtesy bus, and its loyal occupants limped
on down the road, and parked amid cheers from the home-front. The fuzz
even allowed the bus to drive over the curb, and across the grass to avoid
the jammed traffic at the entrance.

Luckily, the MacDonald courtesy ambulance was on hand due to a
number of gory accidents in the parking lot, and zoomed him to the
UMass infirmary. To everyone's relief the busdriver was fine after
having his stomach pumped free of a stray Hardees Huskee. Later, he
graciously accepted a quarter-pounder with cheese to fill up again.

To cover the bus repairs, the manager agreed to raise the prices of
the Big Macs and hot apple pies. The customers are eagerly anticipating
a whole fleet of buses, since the prices haven't gone down yet. In the
meantime, Hardee's has posted several huskies at each corner of the
Hardees' parking lot, in case that goofy driver slips up again.

Things have calmed down in the last 24 hours, but ugly rumors are
beginning to fly. The latest concerns the ghastly possibility of a Burger
King moving into the Mountain Farms Mall.

It smells like a few hamburgers are yet to be burnt!
Margie Combe is a Collegian columnist.

Twentieth Century Liberalism
has followed an unswerving
collision course with disaster. Give
a Liberal the power to implement
his lofty ideals, and he will

inevitably proceed to sabotage
them, and place the blame on all

those horrible reactionaries who
didn't cooperate fully. All that talk
about peace and democracy never
seem to amount to much.
The notion of "Detente", of

peaceful negotiations with the

Communist powers, is another

concept with just such a potential

for backfire. Certainly, nobody in

his or her right mind could possibly

enter the world arena as a
champion of World War III. And
nobody looks forward to being
labelled a 'Cold War relic'
Backyard construction of Fallout
Shelters is a thing of the past.

Everybody is for a "relaxing of

tensions." You'd think that the new
symbol of international peace
would be an Anacin tablet. Even
Richard Nixon, the old commie-
hunter, has jumped on the band-
wagon.

It is difficult to see through the
rhetoric, the lavish state visits, and
the Nobel Price acceptance
speeches. But the stark, naked
truth about "Detente" is that it is

being conducted on a one-way
street: we give, they take.

The Soviet Commissars are
coming shopping in the land of the
greedy exploiting capitalists. So
are their counterparts in Red
China. The nature of the tran-
sactions give us a substantial
amount of evidence as to their
benefit for the American people.
The land of the great collective

farming paradise has yet to come
up with the abundance that has
been heralded since 1917. Crop
failures are conveniently at-
tributed to sabotage, bad weather,
or the "Kulaks." But never fear,
Ivan. Uncle Sam to the rescue! The
Russians get the wheat they
couldn't produce under Com-
munism, and the American people
get shortages and higher prices.
The same goes for computers,

which are desperately needed in

the Soviet Union, to help make
some sense out of the maze of
totalitarian bureaucracy, if such a
task can be accomplished. But in

return for American technology,
the American people are given
little more than Russian caviar
and Polish Hams..
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The greatest insult of all,

however, is the pretense of

"cultural exchanges." Such a

policy, according to the Liberals,

will open communications between

the people of both countries in

hopes of promoting better un-

derstanding of the respective
cultures, and ultimately, the

respective thought processes of

American and Soviet cultures. But
in reality, the entire program is

another one-way hoax. Americans
are being bombarded with Russian
Circuses, ballerinas, well luxuried

and obedient poets, and
overglorified slick magazines. But
the Russian and other Soviet

controlled populations continue to

live under a perpetual deep freeze

with regards to information from
the West. Censorship has never
been relaxed. The State continues
to feed its people a monopolized
barrage of propaganda, the con-
tent of which can hardly be said to

promote a better understanding of

the American way of life. Writers
and artists and dissidents are
rarely sent to the firing squads
these days, which is interpreted by
the Liberals as a "thaw" in the ice

of totalitarianism, but the
population of 'mental' hospitals
and Siberian 'exile' camps con-
tinue to abound with 'heretics.'

There are those especially the
Communists, who are unalterably
opposed to any attempts by the
Americans to place the issue of
Soviet totalitarianism on the peace
table. The Communists, of course,
feel that Detente should not stand
in the wav of their repressive
aparatus. And many Liberals, such

as Senator Fulbright, and non
liberals, such as Henry Kissingei
and American businessmen, feei

that it's none of our business what
goes on in the Soviet Union. We
should, according to them, give the
Communists what they want, with
no strings attached. In the interest
of World Peace.
But it is our business! If, in our

pursuit of "peace," we provide the
Soviet government we a means to
consolidate its control of the minds
of its subjects, we are not only
hurting the chance for democracy
in the Soviet Union, but we are also
hurting the chances for peace in
the world. Peace requires a
genuine effort on the part of all

people concerned. The future
leaders of the Soviet Union are
those very young people who are
being denied anything but the
official government view of the
United States, a view which depicts
Americans as being Imperalist,
Fascist, Racists, and War
Mongers. The American people,
who are being called on to provide
food, technical assistance, and
other important values for the
Soviet Union, have a perfect right
to demand an end to
totalitarianism as part of the
package deal. This is not any
idealistic meddling. This is a
requirement of peace. But the
Liberals, and their fellow
travelers, such as President Nixon
and Henry Kissinger, fail to per-
ceive this. And because of this, we
may just be on another collision
course with disaster.

Matt Tackeff is a Collegian
columnist.

Steve Anderson

Father,SonAnd Lucky Host

Perhaps the greatest problem facing organized religion in the United
States today is financial. The monetary chrunch has become so severe
that itwould not be surprising to see a "For Sale Skibiski Realtor*" sign in
front of Saint Patrick's Cathedral. Churches have tried bazaars bingo
beano, raffles, bake sales, building funds and four or five collections a
service, yet nothing seems to work. I suggest that there are a few very
simple activities that will raise substantial funds for these organizations
without contaminating their theologies.

Lucky Host. This idea can be best utilized by Catholic and Protestant
denominations. It's scope could rival the state lottery in both prizes and
contestants. Before the service parishioners or contestants will put a
quarter in a basket at the entrance of the Church. At communion time one
host would be marked with a colored dot; whoever got the marked host at
the communion rail would win half the quarter. The color of the lucky
host could vary with the parish. In an Irish neighborhood the host would
green; in a hard-hat area it would be red, white and blue. A variation of
this game can be played in synogogues with skull caps.

- - **.* the ma*>r drawbacks of this scheme is that money can be
collected only once during the service. This is almost sacreligious, and
perhaps one of the reasons it is not used.

Continuous Collections. The hidden hope of every religious ad-
ministrator is to have continuous collections. In fact, it is rumored that
one of the secret agreements of the Vatican Council was to try this.
Continuous collections have been tried before but the amount of money
donated seemed to decrease with the number of times the baskets are
passed. Now, there can be continuous collections and the money will flow
in. The co lection baskets must be reconstructed so that only one person
can donate a quarter a a time; then they would be passed throughout the
entire service. Whoever donated the last quarter when the organ music

iSHl IT a g"g?f of the funds in a* basket. This game is ideal
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linoleum tiles; numbered from one to thirty-six and a zero and double
zero. Instead of spinning a roulette wheel a crucifix or Star of David
above the altar or arch will suffice. The rabbi or minister's spouse or a
nun on roller skates would collect the losings and award theTwinners.
Roller skates are necessary because some houses of worship are enor-mous and without this increased mobility the tempo of the game would be
broken The only serious drawback to this frivolity is that it underminesany attempt at worship.
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be an 0,dies festivaI and Yom Kipper could be a

fish fry. St. Patrick s day is festive enough without any changes.
Steve Anderson is a Collegian columnist.
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Right On, Man!"

A Prejudiced Fool
To The Editor:

While convincing another fantastic meal to digest and skimming
through Tuesday's issue of the Collegian, my stomach and eyes were
assaulted by another disgusting letter to the editor typifying why
America has for so many years wallowed on its pools of ignorant
discrimination and prejudice.

Timothy P. Walbridge claims in his letter "Women don't want to be
on top of man. In the final analysis they want to be dominated not
domineering." "In any relationship someone dominates" "They're
(women) ball busters man, Watch Out! " Walbridge claims that men who
"buy some of" female liberation do not respect themselves, they are not
really "men." Well, Walbrain, as a man I often find it hard to accept
some of what female liberations say, but I have enough pride and self

respect not to consider this an assault on my ego and vital parts. You I'm
sure react in this same manner to Black Nationalism and pride. An at-
tempt for a people that have been domineered and on the bottom for too
long to reach an awareness of themselves. I have seen and heard the
same reaction you have had to female liberation used on Third World
people striving for an awareness and its disgusting. Your attitude
towards women will only serve to make the situation between women and
men worse. You are unself-respecting and a prejudiced fool and I hope
this letter has served to warn some readers against idiots like you.

David Moyne

A Modest Proposal
Dear Timothy P. Walbridge:

When I ask a man out, I quite often buy him drinks. Would you like me
to buy you one?

Charlotte M. Newell

Let Them Eat Lettuce
To The Editor:

Once again our brilliant student senators have passed a choice piece
of legislation. Yes, my fellow UMies, Big Brother Apostola and his 1964

coalition have decided to control our eating habits.

No longer do we have our endowed rights of freedom of selection.

"Give us lettuce or give us death," or as Marie Shapoltsky of Hymies
East Coast Deli said, "Let them eat lettuce."

We suggest a student choice of "To eat lettuce, or not to eat lettuce?
that is the question."

Once more, oh great leaders, may we eat hamburgers, or must we
eat Roumain Pastrami forever?

Jack Barron
Peter McGuire

Daniel Callahan
John Mesrobian

Ted Snook
l.es Murray

Chits Didn't Work
To The Editor:

Regarding the plan for the implimenting of option 3 in the dining
commons, a friend of mine, a senior now, told me of a similar plan that he
remembers from his freshman year.

The controversy at that time was the lack of meat at breakfast.
Everyone had a 15 meal plan (there was no 10 meal plan) so almost
everyone ate (or at least tried to) breakfast. To take up the added cost a
chit program not unlike the one which is now beginning was started.

It lasted about two weeks, about three chits were sold.

The results of this last experiment put aside I have personally found
so many holes in the program that it will ultimately serve only as another
device by which Food Services will declare a tax loss.

Russell J. Cataldo

Know Any Bawdy Songs?
To The Editor:

I am currently doing a study on bawdy songs on campus and am in

need of some volunteers (willing or otherwise). If anyone (staff, faculty
or student), knows any bawdy (i.e. erotic, dirty, profane, obscene, nasty,
heretical) songs or lyrics I would like to record and-or talk about them.
This is strictly for research, and I promise that none of the tapes will find

their way to the Harvard Square underground market.
So. anyone who knows any songs. I implore, beg. and entreat to

please call me after 7:00 p.m. at 1-369-4640, or write me P. O. Box 247.

Conway. Ma. 01341. or leave a message with Professor George Carey of
the English Dept . 474 Bartlett Hall. 545-0330.

I promise (in deference to the recent Supreme Court ruling), that no
amount of torture will make me reveal the names of my informants
Thanx.

Lestei ( . Scafidi

Letters To The Editor

Respect Comes From Without
To The Editor:

Having read the rebuttals to the
letter of Mr. Timothy Walbridge
(Oct. 2 MDC) and noting that the
only people who apprently took
umbrage with his position were
women, I am prompted to add my
response to his singular
philosophy.

I was inclined, at first reading, to

treat the entire matter of wounded
male dignity as a joke, and anyone
who would write nearly 600 words
as a joke certainly deserves his
alugh. But as I read on, it was
bourne in upon me that Mr
Walbridge is, I fear, totally in
earnest.

I happen to dislike zealots of any
kind. I have no patience with a
zealot, and, indeed, my dislike of
zealots may well be overzealous
Therefore, when Mr. Walbridge
edges toward fanaticism in his
exhortation to me to "get back on
top where (I) belong, "I am
somewhat annoyed. He would have
me believe that if I suffer the
female to trample, Amazonian,
over what remains of my rights,
life is lost, and my "phallus" will

turn to Silly-Putty.

Mr. Walbridge warns that
women will not stop with mere
equaity, that they will demand
superiority. Following his
reasoning to it's iogicai conclusion,
the only recourse for the poor,
downtrodden male is to deny, and
prevent equality. Mr. Walbridge
would have made an excellent
Carolina plantation owner.
Fear not! says the excellent Mr.

Walbridge, for women, silly

creatures, don't even want
equality. In fact, they enjoy being
dominated, which, I'm sure, came
as good news to them. Or, as
George Baer said of the immigrant
mine wo kers, "They don't suffer.

Why, they can't even speak
English."

I did get some enjoyment out of
the letter from the intrepid Mr.
Walbridge. For instance, it amuses
me to imagine this outraged in-

dividual, fire in his eves, glaring
balefully at "males groveling be-
fore a bunch of females. ." and
looking, for all the world, like

Moses on Mt. Sinai, seeing the
Hebrew children prostrate before
the Golden Calf. And all for "a
smile, a date, or (as he so quaintly
puts it) a piece."

Still, it is difficult to reconcile
some parts ofhis letter with others.

At one point, Mr. Walbridge gives
me the interesting news that I, and
my compatriots, do not need
women, which was certainly
disappointing news to me, and, I

hope, to any friends that I flatter

myself exist among women of my
acquaintance. Certainly, no one
likes to be told that her friend
doesn't need her.

But in the next sentence, Mr.
Walbridge turns around and
proc'-ims that, while men don't
need women, (a fair opening
argument if he were going on to

extol the merits of Gay Liberation)
women need men (which is surely
final as regards Lesbianism).
Mr. Walbridge also errs, I fear,

in his contention that, if women
truly desire Liberation, they
should pay for their own meals,
drinks, and open their own doors. I

am not here to put forward the case
for Womens Liberation ; that is in
the province of those much more
able. Still it seems to me that the
solution must surely go a little

deeper than Mr. Walbridge would
suggest.

Mr. Walbridge, it seems, is in the
grips of a mentality which does not
admit the possibility of com-
promise. It is purely US or THEM,
which strikes a familiar chord.
Mr. Walbridge made one

statement to which I could possibly
acquiesce. "In any relationship
someone dominates." Very good,
Mr. Walbridge. That may be true.

But why must it be the man in

every case? Again, no com-
promise, no possibility that, in

some individual case a woman
could conceivably have a more
forceful, capable intellect which
would make her logically dominant
over a bumbling incompetent. No,
be he nothing out an amorphous
mass, he is a man, and is therefore
God's annointed. What nonsense.
So we come finally to the plea, or

demand, of Mr. Walbridge.
Respect Yourself! (Man)
Self-respect could justifiably be

labelled the Curse of Humanity, for

it naturally exalts oneself, and
tends to decrease the possibility of

care and concern for others. It may
be very well to have a fine opinion
of oneself, but to what end? It is

like paying money to yourself. No
matter how you look at your ac-
count books, you aren't any better
off than before.

Respect, Mr. Walbridge, comes
from without. You cannot give it to

yourself like a Royal Grant. It

must be given to you by people who
believe you worthy of their esteem.
If You forget your own position,

and dignity, and pride, and con-
cern yourself more with those
around vju, will not your friends
think better of you for it? Surely
that is of more value than sitting

around in your old age with the
lonely consolation of thinking that
you're a great guy.

Dennis P. O'Brien

Enough To Gag A Maggot

To The Editor:

I am writing in response to the September 28, 1973 letter to the editor
by George Carey. In that letter Mr. Carey insults the Marching Band and
says that the songs played are "enough to gag a maggot."

I would like to say that I am sorry that the Band spoils your afternoon
tennis playing, BUT I WONT. The Band is made up of about 150
dedicated and hardworking men and women, who go out after classes and
work hard to put together a show that will entertain the crowd at the
football games.

It is not our intention to ruin your game, but if it does, may I suggest
that you choose a different time to play, for the Band will not stop
rehearsing, and they will not stop putting together halftime shows that
please the public.

As for you, Mr. Carey, I am curious as to whether you are now
gagged, for it is you who are the maggot.

Richard Manburg
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Support For African Liberation
To The Editor:

The signing of the recent peace

accords bringing peace to Vietnam
was a great victory for the heroic

Vietnamese people. As we all know
despite severe setbacks in Vietnam
U.S. imperialism continues to

plunder, rape and murder the

people of Cambodia. The greatest

lesson of our times has been that

U.S. imperialism with all its

advanced war technology cannot
defeat or thwart a united peoples

struggle.

With the uneasy peace in Viet-

nam (U.S. puppet governments
continue their duty in sabotaging

the treaty) progressives par-
ticularly those in the Afro-
American population have turned

their eyes and attention to

Southern Africa. This area
represents the last bastion of

colonialism on the African con-

tinent; the peoples of this region

are engaged in battles for their

lives, freedom and the right to

determine their own future. They
are trying to reclaim their cultural

heritage, restore integrity of their

history so long distorted by im-

perialist historians. This area is

caught in the grips of classical

Portuguese colonialism and
Apartheid which is the most
barbaric form of racism sin-

ce slavery.

The peoples of Angola,
Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau
and the Cape Verde Islands are in-

volved in a life and death
struggled against Portuguese
colonialism. Their liberation

struggles are met with systematic

torture and devastating napalm
and bombs supplied to Portugal

through NATO and marked "Made
in USA." The U.S. is the backbone
of Portuguese colonialism sup-

plying over 400 million dollars of

direct aid.

The fascist regimes of South
Africa and Zimbabwe (Rhodesia)

continue to exploit and oppress the

indigenous inhabitants. The
Republic of South Africa
represents the major beachhead of

world imperialism in Africa.

South Africa, the key to U.S.

imperialist plans in Africa offers

U.S. corporations profit returns

three times higher than any other

country in the world. The existence

of great sources of cheap labor

coupled with the presence foreign

industry makes South Africa the
strongest economic power on the

continent.

Israel, with its long historical

and economic ties with South
Africa, is a small imperialist-

created state with direct access to

African countries and continues to

play a disruptive role in Africa.

To pursue its aggression in

Africa, the U.S. ruling class is

employing Israel, Rhodesia, South
Africa and Portugal as gendarme
(police) nations in order to expand
its investments, recolonize Africa,

Fix That Crapper
To The Editor:

We are writing this because we feel we have a legitimate gripe against

the Physical Plant.

We have one shithouse on our floor with three hoppers. About two weeks
ago, one of these crappers broke down. It is a mess. Physical Plant was
notified. Their reply was that fixing our toilet would have to be put off

because the work list had piled up so much. You could say that either they

work on a first come-first serve basis or they have priorities.

Well, even if the work orders have piled up, doesn't fixing a broken

down hopper come under emergency maintenance? You are not talking

about a broken down fixture of something which COULD be put off a

week. You are not talking about a mere inconvience, we've learned to live

with that. What you are talking about is a HEALTH HAZARD. Leaving
that mess in a broken down toilet spreads germs that can cause illnesses.

Because of this reason, shouldn't a broken down toilet be on top of any
priority list?

And yet, Steve Smith took a photo that appeared in the Collegian

showing two Physical Plant workers resting their butts not working. And
yet two weeks have gone bv without our crapper being fixed.

So, please, for sanitary reasons, if not for any other, get off your asses'

and please fix that crapper!

Fourth Floor
Thatcher House

Doctor Acknowledges

Own Homosexuality
By JAMES H.RUBIN
Associated Press Writer

BELLE MEAD, N.J. ( AP) — A
49-year-old doctor and former New
York City health official was
praised by fellow physicians when
he acknowledged publicly Wed-
nesday that he has been a

homosexual for 30 years.

Dr. Howard J. Brown received

sustained applause when he
finished his address to some 600

physicians, and several in the

audience said such a public

statement was long overdue.

Brown urged his fellow doctors

at a symposium on human
sexuality to help patients accept

rather than conceal

homosexuality. He said medicine

should forget the idea that

homosexuality can be treated by
psychotherapy.
"Physicians can be most helpful

by accepting the homosexual's

lifestyle." Brown said, "it is im-

portant for the physicians to reject

the idea that homosexuality is a

treatable abnormality. There is

very little indication that it can be

treated. Homosexuals are not

changed by psychotherapy.''

Brown a bachelor, served for 18

months as health services ad-

ministrator, in the administration

of Mayor John Lindsay. Now an
associate professor of clinical

medicine at the New York
University Medical School, Brown

said he wished he had
acknowledged his homosexuality

years ago.

"I wish now I had back the years
to live more openly and freely," he
said. "To be a homosexual is not to

be unhappy."

He urged the physicians to first

"accept homosexuals as human
beings and then I would suggest
you send them to a gay activist

group... to help free them from the

fear and agony of secrecy."

UMass Police

New Emergency

Number

5-3111

reverse the social and economic
progress of independent African

countries and halt the advances of

the current African liberation

movements that are fighting

Portuguese colonialism and white
minority rule governments.
The vast military expenditures

have failed to stop the growth of

many African liberation

movements. Africa's heroic

veterans of the political and
military liberation struggles are

fighting with inconquerable spirit.

The many heroes of Africa's

freedom struggle are known and
praised in many parts of the world,

but they are little known in the

United States because information

about them has been suppressed.

Afro-Americans have begun a

number of spontaneous as well as

organized actions in support of

African liberation struggles. Black
dock-workers in Louisiana refused

to unload Rhodesian chrome;
boycotts have been launched
against such supporters of

colonialism and racism in Africa

as the Gulf and Polaroid com-
panies.

We appeal to Afro-Americans to

join us in building a permanent, on-

going national movement around
support for African liberation

struggles; a conference to found
this movement will be held in

Chicago on the 19, 20 and 21st of

October. Gerald Sommerville
Preparatory Committee for the

founding of a national Conference
for Solidarity with African
Movements

Casting your ballot is like . . .

finding the extra nickel that

lets you buy a beer at the

Bluewall.

More Bitter Feelings

To The Editor:

There can never be any true equality when one deals with women's

rights, jobs or whatever. Is the U.S. a true democracy or is Russia a

country of true communism? All this shit about equality is all an unat-

tainable state that no government, person or animal can ever achieve.

Equality is an idealistic term which many people ascribe to, but when one

gets down to the nitty gritty, it's all in your mind and everybody else's

also.

We then have these terms such as competition, superiority, majority,

sexism, and etc. used by people. Aren't those the words that we as people

have no need for? All the bickering about man vs. woman and woman vs.

man does nothing but intensify relations amongst the two groups. Add

that with the terminology used by both sexes as weapons for attack, and

what you get is more bitter feelings.

Until we all realize that we're brothers and sisters, we will all be

drowning in our own shit.

Al DaSilva
Jim Dennis

RESEARCH
thousands of topics

$2.75 per page

Nation's most extensive library of research material

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER

CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00

TO COVER POSTAGE

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite *2

Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for research assistance only —
not as a finished product for academic credit.
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PINK CHABLIS
OF CALIFORNIA

Mot than a Rose, our Pink Chablis is a capriMriij

mi combining the delicate fragrance of a superior tat

ni Iht crisp character of a fine Chablis. This mint ism
of our most delightful creations. Made and bottled i( k

kilo Vineyards in Modesto, Calif. Alcohol 12%byd

(Ills* ^*Ju

TIME
Magazine
reports:

"Gallo's Pink Chablis

recently triumphed
over ten costlier

competitors in a blind

tasting among a

panel ofwine-industry

executives

in Los Angeles."
Time Magazine November 27. 1972 page 81

More than a Rose.

PINK CHABLIS of CALIFORNIA - Gallo Vineyards. Modesto. California

Beef Prices Are Dropping
But Lower Supplies Seen

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK (AP)-The president of the American National Cat-
tlemen's Association predicted yesterday that prices of some beef cuts
would drop by as much as 30 per cent in the next few weeks.

Appropriately shod in pointed-toe, black leather cowboy boots with
white stitching, John R. Trotman settled back at a news conference in a
Manhattan hotel to present the rancher's side of the story and to try to
convince consumers that beef is really a bargain food.

He said the price paid for live cattle had dropped from a high of 56
cents a pound in August to 40 cents per pound last week and said that
retail prices should reflect the reduction shortly.

Trotman said he came to New York on behalf of all cattlemen who
have been "experiencing the most bewildering series of ups and downs in
their history."

He argued that fluctuating prices and government controls had hurt
the cattlemen as well as the consumer. The average rancher, he said,
owns less than he could have earned by putting the money in a savings
account paying four per cent interest.

Right now, said Trotman, "the news we bring is good news. Beef
prices already are down and we expect them to go even lower. Beef is a
bargain again."

Trotman denied that he was worried about reports that consumers
got used to doing without beef because of high prices and shortages
during the freeze that ended early last month. He said people were eating
more beef than ever before, although he admitted "a lot of urbanites
changed their eating habits" during the freeze on beef prices.

Consumers were warned not to get too complacent about beef prices
even if they do decline. Trotman said that because of the freeze, fewer
cattle than normal were placed in feedlots in August and said this would
mean lower supplies starting in December.
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Lovelace Grabs
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"Last Tango" Voted "Worst Movie"

Mass. Mayoral

Race Results
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Three Massachusetts

mayors won primary elections

Tuesday and will be candidates
for re-election in general
balloting next month.
Republican Mayor Richard

Wainwrighi of Brockton ran
unopposed and drew 910 votes.

He will be opposed next month
by Democrat Davis E. Crosby,
who outpolled Henry P. Lan-
dry, 7,293 to 891.

Salem Mayor Gene A.

Levesque received 5,740 votes
to win a three-way contest with
Henry J. O'Donnell and Albert
D. Kopiecki, Who drew 5,461

and 166 votes respectively.

In somerville. Mayor Lester
Ralph received 9,704 votes to

swamp opponents Edward
Sweenev and Charles Chisholm

Black Leads
Atlanta Primary

ATLANTA. Ga. (AP) —
Maynard Jackson, trying to

become Atlanta's first black
mayor, says voters should
consider candidates "by
character, not by color" in the
Oct. 16 runoff election between
him and incumbent Sam
Masse 11.

Jackson, 35, the city's vice

mayor, led an 11-man field in

Tuesday's election, but got
only 46.6 per cent of the vote,

necessitating the runoff.
Massell polled only 19.8 per
cent, edging former
congressman Charles Weltner
out of the runoff by less than
700 votes.

Jackson termed the outcome
"a victory for all classes and
races."

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)-
Bernardo Bertolucci's "Last
Tango in Paris" was named the
Worst Movie of the Year Wed-
nesday by the Harvard University
Lampoon, a humor magazine.
The Lampoon said only the flip of

a coin gave that award to "Last
Tango in Paris" instead of to "The
Poseidon Adventure," which
received "the verv respectable
consolation prizes of Worst Film of
the Century tor the century ending
1973 and Worst Performance by a
Cast in Tote."
The Lampoon chose nine other

films as the worst of the year, in

order: "The Candidate," "The
Getaway," "Sounder,"
"Deliverance," "Play it As It

Lays," "The Emigrants," "What's
Up, Doc?," "Man of la Mancha"
and "The Man."
The magazine gave its "Kirk

Douglas Award for the Worst Actor
of the Year" to Robert Redford,
"whose performance in 'The
Candidate' as a slick, shallow,
ambitious, empty-headed glamour
boy was frighteningly convincing."

Ali MacGraw was given "The
Natalie Wood Award for the Worst
Actress of the Year for her per-
formance in The Getaway.'"
The awards are normally issued

each April but were delayed
through the summer, the Lampoon
said, "by a deadlock in the
balloting. Editors were unable to

choose between the twin horrors of
'Last Tango in Paris' and 'The

Notice
Today may be the first day of the

rest of your life, but tomorrow is

the last day to drop-add or choose
pass-fail for the semester.
Tomorrow, Friday, October 5 is

THE DEADLINE.

Casting your ballot is

like . . . getting a good

count.

Famous for having the CHEAPEST in NEW & USED clothes

OLD WEIRD HAROLD'S
NEW & USED CLOTHING

Rl. 9. Hadl.v

NEW Male Jeans
only $5.00

Get ready for the cold with super-warm

Snorkel Parkas only
$ 20°'

USED
all kinds

COATS &
JACKETS
$15.00 • $40.00

LEATHER & SUEDE JACKETSi
as well as

CORDUROY & DENIM
along with ihf usual —
flannel shirt?., pea coat*. \e>ts.

reindeer sweater*, etc.

JACKETS
and PANTS

Poseidon Adventure' even after a
long, hot summer of deliberations.
The controversy raged through 44
ballots and countless screenings of
each film until the flip of a quarter
spelled doom lor 'Last Tango'.
Among the other awards was one

called The Wilde Oscar, "Con-
ferred upon that performer who
was been willing to flout con-
vention and risk worldly dam-
nation in the pursuit of artistic
fulfillment

: to Linda Lovelace, for
her disturbingly enthusiastic job of
unnatural acting in 'Deep
Throat.'"

The Lampoon said "Last Tango
in Paris" was named worst movie
of the year because of "Ber-
tolucci's vulgar exploitation of the
Brando image and the machismo
myth; for the suggestion that we
ought to be captivated by the
brassy child-woman appeal of
Maria Schneider; for usurping its

position as the Topic of Con-
versation, imposing itself on our
aesthetic consciousness and af-

fecting a strangehold on our
press...and because we distinctly
saw Brando's dead wife breathe
during the bereavement scene."

DINNER and a MOVIE
for two $7.50

at

TBS CHEQUERS
Pork Cutlet & Spaghetti dinner for two with salad

and garlic bread, then off to CAMPUS CINEMAS for

your choice of a movie.

Tonight and Every Thursday Might!

GO WITH HONEYWELL
PENTAX • • . the system
you'll never outgrow!

Perfect pictures— perfect price!

HONEYWELL SP500

While they

last at
pre-devaluatiorT

prices.
Super-Multi-Coated
Takumar Lenses
• No other lens in the world—at anvj
frice— can outperform Super Multf-
oated Takumars

• Exclusive multi-layer coating cuts sur-i
face reflection— transmits up to b0%
more light!
• Harmful ultraviolet rays are reflected:
ghost images are drastically reduced
• Super-multi-coating is a harder,

tougher coating

135mm F3.5

Telephoto Lens

$99.50
Honeywell Strobonar 100
A whole new way to take flash
pictures — a HONEYWELL
STROBONAR 100 Electronic
Flash unit. Think of it as a
flash-bulb you can use over
and over again. • Easy to
operate. • Economical - about
lc per flash. • Powered by two
replaceable AA batteries (not
included). • Guide number 25
with ASA 25 film. • Locking
Hot Shoe.

List $34.95

219 Main St.

Northampton

584-6040

Now $19.95
TRIPOD
CAMBRA 98 N.
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Amherst
253-3039
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State Hires Taxmen
By STEVEN A. COHEN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — The state Department of Corporations and
Taxation hired 23 new tax examiners this week, the first group of

new employes being recruited to fill more than 160 department
positions recently approved by the legislature.

"One of those hired was Allan N. Breen of Lawrence, son of

Deputy Commissioner Daniel Breen, who serves on the four-

member screening committee reviewing applicants for the jobs.

A department spokesman said the father disqualified himself

from the review of his son's application.

The personnel are being hired to fill slots in the new department

bureaus of auditing and compliance.

But according to one high level department source, the new

bureaus are "starting off backwards. They have no plan; they're

just hiring people."

The new jobs, created by the appropriations bill approved by the

legislature before the start of the current fiscal year, actually are

positions governed by civil service.

In the absence of a civil service list, however, the appointments

being made now are provisional. This means that these people "by

virtue of experience are going to be better qualified" when it comes

time to take the Civil Service examination from which the lists are

established, according to a personnel spokesman.

The Civil Service regulations then essentially will lock them into

their jobs, assuming that the examinations are held eventually and

they are picked for the permanent positions.

Tax Commissioner Nicholas Metaxas said in a telephone in-

terview that the department is getting a total of 166 new positions.

He said the department already has a "couple hundred" people

working in auditing and compliance programs but the expansion

provided the impetus for creating the two new bureaus.

Despite the "couple hundred" people who have been working on

auditing and compliance already, the state has a dismal record in

prosecuting tax offenders.

R.I. Newspaper Reports

Nixon Shirking Tax Duty
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) -

A Rhode Island newspaper
reported Wednesday that

President Nixon paid a total of

$1,670 in federal income taxes in

1971 and 1972 and received refunds

totaling $131,503 for the two-year

period.

The Providence Journal -Bulletin

said its report was based on

documents provided by govern-

ment sources. However, it said it

could not obtain the President's

complete tax returns, "so it is

uncertain exactly how such large

refunds were possible."

"Taxes paid by the Nixons in

1970-71 are roughly equivalent to

taxes paid by someone who earns

about $7,000 a year, claims one

exemption and does not itemize

deductions, according to tax

manuals," the report said. The
White House has refused to say

whether Nixon paid federal income
taxes for 1970 and 1971. Nixon

issued personal finance statements

in 1968, 1969 and 1972, and said at a

news conference last month the

Internal Revenue Service audited

1971his tax returns for 1970 and
and ordered no change.

"The President filed income tax

returns for these years and
followed normal procedures. As

the President has said, his tax

returns for 1971 and 1972 received a

complete audit and the Internal

Revenue Service ordered no

change."
White House spokesmen have

said in the past that the audit en-

compassed a review of earlier

Nixon tax returns, including that

for 1970.

New Bill Before Congress:

Getting The Tracks Together
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Sen. William B. Saxbe, R-

Ohio, introduced legislation Wednesday to con-

solidate all of the nation's railroads into a single

private corporation.

Acknowledging that his proposal probably would

"not have great impact this session of Congress,"

Saxbe outlined a plan he described as a "workable

alternative to the inevitable nationalization of our

railroads."

The bill would establish an American Railroad

Consolidation Commission which would draw ud a

formula for merging all the privately owned railroads

in the United States, except Alaska and Hawaii, into

one money-making corporation.

Calling the other rail bills now before the Senate

"bandaid" solutions, Saxbe said his plan would not

cost the federal government any money. Citing

figures that railroads nationwide earned a net income

of $5 million last year, Saxbe said the new cor-

poration would attract private investors who
currently are unwilling to risk money on many of the

country's falling rail lines.

Maine Central Railroad president C. Spenser
Miller, who sat with Saxbe, said the elimination of

competing lines under the consolidation plan would
result in savings of between $500 million and $1

billion dollars.

ROTC UMies

Win Scholarships
Two UMass juniors have won

two-year Air Force ROTC
scholarships that will pay full

tuition, books and fees, according
to Col. Paul H. Fisher, professor of

air science.

Scholarship recipients are
AFROTC cadets Christopher P.

Murphy of Abington, a psychology
major; and Stuart J. Zerneri, a

political science major from
Hatfield. Both have excelled
academically and were rated as
outstanding during a six-week field

training session this summer.
Following commissioning in June
of 1975, both men will go on to Air

Force pilot training.
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— SEAFOOD - STEAK - CHOPS - CHICKEN
— SPAGHETTI - SANDWICHES - much, much, more
— DAILY SPECIALS
— LIQUOR served with meals
— All at GREAT Prices

28 PLEASANT ST. NORTHAMPTON
( Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5, Downtown Northampton)

// the idea of spending four years in a cold and impersonal dorm

doesn't appeal , maybe YOU should consider. . .

ZETA NU
336 NORTH PLEASANT STREET
Near Intersection of Fearing Street

545-2162

For less money than you're paying now, YOU could be eating and living better!

We have the best cook on campus as well as the atmosphere of "being at home." Of

course, we also feature a full social life typical of Greek living. (Traditions such as

spanking and hazing have no place at Zetu Nu.)

Many have said that Zeta Nu has a lot to offer. But, come down and see for yourself . .

OPEN RUSH
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7:30 p.m.
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Mass. Tax Rate

'Highest
BOSTON (AP-The 1972 property

tax rate in Massachusetts was
"probably the highest in the
nation," according to the
Massachusetts Taxpayers
Foundation.

A study released by the group
Wednesday said the average
property tax rate in the state was
about $58 per $1,000 valuation.
"This situation is not new," an

accompanying statement said.
"The latest figures simply show
that our dependence on property
taxes relative to other taxes is

deepening."
The report said property and

personal income taxes account for
76 per cent of all state and local
revenue, compared to 52 per cent
nationally.

This year, the report said,
Massachusetts will raise more
than $4 billion in state and local
taxes.

Other statistics provided by the
foundation

:

-Massachusetts ranks third
among the 14 largest states and
eighth nationally in generally
spending at $650 per capita.

-Massachusetts taxes rank sixth
nationally in proportion to
population at $549 per capita.

-Between 1962 and 1971,

Massachusetts dropped from third
to fifth in per capita taxation.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Mass. College System
Under Revaluation

BOSTON (AP) - The master plan for
reorganizing and reevaluating the state college
system, more than 18 months in the making, is to be
unveiled publicly Nov. 3, according to Philip Lowe,
chairman of the planning committee.
The major theme of the state colleges in the years

ahead will be recruitment of minority students, Lowe
said.

Noting that only 3.7 per cent of the total enrollment
in the state college system is comprised of minorities,
the committee has called for an "outreach program"
to begin March l, 1974.

Each college president is to submit to the planning
committee on that date a format for recruiting,
counseling and tutoring students who do not meet the
college's current standards for admission, Lowe
said.

T he planning committee also proposes a program
designed to "facilitate student mobility and tran-
sfer." The program requires each state college to

increase the number of transfer seats at the junior
year level to accept students with associate degrees
from two-year state and private colleges.
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Lesbian Denied Child Custody
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A mother of four

children has asked the California Supreme
Court to rule that she cannot be deprived of
her children because she is a lesbian.
Carol Parrott of El Verano, Calif., is

appealing a court decision upholding a
juvenile judge's order removing two
children from her custody. The judge has
denied the charges filed in Mrs. Parrott's
petition Tuesday.
Mrs. Parrott has four daughters ranging

in age from seven to eleven. Mrs. Parrott
and her husband are separated.

In 1971, Mrs. Parrott was convicted of

possessing marijuana and narcotics
paraphernalia and her children were given
to the justody of an aunt and uncle who, in

1972, asked to be relieved of the duty.

Two girls were placed in a foster home
and the others, Tammy and Toni, were
returned to Mrs. Parrott's custody.

According to the court petition, Juvenile

Judge Lincoln Mahan later placed Tammy
and Toni in a foster home after social
welfare officials found Mrs. Parrott living
with another woman.
The petition contends the relationship,

without any evidence that the children were
harmed, was "a totally inadequate basis"
for taking the children from their mother.
There was no evidence of parental

inadequacy or dereliction, the petition said,
adding that Mrs. Parrott's right to privacy
had been violated.

Learning of the petition, Judge Mahan
said, "I did not remove the children from
the foster home because the mother's
conduct was having an adverse effect on the
two youngsters."

In a separate legal action, Mrs. Parrott
also is attempting to regain custody of her
other two children now living in a foster
home in another state.

NEED A TYPIST?

Term papers, theses, dissertations, books— any kind of

typing done in my home. Experienced typist with IBM

Selectric typewriter. Reasonable rates. Fast service.

Call 584-0743

OPEN SUMMYS.
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DON'T BE

DRAGIN' ASS

VOTE
Student Senate

Elections

Oct. 2, 3, 4

Resident Students

in Dorms

5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Commuters

Dukes Rm. S.U.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

New Africa House Greeks in

r u .n\. Sorority & Fraternity

9 a."1 -

H ouses

#••••••••••••••4*444*4 WWWWWWWWWi
:AmherstCollegeMasquers
Prepare Kopits' "Indians"

The Amherst College Masquers have begun rehearsals for

Arthur Kopits "Indians", the Masquers' Fall production. A stirring

drama based upon Buffalo Bill Cody and the exploitation of the
American Indian, "Indians" will be performed in Amherst
College's Kirby Theater at 8 p.m. on the evenings of Friday, Nov. 2

through Sunday, Nov. 4 and Thursday, Nov. 8 through Sunday, Nov.
11.

The production will be directed by Allan Albert, a 1967
graduate of Amherst who is currently at the College as a visiting

professor of dramatic arts. A director of national repute, Albert is

best-known for his work as the artistic director of "The
Proposition", an improvisational production which has run in

Boston since 1969 and in New York since 1971

.

Allan Albert brings to "Indians" and to the Amherst College
Department of Dramatic Arts a wealth of experience and a strong
vitality. Tickets for "Indians" go on sale Wednesday, Oct. 24, and
all seats are reserved at $2 each. For reservations, call 542-2277, or
visit the Kirby Theater box office between 10 a.m. or 5 p.m.
Tickets should be picked up no later than 7:30 the evening of the
performance.
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Engineering, Asian Jobs
And TrophicLakes
The UMass department of

mechanical and aerospace
engineering is hosting two visiting
faculty from Eastern Europe
during this academic year.
Mr. Leonid Calmaciuc was born

in Telita, Romania, and is prin-
cipal research engineer at the
Center of Solid Mechanics in

Bucharest. He received his
diploma in engineering in
mechanisms and machine design
at the Institute of Mechanical
Engineering, Bucharest, in 1956.
He also has studied in China,
Russian, and Poland.
Mr. Piotr Rusek was born in

Bielsko, Poland, and is an assistant
professor at the Institute of Basic
Problems of Machine Design in
Cracow, Poland. He received his

master's degree in mechanical
engineering at Cracow Institute of
Technology in 1961 and his Doctor
of Technical Science at the
Academy of Mining and
Metallurgy in Cracow in 1970. He
has worked in the general areas of

manufacturing.
***

UMass has been selected as one
of the 60 colleges and universities

across the nation to nominate
participants in a major new Asian
program, the Luce . Scholars
Program

...
Rinzy Williams, a student at

Amherst Regional High School, did

research last summer in the
chemistry laboratory at UMass,
working under the direction of Dr.
O. T. Zajicek on a research project
entitled "An Investigation into the
Trophic States of Lakes."
He was one of approximately 100

U.S. high school students chosen to

participate in Catalyst, a unique
program sponsored at 79 colleges
and universities in 39 states by the

American Chemical Society.

Jazz Bassist Mingus To Perform
Charles Mingus, considered by many to be the

world's greatest jazz bassist, will perform in concert

at 7:30 p.m. Sunday Oct. 14 in the Amherst College
Cage.
A jazz musician of notable stature since the early

Forties, Mingus was chosen "Jazz Man of the Year"
by Downbeat Magazine in 1964. As a composer,
arranger and producer, he has gained the reputation

of a master craftsman. Over the years he has per-

formed with the giants of jazz, including Duke
Ellington, Lionel Hampton, Charlie Parker, Stan
Getz and Art Tatum.
Tickets for the concert can be purchased at the

door and in advance at the following locations: in

Amherst at Faces of Earth, the University of
Massachusetts Bookstore, and Hampshire College's
Uroboros Bookstore; in Northampton at Del Padre
Music.

Education And China
The National Alternative Schools Program, School of Education,

invites the community to a presentation by Dr. Robert Chin, who will be
speaking on "Alternative Schools And China." Dr. Chin is an authority on
the subjects of education, social change theory, and the People's
Republic of China. It is scheduled to begin at 2:30 p.m., today in

Hasbrouck, Room 134.

MDC Classifieds

What's in Bolles

'BOOT CELLAR?

BOOTS FOR

EITHER SEX

OF ENGIAMD

&0LLE& SHOES

8 MAIN ST. AMHERST
Daily 9:00 5:30; Fri. till 9:00

"Home of the Boot Cello

r

a

*

Tako a right on East St. otf Rt. 9 just past Weird Harold's

LOONEY TIMES is pleased to announce that we are now authorized

dealers tor SENNHEISER HEADPHONES ADC CARTRIDGES and

SPEAKERS and HH SCOTTS COMPONENTS.

in honor of this

we offer these fantastic discounts:
s

* Sennheiser HD - 414 Headphones

List $42.95

Looney Priced at

• ADC - 303 AX Speakers

$449524 each

10" woofer, 1 Vi " wide dispersion tweeters

List $100 -

Looney Priced 65 -*

• ADC - XT 6 Speakers

List $58 each

Looney Priced

$
41

75
^ each

Open 10-7, Mon. Sat.
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Security Deposits-Getting Them Back
By RICHARD C. HOWLAND
On October 1 last year's Amherst

Area apartment dwellers stood

ready to receive an estimated
$600,000 in security deposit refunds
from the area's landlords. The
money is held as security against

damage and for the "full and faith-

ful performance" of the lease or
oral tenancy contract. Roughly
$30,000 in interest was earned for

the tenants over the year.

Most tenants received the fair

return of their money plus the five

percent lawful interest less

damages over which they did not

disagree within the thirty days
provided by law (Chapter 186

Section 15B).

This statute, (which was drafted

in its present form by this office

and was legislated through the
efforts of Senator John Olver of

Amherst (and the University)
provides a fair and prompt
procedure for protection of

tenants' deposits.

After a tenancy is lawfully ended
the landlord has thirty days to

inspect, discover and repair any
damage to his property. The tenant
then has the statutory right to

receive the total of the original

security deposit plus interest at

five percent less any damage for

which an itemized bill has been
submitted. The deduction for

damage should not be for

"reasonable wear and tear" and
ordinarily does not apply to

cleaning unless the apartment is

left in disastrous condition.

If the tenant does not receive the

refund expected within the

specified thirty days or if the

tenant disputes either respon-

sibility for the damage, the amount
assessed or that the deductions are

proper, then there are several

options available.

The simplest course of action is

to contact the landlord directly and

try to work the matter out, par-

ticularly if the amount in dispute is

not great.

Of course, there are many in-

stances in which the tenant
reluctantly agrees that the

deductions are fair or the

disagreement is too small to be

worth further action.

Finally, there is the Small
Claims Court. This is a court that

has jurisdiction of claims up to $400

and which can award damages of

up to $800 under certain statutes.

The Twilight Zone

The procedures in the court are

simple. Each side presents its

reasons why it disputes of defends

the claim. A brief decision is

usually mailed the following day to

each part and ordinarily there is no
appeal. The cost to the plaintiff is

$3.45 and the services of a lawyer

are ordinarily not required.

To make a claim a plaintiff needs

only to go to the District Court

where the landlord lives or

operates his business. There a

complaint form is filled out with

the assistance of a clerk and the

$3.54 paid (which is recovered if

the plaintiff wins). For a security

deposit claim the plaintiff might

say "wrongful withholding of

security deposit claim $200 plus

interest of $10.00 and pursuant to

Chapter 186 Section 15B demand or

claim for $420 is hereby made."
Ask the clerk if there are any
questions about what to claim or

how to fill out the form.

OF SMITH COLLEGE'

iACADEMY!
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The Court then sends written

notice to both parties of the claim

and the date and time for hearing

( usually three to six weeks) . On the

appointed day, if the defendant

denies the claim, both parties have
their turn at telling the judge their

view of the dispute.The decisionis

mailed, usually within a day to

both parties. The law does not

permit an appeal from a Small
Claims judgement except in very

rare and unusual cases.

Before tenants who have not

received security deposit refunds

begin to invest $3.54 in an action

against the landlord some attempt

at communication is suggested.

Rarely has a Court awarded the

double penalty where payment has
been received although late.

Tenants who are entering the

second year of a leasehold or
tenacy are reminded that the
landlord is required to pay interest

at 5 per cent for each security

deposit held for one year and for

each year.

Casiac
Friday the 13th comes on a

Saturday in October but Friday, is

the last day for drop-add and
pass-fail.

Only Area Showing
7:00-9:15

narrated by

Rod Serling

4 half-hour segments from the first season (1959) of

the original T.V. series.

Fri.. Oct. 5 7-9-11 Mahar

Television Tonight
:. : oo ENSIGN o"TOOLE "Operation:
Mess" (18)

HOGAN1 HEROES "Hello. Zolle" (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OP SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY Hll.LBIU.ES "The Marriage
Machine" (30)

GOMER PYLE "Grandpa Pyle. Fortune
Teller" (40)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS "How to Build A
Boat" (18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy and the

Plumber" (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "The Crow Ganef" (27)

HOGWS HEROES "Oil For The Lamps
of Hogan" (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

:M NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Oedipus at Colonus" (18)

MAKING THINGS GROW (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Tune In Next
Y.'iir" (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host i30

1

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the

Plague" (40)

BOOM! i57)

•:l| NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (24)

6:30 NEWS i3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

ANIMAL WOK.' I) (27)

LOUIS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

:Mi NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 HIE STABLOST (3)

TRUTH OK CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW The Making
Of a Councilman" (18)

NEWS WEATHEB. SPOBTS (22) (30)
YOUB EUTUBE IS NOW (24)

J

MOVIE "Mohawk." (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE BEPORTERS (57)
7:30 THRILLSEEKERS (8)

MOVIE "A Bullet Is Waiting" (18)

HOLLYWOOD AND THE STABS "The
Funny Men" Part I. (22)

MAYORAL CANDIDATE FREE TIME
(24)

WAIT TILL YOUR FATHER GETS
HOME "Lady Detective" (30)

DRAGNET "The Grenade" (40)

THE OPEN DOOR (57)

X:«u THE WALTONS "The Theft" (3)

MOVIE "The Wild Bunch" (3)

RUNG FU "The Assassin" (8) (40)

THE 700 CLUB (18)

IRONSIDE "Fragile Is the House of

Cards" (22) (30)

MAYORAL DEBATE (24)

BOBIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "The Purple Room" (27;

DEBIT: PHANTOM INDIA (57)

10:00 STHEETS OF SAN FRANCISCO
"Before I Die." (8) (40)

NBC FOLLIES (22) (30)

WATERGATE SUMMARY (24)

NEWS (27)

MARTIN AGBONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

CHANGING MURK <57)

i

o

: i.-, MANTRAP (27)

1 1 :M NEWS. WEATHEB. SPOBTS (8) ( 18)

(22) (30) (40

11:30 NEWS. WEATHEB. SPOBTS (3)

WIDE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
(8) (40)

JOHNNY C ARSON SHOW (22) (30)

12:00 MOVIE A Matter Of Innocence" (3)

1:00 NEWS (8) (22) (30) (40)

1:55 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

PERSONAL

Warm your cockles with Dean Swift

Kanc> Sniffing Snuff. Send name. etc. for

free samples. Dean Swift Ltd.. Bon 2009.

San Fran.. Calif.

MM
day commune has farm, now peopling.

livinK and loiing together. P.O. Box 723,

Amherst. Ma.

MM

MDC CLASSIFIEDS FOR RENT

PERSONAL

llapp>

Brownies
J.F.

birthda

in 302.

y Boger
304. 305.

B.

306.

from
307.

the

UIM' t

Calculators — new. fully guaranteed.

Texas Inst.. $90. Also Bowmar. Com-
modore, etc. C all Jack. K-6%10.

tfl0-5

open House. Theta Chi (Next to

Newman Center) . Thursday. October 4th.

tflO-4

Anyone owning a Dan Armstrong Guitar

please call John. I need a model to repair

the wiring on mine. 549-1347.

tfl»-4

Woman* touch needed. Own bedrm A
small rent 4 occasional hs help k sitting,

shud h\ gd head & own car. Write 28D
C PL im. No. Amherst.

UlO-5

Want to rap? (all the Gay Line 545-0154.

Monda> thru Wednesda> 7-10 p.m.
tflO-4

Stonrx : We know it was you: We want
an encore:* Washington.

tfl0-5

To the men of the fith Floor Kennedy, it

is time for a piece of "Punaaaa"!!
(Grand Teton) D.J . Chuckie. Bob. Fran.
Mike. Ste\e. Da\c??

If 10-4

Ga\ Commune has farm — now
peopling. Ii\ing and loving together Bo\
723. \mherst. Mass 01002 ....

Newts of Sylvan Unite. Vote Mike
Narkewicz for area vice-president. The
Newt that knows.

10-4

A. A. — say hi to Fury and take good -are
of him while I'm away.

10-4

Experienced nude model — will pose for

class or individual artist for $3 per hour,
regular customer* s) less. Call Theresa, t-

K373.

MM
If you want a nude model try Teresa, but

if you just want a nude try me. I'm free!

Gypsy Kose Jennifer. Call 6-8310. day or
nite.

10-4

Sexual consciousness raising will be
discussed Thursday eve. 7:30, 9:30 by Dr.
Bead. Bms. 904-9OM Campus Center.
Everyone welcome. SIIL.

10-4

Casting sour ballot is like finding out
there is no final.

IM

C.C. Devi — our physics darling and
perpetual rutie — Michael Golas. keep
smiling "cus she's cool. Stage Bug.

MM

WANTED
We buy good conditioned used records

for The Record. 256-6134 in Faces of Earth.

tflO-12

Bus driver trainees, must be student,

have class 2 permit. Call 5-0056. 5-20K6 or

apply at Bus Garage. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

tflO-9

SERVICES

Portraits, situations, objects —
forgeries. Call Doorknob Enterprises. 546-

:>iK5 for appt.

MM

Companion needed for elderly han-
dicapped woman. Friday nights. 10 p.m. to
6 a.m.. and Sat. niles. 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. Call
256-8819.

REM

Music lessons in flute, oboe, violin,

recorder, piccolo. Fr. horn & bassoon. B.S.
in music education. Studies at N.E.
Conserv. Call 549-1402.

If 10-4

Astrologer does birthcharts
• horoscopes 1 with complete accuracy.
Interpretation and counseling. Call Jef-
frey. 253-5386.

tflO-5

ROOMMATE WANTED

Mature roommate wanted — share
house. 12 mi. from campus. 75/mo. & util.

Call Linda. 283-3408.
tflj)i

Bdrm available for I or 2 clean, cons id .

friendly people ( pref . fern ) near S'lnd bus,

trees and fields ($95 for I). 665-3648 5-7

only:

til0-4-5

Roommate wanted to share apt. in

Sunderland. Own room. 175 per mo., inrl.

utilities, on bus line. Call Nancy. SaM. or

Kim, 665-4176.

tf 10-11

HELP WANTED

Part & full day office work available

immediately, experience necessary.
Sandy's Secretarial Service. 5X4-1000.

tflO-10

Half a gd hs ina woods, 2 share 4 some I

needing lots of space A quiet. $175 In-

clusive. Call 549-1204 weekdays 4:45 to

5: IS.

if 16-5

Horses boarded, 10 minutes to campus.
Box stalls, field Jumping, excellent trails.

253-7373.

tflO-27

"*£

SPEED TYPIST
-In Ware, at Collegian printer.

s m p .111 l:Oii a.m.

Call 967-6KXX

ask for Charlotte

Piano accompianist needed for ballet
classes in GfW.. approx times 4-7:30.

MWF. Call collect after 8 p.m. 773-5179.
Mrs. Louis Gexler.

REM!

Student Activities Polio Council
needs inwilled people Submit resume
at the Student Senate Office. 120 SI b>
10/10. Any questions, call Dai id

Booker. 5-0341.

tr in-10

Garage wanted — Lorkable - within 10
miles of campus ( all Jack 549-6468. leave
message.

tfio-10

Typing — Reliable, reasonable,
manuscripts, term papers, theses,
disserta. IBM Selertrir typewriter. Mary
Lou 253-7352.

tflO-10

Men: Women! Jobs on ships: No
experience required. Excellent pa>

Worldwide Travel. Perfect summer

job or career. Send 13.00 for in

formation Seafax. Dept. M-17, P.O.

Box 20 19. Port Angeles. Washington

mate.
tfio-i:

Drummer Ikg for Gig 13 exp. serious
musicians only tall 549-6431 Blve Ive
nisge I'm new in town call if I know
of the above.

If 10-5

I'm looking for a stepvan metro or
pick up truck, auto, transmission, (all
Paul BMS! I or NMUfc

tfio-:,

Wanted — touch or sofa or reasonable
farsimile. will negotiate price (all 66.V

"Mll IIIOI IlillKs Ml I

MM

Cashiers, concession, doorman, asst
man. Part-time: Eves or wknds, 3
days/wk. C all HMRR or apply in person
\ictory Theatre. Hoi.

tflO-10

Fantastic \alue — 31-pe Dvnaware
Conk-N -Serve ensemble made by
\iuhor -I locking. Few remaining from
Mia n( u (oast Fair. Sold for 179.50
must sell (list's nothing to look. Now
only Si.vmi will come to home, dorm,
or apt. Guaranteed. Call 546-1293
evenings, keep trying.

tf 10-4

Garage spa"ce. central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. D. H. Jones 549-3704).

tflO/18

Large fur. room with R bath in private
home. W0 per mo. Want one able to babysit
for I child. I hr. 3 nights a week. 256-8948

after 3 p.m.

tf 10-11

ENTERTAINMENT .

Steve the DJ sa ys . try me , you II like me

.

Powerful PA and lOM's of records. Ring
me at 467-2H42 for more information.

If 10-0 r

The Twilight Zone" narrated by Rod
Serling. 4 half hr. shows from the original
1959 T.V. series. Fri.. Oct. 5 at 7-9-11 in

Mahar.
tflO-5

Need a band? Call Stan's Bands.
represents all area bands. Call 256-0316.

REM

Rock music is ALHAMBRA for your
dorm party or other booking. Call Jeff (in

102. 5-2642 or Warren. 863-9216. Reasonable
rates.

tflO-5

Casting your ballot is like a Moody Blues
concert.

10-4

ROOMS WANTED

All dorm residents and commuters
who are members of a sorority or
fraternity, vote in your respective
houses for the Student Senate elec-
tions.

•fl0-4

Commuter couple needs room to sleep
Wed. & Thurs. Contact David Letters at
Collegian Office.

REM

I bedroom house within 7 mi. Need oc-
cupancy soon. Call Skibiski. Realtors.
Northampton. 5X4-3428.

tflO-12

Bike problems" Will do most bicycle
repairs on campus, inexpensive. C all Tom
after .'.. .".XII9M.V

tfl0-9

ROOMS FOR RENT

Casting your ballot is like getting
•our car towed bark because the police
made a mistake.

10-4

Furn. Ig. rm 890. Huge rm. 1120 incl util.

kitchen, yard new: Bus rts nearby, good
local girls, pref 64) Market. Nllampt. 584
0927.

REM

Of Interest...

Fighting Red Tape
Do you hate taking the language

requirement? Have you ever
gotten a parking ticket you thought

was unjustified? You can do
something about injustices like

these by applying to sit as a student

representative on one of the
University committees that deals

with such things. (Pick up an
application in 420 Student Union
and return it by next Wednesday.)
There are several important
committees that need
people: SEARCH COMMITTEE
FOR THE DIRECTOR OF THE
NEW FINE ARTS CENTER
PARKING APPEALS BOARD
-reviews appeals on all parking

tickets FOREIGN LANGUAGE
(REQUIREMENT) REVIEW
BOARD-Reviews all cases of

persons asking to be exempted
from the requirement MARRIED
STUDENT HOUSING - reviews U
policies in this area HEALTH
COUNCIL-f reviews University
Health policies STATUS OF
WOMEN SPACE AND CALEN-
DAR-reviews University Calendar
and Space allocation LIBRARY
COMMITTEE-reviews library
policies For more in-

formation call Jeff Howard at 5-

0341.

M.A.R.Y.
M.A.R.Y. program is having a

general meeting for all people who
are interested in being back-ups
teday at the campus center room
805 at 7 p.m.

State Rep. Collins

State Representative James
Collins will hold his regular office

hours this Friday for residents of
Amherst, Hadley, and Pelham,

Collins will meet with con-
stituents at the Campus Center on
the University of Massachusetts
campus from 9 to 11 a.m., Amherst
Town Hall from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
and Hadley Town Hall from 3 to 5

p.m.

The 2nd Hampshire District

legislator may also be contacted
weekdays at the State House in

Boston, 727-8946, or weekends at 67

Butterfield Terrace, Amherst, 549-

6886.

Collective Bargaining Debate On WM UA
The TTWBss "Public Debate

Program and WMUA present
'Dialogue: Collective
Bargaining." Should the UMass
faculty adopt collective bargaining
in their negotiations with the
UMass administration?
Proponents Stanley Young
(Department of Management) and
David Biddle (Department of
History) will face opponents
Seymour Shapiro (Botany
Department) and Terrence Burke
(Geography Department) on
WMUA (91.1 FM) at 6:00 p.m.
today.

The issue of collective
bargaining will be decided by
faculty ballot on November 15 and
16. The UMass chapter of the
Massachusetts Society of
Professors and the American
Association of Universitv

Professors have campaigned
vigorously for adoption of a
collective bargaining stance for

the past year. The Committee of

Concerned Faculty has opposed
such a move.
Questioned by Ms. Terry Hof-

mann of the Public Debate
Program, the representatives of

the MSP-AAUP and the CCF will

be challenged to support their

positions relative to collective

bargaining and to assess the im-
pact such a move could have on the

university community.

"CASABLANCA"

AMHERSTtV**
AMITY ST. 253-5426

A 1943 ACADEMY AWARD WINNING CLASSIC

Plus a Short Feature —

"AlllflliR"
Anew lock at the

Now Generation.

Starring

Humphrey Bogart
Ingrid Bergman
Claude Rains

Sydney Greenstreet
Peter L or re

Complete Shows Nightly at 7:00 «.». 15

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS SI 00

CALVlN])Sie
KING ST , NORTHAMPTON.

THE LAST
]

OF SHEILA
£J11

Richard Benjamin, Dyan Cannon
James Coburn Joan Hackett

Raquel Welch
James Mason
Ian Mc Shane

Shown Nightly at 7: 00 « »: IS

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS $1 00

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

FOR SALE FOR SALE
Stereo buffs! If you want stereo

equipment matched for you and sold at

wholesale prices, call Dick 253-2786 after 6.

— All Brands!

tflO/31

INSTRUCTION

Charlemont. Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner puppies. Top pedigree, A.K.-

C ., cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or

quiet enjoyment. I -4 1 3-339-6688.

tf 19/19

Two kl II Model six speakers, good
condition. 1120. please call Tom 549-3726.

tflO-4

Typewriter Olympia manual 13" carr.

half-space, case. 150. 584-6106 evenings.

tflO-5

1971 Capri 1600. grey. 47.000 miles, ex.

cond.. will discuss price. Call 584-7741 or

see at Bak Citgo in Northampton.
tfl0-5

1971 Honda 350 exc cond.. 4700 mi $500 w
2 helmets; 4 ft blacklite with many posters

and fluorescent nets 125. Call Dave 256-

0302.

tf 10-5

I pr. leather Wellington boots. Worn
about 5 times, size 8 I/2D. Cost 130. will

sell for $20 or best offer. 665-4259 after 5

p.m.
tf 10-4

Skis for sale : I pair of Graves fiber glass

— Brand new condition 195 cm $80. Call

546-7018. Ask for Bob.
tflO-4

1973 Suzuki GT250. 1700 mi, excellent

cond. $650. 533-5052.

tf 10-5

Winter coat Sz. 15-16 rust, boot length

w/belt, hood. Fur trimmed on hood cuffs

bought last season, very reasonable. Call

Kathv 5-0:144.

tflO-5

1965 International Travelall. new
brakes, clutch, good rubber, 4 on floor.

Must be seen. Call David 549-1528. leave

message, price is $550!
tflO-10

Guitar Yamaha. Classical, excel, cond.

$50 with case. Al 6-4756.

tflO-4

TV — RCA. BAW 18" screen w/lHF.
Good condition. $50. Call Michele at 546-

7319. Keep trying!
tfl0-4

71 Yamaha 200cc — Exc. cond. $375. Call

549-3534. Between 5-6 p.m.
tflO-4

For sale Martin 12 string guitar. Retails

for $500. Best offer over $390.00 takes it.

Call 498-2871.

tf 10-5

VW — Parts, battery under guaranty.

Good lires. starter etc. Call 256-6182. 6-7

p.m.
tfl0-5

Couch — $25. good condition: Women's 3

speed 26" Columbia Bicycle 2 yrs. old $25:

blow hair dryer $5. Call 549-6647 after 6

p.m.
tflO-10

Nikor — 50mm Fl. 4 lens new, $75. Sony

TC-55 cassette player and recorder inc.

AC-DC adapter & bait-charger. New $115.

Call 1-567-351 1.

tf 10-5

Kelty backpack and frame, med. $35.

Fureka pup tent with rain fly $40. Alto

Recorder $10. Call 268-7453 (Williams-

burg).

Two week old tires, 650-13. one pair

snows, one regular, reasonable offer ac-

cepted. Call 253-7854 anytime.
tfl<>-5

(iood foods, better wines, best beers — 8-

II daily. Montague Mini-Mart. Montague
Center.

tflO-15

RIDE WANTED

To Ball-Wash.. IX area. Will

some expenses. Call Dave. 6-9417.

pay

tflO-4

tfI0-5

180 w. stereo complex v good cond. Inc.

BSR turntbl 8-track tilde. pu»h cntrs. big

2* spks. It" woof 5" horn. pd. $350. $270 or

be*t. I yr old 6-6023.

tflO-5

Snow tires — two studded — E78xl4.

excellent condition 253-9862.

tflO-5

1970 Ford Cortina, low mileage, air

gauges. Am-FM. radials. tach. 108 h.p..

$1150, way under book value, wood instr.

panel, clock. 407 Puffton. 549-0525.

tf 10-11

Raleigh 3 speed girls, green. $65. Call
253-7452 after 7 p.m.

tflO-9

Calculators — brands - Tex. Inst..

Bowmar. Commodore and more. Call John
Crowley. 256-0680.

10-4

Leslie organ speaker and or Farfisa duo
compact organ for sale. Both in fine shape.
Call Jane for details. 253-7668.

tfl0-5

Hide to Boston and back to Amherst is

wanted Tuesdays and Thursdays for

entire school year, will share expense,
(all 549-4572.

tf 10-4

Ride south wanted — am going to D.C..
Maryland area, but any ride in that
direction will help. To Iv. Oct. 4 or 5.

Bruce. 6-86 1 5
..

tf 10-5

RIDERS WANTED

Need riders 1 or ride ) Boston to Amherst
and return every Mon. and Wedn. leave
early morning ret. late aft. Larry 524-0162

1 Bos *>

tfl0-4

FREE APARTMENT

Free furnished room in beautiful
location in return for sharing light

housekeeping & child sitting. Call Cathy
Adams at 549-6421 or 545-0519.

If 10-9

LOST

Lost my fly fishing reel Sun. night, not
worth much: only to me. Please return to

Mark or Tom in 403 Hamlin or I ost &
Found. Sm. reward.

tflO-5

FREE

Free — two dogs, sisters, half Shepherd,

half Collie. 8 mos. old. Outdoor dogs, good

watch dogs, shots, spayed. Call 536-5253.

tfl0-5

Energy crisis — I cr. mini-course, no

pre-req.. physics IMC, M-W-F. 11:15. Oct.

10 lo Nov. 9. (all Prof. Hodman. 545-0933

for details.

tflO-10

AUTO FOR SALE

I!m;k ( hewile 396. t on the floor, best
offer, (all Jeff, 253-9031.

tflO-l

1967 VW Squareback. new tires, needs

some body and engine work. $100. Call

Sam after 5:00. 519-3997.

tf 10-5

I9K7 Ford Galaxie 500, 2 door hardtop,
excellent condition. Call 527-2770 after 6:00

p.m., any evening.

tfl0-5

1965 Pontiar Lemans. Call 253-3502 after

S:M p.m.. $250.

tflO-5

1964 Pontiac ambulance. 35,000 original

miles, make good cajttper. Reasonable
price, 665-3311

tflO-12

1961 Valiant, positively conditioned, only

IM. (all 546-5086.

tflO-5

72 Int. 1/2 ton Pt \8. 1x4. $2950. Can be
seen at 149 Summer St. Apt. 67. No.
Amherst, weekdays after I p.m. ,

f ,„ 5

VW Bus '71 w /rebuilt engine — like
starting off with a new car! Blue w /snows.
asking $1,699 (all 323-7779 Belchertown

tflOi

197(1 VW. only 27000 miles, excellent
running condition, snow tires, $1050. will

dicker, call Paul 545-0431 day. 253-5215
evenings.

tflt-9

$15 and Vol CAN OWN the ugliest

most disgusting I960 VALIANT
HONEST AL has ever seen. 6 cyl std

(rans. some tires used daily. 64 Chevy
i. WAGON, « cyl std. trans, RISTY
Bl T RELIABLE. Tires $75. 66

DODGE DART merh excel
throughout SLANT 6 std trans 2 dr.

sedan looks gd — No rust $425

WANTED DARTS VALIANTS -

I \M IKS in any cond. 586-3819.

tflO-5

71 Ply. Cricket, must sell, need tuition

money: 4 cyl. std. 4 sp. trans.. Rack and
Pinion steering, exc. mil. Call Jim 6-5231.

tf 10-5

1966 VW Bus - New brakes, new tires, rebuilt

engine, inspected, body in good shape. $350.

Call or see Cindy. 511 Grayson. 546-6819.

tflO-10

1966 Che\y — PS. PB. 283cid AT. runs

hut has blow -by in one cyl only. $75. Call

Ed at 549-6722. Call alter 5:00.

tf 10-4

1966 Chevy Wagon, Fall Inspection

Sticker, dependable, economical. <(
cylinder). Real good car. asking $300 will

haggle 253-3952.

Hi 0-5

1971 Fiat 850 h.t. racer. 26. (MM) mi., new
tires. \M-FM. exc. cond.. must sell by
Nov.. best offer (retail over $1800). (ail
Jim 1413) 783-2807.

tfl0-9

1965 Plymouth Barracuda, exc. body and
engine cond.. Y-X. new shocks. Rood lires.

must be seen. $325. Call Al. 546-7691

tf 10-11

1966 Chevy Impala. 8 cyl. auto,

dependable. 584-5685 after I p.m.

very

tfl()-9

(ream Puff. $200 firm. 1963 Pontiac.

economical engine, recently rebuilt; will

soon need brakes. Come and see at 24

(owls Rd.

tflO-9

For sale — 1964 fhevelle convertible,

black with white top. 6 cylinder standard,
asking $295. (all 546-7414.

tfl0-5

-e
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APPLICATIONS DUE
Applications for all committee

positions and university positions

representing SW are due today by 4

p.m. in JQA Lobby.

BDIC
Meeting today, Thurs., for staff

and students of the BDIC Human
Services Project, Tobin 423, 5 p.m.

BELCHERTOWN BUS
Belchertown bus route extension

petition is now on Commuter Office

door near Hatch S.U.B. Please help

us before cold weather comes.
BRIDGE PLAYERS
Duplicate Rating Point Bridge

game tonight, C.C. 174 176, 7:30.

COIN CLUB
Elections and trading tonight in 81

1

C.C. at 7:30. If you have Mercury
head dimes and buffalo nickels, then

come see what you can get for them.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
Set up and arrangement Com

mittee meeting Thurs., Oct. 4 in S.U.

Council Chambers 7 9 p.m.

DVP MEETING
Tonight, Oct. 4, at 7:00 in Rm. 168

170 C.C.

FREE FILM
Tonight at 9:00 p.m. in C.C. 165, the

Amherst Film Co op presents Sergei

Eisenstein's classic, Potempkin,
admission is free.

GAY WOMEN CAUCUS
Meeting Thursday, 4 East

Dickinson Lounge, all women are

welcome. We are now R.S.O. 367.

further discussion on coffeehouse,

buffet, speakers bureau and office

space.

HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
Will meet tonight at 4:30 rm. 805

C.C. All interested people are invited

to attend.

ITALIAN CLUB MEETING
October 4, 7:30, 3rd floor Lounge,

Herter Hall. All interested students

and professors are welcome.
Refreshments served.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The bus leaves from Hasbrouck at

6:30 and stops at Patterson House
(Sunset Ave. side in Southwest) at

6:35. All are welcome to come.
OPEN HOUSE

Beers, punch, 8-?, next to Newman
Center.

PARACHUTE CLASS STARTING
SOON
Come Oct. 11 at 7:00 in C.C. 101 to

get all the info on making your first

parachute jump or how to continue

jumping very inexper lively. Class is

the 18th and 19th of Oct. and you'll

jump the 20th. Come on out and
foliage freak with us at 2800'.

PI LAMBDA PHI
A" university men are invited to an

o\>en rush Thurs., Oct. 4 at 8:30 p.m.,

14 Elm St. Call 256 0463 for info and
rides Sports movies featured.

Y »M« TEL 733 5131
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WE'RE ADDING

A NEW CINEMA
WATCH FOR

GALA OPENING

LA

Notices
PUMPKINS
Buy one for yourself, your room

mate, or a friend on Thursday and
Friday in the C.C. Concourse.
Sponsored by Alpha Zeta,

agricultural honor fraternity.

REP NEEDED
5 College Student Coordinating

Board needs another rep. from
UMass. For info call Jean 6-7482.

RUSH TONIGHT
At the Zeta Nu Fraternity, 336

North Pleasant St. Find out what
Greek living is all about!

SEXUAL CONSCIOUSNESS
RAISING

Dr. Donald Read will conduct an
evening of Sexual Con. Raising
Thursday evening, Oct. 4, 7:30-9:30,

rm. 904 908, C.C. Everyone welcome.
SKI PATROL
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in 903 C.C.

Bring first aid packs, and money for

National Dues. If you want to be
registered, dues must be in. New
members welcome.

STUDENT AUTO WORKSHOP
Shop is open Tues, W, Th, 3-11 p.m.;

Sat. 9-5, Sun, 10-4. Located on bottom
of C.C. Garage, parking permit level,

near space 122 C. Work on your car.

SW ASSEMBLY MEETING
The SW Assembly meets tonight in

Hampden Aud. at 7:30. All are in-

vited.

WOMEN OF CENTRAL AREA
Tonight! Women's activity night!

Films! Folk dancing (no experience

necessary) bring food to share for pot
luck dinner. 6 p.m., 125 Hills North.
WUMV
Position now open on the

Management Board. Nominations
open until Monday at 5 p.m. See Bill.

Election Monday at 8 p.m., 167 C.C.
LOST
"The Complete Works of

Shakespeare." Last seen in W21
Machmer. I need it desperately-I'm
not made of money and can't afford
another one! Call Fran 6 9848.

LOST
Oct. 2 in the vicinity of'Boyden, one

gold ring with one purple and two red
stones. Call Nancy 326 at 5.2510.
Reward!

LOST
Who stole my Bhagavad Gita that's

a heavy Sin. My name is on the book
cover. If you read the Blessed Gita
.fine, then return it. If you need
Spiritual help that much to steal it

while I was in the Bathroom you have
a problem.
LOST
A long white hair, grey tippings,

blue eye is on Vet's diet. If found
please call Elizabeth 549 6801.

FOUND
Puppy, 8 10 wks., male black and

brown. In School of Ed., Oct. 3.

Owner or anyone interested please
call Amy 64127.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

ARIES (March 21 April 19):

Qualifications are reviewed. You get
chance to prove or display abilities. Accent
is on ambition, career, potential, sense, of
authority Make room for yoursel) at mort
elevated position Capricorn may wield
heavy hand
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Expand

horizons: gain perspective Take initiative

in creating style, position. Study Aries

message Study, be aware of language and
learning process. Be the opposite of

provincial Finish projects Leave no loose

ends
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): One who

makes promises may not be able to back
them. Be aware of it and protect your in-

terests Leo. Aquarius persons could be
involved Money, tax benefits, co-operative

plans are likely to be accented.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Emphasis is

on partnership, marriage Give plenty of

attention to public relations. Be sure you
are correctly quoted. Some around you may
he envious Listen and observe You have
plenty to learn and you are in position to

gain knowledge.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Associates may

be confused. Key is to be versatile Don't

feel there is only one path to ac-

complishment. Use material at hand.
Sagittarius. Gemini persons could figure

prominently Check health resolutions.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Create, feel,

find emotional-creative outlet Be ready for

change, travel, variety Tear down for

purposes of rebuilding. Become more
aware of details. Read between the lines

and study fine print Children are in pic-

ture

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Perceive and
analyze Piece together 1- 1 01 information
and come up with complete story Don't be
satisfied with superficial explanations Ask
questions Get to basics Older person may

must not behave experience but you
dissuaded from own style.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Home,
family relationships and surprise visits

could dominate, Taurus, Libra persons

figure prominently. Make deal with one

who argued with you in past Compromise
now means ultimate progress. Act ac-

cordingly.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

Emphasis is on solidifying assets Discern

difference between legitimate offer and
mere speculation Pisces. Virgo persons

could play significant roles. Pay and
collect Fill in gaps. Don't sell yourself

short

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Cycle is

high and you get what you need. You can

persuade, sell and even dominate. Make
new starts. Emphasize personality and
special abilities Success marks efforts

Material gains also are likely to be

featured
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Work

behind the scenes. Do more and talk less

about what you do Get rid of burden not

rightly your own. Aries, Libra persons

might figure in important ways. Visit one

confined to home, hospital Co-operate in

charitable project.

PISCES ( Feb 19-March 20 ) Look beyond
the immediate Fresh look will reveal

much. Give full play to creative forces

within Leo. Aquarius could be in picture

Emphasis is on what you desire -and

romantic interlude. One who is poetic

whispers sweet nothings

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

forthright, attract Scorpio. Leo and
Aquarius persons and will find this month.

October, one of your most significant

periods in 1973 You are basically truthful,

at times outrageously frank and highly

creative.

Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp.

Crossword Puzzle

1

5
9

ACROSS

Neckpieces
Simians
Give

heed
11 Begins

13 Latin

conjunction

14 Studio

16 Exclamation
17 Unit of

Siamese
currency

19 Sows
20 Music: as

written

21 Harvest

23 Pigeon
pea

24 Imitated

25 Irritates

27 Was
mistaken

29 Sign of

zodiac

30 Exist

31 Groans
33 Tint

35 Fat of

swine
36 Man's

nickname
38 Trade for

money
40 Possessive

pronoun
Bogged
down

43 Inlet

44 Saint

(abbr.)

45 Lamp
47 Roman

Rods

48 Cylindrical

50 Seesaw

52 Soaks

53 Spider's

-traps

DOWN

1 Distasteful

2 Bone

3 Indonesian
tribesman

4 Places
5 The

sweetsop
6 Equality

7 Teutonic
deity

8 Declared
9 Shakespearian

king

10 Wants
11 Move

sidewise

12 Edible

fish

15 Meadow
18 Clothesmakers

20 Racer
22 Beg
24 Tapestry
26 Vast

age
28 Cheer
31 Substance

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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TALON
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IL f N El
amra Hmnn prdu

32 Glisten

33 Rain and
hail

34 Omits from
pronunciation

35 Roster

37 Skill

39 Dan

41 Small
rugs

42 Delineated

45 Permit

46 Born

49 Note of

scale

51 Tuberculosis

41
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J.J. Jennings

The One That Got Away
ByFRKDWKISS

J. J. Jennings. ..U.P.I, running back of the week;
Nations leading scorer (8 T.D.'s in two games);
player of the week in the East. J. J. Jennings,

Holyoke Massachusetts' favorite son. J.J. Jennings

star running back for the Scarlet Knights of Rutgers
University (the State University of New Jersey ) ; who
will play against the Minutemen this Saturday at New
Brunswick, N.J.

There are many phrases and
descriptions regarding Jennings

circulating throughout the nation

this week. The New York Times
featured his name (in big print) on

page one of their Sunday Sports

section; describing his "five touch-

down" exploits last Saturday
against Princeton. However,
around the Pioneer Valley in

general and the UMass Campus in

particular, the opinion of Jennings

is a solution of frustration mixed
with admiration-J.J. Jennings is

known as the "one that got away".
But why? Surely the University

of Massachusetts program is every

bit as good and probably better

than the one at Rutgers. Amherst
is in the middle of the beautiful

Pioneer Valley while New Brun-

swick is a decaying old city. Didn't

J.J. want to stay around and bask

in the glories that local heroes are

bestowed? Apparently not.

According to a reliable source

who was active in the UMass
football program at the time that

Jennings was being recruited, J.J.

probably wanted to get away from
home"!
He went on, "Sure we wanted

Jennings. He was one of our prime
prospects. But the Rutgers Alumni
did a fine job, getting on the scene

quite early. ..they did an ex-

ceedingly line job."

Rutgers has a great football team this year. Good
Defense. Good Offense. There's even talk down in

New Brunswick of an undefeated season. Without J.J.

Jennings, the Scarlet Knights would be lucky to reach

.500 in the won-lost department. Last year Jennings

led Rutgers to a 7-4 record.

Holyoke 's J.J.

So far this year Rutgers has played two games.
They've won both of them, beating both Lehigh and
Princeton very impressively . In those two games J.J.

has carried the ball 75 times, running through the line

against the Lehigh defense, and around the line

against Princeton.

Larry Pasquale, the defensive backfield coach for

the Minutemen looked to the past to describe the

Rutgers Star that his team will try

to contain. "The kid reminds me of

Calvin Hill a big strong type of

guy. strong balance, outstanding
third and fourth effort There's no
way that one man can tackle him."
Pasquale coached at Boston
University a few years ago, and
had a chance to observe Hill first

hand during the B.U.-Yale con-

frontations. Hill went on to be a
first round draft choice of the

Dallas Cowboys.

Can Jennings do the same?
There is really no way to tell.

It seems every good team has a

"Jennings ". Then again there is

always the injury factor. J.J. has

one thing going for him he's getting

better and better. Some of those

who saw him play in high school

describe him as "good -but not

great". He didn't even play ball at

Rutgers his freshman year, and

had to wait until the second to last

game of his Sophomore year to

really play any amount of time at

all. Since that time J.J. has been a

legend around New Brunswick.

J.J. Jennings . . . U.P.I, run-

ning back of the week; Nations

leading scorer. UMass running
attack...32 carriew for four yards
against Harvard last week. One
can't blame UMass Coach

Jennings
DicR Macpherson if he

allows himself the luxury of a dream or two this

Saturday. Just think: with Jennings' running, Pen-

nington's arm, and Berra and Hadjusak's receiving,

perhaps UMass would be in the Boardwalk Bowl

again this year, but in reality Jennings is "The one

that got away."

Al* Wirepholo>

LAST TANGO FOR Will IK MAYS - Although he's been through
this ritual a few times with the (iiants. the Say Hey Kid just loves a
locker room celebration. This affair took place on Monday when the
New York Mets defeated the Chicago Cubs K-4 to clinch their second
National League Fast title. Mays will retire after the season.

Bench Glad To Be Back
By NORM CLARKE

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
CINCINNATI (AP) Johnny

Bench's longest season is nearing

an end, and his powerful swing has
erased most of the doubts.

"I've been very fortunate, in-

deed," said the Cincinnati Reds'

25-year old superstar.

"I'm here and we're in the

playoffs again," said Bench, the

National League's Most Valuable

Player a year ago when he hit 40

home runs.

Six months ago, on the heels of a

major operation that clouded his

luminous career, the young cat-

cher was rushed into the 1973

season with little time to regain his

strength.

And though he has finished

second in the National League in

runs batted in and his arm remains
the most feared in baseball. Bench
says, "It's not all there. I'm not

pleased."

His batting average suffered,

dropping to .253 when he closed out

the season with only five hits in his

last 39 at-bats over the last three

weeks.

"I'm physically strong, it's just

that split second-that 124th of a

second-that could have made the

difference," said Bench as the

Notices
MEN'S SWIM TEAM-A11

swimming candidates have
physicals today in the infirmary at

5:30 PM.
IM-ALL IM paddleball and

handball players are requested to

report to the IM office 215 Boyden
as soon as possible to pick up
match schedules. Schedules will

commence Tuesday October 9.

MEN'S GYMNASTICS TEAM-
Any freshman or sophmore in-

terested in becoming a manager
please contact Tom Dunn 224

Boyden 5-2341 or Jay Aronstein 586-

2409 after 6.

Reds await the National League
playoffs.

"I have to believe there were a

lot of balls I would have gotten to

had it not been for the operation.

For one, I wasn't able to do the

usual weight work or isometrics in

the spring. I think that hurt," he
said.

"It's understandable, I guess. I

have to look at it realistically. We
won, that's the important thing."

"I had hoped for 30-35 homers
and 100 RBI," he noted. He
reached the latter goal with 104

RBI, but his home run production

dropped to 25-lowest since his

rookie year six seasons ago when
he had 15.

An ugly crescent-shaped scar

etched across his chest remains as

a permanent reminder of a career

once jeopardized.

It began a year ago with a

routine September checkup. A spot

on his lung was detected. Told of its

presence. Bench went on a seven-

game home run binge. He batted

.333 in the World Series, but it

didn't prevent Cincinnati's losing

to Oakland.

U1MUA
needs an

assistant to the chief

engineer. If you have
practical electronic ex-

perience, apply in person

at WMUA, 42 Marston
Hall. Speak to chief

engineer Gary McAuliffe.

HARVEST MOON PARTY
at

Lambda Delta Phi
389 N. Pleasant St.

Fireside Singing and Refreshments

Start at 7:30 Thursday, Oct. 4

Come down or Call for rides (5-0939)

Amherst Entertainment Committee and Three Thumbs Productions.

presents

A Dirt Floor Boogie
with

The James Montgomery Band
and

Puke & The Drivers
Amherst College Cage, Fri., Oct. 5th 8:00 p.m

Tickets $2.50 C.C. Concourse
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J Were you part of the crowd at ancient Harvard Stadium Saturday?
If you were, have fun with this picture trying to find out if you are in

it.

(Staff Photos by Gib Kullerton

Offensive tackle Brad Calnan gets set to throw a block on a Crimson defender setting up a pocket while

at the same time affording reserve quarterback Fred Kelliher the opportunity to drop back for a pass.

Mac Defends Call

Ending 1st Half
By STEVE CROWE

It may have been the only thing he did right all afternoon at Harvard,
and the Collegian criticized the play as a stupid call. Coach Dick Mac-
Pherson was referring to his decision to run out the clock at the end of the
first half, yesterday at the Varsity M luncheon at the Neuman Center.

Actually, the article he was referring to was Bill Ballou's story on the
game in which he called that play, "the saddest part of the day."
There were 32 seconds left on the clock in the first half, UMass had the

ball on their own 24 yard line with a fourth down and six situation, and
MacPherson decided to let the clock run out.

What Mac wanted to do was to prevent Harvard from scoring again
(the score was 14-7, Harvard) before halftime, and he felt "it was to our
advantage not to kick the football." Andy Dutkanicz, the punter, had been
under extreme pressure all day and his kick may have been blocked or
run back, or the snap may have been fumbled.

In any case, Harvard would have been in position to score again.

So with 32 seconds, the Minutemen let the clock run down until the of-

ficials called them for delay of game. After a five yard penalty, the stage

was set for the controversial finaly play of the half.

Bob Wolfe took a hand-off from Peil Pennington and a ran the sweep for

minus ten yards before running the sound of the gun.

But Wolfe made a mistake on that play.

"He wasn't supposed to run out of bounds," said Mac.
Why didn't the quarterback just fall on the ball, the traditional way of

running out the clock?

"Time-out! ! snapped MacPherson, clapping his hands in the "time-out
T" sign, he explained it to this reporter before the luncheon. "Their
defense would have called time-out as soon as Peil hit the ground and then

they would have had time to kick a field goal."

MacPherson said that the players and coaches congratulated him on

that play. "If I had it to do over again," said Mac, "I think I would do the

same thing."

Also speaking at the luncheon were players, Dave Yushinsky, Ralph

Ledger, and Bob Harris, the defensive line coach and chief scout who
gave the scouting report on Rutgers.

Briefly Rutgers is a veteran team with seven letterman on the 35 points

eame offensive team and nine on the defense (which allows only 13 ppg.

)

Their offense IS JJ Jennings ( see page 23) , who carries the ball 3 out of 4

plays.

flatlg (flaUrgian Netters Tie UConn
During Downpour

SPORTS
Playoff Dates

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Saturday, October 6

Oakland at Baltimore 1 p.m
Sunday, October 7

Oakland at Baltimore 2 p.m.
Monday. October 8

Baltimore at Oakland 3:30 p.m.
(if necessary)

Tuesday. October 9

Baltimore at Oakland 3.30 p.m
Wednesday. October 10

Baltimore at Oakland 3:30 p.m.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Saturday. October 6
New York at Cincinnati 4 p.m.

Sunday, October 7

New York at Cincinnati 4 p.m.
Monday. October 8

Cincinnati at New York 2 p.m.
(if necessary)

Tuesday. October 9

Cincinnati at New York 2 p.m.
Wednesday. October 10

Cincinnati at New York 2 p.m.

_ WORLD SERIES DATES
Saturday. October 13

American League City 2 or 4 p.m
Sunday, October 14

American League City 2 or 4:30 p.m
Tuesday. October 16

National League City 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday. October 17

National League City 8:30 p.m.
(if necessary)

Thursday, October 18

National League City 8:30 p.m.
Saturday. October 20

American League City 2 or 4 p.m.
Sunday. October 21

American League City 2 or 4:30 p.m.

By MDC STAFF
STORRS, Conn. - -"The spooks

come out after dark around here,"

or so said Coach Kosakowski as his

tennis match was forced to ter-

minate early due to thunder and

lightening over the campus of

UConn.
The match is technically

recorded as a tie, "even though we
were well on our way to a victory,"

and brings the fall tennis record to

1-0-1.

Top-seed for UMass Bob Sch-

peiser lost 6-4, 6-4 in two sets while

the number two' UMass netman,
Mark Brass, won in two sets 6-4, 7-

6. Third-seed Barnaby Kalen took
the first set 6-4 while dropping the
second set 0-6 and then fighting

back in the third and final set only
to lose on the final serve 6-7.

Don Douglas lost 6-7, 6-4, 6-7, in

his bid that almost came out a
winner while Christ Post came out
of nowhere in his sixth spot to take
his match in two sets, 6-2, 6-3.

Just as the doubles competition
commenced the rain came down
and the teams went to the
lockerrooms. The absence of Fred
Braley and Gary Ney from the
starting six hurt the Minutemen's
effort.

Bill Ballou

UMass Hosts 1st LocalWomen 'sRegatta

The first women's regatta ever held in this area will

get underway Saturday morning at 10:30. UMass will

be the host team for this event on the Connecticut

River downstream from the Calvin Coolidge Bridge.

Other competing schools will be Wesleyan Univer-

sity. Middletown High School. Boston University,

Wellesley College, and Trinity.

This race will kick off the fall season for the UMass
women. On subsequent weeks, the women will travel

to Lowell. Boston, Hartford, and Syracuse. The
oarswomen will participate in the Lowell Regatta on

Sunday. October 14. The following Sunday, the crew

The Inside Page

J.J. Jennings

UMass must stop the no 1 scorer in the country
this Saturday at Rutgers He comes from Holyoke.
Mass See story on page 23.

will enter the annual Head of the Charles Regatta.
Travelling to Hartford on October 27, the women

will row in the Trinity-hosted Connecticut Fall
Regatta. On November third, the women will either
travel to Cambridge to row against Radcliffe or to

New Haven to battle Yale. The third annual Hadley
Henley will be held November 4th and will feature
intersquad races of the entire crew club. The fall

season will end with one final race in Syracuse, New
York on November 10th.

This hard-working crew, consisting of university
women from all walks of life, are under the guidance
of Coach Bob Spousta. They get up every weekday
morning at six a.m. to practice on the cold Con-
necticut in preparation for their races. Pitted against
a natural hazard such as fog, the crew rolls 5-6 miles
every morning When fog does keep them land-bound,
they continue their training by running a 2.7 mile
course along the river and by doing calisthenics.

Returning for their second season of competition
are veteran oarswomen Mary Miley, Debbie Kir-
chmer, Mimi Brown, Barbara O'Reilly, and captain
Missy Mayer. New crew members include Cherie
Chase, Karen Youngquist, Janet Wilson. JoAnn
Andreas. Gail Geddes, Sally Baybutt, Holly Olander,
Rosemary Sellew, Shelia Sullivan, and coxswains
Donna Blackburn and Lynn Zoino.

The regatta is sponsored by Burger King and the
franchise is providing free food for the oarswomen.

The UMass Athlete

The UMass athlete exists in a Purgatory of attention.

He is far from the heaven of a Nebraska, where the football coach,
depending on the size of the Governor's win in the last election, is either

the first or second most powerful man in the state.

And he is far from the hell of a Quinsigamond Community College,

where the game here has no place to go after the event except the

Friendly's at the corner where he can relive his exploits and count the

flavors.

It is easy to be winner. There are lots of stories about you in the Globe
and you get little criticism. It's not so easy when you lose.

To what extent should a college athlete be criticized? At UMass he is

subject of much publicity, at least in the campus media. As in all sports

pages the praise flows like beer at a rush. The less pleasant comments
appear only out of necessity to make the pages seem objective.

Coaches protect "their men", the athlete is the reason for their em-
ployment. At UMass the one thing common to all coaches is that they
won't knock one of their men in public. One thing common to the public is

that when they talk about an athlete it is usually in negative terms.
Where is the happy medium? What does the athlete deserve? He isn't a

pro, -yet it is likely that he's on scholarship. He chooses to perform
publicly, yet he may prefer to remain as anonymous as he can.
The coaches are overprotective, the public overcn .ical. Strangely, the

athlete can be more objective about how he should be treated than anyone
else. "All I ask," he for the most part says, "is that you be fair. If I'm bad,
say it. If I'm good, I like to hear that as well."
He accepts that the right of the press to criticize will be abused. He

accepts that as he stands in line at the Hatch the folks in front of him will

occasionally express an ignorant opinion or two. He likes the publicity,

and chances are that his parents get the Collegian. .

But he has a private life. It shouldn't be public information that he
almost got kicked off the team for drinking too much, but maybe it should
be public information in some cases that the main reason he's playing a
sport is because his father always wanted to be a hero and since he
couldn't, well dammit, Johnny's gonna be one.

If he plays badly he won't get traded, and he doesn't have to worry
about 20,000 hostile fans calling his home and wishing evil things on him
and his wife. But he knows that if he drops that popup and lets the winning
run score, or if he fumbles on the two and his team loses, he's got to walk
into the Dining Commons tomorrow and look everyone in the eye. And he
knows that they all know him.
The pains of being an athlete can hurt. More than the physical pain, it's

the pride and the integrity that get wounded. Yet he chooses his life, and
by and large he doesn't know what he'd do without the sweaty locker
rooms, the cheers, the newsprint, the feeling in the stomach the day of the

game.
"Sports is the toy department of life," says Howard Cosell. It's possible

the only intelligent thing he's ever said. The athlete that loves his sport

because it's fun can relate it all as being a sport is lucky. He's found a
toy worth playing with.

The one who takes himself too seriously and is taken too seriously by
others is a loser.
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Sleeping in a big barn bed wouldn't be too cool in the winter, but

think of the lovely, lovely leaves during the autumn as you look out
the window to check the new day.

Area Foliage
At Its Best

By DAVID LETTERS
For peak foliage, you are now in the right place at the right time.

The Columbus Day week-end is traditionally the peak weekend of
this area recent frosts have combined with unusually warm
weather for a peak holiday this weekend.
The colors in their brilliant, dancing array presently fill the

countryside in a manner fit to suit the foliage lover's eye. Wherever
one looks, the colors burst with this annual statement of Mother
Nature. It is here, all you have to do is enjoy it. Besides hopping a
train you can cruise through the country in a car or walk in the
lands.

The nearby Quabbin Reservoir with its outline of evergreen pines
is bordered with spruces, elms, birches, maples, apple, cherry,
willow and other colorful trees.

The colors are here for enjoyment. One merely has to open his
eyes to perceive. If a car is not available, a walk in any direction
from (or on) campus can be enough to satisfy. If you want to ride
and observe, Southern Vermont, New Hampshire and all of
Massachusetts are peaking.
Most newspapers in New England have or will publish maps

specifically designed for the finest foliage tours. These maps will
generally place you on interstate highways and are designed to
cover the greatest mileage. It is not necessary to travel great
distances and definitely not advisable to travel the interstates as
traffic will be heavy.

In order not to jam the roads with our map, we suggest the reader
open a map of New England. See those large lines with Interstate
numbers traveling in all directions 9

If you look closer, you will
notice smaller black lines which are county and state roads, many
former main highways. With the advent of the modern interstate
highway system, the lesser known and smoother roads receive less
use and are much better for an enjoyable foliage ride. Route 3B in
New Hampshire is an excellent ride which should have little traffic,

good rest areas and grand foliage.

The Hob">ke Mountain range offers excellent foliage, as do all

highpoint New England. Mt. Monadnock, Mt. Washington and
other well Known mountains will be jammed. Mom and Dad will
take the kids, paper and plastic wrappers will litter the area and
the general vibes of hoards of city people may turn you off. We
suggest you find a lesser known spot for foliage. Any McDonald's,
Citgo or state map can be your guide.

On-season lodging rates are presently in effect in the foliage
area. Do not expect to get a deal because summer has passed and
ski season has not started.

Take the map and follow the smaller roads and enjoy yourself. It
js here and it is free. Just like Christmas, it comes only once a year
- don't .miss this natural beauty of New England.
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UMass Employee Involved In

Wounded Knee Trial
BySTEVE TRIPOLI

Douglas Phelps, an employee of the Student Center
for Educational Research at UMass, has been named
as a defendant on an indictment from the U.S.
District Court of Wyoming along with Vernon
Bellecourt and Tonia Ackerman. The three were
charged with conspiracy to aid and abet a riot at
Wounded Knee, South Dakota last April by tran-
sporting food, medicen, arid money to the occupiers.
They have also been charged in the indictment with

obstructing law enforcement officers "lawfully
engaged in the lawful performance of their official
duties incident to and during the commission of a civil
disorder" at Wounded Knee 'by a mass physical
presence and caravan march into Wounded Knee
through Federal Blockades and contrary to Federal
Edict."

Bellecourt is a National Director of the American
Indian Movement (AIM), and Ms. Ackerman is an
Indian activist.

The village of Wounded Knee was occupied last
spring by a group of .mostly Oglala Sioux Indians
demanding the right to self determination and that
existing treaties with the government be honored.
When the indictment was handed down on May 24 a

warrant for the arrest of the three was also handed
down. Bellecourt was arrested in July after getting
out of a plane in Chicago. He had been out of the
country. Ms. Ackerman turned herself in on Sep-
tember 28, and Phelps did the same on September
26th, both in New York City. A hearing for the case is

scheduled for next Wednesday in New York City.
The indictment, which is 6 pages long, states that

the three as part of the conspiracy arranged pre-
publicity for rallies on the Colorado University at the
Boulder campus. It claims that they then conducted
speeches at the rallies where they exhorted people to
go to Wounded Knee "in support of the Wounded Knee
disorder and riot."

The trio were arrested in Nebraska on April 28. The
reason the indictment was handed down in Wyoming
is because that state is one through which they passed
on the way to South Dakota. Da.iy Collegian reporter
Nathan Gorenstein was arrested near Cheyenne,
Wyoming and later released late last April as part of
the same wave of arrests.

Phelps is also on the National Board of the National
Student Association, which was characterized by
former speechwriter for President Nixon Patrick
Buchanan as an organization which opposed
President Nixon while enjoying tax exempt status.

Buchanan made the charge in testimony before the
Senate Watergate committee on September 27.

The organization, which is on the now famous
'enemies list" released a while ago. is now in court
over the tax exempt question after an Internal
Revenue Service investigation

Phelps, Bellecourt, and Ackerman have been
specifically accused of violating three sections of

Title 18 of the United States Code They are:
-Section L'HM (a). ( D) : "Whoever travels in in

terstate or foreign commerce or uses any facility of

interstate or foreign commerce, including, but not
limited to, the mail, telegraph, telephone, radio, or
television, with intent to aid or abet any person in

inciting or participating in or carrying on a riot or
committing any act of violence in furtherance of a
riot and who either during the course of any such
travel or use or thereafter performs or attempts to

perform any other overt act for any purpose specified
in subparagraph (A), (B>, (C), or (D) of this

paragraph-
Shall be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned

not more than five years, or both."
-Section T\\ (a) CJ): "...Whoever commits or

attempts to commit any act to obstruct, impede, or
interfere with any fireman or law enforcement of
ficer lawfully engaged in the lawful performance of

his official duties incident to and during the com
mission of a civil disorder which in any way or degree
obstructs, delays, or adversely affects commerce or
the movement of any article or commodity in com
merce or the conduct or performance of any federally
protected function-

Shall be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned
not more than five years, or both."

-Section 371: "If two or more persons conspire
either to commit any offense against the United
States, or to defraud the United States, or any agency
thereof in any manner or for any purpose, and one or
more of such persons do any act to affect the object of

the conspiracy, each shall be fined not more than
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or
both..."

If the case is removed to Wyoming at Wednesday's
hearing, the trio, according to Phelps, are expected to

plead not guilty when arraigned. Phelps is now free
on personal recognizance, meaning that no bail was
required but if he does not appear in New York next
week it will be the equivalent of jumping bail. He is

being represented by the National American Civil
Liberties Union.

Stall Photo/Kevin Mack

Harry Johansson of Duke Ellington's band, last night at Bowker Auditorium.
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Ellington At Bowker: Non-Stop Energy

By DAVID LETTERS
The sell out audience at Bowker

Auditorium bopped, swung and
performed the slide in their seats

as the Master of Composition, the

Duke of Jazz, Mr. Edward Ken-
nedy 'Duke' Ellington led them
through four generations of great

jazz as he displayed his proficiency

as a band leader and performer
which has pleased audiences
throughout the world.

The evening of the Fine Arts

Council of UMass started with one
of the many Ellington jump tunes

and set the stage as The Duke and
band performed 26 songs in ninety

minutes. The great Ellington
standards of 'Satin Doll', Mood
Indigo', 'Sophisticated Lady'
brought memories to many and
enlightened the younger
generation.

Many of The Duke's com-
positions are written to spotlight

members of the band and the band

itself, it did as, sax and trombone

solos repeatedly brought ovations

for the proficiency displayed.

Harry Carney has been with The
Duke since 1927, it's no wonder, as

he grinded out a sax solo which had
silver haired ladies in their light

sixties on their feet, clapping

hands and performing what might

be called a 1930 boogie. For what
seemed to last over a minute Harry
wailed on a single E flat note which

had more power than the average

rock group of today.

Perfection must be a byword

trip from 1927 with the 'Creole

Love Song' featuring a powerful

bass clarinet solo and crying

coronet refrain to the extremely

hip modern 'Afro Eurasian Eclipse

Suite'.

Staff Photo/Kevin Mack

Duke Ellington's Band wowed two sold out shows last

night in Bowker Auditorium.

with Duke as that is what the mildy
crazy audience received all

evening as he took it on a musical

Let the rockers and hoppers
know that Mr. Ellington layed it on
down last night with the tightest

band to visit Amherst since the

decline of big bands. James
Brown, Isaac Hayes, Jethro Tull

take a look and learn from the

master. Everyone please stand

and take note that Ms. Anita

Moore, the foxy vocalist for Duke

can belt it out in a manner seldom

heard in any music circles. Rock-

forget it- last night it was pure

Ellington jazz that had the mind

and vibes of all.

With his son Mercer on trumpet,

Chuck Connors on 'bone, and Joe

Benjamin on bass, the evening

cruised with a polite calm energy

which is typical of great jazz.

Standing ovations were frequent as

the 74 year young master rapped,

slowly danced, and played.

Harold Johanson sounded like a

bull frog as he belted out 'Hello

Dolly' and the 'Basin Street Blues'.

His deep horney voice truly

sounded as if it was in- New
Orleans.

It was non-stop energy and

music as the band became a living

percussion session shacking,

knocking and rocking with a

variety of instruments that should

make the Moody Blues take note.

Tony Watkins sang and danced as

the audience came to its feet and
Stockbridge rocked. The man
exhibited a vocal range as varied

as his very Afro madris jacket

John Coles brought back memories
of listening to mom and dad as they

swung with their 78's and Lullabye

of Birdland'.

The Duke has performed
throughout the world and his

famous saying of "We Love You
Madly" was repeated in many
languages as The Duke displayed a

beautiful onstage personality. It

did not sound like hype as Duke
repeated in over 30 languages:

"We love you madly."

At the end of the show UMass
professor Max Roach, a jazz

legend himself, aptly expressed
the feelings of all when he
presented Duke a gift from the

Pan-African Culture Group of

UMass for the appreciation to the

great achievement of The Duke
"and the honor and respect with
which he has displayed himself."

Rarely at UMass has the student
body ever appreciated a statement
from a faculty member. Right on,

Mr. Roach and thank you Duke for

the historical trip-"We do love you
madly."

Shooting The Breeze With The Bees

By SHELLEY LAUZON
Imagine yourself walking into

the typical department store one

afternoon. A salesperson behind

the counter approaches you.

"May A. help you with

something?," she asks.

"Oh yes, I'd like 3 pounds of bees

please!",

Sounds a little far-fetched, and it

wouldn't occur in a department

store, but you can buy bees, by the

pound, and even have them
shipped to you through the mail.

HUH Photo /DavM Lea*

"Practical Beekeeping" lets

you run your own hive.

teaching a course entitled
"Practical Beekeeping" to 19

students interested in running their

own hives. The course meets at the

apiary, which is located across
from the New Africa House on the
wayup the hill, sodon't besurprised
if you see a few people dressed in

white suits with veils over their

faces walking around followed by a
swarm of bees!

Professor H. H. Hagedorn of the
Entomology Department is

There are 9 beehives at the

apiary, and the average annual
production of honey is 60 pounds,
which Prof. Hagedorn feels is good
for the area. He explained that

fewer pollen crops are produced
here than elsewhere, resulting in

lower honey production. The honey
bee colony is not at full strength

this year, but Prof. Hagedorn
expects a much stronger, earlier-

producing colony next season as

well as a larger honey crop.

The process of starting a colony

is a complicated one. The Queen
bee and workers are put together

in a brood chamber: the workers
build the comb on a manufactured
frame of beeswax, and when this is

completed the Queen lays her eggs.

The baby bees, after hatching, are
fed Royal jelly, pollen, and honey.
They pupate, spin a cocoon, and as

an adult bee gnaw their way
through the cell and come out.

Bees are fed sugar syrup but

they need pollen to feed to the baby
bees and to make honey. Worker
bees leave the hive to get the pollen

and nectar; they differ from the

Queen in the amount of Royal jelly

they are given as a baby bee. Both
the worker and Queen are female,

but the Queen receives more jelly

and can thus lay a massive amount
of eggs. The worker cannot lay

eggs, and differs from the Queen in

that the Queen is larger, has dif-

ferent structures, and all the in-

stincts for mating as opposed to the

worker's instinct to get pollen

nectar.

The honey is produced from the

nectar the bee takes from the

flower. Most nectar is sucrose (a

form of sugar), and is mixed with

bee enzymes to change it to glucose
and other forms of sugar. Water is

taken out, the mixture is stored in

the cells of the comb, and capped
with beeswax when the process is

finished.

A full strength colony at its peak
in the summer will number 60,000

bees, in winter 30,000. Prof.
Hagedorn explained that a bee
emerging in June will live only 6

weeks, while a bee emerging in

September or October will live 6

months. The reason, he said, is due
to much more work in the summer.
A swarm, or a mass of wild bees,

occurs when a beehive is too

crowded. The colony will divide

itself in half and move elsewhere to

form a new hive. Prof. Hagedorn
noted that a good beekeeper will

keep enough food and space
available to the bees to prevent
swarming.
Honey extraction is done once a

season here. The hive is disman-
tled, the honey combs taken out,

and brought in to air and dry.

Then, a special knife is slightly

heated and used to scrape off the

caps of wax and let the honey flow

into a vat. After it is all scraped, it

is placed in a barrel and spun-the
centrifugal force pulls the honey
out one side at a time from the

comb. After this process is com-
pleted, the mixture is strained and
the honey is ready for use. Honey
wine, or mead, is one produce
made from the mixture; others
include jams and jellies, spreads,
and the regular honey syrup.
Honey flavor will differ depending
on the source of the nectar;
summer honey is light and usually
from clover and wild flowers, while
fall honey is very dark with a
strong pronounced flavor from
goldenrod and asters.

Prof. Hagedorn hopes to offer the
course in the spring, with a lab in

the fall for honey extraction and
preparation. A course entitled

"Insect Societies" (Ants, Bees,
Wasps, and Termites) will be
team-taught by Prof. Hagedorn
and Dr. A. Stuart of the Zoology
Department next spring as well.
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Loyalty Oath

Not To Be Challenged
By ED GORMAN

The Massachusetts Loyalty Oath will not be challenged in the State

Legislature this year according to Sen. John Olver (D-Amherst). Sen.

Olver said that the repeal bill, which was defeated soundly last May in the

House of Representatives, "would not be reconsidered."
Sen. Olver and Rep. James Collins (D-Amherst) sponsored the bill

which called for the repeal of the Mass. Loyalty Oath. The Oath must be
taken by all state employees prior to being hired.

The bill was defeated by a vote of 147-84 in the House after winning
favorable support from the Legislature's Joint Committee on Public

Service, receiving a 10-3 recommendation.
The law was challenged in the courts by two University of

Massachusetts (Amherst and Boston groups) and another from
Berkshire Community college and Pittsfield. The challenge was halted by
the House's decision.

Last May the floor fight against the bill was lead by Rep. Charles Doyle
( D-Boston ) who said that supporters of the bill were "viewing patriotism
in a contemptuous and condescending manner."
Doyle charged that, "there is a certain element in the Democratic

Party who will not be satisfied until Jane Fonda is nominated for

Governor and Joan Baez for Lt. Governor."
Doyle said that "The only ones who would favor this bill are the effete

and the pseudo-intellectuals of our Commonwealth."
Sen. Olver said yesterday that the bill would not be reconsidered

because of the "lack of support during the first consideration."
Olver had sponsored the bill because he felt that the legislature should

"stop questioning the patriotism of our own citizens and rather call upon
our own citizens to begin solving the many problems of our state and
country."
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featuring the largest plants in Amherst

at the corner of McClellan ft N. pleasant St.
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Election Results
As the Collegian went to press last night the Student Senate

Election results were incomplete. However, in the referendum, it

appeared that a heavy margin of voters felt that there should be a
yearbook at all and there was a seven to one ratio in favor of having
the student Index funded by the Student Activities Fee.
The questions as to whether the Yearbook should be published for

Seniors only or funded through the Senior Commencement Fee
were heavily put down by the voters.

At this time only one haif of the results from the dorms had been
recorded. There was also an incomplete listing for the Fraternities
and Sororities.

Although the commuter voting turnout was poor, all those on the
ballot were voted in. They are:
Barbara Bagley, Walter Roman, Alvin Schmit, Buffy Weisman,

Barry M. Kray, Cathy Corbett. Martin J Miller. William Michael
Sullivan, Dana Marchant. Dave Drolet. Skip Casper. Mark L
Mawrence, JaneS. Holappa, Marty Kelley, Richard Allen. Gerald
F. Morton, Jim Dellemonico, David Pira. Mario Terranova, Walter
Spaderna, John O'Keefe, Elyse V. Cann, James W. Reardon. Jr..

Marshall Tom Spriggs, Eric Aalto. Daniel D. Friedmann, Lisa
Noble, James Cooros, Smokey Singleton.

Smoldering Pavement-W Mass Electric is moving this giant 25 ft. high, 318 ton transformer to its plant
in Ludlow. It took the 100 ton. 80 wheel truck 2 hrs. to go a 1/4 mi. and another 2 hrs. to make the corner.
The monster will be crawling down rt. 21 today. If you were going to use 21 -don't

.

Orchard Hill Goes Beserk!

Allen 's Appointment
A Routine Action

By ED GORMAN
So what was all that commotion on Orchard Hill

Wednesday night? That commotion, which may be
better labeled mass insanity, was this semester's
first "Battle of the Bowl."
At approximately 10 p.m. a student in Webster

House voiced his opinion of rival Dickinson House by
screaming from a balcony "Dickinson sucks!!!"
However a Dickinson House resident would not stand
for such degradation of his "home" and retorted in

just as loud a voice "Webster sucks more." And so
the first shots were fired.

Within 15 minutes the balconies of all four Orchard
Hill dorms were mobbed with lunatics ranting and
raving about the bad points of the other dorms (some
of which they had probably never been in). The
yelling and swearing was not enough to satisfy some
of the burnouts so they employed a variety of
fireworks to do the talking for them. After an hour or
so of revisiting Viet Nam the bournouts ran out of
fireworks (or saved them for a rematch at a later
date) and again turned to a fusilage of obscenities.

Anyone venturing under a balcony of any of the
dorms was welcomed with a barrel of water from
above. A salesman from Domino's Pizza barely
escaped a sure soaking from the 7th floor of

Dickinson when 10 gallons of chilly water landed a
mere two feet from its target.

Although all floors of all the dorms participated in

the display of insanity a few stood out. The 7th floor of
Dickinson was the grand winner (loser???) due to a
variety of original battle cries and weapons. The 7th
floor had a trumpeteer, an electric guitar player, a
whistle, and a half-dozen screaming madmen to
support a generous supply of eggs, tomatoes and
bottles which were thrown with abandon.
Second place was a virtual tie between the 7th floors

of Webster and Grayson Houses. Webster boasted a
few good arms as they plastered Dickinson House
with a variety of vegetables and fruit, not to mention
every roll of toilet paper in the dorm.
The mass insanity of acid intensity ended shortly

after 1 a.m. when the power outlets to the 7th floor
Dickinson Lounge were shut off ending all the fun for
the electric guitarist.

Obviously the UMass rat race had gotten to enough
people on Orchard Hill by Wednesday night to call for
the total B»lease of pent up tensions in the form of
obscenities and noise in every way, shape and form
imaginable.
The Physical Plant spent over two hours Thursday

morning cleaning the remnants of Wednesday's in-

sanity.

A rematch will be played sometime this semester
when enough Orchard Hill student's parents supply
them with enough eggs, and the screaming madmen
get their voices back.

President Robert Wood's recent
announcement that Dean Dwight
Allen will serve as a part-time
adviser to the President's Office is

a routine action in which a member
of the faculty contributes expertise

to the University on an advisory
basis.

In the past the University and
campus administrations have
frequently reached out for the part-

time advice of faculty specialists.

Dean Allen's advisory role,

therefore, is not out of the or-

dinary.

President Wood has informed
Chancellor Bromery that Dean

Allen's primary role will be to

advise the University with respect

to external education programs
and joint efforts with other in-

stitutions of higher education.

Dean Allen's part time advisory
function will not interfere with his

main and continuing responsibility

to guide the School of Education on
the Amherst campus. Fur-
thermore, there is a complete
understanding that academic
policies will continue to be for-

mulated by the faculty through
appropriate campus governance
procedures.

Minority Admissions Level Off

IMHE: New Location
And Service

IMHE, the Institute for Man and His Environment at UMass, has a
new location and is offering a new service.

The new service is the Advisory Office for Environmental Affairs, for
students who want to take courses in environmental subjects. IMHE
defines its role as catalyst-listing environment-related courses available
on campus, developing interest in such courses and advising students on
environmental study programs.

The advisors are Botany Professor Carl Swanson. who is also
associate IMHE director for educational affairs, and Craig Zimrig,
psychology department graduate student. They see students during office
hours or by appointment. Full information is available from the IMHE
office at 54.V0648.

TRAIL BIKE SEASON IS HERE
AND VALLEY MOTORSPORTS

HAS THE FINEST.

"*
ByMARKPARISI

Minority admissions, now the
highest they have ever been, are
beginning to level off and will stay
that way in proportion to the
number of graduating seniors and
transfer students.

Mrs. Suzanne Fields of the ad-
missions office, said that minority
admissions have doubled each
year for the last three years.
Because of this, UMass is above
the national average in this

department.
As of Fall 1972, UMass was

ranked sixteenth in the nation, with
5.82 per cent of its students
belonging to a minority group.
According to Federal statistics,

this is a one per cent rise from the
previous two years, making UMass
one of nineteen colleges to enroll

minorities in proportion to the
state population.

Mrs. Fields explained the
method in which a minority
student is admitted. First, if he
wishes to do so, he is asked to

submit a sheet stating his
nationality. Then he gives several

references to the Admissions office

from people other than guidance
counselors.

"This is so the student won't 'get

lost in the shuffle'. We have a
person, such as a volunteer worker
who is close to the individual give
an honest view of the applicant.

This is a better and more objective
view than a guidance counselor
would give," Mrs. Fields stated.

She explained that each minority
student is encouraged to have an
interview with a representative
from the Admissions office to

discuss personal and financial
problems. This is done because the
admissions people realize that
much more than academic
averages are involved with
minority cases. She says that high
average and low board scores
mean that the person has much
more talent than numbers alone
indicate.

If he is admitted, the minority
student is. brought into the
supervision of the Committee for

the Collegiate Education of Black
Students (CCEBS. ). Official
material from CCEBS states its

purpose as, "to consider any low
income or minority student who
would have difficulty entering
college without asistance." When
asked her opinion on the type of job

CCEBS has done, she answered,
"Despite having financial

problems, CCEBS has done a good
job' with minority students." She
said that eighty per cent of the

class of 1973 lasted the full four

years. She also said that these

students had the same academic
averages as white students with

the same education.

!2Scc RAWASARI F-«123<.c.

UMass
Police

Emergency
5-3111

FROM THE PROFESSIONAL MONARK 125 c.c. TO
THE POWERFUL KAWASAKI F-© 123 c.c. WE HAVE
THE TRAIL BIKE FOR YOU THIS FALL.

VALLEY MOTOR SPORTS
King St., Northampton

BART AUTO
Paint & Body Specialists
When you
make contact

contact us.

* Foreign & domestic
collision work

* Windshields replaced
* State license

insurance estimates

Rte. 9, Belchertown

256-8712

2 1/2 miles past Rusty
Scupper on the left

FALL SEMESTER - ISRAEL

Brandeis University — The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Study in Jerusalem— July-December, 1974

Juniors and Seniors eligible

Four courses — Hebrew not required — Earn 16 credits

Cost: $1850 — tuition, room, board
Financial Aid available

Application deadline March 1st

For information write:

The Jacob Hiatt Institute

Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
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In The Nation And The World
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WASHINGTON-ANOTHER Ql KSTION-Donald Segretti, a political saboteur financed with Nixon
campaign funds, is surrounded by newsmen as he listens to question outside U.S. District Court in

Washington after pleading guilty to three charges of violating federal election laws during the 1972

Democratic presidential primary in Florida.

Probe Continues

Jury Indicts Maryland Official
BALTIMORE (AP) - A special federal grand jury

investigating allegations of political corruption
against Vice President SDiro T. Agnew returned an
indictment against another man Thursday.

It accused N. Dale Anderson, the Democrat who
succeeded Agnew as chief executive of Baltimore
County, of evading $67,833 in federal income tax for
1969 through 1972.

Anderson, 56, the first Maryland official to be in-

dicted in the present probe, was charged in a previous
indictment with extortion, bribery and conspiracy in
a kickback scheme involving architects and con-
sulting engineers doing business with the county.
Similar allegations against Agnew, which the vice

president has denounced as "damned lies," now are
being heard by the jury in strict secrecy and under
heavy security. U.S. marshal continue to block
courthouse corridors to shield witnesses and jurors
from newsmen.
Agnew 's lawyers are seeking to halt the grand jury

probe on constitutional grounds, claiming a vice
president can neither be indicted nor tried in criminal
court.

They also are searching for the sources of news
leaks about the investigation which Agnew claims
originated in the Justice Department and which he
says are denying him the right of a fair and impartial
hearing by the jury.

U.S. District Court Judge Walter E. Hoffman

granted the lawyers unprecedented subpoena power
Wednesday after directing the jurors to ignore news
stories while they weigh the evidence.

Joel Kline, a Montgomery County, Md., land
developer who reportedly has raised funds for

Agnew, was the first witness before the panel
Thursday, spending nearly an hour in the jury room.
Shielded by his lawyer, Kline declined to tell

newsmen the substance of his testimony or whether it

even concerned the vice president. He acknowledged,
however, that he had appeared voluntarily, without
immunity, and was cooperating.
Kline was once considered for appointment as

Maryland's banking commissioner by Gov. Marvin
Mandel, who succeeded Agnew. The developer has
been reported as telling federal investigators he
collected more than $100,000 for Agnew and other
politicians and laundered the money to disguise its

sources. But sources close to the case said the report
was erroneous.

Another witness was Ormsby S. "Dutch" Moore,
who was executive secretary to Agnew between 1962-

66 when Agnew was county executive.
Moore huddled with the prosecutors in the office of

U.S. Atty. George Beall in the morning before going
before the jury in the afternoon. He, too, declined to

say why he was called.

In all, the grand jury met for more than six hours
and heard between four and six witnesses yesterday.

Republican Saboteurs

Admit Guilt
WASHINGTON ( AP) -Two admitted political saboteurs told the Senate

Watergate committee yesterday they tried to disrupt the 1972 Florida
primary campaign of Sen. Edmund S. Muskie and other Democratic
presidential contenders.

Martin Douglas Kelly, 24, of Miami apologized for dirty tricks which he
said ranged from preparing bogus letters and advertising to paying a girl

to run naked in front of a hotel where the Maine senator was staying
yelling, "Muskie, I love you."

But Robert M. Benz, 29, yesterday's other witness, made no apology for
his work against campaigns of Democratic presidential contenders in the
Tampa area. He said he was motivated primarily by revenge for what he
called Democratic dirty tricks in previous campaigns.
The two Florida Young Republicans, both accomplices of political

trickster Donald H. Segretti, appeared at the first committee session not
"televised live on commercial networks.

Segretti, 32, a California attorney who said he took his orders from a
White House aide, has pleaded guilty to three federal misdemeanor
charges arising from political sabotage efforts he directed in the Florida
primary.
After hearing Benz and Kelly, the committee recessed until next

Tuesday when the panel tentatively decided to hear more testimony
about GOP dirty tricks against Democrats.
Chairman Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C, said the committee hopes to wind

up its investigation of dirty tricks next week, then take a two-week break
to coincide with uV recess already planned by the full Senate.
Benz got into a shouting match with Ervin, when he blamed Democrats

for virtually stealing the 1960 presidential election.

And he drew sharp reactions from Ervin when he said he wouldn't be
surprised if some of the Watergate panel senators had condoned covert
intelligence gathering in their own campaigns.
Kelly said that after he was recruited by Segretti, his operations

"began with pranks, but . . began to get more and more intense."
"I knew some of these things were illegal," he said. "I was weaving my

own spider web and I couldn't get out of it."

Both Benz and Kelly said they received $150 a month plus their ex-
penses from Segretti. They said they didn't know Segretti had been hired
by Dwight L. Chapin, then President Nixon's appointments secretary.
Benz said the money wasn't his main incentive.
"I felt if the Democrats got a little dose of their own kind of activities,

they would be a little reluctant to do this to us in the future," he said.
He claimed Democrats had played dirty tricks against him in 1970 when

he was the county campaign manager in the unsuccessful U. S. Senate
compaign of Rep. William Cramer, R-Fla.
Benz reacted angrily when Ervin asked: "Can you tell me any time in

the history of the United States when aides to the President of the United
States provided money to spread libel and slander among candidates of
the opposing political party?"
"Where were you in 1960 when it was accused that a campaign was

stolen?" Benz asked Ervin of the race between Nixon and Democrat John
F. Kennedy.

"I was here in the United States and I never heard of a campaign being
stolen in the testimony of any credible witness," Ervin replied.
Kelly described for senators a campaign of disruption that included

bogus letters, fake news releases, misleading posters and ad-
vertisements, counterfeit invitations and stink bombs.
Kelly said he did not begin to feel gyilt or shame for his activities until

they were over. And he maintained throughout his testimony that his
activities were intended to confuse and antagonize candidates, not to
influence votes.

"We expected the candidates to become upset and to cause discord and
malcontent," he said. "We wanted to get them backbiting at each other
and to feel that they were being sabotaged by each other."

Crime, Racial Tension High In Boston
BOSTON ( AP) - A man who was

fishing near Dorchester's
Columbia Point housing project
was killed Thursday after being
stoned by a band of 30-40 black
youths, police said.

Officers said the victim, about 55
years old and still not identified,
was white. Police said witnesses
told them the youths were black.
The man's body was found

floating face down in the ocean
after the stoning.

It was the second fatality in-

volving whites and blacks in the
city in two days. These and other
violent incidents led to mounting
racial tensions, prompting the
closing of two area schools
Thursday.
Tuesday night a young white

woman suffered fatal burns when
she was forced to douse herself
with gasoline and was set afire.

Police said the woman told them
before she died that she had been
accosted by six black youths who
forced her to pour the gasoline on
herself and then tossed a match at

her.

The woman, Evelyn Rene
Wagler, had been living in the

nearby prodominantly black

Roxbury section of the city. She

died a few hours later.

Sgt. Charles Deary of the Boston

Police Department, said reports

received by police identified those

who attacked the man as black

youths.

Police said the man was found in

the water wearing fishing boots
near the housing project where
most residents are black and
Spanish speaking. The project has
1,500 units.

Earlier Thursday two schools in

the Columbia Point housing project
area were emptied by police in

what they said was an effort to
prevent further trouble after some
100 to 200 youths-armed with clubs-
gathered near one of the schools.
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ALL BICYCLES
25% off

Quality Bicycles at Prices

You'll Never See Again

End of the Season. Let's unload them

Read about our

GUARANTEED BUY BACK
SERVICE

Buy a new bicycle from us in September and
we'll buy it back from you in May.
Example: buy a bicycle for $75.00
we'll give you 1/3 of

your purchase price back — $25.00
You ride the bike
for 9 mos. for onfy $50.00
$50 plus 9 mos. equals $5.55 per mo.

Free Pick up & delivery to area campus for repair—
We finance bicycle purchases

The Bike Broker, Inc.
586-3865 19 Damon Rd.
NORTHAMPTON

Hours 9-6 Daily

Sat. 9-5

(AP Wirrphoto)
VIENNA.-HOLD TALKS-Israeli Premier Golds Meir and Austrian Chancellor Bruno Kreisky shown
during discussion in Vienna, Mrs. Meir new to Vienna for a face-to-face attempt to persuade Kreisky to
go back on his pledge to close a transit camp for migrating Soviet Jews.

Wholesale Feed Prices

Mark Record Decline

Watergate Tapes

"Committee Can't Sue Nixon"
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG Wright claimed that the court

Associated Press Writer lacked jurisdiction to rule on the
WASHINGTON (AP)-President committee's suit because no

Nixon's lawyer argued in federal money amount was involved in the
court yesterday that the Senate
Watergate committee had no
authority to sue the President for

Watergate-related tape recording
and that the court lacks
jurisdiction in the case.

Charles Alan Wright said that, in

demanding White House tapes of

presidential conversations, the
Watergate panel was acting more
like a grand jury than a Senate
committee.
Samuel Dash, chief counsel for

the committee, responded that "we
have a unique situation hen-
ce... this is the first case in whicn
the President himself may be
involved in criminal activity."

Dash said that if accusations of

presidential involvement in the

Watergate cover-up are true, then
the President is "using executive
privilege as a shield to protect

himself."

Wright and Dash appeared in

U.S. District Court to argue the

Watergate committee's civil suit

asking Judge John J. Sirica to

declare the panel had a legal right

to demand the White House tapes.

In asking Sirica to dismiss the

suit, Wright said, "The committee
has broad legislative powers but no
power to expose for the sake of

exposure."
Dash replied, "There is no ex-

posure for exposure's sake. The
President... still is a citizen under
the law."

matter. He referred to a statute
that gives federal courts authority
to decide cases involving more
than $10,000 in damages.
Dash had claimed that the ad-

ditional staff work required, should
the committee have to write its

report without the controversial
tapes, would far exceed that

amount.
Dash urged Sirica to consider his

earlier order demanding that
Nixon turn over the tapes as a
precedent in the committee's suit.

"That order is a precedent and
we rely on it," Dash said in

referring to Sirica's opinion of Aug.
28.

In a suit brought by special

Watergate prosecutor Archibald
Cox, Sirica had ordered the
President to permit him to hear
Watergate-related tapes to

determine if the White House claim
that they must be kept secret is

vajid.

The committee had subpoeaned
five tapes and then filed a civil suit

asking for a ruling upholding the
legality of its demand.
"What in effect the President is

arguing," said Dash, "is that we
should conduct a factual inquiry
but not too much...don't try to find

out who did it."

The tapes recordings are said to

contain Nixon conversations about
the Watergate affair.

Dash said the committee has a

responsibility to investigate
presidential campaign activities
and "if it is established that the
criminality of the President
existed it would call for drastic
legislation...we cannot get drastic
change unless we have full public
support."

Dash also argued that the
committee's responsibility "is
certainly not inferior to that of the
special prosecutor."

In fact, in the long run. he said it

might be "even more important
that our committee perform its

functions... it is the Congress that
might prevent this from ever
happening again."
Asked by Sirica if the tapes were

essential to the committee com-
pleting its work Dash replied,
"Obviously we're not out of
business if we don't get the tapes."
But he added they would be

essential if the committee is to file

a full report on the Watergate
scandal

.

Sirica's ruling in the tapes case
brought by Cox is under review by
the U.S. Court of Appeals, which is

expected to issue an order this
week.

By ROBERT A. DOBKIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-Farm,
feed and processed food prices
plunged a record 6 per -cent in

September to pace the biggest one-
month decline in wholesale prices
in 25 years, the government said
Thursday.
Chairman Herbert Stein of the

President's Council of Economic
Advisers called the drop in
wholesale prices "a welcome sign
that- the worst of the big 1973 surge
of inflation is behind us."

But AFL-CIO President George
Meany, noting that wholesale
prices were still 16.6 per cent above
a year ago. said there is no
evidence this is the start of a trend.
He predicted this "will prove to

be only a momentary pause and
prices will bounce up again" once
the Cost of Living Council approves
price increase requests.
The September drop in wholesale

food prices is expected to begin
showing up on supermarket
shelves in the coming weeks.

Stein cautioned, however, that
consumers should not expect all of
the decrease to be translated into
an equal decline in retail food
prices as retailers move to recover
costs frozen during the mid-
summer price freeze.

AFL-CIO President George
Meany said, "It would be en-
couraging if we could view these
figures as the start of a trend. But
there is no evidence that this is so."

"It is interesting to note." Meany
said, "that the September decline
does not even begin to compensate
for the whopping 6.2 per cent in-

crease in August."
Wholesale prices increased 5.8

per cent in August on an unad-
justed basis and 6.2 per cent on a
seasonally adjusted basis.

Nevertheless, he said it would
"contribute to a leveling out of
retail prices in the future."
The Labor Department's

Wholesale Price Index showed the

over-all decline in wholesale prices

last month was 1.8 per cent on an
unadjusted basis, the most in any
month since a 1.9 per cent drop in

February 1948. Seasonally ad-

justed, the decline was 1.5 per cent,

matching the February 1948 low on

the same basis.

Last month's drop in wholesale
prices followed the biggest one-
month rise in 27 years, a leap of 5.8

per cent from July to August, the
period during which the ad-
ministration lifted the freeze on

,The
jn-dormitories,
C .reat oft-Ctfnpus living—indoorsandout—at eitherottwo mod-
orn aparttrient complexes,only minutesaway by caror bikefrom
Amherst College,downtownAmherstor UMav>. Nowaccepting
applications for September.

Are you selling

your VW?
We are buying all models of

good used VW's for top dollar

prices - See our used car manager.
*i*Si.SS&w

wJk

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
• courtesy bus toUMm
and town

•1,2,3bedrmapts»
• heat& air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

•masterTV antenna

•laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

•lawns for softball,

football, badminton

RENT FROM $18=.

CAll 4U-256-8SM

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air condfhomng
• roomy closet^ st« >rage

• walko-wall rarpetmg
• master TV antrnn^

• modern kitchen*

• m «l»-cleaning ovens

•flixinc ranges

• st.unless-steel sinks

• dtshwashers/dispcrsak

• 2-door rehigeraton
• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

RENT: S200/monu\
'utilities m< knlrU)

( All 41.146V 18%

So, before you trade

your VW. Get a better

deal from the pros

NORTHAMPTON
VOLKSWAGEN

246 King St., (Rte. 5)

Northampton 584-8620

food prices. During the freeze in
July, prices fell 1.3 per cent
Consumer finished goods, these

products nearest the retail end of
the wholesale chain, fell seven
tenths of 1 per cent last month,
following a sharp 3.8 per cent in-

crease in August.
Prices of farm products fell 6 per

cent last month-the sharpest
decline in 25 years-and followed a
record 23.1 per cent increase in

August.

The government said the decline
was chiefly the result of lower
prices for livestock and corn, fresh
and dried vegetables, live poultry
and eggs. Raw cotton and milk
prices increased, however.

Despite the big September drop,
farm product prices were still 55.8

per cent higher than a year ago,
with grains up 111.4 per cent;

livestock up 43.1 per cent; live

poultry 101.7 per cent; milk 29.2

per cent and eggs 66.7 per cent.

Prices of processed foods and
feeds, the next step in the

wholesale food chain, also fell 6 per
cent last month, reflecting declines
in animal feed, meat and
processed poultry prices.

When combined with the drop in

farm product prices, the 63er-all

decline in the category of farm
products.
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SUM Photo/Harry Charych

Catching up on all that studying so that he won't have to sacrifice any of his playtime on this long
weekend coming up. By the way, if you haven't heard, there is no school on Monday.

Congress Compromises On
Pres. Power In Undeclared War
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate-House conferees

agreed today on a compromise bill limiting the

President's power to engage in undeclared war for

more than 60 days.

The compromise bill apparently meets none of the

objecties of President Nixon, who said earlier that he
would vote it.

The bill would provide for extension of the 60-day

war-making limit only in the event of written cer-

tification from the President that continued

hostilities are necessary to protect troops with-

drawing from the Held, unless Congress authorizes

further action.

The extended period cold be for no more than 30

days without congressional approval.

The bill states the conclusion of Congress that the

constitutional powers of the president as commander-
in-chief to introduce U.S. armed forces into hostilities

or situations which could lead to hostilities can be
exercised ony through:

Declaration of war, a specific statutory
authorization, of "a national emergency created by
attack upon the United States, its territories or

possessions, or its armed forces."

The bill sets up a procedure for speedy
congressional review of situations in which U.S.

troops are engaged in hostilities.

It requires the President also to consult in advance
with the Congress and to report in detail on any
military action he may undertake.
The bill provides that Congress can terminate any

undeclared war prior to the expiration of the 60-day
deadline, or the 30-day emergency extension, by
concurrent resolution which is not subject to

presidential vote.

Chairman J.W. Fulbright, D-Ark., of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, said the bill does not

infringe upon the constitutional authority of the
President and that he should sign it.

But even if it is vetoed, Fulbright said, "it will stand
as a clear declaration of principles by the Congress
and I don't think it can be ignored."
The 60-day compromise modified the 120-day limit

voted earlier by the House and a 30-day limit passed
by the Senate.

Nixon To Rule On Lt. Calley Decision
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Lt. William L. Calley Jr.

believed he was carrying out a legal order at My Lai
and so was guilty of nothing more than an honest
mistake, his lawyers said in court yesterday.
"Lt. Calley harbored no malice," said Army

Lawyer Capt. J. Houston Gordon. "He did not have
the mind of a murderer."
Gordon asked the U.S. Court of Military Appeals,

the final arbiter of American military courts, to
reverse C alley's conviction for murder and his 20-

year sentence at hard labor. No decision from the
three presidentially appointed civilians on the court
is expected for several weeks.
Then the secretary of the Army and President

Nixon will review the decision, Nixon has said he will
look at it personally.

Organ Recital

At Smith
At sundown today Jews

throughout the world will begin the
observance of the most holy of holy

days in the Jewish calendar-Yom
Kippur. the Day of Atonement
With this observance comes a

unique set of melodies and prayers
that gives this holiday its special

significance,

Today at »> p.m., WMl'A i UMass
radio. 91.1 KM > will broadcast a

special program on the Yom
Kippur holiday The program is

being presented as a feature ol the

WMl'A News and Public Allans
Department and will be hosted h>

Kenneth Mosakowski
Mosakow ski's guest for the pre-

taped 30-minule program will be

Howard Wolff, a fifth-year at

chiteeture student at Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute in Troy.

NY. who is officiating as cantor

during the High Holy Days lor the

Amherst Jewish community

There is some chance that civilian federal courts
might be asked to review the Calley case, but Army
lawyers in the Pentagon said Thursday's hearing is

likely to be the last formal appeal on behalf of the 29-

year-old lieutenant.

Calley was convicted March 29, 1971, of murdering
at least 22 Vietnamese civilians and assault with
intent to murder a Vietnamese child. Testimony at
his court-martial showed hundreds of civilians died
as C alley's platoon swept through the village March
16, 1968.

Gordon said his client is less intelligent than most
officers. He said Calley sincerely believed he was
carrying out a legitimate order to kill the civilian

population of My Lai.

RESEARCH
thousands of topics

$2.75 per page
Nation's most extensive library of research material

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER

CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00

TO COVER POSTAGE

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
1 1941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite *2

Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for research assistance only —
not as a finished product for academic credit

James Montgomery
At Amherst Tonight
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On what many consider to be a

trip to the top, the James Mon-

tgomery Band will stop and per-

form tonight, 8 p.m., at Amherst

college. Admission is $2.50.

The band, which hails from

Boston, was formed in 1971 by

James Montgomery, who arrived

in that city from Detroit. The band

currently consists of Montgomery,

who plays harp; bassist Billy

Mather, who has also played for

John Lee Hooker; Peter Malick,

who plays guitar and was once

musical director of "Hair"; David

Case on organ; Chuck Purro,

drummer, who has played with

Yom Kippur

Guest OnWMUA
This Sunday, at 8:00 p.m., the

Smith College Department of

Music will sponsor an organ recital

by William MacGowan, Organist-

Choirmaster of the Episcopal

Church of Bethseda-by-the-Sea,

Palm Beach, Florida. The recital

will be held in Helen Hills Chapel,

and will be open to the public free

of charge.

The program will include the

following works: Magnificat on the

Ninth Tone,, by Samuel Scheidt

(1587-1654); Johann Sebastian

Bach's Choral Prelude: We All

Believe in One God, Father; Cesar

Franck's Fantasy in A Major

(1878); Maurice Durufle's Choral

Variations on the Theme Veni

Creator (1930) ; and the adagio and
finale from Symphonie III of Louis

Vierne (1870-1937).

Van Morrison; and Peter Boll
guitarist, who has performed solo
around New England.
The band signed a recording

contract with Capricorn Records
over the summer. The contract,
which was negotiated by Nat
Weiss, one-time partner of Brian
Epstein climaxes so far, a career
which saw Montgomery assemble
musicians from his home town
(Detroit) and his new town
(Boston) into a versatile unit which
plays rock as well as blues.

In their early years, the band
played small clubs in and around
Cambridge. They built up an initial

following at "The Candlelight",
and "Jack's", two college-town
nightspots.

Also appearing will be "Duke
And The Drivers".

Bryn Mawr

BOOK SALE

371 Huron Ave.

CinbrMft

RE-OPENING

OCT. S, 10 a.m.

Open Tues. Sat. at 10 a.m.
Open Tues. Evenings, 7-9

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE

FREE DELIVERY
ON CAMPUS

'The largest selling pizza in

Western Mass. — Must be a
reason

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
Tel.25*-M11
Tel. 253-9051
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Martian Craters
To Have Ancient Names
BOSTON (AP)-Marine 9 photographs are giving

scientists a look at hundreds of Martian features
never seen before, and a group of astronomers have
just given names to places our descendants may
some day visit.

Because they have been the ones doing the naming-
astronomers' names were attached to most of the 150
craters mapped last month at the conference of the
International Astronomical Union in Sydney
Australia.

But in an effort to modify this tradition, established
with the naming of hundreds of lunar features, Prof.
Carl Sagan of Cornell University came up with an
entirely new type of name.
Ten of the 11 "canals" photographed on the planet

have been given the name for Mars in different an-
cient languages.
Their new names are the names given to the red

planet by the earliest earth-bound observers.
The two most ancient civilizarions to have words

for Mars were the Sumerians, who called it Simud,
and the Akkadians who called it Shalbatana.
"Personally, I am very pleased," says Thorkild

Jacobsen, professor of Assyriology at Harvard
University, who gave Sagan the names, "because I do
think that the Sumerians were the first civilized

people to do observations in astronomy. It'sonlv right
that we should do that for them."
Jacobsen said that, at a guess, Simud means "the

red ray." He says no one knows the literal meaning of
Shalbatana, but that it may mean "the one who keeps
the mass death going," similar to the Greek Area now
the name for another channel and the Latin Mars
both names for the god of war.
Anyway, says Jacobsen, all the names given up to

now are "bearingly conservative."

Other channels are named Nirgal, from the
Babylonians; Al-Qahira in Old Arabic; Ma'Adim in

Hebrew; Mangala inSanskirt; Huo Hsing in Chinese;
Kasei in Japanese, and Auqakuh in the Inca language
of Quechua.
The 11th channel, a 3,000 mile-long "rift valley"

unlike the others, is now named Vallis Marineris, for
Mariner 9 itself.

"We've almost run out of astronomiers, and there
are an enormous number of other planet features to
be named." Sagan says. "It's such a big solar
system."
Other space probes are on their way to Venus,

Mercury and Jupiter, and, Sagan says, "that's just
for openers."

Thieu Walks Out On Vietnam Talks
PARIS (AP) — The political

talks between the Saigon govern-
ment and the Viet Cong were in-

definitely suspended Thursday
after Viet Cong State Minister
Nguyen Van Thieu walked out of
the 28th session without waiting for
the other side to speak.
Thieu said his walkout marked a

protest against what he termed
Saigon's "continuous and flagrant

violation" of the cease-fire signed

in Paris more than eight months
ago.

South Vietnamese Deputy
Premier Nguyen Luu Vien said the

walkout displayed "a discourteous

and insolent attitude unacceptable

among well-educated people and
unacceptable and intolerable
among negotiaters seeking a

peaceful solution."

Thieu stressed that he was only
walking out of the 28th session, and
demanded that the stalled con-
ference should continue October 11

as though nothing had happened.
Vien angrily rejected the date set

by Thieu and told newsmen the
talks would resume only when the
two sides had reached agreement
on a date. Conference sources said
nonetheless they expected the two
delegations to resume their talks

before the end of the month,
particularly in view of Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger's for-

thcoming visit to Peking.
The talks were arranged bet-

ween Kissinger and Hanoi's Le
Due Tho during their talks here
last winter and were explicitly

Guess Who's Coming
To "Last Supper"?

required under the January 28

cease-fire. The agreement called

on the rival South Vietnamese
regimes to "hold consultations in a
spirit of national reconciliation and
concord" to agree on South Viet-

nam's political future.

The talks soon settled into a
weekly routine of mutual ac-
cusation and abuse, and thus far

have made no progress whatever
toward agreement on the proposed
national reconciliation council
which is to organize South Viet-

namese elections.

ENGLISH ED SELECTION
The English Education Com-

mittee is beginning the selection

process for student teachers. If you
are interested in student teaching
Spring 1974, please stop by Bartlett
474 now.

By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent

FLORENCE, Italy (AP) Pietro

Annigoni. painter of queens,
presidents and popes will have a

mystery guest for dinner in the

massive "Last Supper" he is

painting on the wall of an 18th

century Italian church.

"Judas will be recognizable as

one of my enemies," said the

maestro with a smile of silken

malice. "I am reviving the

Renaissance custom of putting

your friends in heaven and your
foes in hell."

Will Judas be a prominent world
figure?

"No. I am not a political per-

son," replied the Florentine
master who attained world
prominence in 1955 with his con-

troversial portrait of a windswept
Queen Elizabeth II wrapped in the

robes of the Order of the Garter.

"L,et us just say one of the art

entourage."
A critic perhaps?
Annigoni's smile lit up. "Wait

and see, wait and see."

He avoided further identification

of the Judas model and fairly

danced across the floor of his

Florence studio to show a card-

board mockup of the fresco that

will cover more than 100 square

yards on the curved wall behind
the main altar in the little church
at Ponte Obuggianese in northern
Italy.

"The scene," he said, "will be
the classical one when Christ

announces that one of the twelve is

about to betray him. It is difficult

following in the path of the great

masters, especially Da Vinci, and,

of course, Christ will be a

problem."
Annigoni took time out from the

church project to do profiles of

Princess Anne and Capt. Mark
Phillips for silver medallions
commemorating their wedding
next month.
He has done portraits of

Presidents Kennedy and Johnson.
Pope John XXIII. the shah and
empress of Iran. Princess
Margaret, the Duke of Edinburgh,
the Duchess of Kent, the

maharanee of Jaipur and, in 1970,

another portrait of Elizabeth II.

"I thought she looked sadder
than when I painted her 15 years
before," he recalled. "Something
had changed. She seemed no
longer surrounded by the great

devotion that had attended her as a

young queen."
For the first' and more famous

portrait, done for the Fishmongers
Company, the queen sat for 16

sittings of an hour or more. "She
was a difficult subject. She had
trouble keeping the feeling of the
pose."

President Kennedy was even
more difficult, Annigoni said. The
artist painted him in the Oval
Office at the White House "and
people kept running in and out with

affairs of state and what not."

Pope John was "very ill and a bit

irascible. It was just a few months
before he died."

Does a modern artist find it

cause for an inferiority complex,
working in the city of

Michelangelo, Giotto. Da Vinci,

Botticelli and other great masters?

HAWAII - '299

1 week, incl. everything
but food.

Leslie Halfond
546-6861

Housing Legislation

Topic On WMUA Monday
Monday at 10 p.m.. WMUA (UMass radio, 91.1FM) will broadcast a

discussion on current housing conditions in the U.S. and proposed
national housing legislation.

The program is being presented as a special feature of "Focus,"
WMUA's weekly public affairs series moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.
Mosakowski's special guest for the live, 60-minute forum will be George

Scheurer of Amherst, who works for the Federally-funded Experimental
Housing Allowance Program (EHAP) in Springfield Scheurer is

presently setting up an agenda for a national conference on housing
legislation which will take place in Tulsa. Oklahoma, this November

Interested listeners are invited to call in questions during the live

broadcast.

Center

for

Jewish

Studies at U.Mass.

Course Listings at Hillel (302 S.U.)

Accredited courses must be registered under

Judaic Studies 385.

KUNG FU
ACADEMY

now opening for new enrollment In

WING CHUN STYLE
and

TAI CHI STYLE
The only Kung Fu school in Western

New England Area

Master in Charge A. Chan

CALL 549-6223 after 4:00 p.m.

Fine Instruments

at Reasonable Prices

Repairs and

Resorations

vtfar kJorfehof,

Complete Selection of Scores and Sheet Music

Specializing in

Handmade Guitars and Vintage Instruments

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
OPEN 9: 30-6: 00, Mon.-Sat. 549-1728

Student Activities Policy Council
Any student involved in any of the following: on campus

publications, campus service organizations, campus cultural

organizations, social action and political organizations,

academic organizations, off campus service organizations,
concert committee, other special interest groups, or residence
halls — you are needed on the STUDENT ACTIVITIES POLICY
COUNCIL. All interested persons should apply by October 10 by
submitting a brief resume of their activities and a statement as to

why you wish to be considered for this appointment to the

STUDENT SENATE OFFICE, 420 S.U. Any questions: Contact
David Booker, 5-0341.
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The World Must Know
By MARCUS EIBEL

«f ?u
Ue t0

ft*
,ies and ha,ftruths printed daily in bourgeois presses many

of the world s most oppressed peoples remain hidden from view. We know
of Vietnams, Cambodias, but we know nothing of the tiny Kingdom of
Inner Albania.
For years, the oppressed peoples of Inner Albania have fought a valiant

struggle against the agents of capitalism and monopolistic imperalism in
the form of their reactionary, decadent and fascistic King Ramses II The
justified struggles of Inner Albanian freedom fighters have been th-
warted by murder, torture, and repressive actions by C I A agents
serving on behalf of the king, and monopolistic Capitalist interests
Agents of ITT. and A.T. & T. have been seen in the capital of Adrakam
daily m the process of committing adventurous and exploitive activities
The leader of the IAFFO, the Inner Albania Freedom Fighters

Organization, Chairman Otto Igreck, has fought a valiant struggle in the
face of overwhelming odds. Scores of peace-loving citizens are carted off
daily to be incarcerated in the dungeons of Ibn Abat Prison outside of the
capital, and never seen again. The just struggles of the people of Inner
Albania must not go unnoticed. All of the great powers refuse to help the
poor, and oppressed peoples of Inner Albania. But the just cries of the
oppressed, exploited peace-loving citizens of Inner Albania, must not gounheeded. THE WORLD MUST KNOW!
Marcus Eibel is a Collegian Commentator

HERRPART I: So This is the Way the Gomes
Ends?

This, ladies and gentlemen, is the last thing I'm
going to write for the Collegian for quite a few months.
Why? Glad you asked, if you were asking. . .

I am in no mood to write for a suburban gig, which
is what the Collegian is, unfortunately I might add,
turning into no one individual's fault, understand
now. It's just the way that things are developing at
such a clip that I can't make heads or tails out of this
operation. I can point to some things that I have
written over the past two years with a great deal of
pride, sort of as a pathmaker for the newspaper, but
some of the other things I've come up with have not
been followed up on, a fact which saddens me.

So, someone asks me, if your work is not done, why
are you giving up? Isn't that the cheap way out?
Maybe. I don't know. The only thing that I'm struck

with is that I've gotten little if any written feedback
on what I've written, probably due to people either
deliberately or unconsciously, negatively or
positively, misunderstanding what I write. (I do not
write "Stream of Consciousness".)

I wrote about UMass, and I needn't say to anyone
that I apologize for my style of writing. I like it, and
I've written in about five other idioms on the
Collegian.. . .and written a lot.

EAREND PT. ZWEI (2): Dedicated To You But
You Weren't Listening
One thing that a lot of people don't (or didn't)

realize about my writing was that I was approaching
the entire thing from a musician's ear (some might
argue about my musicality, but I'm not prepared to
deal with that hear) . . and I WANTED TO MAKE
MY INK SING.

After I wrote a few articles this year, I realized I

was right in the middle of the proverbial slump. . .and
that I had begun repeating myself, particularly in the
editorials, and I got no desire to stagnate just so I can
see my name in WHITE OVER BLACK once a week.
This one doesn't think it's worth it to gratify an
unknown like the ego at the cost of space. Also, and
probably more important, is the fact that I want to
MAKE SOUNDS, rather than just report on them. I

want to get back to my lovely little ACE TONE
electronic organ and see how far into the abyss I can
move it. Consequently, a ceasage of writing in Poor
Richard's (the best I'll do is a sporadic encounter)
will ensue. I shall not repeat and repeat to deaf ears
Overgeneralization? Yes, it is. . .but I don't think it's
unfair.

All that I've been aiming at over the past year is a
general FREEDOM OF FORM (that is, it relates
fact, but the vehicle is not obstructed by "prettiness"
or a moral "ass"thetics). It should be indicated by a
willingness to reach the community of UMass,
through the means at hand, and ask that guy down in
Southwest and that woman up on Orchard Hill what
they're thinking, and let them contribute.
TO ALL OF YOU: THIS IS YOUR NEWSPAPER

GODAMMIT! TREAT IT AS SUCH! The doors were
broken down a looonng time ago, and it's up to you to
utilize them for your sake and for the sake of your
peers. With that final message from the retreating
organgrinder, I bid you all well. Don't disappoint
yourselves, okay?
And on that note (G sharp, I believe it was), I ask

you to WAKE UP, and believe it or not, I STILL WISH
YOU REALIZATION.
Gary Gomes is a Collegian columnist.

Bob Estelle

M.Y. Baseball-1973

Letters To The Editor

must be submitted

by 5:00 p.m.

UHiES

New York is a crazy town.
Kemember that when you read the
following:

The date is April 4, 1973. The
favorite to win the American
League East is the New York
Yankees. The "experts" said that
the arrival of Graig Nettles and
Matty Alou would make the
Yankees champs. The "experts"
also said that the New York Mets
had an outside chance but the only
reason being that Pittsburgh
Pirate star Roberto Clemente had
been killed in a plane accident. No

b^ncG?LvR^

hitting, they said, was the reason.
The date is May, 1973. The

Yankees start to pick up
momentum and go into first place.
The Mets are in second place and
all kinds of strange injuries start to
happen. Pitcher Jon Matlack gets
a cracked skull from a line drive.
Buddy Harrelson breaks his wrist
and so does Jerry Grote. And the
Mets go down into the doldrums.
The date is June 1973. The

Yankees are rolling along at a pace
of ten games over .500. The Mets
are now in sixth place. The injuries
hitting deficiencies, et al are too
much. The bad rap is blamed on
Yogi Berra for the lack of hitting
and on Bob Scheffing for trading
away Nolan Ryan, Ken Singleton
and Amos Otis, all having good
seasons. But the Mets' MVP is a
man whom Scheffing traded for-
Felix Millan The trading away of
Otis was Dad and the same for
Ryan. But there was no way
anyone could tell that Rusty Staub
would hurt his wrists. Yet the New
York Post asked who should be
fired: Berra, Scheffing or both?
The date is July, 1973. Same

thing.

The date is August, 1973. The
Yankees start sliding. They get no
pitching and no defense. The Mets
stay the same.

The date is September, 1973. The
Mets are climbing out of the
doldrums. The Yankees concede
defeat by shipping Matty Alou and
brother Felipe to the Cardinals and
Expos, respectively, hoping that
one of those teams will kill the
Mets' chances. It doesn't happen.
Cincinnati finishes with the best

record in baseball. Baltimore gets
the second best. But the Dodgers
get the third best and don't make
the playoffs because of Cincinnati
(You shouldda stayed in Brooklyn
Walter!).

'

The Reds, Orioles and A's win
their divisions with a couple of
weeks left. Now you have the wild
NL East that is a repeat of last
year's AL East, only worse. Eight
major league teams finish with
better records. But only three of
those teams make the playoffs.
The NL East is a mockery.
Now we have tha Amazin' Mets

who won their division and go to
Cincinnati to face the Reds
tomorrow. You have to give them
credit. They came back in their
own amazin' way to do it. Amazin',
amazin', amazin', amazin'.
The moral of this story is con-

tained in the words of "You Gotta
Have Heart".
Bob Estelle is a Collegian

Columnist.
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Utters Policy

The M«..chuwtU Daily Collegian welcome, all
letters to the editor They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, doable-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
uue to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed

Letters To The Editor
Unfair, Unworkable And Absurd

Dear Chancellor Kromery:

You are, undoubtedly, as

heartily "sick" of the present

parking situation as any of us;

however, since you bear the
primary responsibility for it, I felt

you should be kept informed of all

current developments. Without
going into the many reasons why
the system is unfair, unworkable,

and absurd, I would like to tell you
what happened to me.
On August 7th, the day I received

the computer form, 1 returned the

form with three lot choices
together with my check. I don't

know exactly what day it was

received by the Parking Office hut
on August 17th. they cashed my
check. Last week, when I still had
received no stickers. I inquired at
the Parking Office and was told not
to worry and the stickers had been
mailed. Yesterday, (October 1st) I

went in again to check. This time I

was told that unfortunately I had
not gotten any of my choices and
that I would now be sent a refund
and could begin the selection
process again. The girl informed
me that on the very first day of
accepting lot requests, the lots I

had asked for had been filled.
Why, I ask you, was my check

Freedom For Men
To The Editor:

It is my opinion that all women belong in the kitchen but why*' First of
all, women are sexist objects and should be treated as such After all a
women is nothing but a good fuck. They are inferior and as such the only
need for them is to take care of man's home. Any good man will tell you
even the pussy-whipped ones will tell you, the only need they see in a
women is to take care of their home and sex, and if you don't have a home
then all you need is sex. You never see men prostitutes.
Secondly, women just go to college to look for a man and because of this

they screw up men. Looking back into American History you all
remember that from high school, Delilah fucked up Samson's head she's
the typical scum that has come under the general heading of women

In conclusion I feel that the MDC has printed many letters on this
subject. I feel that this is the letter to end all letters on this controversial
subject...freedom for men, right on Tim Walbridge.

DougChabinsky

cashed a week later when it uas
already known that 1 could not
have the lots 1 had asked for?
Why was I not informed then so

that I could make another choice
while hall-decent lots were still

available".'

Why is the office waiting until the
last minute to inform people that
they were not assigned lots''

Why did they give me incorrect
information last week?
What will you do to compensate

me for your system's foul up?

This is not only an in

convenience, it is a real handicap
to my pursuit of an education at the
University of Massachusetts.
Because I can't afford the Amherst
rents, I commute from home - a
round tripof60 miles a day. What's
more. J have two 8 a.m. classes a
week. Would you like to bet on the
odds that I will ever make those
classes on time? Even if I leave my
house at 6:30 a.m., I still can't be
sure of arriving in time to catch a
bus from the stadium lot. Of
course, I suppose there is the
possibility of getting a core lot, but
I can't afford the $50.

I hold you personally responsible
lor this whole mess, and I would
appreciate answers from you to the
questions that I have asked.

Jean L. Kaczmarczyk

What
To The Editor:

Please be objective. Because of the events that

have recently occured in Chile, much has been said

about the "dirty and fascist" defense of the

democracy employed in the developing countries.

Even more condemnation has been brought down
upon the role of U.S. Imperialism in these matters. I

would like to ask your unbiased response to two
questions.

Firstly, it appears to me that by arguing about the

number of dead, atrocities, executions and refugees

in Chile we are looking at only one side of the

question. Why is it that we do not burn with similar

intensity and vocalize our sentiments with equal

candour over the Soviet takeover of Praha in 1968?Or
Budapest in 1956? Or have we forgotten the Berlin

Wall so soon?And what of the deportation of the in-

tellectuals, writers and artists to Siberia? I have no
wish to defend the highly unpopular brand of

capitalism that we suffer under here in the United

States but we must also look at the alternatives as

they exist now. Why is it thatso many want to escape

from the modern "socialist democracies"?
Imperialism and human avarice knows no political

boundaries or idealogical differneces. I was in Praha
immediately before the Russian invasion of that city

and the people that I talked to could see no difference
between the impending Soviet takeover and the Nazi
invasion of the Second World War.

My second point is that although I agree that the

disparity between the poverty of the third world

nations and the prosperity of the developed countries

is our most shocking calumny I do not believe that the

solution lies in total revolution. It is very easy to get

excited in a public meeting about the injustices in

Chile and cheer the socialist leaders on as they get

into their cars and drive down the road consuming
their allotment of gasoline. These guys have about as

much "proliteriat work ethic" as Andy Capp The)
are the ones that are telling you what to do! We must
be careful not to substitute one form of mass avarice

for another, more violent, genre.

Eric Drouart & Kusscl Keziere

What About...?

To The Editor:

If Mr. Goulding will look at the entire situation, how could a country

that is at war have any other attitude?

Look at the attitude of the government of Syria. When two Israeli

reconnaissance planes "we're on a routine sea patrol to see what was
going on in the area", at least 8 Syrian Mig jets were sent up to destroy

the two Israeli planes. I'm going to give Syria the benefit of the doubt,

because the Israelis claim 13 Syrian jets were shot down. No matter how
you look at it the Syrians sent up at least 4 to 6 times as many jets.

Who runs and what are the attitudes of the Syrian government?
In Mr. Goulding's case of the shooting down of an unarmed passenger

jet, I can say nothing. But, I ask you to remember that after having

athletes kidnapped and murdered, after the wholesale slaughter in an

international airport and after having an Ambassador killed, one is prone

to overact.

What about our Ambassadors who were killed? What about the Pan
American 707 jet the Palestinians blew up in 1970? Who will pay the

24,258,759 dollars? Who will pay for all the American companies that have

stolen or nationalized? May I also make a comment about the odds

against Israel.

Syria and Egypt we already know about. Lets look at the meeting

between King Hussein of Jordan and Sadat of Egypt in Cairo. They were

once again talking about unity, if their wishes come true the odds will be 3

to 1.

What about King Faisal of Saudi Arabia? With all the pressure on him
from the other Arabs, I would say the Israelis better keep more than an

eye on them. If the worst happens the odds will then be up to 4 to 1.

Then what about American oil companies. They may be able to afford

the loss but they are still American.
Let's talk about the Russians. You know, of course, Dan that the boys in

red are picking up the tab, for not one but four countries. How can they

pay so much when iheir economy is so bad?

What about those SAM Missiles in Egypt?

As for that remark about South Africa, how the hell can you compare a

country that is at war with one that's not. The rules do not apply in these

cases. As for your choice of words, what may be security to one may just

be plain "self preservation" to another.

Could you please answer my question as soon as possible''

Dan Kibe

Dialogue, Not Monologue
To The Editor.

I was saddened to read Mr. A. Alle's letter of September 28 "Per-
secuted Minorities Not Terrorists" It contained numerous
exaggerations and distortions of historical events and outright
falsifications t eg. that Israel has built concentration camps in the Sinai)

.

I cannot honor such statements with answers. It saddc led me to see the
anger and hatred contained in such writing. I am not sure of Mr. Alle's
purpose in writing his letter, but it certainlv could not have been a
peaceful one. Therefore, I have decided that it is best not to add fuel to the
fires of hostility which have been burning both Jew and Arab.
Let us reflect on the goals that we share. We are both for national self

determination for all peoples. We are both for human and civil rights, for
all peoples. We are both against the use of force by either side. We are
both for a peaceful and just solution to the middle-east conflict.

I am not an Israeli but I have lived in Israel. I am a Jew. I understand
and sympathize with the aspirations of the Palestinian nation. So do
many Israelis and many Jews. We want the Arab people to understand
that we also regard the land as our homeland. Many believe, as I do, that
there is room there for both peoples to live out their national existence
harmoniously and creatively.
So instead of talking at each other let us begin to talk to one another and

to listen to one another. Let us join together and creatively seek peace.
Let us build on our common goals and help advance the cause of peace.
Let us put an end to monologue and attempt to enter into dialogue. If

not now, when?

Rabbi Aryeh Meir
director of Hillel

You Can't Win 'Em All
To The Editor:

After reading the two editorials in yesterday's Collegian ( Thurs., Oct
4)

,
I have mixed emotions about the contents of each of the editorials

On the one hand, Matt Tackeff's editorial was a very clear-headed
analysis of the true consequences of "detente" with the Communist
nations. Tackeff's ability to delve behind the rhetoric of liberalism makes
his editorials a pleasure to read.
On the other hand, Steve Anderson's trashy editorial, "Father, Son and

Lucky Host" insults the intellect of the reader. His sickly attempts at
humor consist.of mocking those things which Christians and Jews hold
sacred. Unfortunately Mr. Anderson seemingly can't come up with a
humorous column with out degenerating into slurs of one kind or another

In the future, let's hope for more editorials of Tackeff's caliber and less
nonsensical garbage.

Kobert E. Kelly

Going To Bed Hungry
To The Editor:

We've all suffered under the University policy of mandatory meal
tickets. Even last year, when three meal choices and unlimited seconds
were offered, howls of disgust were constantly raised over the quality of
the food. But this year, my God, this year's food service makes last year's
seem like a dream.
Today I waited to be served for five minutes, while a student argued

with some DC. ladies over how much seconds he was entitled to for 15c in
meal stubs. He claimed two hotdogs with buns, one lady said one hotdog
with bun. and another lady said it was 15c for the hotdog and 15c for the
bun. ( There is one good effect of the new policy, though. It creates more
jobs, because now it takes two people to rip the ticket out of the book and
collect it, while formerly only one person was provided for this difficult

task.)

Well. I guess what I'm complaining about is that for the price I used to
pay for ten filling meals pei week, I now go to bed hungry. The best
solution that I can see is that, this being a state school, let's get some state
help. Write your state senator or rep and let him know of the situation
here.

David Devault

Kris
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More Letters To The Editor

Timothy P. Walbridge Responds
To The Editor:

Without trying to initiate some
sort of drawn out Collegian debate

which would only result in

repetition and boredom, I would
like to submit another article

which responds to those people

who, on 3 Oct. 73, wrote in answer
to my letter to the editor.

1) "Closet Case Joe". Sorry

Charlie.

2) Stephanie H. Aronson. Ap-

parently I should have written an
article about myself. With such a

personal, point blank attack, I

should 've given you more to work
with than a half dozen paragraphs,
centered around only one aspect.

Your line, "did some sweet young
thing, a mere female hurt your big

male ego," is not exactly the most
original analysis of my attitude

that I've ever heard. It seems some
women, yourself possibly among
them, feel that any man who seems
to be somewhat wary and bitter

towards women must be suffering

some deep inner trauma from a

broken love affair. Rather in depth

analysis based on so little. What

good would the kick in the ass do.

Please don't say anything so
original as "give you a headache."

3) Susan Rheaume. Anytime
someone writes an article or says
something as obviously directed as
what I said, his or hers worst trap
is generalization. By definition,

there are exceptions. Whether you
happen to be one of these ex-
ceptions or not, there is no way I

could possibly know from a few
paragraphs. For what it's worth
(pardon me while I set myself up),
I do not consider myself a blatant
sexist. I am however, if you will

excuse the subjectivity of my
analysis, extremely straight
forward to the point

of being blatant. Sometimes you
have to scream "murder!" to keep
someone from being "merely"
beaten-up. Point of agreement,
"most of the gripes you have must
be resolved on an individual level."

4) Cynthia M. Jacques. If the

nuturing of dating and other male-
female rituals has been per-
petrated equally by males, which I

unfortunately know for a fact it

Midnight Rumblers
To all Residents of the Sylvan
Residence Area:
As a recently transferred and

transplanted student to this

college, I observe numerable and
varying phenomena each and
everyday. Many of these ob-

servations are worthwhile, a part

of "the learning process" I wished
to pursue here at the University.

One thing, though, I cannot
understand. I suppose Midnight
Rowdiness will be a perpetual
ritual, but tell me please, why?

Is it too much to ask of an in-

dividual to be considerate and
respectful towards another per-

son? Since when, I would like to

know? Not everyone has their first

class at 1:25 and can afford to

listen to "fuck you", etc., from
12:00 to 3:00 a.m. There is no need
of this. Sexual frustrations,

anxieties, the blues, whatever the

reason, can be vented in a

healthier way than disturbing the

peace of mind of a neighbor in

Cashin or McNamara who may
have had an exhausting day and
require a good night's sleep.

Incidentally, to all you
Cashinites and McNamarians (I

am a McNamara resident) did it

ever occur to you that you might
have better control over your-

selves if you caught a decent
night's sleep?

I am sick of hearing, for in-

stance, "WHAT'S TIIK ( OI.OR OF
SHIT?" To which is replied.
"BROWN". (As in Brown
Residence)

F Troop! Cut it out. Come on.

Bugle Boy, no one rises that early.

We know you are a clown. If your
productivity in life consists of

nothing but playing bugles at 1

a.m. then you'd be much better off

if you relocated in Buglevania,
where all bugle players sound the

$2.00

Discount

Any pair of $4.99

A up moccasins

in stock

with this ad.

25 different styles

3,000 prs. in stock

The Moc
Shoppe
AMHERST

CARRIAGE SHOPS
Good through Oct. 6

Reveille at 1 a.m. You're just not

getting the appreciation that would
be awarded you there.

By the way, this seems to be
mostly a men's game. What I mean
is, the voices I hear loudly

screeching to be the loudest are 20-

1 with the men leading. Excuse me,
the word "men" is very
misleading. These are little boys.

They cannot fit any definition I

have for a truly whole man (or

woman for that matter). Please,

boys, stop playing your little

games. You may not be bothered

by your actions, but others are.

This world would be a better place

if we all stepped back and thought

exactly what effect we are
producing on our environment.
This has been voiced many times,

but it is true. Please be more
considerate after 12:00 a.m.

(I was awakened at 1:00, and
decided to write this.)

Debra Klein

DOWNSTAIRS
in our

Women's Department

Pants by

HAPPY LEGS
NEW DIGS
LANDLUBBER MS

Tops by

MATCH II

Bago
San Francisco
Shirt Works

UPSTAIRS

JEANS
by

LEVI
LEE

LANDLUBBER

EtfBARs
House
201 M PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST
Open Thur*. A Fri. till 9

has, who then is responsible for the

confusion and "separationists
ideology" concerning the un-
derstanding of what you call the

core of the real Feminist
Movement. My name was on that

article, but I know a lot of men, not

claiming a majority but
significance, that feel women's lib.

is absurd. If it is a case of

misunderstanding, where is the

explanation? If I'm simply too

ignorant to see it, that still doesn't

give me or a lot of other males
anything to relate to. When you
have a dozen dissimilar negative
reenforcements, it's a little tricky

to just say, "well it's a stage the

movement's going through." I'd be
glad to work with you or anyone
who's fed up with the bull. But a

person needs to know what
everyone else is working for before

he can orientate himself in a

movement.
5) Laura M. Simeone. By passing

your first two paragraphs centered
around instant analysis of my
sexual orientation and fears, I

would like to ask some questions

concerning your apparent view of

women's liberation. If feminists

are trying, not to take away men's
self-respect, but to teach other

women to develop respect for

themselves "which has so long

been denied them," how are they

going about this process? If female
self-opinion is to change, the

change cannot be isolated, so what
else is affected? Certainly a

woman's relationship with a man
must alter in the process. But to

what extent and how. If I or any
man has a distorted idea of what
self-respect and respect for others
is, whose going to let us know about
it and how? If women have been
made, through society, to feel like

cheap commodities, what has man
been made to feel like? The sucker
maybe. Sarcasm is not my pur-

pose, I'm asking questions and I

have one more. Who decides what
the "positive implications for all

people" are? Women? Maybe what
we need is a Peoples Liberation

movement based on doctrines and
beliefs from men and women.

Timothy P. Walbridge

Burgers Without Lettuce

To The Kditor:

To those bunch of S(ch ) nooks who had the rocks to criticize the Student

Senate in general and Nick Aposotola in particular: Go take a flying fuck

at the rolling donut

Although I've never followed the Student Senate, I took particular in

terest in their action to ban lettuce from the Dining Commons because I

feel a bit of compassion for people that earn about 1800 dollars a year

and whose average life expectancy is 49 years.

It's obvious to me that you bourgeois pigs don't give a shit how other

people are forced to live and that an important priority in your lives is

that your hamburgers always have lettuce. What aspirations!

Since without lettuce, your lives would amount to little more than the

flash of Cosmic Diarrhea, you might try soaking this page in water and

using as a substitute (you poor suffering slobs), or better yet, try wet

toilet paper.
Michael I'golini

(Imo us for having the CHEAPEST in NEW & USED clothes

OLD WEIRD HAROLD'S
NEW & USED CLOTHING

Rt. 9. Haill«-v

NEW Male Jeans
only $5.00

Get ready for the cold with super-warm

Snorkel Parkas only '2001

USED
all kinds

COATS &
JACKETS
$15.00 *$40.00

LEATHER & SUEDE JACKETSl
as well as

CORDUROY & DENIM
along with the usual —
flannel shirts, pea coats, vests,

reindeer sweaters, ete.

JACKETS
and PANTS
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Peace Studies: A New Kind Of Course
By ANN HENCKEN

Associated Press Writer

For an increasing number of

college students the study of peace
has replaced the protest of war.
Today, 50 colleges and univer-

sities across the country offer

major or minor programs in peace
studies. Five years ago, at the
height of the anti-war movement,
only one school offered such
courses.

At the University of Penn-
sylvania, students can obtain a
doctorate in peace science. A year
ago Colgate University established

the first professorship of peace.

This fall, 300 campuses are using
peace studies material, according

to the Institute for World Order in

New York City. Spokesmen said

the institute receives some 250

inquiries per month from junior

and senior high schools, which are
also establishing courses of study.

"Our problem and excitement is

that interest is growing so rapidly.

It's been happening since about
1970," said Franklin Wallin, in-

stitute president.

Proponents of such studies don't

discount the power of protest. They
point to the Vietnam war and
public opinion's role in the
American withdrawal. But they
are hopeful that the peace
education movement will go
beyond Vietnam.
The growing interest in peace

studies stems in part form
frustration of some who par-
ticipated in the protests of the
1960s.

Joe Fahey, acting director of
Manhattan College's Peace Studies
Institute, said of protest in the
1960s:

"I realized that the problem of
war was much deeper than the
Vietnam war and protests were not
enough to stop it. We decided to
make peace our career."
Others see peace studies as part

of a growing worldwide concern,
building over the past few decades.
"These peace studies programs

are part of a global, political and
social movement. The bright,
moral, pragmatic minds are
coalescing. We may be at a
moment in history where it's

possible to abolish war," said Saul
Mendlovitz, director of the World
Order Models Project, an effort by
teams of researchers around the
globe to find better ways to live.

How does one study peace?
Courses vary greatly in subject

matter, but most start with the
promise that war is not inevitable,
practical solutions can and must be
found.

"The nature of the liberal arts
program has been that war is an
acceptible means of conflict
resolution. It's become a
predominant myth in society,"
said Chuck Appel, a 20-year-old
senior at Manhattan College. "But
you've got to teach that nonviolent
resolution is the best way *o solve
problems."
The peace science approach is

also interdisciplinary. One course
may include math, history,
government and psychology - in a

Students To Be Picked

For Fellowships
The University has been invited

to nominate four seniors and one
recent graduate for the Danforth
Graduate Fellowsips to be
awarded in March, 1974, according
to Prof. James W. Shaw, Associate
Dean, College of Arts & Sciences,

210 South College, the Liaison
Officer for the Foundation on this

campus.
The Fellowships, offered by the

Danforth Foundation of St. Louis,

Missouri, are open to men and
women of any race, creed, or
citizenship who have a serious

interest in teaching and-or ad-
ministration in colleges or
universities as a career, and who
plan to study for a Ph.D. in a field

common to the undergraduate
college. Applicants may be single
or married, must be less than 35
years of age at the time of ap-
plication, and may not have un-
dertaken any graduate or
professional study beyond the

baccalaureate.

Approximately 100 Fellowships
will be awarded. The University of

Massachusettts has had two
fellowships awarded in recent
years (Dan Brown '71 and Melissa
Smith 73) and one honorable
mention (Leonard Grzanka '72).

Candidates must be nominated by
Liaison Officers of their un-
dergraduate institutions. The
Foundation does not accept direct

applications for the Fellowships.

Interested students are urged to

consult Dean Shaw immediately.
All applicants for these

Fellowships must take the
Graduate Record Examination.
October 9 is the last date on which
the Educational Testing Service
will accept applications with a

$3.50 penalty fee for the October 27

examination, and November 13 is

the final date to register for the

December 8 exam.
Danforth Graduate Fellows are

NO DOUBT

IT'S THE GIN MILL'

Rte. 181

Bondsville, Ma.

Free Music, beer only a

quarter a glass, or $1.75

for 2 half gallon pitchers.

Cable T.V.

On Sat. & Sun. we feature

steamed clams - steamed in

beer.

rounded technique of problem
solving.

"In the past, sociology,
economics, each had its own piece-
meal approach. We felt the
problem of world conflict requires
a full attack," said Walter Isard,

chairman of the peace science
department at the University of

Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.

Professors also stress that
courses take a rigorous,
unemotional look at world
problems, and that facts and un-
derstanding - not rhetoric - are
their tools.

Courses range from the
University of Colorado's
"Sociological Analysis of
Revolution" to Harvard College's
"History and Theory of Non-
Violence."

Lalit Aggarwal, 29, the first

candidate for a doctorate in peace
science at Penn, is trying to

develop a universally applicable
framework for solving conflicts at

all levels, urban to international.

As an architect and city planner,
he felt solutions to urban disputes
very inadequate.

"But it's not enough to just say,
i don't like it.' One should be able
to suggest a possible alternative.

The program has helped me put
my ideas in a more rigorous,

precise form," said Aggarwal, who
plans to work with an international
agency when he completes his

degree.

At Manhattan College some 17

courses with an emphasis on peace
are offered in various depart-

ments. About 40 majors study such on a campus with a strong HOTC
subjects as "War and Violence in contingent -and some radicals who
Western Literature" and "Biology grumbled when the peace major
of Human Behavior." was established.
The program is flourishing now

AMHERST OPTICAL

Sinttntor Units Polish Contact lenses

SUNSENSOR" Light lenses
It's a comfort glass suriSensor SUNSENSOR'* Dark lenses

it s a sunglass

ISO NORTH PLEASANT ST.
AMHERST. MASS.
256-6403

170 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST. MASS.

263-9412

eligible for four years of financial

assistance with a maximum an-
nual living stipend of $2,025 for

single Fellows and $2,200 for

married Fellows, plus tuition and
fees. Dependency allowances are
available. Financial need is not a

condition for consideration.
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CAMPING WD HOVNT.tlM l RISC EQUIPMENT

POST OFHCE BOX 12 AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01002

Tel. (413) 253-5081

Located on Route 9 at the Amherst-Hadley town line

(413)253-9504

FALL RENTAL EQUIPMENT SALE
Oct. 11-13 ONLY

30-50 per cent off on all rental equipment depending on condition including down-filled

sleeping bags, foam pads, framepacks, & tents

PRE-SEASON SKI-TOURING EQUIPMENT SALE
Oct. 11 - Nov. 3 9 1973

20-30 per cent off most models of touring skis, boots, bindings and poles. Brands on sale
include EMS Asnes, Bonna, EMS Madshus, Rieber, Falk VM poles, Rottefella and
others.

MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT SALE
Oct. 11 - Nov. 3, 1973

20-30 per cent off on many models of down-filled sleeping bags, foam pads, frame and
day packs, down-frlled parkas, tents, gloves, mittens and many other items.

Brands on sale include Alpine Designs, North Eace. Gerry, EMS, Janus, Camp Trails,

Rough Rider, Bergens, etc.

ALL BICYCLE PACKS 20 per cent OFF Store Hours . . 9-9, Mon.-Eri.

Supply limited 9-5 : 30, Sat.
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Of Interest...

Chess Tournament Offered
The Campus Center Program Council will sponsor an open chess

tournament this weekend with at least $500 in cash prizes, plus six

trophies. The winner will receive $100, with-other awards going to

winners in various U.S. Chess Federation rating classes. New
(unrated) players can compete for the $50 prize for Top Unrated.

All players must belong to the U.S. Chess Federation ($8, under
20 $4) and the Massachusetts Chess Association ($2.50, under 18 $1).

Each of these memberships includes a magazine subscription and
eligibility for other events. Tournament entry fee is $12 in advance,
$15 at the door, but those playing in their first rated tournament can
get a "package" -$15 to cover entry fee plus all necessary dues.

Registration closes 11 : 30 am. Saturday in Campus Center Room
809. Everyone will play six games (no knockouts) ; rounds start at

noon and 6:00 p.m. Saturday, 9:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Sunday, and
9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Monday (Columbus Day). Players are
asked to bring chess sets if possible. For full information and ad-
vance registration, contact Jim Lane, 104 Hamlin House, 546-9393.

Accounting Conference In Offing
An Accounting and auditing conference focusing on current

problems and new developments will be held at the UMass Campus
Center Nov. 2 and 3, the Division of Continuing Education has
announced.

Specifically, the conference is designed to bring the accounting
practitioner up to date on current developments from the Financial

Accounting Standards Board and Auditing Standards Executive
Committee.

Sponsors, with the Division of Continuing Education, are the

Massachusetts Society of Public Accountants and the accounting
department of the UMass School of Business Administration.

Registration is now open; full details are available from the

Division of Continuing Education, 920 Campus Center, or the

Massachusetts Society of Certified Public Accountants, One
Central Plaza, Boston 02108.

Energy Group

Formed

An Energy Conservation
Committee has been formed to

lead a campus-wide effort to

conserve electricity, heat and

other energy at UMass in

Amherst.

The administration-faculty-

student committee is led by

Kenneth Dean, a staff

associate in the Office of Ad
ministrative Services. Its goal

is to identify and implement
short- and long-term steps to

conserve all forms of energy on

campus, to develop an im-

plementation plan and to set up
ways of measuring progress of

the plan.

The action is part of a

statewide University effort

begun by President Robert
Wood, who states that the

University, as a public in-

stitution, "has a responsibility

to do all that it can to employ
energy conservation
measures."

i AP Win-photo

'

CAPE ARAGO, Ore.-NO GO -Malcolm Forbes, left, publisher of

Forbes Magazine, demonstrates his 95.000 cubic foot hot air balloon

for spectators after a strong westward wind forced cancellation of

start of a cross-country voyage. Forbes said the flight, which could

cost up to $100,000, is a publicity gimmick for his magazine.

Specializing in pizzas, hot -oven

grinders and spaghetti . . .

• pizzarama •
355 College St., Amherst (Rte. 9)

253-3808

25c Off any order with this ad

Limit one discount per customer. Expires 10-14

A YOM KIPPUR (DAY OF ATONEMENT)

MESSAGE TO THE OMASS. COMMUNITY

"Man was created on the

last day of creation so that

if he becomes overbearing
and haughty, he can be told —
even the flea was created before

you." (Talmud Sanhedrin 38a)

Yom Kippur is a reminder that res

ponsibility to our fellow man is

essential to remaining human. In

loving our fellow man we begin to

understand the meaning of "You
shall love the Lord your God".

Schedule of Services

in C.C. Auditorium
Friday, Oct. 5, 6: 15 p.m.

Kol Nidre

Saturday, Oct. 6, 9:00 a.m., morning
service — Yizkor. 4:30 p.m., closing ser-

vice, havdalah and break fast.

FOR SALE

Stereo huffs! If you want stereo
riiuipin.nl nun hid for you and sold at

wholesale prices, tall Dick 253-2786 after B.

- Ml Itrands!

If 10/3

1

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE

i h.n lemnnl, Mass — home of five

Weimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-

I' .. cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or

uuiel enjoyment. 1-413-339-6688.

tf 10/19

Mil Capri 1600. grey. 17.000 miles, ex.

i nini will discuss price, (all 584-7711 or

see at Rak Citgo in Northampton
tfio-5

1971 Honda XM exc cond.. 4700 mi 1500 w
2 helmets: 1 ft hlacklile with many posters
and fluorescent nets $25. (all Dave 256-

SMC
If 10-5

tnt Su/uki GT250. i7oo mi, excellent

cond MM, DMM
If 10-5

Winter coat Sz. 15- IK rust, boot length

w 'h«-lt. hood. Kur trimmed on hood cuffs

houghl last season, very reasonable, (all

Kathv .'.-lit 1

1

tflO-5

I'll.:. International Travelall. new
brakes, clutch, good rubber. I on floor.

Musi he seen, (all David MNW leave

message, price is |SM!
tflO-10

( ouch— S 25. good condition: Women's 3

speed -'••" Columbia Kicycle 2 yrs. old 125:

blow liair dryer 15. (all MMMI after 6

p.m.
tflO-10

Nikor — 50mm Kl. 4 lens new. $75. Sony

TC-55 cassette player and recorder inc.

AC -DC adapter & ball-charger New $115.

(all 1-567-351 1.

if 10-5

Kelly backpack and frame, med. $ r>

Kureka pup lent with rain fly 140. Alto

Recorder $10. (all 268-7153 i Williams-

burg).

If 10-5

Snow tires — two studded — K78xl4.
excellent condition BMH1

tflO-5

MM Kurd (oitina. low mileage, air

gauges. \m-KM. radials. tach. his h.p..

$11 "ill way under hook value, wood inslr.

panel, clock. 107 I'ufflon. fltttlTI

tflO-ll

Raleigh :: speed girls green. $i>'. (all
253-7152 after 7 p.m.

If 1 0-9

Two week old tires. t;5i>-i:i. one pair

snows, one regular, reasonable offer ac-

cepted, (ail 253-7851 anytime.
tflO-5

(•uinea pigs — angoras < Peruvian) and
regular short hairs, (all after 6 p.m.. 533-

ROOMMATE WANTED

Mature roommate wanted — share
house. 12 mi. from campus. 75/mo. & util.

( all I iiut.i 283-3408. ,[,„-,

Roommate wanted to share apt. in

Sunderland. Own room. $75 per mo., incl.

utilities, on bus line, (all Nancy. Sa.M. or

Kim. 1*5-1176

IflO- 1

1

WANTED

Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity

kitchen at meal times in exchange for Kree
hoard.

RIDE WANTED

Commuter couple needs room to sleep

Wed. & Thurs. Contact David Letters at

Collegian Office.

tf 10-5

I bedroom house within 7 mi. Need oc-

cupancy soon, (all Skibiski. Realtors.

Northampton. 584-3428.

tf 10-12

$ 15 and YOI (AN OWN the ugliest

niosi disgusting I!»fi0 VALIANT
HONEST AL has ever seen. 6 cyl std

trans, some tires used daily. H4 Chevy

I WAGON. 6 cyl std. trans. RISTY
HIT RELIABLE. Tires $75. 66

DODGE DART mech excel

throughout SLANT 6 std trans 2 dr

sedan looks gd — No rust $425

W \NTED DARTS VALIANTS -

LANCERS in any cond. 586-3819.

tf 10-5

INSTRUCTION

Energy crisis — I cr. mini-course, no
pre-reu. physics I90C..M-W-F. 11:15. Oct.
Mi to Nov. >i (all Prof. Hoffman. MMn
for details.

tflO-10

AUTO FOR SALE

Ride south wanted — am going to DC.
Maryland area, hut any ride in that
direction will help. To Iv. Oct. I or 5.

Bruce. 6-8615.

(fill-:.

nu YW Squa iih.uk new tires. needs

some bod\ and engine work . $100 . (all

Sam illei 5: Ml. :. i<i-:i'W7

tflO-5

Ride In Relchertown Slate School or R-
town from I Mass. Weds. & Fri. Must be
there h> I p.m.. will pa y . fall (;inny. 519-
I4M evenings

tf IO-«t

isn w. stereo complex v good cond. Inc.

RSR turntbl. 8-track slide, push cntrs big

f spks ill" woof 5" horn. pd. 1350. $270 or
best. I vr old 6-6023.

If 10-5

-
Mun

tfio-'i

Typewriter (Hympia manual 13" carr
half space, case. $50. 584-6106 evenings.

tf 10-5

Kor sale Martin 12 siring guitar. Retails

for SSMI. Rest offer over 1 390.00 takes it.

(all 198-2871.

tf 10-5

W\ _ Harts, battery under guaranty.

(.nod tires, starter etc. (all 256-6182. «-7

p in

tf 10 5

Kor sale — 1966 MCR, good condition,

many new parts and extras. $600. M) or best

offer. Call 549-13*7

If 10 12

Scuha-Dacor DHL hose. Scubair S(>L

hose. CSD 72 & twn. 50 tanks, speargun &
fins: also car cassette player & alum. 6'

folding cot 256-04X1.

trio-ll

( •mid foods . better w ines . best beers — 8-

II daily. Montague Mini-Mart. Montague
( enter.

tflO-15

FREE

Leslie organ speaker and-or Farfisa duo

c ompac-t organ for sale Roth in fine shape,

(all lane for details. H3>MRS.
tfm :.

free — two dogs, sisters, half Shepherd,
h.ilf Collie. H mos. old Outdoor dogs, good
watch dogs shots, spayed (all tit ITfl.

If 1 0-5

FREE APARTMENT

Kree furnished room in beautiful
location in return for sharing light

housekeeping & child sitting, (all Cathy
\dams at :>l!»-642l or 515-0519.

tfl0-9

LOST

Lost m> fly fishing reel Sun. night, not

worlh much: only to me. IMease return to

Mark or Tom in 103 Hamlin or Lost &
Kound. Sm. reward.

If 1 0-5

l.ost on 10-2 near WOPE. I pr. black mtl.

rimmed eyeglasses. Return to Noella

(orriveou. Ill Hutterfield. 515 2118.

If 1 0-9

1967 Kord Galaxie 500. 2 door hardtop,
excellent condition, (all 527-2770 after 6:00
p.m.. any evening.

If 1 0-5

1965 I'onliac l.emans (all 253-3502 after
5: on p.m.. $250.

tf 10-5

1961 I'onliac ambulance. 35,000 original
miles, make good rajnper. Reasonable
price. 665-3311.

tflO-12

1961 Valiant, positively conditioned, only

$IMI. (all 5I6-.VI86.

tflO-5

72 Int. 1/2 ton PI V*. 4x4. 12950. Can be
seen at 119 Summer St. Apt. 67. No.
\mhersi. weekdays after 5 p.m. tfl0-5

VW Rus 71 w /rebuilt engine — like
starting off with a new car! Rlue w /snows.
asking $1,699 (all 323-7779 Relchertown.

tf 10-5

197(1 VW. only 27000 miles, excellent
running condition, snow tires. $1050, will
dicker, call Paul 515-0131 day. 253-5215
evenings

tf 10-9

71 Ply. Cricket, must sell, need tuition

money : 4 cyl. std. 4 sp. trans.. Rack and
Pinion steering, exc. mil. Call Jim 6-5234.

tf 10-5

1966 VW Rus - New brakes, new tires, rebuilt

engine, inspected, body in good shape. $350.

Call or see Cindy, 511 Grayson. :. 16-6KI9.

tflO-10

1966 Chevy Wagon. Kail Inspection
Slicker, dependable, economical. (•
cylinder). Real good car. asking $300 will

haggle BMNt
MlfM

1971 Kial x.Mi hi rarer. 26.0M) mi., new
tires. AM-FM. exc. cond.. must sell by
Nov . best offer < retail over $IXMl>. (ail
Jim 1 1131 7X3-2X07.

tfl»-9

1965 Ply mouth Rarracuda. exc. body and
engine cond.. Y-x, new shocks, good tires,

must be seen. $325. Call VI. 546-7691.

tf 10-11

1966 Chevy Impala. X cyl. auto,
dependable. 5X4-56X5 after 5 p.m.

very

tfl0-9

(ream Puff. $200 firm. 1963 Pontiac.
economical engine, recently rebuilt: will

soon need brakes. Come and see at 24

(owls Rd.

tflO-9

Kor sale — 1964 ( hevelle convertible.
black with v hite top. I cv Under standard.
asking $295. (all 546-7414.

trio -:>

1959-60 Alfa Romero l.T Sprint, hardtop,
runs like a dream. Classic, used for

dependable daily transportation. $750
firm Call 6-7133

tflO-12
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By GUY DARST
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) Mayor Kevin II.

White offered a $5,000 reward
yesterday for information on six

youths who burned a young woman
to death in what White called "one
of the most horrible crimes" in

Boston history.

"The people of this city are
suffering through one of the most
horrible crimes in its history-a

crime that would make every
decent person wince in shame that

this atrocity, the death of this girl,

could happen in Boston." White
told newsmen.
The white victim, Evelyn Renee

Wagler, 24, was beaten until she
agreed to pour gasoline over
herself Tuesday night by a gang of

six youths who then tossed a match
and set her afire, police said.

Mrs. Wagler, a German-born
Swiss who came here from Chicago
last week to find work and live with
friends, died four hours later. She
suffered second and third degree
burns over her entire body.

White and Police Commissioner
Robert G. DiGrazia both deplored
the lack of cooperation by persons
who might have witnessed the
brutal slaying.

"It is hard for us to believe that

such a crime coald happen on a
well-lighted thoroughfare at 9:30 at

night without someone having
witnessed at least part of it,"

DiGrazia said.

Several calls were received by
police Wednesday night, but most
were described as crank calls.

Detectives continued to comb the

Reward Offered In Boston Murder

^
Handmadew
Jewelry

U*4r ^^P
199 N. Pleasant St.

AMHERST
Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

r

PERSONAL
Warm your cockles with Dean Swift

Fancy Sniffing Snuff. Send name. etc. for
Tree samples. Dean Swift Ltd.. Box 2009,
San Kran., Calif.

tno-5

Gay commune has farm, now peopling,
living and loving together. P.O. Box 723,
Amherst. Ma.

U"RV»

Calculators — new, fulls guaranteed.
Texas Inst.. $90. Also Bowmar, Com-
modore, etc. (all Jack, 6-6930.

tfl0-5

Womans touch needed. Own bedrm &
small rent 4 occasional hs help & sitting.

Shud hv gd head It own car. Write 20D
CPL .mi. No. Amherst.

UlO-5

Money: We know it was you! We want
an encore!! Washington.

tfl«-5

Gay Commune has farm — now
peopling, living and loving together. Box
723. Amherst. Mass. 01002.

tf 11-11

I'm looking for a stepvan metro or
pick up truck, auto, transmission. Call
Paul 253-351 1 or 665 1405

tflO-5

rough, predominantly black
Roxbury section Thursday without
leads

DiGrazia insisted the murder
was not racially motivated.
But officers said Mrs Wagler

told pdice on her hospital deathbed
she thought she recognized in her
group of tormentors three men who
had accosted her earlier in the
week, called her "honkie" and told
her to "get out of this part oi
town."

Mayor White said "It wasn't a
racial question, it's isolated in-

sanity. Four black men tried to
save the girl's life."

He added: "People are preoc-
cupied with-and fear-the macabre.
The entertainment industry has
capitalized on this since the earlv
30's."

The murder occurred only two
nights after a television movie
"Fuzz" was shown in Boston and
nationwide depicting similar at-
tacks.

Ironically, the movie was made
in Boston with the help of the city.

DiGrazia Oil Wednesday called it

"disturbing" thai Mrs Wagler was
burned to death in the same
fashion that the movie showed
"It's alxiut tune that the public
demanded an end to violence such
as this in our movies and on
television," he said.

Robert Bennett, station manager
of the local ABC affiliate which
showed the movie, said it was
shown with police consent and had
officers objected beforehand, "we
would have gladly reconsidered
running the film."

Referring to the mid-1960's in-

cident in which a New York woman
was stabbed to death while 38
persons ignored her screams for

help. White said, "A stigma fell

over New York and her citizens.

Let there be no stigma in Boston."
Mrs. Wagler's husband, Mark,

29, from whom she had been
separated for more than a year,
wept as he told the Chicago Sun-
Times his wife's death was "in-
credible, horrid."

"Yet I can feel no malice. It was

caused in our system tint spawns
places like RoxbUT) and turns
people against people '1 hat's the
way Renee would have looked at it

too " He said "the last thing shed
have wanted was for her death to

be used to inflame people, to create
a circus

."

Wagler. a freelance author,
literary critic and lormer
schoolteacher, said his wile had
worked part-time as a carpenter
and "it was her dream to learn how
to be a truck driver She wanted to

explore life, she was looking for
answers. She was a very deter-
mined girl."

Mrs. Wagler arrived in Boston
from Chicago Sunday to live with
five girl friends, one white and four
black, in Roxbury. She drove
around the city all day Tuesday-
tier last day alive-looking for a job

and ran out of gas two blocks from
her new home She walked to a
service station 11 blocks away,
houghl two gallons, and was
jumped by the six souths on her
way hack to the ear

The) forced her into a vacant lot.

told her to pour the gasoline on
herself

,
and when she refused, heat

and threatened her She then
complied and one youth flicked a
match on her.

She tolled on the ground, trying
to put out the flames, and. still

smouldering, walked to a liquor
store where she calmly asked the
Clerk "Will you please call an
ambulance""
She walked out but the clerk and

four customers caught her and
smothered her with a blanket. A
police car took her to City Hospital
where she died four hours later.

•»»»\ *' >.<\i

Television Tonight

AUTO FOR SALE

Porsches. IBS, 1600 SSC. $400 up: Chev.,

I'M* station wagon, new trans. & ball

joints: Saab 96S radials. 323-7327. trades.

tf10-11

1970 'i pass. Kingswood Ksiale wagon.
37.0OO mi., auto, trans., power steering,

power brakes, roof rack, mileage good,
great family car. Paul. :•:. ! Tkiii

tflO-12

I'** MGB, blown engine, but 4 new 14-

inch tires and wire wheels. Call Mark, 665-

4390. best offer.

tf 10-12

IA6X Volvo station wagon, M.'.s. new
stick, AM-FM. snows, very good cond., 25
m.p.g. Can be seen days on campus. About
11250 firm. 367-2826.

tflO-10

l»66 l.andro\er. needs new third gear,
all new valves, top etc.. $900 now or II2O0
when fixed. Possible trade for VW. Call
413-268-7892.

tflO-10

k\sm;\ OTOOLK (18)

IKM.AN S IIKKOKS i22>

MISTK.lt KOOKKS NKKill
liOKII(M»Di24> (571

ADVKNTl RKS OK SI PKRMAV (27)

BKVKKI.Y IIILI.KII.1.IKS (30)

(iOMKIt PVI.K (40)

5:30 TIIK KKAI. MCCOYS (18)

TDK KI.K.CTHIC COMPANY (24) (57)

liOMKM PYI.K <27>

IKK.AN S IIKKOKS (30)

NKWS. WKATIIKK. SPOKTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S IIAPPKMM; I PDATK (3)
•1:00 \KWS (3) (81(22)

AMKKICA "Inventing A Nation" (18)
ZOOM! (24) (57)

PKTTKOAT JUNCTION <27)

TO TKM. TDK TKl Til Garry Moore,
host CM) i

WILD WILD WKST (40)

•i:30 NKWS (3) (22) (301

ABC KVKNING NKWS (8)

BOOKBKAT (24)

CHALLENGING SKA (27)

LOl IS LYONS: NKWS AND COMMENT
(57)

fell NKWSBKAT NKWS (40)

7:00 WOKLD AT W AK (3)

TRUTH OK CONSKOl KN( KS Bob
Marker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKK SHOW The Curse of
the IVtrie People." (18)

NKWS. WKATIIKK. SPOKTS (22) (30)

MOYIK Rogues of Sherwood Forest"
I Mil

I.KTS MARK A DKAL (22)

WALL STREET REEK (24)

TDK HOLLYWOOD SQl ARKS (30)

NANNY AND THE PROKKSSOR "The
Human Element" (40)

A SMALL CRY GARDEN (57)

8:00 CALUCCTT DEFT (3)

THE BRADY Bl'N'CH "Never Too

Young (8i 1 40)

SANKOD AND SON "Presenting the
Three Segrees." (22) (30)

WASHINGTON REEK IN KKVIKW (24)

(57)

8:30 THK ODD COUPLE Thai Was
NoLaRf" (8) (40)

THKGHtL WITH SOMKTIHN(. KXTKA
(22) (301

ARTHUR PKYSOCK (24)

WALL STREET WEEK (57)

!i : mt MOVIE "The Wrecking Crew" (3)

ROOM 222 (K) (40)

THK 700 11AM '18)

NKKDI.KS AND PINS "No Way To Treat
a Relative' (22) (30)

VIDEO DRAMA I The Carnage (24)

BORIS KAKI.OKK PRESENTS
THRU IKK The Big Blackout" (27)

MASTERPIECE THKATRK End
Game" (57)

:« ADAM'S RIB "Separate Vacation" (8)

i 40

1

BRIAN KEITH SHOW Austin Moves
in " (22) tasi

looo LOVE. AMKKR AN STYLE Uve
and Ihe Memento". "L*ve and the Stutter

"

"l-ove and the Single Husband." : "Love and
the High Spirits " <8) Hi
DKAN MARTIN COMEDY HOI R (22)

(SK-

ILL AMERICAN INDIAN DAYS (24)

NEWS (27)

WISEMAN FESTIVAL (57

1

10:30 THK LIVING WORD (18)

10:15 MANTRAP < 27

1

11:00 NKWS. WEATHER. SPORTS IS) 18)

(18) (22) (301 (40)

11:30 MOVIE "AVery Special Flavor" (3)

WIDK WORLD OP KNTEKTAINMENT
ig) i4(li

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 THK MIDNIMIT SPECIAL r 22 > (3()>

TONIGHT AT 6:00 p.m. The best in Jazz with All

WILL!
TOMORROW AT 1:20 p.m. -

UMASS vs. RUTGERS
Football live from Alumni Stadium, with Don Gorski doing play by

play and I^arry Convoy on color

SUNDAY NIGHT at 10:10 p.m. -

INTERNATIONAL MUSIC
Joe C. welcomes Stanley Kwong. who'll be performing Chinese

classical, folk, and opera music on classic instruments Also featured
are contemporary recordings from China

MONDAY NIGHT AT 10 p.m. -
I

FOCUS -
I

"l

Ken Mosakowsk.'s guest is JoeScheurer. program representative forthe Experimental Housing Alliance of Springfield Calls are welcome at
."H5-2876

And o( course THE FOCRTH TOWER OF INVERNESS every
weeknighl at midnight, with a complete recap Sunday nighl at 9 30'

UIMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM \J

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE /jf
RADIO

PERSONAL MDC CLASSIFIEDS HELP WANTED

Student Activities Policy Council
needs involved people. Submit resume
at the Student Senate Office. 420 SI by
10/10. Any questions, call David
Hooker. 5-0341.

(f 10-10

SERVICES
PERSONAL

Klind duck will ask you for turkey, but
beware, when he asks you to make his
banana cream for good eats. Call Loony
Ounie. S4S-ltl3.

10-5

Men! Women! Jobs on ships! No
experience required. Kxcellent pay
Worldwide Travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send 13.00 for in-
formation. Seafax. DepL M-17. PO
Rox SM* Port Angeles, Washington
•18362.

tf 10-17

S.A.N. — we aim to please at Room of
l>esire. You'll fit right in. but standing
room only.

10-5

Portraits, situations, objects —
forgeries, (all Doorknob Enterprises. 546-

5785 for appl.

tfl0-5

Astrologer does birthrharts
(horoscopes) with complete accuracy.
Interpretation and counseling. Call Jef-

frey. 253-5.186.

tfl0-5

Pari & full day office work available

immediately, experience necessary.
Sandy's Secretarial Service. 584-1000.

tflii in

rtPKKD TYPIST
In Ware, at Collegian printer.

X;tll p. III. -1:00 a.m.

ask for ( hurlotte

Garage wanted — Lorkable - within 10
miles of campus. Call Jack 549-«468. leave
message.

tf 10-10

Dear Runs — happy 33rd birthday to the
best Finance Co. a girl ever had. I'm still
in lust with you. What a cute woodpecker'
l-ove 38-».

10-5

Typing — Reliable, reasonable,
manuscripts, term papers, theses,
disserla. IRM Selectric typewriter. Mary
Lou 253-7352.

tf 10-10

Piano accompianist needed for ballet
classes in Gfld.. approx times 4-7.: 30.

MWK. (all collect after 8 p.m. 773-5179.
Mrs. Louis Gexler.

tf 10-10

Drummer Ikg for Gig 13 exp. serious
musicians only. Call 549-6431 Blve Ive
msge. I'm new in town call if I know
of the above.

tfl0-5

Irma K. — you told me to stop sending
cards and flowers Is this better? Have a
nice day — Leo.

10-5

Bike problems? Will do most bicvele
repairs on campus, inexpensive. Call Tom
after 5. 584-I9K5.

tflO-d

(ashlers, concession, doorman, asst
man. Part-time: Eves or wknds, 3
days/wk. (all 533-3300 or apply in person
Victory Theatre. Hoi.

tf 10-10

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
Guaranteed rebuilt Volkswagen engines.GAR. VW Rebuilding Shop, 1-232-7051.

tf 10-26

C.C. Devi — our physics darling and
perpetual cutie — Michael (iolas, keep
smiling cus she's cool. Stage Rug.

tflO-5

New Triumph 500 motorcycle, slightly
chopped, need money fast. Kirst $795.00
takes it. (all 519-0302.

10-5

Student experienced in tech. inking and
or drafting on a reg. hourly part-time
basis Phone 5-2548 or 5-2008.

tflll-9

Kxperienced nude model — will pose for
class or individual artist for S3 per hour,
regular customer) si less. Call Theresa fri

8373.

tfl0-5

Wanted — couch or sofa or reasonable
facsimile, will negotiate price. Call 665-

L'lMlt mornings. 9-11.

tflO-5

Happy 20th. Chris II.. from the girls of

Coolidge 17. Do you want to thank us
together or individually?

10-5

Whoever found my yellow notebook —
Mythology 225 — please call 6-1073.

reward.

tf 10-11

Nikki at 6-8045. I love you. Call me at
Charlie's. Fred Smith.

10-5

Deb — almost three years: we've only
just begun. I love you. G.A.

10-5

WANTEP
We buy good conditioned used records

for The Record. 256-6134 in Faces of Karth.

tflO-12

Need a typist" Term papers, theses,
dissertations, books — any kind of
typing done in my home. Kxperienced
typist with IRM Selectric typewriter.
Reasonable rates. Kast service. Call
581-07 13.

tf 10-12

Rus driver trainees, must be student.
ha\e class I permit, (all 5-0056. 5-2086 or
apply at Bus Garage. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

joaa.

F°* RENT

Wanted — person to help clean frater-
nity kitchen at meal times in exchange for
Iree board.

tf 10-10

II girls need I kitchenboys to work one
hr. lunch shift & one hr. supper shift 2
meals given free. Applicants call 51,-0527
e\eninKs

IfH) Hi

Needed — lead guitar and drummer,
must have instrument and trans. Paid
rehearsal time, (all Mike between 3 and 5.

527-9830.

tf 10-12

For rent — 5 room apt. in the country
Please call IB MM, keep trying.

tfl0-9

ENTERTAINMENT

Half a gd hs ina woods, 2 share 4 some I

needing lots of space & quiet. 1 175 in-
clusive, (all 549-1204 weekdays 4:45 to
5:15.

tfl0-5

Steve the DJ says, try me. you'll like me.
Powerful PA and 1000's of records. Ring
me at 167-2842 for more information.

tflO-8'

Dehumidifier. freezer: also need
volleyball set for Oct. 13. will rent or buy.
For sale — humidifier. $5. Bob or Suzanne.
256-0503.

tfio-in

Wanted — used floor loom or large table
loom, must be at least a four harness.
Phone 533-9406 anytime.

tflO-10

Horses boarded. 10 minutes to campus.
Box stalls, field jumping, excellent trails.
253-7373.

,
tflO-27

Garage space, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. D. II. Jones 549-:!700.

tflO/18

Sm. house to rent — Conway. Colrain
vicinity, two bdrm. pref. 323-6628 after 5.

tflO-ll

Large fur. room with ', bath in private
home. *60 per mo. Want one able to babysit
for I child. I hr. 3 nights a week. 256-8948
after 3 p.m.

MMMI

The Twilight /one" narrated by Rod
Serling. 1 half hr. shows from the original
IMS TV. series. Fri.. Oct. 5 at 7-9-11 in

Mahar.

tflO-5

Need a band? Call Stan's Bands,
represents all area bands. Call 256-0316.

tfl0-5

Rock music is ALHAMBRA for your
dorm party or other booking. Call Jeff (in
102. 5-2642 or Warren. 863-9216. Reasonable
rates.

tfl0-5

|
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Notices

BAHA'I ASSOCIATION: , COLLEGE CHURCH:
Meeting this Sunday 10 7 at 3:00. Bus to Church begins at Newman

Important elections and consultation. Center 8:43, Waiting Station 8:45,

Mail complete ballots to Box 912 C.C., Hamlin House 8:48, SW Horseshoe
if unable to attend. Rm. 903, C.C. 8:50. Same route one hour later.

BELCHERTOWN BUS PETITION:
Are you happy with no Belchertown

bus? Sign petition at Commuter
Office and other places in C.C. Table
on C.C. Concourse, today. Questions

323 4098.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Bus to Belchertown leaves

tomorrow from Whitmore at 12:45

Return to Campus by 4:00 p.m. Old

friends, new friends welcome. See

you there. Questions? Call Jay 253

5897.

BICYCLE TOUR:
Monday at 9:30 a.m. Meet in front

of the S.U.B. for a preliminary

Montague Plains tour The real one is

scheduled for 10 14.

BIKE RACE:
Starts at West End of Mass. Ave.,

Sunday 2 p.m. Classes for beginners.

For info call Mark at 256 8723.

BOLTWOOD INFIRMARY PRO-
GRAM
Infirmary program cancelled

Monday 10 8. Program will run
Thursday night, 10-11. Any questions
call Chris 549 4476. Other programs,
contact your supervisor.

MEET THE

AT THEHUHGfir-U

103 N.PLEASANT ST.

253-9080
PIUAS TOO!!

DANCE FREE:
Those interested in creative

movement, improvisation or free
dancing come and join us tonight at

8:30. Check C.C. Information Desk
for Rm. number.

FAMILY TIME:
All Christians are invited to a time

of fellowship with their brothers and

sisters. 7:00 pm in the Colonial

Lounge SUB. Acts 2:4447.

FRENCH MAJORS:
Mandatory meeting Tuesday, 10 9,

7:30 p.m., 3rd floor lounge, Herter.

Please attend!

JAPANESE AMERICAN CLUB:
Sukiyaki Party, 10 12, 6:30 p.m.

Admission. Money must be paid by
10 8 in 804 Thompson. All members
and interested people invited.

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES IN
FORMATION:
Free 5 College Latin American

Studies Newsletter available at
Information Desk in the C.C.

MOTORCYCLE CLUB:
Pepperall Motocross is Sat., 10 13.

If you care to go all are welcome.
Find out about this exciting sport
first hand. Call Jim at 6 7151.

POSITION FOR GRAD STUDENT:
Open in Project 10 (Pierpont

House). Part time position for a

community organizer with skills and

experience in Recreation Phys. ed.

Applications due at the Project Office

by 4:30pm. 10 10. Call 5 0811 for info.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY:
We are inventorying tomorrow

Members please attend. 11:30 a.m. in

the library.

S.W.A.P.:

Committee meeting, Monday at

8:00 p.m. in room 168 170 C.C. All

interested are welcome.

TWILIGHT ZONE:
4 Half hour segments from the first

year ( 1959) of the original T.V. series

are showing tonight, at 7 9 11 in

Mahar.

WUMV:
Election for management board

position to be held Monday at 8 p.m.,

167 C.C. Members urged to attend.

LOST:
On 10 1 black wallet between GRC

and Dickinson. Please turn in to C.C.

lost and found No questions asked.

FOUND:
Joseph Beals, Marsh St.,

Springfield: I found your wallet 10 2

near Mahar. Call Kathy 546 7390

PINNING:
Patricia M

SAM., Kevin
Salem State.

Avolio Class '74

F. Moram Class '73

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Pollution Control

Grants Awarded
Massachusetts Division of Water Pollution Control grants totaling

$325,000 have been awarded for research by UMass environmental
engineers in three key water pollution areas.

The state grants will support a study by Dr. Francis A. DiGiano on the

removal of the water pollutants phosphorus and nitrogen; a second study
by Dr. Lawrence N. Kuzminski on what happens to lead, cadmium and
other heavy metals in Massachusetts lakes; and a third by Drs. Donald
D. Adrian and Tsuan H. Feng on new methods of sewage plant sludge
disposal.

Dr. DiGiano will study both physical and chemical means of removing
phosphorous and nitrogen, two primary causes of eutrophication in lakes.

Phosphorous and nitrogen over-feed algae and other plant life, chocking
the lake and lowering water quality. Using experimental equipment
already located at the Amherst Sewage Treatment Plant from previous
research, DiGiano will work on an advanced water treatment pilot plant.

Heavy metals in lake water can get into the food chain and in some
instances -as in the case of lead or arsenic-be a health hazard if the level

is excessive. Dr. Kuzminski will study the concentration of seven heavy
metals in several Massachusetts lakes, including measurements of metal
accumulation in aquatic life and bottom deposits.

The study by Drs. Adrian and Feng will be a field evaluation of new
methods of sewage plant sludge disposal and at the same time, a look at

alternative methods of septic tank truck waste disposal at local sewage
treatment plants.

MDC Classifieds

Weekends 7-1

LET US DO THE WALKING TO YOU

FREE DELIVERY
Weekdays 7-11

STUDENT SPECIAL

- 2 Pieces of Chicken
- Hot Buttered Corn
- Mashed Potatoes & Gravy

FREE Soda

Kentucky Fried Chicken
256-8745

RT.V HADLEY

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJUt<

Virgo keeps accurate records The native
of this zodiacal sign insists on paying bills

on time Virgo is neat and punctual. Virgo is

dependable and perceptive The in-

telligence level of Virgo is generally high,

due in the main to an insatiable curiosity.

Virgo reads and becomes informed Virgo
investigates and ties loose ends. Virgo
usually gets to the job and gets it done
TheVirgo woman is charming and the Virgo
man can be precise Man or woman, the
Virgo native is a champion of fair play. In

November, many born under this sign will

he putting ideas into action and the month
can be one of exciting changes and new
starts

ARIES i March 21 April 19): Business
proposition may require more legal
maneuvering than you suspect Past
methods, procedures may not suffice Know
it and reorder priorities One who holds
position of authority is interested in you.
Conduct \ourself in responsible manner
TAURUS i April Trrflw 20» Situations

and persons, usually quiet, now become
< -onspicuous You come in contact with
creative, independent persons You are in

position to learn Key is to he patient
Breakthrough is due Grand opportunity
may he upcoming.
GEMINI May 21 June 20 hollow

through on hunch Your intuition now is apt

to l>e sharply honed Aquarian could play
significant role Kmpn;isis is on ability to

pick right place at right time Speculative
matters appeal Trust your own judgment

i ANCER .June 21-Jul) 22): Hol.l olt on
final decisions Explore Get beet possible
deal by Investigating, asking questions
Mate, partner may expect some changes
m quick fashion Don I dally in showing that

yon are attentive Gemini. Sagittarius could
play prominent roles

LEO July ZS-Aug n>: You will be
displaying abilities, expressing opinions
Obtain valid hint from Cancer message He
intellectually curious without making final

commitment One close to you could be
involved in dispute among relatives

\IR(io Aug a-Sept 22i Many around
\ou now may be living in world of illusion

And some want plenty without -doing
anvthina in r<-«tirn Know it and proceed

with caution Kmotions tend to dominate
Rut you would be wise to give logic equal
time
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22 »: Home becomes

a brighter place, even though there is some
controversy Purchase of luxury item could
be on agenda. Remembering special an-
niversary would be major public relations

move You need more goodwill Get it'

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21 ) : You may be
trying to accomplish too many tasks at

once. Be more selective. Avoid tendency
toward self-deception See in light of

greater practicality Pisces, Virgo persons
could figure prominently Relative lets cat
nut of bag.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 211:

Kmphasis is on money, reward for past
efforts, results Wishes are fulfilled in

unorthodox manner Surprises are
leatured-you are given more authority
With this comes additional responsibility

Don't expect something for nothing

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan It): Doors
open as if in a Mash Recognition.

previous!) withheld, becomes available
Strike independent stance. Be confident

Personal magnetism is at peak Op
portunity ahaundi Trust yourself Don't

delegate duties

AQUARIUS Jan 2n Keb IK » Creative
abilities are emphasized Your individual

style becomes apparent as vou hear sound
ot your own voice Leo is likely to be in

picture Much activity occurs tx-hind the

scenes Long distance call could affect

plans

PISCES I Keb 19 March 2u> Be aware ol

coats Compare otters Study alternatives

Uh.it vou thought you wanted ni.iv now
seemflimaj Peat berate youruM You do
have right to change- and to live your own
lite Young person can provide ftflawen

IPTOOAV IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
creative attractive to opposite sex. restless

and have an inquiring mind You seldom
accept surface indications-instead you dig
deep for answers Many born under Gemini
and Virgo are drawn to your sphere. In
November, you get chance to be more in-

dependent, with 7th. 16th and 25th. your
most important days of that month
Copy right 1973. (Jen 4/ea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Cushion
4 Dim
9 Chart

12 A state (abbr.)

13 One borne

14 Arabian
garment

15 Scorched
17 Experienced

19 Avarice

21 Place

22 Escape
24 Plunge

26 I ampreys
29 Ventilated

31 Republican
party (init.)

33 Obscure
34 World

organization
(abbr.)

35 Recent
37 Dance step

39 Symbol for

nickel

40 Permit

42 Armed conflict

44 Ship of

the desert

46 Jog

48 Aeriform fluid

50 Boundary

51 Uppermost part

53 Take unlawfully

55 More obese

58 Commands
61 Native metal

62 Citrus fruit

64 Kim- Arthur's

lance

65 Prohibit

.66 River ducks

67 Pigpen

5 Helped
6 Cypnnoid fish

7 Openwork
fabric

8 Snare
9 Entangled

10 Man's
nickname

11 Cushion
16 Color

18 Petition

20 Excavate
22 Shortcoming
23 Sea going

vessel

25 Parent (colloq.)

27 Kind of fabric

28 Facial

expression

30 Condensed
moisture

32 Moccasin
36 Move from

side to side

38 Dinner course
41 Waver
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dbos nann

43 Ethiopian title

45 Distance
runners

47 Small
child

49 Backless
seat

52 Animal's coat
54 Sea eagles

55 Watch pocket
56 Macaw
57 Female ruff

59 Decay
60 Vessel's

curved
planking

63 Parent
(colloq.)

DOWN

Dance step

Mohammedan
name
Peril

Liberate

1 2 3
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Staff Photo /Steve Ruggles

Carl Vercollone gets off a big clearing boot. The play of the UMass
goaltender will be a big factor as the injury-riddled Minutemen take

on WPI tomorrow in Worcester.

Women Stickers, 4-2

Over Bridgewater
By BETH O'BRIEN

A lot of hustle, a little fancy

stickwork, a solid defense and a

pinch of finesse earned the UMass
field hockey team their second win
of the season, this time victimizing

Bridgewater State, 4-2. The UMass
J.V.'s, again falling victim to bad
passing, tied their contest with the

Bridgewater J.V.'s, 1-1.

The UMass varsity got off to a

quick start, dominating play from
the opening whistle and pressing

the Bridgewater goalie, causing a

frustrated spectator to comment,"
How much more pressure can they

stand?" Quite a bit, it seemed, as

Bridgewater commandeered a

quick rush downfield that resulted

in the first score of the game.
Play evened out as the game

progressed, and UMass got on the

scoreboard a short time later. The
front-line team of Wendy Alpaugh
and Elaine Senosk, assisting and
scoring respectively, clicked for

the score which hit the far corner
from 10 feet out.

The momentum swung to UMass
and they tallied again as Senosk
pushed an Alpaugh rebound into

the net.

The halftime whistle found
UMass ahead, 2-1, in a game
featuring excellent passing and
solid freehits with the famous

Notices
BASKETBALL-There will be a

meeting for all basketball can-

didates on October 12 (Friday) at

4:00 p.m. in Boyden 249.

BOWLING-The rolloff for the
UMass Intercollegiate Bowling
Team will be held on Wednesday,
October 10, and Monday October
15. Attendance both nights is

required. The rolloffs will begin at

6:30 at the Boyden lanes. For
further info, and to sign up contact

Dave Dimmick in 523 Grayson or

call 546-7002.

Play Ball!

American League
t

Oakland (Blue) at Baltimore
(Palmer) 1 PM

National League
?New York (Seaver) at Cincinnati

(Billingham) 4 PM

"Nazar scoop" frequently in

evidence.

The second half opened with an
Alpaugh score from in close and
UMass was flying.

Not to be denied, Bridgewater
gathered their offense together and
mounted an attack culminating in

a high bounding drive from the top

of the circle that settled in the

twine, and it was 3-2, UMass with

the heat back on.

UMass lagged a bit while
Bridgewater went all out to tie it

up, but the home defense held. The
Mass offense rejuvenated itself

and carried play to the

Bridgewater goal. Wing Joanne
Lorey took a rebound of a shot on

goal and pushed it home for a bit of

icing on the cake. Final score, 4-2,

UMass. The victory over
Bridgewater, one of the threats in

the league, will undoubtedly lift the

spirits of the UMass squad.

The UMass-Bridgewater J.V.

game directly preceded the varsity

contest and it was a hard-fought 1-1

tie. Center half back Debbie Mc-
Culloch gave UMass an early lead

with a drive from the top of the

circle. The Bridgewater offense

displayed a more accurate and
thoughtful passing game, but the

UMass defense was equal to the

task.

UMass goalie Jean Kenfield was
spectacularly cool and calm in the

net, waiting until the last second
before committing herself, and
saving at least two sure goals.

Sue LaPada and Debbie Mc-
Culloch nailed down the right half

back and center half back spots

effectively and were keys to the

strong defense.

Bridgewater got the equalizer on

a perfect scoop at which the goalie

had no chance; spoiling the J.V.'s

hopes for their third win of the

season.

Next opponents are the highly

touted Springfield squads who will

be coming to town on Monday,
October 15th.

Injured Booters Face WPI
By STEVE DEC08TA

The UMass soccer team travels

to Worcester tomorrow to take on

Worcester Polytechnical Institute

in which the Minutemen could be

without the services of leading

scorer Tom Coburn.
Coburn, who was named Yankee

Conference lineman of the week for

his four-goal performance against

BC, is listed as doubtful for

tomorrow's tilt as a result of a

bruised knee sustained in the

Minutemen'i l-o loss to Maine last

weekend. Coburn was injured
sometime during the contest and
continued to play as the effects of

the injury did not become apparent
until after the game. He has not

practiced with the team this week.
Coburn is only one of coach Al

Rule's walking wounded. Mike

Ali-Frazier

Rematch Set

Nugent, starting halfback, suffered

a sprained ankle in the Maine

gUM, but is expected to play.

Substitute midfielder Steve Sor

monti has knee problems and has

not practiced for the last week.

The injury -problem stretches all

the way into the goal. Back-up
goaltender Paul Pelloquin is also

bothered by I knee problem and
starter Carl Vercollone is plagued

by a lot of nagging little injuries

Both are expected to be ready
although they may not be at peak
efficiency.

The Minutemen are faced with

yet another problem. WPI play

their home games on one of the

smallest fields in New England and
the UMass booters will have to

make quick adjustments in their

game plan in order to prevent an
early runaway by their hosts.

The team spent most of the week
working on offense. Rufe praised

his defense for its play in the Maine
game and cited the inability fo the

forwards to get off the good per-

centage shots as the reason for the

10 defeat

In order to put more scoring
punch in the Minuteman attack.

Rllfe has been concentrating on
passing. Against WPI the booters
hope to play more of a ball-control

type of game, dribbling less,

passing more, and looking for the

good shot instead of just banging

the ball toward the net every time
the opportunity appears.
The key to this type of attack will

be the ability of the booters to keep
the ball on the ground. Too often in

the last two games have attempted
passes been picked off because
they were just lofted into the air,

making them easy prey for the
opponent's defense.

KICKING IT AROUND-In their

only game this year, WPI defeated
AIC 3-1. The Minutemen played
AIC in a scrimmage and beat them
7-1 although that was early in the

season and the Yellowjackets were
missing many of their better

players.

For February
NEW YORK (AP)-Almost three

years and three defeats later Joe
Frazier and Muhammed Ali will

fight again, and one of the

promoters said Thursday he was
confident that they would make
more than the $2.5 million each
earned in the first match.
The two former world

heavyweight champions will hold

their rematch Feb. 4, 1974, in

Madison Square Garden if a

solution to a state non-resident tax

can be worked out.

Arum said an agreement which
would pave the way for a Feb. 4

fight in the Garden would be based
on further relief from previous
taxation and the taxing of income
from only the live gate and New
York State ancillary money for the

next fight.

The guarantees for the rematch
are $850,000 compared to the $2.5

million apiece for the first fight.

However, there were no options for

the first fight while in a rematch
each man would have an option of

32 per cent of all income. Bob
Arum, president of Top Rank, Inc.,

and Ali's attorney, said he was
sure the percentages would sur-

pass $2.5 million each.

A spokesman for the New York
State Tax Commission and Arum
both denied a published report that

a solution had been reached.

However, Arum said he was
confident the tax problem could be
worked out and the bout would be
held in the Garden, site of the first

match March 8, 1971, which was
known as "The Fight" and which
Frazier, then champion, won on a
15-round decision.

Reds Got It!
! By NORM CLARKE

Associated Press Writer
CINCINNATI (AP)-If the

National League playoffs between
Cincinnati and the New York Mets
boil down to a battle of bullpens,

the Reds' relievers "are the best-

by far," says their pitching coach,

Larry Shepard.

"The Mets might have an edge
overall with Tom Seaver, but our

bullpen is the best in the league,"

said Shepard Thursday as the Reds
worked out at Riverfront Stadium.

"Tug Mcgraw is a fine reliever,

but that's it for the Mets. We're

three-deep. Depth-wise we've got

one of the best pitching staffs in

baseball," added Shepard.

Cincinnati's Big Three of Pedro
Borbon, Tom hall and Clay Carroll

has a combined streak of 15 vic-

tories in their last 16 decisions.

Interested in spending five weeks in Italy in

Spring 1974? Includes tours of Rome, Florence,

Venice, Pisa, and Milan. Earn up to 15 hours of

college credit. Several programs to choose from. All

at moderate cost. For additional information write

Dr. Edward Davis, chairman of the History Depart-

ment, or, Dr. Olindo Dragone, chairman of the

Language Department, American International

College, Springfield, Mass., 01109.

SUNDAY NIGHT ONLY!

'hours--

*\ "DEATH OF A HOOKER"

^"THE STEPDAUGHTER"

KILLING OF SISTER GEORGE

Z

5

R
"CANDY"

I

"GRISSUM GANG"
J

REFRESHMENT CENTER
OPEN ALL NIGHT!

AT

HADLEY
Rt. 9 - Hadley

NEXT TO THE
J0LLT BULL

DRIVE

584-2645

SAUNA
at

Stearns
cMOTOR cLODGE

Exit 21, Interstate 91

W. Hatfield, Mass. 01088

(413) 247-5601

*By the hour
* Season passes available

>,^S GERMAN
«* WE'VE GOT A PART FOR YOU!

and if we don't, we'll get it.

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS,

I INC.
319 MAIN ST., AMHERST

256-0341

256-834?

>
o
>,
z
m
«/»

m

***!

ChifWs lepair Manuals

NVDIU3WV %vT
«*
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Gridders At Rutgers,

Key On Running Game
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By BILL BALLOU
If you've gotten the impression

by reading the sports pages lately

that UMass is heading for New
Jersey tomorrow to take on the

Jennings University Jenningsmen,
you are mistaken.
The Minutemen are playing

Rutgers, and the Scarlet Knights
have been known throughout th°

years to have some pretty good
football teams.

J.J. Jennings is the man, though,
that the Knights rely on for their

big play. He leads the nation in

scoring and last week scored five

touchdowns.
How good is he? "J.J. Jennings

is a very, very, fine back." says
Dick MacPherson. But he doesn't

look upon stopping Jennings as an
impossible task.

"If we react and tackle well," he

,
-ruewievjesAS

A ftOGL MA*^ ^LOLL TO A SIATM-
mfl0N .
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Harriers Battle

Highly Rated NU
By SCOTT HAYES

Fighting for the top spot in the New England Cross Country Poll along
with Harvard, Northeastern, and Providence, is the UMass Cross
Country team.
Harvard defeated Northeastern, the pre-season favorite, early in the

season, 21-34 and nipped UMass 27-30 on Tuesday. UMass, however, gets
a shot at Northeastern tomorrow when they travel to Van Cortland Park
in New York to take on St. John's and Northeastern in a tri-meet.

The Minutemen have already knocked off third-ranked Providence 24-

34, and came close to beating Harvard three days ago. Saturday's meet
should prove to be a test for the harriers, who haven't beaten the Huskies
since 1969.

St. John's, 2-1 overall, has picked up wins over Central Connecticut and
Fordham while dropping a decision to Army. Paul Mascalli and Al Soto,

returning from last season, pace the squad.
St. John's may have a slight edge over UMass and Northeastern

because their home course is Van Cortland Park. Many of the team
members are from the New York area and they have been running in Van
Cortland Park since high school, and know what it takes to compete
successfully on the course. The course itself is a hilly, difficult, and
demanding one which runs partly through a horse trail. The UMass
harriers are hoping that the course will help them against Northeastern.
The Husk . s are accustomed to Franklin Park in Boston, their home
coarse win. ti is flat and fast. UMass, however, is used to its own moun-
tainous course running through the apple orchards, and the UMass
course is wnparable to Van Cortland Park,
team.
Harvard defeated Northeastern, the pre-season favorite, early in the

season, 21 I and nipped UMass 27-30 on Tuesday. UMass, however, gets
a shot at Northeastern tomorrow when they travel to Van Cortland Park
in New York to take on St. John's and Northeastern in a tri-meet.

The Minutemen have already knocked off third-ranked Providence 24-

34, and came close to beating Harvard three days ago. Saturday's meet
should prove to be a test for the harriers, who haven't beaten the Huskies
since 1969.

St. John's. 2-1 overall, has picked up wins over Central Connecticut and
Fordham while dropping a decision to Army. Paul Mascalli and Al Soto,
returning from last season, pace the squad.

St. John's may have a slight edge over UMass and Northeastern
because their home course is Van Cortland Park. Many of the team
members are from the New York area and they have been running in Van
Cortland Park since high school, and know what it takes to compete
successfully on the course. The course itself is a hilly, difficult, and
demanding one which runs partly through a horse trail. The UMass
harriers are hoping that the course will help them against Northeastern.
The Huskies are accustomed to Franklin Park in Boston, their home
course which is flat and fast. UMass, however, is used to its own moun-
tainous course running through the apple orchards, and the UMass
course is comparable to Van Cortland Park.

Although Northeastern has all the runners of last year's New England
Championship team, except Dave Goldsmith, returning, the Huskies are

not in top shape as they were last year. Goldsmith is not running this

season, but freshman Mike Buckley, the New England high school two-

mile champion, has proven that he can fill in adequately. Buckley
finished fourth against able Harvard.

Ken l« landers and Buckley provide the punch for the Huskies. Along
with Flanders and Buckley, Joe Crowley and Bill Rowe could give the
UMass quartet of Bill Gillin, Randy Thomas, Tom Maguire, and Paul
Segersten some stiff competition.

There is no doubt that tomorrow's meet is an important one. Nor-
thea -stern and UMass are well-matched. UMass runners know what they
must do to win -run their best and get five runners across the finish line

before Northeastern. Coach Ken O'Brien summed up the outcome of a
meet between two top teams when he said, "It's just a matter of who's the
hottest on that given day."
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SPORTS

UMass Hosts
ECAC Golf
Tournament

By JOHN BOCK
It isn't often that Minuteman golf

coach Fan Gaudette and his

charges get a chance to host a

team at the Hickory Ridge Golf

Club and thus have the home
course advantage. It is a lot less

than often that they get a chance to

show their stuff against the best in

New England all at one time.

They get that chance this Friday
and Saturday as they host the

Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Association's New England
Regional Golf Tournament. The
Tourney is one of four that are
being held this week throughout
the ECAC's member schools. The
other three are being held in An-
napolis, Maryland, Bethpage,
Long Island, and Syracuse, New
York.

The finalists of these regional

tournaments will assemble at the

Pleasant Valley Country Club in

Sutton, Massachusetts. Some 35

teams involving 30-70 players are
going to be teeing off today. In the

field are defending team medalists
Central Connecticut State College
and second place finishers Har-
vard and Salem State College.

Last year a 69 was low score but

two Minutemen made it with 75's.

Both are back and in contention

this year. Senior Captain Frank
Agostino and Junior Joe Artman
qualified for last year's ECAC
finals and will lead Jim Duane,
John Lasek, and Dave Kern in

hopes of all five garnering a pot at

Pleasant Valley.

Thus far in their fall season the

UMass golfers have triumphed in a
triangular with Stonehill and
Bryant Colleges and took second
place in a ten team tournament at

Western Connecticut State College.
Joe Artman was the medalist in

that tourney.

Coach Gaudette characterizes
his team's chances as "very
promising." "We have a little

advantage in it being our course.
The course is in excellent condition
and it will be a very fair test of any
golfer's skill."

said, "I think we'll be able to

contain him. If we don't then he'll

give us a hard time."
The Scarlet Knights can pass,

too, but it isn't their game,
naturally enough.
"The way they beat you,"

MacPherson said, "is by taking

advantage of your mistakes and
popping it over quick. If we can
stay away from making those

mistakes and giving them the ball

where they can do that, we'll be all

right. But we've got to keep them
out of good field position."

As far as the Minutemen go, it

looks like they'll be better off

physically than it seemed at the

beginning of the week.
Most of the nagging injuries have

cleared ud and Dave Yushinskv.
who missed last week's game, is

back.
It would seem that UMass is

going to have to attack Rutgers via

the passing game, since they

haven't had any success running
and pass defense is the Rutger's
weak spot. Which means that once
again all UMass eyes will be on
Peil Pennington.
Pennington can't help but feel

the pressure. MacPherson says
that Pennington can handle it.

"You know, Peil's the type of

player who responds to something
like this. I remember two years
ago against New Hampshire when
they told their men that Mark
Tripucka was a better quarterback
than Peil. He went out and com-
pleted his first eight passes and
something like 10 out of his first

11."

Pennington's favorite target,
Tim Berra, will be going back to

his home state and playing in front

of his brothers, who decided to stay
home and watch Timmv rather

than accompany their mother to
Cincinnati to watch the National
League playoffs.

The Minutemen will have Paul
St. Onge once again at fullback,

where, last week he gave them the

best blocking from a fullback

they've had this season. Mac
Pherson's hoping from some
yardage out of him, too, and
remains confident that he's found
the man for the job.

Most of the papers are making
the Minutemen heavy underdogs,
and Rutgers fans are pointing at an
undefeated season. If you intend to

drive down it'll tako you about five

hours. Get off the New Jersey
turnpike at exit nine and ask
directions.

Game time is 1:30 p.m.

WMUA
WMUA will be carrying the

game tomorrow live from Rutgers.
Game time is 1:30; air time 1:20.

Join Don Gorski and Larry Convoy
as they bring you all the action live

from New Jersey. WMUA 91.1 FM

WUMV
WUMV-TV will present a sports

doubleheader this Sunday night at

the Bluewall starting at 7:45. The
first attraction will be the UMass-
Rutgers football game featuring

the nation's leading scorer J.J.

Jennings. The nightcap will

feature pro basketball at its best as
the New York Knicks take on the

New York Mets and former UMass
star Julius Erving. The game was
originally played Thursday night

in Nassau Coliseum.

Steve DeCosta

Great Baseball

Pattern Of ' 73
You could call it the Great Baseball

Pattern of 1973. It was the year they
were giving away pennants and it

seemed like nobody wanted in on the
action.

Evervone remembers the recently concluded NL East race where four
inept teams played something akin to baseball in an effort to see which
three could successfully throw away the most "golden opportunities."
And we all know by now that the Cardinals, Pirates, and Expos won,
saddling the Mets with the added burden of the playoffs.

But the NL East was not the only division in which madness reigned.
They all had their early season heroes who played like Babe Ruth and Cy
Young reincarnated for a month or so then faded to obscurity faster than
you could say Bill Rohr.
The NL West is a perfect example. Not just one, but two teams set the

division on fire in the early going only to have their own tails singed in the
ashes.

The San Francisco Giants, who always start strong, held to their pat-
tern this year until June when they fell into what is becoming known as
the annual San Francisco swoon

No sooner did the Giants disappear then the Dodger stepped in to take
command. Everybody raved. "Alston's a genius." "All those rookies are
super". "The start of the next great baseball dynasty."
The dynasty lasted about two months, and now the Reds are the NL

West champs. I'm convinced that if the season was a month longer the
Houston Astros would have been the next Gas House Gang.

But let us not forget the American League, especially in the year of
baseball's newest innovation and saving grace, the designated hitter. The
White Sox couldn't be beaten for three months. Wilbur Wood even had a
chance to win 20 games before the All-Star break. But then the three-day
rotation started catching up with Wilbur and his mates, Dick Allen was
hurt, and the rest of the Sox decided to hibernate through the summer,
allowing Oakland to waltz to another championship.
The White Sox may have folded but at least they had an excuse. The

Yankees were not so lucky; no injuries, no excuses, just plain old bum-
bling.

Right from the start the raves were pouring in. "A return to the glory
days," everyone cried. The pin stripes once more struck awe in the hearts
of players and fans alike. Bobby Murcer was the new Mantle and Graig
Nettles, Matty Alou, Sam McDowell, and Pat Dobson were gifts from the

devil. Sparky Lyle was mowing down the best of them and everything
looked rosy in the Bronx.

After that, who knows what happened. Maybe Horace Clarke became
contagious. But the pinstripes alone no ionger assure a winner and the

Yanks, not about to break the Great Baseball Patten? of 1973, floundered,

sank, and eventually drowned beneath the Orioles September rush.

And so, by the grace of the almighty baseball god and with a lot of help

from their enemies, the Mets, Reds, Athletics, and Orioles head into the

playoffs. Now that the Great Baseball Pattern of 1973 has seemingly run
its course, what are we to expect?

In all likelihood, the Mets will win it all, simply because there is no
logical reason why they should. With a lot of luck and a little shoe polish

(remember '69?) anything could happen.
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Bigelow's
Big Show

By Barbara Voorhees
That I on his face!
Shackle u and chained and bound to a

board with manacles and chains and
ropes around his head, his legs, his

neck, his chest and his arms and four
seconds away from having a door
loaded with 21 knives slam into his
body ...

BIGELOWM!
And with that look on his face like you

can only understand if you thought
about being in the same place.
A lot of writhing and contorting and

4.. .3.. .2.. .a sharp jerk and ... Holy shit,
he's done it. He's escaped. Slam!
And hundreds and hundreds of UMies

are off of the edges of their seats and
onto their feet, cheering, whistling,
stomping. Cause he's the greatest.
A few hours earlier this pudgy

character dressed in a white tur-

tleneck, blue cardigan and red pants
and wearing tan loafer-style hush
puppies (Good God ! ) and I think a little

bit of Vitalis in his hair walked into the
Distinguished Visitors Program office.

I was hanging around waiting for

THE Norman Bigelow, Houdini
reincarnated, to show so I didn't give
this character a second look.

Till someone says, "I'd like you to

meet Norman Bigelow."
So I sat around the DVP office with

this pudgy character who just hap-
pened to be Bigelow for about an hour
or so. There were a lot of questions
from everyone there and Norman just

sat and answered them real quiet like

and smiled a lot and squirmed in his

chair every now and then and looked up
apprehensively everytime someone
new walked in the door.
"Being a locksmith is my natural

function in life but I haven't been
locksmithing for three years now," he
tells you His grandfather gave him the
money to go to locksmith's school.

He's 29 and has been married for 10

years and has two kids. He says his

wife doesn't have any objections to his
second occupation but that it means
he's away a lot. Last year he worked
five shows a week but this year he'd
likfe to only do three a week.

His wife takes care of his boa -con-

strictor. He's sent away for five

tarantulas for one of his new tricks,

"They're in the mail now," and he says
she'll take care of them too although
she doesn't know it yet.

He carries one of those big manilla
envelopes around with him 'cause he
says he can't remember anything and
he keeps all kinds of papers and notes
to himself in the envelope. Only once In

awhile he forgets where he put the

envelope. "I don't forget stuff during
my act though," he reassures you.
The only time he gets at all emphatic

about anything is when he talks about
being Houdini.

"I feel and I have always felt that I

am Houdini. If anybody is, I am," he
tells you.

All the escape type stuff started when
he was 8 years old. He says he thinks he
had a visit with Houdini and that
Houdini gave him some type of in-

structions. After that he read a lot of
books and got help in his escapes from
a guy named Frank Reno of South-
bridge.

"I can't say that I really believe in

reincarnation when it is taken to mean
the moving of the spirit from one body
to another. However, I do believe in

inheriting memories and energies."
When Bigelow was 8 he read about

the Houdini sack escape. At the day
camp he was attending, he had his
fellow campers tie him up, place him in

a burlap bag and drop him into the
lake. He escaped.

In the following years he began doing
more tricks for his Boy Scout troop,
church affairs and parties.

Now down at the Student Union
Ballroom, Bigelow and his crew set up
their equipment and Bigelow walks
around sipping on a Cott's grape soda
and looking for his envelope which he
has misplaced already.
He doesn't eat before a performance.

When asked why, he blushes a little and
says, well,* he's a little overweight.
Pudgy. And if he's full it slows him
down. And there ain't no slowing down
in his business.

Rick Dennis, the long-haired
magician who works along with
Bigelow and acts as his AAC, is walking
around the ballroom practicing fire

eating. He sticks a lit torch into his

mouth and pulls it out unlit and makes
a big face and says "Eeeeeccckkkk!"
A nice, harried lady from Channel 5

showed up at the ballroom about an
hour before showtime and said, "Oh, I

know I'm late, Mr. Bigelow, but
couldn't we please do an interview?",
and Bigelow smiles and shuffles his

feet around a little and says, "Well,
o.k."

Bigelow acts real uncomfortable
under the hot lights that the Channel 5

crew put on him and he starts
sweating, but he's real-nice to the lady
and answers all her questions with a
smile.

He says that he's been locked out of

his car and house many times. He

(continued on page 4)
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A UMie Behind Bars

Pictured here: Our spiritual

Mentor and most avid reader,

Big Ben.

by Buffy Spencer
It wasn't as frightening as I ex-

pected. You could drive right in

through an open gate, you pressed a
door bell, the guard opened the door
and asked who you'd like to see. He was
brusque with us (somehow he
reminded me of the southern sheriff

who sells cars on television) but maybe
it was just impatience at our ignorance
of prison procedure.
The place I am talking about is

Berkshire County House of Correction.
Six days ago a UMass sophomore, a

former phys. ed. major, voluntarily
entered this jail to study prison con-
ditions and possible inmate programs.
Her name is Donna Cowdrey and she
has 82 more days to count off before she
leaves.

There were no bars to talk through
when I went to see Donna. There were
just turquoise tables with token par-

titions in the middle and chairs on
either side. A wife and her two young
children were visiting one inmate,
another very young looking inmate was
holding a young girl's hands and looked
almost oblivious to where he was. Some
men stood watching from inside the
entrance to their cell block, a
momentary relief from the boredom of

their day.
Donna entered smiling in jeans and a

PE T-shirt. She was obviously happy to

see someone from the "outside world"
(she asked her friends not to visit for

the first three weeks) but it was more
than that. She is filled with a visible

optimism about what she is doing.

Women in Pittsfield are not at any
time locked in their individual cells.

Men are, from about 9:00 in the evening
till early morning. Donna is free to

roam around the cell block. In it is a
TV, a humane addition to the prison as
a time-killer. It is always on. Here the
women can congregate. Right now
Donna is sharing the block with only
three women, who are awaiting a court
decision. One of them has her small
baby with her. They are in for breaking
and entering and illegal possession of

firearms. Their husbands are in the
men's section of the prison.

I asked Donna to describe her in-

dividual cell- She shrugged and smiled
and said, "It's a prison". The cell is big
enough for a bed, the bed she compared
to a sack of flour. I think the best word
to describe the physical condition of the
prison is "old". The food is in the
mashed potatoes and gravy line. She
joked about it being "a helluva way to

get out of a meal ticket". The women,
unlike the men, don't even leave the

cell block for meals.
Donna describes Berkshire as an

"active prison", comparatively-
speaking. There is a work study
program in conjunction with Berkshire
Community College working toward
degree credits. Some inmates hold jobs

in cleaners or hairdressers — they are
earning money and it breaks up the

day. The prison is trying to establish a

program where inmates set up
recreation programs at Belchertown.
When we came Donna was tutoring
inmates, some with no better than an
eighth grade education, to set up
reports correctly for the Belchertown
program. Donna attends open
meetings, for inmates and prison
administration, three days a week.

I asked her how the guards treated
her. She described them as pleasant
and really "human" to the prisoners. I

noticed that too while I was sitting

there talking. Inmates and guards
called each other by first names. There
was plenty of talking and kidding going
on.

The question most people want an-
swered is "Do they know?" They do. In

order to remain incognito she would
have had to sacrifice a chance to work
with prison programs. Instead she feels
she may have sacrificed the trust of her

fellow inmates. They are cautious of

what they say in front of her, even

possibly feeling that she is a direct

channel to the administration.

She doesn't know what special

privileges she would be granted — she

hasn't asked for any. But they did let us

continue talking after visitng hours

were over.

We asked Donna to describe her

usual day. She gets up at about 10:00,

sleeping through breakfast which is

brought up at 6:45. She tries then to

exercise, as a PE major she misses

that. Lunch is brought in at 11:30. In the

afternoon she goes to meetings or

writes letters. Late afternoon and
evening are the toughest.

She says she does a lot of thinking.

She has a rocking chair where she
spends a lot of time, just staring

through her big, barred window. She
slept a lot at first but then found she
couldn't sleep at night. Now she tries to

keep active through the day. She had
lost her conception of time. Most of the

day is spent waiting for meals to come
up — not the food but for a break in the

monotony.
After three weeks, which is a sort of

probationary time, she will be able to

go outside — if she can find a guard to

take her.

Again, it wasn't as frightening as I

expected. It isn't "Women in Chains"
(she saw that movie, too). But still I

would look up and see each prisoner
being searched as he re-entered the cell

block from the visiting room. Donna is

earning part of her fifteen BDIC credits

in loneliness and frustration. She ad
mits that in a month some of her
cheerful optimism may have disap
peared but she feels she has the
commitment to pull her through.

She has the same commitment four
UMass graduates and one undergrad
had when they did the same this past
summer. Patty Algina, Andy Zaikis,

William Woods, and Ron Capaldo are
working for graduate degrees in

corrections at AIC. Dianne LeBlanc is

here in University Without Walls. All

five are helping to keep the programs
at Pittsfield going, to expand them, and
to provide counseling. They are also
compiling their prison journals and
publishing a book.
Donna left us, smiling to return to

her cell block. We came back to
UMass.

There's One In Every Crowd

by Sherm Boyson
Situation comedies and old movies

have a cliche way of dealing with the
conflict of the noisy party and the poor
'neighbor who is trying to sleep. After
banging on the pipes and ceiling, the
tired neighbor trucks to the scene and
complains. Suddenly he is cut off, and
invited to the party. He accepts and
everyone is happy. Unfortunately, this
doesn't work in real life, especially in a
dorm.

Now I've no objection to having a
little fun. I've been out there on the
nineteenth floor defending my dorm
against the slander coming from
Adams, but midnight on Sunday when I

have an early class Monday, is the
wrong time to start a water fight.

But that's exactly what the floor
above me did. Of course, I couldn't
know what it was. All I knew was one
floor above me there was a lot of
thumping and screaming. At first, I

figured that my mother was right, and
that coed floors have orgies. If so, I

figured they would all tire out soon.
Well, they didn't so I banged on the
ceiling. I got a lot of plaster on my bed
sheets, but no quiet. I decided to get up
to see if I could calm them down. I

pulled on a pair of pants and grabbed a
nearby suitcoat. As I was leaving I met

the kid next door who had the same
thing in mind.

We got one flight up when a whipped
cream and water fight was in process.
The counselor asked us what we were
looking for. "Sleep" I quickly an-
swered. He told us he wasn't going to
stop them and left the option to us. We
went to the hall and yelled our request
for quiet. Then he came. He was 6'2",

wearing a rain hat and coat, and
carrying a large wastebasket. I didn't
make it to the stairwell in time and had
the whole basket of water dumped on
me.

Maybe he figured, like the cliche, if I

joined the party I wouldn't be mad
anymore. That was not the case.

I now have a ruffled suitcoat, and
spend my time thinking of revenge.
Strawberry jelly in the shower stalls,
"I Love Nixon" stickers on the doors,
or maybe arranging for Agnew to move
up there (he has to go somewhere).

But I guess I'll just hope that God
will avenge me. He has a way of
making it rain frogs and stuff like that.

-*£b> I'm waiting Lord.

Questing After Dignity
by Jim LaMacchia

Any encounter with the institutions of

government in this country is always
educational, and usually intimidating.
Many of the people present at Gay
Americans Day last Wednesday had
attended the large demonstration in

Washington in support of the cessation
of the Indochina War. For others, it

was their first public interaction with a
government that influences their lives.

But this demonstration differed from
all others for everyone in attendance. It

involved the assertion of personal
dignity in an atmosphere of social

disapproval, and touched the core
personality of each participant.. The
issues of war and peace, and the trans-
gression of deeply felt moral im-
peratives by the United States
government differed from the asser-
tion of individual worth which was the
impetus of Gay Americans Day.
For the first time, gay people were

joining with straights in large numbers
to assert their right to express their
sexuality without the fear of negative
social sanctions — like discrimination
in jobs and housing. In addition, the
State of Massachusetts regards
homosexuality as criminal behavior,
and we were gathered on September 26
at the State House to tell the
Massachusetts legislature that "non-
ordinary" modes of expressing love do
not constitute criminal behavior.
The ma jor organ izer of the event was

Ms. Elaine Noble, an instructor at
Emerson College and a Gay activist in

Boston. Ms. Noble is also the
moderator of a weekly radio program
on WBUR called, "Gay Way," and she
plans to be a candidate for the
Massachusetts House of Represent-
atives in the next congressional
election. At issue were several pieces
of legislation brought before the
legislature last year. The legislation

sought (1) provisions against
discrimination in jobs and housing
because of sexual preference, and (2)

decriminalizing homosexual behavior.
In addition, legislation was introduced
to legalize many forms of heterosexual
behavior which are now illegal. This
involves eliminating the so-called
"unnatural acts" section of the sex
code and the sodomy laws. As Elaine
Noble replied to one senator, "We're
lobbying, in part, for what you do in

bed." In response to a suggestion by
some legislators that the section of the
bill which dealt with amending the sex
code caused the defeat of the
legislation, Ms. Noble insisted that
sexual liberation would be for
everybody or for nobody. The Gay
Rights legislation was introduced last

Spring by Representative Barney
Frank, the Gay community's champion
from the Beacon Hill area, it received
only 16 affirmative votes.

The intention of Gay Americans Day
was to allow Gay people the op-
portunity to become acquainted with
the legislative process. The bulk of the

day involved small groups of people
lobbying their senators and
representatives to determine their

support of future legislation relating to

Gay rights. Gay people were joined in

their efforts by representatives from

the Civil Liberties Union of Mass., the

Mass. chapter of Americans For

Boston's Gay Americans at State House

Democratic Action, the Mass. chapter
of the National Organization For
Women (NOW), and Citizens For
Participation In Political Action
(CPPax). People visited their
congressmen in small groups and
confronted them on issues of Gay
rights. The response of the legislators

varied. Some extended outright sup
port, other confessed confusion, and
some were openly hostile. Many law
makers displayed a conflict between
their personal feelings of support and a
political constituency which would
respond negatively to an affirmative
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administrative assistant, that as a Gay
teacher, my homosexuality did not
affect my competence as a teacher.
Also, exposure to Gay people at an
impressionable age would aid the task
of human liberation by exposing people
to a positive role model before they had
the opportunity to incorporate society's
prejudices. Finally, statistics show
that more heterosexuals than
homosexuals commit sex crimes
against children. Despite advance
notification, some legislators avoided
the issue by absenting themselves from
their offices.

legislators. When the legislators failed
to* applaud the Gay people, we stood
and applauded ourselves. The event
was important because it was a display
of love, mutual respect, and solidarity.
Finally, we could joyously approve
ourselves with pride and dignity. We
had obtained the most important
weapon any group or individual could
have in their fight to assert themselves
as a center of creativity and a
uniqueness — self-respect.

Now they know that we can
gather a good group of people
together.

A Statement Concerning
Gay American's Day
26 September 1973

For too long Gay Americans have been denied their
rights as full and legal citizens of these united states.
it is each our duty to protect and promote every other
PERSON'S RIGHTS, LESS SOMEDAY OUR OWN RIGHTS ARE ABROGATED.

But even more importantly, it is. our duty to
morally support each individual's right to privacy and the
PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS. IT IS IN THIS SPIRIT THAT I ENDORSE
Gay American's Day and urge everyone to place pressure
on their legislators so that the persecution of gay persons
may come to an immediate end.

. /Nicholas K. Apostola

NKA/ek

stand by their representative on Gay
rights matters. Others, like Senator

Quinlan of Norwood, were fearful that

the legalization of homosexuality
would make homosexuality socially

acceptable, and open the avenue to

things like Gay teachers. He worried
about 1 he effect of a Gay teacher upon a

15 year old student. I responded to his

PRESIDENT

Gay Americans Day culminated in

an event of singular importance during
the afternoon. Gay people, as a group,
entered the gallery of both the House
and Senate to observe the legislative

session. It is traditional, when any
organized group tours the State House,
for that group to be announced by the
Speaker and applauded by the

Even the Statues came out.

Inside 'Gate
by Jon Carr

The Agnew scandal, far from
another White House plot to protect the
President, has endangered the whole
Nixon legal defensa in the Watergate
affair.

Such was the message delivered here

last week by Robert Healy. executive

editor of The Boston Globe, and Martin
Nolan, head of the Globe's Washington
bureau. The newsmen held an informal

ninety minute conversation touching on
aspects of the Watergate scandals with

a gathering of forty students in

Thompson Hall.

Healy asserted that Agnew's
problems have a direct bearing on
executive privilege. An Agnew
privilege claim to avoid a criminal
indictment would probably take his

case to the Supreme Court. But
Agnew's argument for executive rights

is much weaker than that of the
Presidential tapes case, and the White
House, according to Healy, is afraid

that an unfavorable ruling in Agenw's
case could adversely affect the

President's attempt to keep the tapes

under wrap.
Martin Nolan posited that the crucial

time for Nixon in the tapes controversy

would be Halloween of this year. Nolan
expects a ruling from the Washington
Court of Appeals within the next week.
Since the liberal Court of Appeals is

expected to rule against Nixon, a White
House appeal to the Supreme Court
would produce a final ruling in another

two or three weeks.
Whether the Supreme Court's ruling

is "definitive" or not is a political

question. According to Nolan, none of

the Washington lawyers to whom he
has talked have any idea what
"definitive" means. It is a political

word which Nixon refused to define in

any press conference.
Nixon's arrogant impeachment dare

to the Congress (which asserts that

impeachment is the only way for the
legislative branch to get the tapes) was
based on two assumptions, Nolan
continued, Congress's lack of guts and
fear of Agnew's accession. The im-
pending removal of Agnews has
brought impeachment closer to being a
real option for Congress.

In answer to a question, Nolan said
that should Nixon refuse a court order
to release the tapes, Congress would
begin impeachment proceedings.
Healy added that the Watergate-
related prosecutions already have
plenty of evidence from the official's

confessions like Magruder and
Segretti, so convictions will result

without the tapes.
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Bigelow's Big Show
continued from pa$e 1

He always picks the lock

on his car, but once he was in a

hurry and he kicked the door to

his house, fn.

And he's had a number of

accidents during his per-
formances. When he was 18 he
was locked into a trunk and
thrown into a lake and came
within seconds of drowning.
Once he nearly strangled to

death when a person from the
audience tied a plastic rope
around his neck. And not long
ago he was sliced by three
knives on the door of his board
of death.

And now it's 8 p.m. and time
for the show.
Rick Dennis comes on first

for about half an hour doing
magic tricks and card tricks

and fooling members of the
audience who come on stage to

help him.
He says he owns the hands

that you see on TV doing card
tricks on "The Avengers."
But the big stuff is yet to

come. Bigelow.

At about 8:30 two dudes
dressed all in black, with black
hoods and black masks,
roll a black coffin
into the ballroom. In
front of the stage, to the tune of
"2001, The Space Odyssey"
and in front of a flashing light
like you use when you try to
imitate Charlie Chaplin,
Bigelow, all dressed in white,
steps out of the red velvet
interior of the coffin.

The show was super and the
timing was perfect except
when Bigelow couldn't get one
of his handcuffs unlocked in

time and had to unwrap his boa
constrictor from his neck
before it strangled him to

death.

And I even got to go on stage
and handcuff Bigelow during
one of his stunts. His hands
were shaking. But then, a few
minutes before, he had just

escaped from handcuffs
seconds before being ignited
from a blast of gunpowder.

I dug it and I guess all the
UMies in the standing-room-
only crowd dug it too. Even
though we never found a damn
crane.

THE TWILIGHT ZOHE

narrated by

ROD SERLING

4 half-hour segments from the first

season (1959) of the original T.V. Series

FRI., OCT. 5

7-9-11 MAHAR

TEH PIH BOWLIHG
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30- 10:30a.m.

(except during league play)

U.MASS. DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE

We've Something You Should See

A MOON FOR THE MISBEGOTTEN
by Eugene O'Neill

ALL TICKETS $1.00 THIS THURS., FRI., AND SAT. ONLY

No Ticket Reservations This Weekend

BARTLETT AUDITORIUM 8 p.m

OCT. 4, 5, 6

Also Oct. 18, 19, 20; Nov. 1, 2, 3

BOX OFFICE OPENS AT 6 p.m.

Call 545-2579 FOR
INFORMATION
1 - 5 p.m., MON. - FRI.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1973
- POOR RICHARD'S: A WEAKLY MAGAZINE

FRIDAY/ OCTOBER 5 th

8:00 pm

WATSON
accompanied by

mex»le watson
& th* GREEN MOUNTAIN BOYS

at the FIELDHOUSE,
windhom college,
putney, Vermont

•xit 4 off U.S. 91
tickets on sale locally and at
tho door, for information call

802 387-5511

tickets - $ 3.00

CINEMA I

Marx Brother's Double Feature

DUCK SOUP

HORSE FEATHERS g

Fri. - Tuet.

CINEMA III.

THE LAST OF SHEIUU
Raquel Welch - Dyan Cannon -

James Coburn - Richard Benjamin

Wed. - Tues.

»* Compus ±
AMHEHST HADiCY LINff

CINEMA II.

Jimi Plays Berkley

"His Last Live Berkley Concert" R

Wed. - Tut*.

Co-Nit YELLOW SUBMARINE

Rtmtmbtt *1 Might - Mm. £ Tues.!**!

Visitor's Valhalla
w*™*?

visit l].r\a«9.

by B.J.

As a student at this

illustrious institution, I feel an
obligation to offer a solution to

the crisis which is enveloping
us all. Spiralling inflation, high
taxes, and federai cutbacks, I

believe, will eventually force
the school into bankruptsy. But
there is a way! We must
cooperate and take five years
off, to find ourselves,
meditate, or make bucks . . .

Bring tho wife.

Bring tho mistross.

Anyway, here is the master
plan.

I can see it now . . . Welcome
to University Oasis. Year
round resort center of New
England. Bring the kids. Bring
the dog. Everyone has a grand
time out here. Only two hours
from Boston, three from NYC,
we have everything you need in

close proximity. What do you
think? We could certainly
make some money off it with
the right PR.

"Tho towors would
bo rented to private

businesses...with a

restaurant at tho

top."

Listen closely. Start with
Southwest. The first attraction

would be the stadium, not in its

raw state of course. We'd have
to build a huge dome over the

thing. You know, the kind that

would only let in tanning rays
from the sun. Then, dig out

half the football field, and fill it

with the most elegant swim-
ming pool the Berkshires have
ever been graced with. Gold
leaf on the diving board, the

whole bit. You could get people

on the economy kick. One
hundred dollars a day, but you
don't ha veto buy suntan lotion.

Yes, but will tho

elevators work?

On to the dorms. Southwest
would be a potpourri of things,

some dorms becoming locker

rooms for the eighteen hole

golf course made from the

intramural fields. Others into

varying boutiques, featuring

styles for the hip and near hip.

One boutique, Pierpont
Capitalists, Inc. will do a

spectacular' business with its

mod styles and reasonable
prices. The Towers would be
rented to private businesses,
Nibroc Paper Co. etc., with a
restaurant at the top. Each
tower would specialize in

different types of food, such as
Polynesian, Greek, etc. The
three dining Commons would
be made into different clubs.

"the best cuisine

on tho meal ticket

scene »i

All three would be turned
over to entrepreneur Joel
Stoneham. The first, Joel's

Place, a casual, swinging
singles club. The second ap-
pealing to family tastes, Soy
and Brew. Customers would be
able to eat all the crunchy
soybeans they like, but must
have pre-paid tickets for
seconds on beer, sangria and
red wine. The third bistro,

"Joel's for Juniors", an arcade
with pinball machines, juke
boxes, fries, and other
adolescent delights. All three
will have, as Mr. Stoneham
would put it, "the best in

cuisine on the meal ticket

scene".

"Cash In your chips

at tho Bursars,

limit 100 dollars In

winter, 50 In

summer."

On to bigger and better
things. Whitmore. Brom-
mery's Palace, where you can
place your bets on the com-
puter to see if student number
4267890 gets into Food Science
101. He gets in, you win! (Cash
in your chips at the Bursars
Office, limit 100 dollars in

Winter, 50 in Summer) Feel
the thrills going up and down
your spine as you see the
computer print out o-v-e-r-s-u

b-s-c-r-i-b-e-d. And of course,
nothing can compare with the
lit up sign that says TILT.

You may lose your

shirt, but it's your

ass that gets burned

Herter Hall is reserved for
business conventions,
providing a sauna, massages,
and other things flourishing
gray flannel executives may
desire.

The New Library would
serye as a great lunch pad for

the helicopter service from
nearby airports.

Whatever your

reason, UMass
has the season.

The Campus Center would
have a mall type atmosphere,
much like it is now, with a
family accent. Instead of safes
and dope pipes, there would be
balloons and bubble pipes. Stop
into the Blue Wall for an ice

cream soda.

Sylvan would be reserved for
the heavies: Josh, Guru
AAahara Ji, Hare Krishnas,
Pope Paul, and Alfred E.
Neuman. It would give them
the elevation they neede as
well as the distance the visitors

needed.
WOPE would be exclusively

for the women. There would be
an extensive set up of exercise
equipment, as well as
dieticians, sauna baths,
massages by Robert Redford
and Marty Kelley, and various
other sundries.

...Alfred E. Newman

...and Marty Kelley

>-chard Hill would be for the
Hard Cores who decide they
would like to live here. It would
be a system of condominiums,
each with its o 1 distinction,

and of varying price ranges.
The Quad and Central would

be used to house the working
force running the Oassis. It

would consist of Engineering
students working as busboys,
who wish to get on the job

experience; as well as other
hard luck cases.

"Transportation

by an ex student

rickshaw service."

Transportation would be
provided by an ex-student
rickshaw service. Since
parking fees are so high,

people have taken to bikes,

rickshaws, and skate boards,
thus also cutting down on
pollution.

I believe that this rough
proposal, with a few more
provisions, would be quite
feasible, and possibly make
millionares out of all of us. And
that's possibly more than our
dipolmas from this place will

ever do.

•*t
11

BOOTS
HANDCRAFTED BY.

CLOGS
^~*^ oa in*-

\<0
3r

HANDMADE H)U You BY

rekhetrft % or

t
Do It In Tj<ll AlLlY No*th Of imft."' faiia*

TOWN PIZZA
113 Russell St Rte. ?

Hadley, Mass.
Next to Post Office

TEL. 584-26T3

WITH THIS COUPON

SAVE 2? ON SMALL - $0* ON LARGE

OFFER EXPIRES 10/11/73
Mon.-Thurs., 11 a.m. to 12 mid.

Fri. & Sat., 11 a.m. to 2 a.m. Sun., 3 p.m. to 12 mid.

RIVERVIEW
Rt.9 Williamsburg

Rock Bands three nights a week

Friseo & the Killers

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6

Sunday - "Boogity Shoe"

25c a beer our specialty

MOVIE CALENDAR

SUNDAY, OCT. 7

A FRANK PERRY FILM

TUESDAY ANTHONY

WELD * PERKINS

PLAY ST AS IT LAYS
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE - TECHNICOLOR*

7&9p.m.
S.U.B.

50c

MONDAY, OCT. 8

"MARJOE"
7&9p.m.
S.U.B.

75c

THURSDAY, OCT. 11

7,9, 11 p.m.

75c
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SINGING INK

Sauteed Roachos, a Fantasy and Some Sunshine Twisting the Popular Meat
THE BEST OF EL ROACHO'S
BIGGEST HITS — El Roacho
Columbia KC32468
Playing Time — 48:36

RICHARD NIXON:
A FANTASY — David Frye
Buddah 1600

Playing Time — 29:42

YELLOW SUNSHINE
Gamble KZ32405
Playing Time — 35:23

by David Miller

El Roacho is a newly
recorded band, despite the title

ot their album, and they ap-
pear to come from Out West
somewhere. An interesting
group this; one might expect a
kind of country-rock from their

names and from song titles like

"Sauteed Roachos" and "How
the West Was Won". What you
get, surprisingly, is a kind of

contemporary fossil — a good,
tight, working band playing
precisely in the style of Late
Acid (or Upper Psychedelic)
Rock. And doing it well, with

enough eccentricities to give
them a distinct individual
style, but without the excesses,
musically at least, which led to

that music's decline.

Lyrically, the situation is a
little different. El Roacho is

definitely stuck on kozmick
consciousness, mainly in the
person of the band's chief

songwriter, E. 0. Lively, III.

Mr. Lively is capable of turn-

ing good phrases, but every so
often he runs to preten-
tiousness, as in"—we can rise

up, if we really want to. Just
like steam from a cooking

stew." Probably for this
reason, the best songs on the
album are those which Lively
co-wrote with other members
of the band, particularly
"Sauteed Roachos" and
"Truth of Rock and Roll". But
thankfully, even the most
clumsy lyrics do not get in the
way of the music. As my cousin
remarked, "It's a good album
to dance to."

David Frye's latest album is

another thing to add to your
Watergate Money-Making
Opportunity Curio Kit. In this

piece, RMN (after a brief

review) is put on trial for the
break-in, confesses and is sent
to the Big House, where he has
all kinds of zany misad-
ventures, culminating in his

execution. I guess no one can
really fault Mr. Frye for

making use of such an obvious
opportunity to make a little

money; it's his business. And
the album does contain
moments which are absolute
gems, such as the Disc Jockey
hyping "Dick Nixon's Solid

Gold" two-record set, a stoned
Nixon asking his freak
cellmate if he has a 40-pound
bag of Oreos handy, Nixon's
confession, in which he reverts

to Bogart's paranoid "Caine
Mutiny" Captain, and Perry
Mason asking Nixon to identify

a jowl impression left on one of

the Watergate's walls after the
burglary. It also has its share
of predictable Nixon jokes, and
a ridiculous ending in which
the whole thing turns out to be
Just A Dream. Buy it if you're
a confirmed David Frye ad
diet; otherwise, listen to a
friend's copy.
And now the Unexpected

Rush. Yellow Sunshine is a six-

man group founded by Roland
and Karl Chambers, of the late

Romeos of Philadelphia. Their
music is a blend of R&B,
heavymetal rock, and
something like Yes, i.e. no
soaring strings here. Four of

the seven cuts are purely in-

strumental, and on the other
three the lyrics are still

secondary. My favorite cuts at
this point are "All Along the
Seashore", an 8 minute long
piece alternating between
quiet sections suggestive of the
title and more insistent
soloing, "Tell Me Who Can
Say", a piece with lyrics and
an excellent potential single,

and "The Greetch", another
instrumental most notable for

its conga work and crazy
laughter on the part of the
band. Band members which
should be mentioned are R.
Chambers on guitar, K.
Chambers and Lester Young
playing flawless percussion,
and Dexter Wansel, whose
work on keyboards only oc-
casionally sounds typical. You
might consider picking up on
Yellow Sunshine, regardless of
whether or not you like Frye.

Orders from
Captain Zeep
Wattstax 2 — The Living Word
— Various Stax Artists (Stax
STS-23018)
More 25 m inute sides pressed

on cheap vinyl make for the
poorest sound in modern
history. The performers and
their performances are even
less than on the first pseudo
event album in this series. D

Miz Lena's Boy—Wilson
Pickett (RCA APL1-0312)
Album No. 2 in RCA's

Respectable Wilson series.
This one is hoppier than the
first, but still is merely funk
tional. C.

&Los Cochinos—Cheech
Chong (Ode SP 77019)

Goddamn it, these guys
make me sick. Here they are
with another album, full of

jokes I heard in the third

grade, overworked, pointlessly

drawn out bits of the most
heavy-handed, moronic humor
and NO CREATIVITY
WHATSOEVER. Strictly for

those enrolled in Comedy 101.

F plus.

A Boy Named Sue — Lester
Flatt & Earl Scruggs
(Columbia — C 32244)
They did do more than "The

Beverly ' Hillbillies" and
"Foggy Mountain Break-
down", you know. If you don't
know, this here album may be
a fine place to start. Lester and
Earl never slobber in their

beer, but they can play like the
good ol' boys you always knew
they were.

—Mike Kostek

Earthbound— King Crimson
(Island)

Only available as an Engush
import, the year-old "Earth-
bound" would have to be a
great addition too any King
Crimson freak's collection.
Recorded live in America in

early 1972, it has Crimson
stripped down to five in-

struments; guitar, mellotron,
bass, saxes and drums.
Despite the apparent scarcity
of pieces in the band, they put
on a good performance. It

proves that KC isn't as
dependent on the electronic
wonders of the studio as one
miqht think.

de One starts off with an
old Crimson favorite, "21st
Century Schizoid Man". Ex-
tended to elever rtinutes, it

contains some nice guitar work
and distorted vocals by Robert
Fripp as well as some tasteful
sax and mellotron work by Mel
Collins. "Peoria" and "The
Sailors Tale" are also pretty
good, but do not come up to
"Schizoid Man".
The meat of the album is

Side Two, containing the title

track and the fifteen minute

"Groon". Both numbers are
made up into a continuous
piece. Some of this stuff is

amazing, especially during
"Groon". The band members
intensely concentrate on their

instruments and it pays off

with some good jazzy-space
music.

In all, Earthbound is an
enjoyable album. It may not be
as good as Yes' live album, but
it's still nice. What more could
you ask? (Beware: this album
should be played on a good
stereo system. If not, it will

sound like a piece of shit.)

—David Santos

Sunday Morning Coming
Down — Johnny Cash
(Columbia C32240)
Actually, for a collection of

Johnny Cash material this isn't

all that bad. This album
features a variety of Cash's
hits and stiffs alike. Besides his

live renditions of "Fulson
Prison Blues" and "Orange
Blossom Special", the record
includes the moving "If I Were
A Carpenter" recorded with
wife June Carter, and Kris

Kristofferson's sensitive title

song. Seriously though, even if

you are a latent Johnny Cash
fan waiting for the right album
to come along, don't pay
money for this. Eventually
Columbia will get smart and
release a genuine "greatest

hits" album, which is

something that they haven't

done yet. — Solid Vodka

Bopping through the Milky
Way—Tim Tutor (Playboy
PB122)
Playboy Records has given

Tim Tutor, an entry into the
world of cutting albums.
Unfortunately, Tutor's place in

that world is that of a
musician. This debut aibum is

very plastic. Tutor's voice
sounds like a mellow Metelica.
His instrumental backing is

Muzak; typical Playboy
Penthouse ensemble. Do not,
under any circumstances, buy
this album unless you are a
collector of obscure record-
ings. By the way, Tutor's
music is rock and roll, a la

Leon Russell, complete with
female vocal backing.

—Jon Carr

BEST

FRIENDS
SAT.

Walker Airlines

SINDXY

at the

Rusty Nail

Kte. 17 Sunderland
665-4""

Amherst Entertainment Committee and Three Thumbs Productions.
presents

A Dirt Floor Boogie
with

The James Montgomery Band
and

Duke & The Drivers
Amherst College Cage, Fri., Oct. 5th 8:00 p.m.

Tickets $2.50 C.C. Concourse

Over Nite Sensation

The Mothers Of Invention
Warners—Discreet AAS2149
Time: 34:37

Personel

:

Frank Zappa: vocals, guitar

Ian Underwood: flute, clarinet, alto

sax, tenor sax
Ruth Underwood: marimba, vibes,

percussion
Ralph Humphrey: drums
Jean-Luc Ponty: violin, baritone

violin

Sal Marquez: trumpet, vocals
George Duke: keyboards, syn-

thesizer

Tom Fowler: bass
Bruce Fowler: trombone
Ricky Lancelotti: vocals on two cuts
Kin Vassy: vocal on one cut

by Jeff Clayton >

and Mike Kostek

Frank Zappa used to be weird. At
least, that was his most striking

feature, his eye-catching gimmirk, his

claim to fame and his secret of s .ess.

He was absolutely the most bizarre
object in sight, as well as the most
prolific and original. He was and is the
Arranger par excellance, never
creating his own forms so much as
collaging everybody else's, from
Stockhausen to Chuck Berry to Walt
Disney. He plasters literally
everything together with great vision
and precision, and with such tangible
personality that no piece of his could
ever be anyone else's, and no one else

CONCERTS

A Salute to Paul Robeson
Bowker Auditorium
Oct. 2

Nowhere in the entire valley was
there to be found a more spiritual

evening than that held last Tuesday
night in Bowker. This was a special
tribute to Paul Robeson, a great black
actor, singer and man who, in the

1950's, stood and told the Senate Un-
American Activities Committee to go
to heJI.

Among those who made the evening
truly special were:
The Voices Of New Africa, a full

choir of spirit; Roland Wiggins, a

brilliant mind guiding gifted hands at

the piano.

The Boyer Brothers, gospel soul

brothers; Edward Boatner, a seventy-
five year old man with a magnificent
voice; Sonia Sanchez, who read some
of her beautiful poetry; and The Mass
Appeal, who had a few problems, but

still shone on.

Also included was a film on
Robeson's life.

Max Roach, who, along with Archie
Shepp, organized the evening,
presented a painting to Elma Lewis in

a brief ceremony lengthened by the
standing ovation given to Ms. Lewis.

This salute was a learning ex-

perience to those who had not heard of

Paul Robeson, and a revival of his

spirit to those who had. Most of the

music was gospel, and even those who
aren't great lovers of gospel felt

themselves moved and touched by it.

After all, there is nothing more in-

spiring than an invocation of the

human spirit, and that's exactly what
gospel is.

At one point during the evening, the

coordinator Aklin Lynch made a most
interesting observation, "I can't help

noting the differences in what's been
happening on this campus. Two weeks

I'M THE SLIME

vocal
: FRANK ZAPPA

I am gross and perverted

I'm obsessed n deranged
I have existed for years

But very little has changed
I am the tool of the Government
And industry too

For I am destined to rule

And regulate you

I may be vile and pernicious

But you can't look away
1 make you think I'm delicious

With the stuff that I say

1 am the best you can get

Have you guessed me yet:'

I am the slime oozin" out

From your TV set

You will obey me while I lead you
And eat the garbage that I feed you
Until the day that we don't need you
Don't go for help ... no one will heed you
Your mind is totally controlled

It has been stuffed into my mold
And you will do as you are told

Until the rights to you are sold

That's right, folks . .

.

Don't touch that dial

Well, I am the slime from your video

Oozin' along on your livin' room floor

I am the slime from your video
(ant stop the slime, people, lookit me go

can even approximate his.

His earlier work has a gristly fungus
quality all its own, because his

situation in life was reminiscent of a
rat caught in a beartrap. While
Beatlemania was sapping the com-
bined energy of an entire planet, his

days passed in an unending shitstorm
which found a savage reflection in his
music. The sheer force of his, well,
what shall I say kids, his artistic-

commercial vision, his bitter ridicule
of a depraved society, earned him first

critical awe and second knee-jerk
popularity, hence financial well-being.

So it is that on a summer day you can
hear "The Mudshark" howling out of

the second floor of Theta Chi without
the slightest surprise.

The Uncle Meat LP exhausted the
last of Frank's nastiness, however, and
beginning with the startling com-,
mercial success that was Hot Rats he
began to get away from the blood
curdling posture of ugliness that was
his trademark. He matured, mellowed
and began t play nice. Sloveness now
allows him to hold the American pig
wolf at arm's length. So his frantic
energy and brutality have been allowed
to diminish. Now he insulates himself
from the hysteria, perfecting his skills,

tending his family, composing con
siderably straighter and more gently.
But one fact remains, in spite of the
press's tendency to obliterate it with
scorn, indifference, and fart-
headedness: Zappa is still a sardonic
twister of the popular meat, as his new
album Over Nite Sensation demon
strafes.

Over-Nite is carefully arranged,
almost too carefully. The 'wacky' parts

are fine and unexpected, but aren't
quite as Gonzoid as before. Ah well,

'nobody writes lyrics I'^e Frank
Zappa.'
Please to see the King. Nobody

knows the scurvy he's seen (remem-
ber, Zappa's still living out there in

Laurel Canyon, Los Angeles,
California, where the junkies and bug
house escapees have part time jobs

picking roaches out of the gutters. So
here's Zappa, straight as Van Vliet,

stuck in the middle of the Amerrikan
Dream going Pweef Pweef Pweef. And
it comes down to vinyled fragments
that we have to reconstruct and am-
plify accordingly to get the meaning of

this person's latest run-ins with LOST
SOULS AND REPTILLIAN
CREATURES LIVING ON THIS
PLANET. Strictly on the outs, you see.

Thus, when Frank hangs lots of

clever little asides and sharp musical
ideas on a bare skeletal frame like

"Dinah-Moe Humm", we can only bare
with it, as our foreign correspondant is

obviously undergoing great stress.

Ah, but Frank's coming around,
swaying his guitar around some
splendid squalid notes and singing in

a detached but controlled manner like

never before. The inspired work by
Duke on keyboards and synthesizer,
Humphries on drums and Ponty on
violin would be enough to stand in it

self, but Zappa's arranged his big band
in enough novel and interesting ways to

make us happier yet.

Best cuts: I'm The Slime",
"Montana", "Zomby Woof."

ago we had the Latin American
Festival, highlighted by Eddie

Palmieri and his orchestra. Last week
on campus were Jill Johnston and the

Lesbian Solution, and Josh McDowell
and Candi. Now we are having this

tribute tonight, and Thursday night

Mr. Duke Ellington will be appearing. I

feel the differences in the cultures here

on campus are made quite apparent by
these recent events."

At the end of the program, Aklin
cried out, "Paul Robeson's spirit has
been with us here tonight! " Who could
want more?

- Mike Kostek

In Concert:
Elton John
Boston Garden
Sept. 25

It was reported that Elton and crew
landed at Logan Airport about an hour
before they were scheduled to appear.
So that might help to explain the

especially long performance given* by
the preceding band, even then it was a

35 minute wait before Elton finally

waltzed onto stage and sat down in

front of his Steinway to give an ex-

traordinary concert.

The songs were mostly from Don't
Shoot Me I'm Only The Piano Player,

his newest album. He played an ex-

tremely long extention of "Mad Man
Across the Water," as well as two parts

of "Funeral For A Friend," one of the

cuts on his soon to be released album,
"Goodbye Yellow Brick Road."

After his ovation Elton reappeared to

do an unforgettable job on "Saturday
Night" and then left. After his second
ovation he returned again, clearly

exhausted, to announce a guest. So, in

his first performance on stage since his

accident three months ago, Stevie

Wonder, along with Elton John, did

their version of "Honky Tonk Woman"
for the ecstatic audience.

-- Lori Ann Yeslow

In Concert:
Jethro Tull

Boston Garden,
28 September

Boston Garden is such a bad place to

see a concert that I was predetermined
to dislike Jethro Tull from the start.

The crowd was too high and obnoxious,
the atmosphere was much too hot and
muggy, and the seats were pushed
much too close together (the more
people that can be squeezed together,

the more bucks the Garden makes).
Livingston Taylor started the show

with his haughty egotistical style of

simple, boring ballads. Everything
from the introduction of his side men to

his final bow was a production, and at

least to this reporter, it produced
disgust. Back to the Cambridge
Common, Liv.

By the time Jethro Tull began their

set, Boston Garden was uncomfortable.
Well, they surprised the shit out of me.
They were magnificent. From the
opening notes of "A Passion Play" with
Jeffrey Hammond Hammond and
Martin Barre appearing in puffs of

smoke, through "Thick as a Brick" and
most of the Aqualung album, the

energy created by the band was
astounding. Hammond Hammond
never stopped prancing around while
never missing a bass note, Barre
sustained some of the longest notes I've

ever heard, Anderson performed
masterfully, John Evan, though acting
rather juvenile (running back and forth

across the stage with no apparent
reason) made his keyboards speak,
and even Barriemore Barlow's drum
soio was good. Altogether the sound
produced throughout their 150 minute
set was tight and most professional,

and believe it or not, the acoustics were
good, especially considering the size of

that place. Although most of the crowd
would have been just happy to see Ten
Years After or J. Geils Band, Jethro
Tull proved to them that music can
have more 'than twelve bars. Their
musical presence will be missed.

— David Sokol

In Concert:
Real Tears
at the Rusty Nail

Sept. 25

If you didn't get a chance last

Tuesday night to get away from your
books (or whatever else you were
preoccupied with) then you missed
hearing Real Tears at the Rusty Nail.

You shouldn't have.

Containing a nucleus of former
members of Flight, Real Tears has
become the area's only jazz band, and
a really good one. I hesitate to call their

music "jazz-rock" not only because of

what I feel are ugly connotations of the

term, but also because I think that

these people are striving for a pure jazz

form (and believe me, they're suc-

ceeding) .

Each of the eight musicians con-

tribute in their own unique way to

make the band as tight as you'll find

anywhere. Solos are skillfully im-

provised wonders, and backup ac-

companiment is impeccable. The
guitarist and sax player deserve
particular mention.

If you go out to dance and have a

good time, don't be misled by the fact

that Real Tears is a jazz band. There
was a crowd up dancing a good part of

the time at the Nail (in fact, all of the

group's material is danceable), and
j ust ask the people that went if they had
a good time.

The band's material ranges from the
familiar, to the original, to the obscure,
but all the songs are played in a way
that will make you remember and like

them.
The next time you hear about Real

Tears playing somewhere — go! This
is one band you'll never regret seeing.

- Ken Blanchard
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SINGING INK

Sauteed Roachos, a Fantasy and Some Sunshine

THE BEST OF EL ROACHO'S
BIGGEST HITS — El Roacho
Columbia KC32468
Playing Time — 48:36

RICHARD NIXON:
A FANTASY — David Frye
Buddah 1600

Playing Time — 29:42

YELLOW SUNSHINE
Gamble KZ32405
Playing Time — 35:23

by David Miller

El Roacho is a newly
recorded band, despite the title

ot their album, and they ap-
pear to come trom Out West
somewhere. An interesting
group this; one might expect a
kind ot country-rock from their

names and from song titles like

"Sauteed Roachos" and "How
the West Was Won". What you
get, surprisingly, is a kind of

contemporary fossil — a good,
tight, working band playing
precisely in the style of Late
Acid (or Upper Psychedelic)
Rock. And doing it well, with

enough eccentricities to give
them a distinct individual
style, but without the excesses,
musically at least, which led to

that music's decline.

Lyrically, the situation is a
little different. El Roacho is

definitely stuck on kozmick
consciousness, mainly in the
person of the band's chief

songwriter, E. O. Lively, III.

Mr. Lively is capable of turn-

ing good phrases, but every so
often he runs to preten-
tiousness, as in"—we can rise

up, if we really want to. Just
like steam from a cooking

stew." Probably for this
reason, the best songs on the
album are those which Lively
co-wrote with other members
of the band, particularly
"Sauteed Roachos" and
"Truth of Rock and Roll". But
thankfully, even the most
clumsy lyrics do not get in the
way of the music. As my cousin
remarked, "It's a good album
to dance to."

David Frye's latest album is

another thing to add to your
Watergate Money-Making
Opportunity Curio Kit. In this

piece, RMN (after a brief

review) is put on trial for the
break-in, confesses and is sent
to the Big House, where he has
all kinds of zany misad-
ventures, culminating in his

execution. I guess no one can
really fault Mr. Frye for

making use of such an obvious
opportunity to make a little

money; it's his business. And
the album does contain
moments which are absolute
gems, such as the Disc Jockey
hyping "Dick Nixon's Solid

Gold" two-record set, a stoned
Nixon asking his freak
cellmate if he has a 40-pound
bag of Oreos handy, Nixon's
confession, in which he reverts

to Bogart's paranoid "Caine
Mutiny" Captain, and Perry
Mason asking Nixon to identify

a jowl impression left on one of

the Watergate's walls after the
burglary. It also has its share
of predictable Nixon jokes, and
a ridiculous ending in which
the whole thing turns out to be
Just A Dream. Buy it if you're
a confirmed David Frye ad
diet; otherwise, listen to a
friend's copy.

And now the Unexpected
Rush. Yellow Sunshine is a six-

man group founded by Roland
and Karl Chambers, of the late

Romeos of Philadelphia. Their
music is a blend of R&B,
heavymetal rock, and
something like Yes, i.e. no
soaring strings here. Four of

the seven cuts are purely in-

strumental, and on the other
three the lyrics are still

secondary. My favorite cuts at
this point are "All Along the
Seashore", an 8-minute-long
piece alternating between
quiet sections suggestive of the
title and more insistent
soloing, "Tell Me Who Can
Say", a piece with lyrics and
an excellent potential single,

and "The Greetch", another
instrumental most notable for

its conga work and crazy
laughter on the part of the
band. Band members which
should be mentioned are R.
Chambers on guitar, K.
Chambers and Lester Young
playing flawless percussion,
and Dexter Wansel, whose
work on keyboards only oc
casionally sounds typical. You
might consider picking up on
Yellow Sunshine, regardless of

whether or not you like Frye.

Orders from
Captain Zeep
Wattstax 2 — The Living Word
— Various Stax Artists (Stax

STS2-3018)
More 25 minute sides pressed

on cheap vinyl make for the
poorest sound in modern
history. The performers and
their performances are even
less than on the first pseudo-
event album in this series. D

Miz Lena's Boy—Wilson
Pickett (RCA APLl-0312)
Album No. 2 in RCA's

Respectable Wilson series.
This one is hoppier than the
first, but still is merely funk-
tional. C.

TONITK

SOME

BEST

FRIENDS

Los Cochinos—Cheech &
Chong (Ode SP 77019)

Goddamn it, these guys
make me sick. Here they are
with another album, full of

jokes I heard in the third
grade, overworked, pointlessly
drawn-out bits of the most
heavy-handed, moronic humor
and NO CREATIVITY
WHATSOEVER. Strictly for

those enrolled in Comedy 101.

F plus.

A Boy Named Sue — Lester
Flatt & Earl Scruggs
(Columbia — C-32244)
They did do more than "The

Beverly * Hillbillies" and
"Foggy Mountain Break-
down", you know. If you don't
know, this here album may be
a fine place to start. Lester and
Earl never slobber in their
beer, but they can play like the
good ol' boys you always knew
they were.

—Mike Kostek

Earthbound—King Crimson
(Island)

Only available as an Engnsh
import, the year-old "Earth-
bound" would have to be a
great addition too any King
Crimson freak's collection.
Recorded live in America in

early 1972, it has Crimson
stripped down to five in-

struments; guitar, mellotron,
bass, saxes and drums.
Despite the apparent scarcity
of pieces in the band, they put
on a good performance. It

proves that KC isn't as
dependent on the electronic
wonders of the studio as one
miqht think.

de One starts off with an
old Crimson favorite, "21st
Century Schizoid Man". Ex-
tended to elever ninutes, it

contains some nice guitar work
and distorted vocals by Robert
Fripp as well as some tasteful
sax and mellotron work by Mel
Collins. "Peoria" and "The
Sailors Tale" are also pretty
good, but do not come up to
"Schizoid Man".
The meat of the album is

Side Two, containing the title

track and the fifteen minute

"Groon". Both numbers are
made up into a continuous
piece. Some of this stuff is

amazing, especially during
"Groon". The band members
intensely concentrate on their
instruments and it pays off

with some good jazzy-space
music.

In all, Earthbound is an
enjoyable album. It may not be
as good as Yes' live album, but
it's still nice. What more could
you ask? (Beware: this album
should be played on a good
stereo system. If not, it will

sound like a piece of shit.)

—David Santos

Sunday Morning Coming
Down— Johnny Cash
(Columbia C32240)
Actually, for a collection of

Johnny Cash material this isn't

all that bad. This album
features a variety of Cash's
hits and stiffs alike. Besides his
live renditions of "Fulson
Prison Blues" and "Orange
Blossom Special", the record
includes the moving "If I Were
A Carpenter" recorded with
wife June Carter, and Kris

Kristofferson's sensitive title

song. Seriously though, even if

you are a latent Johnny Cash
fan waiting for the right album
to come along, don't pay
money for this. Eventually

Columbia will get smart and
release a genuine "greatest

hits" album, which is

something that they haven't

done yet. — Solid Vodka

Bopping through the Milky
Way—Tim Tutor (Playboy
PB122)
Playboy Records has given

Tim Tutor, an entry into the

world of cutting albums.
Unfortunately, Tutor's place in

that world is that of a

musician. This debut album is

very plastic. Tutor's voice
sounds like a mellow Metelica.
His instrumental backing is

Muzak; typical Playboy
Penthouse ensemble. Do not,

under any circumstances, buy
this album unless you are a

collector of obscure record
ings. By the way, Tutor's
music is rock and roll, a la

Leon Russell, complete with
female vocal backing.

—Jon Carr

SAT.

Walker Airlines

SUNDAY

at the

Rusty Nail

Rte. 47 Sunderland
665-4

Amherst Entertainment Committee and Three Thumbs Productions.
presents

A Dirt Floor Boogie
with

The James Montgomery Band
and

Pake & The Drivers
Amherst College Cage, Fri., Oct. 5th 8:00 p.m.

Tickets $2.50 C.C. Concourse
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Twisting the Popular Meat
Over Nite Sensation

The Mothers Of Invention

Warners—Discreet AAS2149

Time: 34:37

Personel:
Frank Zappa: vocals, guitar

Ian Underwood: flute, clarinet, alto

sax, tenor sax
Ruth Underwood: marimba, vibes,

percussion
Ralph Humphrey: drums
Jean-Luc Ponty: violin, baritone

violin

Sal Marquez: trumpet, vocals
George Duke: keyboards, syn-

thesizer

Tom Fowler: bass
Bruce Fowler: trombone
Ricky Lancelotti: vocals on two cuts

Kin Vassy: vocal on one cut

by Jeff Clayton /

and Mike Kostek

Frank Zappa used to be weird. At
least, that was his most striking

feature, his eye-catching gimmirk, his

claim to fame and his secret of e .ess.

He was absolutely the most bizarre
object in sight, as well as the most
prolific and original. He was and is the
Arranger par excellance, never
creating his own forms so much as
collaging everybody else's, from
Stockhausen to Chuck Berry to Walt
Disney. He plasters literally
everything together with great vision

and precision, and with such tangible
personality that no piece of his could
ever be anyone else's, and no one else

CONCERTS

A Salute to Paul Robeson
Bowker Auditorium
Oct. 2

Nowhere in the entire valley was
there to be found a more spiritual

evening than that held last Tuesday
night in Bowker. This was a special
tribute to Paul Robeson, a great black
actor, singer and man who, in the
1950's, stood and told the Senate Un-
American Activities Committee to go
to hell.

Among those who made the evening
truly special were:
The Voices Of New Africa, a full

choir of spirit; Roland Wiggins, a
brilliant mind guiding gifted hands at

the piano.
The Boyer Brothers, gospel soul

brothers; Edward Boatner, a seventy-
five year old man with a magnificent
voice; Sonia Sanchez, who read some
of her beautiful poetry; and The Mass
Appeal, who had a few problems, but
still shone on.

Also included was a film on
Robeson's life.

Max Roach, who, along with Archie
Shepp, organized the evening,
presented a painting to Elma Lewis in

a brief ceremony lengthened by the
standing ovation given to Ms. Lewis.

This salute was a learning ex-

perience to those who had not heard of

Paul Robeson, and a revival of his

spirit to those who had. Most of the

music was gospel, and even those who
aren't great lovers of gospel felt

themselves moved and touched by it.

After all, there is nothing more in-

spiring than an invocation of the

human spirit, and that's exactly what
gospel is.

At one point during the evening, the

coordinator Aklin Lynch made a most
interesting observation, "I can't help

noting the differences in what's been
happening on this campus. Two weeks

I'M THE SLIME

vocal: FRANK ZAPPA

I am gross and perverted

I'm obsessed n deranged

1 have existed for years

But very little has changed
I am the tool of the Government
And industry too

For I am destined to rule

And regulate you

I may be vile and pernicious

But you can't look away
I make you think I'm delicious

With the stuff that I say

1 am the best you can get

Have you guessed me yet.-
1

I am the slime oozin' out

From your TV set

You will obey me while I lead you
And eat the garbage that I feed you
Until the day that we don't need you
Don't go for help ... no one will heed you
Your mind is totally controlled

It has been stuffed into my mold
And you will do as you are told

Until the rights to you are sold

That's right, folks . .

.

Don't touch that dial

Well, I am the slime from your video

Oozin' along on your livin' room floor

I am the slime from your video

Can't stop the slime, people, lookit me go

can even approximate his.

His earlier work has a gristly fungus
quality all its own, because his

situation in life was reminiscent of a
rat caught in a beartrap. While
Beatlemania was sapping the com-
bined energy of an entire planet, his

days passed in an unending shitstorm
which found a savage reflection in his
music. The sheer force of his, well,
what shall I say kids, his artistic-

commercial vision, his bitter ridicule
of a depraved society, earned him first

critical awe and second knee-jerk
popularity, hence financial well-being.
So it is that on a summer day you can
hear "The Mudshark" howling out of

the second floor of Theta Chi without
the slightest surprise.

The Uncle Meat LP exhausted the
last of Frank's nastiness, however, and
beginning with the startling com-,
mercial success that was Hot Rats he
began to get away from the blood
curdling posture of ugliness that was
his trademark. He matured, mellowed
and began t play nice. Sloveness now
allows him to hold the American pig
wolf at arm's length. So his frantic

energy and brutality have been allowed
to diminish. Now he insulates himself
from the hysteria, perfecting his skills,

tending his family, composing con
siderably straighter and more gently.
But one fact remains, in spite of the
press's tendency to obliterate it with
scorn, indifference, and fart-

headedness: Zappa is still a sardonic
twister of the popular meat, as his new
album Over Nite Sensation demon-
strates.

Over-Nite is carefully arranged,
almost too carefully. The 'wacky' parts

are fine and unexpected, but aren't
quite as Gonzoid as before. Ah well,

'nobody writes lyrics I'^e Frank
Zappa.'
Please to see the King. Nobody

knows the scurvy he's seen (remem-
ber, Zappa's still living out there in

Laurel Canyon, Los Angeles,
California, where the junkies and bug
house escapees have part time jobs
picking roaches out of the gutters. So
here's Zappa, straight as Van Vliet,

stuck in the middle of the Amerrikan
Dream going Pweef Pweef Pweef. And
it comes down to vinyled fragments
that we have to reconstruct and am-
plify accordingly to get the meaning of

this person's latest run-ins with LOST
SOULS AND REPTILLIAN
CREATURES LIVING ON THIS
PLANET. Strictly on the outs, you see.

Thus, when Frank hangs lots of

clever little asides and sharp musical
ideas on a bare skeletal frame like

"Dinah-Moe Humm", we can only bare
with it, as our foreign correspondant is

obviously undergoing great stress.

Ah, but Frank's coming around,
swaying his guitar around some
splendid squalid notes and singing in

a detached but controlled manner like

never before. The inspired work by
Duke on keyboards and synthesizer,
Humphries on drums and Ponty on
violin would be enough to stand in it-

self, but Zappa's arranged his big band
in enough novel and interesting ways to

make us happier yet.

Best cuts: I'm The Slime",
"Montana", "Zomby Woof."

ago we
Festival

had the Latin American
highlighted by Eddie

Palmieri and his orchestra. Last week
on campus were Jill Johnston and the

Lesbian Solution, and Josh McDowell
and Candi. Now we are having this

tribute tonight, and Thursday night

Mr. Duke Ellington will be appearing. I

feel the differences in the cultures here
on campus are made quite apparent by
these recent events."

At the end of the program, Aklin
cried out, "Paul Robeson's spirit has
been with us here tonight! " Who could
want more?

- Mike Kostek

In Concert:
Elton John
Boston Garden
Sept. 25

It was reported that Elton and crew
landed at Logan Airport about an hour
before they were scheduled to appear.

So that might help to explain the

especially long performance given* by
the preceding band, even then it was a

35 minute wait before Elton finally

waltzed onto stage and sat down in

front of his Steinway to give an ex-

traordinary concert.

The songs were mostly from Don't

Shoot Me I'm Only The Piano Player,

his newest album. He played an ex-

tremely long extention of "Mad Man
Across the Water," as well as two parts

of "Funeral For A Friend," one of the

cuts on his soon to be released album,
"Goodbye Yellow Brick Road."

After his ovation Elton reappeared to

do an unforgettable job on "Saturday
Night" and then left. After his second
ovation he returned again, clearly

exhausted, to announce a guest. So, in

his first performance on stage since his

accident three months ago, Stevie

Wonder, along with Elton John, did

their version of "Honky Tonk Woman"
for the ecstatic audience.

- Lori Ann Yeslow

In Concert:
Jethro Tull

Boston Garden,
28 September

Boston Garden is such a bad place to

see a concert that I was predetermined
to dislike Jethro Tull from the start.

The crowd was too high and obnoxious,
the atmosphere was much too hot and
muggy, and the seats were pushed
much too close together (the more
people that can be squeezed together,
the more bucks the Garden makes).

Livingston Taylor started the show
with his haughty egotistical style of

simple, boring ballads. Everything
from the introduction of his side men to

his final bow was a production, and at

least to this reporter, it produced
disgust. Back to the Cambridge
Common, Liv.

By the time Jethro Tull began their

set, Boston Garden was uncomfortable.
Well, they surprised the shit out of me.
They were magnificent. From the
opening notes of "A Passion Play" with
Jeffrey Hammond Hammond and
Martin Barre appearing in puffs of

smoke, through "Thick asa Brick" and
most of the Aqualung album, the

energy created by the band was
astounding. Hammond Hammond
never stopped prancing around while

never missing a bass note, Barre
sustained some of the longest notes I've

ever heard, Anderson performed
masterfully, John Evan, though acting

rather juvenile (running back and forth

across the stage with no apparent
reason) made his keyboards speak,
and even Barriemore Barlow's drum
solo was good. Altogether the sound
produced throughout their 150 minute
set was tight and most professional,

and believe it or not, the acoustics were
good, especially considering the size of

that place. Although most of the crowd
would have been just happy to see Ten
Years After or J. Geils Band, Jethro
Tull proved to them that music can
have more 'than twelve bars. Their
musical presence will be missed.

— David Sokol

In Concert:
Real Tears
at the Rusty Nail

Sept. 25

If you didn't get a chance last

Tuesday night to get away from your
books (or whatever else you were
preoccupied with) then you missed
hearing Real Tears at the Rusty Nail.

You shouldn't have.

Containing a nucleus of former
members of Flight, Real Tears has
become the area's only jazz band, and
a really good one. I hesitate to call their

music "jazz-rock" not only because of

what I feel are ugly connotations of the
term, but also because I think that

these people are striving for a pure jazz

form (and believe me, they're suc-

ceeding) .

Each of the eight musicians con-

tribute in their own unique way to

make the band as tight as you'll find

anywhere. Solos are skillfully im-
provised wonders, and backup ac-

companiment is impeccable. The
guitarist and sax player deserve
particular mention.

If you go out to dance and have a
good time, don't be misled by the fact

that Real Tears is a jazz band. There
was a crowd up dancing a good part of

the time at the Nail ( in fact, all of the
group's material is danceable), and
j ust ask the people that went if they had
a good time.

The band's material ranges from the
familiar, tothe original, to the obscure,
but all the songs are played in a way
that will make you remember and like

them.
The next time you hear about Real

Tears playing somewhere — go! This
is one band you'll never regret seeing.

- Ken Blanchard
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Building a Winner
by Bob Estelle

People have often wondered what an

NFL club does to build a winner. We
hear of the success of Don Shula,

George Allen, etc. But today, there are

teams in the NFL who have built up,

through trading and draft choices.

One of these new and sudden con

tenders is the New York Giants. One of

the oldest franchises that has seen

fourteen post-season games with

players such as Y. A. Tittle, Frank
Gifford, Kyle Rote and Andy
Robustelli; the Giants have not won a

divisional title since 1963. But in 1969,

Alex Webster became the head coach

and started the building process that

has now developed into a contender.

Last spring, this writer interviewed

with two members of the Giant family.

Jim Trimble, the Director of Pro

Personnel, is the man who signs

ballplayers to their contracts, advises

coaches and management about

trades, cuts and draft choices. Norman
Snead is the No. 1 Giant quarterback.

His story is interesting. After a strong

college career at Wake Forest, Norm
Snead was the first draft choice of the

Washington Redskins in 1961. He

stayed for three years, quarterbacking

a perennial loser. In 1964, he was

traded to the Philadelphia Eagles for

Sonny Jurgenson. For seven seasons he

labored with poor coaching and an

erratic offensive line. He, too, became
erratic, looking brilliant one week,

throwing interceptions the next. People

said he wasn't a winner. The Eagles

gave up and dealt him to Minnesota in a

multi player deal early in 1971. He

spent most of that season on the bench

and was sent to Fun City in the Fran

Tarkenton trade one year later.

Trimble says that when the Giants

made the deal with Minnesota, they

were happy to get Norman. They felt he

was a good quarterback that still had a

rew good years. Many felt the Giants

were crazy in giving the quarterback

job to a 33 year old man who had not

beaten out such competition as Gary

Cuozzo and Bob Lee a year before. But

the ace the Giants had up their sleeve

was Y.A. Tittle, their quarterback

coach. YAT worked hard and long

hours with Snead in every facet of the

game. Norman went on to have his best

season ever, leading the NFL in

completion percentage. And he says he

wants to play as long as he can and he's

grateful the Giants gave him that

chance.

Offense
The center is 34 year old Greg

Larson, who has worse knees than Joe

Namath. Because of a knee injury in

1964 he submitted to a doctor rebuilding

his entire knee just to keep playing. He
is one of the most consistent players the

Giants have had over the years. The

guards are Doug Van Horn and Dick

Enderle. Van Horn earned a starting

job in 1969 while Enderle came to the

team a year ago, having a great year.

Enderle was a substitute in Atlanta

when the Giants exchanged a sixth

round pick for him. But line coach Ray
Wietecha, a former Giant center, did a

job with him. The tackles are Willie

Young, a starter since 1966, and Joe

Taffoni, who came back after a one-

year retirement. The backups are

second year man John Hill, seven year

man Bob Hyland and rookie Bart

Buetow, all with potential to start. This

offensive line protected Giant quar-

terbacks all but eight times last year.

The quarterback is Norm Snead with

former Atlanta Falcon starter Randy

Johnson as backup.

The running backs are All-Pro Ron

Johnson, former UConn star Vmce

Clements, former All-America Joe

Orduna, Charlie Evans, one of O.J.

Simpson's (and Clarence Davis')

running mates, a fierce blocker, and

kick return specialist Rocky Thompson

who gets better with each game. In-

cidentally, Thompson's slow start in

the pros may be because he did not play

high school football in his native

Bermuda. Trimble feels that this may

have slowed down his progress but he

may be ready in another year, if he can

beat out Ron Johnson.

The tight end is Bob Tucker, an

Eagle and Patriot castoff who has

caught over 50 passes each of the last

two years, is a strong blocker and runs

well with the football after he catches

it. His backup is 11 year veteran Gary

Ballman, acquired last summer on

waivers from Philadelphia.

The wide receivers are Bob Grim,

Don Herrmann, Rich Houston and Tom
Gatewood. Grim was an All -Pro with

Minnesota in 1971. He figured to be the

key man in the Tarkenton trade. But a

long holdout kept him on the bench last

year. Now, he has taken away Rich

Houston's starting job and has looked

good the first three weeks of the

season. Herrmann is another starter

who was a 17th round pick in 1969. He is

not fast, but he does catch the ball.

Houston, who has blinding speed, has

improved each year but his lack of

ability to catch the ball put him on the

bench. Gatewood, a Notre Dame All

America during the Joe Theissman

days, injured early in July, will be

ready to return to action in a few

weeks.

Norm Snead — once a perennial

loser, now a Giant.

The punter is Tom Blanchard, for-

mer quarterback at Oregon who kicks

with a 41 yard average with high punts
that are difficult to return.

The placekicker is Pete Gogolak,

who came to the United States from

Hungary during a conflict. He became

the first soccer style kicker in

collegiate football ai Cornell (1961-63),

in the AFL with the Buffalo Bills (1964-

65), and in the NFL with the Giants

(1966- ). His playing out his option with

the Bills and signing with the Giants in

1966 started a conflict which led to the

merger completed in 1970. He had an

outstanding preseason this year and

looks as though he will have a good

year for the Giants in 1973.

Defense

The ends are presently All -Pro Jack

Gregory, who acts as a rover, and Dan

Goich. The tackles are All-Rookie John

Mendenhall and Carter Campbell, a

former linebacker. Larry Jacobson,

the Outland Trophy winner of 1971 (at

Nebraska), is coming back from an

injury to his foot and should shortly

replace Campbell. The other backup is

last year's Outland Trophy winner

Rich Glover.

The starting linebackers are Jim
Files, in the middle, with Henry Reed,

a former end, and Pat Hughes, a for-

mer center, on the outside. The
backups are Ron Hornsby, John
Douglas and rookies Brad Van Pelt and
Brian Kelley. Kelley, a late round
drafter, has looked good. He started the

Houston and Cleveland games when
Pat Hughes couldn't play.

The defensive backs are Pete Athas

and Willie Williams at the corners with

Richmond Flowers and Spider

Lockhart the safeties. Athas and
Flowers, both from Tennessee, are

both rejects of the Dallas Cowboys who
have made it big in New York.

Williams and Lockhart are both nine

year veterans who are among the best.

The backups are Charlie Crist, a

basketball star at Penn State who is

pushing Flowers for his starting

position; and Eldridge Small, last

year's number one pick who could be

replacing Athas or Williams in the not-

too-distant future.

Number One Show

Possibilities

Painting - Sculpture & Drawing

OPENING
October 5, 1973

8 : 00 p.m.

Student Union Gallery

Pablo Neruda - A Tribute
PABLONERUDADIES

by Zoe Best
Pablo Neruda, one of the foremost

poets of the hemisphere, died ac-
cording to the Chilean Junta, Sep-
tember 23. After his birth in 1904, the
death of his mother at age three and his
father's remarriage, Neruda's
education began in the forested South,
Temuco. During his boyhood years, he
published poems in the newspaper and
at sixteen went to Santiago to continue
his studies. With the development of his
poetic prestige, successive Chilean
governments sent him on diplomatic

missions to Ceylon, Burma, Singapore,
Rangoon, Buenos Aires, Mexico,
Madrid, and Paris.

From the third volume of Residence
on Earth, Neruda expressed his per
sonal agony at witnessing the over-
thrown the Spanish Republic and the
ensuing civil war. "General Franco in
Hell" is from that volume.

Forced to leave his consular post
with the overthrow of the Spanish
Republic, Neruda spent three years in

Mexico and then returned to Chile. In

1945 he was elected senator, became a

member of the Communist Party, then
returned to Mexico when the party was
outlawed in 1949. He returned to Chile
in 1953. Jean Paul Sartre refused the
Noble Prize in Literature in 1964, partly
because he believed Neruda should
have been offered the honor. In 1971,

Neruda received the prize.

Until the overthrow of the Chilean
democracy and the assassination of
Allende, Neruda continued writing
according to his sister, Laura. One of
his last poems, sent to a Venezuelan
woman poet, Ida Gramsko, September

6, foretold his own death. In "The
Persecuted", Neruda feared being
called by the "idiots", being converted
to a telephone, an instrument and when
he serves no further purpose, "they
will speak through my body as wasps".
According to Luis Monguio, "...

Nerudian song is life and victory over
personal death: altruistically. Reborn
in himself, his renaissance takes new
hold of matriarchal matter itself. He is

son of that mother; and all natural
things — dust, plants, beast — are his
brothers and mentors."

From: "General Franco in Hell"
Alone, alone, for the tears

all gathered, for an eternity of dead
hands

and rotted eyes, alone in a cave
of your hell, eating silent pus and blood
through a cursed and lonely eternity.

You do not deserve to sleep
even though it be with your eyes

fastened with pins:

you have to be
awake, General, eternally awake
among the putrefaction of the new

mothers,
machine gunned in the autumn. All and

all the sad children
cut to pieces,

rigid, they hang, awaiting in your hell

that day oi cold festivity: your arrival.

Children blackened by explosions,
red fragments of brain, corridors filled

with gentle intestines, they all await
you, all in the
very posture

of crossing the street, of kicking the
ball,

of swallowing a fruit, of smiling, or
being born.

H

Smiling. There are smiles
now demolished by blood
that wait with scattered exterminated

teeth

and masks of muddled matter, hollow
faces I

of perpetual gunpowder, arfd the
nameless

ghosts, the dark
hidden ones, those who never
their beds of rubble. They alfwait for

you
to spend the night. fc\They fill the

corridors
like decayed seaweed.

They are ours, they were out
flesh, our health, our
bustling peace, our ocean
of air and lungs. Through
them the dry earth flowered. Now,

beyond the earth,
turned into destroyed l& -'*

substance, murdered matter, dead
f lour,^ „

they await you in hell. H^
Since acute terror or sorrow waste

awayfi|
neither terror nor sorrow await you.

May you be alone
and accursed,

alone and awake among all the dead,
and let blood fall upon you like rain,
and let a dying river of severed eyes
slide and flow over you staring at you

endlessly.

Pablo Neruda

TO NERUDA
te died with his hopes dead,
*h a hemisphere of poems in his

mouth m.
|

and dammed up in his soul,

his wand of magic words
of mysterious omniscience
broken from his hand,
the hand resting on his breast now
while the boot-quakes
keep eyes awake during the midnight
tremors.

Nerud|,
the vifttnwl
the victor,

Those who ate the bread
were not so brave, not so willing

as he who believed in the bread,
his voice, W^

Neruda
the voice of a fufpristic people
target for dumb monsters
desecrators of the. script

of his "new words"
his "detestable words"
"at the table, alone, uninvited" +
the charred Moneda taWe overturned
and from the putrid, flatulent coils,

toxic masks
incised with U.S. patent rrtouths

coordinated metal ic teeth

by smiling making the fast kill

even before the machine gun spits

incessantly in the century of a second
until the last muscle gives up.

There are no sounds yet,

only tanks scratching
only shovels digging
only books burning,
only murals weeping into the occupied
streets.

There are no sounds yet,

but after the mourning,
whispering,
then seething voices
detonated by the Pacific's thun-
derwaves
marching the distance of the Andean
spine
chanting the will of the Mapuche
remembering Residence on Earth
demands smelling all conquistadores
all dogs, as pigs,

mercenary generals
blowzy emissaries wearing vests
with forty pockets:
a pocket hiding a flask of poison to kill

ancient seeds of ancient lands
a pocket inflated by jet vapor from
aerial horses
a pocket with 10 million dollars folded
a pocket with an ITT calling card
a pocket stuffed with the Wall Street
Journal and Mecurio
a pocket j ingoing with copper pennies
a pocket saturated by a leaking bladder
of blood
a pocket flat with xeroxed obituary
notices,

he died at the funeral of his mother,
his daughter,

Chile en el Corazon.
Listen

Neruda
the seething voices, resurrected
born from the womb of your voice,
our future,

the future you blessed with your time.

Zoe Best

Special Guest Stars

SKILES AND
HENDERSON

FRI. - OCT. 19 - 8 p.m.

1277 Main St.

Springfield Civic Center
Springfield, Mass. 01103

x TICKETS: $6.50 - $5.50 - $4.50 ,

3 SPRINGFIELD NORTHAMPTON £
^^ Civic Center Box Office Mad Apple /^*wW r°

LY
°i

E
. <*Jw

STEAK OUT
ROUTE 9 and UNIVERSITY DRIVE

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS

Proudly Presents
T.V. and Recording Star

BONNIE
FLOYD

and his revue,

featuring

GOLDIE LEWIS
Tuesday through Saturday

Coming Attractions:
RSJlTERS CHIFFONS
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Inner City Repertory Dance Co.
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An Exercise in Bad Taste
ABOUT INNER CITY
REPERTORY DANCE

COMPANY
In the short time since its

founding, Inner City Repertory
Dance Company has gained
national prominence as one ot

the leading exponents ot

modern dance in the Western
U.S.
The multi-racial ensemble,

produced by Los Angeles'

Inner City Cultural Center,

was formally announced in

April, 1970 and gave its first

performances in May, 1971 at

Inner City Theatre, Los
Angeles. Its New York debut
took place at the ANTA
Theatre in October, 1972 when
the troupe's ten days of per-

formances were warmly
received by both Eastern
audiences and critics.

"The audience stood up,

cheered, cried out for more
and it was right! The occasion
was the local premiere of

Donald McKayle's sensitive
and sensational dance work,
'Songs of the Disinherited,'
Thursday night at the ANTA
Theater. For those who have
not yet dropped in to the
continuing American Dance
Marathon series, priority

Aro pa Hrod of campis food? How about $ good homo cooked moot?

f\E&l5
RZSTAURMiT

Open
Mon.-Sat.

6a.m. -9p.m.

Sun.

8a.m. -9p.m.

— can offer you:
— SEAFOOD - STEAK - CHOPS
— SPAGHETTI - SANDWICHES
— DAILY SPECIALS
— LIQUOR served with meals
— All at GREAT Prices

28 PLEASANT ST.

CHICKEN
much, much, more

NORTHAMPTON
( Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5, Downtown Northampton)

A new film— I lendrix at his peak.

The historic Berkeley Concert,

Memorul IJfty 1970.

With MiU h Mm hell and Billy Cox

THE HENDRI

X

EXPERIENCE
1£ IS HERE!

Sponsored By:
I rV ButUrficld Prod.
m\ of U. Mats.

Mr

\ must see lor all Hendrix

lanatu s ,\\u\ roek music tans

MCHARO BEHJAMIN

DYAN CANNON
JAMES COBURN

JAMES MASON
IANMcSHANE
JOAN HACKETT

RAQUEl WELCH

SHEILA

eekonW-

-»*•*

53P

(PG)

"DUCK SOUP"
(1933)

"Duck Soup" is consid-

ered by many to be their

greatest film.

A Semi-Surrealist Farce

About War
Ends Thursday:

."Frltrit tf Milt Coflt"

^ . GBOUCHOT

BROTHERS
Starts Fri. in Cinema

^ Campus^
^y **4>-«>*ll

AMHIRST HAOUY Ll*f

DOLLAR NIGHTS!
MON. & TUES

ADMISSION $1.00

"HORSE
FEATHERS"

(1M2)

"Horse Feathers" is fired by

wild irreverence and contempt

for the classroom . . . satirizes

the rah rah mania of college

tor winning teams.

Both Rated G—

should go to the performances

of the Inner City Repertory

Dance Company directed by

Mr. McKayle and particularly

any program with 'Songs of the

Disinherited.' Mr. McKayle is

a choreographer and teacher

beloved in his native "New

York. The work he is now
doing as artistic director of the

Inner City company, a

professional dance company
unusual in that it was created

by an institution ( Los
Angeles's Inner City Cultural

Center) rather than a

choreographer, testifies to the

upholding of his high stan-

dards. During this first half of

the multiracial troupe's run in

New York it has shown im-

pressive technique, stage
presence and unity."

Anna Kisselgoft, New York
Times, Oct. 21, 1972.

Inner City

Repertory

Dance

Company
October 9-10

8 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $1.50 DMA. Students

with I.D.'s.

Others $3.00

WUMV TV Doubleheader

at the Bluewall Sunday Night

All-American J. J. Jennings

U.Mass. - Rutgers Football 7:45

Julius Erving - World Champion Knicks

New York Knicks - New York Mets

City Championship from Nassau Colliseum

10:15

Marty Kelley - Play-by-Play

Earle Barroll - Color

WUMV - TV Sports Special

Bluewall Sunday Night

by Robert Nesti

Pink Flamingos
Written for the screen and directed

by John Waters; with Divine, David
Lochary, Mary Vivian Pearce, Mink
Stole, and Danny Mills.

Divine, the actress who was dubbed
"the filthiest person alive" by the
tabloids, does her own stunt work and
has fifteen pound tits filled with lentils,

not with bird seed as is generally
believed. As Babs Johnson she
tranquilly resides, incognito, in a
Baltimore trailer camp with her
mentally retarted mother Edie, her
peculiar son Crackers, and their Fay
Wray look alike traveling companion
Cotton. Edie likes eggs, Crackers
enjoys strangling chickens during
sexual intercourse, and Cotton likes to

watch. Babs likes being the filthiest

person alive. It's a coveted honor, not
having been Queen For A Day or have
won a game of Treasure Hunt or
something, this is the real thing.

Across town live Connie and
Raymond Marble. She has flaming red

hair and wears rhinestone studded,

cat's eyes glasses; he has bright green
hair and enjoys exposing himself to

unsuspecting young women in the park.

Together they operated a hot child

ring: they pick up unsuspecting vic-

tims in the cellar where Charming, the

couple's bizarre butler, impregnates
them. The babies are sold to lesbian

couples at a huge profit. The Marbles
hate Babs and desparately want to be
the filthiest persons alive. They hire a

young woman, Cookie, to date
Crackers and uncover some vital in-

formation. Crackers takes her to the

barn and Cotton watches. The Marbles
spar off with Babs when they send her a

surprise in a box. Enraged Divine

interrupts her birthday revel, and
proceeds to Connie and Raymond's

home where Crackers and she lick
everything exposed. Meanwhile,
Connie and Raymond sneak out to the
trailer and burn it to the ground.
Luckily Edie was out of her play pen
since she married the Egg Man and
rode away in a wheelbarrow. Babs
kidnaps the Marbles for a final con
frontation then escapes to Boise, Idaho
where she commits an on-screen first

that justifies her title as "the filthiest

person alive."

I met a hysterically funny young man

rolling in pig dung, hosting a can
nibalistic orgy, and munching on dog
dung.
The John Waters—Divine

relationship has had many pleasant
memories. They have made three films
together, "Pink Flamingos" is their
most recent and ambitious.
Decoratively the film celebrates 1959
tacky America; the time when
magenta Cadillacs made you the envy
of the neighbors and citizens strived to

keep SEX out of the schools and US out

tRmsri-*-

;

-<<v

Divine, the filthiest person alive, and perhaps the most
ridiculous.

this past summer who told stories

about his wierd nurse friend Joyce and
even more wierd stories about Divine,

John Waters, and the unemployed
citizens of Provincetown. Divine is

even more ridiculous in real life, which
means that in the flesh she outdoes

being raped by a fifteen foot lobster,

of the UN. It was the time when
American— International Pictures
made a series of youth oriented films
that remain, quite unintentionally,
masterpieces of imagination and crass
wit. They usually had huge casts of

zero talent actors forced to play
exagerated social types that weren't all

that removed from their realities. The
best of the group is "Girls Town",
directed by Charles Haas and starring
Mamie Van Doren as an wild-but
innocent small town girl who is

wrongly accused of murdering a youth-
ful thug and is sent to a girl's refor-

matory run by a group of nuns. Sleazy
Mamie and Pamela Mason as a nun —
the image boggles the mind. Mamie is

recalcitrant, the Mother Superior gives
her a great pep talk about the youth
being like lemmings running off cliffs

everywhere, but the picture's real
clinch scene came towards the climax
when Mamie, all piety and tears,
grovels before a statue of the Virgin
Mother while Paul Anka, looking like a
chubby, Polenesian adolescent, sings
Schubert's "Ave Maria".
That was 1959. Today Divine is our

Mamie Van Doren and she rips through
the role of Babs like the genuine ar
tide. She gives one of the most af-

fecting comic performances of the
season. Waters shrewdly makes her
the center of the film and her sense of

benign exaggeration pervades the
picture. The comic tone of the material
is flippish: Waters dares you to watch,
for the most part, audiences are en
thralled. The picture simply takes a
familiar story idea, a sort of gang war
tale removed to the realm of

tastelessness, and lets it play. "Pink
Flamingos" is an inspired combination
of old American International, Russ
Meyer, and Warhol films. It certainly
lives up to its sub title ("An Exercise
In Poor Taste") and is one of the
funniest films released this year. The
supporting parts are played expertly,
especially Edith Massey as Edie and
Mink Stole, a stunning physical
presence, as Connie Marble. John
Waters has done what Hollywood has
wanted to do for years and has suc-
ceeded in making the trashiest film I

have ever seen.

CHARLES CHAPLIN
in his Greatest Role

IHE GREfll DICTATOR
with ]ack Oakie and Paulette Goddard

written, directed and scored by Charles Chaplin

Monday, October 8
CCA 7 and 9:15

At\ rbc films presentation

4tet***««*

SHOWCAM < INEMAJ 12345
^^ ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RD^ WEST SPFID 24 HR TEL 733 5131

We Honor MASTER CHARGE

PG

['"mimiiiii^ftum ^m^m

boy. have \ff;j_-Yyc^
WE GOT A \YJ *»] BVA 1™J
VACATION
FOR YOU...
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WILLIAMS
RICHARD H Hit!

Wed. Mat. - 2:00

K\es 7::i0. 10:00

Sat. & Sun

2. 1:3ft, 7:20. 10

WERE ADCMNG A NEW CINEMA WATCH FOR GALA OPENINGJ

AMHERSTC^a
THRU
TUES.

AMITY ST. 253-5426

A 1943 ACADEMY AWARD WINNING CLASSIC

"CASABLANCA"
— Plus a Short Feature

"Amblin" A new look at the

Now Generation.

Starring

Humphrey Bogart

Ingrid Bergman
Claude Rains

Sydney Greenstreet

Peter Lorre

Complete Shows Nightly at 7:00 A ».- is

M0N0AV ft TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI .00

CALVINT&
KING ST., NORTHAMPTON

the Last
Of SHEILA £

PG-S> Raquel Welch
James Mason
Ian Mc Shane

Richard Benjamin, Dyan Cannon
James Coburn, Joan Hackett

Shown Nightly at 7 00 &f : 15

MONDAY ft TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00
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WEEKEND
compiled by Bob Nesti

BANG THE DRUM SLOWLY
Perhaps the best received tilm of recent

months; a sentimental baseball story with

Robert DeNiro and Michael Moriarty.
Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.

CABARET ((972)

One of the most acclaimed films of last year
is this film version of the 1967 Broadway
musical which mixes spectacular cabaret
entertainment with the rise of Nazism. The
musical was hailed on the stage as one of the
more innovative and exciting of the past
decade and has been transformed, through the
skillful hands of Bob Fosse, into a truly unique
and stunning film. The story concerns the
romantic encounters of a young British writer
in the Berlin of the early Thirties, immediately
prior to Hitler's takeover. The songs here are
dispersed through the action, not the plot, and
comment rather than further the story. The
effect is the first truly unique film musical in

quite some time. The score, by John Kander
and Fred Ebb, beautifully echoes the era as
does the performances, chiefly those of Liza
Minr.elli as Sally Bowles and Joel Grey the
Cabaret's Master of Ceremonies. Campus
Cinemas, Hadley.

CASABLANCA (1943)
In the forward to the recently published

screenplay Howard Koch, who co authored this
film with Philip G and Julius J>>Epstein, wrote
that the story of this memorable espionage
romance was plotted after the shooting had
begun. Despite its shaky beginnings, success of
the picture has been unmistakable: it won an
Oscar for the Best Film of 1943 — today is

remains perhaps the best known of cult films.

Humphrey Bogart plays Rick, the casino owner
in war torn Casablanca, who is called upon to

help Ingrid Bergman, who was his lover in pre
war Paris and who now is married to one of the
German's arch enemies, a fugitive resistance
leader A superb example of Warner Brothers

knife edged craftsmanship during the Forties

and certainly one of the most enjoyable films
Hollywood has ever produced. Directed with
remarkable efficiency by Michael Curtiz With
Claude Rains, Peter Lorre, and Sidney
Greenstreet, Amherst Cinemas, Amherst.

CATCH 22 (1970)

Mike Nichol's white elephant of a black
comedy A grab bag of sick jokes, Fellini rip

offs, squelchy effects, and snatches of Joseph
Heller's novel about one man's peace treaty

with a warring world. Filmed in the Mexican
wasteland, the picture has a terrific drabness
and a cocky self assurance that Hollywood
producers confuse with prestige What a cast to

watch exhaust themselves under a Yucatan
sun Alan Arkin, Richard Benjamin, Jon
Voight, Anthony Perkins, Paula Prentiss, and
Orson Welles Gamble Auditorium, Mt
Holyoke College, Saturday, 10 6, 730 p.m

CITIZEN KANE (1941)

Perhaps the most influential of American
films, a singular meteorite of creative energy.
Orson Welles, at the age of twenty five, pulled

the Hollywood coup of the century: a studio

allowed him to make his first film "carte
blanche" Few films are as dazzling, or as
interesting, or as brilliantly designed The
story tells the life of Charles Foster Kane, a

multi millionaire whose career bore such a

remarkable likeness to William Randolph
Hearst that Hearst (and his newspaper chain)

tried to squelch the film, even going so far as
offering to buy it from RKO studios Welles
finest performance in the title role, with a cast

drawn from his new York based Mercury
Theater that includes Agnes Moorehead,
Joseph Cotton Merrill Science Center,
Amherst College, Wednesday, 10 9, 4 and 8 p.m

JIMI PLAYS BERKELEY
With Jimi Hendrix Campus Cinemas,

Hadley

GREED (1924)

One of the few true legendary films. Erich
Von Stroheim adapted Frank Norris's
"McTeague" to the screen and spent nine
months and one half million dollars doing so.

The resulting 47 reel film and the controversy
surrounding its eventual bowlerizing and
release spelt doom for Von Stroheim's career.
Certainly his most important film and one of

the most realistic portrayals of lower class life

ever filmed. Although only a portion of its

original length, the film is often cited by critics

as being one of the greatest of films. To be
shown with stills from the original footage.

Hampden Dining Commons, Tuesday, 10-9, 8

p.m.

THE GREAT DICTATOR (1940)

Chaplin's first sound film. The story of a
Jewish barber who is mistaken for the Hitler

like dictator of mythical European nation.

Some splendid moments, such as when Chaplin
as the dictator toys with a balloon globe of the
world, and the comic strip parodies of

Mussolini, Goering, and Boebbels. Many find

the end of the film, Chaplin's speech for

universal brotherhood at a Nuremburg like

rally, a bit much too take; but beautifully

shaped and performed. Campus Center
Auditorium, Monday, 10 8, 7 and 9:15 p.m.

Mae West
she can.

she does the best

PLAY IT AS IT LAYS (1972)

Frank Perry's slick and soul less analysis of

the disintegration of a young Hollywood star.

Its subject is inhumane Hollywood but its heart

belongs to the New Wave. Perry is the most
pervasive example of the American director

whose work parades itself around as art. It's

the art of trashy best sellers. Joan Dideon's
novel had a sharpness, drive, and a spiraling

sense of agony that was enveloping; Frank
Perry's film has Tuesday Weld looking dumb
founded in some spectacular outfits. Others
disagree, violently with Anthony Perkins and
Tammy Grimes Student Union Ballroom,
Sunday, 10 9, 7 and 9 pm

PINK FLAMINGOS
What's our answer to the filthiest film ever

made and the funniest picture of the year? Join

Divine and her band of degenerates for the

answer. Student Union Ballroom, Friday,

Saturday, 10 5 & 10-6, 7, 8 and 11 p.m.

HEAVY TRAFFIC
The second full length cartoon feature by the

makers of "Fritz The Cat". A brutal, often
offensive cross section of urban living whose
gritiness is compensated by its strong
evocation of city living. Striking use of in-

terplay between real life situations and its

cartoon complement. The adventures of a
young Jewish boy in New York which no social

type rudely presented. Showcase Cinemas,
West Springfield.

KING KONG (1933)

The greatest of film monsters is the thirty
foot ape who is kidnapped from his South
Pacific island haven and taken to America's
greatest island metropolis where he climbs its

highest spire and bats at bi planes. Certainly
one of the most imaginative of all screen
fantasies and one of the most enthralling.
Directed by Marian C. Cooper. Campus Center
Auditorium, Tuesday, 10-9, 7 and 9:15 and 11 :30
p.m.

THE LAST OF SHEILA
The most engaging film released this past

summer is this sly comic mystery, a sort of
"And Then There Were None" on board a
yacht. The script by composer Stephen Sond
heim and actor Anthony Perkins has the logic

and humor of an elaborate puzzle. Who and for
what reason did someone run down the bitchy
gossip columnist Sheila. A year after her death
her husband assembles the eight most possible
suspects for a week's sailing off the Riviera
onboard his yacht the Sheila. The roles are
perfectly cast, especially James Mason as the
fading director and Dyan Cannon as the agent.
Calvin Theater, Northampton; Campus
Cinemas, Hadley.

MY LITTLE CHICKADEE
Somehow the combination of Mae West and

W.C. Fields would suggest the most ribald of

film comedies, this film, then, is a strange

disappointment. It never seems to rise; what
happens just sits on the screen without much
direction or energy. The story, by West and
Fields, concerns the exploits of West as a

wanton woman run out of town because of her

midnight liaison with a masked stranger.

Fields plays her husband, whom she attaches

herself onto while fighting Indians on a train

between towns. Some funny bits, such as Mae's
impersonation of a schoolteacher and Field's

toreplay with a goat; still not nearly as good as

West's earlier films. The Globe, Northampton.

HIGH NOON (1952)

Fred Zinnemann's western about a marshal
waiting for a train to arrive to his town
bringing a ruthless group of criminals whom he
must face alone. The tension is built in that the
entire span of the story is the time of the film.
The lack of response from the townspeople has
been read to be a comment on encroaching
McCarthyism and this is certainly explicit in

Carl Foreman's screenplay. (Foreman was
blacklisted because of McCarthy witch hunts).

An admirable film, but not altogether
satisfying as either western melodrama or
political allegory. Gary Cooper plays the
Marshal, with Grace Kelly. Lecture Room One,
Amherst College, Saturday, 10 6, 7:30 and 10

p.m., and Sunday, 10 7 with "Shane", 7:30 and
10 p.m.

INTOLERANCE (1918)

D W Griffith's mammoth answer to critics
of his "Birth of a Nation." He tells four stories,

simultaneously, all of which climax in an en
ding of memorable cinematic dexterity. Its

pacifist message didn't endear itself to

audiences of the day and its failure was
overwhelming Campus Center, Rooms 165 169,

Thursday, 9 11, 9 p.m.

DUCK SOUP (1933)

The Marx Brothers on war and a devastating
satire, perhaps their finest film. Harpo does a
Paul Revere routine as he seduces a beautiful

woman; Groucho calls for world aid and a

menagerie answer and constantly baffles

Margaret Dumont, as a millionairess. The film

was banned by Mussolini and was a box office

bomb. Groucho calls it their "craziest" film.

Mahar, Friday, September 28, 7, 8:30, and 10

p.m
MARJOE (1972)

The life and times of a young evangelist is the
subject of this "cinema verite" documentary
who has since gone on to a recording contract
and numerous talk shows appearances. His
public over extention hasn't quite diminished
the film, which is oddly fascinating. Student
Union Ballroom 10-8, 7 and 9 pm.
HORSEFEATHERS (1932)
The Marx Brothers take over a college.

Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

THE PRODUCERS (1968)

A splendid comedy with a cock-eyed ending.

It's all one gag, once the gag finally expends
itself the film has nowhere to go. The gag is can
two con artists pass a sure-flop Broadway
musical off and collect on the 2500 per cent

their backers invested? The joke doesn't burn
out until near the end, along the way the New
York theater scene is pungently torn apart by

writer -director Mel Brooks. Zero Mostel plays

the unscrupulous producer, Gene Wilder is his

unwilling accomplice; their rapport is

splendid. Brook's choice of the musical the two
produce is brilliant: called "Springtime For
Hitler", it is Busby Berkelyized Nazi Germany.
The Globe, Northampton.

SHANE (1951)

George Steven's mammoth homage to the

Western, and a mammoth bore at that.

Everything is huge, from the mountains (the

Grand Tetons) to the gulleys in the streets,

which often resemble canyons. An ex-

pressionistic western with a cross to bear. Alan
Ladd plays Shane, the mysterious stranger and
Brandon DeWilde plays the boy who learns

from him. With Jean Arthur. Lecture Room
One, Amherst College, Friday, 10-5, 7:30 and 10

p.m.; and Sunday 10 7, with "Shane", 7:30 and
10 p.m.

SUPERFLY (1972)

Ron O'Neal plays a Harlem cocaine dealer
who wants to split the country. Gordon Parks
Jr. directs this ,'hriller with a remarkable gut
feel for the city, well acted and enthralling.
Student Union Ballroom, Thursday, 9-11, 7, 9
and 11 p.m.

WESTWORLD
Michael Crichton's dream world, where

entire universes can be created. Too bad
Crichton can't make a film that doesn't look

like a tourist trip through a souped up
Disneyland. Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield.
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* AMHERST FILM COOP *

J Oct 8 THKORKATDH TATOK Campus Center Aud W
>T 7:00&9:15.TiarlesChaplin $100 Admission
*• Oct 9 GRESD Hampden Center in

)|. 8:00 Erich Von Shroheim South West. UMass jt

* $ 75 *
jt Oct 11 INTOLERANCE Campus Center

t

^ 9:00 D.W Griffiths Rml69Free^
*" Oct. 14 HamnHen Tenfpr W

MUSIC
LOCAL MUSIC

Some Of My Best Friends — Oct. 5 &
9, Rusty Nail; Oct. 6, The Pub
Roadhogg — Oct. 5 & 6, Quicksilver

Walkpr Airlines — Oct, 6, Rusty Nail

Firewater — Oct. 10 & 11, Rusty Nail

Doc Sullivan — Oct. 5(3 6 p.m.), 7 (4-

8 p.m.), 11 (3-6 p.m.), The Pub

Billy Whyte — Oct. 9

DJ — Oct. 5, The Pub
Eric & Dick — Oct. 5 & 6, Rusty

Scupper

Jimmy — Oct. 7, Rusty Scupper

Auditions — Oct. 8, Rusty Scupper

S/nthesis — Oct. 9, Rusty Scupper

Alan Frank Estes Band - Oct. 10 &

11, Rusty Scupper

INTOLERANCE
D.W Griffiths

Hampden CenterW 7:30*9:30 SEVEN YEAR ITCH Southwest. UMass *
J^- Billy Wilder with Marilyn Monroe $.75 ^
Jf Oct. 15 MONSIEIRVERDOIX Thompson 104 )+-

Jf 6.8.10 Charles Chaplin UMass jL

JL $100 *.T Oct 18 MATRl.MA.MAC Campus Center J
J 9:00 Douglas Fairbanks Rm 169 Free J
J Oct 21 Hampden Center JfW 7:30 & 9:30 NINOTC HKA Southwest. UMass W$ E Lubitsch with Oreta Garbo $.75 )f

(W
?
3 LIBERTY VALANCE Thompson 104 +2 7:3049:30 $75 Z.

Z Oct 25 VARIETY Campus Center T
J 9:00 German Classic Rm 169 Free J
J Oct 28 Hampden Center J* ':M*t:at<nKCKIMEOrM.LANGC Southwest JW bv Jean Renoir Ml W

CONCERTS

Amherst
Tom Will its— Peter Johnson Band —

Oct. 10, Hampshire College
James Montgomery— Duke & The

Drivers — Oct. 5, Amherst College
Gym

Springfield

Carpenters—Skiles & Henderson —
Oct 19, Civic Center

Boston
Rock & Roll Revival (Chuck Berry,

Cubby Checker, Shirrelles, Flamingos,
Belmonts, Freddie Cannon) — Oct. 5,

Boston Garden

Jackson Browne— Bonnie Raitt —
Oct. 5, Orpheum

Fat — Oct. 5 & 6, Zircon

Maria Muldaur— Leon Redbone —
Oct 5 & 6, Passim Coffeeshop

Big Walter Horton — Oct. 5 13, Joe's

Place

The Intruders — Oct. 5-8, Sugar
Shack
Jesse Colin Young — Oct. 5-7, Paul's

Mall

Charles Mingus — Oct. 5-7, Jazz
Workshop

Doc Watson & Son—Leon Redbone —
Oct. 7, Sanders Theater
Freddy Hubbard — Oct. 8-14, Jazz

Workshop
Bobby Blue Band—Franklyn Ajaye— Oct. 8 14, Paul's Mall

Eric Weisburg & Deliverance — Oct.
8 14, Oliver's

Trenor Veitch & Andy Kulburg —
Oct. 10-14, Passim Coffeeshop
James Montgomery Band—Duke 8*

The Drivers — Oct. 12, Roberts Center,
B.C.

Robert Klein—Melissa Manchester
— Oct. 12, Sanders Theater
Steve Goodman—Ed Holstein — Oct.

17, Tufts College

Mahavishnu Orchestra — Oct. 19,
Music Hall

Black Oak Arkansas—Foghat — Oct.
21, Orpheum
John Mayall—Joe Walsh — Oct. 23,

Orpheum

New Riders Of The Purple Sage-
Commander Cody And His Lost Planet
Airmen — Oct. 26, Orpheum
Mott The Hoople—Aerosmith — Oct.

27, Orpheum
David Crosby & Graham Nash —

Oct. 28, Music Hall

Buckminster Fuller — Oct. 28, Or-
pheum

South Hadley
Brewer & Shipley — Oct. 5, Mt.

Holyoke

Northampton
Tom Willits (and the film Monterey

Pop) — Oct. 11-13, Globe Theater

Campus Rally For Israel Tonight
By JERRY LAZAR

A rally of solidarity for the people of Israel

is planned for tonight at 8:30 in the Student
Union Ballroom, Rabbi Aryeh Meir,
director of Hillel, announced Monday.
Rabbi Meir issued an appeal yesterday to

the Amherst Jewish community and non-

Jewish sympathizers, "to mobilize
resources, both human and financial, in

support of Israel."

The purpose of the rally, according to

Rabbi Meir, will be to "demonstrate our
solidarity with Israel's struggle and our
sense of outrage at the attack."

"We want to organize a campaign of

public pressure for American support of

Israel in the form of letters to government

and state department officials," said Rabbi
Meir. "This rally is as much for us as it is for
Israel. We have to be reminded of the
significance of Israel's existence," he said.

"Anytime this existence is threatened, we
feel a need to come together to reaffirm our
support for Israel."

Rabbi Meir also stressed that funds will be
raised at the rally for Israel's defense.
Checks made payable to the United Jewish
Appeal can be brought to the rally or to

Hillel Center (SS 302), he said, and they will

be forwarded to the New York office of the
United Jewish Appeal.
Rabbi Meir will be speaking at the rally.

Other speakers will include the Rev.

Richard Koenig, pastor of Immanuel
Lutheran Church in Amherst; Dr. Donna
Robinson Devine, a faculty member at

Smith College; and Dr. Chaim Gunner, a
faculty member at UMass.
Rabbi Meir noted that the Israeli

Emergency Fund has called for $100,000,000
by the end of this week. Also, he added.
Israel's Minister of Finance Pinchas Sapir
has claimed that Israel will need $1 billion to

finance the war.

"There's a determination not to despair,"
said the rabbi. "We have despaired too
many times in the past," he said, referring
to the Jewish people.

"The American Jewish community has a

large part to play in this. Israel, unlike
Egypt, doesn't have any allies, except for
the Jewish people, they'd give whatever was
needed for its support," he said.

A special prayer for peace was offered at
Hillel 's Saturday morning Yom Kippur
services, said Rabbi Meir. The recent
outbreak of fighting in the Mideast "points
up the inhumanity of war." he said.
To call it 'sacreligious' is too mild a

term," said the rabbi, adding that "base
tactics were employed in attacking a nation
on its holiest day of the year, when its people
were weakened from fasting."
"We stand ready to do anything we have

to do," he said.
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Israeli, Arab Versions Of Bombings Conflict

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israeli jets attacked near the

Mediterranean end of the Suez Canal
Monday and Egypt said the strike loosed
bombs on Port Said, inflicting civilian

casualties and destroying some homes.
It was the first reported raid on a

populated area in the new Middle East war.
An Israeli communique said military

installations and missile batteries around
Port Said, a city of about 180,000, were at-

tacked in the air raids during the day. No
mention was made of an attack on the city

itself.

Egyptian communiques claimed their

forces on the Israeli-occupied east bank of

the Suez Canal "liberated" the city of El
Qantara, about halfway down the 103-mile

Twenty miles north of Amherst theres a marble opera house in the

middle of a jungle. It's sometimes called the Field Memorial Library

where an exhibition of paintings of New England scenes by well known
artists were presented as part of Conway's annual celebration,

"Festival of the Hills". The festivities brought the townspeople out of

their overalls and into their Sunday best.

canal from Port Said, in hand-to-hand
combat and attacked and burned oil fields
run by the Israelis in southern Sinai on the
Gulf of Suez.

Israeli communiques said nothing about
any attacks on oil fields and military of-
ficials declined to comment on the Egyptian
claim that El Qantara had been taken. The
Egyptians say they now control the canal's
east bank, which Israel seized along with the
rest of the Sinai Peninsula in the 1967 Arab-
Israeli war.
There was no way to obtain independent

varification of the claims of either side since
news correspondents are not permitted into
the battle zones.

A special session of the U.N. Security
Council in New York adjourned until
Tuesday without taking any action on a U.S.
proposal that all sides in the conflict with-
draw to positions they held before the
fighting began Saturday. The Soviet Union
and China demanded Israel withdraw from
all the Arab lands it conquered in 1967. The
meeting was called -at the request of the
United States.

President Jaafar Numairy of Sudan an-
nounced in Khartoum that he had dispat-
ched an undisclosed number of troops to
fight with the Egyptians and Syrians.
The Israelis have said that their aircraft

had been attacking inside Egypt and Syria
but communiques issued in Tel Aviv listed
only military installations and airfields as
targets.

Most of the Egyptian and Syrian air ac-
tivity apparently has been in aerial combat
against Israeli planes. The Egyptians and
Syrians claim their planes and antiaircraft
defenses have brought down 160 Israeli

planes since hostilities began. Israel
reportedly has 480 warplanes.

Israel has not reported officially on the
number of Arab planes its forces had shot

down, but one senior air force officer

estimated the number at 85 to 90.

This officer said in a radio interview that

the Syrian and Egyptian air forces "are still

basically intact."

"We did not attack and eliminate them on
the ground as in the six-day war of 1966," he
added.
The Israeli communique said of the air

attacks around Port Said:
"The batteries were damaged and put out

of use and the installations were heavily
damaged," it said.

The Egyptian communiques did not say
how many civilian casualties there were or
how many homes were damaged. Port Said
was once used by the Soviet navy but the
Russians pulled out of Egypt last year.
The communiques were issued in Cairo at

10 p.m. after a day in which the Israelis
claimed their tanks and planes were chasing
the Syrians out of the Golan Heights in the
northern sector and had pushed the
Egyptians back to the canal.
But the Egyptians countered these claims

by saying their tanks were cutting deeper
into the Sinai Peninsula, occupied by the
Israelis since the 1967 Middle East war. and
that the Israeli defenders were being
overrun by troops supported by devastating
air cover.

The earlier communiques from Cairo did
not say exactly how far into Sinai the
Egyptian forces had gone since first

crossing the canal on Saturday as Jews
observed Yom Kippur, the solemn day of
judgment.
The Syrians claimed they hurled back an

Israeli counter-offensive in the Golan
Heights and in this third day of the fourth
Middle East war since 1948 had retaken a
large chunk of the area seized by the Israelis

in 1967.

The Israelis denied these Syrian and
Egyptian claims.

|Quinn Declines Ruling
On Parking Proposal

I

By CINDY GONET
Attorney General Robert H. Quinn has

reportedly declined to rule on the
legality of the newly implemented
parking proposal, "because the matter
is now before the courts".
Now pending in Hampshire County

Superior Court is a case which was filed

by a group of UMass graduate students
maintaining that the parking plan will

adversely effect the environment. Also.

Local 1776 has filed suits against the
Trustees individually in Suffolk Superior
Court.

Ms. Carol Drew. President of Local
1776 told the Collegian yesterday that

due to the illegality of state employees
going on strike, "the 1776 is planning no
further action except the forthcoming
verdict of the courts,".

The decision to make no ruling on the

controversial issue was made orally to

UMass President Robert C. Wood
Wednesday, and confirmed Friday by
Assistant Attorney General Paul Good.
Following a two-day Wildcat strike by

campus employees in mid-September,
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery and
members of Local 1776, State County
and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO
requested a legal ruling from the state

attorney general to resolve the issue.

The parking plan will nevertheless be
fully implemented today even though
Quinn has declined to make a ruling.

7500 parking decals have already been
distributed under guidelines set in this

plan, the long range goal of which is "to

lower automobile congestion on cam-
pus".
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Going. going. gone?

1672 Satisfied Customers?
By KAREN LYNCH

..William Baird was convicted in

1971 for giving contraceptive foam
to an unmarried co-ed at Boston
University when he was lecturing

there four years earlier, in

violation of a Massachusetts
statute.

The Supreme Court ruling of
March 22, 1972 on Baird vs.

Massachusetts declared the
statute unconstitutional under the

equal protection clause, making it

no longer illegal to sell, lend or give

away any contraceptive drug,

medicine, instrument or article

except that which a physician

administers or prescribes to

married persons.

Late last summer prophylactic

(condom) vending machines ap-

peared in two male and two female
restrooms in the Campus Center-

Student Union complex of the

University.

To date, the only reactions to the
vending machines that have been
made known have been those
negative, and unsigned, scrib-
blings on the outsides of the
machines themselves.

As of the beginning of October, a
total of 1672 prophylactics have
been bought from these four
machines, 1462 from the mens'
rooms outside the Bluewall and the
Hatch, and 210 from the womens'
rooms near the same places.

How the vending machines came
to be in the restrooms is fairly

simple. The management of the
Campus Center received a letter

from the T.D. Vending Co. in

Westfield, which included
references from the University of
Hartford and University of Con-
necticut which had installed
prophylactic machines for the
purpose of deterring venereal
disease.

In deciding whether to install the
vending machines in the CC-SU,
the Campus Center Board of
Governors was rather wary of
public reaction.

According to Howard Levin,
Chairperson of the Services
Committee for the Campus Center,
the Board imagined such reaction
would range from "now they're
condoning promiscuity" to "it's a
great idea, put them on the outside
of the bathrooms".

In Levin's words, the
prophylactic machines would be
"a useful service to students, to be
able to acquire condoms on
campus easily without the em-
harassment of asking for them."

Considering the mobility of the
Campus Center population, it

would not only be a student ser-
vice, but a community service as
well.

Health Services was also con-
sulted on the matter. Barry
Averill, Director of the Infirmary,
received a letter from the Board of
Governors asking his opinion, and
an executive committee of Health
Services discussed the proposal.

While it is the opinion of Averill
that the best process in selecting a
method of birth control is proper
planning and decision making by a

couple, in an emergency situation

prophylactic machines, with their

easy accessability, serve a pur-
pose.

There has been some concern
among pharmacists over the
quality of condoms sold from
machines in general.

Food and Drug Administration
figures show relatively large
numbers of vending machine
prophylactics to be of poor quality.

The lubrication is sometimes
contaminated, and there are
pinholes in the condoms.

According to Averill, phar-
macists recommend those brands
which are sold only in pharmacies.
While the pharmacy at the

Infirmary, does sell condoms, as
well as other methods of birth
control, it is open only from 8:30
a.m. -8:15 p.m. There are still

those hours in between when it

may be crucial to obtain some
form of birth control.

Responding to the Board of

Governors, Averill suggested some
sort of feedback method be
established, so that if there were a
substantial number of complaints
in regard to the condoms acquired
in the vending machines, the
product would be discontinued.

On July 18, the Board passed the
motion to install the machines for

hygenic purposes and on a trial

basis.

So far, no complaints have been
made to the Campus Center
management about the quality of

the product. Perhaps because
there are 1672 satisfied customers.

MayA Woman Join

An All Male Club ?

ByJANINEDKVLIN
Tracey A. King, a UMass

political science major who plans

to go to law school, found herself

last December with an admittance

card to the all-male Essex Club,

which has gone 200 years without

admitting a woman. She im-

mediately "didn't realize the

implication or what it was," and

was tempted to "believe it was a

fake." The confusion began when
Ms. King attended a reception

conducted by the club in honor of

candidate Dick Silva. Everyone
present was asked for their names
in order to be recruited for future

campaigns. It was announced that

all male members would be
granted the status of honorary
members. By December, Ms. King
found herself recipient of a card.

"I laughed," she told the

Collegian. "My father said 'now

Staff Photo/Dennis C onion

you're in for it. .you're on the
Republican side'."

Tracy is not a Republican ; she is

independent, and is the daughter of
a staunch Democrat who ran
unsuccessfully for city council.
Despite encouragement from
feminist movements, several
senators, and a high school teacher
who was the director of the
Political Action Club for Glouster,
she still is not r*«-tain that she will
insist that sh le considered a
member.
With some pride, she told the

Collegian, "They used to be able to
say they were the oldest all-male
club in the United States."
Although this is a point of par-
ticular pride for the Essex Club,
she did not encounter too much
hostility from the younger
members who only specified "that
I wear a short skirt and show off
my legs"..However what seemed

Teachers, Heal Thyselves!
BySHARON HUGHES

Occupying 12 old dorm rooms in

Hills House, the Clinic To Improve
University Teaching is opening its

doors for business.

The clinic staff meets with
volunteer faculty to identify their

particular teaching strengths and
weakness. They also offer a series

of improvement strategies for

professors to select and a program
to improve learning skills for

students.

Financed by a grant from the
Kellogg Foundation the clinic
offers the following services:

DIAGNOSIS: Diagnosticians
(staff trained to identify in-
structional strengths and
weakness) meet on a confidential
day-to-day basis with the
professor The "clinic process"
begins by collecting data from a
wide variety of sources, then
analyzing and synthesizing the
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information. Data collection
sources include personal in-
terviews, classroom observation
and videotaping classes.

After diagnosis, faculty decide
whether or not to employ teaching
improvement strategies developed
by the Clinic.

MICRO-TEACHING: A
POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENT
STRATEGY

: Micro-teaching is an
example of a strategy which tests
teaching skills by allowing
professors to practice in a non-
threatening environment.
CONSULTANTS WITH

SPECIALIZED TEACHING
EXPERTISE: The Clinic can
introduce faculty to experts in such
areas as curriculum development,
test construction, and grading
policies They can also arrange for
workshops or consultation with
experts from other institutions and
teaching improvement programs
TRAINING FACULTY AND

TAS IN THE CLINIC PROCESS:
One of the major objectives of the
clinic staff is to train interested
faculty and TA's as diagnosticians

for their individual purposes or for
departmental programs
STUDENTS SKILLS: The Clinic

operates from the premise that a
teaching improvement program
must include developing the
students learning skills. A progr-
am to assist students develop these
skills is available to individuals or
to University scheduled classes
CLINIC DATA FOR PER-

SONNEL ACTIONS: The Clinic's
policy is to make all collected data
available to participant clients, at
their request, to use as they see fit.

If the University requires
departments or other ad-
ministrative units to devise
programs to formally evaluate
teaching performance, the clinic
may collect data as one source of
such evaluation. But only when
data is collected specifically for an
administrative body (not the in-
dividual professor) will the data be
made available to the
Administration.

For further information
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to her to be an especially
memorable event of the evening
occurred when a man "about
seventy or eighty" stood up and
denounced her as a "brainless,
braless, broad with no good in-

tentions".

Ms. King's appearance suggests
neither brainlessness nor un-
favorable intentions, but right now
she is hesitant about pursuing her
case in court. Her admission to the
club was rejected because of a
matter of "policy" (with no
specific statute prohibiting the
admittance of women existing in
the bylaws of the club.) She in-

dicated that lawyers have assured
her that if she elects to take her
case to court, she is almost certain
to win.

An amendment was recently
defeated by six votes which would
propose to have women admitted.
"They seemed to feel," she said,

"that they didn't mind women, but
they didn't want their wives
to come."

It all does not seem worth quite

the effort, says Ms. King.
Dismissing the club as primarily
concerned with "Clambakes,
family outings, and get togethers"
she laments, "I couldn't go it

alone, and I knew there were
people behind me, but I didn't
know who they were."

"It didn't seem worth the time or
the effort," she said. "As it is there
is no reason why I would want to

join the Essex Club. I feel sorry for
any politician who gets the sup-

port of the Essex club."

Hail

Columbus
By SAM

In fourteen hundred and ninety-

two Columbus sailed the ocean
blue somehow he found America
and we get to have an
extra day off because we were
discovered.

We learned that Christopher was
good looking and "talked" Isabella

into giving him a couple of ships so
he could prove that there was a sea
route to the West Indies...he also

found out that the earth wasn't flat.

We in America give tribute to this

famous cartographer.

I

Appointment

Without

Representation !

By BRIAN COOK
A faculty union coalition here

has spoken out in opposition to
President's Wood appointment last
week of Dwight Allen, Dean of the
School of Education as his special
academic advisor.

Stan Young, a professor in the
School of Business Administration
and member of the Joint Executive
Board of MSP-AAUP (Mass.
Society of Professors and the
American Association of
University Professors), stated that
the board was "not questioning the
right of President Wood to make
the appointment," but rather is

concerned with the fact that "it is

an academic appointment as op-
posed to a finance position or
something similar, and the faculty
should have been consulted. His
action is a violation of the spirit of
the new governance document
which gives faculty more say in the
decision making process."
The MSP-AAUP has been

waging a joint drive to unionize
professors here and according to
Young, the "movement is

progressing rapidly." The
organization has no legal power as
of yet and is presently sending out
questionnaires to faculty members
to find out their views on a variety
of issues. In reference to the union
coalition Young said, "We want to
be able to look upon ourselves as a
spokesman for the faculty." An
election has been scheduled for
Nov. 15 and 16 to consider the
question of collective bargaining.
To date, the MSP-AAUP has not

opposed the newly created ad-
visory position as it believes the
faculty would want the president to
get as much information as
possible on academic matters.
However, a spokesman for the
group said, "We feel that President
Wood has selected a controversial
man whose views may be in sharp
contrast to a majority of faculty."
According to Professor Fletcher,

Dare I Ditch This Ticket ?

Gotcha'
^tafTPhoto/Joe Martina

By BONNIE ASSELIN
Have you ever received a parking ticket, tore it up, dropped it in

a wastebasket, and then wondered what would happen?
It seems to be a common practice. A random sampling of fifteen

students who had received parking tickets reveals twelve to have
not yet paid. Many were ticketed last spring and were still

managing to get by without a court summons appearing in the
mail. Two claimed an accumulation of over fifteen unpaid tickets.
A couple others had had appeals granted.
However, all that is changing. Starting Oct. 9, "double rein-

forcement" (ticket distribution and fine collection) is planned,
according to Sgt. Robert Joyce, enforcement officer of public
safety. "Where there were 10,000 tickets issued last year, there will
be 20,000 issued this year," speculated Sgt. Joyce.
David Booker, speaker of the Student Senate, who served on the

Parking Appeals Committee during the summer described en-
forcement as "very lenient". He cited individual cases of up to
"twenty unpaid tickets and nothing was done." There were ap-
proximately 400 appeals requested during the summer and "most
of them were granted, about two-thirds," said Booker. The com-
mittee is made up of two undergraduates, one graduate, and a
number of administrators.
A tighter system of enforcement is now possible as Security

keeps all records of parking tickets said Sgt. Joyce. In the past, it

was a function of the parking office. They now anticipate a more
rigid check system and plan to prevent an incidence "where a car
would sometimes be tagged for a particular offence, while at other
times the car would be overlooked," said Sgt. Joyce. Maximum
enforcement is the goal. In addition, they plan to issue summons for
past ticket owners (one or more) who haven't paid over the twenty-
one day limit.

The system going into effect for even a one ticket offense is as
follows: For the first seven days, a ticket is filed and awaits appeal.
If no appeal is made, the ticket is sent to Hampshire District Court.
At the end of twenty-one days, if it has not been paid, the offender is

issued a court summons. If the fine remains unpaid, the offender
could lose his license.

From January of this year to the end of August, $37,810 has been
collected in parking ticket fines and forwarded to a parking
violation scholarship fund. Each ticket is a $10 fine. There have alsr
been approxiamtely 175 court summons. Many of these paid their
fines before actually appearing in court.
Randy Dahl of Student Affairs denied the rumor that a student

could be barred from graduation or course registration from
failure to pay parking ticket fines.

new secretary of the Faculty
Senate, the rules committee has
extended an invitation to President
Wood to attend its regular meeting
this Thursday at which time a
prepared statement will be
released to the press on the
Faculty Senate's position in the
matter.

Former Addict Rates Rap
By SHERMAN BOYSON

"If I had something like this to go
to years ago, my addiction
wouldn't have been so prolonged."
That's how former heroin addict

Dennis Lucchesi rates Project
Rap, a multi-purpose resource and
drop-in center he is running in the
basement of Brown House in the
Sylvan area.

Project Rap serves as a center
for any problem that might affect
the student. The center solves the
hassles of trying to find an agency
to help you with your particular
problem. The project itself, based
on Lucchesi 's experience and
training in rehabilitation, was
formed to aid drug connected
problems. The center also has a
wealth of information on other
problems -- pregnancy,
alcoholism, academic hassles, or
just plain loneliness. It is a sort of
'Yellow Pages". where a
tremendous amount of information
is available to anyone in need. The
center can refer a person to a
specific organization or agency
that can best help solve a problem.

Project Rap is part of the work

Lucchesi is doing in the Univer-
sity's Graduate School of
Education. As of yet there is no
funding, the project is entirely
independent. Lucchesi hopes the
program will become a Recognized
Student Organization (RSO) and
be eligible for funds from the
University.

Until then, Lucchesi is working
with only his own resources. The
center is located in his apartment
in Brown dormitory. The materials
and information collected, and the
time spent manning the center
have been done by him and
volunteers Karen McCarthy, Don
Grason, Lisa Marulli, and Michele
Schavoone, who are psych majors.
"Most people come in them-

selves" Lucchesi said, "not too
many people call." The project has
a lot of room for expansion. Ideas,
such as a hot line, are now being
considered.

The project is open on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday from 2-4,

and 8-12. On weekends it is open
from 12 to 12. The center is in the
basement of Brown, across from
Suite 12: at 546-5819 or 546-4557.

Hot Meals

3 Entrees

2 Vegetables

2 Potatoes

Soup, Salad

Hot Deli
Sandwiches
Roast Beef

Corned Beef

Pastrami

Ham
Soud, Pot. Salad

Grinders

Meat Ball

Sausage

Salami

Ham
Pastrami

Order

Monday - Friday
1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Bluewall Cafeteria

THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE HAVE
AN EXECUTIVE
PRIVILEGE, TOO:
WE CAN FIRE

THE PRESIDENT
Leonard Lurie is a noted scholar and author of

THE RUNNIN6 OF RICHARD NIXON (of which

J. K. Galbraith has said, "Never was so good a

book better timed.") and THE KING MAKERS.

Lurie has produced a painstakingly documented
book which coherently argues that Richard Nixon

be impeached. Armed with Lurie's historical

mandate, hundreds of thousands of Americans

are beginning to believe that Watergate should

be Nixon's Last Crisis.

THE IMPEACHMENT OF RICHARD NIXON
by Leonard Lurie

In Bookstores Across The Country

N2443 950

Berkley Publishing Corporation

200 Madison Avenue New York, N.Y. 10016
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Playing With Fire
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1973

\P PhoioPREK LUONG, Cambodia-Cambodian children scramble for pellets of gun-
powder playfully tossed from a bag by a Khmer artilleryman at Prek Luong
northeast of Phnom Penh. The youngsters use the powder, no longer needed by
Cambodian military troops, to light cooking fires.

Nixon Undercover
Agents To Testify

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Watergate hearings resume Tuesday
with two Nixon campaign undercover agents on the witness schedule.
Summoned to testify at the morning session was Michael W. Mc-

Minoway, who has been identified in news reports as Sedan Chair 2, an
agent who infiltrated the campaign organization of Sen. Hubert H
Humphrey when the Minnesota Democrat was seeking his party's
presidential nomination in 1972.

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, which connected McMinoway with the
Sedan Chair codename, said the 26-year old Louisville, Ky., private
detective was hired by President Nixon's re-election committee to work
in Humphrey's Pennsylvania and California primary campaigns.
The newspaper later reported that McMinoway posed as a volunteer

security agent at the Democratic National Convention in Miami Beach
Fla., and overheard Sen. George McGovern's running mate.
Eagleton was later dropped from the ticket after his hospitalization for

mental problems was disclosed.

Following McMinoway, the Senate committee will hear from John
Buckley, another private investigator, who was reported to have in-
filtrated Sen. Edmund S. Muskie's campaign headquarters in
Washington.

Watergate conspirator E. Howard Hunt testified that G. Gordon Liddy
sent him to meet a man he knew as "Fat Jack" who turned over to Hunt
'photographically stolen" documents from Muskie headquarters.
Hunt identified Buckley as "Fat Jack" and said he delivered cash to

Buckley to pay for the photographs.
Buckley's name came up again when a special Watergate sub-

committee probed Republican charges that the panel's chief in-
vestigator. Carmine S. Bellion, may have bugged the 1960 presidential
campaign of Richard M. Nixon.
GOP National Chairman George Bush released affidavits from three

men who swore Bellino sought to put Nixon workers under physical or
electronic surveillance during that campaign. The subcommittee
discovered that Buckley wrote the affidavits for the three men to sign
Buckley was then working for the Washington law firm of Jerris

Leonard, a former Nixon administration official retained as special
counsel by the Republican National Committee to work on the Bellino
matter.

The subcommittee's report, believed to exonerate Bellino, may be
presented at an executive session of the full commi ?e Tuesday morning
when the panel meets to set a schedule for future witnesses.
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In The Nation
And The World

Senate Bans Strip Mining

Gov't. Denies Agnew News Leak

By W.DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate voted Monday to ban strip
mining for coal on millions of acres
of homesteaded land in the West on
which the federal government
owns mineral rights.

The 53 to 33 vote was on the first
of a number of amendments ex-
pected to be offered to a bill to
regulate strip mining.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-

Wash., chief sponsor of the bill,

said the bill "strikes a balance
between strong environmental
protection and the need for coal as
an energy source."
The amendment to protect

$urface owners of coal-bearing
lands was offered by Majority
Leader Mike Mansfield, D-Mont.
Mansfield said the federal

government owns 1.7 million acres
of strippable coal in eastern
Montana alone. He said 88 per cent
of the surface of this area is in

private ownership.

Under present law, the person
who owns or leases the mineral
rights can mine the land, but has
an obligation to pay the surface
owner for any damages
Under the amendment, coal

could be extracted only by un-

derground or deep mining
Sen. Clifford Hansen. R-Wyo..

who led the fight against the

amendment, said most of the land

affected could not be mined by-

underground methods because the

coal lies in a thick seam a short

distance underground.

"You have a real problem if you

think you can underground mine
that and not have the roof fall in."

said Hansen

, Sen Lee Metcalf. D-Mont..

\ supporting the bill, conceded this

was correct because of the existing
state of mining technology. But he
said he would support funds to
study new techniques.
Metcalf said the affected lands

"would be in the nature of a federal
coal reserve."

He said the restriction would
apply to future mining leases
granted by the federal government
and to those already granted on
which mining operations have not
started. It would not affect
existing operations.

Debate was still pending on the
extent to which surface miners
should be required to restore and
reseed land that has been stripped.

As currently written, the bill

would require restoration of strip-

mined land to its approximate
original contour and vegetation.
The requirements would be en-
forced by the states, provided they
came up with regulations ac-
ceptable to the federal govern-
ment. Otherwise. federal
regulations would be imposed.

This is a state's rights bill,"

said Sen Lee Metcalf. D-Mon.. a
principal supporter

By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Justice Department said Monday
top officials would testify under
oath that the department had not
conducted a campaign to discredit
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew by
leaking information about the
investigation of the vice president
to newsmen.
T he department said it would not

contest attempts by Agnew's at-
torneys to subpoena department
officials to give sworn depositions
about Agnew's allegations.

In a 17-page brief, department
attorneys objected strongly to
subpoenas issued by Agnew's
lawyers to newsmen who have
written stories based on con-
fidential information. The
department called those subpoenas
"fishing expeditions" and said
they should not be condoned.
The department said the charges

of news leaks were "legally
irrelevant" and provided no basis
for halting the investigation as
Agnew has demanded.
The department said it did not

feel Agnew's lawyers were
justified in subpoenaing depart-
ment officials but said it was
willing to make them available for
testimony.

The department has not con-
firmed or denied reports that
subpoenas were delivered to
certain officials on Friday and it

did not do so in the brief filed with
U.S. District Court Judge Walter
E. Hoffman.
Hoffman granted Agnew's

lawyers' request for subpoena
power to command testimony from
Justice Department officials and

newsmen in a search for evidence
to support the lawyers' charge that
the department engaged "in a
steady campaign of statements to
the press" in an effort to prejudice
the grand jury investigation
against the vice president.
On that basis and on the con-

tention that a sitting vice president
cannot be subjected to the judical
process prior to impeachment, the
Agnew counsel asked Hoffman to
suspend the investigation of
bribery and kickback allegations
against the vice president.
The investigations have focused

on Agnew's term as Maryland
governor. Hoffman, of Norfolk,
Va., has been assigned to the case
after all federal judges in

Maryland declined to hear it on the
basis of their political and personal
friendship with Agnew.
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Crisis In The Middle East

Nixon, Brezhnev
Exchange Letters;

US Plans Proposal
For Mideast Peace

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Wrter

WASHINGTON (AP) -President Nixon, after ex-
changing private messages with Soviet leader Leonid
I. Brezhnev about the Middle East conflict, said
Monday the United States was preparing a
diplomatic proposal that "we hope and believe will be
effective in stopping the fighting."
The President and Brezhnev exchanged personal

messages Sunday through diplomatic channels,
White House Press Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler
announced. He would not disclose their contents.
However, Nixon's spokesman said Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger has been in "just about
equal touch" with the foreign ministers of Egypt and
Israel in recent days and said this "perhaps gives us
a better opportunity" to promote peace than was
possible during the 1967 Arab-Israel war.
Ziegler was asked if Brezhnev's message to Nixon,

received late Sunday night, indicated the Soviets
might urge restraint upon their Arab allies.

"I don't think now is the time to characterize the
attitude" of any other country, Ziegler responded.
He said the Moscow-Washington "hot line" was not

used and indicated Nixon had initiated the exchange.
The President interrupted a morning metting with

Kissinger to brief newsmen and reveal that he had a
proposal for the United Nations Security Council. He
said he conferred late Monday by telephone with
Kissinger and arrived at his office at about 7: 30 a.m.
Monday to spend much of the morning in conference
with Kissinger.

Neither Nixon nor Kissinger, who told reporters
"our intention is to move forward with the broadcast
possible support that can be affected," indicated the
precise nature of the diplomatic initiative being
launched by the United States.

Nixon ordered Kissinger Sunday evening to request
a U.N. Security Council meeting on the war but the
15-member body was reported deeply divided.

NATO Drops In!

2L

L

BIGGEST AIRBORNE ASSAULT SINCE WORLD
WAR II-Some of the 900 paratroopers, carried by six
waves of Royal Air Force aircraft, were dropped
recently in Thrace, Turkey as the highlight of NATO's
biggest exercise this year. In all, 80 aircraft from
Britain, Turkey and the United States dropped 2,400

paratroopers with supporting vehicles and artillery as
thousands of villagers watched the airborne assault.

{

Oil-The Arabs'
Most Potent Weapon

By FRED COLEMAN
Associated Press Writer

LONDON (AP) -The new war in the Middle East
could well determine whether oil is really an im-
portant weapon in the Arab arsenal.
Experts in London agree that if the weapon is used

the result would likely be oil shortages in Western
Europe, Japan and to some degree the United States.
Higher fuel prices and perhaps rationing could result.

There are strong pressures on the Arabs to tread
carefully before unleashing the oil weapon. By the
third day of the war, there was still no sign of any
plan by the major Middle East producers to cut off oil

altogether as they did for three months following the
1967 war.

It remained to be seen whether some Arab states
may yet decide to cut back oil supplies in an attempt
to pressure the United States and others to drop
support of Israel. There was much talk of such a
cutback in Arab capitals even tefore the outbreak of
hostilities.

The clearest point to emerge so far was that the
new war probably would change the politics of oil.

Before the renewed war, diplomats and oil com-
pany officials in Europe, America and the Middle
East generally agreed the Arab oil weapon was a
long-term problem.
The danger point was seen around 1980, when the

United States expects to be importing more than a
quarter of its oil needs from the Middle East. The
proportion is much lower than that now.
Any Arab reduction of oil supplies would have

speeded the search for oil elsewhere, and the
development of alternate energy supplies from coal,
nuclear reactors and other sour-es. President Nixon
said the Arabs had no stranglehold on the United
States because of these alternative energy sources.
However, the supply situation has changed, since

the United States last year ceased being self-

sufficient in oil and became a major importer.
Experts here say the total margin between world

oil producing capacity and current demand is about a
million barrels a day, or between 2 and 3 percent of

current supplies, in effect this means that if only one
radical Arab oil producer, like Libya, were to cut off

its supplies there would be a shortage that could lead
to some rationing.

Israeli Soldiers Kept Yom Kippur Fast
By BRUCE COHEN

Associated Press Writer
TEL AVIV (AP) — The first

wounded Israeli soldiers
evacuated from the front Monday
told of comrades' refusal to

abandon the religious custom of

fasting despite fierce fighting.

The conflict between Israel,

Egypt and Syria broke out
Saturday, the Yom Kippur Day of

Atonement, on which Jews are
expected to fast.

Many front-line soldiers
reportedly continued their fasting

despite rabbinical dispensation.

Others said they went without food

until the first shots were fired in

midafternoon.

One 22-year-old tank gunner said

he violated a direct order to eat,

explaining, "I used to be religious,

and even now Rosh Hashanah the

Jewish New Year-and Yom Kippur
are holy days I respect."

The soldier said one of his crew
was "almost dehydrated" after

going without food until he was
wounded at midnight.

But if the lack of food took its

physical toll, the nighttime am-
bush fighting was even worse, the

soldiers said.

One 20-year-old lieutenant,

wounded in the hand and shoulder,

told of a bloddy skirmish in which
his tank was waylaid by Egyptian

commandos near the Suez Canal.

The fighting raged across an

area of only about 300 yards, with
the Egyptians firing bazookas to
set the Israeli tank ablaze.
The Israeli officer said he could

see the enemy and opened up with
cannon at close range. He said he
then switched to another tank and
charged the Egyptians under
bazooka fire, shouting "Crush

them, crush them." He scored hits
and later was evacuated.

A 22-year-old sergeant said he
had been in two tanks, both hit by
Egyptian rockets. He said he
escaped from the second burning
vehicle just as its ammunition
began exploding.

Israeli Jets Hit Syria
By IIOLGER JENSEN
Associated Press Writer

MARJAOUN, Lebanon (AP) - Goatherds and olive farmers around this
Lebanese army garrison town watched Monday as Israeli air strikes
raised mushroom clouds of smoke on a ridge line in the Golan Heights.

Israeli jets streaked overhead to bomb Syrian positions six miles away,
with the distant rumble of artillery mingling with the dull explosion of
bombs.
Most of the air action was shrouded by clouds, but formations of fighter

jets could be heard passing overhead every few minutes, and each pass
was followed by explosions. There was no evidence of Syrian-Israeli
dogfights.

Military checkpoints prevented this correspondent from getting closer
to the fighting on the Israeli-occupied Golan Heights of Syria, near the
Lebanese border.

"This is a military zone," a Lebanese army corporal said.

"Lebanese are allowed but no foreigners," he said, then added that he
had seen "many, many jets," since early Monday.
Associated Press correspondent Alex Efty reported from the Syrian

border post of Jedeidah, north of here, that more than 20 foreign
correspondents were turned back by Syrian authorities when they tried to
cross the border from Lebanon.

Residents on the Syrian side of the border told Efty that a half dozen
Israeli Phantoms swept low overhead early in the Morning and attacked
a nearby Syrian military camp. They said 20 persons were killed and
many more were wounded in the raid.

"I
HONORS PROGRAM

The Commonwealth Scholars' Program will

be accepting new members during the weeks

ot October 9th and October 15th. This

Program is intended for those students with

a more than ordinary commitment to

academic studies. Students who elect to join

the Program are excused from University

Core Requirements, provided that they take

the required Honors courses and maintain

certain minimum academic standards.

Students who are interested should inquire

at AAachmer E-23.
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Irish

Leader

Gets 3 Years
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) - A

special Dublin court sentenced
guerrilla leader Seamus Twomey,
once the British army's most
wanted man in Northern Ireland,
to three years in jail Monday.
Twomey, 53, who earlier this

year was said to be chief of staff of
the Irish Republican Army's
Provisional wing, was jailed for 12
months as a member of the illegal

organization, and drew a three-
year concurrent term on a charge
of handling stolen money.
He refused to recognize the court

and in one of several shouted
interruptions in the proceedings,
he called court officials
"bootlickers of the British army."
Twomey is the highest ranking

IRA man to be jailed in the
republic since another former
chief of staff, Sean MacStiofain,
was imprisoned last December.
Twomey was the commander of

the Provisionals' Belfast brigade
before he moved to the republic.

No Silent

Bugs, Please

WASHINGTON (AP)
Legislation that would make it

illegal to record a telephone
conversation without telling the
other party was introduced in the
Senate Monday by Sen. Birch
Bayh. D-Ind
Such a law would have

prohibited the undisclosed
recording of telephone con-
versations that has been admitted
by several principals in the
Watergate affair, including
President Nixon.
The bill updates similar

legislation introduced by Bayh in
the last Congress. It also contains
provisions to control the use by the
government of records it main-
tains on individual citizens.
"These dossiers may be used to

stifle legitimate political dissent,"
Bayh said.

"Even where the actual use of
such information is benign," he
said, "the very existence of it poses
a threat to individual liberty."

.S. Jews Raise

Pro-Israel Funds
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

American Jews mapped new fund-raising drives Monday
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Pro Arab organizations also moved to get their side of the story
across to the public. The Action Committee on Arab-American
Relations announced a letter-writing campaign to get the United
States to suspend aid to Israel.
One of the largest Jewish efforts was in the Chicago area where

the board of governors ofthe State of Israel Bonds set a goal of $25
million.

David Zysman, executive director of the Chicago-area Israel
Bonds, said the money would go toward the purchase of American
goods and services for donation to Israel. He said his group raised
$15.5 million for Israel during the six-day war in 1967.
The Israeli bond drive chairman in Miami said Jews in south

Honda contributed 1.5 million over the weekend and announced
plans for more rallies throughout the week.
Temple Shalom in Dallas sponsored a fund-raising event Monday

afternoon. Howard Smigel, director of the local office of the State of
Israe Bonds, said the money collected would be sent directly to the
Israeli government.
The Jewish Welfare Fund of Memphis, Tenn., announced plans

for a Monday night meeting and spokesman predicted that about
2,500 of the city's 9,000 Jews would attend. The spokesman said the
money raised would be used to carry on social welfare programs
that otherwise would be stopped because of the fighting
The Jewish Federation of Rhode Island called an emergency

meeting for Tuesday to offer prayers and raise funds to help Israel
Jews in Rhode Island are going to be asked to attend. . and by
heir voices and by their prayers and by their resources are going
to manifest their solidarity with Jews in Israel," said former Gov
Frank Licht.

The Action Committee on Arab-American Relations announced
that its members were writing to President Nixon, asking for a
cutoff of all military, economic and political aid to Israel
Dr M.T. Mehdi, secretary-general of the organization, which

coordinates the activities of Arab groups in the United States, also
S
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ttee nad "very tenative" plans for a demonstration
at the White House on Wednesday.
The action committee asked six major oil companies to spend $10

million to counter what the group called Zionist propaganda in the
United States.

Mehdi said the companies had a "moral responsibility" to "helD
d.scharge their debt" to the Arabian oil producing companies.

Arab Supporters Counter
'Zionist Propaganda'

million to counter what it called Zionist propaganda in £uL22
Representatives of some of these companies are at presentnegotiating in Vienna with six oil-producing Moslem countries othe Persian Gulf including Iraq which Sunday naUonSizedTe 23 75percjw interest held in the Basrah Petroleum Co. by Exxon and

Exxon and Mobil were two of the companies asked for money
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There was no immediate reaction from the oil companies.
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Town Regrets Windfall

StOp Thief! "•• I in Sales to College Men ft Women
For bike registration.

. bring
your bicycle to the following areas
iind have them engraved with vour
social security number free of
charge Oct. 9-u, 10:08am to 700
p m
HampdeN Dining Commons -

Tuesday.

Worcester Dining Commons -

Wednesdaj
Franklin Dining Commons -

Thursday

CollegeMaster

FIDELITY UNION LIFE INSURANCE CO.

747 Main St.,

Amherst
Tel. 256-8351

HISEVILLE, Ky. (AP) A
windfall from the federal govern-
ment has turned into a giant
headache for this small com-
munity in southwestern Kentucky.

It all started when the govern-
ment sent the town of 160 residents

a revenue-sharing check for $1,727.

That's about $727 more than the
entire annual budget for the
community.
Hiseville Mayor William C.

Phillips says the town spent the
government money 'in good
faith."

"We've complied with
everything we were supposed to,"
Phillips said. "And now they say
they want their money back. I

don't know what to think. . . We're
not a bunch of crooks."
The Office of Revenue Sharing

says Hiseville is one of 37 Kentucky
towns that received too much

money last year and it wants the
money back.
The problem stems from the fact

that revenue-sharing allotments
are based mainly on local tax ef
forts and Hiseville has no real tax
base. The money for the annual
budget is raised mainly through
cake sales and other community
activities which supplement the
revenue from a small utility tax

• The city spent more than half the
$1,727 on remodeling City Hall It
still has $727 of the money left
Phillips sent the Office of

Revenue Sharing a check for the
unspent money last week. He also
protested the request for
repayment and asked if it
definitely had to be paid back and
if so, could the government have a
little patience until the money can
be raised.

They're here direct from the West Coast

INNER CITY REPERTORY DANCE COMPANY
TONITE AND TOMORROW OCTOBER 9 & 10

BOWKER AUDITORIUM

8 p.m.
i

Tickets available Campus Center Concourse, 8- 30-3 30 d m
or 125 Herter Hall, 9-4 p.m. •

Pm
" Tickets $1.50

Master Class, Thursday the 11th, W.O.P.E., 2:30 p.m. $3.00

SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS FINE ARTS COUNCIL

UM/A Students

Others
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Thoughts On Boston's Troubles

Staff Photo/Kevin Mack
Chief John Moriarty of the Hadley Fire Department

stands silhouetted by yesterday's fire in the Mt.
Holyoke Range. The fire, which took place on land
used for storage of old tires, rose to heights of 100 feet
at its peak. The smoke from the blaze was reportedly
seen as far away as Enfield, Conn.

Hitler's Jalopy Bought
After 10 Years Of Trying

LANCASTER, Pa. (AP)-Adolph Hitler's special touring car was
purchased for $176,000 Monday by two St. Louis men who said they
planned to use it to promote Jewish charities throughout the nation.

Robert M. Pass, owner of Passport Classics and Passport Ltd., and
Walter Klein, his insurance man, bought the car for $1,000 more than the
auction price of the Bonnie and Clyde" death car in July.

Pass said they have been trying to obtain the 1940-41 Mercedes-Benz
touring car for the past 10 years.

Earl Clark, owner of the Dutch Wonderland Amusement park near
here, purchased the car last year in Phoenix and displayed it at the park.

Also auctioned off at the Hershey Antique and Classic Auto Show was
a 1964 Lincoln Continental, the last personal car used byJate President
John F Kennedy. It went for $12,500 to Charles Wood of Lake George,
NY

RESEARCH
thousands of topics

$2.75 per page
Nation's most extensive library of research material

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER

CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00

TO COVER POSTAGE

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

1 1941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite *2

Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for research assistance only —
not as a finished product for academic credit

By TERRY RYAN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — Why did it

happen in Boston?
Two people were killed here last

week. A young woman was burned
to death. A retired man was robbed
and stabbed to death after, police

say, being pelted with rocks. Both
were whites killed by groups of
young blacks

"Isolated insanity," said
Mayor Kevin White.
"Boston is still the most
walkable, livable city on a
comparative basis with any
city in the country."

A couple of other cities would
question that claim, but Boston
remains one of the few cities where
most Americans think it would
be good to live. Further, it has a
liberal reputation stretching from
the 1830s, when it was the home of

the antislavery abolitionist
movement, to its McGovern vote a
year ago.

So why did it happen in Boston?
The answer might be found along a
three-mile stretch of Columbia
Road in the city's Dorchester
section. It begins at Franklin Park,
on the border of black Roxbury,
and ends at a traffic circle near the
racially troubled Columbia Point
housing project and white, Irish

South Boston.

It was about 800 yards from
where Columbia Road runs into

Franklin Park that Evelyn Wagler,
24, died Tuesday night. Carrying
gasoline to her stalled car, she was
stopped by six young blacks,

forced to douse herself with the
gasoline and was set afire.

And it was only 600 yards from
the traffic circle at the other end
that Ludivicio Louis Barba, 65,

went fishing Thursday. Police first

reported he had been stoned to

death by 40 to 50 young blacks. The
medical examiner reported Friday
he died of stab wounds.

In between, Columbia
Road runs through Dor-
chester, its sides flanked by
"three decker" wooden
houses, red brick public

buildings and small stores
and shops.

In the middle is Uphams Corner
a commercial and shopping area.
There are sheets of plywood in

the windows of the stores where
Columbia Road begins at Franklin
Park. A decade or two ago, it was
an area where Boston's Irish

Catholics coexisted with Boston's
Jewish community. The faces on
the street now are almost all black.

What happened in other cities

has happened in Boston. Nine per
cent black in 1960, it was 16 per
cent black by 1970, and the white
population had declined eight per
cent.

As the black community grew, it

expanded physically. Long con-
fined to the dilapidated South End,
it spread through Roxbury and into
the tightly knit Dorchester neigh-
borhoods that Boston's Irish and
other white ethnic groups long had
called home.
There is a scattering of aban-

doned houses along the Franklin
Park end of Columbia Road, but
not the desolation of some inner
city areas.

If there is glass in the
streets or rubbish on the
sidewalks, blacks will tell

you it's because their neigh-
borhood gets the short end
of city services.

Along Columbia Road, cruise the
blue-and-white cars of the Boston
Police Department. There is

almost certainly a white man in-

side. The department is 98 per cent
white and the source of much
bitterness among blacks who say
they are denied the protection they
need to live without fear of crime
and violence.

"You ever try standing in the
street and stopping one of them,"
asked Charles Warrington, a
window washer. "They look across
and just go right by. They don't
care."

A mile down Columbia Road, in

front of the A & D Bar-B-Cue,
young black people gather. The
first generation to grow up hearing
"black is beautiful," they are
different.

"These young black kids
nowadays, they don't take no
crap," said Robert Johnson, a
middle-aged black man. "They
ain't going to let no one spit on
them and call them names."
Many young blacks, here as

elsewhere, are frustrated and
angry, about schools they say don't
educate them, jobs they can't find
and a system they see as racist and
not giving round.

Their feelings find expression in

many ways, in drugs and violence
that prey on their own com-
munities and sometimes in the
violence which trapped two white
people last week.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

Last day for fall textbook refunds is

Oct. 13, Saturday. No returns accepted
after that day.

Logos - Cronopios Texts

27 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
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Police Close In

On Walpole Escapee

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9. 1973 TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1973

WESTWOOD. Mass. (AP)-State police Monday
afternoon moved "all available" men and
equipment into a wooded area here after "positive
identification" was made of escaped convict
Robert G. Dellelo.

Troopers said the state police helicopter K-9
dogs and cruisers in the area were sent to the
scene, near the Route 128 Railroad Station and the
General Motors plant, which is on University
Drive. The area is near the Dedham town line.

State police said Dellelo was "positively iden-
tified" by a Boston police officer. He was on foot.

Dejlelo was believed to be armed with two
revolvers taken from prison guards when he
escaped last Thursday.

He was serving a life term at the state prison in
Walpole for killing a Boston police detective
during a jewelry store robbery in 1964.

Dellelo, 31, escaped by flashing a fake gun at two
guards at Pondville Hospital in Norfolk. He had
been taken there for examinations.

He disarmed the guards and forced them to
drive him to the Metropolitan District Commission
Blue Hills Reservation in Milton, not far from
where he was believed to have been seen Monday.

He bound the guards to a tree and fled on foot
after being unable to start the prison car.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Robert Dellelo, serving a life sentence
for the murder of a Boston policeman,
escaped Thursday from correction of-
ficials near Mattapan Square in Boston.
He was president of the National
Prisoners Reform Association chapter at
Walpole State Prison.

Tolling The Walkers
WATERVILLE, Maine ( AP) - A dozen applicants from various parts of

the country want to become the toll collector on the nation's only known
toll foot bridge.

The Two-Penney Footbridge, a 3,000-foot span across the Kennebec
River, has been without a toll taker since last August when Leon H
Crowell, 64, suffered a fatal heart attack while replacing a broken bridge
plank. 8

In addition to Maine, applications have come from New York Citv
Baltimore, Connecticut and Virginia.

y '

With inflation, the toll for crossing the four-foot wide span has risen
over the years to five cents. Presently unattended, the bridge is used bv
Waterville residents who cross the river to their jobs at Winslow's duId
and paper mills. p

"Once in a while someone will throw some change into the recen
tacle,"said Robert M. Tonge, president of the Ticonic Foot Bridge Co
which owns the bridge.

Tonge said the bridge took in "revenue enough to pay the keeper $80 a
month and expenses for his house and utilities."

The one-room keeper's "house" is built into the 70 year-old bridge
One of the applicants identified himself as a free-lance writer from New

York City and said he sent the letter by special delivery"because I want
to beat the hundreds of other applications that you will be receiving

"After 20 years here, I want to escape from this dirt-shrouded strike
strangled city," he wrote. "My wife is recovering from a fractured hiDand will certainly enjoy relief from the car-dodging antics that the
pedestrian must engage in in New York."
Another New Yorker, a 44 year-old college graduate, emphasized that
compensation is quite secondary."
But he quickly added: "Increasing the toll to 10 cents might not be out

of line."

Tonge said other applicants included a Virginia coed who will be at
tending college in Maine and a one-armed parking lot attendant from
Bridgeport, Conn.
The bridge, suspended on five-inch diameter cables, was selected lastmonth for inclusion in the National Registry of Historic Places
The bridge has been the target of recent vandalism and Tonge said heplans to close it next week until structural work can be completed

Stop That Fog Horn

!

PHIPPSBURO. Maine (AP) -

Noise pollution comes in strange
forms-like a fog whistle blaring out
its strident call in bright sunlight.

That was the problem the people
of Phippsburg and Georgetown at
the mouth of the Kennebec River
faced, a Coast Guard navigational
busy in the river that often blew its

fog whistle in the sun.

The whistle was under the
remote control of the Coast Guard
light station on Sequin Island, four
miles away. The idea was for the
island crew to turn on the whistle
when there was fog

But that didn't work too well
because, Maine weather being
what it is, there were many days
when Sequin Island was in fog, but

the busy - anchored between ~Bay
Point and Peeham Beach-was in

sunlight.

On such days, the Coast Guard
reacted to local conditions and
turned on the whistle.

Area residents complained about
as loudly as the whistle.

The Coast Guard took heed and
ruled, effective Oct. 1, that the
whistle would be turned off per-
manently-unless there are
protests.

That seems unlikely. Shore
residents say the principal users of
the river are local lobstermen who
know their way well enough to go
blindfolded and for whom fog holds
few perils.

Student Activities Policy Council
Any student involved in any of the following: on campus

publications, campus service organizations, campus cultural
organizations, social action and political organizations,
academic organizations, off campus service organizations,
concert committee, other special interest groups, or residence
halls — you are needed on the STUDENT ACTIVITIES POLICY
COUNCIL. All interested persons should apply by October 10 by
submitting a brief resume of their activities and a statement as to
why you wish to be considered for this appointment to theSTUDENT SENATE OFFICE, 420 S.U. Any questions: Contact
David Booker, 5-0341.
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Why do some people think
Bud is sort of special?

Go ahead and find out why!

(Brewing beer right does make a difference.)

HLfi?

I

in a rush?
grab a Quickie Lunch!

Nth Kloor Campus Center
Room Iff2 M::m> a.m.-l::M> p.m.
Monday thru Friday

Kidney Repaired Outside Of Patient's Body
By WARREN E. LEAKY

AP Science Writer
BOSTON (AP)-Surgeons

have developed a technique to

remove a diseased kidney,
work on it outside the body for

as long as 30 hours, then return
it to the patient.

The new technique even-
tually could save many kidneys
now permanently removed
because of the risk of repairing
them inside the patient is

greater than that of taking
them out, doctors said Monday.
Robert J. Cafarelli, 42, of

North Andover, is the first

recorded patient to suc-
cessfully be treated with the
technique, doctors said. His
lone kidney was sustained
outside his body for five hours
with the aid of a preservation
machine while doctors
removed a large, benign tumor
from the organ.

Carafelli left Boston
University Medical Center
Monday with only half of one
kidney, but his doctors said it

should be enough to sustain
him for the rest of his life with

few restrictions

Dr. Carl A. Olsson, chief of
urology at University Hospital,
said organs such as kidneys
previously had been operated
on outside the body. But the
procedures had to be short-two
or three hours-or the organ
would die, he said.

With the new technique, the
organs preserved in a per-
fusion machine, similar to ones
used to keep kidneys before
transplant operations. That
machine pumps modified blood
plasma through the organ at
low temperatures.
Using a modified machine

which keeps the organ alive
while surgeons operate on it,

doctors spare the patient the
trauma of suffering through a
long internal kidney operation.
The technique still is ex-

perimental, Dr. Olsson said,

and could be performed only at

large medical centers with
expertise in kidney surgery.
Even if it proves viable in

enough cases, he added, it

could be a number of years
before such surgery is readily

available.

Dr. Olsson said the technique
is useful only in cases which
can be treated surgically,
which excludes such problems
as malignant cancers.

Dr. Olsson said the kidney is

a very easy organ to remove,
but a difficult one on which to
work. The kidney is a very
vascular organ which bleeds
freely and it can be difficult to
work around it in the confines
of the body, he said.

There are several ad-
vantages of working on a
kidney for long periods outside
the body, he said: There is a
clearer field of vision and
easier access, blood loss is

dramatically reduced, better
X-rays and other tests can be
performed and surgeons can
take the time to go after dif-

ficult problems without having
to worry about the patient.
Dr. Olsson explained that

this new approach to urological
surgery could be useful in the
future in difficult cases
requiring repeated operations
on the same kidney. It also

New Englanders Open
Homes To Fall Tourists

By PATTI LEE
Associated Press Writer

Many of the tourists who stream
into New England in early October
to take in the fall foliage found
another phenominon which might
be called northern hospitality.

Despite warnings from state

tourist agencies to make reser-

vations in advance and travel on
weekdays, the annual crush of

visitors hit the region on Columbus
Day weekend and many found

themselves stranded with no room
in the inns.

In the Green Mountains of Ver-
mont, the White Mountains of New
Hampshire and the Berkshires of

northwestern Massachusetts, the
local chambers of commerce
geared up early to find ac-

commodations.
More than 70 Rutland, Vt.,

homes took in travelers who came
to the Rutland Regional Chamber
of Commerce, with one family

Barrymore Debuts

In Family Tradition

When you say Budweiser., you've said it all!
ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC • ST. LOUIS

By JERRY BUCK
Associated Press Writer

LOS ANGELES (AP) - John
Blythe Barrymore, the 17th in his

family to don greasepaint, makes
his dramatic debut in a soon-to-be

released independent movie,
"Around."
The 19-year-old, red-haired

Barrymore, son of actor John
Barrymore Jr. and actress Cara
Williams, was signed for the film

last spring by the producer and

star, David Carradine.

In the movie, filmed last May
and June in Kansas, Barrymore
plays one of a trio of teen-agers

who break up a merry-go-round
being repaired by Carradine, a

friend of Barrymore's father and

star of ABC's series "Kung Fu."

Here is his lineage: Louisa Lane
and the first John Drew were his

great-great-grandparents. Mau-
rice and Georgiana Drew
Barrymore were his great-

grandparents. John Barrymore
and Delores Costello were his

Post-Reporters-

Shape Up
Or Ship Out
BOSTON < \P> -Two Washington

newsmen who won Pulitzer Prizes

for their reporting of the

Watergate affair say a "lazy"

press helped to develop the

scandal.

Bob Woodward and Carl Ber
stein, both of the Washington Post,

said in a speech Sunday at Ford
Hall Forum that the press reported

only what the Nixon ad-

ministration wanted known.

•Watergate has proved that was
not enough.'" Bernstein said.

Woodward said the Nixon staff

personnel who were involved in

Watergate "just didn't know what

power could do and how easily it

could be abused
"

grandparents, Helene Costello his

great-aunt, John Drew and Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Drew his great
granduncles and aunt. Ethel and
Lionel Barrymore were his real-

aunt and uncle and Diana
Barrymore was his aunt.

In addition, Carradine's father,

actor John Carradine, and the late

John .Barrymore were close
friends.

Barrymore, who has been
making the rounds of agents and
producers, said "In a sense the
name hurts me because my father
a lot of times did not show up for

films. A couple of agents were
wary of me because of that.

"But people seem interested
when they find out who I am. I

intend to do a lot of work."
Barrymore, who recently visited

Carradine on the "Kung Fu" set at

Warner Brothers, has been signed
to play the lead in another
Carradine production, "Sea
Urchin."
He said he is living in a burned-

out house that Carradine is

rebuilding. Asked how he's sup-
porting himself in the meantime,
he said, "It's hard to say. On a
shoestring."

inviting 13 overnighters during the
weekend.
Peter Foote of the Lake

Champlain Regional Chamber of
Commerce in Burlington, Vt., said
the office referred more than 2,000
people to lodging on Saturday,
some in the last few motel rooms
and the rest to private homes. He
said it was the busiest day the
chamber had seen in the past seven
years and left the volunteers
"punch-drunk."

Foote said travelers told him it

was unbelievable that local
residents would open their homes
to strangers.

In Lancaster, N.H., the Chamber
of Commerce was ready for the

weekend deluge and prepared the
town hall with cots and blankets.
The All Saints Roman Catholic
Church Rectory also opened its

doors, and the two buildings
housed 40 tourists between them on
Saturday night.

Vermont Tourist and Infor-
mation Director Donald Lyons said
the state had tried to convince
tourists to plan ahead for the trips

to look at the fall foliage by making
advance reservations, traveling in

mid-week and getting off the main
roads.

He said one tactic had been a
change in the "fall foliage reports"
issued to tell tourists where the
most colorful scenery could be
found. Lyons said the reports no
longer contained references to
"peak color" because too many
travelers tried to converge on the
hills for that unpredictable
moment of maximum color.

Those who wanted time to gaze
at the roadside views had more
time than they anticipated in some
areas such as the Mohawk Trail in

the Berkshires or Smuggler's
Notch in the central Vermont ski

country, where traffic jams kept
cars backed up for miles.
Among the tourists from such

diverse areas as Saudi Arabia,
East Africa, Hawaii, and of course
other parts of New England was a
Californian who claimed he came
to Vermont for the peace and quiet
of the green hills.

Check out what's new . . .

Watergate — View from the Left

Janis Joplin — Buried Alive

Seven Arrows — Paperback

Einstein — Creator & Rebel

Hendrix — a Biography

CRONOPIOS
BOOKS

27 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST

could be useful, he said, when
the patient has other severe
injuries which limit how well
he can withstand long surgery
or when the patient has
microscopic kidney damage or
small stones which take a lot of

time to treat.

If this "out-of-body" ap-
proach had not been used in the
case of Cafarelli, who lost one
kidney 20 years ago after

surgical complications, doc-
tors said an alternative would
have been to try the difficult

surgery in his body. They said
this would have required at

least two operations with
questionable results.

The other alternative would
have been to permanently
remove the kidney, put the
patient on a dialysis machine
and wait for an appropriate
matched kidney for a tran-

splant.

Cafarelli was referred to

University Hospital after
examination elsewhere
revealed tumorous masses
thought to be cancer. Surgeons
found rare, but benigh
cholesteatoma tumors in the
kidney and parts of the ureter,

the tube that carried urine
from the kidney to the bladder.

While the growing tumors
were benign, their growth was

locally destructive, Dr. Olsson
said.

Carafelli's operation took
seven hours and was per-
formed by two surgical teams.
The first team removed the
kidney, placed it in the per-
fusion device and worked on
the organ.

The second team closed the
wound in the patient's side and
opened a place lower in his

abdomen. Because the lower
third of the ureter was
removed, the remaining parts
of the kidney and ureter had to

be placed lower in his body
than before.

After surgeons removed half
of the kidney to destroy the
tumorous mass-a procedure
called a partial nephrectomy
the remaining part was
repositioned into Cafarelli 's

body.

The doctors said Cafarelli,

teacher's principal of the
Armitage Elementary School
in Saugus. can resume his

professional activities within a
month.
Animal research leading up

to Cafarelli's surgical
milestone began in 1967 at the
Boston Veterans
Administration Hospital.
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Every once in a while, whilst

carousing around campus, one
sees something most discon-

certing-whether it be a mean
looking women's libber with a

dagger against her hip or people
getting on the McDonald's bus

with the intention of getting off at

Hardee's, or whether it be Joel

Stoneham getting on the Mc-
Donalds' s bus, or a Dining Com-
mons Meal "Chit" floating by in

the breeze (chased longingly by
Joel Stoneham) , or even the sight

of the School of Education. Well
last week something happeded that

made the aforementioned horrors

look like stuffed shells at the

Dining Commons (what are they
stuffed with—Dead Lizard In-

nards?) Something that made
those despicable visions seem like

a 12 credit "A" in Nose Picking out
of the School of Ed. It was truly

horrendous. Not since Marty
Kelly's "FUCK!!! WE WON!!!"
blast after the Maine game on
television have I been more
astounded. What happened was
that I was approached by a tall,

rather stout student with a close
cropped mane, and a jacket and
tie, who proceeded to introduce
himself.

"Good afternoon sir! " he said
extending his hand briskly. "My
name is Josh Hathaway and I am a
freshman at this University!" he
boomed with a toothy grin over his
protruding jowls. "As you know,
these are trying times. Why they
even try men's souls! (chortle
chortle). This University is in a
shambles. People can't park
wherever they want. People have
to eat this food. People have to live
in dormitories. People have to
attend classes. Why, it's a sight
reminiscent of a Fellini movie. I
aim to change all that. And that's
why I am running for Student
Senate!

! Can I have your sup-
port?" he asked with his most
sincere face.

I was shocked. Never since the
Students for Apathy disbanded
have I seen such vigor and ac-
tivism for a worthless cause.
Recovering myself quickly I
returned: "What!!! Are you

crazy? Why are you running for

that? Do something constructive,

like be a food taster for the Dining

Commons (knowing full well that

that would kill him.)"
"No sir! ! ! I'd rather not. You

see I happen to believe in this great
nation of ours. I believe that all

Americans should participate in

government to their fullest

capacity. Whether they be big
shots like Nelson Rockefeller,
Edward Kennedy, or Bobby Seals
or insignificant nebobs of

negativism like Frank Rizzo,
Gordon Liddy and Spiro Agnew. E.
Howard Hunt is a good example of

public service. He has served this

great nation of ours in the Armed
Services, he has served in the CIA,
he has served in the Nixon, Ad-
ministration. And even now, he is

still serving-time. Why my High
School Civics teacher Jeb Stuart
MacGruber has said that "all true
Americans must look inside
themselves and say, what can I do
to help my President?" I feel that

by running for Student Senate I can
fulfill MacGruber's wish by
promoting the most unethical
Institution on campus, the Senate,
and then havoc bedlam and con-
fusion will run rampant and tear
this University down. You see the
President doesn't like U Mass, and
if he has to go, he wants to take U
Mass with him!

"

"Wow!" I muttered in
retroactive shock, "You mean to

say...."

"Yes! That's exactly what I

mean. Ever since I learned that
Nick Apostola craves New Blood I

have campaigned briskly. I am in

the process of forming my own
Unity slate which will unite around
me as the leader. Presently it's

true that I am the only one on the
slate. But..."

"What do you mean to say! " I

blasted. "You can't be a student
Senator. Sure you're ugly, sure you
got that homely Joe College look
about you. Sure you're unethical
and rather dim and are out to get
as much money as you can from
the Senate before you're caught

-

all perfect qualifications for the
office, but you do lack certain
things!

"

"Like what! !
!" he annoyingly

inquired.

"Like, where's your pipe'
Where's your vest? Where's your
neatly coiffured goatee? How well
do you arch your brows? You know
the Infirmary can't treat
gonorrhea of the mouth, a disease
common to Senators. Where's that
'Look at me! I'm a hotshit' air you
have to have when you meet a
group of students."

"I never thought about those
things."

"Of course you didn't. Also,
you're only a freshman. You need
time to reach the level of bullshit
slung in the Senate Chambers. A
move up to Orchard Hill would be a
step in the right direction. Have
you considered the John Birch
Society? We have several
prominent Student Birchers
around. If you can cope with the,

you can cope ith anybody. Take a
Rhetoric course or two. All of these
wouldn't hurt. If you pass thru
these levels of indolence and
mediocrity with ease, then you
truly are Senate materal!

"

"Thank you, sir, for your ad-
vice. I'll file it into the proper
receptacle and put it into my
circular file" he said coudly.
"Well, I'll have to be running off

now to my ROTC class: "Gook
shooting 101 ! ! Great fun, you
know."

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian
columnist.
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Pedro Hernandez is a Collegian commentator.

Letters To The Editor
Where Will Hadley Stop?

To The Editor

Regarding the full page ad from the Finast grocery

chain in a recent issue of the Daily Collegian, I would
like to ask you if you have ever taken a long and
serious look at that shopping center and tried to

remember the very beautiful green field that once
lived there? I do not understand how a student

newspaper can actively support any business
presently existing on such senselessly ravaged en-
vironment.

Hadley is infamous for scarring the face of
Amherst. The next time any of you drive up Route 9,

please take notice of the little sign that says "En-
tering Amherst", which is just beyond Friendly 's,

which is near Kentucky Fired, which is just across
from Zayre's, which is just beyond the Arco station,

which is just across from the other gas station, which
is across from Hardees, which leads to MacDonald's,
which foreshadows Almy's and Finast, which...?

Where will Hadley stop? If Hadley doesn't care about
what happens to Route 9, shouldn't we from UMass
and Amherst boycott AT LEAST this last, ugliest,

most unnecessary, most devastating addition to the

Route 9 Nightmare? And if you have so little control
that you can't boycott it, MUST YOU SUPPORT
IT?

! Have a little foresight. Once the businessmen
have paved over every green square inch left on
Route 9, a new superhighway will be built ten miles to
the east or six miles to the west and Route 9, no longer
a main thoroughfare, will be abandoned-a decaying
ghost town of ill-planned eyesores left to rot at our
doorstep.

STUDENTS: Please support me. Write to the
Collegian and ask them not to accept the advertising
business from the new shopping center. Don't shop
there. I have returned to Amherst after five year's
absence, horrified to find this new outbreak of can-
cer. I have never set foot in the place and never will.
It's really not difficult at all. I just hum quietly as I go
past,". ..got along without you before I met you and I

can get along without you now...", which may date
me as far as popular music goes, but not with regard
to my active concern for this once beautiful, still

salvageble town. Maybe we can scare the next
business away, or at least into hiding. .

Irene V. Nicastro

Thank You For Keeping Me Sane
To The Editor:

Just a short note to thank the students of the
Amherst campus, who kept me sane during seven
hard years of teaching.

Every morning at eight I'd cross the campus, a
lonely David, armed with only a fraying Bic Banana,
to do battle with the Goliath of Administration, which
was surrounded by cohorts of lovely, mind-confusing
secretaries wielding bouncing-ball I.B.M.s. Then, I'd

meet the students in the Union, and I'd know that I

wasn't alone; there were 25,000 other crafty Davids
wandering about the place, all as baffled as myself.

Well, I lost the battle to keep the non-departmental
major, but we Davids can't lose in the end. There are
too many of us. And, if you keep fighting for faculty
and student control of courses and programs (who

else does the work) , we may yet fight our way up to
the level of the medieval university, where the
students chose the faculty, and the faculty hired the
"administration" to keep the school rooms tidy and
buy chalk.

One final word: there seems to be a rumor that
after the recent coup d'etat in Journalistic Studies, I

have taken refuge in the Paraguayan Embassy in

Tibet-at least my mail seems to be arriving by that,
or some equally slow route.

This is not true: I am alive and well and living only
87 miles away at: 241 Berkshire Boulevard, Albany,
N. Y., 12203.

All Davids welcome! And thanks again, students.

Barney Km in art.

Former Chairman, Journalistic Studies

The Great Physician Is God
To The Ediror:

YOUR UNDIVIDED AT-
TENTION, PLEASE, as I unveil

a true story with which all should
be concerned.
We are now in the midst of the

most incredible natural disaster

mankind has ever experienced to

this very point in time. A new
strain of microscopic organism has
invaded every city and township;
indeed, it has entered every per-

son's body in the entire world. We
have all been contaminated and
will die if each one of us does not
act now!
Many expert physicians in tne

field of world health have
diagnosed the infection and have
discovered the natural cure, each
using his own means and methods.
The most amazing part about the
situation is that, because the cure
is a natural one, it is absolutely

FREE.
However, the most painful part

of this saga is that few people
believe in the truth of this study.
Few people outside of the head
physician and his close associates
and followers know and un-
derstand the truth. They explain
that the serum need only be taken
internally once and the recipient is

spared from the impending death.
It is that simple.

Yet people are dropping dead,
even now, on city streets, country
roads, in their beds, on the battle

fields, in the debate halls,

everywhere! No one will cast off

his pride, open his eyes, and see the

truth and be spared this horrible

death.

Nevertheless, this faithful

physician continues his work. His
associates press on to convince the
world of this "unbelievable" truth,

reaching more and more people

each day. Yet theirs is a still small
voice. As one of the great

physician's followers, I ask only

that you investigate the truth.

Establish its validity in your own
mind, then accept the cure.

As to the identities of those
mentioned, the great physician is

God, the creator of life. His close
associates and followers are the
Christians of the world. The
horrible, infectious organism is

Satan himself and man's inability

to cope with life on his own.
THE CURE, the absolutely free

cure which is availalbe to everyone
right this moment is our Lord and
Savior, Jesus Christ. To accept His
cure you need only to open the door
to your heart and let Him in. If this

is sincerely and faithfully done you
will immediately pass from death
into life. With that promise who
can refuse the cure?

Paul Aganski

Once Upon A Time
By DENNIS SIMKOWSKI

Once upon a time, a bossmah revelled in his courtyards, played
Monopoly in a way that amazed his peers, sported a shiny lapel pin of the
white, blue and red, talked about a peace with honor, advised belt-
tightening, invaded privacy, impounded funds, scuttled domestic
programs, froze wages and declared war on the worker, vetoed the
minimum wage, smiled a lot, watched the Washington Redskins, jumped
in a crazed fashion when the votes were counted ritualistically ranting
and raving to a somewhat partisan audience that "I AM THE
PRESIDENT", hated the press, loved the press, hired infamous
characters, despised terrorists but supported them, lied on numerous o-
ccasions and deceived the public, sent arms to Pakistan and other places,
supported the Attica Massacre, bombed people during Christmas after
saying "peace is at hand", didn't consider war spending "inflationary",
considered himself above the law citizens are supposed to respect, fur-
nished his space on our time, bought scab products and filet mignon,
subsidized millionaires and taxed the workers, supported military dic-
tatorships, et cetera, and he lived happily ever after?

Dennis Simkowski is a Collegian commentator.

Choosing Brands
To The Editor:

Re: Letter of October 3., "Let Them Eat Lettuce."
It is high time that a university body commit itself in some effective

way on this important political and economic issue. I am speaking of the
lettuce boycott. Commitment and protest belong in a university com-
munity and I am glad to see it here.

To boycott lettuce means that if you can't buy UFW, you don't eat it.

Or you wait until you can get it. Or you go a little father out of your way to
buy it. A boycott is not meant to be convenient. It makes you think about
the issue. It reminds you that the workers trying to organize often do not
get enough to eat ; at least not as much as you do. Choosing what kind of
lettuce to have is a luxury.

Union Lettuce last week at the People's Market was 29 cents-head.
Non-union lettuce was 39 cents-head at Stop & Shop. Go eat hamburgers
or "roumaine pastrami" (what's so bad about roumain lettuce?), or
whatever else you waht. As far as lettuce is concerned, there are more
important things to gripe about than choice between kinds of lettuce.
There's nothing more important here than choosing brands.

Sara N. Teicholz

The Jews Have Suffered
To The Editor..

In regard to the letter which appeared in the Thursday Oct. 4 edition
of the Collegian, Mr. Sommerville makes a statement to the effect that
Israel has had long standing ties with South Africa, is an Imperialistic
state, and is playing a disruptive role in Africa.

When one writes in a statement like this I, like anyone else, would
expect it to be backed up by fact. I fail to see any concrete facts stated by
Mr. Sommerville. This letter by Mr. Sommerville seems to be just
another letter to make the fires of anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism that
much hotter.

Mr. Sommerville talks about oppression by the U.S. on Africa, by
using Israel as a tool of this oppression. Number one, agreed the blacks
have suffered, Africa has suffered, but we Jews wrote the book on suf-
fering. No other nation has had two thousand years of suffering like the
Jews. No other has seen six million of its people slaughtered without the
world giving a care.

Israel is made up of the descendants of these sufferers. It does not
seem logical to me that we would turn and do the same to another people.

What Mr. Sommerville is looking for is a scapegoat. I assure you, Mr.
Sommerville, we will not be your scapegoat. The day of the Jew being the
passive scapegoat has long passed, so you had better find another, or
better yet look more deeply into your problems and come up with national
conclusions instead of irrational slogans.

Lawrence A. Cohen

Go Away, Hare Krishnas
To The Editor:

I, as a student, don't know a damn thing about Hare Krishnas and
their movement and never want to either. But I do know that their ap-

proach is worse than the pizzaburgers they used to serve at the dining

commons. You can be sitting in your room with the door shut and have a

Hare Krishna come in without knocking, take the joint out of your mouth,
lower your stereo, and throw a copy of Bhavada-Gita in your face. Next

he tells you to have a copy of his book and two minutes later he wants five

dollars for it. Then the asshole won't even leave when you tell him to get

the hell out. To top this off, he wears a wig (because of the cold night air)

and won't remove it to prove to you that he is really a "Krishna". And
regardless of whether you're sleeping or not these perverts will still enter

your room and wake you up in order to bum spare change off of you. If

you ask them why they beg money, they tell you that it's against their

religion to work. If you're lucky enough to get him out of the room, he'll no

sooner be back screaming to let him in because he's a diabetic and needs

sugar.

You bunch of sucking phoney Indian givers. GO FUCK YOUR-
SELVES today and leave us UMies alone!!

(Oh. I'm sorry, you people aren't allowed to have sex.

)

Vincent Stakutis
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More Letters To The Editor
Walbridge Writes Back

To The Kditor:

More responses to responses.

1

)

David Moyne. It was refreshing to read a letter as bigoted as mine.
I appreciate your writing in. Do you know Stephanie H. Aronson (Letter
to the Editor, 3 Oct. 73)? Anyway, I can understand why my over kill in

using castration and phallic references allegorically to illustrate a rather
forceful point didn't aid your digestion any. But humor and-or lack of it

aside, I would be interested in hearing exactly what you do consider an
assault on your ego. Don't leave me hanging friend, verbal or written
assault doesn't bother me, g\\e me something to think about. You don't
like what I said, I'm wrong, give me a better line of reason to function
along. Thanks for the nickname Walbrain, I may change mine.

2) Dennis P. O'Brien. The first eleven paragraphs of your article
centered around a disection of my article, interrupted at appropriate
points with your attempts and sometimes success at humor. One thing in
those paragraphs did catch my attention, however. The line "I am not
here to put forward the case for Women's Liberation; that is in the
province of those much more able." "Much more able?" Do you believe
that? Or did someone tell you to believe it? Your last two paragraphs on
respect coming from without (by the way, why eleven paragraphs to two
when your article was entitled "Respect Coming from Without?"), I

considered as ridiculous as you obviously viewed what I attempted to get
across. If you don't respect yourself, how many boots you gonna lick
before someone finally turns around and says, "Oh, Ok!, I respect you—
geese! !" Smarten up man (sounds like I may be stumbled on a title for a
new article). Your ploys at reason and "humor" were as dated as ex-
pressions like, "beauty comes from within," and "inside he-she's a really
nice person," so you ought to do a better job explaining why respect has to
come from somewhere or someone else.

3)Charlotte M. Newell. Sure. Have to be after noon on Monday or
after 9 p.m on a Friday. If the offer still holds, let me know.

Timothy P. Walbridge

Violence And Transformations

Dial-a-Grouch
To The Editor:

I'm glad someone besides me has trouble with MaBell. I thought for a
while it must be my warped personality! A couple of vears ago I had a
similar problem with my home phone that Lisa Noble finds herself
involved with now. My checks had been sent to the telephone office, but I

kept getting bills and snotty letters and snottier phone calls, including at
my place of business! After having my telephone disconnected even
though my phone bill was paid, I contacted the DPU office in Boston, in

writing, explaining the whole situation. I got results within hours! I

received a most courteous phone call from the Boston DPU people and
was able to clarify some points I neglected to make clear in my letter

written when I was at my angriest. They said I'd get a call from my local
telephone office. I sure did! The manager accused me of being a
troublemaker, deadbeat and all other kinds of things (too bad I couldn't
have bugged the line ) , and said for as long as I had a telephone I would be
what is called, to them, a flagged customer. In other words, "if they're a
day late in paying their bill, get on the phone and call them." Harrass is a
better word, and so far it's true -I live in a different area now, under a
new manager, and still get letters (not form letters) saying my bill is

overdue and they'll disconnect my phone. Even though I have ten days
after receipt of my bill to pay it!!

So, Lisa, don't be afraid of the big monopoly company (they say
they're not >, get in touch with the DPU, or even the Attorney General of
the Commonwealth if you have to!!

A. Brady

Retraction
Editor's note: The letter in Friday's

Collegian, entitled "Freedom For Men"
was not written by Doug Chabinsky.
The Collegian regrets the error and

apologizes to Mr. Chabinsky for any
embarassment caused by the letter.

All letters to the editor must be signed,
and include the author's address and
phone number.

To The Editor;

A Revolution is a change
primarily by violent means. A
Transformation is a change
primarily by non-violent means.
An example in architecture would
be an old cannery in San Francisco
redesigned and remodeled to be
The Cannery--a labrynth-like
collection of small stores oriented
to artistic enterprises. Very
beautiful! A transformation.
An educational transformation is

the rapid change of mind con-
sciousness. Since the 1968 election
there has been a steady tran-
sformation going on at most of the
Colleges and Universities around
the country. Read The Closed
Corporation.Professors were fired
or intimidated. Students went
through irregular selection
processes-call it weeding.
Administrators were given orders
to obstruct all progressive
programs and ideas -from in-
tegration of the races to in-

tegration of studies programs.
The vast monetary,

bureaucratic, and educational
resources of The Pentagon; of
Conservative Big Business (like
oil)

; and of the Nixon Conservative
Political Coalition were put into
motion to transform higher
education into what it was like in
the 1950's under the intimidations
of Joseph McCarthy. A huge force
of reactionary anti-Bill of Rights
forces were unleashed and effected
everyone in America -directly or
indirectly, as well as the rest of the
world.

The strategy was to quietly work
within the bureaucratic power
structure threatening either
people's jobs or their lives to en-
force conformity premised on a
Nixon Administration un-
derstanding of life. The strategy
was to do so quietly and behind the
scenes -like Watergate. Included in
the program I believe was a
program to decimate The Black
Panther Party; jail dissident in-

tellectuals (hence my sympathies
for the Russian Dissidents); and
choke centers of liberalism (like
New York City) into conforming to
Reactionary Controls. Not so much
unlike Stalinism in Russia.
Create paranoia. Create police

state controls over people-look at
the New York State Police or the
California State Police, for
example. Force conformity and
while this was going on divert
public attention to foreign policy or
other matters. The idea was that
enough violent pressure from the
top would push liberalism into the
realm of absurdity. The liberal
forces would either have to become
radical or reactionary. Once the
liberal majority had been split;

then "divide and conquer."
Eventually maybe even crush the

unions with the help of people like

Jimmy Hoffa.

Reportedly one Nixon aid was to

have said the country was going to

be pushed so far to the right,

nobody would recognize it. That
was John Ehrlichman. One of the

real super-star geniuses. On
vacation from White House duties

and San Diego advertising; he is

now in Oregon pushing the heroin
of neon advertising. Hard worker.
Excellent resume of service to

country! A real patriot.

Awareness of the immediate

political situation on campus and
on other campuses perhaps might
help end the reaction which has
built up and settled in on the
campuses. The mistakes of the 60's

(and there were many) should not
be overlooked or ignored; neither
should the legacy of changes be
lost by Nixon induced mass loss of
memory of times past.

The definitions of education and
educational institutions of today
will direct the course of events
tomorrow. Don't sleep through
four years of classrooms. Explore
the alternatives. Pigeons?????

Robert Oppenheimer

A Way To Know God
To The Editor:

What is the difference between a
person and a dead body? What is

that force that we call life? What is

that energy that lets us laugh and
speak, that causes the sun to rise

and leaves to fall? It is called God.
God is Truth. God is Perfection.

God is Love. And God is within us.

It is our spirit, our soul.

Guru Maharaj Ji through
meditation called Knowledge
shows a person how to realize that

force within himself. Meditation
deepens ones awareness of the
Truth, Perfection, and Love that is

God. Meditation, Knowledge,
doesn't create God nor does it deny
its existence. It is a way to know
God...a way to practically ex-
perience the light, harmony, and

sweetness that Jesus speaks of in

the Holy Scriptures.

Helen Jakubowicz

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Robert GuHer Conductor 739-4728

OPENING CONCERT —

ALL ORCHESTRAL
Tues., Oct. 16-8 p.m. Municipal Aud.

Round Trip Peter Pan Bus Service

Leaves I'. Mass Campus Center — 6:20 p.m.
Amherst Center Terminal — 6:25 p.m.

Concert & bus tickets : U.M. Bus Ticket Office
Amherst Center Bus Terminal

Concert Tickets: *S.7S - *4.7S - *J.7S

Student* *2.00

Save $109.50 on our Special Teac AN60/220
Combination Sale!

Now is the time to get what you've always wanted. That Teac Cassette
deck with the Dolby Noise Reduction Unit — and save $109.50 at the
same time.

— High Density Fermaflux heads
— Tape Selector Switch
— Auto Shut Off Mechanism
— Ilvstersis Synchronous Motor
— :io-lr>000 Hz Frequency response
— -50 dB Signal to Noise Ratio

The 220 is the best non-dolby

cassette deck Teac makes.

The ANf» is a compact l)olh\ \oise Reduction I nit

that can be used with an\ tape recorder. With it you
can Himinah- unwanted tape noise without altering

in any way the original signal. I sed with the 220 you
will grt a signal-to-noisr ratio of -60 dB. and that

means quirt'

The regular price of the 220 is $239.50

The regular price of the AN60 is $99.50

$339.00

For a limited time only the Combination will cost you only $229.50

219 MAIN STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 01060
TRIPOD AUDIO 98 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST, MASS. 01002

A Tight Squeeze!
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FAIRFIELD, Maine-One of the few remaining river

drives in the country, the Kennebec is chock-full of logs

again this year. Some 225,000 cords of wood is delivered

to a Scott Paper Co. mill in Wins low between early

June and late October each year. The river drive is

slated for termination in three years.

Honest Government
Petition Going Round
An initiative petition sponsored by Senator John Quinlan of Norwood

will be circulated throughout the Amherst area Sunday, October 14.

Locally, Nat Reed, Dean of Freshman at Amherst College is organizing

this petition drive.

The purpose of this petition is to create a corrupt practices commission
to strengthen and enforce the laws relating to campaign expenditures and
contributions. This item will be placed on the Nov. 1974 ballot as a

referendum if 65,000 signatures can be collected by Dec. 1, 1973.

Anyone interested in signing or circulating this petition please contact

Don in 335 Greenough 545-2642.

SBA To Go European
Traveling through four

European countries this January
will be seniors and graduate
students studying international
business through a special course
offered by the School of Business
Administration at UMass.
The three-credit course during

intersession will be offered also to
persons with economic and
business backgrounds and interest

in the international dimensions of
business.

The group will visit American
and European firms in London,
Brussels, Amsterdam, and
Duesseldorf between January 3

and 28. Organizations were chosen
to appeal to students majoring in

accounting, finance, management,

and marketing.
For students majoring in

finance, there will be a visit to the

Bank of England, the Continental

Illinois Bank, and the London Stock
Exchange-all in London. In

Duesseldorf, officials of the

Dresdner Bank, the second largest

bank in West Germany, will

discuss the economic functions of

German banks, and will take the

group on tours of the Duesseldorf

Stock Exchange and the foreign

exchange market.

The course is offered by Dr.

Mary Lou Bryant of the

management department and Dr.

Uls K. Motekat of the accounting

department at the UMass School of

Business Administration.

The
un-dormitories.

< .reat oft-cdinpus living—indoorsand out

—

At either oftwo mod-
el n apartment complexes,only minutesawav by car or bikefrom
Amherst College, downtownAmherstor UMavs. Now accepting
j| >pliortions lor September.

t

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

•1,2,3bedrrnaptSt
• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• J swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softbalJ,

1 ootbail badminton
RlNT:fROM*18S
(All 41 WVfc^T.W

IMr ri ticins. :

On KoulP I*.

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2 bedrm apt.s.

• henf & air conditioning

• roomy closets, s\< >rage

• w.tll-fo-wall rarprnng

• nuster IVantrrvM

• wutiVrnkiti h»**
••rlt-< -leaning ovens

•rlt'dnc: ranges

• Munlrss-sfeel sinks

• dMiWdsruWdisposak
• 2-door rchigoraton

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool
M NT: 1200/ month ,,llil,l,,v

C All * 1*-«>V»* * I'Mimlril,

Oirrrlions

tdsl IMidlex Kd. oppov

(.nst Mill off Hie ll«.

SHOP HNAST

and SAVE!

"A
Semi

BonelessHams
Fully Cooked-Water $

Added Bake it for a Great

Family Treat-Slice it for

Sandwiches

Finast Water Added

Smoked Pork Butts

QUAflTER

LOIN Pork Chop

99
Pork Chops * l

3
!

Pork Roast trVt

Equei Amount of

Sirloin Hip and

Center Cut Chops

€

lb

Chicken Breasts && * 89
c

Chicken Thighs *«* * 69*

Chicken Drumsticks*** * 75
c

Full Cut Loin USDA Choice - A Great Steak for the Whole Family

Porterhouse or T-Bone

Steak ii"*m I
m Calif. Roast

Semi Boneless

Chuckm Cube Steak
Bo
c

n

hr ,J
6i

g§] Top Round Steak m» ID 1
89 ^r Top Sirloin Steak *°»«™ »1*

» Stew Beef bow^o**
lb 1

39
[ggj Beef Short Ribs m ,b 99

c

Potty Mix With Beef Ground Beef

Ground Chuck

Ground Bound

Freshly Ground Beef plus

Hydrated Vegetable Protein

Does everything Ground Beef

Can Do Deliciously! ii

Mr Deli Specials!

Boiled Ham

Domestic

Freshly Sliced

te Order

bait99
Sliced

derMr Deli Bologna Tl
Weavers Chicken Roll

Roast Beef *n*
Mr Deli Rolls

»der

Plain or
Seeded

hall

lb

hall

lb

qtt

It)

pkg

75
c

99
c

79
c

38
c

Available in Stores with Service Deli

r
First O' the Fresh Produce!

autaloupes
Sillily

Delicious

Served with

Finast Sherbet31
Cortland Apples fiOFm
Green Peppers

Red Onions

Butternut Squash
Pes Moines Squash

Fresh

For Your

Favorite Reeves

O bag oy

. 29
c

» 29
c

• 9'

GRAPE

DRINK

Delicious with Finast 33 oz

Ice Cream pkg

10 02

pfg

16 oz

P*9

HowardJohnsonMacoroni

Sara Leo Apple Pies
IffOffO fill IOCT Finast Corn Green Beans. Peas.
ffUI|Vllllll|»a Mixed Vege in Butter Sauce

Freezer Queen swum Dinners

Birds Eye Broccoli Spears

Morton Cream Pies rr,cs^
I Freezer Qaeen

co

*2H~- "" 3

Shoestring Potatoes is 3

29
59

310 oz I
pkgs f

29

/

14 0Z

pkg

5 oz

pkgs

20 oz

pkgs 1
J

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities "MOUNTAIN HARMS MALL - Hadley" Prices Effective thru Saturday Oct 13. 1973
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Mental Health Is Good For Your Head

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1973 UNIVERSITY OP MASSACHUSETTS

By ANDREW W. MCCASHIN AND
STEPHEN M. KLEIN
Today we begin our third year of

publication. We anticipate another

year of lively exchange with our

readers which in the past has had

us grappling with thought

provoking and sometimes zany

psychological issues and

situations. Of course you the

readers provide the energy for the

column and we invite your

questions, comments and-or

opinions to make "Your Head" a

truly open forum for the sharing of

ideas. Send or bring questions to

303 Machmer or phone them in to

545-2337. We don't need your name
and will keep all personal in-

formation confidential.

We start this week with some
practical information about the

Mental Health Service. M.H. offers

professional consultation in the

form of individual, couples and^

Oldest Man
In Amherst
Died Thurs.
Amherst's oldest male resident,

a retired professor emeritus of

chemistry at UMass, died at his

home Thursday.
Dr. Charles A. Peters, 99, of 16

South Sunset Ave., taught

chemistry at the University of

Idaho, Yale University and, from

1912 until his retirement in 1943, at

UMass.
He received a B.S. at Mass.

Agricultural College (now UMass)

in 1897, and a Ph.D. from Yale in

1901.

In May, 1970, Dr. Peters was

presented the gold-headed cane by

Amherst selectmen in recognition

of being the oldest man in

Amherst. He was born in Wor-

cester, June 29, 1874.

group psychotherapy. The staff

consists of seven clinical

psychologists, three social

workers, and one psychiatrist.

People seek help for a variety

of reasons. The overwhelming
majority of our clientele are not in

any sense "mentally ill," but the

normal process of adjustment and
development often results in

periods of depression, anxiety,

and-or related psychological
symptoms. These periods are

subjectively quite uncomfortable

and can severely affect one's

ability to function interpersonally

and academically. Specific

examples of common concerns

include parental problems, sexual

difficulties, conflicts witb others,

self-consciousness, social
inhibition and excessive worrying.

Most problems get worked out in a

short time, usually less than a

semester.
The Service is centrally located

on the third floor of Machmer Hall

room 303. Appointments can be

arranged by phone (545-2337)

within a week of your call.

Appointments are made with the

next available therapist unless you

request someone particular. The

M.H. therapist and student

establish a mutual working
relationship in an effort to solve the

problem. The staff look at

problems from the perspective of

the whole person taking into ac-

count internal needs, situational

stresses, social and life style

factors.

All contacts with M.H. are

strictly confidential, meaning that

no one outside the Health Services

has access to information about

you. You are entitled to service by

payment of the Health Fee. If you

have any further questions feel

free to contact us for information.

Television Tonight
5:iio ENSIGN O'TOOLE "Operation:

Potomac " (18)

IKK. vvs HEROES "Hogan and the

Lady Doctor." (2?)

MUTER ROGERS' NKUiHBOKHOOl)
(24> <57)

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY Ml. I.BILLIES "The Gypsy's

Warning " (30)

GOMER PYLE "A Star Is Born" (40)

:,::m THE REAL McCOYS "The Tycoon."

1 18)

THE Ll'CY SHOW "Lucy and the Missing

Stamp." (22)

THE ELECTRK COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer the Good
Samaritan." (27)

IHMiVVSiiEHOLN "German Bridge Is

Falling Down." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS i40>

:, .:..-> WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

:M NEWS IS) (8) (22)

I SPY "The Honorable Assassins." (18)

M \KIN(i TH1NOS GROW (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "The Game
Warden" (24)

TO TELL THE TRITH Garry Moore,

host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night of the bogus

Bandits" (40)

ZOOM! (57)

l:M NEWS (3) (22) (30)

\B( EVENING NEWS (8)

CAPTURE "Mountain Lions " (27)

LOl IS LYONS: NF.WS AND COMMENT
(57)

1:11 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7. (Mi UNTAMED WORLD (3)

TRITH OR CONSEQIKNC'ES Bob

Barker, host (8i

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Remember
the Alimony" (18)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (22i (30)

YOUR FUTURE is now 24)

MOVIE "Two Flags West" >27)

\B( EVENING NEWS (40)

THE RFPORTERS (57)

7::io OTOE'S GIRLS "Harriet Leaves

Home" (3)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host

(8) (22)

GREEN ACRES "What Happened in

Scranton" (18)

THK ( HAN—ESE—WAY (24)

TREASURE HUNT Geoff Edwards, host

(30)

DRAONET "Candy Store Robberies"

(40)

THK OPEN DOOR (57)

|:M MAUDE <3)

NEW TEMPERATURES RISING The

Strike ." (8) (40)

CAN YOU TOP THIS? (18)

CHASE "One For You, Two For Me."

(22) (M)
THK WATERGATE HEARINGS (24)

(57)

h:io HAWAII FIVE-O "The Sunday Torch
"

(3)

MOVIE "Shirts Skins " (8) (40)

TOWARDS THE YEAR 2000 "Business"

(18)

<>:00 THK 700 CLUB (18)

THK MAGICIAN "The Vanishing Lady."

(22) (30)

BORIS KARI.OEE PRESENTS
THRILLER "The Cheaters" (27)

«i ::to SHAFT "The Executioners" (3)

10:00 MARCUS W'KLBY. M.D. "The Light

Of the Threshold." (8) (40)

POLICE. STORY "Requiem For an In-

former" (22) (30)

NEWS (27)

I0:MI THK HYING WORD (18)

I0:l.-i MANTRAP (27)

11:00 NKWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (30) (40)

11:30 MOVIE. "The Pad (and How to Use

in" (11

TONIGHT A
OFF THE HOOK at 7:20 p.m.

Rod Hanson's guest is UMass Chancellor Dr. Randolph Bromery. Your
comments and questions are welcomed at 545-2876.

TOMORROW NIGHT
OFF THE HOOK at 7:20 p.m.

, Dr Daniel Clapp of the UMass Contraceptive Clinic answers your

I
questions at 545-2876. Your host is Art Cohen.

I THE OTHER SIDE at 8:00 p.m.

T he Other Side is a program dealing with the problems of being gay in a

straight society. Featured are news, interviews, and information from

the gay perspective Always enlightening. I

and every day...

RIDEBOARD at 11 a.m., 4 p.m., and midnight.

A ihrice-daily listing of rides offeredand rides needed.

THE FOURTH TOWER OF INVERNESS
lives...weeknights at the witching hour!

UIMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

DOMINO'S

WW///

// I N\

PIZZA '*A'•**«

Free Delivery

256-8587

Ffee Delivery

|tx>m i t*o
vs

v—V
, r~L,

o o 1

YES
YES-
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

STUDENT QUESTIONS ANSWERED:
- We Do-o-o-o deliver pizza.

We are Delivering 7 nights a week from 4 p.m. till wee hours.
We have a fleet of delivery vehicles equipped with portable ovens.
We have a tasty thin crust pizza.

- We have (75) Domino's Pizza

We have ( 75) Domino's Pizza Stores— a national chain.
- We specialize in only pizza.
- We specialize in delivery.
- We'll deliver only (I) pizza.

Students say "we tive on Domino's Pizza."

We have ( 50 + ) DomTno Pizza Stores located on College Campuses.
- We serve seconds.

We're located in Amherst to serve UMass. students.
- We bake all pizzas to order.

Our dough and sauce is made fresh daily.
- We throw pizzas in the air.

We have the best pizza in town.
- We satisfy the munchies.

15

Standing, left to right, UMass engineers Lawrence N. Kuzminski, Tsuan H. Feng
and Francis A. DiGiano; seated in the same order, engineering department head

Merit P. White and Russell Isaac and John Elwood of the MDWPC

.

UMass Engineers Get $325,000

For Water Pollution Research

Room To Move
Booze: Is It The

Name Of Your Game?
We live in a liquor oriented society. The most common coping

mechanism in use today is a drink...or two...

There is nothing like a drink to cool you off-or even space you out-from
time to time. Many people today prefer keeping a little glow on much of

the time. That's okay too, if you like it that way, and feel you can handle
it.

Room To Move is concerned with those people who don't like it that

way -who feel that there might be a better way of handling it.

Problem drinker, lush, periodic, chronic alcoholic -these are some of

the labels. Definitions range from quite specific to very vague-and
usually seem awfully impersonal. Volumes have been written, research
conducted, yet many questions arise in attempting to define alcohol

abuse and alcoholism. Cause and cure is based primarily upon empirical
evidence.

Room To Move's thrust will be oriented toward the person, his

relationship to alcohol, his unique life-style. Crisis counseling, short-term
counseling, and long-term counseling are offered by various staff

members at the drop-in center. An Alcohol Rap Session takes place in the

Campus Center every Tuesday evening. Special alcohol-oriented

workshops and seminars will be offered throughout the year.

If you feel that some work done in exploring your consumption of

alcohol might be worthwhile, then consider Room To Move.

Massachusetts Division of Water
Pollution Control grants totaling

$325,000 have been awarded for

research by University of

Massachusetts, Amherst en-

vironmental engineers in three key
water pollution areas.

The state grants will support a

study byDr. Francis A. DiGiano on
the removal of the water pollutants

phosphorus and nitrogen ; a second
study by Dr. Lawrence N. Kuz-
minski on what happens to lead,

cadmium and other heavy metals

in Massachusetts lakes; and a

third by Drs. Donald D. Adrian and
Tsuan H. Feng on new methods of

sewage plant sludge disposal.

Dr'. DiGiano will study both

physical and chemical means of

removing phosphorus and
nitrogen, two primary causes of

eutrophication in lakes.

Phosphorus and nitrogen

over-feed algae and other

plant life, choking the lake and
lowering water quality. Using
experimental equipment already
located at the Amherst Sewage
Treatment Plant from previous

research, DiGiano will work on an
advanced water treatment pilot

plant.

Heavy metals in lake water can
get into the food chain and in some
instances -as in the case of lead or

arsenic-be a health hazard if the

level is excessive. Dr. Kuzminski
will study the concentration of

seven heavy metals in several

Massachusetts lakes, including
measurements of metal ac-
cumulation in aquatic life and
bottom deposits.

The study of Drs. Adrian and
Feng will be field evaluation of new
methods of sewage plant sludge
disposal and at the same time, a

look at alternative methods of

septic tank truck waste disposal at

local sewage treatment plants.

Although some sewage plant
sludge can be used as a soil con-

ditioner, disposal of much of it is a

problem that involves dehydration,

concentration or chemical
treatment.

All three grants cover a period of

three years. Periodic progress

HOW DOES YOUR CAR SAY

HELP! QUICK!

IN AUTOMATIC TRANS
MISSION LANGUAGE?

Strainer sounds ... slugKishnpss

dclaved response to shift chanKrs ...

thrsr an- all SOS signals from >our
transmission mraninK. "Quick, m-t mr
serviced Ix-forr m> ailnirnts become
serious."

We know the language well \nd we've
huill our business on vour confidence in

us hv apnlviiiK 'band aids" in time to

avoid "major surgerv".

United Transmission

Exchange Inc.

389 King Street
Northampton, Mass.

584 6790

reports will be made on the are all faculty in the en-
research for distribution by the vironmental engineering program
MDWPC throughout the Com- of the department of civil

monwealth. Those doing the work engineering.

Ample
Free
Parking

Hookers and
Hookahs!

"The Thief of Bagdad" (Heavy!)

Doug Fairbanks' Greatest Role

"The Projectionist" (Zany!)

with Chuck "Right Guard" McCann

CCA, Wed.
50* a Head- (Cheap)

DOOR PRIZES 7:00 & 9:30

"CASABLANCA"

AMHERSTC^h*
THRU
TUES.

AMITY ST. 253 5426

A 1943 ACAOEMY AWARD WINNING CLASSIC

— Plus a Short Feature —

"Amblin" A new look at the

Now Generation.

Starring

Humphrey Bogart
Ingrid Bergman
Claude Rains

Sydney Greenstreet
Peter Lorre

Complete Shows Nightly at 7:00 A

t

: is

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

CALVIN
MN(, ST . NORTHAMPTON

the Last .

of sriulA C^
Richard Benjamin, Dyan Cannon
James Coburn, Joan Hackett

Raquel Welch
James Mason
Ian Mc Shane

Shown Nightly at 7:00 A •: is

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS St 00
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Trustees Approve 75 Budget; Increase Less Than Other Years Notices

Trustees of UMass have ap-

proved a 1975 maintenance budget

request of $99,874,000, an increase

of less than 2 percent over last

year's request.

President Robert Wood
described the request, approved by
Trustees yesterday as "a stable

budget," which "gives top priority

to achieving more efficiency in our
operations and increasing the
effectiveness of our educational
programs."

While the Trustees last year
approved a budget request of $98

million, actual anticipated ex-

penditures for the current fiscal

year total $87,184,000. The
reduction results from the action

taken by the Commonwealth on the

University's request.

Despite the deep cuts, which
most critically affected student aid

and library acquisitions, the
current year's budget represents

the largest dollar increase ever
received by the University. The
prior year's budget had been $72.3

million.

Wood said that while "significant

developments" at both the Boston
and Worcester campuses lie

ahead, "it is clear that future
budgets will no longer increase at

the rate of those of the past
decade."
"Essentially, the proposed FY

1975 budget is a stable budget,"
Wood said in his message to the
Trustees.

"It reflects the hard work by all

the campuses to achieve increased
efficiency in all our operations, and
it represents the conclusion of the
first stage of development at

Boston and Worcester," he added.
The Board of Trustees met in the

Administration Building at the new
Boston campus at Columbia Point.

It was the first time Trustees have
held a formal board meeting at the
Boston campus.
Both the $130 million first phase

of buildings at the Columbia Point,

Boston, campus and the $80 million

medical science building at the

Worcester Medical School will be
occupied in the next few months,
and funds to staff them were in-

cluded in the current budget.
Wood said the $$99,874,000

million budget request included

$68.5 million for the Amherst
campus, $18.5 million for the
Boston campus, and $7.9 million

for the Medical School.

The total request also includes

$4.9 million for financial aid,

library acquisitions, and central

University operations.

Most of the increases in the
budgets for the Amherst and
Boston campuses will go to meet
fixed cost increases, said Wood.
The Amherst request will also

allow an enrollment increase of 400

full time equivalent students and
modest development of programs
designed primarily to meet the

needs of new clientele and improve
student counselling activities.

The request for Boston will allow
an enrollment increase of 500

students, most of them in the new

College of Public and Community

Service which opened this month.

The increase for the Medical

School represents funds needed to

increase total enrollment by 48

students. Growth in the school's

enrollment-the first class will

graduate next Spring-means there

are now more students in the

clinical education phase, the final

two years of training. And ad-

ditional funds are required to staff

the Medical Science building and

plan for operation of the teaching

hospital, now under construction.

Wood said the budget request for

the next fiscal year "has been

designed to provide a year of

sustained management im-

provement and a program review.

It gives top priority to achieving

more efficiency in our operations

and increasing the effectiveness of

our educational programs."
The President said he planned to

focus intensive budget study on a

number of areas, including:

-The academic services com-

ponent of the budget, including the

costs of teaching, research, and
public service.

-Financial aid policies of the

University.

-Coordination of library
acquisitions.

-Development of the Worcester
teaching hospital, to insure its

leadership in health delivery as in

medical education.

-The availability of non-state
sources of funding for University
activities.

-The most effective pattern for

use of computer facilities by the

entire University.

-Administrative staffing on the
three campuses.
Wood noted that the University,

like, all other areas of the

economy, is experiencing
"significant price increases," and
said the non-personnel accounts in

the new budget request reflect

estimates of future increases.

No funds are included, however,
to reflect anticipated cost-of-living

increases to University personnel.

FOR SALE

Stereo buffs! If you want stereo

equipment matched for you and sold at

whoie*ale price*, call Dick 2S3-27M after *.

— All HrandV
tf 11/31

Cnarlemont. Matt. — home of five

Weinaaraner puppies Top pedigree. A.K.-

('.. cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or

quiet enjoyment. I-4IJ-J3S-**8S.

tf 10/19

19*5 International Travel*!!, new
brakes, clutch, good rubber. 4 on floor.

Must be seen. Call David 54*1528. leave

mesaage. price b 155*!

tflb-lt

Couch — $25. good condition; Women's 3

speed It" Columbia Bicycle 2 yrs old $25;

blow hair dryer IS. Call S49-4C47 after •
p.m.

tfIt-It

197* Ford Cortina, low mileage, air

gauges. Am-FM. radial*, lach. IN h.p..

fits*, way under book value, wood insir

panel, clock. 4t7 Pvffton. S4t-tS2S.

Iflt-ll

Kaleigh 3 speed girls.

25.1-74S2 after 7 p.m.

green IC5. Call

tflt-t

(•uinra pigs — angoras (Peruvian) and
regular short hairs. Call after • p.m., 533-

2*4*.

MM
For sale — IMS MGB. good condition,

many new parts and extras, tttt.tt or best

offer, (all S4»I3M7.

lflt-12

Scuba Dacor DB1. hose. Scubair SGL
I SI) 72 * Iwn. St tanks, speargun *

fins, also car cassette player * alum, *"

folding cot. 2S«-o4HI.

Iflt-ll

( .ood food*, better wine*, best beers — s-
II daily. Montague Mini-Mart. Montague
Center.

tflt-IS

2 man pup tent. Coleman, perfect con-

dition. $«i.oa or best offer. Also stereo It-

track tapes, like new. S3.5t. Call S4«-t74S.

tflt-lt

FM stereo tape deck phis speakers. 3

mos. old. worth lltt. will sell for $nt or

best offer. Call Rob. S4«-t745. leave

message.
tflt-l*

Benelli *5* Tornado, an excellent street

and sport bike, in very fine shape, asking

$tUO. Call John. 54*-6i:».

tflt-lt

Zeiss Ikon camera ! -73mm. I7t. Rieker

ski boots, men's site 9. plastic. $20. 3 new
tirrv 7.7.VI3 ". Si* each; Swiss Calendar

Watch. Bob. MMM*.
tflt-lt

Hammond Model B with Leslie lone
< j bind best offer, (all Paul. 2S3-72W.

tf 10-11

Hit It's Paul your friendh furniturt

dealer speaking to you. We still have

most of Ihe costumes left; also a large

supplt of treadle sewing machines
plus our usual unusual collection of

furniture and junque. 4fi Main St. in the

\lle\ Kemeniber Paul's Old Time
furniture is I mi per rent student

n« nrH. 2.Yi-:i.»i I

.

If 10-11

EMS. camping equip., back pack,
down sleeping bag & two man lent with
tlw.r list $.»;o. onl\ MM, I sed once (all
IMMBjgJ between VM p.m

(fill- 1.'

ITS \CI.\SSK ' I9K.*) green Ml ST\M..

I c\l Mfj trans., new parts! dreat
power' llurr\ call l-.Mi»-ltil'i in Conwax

tflli-9

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

1959-Ct Alfa Romero GT Sprint, hardtop,

runs like a dream. Classic, used for

dependable daily transportation, $750
firm. Call 6-7433.

tflt-12

1971 Fiat 8S0 h.t. racer. 2t.ttt mi., new
tires, AM-FM. exc. cond., must sell by
Nov., best offer (retail over SI8M). Call

Jim (413) 783-28t7.

tflt-9

1965 Plymouth Barracuda, exc. body and
engine cond., V-8, new shock*, good tires,

must be seen. $325. Call Al. S4C-7MI.

tflt-l 1

I9K Chevy Impala. 8 cyl. auto., very
dependable. 5H4-56K5 after S p.m.

tflt-t

Cream Puff. $200 firm. 1963 Pontine,
economical engine, recently rebuilt; will

soon need brakes. Come and see at 24

(owls Rd.

tflt-9

I9R6 VW Bus - New brakes, new Urea, rebuilt
engine, inspected, body in good shape. $350
Call or see Cindy. SI I Grayson. 544-6*11 9.

tflt-lt

1970 VW. only 270*0 mile*, excellent
running condition, snow tires. $ltSt. will
dicker, call Paul 5454431 day. 253-5215
evenings.

tflt-t

1964 Pontiac ambulance. 35.000 original
miles, make good cajwper. Reasonable
price. 6*5-3344.

tflt-12

Porsches. 35*. I too SSC. $4tt up; Chev.,

I9M station wagon, new trans. * ball

joints. Saab 9CS radlals. 323-7327. trades.

tflt-l I

197* t pass. Kingswood Estate wagon,
37,ttt) ml., auto, trans., power steering,

power brakes, roof rack, mileage good,

great family ear. Paul. 253-7*4*.

tflt-12

I9*t MGB, blown engine, but 4 new 14-

inch tires and wire wheel*. Call Mark. MS-
439*. best offer.

lflt-12

19** Volvo station wagon. I4SS.

stick. AM-FM. snows, very good cond.. 25

m.p.g. Can be seen days on campus. About
$1250 firm. 3*7-2X2*.

tflt-lt

19** landrover. needs new third gear,

all new valves, top etc.. $ttt now or $120*

when fixed Possible trade for VW. Call

4i:t-2SH-7ltt2.

tflt-lt

197* Dodge Superbee. 3S3 magnum,
auto., p.».. p.b. . mags, stereo, a real steal,

must be seen: also waterbed. $25 Call 323-

77t* anytime.

tflt-l*

19*2 Corvair. new battery, brakes. 4

good tires and 2 snows and rims, needs
distributor, best offer. 54A-C374.

tflt-lt

19*7 Rambler Rebel. 53.ton mi., new
brakes, cooling, tune-up. parts, a.t..

$ I54I.INI. MMM or 545-1388.

tflO-15

19*5 Ford. -•*'» V n. | speed standard, new
front brakes and exhaust, some rust, but in

kimmI cond.. asking $250. Call John. 549-

itat,

IflO-IO

ENTERTAINMENT

MtMlhc l)Jsa\s.tr> me. \ou II like me.
I'owiilul P\ and inoo's of records. Ring
mi- .it nTHbH for more information.

itflt-8'

PERSONAL
Gay commune has farm, now peopling.

living and loving together. P.O. Box 723,

Amherst, Ma.
tflt/1

Garage wanted — l.ockable • within It

miles of campus. Call Jack S4t-o4*8, leave
message.

tflt-lt

Student Activities Poiky Council
needs involved people. Submit resume
at the Student Senate office . 420 SI by
io/io. Any questions, call David
Booker. 5-0341.

tflt-lt

Men! Women! Job* on ships! No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide Travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for In-

formation. Seafax. Dent. M-17. P.O.
Box 2*49. Port Angeles. Washington
9*3*2.

tflt-17

Gay Commune has farm —
peopling, living and loving together. Box
723. Amherst. Mass. 010*2. .^.

tfll-U

Whoever found my yellow notebook —
Mythology 22S — please call 6-4*73.

reward.
tflt-l

1

GoranHe* —
I may be thin

I may be tell

My hair may be long or nut long at all.

I may be seen each day ha rain or
sunlight.

But my phantom writing* occur only
at night.

You ask who is it with an identity so
obscure?
I may live far away . .

.

Or maybe nest door

tflt-t

LOST

Lost on it-2 near WOPE. 1 pr. black mil

rimmed eyeglasses Return to Noella

Corriveou. 314 Butterfieid. 545-2418

tflt-t

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1971 Yamaha Zttcc. exc. cond.. $350 or

best offer. Call Vivien at 546-528* evenings.

tflt-l I

INSTRUCTION

Energy crisis — I cr. mini-course, no
pre-req.. physics 19* C. M-W-F. 11:15, Oct.
in to Nov. 9. Call Prof. Hoffman. 545-**33
for details.

If It- 10

FREE APARTMENT

Free furnished room in beautiful
location in return for sharing light

housekeeping & child sitting, (all ( ath>
\riams at 5I9-AI2I or 545-0519.

tfl0-9

RIDE WANTED

Hide to Itelchertnwn State School or It-

town from I .Mass. Weds. & Fri. Must be
there h\ I p.m.. will pax . (all (iinnx . 519-

1192 e\enings

tflO-9

SERVICES

Typing — Reliable, reasonable,
manuscripts, term papers, theses,
disserts. IBM Select rlc typewriter. Mary
LOU 253-7352.

tflt-lt

Bike problems? Will do most bicycle

repairs on campus, inexpensive. Call Tom
after 5. 584-4*85.

tflt-9

Guaranteed rebuilt Volkswagen engines.

G * R. VW Rebuilding Shop, 1-232-7*31.

tflt-2*

Need a typist? Term papers, theses,

dissertations, books — any kind of

typing done in my home. Experienced
typist with IBM Selectrir typewriter.
Reasonable rates. Fast service. Call
584-1743.

tflt-12

Free lance mech.. will do light
automotive work for $3. to an hr & parts.
544V5I8S. ask for Larry.

tflt-l 1

Astrologer does birth charts ( horoscope

)

with complete accuracy, interrelation a
counseling. Call Jeffrey. 2S3-5386, keep
trying.

tflt-lt

Any and all types of sewing
Leah at 665-3439.

. Call

tflt-12

WANTED

We buy goad conditioned used records
fur The Record. 2S4V4I34 la Faces of Earth.

tflt-12

Bus driver trainees, must be student,
have class 2 permit. Call 5-005*. 5-2*8* or
apply at Bus Garage. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

fftsul
Needed — lead guitar and drummer

must have Instrument and trans. Paid
rehearsal time (all Mike between 3 and S.MB

tflt-12

Dehumldifier. freeter; also need
volleyball set for Oct. 13. win rent or buy.
For sale— humidifier. $5. Bob or Susanne.

tflt-lt

Wanted — used Boor loom or large table
loom, must be at least a four harness.
Phone 533-94** anytime.

tflt-lt

Sm. house to rent — Conway. Coirain
vicinity, two bdrm. pref. 323-*C2H after S.

Ul*-ll

Teachers needed overseas. All

subjects, all levels, travel paid. No
language requirement, not restricted

to Ed. Majors. Information on where
to apply in over 40 countries. Send $2 to

Overseas Teaching. P.O. Box 524-V.

Centralis. Wa. 9*531.

tflt-li

Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity
kitchen at meal times in exchange for Free
board.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted to share apt. in

Sunderland. Own room. $75 per mo., incl.

utilities, on bus line, (all Nancy. SaM. or
Kim. 6*5-4176.

tflt-l I

Part & full day office work available

immediately, experience necessary.

Sandy's Secretarial Service. 584-1000.

tflt-lt

SPEEDTYPIST
In Ware, at Collegian printer:

8:30 p.m. -4:00 a.m.

ask for Charlotte.

Piano accompiantet needed for ballet
classes in Gfld.. approx times 4-7:31,

MWF. Call collect after 8 p.m. 773-5179,

Mrs. Louis Gexler.

tflt-lt

Cashiers, concession, doorman, asst
man. Part-time: Eve* or wknds. 3
days/wk. Call 533-339* or apply in person.
Victory Theatre. Hoi.

tflt-lt

Student experienced in tech. Inking and
or drafting on a reg. hourly part-time
basis. Phone 5-2548 or 5-2t*8.

tflt-t

Wanted — person to nebs clean frater-
nity kitchen at meal time* in exchange far
free board.

tflt-lt

34 girls need 2 kitchenboys to work one
hr. much shift * one br sapper shift. 2
meals given free. Applicants call 545-0527
evenings.

tflt-U

Artists— we need a few good illustrators

to work on an animated movie. If in-

terested call Alan at 253-7*5*. Leave name
and no.

tflt-U

Secretary for Commuter Assembly. IS
hrs work. Apply Commuter Lounge, M-W-
F. II :3*-5. T-Th.MM Must be undergrad
commuter.

tflt-U

Plata people , delivery people, counter
help. Apply in person or call the Hungry U.

tflt-IS

Help wanted — reliable m
Tnuradays. 11:45-5:45 p.m..
2S4-*58* evenings.

'si

nay- Call

tflt-lt

FOR RENT
4 bedroom

cupancy sow
Northampton

within 7 ml. Need ee-

. Call Skibiski. Realtors.
584 342*

tflt-12

For rent — S room apt. in the country

Please caU 323-487*. keep trying.

tflt-t

Horses boarded. 1* minutes to campus.

Box stalls, field jumping, excellent trails.

253-7373.

tflt-27

Garage spdee. central Amherst. Safe

and Inexpensive. D. H. Jones 54t-37*t.

tflt/lt

Large fur. room with <

2 bath in private
home. $60 per mo. Want one able to babysit
for I child. I hr. 3 nights a week. 234VS94S

after 3 p.m.
tflt-U

Motorhome for rent by the week or day,
completely self-contained, sleeps eight.

Call 772-4383.

tflt-IS

I bdrm. apt.. Sunderland on bus line,

$15* per mo. rent, includes utilities. Call
665-4189 or 665-3958 * ask about apt. no
124.

tflt-U

Huge 8-room apt., 20 minutes from
campus, heat and utilities included. $250.

negotiable, (all 538-7897 after 6 and
weekends.

tflt-U

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
i There will be a meeting for all

potential new members today at 2:30,

p-nd Thrrsday at 4, in rms. 168-170

t.C.

ADVOCATES MEETING
;

Tonight in 169 C.C.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Meeting tonight, 7:30 in Chapter

jRm. Please attend.

BEEN RIPPED OFF?
Then sue in Small Claims Court.

Ipor info contact the WMPI RG Office,

*Rm. 413A, S.U.B. 545 0712.

BOWLING TEAM ROLLOFF
Tomorrow and Mon. at 6:30 p.m. in

;Boyden Lanes. Must attend both

ijnights. Contact Dave Dimmick 546-

17002.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Everyone is welcome at our

^meetings. Tonight at 6:45 in C.C. 804.

Members share practical ways of

using the truth to solve everyday

problems.
> ESPECIALLY FOR MOVERS

No. 2 is on the move. Watch for

details.

FRENCH MAJORS
Meeting tonight, 7:30, 3rd floor,

Lounge, Herter. Please attend!

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting at 6:30, Mem. Hall. All

members must attend. Meeting for

pledges tonight at 7:30 same place.

All pledges must attend.

Women Voters

Sponsor Meeting
The Amherst League of Women

Voters is sponsoring a Warrant
Meeting tomorrow night at 7:30 in

the Junior High School auditorium.
The Warrant meeting is designed
primarily as a service to Town
Meeting Members, but is open to

the public and provides an ex-

cellent opportunity for citizens to

become informed on the issues that

come up at Town Meeting the
following week.
The Warrant Meeting allots a

brief period of time to individual

sponsors of Warrant articles, and
to Town Officials to explain the
articles which will be debated and
voted on October 15th by Town
Meeting members. It is not a
forum of debate, but rather an
opportunity to ask questions and
become informed on the various
articles.

HARVEST OF SHARE
A film on field conditions in the

Salinas Valley. Sponsored by the
Juan de La Cruz boycott committee,
subcommittee of the Committee on
Poverty. All students welcome
tonight at 8, 162 C.C. and 10, Brett
House Lounge.

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED
What you can do for our only

world? The earth needs you and so do
we. Find out what you can do tonight
at 7 in 426D. S.U.B. CEQ needs help.
HELP! CAMERA NEEDED
Super 8 camera with rewind crank

for dissolves needed for one day.
Please call Carol 256 0597.

HEYMAKERS
Square Dance lessons 8-10, C.C.

1 13. Let's get all old members back to
support our BIG Class.

MKTG. CLUB SPEAKER
The MKTG. Club presents Mr.

Mike Sullivan from Norton Co. in

Worcester. He will speak tonight at 8,

Rm. 165, C.C. All interested people

welcome.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Photos needed depicting some

aspect of Western Mass. realistic or
abstract for exhibition Nov. For info

contact Michael or Marty at Crafts

Workshop SUB. 665 4926.

PRE VET CLUB
Meeting tomorrow in Rm. 162-175

C.C. on Vet Schools in Mass.

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

(54)5-2671

TONITE

Some

Best

Friends

at the

. Rusty
Nail
Inn

Rtc. 17. Suniiprlami

665-4937

SBA SOPHOMORES
Meeting of All SBA sophomores

with the Dean's Office to discuss
academic regulations and pre
registration procedures for Spring
Semester on Thurs. at 7 p.m. in

Mahar Aud.

SIMS
Meditators to get on the current

mailing list, visit our office in the

SUB. or call 545-1540.

SPECTRUM MEETING
Ho, staff; quaff a few at the wall

and discuss mag. format. Last one
there buys. This afternoon at 5.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUN-
DATION
Maintenance (fund-raising) Task

Force meeting at 1:30 in 319 Hamp-
shire House.

WMPIRG
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Duke's

Rm., S.U.B. All inteeested students

and faculty please attend!

FOUND
Lisa Fidlin, I found your glasses.

Sue, B19 Emerson.

LOST
Handmade pocketbook outside

S.U.B. Please call 1-967-4296 or leave

it at lost and fund office. No questions

asked.

LOST Roadstop near Rte. 63 in Montague. I

Please I lost my black shawl at miss it . Maureen 253 9033. Let ring.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM*

A former major league star tells us he has
made a sludy of Scorpio personalities in

sport He is Wes Parker, in his heyday
known as the "man with the golden glove."
Parker was a headliner with the Dodgers
He says, "Scorpio wins the game that

counts These persons psyche' themselves
Whether or not you believe in astrology.

lain my word that Scorpio saves up for

when the pressure is on. Scorpio wins the
big games ".

+ + -*-

ARIES i March 21-April 19) Be discreet.

Feeling of confinement is but temporary.
Telling all you know might create a sen-

sation but accomplish little that is con-

structive Act accordingly Leo, Aquarius.

Scorpio persons are in picture.

TAl'RIS (April 20-May 20) : You get your

wish in connection with change, affection

and recognition But what you really need is

a more solid base of operations That takes

more time, more questions and additional

answers Perceive and analyze.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Someone is

working in your behalf in meaningful way
Know it and apply yourself Means don't

stop short of goal There is room for you in

more elevated position Taurus. Libra

persons may be involved. Accent ambition,

aspirations.

CANCER) June 21-July 22): If you

demand too much, too quickly, you make
mistake Key now is long range view. See

potential Get thoughts, ideas and concepts

committed to writing Protect yourself

Obtain valid legal counsel Don't sell

yourself short Patience now is a definite

virtue.

I.EO i July 23-August 22): Give more
attention to recreation, exercise. Check

circulation Get proper supervision for

purpose of muscle toning Don't neglect

basics. Moderation, balance now are more
important than usual Message will become

increasingly clear

VIKCJO <Aug 23 Sept 22): Wraps are

removed -see persons as they are and face

situations as they exist. Finish rather than

begin-reach beyond apparent limitation.

Potential is great but you require additional

time, information.

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct22): Bring forth

creative urge-stick to individual style.

Highlight originality. You make new
contact which aids in work, self-

understanding Leo could play significant

role You reach understanding with person
who makes many requests.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Study Libra

message Give and you also will receive.

Means by imprinting style, you gain

recognition. Don't hold back Your integrity

is appreciated This may not be im-

mediately apparent, but it will be proved.

SAOITTAKUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21): Some
issues are settled, not completely as ex-

pected Grant greater freedom to family

member. By so doing, you exhibit

emotional growth. Gemini could play key
role. Emphasis is on brighter atmosphere
at home.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Relatives

and neighbors take up more time than

usual Be versatile, maintain balance and
humor Aquarius, Leo and Scorpio persons

might figure prominently. Don't try to be

all things to all persons Be you!

AQl'ARIL'S (Jan 20-Feb. 18): You find

that writings, ideas, concepts are worth
more than lip service, you gain, get

reward, receive fee Member of opposite

sex could be in picture. Be analytical Find
out what it is you want most to do.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): You get

attention and results. You gain allies and
also family support. Much that had been
denied can now become available Know it

and proceed with confidence. Strike in-

dependent stance. Lead rather than follow.

IF TODAY IS YOl'R BIRTHDAY you are
battler for justice and would be happy in

practice of law or in field where you have an
audience. There is "too much" of you to be
confinEd You need plenty of room. Family
problem is resolved in December. Aries

persons are attracted to you

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Male sheep
4 High cards
8 Actual

12 Anglo Saxon
money

13 Walking stick

14 Great Lake
15 Poetic word
16 Produces
18 Dervish

20 Mental image
21 Man's

nickname
22 One. no matter

which
23 Coin

27 Young boy

29 Cravat

30 Wander
31 Symbol for

silver

32 Small rug

33 Distress

signal

34 Title of respect
(abbr.)

35 Commemorative
disk

37 Carpenter's
tool

38 Sign of zodiac

39 Paradise

40 Secret agent

41 Cooled lava

42 River in Asia

44 Conceals

47 Fruit

51 Expire

52 Century plant

53 Short jacket

54 Period of time

55 Young salmon

56 Communists
57 Soak

4 Genus of
maples

5 Container
6 Motor
7 Worn with

wear

8 Edits

9 Before

10 Ventilate

11 French plural

article

17 Compass point

19 Cyprinoid fish

22 River island

24 Teutonic deity

25 Title

26 Apprentice

27 Crippled

28 Matured

29 Hindu cymbals

30 Seed

32 One in charge

33 Declare

36 Prefix: down

37 Fairy

38 Climbing
device

40 More certain

41 Three -toed

sloth

43 Pronoun

44 Chickens
45 Ireland

46 Chair

47 Hit lightly

48 A state

(abbr.)

49 Conjunction

50 Bow

r

DOWN

1 Top of house

2 Region

3 Designated DUtr. by United Feature SyndfcaU,

•* '
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SPORTS
Kditors Note: Above is the new Minuteman logo which will be used

for the Collegian's Sportshead. It was designed by Springfield Union
artist James Trelease.

A's-Orioles Rained

Out, Resume Today
OAKLAND (AP) - Monday's

third game of the American
League playoffs between the
Baltimore Orioles and Oakland
Athletics was postponed by rain

and rescheduled for Tuesday at

3:30 p.m., EDT.
Joe Cronin, president of the

American League, officially called

the game at 3:08 p.m., EDT, citing

the wet gounds caused by a steady
rain which had been falling since

early morning.
It forced all remaining games in

the best-of-five series to be pushed
back one day. The Orioles,
champions of the East Division,

won the first game of the series 6-0

and the A's, winners in the West,
took the second game 6-3. Both
were played in Baltimore. The
remaining games will be played in

Oakland.

A pair of left-handers, Mike
Cuellar of Baltimore and Ken
Holtzman of Oakland, were
scheduled to pitch the third game.
They are expected to keep their

assignments and start Tuesday.
The postponement also will give

As pitcher Vida Blue, knocked out
of the playoff opener in the first

inning, a full three days rest before
pitching the fourth game.

Orioles' Manager Earl Weaver
had indicated earlier he would
save his ace. first-game winner
Jim Palmer, for a possible fifth

game and would go with Doyle
Alexander in game No. 4.

But with the rainout. Weaver
said he would drop Alexander out
of the rotation and start Palmer in

Wednesday's scheduled fourth
game

"We want to play.'" As slugger
Reggie Jackson said before the

postponement 'I don't want to see
Palmer get that extra day of rest

He'll have me waving at the ball

again ."

Oakland Coliseum's natural turf

was extremely soggy It rained

most of Sunday and resumed early

Monday morning
'Our weather report says it

should rain until 5 p.m .. PDT. and
the field is unplayable now."
Cronin said in announcing the

postponement

There was no pregame batting or

holding practice. A handful of

players ran around the edge of the

outfield and threw on the sidelines

before the postponement and a

handful continued limbering up
even after the game was called

As Manager Dick Williams had

made one change in the lineup
posted before game time Monday,
replacing center fielder Angel
Mangual with Billy Conigliaro.

Mangual started the two games in

Baltimore and had one hit in eight
at-bats and collided with shortstop
Bert Campaneris Sunday, causing
a pop fly to fall for a double.

Notices
BASKETBALL-There will be a
meeting for all basketball can-
didates on October 12 (Friday) at

4.00 p.m. in Boyden 249.

BOWLING-The rolloff for the
UMass Intercollegiate Bowling
Team will be held on Wednesday,
October 10, and Monday October
15. Attendance both nights is

required. The rolloffs will begin at

6:30 at the Boyden lanes. For
further info, and to sign up contact
Dave Dimmick in 523 Grayson or
call 546-7002.

AP Photo

Mets' manager Yogi Berra (center) has plenty of reason to smile as the Mets lead the Reds two
games to one in the NL championship series. Tom Seaver ( left) ran into late inning home-run trouble on
Saturday to take a 2-1 defeat but Jon Matlack ( right) came back on Sunday to pitch a two-hitter against
the Reds.

Mets Go One Up With 9-2 Win
Bv HAL BOCK

NEW YORK (AP) - Rusty Staub

smashed a pair of home runs and
the New York Mets whacked
Cincinnati 9-2 Monday in a brawl-

filled and chaotic third game Of
baseball's 1973 National League
playoffs.

The victory gave the Mets a 2-1

edge in the best-of-five series and
left New York needing one more
victory to earn a World Series

berth.

The game was interrupted by a

wild brawl at second base in the

fifth inning and the Reds were
called off the field by Reds
Manager Sparky Anderson when
the capacity Shea Stadium crowd
pelted left fielder Pete Rose with

debris.

Scoreboard
PRO

New England 24. Baltimore 16
Green Bay 16. NY Giants 14
Miami 33, NY Jets 3
Cleveland 17, Cincinnati 10

Kansas City 16. Denver 14

Pittsburgh 38. San Diego 21
New Orleans 21. Chicago 16

Minnesota 23. Detroit 9

San Francisco 13. Atlanta 9
Los Angeles 31. Houston 26
Oakland 17. St. Louis 10

Buffalo 27. Philadelphia 26

COLLEGE
Boston College 44. Navy 7
Harvard 16. Boston University
Holy Cross lb. Dartmouth
Connecticut 7. New Hampshire 3

Maine 20, Rhode Island 7

Ohio State 27. Washington State 3
Nebraska 48. Minnesota 7

Southern California 21. Oregon State 7

Notre Dame 14. Michigan State 10

Alabama 28. Georgia 14

Michigan 24. Oregon
Penn State 19. Air Force 9

UMass Sportsweek
Wednesday. Oct. 10

Women's Volleyball vs. Westfield State

Thursday. Oct.
Women's Tennis vs. Westfield State

11

HOME

Away

6:30

3:30

Friday. Oct. 13

Football vs. Boston University Away 1:30
Soccer vs. Boston University Away 10:30
Cross Country vs. Connecticut HOME 11:00
JV Soccer vs. Amherst HOME 10:30
JV Cross Country vs. Connecticut HOME 11:00

iy
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Manager Yogi Berra led a
quartet of Met players-Staub, Tom
Seaver, Cleon Jones and Willie
Mays-down the left field line,

pleading with fans to allow the
game to continue as NL President
Chub Feeney and Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn hud-
dled with the umpires.
The brawl erupted when Rose

was forced at second base on an
inning-ending double play. Rose,
who was brushed back by Mets
pitcher Jerry Koosman before
singling, slid in hard at Mets
shortstop Bud Harrelson in an
attempt to break up the
doubleplay.

The two players exchanged
words and then shoves, causing
both dugouts and bullpens to

empty.
Mets third baseman Wayne

Garrett was the first player to

reach Harrelson and Rose, but the
other Mets and Reds got there
quickly, turning the middle of the
infield into a tangle of pushing and
tugging ballplayers.

New York relief pitcher Buzz
Capra and Cincinnati's Pedro
Borbon were in the middle of one
bout, and after the battle ended,
Borbon found himself wearing a
Mets cap. He ripped it from his

head, bit into it, tearing out a piece,

and threw it to the ground angrily.

In the bottom half of the inning,

after the first two Mets were
retired, debris began falling on
Rose in left field and the players in

the Reds bullpen. That was when
Anderson ordered his players from
the field and they even evacuated
the bench, retreating to the
clubhouse, while Berra and the
Mets players tried to restore order.

It seemed for a while that the
game might be in danger of forfeit-

something that has never hap-
pened in either playoff or World
Series history. But the Mets' pleas
finally calmed the crowd and play
resumed.
The excitement overshadowed a

lusty Met attack, spearheaded by
Staub, that ran up an early and
decisive edge in this game.

Water Polo

Makes Opening

Splash Today
The UMass Water Polo Club will

open its Fall Season with a big
splash this afternoon as they open
the defense of their New England
Division II Championship against
New Hampshire. Game time is

5:30. Spectators and anyone in-

terested in joining the club are
welcome to come to the game.

Gentlemen,

start

our
engines.

Test drive our 1973 Porsches.

JONES
PORSCHE AUDI INC.

721 WORTHINGTON STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01101

TELEPHONE 413-781-1820
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Booters Lack Punch, Tie 1-1

Staff Photo/Mike Shot

THE TWO BIG PL AYS-J.J. Jennings is stopped at the 8"line by

Mike McNiff with 15 seconds left on the clock (above) and (below)

the ball bounces on the six yard line after a bad snap. The Scarlet

Knights, penalized five yards for illegal procedure, then failed to

complete a loftpass at the final gun.

By STEVE DeCOSTA
The UMass soccer team

dominated WPI in every category
except the final score and had to

settle for a 1-1 tie in action

Saturday at Worcester.
The Minutemen looked almost

invincible as they controlled play
all over the small WPI home field.

The only area the booters failed to

dominate was that small (and, oh,

how small it looked on Saturday)
area under the net behind the WPI
goal line.

The UMass attack came up with
2K shots on goal, (compared with
only 9 for WPI ) but most of them
were taken from poor percentage
angles without a thought of giving
the ball up to teammate who would
have had a better opening.
WPI opened the scoring at the

27:37 mark of the first half with an
unassisted score, by wing Alan
King. The shot was a scorcher
from about 35 feet away that

eluded the grasp of UMass goalie

Carl Vercollone to settle into the

upper far corner to give WPI the

edge at 1-0.

The Minutemen came back to

knot the count only ten minutes
later on a goal by Tom Coburn.
Coburn got the credit, but it was
Bill Belcher who did most of the

work. From his wing slot. Belcher
let loose a drive on WPI goaltender
Mark Frodyma, collected his own
rebound, and flipped a short cross

pass to Coburn in front of the net

and Tom popped it home.
From then on, the game settled

into a defensive battle, with the

UMass defenders performing
superbly.

The individual standout on
defense was Curt Syer. The UMass
co-captain was given the unen-
viable task of guarding Alan King,
who turned out to be WPI's only
offensive threat. After scoring the

WPI goal, King was completely
smothered by the Minutemen
tullback and he failed to mount
another serious scoring threat.

Helping out Syer on defense were
(iary McKenna and Dan Ouellette.

At sweeper back, Ouellette was
particularly impressive, heading
out several corner kicks and
shutting off any WPI spurts with
long clearing kicks.

A good defense was the best

offense for the UMass squad, as
time and time again the
Minutemen attack was initiated

from the back line. Clearing passes
were short, crisp, and on target to

the halfbacks who controlled the

midfield area like they owned it.

The starting unit of Mark Tyma,
Jim Vollinger, and Mike Nugent,
with reserve help from Al Long,

dominated paay in the center of the

small, crowded field and suc-

cessfully made the transitions

from defense to attack.

It was on the front line that the
UMass attack faltered. Controlling

the ball from their own end of the

field, the Minutemen breezed
through the entire WPI defense
until they got within striking range
of the net. From there the offense

sputtered, and the coordinated
passing game ground to a halt.

Tom Coburn was perhaps the
biggest disappointment, often
loosing the ball while trying to
dribble instead of giving the ball up
to a wide-open teammate.
The opportunities to score were

plentiful. Coburn miskicked on a
breakaway at the 21:10 mark and
only twenty seconds later Ken
Banda overshot the net with a
wicked blast from right wing.
The booters last gasp came at

34:15. Tony King, who played well

at attack, brought the ball down on
a three on two break. Instead of
passing to one of the wings cutting

toward the goal. King elected to
shoot The goalie, not expecting the
shot stood helpless to watch and
then grabbed the rebound as the
ball carommed off the crossbar.

What better way to end a
disappointing day?

Class Without Arrogance;

A Happening At Rutgers
By FRED WEISS

There was a party atmosphere in the concrete mixed with Ivy and

trees stadium at Rutgers. People came to honor their undefeated Scarlet

Knights in their "Homecoming Game". Everything about the day was
somewhat magical, the crowd was enthusiastic but not obnoxious; the

sun was shining, and the humidity was perfect. The Rutgers fans were

looking for their third straight victory going into an undefeated seaon.

The only thing that went wrong for the hometown was that the third

victory never came. The Minutemen from UMass broke up the party,

with a 25-22 win, that I would be tempted to call exciting.

Yet exciting would not do it justice. A close horse race is exciting; the

same for a championship game that was close til the end. This game was
more than just exciting. There was no championship at stake; no big

bets. Most radio stations didn't even feature the score. But to those who
watched the game there was a mixture of character and human intensity

that is rarely seen in a sports event. There was an aura of nobility; of a

classic confrontation with purpose. The fans seemed to pick this up; and

while the mood was partisan the viewpoint was open enough to appreciate

the noble and classic performances by key players on both sides.

There were key plays, bad breaks, exchanged leads, fumbles, in-

terceptions, touchdown passes, explosive runs. Anything that anyone

could ever hope to see in a game was on display in this contest. To name a

key play, set of downs, or one call by the officials would be futile. Rather,

it would be more realistic to taste the flavor of the entire day by "feeling"

the last set of plays of the game, with the Minutemen leading 25-

23. .Rutgers had the ball.

With 25 seconds left in the game and Rutgers behind by three points,

both teams settled down at the UMass ten yard line for what everyone

knew would be one of the last battles in the trenches of the day. This was

the day...either team could win. Rutgers back J.J. Jennings would be

running...everyone knew that...

Jennings gets the ball. ..rips through the line.T.D.? No. Next play.

Jennings runs ...stopped on the goal line. Six seconds left...Jennings is

getting ready to run the ball. ..the fans are screaming... they smell vic-

tory. Both teams break huddle. ..this is it. There will be no time left for the

field goal... Rutgers is not going for the tie. Jennings gets ready to go. ..he

will carry the ball...there is no doubt about that. The teams line up; there

is MOVEMENT BEFORE THE SNAP. The Rutgers line that held all day,

opening up hopes for J.J. cracked, illegal procedure. Ball goes back to

the six. Will J.J. run? The fans scream out their sentiments. ..the stadium

vibrates with feelings...NOT just noises...FEELINGS. There will be no

field goal try. ..no stalemate...one of the teams out in the trenches will

leave a winner. The play starts. ..it's a pass play the pass play

misses. ..the Minutemen win. ..the Minutemen jump with enthusiasm and

uninhibited jov. The Knights leave the field subdued, as losers.

And the fans also left the field subdued. Not angry. ..but subdued.

Pensive about defeat, but still not sad. When you see a work of art; when

vou see how people act and react in a replica of real life crisis...a per-

fection of life...you need not feel bitter. For both the players and the fans

and the coaches it was a "happening" with class without arrogance.
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Pennington "Runs" Minutemen To Upset
By BILL BALLOU

There were six seconds to play in

the game and Rutgers had the ball

on the UMass seven. The
Minutemen led 25-22 but Rutgers
had a capable field goal kicker,

Andy Tighe, available.

Tighe never even bothered
flexing his toes.

The Scarlet Knights went for the
touchdown, missed it, and UMass
had an upset win.

"It never crossed my mind" said

Rutgers rookie coach Frank Burns
after the game when asked about a
possible field goal. "If we were
outside the 15 then we would have

SaiUj (ftaUtnlan

SPORTS
gone for the field goal, but once we
were inside, that was it. We were
going after the win."
Burns' gutsy call earned him an

admirer in UMass Coach Dick
MacPherson. "Frank Burns did a
great thing for his football team
today," MacPherson said after the
game. "I think he just made their
season. Rutgers is going to be very
difficult to stop after this."

"I hope that I can emulate him,"
he added. "Frank Burns has a lot

of guts."

The final drive of the game,
which saw Rutgers make it all the
way from their own three to the
UMass six inch line, overshadowed
several great individual per-
formances by members of both
teams that helped make this the
most entertaining and well-played
UMass game of the year.
The Minutemen got virtuoso

performances from people who in

recent weeks have been hearing
less than kind words flow in their
direction.

Probably the most surprising bit

of success achieved by UMass
came from their running game. It

improved about 35 times worth
over the four net yard performance
at Harvard, gaining 144 yards.

Much of the improvement can be
attributed to Peil Pennington, who
carried the ball eleven times for 70

yards, including several key gains
on quarterback draws. Pennington
checked off at the line of scrim-
mage on several occasions that

resulted in him taking the ball on a
sneak, bootleg, or draw, and called

probably his best game of the year
over the sixty minute span.

UMass also received greatly

improved play from its interior

line, even with Junior guard Jim
Shea playing in his extended
varsity action. Shea, except for a
weak second quarter when he sat

out about seven minutes, played a
strong, solid game despite his

inexperience.

The line was also bolstered by
the return of David Yushinsky to

tackle. It was expecially effective

in pass blocking.

Perhaps the key to the win,
though, came in the defense's

ability to contain the Rutgers
running game in the second half.

J.J. Jennings ran all over the
field in the first half, racking up 176

yards including two touchdown
runs of 59 and 25 yards. Fullback
Ron Shycko also picked up a
guaranteed five when he took the
ball.

But in the second half Jennings,
who was good for 10 or 15 when he
ran in the first half, suddenly had
to struggle for five yards. Often he
was stacked up for no gain. Shycko
didn't do a thing.

The Scarlet Knights were forced
to pass and went through two
quarterbacks, Steve Havran and
Gary Smolyn, before punter and
third string QB John Piccirillo

found the way to move the club.

Piccirillo led that final brilliant

Rutgers drive to the UMass goal
line and he took advantage of a
hurting UMass secondary to do it.

Two of the three safeties the
Minutemen brought down to New
Jersey were knocked silly earlier

in the game and were of no use to

them. That meant that Mark
Finnerty, a sophomore, and Jim
Talarico, normally a cornerback,
had to fill in. There were break-
downs in the secondary and Pic-

cirillo took advantage of them.
In the end, though, it was

Rutgers' mistakes that allowed
UMass to win it.

Twice in the final twenty minutes

Runners Nipped By
NU In Tri-Meet

aUfl Photo/Mike Shor

THE UMASS RUNNING GAME finally came to life this Saturday as the backs combined for 144 yards
on the ground. Peil Pennington ( 11 ) shown here faking a hand-off to Paul St. Onge ( 35) with Phil Roland
( 32) leading the way, ran for 70 yards himself.

of the game the Knights fumbled
deep in their own territory and
twice UMass took it in to score.
And once, late in the fourth
quarter, Talarico made a spec-
tacular interception at the UMass
five to save what initially had
appeared to be a Rutgers touch-
down.

INCIDENTALLY: Jennings ran
for 230 yards in 30 carries, a
Rutgers school record, but he had
only 54 net yards in the second
half... Fred Kelliher threw one pass
all day and, you guessed it, it was a
TD pass to Tim Berra...Pennington
was just 6-20 passing, but two were
for touchdowns; he also completed
about three that were ruled out of
bounds...

Paul St. Onge appears to be the
fullback UMass needs. He ran
much better than against Harvard
and continues to be an excellent
blocker...Attendance was 11.000...

Paul Segersten ran the course in

26:04 and Larry Scribner of Nor-
theastern finished three seconds
ahead of Paul Doiron of UMass to
finish in tenth place.

The harriers will run the first of
three straight home meets
Saturday when they
necticut.

face

on
Con-

Golfers Win ECAC Regionals

NAME
I.Mike Buckley
2. Randy Thomas
3. Tom Maguire
4. Paul Mascali
5. Joe Crowley
6. Ken Flanders
7 Bill Rowe
8 Bill Gillin

9. Paul Segersten
10. Larry Scribner

TEAM
NU
UM
UM
SJ
NU
NU
NU
UM
UM
NE

TIME
25

26

By RICH SEVIERI
Neither wind, nor rain, nor dark of night could stop

the UMass golf team from winning the ECAC
divisional championship at the Hickory Ridge
Country Club last Friday.

The UMass team fought off the elements to post a
low score of 313 as 37 New England colleges and 175

golfers competed on the rain and wind swept South
Amherst course.

The large number of golfers and slowness of play
due to the weather may have cost Joe Artman, rated

No. 1 on UMass team, the medalist honors.

By the time Artman reached the 17th, the light was
so dim flashlights had to be used to pinpoint the route

from tee to fairway, and fairway to green. Tour-
nament officials illuminated the 18th green with

spotlights so this final group could putt out. Artman
finished bogey, bogey and settled for a 77, second high
score.

Medalist for UMass and in a three way tie for

tournament medalist was senior, Dave Kern of

Shrewsbury, who had a 76. Tied with him at 76 were
Mike Gleason of Dartmouth and Mark Plummer of

Maine.
The win qualified UMass along with second place

UConn for the ECAC Fall Championship tournament
next Saturday at Pleasant Valley Country Club in

Sutton

UConn qualified with a 315 team score. Last year's

regional winner. Central Connecticut placed third at

320 and failed to qualify. Harvard finished fourth at

322

UMass and UConn will compete in team play
against two teams each from qualifying playoffs in

Annapolis, Md.. Bethpage, L.I.. and Syracuse, NY.
Kern and Artman will vie with the qualifiers from

these areas for the medalist honors. Artman and
Kern played as medalists last year but didn't win.

Cutoff score for qualifying medalist Friday was 79.

UMass coach Fan Gaudette felt the consistent play

of the other three team members; Jim Dwane, Frank
Agostino and John Lasek, all shooting 80 was in-

strumental in the Minutemen's triumph.

Gaudette said. 'The fact was all the other teams

17

25

39

44

49

50

51

59

04

21

had one good scorer while the rest of the team would
shoot in the high 80s. Our consistency throughout the
bad conditions carried us through."

By SCOTT HAYES
The UMass Cross Country team

gave it all they had, but Nor-
theastern proved to be too strong
as the Umass runners split a tri-

meet, losing to the Huskies 30-25

and defeating St. John's 24-31.

Mike Buckley, a freshman who
was the New England high school
two-mile champion last year,
captured individual honors in 25: 17

for NU. The UMass squad was
paced by Randy Thomas and Tom
Maguire who finished in 25:25 and
25:39 respectively. Paul Mascali of

St. John's was fourth with a time of
25:44.

The turning point of the meet
was the grouping of the next three
NU runners. Joe Crowley, Ken
Flanders and Bill Rowe finished

with only two seconds separating
them to beat Bill Gillin of UMass
across the finish line. Gillin cap-
tured eighth in 25:59.

Crew Women Win Regatta
By WALT POWERS

Clearly benefiting from their rigorous preseason conditioning, the
UMass Women's crew team pulled to a I-U length victory over BU in
Saturday's opening season regatta. The race, which UMass hosted
started at the Calvin Coolidge bridge, and was the first women's regatta
ever held in this area.

Each of the six crews rowed twice, with the top two finishers in each
preliminary heat facing each other in a four boat final. In that final, the
Minutewomen overcame a slow start to win going away in 3.49. BU was
second in 3.56, followed by Trinity and Wesleyan.

Strong headwinds and a fast, choppy current, forced race officials to
shorten the course from 1000 to 750 meters, and nearly caused can-
cellation of the race.

Stiff PtMte/Joe Martins

UMass golfer Dave Kern chips his way to a tie for
tournament medalist at Hickory Ridge C.C.
Friday.
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#7,500 Collected

Israel Rally Fills S.U.B.

Staff Photo/Dan Smith

The rally's main goal was to raise money for Israel.

By BONNIE COHEN
A capacity crowd jammed the Student Union

Ballroom last night to hear speakers of the Five

College Community in a rally of solidarity in

support of the people of Israel.

Organizers of the rally cited the main goal to

raise money to be sent to Israel through the offices

of the United Jewish Appeal in New York. Besides

donating money, which one unidentified source

estimated at $7500., those in attendance also had

the opportunity to sign up to donate blood to be

sent to Israel through the Red Cross.

Those at the rally also had the chance to

volunteer their services to the state of Israel to fill

civilian positions vacated by Israeli citizens who
went to fight in the war. The same unidentified

source said that close to 40 people had volunteered

in this capacity.

The program began with members of the Hillel,

a Jewish organization on campus, leading some
Israeli songs. Many of those attending the rally

joined in the singing.

The first to speak was Rabbi Aryeh Meir,

director of the Hillel at UMass and one of the

organizers of the rally. He thanked those who
attended the rally and those who helped organize

it. He also noted that the rally was "the first

example of cooperation between the Jewish

community of the Five College area". In speaking

of the "crucial" situation that Israel was in, he

informed the crowd that the present conflict in the

Middle East has already cost the Israelis "over

850 million dollars in just four days of fighting,".

Before introducing the next speaker, the Rabbi led

the crowd in a prayer which was said at the time of

the birth of the state of Israel in 1948.

Representatives of the Christian community in

Amherst also spoke at the rally. Rev. Richard

Koenig of the Immanuel Lutheran Church and
Rev. Tom Linderman spoke of the importance of

Christian backing of the state of Israel. Rev.

Koenig who was in Israel only three weeks ago,

spoke of "the anguish of the Jewish people" and
said that he "feels at one with the people of

Israel".

Other speakers included Noah Hashachar, a

student at UMass, and Dr. Donna Devine, a

member of the political science department at

Smith College. Dr. Devine expanded on the cause

of the recent conflict in the Middle East and felt

that the "crucial decision" to start the fighting

was a result of "pressures within the Arab
military which would not allow the leaders to take

steps towards negotiation".

A visiting professor from the University of Tel

Aviv, Marcelo Dascal spoke of Israel as "fighting

for her own survival" and quoted some Arab
sources as he sought to show the assembled crowd
that the "Arab aggression" was the "latest

euphimism for genocide".

"This is an extraordinarily lonely war for

Israel" began the speech by Dr. Haim Gunner,

which ended in a standing ovation. Dr. Gunner, a

professor of Environmental Science at UMass,
was the last speaker at the rally.

The crowd remained standing following Dr.

Gunner's speech, for the singing of the Hatikfa,

the national anthem of the state of Israel.

The entire program ran smoothly with the

exception of one minor event which did little to

mar the enthusiasm of the crowd. As people were

filing into the Ballroom before the program began,

a heckler was heard shouting, "Victory for

Palestine". This exclaimation was greeted by

calls of "Kill the Bastard" and "Long live Israel"

by supporters of the rally.

Dance Company:
WellWorthTheWait

By CAROL CARDULLO
and MARK CUDDY

At 8:40 p.m. the doors opened and the impatient UMass audience

poured in only to see a man with a mop on stage. No, nothing avante-

garde. Just some last minute preparations for an evening of dance that

was to have started at 8: 00. Because the company was not allowed into

Bowker Aud. until one o'clock Tuesday the dancers did not have time for

a full rehearsel, the lights could not be focused for all the numbers, and
eventually the program had to be cut.

The performance by the Inner City Repertory Dance Company of Los
Angeles was worth attending merely to see the last piece, "Men on the

Chain Gang." Originally the company intended to perform "Rainbow
Round My Shoulder" of which "Men on the Chain Gang" was the second

half. Unfortunately, the audience was deprived of viewing "The Dream"
because of the colossal bungling of the UMass bureaucracy.

"Men on the Chain Gang" was an impressive piece of choreography

done by Donald McKayle. The stirring music told the tale of men suf-

fering through the inhuman and base punishment inflicted on those in a

chain gang, how they got there, where their thoughts turn and what their

fate may be. The men were powerful yet diminished by their cir-

cumstances and touchingly vulnerable.

An especially fine segment was one where a man's mind drifts into

thoughts of a night on the town. He encounters a local floozie and a

sprightly, humorous dance between the two takes place.

His wandering mind then fancies a lovely, romantic pas de deux by

himself and his lover. This section contained some graceful, flowing

movements and appealing unity of form.

In the end, of course, the man is never allowed to fulfill his fantasies

because he is murdered while trying to escape a hellish reality that

becomes too much to cope with.

The program opened with "Migrations", a modern piece set to elec-

tronic music. The dancers were costumed in white with flashes of silver.

They reminded one of tiny time pills or similar commercial entities and

the effect was not diminished by the choreography. At one point, both

music and movement created the distinct impression that one was

viewing the old Maxwell coffee commercial. ( You know, do do do do do do

do.)

A mirror image effect using two female dancers was good, but for the

most part the choreography failed, and the ending was an anticlimax.

"Songs of the Disheartened" included three pieces. "I'm On My Way"
was a jazz dance put to spiritual music. While the choreography was

nothing special, it was well performed. A solo by Regina Bell, "Angelitos

Negros" (sung by Roberta Flack) was the audience favorite. But ar-

tistically, the most successful section was "Shaker Life", a dance with

rock feeling. This was the best group number.

One piece. "Daughters of Eden" was completely cut from the per-

formance. It was truly a shame that we could not have viewed this

number, but we can chalk it up as just one more example of the university

screwing the people it is supposed to exist for.

Photo/Martha Swope

Michele Simmons in Donald McKayle's "Rainbow Round My Shoulder".
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Collins Hits

Wellman Document
By DENNY MATTEAU

The Boston Globe said, "The superstructure of education in
Massachusetts is due for some major changes if Secretary of
Educational Affairs Joseph M. Cronin has his way."
Representative James G. Collins, D-Amherst, said Cronin won't

have his way.

Referring to the proposed reorganization of state education, also
known as the Wellman Document, released last January, and now
before the Legislature, Rep. Collins in an interview yesterday
termed it "A very crude attempt to stop the growth of the
University."

Rep. Collins sits on the state legislature's Education Committee,
which held eight hearings over this past summer in different parts
of the state on the Wellman Document. "We've gotten a lot of public
input," he said, "and I foresee that the Committee will not adopt
most of the proposal."

The three goals of the plan for re-organization, as put forth in the
Wellman Document, are:

"1. Statewide planning and co-ordination of policies at a central
level, combined with decentralized decision-making and service
delivery at regional and campus levels. .

."

"2. Bridging artificial gaps that the present structure en-
courages. .

."

"3. An open process that brings students, consumers, and other
citizens into every level of educational decision-as full participants,
along with professionals and general public."

In more detail, the plan's "fact sheet" claims the state-wide
planning and co-ordination as involving the "evolution of com-
peting and fragmented boards" into an "uncomplicated and or-
derly system that combines rational planning with uniform high
standards."

Further, it says, "In the regions, the towns and the campuses,
decisions will be made in the places best equipped to make them
sensibly and sensitively, rather than by distant boards and
bureaucracies."

The "gaps" which the plan speaks of are explained as those
existing between "public and private education that keep both from
needed cooperation. . between school' and 'college'. . between
'student' and 'citizen'."

The actual implementation of these goals would involve a "three-
level structure":

"1. Two Statewide Board -one for elementary and secondary, the
other for high education -set policies and minimum standards for
the entire Commonwealth. They replace seven existing boards
(which have) statewide responsibilities. They insure rational
planning, economical use of resources and consistent high
quality."

"2. Five New Regional Boards - one for each part of the state -
will set priorities, asssess needs, develop budgets and provide
assistance to the school districts and colleges in their domains "

Since January, there have been some changes in the proposal,
most notably that the new regional boards would be ten in number
rather than five. The overall plan remains.

"3. Individual campuses and local school systems determine
their internal affairs (more than at present in the case of higher
education I control most of their own resources and select skilled
professionals. Each campus will have a new board of visitors to
offer advice and wisdom."

If passed, the proposal would have a major impact on higher
education, critics say. Its only real change in elementarv education
proponents say, would be in the decentralization of the present
state offices. The present School Committees would continue in
control.

"There is a danger that state agencies would have too much
Dower." Rep. Collins told the Collegian, "once they are decen-
tralized. The power is supposed to rest with the local School
Committees, but the situation is not unforseeable where the local
state office might be withholding services because a particular
School Committee doesnt like state policies. I think that has to be
looked at very carefully

."

The stated goal of "bridging the gap between public and private
education" is not clear in its ramifications. The re-organization can
only directly affect public education.and while the private schools
would almost certainly feel some reverberations, they are free to
do pretty much what they please.

Rep. Collins told the Amherst Chamber of Commerce last
February that the plan would "radically alter the method of
governing our state universities" and would "risk the chances of
increased political involvement in education." Yesterday, he said
he still stands by that statement. He explained the "increased
political involvement" would come about because of "the ex-
pansion of the governor's power of appointment. This would have
been one of the biggest political patronage bags in the history of the
state."
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Professional Association

Gains Ground

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By DAVE O'CONNELL
The embryonic Professional Association of UMass

(PAUMA), an association of the professional non-

teaching employees of the University, is currently

emerging through growth and maturation to become
a solid voice in campus affairs. The Association,

which consists of a wide spectrum of professionals

ranging from a glass blower to psychiatrists, is

evolving to a participatory role in UMass evolution.

The need for such an association was first noted in

the "dark ages" of UMass before it gained autonomy
in 1961. Professionals were, at that time, hired and
employed in so-called "in-lieu" positions in which
necessary functions were filled in by the staff with

funds granted by the state for faculty positions. With
autonomy, funds were allocated for various staff

positions exclusive of faculty. Throughout this period,

the professional staff had no "peer redress" and
contracts, regardless of length of employment, were
limited to one year in duration. Twice during this

time, personnel policy recommendations were made
to the Board of Trustees to bring about fair em-
ployment practices. Both were rejected.

These conditions continued throughout the sixties

until 1970 when two employees were summarily
dismissed. The two had wide support among the

faculty, a crisis evolved and the need for a method of

redress was paramount. The Faculty Senate passed a

resolution recommending some form of grievance
committee be formed. The Chancellor appointed a
committee to evolve a definitive personnel policy. A
draft was submitted in the Spring of 1971. During 1971

the Massachusetts Teachers Association began to

take steps to organize a professional staff

association.

Out of this emerged the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst Professional Association
(UMAPA), from which the non MPA Associated
PAUMA evolved. The new Association had, in the
words of Dr. William Venman, career administrator
and counsellor in the Department of Continuing
Education and Chairperson of the Personnel and Ad
Hoc Committee on grievances for the current
PAUMA is "a short, chaotic, but very important
life". He stressed that the campus professionals
finally had "gotten the organizational ball rolling".

He said that organization to get an effective per-
sonnel policy and a voice for all the professionals on
campus was and still is an imperative to avoid
"getting their asses burnt".

Dr. Venman said also that their current
organization indeed had much to do to bring it to its

appropriate level of influence. He pointed out that the
great strides his organization had made in bringing
about its own recognition and budding new role in the
University stand as testimony to PAUMA's potential.
Dr. Venman said that there were still problems to be

i i

worked out. The Executive Board, he said, beyond
the intitial organizing function and the achievement
of a constitution for the new body had been un-

prepared to meet any crisis, notably the parking
problem.

Mr. Randy Dahl, Speaker of the Association,

agreed, saying that the Association's assumption and
recognition as a "governance" unit for the
professional employees was a fine credit to the in-

dustry of its active members, but much remained to

be done in ironing out the rough edges especially in

membership participation and policy.

Mr. Dahl sketched a summary of goals of the
Association which included "selling the organization

to ourselves" as a viable responsive unit, com-
munciation inter and intra-community of factual non-
exaggerated information and an overall maturation
process of PAUMA.

Mr. Paul Meade, member of the Executive Board,
and Moderator, of PAUMA was characterized by Dr.
Venman as one of the more "stable forces" of the
Association. Dr. Meade outlined a dimmer view. He
said apathy and the unwieldy nature of the current
decision making process were major stumbling
blocks to achieving an effective voice in campus
affairs. He said that the lack of enthusiasm to par-
ticipate actively in the Association's activities could
cripple the organization. He said also that some
changes in the organizational structure would be the
only method of ridding the institution of its current
impotence in responding to policy crisis.

Mr. Dahl said that their organization had at-
tempted to build a structure with "flexibility and
with out ambiguities". However, the Association's
cherished Personnel Policy, which was finally ap-
proved by the Board of Trustees last January has yet
to be implemented. All interviewed had differing
views as to why the program of multi-year contracts
had not yet been-made effective, but the consensus
was that administrative procedural problems could
not entirely be at the base of the problem.
The Association will hold its Annual Business

meeting Monday, October 10, at Herter Hall, at which
Chancellor Bromery will speak on issues affecting
the Association as a whole and its members. The
Meeting will bring the participation the Association's
leadership craves and eliminate some of its
problems. As PAUMA stands, it remains a relatively
minor voice on campus, and as such will probably
have difficulty in influencing quicker implementation
of a fair personnel policy and eliminating or changing
parts of that policy which the Association still con-
tests, such as the lack of a classification system for
staff. These issues, it was unanimously concluded
must be met before PAUMA can be a moving force on
campus.

Team-Teaching" Used

In Auditing Course
T0NITE

The Auditing course in the
Accounting Department is being
taught this semester on a "team-
teaching" basis with members of
the international public accounting
firm of Coopers & Lybrand.
Representatives of the firm are on
campus each Tuesday during the
fall semester to deliver lectures
and meet with students. The ex-
perimental course is designed to
bridge the gap between the
classrooom and the professional
practice oof accounting. Student
enrolled in the course will have an
opportunity to visit offices of the
firm during the semester and a
limited number of students will
participate in a special internship
program during intersession.

Public accounting practice today
is very broad and includes
assignments not only in the usual
areas of auditing, management
services, systems, and taxation,
but other unique special assign-
ments.

While the firm traditionally hires
accounting majors, Coopers &
Lybrand is also interested in
students with other backgrounds.

Representatives of Coopers &
Lybrand are most anxious to meet
with and talk to faculty and
students during their stay on
campus to discuss career op-
portunities in professional ac-
counting. The firm representatives
are located in Room 335 in the
School of Business Administration. at the
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Alcohol: A Legal High, But Watch Out!f

By BILL BROWN
Vietnam may be over, the draft

might be gone from the scene for
awhile, and although the life of a
college student may seem to be an
attractive and carefree one to
many people, it is certainly not
without the kinds of tensions and
fears that ae anything but simple
and easy to handle. Often, but
unfortunately not often enough,
these problems come to the at-

tention of various agencies on
campus set up to handle the
troubles that students find
themselves in.

The basic problems don't
change, but often the means of
coping with these problems run in

cycles. There are almost limitless
methods of tuning the world out;

dope, religion, and even love;
many are necessary crutches used
to block out the problems that
never seem to go away.
One of the more popular forms of

escape is alcohol. It can get you
high, and it's legal! Two law
changes in the past year have
taken away a lot of the hassle in-

volved in the pursuit of juice nir-

vanna. If you're eighteen, you no
longer have to hunt up a fake I.D.,

or find someone to purchase for

you. And if you get shitfaced in

public they can't automatically
throw your ass in the can; public
drunkenness is not a crime
anymore.
But, what of booze and the

troubles that could be a direct, or
indirect cause of it. Alcoholics
Anonymous and related agencies
estimate that as much as 5 per cent

of the American population have a
problem caused by alcohol. There
is also much information to
suggest the possibility that the
syndromes of alcohol dependence
are developed most often in the age
group 20 to 25.

We all know that the wet head is

dead, but what of the pot head?
Has booze become the new in to get
out? Where do UMies stand, or if

you will, stagger, in regards to the
use of alcohol instead of, or in

combination with drugs?
Officer Don Thayer of the

Amherst Police Department, and
Sgt. Robert Joyce of the UMass
Police both feel that the problems
they see are no more than at any
other time, and while there are no
officially compiled figures as yet,
the incidents may have decreased
since the eighteen-year-old
drinking law went into effect. That
may solve the booze connected
busts, but it doesn't have much to
do with any of the other troubles
that can result from drinking.
Barry Averill, director of the

infirmary, talked of the
detoxification center, the only one
in the area outside of Springfield,
that serves the three Amherst
colleges.

The new law that changes
drunkenness from a crime to an
illness, states that persons found
intoxicated be helped rather than
jailed. The University policy is that
a person should first be taken home
where his friends can care for him,
and only if he is in danger of
hurting himself should he be ad-
mitted to the detox center. If a

person is drunk and violent, the

infirmary cannot accept him
because of lack of proper
facilities and manpower to handle
this difficulty.

Alcohol by itself can be enough ot
a problem, but the popularity over
the last couple of years of com-
bining booze and dope has led to
many more difficulties. Averill
indicated that the infirmary
handles an average of two over-
doses a month from combining
drinking with downs. One death of
a non-student on campus was the
direct result of a booze, bar-
biturate O.D.
Several times it was suggested

that the change in popularity from
the psychedelic drugs to
quaaludes, sopers, and other
downs, along with alcohol, might
express a feeling that people aren't
so intent on expanding their minds
as simply escaping their problems.
If so, it is a method that is easy to
miscalculate, and an extremely
chancy way to get high.

Counselors of "Room To Move",
a drug counselling center in the
Student Union, deal with a variety
of the student problems, from
loneliness to drug dependence, and
their feeling is that while alcohol
abuse is certainly one of the
problems they see, and a
significant one at that, it is far
from being an epidemic and should
be realized as such.

Often there are dependence
sequences that develop, and the
counsellor's job is to make people
aware of why they have chosen to
escape, and perhaps offer alter-

Trustees Approve

Maintenance Budget Request
By HOWARD WHITE

Trustees of the University of
Massachusetts have approved a
1975 maintenance budget request
of $99,874,000, an increase of less

than 2 percent over last year's
request.

President Robert Wood
described the request, approved by
Trustees as, "a stable budget,"
which "gives top priority to
achieving more efficiency in our
operations and increasing the
effectiveness of our educational
programs."
While the Trustees last year

approved a budget request of $98
million, actual anticipated ex-
penditures for the current fiscal

year total $87,184,000. The

UMass Student

Tops Voting

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A 21 -year-old UMass student

topped a field of six candidates
yesterday in a preliminary
mayoral election in Gardner,
Mass.
Stephen J. Erickson will face

incumbent Mayor Clarke K.
Stedman, 67, in a runoff election

Nov. 6.

Erickson collected 1,836 votes to

win his place on next month's
ballot.

A number of other
Massachusetts communities held
preliminary elections Tuesday,
and officials in most areas said
voter turnout was light

reduction results from action taken
by the Commonwealth on the
University's request.

Despite the deep cuts, which
most critically affected student aid
and library acquisitions, the
current year's budget represents
the largest dollar increase ever
received by the University. The
prior year's budget had been $72.3

million.

Wood said that while "significant

developments" at both the Boston
and Worcester campuses lie

ahead, "it is clear that future

budgets will no longer increase at

the rate of those of the past
decade."
The Board of Trustees met in the

Administration Building at the new
Boston campus at Columbia Point.

It was the first time Trustees have
held a formal board meeting at the
Boston campus.
Both the $130 million first phase

of buildings at the Columbia Point,

Boston, campus and the $80 million
medical science building at the
Worcester Medical School will be
occupied in the next few months,
and funds to staff them were in-

cluded in the current budget.
Wood said the $99,874,000 million

budget request included $68.5
Tillion for the Amherst campus,
and $7.9 million for the Medical
School.

The total request also includes
$4.9 million for financial aid,

library acquisitions, and central
University operations.

Most of the increases in the
budgets for the Amherst and
Boston campuses will go to meet
fixed cost increases, said Wood.
The Amherst request will also

allow an enrollment increase of 400
full time equivalent students;
Boston will be allowed an increase
of 500 students.

The increase for the Medical
School represents funds needed to

increase total enrollment by 48
students. Additional funds are
required to staff the Medical
Science building and plan for
operation of the leading hospital,

now under construction.

Wood noted that the University,
like all other areas of the economy,
is experiencing "significant price
increases," and said the non-
personnel accounts in the new
budget request reflect estimates of
future increases.

No funds are included, however,
to reflect anticipated cost-of-living-

increases to University personnel.
Wood said that if the 1974

Legislature approves a cost-of-

living raise'Mt is imperative that

additional funds over and above
those included in our requests be
provided to meet these needs."
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natives for them in their lives. The
entire process of education and
self-awareness is complicated by
the fact that the counselors do not

often see people until after
problems have developed. The
toughest task is to make people
aware of the reasons for their
actions and allow them to make
decisions based on a knowledge of
the consequences.
To this purpose Room To Move

rap sessions are held to promote an
awareness of what the problems
are and methods of overcoming
them. They are also working in

conjunction with the staff of the
infirmary, the Health Education
Division, and the Mental Health
Service.to review other alcohol
programs and evaluate what
solutions might work at UMass.
This committee of the combined

various agencies is also looking
into the possibility of obtaining
grant money to study just what

changes have occurred in drug
usage patterns on campus.
However, their most important
objective might be in the
organization of workshops and rap
sessions designed to trade ideas on
the problems, and offer some
solutions. This is where you come
in. If you can help in the education
process, or if you have ideas for
implementing a workshop,
perhaps, call, or get in touch with,
either Room To Move, at 545-0400,
or the people at Health Education
545-2492. It's good to be able to help
after a problem has been found,
but how much better to work at
obliterating that same problem.
While it is true that the campus is

not now, nor is soon to be overrun
with legions of helpless alcoholics,
if you will visit a bar as it opens in
the morning, campus watering
holes included, look around and
ask yourself, "Why are these
people smiling?"

Mounted Patrol Needs Funds
ByMIKEKNEELAND

The UMass Director of Security
says he will ask for the necessary
funds to operate a campus
mounted patrol in his '74 budget.
David L. Johnston said it will

cost at least $1,000 a year to equip
and maintain the mounted patrol,
designed to prevent such body
crimes as rape.

He said, however, that he is not
sure he will be allocated the money
since "money is tight right now."

"I think that the mounted patrol
would be very effective - just about
everyone does - but there are other
priorities," said Johnston.
He said new police cars are

needed. "They're used so much
they last only about a year."
Johnston said horses have been

made available to the University
on a loan basis. These horses could
have cost UMass as much as $6,000
each according to Officer Richard
Guilmette, the man who submitted
the proposal.
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In the beginning there was
Isaac Hecker.

He founded the order in

1858 and his aim was tocreate

an order of priests who would
be able to meet the needs of

the North American people as

they arose in each era, each

aRe. Modern priests who
would be modern men.

Part of the success of this

order, he believed, would lie in

the fact that each man would
be himself, contributing his

own individual talents in his

own way for the total good.

"The individuality of man/'he
said, "cannot be too great

when he is guided by the

spirit of God."
And that is just what the

Paulists are-individualists.

We're proud of our men and
of each and every individual

contribution-great and small.

Whether the Paulist keeps
boys off city streets by restor-

ing and re-planting a city park

or wins awards for a remark-

able TV series-he is responding
to the needs as he sees them.

Wherever he serves-in a

parish or an inner city school

... a youth center or on
campus ... a welfare shelter

or in a prison . . . joining a

senior citizens group or in

radio, television or publishing,

the Paulist is making his own
contribution, and keeping alive

Father Hecker's dream.
After all, there is a lotto

live up to and an order is only

as good as its men.

For more information send
for THE PAULIST PAPERS—an
exciting new vocation kit of

articles, posters and
recordings.

Write lo:

Father Donald C Campbell,

Room 101

415 West 59th Jm\, New York, N.V. Iftlfl
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In The Nation And The World

Arab-Israeli War Escalates;

Civilian Casualties Reported

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Watergate Investigation Mid-East Conflict

By THE ASSOCIATED PKKSS
Israeli warplanes streaked

across the Syrian front yesterday
and bombed targets in Damascus
and Horns in a new escalation of

the widening Middle East war.
Diplomatic families fleeing the

Syrian capital reported many
civilian casualties.

Arab and Israeli tanks battled

fiercely in the Sinai peninsula and
the Golan Heights. There were
reports of Israeli armor taking up
positions in noncombatant
Lebanon.
The military command in Tel

Aviv said Israeli jets attacked
targets in Syria and Egypt. Air

raid sirens howled twice in Cairo.

The Tel Aviv command claimed
Israeli ground forces were
containing" Syrians on the

northern Golan front and ham-
mering Egyptians in the Sinai

Desert along a line three or four

miles east of the Suez Canal.
Their claims seemed to be back-

pedaling from announcements
Monday that the Egyptians had
been driven back to the canal and
the Syrians pushed out of the

heights.

Communiques from Cairo
claimed the Egyptian forces had
stabbed nine miles into the Sinai

and were pushing back Israelis

lapsing into a disorganized retreat.

President Hafez Assad of Syria
said his forces were in full control

of the Golan Heights territory

occupied by Israel during the 1967

war
Foreign correspondents were

barred from both fronts and unable
to make independent checks on the
conflicting claims.

Soviet Communist party leader
Leonid I Brezhnev told President
Houari Boumedienne of Algeria
(hat "Syria and Egypt must not
stand alone in their battle with the
perfidious enemy." But his
message made no mention of
Soviet intervention

The major powers in the U.N.
Security Council remained split on
an American proposal for a cease-
fire resolution calling on Israel,

Egypt and Syria to return to the
1967 cease-fire lines.

The Israelis depicted their raids
on Damascus and other Syrian
points as retaliation for Syrian
rocket attacks on Jewish set-

tlements in the occupied Golan
area.

Syria reported the Israeli air
raiders inflicted civilian casualties
and Damascus radio threatened
retaliation.

Polish diplomatic families
fleeing to Lebanon said the
Damascus raid "killed many
civilians."

The Israeli air force said it also

mountains 18 miles east of Beirut.

Eight Israeli half-tracks were said

to have crossed the border in the

first reported ground incursion into

non-combatant Lebanon.
Israel warned Lebanon, which

did not fight in the 1967 war, to stay

out of this one and prevent
Palestinian guerrillas from in-

filtrating into the Jewish state.

The warning came after Israel

said guerrillas fired nine Katyusha
rockets at Israeli settlements in

Upper Galilee near the Lebanese
border. The missiles exploded
harmlessly outside residential
areas.

Defense Minister Moshe Dayan's
home town, Nahalal, was one of

several civilian settlements hit by
Soviet-made rockets fired from
Syrian territory earlier in the day.

Those attacks prompted Israel's

reprisal against Damascus, of-

ficers said.

I.\P KAMOI'IIOTOI
BAR ELIAS. LEBANON, OCT. 7 ( AP) - Remains of a Syrian MIG jet fighter burning here Saturday

after being shot down by Israeli aircraft.

struck deep inside Egypt and hit

two military airfields, including

one at El Mansoura in the Nile

Delta about 75 miles north of Cairo.

Residents of he Egyptian capital

fled for cover when the air raid

warnings sounded. There were
reports that Israeli jets had
bombed Cairo itself, but no Israeli

warplanes were seen and no ex-

plosions were heard.

Israel's military command
reported "battles are raging to

contain a Syrian counterattack" on
the Golan Heights. It claimed four

Syrian helicopters trying to land
troops in one sector of the shell-

scarred heights were destroyed
and all aboard were killed.

Associated Press correspondent
Arthur Max reported seeing a

dozen Soviet-made tanks "charred
and twisted" in one part of the

Golan There was no sound of

battle in that area, but many
planes roved the skies and dense
smoke rose from Syrian-held
positions in the east.

"This time the war was rougher
on the Golan Heights." an Israeli

gunner said. "I guess it was
because, unlike in 1967, the Syrians
took the initiative first."

In the burning Sinai Desert,
which the Israelis also took from
Egypt in the 1967 war, Israeli

forces were reporting holding a
line against Egyptian troops who
crossed the Suez Canal to the east

bank in a Saturday offensive.

An Israeli newsman reporting

from the Suez front estimated
thousands of Egyptians died
seizing Israeli strongpoints in two
northern sectors of the 103 mile-

long waterway.
"There were piles upon piles of

bodies of Egyptian soldiers on the

perimeters of strongpoints taken,"
he said. "The Bitter Lakes are full

of Egyptian boats and bodies."

U.N. Truce supervision
headquarters in Jerusalem said

most of its observers along the

canal had been evacuated to Cairo
for their own safety.

The Lebanese Defense Ministry
said Israeli jets knocked out a

radar station on the cedar-clad
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Student Activities Policy Council
Any student involved in any ot the following: on campus

publications, campus service organizations, campus cultural
organizations, social action and political organizations,
academic organizations, off campus service organizations,
concert committee, other special interest groups, or residence
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Hughes Donation Questioned Affects Oil Supply
By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Watergate
committee is investigating a secret $100,000 con-

tribution from billionaire Howard Hughes to

President Nixon's friend Charles G. "Bebe" Rebozo,
committee sources said yesterday.
The sources said Rebozo had confirmed receiving

the money in two $50,000 cash installments around

1970, and claims to have returned it 'to Hughes last

spring.

The panel's investigators had been scheduled
yesterday to interview Chester Davis, a Hughes
lawyer to whom Rebozo said he returned the cash, the

sources said. But Davis cancelled the interview, and
is scheduled to be questioned in private today.

Sen. Lowell P. Weicker, Jr.. R-Co n., said Tuesday
he would like to hear public testimony from Rebozo
and from Hughes himself. "The matter has come up
in committee," Weicker told newsmen.
Weicker would give no details, except to say that

Hughes and Rebozo have been named in connection
with the panel's investigation of campaign finances.

The panel's investigators are trying to find whether
the money was linked to an antitrust ruling that

reportedly allowed Hughes to expand his Las Vegas
hotel holdings, the sources said.

Rebozo and several Hughes associates already
have been questioned by the committee's staff in-

vestigators, the sources said.

Rebozo reportedly confirmed getting the money
from Richard Danner. manager of one of Hughes'

News Analysis

Israelis Can Gain
At "Considerable Cost"

Las Vegas hotels.

In yesterday's public neanngs, me committee
heard former Nixon campaign spy John Buckley
testify that he photographed boxloads of intercepted
papers from the presidential campaign headquarters
of Sen. Edmund S. Muskie. He said he passed the

photographs on to other Nixon campaign agents.
Buckley, known to Nixon campaign operatives as

Fat Jack, said such spying is legal and commonplace
in American politics.

But he was challenged on that by both Democrats
and Republicans on the committee. Buckley, 53,

testified involuntarily under a grant of immunity.
Weicker would not comment on what evidence the

committee has gathered about the alleged Hughes-
Rebozo affair.

A former Hughes aide, Robert A. Maheu, was given
$100,000 in two cash installments in 1969 and 1970. The
money hasn't been reported as a campaign con-

tribution, although Maheu said it was intended as
such.

The committee's chief counsel, Samuel Dash,
refused to comment on the matter. Sen. Howard H.

Baker Jr., R-Tenn., refused to say whether Hughes
and Rebozo might be called as witnesses.

Columnist Jack Anderson, in a report published
Tuesday, said assistant Democratic counsel Terry
Lenzner presented the outlines of the matter to the

panel in a secret session last weeR.
Anderson said Baker was dismayed and that Baker

told Lenzner, "If you can verify those facts, we have
a whole new can of worms."

WASHINGTON ( AP) — Six senators said yesterday that widening of

the Middle East conflict threatens American imports of oil from the
region for heating fuel.

The six urged deregulation of interstate natural gas prices by the
Federal Power Commission.
The Senate Commerce Committee begins today a series of hearings on

deregulations. The six oppose a bill proposed by Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson
III, 1)111., that would institute regulation of intrastate gas prices.

Sen. John Tower, R-Texas, "proposed legislation calling for partial

deregulation or reform of the regulatory structure will not solve our
problem. The basic shortcoming has been that economic incentives have
not been sufficient to attract the amount of risk capital necessary for new
gas exploration on the scale which would satisfy our present demand."
The senators said deregulation would allow interstate gas prices to

rise, spurring new explorations to increase the domestic supply and
decrease reliance on imports from the Middle East, source of 10 per cent
of U.S. crude oil supplies now.

Sen. James L. Buckley, D-N.Y., said the wellhead price rise expected
from deregulation would mean an added cost to consumers of between
five and 10 per cent a year "for the next several years" until a free
market stabilizes the price.

Sen. Paul Fannin, R-Ariz., said that if "the Mideast war widens to the
point of destruction of key petroleum facilities, we might not have suf-

ficient oil to import to keep American warm this winter-let alone our
factories running," he added.
The Arabs are using their oil as political blackmail, Fannin said, and,

without natural-gas deregulation, they will be prompted to use more
blackmail.

Sen. Henry Bellmon, R-OklaM said that "FPC control of natural gas at
artifically low prices-roughly one-third to one fourth the comparative
value of this premium fuel-has caused over-utilization of gas in uses other
fuels could serve."

By FREDS. HOFFMAN
AP Military Writer

WASHINGTON' (AP) - U.S.

military analysts believe the

Israelis can push Egyptian and
Syrian forces out of the Sinai

Peninsula and the Golan Heights,

but at "a very considerable cost."

Defense Department and other

government analysts are not

saying the tide has turned for the

Israelis, as some Israeli generals

claimed Monday.
"The Israelis are proceeding

about as expected, but they are

behind schedule," one official said.

"The Arabs are doing better this

time than they have in the past."

The key to swift Israeli victory in

the 1967 war was its mastery of the

air, gained in a surprise preemp-
tive strike catching much of the

Arab air force on the ground. This

air dominance permitted coor-

dinated warplane and armor
assaults that decimated Egyptian
tank and infantry units.

But this time, U.S. sources said,

the Israeli air force has had serious

problems trying to knock out

Soviet-built surface-to-air missiles

that were not there during the

1%7's war.

Until these missiles are
neutralized, Israeli warplanes
cannot range freely against

Egyptian and Syrian armor and
infantry formations.

Sources said that about 35 of the

approximately 40 Israeli war-
planes lost through Monday night

fell to surface-to-air missiles.

The Egyptians and Syrians are
reported to have lost about 100

warplanes, some on the ground
when Israel attacked five Egyptian
airfields and some Syrian fields.

If the reports are accurate, each
side would have lost more than 10

per cent of its air striking power.
According to intelligence

assessments, the Egyptians have
penetrated the Sinai along an
irregular front ranging from five to

about 15 miles east of the Suez
Canal, short of Israel's main Sinai

defense line.

The Egyptians were said to have
some 70,000 men and between 600

and 800 tanks, some of them
powerful Soviet-manufactured T62
main battle vehicles, in the Sinai.

The Israelis have claimed to

have knocked out about 11 bridges
the Egyptians threw across the

canal Saturday, but under cover of

darkness, the Egyptians floated

pontoon bridges, permitting
reinforcements and supplies to

cross the canal, U.S. sources said.

On the Syrian front, U.S. experts
said, five Syrian divisions and an

estimated 800 tanks oppose the

Israelis.

Armor losses on both sides have
been heavy, with reports to the

Pentagon speaking of 300 Syrian
tanks and about 150 Israeli tanks
knocked out through Monday
night.

One report, apparently based on
information from Egyptian army's
first objective was to grab
territory as far as about 20 miles
deep in the Sinai and to hold this

ground until a cease-fire.

But the same sources said the

Egyptian goal has been broadened
by what is described as Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat's view that

his armies can reclaim the entire

Sinai.
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for people

who walk on
this earth...

If you've walked
barefoot on sand or

soil you know how
great it is. tour
heels sink low and
your feet embrace
the earth. Then you
put on your shoes,

return to the city,

and become another

concrete fighter . .

.

but the concrete

always wins. You

yearn for the earth

that lies buried

beneath the city.

The Earth Shoe is

the first shoe in

history with the heel

lower thanthe sole . .

.

this helps return you
to nature though
you are forced to live

in a cement-coated
world. The Earth

Shoe's patented

design gently guides
you to a more erect

and graceful walk,

and reduces fatigue

fend the aches and

pains caused by our
hard-surfaced city.

For men and women
in shoes, sandals

and sabots.
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Introducing our
Low Boot

tor men and women.

U S Patent No 3305947
This is the real Kelso Karth Shoe. The pic-

ture in yesterday's ad was not correct.

Agnew Calls For

Public Housing Support
By RICHARD PYLE

Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK ( AP) -Sticking to his role as a traveling spokesman for the

Nixon administration and saying nothing about his own problems, Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew called yesterday for public support of govern-
ment housing program reforms.

He told a luncheon meeting of the New York Building Congress, an
amalgam of construction industry interests, that federally subsidized

housing has been "a costly failure."

"With what we have subsidized so far - if we never put another penny
into housing subsidies - we have already committed American taxpayers

to something between $65 and $85 billion during the 30 to 40 years it will

take mortgages to run out," Agnew said.

"But even with that tremendous commitment and all the units it has
underwritten, we have not achieved our national goal of a decent home
and a suitable living environment for every American family."
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How would you like to be a

NEWSPAPER PUBLISHER?
Here's a chance to be 1/1 0th ot a publisher. Under its revised constitution, The
Collegian Publishing Board has two positions for at-large undergraduate
members. The board meets several times a year and serves as an advisor to

the Daily Collegian staff. Its job is basically advisoral but there is a chance to
help in the overall direction of New England's largest daily college
newspaper. Interested? Write:

MDC Pub Board Screening Committee
c/o Daily Collegian, Student Union

Applications due by 4 p.m. Friday, Oct. 12

Collegian staffers and members of Student Senate and all campus governments are not eligible.
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Man Raises 10 Adopted Children
MIAMI. Fla. (AP)-When John Conyngham's

fiancee died in 1947 shortly before they were to be
married, he found himself facing the future as the
bachelor father of 10 adopted Japanaese sons.

It wasn't easy, but Conyngham managed. The
boys, who were between the ages of 1 and 8 when he
adopted them, are all settled and have presented him
with 17 grandchildren.
"I've benefitted more than they from the ex-

perience," he said recently.

Conyngham, who was born in Scotland, fought the
Japanese during World War II and in 1947 was
stationed in Tokyo as a member of the War Crimes
Legal Investigating Committee.
He became engaged to Helen Connolly while in

Tokyo and since she was unable to have children,
they decided to adopt a Japanese youngster.
"I thought you would have to make a lot of

inquiries, so I made a lot of inquiries," he says.

"Before I realized it, I had 10 children lined up-all
boys-so we agreed to start with a rather large
family."

When Miss Connolly drowned in a swimming ac-
cident, Conyngham decided to raise the boys himself,
taking a job as a professor of economic history in a
Japanese university in order to bring up the boys in
their homeland.
He raised his sons in the Japanese tradition and

says the tradition still persists with him.
"I cook for myself only reluctantly, but when I do, it

is in the Japanese fashion," he says.
In 1967, with the boys grown and on their own

Conyngham, who sent all the youngsters through
college, joined a Miami-based firm in a job that
allowed him to make frequent trips to Japan to visit
nine of his sons who remained there. The 10th son
manages some of Conyngham's citrus interests in
Elsa, Texas.

UMass Food Expert

Named By Sargent

A food marketing and distribution specialist from UMass has beennamed executive director of Governor Francis W. Sargent's new
Emergency Commission on Food.
Professor Theodore W. Leed, sworn in at State House ceremonies

Monday, ( 10/1)
,
has been granted leave from his duties in the food and

agricultural economics department at UMass during the current
academic year.
He will serve as executive director of a commission set up by an

executive order of Gov. Sargent and made up of outstanding citizens of
the Commonwealth. Represented will be consumers, workers farmers
retailers, government officials and others.
The commission has three main purposes-to develop programs and

policies for an adequate supply of food for Massachusetts residents at
reasonable prices, to restore and create a strong food production
economy in the state; and to encourage actions that will improve the
competitive position of the Massachusetts food economy.
A native of Ohio. Dr. Leed receivedundergraduate. master's and Ph D

degrees from Ohio State University. He was a faculty member there untii
1957, when he joined the UMass faculty. He has published extensively and
lectured in many countries on food distribution and marketing

UWisconsin Prof.

To Speak

George Mosse, Professor of
History at the University of
Wisconsin, will be speaking on
"The topic of "Intellectuals in

Politics: The Weimar Example,"
Thursday Oct. 11 in the Main
Lecture Hall in Academic Building
I of Hampshire College. Professor
Mosse has written a number of
books, including "The Crisis of
Nazi Idealogy." The lecture will

begin at 8:00 PM and is open to the
5 College Community.

Third World Rally Today
The Third World Community Council is sponsoring an anti-imperialist

rally TODAY, October 10, 1973 at 12:00 in the UMass Student Union
Ballroom. It is important that all persons interested about DOING
something in the struggle to liberate Africa and other oppressed com-
munities De there!

The liberation fronts of Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, and
South Africa are asking for our support! The time is now! We must
realize that their struggle is our struggle, and we must do something to
help assure their victory.

The peoples of Africa are engaged in battle for their lives, freedom and
their right to determine their own future. They are striving to reclaim
their cultural heritage, restore the integrity of their history so long
distorted by imperialist historians.

The peoples of Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, and the Cape
Verde Islands still suffer under the direct colonial rule of Portugal. Their

'

heroic liberation struggles are met with systematic torture and
devastating napalm and bombs supplied to Portugal through NATO and
marked "made in the U.S.A." The United States is the backbone of
Portugese colonialism supplying over 400 million dollars of direct aid.
The fascist regimes of the Republic of South Africa and Rhodesia

(Zimbabwe) continue to exploit and oppress the indigenous Black
millions through its policy of apartheid.

The Republic of South Africa represents the major beachhead of world
imperialism in Africa. South Africa, the key to U.S. imperialist plans in
Africa offers U.S. corporations profit returns three times higher than any
other country in the world, a cheap source of labor, gold and other natural
resources and a strategic location as the guardian of the Southern Seas.

RESEARCH
thousands of topics

$2.75 per page
Nation's most extensive library of research material

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER

CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #2
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for research assistance only —
not as a finished product for academic credit.
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in a rush?
grab a quickie Lunch!
llth Floor Campus Center
Room 1102 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
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Violence To Affect

Argentinian Inauguration
By HENRY S. ACKERMAN
Associated Press Writer

BUENOS AIRES (AP-New
outbreaks of labor and terrorist

violence prompted the Argentine
government yesterday to take
strict precautions for the
inauguration of Juan D. Peron
later this week.
A transport worker union official

was killed Monday night in a
gunbattle between rival unionists
at the Atlantic resort of Mar del
Plata. A leftist youth leader was
kidnaped in buenos Aires after
being beaten with pistol butts and
clubs.

Bombs slightly damaged two
American properties, the Sheraton
Hotel and a branch of the Bank of
America in the capital. A bank
guard was wounded but there were
no reports of casualties in the
hotel.

The bombings were attributed by
police to leftist groups observing
the sixth anniversary of the killing

of the Cuban revolutionary,
Ernesto "Che" Guevara in Bolivia.

Guevara was born in Argentina.

Freiburg Exc hange

Offered
BOSTON (AP) - UMass has

signed a formal agreement with
the University of Freiburg Ger-
many for a partnership in ex-
changes of faculty and students
and possibly research projects, it

was announced yesterday.
The agreement was signed for

Massachusetts by the university
secretary, Franklin Patterson. It

previously was signed by the
Rector of Freiburg and approved
by the Ministry of Education in the
state of Baden Wuerttemburg.
The two universities have had an

informal relationship of the same
nature since 1964, with an average
of 30 Massachusetts students, most
of them at the graduate level,

enrolling at Freiburg, and with
three UMass professors each year
going to Freiburg as visiting

professors.

During the current year four
Freiburg professors are to teach at
Umass-Amherst.

In Cordoba, 450 miles northwest
of Buenos Aires, terrorist bombs
damaged offices of Coca Cola,
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.,
and Mercedes Benz.

Leftist factions of the General
Confederation of Labor in Cordoba
called on workers to stage a 90-

minute strike on Wednesday to
protest crackdowns by the
Peronist government against
Marxists.

Peron himself was reported to

have ordered the strict precautions
for his inauguration the most
somber ceremony in memory, a
far cry from his last inaugural in

1952.

Extremist terrorism had
abated slightly before Peron's
election on Sept. 23 but revived
soon afterward.

The 78-year-old president elect

and his wife, Isabel, who was
selected as Latin America's first

woman vice-president, will be
sworn in at the Congress building.
But there will be no speeches,
sources close to Peron said, no
massive crowds lining a parade
route to the presidential palace
which he left under fire 18 years
ago.

The sources said that Peron is

preoccupied with the terrorism
that erupted Monday.

Radical Wanted
For Arrest
CHICAGO (AP)-Weatherman

radical Howard Machtinger failed
yesterday to appear for arraign-
ment on riot conspiracy charges
and U.S. District Judge Julius J.

Hoffman issued a warrant for his
arrest.

Machtinger, 26, was seized last

month in New York City after SVfc

years as a fugitive but freed
pending arraignment on $2,500
bond.

The judge ordered the FBI to

start looking for Machtinger again
and increased the bond to $250,000.

Machtinger's attorney Susan
Gedzandaner, told Hoffman her
client had been advised of his court
date. She said she had no idea
where he was.

"I cannot be unmindful of the
fact that for 34 years he has
forgotten about this case," said the
judge, who presided over the
Chicago 7 riot conspiracy trial.

Machtinger, a New York City
native, became known as a leader
of Students for a Democratic
Society, while a sociology graduate
student at the University of
Chicago.

He was one of 12 alleged
Weatherman leaders to be indicted
on interstate riot conspiracy
charges in the groups "Days of
Rage" demonstrations Oct. 8-11,

1969, in which hundreds of radicals
charged through Chicago's
downtown district, smashing
windows and battling with police.

Hookers and
Hookahs!

"The Thief of Bagdad" (Heavy!)

Doug Fairbanks' Greatest Role

"The Projectionist" (Zany!)

with Chuck "Right Guard" McCann
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a Head (Cheap)
7:00 & 9:30

Staff Photo/David Lest

Bridge over polluted waters.
The further you look in, the
deeper you're involved.

No. 2 it right

near you.

Negotiations Held
On Paper Strike
MONTREAL ( AP) - Negotiations between the Canadian International

Paper Co. Ltd., CPI, and the union representing 7,500 striking workers at
five Eastern Canadian mills resumed yesterday in the presence of
provincial conciliator Maurice Vassart.

Neither C IP nor the United Paperworkers International Union, UPIU,
would comment on the talks.

T he last round of negotiations between the two parties broke off Sept. 19
in a dispute which has shut down five mills including three newsprint
mills located at Gatineau, Trois-Rivieres and La Tuque, Que.,
Hawkesbury, Ont, and Dalhousie, N.B., since early August.
The UPIU is seeking a two-year contract, a cost-of-living escalator

clause, more job security and increased benefits.

In the only other major newsprint strike underway, two Quebec
newsprint mills owned by the Prince Co. Ltd. remain closed following the
Aug. 10 strike by 2,500 workers at Alma and Kenogami, Que. A Price
spokesman said yesterday that the latest talks between the company and
unions were adjourned Friday, but were expected to resume at Kenogami
within a few days.

Details of the bargaining positions of both parties are unavailable.

Dismissal Of Professors

Questioned At UVermont
BURLINGTON, Vt. (AP) Two

University of Vermont committees
have reached different conclusions
on a recommendation to dismiss
four philosophy professors.
The recommendation came from

Dr. Stephen Cahn, newly-
appointed Philosophy Department
chairman.
A review committee appointed

by Arts and Sciences Dean John
Weiger concurred with the
recommendation to dismiss two of
the teachers, Dr. Gerald Anderson
and Dr. Robert Rice. The com-
mittee reached split votes on
possible dismissal of Professors
James Corcoran and Alan Paskow.
However, another committee

appointed by the Union of College
Faculty issued a report Monday
which supported the four teachers
and criticized Cahn's handling of
the review process.

The faculty committee report
charged Cahn changed the criteria
used to evaluate the professors
after he became chairman this

year. It also claimed the standards
varied, and the information had
been handled in a selective way.
The final decision on the reap-

pointment of the four professors
for the next academic year must
come from University President
Edward Andrews, on the recom-
mendation of Weiger.

Farmers Almanac Fish Fact

Put To Test
TORONTO (AP) - The latest edition of the Farmers Almanac

says a fish can be peached in one cycle of a standard dishwasher.
Stan Wren, co-owner of a Toronto firm dealing with domestic and

imported seafood, put the Almanac's claim to a weekend test.

He dressed a six-pound cod with blobs of butter, a sprinkle of salt and
garlic powder, a squirt of lemon juice and springs of parsley. He then
wrapped the fish individually in double layers of heavy-duty aluminum
foil.

A hour later, when the dishwasher had completed its cycle, Wren was
astonished at the results.

"Look at the moisture. Look at the way the fish flakes from the bone,"
he said. "That salmon is done You couldn't get a salmon as good as that
in the oven.

The cod was not quite finished. After further testing, Wren found that
cod needed two cycles in the dishwasher.

"Actually," he said, "another cycle wouldn't hurt the salmon either.
You do the fish one cycle, then turn it over and put it through again. That
way, it'll be perfect."
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The mother and child reunion is just a motion away. Or where

have you been my little one, my little one? And yesterday was John
Lennon's birthday.

Supreme Court To Hear
NE Lobster Dispute
WASHINGTON <AP)- The

Supreme Court agreed Tuesday to

hear the "lobster war" boundary
dispute between New Hampshire
and Maine.
New Hampshire had asked the

court to exercise original
jurisdiction in the case. The court
agreed and gave Maine 30 days to

respond.

Maine had asked that New
Hampshire's petition be rejected in

favor of further negotiations.

The dispute concerns 2,400 acres
fished by lobstermen from both
states. This summer, Maine of-

ficials arrested several New
Hampshire lobstermen and the
Supreme Court refused New
Hampshire's request for an order
barring the arrests.

New Hampshire based its claim
on a 1740 order by King George II

of England and asserted Maine had
no right to claim the boundary that

encompassed the 2,400 acres.

Article III, Section 2 of the U.S.
Constitution states, among other
things, "In all cases affecting

ambassadors, other public
ministers and consuls, and those in

which a state shall be party, the
Supreme Court shall have original

jurisdiction." Under that clause
the court can hear the case from
the beginning without lower
federal courts having to hear it.

New Hampshire's suit claimed
that based on the 1740 ruling, the

l)oundary between the two states

"is a straight line running between

the mouth of Portsmouth Harbor
and the Isles of Shoals rather than
the more southerly crooked line
claimed by the state of Maine."

Death Penalty

May Return

To Mass
BOSTON (AP) The

Massachusetts Senate gave initial

approval Tuesday to a measure
that would restore the death
penalty in Massachusetts in nine
specific categories.

The roll call vote was 20-11.

After four hours of emotional
debate, the Senate accepted
amendments to a broad House-
passed bill, breaking down the
types of offenses for which the
death penalty would be man-
datory.

First-degree murder would
include the killing of a policeman,
fireman or correctional officer
during the performance of duty;
any murder occurring during a
kidnaping; a murder committed
by a person previously convicted of
murder; a murder commited for a
price; a murder during the
hijacking of an airplane; a murder
during a rape or indecent assault,
or any especially cruel or inhuman
murder.
Another amendment would

oppose the death penalty for a
murder commited during a rob-
bery or a breaking and entering
felony.

"I think a life is equal to a life,

and the taking of a life should be
punished by the taking of a life,"
said Sen. John J. Conte, D-
Worcester, who backed the bill.

"In the Commonwealth, we tend to
be understanding to the point of
detrement."
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cordially invites

all university women

to

visit our chapter house

and find out about our

Little Sisters Program

5lu North Pleasant St.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
9:00p.m.

October 10, 1973

Meet our brothers and little sisters

Prisoner 's Rights

Court Upholds
Confinement Ban
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The Supeme Court refused Tuesday to disturb a

lower court decision that a Connecticut prisoner's rights were violated
when he was confined to a darkened cell with only a hole in the floor for a
toilet.

The high court declined without comment to consider Connecticut Atty.
Gen. Robert Killian's challenge of the U.S. Circuit Court ruling.

The Appeals Court in New York found that confinement to a so-called
strip cell violated the constitutional ban on cruel and unusual punish-
ment.
Donald Joseph LaReau raised the issue in a $50,000 damage suit against

the state corrections commissioner and the warden of the Connecticut
State Prison at Somers.
The Circuit Court, without stating its own position, told a District Court

to resolve the damage claim.

The case concerns LaReau's confinement to a six-by-ten foot cement-
walled isolation cell for five days in 1970 while serving a five to 11 year
sentence for prison escape.

He was banished to the strip cell after contraband items including a
rope made from towels were found in his regular cell.

In a 2-1 decision, the Appeals Court rejected the state's claim that strip
cells are an appropriate method of discipline.

"Enforced isolation and boredom are permissible methods of
discipline" for limited periods, the majority opinion said.

"But the conditions here went beyond mere coerced stagnation."
"We cannot approve of threatening an inmate's sanity and severing his

contacts with reality by placing him in a dark cell almost continuously
day and night," the Appeals Court said.

THE FIRST MEETING OF
THE NEWLY ELECTED
STUDENT SENATE WILL BE
HELD TONIGHT AT 6:45 IN
ROOM 113 CAMPUS CENTER.
SENATORS WILL BE SWORN
IN AT THIS TIME SO IT IS

IMPORTANT THAT ALL
MEMBERS BE PRESENT.

Make No. 2

No. 1
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McLucas Wins
Reduced Bond
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BOSTON, Oct. 5—MAYOR WARNS OF RUMORS -Boston Mayor Kevin H. White is joined by
police officials Friday at City Hall are warned that "rumors irresponsibly spread have

threatened to blow this city apart." He referred to recent violent deaths in the city. From left are deputy
superintendents LeRoy Chase, Charles Berry, Commissioner Robert diGrazia, and Jeremiah Sullivan.

Overloaded Trucks Blamed
For State Bridge, Highway Damage
BOSTON (AP) - Overloaded

trucks are shortening the life span

of the state's major bridges and

elevated highways and costing

untold dollars in maintenance
work, two state Department of

Public Works experts said

yesterday.

The DPW officials were called to

testify before the legislature's

special commission investigating

truck overloads.

Rep. Richard McGrath, D-

Watertown, said the truck involved

in a fatal accident on the Mystic

River Bridge was carrying a load

77,000 pounds over the legal limit.

Asked whether the state's

bridges are capable of handling

such overloads, John J. Mc-
Donagh, deputy chief engineer for

the DPW, said that bridges are
designed with a "safety factor."

"But we reach a point where the

metal will yield and not return to

its original shape," he added.
McDonagh said truck overloads

are shortening the usual 50 year
life span of bridges and such
elevated highways as the
Southeast Expressway. He said

that structure required extensive

repairs sooner than expected
under normal wear.

John J. Aheme, bridge design

engineer for the DPW, concurred.
"The more overloading, the

bigger the cracks and the more salt

and water get in-a lot faster than it

should," Aherne said.

He added that 100,000 cars travel

the expressway daily and are being

inconvenienced by maintenance
that has to be done on the roadway.
"That can't be measured in

dollars and cents," he said.

By DAN HALL
Associated Press Writer

BRIDGEPORT, Conn. (AP)
Lonnie McLucas, 29, convicted of

conspiracy to murder in a

celebrated 1970 Black Panther
trial, Tuesday won a reduced bond
of $ 15,000 while he awaits action on
an appeal.

McLucas' attorney, Theodore I.

Koskoff, predicted that McLucas
would be able to raise his new bond
"in several days."
Superior Court Judge Harold M.

Mulvey, who presided over
McLucas' original trial, reduced
the bond from $35,000 and praised

him for his accomplishments in

jail.

Michael Koskoff, who
represented McLucas with his

father, told Mulvey that the inmate
had founded a Jaycees chapter
behind bars and had earned a
citation from Gov. Thomas J.

Meskill for his leadership of in-

mates at the Montville Correc-
tional Center. McLucas is serving

a 12 1/2-15 year sentence stemming
from the death of Panther Alex
Rackley.

"He has established great ties

with the community of Con-
necticut," the younger Koskoff
said.

State's Atty. Arnold Markle
opposed the bond request, arguing

"this man still has no family in this

area."

Markle acknowledged McLucas'
accomplishments among his fellow

inmates but said that otherwise

"there has been no big change thu

I see." Markle asked Mulvey to

maintain the $35,000 bond.

The judge set the original bon
after learning that McLucas was
wanted in New York State foi

violating parole in an earlier

crime. But Koskoff said the paro!

violation was later dropped by New
York authorities.

J udge Mulvey praised thegoateed
McLucas for "the progress he has
made.

"If you do make bond, I hope you
won't do anything foolish. I don t

think you will," Mulvey said.

McLucas was sentenced in

September 1970 after being con-

victed of the least serious of four

charges against him.
Testifying in his own defense, he

admitted firing a shot into

Rackley's lifeless body after
taking him to a Middlefield swamp
with two other Panthers.
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Trying To Eat
KvBRADSANDLKKS

"Hey, Fred you going to supper now?" Fred yelled he'd be ready in a
minute. He was making sure he had his ID. with his meal ticket. So far he
has only had to go back for it four times, the lowest on his corridor. Just
as Fred was going out the door the phone rang. The voice on the other end
asked for Fred's roommate, N.D. Gestion. Fred told the woman his

roommate wasn't in, and asked if he was Fred to which he replied in the

affirmative.

"This is Ms. Capricorn from Food Services and we received comment
cards from you and your roommate, Mr. Gestion. Now in reference to
your note. First you mentioned the worms in the apples. Those worms
had meal tickets and more important, they brought their I.D.'s which is

more than I can say for your roommate-he only remembered his once.
Next you said the meat was raw. That's absured. Anyways, how could
you tell under the gravy?"

"1 didn't have any gravy," said Fred.

"Well, that's the problem, our meals are prepared so to enhance the
taste of our gravy. And most people get gravy. Remember we are trying
to please everyone, and we can't accommodate the few weirdos with
strange, exotic tastes in food. And then you told me that you used the
mashed potatoes for batting practice. Didn't your mother ever tell you
not to play with your food?"
"Uh yeah but..."

"Then why do you insist on being childish? I hope I've been of some
help to you. Showing you our side of the story. You know prices have
risen tremendously. I'm sure it affected what your mother served you
during the summer."

"I stayed on the Cape with some..."
"Well, it caught us by surprise. The price increases, that is. We were

budgeted for prices at the turn of the century, but we are working very

(Continued on P. id

For the fourth time in twenty-five years, the
nations of the Middle East are at war. This time, it

began on Saturday October 6, when Egypt sent
troops across the Suez Canal and Syria launched an
invasion on the Golan Heights. However, the most
astonishing facet of the attack, and that which
distresses all Jews and most humane people, is the
fact that it was begun on the most holy day of the
Jewish year. Yom Kippur, according to the Jewish
religion, is the day when all Jews are to refrain from
all activity and think back on the previous year,
repenting for those wrongs that lie heavily on their

consciences. It is more than just a holiday - it is a holy
day, and the holiest of them all.

This factor, more than any other, makes the Arab
attack the most despicable of crimes against all

civilized DeoDles. To call Israel the aggressor and to
condemn it for its military actions is therefore a
senseless and intolerable accusation, that must only
then be considered as a worthless attempt to justify

Arab aggression. It is not enough that Israel has been
forced to defend herself continually and successfully
since her creation, but while the Arab attacks keep
coming, the rallying cry is always that of stopping
Israeli "imperialism" and aggression. During
Nasser's years in Egypt, it wasn't uncommon to hear
him pledge to "push the Israelis into the sea", while
in the next breath, point a finger at "Israeli
aggression". It is now obvious that that pledge is still

firmly embedded in the minds of Egyptian leaders as
once again they point the accusing finger at Israel.
Thr nrt<: nf aggression now clearly lie with the Arab

states of Egypt and Syria and all those that support
their actions. Whatever their motives, these states
have truly shown that their interest in peace is purely
diplomatic and their actual intent is far from that
goal. Those that support these states claim that war
is the only answer to free those peoples whom they
feel are oppressed by Israel. I strongly and
wholeheartedly reject this notion and condemn it as
being another excuse for Arab aggression. History
has proven that war is never the right answer to any
problem and that it only serves to hinder the progress
of civilization and to create far greater problems than
those it was designed to solve. Therefore, any support
of willful aggression, no matter what the reason
might be, is morally, ethically, and realistically
worthless.

We in the United States must continue to voice our
support for the state of Isreal and bear in mind that
they, not the Arab states, are the victims of
aggression. However, we should, in no way, advocate
U.S. intervention must be diplomatic in nature,
rather than military. We must furthermore advocate
the hindrance Qf any nation wishing to intervene for
any other motives.
As individuals, we should support the Israeli

defense in any manner which seems feasible and we
must not stop until we stem the tide of Arab
aggression. The Israelis have fought long and hard to
protect their nation from outside domination and we
must continue to help them maintain their
sovereignty.

Reid Fishman is a Collegian columnist.

Joyce Kosofsky

Food For Thought

units

Walking home one afternoon
with the sun on my back and the
feeling that I'm definitely going to

flunk out of school this semester, I

overheard five UMies discussing
where they could get a bite to eat. I

heard them mention HoJo's. After
the feeling of nausea passed
through my body I thought of in-

viting them to my house. But
they'd probably think that I was
nuts, so I kept on walking.
But I was still thinking...

.bH t r)
cG?LvRft^

Last Year, Claudia and I used to
do a lot of cooking for our friends
with some sort of success. We're
pretty good cooks and no one died
of ptomaine or salmonella or
anything like that. So I figured that
I should capitalize on my talents.

I got the great idea to put a sign
in front of my house saying "Home
Cooked Meals in My Home-$1.00,"
with the idea of a few hungry
people dropping in. then I figured,
Id get a few steady customers
who'd tell their friends. When
business started to pick up, I could
redecorate the house and set up a
patio and start charging more
money.
By this time I was half way home

and my greedy thoughts got
greedier and greedier.
With the thought of getting more

money my makeshift restaurant
could become an established
dining area. I thought of expanding
the patio idea into an indoor dining
room, and even thought of putting
a neon sign in front of the house.
Yeah, I could start a whole

business adventure! After the
word got out that there was finally
a decent place to eat in Amherst. I

could open up another branch ofm v restaurant right in the center of
town. Wow. my verv own honest-to-

goodness restaurant.
But I wouldn't stop there.
Why limit myself to Amherst

Center? Surely there are bigger
and better worlds for my business
adventure.

I figured that after I hit Amherst
Center with my great idea, I'd

expand once again. Maybe set up
another branch in Northampton or
Holyoke. Better yet, Route 9 in

Hadley.
Yeah, I could hit the area pretty

heavily with a good place to eat.

Once I got established, I could
expand again.
Why not set up a whole chain of

restaurants? A chain that went
from coast-to-coast. Sort of a drive-
in quick service organic
restaurant. Yeah, that's where it's

at. Feeding famished freaks
wholesome healthy food at low
costs and quick service. Get lots of
money together from my business
and donate it to some other freak's
re-election campaign. Just like
some other place we all know and
love.

Claudia thought my idea was
crazy.

I think I've been working too
hard.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian
columnist.
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Letters To The Editor

Arrogant Employment Practices

To The Editor:

Almys has done it again!

On Sat. Sept. 29, approximately 40 low level em-
ployees were laid off by the department store in

Hadley. Employees were told that the store was
overstaffed and the payroll had to be cut when they
questioned the assistant managers about the mass
layoff. Why then were new sales personel being hired
during the previous two weeks? Why were many of
those who had worked longest chosen to be fired?

Why were full-time employees fired ahead of part-

timers?

The answers lie in Almys manipulative and
arrogant employment practices. Full-time em-
ployees are eligible for a raise from $1.85 to $1.95/hr
when they have been with the store for three months.
Futhermore the store has to chip in a few bucks a
week towards a medical insurance program, give the
employees a couple of paid holidays, and vacation
time starts to accumulate. From management's
point of view it's better to keep turning over the
lowest level of help just before the three months when
they become eligible for these "benefits". A new
salesclerk can be trained in two hours. Most of the
discharged group were told on the afternoon of the
29th, "At the end of today's shift, you're through".
The office knew all week but chose this abrupt
manner to literally kick their old help out the door.
When asked why no notice was given an assistant

manager replied, "It's Almys company policy not to

give any notice to the girls." ( Although men were
laid off too.) Annar*»ntly this store regards em-

Documentation In Support Of Palestine
To The Editor:

In response to Rabbi A. Meir's
letter of Oct. 5, where he was
commenting on my letter of Sep.

28. for the second time I would like

to confirm all the information and
the events which mentioned in my
letter as documented facts with no
'exaggerations'' or

"falsifications".

First, Mr. Rabbi, I have not only
read about those brutal measures
of crimes done by the fascist

government in Israel against
Palestinian civilians, but I have
personally witnessed them.
Second, for documents on those

still going on Israeli criminal
inhuman measures against
Palestinians including the con-
centration camps erected in Abu
Zneimeh, Nakhl, Quessima and the
25,000 women, men and children

concentration camp in the Sinai

desert, I refer you to documents by
International Red Cross agencies,
Israeli League for Human and
Civil Rights, Palestine Red
Crescent Society, UNESCO, U.N.
Committee on the Elimination of

racial Discrimination, U.S. Special

Committee to Investigate Israeli

Practices Affecting the Human
Rights of the Population of the

Occupied territories, U.N. Com-
mission on Human Rights. ..and

many others including hundreds of

U.N. Security Council and General
Assembly condemnations of the
government of Israel, these con-
demnations by the U.N. include 14

specific types of violations of

human rights. Also, the harsh,

Nazi-like measures taken by Israel

against civilian' Palestinian
population have been reported by
James Feron (New York Times).

Michael Adams (Manchester
Guardian), John K. Cooley
(Christian Science Monitor),
George Weller (Chicago Daily
News Service), David Holden
(London Sunday Times), Rowland
Evans and Robert Novak and
many others. Many com-
prehensive books have been
published (e.g.The Unholy Land by
Dr AC. Forrest, the Unholy War
by David Waines, The Evasive
Peace by Dr. John H. Davis, and
publications by Institute for
Palestine Studies, and for U.N.
documents go to Palestine: Con-
cordance of U.N. Resolutions 1967-

1970). Hopefully this will update
your rusty history information,
Mr. Meir! Third, my letter did not

contain any "anger" or "hatred"
and it was not "unpeaceful", but it

seems to me that Mr. Meir cannot
comprehend logic and is not able to

understand facts. Forrth, if you
believe in national self-

determination and human civil

rights for all peoples and..., simply
Mr. Rabbi, the government of

Israel with its militant leaders
Does Not. If this is untrue why then
Golda Meir declares "Palestinians
do not exist", and why Moshe
Dayan along with his government
maintain that the Arabic part of

Jerusalem and the West Bank are
"not negotiable" in any peace
settlement. ..So, where is the just

solution'' Let us face it, Mr. Meir,

as a realistic person living in the

most advanced scientific era of

mankind history, I cannot see how
we can waste our time listening to

the Almighty Power of the Israeli

government talking about peace.

Considering what Israel is doing to

exterminate the Palestinians by all

Trying To Eat
(Continued from P. 10)

hard to get you the best quality soy beans. Even if we have to steal them
from the livestock feed on Tillson Farm. By the way, when will your
roommate be back? He asked why there wasn't an Annual Outdoor
Barbecue. And I want to know what he was talking about. I believe there
was something of that sort in the Mass Aggie days."

"They're not sure when he'll be back," said Fred.
"Whose not sure?"
"The infirmary."
"Oh, that's too bad. What happened?"
"Right after breakfast he broke into a cold sweat, turned pale and

passed out."

"Is he okay?"
"Well, he has trouble eating," explained Fred.
"Uh."
"You see when they try to give him some food his body rejects it as

being foreign to the system. It happens when they feed him in-

travenously. But lately he's been sucking starch from the sheets and
seems to be recovering."
"Bye."
The receiver on the other end went down with a bang. Fred was startled

for a minute, then he turned and ran to catch up with everyone else. But
Fred had to go back, he forgot his ID. card.

Brad Sandler is a Collegian commentator.

A False Prophet?
To The Editor:

History repeats itself, I'm sorry to say. After years of persecuting one
If and when you next go to Almys ( I'd rather you people after another in the name of brotherly love the followers of Jesus

didn't) listen to their jingle "At Almys you're im- have still not learned. I am writing in reference to the leaflets that were
anonymously plastered all over campus denouncing Guru Maharaj Ji as
a false prophet, an agent of Satan and just about everything but the anti-
Christ himself, with a list of biblical references as justification.
Before I continue let me state for the record that I am NOT a disciple or

even an admirer of Guru Maharaj Ji. But I am sick and tired of hearing
these snot -nosed bigots declare themselves sole proprieters of the
Kingdom of Heaven, basing their assumption on a book full of second and
third-hand quotes that were often not written down until years after the
fact, then rewritten and miscopied for hundreds more until its final
translation into the misshapen hodge-podge from which we are presented
with 'proof today.

If Jesus weeps for the sins that man commits in ignorance, think of how
He must feel about the ones being committed in His name. When, when,WHEN is Christianity going to pull tself out of the sandbox?
"There are as many ways to God as there are souls of beings and there

is only one way." Alpert.

Andrew Mackenzie

ployees as something to be used and discarded,
especially in this area where there is a constant flow
of replacements.
"The girls" are not considered part of the com-

pany. Case in point: In any town where there is an
Almys, the store contracts with a local dentist to give
employees a discount. However store managers are
ordered from the front office never to volunteer the
information or even the existence of the program to
anyone outside of the management clique. Only when
specifically questioned by a cashier etc., who
somehow learns of the program, should the manager
reveal the dentist's name to that individual. Of course
in a unionized store management could not get away
with this shit. It is unfortunate that there is no legal
means of attacking the company. A boycott of Almys
is clearly in order until that store can demonstrate
positive employee relations.

Mount Holyoke, Smith and Amherst College
students receive a 10% discount at Almys, but not
University students. Smithies etc. are the type of
customer that Almys wants to encourage; the ones
that may have bucks to spend on new fashions. It's

also good public relations to have a student discount
policy. To grant this same discount to Umies would
be undesirable since it would be too large (24,000

students) a loss of potential income

port ant to us" and have a good laugh.

Tony Muncey

means leaves every thinking
human to doubt the value of
whatever little contribution of
talking behind tables might make
toward a better Jewish-Arab un-
derstanding. To Palestinians
violence is not a satisfactory

substitute for reason. However,
this sentiment they feel must be
reciprocated by others. It is

conceded around the world that
Israel can make war successfully,

but it is important that it

demonstrates alike ability to make
peace as well.

I am afraid that if Moshe Dayan
along with his militant government
continues to maintain that not only
Israel 1966 but Israel aftermath
1967 is to be "a pure Jewish State",
exploiting and denying the rights of

3 million Palestinians, I am afraid
if such a situation continues, the
voices of peace will be stifled and
the seed of peace which was
planted by people of goodwill from
both nations may be destroyed.

A. Alie

Broaden Your Horizon
To The Editor:

This is in response to Mr. Vincent Stakutis letter of Oct. 9. I have met
many Hare Krishnas on campus as well as outside. Surprisingly enough, I

found them pleasing, determined, peace-loving, and humble, unlike what
Mr. Vincent mentioned in his letter. I do not know much about their

movement but they do have an objective and a philosophy behind their

movement. One may not accept their ideas and views but why criticize

them without having any knowledge of the subject. My dear friend,

University is a place where you get an opportunity to broaden your
horizon and outlook. If you do not like an idea or a movement just do not

accept it but please do not despise it and pass ugly remarks on it. Let
others have an unbiased look at it.

Vijay Arora

OT&fUS•Wef*5
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Help Save Trees

To The Editor:

The volume of paper being recycled in the Campus Center and the
Student Union has increased greatly We need person-power to empty the
boxes II you would like to help us or initiate a recycling project in your
dorm, contact Coalition for Environmental Quality at 545-0618 or come up
to our office in the Plymouth Room in the Student Union. You might even
help stem the paper shortage and bring book prices down
You have heard it all before, but these are the basic guidelines for

recycling paper Computer cards, printouts, newspapers, cartons.

magazines, paperbags, letters, memos, xerox, mimeograph, dittocopy

#
<no stencils', phonebooks, catalogs, postcards, match covers <but not

matches > and cardboard packaging if it's not plastic covered are alright
to put in the bins or recycle boxes If you put in the following, you are
screwing us. carbon paper, stencils, milk cartons, wax paper, coffee
cups, photocopy material, cellophane, scotch tape, plastic anything,
aluminum foil, pie plates, cigarettes and cigar butts, rubber bands and
Food This last i*alegor> includes any and all organic stuff.

The boxes are located on all floors ol !he Student Union and the Con
course level ol the Campus Center A map 61 the bin locations is available
from the C K Q office It you fell \ ictimizod as a student, this is one area
that you can act in a positive manner Please help save trees

( .ii ole Scherei . C.K.Cf.
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You can wash in it and drink in it, poison it and damn it. You can live in it and die in it. Run you river

run.

Student Consumer Group Reports

Alleged Truth-In-Lending Violations
AlHiUSTA. MAINE (AP)-A

coalition of college students for 1

consumer action said yesterday it

conducted a survey in which 15

Maine banks allegedly violated

truth-in lending laws.

The Public Interest Research

Group PIRG announced at a news
conference it had made telephone

inquiries of 144 banks and branch

offices, asking for the interest rate

on a $3,000, 36-month new car loan.

"Of the banks and branches

contacted 44 representing 15

separate institutions quoted the

illegal add-on or discount rate

either exclusively or in conjunction

with the annual percentage rate,"

said PIRG's executive director,

Suzanne Spitz.

In response to a question from a

reporter, Ms. Spitz said 100 banks

or branches either quoted rates in

compliance with state and federal

truth-in-lending laws, or refused to

reply over the telephone.

The banks, in 14 towns, allegedly

not complying with the laws "are

violating the acts by quoting

misleading interest rates..."

"Maine citizens should not have

to be mathematicians to un-

derstand credit terms," she

continued.

Ms. Spitz said the bank
presidents were notified of the

violations as well as the state and
local banking officials and the

Maine Congressional delegation.

The banks and branches
allegedly found in violation were in

Bangor, Caribou, East Corinth,

Fairfield, Farmington, Gardiner,

Lincoln, Millinocket, Orono,

Portland, Presque Isle, Richmond,

Skowhegan and Waterville.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30- 10:30 a.m.

(except during league play)

S<z&ten*t 'THouHfout Spotte. Inc.

srrci ujsis ix (ji ii.tr, Ut.HTWtlCHT
( tStPISC IXD MfHXI.IIM I klXi, 1'Jlll'MI.Xr

POST OWCE BOX 12 AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 01002

Tel. (413) 253-5081

Located on Route 9 at the Amherst-Hadley town line

(413)253-9504

FALL RENTAL EQUIPMENT SALE
Oct. 11-13 ONLY

:t0-50 per cent off on all rental equipment depending on condition including down-filled

sleeping bags, foam pads, framepacks, & tents

PRE-SEASON SKI-TOURING EQUIPMENT SALE
Oct. 11 - Nov. 3, 1973

20-30 per cent off most models of touring skis, boots, bindings and poles. Brands on sale

include EMS Asnes. Bonna, EMS Madshus, Rieber, Falk VM poles, Rottefella and

others.

MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT SALE

Oct. 11 - Nov. 3, 1973
20-30 per cent off on many models of down-filled sleeping bags, foam pads, frame and

day packs, down-filled parkas, tents, gloves, mittens and many other items.

Brands on sale incladV Mpmr Drsigas. North Face. Gerry. EMS. Janus. Camp Trails.

Rough Rider. Bergens. etc.

ALL BICYCLE PACKS 2i per ccatOFF
Supply limited

Store Hours. . 9-9, Mon.-Fri.

9-5:30. Sat.

LA. Doctors

Get It On
By WILLIAM STOCKTON

APScience Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP)-A California psychiatric team which surveyed

the role of sexual behavior in the medical practice of Los Angeles area

doctors have found that one in 20 physicians confirmed having sexual

relations with patients. _..___

But 95 per cent of the doctors responding to an anonymous question-

naire said they never engage in any erotic practices with patients.

The study is reported in the October issue of the American Journal of

Psychiatry. It was conducted by three UCLA researchers: Dr. Sheldon

H Kardener, a psychiatrist; Marielle Fuller, a research associate; and

Dr. Ivan N. Mensh, a psychologist.

The researchers said they had received critical letters from some of

the 1,000 Los Angeles doctors, all of whom were selected at random for

the 32-item questionnaire.

Defending their scholarly intent by noting a lack of research into such

questions, the UCLA group wrote, "Where there is no fact, fantasy and

fallacy flourish."
, „ _. . ,

Only 460 of the 1,000 doctors queried responded. Staticians say a low

response rate raises questions about the opinions of those who don t

respond. Their attitudes, if known, might make a substantial shift in the

In addition, the 1,000 doctors were chosen from among 10,000 members

of the Los Angeles County Medical Society instead of the more than

200,000 practicing physicians in the United States. Attitudes unique to

Southern California might be reflected in the study.

The UCLA team defined erotic behavior in patient-physician contact

as "primarily intended to arouse or satisfy sexual desire."

When asked, "do you believe erotic contact with a patient might be

beneficial?" 80 per cent of the doctors said "never." Twenty per cent said

it might, the frequency ranging from rarely to frequently.

When asked directly, "Do you engage in erotic practices? five per

cent responded in the affirmative.

Asked how erotic contact could aid patient treatment, 28 doctors in-

dicated it would help patients overcome sexual problems. "To demon-

strate there is no physical cause for absence of libido," one physician

replied.
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"Temporary Art": The Saga Of Sidewalk Sam
By TERRY RYAN

Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Chalk dust

coating his hands, a smudge of

color on his face, Sidewalk Sam is

bringing art to the feet of sales

girls, hard hats and proper
matrons on the streets of Boston.

Sidewalk Sam is Robert
Guillemin, a 34-year-olci

professional artist. A couple of

days a week, he recreates the

paintings of old masters in chalk on
the grey concrete monotony of the

city's sidewalks.

On the streets, he prefers to be
called simply Sam. Sidewalk Sam
was inevitable.

"My art is temporary and
nobody can buy it. It doesn't

become a part of posterity," Sam
says. "It's for here and now and
it's for everybody.
Sam usually works three days a

week. Sunny days. Arriving around
ten in the morning, he unfolds a

reproduction of the painting he is

going to copy, drops a pile of pastol

chalks in the pavement and gets

down on his knees to work.
A gathering invariably

surrounds him. Never large,

seldom small, the faces change
constantly. There are office girls

on coffee break, salesmen making
their rounds and tourists marching

from one bronze historical marker
to the next.

Very quickly, a familiar outline

appears. DaVinci's Mona Lisa or
Renoir's Girl in the Straw Hat. Or
maybe Cezanne, Michelangelo or
Rembrandt.

In his own studio, his art is ab-
stract modern. "But I shouldn't
dump that tripe on people walking
down the street," Sam explained.
Today it is Gilbert Stuart's

portrait of George Washington,
instantly recognized as the picture
on the wall in school.

"This is art for people's sake,"
Sam explained, "and it's doing the
kind of works people are very fond
of and familiar with."

Sam's favorite sidewalks are in

the center of downtown Boston.
Although his works are found
elsewhere, he is regularly in front

of the Park Street subway station,

City Hall and the South Street

Meeting House, where a bunch of

people dressed as Indians
assembled 200 years ago before
throwing some British tea into

Boston Harbor.
"You know, you get to know

certain sidewalks," he said as he
worked on Washington's white
hair. It was too blue at first. "Some
sidewalks are smoother than
others and some take chalk better

.

"

There is a dented bucket on the
ground nearby. Coins bounce in,

even occasional bills. At the end of
the day, there might be $20, just

about what it costs to cover a 3-foot

by 5-foot section of concrete with
artist chalk.

At noon, businessmen and
lawyers stop on their determined
dash to lunch. In their vested, pin
stripe suits, they look at a man
dressed in sneakers, jeans and
turtleneck drawing pictures on the
sidewalk. He has a red bandana
around his head.
Robert Guillemin was born in

Boston, received Bachelor and
Master of Fine Arts degrees from
Boston University and studied for

two years at L'Ecole de Beaux
Arts in Paris. He met his wife,

Jeannie, in Paris. They have twin
sons and live in suburban Newton.
She is a sociology professor at
Boston College and he has had
gallery showings and a university
exhibit of his abstract art.

While in Paris, Guillemin noted
two things. Artists drawing on the
sidewalks with chalk and the old
masters at the Louvre, which he
copied for practice.

A few months ago, when he
decided to combine the chalk and
the old masters on the pavement
here, there were some problems.

Fire Safety Group Releases Data
BOSTON (AP) — Losses from

fires that either were set or were of

suspicious origin increased more
than 22 per cent last year to an
estimated $285.6 million, the
National Fire Protection
Association reported yesterday.
The annual report of the Boston-

based non-profit organization,
which calls itself a "clearing house
of fire safety information," said

schools, churches and restaurants
wore particular targets for in-

cendiaries.

The number of such fires rose

16.8 per cent to 84,200 last year, the

report said.

The report said 11,000 persons
were killed last year in the United
States in 2,757,600 fires of various
origins which caused $2.93 billion

in property damage. The year
before, the report said, 11,850

persons were killed in 2,728,200

fires which caused $2.7 billion in

damage.
The worst loss of life in 1972

occurred when 91 men died May 2

in the Sunshine Mine fire in

Kellogg, Idaho.

Other major losses of life in-

cluded 39 killed in a fire Feb. 1

aboard the tank ship V.A. Fogg off

Galveston, Tex., and 22 killed

when an aircraft crashed Sept. 24

into an ice cream parlor and
parking lot in Sacramonto, Calif.

The report said six other fires in

1972 claimed at least 10 lives each.

The largest loss of property in

1972 was experienced Oct. 10 in an
$8 million blaze which destroyed
two livestock buildings at the Ohio
State Fairgrounds in Columbus.
Authorities said that fire was set

by juveniles trying to cover a theft

of electronic equipment.
Other major losses to property

were a $7.5 million explosion and
fire Jan. 22 in a railroad freight

yeard in East St. Louis, 111., and a

$6.5 million explosion March 15 at

an electric generating plant in

Playa del Ray, Calif.

The report said eight other fires

in 1972 did at least $3 million

damage each.

The report said it found that:

-The value of property destroyed
by children playing with matches
was estimated at $74.6 million in

1972, up from $72.2 million the year
before. The number of such fires

dropped from 70,400 to 69,200 in

1972.

-Residential fires killed 6,600

persons in 1972. There were 562,500

fires in one-and two-family
dwellings which caused $638.5

million in damage. There were

109,000 apartment fires which
caused $151.6 million in damage.

-Fire occurred more often in

dwellings and motor vehicles that

anywhere else. Such fires were
responsible for more than half of

all fire deaths reported in 1972,

accounted for 40.4 per cent of all

fires and for 26.2 per cent of all

property loss.

-The numbers of fires reported in

grass, brush and rubbish dropped
by 7.1 per cent in 1972, "perhaps
due to widespread banning of

outdoor burning to limit air

pollution."

MDC Classifieds
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"Any kind of marking on the

sidewalk was considered graffiti,"

Sam explained. Late this summer,
Sam was attached to the Mayor's
Office of Cultural Affairs and
graffiti became art.

Shoppers carrying their

department store bags and con-

struction men heading home
before the evening rush come by.

They stop, look and nod ap-
provingly. Sam talks with some,
acknowledges every comment and
keeps working.
"Nice job. This guy's an artist,"

says one of the 20 people looking
over Sam's shoulder.

"Here I am, out on the street,

which is considered a dangerous
jungle, and I find nothing but
warmth and affections and
friendship," said Sam. "I think

people know what I'm doing is

basically decent."

It is late afternoon when Sam
steps back to take that final look.

George Washington: white hair,

high forehead, high collar and
black coat fading out at the bottom.
Just the way it looked above the
blackboard. "I'm surprised at how
good some of them look in chalk on
the sidewalk," said Sam.

It will, of course, be gone in a few
days, victim of raindrops or
malicious feet. Some last a week,

but few survive longer. While they
are there, people pause in their

daily routine, look for a time and
walk on.

The impermanence doesn't
bother Sam.
"Everything in this city is

subject to flux and chance and I

think art should be too," he said.

"Why should art be around for two
or three centuries? What I do, I

like."

MDC
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Supreme Court To Examine Conduct Of Servicemen Decision
WASHINGTON (AP)-The

Supreme Court agreed yesterday
to a government plea to examine a

lower court decision striking down
a key provision of the system of

military law that governs the

conduct of servicement.

The government appealed a

decision by the U.S. Circuit Court
here which overturned the con-

viction of Marine Pvt. Mark
Avrech under a section of the

Uniform Code of Military Justice

which prohibits, among other
things, "all conduct of a nature to

bring discredit upon the armed
forces."

The Circuit Court said the

provision is unconstitutionally
vague and "gives no fair warning

of the conduct it prescribes."

Avrech was convicted in 1969
for attempting to publish a
statement questioning American
involvement in Vietnam. The
government had claimed that the
decision would disrupt the orderly
administration of military justice.

At the same time, the Supreme
Court took no action in a similar

government appeal in a much-
publicized case involving Dr.
Howard B. Levy, a former Army
dermatologist.

Levy, an Army captain, refused

to train special forces aid men
bound for Vietnam. He was con-

victed in 1967 of refusing to obey a
direct order and of violating a

military code article prohibiting

"conduct unbecoming an officer

and a gentleman," as well as the

same article under which Avrech
was convicted.

In Levy's case, the U.S. Circuit

Court at Philadelphia voided the

two articles relating to conduct for

much the same reasons as those

voiced by the appeals court in

Washington.
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Allen Will Advise

On University-Wide Basis

Wood Appoints Saloma
As Advisor For Intern Programs

UMass President Robert Wood
announced today that Dwight
Allen, in addition to his respon-

sibilities as Dean of the Univer-

sity's School of Education at

Amherst, will take on additional

duties advising the President on a
University-wide basis.

Dean Allen will assist the
President regarding a variety of

issues relating to educational in-

novation and outreach, both within

the Unvversity and-in cooperation

with other colleges and univer-

sities in Massachusetts and
throughout New England.
To begin with, President Wood

has asked Dean Allen to assist him
on three specific projects:

1 . Evaluating the pace and status

of educational change within the

Bad Oil Policy

Seen In Boston
BOSTON ( Al» ) - The chairman of

the legislatures Commission on
Marine Resources said yesterday
that Edward King, executive
director of the Massachusetts Port
Authority, is "stampeding an off-

shore tanker terminal and refinery

complex in the Boston area."

Bulger said his commission will

hold hearings on the MassPort
project in November

MEET THE
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103N.FLEA5ANT ST.

253-9080
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University;

2. Serving as the President's
chief representative on the inter-

institutional Professional Advisory
Task Force which is involved in

planning for a Massachusetts Open
University; and

3. Working with the New
England public university
presidents and their Joint
Operations Committee to explore
regional approaches to improving
teaching throughout the area.

In announcing the appointment,
President Wood said, T know this

new association will be con-
structive and fruitful, and of in-

valuable assistance to the
University as it confronts the
difficult educational challenges of
the 1970's."

UM-^ss President Robert Wood announced today
that John S. Saloma III will serve as Advisor for
Intern Programs.

In announcing the appointment. President Wood
said the current academic year will be a "planning
and development year for public service internships
at the University of Massachusetts."

Dr. Saloma s primary responsibility will be to
advise on the development of a major innovational
University-wide program providing students with
opportunities for direct personal involvement in
governmental and political processes.

President Wood said Dr. Saloma will work closelv
with the University's Boston and Amherst campuses,
both of which already have significant public service
intern programs. Among them are the federally
sponsored University Year for Action program and
programs of the newly opened College of Public and
Community Service at UMass-Boston.
The programs to be developed by Dr. Saloma will

include a Washington program geared to state and
local government and community interests in
national policy; a program of internships in
Massachusetts government and politics; and a

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAMt<

Libra is drawn to Aries, even though
'hese are opposite signs. Libra often
marries Aries, goes into partnership with
Aries, fights and loves with Aries and is

puzzled, flabbergasted and delighted with
Aries. So many startling changes nave
occurred in ihe lifestyles of Libra that these
natives feel now as if a merry-go-round was
whirling and ihey were going all the way
for a brass ring. Conditions settle
favorably, especially in a financial sense,
for many of these natives, beginning next
month, in November.
ARIES i March 21-April 19 1 : Lunar cycle

is high take initiative Make new start
Hightlight independence of thought, action
Trusi your own judgement Sense of timing
is sharp Your originality, pioneering spirit

surges fo forefront Ignore those who are
jealous

TAURUS i April 20 May 20 1 : Secrets are
leatured. Make inquiries Do some personal
investigating. Keep promise to one confined
to home, hospital Co-operate in project
aimed at helping those who are in-

capacitated. Gemini. Virgo persons could
figure prominently.

(iKMlM May 211 -June 3) >
. Accent is on

friends, hopes and desires Protect business
interests. Refuse to give up something for

nothing. What seems adverse could
boomerang in your favor. Pisces individual

might play key role Be selective Insist on
quality.

CANCER i June 21-July 22) : Emphasis
is on responsibility, authority, willingness

io back beliefs with investments of time or
money, or both Capricorn might play
significant role. Civic project, business

deals-ihese rate high on your agenda.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Good lunar

aspects now coincide with writing, ad-
vertising and generally "spreading the
message." Long-range view is necessary.

Travel and a broadening of horizons -these

are featured You get rid of outmoded
concepts

VIRGO i Aug 23-Sept 22): New deal

with finances indicated-mate or partner
proves valuable ally. Be sure you make
your own decisions Means right or wrong,

il is vour style, your play that counts. Know
it and respond accordingly Tap creative

resources.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22» : Lie low
Permit one close to you to take initiative

You do best now as a shrewd observer who
listens, learns Family and legal com-
plications result if you push, force, insist

Be receptive. Collect needed data.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Maintain
even level-obtain hint from Libra
message. Accent is on routine, health, what
you do io relieve tension. Sagittarius.

Gemini persons could figure prominently.

Reach accord with fellow workers, those

who share interests and goals

SAGITTARIUS i Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

Accent is on the creative process You feel,

perceive and imprint your individual style.

Young persons, members of opposite sex

figure prominently Aquarius. Leo natives

could figure in plans Be open to change of

procedure
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19): One in

home area is inquisitive Find ways of

answering Don't be upset by verbal

onslaugm Analyze reasons, motives Your
sense of security will be enhanced if you
deal with situation rather than attempting
fo ignore it.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18): Study
Capricorn message. One at home wants
very much to open line of communication.
Make it easier Bend Receive. Harmony is

a key now to progress and to your health

Taurus. Libra persons may be in picture.

PISCES i Feb 19-March 20): If selec

five, you gain financially. Insist on quality.

Eschew get-rich-quick maneuver. Accent is

on collecting what you need. You can put

together missing links Know it and proceed
with confidence Natural abilities are
magnified.

program of "new federalism" internships organized
around developments in federal state-community
relations

Dr. Saloma s appointment is for the academic year
1973-74. He is also jointly serving as executive of the
Panel on Eellowships at the John F. Kennedy
Institute of Politics, Harvard University.
Dr Saloma was a professor in the Politics

Department of College II at UMass-Boston during the
1972-73 academic year, and previously was an
associate professor of Political Science at M.I.T.

He holds MA. and Ph.D. degrees in political

economy and government from Harvard University
and a B.S. degree from M.I.T. He was also a
Fulbright scholar at the Loddon School of Economics.

He is the author of Congress and the New Politics
( 19fi9) and co-author of Parties, the Keal'Opportunitv
lor Effective Citizen Politics (1972).

Dr Saloma has also served in an internship
program himself, as a Congressional Fellow of the
American Political Science Association. He was
selected by U.S. Jaycees in 1969 as one of the Ten
Outstanding Young men of America.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Permit

4 Eats

9 Man's name
12 Beverage
13 Vegetable
14 Girl's name
15 Unrestrained
17 Piece of linen

19 Challenged
21 Female

(colloq.)

22 Skin of fruit

24 land measure
26 Dampens
29 Mistake
31 Obtained
33 Drink slowly
34 Symbol for

tantalum
35 Negative
37 Household

pet

39 A state (abbr.)

40 Superlative
ending

42 Emerged
victorious

44 Distance
runner

46 Hind part

48 Insect egg
50 Additional

51 Shallow vessel

53 Liquid

measure

55 Charted

58 Center

61 Devoured

62 Flower

64 Meadow
65 Youngster

66 Sows

67 Still

6 Symbol for

nickel

7 Vast age
8 Stump of a

tooth

9 Part of leg

(Pi)
10 Capuchin

monkey
11 Girl's name
16 Claw

18 Animal's foot

20 Canine

22 Man's name
23 Wipe out

25 Physician
(colloq.)

27 Striped

animal

28 Extra

30 Quarrel

32 Scottish cap

36 Measure of

weight
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Alumni Directs

Phonothon
Mr. Frank S. Sottile, Springfield

Branch manager of the Sun Life

Assurance Company of Canada,
will direct the Greater Springfield

Phonothon for the UMass Alumni
Fund.

The Phonothon, being conducted

for the first time in the Springfield

area, will last from Monday, Oct.

29, through Thursday, Nov. 15.

About 215 UMass alumni will

telephone 3,100 fellow-alumni in

Hampden County for donations

which will be used for the Alumni
Scholarship Program, library

enrichment programs, and other

needs at UMass.
Mr. Sottile is a 1952 graduate of

UMass who began his Sun Life

career in 1954 after two years as an
Air Force supply officer. In 1956 he
became district supervisor, later

senior district supervisor, and in

1963 was appointed branch
manager for Hartford.

From 1964 to 1968 he was vice

president of Security Connecticut

Life, executive vice president of

Connecticut Life, and general

agent for Lafayette Life. He
returned to Sun Life in 1968 as

manager of the Springfield branch

office.

Mr. and Mrs. Sottile and their

three children live in Simsbury,

Conn.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

HO. 2

isn't always

second.

Harpsichordist Ralph Kirkpatrick

Celebrity Harpsichordist To Play
Ralph Kirkpatrick, one of the

world's great harpsichordists, will

open the UMass Fine Arts Council

Celebrity Series with two concerts

Oct. 17 and 18.

He will perform works of Bach,
Couperin and Scarlatti at two
different programs, both at 8 p.m.

in Bowker Auditorium. In addition

to the evening performances, Mr.

Kirkpatrick will participate in a

master class and demonstration.

Attendance at this event will be

limited and those interested should

contact the Fine Arts Council office

for further details.

Born in Leominster, he began his

musical career at age six, studying

pianoforte with his mother. While
at Harvard he began to play the

harpsichord and won a John J.

Knowles Paine traveling

scholarship. He studied in Paris

with Wanda Landowska and
Naidia Boulanger and in less than

two years was teaching at the

Mozartteum of Salzburg
Mr Kirkpatrick made his

harpsichord debut at Cambridge
and subsequently has appeared in

virtually every major music
capital in the United States and
Europe
Tickets for both performances

may be obtained at the Fine Arts

Council Box Office. 125 Herter Hall

< 413 545 0202 1 ; UMass students are
$1.50, others are $3.

Television Tonight
JN OTOOI.F. 'Operation:

IIKKOKS "The Swing Shift"

INK. KltS NKIOIIROKIIOOD

S:M KNMIG
Psychology'

IHH.W S

(22)

MISTKR
<24> (57)

UIVKNTl RKS OK SI PKRMAN (27)

BKVKBLY IIILI.BILL1KS "Miss Royal
Highness" (30)

GOMKR PYI.K' Gomer and the Phone
Company" (40)

5:30 TIIK RKAI. MeCOYS "Where Theres
A Will "

1 18>

TIIK I U Y MOW l-ucy Meets Danny
Kaye" (22)

TIIK. KI.KCTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMKR PYI.K. "Comer the Privileged

Character (27)

IHH.W S IIKROKS Movies are Your
Rest Kscape ' (30)

NKWS. WKATIIKR SPORTS <40>

v.:. \\II\TS IIAPPKNING UPDATE (3>

'.mi \KWS 131 '8i (22)

I SPY Tlie Beautiful Children " (18)

MMM! (Ml (57)

PKTTKOYI .UNCTION The Other
Unman " i27>

TO TKI.I. TIIK. TRl'TII Carry Moore.
host tin

WHO Will) WKST Night ()l the Bub-
Wing DrOttl " t40i

1:3. NKWS (31 (2X1 <:wi>

\lt( KNKNINO NKWS (Hi

I NTWIKD WORLD ( 27

«

I.OIISIYONS NKWS \ND (OMMK.NT
57 I

<;:,:. nkwsrk vi \i«s i4»l

; imi wii vi in nil: world >:i>

TIU III OR ( ONSKtJl KM KS Boh
Barter. ln>si '8

DIIK M-N DM\K SHOW Ifcar Sally

NKWS. WKATIIKR. SPORTS (22) (3)

VOIR Fl'Tl RK IS NOW (24)

ABC KVKNING NKWS (40)

TIIK RKPORTKRS (57)

7:30 TIIK PRICK IS RIGHT (3)

YOl ASKKD KOR IT (8)

GRKKN ACKKN "How To Knlarge A
Bedroom." (18)

TIIK HOLLYWOOD SQl'ARKS Peter

Marshall, host (22)

FKK.NCII < HKK (24) (57)

ANIMAL WORLD (30)

DRAGNKT "The Shooting" (40)

8:00 TIIK SONNY AND CHKR COMEDY
HOI H 131

DKAL WITH TIIK ISSl KS (8)

TIIK CHAMPIONS "The Experiment"
(I8>

ADAM-12 "Venice Division '*
(22) (30)

TIIK WATERGATE HKARINGS (24)

BOR AND CAROL AND TKD AND
\I.ICK (40)

1:3. MUVIK "Don't Be Afraid Of The
Dark " IS I lm

MYSTKRV MOV1K Joynde to

Nowhere" <22< <:Hli

••00 CANNON Murder By Proxy" 131

TIIK 700 ( LIB <18>

BORIS KARI.OKK PRESENT*
THRILI.KR Thi' Hungry Class 1371

lomi DAN Alt. I ST Kpitaph For a

Swinger" '3)

I MX KLLIOT ' H ) (40>

I.OVK STORY "All My Tomorrows '

1 22

>

131

NKWS .271

Hi t(i TIIK LIVING WORD in

10: 1.1 MANTRAP I3T1

II (hi NKW. WKATIIKR. SPORTS. 131 (8)

i 18 > 123) 'to )
1 4)p

K"U<Ts IH

PERSONAL

Ooraniles —
I max he thin

I max hr tall

My hair may be long or not long at all.

I max he seen each day in rain or
sunlight.

nut nn pnantom writings occur only
at night.

N on ask who is it with an identity so

obscure'"

I may li\e far away
Or maybe next door.

lfl«-«

(•aragr wanted — Lockable within 10

miles <>f campus, (all Jack 519 6168. leave
message.

tf 10 10

PERSONAL MDC CLASSIFIEDS FOR RENT

Student Actixilies Policy t ouncil
needs involved people. Submit resume
.i( the Student Senate Office, tai SI by
10/10 Any questions, call David
Hooker .vn:ui

tf 10-10

To the Klig — Happy One Year An-
niversary! Love always Bev.

tf 10/10

Washington : I II give you an encore that
you "II never forget! ! ! Stoney.

tfl«/10

Hillie-Jo: Did you ever hear about the
tortoise and the hare? Pat Garrett P.S.
Deadwood is what your pine box will be
made of!

IflO/IO

I -Pukeds! Today 7 points, tomorrow a
win i But what about Karl's story)!
Congratulations from your Groupies.

If 10/ 1

1

10-4 Kllie-Nor! Happy Birthday from
Barbara Scott. All the way with Kllen
Rae! Sorry I'm late!

UlO/10

HELP WANTED

Men' Women! Jobs on ships' No
experience required Kxcellent pay.

Worldwide Travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for in-

formation Seafax. Dept. M-17. P.O.

Box Jot!*. Port \ngeles. Washington

matt.
tf 10- 1

7

To the blunt Aquarian from L.I. in 508
McNamra — Artie, get the dog. Happy
Belated IMth Ml my loye. Sagittarius

trio/io

Piano accompianist needed for ballet
classes in Gfld.. approx times 4-7:30,

MWK. (all collect after 8 p.m. 773-5179.
Mrs. Louis Gexler.

tllO-IO

Cashiers, concession, doorman, asst
man. Part-time: Kves or wknds. 3
days/wk. (all EMM or apply in person.
Yiclory Theatre. Hoi

tf 10-10

Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity
kitchen at meal times in exchange for Kree
board. 545-0210 ask for Rick or Olie.

HI

II girls need 2 kitchenboys to work one
hr lunch shift ft one hr. supper shift. Z

meals given free. Applicants call 545-052*

evenings.

tfl©-l6

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1971 Yamaha 200cc. exc. cond.. $350 or
best offer, (all Yivien at 546-5280 evenings.

tf 10-11

WANTED

I bedroom house within 7 mi. Need oc-
cupancy soon, (all Skibiski. Realtors.
Northampton. 584-3428.

tflO- 1

2

lley Bud! Number 2 wants to make you
wiser. Watch for details.

tflO/12

We buy good conditioned used records
for The Record. 256-01 :tt in Kaces of Karth.

tf 10-12

Horses boarded. 10 minutes to campus
Box stalls, field jumping, excellent trails
253-7373.

tflQ-27

Garage space, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. D. II. Jones 549-3700.

tf 10/18

lley you! Number 2 really does to-
harder.

tfl0/12

Artists — we need a few good illustrators
to work on an animated movie. If in-
terested call Man at 253-7850. I.eave name
and no.

tf 10-11

Needed — lead guitar and drummer,
must have instrument and trans. Paid
rehearsal time, (all Mike between 3 and 5.

527-9830.

tflO-12

Dehumidifier. freeier: also need
xnlleyball set for Oct. 13. will rent or buy.
Kor sale— humidifier. $5. Rob or Suzanne,
256-0503.

tflO-10

HELP WANTED

• •in ( oinmune
peopling. liviiiK and
72.'!. Xmhrrsl. Mass.

has farm — now
loving together. lto\MR

tfll 11

Whocxci
Mxlholoio
reward.

found mx xclloxx

233 — please

note

call

look —
K-I07I

IflO-ll

Part & full da\ office work available

iinmediatelv . experience necessarv
sands s Secretarial Service. 581-lomi

tfll) in

Secretary for Commuter Assembly, r,
hrs work. Apply (om muter Lounge. M-W-
K. II 30-5. TTh. 2:30-4 Must be undergrad
commuter.

tflO-ll

Wanted — used floor loom or large table
loom, must he at least a four harness.
Phone 533-9406 anytime.

tflO-10

Sm. house to rent — Conway. ( olran
vicinity, two bdrm pref. 323-6628 after :>

tflO ,;

Kxperiem ed Photographer desperately

in eds use of riarkriMim. Will negotiate.

Ilurrv ' Please call 6-6369 or R-6l.il Keep
trying — Paula.

tf lfl/12

.sPKt-.U 1 lPDVT
In Ware, at t ollegian printer.

II :n p iii I (Hi a.m.

ask lor ( harlotte

Help wanted — reliable mother s helper.
Thursdavs. 1 1 r, .,: B p.m.. giMiri pay (all
25K-n.'»89 evenings.

tfio-io

Pi/»a people, delivery people, counter
help. Applx in person or call the Hungry I

2MMRM,
If 10- 15

LOST NOTEBOOK

Says Progressive Age" in upper right
hand corner. If found, please contact Steve
at 546-6390

wmm

Teachers needed overseas. All

subjects, all levels, travel paid. No
language requirement, not restricted

to Kd. Majors. Information on where
to apply in ov er 10 countries. Send 12 to

Overseas Teaching. P.O. Box 524-V.

(entralia. Wa. 98531.

tflO-17

l-arge fur. room with , bath in private
home. 160 per mo. Want one able to babysit
for I child. 1 hr. 3 nights a week. 256-8948
after 3 p.m.

AMI
Motorhome for rent by the week or day.

completely self-contained, sleeps eight,

(all 772-0383.

tfl0-15

I bdrm. apt.. Sunderland on bus line.

1150 per mo. rent, includes utilities. Call

665-4189 or 665-395H ft ask about apt. no.

124.

tflO-ll

Huge 8-room apt.. 20 minutes from
campus, heat and utilities included. $250.

negotiable. Call 538-7897 after 6 and

weekends.
tf 10-11

Rooms — Only a few left Close. 401 V
Pleasant, free parking, tel. 253-9938. or

drop by. ask for Duncan. By day. week,

month.
tflO/19

INSTRUCTION

Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity
kitchen at meal times in exchange for Kree
board.

Knergy crisis — 1 cr. mini-course, no
pre-reo.. physics 19. C. M-W-F. 11.15. Oct.
Hi to Nov. 9. Call Prof. Hoffman. 545-0933
for details

tflO-10

AIKIDO
Meetings Weds, and Fri. 6: 30-8: 30

p.m., Son. 2:30-4:30 p.m. All

welcome.

AL VET. GRAD. STUDENTS
Veterans Office needs tutors!

Veteran grads are urged to register

as possible tutors for undergrads.

Rm. 241, Whitmore. Standard rates

paid.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
Meeting for all potential new

members on Thurs., 10/11 at 4:00 in

Rms. 168 170 C. Turn rt. at bottom of

escalators.

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC.
Meeting to discuss keys and code

practice for any and all. Any
newcomers welcome to "ham" radio.

ATTENTION ALL VETERANS
Veterans Affairs Office is now

located in Whitmore 241. 5 1346.

BOLTWOOD VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers are needed to take

residents to the Belchertown Town
Fair, Friday, 10/12. Busses will leave
Whitmore at 12:30. If interested, call

Don 323 6311 ext. 296.

CENTER FOR JEWISH STUDIES
Due to Holiday of Succoth, there

will be no classes on Weds., 10/10 and
Thurs., 10/11

CHESS LECTURE
Free: Introductory talk on how to

Play chess. All welcome. Tonight,
7:30 p.m., C.C. 165 169

COMMUTERS
Commuter Assembly Executive

Council meeting tonight, 5:30,
Commuter Lounge, S.U.B. All
welcome.

DOG OBEDIENCE
First class today Grinnel arena,

6: 30 p.m. Bring your dog. Barry, 429
Pierpont, 6 5278.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
MAJORS

Meeting Student National En-
vironmental Health Association,
10/10, 4 p.m. C.C. Rm. 105. All in
terested please attend.

ENROLLMENT FOR VA
BENEFITS

Students under the G.I. Bill who
haven't re enrolled for benefits
(Sept. 73 May 74) should do so im-
mediately through Veterans Office
Whitmore.

ETA KAPPA NU
Meeting for all members today at

noon in EBE 104.

GEOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION
Meeting tonight at 8:00 in 24S

Morrill to get to know other mem-
bers. Bring 3 slides that show your
geographical interests and share this

with us.

Journalism Prof. To Talk

At Collegiate Press Meeting

Dr. Dario Politella of the Journalistic Studies faculty at Umass will

deliver two papers at the annual conference of the Associated Collegiate
Press (ACP).

. Meeting at the Palmer House in Chicago, Nov. 1-3, the conference will

hear Dr. Politella report on "The State of Campus Press Freedom, 1973"

and "Instant writing-Journalism Style."

The conference attracts some 1,500 editors of campus publications to

discuss problems and performances in producing the more than 5,000

newspapers, magazines and yearbooks of American colleges and
universities.

Dr. Politella is author of two books published this year by Oxbridge of

New York: the third edition of his biennial "Directory of the College

Student Press In America" and "The Making of a Journalist." He is

lounder and coordinator of the national commission on the Freedoms and
Responsibilites of the College Student Press in America.

Notices

KUNDALINI YOGA CLUB
First meeting tonight at 5:00, 917

MOTORCYCLE CLUB
Meeting tonight, 7 p.m., C.C. 803.

All street, dirt riders are encouraged
to attend. If you can't make it call
Jim at 6-7151.

PARACHUTE CLASS TO START
Come tomorrow nite, 10/11 C.C.

101 at 7: 00 for meeting and get all the
info and forms. The Parachute Club
gets large discounts and the weather
is perfect for jumping. Open to 5
college area students and staff.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Second organizational meeting of

Pi Sigma Alpha, Thurs., 10/11, C.C.
903 at 7: 00 p.m.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
Sorry the Collegian printed an

incorrect date for inventorying. The
error appeared in Friday's paper.

SELECTIVE SERVICE
REGISTRATION

18 yr. old males are still required
'o register with Selective Service no
later than one month after their 18th

birthday. You can register at the
Veterans Office, 241 Whitmore.

SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS
Anyone interested in being on the

Hamden Board of Governors or
Rathskellar advisory board please
contact Mrs. Schnarr in JQA Lobby,
today.

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB
Avalon Hill Players: meeting,

Weds., 10/10, 6:00 p.m. in C.C. 103.
All newcomers welcome.

STUDENT NURSE
ORGANIZATION

All nursing students urged to at-

tend important meeting tonight in the
4th floor conference room of Morrill.

Plans for the convention will be
discussed.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUN-
DATION
Outreach and publicity Task

Force meeting, 10/11 at 10:00 a.m.,
319 Hampshire House. Interested
persons welcome.

LOST
E & M text in Hasbrouck 107 last

Thursday. Please call 665-3063. No
questions asked. I'm desperate.
Whoever picked ud my 2 notebooks

in Registrar's Office Friday, please
return, reward. Call Bill 546 4670 or
drop off at lost and found or 422
Thatcher.

THANK YOU
T hanks to the person who returned

my brown, suede, jacket to the
WOPE Office last week.

»\\\)>V

. «S

King of Hearts

OCT. 12, 1973

TONIGHT
OFF THE HOOK at 7:20 p.m.
Dr Daniel Clapp of the UMass Contraceptive Clinic tells you

everything you always wanted to know at 545-2876 Art Cohen is your
host.

THE OTHER SIDE at 8:00 p.m.
Last program in the GAY WAY series. Future programs will be

produced by the UMass Student Homophile League

TOMORROW NIGHT
JANET MOULDING REVIEWS at 7:25
Ms Moulding takes a look at the current UMass theater productionMoon for the Misbegotten".

FILM QUOTES AND COMMENTS at 7:30 p.m. /

Dr Tom Bohn of the Communications Studies Dept appraises films
in the area.

and we invite you to giddily reel through undreampt-of dimensions with (Jack Flanders, every weeknight at midnight on

THE FOURTH TOWER OF INVERNESS!

H

Friday Night

MAHAR

7, 9, 11

UIMUfl
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

mm I

FOR SALE FOR SALE

Stereti buffs! If you want stereo
r«iuipment matched for you and sold at

wholesale prices, rail IMcliMM after 6
- All Brands'

tf 10/31

2 man pup tent. Coleman, perfect con-
dition. $in imi or best offer. Also stereo 8-

track tapes, like new. $:i.50. (all 546-9745.

tflO-10

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE

cTi.ii lemont . Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-C cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or
iiuiel t-njmim-nt. I 1 1 ! l:et fifiXH

tf 10/19

IMI International Travelall. new
brakes, clutch, giiod rubber. 4 on floor.
Must be seen, (all David 549-1528. leave
message, price is $550!

tflO-10

Cum h — t .'.">. good condition ; Women's 3
M»e«-d -'«"' Columbia Kicycle 2 yrs. old »25;
blow hair dr>er $:,. (all 519-6647 after 6
l» Ml

MM
1'iTii Kord ('nrtina. km mileage, air

WMR. \m-KM. radials. lath. I«H h.p..

SlI.Vi. mux under book value, wood instr.

IKincI clock. t«7 I'uffton. .WIMr.L'.V

tilO-ll

Cor sale — I'm.i. M(.K. kihhI condition,

mam new parts and extras. $«.ihmmi or best

offer (all MMJK7.
Ifia-IL*

Sruha-ltacor OKI. hose. Scuhair S(.l

hose. I KD 72 & twn. M tanks, speargun &
fins: also car cassette plaxer & alum. 6'

loUlinu cot. DMMM.
Iflii II

* .ixi<l foods, better uines. best beers — 8-

II dail\ Montague Mini-Mart. Montague
< enter

KM stereo tape deck plus speakers. 3
mos. old. worth lion, will sell for $80 or
best offer, (all Itob. 546-9745. leave
message.

tf 10-10

Kenelli 650 Tornado, an excellent street
and sport bike, in very fine shape, asking
SH50. (all John. 549-6139.

tf 10 10

Zeiss Ikon camera K-75mm. 170. Kieker
ski boots, men's site 9. plastic. $20. 3 new
tires. 7.75-I.V. 110 each: Swiss Calendar
Watch. Kob. 545-2151.

tflO-10

Hammond Model B with l.eslie tone
cabinet, best offer (all Paul. 253-7216.

tf Kill

Hi! It's Haul \our friendlx furniturr
dealer speaking to xou. We still havr
most of the costumes left ; also a large
supplx of treadle sewing machines
plus our usual unusual collection of

furniture and junque. 16 Main St. in the
\llex. Remember Paul's Old Time
furniture is MM* per cent student
oxxned. MMM I.

IfMM I

FOR SALE
Vivitar Lens 85 mm to 205 mm zoom fits

Pentax. Yashica. Mamiya Sekor. Just like

new. Call 549-0591.

tflO/16

72 VW Bus. 25000 mi., radio, curtains,

new disc brakes. Just tuned. 2 Radial
snows, other extras. Call 549-6728. $2800.

tflO/16

Koflach buckle ski boots, siie ten. any
reasonable offer accepted. Call Dave at 5-

0131 days, and at 549-6872 after six p.m.
tflO/12

One Columbia 10-speed bicycle in ex-

cellent condition. Only $45. call 6-5086.

"10/12
ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted to share apt. in
Sunderland. Own room. $75 per mo., incl.

utilities, on bus line. Call Nancy. NaM or
Kim. 665-4176.

tf 10-11

Roommate wanted at Presidential Apts.

Own nice room 8 minutes to campus, nice

quiet apt. $70.00 a month. Call 549-6006.

nites.

tflO/ll

AUTO FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

tfio-is

Karth shoes cheap! Women's sire 9.

hroxxn leather Oxford txpe. like-new. A
real deal for $25. (all Yxette at 581-5906.

leave message
tflO/12

I-!. M.S. camping equip., back uutk.

down sleeping hag & two man tent with

lloor. list $270. onlx $150. Csed once (all
,'>l!t-iW2l between >-8 p.m

tflll-12

I sed Israeli lamb Skin Jacket $15: two

beautiful Peasant Skirts $5 ea. (all 256-

n:i«t. exenings
tflO/16

lO.VMiO Mfa Romero (.'I .sprint, hardtop,
runs like a dream. Classic, used for

dependable daiix transportation. $750
firm (all 6-7133.

tflO-12

I'M.
. Plx mouth Barracuda, exc. bodx and

engine cond .
\ -8. new shocks, good tires,

must be seen. $325. (all Al. 516-7691.

tfmil

Classical Outtar. mint condition

linn -
,
.V.-<i.'i«7

$70 -

tflO/ll

HHMi \ w Bus New brakes, new tires, rebuilt
engine, inspected. bod> in good shape. $350
Call or see (ind.x. Ml (irayson. 546^819.

tflO-10

1964 Pontiac ambulance. 35.000 original
miles, make good cajnper. Reasonable
price. 665-3344.

tflO-12

Porsches. 356, 1600 SSC. $400 up: (hex.,

1966 station wagon, new trans. & ball

joints: Saab 968 radials. 323-7327, trades.

tf 10-11

1970 9 pass. Kingswood Estate wagon.
37,000 mi., auto, trans., power steering,

power brakes, roof rack, mileage good,

great family car. Paul. 253-7646.

tflO-12

1966 MOB. blown engine, but 4 new 14-

inch tires and wire wheels. Call Mark. 665-

1390. best offer

tflO-12

I96H Volvo station wagon. M5S. new
stick. AM-KM, snows, very good cond., 25

m p it Can be seen days on campus. About
$1250 firm. :i67-2826.

tflO-10

1966 Landrover. needs new third gear,

all new valves, top etc.. $900 now or $1200

when fixed. Possible trade for VW. Call

113-268-7892.

tf 10-10

1970 Dodge Superbee. 383 magnum,
auto., p.s.. p.b.. mags, stereo, a real steal,
must be seen; also waterbed. $25. Call 323-
7706 anytime.

tflO-lfi

1982 (orvair. new battery, brakes, 4
good tires and 2 snows and rims, needs
distributor, best offer. 546-6371.

tflO-10

I'm,? Rambler Rebel. 53.000 mi., new
brakes, cooling, tune-up. parts, a t

MMM, MMM or 515-1388.

Mil

1964 VW Bug — Broken piston rod. but
many new parts; Gen. brakes, exhaust,
bumper, shocks, tires etc. Make offer. Ken
584-4082.

wmm
64 CTO, recently rebuilt. 380 high pert.

eng
. new brakes, battery, exhst. 546-0626

eve.

tf 10/12

1965 Ford. 289 V -8. 3 speed standard, new
front brakes and exhaust, some rust, but in
good cond.. asking $250. Call John. 540-
6139.

rmt

SERVICES
Typing — Reliable, reasonable,

manuscripts, term papers, theses,
disserta. IBM Selectric typewriter. Mary
Lou 253-7352.

tflO-B)

Guaranteed rebuilt Volkswagen engines.
GAR. VW Rebuilding Shop. 1-232-7051.

tflO-26

Kree lance mech.. will do light
automotive work for $3.00 an hr. & parts
546-5185. ask for l,arry.

tf 10-11

Astrologer does birth charts ( horoscope >

with complete accuracy, interpretation &
counseling. Call Jeffrey. 253-5386. keep
trying.

tflO-19

Any and all types of sewing done. Call
I eah al 665-3439.

tflO-12

Need a typist? Term papers, theses,
dissertations, books — any kind of
typing done in my home. Kxperienced
typist with IBM Selectric typewriter.
Reasonable rates. Fast service. ( all
584-0743.

1/10-12

l v-# O j*\. X*
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SPORTS
Volleyball Finally

Comes To UMass
By LINDA MACKLER

It is no surprise that the UMass
women have adopted volleyball as
their new intercollegiate sport.

Volleyball is not simply a
recreational activity to be played
for general exercise. It has much
more to offer than mere spirited

fun. It is an exciting competition -

complete with rivalries and serious
strategy.

Although volleyball was invented
right here in Holyoke, it is the
Japanese women's team which
generated a new and extensive
interest. At the 1964 Olympic
games the Japanese coach,
Hirobumi Daimatsu, received
lengthy coverage for his severe
training programs. But his team
was determined, precise, hard-
hitting, and victorious. They were
thrilling and stimulating to watch.
Since then volleyball has rapidly
gained popularity, particularly on
the west coast. It has apparently
been slower to reach New England,
but now UMass has its first

women's team.
The strategy of volleyball relies

on three main tecniques - the
bump, the set, and the spike. The
bump is a forearm pass used to get
underneath hard hit serves that
come below the shoulders. The set

is an overhead pass, played close
to the net to set up for the spike.

The spike is the most effective

offensive weapon. It is a hard
driven ball hit at a sharp down-
ward angle, making it extremely
difficult to return. All hits and
serves now must be made with the
fists. This is called power
volleyball. The old plays using the
palms of the hands are now illegal.

Coach Jensen claims. "Power
volleyball has cleaned up the
game."

Coach Judy Jensen is the
graduate student who has taken
charge of the first year team. She
has played competitive volleyball
for eight years, through high
school and as an undergraduate at
Drake University in Des Moines,
Iowa. The coach has stated that the
team looks good in practice.
Everyone who came out for the
team is eligible to play, but there
will be an A and a B squad. These
have not yet been determined, but
will be by the end of the first game.
Coach Jensen feels, "The team has
increased their skill level
tremendously since practice
began. Now they need some
competition."

This competition will be this
evening. The season opens in the
Northeast Physical Education
Building gym at 6:30 p.m. against
Westfield State Teacher's College.

Notices
BASKETBALL - there will be a

meeting for all basketball can-
didates on Friday, Oct. 12 at 4 p.m.
in Boyden 249.

BOWLING - The rolloff for the
UMass intercollegiate bowling
team will be held today, Oct. 10 and
Monday, Oct. 15. Attendance on
both nights is required. The rolloffs

will begin at 6:30 at the Boyden
lanes. For further information and
to sign up, contact Dave Dimmick
in 523 Grayson or call 546-7002.

MOTORCYCLES - The Motor-
cycle Club will hold a meeting
tonight. Oct 10 at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center. Room 803.

Rt 9, Hadley
Next to Old Wtird Harold's

584 0011

$1 FISH

SPECIALS
Algae Eaters, Black
Mollies, Zebras
Neon Tetras 4/$ 1.00

many other $1.00 specials also

Savings on Tank Accesories

Berra Paces UMass Scorers
By MIKE BROPHY

Statistically speaking, the
Minutjmen have outscored theer
respective opponents by a total of
101-96. Of those points, Tim Berra
has collected 44 with seven touch-
downs and a two point conversion.

Bill Wolfe is second on the
scoring list with two TD's and a
two-pointer. Ed Hadjusek and
Gary Mika each have two TD's to

their credit.

In the rushing category, UMass
has been held to an average of 1.7

yards per carry on rushing plays.
Peil Pennington is the second
leading rusher with 76 total yards
to his credit despite the fact that he
has been thrown for losses totalling

100 yards.

In 18 carries Paul St. Onge has
netted 37 yards for a 2.1 average
while turning in some fine blocking
in the improving backfield. Jerry
Mondalto, now out for the duration
of the season with a knee injury
finished with 40 total yards and an
average gain per play of 3.3 yards.
The UMass offense has fumbled

the ball a total of 11 times and has
lost only four ofc those miscues.
Leading the UMass interceptors

with two apiece are Bob Parrott
and Paul Hansen. Parrott has
netted 36 yards on runbacks while
Hansen has been brought down
right away on both pickoffs. Dennis
Kiernan and Jim Talarico each
have one interception to their
credit in bolstering the
Minutemen's defense.

Punter Andy Dutkanicz has
averaged 35.8 yards per punt so far
this season and has been respon-
sible for putting many an opponent
in the hole.

Umass has given up 44 first

downs via the rushing game and 29
via the pass.

Peil Pennington has hit his

receivers for a .430 completion
average in netting 647 total yards
through the air. Fred Kelliher has
gained 201 yards while completing
50 per cent of his aeriels.

UM football opponents have
picked off ten UM passes for

yardage totalling nine yards.
Tim Berra leads the punt run-

back specialists wth an out-
standing 100 yard goal. Bob
Parrott has 22 yards on three

runbacks for a fine 7.3 average.
Everytime Pennington com-

pletes a forward pass he is

rewriting the passing record book
for career completions at UMass.
Finally, the offensive unit put

together their first sustained drive
involving more running than
passing this past Saturday as they
marched 61 yards in twelve
plays. . It is quite possible that more
drives such as this will be for-

thcoming.

Statistics In A Nutshell
SCORING
B.rra, fl

Wolfe, W, ta
HaJJusi'k, ae

Mika, U
Uolle, R, hb
Pennington, qb
Ante s , k

Dutkanici. k

TD PAT(l) PAT(2) FC PTS PASS RECEIVING NO YDS TD AVE LC
7

2

2

UMASS
OPP

I)

I

5<7)

2(3)

44

14

12

12

6

6

0(1) 5

_OJ2j_2
15 7(10) 2(5) 0(Tj 101

J2 11(11) 1(1) 1(4) 96

AVE/
PASSING ATT COMP INT YDS TD PCT COMP
Kclliher, qb 28 14 2 201 4 .500 14.4
Pennington, qb 127 53 7 647 8 4JQ 1 2 ».

Berra, fl

Ha jduaek, se

Wolfe, U, te

Wolfe. R. hb

Mika, te

Harrlman, fl

St. Onge, fb

Mondalto. hb

K1CKOFF RETURNS

29 368

14 169

13 202

4 67

53

20

8

12.6 42

12.1 44

15.

S

47
16.8 22

13.2 25

20.0 20
8.0 8

0MASS
OPP

PUNTING
Dutkanlct, k

Mondalto. hb

157 67 10 890 12 .427 13.3

107 55 6 730 6 .514 13.

J

NO YDS AVE LG NET
28 1101 39.3 65 35.8

1 35 35.0 35 35.0

Berra. fl

Wolfe, R, hb

Street, lib

St. Onae. fb

UMASS
OPP

29 11)6

32 1177

39.0
36.8

65 35.7

60 32.9

UMASS

OPP

PUNT RETURNS
Parrott, cb
Berra. fl

NO YDS

13 333

2 38
1

AVE TD LG

25.

S

1 93

19.0 19

14 14.0 14

7 7.0 7

17 392 23.1 1 93

18 380 21.1 40

NO YDS AVE LG

3 22 7.3 10

14 100 7.1 13

UMASS

OPP
17 122 7.2 13

10 100 10.0 36

INTERCEPTIONS
Parrott (2-36), Hansen (2-0)
Kiernan (1-2) , Talarico (l-O)
UMASS (6-38)
OPP (10-9)

RUSHING
Wolfe, R, hb
Pennington, qb
Street, hb

Mondalto, hb
St. Onge, fb

Roland, fb

Torrance, fb
Verollni, fb

Peters , hb

Othen

ATT CAIN LOSS
57 124 21

49 176 100
28 69

12 43

18 37

13

u
6

5

16

UMASS
OPP

I

3

O
2

5

JL.
191 501 175
2511171 234

NET

103

76

60

40
37

11

7

6

5

4l»

AVE
2.0
1.6

2.1

3.3

2.1

1.2

1.2

3.0
5.0

LG

23

35

7

8

5

4

6

4

5

5

326 1.7 35

934 3.7 79

No. 2

wants you,

ISUS.AKVIY
Qw/tasefe

FACES
EARTH

Hot Meals

3 Entrees

2 Vegetables

2 Potatoes

Soup, Salad

Hot Deli
Sandwiches
Roast Beef

Corned Beef

Pastrami

Ham
Soup, Pot. Salad

iCole Slaw
Sliced To Order

Grinders

Meat Ball

Sausage

Salami

Ham
Pastrami

Tuna

Made To Order

Monday - Friday
1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Bluewall Cafeteria
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The JJ Who Beat JJ
Bv MIKE BROPHY

Around the UMass locker
room before the big Rutgers
contest of last Saturday, the

game was being billed as

"UM's JJ Meets RU's JJ-Who
Will Win?"
The JJ from UMass is, of

course, none other than co-

captain Johnny Jones, who
single handedly tackled JJ
Jennings of Rutgers, four
times and was assisted by
other defenders on six ad-

ditional counts. That awesome
number 79 in the white jersey
this past Saturday was all over
the line of scrimmage picking

up the scent of Jennings who
sets deep within his own back-
field to build up the steam
needed to blow through his

opposition.

"Well, Jones built up his own
steam and was repeatedly
stopping Jennings for little or
no gain. "I went into the game
knowing I would have to key on
him and stop him cold,"
remarked Jones. "Sure, he
rolled up the yardage but we
stopped him when he had to

down there with seconds to

go"
Rutgers is no Notre Dame as

far as football is concerned but

for the fighting men of Mac-
Pherson, they were one hard
hitting football team.
"Everytime that tackle came

off the line to block me, he
would punch me in the stomach
repeatedly." said Jones.
"They came to play and so

did we. I think they now know
what football at UMass is

really like.

What is more important,

Johnny Jones

though, is that we know what
we .an do as a unit and as a
team. O.J. Simpson couldn't
have scored on us Saturday, I

don't think," said Jones
speaking of his defensive unit.
For the first time, in the still

young season, the defensive
backs were talking the in
huddle on that goal line stand.
"We were finally pulling
together for one cause. The
cause of victory. And we got
it," said Jones.
This could well be what the

average UMass football fan
has been waiting for, whether
he knows it or not. For a
defense that* pulls together,
wins together.

For Jones this is his fifteenth
year of playing organized
football and he realizes it could
be his last. "I have been
playing ever since I started
playing Pop Warner ball at
eight and have come through
high school and college playing
the defensive line all the time. I

have grown to love it. But,
when you ar tackling a runner
as big as yourself (which
Jennings was)," he continued,
"things can get pretty rough
out there."

All week long the defense had
concentrated on stopping the
run up the middle, the strength
of the Rutgers attack. Jones
and his gang were ready.

Simpson Credits

Line For Success
By MARVIN R. PIKE

Associated Press Writer
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) - O.J.

Simpson-All-American running
back at Southern California and
1968 Heisman Trophy winner.

O.J. Simpson-star running back
of the Buffalo Bills and top rusher
in the National Football League a
year ago.

O.J. Simpson-a-26-year-old
terror who is ripping pieces out of

opponents' defense this year and
credits his offensive line for his

success.

In the Bills' four games this

season-three won, one lost-

Simpson has rushed for 647 yards,
more than half the 1,251 he gained
last year.

"We have the cockiest offensive
line in football," he says. "They
think they can do anything for me.
They're always cheering me on."
When it's late in the game and

Simpson is moving toward a 200-

yard output, the Bills' best
blockers press rookie quarterback
Joe Ferguson to send Simpson
behind them.
"Run it my way," says guard

Reggie McKenzie, "I'll open it up
for O.J."

Before the season began, Simp-
son said repeatedly he thought he
could top the 1,500 yard mark.

"Heck. I got 1.200 last year and

the line wasn't healthy," he says.
"But these guys been telling me
I'm going to get 1,800 or more.
Reggie keeps saying I'm going to

gel 2,ooo.

"And if they said it, I've got to

believe them, because they're the
guys who'll get it for me. If they
say I can get it, then I'm going to

get it."

O.J. is anything but a man of

conceit. He wears his success well
and with a real touch of class.

Following a game, he never
sheds his uniform until the last

interviewer is satisfied. He never
shows annoyance at the same
question being asked over and over
again by different reporters.

Ohio State Still On Top Ruggers Trounced
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Ohio State held onto first place in

The Associated Press college
football poll Tuesday, but runner-

up Nebraska sliced the Buckeyes'

lead by 103 points.

Ohio State received 41 firstplace

ballots and 1,150 points from the 61

sports writers and broadcasters

who voted. The buckeyes ran their

record to 3-0 last weekend with a

27-3 victory over Washington State.

Nebraska trounced Minnesota
48-7 Ohio State previously walloped

the Gophers 56-7 and got nine first-

place votes and 1,032 points. Last

week's margin was 1,118-897.

There were no changes among
the next five teams, either.

Secretariat

RetireMay
NEW YORK (AP)-Has

Secretariat run his last race?
That was the big horse racing

question Tuesday in the aftermath
of the Triple Crown winner's
sensational victory in the Man
o'War Stakes.

"We have reached no firm an-
swer yet and I have nothing further
to say at this time," said Helen
Tweedy, operator of Meadow
Stable.

If Secretariat, who must retire

by Nov. 15 to go to stud under a

record $6,080,000 syndication, does
race again, it probably will be in

the Canadian Championship at

Woodbine in Toronto Oct. 28 or the

two-mile Jockey Club Gold Cup at

Aqueduct a day earlier.

If the Man o'War was
Secretariat's last race, then he
ended his career with what Mrs.
Tweedy thought might have been
his best performance.
The big 3-year-old chestnut was

racing on the grass for the first

time in the Man o'War and when it

was over he had set a Belmont
Park turf course record of 2:24 4-5

in beating Tentam by five lengths.

Top of
the

Campus

Third-ranked Alabama received
six first-place votes and 876 points

for a 28-14 defeat of Georgia, while
Southern California defeated
Oregon State 21-7 and held onto
fourth place with one top vote and
782 points.

Michigan, rated fifth, blanked
Oregon 24-0 and earned one No. 1

vote and 697 points. Sixth-ranked
Oklahoma downed Miami of
Florida 24-20 and got 632 points.

The other three first-place votes
went to No. 7 Penn State, which
beat Air Force 19-9 and polled 620
points.

The only change in the Top Ten
came when Tennessee nipped
Kansas 28-27 and climbed from
ninth to eighth while Notre Dame
slipped from eighth to ninth after

fighting off Michigan State 14-10.

Tennessee's lead, however, was a
slim 419-417.

Lousiana State rounded out the
Top Ten with 416 points. The Tigers
clawed Florida 24-3.

By W ADIE BAHOL
The Umass Rugby team played

poorly this past Saturday, and
dropped two games out of three to

a superior Norwich University
squad. The ruggers from Norwich,
who have played Rugby teams in

England (and who are soon to

make another trip there) com-
pletely dominated play in the first

two games and rolled to two vic-

tories 37-6 and 22-9. The third

game, however, was different, as
UMass savored its onlv victory 20-

3.

Once again there were very few
bright spots on the UMass 'A'

team, whose offense stalled con-

tinually and whose defense left

much to be desired. Even the 'B'

squad looked sluggish as they
dropped their first game of the

season, but perhaps more credit

should be given to the Norwich
squad than detracted from the

UMass ruggers.

The C team saved Umass the
embarrassment of a sweep by
dominating the action on the field,

as they took a slim 6-3 halftime
lead and built it into an impressive
seventeen point victory. The entire

'C backfield looked very sharp,
running hard and passing well all

day. The forwards, hustling all

along, played excellent defense
and turned in a fine offensive
performance.
The UMass ruggers, with their

112 record for the week, now have
an overall 6-3 record and will be
hoping to improve that against a
talented Hartford Rugby team this

Saturday.

O.J. Simpson

"MICH NIGHT" TONIGHT

$007

MISS

Michelob Goblet

after 9 p.m.

at

POUT

mss

TBS CHEQUES

"FREE" Juke Box ? p .m . untii , a .m .

hot kor i$$mff§t ifhr 11:00 p.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Oct. 9^to. 1

1

Prime Rib

Special

Reg. *5.60

Special -O 9 '
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Reds Even Series; Athletics Go One Up
Rose Homer Sinks Mets

Bv HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP)-Pete Rose
ripped a 12th-inning home run
Tuesday, lifting Cincinnati to a

vital 2-1 victory over the New York
Mets in the National League
playoffs and forcing the series into

a fifth game Wednesday.
The triumph evened the best-of-5

series at two games apiece.

Rose, booed throughout the

game as the villain in the wild

brawl that marred the third game
of the series Monday, drilled a 2-2

pitch from reliever Harry Parker
over the right field wall.

As he circled the bases, he thrust

his fist skyward and stomped on
home plate before rushing to the

exultant Reds' dugout as his

teammates spilled onto the field to

meet him.
Rose had bowled over Mets'

shortstop Bud Harrelson in a fifth-

inning collision Monday and af-

terwards was pelted with debris in

left field, leading to a near forfeit

of the game, which the Mets won 9-

2.

Every time he stopped on the

field Tuesday, the fans booed.

There were many banners around
capacity-filled Shea Stadium to

tease The Reds' left fielder.

But in the end, it was Rose who
drew the upper hand in this tense

duel on a gloomy, overcast day.
It started as a matchup of left-

hander with George Stone for the

Mets and Fred Norman for Cin-

cinnati.

New York struck first, scrat-

ching out a run off Norman in the

third inning.

Don Hahn opened with a walk
and moved to second on
Harrelson's infield out. After Stone
walked, Wayne Garrett flied out
with Hahn taking third.

Then Felix Millan delivered the
first hit of the game, a sharp single

to left that sent the Mets in front.

Stone, who retired the first nine
Reds in order, protected the slim
lead until the seventh inning. Then,
with one out, Tony Perez, who had
been hitless in his first 14 playoff

at-bats, walloped a long home run
into the Reds' bullpen, tying the

score.

One out later. Stone walked Andy
Koscoe and Tug McGraw relieved
for New York.
McGraw escaped that inning,

left eight Reds stranded on base as

he weaved his way out of jams in

the 9th, 10th and 11th innings.

The Reds loaded the bases with

one out in the ninth but McGraw
struck out Kosco and Denis
Menke's attempted squeeze was a

pop fly that Garrett caught off

third base for the third out.

In the 10th, the Reds loaded the

bases again, this time with two out,

but Perez flied to Rusty Staub,

ending that threat.

An inning later, Cincinnati had
runners at first and third with one
out and the Mets brought their

infield in to cut off a run at the

plate.

With a 3-2 count on Cesar
Geronimo, The Reds tried the

squeeze play again. But the bunt
went foul and Geronimo was out.

Then Dan Driessen sent Staub to

the right field wall for his long
drive. Rusty banged into the wall

and crashed to the ground but

made the catch, again ending a

threat.

AP Photo
Oakland third baseman Sal Bando collected two home runs in Sunday's victory for the Athletics. The

A's used home run strength again yesterday as Bert Campaneris powered a four-bagger in the eleventh
to give Oakland a 2-1 win and a one game lead over the Orioles in the AL championship series.

Campaneris Powers A's

latly (Cnllrntan

SPORTS

BvERIC PREWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND (AP)-Bert Cam-

paneris lined a leadoff home run
over the left field fence, barely
over the glove of Baltimore's
leaping Don Baylor, powering the
Oakland A's to an 11 -inning 2-1

victory over the Orioles Tuesday.
The win gives the A's a 2-1 lead in

their best-of-5 American League
playoffs.

Campaneris hit an 0-1 pitch from
Baltimore left-hander Mike
Cuellar, who had allowed only
three previous hits in a brilliant

duel with Oakland southpaw Ken
Holtzman.
Baylor raced to the fence, about

25 feet in from the left field foul
pole, and faulted as high as he
could in a desperate bid to rob
Campaneris of his game-winning
smash.
The defending World Champions

could end the championship series

Wednesday when they send Vida
Blue against Baltimore's Jim
Palmer.
Holtzman allowed only three hits

and just one over the final nine
innings.

A home run by Earl Williams
with one out in the second gave
Baltimore a 1-0 lead and it stood up
until the bottom of the eighth, when
Oakland's Joe Rudi singled home
pinch-runner Allan Lewis from
second base with the tying run.

The Orioles got a runner to third
base in the top of the ninth, but
Holtzman pitched out of the jam by
striking out Baylor.
The winning hurler struck out

seven Baltimore batters and
walked only one. Cuellar, feeling
the A's power hitters consistently
with slow breaking pitches, struck
out 11 and issued three walks.
Campaneris' homer was his

second of the playoffs and
Oakland's fifth.

Williams, who had 22 homers in

the regular season but none
against Oakland, hit an 0-2 pitch
from Holtzman over the left-center
field fence for Baltimore's first

homer of the playoffs.

Jesus Alou, batting for Ray
Fosse, fot the A's second hit of the
game when he blooped a single to

left field to open the eight against
Cuellar.

Lewis ran for Alou and was
sacrificed to second by Mike
Andrews, pinch-hitting for Dick
Green. Campaneris then disap-
pointed the Oakland Coliseum
crowd of 34,367 by striking out.
But Rudi followed with a line

drive single to left field to knot the
score.

Cuellar had retired 10 straight
batters before the eighth-inning
uprising. The A's were hitless until

the fourth, when Gene Tenace
singled to left with two out.

Oarswomen Win In Wind
B> WALT POWERS

The wind at Calvin Coolidge

Bridge blew straight up the Con-

necticut, churning the swirling

river into a froth. It was a terrible

day to row. but before it was over,

the UMass women's crew team
had emerged victorious in the "A"
race and runnerup in the "B".
Naturally, team Captain Missy

Mayer didn't complain about the

weather
"I really think the wind worked

to our advantage," she said. "The
other crews had shorter, quicker
trokes than ours, and they tied

earlier. Our stroke was longer,

slower, but better paced, and we
weren't tired at the end."
Saturdays season-opening

regatta, sponsored by Burger
King, was the first womens regatta

ever held in this area. Designed
primarily as a scrimmage, it gave
Coach Bob Spousta a lot of things to

be encouraged about

Inside Sports
» UMass' Own JJ

Womens' Volleyball

Football Stats

The "A" team, consisting of
Debbie Kirchmer, Joanne
Andreas. Holly Alexander, Bar-
bara O'Reilly, Mimi Broun, Mary
Miley, Missy Mayer, and Rose
Sellew, was well-coxed by
Sophomore Donna Blackburn, was
well conditioned and showed
surprising early season cohesion.

Coach Spousta, though, seemed
to get his greatest satisfaction

from the performance of his "B"
team.
"They had the toughest

assignment of all," he said. None
of them had ever raced before. At
the time, the course was 1000 yards
long Later, bad conditions forced
us to shorten the course. The un-

tried crew of Gail Geddes, Sharon
Gester. Janet Wilson, Karen
Youngquist, Sheila Sullivan,
Sherry Chase. Sally Baybutt,
Debbie Pierce, and coxswain
Lynne Zoino performed extremely
well under the circumstances,
winning their preliminary heat,
and finishing second to a strong
Trinity team in the finals

Bill Ballou

Kiss Of Death

On Boston Bruins

Place your bets. Call off the season and advance directly to the
playoffs. Send the referees home.
I'm making my hockey predictions.
In past years my predictions have sent strong men running for the

bosoms of their mothers, seeking comfort, solace, and escape. Poor men
have become millionaires by betting on the reverse order of my calls.
Threatening letters have come in from the General Managers of teams i
picked for first. But what the hell, you only live once and here go my
thoughts on the 1973-74 National Hockey League Eastern Division Race:

BOSTON BRUINS: Despite my avowed dislike of the home darlings,
something says they'll finish first. Bobby Orr is due to have a magnificent
season, after proving last year that he is capable of error. Phil Esposito
appears to have recovered fairly well from his knee injury, and should be
good for 115-120 points. Harry Sinden made a shrewd deal in acquiring
Gilles Gilbert to play goal and the ex-North Star shows promise of being
one of the best in hockey given some experience. Their weakness will be
defense, but all in all they should end up with about a 45-15-15 record
MONTREAL CANADIENS: Don't believe the talk about the Fren-

chmen not missing Ken Dryden too much. Neither Michel Plasse, Wayne
Thomas, nor Bunny Larocque can take his place, at least this season.
Almost three-quarters of their current roster was playing in the minor
leagues less than three seasons ago, so Les Habitants are hurting for
experience. With Dryden gone they won't have a stopper, and could hit
some bad streaks. I'll say second place with maybe a 42-15-18 record
TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS: This will be the year the Leafs put it

together. The acquisition of Doug Favell and Ed Johnston gives them
major league goaltending ( especially Favell) , something they've lacked
in recent seasons. Leafs are still relatively young, but their youth is
experienced. Much will depend on their injury situation, since they have
no great depth. If Paul Henderson and Norm Ullman can recover from
bad years, Toronto could be the surprise team of this season. They also
have, in Red Kelly, one of the best coaches in all of pro hockey
Their record? 35-25-15.

NEW YORK RANGERS: I have a suspicion they won't even make the
playoffs, but they still have a considerable amount of talent, so you must
figure them somewhere. It seems though, that after seven years of
trying, the Rangers have probably shot their wad. Giacomin and
Villemure are excellent goaltenders, though Giacomin may be forced to
hve with a "choke" tag. However, their offense relies too much on one
line, the GAG line, and I don't think one line can carry them. They're still
solid defensively, but you can make money betting they won't win the
Stanley Cup. Probably a 33-25-17 record.
So much for the playoff folks. The bottom division contains two clubs

Buffalo and Detroit, who may crack the upper division, but it's doubtful'
Here's the second division anyway.
BUFFALO SABRES: Still the team of the future, but they haven't

improved themselves as much as Toronto. They've still got a weak
defense, though their goaltending is good, and they have a weakness on
the wings

Give'em a 31-29-15 mark. It will be close.
DETROIT RED WINGS: I think they'll score goals, but will let more in

with a horrid defense. Also, if Roy Edwards gets hurt, as he often does,
their goaling is hurtin for certain. No better than a 30-30-12 record.
VANCOUVER CANUCKS: Disastrous is the only way to describe what

their season will be like. A goaltender who tends toward nervous break-
downs when things get rough, a terrible defense, and an offense full of
midgets says it all. The Canucks may make the playoffs by the year 2000,
but they'd better start rebuilding now. Figure 'em for an 18-45-12 record
NEW YORK ISLANDERS: The Islanders have just one major

problem-no taien! li D»*i Potvin plays stupendously, they may beat out
Vancouver. If not. it's i*** °lace and a 15-50-10 record.

The Umies React
By M.J. MEYERS

The word spread quickly here at

UMass that Vice President Spiro
Agnew had resigned. By 3:30
yesterday afternoon, those who
hadn't heard the news were few
and far between.
Among those students who

hadn't been informed, the majority
expressed the desire to "get loaded
and celebrate" when asked what
they would do if Agnew resigned.
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Yes, Virginia, miracles still

occur, if you pray hard
enough. In the photo above,
disbelieving Collegian writers

hungrily devour the latest off

of the Associated Press
teletype about our Vice
president's demise from the
political scene.
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And when told that Agnew had. in

fact, quit the office of the Vice
Presidency, most students reacted
with a skeptical, "You're shitting
me." even though they admitted to

believing that the situation was
inevitable.

Typical of those who reacted
with startled skepticism was Gail
Townsend. a senior majoring in

Home Economics, who said she'd
"raise the flag" if Agnew had
resigned. Apparently she, along
with many other UMies. thought
that Agnew's resignation was the
only patriotic thing he could do
under the circumstances.
While the vast majority of those

polled were delighted at the
prospect of being rid of Agnew, a
small group merely shrugged their
shoulders and said they'd do
"nothing"' if Agnew resigned.
Included in this category was an

latht (ttnibgtan
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unidentified male senior who
happily mnarked that "it gives
Wallace a better chance" when
told that Agnew was no longer Vice
President of the United States.

Richard Nixon was occasionally
mentioned when those polled were
told of the resignation Comment!
concerning the President ran the
gamut, from the accusation that

"It was part of a Nixon con
spiracy" to the more reflective. "If

Nixon chooses Kissinger as Vice

President and someone kills

Nixon, we'll have a competent
President."

Overwhelmingly, the vast
majority of L'Mass students were
enthusiastically receptive to the
idea of no more Agnew. If all those
who said they'd "get loaded and
celebrate" if Agnew resigned
actually do, it'll have been a busy
night at the Bluewall.

Weather

Hale Boggs wasn't the

only man to go down in a

storm

Recyclable
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Agnew Resigns
By RICHARD H. PYLE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-
Vice President Spiro T.

Agnew resigned abruptly
from office Wednesday and
pleaded no contest to a
charge of Federal income
tax evasion. A judge sen-

tenced him to a $10,000 fine

and three years' probation.

President Nixon, ex-
pressing "a sense of deep
personal loss" over the
stunning development, met
with Democratic
congressional leaders atthe
White House to discuss

"procedural questions" on
the selection of a successor.

Sen. Mike Mansfield of Montana,
the Senate majority leader, and
House Speaker Carl Albert of

Oklahoma, who is the President's

immediate successor in the ab-

sence of a vice president, left the

White House without meeting

newsmen.
Agnew's resignation was part of

an agreement struck by his at-

torneys with the Justice Depart-
ment that allowed him to plead no
contest to a 1967 tax fraud charge
and have all other allegations

facing him dropped.
Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson,

appearing with Agnew in the

federal court in Baltimore,
declared that the corruption in-

vestigation involving the vice
president had "established a

pattern of substantial cash
payments" to him by contractors

when he was Baltimore county
executive, governor and as vice

president.

These payments continued from
the early 1960s into 1971, and one

engineer doing business with the

state made payoffs up to and in-

cluding last December, Richard-
son said.

Although the Justice Depart-
ment agreed to drop the charges of

bribery, extortion and conspiracy
that Agnew also faced. These were
detailed in a 40-page document
released through the court. Agnew,
while not contesting the tax

evasion charge, denied all the

others

The thunderbolt disclosure of the

resignation, the second by a vice
president in U.S. history, was
almost casually revealed by a staff

secretary here as Agnew himself
was making a surprise appearance
in the Baltimore court.

Reading from a paper held in his

trembling hands, the 55-year-old

vice president told U.S. District

Court Judge Walter E. Hoffman
that his decision to quit and plead
no contest to the felony charge
"rests on my firm belief that the
public interest requires swift
disposition of the problems which
are facing me."
He said his lawyers had advised

him that a legal battle over the
allegations against him could last

for years and the attending
publicity would divert public at-

tention from other problems, "to
the country's detriment."
Agnew's decision came unex-

pectedly after he had sought
through public statements for rhe
last several weeks to end
widespread press speculation that

he would quit.
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The children of the Che-Lumumba School at UMass ( seated in front) made this poster, which will be
taken to the Anti-Imperialism conference in Chicago by the people from the Amherst area who will be
attending (see related story page 4).

Agnew admitted Wednesday to

receiving payments in 1967 which
were not reported on his income
tax and also that he was aware of

payments made to others. But he

denied that any payments had ever
influenced his execution of the

public trust as Baltimore county
executive, governor or as vice

president.

The actual charge against him
contained in an information filed

by the Justice Department, was
that he failed to account for some
$13,551.47 in federal taxes for the

year 1967.

In that year, the information

said, he reported income of $26,099

and taxes of $6416 when in fact his

income had been $55,599 owing
$19,967 in taxes. The resignation:

10th graf.

The resignation was effective at

2:05 p.m. Wednesday and it was
about 20 minutes later when it first

became publicly known. A staff

secretary, Mrs. Lisa Brown,
responding to an Associated Press

reporter's question about the

Baltimore court appearance, said

simply, "the vice president has
resigned. The Agnew staff aides

have just come from a meeting at

which they were informed he has
resigned..."

Few details were immediately
available on how or when Agnew
reached the decision, but Atty.

(Jen Elliot L Richardson, ap-

pearing simultaneously with the

vice president in the Baltimore

court, said it was part of an

agreement worked out with
Agnew's lawyers permitting him to

plead no contest to the single tax

charge
The Justice Department also

filed and the court made public 40

pages of other allegations com-
piled against Agnew in the federal

investigation of kickbacks by
contractors doing business with the

state of Maryland. These charges,

as part of the agreement, will not

be pursued.

Agnew had been under in-

vestigation for bribery, extortion

and conspiracy as well as tax
fraud, but he said in his statement

in court Wednesday that he was
innocent of all other allegations.

As Agnew appeared in court, a

resignation letter was delivered to

Secretary of State Henry A

Kissinger, who under the law
receives formal resignations of

national elected officials.

Similar letters were dispatched

to President Nixon. and
Democratic and Republican
leaders of the House and Senate.

The news of the resignation

reached the House floor during a

roll call and created five minutes
of confusion. House Speaker Carl

Albert. D-Okla.. who in the absence
of a vice president is next in line to

succeed as president, walked
quickly to the floor, declining

comment to reporters.

Within minutes, extra capitol

policemen and Secret Service
agent! were stationed outside
Albert's office door.

In his letter to Nixon. Agnew
said. "As you are aware, the ac
cusations against me cannot be
resolved without a long, divisive

and debilitating struggle in the

Congress and in the courts."

Saying that it was "painful" for

himself and his family, Agnew told

Ntxon that "it is in the best interest

of the nation that I relinquish the

vice presidency." He added that

"it has been a privilege to serve
with you."

Nixon, on receipt of Agnew's
letter immediately drafted a reply

in the Oval Office, where Agnew
had informed Nixon of his decision

in a secret, 40-minute meeting
Tuesday night.

In his reply. Nixon said he was
"deeply saddened by this whole
course of events."

"The most difficult decisions are
often those that are the most
personal, and I know your decision

to resign as vice president has been
as difficult as any facing a man in

public life could be," he told

Agnew.
Since Agnew's involvement in

the federal probe was first

disclosed in early August there

have been persistent reports that

Nixon wanted him to quit and had
tried to force him out with pressure
applied by White House aides

through the news media.
The White House has denied this,

however, and a spokesman said

Wednesday that Nixon "played no

direct role in the decision." It was,

a spokesman said, "a personal

decision that only the vice

president could make."

L.
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Campus Crime: Security Nightmare
By MICHAEL ALLAIN

At one o'clock on a Saturday

morning, five men enter the lobby

of George Washington Tower in

Southwest. A lone student security

guard asks the men for iden-

tification.

The security guard is pushed
aside and the five men enter the

stairways, ignoring the guard's

protests.

The guard hurries to the phone to

call the Head of Residence, but it is

too late. The intruders are now
inside -to harass, rob, or beat

residents--their anonymity
guaranteed in the 576 bed, 22 story

dormitory.

Unlikely? Not at all, according to

several heads of residence in

Southwest, where residents are

"becoming increasingly fearful for

our lives, our property, and our
very peace of mind."

In a September 25 memo to

phases.

But Southwest residents see such

a priority system as warped. A
head of residence who wished to

remain unidentified agreed with

Battista's evaluation.

"The University is saying that

parking is more important than

people.

"Besides," added the official,

"outsiders know the University is

wide open."
How "wide open" and accessible

are the dorms in Southwest?
Much more so than many heads

of residence would like. In the

daytime, admittance is unob-
structed for anyone. And at night

uniformed security guards are

only available five nights a week

-

but not in all towers. George
Washington for example, has no
scheduled uniformed security on
any evenings.

With only six uniformed security

unfamiliar persons they see in

their corridors, and are told to

inform the head of residence, if not

satisfied with the outsiders ex-

planation.

Such responsibility undertaken

by everyone will minimize the

chances of intruders stealing from
or harrassing the people on the

corridor, the heads believe.

Johnston sees the temporary
security system as effective,

particularly regarding strangers

"living" in dorms - that is, coming
in at night and sleeping in lounges.

"One of the things we have heard
in the past was about non-students

living in dorms, and we did arrest

people," Johnston said.

"But this year," he continued,

"we haven't found a single person
without evidence that they were
living there.

"We go into dorms in the early

morning hours and check out

five and thirty-five dollars; three

auto thefts; three larcenies from

motor vehicles; and one incident of

malicious destruction, valued at

$100.

These statistics are not

staggering, according to Johnston.

"If you compared the University to

a city of comparable size, you

would find the University crime

rate much lower," he said.

But these figures do not account

for the crimes that go unreported.

"Unless its a big loss -like a tape

recorder or stero equipment, the

student usually won't report a

theft," said Johnston. "If the

student doubts that the stolen

property can be retrieved, he won't

report it."

"I want to stress that all thefts be

reported to us, even if there's little

chance of finding the perpetrater

or retrieving the property.

"We need that data to implement

Students now, he feels, "will tell

me they don't want police in dorms
to see the things they're doing,"

although he has noticed that

students are becoming more aware
of the "common sense" and
"human understanding" of Dolice.

"Students are now turning to

police to control things like noise at

3 a.m.. and thefts," he said.

"Students must realize that the

officers on this campus are em-
minently approachable, and not

objects of fear. Many of our police

officers are former students

themselves, with an understanding

of the student life style," he said.

Johnston emphasizes that such a
shift from RHA's and student

security guards to foot patrolmen,

based in dorms, can only come
when the community is ready and

willing to accept it.

"We're not going to institute

somethine the communitv doesn't

David Johnston, Director of

Campus Security, and Saul

Chaffin, the Assistant Director, the

Southwest Resident Heads detailed

the problems of 5400 people

stacked vertically in one corner of

the campus.
These included "tension, over-

crowding, and higher incidence of

dormitory damage, drug use, theft,

assault, and general social

disorder than is found anywhere

else on campus."
The statement cites numerous

examples of violence during the

first three weeks of the semester,

in or near John Quincy Adams or

George Washington:

-two muggings on the mall

outside George Washington,

-a beating outside Washington;

-gangs of r.oles roving through

women's corridors, harrassing

residents and trying to tear down
bathroom stalls;

-and in Patterson House, a low

rise, a student security guard was
threatened with broken fingers for

refusing admittance to three men.

"I would say the average student

has no idea of the crime that goes

on here," says Carol Radzik,

Resident Head of George
Washington Lower.

But the victims do.

Southwest, by nature of its

dense, crowded conditions, has

always been ripe for more crime

than other areas of campus,
lohnston's recent shift of ten night

security guards to the day shift of

parking patrol has triggered hot

protests from Southwest officials.

"The administration seems to

feel that control of parking and
cars is more important than lives,"

said Joe Battista, Tower Coor-

dinator at Coolidge.

Johnston defends the ad-

ministration's position.

"We have seen no increase in

crime as a result of moving those

ten security guards off the night

shift in the month since instituted,"

he said. "And I don't foresee any
increase."

Johnston also emphasized that

the re-assigning of night security

guards to daylight parking details

is only a temporary move "to in-

sure that the new parking system

runs smoothly" in its initial

guards (also referred to as

Resident Hall Assistants and
Institutional Protection Men)
working in University buildings at

night, student security guards

must carry most of the load.

Of these six, one is stationed at

Whitmore, which is protected by a

security guard during all non-

business hours.

Of the remaining five guards

working this 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. shift,

one is assigned to Orchard Hill.

The other four are concentrated in

Southwest.

In addition, each of the six night

guards has two nights off each

week. Students must cover on

these nights, so even a tower with a

full time, 40 hour a week security

guard, must go without uniformed

protection two nights a week.

When the guard is on vacation

and on th nights he calls in sick,

substitutes are sometimes
provided, which removes security

from another area. But often

substitutes are not provided, in

which case the dorm must supply

its own 1 in-uniformed security.

Both Battista and Kathy
Hopkins, the Head of Residence in

Coolidge Lower, have worked
security in emergency situations

this semester.

But student guards and stand-
ins like Battista and Hopkins are at

a disadvantage. The security
guard, though he lacks the power
of arrest, presents in the uniform a

symbol of authority.

"We think that the uniform is a

big deterrant to intruders," said

Phil Chanin, Head of Residence at

JQA Lower.
But Southwest residents don't

get the benefit of uniformed
security very often, and, as a

result, crime in the Southwest

dorms is difficult to trace.

ideally, I think there should be

a guard in the lobby 24 hours a

day," said Battista. "Then, if there

were ripoffs, it would be a totally

internal problem and we could

focus on it as such."
Internal security precautions

among residents are being
stressed heavily this semester,

both JQA and Washington Lower
have warned their residents of the

importance of questioning any

people in the lounges for non-

resident students.

"We haven't found any who have

not been bona-fide guests. The
problem is not a great one. It is

more a rumor than anything," he

said.

But if outsiders aren't living in

the dorms, they are havin 'ittle if

any trouble gaining entrance. A
recent incident illustrates the

inefficiency of the present security

system.
On October 1, three men,

allegedly armed, entered a room
occupied by two male students in a

Southwest low rise.

The assailants tied one of the

victims with a piece of electric

chord, and gagged another with a

pair of undershorts, according to

the police report.

After striking one of the victims

in the head with the weapon,
opening a bloody gash, the

assailants made off with ap-

proximately $400 worth of

marijuana the report said.

According to Johnston, a number
of similar incidents happened on

campus last year but were not

reported because of the victim's

involvement with drugs and their

fear of police reprisal.

Johnston feels that heavy drug

dealing presents a real problem to

campus security.

"Open and flagrant dealing of

drugs is going to result in

holdups," he said. "We fear that

someone will be badly hurt by
outsiders holding them up for cash
or drugs.

"To prevent this, we will make
arrests of people selling drugs," he

added.
Although armed roroeiies are

not an every day occurence, less

violent crimes are prevalent on

campus.
In an interview last Friday,

Johnston released what he
described as "typical" midweek
crime statistics.

In a 24 hour period covering last

Thursday, the following crimes
were reported to campus police:

two larcenies greater than $100,

one of these for $285; six larcenies

of less thaR~$l(M). ranging between

proper security procedures,"
Johnston said.

Although Southwest residents

claim to be increasingly fearful for

their "lives, property, and peace of

mind," as the memo states,

Johnston does not see any
widespread paranoia on the UMass
campus.

"I don't think anyone is in fear of

walking around at night," he said.

He cites this fear, and "the loss of

liberty" resulting from people

afraid to walk around, as a grave

danger.

"We haven't gotten to the point

where a coed can't walk from her

dorm to the library at ten o'clock at

night without fear of being
assaulted," Johnston said.

But while Johnston sees no great

threat to personal safety on
campus walkways, Southwest
residents await the presence of

uniformed guards in the lobbies of

the towers, and have in fact

demanded the implementation of

two security procedures.

The first calls for "RHA
coverage in every tower and low

rise with a population over 300."

These include John Adams,
Kennedy, JQA, Washington,
Coolidge, and Patterson.

The second demand is for

"roving security guards sufficient

to protect the low rises and to

patrol the mall and the street

adjacent to Southwest "--the scene

of the two muggings, the beating,

and a tire slashing this semester.

The Southwest Heads of

Residence are particularly

"alarmed and appalled" by the

administration's neglect to consult

them about their security needs,

and "without consideration for the

damaging effects on such a policy

on our very lives and psychic

health."
Johnston plans to re-implement

the security guards once the

parking system is running

smoothly, which he hopes will be
by November. Eventually, though,

he would like to see a community
force which would include foot

patrolmen in the dorms.
Johnston is aware of the dif-

ficulties in starting such a plan.
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want," he said. "The success of

any police department is directly

dependant on cooperation from the

community."
Several of the heads of residents

in Southwest also feel that if the

police force, which now numbers 36

patrol officers and five ad-

ministrative staffers, were to come
out into the community on foot,

crime and tension in the residential

college would be lessened.

Chanin feels it would be the best

feasible security system, but feels

that "the student consciousness

needs to be more raised about the

function of the police."

Ms. Radzik agrees that a foot

patrol force would be an effective

security force, but stresses the

importance of students growing
familiar with the same police of-

ficer.

"If the same officer was in all the

time, the residents would get to

know him," she said. "And get to

know the officer as a person, not as

a uniformed policeman."
Chanin is hopeful that a com-

munity police force will be ready
for implementation by April.

But until such a police force is

available, or until more security

guards are shifted back on the

nightshift in Southwest, the area

will remain dangerous.

See Related Editorial on
Page 13
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New Library Elevators:

As Safe As They Feel?
By MIKE KNEKLANI) J

J

;

:

For the four seconds during
your fall you'd be weightless.
By the time it crashed you'd be
traveling 90 m.p.h.
But Paul Lawler, a UMass

elevator expert, says there is

virtually no chance that one of

the library's elevators will

free-fall from the top, or any
other floor.

"Aside from the suspension
cables, we've got a safety cable
with an over-speed governor,"
Lawler said. "There is also an
oil buffer on the bottom that

would absorb any shock."
Many elevator riders take

little comfort in Lawler's
assurances. The slightest
creak in an elevator cable may
prompt nervous jitters. Slight

giggles express apprehensions.
A wobbily ride seems to

produce an even greater fear.

Riders' eyes quickly focus on
the floor indicator, seeing just

how fast the elevator is passing
floors.

Still descending, its nervous
riders groan at every floor

stop. They wish the ride were
over.

By the fourth floor some
riders are so nervous they
decide to get off and walk the
rest of the way.
But for the brave few who

last the full descent, the day
looks a little brighter as they

pass through the elevator's

doors.

The Senate. ..Again
By FRAN BROCK

Nick Apostola, President of the Student Government Association told

the Student Senate last night that the Student Senate Conference will be
held on Friday, October 12, and Saturday, October 13.

The conference will consist of a number of panel discussions and
workshops dealing with student senate matters. The new members of the
senate will have an opportunity to be introduced to senate responsibilities
and procedures.

The motions brought up for vote at the meeting, dealt with "purely
financial" issues. Category changes in budgets of Boltwood Project,
CEQ, WMUA, Student Senate Transit Service, Outing Club, RSO Student
Activities Office and Collegian were passed.
Other motions covered loans to the Ski Club, and the Sports Car Club.

An amendment 1o the General Laws under Fine Arts was made which
would allow the president of SGA to appoint three students for one year
terms and two students for two year terms. These are passed.
Next week, motions will include an amendment to the AFL-CIO

Boycott bill and a motion to raise the Student Activities tax $3 for next
semester.

T he latter motion is a response by the Index to the referendum held last

week. The referendum resulted in a majority of students in favor of

keeping the Index for everyone and having it funded by the SGA.
A final announcement made, reminded the senators that they were to

play the Collegian staff in a touch-football game Sunday, October 14.

They intend on winning.

Contribute To Chomo-Uri
A group of women from Everywoman's Center, initiating programs as

part of a Woman's Arts Center, is requesting submissions from women
contributors for publication of creative expressions. The publication is to

be named Chomo-Uri, reveared in Tibet as the God-Mother Turquoise

Peak, otherwise known in the Western World as Mt. Everest. Chomo-Uri
will be comprised of graphics, photography, poetry, fiction and non-
fiction.

All university and area women are invited to submit their works before

January 15 as a March printing is being planned.
For further invormation call Gayle Dodson-LaTV... neau or Annette

Townley at 545-0883 or Zoe Best at 549-6356.

Riding in a library elevator:

flights of stairs....! hope."

Parking System Slowly

Reaps Results-Or Does It?
By STEVE SECHE

Campus response to the newest
phase of the UMass parking plan

-

which, for the first time, includes
widespread towing and ticketing

-

seems to be dividing along ad-

ministration-student lines.

Director of UMass Security
David Johnston said that he is

"quite satisfied" with results so
far, and that despite some
problems, feels that there has been
"good compliance" with the new
parking regulations. Thirty-nine
cars were towed from illegal

parking spots on Tuesday, he said,

the first day of enforcement.
"People seemed to have gotten

the word about parking", he said,

"judging from the empty spaces
we've seen in the core and edge
lots", an indication, he felt, that

motorists without proper decals
were parking in peripheral areas,

which, until October 29th, will

remain free.

Outside the UMass Parking
Office, Gary Hegeman, a resident

of Wheeler House, was expressing
different sentiments. "This whole
thing is really bad," Hegeman
said. "The cops are out there all

the time. They ought to loosen up a

little." Hegeman was received a
total of $26 in parking tickets since

the new plan went into effect. He is

appealing two of them.
Stuart Elfland, who followed

Hegeman into the Parking Office,

had initially come for a temporary
parking permit. His car had been

ticketed, however, as he ran from
the Parking Office to his dorm to

get the money to pay for the decal.

Like Hegeman, he filed an appeal,
requesting that the fine be
rescinded. "They ought to give you
at least a couple of minutes before
they ticket you," he said. "My
mother used to." Elfland's mother
was a policewoman.
UMass Director of Planning H.J

Littlefield said that the number of

appeals being filed is "un-
derstandable, especially after a

period of limited enforcement."
"Without attempting to predict

what the appeals board will do,"

Littlefield said, he felt that

legitimate grievances submitted to

the board during these first weeks
of the new parking plan would be
given careful consideration.

Littlefield felt that, all in all, the

parking plan is "working pretty

well," and that security officers

are doing a fine job."

To adequately enforce the new
plan, Johnston said that he has
increased his daytime parking
force to 21 people. Five of these are
placed in residence halls in the

evening. "I had to set parking as

my top priority for early fall," he
said, adding that this "saturation
of personnel will probably continue
for 30-60 days." Johnston said that,

while most of his department's
energies "are being directed into

this parking issue, it is well worth
it."

The biggest problems so far, he

said, have been people parking in

the lots they may have originally
requested, but were not able to

receive; visitors not using metered
areas, and instead parking in

restricted areas; and the owners of

more than one car driving an
unregistered auto onto campus
The sum total of all these ",

he feels, is that "some people are
still not convinced that the
Department of Public Safety
means business, and that chances
are that if you park in the wrong lot

or illegally, you will get towed or
ticketed."

Still, Johnston said that "we've
gotten excellent cooperation from
people on campus. If we weren't
this would be an impossible job."

Correction
The story headlined

COLLINS HITS WELLMAN
DOCUMENT' in the Collegian

of Wednesday, October 10,

erroneously referred to the

Education Reorganization plan

as the "Wellman Document".
The Wellman Document is

actually the University
Governance plan, and is not the

re-organization plan.

The Collegian offers its

sincere apologies to

Representative Collins and the

general public for misun-
derstanding due to this error.

U.MASS. DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE

We've something you should see • •

JACQUES BREL IS ALIVE &
WELL & LIVING IN PARIS

music by Brel

tonite $
1
00

Bartlett Auditorium 8:00 p.m.
Box Office Opens 6:00 p.m. — No Reserved Tickets

RESEARCH
thousands of topics

$2.75 per page

Nation's most extensive library of research material

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER

CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00

TO COVER POSTAGE

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite *2

Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold tor research assistance only —
not as a finished product for academic credit
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Who Would Have Guessed?

Anti-Imperialsim Group
Sponsors Rally At S.U.B.

By DAVID LETTERS
More than three hundred people attended a rally in support of the

Anti-Imperialism Conference in Solidarity with African Liberation

Struggles ( AIC) yesterday noon at the Student Union Ballroom.

The rally was to publicize the national conference in Chicago
October 19-21. It was planned by the Amherst Committee and
featured local and national speakers.

A panel of students, workers, educators, a poet, anthropologist
and organizer of the Anti-Imperialist Conference spoke to a highly
partisan group urging support for the Chicago rally. Each speaker
spoke on various aspects of Imperialism. Repression and im-
perialism in South Africa and the United States were frequently
cited. As the audience encouraged the speakers, they traced the
role of imperialism of European countries and the United States.

Charges of imperialism were repeatedly made against such
American firms as IBM, ITT, Gulf Oil, Ford and General Motors.

They were cited as major imperialists who are "raping and
stealing the lives of the people in the African Nations." Calls for

unity of all peoples against imperialism were frequent. The
speakers called for action in solidarity with the African liberation.

The speakers covered the history of the imperialist war of the
United States-backed Portugese against the peoples of Angola,
Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau and the Cape Verde Islands. "Their
heroic liberation struggles are met with systematic torture and
dvasting napalm and bombs supplied to Portugal. . .and marked and
made in the U.S.A.," one speaker said.
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COPY IT
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perfect reproduction of
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Machines
5 Pray St./ Amherst
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549-4439

Letters: Agnew's And Nixon's
WASHINGTON <AP) -Following

are the texts of Spiro T. Agnew's

formal letter of resignation as vice

president, sent to Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger under

statutory procedures; Agnew's
advisory letter of his resignation to

President Nixon, and Nixon's reply

to Agnew:
Dear Mr. Secretary:

I hereby resign the office of Vice

President of the United States,

effective immediately.
Sincerely,

-s-Spiro T. Agnew

Dear Mr. President:

As you are aware, the ac-

cusations against me cannot be

resolved without a long, divisive

and debilitating struggle in the

Congress and in the courts. I have
concluded that, painful as it is to

me and to my family, is in the

best interest of the nation that I

relinquish the vice presidency.

Accordingly, I have toda>
resigned the office of vice

president of the United States.

A copy of the instrument of

resignation is enclosed.

It has been a privilege to serve

with you. May 1 express to the

American People, through you. my
deep gratitude for their confidence

in twice electing me to be vice

president.

Sincerely,

-s-SpiroT. Agnew

Oct. 10, 1973

Dear Ted:
The most difficult decisions are

often those that are the most

personal, and I know your decision

to resign as vice president has been

as difficult as any facing a man in

public life could be. Your depar-

ture from the administration
leaves me with a great sense of

personal loss. You have been a

valued associate throughout these

nearly five years that we have
served together. However, I

respect your decision, and I also

respect the concern for the
national interest that led you to

conclude that a resolution of the
matter in this way, rather than
through an extended battle in the
courts and the Congress, was
advisable in order to prevent a
protracted period of national
division and uncertainty.

As Vice President, you have
addressed the great issues of our
times with courage and candor
Your strong patriotism, and you
profound dedication to the welfare
of the nation, have been an in

spiration to all who have served
with you as well as to millions of

others throughout the country.
I have been deeply saddened by

this whole course of events, and I

hope that you and your family will

be sustained in the days ahead by a

well-justified pride in all that you
have contributed to the nation by
your years of service as vice

president.

Sincerely,

Richard Nixon

Espionage Tactics Defended

At Watergate Hearings
By LAWRENCE I.. KNUTSON

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) A paid spy

for the Nixon campaign Wed-
nesday defended the political

espionage work that took him
inside three Democratic cam-
paigns and into friendly contact

with Sen. George McGovern, D-

S.D.

"To me there's a difference

between breaking law and
breaking someone's confidence,"

Michael W. McMinoway told the

Senate Watergate committee. "I

believe it's impossible to run a

successful campaign without
knowing what the other side is

doing."

McMinoway, a 27-year-old

private detective from Louisville,

Ky . said his success as a spy

culminated when he was appointed

to McGovern 's security staff at the

Democratic National Convention.

McMinoway said he chatted with

McGovern several times and that

the candidate once invited him into

his room to watch on television a

key convention vote.

McMinoway testified under oath

he was told that the persons hiring

him and receiving his reports were
unidentified "concerned citizens."

He said they paid him $5,808.10.

Previous testimony was
established that McMinoway's
reports were received by officials

of the Committee for the Re-
election of the President and that

he was referred to by the code

name Sedan Chair 2.

McMinoway said he was suc-

cessful also in getting information

from the primary campaigns of

Sens. Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine.
and Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn.,

because he made sure he was the

best volunteer worker they ever

had
He testified he got his security

guard position in McGovern's
headquarters on the recom
mendation of Thomas Southwick,
whom he described as the national

youth coordinator for McGovern

He testified that earlier he
watched Southwick organize a

noisy demonstraion aimed at

disrupting a speech by Muskie.

Is Your Head "Together?"

If Not, Come by "The Cellar"

socializing In

Relaxers

Audrey Stevens

Perms

Hairstraigtners

Scalp Massage

189 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst
253-9233

Conflicting War Claims
Blur Mid-East Picture

1 e ^ fe
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israel said its jets attacked

Damascus airport and other
targets deep in Syria and Egypt on
Wednesday as Iraq announced its

forces had joined the fighting in a
major widening of the war.
Jordan, a 1967 combatant that

has stayed out of the current
fighting, called up its reserves in

what could signal another
significant escalation adding a
third front to the conflict.

Communiques indicated ar-
mored battles in the Golan Heights
and the Sinai peninsula ground into

something resembling a stalemate
as the new Arab-Israeli struggle
settled into its fifth day.
Developments indicated neither
side was capable of a quick, clear-

cut victory.

"The war could be a long one,"
said Maj. Gen. Shmuel Gonen,
Israeli commander on the Sinai

front.

Tel Aviv and Damascus reported
savage air clashes over the Golan
Heights battleground and during
the Israeli raids on targets in the
Syrian heartland. Each side
claimed the other suffered heavy
losses.

•

President Nixon met with
congressional leaders in

Washington and won their support
for his efforts to halt the war.
Nixon's peacemaking proposal to

the U.N. Security Council
remained stalled, however, over
conditions for a possible cease-fire.

Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana said after

the White House session that the

question of U.S. arms for Israel is

"always under advisement" but

that it did not arise in his talk with
Nixon.

U.S. officials said the Soviet

Union was delivering "very large
tonnages" of military equipment to

resupply Egypt and Syria. They
declined to say what amounts were
involved.

The Iraqi announcement that its

air and land forces were fighting

on both fronts made it the third

major Arab country to enter the
fight against the Israelis in the
fourth broad Arab-Israeli conflict

since 1948

Other Arab countries have
pledged support to Egypt and Syria
and some have sent token con-

tingents.

The Beirut newspaper An Nahar
reported Iraq has committed 18,000

troops and 100 tanks along with an
undisclosed amount of air power to

back Syria on the Golan front and
Egypt in the Sinai battle.

The Israeli military command
Jaimed its raiding jets inflicted

"considerable damage" on the
French-built Damascus airport
and also blasted Syrian naval
headquarters on the
Mediterranean and other strategic
targets in Syria and Egypt.
But Syria claimed its air

defenses rose to meet the four jets

attacking over Damascus and
blasted three of them out of the sky
before they could get near the
airport. The fourth Israeli jet fled

wth Syria MIGs in hot pursuit and
was downed before it could reach
safety in Israeli skies, Damascus
said.

The attack was the second
reported on Syria's capital since
the new round of hostilities erupted
Saturday. Israeli jets bombed the
Defense Ministry and the govern-
ment radio station on the city's

eastern edges Tuesday, with
reports of heavy civilian casualties

and damage to diplomatic in-

stallations including a Soviet
cultural center.

The Syrians claimed Wed-
nesday's attacks also caused
civilian casualties at Horns, an
industrial city 85 miles north of

Damascus; at Minat al-Bayda, the

naval center; and at the main
Syrian Mediterranean ports of

Tart us and Latakia.

The Tel Aviv command called its

targets in Syria and Egypt
"military and strategic."

It said the attacking Israeli jets

hit Egyptian air bases at Khunsa
and Abu Hammad on an arc in the

Russians Rush To
Re-Supply Arabs

By FRED S. HOFFMAN
AP Military Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-U.S. officials said Wednesday that the Soviet
Union, in a special effort, is sending new supplies to Egypt and Syria in

huge military transport planes.

Other sources said big Russian AN22 transports, which can carry more
than 50 tons, and other military cargo planes from Russia had flown
"scores of sorties across the Mediterranean" in the past two days.
The AN22 is capable of carrying vehicles as big as surface-to-air

missiles which reportedly have been a major target of Israeli air strikes
in the Golan Heights of Syrian and along the Suez Canal.
Some Pentagon officials believe the major new Soviet airlift is carrying

ammunition to replace stocks fired in the furious fighting which broke out
last Saturday.

Meanwhile, Nixon administration authorities were reported debating
possible increased U.S. arms to Israel to replace heavy combat losses in

the new Middle East fighting.

There were signs the Israelis were urging such emergency aid, at least

a speed up in shipment of fighter planes under present contracts.

However, Pentagon sources said two new F4 phantom jets which were
due to leave for Israel this week under existing agreements were not sent.

Officials indicated this was a temporary holdup because of concern
over how to get the planes to Israel during the fighting.

Some U.S. supplies may already be on the way. Witnesses reported that

a Boeing 707 transport-type plane bearing Israeli markings loaded bombs
and air-to-air sidewinder and sparrow missiles at the Oceana Naval Air

Station near Norfolk. Va.

Earlier, Israeli Finance Minister Pinhas Sapir said in Jerusalem that

Israel had lost about $952 million in combat gear in the first 100 hours of

fighting.

T he most critical losses involve at least 40 to 50 Israeli fighter bombers
representing up to 20 per cent of the more than 300 fighters Israel had
when the fighting broke out.

Nile Delta only 27 miles from Cairo
in addition to a radar station on
Egypt's Mediterranean coast
about 60 miles east of Alexandria.
The Egyptians said their Soviet-

supplied jets shot down six of the

attacking Israeli planes. The Cairo
command claimed it retaliated by
dispatching Egyptian warplanes in

attacks against Israeli posts on the
northern coast of the Sinai, oc-

cupied by Israel since the 1967 war.
On the ground, a communique

broadcast by Cairo radio said, the
Egyptian forces "are improving
their advance positions east of the
Suez Canal under air cover while
the enemy forces continue to

retreat eastward."
The Egyptians, who crossed the

103-mile-long waterway in force on
Saturday for the first time since
1967, reiterated their claims of
holding the entire eastern bank.
Reports said they have advanced
as far as 10 miles into the Sinai at

one point east of Ismalia.

The Israelis acknowledged
Tuesday that they have abandoned
theer main defense lines along the
canal designed to prevent an
Egyptian advance.
Maj. Gen. Aharon Yariv told a

news conference the Israelis pulled

back to new lines two to three miles
from the original Suez defense
installations, known as the Bar-
Lev line after former Chief of Staff

Haim Bar-Lev.
Foreign correspondents were

barred from both fronts and unable
to make independent checks on the

conflicting claims.

"This is the most difficult battle

we have faced since our war of

independence in 1948," said Gonen.
"We are faced by an enemy en-

joying numerical superiority. The
Egyptian forces are armed with
the most up-to-date Soviet
equipment."

President Anwar Sadat of Egypt
said in a message delivered in his

name at a Moscow meeting that he
and President Hafez Assad of Syria
are fighting "a war of liberation

with the objective of establishing a

just peace."

„„„„, <AP Cablephoto)
DEFENSE MINISTER MOSHE DAYAN (Center) talks with

Israeli officers today as battles with Egypt and Syria continued.

No. 2 is on

the move.
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THIS WEEK: Try our

Giant Seafood Platter
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Dickinson's Liberation Corridor Offers
Unity, Political Action And Colloquiums
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By ROBERTA MCCANN
Calling themselves the

Liberation Corridor, a group of
politically concerned individuals
are attempting to create a sup-
portive dorm environment con-
ducive to political action. Some are
feminists; some are gay. All are
energetic political activists. They
are living with and supporting each
other on the fourth floor east of
Dickinson Hall on Orchard Hill.

According to Terry Carr,
corridor counselor. "We are trying

to build a sense of community, in

order that we can have a base of

support to facilitate social
change."
The supportive base on the

corridor is used to help people
develop politically. The Liberation
Corridor is also a source center for
students of Orchard Hill.

The corridor is multi-functional
and serves many different in-

terests for different people.
Members of the Liberation
Corridor are active participants in

the Young Workers Liberation
League, the Gay Women's Caucus,
the UMass Lettuce Boycott
committee, and the Orchard Hill

Women's Center.

The Liberation Corridor
provides a speakers bureau to

communicate with other dorms
and groups on campus. The
speakers bureau was developed in

response to rumors and miscon-
ceptions about the corridor, par-
ticularly the gay composition.

"It has been evident that it is not

the feminists nor the political

activists who have been the source
of antagonism or apprehension
toward the Liberation Corridor,

rather it is the gay composition
which has erupted such negative
anticipation .", Terry Carr stated

in a memo to Orchard Hill coun-
selors.

The speakers bureau is also used
as a tool through which members
of the corridor can develop and
articulate their ideas on politics

and sexuality

The corridor actively par-
ticipated in the university em-
ployees strike against the parking
proposal.

According to Ms. Carr, "The
strike got the group together. We
picketed with the workers. People
got a reallv strong bond by
working together. People began to

see the link of their oppression with
the oppression of the workers."
The Liberation Corridor also

intends to act as an educational
force. Several one-credit

colloquims are being offered this
semester. Some colloquia are
Basic Self-awareness for Women,
Communism and Human Values.
Project Liberation. Lesbianism,
and A People's History of Orchard
Hill-the Battle of Whitmore '73.

Workshops on homosexuality,
racism, male supremacy, anti-
semiticism and Zionism and Indian
wdmen will be held during the
semester.

Bizarre Murder
Charge Lessened
BOSTON (API - The state

Supreme Court has reduced to
second degree murder a first

degree murder conviction of a
prostitute who killed a customer
during a theft.

The court ruled Tuesdav that
Betty J. Williams, 22. had not in-

tended to kill Lee J. Bourgault and
had done so only when she was
discovered in the act of theft.

UNITED NATIONS-Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban. left, and Syria
state Zakaria Ismael gesture during I nited Nations General Assembly
Ismael accused each other of launching the new Mideast war.

Who Will Replace Agnew ?
By DON McLEOD

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) - A replacement for the resigned Spiro T Agnew as
Vice President of the United States will have to be the joint choice of
President Nixon and both houses of Congress.
Agnew resigned from the nation's second highest office Wednesday at

the same time he pleaded no contest to a charge of income tax evasion . It
was only the second resignation of a vice president in the country's
history.

The replacement procedure contained in the 25th Amendment to the
constitution provides that a vacancy in the office is to be filled by a
nominee proposed by the President and ratified bv Congress.
Differing from other presidential nominations, a choice for vice

president must be ratified by both the House and Senate instead of just
the Senate as in the case of cabinet members, judges a~d other top of-
ficials.

v

During most of the nation's history a vacancy created either by
resignation or promotion of a vice president to the No. 1 job after a
president's death has gone unfilled until the next election.

But the 25th Amendment, ratified on Feb. 10, 1967, provides in Section 2
"Whenever there is a vacancy in the office of the vice president the

President shall nominate a Vice President who shall take office upon
confirmation by a majority vote of both houses of Congress.

"

The second newest amendment also provides a new order for
presidential succession and a formula for removing an incapacitated
president who becomes unable to carry out the duties of office.
The only other man ever to resig,. the job was John C. Calhoun, who

quit as Andrew Jackson's vice president on Dec. 28, 1832 in a
disagreement with Jackson over tariff policy and states' rights.
Calhoun, who had been vice president since 1825 under both John

Qumcy Adams and Jackson, became U.S. Senator from South Carolina
The office has become vacant 14 other times when vice presidents

either died in office or succeeded dead presidents.

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Robtrt Cutler. Conductor 739-4728

OPENING CONCERT —

ALL ORCHESTRAL
Tugs., Oct. 16 - 8 p.m. Municipal Aud.
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The place that serves breakfast from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to 9 p.m )— can offer you:
— SEAFOOD - STEAK - CHOPS - CHICKEN
— SPAGHETTI - SANDWICHES - much, much, more— DAILY SPECIALS
— LIQUOR served with meals
— All at GREAT Prices

28 PLEASANT ST. NORTHAMPTON
( Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5, Downtown Northampton)

IP,kikes

Round Trip Peter Pan Bus Service

Leaves UMass Campus Center — 6:20 p.m
Amherst Center Terminal - 6:25 p.m.

Concert & bus tickets: U.M. Bus Ticket office
Amherst Center Bus Terminal

Concert Tickets: *S 75 - *4 75 - *3 75
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UMass Student
Nears Mayorality
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The youngest man ever to run for

mayor in Gardner topped a six-
man field and a 28-year-old former
executive assistant of Sen. Edward
W. Brooke, R-Mass., topped a
seven-man mayor's race in Pitt-
sfield to highlight municipal
elections Tuesday in
Massachusetts.
Stephen J. Erickson, a 21-year-

old University of Massachssetts
student, topped the field in an
election which drew a 60 per cent
voter turnout in Gardner.
He will face incumbent Mayor

Clarke K. Stodman, 67, in a runoff.
Both men polled less than 2,000
votes.

In Pittsfield, Evan S. Dobello, 28,
outpassed his nearest opponent in
the seven-man feld by more than 2-

to-1. The incumbent mayor,
Donald G. Butler, did not seek re-
election.

Dobello, Brooke's former
executive assistant, polled 5,647
votes. He'll face Albert A. Bogdan,
who got 2,776 to place second, in the
runoff.

Most of the preliminary elections
Tuesday were to pair down large
fields of candidates to two-man
runoffs on Nov. 6.

Incumbent mayors who won

renomination are:

William S. Taupier, running for a
fourth term in Holyoke, who will
face Thomas W. Hart, a school
committeeman; Edward J.
Ziemba, seeking a third term in

Chicopee, who will face Alderman
Raymond E. Brunelle; John J.
Palczynski, looking for a fourth
term in Westfield, who will face
John J. Rhodes; John A. Markoy,
seeking a second term, who will
face Sylvester Sylvia in New
Bedford.

Also, Carleton E. Blackwell of
Fitchburg will face Anthony J.
Nigro; Edgar C. Gadbois will face
Roland F. Simoneau in Marlboro;
John J. Buckley will meet Albert S.

Provite in Lawrence; Byron J.
Matthew will run against Charles
R. Stevens in Newburyport;
Theodore D. Mann will face
William Carmen in Newton.
Incumbent Antonia J. Marine

will face David L. Phillips in Lynn

;

incumbent George K. Katsaros of
Haverhill will run against William
Ryan.
The election in Springfield was

for 18 nominations for nine City
Council seats. Theodore E.
Dimauro topped a field of 41
candidates with 5,596 votes. Second
was Barbara Garvey with 5,186
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votes.

Several other communities held

elections for city council posts and
voters in Manchester rejected a
zoning amendment which would
have excluded all dormitories,

foster, group or therapeutic

facilities from the community.

McLelland, a ward councilman
who will run at large, had con-
tended the city election depart-
ment gave him incorrect in-
formation on the filing deadline.

Old Timers Buy Up Co-op Food
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP)

- Senior citizens are buying fish at
25 cents a pound from a nonprofit
cooperative for older people and
the protein-rich food is selling
faster than the co-op can stock its

freezers.

The Senior Citizens Cooperative -

Sen-Cop - held its first sale this
week, and 100 pounds of fresh
mullot went in 90 minutes. More
than 100 people were turned away
empty-handed.
Marie Wacker, 76, who said she

hasnt bought beef for a long time,
purchased several pounds of
mullot and tried some for lunch. "I
cooked it the way they said, and it

was really very' tasty,'" she said.

"It was such a bargain."
Mrs. Joe Goldman bought a few

pounds and said, "It's about time
we got a break on some sort of
food. We like fish and this service
is going to be a life-saver."

The purchasers clean their own
fish, which keeps the cost down,
and the salesmen are senior
Citizens who work for $1.76 an hour
and the feeling of being useful
again.

They pay from 25 to 50 cents per
pound below usual market prices
for mullot. The State Department
of Natural Resources provided

menus with recipes for the fish.

The co-op is the brainchild of Lee
Mendel, 41, who says it's easing the
guilt he carried after learning that
a dog food he promoted was a main
course for many old people.

"I worked for a packing irm in

Chicago in 1962, and I knew the

market surveys said 11 to 13 per
cent of our dog .food went for

human consumption," Mendel
said. "But these were just num-
bers.

"Then I went to Lafayette, Ind.,

for a test market survey on a new
product. I stopped an old couple
with a cart full of our dog food to

ask how their dog like it. Then I

asked what the dog's name was,"
Mendel said. "She said 'Spot' and
he said 'Rover.' They turned white
and rushed away, and I suddently
realized they ate it."

Mendel said his 69-year-old
mother lives with him and he met
many of her friends. From them,
he learned how tough it is to live on
a pension in the shadow of the
winter playground of the wealthy
in nearby Palm Beach.
So he went to the Hudgins Fish

Market and that company agreed
to sell fish to the co-op at cost. He
convinced the owner of the Pan
American market to let the senior

citizens sell fish in his store.
Customers must be over 55 years of
age.

"It's going great," Mundel says.
"We've got 500 pounds on order for
another sale this weekend and
we're opening in five new stores in

the area this week."

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

52550

WUMV-TV Sports

Spectacular Repeat

Bluewall Wide Screen . •

No. 2

wants you.

Thursday

5 - 7:30 p.m.

BACK BY

POPULAR DEMAND!

"Relive the final

stirring seconds as the

Minutemen held All-

American J. J. Jennings

H inches. 6 seconds

"Near Disaster'

from victory

LMass-Rutgers Football

Marty Kelley— Play-by-Play

Earle Barroll— Color

WUMV-TV Sports Special

,The
un-dormitories.

< .reat oft-Cdmpus living—indoosandout—at eitherottwomod-
rtn apartment complexes,only minutesawav by caror bikefrom
Amherst College,downtownAmherstor UMavs.Nowaccepting
applications for September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
•courtesy bus to UMass
and town

• 1,2, 3 bedrrn apts.

• heat& air conditioning

• waB-to-wall carpeting

• appfianced kitchens

• masterTV antenna

•laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball,

fortbaU, badminton
KKNT: FROM 1185

CALL Ii:u25«-H5:i4

Directions

:

On Route 47.

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
•2-bedrmapts.

• heat& air conditioning

• roomy closets, storage

• walko-wall rarpetmg
• master 7V antenna
• modern kitcrn-rK

• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges

• M.finless-steeJ sinks

• dishwdshorvdisposak

• 2-door rerrigeratow

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

RENT: S2M/MONTH
(utilities Included)

Directions: Kast Dudly Rd.
oppos. Grist Mill off Rte. 1 16

StetviK TKocuttout Sfronts. Inc.
SPECIALISTS IX Ol till) I..U.HTH IK, HI

C.IMPING AND UOlXr.ll.M I KIX(, I'jiii'MhXT

POST OFFICE BOX 12 AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01002
Tel. (413) 253-5081

Located on Route 9 at the Amherst-Hadley town line

(413) 253-9504

FALL RENTAL EQUIPMENT SALE
Oct. 11-13 ONLY

30-50 per cent off on all rental equipment depending on condition including down-filled
sleeping bags, foam pads, framepacks, & tents

PRE-SEASON SKI-TOL RING EQUIPMENT SALE
Oct. 11 - Nov. 3, 1973

20-30 per cent off most models of touring skis, boots, bindings and poles Brands on salemchjde EMS Asnes, Bonna, EMS Madshus, Rieber, Falk VM POSSESS*
MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT SALE
Oct. 11 -Nov. 3, 1973

20-30 per cent off on many models of down-filled sleeping bags, foam pads, frame and
day packs, down-filled parkas, tents, gloves, mittens and many other items.

E* ZSSJSSf^^ "** ""* G^ EMS
"
*"» C™> *"*

Store Hours. . 9-9, Mon.-Fri.
ALL BICYCLE PACKS 20 per cent OFF
Supply limited

9-5:30, Sat.
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Bicycle Thieves Will Be Foiled!I

Photos And Story By STEVE RUGGLES

One of the 400 students who have registered their bicycles with
Campus Security in the last two days. Registration will continue next
week.

/,

on

HELLO AGAIN, COLUMBUS

Last Monday was the official, legal celebration of Columbus*
Birthday. This weekend, to coincide with the real life date of that
same memorable event (Friday, the 12th), Stewart's College
Towne and the other Downtown folks are celebrating Discovery
Days with a

SAI.K!
Thursday. Friday, and Saturday, look for these outstanding

value* at Stewart's College Towne:

The M\\: Patterned knit IVWTS
were $I7.»M» to SlN.no. NOW 111.99

The I'INTX Wool IVWTS
were SIK.IM). NOW $».«><>

The SANTA MARIA:
early Fall DKKSSKS 20 per cent to M per cent OFF
Columbus knew what he was doing when he set sail for the New

World We II help you set a straight course with our world of fashion
viilues at

STEWARTS COLLEGE TOWNE
96 Main Street. Northampton

v*w"P* ^^VHIHBv

This bike rider cant decide whether he's coming or going ! One thing's for sure, he should get his bike
registered pretty soon.

On Tuesday, Robert Kreps and
Diana White from Campus
Security registered 205 UMass
students' bicycles in Southwest.

When these pictures were taken
yesterday, the two expected an
equal turnout at the Worcester
Dining Commons.

If you own a bicycle, and keep it

on campus, it would be a very good
idea to register it with Campus
Security. The process is very
simple. Bring your bike to one of

the registration points and get the

necessary form. Put down your
name, address, and social security

number, as well as your bike's

make, model and serial number.
Your social security number is

then engraved on the bottom of the

bicycle and you are given a decal
to put on the bar below the seat.

Eventually, all of this in-

formation will be fed into the

computer for quick-checks in case
of theft.

Kreps and White will be
registering bikes today from 10:00

A.M. until 7:00 P.M. at the
Franklin Dining Commons, and
again next week at the Campus
Security Office.

TRUSTED NAME BRANDS
AND

PERSONAL SERVICE TOO!
• PANASONIC
• TDK
• ELECTROPHONIC

• REALISTIC
• TOSHIBA T.V.

• MUNTZ-CLARION
• UTAH

YOUR LOCALLY OWNID AND OPERATED

radio/hack
Of

amherst
318 College St. (Rte. 9) Amherst

(en tho UMass Bus Route)
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SILL

STORE HOURS: MON -THURS 10 A.M. 5 30 PM
FRIDAYS Til 9 P.M. SATURDAYS 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

MS
up

Massachusetts Society of Professors
American Association of University Professors

A PUBLIC SERVICE

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND
THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION

by Professor Robert Paul Wolff
Department of Philosophy

I am writing to you, not as a member of the Executive Board of the Massachusetts Societv of

EZSTESETS AsSOCiation of Ur^y Professors, but simply as TtSST^W^SSS^
faculty, to share with you my reasons for supporting the effort to name the MSP-AAUP as the officialbargaining agent for all of us here at the University of Massachusetts

™JiL
f"n

^f.
men

;
a

'

P

rofessional commitments are three in number: First and foremost, to the highestpossible quality of education and research; Second, to the development of academically excellent experiments ,n Undergraduate and graduate education, and third, to the democratkprindp'e if facutty
self government at every level from individual departments to the entire University of Massachusetts 1

t

is my considered ,udgment that a strong faculty union, committed to S^XSIKhSShw «
T^-'T dem°Cr^V ' iS °ur beSt h0pe for ™*^"ing and fulfilling these commTtments

th^Vml'tSUTJSZ Seri0U
f
threatS f° qua,ity •auwtlon at UMass. The first anTmost serious ofthese is the threat of budgetary cuts oy the State Legislature, aimed at raising the student-faculty ratioincreasing faculty work loads, weakening graduate programs and mnTSSiS^mSlSSrSisuperf .c.ally attractive but educationally unsound new programs. A strong union can £n\ fo? the rrSneywhich we know to be necessary for quality education at the university level

i

T
Sf

S^d
"l

reV t0 quality educa,ion * ™e lamentable absence of strong academic leadershiDfrom the UMass Amherst administration in the past several years When j^JTirthi. ,-™!- #Z
and a half years ago UMass was rising rapidly in the qua! ity o fits^aS. y and^rams s7n

P
ce th^

NoTw^aMh^ Opposed t0 Programs «^r^/cademti distincT.on, wn.ie at the same time it has hastily and unwisely lent its support to a number of ill -conceived

oTo?e?siona.s STmaE Te'l^JT''™"* A Strona uni™ of° acad"mica°V co^m t^professionals can make the administration accountable for the ovw«:inht *r.H m*nano~.<»,t ««
educational programs which now are not held to high standard^ of exceMence

management of

Finally, I see at least the possibility of a threat, even in Massachusetts of nniitirai •#»«*• ™ ,»

we are an aware of the sorts of attacks to which higher education has been subjected in Dast vears Astrong union would be a bast.on of defense should such times of troubles again SSSttSn^TThe pnncipal argument against a faculty union - an argument to which I give"Scant weight -
laoo? unls'-S^^^^
JoMndivira. achtevem^ • amTon" c^Ta^U * 2S2the principle of individual merit if all of us who DeMeVe in ^Drincini VEST. I"" 'T" f"

d £r

i V
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Ex-Con Named To Parole Board

SAN FRANCISCO-FORGOTTEN MAN-Vincent Dawa, 62 has
spent more than half his life in state mental hospitals with no one to
talk to after being convicted of killing a Chinese fan-tan dealer in aSacramento gambling den. Dawa speaks only a few words in
English, his native tongue being the Phillipine dialect of Ilocano. and
will appear at a sanity hearing this week which could grant him his
freedom on parole.

Hartford Times Sold

To Publishing Company

By DAVE SWEARINGEN
Associated Press Writer

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)-A
Brunswick man said to have helped
lead a 1971 strike at the Main State
Prison was confirmed as a
member of the state parole board
Wednesday, despite objections
from an inmate-oriented correc-
tions reform group.
Francis M. Jackson, 24, now a

senior at Bowdoin College, was
nominated by Democratic Gov.
Kenneth M. Curtis and approved
by the all-Republican Executive
Council.

Alan Caron of Portland,
president of the Statewide
Correctional Alliance for Reform
SCAR, told Curtis and the council
prior to their vote that more than
300 inmates at the Thomaston
prison had signed petitions ob-
jecting to the appointment.
Caron claimed Jackson was a

leader in the strike two years ago,
"and in the midst of it backed out."
"The inmates are against him

because he turned his back at a
crucial moment when those people
were looking for leadership. They
don't trust him now."
Jackson received a 2-4 year

sentence in 1969 for assault with

intent to kill a Portland policeman.
Last summer, he worked on
Project EXIT, a federal-funded
program for counseling inmates
before their return to society.
Caron said the EXIT office was

next door to the Kennebec County
jail, but Jackson never appeared
to help with programs there,
"because he didn't want to dirty
his hands."
"To say he is representing in-

mates is probably not true,"

continued the SCAR president in

asking the governor and council to
delay action. The vote was delayed
about 20 minutes while Curtis and
the councilors conferred in

executive session, and then
Jackson was approved.

"It's quite a step forward just to

get an ex-offender on the board,"
said the governor. Curtis added
that he had anticipated SCAR's
objections to his nominee.

NEW HAVEN (AP) - The
Hartford Times, Connecticut's
second largest newspaper, was
sold by the Gannett Co. Inc.
Wednesday to the Register
Publishing Co. Inc., publishers of
New Haven's two newspapers.
The purchase price was $7

million, plus more than $1 million
for assets, according to a joint
statement issued by Paul Miller,
chairman of the Gannett board;
AUen H Neuharth, president and
chief executve for Gannett, and
Lionel S. Jackson, president of the
Register company and publisher of
the Register and the Journal-
Courier in New Haven.
The Times' new owners in-

dicated that no major immediate
changes were planned for the
newspaper.
Times Publisher Roger C.

Coryell resigned to take another
job with Gannett. He told Times
employees that their pension and
other benefits were guaranteed in

the purchase agreement.
In its statement, Gannett said

the Times circulation had slipped

in recent years.

"Shifts in the regional economy
and suburban living patterns have
forced the Times to marginal
operations in recent years," it

said.

It also blamed federal economic
controls since 1971 for placing
"artificial restrictions on the
Times' ability to compete" in the
Hartford area.
The Hartford Times, an af-

ternoon newspaper, had an Oct. 1

paid circulation of 115,000. Prior to
1964 it led its chief competitor, the
Hartford Courant, in circulation.
The Courant on Oct. 1 reported a
paid circulation of 181,751.

The New Haven Register, the
states s third largest newspaper,
had an Oct. 1 paid circulation of
108,199.

An attempt was made in May to
drop the sale by Jackson's brother,
Richard, who was unseated as
president and co-publisher in 1972.
But Supperior Court Judge Leo

Parskey denied Richard's motion.
Richard also tried un-

successfully to remove Lionel

Jackson and Henry J. Conland of
Catskill, NY., as the company's
other two trustees.

Questioned about the sale
Wednesday, Richard Jackson said

that information disclosed at the
trial cited "the failing nature of the
Times." He said he considered the
purchase "more inane now than I

did then."

He said he and other members of

his family would continue to fight

to regain control of the company.

LY^J

Music for a Sunday Evening
The Amherst College Entertainment Committee

^n nx;

S.R.O. STACKS THE DECKS
...and deals the winning look in

women's shoes this season.
Leather oxfords, moccasins,
pumps, sling-backs - all with
stack platforms and heels. A
collection packed with color -

royally suited to fall's great
sports looks in knits and pants.

Jfstfew?
SHOE

STORE

u-

S. PUaiant St., Amh.nt

Charles Mingus

Sunday, October 14

Tickets $3.50

All concerts will be in the Amherst College

Gymnasium at 7:30 p.m.

Tickets will lie a\ailahle in adxance al: Face* of Karth. Amherst;

The V* Ket-onl Shop, Xinherst; Del Pailre Music. Northampton;

I Mass. Campus Outer: I rohoro* Kook Shop. Hampshire College;

ami will also he a\ailalile al the «loor.

Tin- «eric« is preM-ule<l in co-operation with H-T Production*.
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In New England...

Reaction To Agnew
The Politicians.,. The Public...

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New England political leaders expressed surprise and dismay Wed-

nesday over the resignation of Vice President Spiro Agnew. But some
said they respected Agnew for not pursuing a lengthy defense through the
courts.

Some said it further eroded public confidence in American politics,
while others maintained that it demonstrated the strengths of the system.

"I believe we all recognize that there is a crisis of confidence in this
country," said Gov. Francis W. Sargent of Massachusetts, a Republican.
"To have it necessary for the person holding the second highest office in
this land to resign further shatters the confidence of the people."
However, Harold J. Jones, the state Republican chairman in Maine,

looked at the bright side. "We can be proud that our free and open form of
government is constituted on a framework that can change itself without
our government suffering irreparable damage."
Agnew pleaded no contest to a charge of income tax invasion. He was

fined $10,000 and given three years probation.
Sen. Thomas J. Mclntyre, D-N.H., said he respected the vice

president's decision.

"Mr. Agnew's historic decision to resign...avoided a shattering con-
stitutional crisis for a nation already torn and divided. Whaatever his
motives, he had done his part to prevent further division."
Kenneth M. Curtis, the Democratic governor of Maine, echoed that

thought. "Regardless of what happens, he deserves a certain amount of
credit for placing the country ahead of his future," Curtis said.
Some politicians wondered about the affect of the resignation upon the

Republican Party.
The effect "is self evident," said Rhode Island Atty. Gen. Richard J.

Israel, the state's top Republican elected official. "That would be
belaboring the obvious."
Cranston, R.I., Mayor James Taft, who chaired the Rhode Island

Committee to Re-Elect the President last year, said, "I think certainly it

will affect the integrity of the Nixon Administration. To say otherwise
would be foolish. I don't think it will have an impact on Republicans at a
local level."

The governor of Vermont, Thomas Salmon, said, "My only advice to

President Nixon is to take a long hard look at the governors in this

country, especially the governors in his own party, headed by the dean of

the governors, Nelson Rockefeller of New York."*
Massachusetts Lt. Gov. Donald R. Dwight suggested U.S. Atty. Gen.

Elliot Richardson, a former Massachusetts attorney general and
lieutenant governor, as a successor.
Mayor Kevin H. White of Boston, mentioned briefly as a vice

presidential possibility during the Democratic National Convention last

vear. sent a telegram to ReD. Thomas P. O'Neill, D-Mass.

White said, "I urge you to reconsider the Democratic leadership's stat-'

ed position that the next vice president must disclaim intention or desire
to seek the presidency. Above all, the next vice president must be quali-
fied to succeed to the presidency and must be fully responsible and
accountable to the political process."
New Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thomson, a conservative Republican,

said, "I am in a state of shock and disbelief."

Peter Booras, the man who directed Agnew's primary campaign in
New Hampshire in 1972, said, "I have been looking forward to his vin-
dication."

Sen. Edward Brooke, R-Mass., called the resignation "a great personal
tragedy" for Agnew and his family and "a great tragedy for our nation.

But we must remember this was a failing of a man, not of a system, and
our system provides for the orderly selection of a successor."

HONORS PROGRAM

The Commonwealth Scholars' Program will

be accepting new members during the weeks

of October 9th and October 15th. This

Program is intended for those students with

a more than ordinary commitment to

academic studies. Students who elect to join

the Program are excused from University

Core Requirements, provided that they take

the required Honors courses and maintain

certain minimum academic standards.

Students who are interested should inquire

at AAachmer E-23.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The announcement of Vice

President Spiro T. Agnew's
resignation caught most New
Englanders by surprise, and
reactions varied from "He got

what he deserved" to "He was a

scapegoat.''

Alan Garber, 22, of Boston, a

construction surveyor, said: "I'm

glad they got him. It's good they

got him out."

"I think Nixon wanted it this way
to take the heat off himself,"

Garber continued, "But the Agnew
thing will quiet down like

Watergate and Nixon will be under

the gun again."

Ted Sarnecki, a construction

superintendent of Simsbury,
Conn., said he disagreed with

Agnew's decision to resign and the

investigation which preceded it.

"Men in a key position of that

sort should be given a little more
freedom without being in-

vestigated so closely.'' Sarnecki

said.

'They beat the man into the

ground," he added. "It's not the

right way to do it."

Walter Shaw, 46, of Revere.

Mass., a bank security guard,

commented: "I think Nixon should

have stayed behind Agnew all the

way. As far as I'm concerned,

Nixon left him all by himself and

didn't back him. Nixon is in charge

and should back up the people

under him."
Dan Wright, 37, of Boston, a

railway porter was pleased with

the resignation.

"It came unexpectedly, but I'm

glad they got him," Wright said.

"He's guilty," he continued, "I

only wish he had taken Nixon with

him."
Clark Johnson, 43, of Weston,

Massachusetts, president of Micro-

Electronics, Inc., said: "I think

this creates a serious situation in

that President Nixon can now
appoint someone else into his

criminal administration. We
haven't seen the end of the
trouble."

W. J. Weinstock, 49, of Boston
and New York, an engineering
consultant, commented: "Let him
hang. He's been in office five years
too long anyway. Pleading guilty to

income tax evasion is just part of

plea bargaining-there's more to it

than that."

"The government should start

abiding by the Constitution as it

was written and not make up rules

as it goes along," Goudett said.

"He got what he deserved."
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R.I. Executive Indicted On
Seeking A Bribe Charges
PROVIDENCE. R.I. < AP)-The executive in charge of operations andfiscal management for the Providence Civic Cente?^mSwS
^£$x&£ seeking a bribe from a promot- * «ss srs
Harold

I

C Copeland. executive director of the $13 million sDorts arenaand exhibition center, was released on $ 1 .000 personaUecognTzance afterpleading innocent in Superior Court.
recognizance alter

rill
indictme

u
nt from a Superior Court grand jury said the 40-year-old

«u£ Lei'surfsv'IST Rot>ert
"
Skip *' CY*™»> a leading^ne"

in tne Leisure Systems, Inc., promotion firm
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Ch?rd J ISrael cnaracterized the indictment as the firststage ol a continuing investigating into suspected irregularities of Civic

dicTen^T^TIl^
'

;I C wn0t Say at this "me whether other maictments will be forthcoming, Israel said
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ent A Cianci Jr
•

a sPecial a^^tant to the attorney

Sons'
mvestlgat,ng var,ous asPects of the center's financial tran-

Rumors of an investigation were circulated widely in the wake of a

££??£& th,S month that the ^e-year-old C ivic Center has failed
to rneet a deadline requiring a written statement of its revenue and ex-penditures within 90 days of the end of each fiscal year
At a news conference last week, John J. Cummings, Jr., president ofthe Industrial National Bank and chairman of the C ivic Center Authority

said he was pressuring auditors to complete the financial report
Copeland who was hired in 1971 at a $22,000 annual salary, was generalmanager of the privately-owned Winterland Arena in San Francisco for

six years before coming to Providence. He was considered one of the
country s top young professionals in the relatively new field of arena
management.
His attorney, Eugene F. Toro, said he would seek a trial at the earliest

possible date. "I think the whole thing is politically motivated," Toro said
without elaboration.

Providence Mayor John A. Doorley Jr. called on Copeland to take an
immediate leave of absence from his job. The Civic Center was con-
structed with funds from a city bond issue.
Doorley said he welcomed any further investigation of the Civic

Center. But, he added, "I'm particularly upset because of the fact that
the Civic Center is the cornerstone of the plan to rebuild downtown
Providence. I earnestly hope that the present situation will not cast a
shadow over the success the Civic Center has enjoyed in its first vear of
operation."

TM-Hope For Addicts?

Medeires Urges

Community Ties

BOSTON (AP) - Humberto
Cardinal Medeiros, Roman
Catholic archbishop of Boston, has
urged Catholics "to join with their

neighbors" to ease racial tension in

the city.

Cardinal Medeiros, who made
the statement Tuesday on his

return to Boston from Rome, said

tensions "must be eased, but we
must cooperate in the development
of long range selections so all the
people of God can live in harmony
and dignity."

"I believe that hope for peace in

our city is what has brought clergy
and people of all denominations
together," he said.

He praised the work being done
by Catholics and protestant clergy

to work in the streets of the city to

reduce racial strife. "I endorse
their efforts and pledge my per-

sonal support," he said.

tott wM It I
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Adjustment?

•• • i

r>

A m-kiiI.ii adjustment consists of
tifthtrning the bands, adjusting linkage,
replacing the filter and refilling with
fluid. Doing this once a year for about
every 10.000 miles) ». like an insurance
policy against major trouble, and it

keeps your transmission shifting
smoothly and efficiently.

United Transmission

Exchange, inc.

389 King Street, Northampton
584-6790

CONCORD. Nil. CAP) The
head of New Hampshire's effort to
curb drug abuse has recommended
transcendental meditation as
treatment for drug addicts
The recommendation is in the

state's comprehensive drug abuse
control plan prepared by George
Tice. coordinator of the state's
drug abuse control programs and
approved by Gov. Meldrim
Thomson.
Tice said transcendental

meditation, a simple, medicallv-
tested technique to relax mind
and body, should be tried as "an
alternative to drug abuse.''

"It seems only logical," the
report said, 'to encourage people
to progress beyond drugs to better
methods of altering con-
sciousness."

Tice also said he hoped that
popular misconceptions about
transcendental meditation would
not jeopardize it.

Tice said the governor had no
reaction to the proposal, adding.
"I'd like to see it tried before we
react to it."

If approved. Tice said he
believes it would be the first state
drug control plan incorporating
transcendental meditation.
The proposal is part of the entire

state plan, submitted by Tice to

federal authorities, which seeks
$2.55 million in federal aid to fight

drug abuse
The 217-page plan calls tor

creal ion of regional units providing
direct services to people with drug
problems, centralized coordination
ol all thug abuse control projects m
the State, and programs at various
state institutions and support and
expansion ol privately operated
programs.
"Drug abuse.'' his report said.

In some, perhaps many, cases
can be seen as the product of a

misguided attempt to alter con
sciousness ." Transcendental
meditation, he said. "Is an ex

perimental process which results

in attitudinal changes in an in-

dividual. . The person becomes a

potent source of self-

reinforcement. There are no
harmful negative consequences

such as the surfacing ot repressed
material " Transcendental
meditation, based OH the teachings
ol Mabaiishi Mahesh Yogi, is a

technique of relaxation which is

not connected to religion,
mysticism or the occult

"The success rate of •treating'

drug patients through this simple
technique is last approaching the
level of phenomenal." the report
said

Tice. himselt a meditator, noted
that transcendental meditation a*
a technique of drug abuse control

lust received wide publicity when
Maj. (Jen. Franklin Davis, com
mander of the Army College at

Carlysle, Pa., recommended it to

control drug abuse m the armed
services.

TONITE

Parachute Club Meeting
7:00 Rm. 101 Campus Ctr.

I.earn to skydive w ith us

Open to 5-College area students & staff

(iet all the info tonite, class 18 & 19th
Jump the 20th
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Candidates Scene
Stephen G Tripoli
Mary T Vorderer

Gilbert W Fullerton

Jerald H Lazar
C indy Gonet

Stephen W Crowe
Alan H Chapman

Patrick Coftey

BrenfA Wilkes
Joan Fassnachf
Steven DeCosta

Stephen A. Ruggles
Joyce Kosofsky

Last week the official campaign
for governor began with Mike
Dukakis' announcement that he
will seek the office. The question in

many people's minds is if anyone
can defeat the incumbent gover-
nor. His strength in the Republican
party and the state seems very
secure.

The Democrats will not field

their best candidate next year,
even though he has superior

young Turk. His most visible

achievement was his work for no-

fault insurance. As a candidate for

Lieutenant Governor in 1970 he

became an asset to the ticket and
established himself throughout the

state.

The reasons these men will

probably fall to Mr. Sargent is

more related to his achievements
than to their faults. Francis
Sargent is a very popular man. His

DARKROOM
AD LAYOUT

Jan Alexander
Kathy Sheehan, Marc Bouchard

Karen Gordon
Glenn Poster

Bob Gamache, Marcia Lappin, Greg Omar
Elaine Stogel
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qualifications and the best chance only major difficulty to date has
of winning. Mayor White has been prison reform. The Governor
declined to seek the job- He will sit is liberal, attractive and has the
out the race and wait for a chance image of a hard worker. Yet cir-

at a different office, perhaps cumstances could prevail that
Edward Kennedy's Senate seat in might spell defeat for Mr. Sargent
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Teacher Power
By PAUL WALLACE

There have been many issues on college campuses that have had a
quick start, as well as a quick finish. However, according to David Rubin,
Deputy General Counsel for the National Educational Association, there
is one issue which will be around for a long time. The subject is Collective
Bargaining (or, how to get more money and teach less).
Early November the concept of collective bargaining will be put to the

test by a faculty vote. The results of the election will directly affect
tenured and non-tenured teachers. According to Mr. Rubin, if the faculty
could come together and thus bargain collectively, greater "leverage
could be put upon the administration." If and when collective bargaining
does come about , three areas of concern will develop

:

(DA fairer procedure for teacher evaluation
(2) A fairer procedure for renewal of contracts;
(3) with the concept of collective bargaining being passed, there would

be more resources available from state and national organizations.
The issue of "academic freedom" is of vital concern to most, if not all

teachers. Collective bargaining would once and for all protect academic
freedom. As it is now, the administration can use "academic freedom" as
a weapon against faculty who do engage in the exercise of intellectual
expression (in some cases maybe we should not take this power from the
administration).

A point that must not be forgotten when discussing the merits of

(Continued on P. 13)

1976 should Kennedy run for
President. Or at least this is how
the talk goes. White runs stronger
against Sargent than any other
candidate in the governor's polls.

White's failure to challenge
Sargent appears to be one of the
reasons for the increased
cooperation between the two men
on matters such as Park Plaza.
Whatever the reasons, the
Democratic field has been
deprived of a fine candidate. After
considerable vacillation it appears
that Congressman Harrington will

not try for a statewide office this

year either.

This leaves the Democrats with
Attorney General Robert Quinn
and former state representative
Michael Dukakis of Brookline as
candidates. Both men would be
decent opposition to any
Republican on the state scene
except Francis Sargent. Robert
Quinn is a product of the state
legislature. He served in the House
leadership and was speaker untilhe
was elected to fill the vacancy left

in the Attorney General's office by
Elliot Richardson's departure. He
has been a capable administrator
and when he faced his first

statewide election in 1970 he
proved that he was a first rate
campaigner. As a veteran of the
General Court he would probably
receive the endorsement of
a convention if one were held.
Michael Dukakis also served in the
House where he was identified as a

In 1962 John Volpe was so confident
of victory he didn't run a serious

45 per cent of the vote against a
better known liberal who had been
campaigning for much longer.
These conservative Republicans
could damage Sargent if they filed

a serious challenge against him in
the primary. If the primary were
very vicious and the challenger did
well, theGovernorwould lose many
of his traditional Republican votes.
Against a conservative Democrat,
perhaps Quinn, this would be a real
liability. The Democrat would
receive most of the conservative
vote in this state is sizable despite
McGovern's victory last year. Mrs.
Hicks' vote last year and every
year shows the percentage of the
right of center' vote in Boston.
Weeks' vote in the twelfth

campaign and lost to Peabody. The Congressional District indicates
same could happen to Sargent
First, there is overconfidence. The
same could happen to Sargent.
More importantly, a conservative
challenge could overturn the
present administration.
Conservative Republicans are

not very pleased with Sargent. His
support of the graduated income
tax and his handling of the prison
crisis has damaged his standings luxury
with them. In 1970 John McCarthy
proved that there is a sizable

conservative Republican vote. In a
short campaign, he captured about

strength there and Cronin's vote in

his race against Kerry points out
that the rightist vote in the Lowell
area is considerable.

Liberals might complain that

the vote for President last year
proved Massachusetts is a liberal
state. But George McGovern was
running against Richard Nixon;
Francis Sargent doesn't have that

Steve Anderson
columnist.

is a Collegian

Israel And The Jews
By DAVID EIBEL

Israel, the only nation in the entire Middle East where freedom and
liberty are respected, is now involved in its fourth major war in twenty
fiveyears to defend itself and indirectly the Jews of the world.
Prior to the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948, the Jews lived

everywhere at the whims of their masters. In many countries, if one
needed a scapegoat, it was the Jewish population that always filled the
bill. It didn't matter that the Jews were the "cream of the crop," the
leaders in science, medicine, education and industry. Throughout history
the idea has been to let the Jews live until they produce and then start a
pogrom or inquisition and get rid of them. It happened in Spain, in Ger-
many, and the Arabs would love to do it now in Israel. The Israelis have
turned the most useless, devastated land in the world into a veritable
paradise. They turned the malarial swamps of the Galilee into fertile
farmlands. They made theNegev Desert bloom, and created systems of
irrigation that are the envy of all countries with water shortages. They
have built mounds of sand into bustling cities and modernized and
liberated the backward ways of the Arabs who did not flee after the first
Arab-Israeli conflict of 1948.

Oh yes, the Arabs would dearly love the pleasures of taking overall that
the Israelis fought for, sweated for and died for, in the typical lazy fashion
of the parasitic second-hander. The Arabs are notorious for sitting on
their behinds and letting life pass them by. They have so much to gain by
making peace-the tremendous technological knowhow of the Israelis and
the tremendous advances that their people could receive-but they
lllogically choose to fight on. And so be it, the Arabs have the most to lose

Israel can and will never fail. It serves as a refuge for all Jews who are
persecuted throughout the world. Without a bastion where Jews can feel
safe, the Hitlers, Feisals, and Brezhnevs could carry out their policies of
genocide and annihilation knowing full well that the Jews could not
escape^ As long as Israel exists, Jews can feel safe and walk with their
heads held high; without an Israel there will be more diasporas, pogroms
and quiet succumbing to annihilation.

Israel is a symbol to all who love freedom and liberty. The Arabs who
stayed behind against the cries of madness broadcast by Radio Cairo live
better than their brethren. What irks the anti-semites of the world is that
Jews can walk proudly and not at the behest of their former masters and
murderers. The courageous Arabs who picked the most holy day of the
Jewish year for a sacriligious attack will lose now, and forever lose
unless they come to the mind-bending conclusion that Israel is here to
stay If they don t want to talk peace they shall pay for every war they
start and every moment of potential peace that they waste. Jews have a
history of peace-loving but the time is long over that Jews wiU quietly
allow others to rule their lives.

H '

David Eibel is a Collegian columnist.

October 15
What's so special about October 15?

Well if you get your car inspected before
October 15, it will cost you only one dollar
for that orange sticker on your windshield.
After October 15, the cost of the sticker is
still one dollar, but towing, fine, and oc-
casionally bail will run you an additional
fifty bucks. Shouldn't you get your car
inspected today? This message brought to
you as a public service by the Daily
Collegian.

J
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Matt Tackejf

Jewish Survival
The protracted conflict in the Middle East has once

again erupted into violent warfare. Again, as in past
episodes of this war, the fundamental issue is being
buried under a pile of bromides, scare propaganda,
and outright lies. That issue, to put it bluntly, is the
very question of a continued existence of the Jewish
people.

Historically, the Jewish people hve been
distinguished by a vulnerability to which no other
national minorities could claim title. The quest for
Jewish security has taken diverse paths, among them
assimilation, migration, accumulation of financial
power, and retreats into spiritual, if not physical
ghettos. None of these particular avenues guaranteed
the Jews any security from the recurring fury of
persecution.

The most significant response to the problem of
Jewish survival has been the Zionist movement.
Originally, its followers consisted of a miniscule band
of Jewish intellectuals, runaways, and Utopian
idealists. The initial Jewish settlements in Palestine
were treated with cautious reservation by the in-

digenous population of the area, especially by the
indigenous Jewish zealots who had somehow escaped
the previous expulsions from the land of their
spiritual ancestors.

The real impetus to the Zionist movement came not
from the impassioned polemics of the alienated
Jewish intellectuals, but from the totalitarian con-
vulsions in Europe. The Jews were caught up in the
death gasp of Russian Czarism, which provided the
Zionist colonies in the Holy Land with their first

significant influx of population. Subsequently, the
rise of Soviet Communism and European Fascism
generated the Zionist movement into a viable
political force.

The sudden increase in Jewish immigration
provided the indigenuous Arab leadership with the
potential for a mobilization of the Arab masses un-
dreamed of by T. E. Lawrence. The existence of a
prospering immigrant community in the midst of a
perpetual Arab impoverishment and humiliation
provided the spark to tinder of an emerging Arab
"nationalism" which would present but another
threat to the existence of a conspicuous Jewish
community.

After the close of the WWI, the organized Arab
assaults on the growing Jewish population of
Palestine commenced. At first, the assaults were
perpetrated by random and uncoordinated attacks on
Jewish farming settlements, particularly those which
were purchased as unreclaimed desert tracts from
local Arab landowners. In the 1920's, the Arab
assaults became much more concentrated, taking the
form of urban riots and gang warfare, all of which
was futily countered by the British Overseers of
Palestine.

At the beginning of the WWII, when Hitler's
genocidal designs were just beginning to receive
world wide attention, the Arab population of
Palestine launched a concerted campaign against
Jewish immigration. The demands of the influential
Grad Mufti Jerusalem for a complete ban on Jewish
entrance were appeased by the British, who hoped to
win Arab support for the Allied cause against
Rommel's Nazi legions in the Middle East. But their
efforts to win over the Arabs to the Allied cause were
in vain, as the Mufti proclaimed solidarity with the
Nazis, and spent the bulk of the war in Berlin.
Since the declaration of Statehood, the Israelis

have never been denied the promises of violence
delivered by the Arabs. The old rhetoric of driving the
Jews into the Sea has been dropped, at least by the
more urbane Arab spokesmen, but the criminal
assaults on Jews in Israel and abroad have revealed
the true color of their recent "democratic" preten-
tions. It is doubtful that the current military assaults
by the Arab legions are designed merely to reclaim
the territories lost in the 1967 war, which are now
being used by the Israelis as defensive buffers. To
quote Dr. M.T. Mehddi, the leading Arab lobbyist in
the United States. "We Arabs view the mere
existence of the State of Israel to be an act of
aggression." To those who continue to claim that the
issue of the current war is Israeli intransigence with
regards to the occupied territories, they are partially
correct. In the absence of any negotiated peace
settlement between Jews and Arabs, the issue is not
Israeli occupation vs. non-occupation. It is Israeli
occupation or destruction of Israel.

Matt Tackejf is a Collegian columnist.

Editorial Points
For once,

news ! !

!

Ag-news is good

Now the question in

everyone's mind is who will

replace Agnew. Speculation
has it that Hale Boggs will

come out of the Alaskan
wilderness to announce his

availability for the office.

There's u rumor being
spread that Nixon told Agnew
he was HKH) per cent behind
him What he really meant, of

course, was that he was 1000

per cent ahead of him.

At least Nixon Knows what
he's doing, even if no one else
does.

CampusCrimeAndThe Security System
By BOB RILEY

The restructuring of security at
UMass is a shocking example of
just how expendable the welfare of
students is to the administration.
In the eyes of the University, the
enforcement of parking regulations
is more important than the safety
and security of human beings.
Such action has not only jeopar-
dized the well-being of all those
who live on campus but also has
paved the way for future in-

fringements on the rights of
students.

Prior to this semester night
security consisted of a force of
fourteen unarmed guards and a
six-man police patroi. The security
guards acted as a roving patrol and

See Related

News Article,

Page Two.

also served as Residence Hall

Assistants (i.e. were stationed in

the dorm lobbys). This year ten of

the fourteen guards were removed
to the day shift for the sole purpose
of enforcing the new parking
regulations. No compensation in

any form has been made for their

removal. The absence of roving

guard patrols is something that

can be lived with; their ef-

fectiveness was (and still is)

questionable. However, the
removal of Residence Hall
Assistants has seriously en-
dangered the cause of crime
prevention on campus. The all too

real problems of crime exist at

night in the dorms. The deterent to

crime exists during the day and in

the parking lots. On most nights

only four lobbys have a guard on
duty (some nights the number is

less). The potential for ripoffs,

assault, vandalism and other
crimes is phenomenal. For all

intents and nurposes the deterrent

to crime in the dorms is non-

existent.

The University has taken steps to

theoretically establish some form
of crime deterrent in those dorms
that do not have any Resident Hall

Assistants. "There is nothing an
RHA can do that a student taking
his place can't" we are told. In

theory this sounds good. In

practice, unfortunately, it is an
absolute failure. The students who
have assumed the role of
Residence Hall Assistants have
quickly learned that they lack the
deterrent which existed under the
old system. The man in uniform
does mean a lot. Student RHA's
have been either totally ignored or
threatened with bodily harm by
gangs attempting to enter the
dorms. Student guards, after a day
of classes have fallen asleep on
duty. In some dorms there are no
students willing or able to fill the
role of RHA. There is little security
system at all, or a system which
approaches no security.

The concern of the ad-
ministration is non-existent in

regards to student funds and
student well-being. Residence Hall
Assistants and their student
substitutes are supposed to be
maintained from allocated funds.
Yet, like security the budget has
also been cut in this area (by
$14,000 in Southwest alone). The
money available will run out early
next semester forcing dorm funds
to be used to pay for the students
security. The students will pay for

a service which by right should
come from the University. Ripoffs
occur at many levels at UMass.
The institution of police officers

in the dorms should provide the
necessary protection for all who
live in university housing,
however, this is not due until

spring. For the majority of the
school year, protection is non-
existent for most people because
parking violations are more im-
portant than student's well-being.

University officials are quick to

point out that there have been no
serious increases in crime for the
first month. However, it is un-
deniable that circumstances exist
for a phenomenal rise of all types
of crime. This potential will be
realized unless all who live in the
dorms decide to end this senseless
and harmful policy of the ad-
ministration. Pressure has already
been brought by Heads of
Residence and students in South-
west, but evidently more is needed.

We are all the potential victims of
ripoffs and all the other crimes
which exists at this university.
We are also potential victims of

the UMass bureaucracy. We
cannot let them walk all over us,
especially in a way which
flagrantly violates our basic
rights. The administration must be
forced to restore RHAs to the
dorms. If not it could be a long,
painful year for resident students
at the University of
Massachusetts.

Bob Riley is a Collegian com-
mentator

Teacher Power
(Continued from P. 12)

collective bargaining is its effect upon tenured teachers. The answer is
very simple and straightforward. NONE. The tenured teacher is already
protected within the institution, thus collective bargaining only adds to
his already established power base. However, for the one or two pompous
tenured faculty members who might be on this campus, I can see why
they would be against collective bargaining. The reason is because they
put their time in, so they say why shouldn't non-tenured faculty put their
time in. In trying to make the above point clearer, let me explain the
concept of "time in" as seen through the eyes of tenure The faculty
member plays the game with the administration. They go out of their way
to look for top brass in the administration, sav pleasai lings and try to
publish like crazy. Now at the local level, when chairman and newcomer
are out for breakfast, lunch, and-or dinner, they fight over the check
(For obvious reasons the chairman prevails). All of these things plus
many more amount to the "time in" process. Something of which pom
pous tenured teachers went through, and thev would like to see others go
through it. Collective bargaining could clean up this ass-kissing process
and concern itself with education. In reality, tenured teachers would not
lose anything. Non-tenured teachers would gain protection, and what
would arise would be teacher power, (something I know all students are
dying to have).

When exploring the rights of members present in our academic com
munity we see students armed with a lawyer, the administration
surrounded by lawyers (labor oriented), yet the teachers are left holding
the brief. Collective bargaining would be their answer, for their litigation
would be picked up by the N.E.A. The faculty should take out an ad in the
Collegian and request for services.
Collective bargaining only implies a consolidation of strength or power

not a forced unity to have standard pay. The other reason why collective
bargaining is very important is because if faculty does not like their
$15,000 and their heavy teaching load of three courses, they can go out on
strike in a massive effect.

As far as student support, they would get as many students supporting
their cause as faculty members supported the student strikes in the late
60's. Thus the administration building is just as much a part of their life
as it is the student's life.

Paul Wallace is a Collegian commentator.
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3rd Semi-Annual Ail-Night Marathon Salel

v HOURS TOTAL AUDIO
WAREHOUSE PRICES!!

From Friday, Oct. 12, 10:00 a.m. to Saturday, Oet. 13, 6:00 p.m., for 32 straight hours, we're going to soil just

about everything in our store at warehouse prices. With 6 months of leftover inventory, demos & eloseouts here's

a sale you can't afford to miss - cheek these specials!!

SPEAKERS!!

DYNACO - A25's

DYNACO - AlO's

KLH 6's (Vinyl)

KLH 32's

LIST

$ 99.95 ea.

$ 99.95 pr.

$134.00 ea.

$105.00 pr.

$ 75.00 pr.

ea.

pr.

ea.

pr.

EV lla's

INFINITY 1001'S Last
$149.95 ea

Pos V% Chance! $ 99.95 ea.

MclNTOSH ML2C Spkrs. 1 pr.List $1,300

with equalizer Sale

EPI 400 Demonstrators 1 Pr. $778 pr.

FRAZIER Monte Carlo's 2 pr . $120 ea.

FRAZIER MK IV list 1 pr . $170 ea

SALE

'65

'74

'99

'74

'40 pr

$AQ95
99 ea.

'62"

'700
'625
'50
'70

CARTRIDGES
SHURE VIS III 2 Only List $74.95 SALE

AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-10 KSs sale

us96

(20 only) S'tfO

Watts Record Care Equipment
.* $3°°

ea.

pr.

ea.

ea.

PREENERS -

DUST BUG -

PARASTATS -

List $ 4.50

List $ 6.50

List $15.00

«5"

MO-

TURNTABLES!!

Glenburn/MacDonald 2110'$

GARRARD 42 m/p's

AR Turntable (6 only)

with Shure MAI ED Cart

PE 3060 II (3 only)

LIST

$ 70

$ 94

$145

$169

'39"
«54"

'99"

'125

TAPE
All Tape 20% off marked prices,

which are already up to 50% off!!

(Example — Scotch 150, list $5.55

regularly $2.49, during sale $1.99)

HEADPHONES!
LIST

6 - Ko$s Pro 4AA $60 _ *jg96

3 - Koss HV 1's $40 - *2995

12 - Sennheiser HD 414'$ S43 _ $4495

10 - Royal HP-A's $30 —
31

TAPE DECKS
Sony TC-228 8-Tr.ck Recorder

u$| $m Sale
S
135

3 only (demos)

Sony TC-121 Cassette Deck List si 15 35

Sony TC-824 3 only

8 track 4 channel system List $300 Sale'150

FREE PREENERS!!

If the last digit of

your social security number

matches the number

on the wall in our store,

you win a free preener!!

i

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS IS

3rd Semi-Annual Ail-Night Marathon Sale!

HOURS TOTAL AUDIO
WAREHOUSE PRICES!!

Hourly Specials
Quantities Limited!!

Friday 6:00 p.m. 'til Saturday 10:00 a.m

6:00 p.m.

NIKKO 4010 FM Stereo Receiver

List $190 (two only) Sale 120

7:00 p.m.

GARRARD SL72B Turntable, DC B

List $200 (two demo's) Sale
$7500

0:00 p.m.

MIRACORD 650 Turntable

List $150 (two only) Sale
53500

0:00 p.m.

PIONEER 424 FM Stereo Receiver

List $200 (three only) Sale 160

10:00 p.m.

ADC 303AX Loudspeakers

List$110ea. (four demo's)

HARMON KARDON 75+
4 Channel FM Receiver

List $500 (one only)

11:00 p.m.

HARMON KARDON
630 FM Stereo Receiver

List $370 (one only)

AR3A Loudspeakers (Used)
List $570 pr. (one pr. only)

ULTRALINEAR 150's

List $240 pr.

Sale $4995

Sale <320

Sale $279

Sa.e
$200/"

Sa |e

$9905/pr.

12 Midnight

First six people bringing either two six packs of Tab
or Coke, or a Pizza of reasonable dimensions, will

receive their choice of one portable radio from an
amazing selection of left overs!!

CREATIVE 66 Loudspeakers

List$120pr. (six pr. only)

1:00 a.m.

KLH 11 Portable - used

KLH 11 Walnut - used

List $200 ea.

Sale
$5995 /pr.

Sale
$9905

ea

2:00 a.m.

NORDMENDE FM Stereo Receiver
List $130 (three only) Sale

One Only

ALTEC 911A AM-FM Stereo
compact with Altec 8 & 7A spkrs.

& Garrard SL95B turntable
List $668.00

$6500

Sale $37800

AMPEX Micro 87 AM-FM
List $299.95 (one demo)

3:00 a.m.

Two Pair Demo's
JB2 88 P Loudspeakers
List $400

One Pair Demo's
EPI 150 Loudspeakers
List $280

4:00 a.m.

RECTILINEAR XIIA Loudspeakers

List $150 ea. Sale

5:00 a.m.

SHERWOOD 7100A FM Receiver

List $229.95 (three only)

6:00 a.m.

Sale
$128

Sale

$ 289

$ 200

$80 ea.

Sale M73 '

By this time, we will be so tired you will probably be

able to talk us into anything.

7:00 a.m.

Ditto

8:00 a.m.

Double Ditto

9:00 a.m.

New Shift!!

ROYAL RSC Car Cassette Decks

List $90.00 Sale
$4500

$50°°

$6495

BSR R20A FM Receiver

List$100 . (oneonly)

CRAIG 3123 8 Track Car Player c
List $89.95 (two only)

**"

EV15 Loudspeakers
3-way Acoustic Suspension £a |e
List$130ea. (two pr. only)

METROTEK Frequency Equalizers caAflS
FEK-l's (threeonly) List$79.95 Sale *49

'60 •a.
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Student Government
Holds Conference
This Friday and Saturday, the Student Government Association will

hold a conference to orient new people to the organization, and allow

them to discuss the problems and goals for the coming year. The con-

ference will begin Friday night at 6 p.m. with registration in room 113

Campus Center. At 7 p.m. a panel discussion on the role of Student

Government will be held with Larry Friedman, President of the National

Student Association, speaking. Following the speeches and panel

discussion there will be a pay bar set up in 113 and we will have a live

band. On Saturday morning there will be various workshops dealing with

issues and Saturday afternoon there will be various skills workshops.

In order for this conference to be effective, it is important that people

from all areas of concerned students attend. Students all ready involved

with some area of university governance will find this a very helpful and

educating experience. However, it is hoped that people who have never

been involved in these areas before will also attend and contribute their

ideas about Student Government. It is hoped that a large number of

undergraduate and graduate students will participate. If you have any

questions about the conference or would like to know specifically what

workshops are being held, contact Martha Crawford or Doug Phelps at

the Student Senate Office, telephone 5-0341.

THURSDAY, OCTOe«R11«Wg
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1973

Penn. Central Officers

Charged With Embezzlement
PHILADELPHIA (AP)

Embezzlement charges will be

sought against three former
executives of the Penn Central Co.,

it was revealed Wednesday by

Dist. Atty. Arlen Spector.

Spector said the statue of

limitations had expired on

previously filed charges of

fraudulent conversion against the

three, originally arrested in

January, 1972.

He said he would ask a grand
jury to indict them on charges of

embezzlement by a corporate
officer.

The men, now seeking dismissal

of the original charges under a writ

of habeas corpus, are David C.

Bevan, former finance chairman
of the nation's biggest railroad;

Charles J. Hodge, former in-

vestment banker; and O. F.

Lassiter, a retired Air Force

general who operated a charter

airline in which Penn Central in-

vested.

Spector said he didn't believe he

would have any difficulty obtaining

an indictment on the new charge.

"We believe we are on solid

Ml N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST
Open Thurs. & Fri. till t

ground," Spector said, referring to

the statue of limitations. "There's

a six-year statute on corporate

officers."

Action on the habeas corpus
remained stalled. Common Pleas

Judge Lee Weinrett, who is han-

dling the matter, has not indicated

when he might issue a decision.

Federal Judges

Nomination

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The White
House said Wednesday President
Nixon will nominate for a U.S.

district judgeship in

Massachusetts Boston attorney
Walter Jay Skinner, who was twice
turned down by the Executive
Council for a state judgeship four

years ago.

Skinner, now 46 and a resident of

Newton, had been nominated in

1969 by Gov. Francis W. Sargent
for a Superior Court judgeship.

Skinner had been assistant at-

torney general and head of the

Criminal Division in 1963-65 under
Atty. Gen. Edward W. Brooke, now
U.S. Senator. That division

prosecuted cases arising from the

work of the then existing Crime
Commission and four Councilors
were convicted.

Born in Washington, Skinner
grew up in Providence, R.I., and
attended Harvard College and the
Harvard Law School.

After graduation from the law
school in 1952, he was a lawyer with

Gaston, Snow, Metley and Holt

until becoming assistant district

attorney in Brockton and town
counsel for Scituate in 1957. He
held these positions until joining

Brooke in 1963.

Learn How To
Live The Good Lif<

Helen and Scott Nearing, authors of Living the Good Life and

many other books, wll speak here October 13, at the Campus Center

in room 113. This will be the first of a series of lectures sponsored by

a group called "Opie Mountain Citadel." The purpose of the lecture

series is to bring people of various views together to share their

experiences with others.

Scott Nearing grew up in a small mining and lumbering town in

the hills of Pennsylvania where he saw and experienced the op-

pression of the laboring class by the wealthy mine owners. He went

on to study economics and later to teach it at the University of

Pennsylvania, where he was fired in 1915 for his views against child

labor.

Because of his strong views against economic oppression and
against World War I, he was not again allowed to teach in

American universities after 1917. He became active in the labor

union movement in the 1920's. He was a member of the Communist
Party which expelled him for his independent views.

In 1932, during the depression, unable to make a living as a

traveling lecturer to various liberal groups, he moved to an un-

developed part of Vermont with his new wife Helen, a violinist, and
began a 40-year career as a subsistence farmer, building their own
house from field stones and growing most of their own food.

Although they have written many books in the past 65 years

covering such subjects as progressive education, economics,
women's liberation, pacifism, religion, the labor movement, civil

rights, and making maple sugar, their best known book is Living

the Good Life which tells the story of their 20 years as subsistence

farmers in Vermont. The Nearings have moved to Maine, to get
away from the ski slopes built up in their area of Vermont.

At 90, Scott and his 70-year old wife are continuing to produce
most of their own needs on their homestead. The Nearings ad-

vocate that people leave behind the world of competition, wars, and
greed and create their own good life in the undeveloped parts of the

country.
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ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

£**% • Records

n»« Jianc \ j^1—Jm * 8-Track Stereos
that orrens so much none THANmr

WCTftCA .ttl*N> itiki
10 -5:30 Daily

10 - 9 Thursday

We have a selection of pipes, papers, handcrafted silver &
turquoise jewelry, and leather goods, guitars, guitar accessories.

146 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON

PINK CHABUS
OF CALIFORNIA

Mw than a Rose, our Pink Chablis is a caplwthnt

inw combining the delicate fragrance of a superior R«

pi tkt crisp character of a fine Chablis This wine i$ m

of our most delightful creations. Made and bottled tik

kilo Vineyards m Modesto, Calif Alcohol 12% by ooi

£Jt&J^
(̂

r,£«

TIME
Magazine
reports:

Gallo's Pink Chablis

recently triumphed
over ten costlier

competitors in a blind

tasting among a

panel ofwine-industry

executives

in Los Angeles."
Time Magazine November 27 1972 page 81

More than a Rose.

If yoSxe looking

for +he best
submarine
sandwich
in+tfwn

at the Hungry-U

By RICHARD M. HOWLAND
The complexities of getting into

and out of the marriage
relationship should, in my opinion,
not be the subject of very much law
at all. Historically, the chief
reasons for an elaborate legal
structure in the area related
primarily to property rights, land
ownership and descent and
distribution through inheritance.
Most of the compelling reasons for
the laws in the area have
diminished with the greater
sophistication of the legal struc-
ture and the emphasis on human
rights that is evident today.

DIVORCE
In Massachusetts a divorce may

be decreed for:

1. Adultery (sexual relations
outside of the marriage);
1. Impotency (inability to have
sexual relations);

3. Utter desertion for two years;
4. Alcoholism or drug addiction;
5. Non-support of the wife by the
husband when able; and
6. Cruel and Abusive treatment.

"Cruel and abusive treatment"
is the most common ground. Some
unique or repeated act, which need
not be necessarily physically
abusive or injurious but which
gives rise to mental anguish as
evidenced, for instance, by loss of
weight, nervousness,
hospitalization, psychiatric con-
sultation and the like, is usually
sufficient.

In addition to the grounds for the
divorce, the spouse filing suit (the
"libellant") must live in
Massachusetts if the grounds
occurred outside the state. A
person may not move to
Massachusetts solely for the
purpose of obtaining a divorce. It is

a necessary element of a divorce
proceeding that the parties lived
together as husband and wife at
some time in the Commonwealth.
Massachusetts still subscribes to

the notion of fault in divorce and as
a consequence there is really no
secure way of proceeding without

The Marriage And Divorce Game
the assistance of at least a lawyer
for the libellant.

The things that the lawyer must
attend to besides the court papers,
hearing and decree even in a
consensual divorce are:

1. Distribution of assets;
2. Support and custody of

children (if any);
3. Conveyance of real propertv

and motor vehicles;
4. Alimony, if any; and
5. The technical grounds.

These matters are generally
taken care of by agreement before
the proceedings are over and are
time consuming.
Before papers can be filed the

parties must physically live apart
for thirty (30) days. Persons
contemplating divorce are urged to
discuss the matter with ap-
propriate psychological or
marriage counsellors, together or
separately both before and during
the divorce proceedings.

The wife may assume her
maiden name at the time the
divorce is granted if she petitions
to do so. In some courts, however,
the judge may refuse alimony if

the wife resumes her maiden

name. This does not affect support.
Ask your lawyer about this

Divorce laws and practices are
changing Some groups are urging
and some individuals are obtaining
divorces without assistance of

counsel. No fault divorce laws are
growing more common Most of
the impediments to divorces in

cases where the marriage
relationship has in fact disaD-

( Continued on P. 18)

No. 2 is right

near you.
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How would you like to be a

NEWSPAPER PUBLISHER?
Here's a chance to be l/10th of a publisher. Under its revised constitution, The
Collegian Publishing Board has two positions for at-large undergraduate
members. The board meets several times a year and serves as an advisor to
the Daily Collegian staff. Its job is basically advisoral but there is a chance to
help in the overall direction of New England's largest daily college
newspaper. Interested? Write:

MDC Pub Board Screening Committee
c/o Daily Collegian, Student Union

Applications due by 4 p.m. Friday, Oct. 12

Collegian staffers and members of Student Senate and all campus governments are , tot eligible.

G. VALUL CARD HAS JUST
APPED ft PlCKEOGKEr/

THAN.KS A LOT, mR.CAAQ,'t^
THIEF COULD I

& LOT OF BtU-S
GOLDEN VALUL CM

— IF LOST OR STOLEN, VOu C0ULON T
LOSE MO^L v THROUGH KXJRGOlDEN WlUE
CAf,L. WHEN vJU S«OW , T TO
PflRTtClPATlWcrtERcHftf.

\T GETS VOu KELUCriONi <

VpriclVof UP JC 50%/

-, THOl'C-H,

f'WLLL.r KNOUONE
TH I NGA GOLDEN VALUE CARD
.CCULDNT GET A REDUCTION O*

E^S

Golden Value Card on Campus C.C. Concourse

at Pinball Machines Thursday and Friday

For the Starving Student Only
A $530.00 KLH BSR SYSTEM

for 39950

If you are starving for great sounds, but most of the bread you have is the kind you eat
f than read on.

TNE SPEAKERS:
KLH Model 6 is probably the most widely accepted high per-
formance speaker ever made. Using a 12" acoustic suspension
driver for powerful lows and a W dome Tweeter for wide
dispersion highs. The Model 6 can easily reproduce the extremes
of the frequency range at very low distortion.

THE RECEIVER:
KLH Model 55 FM Stereo Receiver has all the power you will
need to fill your room with lots of clean music. The performance
of the FM tuner is super. Of course, the 55 has all sorts of other
nice things going for it, like a center tuning meter, speaker
switching, tape inputs, etc., etc.

THE CHANGER:
BSR 610 AWX is one of BSR's best changers. It has a 3V2 lb. cast
turntable and Synchronous motor for speed accuracy, low mass
tone arm with damped cueing fitted with a Shure M93E elliptical
cartridge. We also include a dust cover and real walnut base.

Stop in our new shop at 98 K. Pleasant St. in imhorst or 219 Main St. in Northampton and see how much stereo
1399.69 will got you at Tripod iudio.

98 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST, MASS. 01002
TRIPOD AUDIO

219 MAIN STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 01060
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Christians

Support

Israel
At a meeting of religious workers

for the Five College area on
Tuesday, October 9, it was agreed
that a public statement of support
for Israel should be made. The
following statement has been
drafted and has been endorsed by
most of those present, representing
liberal and conservative
Protestant, Roman Catholic, and
Jewish leaders:

"Israel, as a state and as a
people, has a right to exist. That
existence must be maintained even
while questions of boundaries and

economic and political justice for

Palestinian refugees are being
settled diplomatically. We abhor
the use of war as a means of set-

tling this historic problem.
"Speaking as staff persons and

leaders of religious organizations
related to the five colleges, we call

on the United States government,
in fullest cooperation with the
United Nations, to press for the
continued existence of the state of

Israel as a Jewish homeland on the
face of God's earth. We call for an
immediate cease-fire under in-

ternational auspices and in-

tensified efforts for a settlement of

outstanding issues.

"We call on persons in our
religious communities to support
Israel's existence as they talk with
friends and government leaders.

Those of us who are Christians
acknowledge out continuing need
for the people of Israel as, in St.

Paul's terms, the root of our
Christian faith. We have an
historic burden of anti-semitism to

live down. We ask for individual

and corporate prayers, study to

overcome our confusion, gifts of

support and labors of recon-
ciliation "

SPECIAL

Rayfor3...

4&oneJlte

prims < «>mmi.

fiom VOtlf

Javoritc _?"»

GeT beauii'ui KOOAK Coio< P""<% i- m
your favo'itecoicv sixlos Owing cn.i P'lts-

IfOm S dOSSPOC'»l VOl. fuy IMlOl'lndgel

the fouMM ore Nop No I'TM to the "umber

olsi'OVs Ot'ei e»pifesNo*embe' 9 1973

Hurry m today and a»k us lor delays

TRIPOD AUDIO

98 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002

219 Main St.

Northampton, Mass. 01060
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Live And Learn
In Scandinavia

Scandinavian Seminar is now accepting applications for its study
abroad program in Denmark, Finland, Norway, or Sweden for the
academic year 1974-1975. This living-and-learning experience is

designed for college students, graduates and other adults.
An initial 3 weeks language course, followed by a family stay,

will give the student opportunity to practice the language on a daily
basis and to share in the life of the community. For the major part
of the year he is separated from his fellow American students,
living and studying among Scandinavians at a "People's College"
( residential school for continuing adult education) or some other
specialized institution.

All Seminar participants meet at the Introductory, Midyear and
Final Sessions, during which the American and Scandinavian
Program Directors work closely with each student on matters
related to his studies, experiences and progress. The focus of the
Seminar program is the student's Independent Study Project in his
special field of interest. An increasing number of American
colleges and universities are giving full or partial credit for the
Seminar year.

The fee, covering tuition, room, board, one-way group tran-
sportation from New York and all course-connected travels in
Scandinavia is $3,000. A limited number of scholarship loans are
available.

For further information please write to: SCANDINAVIAN
SEMINAR, 100 East 85th Street, New York, N.Y. 10028.

Marriage And Divorce,.,
(Continued from P. 17)

peared are being removed. There

is much room for reform in

Massachusetts and many groups

are organized to support reform.

Persons contemplating divorce are

urged to obtain counsel whenever
children, property or technical

problems occur. In most cases

legal help is necessary to get the

process properly started and
concluded without serious delay.

Marriages may be solemnized
between people over eighteen
years of age without parental

consent. In order to get a license

each party applies for a license at

the Clerk of the City or Town of

residence. If both live in the same
town only one license is required,

otherwise two are required. Each
party must have a blood test and,

usually, a brief physical
examination by the physician.

Except for a waiver from the

judge, three days is required

before a license will be issued.

The license requires names,
occupations, addresses, bir-

thplaces, and ages of the parties,

both of their parents' names and
record of dissolution of any prior

marriage.

A marriage may be solemnized
by any religious leader of a
recognized religion or by a Justice

of the Peace. Information on local

persons qualified to solemnize

marriages is available from the
Clerk who issues the license.

There is no particular form or set

of vows or, for that matter, any
specific requirement for the way in

which the solemnization of the
marriage is to occur provided by
any statute. Any form or ritual is a
matter for the religion involved or
if none is subscribed to, then it is a
matter which is entirely up to the
parties involved and the person
who is to solemnize the occasion.

Financial Aid Notice
The Financial Aid Office (Room 243 Whitmore) will not be accepting

interviews or appointments for Thursday, October 11th, Friday, October
12th, Tuesday, October 16th, and Friday, October 19th. This time must be
used to reduce the existing backlog of student aid and HELP loan ap-
plications.

Cash on the
barrel, bucket and

[iljOOOff,
I coupon I

i

i

i

i

i

i

L

on a Barrel of Kentucky
Fried Chicken.

Take this coupon to your
participating Kentucky Fried
Chicken store and.get $1.00

off on a 21-piece Barrel,

either Original Recipe or

Extra Crispy Offer good
through Oct 8. 1973. Limit
one Barrel per coupon.

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

75<tOff
coupon

on a Bucket of Kentucky
Fried Chicken or a Kettle of

H. Salt Fish G Chips.
Take this coupon to your

participating Kentucky Fried
Chicken store and get 75C off

on a 15-piece Bucket, either

Original Recipe or Extra Crispy.

Or save on a 10-piece Kettle

of H Salt Fish and Chips.
Offer good through October
8. 1973. Limit one Bucket or

Kettle per coupon

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J.

50* Off
coupon

n
i

on two Dinners of
Kentucky Fried Chicken or

H. Salt Fish G Chips.
Take this coupon to your

participating Kentucky Fried
Chicken store and get 50C off
on the purchase of two Dinners
of the Colonel's chicken, either
Original Recipe or Extra Crispy.

Or save on two Dinners of

H. Salt Fish G Chips.
Offer good through October 8.

1973. Limit two Dinners
per coupon.

I

I

I

J

Kmtiwkii fried ^kidc«n

offer good only at

Russell St., Hadley.

r
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BOXING CLUB
Boxing Club starts workouts Today

beginners welcome. 19th Floor
Washington at 7 p.m.

CASIAC
General meeting of University

Women's Caucus will be tonight at

7:30 in 165-169 C.C. All U. women-
students, faculty, non -professionals

and professionals - are welcome.
CATHOLICS
Special thematic folk mass

followed by informal get-together

Sat. at 7:30, Newman Center Chapel.

All students, faculty, and others

cordially invited.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COUN-
SELING
Mrs. Holmes will be in rm. C.C. 104

this afternoon. All members of the

campus community are welcome to

visit for help or to talk.

CLARIDAO MEETING
Claridad Meeting 131 Hills North

tonite 7:00 p.m. All welcome.
CONCERT COMMITTEE
Meeting of the Set-up and

Arrangement Committee on Oct. 11,

Thursday from 6 8 p.m. in Concert
Committee Office. All s-a committee
members urged to attend.

FINNISH LANGUAGE CLUB
Will meetThurs.at 7:30 9:00 in C.C.

909. All interested are welcome.
FREE FILM

lOPBN 9:30-6:30 fm. tiu?
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NEXT TO THE POST
^OFFICE /NArtff£XSr/\

Notices
The Amherst Film Co-op presents

Intolerance (1916), D.W. Griffith's

mammoth reply to the critical
reaction given his tour de force Birth
of a Nation (1914). In C.C. 165 at 9:00
tonight.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
We are having a meeting 7:30

tonight at 4 East Dickinson Lounge.
We will be discussing program, space
and funding. All women are
welcome.
ITALIAN CLUB MEETING
Meeting tonight at 7: 00 on the sixth

floor lounge of Herter Hall at 7:00. All
interested students and faculty
welcome. Refreshments served.
LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS CLUB
Meeting Thursday, 10-11, 7 p.m ,

C.C. 162.

M.A.S.H.
Mash gives a D.A.M.N. why don't

you-come see it. C.C. Auditorium,
Sunday, 10-14 at 6, 8, and 10.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaves from in front of

Hasbrouck at 6:30 and stops in front

of Paterson House (Sunset Ave. side)

at 6:35. All are welcome to come.
PEP CLUB
Have you got that spirit? Newly

formed pep club for UMass needs
you! ! Help us cheer UMass teams to

victory. For more info call 546-1294, 6-

1423, 6-1421, 6 1425.

PI SIGMA ALPHA
Important meeting Thursday, 10-

11, C.C. 903, 7:00 p.m. All members
please attend.

PLAY LIBRARY
in Farley Lodge, Mon. 4-6 p.m.,

Weds. 7-9 p.m., Fri. 12:302. All

children of students eligible. Take a

toy home this week.

PROGRAM COUNCIL MOVIE
COMMITTEE
Meeting in S.U.B. tonight at 6:00.

All members please try to attend.

SCIENCE FICTION ART
For information Art Contest visit

the S-F Library. Rm. SU 434, Student

Union. Open to the UMass Com

munity.

SHL MEETING
Tonite at 7:30 Rms. 904 908, C.C.

New members welcome Plans for

Saturday's Dance will be finalized.

SKI CLUB
Will have tables on the C.C. Con

course next to the garage entrance
today for membership and in

formation. We will be showing Ski

movies and have the latest ski

equipment on display.

STOCKBRIDGE ACCOUNTING
CLUB

Will have a meeting Oct. 11 at 7

p.m. in C.C. 905. All persons with

ideas on things they would like to do
in the coming year please attend.

UMASS COIN CLUB
Meeting Thursday, October 18,

7:30 10:00, Rm. 811 C.C. New
members welcome.

LOST
Bulova Accutron watch, per

sonally valuable. Large reward for

its return. Please call 546 7522 or

leave it at lost and found C.C.

Woman's gold watch Friday, 10-5

vicinity of Wheeler. Reward offered.
Please contact Mary, 403 Wheeler, 5

2412.

FOUND
Mass. Driver's License of

Lawrence N. Ingham. Pick up at C.C.
lost and found.

Job Opening
The Southwest Business Office is

making available one Graduate
Assistantship for a qualified
student to work 20 hours per week
as assistant to the Business
Manager.
Applicants should have some

background in accounting and
computer programming.
We are actively soliciting

qualified minority and women
applicants.

For interview contact John
Zilinskas at 545-1400

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMA*R<

Virgo eschews the coverup. usually
comes clean and lets chips fall where they
may Libra accents beauty, cosmetics,
perfume. Libra will "cover up" for the sake
of appearances Virgo lends proverbial
helium' hand but is analytical about what to

expect in return When Libra decides to

give, it usually is with no calculated thought
of what is to come hack Virgo can make
money with Libra and Libra can enter a

labyrinth of intrigue with Virgo

ARIES March 21-April Iff): What you
started comes to culmination, with rewards
and obstacles Concern might surface in

connection with legal matter, partnership,
joint enterprise. One close to you needs
reassurance. Be diplomatic, especially

about family affairs.

TAl'Rl'S i April 20-May 20>: Full-moon
position and aspects point to disputes of

minor nature which could bloom into big

time battles. Maintain control. Don't
permit emotions to completely dominate
What creates aura of fear is actually of

paper tiger variety. Know it and scoff.

«.l MIM i May 21 -June 20): Accept added
responsibility Rewards, recognition will

follow Accent is on friends who argue,

make promises and appeals. Heed counsel
of older, experienced individual. Prestige is

on the line Goal is in sight Don't be
dissuaded by confused associates

CANCER I June 21-July 22): Finish what
you start Aid one who confides problem
Adherence to Golden Rule will pay
dividends Aries. Libra persons might be
involved. One in authority seems to be
blocking your efforts This is not really

true You will learn reasons-and you will

understand.

I.F.O (July 23 Aug 22i
: Stop feeling you

should be here, and everywhere. Forces
tend to be scattered Take stock You may
be spreading efforts too thin. Have
something to say about your own destiny.

Soeak up -get to heart of matter.
VIRGO iAug23-Sept. 22): Cash flow

could be restricted There are details, in-

cluding family or home situation, which

need clarification Combine logic and in-

tuition What appears solid obstacle is due
to "melt " You will lie lioneficiary

LIBRA (Sept S-Od 22): Ride with tide

Don't believe all that you see Surface in

dications now are apt to be deceptive
Sagittarian plays prominent role Maintain
low profile Go soft and easy Social contact
can lie valuable But avoid pressing issues

SCORPKXOd 23-Nov 2H Low-key ap
proach serves best purpose Study Libra
message I'nravel puzzle pieces. Be aware
of fine points. Read between the lines If

observant, you glimpse full picture Avoid
basing actions on wishful thinking.

SAG1TTARHS (Nov 22-Dec.21) Be
ready for change, travel, variety Gemini.
Virgo persons could figure prominently
Accent is on emotional response. Strive to

give logic equal time If analytical, you
avoid excessive costs. Friend could be
sadly misinformed.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19): Your

aspirations could create conflicts Some
claim you are assuming dictatorial powers.
Others are equally vehement in your
defense Key now is to be diplomatic
without being weak Family member does
have your best interests at heart
AQl'ARH'S (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You may

feel as if you are part of a dizzying whirl
Catch emotional breath. Stop and look-
listen and learn Relatives, neighbors may-
try to impose their opinions, desires. That's
line, but you do have your own life to live

PISCES (Feb 19-Mar.20): Money
situation requires more-than-usual at-

tention Curb tendency to spend too much
for too little. Message should become in-

creasingly clear Capricorn, Cancer per-
sons could lie in picture Count change'
IF TODAY IS YOl R BIRTHDAY you are

intuitive, a natural teacher and a spiritual

person You are unorthodox, dynamic,
artistic and moody You are nobody's fool

but you often fool yourself. Aquarius.
Cancer persons seem to be drawn to you.
December should be one of your most
significant months of this year

Copyright 1973. (ien Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1

4
9
12
13
14

Vehicle

Rams
Resort
Poem
Foreign
Manner

15 Act of

self abasement
17 Pope's veil

19 Fencing
sword

20 Propelled
oneself through
water

21 Seeds
23 Bobolink
27 Woody plants

29 Existed

30 Faroe Islands

whirlwind
31 Unusual
32 Hives
34 Man's

nickname
35 Pronoun
36 Genus of

maples
37 Pocketbook
39 Daughter of a

sovereign

42 Decays
43 Act
44 Pigs
46 Young hog
48 Name of 12

kings of

Egypt
51 Be ill

52 Impel onward
54 Period of

time
55 Possessive

pronoun

56 Sedate

57 Condensed
moisture

DOWN

1 Policeman
(slang)

2 Fruit drink

3 Renovated

4 Poison

5 Stomach
ailment

6 Cravat

7 Symbol for

tellurium

8 Flower of

amaryllis

family

9 Pundit

10 Crony
(colloq.)

11 Affirmative

vote

16 Part of church
18 Country

bumpkin
20 Sow
21 Trample with

foot

22 Command
24 Pitchers

25 Cook in oven
26 Strikes out

28 Follows

33 Musical
instrument

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

uuu unraan uhq

onoQH wura

oh HUD mob an
ri&Q EBB) 'SOUSE
ESQE [?inQ 30QS

ana beshh bbo
34 Intersected

36 Dillseed

38 Solicit

earnestly

40 Sacred
images
Scrape

45 Hebrew
measure

41

46 Capuchin
monkey

47 Strike

48 Bone of body
49 Before

50 Carpenter's
tool

S3 Artificial

language

II

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc If

PFAMIS
NO, MA'AM. ..I

DIDN'T GET Mf
REPORT WRITTEN
6ECAI/5E I *l6r T
in the rain
All night.'

I TRIED TO U)RlTE IT THIS
/MORNING,m mi HAIR U#\S
U)ET AMP THE UATER KEPT
DRlPPlNG DOWN ON THE PAPER

UJHV DIPN'T I DO IT THE
NIGHT &EF0RE?BECAME
THERE ARE NO LIGHTS I

THE WIZARD OF ID

./4NP r42T£*JLY i$ &jfZ WAOcxt THe BBST,

PPflHrTqWH 1

IN" THE V/0£U?\

ASK CHUCK ABOUT HIS
STUPID 6UEST COTTASe [[[

B.C by Johnny hart

TRE/KO /

I WATEiRP

*?•)

iii^y^

"
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ross Preparing
For Middle East Crisis
BOSTON (AF) The

Massachusetts Red Cross said
Tuesday it would accept blood
donations earmarked for the
Middle East even though neither
side in the war there had requested
any from the United States.
A spokesman said such

donations would be used to meet
legal needs until an official request
came to the American Red Cross.
Any donations earmarked for the

Middle East used in Massachusetts
would be made up by sending other
blood, the spokesman said.

"Because of the possibility that
the conflict may spread it is im-
perative that U.S. blood banks be
fully stocked and the Red Cross is

encouraging people to donate
now," a Red Cross statement said.

The statement said blood sup-
plies in Massachusetts stood at a
low 400 nints

Luis Swivel's Masterpiect

"Belle de Jour"

Hey...Human
Development
Majors!!

The Department of Human
Development is now in the School
of Education. Many of you have
questions about how this affects
you -particularly seniors and
juniors-with respect to the grading
system, degree granted, etc.

There will be a meeting Tuesday,
October 16, 1973, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Public Health Auditorium to
discuss all the ramifications of our
being in the School of Education.

-lam nu

(lath

Sat., Oct. 13 at

7- 9 - 11 in S.U.B

Television Tonight

Heil Klmk (22)

NKK.HHOHHOOD

.Voo FNSIGN OTOOLF "Operation Re
enlist" 118)

IKM.W'S IIFROFS
MISTFRHOGFHS

i24) i57'

\DVFNTlIMS OF SI PFRM AN (27)

RFYFRLY HILI.R1I.LIFS Super
tlawg" , :UI)

GOMKH PYI.F "Vacation In Vegas" (40)

..:ui THE REAL McCOYI "The Jinx" (18)

THF IKY SIH»W "Ijicv. the Camp
Cook " '22

'

THF ELECTRIC' COMPANY <24i (57)

•iOMER PYI.F The Price Of
ToniiitiK's" (27)

HOGAN S IHCROE8 "Co Light On the
ileuvv Watan in

NFWv WEATHER, sports 40)

V.v. WHXTS HAPPENING I PDATF (31

•:« SKtts :ii i8) '22)

I SPY Now You See Her. Now You
Don t

"
I IH

MVKING TIIINt.s GJHRI ' 24

>

PFTTICOYT UNCTION One of Our
• liukiTis is Missing " (27)

lo TELL THF. THITII Garry Moore.
HoU to-

wn l> Will) WFST Ni«ht Of the
h n ttjaad 4o

ZOOM! ( 57 i

i. I -. WTIOWI (.OVFKNMFNT (24)

6:30 NEW* '3> '22' lSll

\H( EVENING NFWS '8-

\NIM\I. WOK | |) i27i

I oris lyons NEWS ami COMMRMT
1 ">Ti

6:55 NFWSHFAT NFWS (46)

7:00 TIIK STXIHOST 1 3)

THITII OR CONSFQl FN( KS Boh
Barker host (8)

DltK \ \N DYKF SHOW Buddy Sorrell

Man .ind **" I ih>

(30)

TIME

gfts
(30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (22)

YOUR Kl'Tl RK IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Boys' Prison." <27)

\B( EVENING NEWI (40)

REPORTERS (57)

7:Ml THHILLSFFKFRS «8>

MOVIE "Walk East On Beacon" (18)

HOLLYWOOD AND TIIK STARS "The
Funny Men" Part II (22)

MAYORAL CANDIDATE KRKK
(24>

WAIT TILL VOIR FATHER
HOME "My Wife, the Secretary

DRAGNET "The Hammer 1401

TIIK OPEN DOOR (57)

son THE W U.TONS The Roots " (3)

TOM A "Ambush on 7th Avenue" (8) (40)

THE KLIP WILSON SHOW (22) (301

THE WATERGATE HEARING! (24)
i :>7 I

• ooTHFJACKIFOI.FASONSPFCIALCii
RUNG PL1 "The Chalice " 181 141)

TIIK 700 ( UK 18'

IRONSIDK "The Armageddon (Jang"
(22) 30)

BORIS KARLOPf PKFSFNTS
1111(11. 1.KK "Man in the Cage." (27)

i (i ink BS l< KPORTS A Boy Named Terry
Kgan i3

'

TIIK STHKKTS OK SAN KKAM ISCO
"Going Home" (8) (40)

NBC FOI.LIFS 22) (30)

NFWS '27)

16:30 TIIK LIVING WORD U8l
!•:« MANTRAP '27)

nuo nkws. WEATHER, sports IS) <8>

IK (22) (30) (40'

ii mi MOVIK "Gunfight at Comanche
Creek i3i

WIDK WORLD OK KNTKRTAINVIKNT
'8' '40)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW ( 22 » (30)

-

TONIGHT
JANKT MOULDING KKVIKYYS at 7:25 p.m.
This ml Ms Moulding appraises the current I'Mass Theater

production Moon lor the Misbegotten bv Eugene O'Neill

HIM LROTKS AM) IOMMKNTS at 7:30 p.m.
The inimitable I>r Tom Bonn of the Communications Studies Dept %easts i critical eye on films in the area Featured is "State of Seige"

DAILY
RIDKBOARD at 11 a.m.. 4 p.m. and midnight
Bides offered, rides needed

AM.MALBOARI) at 11 am. 4 p.m.. and midnight]
law) .mil loiind IhitIs and heasts

//J

B.WDBOARD at 4:30 and I p.m.
A. listing ot Who s !t.»*iini! WTiere in the Pioneer Valley

r

UIMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM /INFORMATIVE
RADIO r^M\ \

^ 1

\i

"MOITIEBT^
* ot,sNT JZ **•

/\^ THUR-8AT

& Jan* /^r LIVE ftN0

^TIMI /£ IN PERSON

-

• 2.00 TV&CE NITELY
27 pi s SSj^rT St. northantpton

COFFEE&CIDER
CALL 5860935

fantastic
subscription

flicks.
KATHARINE HEPBURN

PAUL SCOFIELD
LEE REMJCK
KATEREJD

JOSEPH COTTEN
BETSY BIAJR

EDWARDALBEES

ZEROMOSTEL
GENE WILDER

A.ND KAREN BtACK

EUGENE IONESODS

CYRILCUS/CK
IANHCHM

/MICHAEL JWSTDN
VIVIEN MERCHANT
TERENCE RIGBY
F)»0_ ROGERS

harold'pinters

l>l 1 14 All
IL\|-Y\<I

——A HIM DWK71D m—

.

TONY RICHARDSON

KEACHr
STrmETC

HUGH GRIFFITH

JOHN OSBORNES

•*»A r\M DMECTED BIT—
GUY GREEN

EDWARD ANHALT

—A FXM OBBTTfI) Ot—
TOMOHORGAN
^^•sokei^laypmas
JUUAN BARRY

THE NATIONALTHEATRE
COMPANY OFENGLAND

ALAN BATES
LAURENCE OLIVIER
JOAN PLOWRIGHT

ANTON CHEKHOV5

0?* ^
JEI7KBB

1)S%'- . ^. ^J
«»AF1M DMBCTIDw—

.

IAURENCE OLMER

LEE MARVIN
FREDRJC MARCH
ROBERT RYAN
JEFF BRIDGES

BRADFORD CULLMAN
in

EUGENE ONEJLLS

-A IXM CUBCTtD W«
PETER HALL

BROCK PETERS
MELBAMODRE

RAYMOND STJACQUES
KURT WEILLG

MAXWELL ANDERSONS

danel
|

mann
TlTredhayes

mm
-AniM OKKTtD W-

JOHN frankenheimer

RICHARDOCALLAGHAN
SIMON

U

GRAY5

•A FV* OMBCTfDm~
HAROLD PTfTER

Great plays transformed into

great new movies by your
kind of writers, directors,

stars.

One Monday and Tuesday
a month, October through
May. Four showings, two
evenings and two matinees,
and that's it.

Starts October 29th and
October 30th at a local

popcorn factory (see theatre

list below).

SPECIAL COLLEGE DISCOUNT

Seats are limited. Get down to

the box office (or Ticketron)

with a check. Eight evenings:

$30. Eight matinees: $16 for

students and faculty, $24 for

everybody else.

THE AMERICAN
FllMTHEATRE

1350 Ave. of the Americas. M.V.. M V 1001

9

Phone (212) 489-8820

THC AMI Wlf AMI |(M I HI ATM IS A Plrt SI NTATKXlOF

AMERICAN EXPRESS FILMS. INC
AND THE ELY LANDAU ORGANIZATION. INC.

INASSOClATlOMWITHCINtVISlOMLIlt (CAMADA)

r

L

EXHIBITION DATES
HERE'S WHERE YOU
GO TO JOIN THE Monday Series Tuesday Series

AMERICAN FILM THEATRE Oct 29. 1973

Nov 12. 1973

Oct 30. I97J

Nov 13. 1973

[>c 10. 1973 Dec 11. 1973
Jan 21. 1974 Jan 22. 1974
Feb 4. 1974 Feb 5. 1974

NORTHAMPTON Mar 11. 1974

April 8. 1974

Mar 12. 1974

April 9 1974

Academy Of Music May 6. 1974 May 7. 1974

1

J
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Campus Carousel

Condoms Become Big Business
By TONY GRANITE

SEX IS BIG BUSINESS at Washington State, according to recent articles
in the Daily Evergreen.
One piece described a comparative shopping tour of the Pullman-

Moscow stores, which revealed that the campus pharmacy undersold
local pharmacies dispensing birth control pills. But the lowest prices
were found across the border in British Columbia.
A second piece was headlined "Condom craze? Area sales rising." One

reason for their renewed popularity, after a decline during the ten years
the pill has been available, is their ready availability. Reporter Sandy
Ringer found one tavern, however, that did not include dispensers in its
rest rooms.
"They're still maintaining their mom and apple pie image," he wrote.

****

BIKE THEFTS at Central Michigan U. have reached the point where
campus police are in a concerted campaign to register the wheels.

001, A Space Odysse
Tomorrow Night

Friday, October 12, 1973

6:30

9:00 p.m.
11:30

CM Life reports that of an estimated 5,000 vehicles on campus, only 235
are now registered.

Police
Emergency
5-3111

• •• •

Campus
Center
Auditorium

Admission
75c

SPEAKING OF MANEATERS...that UMo newspaper has inaugurated
a new keyhole column called "Peeple", devoted to people.
Columnist Carolyn Lesh invites material, "If you've done something

interesting, something unusual, something of merit or anything slightly
kicky, call (me) and find immortality in print."

DINNER and a MOVIE
for two $7.95

at

THE CIEBDEBS
Chicken Cacciatore dinner for two with salad and

garlic bread, then off to CAMPUS CINEMAS for your
choice of a movie.

Tonight and Evory Thursday Night!

FOR SALE

2(M» issues of Playboy's from 1956 to

present Make offer, 549-1420.

tflO-12

(Genuine S.S. Stewart banjo, mint cond..
best offer. Also 2:1 year old Martin 5-IH

Ruitar. ttn, 527-5428.

tflO-12

Stereo huffs! If you want stereo
equipment matched for you and sold at

wholesale prices, call Dick 253-27X6 after 6.

— All Brands!

If HI All

iTi.h liimiiii Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-

( .. cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or

tiuiet enjoyment. I-4I3-339-66XK.

tf 10/19

1970 Kord Cortina, low mileage, air
gauges. Am-KM. radials. tach, lox h.p..

SI 150. way under book value, wood instr.

panel, clock. 107 Puffton. 549-0525.

tf10-1 1

Ym sale — 1966 MOB. good condition,

many new parts and extras. SKOO.OOor best

offer. Call 549- 1 1X7.

tflO-12

Scuba-Dacor Dili hose. Scubair M.I

hose. I SI) 72 & Iwn. 50 tanks, speargun &
fins: also car cassette player & alum. 6'

folding cot. 256-414X1.

tf 10-11

( mhmI foods, better wines, best beers — *•

II daily. Montague Mini-Mart. Montague
Center.

AMI

I .nth shoes cheap! Women's site 9.

brown leather Oxford type, like-new. A
real deal for S25. Call Yvette at 5X4-5906.

leave message.
lflt/12

Hammond Model K with I rslu- lone
cabinet, best offer. Call Paul. 253-7246.

tf 10-11

Hi! It's Paul >our friendly fitrnitun

dealer speaking to you. We still have

most of the costumes left ; also a large

supplx of treadle sewing machines
plu>- our usual unusual collection of

furniture and junque. 16 Main St. in the

\lle\. Hemember Paul's Old Time
Kurnituri- is loo per cent student

owned. 25:1-3511

tf 10-11

CMS. camping equip., back pack,
down sleeping hag & two man tent with
Moor, list $270. onlv $150 I sed (Mice, (all
.1*1-0921 between 5-H p.m.

tflO-12

I sed Israeli l.amb Skin Jacket $15: two
beautiful Peasant Skirts $5 ea. Call 256-

036 J. evenings.

tflO/16

( lassical (•uitar. mint condition. $70 —
lirm CMUS,

tf 10/11

\ ixitai I. ens s", mm to 205 mm room fits

IVnl.tx VajaMn. MamivaSekor. Just like

new ( all ". 19-059

1

tfld/16

72 \ W Bus. 25000 mi radio, curtains,

new disc brakes Just tuned. 2 Badial
snows, other extras ( all .•.49-672K. $2X00

tflO/16

Knflai'h buckle ski boots, size ten. an>

i c.isoii.ihlf offer accepted (all Dave at ">-

mil davs. and at 519-6X72 after six p.m.
tflO/12

line ( olunihia Hi-speed bicvcle in ex-

cellent condition Onlv $45. call MM
tflO/12

Double mattress. $20 \l. 5X4-00X2. call

after I p.m.
tflo-12

ItNM 357 \\l KM stereo receiver and

KPI model 50 speakers KM \sk for

Steve. Km. 315. 515-2301. 2305

IflO-lx

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS ROOMMATE WANTED

Brown snorkel parka, brand new. never
worn, size men's sm Contact Caryn. fi-

7305

tflfr-17

Pish — 15 gal. glass tank set up. 2 large

Discusses, 2 Fire Pels, 2 Tri-color Sharks

& I Clown loach. $80 or best offer, (all 546-

9953.

tflO-15

AUTO FOR SALE

1963 Dodge Dart, reliable, local trans-

portation 5X1-2500. best offer.

tflO-15

1965 Kairlane. 6 cyl. std. 665-3451 after 6

p.m.

tfio- 1

5

I960 YU Squareback, good engine, best

offer. 549-1420.

tflO-12

1966 Cutlass Supreme, 62.000 miles, very

good condition. $500. Call 1-617 544-3520.

Ifl0-I7

1959-60 Alfa Komero C.T Sprint, hardtop,

runs like a dream. Classic, used for

dependable daily transportation. $750

firm. Call 6-7433

UI0-I2

1965 Plymouth Barracuda, exc. body and

engine cond.. Y-X, new shocks, good tires,

must be seen. $325. Call Al. 546-7691.

tf 10-11

1964 Pontiac ambulance. 35,000 original

miles, make good camper Reasonable
price. 665-3344.

tflO-12

Porsches. 356. I6MKSC. $4M up: Chev..
1966 station wagon, new trans. & ball

joints: Saab 96.S radials. 323-7327. trades.

tf 10-11

1970 9 pass. Kingswood Kstate wagon.
:i7.ooo mi., auto, trans., power steering,

power brakes, roof rack, mileage good,

great latnilv car. Paul. 253-7646.

tflO-12

1966 MOB, blown engine, but I new 14-

inch tires and wire wheels Call Mark. 665-

1390. best offer.

U10-12

1970 Dodge Superbee, IX. l magnum,
auto., p.s.. p.b.. mags, stereo, a real steal,

must be seen: also waterbed. $25. Call 323-

IfM anvlime.
U10-16

1967 Rambler Rebel. 53.ono mi., new
brakes, cooling, tune-up. parts, a. I..

$150. 00 519-3X57 or 545-i:iXX.

PERSONAL

I -Pukeds! Today 7 points, tomorrow a
win i But what about Karl's story)!
Congratulations from your Groupies.

tf 10/1

1

lle> you! Number 2 really does try
harder.

tflO/12

Men! Women! Jobs on ships! No
experience required. I \ ( client pay.
Worldwide Travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for in-
formation Scafav. Dept. M-17, P.O.
Box 2019. Port Angeles. Washington
9X362.

tflO-17

Oav Commune has farm — now
peopling, living and loving together. Box
723. Amherst. Mass. 01002.

lfll-ll

Roommate wanted to share apt. in

Sunderland. Own room. $75 per mo., incl.

utilities, on bus line. Call Nancy. SaM. or

Kim. 665-1176.

tfio-n

Roommate wanted at Presidential Apts.
Own nice room X minutes to campus, nice
quiet apt. $70.00 a month. Call 549-6606,
nites

tf 10/1

1

HELP WANTED
nPFK.D T VPIST

In Yvare.al Collegian printer.
X:30 p. m. -1:00 a.

m

ask for < harlotle

Whoever found my yellow notebook —
Mythology 225 — please call 6-4073.
reward.

tf 10-1

1

P.xperienced Photographer desperately
needs use of darkroom. Will negotiate.
Hurry! Please call 6-6369 or 6-6351. Keep
trying — Paula.

If 10/12

To Dori — our favorite mermaid — what
day was it? Hope it was happy! Your slow
but well-meaning friends.

tfl0-ll

Parachute class to start soon. Come Oct.
II, (DC 101 .7:00 p.m. to get all inlo & forms.
Open to 5-College area students & stall We
get large discount.

tflO-ll

Cutie — okay. I won't say another word
about Bruce, but just between us. do you
want that candy cane now? N'yuck, Nvuck
Love. MMMMMe

tf10-11

Kathy — who had my wallet — I meant
to ask you in if only to warm your feel, but
had much on my mind, dome back for
coffee.

tflO-12

Wanted Person to help clean fraternity
kitchen al meal times in exchange for Free
board. 545-0210 ask for Rick or Olie.

til

34 girls need 2 kitchenboys to work one
hr. lunch shift & one hr. supper shift. 2

meals given free. Applicants call 545-0527
evenings.

tflO-16

Artists— we need a few good illustrators
to work on an animated movie. If in-

terested call Alan at 253-7850. Leave name
and no.

tf 10-1

1

Secretary for Commuter Assembly, 15
hrs. work. Apply Commuter I ounge M-W-
F. 1 1 :30-5. T-Th. 2:30-4. Must be undergrad
commuter.

tf10-11

Piiia people, delivery people, counter
help. Apply in person or call the Hungry I

',MM
tfio-is

Wanted — jugglers to perform. Call 545-

04 IX.

tf 10-11

Wanted — rhythm guitarist & pianist
(preferably singers). & male vocalist for

50's revue. Guaranteed work. Call 5X4-6458.

tflO-17

Homosexual thoughts & feelings
bothering you. or would like information?
Call 586-2811. ask for Paul after 6:30.

tflO-15

WANTED

UlU-li

Needed — lead guitar and drummer,
must have instrument and trans. Paid
rehearsal time, (all Mike between :l and 5.

527-9K30.

61 (.TO. recently rebuilt. 3X9 high perf.

eng . new brakes, batterv . exhst. 546-9626

eve.

4110/ 12

1950 (.MC school bus. cheap. 369-1020.

good condition.

tflO-12

I'll I antique (hew. a classic looking

car excel bodv. new rebuilt eng.. a good

luis . has to be seen, manv spare parts, best

offer MtMMM.
tf 10-17

I9til ( hrvsler UMl. V-x. 3X3. p.s.. p.b.. air.

needs some transmission work. Best offer,

willing tn sell as parts <ir engine, (all 5X6-

."MIX

tfio-l.'

m.". f nrd Superv an. good condition. I >"»

or best offer, (all 516-X66I between 5-x p.m.

tflO-12

1959 Mercedes Benz diesel. running with

sticker best offer 5I9-I9X6 New Pirelli

radials tfMM2

tflo-12

Sm. house to rent — Conway. Colrain

vicinity, two bdrm. pref. 323-662X after I.

tf 10-11

Hey Bud! Number 2 wants to make you
wiser. Watch for details.

tf 10/12

We buy good conditioned used records
for The Record. 256-6131 in Faces of Karth.

tflO-12

Own room in Conway with hip family for

ha by sitting and house cleaning 1169-1020.

tllll- 1

2

Home wanted for kitten, preferably off

campus "ill, too*

If KM.'

Wanted — female pianist to play stan-
dards & sing-along, good pay. Call Music
Yentures. 584-6458.

tflO-17

SERVICES

Guaranteed rebuilt Volkswagen engines.

G & R YW Rebuilding Shop. 1 -232-7051
.

tflO-26

Free lance mech.. will do light

automotive work for $3.00 an hr. & parts.
.M6-5IX5. ask for Larry.

tf 10-11

Xstrologer does birth charts ( horoscope I

with complete accuracy, interpretation &
counseling. Call Jeffrey. 253-53X6, keep
trying.

tflO-19

Any and all types of sewing done, (all
Leah at 665-3439.

tflO-12

LOST

Teachers needed overseas. All

subjects, all levels, travel paid. No

language requirement, not restricted

to Fd Majors Information on where

lo apply in ov er 10 countries Send $2 to

Overseas Teaching. P.O. Box 521-\

.

( entralia. Wa. 9X511

tflo-17

Lost shoe Thurs. nite. Moon
Misbegotten left in audience Please call,

going harefooL (all 5X1-0927. reward
K.ilhie

t ||„ i)

Need a typist" Term papers, theses,

dissertations, books — any kind of

typing done in my home. Fxperienced
typist with IBM Selectric typewriter.

Reasonable rates. Fast service. Call
5X1-117 13.

tflO-12

Car repairs — tune-ups. brake jobs, etc.

Honest Fart's. 268-7693.

tf 10-11

Wanted Person to help clean fraternity

kitchen at meal times in exchange for Free
board.

Typing — reliable, reasonable,
manuscripts, term papers, theses,
dissertations. IBM Selectric typewriter.
Mary Lou 253-7352.

tf 10-11

King of Hearts

OCT. 12, 1973

Friday Night

MAHAR

7,9,11

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1971 Yamaha 200cc. exc. cond.. $350 or
best offer. Call Yivien at 546-5280 evenings.

tflO-ll

Honda iSOcc. excellent condition. 5.000

miles I all Paula, x a.m. to 9 a.m. and 7

p.m. to 1 1 p.m.. So. Hadley Center. Asking
$275. call 536-7440

tf 10-15

Honda 305. 1969. only 5.000 miles, good
shape. $335. 527-542N.

tf 10-12

FOR RENT
I bedroom house within 7 mi. Need oc-

cupancy soon. Call Skibiski. Realtors.
Northampton. 5X4 3428.

tfl0-12

Horses boarded in minutes to campus.
Box stalls, field jn nping. excellent trails.
253-7373.

tf 10-27

Garage space, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpens.ve. D. II. Jones 549-3700.

tf 10/18

Large fur. room with '_• bath in private

home. $60 per mo. Want one able to babysit

for I child. I hr. 3 nights a week. 256-8948

after 3 p.m.
tf 10-11

Motorhome for rent by the week or day.
completely self-contained, sleeps eight.

Call 772-0383.

tflO-15

I bdrm. apt.. Sunderland on bus line.

$150 per mo. rent, includes utilities. Call
665-4189 or 665-3958 & ask about apt. no.

124.

tflO-ll

Huge 8-room apt., 20 minutes from -

campus, heat and utilities included. $250.

negotiable. Call 538-7897 after 6 and
weekends.

tf 10-1

1

Rooms — Only a few left. Close. 401 N.
Pleasant, free parking, tel. 253-9938, or
drop by. ask for Duncan. By day. week,
month.

tf 10/19

Huge rm. couple? 9120 incl. util.. new
home, kitchen, carpet, nice local, yard. 66

Market. Northampton. Also one rm.. $85.

(all 584-0927.

tf10-11

6 bedroom bouse f<«r rent, located in

Wendell. $375 per month. Call 1-617-544-

3520.

tflO-17

ENTERTAINMJNJ_^_
Wanted — jugglers :o perform. Call 545-

0418.

tflO-ll

Sorry, but I have no open dates left in
Oct. Thanks LMass for a fantastic Sept.
and Oct. Your friend. Steve the D.J.. 467-
2X42.

tflO-17

Rock music is AI.HAMKHV for your
dorm party or other booking. Call Jeff (in
102). 5-2642. Warren. 863-9216. reasonable
rates.

tflO-12

Wanted — female pianist to play stan-
dards & sing-along. Good pay. Call Music
Ventures. 5X4-645X.

tflO-17

Wanted — rhythm guitarist & pianist
'preferably singers), & male vocalist for
Vis revue. Guaranteed work. Call 1-584-

6458.

lflO-17

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Kingston, NY. or

vicinity on Friday. O-t. 12 and return

Sunday. Will share expenses and-or
driving. Please call 253 3139.

if 1 0-1

1

Ride wanted to Phila. on Oct. J 9 Call

256-06I8. will share expenses. tflQ-18

w I i T 1 V-# O ^\ XI -N.
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Esposito 401st Lifts Bruins

SPORTS

KOKTON <.\P< Phil Kspositos
third goal of the game, and 401st of

his National Hockey League
career, spoiled a Vancouver
coin hack and moved the Boston
Bruins to a 6-4 victory Wednesday
night in a season opener at Boston
Garden
The Bruins, starting their 50th

year in the NHL. rallied after

Vancouver had pulled into a 4-4 tie

on third period goals by Gerry
o'Flaherty and Orland Kur-
ten bach.
With time running out. Ken

Hodge stole the puck just inside the
.Vancouver zone, and fed Esposito,

who made a brilliant play in

Replay
Back by popular demand,

WUMV-TV Sports will present a
special showing of perhaps the
most thrilling UMass football
game in the history of school
tonight at 5 p.m. on the wide
Bluewall screen.

Marty Kelley will provide the
play-by-play and Earle Barroll the
color commentary.

Quotes And Notes

A Little Bit Of Everything
By STEVE CROWE

"We beat those Reds! We beat those Reds!"
cheered a jubilant Bob Estelle, noted conservative
columnist for the Daily Collegian. He was celebrating
the victory of his NY. Mets over the Cincinnati Reds
for the National League Championship.

+ + +
Bill Ballou's column in yesterday's Collegian,

predicting that the Boston Bruins would win the
Stanley Cup, does indeed give the kiss of death to that

team. Look what he has done in the past: in 1972 he
said the Bruins would not win the Cup and who could

ever forget his column saying that Billie Jean King
would be crushed by Bobby Biggs "I've never been
wrong in my predictions." contends Ballou. ".

.

except when I put them in print." Which brings back
the question of does a tree falling in the woods make a
noise if no one hears it?"

+ + +
In case you haven't noticed, the Collegian Sports

section has expanded to three pages The space was
desperately needed to fit all the athletics that are
going on now. Baseball and football have been
clashing all fall, and now pro hockey and basketball
join the circus. Now you have to have a program to

tell all the sports.

+ + +
Have a gripe about the sports pages? How about a

question about a question about the UMass teams or
one directed to one of the coaches? Or even a comment
about a sports issue? We are starting a "Letters to
the Sports Editor" column where you readers will
have the chance to do this. But, we warn you, unlike
the Editorial page which leaves the letters unan-
swered, we are going to talk back.

+ + +
Reggie Jackson of the Oakland As on the N.Y.

Mets
:
"What a terrible team to be in the playoffs," he

said. "They're a disgrace. They never should have
been in the playoffs. They have only two name ball
players on the whole team. Tom Seaver and Rusty
Staub. Who are all those other guys?"

+ + +

Bob Estelle on Reggie Jackson: "Wait '11 we (Mets)
get to him. Reggie Jackson is going to get a fast ball
right in the mouth!"

+ + +
Coach Dick MacPherson at yesterday's Varsity M

luncheon defended his co-captain Johnny Jones for
saying in a Collegian feature in Wednesday's paper,
"(). J. Simpson couldn't have scored on us Saturday."

'<) .). Simpson couldn't have scored on us Satur-
day," said MacPherson. "because he wasn't eligible

to play."

heating goalie Garry Smith before

Hipping the puck into the net The

lime was IK: 42.

Hodge then took l pass from
Esposito and scored into an open
net for an insurance tally at 19:55.

Esposito. the league's leading

scorer in four of the last five

seasons, proved decisively that he

is fit once again after undergoing
knee surgery last April.

\U put the Bruins in front by
catc ling a rebound of a shot by

Bobi j Orr. But the Canucks came
back for a 2-1 first period lead on
goals by Andre Boudrais and
Dennis Kearns.
Esposito tied the score with his

400th goal on a feed from Orr at

8:47 of the second period, and then
set up Wayne Cashman for a go-

ahead tally seven minutes later

Rookie Chris Oddleifson made it

4-2 in the third period before

Vancouver came back, finally
tieing the score on Kurtenhack s

power play goal.

Esposito has scored three goals
in a game 21 times during his NHL
career

No Sellout
BOSTON (AIM -The Boston

Bruins tailed to sell out for the first

time in nearly 200 games at Boston
Garden, drawing only 14.523 fans

for their National Hockey League
opener Wednesday with the
Vancouver Canucks
The Bruins had played to

capacity crowds at home in 164

regular season games and 27

playoff engagements since they
last failed to sell out on Feb. 9. 1969,

when a raging blizzard hit New
England.
The Garden capacity is 15.003.

in a rush?
grab a Quickie Lunch!

Nth Floor Campus Center
Room 1102 11:31 a.m.-l: :$0 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

HADLEY
RTE.9

MOUNTAIN
FARMS MALL
Open Daily

10a.m. to 10p.m.

WEEKEND SPECIAL
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$4.00

Ipwf^ Touch

Cutting"Board
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for those of you

that sew .

,

Almys got a notion

that might turn

your head.

reg.

3.48

cutting board
Heavy duty board opens to 40 x
72 work area. Folds for easv
storage. r

polyester thread

Designed for use with all fabrics.

Black or white, 250 yd. spool,
Size 50.

reg. 2 for 59c 4 *>' 99*

i \P Wirrphotoi

"I have never felt so sore after a game as I do today," said JJ Jennings, the All-American candidate
from Holyoke. after Rutgers' upset 25-22 loss to UMass on Saturday. Jennings, despite the loss to UMass
setting their season mark at 3-1, remains the nation's top collegiate football scorer with 60 points.

Nervous Volleyball Team
Loses Sport's First Match

a
Bv LI^DA MACKLER Springfield at 6:30 p.m. volleyball champion. Working outA crowd which lined the stage Next Wednesday, October 17th, with the new UMass team could

and sideline floor of the Northeast Ann Heck will hold a clinic here at prove to be an important and

£KSS Educat,on
.

B«"ldmg gym UMass. Ms. Heck is an Olympic helpful experience for the players.
watched a nervous, but promising ^^mUMass women's volleyball team
fall yesterday to Westfield State
Teacher's College. The scores
were 15-9 and 15-6 in the first two
games of a two out of three game
match.
For the first contest, not only of

the season but of their career,
UMass showed a lot of potential.
The A squad, consisting of Karen
Fruzzetti, Janice Perkins, Diane
Boucher, Nancy Caruso, Jane
McNamara, and Sue Brophy
played the entire match. They had
hustle and ambition.

The games moved quickly, but
were not a matter of simply
trading serves. There were quite a
few good volleys, which generated
a natural audience excitement.
While their serving abilities need
improvement, one girl gave an
excellent performance. Nancy
Caruso's serves were powerful
drives skimming neatly over the
net into the opposite court.

Coach Jody Jensen appeared
pleased with the first performance
and is looking forward to future
games. On October 25th, UMass
will play Springfield College, who
are the defending champions, in

NHL
Boston 6,

Vancouver 4

Staff Pho«o/Bob (.amarhr

The women's volleyball team failed to obtain that level of im-
mortality when they lost the first match of their brand-new sport's

career.

JOLLY GOOD SHOW
All kinds of shows: music concerts, funky films, funny people making us

laugh, yoyo's and doodahs— all things are possible— you decide.

Learn to produce music concerts and all sorts of entertaining shows.

There's no business — like SHOW business. Bring good times to U. Mass.

Be a part of the Program Council Social Committee

Meeting Sunday, Oct. 14, 7:30 p.m.

Room to be announced

Mets Clinch; O's Comeback
( (ontinued from P. 24)

thrown out trying to reach third on
the play tor the final out of the

inning.

An inning later, Seaver doubled

and seored another run on Jones
third hit of the game. That gave
Seaver a five-run bulge.

The Mets gave Seaver a quick

lead in the first inning when hits by
Millan and Jones and a walk to

M ilner loaded the bases.
Kranepool then doubled for a 2-0

edge
The Reds got those runs back one

ill a time. Joe Morgan doubled and
reached third on an error before
scoring on Driesen's sacrifice fly.

In the fifth. Pete Hose doubled,
moved to third on an infield out and
scored on Tony Perez' single to tie

the game.
Rose, captain of the Reds and the

center of controversy following the
third-game brawl here on Monday,
clapped his hands happily as he
crossed the plate

Then came the Mets" fifth and
the happiness faded for Cincinnati

Seaver, beaten 2-1 in the opening
game of this series and working
with only three days' rest instead
of the usual four he prefers, was
not overpowering, but he didn't

have to be with the Mets supplying

a H-hit attack to support him.

Notices
INTRAMl RALS - All men's and

women's I-M 10 pin team bowling

entries are due on Monday, Oct. 15

at 5 p.m. All volleyball men's and

women's and co-rec are due on

Thursday Oct. 18 by 5 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL - There will be try-

outs for all candidates for the

Men's Power Volleyball Club on

Monday, Oct. 15 and Wednesday,

Oct. 17 from 6-8 p.m. in the WOPE
gymnasium

((ontinued from P. 24)

In the seventh Blue walked Karl
Williams. Don Baylor singled to

left, Brooks Robinson singled up
the middle to drive home Williams
and bring Ktchebarren to the plate

Ktchebarren swung at the first

pitch from Blue and pounded it into

the left -center field bleachers to tie

the game
That was all for Blue and

Fingers took over on the mound for
the As
Southpaw (Jrant Jackson.

Baltimore's third reliever of the
game, got credit for the victory,

which put the Orioles in position to

win their fourth league chain
pionship in five years.

Yan Coni

Football
W L PCT

Conn. 2 1.000
Mass. i o 1.000
Maine 2 2 .500
Boston U. l l .500
Vermont i 2 .333
RI o l 000
New Hamp. o 1 000

Soccer
W L T PTS

Conn. 3 6

Maine 2 1 5

Boston Univ. 1 2 1 3

New Hamp. 1 1 2

Mass. 1

RI 1

Vermont 2

Better than anything

around .... better

than anything square

- go No. 2!

THC STOftE THAT OFFERS

SO MUCH rtORE THAN JUST ANOTHER RECOfXD

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

M$wnt Rihtfii

msic

r\E.

List Now

New Riders of the Purple Sage $ 5.99 $3.79

Cheech 'n Chong $ 5.98 $3.98

Stevie Wonder $ 5.98 $3.98

Steve Miller Band $ 5.98 $3.98

Jesse Collin Young $ 5.98 $3.98

Leon Russell (HANK) $ 5.98 $3.98

Elton John $11.98 $6.98

NRBQ— Swaps $ 5.99 $3.79

NRBQ— Workshop $ 5.99 $3.79

Also: 8-Track Tapes ONLY $1.99

Open 10 5:30 Daily

10-9 Thursday
146 Main St., Northampton

Henry May Band
at the BLUEWALL

Friday and Saturday
9p.m. - 1 a.m.

;jVt>
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Mets Clinch National League Crown
By HAL BOCK

Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP)-Tom Seaver,

with ninth-inning help from Tug
McGraw, pitched New York's
Cinderella Mets to the National
League championship Wednesday,
beating the Cincinnati Reds 7-2 on
the strength of a wild four-run fifth

inning in the final playoff game.
A huge Shea Stadium crowd that

started chanting, "We're No. 1,

We're No. l!" during the big

outburst, spilled onto the field

despite the presence of dozens of

policemen, creating a tumultuous
victory scene when McGraw
recorded the final out.

The win gave the Mets their third

triumph in this best-of-five series

and put them in the World Series.

The game was delayed several

times in the Reds' ninth because of

demonstrative fans.

The Mets will face the winner of

the American League cham-
pionship series between the

Baltimore Orioles and Oakland
A's. The World Series begins

Saturday in the American League
city.

Cleon Jones contributed three

hits to the Mets' attack, including a

double during the freakish fifth

when a string of strange hits and
misses helped New York in its

decisive rally.

The score was tied 2-2 when
Wayne Garrett opened the Mets'

fifth with a double.

Felix Millan bunted. Reds'
starting pitcher Jack Billingham

quickly bounced off the mound and
grabbed the ball. He fired to third

base and the throw seemed to be in

time to get the sliding Garrett But

rookie third baseman Dan
Driessen, apparently thinking it

was a force play, never tagged the

runner and both Garrett and
Millan were safe.

Jones doubled on Billingham's

next pitch, scoring Garrett and

giving the Mets the lead.

That finished Billingham and
left-hander Don Gullett was sent in

Now it's Yogi Berra's turn to laugh. For Sparky Anderson and the

Cincinnati Reds it's all over. The old cliche: "Wait till next year,"
will probably be heard from the Cincinnati organization.

to face lefty-swinging John Milner,

who walked, loading the bases.

Manager Yogi Berra then sent in

Willie Mays, his retiring superstar,

to bat for Ed Kranepool, who had
delivered a two-run single in the

first inning. The Reds then swit-

ched to Clay Carroll as the crowd
gave Mays a tremendous standing
ovation.

The 42-year-old Mays, who had
not appeared in a game since Sept.

9. swung at Carroll's first pitch and
chopped it in front of the plate, no
more than 30 feet up the third base
line

Carroll rushed off the mound but

his throw to the plate was not in

time to get Millan. who slid home
me on the infield single.

That made it 4-2 and, after a
force play at the plate left the

bases still loaded, Don Hahn hit a

soft fly ball that fell in short center
field. Milner scored on the play but

center fielder Cesar Geronimo
recovered quickly and threw to

second for a forceout.

Then Bud Harrelson singled past

third for the fourth run of the in-

ning and a 6-2 lead. Hahn was
(Continued on P. 23)

With A Little Bit OfLuck

iatly (Enlbgian

SPORTS

O 'sComeback
To Win 5-4

B> EKHPRKHITT
Assoi iatcri Tress Sports Writer

OAKLAND (AP>-The bultimore

Orioles, after tailing Oakland 4 (i

and appearing helpless against the

pitching of ida Blue, beat the As 5-

4 Wednesday on late home runs by

Andy Etchebarren and Bobby
(inch to send the American
League playoffs to the fifth game
(inch broke a 4-4 tie when he led

off the eighth inning with a 385-foot

homer off A*s reliever Kollie

Fingers

Ktchebarren had tied the score

one inning earlier with a three-run

bias; off left-hander Blue.

The As, defending world
champions, will pitch 21-game
winner Jim "Catfish" Hunter here

Thursday
The Orioles are expected to start

23-yer-old Doyle Alexander.

The World Series will start either

here or in Baltimore S iturday.

with the American League champs
lacing the New York Mets. who
won the National League title

earlier Wednesday by beating the

Cincinnati Re^ 7-2 in the final

playoff game.
Oakland knocked out Baltimore

starter Jim Palmer, who had shut

out the As 6-0 on five hits in the

playoff opener, with a three-run

second inning

Gene Tenace, Ray Fosse and
Dick Green all hit doubles against

the hard-throwing right-handed
ace.

Oakland's fourth run was driven

in by Fosse with a sacrifice fly in

the sixth inning.

Blue, the first-game loser when
he failed to last one inning, over-

powered the Orioles through six

innings, allowing just one hit. a

single through the box by Paul

Blair in the fourth.

(Continued on P. 23)

By BILLBALLOl
"Take my word for it. this team

is the best in the East.' The word
comes from head football manager
Mike Pomerleau. who at yester-

day's Varsity M Club luncheon
defended the UMass football team
against "the press criticism of the

last few weeks."
Pomerleau predicted that the

Minutemen would "win all the rest

of our games, and that means even

BC "

Head coach Dick MacPherson
wasn't predicting any future
UMass successes, but found time
to reflect on Saturday's win over
Rutgers.

"One of the things that really

helped us." he said, "was the great

support we got from some UMass
fans who came down and sat right

in back of the bench.
"Friday night." he continued. "I

Wilt Must Play For LA
LOS ANGELES <AP)

Basketball superstar Wilt

Chamberlain will not be allowed to

play for any team other than the

Los Angeles Lakers for the next

year, a Superior Court judge ruled

Wednesday.
Judge Campbell Lucas issued a

temporary retraining order while

attorneys for the Lakers and
Chamberlain work out details of an
injunction which will cover the

sports figure's activities for the

next year.

The judge indicated he had no

objections to Chamberlain's
coaching for the San Diego
Conquistadors of the American
Basketball Association.

Chamberlain has signed a

contract under which he will be
paid a reported $600,000 by the ABA
team, whether he plays or coaches.

Chamberlain's attorney.
Frederick Furth, said he would
appeal the ruling.

The Lakers will post $200,000

bond on the possibility the judge's
ruling could be overturned and
Chamerlain could seek damages
for the period for which he is not

allowed to play.

The judge said he saw no dif-

ference between this case and
those of other sports figures who
have refused to abide by contracts
featuring a renewal or reserve
clause, for the renewal of a contract
for an extra year.

The Inside Page

Women's Volleyball

Boston Bruins

saw this big Ryder truck pull up
outside our motel and the back
opens up and maybe 15 or 20 people

pile out. There were some guys
with drums and some more with

horns and they all sat together

behind us Saturday. It really gave
us a big lift."

Bill Maxwell, one of Mac-
Pherson's assistants and the man
who has seen more of BU than any
one else on the team, gave a

scouting report on next week's
opponent, noting the Terriers'

"new enthusiasm".
Boston University has a new

coach. Paul Kemp, and Maxwell
says Kemp's philosophy of football

is "the name of the game is hit-

ting."

The Terriers do a lot of hitting,

especially on defense, and that's

where their strength lies.

"So far they've been living on
their defense," Maxwell said, "and
they've been able to translate their

enthusiasm into an effective unit.

But that enthusiasm hasn't had the

same effect on their offense."

The BU offense has been non-

existent up until this point in the

season. They've scored just one
touchdown on offense, and that

came after the defense had blocked

a punt on the one yard line.

Jim Talrico. UMass' senior

cornerback, commented that he'd

heard a lot of talk about UMass'
win over Rutgers being lucky.

"Let me tell you", he said.

"Anyone who plays against J.J.

Jennings can't be very lucky."

Well, the Minutemen are going to

have to have some kind of luck the

rest of the way if they're going to

fulfill Mike Pomerleau's prophecy.

It's a tall order, especially the way
BC's been playing

' MDC Sportsline |

5-0344 I
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Steve DeCosta

An Open Letter

To A I Champs

"What a terrible team to be in the playoffs. They're a disgrace. They
should never have been in the playoffs. They have only two name
ballplayers on the whole team, Tom Seaver and Rusty Staub. Who are all

those other guys?"

Reggie Jackson on the Mets

An open letter to the American League champions:
Dear Dick Williams and Earl Weaver:
First of all I would like to say good luck to the winner in the upcoming

World Series. It is the only way you will have even the remotest chance of
beating the Mets.

I hope that Reggie Jackson's remarks are only a case of isolated
ignorance, but I think not How can anybody, take the Mets seriously?

Well sirs, the time has come to reconsider. It is a shame that you both
were too tied up in your own playoff series to take in the NL series on
television. If you had. you would certainly have gotten the incredible
sense that the Mets cannot lose. No logic, no explanation, just the fact. If

you don't believe me, just ask Sparky Anderson. Or better yet, Pete Rose.
As for Reggie Jackson and the rest of the American League who will

soon be crushed by the Mets surge, let me introduce you to vour
vanquishers. You say you know Seaver and Staub. Well, mark them "well
and go on to the rest because you will not be beaten by a mere team of
two.

The rest of the names are nondescript, unknown; but names are not

important. Will you really need to know that it was Wayne Garrett. Don
Hahn. George Theodore, or John Strohmayr who administered the final,

deciding blow when all you will feel is the brutal sting of defeat ?
Perhaps, and this applies specially to Mr. Weaver, you remember the

Amazing Mets of 1969 who so ably cut down the omnipotent Orioles in

their prime.
The heroes of '69 are gone, but not the feeling that made Mets amazing.

Donn Clendenon, outstanding player in that memorable Series is gone. Al
Weis cannot be a factor this year. Tommie Agee and Ron Swoboda will
not make the impossible catches that prevented many a rally. J.C.
Martin can no longer bunt the Mets to victory.

But. somewhere on that Met roster, with a name that you probably
haven't even heard yet, is the player deserving of the amazing tag who
will become famous with one swing of the bat or one toss past a power
hitter, getting his picture on the cover of Sports Illustrated and earning a
new car from Sport, while dealing another great blow to the pride of the
junior circuit.

So, think twice before you take the field today to play for the AL crown.
Even if you win, you can still only be a runner-up.

John Connally [iov. Ronald Reagan Who's Next? (iov. Nelson Rockefeller Speaker (ail Alhert

Nixon Seeks Agnew Replacement
ByJIMWILLSE

Associated Press Writer
Names of nationally known Republicans

and some favorite sons were telegraphed to

Washington Thursday as state GOP leaders

forwarded their suggestions for a successor

to Spiro T. Agnew as vice president.

Atop many of the lists being sent for

President Nixon's consideration were the

names of California Gov. Ronald Reagan,
New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, Sen.

Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., and former
Texas Gov. John Connally.

Some GOP governors, state party
chairmen and national committee members
contacted by The Associated Press also

voiced support for the present national

chairman, George Bush, U.S. Atty. Gen.
Elliot Richardson, House GOP Leader
Gerald Ford of Michigan, and former
Secretary of State William P. Rogers.

But it was not clear who was the leading

candidate. A number of the state leaders

continued polling their GOP organizations

throughout the day. Some said they would
offer no recommendations, others refused to

make theirs public.

Shortly before the 5 p.m. deadline for

responses set by Bush, nearly all of the 150-

member national committee had
telegraphed their preferences for a new vice

president.

Bush himself was accepting the
telegrams, which he planned to forward to

the White House by early evening. Neither
Bush nor aides would say how the con-
fidential poll was going.

White House sources said Thursday that

Nixon hopes to nominate a successor to

Agnew within the next few days, possibly by
the end of the week. He called on the state

leaders and Republican members of

Congress to aid in the selection process by
submitting names.
Agnew resigned office Wednesday after

pleading no contest to one count of income
tax evasion.

As expected, strong support was voiced

for Reagan. Rockefeller and Goldwater in

their home states.

Reagan said late Thursday it would be

difficult for anyone to turn the job down.
"Under the circumstances, whoever this is

offered to is going to have to give great

consideration as to whether he has the right

to refuse a call to such a task." he said.

Reagan had said earlier Nixon should pick a

strong vice president.

New York GOP leaders also were solidly

behind Rockefeller, who has expressed an
interest in the job, according to

congressional Republicans.

In Arizona, State Chairman Harry
Rosenzweig said his were " Goldwater."

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather

"Now that dark and
stormy nights are
back," she said, "we'll

need to invent new ways
to keep warm and dry."

RecycUbie
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Mideast War At-A-Glance
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TEL AVIV - Israel said its ground forces pierced Syrian front lines on
the Golan Heights Thursday and pushed six miles inside the 1967 cease-
fire line on the road to Damascus. Defense Minister Moshe Dayan said:

"I think that by tonight or overnight this front will be finished off in our
favor." He did not say Damascus was the objective. The Israelis claimed
the> had knocked out 880 Syrian tanks in Golan Heights fighting and
bagged 11 Egyptian and Syrian planes Thursday.

BEIRUT - Egyptian and Syrian war communiques claimed a total of

more than 100 Israeli aircraft were shot down Thursday. U.S. intelligence

coming into the Pentagon has said aircraft kills reported by both sides

are exaggerated. A Syrian communique said Syrian forces were holding
firm on the Golan Heights.

BEIRUT - A Cairo war communique claimed that Egyptian armor has
punched farther into the Sinai peninsula to wipe out a fleeing column of

Israeli armor.

WASHINGTON - Pentagon sources said Thursday the United States is

preparing to rush tons of artillery shells and antitank ammunition to

Israel, and that Soviet airlifts to Egypt and Syria are continuing.

UNITED NATIONS - Foreign Minister Mohamed H. elZayyat of Egypt
said Thursday that Israeli bombing in the war has killed 500 persons in

Egypt. He did not specify when the casualties occurred. A Cairo war
communique said Egyptian interceptors shot down nine Israeli planes
Thursday and forced others to drop their bombs and flee. Some of the
bombs dropped on villages, the communique said.

"Staff I'hiitti llarr> Charyrhi
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The UMass Police Dept. has a new number to call in case of emergency. Mill. If you forget the
number, you can read it off the door of any cruiser as it goes by or after it pulls you over. 5-2121 is now the

rape line.

Women Say Rape Prevalent, Report 'Zero'
By JOANN DOMINICK AND

SUZAN WAIHKONEN
For many women at UMass a

late night walk across campus
arises out of necessity not want.

After talking to heads of residences

in different areas, the MDC found

there is a general "feeling of

Apprehension on the part of women
concerning the rape situation. As a

result, some dorms are holding

classes in self defense and
discussion on rape.

One coed, JoAnn Kelly, summed
it up saying "due to the present

conscious raising resulting from
reported assaults, I'm afraid to

walk around campus at night!

"

According to police sources there

has been "zero" reports of rape

this year. Yet dissatisfaction is

being expressed concerning the

lack of security, prompting one
head of residence to say, "It's

ridiculous for security to be han-

ding out tickets, who cares?
They're needed at night."

Another source of anger is the

lack of walking patrols in the
residential areas. The present
system of setting up foot patrols is

an aritrary method. Night foot

partols are set up only after car
patrols are assigned..

On some nights if officers call in

sick according to Diana White, or if

it is omeone's day off, there may be
no walking patrols. Many coeds
feel a visible patrol could be a
deterrent to rape. However, there
are no guarantees she indicated.

Environmental factors such as
open spaces, lighting and even
daylight aren't a preventative

against rape, said Ms. White, a

staff assistant.

One of the major problems is

that a potential rapist can't be

spotted. "He may be someone you
would ordinarily trust, he can't be

stereotyped, he's like any other

guy on campus" she stated.

Ms. White advises women not to

hitch, particularly on Route 9,

rather "to walk, ride a bike or take

the bus."

If you are assaulted the best

thing to do .is "use your intuition"

she said, "make an assessment of

yourself and what you think the

guy is going to do Fight him, be

belligerent, fake an illness, any-

thing that will scare him off.'

If a woman is raped she should

report it to the UMass police,

advises Ms. White. If she chooses

not to report it officially, she can

call the rape line 5-2121, which
assures her anonymity. The rape

line is run by a police woman.
The purpose of the line is to

accept any reports of rapes, at-

tempted rapes, exhibitionism or

sexual hassles, and to give a

description of the man and what
occured. These descriptions will be

checked to see if they match any
previous reports, Mrs. White ex-

plained.

If the woman does decide to

report the crime she should talk to

as few people as possible, for they

will become subject to a subpoena
and may cause conflicts in her

story She should go to the police

soon as possible.

At the police station the woman

gives a report to tne desk sargent
and a police woman is called. The
victim is taken to the infirmary for

a checkup. Depending on her
physical and mental health she is

asked to fill out an indepth report.

The final steps in the procedure
are the courts. A show cause
hearing is held to determine if ther

is to be a trial. If the judge rules

there is a case it will go to superior

court. The victim has the right to

ask for a trial by judge or jury and
the cost of the trial is paid by the

District Attorney's office.

In Massachusetts rape is a felony

and carries the penalty of five

years to life imprisonment. In

order for this law to be effective

women must report any violations.
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Commentary

Fascism In New Africa House
(Editor's Note: The following is an editorial

representing the views of some of the black students
of New Africa House. Their names have been kept in

confidence at the request of those students for legal
reasons.)

Upon entering "New Africa" House these days,
one is initially confronted with a sign declaring one of
the newest regulations of New Africa House-that no
posters can be posted on any walls of the building
without first receiving the approval of the new
director of the Black Cultural Center. It has been
ascertained that this 'director' goes to the Associate
Chairman of the W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro-
American Studies to receive directions on the
propriety of posting a given poster. Recently, a black
student who wanted to announce a party in his dor-
mitory had to secure a signature of approval from the
Associate Chairman of Black Studies which read
"o.k., Chet 9-29-73" in the corner of the announcement
in order to post it in 'New Africa House.

It is ironic that during times when Black and
other people are fighting for heir freedom and against
oppression and facism in the world, where, for
example, the freedom fighters in South Africa risk
their lives to put up posters condemning apartheid,
that the "ruling elite" of 'New Africa' House has
chosen to adopt methods similar to those of the South
African regime in order to protect itself from
criticism.

It is obvious to Black students who frequent 'New
Africa' House that this new regulation is a reaction to

the criticism that the Department of Afro-American
Studies received last Spring semester from Black
students who were dissatisfied and disgusted with the
Department's policy of nonaction under its current
leadership.

Black studies finds itself in serious question as a
legitimate alternative in education prepared to serve
the needs of Black students or anyone else as is

evidenced by:

-the one-man Department of Black Studies at
Mount Holyoke College.

-the phantom department at Hampshire College
-the system of adjunct appointments in the

Department of Black Studies at Smith College.

-the magnitude of part-time appointments in the
Department of Black Studies at Amherst College.

The most serious level of co-optation, however,
has been exemplified by the Department of Afro-
American Studies at the University where the
leadership of the Department has accepted the
obligation of being a buffer between the legitimate
grievances of Black students and the administration
of the University.

In carrying out this obligation of "bufferism",
the Chairman of Afro-American Studies at the
University of Massachusetts in collaboration with the
running-dog Chairmen of the other academically
incredulous departments of Black Studies, have
initiated a "purging" campaign to be rid of
progressive elements on these campuses who
demand change in the status quo of the departments.
The Chairmen have engineered this campaign on the
various campuses by a variety of means. What has
transpired at the University, however, is the most
classic example of this campaign opposing change.

The Chairman of the Department of Afro-
American Studies at the University put his signature
to three letters within one month's time requesting
the resignation or firing certain persons who were
critical of the operation of Black Studies at the
University under his leadership. It is noteworthy that
he did these actions at the termination of the school
year when the students had left the campus. In ad-
dition, the Department of Afro-American Studies via
its Chairman questioned the legitimacy ofthe elected
Steering Committee of the Black Cultural Center
(which was comprised of students) and was sup-
ported by the administration of the University.
Furthermore, the Department has changed the locks
>n all doors in the building of 'New Africa' House and
posted signs stating that the building would be locked
after five. Most insightful into the character of the
Department leadership is their threat to call the
police if uninvited Black students attended the
reception for Madam DuBois celebrating the
University's receipt of the DuBois papers.

The regulation mandating approval by the Black
Cultural Center (in actuality, the Department
leadership) before one can post announcements or
posters in 'New Africa' House is just one more of the
tactics of desperate persons wishing to repress the
voices of change. This is accomplished by resorting to

the only available means of power these people have-
"Tom Power." By utilizing "Tom Power", they use
their nominal positions of authority to isolate

members of the black community who will not
passively or quietly submit to racism and oppression.

Consequently, when the Black student body at the
University demanded in a meeting of the Department
of Afro-American Studies faculty and students in

June, 1972:

1. that the Chairman of Black Studies be more
discreet in his excessive indulgence in the smoking of

grass;

2. that the Department of Afro-American Studies
take a public position against hard and soft drugs;

3. that the Department introduce Black students
to the technical and natural sciences;

4. that the Department allow students to have
some input in the decisions to hire prospective
faculty

;

5. that the Department leadership be present at

some of the cultural and other events sponsored by
different campus Third World organizations;

6. that members of the Department be on time for

their classes;

7. that members of the Department come
prepared for their classes;

8. that the Department initiate an effort to inform
members of the black community about exactly "who
was WEB. DuBois."

-their demands were met with resistance by the
Department leadership on every imaginable level-
low grades, firing, visible hostility (the Chairman,
Michael Thelwell, was reported carrying around a
machete), character assassination and isolation.

Therefore, the Black students, unable to receive a
forum for resolution of their grievances, had to pin up
leaflets and posters raising fundamental questions
that would expose the Chairman, Michael Thelwell,
for his prostitution of the Black community.

The regulation concerning the pinning up of
posters comes immediately following Michael
Thelwell's arrest for just the kind of behavior for
which the Black students have criticized him. Several
weeks ago, in the Daily Hampshire Gazette, the
following was reported:

"Michael M. Thelwell of Pelham was fined $20 for
driving without a proper sticker, $20 for driving on
the sidewalk and $25 for violation of the road laws.
Charges of driving after suspension of licenses,
driving without registration, and possession of
marijuana were continued until October 12."

This reportage does not simply represent a case
wherein an individual made a mistake and got
caught. Two years ago, Mr. Thelwell and one of the
members of his Department publicly exhibited
pictures of a marijuana plantation that they had in

the confines of Hampshire County. Fortunately' or
unfortunately, the crop was harvested by vandals.

The behavior of the Chairman of Afro-American
Studies at the University does not characterize that of
many of the faculty members in the Department,
however. The faculty that has only been on campus a
year or less are, for the most part, unaware of the
history of decadence of the Departmental leadership.
Many of the new faculty are fine people and are doing
good things with their classes, but it is necessary for
them to realize that the Department at the University
cannot move progressively forward under such
decadent leadership. It is the decadence of this
leadership which has caused student alienation from
the Department and accounts for the low par-
ticipation of many Black and other students on the
campus in the Department classes.

The tactics of leaders of the University's
Department of Afro-American Studies in suppressing
criticism by Black students are particularly ironic
when considered in conjunction with the fact that it

was the Black students who invited the Department
to move from Herter building and to re-locate in then,
Mills House (now 'New Africa' House). Is this the
quality Pan-Africanism that is supposed to educate
Black people and ultimately free them? We think not.
This is fascism-disguised in dashikis and afros, and
protected by people who would rather that the Black
population wait another hundred years for freedom.
These are the 'leaders' who are stifling Black
progress and would kill any change for 10 cents extra
because it is more important to them to protect their
jobs than aid the community in its quest for freedom.
Is this valid? Of course not. When did anyone's job
ever free an entire people? Black people should not be
forced to harbor degenerates that other ethnic
communities would not tolerate.

Black students are now forced to seek a public
forum. We condemn the projection of certain in-

dividuals as leaders of the Black community when
their behavior is so much in opposition to the genuine
development of the Black community.
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App:Fac-Sen Approves
Merit Increases

BvSlS.WK.IIlBBARI)
Merit increases ot $400 a piece for a large percentage of

professors and teachers at UMass was the most hotly debated issue

of yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting.

In a 44-0 vote, the Fac-Sen passed a motion advising the Board of

Trustees of the University and President Robert C. Wood to allow

individual departments to determine the amount and distribution

of merit awards.

Two weeks ago, the Fac-Sen rejected the Board's proposal that

professional advancement awards be designated as a fixed percent

of the recipient's salary. Instead they suggested that such merit
increments be given in specified dollar amounts.

This Fac-Sen reccommendation was acted on by the Board but

their new solution to the problem of merit awards has again met
with much faculty contention.

In a memorandum received by most departments yesterday, the
President and the Board said that approximately 15% of the

eligible faculty would receive awards of $1,000 or more, with the

remaining 85% getting either the fixed amount of $400 or else

receiving no merit award.

Much objection was voiced that this fluctuation in policy by the
Board was causing hardships on personnel committees who are
currently selecting award recipients.

The majority opinion of the senators at the meeting was that

individual departments should be free to divide up award sums as
they wished with merit amounts being given in amounts of $200,

$400, or $600 to those who did not receive awards in the $1,000
range.

The "$400-or-nothing" policy was felt by most to constitute a
step system which incremented the majority of all professors'
salaries by the same amount.

In other business, a statement was read which the Rules Com-
mittee of the Fac-Sen sent to President Wood on Oct. 5, expressing
concern over the appointment of Dean Dwight Allen as an advisor
to the President.
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Counseling, Career

Offices Join Forces
By BRIAN COYNE

In an effort to change its em-
phasis and deal more effectively

with students, the Counseling
Center and the Career Planning
and Placement Center have
merged to form the Student
Development and Career Planning
Center.

Along with the merger, the
Center has been relocated into

Berkshire House from Whitmore.
The Acting Director of the Center
is Fred Preston. Although the
moving process has still not been
completed, offices in Berkshire
House opened last Monday.
The most significant change in

the Center, according to David
Andes, a counseling intern, in-

volves a more active role for the
counselors. "Instead of people
waiting in their offices for students
to come in with problems, the
Center is developing new
programs that try to reach out to

the community," he said. The
accent, he said, is more on the
development of the student as an
individual than as someone with a
problem needing help.

Programs recently developed
include New Students Service, a
Married Couples workshop, a
community center in North Village
Apartments, a Career Resource
Center, and a course in the
Psychology department, "The
college Experience." The Center
will continue to provide more
traditional types of services such

as educational, vocational and
personal counseling, along with
psychological and occupational
testing.

The New Students program,
developed by Salle Hamilton, is

designed for freshmen and tran
sfer students. It provides course
and career advising, advance
placement examinations and
"survival skills." It also handled
the distribution on campus of the
magazine, University of
Massachusetts in a Nutshell.
The workshop for couples is

being run by Andes and is an at-

tempt to help couples develop
deeper relationships. The
workshop will involve about six
couples, trying to help individuals
see problems they may be having
more clearly through the ex-
perience of other couples.
Simon Keochakian has rented an

apartment in North Village, tur-
ning it into a community center for
the use of the residents. Village
residents are hoping to develop a
more pleasant living environment
and reduce the turnover among
apartment dwellers.

Psych 190, "The College Ex-
perience," was started last
semester by Ted Slovin to help
improve communications among
freshmen at the University.
The Career Resource Center is

developing a computer system
which matches job applicants with
potential employers. There is also
a library of career information.
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Dean Allen Enters His New Post

Dean Dwight AUen

Rhetoric

Revamp
By STEVE TETREAULT

The Rhetoric Program, which
has been a source of complaint on
the part of both students and
faculty in the past, has been un-
dergoing a thorough examination.
The result of this examination

has been a rough draft of a study
by the Faculty Senate Campus
Committee on Communication
Skills.

The committee, which was
created by the Faculty Senate,
released copies of the draft
recently to members of the
Rhetoric, English and Speech
Departments and the Faculty
Senate.

The draft, which at this point is

considered nothing more than a
discussion piece, defines what the
role of a rhetoric program should
be, and how UMass can improve
upon its offerings in this field.

The Committee reached the
conclusion that a rhetoric program
should provide students with at
least "a minimum acceptable level
of communication skills". It was
speculated that sixty to eighty
percent of the freshmen class could
use help in this area. The Com-
mittee added that a rhetoric
program shouldn't try to produce a
level of intense sophistication, but
rather give students a base in
language skills and writing ex-
perience.

Thus, the Committee made the
following recommendations in its

study

:

1. That the present six-hour core
requirement be replaced by a
"competency requirement", which
means that a student would have to
formally demonstrate a com-
petency in speaking and writing at
least twice a year. This com-
petency requirement could not be
fulfilled by simply attending
classes and earning passing
grades.

2. That an exemption exam be
developed. This test would
measure achievement and
possibly earn students an exemp-
tion from the requirement. This
would be a written and oral test,

not merely a mukiple-choice quiz.

3. That the Rhetoric Program
gear most of its courses towards
fulfilling the necessary com-
munication skills; unnecessary
frill courses would be dropped or
modified in order to economize.
Also, students would be better

informed as to particular courses,

thereby better coordinating the
whole system.

4. That a communication skills

lab and tutor service be instituted

and financed to aid students in

independent study. This lab and

By BRIAN COOK
Dean of the School of Education,

Dwight Allen, explained his new
duties as special acaden." advisor
to President Wood and commented
on the present controversy over his
appointment in an interview with
the Collegian yesterday.

"It is unfortunate that there is so
much debate over this matter,"
Dean Allen said, "I don't see my
appointment as relative to the issue
of faculty involvement in academic
policy making."
TheMSP-AAUP (Massachusetts

Society of Professors and
American Association of
University Professors) has been
informed by President Robert
Wood that he suspects the
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tutor program would offer
guidance to students in fulfilling

the competency requirement.
5. That the name of the program

itself be changed, possibly to

"Communication Skills". This was
proposed because it was felt that
the term "rhetoric" really doesn't
describe what is offered in the
program.

6. That the hierarchy of the
program be altered. A permanent
Rhetoric Board would be
established in order to develop
policies, grant exemptions, and
further define the requirement.
The Rhetoric Board would serve

as an advisory unit to the Direc-
tor of Rhetoric who oversees
daily management and operations.
The Board would also set stan-
dards for teacher qualifications.
The Committee suggests that the

Board be comprised of seven
members: The Director of the
department; a graduate instructor
in the program; a person
recommended by the Student
Senate Academic Affairs Com-
mittee, and an undergraduate
appointed by the President of the
Student Senate; a faculty member
of CAS IAC; a person appointed by
the faculty of the Professional
Schools; and a person appointed
from the faculty of the College of
Arts and Sciences.

7. That a core faculty be
established whose full-time
responsibility would be towards
the Rhetoric program.

8. That a special program be
instituted to train graduate in-

structors in methods of teaching
communication skills. This would
provide some measure of con-
sistency and uniformity.

9. That a student handbook be
printed describing the Rhetoric
requirements and programs. This
handbook would serve as a sort of
rulebook between the student and
the program.
The Committee stresses that the

proposals at this time are very
tentative, and most probably will
be subject to modification once the
study is discussed with the Faculty
Senate and the English and Speech
Departments.

TEL AVIV ( AP) —In the midst of

the latest Middle East war, Israelis

took time Thursday to celebrate
the survival of Moses and the
ancient children of Israel in the
wilderness 3,000 years ago.

organization does not have an
accurate understanding of the new
advisory position. His present
academic advisor, Father Michael
Walsh, former president of Boston
College and Fordham University,
can serve only on a part-time basis
and consequently, Wood has been
seeking out (with the help of the
Chancellors and Provosts of the
UMass and Boston campuses) a
full-time Vice President for
Academic Affairs. Dean Allen will
function only to "aid the
President's Office and enrich his
(Wood's) own capability, making
unnecessary a large permanent
staff."

In regard to how the ap-
pointment was made, Allen said,
"President Wood invited my
comment (on academic matters)
and I accepted. I have absolutely
no authority in this position and
any recommendation by me to the
president, would (if considered for
academic policy) be open to
faculty inspection for advice and
consent." This would assure that
faculty could continue to have a
strong voice in decision-making as
provided for in the new governance
document.
As part of his new duties, Allen is

serving as chairman for the
curriculum committee of the task
force involved in planning for a
Massachusetts Open University
(similar to open universities
presently existing in other states).
Allen says he is "looking forward"
to working on the project and hopes
to develop an alternative means of
granting degrees which will not be
considered "cheap." He is also
presently involved with drawing up
a "Future of the University"
report.

A staunch believer in

educational innovation, Allen looks
favorably upon the advisory
position. Commenting further, he
said he said he is interested in any

Volpe Mentioned

To Replace Agnew
WASHINGTON (AP) - John A.

Volpe, President Nixon's am-
bassador to Italy, has been men-
tioned as a possible dark horse
candidate to replace former Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew.
Volpe was in Washington as

recently as Wednesday morning
and met personally with the
President on Tuesday, a source
close to the former Republican
governor of Massachusetts said.

means which will 'help students
enjoy their education" and-or
introduce "more resources to
enhance the educational process

"

Asked how he feels about MSP-
AAUP charges of improper
unilateral action on the part of
President Wood. Allen replied that
it was "not appropriate for him to
comment on the matter since it is

between the president and those
complaining." He did say however,
that "the president should be able
to have anyone advise him.'

Reaction to the new appointment
from faculty at the School of
Education has been favorable with
notes of congratulations being
received in the deans office.

Voicing the feeling of many facultv
members. Professor Reginald
Damerell stated. "I just saw it as a
routine advisory position."
Students questioned at the Ed.
School said they felt the situation is

being blown out of proportion
because of what some consider to
be Allen's 'controversial" status.

New York Interior Decorator

May Remodel Campus Center
By SHARON HUGHES chairperson, "remodeling" in-

cludes changing the location and
function of rooms in the SU
currently used by student groups.

"There are definitely going to be

retail operations such as a bicycle

shop, or a liquor store in the

Student Union" Lindsey said.

He said the Board hasn't decided

which student groups will be

moved or which retail operations

would occupy their space, but

these details would be worked out

before the design firm is hired.

A consultant firm hired by the

Board last semester recommended
that the CC lease space in the

CC/SU to generate additional

revenue into the building.

The cost of the renovation plan a

timetable for beginning it, and the

scope of the task has not yet

been determined.
In further business the Board

changed Hillel's room assignment
to SU 302, gave SU rooms 304, 306,

308 to the Craft Shop, and allocated

a closet (CCU1) to the Ski Patrol

in which to keep their equipment.

The Campus Center Board of

Governors last night voted to

recommend hiring a New York
design firm to remodel the Cmpus
Center/Student Union (CC/SU)
buildings.

The Board's action represented
approval of Ferguson Sorrentino
Design Inc. as the design firm to

remodel the CC/SU if funds to

renovate the buildings are
authorized by the Board. The
student body did not approve a
contract with the firm, but made a
committment with them to begin
contract negotiations.

They also voted to change
Hillel's room assignment, give the
Craft Shop additional rooms, and
allocate closet space to the Ski
Patrol.

Board member Bob McDonnell
announced the CC hotel lobby
counter is cashing checks on
Sunday-Wednesday from 4 p.m. to

10 p.m. and on Thursday-Saturday
from 4 p.m. -12 p.m.
According to Jim Lindsey, board
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Open

Mon.-Sat.

6a.m. -9p.m.

Sun.

8a.m. -9p.m.

The place that serves breakfast from 4 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to 9 p.m.).— can offer you:
— SEAFOOD - STEAK - CHOPS - CHICKEN
— SPAGHETTI - SANDWICHES - much, much, more
— DAILY SPECIALS
— LIQUOR served with meals
— All at GREAT Prices

28 PLEASANT ST. NORTHAMPTON
( Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5, Downtown Northampton)

Amherst Chinese Food
Hours: Mon.-Thurs., noon to 10 p.m.
Fri. 8. Sat., noon to midnight; Sun., 4 to 10 p.m.

62 Main Street, Amherst
Tel. 253-7835

- 99* LUNCH SPECIALS
Featuring over 100 different Chinese dishes!

Located on the Belchertown bus route, Amherst Town Hall stop.
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In The Nation And The World

Nixon Approved Agnew Bargaining
By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Nixon approved the
secret bargaining that led to Spiro
T. Agnew's resignation as vice
president and acceptance of a
felony conviction, Atty. Gen. Elliot
L. Richardson said Thursday.
The White House counsel was the

pivotal middleman who brought
together the government
prosecutors and Agnew's lawyers

for negotiations sparing Agnew a
prison sentence but subjecting him
to public disgrace and possible
civil suits for thousands of dollars
in back taxes, Richardson said.

In a nationally televised news
conference, the attorney general
said he hopes "the American
people understand and support
what has been done."
He said Agnew faces no further

federal criminal proceedings
based on the nine-month probe of

Republican Tricks Did Hurt
Democrats Says Mankiewicz

By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
George McGovern's former
political director testified Thur-
sday that Nixon campaign dirty
tricks contributed to the
Democratic 'party's 1972 wounds.
"What was created by the

sabotage effort was an un-
paralleled atmosphere of rancor
and discord within the Democratic
party," Frank Mankiewicz told the
Senate Watergate committee.
Republican witnesses have

claimed that the anti-
Democratic sabotage added little

to President Nixon's landslide
victory over McGovern.

But Mankiewicz said Sen. Ed-
mund S. Muskie's backers told him
they blamed McGovern for anti-

Muskie sabotage in the New
Hampshire Democratic
presidential primary.
He said false leaflets were

distributed during the crucial
California primary, leading
McGovern and Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey to suspect each other of
a "vicious campaign of distortion
and vilification." He said this may
have led to Humphrey's attempt to

claim some California delegates
won by McGovern.
He said a fake, insulting

telephone to AFL-CIO President
George Meany may have con-
tributed to Meany 's decision to
withhold the giant labor
organization's backing from
McGovern

.

Mankiewicz said the purpose of

the sabotage seemed to be to

"create within the Democratic
party such a strong sense of
resentment among the candidates
and their followers as to make
unity of the party impossible once
a nominee was selected."
"At that, the effort seems to have

been most successful," he said in a
prepared opening statement.
During the panel's morning

session, another former McGovern
aide. Rick Stearns, accused the
committee of a partisan, political

attempt to smear the McGovern
campaign.
The 29-year-old Harvard Law

School freshman fenced with both
Democrats and Republicans on the
committee, which had prepared a
subpoena to serve on him before
his lawyers said he would come
voluntarily. He complained he had
been called fewer than 24 hours
earlier.

Then he blamed unnamed
members of the committee staff
for "innuendoes and slanders" and
of "unfounded attacks on
Democratic integrity."

Without actually saying so, he
obviously referred to reported
attempts by Republican com-
mittee investigators to turn up
evidence of Democratic dirty
tricks.

Stearns was called specifically to
testify about use of some
McGovern telephones last year to
promote an anti-Nixon rally at the
Century Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles
Sept. 27.

corruption in Maryland politics. A
state prosecutor quickly said he
plans no action against Agnew.
But Richardson said it's up to the

Internal Revenue Service whether
to bring civil suits for the collection
of substantial but still un-
determined sums owed as taxes
and penalties on a minimum of
$87,500 Agnew allegedly received
as illegal payoffs in three public
offices, including the vice
presidency.

In the gymnasium -like Great
Hall of the Justice Department,
Richardson fielded questions for
an hour at his first news con-
ference since the investigation
touched Agnew.
Richardson said U.S. Atty.

George Beall in Baltimore decided
on July 3 that the charges against
Agnew were so serious that the
attorney general must be told.

Later that month. Richardson

said he related the substance of the

charges to White House chief of

staff Alexander M. Haig and in

early August to Nixon himself.

Richardson said neither the
White House nor anyone else at-

tempted to quash the probe.

"the President was kept fully

informed at all times," the at-

torney general said. "He fully

approved each of the major steps

that were taken in the course of the

negotiations. He did not participate

in the negotiations as such."
Nixon set no limits on the

bargaining, Richardson added, but

the President "was, of course,
concerned as all of us were with the
potential consequences of a
prolonged and agonizing trial of
these issues of fact."

The attorney general said the

plea bargaining was set in motion

Students Occupy Office
Of Boston State's Pres.
BOSTON < AP) - About 50 students at Boston State College took over the

president's office and one floor of the administration building Thursday.
The students held the area for about four hours to protest the school's

refusal to renew the contracts of two teachers. They left after talking to
President Kermit Morrissey.
"The held a meeting on the third floor and then just walked upstairs to

the fourth floor and told everybody to leave," a school spokesman said.
Morrissey instructed all workers on the floor to leave as the demon-

strators demanded.
The two teachers not rehired were Henry Allen, an instructor in

history, and Blane Lee, an elementary education instructor.

16-Year-Old Charged

With Stoning Death
BOSTON (AP) A 16-year-old

youth has been charged in the
stabbing death of Louis Barba, 65
of Boston's Dorchester section,
slain last week in an incident that
also involved Barba being struck
by stones.

The youth, the third arrested in
Barba's death, was charged with
being delinouent bv reason of

WUMV-TV Sports

Double Header

murder and robbery. He was
arraigned in Dorchester District
Court and bail was set at $20,000.
Two other youths, age 15 and 16,

have been charged in connection
with Barba's death.

Police said Barba was fishing
near the Columbia Point housing
project in Boston when he was
attacked by a group of youths.
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by White House counsel Fred
Buzhardt who telephoned him in

September to suggest that
Richardson meet with Agnew's
lawyers. Buzhardt "did not in-

dicate that he was acting at the
President's behest.*' Richardson
said.

The bargaining stalled later in

September because each side
refused to budge. Richardson
declined to disclose details, but he
and Beall suggested that the U.S.
attorney and his assistants were
holding out for at least a brief

prison sentence.
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Israeli's Push Toward Damascus
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Israeli military command
claimed its tanks blasted their way
through Syrian defenses Thursday
and were rumbling along the road
leading to Damascus. Defense
Minister Moshe Dayan predicted
lightning victory but did not say if

the Syrian capital was the ob-
jective.

"I think that by tonight or
overnight this front will be finished
off in our favor," Dayan told his

soldiers in a report broadcast over
Israeli television.

The command said the
breakthrough came after an all-

day Golan Heights tank and in-

fantry offensive backed by
massive air support.

Damascus ignored Israel's
claims of being six miles inside
Syria past the 1967 cease-fire line
and reported that Syrian forces
were holding firm on the Heights, a
hilly area rich with farmlands

• • •
U.S. Prepares To Send

Artillery Aid To Israel
By FRED S. HOFFMAN
AP Military Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States was reported preparing
Thursday to rush tons of artillery shells and antitank ammunition to
Israel to avert threatened shortages after less than a week of intense
battles between Israel and Syrian and Egyptian forces.
Meanwhile, Pentagon sources said Soviet transport planes have been

carrying replacements for weapons and ammunition to Syria and Egypt
At least 80 Soviet AN 12 Cub transport planes were said to have reached

Syria within the past day loaded with surface-to-air missiles, antitank
rockets and other war material.
There were indications the shipments, probably in Israeli planes would

depart from remote fields in the United States.
Decisions on replacing Israel's significant aircraft and tank losses

were discussed by the White House, State and Defense departments
officials said.

Resources of the U.S. Army and Air Forces would be tapped if the
government decides to send major military hardware to Israel quickly

According to latest intelligence, Israel lost close to 600 tanks and nearly
75 fighter planes in the first five days of the new war - about one-third of
the tanks and about one-fourth of the jet fighters Israel owned before the
fighting erupted Saturday.
Although Israel appeared to have the upper hand on the Syrian front

Israel faces further significant losses in the Sinai where main tank and
infantry battles remain to be fought with Egypt.
The United States would like to avoid any major replacement of Israeli

aircraft and armor during the fighting because such a move would be
likely to bring retaliation from Arab governments, possibly cut-off ofsome U.S. oil supplies from the Middle East
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seized from Syria in the 1967 war.
Syrian and Egyptian com-

muniques also reported heavy
Israeli air losses. Cairo said that
along the Suez front, 250 miles
from the Heights, Egyptian tank
forces punched tarther into the
Sinai peninsula to wipe out a
fleeing column of Israeli armor.
Israel and Syria reported con-

flicting versions of a naval battle
off the coast of Syria, in which the
Greek Merchant Marine Ministry
said an Israeli gunboat sank one of
its ships, killing two crewmen.
Dayan 's prediction of victory in

Syria came as he toured the nor-
thern front and mixed with Israeli
soldiers. He had tank goggles
around his neck and smiled
through the battle grime on his
face.

The Israeli state radio quoted
him as telling a newsman that the
Israelis had decided "To teach
Syria a severe lesson. The main
part of this lesson is that the road
from Damascus to Tel Aviv also
leads from Tel Aviv to Damascus."
Secretary-general Kurt

Waldheim of the United Nations
appealed to the Security Council on
Thursday to stop the War. He said
he was "deeply concerned at the
wider threat to international peace
and security which this situation
may create." He said he had "no
detailed solution to suggest."
Cairo radio broadcast a

statement by Egypt's commander-
in-chief, war minister Gen. Ahmed
Ismail, who said:

"Our heroic soldiers, you are
reviving Egypt's honor and
dignity. Your great achievement in

battle marks a big step on the road
to victory. We are confident your
advances will continue with the
same zest and efficiency as
before."

With his voice reflecting
emotion, Ismail said the mission of
Egyptian troops was to liberate
"every grain of sand polluted by
enemy feet."

Israel seized the 125-mile wide
peninsula from Egypt in the 1967
war. Cairo radio has claimed
Egyptian forces have advanced as
far as 10 miles into the Sinai desert

.

The Israelis claimed they made
commando raids on the western
bank of the Suez Canal to harass
Egyptian reinforcing operations in
the Sinai. They said their artillery
and warplanes were punishing the
Egyptians badly, containing them
along a line three or four miles
beyond the Suez Canal defenses
abandoned by Israel earlier.

But the air and ground fighting

that began Satuday was raging
beyond the six days Israel took to
win its celebrated 1967 victory.
That fact itself was treated as
something of a moral victory in

some Arab capitals.

The claim of an Israeli advance
beyond the 1967 Golan cease-fire
line would represent a significant
loss for Syria. It also could spell
trouble for Egypt if any Israeli
forces were freed to turn their
firepower on the Sinai front.

Damascus acknowledged
nothing and claimed its forces
were "locked in fierce tank battles
and artillery duels with the
enemy."

Israel and U.S. officials in

Washington charged that the
Soviet Union was continuing
airlifts to resupply Egypt and
Syria with arms to pursue the war,
the fourth major Arab-Israeli
conflict since the birth of the
Jewish state in 1948.

Moscow refrained from public
reply. But its official news organs
published a report by the Norfolk
Va. Ledger-Star that U.S.
Sidewinder and Sparrow air to air
missiles were being shipped to
Israel from Norfolk.
The United States also was

reported in Washington to be
prepared to hurry artillery and
antitank ammunition to Israel to
replenish Tel Aviv's taxed ar-
senals. (See related Story)
The Tel Aviv command gave no

indication how far it would try to
advance along the 40 miles of
rolling plains separating
Damascus from the Golan Heights.

Dairy, Bread
Prices

To Increase
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Consumers

got more bad news on Thursday.
Food experts said dairy and bread
prices would keep going up in
coming months and predicted that
this year's Thanksgiving turkey
will cost twice as much as last
year's.

The news came at a briefing
sponsored by the Super Market
Institute, a nonprofit trade
association.
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3rd Semi-Annual All-Night Marathon Salel

HOURS TOTAL AUDIO
WAREHOUSE PRICES!!

From Friday, Oct. 12, 10:00 a.m. to Saturday, Oct. «, 6:00 f.m., far 32 straight hours, wa'ra going to soil just

about everything in our store at warehouse prices. With 6 months of leftover inventory, demos ft eloseouts here's

a sola you can't afford to miss - cheek those specials!!

SPEAKERS!!

DYMCO

DYMCO

A25's

A10's

KLN 6's (Vinyl)

KLH 32's

LIST

$ 99.95 ea.

$ 99.95 pr.

$134.00 ea.

$105.00 pr.

$ 75.00 pr.EV lla's

INFINITY 1001'$ Last
$149.95 ea.

P0$ - 1't
Chance! $ 99.95 ea.

MelNTOSN ML2C Spkrs. i pr List $1,300
with equalizer sale

EPI 400 Demonstrators 1 pr . $778 pr .

FRAZIER Monte Carlo's 2 Pr. $120 ea.

FRAZIER MK IV list , pr . $170 ea

TURNTABLES!!
LIST

Glenburn/MacDonald 2110's $ ?o

GARRARD 42 m/p's

AR Turntable (6 only)
with Shure MAiED Cart

PE 3060 II (3 only)

SALE

'65
$
74
'99

'74

'40

'700
'625
'50

'70

ea.

pr.

ea.

pr.

pr.

CARTRIDGES
'49"SHURE VIS III 2 Only List $74.95 SALE

AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-10
{&°&^ sale

$
T°

Watts Record Care Equipment

- $3°°PREENERS -

DUST BUG -

PARASTATS

List $ 4.50

List $ 6.50

List $15.00

Pr.

ea.

$ 94

$145

$169

$39"
»54»

'99"

' 1 25"

HEADPHONES!
6 — Koss Pro 4AA

3 - Koss HV 1's $40 _
12 - Sennheiser HD 414's $43 _

LIST

$60 -^

10 - Royal HP-A f
s $30 -^

f
39

95

$

29
95

$
31

96

$395

TAPE DECKS
Sony TC-228 8-Track Recorder .' 1 . $ 1 QR
3 only (demos) List $190 Sale 109
Sony TC-121 Cassette Deck List si 15 *35

.'150Sony TC-824 3 only

8-track 4 channel system List $300 Sale

IIJOO

MO00

TAPE
All Tape 20% off marked prices,

which are already up to 50% off!!

(Example - Scotch 150, list $5.55

regularly $2.49, during sale $1.99)

FREE PREENERS!!

If the last digit of

your social security number

matches the number

on the wall in our store,

you win a free preener!!

3rd Semi-Annual All-Night Marathon Salel

HOURS TOTAL AUDIO
WAREHOUSE PRICES!!

Hourly Specials
Quantities Limited!!

Friday 6:00 p.m. 'til Saturday 10:00 a.m.

6:00 p.m.

NIKKO 4010 FM Stereo Receiver

List $190 (two only) Sale '120

7:00 p.m.

GARRARD SL72B Turntable, DC B

List $200 (two demo's) Sale '5

8:00 p.m.

MIRACORD 650 Turntable

List $150 (two only) Sale
s8500

9:00 p.m.

PIONEER 424 FM Stereo Receiver

List $200 (three only) Sale '160

10:00 p.m.

ADC 303AX Loudspeakers

List$110ea. (four demo's)

HARMON KARDON 75+
4 Channel FM Receiver

List $500 (one only)

11:00 p.m.

HARMON KARDON
630 FM Stereo Receiver

List $370 (one only)

AR3A Loudspeakers (Used)
List $570 pr. (one pr. only)

ULTRALINEAR ISO's
List $240 pr.

Sale $4995

Sale $320

Sale $279

Sa.e
$200/"

Sale
$9935 /pr.

12 Midnight

First six people bringing either two six packs of Tab
or Coke, or a Pizza of reasonable dimensions, will

receive their choice of one portable radio from an
amazing selection of left overs!!

CREATIVE 66 Loudspeakers

List $120 pr. (six pr. only) Sa

1:00 a.m.

KLH 11 Portable - used
KLH 11 Walnut - used

List $200 ea. Sale

,e W/"'

$9995
ea

2:00 a.m.

NORDMENDE FM Stereo Receiver
List $130 (three only) Sale

One Only

ALTEC 911A AM-FM Stereo
compact with Altec 8 & 7A spkrs.
& Garrard SL95B turntable
List $668.00

'65

AMPEX Micro 87 AM-FM
List $299.95 (one demo)

3:00 a.m.

Two Pair Demo's
JB2 88 P Loudspeakers
List $400

One Pair Demo's
EPI 150 Loudspeakers
List $280

4:00 a.m.

RECTILINEAR XIIA Loudspeakers
List $150 ea. Sale

5:00 a.m.

SHERWOOD 7100A FM Receiver

List $229.95 (three only)

6:00 a.m.

Sale

Sale

00$378

'128

Sale

'289

'200

$80

Sale 173°'

By this time, we will be so tired you will probably be
able to talk us into anything.

7:00 a.m.

Ditto

8:00 a.m.

Double Ditto

00

a.m.

New Shift!!

ROYAL RSC Car Cassette Decks
List $90.00 Sale

BSR R20A FM Receiver
List $100 (one only)

CRAIG 3123 8 Track Car Player c ,

List$89.95 (fwoonly)
Sa,e

EV15 Loudspeakers
3-way Acoustic Suspension
List$130ea. (twopr. only)

METROTEK Frequency Equalizers cjaqr
FEK-l's (threeonly) List$79.95 Sale *49

$45

s50°°

$5495

Sale
<60 ea,
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One of the slogans the left is

saying is that Richard "Mao-tse"
Nixon is bringing us to 1984, as
envisioned by George Orwell. I

agree. But, of course, I say he is a

leftist. What Dick has done is to

increase the power of the
Executive Branch of the govern-
ment by setting up Federal
agencies that have the authority to

make laws at whim. They have
been set up largely because of the
stupidity and ignorance of

thousands of patriotic Americans.
These Americans are taking their

freedom for granted feeling that a

dictatorship "can't happen here".
But it is. Americans are beginning
to feel that the Federal agencies
set up by every president since"

Fraudlin D. Russiavelt know
better than the Congress what kind
of laws we should have. This is

becoming more and more
dangerous as it is being used to set

Americans up for a dictator.

These agencies have created
ridiculous laws that are not passed
by Congress and take away, slowly

Harvest Of Shame
By JOANNE LEVENSON

The national boycott of all non-United Farm
Workers' iceburg lettuce and grapes is still on con-
trary to reports in the press that the UFW AFL-CIO
had signed an agreement with the West Coast Con-
ference of Teamsters. The Teamsters have refused to

recognize the bargaining rights of the UFW although
George Meany and Frank Fitzsimmons have both
recognized that the West Coast contracts with the
growers must go NOW so that the working people can
have a legitimate union. The very fact that support
has been won and continues to grow points out that
when people struggle gains can be won and will

continue to be won.
The students at UMass must be aware of the

national boycott, because after this week the campus
dining commons will not serve iceburg lettuce and
table grapes. UMass has changed its buying policy
along with large supermarket chains in the area such
as Finast, Food Mart, Big Y, and the campuses of
Amherst and Hampshire College. The change was
effected because the Juan de La Cruz Committee is

part of a western Mass. coalition that has been
picketing stores and educating the community to the
ramifications of the Boycott.

A community rally and picket lines will be

conducted at the Shop Rite store in Springfield this
Saturday, and picketing will take place all day
Sunday at Atkins Farms store in Amherst. We need
people's support to picket at these stores because
when people sell and buy scab products they are
endorsing a system that condones child labor, no
medical benefits for workers, no pensions, and a
system that is trying to control working and poor
people from having the very union they want to
represent themselves. By letting the scab products
continue to be available in this area, we are endorsing
such a repressive system.

The Juan de La Cruz Committee on campus will
be showing the film Harvest of Shame' again next
week at daily tables set up in the Campus Center
Lobby. We have endorsements from the United
Christian Foundation, Hillel, YSA, YWLL, Student
Senate, Ahora and other socially active groups but,
we still would like to see more people from UMass on
the picket lines because we are part of the Com-
munity and realize that there is a necessity for
students to see that although different groups engage
in different struggles from working conditions to
parking fees, the essential relationship is that the
struggle is basically the same.
Joanne Levenson is a Collegian commentator.

but surely, the freedom most
Americans thjnk they enjoy The
FDA is issuing, by decree, laws

restricting the sale of vitamins that

go into effect next January.
Imagine classifying vitamins as

drugs? Ridiculous! We also have
the FCC deciding, by decree, what
is suitable for radio and TV to

broadcast. This is being used to

censor conservative viewpoints
such as Lifeline from going on the
air while leftists such as Will Geer
that belong to subversive
organizations are given respec-

tability. Yes, I believe that a
privately owned radio and TV
station should be allowed to

broadcast what they wish but the
FCC should not interfere except in

cases involving pornography or
blatant obscenity. And I feel that

any law passed to enforce this

should be passed by Congress and
should be explicitly written.

The answer to stopping rule by
decree is to enforce the Con-
stitution, saying that Congress and
only Congress can pass laws. But
Congress has cooperated with the
"1984 gang" and passed laws
delegating authority to these giant
bureaucracies to make laws.
Surely these laws are un-
constitutional and should be ruled
as such by the Supreme court. But
the Court has also cooperated with
the advocates of 1984, so a court
ruling is impossible at this time.

The only solution left open is a
constitutional amendment that will
limit the nnwprnf Bnvcrnment For

the less government we have, the
less chance of a 1984. (No. I'M not
advocating anarchy, I'm just
saying that government is supposed
to protect life and property. > I have
written what you might call a
proposed amendment to the
Constitution. It is three paragraphs
long and I will explain it paragraph
by paragraph.

1. "Congress shall pass no law
delegating authority to any group,
agency or organization other than
the Congress to make any law to be
enforced on the American people."
This section is designed to keep
any Congress from creating ANY
federal agency that would rule by
decree.

2. "Congress may enforce this
amendment by passing ap-
propriate legislation." This gives
Congress the authority to further
guarantee against rule by decree.

3. "This amendment is

retroactive to the year 1792." This
last paragraph would make the
existence of any federal
bureaucracy unconstitutional and
would get rid of every one of them.
Copies of this will be sent to

Congressmen John Rarick
(Louisiana) and Steven Symms
(Idaho) as a suggestion. If you do
not like rule by decree, write your
Congressmen and ask him (tell

him) to stop our bureaucracies
from rule by decree by such an
amendment.

Bob Estelle is a Collegian
Columnist.
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Anti-Imperialist Rally

By ZOE BEST
An anti-imperalist rally sponsored by the Third World Community

Council opened at noon yesterday with an appeal to attend and to support
the National Anti-Imperialist Conference in Solidarity with African
Liberation Struggles to be held in Chicago October 19-21 . The Amherst co-
ordinating committee's spokeswomen, Andre McLaughlin and Rochelle
Chandler announced that representatives from the Amherst area would
leave for the conference via bus, 7:00 P.M. October 18 from the UMass
circle.

Debbie Boiling from the Five College Third World Student
Organization, Harambee from the Black Scientific Society, Bob Padgett
from the Black Psychological Assoc., Juan Cruz from Ahora, Carolyn
Boiling from the Union of Third World Women, Bridgette Porter from the
Black Mass Communication, and Gary Owens from Hampshire College
expressed solidarity with those struggling against racism and oppression
in Africa, the Third World and in the U.S.
Beginning panel presentations, Pattie Simmons, a stuent at Hampshire

College noted how the Portuguese resettlement of Africans differed little
from the Boston Housing Authority's impositions on Black citizens in that
city. She proposed that sudents could maintain boycotts, teach-ins mass
organizing and "combat elitist structures in educational institutions"
until they re-entered their communities to struggle.
Mfundi, a South African now in exile and a worker, detailed U S cor-

porate penetration and profit making in South Africa : In 1960 U S private
investments totalled $925 million while in 1971 they had increased to more
than $3.83 billion which provided the multi-national capitalists with 10 per
cent of all their profits. He noted that the growing militancy of U S
workers in particular Blacks, motivated U.S. corporations to move to
apartheid nations like South Africa and Rhodesia where workers cannot
engage in collective bargaining.
Soma Sanchez, noted poet, recalled the means of struggle of the 1960's

and called on the community to support Third World Struggles and to
boycott drug pushers in the veins of the community. . envy jealousy
the mental plantation" still persisting. She called on everyone to make
u
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enough to live on" and vowed that in accomplishing

this that they would do so without oppressing anyone
Johnnetta Cole warned that until all colonized and oppressed peoples
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Dovi Afesi, also African, encouraged those present to move beyond the
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by movm8 °eyond the concept of capitalism to build a new way
of life. The struggle in South Africa against white racism and capitalism
would involve the retaking control of the land through military action and
ended, "victory is certain to come to us!"
Pedro Hernandez from Venezuela expressed solidarity with all areas of

struggle in the Third World including that of the Palestinians. The rally
ended with the presentation to the delegates going to the Chicago anti-
imperialist conference with a banner made by children from the Che-
Lamumba School and a film of the Mozambique struggle against Por-
tuguese colonialism, "A Luta Continua ".

Zoe Best is a Collegian commentator.

To The Editor:

It is interesting to observe the
behavior of the three Watergate
Women. They are signigicant
paradigms of the American
Dream's definition of woman.
Unfortunately, the definition is as
insipid as the dream. Nonetheless,
these are the women behind
"their" men-our leaders, and
because of their actions, the
American sense of melo-dramatics
and romance tastelessly continues
to spread throughout T.V. land.

Letters To The Editor
Maureen, Pat, And Martha

Let us first consider Mrs. John
Dean III (are we d -cussing
Monarches?). She pleasantly,
unflinchingly, and silently sat
throughout her husband's
testimony, and by so doing, won
the hearts of the American soap-
opera set. She appeared to be a
dedicated servant to her husband,
blonde, blue-eyed and buxom, who
heroically bore the brunt of public
infamy and opprobrium. Her mode
of dress was as austere as her
hairdo. She was the picture of

us to the

Senate Silence
To The Editor:

As a student, I am deeply concerned about the upcoming faculty vote on
collective bargaining. It seems evident that the resolution of this issue
affects not only the faculty and the administration but each and every
student presently attending this university as well as those who will do so
in the future. This university, faculty and administration exist primarily
for the benefit of its students. Thus this issue and its resolution fall clearly
within the bounds of student conern.
A realization that this is the case makes the silence of our Student

Senate on this issue somewhat conspicuous and certainly in-
comprehensible. This is particularly true when one realizes that in the
past our elected representatives have demonstrated no reluctance to take
a "stand" on many more trivial issued. Our student senators are our
elected representatives. They have a moral responsibility to stand up and
to counted. Let them assume this responsibility. If they will not, I can
only conclude that the time has come for a new Student Senate, or
perhaps even no Student Senate. G.K. Chesterton perhaps best summed
up my feelings when he said, "I do not believe in a fate that falls on men
regardless of how they act, but I do believe in one that falls on them
unless they do act."

Roger F. Legendre

Garbanzo Beans?
To The Editor:

I am tired of listening to degrading jokes that have long ceased to be
funny concerning the UMass dining commons and the people that work
there. Everyone complains about the food, but I have yet to hear of
anyone dying from a lack of nutrition.

martyrdom
Which brings

president's wife, Mrs. Pat Nixon.
In the words of President Richard
M. Nixon "Pat is not a quitter.

Afterall, her name is Patricia
Ryan and she was born on Saint
Patrick's Day and you know the
Irish never quit." (1952
"Checkers'' speech). McC all's

Magazine calls her, "The Un-
sinkable Pat Nixon" (October
1973).

It is absolutely amazing to

consider how quickly she rises to

prominence when her husband is at

his most debase periods. I do not

believe Pat Nixon has ever uttered

one original or self-provoked
statement. She is President
Nixon's public relation's puppet.
We will never know Pat Nixon. We
will only know the role she plays to

enhance her husband's popularity.

And last, but not least, Martha
Mitchell, the Gracie Allen of

Washington DC. It is, indeed,

unfortunate that her closet is not

supplied with hats left by confused
gentlemen, but, instead, with
empty bottles of liquor. She is the

tragic Shakespearean fool. But,

"Martha my dear you have always
been an inspiration," for though
they have transformed vou into a
buffoon, you are not afraid to

Editorial Points
Don't you just love it when a

professor says at the beginning
of the semester that you won't
have to buy any books for his

class?

And don't you hate it when
you find out what he really

meant is that all twenty-six
required textbooks are
available in the library

»•••••

Don't you love overhearing
nasty rumors about some poor
shmuck on your corridor?
And don't you hate finding

out that you are the poor sh-

muck all the rumors are
about?

speak and are an admirable but
pathetic paradox.
Women are endlessly being

mentally tortured or burning at the
stake for the errors of ego-centric
and ambitious men, who fear their
ruin. Perhaps, it is best at this time
that no woman maintains a
significant public position, for if

she did, then we all could be sure
that she would be the scapegoat. It

is extremely depressing to realize
these truths, but we, as women,
must learn to rise above our op-
pression. We must unite to create a
new image of feminine. The
dominate creature will not survive
in the future.

Sally M. Dill

Captain Kangaroo For VP
To The Editor:

You just can't stop wondering how deeply King Dick will dig into his
bag of tricks. Every trick he performs requires more cunning on his part

.

Sneakily Sneakily Sneak...Today's headlines become tomorrows hidden
reason. Reality fades away. ...He lays soooo many on us. It's hard to
catch up. The biggest haven't yet been unleashed.The naming of the

The ladies that are empioyed at thTdining commons are human beings
y^Fuhrer's replacement. You remember how he talked Agnew into

and should be treated as such, with respect and kindness
I was one of the people in the MINORITY who voted that, given a

choice, they would choose NOT to purchase meal tickets, still I have
relatively few complaints about the food service here. I eat at basic foods
at Worcester Commons. I find the food edible, the people pleasant, and
the atmosphere friendly. I usually eat two cups of mixed nuts, seeds, and
soybeans with every meal and have never found any worms in them as
one UMie claims he did. Naturally every once in a while they come up
with a real loser and I get the urge to tell them what they can do with their
garbanzo beans, but on the whole I think the quality of the food ranges
from fair to excellent.

I hope you win print this letter even though it has no four letter words in
it which might make it seem contrary to the status quo. To me this
overusage of four letter words is a clear sign of a limited vocabulary on
the part of the writers and an insult to the intelligence of the average
reader.

John New com I) Marsh

'Work For Peace ' Buttons
To The Editor:

While entering the dining commons yesterday, I was handed a leaflet

announcing a campus rally for Israel to be held in the Student Union.
My initial reaction of anger was quickly replaced by feelings of sorrow

and frustration. Could there actually be a war rally on our UMass
campus. I began wondering v. i.at happened tp the peace movement of the
students and then realized it had died with over one million Indochinese
many months ago.

The greatest frustration in attempting to defend the Arab cause is that
the American press is owned and operated by rich Jewish businessmen.
Because of this, we have tremendously biased newsreporting and
editorial comment filling newspapers across America. To assess the
magnitude of these charges, one must simply read a Canadian or
European newspaper.
For one week prior to the current outbreak of fighting, Syria had been

complaining to the United Nations and to the world about Israeli troop

and armament build-up along the Golan Heights. While internationally
acknowledged, these complaints never reached the American presses,
thus the American public was uninformed.

Interestingly enough, the most significant thing in the minds of

Americans is that the Arabs attacked Israel during the holy days of Yom
Kipper when, as Rabbi Meir said, "Its people were weakened from
fasting." Little mention has been made of this being the month of
Ramadan, the Moslem holidays, and that the Moslems are fasting for the
entire month from sunrise to sunset. If anything, the Arabs stand to suffer
most from having to fight during Ramadan.
To discuss the history of the Arab-Israeli conflict, one must really go

back to Abraham and discuss the acceptance and rejection of polygamy
but the importance lies in the June 1967 war.

In six days, Israel tripled its original size. In doing this, she obtained
the West Bank of the Jordan which is probably the most fertile land in the
world and was vital to the Arab existence. The Arabs have agreed to the
1967 boundries, and a seltjgment could be reached if Israel would return
to those borders.

You may remember that the United Nations has ordered Israel back to

the 1967 borders twice, and she has refused. It is this type of lawlessness
that makes the U.N. a powerless organization.

Regarding the recent outbreak:
I think chances that the Arabs attacked during Yom Kipper for military

reasons are the same as those that the Israelis did attack so as to gain
world sympathy and to dehumanize the Arabs. Regardless of who fired

first, the war rages on, women and children will die, schools will be
blown-up, and cities will burn.

I'd just like to ask you to think. Think of who you may be killing before
you donate to the United Jewish Appeal. Try and remember when there
were peace rallies. Maybe you can even find your old "WORK FOR
PEACE" button.

Samuel Peter Hassan

cheating' on his income tax back in '67 - he then surprisingly picked the
obscure VP-knowing that if he ever got caught later on in his
Presidency(s) he could transfer the negative vibrations to Agnew. A
more recent super trick occured when he let Mel Laird tell the press that
the White House would back that income - tax - surcharge - but - you - can
- get - it - back - later - deal. When the public was apparently upset, a
conveniently placed Shultzin Japan puts him down for not knowing what's
going on.

Well folks, did you think that those were biggies? You can't help but
wondering what kind of shit he'll have on Ted's successor. In addition to
having something on the replacement, the replacement will have to be
someone whom the public thinks is above reproach. Someone to heal the
wounds, bring the country back together, stir the heart, and that sort of

thing. Who Can It Be...Captain Kangaroo, Billy Graham. Willy Mays,
Jimmy Durante, Jimmy the Greek, King Constantine. Margaret Chase
Smith, Ed Brooke. They're all possible, along with countless others. I

think the next stunning play will be to nominate Tom Eagleton but I'm
sure he'll fool me again.

Tim Decker

Jewish Holiday
To The Editor:

Re: Pedro Hernandez's letter of October 9

Heil Hitler! And here I was thinking you were alive and living in

Argentina. My poor man, you are going to die on a Jewish holiday. Any
day you die will be a Jewish Holiday.

Stephanie H. Aronson
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Tragic
To The Editor:

The rally to raise funds to

support Israel in its latest war was,
in my mind, a tragedy.

According to the United Nations
boundaries established in 1948

neither the Sinai nor the Golan
Heights were included as Israeli

territory Therefore if you agree
that the U.N. had the right to

establish the Israeli boundary not

to include those areas then it is

reasonable to assume that Israel

has no legal right to claim those
areas in 1967. Thus the present
attack by Egypt and Syria can be
viewed as a legal attempt to regain
the lands taken from them in 1967.

T he Israeli cla im to the Sinai and
the Golan Heights is based on their

strategic importance-ownership of

the Sinai was to ensure protection
of the Suez Canal and to create a
buffer zone between them and
Egypt. Th' aking of the Golan
Heights ga hem a strategically

commanding view of the Syrian
border lands. Israel has no legal

right to these lands and thus Egypt
and Syria seem to be justified in

attempting to get them back.
The Israeli's claim Jerusalem

because it is a holy city in their

religious heritage. What is

forgotten is that this is not only a
Holy city for the Jewish but also for

Moslems and Christians.

Underlying both the strategic

and religious claims on these areas
is the desire to ensure the

protection of the people of Israel

from the kind of persecution they
have sustained for thousands of

years. I sympathize with them on
this reason but do not agree that

they should be allowed to take
lands that are not theirs in order to

protect themselves.

For these reasons financial
support for Israel is not justifiable

and can only provoke further
tragedies.

Perry Patterson
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BrinegarAsksFed. Control OnSuperports
By WILLIAM L. CHAZE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) -The Nixon
administration asked Congress
yesterday to reject a bill err,

powering states to veto superports
proposed for construction off their

coastlines.

"The cumulative impact of a
bunch of no's is that we are
rationing gasoline and running out
of fuel oil," said transportation
Secretary Claude S. Brinegar.
He testified as House sub-

committee on water resources and
energy opened a second day of
joint hearings on a measure in-

troduced by Rep. John Breaux, D-
La.

The bill would not allow a
federally licensed construction of a
superport if it conflicts with state
land or state environmental plans.
The measure is one of a dozen

bills pending in Congress that
would allow the federal govern-
ment to license development of
superports. Built on pilings, the
superports would allow mammoth
tankers to unload their oil offshore
and have it pumped ashore through
pipelines.

Most Atlantic and Gulf coast
ports are too shallow for the big
tankers being ordered now by oil

companies.
Brinegar testified in support of

the administration's bill, which
differs in several respects from the
measure proposed by Breaux and

cosponsored by other represen-
tatives of Southern coastal states.

The administration measure
would make the Department of
Interior the licensing authority for

superports. The Breaux bill would
create a federal commission for

that purpose.

The Breaux bill would allow the
states to fix fees, tolls and user
charges for the superports. But
Brinegar said the administration
bill would not give the states such

authority because many of the

ports would be privately financed.
'We believe quite strongly that
the licensing procedure would
involve joint consultations with the

affected states, including seeing
that it is consistent with state land
use plans," said Brinegar. "But
since oil from these offshore ter-

minals will be a vital element in

our national transportation
svstem, the final authority must be
made at the federal level."
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TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30- 10:30 a.m.

(except during league play)
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Prof. Politella To Speak
At Journalism Conference

Assoc. Prof. Dario Politella of
the Journalistic Studies faculty of
UMass will deliver two papers at
the annual conference of the
Associated Collegiate Press
(ACP).

In Chicago, Nov. 1-3, the con-
ference will hear Dr. Politella
report on "The State of Campus

Applications Due
The Fulbright scholarship ap-

plication deadline is today. Ap-
plicants should turn in their
transcripts and letters of reference
to Prof. Rearick, 725 Herter
Candidates will be given a definite
time appointment, for Tuesday,
Oct. 16, as soon as their ap-
plications are received by the
Fulbright advisor

Press Freedom, 1973" and "In-
stant Writing-Journalism Style."
The conference attracts some

1,500 editors of campus
publications to discuss problems
and performances in producing the
more than 5,000 newspapers,
magazines and yearbooks of
American colleges and univer-
sities.

Dr. Politella is author of two
books published this year by Ox-
bridge of New York: the third
edition of his biennial "Directory
of the College Student Press in

America" and 'The Making of a
Journalist." He is founder and
coordinator of the national Com-
mission on the Freedoms and
Responsibilities of the College
Student Press in America.
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Contaminated Water Linked
To Cases Of Multiple Sclerosis

n

BOSTON (AP) - A study by
medical researchers at
Massachusetts General Hospital
has linked 14 cases of multiple
sclerosis in the community of
Mansfield in Southeastern
Massachusetts to contamination of
the town's water supply in 1932-

1936.

"I want to stress," said Dr.
David C. Poskanzer, one of the

researchers, in an interview, "that
this is something that happened 35
years ago and poses no current
danger."
The study was published in the

current issue of the New England
Journal of Medicine.
Mansfield, a community with a

population of 10,000 persons, has 14
documented cases of multiple
sclerosis (MS), and that is about

Radicals To Speak
Scott and Helen Nearing,

political radicals and life-style

innovators, will speak tomorrow
at 7:30 p.m. in room 113, Campus
Center.

The Nearings will be sharing
their experiences on achieving
alternative life-styles. They have
supported themselves since 1932 by
organic farming, first in New
Hampshire and then in Maine.
They have lived completely from
their own labor by clearing their

own land, constructing stone
dwellings, and growing all their

food.

Scott Nearing has been a pacifist

and socialist his entire life. His
political activities date from at

least 1917, when he headed the
People's Council for Freedom and
Democracy, formed to mobilize
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FASHION

201 N. PLEASANT ST.
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opinion against America's en-
trance into World War I. He was a
member of the Socialist party from
1917 to 1922, and of the Communist
Party from 1922 to 1930. Since then
he has been an independent
radical.

two or three times more than the
national average of cases to
population.

The researchers found that in

1932, when the MS victims were
about 14 years old, the water
supply system was found to be
highly contaminated with bacteria.
The researchers said that in 1934

they found there had been an
outbreak of typhoid fever in the
community.

The researchers said the
Mansfield study provides possible
substantiation to a current theory
that MS is produced by a virus
contracted when a person is of the
age of puberty.
MS is a disorder of the nervous

system which may produce partial
or total disability.
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Nation's most extensive library of research material
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJUt*

ljuote from Art Linkletter: There I was.
standing behind a curtain, a mystery guest,
thinking astrology was bunk Then came
Sydney Omarr. rattling off facts about my
life and character, not knowing it was me,
hut it was me and I was startled. I still don't
know if there is anything to it. but Omarr
was 87 per cent right."
ARIES (MARCH 21-April 19) Emphasis

is on collecting, consolidating, protecting
assets. You learn difference between real

values as opposed to paper or fantasy or
wishful thinking Pisces. Virgo persons
could be involved Discern See facts as
they exist.

TAURUS i April 20-May 20): Lunar cycle
high: get going -take initiative New starts

arc favored Highlight independence,
originality Definite financial gain possible
through Iresh approach Accept respon-
sibility Relationship will intensify.

GKMINI (May 21-June 20): Look behind
the scenes What you need may be tem-
porarily obscured Do some digging- reject

the superficial Visit one confined to home,
hospital Co-operate in club, group project
Secret is revealed This could be emotional
dynamite Handle with care!
CANCER (June 21 July 22) Accent on a

more active social life You go places and
see people Some of your hopes, wishes are
coming close to realities Know it and be
encouraged Give full rein to creativity.
Imprint your style. Young person brings
pleasure

LEO < July 23-Aug.22> : Nothing is handed
M>u on proverbial silver platter But you
should regard obstacles as stimulating
challenges Goal is available if you make
special effort Intuitive intellect is sharply
honed. One you respect offers en-
couragement
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Emphasis is

on travel, long-distance communications,
special studies Enlarge horizons. Be open
to new concepts. Versatility now becomes
your ally Know it and act accordingly.
Gemini. Sagittarius could figure
prominently.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) : You get down to

business, to the core, the essentials, the

heart ol matters Associate may want to
talk money Your best course is to be for-
Ihnght Admit what you have -concede
points of weakness Truth ultimately will
make you strong
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov21): Study Libra

message Deal with one who insists on
having things on "dotted line " Be ready for
spirited dialogue Clash of ideas proves
more exciting than physical combat Your
ideas are tested Rely on principles Dint
push for direct action

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21):
Maintain steady pace. Be receptive to
suggestion from family member Highlight
more harmonious relationships Some
associates may be depending too much on
vour time, goodwill Know when to draw
line Be sympathetic without becoming
inextricably involved
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) Good lunar

aspect now coincides with emotional
responses, creative endeavors, ability to
bridge any generation gap Pisces, Virgo
persons may figure prominently See
situations, persons as they actually exist
Avoid sell -deception.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18): One who
attempts to put obstacles in your path is

envious.Overcome this by showing that vou
are not withoul allies Deal Irom position of
strength Capricorn. Cancer persons may
play important roles Older person needs
"delicate" treatment.
PISCES (Febl9March 20) Finish

rather than initiate projects Relative may
l>e restless Thai's fine but don't be stam
peded into decisions Highlight flexibility
There is no one way Use material at hand
You do have right to test, experiment

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY your
sense of humor is outstanding You are
artistic, appreciate music and tend to try-

doing too much simultaneously. Persons
born under Gemini and Sagittarius seem
able to understand you November can be
an outstanding month Domestic situation

will improve You will live in a more
comfortable atmosphere
Copyright 1973. Los Angeles Times

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Dry
5 Fuel

9 Crony (colloq.)

12 European
fish

13 River in Italy

14 A state (abbr.)

15 Egg dish

17 Preposition

18 Edge

19 Smooth
21 Adhesive

substance

23 White wine

27 Negative

28 Kind of fabric

29 Unit of energy

31 Short sleep

34 Paid notice

35 Pigpen

37 Part of circle

39 Symbol for

cerium

40 Wager
42 Weaken

44 Chief artery

46 Part of "to be"
48 Beneficence

60 Journeys forth

53 Bard

54 Not in

65 Exists

57 Conceive

61 Macaw
62 Afternoon

parties

64 Portico

65 Deface

66 Wise person

67 Temporary
shelter

DOWN

1 Fuss

2 Male sheep

3 Frozen water

4 Strikes out

5 Prepare and
serve food

6 Conjunction

7 Emmet
8 Noose

9 Cleric

10 Landed

11 Crippled

16 Occurrences

20 Compass point

22 Indefinite

article

23 Thick slice

24 Assistant

25 World
organization
(init.)

26 Period of time

30 Classified

32 Performs

33 Edible seeds
36 Asian ox
38 Game

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Has aiinrjn rcan

^Qatio Reran

rasas mrarara

IK1H HHfOBD HBE
41 Intractable

person
43 Fruit seed
45 Note of scale
47 Pronoun
49 Din

50 Froth

51 Subtle

emanation

52 Poses for

portrait

56 Ocean
58 Devoured
59 Measure of

weight
60 Dine
63 Symbol for

S'lver

IX
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UMass Roundup

Phonothon Head Named
The UMass Alumni Office has announced the appointment of George R.

Richason, Jr., of the Class of 1937 as chairman of the first Amherst-area
Phonothon.
Raising funds through a phonothon is a relatively new effort for UMass,

having been done for the first time last spring in the Boston Area.

Donations to the Phonothon will be used for the Alumni Scholarship

Program, library programs, and special academic programs such as:

Honors, Outreach, University Without Walls, and Action.

The Phonothon to be run by Richason, who is a professor and assistant

head of the UMass chemistry department, will attempt to contact about
3,800 alumni in Hampshire, Franklin and Berkshire counties during
November.
Almost 300 volunteer alumni will do the telephoning. Appointed as vice

chairpeople are: Dr. William J. Mellen, Class of 1949; Prof. Thomas W.
Fox, '49; Charles Bradshaw, '66; Cindy Olken, 70; and Peter Pascarelli,
'72.

Appley Receives Study Grant
Dr. Mortimer H. Appley, associate provost and dean of the Graduate

School at Umass has received a Fulbright Grant to study and observe
educational developments in the Federal Republic of Germany this fall.

Dean Appley is one of eight Americans chosen to participate in a Pilot

Project for Educational Experts. He will consult with the German
Education Ministry in Bonn and visit educational institutions in Berlin

and throughout Germany as part of the grant made under the Senior

Fulbright-Hays Program and administered jointly by the U.S. State

Department and the Fulbright-Kom mission of Germany.
Dr. and Mrs. Appley and their two younger children, Eric and Heidi

Hundahl, will be in residence in Freiburg, Germany, where Dr. Appley
will also be a visiting professor of psychology at the University of

Freiburg, under the exchange agreement with UMass.

Outreach Has Moved
The University's Center for Outreach Programs has moved its office.

Originally located in Arnold House the Center is now in Goodell Library,
Rm. 509 Ground level, telephone 545-2021.

Cage Concerts Resume
The UMass Concert committee is

pleased to announce the long

awaited return of major musical
rock concerts to Curry Hicks Cage.
On October 28, 1973, Donny
Hathaway and Chick Corea will be
featured in the Cage's first rock
concert in three years. After a
general ban of Cage Concerts, the
Cage facility has finally been
obtainable through one and a half

years of negotiation and
preparation. In order to give all

UMass students a chance to attend
this event, the concert tickets will

be available only to UMass un-

dergrads, with a limit of two
tickets per student. As there are

only 4200 tickets available it is

advisable to secure tickets early.

All tickets will be for general

admission and will be sold at the

Student Union Lobby counter,

10:00 a.m. - 3: p.m.. Tickets are
$3.50 each and a UMass ID. must
be presented upon purchasing.

In addition to the Hathaway-Cor-
ea Concert, the Concert Committee
will be sponsoring three more Cage

Concerts, all of which will be two

night performances. The combined
profits from the four concerts will

be invested in the spring concert to

he held in the Alumni Stadium. A
vast amount of energy and man
hours have been spent by the

Concert Committee in an effort to

bring back Cage Concerts; the

Committee hopes that the student

body will support its work.

i ruqs
"54 5WCDEFT

reversible flat weave,
rya, or linen shag

many designs, many colors

~f see them at

Banco Furniture

Showroom
269 Locust St. (Rt. 9)

Florence 586-3620

TRAIL BIKE SEASON IS HERE

AND VALLEY MOTORSPORTS
HAS THI FINIST.

Mm. MWASJUOMIlStfc

FROM TMI MtOFISSIONAL MONARK 125 c.c. TO
THI POWIRFUl KAWASAKI F-6 125 c.c. WI HAVI
THI TRAIL OIKI FOR YOU THIS FALL.

VALLEY MOTOR SPORTS
King St., Northampton

I. Toby Riding Stables

Group and Private Lessons

(English & Western)

We'll board your horses, too!

Guided trail rides only.

on Rt. 63, 6 mi. north of N. Amherst, on left

549-H77 stable 549-6945 home

latht (Efllkgtan
*))jjj^F A F*EE AMD RESPONSIBLE ^r PRESS

How would you like to be a

NEWSPAPER PUBLISHER?
Here's a chance to be l/10th of a publisher. Under its revised constitution, The
Collegian Publishing Board has two positions for at-large undergraduate
members. The board meets several times a year and serves as an advisor to
the Daily Collegian staff. Its job is basically advisoral but there is a chance to
help in the overall direction of New England's largest daily college
newspaper. Interested? Write:

MDC Pub Board Screening Committee
c/o Daily Collegian, Student Union

Applications due by 4 p.m. Friday, Oct. 12

Collegian staffers and members of Student Senate and all campus governments are not eligible.

FOR

WO issues of Playboy's from 1KM to

present. Make offer. 519- 142*.

tfl*-I2

Genuine S.S. Stewart banjo, mint cond .

best offer. Also 23 year old Martin 5-18

Kuilar. 1325. 527-5428.

tfia-u

Stereo buffs! If you want stereo
equipment matched for you and soM at

wholesale prices, call Dick 253-2788 after 6
- All Brands!

tfW/31

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

( bariemont. Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner puppies. Top pedigree, A.K.-

C .. cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or

quiet enjoyment. 1-413-33* HUH .

tf!t/l»

For sale — ItM MGR. good condition,

many new parts aad extras. S600.no or best

offer. Call S49-I387.

tfij-IZ

( iood foods, better wines, best beers — 8-

II daily. Montague Mini-Mart. Montague
{'enter.

tflo-IS

Earth shoes cheap? Women's sixe t.

brown leather Oxford type, like-new. A
real deal for 125. Call Yvette at 5*4-5*0*.

leave message.
tflt/12

K M.S. camping equip., back pack,

down sleeping bag * two man lent with

floor, list $270. only $15*. Used once, (all

.S49-0924 between 5-8 p.m.

tilt- 12

I sed Israeli Lamb Skin Jacket f 15: two

beautiful Peasant Skirts 15 ea. Call 25*-

1*4. eveniwgs.
tflO/U

Yivttar l.ens 85 mm to 205 mm loom fits

I'entax Ynahica. Mamiya Sekor. Jnst like

new. C.i MM...
tf|f/|i

Brown snorkel parka, brand new. never
worn, site men's sm. Contact Caryn. 6-

7305

tfltVIT

Fish — 15 gal- glass tank set up. 2 large

Discasses. 2 Fire Feb. 2 Tri-color Sharks
& I Clown Loach. $80 or best offer. Call 544-

•953.

tflO-15

72 YW Bus. 2500* mi., radio, curtains.

new disc brakes. Just tuned. 2 Radial
snows, other extras. Call 54*4728. 128*0.

tfi*/l*

Koftach buckle ski boots, sixe tea. any
reasonable offer accepted. Call Dave at 5-

0431 days, and at 54M872 after six p.m.
tfl*/l2

One ( oiumbla l*-speed bicycle m ex-
cellent condition Only 145. call 6-5086.

tfK/ll

Double mattress. $20. Al. 584-0082, call

after * p.m.

tfl*-l2

Scott 357 AM-FM stereo receiver and
KIM model 50 speakers. 1220. Ask for

Steve. Km. 315, 545-23*4. 23*5.

tfl*-!8

I973 Yamaha. Kt. 3. 3** c.c. excellent

condition, asking 1775. Call Jim, 545-2X22.

tfl*-l7

10*6 Plymouth Belvedere. I dr.. • cvl.

auto.. VM-FM. new shocks, starter, good

rubber, fall inspection sticker, available

Nov I. $400. .'.194555.

lfIO-15

Handmade sheepskin coat, size 12, with

V pile, triple sewn, one week old. never

worn. Coat guaranteed. $*• Robert. 546-

M62 around 6 p.m.
tfl*-!9

FOR SALE
2 Gdyr. snow tires with stmts. 7.M-I3.

h.ooo miles. $10 each: 6.4*4.30-13 with rim.
II*. Contact Jim Nollet. 426 James Hall.
546-7595.

ufJMft

The lightest Raleigh Super Course yoa'll

ever see! Nervex lugs, tubnlars.
Stronglight Lotteries* cranks. Ilmhi. Flic.
665-31*4.

UlO-1*

I96C MGB. blown engine, but t new 14-

inch tires and wire wheels. Call Mark. 6*5-
439*. best offer.

'

AUTO FOR SALE
For sale — 1*66 red Cor \ air Monxa . 4 dr..

sport sedan, bucket seats, new paint. 4 new
tires plus snows. S500. (all 5-9236 after 5.

I*-I2

tf 10-12

1*7* Dodge Superbee. 383 magnum,
auto.. p.s., n.b . mags, stereo, a real steal,

must be see* ; also wa terbed. $25. Call 323-

77*6 anytime.

Ul*-1*

1971 Ply mouth Cricket, must sell,
good cond . ex. mil., t sp. std. trans., rack
and pinion steering. 4 dr. sedan. Call Jim.
.-.46-5234.

lfl*-IS

We will be particupating on and off

in the Alley's 32 hour marathon sale
today. We will feature hot cider, spiffy
furniture, bureaus, innuendo tables,
insults desks, wisdom chairs, all at
bargain prices. Paul's Oldtime Fur-
niture in the Alley, behind Aubuchon's.
253-3511. Goodbuy Spiro.

10-12

1967 Rambler Rebel. S3.000 mi., new
brakes, cooling, tune-up. parts, a t

1(50.0*. 549-3857 or 545-1388.

tflv-15

1*67 YW Bus. excel, mechanical cond..
split front seal, make great camper. 155*
or best offer. 5-28*3 after 5:H. 2564192.

tfl*-l9

ENTERTAINMENT

AUTO FOR SALE
19*94* Alfa Romero GT Sprint, hardtop,

runs like a dream. Classic used for

dependable daily transportation. S75*
firm Call 6-7433.

tfl*-l2

1970 9 pass. Kingswood Estate wagon.
:t*,oe* mi., auto, trans., power steering,

power brakes, roof rack, mileage good,

great family car. Paul. 253-764*.

UH-H

19*3 Dodge Dart, reliable, local trans-

portation. 584-25**. best offer.

tfl*-15

19*5 Fairlane. 6 cyl. std. 165-3451 after 6

p.m.

Ifl*-I5

19*6 YW Squareback. good engine, best

offer. 549-142*.

iflt-12

1966 Cutlass Supreme. 62,**0 miles, very
good condition. $500, Call 1417-544-352*.

tun

•4 GTO. recently rebuilt. 3S9 high perf.
eng., new brakes, battery, exhst. 5464626
eve.

tfl*/12

195* GMC school bus. cheap. 3694*2*.
good condition.

Ifl*-I2

Sorry, but I have ..« open dales left in

Oct. Thanks I Mass far a fantastic Sept.
and Oct. Your friend, Steve the D.J.. 467-

2842.

Ifl*-I7

1941 antique Chevy, a classic looking
car. excel, body, new rebuilt eng., a good
buy, has to be seen, many spare parts, best
offer. 5494495.

tflv-17

Rock music is ALHAMBRA. for your
dorm party or other booking. Call Jeff (in

102). 5-2642. Warren. 863-921*. reasonable
rates.

tfl*-l2

1964 Chrysler 3*0. V4. 383. p.s.. p.b.. air.
needs some transmission work. Best offer,
willing to sell as parts or engine. Call 586-

2908.

IfI*- 1

2

Wanted — female pianist to play stan-
dards ft sing-a-kMg. Good pay. Call Musk
Ventures. 581-6458.

tftO-17

1966 Ford Supervan. good condition. $SM
or best offer. Call 5464(81 between 5-8 p.m.

tflO-12

Wanted — rhythm guitarist ft pianist
(preferably singers). ft male vocalist for
5*'s revue. Guaranteed work. Call 1-584-
6458.

tf 10-17

1*59 Mercedes Beni diesel. running with
sticker, best offer. 549-3986. New Pirelli
radial* tfUM2

1964 Pontiac ambulance. 35,080 original
miles, make good c*mper. Reasonable
price. 665-3344.

tfl*-l2

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
Honda iMrc. excellent condition. 5.**»

miles, (all Paula. H a.m. to 9 a.m. and 7
P.m. to II p.m.. So. Hadlev Center. Asking
$275. call 536-7140.

Ifl*-I5

Honda 3*5. ,»,. „,,, , tm
shape. $335. 527-5428.

JJJJ
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Notices

AUTHORS OF "LIVING THE GOOD
LIFE"

Scott and Helen Nearing will speak
on Sat., 10 13 in the C.C, Rm. 1 13. All

are invited.

BADMINTON CLUB
All those people interested in

playing badminton the club meets
tonight from 6:30 to 9:00. Everyone is

welcome, bring your own equipment.
BELCHERTOWN COLLOQUIUM
Dr. Karl, Asst. Supt. of Belcher

town State School, will speak at first

.ajeminar on Sunday night at 7:30, Rm.
165, C.C. Make it if you can it should
be interesting and informative.
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
No Bus to Belchertown. tomorrow,

the Belchertown residents are
coming to UMass instead. Meet at

1 :00 p.m. at the bus circle by the C.C.
Garage. See you there! Questions?
Call Jay 253 5897.

BICYCLE TOUR
Montague Plains bicycle tour this

Sunday 10-14. Rally at Sunderland
Town Hall at 9:30a.m. 18 miles round
trip easy terrain along Ct. River.

BIKE RACE
Bike race starts 2 p.m. Sunday at

West End of Mass. Ave. Beginners
welcome. Call Mark at 256 8723.

CENTER FOR OUTREACH
The Outreach Office has moved!

We are now in Goodell Library, Rm.
509, ground level as you enter the
front door.

COLLEGE CHURCH BUS
Bus stops at Newman Center at

8:45, Waiting Station at 8:46, Hamlin
House at 8:48. Also evening bus for

Vesper's Service same route
beginning at 6:50 p.m. Join us!

COMMUTERS
Commuters interested in being

appointed to the University
Judiciary, please leave your name
and phone number, under door of

Commuter Lounge, Rm. 216 S.U.B.-
by Tues. 10-16.

CRICKET MATCH
UMass Cricket Clubs plays Hart

ford Cricket Club on October 13 at
1:30 p.m. At the Cricket grounds near
Southwest.

DANCE FREE
Those interested in creative

movement, improvisation and free
dancing come join us tonite in C.C.
Check Campus Center Info Desk for

Room number.
FAMILY TIME
Family time tonight will be in the

Colonial Lounge and not in Boyden as
previously announced. Phil 2:1 4.

JAPANESE-AMERICAN CLUB
Those who are going to , the

Sukiyaki party tonight can pick up
maps showing how to get there in 804
Thompson.
KEG PARTY
Leach House will be having a keg

party in the Leach Recreation room
between 9 1 on Saturday, 10 13.

Admission will buy all the beer you
can drink and music by Alhambra.
MORTAR BOARD
Meeting Sunday, 10 14, 6:30 p.m. at

Mrs. Shaw's home, 53 Wildwood
Lane, Amherst. See you there.
MOVIE

Playing with a full deck? Well don't
forget the "King of Hearts", Oct. 12,

Mahar at 7, 9, 11 Admission charge
OHAG REPS
Don't forget to attend Student

Government Workshops tonight and
tomorrow.
OHAG MEETING
OHAG 'will meet on Monday

evening, 9: 30 in Grayson, Main
Lounge Please note: this is a change
from the usual meeting place.
OUTING CLUB

Oct. 12, Rockclimbing in Gutter,
leaves 12 noon S.U., Oct. 13,

Appalachian Trail hike leaves 9 a.m.
S.U. Oct. 14, Mt. Monadnock leaves
9:30a.m. S.U., Morris Cave 8 :30 a m
S.U.

PART TIME JOB
Available in Project 10 for a person

skilled in recreation and leisure
studies to be our activities coor
dinator The job involves 20 hrs. per
week Please send resume to the
Project Office, Pierpont House, or
call 546 0871 for info.

REC. SOCIETY MEETING
ALL LEISURE STUDIES AND

SERVICE MAJORS Important
meeting on Sat., 10 13, 10:00 a.m. 2:00
p.m. in C.C. 811815. Will be
discussing November Rec. Con

fcrrnco

REP NEEDED
7:30 Mon mte in C.C. Coffee Shop

interviews for anyone interested in

being a rep. on Five College Co
Ordinatmg Board
SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
We are inventorying Sat , Oct 13

Members please attend 11:30 am. in

the library

SUNDAY EXCURSION
5 College Random Walk Society

excursion Sunday to climb Mt
Holyoke Anyone interested meet at

2:30 p.m., Rm. 208 Stone, Amherst
College

TEACH A COLLOQ
Anyone interested in teaching in

Intro to Woodworking Colloquia on
Orchard Hill? Contact DAve, 546 6801
from 7 9 p.m
FOUND
ON Intramural fields Weds, night

10 10 a check for Claire Sweeney. Call
546 4702, identify it and you've got it

Room keys found in Worcester
Dining Commons. To claim call 546
6572.

LOST
Notebook by telephones at Library.

I need it desperately. Call Chris
Salinetti 6 9220.

THANK YOU
Whoever found my ring ui Boyden

U»st week and turned it m, thank you
ENGAGEMENT
JC*n Niven, Class 74, 30 Nutting

Ave to M.irk Tetelman, '73,

Washington Middle

^
HandmadeW
Jewelry

U*4+r SskP

199 N. Pleasant St.

AMHERST
Mon. -Sat. 9-5:30

miningijaammmmmmmmimmmmmajjJT*

h

NO DOUBT

IT'S THE GIN Mill

Rte. 181

Bondsville, Ma.

Free Music, beer only a

ILJLL1I II I TTm

quarter a glass, or $1.75

for 2 half gallon pitchers.

Cable T.V.

On Sat. & Sun. we feature

steamed clams - steamed in

beer.

PERSONAL PERSONAL
Experienced Photographer desperately

needs use of darkroom. Will negotiate.

Hurry! Please rail C-6369 or 6-6331. Keep
trying — Paula.

tf 10/12

MDC CLASSIFIEDS HELP WANTED

Kathy — who had my wallet — I meant
to ask you in if only to warm your feet, but
had much on my mind. Come back for
coffee.

tfl«- 12

Homosexual thoughts ft feelings
bothering you. or would like information?
Call 5*6 2811. ask for Paul after 6:30.

tflO-15

Hey you! Number 2 really does try
harder.

tf 10/12

Men! Women! Jobs on ships! No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide Travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for in-

formation Seafax. Dept. .M-17, P.O.
Box 2019, Port Angeles. Washington
»n:t62.

tfl0-17

« harlie — does your 20th birthday mean
\oi. « an'l hide in cubicles anymore? Have
a happv one. l.ove. Maria and Sue.

10-12

Mary Kllen — happy Mb. You're not
get tint! older, you're getting better. Make
it a great life. I know you will. M

10-12

Chico — You'll always be a teen-angel no
matter how old you get. Kven 20 candles
make a lovely light. Happy Birthday

!

l-nve. Bettv l,nu.

10-12

SERVICES
Guaranteed rebuilt Yolkswagen engines.

G & K. VW Rebuilding Shop. I -232-705 1.

tflO-26

Wrologer does birth charts < horoscope I

with complete accuracy, interpretation &
counseling. Call Jeffrey, 253-53X6. keep
trying.

tflO-19

Any and all types of sewing done, (all
Leah at 665-3139.

tf 10-12

Needed — lead guitar and drummer,
must have instrument and trans. Paid
rehearsal time. Call Mike between :t and 5.

527-0X30.

tf 10-12

Hey Bud! Number 2 wants to make you
wiser. Watch for details.

tf 10/12

To the girl in Drake Sunday. 10-7. Call
collect 603-523-7050 about opportunity in

NIL in regards to ed position we talked
about. Kich.

tflO-lx

H your s is dead — call the Bed! NWS
Mia.

10-12

Need a typist? Term papers, theses,
dissertations, books — any kind of

typing done in my home. Experienced
typist with IBM Selectric typewriter.
Reasonable rates. Past service, tall
5X1-07 «:t.

tfl0-12

We buy good conditioned used records
for The Record.M 1111 in Paces or Karth.

tflO-12

Own room in Conway with hip family for

babysitting and house cleaning. 369-4020.

tf 10-12

Home wanted for kitten, preferably off

campus. 516-700X.

tflO-12

MlH people, delivery people, counter
help \pply in person or call the Hungry I .

BM-OM,
tfio-i:.

Wanted — rhythm guitarist & pianist

(preferably singers). & male vocalist f«T

Vis revue. Guaranteed work. Call |M-*4Si
tfio- 7

Wanted — female pianist la play stan
dards \ sing-a-long. good pay. tall Music
Ventures. WI SWS.

UlO-17

SPKKI1 TYPIST
In W are. at ( ollegian printer.

n : :M! p.m .-!:»"• •»

ask for < It, •! I. pile

FOR RENT

Gay Commune has farm — now
peopling, living and loving together. Box
72:1. Xmherst. Mass. 010*2.

tfll-H

ll.ipp\ .'I to a friend whose friendship
and good humor make Itim the huge one
thai he iv The llurk.

10-12

Ilappv birlhdav Kelly Koo. I:tll7 MJA —
may your 1 0th b< a happy day! Love Trix.
Slee/: lieh/o. Kenneth S.. and IMane

10-12

TMl Open House. Kri.. fK-t. 12. :•
p.m.. lis North Pleasant Street.

10-12

Sigma Alpha Mu can be proud of its

mayoral candidate Steve Krickson's
victory in the Town of (Gardner's primary.
Good Luck — LAM tn.y>

Deadly Nightshade! Hear them, dance
lo them at the gay dance (his Saturday.
Oct. 13 from H to midnight at Worcester
Dining Commons.

10-12

Linda — happv birthday ! ! Hope you are
having a great time in Oregon!! Jackee.

10-12

Dave — a frog I may be. bill don't let

that loot >a If you give me a chance, a
surprise will await ya. Smooch.

10-12

RIDE WANTED

Couples' Workshop — building trust
A intimacy, communicating clearlv.

Couples' W orkshop — building trust

& intimacy

.

communica(ing clearly.

meditation. massage. maintaining
indiv iduality resolving conflict. Tues.

nights. Oc(. 1M-Dec. II. Pree. Contact
David Vndes, Student Development
Office. Mlitlll or horn p hflMM by

(tc( 17.

tflll-l".

Teachers needed overseas. All

subjects, all levels, travel paid. No
language requirement, not restricted

to Kd. Majors. Inlormation on where

lo apply in ov er 10 countries Send $2 to

Overseas Teaching. P.O. Box IM-V,
Centralia. Wa. MUt.

lflO-17

1 bedroom house within 7 mi. Need oc-
cupancy soon. Call Skibiski. Realtors.
Northampton. Ml lift

(f 10-12

Morses boarded. Ill minutes to campus.
Bov stalls, field jumping, excellent trails.

83-7373,

. tfl((-27

Wanted Person In help clean fraternity
kitchen al meal times in exchange for Kree
hoard.

HELP WANTED

Ride wanted to Phila. on Oct 10. (all

ttMMt. will share expenses. tflO-IK

Need ride Irom Belchertown for X a.m..
back al I p.m. (Juahhin apis, area Willing
to pay. Call Joanne al I2:tl.»2l. keep
trying.

Ifl0-I7

ROOMMATE WANTEO
\ couple ol people wanled to share house

'i miles from LMass — going for IBM a

month plus utilities. If interested call ."ill>

1121 1. avail, immed.
If 10 I

J

Graduate student wanted lo share house
in Itelcherlown :t bedrooms, partly fur-
nished (all Tom after .» at :I2:I-7(W2.

10-12

Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity
kitchen at meal times in exchange for Pree
hoard. MMM ask for Rick or Olie.

til

Garage aaajep. central Amhersl. Safe
and inexpensive. D II Jones ..W-:i700.

tf HI/IK

Motorhome for rent by the week or day.
completely self-contained, sleeps eight.

Call 772-o:tx:t.

tf 10-15

!1 girls need 2 kilchenboys lo work one
hr lunch shift & one hi supper shift. 2
meals given free Applicants call MMttl
evenings

tfl0- 16

Rooms — Only a few left. Close. KM N
Pleasant, tree parking, tel. HMM, or

drop by. ask for Duncan. By day. week,

month.
tflO/IS

I bedroom house for rent, located in

Wendell. $.175 per month, (all 1-617-514-

1520

tflO-17
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Daily Collegian Letters To The Sports Editor

SPORTS

Poor Helmets
To the Sports Kditor:

Being a keen observer of the University of

Massachusetts football team it has come to my at-

tention that the season thus far has not been entirely
successful. The reason for the partial success is

obvious . They 've changed the designs on the helmets

!

Poor blocking, a porous secondary, and the lack of a
running game can be overcome but, not a rotten
helmet design. The old superimposed U and M was
impressive and what's more, readable. This new
design looks like it was painted on by a chicken with
dirty feet. So, lets take another shot at the Board-
walk Bowl and repaint the helmet.
Dear Peter,

You've made a very valid point and I'm sure Coach
MacPherson is looking into that "jinx" possibility at
this very moment. In fact, the athletic department
(seriously) is looking to change the design. It would
look just like the Minuteman logo in the Collegian
Sportshead.

You Got It

Hey DeCosta!
You got it, babe. You must be a New Yorker, if not,

you must have picked up the feelin
f
somewhere, but

you got it.

THE MKTS WILL WIN!!! They simply cant lose,

and some foreigners still don't realize it yet.

Nick Minoih

Summer Home: Shea Stadium

Winter Retreat: Kennedy Lower

(iee, my first fan letter. I'm not from N.Y.. thank

(.od. I'm not even a Mets fan. But \ou're right, they

got it. I don't. And I only hope it isn't contagious.

DeCosta

Discrimination

To the Sports Kditor:

While others may view the new woman's varsity

volleyball team with pride, interest, or indifference, I

view it with anger. It infuriates me to see the women
handed a well funded, coached, varsity team when
after three years of trying the men's volleyball club

has been unable to gain financial support or varsity

status. What is wrong with the Boyden brass? They
start a new varsity and budget it over $2000 but refuse

to recognize or give financial aid to a three year old

team, playing in a varsity collegiate league, ranked
third in New England, and which placed two men on
the first team all New England squad.

Raymond Richard

Netwomen Rack
WSC, 3-2

By NANCY M. THOMPSON
The UMass Women's Tennis

team was not out in full force
yesterday in Westfield but they
still showed good form in defeating
Westfield State College 3-2. Only
three singles matches and two
doubles matches were played,
UMass winning once in singles and
twice in the doubles play.

Donna Siscavage, taking Ann
Foley's coveted number one
singles spot, handled her opponent
well though she was defeated by a
determined Wendy Rudman of

Westfield. Ms. Siscavage did not
give in easily as she played well at

the net but was in contention with
the side lines a good deal of the
afternoon. In a little more than two
hours of solid tennis play Westfield
took the match in a close 5-7 first

set and even tighter, nerve-racking
tie-breaker second set.

Taking the number two position
foi Umass yesterday was Donna
Greene, returning to the courts
after being sidelined throughout
the beginning of the season with
tendonitis. Ms. Greene found the
only singles victory for UMass and
that was a fast and tidy 6-0, 6-1 over
Westfield's Sue Sanders Caron
Tsapatsaris moved into the third

singles place against WSC's Anice
Cutillo. Ms. Tsapatsaris lost the
first set, a close 5-7 only to come
back for the second in a hard-
played 6-4 set. The third set was a
persuasive 0-6 going to WSC,
turning the decision in Westfield's
favor.

Coach Sally Ogilvie had nothing

but praise for her doubles teams
who seem to be doing exceptionally
well so far this year. Both the first

and second doubles teams used the

right tactics and looked their way
to a successful 6-1, 6-2 against
WSC's Canedi and Pleasant.

Notices
INTRAMURALS • All men's and
women's I-M 10 pin team bowling
entries are due on Monday, Oct. 15

at 5 p.m. All volleyball men's and
women's and co-rec are due on
Thursday Oct. 18 by 5 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL - There will be try-

outs for all candidates for the

Men's Power Volleyball Club on
Monday. Oct. 15 and Wednesday,
Oct. 17 from 6-8 p.m. in the WOPE
gymnasium

«W jishc

that orren* so nw-H n»nr thanjvst

• Records

• 8-Track Stsreos

10 -5:30 Daily
10 -9 Thursday

We have a selection of pipes, papers, handcrafted silver &
turquoise jewelry, and leather goods, guitars, guitar accessories.

146 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON

Th
un-domnitories.

( .reat oft-campus living—indoorsandout—at eitherof two mod-
••rn .apartment complexes, only minutes aw.iv by car or bikeirom
Amherst College,downtownAmherstor UMa<-s. Now accepting
duplications for September.

Brittany Manor Mount Sugarloaf
AMHERST SUNDERLAND
•courtesy bus to Unites* •2-bedrmapts.
and town • heat & air conditioning

•1,£3bedrmapts. • roomy closets, st< »rage

• heat& 7k conditioning • walko-watl carpeting

• watt-to-wall carpeting • master I V antenna

• applianced kitchens • modern kru+H-n*.

• masterTV antenna • m "it-cleaning ovens
• laundry facilities • electric ranges

• parking, cars & bikes • M.iinlosWeel sinks

• 1 swimming pools with • dbhwashers/idisDosak
sundecks • 2-donr refrigerators

•2 pro tennis courts • laundry faaJities

•lawns for Softball, • swimming pool
football,, bad nilHon

RENT: FROM SIM RKNT: S3M/MONTH
(ALL II3-2SS-8S34 t utilities included!

DirectiMM: Direct!***: East Dudly Rd.

L
on Route 47.

oppos. (.rim Mill oil Rle. lit

£01 NOXTMfUMNrr STUIXT

AMMfcRST , AV*36ACHU4*TTS

OPENlHURUFRI til9

•1 OFF £> SPORTWEAR BOUTIQUE ^
Located On Milt

North of UMass.

behind North Amherst

Post Office

NUTS - Oily $7.00!

Plaids, Cheeks, Solids

in Knits, Wool, Corduroy,

Cotton, Polyester

LOW PRICES
M OFF

M OFF

SWEATERS only $5.90

- values to $12

Men's Western Flare JEMS
- an $11 Valne
only $0 - $7.90 "

From India —
comfortable aad casual

20% 50% off

Suggested Retail Price,

52: *1 OFF
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Booters Meet
By STEVE DECOSTA

"We need a win to keep us in the

conference race." - Al Rufe
With that thought in mind, the

UMass soccer team travels to the

Hub tomorrow to take on Boston

University for their second game
against a YanCon foe.

The Minutemen have only one
conference match under their

belts, a 1-0 loss to Maine.

With only five conference games
to play, Rufe said, "We can't really

afford another loss. The worst we
could probably do and still win the

conference is 4-1-1."

"The team we have to catch is

Connecticut", Rufe remarked. The
Huskies are 3-0 so far, having
beaten UNH, a team which was
originally considered to be a strong

contender. "UConn is the team to

beat, but we have a lot of games to

win before we play them."
Tomorrow would be a good place

to start. BU has a 1-2-1 conference
mark, with a win over Vermont,
losses to UConn and UNH, and a tie

with Maine to its credit.

Tomorrow's game will be played

on BU's astroturf, which could

spell trouble for the Minutemen.
The booters have yet to play on an
artificial field and could have
problems with the high bounces
and skimming rollers which are so

common on that type of playing

surface.

The booters will change their

plan of attackfor tomorrow's game

in an effort to add more scoring
punch to their offense. The
Minuemen will go back to their 3-3-

4 attack after expe^imenti•..,
. with a

4-2-4 in their last two games. This
will hopefully free the two back
halfbacks, Mark Tyma and Jim
Vollinger, for more offense.

In another effort to increase
scoring output. Bill Belcher will

start on attack in place of Ken
Banda. His linemates will be
leading scorer Tom Coburn and
either Charlie Palano or Brian
McKenney.
Rufe will start the same

defensive squad which he said
played "an excellent game against
WP1." Starting at fullback will be
the regulars, Curt Syer, Gary
McKenna, Bob Merrill, and Dan
Oullette. The goalie will again be
Carl Vercollone.

KICKING IT AROUND - The
Minutemen have scored six goals
this season and five of those belong
to Tom Coburn. The only other
scorer for UMass is Charlie Palano
with one tally.

Coburn, with his five scores, is

tied the YanCon lead in goals
scored with Bob Black of New
Hampshire but Black and the
Wildcats have played one extra
game.
UMass goalie Carl Vercollone

has given up 1.7 goals per game
while averaging twelve saves in

each contest.

Crew Opens Sunday
By MARK DLUGOSZ

The men's crew team swings into action this Sunday at the Fall

Festival Regatta in Lowell, Mass. Coach Mike Vespoli will enter his eight

man boat along with several four and two man boats, in the 2000 meter
regatta. The crew has been hard into their practice and training for

several weeks now in preparation for this meet.

The autumn is pretty much the training and evaluating period for the

crew team, but Coach Vespoli feels that winning in the autumn meets
would not hurt in preparing for the spring meets. The autumn training,

along with the winter workouts on the ergometer (rowing machine) and
weights, explain why the UMass Crew Club has fared so well.

The reigning Dad Vail Champs from UMass have four oarsmen
returning from last year's champion boat. They are: Rich Clair, Paul
Gowen, Bill Fitzpatrick and Captain Peter Berg. Last year's coxswain,
Roger Bornsall, is also returning and is only a sophomore. Coach Vespoli

feels his crew has "excellent chances" of defending the Dad Vail crown,
"considering the four spots vacated by graduation are filled adequately."
The crew team is scheduled for the Head-of-the-Charles Regatta on

Oct. 21 in Boston, and a tri-meet with Yale and Dartmouth here on the

Connecticut River on Oct. 28. On Nov. 4 the crew team will have its annual
Hadley-Henley match, which is an interclub meet involving the women's
and m^n's teams in coed boats.

Many people do not realize that the crew team is not considered a

varsity sport, which means it is not funded as a varsity sport would be.

The funds the crew team does get is spent on better equipment by the

crew. This helps during the races but means the team has to get its own
transportation to get to meets. It is unusual to find people as dedicated to

the true spirit of sports, without all the fringe benefits such as publicity

and cheering crowds given to the varsity sports. Depite all these short-

comings, the crew members will continue to enjoy the thrill of rowing and

winning.

DUNHAM'S

"WAFFLE STOMPERSn

For either sex

Suede or Leather

M

SHOE
STOREEWLLfci

8 Main St.. Amherst

Golfers Bid For Title
KvKKilSEMEKI

The UMass Golf team emerged from the Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Association's Regional Tour-
nament as the best in New England.

Tomorrow they travel down the pike to Pleasant
Valley Country Club in Sutton for the ECAC Fall

Championship hoping to extend their championship
domain.

The Minutemen along with second place finisher

UConn. will compete in team play against the winner
and runnerup from qualifying playoffs in Annapolis.
Md.. Bethpage, L.I., and Syracuse. NY. for the
championship of the East.

Central Connecticut and Harvard who tied for

third in the Regionals will also represent New
England due to a special ruling when host school
UMass qualified.

Pleasant Valley is a regular stop on the PGA
circuit and in recent years has hosted the Avco Golf
Classic. It's a hilly course of almost 7000 yards that

demands precision iron play and finesse around its

sprawling greens. Some of the greens are the size of
Alumni Field and it is not uncommon to see a player
use a wedge to get closer to the hole.

Coach Fan Gaudette feels that the large greens of
Hickory Ridge Country Club, the Minutemen's home
course, are good preparation for Pleasant Valley.

The main difference will be that P.V.'s greens are flat

while Hickory Ridges are undulating.

Dave Kern and Joe Artman qualified to represent
UMass for the medalist honors. Kern was co-medalist
in the Regionals with a 76. Artman, who should wear
a miner's helmet, had a 77, finishing in the dark.

This is the first time UMass has qualified for the
Eastern Championship and Gaudette is optimistic

about their chances. "One reason," he explains, "is

all of our players are familiar with Pleasant Valley.

M;,n I'hi.tn Jim- Mar1ia»'

Coach Kan (auoVUc: confident.

We won the Yankee Conference title there last year
and the whole team is back. We really like to win it

the first time we ever qualified."

At press time the identity of the qualifiers from
Annapolis. Bethpage, and Syracuse were not known

Harriers Host UConn
By SCOTT HAYES

The Umass Cross Country team
opens defense of its Yankee
Conference title tomorrow when
the runners host an improved
Connecticut team.
Holder of the past three YanCon

championships, the UMass squad
is "ready to go." The team has had
six days to recover from the

toughest week of this year's
schedule, having faced highly
touted Providence, Northeastern
and Harvard within five days.

After five meets the harriers

stand at 3-2 and the two losses were
close contests, 30-27 to Harvard
and 30-25 to Northeastern. The
team has to be a little disap-

pointed, but the two losses could
have gone either way. The only
thing that kept UMass from
compiling a perfect 5-0 record was
the inability of the top five runners
to put it all together on the same
day. Against Harvard, Gillin and
Thomas ran well, but Maguire and
Segersten had an off day. The
same happened in New York
against Northeastern, when
Thomas and Maguire ran a good
race, but Gillin ran relatively

slower, possibly because of his

outstanding performance against

Harvard.
Coach Ken O'Brien explained

that the runners had some trouble
recovering from the Harvard meet
and getting ready for Northeastern
in three days. The mentor also said
that the team has "looked good in

workouts." O'Brien is hoping that
the top five runners will run as a
team, and stated that now the
runners should start to show
consistency, having three meets
behind them.
UConn is basically a four man

team. Freshman Bruce Clark
paces the improved Huskies. Clark
was the New England high school
Cross Country and two mile
champion. He was sought by many
colleges and is presently close to

the UConn course record.

The second man on the UConn
squad is veteran Peter Bartolotti.

Bartolotti is a senior who has been
a steady runner in the past and
UConn's number one or two runner
for the last few seasons.

The third and fourth runners,
Mike McKusker and Bill Cantin
have been hot and cold. Cantin was
UConn's number one runner last

year, and the Yankee Conference
Cross Country champion. Cantin
also captured the indoor mile and

1
two-mile titles as well as the

outdoor mile title. Fred Brough, a

consistent performer, is the fifth

man for Connecticut

Tomorrow's meet should be the
upswing of the season for UMass.
when the harriers start to put it all

together and prepare for another
shot at Harvard and Northeastern
in the New England cham-
pionships.

CROSS COUNTRY CORNER -
Paul Doiron has been by far the top

freshmen runner so far this season.

Doiron was in a seven way tie for

first in the JV meet against BC.
placed 23 in the varsity meet
against Harvard and finished only

seven seconds behind Paul
Segersten, UMass' fourth man, to

capture 14 in the Northeastern

meet.
Other top freshmen performers

have been Chris Farmer and
Mickey Hawkes. Farmer finished

26 and 18 against Harvard and NU
while Hawkes placed 25 and 25

respectively. Both Farmer and
Hawkes were involved in the seven
way tie for the first in the JV meet
at BC.

STEAK OUT
ROUTE 9 and UNIVERSITY DRIVE

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS

Proudly Presents
T. V. and Recording Star

BONNIE
FLOYD

and his revue,

featuring

GOLDIE LEWIS

Tuesday through Saturday

Coming Attractions:
pEJttIrS CHIFFONS
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UMass Favored Vs. BU
By BILL BALLOU

Match up a football team that's

just come off its biggest win of the

year with one that's noted for a

confused, dying program and has
scored just one touchdown all

season and it would appear the 1972

presidential election was about to

be rerun.

But don't be surprised if the BU
game tomorrow in Boston is a close

one.

The Terriers, under new coach
Paul Kemp, are a strong, en-

thusiastic, and defensive club who
lie to "bump and run" on their pass

coverage.

UMass coach Dick MacPherson
notes that there are quite a few

good athletes on that BU defense.

Middle linebacker Gary Dziama. a

junior leads the Terrier "D" with

help from cornerback Greg
Pemberton.

Offensively, the outlook isn't so

good. The Terrier offense has just

that one touchdown, even though in

halfback Tom Floyd they've got a
top-notch runner.

"They move the ball real well,"
says MacPherson, "that isn't their

problem. It's that they can't put it

over. They get going and then
decide to get fancy and put the ball

in the air and that does it."

The BU air attack has, to this

point in the season, been non-
existent. Nevertheless, Mac-
Pherson 's worried.

"We went down to Rutgers last

week," he said, "and they were
supposed to have no passing game.
But by the end of the day - they
had one."

Much of the burden of UMass'
success tomorrow may rest with
its newly-found running game.
Vastly improved against Rutgers,
it hasn't satisfied MacPherson yet.

"It's got to get better" he says, a
comment which is becoming a
weekly tradition.

Inside Sports

•Soccer Preview

•Golfers Shoot For ECAC Title

•Champ Crew Team Opens Season

•Cross-Country Preview

•Letters To The Sports Editor

"You don't win without running.

It's just something you've got to

have."
The Minutemen are still hurting

in the defensive backfield, with

Paul Hansen still questionable for

tomorrow's game. It appears
though, that he will play. He and
Bob Levine both took shots against

Rutgers and were in Wonderland
for part of Satuday.

In the two years MacPherson 's

coached at UMass, Boston
University games have been high-

scoring affairs. In 1971 BU won at

Nickerson Field 47-21 while Umass
took it at home last year by 44-15.

The big thing with the Terriers

this year is a supposedly new at-

titude and "new enthusiasm''
instilled by head coach Kemp
"Hitting is the name of the game"
Kemp says, and he's practiced his

squad hard to get them in shape for

his type of game.
BU stands at 2-2 for the season

after a 2-8 year in 1972. Game time

at Bo's Nickerson Field is 1:30

p.m.

WMUV
Sunday night, the WUMV-TV will

broadcast a special double feature.

Starting at 7:45, there will be a

complete broadcast of the UMass
Rugby A team vs. the Holy Cross A
squad.

Coach "Doc" Lawrence will

provide all the color, explaining

everything about the sport of

Rugby: the history, the game play,

and the UMass players.

Then at 9:15, the BU-UMass
football game will be shown in its

entirety with Marty Kelley doing

the play by play and Earle Barroll

providing the color.

By KHK PKKW1TT
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND (AP)-Jim "Catfish

Hunter. Oakland s top money
pitcher, gave the As another shot

Thursday at baseball's biggest

prize.

His five-hitter beat the

Baltimore Orioles 3-0 in the

deciding fifth game of the

American League playoffs and set

up the World Series opener here
Saturday between the As and the

New York Mets.

"Charlie Finley. our owner, has
told us that if we win the World
Series again, those rings he gave
us last year are going to look like

babies compared to this year's."

said the righthander who beat the

Cincinnati Reds twice in the 1972

Series.

Finley, who presented World
Series rings this spring with an
estimated value of $1,400 each,

said, "I know damn well we're

going to win again."

Hunter, a 21-game winner three

seasons in a row, struck out only

one batter Thursday, but the

Orioles' hitters pulled just a

handful of pitches and popped up

more than half a dozen.

"I'm a control pitcher, and I

was making them hit my pitches.

That's why they were popping up."

said the hurler after his second
victory of the playoffs.

If the A's repeat as World
Champions, they'll be the first

team to do so since the New York
Yankees of 1961-2.

"I'm aware of that, and I was
aware that Baltimore had never
lost a playoff game, too," said

Hunter after his shutout.

The Orioles, who were after a

fourth league title in five years,

swept their opponents in the
playoffs from 1969 through 1971.

Williams made it clear that As
wouldn't go into the World Scries

overconfident against the Mets.

who finished barely over 500 in the

regular season in winning the

National League's Fast Division.

They won a five-team dogfight for

the title.

"Some people said none of those

teams were good ones. I disagree. I

think they were all good clubs and

just knocked each other off all

season."

Hunter's pitching gave Oakland

its second straight five game AL
playoff triumph. The As went the

distance last year against the

Detroit Tigers.

Satly (Enlbgtan

SPORTS

WMUA
The UMass football team may

not have such an easy time of

things, as they kickoff against the

BU Terriers Saturday afternoon.

WMUA will be there. Air time is

1 : 20 with Don Gorsky and Russ
Small calling all the action.

Steve Crowe

Violence Is In

After watching that circus of a playoff series between the N.Y. Mets

fans and the Cincinnati Reds, I've come to the realization that the most

appealing think about American sports is violence.

You've heard all those corny old cliches about sport : "the pride," "the

competitive spirit," "the agony of defeat," "the thrill of victory"...But

none ot them are as important to sport as "tne cry of violence!

"

You go to a football game to see some good hard hitting. That's what

you expect at a football game because it is the most important part of the

game.
Boxing is another contact sport which relies on hitting. Think about it,

though. What point is brought up most in a conversation about the Ali-

Frazier fight? Is it the fact that Frazier decisioned Ali, or is it more
important to sports fans and Ali puffed up Frazier' s face?

But those other sports, the so-called non-contact sports, are designed to

substitute this hitting aspect with finesse.

Basketball players are not allowed to "touch" each other or a foul is

called. Hockey players can't whack each other with their sticks or else

they get kicked out of the game.
This is the basic rule of the non-contact sports: you hurt someone and

you are punished.

But, it is when this rule is broken that the sport becomes most exciting.

A basketball player who is hacked while driving in for a break-away
layup; a hockey player knocked unconscious after a hard check; a race

car driver who flips his car over...This is what thrills the fans.

They sit anxiously at the edge of their seats, waiting for the athlete to

show some sign of life. Don't get me wrong. I'm not saying that fans want
to see the athlete get killed. . just beat up a little.

Violence-Why isn't soccer popular in this country? Is it that no one

understands it? Or that the scoring is too low? These are poor arguments
because, in alot of ways, soccer is very similar to hockey.

You know how you could make soccer a popular sport in America?
Put a wall around the field.

Then players could check each other into the boards and more fighting

would break out in the heat of the battle. Do that and watch the fans start

coming out to the soccer stadium!

And now violence has found it's way into that classic AU-American
sport-baseball. Which is a good thing-don' t get me wrong. Baseball was
such a boring game and a few fights and rhubarbs is just what the sport

violently needed.

In the Mets-Reds playoffs, it was the violence that turned the series

around. Without the fight between Pete Rose and Bud Harrelson there

probably wouldn't have been a rumble in that third game of the series.

And without that rumble, there wouldn't have been all that fan in-

volvement.

The fans really got into the spirit of things when they pelted Pete Rose
with a whiskey bottle in left field. Then there was the fan who got punched

in the face when he tried to steal a hat from the Cincinnati dugout and
finally, the fan who got whacked across the shoulder when he abused a

Cincinnati batter.

There are ads on TV. telling everyone to "come out to the ballpark
"

"Being there is half the fun."

That's for sure. Just ask the N.Y. Mets fans.
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Nick Apostolas The Teenase Trustee
by Barbara Voorhees
The Student-* Government

Association is full of sjh

Every UMie knows that Regardless
of whether you're a brr ht, shiny, new
freshman or a season* UMie who's
never met a studeM senator ^etfea
representative, dorfi knew Who yours
are from a hole in«pe well and don't
want to, never votSC* i*V a school
election and n€jH^,;#|li, never
read anything by or about
the Student fernmej
Association ( SGA>?i«ui nl even
wondered what goe&f*HMNjs offices,

you know, I mean yottJlpt.KlOWthat
the SGA is full of sWt.

Last May, amidst all of the butlshit

that really does go on in the SGA of-

fices; that ridiculous, worthless
arguing, the politicking/ the flak giving
and the flak catching, the haughtiness,
the lies and tho insults, Nick Apostola,
who would graduate from UMass that

same month with a BDIC in Balkan
Studies, was elected SGA president.
The Balkan Boy made good.
He won an election that probably, if

for no other reason than its sen
sationalism, will go down in SGA
history.

One of Nick's opponents was none
other than Henry Ragin, who- planned
to abolish all student government as
soon as he was elected and turn the
offices into an opium ''en, and who
showed up at the election that night

along with Student Senator Peter
Lewicke and another friend, straight
from the Bluewall after a few straight
drinks of whiskey, to produce some
sensational SGA theatrics.

"I think Henry is far out. If I hadn't
been running I would have voted for

him," Nick Apostola tells you.
But the straights and semi-straights

of UMass student politics who didn't

seem to care too much for Ragin's
brand of politics won out and with 51

out of 96 votes Nick Apostola was
elected president of an organization"
composed of 123 student senators,
including officers, and area
representatives, which has a yearly
budget of $863,260 in student taxes to
fool around with. Your money)
And somehow, maybe It was a slip or

something, but I think maybe the
UMass student politicians elected
someone who just might do a good job.

Nick Apostola shows up at his office

on the second floor of the Student Union
every school day somewhere around 9
a.m. looking pretty tired and out of It.

Except to go to meetings or to eat Nick
probably won't leave again until
midnight.
He works a few hours on weekends

too and all told it adds up to about an 80
hour work week. He is paid roughly $40
a week during the school year and
twice as much during the summer
months.

"I have high burn out tolerance,"
Nick tells you. He and the other SGA
big wigs who hang around his office
define burn out as working 80 hours a
week for a long time and then sitting

back, looking at what you've done and
deciding rHtfmply Is just not worth it.

Nick lives on campus In GreenougH
but is there so infrequently that he says
the people who I ive there don't think he
lives there.

He didn't buy a dining commons'
ticket so for meet meals, when he's not
eatifig out with the President or
Chancellor of the University or the
Board of Trustees, it's down to the
Hatch.

"The Hatch is where it's at, it's the
pulse of the University. And that juke
box. That juke box makes the place,"
Nick tells you.
So that he will be legally enrolled in

the University, one of the prerequisites
for being SGA President, he takes one
University course.
When he was an undergrad, he

decided to study the government,
language and history of the Balkans as
a special major because of his

background.
He is Rumanian. Both his father, who

manages a coat factory in Southbridge,
and his mother who keeps the books for
the factory, are of Rumanian descent.
His grandparents came to this country
from Albania.

"Dracula was Rumanian," he tells

you.

When his term as SGA President
ends Nick wants to travel to Rumania
to*study theology and become a priest
in the Eastern Orthodox Church.
How did a guy interested in religion

and the priesthood get involved in

politics?

"The Devil made me do it," says
Nick. Well, he thinks religion and
politics have a lot in common. " In both
cases we're trying to save people's
souls," he says with a grin.

Besides going to Rumania Nick says
he'd like to write a book about his

experiences as SGA President.
"Something on the line of 'I Was A

Teenage Trustee'. I want to write the
book cause I want to make big bucks,"
Nick tells you.

When he has that little bit of spare
time that goes along with his job, Nick
likes to do nothing. "Something mind-
less like going to ihe movies or watch-
ing TV. With my girlfriend."
He doesn't like to party or go

drinking. Booze makes him sick. And
he says he rarely smokes dope. To this

the* big wigs in his office laugh and ask,
"What about last night? And last

Thursday? And last Wednesday?"
Shades of Henry Ragin's opium den.
Nick also likes to spend time eating.

Besides fancy pants lunches with big
wigs in the administration which cuts
his food spending in half, Nick loves

going home because (how corny) his
mother cooks aiot of Rumanian dishes
for him.

Nick afHi his friends painted his of-

fice, it is furnished with desks that
were given to him by the University
and a few couches and chairs con-
fiscated from the Student Union
lounge.

Buttons hanging on the curtains
proclaim, "Structure Freedom" and
"End Institutional Racism."
A wooden toy called "Peter, the

Pawn" hangs from the curtain rod.
When you pu\\ the attached string it

jumps.
People are in and out of the office and

on the phone all day long to talk to Nick
Apostola, SGA President. There's a lot

of bullshit, alot of flak and a lot of

criticizing. Not a hell of a lot of praise.
A good part of his day is taken up by

the shit work; typing, xeroxing, writing
memos and reading memos besides
answering the phone and talking to
visitors.

There's a lot of waiting. He walks
around his office taking his watch off,

putting it back on, over and over again,
watering his small rubber plant,
waiting for a phone call, waiting for

someone who was supposed to show up
an hour ago.

"It's boring but I suppose I enjoy it

because I do it," Nick tells you.
And there's a hell of a lot of flak to

catch. From administration types,
faculty types, plain old students and his
fellow politicians. At a meeting of the
President's Council, one of the many
councils and committees which Nick
oversees, an area representative calls

him a meathead and an incompetent.
No one can agree on anything.

Everyone's got to open their big
mouths and have their say.

And Nick must attend the every other
week meeting of the faculty senate to

advise them on student oriented issues.

He also meets with Whitmore type
big administrators on occasion.
And there is the weekly Senate

meeting and meetings with area
representatives.

And because he is SGA President he
is also a member of the UMass Board
of Trustees.

"The trustees think the way I look

and dress is cute. In fact they think

student trustees in general are cute,"
Nick says.

He agrees that all around him there
are a number of people who he deals
with who are full of shit. And also a
number of people who are busting ass
to make this University a better place.

And you ask Nick Apostola what in

hell he is doing or trying to do as
President of SGA.
"A great deal of decision making

goes on in Whitmore. It is done out of

the reach of the faculty, the staff, and
the students. We have little to say about

the nature of these decisions."
"We have to get the decision making

out of Whitmore. Not necessarily over
to the Student Union but to the areas
and dormitories where it belongs."

"Alienation in America has a lot to do
with people being divorced from
decisions that effect their lives."

"We've got to bring the system down
to a level where people can deal with
it."

But just what does that mean?
"i don't know. Ifs just a concept.

I don't know how we can do it. I

just don't know."
"We're entering a new stage of

apathy I think. People seem real

ly tired. They have an 'I don't
give a fuck' attitude. It's not like

the 50's which was a very naive
time. Nobody realized the injustices
that were going on then. Now they
do but they refuse to deal with
them."

"I don't know how to get things
together. Somehow I don't think you do
it organizationally. We really need a
revolution every two years or so."

"I'm really powerless. Like Nixon.
He's supposedly the most powerful
man in the world but he really can't do
anything."

I guess I have power in little ways. I

have a negative kind of power. I could
fuck up this place really easy if I

wanted to."
"

I don't think anyone here really has
any power. A lot of people together
might have power but not just one."
"I'm in a compromised position, all

of the time. I live contradictions."

"When I'm feeling out of it I go down
to the Hatch. You're always brought
back to reality in the Hatch."
Down at the Hatch, Nick eats lunch

with Larry Ladd, former SGA
President.

They talk about the hassles and the
UMass political bullshit which Ladd is

quite familiar with and which Nick is

becoming ever more familiar with.

The one main problem which both of

them cite is that of the length of term of

office. With only one year to build

relationships with the other people of

power at this University it is generally
a losing game. As soon as you work
your way up to a position in which
people know you and trust you it is time
to leave and time for a new peson to
take over.

After a quick lunch its time to go
back to that office again. Up the back
stairs of the Student Union which Nick
is beginning to know all so well.

In the office it's time for some small
talk with another SGA big wig. "Hi big
pig." "Hi, little pig."

And then its back to the business of

being SGA President.

Nick sits down and puts his arms on
the back of his couch and smiles and
says, "Well, I'm important."

STUK I'HOTO — ALAN CHAPMAN

Insidei
Etchings

Do I wanna go see Phil

Curry's what? Oh, you
mean he really does
have 'em? Well what
do they look like? I

guess I'll just have to
read about them on
Page 3

The Handicrafter
In our age of progess,
UMies find that the

best way forward is

actually a step back-
ward. How do I make a

wooden trammel
anyway? Ed Cohen
tells on Page 7

Baseball (G)Love
Story

PR's reviewer Mike
Wallace should have

brought a hanky along

when he saw Bang the

Drum Slowly. Ob
viously the loser loses

more than he

bargained for. (G)

love means never

having to say your

sorry? See Page 13.
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Syrup On An Awful Waffle
by "Carol MacBaren"
The trapezoidal elegance of the

Campus Center has been with us for

three years now, yet it is still the object
of cruel generalizations and unusually
insipid jokes. Most awful waffle
remarks stem from the coldness of the

concrete, the innuendo of inhuman
environment, or alleged ugliness.
Because the Campus Center is a

physical object, it is far less difficult to

unmask this three fold shibboleth than
to explain away the doctrine of, say,

predestination.

Upon closer examination, then, we
find that Marcel Breuer did not

necessarily use concrete for the
Murray D. Lincoln. The exterior begins
at the ground with layer upon layer of

granite steps which led to a blue
fieldstone terrace. Distributed about
this pedestal are various outcroppings
of concrete which turn out to be such
prosaic things as exhaust funnels and
exit doors disguised as trapezoidal

solids. Towering above all this is the

Monolith of the Campus Center built of

cast concrete, and studded with
recesses of varying size and depth.

Most of these are formed by the precast
window frames, which contain in their

ridges the pipes and heating elements,
which are thus removed from the in-

terior.

Inside is a far richer variety of

materials. In fact, there are no con-

crete floors. The most-used areas are
paved in the same blue fieldstone used
on the terrace, and the Auditorium has
a fine teakwood floor. The rest of the

public rooms are furnished with car-

pets in a wide variety of colors and
textures. The walls are not necessarily
concrete either. The elevator bays are
tiled in black slate, thick cork panels
are used in the meeting rooms, and
some of the rest are either plaster or

woven matting. Most of the open areas
have concrete walls, but bush-
hammered for a warmer, less angular
texture. The furnishings show a wide
variety, ranging from stackable chairs
to massive wooden sofas of the con-

course levels. These had cushions so
comfortable, that most had vanished
within a month of the building's

opening. Some of the items chosen
were outrageously expensive. A
polished granite meeting table was
dismantled because it did not get
enough use, but it has since found its

way to the kitchen as a pizza slab.

Though expensive, most of the fur-

nishings seem relatively durable, and
reflect the taste of the architect for

robustness and permanence.
The feeling of permanence is

somewhat of an illusion, and even had
the building's administration fooled for

a while. A truly inhuman building

would be so constructed that changes of

use would be impossible or in-

I'll have my
social security number

engraved on my bicycle.

In the event
that my bicycle is

lost, or stolen,

it will be found, and referred
back

to me. Me, its owner.

The most important thing

about that particular bicycle
is that,

It Belongs To Me.
I own it.

Nobody else has the right to use it.

I could have my
husband's name

engraved on my driver's license. .

.

on my student i.d

on my degree..

.

on my death certificate...

In the event
that I am lost, or stolen,

I could be found, and referred
back

to him, my husband.

The most impo«rtant thing

about this particular person
would be

that she belongs to him, her husband.
He owns her.

Nobody else has the right to use her.

by Denny Matteau

"Come Up And See My Etchings"
by Phillip C. Curry
Come upstairs and see your

WHAT? . . . Believe it or not
you too can one day say this
line with a straight face. Print
collecting e.g. etchings,
lithographs, engravings and
woodcuts besides providing
you with THE most bogus
opening line are not really that
hard to understand, don't
require a Swiss bank account,
and gives you a chance to own
really beautiful works by
famous artists for a fraction of
the cost of their oil works.

. . ."Oh that old thing, that's

a rather dull etching by James

A. McNeil Whistler circa 1894
that I bought on an impulse."

Plus with the economic boom
we are currently ex-
periencing prints are
definitely a more sound in-

vestment than the dollar.

Print making is divided into
4 main category's, etchings,
lithographs, engravings, and
woodcuts, the differences
being how the reproduction is

arrived at, all deal with black
and white for interpreting their
subject matter, with the ex-
ception of lithography which
can be done in color.

convenient. The spaces of the building

were planned during the folk

generation of the early sixties when a
growing sence of concern and in-

volvement meant concern with the
turnout at Phi Zappa Krappa's fall

dance and involvement with organizing
the Homecoming Ball (which is what
the Ballroom was built to hold). By
the time the center opened, the love
generation had come and gone, and the
dawn of Mother Earth consciousness
was upon us. The new aesthetic dic-

tated a turning away from the horizons
of growth, and a new embracing of

traditions of an earlier time. The
ultramodern center was therefore
almost a relic of the past, and had to

change to accommodate the new con-
sciousness. The walls in the concourse
were decorated with a dozen murals,
and a superfluous lounge was turned
into a pinball parlor. A market was
opened to provide for the new wave of
craftsmen who needed an outlet for
their leather, candles and woodwork.
Waterbeds, books, movies, and even
cars were displayed in the new focus of
C.C. pedestrian flow. The Campus
Center was demonstrating its adap-
tability to the needs of the day. It can
hardly be labeled an inhuman building
if within three years the changes of a
decade could be comfortably made.

IMitito h> St*\r KuttKlfN

The shibboleth of ugliness is not

amenable to the same kind of contrary
evidence, since each person is his own
arbiter of aesthetic privilege. Ugliness
is commonly related to crudeness,
shoddiness, or insensitivity in treat-

ment. The physical problems of the

building stem mostly from poor
engineering or perhaps workmanship,
but certainly not from the aesthetic
planning. The Trapezoidal motif is a
surprisingly flexible one, and one that
can be used in a wide variety of ways.
Use of such an overall motif can relate
widely separated objects. The various
floor and wall coverings are set in the
end-on fashion characteristic of
Breuer, and unify another set of

varying elements. Even the treatment
of the concrete is subjected to a set of

variations which helps to provide
sensitive touches where monotony
could be a danger. It is precisely the
avoidance of the mistakes found in the
new library which makes the Campus
Center sensitive. The stairways are
made so that the tall will not bump
their heads. The concrete was treated
to get rid of "pimple popping" found in

the library, and varying furnishings
were selected to take the monotony out
of different floors.
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Lithograph by Joseph Penned — "early evening effect,"

512.00

ETCHING
Etching which is by far

the most popular type of print
to collect is generally done on a
copper plate which is heated
and has etching compound,
composed chiefly of wax,
melted upon it, this is smooth-
ed and allowed to cool leaving
a very thin varnish on the
surface of the plate. It is then
sooted or smoked by holding it

over a candle. This enables the
etcher to see his lines, which he
draws with an etching needle
that cuts through the etching
ground and exposes the copper
plate. When the etching is

finished the plate is put in a
bath of acid, hydrocloric or
nitric, the etching compound is

impervious to the acid but the
plate is not; wherever the
copper shows through is is

going to be eaten into, the
deeper the line the blacker it

will print. When the artist is

through with this "biting"
process, the etching ground is

removed and the plate is ready
for printing. This is ac-
complished by inking the plate
surface, wiping it (which
leaves only the ink in the lines

etched into the surface, then
placing a damp paper on it and
running through the press,
transferring the ink to the
paper, creating an original.

LITHOGRAPHY
Lithography is a crayon

drawing on stone. It is done in

the same way you draw on
paper with crayon. The crayon
is composed partly of a greasy
substance. The drawing is

done on high quality limestone
plates which absorb some of
the crayon mark as the
drawing is made. After
completing a drawing the
lithographer "fixes" the plate
by dipping it in a weak solution
of nitric acid, to set the
drawing so it will resist fading
during printing. A Print is

made by moistening the sur-
face with water, then rolling
the plate with a greasy ink
which will adhere only where
the lines have been drawn.
Finally the paper is placed and
pressed.

ENGRAVING
Engraving is done on a

copper plate as etching, but
engraving work is done with a
Burin, a V shaped gouge. This
method of printing is the most
tedious. A fine example of line

etching is a dollar bill. The
dollar, however, is done on
steel for durabilities sake.
Engraving was primarily used
to interpret oil works in a black
and white medium. To print,

the engraver charges the plate
with ink, wipes it leaving only
the ink in engraved areas. A
damp paper is then used and it

is run through the roller.

WOODCUTTING
Woodcutting is done, oddly

enough, on wood, with several

sharp chisel shaped in-

struments on cross sections of

close grained hard wood. You
start by drawing the work in

pencil, then cut away whatever
is not to be receiving ink which
leaves the work raised from
the surrounding surface. This
is then charged with ink and
rolled to produce the original.

( iHirlrrs of Ihtn Snow's (..illrr \mh«'rsl

Etching of Easthampton, Long Island by Ms. M. N. Moran,
worth $9.50.

Whew, now that you're a
qualified 30 second expert on
all phases of print making; it's

time to run out to your local

Rare Book and Print Shop and
spend $40 on a Huza Ruza
original and find out that it's a
factory reject from Railroad
Salvage.

Now you're probably won-
dering, how do you know • if

you're getting an original
instead of that RR Salvage
special? Do some investigating
of your own before you pur-
chase a work. Forbes Library
at Smith is one of the best in

this area for information about
prints. Our own 28 story
whatsis has a decent selection
on the subject. But you should
find a reputable dealer to buy
from. Sound out the person
about their interests in prints,

indicate that you are a novice
but be subtle. Also indicate
your budget, as it has been my
experience with print and
antique dealers in this area.

(They are a pretty good group
of people who aren't out to

screw you to the wall and are
actually hard to get to stop
once they get rambling on the
subject.) Also, you need to find

a dealer whose interests are
near yours, this is where the
person is likely to make good
purchases. Collecting prints

can be either something for

your own enjoyment or it can
be a lucrative investment.
Works by Seymour Haden,
Joseph Pennell, James A.

McNeil Whistler and others
have quadrupled in value in the
last 10 years; from a few
dollars at that time from $40 to

$150 now. Prints can be pur
chased for $8 and up. One of the
largest problems I have en-

countered is there are so many
good pieces I like, that I end up
hocking my shoes to buy them.

Usually prints you will
purchase will be matted, which
means they are in a cardboard
frame with a colored border to
minimize damage by dirty
fingers and to set them off. You
should have any works framed
as soon as possible. It not only
enhances their beauty, but it

protects your prints. I have
found that the simpler the
frame the better, otherwise it

leads your eye away from the
work.

Finally, a word of caution, as
a general rule stick to older
works (pre 1930). These have
been recognized and have
available material and are
going to increase in value more
quickly than a recent work.

"La Rue Du Fort A Nevers'
Chalandie, worth $7.50

« mini's i cil Don Suou'» (.all<T\. \mherst.

an original woodcut by F.
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APOSTOLA Cont'd
Yup folks, that was Nick Apostola on

Page l. After his craving for new blood
we are glad that he's returned to his

sweet former self.

By Popular Demand
When are we going to see more of John
Appleton, who appeared in After Dttrk,

December 1971 issue?

S.W.A.P. "Piece with Honor
ii

by B. J. Roche

Somewhere in between last period
class on Friday and that 9:05 on
Monday morning, in Southwest there
exists a social phenomena known as the
Southwest party. At these cozy little

gatherings, one has the opportunity to

run into many types of people, some
interesting, some pretty wiped out. And
somewhere amidst the roaring of some
raunchy band or recorded groanings of

Mick Jagger, there may be someone
who catches one's eye more than any of

the other participants. This could be
what is known as "the pickup",
"scoop", or any other term, depending
on the dialect of one's peers.

What I would like to discuss is not
merely the quantity of such trans
actions, but quality. In order to
regulate the high standards necessary
to insure good pickups in this area, I

would like to announce the birth of
S.W.A.P., the Southwest Association of

Pickups. For a mere five dollars per
semester, a member gets all these
benefits:

1 ) A complete rundown of each dorm
in Southwest, whether it is fairly
straight, coed, whatever. The rundown
would also include a recent history of
the dorm's parties, giving it a S.W.A.P.
rating on each party, as well as a
cumulative rating for the semester.

1) A weekly bulletin of what parties
will be held where, and when. By
Wednesday, you will be able to plan
your scene, or choose the casual route
of playing it by ear. One good way
would be to close your eyes and point to
one, and try your luck at whatever you
point at.

3) Your own S.W.A.P. button to wear
at parties, so people will know if you're

up for grabs that night. Saves a lof of

time and frustrafion. If you're ouf for a

pick up, wear it proudly.

4) A S.W.A.P. guide to the quality

pick up. This is worth the five dollar fee

in itself. Its main idea is to provide

something different in the way of

picking up. For example, such lines as,

"What's your major?", "Where are

you from?" and "Have you heard the

new Beatles' album?" are all old hat. It

suggests new, creative ones, letting the

reader use his ingenuity. Example:
"Oh yeah, I really like cneese, too, in

fact I even have a fondue set up in my
room, would you like to go see it?" You
get the idea. .

.

Membership would be renewable by

the semester, and wouldn't it be worth
it to know that your weekend nights

would be spent to their full capacity, ot

getting to know the people who seem
interesting?

To some, this may seem like a crude,
crass idea, but then some people look
upon picking up as a crass idea. Ac
tually, by the social situation we have
created for ourselves, sometimes, the
pick up is the only method of meeting
someone we would like to meet.
Picking up people, like the Dining
Commons, is an institution that
probably will not leave us for a while.
So why not do what the bureaucrats do?
Regulate it! I may not sleaze, but I'll

fight to the death for someone else's
right to a quality sleaze. The S.W.A.P.
motto? "Piece with honor."

BACK TO THE CAGE!!

Collegian Cub Reporter
by Sherman Boyson

Maybe I'm biting the hand
that feeds my ego, but the ad
the Collegian printed last
Monday about getting people to
join the MDC staff is just a
little misleading. Monday's ad
saying "Drop in anytime"
makes it seem so simple, and
it's not as easy as all that.

When I got the urge to write,
I thought I might be able to
work for the Collegian. I had
three stories and figured I

could show them to someone
there for analysis of whether or
not I had any talent. One
problem arose —

I realized
that I didn't have the slightest
idea where the Collegian office
was.

That's when the search
started. First, I tried the
student telephone directory.
Nowhere in it is there a listing
for the Collegian. I called
student information and got
the expected result: a constant
busy signal.

I remembered the story
about joining the Collegian that
was published in the big issue
during the registration period.
Like a good freshman I had
saved the issue. In it Mr.
Tripoli told me he needed me,
but not where to go or who to
call. Well, I figured a recent
issue would have a location. I

turned to the editorial pages
and scanned the masthead
with no results.

Then I got real smart. Call

the editors themselves; they'll

know what to do. After finding
that the Editor In Chief, News
Editor, and Business Manager
lived off campus, I gave up on
that.

In desperation I started
searching through old
Collegians for a clue. A stray
article mentioned a second
floor Student Union office, so I

grabbed my stories and headed
out

I had little trouble finding the
office, but finding someone to
notice me was a different
story. There was only one guy
in the office. He was on the
phone and stayed there,
ignoring me for over half an
hour. I left after forty minutes,
pretty mad and determined to
write the Collegian a dirty
letter.

But that night I changed my
mind. I had never written
before, and maybe I had no
talent. But goddamn it, I'd
make sure first before I gave
up.

Sunday afternoon I returned
and talked to a reporter. He
told me to talk to the News
Editor, Cindy Gonet, and to
come back to see her that
night. Ms. Gonet was just
leaving as I returned. She
waved goodbye and told me to
talk to the Assistant News
Editor. Of course, the
assistant, Joan Fassnacht,
wasn't in at the time.

I couldn't return that night,
and tried to call Joan. I was cut

off twice by the Collegian, and
didn't try a third time.
The next week I came in at

different times, but always
seemed to miss either Cindy or
Joan. Finally, one Sunday
night I got to talk with Joan
and show her my stories.

Don't get me wrong. I'm not
trying to discourage people
from writing for the Collegian.
I'm trying to make it easier to

get on the staff by learning
from my experience.
To the Collegian I suggest

letting people (especially

freshmen) know where you are
and how to reach you. Maybe
the reason you don't have too
many freshmen writers is that
they can't find you. I realize
you are busy, but take some
time to talk to them. Maybe
part of UMASS's apathy comes
from the fact that the students
were stifled as freshmen.

To my classmates: If you
want to write, then push. Grab
an editor, talk to him, and
make him listen. Go to the
Collegian office — Room 406,

Second Floor of the Student
Union — or call them at 545
2550. Go after supper; and
you'll have a better chance of

finding someone to talk to.

Bring samples of your work.
Make copies of them just in

case they get lost. The library
is loaded with copying
machines.

Do it. You won't believe the
satisfaction you get from
seeing your name in print. It's

great.

DELTA CHI FRATERNITY

I .Mass. Musical Histoid invites all

Flips a Pajrc SOUTHWEST MEN

the concent committee
— Present.*

for

BRUNCH AND BLOODY MARYS ON US

DONNY HATHAWAY
and

CHICK COREA
Sunday, October 28, 1973 8:00 p.m.

CURRY HICKS CAGE

WE MAY BE No. 2, BUT OUR MARYS ARE THE BLOODIEST,

AND OUR BROTHERHOOD THE BEST.

SAT., OCT. 13 11:30 a.m. 314 LINCOLN AVE.

N. PLEASANT ST.

545-0195

Tickets: $3.50 Available only to l.Mass. Undergrade

On sale at Student Union Lobby Counter

Monday*- Friday 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Limit: 2 tickets/lLMass. LI).
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Books

Summer Before The Dark
The Summer Before the Dark

by Doris Lessing

by Ed Smith
Doris Lessing has been

writing fine prose for a very
long time. Until the not too

distant past though, few
readers outside of closed
literary circles were aware of

her. This has hopefully been
remedied now and her newest
book, The Summer Before the

Dark, should receive the at

tention it deserves. It is by no
means a novel which in-

corporates all of Ms. Lessing's

finest points; it rather deals

with a particular problem of a

particular woman.
That woman is Kate Brown,

an upper middle-class Lon
doner. She has been an at-

tentive mother to her children

and a faithful wife to her

husband for twenty or more
years. In return for her loyalty

she is treated as an amusing
throwback to the middle-ages
by her children. They humor
her attempts to please them
and whisper among them
selves that she is going through
menopause. Her husband takes
longer trips to America every
year where he amuses himself
with younger women.
The substance of the novel is

how she breaks away from this

situation and the role
associated with it. A friend of

her husband's offers a job as
an interpreter with the Global
Food organization. As the story

progresses, she takes the job

and eventually finds herself in

Instanbul as a hostess for the

organization. When the con-

vention she is working with

breaks up, Kate Brown has

three months to do with as she

pleases, for her family has

deserted London for the

summer.
She meets in Instanbul a

young American with whom
she travels to Spain. At the

beginning of the relationship, it

appears they will be lovers on a

summer holiday. The situation

soon changes. The young man
takes sick and ends up being

cared for in a convent in a

small inland village of Spain.

Once again she finds herself

unwillingly cast into the role of

attentive mother. After

allowing herself to play that

role for a couple of weeks, she

too is taken sick and returns to

London.
In a hotel room in London,

Kate goes through a physical

UMASS. DEPT. OF THEATRE

We've something you should see

JACQUES BREL IS ALIVE ft

WELL ft LIVING IN PARIS
AND CAN BE SEEN OCT. 12 8 13 (Fri. t Sat.)

for $1 00 plus this ad plus Studsnt I.D.

Box Office opens at 6:00 p.m. Performance 8:00 p.m.
BARTLETT AUDITORIUM

For info call 545-2579, 1-5 p.m., Mon. - Fri.

*SALE*1
YOU ARE CORDIALLY 2*1/1TED To FARTIQ1PA1E XAfl

ul

K
TT^^ ti^M i*°/" PM

BUY ON£ P/HR OF

Paws at our rk,

PRICE AND GET THE
2** PAIR OFFQUAL
VALlLF FoZ OMlV:
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Boots 92AH &/?c& putsts
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COMPLETE SALE USTIN6S AT:

CLIMAX
Do ItInThee .Alley North ofTHf Poo^e Statu*

HEY FOLKS
Let's bring some real fine entertainment to

this campus, what say? We've got the money,

you come and help spend it — on what you

want to. I'd call that a bargain

COME — work with the Program
Council Social Committee.

SUNDAY 7:30 p.m. C.C. 168-170

Our 1st event: Clean Living and NRBQ in a

gala hoop-dee-doo shindig. Dance the night to pieces.

FRIDAY, OCT. 19th Campus Center Auditorium

transformation. After a tew

weeks in sickness, she

recovers fo find herself a

changed women. Her body has

gone from being sleek and

well-curved fo being skin and

bones. Her face has become

gaunt and haggard. Her hair,

once a rich, luxurious red and

the aspecf of her appearance

about which she was most

proud, has become a wispy

grey. As one reads of her

physical changes, there is a

definite hint fhat a mental

change shall occur as well.

After recovering, Kate finds

herself with six more weeks to

"enjoy" before her family

returns. She rents a room in a

London flat and lives there

with a girl named Maureen.

Maureen is the same age as

one of Kate's daughters and
through her Ms. Lessing shows
the extent of the change in

Kate Brown. She develops with

Maureen and other-than-

mother relationship and the

two help each other with their

problems. She returns home at

the end of the book, but one
never sees her confront her

family. One gets the idea

though that she will make them
realize that this is not the

"new" Kate, but rather the

"real" Kate and they had
better accept it.

Ms. Lessing does not com-
plicate her writing with un-

bridled use of symbolism and
metaphor. She uses these
devices sparingly and
poignantly. Throughout the
book Kate's dreams are used

as a connector for the widely
differing scenes. The dream
she discusses involves a seal
which Kate is trying to bring to

the sea. The dream reoccurs,
especially during periods of

extreme stress. Just before
returning home, in her dream
she reaches the sea and the
seal is saved. The dream in

corporates her journey
towards an end she is not sure
of and eventually ends on an
optimistic note. Hopefully,
Kate's family accepts her back
as gratefully as the sea does
the seal.

There is not a great deal of

comment on social conditions
in this book, as might be found
in other books by this writer.

The only place where extensive
comment is made is when Kate
is in the run-down Spanish
village. There the contrast of a

rich woman, who's chief
problem is one of identity is

sharply marked against a town
of people who's chief problem
is eating. Somehow though
Kate's dilema is not lessened

or cheapened in the jux
taposition. Rather the reader
sees both problems as ones of

almost equal severity. Another
social problem could be said to

be the situation of all women
who are, like Kate Brown,
stifled by their children and
husbands. However, in this

novel the problem and the

attempted solution are
presented in a very personal
way that would prohibit its

interpretation as a general
predicament.
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The Theatre is the only human institution
that mirrors our insanities, our greatness, our
ugliness and beauty, our hates and our loves.
Through images, impressions poetry, through
the personalities of the actors, Shakespeare
gives us the power to generate ideas, feed the
imagination, challenge the platitudes, come to
grips with the lies, conventions, and hypocrisy
in our lives and to reveal the truth.
The New Shakespeare Company San

Francisco is 25 actors and technicians, who
work together to create their idea of Theatre
Today — Shakespeare Today. They are guided
and inspired by their passionate conviction
that live theatre CAN help to change the
climate of the country.
The New Shakespeare Company has been

performing for more than five years. Hundreds
of performances have been given not only in
their own theatre in San Francisco but also in
high schools, colleges, universities, and other
theatres; and during the past two years in

Golden Gate Park.
A Midsummer Night's Dream will be

presented Tuesday, October 16. Please see
Page 11 ad for details.

&3J £

139 Green Street 753-4376Worcester, Ma.

THIS WEEK:

Howlin Wolf
Matinee Sunday, 4pm

Coming Next Week : Mose Allison
COMING:

James Cotton Harry James
Muddy Waters Buddy Rich
Brian Auger Willie Dixon

($1 off with this ad Fri. & Sat.; •* price with student ID Sun. &
Mon.)

The Handi-crafter
By Ed Cohen
The University of

Massachusetts mirrors all of
the complexity found in the
world today. It is a relief to
know that there are places to
go and things to do to relieve
the entrapment in that com-
plexity. One place is the Craft
Workshop, located across from
the Hatch, in the Student
Union.
The Craft Workshop is a non

profit place, designed to give
students an alternative to the
university, a place to blow off a
little steam, and a way to cope
with their creative urge: The
workshop is run by a super-
visor, Penny Worman, and
three assistants; Bear
(knickname) Acker, Robert
Martin, and Marion Abrams
Morningstar. It's open from 10
- 8, Monday - Friday, and 10 - 4
on Saturday, featuring jewelry
making, leather-work, pottery
and photography, stained
glass, silk screen and block
printing, and candle making.
This year there will be
seminars in Batik and making
sheepskin outerwear.
The history of the workshop

dates back to the existence of a
semi-successful RSO group
called the Craft Guild; a small
club with officers
meetings, populated
dedicated craftsmen
made things to sell.

foresaw a basic need
craft workshop, wrote

and
with
who
They
for a

up a

prospectus, and presented it to
the proper administrative
authorities. It was approved
and the Guild got the space
which belonged to the old
bookstore and where the
workshop now is located. It

was started early in the spring
of 1971, but did not become
cohesive until after the present
supervisor was hired.

Penny, a commercial artist
and technical illustrator was
joined in fall of 1972 by her
present staff. Marion, hired
primarily as a bookkeeper,
has since gained proficiency in

jewelry-making, leather, ana
pottery. Bear, an industrial
arts teacher in high school, and
a grad student at UMass in the
Masters program in wood
technology was pumping gas at
night. "I became interested in

it," Bear related, "not because
I was freezing my ass off

pumping gas and it was in my
area, but I was living in a dorm
at the time and saw it as a good
thing." Robert Martin, also an
industrial arts teacher,
commercial artist and painter
by profession, heard about the
job through an ad and was
hired.

Though all t.ave their
specialties, they are familiar
with the major crafts, and
work together to promote a
friendly, helpful atmosphere in
the workshop.

Since the Craft Workshop
has begun, it has experienced
surprisingly few of the hassles
one would expect.
Penny added, "The finan

cing comes from student fees. I

make up a budget in the spring
each year and it's always been
passed 100 percent. The
Student Activities Office which
overlooks this place is just as
cooperative. Since I'm ab-
solutely hopeless at keeping
books, they do a lot of that for
me. We just do the minimal
stuff here. . . The maintenance
people bring me wood and
things. They let kids go down
there and use their tools if we
don't have one here; they let us
take nails, I mean really nice
and helpful, no hassles at all."
The only real problem has

been with supplies. Last year,
four times as many supplies
were used. There are no supply
houses in Amherst, so they
must be ordered from Boston,
New York, or St. Louis. Sup-
plies are hard to anticipate,
because a needed shipment of
leather dye, or buckles will be
several weeks late in arriving.
The cost of the materials for
students is a little above cost,
since, as in leather work, snaps
and dyes are not paid for, or as
in silver, where the solder and
flux are not bought separately.
The people who come in to

work on their crafts see un-
structured environment where
no one is forced to produce and
where the only person
benefiting from the experience
is himself. The students range
from shy to outgoing, from
inexperienced to experienced.
But all are enveloped in a
healthy atmosphere of people
helping people.
The open environment,

follows the concept of what the
ancient Greek University
would have been like: "It's like

a free school," says Robert
Martin, "totally non-
structured." The equipment
and the people with the

campus where a non art major
has access to craft tools and
materials, since it's very
difficult for a non-art major to

take studio courses in the art
department.
"There are a lot of kids that

come in and just make a couple
of things, and it really does
them a lot of good," said
Marion. "You can see that it's

good for them. Most of them
don't think they can make
anything. Anybody can make a

"I worked in a head shop
making jewelry and leather
goods, and the equipment
available here is better and
more abundant than it was
there. And I was working in a
professional capacity."
"This craft shop is better

than any other that I've seen at
other Universities. I've worked
at Tulaine University in New
Orleans, and I've worked at
Louisiana State in Baton
Rouge and the systems were

simple belt. It gives them a
feeling of accomplishment."

Seeing week to week building
of confidence and in-

dependence is one joy. But part
art work unless criticism is

asked for. "I take art depart-
ment courses," said Marion,
"and a lot of times a professor
will say, 'That's not good;
that's missing something; and
it sort of dulls the creative urge
because you've been
criticized... but here they
most often only hear positive
things, because if it's not good,
they do away with it."
However, sometimes it can be
more than just an in-

dependence and confidence
builder.

I see something that a lot of
people don't see," Bear said.
"It's a sort of manual therapy
as much as anything for a
campus type of life where the
kids don't really have a chance
to blow off the right kind of
steam. They can tie on a drunk,
or they can play handball, or
tennis, or throw the football
around or something like that,
but don't really get a chance to
use their hands with their eye-
mind-hand coordination. And
this is the thina that aets to a

background knowledge are
there, not to stuff something
down you, but to be there
whenever you run into
limitations."

The Craft Workshop
probably is the only place on

lot of anxiety; it's a soothing
thing.

For instance, somebody may
come in and finally conquer the
basics of that craft. Are there
facilities there for further
advancement? Bob answered,

much more rigid and geared
toward a polished kind of

production rather than an
improvisational atmosphere."
The only disheartening

period of the workshop's
history foreshadowed what
could happen if it became too
large, came before Christmas
vacation last year. During the
week before the semester
ended there was a mixture of

confusion as students sought to
finish up their holiday gifts.

Many of the tools were stolen
then.

"We were without tools for a
month. Then the idea came
that we'll ask for I.D.'s and
then give out tools," said
Penny. I tried that for about
two weeks but I can't do that. I

don't want to be a policeman. I

said that I'd look everybody in

the eye and say, "don't take it,

we need it," and we haven't
lost anything since.

"We've had some trouble
with rip-offs," Bear com-
mented, "and I say that things
are borrowed because I don't
think that the people take
them. I think that they take
them with the idea that they
will bring them back as soon as
they're done with them, but of
course it's easier than to bring
them back. It's just part of the
human enigma that people use.
But the kids who don't have
anything to work with when
they want get indignant that
someone has ripped them off.

The problem with University
education, is that it's too long a
range concept. People take
courses, do papers, without
seeing into the future and
without knowing if that three
weeks spent on a term paper
will be of some future use.
"You can't really use a term

paper to hold up your pants,"

said Bear. "It's a lot different
than running up against
something where you're a
small cog in a big wheel today.
What can you dream of being
alone? Alone you can make a
belt, alone you can make
something for yourself. You're
more independent. You don't
have to go out and buy it. You
feel you have some worth, you
have done something."

How does making something
change a person's outlook on
life? Basically, one who makes
something acquires a sen
sitivity toward commercial
items. Someone makes a belt,
goes into a store, and sees the
same item selling for a lot

more. That person must ask
the question, "How can they do
that?" Because that person
made it cheaply in reality, that
item is truly priceless, because
that person made it, and it

contains part of them. A
reverence is gained for hand-
made items and utilitarian
artistry.

'This might sound
unrealistic," said Bear, "but if

this happened on a one to one
basis and enough people do
this, then national and local
industry has got to start
listening to a protest that is not
a protest at all, but a non
saleable item. "I started
thinking about how does in-

dustry really know how much
of an item to make. When you
look at a documentary film on
a conveyor belt, try to think of
how can the country use that
many of that item. It almost
makes you think they must be
storing them up some place.
Apparently they don't sit that
long in the warehouses, not
over six months, anyway. So
they are being consumed at a
tremendous rate. Now, I

wonder, just how they can keep
the pulse beat on the supply

needs, and how do you slow
that down? You can't go back
in time, yet you fear the future.
Well, this is going to worsen,
we're going to use up more
resources. But it is what it

shall be."

Some people call UMass big
business, but the school
represents society. Joan Baez
once remarked that Univer-
sities turn out ping-pong balls,
and one reason is people fail to
ask questions, or feel that as
individuals they can do
nothing. The craft workshop
allows people not only to ask
questions, but to gain im-
portant answers. Even if these
lie in a home-made pair of
boots.

Bear concluded: "I think this
is something that can be seen
as an alternative to dissent and
violent revolution. It's a
personal revolution, in fact, it's

almost a revelation.
As far as building your own

house, starting your own
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Time Warp Descends on Mt. Holyoke Singing Ink Lou Reed's Finely Drawn Chronicle

900 Casualties

$2700 Missing

by Jon Carr

In Concert:

Brewer & Shipley

Mt. Holyoke College

Oct. 5

Brewer or Shipley?

Everything was against
them to start with. Mount
Holyoke's Chapin Hall is an old
wooden auditorium ot 1300

seats divided between a level

floor and a ring of box
balconies which look like they

date back to the days of Abe
Lincoln's assassination. The
stage itself leans against a
wall, frightened by the un-

comprehending mass of wood
upon which it stares.
Backstage a series of small

rooms, tortured by orange
stucco walls, exposed iron

pipes, and scuffed brown; wood
furniture, wait for the arrival

of unknown performer* on
their way up or one-time
celebrities still trying to make
a go of things.

And the audience which A
Chapin Hall attracts Sr6
college students for tha-tjipsi

part, afflicted by unreal
perceptions based uporroAount

Holyoke wealth, ready
fhe part of "hippies"

certified rock star wh<
the right words — mai
revolution, Tricky Did

Brewer and Shipley arr
while David James,
group which has yet to

album, were playing a
first hour of the conce
the program director
her initial thrill of mee
live rock stars, a min
arose over Brewe
Shipley's not having
any back-up musicianS. BUT
this problem mysteriously
evaporated at Shipley's ad-

mission of ignorance of the

contract.

Neither Brewer or Shipley

radiated energy as they sat

backstage watting to go on.

This was tlw second of

concert swing which
them out of wmrWmt
vacation at home jin Kansas
CitV|# lay-off mterrujtfed by a*

naii tor "bread motiey".
1

^seemed to be- i£clte#
their shift to X&0pi

:of%< and he promised a
new afbfciih by w|nter/

•; -!%w1$iusfc wa*r,noti^hMrt theM d i rector5*Wfm*d,
d&dtoteffihesaftgs

tad to art acquiescent
ille rw**«tere4 what

would t&f,
-
;

top with
>. *th#Vt»ncert

that gggttitlen:
h%t«y are

first, rn^kians

—waof
Sky

1

", aW^TWWt Lady" —
but there were no im-
provisations as B. & S. just put

out the standard radio ver
sions. The audience was get-
ting what it wanted.

&rw*r and Shipley's best
performance came on two

made famous by Bob
>ylan, Blind Lemon Jef-

son's "See that my Grave
[ept Clean", which they did
folk manner reminiscent of

the%Md Brothers Four, and
'Dyfanfj| own "All Along the
Watchftwer", rhythmically
altered: and sung in the Byrds'
"Drug-Store Truck Driving
Man" Style.

Detracting from the music
was their cliche-ridden patter

to an audience which loved it

(were they masochists?). I

forced myself to listen in the

interest of responsible jour-

nalism, falling into a time
Warp sucking me back into the

Sixties.

(er scored his first

by relating how he and
were refused ad

te to the Yankee Pedlar
that night because of their

(at concert time they
rearing blue jeans,
ihirts, and short, styled

hafrl. ^Brewer's "But I don't

like how they dress, old men in

white shoes" drew great ap-

plause. His second triumph
came from a reference to dope,

and his third attempt produced
great hilarity at "Tricky
Dick's" expense. Brewer's
stage talk probably hasn't

changed in years.

He knows his audience,
though, and the concert ended
with thunderous applause.

>

>.

Shipley or Brewer?

As the photographer and I

were leaving we walked out

with the road manager. "They
were great, they were great"
he kept repeating as we faded
into the night.

Is This a Planet of Life?

DO YOU

WANT A BETTER JOB?
IPSO...

READ THIS CAREFULLY'

Crazy Eyes — Poco (Epic KE
32354)

Called in to clean up Poco's
act were Jack Richardson and
Bob Ezrin from Alice Cooper's
clean Ta-DUM Nimbus 9
production, and they've done
their job well. By putting a
pinch more of dynamics and
some sanely-placed strings in

the right places, Robinson and
Ezrin have presented, or at
least forestalled, the creeping
boredom of same old bouncy
'niceness' that each Poco
album finds itself awash in.

In the biggest coincidence of
the year, "Crazy Eyes" seems
to be a freakish tribute to the
recently departed Gram
Parsons, but although they do
play Gram's "Brass Buttons"
on here, both tunes were
written in 1969, so put this one
down to eerie timing, and a
liberal interpretation of the
song.

"Blue Water", "Let's Dance
Tonight", and "A Right Along"
are quite fine in any respect. B

—Mike Kostek

The Joker— Steve Miller Band
(Capitol SMAS 11235)

If I had to review this album
in two words, those words
would be: (1) Ho and (2) Hum.

I'm disappointed. Steve
Miller is a musician and
composer of no little talent who
has put out excellent if

somewhat spacey albums in

the past, but when I first heard
this new release my immediate
reaction was to check the label

to see if I hadn't been slipped a
J. Geils by mistake.
Everything I liked about his

work, the tasty guitar and
harp, the soaring vocals and
those wonderful weird har-

monies are missing. Instead,
we have a bunch of old rock
and blues progressions,
monotonous vocals, and lyrics

that sound as if they were
written in their entirety in one
fifteen-minute sitting at the
studio.

The main fault Of this album
is one of omission. They're just

plain and simple wasn't
enough work put in to it and the
album suffers accordingly.
However, the album is not
without redeeming factors: (1)

There are two live cuts, 'Come
on in my Kitchen' and 'Evil'

that almost revitalize the old
Miller sound, and (2) you can
dance to it. C

is over-all quite listenable and
contains some moments of

surprising power and grace.
C+

— St. Andrew

Photos of Ghosts — Premiata
Forneria Marconi (Manticore
MC 66668)

Here is Italy's first entry into

the field of 'serious' rock and
surprisingly, it's not bad. I'd

label them a mixture of Moody
Blues and Emerson, Lake, and
Palmer but PFM doesn't mix
the styles of these two groups
— they alternate them. It's

somewhat unnerving to keep
jumping back and forth be-

tween pure classical music, the

classically derived rock of E,

L, & P, and the pretentious
lyrics and multi-Muzak of the

Moodys. One also gets the

impression that someone else

translated their lyrics into

English for them and taught
them to the group phonetically
— perhaps the lyrics would
have been excusable if sung in

the original and a printed
translation had been enclosed
with the album.

As mentioned above, the
album is exceedingly erratic,
and in places it strangles itself

with attempts to be arty but it

Two Columbia acts have
released important second
albums. Looking Glass has
Subway Serenade which
further establishes them as a
tight and solid unit. Besides the
single "Jimmy Loves Mary-
Anne", a sure winner, there's
the lovely ballad "Who's
Gonna Sing My Rock 'n' Roll

Song"; "Rainbow Man" and

"Wait" make for the best of

side two. When a group can
combine good material with
credible performances, the
results are always startling,
and that's the story behind
Looking Glass. Remember the
name. B+
Albert Hammond, mean-

while, continues along the
middle-of-the-road lines of last

year's It Never Rains in

Southern California with his
new one, The Free Electric
Band. In spite of his flair for

over-dramatics, and some
cringingly awful lyrics, the
album does provide for some
entertaining moments. My
favorite is the ballad
"Rebecca", with the lilting

"Woman of the World" not far
behind. Potential here, also. B
minus

Ramatam, noted for their

gifted guitarist April Lawton,
have their second album out,

In April Came The Dawning of

the Red Suns (Atlantic). These
guys, it just happens, play
some of the finest orchestrated
wooden music these ears have
heard in a while, and these
numbers alone: "The Land",
"Rainy Sunday Evening",
"Autumn Now" (which sounds
uncannily like Traffic's "Don't
Be Sad") and "Bounty On My
Table", are enough to make
this a pleaser. The album's
other half is heavy-metal
jobbers and if I can stop
playing the acoustic stuff, I'll

one day listen to them! B

Aretha's Hey Now Hey (The
Other Side of the Sky)
(Atlantic) once again reminds
us that Aretha's singing is the

finest around. The album
combines up-tempo stuff with
the just the right amount of

ballads, of which "Angel" is,

by far, the best. Once again,

that winning combination of

good songs and great per-

formances. B plus

has its moments also. Do we
really need another take of
"After Midnight"? B minus

Larry Coryell has taken to
singing again and with The
Real Great Escape
(Vanguard) one asks the
musical question "Why didn't
he do more before?" The
results are satisfying: Side two
is super fine with Jim Webb's
"P.F. Sloan" and Larry's own
"Makes Me Wanna Shout"
making for the highs, along
with another Webb tune "All
My Love's Laughter". As
always, the guitar playing is

impeccable. He'll be in the
area in December and it should
be nice. B plus

Dory Previn has released a
double album from her Car-
negie Hall appearance earlier
this year (United Artists) and
it's worth your while,
especially if she's a new name
to you. The album contains
cuts from Dory's previous four
albums as well as a few new
tunes. Dory's music is not for
everybody: it is melancholic
and sparse, with frequent
touches of irony pathos. What
we have here is a female Tom
Rapp. Also check out her last
studio album Mary C. Brown
and the Hollywood Sign —
definitely one of the year's ten
best. A minus

Raspberries have a new one
out, Side 3, (Capitol) which
features the affected singing of
Eric Carmen, who does the
best McCartney since Emmet
Rhodes. Carmen 'is the main
presence of Raspberries; he
writes the singles as well as "I
Reach for the Light" from last
year's Fresh. The high points
of Side 3 are his: "On the
Beach", a real stunner, and the
single, "Tonight". The
remainder unfortunately, does
not impress. C plus

Eric Clapton's Rainbow
Concert (RSO) is getting a lot
of flack from critics, but these
ears hear the best version yet
of "Badge" (Eric's singing
here is • masterful) and
"Presence of the Lord" which,
it I'm not mistaken, features
some Winwood-Townshend
vocal interplay. "Pearly
Queen" is given an exhaustive
go-around and "Little Wing"

Lastly, the Grateful Dead
have a new single just out on
their own label, logically,
Grateful Dead Records. A
Hunter-Garcia tune "Here
Comes Sunshine" (4:47) is

backed by a Hunter-Godchaux
number "Let Me Sing Your
Blues Away" (3: 15). This is the
first studio Dead in a long, long
time and the results, as always
are delightful. B

Books are dying out. Listen to
records.

PERFECT PATIO PICNIC
Hobo Burger Buns

Barbecue Baked Beans
Perfection Salad Cheese Cubes

Cold Watermelon
Put your patio picnic in the

gourmet class with Hobo
Burger Buns. Your guests will

rave over this tasty burger
creamy filling, moistened and
sparked with sour cream and
seasonings. For a popular
family version of this recipe,

substitute your favorite Sloppy
Joe recipe for the creamy
burger fitting.

By David Miller*

Berlin

Lou Reed
RCA APL1-0207
Total Playing Time: 49:23

"... But what of the whole glit-

terglam crowd that Lou courted so
fervently in Transformer, isn't his
persona in Berlin one of them? 'This is

going to totally destroy them, I told
people I was gonna do that. They throw
me in so many categories,' Lou sighed.
'This one will show them I'm not kid
ding...' ."

—Rolling Stone, 9-27-73

Mmmm, indeed. This is the album to

show you why we use the word
"decadence" to indicate a certain

condition, and not, say, "cheerfulness"
or "enlightenment" . .

.

It's a long road from the Summer of

Love up until now, and what seems to

have happened is that a certain portion

of our subculture, after making the

disappointing discovery that evil can't

be fought with flowers alone, gave up
on the question entirely. Right?
Wrong? Who cares? And so we have
Berlin , not composed by some
"vindictive non-drinker", but Lou
Reed, of the Velvet Underground and
glitter, a man who ought to know what
he's talking about. This album is heavy
with tragedy, dense, and (yes) Ger-
manic. No party tape, but possibly the

best rock album of the year.

Berlin. The title song opens amid a
grotesque roar which proves to be the
sounds of a birthday party in progress.
Out of this emerges some exquisite
quiet cocktail piano music, played by
Allan Macmillan. The narrator, the
only speaker on the album, sets up a
somewhat idyllic scene; "In Berlin by
the wall—You were five foot ten inches
tall— It was very nice— Candlelight
and Dubonnet on ice. . . Oh honey it was
paradise."

Lady Day. The woman likes singing
in bars when she hears the music
coming from them. "She had to go in

and sing— It had to be that way." But

something is wrong; as she goes back

to her hotel with "... greenish walls—

A bathroom in the hall.— I said

no,no,no,— Oh, Lady Day .

.

". The song

is marked by rhythmically eccentric

verses and a chorus sounding as if it

came directly from The Three- Penny
Opera, complete with bass trombone.

How Do You Think It Feels, a truly

savage song. Things are coming apart

badly; "How do you think it feels—

When you've been up for five days-
Hunting around always— 'Cause
you're afraid of sleeping." Reed's

voice gets dissipation into every
syllable. The number begins quietly
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Men of Good Fortune. The narrator

steps out of the action for a moment
and notices that both men of "good

fortune" and "poor beginnings" are

able to do both everything and nothing,

and die both because of what they want

and what they are. But he doesn't

relate to it; he just watches. The in-

strumentation here is stark-keyboard

and bass centered, with a subtle use of

very slow reverb.

Caroline Says I. The couple's

relationship has begun to deteriorate,

but not yet much beyond the "tacky"
level; they play games and use each

other. "The things she does, the things

she says— People shouldn't treat

others that way. . . But to me she's still

a German Queen." The song moves
and closes with an extended in-

strumental, the rhythm and bass

contrasting with the more "classical"

reeds and flutes. It segues directly into

but builds with the addition of in-

struments until the final explosion,
with rhythm, high and low brasses, and
guitars working in a counterpoint that
will crumble your skeleton.

Oh Jim. The narrator has found a
solution to his frustration — "Beat her
black and blue and get it straight." The
instrumentation for the song is based
on a single throbbing electronic pulse,
like the narrator's hatred at the
breaking point.

Side Two opens with Caroline Says II,

"Caroline says — as she gets up from
the floor— You can hit me all you want
to, but I don't love you anymore." Here
we find out that "She's not afraid to

die," but nobody is considering the
possibility that her death might be
nothing more than a self-inflicted, utter

waste. From here on the apathy of the
narrator is complete; he speaks words

intended to carry some feeling, but
there is nothing behind them. This
song, like the first three of the second
side, is slow and acoustic-based.

The Kids. The woman's children ara
taken away from her, "Because she
was making it with sisters and
brothers... and all of the drugs she
took, every one, every one. .

.". In the
middle instrumental section, we
become gradually aware of the voices
of young children crying and
screaming, "Mommy! MOMMY!", an
incredibly moving thing if you're in the
right mood. This is the only moment ot
real humanity on the album, but the
narrator is definitely relieved by this

turn of events; "I am such happier this

way."

The Bed. The woman commits
suicide, and the narrator refers with
equal coldness to the places where the

children were conceived, where she
kept her poetry, and where she slashed
her wrists. The unreality of the cut is

supported by a ghostly chorus
reminiscent of Ligeti's choral music on
the 2001 soundtrack. But never mind,
the thing is over, and the narrator
extricates himself neatly in Sad Song.

Not a sad song at all, but a majestic,

baroque, conclusion, from the wood-
wind trio to the chorus which repeats
"Sad Song, Sad Song" and winds up
sounding like "Hey Jude".

Check out the graphics and
photographs which accompany the

lyrics sheet, and how lavish and
sumptuous the scenes appear —
everything in the height of taste.

Whether or not Berlin "destroys"
glitter — and I'm really not all that

sure that it deserves it — Lou Reed has
given us a finely drawn chronicle of

what happens to a society forced to

improve its outer -hell because it has
no inner life at all.

"... If Tony Glover thinks those
early Stones pix look quaint now,
wait'll he fixes his orbs on the glitter

crew in 18 months."

—letter to Rolling Stone, 9-27-73

Concert Reviews, Area Music and Gink
In Concert:
Duke Ellington

Bowker Auditorium
University of Massachusetts
4 October 1973

Duke Ellington, the living legend,
musical giant, and as Max Roach
described him, the greatest single
contributor to Black Culture over the
past 100 years, paid tribute to himself
and his history on October 4, by per-
forming music which transcends age
and time. Although 74 years of age, the
Duke displayed a youthful vigor which
is lacking in a lot of people half his age.
Above all, his capacity to appeal so
deeply to people of all ages is stunning.
From the openning notes of "C Jam

Blues", we were all at Duke's Place,
and everyone knew it. His mere
presence was enough to satisfy those in

the audience, and there was an in-

describable ->nd undeniable feeling that
there was greatness in our midst. To
see Ellington moving about as he
conducted his band, to listen to him
introduce his musicians and his
compositions, and finally to listen to his

music, immortal classics like "Creole
Love Call", "Satin Doll",
"Sophisticated Lady", and "Rockin' in

Rhythm" and to realize that through
hardships and bad times, some of these
songs have been around for almost fifty

years, was just a moving and spiritual

experience. (I doubt that many people
will even remember today's rock
heroes fifty years hence).
The show itself was varied and didn't

let up once from start to finish. Despite
the brilliance of his individual
musicians and singers Anita Moore and
Tony Watkins, the concert and the
evening belonged to Duke, the
arranger, composer, band leader and
musician, whose ability to reach those
of all races and ages is awesome. His
music is universal and truly, he speaks

the universal language. Duke
Ellington's appearance at the
University of Massachusetts was no
less than musical history, and those
present lived part of that history. Those
who missed the concert missed
something very important.

David Sokol

In Concert:

Home Cookin'

Bluewall, Oct. 5

For those of you interested in seeing

a good, tight local rock band, one of

your best bets would be to see Home
Cookin', which played last Friday night

at the Bluewall.

It's one of the few groups in the area

featuring a full horn section, which
helps to achieve the hard, driving

sound that keeps audiences up and
dancing.

Most of the eight musicians in Home
Cookin' are former members of

Milestone, a now defunct Top-40 band
that was well known in the Springfield
area. The band's material is no longer
Top-40, but would fall into the category
of music that most of the more
progressive groups attempt to play
(you can give your own label to it).

The front sax man, who also provides
many of the vocals, has good stage
presence; his easy manner with the
crowd encourages audience par-
ticipation and creates a friendly at

mosphere.
All the members of Home Cookin'

contribute musical ideas that get the
band cooking (sorry about that) at just
the right moment. It is a ri.echanical
precision, though, not spontaneity, and
it makes me wonder if they sound the
same every time they play.

At any rate, Home Cookin' has its

material down, from Bill Withers to

Johnny Winter. Why don't you give
'em a listen?

Ken Blanchard

Mike:
I went to the James Montgomery

concert. It was so bad I walked out

after his third song. There is really

nothing that I can write about it

because my head really hurts

whenever I think about the concert.

However, I do have photos for

whatever that's worth. Sorry.
Joycef^J

In Concert:
NRBQ
Rusty Nail, Oct. 3 & 4

Even the feet of the Kibitzer, Mr.
Vodka and Captain Equinox were
moved to a flat foot frency as NRBQ
made a most bequiling frenzy to the

Nail.

Wednesday night was Musicians
Night with Clean Livers, Real Tears
and sundry others lurching about.
Music editors old and new were
hanging from the rafters, along with a
fpw other quirks
Thursday was the better night for

music as the BQs felt really good and
hit their stride with things like Sun Ra's
"Approaching The Planet" and Al

Anderson's "I Just Want To Have You
Back Again" leading the way. Even
Chance Wayne showed up (right from

Vegas), but ht didn't zing his hi* 'Give
Chance A Pitce". He did bring down

LOCAL MUSIC

Clean Living — Oct. 17 & 18, Rusty

Nail.

Seagull — Oct. 12 & 13, The
Hatch;
Goodfriend Cotote — Oct. 12, 13, 14,

Rusty Nail.

Some of My Best Friends — Oct. 13,

The Pub.
Doc Sullivan — Oct. 12(3 6 p.m.), 14

(4-8 p.m.), 18, The Pub.

Inside Outside — Oct. 13, Amherst
College (Theta Zi).

Billy Whyte — Oct. 16, The Pub.

Willow — Oct. 12, 13, 18, Rusty

Scupper.
Auditions — Oct. 15, Rusty Scupper.

Jimmy — Oct. 14, Rusty Scupper.

Synthisis — Oct. 16, Rusty Scupper.

Sloth — Oct. 17, 18, Bluewall.

Henry May Band — Oct. 12, 13,

Bluewall.

D. J. — Oct. 12, The Pub.

the house with an unbelievable ren
dition of "Somewhere Over The
Rainbow".
Their versa-tune-atility was con

stantly in evidence as they ranged from
true rock 'n' roll to showy thirty second
musical time bombs.

Despite a major sore throat, An
derson put his all into "It's Not So
Hard" and his own "And When She
Smiles" as Terry Adams direcied the
show masterfully. Their 'put down your
drink and dance' style is a most
refreshing change from the more
commonplace need to dig a band
through an alcoholic fog.

Both nights were a squeeze as a
surprising number found their way out
on the two week night dates. They'll be
here on the 19th and back at the Nail in

November. Miss them, and you'll just

be sustaining your lifelong mediocrity.

Kostek & Sokol
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Sokol's Greatest Hits
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THE HOLLIES GREATEST
HITS (Epic KE 32061)

THE LAST FIVE YEARS —
RICK GRECH (RSO SO '876

)

SLADEST — SLADE
(Reprise MS 2173)

BEST OF PROCOL HARUM
(A&M SP 4401)

by David Sokol
Ostensibly, "Greatest Hits"

collections give record com-
panies the chance to make a

good deal of money without the
expenses of studio time, and
give record consumers the
opportunity to pick up on what
is considered to be the "best
of" a particular artist in one
compact package. Though
imagination is usually lacking

on the part of the people who
compile "hits" collections,
occasionally a gem will be
released featuring never-
before released tunes or
"collectors items" as well as
the performers best known
material. Kinks Kronikles
could likely be the high water
mark of these collections.

Over the past month, four

different kinds of rock
collections have been released,

each of which is worthy of

merit and mention. The most
commercial of these, and
surely the one which will sell

the best is a new collection of

the Hollies Greatest Hits,

featuring material which
spans the entire gamut of

Hollies' recordings from their

earliest days with Graham
Nash right up to the recent
"Long Dark Road" and "Long
Cool Woman in a Black
Dress." Every song on this

record made the national
singles charts which is

something most "greatest
hits" collections can't boast.

"Look Through Any Window",
"Bus Stop", "On A Carousel",
"He Ain't Heavy, He's my
Brother", and "Carrie-Ann",
they're all here, Hollies fars
rejoice. Play it again, Eloise.

A completely different kind
of collection is Rick Grech's
The Last Five Years. Once
called a rock clod among Rock
Stars, Grech jumped into the
big time, head first by joining

Blind Faith. Before that he
played with Family, and since
then he's worked with Ginger
Baker's Airforce and Traffic.

Like History of Eric Clapton

and Duane Allman's An-
thology, Last Five Years
doesn't feature hit after hit, but

instead gives an overview of

what the artist has been up to.

Included here are the Grech

collector will have it all

already. Play it in good
company.
Now for the good part. Slade

are English rockers who play

rock and roll like they invented

it. Sladest includes no less than

Mingus in Area Sunday
It seems to be an ex-

traordinarily good season for

concerts in this area — another
legendary performer will be
featured in concert Sunday
night at 7:30 p.m. at Amherst
College — the miraculous
bassist, composer, pianist and
revolutionary musician
Charles Mingus.
Mingus' career has been in

full bloom since the early
forties, when he was playing
with Charlie Parker, Art
Tatum, Dizzy Gillespie and
Bud Powell. At various times

pany are examples of his love

for what he does.

Throughout the '50's and
'60's in his Jazz Workshop
Mingus pioneered the careers

of such giants as the late Eric

Dolphy (reeds), Ted Curson or

Lonnie Hillyear (trumpet), the

fabulous Booker Ervin (tenor

sax), Charles McPherson (alto

sax) and Dannie Richmond
(now with Mark-Almond on
drums).
Mingus has had a varied and

fantastic career and one should
not pass up the chance to see a

penned "Second Generation
Woman" and "Please Mr.
Policeman" from Family,
"Doin' It" from Airforce, and
"Rock And Roll Stew" from
Traffic. Also on the record are
BF's (Winwood's) "Sea of

Joy" and Grech's own "Kiss
the Children" and "Face in the
Cloud." This record easily
stands on its own, although the

7 English smashes (number 1

on the English charts within 10

days of release) and is an
ultimate example of non-stop

rock. Somehow Reprise has

gotten a hold of all these

singles and put them
together in one fantastic party

album. Anyone who's heard

"Cum On Feel The Noize" or

"Gudbuy T' Jane" knows
what's happening here.

By the time this one's over,

you'll be crazee too. Play it

loud.

Moving right along, we get to

Procol Harum. Since they've

always played five star music,

a greatest hits collection, by
Procol, besides being redun-

dant, would have to be the best

of the best. Even if you own
every American Procol album
(which you should) this album
includes some rare singles

tracks and is therefore pretty

important. "In the Wee Small
Hours of Sixpence", which has
only been available as a single

up until now is here as well as
the classic "Homborg", "Long
Gone Geek", and "Lime Street

Blues". Of course, "Whiter
Shade of Pale", "A Salty Dog",
"Whiskey Train", and "Simple
Sister" are also here, but what
else is new? Play it forever.

Music for a Sunday Evening

Sunday, October 14

Charles Mingus
7: J0 p.m. Amherst College Alumni Gymnasium

Amherst Colleue Entertainment Committee and H-T Productions

he also played with Duke
Ellington and Lionel Hampton.
Apart from the company he's

kept, Mingus is also great for

his ability to combine his

classical training with the big

band influence of his later

years. He has battled often to

get his music recorded for the

purpose of honour and en-

shrinement of the musicians as
opposed to the standard rip-off

Droceedings of the recording
industry. His attempts at
forming his own record com-

TONITE

SATURDAY
& SUNDAY

GOOD
FRIEND
COYOTE

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
RTE. 17 SUNDERLAND

665-4937

legend in his own time, and a
fighter all his life to preserve
the richness and beauty of
Afro American culture in the
face of racist oppression and
native ignorance. Admission is

$3.50.

Concerts
Amherst

Charles Mingus — Oct. 14,

Amherst College.

University of

Massachusetts
University of Massachusetts

Trio — Oct. 14, Bowker
Auditorium.

University Marching Band
— Oct. 13 (Half Time), Boston

University, Nickerson Field.

University Orchestra — Oct.

16, Memorial Hall.

Springfield

Carpenters — Skiles and
Henderson, Oct. 19, Civic

Center.
Williamstown

Dave Mason — Oct. 27,

Chapin Hall, Williams College.

Boston
Clean Living — Oct. 12,

Zircon.

Sidewinders - Oct. 12 & 13,

Sandy's.
The Energetics — Oct. 12-14,

Suger Shack.

Freddy Hubbard — Oct. 12-

14, Jazz Workshop.
Bobby Blue Bland —

Franklin Ajaye — Oct. 12-14,

Paul's Mall.

James Montgomery Band —
Duke and the Drivers, Oct. 12,

Robert's Center, Boston
College.

Eric Weisburg &
Deliverance — Oct. 12-14,
Oliver's.
Robert Klein — Melissa

Manchester, Oct. 12, Sander's

Theater.

Big Walter Horton — Oct. 12,

13, Joe's Place.

The Manhattans — Oct. 15,

Suger Shack.
Willie Dixon — Oct. 15-21,

Jazz Workshop.
Miles Davis — Oct. 16-21,

Paul's Mall.

Dr. Hook and the Medicine
Show — Wiley Crawford Band,

Oct. 16-18, The Garage.
Steve Goodman - Ed Holstein

— Oct. 17, Tufts College.

Quicksilver, Climax Blues

Band — Oct. 18, Orpheum.

Mahavishnu Orchestra —
Oct. 19, Music Hall.

Black Oak Arkansas -

Foghat — Oct. 21, Orpheum.
Dan Hicks - Maria Muldaur

— Oct. 21, Symphony Hall.

John Mayall - Joe Walsh —
Oct. 23, Orpheum.
New Riders of the Purple

Sage - Commander Cody and
his Lost Planet Airman — Oct.

26, Orpheum.
AAott The Hoople - Aerosmith

— Oct. 27, Orpheum.
Julian Bream — Oct. 27 & 28,

Jordan Hall.

Buckminster Fuller — Oct.

28, Orpheum
David Crosby & Grahm Nash

— Oct. 28, Music Hall

Sha Na Na — Nov. 2, Music
Hall.

George Carlin — Nov. 4,

Orpheum Theater (Ticketron).

Doobie Brothers - Three Man
Army — Nov. 4, Music Hall.

J. Geils Band — Nov. 5,

Boston Garden.

Esquire: Like a Box of Toys

ESQUIRE REVIEW
by Kevin Kittredge

I remember sitting on the

concrete step in front of the

neighborhood store,
Maloney's, with my hand
buried in a box of Cracker

Jacks. Sometimes they were
stale, but that was o.k., if you
didn't already have the toy.

•»/*#.
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Magazines can be like that.

You sift through the crap
looking for the toy. What would
happen if you opened the box
and it was full of toys?
"Hey man, I just bought this

box of Cracker Jacks and it's

full of toys."
"I'll be damned."
The October issue of Esquire

magazine hits you like a box
full of toys. For $2 you get 564

pages and a magazine that

weighs more than my
chemistry book. It's their 40th

anniversary and the reader
can share the toasts.

Like the box of toys, where
can I start? Sitting at the bar
with Dragnet on ... Officer

Gannon says to Joe Friday:
"Where do we start Joe?"
Then that pause and look

that only Jack Webb can do
and everyone in the bar stops

and says with Joe Friday,
"At the beginning."
The magazine begins with

"Time Zones". F. Scott Fitz-

gerald does the 20's with "My
Generation". He also has a
sequel to his crack-up essays
called "Pasting It Together".
If you agree with Arnold
Gingrich, editor-publisher,
that Fitzgerald draws "the
finest and purest tone of any
writer since Walter Pater,"
you've got your money's worth
already.
Then we're into the 30's and

John Steinbeck accomplishes
in this essay what it took Studs
Terkel 600 pages to do in Hard
Times.
The next decade brings

William Styron's "My
Generation." Not as good as
Fitzgerald or Steinbeck, but
somebody had to do the 40's.

Gary Wills has the im-
possible task of the 60's. He
begins, "A decade has soft

boundaries, but the kernel is

hard if you can find it." This
essay will fail for most people

l
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The Hawaiian Shirt

1950
because every reader was a
witness and have their own
kernels of how it was. He does
capture the motion and blur

and should be given another
chance with their 50th an-
niversary.
Hemingway contributes one

of the most anthologized
stories with "The Snows of

Gadgetry
1972

Kilimanjaro". He also has a

Gulf Stream letter called "On
the Blue Water".

There's a section called
"New York, New York". Gay
Talese writes about New York
a$ "a city of things unnoticed".
He makes you feel like a traffic

light with one eye always open.
James Baldwin writes of

Harlem, Dorothy Parker
writes about elegance and
John Koch's paintings, which
are the same thing. John
Cheever slams the door with

"Moving Out", which he did.

Anyone who gets Thomas
Wolfe and Tom Wolfe confused
should read "Two Tom
Wolfes". You'll never be
confused again.

I have to put on the brakes
here and point out that there
are over 65 contributors to the

magazine and I can't list them
all."

The fiction has the
heavyweights. There's Shaw,
Updike, O'Hara, Greene,
Pirandello, Saroyan, Camus,
Nabokov and Capote just to

name a few.

I'd like to stop here and raise

my glass and just say, "Well
done, Esquire. And thanks for

not naming all of the little

people that made it possible."

Women's Insurance
by Susan Bergeron
"The highest standard of

hospital and medical care is

recognized as an absolute
necessity for every citizen." So
starts a booklet given to every
state employee who chooses to

use group coverage offered by
the state. Apparently, the
Group Insurance Commission
considers women less than
citizens. AETNA'S insurance
plan is good, as far as in-

surance companies go, except
in its treatment of women.
Article VIII, section 3 of this

booklet states: "If the person
for whom a claim is incurred is

a dependent child, the plan that

insures the child's father as an
employee is the primary
plan." This statement assumes
the male is head of the
household. It also allows no
choice for the parents in terms
of medical care and what they
can afford. In other words,
when a woman is an employee
under the AETNA plan and her
husband is employed
elsewhere with a policy that

does not have as good
coverage, their child must
come under the man's policy

simply because it is considered
the "primary policy".

AETNA'S maternity benefits

leave somtihing to be desired.

The total allotment for a

normal delivery allowed is

$200. Costs have gone way up
on medical care and $200 will

not cover a pregnancy today.
Another situation where there

The Plaid lister
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is no choice involved is a case
where a woman decided to

have the delivery at home, "no
coverage will be allowed for

the doctor before or after a
period of confinement. .

."

And if (God forbid) you happen
to be an unmarried mother, no
medical or surgical benefits

will be provided.

Routine physicals and
especially routine PAP smears
are not covered. At least one
PAP test a year is advised for

women to prevent cervical

cancer, one of the easiest
cancers to cure if detected in

time. Women must pay for two
physicals, since a
gynecological exam is

separate, and gynecologists,
outside of doing a pelvic
examination, rarely go beyond
checking heartbeat and pulse.

Seeing how lab fees for PAP
tests have gone from between
three and five dollars to ten, at

least coverage could be
provided for the lab fee as is

done with X-rays.

This was brought up at the

Faculty Senate Committee on
the Status of Women meeting
Tuesday morning, where it

was decided to set up a sub-

committee to look into the

inadequacies of health care
generally and to deal with this

discrimination specifically.
Proposed was establishing
liaisons with Boston area
professional and working
women's groups in order to

pressure the legislature.
Heading the sub-committee is

Jean Elshtain, who brought up
the matter.

The New York City
municipality has started a co-

operative group insurance plan
that proved to be better than
the established insurance
policies available.
Massachusetts state em-
ployees should look into this

(seeing how there are ap-

proximately 59,000 workers
now under the AETNA plan
and AETNA most definitely is

making a profit), a co-op group
insurance policy would provide
better care at the same cost.

Instead of lining corporate
pockets, a plan could be for-

mulated with the workers'
interests rather than a profit

interest, in mind.

Henry May Band
at the BLUEWALL

Friday and Saturday
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

l& •A
•/..»/' *S#d9

Charles Mingus
Sunday, October 14

Tickets $3.50

All concerts will be in the Amherst

College Gymnasium at 7:30 p.m.

Tickets will be available in advance at: Faces of Earth, Amherst;

The New Record Shop, Amherst; Del Padre Music. Northampton;

CMass. Campus Center; Uroboros Book Shop, Hampshire College;

ttJk
and will also be available at the door.

This series is presented in co-operation with H-T Productions.

CAMPUS CENTER
Program Council

presents

olmmeOm^my

SAN FRANCISCO

A Midsummer Night's Dream

Tuesday, 8:30 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Tickets $2.50 at S.U.

Box Office or Lobby Counter

MARGRIT ROMA Director

«V.» *'»'V*V. * » »«V« * * • » + *J4i.> .VWttttftfSrfWy.VJV *»«*4V • #V*V* « *'*'•»*« . V* »V*V»V.V.'4v»v*%w*vv«v
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Reaching For The Moon
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Harry Mahnken as James Tyrone and Diane Tomer as
Josie in a scene from "Moon For The Misbegotten."

by Marian Prokop

The purpose of Eugene
O'Neill's last play, Moon for

the Misbegotten, was a final

attempt to reconcile himself to
his past. This is evident that

the plot is partially
autobiographical and one of

the main characters, James
Tyrone, is described in terms
of author's own brother, James
O'Neill. For us, it has the
timeless and universal theme
of reconciliation with our-
selves, i.e., to accept ourselves
for what we are and the need to

be honest, not only with others,

but with ourselves.
Briefly, the plot centers

around Josie Hogan, a hulk of a
woman who proudly considers
herself the village slut to

retaliate for her physical
inelegance. She is being
courted by James Tyrone, a
natural charmer, also a
hopeless alcoholic. Tyrone
sees through her mask and
recognizes her virtue and her
maternal and tender nature.
Since his mother has recently
died, Tyrone finds, in Josie,

the mother figure he is

seeking. In each other's
company they relax. Tyrone
relates to her his excursions
while bringing his mother's
body home for burial. By
taking refuge in each other,

they confess their own self-

deceptions and conclude with
self-understanding.

It is a very personal play
beginning in a realistic tone
but changes to a more lyrical

perspective. However, some
critics believe that the play is

hindered by an "awkward
juxtaposition" of comic and
serious components and that it

is very difficult to stage. I think

that the UMass production of

Moon for the Misbegotten
inevitably suffered from these
flaws in structure though
valiant attempts were made to

overcome them.
First, the production lacked

unity in creating an at-

mosphere both timeless and
universal. The set, designed by
Jeff Fiala, was small and

expressionistic, a good idea

thematically. It emphasized
the private" world of the
characters as opposed to the

vastness of the external world
and brought on a sense of

pressure which forced us to

concentrate on the inner
psychological action. This
worked in the third act by
expressing both a moonlit
night and a state of utter

timelessness, but in the other
scenes, the small stage made

outside of Ah, Wilderness! but
after a while, in the second and
fourth acts, the tone should
have become more serious but
efforts were still made for
comedy (as far as I could tell)

for its own sake.

The piano score, composed
by Andrew Lichtenberg,
served little purpose in

developing any atmosphere so
I guess its best use was killing
time between acts 1 1 1 and IV. It

sounded like a mixture of
modern love story themes and
the lovey-dovey stuff played on
Victrolas fifty years ago.
Possibly another play for
universality, but it didn't work.

The acting ranged from
adequate to superb. In the
beginning, Diane Tomer as
Josie used movements that
seemed too exagerated to be
believable. Her flailing arms,
harsh voice, and rolling eyes
were rather amateurish
techniques that showed no
sensitivity that James Tyrone
was supposed to see. I was not
able to pick up her accent
because it kept changing.
When she was with her father,
she spoke in an Irish brogue
that turned Southern, while at
other times her accent sounded
typically New England.
Fortunately, her scenes with
Harry Mahnken (James
Tyrone) were good.

Diane Tomer is pictured with
Phil Hogan.

the characters look confined
and larger than life (perhaps
this was intentional) but also
made movements seem awk-
ward and exaggerated
(especially with Josie) to be
credible. The use of a small
stage in the third act conveyed
just the right atmosphere but
for the rest of the play, it would
have been advantageous for

both the actors and audience to

use a larger playing area.
Secondly, there was too

much emphasis on comic ef-

fects. In the beginning, the
comedy came as a pleasant
surprise but eventually
became a burden and resulted
in the three smaller roles
losing all sense of authenticity.
Admittedly, some of the play,
especially the first act, was
very funny, probably the best
comedy O'Neill ever wrote

John Countryman who plays

Specifically the third act where
Josie's warmth and tenderness
were best conveyed and most

needed. Instead of straining to
express her attitude, "I'm big,
I'm bad, I'm bossy," she
managed to tone down enough
without losing character to
make the scene very effective.

An outstanding performance
was Harry Mahnken as
Tyrone. His subtle underplay
movingly showed Tyrone's
charming and refined nature
without losing the sense of the
inner brooding and guilt-ridden
alcoholic. Perhaps a com-
parison isn't quite fair but he
constantly reminded me of

Jason Robards playing the
same role in the film version of

Long Day's Journey Into
Night. Very beautiful and very

touching.
John Countryman as Josie's

father, Phil Hogan, suffered
from the problem of a young
man playing an old man and
getting away with it. Not only
did he not act old, with an in-

consistent brogue, but he didn't

even look old. The fact that he
played the role with such
energy could be attributed to

the comic interpretation, but
he still looked even younger
than Tyrone. You could let it

slide and say well, Tyrone is

mature beyond his age, but I

really didn't buy it. Never-
theless, his performance
particularly in the first act was
very funny, but it took some
getting used to when he tried to

be serious.

In the smaller roles, Dick
Sousa as Mike Hogan and
David Miller as T. Stedman
Harder did what they could in

roles that were difficult to

portray convincingly because
of a two dimensional quality

inherent in the characters. I

guess the only way to make
their parts memorable was to

play them for comic effect.

Another problem was
shifting from act 1 1 1 which took

place around midnight to act
IV which opens at dawn
without a scene change or

blackout. This predicament
was due to awkward con-

struction in the play and un-
fortunately this production
suffered. Actually, it's not the
way the scene was changed but
the time it took in doing it. Act
III was done well in the

beginning, but it spoiled the
end because it took so long to

finish, when dawn finally came
I was very restless. Surely the
change could have been more
effective if it had been shor-

tened. The long stretch of time
it took for the lights to change,
while the music played, and
Josie let down her hair
inevitably hurt the last act so
that it became an exercise in

patience.

The production was a good
attempt at a very difficult play
with too many obstacles both in

structure and interpretation to

overcome in too short a time
(something like 15 rehear-
sals) . Besides a largely comic
first act, a very poignant third

act, it is highlighted by Mr.
Mahnken's superb per-
formance and for these three
reasons, I would recommend
seeing it.

TOD Of Tuesday
Wednesday

Campus Oct. 16, 17,

Prime Rib

Special

Reg. $5.60

Special #095

by Michael Wallace
Baseball (G)Love Story:

A Loser Loses
Bang the Drum Slowly —

directed by John Hancock
from the '50's novel by Mark
Harris. With Michael
Moriarty, Robert De Niro and
Vincent Gardenia. Music
arranged by Steve Lawrence.
Heralded by popular critics

to be a motion picture pennant
winner, Bang the Drum Slowly
jogs the same pathos path beat
by Love Story and last season's
television sensation Brian's
Song. This latest to the "dying
genre" involves a major
league baseball team. Unlike
its football counterpart, death
doesn't cut down the star
athlete in his glory but a scrub
catcher who commands so
little respect it seems his

demise could go unnoticed
even if it occurred on the field

during play. Sharing the
dugout bench with two relief

catchers, one asks him how tall

he is.

"Five foot eight." Pearson
says.

"Oh yeah, I didn't know shit

could pile that high." They
laugh.

The tobacco chewing catch-
er, Bruce Pearson, por-
trayed by Robert De Niro as
dumb to the point of being
numb, just chaws and drools
his brown sludge and squints
as if under a tremendous
mental strain to understand
why he has an abominable
batting average, why his
teammates hate and belittle

him, why he has a girlfriend
who is so eager for him to sign
over his insurance policy to her
and most recently, why he is

going to die of Hodgkin's
disease.

Left alone it seems Pearson
could pass on unnoticed, un-
missed and unmourned. In-

deed, De Niro is cast with an
l.Q. about half his batting
average, so we seldom see that
even he senses he stands to lose
much. Trying to fathom the
irony of his situation, Pearson,
a simple farm boy who "made
it back from Viet Nam without
a scratch" sums it up, "I've

Baseball (G)love Story
been handed a shit deal." Then
easily surrenders com
placently to his fate with a
blank stoicism lost to stupidity.
Game Ball for the Grave
The person sensing the

terrible personal tragedy is

Pearson's roommate, the
team's MVP, ace pitcher,
Henry Wiggins (Michael
Moriarty) who has what
Pearson lacks; athletic
greatness, sharp wit, confident
cool. Wiggins immediately
becomes obsessed with seeing
to it his roomy does not die
unknown and unloved. Before
he knew of the fatal illness, he
too was one of Pearson's
"raggers" or belittlers. He
drops everything, including his
wife, to commit himself totali/
to managing Pearson's affairs.
He miraculously cures his
batting average. He wards off
his goldmining girlfriend, he
keeps the truth from the coach
and signs Pearson into his own
contract to insure his eternal
guardianship. "Where I go, he
goes." Before the word leaks
out, he tries to bring the rest of
the team around to cheer
rather than shit on the doomed
catcher.

,lt is evident throughout the
movie that the focus is on
Wiggins, not Pearson, who
seems to be left sleeping
through it all somewhere in the
grandstands. It is the more
sensitive Wiggins who is called
upon to convey the emotional
impact of the film. Un-
fortunately, director Hancock
gets carried away with his
unselfish characterization of
Wiggins and wastes much of
the punch of the pitcher's
devotion. Many times more
powerful and central to the
film's theme are the com-
paratively few scenes of
personal contact, support and
love between the two men. In

one scene the pathetic Pearson
experiences the pangs of death
and breaking down like a
terrified child cries, "Arthur,
I'm scared." And as Wiggins
holds him in his arms and
shares his misery, the image of
comradeship emerges with
tremendous emotional im-

THE STUDENT HOMOPNILE LEAGUE

prtMnts a

GAY DANCE
with

THEmW NIGHTSHADE

SITOBDM • OCTOBER 13 • I p.m. - MIDNITE

WORCESTER DINING COMMONS

$1.00

BE THERE

0WoftfotiW '•'• •
*"* *A »- %- Mfc"-<-

petus.

Just as one source of the
film's emotional pull comes
from the cruel irony of fate,

another comes from the irony
of the big league sport magica

brief moments of fame and
respect are only brief. The film
rings true as Wiggins alone
attends the funeral; the roar of
the crowd now silent, the slap
of the teammate now absent

Unnoticed as usual, Pearson keeps the benches warm.

That well known syndrome of

sport fans as well as team
mates, to cheer the winner,
demean the loser and forget
both as soon as they depart the
arena. Both unfeeling forces
play against each other as
Wiggins tries to raise the
catcher to a level of athletic

achievement and respect
which he never thought
possible. "Going out in a blaze
of glory" allows Pearson, if not
a real respect from his
teammates, at least a tern
porary final scene of worth and
love.

It is Wiggins, not Pearson,
who feels the importance of

this to the man. It is he we see
change from the self con-
cerned, typical ballplayer to

someone feeling the deep need
for worth and respect in every
man through Pearson. It is he
who knows that his friend's

and long gone.
Other than misdirecting

Wiggins' devotion beyond the
personal level where it had
most worth, the film is badly
hampered by poor writing,
some useless gimmic
photography and poor settings.
Wiggins who looks like a blue

eyes, lanky version of Peanuts'
Charlie Brown, is often caught
expounding absurd versions of
equally Peanutish profund-
ities. Once, Pearson shows a
surprising mental alertness to
make the observation that,
"The only reason everyone is

being nice to me is because
they know I'm going to die.

Wiggins delivers the
philisophical comforter.
"Everyone knows everyone
else is going to die, that's the
only reason that they're as nice
as they are."

In an argument with the

doomed man about being
smart, Wiggins, who sidelines
as an Octarian Insurance
salesman, asked, "You were
smart enough to buy the four
star Octarian annuity policy
weren't you?" Other blatant
flourishes or poor writing
comes from the team's coach,
played by Vincent Gardenia,
who struggles over the decision
allowing Wiggins to include
Pearson in on his contract
(before knowing of his con
dition) but concedes, saying
profoundly, "I wouldn't or
dinarily allow such a thing —
but there's something in your

eyes Henry which tells me I

have to." In other areas,
Gardenia is brilliant as the
coach who provides the film's
comic relief in locker room pep
talksand exemplifies the quick
reversal of attitude apparent in

the whole team once he learns
of Pearson's condition. "I may
have badgered some of you,
like Pearson here, but it was
only for your own good. I only
have the utmost respect and
love for you. You know that,
don't you?" as he pats the
catcher's cheek.

A point which probably was
intended to have little to do
with the film but seems to have
a lot to do with the theme; that
is, a card game called Tegwar
which is constantly being
played during the film, usually
by Wiggins and a certain hard
assed manager who are ex-
perts at the game. The game
has no rules except that the
stupid and unsuspecting lose
their shirts. Pearson had
always wanted to play but
wasn't included because his
exceeding stupidity made him
more apt to be a perfect victim
for the money game. In the
end, through Wiggins' in-

tervention, he is allowed to
play, just before he dies.

fur h the CHEAPEST m \Ell'& USED chth'es
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NEW Male Jeans
only $5.00

Get ready for the cold with super-warm

Snorkel Parkas only
$ 20°°

USED COATS &
JACKETS

all kinds qp %£^WN® $15.00 . $40.00
LEATHER & SUEDE JACKETS

as well as

CORDUROY & DENIM
along with the usual —
flannel shirts, pea coats, vests,

reindeer sweaters, etc.
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and PANTS
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HOCKEY
Anyone livln) in Central Area inttrtsted in playing

with the Central Area hotkey leajae.

€•11 $0599 or MS6S ask far John.

King of Hearts

OCT. 12, 1973

DEERFIELD
DRIVE-IN

Route 5 & 10 So. Deerfield
665-8746

FRI, SAT &SUN.

7, 9, 11
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Mahar Aud.

TONIGHT
TIIK FOURTH TOWER OF INVERNESS at

midnight

!

You're invited to join Jack Flanders on his journe> that clelies the

JUL ."».• WHJ H»S. a journey through hi. .and maybv |«r>«^
lVs..Nery wevkn.ghlat midnight, with a map ..I the weeks adventures

,
, Sunday evening at 9 38

P
I TOMORROW

IMASS VS. H.l. FOOTBALL at 1:20 p.m.

The Minutemen take on the Terriers, and it comes to you live from

Huston University. Dfln the Gonki doaa play -by play with Larry IM

Convoy on color.

SUNDAY NIGHT
All| WII/S UNNAMED JAM SHOW at I P .m.

Ah Will plays jazz for you Send vour favorite name lor the slum to

W MIA Marston Hall. I Mass. Amherst, and win The Best of Kahsaan

Roland Kirk

UIMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

I
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MOVIE

Calendar
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Tell em Junior sent you"
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Barney wanted women in the worst way.
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Television Tonight
5:08 KNSK.N OIIMIl.t: (181

IKX.AN S IIKKOKS "Killer Klink." .22.

VIISTKKKtK.KKS MvH.IIBOKIIOOl)
(24) (57)

ADVKNTl RKS OK SI PLBM.W (27/

bkvkki.v ini.i.Kii.i.K.s The Doctors"
CIO)

I.OMKK HYI.K "Duke Slater. Night Club
Comic" <40»

:>::uiTIIK RKAI. McfOYS "The Delegates"
(18)

TIIK l.l< Y SHOW (22l

TIIK KLKCTKK COMPANY .24) (57)
tiOMKR PYI.K Love and Goulash" (27)

IHMiAVS IIKKOKS .30)

NKWS. WKATIIKK, SPORTS (40)

555 WHAT'S HAPPENING I PDATK (3)

B:00 \KWS IS) (8) (22)

A.MKRK A "Gone West" (18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

PKTTKOAT JINCTION (27)

TO TKI.I. TIIK TRITII Garry Moore,
host (30)

WIIJ> WILD WKST Night of I)r

loveless" (40)

«::» NKWS (3) (22) (30)

AB< KVKNINt; NKWS <8)

BOOKBKAT (24)

OIA1.I.KNGING SKA (27)

U>tfS LYONS: NKWS AND I OMMKNT
(57)

11:55 NKWSBKAT NKWS (40)

7: «0 WORLD AT WAR (3)

TRITII OR CONSKtH'KNCKS Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKK SHOW "Long Night's

Journey Into Day" (18)

Host

NKWS. ULATHKIt. SPOUTS <T2<
TIIK «||\\-KSK \\ \y ,24;

MOV IK Slaughter of the \ a-oires
AB< K\ KMNt. NKWS '40

TIIK RKPUKTKRS (57)

Mi TIIK D\TIN<; I.AMK '8i

MOYIK The Suordsman' IB.
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'22 >

WM.I. STHKKT WKKK 24'

TIIK IMMI.VWtNID Stjl ARKs , . , ,

Marshall, host :«d
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Haunted Mouse 4o>
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»;0» (U.lttlS DKPT 1 31
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..,
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taTl

X::W ROI.I. OIT! CI)

TIIK ODD ( Ol Pl.K -The Odd llol.dav
(Hi (40)

GIRL WITH SOMKTHING KXTR \ (221
CM))

VIDKO DRAMA II (24)

WALL STRKKT WKKK (57)
!I:(MI MOVIK DracuJa" (3)

ROOM 222 M Didn I Raise My Girl To Be
a Soldier" (8i (40)

TIIK 7«o n.iB us)
VKKDLKS AND PINS .22) (.30)

BORIS KAHI.OKK PRKSKNTS
THRILLKR "The Merriweather Kile " (27)
ti to ADAMS itlB Kaly at the Bat »'
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LUIS BUNVEL'S EROTIC MASTERPIECE

"BELLE de JOLR"
starring

CATHERINE DENEUVE
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WEEKEND
complied by Bob Nesti

BANG THE DRUM SLOWLY
Perhaps the best received film of recent

months; a sentimental baseball story with

Robert DeNiro and Michael Moriarty.

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.

BELLE DE JOUR (1968)

Luis Bunuel elegant fantasy is concerned

with the sexual longings of a bored, Parisean

housewife. She acts them out in a dreamlike

borlello. A splendid fim to watch, with

Catherine Deneuve. Student Union Ballroom,

Saturday, 10/13, 7, 9, and 11.

CASABLANCA ( 1943)

In the forward to the recently published

screenplay Howard Koch, who co-authored this

film with Philip G. and Julius J. Epstein, wrote
that the story of this memorable espionage

romance was plotted after the shooting had
begun. Despite its shaky beginnings, success of

the picture has been unmistakable it won an
Oscar for the Best Film of 1943 — today it

remains perhaps the best known of cult films.

Humphrey Bogart plays R ick, the casino owner
in war-torn Casablanca, who is called upon to

help Ingrid Bergman, who was his lover in pre-

war Paris and who now is married to one of the

German's arch-enemies, a fugitive resistance

leader. A superb example of Warner Brothers

knife edged craftsmanship during the Forties

and certainly one of the most enjoyable films

Hollywood has ever produced. Directed with

remarkable efficiency by Michael Curtiz. With
Claude Rains, Peter _orre, and Sidney

Greenstreet, Lecture Room One, Amherst
College, Friday, 10/12 and Saturday, 10/13,

7. 30 and 10.

40 CARATS
Take an infantile farce, concerning a for-

'yish career woman who falls in love with a

twenty one year old millionaire; add generous

helpings of flakey one-liners, throw in your

stock crazy supporting types, and dress Liv

Ullmann in what appears someone's dining

room drapes and you have about the worst

comedy film of the year. Liv Ullmann had
better find a new agent — with this and "Lost
Horizon" under her belt, her visa may be taken

away. Here she so arch that if she moved,
cracks will appear. Calvin Theater, Nor
•hampton.

FRIENDS OF EDDIE COYLE
Robert Mitchum as a small time hood on the

run. A gritty, knock a bout melodrama, filmed

in and around Boston. Mitchum gives a much
regarded performance and many critics have
raved, one even calling it the best American
film so far this year. With Peter Boyle.

Academy of Music, Northampton.

THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY
(1967)

Sergio Leone's stylized Western is an epic

exploration of macho themes. The expansive
plot revolves around three individuals who
search for.a missing cache of gold, the time is

the American Civil War. The three Inflict

various violent, sadistic acts on many victims

and each other before finally pacing off. I eone
has an eye for terrific effects: the images
follow like in a comic book. The action is

equally as evocative. With Clint Eastwood, Lee
Van Cleef, and Eli Wallach. Some memorable
moments, although the scope of the picture is

largely diminished when not shown in wide
screen. Mahar, Saturday, 10/13, 7 and 10.

HARPER (19*5)

This detective thriller attempts to recreate
the mood of Bogart's Forties detective films

with Paul Newman impersonating Humphrey
Bogart. It just doesn't work, although the "in"
references and fhe played up thrills come at

you, the sophistication and sly fun of films like

"The Big Sleep" are lost in the transistion. The
whole film has a marked down quality to it.

Written by William Goldman. Directed by Jack
Smight. With Lauren Bacall, Julie Harris, and
Arthur Hill. Student Union Ballroom, Wed
nesday, 10/17,7.

HEAVY TRAFFIC
The second full length cartoon feature by the

makers of "Fritz The Cat". A brutal, often

offensive cross-section of urban living whose
gritiness is compensated by its strong
evocation of city living. Striking use of in

terplay between real life situations and its

cartoon complement. The adventures of a
young Jewish boy in New York which no social

type rudely presented. Showcase Cinemas,
West Springfield.

HIT!
Directed by Sidney J.

Cinemas, West Springfield.

Furie. Showcase

JUNIOR BONNER (1972)

Thiscongeneal contemporary Western about

a faltering family around a rodeo circuit

slipped most filmgoers attention last year,

mostly because of poor distribution. Directed

in an agreeable way by Sam Peckinpah it

makes for a marked departure from what
came before and after. Steve McQueen is fine

in the title role. Ida Lupino and Robert Preston

show us what a fine actor can do with a

character part. Student Union Ballroom,

Sunday, 10/13, 7 and 9:30.

THE LAST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS
( 1972)

Neil Simon's farce about a frustrated middle

class man who wants desperately to cheat on

his wife. He tries with three of *er friends in his

mother's apartment. Probably the best of the

Simon plays filmed to date, directed by Alan
Arkin. Student Union Ballroom, Thursday,
10/18, 7 and 9.

MY LITTLE CHICKADEE (1940)

Somehow the combination of Mae West and
W.C. Fields would suggest the most ribald of

film comedies; this film, then, is a strange

disappoointment. It never seems to rise; what
happens just sits on the screen without much
direction or energy. The story, by West and
Fields, concerns the exploits of West as a

wanton woman run out of town because of her

midnight liaison with a masked stranger.

Fields plays her husband, whom she attaches

herself onto while fighting Indians on a train

between towns. Some funny bits, such as Mae's
impersonation of a schoolteacher and Field's

foreplay with a goat; still not nearly as good as

West's earlier films. The Globe, Northampton.
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Catherine Deneuve in Belle Du Jour.

Robert DiNiro and Michael Moriarty.

MONTERREY POP (1948)

A fine sampling of mid to late sixties of

American popular music filmed at the Mon
terrey Pop Festival in 1967. The talent includes

Otis Redding, Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, and
the Mamas and the Papas. In addition on

'hursday through Saturday evenings Tom
Willits will perform. The Globe, Northampton.

MURDER MY SWEET (1947)

Philip Marlowe, a private detective, after
going through various adventures with the help
of a girl, unmasks a rich, seductive woman who
kills to prevent ner past being known. This is a
fine example of the American thriller — in its

plot, its atmospheric photography and lighting,

its brutality (both police and lovers'), and its

'heatrical touches and twists of plot. It is one of

the best films in the genre — and one of

Dmytryk's best. And Dick Powell's best per
formance. Student Uni6n Ballroom, Wed
nesday, 10/17,11.

THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH (1957)
A faithful husband is left alone when his wife

leaves for a holiday to escape the New York
summer heat. He is'tempted by a pretty neigh
bor, invites her into his apartment, but, in the
end, remains faithful to his wife. This skillful,

but essentially vulgar farce, was a great
commercial success, although it is not at all

like Wilder's other films on sexual mores. Tom
Ewell indulges himself with histrionic's but
Marilyn Monroe appears in one of her most
seductive and appealing roles. Hampden
Dining Commons, Sunday, 10/14, 7:30 and
9: 30.

STATE OF SIEGE
Costas Gravas's frightening polemic about

American behind-the scenes espionage in

South America. It's partly frightening because
it bellows so, but mostly effective due to the

efficient direction and the neatly executed
performance of Yves Montand. Campus
Cinemas, Hadley.

KING OF HEARTS ( 1964)

Philippe DeBroca's lovely fantasy about the

illusion of sanity in the world. It takes place in a

lovely French village during the First World
War and stars Alan Bates. The film has a

tremendous rapport with college audiences —
it has been running for more than two years at

a Cambridge theater and often is discussed as
one of the finest films every made by students,

certainly a good deal of fun. Mahar, Friday,
10/12, 7, 9, and 11.

THE LAST OF SHEILA
The most engaging film released this past

summer is this sly comic mystery, a sort of

"And Then There Were None" on board a

yacht. The script by composer Stephen Son
dheim and actor Anthony Perkins has the good
fun of an elaborate puzzle. Who and for what
reason did someone run down the bitchy gossip
columnist Sheila. A year after her death her
husband assembles the eight most possible

suspects for a week's sailing off the Riviera
onboard his yacht the Sheila. The roles are
perfectly cast, especially James Mason as the

fading director and Dyan Cannon as the agent.

Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

MONSIEUR VERDOUX (1947)

"A comedy for murders," suggested by the

crimes of Landru. Monsieur Verdoux
(Chaplin) had been a bank clerk for thirty

years but is dismissed during the Depression.

Unable to find honest work he turns to

marrying, bigamously, rich women in various

parts of France, securing their property,

murdering them, and then returning to his

unsuspecting and crippled wife. One of

Chaplin's most controversial films. When first

released James Agee considered it one of the

finest films Hollywood has ever produced;

others have called it preachy and overdone.

Still a work of immense power in which comedy

and pathos are intertwined to a disturbing end.

A wonderful comic bit by Martha Raye as one

of the wives is certainly one of the most

memorable moments in all films. Thompson
104, Monday, 10/15, 8 and 10.

A MAN CALLED HORSE (1968)

Richard Harris as a British aristocrat is lost

in the Midwestern wilds during middle of the

Nineteenth century. He is taken up by a tribe of

Indians and is initiated as a member. The film
attempts to break down the Hollywood
stereotype of Indians as warpaging savages by
making it appear they're researching the
savagery. An overly bloody film, with all sorts

of murky undercurrents of what stamina is all

about. Harris shouts, which is what he does
best, and hardly a word of English is spoken in

• he undriving quest for accuracy. Thompson
104, Tuesday, 10/16, 8 and 10.

THE MALTESE FALCON (1941)

John Huston directorial debut is their near
perfect detective thriller in which Humphrey
Bogart portrays his most memorable
character: Sam Spade. Adapted from the

Dashiell Hammett novel a few films suggest
the seedy adventure of being a private eye as
well, few films are as precisely and as sharply
made as this either. Beautifully cast, with

Mary Astor, Peter Lorre, Gladys George, and
Sidney Greenstreet. Lecture Room One,
Merrill Science Center, Anherst College,

Friday, 10/12, 7:30 and 10.

MONKEY BUSINESS (1931)

The Marx Brothers are stowaways on an
ocean liner where Groucho and Zeppo on the

one hand and Chico and Harpoon the other get
mixed up with rival gangs and are involved in a
kidnapping. Remarkable sequences: the Marx
Brothers in their hiding place in kippered
herring barrels carrying on with their day-to-

day activities; the hairdressing salon where
Chico and Harpowork; Groucho as a seductive
ship's officer; Harpo hiding in a Punch and
Judy show; Groucho's parody of an interview
with a star, the burlesque scenes at the
Customs. This is one of the fastest and most
malicious of the Marx Brothers films and
Drought to the screen some of their best
vaudeville gags Thompson 104, Friday, 10/12,

6 30 and 9:30.

TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT
It has been reported Howard Hawks made a

bet with Ernest Hemingway that he could turn
Hemingway's worst novel into a good film. He
won the bet. T he story has Humphrey Bogart in

Martinique with Lauren Bacall in her film
debut. Her first line is immortal: standing in a
slinky doorway she asks "Anyone got a mat
ch?" T horoughly enjoyable and indictive of the
fine films Warner Brothers produced in the
Forties. Amherst Cinema, Amherst.

2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY ( 1968)

Stanley Kubrick's fascinating monkey-to-

man to superman story. Extraordinary visuals

prove McCluhan to be correct. With a com-

puter named HAL and space stations spiralling

in three-quarter time to the "Blue Danube
Waltz". Campus Center Auditorium, Friday,

10/12, 6:30, 9, and 11.

WESTWORLD
Michael Crichton's dream world, when

entire universes can be created. Too bad
Crichton can't make a film that doesn't look

like a tourist trip through a souped-up

Disneyland. Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield.

Table for two Mae West and W. C. Fields.
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Let ' s Get High

!

By ROBERTA MARTONE
"Let's get high tonight."

Sound familiar? It should. This
seems to be the typical UMie
reaction after five days of
"hitting the books".

In a random sampling taken
on campus, most people said

they spent their weekends in

bars, at parties, or visiting

friends. Some said they were
"fair game for anything",
while others said they weren't
"into any routine yet." A small
minority mentioned the
Saturday football games as
weekend entertainment.
Movies, concerts, and plays

also were given as ways to

enjoy the weekend. However,
the bars were the most
popular.

The hopping places on
campus are the Blue Wall and
The Hatch. When asked what
happened on a typical Friday
night at the Blue Wall, one
bartender said that the place

was generally "rowdy". He
said, "On a Friday night, the

crowd consumes about fifty

kegs of beer. Supposedly the

Blue Wall sells more beer than
any other place in New
England. The bartender also

said that although there are
few fights, a lot of people get

sick or fall asleep on the tables.

He said Saturday night was
quieter because it was more of

a "date night". The crowd
usually vacillates between the

Blue Wall and The Hatch.

The Top of the Campus has a

quieter atmosphere. Some
students said they go the TOC
(o "take a 'breather" from the

rowdier" downstairs bars.

While the crowd at the Blue
Wall and The Hatch ranges

from "freaks" to "straights",

and anything in between, The
Pub in Amherst is more of a

haven for sororitv and

fraternity people. Other bars in

the Amherst area, such The
Rusty Nail are frequented by
students who have cars.

Business also "picks up" for

the campus hotel on the
weekends. On an average
weekend, said one of the
receptionists, they rent about
20 rooms, usually to men who
are having their girlfriends

visit, or vice-versa. "But on a
homecoming weekend, we rent

as many as 75 rooms. 3-4 of the
hotel, mostly to girls and guys
visiting each other," said the
receptionist.

Whether you spend your
weekends in bars, visiting

friends, or going home, one
thing is certain-almost nobody
studies on the weekends.

Eric Walgren Seeks
Election Invalidation

By DEAN TUCKER
Eric Walgren is going to take on

City Hall in the great American
tradition; and he predicts victory

for his cause.

Walgren is seeking to have the

Spring 1972 Amherst Town Elec-

tions declared invalid. He contends
that the Amherst selectmen held

the elecion during intercession of

the UMass academic year, to

facilitate town voters, not all

voters.

Thirty per cent of the en-

franchised voters in Amherst are

students. Walgren lost the election

by 200 votes. It cannot be deter-

mined whether or not Walgren
would have won if the students
were in town to vote.

Although Walgren is confident he
will win his suit, it remains un-

certain to him what the court will

decide to do to rectify the alleged
infraction. They could declare the

first election invalid and order a

new one be held. They could order
the first election and imply the

town should be cognizant of

student voters in the future, but not

order it to do so. The selectmen
could also be ordered to take

specific action in ensuring students
the right to vote.

Walgren is fighting the case
alone; defending himself as a

pauper. He is armed with a degree
from Amherst College and Rutgers
Law School, but needs money. He
and his Tea Party New Law Fund
are accepting contributions at 41

High St., Amherst.
The Amherst selectmen said

prior to the election that they had

Insurance For Young Drivers

changed the date so the election

would be held concurrently with

the UMass intercession.

They chose not to change the

dates to a time convenient to the

UMass voter because they feared it

would cause confusion.

This constitutes Walgren 's tour

de force in his case. He claims that

all the selectmen sought to have
the widest possible voter en-

franchisement; by ignoring the

student voters they defeated their

own purpose.

District Court Judge Frank
Freedman has been criticized for

his dismissal of the case and the

broad issues it imples.

Walgren has said that should the

appeal trial make a declaratory

judgement and order a new
election, he will run aeain.

Eric Is Here...

New Laws Ease Acquisition
By SHERMAN BOYSON

If the new UMass Parking Council fulfills its goal of

having no cars on campus, then auto insurance will

no longer be a problem to students. Until that day, a

new piece of legislation will make it easier for anyone
under 25 to get auto insurance.

Presently, people under the age of 25 can find it

pretty difficult to get an insurance agency to cover
their cars. Most agencies can just outright refuse to

sell auto insurance to young drivers. This is allowed

by a procedure called "underwriting con-

siderations". Because of higher risks and costs that

the young driver presents, a company can refuse to

serve him on the basis of those risks. This leaves the

young driver with a hassle in finding a company to

insure him.

The easiest and most common way of insuring a

minor's car is through his parents' agency. That is

the only way a lot of companies will take on a young
driver. The agency that tells a customer that it won't

do business with the person's children will find that

customer eager to take his business elsewhere.

Besides the obvious public relations advantage of

serving children of established customers, most
people will end up living in the area where they were
born Therefore it is a good possibility that the young
driver, who is a child of a regular customer, will be

around when his is an adult.

If for any number of reasons a young person doesn't

want to, or can't go to his parents' company, he'll

have to find one on his own. If he goes to a regular

agency, he'll be turned away. Blair, Cutting, & Smith
in downtown Amherst for example, will not take

young drivers unless they have permanent residence

in the area, or have parents served by the company.
Usually agencies will refer you to an "assigned risk"

agency. This is an agency that specifically advertises

its willingness to insure the high risk young driver.

Mr. Frank Lawrence of Northampton, probably the

best known assigned risk agent in the area, explained

why the young driver is an unwanted customer with

most agencies.

"First, there is the high accident rate. Young
drivers are involved in more accidents than any other

age group", Lawrence said. Statistics released by the

Travelers Insurance Company in 1972 show that the

18-24 year old age group are involved in nearly 30% of

the fatal and non-fatal accidents. The percentage

decreases progressively as the age increases.

Lawrence went on to say that "young drivers tend to

own older cars "He pointed out how this leads to two
unwanted risks: "The older car is more likely to be

involved in an accident and the car is more likely to

be sold. That brings a transfer cost which the agency
must bear." The third risk that Lawrence pointed out

was that "young drivers are on the road more often,

and so more likely to have an accident".

Because of the added costs and risks, most agen-

cies would rather not take the young driver. It is left

to the assigned risk company to insure them. These
agencies are allowed to charge an $11.50 charge to

cover the extra costs involved. Though the cost

seems small, volume makes the difference. A lot of

those $11.50 fees can really add up.

An assigned risk agency sends the policies they

have into Boston. There the policies are put into the

"assigned risk pool". The assigned risk pool is a pool

which distributes the risk policies to all insurance
agencies in proportion to their business volume. A
larger company would have to handle more policies

than a smaller one. This is forced by an act of

legislation of the state.

Because young drivers are forced to go to assigned
risk agencies, the chance for cheating the driver
occurs. Charlatan agencies would overcharge the

drivers or pad their bills with extras the driver
doesn't really need. If the driver is unable to shop
around, the agency could tell him the extras are
necessary.

Lawrence pointed out how "the insurance com-
missioner is really cracking down on these agencies.
Some have had their licenses taken away for cheating
the customer."
Now all this la going to change. The Massachusetts

legislature has passed a bill that makes those "un-
derwriting considerations" illegal. When the bill goes
into effect insurance agencies will not be able to

refuse the young driver because of higher risks. Some
agencies however, still want to refuse to serve
students since they aren't permanent residents: but

whether or not that is legal has not been decided.

( Continued on P. 3)
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C.C. Tables Evaluated
By MARSHA VKNL'Tl

A proposal for a new table usage
policy for the Concourse level of

the Campus Center is being
prepared to try to prevent turning

the UMass temple into a den of

theives.

Much work has been done by the

Campus Center staff and the board
of Governors to minimize rip-offs

and organize this business so that

the tables will serve the needs of as
many students as possible.

Richard Davies, manager of the

department of recreation and
services, has been supervising the

"I think that within a couple of

weeks we will have a definite

policy," Davies said. "It won't be

too different from last year's but

we will have a more clearly

defined purpose." Davies said he is

now preparing a proposal, with the

help of Bernard Wilkes, retail sales

manager of the Campus Center.

Also helping are student em-
ployees Kathy Hogan and Hon Reed
who help supervise the program,
and the Crafts Guild. But the final

proposal will come from the Board
of Governors, Davies said.

Howard Levin, a committee

l at I I'hoto - Bob Kllisl

Onr of the already organized tables in the C.C.

table program since September.

He and two student employees of

the Campus Center do most of the

organizing and checking up. and
have been taking most of the

complaints.

At this point I'm not really sure

what we are trying to do here, how

much we want to cater to the

craftsman and how much to the

small entrepreneur," Davies said

in a Collegian interview "But we
arc trying to serve as many
students as we can." He said that

he is currently following last year's

policy concerning table usage, with

a few new guidelines as specified

by the board of governors this

year.

chairman of the Board of Gover-
nors of the Campus Center and
Student Union complex, says he is

concerned that the table usage
policy be in the best interests of the

students.

As it stands now, there are 26

table spaces available on the

concourse level of the Campus
Center, and 11 in the Student
Union. A temporary table policy

dated September 1973 says that

those who use the tables must be
Campus Center fee paying
students or members of student
households or families. Personally
handcrafted goods may be sold on
the concourse level at no charge.
Commercially manufactured

goods may be sold on the non-

concourse level and in the Student

Union at a charge of $5 per day.

Davies said this money goes to the

Building Operations account,
which pays for such things as the

personnel at the Information
Counter.

All sellers must set up and take

down their tables, and clean up
after themselves. Sellers must sign

up at the Information desk on the

concourse level, individual sellers

may sign up each day or up to a

week in advance. RSO groups
may sign up daily or up to a month
in advance.

First priority for tables is given

to RSO groups, second to non-profit

organizations, third to individual

students, and fourth to Continuing

Education students.

Levin said that the policy has
been changed every year because
it has not been adequate. He said

they are now working on a policy

that will be workable and durable.

Davies pointed out some of the

weak spots in the present policy.

He said that there is a problem of

where to draw the line at who is a
member of a student household or
family and who is using his place of

residence or personal relationship

with a student for his own gain. He
said there is also a problem with

Continuing Ed students because
although they pay a Campus
Center fee it may be as little as $6
per semester. This fall Davies
found that one person had signed
up for a course just so that he could
sell his wares to students in the
Campus Center. The new policy

will try to deal with problems such
as these, Davies said.

Ms. Hogan said that many of the

people who sell handcrafted goods
belong to the Crafts Guild, which
meets regularly with Campus
Center staff. She said that if there

is any question about the
authenticity of hand-made articles,

the person selling "will be quizzed

by the Crafts Guild to see if they
really do make it themselves".
Occasionally people set up tables

without signing up for them, Ms.
Hogan said, but there are not too

many problems here. She said that

the crafts people are concerned
when others don't follow the rules,

so they keep a check on the

situation. She and other staff

members try to watch to see that

the rules are followed.

Cultivating "The Learning Seed"

UMass Student Starts Vietnam Fund
By MARYLAWSON

Ha-Tang Lieng-Hot, a senior agricultural

marketing major who lives in Dwight House at

UMass, has established the Lieng-Hot Education

Fund. Inc.

He did this to bring financial assistance to the

young people of his home area, the Central Highlands

of South Vietnam. The Montagnards are a race

lacing cultural extinction because of the Vietnam
War. Ha-Tang said in a Collegian interview. They
are a primitive, rural tribe and have been outcasts of

Vietnam for centuries

Lieng-Hot was the first Montagnard student in this

country

Through his work for the Medical Relief Program
in Vietnam he was recognized by the directors as

having the potential to be educated in the United

States. MRP directors are providing for his education

here Through them and his other supporters, he

said, he has become dedicated to the value of

education in overcoming poverty for his people.

Lieng-Hot said. "To be ignorant is just like being

blindfolded. This is the condition my people have

been facing for many years Uneducated, they have

been gullible, easily deceived and unable to improve

their condition Yet. there is one great cure to this

situation by educating the now generation. The
earlier the learning seed is cultivated in the young
peoples' minds, the better the world they'll build
tomorrow!

"

Lieng-Hot said he feels it is his responsibility to
help educated the young Montagnards. As a result,

there are twelve people being educated through the
Lieng-Hot Fund. The monthly cost of education
through high school in Vietnam is $25 each. This
includes room, board, tuition and books.
These 12 Montagnards and others need support

desperately, Lieng-Hot said. Through support he
suggests Americans can help them from becoming
another race like the American Indians.
The Montagnard bracelet, a symbol of unity and

friendship, will be sold in Dwight House to raise
money for the fund. Eventually, they will be sold in

the Campus Center if Lieng-Hot can find help. He
would appreciate the support of students and new
ideas te help promote the project. Contributions,
suggestions, support and questions can be directed to

Lieng-Hot Education Fund, Inc., 114 Harris Ave.,
Needham. Ma., 02192, care of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Bridges, or directly to the head of residence in
Dwight House. The Bridges are Lieng-Hot's U.S.
sponsors.

Speed Traps
By BRIAN COOK

As a result of serious complaints from Rocky Hill Road residents in

Hadley , local police installed radar speed traps on several occasions last

week to discourage speeding on that road and others adjoining it.

With Route 9 construction, traffic is often backed up from the center

of Hadley to the Coolidge Bridge. Consequently, many Amherst-bound

commuters take the back roads (Route 47, Rocky Hill Rd., North Maple

St., etc.) through Hadley to avoid the early morning and evening rush

hour tie-ups on Rt. 9.

The mad dash along these twisting, narrow back roads is like a

qualifying heat in a European road race. Those who abide by the speed

limits need not check their rear view mirrors for other vehicles, as each

short straight-away sends a flurry of growling engines past the

bewildered drivers. Part of this well known short-cut is a dirt road

paralleling tobacco fields, which sends up blinding clouds of dust as the 4,

6, and 8 cylinder machines eat up the rocks and pot-holes in their surge

forward to the finish line. The stretch may yet live up to its name-
Cemetery Road.

Mrs. Rogala who lives at 65 Rocky Hill Rd., the longest and most
heavily populated section through which the commuters pass, has four

children, the youngest of which is four years old. She termed the traffic

situation as "terrible". Having lost two family pets in accidents already,

she stated that he husband, a sergeant on the UMass police force, was
"instrumental in getting the speed traps installed".

Another resident in the area, Mrs. Wilda of 49 Rocky Hill Rd., has
three young children. She noted that "there are not enough signs warning
of children in the area. The cars move much too fast for this road and the

volume of traffic has increased greatly during the past two years with the

growth of the University."

The majority of drivers are UMass commuters and most seemed to

heed to established speed limits as they became aware of police patrols.

However, by the end of the week most radar traps had been discontinued

and speed on the road is once again picking up to a frenzied pace.

Crocker Plane Found
DOUGLAS, Mass. (AP) -

Federal investigators are
examining the wreckage of a small
plane found Saturday deep within

the Douglas State Forest.

The plane crashed last July 1,

taking the lives of the Miller C.

Crocker family of Lexington.

Found in the wreckage were the
bodies of Crocker, 36; his wife,

bernice, 38; and their three sons,

Miller, 13; Mathew, 12; and Scott 7.

The plane was enroute from
Cumberland, Pa., to Hanscom
Field in Bedford when it crashed.

* staff Photo - Jim Pappas>

They wouldn't listen when we voted for McGovern last year. Now
look who's asking for advice about Vice Presidents.

Prof. Convicted
For Possesion
Michael M. Thelwell, associate

professor of literature and
chairman of the Afro-Am depart-
ment, was convicted Friday in
Hampshire County district court
for possession of marijuana.
Presiding judge Luke F. Rvan

placed him on 6 months probation.

He was previously fined $15 for

driving without a registration in

his possession, $20 for driving

without a proper sticker, $20 for

driving on a sidewalk, and $25 for

violation of road laws.

Correction
It was incorrectly reported in Friday's COLLEGIAN that the

Campus Center hotel would be cashing checks. The Student Union
area behind the candy counter will still be cashing checks on
Sunday-Wednesday from 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. and on Thursday-
Saturday from 4 p.m. to 12 p.m.

The bus ticket counter has been relocated from the Student
Union to the Campus Center hotel lobby. Tickets will be available
on a 24-hour basis.
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A door, six months overdue is delaying the establishment of a Southwest Student Union in the old

Hampden Dining Commons.

Dubois Papers Acquired:

UMass: Black History Center
By DAVE GREENSLIT

The papers of pioneer civil rights

leader WEB. DuBois will help

establish UMass as a major in-

ternational center for research in

black history, according to the

head of the Department of Black

Studies.

Professor Mike Thelwell said

that since DuBois was such an

important figure in the

"development of the modern Afro-

American community", it is im-

possible to research the subject

without reference to his life and

works.
The University has acquired the

late DuBois' papers through an
agreement with his wife, according

to Chancellor Randolph Bromery.
The works will cost $150,000 over a

period of 10 years and will be
funded by outside sources,
Bromery said. He added that

prospects for outside sources,
Bromery said. He added that

prospects for outside financing

were "encouraging."

One third of DuBois' papers were
located in Cairo where Bromery
travelled in the end of August to

supervise the packing and shipping

of the works. Bromery said boxes

containing the 500 lbs. of

documents were not itemized and,

at a time when Egypt is par-

ticularly careful of what passes in

and out of the country, the customs
preocedure took several hours. The
Egyptians delayed releasing two

films of DuBois, but Bromery said

the films were not confiscated, and
arrangements for their release will

be made.
In addition to the papers covered

by the contract, Bromery said Mrs.

DuBois will give him a life-size

bronze bust of DuBois, which is

now with a sculptor in London, and
several hundred photographs.
Bromery said he will add these to

the library collection. Mrs. DuBois
will also donate an oil painting of

her husband, he said.

Both Mrs. DuBois and Bromery
are working to have DuBois'

personal library, now in Ghana,

included in the University

collection.

Bromery added that the

collection is now locked in the

University Library and access to

them has been "deferred". He
gave three reasons:

1 - funding for the "acquisition of

the papers" is still in progress,

2 - acid in the old papers has
made them brittle and $50-60,000 is

needed for the preservation
process, and

3 - someone is needed to

catalogue and codify the papers.

The DuBois collection contains a

great deal of information that until

now was unavailable, according to

Professor Thelwell. He said many
scholars will be attracted to UMass
because of the papers.

WEB. DuBois was born in

Great Barrington, Mass. in 1868.

He received his P.H.D. in sociology

from Harvard in 1895.

DuBois was an early leader in

the movement of social equality for

blacks. During a period of extreme
oppression was a founder of the

National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People and
organized the first four Pan-
African Congresses.

He died in Ghana in 1963. Af

the overthrow of the Nkrum
government in Ghana, Mr?
DuBois moved many of his papers

to Egypt. The remainder are in

New York.

Absent Door Delays

SW Student Union
• ' ALISON SIMCOX

A door, six months ov- . \ is delaying the establishment of a South-

west student union in Han- >o n Dining Commons.
Over a year ago the S west Internal Planning Conference (SWIP

)

released a report containing pians for the Hampden Dining Commons,
which had been ceded to Southwest by the Food Services due to the rising

cost of maintaining the commons.
As quoted from The Southwest Broadside, September 7, 1972; "For

the fall semester, an information desk will be located in the lobby of the

Hampden Dining Commons. In the North end of the commons, offices will

be constructed in the two smaller areas on either side of the main dining

room; the Southwest governing bodies on the East side, and the Human
Resources Center on the West. The large area in the North end will

become a theatre for the showing of films and will also be equipped with a
stage and lighting for drama".

The Human Resource Center has been established on the West side

with several counseling programs in operation, but the only sign of the

Southwest governing bodies on the East side is a colossal heap of over-

turned desks, chairs, leaflets, a filing cabinet, two lockers and a couple of

dirty couches. Three potted trees and a directory occupy the main lobby,

behind which is a locked storage area.

Food Services uses part of the building for a cafeteria. Munchie's and
pinball machines were moved upstairs during the Spring of 1973. A film

viewing area has been set up which is sometimes, though rarely, in use.

Plans are by no means abandoned, but cannot be implemented until

some type of security measures are procured for the building. A door has
long been scheduled for the right-hand side to cover the entrance into the

main lobby.

As it is at present, a hole giving access directly into the East side

presents too great a risk if expensive equipment were to be moved in.

John Hunt, Master of Southwest, said that although a few programs
have been abandoned, such as the Area West Judiciary and a SW Com-
munity Relations Board, it is hoped study areas, an information desk,

campus phones (there are three next to Munchie's), a center for per-

forming arts, SW Assembly and a few other offices, some of which are
now housed in J.Q.A. can soon be placed into Hampden Dining Commons.

When Will Law Go Into Effect?
'.Continued from P. 1)

This bill has its advantages and disadvantages. It

simply wipes out the raison d'etre for assigned risk

agencies. This removes the opportunity for

fraudulent companies to cheat the driver. But it also

drags down the honest agencies. Lawrence estimates

that he will "lose one third" of his present volume.

The reason companies take on assigned risks is

that they need the business. Lawrence said, "in-

surance is a father to son business. The same agency

usualy serves all the members of the family through

generations. In a young business like ours, a large

cliental is not yet built. Now that the students can go

to nearby Amherst, there is no reason for them to

drive 9 miles to the office in Northampton." Even if

some of his satisfied customers stay, the student

population will have a complete turnover in 4 years so

the future looks bleak.

When the new law will go into effect is a question.

Some want it for January 1974, while others want to

wait till March. One agent in Amherst said "most

policies change in January anyway, so it would be

easier to do it then ' A larger agency complained that

"our volume is too large in January. Waiting until

March would make it a lot less confusing".

There are some price differences young drivers

suffer that won't be changed. Discrimination by sex,

for example. Women have always had the pleasure of

letting men know that they only have to pay half as

much as men do. This is based on the statistics that

show men are involved in 85% of the accidents.

When asked why this ratio exists, one secretary

replied "women are just better drivers than men".

Lawrence presented a different picture. He pointed

out how "men will drive more often than women.
When they go out on a date it is the man who drives.

And afterwards if they both have been drinking and

are unfit to drive, it is again the man who will take the

wheel."
Where an individual garages his car can also make

a difference in his premium cost. Depending on the

number of cars and accidents in an area, the price in

one community can differ from that of another.

Amherst has the second lowest rate in the state,

compared to the highest rate in Boston. Sunderland

and Northampton have the same rate as Amherst.

Belchertown has a slightly higher rate, "but not

enough to make it a factor in deciding where to

garage a car" said one agent. The location for which

a person will be charged is determined on where

he has it most of the time.

Actually, if an individual goes to school in Amherst

for 9 months and lives in Boston the other 3 months an

insurance agency could charge a higher rate for the

time spent in Boston. But the added cost of the

paperwork involved makes such a system un-

desirable, so the agent does not usually charge the

higher premium for the 3 months.

The new system makes getting insurance more
equal for the young driver. Statistics show that the

drivers in the 25-35 age group are also in possession of

a high accident percentage. But as one agent said

"you couldn't expect the middle aged driver to accept

that assigned risk stuff. Adults just wouldn't stand for

it". Now the young driver doesn't have to stand for it

either.
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Air Strike On Damascus

(AP Wirephoto via cable from Beirut,

Syrian civil defense personnel and others stand outside a house in Ain RemmaHeh Square in
Damascus, where all the foreign embassies are located, after the house was destroyed during Israeli air
strike on the city Tuesday.

Egypt, Israel Advance Troops
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Egyptian tanks launched a

broad, day-long attack Sunday
on Israel's Sinai defense line.

In Syria, the advance of Israeli

armor in the direction of

Damascus was reported
slowed by heavy Syrian ar-
tillery fire.

Israeli tanks moved within 21

miles of Damascus, a day after
Israeli officers had reported
advance armor being about 16

miles from the Syrian capital.

Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan of Israel, who last week
predicted overnight victory in

Syria, said Sunday in a
nationally televised speech:

"This is not like previous
wars. This one is difficult and
there are hard battles. It is a

war of many days and much
blood."

The Cairo command said its

armored columns seized un-

specified "new areas" of land
in the Sinai peninsula and
knocked out 150 Israeli an-
titank missiles.

The Israeli command said its

forces beat back the Egyptians
to a line three or four miles
from the Suez Canal and that

the Egyptians lost more than
200 tanks.

The command in Tel Aviv
said that 656 Israeli soldiers
were killed in the first eight
days of Middle East fighting,

including the commander of

Israeli tank forces in the Sinai.

The new conflict, the fourth
Arab-Israeli war since 1948,

broke out Oct. 6.

Some diplomatic sources in

Cairo viewed the new Egyptian
offensive in the Sinai as an
attempt to divert Israeli

energy from the hard-pressed
Arab forces in Syria.

The Israeli tanks punching
into Syria moved up to the town
of Sasa about 21 miles south-
west of Damascus and the Tel
Aviv command said its ad-
vance artillery was shelling the

suburbs of the Syrian capital.

Officers told newsmen some
spearhead units had probed to

within 16 miles of Damascus on
Saturday. But Associated
Press photographer Spartaco
Bodini said the main Israeli

column trying to seize control

of Sasa ran into tough
resistance from Syrian
snipers.

AP special correspondent
Hugh A Mulligan said the

advance also was slowed by the
Syrian shelling.

"Keeping the Israeli
spearhead going is difficult

because of murderous Syrian
artillery fire," Mulligan said
from the Syrian front. "The
Israelis are not having much
ssccess in knocking out these
long-range Soviet guns firing

from the front and the flanks."

Residents of the Syrian
capital said in telephone calls

to Beirut, Lebanon, that they
heard no explosions near the
city. A Syrian government
newspaper published a special
edition to deny the Israeli

shelling claims.

There was no word of ef-

fective aid from Jordan, which
announced its entry into the
war Saturday. But a
spokesman in Damascus
reported the Syrian lines were
bolstered by Iraqis and
Moroccans and called the
defenses "good and strong."
Communiques from

Damascus said Israeli jets

were attacking air fields in

Syria and claimed shooting
down several of them. The
Egyptian military command
claimed 24 Israeli warplanes
were shot down in dogfights
swirling over the Sinai tank
battles.

Cairo claimed its armor
struck out against the Israeli

defenders at dawn and
recaptured more of the oc-

cupied peninsula behind
Egyptian warplanes bombing
Israeli positions all along the
front.

"Fighting is still raging with
heavy violence and savagery
all along the front inside Sinai

between our armored and
mechanized forces advancing
east and the enemy forces
trying to stop them," an
Egyptian communique said.

Tel Aviv claimed its jets and
tanks "are inflicting heavy
losses on the enemy and his

armored forces." Israeli
spokesmen said the Egyptian
advance was stopped short and
the Egyptian tanks were forced
to return to their lines.
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Gov't. Suggests

Prison Reforms
By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal crime commission says many
criminals should go free and many prisons should be replaced with

programs more humane and effective than incarceration.

Only hard-core offenders should be imprisoned and even then, many
barriers to community contacts should be lifted, the commission said.

It recommended conjugal visits, coeducational facilities and an end to

prison uniforms for convicts and guards. It took a hard-line approach

only in the case of organized crime figures.

The 636-page report by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals was produced during a two-year study

financed by a $1.75 million federal grant. The report was based on the

work of a task force headed by Joe Frazier Brown, a San Antonio lawyer

and former director of the Texas Criminal Justice Council.

Commission Director Thomas J. Madden, general counsel of the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, agreed that the recom-

mendations were liberal for a commission of local, state and federal

crimefighters.

But he said members recognized that harsh punishment has failed to

curb crime.

Woven throughout the report was a call for police, judges and
correction officers to employ the "least drastic" method of dealing with a

criminal and at the same time protecting the public.

"The entire tenor of this report is that incarceration is not an effective

answer for most criminal offenders," the commission said. "The failure

of major institutions to reduce crime is incontestable. Recidivism rates

are notoriously high. Institutions do succeed in punishing, but they do not

deter."

Consequently, the commission proposed:
- No prison sentence should exceed five years exept for those dealing

with murderers, professional criminals and persistent dangerous of-

fenders.

- Courts should impose prison sentences only as a last resort after

considering such other tactics as immediate release with or without
conditions, probation, fines, and sentencing to a halfway house or work-
release program.

- States should build no major institutions for juveniles "under any
circumstances" and none for adults except in rare cases where no
alternative exists.

In The Nation
And The World

HONORS PROGRAM

The Commonwealth Scholars' Program will

be accepting new members during the weeks

ot October 9th and October 15th. This

Program is intended tor those students with

a more than ordinary commitment to

academic studies. Students who elect to join

the Program are excused trom University

Core Requirements, provided that they take

the required Honors courses and maintain

certain minimum academic standards.

Students who are interested should inquire

at AAachmer E-23.

This Wednesday and Thursday, the 17th and 18th RALPH KIRKPATRICK,

World Famous Harpsichordist will he performing in Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m

Ml Bach Program on the 17th Bach Couterin Scarlatti Program on the 18th

Tickets: $1.50 UM A students,

$3.00 others
Presented by the Fine Arts Council

Telephone 545-0202

Box Office, 125 Herter Hall, M-F, 9-4 p.m.

or Bowker one hour before concert
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In Choosing Ford

:

Avoidance Of Party Stress
By CARL P. LEUBSDORF

AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon's choice of Rep. Gerald R.
Ford for vice president avoids two
courses that could have had major
implications within the Republican
party.

The first would have been to pick
one of the major 1976 presidential

contenders, John Connally, Gov.
Nelson A. Rockefeller of New York
or Gov. Ronald Reagan of
California.

But resentment of Connally 's

switch from Democrat to
Republican and a wariness
towards him among GOP
lawmakers would have caused the
threat of rejection.

If any of the three men became
vice president, he would have three

years to build support among
Republican party leaders and the
public for the 1976 presidential
nomination.

To a lesser extent, this would
have been true had Nixon taken a
second course and selected one of

the lesser known, younger
Republicans considered the GOP
hope beyond 1976.

This group includes NATO
Ambassador Donald Rumsfeld,
Republican National Chairman
George Bush, Deputy Atty. Gen.
William Ruckelshaus. Indianapolis
Mayor Richard Lugar and Govs.
Robert Ray of Iowa and Daniel
Evans of Washington.

Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr. of

Tennessee and Atty. Gen. Elliot L.

Richardson, both 1976 possibilities

could have been included in the

list, but were ruled out because of
their roles in the Watergate in-

vestigation and the Agnew case.
If the President chose any of

these men as vice president, he
would have created a new political
star capable of giving the GOP a
fresh image.

By choosing Ford, who says "I
have no intention of being a can-
didate for any political office in
1976," Nixon took the safe middle
course that could have relatively
little impact on the Republican
future.

If Nixon and Ford finish their
terms and retire, the GOP race in

1976 could be wide open for the first

time since 1952, although two
thin&s could change this.

Senator Howard H. Baker, vice-chairman, Senator Sam J. Ervin, chairman, and Samuel Dash, chief
counsel of the Senate Select Committee on Campaign Activities confer during hearings on Watergate.
NPACT'S gavel-to-gavel coverage of the hearings will continue when the committee reconvenes to
complete its investigation. The hearings will be transmitted on Channel 57 each Tues., Wed. and Thurs.
nights during October beginning at K:00 p.m.

Thailand Gets Civilian Premier
By RICHARD BLYSTONE
Associated Press Writer

BANGKOK. Thailand < AP) - The
head of the military government
resigned yesterday in the wake of

violent street clashes between
authorities and thousands of
demonstrators. He was replaced
with the first civilian premier since

1953.

Dr. Sanya Thammasak, rector of

the university where most of the

demonstrations were organized,
was named by the king to succeed
Premier Thanom Kittikachorn.

The new premier announced on
radio and television Sunday night

that there would be a new con-
stitution within six months, with
general elections to follow as soon
as possible.

The demonstrators had
demanded an end to military

government, enactment of a new
constitution and the release of 13

dissidents jailed last week on
treason charges.

Accounts that could not be
confirmed cither through the
government or other official

sources said a number of persons
were killed and hundreds injured
in the street fighting.

Those accounts came from
nurses at hospitals and witnesses
at the scenes of the fighting. Red
Cross staffers at one overcrowded
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hospital stood outside, pleading
with passersby to give blood.

Demonstrations and sporadic
police shooting continued into the

night despite the naming of the new
premier.
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Ford Hopes For Military
Settlement In Mid-East

By JIM ADAMS
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON
( AP) — Vice President-designate Gerald R. Ford

expressed hope Sunday "we get a military solution quickly" in the Middle
East war.
"You can't get a diplomatic solution until you have a military

solution," Ford told newsmen who questioned him following White House
worship services.

The veteran congressman nominated to succeed Spiro T. Agnew in the
nation's second highest office was briefed on the Middle East Saturday by
President Nixon and Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger.
Asked about U.S. aid to Israel, Ford said "we are certainly fully

meeting all of our commitments in the ongoing program," which he
described as "very substantial."
When asked whether he saw hope that the fighting would end soon, Ford

responded that is "a possibility - I hope so. I hope we get a military
solution quickly and then we can work on a diplomatic solution."
The improptu session with reporters proceeded Ford's departure on a

long-scheduled trip to the western United States.
Traveling in a presidential jet he planned to visit a son who is a student

at Utah State University and then fly to Portland, Ore., to address the
Portland Republican Century Club and a druggist convention on Monday
before returning to Washington.
Nixon disclosed Ford's nomination at the White House Friday night.
The House and Senate must confirm Ford's nomination, and both plan

to have confirmation hearings. Ford said he hopes they are "the most
open, the most independent, the most frank hearings possible."
Ford earlier said he had helped a Washington lobbyist by assisting a

Dutch doctor win immigration to teach at Harvard University.
The lobbyist, Robert N. Winter-Berger, had made allegations about

favors involving congressmen, in a book, "the Washington Pay-Off."
Ford said the allegations represented one of two incidents in his 25-year
House career that might raise questions at the hearings.
Ford commented on the allegation Saturday night while flying back to

Washington, from a visit to Cedar Springs, Mich., in his congressional
district.

He said his staff looked for files on all dealings with Winter-Berger and
found only one - on securing approval of immigration status for the Dutch
doctor to teach at Harvard Medical School.
"They knew there are a lot of Dutch in my district and they asked me to

help," Ford said. "His the doctor's case had merit so I did. I don't know
what his relationship with Mr. Winter-Berger was."

Happiness Is...

POMPANO BEACH. Fla. (AP) -

Lori Herskey's definition of
pleasure is: "When you go to the
doctor for a checkup and you think
you need a shot, but you're okay."
Susan Lloyd defines it as "when

my brother stops playing his to>

piano while I'm watching TV."
The pupils in Mary Ryan's fifth

tfrade class at Nocrest elementary
school had read a column in the
Miami Herald about things that

don't cost much but give a great
deal of satisfaction.

So they decided to write the
newspaper and give a few
examples of their own.

"Getting a new parakeet who
chatters all day long and has very
colorful feathers" was Roger
Allen's suggestion.

Mark Todd says pleasure is

"getting my first dog and
dreaming of the fun I'll have with
him."

Gail Tumolo offered: "Smelling
my grandmother's hamburgers."
On the more practical side, Betty

Zervoudakis likes "getting money
for my birthday."

Darby Sieman thinks nothing

beats finding "it's stopped raining

and you can go swimming after

all."

New this semester!
PSYCHOHISTORY 1,

ASTROLOGY 2,

EXISTENTIALISM 3 . .

.

AND SIX OTHER SUBJECTS

Nine of the many new Penguin paperbacks
now available at your campus bookstore:

1 . IN SEARCH OF NIXON. Bruce Mazlish. A pivotal book in

the new field of psychohistory, In Search of Nixon ex-
amines the hidden relationship between Nixon the man
and Nixon the public figure. Recommended by The New
York Times — "valuable as a guide to the day's news."
$1.50.

2. THE CASE FOR ASTROLOGY. John Anthony West and
Jan Gerhard Toonder. The most convincing case yet made
for astrology, with startling evidence of a relationship be-
tween events on earth and the positions of the sun, moon,
and stars. $1.65.

3. EXISTENTIALISM. John Macquarrie. A complete review
of a philosophy that has formed modern man. $1 .95.

4. WOMEN AND CHILO CARE IN CHINA. Ruth Sidel. Photo-
graphs by Victor W. Sidel. This firsthand report on the
changing status of women and children in todays China
has important implications for our own society. $1 .25.

5. C.I.A.: The Myth and the Madness. Patrick J. McGarvey.
An insider's view of the C.I. A., revealing many surprising
facts and myth-shattering realities about American in-

telligence operations. $1.65.

6. THE TAROT. The Origins, Meaning and Uses of the Cards.
Alfred Douglas. This exciting book of occult detection
tells all that can be told about the ancient and mysterious
set of playing cards known as the Tarot. $1 .45.

7. PSYCHOANALYSIS AND WOMEN. Edited by Jean Baker
Miller, M.D. Writings that revise the traditional psycho-
analytic approach to women. Contributors include such
eminent figures as Karen Horney, Alfred Adler, Clara
Thompson, and Mary Jane Sherfey. $2.95.

8. BEYOND WORDS. Kurt W. Back. The story of sensitivity
training and the encounter movement. $1.75.

9. HOW THE GOVERNMENT BREAKS THE LAW. Jethro K.
Lieberman. Documented evidence that the greatest law-
breaker in the U.S. is the government itself. $1.95.

PENGUIN BOOKS INC
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Mixed Feelings On
Agnew's Sentence
BOSTON (AP) - There is a

frequent tendency for the courts to

treat persons in high places more
tenderly than those less well
situated, a Boston civil liberties

lawyer said of resigned Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew's court
appearance last week.
William P. Homans Jr., in a

comment written for the Boston
Sunday Globe, said that people
could applaud the tenacity of Atty.
Gen. Elliot L. Richardson in

'forcing the Vice President to
come to terms with the criminal
justice system."
On the other hand, Henry P.

Monaghan, professor of con-
stitutional law at Boston
University Law School, in a
companion article for the Globe,
that Agnew "suffers-is punished, if

you will-in a way that the 'or-

dinary' criminal is not.

"He is the target of a pitiless and
unremitting exposure which has
destroyed his reputation, not only
in his community but around the
world, and probably for all time.
"He, unlike the typical criminal,

has nowhere to hide, nowhere to

begin again/' he wrote. "His cries
of innocence will fall on deaf ears;
the government's published
summary of its evidence takes
care of that.

"Nevertheless the real question
is not what Agnew has suffered but
what the government has gained.
"Granted that Agnew drove a

hard bargain, I think the govern-
ment was justified in paying his
price," Monaghan wrote.
Homans said that the convicted

felon of lowlier station "who ac-
tually goes to prison surely suffers
no less indignity in confinement."
"He suffers no less in separation

from his family. He may indeed
suffer more than the highly placed
person in being unable to obtain
employment after confinement.
"The attorney general's

recommendation appears in large
part a product of the very natural
sympathy which one person in high
station is bound to feel for another.
"The nation should consider

whether he made the right decision
for the wrong reason," Homans
wrote.

Agnew's resignation from the
vice presidency was announced in

Washington almost
simultaneously with his ap-
pearance last Wednesday in

federal court in Baltimore, where
he pleaded no contest to a charge of
income tax evasion in 1967. All

other charges against him were
dropped.

New Commissioner

Opposes Death Penalty
BOSTON ( AP) — Newly appointed Massachusetts Correction Com-

missioner Frank Hall said Sunday he is opposed to the death penalty and
does not think it prevents the commission of serious crimes.
"The dealth penalty assumes there is no hope for an individual-not

tomorrow, not next year, not 40 years from now," Hall said on WNAC-
TV's "Newsmakers" program.

"I don't think I can work in corrections and accept that," he said. "I've
got to feel there is hope,"

Hall said the basic responsibility of the correction department is to
protect the public by maintaining convicted offenders in confinement.
"But I also feel that what goes with that is an understanding and ac

ceptance of the responsibility for changing that offender, for providing
him with some opportunities, so that when he leaves the institution he'll
be prepared to accept responsibilities that go with freedom," Hall said.
He said the furlough program is "a very important component" in the

process of easing offenders back into society.
"It offers the man some opportunity to be out in the community under

what wold be considered reasonably normal circumstances, yet you still
have him under supervision," he said.
Persons judged to be dangerous, threats or security risks should not be

allowed home leaves or furloughs, Hall said.

Trying to

find

tomtthint
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FEEL
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THOUGH
YOU'RE
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USE
MDC'S SPECIAL
NEW COLUMN

WHAT'S THE
STORY?
appearing
soon!

Top of
the

Campus

Conn. Unemployment Compensation

State Charged With Denying
Claims From Pregnant Women
NEW HAVEN ( AP) - The woman, who won a class

action suit claiming unemployment compensation for

pregnant women, says that the state has failed to

comply with a court order on the matter.

In legal papers presented Friday in Federal court,

Sabine D. Jordan said state Labor Department
personnel have engaged in "deliberate and
systematic efforts to discourage and undermine"
attempts by women seeking to file claims.

Last June U.S. District Court Judge Robert C.

Zampano struck down a state law denying pregnant
women unemployment compensation two months
before and after childbirth. The order was made
retroactive to Jan. 1, 1971.

The Jordan leagal papers filed Friday request that

the state be found in contempt of Judge Zampano's
order.

The motion asks that the department personnel
"cease and desist from in any way harrassing, in-

timidating or discouraging" women from applying
lor benefits denied when they were pregnant and to

deal with these women "in a fair, equitable and un-

biased manner."
Judge Zampano ordered the state to answer the

charges in court Oct. 23.

The motion lists a number of tactics allegedly
employed by the department to turn away or obstruct
applicants.

Women are denied interviews, when they first

appear at the office and are made to return more than
once before their applications are accepted, the
motion stated.

Included in the papers are affidavits from women
who applied for benefits.

One affadavit stated that an interviewer told a
woman, "Just between you and me," the unem-
ployment office is "using one technicality or
another" to deny claims.

Another woman alleged in her signed statement
that she was told she had no chance of collecting
benefits.

"We can find something in just about every case to
discredit everyone. The whole thing is laughable,"
stated the affadavit, quoting a state interviewer.—

Today Is The Last Day To Inspect Your Car...

DO IT!

=1

Everybody else does it go why shouldn't we . •

L00HEY TUNES

at 64 East St.

it proud to announce its first

DEMONSTRATOR SALE

All receivers, turntables, speakers, pre-amps, power amps,tuners and tape decks are drastically reduced in price Alequipment ,s fully warrantee* and in excellent condition Cometo the Looney House for the stereo of your dreams at prices vou
!?*£?• G

.°?
b 'e at L°0ney Uonel whe" *»u "™ inand savean additional 3 per cent on your purchase.

iw^'hS*WMm"y '0M" »-"•«• «"> «.™.

-S^sr^ssr -

Come $ud see that

#e km to offer -

Off Rt. 9.

Tuesday
Wednesday

Oct. 16. 17.

Prime Rib

Special

Reg. $5.60

Special «095

Faculty Informed On Collective Bargaining

ByJUDYFRIEDLAND
One month is left before UMass faculty

vote on collective bargaining, during which
time partisans of both sides are trying to
inform them as to the long-term im-
plications of unionization.

The elections, which will be held
November 15 and 16, will climax the cam-
paign for collective bargaining, which
began approximately nine months ago.

The administration has set up several
mini-libraries around campus containing
literature on collective bargaining. Chan-
cellor Randolph W. Bromery, in a letter to

the faculty dated September 13, said, "It is

my hope that all of us... will take time to

inform ourselves of the pros and cons of

faculty unionism. Our efforts during the
campaign will be directed towards making
available a wide range of materials about
the theory and practice of faculty unionism
and collective bargaining."
The Massachusetts Society of Professors-

Massachusetts Teachers Association-
American Association of University
Professors-Amherst Chapter (MSP-MTA-
AAUP). a coalition seeking to represent the

faculty in collective bargaining is spon-

soring several lectures on the question of

unionization. They have brought in speakers
to discuss the rights of non-tenured faculty
and collective bargaining in practice.
WMUA broadcasted a debate October 4 on

the issue of faculty unionization between
members of MSP-MTA-AAUP and the
Committee of Concerned Faculty (CCF), a
group strongly opposed to the idea of

unionization at UMass.
The station plans to broadcast several

debates before the election.

Few faculty members have taken ad-
vantage of this information, according to

Professor Larry Roberts of the Zoology
Department and a member of the joint

executive board of MSP-MTA-AAUP.
"I anticipate a heightening of interest,

however, as the election draws closer,"
Roberts said. He expects approximately
ninety perc—it of the faculty to vote.

Roberts feels that the union will be vic-

torious.

"We have a lot of support from a broad
range of people," he said, "not pnly the

have-nots, but also senior faculty."

MSP-MTA-AAUP's immediate goal is the

achievement of a bilateral decision-making

process. They plan to establish a legal basis

for having the faculty heard.

The union does not disagree entirely with

present governance procedures. They see

several good policies in the new University

Governance Document which they feel

could be improved upon, retaining the

positive aspects with a legal guarantee.

The CCF was formed last spring solely for

defeating collective bargaining. They, too,

feel that faculty interest in the issue will

increase as the election approaches.

Professor Seymour Shapiro of the Botany
Department does not predict victory for the

union. He disagrees with the MSP-MTA-
AAUP's claim for a need for organization

among faculty.

"The faculty is organized," he said.

"Every member has a voice in governance
through the Faculty Senate, and you don't

have to pay for the privilege to speak like in

the union."

Shapiro isn't opposed to the principle of

unionization; however, he thinks that
UMass doesn't need one as there is a history
of response to Faculty Senate requests from
the Administration. He also feels that the

implementation of the University Gover-
nance Document will further amplify the
faculty's voice.

Students are also concerned about
collective bargaining.

According to Nick Apostola, Student
Government Association President, and
Tom Spriggs, chairman of the Academic
Affairs Committee, the SGA is presently
researching the amount of student input into

the bargaining procedures. They are
discussing the issue with universities whose
faculty have already unionized.

Apostola and Spriggs feel that the faculty

could know more about collective
bargaining.

"They're not as informed as they could
be," they said. "Actually there's not enough
proven about faculty unionization-it's a new
field."

<

The SGA is making "contingency plans"
in case the faculty votes for collective
bargaining.

The elections were originally scheduled
for last spring. Disagreement arose over the
definition of a bargaining unit, and the
election was postponed.

X-Ray Cures Pelvis Bleeding
By WARREN E. LEARY

AP Science Writer
BOSTON ( AP)-Doctors have developed an x-ray

and blood clot implant procedure they say can cut

the mortality rate of those who suffer internal

bleeding after a pelvic injury.

Sixty per cent of deaths from injury of the

pelvis, the bony ring formed by the bones in the hip

region, result from internal bleeding.

Doctors say traumatic injury to the pelvis often

results in ruptures of large blood vessels from
which blood flows so rapidly that the body has
difficulty clotting it.

A research team at Massachusetts General
Hospital, and associated with Harvard Medical
School, reports in the current issue of the journal

Radiology that their method can detect the site of

pelvic hemorrhage and stop it there.

The new method requires immediate
angiography, lhat is injecting into a blood vessel a

contrast material which is easily seen on an x-ray,

to locate the bleeding site.

Once the site of bleeding is located, the doctors

withdraw some of the patient's blood and allow it

lo clot in a dish. Threads of the clot are broken and
injected into the bleeding vessel with a syringe

attached to a tube previously inserted into the

vessel. The researchers say the procedure is

successful when x-ray monitoring shows that the

injured blood vessels have been closed and the

bleeding stopped by the clots.

"Essentially all we have to do is stop the

bleeding for a short period of time and then the
normal functions of the body will heal the vessel,"
says Dr. Arthur C. Waltman, a team member.
After the bleeding is stopped. Dr.- Waltman says,

a patient's prognosis and survival then depend
upon how much hemorrhaging he had before clot

placement and complications from other injuries.

Dr. Waltman says the traditional way of

treating the hemorrhaging pelvis is to give the

patient massive blood transfusions to keep the
body's blood levels up until the body, hopefully,
clots the blood at the site of bleeding.

Using the old method, he says, some patients

consumed as much as 50 or more units of blood
before the bleeding stopped or the patient died.

An added complication of the pelvic bleeding
and massive transfusions, the researchers say,
are large reservoirs of blood, called hematomas,
which collect in the abdominal cavity.

These large hematomas can put pressure on the

kidneys, bowels and lungs which affects the

functioning of the organs. While part of a

hematoma can be drained with a catheter, Dr.
Waltman says, most of it clots and can cause
complications until it is dissolved by the body.

Of the nine cases reviewed in the published
report, the doctors say all were treated suc-

cessfully even though four patients died-one
because of hematoma ocmplications and the

others from extensive injuries.

All other patients recovered with no renewed
bleeding or complications, the report said.

Chelsea Battles Raging Fire
CHELSEA, Mass. (AP) - A

general alarm fire raged out of

control Sunday through an area
densely packed with homes and
businesses near the northern end of

Boston Harbor.

Eyewitnesses reported six to

eight blocks have been destroyed

by the blaze.

All available men and equipment
were called from nearby com-
munities.

Some equipment had trouble

getting to the scene because traffic

around the area was backed up
several miles.

People were being evacuated
from their homes in the path of the

flames which were fanned by
blustery west winds up to 40 miles

per hour.

The lower section of the Tobin
Mystic bridge was opened for

emergency vehicles. It had been
closed several weeks ago because

a section of road collapsed after a

girder was hit by a heavy truck.

Clouds of dense smoke hovered
over East Boston, Revere and

Winthrop. The red glow of the

flames could be seen by watchers
across Boston Harbor in South

Boston.

for people

who walk on
this earth...

If you've walked
barefoot on sand or

soil you know how
great it is. Your
heels sink low and
your feet embrace
the earth. Then you
put on your shoes,

return to the city,

and become another

concrete fighter . . .

but the concrete

always wins. You

yearn for the earth

that lies buried

beneath the city.

The Earth Shoe is

the first shoe in

history with the heel
lower than the sole...

this helps return you
to nature though
you are forced to live

in a cement-coated
world. The Earth

Shoe's patented
design gently guides
you to a more erect
and graceful walk,

and reduces fatigue

and the aches and

pains caused by our
hard-surfaced city.

Foe men and women
in shoes, sandals

and sabots.

From $23.50 to $43.50

Brochure available

learth

2*4 North Pteauni at.

Amherst, Matt. 01002

(413) 254-1911

14 Story St.

Brottle Arcade
Cambridge, Mast 02131

(417) 492 4000

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD

Authentic Chinese

EAT IN TAKE OUT
62 Main Street, Amherst

253 7835

Hours; M.I .l'h.. 12-inp.m.: Kri.Sal..

12-12 p.m.: SuimU>. 4-Wp.m.: Closed Wed».

Introducing our
Low Boot

for men and women

U S °.1V- S; •CJ94-
This is Ihe real Kelso K'arlh Shoe. The pic-

lurr in >esterda\'s art was not correct.

Southwest Receives
Security Requests

By SUSAN WAIIIKONEN
and JO ANN DOMINIC K

A meeting was called Friday by Mike West, Assistant Dean of
Student Affairs, to announce that Southwest requests for security were
met Also in attendence were the members of the Southwest committee
that was formed as a result of the security problem.

The committee is composed of Heads of Residence and student
representatives. Attending were Vice Chancellor Gage. John Hunt.
Director of Southwest and Floyd Martin, Assistant Director of Southwest.

West announced that in a meeting on last Tuesday with Gage and
David Johnston, Head of Security, it was decided to remove five security
officers from day parking and return them to night security.

The plan will go into effect October 21st. It will bring the total of
KHA's in Southwest to seven.

Every dorm of over 300 residences is to be guarded between the hours
of 11-7. Patterson, JQA. Coqlideeand Washington are slated for security 7
nights a week. Kennedy and JA will have security 5 nights a week.
Student security will still be used in some dorms.

Long range plans include a permanently assigned community police
officer to cover Southwest between the hours of 3-11 and 11-7.

There will be open discussions between the police and students prior
lo the installments of C.P.O.'s to assure the students that police are there
to assist them, not hassle them.

One student representative stated "People realize security is a
problem and these are the obvious means of dealing with it; they will
accept it."

The committee was pleased by the quick action taken by Student
Affairs.

John Hunt stated, "Student Affairs was willing to make the move to
get more RHA's since the Southwest people are now more willing to take
measures to alleviate problems within the dorms."

At the meeting Mike West took issue with the October 11th MDC
editorial on crime and the security system.

West said he was "personally affected, not so much by the (MDC)
article as by the editorial." He felt there was a lack of communication,
"obviously when it was written, the editorialist didn't know the outcome
of the meeting and the fact that the problems were solved."

Before leaving the meeting, Gage said "There's almost any problem
we can solve. This was a good example of how sitting down and working
together can solve a problem. I'd like it not misrepresented when it

works. Unfortunately community trust is not built by badmouthing."
The MDC was given no press release concerning the new security

measures.

The
un-dormitories.

< iredt oft-Cdinpus living—indoors and out—at cither ottwo mod-
en n apartment complexes, only minutesawav by car or bike from
Amherst College,downtownAmherstor UMav>. Now accepting
applications lor September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

•1,2,3bedrmapts.
• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

•lawns for softball,

football, badminton
HKNT: KROM $IH5

< All. IIS4SMM
Directions '

On Kotrir IT.

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
•2bedrmapts.
• heat & air conditioning

• tooiny closets, st< >rage

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• master IV antenna

• modern kite h»Tv,

••>elt-( leaning ovens

•electric ranges

• M.tinless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals

• 2-door refrigerators

•laundVy facilities

• swimming pool

HKNT: I2M/MONTH
i utilities included)

Directions Kast Oudly Rd.

Grist Mill off Hie IIS
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Of Interest...
Nursing Program Counceling c .

Counseling services are available at Machmer Hall in E22 Office
otOCkoridge

hours - Mondays 1-4:30 and Fridays 9-11 or by appointment. Applications Fxam natpfor admission will be available by the end of October. An Informal Get-
UU%

together will be held in Mor. IV-North, Room 413, on October 18th at 7 00
p.m.

Grad Students Receive Grants
r .ye Umass graduate students in the department of geology -Mehdi

n
,a
u
V
,'i,

R 'Char
u
d A Jacks0n

' WilIiam M KeI,y- Jeffrey W. Pferd and LarryD W.ll.ams-have received Grants-in-Aid of Research from the Society of

Grants-in-Aid of Research are supported by voluntary contributions
to the research fund by the membership of Sigma Xi and are made after
careful evaluation of the merits of a research proposal Sigma Xi is a
nationwide honor society of more than 200,000 members.

Free Bicycle

Registration
Free bicycle registration will be

held from 10:00a.m. until 7:00 p.m.
at the Campus Center on October
16, 17, and 18. Register your bike
for free with the UMass police.

Air Force
Medal A warded
Captain Dale T. Pearson,

assistant professor of air science at

UMass has received the Air Force
Commendation Medal for the
period' 24 April 1969 through 15

March 1973, for overall superior

maintenance supervision while
stationed at Westover Air Force
Base.

Captain Pearson, a native of

Torrington, Wyoming, received a
B.A. in 1967 and an MA. in 1968

from the University of Wyoming.
While attending the university he
was commissioned through the
AFROTC. Captain Pearson has
been a faculty member at

University of Massachusetts since
May of 1973, and is a graduate
student in the history department
working toward a Ph.D.

CORRECTION
A board member announced the

CC candy counter is cashing checks
on Sunday-Wednesday from 4 p.m.
to 10 p.m. and on Thrrsday-
Saturday from 4 p.m. -12 p.m.

Stockbridee Students
i ? ATHS04 (814360) Equivalency

Exam October 31, 1973 Time and
Place - 2:30 p.m. French 209 Must
sign up immediately in Stock-
bridge Office.

John W. Denison
Director

SPECIAL BREAKFAST
Fresh frozen Orange

or

Grapefruit juice

Two eggs ; Home fries

Toast with jelly

Coffee

99
— Sandwiches
— Ice Cream

168 N. Pleasant St. 253-2291

Open 6:30 a.m. -10: 30 p.m.

World Series.. Specials

The Prodigy
18" diagonal portable

List $289.00

SALE
s275,00

The Consort
diagonal portable

$24500

14

List $319.00

SALE

Black &
White

The Jaunty
9" diagonal portable

$7300
List $89.95

SALE

The Swagger
12" diagonal portable

List $99.95

SALE

Also in stock at our regular low prices are
many other T.V.'s including color, black &
white, portables & solid state in a variety of

sizes and styles.

UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER

'8500

Mon.
Tues.-Fri.

Sat.

8:45a.m. -9:00p.m.
8:45a.m. -5:00p.m.
10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

DEFLATION
The price of something has gone down at UMass. This year

the Student Senate Lecture Note Program has lowered its prices 20% to

$2 and $3 per half semester. $2 for 100 minutes per week and $3 for

150 minutes per week

\otes are available for these court
Anthro.

Anthro.

Anthro.

Astro.

Biochem.
Bot.

Bot.

Bot.

Chem.
Chem.
Econ.

Econ.
Econ.
Food Sci.

Hist.

Micro.

Na. Res.

Phys.
Poli. Sci.

Poli. Sci.

Psych.

* Answers

102

104A
104B

100

223

100A
100B

101

261A*
261

B

100

103

104

101

150

140

100

100

100A
100B

101

to problem sets

Dincauze

Forman
Kaschak
Taylor

Little

Walker
Webster

Tippo
Cannon
Rausch

Ray
Kindahl

Treyz
Clydesdale

Story

Lessie

Johnson
Chang
Gordon
Kramer

Simonson-Donohue

Psych.

Psych.

Psych.

Psych.
Psych.

Psych.
Psych.
Psych.
Psych.
Psych.
Psych.
Soc.

oOC.

Soc.

Speech
Zoo I.

Zool.

Zool.

Zool.

Zool.

Zool.

Zool.

101 Novak
101 Miller

141 Kamil
201 Kates
263 Nelson-Shapiro
265 Kates
270 Gadlin
280 Reisman
301 Royer
325 Turner
325 Strickland
101 Wilkinson
101 Stokes
256 Killian
182 Peirce
101 Mrs. Hollason
101 Kunkle
101 Mr. Rollason
101 Moner
101 O'Connor
135 Dersham
221 Coombs

Distributed at:

318SU Lobby

JO A Lobby in SW
5-2683

5-3911
9:00 to 4:00 M-F
10:00 to 4:00 M-F

INoters are also available individually at 25 c for 50 minutes and 40* for 75 minutes.
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This passing motorist might soon be $50 poorer.

Motorists Heed:
Stop For Pedestrians
_ By MIKE KNEELAND
The UMass Director of Security has issued a warning to motorists*+4"»?«; P°,ice will soon begin ticketing motorist who fa™£stop for pedestrians in crosswalks.
"The minute a pedestrian's foot touches the curb, motorists must

stop, said David L. Johnston.
State law says pedestrians have the right of way in a crosswalk.
"We haven't issued any tickets yet, but when we do it could cost the

driver up to $50," Johnston said.
He said police cars will hide themselves from street view so that

violators may be caught.
"Our enforcement of this law coincides with the town of Amherst "

Johnston said.

An Amherst police spokesman said he didn't think the police had
issued any tickets to motorists.

"We try to enforce it," said the spokesman, "but it's a courtesy thing.
A lot of out-of-state drivers don't realize the law is in effect."

He said the police do, however, stop the violators and warn them
about the law.

A Northampton police spokesman said some tickets had been issued
by his department but "not very many."

Campus police officers say pedestrians should use the crosswalks but
that there is no jay-walking ordinance in effect.

"If there was a jay-walking law to enforce," one police officer noted,
"we'd be spending most of our time giving tickets to pedestrians."

Look Ma, No Beef!
HtlllVI'TlH . »•». Cr.U,xnl .L.» tm •• . .. *F _WASHINGTON (AP) - School

lunch cafeterias, which have had to
feature chicken and turkey for
nearly two years, will do without
government-donated beef for a
while longer because the price is

too high, the Agriculture Depart-
ment says.

No hamburger has been bought
for school lunch donations since
Jan. 6, 1972 when it cost the
government about 58 cents per
pound. The price has nearly
doubled and USDA says it will shop
around to see if some bargains
materialize.

The latest offers by meat
packers to sell ground beef to the
government for school lunches all

were rejected last Friday. Bids
were received from six firms of-

fering the meat at prices ranging
from almost 99 cents per pound to
more than $1.13 per pound.
Although the rejection notice

said the department will continue
to receive weekly offers, a
spokesman said it was "difficult to
say'' whether price bids in the
future would be low enough to

warrant purchases.

The department announced Sept.
28 that it would begin considering
ground beef offers on a weekly
basis but gave no assurances then

that it would buy the meat. The
decision to consider purchases
again was prompted in part by
pressure from the American
National Cattlemen's Association.
The lobby group called on
Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Butz
a few days earlier and asked that
ground beef be purchased for
school lunches to help bolster
cattle prices.

HaIIoween

CALL .

545-2566

FACES •*

EMITH
NEXT THE TO POST OFRCE

AMHERST

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DOLLAR DAYS
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL Hadley

all this week
at Finast!

Viva

Paper Towels

White

Decorator

Assorted

Green Giant

Niblets Corn

Peaches

126 ct

rolls

or Fruit Cocktail

Fruit n Honey

Whole

Kernel

Vacuum

Packed

Hunts Pear Shaped

Tomatoes 3 1

Chuck Steaks
or Boasts

Center Cut

Tusda? Bom li

(CH^ct) Tmdtr Flavorfii

1st Cut Bone In

Chuck Steak it, 6979

Quarter Loin
Pork Chops
Each Package

Contains

An Equal

Amount of

Sirloin Hip A

Ctnttr Cat Chops 99
Calif Roasts Pork Chops
' Semi Boneless

Chuck

Tender Juicy Flavorful

OUR BEST

CENTER CUT

London Broil
Counti y

Boneless

Shoulder

Pork Ribs
Boneless Loin

Pork Roast
Fresh American Lamb Sale

¥ . . -. _- Fresh Chicken Parts Sale
Loin Lamb Chops l

89
Chicken Legs 69:

Rib Lamb Chops I
5

! Chicken
Shoulder Chops l

2
? Chicken Breasts

Lamb Combo H5 79: Chicken Thighs

Lamb Legs
Enjoy the Wonderful

Flavor of Tender. Juicy

Young Lamb Roasted to a
Golden Brown Perfection

We Reserve me Rtgnt to Lim.t 0uantn.es MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL - Hadley
Prces Ctlective 8>ru Saturday Oct 20, 1973
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Three years suspended sentence

and a ten thousand dollar fine You
could^et a larger jail sentence for

selling some pot or calling some

cops '"pigs" Vet this was the

sentence that former Vice

President Spiro T Agnew received

when pleading "no contest" to tax

evasion charges last Wednesday

[new, the sharp tongued,
wooden wit of the law tnd

order" Nixon administration; the

man who won faim For his verl

blasts at the permissive socit

fter all were not all pro:.

against the war permissi 'nd

the press Attorney General Elliot

Richardson justified just a "cart

on the wrists" ol i sentence as

heme, m "the best interests of the
country". Despite the fact that

Agnew's conviction was diluted by
extensive plea bargaining,
Richardson called it "Justice

More interesting than the per-

sonal drama concerning the Agnew

Charles Camelopard

Say What Spiro?
Former Vice President Agnew

was seen pounding the pavement in

Washington this week. He was
carrying an old beat up attache
case. His suit was slightly rumpled
and his shoes needed a shine. I

approached the former VP hoping
to get a few words of political
wisdom from the man who had so
much to say a few years ago.
"How are you doing Mr. Agnew,

my name is Charles Camelopard,
I'm the Washington correspondent
for the Massachusetts daily
Collegian, could I ask you a few
questions," I said.

'Nattering nabob of
negativism," Agnew mumbled
looking straight into my eye. "No
comment "

"But sir, please, I'm a student
journalist, an interview with you
would surely get me an "A" for
this semester," I begged. By now I

was having trouble concealing my
fervor to get a statement from the
former Vice President.

"A student?" asked Mr. Agnew.
"Yessir, I'm a student, would

you please answer a few questions
for me?"
"Effete intellectual snob," said

Mr. Agnew. His eyes were cold and
his stare cutting.

By now the ex-Vice President
was practically running. "Could
you please slow down, sir I'm
having a hard time catching up
with you."

"I am a big trophy," said Agnew,
his gate now almost impossible for
me to keep pace with.

"Mr. Agnew, Mr. Agnew," I

called, "If you don't want to talk
here we can go out to my parents
house in the suburbs." My father is

a college professor we have a nice
secluded house."

"Radiclib," said Agnew.
Undaunted I kept up the pursuit.

"Mr. Agnew," I asked, "I've heard
it is possible that you will be
disbarred by the Maryland Bar
Association. Do you have any
comment to make about that?"
"Damned lies," he shot back at

me.
The Vice President was running

full tilt now. I only had time for one
more question that I had to shout
as he pulled away from me. "Mr.
Agnew, Mr. Agnew," I yelled;
where are you going, where are
you going?"

I heard him holler as he ran out
of sight. "To the unemployment
agency my dear Camelopard, I

have to get a job you know."

Charles Camelopard is the
Collegian's Washington
correspondent.

owie*
, bM.H'GTLuRftW

conviction and the irony in itself of

a hard talking "law and order"

man leaving office for accepting

graft, is the contrast that it gives to

the drama of this past decade.

Richard Nixon told us to have

"compassion" for Spiro \gnew,

Richard Nixon told us that those

who went •

la to avoid being

dratted to fighl in Vietnam v\.

"bums". Richard Nixon t( Us us a

lot of things. He speaks about

democracy, then he threatens to

break relations with one of the

mosl democratic countries in the

world • Sweden. He speaks about

democracy, then n s the

military juntas in Spain, Greece
and more recently Chile. Richard

icon's mind works in many
strange wai

Despite the fact that he received
over $100,000 in graft. Spiro T.

Agnew will never spend a night in

jail. If you divide that sum in to $25,

you will realize that right now
throughout this country 4,000
people are doing time in prisons for

petty larceny; small "cornet-
store" jobs. This is not a
sociological dissertation trying to

justify these small robberies (blue
collar crime); rather it stands out
to magnify the absurdity of the
Agnew case.

How do you tell some kid in jail

down South that smoking
marijuana is a greater crime than
the Vice President of the United
States taking bribes? How do you
explain to someone awaiting trial

in jail, because he or she cannot
post bail, that this is a country of

"equal justice under law"? What
can you tell someone in jail for
selling "pornography", when
Agnew will never go to jail for
selling state engineering con-
tracts?

Perhaps most frustrating has
been the reaction of some of the
American people. If you want to
believe that Agnew is a martyr, a
hero, framed by circumstances

-

you are kidding yourself! Spiro T.
Agnew is a crook! The evidence
against him concerning offenses
much more serious than simple tax
evasion is more solid than those
prison walls that Agnew will never
know!

We have also seen a greater
resurgence of the great American
cliche-ridden rationalization
concerning politicians and the
political system in general. In the
past few days the rationalization
has been repeated and expanded in
bars, beauty salons, construction
sights, and sadly enough even
universities throughout the nation

The rationalization goes as
follows: "Agnew took money. Too
bad, hut so what? They ALL take
money, they're all crooks; You
can't trust anyone anymore

new just got caught!" With tl

rationalization many have made
[new out to be a victim

than what he is, a criminal op
portunist taking advanl
public trust for his own !

Through his recent ac;

statement! ten seems to

ome . •,..-
sciples of this tragic cull

rationalizers.

is not the only crook
misused his political eiout

.

isn't i
'

I worst offender .

breed oi political parasite living
conditioned cynicism of |

American conscience. Perhaps
this is the great tragedy oi our
tunes people are so conditioned
corruption that they seem to have
surrendered to it. rather than fight
against it.

The people of the United States
deserve a better break in govern-
ment. But they can no longer be
passive participants in the elec-
toral process. They should not
resign themselves to mediocrity,
and not rationalize corruption.
Rather they should support the
concept of honest government

; still

more, they must demand it. Root
out the "conflicts of interest",
make officials responsible for
auditing their finances. These are
public figures; they must make
themselves more responsible to
their constituencies. We are living
in times too dangerous, too im-
portant, and too exciting to accept
anything less than a government
run by people who have the public
welfare, and not simply their
private interest, at heart. Such is

not a Utopian whimper. Rather, it

is a realistic possibility if people
care enough to put pressure on
those running for office.

Martin Luther King spent time in

prison for his work with Civil
Rights. Add to that the names of
the Berrigans, the Muhammad
Alis, the Benjamin Spocks, and
countless others whose names we
will never know who saw the inside
walls of prisons for following their
consciences. Spiro T. Agnew will
never spend a night in prison, and
this must say something about the
state of the nation and the quality
of justice in our contemporary
society.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian
columnist.

Editorial Points
It's really a lot of fun

working for the Collegian. You
get headaches, ulcers, bad
grades and now something
new. If you are pressed for
time and park your car in front
of the Student Union you get a
nice non-refundable parking
ticket from one of the smiling
I Mass Meter Maids.

4 r + +
Whatever happened to the

chimes that told the hour in the
chapel''

• •

.

Do""l -<'' caught with vour
drawers down tor bad ball
JO'ntSl Today is the last day
tor car inspection.

h thaP stops

drivers who drink 3 beers in
one hour, 4 beers in two hours,
or five beers in three hours.
You only have to walk for a
year if you get caught.

+ + + +

Is it really true that Josh the
Jesus freak is running an
Orange Julius stand in Coney
Island since sale of his book
dropped off?

+ + + +
< >ne ounce of Dewars' (or is it

7-8's) for ninety cents in the
Bluewall It's worth it Where
else can you sil among the
ravages of two thousand diners
and enjoy an afternoon
cocktail*1 Not even at the
Drake

Letters To The Editor

Talk Instead Of Fight
To The Kditor:

1 believe that the time has come
for us Arabs and for the Israelis to

realize that we are both losers in

war regardless of who wins the

battle. Alter twenty-five years of

futile hostility in the area, the time
has come for us to re-examine our
positions and move on to establish

a lasting peace, it is true that the

feelings of hate, hostility, fear.

listrusl and prejudice
.liling in tl: are difficult

to overcome; but it is equally true

thai if they are to be overconv
must begin me.

- and Arabs in the
Middle Bast have been too

• ith the inju inflicted

upon them to see the injustice they

have caused each other. Israel's
concern for the injustice inflicted
upon Jews blinded it to the in-

justice it has inflicted on the
Palestinian Arabs. The Arabs'
concern with the injustice done to
the Palestinians blinded them to
the injustice inflicted on Jews
There are other political and
economic factors involved which
tend to complicate the picture; but
ln( '

!
• the tragedy is human

and if each of us e both
oi the issue, we might be able to
reach a solution.

hates for I

hating and no human kills for the
sake of killing. Humans do hate
and do kill when these are per

ceived to be the only options open
to them. The Arabs and Israelis

are ordinary humans, no more and
no less They kill each other
because each perceives killing as
the only option to him. Well, it's

time to change these damned
perceptions; it is time to

out selves the chance to find i

options that might lead US t

I am
i \rab in the

>artraent of Politic -nee

lews and othei '

people
who- that it

talkm.

I think

lue

Said Khourt

Sexopinballmania
To The Kditor:

I am sorry that this letter is late,

but I have been very busy. I have to

start this letter by saying that I

agree and identify with Bob
Kossman 1000 per cent in his

e\ aluation of "The Pinball Curse".

I have played the role of

VULTURE many a time trying to

get a shot at Outer Space, Stardust,

or Olympic Hockey While all the

time I am saying to myself, "you
dumb son-of-a-bitch, let someone
who knows how to play use the

machines." I then will curse
everything imaginable, try to use
psychic powers to make the ball go
into the "hell hole", or even

(pin) balls in the hole and score
The flippers can be viewed as
phallic symbols, but all of this can
be carried to extremes to which
this author does not subscribe. But
you cannot deny the fact that both
sports are tension releasing and
result in satisfaction.

I have often asked myself Bob's
question, 'Why do people plav
pinball?" Here are some of mv
own theories. First of all, pinbail
depicts the ultimate 20th century
struggle between man and
machine. Secondly, the machines
are instruments upon which
students can vent their
frustrations. This is very un-

promise to attend Mass at the derstandable at a large university
Newman Center this Sunday. If where people are being shit on by
this does not work withdrawal
symptoms will set in, and I will be

forced to run to the likes of Royal
Guard, the scum of the dregs in

pinball circles, and pop in my

computers (machines again),
teachers, departments, ad-
ministrators, peers, etc.

Psychologists would call this
phenomenom "displacement",

quarter. I also agree that pinball where intelligent human beings at
can be compared to sex. After all, an institution for higher education
the object of the game is to get my would not displace their aggression

Tiny Tim A Closet Boy
To The Kditor:

I am slowly realizing, while
reading these letters to the Editor,

that there are a lot of fucked up
people in this world. I am referring

toTimothyP. Walbridge and others
in agreement with him. How can
these boys proclaim themselves so

great. I do not call them men
because it is usually around the
fourth grade that boys go through a
stage when they hate girls. As soon
as these boys grow up, if they ever
will, they will realize just what
makes a woman. I am not going to

define woman because it is not
possible to have a straight
definition of a personality. Women
are not out to dominate men, and
men who are in support of womens'
rights are not submitting them-
selves to degradation. We are
merely recognizing that all people,

male and female, should have the
same rights and opportunities. Mr.
Walhridue seems to have such a

fear of losing his phallus to some
female that he is probably in some
closet right now making sure he
still has one. If he would get out of

there and have a decent mature
relationship with a woman, then
maybe he will realize just how
beautiful women are. It is my
belief that men and women are
born with the same mental
capabilities. It is a childs up-

bringing and the pressures of

society that determine a persons
role within the framework of

society.

So tell me Tiny Tim how can you
respect yourself if you are not able

to get along with the opposite sex.

If you are so respectful then why
don't you have the courage to print

your correct name. Get out of the

closet boy, try for once to be a real

human and maybe you won't be
such a lonely frustrated little boy.

Brian Kellv

Zero Spiro Cartoon
Kditor: A nnestion: What does thTo The

Although we agree
wholeheartedly with the premises
of free speech and a free press we
also feel that such freedoms should
not be abused. One of the essentials
of a "free and responsible" press is

obviously the meaningful com-
munication of ideas. The Spiro
Agnew cartoon by McGilvrary
appearing in Thursday's issue of

the Collegian fails to live up to this

responsibility. We ask only one

question: What does this cartoon

contribute? Our answer is

NOTHING! This cartoon is not

only irrelevant but vulgar. A
cartoon such as this reflects little

forethought and no discernable

political perspective.

Our personal feelings are such

that we believe that quantity of

press should never be sacrificed

for quality of press.
Sylvia Feuer

Bob Pvne

Recycle 'Collegian'
To The Kditor:

In addition to the food that we
must eat daily in the dining

commons, there is another
disgusting aspect of these infernal

buildings Abandoned Collegians
left on tables, are dumped daily

into plastic bags where they will

have trouble decomposing, let

alone being recycled

Nature people and other eco-

freaks, don't you care'' There are

"Recyclable Paper Only'' bins

outside both Franklin and Hamp-
shire dining commons, in various

spots in the Student Union and

around campus (outside Whit-

more). So take your Collegian with

you for a lew minutes and find the

correct bin to put it in instead

ol 'littering ". Otherwise you will

be just as callous to nature as

the plastic bag to which you

abandon your paper'

Rasaa Cohen

by breaking chairs, etc.. but by a

more civilized means e.g. pinball.

Sociologists would call this

"cooling out the mark", finally,

people like the competition. How
many people would play if there
were no replays or token replays''

They want to beat their friends or
the replay rate and want to beat i!

every time: man's aspiration for

perfection.

Seriously, I love playing pinball

and have become quite good at it

once UMass addicted me to it. I

have the game down to a science. I

know what to do in order to exploit
every machine in the Campus
Center to the fullest. When you put
in your quarter and the machine
responds with three clicks, you are
in another world. You can forget
about finals or the DC meals. You
are in the company of a "Noble
Savage . Pinball is a disease, and
there is no cure, serum, or hope.
One can only hope to control his

urges as I have this semester. Last
year I had a $3.50 a week habit.
This year I have only spent about
$9 since Sept. 3rd, and am yielding
a replay about every three or four
games. My advice to all is not to

indulge in the Number One evil and
vice on campus, especially the
freshmen because it will steal

money from you when you don't
have it. But most of all, you should
refrain from pinball, so that the
next time I go to play King Kool, I

won't have
VULTURES!

to fight you

Tony Yantosca

Josh Campaign A Waste
To The Kditor:

The recent "Josh Propaganda Campaign" has been an example to all
ol us of the repulsive wastefulness of so many publicity campaigns on
campus. Who could have possibly missed the huge sign in the Student
Union and the reminder on every blackboard?. What possible excuse is

there for the 1LMHM) or more handouts and the some 1,000 posters that were
tacked on every bulletin board, shoved under every door, and thrust into
thousands of undesiring hands.
An enormous amount of tune, money and paper was shamefullv wasted

in the printing of those handbills So mans eyes passed right by I

useless coll six identical posters in a row only to be greeted by six
more around the corner. So man\ hands were seen disgustedly tossiia
the ground the flyers which they were so aggressively forced to take

try open minds were closed to .Josh by the offensiveness of his
verUsing.

; h campaign is farfrom alone in this offense Recall] toon
last year, tripping on MOBE posters all the > own the si

Boyden. We can all think of so (ample
'environmi qghl before our

l!
' lofl us, a tremendous problem oi

litt< ing wo car ;

""' anizing publicity and informatioi

aching the mi
' amou signs in key local

Collegian, and radio announcements can be just as effective and nowhere
near as repulsive as the wasteful publication of handouts. Teach-'
to use educational handbills only when necessary

. if an amu.um
will do the same thing, don't waste paper. Kveryonc-Muke UMass a
nicer place lobe by removing old posters and recycling them. Let's ma
a conscious I fforl to limit the amount of wasted paper and conserve a
natural resource.

A petition lias been circulating, in order to gel support for our position.
in hopes of initiating some action in the matter. So far, 300 people have
registered their approval of our stand. Join us.

Diana Tavlor Hoy
(•ail Bastard

Jane Huntington

Laurie Marknwit?

Dave Morrell

Martha Seif

Chuck Trudeau

UMass Teachers Not Sick
To The Kditor:

The Clinic to Improve University Teaching is indebted to the Collegian
for its assistance over the past year in informing the UMass community
about our development and the services which we offer. We feel
however, that the "Teacher, Heal Thyself!" headline for the article of
October 9, may have misled or alienated many faculty members. We do
not believe that University teachers are either "sick" or in need of health
services from us. We have, however, developed and tested a systematic
teaching improvement process for University faculty - a few of whom
have had the opportunity to participate in either pre- or in-service
teaching preparation programs. We would like to encourage members of
the UMass faculty to try this process.
Faculty members who choose to participate in our teaching im-

provement process will work with an instructional improvement
specialist who will help them identify their specific teaching strengths
and weaknesses on the basis of personal interviews, classroom ob-
servation, videotapes of classes, and the results of a student question-
naire. Following this process teaching improvement strategies developed
by the Clinic may be undertaken by faculty members, again with the
assistance of a teaching improvement specialist. It should be noted that
all data collected while working with the Clinic is kept in strictest con-
fidence.

Please call me at 5-2820 or 5-2518 if you would like additional in-

formation or would like to try one of our teaching improvement services.
We would be delighted to hear from you.

Glenn R. Erickson

fCo-WpaS f(o.£>ers
KM*

'

C5? T*«*Son

THANK GOD FOR THE P/LL/
WHAT A n>U*r\E.R tlPt USEID

ro >>€. J3EF0RE TwtRr W£r\E

LF-AKV CONDOrAS, fllSSED PERIODS,

SHOTGUN WtDDINOS- NO WONOER
PEOPLE WERE HUNG DP AND FRIGID/

BUT TODAV THE LASr BPRRI£p\
HAS PALLET! THERE'S NO REASON
WE. can't screw and scplw

*\, AND SCREW"
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Central One-On-One
Counseling Begins

Half the maintenance and twice the patience,

balance on the way to study.

i Staff Photo Jim Pappas)

Is it a study in motion and balance, or is it motion and

Don Luce To Speak

On POWs Still Held
Tonight at 10p.m., WMUA (UMass radio, 91.1 FM) will air a speech by

journalist-agriculturalist Don Luce concerning the plight of many
thousands of political prisoners still being held by the Saigon govern-
ment.

Tonights broadcast, portions of which were taped at Mt. Holyoke
college on October 3rd, is being presented as a special feature of

"Focus," WMUA's weekly public affairs series moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.
Luce has spent most of the last 14 years in Vietnam, first as an

agricultural volunteer with International Voluntary Services and later

under sponsorship of the World Council of Churches.
In 1970. Luce was principally responsible for exposing the infamous

"tiger cages" in South Vietnam's Con Son prison. Since 1971, he has been
director of the Indochina Mobile Education Project.

"AIIORA"
Reunion Regular, 15 de

octubre de 1973 LUGAR:
Campus Center-Room 176
HORA: 7:30 p.m. No Faltes

The Central Area Counseling

Center, located in Gorman, opens

today at 1:00 p.m.
Last year, the Center, staffed by

professionals, focused essentially

on one-to-one individual counseling

and intensive therapy. This year
the emphasis has switched to

Outreach Programs in dor-
mitories, including workshops,
seminars, team building, and
organizational development.
Tapes, books, and articles on

Racism, Sexism, Drugs-Alcohol,

Counseling, Academics and other

concerns will be available at the

Center.

David Shimizu, from the doc-

toral Program in the School of

Fducation, is the Graduate
Assistant for the Outreach
Program, David received both his

H.A. in Psychology and M.Ed, in

Social Science from the University

of Guam. There are five

professionals and ten un-
dergraduates working out of the

Center. The undergraduates, with
expressed interest and ability in

counseling, will undergo an ex-
tensive training program during
the semester. They are: Karen
O'Brien, 306 Chadbourne; Janice
l<ergman, 203 Crabtree; Ann
Carlson, 307 Greenough; Larry
Formica, 303 Brett; Matt Brady,
111 Brett; Marlene Davis, 417

Starting This Week,

Thursdays, the Collegian

becomes a classroom.

A course in layout will begin.

Friday, Oct. 19

OPEN TO UNIVERSITY

Trophies to Winners

Questions Call 5-0174

219

203

un-

Dwight; Don Grayson,
Wheeler; Kitty Horgan,
Brooks; Buffy Wiesman, an
dergraduate commuter interested

in offering services to commuters;

Bob Sullivan, B6 Gorman, a

member of the Central Area

Academic Affairs committee, who
will work with Academic
questions.

The Central Area counseling

Center, B2 Gorman, will be open

Monday through Friday 1 p.m. to 9

p.m., and 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. on

thursday, for people who can't

make regular hours. Anyone with

special needs, concerns, or

suggestions for new directions may
call the Center .(5-0894); after

hours, call Parney (6-4544).

A regular adjustment consists of

tightening the bands, adjusting linkage,

replacing the filter and refilling with

fluid. Doing this once a year for about
every 10,000 miles) is like an insurance

policy against major trouble, and it

keeps your transmission shifting

smoothly and efficiently.

United Transmission

Exchange, Inc.

389 King Street, Northampton
584-6790

Campus Representatives

Split Service Award
Two members of the UMass

faculty-one from the Amherst
campus, the other from the Boston
campus-have been selected to
receive the University's Medal for
Outstanding Service.

They are the first recipients of
the media, which was authorized
by Trustees in 1972 to bring special
recognition to persons who have
given significant and exceptional
service to the University.

Selected to receive the medal
were Seymour Shapiro, a professor
in the Department of Botany at
Amherst, and Thomas N. Brown,
chairman of the History Depart-
ment of College I on the Boston
campus.
Both men are representatives of

their campus faculties to the
University's Board of Trustees.
Professor Shapiro was named

head of the Amherst Botany
Department and professor of
Botany in 1964. He has served as
acting dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences.

He has frequently served as a
moderator and advisor to the
Chancellor on major campus
issues, and as faculty liaison with
students during times of crisis. He
is known as an outstanding
teacher, scholar and ad-
ministrator.

Professor Brown has been a
member of the Boston campus
faculty since the Boston campus
was established, and was the first

chairman of the Faculty Senate in

Boston. He headed the search
committee which resulted in the
selection of Dr. Carlos L. Golino as
Chancellor of UMass-Boston.
He was nominated for the honor

by Daisy M. Tagliacozzo, Dean of
College I on the Boston campus.

In her letter nominating
Professor Brown, Dean

Tagliacozzo said "In any difficult
situation whose solution requires
prudent and sympathetic
judgement, both the faculty and
administration have turned
repeatedly to Professor Brown."

MM* Til 733 SI3I

[SHOHCASf CINEMA/ 12141
W» Hanoi MASTED CHAflGf

BOUTt S BIVERDAIE RO WIST SPFIO

m^stWdrlD

Wed. Mat. - 2:00

|
Daily - 7:20-«»:20

Sat. & Sun. - 2-3:50-5:30-7 :20-9: 20 :

"STAR TREK"
4 p.m. -5 p.m.

and original

"SUPERMAN"
flicks

5p.m. 5:30p.m.

at the

BLUEWALL
everyday free!

Bang '****! tf
the >•< **™* !

"
''"* t B> l

L drum slowly |fj
VVed. Mat. - 2:00

Daily - 7:30-9:30

Sat. & Sun. - 1:30-3:20-5:20-7:30-9:30

xiWed
IfJMat. - 2:00

i*jl« & Sun. - 2-3:40-5:30-7:40-9:40 v

Wed. Mat. - 2:00

\ Dailv - 7:30-10:00

:Sat. & Sun. - 2-4:30-7:20-10:01

WERE ADDING
A NEW CINEMA
WATCH FOR
GALA OPENING

A Man
Called Horse

starring

RICHARD HARRIS

a coivtEdy oF murcIers

CHARLES CHAPLIN
AS

"A Straightforward, Unadorned
Adventure Story!"
— NEW YORK MORNING
TELEGRAPH
"Boasts An Authentic Version Of Indian

Life!"
— NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE

Thompson 104 Oct. 16, 1973

8 p.m. & 10: 15 p.m.

Admission 75°

(^Monsieur ^erdowC
From an idsa suqqESTEd by Orson WeIIes

\x/iih Martha RAyE

WRiTTEN, d.RECTEd AN<J SCOREcJ by CNarUs CllAplilN

TONIGHT
Thompson 104 6, 8, 10 p.m.

Amherst Film Coop

an rbc films presentation

www
;

: GATES * *•

•<»K SMITH COLLEGE*

;ACADEMY!
•ObMJSC

:

NORTHAMPTON

NOW— 7:00 4 9:15

only area showing!

"THE YEAR'S BEST
AMERICAN FILM

THUS FAR!" ,~ , ,

Hie Frtends Of
Eddie Covle

Robert Peter
Mitcnum Boyle

^ TONITE
assorted shorts of sorts

PA AC ic

I. 'I •-.%

i?L5y
Bmon & tues. -DOLLAR nilel
rm n Imn f

1

CHARLIE CHAPLIN &
The Fatal Glass of Beer

W. C. FIELDS &
FRANKENSTEIN &
ABBOT & COSTELLO

with Keystone Cops &

ROAD RUNNER & BUGS BUNNY

p,us ^O, *1 *

'Nit -rY\^
James Thurber's

a PAN 1

"
Unicorn in the Garden & more

ALL TONITE AT

S.U.B. 7,9:1

5

f 11:30
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LAFAYETTE RADIO

5B^

RETIRES
THEIR OLD
WAREHODSE L2&&tf

BSR-310X TURNTABLE FISHER 170 RECEIVER

Full size turnta-

ble complete
with base, dust

cover and mag-
netic cart NOW

AKAI SHAPE DECK FISHERY SPEAKERS

r- c
***

AM/FM Stereo

with 50 watts

of power NOW
2 and 4 chan-
nel tape deck.

NOW

3 way speakers Ref.

with 10" woofer 109"

w/mid-range
||f>|||

and tweeter NUl*

YAMAHA ,'.'. TAPE DECK V7

Cassette deck

with Dolby and

Pitch control NOW

PIONEER

TP222

CAR DECK
Mini WITH 2

8-track SPEAKERS
tap* FOR ONLY
d.ck lcMORE

COUPON

195
ONLY

AUDIOVOX

SPEAKERS FOR

1CENT
'WITH PURCHASE OF TP222

LAFAYETTE LR-220

2 & 4 CHANNEL RECEIVER

<• '•
"^R

-f? rJiJ^L^z:

[AM/FM Stereo
I

ith 68 watts

of power

SJ
Re9 . $289.95 W

EXTRA SPECIALS
R.r SALE

»369" $258°°

478." 404"
329" 279"
3" 2"

49"ta. 2200 "

339" 295"

EXTRA SPECIALS
Reg. SALE

lofoyett. II 440 4 O.ar.n.1 Racaivar

Bom 90 1 Speakers

Latavctte LR1500 Receiver

Scotch ?0? reel to reel tape

keeker T«o W»» Sataktri

Sherwood HOO Receiver

f ilh»r 370 Turnlobl,

Fisher J03 Receiver

Sfcarat Sitr»o Haaa>kaa«i

l.t.»*tt. HA 700 Walki. Talkie

Saajfcaitar MO 414 H..«»Ko««.

CORAatRatar '39M $32°°

Sony TC 171 Stereo cassette deck 114" 96°°

Fisher XP44 Speakers 49" 39"
Fisher XPS4 Speakers 99" 57"
BSR 610 AW X Turntable with walnut wood QfJIt *IA"
base, dust cover and cart

KOSS PRO 4AA

STEREO HEADPHONES

lacataa t Track or Canada lack

IS I » Track Oack

299 1

so" 2200

7" ta. 5
W

42" 35"

7" 4M

54" 22**

540" 350"
AR 3A Speakers •!?
latayett. UC 70 A*Vra» Pkaaa Camaact 259" 1 75°°

S5" 45°°

54" 38°°

•iaaaar C$1 350 I Way iaaakart

Criteria* 1001 Speakers

REG. $60

NOW V
ONLY

RAPIDMAN

CALCULATOR
,pietmai i

am.i

4 function add multiply divide,

subtract reej. $69.95

"
$,

NOW
12.

10
***"*->

**» v

YAMAHA

AMFM ««e

PHONO COMPACT

\ -S": » 00095
££•** ' now _
Without Speakers

LAFAYETTE RADIO

WIRE RUNNING *«v OUT OF TIME!
OCTOBER 19th *T 5:30 p.m.
OUR 010 WAREHOUSE Will Bt FORCED
INTO RETIREMENT!! AND OUR NEW
OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE COMPLEX
Will NOT BE READY UNTIL
NOVEMBER 1ST. SO WE VE DE
CIDED TO GIVE TOU THE BUY
OF A LIFETIME, BUT HUR ,,

, IT BECAUSE THIS All

.Will ONIV IAST 1

WEEK. HURRY!
^QUANTITIES LIMITED!

[RE-7412

.D7678

PANASONIC

AMFM PHONO

WITH 8 TRACK
AM/FM Stereo Receiver

with two acoustic sus-

pension speakers. Also

with record changer

»v

AKAI
CS-35

CASSETTE RECORDER
Reg. C,
ISf" *

NOW

and8T rack

Reg- $209.95

NOW ONLY

195.

OWNED AND OPERATED Amherst Store

T5 E. Pleasant St •msFiii*,

ELECTRONICS seiden sound ^aq 11 OS4U0(iatl UOtfS SHOIM tOUMO §BM ^W ^J ^M
9\ BeBJWBJ% iM y t

ADVOCATES COMMITTEE
There will be a mandatory meeting

of all advocates tonite at 7:30 in 911

C.C.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Mem.

Hall. Smoker to follow at 7:30 in C.C.

ALPHA ZETA
AZ officers Exec, board meeting

Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.

ATTENTION
Will the owner of a Starnoid Model

Parasport 10 speed bicycle which
was stolen on UMass campus around
10-4, 10 5 please contact Amherst
Police. Info needed by 8:00 a.m.
Tues., 10 16.

ATTENTION WRITERS
Need interesting involving scripts

or stories for ambitious film of
professional nature. Have any
material or ideas for the cinema? All

entries considered. Call Alan 253-

7850.

CHAPLIN SPEAKS
All Chaplin films aren't silent two

reelers. See "M. Verdoux" tonight,

one of his greatest works. Thompson,
104 at 6, 8, 10 p.m.

"THE CHILD"
A movie on natural childbirth with

speaker Evelyn Duston, Lamaze
birth method instructor. Tonight 7:00
at IGU, open to all Greek men and
women. •

CONSTITUENTS FROM 5TH MASS.
DISTRICT
Congressman P. Cronin will give

seminar lecture 1129 on Energy
Crisis. He plans a rap session with
students from Lexington, Lowell,
Lawrence area at 1:15 2:00. Please
advise coordinator G. Horvay, School
of Engrg. of your plans to attend, so
that suitable room may be reserved.

DAMES CLUB
Will hold a Friendship Night for

itirit^kicickir )f

MDC J
Classifieds J

*

j First Day *

J Each }
^Additional*
% Day J

foreign wives on Weds., 10 17 at 8
p.m. in Farley 4-H House. All

University student wives invited.

DOG OBEDIENCE
Classes every Monday, 7:30 p.m.

Grinnel arena. Barry, 429 Pierpont,
65278.

GRENOBLE MEETING
Meeting on Tues. at 7 p.m., 3rd

floor lounge, Herter Hall. For
students interested in GRENOBLE
Program in Spring '74. You need not
be a French major to participate in

the program.

GSS PLEDGES
Meeting Monday at 7:10 p.m.,

Memorial Hall. All pledges please
attend.

Tuesday INite

Some

Best
Friends

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rt«\ 47, Sunderland

665-4937

Notices
GSS
Meeting Monday, 6:10 p.m.,

Chapter Room. All members please
attend.

MARIJUANA MEETING
Meeting of the UM Committee of a

sane drug policy, Monday, 10 15, 8:O0
p.m. in the main floor lounge, Cance.
Work to reform marijuana laws. New
members welcome.

NEWMAN COMMITTEE ON
EDUCATION

Will meet tonight at 8:00 in the
Newman Center. Those interested in
a Christian discussion group and or
other educational matters are in-
vited.

OUTING CLUB

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

Slide how, lecturer, voting in

constitution, tonight 6:30, 917 C.C;
Pretrip meetings, Mt. Marcy tonight

5 30 locker; long Trail Oct. 17, 3 4

p.m. locker.

PART TIME JOB
Available in Project 10 for a person

skilled in recreation and leisure

studies to be our activities coor-

dinator. The job involves 20 hrs. per

week. Send resume to The Project
House, Pierpont House, 546-0871.

PEP CLUB
Organizational meeting for anyone

interested in joining the newly for-

med UMass Pep Club. Ideas and help
needed on Homecoming projects. 7

p.m., Tues., 10-16, Rm. 175 C.C.

RECREATION COMMITTEE
Program Council's Recreation

Committee will meet tonight, 7:30
D.m C.C. 905 909. We're looking for

new and returning members who
want to help their fellow UMies have
fun in the C.C.

FOUND
Thurs. nite in Bluewall men's blue,

belted cloth jacket. Claim in C.C. lost

and found.

LOST
Kodak instamatic camera CX 126

in brown leather case. Lost 10 8 on 5

College bus or steps of Amherst Col.

Converse Hall. Reward no
questions. Call 256 8208.

Oblong three tone brown suede
wallet. Lost about 2 weeks ago.
Please contact Sandy Greig at 256
6988

Red wallet lost in Arts and Crafts
on Thurs. Would appreciate its return
to lost and found or call I 6-8368.

Means a lot to me. No questions
asked.

SYDNEY OMAMt-

When seeking quick reports, condensed
versions, look up Gemini. For a story with
embellishments, leave it to Sagittarius. For
the dramatic touch, call on Leo For sen-
sitivity and a dreamlike quality, the task
Koes lo Pisces For a futuristic view, the
assignment belongs lo Aquarius For sharp,
original strokes, it is Aries. For a com-
pilation of data. Taurus is the person. To get
research files in order, rely on Virgo
Cancer can project a budget ana Libra can
balance the pros and cons Scorpio can
injec! passion and Capricorn can provide
material of lasting value Each of (he
zodiacal signs has a contribution to make lo
a writing project -and to life.

+ + +
AMES (March 21-April 19): Check ap

pointment schedule Be sure your own
needs are met -don't bend to breaking
point Your own viewpoint should not be
liuned Some who claim lo know best may
know very little Know it and adhere to
personal principles

TAURUS (April 20-May 20>: You have
more on your side than might be imagined
Those who oppose or naysay are testing -

and bluffing Know it and respond ac-
cordingly Follow through on hunch Collect
data Fill in gaps Money promises should
Ih- double-checked
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Legal

matters, cooperative efforts, partnerships
may he under strain Find alternatives
Dont feel there is but one way Look
around Make inquiries Someone is not
telling whole truth Give full rein to
curiosity Reject superficial explanations
CANCKH (June 21 -July 22): One who

tries "wolf" deserves what you feel should
lx- Riven M more, no less Means be frank
in your appraisal False sentimentality is

no lavor lor others or for yourself Message
will become increasingly clear
LEO (July Z3-Aug 22 1: Romantic in-

terests could hit snag You perceive what is

real, what is illusion Truth, instead of
making you free, could merely annoy Be
mown up. willing to laugh at yourself Your
appetite will not be affected, world will
continue to spin

VERGE) (Aug 23 Sept 22 1 You have
backing Irom quiet'' sources Your op-
wiMlion lacks substance There is channel

lor your efforts, creative endeavors. If

diplomatic, you get hearing and green light
One at lop who seems indifferent is merely
being cautious
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Study Virgo

message Nothing now is apt to be cut and
dried There are complications but don't
blow them up out of proportion Ideas could
flounder You need time to develop, test and
analyze Don't rush, especially in traffic
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Your

hnancial bounce will be higher than
suspected What you have, can offer, is

marketable Know it and refuse to be
cowed, frightened, intimidated. Partner,
associate may try to "buy you cheap " A bit
of laughter is best weapon.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21

1

Unorthodox procedures are most likely to
succeed You cannot force, push or cajole
Lei others show their hands You do best
now as an overall observer Aries. Libra
persons could play key roles Finish rather
than initiate project Maintain low profile
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Rhythm

of action is subdued In efforts to break
through to new project, suspicion blocks
progress Those who claim to be doing
much for you may be laying down on job
Face reality Get on high horse- assert
independence You have right to No 1

treatment

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18) Emotional
responses could lead to proverbial •'wers'
quarrel Means don't take others, or
yourself, too seriously You don't know it all
but you know enough Means bide your
time You get what you want if you don't
insist You will understand.
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Examine

potential You can spread emotional wings.
There is no need to be confined. Obstacles
come from within Shake off foolish doubts
and start climbing Goal is available. Know
it and act like vou know it

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
have compelling, unusual voice. You
convince, win by sincerity. Taurus persons
are drawn to you You are embarking on
new project, adventure. Much of the past is

linished You can awake and sing You will
be happier success is available Go for
brass ring'^

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1

4
6

11

Man's
nickname
Pronoun
Commemorative
disk

Punctuation
mark

13 Beginning
15 Latin

conjunction
16 Earthquakes
18 Preposition

19 Symbol for

tantalum
Arabian
chieftain

Outfits

Shut up
Dry
Toll

Test

Wife of

Geraint

Rupees
(abbr.)

Supercilious

person
Microbe
Fire

Department
(abbr)
Rail bird

42 Unkempt
45 Spanish for

"river"

Insect

Tumor on
SKin

Merit

52 The sweetsop
54 Symbol for

tellurium

Man's
nickname

Suffers

patiently

Diphthong

Couch
Mountain

nymphs
65 Stingy person

66 Prefix: down

67 Snake

21

22
24
26
28
29
31

33

34

36
38

40

47
49

50

55

56

59

61

63

DOWN

1 Simian
2 Improve
3 Teutonic deity

4 Additional

5 Dropsy
6 Anchoring
7 Be mistaken
8 Metal plate

9 Symbol for silver

10 Stretcher

12 Pronoun
14 Part of face (pi.)

17 Mud
20 Southern

blackbirds

23 Supposing that 35
24 Liquid measure 37

(abbr.) 38
25 Makes into 39

leather 41
27 Expires 43
30 Weaving 44

machine
32 Delineated 46

I TEA1TA I NTlDA
aiDE !aaHLiE rasa
@e rzinorjR asura

rarjBB BriaG

Eara HDHE1R CB
AikB B A TICIHB A T A
m a R 1 £1H«SP 1 N
ElAlNE ^eInIt e R sHOmEa P3fflGH3

Wider
Flesh

Liberates

Crown
Aleutian island

Fears

Symbol for

yttrium

Conjunction

\5.
48 King of Judea
51 Seines
53 Withered
S7 Born
8 Compass point

Extrasensory
perception

62 Note of scale

64 Cooled lava

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. /S

PFANLTS iMlHaavj
t .»' t . • . - -. V Vj|«,|ajc

'Do you love me?" she
asked.

'Of course," he said.

'Do you really love me?'

she asked.

'Of course," he said.

'Do you really really love

me?" she asked.

"No," he said.

"Do you \o\e me ? " she
asked.
"Of course "he said.
So she asked no more.
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WMPIRG Sponsors Symposium

Energy Crisis!
The Air Conservation Council of

the Western Massachusetts Lung
Association in conjunction with the

Cooperative Extension Service
from University of Massachusetts,
Environmental Protection Com-
mittee of Springfield, League of

Women Voters, Springfield
College, and the Western
Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (WMPIRG) will

conduct a "Symposium on the

Energy Crisis" on this Wednesday,
from 1:30 to 7:30 p.m. The event
will take place at Springfield

College's Beveridge Center.

The Council was organized in

1971 to cooperate and involve itself

with individuals and organizations

whose intent is to restore
ecological balance necessary for

the existence of all life. It has with
the aid of their co-sponsors, invited

speakers from industry, research
and government to present the
public with solutions to the
problem and steps by which the

citizen may be satisfying his

energy needs in the future.

The program will consist of

several workshops on air con-
servation and a speakers program.
Lecture topics include; "An
Overview of the Energy Crisis - Its

Causes and Impact", "Effects of

Air Pollution on Human Health",
"Nuclear Research and Im-
plementation". "Wind. Solar and
Tidal Energy", and "Government

FOR SALE

Sterrn buffs: If you want stereo
riiuipini'iii matched for you and sold at
wholesale price*, call IMckMM after 6.

— All Brands!

tflO/31

(harlemont. Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner puppies. Top pedigree, A.K.-
('

.. cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or
quiet enjoyment. l-ti:t-:t:»-«SHM.

tf 10/19

l.ond foods, better wines, best beers — 8-

II <laily. Montague Mini-Mart. Montague
t enter.

tfie-15

I sed Israeli Lamb Skin Jacket I IS; two
beautiful Peasant Skirts 15 ea. Call 25*-

nuil. evenings.

tflO/16

\ rvitar I.ens K5 mm to 3)5 mm loom fits

IVntax. Yashica. Mamiya Sckor. Just like

niw (all MMM,
tf 10/16

Krown snorkel parka, brand new. never

worn, size men's sm. Contact (aryn. R-

7:mi:>

tflO-17

Fi*h — IS gal. glass tank set up. 2 large

Discusses. 1 Kire Kels. 2 Tri-color Sharks

& It lown Loach. fXO or best offer, (all 54*-

99.VI

tfia-is

II \N Bus. jmmmi mi., radio, curtains,

new disc brakes. Just tuned. 2 Radial
snows, other extras, (all .i«M72H. S2M0.

tflO/lC

Scotl SSI \M-KM stereo receiver and

KIM model speakers. 1220 Ask for

sictr. Km. :n.V IHSSM . BBS.
tflt-IH

l'i;: N.un.ih.i Bt :'.. twi c.c. excellent

< miililion. asking 177', ( .ill Jim. .M.V2M22.

tflK-17

MB I'Imii.hiIIi IWBedere. I dr.. I fjrl.

.iilo.. WIFM. new shraks. starter, good
laMkrT, I. ill inspriiiim sticker, available

Nov. I. $MHI. l|f HIT mm
ll.iiwlin.iilt vheepskin coal, size 12. with

V pile, triple sewn, one week old. never
worn. (oat guaranteed. siwi Kohert. •!••

• lt>.' armind •< p.m.
IfHM'i

.' ddyr. snow tires with studs. 7 (MM I

s.inni miles, flit each: «.H»-«i .:*i:t with rim.

It*, t ontait Jim \ollet. 1.1. James Mall.

Iti 7 '•!•'..

lfl«M.->

the liuhtevl K.iltiuli Super t ourse xou'll

e\er see' Nri\r\ lugs, ttihulars.

MmtitiliKhl t otterles* » ranks. I.'HM Kric.

ma .ml
tnll-IK

Brother Bel live portable
I \ pew r iter like new. $|n. HSIt nil

turntable. SI.'. jOw Lafayette am-
plifier. I7M: two Criterion M \
lanahri'i. $ io ea . all I month old

1'i.iktiia 'Zeiss, c.imri.i Mexer I km
lelepliolo lens l.iknin.ii mullK n.tlrri

.'siiiiii wide-ancle lens, double lens.

Hash and iii.iuiiiImiiu lens ( all lor \|.

'.I'" I7lti

IIIM-i'i

Mti hoots. Kotlach. buckle type, sire in
an* reason.idle oiler at < epted I all l».i\r

at .'i-«l;i da%s. and .".IH-Km;.: ..(hi i. p n,

till) l'i

Action"; followed by panel
discussion between lecturers and
audience.

A turkey dinner will be served in

the Eaculty Dining Room at 6:35
p.m.

At 8:00 p.m. the series moves to

Kiley Junior High School where
Mr. Jules Bergman, Science
Editor for the American Broad-
casting Company will deliver his
views on "The Energy Crisis".

Registration forms for the
Symposium may be obtained from
the Western Massachusetts Lung
Association, 393 Maple Street,
Springfield. Limited seats are
available without charge but need
to be reserved on a first come first

served basis. Advance registraton
is advised for all those wishing to

attend the symposium and is a
necessity for those who plan to

attend the turkey dinner.

JFolkdancing|

Featured
An evening of music and dance is

planned by the 'Round the World
Wives' for Monday, October 15th,

at 7:30 p.m.
Tht performance will take place

at the Amherst Women's Club on 35

Triangle Street. The Five College

Folkdancing Group will feature

songs and dances from many parts

of the world.

Refreshments will be served by
members of the Amherst Baptist

Church.
Sally Hafner is in charge of the

evening program, one of several
activities sponsored by the 'Round
the World Wives'. She urges
anybody in need of transportation
in order to attend the meeting to

give her a call (256-8420).

Pulse Elicits Souls

Project Pulse, now part of the newly formed Student Affairs Research

and Evaluation Office, has resumed its operations for the fall 1973 term.

Pulse is a student attitude and opinion survey project designed to

provide data for various decision makers on campus, through the use of a

weekly telephone survey, Pulse attempts to elicit attitudes and opinions

from students on various relevant campus issues. By computerizing the

results of their surveys, Pulse manages to convert this information into

readily usable form.

Any group or individual on campus can request a survey to be per-

formed. People will be accomodated depending on the timeliness, im-

portance, and wide applicability of the survey requested.

The Pulse office is open daily and is now located in 243 Whitmore
(formerly the Counseling Center) or call 5-1543.

! HOCKEY
Anyone living in Central Area interested in playing

with the Central Area hockey league.

Call 5-0599 or 6-4565 ask for John.

MIT

School of Architecture and Planning

Planning and architecture are ways of producing significant

change ... by improving and transforming our physical and social en-

vironment.

We seek applicants of any undergraduate background who have the
capacity to think, innovate and effect positive social change.

MINORITY ANO WOMEN STUDENTS ARE ESPECIALLY
URGED TO APPLY.

Meet with Ted Jojola who will be on campus Monday, October 22, to

discuss our Master of City Planning (MCP), Master of Architecture

(M Arch) and Ph.D. programs with interested students. Ap-
pointments may be made through Career Planning & Placement
Service.

FOR SALE
Fender Telecaster. $160. excellent

shape: Doiric organ for sale, portable &
electric, lists I5O0, asking $100. 2S6-«OII
Miles.

tfltt-17

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONAL

AUTO FOR SALE

Speakers — pair of Hitachi KS-:i20ttR.
includes 2-M inch woofers. 2-2' _. inch
tweeters, excellent condition, $50 or best
offer. K-MMvl.

tfltt-19

/enith 21*' console color, $150; RCA
black & white console t.v., ffis. Television
t enter. 55 V Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253-
IM

ill 1-5

Men! Women! Jobs on ships! No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide Travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for in-

formation. Seafax. Dept. M 17. P.O.
Box 2040, Port Angeles. Washington
Ms,

tf 10-17

tiibson B-25. 12 STRG. excellent cond..
red sunburst case. II >rs. old. hardly ever
used. Best offer. Doug. 253-9501

tflO-19

Korg Warner electric range, very good
shape, best offer, (all Doug. 253-9501.

tflO-IS

Kor sale - I Kansui MM rec. 2 CS99A
I'ion speaker. AKAITP DKJVi turntable,
ex. equipment, current list price $1,533.
will sell for $x*5. ROMS, Terry.

tiio 19

To the girl in Drake Sunday. 10-7. Call

collect SSMSMSM about opportunity in

VII. in regards to ed position we talked

about. Itich.

tilO-18

Homosexual thoughts & feelings
bothering you. or would like information"

Call 58S-281I. ask for Paul after 8:30.

tflO-IS

(Jay Commune has farm — now
peopling, living and loving togeOier. Box
723, Amherst. Mass. 01002.

Ml 1-1

1

1963 Dodge Dart, reliable, local trans

porta t ion 5X4-2500. best offer.

tflO-l.

1965 Fairlane. 6 cyl. stel 665-3451 after

p.m.

tfl(VI5

1966 Cutlass Supreme. 62,000 miles, very

good condition. $500. Call 1-617-544-3520

tfio-i;

1970 Dodge Superbee. 383 r.iagnum.
auto., p s .. ph. mags, stereo, a real steal,

must be seen; also walei bed. $25. Call 323
7706 anytime.

lflO-16

Motorhome for rent by the week or day.
completely self-contained, sleeps eight.
Call 772-0383.

tflO-IS

6 bedroom house for rent, located in

Wendell. $375 per month Call 1*17-544-

3520.

trio-n

Booms — Only a lew left. Close, 401 N.
Pleasant, free parking, l-l. 2534938. or
drop hy. ask for Duncan. By day. week,
month.

tflO/19

Iflfi* Ford Cortina, four wheel disc brake.
Hood tires, automatic. $20*1. Ask for Leslie
at tfrtri

tflH-IX

'Help. Cecil, help!" I'm late again, but
only by a lew days. Can you forgive me'.'

Happy birthday to my favorite sea ser-
pent!

10-15

Michael — to everything there is a
season and a time for every purpose under
heaven. Linda.

10-15

Dryer. $35; Oriental rug. 9x15, spots.
hadl> worn. $25; crocks. 8 gal.. $10: 4 gal..
15. Anlq. man. vac. $7. Wanted —
riehuiiiidificr freezer. 256-0503.

ino-i6

M speed t.azelle Tour de L'Avenir. runs
like new $wi. Includes ;| ft. cable and lock
(all MM,

tflH-19

Parents — problems with child care?
Join the Child Care Exchange — an
alternative to sitters etc. Infants to 8 yrs.
(all Joan. 586-2224.

tflO-19

Happy birthday Bobby Baby. From all

your lovers on 5-W.

10-15

1967 Rambler Rebel. 53.000 mi., new
brakes, cooling, tune-up. parts, a.t..

$450.00. 549-3857 or 545-1388.

tfl0-15

1941 antique Chevy, a classic looking
car. excel, body, new rebuilt eng.. a good
buy has to be seen, many spare pa.ts. best
offer. 549-6495.

tfl0-17

1971 Plymouth Cricket, must sell,

good cond.. ex. mil.. 4 sp. std. trans., rack
and pinion steering. 4 dr. sedan. Call Jim.
UK-5234.

tfl0-15

1967 VW Bus. excel, mechanical cond..

split front seat, make great camper. $550

or best offer. 5-2803 after 5-.M. 256-6192

tf 10-19

WANTED

Teachers needed overseas. All
subjects, all levels, travel paid. No
language requirement, not restricted
to Ed. Majors. Information on where
\o apply in over 40 countries. Send $2 to
Overseas Teaching. P.O. Box S24-V.
Centralia. Wa. 98531.

UI0-17

'anted — warm, friendly babysitter
with own car. for II month old. 9-12 week-
days. 253-3607.

UI0-I9

I need a place to board my horse It must
be near campus and reasonable. Call
Cyndy. Rii. 307. 54.V2SIO

10-15

1966 Olds Toronado. air cond.. stereo,
power windows & 6-way seat, just in-
spected, front wheel drive. $500 firm. Call
519-0924, ." to » p.m.

tflO-19

Garage space, central Amherst Safe
and inexpensive. D. H. Jones 549-3700.

tf 10/18

ENTERTAINMENT

Konica Autoreflex-T 35mm SLR
ramera. fl.4 lens with case, excellent
condition, list $11 1, best offer over $169
(all K65-35I6. Mon -Thurs.

tflO-16

HELP WANTED
Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity

kitchen at meal limes in exchange for Free
board. IMBN ask for Kick or (Hie.

til

II girls need 2 kitrhrnboys to work one
hr lunch shift * one hr. sapper shift. 2
meals gi\rn free, \pplicants call 515-0527
rxenings.

tflO-16

Piz/a people, deliver \ people, counter
help \ppl> in person or call the Hungry I .

ZNMBM.
tflt-li

Tired of dorm living? I bedroom in King
Philip, available immediately. Price
negotiable. Call 665-3318 after 6p.m.. on
bus line.

MM
SERVICES

Guaranteed rebuilt Volkswagen engines.
GAR. VW Rebuilding Shop. 1-232-7051.

tflO-Zt

\strologer does birth charts I horoscope)
with complete accuracy, interpretation &
counseling. Call Jeffrey. 253-5386. keep
trying.

tflO-19

Reliable 1969 VW Squareback.
automatic, extras plus 2 good snow tires.
$1195 firm. 323-7018 after 4 p.m.. keep
trying!

tflO-18

1948 Packard, good running condition
straight 8 with overdrive, cloth interior
516-8688.

tflO-17

Sorry, but I have no open dates left in
Oct. Thanks I Mass for a fantastic Sept.
and Oct. Your friend. Steve the DJ.. 44W-
2842.

tflO-17

1964 Corvair for sale — good running
condition (all 5-2412. Room 214. Angle.
Price $2»o. leave message.

tflO-16

Wanted — female pianist to play stan-
dards « sing a long Good pay. Call Music
Ventures. 584-6458.

tflO-17

Wanted — rtnthm guitarist & pianist
'prrlerahh singers),

ft male \oralist for
.VNs revue, (.uaranleed work (all 5X1-615*

tfltt-17

Wanted — female pianist to pla> stan-
dards * sing-along, good pa>. (all Music
\ futures. |BM$|R,

lflO-17

< miples Workshop — building trust'
«V intimao

. communicating cleariv.

1965 Ford Fairlane. 6 cylinders, stan-
dard, body slightly dented. 2 new tires,
new fall inspection sticker. Call for Al 549-
1716.

tflO-16

Couples' Workshop — building trust
A intimarx. communicating clearly,
meditation, massage, maintaining
indi\idtialit\. rrsol\ing < onflii t Tues.
nights, tht. 23-Dec. II. Free. Contact
Da* id \ndes. Student Development
office. ItVajn or home 1:169-1619 h\
lad. 17.

tflO-15

1971 Toyota Corona, standard shift. $600
(all 1-167-3796.

tflO-19

Wanted - rhythm guitarist ft pianist
(preferably stagers). * male vocalist for
5«Vs revue. Guaranteed work. Call 1-584-

6458.

MM)

llor\e back riding. Running Deer Ranch,
549-3630.

tflO-19

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

LOST

Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity
kitchen al meal times in exchange for Free
hoard.

Buck knife on 10-4 nite, between C.C. 4
S.W ir found please call 6-7489. reward.

tflO-19

tflV-15

•si'l i.li I tl'i.M
lii Ware, .it i ollegi.ni printer

\ .11 |l III I IMI .1 III

•isk fort h.irlotti

Research - thousands of topics. $2.75
|H-r page Send $1 for mail order catalog
Research assistance, inc 1 1911 W ilshirr
Rlwl Suite 2. IV. Calif. 9»H25.

tflMl
RIDE WANTED

Ride uanled to Phila. on Oct. 19. (all
256-06I8. wifl share expenses tflO-18

Lost key s on black penknife case, turn in
at C.C. I ost ft Found. Desperate!

tflO-16

1972 Honda SI-125. exc. condition, well
kept, best Jap woods hike with knobby *
shop manual, (all Joel. «tB-4477 evenings
after 6 p.m.

tflO-19

land — fr. hark of motorcycle Wed on
I ni\. Dr . Blalocks Soc. Stats.. 2nd Ed
( all Daphne. 5-2658 ( day > . 256*172 ( night

)

Return Marhmer. W3I.

tflt-16

ROOMMATE WANTED
.Mature girl needed to share new apt on

Ah "_,U-,e> R*"« •" 25 per month plus
utilities must have no car or pets. Call 586-
0852.

I'nfllon resident needed to take rare of
Hon I will pav $1(1 per month plus food
t .ill 'il'l-liTIH.

Ifin-I7

Need ride I lorn Keli hertown for X a 111

havrt .1 I p ,„ Ujajpftfthj gojfe area WiliinK
'" pax

< .ill Joanne al XEt-KQI. keep
trymm

Ifio-i;

FOR RENT
tflO-17

Horses boarded. 10 minutes to campus.
Ho* stalls, field jumping, excellent trails
2.i:t-7:t7:i.

tfl0-2T

\ couple of people wanted to share house
•t miles from l.Mass - going for $68 a
month plus utilities. If interested call 546-
6211. avail, immed.

tflO-15

Wanna
The Oxford Summer Seminar at

Trinity College, Oxford, England,
is now accepting applications for

this summer. The program,
although sponsored primarily by
the UMass English Department,
also this year offers several inter-

disciplinary courses that would be
helpful to students in art,
sociology, philosophy, and history!

The Seminar provides a chance
to earn academic credit for a
course taught by an Oxford don.
Classes are small (limit of 15) and
usually combine both a seminar
and tutorial approach. Graduates

Mayor White

Hits Media On
Torch Killing
BOSTON (AP) - Mayor Kevin H.

White criticized the news media
Sunday for having "blown all out of

proportion" the incidents
surrounding the murder of a young
white woman who was forced to

douse herself with gasoline and
was set afire by a group of six

black youths Oct. 2.

"We weren't near a racial war,
but if you read the papers for a
couple of days, even I was ap-
prehensive that the town was going
to go up, and 1 couldn't tell myself
why," White said on radio station
WEEI's "Bay State Forum"
program.
This is not to say to you that

people are not afraid to walk the
streets. They are. But I do think the
attendant publicity received in the
past week was a little unfair. I

thought it was overboard," White
said.

The mayor defended his offer of
a $5,000 reward for information
leading to the arrest and conviction
of the killers of Evelyn Wagler. 24,

in light of criticism from black
community leaders who called it a
"racist bounty."

and undergraduates of all majors
are welcome to apply and it is

recommended that students have
approximately a B average in his
or her major field.

One of the courses offered is a
study in the aspects of literature
and art with visits to London art
galleries and country houses
directly to relate the course to
England. These is a course on
Shakespeare which will correlate
the plays studied with those given
at Stratford during the coming
season. The course in Paleography
is excellent for those interested in

the classics or medieval English
literature. There is also an inter-

disciplinary course that will study
literature in its historical context
while incorporating both music,
slides and a trip to a manor house.
The British sociology course is

being taught by A.H. Halsey who is

the head of Oxford's department
and educational consultant to
Parliament. There are ap-
proximately a dozen courses
planned.

The Seminar lasts for six weeks
and there is plenty of free travel
time both before and after. There

is an optional tour available.

The cost of the Seminar is $950

(some financial aid available) and
includes a 707-charter trip Boston-

London-Boston, three nights upon
arrival at the Hotel Penta, tickets

to musical and theatrical events,

room, board, tuition, a day at

Warwick Castle, a play at Strat-

ford, a guest speaker program,
trips connected with an elected
course, and a final banquet. Since
Oxford is only an hour away from
London by rail, there is also the

opportunity to see museums, plays
and sporting events outside of

Trinity College itself.

The deadline for applications is

February 22nd and students are
notified immediately of their ac-

ceptance if they are qualified. The
limit is 120 and since courses are
filled on a first-come-first-serve

basis, it is best to submit ap-
plications early. A refundable
downpayment of $150 is required.
For further information and

details see Professor Ernest Hofer,
Associate Head of the English
Department, in Bartlett 160. Ap-
plications are available in the
English Office, room 160.

Television Tonight
5:M ENSIGN O'TOOLE "Operation:
Sabotage'' (18)

HOGAN1 IIKROKS "The Prince From
the Phone Company." (22)

MtCTERROGERS NKKJIIBORHOOI)
(24) (57)

RK\ KRLY HILLBILLIKS The Buggy"
i:u>)

(iOMKR RYLK "Opie Joins the Marines"

5::io THK REAL McCOYI The Gigolo"
(If)

THE l.l't Y SHOW "Lucy and Arthur
Godfrey" (22)

THK ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)
IKMiAVS IIKROKS (30)

\KWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40>

5 55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

•:« NEW! IS) (8) (22)

I SHY "Let's Kill Karlovassi" (18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

TO TKLL THK TRl Til Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WKST "Night of the Legion
Death" (40)

•i::MI NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

LOUS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

6:55 NKWSBKAT NEWS (40)

7:00 MOVIE Mother Wore Tights" (3)

TKl'TH OR CONSEQUENCE*1 Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKK SHOW "Talk To the
Snail " (181

NEWS, WEATHER, shorts (22) (30)

YOl R FUTURE IS NOW (24)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THK RKRORTKRS (57)

7::m POLICE SURGEON (8)

GREEN ACRES Give Me Land, Lots Of
Land" U8i
THK HOLLYWOOD SQL ARKS Peter

To

Marshall, host (22) i.iui

WOMAN (24)

ROLKA With Frank Knight (40)

WALSH'S ANIMALS "Pumas
Pussycats" (57)

X:tNi THK ROOKIKS "Cry Wolf" (8) (40)

LOTSA LUCE "Do Me a Favor" (22) (30)

SPECIAL OP THK W KKK "The Mystery
of Nefertiti." (24) (57)

n::mi DIANA "Fire One.'" (22) (30)

!):(H) HERE'S LUCK "Girl Friday Follies"

IS)

NFL MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
GAME <8> (40)

THK 7IM) (LIB (18)

MOVIE "With Six You Get Eggroll." (22)

IMI

GOVERNOR'S RKPORT (24)

RORIS KAKLOKK PRESENTS
SPECIAL "The Birth and Death of a Star"
(57)

!l:3(l NKW DICK VAN DYKK SHOW (3)

io:uo THK SEVENTH ANNUAL COl V
TRY MISIC ASSOCIATION AWARDS
PRESENTATIONS (3)

WASHINGTON DEBATE (24)

NEWS (27»

THK ADVOCATES "Do You Support the
dent's Refusal to Turn Over the White
House Tapes"'" (57)

r»:3a THK LIVING WORD (18)

1 1:« NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS ISI (22)

ISO)

NOTRE DAME FOOTBALL (18)

11:31 MOVIE "To Die In Paris" (3)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (30)

11:41 NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (S) 14»)

12:15 COLLEGE FOOTBALL '7;t (8> (40)

l:M TOMORROW Most Tom Snyder (22)

IM)

1:11 NEWS '8> hoi
i::w NEWS, WEATHER (31

l:M NEWS IB) 1901

BACK TO THE CAGE!!
U.Mass. Musical History

Flips a Page

the concent committee
— Presents —

DONNY HATHAWAY
and

CHICK COREA
Sunday, October 28, 1973 8:00 p.m.

CURRY HICKS CAGE
Tickets: $3.50 Available only to U.Mass. Undergrads.

On sale at Student Union Lobby Counter

Monday - Friday 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Limit: 2 tickets/U.Mass. I.D.
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UMass Pups
Finally Open
Season Today

By GEOFFREY KUKINSKY
The Junior Varsity football

squad has sat around and watched
the varsity display their talents

long enough. It's been six weeks.

Do you know what it's like sitting

around with all that enthusiasm
and nothing to do it with?

This afternoon, the Pups get

their chance under fire as they

travel to New Haven, Connecticut

for a clash with the Pups of Ivy

power Yale.

"Our emphasis is pretty much
low key," Coach Billy Maxweii
cited. "Basically, we try to give the

freshman the basic rudiments that

they'll need for varsity football,

which hopefully, is in each guys'

future."

Coach Maxwell will take 40

players down to New Haven (out of

a total roster of 85).

The JV's displayed their talents

two weeks ago in a victorious

scrimmage against crosstown
rival Amherst. In that meeting the

Minutemen scored twice, while

keeping the Lord Jeffs at bay. -

Brian McNally and Pete Costa
will handle the quarterbacking
chores at Yale, both showing poise

in practice. The running and
blocking chores will be led by Bob
Peck and J.J. Edmunds. Bill

Dwyer (the recipient of a 70 yard
TD pass) will start at tight end for

the pups.

Standouts on defense in practice

thus far have been John Toner
(linebacker), Russel Cook
(defensive lineman), and Ronald

Harris (defensive back).

The JV's play a limited schedule.

After Yale, they come up against

Rhode Island, Boston College,

Connecticut, and conclude the

season against New Hampshire.

«•

(Staff Photo - Joe Martins)

Joe Artman finally got to finish in the daylight on Saturday but

finished well off the pace in the ECAC Championship with an 82.

JV Booters Lose First, 2-0
By BOB HIGGINS

The junior varsity soccer team suffered their first defeat of the

season yesterday, a 2-0 loss to Amherst College.
The team, now 2-1, was outplayed by Amherst throughout much of the

game, and never mounted much of an attack. A good Amherst defense,
along with some bad passing by UMass, kept the Minutemen from
scoring.

Amherst's goals came on two very fine plays. At 13:15 of the first

half, Curt Hartman took a pass in front of the UMass net and blasted a
shot into the lower right-hand corner.

UMass then held until 15: 10 of the second half, and even then it took a
great play. An Amherst player lofted a pass in front of the UMass net, and
Tim Versacci headed it past goalie Buddy Butler.

The UMass defense and goaltending was very good. Butler made two
outstanding plays in the second half. The first came on a breakaway when
he took the ball away from the shooter right in front of the net. The other
was on a penalty shot when he dove to his right to block a very hard shot.

Raqueteers Blank Southern Conn.
By NANCY M. THOMPSON

The pressure was on the
Southern Connecticut State College
netwomen Friday at the Boyden
courts as the UMass Women's
Tennis team made a clean sweep of

the courts with an impressive 9-0

victory.

Ann Foley, (with new sneakers),
returning to her number one spot,
ran the show on her court as she
defeated her opponent Kathy
Bagley of SConn, 6-2, 6-4. Coach
Ogilvie was happy with Ann's win,
stating. "It's her first win of the
year. She played quite well today
and I'm quite pleased with her
play-
Donna Siscavage, playing

second, kept her opponent, Lesley
Pi tiger on the run throughout two
of the three sets played, for her
first win of the season. Fine ser-

ving held through the first 6set for

6-0 only to be downed in the second
set 3-6 The third set proved as

Sports Lecture
The Sports Studies Lecture

Scries will present Professor Peter
Mcintosh of Oxford University at 8

p.m. tonight in SBA 120.
Professor Mcintosh is the author

<>l Spoil in Society and several
other books He is a member of the
United Kingdom Sports Council
and chairman of the 1971 UNESCO
working uroup on "Sport Mass
Media and International In
derstanding".

good as the first when Ms.
Siscavage had outplayed her op-

ponent at 5-1 but kept the crowd
awaiting her 6-4 win.

Aggressive third singles player,
Karen Wesley, also battled her
way through three sets of com-
petition, down in the first set 3-6,

but coming back with winning
results, a 6-4, 6-1 follow-up against
SConn's Paula Fitzgerald. Patty
Heslam, moving from her old
doubles position to fourth singles
proved to be another winner,
hitting hard to her opponent Iris

Tayler forcing her to a 6-1 score
and following that with a close but
certain 7-5.

Nancy O'Neil, seeing her first
play of the year, followed the rest
of the team and made her presence
known. In two sets Ms. O'Neil
defeated Debbie Verova of SConn
8-7, 6-4. Beth Perkins, coming up
from doubles to the sixth singles
spot showed consistant skill and

effort in ousting SConn's Sylvia
Dewyea, 6-2.6-1

In doubles play, UMass just

keeps on winning. The first team,
Ronnie Sanders and Diane Greene
found that teamwork paid off in

defeating Donna Baker and Sharon
Asga 6-0, 6-0. Galen Good and Meg
Parry found a win in a hard played
match with Cathy Jupiter and Judy
Maidente, taking it 6-1, 6-3. UMass'
Donna Brosca and Karen Thomas
on the third doubles court followed
suit and won their match against
Lulu Sprague and Sadie Aquino 6-2,

6-4, to complete the UMass winning
streak for the day.

UMass is now 3-1. Next the
netwomen will confront Springfield
College in one of the major mat-
ches of the season. Springfield's

number one player won in the New
England College Tournament last

year so there should be interesting

competition out on the Boyden
courts this afternoon

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boydan Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30- 10:30a.m.

(except during league play)

Golfers Finish 5th

In First ECAC Bid
By RICH SEVIERI

The UMass Golf team making their first appearance in the Eastern

Athletic Conference's Fall Championship finished in fifth place, 10

strokes behind winner Central Connecticut.

Central Connecticut in winning their third ECAC Fall Championship
in four years had three different players shooting 76 and one a 79 over the

Pleasant Valley Country Club Course, for a combined total of 319 to edge

the University of Pennsylvania which posted 323.

Princeton was third at 325. Harvard fourth shot 326. UMass finished

fifth in the ten team field at 329. Only the best four scores of the five

member teams are used.

In the 18 hole stroke-play format, the individual crown went to Paul
Maloney of Southern Conn, who had a 76. None of the Central Conn,
golfers had qualified for the individual phase of competition. Dave
Ziembra of Navy was runnerup with a 77.

Freshman John Lasek playing in his first major competition paced
the UMass squad with an 81. Medalist qualifiers Dave Kern and Joe
Artman both had 82. Frank Agostino had an 84 for the combined total of

329 for UMass.
Pleasant Valley played tough and high winds did not help matters.

Only eight golfers could break 80 in a field of the 100 best collegiate

players in the East.

UMass coach Fan Gaudette sited the hard greens that were cut low
making them treacherously fast, and difficult pin placements as the

reasons for high scoring.

"We didn't play well," said Gaudette, "maybe we were a little ner-

vous in our first major competition. On this given day we didn't have it

but learned from the experience." Next weekend UMass travels to Yale
for a 54 hole medal tournament and Gaudette is looking for a good
showing.

Other teams in order of finish were sixth place Columbia at 334,

UConn 336, OSwego State 339, Canasius j42, and Syracuse at 345.

Football Scoreboard
PRO

NY Jets 9, New England 7

Washington 21, NY Giants 3

Philadelphia 27, St. Lous 24

Denver 48, Houston 20

Buffalo 31, Baltimore 13

Cincinnati 19, Pittsburgh 7

Oakland 27, San Diego 17

Los Angeles 37, Dallas 31

Minnesota 17, San Francisco 13

New Orleans 20, Detroit 13

Green Bay 10, Kansas City 10

(tie)

Atlanta 46, Chicago 6

COLLEGE
Harvard 57, Columbia
Miami 15, BC 10

Rhode Island 15, Vermont 14

Delaware 35, UConn 7

New Hampshire 13, Maine
Colgate 22, Holy Cross 21

Ohio State 24, Wisconsin
Missouri 13, Nebraska 12

UCLA 59, Stanford 13

USC 46, Washington State 35
Notre Dame 28, Rice
Penn State 54, Army 3
Michigan 31, Michigan State
Oklahoma 52. TeximJL

"That?* IT"
Just ai a

great painting

it more than
canvaa and
paints, there

areaomethings
that go beyond
the sum of their part*. The Porsche Targa
is such an object.

It is • piece of machinery whose pur-

pose far exceeds transporting you from
one point to another. Its goal is to afford

the ultimate driving experience. In per-

formance, in engineering, in comfort.

The Targa has come amaaingly close

to that goal; each year, with subtle im-

provements, a bit more.
First, consider its superbly thought-out

features. It has a built-in roll bar. and a

huge fixed rear window. To give the car

the practicality of a hardtop coupe. And
you the exhilarating experience of a

roadster.

It has an aerodynamic shape, to pro-

tect you from wind blast. And a rear-

engine design that has been steadily

JONES
721 WOIUHINSTON STREET

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01 101

improved up-

on for 25 years.

All controls

are meticu-
lously engi-
neered to be
functional and

logically accessible.

Yet it is the total effect of these innova-
tions that impresses.

With the removable top stored in the
trunk, cushioned in luxurious bucket
seats, you ride in "Belle Epoque" comfort.

But the grandest feature of the Targa
is the experience of driving it.

The handling is quick, correct, precise,

because of Porsche s legendary engineer-
ing. Parting the driver and car in perfect

collaboration. It is almost aa if you just

"think" where you want the car to go.

The Targa is available in all three 911
models : 91 IT, 91 IE, and 91 IS.

But be warned.
It is very difficult to be humble about

owning any Porsche. And if it's a Targa,
thafsfr.

^

AUDI inc

UNIVERSITY OF GHANA CULTURAL DANCERS with GHANA ARTS COUNCIL DANCERS
and

WEST AFRICA INTERNATIONAL RAMBLERS DANCE BAND

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 19 STUDENT UNION BALLROOM 8 p.m.

Tickets: si.50 UM-A students, $3.00 others Cabaret Style Come and Dance!
Presented by the Fine Arts Council in association with the African Student Association and the W.E.B.
DuBois Department of Afro-American Studies

A Third World Cultural Series Event
Box Office, 125 Herter Hall, M-F, 9-4
Telephone 545-0202
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UMass Course Record Broken
As Harriers Outrun UConn

By SCOTT HAYES
Those of you who trudged up the apple orchard on

Saturday, witnessed a duel between UConn's fresh-

men standout Bruce Clark and Randy Thomas of

UMass, as well as a 25-32 victory of the UMass
harriers.

If you weren't at the meet, you missed seeing the

course record bettered by two runners, Clark and
Thomas. Clark, who took an early lead in the race,

broke Thomas' previous record of 25:10 by running
the course in 24:54. Thomas also bested his own
record by ten seconds, completing the hilly course in

25:00.

Clark was in first place going through the orchard,
but Thomas took first on the hill. Clark regained the
lead on the downhill part of the course, and coming up
the hill for the second time, the two runners were tied.

Clark beat Thomas downhill to the finish and won
individual honors.

Thomas did find a weakness in Clark's running and
felt he could beat him on the hills. Thomas said after

the race, "I had him at the top of the hill, but he
recovered real well."

Bill Gillin captured third with a time of 25:20.

UConn's Mike McCusker finished fourth while Tom
Maguire of UMass completed the course in 25 : 44 good
for fifth place. Paul Segersten was the fourth UMass
runner across the finish line, placing sixth in 25:50.

Freshman John McGrail, the fifth UMass runner to
finish, along with John Scheer, also a freshman, went
right out from the start of the race. The hills got to

Scheer, however, and he finished thirteenth. Coach
O'Brien credited Mc'Grail's success to his
aggressiveness. The mentor said, "It's great to see
the freshmen run well." The freshmen ran in a group
in Saturday's race, with McGrail, Chris Farmer,
Paul Doiron and Scheer capturing ninth, tenth,

twelfth and thirteenth respectively.

The course footing was slower than usual, because
of equestrian work, but only 74 seconds separated
Thomas and McGrail, the first and fifth UMass
finishers.

UMass also won the junior varsity meet 18-39, with
Mickey Hawkes taking first in 19:56. Mike Gillin took

second while Andy Levey finished fourth. Jim Hunt
and Robb Leary rounded out the JV scoring with fifth

and sixth place finishes.

CROSS COUNTRY CORNER - UMass harriers are
now 1-0 in the Yankee Conference and 4-2 overall.

UConn, probably the toughest YanCon foe for UMass,
ran without the services of last year's YanCon Cross
Country champion, Bill Cantin. Pete Bortolotti ran in

Saturday's race despite an illness.

Runners will host Rhode Island on Tuesday. The
meet will begin at 4:00.

80 yd. TD Ends

MDC Supremacy

By MDC STAFF
WOPE FIELD The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian
blew a 24-2 lead and lost a heart-

breaker to the Student Senate in

touch football action yesterday by
a score of 38-36. Senate Speaker
David Booker caught Collegian

quarterback-Sports Editor Steve

Crowe in the end zone for a two
point safety early in the game that

proved decisive.

The Collegian led all the way
from early after the 1 p.m. start

until just before 4 o'clock and the

final gun. On the last play of the

game quarterback Mike Gregory
hit an open Senate receiver for an
eighty yard touchdown that capped
a spectacular Senate comeback
that saw them score three fourth

quarter touchdowns.
Collegian Editor-in-Chief Steve

Tripoli said that the Senate was
"hitting a lot harder than last year.

We never expected them to come
on so strong after the shellacking

they took last time we played."

The score of the last Collegian-

Senate game of last fall was 54-12

Collegian.

Sports Editor Steve Crowe
promised to "come back strong" in

the next confrontation, scheduled
for next Monday at 1 p.m. at the

same location. "We're not gonna
let the !?&—?"+ get the upper
hand next week. We've got
something to prove and we're
gonna prove it."

UMass Sportsweek
Monday, Oct. 15

Field Hockey vs. Springfield

Women's Tennis vs. Springfield

JV Football vs. Yale
JV Field Hockey vs. Springfield

Tuesday, Oct. 16

Cross Country Vs. Rhode Island

Thursday, Oct. 18

Field Hockev vs. Worcester State

JV Soccer vs. Greenfield CC
JV Field Hockey vs. Westfield State

Friday, Oct. 19 through Sunday, Oct.

Womens Tennis-New England Tennis Tournament
Saturday, Oct. 20

Football vs. Rhode Island

Soccer vs. Rhode Island

Cross Country vs. New Hampshire

(Stan Photo - Kevin Krkkila)

I Mass -

rugged fullback Kurt Syer engages in a kicking duel with
a Boston University opponent. The Minutemen kicked the Terriers
around at Nickerson Field Saturday for their first Yankee Con-
ference victorv of the season.

HOME
HOME
Away
HOME

4:30

3:30

3:00

3:30

HOME 4:00

Away
HOME
Away

21

3:00

3:00

3:00

New Haven

HOME
HOME
HOME

1:00

10:30

11:00

UMass, 20-6

UMqh BU
P.RST DOWNS — Totol ... 14 16

Rushing f
Passing 4
Penalties

RUSHING — Attempt* 45 49
'•'ards gained 160 149
Yards lost 23 40
Net yards gained 137 109

PASSING — Yards gained . 128 180
Posses attempted 22 25
Completed * 12

Hart intercepted 2
TOTAL OFF€NSE — Yard* 2«5 289
Plays passing & rushing . 67 /4

Averoge gain per piav .. 3.8 3.89

P'JNTING — No. of punts . 5
Punting average 33.0 390
Punts returned .......... 4 4
r'ards returned 32 25

KICKOFFS — No. returned . 2 2
Yards returned 3S 42

PENALTIES — Number ... i

Yards penalized 81 23
FUMBLES - Number
Fumbles lost 2 I

Attendance: 6679
UMass 14 6 — 20
Bsstin U I — •

Schubert Shines
HOLYOKE, MASS. <AP) - The

New England Colonials main-
tained their hold on first place in

the Atlantic Coast Football League
with a 35-20 win over the Western
Mass Pioneers Saturday night.

Former University of

Massachusetts receiver Steve
Schubert sparked the once-beaten
Colonials to their sixth victory of

the season by catching seven
passes for 129 yards and two touch-

downs.

New England's Ted Demars
rushed for 112 yards to maintain
his lead as the league's leading

runner.

Pioneer scores came on two
touchdowns by Cleo House and a

pass from Bob Wattigny to Steve
Barrios.

Pats Lose, 9-7

FOXBOKO. Mass. (AP) - The
New York Jets, sticking on the
ground with rookie Boill Demory at

quarterback, set up three field

goals with Bobby Howfield Sunday
in fashioning a 9-7 National
Football League upset victory over
the New England Patriots.

With injured quarterbacks Joe
Namath and Al Woodall watching
from the bench. Demory connected
on his lone pass completion right in

the final period to set up a game-
winning 22-yard field goal by
Howfield with just 1:56 remaining.
Demory, a rookie from Arizona,

summoned from his home when

Notices
1NTRAMURALS-A11 men's
and women's I-M 10 pin team
bowling entries are due today,

Monday Oct. 15 at 5 p.m. All

volleyball men's and women's
and co-rec are due on Thur-

sday, Oct. 18.

VOLLEYBALL-There will be

tryouts for all candidates for

the Men's Power Volleyball

Club today, Monday, and
Wednesday, Oct. 17 from 6-8

p.m. in the WoPE gymnasium.

Namath was injured three weeks
ago, engineered what amounted to

virtually an exclusive ground
attack, handing off to John Riggins
and Emerson Boozer.

Stewart Quits Racing
LONDON (AP)-Three-time world auto racing champion Jackie

Stewart of Scotland, who has won more Grand Prix races than any other

driver, announced Sunday that he will quit racing.

The jaunty 34-year-old king of Formula One racing announced his

decision at a luncheon, just eight days after seeing his teammate,

Frenchman Francois Cevert, killed while practicing for the U.S. Grand

Prix at Watkins Glen, NY.
There had been speculation that Stewart might retire ever since he

clinched his third world crown after the Italian Grand Prix last month.

One of the finest drivers of the decade, Stewart has competed in 99

Grand Prix races, scoring an all-time record 27 victories-two more than

his idol and fellow Scot, the late Jimmy Clark, who was killed on the track

in 1968.

But in the nine years during which he has been a Grand Prix driver,

nine of Stewart's closest friends have died in motor racing.

CAMPUS CENTER PROGRAM COUNCIL

presents

The New Shakespeare Company

performs

"A Midsummer Night's Dream"

i

Tuesday, Oct. 16, 8:30 p.m. S.U. Ballroom

Tickets at S.U. Lobby Counter and the door

ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY

• i
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Mets Win, 10-7
To Even Series

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND (AP) - Aging Willie

Mays, in his final days as a major
league baseball player, delivered a
12th-inning single to key New
York's four-run rally Sunday and
the Mets defeated Oakland 10-7 in

the second game of the 1973 World
Series.

latlg fflaUrgtan

SPORTS

The Mets' victory, in a game
which required more time than any
previous one in World Series
history, tied the best-of-seven
Series at 1-1. The teams move to

New York for Game 3 Tuesday
night.

Oakland scored one more run in

a 12th inning rally keyed by Reggie
Jackson's triple, but Mets' relief

pitcher George Stone put out the
fire with the bases loaded.

Bud Harrelson, thrown out at the
plate on a controversial call two
innings earlier, doubled to open the
Mets' 12th and scored when the 42-

year-old Mays bounced a two-out

single through the middle of the
diamond.
Then two errors by A's second

baseman Mike Andrews allowed
tnree more Met runs before the
rally ended.

The Mets thought they had a run
in the 10th when Harrelson tried to

score from third on Felix Millan's
fly to Joe Rudi in left. But plate
umpire Augie Donatelli called the
runner out. touching off a raging
argument.
Numerous television replays,

from several camera angles, in-

dicated that A's catcher Ray Fosse
missed the tag on Harrelson.
That kept the ball game going

and the Mets. who had pieced
together a four-run rally earlier on
a scries of topped hits and a costly
As error, did it again in the 12th.

Alter Harrelton's double-his
third hit of the day reliever Tug
McGraw bunted. The ball popped
into the air. over the head of

charging third baseman Sal Bando
and fell for a single. Harrelson
taking third on the play

Rolhe Fingers, the reliever with
the handlebar mustache, got the
next two batters He struck out
Wayne Garrett, who had homered
earlier, and got Felix Millan on an
easy |M>p to first

That brought up Mays, who
already has announced his

retirement effective at the end of
this season. Willie had been the
goat, falling down on Deron
Johnson's drive that fell for a
double and touched off Oakland's
tying two-run rally in the ninth.
This time, though, Mays was the

hero. He swung and missed
Fingers' first pitch. Then he swung
again at the next serve and rapped
the ball through the middle,
scoring Harrelson with the tie-

breaking run.

McGraw stopped at second. A
moment later the bases were
loaded.

Clean Jones, who also had
homered earlier, poked his third
hit of the game.
Then John Millner hit a soft

roller to second. But Andrews, the

A's third second baseman of the

game, let the ball get past him for

an error, reminiscent of the error
Millan made in the opener which
gave the A's their first-game
victory, 2-1.

Two runners-McGraw and Mays-
scored on the play, and as they
went to the dugout, the gritty

reliever embraced the aging
superstar. A moment later, Jerry
Grote hit another grounder to

Andrews, and the se
baseman's throw was wide for his

second straight error-Oakland's
fifth of the game-and another Met
run.

McGraw, who struck out eight
batters in six innings-his longest
pitching stint of the season-
surrendered a leadoff triple to

Jackson in the bottom of the 12th.

That was Jackson's fourth straight
hit and after Gene Tenace walked,
Stone relieved.

Stone was the 11th pitcher used
in the game by the two teams,
tying a World Series record. He
gave up an RBI single to Jesus
Alou before shutting the A's off.

Oakland had bounced from
behind with a two-out. two-run
rally to the tie the score 6-6 in the
ninth against McGraw.
Tenace delivered the tying hit

after Mays, inserted in center field

at the start of the inning, fell down
on Johnson's driver that dropped
for a double.

After Johnson reached second,
McGraw retired the next two
batters and looked like he would
finish the A's off. But Bando
walked and Jackson, who had
doubled home a run in the seventh,
singled through the right side,

making it 6-5 and keeping Oakland
alive. Then Tenace, the 1972 World
Series hero, ripped the next pitch
for a single that scored the tying
run and sent the game into extra
innings

The game last four hours, 13

minutes, longest in terms of time in

Series' history. The previous time
record was 3:28 in the 1945 Series.

(Staff Photo - Kevin Mack)

Bernie Street gets a good block from Gary Mika (81 ) and breaks into BU's secondary. Street ran for
62 yards total and received the game ball from his teammates.

Street Rushes UMass To Win
ByBILLBALLOU

Running back Bernie Street got the game ball
Saturday. A running back? The game ball? Pshaw,
you say.

But it's true, and a well-deserved award for the
sophomore who picked up 62 net yards in 17 carries
during UMass' 20-6 win over Boston University in
Boston Saturday.
Street's stats might not be headed for enshrinement

in the college football Hall of Fame, but for a team
that had been stumbling along without a running
game until Peil Pennington showed them how last
week, they were good news.
Unfortunately the score, the running game, and the

punting of Andy Dutkanicz were about the only bits of
good news for UMass fans who attended the dull
affair.

The score, which put the Minutemen at four wins
and two losses for the season, was deceptive. Boston
University out firstdowned and out total yardaged
UMass, and moved the ball well, as the pre-game
scouting reports had indicated they would. But they
couldn't score, as pre-game scouting reports in-
dicated.

When they did score, at 5: 35 of the third quarter, it

was the first touchdown for the offense all season.
They came awfully close on two other occasions, and
could very likely have won if not for two fumbles.
The first one came halfway through the second

period when Dennis Kiernan popped Harmon Hudson
at the UMass five, with Ed McAleney recovering.
The second one came at the UMass three, with Joe
Driscoll losing it in the fourth quarter. McAleny
recovered that one too.

The one that didn't get away, though, set off a wild
celebration in the stands and on the BU bench. It
came on a beautiful 12 yard pass from BU quar-
terback Ray Roach to halfback Al Rich.
The UMass touchdowns came on two Pennington

runs from inside the ten yard line (five and one
yarders) and a two yard pass from Fred Kelleher to

Tim Berra. Kelleher came on again in relief, this

time late in the third quarter as Pennington suffered
a hand injury. It's not thought to be serious.

Dutkanicz' kicking highlighted the battle of the
feet, a battle which took on extra importance because
of the inability of either of the two offensive units to

gain controal of the game.
Dutkanicz kept BU's Greg Pemberton, a good kick

returner, at bay and sent three kickoffs well into the
end zone. He also handled the point after chores,
taking over from the dissappointing John Ames, but
he only converted two of three attempts.
Mention of Dutkanicz and the running attack were

about the only things that could make a tired-looking
Dick MacPherson smile after the game.
"The running game was encouraging," he said,

"especially when you consider it was done against a
tough defensive team like BU. And, of course, the
play of Street was encouraging."
Dutkanicz helped us a lot too. He did a great job

keeping Pemberton bottled up. He can be
dangerous."
Pennington, who was 7-15 passing with 38 yards

rushing while he was in there, broke a record early in
the game. His seven completions gave him a career
total of 248, breaking Greg Landry's old record of 242.
The Minutemen are now 2-0 in the Yankee Con-

ference, 4-2 overall, while BU is 1-4 overall, 1-2 in the
conference.

INCIDENTALLY: It was pro sports day at BU
and they gave away 10,000 tickets. Still, only 6,679
showed up...Tim Berra had seven receptions, giving
him 36 on the season, just seven shy of Steve
Schubert's record...The UMass offense tried a Bob
Wolfe to Peil Pennington option pass early in the
game, but it didn't work....McAleney 's recovered
three fumbles so far this season.

Postponed
Boot Wi Colburn Scores 4he UMass crew did nnt rmv a t

" M W*"1
'
AX V/VV/J

" V^LJ JLThe I .Mass crew did not row at

the Fall Festival Regatta in

Lowell. Mass. due to choppy
waters. It is not yet known when
the regatta will be rescheduled.

Inside Sports

ECAC Golf

> UMass Sportsweek

X Country

Scoreboard

Womens Tennis

By WALT POWERS
Curt Syer was tired but happy. "This could be the

turning point of our season", said the rugged UMass
soccer fullback. Minutes earlier, two of Tom
Coburn's four goals had broken a 3-3 tie at BU's
Nickerson field, giving the Minutemen booters a 5-3

victory. Saturday's win was significant, because it:

A: Evened their Conference record at I-I, B: Gave
UMass a winning 2-I-I record, and C : Was the team's
first road victory of the season, occuring on a playing
surface they were completely unfamiliar with.
For much of the hot, sunny morning, though,

UMass and BU seemed headed for a flop-footed tie.

The Minutemen opened the scoring at 4.53, when
Brian McKenney took a short pass in front, and
banged it past BU goalie George Scanlon. The play
developed after Konstantin Pavlou of BU was warned
for intentional tripping Jim Vollinger was given the
assist on the goal. Three minutes later Pavlou
slammed home a John Dimodoca pass to even the
score. *

Play was fairly even after that, UMass, the faster,
but less controlled unit. At 21.41, BU's Tod Cohen was
left unguarded, and UMass Goalie Carl Vercollone
was too far in front. Cohen's long blast sailed just over
Vercollone's outstretched arms, and just under the

crossbar, giving BU its only lead of the game.
That lead lasted until 41.25. Halfback Mike Nugent

dribbled down the left sideline, drew Scanlon well out
of his net, then passed in front to Coburn, who rolled it

into an almost empty net. Both teams played
defensively after that, and the half ended tied at 3-3.

UMass pressed early in the second half, but offsides
and errant passing kept them off the board. Later,
The Minutemen dribbled more, and it worked.
Charley Palano dribbled deep into the BU zone and
this led to Tom Coburn's first tie-breaker, a short
drive from the left into the net's right corner at 36.59.
This was the turning point of the game. The UMass
bench quieted when Tod Cohen chipped-in Jeff Pike's
free kick off Carl Vercollone's outstretched hands,
but this momentary lapse merely set the stage for
Coburn's histrionics.

Action moved quickly into the BU zone. Cobum
took a short pass from Mark Tyma, and sent a short
bouncer on the BU goalie, who couldn't handle it at
39.55 it rolled in off him for the game winner Just
three mmutes.later, Coburn raced in alone from

J'J^'i
fak«l the helpless Scanlon to the left, then

drilled the ball into the right corner. The goal was his
ninth in four games.

i.AI* Photo.

New England's

Largest

College Daily

War in the mideast, see page four
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To Go, Or Not To Go-That Is The Question
By DANA IRLBACHER

Each year, students -most of whom list

their reasons as "personal" -are with-
drawing from UMass at a small but steadily

rising rate.

To happy UMass enrollees the question,

perhaps, arises, "Are these students doing
the right thing?" According to some major
counseling and administrative figures on
campus, "many of them are."
The idea of withdrawing can be looked

upon as "serious or frivolous depending on
the set of decisions a student has," said Don
Banks, of the newly organized Student
Development and Career Planning Center.
Banks said that a combination of reasons

might cause a student to consider with-

drawing.

Unhappiness in school could be a result of
difficulties such as separation, ill-

adjustments, depression, cultural
alienation, parental pressure, etc. But there
are other reasons.

Dr. Andrew McCashin, of Mental Heatlh,
said he sees two other "groups of students"
who withdraw for general reasons. One he
terms the "existential" group, of which
"students more or less question their

identity" in a university setting. Another
group, he said, may leave because they are
"just tired of school," but are planning to

return later on.

Ron LaFrance, coordinator of Room To
Move, said some withdraw for serious

mental health reasons and are referred to

state hospitals. But, he added, these

students are few in number.
Foreign students have extra pressures on

them to succeed in an American university

due to hard parental push, pressure from
financial and scholarship programs and
emigration laws which are strict in defining

I "foreign student," said Judson
Haverkamp, Foreign Student Advisor. In

this sense, he added, foreign students "are
far less likely to withdraw, and those who
leave do so only under crisis situations."

Haverkamp said he knows of three or four

students who have withdrawn since Fall,

1971. As graduate foreign students out-

number their undergraduate counterparts

on a 6 to 1 ratio, it explains why those who
withdrew were graduates.

Any with drawing students in good
academic standing may also re-enter the

University at any time, which helps to

discount fears of "not being allowed back
in."

It is "impossible," as Registrar Ralph
Jones put it, to determine exactly how and
when each student will withdraw. Normally,
students in residental areas may file for

withdrawal with their Area Director during

the semester, but many times students will

either leave without notice, or will withdraw
during summer break.

Most students who withdraw, according to

those interviewed and Registrar statistics,

are freshmen, sophomores and first

semester juniors. Males withdraw at a
number higher than that of females, but

"they also return more often than women,"
said Jones. There are more men enrolled at

UMass than women.
Concerning the rate of student with-

drawals over the years, Jones pointed out

statistics which indicate a rising trend.

These statistics include only undergraduate
students who chose to leave school for

"personal" as well as other reasons. Ap-
proximately 3 percent of enrolled students

withdrew in Fall, 1970. In Fall, 1971, slightly

under 4 percent withdrew. Somewhat over 4

percent withdrew in Fall, 1972, and this

semester (so far) 6 percent have withdrawn
out of the total enrollment.

Banks said that there are two ways to

view a "drop out." There are those students

who want higher education but find the

academic load hard to handle. Student with-

drawals, he said, should not be looked at

negatively when "those who leave have
found that school wasn't what they wanted."
McCashin agreed with this when he said

that a student withdrawal is not always seen

as a "mental health problem " The idea that

students must "check-off" certain reasons
for leaving on the withdrawal forms, he
said, could be seen as a subtle way of saying,
"Something's wrong with the student, he or
she is not following the norm of remaining
straight through."
Perhaps another problem concerning

student withdrawals McCashin said, is

knowing that there are students who never
see it as one of their alternatives. It is

healthy for students to see this at one time or
another during their academic stay.

Ron LaFrance sees the "problem" of

student withdrawals due, more or less, to

the University environment.
"Not enough emphasis is placed on the

personal growth of the student, while too

much stress is on academic growth," he
said. Not enough is done to aid freshmen,
either, he added. One example of a good
solution to this problem, he said, is Ted
Sloven's freshman "orientation course"
under the Psychology department.
Generally, all the individuals interviewed

agreed that most students enrolled at

UMass belong here. Yet, they said, it is

realistic to expect that those who feel they
do not belong here will continue to leave,

and in many cases that is a positive sign, not

only for the student but for the educational
system as well.

Chelsea fire, see page five
\P Photo

Amherst Town Meeting

It's A Dog's Life
ByMIKEALLAIN

Amherst Town Meeting members last night passed an amendment to

town by-laws which will enable selectmen to restrain, muzzle, or dispose

of any dog in violation of newly-adopted restrictive guidelines.

Town Meeting members also voted after nearly an hour's debate to

rescind an earlier vote and approve the Shumway Street termination of

the proposed Northeast Bypass.

Tighter dog leash laws were the subject of approximately torty minutes
of occasionally heated discussion. The Citizens Advisory Committee
advanced a proposal, one of 29 articles in the Town Warrant, which would
have called for the impoundment of any dog found unrestrained on
unauthorized premises.

Town Selectmen offered an alternate proposal in which the Board
would act as an overseer of actions of a town dog officer. Selectman
Merle Howies told the meeting that the Selectmen favored a policy in

which all impoundments would not be at the discretion of a dog officer.

The CAC proposal was defeated by 105 to 75. The proposal of the
selectmen was passed by a vocal majority.

The new bypass plan, presented by Henry Yost of North East Street,

changes the site of the proposed bypass which is designed to lessen traffic

congestion in the center of town.

Town Meeting members had voted on October 30, 1972, to tavor a route

along East Street for the new bypass.
The change was passed by a 111 to 75 vote.
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Don't Drink The Campus Pond VITA
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By MARK CITRON
Professor Sydney Siggia says the campus pond is

"chemically quite clean". He should know. He
teaches Chem 210 which for the past three years has
used the campus pond to run quantitative analysis
tests.

Chemically clean, does not mean the pond is fit for

humans: drinking or bathing.

Here's the story.

A few years ago the American Chemical Society
( ACS) wanted to monitor all water bodies in the U.S.
using classes like Chem 210. Chem 210 checks the
water for certain ion concentrations that, smong
other things, indicate industrial pollution. These tests

include chlorine, phosphate, ammonia, total iron and
hardness.

The classes began by using the Connecticut River,
but they ran into a problem: the Connecticut was too
clean. It was too clean above Springfield. It was the
same below Springfield. Some of the ion con-
centrations were so low that they couldn't be
measured.
Besides, the Connecticut was too far away to be

convenient. The class started using the campus pond.
"The pond is in fantastically good shape," says

Professor Siggia.

All the ion concentrations tests his classes made
were well within the allowable limits.

"One of the questions that needed to be answered,"
says Professor Siggia, "Are these kids proficient

enough ( in performing these tests) ? And the answer
is yes."

But what of the biological pollutants, this reporter
asked? Professor Siggia professed ignorance.

(lathering the samples
George Reed, environmental health specialist for

University Health Services, said of the pond, "I
haven't the faintest idea of the quality of water there,
and I'm not concerned with it."

In fact, no one on campus really knew about the
pond biological pollutants. And so, about three weeks
ago, this reporter, with the help of Professor Reynold
Czarnecki in the microbiology department, began
running tests on the pond water.
The method followed was from Standard Methods

for the Examination of Water and Wastewater of the
American Public Health Association. This was to be
the official standard test.

I did my research and the first tests were to be run
with tap water as a control. The pond water sample
was taken, the first set of tubes were innoculated with
pond and tap water. Both were incubated for 48 hours
and I was not surprised to see all the pond water tubes
had bacterial growth.
But I was not prepared to see that three of the tap

water tubes had growth. This was my control and I

automatically assumed that I had contaminated the
samples. But I wanted to make sure that it wasn't
possible that the tap water could also be con-
taminated. The research into that question is

somewhere else on this page, in the article about
drinking water.

Used was the MPN Coliform test. It determines the
Most Probable Number (MPN) of coliform micro-
organisms per 100 mililiters of sample. Coliform
organisms are a definitive indicator of water con-
tamination

The MPN test itself flows through a series of
procedures before a positive "completed test" is

attained, and the results can be evaluated.
The US. Public Health Service standards

recommend that for drinking water the maximum
number of coliforms permitted should be 1 coliform
per 100m. of sample Another source says that 50 or

more coliforms per 100m of water, swimming beach

water is subject to question. A count of 200 or more
indicated poor water. A sample with 1,000 or more is

considered unsafe for human swimmers
More Dirty H2O

Professor Siggia

The campus pond was over 900.

Compare this to Cranberry Pond in Sunderland,
another small body of water controlled by the
University. Mary Margaret O'Geen of Western Mass.
Public Health Service, says that the Cranberry
coliform count is less than 100.

"The (Cranberry Pond) water is good, "O'Green
said. "It could be used for drinking purposes if

treated."

William Doubleday, regional engineer for Mass.
Division of Water Pollution Control, said one of the

biggest sources of campus pond contamination is the

ducks.

"Those ducks aren't housebroken. You just have to
train them not to shit in the pond," Doubleday smiled.
Doubleday said the pond is being fed by un-

derground piping from a brook that originates in
Amherst. He said that there had been trouble in the
past by oil spills in Amherst ending up in the campus
pond, and that he wouldn't be surprised to learn that
overflows in sewer lines were spilling into the pond.
"The sewage treatment plant is set up for 3 1/2

million gallons, and you try to stuff 6-8 million gallons
into it and you've got a problem" Doubleday said.
"It's like trying to get five pounds of shit in a two
pound bag."

Doubleday cited Hadley Pond as what these
overflows can do.
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Making the tests

"Hadley Pond used to be a good fishing pond-now
it's a sludge bed," Doubleday said.

Is the campus pond hazardous? Probably not. All
the health officials say no and point to the fish and
ducks that are living in the pond. Just don't drink the
water, they warn humans.
What about the American Chemical Society

program to have all water bodies in the U.S.
monitored by classes such as Chem 210? It never got
funded and fell through.
Finally, the tests run by this reporter.

How accurate were they?
First, remember I'm not an

expert, or a professional. I merely
followed the standard procedure.
Error is always possible. However,
a second series of tests, begun last
week, has so far shown the tap
water for that particular time and
day with zero coliform. and the
pond with a high amount of
coliform

Again, the campus pond is

probably not hazardous, just don't
drink the pond water.

By MARK B. CITRON
The water you drink on campus

at times does not meet health
standards for purity. Health and
water experts are quick to point

out that this does not represent any
hazard, but the concensus also

says that the situation is not good.
During the first week of Oc-

tober, Cashin and Thatcher dor-

mitories registered excessively
high micro-organism counts in

water tests performed by Western
Mass. Public Health Service.
Retests two days later showed both

dorms well below those hazardous
readings, and within the safe area
as defined by the U.S. Public
Health Service (USPHS). This
example of high bacterial counts
followed by a retest showing the
water is safe is not particularly

unusual on this campus.
Angelo Iantosca. regional

sanitary engineer for Western
Mass. Public Health Service, is not
overly concerned about these
isolated cases of high counts. "The
water is safe for drinking," he
says.

But Iantosca is not directly in-

volved in overseeing the water
purity on this campus. Neither is

the town of Amherst. The man with
the responsibility is George Reed,
environmental health specialist for

University Health Services.
Reed agrees with Iantosca that

there is nothing to worry about.
Heed feels that the testing
procedures keeps him "on top of
the situation". The procedure
works like this: Reed sends one of
the three students working for him
out to take a random sample of tap
water. The sample is brought to the
Western Mass. Public Health
Service laboratory where Mary
Margaret O'Geen. the chemist,
runs tests looking for Coliform
Coliforms are a group of micro-

organisms normally found in

human intestines. Outside their
natural habitat for example, in the
urinary tract they may cause in-

fections. But the coliforms are also
present in other warm-blooded
animals, cold-blooded animals,
plants and soils. When the
coliforms are found in water
supplies, and this is their im-
portance, they indicate pollution.

In fact, they are the definitive

method of testing for water con-
tamination.

Coliform test results of four or
more indicates contamination and
calls for a retest. The early Oc-
tober tests for Cashin and Thatcher
showed levels of 38 and 20
respectively. What do these
numbers mean? An example would
be the problems with the Granby
Heights condominiums being built

on Route 116. There, people last

summer were reported getting sick
and a water sample was taken. It

showed Coliform counts of well
over 650. The well from which the
water was drawn was closed and
chlorinated.

Here at the University, when the

TOMTF
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Friends

Coliform counts have been high,

there have been nO reported out-

breaks of diarrhea; no sickness.

Retests on coliform is often
preceded by a check on the water
chlorination. If the chlorination is

found defective, it is corrected and
a retest taken. In the Cashin and
Thatcher examples, the retest

showed levels of one and zero.

It should be pointed out here that

Reed has no formal com-
munication with the UMass in-

firmary and that a limited number
of cases of gastric disorders would
probably go unnoticed. This is not

to say that a large number of cases
would go unreported, as the
Granby Heights incident showed.
But to wait until outbreaks of
sickness occur does not seem the
most expedient method of water
pollution control. Iantosca, queried
about this problem, said "higher
chlorine residuals than normal
water supplies" are used in such
cases.

William Doubleday, Regional
Engineer for Mass. Division of
Water Pollution Control, considers
even one coliform "not good".
Other water experts polled by
MDC agreed with him. The
problem here is the USPHS
standards call for a maximum of

one coliform per 100 mililiters of
sample per month (the "Coliform
Index"). So, if 20 samples are
taken in a month, the average must
be 20 coliforms or less. That means
when a large number of samples is

taken in a month, results could be
high for a day,but when averaged
into the monthly total they would
not exceed the USPHS standards.

Don't start boiling your water.
Again, while campus water purity
is not extraordinarily good, there is

no need for alarm. But the physical
quality of the water has caused a
great deal of excitement.
The water around .much of

Amherst is brown and discolored.

Angelo Iantosca says the "physical
quality (of the water) leaves much
to be desired." Those questioned
who draw their water from Atkins
reservoir in North Amherst had the
opinion that "a bath tub full of the
stuff looks like someone shit in the
tub" or "you think they forget to
take the sludge out".

The brown or green coloring is a
natural occurence. The changing
of the seasons in the Fall and the
subsequent falling of leaves
releases many organic acids into
the water supply that cause
discoloration, Doubleday said.
There is also a release of certain
materials that serve as nutrients
for algae and aquatic weed growth
which also causes discoloration.
This fall the problem has been

(Continued on P. 3)
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Three Down, One To Go
ByJOANFASSNACHT

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance) has
been termed a success. According to Richard A.
Sockol, coordinator of the year-old program, VITA is
"an excellent community and student based
program."
OUTREACH is responsible for the implementation

of the VITA program here at UMass in which
students are trained to give free tax assistance to low-
income families. VITA was begun in the summer of
1972 by William M. Burke, Director of the Center for
OUTREACH programs.
VITA'S four major goals included:

1. To assist the community with this need.
2. To eliminate the expense and confusion usually

associated with tax preparation.
3. To provide a legitimate and viable learning

experience for the student.

4. To foster a better relationship between the
University and its surrounding communities.

In a year-end evaluation of the program, Sockol felt
that the first three goals of VITA had been suc-
cessfully met. He would like to see expansion of the
fourth goal. Community programs such as VITA can
help eliminate many negative images associated with
University activities. Sockol feels that if more
students would work with and for the community
people, such negative feelings would be eliminated.
VITA volunteers served two distinct areas in

western Massachusetts last semester. One area in-
cluded Springfield, Holyoke, Chicopee, Nor-
thampton, Eashampton, Belchertown, and Ware.
( termed "off-campus" areas) . The other served the
UMass community including Amherst, Sunderland,
and Pelham (termed "on-campus" areas).

In all, VITA assisted 2,696 people last semester;
41.3% of which were termed "off-campus" and 58.7%
on campus.
That more people were assisted and more forms

were prepared on campus can be attributed to four
factors:

1. The on-campus community is more densely
populated than the off-campus community.

2. The central location of the campus is ideal for
this or any kind of community action, for people
constantly pass through it.

3. On-campus centers are open to the public more
hours.

.4. More money is placed in advertising on the
campus.

Four suggestions were offered to improve the
program's efficiency:

1. Place less people in the center.
2. Man each centerfora lesser amount of hours.
3. Eliminate some centers altogether.
4. Contact additional agencies.

One hundred and eighty students attended the two-
part training sessions held this past January. The
Internal Revenue Service provided UMass with
twelve Revenue Agents who instructed students and .

distributed educational materials. After twelve hours
'

of training, students were given certificates as
having completed the IRS portion of the session
Most students who participated in the program

were satisfied with the results. However, some
students felt that the Federal trainers spent too much
time on problems that did not directly affect the poor
or elderly. It has been suggested that more in-
struction should be given in the areas of retirement
income, foreign students, welfare benefits, and
alimony payment areas.
Students received from one to three credits on a

Pass/Fail basis for the successful completion of the
requirements of the course. All students received a
Pass.

In his final statement, Sockol concluded that VITA
by assisting 2,696 people, had directly saved par-
ticipating towns about $29,117. The program, he said,
has "without a doubt been economically feasible and
educationally sound."
"We wholeheartedly recommend VITA as an ex-

cellent community and student based program and
without hesitation would offer it to UMass students

"
said Sockol.
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__j\n_unidentified artist paints Old Deerfield.

Commentary

A Message To The
Black Community

( Kd. Note - The following is in response to the article "Facism In New
Africa House" printed on pg. 2 of Friday's Collegian.)

(Continued from P. 2)

compounded by a lack of rainfall

which hasn't allowed the normal
settling out of these pigments.
"When water is high, the heavier

organic material settles out in the
sediment. ..but Atkins reservoir is

now two-thirds empty and these
organic materials are getting into
the water supply," said George
Reed.

The three local water sources
are 1 ) wells in the southern part of
Amherst, 2) Pelham reservoir and
3) Atkins reservoir. Atkins
reservoir serves North Amherst
and is the major source of the
water discoloration.

Another factor, recently cited in

the Amherst Record, are beavers.
People involved in forestry and
wildlife management decided a
few years back that more wetlands
were needed for the wildlife.

Beavers and their prodigious dam \
building were thought a natural

"

solution to the problem. But =

beavers are also prodigious at

procreation, and today Angelo
Iantosca calls the beavers a
"problem".

Iantosca said. "They (beavers)
have been in several watersheds
and we've had to remove them
They deteriorate water quality."

The problem with the water
discoloration appears to be iron

and manganese. Paul. Garnt. a

chemist in the Western Mass.
Public Health Service who tests for

these elements, says the combined
standard lor the two elements is .3

ppm. while his results for iron

alone is now approaching 5ppm.
Doubleday rays that he's

received so many calls about the
discolored water that he's made
available copies of a paper ex-
plaining the role of iron and
manganese in the water
discoloration problem. The paper
says evidence of these metals is

teria." He said this extra chlorine
can be seen in a morning shower,
where it builds up overnight and
you "think you're getting a
(chlorine) gas attack" when you
turn on the shower.
Iantosca says these elements are

"harmless but aesthetically un-
desirable." He says the only
solution, and Doubleday agree,
would be rapid filtration and
chemical treatment. But the
problem with this solution is

money, and for Amherst that is a
problem not soon to be resolved.

Despite our many efforts to

discourage any such action, it has
come to our attention that mem-
bers of the black community are
proceeding with plans to answer
the recent anonymous slander of
the Department published by the
editor of the Collegian on Friday,
October 12, 1973. While we ap-
preciate your expressions of
support and understand your
anger. We must again urge that

you under no circumstances or
provocation do this.

The ignorant, impudence, petty
racism, and lack of journalistic

taste, scruple or principle of the
editors of this newspaper are
evident. We must not lend dignity

to these pages by responding in

kind to their provocations.

So far as the nameless authors of

the slander are concerned, in the
unlikely event that they are indeed
black, students, and believe their

charges to have merit, they have

only to find the fundamental
courage, and decency to step from
behind their cloak of anonymity
and bring the issue to the com-
munity where they can be
discussed. That they have not done
so is comment enough.
As for the Collegian and its

editors, the proper class-room for
instructing them in fundamental
principles of journalistic
responsibility is the law courts and
this will be done.
Michael Thelwell, Chairman Dept.
of Afro-American Studies

Chester Davis, Associate Chair-
man Dept. of Afro-American
Studies

]'^0Jm
The author with findings

seen by "staining and discoloration
of laundry and bathroom fixtures,

deposits on food during cooking
and highly colored water."

Iantosca says, "with the iron
problem, you can even see flakes
as a precipitate."

Garnt said that one of the
problems with these organic
materials and metals in the water
supply is that they "tie up chlorine
chemically, so you have to add
more chlorine to get at the bac-
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The Mideast War

U.S., Soviets Take Sides, Supply Arms

ON DAMASCUS ROAD - ISRAELI INFANTRYMAN I

LEADS SYRIAN CIVILIAN in Arab dress from ruins
of house to unit headquarters. Syrian was suspected to

have sniped at Israeli troops passing through village

overrun by advancing Israelis, Saturday. He was
detained as POW.

Reports Of U.S. Weapons

Flown To Mideast Denied
Bv ADOI.FIIK V. BKKNOTAS

Associated Press Writer
PORTSMOUTH, Nil. < AP) - A spokesman at Pease Air Base Monday

refused to confirm or deny reports that either Israeli or American planes
are lerryinn weapons to the Middle East.
Every question put to the public information officer, Sgt. Dennis

Sweatt. was answered with, "We have no comment on that."
The questions ranged from whether the unmarked 707s were loading

nuclear weapons to whether they were refueling on their route elsewhere.
The same answer greeted a question about whether the KC 135 tankers

and Flll-A fighter bombers stationed at Pease were flying missions to
the Middle East.

Sweatt volunteered that "our entire complement of aircraft are here on
the base."

All University Students?

Registration for Greek Area Colloquia is this week!
Sign up sheets and brief descriptions of colloqs. are
available in the Greek Affairs Office (inside Student
Affairs) in Whitmore. Times and meeting place of
colloquia will be available there also. For any in-

formation call Cindy Waldron at 5 0939. Some ten
tative colloquia for this semester are:

Fingerspelling and Sign Language

Basic Intro, to Tablo Tonnis

Modern Dance

A Cooking Colloquia

I

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Egypt claimed its tanks dug in along new lines in

the Sinai Monday and Israel reported routing an Iraqi

tank column on the Syrian front as the Middle East
war raged through its 10th day.

The Tel Aviv command said Israeli warplanes
bombed and strafed targets near Cairo and
Damascus after seizing control of the skies over both

fronts. But Cairo said it shot down nine Israeli planes
attacking Egyptian air bases and staged a dawn
commando raid in the desert behind Israel's Sinai

lines.

The State Department announced in Washington
that the United States has begun to resupply Israel

with military equipment, citing what it called a
massive Soviet airlift to replenish Arab arsenals.
The Soviet Union pledged a "determination to

assist in every way" the Arab battle to liberate lands
captured by Israel in 1967, Tass reported.

The official Soviet news agency said the promise
was made during talks between Soviet Communist
party leader Leonid I. Brezhnev and President
Houari Boumedienne of Algeria on "Israel's im-
perialist aggression."

The announcement of open U.S. arms deliveries to

Israel could fuel more anti-American sentiment in

the Arab world, already angered by earlier reports of

U.S. arms being sent to the Jewish state.

Portuguese sources in Lisbon said U.S. military
cargo planes and Phantom jets were passing rapidly

through an American base in the Azores, heading
east.

President Nixon said at a Medal of Honor ceremony
at the White House that U.S. policy is directed at "the
right of every nation in the Middle East to maintain
its independence and security." He did not comment
on the arms deliveries.

The United Arab Emirates, which include two
Persian Gulf oil countries, told Nixon through the

U.S. Embassy in Abu Dhabi of their "deep concern"
over the arms shipments. Similar sentiments have
been voiced in stronger language by Egypt, Syria,
Iraq. Saudi Arabia, Sudan and Libya since the con-
flict erupted Oct. 6.

There has been much talk in Arab capitals of an oil

cutoff, such as the three-month shutdown in 1967 and
oil-producing Arab countries meet Tuesday in Kuwait
to discuss oil's role in the war.

But the U.S. government released figures in

Washington purporting to show that the United States

could get along at least for the time being even if the

Arab oil spigots were screwed shut.

The Israeli push into Syria was reported slowed by
heavy Syrian tank and artillery fire about 21 miles
from Damascus, near the town of Sasa. Associated
Press correspondent John Vinocur said from the

front that Syria's Soviet-built cannons were blasting

Israeli positions all along the some 19 miles of road
leading from the 1967 Golan Heights cease-fire

lines. But the Israeli command claimed later in Tel
Aviv that Israeli tanks crashed through Iraqi

armor on the central Syrian front and advanced into

more Arab-held territory.

"Dozens of tanks were destroyed and the remnants
of the enemy units scattered and retreated," the

communique said.

Israeli tank crews in the column battling up the

road to Damascus told Vinocur they destroyed about
25 Arab tanks in duels that lasted most of the day.
"Tank battles are still raging in the northern sector

of the front," a Syrian communique said.

Syria charged that Israeli air strikes included
bombing of civilian targets at Latakia and Tartus,

Mediterranean ports with major oil installations.

The Tel Aviv command said Israeli jets over th(

ports were bombing fuel depots. It said the Israel

warplanes also attacked the Syrian tanks defending
the road to Damascus and pounded Egyptian missile

batteries and air bases 53 and 36 miles from Cairo.

Air raid sirens howled over the Egyptian capital for

the fourth time since the conflict broke out. Residents
reported hearing faint explosions but no damage was
seen and the all-clear sounded 55 minutes later.

The Syrian Embassy in Athens released a
statement claiming that Syrians have captured
American pilots from planes shot down during air

raids on Syrian towns.
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Chelsea Blaze Leaves 1000 Homeless^else
^,Warned,

PaysPrice
By WARREN LEARY

Associated Press Writer
CHELSEA, Mass. (AP) - More than 1,000

persons sought food, something to wear and
a place to stay Monday as National Guard-
smen patrolled the smoldering ruins of 18
blocks- about 20 per cent - of this industrial
satellite of Boston.
A hurricane fire leveled the area in this

industrial suburb of 32,000 just across the
Mystic River from Boston Sunday. About 80
per cent of the area was industrial, some of
it scheduled for urban renewal.

Mayor Philip Spelman said 100
homes and apartments were
destroyed, others badly damaged
and more than 1,000 persons in 200
families were without a place to
live.

The Red Cross appealed for listings of

vacant homes and Gov. Francis W. Sargent
asked President Nixon to declare the city a
disaster area.

More thatn 2,000 firemen from 85 com-
munities, some as far away as New Hamp-
shire and Rhode Island, fought the blaze at
its height. Crowds. Twenty firemen were
treated for smoke inhalation, four were
hospitalized.

Low water pressure, winds gusting up to

45 m.p.h. at the start of the blaze and low
humidity of 30 per cent all combined to in-

crease the destruction.

"We had hundreds of pieces of apparatus CHELSEA HOME ENGULFED
FLAMES

IN

but only so much water to go around," Fire
Chief Herbert C. Fothergill said. The fire
was controlled only when firemen tanked in
water from other areas and laid extremely
long hose lines to hydrants in other parts of
the city, he said.

The city had been preparing a $3 million
bond issue to improve its water and sewer
systems.

The fire, according to Fothergill,
apparently started in a three-story
wooden warehouse.
He said his department had "no

evidence" of arson.

He estimated 280 living structures and
another 520 industrial or commercial
buildings were destroyed or damaged.

In February, the National Board of Fire
Underwriters described Chelsea as
having "The highest potential for con-
flagration of any city in the United States"
because of some 138 million gallons of
gasoline and other flammable liquids stored
above ground, those were not involved
Sunday.
The fire chief on that occasion called the

city "a huee tenement"
No estimate of damage was possible ex-

cept "in the millions," according to the
chief.

Perhaps 4,000 people spent the night away
from home in schools, churches, armories
and with relatives.

BOSTON ( AP) - A vice president
of the National Fire Protection
Association Monday blamed the
Chelsea fire on "timid local of-

ficials, who show crass in-

difference to fire safety and the
recommendations of their fire

departments."
"The city of Chelsea has been

warned time and again that much
of its industrial and tenement area
is a tinderbox," added Robert
W.Grant, vice president of the
NFPA.

"Chelsea's failure to insist on
even minimum fire protection
systems shows a cynical disregard
by the city for the welfare of its

people.

"The city is typical of fire trap
districts in most older industrial
cities across America."
Grant said pending legislation in

Congress would help iocal
Uovernment with fire protection.

"Chelsea is fortunate; no lives

have been lost. The question now is

how large a city must be gutted
and how many more lives lost

before the words 'fire prevention'
are given more than lip service by
local and federal authorities," said
Grant.

r

"Sparks Falling Like Leaves"
By JAMES F. DONAHUE
Associated Press Writer

CHELSEA, Mass. (AP) - Bessie

Brown remembers standing in the

street outside her apartment
building, watching the flames and
smoke raging toward her across
the housetops, feeling the furnace
blast heat of the onrushing fire

storm less than two blocks away.
Mrs. Brown does not know how

old she is, but a friend guesses she
is 75 or 80. She is a widow who has
lived for 35 years in a five-room
third-floor apartment on the fringe

of the area hit by the fire.

"I was scared," she said Mon-
day, recalling Sundays blaze that

destroyed a large portion of

Chelsea. 'The way the wind was
blowing. The sparks. They were
tailing like leaves only they were
burning. But beautiful, like leaves

in the autumn. I saw the flames
spurting. I realized my street
would be on fire, too."

Kept in a National Guard armory
tor an uncomfortable sleepless
night on a narrow cloth cot, she did
not know today if her home was
still standing.

"We asked, but nobody knew,"
she said. "Nobody tells us."
She did not want to spend

another night in the Armory. "I
was so tired, the cot started out
comfortable. But not for long. It is

not comfortable now. Who can
sleep?"

She sat in a striped housecoat
and slippers, all she had taken with

her. Her iron-gray hair was neatly

combed and tied in a bun.

"We did not know what was
happening," she said, remem-
bering what it was like when she
first discovered the fire.

"We looked out the front window
and I saw the smoke. Such black
smoke you wouldn't believe."

She was with a granddaughter.
Heather Brown, 13, who lives with

her.

Heather commented, "It was
terribly windy, but I was not really

scared. I just didn't think anything
could happen to us. But the sparks
were frightening to watch; like

grandma said, they came down
like leaves."

LAYOUT 101
Classes for this non-credit, practical

course in layout begin Thursday

night, 6:30 p.m. Open to all,

especially the Collegian Staff

Collegian Office, Student Union

.The
un-dormitories.

< .reat oft-Cdmpus living-Hndoofsand out—at eitherottwo mod-
ern apartment complexes,only minutesaway by car or bike trom
Amherst College, downtownAmherstor UMass. Now acceptinc
applications for Septembty. 6

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
• courtesy bus toUMan
and town

•1,2,3bedrmapts.
• heat & air conditioning
• walt-fcMwaJI carpeting
• applianced kitchens

•masterTV antenna
•laundry facilities

•parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

•lawns for softbail,
football, rjadrninton
No l^asf Rrquired
RKNT: FROM tlH5
(ALL 4I.T-25«-8534

IMrrcltons: On Route 47.

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• roomy closets, storage

• vvalko-wall carpeting

•master TV antenna
• modern kitehem
• M'lt-rleaninp ovens
• electnc ranges

• st-iinless-steel sinks

• dtshwashers/disposals

• 2-door refrigerators

•laundry facilities

• swimming pool

RKNT: S206/MONTH
(utilities included)

Directions: East Dudly Rd.
oppos. Grist Mill off Rte. US

WUMU-TV presents

THE

VIDEO SIDEWALK
featuring

HARRY CHAPLIN
with guests

Cheech & Chong

TUES., WEDS., THURS.

1 - 3 p.m.

C.C. Concourse

(Near Coffee Shop)

TTTTTTTTTTTTXXLL
UNIVERSITY OF GHANA CULTURAL DANCERS with GHANA ARTS COUNCIL DANCERS

and

WEST AFRICA INTERNATIONAL RAMBLERS DANCE BAND

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10 STUDENT UNION BALLROOM p.n.

Tickets: $1.50 um a students, $3.00 others Cabaret Stylo Coma and Dance!
Presented by the Fine Arts Council in association with the African Student Association and the W.E.B.
DuBois Department of Afro-American Studies

A Third World Cultural Series, Event ".%»..*. »»!»««
> I I \\ v,v ? I i

Box Office, 125 Herter Hall, M-F, 9-4

.v.v>v.\-m.w.m>.h»..^ Telephone 545-0202
*».*.»«V
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Spiro Bids Farewell

Wrongd
ByKICHAKDPYLK

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Spiro T.

Atfnew said farewell to public life

Monday night with new denials of

wrongdoing, praise for Vice
President-designate Gerald R.
Ford, and a call for political

reform as a result of "my night-

mare come true."

In a nationally televised address,
Agnew said he sees only good
ahead for America.
"...The government at

Washington does live, it lives in the
pages of our Constitution and in the
hearts of citizens," the resigned
vice president said. "Thank you,
goodnight and farewell."
The words were emotional, the

delivery was not. In a level voice,

Agnew repeated his flat denials of
hribery and extortion charges
against him.
He had only praise for President

Nixon, and for Ford, the man
nominated to succeed him in the
vice presidency.

"In choosing Gerald Ford, the
President has made a wise
nomination," Agnew said. "...He'll

make an excellent vice president,
and he is clearly qualified to un-
dertake the highest office should
the occasion require."

Agnew said he did not want his
last moments on the public stage to
be spent in "a paroxysm of bit-

terness." But he said he wanted the
nation to understand fully the
reasons for his resignation last

Wednesday.
Agnew said he hopes the trauma

of his case will "form the crucible
out of which a new system of
campaign financing is forged," to
avoid even the appearance of
wrongdoing by public officials in

raising political funds.

Agnew urged an overhaul of
l>olitical finance laws, to provide

Minorities

Run For Mayor
By KATHRYN JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) — Race
looms as the biggest issue in

Tuesday's runoff mayoral election
between incumbent Jewish Mayor
Sam Massell and popular black
Vice Mayor Maynard Jackson.

Ironically. Massell, who rode to
victory four years ago as a liberal
\Mth overwhelming black support.
is the candidate accused of in-

jecting racism into the campaign.
Massell. who barely made the

•runoff in the Oct. 2 general elec-
tion, has sought to tie Jackson with
llosea Williams, a black activist
candidate in the runoff for
president of city Council
Altnough candidates for the two

top offices in city government do
not run as a team. Massell has
constantly linked the polished. 35-

ycai -old Jackson with Williams, a
Itcardcd civil rights campaigner
and local leader of Southern
Christian Leadership Conference.

Massell's ads speak of the
"Jackson-Williams team." which
he claims 'scares Atlantans to

death."
His latest advertising points out

Jackson's endorsement of
Williams in the 1972 Senate race
and attributes a statement to
Williams that the hope for blacks
lies in. "bucks, ballots and bullets

"

Massell added. "I just have the

i:uts to say a black man can be bad,
just like whites can."

Top of
the

Campus

public financing for every can-
didate for office. He also urged
reform of the system of justice,

and specifically attacked the use of

immunity to gain testimony
against people accused of
wrongdoing.
"As things now stand, immunity

is an open invitation to perjury,"
Agnew said. "In the hands of an
ambitious prosecutor it can
amount to an invitation to legalized
extortion and bribery."
Agnew specifically denied, as he

had before, the accusations of
bribery and extortion leveled by
government prosecutors. And he
said that while he accepted con-
viction on the tax evasion charge,
his plea of no contest was not an
admission of guilt for any other
purpose.

In an interview with the Nash-
ville, Term., Banner, Agnew said
pressure from the highest levels of
the Nixon administration forced
him to resign.

Miami Voodoo Cult
Suspected In Killings
MIAMI ( AP) - Police here are investigating a voodoo cult in the Latin

community following the slaying of a man who reportedly threatened to
use the head of his attacker in a sacrificial ritual
Police said yesterday they were sifting through the belongings of Juan

Olivier Hernandez, 36, for information about the cult and clues to the
identity of his killer. One officer said they found a "lot of weird stuff" in
his room.
Hernandez was killed Saturdaynight when he was shot three times by

an attacker who witnesses said had chased him through Miami's Little
Havana section.

Police said witnesses told them Hernandez had earlier told the killer -

described as a male in his 30s - that he intended to use his head in a
sacrificial rite. These witnesses also told police that Hernandez practiced
a torm of voodoo or black magic.
Police said Hernandez was carrying a gold-painted hammer when he

was killed His trousers were decorated with two one-inch strips of
freshly glued glitter, they said.
Dr Hazel Weidman, a University of Miami anthropologist who has

been studying the growth of voodoo in the Cuban community, said a cult
was flourishing in the area.

"It is a combination of Western African religion and Roman
Catholicism," she said. "In Cuba it was a lower class phenomenon but
here it is bee.nninc to be used bv Cubans of all classes. It helps themmake the transition from Cuban culture to American culture."

Police said there were a number of bizarre incidents in the city's Latin
community over the weekend.
Roberto Gonzalez, 42, discovered the skinned body of what appeared to

be a dog in front of his home. The body of the animal had pennies under its
feet, a banana in its mouth and an apple in its rectum, police said.
Neighbors said a gasoline-soaked wooden cross was found in the

backyard of Raul Pacheco, 42, a minister of the Church of God

Bugging Common I

In High Places I

By VERNON A. GUIDRY JR.
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The late President Lyndon B. Johnson confided
during his White House tenure that he believed "That even his phone was
tapped," Supreme Court Justice William 0. Douglas said yesterday.
Oouglas, in an attack on what he called the "dirty business" of

wiretapping, also said he was "morally certain" that the Supreme
Court's conference room was bugged. The most secret deliberations of
the justices on pending cases take place in the room.
Douglas' assertion came in a dissent to a court action in a wiretap-

related case.

"We who live in the District of Columbia know that electronic sur-
veillance is commonplace," wrote Douglas. "I am indeed morally certain
that the conference room has been 'bugged' and President Johnson
during his term in the White House asserted to me that even his phone
was tapped."

Douglas gave no additional information and his office responded to
inquiries by saying there would be no more comment.
Other members of the court, as least initially, gave no indication they

shared Douglas' fears about the conference room.
In other actions Monday, the court agreed to decide:
- Whether Montgomery, Ala., may permit segregated private schools to

use public stadiums under a policy that a group of Negroes from the city
says undermines school desegregation.

Whether Missouri goes too far in protecting separation of church and
state when it denies the services of federally financed teachers to poor
children in nonpublic schools.

- Whether local governments may exercise their police power to ban
communal living by unrelated persons in the interest of promoting the
traditional family through zoning laws.
Douglas' ire on wiretapping was raised by the court's refusal to grant

bail pending appeal in a federal contempt of court case in which
Margaret Anne Heustche refused to answer questions from a grand jury
about a series of break-ins in 1972 at draft board offices in Evanston 111

•
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lie Tea Back"
PHILADELPHIA* AP) - Philadelphia is going to beat Boston to the tea

Sf2£^na
o
ting the Revoluti°nary War protest Tuesday as the k.ekoff

ol the 197b Bicentennnial celebration.
Boston has scheduled its historic replay during the winter
"Philadelphia is where the opposition to the tea began in 1972 " said DrJerry Grundlest. history coordinator for Philadelphia 76 "It didn't nick

up in Boston until November H

"The intellectual center of the revolution was here. We've got to netgoing first .

h *

Costumed elementary school pupils will carry placards reading "We'll
tar and feather the captain," and "Send the tea back."

Thais Demonstrate
Against Military

By RICHARD BLYSTONK
Associated Press Writer

BANGKOK. Thailand ( AP) — Three of Thailand's
most powerful military leaders, including the ex-
premier, left the country on Monday after two days of
bloody demonstrations in the capital against military
rule, the government radio said.
The announcement over Radio Thailand, coupled

with a declaration by the new civilian premier Dr
Sanya Thammasak, that he had reached a com-
promise agreement with student demonstration
k>aders appeared to ease the explosive situation in
Bangkok.
The radio announced that the leaders - former

Premier thanom Kittikachorn, Deputy Premier and
Field Marshal Praphas Charusathien, and Col
Narong Kittikachorn - flew to an undisclosed
destination in a move to restore peace
Praphas was considered the most powerful man in

the military ruling group. Narong was the deputy
chief of national security.
A curfew was lifted Monday night and students

raced around the city in commandeered cars and
buses, appealing to demonstrators to clear the streets
and go home.
Seven student leaders, including the head of the

powerful National Student Center, went on national
television to appeal for an end to the violence
During the day, the city's main police headquarters

was stormed and burned by an armed mob in one of
numerous clashes with authorities. Several other
police stations also were attacked.
Complete casualty figures were not available but a

report on the police radio communications network
said many, police were killed in one skirmish One
doctor said a check of four hospitals indicated more
than 165 dead so far. Hundreds have been wounded.

away
Let us help you plan your
get-away ... and return.
We're a full service travel
agency!

"BUTCH CASSIDY
AND

THE SUNDANCE KID"
Tuesday. Oct. 16 os30 Oj00 llj30

Student Union Ballroom

airline tickets
steamship tickets
railroad tickets
hotels
resorts
cruises

honeymoons
tours

vacations
car rentals

EeferEan

FREE FLIGHT
DEMONSTRATION

for those who qualify

AMHERST . TEL 256-6704

Tuesday
Wednesday

Oct. 16. 17,

Prime Rib

Special

NAVY INFORMATION TEAM
ON CAMPUS

MEMORIAL HALL - OCT. 17th & 18th 10 a.m. - 2 p.m

to interview prospective aviators.

Starting salary as an aviator $10,500

Reg. $5.60

Special ®09 /ZKNAVY
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In Reply
<The following letter, concerning the commentary entitled

"Fascism In New Africa House" in Friday's Collegian, is in reply
to the letter appearing in today's Collegian, page 10.)
Mr. Bracey:
The commentary to which you refer was not written by a

Collegian staff member, editor, or any person in any way con-
nected with the Collegian. It was jointly written by three black
women associated with New Africa House. As stated in the editor's
note preceding the commentary in question, it purported to
represent "the views of some of the black students of New Africa
House." It was in no way, as you suggest, a "sneaky attempt to
poke fun at New Africa House and the DuBois Department of Afro-
American Studies."
The headline of the commentary was suggested by those three

women, who did not wish to have their names revealed "for fear of
reprisal."

The editorial should never have been printed without a byline a
mistake on the part of the Collegian. Our lawyer has advised us
against anonymous commentary in the future, and no commentary
will be used anonymously from now on without the express consent
of the Editor-in-Chief or the Board of Editors of the Collegian.
Although the Collegian may be rightfully criticized of being

occasionally inaccurate, it is certainly not our policy to publish lies
It is also not the intent of the Collegian to align itself with any partv
in this matter.

Opportunity for rebuttal has been offered to the parties con-
cerned with Fridays commentary, and that offer remains open.

Board of Editors
Daily Collegian

Let there be no mistake about it,

the former Vice President is a
crook. He ranks down there with
the "big boys", just another goon
who used political office to line his
pockets. He stood there before the
judge and said that he understood
everything that was happening. He
stood there and took it all like a
man, the man that he wasn't. He
had the gall to speak with the press
after the hearing, and utter those
now disgusting words, "in the
national interest". He had the
absolute nerve while in office to
attack those "nattering nabobs of
negativism", and scorn the "effete
corps of impudent snobs". The
people cheered him, and he lined
his pockets. One word brought
down all the phony rhetoric;
crook!

He was Mr. Clean in the ad-
ministration. Watergate never
touched him, and most people
believed he was above such acts.
He was called several things by
several people, but most felt that
the guy was honest. He had his
strongest support from the con-
servative wing of the Republican
Party, the very people who usually
point their fingers in disgust at
those who connive and cheat while
in public office. They supported
him just a week ago, but I wonder
where they are today. He probably
couldn't get elected Alderman in

Podunk, Illinois.

There will most likely be no jail

for the former Vice President.
Giving up his office, paying some
$10,000 in fines, and the financial
burden of back taxes, was deemed
sufficient punishment. He left
office in disgrace, and he and his
family will have to live with that.
But more than the personal
tragedy, he has disgraced an entire
nation, a political system, and the
second highest office in our land.
He'll never be able to erase that
crime, and I don't think that
America will ever really forgive
him. I for one can have no com-
passion for a man who has
displayed such little regard for the
responsibilities and trust placed in
him by the American people. A
heartbeat away from the

Presidency, and laughing all the
way to the bank.no better, really,

than a two bit hood. He is a product
of a society so concerned with
personal appeal and vote getting
potential that sometimes the basic
qualities of honesty and dedication
are not questioned. We owe it to

ourselves to be more careful, or at
the very least more skeptical.

All in all we were lucky this time.
If anything had happened to our
fearless leader, then you-know-
who- would have been opening up a
new account in Washington. Or he
could have cooled his heels until

1976, and run for President on
another law and order platform.
Ironic as hell, isn't it? Law and
Order! ! He preached it, screamed
it, and made the new per-
missiveness the cause of all our
national ills. And they cheered him
like hell, while he laughed at every
one of them.

Ht'11 probably go the way of
most disgraced men, off the front
page and into relative obscurity.
But not until he speaks to the
nation Monday night and tells his
story. I for one am not interested,

and with any luck at all will miss it.

Prime time on the networks costs
a few bucks, from what I un-
derstand, so I just hope he aoesm
start crying poor-mouth on the air.
I think the guy has a nerve to ask
the country that he disgraced to sit

back and listen to him tell his
story. He's got a nerve.

It may be overly idealistic to
expect a little honesty and
dedication from public officials
today, especially at the local level.
But it would be nice to think that in
order for a guy to reach the top his
record has to be a pretty clean one.
And it wouldn't be too much to
expect that somewhere along the
line somebody would investigate a
candidate's or an elected official's
past, not only to insure against
political embarrassment, but to
assure honesty in leadership. It

took over five years to get the info
this time. That means, for five
years we were all duped. He
laughed at us. A heart beat away,
and he laughed at us.

Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian
columnist.
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The Struggle In

The Middle East
By PEDRO HERNANDEZ

When speaking about Imperialism in the Middle East, what comes to
mind first and foremost is "OIL...Oil exploitation is fantastically
profitable. The fixed-capital investment necessary to extract one barrel
of crude oil daily is $190 in the Middle East compared with $730 in
Venezuela and $1,500 in the USA. The cost of producing one barrel of

f™?
e °'' m the Middle East is only fifteen cents as against $1.63 in the

.u ,'., ,
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,ght g,ant oil comPanies controlling World Oil fix the prices in
the World market according to the cost of production at the Gulf of
Mexico. Middle East Oil is really a gold mine. The rate of profit on Middle
East Oil according to official figures (and these are, naturally un-
derstated), averaged in the period 1948 - 60-67 per cent annum on capital
invested, as agaisst 21 per cent in Venezuela and 10.8 per cent in the USA
The Israeli economic is not a backward economic, suffering from ex-

ploitation by Western Imperialism, but on the contrary it is subsidized2nl„!
eSte? CaP,taJ^

m 0n« need only think of the hundreds ofmillions of reparations paid by West Germany. This is not the product ofBonn s construction over Nazi crimes against the Jews; after all twenty
million Russians were killed by the Nazis and still not a single mark waspaid to Russia by Bonn

!
It is because Washington willed it that Bonn u*d
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d elsewhere ^ sum com<* to^nTe$3,000 per head of the population of Israel, or more than L 1 000 this is afantastic sum. Even at the height of Empire, the net profit per average
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tment» j" the Em*>™ <*id not come toL 10 £r head pfryear. Even in a year of economic depression with hardly any im-
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al &E* int0 Israel reachedMn&or some L 72 per head. Is Israel interested in Agrarian Revolution inradical land reform! OF COURSE NOT. Zionism got Hd o^e A^abfellahs. Agrarian Revolution-that is, the restoration of the andI to ?tsoriginal cult.vators-is the last thing Israel would1 w?sh for
Lastly, does Israel have an interest in the unity of the Arab Country

into one state! OF COURSE NOT. ISRAEL is not colony suppressed bl
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It is a tragedy that the sons of the very people who had been persecutedand massacred in such a bestial fashion should memselves^dri^hitoa chauvinistic, Militaristic fervour, and become he Wind tZ\\%
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PedroJ{ernandezJs_a_Collegian commentator.

Editorial Points
Don't you just love waking up

at 9:00 a.m. Sunday morning,
knowing that you can go back
to sleep for a few more hours?
And don't you hate it when

you wake up again at noon and
discover that it's really
Monday afterall, and you just
missed all your morning
classes?

+ + +
Don't you love buying a new

album, coming back to your
dorm room and Masting it on

your stereo?

And don't you hate it when
your neighbors on both sides
start pounding on the walls?

+ + +

Don't you love coming back
to your dorm room after a long
day of classes, figuring you can
catch an hour of sleep before
supper?

And don't you hate it when
you suddenly realize your key
is locked inside your room?
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Talking, Not Fighting

To The Editor:

I was deeply impressed by Mr. Said Khouri's appeal to "talking instead
of fighting", published as a letter to the Collegian (October 15, 1973). This
is a positive response to his appeal. As an Israeli, I feel, like Mr. Khouri,
that both Arabs and Israelis are "losers in war regardless of who wins the
battle". I also agree with him when he says that "it is time to give our-
selves the chance to find other options that might lead us to peace"

It is unfortunate, very unfortunate indeed, that up to now only the
voices of the hardliners and intransigents in both sides have been given
any attention at all. When a radio station in New York, in the eighth day of
the fierce fighting which is costing so many lives on both sides of the
front, broadcasts a discussion of the Middle East situation in which Dr.
Mahdi, a representative of the most extremist Palestinian groups, faces
Mr. Mellman, arguing for an intransigent, no-concession line to be taken
by Israel, it is not promoting the kind of discussion suggested by Mr
Khouri. It is rather perpetuating the tiresome and dangerous war of
words between the sides, which has been going on ever since the creation
of Israel, and which is the fertile ground in which the seeds of real war
develop. Such a "debate" is indeed as useless, for bringing peace to the
region, as the "debates" in the Security Council. As a matter of fact, it is

equivalent to the shoutings across New York streets between Arab and
Jewish demonstrators. It is no debate at all, for it is not a dialogue but a
succession of monologues, in which each participant presents his views
and immediately blocks his ears, to avoid any danger of being convinced
of, let alone understanding, the other's arguments. As a matter of fact, in
these pseudo-debates, no arguments are ever presented at all, for the
appeal is not to reason and understanding, but only to deep rooted
emotions, whose arousal can only generate more violent and irrecon-
cilable feelings.

I think the kind of discussion Mr. Khouri is DroDosine is a completely
different one, and I am, therefore, willing to engage in it. I belong to the
smali, but significant, part of the Israeli public which has consistently
argued for a more flexible and liberal policy on the issue of peace and
territories. Let me quote a part of a tentative platform for the next
general elections, that has been worked out by our group (before the
current events), and which has won wide support among intellectuals,

students, workers, kibbutz members, and others:
"On Palestine and the State of Israel":
1. The historical Eretz-Israel (Palestine) is the joint homeland of two

peoples: the Jewish people and the Arab-Palestinian people.
2. The State of Israel is the realization of the national rights of the

Jewish people, the fulfilment of its expectations and hopes for political
independence.

3. Therefore, the basis of our conception is loyalty to the independence,
sovereignity and security of the State of Israel.

4. The national rights of the Palestinian people were not realized. The
Palestinian people has the right to self-determination, based on peaceful
co-existence with Israel. This includes the right to create an independent
state, beside Israel.

5. There is a mutual link between Jews in the State of Israel and the
other parts of the Jewish people in the world, and there is a mutual link
between the Palestinians and the Arab world.

6. The link between Jews in the State of Israel and elsewhere has
multiple expressions. The central one is, and will be, manifested by the
immigration of Jews who want to link their lives with the State of Israel.
On Peace and Security:
1. Every attempt by any of these two people of Eretz-Israel (Palestine)

to dominate the other works against peace and security for both peoples.
The idea of a "Greater Israel" (Eretz-Israel Hashlema), and the idea of
"liberation of the whole territory of Palestine" are dangerous for the two
peoples, and must be totally rejected.

2. The cornerstone for durable and reliable security is peace between
the State of Israel, the Palestinian people, and the Arab states. This shall
be based on an agreement signed by all sides involved, as a result of
negotiations entirely free from outside impositions, prior conditions and
fails accomplis. and which shall have as its foundation mutual
recognition and mutual respect of the national rights of all sides..."
Unfortunately, statements like this have been ignored, both by the

international press, and by Arab political opinion. I think I can discern in

Mr. Khouri's appeal for mutual recognition of the other side's rights
something quite close to my own opinions, as expressed in the above
quoted statement. There may be differences in details, but the spirit of
our positions is the same, and this makes me hope that meaningful and
helpful results can evolve from an intensive, and rational exchange of
views in accordance with the spirit of Mr. Khouri's appeal. I suggest,
therefore, that we organize some sort of joint committee, including
Israelis, Palestinians, Jews, Arabs, and any other interested persons, in

order to discuss and elaborate on the issues raised in both Mr. Khouri's
and my letters. I invite Mr. Khouri to join me in this effort, although, like
him, I do not feel overly optimistic about its chances of success. But this
is a moment of sorrow and distress, when one must bet even when the
odds are very poor.

MarceloDascal
Visiting Lecturer, Linguistics

and Philosophy (I'Mass)

Zamir Nestelbaum

War Breeds War
On a serious note! ....Events of the last two weeks

have dampened much of the humour one needs to look
at the world without breaking down into an
ignominious and pitiful weeping. We have seen
dramatic proof of one of the great moral hypocrites of
our time and his inevitable fall and disgrace before
the American people. We have also seen a vicious
sneak attack on the most sacred and holy days of the
year by a "brave group of countries" against a much
smaller foe. Once again the combined, and thankfully
inept, forces of the Arab World have gathered up
their military might, their nationalistic zeal, their
religious fervor, and their pernicious agressiveness
and attacked on a day held sacred by the Israelis.
The renewal of fighting in this never-ending battle
grieves my heart. Men are falling on both sides in the
name of some higher ideological ideal when in fact
their deaths are mere statistics in the dirty politics
that has characterized the region for the last half
century. The Arabs, feeling that the present state of
mideast affairs was intolerable, decided that they
had no recourse but toward war. The Israelis, too
confident in the always perilous cease fire, were lax
in their intelligence operations and were caught off
guard last week.
This struggle has gone on now in one form or

another for three quarters of a century, and to be
understood, one must examine the background.
Israel was created as a haven for the remnants of the
European Jewish Population who survived the
murderous exterminations of the haughty Nazi-
Germans. Their claim to the land can be traced to
Biblical references and indeed most of the original
partition state had been purchased from the Arabs by
the Jewish Agency in the early Zionist Drives. The
emotional importance of the State of Israel to Jews
cannot be minimized. Jewish theology and Jewish
Culture is permeated with references to it. From
Jeremiah's sad soliloquy on his love for Jerusalem to
the fervent prayer of millions of persecuted Jews in
the Ghettos for Two Thousand Years "Next Year in
Jerusalem! "The Zionist movement was created in
the firm belief that the embattled European Jews
could not safely remain there and live as Jews in
Peace. Early Zionists sought to escape the
hopelessness of their European station and live in
freedom. World War II confirmed this in the minds of
those few who survived. Where else could they go-
but to Israel? And so the politics of Israel since 1948
has reflected this intense drive for Jewish unification
and solidarity. Israelis determined never to be led to
death again and have taken always a hard line in

dealing with their enemies. The mood and the politics
of the people have demanded this. Moreover, con-
stant Arab attacks have left in power the more
militaristic and hard nose of Israeli parties. This
vicous cycle leads to more wars and less chance of
peace. In other words, War breeds War.
The Arab states too have a great emotional stake in

the struggle. Arab Nationalism, a great force even
underestimated by the crafty and worldly British
Colonialists, has blossomed in the last century and is

presently raging. The presence of a Jewish state in

its midst has given the Arab World a common foe
against which to struggle and unify. Long humiliated
by the British and Turks and other cruel imperialists,
the Arabs have sworn never to let anything which
they consider in the path of the Great Arab Good
remain in existence. Because of this, they called the
Palestinians out of their homes in 1948 so that their
Armies could sweep in and destroy the Jewish State.
Because of this, they keep the Palestinian refugees
locked into these poverty stricken refugee camps for
all these years, in order to keep any peace distant.
Arab Politics, like Israeli politics, have been pursued
from points of weakness and emotion rather then
strength and rationality. Because of the great
emotional impact ot Arab Nationalism and Arab
Unity, and because of the political instability of the
great Arab oligarchies, Arab politicians have had to
utilize the popular issue of war against Israel, in
order to remain in power. Once pledged to these
policies, they have had to deliver or face a coup
d'etat. In times of great tensions, politics always
gravitate toward the extreme. This is the situation
that Anwar Sadat found himslef in before the sneak
attack. Faced with the successorship of General
Nasser, and old fire-eater, Sadat has found it

necessary, in order to prolong the state of conditions
upon which his power is based—where a few Egyp-
tians own virtually the entire country, to prolong the
politics of war. After the 1967 debacle, Egypt has
attempted by diplomatic means to regain face and its

lost territory. Israel, fairly profitable in the cease fire
condition, found all diplomatic possibilities un-
suitable to its superior bargaining position, for
reasons previously alluded to. And so given Arab
politics which necessitate action, and Israeli politics
which necessitate a firm line, Egypt attacked on
Israel's holiest day, when she least expected it. An
inevitable Israeli win will give the Israelis much in
the short run, will probably topple Sadat, but will
make the next conflict a matter of a decade or so
away. Any Arab victory at all would gravely imperil
the lives of the Jewish people in Israel. In either
eventuality, peace loses and people die for naught.
We must pray for peace and some change in the local
politics, and those politics of oil and the superpowers
which I have not even mentioned, which greatly cloud
and complicate the area.

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist.

More Letters,

See Page 10.
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To John Newcomb Marsh:
1 > In reference to your point about death as a result of lack of nutrition

:

Dead people tell no tales.

2) If you think the D.C food is good. I'd hate to taste your mother's
cooking

3) I hope you have as many crabs on your nuts as I found worms in

mine.

4) To add insult to insult. I found lots of four letter words in YOUR letter

such as food. meal. nuts. cups. four. John. etc. Too bad you cant count.
May yotl forever eat lentil loaf.

Susan Shapiro

Merrill Pellows
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More Letters To The Editor

A Rather Poor Attempt At Fantasy And Satire?
To The Kditor:

Opening the Collegian on Friday,

October 12, 1973, on my way to the

editorial page to read the cartoons

(rapidly becoming the only items

in the paper that make any sense at

all), I was struck by an article

entitled "Fascism in New Africa

House" Noting that the Collegian

has a history of taking cheap shots

at black people on this campus eg.

the April Fool's issue last spring,

and that Halloween is fast ap-

proaching I concluded that what I

was reading was a rather poor

attempt at fantasy and satire, a

sort of premature Halloween
prank. You know "trick of treat"

and all that.

The title, of course, is just an

eye-catcher. No discussion of

fascism or fascist behavior ap-

pears anywhere in the article. A
number of other features leads me
to think that this article was not

done by anyone familiar with the

actions and behavior of black

people.

First, the article claims to be an

"editorial*' representing the views

of "some of the black students of

New Africa House ". Sounds fishy

to me. As courageous and out-

spoken as are the black students on

this campus, none of them would

ever think of writing such an

editorial without affixing their

names prominently to it so that the

whole world would know that they

had a legitimate gripe. The idea of

an anonymous letter smacks of the
•
*t onrush" "sea redo! -white-folks"

attitude that was more prominent

during the 1940s and 1950s. The
Collegian staff being behind the

limes did not realize that con-

temporary black militants do not

conduct themselves in this fashion.

Can you imagine Malcolm X or

Martin Luther King, or even Roy

Wilkin*, writing an anonymous
editorial

Second, what black students in

their right minds would jump into

print in a white newspaper to talk

about internal problems of the

black community, if such problems

exist? What audience could they

hope to be reaching? If black

students have a beef against New
Africa House or the Afro-Am Dept.

they would bring it there first.

Since I have been here, I have not

received, nor know of, any written

or verbal list of complaints ad-

dressed to New Africa House or to

the Dept. As Malcolm X so wisely

said: "We need to stop airing our

differences in front of the white

men...". The Collegian staff, not

having read Malcolm's writings,

purported to be airing an internal

struggle in the black community.
Any blacks on their staff would

have advised them against such an

action.

Third, the attacks on the per-

sonal behavior of the chairman of

the Afro-Am Dept. are a real tipoff

that the intent of the "editorial"

was satire. The chairman is ac-

cused of getting some traffic-

tickets, smoking grass, and
carrying a machete. What black

student, or black staff member.

For reply,

see page 8

has not been stopped by the police

m this or some other area, at least

once; especially if one is out

relatively late at night. The part

about grass is really a joke. More

grass is smoked on this campus
than tobacco. The chairman is a

close follower of the Rastafari

Brethren and may even have been

carrying the grass for use in

religious ceremonies. The
machete, of course, was just one

more took for cutting through the

redtape at Whitmore. Who really

knows.' At any rate, no black

student on this campus considers

any of the above actions in-

dications of fascism.

Fourth, the list of demands from

June 1972 is a lake I have a copy of

,i list ol demands that was given to

the Afro-Am Dept. in the Spring,

1972. The Collegian must have
gotten a copy of that list, added its

own version of black student

demands, and attempted to

generate more laughs at the ex-

pense of the black community. The
demand re "who was W.E.B.
DuBois" is a real dilly. The Afro-

Am Dept. has been offering a

course on the life of Dr. Du Bois for

the past two years, has sponsored

lectures every year since the

formation of the dept. on the life and
works of Dr. Du Bois, and had the

late Dr. Du Bois' widow and son on

the campus last year. If no one
knows who WEB. Du Bois is, it is

certainly not the fault of the Afro-

Am Dept.

Finally, I think that I may have
detected the real motivation
behind this sneaky attempt to poke

fun at New Africa House and the

DuBois Dept. of Afro-American
Studies. Buried in the second

column of the "editorial" is a

mention of "low grades". This is it.

Some disgruntled student - white or

black - has taken a course in the

Afro-Am Dept., did not do the

work, got a deservedly low grade
and in a feeble, not to say

feebleminded, attempt at revenge,

conspired with the Collegian to

attack the Dept. through the

medium of a phoney "editorial".

My chief regret is that the car-

toonists, who have been doing such

good work all year, were not

pressed into service to provide

pictures of the black community
rolling their eyes, doing the

cakewalk and eating watermelon.

That would have been an ap-

propriate expression of the

Collegian's feelings about black

people and may have provided at

least some humor in what I feel

was a rather dreary and un-

successful attempt at humor and

satire.

Not so respectfully,

John II. Bracey. Jr., Assoc. Prof.

VV.K.B. DuBois Department

of Afro-American Studies

A Man
Called Horse

starring

RICHARD HARRIS

Unadorned

MORNING

"A Straightforward,
Adventure Story!"
— NEW YORK
TELEGRAPH
"Boasts An Authentic Version Of Indian

Life!" — NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE

Thompson 104 Oct. 16, 1973

8 p.m. & 10: 15 p.m.

Admission 75 c

e
A
H
B
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E

iat maim St.
Northampton

Everything except food

2. weeks only!

Television Tonight
«:imi NEWS (3) 18) (22)

I SI»V The Seventh Captain " (18)

MAKING THIM.S WORK (24)

I'KTTK OAT JUNCTION The Tenant
(27)

WILD WILD fflCCT Night of the

Assassins" (40)

ti::ill NKWS (S) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEW! <8)

( APTl'RK (27)

7:00 UNTAMED WORLD (3)

TRITI1 OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW A Day In the

Life of Alan Brady" (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) <30)

YOUR Fl TCRE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Vengeance of Kali" (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

7:30 OZZIE'S GIRLS "Brenda's Term
Paper." (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host

(8) (22)

GREEN ACRES I Didn't Raise My
Husband to be a Farmer " (18)

FREE TIME (24)

TREASURE HUNT Geoff Edwards, host

(30)

DRAGNET "The Fur Job " (40)

THE OPEN DOOR (57)

him) MAUDE (3)

NEW TEMPERATl RES RISING A
Classic Case" (8) (40)

I AN YOU TOP THIS? ( 18)

Ml WORLD SERIES OF BASEBALL
(22) (30)

THE WATERGATE HEARING (24) (57)

H: 30 HAW All FIVE-O "Murder Is a Taxing
Affair " (3)

MOVIE "Third Girl From the Left." (8)

(40) .

TOWARDS THE YEAR 2000 (18)

9:00 THE 700 CLUB (18)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "Hay Fork and Bill-Hook" (27)

9:30 MOVIE "Viva Max." (3)

10:00 MARCUS WELBY. M.D. "A Question

of Fault " (8) <40)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

10:45 MANTRAP (27)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (30) (40)

11:30 MOVIE "The Pleasure Seekers" (3)

WIDE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
(8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22X30)
1:30 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

CAMPUS CENTER PROGRAM COUNCIL

presents

The New Shakespeare Company

performs

A Midsummer Night's Dream

TONITE! 8:30 p.m. S.U. Ballroom

Tickets at S.U. Lobby Counter anil the door

ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY
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tExperience It I

Room To Move is sponsoring a T-group experience beginning next
week.
The T-group will provide an opportunity for people to gain greater

awareness of themselves in a group setting, look at group process and
explore new modes of behavior in an open supportive atmosphere.
The group will meet for two hours each Monday for the rest of the

semester. It will be co-led by staff members at Room To Move.
There will be an organizational meeting for group members on

Thursday at 4 in Room To Move. The T-group is scheduled to begin

Monday.
There are limited number of spaces left for this experience. If you are

interested please contact Larry Ruhf at Room To Move immediately. 545-

0400.

CCEBS To Hold Gala

Your Head

In Case Of Death...

CCEBS is sponsoring a Third
World banquet and programmed
this Saturday, October 20 in the

Student Union Ballroom from 6-8

p.m. Student counselors have
organized this back-to-campus
event in the interest of achieving
student involvement and com-
munity involvement.

The theme for the occasion,

which very appropriately sum-
marizes the commitment of the

entire CCEBS program is "A
Tribute to the Future of Third
World Students".

Get dressed-up and be prompt.
Programme and dinner will begin

at exactly 6 p.m. From 10-2,

Harambee presents a dance, with

music by STONE LOVE and
PLATINUM GOLD, from the New
York area.

The banquet is tree; however,
admission is by ticket only. Each
CCEBS student (graduate and
undergraduate) will receive two
complimentary tickets. There are

a limited number of tickets for

other students who are interested

m attending this affair. The

Harambees' dance
require a ticket.

does not

Tickets are available at New
Africa House, rooms 208 and 210,

October 17-19.

Superchess!
( IIKSS EXPERT TO APPKAR
John Stopa, one of New

England's top chess players, will

take on all comers in a

simultaneous chess exhibition in

the Campus Center. He will play

against everyone who brings a
chess set to Campus Center 165-169,

at 7:30 p.m. this Wednesday.
There is no charge for spectators

or for players who bring an ac-

ceptable set (no miniature or

"Renaissance" design sets).

Anyone who wants to play and does

not bring a set will be charged 50

cents set rental.

By DRS. ANDREW W. MC'CASHIN
AND fTRPHRN M. KLEIN
Q. A month before school began
my father died, leaving my
mother, older sister and myself.
My older sister is married and
lives in Louisiana. My mother
insisted that I come back to school
this year. I had my doubts about
leaving her. She is very lonely and
sad and I find myself feeling guilty

and depressed. I think I should be
with her but she won't hear of it.

How do I convince her that I really

want to go home?

A. The death of someone close is

painful in many ways. The loss

itself is the most obvious reality to
l»e coped with. Mourning is a
natural and necessary
psychological process. Feelings of

guilt, remorse and anxiety
following a death are less clear and
more difficult to work through.
This is expecially true when one
loses a parent.

A parent represents much of
what we hold secure and depen-

dable from the earliest moments of

our lives. The process ofgrowing up
to some extent requires an
emotional rejection of our parents.
A certain amount of guilt and
anxiety accompanies the pushing
away from them in search of our
own sense of autonomy and in-

dependence. When a parent dies
during this period of transition
from adolescense to adult these
feelings of guilt and anxiety cannot
help but be intensified. Remorse is

often expressed in the form of
wishing that one had treated the
lost parent better and more
lovingly.

Your desire to return home
arises from these feelings creating
a sense of obligation that you must
take care of your mother and
maybe even attempt to fulfill your
lather's role. There is probably
also an unconscious wish to be a
child again, to somehow make
things as they were, to return to

safer and more secure times,
staying close to the parent you still

have.

Your mother is understandably
struggling with feelings of sadness
and loneliness. She has a read-
justment of her own to make, an
adjustment that includes the
reality that she has two grown
children who no longer live with
her. Returning home may serve to
delay this readjustment, making it

ultimately more difficult to
achieve.

A death in the family has the
potential to bring the surviving
members closer together. This can
be done in a healthy manner so
long as the closeness does not take
the form of a clinging dependency
which impedes the growth of
everyone involved. Call and visit

your mother as you feel she needs
your support, but don't move in

with her. that won't help anyone.

Send, bring, or call in your
questions and comments to 303
Machmer Hall, 545-2337. All
inquiries are strictly confidential.

|lhi|ignw3&ww
cordially invites

all university women

to

visit our chapter house

and find out about our

Little Sisters Program

510 North Pleasant St.

TUESDAY, OCT. 16

at 10:00 p.m.

Meet our brothers and little sisters

DEFLATION
The price of something has gone down at UMass. This year

the Student Senate Lecture Note Program has lowered its prices 20% to

$2 and $3 per half semester. $2 for 100 minutes per week and $3 for

150 minutes per week

Notes are available for these courses:

Anthro. 102 Dincauze
Anthro. 104A Forman
Anthro. 104B Kaschak
Astro. 100 Taylor
Biochem. 223 Little

Bot. 100A Walker
Bot. 100B Webster
Bot. 101 Tippo
Chem. 261A* Cannon
Chem. 261

B

Rausch
Econ. 100 Ray
Econ. 103 Kindahl
Econ. 104 Treyz
Food Sci. 101 Clydesdale
Hist. 150 Story
Micro. 140 Lessie
Na. Res. 100 Johnson
Phys. 100 Chang
Poli. Sci. 100A Gordon
Poli. Sci. 100B Kramer
Psych. 101 Simonson-Donohue
* Answers to problem sets

Distributed at:

Psych. 101 Novak
Psych. 101 Miller

Psych. 141 Kamil
Psych. 201 Kates
Psych. 263 Nelson-Shapiro

Psych. 265 Kates
Psych. 270 Gadlin
Psych. 280 Reisman
Psych. 301 Royer
Psych. 325 Turner
Psych. 325 Strickland

Soc. 101 Wilkinson
OOC. 101 Stokes
OOC. 256 Killian

Speech 182 Peirce
Zool. 101 Mrs. Hollason
Zool. 101 KunUe
Zool. 101 Mr. Rollason
Zool. 101 Moner
Zool. 101 O'Connor
Zool. 135 Dersham
Zool. 221 Coombs

318SU Lobby 5-2683

JQA Lobby in SW 5-3911

Noters are also available individually at 25 c for 50 minutes and 40 c for 75 minutes.

9:00 to 4:00 M-F
11:00 to 4:00 M-F

»«»<«• - - * \
- - - * i
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Notices

ALCOHOL
Does it play a role in your I ife? How

large a role? One that might be worth

discussing? Room To Move's Alcohol

Rap Session takes place Tuesdays,

7:30 p.m. in the C.C.

"A MAN CALLED HORSE"
Tonight at 8 p.m. and 10:15

Thompson 104.

in

ASTRONOMY CLUB
There will be a meeting tonight in

Hasbrouck 22, at 7:30. New members
welcome.

BEEN RIPPED OFFT
Then sue in Small Claims Court.

For info, contact John Lynn, WM-
PIRG Office, 413 A, S.U.B. M and Th
11 1:15 or call 545-0712.

BELCHERTOWN BUS
Hurry sign the petition to get the

bus back before bad weather-it is

outside the Commuter LOUNGE
NEAR THE Hatch.

BOXING CLUB
Club has workouts and beginning

instruction every Tues. and Thurs.

night 7 9, 19th floor, Washington.

Informal workout; new members
welcomed.

CENTER FOR JEWISH STUDIES
Courses begin tonite, 6:30 "In the

Beginning"; 7:30 Martin Buber. Be

sure to come!

CHESS CLUB
Tonight's regular meeting starts

7:30 in C.C. 174 176. The simultaneous

exhibition is tomorrow night in C.C.

165 169.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
At our weekly meetings, members

tell how they have used Christian

Science to solve their problems.

Everyone is welcome to tonight's

meeting in C.C. 911.

COMPARATIVE LIT.
COLLOQUIUM
Music and Literature, Part II

tomorrow at 12:15 in 6th floor lounge

Thompson Speakers: Prof. F. Fata,

Italian, Prof. R. Stern, Music, Prof.

R. Creed, English

CONCERT COMMITTEE
Meeting for members and all those

interested in work on the Oct. 28

Concert in S.U. Council Chambers at

7:30 tonight.

COUNSELING CENTER OPENS
The Central Area Counseling

Center, located in B 2 Gorman, is

now open and staffed. Hours 1 p.m.-
9 p.m., Mon. Fri., Thurs. 10 a.m. -9

p.m. Phone 5 0894.

INNKEEPER'S
Innkeeper's will hold a meeting

tonite at 8 in 105 C.C. New York Hotel

Show will be discussed. Refresh-

ments will be served.

LETTUCE AND GRAPE BOYCOTT
Important meeting today to discuss

regional UFW meeting held in Boston

and our strategy, Rm. 175 C.C.

MOVIE
"Butch Cassidy and the Sundance

Kid", tonight SUB. Ballroom 6:30,

9, 11.

PHILOSOPHY CLUB
Meets tonight at 7 in the basement

lounge of Greenough House, Central

(Continued on P. 13)

CALL

545-2566

THE PIZZA

REVOLUTION

is coming

This Wednesday and Thursday, the 17th and 18th RALPH KIRKPATRICK,

World Famous Harpsichordist will be performing in Bowrker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

All Bach Program on the 17th Bach Couperin Scarlatti Program on the Itth

Tickets: $1.50 UM-A students,

$3.00 others

Presented by the Fine Arts Council

Telephone 545-0202

Box Office, 125 Herter Hall, M-F, 9-4 p.m.

or Bowker one hour before concert

FOR SALE
FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS FOR RENT

Strrro buff*! If you want stereo
equipment matched for you and sold at

v. holesale prices .call Dick 2S3-27M after 6.

— All Brands'

tflt/31

t'harlemont. Mass. — home o( five

YYeimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-

( . cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or

quiet enjoyment. I-4I3-339-66HH.

tf 10/19

1 sed Israeli Lamb Skin Jacket f 15; two
beautiful Peasant Skirts IS ea. (all 256-

MM, evenings.

tflO/l«

\ ivitar l.ens H5 mm to 3)5 mm zoom fits

t'rntax. Vashica. Mamiya Sekor Just like

m-» (all 'iN-n.Vn

if ni/ it;

Krown snorkel parka, brand new. never

worn, size men's sm. Contact Caryn. H-

7305
tflO-17

7:' \W Bus. 25000 mi., radio, curtains,
new disc brakes. Just tuned. 2 Radial
snows, other extras. Call 549-6728. I2HO0.

tfl0/16

Scott :i.">7 AM-KM stereo receiver and

r I'l model 50 speakers. $220. Ask for

Steve. Rm. 315. 545-2304. 2305.

tflo-IH

IH7.1 Yamaha. Rt. :l. :m c.c. excellent
condition asking $775. (all Jim. S4S4KS,

ifMM 7

II.iimIiii.kIc sheepskin coat, size I-. Midi

V' pile, (riple sewn, one week old. never
worn < o.it guaranteed $H.n Robert. 546-

ilt;.' around t; p.m.

tflO-19

The tightest Raleigh Super ( nurse vou'll

ever see! Nerves lugs, tuhulars.
Stronglight ( otterless cranks. $2im. Kric.
Mi.VIIIII.

tflO-IK

Hrother Del.uve portable
typewriter, like new. $40: RSR I Hi
turntable. $15: 50w Lafayette am-
plifier. $70: two Criterion S0A
speakers. $:m ml, all I month old.
I'r.ikticj I Zeiss i camera. Meyer ixii

telephoto lens. Takumar multicoaled
3mm wide angle lens, double lens,
flash and magnifying lens, (all for \l
5I9-I7I6.

If HI- I'l

Ski boots. Kotlach. buckle type, size 10.

any reasonable offer accepted. Call Dave
at .VtiUI days, and 519-6X72 after K p.m.

IfUM'l

Need a clean apartment used vacuum
$10.. and up Kinners \ acuum. 19 Park St..

Turners Kails. MMMt
tflo--'l

King size or tw in beds for sale. Ksrellent

condition. 519-1712.*

If I o-2:t

Alpine skis lam. wood, cable binding.

.VI". Plus leather ski boots, w omens size 7.

Both for llll (all 5H4-7I52.

tflO-17

(.ihson Kfr-XH Semi-Hollow elec. guitar

.' Humbucking pick ups custom finish,

hard case. exc. cond. $325 (all Dave at

617511-3520.

ffltMS

i,arrardSI.95B comp. $110. Hitachi AM
KM c»ss. recdr. $50. lobster trap $25.

Shortwave radio $20. Or $175 takes all.

Prk' « firm. 549-6S62 bef. H a.m.
tfio-t;

Pender Telecaster. $160. excellent
shape: Doiric organ for sale, portable &
electric, lists $500. asking $100. 256-6011.

Miles.

Ifl0-I7

Speakers — pair of Hitachi KS-32U0R.
includes 2-X inch woofers. 2-2 1* inch
tweeters, excellent condition. $50 or best

offer 6-60H3.

tflll-19

Zenith 21" console color. $150: RCA
black & white console I. v.. $65. Television
(enter. N. Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253-

5IIIO.

tfll-5

(iibson B-25. 12 STR(i. excellent cond..
red sunburst case. K yrs. old. hardly ever
used Best offer. Doug. 253-9501.

tflll-19

Borg Warner electric range, very good
shape, best offer. Call Doug. 253-9501.

Ifl0-I9

Kor sale — I Sansui 50OOX rec. 2 CS99A
Pion speaker. AKAITP DKJVC turntable,

ex. equipment, current list price $1,533.

will sell for $H65. 5H6-:lfi5H. Terry.

tflO-19

r«.s I in (I Cortina, four wheel disc brake,
good tires, automatic. $200. Ask for Leslie
at 5I6-153H.

tflO-IH

Drver. $35; Oriental rug, 9x15. spots,

hadlv worn. $25: crocks, h gal.. $10: 1 gal..

$.">. Anlq. man. vac. $7. Wanted —
dehumidifier. freezer. 256-0503.

lflD-16

Hi speed dazelle Tour de L' Avenir. runs
like new $90. Includes I ft. cable and lock,

(all 6-6219.

tflO-19

Konica Autoreflex-T 35mm SLR
camera, fl.l lens with case, excellent
condition, list Silt, best offer over $169.

(all 665-3516, Mon. -Thurs.

tflO-16

(Hilar — Harmony, hollow body,
electric. Pearl inlay neck. Bigsby
Tremelo Asking $5ti. 1 16-797 1.

tflO-16~ HELP WANTED-
W anted - Person to help clean fraternity

kitchen at meal times in exchange for Free
board. 545-0210 ask for Rick or Olie.

til

31 girls need 2 kitchrnboys to work one

hr lunch shift & one hr. supper shift. 2

meals given free. Applicants call 515-0527

evenings.

_^__ tflO-16

Wanted — rhythm guitarist & pianist

ipreferablv singers). & male vocalist for

50s revue. (Guaranteed work, (all 5K4-645H.

tflO-17

Wanted — female pianist to play stan-

dards & sinx -a -long, good pay . Call Music
Ventures. 5K1-615N.

RIDE WANTED
PERSONAL

Men! W imen ! Jobs on ships! No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide Travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for in

formation. Seafax. Dept. M-17. P.O.
Box 2019. Port Angeles. Washington
9K362.

tflO-17

Bai Commune has farm — now
peopling, living and loving together. Box
723. Amherst. Mass. 01002.

Ifll-ll

lo the girl in Drake Sunday. 10-7. Call
collect 60:1-523-7050 about opportunity in

VII in regards to ed position we talked
about. Kit li

tri0-IN

Parents — problems with child care?
Join the Child Care Kxchange — an
alternative to sitters etc. Infants to M yrs.

(all Joan. 5X6-2221.

lflO-19

Tired of dorm living'.' I bedroom in King
Philip, available immediately. Price
negotiable, (all 665-331N after 6 p.m.. on
litis line

tflO-19

Light your Lire with MARIO and the 3rd

Kloor Perverts.

t/10-17

I Shepard abandoned by evicted
owners, needs good home w people w
understanding. Call 519-IK6H. around
supper time.

tflO-19

Woofer — Happy 21st Birthday from the
K.x-Cromagnon! I And it's still not too late

for mine!

)

tflO-16

Pat (..melt. What Aesthetic beauty is

there in a Pine Box? Billie-Jo. PS. Did you
ever hear of a lucky tortoise's foot?

tflll-16

Ride needed to I'Mass from Springfield

rorest Park area. Mon., Wed., St Fri..

mornings will share expenses. Call 734-

2114.

tflO-16

AUTO FOR SALE

M t ml. i 3X3 hdrs. Mags. 4 spd. Hurst
trac. bars, Tach, exc. cond. Call 253-9034 or
5-2163 leave mess.

t/10-19

(ireal buy! 1964 TR1. Excellent running
condition, body needs work, first $300
lakes it away. Wire wheels, call 253-3516

day or night.

tflll-19

I96X Ford Cortina, four wheel disc
brake, good tires, automatic. $200. Ask for

Leslie at 5I6-I53X.

tflll-19

1966 Cutlass Supreme. 62.000 miles, very
good condition. $500. Call 1-617-544-3520

JI0-I 7

1970 Dodge Superbee. 3X3 magnum,
auto., p.s.. p.b., mags, stereo, a real steal,

must be seen: also walerhed. $25. Call 323-

7706 anytime.

tflO-16

Horses boarded, 10 minutes to campus.
Box stalls, field jumping, excellent trails.

253-7373.

tf 10-27

6 bedroom house for rent, located in

Wendell. $375 per month. Call 1-617-544-

3520.

tflO-17

Rooms — Only a few left. Close. 401 N.
Pleasant, free parking, tel. 253-9938, or
drop by. ask for Duncan. By day, week,
month

.

tflO/19

WANTED
Need actor for serious but fun horror

film Call Mike from 5 to 9 tonite. 467-T999.

3 roles, lotsa fun.

tf 10-19

Teachers needed overseas. All
subjects, all levels, travel paid. No
language requirement, not restricted

to I tl Majors. Information on where
to apply in over 40 countries. Send $2 to

Overseas Teaching. P.O. Box 524-V.
(entralia. Wa. 9K531.

tf 10-17

SERVICES

ifm-i;

sI'KKiJ I tPIST
In \\ are, at ( nllcgi.ni printer.

X; Hi p. in -I. mi a.m.

ask fortharlolle

Pufftmi resident needed to lake care of
dug I will pay $ih per month plus food,
(all 5I9-67IX.

——————________^^ tfl»-l7

JSf", - ,
'r°' «»»" school ,K, k~nsneeds a paragon: efficient, kind "apable

•ndntdualto ,ake over, part lime uTtS

Mm

(Guaranteed rebuilt Volkswagen engines,
(i & R. VW Rebuilding Shop. 1-232-7051.

tfl0-2t

Astrologer does birth charts < horoscope!
with complete accuracy, interpretation &
counseling, (all Jeffrey. 253-53X6. keep
trying.

tflO-19

Hike repairs — Will do some bike repairs
on campus and pick up and deliver others,
(heap and reliable. Call Tom after ft, 5X4-
19X5.

tflO-19

Pastel Portraits drawn from photo I

lake. All ages frm newborns to grand-
parents. Samples shown in Amherst.
Please call' 56X1075.

tflO-23

Research — thousands of topics. $2.73
per page Send $1 for mail order catalog.
Hcsearth assistance, inc. 1 1941 Wilshire
Blvd

. Suite 2. LA.. Calif 90025.

tf!2-12

RIDE WANTED
Need ride from Belchertown for x a.m..

buck at I |i in t,iiahbiii ap(s. area. Willing
to pay. (all Joanne at 323-1321. keep
Irving.

tflO-17

Clark School for the Deaf. Nllmptn.
child needs ride to and from Boston
weekends. Will pay all expenses. Call
Paula. 256-012*. tf in i;

1941 antique Chevy, a classic looking

car. excel, body, new rebuilt eng.. a good
buy. has to be seen, many spare parts, best
offer. 519-6495.

tf 10-17

1967 \ \\ Bus. excel, mechanical cond..

split front seat, make great camper. $550

or best offer. 5-2X03 after 5:00. 256-6192.

tflO-19

1966 Olds Toronado. air cond.. stereo,

power windows & 6-way seat, just in-

spected, front wheel drive. $500 firm. Call
519-0921. I to 9 p.m.

tflO-19

Reliable 1969 VW Squareback.
automatic, extras plus 2 good snow tires.

$1195 firm 323-70IX after 4 p.m.. keep
trying!

tflO-IX

I94X Packard, good running condition,

straight x with overdrive, cloth interior.

516-X6XX.

tflO-17

1964 Corvair for sale — good running
condition. Call 5-2112. Room 211. Angie.
Price $200. leave message.

tfio-lfi

1965 Ford Fairlane. 6 cylinders, stan-

dard, body slightly dented. 2 new tires,

new fall inspection slicker. Call for Al. 549-

1716.

tflO-16

1971 Toyota Corona, standard shift. $600.

(all 1-167-3796.

tflO-19

LOST

Buck knife on 10-4 nite, between C.C. A
S.W. If found please call 6-74X9. reward.

tflO-19

l-ostkryson black penknife case, turn in

al C.C. Lost & Found. Desperate!

tflO-16

Lost — fr. back of motorcycle Wed., on
I niv. Dr.. Rlalock's Soc. Stals.. 2nd Fd.
(all Daphne. 5-265Xiday>. 256-6372 < night).
Return Marhmer. W3I.

trie-it

(iarage space, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. D. II Jones 549-3700.

tflO/18

Wanted — warm, friendly babysitter

with own car. for II month old. 9-12 week-
days. 253-3607.

tfl9-l9

ENTERTAINMENT
Butch Cassidy and The Sundance Kid.

Tues.. Oct. 16. 7. 9. II, SUB. For good
entertainment — "Butch Cassidy and The
Sundance Kid.". S.U.B.

tflO-16

Smith College just postponed for one
week. Oct. 26 is now open. Please do not
call before 5 p.m. This message from Steve
the D.I.

tflO-16

Sorry, but I have no open dates left in
Oct. Thanks I Mass for a fantastic Sept.
and Oct. Your friend, Steve the D.J., 467-
2X42.

tflO-17

Wanted — female pianist to play stan-
dards & sing-along. Good pay. Call Music
Ventures. 5X4-6458.

tflt-17

Wanted — rhythm guitarist & pianist
• preferably singers). & male vocalist for
5Ts revue. Guaranteed work. Call 1-584-
6458.

tflO-17

Horse back riding. Running Deer Ranch.
549-3630.

tf 10-19

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1972 Honda SI-125. exc. condition, well
kept, best Jap woods bike with knobby &
shop manual. Call Joel, 665-4477 evenings
after 6 p.m.

tflO-19

ROOMMATE WANTED
Mature girl needed to share new apt. on

Rte. 9. Iladley. Rent $46.25 per month plus
utilities, must have no car or pets. Call 5X6-
MK52.

tflO-17

Ride wanted to Phila on Oct. 19. Call
256Q6IH. wifl snare expenses. kio-ih

Please. I lost my Black Shawl at a
roadslop in Montague. I miss it. Maureen
253-!to:t3. let ring.

' ,,D1K

Couple needed to share two bedroom
apt. with another couple. Riv erglade Apta.

tflO-17

First Class To Brazil! Notices

Prof Roberto White from the

History Department, is coor-

dinating a charter flight to Brazil,

sponsored by The New England

Council of Latin American Studies,

(NECLAS).
The trip is part of a proposed

multi-disciplinary Introduction to

Brazilian Culture to be held during

the Winter term of 74, from Jan. 1st

to the 22nd.

This course will consist of 12

class days each approximately five

hours in duration. Students will be

required to read five books and

submit a ten page paper relating a

significant experience which they

derived from the stay in Rio de

Janeiro. Classes will consist of

lectures in English by Brazilian

academics and intellectuals on

history, anthropology, sociology,

art, music, politics, and economic

development. Guided tours to

important cultural institutions will

be conducted by Professor White.

This is a 3 credits course but

students have the option of making

for 1-3 extra credits based on in-

dependent studies.

Prof. White will make
arrangements for those interested

in having accomodations with

Brazilians families. However
students have the option of making
theirown arrangements or to get

MEET THE

AT THE fiUNGffY U

103 M.PLEA5AK" ST.

253-9080

PIZZAS TOO!!

the complete pack for $495.00,

which includes $280.00 for the

travel ticket and registration fees,

(travel tickets usually cost about
$720.00), plus accommodations,
($140.00) and UMass tuition.

"There is space available still

for the charter flight, however it is

rapidly being filled", Prof. White
said.

He pointed out that those in-

terested in participating must join

the NECLAS and send a check for

$2 (students) or $6 (non-students),

to:

Professor Joseph Criscenti,

Secretary-Treasurer, NECLAS, 28

Richard Road, Needham, Ma.
02192.

Kor further information call:

Prof. Roberto White Dept. of

History Tel. 413-545-1364 for 546-

6699.

(Continued from P. 12)

Area. All philosophy students invited

to discuss cataclysmic dept. meeting.

Refreshments served.

PRE VET CLUB
Meeting on Committee Work,

tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Rm. 808 C.C.

PROGRAM COUNCIL
First meeting tonight C.C. 903 at 7

for Special Events Committee.
Please be there.

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN

NURSING PROGRAM
Counseling services available at

Machmer in E 22. Office hours. Mon.

1 4:30, Fri. 9-11 or by appointment.

Applications for admission will be

available by end of Oct. Informal get

together will be Thurs. at 7 p.m.

Morrill 4 North Rm. 413.

WMPIRG
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Duke's

Rm, S.U.B. Guest speaker Jay
Stryker, UMass Staff Asst. in

Radiation Safety, will discuss the

effects of nuclear power plants. All

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM«

Virgo thrives on competition. TIu'm-

prisons enjoy matching wits, the clash of

ideas is music to their ears The Virgo

woman is attracted to a man because of his

intelligence lust either (actors follow; the

ideas, the words, the mind always take the

lead where the Virgo woman is eoncerned

t he Virgo man seeks a woman who will back

him. will support his intellectual goals The
Virgo, man or woman, lays no claim to

genius, but these natives revere the right to

think, to analyze, to draw independent

conclusions Many consider Virgo cold,

punctual, calculating -but. in truth. Virgo

plods forward, aiming sonsistently toward

shining light of human awareness. Virgo

will serve that purpose, that ideal in a

sti'ady. it not spectacular, manner
* + +

ARIES 'March 21 April 19> You may be

asked to arrange accommodations lor

relative in transit Practical approach to

lluid situation is necessary Aquarius. Leo

pei sons may lie involved You get chance
now to express appreciation for past favors

TAURUS i April It-May 201 : Accent is on

money, valuables, personal possessions Be

sure you are not giving up something for

nothing Highlight versatility Kxamine
various possibilities Cycle is such that you

can pick, choose. Don't sell yourself short

CEMIN1 1 May 21 June 20): Be con-

spicuous Weai bright colors Obstacles can

be overcome now it you assert vourself

Applies in business and personal are. is

Sense ot timing is sharp Cycle is such that

\ou make successful contacts (Jet going'

CANCER i.Junc21 July 221 Vmi maj fori

i-onlined. impatient Ke\ is to analyze Door

can Ik- opened to greater lieedom ol action -

but you have to investigate Gemini. Virgo

(icrsons could ligure prominently Em-
phasis is on gaining co operation of special

group, organization

LEO 'July 2:1 Aug 22»: Professional

1II01K pa) dividends You receive reward

lor creative endeavors Emphasis is on

fulfillment ol (ond hopes, wishes Friend
ln.i.hinn home atmospherelp«

Celebration ol special anniversary could lie

on agenda

VIRGO 1 Aug 23-Sepl 22 1: Now you can

decide about direction, general goal You
may have opportunity to sign and seal

tavorable agreement One in authority

lends support I Km't waste time with person

who continually gives you runaround Go
directly to source

LIBRA 'Sept 2:1 <kt 221: You may be

asked to put beliefs on the line Know it and

don t make claims unless you can support

them Bt responsible Older individual is

interested in your welfare You could get

more money -but overtime is Involved.
SCORPIO 'Oct 23-Nov 21): Check M

counts Review lease, receipts don't affix

signature to any document you have not

thoroughly studied Key now is to finish

what you start-leave no loose ends Aries.

Libra could ligure prominently

SAGITTARIUS 'Nov 22-Dec 21 1: Look

to one who is optimistic, creative Listen

and learn -and lie inspired Question ol

legal commitment c.iuld arise Don t repeat

past mistakes Highlight willingness to

wait lor right time Message will be

1 landed
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19' slow

pace is line if it also is steady Means know

difference between being earafri and timid

KeflM to be intimidated One who talks big

Name may be small liy at heart Cancer

born individual could play key rate

IQUARIUS Man B-Feb.lt): What you

do seems more interesting And what you

do has your mark, style You have greater

sense of freedom. There is opportunity now

lor change, greater social fulfillment a

variety ol experiences Sagittanan could

play key role

PISCES 1 Eeb 19-March 20 1 :
Emphasis is

on details, mortgages, leases and policies

Steer clear ol the sensational Conservative

course now serves your best interests

Home, property, basic values are

spotlighted You work for what you get but

vim ran uet nuality

Copyright I97:i. den rea Corp

PFANLTS SHE SAf* TO MAKEW
COME HOME EVEN IF I

HAVE TO DRA6 ftJU

u-Jb-

B.C

interested students and faculty

welcome
FOUND

Jacket, Friday, Thompson 104. Call

Rick 6 5481.

A pair of keys found at Worcester

Dining Commons. To claim call 546

6572.

Gold Timex watch with metallic

band outside Machmer. Call Nancy 6

5974.

LOST
Engagement ring, family heirloom

of great sentimental value. Please
contact Bobbi at 36 Univ. Park or call

256 0641 anytime after 5. Substantial

reward.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30- 10:30a.m.

(except during league play)

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

War god
Flying

mammal
Narrow,
flat board
Title of

respect

The self

Wan
Disinclined

17 Talks idly

19 Join
Regions
Polished man
(colloq.)

Unmarried

8

12

13
14

15

20
21

23
woman
Hasten
Evil spirit

Hit lightly

Paid
notice

Negative
Sun god
Opening
Repulse
Knock
Leave out

Run easily

Europeans
Contests
Omits from
pronunciation

Decipher
Insects

Garden tool

Silkworm

Pedal digits

1 Before
1 Rodents

DOWN

Man's
name

! Rant

I Come out

into view

I Kind of

cloth

i Insect

> Symbol for

silver

7 Cover
8 Masts
9 Newest
10 Appellation of

Athena
11 Girl's

nickname
16 Dispatch

18 Precipitation

22 Doctrine

23 Roadside hotel

24 Ugly, old
woman

2b Mountain in

Crete

27 Cleaning
implement

29 Macaw
30 Soft food

35 Protective

organization

36 Ascend

37 Theater
box
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38

40

42

43

Parasitic

fish

Ancient

Persians

Kind of

race horse

Animal's
coat d3

Mixture

Prepare for

print

Oceans
Pronoun

River in

Scotland

Conjunction

16

12

24 25

31

34

43 44

21

40

16

13

32

49

52 53

56

27

&a

*g
w

41

50

18

20

4',

14

42

54

57

10 11

29

33

46 47

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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Runners Face URI In Orchard Hub Weekend Wrapup

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS IS

By SCOTT IIAYKS
The individual battle that

develops between opposing run-

ners during a race is the most
exciting part of a cross country

meet. The runners put their bodies

to the test, and push themselves as

much as they possibly can.

If you attend today's meet, you
may see many duels, including one
that may decide first place. UMass
co-captain Randy Thomas will

most likely be battling Tom
Grundy of Rhode Island for in-

dividual honors when the harriers

race URI today. The meet will

begin at 4:00 at the Women's
Physical Education Building.

You can see almost the entire

race from the apple orchard, near

Dickinson in Orchard Hill, and
cheer on your favorite runners as

they try to pick up their fifth win of

the season.

Rhode Island is led by Tom
Grundy, who finished fourth in the

Yankee Conference meet last year.

Grundy is a good front runner and

is backed up by freshman Steve

Hague. Hague was among the top

New England high school harriers.

Paul Piliero, second man on the

team last year, Dick McLaughlin

and Peter Porto round out the top

five for URI. Rhode Island was

second only to UMass in the

Yankee Conference last year, and

Correction
In these days of Watergate, it

seems that even local politicians

have given into the insidious lure of

corruption. Such was the case

Sunday in the Student Senate -

Collegian football game.

It seems that the "winning''

touchdown was scored by the

Senate three minutes after time

had run out (guess what side had

the only watch?) So the score

stands corrected, and the Collegian

maintains its undefeated, untied

record by a score of 36-52. Mem-
bers of the Senate team have ad-

mitted the indiscretion.

It just goes to show that the only

good politician is an indicted

politician.

although the Rams lost two run-

ners to graduation, they still have a

strong top three. URI is 4-2, having

lost to Northeastern and

Providence.

Bill Gillin and the rest of the

UMass squad will have to fight off

the top URI runners. More mat-

chups may develop as UMass tries

to get five or six men within one

minute of its first runner across the

finish line.

Rhode Island is

flat, fast courses,

hoping that the

course will prove

advantage. The course shouldn't

affect the URI veterans, but it may

accustomed to

and UMass is

hilly orchard

to be a home

play a role in the finish of Hague, a

relatively inexperienced fresh-

man.
Coach Ken O'Brien commented

that the freshmen went out early in

the UConn race and were
aggressive. He stated that the

freshmen are mentally ready,

having run well in the big meet
(UConn). O'Brien also added that

in order to help the team, the fresh-

men have to adapt to the five mile

varsity course.

The next two races will decide

who the top seven runners are for

the Yankee Conference meet on

October 27.

|l

UMass harrier Randy Thomas finishes right behind UConn
standout Bruce Clark in Saturday's 25-32 UMass cross-country

victory. Both runners bested Thomas' old course record on the or-

chard course with Clark breaking the former mark of 25:10 by 16

seconds.
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With just one week of full activity under their belts, the Celtics, Bruins,

and Whalers from Boston are riding high.

All the teams from the Hub are presently leading their divisions in this

young winter sports season.

The Celtics are undefeated on the year, having beaten Buffalo and
Philadelphia. The world champion New York Knicks, plagued by in-

juries, were stunned by the Houston Rockets on Saturday and currently

sport a 1-1 record.

The Bruins are also undefeated. In their first three games, the Bruins

have defeated Vancouver, Detroit, and the NY Islanders. The New York
Rangers are hot on the heels of the Bruins with a record of two wins and a

tie.

The New England Whalers are also leading their division of the WHA.
After losing their opener to Quebec, the Whalers have reeled off three

straight victories.

Notices
INTRAMURALS-All men's,

women's, and co-rec volleyball

entries are due on Thursday,

Oct. 18.

VOLLEYBALL-There will be

tryouts for all candidates for

the Men's Power Volleyball

Club today, Monday, and
Wednesday, Oct. 17 from 6-8

p.m. in the WoPE gymnasium.

Cancelled
The freshman football team will

have to wait two more weeks to

debut. Their contest with Yale was
cancelled because the Elis didn't

have a center (that's the truth).

They were all injured.

Instead, to give the frosh some
action, they squared off with the

sub-varsity in a scrimmage in back

of Alumni Stadium. For details on

the scrimmage, see tomorrow's
Collegian.

Weekly Specials '1
Seconds on us

Monday: Fish Fry
Tuesday: Spaghetti
Wednesday: Deep Sea Dinner
Thursday: Turkey Gobbler
Friday: Clam Fry

Ub^m
Q
7

ENTERTAINMENT
HATCH Wednesday

Coffeehouse

Thursday, Friday

& Saturday

"Zonkeraz"

BLUEWALL Wednesday
Thursday, Friday

& Saturday

"Sloth"

T.O.C. Friday & Saturday

Williams & Valen

The Versatile Paul St. Onge
By GEOFFREY KURINSKY

"It's all a matter of confidence.'' That's Paul St.

Onge's philosophy on successful football. "You
have to believe in yourself and in your teammates.
This has been the key to our gradual improvement
over the last two games."

Fortunately, St. Onge lives by his philosophy on

the gridiron.

Last year, when Doug Winslow graduated, the

middle-linebacker position was a giant question

mark. Twenty pounds lighter, St. Onge walked
into training camp in the summer, ready and
believing he was capable of playing middle-
linebacker.

Trouble struck ag^in during the first couDle of

games in the offensive backfield, and St. Onge
answered the call-he went to the other side, to play
fullback for Coach MacPherson.

"I played fullback in prep school and in my
freshman year. So for me, it was just a matter of

re-learning blocking techniques. The main ad-
justment I had to make was having to get along
without the use of my hands. Where on defense I

could use my hands to block, on offense I have to

get by with just body blocking."

"The philosophy's a little different on offense.
When you're playing defense you want to get off

the field as soon as possible to give the offense a
chance to score some points. On offense, you try to

stay on the field as long as possible, to try to gain
some momentum toward the goalline and also to

give the defense a rest."

St. Onge credited Coach MacPherson for

sticking with his running attack when it was going
through bad times. "It was never a question of

lack of ability, it was just a matter of putting
things together. MacPherson didn't give up. He
stuck with the running game and through hard
work and a tremendous amount of confidence in

each other, results are starting to show."
In summing up the season to this point, St. Onge

said that Rutgers was the key game for the
Minutemen. "After a pretty disappointing
showing at Harvard, a loss at Rutgers would have
really put us down in the dumps. It's a lot easier to

work on sorespots after you've won than after
you've just lost. Our main problem this year has
been that we are not really playing as a unit. The
more and more this team plays together, the
better the cohesiveness will be. That's why we
have improved over the last two games and
hopefully this will continue through the rest of the
season."
On Pennington, St. Onge commended him for

keeping his head, in light of the media (Collegian)

abuse he has had to put up with. "It would be a real

bad thing if you let outside attitudes affect your
play on the field."

Paul St. Onge is a junior. After next year, one of

his aspirations is to coach, or perhaps to play
semi-pro ball. Seeing as he believes in himself,
there is very little that Paul St. Onge won't be able
to do in his life ahead.

Ruggers Handed

Double Shutout
By \\ AIM I : BAHOl

The UMass Rugby team, with two disappointing offensive showings,
was shutout twice this past Sunday, 4-0 and 6-0, by the Hartford Rugby
Club. The "A" game, in the words of faculty coach Doctor Laurence,
"was not worth talking about", as the "As" once again could not score
although they had many opportunities to do so. Tremendous hustle by the
forwards gave the backs fine field position for most of the afternoon, but
the inability of the backs to move the ball any further hurt them
tremendously. So, for the fourth consecutive week, the UMass "offense"
was non-existent, and a team which scored twelve tries in its opening
game of the season, has now scored but one lone try in its past three
games. Defensively, the ruggers were great, and only a mental mistake
by one of the backs kept the game from ending as a scoreless tie.

Nonetheless, the "A" team absorbed its third loss in five games.

The "B" team suffered the same fate, as they, too, were shutout, and
nothing much can be said for this game except for the obvious. No one
could be singled out for outstanding play with the exception of scrumhalf
Larry Tebo. The defense was outstanding, and the offense was lacking.

The UMass Rugby team, in dropping two more matches, now has an
unimpressive 6-5 record.

Shake-Up In Top 10
Alabama, Oklahoma and

Michigan became the chief threats

to Ohio State's reign atop the

college football rankings Monday
in the wake of a shake-up that

dropped Nebraska from second
place to 11th and defending
champion Southern California
from fourth to sixth.

Ohio State ran its record to 40

Saturday with a convincing 24-0

whipping of Wisconsin and assured
itself of the No. 1 spot for the third
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consecutive week.
Alabama, a 35-14 winner over

Florida, climbed from third to

second with six first-place votes
and 930 points. Oklahoma, runner-
up the last two years, vaulted from
sixth to third following a 52-13 rout

of Texas that dropped the losers

out of the Top Twenty.
Michigan rose from fifth to

fourth with one first-place ballot

and 855 points for a 31-0 blanking of

Michigan State. Penn State,
seventh last week, walloped Army
54-3 and moved up to fifth place
with four No. 1 votes and 657 points.

Southern Cal, No. 1 all last

season and this year until a 7-7 tie

with Oklahoma on Sept. 29 that

dropped the Trojans to fourth,

skidded farther down to sixth after

struggling past Washington State

46-35.

Missouri, a 13-12 upset winner
over Nebraska, shot from 12th to

seventh.

The 8-9-10 teams shifted around.
Notre Dame climbed from ninth to

eighth by troucing Rice 28-0 and
Louisiana State went from 10th to

ninth by trimming Auburn 20-6

while Tennessee slipped from
eighth to 10th after a hard-fought
20-14 victory over Georgia Tech.

Hansen (2-0);

Talarico (1-0)

Brown (1-36);

A little pass interference, maybe? UMass flanker Tim Berra is

molested by a BU defender in Saturday's game which was won by the

Minutemen. 20-6.

RUSHINC ATT CAIN LOSS NET AVE LC
Wolfe, R, hb 65 152 21 131 2.0 75
Str««t, hb 45 134 12 122 2.7 12
Pennington, qb 61 223 109 114 1 9 35
St. Onge, fb

Mondalto. hb
Roland, hb

Torrance, fb

Veroltni, fb

"STAR TREK"
4 p.m. -5 p.m.

and original

"SUPERMAN"
flicks

5 p.m. -5:30 p.m.

at the

BLUEWALL
everyday free!

Feeds 5 to 9

Big Chicken

Feed
$4"

I

i

— Twehe lender, lasts pieces til

fintiei--lit-kin' Hood Kentuck> Fried

fhickt n
— One pint <if Ihe Colonel's special

Kile slaw
— One pin! of mashed potatoes

— One pint of special nra\>
— Six hot biscuits

li

Super Chicken

Feed $6*

I

I

• -a—— clip the coupon

Chicken-In

Chicken-Out

_.JL

— KiRhleen tender. lasl> pieces ol

finger-lickin' Rood Kentuck> Kried
< hicken
— Two pints of the Colonel's special

cole slaw

— Two pints of mashed potatoes
— One pint of special gravy
— Nine hot biscuits

"••"clip the coupon

Seating for 54

Free Delivery

25G-8745

__J

Kmtudcii fried tfkkk*-
Rte. 9 (across from Zayre's) Hadley

256-8743

Put Lift In Your Life

Add a credit and soar

toward graduation

GLIDING

P.E. 652

Add anytime till Nov. 1

Call 665-8700

l

•
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Dick Green, Oakland second baseman, drops the throw as the runner is safe on a steal of second base.
Ine A s have been plagued by miscues around second in the Series as two Mike Andrews errors paved
the way for four Mets runs in the twelfth inning as the New Yorkers won. 10-7.

Women Stickers Salvage Tie
By BETH O'BRIEN

The few people who stopped by the North P.E.
fields yesterday were treated to a fastpaced, hard-
hitting and grueling contest, otherwise known as the
annual UMass-Springfield field hockey clash. The 70-

odd minutes of action did little to resolve the age-old
rivalry between the teams, as the 1-1 final score
merely indicated that ability-wise, they were very
close.

But the Springfield game is one that is always
eagerly anticipated, and the tie was a disappointment
to both squads.

Coach Fair took some liberties with an old Mc-
Phearson adage, which probably best describes the
feeling: "A tie is like kissing (in this case) your
brother. It was like not playing at all."

The first half saw decent hockey from both teams,
with Springfield scoring first, and left wing Linda
Lambdin tying it up later in the half.

A marked deterioration in the UMass play
characterized the first 10 minutes of the second half,
but the defense was tough and Springfield let their
best opportunity to go ahead slip by.
UMass came on strong later in the game, pressing

for a score, but finding no holes. UMass had plenty of
second half scoring opportunities, out-shooting
Springfield on goal, a-2.

While defensive play for both teams was ex-
ceptional, the UMass passing and running game left a
lot to be desired and Springfield didn't take ad-
vantage of some great positioning in the circle. On the
positive side, it was the closest, most exciting, fastest
and most emotional game so far. The question of
who's better just has to wait another year for an
answer.

******

The UMass JV's looked impressive as they out-ran,
out-cut, out-passed and out-scored the Springfield's
J. V., 4-0.

B

Martha Meyer and Donna O'Brien scored in the
first half, and Donna Peterson got two goals in the
second half. An especially bright spot in the game
was the play of the forward line. The passing was
sharp and there was a lot of cutting to the ball.

If this contest is any indication of future varsity
clashes between the two teams, UMass has some
bright seasons ahead.

Netwomen Bow To Springfield
By NANCY THOMPSON

The Springfield College net-
women, bringing excellent play to

the Boyden courts yesterday af-

ternoon, dealt UMass a 5-2 loss for

their afternoon work. Springfield
held on to all five of the singles
matches, losing only to both UMass
doubles teams. In three of the five

singles matches the sets were split

one each, so a third had to be
played to decide the results.

On the first court Ann Foley
found tough competition against
well-known Lisa Taylor of SC. The
play was fast, the hitting hard, and
neither player had much op-
portunity at the net, but Springfield
still took the match 6-1, 6-4. Diane
Green, second singles, split sets

with her opponent only to fall in the

third set to SC's Chris Davis 4-6, 6-

1, 6-3. Ronnie Sanders was last to

finish as she too split sets and went

into a third with Springfield's
Laura Bonne. Though Ms. Sanders
passed her opponent's forehand
many times she was still out hit 6-4

5-7, 3-6.

On the fourth court Donna
Siscavage had her work cut out for
her in playing SC's number four
Sue Rex. Springfield took that
match 6-2, 6-2. Playing fifth
singles, Caron Tsapatsaris,
without losing her consistency in
playing marathon matches, lost to
SC's Beth Vanderveer. Ms.
Tsapatsaris took the middle tie-

breaker 7-6, but lost the other two
sets 6-4, 6-2.

On the doubles courts, UMass
managed much needed wins for the
team. Muffy Trafton and Patty
Heslam breezed through their first
set 6-1 only to be confronted with a
tie-breaker. Ms. Heslam and Ms.
Trafton, came back to take the 5-4

tie-breaker after being down 2-4,

despite double faults. Galen Good
and Meg Parry handed SC's Mary
Lou Melendy and Cindy Stoll a 6-3,

6-3 loss for UMass' second win of
the day.

Coach Ogilvie plans to send four
players to the New England
College Tournament this coming
weekend at Yale University. It is

expected that Ann Foley and
Donna Siscavage playing singles
and Ronnie Sanders and Diane
Green playing doubles will
represent UMass in tournament
play starting this Saturday.

• Mull I'hfilo ImhI I mi inn man >

l)onn;i Siscavage had a tough time yesterday, as she and her mates
lost to Springfield. Donna will compete in the New Fngland Tennis
Tournament this weekend along with teammates Ann Foley. Ronnie
Sanders, and Diane (ir» en.

Seaver, Hunter;
A Pair Of Aces

By HAL BOCK
NEW YORK (AP) - Tom Seaver

and Jim "Catfish" Hunter,
respective aces of the New York
Mets and Oakland A's pitching

staffs, were set to go in Tuesday
night's third game and hoped to

restore some order to the wild 1973

World Series.

The Mets and A's split the first

two games of the Series, with some
sloppy play on both sides marring
the action.

Oakland took the opener 2-1, with

both A's runs unearned following

m an error on an easy grounder by

^ New York second baseman Felix

v Millan. Then the Mets got even,

| winning a 4-hour, 13-minute
• marathon 10-7 Sunday and scoring

five unearned runs along the way.
There were a half-dozen errors in

that game - five of them by the A's.

"Welcome to the best World
Series yet!" said the scoreboard
greeting in Oakland before the first

two games of the Series. It has
hardly been that so far.

The first game of the series was
settled on an easy bouncer that

squirted under Millan 's glove at

second. "It was an easy out," he
said. "I just missed it."

And game two was decided by
consecutive errors by Oakland
second baseman Mike Andrews -

the first one on a play identical to

the one Millan booted the day
before. "It hit the tip of my glove,"
said Andrews. "I looked in my
glove for it." The ball, however,
wasn't there.

Andrews was the third infielder

used by Manager Dick Williams in

Oakland's revolving door act at

second base. But he wasn't the
man the Oakland skipper would
have liked there.

However, Manny Trillo, a utility

infielder the As wanted to add for

the Series, was unavailable
because the Mets had blocked the
roster move.

Baseball rules prohibit roster •

changes for the Series except in

case of injury. The A's wanted to

substitute Trillo for catcher Juan
Morales, a Series eligible whom
they sold to Montreal in Sep-

tember. The Mets and the National
League refused permission for the
move and the A's went into the
Series with 24 players.

The refusal so miffed Oakland
owner Charles O. Finley that he
ordered a public announcement of
the action, defying Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn, who
had warned him not to do so.

Finley was reprimanded by the
commissioner, with whom he has
clashed before. He faces a possible

latlg (ttnUttjum

SPORTS
fine.

Strangely, the A's came up with
an injury following Sunday's game
which may allow them to add Trillo

to their roster after all.

Andrews, the goat of the second
game defeat, was examined by
Oakland team physician Dr. Harry
R. Walker Monday and ordered to

return to his home in Boston.
Walker declared Andrews
"disabled for the rest of the year."
The Mets' most important

casualty remains right fielder

Rusty Staub, still nursing a badly
bruised right shoulder injured in

the National League playoffs.
Staub left Oakland ahead of his

teammates so he could work out at
Shea Stadium Monday. The rest of
the Mets stayed overnight in

California but the A's, like Staub,
flew to New York immediately and
also worked at Shea Monday.

Ed McAleney Cited
As Player Of Week
UMass defensive end Ed

McAleney has been chosen Yankee
Conference defensive player of the
week for his outstanding per-
formance in the Minutemen's 20-6
victory over BU.
McAleney recovered two BU

fumbles deep in UMass territory to
stop Terrier scoring drives.

In the second period, McAleney
recovered a BU miscue at the
UMass six after the Terriers had a
first and goal at the five. The 6'2",

230 lb. junior recovered his second
fumble in the third period as he
picked up a loose ball on the
Minuteman three yard line, halting
a BU drive which had given them a
first and goal at the nine.
The offensive player of the week

was Rhode Island quarterback
Steve Crone. Crone completed nine
of sixteen passes in leading URI
past Vermont, 15-14. Crone is the
man the Minutemen will have to

keep an eye on if they hope to
defeat the Rams this Saturday.

Inside Sports
St. Onge-The Big Switch

Football Stats

Cross Country Preview

Hub Weekend Wrapup
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For whom do the bells toll? Not us!
(Staff Photo - David Less)

Does Anybody Know What Time It Is?

The Chapel Bells Are Silent
By TERRY PEARSON

Most people have forgotten about the bells that
used to ring hourly from the tower in the Old Chapel.
Some deprived souls have never even heard them.
Some of us remember them fondly : lying on the grass
outside Bartlett on sunny days, or by the pond, where
the combination made it possible to forget where we
actually were. Others remember them not-so-fondly;
lying in bed the night before an eight a.m. exam,
listening to them chime every sleepless hour. Now,
because of lack of funds and vandalism, the bells
don't ring any more.
There are three kinds of bells in the tower. First,

there is the bell which used to ring on the hour. The
bell was timed according to the clock on the front of
the Old Chapel. For those who haven't noticed, that
clock has not been working for a year. So, if the clock
isn't fixed, the bell isn't going to ring. There used to
be a rope which could be used to ring the bell
manually, however, students used to pull the rope at
odd hours, so the rope was put into the tower which is

locked.

Another set of chimes is called the carolon which is

an organ that can be played manually, or by rolls like

a player piano. Unfortunately, vandalism is one
reason why the carolon isn't working. According to

Dr. Alviani of the music department, repair of

damage to the keyboard and the switches will cost
$300, which the music department cannot afford.

Another reason the carolon is out of use, according
to Ms. Perry, music departmental secretary, is that
the chimes resonate through the walls of the nearby
buildings, and complaints, particularly from Bar-
tlett, put an end to the chimes, at least during class
hours.

The third kind of bells is a set of about ten bells

which must be played manually by an experienced
musician, and there are no funds to hire one.
There have been some steps taken to repair the

carolon, by the music department and the Alumni
Association, and a proposal to play the carolon from
the top floor of the library, where it will not affect
other buildings. However, there has been no action
taken on repairing the clock, which runs the hourly
bells. No one really knows if or when the bells will

ring again, and probably doesn't even care.

Howard Baker Approves

Ford As Vice President
By MARK VOGLER

Special to the Collegian
WASHINGTON, DC -Sen. Howard H. Baker, Jr.-considered by

many Republican party colleagues to be a presidential hopeful -labels
Vice President designate Gerald R. Ford "a most formidable contender''
for the GOP candidacy in 1976.

The distinguished senator from Tennessee appeared to show signs of

disappointment outside the White House Friday night following President
Nixon's announcement of former Vice President Spiro Agnew's
replacement

.

Agnew resigned last Wednesday before pleading no contest to income
tax evasion charges dating back to 1967. The Justice Department had
mounted a stockpile of evidence against Agnew which included alleged
acts of extortion and bribery stretching over a 10-year period and in-

volving at least $87,500.

Baker, who has enhanced his political reputation while serving as
vice chairman of the Watergate Committee, was reported to have been
high on the President's list of possible V.P.s.

"It's not important at this time to say whether Jerry Ford is a
likelihood for the presidency in 1976; but I'd say it would be inappropriate
to say that he isn't. It's uniquely up to Jerry to decide whether he is or is

not," Baker said.

"He certainly can be a contender. He has the talent, he has the
capacity and he has the platform. I've got a strong feeling right now that
his thoughts aren't turned in that direction-his thoughts are toward
confirmation and trying to do a good job."

Ford is "well suited" as president of the Senate "where he can do the
job with some vigor -which we can use right now," Baker added.

Baker disagreed with one reporter's suggestion that the "entire
Agnew situation and Ford's succession is further clouding Watergate
from public view."

"On the contrary, no one that I know of in the Congress or in the
government has been a stronger right arm as far as I'm concerned than
Jerry Ford has in doing those things that are obviously distasteful to

Republicans that would appear necessary to go about the business at
hand," he said.

"He has frequently indicated to me that he understands, that he
shares with me the distress that we have to do these things. There has
never been a word of caution or suggestion from Jerry Ford to me or any
other Republican that I know of that we not do what we think has to be
done.

"I have very great admiration for Jerry in that respect and I don't
interpret his nomination as any sort of implication in that respect.

"

Asked whether the appointment of Ford was a consensus of the
Republican party, Baker replied that "if there is a consensus-and I

expect there may be a consensus-it's developed spontaneously within the
last hour or so."

Baker said Ford is "imminently attractive" to most Republicans.
"Certainly in the House, and I believe certainly in the Senate."

Most Congressional leaders have echoed the senator's sentiments of
Gerald Ford.

His congressional record is marked with 25 years of impressive
service in the House of Representatives. He has been the House
Republican leader since 1965.

Asked about the 1976 campaign, Ford said: "I have no intentions of
running for President or Vice President." He added that he had informed
the President so after he had been chosen.

However, Baker and other Republican party leaders still regard
Ford as Presidential timber-capable at any time to step in for President
Nixon if the circumstances warrant it, capable of winning in '76.

On The Inside:

Southwest Security
As a result of dormitory theft and vandalism, two of

the towers -- Washington and JQA - have tightened up
their security systems. (See details P. 3)

Nobel Peace Prize

Henry Kissinger and Hanoi's Le Due Tho win the
Nobel Peace Prize for their efforts in ending the
Vietnam war. (See details P. 5)

The Old Chapel has lost some of its finest music.
(Staff I'hoto - DavM L**i>

Energy Crisis
. .In an effort to ease the energy crisis, the federal
government prepares to open the eastern Gulf of
Mexico to offshore oil exploration. (See details P. 5)
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For 25* this student got his picture in the paper, a supply of
( alifornia orange, and the satisfaction of knowing he has helped out
a worthy cause.

Tabs Turned In

For Seeing Eye Dogs
By JAN ALEXANDER

Every once in a while, something new appears on campus
that will arouse a certain amount of curiosity among the more alert

members of the UMass community. The latest of these additions
are small signs on the soft drink machines of the Campus Center
asking that soda tabs be put in the boxes on top of the machines.
The request is that of Ms. Debbie Fennessey, a junior and a

resident of Emerson, who is helping to raise money to buy seeing
eye dogs for blind children.

"The project is an on-going one," said Ms. Fennessey, "In three
weeks I've collected over 3,000 tabs." The tabs are sent to a can
company in Williamsburg, Pennsylvania and recycled into cans.
The money the company saves is donated to the 4-H and Lions
Clubs of Williamsburg, which are working in conjunction to buy
seeing eye dogs with the money.
"About 120,000 tabs are needed to buy one seeing eye dog,"

estimates Ms. Fennessey. "1,000 tabs weighs in at a little over a

pound," she continued.

Asked how she became involved in the project, Ms. Fennessey
said she had been hiking on Mt. Sugarloaf, and had seen a tab

collecting box in one of the lodges. She contacted a man whose
name was listed on the box, and asked if she could start collecting

at UMass.
"I decided to do it because I've always been interested in helping

the blind, and because I feel it's a good cause," Ms. Fennessey said.

Boxes have been set up on soft drink machines in Cumberland
Farms. Pete's Package Store, Bell's Pizza and The Hungry U, as

well as in the Campus Center and Student Union.

Graduate Senate

Cut Down Stealing
By JANINK DEVLIN

The prosecution of graduate
students which are apprehended
by the Campus Bookstore for

shoplifting was of primary concern
Monday night, at the meeting of

the Graduate Student Senate.

"The new Campus Director,"

said the Senate President John
Muller, "wants to cut down the

stealing." There is a judicial

system for the protection of un-

dergraduates, but no similar
judicial system for graduate
students exists. The Senate did not

intervene in the judicial

proceedings. They did, however,
unanimously approve the
proposition that a statement be
issued which would declare that

any graduate shoplifter will be
"remanded to the proper
authorities ". and will warrant no
particular exemption from the law.

because he is a University
graduate student.

Introduced for consideration was
the concept of the Revenue Sharing
Plan, whereby organizations will

in the future qualify for a grant,

from the Graduate Senate, by

meeting certain 'academic
criteria". This will be voted upon

during the next Senate meeting.

The Revenue Sharing Plan, con-
sidered by Muller to be "of crucial

importance", would only formalize
the procedure whereby money is

currently obtained by "degree
granting units" from the Graduate
Senate.

The Senate voted as well not to

allocate $100 for "fringe area"
expenses incurred by North
Village. The "fringe areas" were
specified by proponents of the

motion, -with some reluctance-as
"beer", (then amended to "pun-
ch").

Instead. $52 was allocated, which
was the precise cost of a fringe

area referred to by the
representative as "a social
gathering under congenial con-

ditions".

Action On Israel

There will be an organizing
meeting for an Israel Action
Committee in Room 302 of the
Student Union this afternoon at

4:00 p.m. All interested persons
are welcome
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DVP Presents

Prof. To Speak On
GARVEY SCHOLAR TO LECTURE TOMORROW
The Distinguished Visitors Program, in

cooperation with the University's Department of

Afro-American Studies, will present in the

Engineering East Auditorium, this Thursday, at 8: 00

p.m., Mr. Robert Hill, Associate Professor in African-

American Studies at Northwestern University, and
one of the world's foremost authorities on Marcus
Garvey and his organization: The Universal Negro
Improvement Association (U.N. I.A.). Mr. Hill will

speak on the topic: "The Crisis of Black Nationalism
and the Tradition of Marcus Garvey."
The Jamaican scholar received his university

education at the University of Toronto and the

University of the West Indies in Kingston, Jamaica.
He has taught at Michigan State, Dartmouth and
Cornell, and is a Senior Research Fellow of the In-

stitute of the Black World in Atlanta, Georgia.
Mr. Hill's interest in Marcus Garvey was

stimulated in his high school years through meeting
Jamaican members of the Universal Negro Im-
provement Association. It is these contacts which he
credits with giving him a perspective on the human
meaning of the Garvey movement in particular and
of mass political movements in general.

Mr. Hill has tracked the Garvey movement through
the colonial archives of Europe and interviewed
hundreds of former UNIA members in America and
the Caribbean. The results of his research will be set

forth in his forthcoming book: THE BLACK IN-
TERNATIONALE: Marcus Garvey and the
U.N. I. A., to be published by Doubleday in early 1974.

Esquire's January issue on new young black in-

tellectuals reported that Professor Hill is also
preparing two additional works: TO FREE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Black Nationalism
AFRICA, a study of the Black West Indians who
struggled in behalf of A f

: oa's independence and and
as yet untitled work on ti.c West Indian years of black

abolitionists Henry Highland Garnet and Samuel
Ringold Ward.
Mr. Hill's interests in the politics of mass

movements has likewise been deepened by his close

friendship with the great West Indian intellectual and

activist, C.L.R. James. An article on James,
"C.L.R. James: The England Years, 1932-38" will

shortly appear in Radical America. In addition

Professor Hill has been personally involved in

political work both in Canada and in his native

Jamaica where, in 1969, he was secretary and editor

of the weekly newspaper ABENG ( the battle horn of

the Jamaican Maroons) which focussed on the need

for the social and political development of the

Jamaican masses as the fundamental means of

confronting the problems of Jamaican un-

derdevelopment.

Robert Hill is one of the most respected and
prodigious young researchers on panafricanism and
colonialism in the Third World. He has recently

completed compiling a bibliography of the newly
discovered Marcus Garvey papers for the world-

reknowned Schomburg Collection of the New York
Public Library. And this past year he has finished a

massive 3 volume collection of colonial documents on
panafrican struggle for the Institute of the Black
World.

Mr. Hill's lecture will draw heavily upon many
previously unpublished sources and will pose the

question of the future cultural and political tasks for

black people in the Diaspora "who are no longer what
they were but are not quite yet what they need to be."

Budgets : Boring But Necessary
By KEVIN KITTREDGE

Budgets are boring. They look like a baseball box
score, but lack all emotion and drama. However,
budgets are as necessary as the white lines and
fences of a ball park. They are the skeleton of any
organization and determine its boundaries.
Most student organizations are funded by the

Student Activities Tax Fund (SATF). The SATF
funds, exceeding $800,000 for fiscal 1973-74, are ad-
ministered and divided by the Student Senate.
To receive funds, an organization must first submit

a rationale for its existence. The average length of
these statements is two or three paragraphs and does
not require any knowledge of legal jargon. Any
student or group of students that is unhappy with
some aspect of student life can start an organization
and apply for SATF funds.

Secondly, organizations must submit a budget.
Most of the existing organizations use their old

budgets to determine their needs. However, if the

organization is a new one it can go to the Student
Activities Office for assistance and guidance in

drawing up a budget.

Once the budget has been submitted to the Student
Senate it is debated on the floor and then sent to the

Budget Committee for amendment or approval.
However, once a budget is approved the

organization must live up to its promised goals. The
staff of the "Spectrum" became aware of this when
their budget was cut almost in half from $26,000 to

$14,000.

Larry Popple, of the Student Activities Office, said,

"the 'Spectrum' had promised two issues with the

first one due in November for the fall semester. It

was never distributed until the second semester."
Robin Ellington, of "Spectrum," said this was true,

but blamed the delay on shipping problems.
However, she doesn't feel that this was the reason for

the budget cut. She feels the actions of Paul Hamel,
the Student Senate Treasurer, were partly respon-
sible for the budget cut.

"Paul Hamel took the floor and pulled out the
centerfold of our current issue and said, 'Students
don't need this type of extravagance and expensive
printing.' This is a high quality magazine and the
quality of printing is essential to the display of the
artists work," she said.

As a result, "Spectrum" will be limited to only one
issue this year. They are working on a new idea of
presenting the material in loose-leaf form and are
still undecided on trying to increase the budget to its

original amount.
SATF appropriations are as diverse as the student

body itself. For example, if you want an abortion, but
have already spent your allowance, there is an ap-
propriation of $2,000 in the Medical Emergency Loan
Fund.

There are also funds available to help students
repair their bicycles or cars. For students that would
rather walk, the Outing Club offers instruction and
rental equipment in backpacking, mountain clim-
bing, canoeing and cross-country skiing.

Zoology Carnival Is Today
By JOAN FASSNACHT

A Zoology Carnival will be held tomorrow, from 9 a.m. to 9 p m in
Morrill rooms 323, 327, 336, and 338.

The Carnival is sponsored by the Zoology Committee of Undergraduate
Affairs in an effort to better inform students, faculty, and other members
of the university community of the research being conducted by the
department.
The basic purpose of the Carnival is to give undergraduate students an

opportunity to see what kinds of research professors are engaged in This
particular Carnival is designed to inform interested students in In-
dependent Study projects or Senior Honors projects.

Brian O'Connor, a committee member said. "We especially want to
inform pre-med and pre-dental students of these projects. Such an ac-
tivity would help them get into medical or dental school."
He added, "Although it is too late for this years graduating class to

participate in the Senior Honors program, there is still time for them to
pick up an Independent Study project for three to six credits in the
Spring."

Committee faculty members include. Prof. Joseph Kunkel chairman
Prof. Grace Rollason. and Prof. Brian O'Connor. Richard Komuneicki a
graduate student, also serves on the committee.

EARN! Sell Carpet
Shampoo to $50.00 and
MORE daily. Write Jes
Distributor's 9309 Aurora
N., Seattle, WN98103.

TOMTE

Tomorrow Nite

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE

A MOON FOR TNE MISBEGOTTEN
by Eugene O'Neill

Thurt., Cot. 18, Fri., Oct. 19, Sat., Oct. 20

ALL TICKETS $1.00 THIS WEEKEND

Bartlett Aud. 8 p.m.
Box Office opens 6 p.m. on show nights

For information call

545 2579 Mon. Fri. 1 5p.m.

in
at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47. Sunderland
665-4937
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Imagine trying to climb over this? Well, this is one of the activities

done in the new Outdoor Education Program offered in the General
Phys. Ed. program.

Outdoor Education

Program Started
By BOB ESTELLE

If one were to go into the woods northwest of the Llewyn Derby
track, one would find a number of interesting things. He would
cross a narrow log with boards nailed to it. Looking on the left, he
would see a vertical wall with one side smooth and the other

surrounded with ropes. Going further into the woods, there is

another footbridge and a rope-and-pulley bridge. Other such
facilities are located beyond these bridges.

This is all part of a new program designed by the School of

Physical Education which is generally known as Outdoor
Education. The instructor, Mr. Tunner Brosky, feels that it is a

meaningful experience both to himself and the students.

Based on Socartes' principle of "know thyself", the course
mainly involves a group of students collectively deciding how to

accomplish a certain task. A task like scaling the wall is given to

the group. Then they seek how to have the entire group climb over
the wall, taking into account the capabilities of each member of the

group. When the task is accomplished, and time is not important,

the group encounters another task.

Brosky first observed this program a few years ago at Hamilton-
Wenham Regional High School and was able to persuade Dr. David
Bischoff, Dean of the School of Physical Education, to start the

program here.

Over the years, Brosky has observed that people are afraid to

open themselves up to other people for fear of criticism. He feels

that this program is a tool that helps overcome this.

He says, "it helps people understand their own capabilities and
teaches them to work with others to achieve a common goal." He
went on further to explain that the class does this by "recognizing

each individual's capabilities and using them." It even goes as far

as helping the less capable and it does use the talents these people
have. Brosky summarizes his own feelings about this program by
stating that "this is the most meaningful activity I have ever been
involved in as a teacher."

Anyone wanting more information about this outward bound-type

program should contact Brosky in Boyden Building or in his office

in WOPE.

Insurance Companies
Support Sex Changes

ByC.G.McDANIEL
AP Science Writer

CHICAGO (AP) — Sex change operations have become so well ac-

cepted that some insurance companies will pay for them, a New York
physician reported Tuesday.
The physician, Dr. Robert C. Granato of Elmhurst, N.Y., a Columbia

University urologist, said Blue Cross will now pay for hospitalization of

these patients because transsexualism has become "such a well known
and accepted condition."

Southwest Security

WashingtonTightens Up...

By CHRIS WALTER
The first several weeks of this semester brought a

large increase in theft and vandalism in South West,
especially in the towers. As a result, one of the

towers, George Washington, has increased its

security in the hopes of curbing the crime rate in the

dorm.

Gerry Morrissey, recently appointed director of

security in Washington, describes the present system
as being, "One of the tightest in South West."
Morrissey went on to say that, "Washington had a

bad reputation in the past as being an easy dorm to

rip-off. That's being changed." Morrissey cited his

most important changes in the system as being tight

organization and an expanded program.

Thirty-three persons are now employed in security,
which is in effect from 7 p.m. until 7 a.m. There are

two people per shift and shifts are changed every four
hours to insure alert personnel at all times. Over the
Columbus Day weekend, 24 hour security was in-

stituted, and according to Morrissey, "Nothing was
stolen." This is especially impressive since last

year's Columbus Day weekend was one of the worst
of the year in terms of theft.

20 residents are employed as permanent security
personnel, with the other thirteen acting as alternates
to insure that personnel will always be available.
Morrissey stressed the, "tighter organization and
stricter rules," which now govern security members.
Students who fail to show up for duty and do not give
24 hour notice of their intention are automatically
fired, with no second chances. Morrissey feels that
with the improved security now operating,
Washington may be one of the safer dorms in South-
west.

...JQA, Too!
By STEVE TETREAULT

Obviously fed up with weekend
lawlessness which has resulted in

several incidents, John Quincy
Adams dorm will present a new
security proposal to its residents

tonight.

The proposal calls for a new
approach to weekend security. If

passed, the residents of the dorm
will be required to post a guest list

of people invited to floor parties.

Each resident would be allowed
two guests, and these guests would
receive a hand stamp upon en-

tering the building.

Also a resident of that particular

floor would be required to be
present at the door to strengthen
security. Also floor parties would
not be allowed to be advertised.

This proposal came about as a

result of several meetings between
the Heads of Residence of the

tower. Jean Parrish, head of JQA
Upper, told the Collegian that the

measures will not effect security

during the week, but only try to

prevent damages which result

from weekend get-togethers. Ms.
Parrish said that a major source of

damage comes from men trying to

tfet into JQA "just to see who's
around". JQA is primarily a

women's dorm.
Recent incidents which have

prompted this proposal include the
recent harrassment of one woman
by a group of drunk men who

forced her to ride in an elevator for

fifteen minutes; the breaking of a

bottle over someone's head at a

floor party; the ripping out of

several fire extinguishers, and the

constant hassle of dorm security

with men trying to enter the dorm
with no other motive than to "find

out where the party is".

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

LEARN CHINESE

SELF-DEFENSE!

KUNG-FU ACADEMY

Adult and Children Classes in the only Kung Fu
School in Western New England area.

Master in Charge — A. Chan
Enroll Now — Call 549-6223

SIMULTANEOUS

CHESS

EXHIBITION

John Stopa, expert chess player, will take on all challengers simultaneously.

Stopa tied for first in the 1973 Massachusetts Open and in the 1973 U. S. Junior

Open. Play begins at 7:30 p.m. tonight in Room 165-169 of the Campus Center.

NO CHARGE to play if you bring a set, 50c set rental otherwise; spectators

admitted free.

Sponsored by Program Council

This Wednesday and Thursday, the 17th and 18th RALPH KIRKPATRICK,

World Famous Harpsichordist will be performing in Bomrker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

All Bach Program on the 17th Bach Couperin Scarlatti Program on the 18th

Tickets: $1.50 UM-A students,

$3.00 others

Presented by the Fine Arts Council

Telephone 545-0202

Box Office, 125 Herter Hall, M-F, 9-4 p.m.

or Bowker one hour before concert
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In The Nation And The World
U.S. -Mid-East Involvement

No TroopsToGo ;Arms Sent

ON ROAD TO DAMASCUS-ISRAELI SOLDIERS RUN FOR COVER in rocky ^vrZ^^^
Damascus road, 10 mi. inside Syria as more than a score of heavy artillery shells impact amid infantry
tanks, and halftracks. Shells exploding only 150 f . away caused no casualties.

Mid-East War Rages ; Cease Fire Hinted

By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The State

Department said yesterday the

United States does not intend to

send American combat forces to

the Middle East.

But, it was learned, the ongoing
U.S. shipment of jet airplanes,

tanks and other weapons to Israel

may eventually equal the massive
Soviet shipments to Egypt and
Syria or even exceed them.

"We will be guided by what
Israel's military needs are," said

Robert J. McCloskey, the State

Department spokesman, in regard
to Washington's resupply plans.

Officials said Moscow has
ferried some 5,000 tons of equip-

ment to Egypt and Syria in 300

flights during one week. The U.S.
airlift amounted in its first two
days, to about one-tenth that

amount.
Meanwhile, President Nixon

agreed to receive four Arab foreign
ministers at the White House
Wednesday.
They are Abdel Aziz Bouteflika

of Algeria, Sabah al-Sabah of
Kuwait, Ahmed Taibi Benhima of

Morocco and Umar al-Saqqaf of
Saudi Arabia.

An Arab spokesman discouraged
speculation that they asked to see
Nixon, to discuss oil shipments to

the United States.

"They want only to take up the
U.S. involvement in the war," the
spokesman said.

CALL

545-2566

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israel claimed a task force

crossed the Suez Canal and was
striking at Egyptian anti-aircraft
missile batteries and artillery in
the rear lines yesterday. Cairo said
its forces were waging a "vicious
battle" against Israeli armor
trying to punch through an
Egyptian beachhead.
A Cairo communique said

Egyptian commanders had thrown
armor, infantry and planes into the
fight.

President Anwar Sadat warned
that Egypt has missiles ready to
carry the Arab attack into "the
very depths of Israel," if the
Israeli attack th Arab heartland.
But he added that he is ready to
accept a cease-fire and attend a
U.N. peace conference if Israel
pulls out of all Arab lands occupied
since 1967.

Later in the day, Premier Golda
Meir told the Israeli parliament
she has received no cease-fire offer
"from any source." She said the
Egyptian drive into the Sinai had
been blunted after 11 days of fierce
desert tank battles, and added:

"The time for a cease-fire will

come indeed when the enemy's
strength has been broken.

"I have been asked repeatedly,
'When will it end?'," she said. "My
answer is, when we manage to

defeat the enemy."
Sadat and Mrs. Meir spoke soon

after the Israeli command in Tel
Aviv claimed its jets were bombing

targets in the Nile Delta about 100

miles north of Cairo as furious tank
battles raged in the Sinai peninsula
and on the Syrian front along the
road to Damascus.
A military communique from

Cairo said Egyptian troops were
battling late in the day to beat back
the Israeli attempt to smash
through to Egyptian territory on
the western side of the canal.

Mrs. Meir said nothing about
where the Israeli force was
reported to have crossed into the
western bank of the canal from the
Sinai battleground to the east, nor
did she say how big the force was.
Previous Israeli commando

teams have mounted hit-and-run
raids on the western bank of the
canal. But Israel has never in-

vaded Egypt proper in force.

Egypt seized control along the
eastern bank of the 103-mile-long
waterway after its forces stormed
across and knocked back Israeli

defenders as the current round of
Middle East hostilities erupted
Oct. 6. Israel seized the entire Sinai
up to the canal in the 1967 war.
The Israeli push into Syria has

slowed markedly in the last two
days and observers believed the
brunt of Israeli firepower may
have been turned to the south
against the Egyptians in the Sinai.

SPECIAL BREAKFAST
Fresh frozen Orange

or

Grapefruit juice

Two eggs; Home fries

Toast with jelly

Coffee

99
— Sandwiches
— Ice Cream

168 N. Pleasant St. 253-2291

Open 6:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.

presents:

Prof. Robert Hill
speaking on:

Crisis of Black Nationalism after Marcus Garvey

Thursday, Oct. 18 Engineering East 8:15

Kissinger, Le Due Tho
Win Nobel Peace Prize

By OYV1ND NORSTROM
Associated Press Writer

OSLO, Norway ( AP) — Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger and Le Due Tho of North Vietnam were
awarded the 1973 Nobel Peace Prize yesterday for
fashioning the cease-fire which officially ended the
Vietnam war.
Mrs. Aase Lionaes, chairwoman of the Nobel

committee, announced the award would be shared
equally by the arthitects of the truce, who conducted
42 months of on-and-off, tough negotiations in Paris
before reaching agreement in January.
In a brief statement, Mrs. Lionaes said the prize

winners "had acted in accord with Alfred Nobel's
idea... that conflicts should be solved through
negotiations and not by war."
Kissinder, 50, and Tho, 62, a member of the North

Vietnamese Politburo and the first ranking member
of a Communist government to win the prize, will
each receive 255,000 Swedish crowns, or about
$60,000, the Nobel medal and the peace prize diploma.
The presentations will be made in a formal

ceremony at the University of Oslo Dec. 10. Mrs.
Lionaes said she hoped both winners would attend.
She said both had been notified immediately before
the public announcement at the Nobel Institute

Kissinger was attending a White House meeting on
the Middle East when he received the word. He was

beaming as he left to drive to the State Department
saying "I'm very pleased." No comment was
available from Tho.
President Nixon said, "By jointly citing Dr

Kissinger and Le Due Tho, the Nobel Committee has
also given deserved recognition to the art of
negotiation," which Nixon said "will be more
essential than ever as we seek to build and maintain a
structure of peace in the world."

Kissinger, who was Nixon's chief national security
adviser when he negotiated the cease-fire, is the 16th
American to win the peace prize. Tho is the first
Asian to be so honored.
A total of 47 candidates had been nominated for the

1973 prize, including Nixon and Yugoslav President
Tito.

Kissinger and Tho earned their prize the hard way-
in hundreds of hours of tense and exhausting secret
talks that often looked virtually hopeless.
Their meetings began in 1969, in such secrecy that

Kissinger sometimes traveled to them by subway to
avoid attracting the attention of newsmen.
When they ended in a blaze of news and television

coverage in January, they were still nominally
secret. But Kissinger and Tho found themselves
followed wherever they went in Paris by scores of
newsmen and photographers.

Gulf Of Mexico To Open
For Oil Search

By WILLIAM L. CHAZE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Faced
with a growing energy crisis, the
United States is preparing to open
the eastern Gulf of Mexico to oil

exploration to boost domestic
production.

The Interior Department plans

to permit offshore drilling despite

environmentalists' warnings that

oil spills could ruin beaches that

attract tourists and fears that

discovery of oil could force
military base closings.

The beaches and bases provide

important revenue for local

communities along the eastern

Gulf.

The U.S. Geological Survey

believes the area nas between two
billion and three billion barrels of
oil and production potential of up to

590,000 barrels daily. That is about
half as much oil as is being pumped
off the Louisiana and Texas
Coasts.

The Interior Department has
indicated it will accept oil com-
pany bids in December for driling

rights on more than 800,000 acres of
the Gulf off the Florida,
Mississippi and Alabama coasts.

Full development ot the eastern
Gulf would require about 1,500

wells, says the Interior Depart-
ment.
Several members of Florida's

congressional delegation have
appealed to President Nixon to halt

the leasing, but he has not in-

tervened.

The eastern Gulf leasing is part

of the Interior Department's five-

year plan for expanding offshore

supplies of about 1,300 wells in the

western Gulf off Texas and
Louisiana.

The schedule calls for 15 lease

sales through May 1978 with the

first covering the eastern Gulf.

Lease-selling shifts to Louisiana in

March and then to southern
California next September.
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Senate Asks For
Ford Tax Audit

By JOHN C HADWICK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate Rules Committee yesterday
asked for an Internal Revenue
Service audit of Vice President-

designate Gerald R. Ford's income
tax returns.

Chairman Howard W. Cannon.
D-Nev., said the committee also is

seeking access to Ford's tax

returns for the last seven years, a
period coinciding with his service

as House Republican leader.

Cannon told newsmen these are
part of the background material

the committee wants for its public

hearings on Ford's nomination to

replace Spiro T. Agnew, who
resigned as vice president last

week.

No date was set for the start of

the hearings, but Cannon said his

guess is that they would begin

about Oct. 30 or 3l".

Cannon said the unprecedented
request is for an IRS audit of

Ford's tax returns over the last

five years.

Ford already has said he would
make his tax returns available,

along with a statement of his

financial affairs. He has said he

owns no stocks or bonds other than
$9,000 of debentures in a business
that was family owned.
Cannon said he has written the

60-year-old Michigan congressman
asking a financial statement and
his tax returns and also has asked
the House clerk for campaign
contribution and expenditure
reports filed by Ford.
Asked whether any attempt

would be made to drag out the
hearings on Ford's nomination
until the controversy over the
Watergate tapes is resolved,
Cannon said "I know nothing about
it."

UNIVERSITY

HOMECOMING FLOAT PARADE

FRI., OCT. 19

The Pizza

Revolution

is coming!

7:00 p.m.

starts at

HAGIS MALL

(All interested in submitting a Float call 5-0174 or Student Activities)

Sponsored by Greek Council

TROPHIES WILL BE AWARDED

UNIVERSITY OF GHANA CULTURAL DANCERS with GHANA ARTS COUNCIL DANCERS
and

WEST AFRICA INTERNATIONAL RAMBLERS DANCE BAND

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10

Tickets: $1.50 UM-A students, $3.00 others

Presented by the Fine Arts Council in association with the African Student Association and the w E B
DuBois Department of Afro-American Studies

A Third World Cultural Series Event

• p.m.

Box Office, 125 Herter Hall, M-F, 9-4

Telephone 545-0202
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U.S. Administration Charged

With Spending Errors
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Staff Photo-Larry Stein
Howard Noble of New Britain. Conn, spends his free time flying his kite. Mr. Noble constructed this 35

pound kite from aluminum poles and a nylon sail.

New Premier Names Civilian-Dominated Cabinet

By DENNIS NEELD
Associated Press Writer

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — Thailand's new
premier named a civilian-dominated Cabinet
yesterday following a student revolt that overthrew
the old military regime in two days of riots and street
fighting.

The capital remained under student control with
troops and all but a few traffic police keeping out of
sight. But the students put aside their banners and
took up brushes to clean up the debris of battle.

All but two important posts in Prime Minister
Sanya Thammasak's Cabinet went to civilians.

The ministers were chosen in consultation with
student leaders and were widely hailed among the
thousands of youths who took to the streets to con-
front police and troops at height of the revolt.

The overthrow of Thailand's three military
strongmen not only returns the country to civilian
rule but greatly increases the influence of King
Bhumibol Adulyadej. Prime Minister Sanya, a
respected university rector, is regarded as a king's

man.
According to palace sources, the king persuaded

army strongmen to leave the country. He warned
they would turn Bangkok into a slaughterhouse if

they brought troops into the capital to crush the
revolt.

As it is, more then 283 civilians are known to have
been killed and several hundreds wounded.
The ratio of civilians to military men in the new

Cabinet roughly reverses the ratio under the former
premier, Field Marshal Thanom Kittikachorn and
his strongman deputy, Field Marshal Praphas
Charusathien.
The government radio announced that Thanom

had left the country, but there has been no report of his
having arrived in any other country.
New Foreign Minister Charoonpan Issarangkul

indicated there would be no change in Thailand's
foreign policy and the country's close and friendly
relations with the United States would continue.
The United States has more than 38,000 servicemen

at six air bases in Thailand.

Atlanta Mayor Holds Slim Lead
By TONY I,EDWELL

Associated Press Writer

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - As the
Collegian was going to press it was
learned that Mavnard Jackson had
gone ahead to win the election and
become the new Mayor of Atlanta.
This story was written earlier.

ATLANTA. Ga. (AP) Atlanta

Mayor Sam Massell grabbed an
early but slim lead yesterday over
black challenger Maynard Jackson
in a bitter mayoral runoff election.

The early returns were ap-

parently split evenly between
predominantly white and
predominantly black precincts.

The results of the election could

give Atlanta a predominantly
black city government. The
general election two weeks ago
assured blacks of at least nine of

the 18 city council seats. Blacks

also won a majority five-of the

seats on the nine-member school

board.

A hitch in the runoff election

developed late in the day, when
Fulton County Superior Court

Judge Charles Wofford granted an
injunction preventing final cer

tification of the results until a suit

challenging the general election is

settled.

Attorney Henry M. Henderson

filed the suit, claiming voting

irregularities such as misprinted
ballots. No date was set for a
hearing on the matter
The new city officals will assume

office Jan. 7. 1974, the same day a
new city charter goes into effect.

For the first time in 100 vears, the

lines of executive and legislative

authority in city government will

be clearly delineated.

The charter replaces the office of
vice mayor, which Jackson won
lour years ago, with that of City
Council President.

Cuban Kidnaps Ambassadors
BRUSSELS (API - An armed

Cuban took the Belgian and French
ambassadors to Cuba hostage
yesterday in an attempt to obtain
sale passage out of Fidel Castro's
island nation, a Belgian Foreign
Ministry spokesman said.

The spokesman said
Ambassador Jean Somershausen
arrived at his residence to find a
man holding his wife and a French
newsman at gunpoint. The gunman
asked the Belgian ambassador to

negotiate safe conduct out of Cuba
for him with Cuban authorities.

Somershausen made a few calls

to officials, the ministry
spokesman said. Then the gunman
decided to move to the French
embassy, where he took the
French ambassador and the
ambassador's secretary as ad-
ditional hostages

In Paris, the French Foreign
Ministry said it had received no

report from its

Pierre Anthonioz.
ambassador.

By CARL P. LEI BSOOKF
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) In a

sharply critical report on U.S. aid

to Cambodia, the General
Accounting Offices said yesterday

the Nixon administration has filed

incomplete spending reports and
used military personnel for more
than their assigned task of auditing

equipment deliveries.

The report also said U.S.

economic aid in fiscal 1971 and 1972

had exceeded the amount the

Cambodian economy could ab-

sorb; supervision of military aid

remains inadequate, and funds are

still going to nonexistent Cam-
bodian troops. It said aid super-

vision had improved in recent

months.
The GAO study was made to

monitor restrictions voted by
Congress on the level of U.S. aid

and employes in Cambodia, and
the ban on U.S. combat troops and
military advisers.

The congressional fiscal wat-
chdog agency urged the State and
Defense departments to include all

spending in Cambodia in reports to

Congress and to give more com-
plete information about the kind of

military aid being provided.
In assessing the impact of the

congressional ban on military
advisors in Cambodia, the report
noted that Nixon administration
officials had sharply limited the

role of the Military Equipment
Deli e y Teams set up to monitor
U.S. equipment deliveries.

"Although MEDT personnel
were not assigned to Cambodian
military units," the report said,

"MEDT activities expanded
considerably from verifying
requirements and monitoring
deliveries, as initially described by
Secretaries of State and Defense."

These included, it reported,
recommending changes in force

structure, advising and assisting

on contingency plans, providing

technical assistance on logis'cal

aspects of military aid and
providing technical military
assistance and information about
American material.

DECORATING

SUPPLIES

A. J. Hastings, Inc.

Newsdealer & Stationer

AMHERST, MASS.

The
un-dormitories.
< .riMt oft-campus living—indoorsand out—at eitheroftwo mod-
ern apartment complexes, only minutesawav by car or bike from
Ai nht Tst College,downtownAmherstor UMa>.s, Now accepting
duplications lor September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

•1,2,3bedrmapts.
• heat & ah* conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 1 swimming pools with
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• 2 pro tennis courts
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football, badminton
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• swimming pool
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Officials Weighed
Clean-Air Proposals
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,TV CHECK-Student guards Deborah Polhemus. 20. of Tiburon, Calif.,ana Justin I). Parks. 26. of Southport, Conn., check bicycles while making rounds at Dakin Hall at
Hampshire College. Students patrol through the night for campus security.

Pentagon Papers

Senate Urging Secrecy
By HARRISON HUMPHRIES

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - A Senate committee is urging the overhaul of

nfih^yp
C,a

,

SS,f,Ca
i'
0n Procedure* ^r government documents in the wakeof the Pentagon Papers disclosures.

The special committee named to study the subject recommended thatCongress, withdraw broad authority given to the executi^branch torestrict circulation of government papers and instead set up guidelinesdefining areas of national security.
—imnra

Machinery was proposed for questioning executive decisions on
classification of documents for national security reasons.
Meanwhile, the committee recommended that individual senators

possessing secret documents consult with the Senate Ethics Committee
before deciding whether to disclose them.
The special bipartisan 10-member committee was established in

August 1972 after Sen. Mike Gravel. D-Alaska, made public portions of
the Pentagon Papers, a secret study of U.S. involvement in the Vietnam
war, which previously had been leaked to the press.
Balked in his effort to read the papers to the Senate floor. Gravel called

a midnight meeting of a Senate subcommittee and read the documents
into the record.

The Special Committee to Study Questions Related to Secret and
Confidential Documents is headed by Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield, D-Mont., and Minority Leader Hugh Scott, R-Pa.
Drawing from Supreme Court decisions, the committee said Congress

has given the executive branch, in an exemption under the Freedom of
Information Act, total authority to require secrecy in the interest of
national defense or foreign policy.

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer

Officials in 17 areas weighed new
clean-air proposals Tuesday and
tried to figure out how and whether
they could meet the new
regulations aimed mainly at
cutting the number of vehicles on
the road.

The Environmental Protection
Agency announced Monday it had
approved transportation control
plans for 17 areas - five of them in
California - in an effort to meet 1977
clean-air deadlines set by
Congress.

George Taylor, deputy executive
director for the California Air
Resources Board, noted that the
rules called for installation of
pollution control devices on older
cars and said, "Whether we meet
this will depend on whether a
suitable device is developed for
these vehicles."

Taylor said most of the
California areas will need more
time to meet mass transit
proposals and added: "The
regulations are probably not
meetable in the Los Angeles area
even with more time. There are too
many people."

Russell E. Train, EPA ad-
ministrator, conceded on Monday
that the new restrictions, which
range up to fuel rationing, were
"unreasonable" and said he would

ask Congress for authority to
extend the deadline for areas in
serious trouble

Massachusetts officials began
hearings on Monday on the latest
plans which in Boston would ban
on-street parking from 7 a.m. to 10
a.m. and put a surcharge on off-
street parking.
The Greater Boston Chamber of

Commerce said it was completely
opposed to the regulations which, it

said, would cut the number of
shoppers and force some stores out
of business.

The most severe regulations
were proposed for the California
areas - I,os Angeles, San Fran-
cisco, Sacramento, San Diego and
the San Joaquin Valley - and
Denver, Colo. The federal agency
said these cities would have to cut
back drastically on the number of
vehicles on the road, partly by
rationing fuel.

In Los Angeles, officials said the
latest EPA proposals were an
improvement over earlier plans.

Watch for
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Treat yourself and all the very special people you know
to a priceless "package" of entertainment for only $4.15:

Weds., Oct. 24, 8:00 in the S.U.B,

Tickets - $2.00 at door

THE SUNLIGHT
DIALOGUES *
14 weeks on the N. Y.
Times best seller list.

FIRST TIME IN PAPERBACK.
(Single copy: $1.95)

GRENDEL
"A work of extra-
ordinary beauty."
—Saturday Review
(Single copy: 95K)

THE WRECKAGE
OF AGATHON
"Highly original."
—New York Times
(Single eopy: $1.25)

ALL THREE BOOKS, HANDSOMELY GIFT-BOXED. $4.11
"Available now at the University Bookstore (jfa BALLANTINE BOOKS, IMC.
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Ford Admits Aiding Penn Central Asks

Liddy In Job Hunt For Safety Standard Exemption

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 17, 1973

By JIM ADAM!
Associated Tress Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice President -designate Gerald R. Ford
confirmed yesterday that he helped get Watergate conspirator G. Gordon
Liddy a job in government as a political favor for another congressman.

But Ford denied another story, published in a book last year, that he
underwent psychiatric treatment for a year. He called it a "categorical
inaccuracy."

The House Republican leader said he called the Treasury Department
to help get Liddy a job there in 1967 or 1968 at the request of Rep
Hamilton Fish Jr., R-N.Y.
Ford told newsmen: "I said, flam, he's not my constituent, he's yours.

It's your responsibility. But I'll make a phone call'."
Ford said he called Eugene T. Rossides, then assistant secretary for

trade, and Liddy subsequently got a job in the Treasury Department.
Liddy later joined the White House "plumbers unit" and became

counsel for President Nixon's re-election finance committee.
Liddy was convicted of conspiring to burgle and wiretap the

Democrats' Watergate national headquarters while he worked for the
Nixon committee.
The allegation that Ford had psychiatric treatment for a year from a

Dr Arnold Hutschnecker in New York City was published by Washington
lobbyist Robert N. Winter-Berger in his book "The Washington Pay-Off."
Ford told newsmen he visited Hutschnecker for 15 minutes one time to

meet him - not for treatment.
Hutschnecker said in a telephone interview from his New York office

that the book's allegation is untrue.
"He (Ford) never came here as a patient in the first place," Hut-

schnecker said. "This is sheer fantasy."
Hutschnecker said Ford did visit him briefly one day but said he could

not recall why.
Ford said Winter-Berger had urged him repeatedly to visit Hut-

schnecker and he did so while in New York for a speech.
Ik (Winter-berger) extolled Hutschnecker's virtues as an eminent

doctor and said I should meet him," Ford said.
Asked how Winter-Berger had gotten close enough to Ford to make

such suggestions, Ford said the lobbyist was originally introduced to him
by longtime friends.

Egyptian Missle

Subject Of Controversy

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Assessments differ on the Zafer missile, which Egyptian President

Anwar Sadat said yesterday was poised against Israel, but everyone
agrees it has the range to hit Tel Aviv and Jerusalem.
Jane's Yearbook of Weapons Systems, published in London, credits the

missile with a range of 233 miles, carrying a 1 , 100-pound warhead.
Jane's current edition said it is not known whether the missile is as yet

operational, but noted that the Egyptian armed forces include a missile
command with a strength of 4.000 men.

Israeli commentators rate the Zafer as having a shorter range 180
miles with a warhead of 880 pounds.
And Israeli sources claimed the Egyptian-made rockets have never

been tested operationally and their accuracy is unproven. The range of
180 miles, however, would put Tel Aviv and Jerusalem within range if
accuracy is achieved.
A Soviet-built Kelt rocket was officially reported by the Israelis to have

been fired at Tel Aviv by the Egyptians on the first day of the current
war. It was shot down by an Israeli jet pilot after it was spotted on a radar
screen.

Janes estimates that Egypt has built about 100 missiles of all types In
Arabic Zafer means victorious.

While the Egyptians gave much attention to their rockets, at least
initially, the Israelis keep their missile potential secret.
However, the London-based International Institute of Strategic Studies

reported earlier this year that the Israelis are believed to have the MD-
660 Jericho missile in production. The institute said it has a range of 280
miles but is not yet known to be deployed operationally.

Special Guest Stars

SKILES AND
HENDERSON

Springfield Civic Center
Springfield, Mass. 01 103

FRI. - OCT. 19 - 8 p.m.

1277 Main St.

;
TICKETS: $6.50 - $5.50 - $4.50 ,

^ SPRINGFIELD NORTHAMPTON £
^^ Civic Center Box Office Mad Apple ^P
ttvLjw HOLYOKE .tfi|3^**^ Mad Hatter ***^P

ByJAY PERKINS
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AIM The
Federal Railroad Administration
yesterday was asked by the Penn
Central for an exemption from
safety standards which the
railroad claims could put it out of
business and create power and
food shortages in areas of the
Northeast.

The standards - which set
maximum speeds for trains
depending on the condition of the
railroad track - went into effect at
midnight Monday. Penn Central
says almost 7,000 miles of its 38,000

miles of track do not meet the
minimum federal standard for use
at any speed.

It asked the FHA to exempt the
track from the safety standards
until the end of 1974. An FRA
examiner heard testimony on the
request Tuesday. A decision is

likely by Wednesday, a spokesman
for the federal agency said.

Penn Central said it has shut
down operations on 2,789 miles of

substandard track to keep from
violating the new law and sent

maintenance supervisors to other

stretches of substandard track to

oversee restoration work.
The safety law provides that

railroads may continue to run
trains over substandard track if

the track is being restored and if a

supervisor watches over the track

at all times.

Without the exemption, Penn
Central could be fined up to $2,500

per day for running trains over
substandard track. It also could be
subject to a court injunction or-

dering it to shut down all

operations over non-federally

approved roadbed.
The company contended it has

neither the time nor the money to
upgrade the track. It also said a
shortage of railroad crossties
make it impossible to comply with
the federal regulations; it would
cost more than $49 million to repair
the faulty track and repairs would
take at least eight years.
The substandard track totals

6,851 miles, John DePodesta, at-
torney for Penn Central, told the
FRA hearing Tuesday.
Most of the track is on branch

and secondary lines and in swit-
ching yards, DePodesta said.
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SPECIALISTS IS QUALITY, LIGHTWEIGHT
BACKPACKING. SKI TOURINGAND
MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT.

Located en Route 9 at the Amherst -Hadley Town
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PRE-SEAS0N SKI-TOURING EQUIPMENT SUE
Oct. 11 -Nov. 3, 1973
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CHELSEA, Mass. -TOURS FIRE SCENE-
Massachusetts Sen. Edward M. Kennedy tours area in

Chelsea Monday which was destroyed by fire over-
night. He *s with Chelsea Mayor Philip Spelman.

"King Of Hot Jazz Drummers"

Gene Krupa Dies At 64
VONKER8, NY. (AP) - Gene

Krupa, king of hot jazz drummers,
died Tuesday at his home here. He
was 64.

He had been released a week ago
from Yonkers General Hospital.

where he was treated for leukemia.
A 1959 movie called "The dene

Krupa Story," starring Sal Mineo
as Krupa, told of Krupa's career
from his Chicago beginnings
around 1927 to 1943, when he made
a comeback after serving a prison
term for possession of marijuana.
Krupa played with Benny

Goodman in the mid- 1930s and
later formed his own band, which
he revived after his return from
prison.

He seldom discussed his
marijuana conviction, but in 1969
talked about it to a group of teen-
agers on Long Island.

With shoulders hunched and face
grimacing, he demonstrated for

the youngsters drum rolls played
by a "straight" drummer and by
one on marijuana

"When you play the drums, you
try to draw the sound out," he said

"But when you're on drugs, you
pound."
Krupa's last public appearance

was Aug. 18 in Saratoga, NY., with
the reconstituted Benny Goodman
quartet clarinetist Goodman,
pianist Teddy Wilson, vibraharpist
Lionel Hampton and Krupa
They had been reunited last

summer for the Newport Jazz
Festival in New York, where his

fellow drummers presented Krupa

with a scroll saying they wanted to

honor him while he was still alive

Krupa's first wife, Ethel, whom
he married in 1933, died in 1955. He
was divorced from his second wife,

Patricia Bowler, whom he married
in 1959

Survivors include two adopted
children and a brother, Jules, of

Chicago.

A Requiem Mass will be held

Thursday at St. Denis Church here
The body will be flown to Chicago
for burial.

Truth-In-Lending Law
Is Being Violated
BOSTON (AP) - Two consumer

groups said Tuesday a survey they
conducted of 470 banks in
Massachusetts showed a large
number were violating provisions
of the state's 1966 truth-in-lending
law.

The groups said the banks were
violating the law that requires
them to quote only the annual
percentage rate when discussing a
loan with the public.

The report of the survey was
published by the Eastern
Massachusetts Public Interest
Research group.
The eastern group said it found

25 per cent of the banks it surveyed
in violation of the law. The western
group said it found 46 per cent of
the banks surveyed in the state's

four western counties in violation.

"Despite the intention of the
truth-in-lending law," the report
said, "The average consumer
continues to be frustrated in at-

tempts to compare interest rates
on loans.

"And those banks which make

REPRESENTATIVE

the extra effort to comply with the
applicable laws face regular
discrimination at the hands of

those banks less scrupulous in this

regard," the report said.

Montague Road, Leverett
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We're looking for part-time
help to promote the campus
market for film developing.

Our rep will distribute pro-
motional materials, posters,
"free" processing coupons,
etc. No photo experience
necessary.

Good money-maker! Your
efforts backed by college
newspaper ads. Don't pass
this one up.

Ms Ronda Tyler
J OO Summers St
FCoolville. Ohio 45723

Wrafts
RESTAURANT

16 West St. (Rt. 5), West Hatfield

247-5947

Fine Colonial A tmosphere

Wonderful Family Dining

FAMOUS FOR ROAST TOP SIRLOIN OF
BEEF. We also feature steaks, sea food,

cocktails and a complete selection of wines.

We cater to luncheons and dinners for

parties up to 50 people. Call us for a menu
and price.

10:30 am 2:00 pm Lunch
5:00 pm 10:00 pm Dinner

Sunday 12 noon 9 pm
closed all day Tuesday

and your guest are invited to

enjoy two dinners from the regular

menu for the price of one.

This GOLDEN BOOK offer valid any-

time, one time only.

WHAT IS GOLDEN VALUE CARD?
It's a year's membership card to over

100 looal merchants who have pledged

to Save you money!

SKI MT. TOM
Mt. Tom Ski Area

Route 5, Hotyoke

=2

Open:

You

M

(Only minutes away from Route 91)

536 0416

Your best "Close To Home" Skiing

with complete facilities

Open every day & night
#
Excellent ski school

Snowmakinq on the entire area

All GOLDEN BOOK skiers w.ll enjoy $1.50
off the price of their "All Lift" ticket, as well
as the ticket on one guest.

This GOLDEN BOOK offer valid

Weekdays and Weeknights

This is an unlimited GOLDEN BOOK offer

MISTER TIRE
Route 116

Plainfield, Mass.

Located right in the center
at Plainf ield, Mass.

As an introductory offer to GOLDEN
BOOK members, we will give 50% off
the list price on car and truck tires.

Free mounting and balancing on cars
and pickups only.

This is an unlimited GOLDEN BOOK
offer

Complete full line of Dun/op Tires

Industrial, commercial, farm,

Standard, Foreign

ON CAMPUS WED., THURS., FRI. CONCOURSE RETWEEN C.C. ft S.U.

%. . V V . . ) * ? I • > ft a * TTTT

HSM
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Living In Fine Arts
By KAREN A. MONACO

Do you remember the 100 kids who were living in the Campus Center
Hotel for the first couple of weeks of school because they hadn't received
room assignments? Well, the University is hoping that we've all forgotten
about them. You'll notice that we have/it heard a thing about them since
then, have we? Those people at Housing are really clever bastards. But
they couldn't fool my friend Moey and I.

We were sitting in my room last week when Moey queried, "Gee Karen,
I wonder where they put all those kids who were living at the CC?"

"I really hadn't been worrying too much about it." I said. But she was
determined.

"Well, where can 100 people just go? I mean they had to put them
somewhere."

"I suppose you're right," I conceded, "it must be something like the
principle of diffusion that we learned in Chemistry; the atoms start
bouncing off each other and move from an area of higher concentration to
an area of lower concentration." Moey hummed in contemplation but
wondered why I had to put it in terms of Chemistry. Well, naturally I had
to going to UMass and all. And besides, it was one'of the few things that I

remembered.
"No, I just can't buy it, I said. "Besides, you didn't do so hot in Chem

anyway, did you?" ( I never told her I got an A.)
"Karen, I bet I know where they are! "she shrieked.
In five minutes we were down at the Fine Arts Building and preceding

to walk up the entrance ramp. I guess they weren't expecting us though
because the doors were locked But. as I said, she was determined. So we
walked back down the ramp, and took a left on the CC side of the building
to find another entrance which we did. and which I don't think I could tell

you how we did it if my sweet mothers life depended on it. In fact, I can't
tell you how we found anything, how we entered, how we left, reentered,
where we walked, turned etc.

(Continued on P. 11)

Garry: "Hello, my name is Garry
Moore, and welcome to, 'To Tell

the Truth'. Our first guest tonight

is a man who has served as the
nation's second highest executive,

and I'm sure you'll be interested in

hearing his story."

Announcer: "Number one, what
is your name?"
No. 1:

Agnew."
No. 2:

Agnew."
No. 3:

Agnew."
Garry: "Well now you've heard

all three of our contestants
claiming to be Spiro Agnew. And
here is his story.

'I, Spiro Theodore Agnew, began
my political career in 1957, when I

was appointed to the Zoning Board
of Appeals of Baltimore County, a
position which I held until 1961. In

1962, I ran successfully for County
Executive, thus making me the
first Republican to hold that office

since 1895. In 1966, I ran for

Governor of Maryland against a
segregationist named George
Mahoney, and won that election

decisively. During my term as
governor, I was known widely as a
liberal, but during the Baltimore
racial problems of 1968, 1 turned to

being a conservative. Although I

had supported Nelson Rockefeller
for President in 1968, I altered my
position to support Richard Nixon
at the 1968 Republican Convention.
This enabled me to obtain the
Republican Vice Presidential
Nomination, and later, become the
Vice President of the United
States, a position I held until my
resignation last week. I have
always done my best to work for

the good of the nation!

Announcer: Well, there you have
it, so let's start the questioning
with Kitty Carlisle."

Kitty: "Thank you, Garry.
Alright, former vice president
number one, I guess the most
obvious question to ask would be,
why did you resign as vice
president?"
No. 1: "Well. I resigned with

numerous counts of accepting
kickback payments from major
contractors, and although I'm not
guilty of these charges, I didn't
want any dispersions cast on the
office of the vice president."

Kitty: "Tell me, number two.
Were you acquitted of these
charges?"

No. 2: "No, I was not. I pleaded
guilty in exchange for a lighter

sentence."

Garry: "I'm sorry Kitty, your
time is up. Let's move on to Bill

Cullen."

Kill: "Yes, number three, were
you guilty of these charges?"
No. 3: "No, I was not!"

Bill: "Then I can't understand
why you pleaded guilty. Why did

you plead guilty, number three?

No. 3: "I pleaded guilty in the

interest of expediency. I thought

the nation would suffer more if

subjected to a lengthy trial of that

sort."

Garry: "We're going to have to

move on to Peggy Cass. Peggy?"
p*ggy ; "Gee, I'm awfully

confused. Is there any truth to any
of the charges, number two?"
No. 2: "No there isn't. Those

charges are damned lies!"

P*ggy ; "Gee, I hope they don't

censor that. Tell me number one, if

these charges are really what
number two just called them, then

how did they become so well-

known?"
No. l : "Because of illegal acts by

the press to gain information leaks.

The press is responsible for my
resignation."

Garry: "Time's up Peggy. It's

time to move on to Gene
Rayburn."
Gene: "Thank you, Garry. Mr.

Agnew number one seems to place
a great deal of the blame on the
press. Number three, what is your
opinion of the press?"
No. 3: "I feel that the press, as a

group of effete snobs, have con-
tinually plotted my downfall and
are responsible for the atrocious
state of mistrust the country is

presently experiencing. Well let

me say one thing to the press. They
won't have Spiro Agnew to kick
around any more! !"

Garry: "Well that about does it.

Now we'll ask our panel to cast
their votes for either Spiro Agnew
number one, number two, or
number three. Kitty, what have
you decided?
Kitty: "Well frankly, I'm

stumped. They all seem to be such
good actors, but I voted for number
three."

Garry: "Bill Cullen, what have
you decided?"

Bill: "Honestly, I think they're
all lying, but because of number
two's insistence that the charges
were false, I voted for him."

Garry: "Alright, Peggy, tell us
how you voted."

Peggy: "Gee, I'm still confused,
but number two looks like a vice
president, so I voted for him."
Garry: "Well, it comes down to

Gene Rayburn, Gene, how did you
vote?"

Gene: "Well Garry, I think they
all could fool almost anybody, but

number one seemed a little ner-

vous on that question about the

press, so I voted for him."
Garry: "Alright, the panel

seems to be pretty well confused,
as we have one vote for number
one, two for number two, and one
vote for number three. So without
further adieu, will the real Spiro
Theodore Agnew please stand
up?!"

Reid Fishman is a Collegian

columnist.
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Studying Distractions
By BOB ROSSMAN

In search for some inspiration for my next column, I realize that this
search, in itself, is the inspiration. Confusing? Should be. Well, as I write
this it is 4:00 a.m. I guess that still doesn't explain what that has to do with
the price of eggs. Actually, I told my friends that I was going to pull an all-
nighter tonight to catch up on all the studying I haven't done yet this
semester. This article is just a distraction, not the first of the night (and
hopefully not the last ), but nonetheless a very welcome one.
This all brings me back to the point of this article-the importance of

distractions to studying. They needn't be that important or monumental,
or even as time consuming as writing and typing an article for the
Collegian, but they must be there for the sake of your sanity. For most
people little ones will suffice, like telephone calls, friends walking past
your door and saying hello, or even getting up to go to the bathroom
However, there are people, like myself, for whom these are just not
enough.

People who put off all their studying until just before midterms and
finals don't always do so on purpose. Everyone knows that weekends are
not made for studying. After all, after a hard week of going to some
classes, and avoiding doing homework every night, you gotta have a
couple of days to relax and-or do what you want.
And those every nights-well, that's hard work, too. I couldn't begin to

count all those times that I told my friends that I thought that that would
be the night when Id finally crack the ol' books, only to find something
much better to do. Something better can be anything from seeing that
movie that I've been waiting to see for so long, to a mean game of whist
(which usually turns into six or seven games), to finding a pinball
machine that's hungry for my money only.
Finally midterms come and there's no more putting it off Personally

this week I have five exams and four papers to write. Having not opened a
l>ook yet this semester, I figured tonight's the night to start I have
started, but the distractions on this night of nights have greatly out-
numbered the accomplishments
A list:

1. A game of frisbee in the corridor.
2. Three phone calls (one made, two received).
3. Having a bite to eat ( half a lemon cream pie )

.

4. Listening to a friend's problems with her boyfriend
5. Constant peeking to find out what the score"of the football game was
6. Bullshitting with friends.

7. A nightcap with some friends.

8 Writing a column for the Collegian.
The only reason that I pull all-nighters is that people don't believe that I

study, and since I have an image to keep up, I do it when nobody's around.

lalo^ll'h!!
1/^ "

g
n

t^tb°°!C mjght Play hard 0n m* friends thatnave weak hearts. I usually like to keep up the status quo, and those who
read this article will know that they were right all along

ob Rossman is a Collegian commentator.

Editorial Poin ts
Did you notice that huge

rainbow in the sky yesterday
afternoon'' Reliable' sources
indicate that Spiro Agnew was
seen running around campus,
asking directions to the end of
the rainbow

*• »• *

In an unrelated incident a
young girl was spotted running
around campus asking
directions to Kansas.

Meanwhile, 18,000 UMies
were overheard chanting.
"There's no place like home,
there's no place like home..."

*****

A statement was released
simultaneously in San
(lemente denying the rain-

bow's existence, and denying
rumors that the little dog
running around campus was
named Checkers.

Letters To The Editor

Almy's: Setting The Record Straight

To The Editor:

A letter which appeared in last

Wednesday's Collegian concerning
itself with the "arrogant em-
ployment practices" of Almy's
department store in Hadley. The
arguments offered contained
glaring inaccuracies, and while I

do not for a minute deny anyone
the right to express his or her
discontentment with any issue, I

also feel that a responsibility to

base such arguments on facts

should be assumed by all. In the

interest of accurate presentation of

facts, I will take this opportunity to

set the record straight.

It was stated in the letter in

question, that "on Sat., Sept. 29,

approximately 40 low level em-
ployees were laid off." In truth,

however, 17 employees were laid

off; 12 part time, and 5 full time. It

was also asked in the letter, "why
then were new sales personnel
being hiredduring the previous two
weeks?" The facts are that two
people were hired during this

period, one being an assistant

manager trainee, the other a full

time worker. It was also stated in

the letter that "full time employees
are eligible for a raise. ..when they

have been with the store for three

months." This is also an untruth,

as raises have nothing to do with

time employed, but are based on
performance. Cost of living raises
are granted when warranted. A
further allegation was "the store
has to chip in a few bucks a week
towards a medical insurance
program, give the employees a
couple of paid holidays." In fact,

however, the Blue Cross-Blue
Shield plan is fully paid for single
coverage; this runs over $20 per
person, per month, and over $50
per month, family coverage. Also,

nine holidays each year are fully

pa ; d by Almy's.
It was also stated that "from

management's point of view it is

better to keep turning over the
lowest level of help..." Now it

shouldn't be too hard to realize that
few people in business adhere to

such a policy, and Almy's is not one
of them. The simple fact is that it

does take "more than two hours"
to train help. A store's greatest
asset is experience, however more
than just time in service is

required on any job to remain
employed.
Concerning a contract with

dentists, Almy's has in fact ?

contract with Boston based
Community Dentists and Opticians
for a 20 percent discount for em-
ployees. This service does not
extend to the Hadley store because

In All Fairness

To The Editor:

In a recent letter to the Editor concerning "Arrogant Employment
Practices" Almys Department Store was singled out as discriminating
between Mount Holyoke, Smith and Amherst students and UMass
students. In all fairness I would like to correct the impression that
students from the colleges get better treatment than UMass students.
At the time of student registration this fall local businessmen welcomed

the new students to the area through Welcome Wagon International. As
the size of the incoming freshman group at UMass is in the neighborhood
of 3000-4000 students I am sorry it was not feasible for the local Welcome
Wagon organization to handle such a large number. As a matter of fact

Almys asked us to include the university but I regretfully had to decline.
This was a pilot program and we hope to be able to cover all institutions

in the area next year.

Kerstin Liander
Area Supervisor

Welcome Wagon International

Stressing Symmetry

To The Editor:

I wish to express my gratefulness for the publication of my letter in the
Collegian (October 16, 1973). Unfortunately, a full sentence, which I

consider rather important, was inexplicably suppressed. I would be glad
if you could print the missing sentence, together with the following ex-
planation of why I consider it important.

After quoting an excerpt of a statement prepared by a political group,
to which I belong, for the next general elections in Israel, I commented on
it, saying that "unfortunately, statements like this have been ignored,
both by the international press, and by Arab public opinion". I also ad-
ded and this is the sentence which was suDDressed: "To my knowledge,
nothing of this kind-namely, a statement stressing the symmetry, rather
than the asymmetry in the rights of Israelis and Palestinians-has been
put forward by any Arab political group". The importance of this remark
is twofold. On the one hand, it indicates that, at best, only a few, isolated

individuals in the Arab world are willing-like Mr. Khouri-to recognize, or
even discuss, the legitimate right of the Israelis to independence,
sovereignity and security. When a "peace-conference ", organized by
radicals and leftists in Europe, was convened in Bologna, early this year,
the Arab delegates refused to sit together with those Israelis who did not
want to subscribe to their total denial of Israel's right to exist. It must be
realized that symmetry is essential for the achievement of peace. I

recognize and support the right of the Palestinian people to self-

determination, but I want them to recognize the same right to the people
of Israel.

The remark is also important in order to understand why only a

relatively small part of the public opinion in Israel supports the views I

put forward. For, the standard argument of those who oppose such views
is to point out that nobody on the Arab side is willing to talk, negotiate,

and consider seriously even very moderate proposals like ours. The only

means I can see now -especially in view of the present war-for opening an
alternative for peace ( and strengthening the position of those in Israel

who are ready to make large concessions in exchange for peace) is the

growth and manifestation of a strong and responsible current of opinion
in the Arab world accepting and defending Israel's right to existence,
along the lines of Mr Khouri's letter. This means, of course, a very long

and complex process But nothing else, except perhaps a clear and
unambiguous commitment by the Arab governments to the existence,

independence. a"d security of Israel, coupled with reliable safeguards,
could shortcircuit that long process. Since, in all likelyhood, such a

commitment is not forthcoming, let us try. together, to take the first steps

on the long and difficult path to peace.

Marcel Pascal

of its distance from the Boston
area. Management as well as
employees are exempt from this

service in Hadley.

Concerning the ten percent
discount afforded other colleges in

the area but not UMass, this is the
biggest irony of all. This service
was set up by Welcome Wagon;
and six merchants from the area
agree to offer a discount to a par-

ticular college, for a substantial

fee. UMass is not included in this

as yet, because Welcome Wagon
has not found six merchants in the

area willing to grant new freshmen
students a 10 percent discount, on
the first purchase. Almy's,
however, agreed to join this plan
for UMass, and the only thing
holding the service back is the need
for three more merchants in the

area to join the plan. So your at-

tention should be directed not at

Almy's, but at the three merchants
in the area who are supporting the

discount plan for the other
colleges, but who refuse to support
it for UMass. Another clear case of

not having the facts straight, and
barking up the wrong tree.

I hope it's apparent to you by
now, just what is happening here
It seems to be the desire of some
people to avenge personal
disputes, regardless of their

validity, by distorting facts and
painting a picture sufficiently

enticing as to draw support from
students. It is not only wrong to

suggest that students at UMass
will jump onto a cause simply
because one has disregarded facts

in shaping an argument, but it is

also insulting. I am convinced that

both sides of the story are

necessary to and desirable for the

correct consideration of such an
issue.

I am writing this letter in that

light, and I sincerely hope it will be
read in that light. I am also writing

this because people who have
treated me fairly in the past,

deserve to be treated fairly now,
especially in print. There is no
personal gain involved, as they

who know me can testify. What it

all comes down to is the truth

That's what we should be driving

at, and we should demand nothing

less. We must apply the same
standards that we insist on from
others, to ourselves.

Gerrv Cataldo

Living In Fine Arts
(Continued from P. 10)

It's as if the whole adventure has been repressed into the depths of my
unconscious. All Moey would tell me was that she was sure that the one-
time residents of the CC Hotel had been transported probably in the dark
of the night to somewhere in the Fine Arts Bldg. One of the few things that
we can remember is that there are two auditoriums, one in green and the
other in rust that you simply won't believe. Theformer has a series of four
or five suspended balconies. We climbed to the highest one, I casting my
acrophobic tendencies to the wind and the two of us had a collective
hemmorhage. But none of what we saw amazed us more than what we
discovered when we got lost down in the basement.

Needless to say, the measures which we had undertaken to prevent that
from happening failed. A trail of cement chips don't stand out too well
beside other chips of cement. So there we were, lost in a room in the cellar
or maybe it was a bathroom because we had seen sinks lying around
outside before we'd entered. Then again, there were a few doors in and
out, so what kind of a bathroom could that have been? (I'll leave that for
you to ponder. ) Suddenly, a rather nice-looking young man opened one of
the doors for us. We were relieved until he asked for the password.

"Oh come on. Give us a hint," I pressed. I was beginning to think that
we'd stumbled into a prostitution ring and I didn't know what Moey was
thinking. He begrudgingly agreed to give us a hint.

"Frankie It has to do with the old Jackie Gleason show."
"I know," I said, "the password's 'Fontaine'."
"Right you are," he said, and allowed us to enter inside. My chemistry

was a little off this time I guess. Sometimes an area of higher con-
centration can just move to an area of higher concentration. So Moey was
right for once. We know that they were the CC bunch because there were
a few color TV sets lying around, and all kinds of CC towels, glasses, a
couple of chambermaids, etc.

It's pretty nice down there. I talked to one woman who said that they'd
all gotten out of having meal tickets. Instead, the University has Bell's
deliver to them every day. Not too tough to tak?. They can come and go as
they please provided they give the construction crew the password and
carry a small scrap of green carpet for identification purposes. It seems
acedemis has already arrived at the Fine Arts. The Orchard Hill course
in Human Sexuality has been moved from HoJo's to the basement of the
FAB and there is tale of starting a colloquium called "cement in the
Seventies". Moey and I spent a very pleasant afternoon with them all and
we really hated to go.

I think of them often now but especially at around 11 .00 on nights when
some of the Hill people turn into animals and prevent me from entering
the world of the Sandperson. The basement of the Fine Arts is a nice place
to visit and I wouldn't mind living there either. I wonder if Housing would
grant a request to move in?

Karen A. Monaco is a Collegian commentator.

A Pat On The Back
To The Editor:

An article concerning the proposed recommendations of the Faculty
Senate Campus Committee on Communication Skills appeared in the
Daily Collegian of 12 October under the by-line of Steve Tetreault. I

congratulate the Daily Collegian and Mr. Tetreault on the accuracy with
which he reported his interview with me and on the excellence of his
summary of the rough draft of the propsed recommendations.
The purpose of making such a preliminary rough draft public was to

elicit maximum input from all people concerned about Rhetoric before
the final recommendations are submitted to the Faculty Senate. All
members of the Committee on Communication Skillls are prepared to
accept suggestions for the development of a Rhetoric Program designed
to meet the present and future needs of the students of this university.
For the name of your representative on the committee, please contact

Mr. Nicholas Apostola or Mr. Marshal Spriggs at 5-0341 in the Student
Government Association.

Again let me congratulate the Collegian for its service to the university
community in reporting the proposed modifications in the Rhetoric
Program which are intended to be in response to the general student and
faculty requests of last fall.

John A. VI u Her

Chairman, CCCS

Ro-fnYUS #(©>£> e/>S c»5 TacHsor*
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Nixon Declares Chelsea A "Disaster Area"
CHELSEA, Mass. (AIM - This

fire-ravaged industrial city was
declared a federal disaster area
Tuesday by President Nixon.

Sen. Edward W. Brooke, R-

Mass., who announced the action

from his Washington office, said

the declaration makes the city

eligible for federal aid to help it

recover from a wind-driven con-

flagration Sunday that destroyed

401 buildings over a 30-block in-

dustrial and residential area.

Brooke said he would meet
Wednesdav with federal, state and

city official "to discuss the prompt
implementation of disaster
assistance to the city."

"Our most immediate need is for

temporary housing for those made
homeless by the fire," Brooke said

"Mobile homes are now being

readied for dispatch to Chelsea."

Gov, Francis W. Sargent, in a

statement issued at the State

House, said federal action will

allow a start in the task of

rebuilding the community.
He said state agencies already

have begun relief operations for

people whose homes and jobs were
wiped out. providing emergency
shelter and food

He said the Department and
Housing and Urban Development
would work first on housing,

placing the homeless in public

housing if necessary for a year and
as a last resort employ mobile
homes. In some cases the agency
would make mortgage payments
for one year
HUD also is mandated to repair

damaged schools, and other
municipallv owned buildings and

facilities, and the federal govern

ment will reimburse the city and

the state for expenses of fighting

the fire. More than 1,500 firemen

fought the blaze, many of them

from other cities and towns.

The Veterans Administration is

to aid veterans who have mor-

tgages but who lost their homes
The Small Business

Administration will arrange loans

on liberal terms for small
businesses and property owners
whose losses were not covered by
insurance will get income tax

credits for those losses
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As the fire raged on in Chelsea. The area under fire was declared a disaster area and is up for federal
funding to rebuild the scarred section of the city.
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brinqs you fine enterTdindent
every ooednesday night
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Getting Screwed?

Here's Help!
(Jetting screwed? Whether

you've been at UMass for 4 weeks
or 4 years there's bound to be a
time when you think you're not

getting a fair deal, goin through
unnecessary red tape, or you just

don't know who to turn to or what
steps to take next. There is help,

and it's closer than you think (and
probably easier, too).

The answer to your problem may
be the Ombudsman's office. Who,
what, where is an Ombudsman
many of you are asking. It's

amazing how many people at

UMass either don't know about the

Ombudsman's office or don't
understand what it's there for.

The office is located in room 919

of the Campus Center. The present
Ombudsman is Jay Savereid and
his assistant is Phyllis Foster.

They are there to help any person
(this includes undergrads, grads,
faculty, staff, special students,

alumni, visitors, and even your
mother and father) with questions
and problems concerning the
University system. Problems the

office deals with range from
Tenure Grievances to financial aid

difficulties, from teacher-student
hassles to housing problems. The
Ombudsman's office also provides
information, answers questions,

and can refer you to the proper
office or person, and therefore,

save you a lot of running around.
The Ombudsman's office is not

there to take the place of other
offices or people you should deal
with. But once you have taken
appropriate steps toward solving
your problem and you still find

channels clogged, the Ombud-
sman's office is the next step you
should take.

The Ombudsman's office does
not promise 100 per cent
satisfaction for all cases. But if

your gripe is legitimate, there's no
reason to go on complaining or
feeling unsatisfied.

You can often see someone in the

office < a walk-in basis, but it is

wiser to call and make an ap-
pointment. Now, there is a second
alternative also. The Collegian will

run as a regular feature from the

Ombudsman's office a column
called "What's the Story?"
The column will help serve people

who don't have the time to come to

the office or people who have
problems they think the rest of the
University community might be
interested in or should know about.

"What's the Story?" will continue
as long as it's supplied with
questions.

Questions can be dropped off at

the "What's the Story?" box in

front of the Campus Center store,
sent through the campus mail to

Box 6 Campus Center, or brought
to the Ombudsman's office.

ALPS
AUSTRIA* FRANCE

369
1-week, per
person, dou-
ble, from
New York
or Nassau.
Add 198
from Chica-
go. Singles
add $11.

Features round-trip jet to

Luxembourg, RT bus to Kitz-

buhel, 2 meals daily, double
room in chalet, Dec. 14 and
weekly in Jan. Add $10 Feb.
and March. Also, 1-week ski

tours to Chamonix and 2
weeks to Kitzbuhel or Chamo-
nix. Lowest-cost ski tours to

Europe of any scheduled air-

line.

$250 Car or Rail Tour*
One week, per person, double,
features round-trip jet from
New York to Luxembourg and
car with unlimited mileage—
or $260* unlimited rail travel

in 13 European countries for

singles. Add $98 from Chica-
go. Offered Nov. thru March.

SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
All prices subject to change.

To: ICELANDIC AIRLINES
(212) 757-8585
630 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10020
Outside N.Y. State: Toll Free
(800) 221-9760

Send folder CN on tours to Europe
from N.Y. Q, from Chicago D,
from Miami/ Nassau D.

Name

Street.

City-

State. .Zip.

My Travel Agent is.

ICELANDIC

^^^^^^ssN^v

(Staff Photo - David Less)

Ronald McDonald was among the guests at the North Adams Fall
Foliage parade on Sunday. Fortunately, he was clean.

Guest Lecturers

To Appear
The public is invited to talks by

two guest lecturers at the UMass
department of hotel, restaurant

and travel administration.
The lectures are for Dr. Robert

Lundy's introductory course in

hotel, travel and resort ad-
ministration. Monday, Oct. 15,

President Peter K. Dallo of Tour
Services, Inc., will speak on "The
Role of a Tour Operator in the

Travel Industry." Wednesday,
Oct. 17, Sturbridge Vice-President

John E. Auchmoody will talk on
"Operations and Plans for the Old
Sturbridge Village Complex."
The lectures on both days will be

at 8 a.m. in Goessmann
Auditorium, 11:15 a.m. in Flint 204

and 2:30 p.m. in Chenoweth 227.

HATCH
Coffeehouse

ANYONE can

play!

Every Wednesday Night

Call 253-2833

- YOUR MONEY'S WELL SPENT AT A*ck£* Kent
^^^;

KcQwcwi

191 North Pleasant St.

AMHERST
OPEN

SUNDAYS!
We reserve the right to limit quantities

Prices Effective thru October ?i, 1973

lilr
sssm

DISCOUNT HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

'^^^uv. .
\ ;v: • > :

°> >>k^ -

: n\^
Mfr. 85c

VASELINE

Intensive Carel

Lotion

Mfr. $1.79

DIAL
Anti-Perspirant
- Regular

1
-I - Unscented

=4 - Powdered

Mfr. $1.65

NYQUIL
Nightime colds Medicine

6 oz.

dfel

6 oz.

Mfr. 98c

PERTUSSIN
Wild Berry

3 oz.

9 OZ.

^-V.o\v .v s V N.V-" SMS
Mfr. 90c

EXCEDRIN

4

IWWBIMTTTrr

Mfr. 89c

LAVORIS
Mouthwash

Mfr. $1.09

PEPS0DENT
TOOTHPASTE

36 Tablets

Pepsodent
7 oz.

x>
7 oz.

|f#---^m^MS.... v m#

fArcher Kent
Mfr. $1.25

TAME
Creme

$i.29Binaca Spray one third

oz.

$i.i5Bright Side Shampoo66 c

I
1

1

Regular M
With Body Jj

Lemon

I Coupon!

$i.08Q-Tips box of 170

5 blades

[$1.00 Wilkinson Bond 2/99

PLAYTEX
Deodorant
Tampons

Mir. 93c

SUCRETS
Lozenges

79° Cashmere Talc

Special

Trial

Price

6 1 2 oz. box of 8 24 Lozenges

WE DISCOUNT OVER 3QOO ITEMS EVERY OAV

1 l j w c rw\ 1 \aj irn
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Amherst Plans United Nations Day Celebration
Nations came into ternational holiday" and recom- Belgium and has been with the proved unfounded and that many diplomacy, tne pi
Der 24. 1945. a date mpnrlpfl that it ho nhcprvoH oc a I IM ,..,,... 10.40 r<«~. .«_„„_» :_ „:.. r .. . .1 _. _„ „_• _j ..-. 4 1 j Li.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1973

The United
being on October 24, 1945, a date
observed each year as United
Nations Day. On that day, the
charter of the United Nations
drawn up in the last days of the
Second World War, entered into

force.

The Organization's anniversary
"should be an occasion for
Governments and peoples to
reaffirm their faith in the purposes

mended that it be observed as a
public holiday by all Member
States.

Amherst will celebrate UN Day
on the evening of October 23, 1973

at 8:00 P.M. in the Red Room of

Converse Hall, Amherst College.
The senior Political Officer in the
Political Affairs Division of the
Department of Political and
Security Council Affairs, Dr

. .e .~... mmma mm uvvn nun nit piOVtfU UIIIOUIIUCU ilUU IIHU III.IIIN uipiuiiiai.; , uic piagmatiC
UN since 1948. Conversant in six of the hopes that were entertained agreements and dramatic steps of
I itiiin-iiliK ^li.i fwJ/K o IM, 1 . La „a •*._ L' iL 1 I JI « ,. ,. ..t .W i.*w...<< ..,« *M ..I.

and principles of the charter," the Claire DeHedervary will speak on
General Assembly has stated. The World Peace Through the United
Assembly declared that United Nations.
Nations Day "shall be an in- Dr. DeHedervary is a native of

languages, she holds a Ph.D. in

Economics from Harvard, and has
done extensive study in economics
and political science in Prance and
at Columbia University. She has
served with the Department of

Political and Security Council
Affairs since 1958.

Speaking on the U.N. role of

maintaining world peace,
Secretary-General Waldheim has
observed "It is perfectly true that

some of the assumptions on which
the United Nations was based have

"MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL Hadley'

at its birth have been disap-

pointed". Yet the focus and the

attempts of the U.N. are of

paramount importance in our
search for a peaceful world.

Secreatry of State Henry
Kissinger in his speech to the U.N.
General Assembly this past Sep-

tember stated the following:

"We strive for a world in which
rule of law governs and fun-

damental rights are the birthright

of all. Beyond the bilateral

recent years, we envisage a
comprehensive institutionalized

peace encompassing all nations,

large and small - a peace which
this organization is uniquely
situated to foster and to anchor in

the heart of men.

The United Nations day
celebration is sponsored by the
Amherst Baha'i Community, The
League of Women Voters and the
Amherst United Nations
Association.

DOLLAR DAYS SAVINGS

!

Fruit a Honey

He
Peaches or

Fruit Cocktail

• «•» * fM
MllMt i

1 IKt

Vllynt

7 tin tl

Mr. Deli Specials!

Boiled Ham
Domestic

Freshly Sltced

To Order

half

lb

All Whits Meat quarter lb

Tnrkey Boll
German Bologna

Jarlsberg Cheese

White Bread

filly

99
55

Mr Mi I'*
A»MMM » '"."IS »i«l S»WC< 0f»

75'

? 79'

2 L? 59

C Frozen Food Favorites 3

Tropicona

3

Orange

Juice

Florida

Frozen

Concentrate
12 oz

cans 1
Pepperidge Farm Pie Tarts

Taterlan Hash Browns
Birds Eye Thick n' Frosty

Finast Spinach c

1^
Chopped Broccoli n*m

Finast Creem Rite

3 3? 0/ Si
.'"J! I

4 s: m
610 01 tl

rrtgs I

510 0/ 14
s«gs

M 0/

89

C Health & Beauty Aids!
~J

Mtg List 1 69 Normal Dry 0>iy $V

Breck Shampoo 1
"Of' Romilar III

RrQui*
Suor Modess Sanitary NapkinsW Bufferrn 100 s

"'i^'
5

' Ammens Powder ««*<"«

"W Close-up To.thpaste

3 Dl |4
6" I

99
•J

09

»l •' 7Q<

M
40

tl
>00

all this week at Finast

!

Finast Rain

Oiks Policy

II m riitrtlM* ifKni it

Utf MM Ml IHIII III

tti aniiir fg i rut

CtKl HMIlltll fM urn
urn* 'm it hi umt
trici Oil MltaHM, ••!
Or il fit *ih « «|||

|lill| |'»i fM I ciaim
tit llM II It! IMI lis

inci Ttltt Tii

finast
FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Double Your

Money Back

Meal Guarantee

Flllll llll CM I tl tttl

III HI VI II till •
en fiuii mi wi titer li

|i»l M> llttli |ttr

nil tick ti mi au>
Nt pirctui ll fM III

ttl CIB|I|IH| lllllhM

Uiil nlm Itl HIM'
tirlm lllt| wilt Itl

lie ti|i Im« ill rtfiiltr

(Mil

Scotties

Facial Tissue
While or Calypso

"J r, Tshap«
tiato*"'

Downy
Fabric Softener

Bartlett Pears

Washed Potatoes

s 10 B?'

31

With Coupon Below

For Softer

Whiter
h

'

Fresher
Jll °"

Clothes " ,iS c,n

ICranberri

Yellow Ti

In Store Bake Shop!

Freshly Baked 25 oz

Pumpkin Pies 79

tT Raisin Bread 49
^^^ m Slnin «<tti H^k* sjift,, Dm*m Stores *iih B<t*e Stop 0ni<

Chuck Steaks

> or Roasts

/ 9u

Quarter Loin

Pork Chops

Bone In

Tender Flavorful

Eick Pick i|t

CmIiiU
At Ee.nl

Aatml el

Sir I tit Hit |
Ctiltr Ctl Ctips 99

Calif Roasts Pork Chops

1st Cat

Chuck
Steaks

69
Semi Boneless

Chuck

Tender Juicy Flavorful

London Broil

Boneless

Shoulder

OUR BEST
CENTER CUT Afc FreshEggs

\/ Large Brown

Pork Ribs 99

Pork Roost 1

Fresh American Lamb Sale! Fresh Chicken Parts Sale!

Loin Lamb Chops 1" Chicken Legs 69:
Bib Lamb Chops I

s
! Chicken — 75,\

Shoulder Chops K Chicken Breasts 89:

Lamb Combo :vc 79: Chicken Uriahs 69

Oven Ready

•\ Any

MlGrade A dozen69
Fresh Eggs

69
Large Brown
Any Brand

Grade A
Willi This Coupon and 5 Pu'Ctiase
Limit One Coupon Valid thru Oct 20

one

dozen

SAVE 30 WITH THIS

COUPON

Lamb Legs
Enioy the Flavor

of Tender Juicy

Young Lamb

Scotties ;:."'10 off
WITH TM S

COUPON

S '5

8 off
WITH THIS

COUPON

* TO**(! Ov>thi\t 0* 0** « '5
f()«*» 5 pu".*4W 0' 9tf / J I

III!
10 off

Land
7
TokeV]

Batter ^OWith This ' to

Coupon o*9

c !

I

I

I
WO 1 Puickjm ol i Qt M«<

WITH THIS

COUPON

4St o' one? i lb p*9
'I!

50 off
WITH THIS

COUPON
UOWIiy Sotttntr § ;

!5 Vlasic Kosher Dills | [5 Duncan HineSa-X'- l!l Imperial Margarine'

S IS A. IffUWUT SoUenerglJ

Hi fit r ill» ; I*HJ Th| S nail o* I : j
S

j I \a>r coupon ^ 1 I iI||| Maxim ttCof fee | | CS i 'T 1| >1^
"MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL - Hadley"

We Reserve rhelignTi;".","^!.'^,
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Nielsen Releases

Jackie Kennedy Talks tv Ratings
NEW YORK (AP) - Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis

says that had President John F. Kennedy lived "he
would be older now. and wiser, and he would still

maintain his deep belief that problems can be solved
by men."
"And so they must be," she added in an essay in

November McCall's marking the 10th anniversary of
her first husband's assassination.

Before sending the magazine the finished essay in

handwritten form, Mrs. Onassis confided to a friend
that writing "is hard but Caroline is trying to help
me-which is so touching."

Mrs. Onassis wrote that she does not dwell on the
tragedy of Dallas, because "one must not let oneself
be numbed by sadness-he would not have wished
that."

"What I think about the last decade is how much we
missed him in it," Mrs. Onassis went on. "I think of

Jack-the bright light of his days...

"When he came to the presidency, it was a time
when the world seemed new -when it was right to hope
and hopes could be realized Then" the glass shat-
tered.

"I don't know how he would have coped with the
problems that lay there like sleeping beasts, but I

know he would have approached them...
"He would say over and over that the Greek word

for idiot meant one who took no part in the affairs of
his state. One of his earliest themes was the im-
portance of service.

"God grant us always young people who feel that

way. That is my prayer."

Sargent Plans Foreign Student Reception

On United Nations Day, October
24, Governor Francis Sargent will

host a reception for foreign
students at the Statehouse in

Boston. The yearly event,
designated "International
Students' Day", represents the

culmination of United Nations
Week activities and brings
together international students
from all parts of Massachusetts.
This year's program will feature

an address by Governor Sargent, a
panel discussion on "Problems of

International Fisheries", en-
tertainment and opportunities for

social interaction. Lunch will be
provided for all participants.

According to Mr. Burt Skiverski,

aide toGovernor Sargent, the event

is designed "to give the foreign

students a chance to meet with

their fellows from other colleges in

Massachusetts and to provide the

opportunity for them to observe the

X C M -
o 5 ? o

<D Q-

processes of the Commonwealth's
Government."
Interested students should

contact the Foreign Student Office.

Whit more 239, for further in-

formation. Funds for travel
reimbursement are available and
il sufficient interest is expressed a
bus may be chartered for the
event.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAW <

For a time in the United States, there

were more persons born under Aquarius
than any other zodiacal sign After that,

there was a reversal and fewer Aquarians
were born when compared to births under
the other signs Now, according to figures

by the Census Bureau, the leading sign

wnere nirths are concerned is Leo. More
persons in the United States are born from
July 23 to Aug 22 than at any other time of

the year

+ + -f-

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Face
responsibilities. One who seems evasive
will succumb if you apply pressure in

mature, legal manner. You have more on
your side than might be apparent. Sagit-

tarius. Gemini individuals could figure

prominently.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Study Aries

message for helpful hint. Strive for facts,

not wjshful thinking Aquarius. Leo, Scorpio

persons are likely to be in picture Relatives

may appear heavy handed. Do what you
have to do. one step at a time.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Some ideas

can be transformed into money-making
procedures Young person may be
rebellious Key is to be analytical Don't

rush, force or jump to conclusions. What
appears t.i be out of hand is merely a
temporary situation

CANCFK (June 21 July 22' Home al

inosphcre commands attention Family
member should be approached in

diplomatic manner obtain hint from
(iemini meaaage You have more
reaponaibilit) bul you can handle it older

person ails m surprising manner
LEO <Jul\ 2:t Aug 22 1 n you lake

situations, individuals for granted, mhi

i-ould be in lor rude awakening Do yonr
mm cheeking Applies especially where
legal affairs are concerned one iH-hmd the

scent's is sitting on the fence You have
Nome oersuading to do

VIRGO (Aug B-ScnJ W: Momentum is

on your side Means follow through don't
lie delayed by doubts, tears, suspicions
Capricorn, (.unci persons play roles
\nent is on Ways lO Fulfill Special desires
I'osition is strong Money picture will

(lunge in your favor
LIBRA i Sept BOcI 22 > One who pulls

slnngs in.iy lie wary ol yotl You lend now
in project argumentative or revolutionary
image Be moderate in explaining views
You soon will be rid ol burden Know it and
avoid panic Aries could plas significant
role

SCORPIO KM 2:t \o\ .2\ > Spinal
stud) brings benefits Bring creative
abilities into pla\ Highlight originalit)

Stimulate learning process Broaden
horiaona Check messages Long distance
communications ma) be garbled Know it

and careliilly examine meanings
SAGITTARIUS i\o\ B-Dec 21 You

are able to discover best ways ol enhancing
security, emotional and otherwise Accent
Ison clarification ol puzzle l »ne close to you
ran provide light as well as heat Be
receptive Share knowledge and leelings

CAPRICORN < Doe 22 .Ian I'ti II

discreet, you gam Otherwise you could
become entangled ui situation winch
costly, embarrassing Permit others
eluding partner, mate, to fully express
Ihemsetvea You can liaten and learn Study
Sagittarius message
AQUARIUS i Jan aa-Peb ik - Maintain

steady pact \\oid sensationalism One
who works with you expresses uncertainty
Sln\e to respond in mature, humane
manner Overbearing altitude will create
unnecessary Inchon Remember diet.
health resolutions

PISCES Feb 19 March 20) Whal
seemed certain may be blocked by red l.ipe

legal and otherwise He perceptive If

aware ol suhlle nuances, you find that

adverait) lades Gemini. Virgo individuals
COOM figure prominently Question of
change should be answered affirmatively

is

in-

PEANUTS
"Our love will last

forever," he said.

fO-f7

"Oh, yes, yes,yes

!

she cried.

B.C.

VOU KNOW WHf\T REALLY
I3URNS iv\E UP f

^

TUB WIZARD Or ID

BMaSBBSilSi ' £?*«*+*<

NEW YORK (AP) - CBS' "All in the Family'' series wit the nation's
most widely watched evening TV show for the second consecutive week in

a row, according to AC. Nielsen ratings made public yesterday.
The ratings for Oct. 1-7, the fourth week of the new TV season, showed

CHS' "Hawkins," a new once-a-month series with Jimmy Stewart,
ranked as among the nation's 20 most popular programs.
The "Hawkins" ranking, in 19th place, marked the first time in the new

season that any new series has been rated as among the top 20.

CHS dominated the list with 12 programs.
The week's second most popular new series was NBC's "Love Story,"

which the ratings put in 22nd place. It was followed by two other NBC
series - "The Magician"' and "Polict Story," which tied for 26th place in

the week's national ratings.

CBS' new "Calucci's Dept." came in last of all shows rated.
The top 20 programs, in order of their ranking on the latest Nielsen list,

were: "All in the Family" CBS; "Sanford and Son" NBC, "The
Waltons." "Hawaii Five-O, "Maude" and "M.A.S.H" all CBS; "NBC
Sunday Mystery Movie;" "World of Disney" NBC and "ABC Sunday
Movie" tied for eighth place; "Mary Tyler Moore" CBS and "NBC
Monday Movie."
The other winners were: "Adam-12" NBC; "Gunsmoke" CBS; "NBC

Saturday Movie;" "Bob Newhart" CBS; "The Rookies" ABC; "CBS
Friday Movie;" "Sonny and Cher" and "Hawkins" both CBS, and "Flip
Wilson" NBC, which tied with CBS' "Cannon."

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1

5

9
12
13
14
15

Scandinavian
Bundle
Hit lightly

Seed coating
Among
Man's name
Soaks in a .

liquid

17 Printer's

measure
18 Scold

19 War god
21 Part of leg

23 Occupied choi'

of authority

27 Mans
nickname

28 Evaluated

29 Intellect

3 1 Recede
34 Coniunction
35 lair

37 Soft food
39 Prefix meaning

"good"
40 A month (abbr.)

42 Distress signal

44 Theater boxes
46 A state (abbr )

48 Rashness
50 Collision

53 Temporary
shelter

54 Goal
55 Latin

conjunction

57 Cooked
slowly

61 Knock

62 Country of

Asia

64 American
ostrii h

65 Worm
66 Indefinite

number

Traded for

money

DOWN

1 Spanish plural

article

2 Skill

4

5

6

7

8
r>

10

11

16

20
:'?

23

24

29

21

32

Baker's
product
Gratified

Founded
Part of "to be"

Falsehood

Girl's name

Sound of bell

Sea in Asia

Boy attendant

Rates highly

Stitch

A continent

(abbr.)

Urge on

Unusual

Latin

conjunction

Plunge

Natural gift

Vegetable

Full of activity

Negative
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38 Baggage
carriers

41 Compresses
43 Place

45 Enlisted man
(colloq.)

47 Exists

49 Untidy
50 Solicitude

51 Inlets

52 Tiller

56 Chinese pagoda

58 Pronoun

59 Lamprey
.0 Parent

(colloq.)

j Preposition

17

67
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r
66 67
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"Forever being a relative

term, however," he said.

She hit him with
a ski pole.

by johnny hart
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by Brant parkor and Johnny hart
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NEA Finds Southern University Program Planned

Demonstrations CausedStudent Deaths On Accounting Careers

In the judgment of the National

Education Association's in-

vestigating team, the arrests of

student leaders during demon-
strations last Nov. 16 at Southern
University were responsible for the

subsequent deaths of two students.

According to the report we are
releasing today, "all evidence
points to the conclusion that the

untimely and extraordinary
arrests robbed the demonstrations
of much of their effective student

leadership .. and were the im-
mediate cause of the confrontation

that ended in death on the morning
of Nov. 16."

The decision by Southern
University officials to initiate

action which led to the arrests of

student leaders and the firing of

two faculty members stems, in our
view, from a tradition of

authoritarian control and exem-
plifies the extent of Southern's
deeply-rooted problems.
The NEA investigating team,

acting in response to requests from
our members in Louisiana and
specifically on the Southern
campus, identified three major
problem areas in assessing the

educational climate at the
university.

First, Southern University is

controlled completely by the all-

white Louisiana State Board of

Education. This tends to

distinguish the student protest

movement at Southern trom
protests of white students at

predominantly white universities.

When Southern University
students complained about their

exclusion from the policy deter-

minations that shape university
life, they were speaking to ad-
ministrators who are themselves
excluded from full and effective

participation in those deter-
minations at the highest levels.

Second, NEA investigators
concluded that Southern
University is woefully un-
derfinanced. Historically, the State
Board of Education has operated
Louisiana's black colleges on an
irreducible minimum of tax
support

This system of financing has
resulted in setting rigid limitations

on career choices available to

black college graduates. All-white

control and resultant poor finan-

cing have imposed on the black
college student a sterile, con-
formist educational experience
and does little more than educate
him for good citizenship in a
society that, in reality, has ex-
cluded him from full citizenship

The third major problem area is

Southern's history of autocratic
control. As a result, students have
no adequate machinery for the
resolution of grievances and are
provided no right of due process in

the university's discipline
procedures. Also, Southern's
teacher termination provisions
leave faculty members utterly

defenseless against arbitrary
dismissals.

A series of Fall meetings on interviewing and accounting careers has

been planned by the Accounting Association.

Tomorrow at 7:15 p.m., a panel discussion on "Life as a 'Big Eight'
Accountant" will be held in Room 329 Public Health. Three recent UMass
accounting graduates will discuss their work and experiences in public
accounting and answer student questions. The panelists will be: Priscilla

Burnaby, Coopers & Lybrand-Boston, B.B.A., UMass. 1971; Larrv
Logan, Haskins & Sells-New Haven. M.S.B.A.. UMass. 1972 and Charlie
Peters, Price Waterhouse & Co -Boston, B.B.A.. UMass, 1973.

Future programs are planned on "Interviewing' and "Careers in

Accounting other than Big Eight' Public Accounting." Officers of the
Accounting Association are Brian Cuddy, President; Betty Andelman,
Vice-President; Earlene Davis. Secretary; and John Basdekis,
Treasurer. Information on joining the Accounting Association can be
obtained from the faculty advisor. Dr. Martin Gosman. in 339 SBA
( telephone 545-2844 )

.

B.U wfflt^wa?

Television Tonight

'Horror

Homo"
Friday

October 19

7:00, 8:45, 10:30

Mahar
Auditorium

(Also IMh Rascals

Shorts}

5:00 ENSIGN O'TOOLE "Operation:
Stowaway" (18)

HOGA.VS HEROES "I Look Better in

Basic Black " (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OE SI HERMAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "The Big
Chicken " (30)

GOMER PYLE "Corner and the Father
Figure" (40)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS "McCoys Ahoy"
(18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy and the Beauty
Doctor " (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Marriage, Sgt. Carter
Style." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "The 43rd: A Moving
Story" (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5.55 WHAT"S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

(3)

fi.no NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Laya" (18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "AMost
Momentous Occasion " (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the Jack of

Diamonds." (40)

6:30 NEWS (3> (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS 18)

MAKING THINGS GHOW (24)

UNTAMED WORLD (27)

LOUS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

6:S5 NEWSBEAT NEWS HO)
7:00 WHAT IN THE WORLD (3)

TRITH OR CONSEOl ENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW Obnoxiouf.
offensive. Egomaniac Etc" (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR Fl'TCRE IS NOW (.24)

MOVIE "Gunmen of the Rio Grande "

(27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

7:30 THE PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

YOU ASKED FOR IT (8)

GREEN ACRES Lisa Bakes A Cake
"

U8)
THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter

Marshall, host (22)

FRENCH CHEF (24) (57)

ANIMAL WORLD (30)

DRAGNET "The Hit and Run Driver"
(40)

H:M THE SONNY AND CHER COMEDY
Hot It (3)

DEAL WITH THE ISSUES (8)

THE CHAMPIONS "Full Circle" (18)

1973 WORLD SERIES OF BASEBALL
(22) (30)

THE WATERGATE HEARINGS (24)

(57)

BOB AND CAROL AND TED AND
ALICE (Ml
8:30 MOVIE "The Man Who Could Talk To
Kids " (8) (40)

900 CANNON "Night Flight to Murder. (3)

THE 700 CIA B IMI
BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS

THRILLER "Well of Doom (27)

10:00 DAN AUGUR "Dead Witness To A
Killing ." (3)

OWEN MARSHALL. COUNSELOR AT
LAW "N' Is For Nightmare " (8) (40)

NEWS (27)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

10:45 MANTRAP (27)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (301 (40)

11:31 MOVIE 'Marines. Lets Go" (3i

WIDE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
(8) (40)

StljDHCASI: CINEMA/ 12345
ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RD

WEST SPflD 24HRTEL 733 5131 ] \

We Honor MASTER CHARGE

Fri. 6-10

Sat. 2-4-5:40-9:50

I Sun.-Mon.

tm^t^^m, - " iPfilL 2-3:35-5:20-7:20-9:

DAYS 8
"
IMI ^ 2(1

&. .•.y.'.fre: SNEAK PREVIEW - FRI. 8:00 SAT. 7:30 S^SSfrfffl

Eves. 7:30-9:30

Sat.-Sun.-Mon.
2-3: 50-5 :30-7: 30-9 :30

|^^.•.^.^^^•.^.^••^•^^^.^^.•.•:^:•:^.•.•.^^^^^..v..•.^^^v.V.^V.:
:
!.:

:
:
;!j

i

. _, Daily 2-7:30-9:40LUt Sat.-Sun.-Mon.

1-3-5:10-7:30-9:40

Slarrmq ROBERT BLAKE

/ His name is Captain Peg _
#r anrt fv» wa^nt hrvn rGand he wasnt bom

to die in bed!

KIRK DOUGLAS IN
Daily 2-7-9

Sat.-Sun.-Mon.

I: 30-3: 20-5-7-9

• • • ••*••'
\\v.\nv.v«'»Vm>>.*.vav.v

—' ^jj urn
^Vw«« • • • • • •

WERE ADDING A NEW CINEMA
WATCH FOR GALA OPENING

'FREE ! STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS ! SAVE 500 FOR YOURSELF
AND A GUEST- GET YOUR CARDS NOW AT THE THEATRE!"

FOR SALE

Stereo buffs! If you want stereo
• quipm. nt matched for you and sold at
w baiesale prices, call Dick 253-27(01 after C.

— VII Brands!

tf 16/31

FOR SALE

tharlrmont. Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-
( . cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or
quiet enjoyment. MI3-039-4HMH.

tl 10/19

Broun snorkel parka, brand new. never

worn, size men's sm. Contact C'aryn. 6-

7305
tflO-17

Scott :t."i7 AM-FM stereo receiver and
EPI model M speakers. 1220. Ask for

Steve. Km. 315. 545-2304. 2305.

tflO-18

1973 Yamaha. Rt. :t. 3«io c.i.. excellent
< ondition. asking $775. t all Jim. HUM

tf 10-17

Handmade sheepskin coat, size 42. with

'i" pile, triple sewn, one week old. never
worn (oat guaranteed. S I «•<) Robert. ">l>.

MM .irmm ri (p.m.
IfllM'l

Krolher Del.uxe portable
typewriter, like new. 140: BSR no
turntable. 113: 5©w Lafayette am
plifier 170: two Criterion 50 A
speakers. 130 ea.. all I month old.
Praktica I Zeiss > camera. Meyer 1X0
telephoto lens. Takumar multiroated
2*m m wide-angle lens, double lens.
flash and magnifying lens, (all for VI.

MMIML
tflO-19

Ski b*»CS. Kotlach. buckle type, size It.

anv reasonable offer accepted (all Dave
at S-0431 days, and S49-4K72 after f p.m.

tflO-19

Need a clean apartment used vacuum
140 and up. Kinners Vacuum 19 Park St..

Falls. 8«3-t3S«.

VMM
King site ar tw in beds far sale Excellent

549-1742

IMMR

Alpine skis lam. wood, cable binding.

I' J". Plus leather ski boots, womens size 7.

Both for $30. fall 584-7132.

tflO-17

(•ibson Es-335 Semi-Hollow elec. guitar.

2 Humbucking pick ups. custom finish,

hard case, exc. cond. 1325. (all Dave at
fil 7-544-3520.

tflO-19

(.arrard S1.95B romp, f no Hitachi AM-
FM cass. recdr. 150. I.uhster trap 125.

Shortwave radio 120. Or 1175 takes all.

Prices firm. MMMI bef. 8 a.m.

tfin-17

Head 320 Skis with Tyrolia Bindings. $90.

Nordhra Ski Roots site 10. $30. Call Mike
546-5170.

tflO-IK

I Wirewheel. Tono cover. 2 studded
srowtires fi. IIIIMlT I ply nylon from

67 TK Spitfire, price negotiable. Call 532-

92X5.

tflO-IN

69 Corvette Conv. 4 spd. posi AM-FM
well maintained. Mostly new parts,

complete ser\ . rec. $3000. 549-6238.

tf 10 19

Must sell m\ stereo, complete com-
ponent system, electrophonic. excellent

condition. Very rsble. 6-7476.

tflO-19

Kowa six 2
' i SLR less than I yr. old FI *

lens, interchangeable-lens hood grip new
$400. Asking $200 Call 323-7866 eves.

tflO-19

For sale 1972 Honda CB3M. ZMa miles

MM firm. 549-4473 Keep trying.

MM

MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE
AUTO FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Winter's coming! Think ahead, rust

colored bootlength coat, fur trimmed on
hood & cuffs a real bargain. Sz. 15-16.

Kathy 545-0344 day.

tno-19

Fender Telecaster. $IK0. excellent
shape; Doiric organ for sale, portable &
electric, lists $500. asking $100. 256-6011
Miles

tflO-17

«x Cuda 3X3 hdrs. Mags, t spd. Hurst
Irar. bars. Tach. exc. cond. Call 253-9034 or
5-2163 leave mess.

tflo-19

Speakers — pair of Hitachi KS-3200R.
includes 2-8 inch woofers. 2-2'.. inch
tweeters, excellent condition. $50 or best
offer. 6-60X3.

tflO-19

Zenith 21" console color. $150; RCA
black & white console t.v.. $65. Television
(enter. Y Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253-
5100.

Tim

(ireal buy; 1964 TR4. Excellent running
condition, body needs work, first $:too

takes it away. Wire wheels, call 253-3516
day or night.

tflo-19

I96X Ford Cortina, four wheel disc
brake, good tires, automatic. MM Ask for
Leslie at 5IK-t.V3X.

tflO-19

1966 Cutlass Supreme. 62.000 miles, very
good condition. $500. Call I fil 7 -544-3520

tfio-t:

1941 antique Chevy, a classic looking
car. excel body, new rebuilt eng.. a good
buy

.
has to be seen, many spare parts, best

offer. 549-6495.

MMMI

72 v W Deluxe Bus 25000 m. New brakes.
Radial snows, camping equip. Warranty
serviced. Excellent cond. 549-672X.

tf 10-23

Ford Cortina GT I96X Michelins. Konis.
tach. radio, good gas mileage, runs pretty
good. Very reasonable. 549-0X94 after 5:30.

tflO-19

1969 M(.B. blue, body & roof in good
shape, new brake shoes front, rebuilt eng..
EM stereo tape deck, runs very well,
please call Rill at 549-1X09.

If 10- 19

Rebuilt Eng. good ext. ex int. gas heater.
Must sell imd. $350 665-23X1 ask for Mark.

tfio-ix

(.ibson B-25. 12 STR(i. excellent cond..
red sunburst case. X yrs. old. hardly ever
used Best offer. Doug. 233-9501.

tflO-19

Borg Warner electric range, very good
shape, best offer Call Doug. 253-9501

tflO-19

For sale — I Sansui sooox rec. 2 CS99A
Pion speaker. VK VITP DKJVC turntable,
ex. equipment, current list price $1,533.
will sell for $X65. MMMA Terry.

tflO-19

I9K7 V\\ Bus. excel, mechanical cond..
split front seat, make great camper. MM
m best offer. 5-2X03 after 5:00. 256-6192.

tflO-l!)

1966 (lids Toronado. air cond.. stereo,
power windows & 8-way seat, just in-
spected, front wheel drive. $500 firm, (all
519-0924. I to •• p.m

tflO-19

I960 Alfa-Komeo (iT Sprint, hardtop,
runs very well. 28MPG. Looks fine,
(lassie, voted top five (IT cars in the
world, (all 546-7433.

tflO-19

65 VW Sedan $150 l*slie. 220 Puffton. No
phone.

tflO-IX

WAN. ED

I96X Fard Cortina, four wheel disc brake,
good tires, automatic. |2«o. Ask for Leslie
at 516- 453X.

If 10- IX

Reliable 1969 VW Squareback.
automatic, extras plus I good snow tires
$1195 firm. 323-7018 after 4 p.m . keep
trying!

tfio- ix

Need actor for serious but fun horror
film, (all Mike from I to 9 tonite. 467-7999
1 roles, lotsa fun.

tflO-19

l»4X Packard, good running condition
straight x with overdrive, cloth interior.

UlO-17

MM—I Gaietle Tour de I. Avenir, mas
like aew ftW Includes 3 ft. cable aad lack

( all 6-4V249 liHMt

Guitar - Aria. ( steel string. G«a
175. Tape recorder - Akai. X-300 4 heads, 3

molars. Auto reverse. Best offer. Call

Mark 2S3-KI7.

tllO-23

Skis, bindings boot Head 3M. It* cm.
Tyralia. Hteker K >,m. Iioo Head 1X0 cm.
Telmat Marker. LaageCW. $IM Margaret
54S-234« day. „

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

73 Honda 150. kvw mileage excellent
condition still under warranty, must sell
IS50 or best after. 549-625*

tllt-ll

1972 Honda SI-I2S, e*c <or.dit,,M , well
kept, best Jap woods bike with knobby A
shop manual C all Joel (K5-4477 evenings
after 6 p.m.

1/10-19

1*71 Toyota Corona standard shift. $64*1
Call I 167 3796

tflO-19

Van 1966 Ford Snaervan HI) Six.

slicker and new paint. 1154) or best offer

must sell. Call 54*-x*«i

tllO-IX

Teachers needed overseas. All
subjects, all levels, travel paid. No
language requirement, not restricted
to Ed Majors. Information on where
to apply in over 4t) countries Send 12 to
Overseas Teaching. P.O. Box 524-V

.

Centralis. Wa. HMt.
tfio-17

aannSLS?' ctntni A«hersl. Safeand inexpensive. D. II Jo.^ $m*nT
If 10/18

(4 Vw Van without engine good for parts

or can be rebuilt Best offer. Call Warren

MMMMaV
tflO-17

Wanted - wnrm. friendly babysitter
wllh awn car for ii month old. 9-12 week-
days. 253-34nT7.

tflO-19

•
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Notices
AMATEUR RADIO:
Meeting tonite (Wed.) 6:30, 905

C.C. Novice code class 7:30 at club.

BICYCI E CLUB MTG •

Meeting tonight in C.C, 7:00.

Room is posted on C.C. schedule.
Discussion of bulk bicycle purchase.

CENTRAL AREA COUNSELING
CENTER:
Grad and undergrad counselors

available for any problems or
questions you might want to rap
about. Rm. B2, Gorman House, Mon.
Fri. 1-9 and Thurs. 10-9. Call 5-0894.

CHESS EXHIBITION:
Simultaneous chess exhibition

tonight, 7:30, C.C. 165 169. U.S.

Junior co champion will take on
everyone who brings a set. Free.

COMMUTERS:
Meeting of Commuter Assembly

Executive Council today at 5:30 in

Commuter Lounge, SUB. All are
welcome.

ETA KAPPA Mill

Meeting this afternoon at 12: 15

p.m. of all active members, to be held
in EBE 104.

FINNISH LANGUAGE CLUB:
Finnish Club will meet Thurs.

10/18 at 7:30 in Rm. 801 C.C. All

interested in Finnish culture and
language welcome.

WARPER
WITH

7'0l>9:00
I coo

PAUL NEWMAN tw LAUPEN BACALLWED OCT. 17 SUB

FLUID DYNAMICS FOR THE
SELF:
This offering teaches you to

respond in the most natural en-
vironment, the water. A real rush.
Awaken to a new awareness Call
Neptune 253 5897 between 6 10 p.m.
Very limited enrollment.

CENTER FOR JEWISH STUDIES:
Due to Holiday of Succoth, no

classes will be held today and
tomorrow.

ISRAELI DANCING:
Don't forget Israeli Dancing every

Wednesday in the Cape Cod Lounge,
7:30 10:30. Instruction for beginners
along with advanced dancing. See
you tonight!

KUNDALINI YOGA CLUB:
Meets today, 5:00 in C.C. 917.

MOVIE:
"The Boys in the Band" is not a

musical. Mahar Aud. 7, 9, 11 p.m.
Thursday 10/18.

OHAG AGENDA:
Deadline for items to be placed on

'he OHAG Agenda (meets Monday
nights) is 6: 00 p.m. Weds. Financial
items should be first submitted to

Finance Committee.

OHAG COMMITTEE APPTS:
Orchard Hillers wishing to serve on

an OHAG Committee or serve as
OHAG rep to a Senate Committee see
your representative or Cindy
McGrath 6 6944.

RUGBY MEETING:
Important organizational meeting

tonight 8:00, 917 C.C. Be there with
dues.

SCIENCE FICTION CLUB:
General meeting tonite. 7: 30 in the

S F Library. Elections. Attendance
mandatory.

SENATE WOMEN'S CAUCUS:
All women in the Student Senate

are asked to attend a Woman's
Caucus at 6: 30 tonight in the Senate

TONIGHT
OFF THK HOOK at 7:20 p.m.
Art Cohen hosts an open telephone forum (all him up and speak your

mind al 545 2876

GAY BREAK at 8:00 p.m.
Gay BrtMk is news, iniormaiuin. discussion, theater, and all kinds of

things from the nay perspective Moderator Claire Strolace takes calls
on the first locally produced show Always enliKhteninu and en
tertakiing.

TOMORROW NIGHT
DIALOGUE at 6:00 p.m.
OialoKue look! at the Arab Israeli conflict, with spokesmen lor each

side participating

FILM QUOTES AND COMMENTS at 7.30 p.m
I)r Tom Bonn and Ins guest examine Kalph liukshi 1 Heavy

Traffic", his second X-rated cartoon

u

I

UIMUfl
STEREO 91 1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

•Maa^aal aW-<
*^*

PERSONAL

Men! Women! Jobs on ships! No
experience required. Excellent pay
Worldwide Travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send 13.00 for in-
formation. Seafax, Dept. M-17 PO
Box 2049. Port Angeles. Washington
9K.I62.

tf 10-17

HELP WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS RIDE WANTED

Gay Commune has farm — mm
peopling, living and loving together. Box
723, Amherst. Mass. 01002.

ttn-u

To the girl in Drake Sundav. 10-7. Call
collect 603-523-7050 about opportunity in
VH. in regards to ed position we talked
about. Rich.

1110-18-

Parents — problems with child care?
Join the Child Care Exchange — an
alternative to sitters etc. Infants to 8 yrs.
Call Joan. 586-2224.

tflO-19

Tired of dorm living? 1 bedroom in King
Philip, available immediately. Price
negotiable. Call 665-3318 after 6 p.m.. on
bus line.

ifinoa

Light your I ire with MAKio and the 3rd
Floor Perverts.

tflO-17

Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity

kitchen at meal times in exchange for Free
board. 545-0210 ask for Kick or Olie.

til

Wanted — rhythm guitarist & pianist

i preferably singers). & male vocalist for

•iii's revue. Guaranteed work. Call 584-6458.

tflO-17

Wanted — female pianist to play stan-

dards & sing-along, good pay. Call Music
Ventures. 584-6458.

1X14-17

SPttn TYPIST
-In Ware, at Collegian nricter

8:30 p.m.-4:00 a.m.

ask fortharlotte

ROOMMATE WANTED
Mature girl needed to share new apt. on

Rte. !». Hartley Rent 146.25 per month plus
utilities, must have no car or pets. Call 586-

0852.

tf 10- I

T

T-

touple needed to share two bedroom
apt. with another couple. Kiverglade Apts
256-0628.

tf 10-17

Graduate Students wanted to share
house in Kelchertown. furnished with

utilities. Call 323-7082.

tflO-18

Need ride from Kelchertown for 8 a.m..
hack at I p.m. (Juabbin apts. area. Willing
to pay. (all Joanne at 83-Htf, keep
Irving.

tf 10- 17

(iark School for the Deaf. Mlmptn.
child needs ride to and from Koston
weekends. Will pay all expenses. ( all

Paula. 256-0126. tf 10-17

Puffton resident needed to take care of
dog. I will pay Sin per month plus food.
Call 549-6718.

tf 10- 1

T

Mother — Prof, with school age kids
needs a paragon: efficient, kind capable
individual to take over, part time. 253-7456.

5-0417.

tflO-18

Female roommate own room in 6 room
house in lladley. Please call 586-2815 keep
trying.

tf 10-19

Female to share room in Brittany Manor
Apt. Free bus 1150. 256-8173.

tflO-19

F Shepard abandoned by evicted
owners, needs good home w people w
understanding. Call 549-1868. around
supper time.

tflO-19

To lovely girl in Whitmnr Coffee Shop,

noon Monday. Your eyes haunt me Call 6-

5149 if mine haunt you.

tf 10 IT

.supervisor — Direct Sales! You may
be one of the three key people I seek to

develop and train distributors. High
income potential for management
minded people. Write: Mr. Weiss, P.O.

Box 552, Randolph. MA. 02368.

tf10-30

Roommate wanted to share Cliffside 2

bdrm. Apt. Own bdrm. quiet, nice
location: on bus rte. dw. ac. 185-mo. incl.

utilities. Call 665-4314.

tf 10-19

SERVICES

FOR REN1

"Puddin" Face" — A very Happy 21st —
Let me know about a Friday dinner for two
at Toe. Love. "Peach Fuu".

tflO-18

Al E. — Showers aren't the same without

you but that was last year, how do you get

your jollies now? — CM.
tflO-17

Kenny S.. Happy Birthday from the boys

in No. 60 and all your friends in

Riverglade Apt*.

tflO-18

Horses boarded, 10 minutes to campus.
Kox stalls, field jumping, excellent trails.

253-7373.

tflO-27

6 bedroom house for rent, located in

Wendell. 1375 per month Call 1-617-544-

3520.

tflO-17

Rooms — Only a few left. Close, 491 N.

Pleasant, free parking, tel. 253-9938. or

drop by. ask for Duncan. By day. week,
month.

tfl0/l>

Guaranteed rebuilt Volkswagen engines
GAR. VW Rebuilding Shop, 1-232-7051.

tflO-26

Astrologer does birth charts < horoscope i

with complete accuracy, interpretation &
counseling. Call Jeffrey. 253-5386. keep
trying.

tflO-19

Bike repairs — Will do some bike repairs
on campus and pick up and deliver others.

Cheap and reliable. Call Tom after 5, 584-

4985.

mu
Pastel Portraits drawn from photo I

take. All ages frm newborns to grand-
parents. Samples shown in vmherst.

Please calf 568-1075.

tflO-23

Research — thousands of topics, 12.75
per page. Send tl for mail order catalog.
Research assistance, inc. 11941 Wilshire
Blvd., Suite 2. LA., Calif. 90025.

tfl2-!2

Ride wanted to Phila. on Oct. 19. Call
256-0618. will share -expenses tfio-18

I need ride to Cornell I'niv.. Ithaca. Fri..

Oct. 19. Will share expenses and driving

both ways, (all 665-4366. after 5. Please!

!

tflO-17

To Ithaca or Syracuse 19 or 20. back 21 or
22. Will share expenses. Call 549-6356 ask
for Dorothee or leave message.

tflO-18

Need ride from Belchertown for 8, back
at 4. Quahbin Apts. area. Willing to pay.

Call Joanne at 323-4521. keep trying.

tflO-19

LOST

Engagement ring — Family heirloom of
sentimental value. Contact Bobbi at 36
Cniv. Pk. or call 256-0641. substantial
reward.

tflO-19

Buck knife on 10-4 nite. between ( A . Ik

S.W. If found please call 6-7489. reward.

tfl«-l*

Please. I lost my Black Shawl at a
roadstop in Montague. I miss it. Maureen
253-9033. let ring.

tflO-lft

Office, 420 SUB.

SKI CLUB:
The UMass Ski Club will have its

first meeting today. Elections will be
held and memberships will be taken,

come and find out how the Club can
cut the cost of skiing. Ski movie from
Austria and guest speaker.

SPEAKER'S COLLOQUIM:
Steve Karchmer, Exec. Secrty, of

SEIU, Loc. 495 will speak Thurs.
10/18 at 2:30 p.m., C.C. 917 on
"Managing a Local Union in the

Public Employment Sector". The
public is invited to attend.

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB:
Avalon Hill players; meeting Wed.

10/17 at 6:00 p.m. in C.C. 103. All

interested welcome.

STUDENT SENATE MEETING:
The Student Senate will meet

tonight in Rm 113 C.C. at 7 p.m. All

interested persons are urged to at

'end

FOUND:
Peasant top found at Brittany

Manor. Describe it and it's yours.

Call 256 0668. Keep trying.

LOST:
Pr. gold wire rims in gold burlap

case Name written on case. Lost

sometime last month. Call Jamie 546

5423, Lewis 104.

LOST:
Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity flag

Large silver and magenta flag.

Please return to 510 N. Pleasant St.

545 0174.

LOST:
Woman's gold timex watch on 10/11

in vicinity of C.C. Please call Dana
253 5870

LOST:
On Boyden Intramural football

fields (#5?) a silver lady's timex
watch. If found return to VMS 417 or

call 546 1421. Thanks.

LOST:
On 10/10, green key case with 1

UMass key. Please call 546 9528.

Police
Emergency
5-3111

Experienced juggler wanted, (all :»I5

0418.

tf 10-19

Experienced Magician wanted, (all 545-

11II8.

tflO-19

Sorry, but I have no open dates left in

Oct. Thanks I Mass for a fantastic Sept.
and Oct. Your friend. Steve the D.J.. 467-

aa
ifio-i;

llors* <

.->49-36:U!

. .ding. Running Deer Ranch

tf 10-19

Wanted — female pianist to play stan-
dards & sing-along. (Ktod pay. Call Music
Ventures, 584-6458.

tflO-17

Wanted — rhythm guitarist & pianist

'preferably singers*. A male vocalist for

50's revue. Guaranteed work. Call 1-584-

t.458.

tfl0-17

FREE

Free kittens to give away to good homes
they are really fine and box trained.
Please call Carlotta 664-3494 after 5.

tflO-24

Free two year old Irish Setter to good

home preferable with lots of room or on

farm. Call Laurie 546-4748. 5-7 p.m.

tflO-26

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Centrally located in So. Deerfield. 3

rooms, heat, hot water, stove,

refrigerator. |l30-mo. Call 665-3758.

tfia-17
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Pitching UMass'
No. 1 Problem
"No one looked outstanding for us this fall as far as

pitchers are concerned and it is now clear how much
we will miss Flanagan and White who could strike out
ten or twelve per game and allow only a minimal
amount of hits

." -Coach Dick Bergquist

By MIKE BKOPIIY
It was a fall season that saw excellent playing

weather enable all the candidates good outdoor ex-
perience before the winter season set in as the fall

version of the Diamond Nine compiled a record of 6-3

on the season.

Going into the fall campaign, Coach Bergquist
knew that he had his work cut out for him as three of

his players that still had eligibility left, signed with
the pro ranks last summer. Eddie McMahon, Mike
Flanagan, and Steve Newell were expected to return
from last year's 22-7 squad. However, the pro player
draft held in New York had different ideas.

"Filling the holes left by those three and the
regular graduates from last year will be a heck of a
chore," said Bergquist as he thought of who to put
where in preparation for the spring trip to Miami.
Mike Koperniak has been shuffled from the right

side of second over to fill the hole left by McMahon at

shortstop. He has proven to be alright as he had
played short before. That leaves second base up for

grabs, but "second basemen are easier to come by
than shortstops," said Bergquist.

Koperniak managed to hit a respectable .320 during
the 14 games and scrimmages held this fall. He
rapped out three doubles and one triple, a ball that
just missed clearing the wall in deep left field.

Junior Ron Beaurivage led the hitters with a .388

batting average as he collected one double, a triple,

and two home runs. "Ron could easily be the best first

baseman in New England, both offensively and
defensively, if he continues to improve at the rate he
has in the past," mentioned Bergquist.

Sophomore outfielder Mark Fontaine had a fine fall

in batting .375 and Bergquist feels he may fill the role
of designated pinch hitter with the unexpected loss of
Peter Collins (left school > draining the power hitting

rather substantially.

Of the final fifty candidates that will compose the
varsity and JV units, there were only two seniors and
three juniors.

Steve Newell helped Bergquist in working with the
newcomers. He is finishing school while waiting to

return to the Montreal Expos training camp next
spring.

The addition of Jeff McKay to the baseball
coaching staff will be of great help to the program.
McKay comes from UCal-Eerkeley where he was an
assistant coach for five years.

i Staff Photo - K.vin I rkkila

Paul Hansen hauls down 15 1 fullback Joe Driscoll in Saturdays 20-6

victory. That's Mark Finnerty (20) and Bob Parrott (23) coming over

to help out.

Andrews Reinstated
Over Finley Protest

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP) -Baseball Commissioner Bowie

Kuhn slapped Oakland As owner Charles O. Finley

on the wrists Tuesday and put second baseman Mike

Andrews back on the rebellious As World Series

squad.
Andrews, supposedly suffering from a shoulder

ailment, was placed on the disabled list Sunday, an

action which Marvin Miller, executive director of the

Major League Baseball Players Association, called

"highly suspicious" and which Andrews' teammates
and Kuhn labeled embanassing-and worse.

Andrews committed two 12th inning errors Sunday
which gave the New York Mets three runs and a 10-7

victory that squared the Series at one game apiece.

Less than two hours later, he was on the disabled list

while his teammates were flying to New York for

Tuesday night's third game.
Finley had requested that the As be given per-

mission to replace Andrews with Manny Trillo.

"There is no basis to grant the request and it is

accordingly denied," Kuhn replied.

"I might add that the handling of this matter had
the unfortunate effect of unfairly embarrassing a

player who has given many years of able service to

professional baseball.

"It is my determination that Andrews remains a

full-fledged member of the Oakland World Series

squad," Kuhn added. "There is no suggestion that

this condition Andrews' shoulder has changed or

worsened since the Series began, or has been injured

in this Series. The fact that Andrews was used in

game 2 by the Oakland club appears to indicate to the

contrary."

Finley said the A's would abide by the com-
missioner's decision.

"We will play the Mets with 23 players," he said,

adding that Andrews still would not appear in the rest

of the Series

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 19

Delaware No. 1
Delaware's Blue Hens, who downed Connecticut 35-

7 last weekend, remained No. 1 in The Associated
Press college division football poll Tuesday, with
Tennessee State, Cal Poly-SLO and Hawaii holding
their ground behind them.
Western Kentucky rocketed from 11th to sixth and

Boise State plummeted from fifth to 11th. Nevada-
Las Vegas, 5-1, and Elon, 6-0, moved onto the charts
after dumping ranked teams in Saturday games.

1. Delaware
2 Tennessee State

3 Cal Poly

4 Hawaii

ft. Gramblmg

6. Western Kentucky
7. South Dakota

8 Louisiana Tech
9 Wittenberg

10. No. Dakota State

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30- 10:30 a.m.

(except during league play)

All Is Quiet For Willie Mays
By WICK TEMPLE

Associated Press Sports Editor

NEW YUKR (AP) - There is a
breed of man which is apart from
all others. The very few who fit the

category embody whatever it is the

others strive for.

Such a man is Willie Mays, and
such a man is not content with

fame and money and the accolades
of swarming humanity. His con-

tentment comes from within, and it

comes only at a tremendous cost.

Sunday Willie Mays mustered
something everyone thought was
gone, and his single over second
base helped pull the New York
Mets even with Oakland at one
victory apiece in the World Series.

After 22 years in the major
leagues, after stardom seldom
dreamed of even by the greatest

ones, he was out there falling down
and running badly. Puffing and
straining and hustling and doing

what he-Willie Mays-is expected to

do despite the obstacles of time and
trauma.
The sports writers who swarm to

the World Series had a hero when
the game was over, and they wrote
about him. They talked about him.
They shook their heads and smiled
in the long hours after the game
when they wrote their stories and
straggled to the Oakland airport to

get a charter flight to New York so

they could write some more when
the sun came up on the eastern
coast of the United States.

It is important to understand
sports writers, while usually af-

fable and talented, are not par-

ticularly pleasant in the middle of

the night after a 12-inning World
Series game and a scramble to the

airport.

They knew the Mets were
staying behind, sleeping com-
fortably and flying to New York
Monday, to get ready for Game
Three: They probably resented
that a bit but didn't say anything.

So they boarded the DC-8 at the

airport and they filled the first

seats available.

When the late arrivals got to the
hack of the plane, they found a man

asleep on the fourth seat from the

rear.

The man was Willie Mays.
He was flying to New York early-

after 22 years-after delivering

what he had to deliver on Sunday.
He was flying to New York to take
batting practice Monday so that

maybe, just maybe, he could do it

again.

The stewardesses wrapped
Willie in a blanket and he slept

through a movie and steak dinner
and the booze and the poker game
going on behind him. He got off the

plane sleepy, a long way from his

home in California.

Nobody asked him any
questions. And-funny thing- it was
a quiet flight for a bunch of sports

writers.

THE BOYS

THE BAHD

is not a musical

!

Mahar Aud. 7, 9, 11 p.m.

Oct. 18th, Thursday

10% of all Sales

this week donated to Israel

Polaroid Cameras 10% above cost

Swinger - Big Shot - Super Color • Square Shooter

Stationary - Naif-Price

Barton's Candies - 20% off

22 Center Street (off

TARA
ain St.)

584-6764

Northampton

Thursday p.m.'* till 9:00

Commentary

I Wish I Was There
By DEAN TUCKER

It happened quite a few years ago, so many in fact that exact memory
is impossible and what I'm trying to remember is turning into one of

those cloudy nostalgias that everyone has sometimes.
I'm sure it was sometime before the Giants and Dodgers blew New

York for the West Coast.

Every year, my Aunt Josie and Uncle Tony, two Middle Americans who
lived in the Bronz, would come away from the city to visit us in New
Hampshire, breathe some fresh air and regale my family with tales of the

city.

It was all very exciting; they were young and always had brand new
convertibles that were bright red. I became very fond of them. Every
year I would anxiously await their visit. Oh yeah, they would always lay a
few dollars on me for ice cream or whatever captivated.

One of those years in October, my parents started buzzing about when
Tony and Josie would come, what we would have to buy for food, because
these two were very Italian and ate accordingly, and how nice it would be
to see them.

I got up one morning and while getting ready for school I asked my
mother when they were coming. She told me that they had called the

night before to say that they couldn't make it because they were going to

stay in the city to go to a couple of World Series games.
I couldn't believe it. The World Series had interrupted something very

important in my childhood scheme. I saw Tony and Josie many times
after that but it was never the same. I couldn't believe they thought more
of the World Series than of their visit with my family.

Somehow I got dumped in New York City a few years ago, too broke to

go anywhere else. It was in July and the Amazin' Mets were on their way
to the top. I caught the fever, and by the time October rolled around the

talk was Mets, Mets, Mets. Nobody wanted to work. The Viet Nam War
was unspoken. Even what's-his-name, the president, couldn't impress
many New York working class people. The Mets were their government
and Casey Stengel was emperor, the supreme high and exalted deluxe
ruler. What he said counted.

He led his troops all the way over Baltimore, and the city returned to

normal after a week of celebrating in saloons and repeated play by plays

by a thousand potential Mel Aliens were finally talked out.

As I sit here now, I can forgive Tony and Josie for not visiting us that

year, and if I had my druthers, I'd be at Shea swilling beer and cheering

on the Mets and feeling the amazing thing a bunch of guys with a ball and
a stick and a chubby inarticulate great leader can do to that big city.

Pitt Preps For BC
PITTSBURGH (AP)-Now that his Pitt football team has its second

victory, Coach Johnny Majors says he is looking for consistency.

"I don't want us to be a yo-yo," Majors said at his weekly news con-

ference Tuesday, "up one week and down the next."

The Panthers upset West Virginia 35-7 Saturday and this week travel to

Boston to face highly regarded Boston College.

BC, 3-2, nearly upset the University of Miami last week, holding a 10-9

edge with six minutes remaining in the game.
But Miami moved the ball 82 yards to score and win the game 15-10.

Boston Coach Joe Yukica was asked how good his team is.

"A mark of a good team is to cap drives with touchdowns and we just

didn't do that against Miami," he said.

He was referring to the fact that BC got inside the Miami two-yard line

on second down and failed to score what could have been the winning
touchdown.
"Boston College is much better than they were last year," said Majors.

"They are as well coached as any team we'll face this year."
Boston has an offense keyed around Mike Esposito, rated one of the

best running backs in the East. However he also is a pass receiver,
returns kicks and catches passes.

Gary Marangi is the quarterback and he is considered an excellent

passer, having only two of some 70 passes intercepted this season.

Pitt, of course, is led by freshman running sensation Tony Dorsett, who
is on his way to setting a host of Panther records.

Dorsett has scored six touchdowns and the Pitt season record in that

department is 13, set in 1917 by George McCaren.

Sports Staff Meeting

Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

All Members Please Attend

L

• AP Wireohotoi

Casey Stengel, ex-manager of the Braves, Yankees, and the
original Amazin' Mets, slips through the boarding gate for his flight
to New York.

AP Sports Shorts
BOCA RATON. Fla. (AP) -

Second-seeded Margaret Court,

suffering from a stomach in-

flammation, withdrew Tuesday
from the $110,000 Virginia Slims

Championship tennis tournament.
Mrs. Court, 31, was admitted to

Boca Raton Community Hospital

Monday night with viral

gastroentiritis. Hospital
spokesmen said she was in

satisfactory condition.

MILWAUKEE (AP) The
American Bowling Congress has
banned "soaked" bowling balls

from sanctioned league and
tournament competition, ABC
officials announced Tuesday.

Al Matzelle. ABC executive
secretary, aid the ruling by the

ABC's board would apply to the

group's 4.1 million members.
The process, discovered by a

member of the professional
bowlers' tour less than one year
ago, involves soaking a plastic-

bowling ball in a chemical solvent

to soften its outer shell and provide

an easier hook on oiled bowling

lanes.

Officials had feared accidents

because of the highly toxic soaking

solutions being used.

CLEVELAND (AP) - The
Cleveland Browns said Tuesday
that linebacker Billy Andrews was
admitted to Mt. Sinai Hospital for a

back examination and X-rays.

A spokesman for the National

Football League team said
Andrews' back problems were not

related to Monday night's game
with Miami, which the Dolphins

won 17-9.

KANSAS CITY (AP) - The
Kansas City-Omaha Kings signed

Howie "Butch" Komives Tuesday
and put Mike Ratliff on waivers to

make room for the veteran guard
on their National Basketball
Association roster.

Komives. released recently after

one season with Buffalo, played
eight previous years with Detroit

and the New York Knicks of the

NBA. The 6-foot- 1 guard played
college basketball at Bowling
Green, Ohio.

NEW YORK ( AP) Quarterback
John Hadl and wide receiver

Harold Jackson of the Los Angeles
Rams were named Tuesdaa by The
Associated Press as the Offensive

Players of the Week in the

National Football League.

They were selected for their

performances in Sunday's 37-31

victory over the Dallas Cowboy s-

the fifth consecutive triumph for

the unbeaten Rams. Hadl com-
pleted 12 of 22 passes for 279 yards
and four touchdowns. All four TD
aerials were caught by Jackson,
who had a total of seven receptions

lor 238 yards.

NEW YORK ( AP) - Charles Hall,

a 260 pound defensive tackle from
Tulane University, was selected

Tuesday by The Associated Press

as the Lineman of he Week in

college football.

Players Balk At
NFL's Control

Of Broadcasters

W » (HINGTON (AP) The
National Football League Players
Association has asked the Federal
Communications Commission to

prohibit immediately any
agreement which gives the NFL
control over the choice of radio and
television announcers for its

games.
But in New York, Jim Kensil,

executive director of the league,
said the NFL has already
relinquished any control it had.
"We deleted that from our

constitution last week," he said,

adding that the league coulc not
reassert control over the television

networks' choice of announcers.
In a brief filed Tuesday with the

FCC, which is conducting a probe
into broadcasting of sports events,
the association said the NFL
commissioner's power over the
choice of announcers "has a
chilling effect on their reporting.
"The NFL is image-conscious to

the extreme," the association said.

"Thus, an announcer critical of the
NFL laces the threat of losing his

job because of the power vested in

the NFL commissioner to remove
him !rom his job."

As a result, the brief says, there
is a total lack of reference by the
network announcers to the
association, no analysis of the
standard player contract or the
option clause and a ban on an
association spokesman being in-

terviewed on the union's position
on issues.

Suspended
CHARDON. Ohio (AP) - Twenty-

one members of the 44 man
Chardon High School football
squad have been suspended for the
remainder fo the season for
breaking training rules.

The action was taken by Coach
Lou Provenzano before Monday's
practice session. He could not be
reached Tuesday for comment.
However, one of he suspended

players said the players were
asked if they had taken a drink
since practice sessions started in

June, and the 21 who were
suspended admitted that they had.
School officials would not say

how many of the suspended
players were starters.

Chardon has lost four straight
games after winning its first two
contests.

World Campus Afloat: Join Us!
Sails each September A February.

This is the way you've always wanted
to learn . . and should. Combine
accredited study with a fascinating

semester of travel to Africa, Austral-

asia, the Orient, and the Americas.
Over 8500 students from ^50 colleges
have already participated. Financial
aid is available. Write now for free

catalog:

WCA, Chapman College
Box 1000, Orange, CA 92666

HAWAII -
'299

incl. everything but food

Seven Sixty

Travel, Inc.

Albany, N.Y.

For more Info:

LESLIE HALFOND
625 Field

Amherst, Mass.
413 546-6861

FIRSTMEETINGOFTHE

UMASS. SKI CLUB
Wed., Oct. 17 -

Mahar Aud. 8:00 p.m.

* MEMBERSHIPS TAKEN
* ELECTIONS FOR OFFICER
* SKI MOVIE
• GUEST SPEAKER

Find out About:

Weekly night skiing, discounts on equip. & lifts, free trans-
portation to ski areas, trip to Innsbruck, vacation trips, plus
other benefits.

WESTERN AUTO
NOW HIS IN STOCK

HOCKEY EQUIPMENT

(COOPER)
Hockey pants, gloves, sticks,

Helmets, elbow guards, shoulder pads

Hockey Skates CCM, Bauer

Figure Skates: Hydes, Bauer

WESTERN AUTO
Main St.

Northampton

•

» tVt '.".
,
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Campaneris Sinks Mets In 1 1th;

Oakland Takes 2-1 Series Lead

(Stan Photo • Larry Stein >

Bill Gillin hits his mid-race stride against URI. He went on to tie

teammate Randy Thomas for first in yesterdays trouncing of URI.

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP) Bert Cam
paneris delivered a two-out single

in the 11th inning Tuesday night,

scoring Ted Kubiak and giving the

Oakland Asa 3-2 victory over the

New York Mets in the third game
of the 1973 World Series.

The victory gave the A's a 2-1

lead in the best-of-seven Series,

with Game 4 scheduled for 8:30

p.m., EDT, Wednesday in New
York.
Kubiak had walked on a 3-1 pitch,

then dashed to second on Met
catcher Jerry Grote's passed ball

as Angel Mangual struck out.

Then Campaneris, whose stolen

base had helped the A's tie the

score 2-2 in the eighth inning

against Met starter Tom Seaver,
singled to center, scoring Kubiak.
The speedy Oakland shortstop

tried to reach second on the throw
to the plate but was thrown out
when the Mets cut off the throw
home.
That gave the A's the lead, and

reliever Paul Lindblad needed just

three outs to nail down the victory.

But he couldn't do it. Wayne
Garrett, who had homered in the

first inning, delivered a checked-
swing single to center leading off

the Mets' last chance. That
brought Rollie Fingers out of the

Oakland bullpen.

The ace reliever, the 18th player
used in the game by Oakland,
retired Felix Millan on a sacrifice

and then finished the Mets off by
getting Rusty Staub on a fly ball

and Cleon Jones on a grounder to

Gillin, Thomas Win As UMass
Harriers Overwhelm URI

By SCOTT HAYES
Bill Gillin and Randy Thomas

battled cold and windy conditions
yesterday, to finish in a tie for first

with a time of 25:27, and lead
UMass to an easy 18-43 win over
Rhode Island.

The two co-captains didn't have
any trouble with URI's top runner,
Tom Grundy, who finished 21

seconds off the pace.

The only competition Gillin and
Thomas had came from the ad-
verse conditions, which accounted
for the slower times. The two
juniors took an early command of

the race and opened up a huge lead
over Rhode Island's Grundy in the
middle of the race. Grundy
finished third, and was the first

URI runner to finish.

Tom Wilson, who had been
having his problems, ran a fine

race and finished fourth with a
time of 26:07. Wilson, a junior, ran
well in the season's opener at

Boston College, finishing fifth, but
dropped down in the next three

meets. Wilson placed seventeenth
against Harvard, twentieth in the
UConn meet, and managed only
thirty-seventh against Nor-
theastern.

Chris Farmer captured fifth for

UMass. and Phil Broughton placed
sixth. Both runners were clocked in

26: 10 for the hilly five-mile course.
Freshman Steve Hague was

unimpressive for Rhode Island.

finishing seventh with a time of

26 21. Grundy and Hague never
contested Gillin and Thomas for

the top positions, and three UMass
runners were able to separate the

top two URI runners.

Mickey Hawkes, who finished

first in Saturday's junior varsity

meet, came on strong towards the

end of the race and finished eighth.

Paul Doiron came up with another

good performance, finishing in

ninth place.

Senior Doug O'Connell bettered

his home course time of 27: 13 by 14

seconds and as a result, moved up
from Saturday's twenty-first place

finish to eleventh.

UMass completely dominated

the race and URI's fifth runner

finished eighteenth. Due to the

scoring in cross country, however.

only the top seven runners for each
team are counted, and URI's fifth

man was awarded twelfth place.
UMass had thirteen runners across
the finish line before the Rams
finished five runners.
Rhode Island, Yankee Con-

ference runner-up last season,
won't come near UMass in the
Yankee Conference meet if they
continue to run as poorly as they
did yesterday.

Tom Maguire, Paul Segersten,
John McGrail, Chris Chambers
and John Scheer didn't run in

yesterday's meet. Coach Ken
O'Brien has split the top ten run-
ners into two groups of five to keep
the team ready for the big meets.
With the new system, the runners

have run under race conditions

only once a week and will be well

rested for the more important
meets.

CROSS COUNTRY CORNER-The
Harriers are now 5-2 and have a 2-0

record against Yankee Conference
teams. The only battles that
developed in yesterday's meet
were between UMass runners.
Gillin and Thomas tied as did
Farmer and Broughton. Andy
Levey ran the course in 27:05 and
teammate Jim Hunt tied him.
Tom Grundy and the other Ram

front runners didn't seem to be in

the race and never pushed Thomas
and Gillin, who ran a controlled
race.

'Staff PImu . Kevin Erfckita>

UMass Goalie Carl Vercollone comet out of his net to foil Bl
aUackman Konstantin Pavlou. VercoHofie's diving saves helped
I Mass to Saturday's 5-3 victory.

shortstop Campaneris.
Garrett was the 14th player left

on base by the Mets.

The A's rushed from their dugout
to congratulate Fingers, who was
credited with a save. And the

capacity crowd of 54,817 peacefully

filed out of Shea Stadium.
The game lasted 3 hours and 15

minutes on a bone-chilling night,

with gusty winds blowing
throughout. It started on a

promising note for the Mets, with
two first-inning runs and the ace of

their staff, Seaver, pitching.

But it ended dismally in defeat

for New York after the A's came
from behind to tie the score with
runs in the sixth and eighth innings

against Seaver. Harry Parker, the

fourth New York pitcher of the

game, was the loser and Lindblad,
who relieved in the ninth, was the
winner.

Bot teams had chances to break
the tie in the ninth inning.

The A's had tied the score in the
eighth on the speed of Cam-
perneris. The fleet shortstop
opened with a single to left and
stole second. Then Joe Rudi singled
past Milner, scoring the fleet

Oakland shortstop.

After a sacrifice moved Rudi to

second, Seaver pitched out of the
jam, getting Reggie Jackson on a
fly ball and striking out Gene
Tenace. The strikeout was the 12th
of the game for Seaver, who left for

a pinch hitter in the bottom of the

Hathj (Enlirgtan
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eighth.

The A's had nicked him for their
first run in the sixth on doubles by
Sal Bando and Tenace. A leaping
catch at the fence by center fielder
Don Hahn on leadoff batter Rudi
prevented more scoring.

The Mets opened fast against
Oakland starter Jim "Catfish"
Hunter.

Garrett lined Hunter's second
pitch of the game over the
auxiliary scoreboard in right field

for a home run. It was Garrett's
second hit of the Series and also his
second home run.

Millan followed with a single to
left and then the Mets played hit

and run. Millan broke for second
and, as Campaneris went over to

cover the base, Staub dumped a
single through the vacated short-
stop position. Millan raced to third
on the hit.

Hunter, obviously shaken, un-
corked a wild pitch that bounced
all the way to the A's dugout and
Millan trotted home for a 2-0 New
York lead.

The way Seaver was throwing
early in the game, it seemed that
might be enough. The fireballing
ace of the Mets* staff struck out the
side twice and fanned five A's in

order over one stretch. But
Oakland finally caught him in the
eighth and the two clubs battled
into extra innings for the second
time in three World Series games.

Yan Con Football

Standings

W-L PCT.

UMass 2-0 1.000

UConn 2-0 1.000

Rhode Island 1-1 .500

New Hampshire 1-1 .500

Maine 2-3 .400

Boston U 1-2 .333

Vermont 1-3 .250

Steve Crowe

The Old Man
Wouldn't it be great if Willie Mays hits a home run in his last time at bat

to win the World Series from the New York Mets?
How many of you die-hard nostalgia fans out there have had this dream

at one time or another? I have had it many times, simply because I would
really like to see it happen.

I don't have a favorite team in the series this year. There doesn't seem
to be too much of a choice. Either I pick a no-name bunch of Mets or I go
with the classier, but more distant from home, Oakland A's.
When I don't have a favorite team in a series, ( my only favorite teams

are from Boston)
,
I usually go with the underdogs. But I just can't cheer

for the Mets.
So what do I cheer for?

I cheer for Willie Mays. I root for him tc go out of baseball in style
Willie Mays has been playing pro baseball since the day most of us

UMies were born. For twenty-two years he has been one of the best
players in all of baseball. We've heard Willie Mays bedtime stories since
we were old enough to wear a baseball glove. We listened to his every
word on the blasting caps commercial ( "Don't touch it! ") For years his
Topps bubble gum card has gone very high on the trade market. One year
I traded a Mickey Mantle, a Roger Maris, and a Gary Geiger for one
Willie Mays. Of course they were my doubles cards, but they were my best
doubles! w

But now, as I watch the 42 year old Mays struggling with his baseball
play, I can only think of the story of the Old Man and the Sea The OldMan spent days trying to bring that marlin back to shore and Willie Mays
is, likewise, trying to bring his career to a close in a respectable style But
both were treated miserably in their plight.
The Old Man's fish was torn apart by the sharks and after last Sunday's

pathetic performance by Willie Mays, the press also tore into his legendThey said he looked foolish, that he looked like an old man playing a
young mans game, that he should have quit years agok $* He
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But for Willie Mays, you hope the ending is different. You hope that he
eaves baseball in the same manner he came in, in a blaze of glory The
first hit of his career was a homerun and somehow, you even believe that
this is just what is going to happen in his last time at bat You startmaking up reasons why this will happen, saying that it it fate and fate
alone that has given Willie Mays a chance to even play to another World

totottJ Se
'*
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Fantasy! you say. Yes, it is. But what better ending for the treat WilhaMays legend could there possibly be?
^^
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"Kathy. I'm lost.'' I

said, though I knew she
was sleeping
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Students Needed For
Israeli Work Force

By SUE ADLEY
The outbreak of the near Mid-

East crisis has led more than 50
people within the last few weeks to

volunteer their services in Israel.

What does this involve? Rabbi
Aryeh Meir of Hillel, the Jewish
organization on campus, described
it as a "civilian volunteer
program".
"This was set up," he said, "to

fill places within the Israeli society
that were due to the depleted work
force as a result of the crisis. All of

the workers have left their jobs to

fight in the army, which is now
fully mobilized and will be for

some time to come. People are
needed to work on farms
(especially the kibbutzim, the
collective farms), drive city trucks
and help out in schools. This is

totally civilian work."
That is where the student

volunteers come in. The program
is being run by a New York City
organization called "Sherut
la'am," which is a Hebrew term
meaning "service to the nation". It

offers people between the ages of

18 and 24 the opportunity to go to

Israel for six months or more to

work in various aspects of Israeli

society. "This is a type of 'Peace
Corps' program," Rabbi Meir said,
"and a similar program was of-

fered during the six-day war in
1967."

After initially signing up, the
candidates for the program are
interviewed by people in Hillel. If

they pass this preliminary test,

they are interviewed by
representatives from Sherut
la 'am. If they are accepted the
second time, they are in the
program. Aside from the in-

terviews, the candidates must fill

out several applications.

"Sherut la'am would like the
people to leave as soon as possible
and make a commitment to go to

Israel for at least six months.
However, if they can go only for a
shorter time (the rest of the
semester, for example), they may
do that also," said Rabbi Meir.
Aside from the commitment, the
only other things that are expected
of the people going are a validated
passport, a recent medical exam

and payment of their own round-
trip plane fare, which is ap-
proximately $450.

"At this time, we cannot accept
anyone who can't pay for his own
flight tickets. All money in con-
tributions that Hillel has acquired
(much from the recent rally for
Israel at the University) is being
used for aid to Israel. This amount
is over $10,000," the Rabbi said.
The volunteers have several

alternatives as to their studies.
First, they make arrangements
with their professors for make-up
work, or special work they may do
in relation to their experiences
while in Israel, such as a term
paper. The second choice is to

withdraw, take a leave of absence
or take incompletes on grade
reports for subjects this semester.
According to Rabbi Meir, most
students have had little or no
trouble so far doing one of these.
A few students, while waiting to

be interviewed in the Hillel office
by Sherut la'am, expressed their
reasons for applying. Jeffrey
Plotkin, a student from Athol, said
he hoped to fill a need. Plotkin has
been in Israel twice, and has
worked on a Kibbutzim before
through an agency in London,
where he once lived. "What do I

hope to accomplish? I'd like to fill

the vacuum created by the war,
and aid the economy," he said.
Marcia Rosen is a student who

lives on campus. "I'd like to do
something for someone else. I've
always wanted to go to Israel, and
now Israel needs me," she said.
Ms. Rosen expressed an interest in
possibly going for a full six-month
stint, and perhaps doing hospital
work.

Giuseppe and Louise DeSimone
live in Northampton, and are not
students at the University. Both
said they want to stay for at least
six months, and longer if they are
needed. "Israel is very short of
people, and I would just like to try
to be of some help, maybe in the

Kibbutzim. It's a very sad
situation for both Israel and the
Arabs," DeSimone said.
"Agriculture in Israel is very
important. The countrv is shor-
thanded right now, and by my
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World renowned harpsichordist. Ralph Kirkpatrick, appeared last night at Bowker Auditorium in aconcert presented by the Fine Arts C ouncil. Last nights program consisted entirely of works by .lohann -
Sebastian Bach. Mr. Kirkpatrick will be performing again tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium *
playing pieces by J. S. Bach. Francois (ouperin. and Domenico Scarlatti.

services I could help to fill this contributing."
shortage of manpower," Ms.
DeSimone said.

Rabbi Meir gave his feelings
about the volunteers. "We have
both Jews and non-Jews applying.
Most of them are concerned about
the fate of Israel. They are moved
by things other than personal gain,
such as the Jewish humanitarian
cause. They feel they can best
fulfill themselves by going and

The Rabbi said that there are
many and varied reasons why
people apply. "Personal reasons
are very different. Some people
are bored with what they're doing
now. Others feel the opportunity is

romantic and exciting. Still others
feel they want to make a sacrifice.
Most of the people have a genuine
sense of wanting to serve and give,
rather than to take," he said.

"There is no pay, the work is

hard and the living standard is

considerably lower on the Kib-
butzim than here. After the initial

excitement and romantic feelings
are gone, the back-breaking work
can get to be a drag. During the
interviews we try to prepare the
candidates for this psychologically
and really make them think
whether or not they will be able to
stick it out once they are there,"
Rabbi Meir said.

UMass Police Duties Unsure
By DAVE DROLET

Selectman Leo Bouchard has
been upset recently with the fact

that campus police have full

"special police" powers with
respect to the town of Amherst off-

campus. While representing a
motion at Tuesday night's Board of

Selectmen meeting which could
curtail those powers, he ran into an
equally upset campus police of-

ficial.

Philip J. Cavanaugh, the officer,

who insisted he was speaking as a
citizen only, strongly disagreed
with Selectman Bouchard's con-
tention that there was "deep
resentment" among the town-
speople as regards the activities of

UMass police in town. Cavanaugh
stated that all of the hullaballou
stemmed from one uniortunate
"traffic incident" last spring in-

volving the stopping of an Amherst

LAST NIGHT IN THE
HATCH...Each Wednesday a
coffeehouse is held giving
everyone an opportunity to
play or just sit around and get
high. Mike Frank is shown
taking the honors.

citizen, "and too much emphasis
has been placed this evening and in
the papers on traffic."

"University police are fully
qualified and were the first in the
state to require a psychiatric
exam" of officers, he continued. "I
have never known my brother
officers to order anyone from a car
without good reason. We have
willingly answered call upon call"
for assistance from the town.
When queried as regards where

the "line should be drawn" with
respect to UMass police activities
in the town (off campus),
Cavanaugh replied: "I don't think
a line should be drawn." The of-
ficer is going to be discretionary. If
you choose to limit him, you are
going to cause a great disservice to
Amherst."
Cavanaugh continued his

remarks, with mention to a high
speed chase at which point
Selectman Bouchard interrupted
with disbelief: "Any police officer
who goes through the town of
Amherst at 105 MPH at 12:30 at
night..." Bouchard finished his
statement with a shake of the head.
His motion was subsequently

defeated and Town Manager Allen
Torrey was directed by the board
to continue the mutual assistance
agreement between the town and
campus police.

In a related event, all 39 mem-
bers of the UMass police force
have reportedly been sworn in

recently by Franklin County of-

ficials to have jurisdiction to make
arrests there in connection with
their UMass police work and to
patrol the Mt. Sugarloaf State
Reservation in South Deefield.

Inside

:

U.S. and Soviet
ficials discuss
Middle East conflict,

story on page 4.
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Opinion Varies On Fine Arts Center
By MIKE KNEELAND

As construction nears an end on

the $13.8 million Fine Arts Center,

some students and faculty

members are voicing their

displeasures with the results.

Repesentatives monitoring the

construction do not even agree on

what are and what aren't the

problems.

For instance, much criticism has

been directed towards the Center's

2200-seat concert hall:

In a press release the ad-

ministration says a special seating

arrangement in the Concert Hall

allows those "sitting furthest away
from the stage a better view of the

performance..."

But Dr. Richard Dubois, a

Professor of Music who has been

long associated with the Fine Arts

Center, says there are many "'awk-

ward angles" in some of the

balcony seats that may partially

obstruct the spectator's view.

Another knowledgable source,

who asked not to be identified, said

there are "400 seats that the stage

can't be seen from." The source

said the entire top balcony in the

hall is useless.

The view from the balcony is not

the only controversy that

surrounds the Center's Concert

Hall. There is also an acoustics

problem.
Dr. Dubois said some

preliminary testing has indicated

that the Hall is too "live," meaning
there is a slight echo.

"We've got to give the architect

a chance though," said the music
professor. "A more precise

scientific test will be conducted

soon by the architectural firm."

Dr. Dubois said it might not be

difficult to correct a slight

acoustics problem. "When the

curtains are up and the audience is

filled," he said, "the sound might
not be live'."

Another observer, who also
asked that he not be identified by
name, said there is a "very serious

acoustics problem."
The source said the acoustic

problem exists because of the

balcony's design.

But the University press release

says the balcony seating design is

on the contrary, "an acoustical

aid."

The Concert Hall is also planned
to be used for other functions,

including opera, lectures and
films. Stage lighting has not yet

been installed making it im-
possible for opera and ballet to

perform.

Sources say there might be a

problem getting stage lighting

installed due to fire law violations.

Dr. Dubois said no fire laws are

beinfl violated.

Critics also say there is

a problem with the 700-seat
Theatre in the Center. They say
they re pleased with the Theatre
itself, but there is one main
problem: lack of an adequate
loading dock.

This means that touring shows,
which the University hopes to

attract, will not be able to transfer

Staff Photo/David Let*

Above: Working on the stage in the Concert Hall. Right: A bird's eye view from a window in the
Center.

Arab-Israeli Peace Coalition:

Trying To Reach A Common Plane

By KATHY FRAZER
"We are not just talking, but

trying to reach a common plane"
stated Said Khouri Tuesday af-

ternoon at the Arab and Israeli

Peace Coalition in the Campus
Center.

The meeting of faculty members
and students formed the Joint

Committee for Peace in the Middle
East whose basic objective "is to

bring people together to discuss

and exchange ideas in spite of the

differences," Khouri said.

Marcelo Dascal, an Israeli, and
Said Khouri, an Arab, then lead an
exchange of views and dialogue on

the goals of the Committee. The
following statement was then
prepared and submitted to the

Collegian.

A group of Arab. Israeli and other people
concerned about the recent developments in

ine Middle East, and deeply convinced that it

is better now to talk instead of fight, has met in

Amherst, and have created a Joint Com-
mittee.

The aims of the committee are: 1. To
promote the exchange at views between Arab
and Israeli students, professors, and other

Arab and Israeli citizens now visiting the U.S.

2. To foster rational discussion of the issues

involved in the Middle East conflict, aimed at

developing joint proposals based on areas of

common agreement. 3. To promote the un-

derstanding, in each side, of the other sides'

fears, expectations, and basic rights 4. To
contribute to the dissipation of the atmosphere
irf mutual fear, distrust, and threats

Although we are a group with diverse

opinions concerning the conflict and its causes,
'here is a unanimous feeling that both Arab
and Israelis need to understand the point of

view <rf the other side in order to form a basis

for rational discussion.

We understand ihe tremendous difficulties

i hat we face, but we are determined to face
i hem nevertheless

Our essential commitment is to the rules and
aims of rational instead of emotional-
discussion of the issues

We invite every person deeply concerned
with the Middle East problems and willing to

accept our basic commitment and statement
of aims to join us.

Barry Blufer

Marcelo Dascal

Osman El-Refaie

Alan J Gross
Noah Hashachar

Richard A. Huffman
Robert Hyfler

Abbass Kamalizad
Said Khouri

Fred London
Nancy Mazanson
Rabbi Aryeh Meir
Linda Saffan

David Schimmel
Ira Mark Serkes

The Joint Committee was
established as a result of recent

letters from Khouri and Dascal in

the Collegian. All those interested

may call 545-2064 for further in-

formation.
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their equipment into the theatre,

sources say.

Some experts lay blame for the

Center's inadequacies with the

architectural firm. Hoche an-
Dinkeloo of Hamden, Conn. A
theatre consultant was not hired

and critics say this is simply
"unbelievable." They point out

that lew designers have sufficient

experience designing theatres.

Kevin Roche, chiet designer of

Roche and Dinkeloo, has included

in his designs an IBM World's Fair

Bldg. in New York; the Vivian

Beaumont Theatre in New York
City's Lincoln Center; the Ford
Foundations Headquarters in New
York; Museums Complex in

Oakland, Calif, and a high school

and a few colleges.

The Fine Arts Center is also

equipped with a 250-seat lecture

hall, a 200-seat studio theatre, 17

classrooms, 75 laboratory-studios,

and 56 faculty offices. The entire

Center totals more than 200,000

square feet

Besides Dr. Dubois, Technical

Director Ray Nichols and Alan

Light of the Fine Arts Council are

assuming major roles with the

Center's progress. All three men
are hopeful the end product will

meet their standards

"I think the whole University

should be proud of the excellent

Fine Arts Center we'll soon have,"

concluded Dr. Dubois

Trying to
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to box in
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Senate To Discuss
Lettuce Boycott Act

By FRAN BROCK
At last night's Student Senate meeting, it was

announced that the Commissioner of Agriculture for
Massachusetts will attend the Senate meeting next
Wednesday night, at 7 o'clock, in order to discuss the
repeal of the Lettuce Boycott Act, passed by the
Senate three weeks ago.
Along with the Commissioner, there should be

members of the Teamster's Union and, hopefully,
members of the United Farm Workers Union.
Students will also be present to debate the issue.

The meeting will be held in the Public Health
Auditorium to insure seats for those in the student
body wishing to attend.

A motion was brought before the Senate last night,
to raise the Students Activities tax $3 for the spring
semester. This increase would be used to fund the
Index.

The referendum, brought before the students two
weeks ago, resulted in a 7-1 vote in favor of the in-

crease.

Because the referendum was binding with a 28.33

percent oi the students voting, tiie motion was
passed.

Other motions dealt with were the funding of the Ski
Patrol and the establishing of an escrow, or holding
account for concerts in case money was needed to pay
for damages. The latter account is to be funded half
by the Senate and half by the Concert Committee.
This motion was passed; the Ski Patrol was defeated.

Also carried by the Senate, was the appropriation
of $300 to the Student Senate Transit-Service to fund
an experimental bus service. The service will follow
routes similar to those used last year and will resume
the South Deerfield and Belchertown routes for
commuters from these areas.

If the experiment proves successful, as determined
by the Transit Service, a motion will go before the
administration to fund the added routes.
Monday, October 22, at one o'clock, the Student

Senate will once again challenge the Collegian staff in
a game of football. A plea was made for more players
and more moral support. The Senate plans on win-
ning this time.

For the first time in your life you're in the Hatch and there isn't a line to wait in and..POOF!

!

either wake up, find you've forgotten something or find that you only have 16c and your coffee costs
you ready) 17*.

The Life OfA Umie
Is One Long Line

You
< are

By JANET P. ROME
Being at UMass means waiting in lines-from the

day you register as a freshman, until the day you
wait for your diploma as a senior. You wait for
everything in between. That includes your already
cold coffee at the Hatch.
Between the hours of 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. you may

wait anywhere from five to fifteen minutes to pay
for your edible purchases. One thirsty Umie
moving inches toward the cashier claimed, "I
must spend at least the same time waiting to pay
for my coffee as I do to drink it." The overweight,
overaged cashier said, "It'd be a lot easier if

people would have the right change for their coffee
( 17 cents ) . Then we wouldn't have to think up the 8
cents change."

I was fed up myself. I went to talk to Tony
Leslie, one of the directors of the Hatch, and "Mr.

Franz" Stegbuchner, manager of the Hatch. When
I asked about personnel procedures, I was told

that there is only one cashier on duty from 7-9 a.m.
and from 3 p.m. on. Both cashiers are open from 9
a.m. -3 p.m. The reason you may be late for your
11:15 while you're standing in line at 11:10 is

because the ladies take fifteen minute breaks and
one of the two women may be drinking coffee
while you're waiting to consume your own.
One remedy to the situation is the quicker, self-

service line at the other side of the Hatch. (On the
other side of the jukebox). If more people
frequented that line, which sells coffee,
doughnuts, and muffins, service would be quicker
on all counts. The main line has more variety and
the grill, but if you're just looking for a quick pick-
me-up you'd be doing yourself a favor by going the
alternate route-The Third Line on the Left."

Lafayette's First Annual Veteran's Day Auction

Monday,

Not. 22nd

All merchandise cash & carry, no lay-aways, all
credit cards accepted.

1-5 p.m.
Amps, stereo receivers, speakers ... you name it
we're auctioning it!

'

i

For The Insomniac:
24-Hour Ticket Sales

B> MARSHA VENt Tl
You may have noticed that the bus ticket window on the main floor of

the Student Union has been closed. It is now located in the hotel lobby on
the third floor of the Campus Center.

Don Witkoski. manager of the Campus Center Hotel, said that the
move was made "to better serve the students." Now there is 24-hour
service, he said, which was not offered when the office was located in the
Student Union.

In a Collegian interview, Witkoski said that three students have been
hired in the hotel to sell bus tickets. An attendant is on duty daily until 10
p.m. specifically to sell tickets, and after that the hotel clerk can sell the
tickets. Witkoski said that he expects a better margin of profit because
although the office is open more hours, this system uses people who are
already employed by the Campus Center.

"Last year we made approximately $11,000 commission from the bus
company," Witkoski said. "We hope to reach $12,000 this year " This
would mean a net return of $4,000, he said, "which is an improvement
over last year's deficit of $130."

Witkoski said that this new system will benefit the students because
"now they can purchase a bus ticket up until the last minute, no matter
what time the bus is scheduled to leave." Students won't be told to go to
the next stop or get the ticket on the bus, as sometimes happened before,
he said. People purchasing tickets can wait for the bus comfortably in the
hotel lobby, and watch from there for the bus to arrive.

Kirkpatrick, Music:

The Perfect Union
By MARC BOUCHARD

THE MAN shuffled onto the
stage. He reminded you of a fine,

old Harvard professor who had
aged well, but who was horribly ill

at ease on a concert stage. But all

questions vanished as his hands,
after a short moment of con-
templation, desended to the fine
harpsichord's keyboard. The
master has arrived.

Ralph Kirkpatrick, in his concert
last night at Bowker auditorium,
proved that, musical points aside,
he and the harpsichord are an
incomparable recital team. The
further away from the harpsichord
you get, the less enchanting and

more mechanical it sounds. But in
a small house, the size of Bowker
or smaller, the listener can be
surrounded and comforted by the
tight little sounds without ever
losing contact with the piece.

Mr Kirkpatrick is such a fine
performer because he does not
break any illusions. Except for an
occasional head jerk or a slight
grimace at a crescendo ( such as it

is) he is the picture of serenity, the
essence of controlled brilliance.

If you didn't catch his All-Bach
performance at Bowker last night,
try and secure a ticket for his
Bach, Couperin and Domenico
Scarlatti program tonight at 8:00.

?CR UG^mm FAST DELIVERY^ ANY" OP OR
DELICIOUS PIZZAS CR SUBS CALL THE HUN6RY-U

PIKARATROU,
»;*
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RUGBY
SHIRTS

s 1495
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FENTON'S
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
377 MAIN ST AMHERST

(next to Domino's)
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U.S., Soviets Discuss Mid-East War
By KENNETH J. FREED
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
United States and the Soviet Union

have engaged in extensive
discussions in the last few days in

efforts to find a solution to the

Middle East conflict, it was
learned Wednesday.

U.S. officials are known to feel

that the discussions have not

reached the point of specific

language for a solution. But they

believe there has been a change in

the diplomatic situation.

The talks apparently have taken

place between Secretary of State

Henry A. Kissinger and Anatoly

Dobrynin, the Soviet ambassador
to the United States.

Sources at the United Nations

indicated, meanwhile, that there

have been little, if any, meaningful
discussions in New York on the

matter.

Among the possibilities coming
from the U.S.-Soviet discussions

are a cease-fire in place or a return

to the boundaries existing before

the Arab attack nearly two weeks
ago.

The talks with the Soviet Union
are understood to go beyond a

cease-fire itself to cover an over-all

settlement of the Arab-Israeli
conflict.

In a related matter, State
Department spokesman Robert J.

McCloskey said Wednesday an
American route has been
established for the air delivery of

arms and other military equip-

ment to Israel.

McCloskey declined to outline

the delivery route, but the United
States has an agreement with

Portugal allowing American
military aircraft to land and refuel

in the Azores in the Middle
Atlantic.

Meanwhile, President Nixon met
with the foreign minister of four

Arab nations Wednesday and
proclaimed afterward that a

Mideast peace "can and will and
must be achieved."

Nixon and Foreign Minister
Umar al-Saggaf of Saudi Arabia

talked briefly to newsmen in the

White House rose garden after a 50-

minute conference that also in-

cluded the foreign ministers of

Algeria, Kuwait and Morocco.
Kissinger and the Arab ministers

decided after the White House
conference to continue the

discussions at the State Depart-

ment, a spokesman for Kissinger

reported.

Nixon conferred with the foreign

ministers after they had spent 45

minutes with Kissinger and prior

to their trip to the State Depart-

ment to continue discussions with

the Secretary of State.

Nixon, while acknowledging that

the United States and the Arab

nations have differences over

means toward peace as well as

"certain ends," said all were
dedicated to the goal of "a fair and
just and equitable peace."

( AP Cablephoto from Tel Aviv)

FIRF. SYRIAN POSITIONS-Israeli 155mm self-propelled gun kicks up cloud of smoke as it is fired on Syrian positions southwest of

Damascus. Tank and artillery duels have characterized action recently on the Syrian front.

Israelis Bog Down On Road To Damascus
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Israeli command claimed

destruction of at least 90 Egyptian
tanks Wednesday along the Suez

Canal, and its top military man
declared "we are now calling the

tune."

The Egyptian command
reported "fierce battles" along the

central and southern Sinai front

and claimed Israeli forces suffered

"heavy losses in tanks and ar-

mored cars."

On the Syrian front, Syrian ar-

tillery barrages crashed down on
Israelis stalled oh the road to

Damascus.
In Kuwait, an organization of

Arab oil-producing countries

announced it has decided to cut oil

production by not less than 5 per
cent each succeeding month until

Israel withdraws from occupied

Arab lands and Palestinian

refugees' rights are restored.

Israel's chief of staff, Lt. Gen.

David Elazar, the head ot Tel

Aviv's armies, said Israel's main
effort was now concentrated
against the Egyptians, and "we
are now initiating the attacks on
both sides of the Suez Canal."

The Israeli state radio's top

commentator, former army in-

telligence chief Maj. Gen. Haim
Herzog, called the Suez battle "the

biggest armored clash in our
military history."

The Israeli command said

"large-scale armored battles"

raged in the central area along the

canal.

Elazar did not indicate if

, ults b\ i n the

An Israeli military spokesman
said in Tel Aviv that the task force

"had encountered rear command
posts. It has tried to destroy them

and has succeeded."

President Nixon met at the White

House with four Arab foreign

ministers dispatched to

Washington from U.N. duty to

discuss American military aid to

Israel.
Nixon acknowledged afterward

that the four - from Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia, Morocco and Algeria - had
"differences" with American
policy in the Middle East. But he
expressed confidence "a fair and
just and peaceful settlement" can
end the war, now 12 days old.

King Hussein of Jordan said the

future of the Middle East will be

shaped by the outcome of the

conflict, the fourth major Arab-
Israeli war since the birth of Israel

in 1948.

"We may still be very far from
peace...Yet we may be very close

to it," he told newsmen in Amman
in his first public statements since

fighting broke out. "I believe very
strongly that Israel is now in a
position to make up her mind, and
should do so."

The 37-year-old monarch, who

lost much of his kingdom including

East Jerusalem in the 1967 war, is

reported to have come under heavy
pressure from other Arab nations

to enter the war full-scale and turn

his 250-mile border with Israel into

a third front, draining Israeli

energies from Syria and the Sinai.

The Israeli push into Syria

remained blocked for the fourth

day on the approaches to Sasa, a

town about 21 miles southwest of

Damascus and about 19 miles

beyond the cease-fire lines drawn
when Israel seized the Golan
Heights from Syria in 1967.

Syrian artillery rained shells on
the battle-scarred road to

Damascus. Associated Press
photographer Horst Faas said

from the front that dust swirling up
from explosions was so thick it

clouded the view of Mt. Hermon
looking down on the battleground.

Syria said its armor also

resumed a counterattack against

the Israeli forces that have pun-

ched into Syria along a jagged 20-

mile wide front.

The Syrians said Israeli planes

also attacked Syria's two main
Mediterranean ports of Latakia

and Tartus for at least the third

tiny in war. The ports are said to

be funnels for Soviet military aid

reported pouring into Syria and
Egypt.
Damascus said three Israeli jets

were shot down during the raids

but it disclosed nothing on any
damage. The Syrians said an
Israeli Mirage also was knocked
out of the sky in a dogfight 13 miles

northwest of Damascus.
The report brought to 559 the

number of Israeli aircraft claimed
shot down by Syria and Egypt.
Israel was reliably estimated to

have 488 planes in its air force

before the war started and military

analysts considered the Arab
claims inflated.

The United States nevertheless

has mounted an emergency
program to resupply Israel with F4
Phantom jets, tanks and other war
material. U.S. officials said in

Washington that American
transport planes are delivering

700-800 tons of equipment a day.

Arab oil ministers met in Kuwait
to discuss using their oil as a

weapon against Israel and those

who support the Israelis.
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Nixon Scores
Big Legal Victory

By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-A federal judge ruled Wednesday that the
Senate Watergate committee has no authority to sue President Nixon in

an effort ot obtain White House tapes of presidential conversations.
U.S. District Court Judge John J. Sirica's dismissal of the com-

mittee's civil suit marked the first legal victory for the President in his

battle to withhold the tapes from the committee and special Watergate
prosecutor.

Two court decisions have affirmed the special prosecutor's argument
that the President must give the tapes to a federal grand jury in-

vestigating the scandal.

But Sirica said the committee had failed to get congressional
authority to sue the President.

A committee spokesman said the decision would probably be ap-
pealed.

Meanwhile, three corporations which admitted making illegal

contributions to President Nixon's re-election campaign pleaded guilty to

misdemeanor violations of federal law.

In a brief order, Sirica said the court lacked jurisdiction in the tapes
suit, an argjment made by the White House in its opposition to the
committee's civil action.

"No jurisdictional statute known to the court, including the four
which plaintiffs name, warrants an assumption of jurisdiction, and the
court is therefore left with no alternative here but to dismiss the action,"
Sirica said.

Sirica's decision followed by less than a week the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals ruling upholding his earlier order in the case involving nine tapes
subpoenaed by special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox.

In that case Sirica ordered the President to give him the tapes to hear

I AP Wirrphoto)
(AP)-President Anwar Sadat, left and his war minister. General Ahmed Ismail arknow ledge crowd

speech
°n W3y t0 Natl°nal Assemb,v Building here Tuesday before delivering his nationwide

Egypt Stops Laughing At Itself

Nation

And The World

By ELIAS ANTAR
Associated Press writer

CAIRO (AP) - Moshe Dayan phones Anwar Sadat
and asks him, "Is this 48, 56, or 67?, " a reference to

the dates of Egypt's last three defeats at the hands of

Israel.

"No," Sadat retorts, "this is 10-6-73," the day the
latest Middle East war began.

Well, it's not a very funny joke, and therein lies a
tale of Egyptian success on the battlefield.

Egyptian wit is dormant as Cairo's troops dig in on
the other side of the Suez Canal after crossing what
had been termed the best antitank ditch in the world.

Jokesmiths seems to have run dry. What few

jokes are traded in the coffee houses these days are
flat by the usual Egyptian standards, like the one
above.

The reason is that for centuries Egyptians ac-
customed to the short end of the stick have aimed
their native humor at the foibles of their own leaders,
and the trials that life threw their way.
Egyptian jokes at their best are a sharply barbed

defense mechanism against poverty, hidebound
bureaucrats, bumbling politicians, nagging wives
and so on.

But suddenly the Egyptians have the unac-
customed feeling of being winners Result: no jokes
aimed at President Sadat, his generals or the troops.

White House Defends
Bebe Rebozo's "Contribution"

in private so that he ^ould determine if Nixon's claim that they must be
kept secret was valid.

The President is expected to carry his appeal in that case to the
Supreme Court. He has until Friday to ask the Supreme Court to review
the case.

The three companies charged Wednesday with misdemeanors over
campaign contributions are American Airlines, Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co., and Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. Charges were
also filed against the board chairman of Goodyear and Minnesota Mining.

Goodyear and its board chairman, Russell deYoung, pleaded guilty

in federal court in Cleveland. The company was fined $5,000 and deYoung
$1,000, the maximum fines for each.

After entering guilty plea.* in federal court in St. Paul, Minn., Min-
nesota Mining was fined $3,000 and its board chairman and chief

executive officer, Harry Heltzer, $500.

American Airlines entered a guilty plea and was fined $5,000.

The companies and their executives were charged with violating

federal law which prohibits campaign contributions from corporate
funds.

By FRANCES LEW1NE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Under a
barrage of questions, a White
House spokesman said Wednesday
that President Nixon is confident

that his close friend Charles G.
"Bebe" Rebozo, "acted properly"
in connection with a reported
$100,000 in campaign contributions.

Deputy Press Secretary Gerald
L. Warren turned aside some
earlier questions about the money,
which Rebozo is said to have kept

in a safe deposit box for several

years and Nixon's feelings about it,

by saying, "This is a story that has
gone on too long as far as I am
concerned."
Warren has said that Nixon was

informed by Rebozo earlier this

year that he had received the

money. Warren said that Rebozo
had discussed the $100,000 before
the Senate Watergate Investigat-
ing Committee staff. The money
purportedly came from
multimillionaire Howard Hughes.
Rebozo has said the money was

returned last spring to a Hughes
attorney.

Warren said "we are confident"
that it was a campaign con-

tribution.

A reporter asked whether in view
of the many times the President
and Rebozo spent together Nixon
really expected the American
people to believe that Rebozo had
never told him about this money in

the safe deposit box.

"Yes," replied Warren,
"because it happens to be the
truth."

Ford Ready For Tough Inquiry
By JIM ADAMS

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON fAPi . vipp President-designate

Gerald R. Ford says he expects Congress to conduct
an intensive investigation into his past before it

confirms him because he is in "a precedent-setting
circumstance."

Ford, the first man to come under the 25th

Amendment's procedure for replacing a vice

president, said in an interview, "What they do in my
case will be a good example for what they might do in

some other case."

"And I believe that under the circumstances the

person selected in this situation as in any other has to

have his life exposed in a factual way to the

maximum degree."
Ford said he will give the Senate Rules committee

the full access it wants to his medical records and
said he has no objection to its request to audit his

federal income tax returns.

Ford also said the FBI has interviewed him for its

investigation for Congress' confirmation committees
and said "to my knowledge" it found no incidents that

might embarass him.
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( AP Wirephoto

)

PREPARES FOR HORSE TRIALS-Capt. Mark Phillips, fiance of Britain's Princess Anne, rides
Maid Marion, an 8-year-old bay mare, during practice for next weekend's Ledyard Farm Horse Trials
at Hamilton, Mass. He is a member of Britain's Olympic Gold Medal Team.

Oil On Top In Mid-East

Energy Crises

Tied In Policy
By WILLIAM L.RYAN
AP Special Correspondent

The new Arab-Israel war can mean a delayed but
painful jolt to the American consumer and perhaps
even to his West European and Japanese coun-
terparts.

The war's impact on an already worrisome energy
situation depends on whether - and how much - the
Arab oil producers want to punish Washington for
supporting Israel.

Current figures show that Arab oil accounts for
about 1.1 million barrels a day of U.S. imports, or
only about six per cent of the U.S. daily consumption.
It is highlv unlikely that the Arab nations ever would
act in unison to cut off all of that. But even what might
seem a relatively small cutback would hurt in today's

circumstances.
Western thirst for oil rises so sharply and rapidly

that available statistics tend to fall behind the actual
situation.

But is could easily happen that measures to con-
serve energy would require rapid and burdensome
rationing for the U.S. public, say industry experts.
Several days ago William E. Simon, chairman of

the President's Oil Policy Committee, said that if the
United States was willing to make an all-out con-
servation effort it could cut consumption by as much
as three million barrels a day.
"That could be achieved, but not without very

severe rationing," says John Lichtblau, an oil

economist with the Petroleum Industry Research
Foundation.

A petroleum planner who asked to remain
anonymous said that without stringent rationing the
best that might be accomplished would be a cut of
half that much.
As of this month the United States was importing

6.4 million barrels of crude and refinery products
daily, a large chunk of a daily U.S. consumption
estimated anywhere between 13 and 17 million
barrels. The sources of these imports are Iran,
Nigeria, Canada, Latin American and the Arab
producing countries.

The oil story is complicated.
In the 1967 Arab-Israel war, the Arabs declared an

embargo, but it had little impact because the United
States didn't need Arab oil then.

Today there is not spare production capacity in the
United States to speak of, or almost any place else.

Arab producers don't want to shut off their oil in-

comes. Even a temporary shutdown would hurt and
could even damge the Arab war effort that their
contributions help finance. A selective embargo
seeking to shut off exports to the United States
wouldn't work, either, because trans-shipment deals
could get the oil to America anyway.

Arabs Link Oil
To Israel Stand

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A group of Arab oil-producing countries announced

yesterday they would cut oil production by a
minimum of five per cent immediately and an ad-
ditional five per cent each succeeding month until

Israel withdraws from occupied Arab territory and
restores Palestinian refugees' rights.

The Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting
Countries took the action at a meeting held in Kuwait
to determine how to use oil resources as a weapon
against Israel and its supporters h. the Middle East
war.

Oil production cutbacks also were an underlying
concern as President Nixon met in Washington with
the foreign ministers of Algeria, Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait and Morocco for 50 minutes.
Nixon said afterward that while there were dif-

ferences between the Arabs and the United States he
believes "a fair and just and peaceful settlement"
can be reached in the war.
The U.S. House of Representatives, meanwhile,

passed an across-the-board mandatory fuel
allocation bill that would go beyond the Nixon ad-
minstration's limited program.
The bill, opposed by the administration, would not

solve the energy crises but would spread the expected
shortage of petroleum fuels evenly, its supporters
said.

The Washington action came amid reports of in-

creased fighting in the Middle East, accelerating U.S.
efforts to resupply Israel and growing concern about
the effects of an Arab production cutback.

Sea Conference
Doubtful In Chile

OTTAWA (AP) - The recent overthrow of Chile's

Marxist government could result in the 1974 Law of
the Sea conference being held elsewhere, External
Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp said yesterday.
He told Lloyd Crouse PC South Shore in the Com-

mons that it is doubtful if the conference will be held
ago, but no decision was made.
A new venue for the two-month conference, to start

in April, is expected to be high on the agenda of a
preparatory conference late this year in New York.
Outside the House, Mr. Sharp said Canada has not

formally invited the conference to this country.
"Besides," he said, "It's not very advantageous to

have it at home You cannot make as strong a pitch if

you are the host."

Canada and a number of other coastal states are
expected to press for a 200-mile offshore jurisdic-
tional limit that would facilitate control over all
marine resources, including oil under the continental
shelf.

Close Fighting Highlights

Cambodian Conflict
PHNOM PENH (AP)-Close fighting and hand-to-hand combat were

reported all day Wednesday in the market of the isolated and besieged

district town of Tram Khnar, diplomatic sources said.

Tram Khnar, 24 miles southwest of Phnom Penh and 12 miles behind

insurgent lines, has been surrounded for almost a year.

Cambodian military sources said the town straddling Highway 3 is

garrisoned by an under-strength government brigade estimated at about

1,000 men.
The town, too far away from artillery support from government lines,

has four 105mm howitzers and two 37mm antiaircraft pieces inside its

defense perimeter.

Field reports from Phnom Penh's southern defense zone reported

government troops launched a combined armor and infantry operation
north of the government's main defense line on the Prek Thnot River and
only five miles from Phnom Penh.

Military commanders said the operation was designed to root out

long time insurgents hiding in the swamps and marshes north of the Prek
Thnot River and south of the Chosung Ek lake that borders on Phnom
Penh.

Agencies Assemble At

Chelsea Disaster Area
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CHELSEA, Mass. (AP) - Sen.

Edward W. "Brooke, R-Mass.,
gathered a score of federal, state

and other officials at the Chelsea

Armory yesterday for a planning

session on specific ways the

agencies can help people burned
out in last Sunday's 18-block fire.

David Meeker, assistant

secretary of the Housing and
Urban Development
Administration, accompanied
Brooke. Mayor Paul Spelman
attended the four hour session,

along with representatives of state

agencies and the federal offices

which will be involved under
President Nixon's declaration of

Chelsea as a disaster area.

It was announced that the center

for dispensing all forms of

assistance will be operated in the

Williams School, which is on the

edge of the fire area and was itself

damaged in the fire.

An Army Corps of Engineers
spokesman said that talks are
under way with contractors, and it

is expected by the end of the week
they will bring in bulldozers to

knock down walls which remained
standing after the fire.

Many of them are a menace to

people who might go near them
because of destruction of other
walls and supporting walls and
roofs.

The housing agency reported
that the primary aim is to obtain
shelter for people whose homes
were destroyed, and if this cannot
be accomplished soon, mobile
homes will be brought in.

The mobile homes were called a
last resort because of sewer and
utility problems.

49, 416 New Canadians

Register During Amnesty
OTTAWA (AP)-The government's 60-day amnesty program for

illegal immigrants brought 49,416 registrations by the Oct. 15 deadline.
An immigration official said yesterday afternoon the final total may

be altered slightly by last minute mail registrations. Persons who sent
letters postmarked before midnight Oct. 15 would qualify under the
program.

With registration over, the task of processing applications continues.
So far 22,918 persons have been approved for landing, 26,498 are under
consideration and 19 have been deferred for review.

About 4,236 aliens came forward on the final registration day Mon-
day.

Boston Assessments Differ

In Black, White Sections
BOSTON (AP) -State Reps. Royal L. Boiling and Royal L. Boiling Jr.,

both Boston Democrats, charged yesterday that homeowners in the
predominantly black Roxbury section of the city pay "proportionally two
to four times as much property tax" as homeowners in the predominantly
white West Roxbury section.

"A comparison of the assessments in the two areas over the past
three years indicates a disparity of alarming proportions," the Boilings

said in a statement
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74 Slowdown Expected

In Nation's Economy

Paul Dudley White Suffers Stroke

By JOE HALL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Three
prominent economists told

Congress yesterday they expected
a slowdown in the nation's
economy in 1974.

Nobel Prize winner Paul A.

Samuelson predicted "both in-

flation and stagnation in job op-

portunities."

"Although the bulk of expert
opinion is still against this, the
American economy might face in

1974 a full-fledged recession," the

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology economist said.

Paul W. McCracken, former
chairman of President Nixon's
Council of Economic Advisers,
said a 1974 recession was possible

but that there were many buffers

against it, including greatly im-
proved prospects for U.S. exports.

"What is more likely is a period

of sluggish growth, but the U.S.

economy in 1974 will employ more
people and generate more real

purchasing power and output than
in 1973," he said.

McCracken, a University of
Michigan professor, said a recent
survey by a university research
center showed that a two-to-one
majority of American consumers
expect bad business conditions for

the next five years.

Michael K. Evans, of Chase
Econometric Associates, Inc., the

third economist appearing on a
panel before the Senate-House
Economic Committee, said "there
is virtually no chance that the

slowdown next year will not
develop on schedule."

No. Ireland
Still Hot
BELFAST (AP) - British troops

arrested 17 suspected guerrillas

yesterday following the killing of
a Belfast policeman. In Lon-
donderry, a guerrilla sniper shot
and wounded a soldier.

An army spokesman said those
arrested in Belfast included top
members of the diehard
Provisional wing of the Irish

Republican Army.

BOSTON ( AP) - Dr. Paul Dudley
White, the noted heart specialist,

has suffered another stroke and is

described as "moderately to
seriously ill" at Massachusetts
General Hospital.

A hospital spokesman said
yesterday that Dr. White, 87, was
admitted Monday after suffering a
stroke which affected his speech
and the right side of his body.
The world-famous leader of the

tight against heart and blood
vessel disease suffered what was
described as a "mild stroke" on
May 29, and was hospitalized until

June 19.

On Aug. 13, he was re-admitted
to Massachusetts General and had
a blood clot removed from his

brain on Aug. 17th. A hospital

spokesman said Dr. White did not

have a stroke at that time, as was
reported, and was discharged Sept.

1H.

Dr. White had long campaigned
for a regiment of exercise and
moderation of food and drink as a

^ay of avoiding or minimizing
heart disease.

He became nationally known
when he became President Dwight
I). Eisenhower's medical con-
sultant when the President was
stricken with a heart attack in 1955.

Monitor Feels Pinch
BOSTON (AP) - The Christian Science Monitor

yesterday confirmed that it has temporarily dropped
its Saturday editions effective Nov. 3.

John Huse, editor, said publication of the Saturday
editions would be suspended for the duration of the
newsprint shortage.

A spokesman for the paper said the news content
had already been reduced somewhat, particularly the

international edition which is printed in London. Two
pages were dropped from that edition.

The newspaper's circulation is between 150,000 and
200,000 daily, and publication will continue Monday
through Friday, the spokesman said. Copies of the
newspaper are printed at five plants: Beverly,
Somerset, N.J., Chicago, Glendale, Calif., and
London.

Tho Could Reject

Nobel Peace Prize
PARIS (API -A North Vietnamese official in-

dicated yesterday that Politburo member Le Due Tho
may reject the Nobel Peace Prize awarded to him
jointly with Secretary of State Henrv A. Kissinger.

"I am only expressing my personal opinion." the

official said, "but I would be very surprised if Le Due
Tho accepts the prize." The official declined the use
of his name.

There has been no official comment thus far from
Hanoi on the award announced on Tuesday
Tiie official said the award was particularly

inappropriate because it placed Tho and Kissinger as
peacemakers on the same plane.

Ski In Spain!
The UMass Physical Education Department is offering a two-credit

ski instructional program in the Sierra Nevada Mts Granada, Spain over
intersession, January 8-15.

The all inclusive price of $361 will cover the costs of instruction,
transportation, lodging, meals, and tax and tip.

Approximately 20 hours of on the slope instruction by Sierra Nevada
Ski school staff and 10 hours of biomechanical analysis by UMass' Dr
Gideon Ariel will be offered.

Students will stay six nights in a four star hotel located at the base of
the mountain. This eliminates wasted travel time to and from the ski
area. Three meals per day are also featured in the pact.

A ski pass will be provided to allow for daily unlimited use of all T-
bars, chairlifts, and cable cars.

Students will be flown from Boston to Malaga, Spain via TWA
Baggage allowance is limited to 44 lbs. per person. Skis, poles and boots
will be carried at no additional charge.

For additional information on the program and enrollment
procedures, contact the general physical education office in 209 Boyden,
(545-2338). There will be an organizational meeting on Tuesday, October
23 at 4:30 p.m. in Room 249 Boyden.

Women's Radio Show
Planned For Area

"Some people think UMass is a zoo.. ..but this is ridiculous

!

Starr Photo/David I.e..

People In The News
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP)-Singer Elvis Presley, hospitalized with
pneumonia, is "doing great and watching television," his father said
Tuesday night.

"Elvis may be released from the hospital in three or four days
because he is feeling much better. He is able to get up and walk around,"
said Vernon Presley.

+ + + +
WASHINGTON (AP)-H.R. Haldeman's crewcut is gone.

The former White House staff chief appeared at U.S. District

Courthouse yesterday with hair several inches longer than usual.

Haldeman went before a federal grand jury receiving evidence on a
number of matters from the special Watergate's prosecutor's office.

+ + + +
TOKYO (AP)-Rudolph A. Peterson, former San Francisco banker

who heads the United Nations Development Program, left Peking on
Wednesday for Shanghai and Kwangchow, the Hsinhua News Agency
reported.

In a broadcast monitored here, Hsinhua said Peterson and other U.N.
officials discussed China's role in U.N. multilaterial assistance
programs. They visited factories and places of historical interest in

Peking, the broadcast said.

+ + + +
HOMESTEAD, Fla. (AP)-Ed Leach says he got sick of New York's

snow and dirt, so he moved here to live in a tent made of plastic garbage
bags. "I just threw a bundle on my back and took off for Miami," said
Leach, who arrived two years ago in this farm town 35 miles south of

Miami.
Leach, in his mid-50's, doesn't like to talk about the past. He said he

worked as a dispatcher for several large companies, but now he just does
odd jobs to earn enough for food.

Biochemistry Seminar:

Today's Scheduled Events

Wheat Shortage

Possible In 74
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

nation's reserve of wheat, even
with a record crop this year, could
be wiped out entirely by rising

export demand, according to
reports Wednesday by the
Agriculture Department.
Export orders also are con-

tinuing to drain off reserves of corn
and soybeans, commodities
essential for more livestock
production in 1974.

Although some of the figures

used by the department are in

apparent disagreement, their main
thrust is toward another record
export season for U.S. farm goods,
and more competition in the
marketplace for consumers
already facing the highest retail

food prices in history.

A women's radio show is beings

planned by a group from this area,

with time made available on
WMUA, on the FM station at the

University.

The format will be whatever
women want it to be--music,
panels, radio theatre, interviews,

politics or local issues -anything

having to do with social change
from a feminist perspective.

Those interested in any aspect of

the program, including a study
group to get FCC licenses, are
asked to write Women's
Programming, WMUA, at Marston
Hall, UMass, or call Robin at 546-

5175 or Joanne at 545-2418.

The Lighthouse

Featuring fresh cooked seafood at low prices. Lobster
in the rough - fried clams, shrimp, scallops, steamers,
fish & chips.

Fish & Chips 99'

Bring your own, beverage if you wish.

Rt. 1 16, Sunderland On the Amherst town line

Tel. 549-6662

A SPECIAL LECTURE by Dr.

W.G. Gelb of Pharmacia, Inc. on

the subject of Affinity

Chromatography Gradient Gel

Electrophoresis at 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.

in Room 1108, Graduate Research

Tower. Equipment utilized for the

above techniques will be on

display.

At 4:30 pm Dr. Martin

Freundlich of the Department of

Biochemistry, State University of
New York at Stony Brook will

speak on Leucine tRNA and Its

Role in Repression of the
Biosynthesis of Isoleucine, Leucine
and Valine in S. typhimurium in

Room 203, Graduate Research
Tower. Coffee will be served at

4:15 p.m.

TONIGHT
And Every Thursday Night

The Collegian Becomes a Classroom

Layout 101 - Session 1: Intro to Page Layout

Collegian Office, 6:30 p.m., Open to All,

Collegian Staffers Urged to Attend — Refreshments.
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Pioneer Valley: Out Of The Past.
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The Pioneer valley is a beautiful

region for photographers and
sightseers alike; particularly in

the fall. From the top of Mount
Sugarloaf in Sunderland, the
University is a Metropolis plopped
in the middle of a vast sea of

foliage, hills, and tobacco fields. It

makes a good picture, but lately,

I've been attracted to other scenes.

This weeken, my camera ran
across some pictures which are
unique in that it's really difficult to

date the scenes.

On route 47 between the Rusty
Nail and Hadley, there are a

cluster of tobacco fields and sheds.

Interspersed are potato fields,

farm houses, barns, and also some
not so aesthetically pleasing views.
The tobacco fields certainly take

on a different look from July to

now. The nets are down, the tobac
co harvested, and the fields

fumigated. This process has

probably gone on for scores of

years.

The tobacco sheds are a different

story. Their changes take more
than three months to occur. Some

The Amherst area is abounding with scenes from 10. 20. 30. even 40
years ago. This Hay rake was found on Koute 47.

OPYIT
COPY IT
COPY IT

on the Royal Bond Copier
perfect reproduction of
— PHOTOGRAPHS
— DOCUMENTS
— TRANSPARENCIES

at

Hampshire Business

Machines

j The
un-dormitoties.

< .reat oft-cimpus living—indoorsand out—at eitherottwo mod-
rt n apartment complexes,onlyminutesawav by car or bikefrom
Amherst College,downtownAmherst or UMass. Now acceptine
applications for September.

5 Pray St., Amherst
549-6177

549-4439

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
•courtesy bus to UMass
and town

•1,2,3bedrmapts.

• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for Softball,

football, badminton

KKNT: SAW/MONTH
l utilities included >

Oiredions Fast Dudly Rd.
oppos. Grist Mill off Rte. lift

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• roomy closets, storage

• walko-wall carpeting

• master TV antrnn*
• modernkitchen*
• m '\\-( loaning ovens
• t led nc ranges

•si.iinless-steel sinks

• drshwashers/disposals

• 2-door refrigeratois

• Sundry facilities

• swimming pool

No I ease Required
MCKTl FROM I ih:,

CALL IIMpMBM
l»ire« lions On Route 47.

sheds are very dilapidated; some
aren't so dilapidated. It's difficult

to tell how old these sheds are.

The Model T Ford sedan really

tits in with the surroundings.
Probably the only way you can tell

that the picture was not taken in

the 20's or 30's is because they
didn't make the zoom lens that I

used to take the picture back then.

The old hay rake has always
been an important piece of
machinery on the farm. This
elderly hay rake was discovered
napping in the field while being
kept company by a Halloween
pumpkin.
The Farmall tractor dates the

photo to an extent, but the owner of

the machine says it's over 20 years
old. This tractor is used for potato
harvesting.

UMass is only a drop in the
Pio-eer Valley bucket. Many
students don't get the chance to get
off campus to see the scenery.
Many just don't know where to go,
or what there is to see. These
pictures are just an example of the
kinds of ageless scenes that one
can see in this area.
The whole world isn't moder-

nized and made of cement and
bricks. ..just part of it!!

SPECIAL

Payfor3...

4*feoneJfee

print*
fi6mwur g£
javontc "'"" s

Get beautiful KODAK Color Prints from
your lavonte color slides during our Prints-

trom-S'des special You buy three and get

the fourth one free No limit to the number
ol slides Offer expires November 9, 1973

Hurry in today and ask us for details

TRIPOD

21? Main St. Northampton
584-6040

»l N. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-3039

Computers Enter Supermarkets
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Price

stamps on supermarket
packages may fall victim to

computerization in the near
future and consumers don't
seem to like the idea.

The food industry is

preparing to introduce a new,
automated checkout system
and part of the plan calls for
the elimination of price stamps
on individual packages. The
price for each item will be
posted on the shelf, but not on
the can, jar or box.

Virginia H. Knauer, special
assistant to the President for

consumer affairs, addressed a
group of packaging industry
executives on Wednesday and
urged them to consult con-
sumers before implementing
the new plan in order to "help
avert a great irritation bet-

ween business and con-
sumers."
Consumers who are familiar

with the idea of packages
without price stamps don't
seem too happy.

"It looks like a very anti-

consumer process," said Ellen
Zawel, head of the National
Consumer Congress, a group
organized after last spring's
meat boycott.

Sewall: No Cause
For Investigation

By DAVE SWEAR1NGEN
Associated Press Writer

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)-The Legislative Ethics Committee ad-
journed abruptly Wednesday after it was told there were no grounds on
which it could investigate a possible conflict of interest involving Sen.
Joseph Sewall, R-Old Town.

The committee, in essence, told Rep. Stanley E. Sproul, R-Augusta,
to either file formal charges against Sewall or keep his mouth shut
publicly about the case. Sproul later told newsmen he had two complaints
against Sewall, one of them from a Wickford, R.I. man.

"This is a continuation of the crap we've had over the last two or
three months-alert number one, alert number two, and now alert number
three. If this man Sproul is not willing to back up his charges, then he
should take his little bundle and leave," said Senate President Kenneth P.

MacLeod, R-Brewer.
MacLeod was referring to "alerts" issued by Sproul to the public on a

variety of topics over the past several months. The last alert dealt with
Sewall's possible conflict of interest.

Sproul said he came to the Wednesday hearing with the un-

derstanding it was preliminary, and to establish ground rules for the

investigation. He added that he had no qualms about being put under
oath, although his charges were ready to be completely detailed.

The chairman of the ethics panel-House Speaker Richard D. Hewes,
R-Cape Elizabeth-gave Sproul the oath, but he was stopped from
testifying after several committee members objected to Sproul reading
into the record a letter he addressed to Hewes on Monday.

The last paragraph of the letter said Sproul had "received two
specific complaints of a serious nature that would have a direct bearing
on the question of whether or not contracts between the Dewall Co.

headeo by Sen. SewaM and the state have always been beyond reproach.
"I have not had time to investigate these complaints adequately

enough to use them for the basis of a formal complaint for a hearing, or to

make them public at this time..."

Sproul declined to identify one of the complainants, but said the other

was Dr. John E. Lukens of Wickford, R.I., who is in the aerial survey
business.

Lukens, said Sproul, was disturbed over the circumstances
surrounding bids on an aerial survey of the Maine coast being sought last

winter by the State Planning Office.

The Rhode Island man asked Atty. Gen. Jon A. Lund for an in-

vestigation last month, but Lund ruled there were no grounds for a

complaint because the contrt :t was never awarded. The planning office

said federal funds for the project were frozen.

Sewall used some sort of influence to keep the contract from being
awarded. Sewall noted that his firm's bid in the project wasn't submitted
in time, but added that the contract wasn't awarded.

Lund appeared before the ethics committee to tell its members-all
legislative leaders-that to act on any conflict of interest case, they must
either have formal charges under oath from any citizen, or a request
from an individual legislator for an advisory opinion.

Sewall said he would consider asking for an advisory ruling. Sproul
said he would have to consult with his complainants to see if they wished
to file formal charges.

Sewall told the committee he would respond at a public hearing to

any formal charges brought against him. but "it is not my intent to an-
swer here today to irresponsible, undocumented allegations made in the
press."

"If I have to file a formal complaint, I certainly will. I'll listen to

Sproul s advice, and see what he says," Lukens told The Associated Press
in a telephone interview late Wednesday.

The Rhode Island man said he had filed his complaint with Lund
when he learned that Sproul was raising the conflict of interest question,
so he gave the lawmaker a copy of the complaint.

"We felt as though the rejection of our bid was purely on the grounds
they wanted to give it to the company-which was Sewall's-which didn't
have time to get the bid in.

/\
Lafayette's First Annual Veteran's Day Auction

Monday,

No? . 22nd

All merchandise cash & carry, no lay-aways, all

credit cards accepted.

1-5 p.m.
Amps, stereo receivers, speakers ... you name it,

we're auctioning it!

~m

Mrs. Zawel said the program
"is absolutely in opposition"

too consumers' efforts for

more information on food
packages. Told that the system
was expected to cut down the

amount of time shoppers spend
waiting at the checkout
counter, Mrs. Zawel said,

"Consumers would rather save
themselves money."
Here's how the system would

work, according to industry

spokesmen

:

Manufacturers of packaged
items-things like canned goods,

cake mixes, cereals, -would
stamp a basic code number on
the label of each product.

Individual stores would
assign prices corresponding to

the code numbers. The prices

would be posted on shelves

above or below the items, but

not on the packages them-
selves.

At the checkout counter, a

scanner would "read" the code
number and relay it to a
computer which, in turn, would
figure out the proper price and
feed it into the cash register.

Robert Springer, vice
president of General Foods and
one of the industry group that

helped develop the system,
said it already had been tested

in an Ohio store and probably
would be in operation in

several dozen stores "about the

middle of 1974."

Georgia Gov. Sees

"No Polarization"
By DALLAS LEE

Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA. Ga. (AP> Gov

Jimmy Carter said Wednesday
that the election of a black as
mayor of Atlanta and a white as
city council president showed
"that there has been no
polarization" in Atlanta.

Maynard Jackson, 35, won the
mayoral post from incumbent Sam
Massell with 20 per cent of the
votes in white precincts as well as
overwhelming support from black
areas in a runoff election Tuesday.

He gained 59.2 per cent of the
total vote in the election. At the
same time, Wyche Fowler, a

moderate white, defeated Hosea
Williams, a black civil rights ac-

tivist, by a three-to-one margin for

the city council presidency.

The racial issue was a key one in

the mayoral runoff and Carter
said, "I am very grateful that the

outcome does not indicate any
racial division in the city. The
simultaneous election of Maynard
Jackson and Wyche Fowler... is a
fine indication that there has been
no polarization in the capital city."

Jackson, who will take office

next Jan. 7 as the first black chief

executive of a major city in the
South, said after his victory:

"Sam's tactics backfired on him. ..I

never lost faith in this city."

The Atlanta Journal, in an
editorial on Wednesday, said that

the voters proved Atlanta "too
young to die" by rejecting
Massell s efforts to "bring Ku Klux
Klan politics back to citv hall

"

During his campaign, Massell,

who won the mayor's seat four

years ago with strong support from
black precincts, contended that

Jackson "scares the daylights out

of many white Atlantans."

MIT Raises

Tuition Rate
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology announced Wednesday
a $250 increase in tuition, bringing

the academic year rate to $3,350

effective with the beginning of the

summer session next year.

President Jerome B. Weisner
said that the increase was taken
after a review of probable costs

and revenues over the next several

years.

He said MIT's costs for energy
had risen 30 per cent in the last 12

months, and that it will go even
higher.

Congress Passes Fuel Bill
By DAVID C.MARTIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The House Wednesday
overwhelmingly passed an across-the-board man-
datory fuel allocation bill that would go beyond the

Nixon Administration's own, more limited program.
Only minutes before the 337-72 vote, word reached

the House floor that the Arab oil producing states had
announced a five per cent monthly cut in exports to

the United States until Israel withdraws from Arab
territory.

Both supporters and opponents of the legislation

agreed it "would not provide one additional barrel of

oil," only ensure that all sections of the country share
the burden of fuel shortages equally.

The bill introduced by Rep. Torbert H. MacDonald,

I)- Mass., would require allocation of crude oil and all

refined petroleum products, including home heating
oil and gasoline. The administration's fuel oil

program, scheduled to take effect Nov. 1, would
allocate home heating oil, kerosene, jet fuel and
certain other distillates, but does not include crude oil

or gasoline.

The House bill also would allow service stations

automatically to pass any rise in the wholesale price

of fuel on to the consumer - something they are
prohibited from doing under Phase 4 regulations.

The bill, which is opposed by the administration,

would require President Nixon to carry out man-
datory allocation within 25 days of its enactment. The
measure must first go to conference with the Senate,
which has passed a similar bill.

BACK TO THE CAGE
U.Mass. Musical History

Flips a Page

the concent committee

— Presents

DONNY HATHAWAY
and

CHICK COREA
Sunday, October 28, 1973 8:00 p.m

Curry Hicks Cage
Tickets: $3.50 Available Only to U.Mass. Undergrads

On Sale at Student Union Lobby Counter

Monday - Friday 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Limit: 2 tickets/ U.Mass. I.D.
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U.F.O.s Back Again?
By CRAIG AMMKKMAN
Associated Press Writer

John Gilligan is sure the thing he saw in the sky the other night wasn't a

bird or a plane.

What was it? Gilligan, who's the governor of Ohio, doesn't really know
and that makes him the most prominent on a growing list of people

reporting UFOs.
UFOs - unidentified flying objects - have been sighted in growing

numbers the last several days. The reports have increased ever since two

fellows went fishing in Pascagoula, Miss., last week and said they were
briefly taken captive by reddish-looking creatures in wrinkled skin who
emerged from a weird-looking spacecraft.

Since then there have been tales of flying objects shaped like cars,

cigars, basketballs and turnips and other alleged sightings of funny-

looking beings like the ones described in Pascagoula.

The recent renewed reports of UFOs have centered largely on objects

that flash various colors at a distance too great to determine exactly what

they are.

Gilligan said he and his wife Katie watched a vertical-shaped, amber-
colored object for 30 to 35 minutes while driving near Ann Arbor, Mich.,

Monday night. Gilligan said he didn't know what the object was, but was
sure it wasn't a bird or a plane.

He said the object penetrated a cloud cover, and disappeared when the

cover broke up.

Similar strange objects reported in Vermont, Tennessee and other

areas in the last several days have been explained by astronomers as

probably either planes, stars, or balloons, or the planet Mars, their

reflections made to look weird by atmospheric conditions.

But that doesn't explain the strange beings which the two Pascagoula
fishermen, Charles Hickson and Calvin Parker, say they saw. Two
scientists said they placed Hickson and Parker under hypnosis for four

hours of questioning, and are sure the two were telling the truth.

There is no documentary proof that extraterrestrial beings have ever
existed.

The Air Force closed a 21-year study of 12,097 UFOs in 1969 by conc-

luding there was no evidence of anybody or anything visiting earth from
another planet. The A»r Force report, endorsed by the National Academy
of Sciences, said 90 per cent of all UFO sightings could be palusibly
related to planes, satellites, balloons and various natural phenomena.
The Soviet Union apparently isn't so sure. The Soviet news agency Tass

said Tuesday that heretofore unreceived signals from the upper layers of

the atmosphere had been monitored at four Soviet stations. The report
said research was under way to determine what caused the signals, and
that the possibility of communication from an extraterrestrial

civilization had not been ruled out.
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First this ten dollar ticket for illegally parking in front of Lewis House, then my stroller gets towed.
Fifteen bucks. .and the thing only cost $24.95.

Electric Cars Almost A Reality
BOSTON (AP)-Electric cars rolled nearer to

Boston Wednesday with a joint announcement of

establishment of a dealership, and of a chain of

"service" stations where the car batteries can be
exchanged, or recharged.
Charles F. Myers, president of Electromotion Inc.,

of nearby Bedford, made the announcement at the
showroom of Gaston Andrey, Inc., car dealer with
outlets in Brookline, Framingham and Watertown.
Andrey will spearhead the program with leasing of

electric vehicles to selected commercial firms.

government agencies and private individuals.

Andrey already has exchange-recharge stations in

Watertown and Framingham, and is to establish
more within the Route 128 perimeter.
At these stations, a vehicle with run down batteries,

can have an exchange of fully charged batteries in a
two minute exchange time. The vehicle could be left

at the station for a charge, or be recharged by being
plugged into a standard 120 volt outlet.

The vehicles will need to be recharged every 30 to

40 miles.

LSU Fears "Yellow Journalism
9t

BATON ROUGE. La. (AP) -

Because of the newsprint shortage,

the Louisiana State University

student newspaper, The Daily

Reveille, will switch to telephone

directory type paper next
semester.

Some of the pages will be yellow,

like in the telephone book, and
Reveille staffers already are
beginning to dread the inevitable

"yellow journalism" jokes.

"Were pushing to get some
purple ink, so we can beg off on
purple and gold, the school colors,

rather than yellow journalism,"
said student managing editor
Rusty Rein.

The Reveille's existing
newsprint supply is being rationed
now, so it will last through the fall

semester.

Labor Leader To Speak
The Speaker's Program of the Labor Relations and Research Center

will kick off its season tonight with a speech by Mr. Steve Karchmar on
"Managing a Local Union in the Public Employment Sector".
Karchmar, a graduate of the Labor Relations and Research Center

program in Labor Studies, is presently the Executive Secretary of the
Service Employees International Union, Loc. 495 in the Worcester area.
He has gained recognition in the labor field for his local's rapid growth in

membership and for the major improvements in wages and working
conditions he has won for the union's members employed in municipal
government.
The LRRC will also be having further colloquium during the remainder

of the year. Karchmer's speech will begin at 2:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, Rm. 917.

For further information contact David Bloodsworth Asst. Director
LRRC.

/

on CUSTOMER SERVICE

Hi
! Today I thought I'd tell you about a slightly different aspect

of the fashion business. CUSTOMER SERVICE. These two words,
CUSTOMER SERVICE, set the fashion specialty store apart from
the mass merchandiser and the large department store.
Traditionally, customer se/vice has meant alterations ... gift wrap
... out-of-town delivery ... and return privileges; all of which we
provide as just good basic services. But for us at Stewart's, the
good service is extended to include a bright 'hello' to a familiar
friend or a new face, an understanding of our customers' wants and
needs based on over one hundred years of combined experience on
the sales floor and a selection of fine quality merchandise tailored

to the community. I guess you could say that at Stewart's College
Towne, CUSTOMER SERVICE really means PERSONAL SER-
VICE, and we intend to keep it that way.

Oh ! and if you happen by our way Saturday mornings between
9:00 and 11 :00, drop in and join us for that second cup of coffee and
... There'll be a new treat every week.

STEWARTS COLLEGE TOWNE
96 Main Street, Northampton

We Believe

A Stereo System

Should Sound Better

At Home Than
It Does On Paper.

If you have $400-500 to put into a stereo system, there are lots

of really good receivers and record players to choose from, but
very few speakers that hold up their all-important end of the
system. Which is why some systems wind up sounding less

impressive at home than they did in the advertisement.
We sell The Smaller Advent Loudspeaker because it turns

this situation upside down. Not only do a pair of Smaller
Advents sound as good as you (and we) had hoped, but well
beyond unreasonable expectations. There is just nothing
remotely like them.

The Smaller Advents were designed to sound as good in every
respect, including frequency bandwidth, as any speakers of any
price. Test reports in both High Fidelity and Stereo Review
magazines agree that their response and overall performance
would be noteworthy in any speaker, regardless ot size or cost.

To understand just how much of a difference these speakers
make in what you actually can hear for your money, come in and
listen to the system we've built around a pair of them.

TRIPOD AUDIO
98 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002
219 Main Street

Northampton, Mass. 01060
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Atlanta Elects

A Black Mayor

New Atlanta Mayor to be
Mayor Maynard Jackson
flashes the victory sign to a
group of school children after

be defeated the present
mayor. Sam Masell by a small
margin.

Gibbs Announces
Refinery Plans
PORTLAND. Maine (AP) Gibbs

Oil Co. of Revere, Mass., is ex-
pected to announce plans Thursday
to build a $350 million oil refinery
in Sanford.

The project also involves con-
struction of a pipeline that would
feed crude oil from a proposed $12
million pier in Portland to Sanford,
30 miles away.
The initial word of the project

was received Wednesday from
Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis and
municipal officials of Portland and
Sanford.

Gibbs officials planned to hold a
news conference here Thursday to
outline the details of the project.
Gibbs. one of New England's

leading independents, has for more
than a year acknowledged plans to
build a refinery in northern New
England. The company said it was
examining sites in Sanford and in
various New Hampshire locations.
The company has already taken

options on 1,200 acres in Sanford
and has applied for a zoning
variance that would permit con-
struction of the 250,000 barrel-a-
day refinery.

Gibbs supplies more than 100
gasoline stations in Maine, which
operate under the Tulsa and 1-95

brand names. The company claims
to be the state's largest in-

dependent marketer of gas and oil.

In his announcement, Curtis said
one aspect of the project would be
the development of a modern port
complex in Portland.

Portland, the state's largest city,

is already one of the largest oil-

handling ports on the East Coast. It

is the U.S. terminus of the pipeline
that carries crude oil to refineries

in Montreal.

The Gibbs project is the latest in

a series of refinery proposals put
forward in Maine over the past six
years. A Pittston Co. application to

build a refinery at Eastport is

currently undergoing en-
vironmental review, while all the
other projects have come to
naught.

The Sanford project differs from
the others in that the refinery
would be constructed at an inland
location. Sanford. a textile mill
town of just under 16,000, is located
in Maine's southwest corner, just a
few miles across the border from
Rochester, N.H.

Boy Sacrificed

"To Appease

Satan"

DELAND, Fla. (AP) - A young
woman who said she was the
priestess of a satanic cult testified
Wednesday that a California boy
was tortured and killed as a
sacrifice "to appease the master,
Satan."

Deborah A. Shook, 22, of
Washington, N.J., took the witness
stand at the murder trial of a youth
she said was the cult's high priest.
She told a 12-member circuit

court jury that she saw Ross
Michael Cochran, 17. hound to a
black wooden altar in the
basement of a rundown rooming
house last April and later wiped up
the blood alter Cochran was taken
away.

David Hester, 17, of Greenville,
S.(\, is the first of six persons to be
tried on first-degree murder
charges in the death of the Fresno,
Calif., youth.

Police say Cochran was flogged
with chains and slashed with
broken glass in a satanic ceremony
in nearby Daytona Beach before
being taken to a wooded area
where he was clubbed to death.
Miss Shook said she was

'married'' to the third member,
Nicholas Frazee, 23, of Dayton,
Ohio, in a ritual that required them
to have sexual relations before
Hester and a group of witnesses.

She testified that Hester said he
used the group's "sacrificial
knife" to kill Cochran but later told
her. "I was going to use the knife,
but it was too dull so I had to use a
log." She said Cochran's sacrifice
was "supposed to appease the
master, Satan. The knife had been
blessed with a type of ritual."
Miss Shook has pleaded guilty to

charges of aggravated battery and
Frazee to a third-degree murder
charge. Both agreed to testify for
the state and are under pre-
sentence investigation.

Have You

Seen The Light}

SKABROOK. N.H. (AP) - A
search by Coast Guard and police

off the coast here Wednesday found
no evidence to corroborate a report
of a strange object plunging into

the sea.

Four Seabrook women said
Tuesday night they had seen a
strange light in the sky which then
seemed to fall into the ocean. But
authorities said they turned up
empty handed after investigating
the search.
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HOMECOMING FLOAT PARADE

Friday, Oct. Vt, 1973

HaigisMall 7:00 p.m.

Mil Fbttt Um Up Bf 6:30 p.m.

Forget Ecology-

Just An Experiment
BySTAN BENJAMIN

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Communities that retreat from clean-air

standards will be volunteering as the guinea pigs of an "unplanned ex-
periment" on their health, says a new government report.
The Department of Health, Education and Welfare reported that any

variance! granted by the Environmental Protection Agency from health-
protecting sulfur oxide standards would offer an opportunity for doctors
to observe the impact of rising pollution levels on public health.
The report urged medical surveys and follow-up studies for 10 to 15

years on children, normal adults and "special risk groups" in the areas
receiving such variances.
EPA has offered to approve variances from the health-related sulfur

dioxide standard where shortages of low-sulfur fuels make the burning of
high -sulfur fuels necessary.
So far, however, no such variances have been granted.
The HEW report, prepared for and released by the Office of

Management and Budget, did not clearly specify that it was talking about
the granting of variances; but its author. Dr. David P. Rail, said in an
interview that variances from primary air standards were, in fact the
subject.

"In view of the current shortage of low sulfur fuels," Rail's report said,
"a significant deterioration in regional air quality is expected to develop
this winter and to be repeated for a number of years subsequently."
The report said "advantage should be taken of this situation by

initiating a prospective study designed to document the health effects of
these changes" by studying "the consequences on the health of the ex-
posed populations of these unplanned experiments."
Ralls is director of the National Institute of Environmental Health

Sciences.

Last Sept. 12, the Natural Resources Defense Council, a well-known
environment group, wrote to the White House Energy Policy Office,
protesting the offer of air quality variances as "a shocking attempt to
make Americans' lungs bear the burden of the administration's failure to
take meaningful steps to improve our short-term energy situation."

BASS SPORTS
Used by the U.S. Ski Turn

FROM THE SKIER'S FRIEND

i$an&B at Wal&^ t Int.
Antljf ret. iBaflaarbuiipliB

J

UNIVERSITY OF GHANA CULTURAL DANCERS with GHANA ARTS COUNCIL DANCERS
and

WEST AFRICA INTERNATIONAL RAMBLERS DANCE BAND

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19

Tickets: $1.50 UM-A students, $3.00 others

Presented by the Fine Arts Council in association with the African Student Association and the w E B
DuBois Department of Afro-American Studies

A Third World Cultural Series Event —

—

i-

—

VrH • : •.

8 p.m.

Box Office, 125 Herter Hall, M-F, 9-4
Telephone 545-0202 i
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A Weil-Known Condition
By DENNY MATTEAU

On the Associated Press wire yesterday, there was a story that ran
something like this:

"CHICAGO (AP): Sex change operations have become so well ac-
cepted that some insurance companies will pay for them, a New York
physician reported yesterday.

"The physician. ..said Blue Cross will now pay for hospitalization of
these patients because transexualism has become such a well-known and
accepted condition!"

Wouldn't it be nice to read a story that says:
"SOMEPLACE (AP). Births have become so well accepted that some

insurance companies will pay for them, a Someplace physician reported
yesterday.

"The physician ...said Blue Cross will now pay for these patients
because pregnancy has become "such a well-known and accepted con-
dition.'

"

But I guess that's just an idle wish. Pregnancy is pretty rare among
insurance executives, much rarer than transexualism, apparently.
Some oiher thoughts mis side of the barrier:

I was sitting in the C.C. concourse, reading The Dialectic of Sex by
Shulamith Firestone. I was up to page 89, the part about smiles, which
goes, in part, like this:

"...What woman can afford to frown when a passing stranger violates
her privacy, at will? If she responds to his Baby, you're looking good
today!' with 'No better than when I didn't know you,' he will grumble,
What's eating that bitch?' Or worse. Very often the real nature of these
seemingly friendly remarks emerges when the child or woman does not
smile as she should: 'Dirty old scum bag. I wouldn't screw you even if you
had a smile on your puss! '...Their violence is amazing. Yet these same
men feel that the woman... is to blame for not being friendly..."

I got up and walked absent-m .idedly through the Hatch. As I passed
from the Hatch to the hall, I felt a slap on my buttocks. I turned and saw a
male acquaintance, a friend of a friend. And I smiled.
Of course, in my absent-minded state, I may not have noticed a simple

"Hi", but I would have noticed a tap on the shoulder. ("Jeez," says the
poor fella, if he recognizes himself, 'Try to be nice to that kid and look
what happens!").

I'm not mad at that guy. It's always nice to see a familiar face and say
'Hi', and I'm quite sure he did not think "AHA, here comes that chick So-
and-so, I think I'll slap her on the rearend, thereby symbolizing my
sexual superiority, sublimated and disguised as friendliness." I'm quite
sure he didn't think about it at all, and neither would I, if I hadn't coin-
cidently just read that section of The Dialectic of Sex.

His tap on my buttocks was just as, actually much more, unconscious
as the white's "Hello, boy." was down South. I'm not crusading against
men who greet women this way, because it is so easy to change the style
without touching the attitude behind it. I'm just commenting on its

existence, and possible implications. Shulamith goes on to say:
"Because it makes them uncomfortable to know that the woman or the

child or the black or the workman is grumbling, the oppressed groups
must also appear to like their oppression...The smile is the child-woman
equivalent of the shuffle; it indicates acquiescence of the victim to his
own oppression."

Denny Matteau is a Collegian commentator.
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Matt Tackeff

The Brink Of War
For those who have been euphoriated by the

proclamations and negotiations of the so-called U.S.-

Soviet "Detente," the current fighting in the Middle
East must be an excruciating dash to all of that wish-

ful thinking. It is onlv surprising that the time bomb
went off as late as 1973. It is no longer possible to take

casually the fact that the fuse has always been lit.

The Arabs have never yielded to any ac-

commodation with the Jews. They haven't ever ac-

cepted the Israeli offers to sit down at the same table

to discuss the conflict which threatens to engulf the

rest of the world. The Jewish presence in the Middle
East has always been considered by the Arabs as an
illegitimate invasion of Arab territory. The Jewish
community back to the time when it consisted of little

more than a sprinkling of communal farms, and right

up to the present-day satus of nationhood, has been
the recipient of nothing more than Arab promises of

belligerence. The Arab diplomats have been shrill in

their denunciations of "Zionist Imperialism," and
vow never to negotiate until the Jews relinquish all

occupied Arab territoris. But they have never denied

that they consider the mere existence of any Jewish
state to be an occupation of Arab territory. In spite of

the complete lack of any foundation for peaceful

resolution of the conflict, there are still those who
denounce Israel for the crime of "militarism".
The conflict has been made even more disasterous

in the light of the current Soviet involvement in the
Arab war plans. It is clear that the Soviets knew Arab
plans of attack well in advance of the Egyptian
crossing of the Suez Canal. Yet there was not attempt
to deter the assault, nor even any forewarnings to the
United States. An enormously bloody and explosive
conflict has been ushered in, with a seal of approval,
by the very people who have been so seemingly
sincere in their exhortations for peaceful coexistence.

The true color of Soviet ambitions come to light in

the headlines. There has never been any true desire
for peaceful coexistence on the part of the Soviets.

Their purposes in seeking negotiations with the
United States has been merely to deceive the
Americans and exploit their dangerous optimism.
With all of their talk about the imperialistic nature of

those who oppose them, it is time to examine, once
and for all, the true imperialistic nature of the Soviet
Union.

Since the Soviet takeover of Russia in 1917, the
heirs to the throne of Lenin have pursued an un-
ceasing campaign of aggression against the non-
communist world. The ultimate goal of the Soviet
foreign policy has been to gradually subordinate the
entire world to a Soviet style dictatorship. This goal
of world conquest has been pursued by a variety of
brilliant strategies.

Direct takeover of Eastern Europe by military
means, and the active subversion of Western Europe
have been only two strategies of expansion. But these
strategies have placed the Soviets in direct con-
frontation with the Western powers. Thus, the tac-
ticians of Marxist-Leninism have pursued a policy of
formenting peripheral wars, in which there would be
a smaller chance of a direct confrontation with the
United States or any other Western power. And by
means of active peripheral involvement, the Soviets
hope to gain ultimate power in the various "client"
states, such as Egypt, Syria, Algeria, and Iraq. But
the Soviets have clearly miscalculated. Their actions
in the Midciie cast threaten to provoke the United
into the very type of confrontation which they have
proclaimed a desire to avoid.

With the threat of an Arab oil blackmail against the
United States and the Soviet move to replenish the
Arab war effort, thus prolonging this needless
bloodshed, the intoxicated optimists who still believe
in "Detente" should take a hard look at the nature of
the partner with whom the United states is to
negotiate.

Matt Tackeff is a Collegian columnist

Steve Anderson

They're Human
• There is an overwhelming elitism on this campus.
It is personified in the student-worker relationship.
Although it may exist in academic circles, I do not
feel qualified to comment on that.

The elitism that many people possess surfaces
when they deal with the blue-collar workers on
campus. Sometimes people regard them as less than
equal or even less than human. This idea often
eminates from the differences in education between
the two groups. Janitors bare the brunt of the
problem. Instead of regarding janitors as an im-
portant part of the dorm who perform a worthwhile
job, they are seen as shuffling men who don't ever
manage to get all their work done.

People find it difficult to believe that someone could
be proud of cleaning the same building day after day
for years. Pride in your work is something that we
relate more to white collar work. It is possible to be
proud of your work no matter what it is and many
janitors are very proud. This is in spite of both ad-
verse opinion/ and almost malicious actions. When
someone writes on the walls or dumps garbage in me

lounge they are making work for the custodians and
more often than not they don't think about it. Why
not? Everyone knows its going to be cleaned up and
everyone knows who's going to do it but some people
don't really care. Others don't even think of the extra
work they make. This attitude is stronger in South-
west than other sections of campus or at least it was
two years ago.
Dining Commons ladies are another group that get

a lot of criticism. Sometimes they deserve it but most
of the time they don't. The frustrations people feel
about the food they get should be directed to Joel
Stoneham not to the women in blue. They don't set
policy. On the whole, the DC. women are polite and
considerate. Few of them deviate from this norm
although those that do are highly visible.
The Dining Commons ladies and the custodians

take a lot of grief that should go to the administration
but doesn't because people don't seem to have the
time or energy.

Steve Anderson is a Collegian columnist

Gerald Ford Is Unqualified
By DENNIS SIMKOWSKI

Richard M. Nixon has descended
to brand new depths with his

selection of the morally devoid
capitalist. Reports of corruption
have already surfaced in the case
of the vice-president-designate,
which should be no real surprise
considering the ideological
inseparability of the two.
Gerald Ford, a leading
Vietnam Hawk, is an undeniably
staunch supporter of Nixonite
policies as he proudly admits, and
that fact, in itself, should feed fuel
to the political bonfire "up on
Capitol Hill", but that is not the
prevailing sentiment of the hawks.
Speaker Carl Albert, the chief
House Democrat, went so far as to

actually suggest Ford. Albert,
currently just a "heart-beat away"
and an Impeachment away from
the commander-in-chief's padded
chair and oval office, said Ford
was one Congress would be sure to

confirm. Closer to home,
Massachusetts Republicans and
Democrats hailed (heiled?) his
nomination and predicted swift
congressional confirmation.

Liberal Republican Silvio 0. Conte,
Amherst's man on the Hill, had
recommended Ford in a telegram
to Nixon, stating that the politician
has friends on the two sides of the
System. Edward Boland,
Springfield's Democratic
Congressman, said, "I think it's a
great choice, because he has been
an effective minority leader, he
has a real fine personality, and he
has excellent communication with
the members of Congress. ..He
looks like the Rock of Gibralter."
Lt. Governor Dwight said "Gerry

Ford is very solid, able and ac-
complished." Liberal Republican
Governor Francis W. Sargent
called the nomination "out-
standing" and said that Ford,
known by the gov "for a number of
years," has "a thorough un-
derstanding of the problems which
confront this nation." Senators
Kennedy and Brooke feel Ford is a
"good choice", and "has had an
outstanding career of service to the
country", respectively.
These are strange adulations for

(Continued on P. 13)

Editorial Staff Meeting

Tonight

Collegian Office, 7p.m.

Very Important

Letters To The Editor
Ticketing Cars Or Preventing Thefts ?
ie Editor: «_m__^.' .,__...._. . °. .To The Editor

We feel that the administration and the Campus
Security have abandoned their responsibility to the
students of this university. We all pay somewhere in
the vicinity of $ 170 a month for our rooms and what do
we get for it? Practically nothing? Anyone could
break into my room and steal my $460 stereo ( if I

could afford one) and what would the administration
or the security sav? "Oh. cee. we're sorry, but there's
nothing we can do about it." Anyone could come in,

beat up my roommate and rape her, shoot me in the
head and throw me out the window, and again what
would the security or the administration say? "Oh,
gee, that's too bad. Guess we're going to have to put
in a new window."
The administration seems to think that their in-

spired parking system is more important than the
students' property and lives. For crying out loud,
most of us are paying so much just for the "privilege"
of living in one of the dorms that we can't afford cars

!

But what do we get for the money we pay to live here?
Besides free toilets and showers, hardly anything.
Now to aggravate the situation even more the

The Unreal Dormitory

Collegian decides to publicize the fact that the ad-
ministration has left the students unprotected
They're telling everyone that no one down here in
Southwest has any able-bodied security guards.
First, they take their guns away so the security men
are practically defenseless, and now they take the
security guards away all together so the students are
defenseless. What is a student security guard
especially a girl, supposed to do if six big dudes come
in and decide to bust up the place? By the time she
called the police, if she was able to, and got them to
the dorm, those people could really hurt someone.
They say it is temporary, but even so if one life is

lost or one girl raped or one stereo stolen that is far
more serious than five hundred cars parked in the
wrong place. Since the security guards have been
taken away, we might as well have nothing. We might
as well leave all our doors unlocked.
We think it is time that the administration

realigned its priorities in favor of the students. After
all, aren't we the ones that this university exists for?

Anne Mary DesFosses
Mary Farnell

To The Editor:

HAVE YOU ever seen the ad in this newspaper, or
heard the delightful sounding ad on the radio per-
taining to the un-dormitorv. Well if vou have and if

you believe it then you are as foolish as we were. HAS
the idea of the swimming pool that closes on the
second of Sept. and reopens in June appealed to you?
Or is the fact that we boast two pro tennis courts that
are nothing but blades of grass? Well, if you are one
of the people that envy the lucky people that live at
Mr. Sugarloaf, let me burst your bubble. The
veritable oasis that the ads depict is nothing but a
shithole in the figurative and literal sense.
Last Friday night the sewage began to back up in

the cellar apartments. This forced me to live with a
friend that lives next door ( I'm still here) others are
not lucky enough to have friends in the complex.
After much arguing, threatening and group action
they started cleaning up Monday. After six weeks I

still do not have the key to my mailbox, my neighbors
have cockroaches and were even fortunate enough to

find a dead mouse (even the mouse couldn't stand it)

under their refrigerator. One woman with three
children told our group that she lived on wet rugs for

one month before the management got around to

moving her. The obvious dangers of hepatitis and
typhus were neglected by the apathetic and indecent
management. These are not isolated incidences but
rather commonplace since we have lived here. Just
think we have all this luxury for just two hundred
dollars a month! !

Monday night at the Sunderland town meeting, the
Board of Health officials questioned why the State
Board has not taken action, since they have full-time
employees who can more adequately deal with the
situation If it is because they are unaware then we
must make them aware. People paying good money
for living places whether here or anywhere in this
area have a right to demand places that can be
habitable. A time must come when corporate
management companies armed with fat-cat lawyers
must listen to the needs of their tenants rather than
just accepting the rent checks. Wet ceilings, floors,
insects and a stench that could probably kill a pig are
not what I call fit for human habitation. Until such
time where all our needs are met I ask all those that
read this to boycott the UNREAL DORMITORIES
and all places like them.

Steven Reedman
Robert W.Landry

Sex Is Not The Only Pastime On Campus
To The Editor:

It has come to my attention in the past few weeks
that a definite theme of sexism and cheapening of
male-female relationships has found its way into none
other than the Massachusetts Daily Collegian. I refer,
specifically, to the subject matter of the comic (?)
strips "UMies" by Don McGilvray and "Kampus
Kapers" by Kris Jackson.

In October 15 issue, for example, "UMies" presents
the image of woman as some great sex goddess - a
queen to be dreamed of. (No liberated woman wants
to be placed on a pedestal. ) The "Kampus Kapers" of
that same issue reached the exact opposite end of the
spectrum: woman as a passive, hormone-injected
fast screw who has thrilled her male friend (?) by
taking oral contraceptives. Of course, she takes them
only for his pleasure. (No thought is given to the fact
that birth control pills are still being studied for their
possible side effects.) By the way, Mr. Jackson, how
many men know what anxiety a missed period brings
to a woman? She's the one to f»o through an abortion

or unwedded motherhood.
Last Friday's Poor Richard's too seemed to follow

the new trend. It carried an article about picking up
people at bars and parties. I think it is interesting to

note that McGilvray cartoon and B.J. Roche article
both spoke of "Piece with Honor" - an obvious
reference to sex for sex's sake. But the term "piece"
is degrading: it reduces men and women to users of

each other and the beauty of sex itself is debased in

the process.

While it cannot be denied that sex is a very integral
(and beautiful) part of life, I fail to see why it must be
portrayed as the only pastime on this campus. I

shudder to think of a person unacquainted with
UMass getting his or her first impression of this place
from such distasteful humor.

I look forward to the day when Mr. McGilvray and
Mr. Jackson return to their clothed-character car-
toons. ("Comic strip" is an unfortunate pun.)

Donna A. Diodati

Burps And Heartburn
To The Editor:

On the evening of October 15, at 5: 30 p.m. I had the
eminent pleasure of enjoying one of the Dining
Commoihs' better efforts. I thoroughly enjoyed my
microscopic portion of fried chicken filet. My com-
panions also enjoyed their equally stomach panging
portions of roast lamb. I must take this opportunity to
remind Joel Stoneham that the student 'body' has
been anxiously awaiting his increased portion policy.

As yet, I've neither seen nor felt any evidence of it.

Truly, Mr. Stoneham is reminiscent of a character
right out of the pages of Dickens when, each night, he
sends poor,_sludy-wrought students to their beds:
their stomachs still growing or puking, whatever the

case may be.

I know that there are children starving in Asia, but
now Stoneham s added a new dimension: we, ths
students, starving on campus. Mr. Stoneham, haven't
you heard? This is the promised land... of plenty and
abundance. Why are the D.C. lines so reminiscent of
the old bread lines of the Great Depression? The
Student Body of the University of Massachusetts
wishes, at this point, to thank you, Mr. Stoneham, for
their increased needs of groovy drugs like: vitamin
pills, Pepto-Bismol, Kaopectate, Ex-Lax, and Booze
in order to make the evening meal at the D.C. a fond
memory.

Dennis S. Racine

Sacrificing Residents' Safety
To The Editor:

David Johnston's decision to reassign nighttime
security patrolmen to daytime parking ticket duty is

reprehensible. As a result of this decision, there is

little security inside the dorms, and virtually none at
all outside. The only patrols are those conducted by
the police cars. Johnston must realize that there is no
deterrent to crime at night in any area which cannot
be reached by car. Anyone walking, for example,
from Baker House to the Infirmary is fair game for

assault. There have been two this year already.

Apparently Johnston is willing to sacrifice the
safety of the residents of this campus in order to

ticket and tow cars Fvati more amazing, he con-

siders this attitude justified, apparently. I hope that a
woman who has just been raped can take great
consolation in knowing that the parking system is a
shining success.

He does not see crime here as a great problem?
Possibly that is because he does not have to live here.
Why is Central Area, which last year had the lowest
crime rate on campus, tied now with Southwest for
the highest?

The patrolmen must be returned to their jobs, not
in "thirty to sixty days," but now.

Timothy O'Brien

V.P./Sec.
Central Area Council
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Editorial Points
Ever notice how a lot of

students bop around campus
humming, whistling, and
singing under their breath? If

you haven't noticed that lately,

then it must be mid-semester
exam time!

+ + +
Ah, yes. Who amongst us

doesn't know the trials and
turmoils of mid-semester
exams? Those endless days
that all seem to blend into one.

those gallons of Maxwell House
and handsful of No Do/, those
pages on pages ol blurred
print

By the time you get around to

actually sitting down and
taking the exam, passing it is

anti-climactic.

+ + +
Flunking it, on the other

hand, is grounds for suicide.

(Or an afternoon in the
Bluewall).

Student Togetherness
To The Editor:

Does the apathy on this campus bother you? Well, it bothers me a lot
and instead of sitting in my room getting lazv ulcers from it I did
something. I joined the Student Senate. To those of you out' there
aughmg, I feel sorry for you. You are the ones who made the Senate seem
like an ineffectual tool. It doesn't have to be that way. We are supposed to
be representing you and its pretty hard to state the positions of con-
stituents who don't give a damn.

The Senate is now in the position to give a very national statement
( almost reminiscent of the sixties >

. This concerns the use of lettuce in the
campus food services. Are we going to support the workers or are we
going to sit by while the world around us is changing and not be a part of
that change? Show your support of either side of the issue. Get to know
you senator and tell him-her how you feel. Come to Senate meetings.

This is only one of the many issues facing the Senate this year. Don't
let the Senate face them in a vacuum. You can join Senate committees to
change things about the school or to keep them the same, that you have a
voice in our policy making. Or just get to know your senator, find out what
the Senate is doing. Nick Apostola has his new blood now and only you can
stop them from becoming an elitist clique. It is time that there was a
showing of real student togetherness, student power.

If you want to help facilitate communications between the Senate and
the students in the future call me, drop by mv room or catch me at the
next Senate meeting. I'm in 112 Knowlton (5-2510). This is vour school
remember that.

Tyla Michelove
Student Senator from Knowlton

Ford Is Not The One
(Continued from P. 12)

a man who is firmly dedicated to

the Welfare State, big business and
domestic surveillance activities.

He's opposed Civil Rights and
labor legislation, busing for school
integration, amnesty and a host of

other travesties can be attributed

to him. He even pushed a
suggestion that Supreme Court
Justice William O. Douglas be
impeached,, perhaps on behest of
our fearless leader in the White
House in an attempt to further
pack the Court.

In The Washington Pay-Off,
former Washington lobbyist,
Robert Winter-Berger,
documented his deals with Ford
whom he met in 1966 after paying a
friend $500. "Because (the
meeting) was good, it subsequently
cost me another $500 in cash, plus a
number of favors. Gerry Ford
knew about this, and it did not faze
him. In one of our early con-
versations, Ford had occasion to
say: 'In Washington, money's the
name of the game. Without it

you're dead.'
"

However, Ford specifically
prohibited gift-giving in the office.

"And I don't want to know about
anything you hand out to my people
on the outside," Ford said. He's
discreet and careful: "The first

time you make a mistake, no
matter how close we may be by
that time, we're through."
...Ford's help was gained in

preventing an investigation of an
AVCO defense contract...Old Kent

Bank & Trust of Grand Rapids did
plenty of business with federal
projects in Ford's home state.
Ford was a Bank Director and
stockholder, he violated
Michigan's campaign spending
law in 1970... In return for a $30,000
contribution to the Republican
National Committee, Francis
Kellogg was awarded a trip to a
conference of African nations in

Morocco as a U.S. Representative.
Ford got him the favor ..a General
Electric lobbyist attended a 1966
Ford fund-raising dinner on behalf
of a GE executive, where Richard
M. Nixon was the guest speaker.
That executive was appointed the
Director of NASA on March 5, 1969
by none other than Nixon.
Congress approved it on April 3.

Nixon said, i am a man of strong
loyalties, and for better or worse I

will always back up to the nth
degree those who have helped me
financially when I really needed
it." Incidentally, Ford was an
important element in the
catapulting of Nixon to the
presidency in 1968.

The Associated Press says Ford
is "approachable, smiles easily,
and observes all the traditional
congressional courtesies." I say
that doesn't qualify the man for the
office and he hasn't yet clipped his
Hawk wings either. Just recently
he expressed hope for a military
solution -quickly -in the Middle
East War.
Dennis Simttowski is a Lollegian
commentator
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More Letters To The Editor
Israeli Expansionism

To The Editor:

Ben Gurion, Ex-Prime Minister

of Israel, once addressed the

students saying: "The map (of

Israel) is not the map of our

country. We have another map
which you students and youngsters

in Jewish schools must translate

into reality. The Israeli nation

must expand its territory from the

Euphrates to the Nile". This

quotation stands into sharp con-

trast with Zionist propaganda
which pictures the state of Israel

as constantly attacked by her Arab

neighbors. The state of Israel was
created at the expense of the

Palestinians, now either in refugee

camps or second rate citizens in

their own land or scattered all over

the world. Expansion is

organically related to Zionist

ideology, according to which world

Jewry should have a home in

Palestine. Speaking in 1938 Ben

Gurion said: "Our right to

Palestine is not the right of the

Palestine Jews but of the entire

Jewish people which is scattered in

the world over and of which only 3

per cent live in Palestine..."

In 1919, according to British

estimations, Jews in Palestine

were 9.7 per cent of the population
and Palestinians 91.3 per cent

Jewish immigrants kept pouring
into Palestine especially during
Nazi persecution. In 1946, two
years before the declaration of the

state of Israel, the Jewish
population was 35.1 per cent and
the Arab 64.9 per cent. In 1947 U.N.
decreed a partition resolution
according to which the country was
to be divided into two states, one
for the Palestinians and the other

for the Zionists. But through
terrorism and massacres, get hold

of 20.000km. instead of the

14.000km. allotted to them in U.N.
resolution. The most notorious
of these messacres is the Deir
Yassin massacre on April 9, 1948.

"The village of Deir Yassin near
Jerusalem was especially noted by
its Jewish neighbors for its friendly

peaceful relations (I quote from
Burning Issues of the Mideast
Crisis by Peter Buch). This was the

village selected by the Irgun Svai

We're All Neighbors
To The Editor.

Three cheers for Said Khouri! No matter how you slice it, there are

plenty of reasons for both the Arabs and the Israelis to be destroying each
other, but there is one reason for not fighting which surpasses all others;

no human being has the right to kill another human being. As far as I am
concerned ( and I hope I am not alone ) the Right to Life ( after birth ) is not

mine to take away.
If you have been reading newspapers, or watching the 6 o'clock news,

you realize that this nice, comfortable world of ours is in chaos. The world

we live in, and the planet we live on, are very small indeed, and the time
is now to stop the killing and live in peace. We're all neighbors on this tiny

ball of dirt, and we've got to start working together, because there's no
alternative. We're all in this together.

Allen Bromberger

Guns: A Necessity?
To The Editor:

With national issues dominating

the concerns of most on campus,
many of the issues closer to home
don't seem to be getting the at-

tention they deserve; this is par-

ticularly true of crime on campus,
which seems to get attention only

from the persons it involves. Well,

one thing is only too apparent:

serious crime (rape, assault,

grand larceny, etc.) is one the rise

at UMass, and it is going to con-

tinue to rise as long as apathy and
unawareness survive on campus.
Reading the security-related

article in Thursday's Collegian

brings to mind what is being done

on campus to deter crime and the

factors that cause it, or more
specifically, the campus police.

And the efficiency and ef-

fectiveness of the campus police

brings back to life a somewhat
dead question, that being by what
means and to what extent should

the campus police be armed in

order to enforce the law.

Guns do give the policeman a

definite air of authority, and of-

tentimes, the confidence to

properly carry out his duty in a

potentially dangerous situation

;

and indeed, instances where
policemen are required to remove
their guns from their holsters are

quite infrequent. However, how
long can we afford to chance even

an accidental shooting, which is

always a possibility whenever a

gun is bared 9 We must realize that

someday an instance may arise

where a policeman might have to

use his gun; this could be very

dangerous in the densely populated

Southwest, where the heaviest

concentration of crime is. Guns

kill! Yet, we cannot leave the

police defenseless, because they do

meet some pretty interesting

people in their line of work

So where does the answer for

UMass lie? Some schools are

successfully employing non-kill

weapons, but non-kill weapons are

not always effective in different

situations, and the police may not

be as confident with their non-kill

weapons when they deal with

people using real guns.- Other

schools allow their o( ricers to carry
firearms only in an emergency, but

in certain situations, this could be
impractical, and sometimes even
put the police officers at a
hazardous disadvantage. And then
there are the schools like Southern
University

This letter welcomes any answers
or ideas from the college com-
munity, and hopes that a solution

to this problem is forthcoming,
before something happens and its

too late. Remember, all the action

and answers in the world won't
change history, but they can
certainly prevent it from repeating
itself.

Stephen White

Chuck Quirk
Susan Facey

Leumi, the chief Jewish
chauvinist-terrorist group, for a

massacre in which 250 Arabs
perished, including 100 women and
children. About 150 bodies were
thrown down into a cistern. The
houses were destroyed The few
survivors were marched trium-

phantly through Jerusalem
streets".

In 1948 the state of Israel was
declared. In 1956 Israel, together

with French and British

Imperialists attacked Egypt in

what came to be know as the

Tripartite Aggression. Israel

occupied Gaza Strip and Sinai and
withdrew only months later under

U.S.A. and USSR, pressure. In

1967 Israel occupied Egyptian
Sinai, Syrian Golan Heights and
Palestinian West Bank of Jordan.

U.N. 67 resolution for a peaceful

settlement, accepted by Egypt,

was rejected by Israel. The Arab
attempts to liberate their occupied

lands, pictured as an Arab in-

vasion, have been described by
Eban, Israeli Minister of Foreign

Affairs as "sacrilegious" and
"blasphemous". Israel wants to

keep the occupied territories

where she has started to build

colonies and bring settlers. Israel

needs more land for the new im-

migrants and if possible for the

whole of world Jewry. Israeli army
is now marching towards
Damascus. Menahem Beigin, ex-

Israeli Minister and Zionist leader

addresses the Israeli army saying:

"You Israelis must have no
compunction when you kill your
enemy. You must not sympathize
with him until we have destroyed

the so called Arab culture." He
also wrote: "turning our eyes to

the north we see the fertile

lowlands of Syria and the

Lebanon. to the east the wide rich

valleys of the Euphrates and the

Tigris and the oil of Iraq, to the

west the land of the Egyptians. We
shall be unable to develop until we
have regulated our territorial

problems from positions of

strength. We shall force the Arabs
into absolute submission."

Shall we the Arabs wait until Ben
Gurion's and Beigin's dreams are
carried out? The war today is a
liberation war to restore occupied
Arab territories. We call upon all

progressive, liberal and
humanitarian powers to support
us. We call upon progressive Jews
all over the world, who have known
persecution, to support us against
Israeli persecution and ex-
pansionism.

R. Ashour

Lafayette's First Annual Veteran's Day Auction

Monday,

Noy. 22nd

All merchandise cash & carry, no lay-aways, all

credit cards accepted.

1-5 p.m.
Amps, stereo receivers, speakers ... you name it
we're auctioning it!

From The Governor
Dear Students:

I want to extend greetings and best wishes to all of you for this

academic year. It promises to be a challenging year, both in higher

education and state government.

The state is opening three new campuses this year, in Charlestown, in

Roxbury, and the new UMass campus in Boston. This has made possible

public higher education for an additional 7000 people.

I am tremendously encouraged that we have been able to expand the

state's educational facilities, for it is those of you on the campus who have

so often provided the energies, ideas and leadership necessary to bring

public attention to important issues. Many of you in the past have

volunteered for public service internships and independent studies in

government. I hope you will take advantage of these programs, and take

an active role in dealing with the problems facing Massachusetts and the

nation.

We will need you help on many fronts: student rights and con-

fidentiality; the development of reasonable drug legislation; consumer

protection; better care for the mentally ill. I have just appointed a new
Commissioner of Correction -and he, and the state face the continuing

and vital task of reforming our correction system.

These and other issues will require concerted and coordinated efforts,

and I hope you will join us in those efforts.

Again, with best wishes for a good year.

Sincerely,

Francis W. Sargent

Governor

Dangerous Crusades
To The Editor:

The atmosphere of the past two weeks has been pregnant with warnings
that we have failed to grasp. This generation, one that prides itself on
being peace-loving, has blundered miserably. When the presend Arab
Israeli conflict was little more than a gunshot, we blindly paraded to the

Student Union Ballroom, begged for money, and even talked of supplying
warplanes to the Israelis. Partisan efforts like these breed dangerous
crusades. And this is one thing that America in 1973 does not need.

History is chock full of instances where nations, wracked by internal

problems, turn to a foreign incident and espouse some gallant principles,

just to divert the attention of its people from domestic concerns. Our
President may be corrupt, but he is not stupid. If we are too vocal in our
support for the Israelis, he is apt to engage our armed forces in what to

him would be a "splendid little war." 'io America it would be a tragedy.
Nineteen seventy-three began as a year for Americans to clean house.

We must not allow anything to be swept under the rug. Golda Meir and
Moshe Dayan are not so much our friends as are Sam Ervin and Judge
Sirica. Our enemy is not the Arab in the Russian tank, but the square in

the Oval office.

Thomas Kilmartin

Help Chelsea Victims
To The Editor: x
Recently 1100 people were left homeless due to the tragic Chelsea Fire

which swept across the densely packed residential area near the northern
end of Boston Harbor. Everything they owned went up in flames and they
are in desperate need of food and clothing. Due to the residential con-
ditions, these people were not able to obtain any sort of insurance before
the fire occurred.

You can help give these people a new start by donating childrens' and
adults' winter clothing and non-perishable food which is desperately
needed at this time. Remember when you go home this long weekend that

others aren't as fortunate as you. Just a little can do so much and now is

the time to do it.

Collection boxes will be set up on the Campus Center Concourse Level,
next to the Gamma Sigma Heart Fund Sign-up table, October 16th
through October 25th.

Anything you can give would be gratefully appreciated.

Diane Edel
June Ahmadjian

Bike Clinic
To Open
In response to the growing in-

terest in bicycle safety, Peloton
Bicycle and Ski Inc. in conjunction

with the UMass Bicycle Club, has
again this year decided to provide
free of cost a series of bicycle

maintenance clinics.

The series, to begin on October
25, will consist of four sessions
each devoted to some particular

bicycle mechanism. The first clinic

wili deal with everything involved
in the steering and braking
systems with stress put on how to

keep these parts working safely.

The second clinic's emphasis will

be on the building and repairing of

wheels. The third clinic explores
the "expensive" areas of the
bicycle, the hubs and the crankset.
These mechanisms, if allowed to

remain unmaintained, cause some
of the most costly repairs a bicycle

ship has to do. The clinic will also

deal with tire replacement. The
fourth and last class will tackle the

ever troublesome multiple gearing
mechanisms.
Since the clinics are free and

space for the classes is limited, the

staff at Peloton has requested a

class of only twenty five pupils.

Therefore, to enroll please call

Peloton at 549-6904 or stop in at the

shop to sign up. The shop is located

in the Amherst Carriage Shops at

the fork of North and East
Pleasant Streets in Amherst.
The clinics are open to all with no

qualifications except interest. The
starting time of 7:30 p.m. will

hopefully be suited to college

students and other working
members of the community.
Also, when the tools finally

arrive, a bicycle workshop will

open in the Craft Center, located in

the basement of the Student
Union. The use of ihese tools and
space will be available free to

anyone. For any information about
this or racing and touring activities

in the area check for notices in the

Collegian or come to the weekly
meetings Wed. night at 7 p.m.
usually in 803 C.C.

Engineers Offer

Seminar Program
Speakers coming to UMass this

fall through the department of

mechanical and aerospace
engineering Seminar Program
include J. H. Hollomon of MIT, Dr.

Edward Teller and Congressman
Paul Cronin.

Dr. Hollomon, director for the

Center for Policy Alternatives at

MIT, will speak on "Technology
and Social Change" Thursday, Oct.

18, in an event co-sponsored by the

industrial engineering depart-
ment.
Dr. Teller, director of the

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in

Livermore, Cal., will talk on
'Energy Resources of the Future"
Monday, Nov. 5, with the co-

sponsorhip of the physics
department.
Congressman Cronin, who

represents the Massachusetts
Fifth District, will talk on the

energy crisis. The co-sponsors are
the departments of chemical, civil,

electrical and industrial

engineering.

All lectures are at 4 p.m., with

coffee at 3:30p.m., in Gunness Lab
10. The talks are open without

charge to all those interested. A
complete schedule of the Seminar
Series is available from the
department of mechanical and
aerospace engineering, Marston
Hall.

Job Openings

At Southwest
The Southwest Business Office

has one position available for a

qualified Graduate or

Undergraduate to work 20 hours

per week as assistant to the

Business Manager.
Applicants should have some

background in accounting and

computer programming.
We are actively soliciting

qualified minority and women
applicants

For interview contact John
Zilinskas at 545-1400
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WHY Hffl€ COLL€G€
rTUDerrrc tm/oed
BY BUS FOR
GCNO&TIOrc?

•IT'S CONVENIENT - Buses

leave from or near the

campus several times

daily.

* IT'S DIRECT - To where you

want to go.

•IT'S FRIENDLY Meet new

people on every trip.

Ppfp.r Pjbtl
BUS
LINES

Hourly service to Boston, New York City, Albany and

everywhere, direct from the University Campus. Extra

express service to Natick and Boston every weekend.

Lobby Shop. Student Union

Tel. 545-2528 or 545-2006

apanese

Buddhists
Perform
A touring group of twenty-

four Buddhist monks will

present an unusual concert of

traditional Japanese Buddhist

music on Monday evening, Oct.

22, at Amherst College's

Buckley Recital Hall.

The Japanese Shomyo, or
chanting of Buddhist hymns
and sutras, has a history of
about twelve centuries. The
significance of the Shomyo
(originally "sabda-vidya"
from the Sanskrit) is par-

ticularly noticeable in the
strong influence it has had on
all genres of Japanese
traditional music.
The "Daihannya Tendoku

E" ceremony is performed to

pray for peace of departed
souls, to avert misfortune and
to bring good luck, that is, to

invoke or exorcize spirits and
in general to implore them to

listen to the prayers of men.
Hei (the lay of the Taira

clan) is the name given to the

recitation of the Heike
monogatari, the best-known of

the Japanese romantic "war
tales" narrated to the ac-

companiment of a biwa, or
Japanese lute, also known as
the "Heike biwa" (the biwa
used in reciting the tale of the

Taira clan). There are now
only four aged masters in

Japan who uphold the direct

tradition of the Heikyoku.

The monks (musicians) are
venturing outside of Japan for

the first time, appearing
locally, courtesy of the
Doshisha-Amherst Summer
School in cooperation with the

Japanese-American Club.

The concert will start at 8:15

p.m. Tickets will be on sale at

the door for $3.00.

Are You A
Guinea Pig?

ByTONY GRANITE
HOW TO KICK THE SMOKING
IIABIT FOREVER is the subject of

a doctoral study at Indiana U.,

where a grad student is ex-

perimenting with alternatives to

write about in a dissertation.

The Indiana Daily Student tells

about it in a piece titled, "Can
habit be kicked?"
Reasearcher David Richter is

convinced that if he can discover

the things that smoking expresses,

he may be able to offer alternative

ways of expressing those feelings

"if they are feelings."

Richter is doing his dissertation

in counseling. He is advertising for

smokers as guinea pigs.

-I- + +
FREEDOM FOR PKTS has been
declared at UCal-Davis, which is

now called "the most doggedly
liberal school in the University of

California system."
According to an AP dispatch, "A

student can bring his dog to the

university, provided that other

residents of his dormitory floor

vote to accept him and his room-
mate is rlso willing.

"The dog has to dine alone in his

room, but he can go to class, if the

professor approves."
"UCD also offers a class called

'Companion Animals'."

-I- + +
KUDOS FOR COPS took the form
of a letter to the editor of the

USoFla Oracle, this month.
One Sharon L. Levine wrote that

"Last night I locked my keys in my
car on campus and didn't know
who (sic) to call except the

University Police. Well, to say the

least, how grateful I am to them.
Two officers (named) spent at

least a good hour trying to get into

my car. They finally succeeded
and I am internally (sic) grateful

to them..."
+ + +

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK
covers a UConn Daily Campus
piece. "My Fair Lady Examined."

straight-legged weste^cû

AMERICAN
CLASSICS

9SSI (/>..:£

201 n. pleasant st. amherst
>««' I «»vs'

OPENING TONIGHT

"FRAGMENTS"
Experiments With Art

Student Union Gallery

Reception 8:30 p.m. C.C. Program Council
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Someone Out There Needs You
SVS (Student Volunteer Ser-

vices) of OUTREACH knows of

several community agencies that

are in desperate need of student

volunteers. They are:

The Montague Fre-School needs

classroom aides for their pre-

school program.

The Gill Klementary School

needs teachers to work in

classrooms with children in Kin-

dergarten to fourth grade.

The Hampshire Community
Action Council needs math and
science tutors to work on a high

school equivalency program.

Northern Education Services
< NFS) needs tutors for educational

programs in Springfield. Tran-
sportation is provided.

Belchertown Housing Authority
needs case workers and tran-

sportation workers. Also, people
willing to visit elderly people in

their homes are needed.

A number of new agencies, in

additon to the over 75 agencies that

have been working with us since

the beginning of the semester,

have contacted us for help. Some of

them are as follows:

Community Care Center needs
counselors for a drop-in center in a
low income area.

Executive Office of Elderly
Affairs wants volunteers to work in

the planning office for elderly

O w
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programs in Amherst.

Monson State Hospital needs

students to participate in a speech

and hearing testing program to

learn how to test patients.

Project Change, Mental Health

Association needs a special

behavior modification specialist.

Holyoke-Chicopee lleadstart

needs people to work on pre-school

and family service programs,
especially the establishment of a

food co-op.

Valley Co-operative School - Is a

new school being run by a group of

community residents in Nor-

thampton. The project is really

new and they need students to work

on curriculum development. Their

approach to learning stresses the

importance of experiential types of

experiences. They are willing to

have any interested member of the

community join them in this new
experiment; possible activities are

wide open.

Amherst Junior High Wood-
working Shop - Desperately needs
an instructor to work with students

in the shop in the mornings. A
number of the students that you
will be working with are kids who
are presently experiencing some
emotional and adjustment
problems.

If any of these programs interest

you, please contact a mamber of

the Student Volunteer Services at

the OUTREACH office in 509

Goodell Library. If you can't stop

by maybe you would like to call,

our number is 545-2021.

S.H.L. Holds
Coffeehouse
The Student Homophile League has of late devoted its Thursday night

meetings to discussing and developing programs and activities to better

serve Amherst's gay community.
Tonight SHL takes the evening off. McKimmie house and SHL will

sponsor a gay coffeehouse in McKimmie house lounge, and all members
of the gay community are cordially invited to join in, beginning at 7:30

p.m.

Heart Fund
Needs Walkers

Gamma Sigma Sigma, a campus service sorority, is sponsoring
the 1973 Heart Fund Cup in conjunction with the third annual Heart
Fund Walk, October 27.

This Trophy will be awarded to the Greek house or dorm that

accumulates the greatest amount of money through walkers.
Those interested may sign up to walk today, October 18, 19, 23, 24,

25 on Campus Center concourse.
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This Week's Special

NEWEST RELEASES -

List

New Riders of the Purple Sage
Cheech 'n Chong
Grateful Dead
Neil Young
Three Dog Night

George Harrison

$5.98 $3.79

$5.98 $3.18

$5.98 $3.79

$5.98 $3.79

$5.98 $3.79

$5.98 $3.18

Brand new 8 track tapes— $1 .99

Open 10-5:30 Daily Main St., Northampton
10-9 Thursday 46 Elm St., Westfield
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"Shoes For The Entire Family"

Pioneer Valley Factory Shoe Outlet
East St., Ware, Mass. - in the Industries Yard.

First Quality Shoes for the Entire Family

at Factory Prices m Our Factory Store.

Mon. thru Sat.

Friday to 9 p.m.

African Dancers To Perform

The Fine Arts Council, in

association with the African
Students Assoc, and the WEB.
Dubois Dept. of Afro-American
Studies will present an evening of

African Dance and Music in the

Student Union Ballroom on Friday,

Oct. 19 at 8:30 p.m.

Two groups of Dancers from
Ghana. The Ghana Arts Council

Dancers and University of Ghana
Cultural dancers will be featured.

Both groups specialize in the

traditional dances of the Akan and
Ashanti people of Ghana and are

internationally noted for their

authentic reproduction of these

forms.

The Dancers will be presented by

Chief Nana NKetsia IV of Ghana,
presently on the five-college Black

Studies Faculty. Chief NKetsia is

one of the foremost living

authorities on West African culture

and was minister of culture in the

regime of the Orageyfo Dr. Kwame
N'Krumah. In that capacity Chief

NKetsia was responsible for

establishing the cultural dance

troupe.

Also present will be "The
Ramblers" the leading West
African Hi-life band. Hi-life is the

rhythmic popular Dance music of

contemporary West Africa. The
setting will be cabaret style and
the audience is invited to dance
during the intermissions.

Tickets are available at:

Fine Arts council, 125 Herter Hall,

Telephone 545-0202. Box Office

open Monday through Friday, 9-4

p.m.; Tickets for UMass students

are $1.50, all others $3.00 - or

Student Union Box Office one hour

before the concert.

UMass Police

New Emergency

Number

5-3111

McGovern Campaign Under Investigations

WASHINGTON (AIM - The
Massachusetts McGovern-for
President Committee was cited

Wednesday for four apparent

violations of the Federal Election

Campaign Act.

The accusations came in a

formal report to the comptroller

general, who referred it to the

Justice Department "for ap-

propriate action."

The Office of Federal Elections

in the General Accounting Office

reported following an audit of the

Massachusetts committee that:

-137 receipts over $100, totaling

$66,675, were deposited in the

committee's bank account between

April 7 and Dec. 31, 1972, but were
not itemized as required by law',

and that $54,000 of these

unitemized receipts were not

reported at all to the federal

elections office.

The committee failed to report a

$50,000 expenditure in partial

payment of a $75,000 loan.

-Committee records did not

disclose the occupation and place of

business for 36 of 78 contributors

examined by auditors, and some
receipts and expenditures in

itemized schedules were not in-

cluded in summary schedules on

two reports.

-The committee has not filed

reports since Dec. 31 although

regulations require continuous
reporting on debts and obligations.

The last report showed debts of

more than $33,000.

Officers of the Massachusetts

committee, John McKean,
chairman; James F. Blaikie,

treasurer, and Charles E. Cerf,

controller.

The GAO report said Blaikie

gave as possible reasons for failure

to itemize the 137 contributions:

Campaign workers may have
forwarded personal checks to cover

total amounts they collected in

cash, and the committee oc-

casionally cashed checks which

may have included in the deposits.

ttfrl •/'

Long Dresses
For Homecoming

63 N. Pleasant St.

AMHERST
211 Main St.

NORTHAMPTON
9:30-5:30, Mon.-Sat.
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Car Repairs-Cheap! Mass Transit To Be Discussed

The Student Auto Workshop is CLOSED
open for you to come and repair FRIDAY,
your car. You can learn by doing

with the assistance of our skilled

mechanics. Our tool collection has

been increased as well as our work
area. This year we have in-

corporated a parts department
which is stocked to supply your

need in foreign and domestic parts

at very reasonable prices.

We hope the following list can aid

in your decision of times to attend

the shop.

Tuesday, 3 to 11, Domestic.

Wednesday, 3 to 11, Foreign.

Thursday, 3 to 11, Foreign.

Saturday, 9 to 5, Foreign and

Domestic.
Sunday, 10 to 4, Foreign and

Domestic.

Chilean Seminar
Bv LI IS MANUEL MEDINA
The New England Council of

Latin American Studies,

(NECLAS), will offer a movie

about Cuba, "Memories of

Underdevelopment" and a

Seminar about the Chilean

situation after Allende's death.

The activity will be held on

Friday and Saturday 26-27 October

at the University of New Hamp-
shire, Durham, N.H. For more

information contact : Prof. Robert

Potash, Department of History,

Herter Hall, U.Mass.

Landscapers Meet
A Conference on Landscape

Assessment is to be held at the

Campus Center on November 15

and 16. Students interested in at-

tending should call Jeff Riotte or

Marsh McLoughlin at Dickinson

House-5-0930. Advance
registration is required.

MONDAY AND

The rates for use of our facilities

are

$1.50 for the first hour.

$1.00 for each additional hour.

Our place of business is in the

Campus Center Garage on the

lower level (permit parking area-

no ticket needed). Just drive down

and take a look-see any time that

we're open.

The Amherst Committee on Public Transportation

will hold its ninth meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the

Board Room of Amherst Town Hall.

Scheduled for the committee's agenda tonight is a

question-and-answer session with State Represen-

tative James Collins and State Senate John Olver,

concerning the present status of public transit bills

being considered in this session of the Massachusetts

legislature.

The committee was created by a vote of Annual
Town Meeting in March of this year to study the

feasibility of establishing a public transit system to

serve Amherst and possibly nearby communities.
Tonight's meeting is open to the public. Citizens

concerned about local traffic and public transit

problems are invited to sit in on the proceedings.

of
amhertt

The Full Line
Audio Center In

Hampshire County
•STIR10 COMPONENT SYSTEMS
•COMPACT STEREO UNITS
•PORTABLE CASSETTE RECORDERS
•PORTABLE TABLE MODEL RADIOS
• STEREO HEADPHONES
•CITIZENS BAND •2-WAY RADIO
•TELEVISIONS (color & B/W)
•ELECTRONIC PARTS
AND MOM - MUCH MOM
LOCALLY OWNED A OPERATED

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

STOP »Y - We re at

31 8 College St (Rte. 9)

AMHERST - on the OMats but rout*

I. -THUM . 1 A.RL • St30 PJL
Jays m • p.m. satuways • am. - s pjr.

PRINTS

V.'

>'. ' y.
I

'••:<

imported works of

M. C. Escher

at the

University Store

CAMPUS CENTER

While you are at the store, look at our fine selection of mat
and illustration boards for your new print.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
(Ovens in Trucks

for Hot Delivery) 256-8587

FREE delivery

Our Superb Cheese

12 -inch Pizza
$J75

16 - inch Pizza $995

ADDITIONAL ITEMS
I

Ham
Mushrooms
Onions
Green Peppers
Pepperoni
Ground Beef

Fresh Sausage

on

12 - inch Pizza

on

16 - inch Pizza

Our Deluxe Pizza
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,

Ham, Green Pepper, Onion

12 - inch Pizza $015

16 - inch Pizza $495

25° Off !
50' Off

Any Small

PIZZA

(ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA)

Name,

Addres*

I

!

,| Name,

I

Any Large

PIZZA

(ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA)

Address

Expires 10-22-73 Expires 10-22-73

Attorney For Students

Debts , Dunning Letters And Defenses
By RICHARD M. MOWLAM)
One of the undeniably ex-

cruciating almost sexually

orgasmic events of mortal man's

economic life is the final payment

on an installment loan or mor-

tgage. In fact this exquisite

pleasure is so rare in the average

mortal sojourn that it is itself the

occasion for such bacchanalian

revel as is reserved for events such

as birth and marriage (in

whatever order.)

The short of it is that paying off

debts is a very satisfying ac-

complishment. The problem that

has been plaguing many members
of this community is the converse

one of being presently unable to

fulfill a financial obligation.

The typical course begins with

the installment purchase of an

extravagance. Many less than

happy individuals buy goods or

services on the premise that

payments will only require a few

more dollars a month out of in-

come. The crisis develops when
priorities or urgencies or disasters

alter the available income to meet
obligations.

Then you get the charmers.

These are idiotic reminders that

your bill is overdue and that the

assistant account managers is

suffering diarrhea because you're

late! He recovers. He marks your

account "nasty!"

Then she writes (it's a sexist

business the men suffer gastritis

and the women threaten suit ) . Only

she never, absolutely never, has a

name. All she has are initials and a

vicious pen. If you don't pay
yesterday, everything plus a whole

lot of fees (which, after all, if you

could make the payment you just

might deal with the fees) It'll be
sent to the Collector! Which it is.

And most people despair.

The Collector promptly informs

you that you have a hell of a bill to

pay, plus fees, plus they are going

to screw your credit (even at

discount houses) plus they send a

copy to your mother. The very next

letter is a five minute notice that

its all over but the shouting.

Everything must go; all is

repossessed; credit is shot,

lawyers are on the verge of

vilifying you to random and
usually remote judges; watch for

the sheriff! They'll take everything

you have but the children.

Obviously, the payment you

couldn't make has exploded

beyond any realistic possibility

that you ever will pay it.

What I have outlined is a more or

less typical case. The fact of the

matter, however, is that there is

plenty you can do to prevent a bad
situation from growing worse by

acting promptly. Two factors are

on your side. First, all of the

creditors involved want more than

anything else, to get paid the

principal and then as much "in-

terest" as they can. Second most of

the really unpleasant things are

prohibited by law.

The first steps that should be

taken in most cases, don't involve

the law. If the debt is legitimate

and you do not feel that the seller

has breached your agreement,

communicate your problem to the

seller as soon as you are aware of

it. Explain why payment must be"

delayed and when it will be

resumed. If the payment must be

reduced, explain why and how

much you will be able to pay on a

regular basis. Most creditors will

respect your openness and accept a

good faith explanation. Some may
offer realistic and straight forward

assistance to ease a present bur-

den. In my experience, however,

this willingness to negotiate and

adjust depends upon the debtor

being the first to call attention to

the problem. Like anything else it

doesn't always work.

The law (chapter 93 particularly

spction 49 below) requires that

debt collection be undertaken in a

lair and reasonable manner. It

protects against harassment by

any unreasonable means, or by

telling others of your difficulty

including the use of envelopes that

indicate debt collection is the

subject matter If you are sub-

jected to an unfair practice or

think that you are, call or write

Attorney General, Consumer
Protection Division, State House,

Boston 02133, or see me.
The statute follows: Chapter 93,

Section 49. Debt collection in an
unfair, deceptive or unreasonable
manner.
No one who is a creditor, or an

assignee of a creditor, of a natural

person present or residing in

Massachusetts who has incurred a

debt primarily for personal, family

or household purposes shall collect

or attempt to collect such debt in

an unfair, deceptive or

unreasonable manner.
For the purposes of this section,

such collection or attempt to

collect shall be deemed unfair,

deceptive or unreasonable if:

(a) The creditor communicates,
threatens to communicate or

implies the fact of such debt or

alleged debt to a person other than
the person who might reasonably
be expected to be liable therefor,

except with the written permission
of the alleged debtor. The
provisions of this paragraph shall

not prohibit a creditor from
notifying a debtor of the fact that

the creditor may report a debt or

alleged debt to a credit bureau or

engage an agent or an attorney for

the purpose of collecting the debt

or alleged debt. For the purposes of

this paragraph, the use of language

on envelopes indicating that the

communication relates to the
collection of a debt shall be deemed
a communication of such debt or

alleged debt.

(b) The creditor communicates
directly with the alleged debtor

after notification from an attorney

representing such debtor that all

further communications relative to

the debt should be addressed to

him
(C) The creditor communicates

with the alleged debtor in such a

manner as to harass or embarrass
the alleged debtor, including, but

not limited to communication at an
unreasonable hour, with

unreasonable frequency, by
threats of violence, by use of of

tensive language, or by threats of

any action which the creditor in the

usual course of business does not in

fact take.

(d) The creditor communicates
with alleged debtors through the

use of forms or instruments that

simulate the form and appearance
of judicial process.

Failure to comply with the

provisions of this section shall

constitute an unfair or deceptive

act or practice under the

provisions of chapter ninety-three

A.

Bridge Club?

Any Volunteers?
For all the bridge players who

have not been able to make it to our

meetings on Thursday nights, the

Bridge Club is changing its

meetings to Tuesday night soon.

Our schedule of Intercollegiate

matches is increasing, so we are

very interested in hearing from all

interested players.

With a victory over Yale in our

one September match, we are

looking ahead to one of the years

bigger tournaments coming up
November 10 and 11 in

Philadelphia. Teams are now
forming for that match and others

being planned in the near future.

Franchised by the ACBL, we are

giving rating points this year.

Players are coming from other

schools in the Five College area

this year, which allows us to have
larger games. Come and join us

tonight at 7:00 in CC 174 176.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS

SYDNEY OMAAR.
Not since a deluge of mail was received

concerning the pros and cons of Leo have I

been so besieged as recently-and this time

the subject was Sagittarius. I have really

been getting the lowdown on these natives

from you. the readers Now, listen: 1

probably know as much about astrology

and the signs as any person-and have
written and studied and delineated. Yet. it

never fails--! learn from you. 1 gain new
insights -from you. Sagittarius is one of the

must difficult signs to really pin down, to

analyze and comprehend

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Practical

matters dominate Frankness wins day.

Don't beat about bush Say what you mean-
mean what you say Friend should not be

permitted to skirt rules in your name Hold

off on co-signing Protect yoif own in-

terests.

TAURUS (April 20 May 20 1: Be versatile,

willing to change horses in midstream

Create your own traditions Refuse to be

bogged down by someone else's style.

Gemini, Virgo persons could play key roles

Speak up-express views without being

obnoxious.

OKMINl (May 21 June 20i: Money,

savings account, luxury item, time

payments -these tend now to be highlighted

Lite can be more beautiful d you give

yourself a chance Means now is time to

project, to perceive potential, to make
home a happy, harmonious place

CANCER (June 21 July 22' Avoid seeing

only what you want to see Broaden view

(let facts, not rumors Kschew wishful

thinking. Cycle is such that you can make
unorthodox move and succeed Family

member expresses misgivings Live your

life

LOO (July 23-Aug 22i Accept what

amounts to overtime assignment II you

give now. you also will receive Older in-

dividual is in your corner Pace may be

getting out of hand Know it and keep
resolutions Means check diet, rest and

work schedule

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): You may be

asked to choose between situation which is

pleasant and expensive -and one which is

necessary Take the latter, even if it means
temporary sacrifice You will understand

and ultimately benefit

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Persons in

authority recognize your personal spark

You feel more individual and act like it

Strive for independence, originality

Highlight the new Be yourself Don't be

intimidated by one who is cynical.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Study Libra

message Find ways of expressing yourself

Stamp your style Member of opposite sex

figures prominently Emotional responses

are accentuated You tend now to act first

and ponder later Aquarian is likely to be in

picture

SAOITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21):

Friends offer many suggestions but few arc

workable Do your own choosing Reach
beyond what was a limitation You are in a

new ball game The rules favor the vor

Utile, the adventurous Know it and act

accordingly.

CAPRICORN Dec 22 Jan 19): Not wise

lo push one in authority Many around you

now are apt to be supersensitive Maintain

steady pace Nothing will be handed you on

piowihial silver platter Take one step-

then review situation before proceeding

Progress can be slow but sure

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb IK): You do

best now by taking over.ill view Narrow

attitude* could spell defeat of purpose Read.

write, publish, advertise -spread emotional

wings Key is to create, express Gemini.

Virgo and Sagittarius persons play roles

PISCES I Feb 19 March 20)
:
Look behind

scenes for answer to financial snag Budget

needs review, discussion One close to you

may be taking too much for granted Trim
excess expense Be a comparison shopper.

• specially in connection with household

items

Copyright 197:1. (Jen Fea Corp

1 Brilliant

display

5 Trinket

9 Church bench
12 Sandarac

tree

13 Exchange
premium

14 Guido's
high note

15 Military

students
17 Note of scale

18 Tattered
cloth

19 Abound
21 Showers
23 Was present

27 A state (abbr.)

28 Wicked person

29 Alternoon
party

31 Obstruct
34 Paid notice

35 Protects

38 Parent
(colloq )

39 Communist
41 Click beetle

42 Additional

44 Printer's

measure

46 Reconditioned
tires

48 Part of flower

51 Traced

52 Anger

53 latin

conjunction

55 Employable

59 Worm
60 Drunkards

62 Regrets

63 Place

64 Sound a horn

65 Fall in drops

DOWN

1 Moccasin

2 Anglo Saxon
money

3 Insane

4 Sham
5 Established on
6 For example

(abbr.)

7 Succor
8 Entrance
9 Punctuation

mark
10 Verve
1

1

Moves from
side to side

16 Cared for

20 Measured
mechanically

22 Part of "to be"
23 At a distance

24 Rise and fall

of ocean
25 Symbol for

tellurium

26 Lair

30 Worships
32 Imitated

33 Planet

36 Preposition

Answer to Yesterday 's Puzzle
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37 Administrator

40 Hate
43 Exclamation

45 Parent
(colloq.)

47 Confidence
48 Bakers

products
49 Gaelic

18
50 For fear that

54 Also
56 Prickly envelope

of fruit

57 Hawaiian
wreath

58 Extrasensory
perception

61 Preposition

1 2 3 4

kaa!

5 6 T" 8 ^9 To" 1 1

12 mNv. 1

13
. •

14

15 16 '!'!'! 17 "!*!\
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18

BERT 19 20 21 22
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27 88

"
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28
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36 37 38
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42 43

58
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3rd World
Health Seminar

The Black Action Team of Room
to Move will sponsor a seven week
seminar on Community health

issues affecting Third World
people. This series will allow

brothers and sisters to examine the

pressing health concerns of their

community and to study the health

care system available to them.
Topics to be covered include:

The Politics of Medical Care
The Organization of Health

Services

Opportunities for Minorities in

Medical Fields

Personal Health ! How and When
you can Care for Yourself

Sickle Cell Anemia and Other
Diseases of Special Interest to

Third World People
A Look at Family Planning:

a. Pregnancy Care

b. Contraception

Stress in the Third World
Community and Its unwelcome
Effects:

a Drug Abuse
b. Alcoholism
c. Hypertension

Minority health professionals
from the 5-college area will serve

as resource persons to the
seminar. These include: Dr.

William Dorrity, Dr. June Butts,

R.N. Joyce Austin, R.N. Loraine
Collins, Bob Padget, Mary Ellen
Bias, and Francis Kauffman.
The series will start nexi

Tuesday, October 23, and every
Monday evening thereafter from 7-

9 p.m. in the 2nd floor Lounge in the

New Africa House. All interested

brothers and sisters are welcome.

By GEOFFREY PIPER
This Saturday at 1:00 p.m. the

Minutemen will be returning to

Alumni Stadium to face the Rhode
Island Rams. After their recent

string of victories Coach Mac-
Pherson's Big Red Machine is

ready to slam the Rams back to

Rhode Island with their horns

hanging low.

Why don't you get involved with

Homecoming this year to en-

courage our guys in the red and
white? A Homecoming parade is

scheduled to leave from Haigis

Parade Promotes Psyching

"Last of the
Red Hot Lovers"

TONIGHT

7 19 p.m.

S.U. Ballroom

50'

'Horror

House"
Friday

October 19

7:00. 8:45, 10:30

Mahar
Auditorium

(Also LHHe Rasesis

Shorts)

THE BOYS

THE BAND

is not a musical!

Mahar Aud. 7, 9, 11 p.m.

Oct. 18th, Thursday

Mall at 7:00 Friday night, and it

will eventually end up at the center

of Amherst. The band,

cheerleaders, and the Greeks (with

their wild floats) will be trying to

make it clear to everyone in the

area that UMass is psyched for this

game. The parade will be

highlighted by a rally at Amherst
center, beginning around 8:00 p.m.

The team will be there in full force,

and Coach MacPherson will

probably have something to say to

the crowd.

So before you dive into vour

"STAR TREK"
4 p.m. -5 p.m.

andoriqinal

"SUPERMAN"
flicks

5 p.m. -5:30 p.m.

at the

BLUEWALL
I everyday free!

weekend beer, truck on down to the

parade. Show the team some
support and enthusiasm by making

a lot of good noise (The Wednesday
Night Orchard Hill Mob should all

be there). Join in and march along.

Hear what Big Mac has to say

about Saturday's game before you
take the plunge into the Blue Wall,

and contribute some noise, spirit,

or both to the Minuteman cause.

How often do you get the chance to

"get up for the game" the night

before instead of the night after?

* * vrmV( "at
'< >f sMITH COLLEGE'

;

urnViu
I NORTHAMPTON

NOW— 7:154v:15

J

i Joseph E. Itvme ins" Brut Production!

Pr»t*ntiti0fl

ELIZABETH TAYLOR

LAURENCE HARVEY
I

"MGWUtfTCH"
BIUJE WHITELAW

|Mon. & Tues. DOLLAR nitea
The Chequers
University Drive it Amity Street Amherst 256-8189

Enjoy a great dinner and a movie

Thursday night at one fantastic price • .

$6*95 two persons

This Thursday: Lasagna, oven baked

garlic bread, fresh garden salad.

Then on to CAMPUS CINEMAS to enjoy the movie of

your choice at one of the three luxurious

CAMPUS CINEMAS.

FOR SALE

Stereo hulls' It you want stereo

equipment matched for you and sold at

wholesale prices, call Dick 253-2786 after 6.

— Ml Brands:

tf 10/31

FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

AUTO FOR SALE

FOR SALE

(

r
harlemont, Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner puppies.Top pedigree, A.K.-
('

.. cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or

(iuie( enjoyment. I • J I :i-.r.B» -«ixx

lflO/19

Scott :i57 AM-FM stereo receiver ard

KPI model 50 speakers 1220. Ask for

Steve. Km. .115. 545-2304. OH.
tflO-IM

I l.i ml made sheepskin coat, size 42. with

V pile, triple sewn, one week old. never

worn, (oat guaranteed .Slt.ii Robert. MH-

'.li:j around K p.m.
tflO-l't

~« —

—

Hi

Brother Del.uxe portable
typewriter, like new. S40; RSK .110

(unliable. SIJ: 50w Lafayette am-
plifier. 170; two Criterion 50A
speakers. Ill) ea.. all I month old.

Praktira i Zeiss i camera. Meyer '.HO

telephoto lens. Takumar multicnated

.'sin in wide-angle lens, double lens,

flash and magnifying lens, (all for Al,

.-.*«*- 1 T I «

.

tflO-19

Head l.'ii Skis with Tyrolia Bindings. 190.

\ordica Ski Boots size 10. $30. Call Mike
51(1-5170.

tflO-18

I Wirewheel. Tono cover, 2 studded

snowtires 8. 15-13-155-13 4 ply nylon from

«7 TK Spitfire, price negotiable. Call 532-

92X5.

tflO-IK

69 Corvette Conv. 4 spd. posi AM-FM
well maintained. Mostly new parts,

complete serv rec. 13000. 549-6258.

tflO-19

Must sell my stereo, complete com-

ponent system, electrophonic. excellent

condition. Very rsble. R-7476.

tflO-19

Kowa six 2 <
i SLR less than I y r. old FIR

lens, interchangeable-lens hood grip new
$100. Asking $200. (all 323-7H66 eves.

tf 10-19

Ski boots. kotlach. buckle type, size 10.

any reasonable offer accepted, (all Date

at 5-0131 days, and 519-KX72 after 6 p.m
IfIt-It

Need a clean apartment used vacuum

$in and up Kinners Vacuum. 19 Park SI

Turners Falls Ml MM

in speed (.a/elle Tour de I." \venir runs

like new R» Includes I ft cable and I«.a

(all (;»•->''
tflO-l'l

t.ibson Ks It > Semi Hollow elec guitar

. Humbucking pick ups. custom f.msh

hard rase exc cond $125 (all Dave al

M7-UI-MM
|fl(M<i

(.uilar - Aria. 6 steel string. Good case

$75. Tape recorder - Akai, X-360. t heads. 3

motors. Auto reverse. Best offer. Call

Mark 253-9517.

tf 10-23

Skis, bindings, boot Head 360. 190 cm.

Tyrolia. Rieker I Mv. $100. Head 180 cm.

Telmat-Marker. l.ange fiW. $100. Margaret

MS-EM days tflO-19

Winter's coming! Think ahead, rust

colored bootlength coat, fur trimmed on

hood & ruffs a real bargain. Sz. 15-16.

Kathv :.i:. oiii day.

tflO-19

speakers — pair of Hitachi KS-32(NlR.

includes 2-8 inch woofers. 2-2 1
., inch

tweeters, excellent condition. $50 or best

offer i;-w»8:t

tflti-19

Zenith 21' console color. $150: RCA
black & while console I v .

$«'. Television
(enter. H V Pleasant St.. Amherst. 2.1:1

"illMI

If II -5

Gibson R-25. 12 STR(.. excellent cond..

red sunburst case. 8 yrs. old. hardly ever
used. Rest offer. Doug. 253-9501.

tflO-19

Rorg Warner electric range, very good
shape, best offer. Call Doug. 253-9501.

tflO-19

For sale — I Sansui 5000X rec. 2 CS99A
Pion speaker. AKAITP DKJVC turntable.

ex. equipment, current list price $1,533.

will sell for $865. 586-3658, Terry.
tflO-19

1968 Ford Cortina, four wheel disc brake,
good tires, automatic. $200. Ask for Leslie

at 546-4538.

tflO-18

Stereo. Ambassador — AM-FM 8-track.

air susp. speakers. RSR wood base turn-

table, dust rover, headphones and many
extras. Call 6-6416.

tflO-23

Paul's Oldtime Furniture — best prices

on furniture, costumes, brie a brae. What
more can I say. In the Alley behind
Auhuchon. 253-3511.

tf 10-24

Head 360 skis. 205 CM. used only five

times, excellent condition. New $150. now
$75 253-5907 after 5:00 p.m.

tfl0-23

I Wharfdale W24 speakers. I yr old. will

negotiate, (all Judy. 256-0584.

tflO-18

12 gauge shotguns: Winchester model
I UN), auto. 26-inch mod.. 190. Also model
370. single 30-inch full. $25. 546-5993.

tflO-19

For sale — Teton goosedown coat, med.

:

O.K. hot comb & tape recorder. 6-6363.

tf 10-19

USD Fujica ST70I 55mm 1-8 Mtr. MDS
calibration KM). 135mm ins. with c, p.s.t..

grp. Kako Fish. ace. sh. 19mm ins. sde.

Irpd.. cam. c.s.. $175. 546-7529

tflO-24

«8 Cuda 3X3 hdrs. Mags. 4 spd. Hurst

trar. bars. Tarh. exc. cond. Call 253-9034 or

5-2163 leave mess.
tflO-19

Great buy! 1964 TR4. Excellent running

condition, body needs work, first $300

takes it away. Wire wheels, call 253-3516

day or night.

tflO-19

1968 Ford Cortina Four Wheel. Disc

Rrakes. Good Tires. Automatic. $100. Ask

for I rslie at "5-2418 or 5-2419".
tflO-IS

1967 VW Hus, excel, mechanical cond..

split front seat, make great camper. $550

or best offer. 5-2803 after 3:00. 256-6192.

tflO-19

1966 Olds Toronado. air cond.. stereo,

power windows & 6-way seat, just in-

spected, front wheel drive. $500 firm. Call

549-0924. 5 to 9 p m.
tflO-19

Reliable 1969 VW Squareback.
automatic, extras plus 2 good snow tires.

$1195 firm. 323-7018 after 4 p.m.. keep
trying!

tflO-18

1971 Toyota Corona, standard shift. $600

Call 1-467-3796.

tf 10-19

Van 1966 Ford Supervan H.D. Six.

sticker and new paint. $450 or best offer,

must sell. Call 546-8661.

tflO-18

1965 Plymouth 383. 2 RBL. V-8. at., p s
.

radio. 4D new tires, sticker, good shape,
must sell. $225. 253-7941. ask for Bob.

If 10-24

1970 VW, sunroof, excellent mech. cond.

See at 401 N. Pleasant St.. $1100 firm.

tflO-25

i960 Ufa-Romeo GT Sprint, hardtop,

runs very well. 28MPG. Looks fine

(lassie, voted top five GT cars in the

world (all 546-7433.

tflO-19

65 VW Sedan $150 l.eslie. 220 Puffton. No

phone.
tf 10 IX

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW Deluxe Bus 25000 m. New brakes.
Radial snows, camping equip. Warranty
serviced. Excellent cond. 549-6728.

tflO-23

Ford Cortina GT 1968 Michelins. Konis,
tach, radio, good gas mileage, runs pretty
good. Very reasonable. 549-0894 after 5:30.

tflO-19

1969 MGR, blue, body & roof in good
shape, new brake shoes front, rebuilt eng..
FM stereo tape deck, runs very well,

please call Bill at 549-1809.

tflO-19

1965 VW Bus Rebuilt eng. Good ext., Ex.
int.. Gas Heater. Must Sell Immediately.
$350. 665-2381. Ask for Mark.

UI0-I8

SALE_MOTORCYCLE_FOR
73 Honda 350. low mileage excellent

condition, still under warranty, must sell

$550 or best offer. 549-6258.

tflO-19

1972 Honda Sl-125, exc. condition, well
kept, best Jap woods bike with knobby &
shop manual. Call Joel, 665-4477 evenings
after 6 p.m.

tflO-19

WAN . ED
Musicians interested in addressing cont

musical problems - cellist - trombone -

saxophone - bassist. Call 584-6077. 5-6 p.m.

only

.

tflO-23

Open minded attractive liberal female
likes exotic, for modeling, good pay. Write

giving details. K.B.. Box 262. Holy oke. Ma.
01040.

tflO-19

Wanted — warm, friendly babysitter
with own car. for II month old. 9-12 week-
days. 253-3607.

tf 10-19

Garage space, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. D. II. Jones 549-3700.

tf 16/18

Need actor for serious but fun horror

film, (all Mike from I to 9 tonite. 467-7999.

] roles, lotsa fun.

tflO-19

Notices

ALPHA ZETA
Meeting for all members, Tues, 10

23, 6:30 p.m. 805 C.C. New members
will not get membership shingles

until they attend meeting.

COIN CLUB
Meeting Thursday 10 18, 811 C.C.

7:30 10 p.m. Amateurs and new
members welcome.

FREE FILM
The film coop presents Douglas

Fairbanks in a comedy, Matrimaniac

(1916) tonight in C.C. 165 169 at 9:00.

Admission is free.

GAY COFFEEHOUSE
HAPPENING tonight from 7: 30 on,

in McKimmie House Lounge.
Everyone welcome. There will be no

regular student homophile league

meeting tonight.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
Meeting in C.C. 805 809 at 7:30. All

women are welcome.
HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD

The board will meet tonight at 4:30,

911 C.C.

HOLIDAY SERVICES
Thursday, 10 18, Simhat Torah

(rejoicing in the Torah) celebration

8:15 p.m., S.U. 302 308. Friday, 10 19

^r 2-i hh m 7j3 S131

r\l«H< AM <INtH\l iy»4V
VI* Mono. MASTER CHARGE

V. ROUTE i RIVEROAIE RO WEST SPFLO

Simhat Torah, 9:00 a.m., S.U. 302.

ITALIAN CLUB MEETING
At 7:00 in the third floor lounge of

Herter Hall, Greg Compese will show
a film that he made in Boston's North
End. All welcome.
JAPANESE FILM SERIES
Movie: Akahige (Red Beard),

Friday, Oct. 19, Thompson 104, 7 and
10; tickets at the door.

N.E.S. TUTORING
There will be a meeting tonight in

Room 178 C.C. at 7:30 for any tutors

interested in planning a Halloween
Party. All are welcome.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The Northampton bus leaves from

Hasbrouck at 6:30, stops at Paterson

(Sunset Ave. side) at 6:35. All are
welcome. There will be a get together

after the Northampton trip.

NURSING INFORMATION FOR
CAS
Anyone interested in nursing

major There will be an informal get

together in Mor. IV North, Room
413, tonight at 7:00.

PARACHUTE CLASS TONIGHT
Class starts at 7:00 (be on time),

Rm. 917 C.C. Bring fee and forms

with you; notebook may be handy.

For more info, call John 256 0570.

SKI PATROL
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in 903 C.C.

Planning for Hill course (102273)

will be discussed. Attendance
mandatory.

TAU BETA PI

Meeting tonight at 6: 30 of all active

members. Held in EBE 102.

UNIVERSITY MEN
Come down and see No. 2

(remember us?) open smoker
tonight 6:308:00. Delta Chi 314

Lincoln Ave.; call for rides 5 0195.

UMASS VS. B.C.

Water polo game tonight at 6:00,

Boyden Pool. Spectators welcome.

FOUND
"Popular Arts in America" found

in SBA. Can be picked up at C.C. Lost

and Found.

WHO IS GURU MAHARAJ Jl LOST
Does he have tne highest In SU (think in lounge), ring blue

meditation? Can he show you your enamel, flowers, chipped. Sen

soul? Do you want to see it. . .C.C. timental. Brenda 549 0532.

168, 7:30 tonight.
Gold key case. Vitally important.

WUMV Lost in vicinity of Skinner
Monday nights class will meet Auditorium. If found, please call 546

Wed. at 8:00 p.m. 102 C.C. 4018.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In (Center

CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

^ra^5^B)
•>*• "oISbj cm

Hi:

Kves. — 7:30-9:20: Sun.
& Mon. — 2-3:35-5:20-

7:20-9:20

Daily — 2-7:30-9:40;
Sat.. Sun. & Mon. — 1-3-

5:10-7:30-9:40

•:(

Kves. — 7:30-9:30; Sat.
Sun. & Mon. — 2-3:50V 5:30-7:30-9:30
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:
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:
•
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-
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•
;
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© His name is Captain Peg

KIRK DOUGLAS
SCALAWAG

Daily —2-7-9; Sat.. Sun.

& Mon. — 1:30-3:20-5:00-

7:00-9:00

WE'RE ADDING
A NEW CINEMA
WATCH FOR
GALA OPENING

Television Tonight

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE

A MOON FOR THE MISBEGOTTEN
by Eugene O'Neill

Tonight, Fri., Oct. 19, and Sat., Oct. 20

ALL TICKETS $1.00 THIS WEEKEND
Bartlett Aud. 8 p.m.

Box Office opens 6 p.m . on show nights

For information call

545-2579. Mon.-Fri., 1-5 p.m.

:»:oo ENSIGN
Swindle" 1 18)

O'TOOLE "Operation:

Beware A

:•:•

5:30 THK REAL McCOY!
Smart Woman." ( 18)

THKJ.CCY SHOW "Lucy and the Old

Mansion " (22)

THK ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMEH PYLE "To Save a Life." (27)

ROGAN1 HEROES "How To Cook A

GcrilMM GotM By Radar " (30)

NEWS, WKATHKR. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE 13)

I.: (Ml NEWS CI) (8) (22)

I SPY "The Lotus Eater" (18)

MAKING THINGS GROW (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Sorry Doctor.

I Ain't Taking No Shots" (27)

TO TILL THK TRl'TH Garry Moore,

host (30>

WILD WILD WKST "Night Of the

Samurai" ' 40)

ZOOM! <57)

i,: ir, NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (24)

1:91 NEW! IS) (22) (30)

\B( EVENING NEW! (18)

ANIMAL WORLD (27)

LOUS LYONS: NEW! AND COMMENT
(57)

6:55 NKWSBKAT NEW! (40)

7:00 THK ITARLOST (3)

TRCTII OK CONSEQt KNCES Bob

Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW The Man

From Mv Uncle " (18)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

VOCE PCTCRE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Battle Zone" (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS <40>

THK REPORTERS <57)

7:30 TMRILLSEEKERS <8i

MOVIE "Footsteps In the Fog ik

HOLLYWOOD \ND THE STARS "The
Swashhucklers" (22)

FREE TIME '24)

WAIT TILL YOUR FATIIKH GET!
HOME "Jamie's Project." (30)

DRAGNET "The Bookie" (40)

THK OPEN DOOR (Ml
H:iKi THK WALTON! "The Chicken Thief,"

Ill

TOMA "Crime Without Victim " (40)

1973 WORLD SKKIKS OK BASEBALL
(22) (Ml

THK PUP WILSON SHOW (22) (30)

THK WATERGATE HEARINGS (24)

(57)

»:W MOMK "Joy In the Morning" (3)

ABC NEWS CLOSE-UP ON WEST
VIRGINIA-LIFE LIBERTY AND THK
PURSUIT OP COAL (8) (40)

THK 700 (TAB H8)

IRONSIDK (22) (30)

HORIS KARLOPP PRESENT!
THRII.LKH Choose A Victim" (27)

io:oo STREET! OP IAN PRANCMCO
"The Stamp of Death " i8> (40)

NBC FOLLIES (22) (30)

NEWS (27)

10 10 THE LIVING WORD 18)

10:45 MANTRAP (27)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (30) (40)

11:30 MOVIE "Mozambique" (3)

WIDE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
18) (40)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22) (30

1:25 NEWS, WKATHKR (3)

2:00 NEW! <22) (30)

PERSONAL

To the coaches and players of I M's

basketball team — wishing you the very

best of luck in the coming season. Iris

Frankel
tflO-19

If >ou are she whose hike I fixed. Rt. 9.

5:30 p.m.. 10-15 — after >ouhurt your knee.

I'lease call I-US-MI3 any weekday
evening.

tflO-24

PERSONAL MDC CLASSIFIEDS
RIDE WANTED LOST

I IliM- Mill I II NJ.G
tflO-IH

Person who called about King Ps cats —
please. Please call me again IOHO

tflO-19

Sam — happx .'nth birthda> ! Ma> it be

like our love — beautiful. Miss\
tfin-is

Brian — happv imh birthdav' lxi\e (.

tfio-ix

On Oct. 27 — put on Miur walking shoes

and help dainnia Sig fight heart disease

Sign up Oct. IX. ID. < C (1MMM
UIU-IU

l..i\ ( HHMW b.is farm — now
|ni>|iliiu' livinu .inc! Ii'.inu together H«\
;•" \mlieist Mass RIMS

tr 1 1-11

l» Ihe mil in ln.ikt sm.ii... in : i ill

i nil. 1 1 •
• n aboat i>i'i"'i iiiniu in

\ II i- regan ilk. it

i Rich

"Puddin" Face" — A very Happy 2lst —
Let me know about a Friday dinner for two
at Toe. Love. "Peach Pan**.

tflO-IK

Kenny S.. Happy Birthda\ from the boys

in No. 00 and all your Friends in

Riverglade Apts.

tflO-IK

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Horses boarded. Ill minutes to campus.
Rm stalls, field jumping, excellent trails.

253-7:17:1.

tflO-27

W anted - Person to help clean fraternitx

kitchen at meal times in exchange for Free
board III Mil ask for Rick or Olie.

til

*PKKJJ I viMST
In \\ are, al ( ollegian printer

v I" |i in III" a. in

ask lor ( harlolti-

Mfltnei I'ioI «iih school agi kM*
nrril. a paragon: efficient, kind capable

iinli\ hIm H In lake in I'' pi' 'ti'

Rooms — (Hily a few left. Close, 401 N.

Pleasant, free parking, tel. 253-9938. or
drop by. ask for Duncan. By day. week,
month.

tfl0/19

SERVICES

Do not get ripped off! Kxperienred
electronic and electrical repairs.

I <r.i sonable rates, (all MUM, Bill 101. or

Mark 115.

tfll-l

Professional t>ping. dissertations,

theses, etc He for average page. Let m>
fingers do the walking' ( all lorn MS-IMS.
Save this ad

tfld-19

(uaranteed rebuilt Volkswagen engines

(. & R, VW Rebuilding Shop I t3*M«ftl

tf in :'K

\sii..l...:.-i ilmshirlh charts h s (-ope

rMh i mnplcir k i in. ii v Interpretation ft

coanseling (all Jeffrey J">
'•

' '"<• keep

in lug

i; hi ri

Would like ride In Springfield on Kridays

around I (Hi p.m. (all Sue. 54fi-«tl6. will

share expenses.
tflO- 1

9

Hide wanted to Phila. on Oct. 19. Call

256-OtilH. will share expenses. tflO-IR

To Ithaca or Syracuse 19 or 20. back 21 or

Tl Will share expenses. Call HMSM ask

for Dorothee or leave message.

tf 10- 1

H

Need rif m Kelchertown for X, back

at 1. Uu.ili pts. area. Willing to pay.

(all in.urn IHMtl. keep trying.

tf 10-19

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Funky up & down I bedroom apt. in

II.imp l^rge workshop i heal included.

( all I-1H-79M.
tflO I'l

( ounlrv livini; I miles Irnm I Ma^- I

Inlnn .apt. in f;ii mlioii'-e <•>'. r>" a< i i-s. One

of the nmsl sit hi •. lews in vallev $Jld. I

'i.s Tins

Mid I'l

ROOMMATE WANTED
luale siu

Ruck knife on 10-4 nite. between C.C. &
S.W. If found please call S-74H9, reward.

tflO-19

Please. I lost my Black Shawl at a
roadstop in Montague. I miss it. Maureen
BMOS, let ring.

tflO-IK

ENTERTAINMENT

Horse hack riding. Running Deer Ranch.

-,i9-:n;:in.

tf 10-1*1

Kxperienced juggler wanted, (all "O.'i-

01 IK.

tflll-19

I vperienced Magician wanted. Call 515-

1 IK.

tflll-19

OK. there s no home foothall game Oct.

81 Don I sil home |om OSS in the Hear!

Fund walk Sign un OH. II inrl !!• t (

( iiiuolirse

tllll- HI

FREE
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An Oakland Athletic (Bill North) is sitting between Manager Dick

Williams and Owner Charles Finley. Something else has come

between Williams and Finley.

Williams To Leave

A 's After Series

By ERIC PRKW1TT
Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - An Oakland
As player confirmed Wednesday
that Manager Dick Williams had
told his players he would leave the

team following the World Series.

"He told the team he would

resign, win or lose," an Oakland
player who asked not to be iden-

tified told The Associated Press.

Williams has been prominently

mentioned for the vacant New
York Yankee managers job but

strongly denied that rumor when it

was presented to him.

"I deny that 1.000 per cent," the

As manager said of the possibility

that he might be coming to New
York "I know nothing about it.

There has been gossip all over the

place, but I don't know anything

about it."

Williams, however, had no
comment on the report that he

might leave the A's.

The Yankees are seeking a

manager to replace Ralph Houk,

w ho joined the Detroit Tigers after

resigning as Yankee skipper. The
New York club, commenting on the

rumor, said only: "Williams is

under contract to Oakland."

The unnamed As player said

Williams had not mentioned the

Yankee job when he revealed his

plans to the team in a clubhouse

meeting before the third game of

the 1973 World Series. The A's won
the game 3-2 in 12 innings for a 2-1

lead in the best-of-seven Series.

"He told us he was in full sym-
pathy with us over the Mike
Andrews affair," the player
continued.

Andrews, a utility infielder. ma-

de two costly errors in the second

MDC

Sportsline

5-0344

game of the Series and was sent

home by owner Charles O. Finley,

who claimed the player was in-

jured and sought to replace him on

the A's Series roster. That move
was blocked by Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn and Andrews returned

to the club for Wednesday night's

fourth game.
At a news conference here

Wednesday, Andrews said that the

claim by Finley that he had a bad

shoulder was "a lie."

"Maybe he just said he was
leaving to shake up the team after

the Andrews thing," another
Oakland player suggested.

Deron Johnson, used as

Oakland's designated hitter this

season, said that Williams had
mumbled something about the

Yankees at the conclusion of his

clubhouse meeting. Johnson said

the remark did not sound like any

kind of a flat statement to him but

that some of the A's players in-

terpreted it to mean that Williams

was going to the Yanks.

Dick O'Connor of the Palo Alto.

Calif., Times, here covering the

Series, reported earlier that

Williams had informed the players

of his decision to leave the club at

the clubhouse meeting.

Williams has managed the A's

into the World Series in each of the

last two years. The A's were World
Champions in 1972. Oakland has

won three consecutive American
League West Division cham-
pionships under Williams who also

managed the Boston Red Sox to the

American League title in 1967.

If Williams leaves the club,

speculation on a successor centers

around Irv Noren, the A's third

base coach. Noren, who has three

years of minor league managerial

experience, has served as

Williams' top aide for the last three

seasons.

Yogi's Son Tim

LONDON
$389 or $379

inc. everything — one meal

Seven-Sixty Travel Inc.

Albany, N.Y.

For more info:

Leslie Halfond

625 Field

AMHERST, MASS.
413-546-6861

By BOB KSTKL.LE
The old Yankee philosophy of hard work has made

Tun Berra the premiere wide receiver in the Yankee
Conference. This Montclair, New Jersey native, at

511", 185 lbs ., has improved his speed from a 5.0 forty

to a 4.8 by working un sprinters drills during the

summer. UMass receiver coach Bill Maxwell says

that this has made him a better pass receiver.

The followers of UMass
football need little proof

ot this All they .have seen

is that Berra has 36

receptions for 474 yards

and seven touchdowns via

the air this season. Most

of this Is done against

either the opposition's

best defensive back or

mostly double coverage,

but this has not impeded
his performance. For
example, he still caught
seven passes, one for a

touchdown against BU
while two Terriers were
constantly* breathing
down his neck.

He has also shown a

great deal of versatility in

running back punts and
kickoffs for the

Minutemen. His 93 yard

touchdown on a kickoff

return opening the second

half against Villanova is

a good example. These
are credentials that

belong to not only the top

receiver in the YanCon,
but to an All-New
England and All-East prospect.

Berra is the son of New York Met manager and
former New York Yankee catcher Yogi Berra. But

the notoriety he has gotten from this doesn't bother

him. "As far as being Yogi Berra's son goes, it really

is nothing I've gotten a little more notoriety because
of it But up here, people accepted me as just plain

Tim Berra."

But Tim Berra is a quiet unassuming person. Coach

Tim Berra

Maxwell says that he is dedicated to the task at hand

which is being a football player.

Berra came to UMass from Montclair High School

in New Jersey. He made All-Country but feels that it

really wasn't a big honor. In looking for a college, he

wanted to go somewhere that was within driving

distance of his home. UMass was the only school that

offered him a scholarship that met this criteria.

He started out as an

offensive halfback as a

freshman and was con-

verted to a wide receiver

as a soph. His per-

formance improved with

each game and he

became a key man in last

years Boardwalk Bowl

champs.
Berra feels that UMass

is no different than any

other large university.

And he has strong

feelings on the football

program. "We have a

good program here. But

UMass could benefit itself

by getting out of the

Yankee Conference.
Then, we could get better

competition which would

benefit the whole

program."
He also has strong

feelings about his coach.

Dick MacPherson.

"Coach MacPherson has

done a great job. The

evidence of our Board-

walk Bowl victory and

our win over Boston

College last year show that. But 1 believe he does a lot

more for the school than just the football program. He
promotes scholarship as well as athletics and is 100

percent for the University. He has done everything

asked of him."
Tim, a senior, is a Physical Education major and

his plans call for more than just being a good football

player. "Pro football is always a possibility but right

now, I plan on getting my degree and then, I'll see

what comes along."

TONITE

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

PINK.CHABUS
OF CALIFORNIA

Mm than a Rose, our Pink Chablis is a captivity

mi combining the delicate fragrance of a superior Jfoy

ad the crisp character of a fine Chablis. This mint is

^outmost delightful creations. Made and bottled tttht

Gsl Vineyards in Modesto, Calif. Alcohol 12% fry d

TIME
Magazine
reports:

'Gallo's Pink Chablis

recently triumphed
over ten costlier

competitors in a blind

tasting among a

panel ofwine-industry

executives

in Los Angeles.'"

Time Magazine November 27 1972 page 81

More than a Rose.

Stan Photo/Marcia l.appin

It's a long way to theSuperbowl. Just ask these Knights of the Intramural gridiron, or even Patriots Coach Chuch Fairbanks. Winning may not be the only thing, but it

sure is a lot more fun.

Sports Staff Meeting
Tonight 7 : 00

Collegian Office

All Members Please Attend

Contrasting Styles OfA's And Mets
ByWILLGRIMSLEY

AP Special Correspondent

NEW YORK <AP) - Should the

Oakland Athletics win their second

straight World Series title,

mothers the globe over will be

faced with a moral dilemma.
No longer will they be able to call

their teenage tykes around their

knees and tell them: "Listen, son,Commentary

Bruins, Canadians To Reign
By DAVID EIBEL

The National Hockey League,

diluted by two seasons of WHA
raiding, entered its 57th season last

Wednesday night and this year's

race promises to be one of the

closest in years.

The news of Ken Dryden's

decision to pursue a career as a

lawyer in Ontario must have been

greeted with champagne parties

by the other fifteen clubs in the

league. Dryden had been a

veritable impregnable brick wall

during his three year stint with the

Montreal Canadiens. It was the

former Ivy Leaguer who was ihe

key to the Montrealers' two
Stanley Cup victories in the last

three seasons and without him--the

Canadiens will still be right up
near the top of the Eastern

Division-the Eastern division will

not have a runaway champion this

year.

The Canadiens have a solid corps

of forwards and defensemen led by

Yvan Cournoyer, Jacques Lemaire
and the Mahovlich boys up front

and Guy Lapointe, Jacques
Laperriere and Serge Savard on

the blueline. The Canadiens have

balance plus, but the bench that

was so powerful in recent years

has been depleted by trades. The
red-white-and-blue lost Rejean
Houle and Marc Tardif to the

World Hockey Association, along

with once highly touted defen-

seman Dale Hoganson to the

Quebec Nordiques at $90,000 a

season. The "Bowmen" traded a

number of top minor league

prospects from their Nova Scotia

breeding ground including Tony
Featherstone and Bob Murdoch
from their major league roster. To
make a long story short the

Canadiens have little support for

their frontline skaters. Top
prospects Yvon Lambert and Dave
Gardner have not shown anything

in training camp and Lambert
according to Montreal reports

cannot even skate well enough to

play at the pro level. If the

Canadiens suffer any injuries their

bench weaknesses will surely lose

them many a game in what should

be a hotly contested Eastern

Division.

The only team capable of

overhauling the Canadiens is the

Boston Bruins. Even though the

Bruins have been hurt more by

WHA defections and downright

stupid draft maneuvers in recent

years, the Beantowners still have

the two best players in the National

Hockey League: the Parry Sound
millionaire Bobby Orr, and the

pride of Sault Ste. Marie Phil

Esposito.

Orr was supposed to be finished

as a superstar within the next three

years due to recurring knee
problems but all evidence points to

the fact that Bobby Orr this year is

"as good as news." Ron Harris ca-

me close to ending Phil Esposito's

career with a vicious crossbody

check in last year's playoffs but

number seven has started off this

season just like he ended the past

one, standing in the slot and firing

in those vicious ten-footers. With

five goals after only three games,

Phil may be on his way to yet more
records in the Bruins' colors.

However, the Bruins boast more
than two hockey players.

Esposito's linemates, the much-
maligned Ken Hodge and the king

of the corners, Wayne Cashman
came to camp this year in the best

shape ever, and have started off

the 73-74 season, along with their

center, like three captive and

hungry bears let loose for the first

time. After only three games, the

line has twelve goals and 26 total

points and seems set on setting a

new NHL record for scoring by a

line.

The Bruins have a mix of

veterans and rookies, and a fairly

strong bench to go with them.

Cigar chomping Johnny Bucyk has

the legs for at least another strong

season. The Bruins' prize pick in

the draft, Andre Savard formerly

of the Quebec Remparts should be

a superstar given time. On defense

Don Awrey became expendable

with the acquisition of Al Sims

former Peterborough Pete
defenseman who had 62 assists in

his last year of junior play. Along

with Orr, Dallas Smith, Carol

Vadnais and Gary Doak, the Bruin

defense corps, barring injury

should improve on the club's

porous defensive record of years

gone by. If the Bruins are to win

the Prince of Wales Trophy, em-
blematic of the Eastern Division

championship, there will be no

more room for the 9-8, 8-6, and

other scoring-derby games of last

year.

Goaltending in the final analysis

will be the key to the

Bruins' season. If Gilles Gilbert

can translate promise into a full

season of brilliance, the Bruins v/sll

win at all. Two years ago I sat in

the Montreal Forum and watched
in awe as Gilbert kicked out 47

Montreal Canadien drives and
singlehandedly led the Minnesota
North Stars to a 3-1 victory. In his

first two encounters, Gilbert was
not the expected star but no one
can label him yet with any cer-

tainty as a good or bad goaltender.

In any event the Bruins and the

Canadiens will be the class in the

Eastern Division of the NHL this

year. In the end I pick the Bruins to

win because of their superior

bench and greater offensive
firepower.

eat your cereal, keep your hair

combed, be good to your friends,

mind your elders and some day you

will grow up to be a world cham-
pion."

The kid might retort: "Like the

Oakland A's."

Togetherness, the rallying cry of

the "You Gotta Believe" New York
Mets, is not the trademark of the

swashbuckling, free-wheeling,

unconventional American League
champions.
Dissension is. They seem to

thrive on it. They love a good fight,

mainly among themselves.

They are constantly berating

their owner, Charles O. Finley,

hardly an example of baseball's

straight-laced traditions himself.

They feud, fuss and fight. They
effect wild mustaches and beards,

let their hair grow to un-

conscionable lengths like some
Haight Ashbury hippie and scorn

some of the game's proudest

traditions.

Some of their top stars-Sal Bando
and Reggie Jackson, among them-

have complained they are fed up

and would like to be traded. The
latest report is that Manager Dick

Williams even is looking for

another job.

Finley, a maverick who is

constantly provoking the ire of the

baseball brass, acts impulsively.

He will fire an executive or a

player at We drop ot an epithet,

usually one of his own. The current
case of infielder Mike Andrews,
who blew the second World Series

game by making two errors, is an
example.
Finley has virtually cleaned out

his administrative staff. He is his

own general manager and public

realtions director. Everybody else

is his errand boy.

He has an ego that stretches

from the Golden Gate Bridge to the

Lincoln Tunnel. He has a personal
mascot, a mule which he named
after himself, "Charlie O." He
dresses his team like a neigh-

borhood Softball team while he is a
walking mannequin in gold pants,

green jacket and big plaid green
tie.

But the team keeps winning.

The Athletics beat one of the

squarest teams in baseball last

year when they whipped the
Cincinnati Reds in the World
Series. Sparky Anderson, the Reds'
manager, is a stickler for short

hair, jackets and ties at dinner,

and proper decorum on and off the

field.

The Mets are not much different.

Donald M. Grant, the chairman
of the board, is a typical Wall
Streeter in his white shirts, con-

servative ties and striped suits

with slender lapels.

Krause NFL Player Of Week
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP) -

Paul Krause intercepted two
passes Sunday to preserve the

Vikings' 17-13 victory over San

Francisco, and as a result was
named The Associated Press'

Defensive Player of the Week in

the National Football League.

The first interception came after

San Francisco quarterback Steve

Spurrier had taken his team down
to the 12-yard line. Then Krause,

who has more interceptions than

any other active player in the NFL,
stepped in front of Doug Cun-

ningham and picked off his 60th

career interception.

With three minutes to go,

Spurrier had the 49ers driving

again. This time, Krause, latched

onto the ball at the Minnesota 36-

yard line and returned it 24 yards.

I

The Pizza

Revolution

is coming!

/\
Lafayette's First Annual Veteran's Day Auction

Monday,

Nov. 22nd

All merchandise cash
credit cards accepted.

1-5 p.m.
Amps, stereo receivers, speakers
we're auctioning it!
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carry, no lay-aways,

you name it,

A f •-Kiil.ti adjustment consists of

lightening the bands, adjusting linkage,

replacing the filter and refilling with

fluid. Doing this once a year for about

every m.ooo miles) is like an insurance

policy against major trouble, and it

keeps your transmission shifting

smoothly and efficiently.

United Transmission

Exchange, Inc.

389 King Street, Northampton
514-6790
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Staub Powers Mets To Victory
New England's *fr iRaBBarbUBrttB

By ASSOCIATED PRESS and
MDC Staff

NEW YORK (AP)-Ailing Rusty

Staub, playing with a damaged
right shoulder, drove in five runs-

one short of the World Series

record-Wednesday night, and led

the New York Mets to a 6-1 victory

over the Oakland A's in the fourth

game of the 1973 baseball cham-
pionship showdown.
The victory deadlocked the best-

of-seven series at two games
apiece with Game 5 scheduled for

Thursday night in New York. The

teams return to Oakland for the

sixth game Saturday afternoon.

Staub, who banged up his

shoulder during the National

League championship playofi.-

against Cincinnati, unloaded a

three-run home run in the first

inning and added a two-run single

in the fourth, providing Jon

Matlack with a comfortable lead

all the way.
Matlack, a hard-luck loser in the

opening game when he surren-

dered two unearned runs and was
beaten 2-1. pitched a masterful

three-hit ball for eight innings to

square the Series at two games

each.
Often a victim of the Mets'

rometimes balky offense, the

young left-hander never had that

trouble on a cool, crisp night that

made topcoats standard tor a well-

behaved capacity Shea Stadium

crowd of 54,817.

New York wasted no time getting

to Oakland starter Ken Holtzman,

who won the first game of the

series.

Leadoff man Wayne Garrett

drove Holtzman s second pitch of

the game into right center field for

a single. Felix Millan bunted the

next pitch up the third base line

and beat it out for a single, giving

the Mets runners at first and

second with none out.

Staub, the Mets* leading run-

producer with 76 RBI's during the

regular season, was the next

batter. He squared around twice as

if to bunt but Holtzman's first two

pitches were high. Manager Yogi

Berra then took the sacrifice sign

off and, one pitch later, Staub

tagged a long drive over the left

field fence about 360 feet away.

Oakland's only run came in the

top of the fourth inning when Sal

Bando walked, Reggie Jackson

doubled, sending Bandotothird.and

Gene Tenace singled, scoring

Bando. But this was the last time

the As could do anything against

the domineering Matlack.

But the Mets came back in the

bottom half of the inning, driving

three more runs across the plate.

Darold Knowles came out of the

Oakland bullpen to relieve John

"Blue Moon" Odom, who had

replaced Holtzman in the first.

Don Hahn and Bud Harrelson led

off the inning with back-to-back

singles. After Matlack struck out,

Wayne Garrett was hit by a pitch,

to load the bases. Then, Felix

Millan hit what appeared to be an

inning-ending double play to A's

second baseman Dick Green. But

this has been an error-marred

series, and Green usually a steady

fielder booted the grounder
allowing Hahn to score. Batting

next, Rusty Staub, who went four-

for-four, singled to drive in two'

more runs.
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SPORTS
Reinstated Mike Andrews

received a standing ovation from
the sympathetic Mets fans when he
went to bat as a pinch-hitter late in

the game. Even after his ground
out to second base, the fans

cheered him. It was reported on

TV. that Charlie Finley, the A's

owner who had "put Andrews on

the disabled list" (after Sunday's

game in which the substitute

second baseman made two costly

errors) even stood up when An-

drews stepped up to the plate.

Bill Ballou

V
Staff Photo/Emmett Schmarsow

Defenseman Andy Scheffer ( 10) moves in to break up an Army pass, while Jackie Moran ( 31
)
and tri-

captain Rich Lally look on. Strong defense was a major factor in the gorillas 9-5 victory over seventh-

rarked Arm v.

Gorillas Ready For Spring

'§ Sportswriter Quiz

By MIKE ELLIOTT
"That was one of the best games

we ever played," said UMass
lacrosse coach Dick Garber after

an impressive 9-5 win over

seventh-ranked Army on Saturday.

"I was very impressed", said

Garber. "The team was very

strong and well-balanced.

Everyone played well. We com-

pletely controlled the game."

The Army game was an in-

dication of what to expect from the

1974 version of Garber's Gorillas.

"This is probably the strongest

UMass team ever," said Coach

Garber. That statement in itself

says a lot for this year's team since

UMass is the reigning Northeast

Champion, has been for the past

five years and over the years has

consistently had one of the best

teams in the country.

The Army game was one of the

best wins by a UMass team but it

was only a scrimmage for the

lacrosse season starts in the

spring. The fall season serves

basically to introduce newcomers

to the system and to give the

coaches some idea of the team they

have. The coaches will have picked

a team by the end of the fall season

(Oct. 27) so they can concentrate

on perfecting that team in the

spring.

In 1974 the lacrosse team will try

to improve on last year's excellent

season. UMass has lost six men
due to graduation: Fred Michels,

Tom Bock, Kevin Corrigan, Bill

Will, Joe DeRiso. and Ail-

American Dwight Blomquist.

However, the Gorillas have five

Ail-Americans returning: Billy

Blaustein. Hirsch Seidman, John
Rutledge, Frank Garahan, and

Gene Hardiman.
These five, along with about

twenty other lettermen form a

strong nucleus. The roster is filled

out with a fine midfield of three

freshmen: Steve Pappas, Tim
Keefe, and Vin LoBello. There are

also two fine attackmen in Harold

McVey and Jeff Spooner and two

new defensemen: junior college

transfer Curt Olsen and freshman

Tim Murphy from Long Island.

George Perano, a former mid-

fielder, has returned after a year of

absence.

Returning starters from last

year also include Rich Lally, Russ

Incorvia, and John McCarthy on

defense: Peter Connolly and Andy

Scheffer on attack; John Martin

and Jack Moran at midfield.

"The guys are really psyched up

for the season," said an en-

Inside Sports

Yogi's Son Tim

Williams Leaving Oakland

thusiastic coach Garber, "They
hope to improve our national

ranking this year."

Garber was especially high on

attackman Harold McVey, a

transfer from Nassau Community
on Long Island. Said Garber,

"McVey and Jeff Spooner are two

of the best attackmen in the

country and could play for any
team."
The Coach was pleased with the

turnout this fall. There were over

one-hundred hopefuls out for the

team. This year's team is big, fast,

and very well-balanced. There are

two games left this fall before the

team winds up practice on October

27 and Coach Garber is very

anxious to get underway with the

real schedule. -

There is only one chance left for

UMass fans to see the lacrosse

team in action before the spring

and that is this Sunday at 1 : 30 p.m.

when UMass will play a round-

robin against a few schools, one of

which will be Williams College,

runnerup to UMass in the Nor-

theast Division last year.

Horse Tale

NEW YORK (AP)-Triple Crown

winner Secretariat will bid

farewell to racing in the Canadian

International Championships at

Woodbine Sunday, Oct. 28.

The 3-year-old colt who has

earned $1,224,053 in purses for

Meadow Stable, will retire to stud

under a $6.08 million syndicate

after the 1 5-8 mile turf test, trainer

Lucien Laurin said Wednesday.

Secretariat's last triumph also

was on the grass, in the 1 1-2 mile

Man O'War Stakes at Belmont Oct.

8.

Laurin also announced that

Secretariat's stablemate, Riva

Ridge, would wind up his career in

the $100,000-added Jockey Club

Gold Cup at Aqueduct Oct. 27.

What follows is your chance to learn once and for all whether you

have the ability to get into the glamorous field-SPORTSWRITING. Just

answer the following multiple choice questions. Answers appear below:

1) Complete this sentence. "Hi neighbor. Have a -
—

". A. enema B.

Gansett C. heart.

2) Mel Parnell is famous for A. pitching a no-hitter B. hitting a home
run C. talking about pitching a no-hitter and hitting a home run D. all of

these.

3) A "red light district" is A. a place for athletes to relax when
they're on the road. B. the location of "walk -don't walk" signs C. The
immediate area surrounding the goal judge's seat at a hockey game.

4) A sportswriter s favorite non-alcoholic beverage is A. Schaefer B.

Knickerbocker Natural C. Utica Club
5) What famous sportswriter coined the phrase "the four horsemen."

A. Grantland Rice B. Uncle Ben C. John Quill

6) "The Hot Corner" is found on A. 42nd Street B. a baseball diamond
C. the end of a McDonald's apple pie.

7) A sportswriter changes his underwear A. once a week B. once a

year C. with the appearance of Halley's Comet.
8) Roman Mejias was A. the emperor immediately following

Claudius B. Superman's first home C. a Red Sox star D. none of

these.

9) The greatest football coach in the history of Notre Dame was A.

Knute Rockne B. Fig Newton C. Pat O'Brien.

10) The Yankee Conference is A. a meeting between Thurman
Munson and Lindy McDaniel B. a joke C. All the New England state

universities plus BU.

11 ) What this country needs is A. non-smell socks and jocks B. a good

10 cent draft C. another Gomer Hodge.

12) The Red Sox manager recently fired was A. Allie Crisco B. Johnny
Pesky C. Ebbie Casket D. Barney Rubble E. who cares.

13) What famous Celtic player "Stole the Ball" A. G. Gordon Liddy

B. Alexander Monday C. Jesse James D. John Havlicek

14) The President of the Boston Bruins is A. Weston Adams, Jr. B.

Junior Miss C. Western Sandwich D. a turkey

15) The Lacrosse team is called Garber's Gorillas because A. They

play in the cage B. they are unusually hairy. C. their coach makes baby

food D. they never miss Magilla E. none of these.

ANSWERS: 10-12-join the staff; 7-10-qualified to write letter to the

editor, 4-7 -may some day be as good as Marty Kelley; 0-4 -an obvious

loser.

1

)

B. Gansett. An enama is what you need after having a Gansett.

2) D. all of these. If you remember Mel, it's a shame.

3) C. the immediate area surrounding the goal judge's seat at a

hockey game. The sportswriter knows athletes don't frequent those other

places.

4) A. Schaefer. The sportswriter has a finely honed taste.

5) A. Grantland Rice. John Quill is more entertaining, weather you

like it or not.

6) B. a baseball diamond. There's no McDonald's on 42nd street,

despite all the hamburg.
7) C. with the appearance of Halley's Comet. Or if he has a date that

year, every Christmas.

8) D. none of these. And they traded Pete Runnels for him.

9) A. Knute Rockne. Pat O'Brien just took over when he was ill.

10) B. a joke. If you went to the Maine game, you know why.

11) A. non-smell socks and jocks. If you've ever tried to interview

someone in the lockerroom after a game, you know why.
12) E. who cares. It's just that he managed like Barney Rubble.

13) D. John Havlicek. Alexander Monday was the guy who stole

Johnny Most's voice.

14) D. a turkey. Just try and find him the last week of November.
15) E. none of these, but I've never been able to find out why.
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Oversubscription

The Battle Of Courses
By FRITS GEURTSEN

Without a doubt the most hated word on

campus at the beginning of every semester

is the word "oversubscribed". What this

means, for those few of you who have
somehow never encountered it, is "full,

unable to hold more" and pertains to

courses. Most students assume that the

reasons for oversubscription are the same
from department to department. But, as

evidenced by the following, this is not true at

all.

Of the numerous departments on campus,

a certain "few" seemed to have more
oversubscriptions than others, and quite a

large number of these were perennial over-

subscriptions. Among these were the

French Department, the Psychology
Department, and the Accounting Depart-

ment.
Professor David O'Connell, the

Scheduling Officer for the French Depart-

ment, admitted the large amount of over-

subscription and pointed to the University

language requirement as one reason for it.

He went on to say "although we do get

more students applying than we'd rea'ly like

to handle, we don't turn students away. As a

result we end up with, in my opinion, a

prostitution of the educational

process..None of our professors are pleased

with the situation at all."

When asked what might be done to

alleviate the problem, O'Connell replied

"We need more teaching assistants. It

would be nice, of course, to get more

professors, but that's way out of the budget.

One of the reasons, in fact, for letting in so

many students is to get more money to pay

for the needed TA's. It's still not nearly

enough though. There are countless num-

bers of qualified TA's clamoring to get in,

but we just can't afford them. It all boils

down to a question of money."
Dorothy Thayer, Staff Associate of the

Psychology Department, painted a

somewhat different picture.

She said, "Of course, we need more

teachers. We always will, but even more

important to us at the present time is the

limited amount of space available to us. We
don't have enough rooms and a lot of those

that we do have are too small. What we

really need are morre auditoriums like those

found in Thompson. As far as teachers an

concerned we could use more-especially

those who are qualified to teach special

branches of psychology."

When asked how much this shortage of

teachers and space affected their ability to

serve the students, Ms. Thayer replied, "It

is just impossible for us to fit all of the

students into their desired sections and

courses every semester, but I can say that

those who don't get in one semester, will

almost definitely do so the next."

Ms. Thayer also said that over-

subscription was a greater problem in the

past than it is now and indicated the cen-

trality of their registrations as the prime

cause of the improvement. Since students

must go straight to the main office, rather

than through the professors, many mistakes

are eliminated and much time is saved. This

was a very needed change in light of the fact

that the Psychology Department is growing

rapidly. Many of the students taking

psychology are not psychology majors

however, but rather students taking courses

required by their majors or as electives.

Ms. Thayer went on to say "We try to

meet this great demand as well as possible-

through increasing the number of sections

and so forth-but there are still bound to be

students whom we can't fit in. We hope that

the students understand this. One way that

we can improve in the future I think is to

make use of some of the lesser used time

periods such as 8:00 and 3:35. Other than

this we can only wait for the space and the

teachers."

Professor Anthony Krzystofik, head of the

Accounting Department, shed still another

light on the oversubscription problem.

He said, "Our problem isn't space, nor is

it really that we can't afford the teachers.

Right now there's an acute shortage of

qualified accounting professors. The
problem is country-wide, but we feel it most

in the northeast. The relative youth of our

department makes it somewhat difficult to

attract doctoral students, a prime market

for teachers. Within the past year, our

growth has been quitte rapid and I foresee

fewer problems in the future."

Because of the nature of the courses being

taught, Krzytofik said that the instructors

preferred to keep to classes of between

thirty and forty students. This then means

that students have to be turned away.

Students are chosen for the courses by class

year and major. As was the case with the

Psychology Department, any student

dropped one semester, can be assured of

getting the course the following semester.

The Accounting Department has already

put into practice the policy of using the so-

called "bad hours" of 8 no and 3:35. For the

most part, students don t sign up for these,

but accept them rather than drop the course

when the other sections are filled.

So what does a student do if he wants a

course and he meets up with "over-

subscribed"? In the case of the French

Department, sign up and you'll be accepted

one way or another. As for Psychology, get

your name on the waiting list and the

chances are good that a space will open for

you. And for Accounting, if you can't for

some reason wait until the following

semester, talk to the professor and you'll get

in, or in special cases, see the Department

head. As far as other departments are

concerned, obviously each one is different

and you'll have to call their main offices to

find out what the story is. It's worth the try.

Mideast War At-A-Glance
CAIRO Egypt's military command reported "fierce fighting"

Thursday lor the second consecutive day in a Sinai armor battle and said

"heavy losses" were inflicted on Israeli forces. The Israelis were en-

circled at several points, the command said.

TEL AVIV-Defense Minister Moshe Dayan said Thursday in a Sinai

interview that Israel's big push on the Suez front will come in several

days Another spokesman said Israel had driven a wedge into Egyptian

forces all the way to the Suez Canal and had floated tanks across tne

canal in daylight to relieve an Israeli task force said to be operating on the

waterway's western bank.

BEIRUT, Lebanon-Radio Damascus reported the Syrian command
said Thursday it kept up a day-long shelling of Israeli armor. Reports

from Associated Press correspondents on the Syrian front said the

shelling, including barrages of up to 40 shells in one area in only five

minutes, was keeping the Israelis pinned down along a 20-mile-wide front.

CAIRO-The official Egyptian Middle East News Agency said

Thursday that Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin held "three long

meetings" in cairo with President Anwar Sadat of Egypt. The one-

sentence report did not say what the two discussed, but the wording in-

dicated that the Soviet leader has left the Egyptian capital.

Kl WAIT-Saudi Arabia, the Middle East's biggest oil producer and

the third largest supplier of oil to the United States, said Thursday it is

cutting petroleum production 10 per cent. Other Persian Gulf countries

agreed Wednesday to cut production 5 per cent a month as a measure to

bring western pressure on Israel to meet Arab demands.

Details Page Four

Old Bus Routes

Have Been Reinstated
Page Two

English As Second Language

• * •

Fuel Conservation

Plans Readied

By LUIS MEDINA
One of the biggest problems for the

Spanish speaking students in

American universities is the difficulty

which they have in communicating

with their professors or fellow

students.

That language barrier not only

hampers academic success of the

students but also doesn't provide

channels in communicating the Latin

culture to Americans or vice-versa.

In an effort to provide that skill to

Latin students, the English Depart-

ment on campus has been negotiating

a course between the Worcester City

and students of the University Without

Walls (UWW) Program. The
negotiations were held this Wed

nesday ai casa c;omuniuau, Wor-

cester, a social services center and

also a place for holding classes. Mr.

Gustavo Lairet, City Coordinator for

Adult Education and Mr. Tim
Cabanas, Course Director of English

as a Second Language ( ESL ) at the

English Department on campus
agreed to provide the Rhetoric

classes; Ms. Maggie Murdoch,
(British-Bolivian) will be the in-

structor.

Cabanas said that his great concern

is "to provide the most efficient

English classes in order that if the

Spanish American students want to

become regular University students,

they would be able to survive and

compete efficiently.

Slaff I'hirto/Kinmett Schmamow

Dr. Robert Hill spoke last night

in the DVP's continuing series of

speakers, on "The Crisis of Black

Nationalism and the Tradition of

Marcus Garvey." Dr. Hill, from

Northwestern University, has

written and lectured extensively on

Garvey and Pan Africanism.
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A place to relax • The Faculty Club offers faculty members a quiet, soothing atmosphere in which to

unwind. The prices are reasonable and the food quite good.

Bus Routes Reinstated
ByJOANFASSNACHT

A tentative schedule has been formed for the runs

of the newly reinstated Belchertown and South

Deerfield bus routes. Service will begin next Thur-
sday, October 25.

Six runs have been scheduled to occur as close to

peak times as possible. The times are:

7:15--first bus will leave from Belchertown and
South Deerfield for campus.

9: 30--bus will leave from campus for a round-trip to

Belchertown and South Deerfield.

2:20--bus will leave campus for a round-trip to

Belchertown and South Deerfield.

5:45 -bus will leave campus for a round-trip to

Belchertown and South Deerfield.

10: 55-bus will leave from campus for a round-trip

to Belchertown and South Deerfield.

11: 09-- last bus for Belchertown and South Deer-

field.

Operations Manager Bob Godding said, "Although
we will have essentially the same stops and locations

as last year, the service will be express. Busses will

not stop at other established bus routes along the way
unless there are empty seats for people waiting."

The Student Senate Transit Service and the

Commuter Assembly appropriated $300 each at

Wednesday's Student Senate meeting for the ex-

perimental project.

Godding stressed the word "experimental".
He said, "We will be taking surveys to determine

the usefulness of the busses. The service will last

either until Thanksgiving or until the $600 runs out.

After that we don't know what will happen."

Cincy Coffman, a member of the Commuter
Assembly said, "This is an experimental project to
see how many people need the service. I am confident
that the need is there and the busses will be a suc-
cess."

More bus drivers are now needed for the expanded
service. Anyone with a Class 2 license who is in-

terested in a job should call 5-0056.

Southwest Assembly

Cultural Center Debated
By FRAN BROCK

Southwest Assembly actively

debated a proposal to set up a

Cultural Center in Kennedy
Middle, at the meeting held last

night.

The proposal was presented by
Charles Johnson and Steve
Dropkin of Kennedy Middle,
asking for $2 -to buy materials for

the Center.

The debate, lasting one hour and
fifteen minutes, dealt with the

question of whether the Assembly
should fund House projects. Many
believed that the House Govern-
ment should fund it.

It was Johnson's contention that

the Center would help expand
people's minds. Dropkin said,

"Kennedy needs help and the

Assembly is responsible to help."

It was finally resolved, that the

Assembly would give $100 to the

Center.

Larry St. Cire, president of the

Assembly, brought a motion before

the group, asking for a change in

the Robert's Rules of Order. He
asked for a student committee to

be set up to write "Courtesy

Rules" which would be followed.

He believes that the Robert's Rules

are not known by too many people

and therefore detract from the

business that must be handled. The
idea was approved.

The Assembly was pleased with

the action taken in regard to the

security in SW. There will be 7

nights a week protection for dorms
with over 300 persons. It is to go

into effect October 31 but they are

trying to move that up to October

19 because of Homecoming
weekend.

Questions were brought before

the Assembly as to the

whereabouts of the Rathskeller

that was approved last year.

According to Maureen Mitchell,

member of the Hampden Advisory

Board, there is a problem of status.

The problem is - who will pay for

the rent and to whom. The Dining

Commons Food Service pays the

rent for the building but the

Campus Center Food Service will

be operating the bar.

A conference will be held the

second weekend in November for

Southwest residence. It's purpose

is to discuss and reach some
solutions to many of the academic

and resident concerns. Ms. Mit-

chell said they hope to get a "blue

print of program areas that should

be developed."

According to Bill Brown,
Director of Services for SW, who
spoke before the Assembly, "over

the course of five years, (project

money will be funded for) lounge

furniture."

This year, the main goal is to put

accessory furniture in the rooms -

such as wastecans, lamps and
bulletin boards.

The other three motions that

were passed by the Assembly were
allocating money for a portable

movie screen, buying videotape,

and purchasing a reel-to-reel tape

recorder.

This equipment will be put in the

SW Audio-Visual Center which is a

center available to residents of

SW. Anyone in the area who can
show they know how to use the

equipment, can borrow it.

Merit Pay Held

At $400 For Most
By SI SAN R. HUBBARD

Merit pay will remain at $400 for the majority of professional em-

ployees at UMass-Amherst according to a statement by Vice Chancellor

Robert L. Gluckstern at yesterday's special meeting of the Faculty

Senate.

A Fac-Sen vote three weeks ago requested the Board of Trustees to

designate merit pay as a fixed sum or sums rather thn a percentage of the

recipient's salary.

However this motion was interpreted by some senators, including

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery and Seymour Shapiro, the Fac-Sen

representative to the Board of Trustees, as meaning that only one fixed

sum and not variable amounts could be awarded to professors and

teachers who were recommended for merit increases.

At yesterday's meeting Bromery apologized for his misinterpretation

of the Faculty's intent.

When he realized the two possible meanings of the Fac-Sen motion,

Bromery talked extensively with President Robert C. Wood about

reversing the Board's decision to set merit pay at $400.

Wood refused to relinquish on the merit decision, so the Board policy

will stand throughout this school year.

Under the new governance document, Senator Shapiro expressed the

hope that merit pay guidelines could in the future be made more flexible.

A Rules Committee motion was passed instructing the Fac-Sen

Grievance Committee to formulate and propose a new policy which

would allow merit pay a more variable distribution.

News Analysis

Allen Criticized
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By BRIAN COOK
The recent controversy over

Dean Allen's appointment as
special academic advisor to

President Wood has reached such

proportions that clarification and
analysis of the issues involved is

needed.

The Massachusetts Society of

Professors and American
Association of University
Professors (MSP-AAUP), the

primary source of criticism, says

the appointment "can only be
viewed as another unilateral action

intended to deny faculty a proper
role in academic governance."
MSP-AAUP is presently waging

a drive to unionize professors here.

An election on the question of

collective bargaining has been
scheduled for Nov. 15 and 16. As
such, it must be taken into con-

sideration that the MSP-AAUP is

not yet qualified to speak for all

faculty members.

Secondly, there seems to be
some misunderstanding con-
cerning the nature of Allen's ap-

pointment. As previously reported,

the appointment was a routine

action in which a member of the

faculty is asked to contribute

expertise to the University on an
advisory basis. Such procedures
have been followed frequently in

the past as campus ad-
ministrations have reached out for

the part-time advice of faculty

specialists. Any recommendations
put forth by Allen concerning
academic policy would still be
subject to full scrutiny and ap-

proval by faculty in accordance
with campus governance
procedures. The new governance
document which gives faculty
more say in the decision-making
process can only be enhanced by
the addition of a faculty member to

the president's advisory staff. A
president of any university needs

numerous advisors in many areas

to assist him. Simple advisory

functions, void of power, are

considered a basic necessity, one
needn't get involved in

bureaucratic procedures over
selecting persons to fill such

functions.

Third, a recent faculty senate

statement requests that Allen's

new activities be confined to off-

campus issues. Previous news
releases have pointed out that

Allen's primary role will be to

advise the University on external

education programs. President
Wood's present part-time
Academic Advisor, Father
Michael Walsh (former president

of Boston College and Fordham
University), will continue to assist

him on regular university business

until a full-time Vice-president for

Academic Affairs is found.

Fourth, Allen's new assign-

ments are primarily in the field

of educational innovation and
change, an area in which he has
considerable expertise and
knowledge. It would be hard to

discover another candidate as

qualified for the position. Judging
from this perspective, it would
appear that Wood has made a well

thought-out decision.

Fifth, MSP-AAUP members
may reconsider the substantiality

and accuracy of their claims. A
more thorough examination of

Allen's new duties will show that

his appointment is not really

relevant to the MSP-AAUP's
function as a faculty union
coalition, as it does not interfere

with present faculty rights or

sensibilities.

All of the parties involved seem
to have the best interests of the

university at heart, but no progress

can be made if they are bogged
down in misunderstanding.

Pogo Creator Kelly Dies
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Cartoonist Walt Kelly,

creator of Pogo, Albert, Churchy LaFemme and
Porkypine, died Thursday at age 60, leaving behind
him a quarter century of subtle political and social

satire emanating from the Okeefenokee Swamp.
The writer and designer of Pogo died of com-
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plications brought on by a long battle with diabetes.
The strip, which was syndicated in 420 newspapers
and sparked about 30 books may continue, however.
Kelleys wife Selby said a group of voung artists

had been drawing the strip lately, although Kelly had
final say over the product.
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When the flood hit UMASS, there was only one survivor. What do you say Noah?

Funds Misspent By Error
By STEVE TETREAULT

A simple misunderstanding, plus a case of "ben-
ding the rules" on the part of Southwest
Administration has resulted in the misappropriation
of $500 from the Southwest Black Caucus budget.

The mishap evolved as such:

On September 5th, Ed Donewah, a teacher from
Springfield approached Walter Silva, SW Director of

Academic Affairs, and inquired as to the possibility of

teaching a course on sculpture. Silva recommended
that Donewah bring the matter to the SW Black
Caucus, which had expressed interest in sponsoring

such a course last year.

THe Caucus requested that Silva and Donewah
bring the course proposal, along with a budget
proposal, to the next Caucus meeting.

At the meeting, Donewah presented a budget which
called for $1500 for supplies. The Caucus balked, and
asked Donewah to cut the proposal to a more
reasonable figure of approximately $500. At no time
did the Caucus formally decide to draw the money out

of their budget, according to members. Instead, fund-

raising possibilities were discussed. Among them
was asking dorms to contribute or asking the South-

west Assembly for financial help.

However, in order to permit freer discussion,

Donewah had left the meeting earlier, and had no

first hand report of the results of the meeting.

Vaughn Jeffries, a Caucus member, informed Silva

of the Caucus' decision to re-evaluate the new budget

proposal at a future meeting. Silva misunderstood

this to mean that the $500 had been approved out of

the Caucus' budget. Silva told the Collegian that he

did not check further into the matter, nor did he

consult with Donewah.
On Friday afternoon, September 20, Silva ap-

proached John Hunt, Southwest Area Director, and

asked for the $500 so Donewah could purchase the

supplies in New York the next day. Hunt had no idea

of the mixup, nor did he investigate. He later ad-

mitted that he should have checked, but defended his

move by saying that it is not Southwest policy to

question individual centers as to how they intend to

spend their money.

Under normal Southwest procedure, a fund request
of this sort would be channelled through the office of

Bill Brown, Director of Services, who keeps financial

records. The money would then be drawn out of the
•organization's budget.

However, Hunt thought that, since it was late

Friday afternoon, Brown would probably not be
around. He decided to give Silva the money out of the

Southwest Cultural Enrichment Fund, which con-

tains vending machine profits. This fund would
normally be off-limits, but it seems that it was the

only money available under the circumstances. "I

thought I was helping someone out and being a nice

guy," said Hunt.

Then next week, Hunt transferred the $500 from the
Caucus budget back into the Enrichment Fund. The
Caucus was stunned. Five hundred dollars of their
budget had been spent without their approval.
When told of the turn of events, Silva was "ap-

palled". "I was under the impression all the time that
the money had been approved," he said. Donewah
professed no knowledge at all of the mixup.
As of last night, the situation had yet to be solved.

The Caucus was still short $500, but did possess the
art supplies. They are asking the Southwest
Assembly to pick up the tab. Larry St. Cyr, Assembly
President, sees this as a bad precedent. "I don't think
the Assembly should have to pay for other's
mistakes," he said.

But there is a possible way out. Silva filed a funding

request with the Assembly for $500 in order to buy the

tools from the Caucus and supply the Southwest Arts

Center which is hoped to be established in Berkshire
Commons. In effect, Silva is also asking the

Assembly to foot the bill.

At last night's meeting, the SW Assembly voted to

send Silva 's proposal to the Southwest budget com-
mittee, which will decide next week where the money
would come from.

Whatever the outcome of this situation, it is certain

that the Southwest Administration will be a bit more
cautious next time in handling the money.

Black Students

Attend Conference
By DAVE LETTERS

More than sixty black students from the five-college area left last

night for Chicago and the Anti-Imperialist Conference. The three-day
conference opening today will consist of speeches, workshops and rallies.

Members of the Amherst Anti-Imperialist Movement (AIM) are
scheduled to speak. Ms. Rouchell Chandler will speak on "Education for
Liberation in the United States". She told the Collegian she intends to cite
the educational system of Tanzanzia as a possible model for education in
the U.S. Her husband, Paul, will discuss "Roads of Development of
Independence for Countries".

Andre McLaughlin will speak on the necessity for a black philosophy
in education and Mfundi Vundla will speak on apartheid, immigration
and deportation in the Republic of South Africa.

The conference is in response to a "Call to Action" by a Chicago
group for the National Anti-Imperialist Conference in Solidarity with
African Liberation.

The Amherst area group has held lectures for the conference and it

held a rally attended by more than three hundred at UMass last week. A
series of lectures and class is being discussed during the bus ride
to Chicago. The group has viewed films to prepare themselves for
the conference.

Funds for transportation and lodging were donated and the surplus
has been forwarded to African nations for their struggle against im-
perialism. .

A press release from the national headquarters explained the pur-
pose and activities of the conference. "To encourage Afro-Americans,
especially working people, trade unionists people in other strata, to
become involved in the world-wide anti-apartheid movement and for the
U.S. to abide by the United Nations resolution against apartheid; to
demand withdrawal of U.S. investments from South Africa, Zimbabwe
(Rhodesia), Portugal and Israel; and to oppose U.S. tax monies being
used in efforts to expand military assistance to gendarme (police)
nations while showing the connection of neo-colonialism overseas to
cutbacks in major social programs at home."
The conference, the publicity said, will deal with efforts "to support

Africans and Arabs to unify their actions against attempted
recolonialization and to clarify to Afro-Americans the schemes of neo-
colonialism to engineer a split between northern and southern Africa,
Black Africans and Arabs, Muslims and non-Muslims."
The press release further states: "We see this national conference as

part of the continuing effort to crystalize the sentiment among Black
people into a clear and decisive anti-imperialist movement which will

mount petition drives, fund-raising, protest marches, boycott actions and
sympathy strikes-forging the broadest anti-imperialist unity."

Included in the sixty Amherst area students are representatives of
the Black Psychological Association, Union of Third World, Harambie,
Black Scientific Society, Union of Third World Women, Afro-American
Society, The Drum Literary Magazine, and Black Mass Communications.

PHOTO COURSE

Alan Chapman, Collegian photo editor, will present a six-part non-
credit course in photography and photojournalism, open to all

interested.

No. 1-History of Photography

Wednesday, Oct. 24, 7:00 p.m.
Student Union Room 402 (near (Collegian)

Other classes: Oct. 31, Nov. 7, 14, 28

Dec. 5, all at 7 p.m.

Basic through advanced information.

The Collegian apologizes for the page 3 article in yesterday's paper
concerning the Hatch. It contained a useless and childish reference to the

people who work there. It was an error on our part that that part of the

article was printed. We hope that we have not caused any undue
discomfort to Hatch workers.
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In The Nation And The World

Israeli Tanks Push Across Suez

< \l» Un. 11I1..1,, via table from Tel \v i\

SOMEWHKRE IN THE SINAI.-ON THE MOVE-Column of

Israeli tanks moves through the sands of the Sinai desert Wednesday
as fighting along the Egyptian front continues.

Arabs Threaten
Oil Cutoff
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Arab oil became a weapon in the

Middle East war yesterday, with

producing nations threatening
major cutoffs of supplies as winter

approaches users in Europe, Japan
and to some extent the United

States

Price increases by Persian Gulf
countries and threats from 10 Arab
nations for monthly 5 per cent

cutbacks in production were
followed Thursday by an an-

nouncement by Saudi Arabia that

it was curtailing production by 10

per cent. Saudi Arabia is the third

largest supplier of oil to the United
States behind Canada and
Venezuela. But the United States'

over-all use of Middle East oil

amounts to about six per cent.

The tiny sheikdom of Abu Dhabi
announced it is shutting off all oil

exports to the United States. Its

supplies to U.S. ports are minimal.

Saudi Arabia ships 19,794,000

barrels a month to the United
States.

American oil specialists have
said that the United States could
get by without Arab oil imports if

necessary by reducing its con-

sumption.
Eut one U.S. oil expert noted that

a reduction in Arab output could

seriously affect the international

operations of such major com-
panies as Texaco, Exxon, Mobil,

Royal Dutch Shell and Standard
Oil of California.

The aim of the Arab oil war on

the West is to persuade Israel's

friends, particularly the United

States, to ease their support of the

Israeli war effort and to induce

those friends to persuade Israel to

agree to a peace settlement
satisfactory to the Arabs.

The Arabs want Israel to with-

draw from all Arab territories it

has occupied since the 1967 Middle

East war and to assure that the

rights of more than a million

Palestinian refugees are restored.

Reaction among Western oil

users ranged from concern in

Britain and France to an attitude

of wait-and-see in other countries.

The Japanese also are heavy
sers of Middle East oil expressed
the hope their neutrality in the

Middle East conflict would not

mean a cutoff of their supplies.

The
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By THE ASSOC 1ATED PRKSS
< AP) — Israeli and Egyptian tanks battled fiercely

Thursday in the biggest tank battle of the Mideast

war. Israel said it drove a wedge into Egyptian forces

all the way to the eastern bank of the Suez Canal, and

the Cairo command said it had surounded its foes at

several points.

Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin held "three long

meetings" in Cairo with President Anwar Sadat of

Egypt, the official Middle East News Agency of Cairo

said Thursday. The dispatch did not say why Kosygin

was in Cairo. Britain's foreign secretary, Sir Alec

Douglas-Home, said earlier in London he believed

Kosygin was there "on a mission of peace."

Fighting on the Sinai front raged on land and sea

and in the air Thursday, a day after Israeli Chief of

Staff David Elazar said the Israeli concentration had

shifted from Syria to the Sinai.

Barring of newsmen from the Sinai fighting made it

difficult to determine who had the upper hand on the

13th day of the war. Neither side said how many tanks

were involved.

The Egyptian command said its forces had "en-

circled the enemy and served an ultimatum on him to

surrender or face destruction." A later communique
late Thursday night said: "our forces are evicting

penetrating enemy forces which have been encircled

in scattered locations."

T he Cairo command claimed the Sinai fighting was
"the most ferocious of all since the war began"

Oct. 6.

An Israeli military spokesman said that in addition

to splitting the Egyptian army on the eastern bank of

the canal, Israeli tanks were floated on rafts across

the canal in daylight to help an Israeli task force.

The relief armor sent to the task force squeezed

through the wedge, which extended north from the

(ireat Bitter Lake, the spokesman said.

An Egyptian general said Wednesday night that the

Israeli task force on the west bank of the canal had

been destroyed.

Defense Minister Moshe Dayan of Israel, according

to a pooled news report, said in an interview in the

Sinai that the "critical" battle there would not begin

lor a few days.

Cairo has not made any specific claims of total

Israeli armor losses in the tank battle. U.S. in-

telligence has considered destruction claims by both

sides to be inflated.

Israeli Gen. Uzi Narkis, speaking for the army in

Tel Aviv, said 10 Egyptian warplanes, were shot

down Thursday-three over the Mediterranean. He
said six Egyptian helicopters, some carrying troops,

also were blasted out of the sky.

The Israeli command said its ships shelled

Egyptian targets at Port Said, on the canals northern

end, and Ras Ghdardaka on the Gulf of Suez at the

southern end.

A Cairo communique said its "air defenses

repelled enemy planes that tried to attack a number
of our advanced airfields on the front." The com-

munique said 15 Israeli planes, including three

helicopters, were shot down.

The Egyptians said the toughest battles centered

around the Bitter Lakes near the middle of the 103-

mile-long canal that had served as a cease-fire line

since Israel seized the Sinai Peninsula in 1967.

it looks as if it will come to a head soon," said

Maj. Gen. Haim Herzog, former Israeli military

intelligence chief.

Israeli spokesmen told newsmen Thursday night

that their forces had the upper hand in fighting on

both sides of the canal, suggesting that, according to

Israel, Egypt's hold on the eastern bank had been

loosened in places.

U.S. officials said in Washington that the United

States and the Soviet Union have progressed in their

contacts aimed at a settlement but have not yet

agreed on a public peace proposal.

Talk of their efforts was fueled by unconfirmed

reports in several world capitals that Soviet Premier
Alexei N. Kosygin was heading a Russian mission in

Cairo.

Sen. Jacob. K. Javits, D-N.Y., told newsmen in New
York that a cease-fire would come "in a period of

time numbered in days rather than weeks or months.

He reported no specific developments to substantiate

his prediction.

The Pentagon claimed Israeli fighter planes ran

into Soviet-made MIG jets piloted by North Koreans
in a brief dog-fight south of Cairo. Defense Depart-

ment spokesman William Beecher declined to

identify the source of the information or explain how
the pilots were identified at the generally supersonic

speeds of aerial combat.
But about 30 North Korean pilots were known to be

in Kgypt on loan to President Anwar Sadat's air force

belore the fighting began. They had been believed to

be training Egyptians.

Other U.S. officials in Washington said the

American airlift of war supplies for Israel was
continuing without letup. The Soviets also were
pressing their supply effort for Egypt and Syria, they

added.

Pentagon officials estimate the Israelis have lost

about 780 tanks out of an original force of about 1,900,

and about 100 warplanes out of their 488-plane air

force. Israel-a country of about 3 million with armed
forces estimated at 300,000-has suffered 3,000 dead
and wounded, they added.

The sources estimated about 13,000 Syrian and
Egyptian casualties and hundreds among the

Moroccan, Iraqi and Jordanian forces aiding the

Arab side. They put the warplane toll at 155 of 250
lighters and fighter-bombers for the Syrians, 110 of

550 for the Egyptians and 21 of an Iraqi force of un-
determined size.
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Administration Warns

By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)
Administration officials say they
are discussing ideas for forced
energy conservation if necessary
to stave off the tnreat of all-out fuel

rationing.

But they say mandatory con-

servation is just in the talking

stage and there has been no move
to start drafting any stand by
regulations.

Faced with the prospect of tight

fuel supplies this winter, the ad-
ministration launched on Oct. 9 a
public appeal for voluntary energy
conservation, and imposed
distribution controls at the
wholesale level on home heating
oil, diesel fuel, jet fuel and propane
gas.

It hoped to get through the winter
with those limited actions, but it

may not be able to hold that line.

The administration's campaign
stresses such measures as turning
down the home thermostat three or

four degrees.

Of Fuel Rationing

Australian Author Wins

Nobel Literature Prize
Charles J. DiBona, deputy

director of the White House Energy
Policy Office, said in an interview
that mandatory conservation -

rather than requiring individual

actions by the public - would seek
to cut back energy-consuming
activities that can be isolated and
controlled.

The Interstate Commerce
Commission could alter the

traditional regulations that force
many trucks to drive hundreds of

miles out of their way to touch base
in "gateway cities" before going
on to their real destinations.

The Civil Aeronautics Board
could consolidate airline routes

and reduce the number of flights

which duplicate the service of

other airlines.

DiBona also suggested that the

operating hours of large com-
mercial establishments and
electric signs could be curtailed.

Homeowners and businesses with

outdoor gas lamps could be
required to shut them off.

And energy could be saved by
reducing television broadcasting
by one hour daily, DiBona said.

The House passed Wednesday a
bill to require mandatory
wholesale allocation of all types of

petroleum products; the Senate
has passed a similar bill. Enact-
ment would extend the present
wholesale allocation program to

include the products that affect

every American - gasoline and
crude oil itself.

Adding to the squeeze is the

announcement by Arab oil states

that they plan to reduce their

production every month until they
win political concessions from
Israel.

By DKKSODEKI.IM)
Associated Press Writer

STOCKHOLM (AP) - Australian
writer Patrick Whit^ won the 1973

Nobel Prize for Literature Thur-
sday for his "epic and
psychological narrative art" about

pioneer life. The prize for

economic science went to Harvard
economist Wassily Leontief for

development of a technique of

production analysis in practical

use around the world.

The Swedish Academy's choice
of White, 61, marked the first time
in more than 10 years that the

literature prize went to a writer in

English. It was Australia's third

Nobel P>- ; "-

Israelis Use "Occupied" Oil
TEL AVIV (AP) - The Arab oil

nations' decision to cut petroleum
production until Israel withdraws
from occupied Arab land is ex-

pected to have little or no effect on
the Jewish state itself Israel

New UFO Sightings Pour In
By BRIAN SULLIVAN
AP Science Writer

Swamp gas and the changing
season, ball lightning and bright

stars may all contribute to the

cycles of UFO sightings.

For more than 20 years, the Air

Force investigated unidentified

flying objects, finally concluding in

December 1969 that its project

Blue Book was no longer justified

either for security or science.

But closing the book obviously

had little, if any, effect on the

UFOs. Sightings continued, as they

have in recent days.

The modern flying saucer era in

the United States began in 1947

when a businessman-pilot reported

seeing nine strange moving objects

over Mt. Rainier. A decade later

there were a host of reports from
Texas, New Mexico and Southern
California. In 1965, there were
worldwide sightings. In the
Antarctic, a sighting coincided

with disruption of electromagnetic

equipment.
But for all this, some sightings

remain unexplained. In the latest

rash of sightings, Dr. J. Allen

Hynek, Northwestern University

astronomer, says all the cases

should be thoroughly investigated

by a special offical agency.

The case of the two Mississippi

men who reported meeting strange
creatures in a craft hovering over
the water a week ago last Thur-
sday, Dr. Hynek says, supports the

view "that a phenomenon exists

which is as yet unexplained."
Hynek was a consultant to the

Blue Book project, and maintains a

private center for UFO reports

because, he says, "a mystery still

remains."
Despite official explanations for

UFOs, a number of citizens con-

tinued to report strange objects in

the sky. It was reported Thursday
that during debriefing sessions the

Skylab 2 astronauts said they had
seen a mysterious reddish object

not more than 30 to 50 nautical

miles from their spaceship during
their 59-day flight.

Dr. Owen K. Garriott, one of the

three astronauts, said the object

was brighter than any of the

planets, had a reddish hue and was
well above the horizon. He said the

object was seen one day in mid-

September and was never seen
again.

Two men working on an offshore
oil platform 60 miles south of

Crowley, La., reported that a weird
oblong object came within 100 feet

of them late Wednesday. They said

the object, which had colored lights

and produced a whining sound,
hovered at 1.000 feet before making
a descent. The men said the
machine cut their electrical power
while it was hovering near them.
And in Evergreen, Ala., a police

dispatcher said she, three police

officers and a deputy sheriff

played with a UFO Wednesday
night.

Mrs. William Turner said the
object was oblong, about the size of

a six-room house and had a light

orange glow and blinking red
lights. She said it hovered over city

hall during the night, emitting a
"beep, beep, beep" sound.
"We played with it, and it was

playing with us," she said.

produces about two-thirds of its oil

needs from captured Egyptian

fields and gets the balance from

secret sources.

The Arab producing states

decided Wednesday to cut back

production by five per cent a

month until Israel withdraws from

the occupied territories and
restores the rights of the

Palestinian people.

The main Israeli oil source is the

wells at Abu Rudeis, about 80 miles

below the southern end of the Suez

Canal, in the Sinai desert.

The last American winner in

literature was John Steinbeck in

1962, and the last Briton was
Winston Churchill in 1953. Irish

playwright Samuel Becket, who
took the honor in 1969, writes in

Erench.

The Royal Academy of Sciences

honored Russian-born Leontief, 67,

tor innovating the 30-year-old

input-output economic analysis
technique, recently used to

calculate harm to the environment
from industrial pollution.

Nobel prizes carry a $120,000

cash award this year.

The Swedish academy cited

White "for an epic and
psychological narrative art which
has introduced a new continent into

literature."

He made his literary debut with

the novel "Happy Valley" in 1939.

He achieved fame overseas in 1955

with publication of "The Tree of

Man. an epic on the life of a

pioneer couple

Leontief, who brought the prize

to Harvard for a second straight

year, emigrated to the United

States in 1931 after doctoral studies

in Berlin.

Leontief set up the Harvard
Economic Research Project in

1939, and is still directing the

program. He became a full

professor in 1946.
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Oil Pipeline Agreement Reached

By W. 1MLK NELSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-House-Senate conferees
reached agreement Thursday on legislation ap-
proving construction of a 789-mile oil pipeline across
Alaska from the North Slope to the southern coast
Rep. John Melcher, D-Mont., chairman of the

conference committee, said the bill probably will
reach the House floor for a final vote in about two
weeks. The House and Senate must approve or
disapprove it as written. It cannot be amended.

In last-minute action, the conferees approved a
plan making each oil company using the pipeline
liable for $14 million in damages from marine oil

spills. The firms will pay one to five cents per barrel
into a pool for additional liability up to $100 million.
An earlier proposal for the government to insure

the liability pool until the fund reached $100 million
was scrapped.

In another final vote, the conferee approved an
amendment requiring the Federal Trade Com-
mission tm consult with the Justice Department

Krough Faces New Charges

In Ellsberg Break-In Case
before bringing any court actio:.. If the department
does not act within 10 days, the commission will be
tree to take legal action on its own. Under present
law, the commission must rely on the department to

initiate court action.

The pipeline is designed to carry North Slope crude
oil to the port city of Valdez on the Gulf of Alaska. It

will be shipped by tanker to West Coast ports from
Valdez.

The North Slope field contains an estimated
minimum of 10 billion barrels of oil. The pipeline will

carry two million barrels a day. The United States is

expected to consume 22 million barrels, of oil daily by
1980.

The bill grants a 25-foot right of way on each side of

the pipeline, plus additional footage as needed to

accommodate construction, environmental and
safety work.

It also contains language designed to block
lawsuits by environmentalists seeking to delay the
project.

WASHINGTON <AP> — An
attorney for Egil Krogh Jr., former

boss of the White House plumbers

unit, said Thursday his client

expects to face new federal

charges stemming from the 1971

burglary of the office of Daniel

Ellsberg's psychiatrist.

Stephen Shulman made the

disclosure after Krogh pleaded
innocent to charges he lied to the

Watergate grand jury.

Shulman told U.S. District Court
Judge Gerhard A. Gesell that

Krogh probably will be indicted on
additional federal charges and he

asked the judge to consolidate all

the cases if new indictments are

returned.

A federal grand jury indicted
Krogh last week on charges he lied
when asked about the activities of
Watergate conspirators E. Howard
Hunt and G. Gordon Liddy.
A government memorandum

released earlier this year disclosed
that Hunt and Liddy engineered
the break-in at the Beverly Hills
office of Dr. Lewis Fielding in an
effort to obtain his file on Ellsberg,
who gave the Pentagon Papers to
news media. On May 9, Krogh took
full responsibility for the incident.

Maximum penalty for each of the
two federal charges is five years in

prison and a $10,000 fine.

Florida Woman Sought

In Loaded O.J. Incident
LAKELAND, Fla. (AP) —

Police were searching for a woman
they believe handed out free
orange juice drinks spiked with
drugs

Lakeland Thursday in fair con-
dition and three in Orlando for
observation. The other nine were
treated and released.

Police said the woman claimed
Investigators said 15 persons in to be working for the International

Lakeland, St. Petersburg, Orlando Survey Co., of San Francisco, but a
and Daytona Beach, Fla., were
hospitalized after sampling the
juice Tuesday and Wednesday.
Lakeland police identified the

drug as belladonna, an an-
tispasmodic used for intestinal

ailments. St. Petersburg officials

identified it as atropine, a
derivative of belladonna used to

slow the pulse of heart patients.

A doctor said either belladonna
or atropine could be
hallucinogenic, lethal if ad-
ministered in sufficient quantities.

All the victims told police they
were approached at shopping
centers by a woman wearing a
floppy white hat and big sunglasses
and were asked to test two kinds of

orange juice for a market survey.
"We were trying to be good

Samaritans and help the lady with
her survey," Lee Tatum, 34, said
Thursday. Tatum and his wife,
Joann, were among eight persons
from Lakeland who were treated
at a local hospital after tasting the
orange juice.

Hospital officials said three
persons remained hospitalized in

check with officials in San Fran-
cisco showed no such firm existed.

Investigators said the woman was
described as a brunette, about 5-

foot-6 and good looking.

Bombs Explode In

New York Bank,

1 Injured
NEW YORK (AP)-Two pipe

bombs exploded in a savings bank
in Union Square Thursday, in-

juring 10 people, police said.

The bombs went off without
warning in the customer area of

the Central Savings Bank at 14th

Street and Fourth Avenue. There
were 40 to 50 people in the bank.
Two telephoned bomb threats

were received by police after the
bombs exploded. Verne Atwater,
president of the bank, said it had
received no threatening calls.

Release Sought For Journalist

Still Held Inside Cuban Jails
BOSTON (AP) - The out-going

President of the Inter-American
Press Association says he has
been working with the govern-
ments of several Western
Hemisphere countries and "cer-
tain international agencies" to

obtain the release of journalists
allegedly held in Cuban jails.

Rodrigo Nieto of Costa Rica told

some 200 members Wednesday
that a confidential report detailing
these efforts will be available to his

successor.

The managing editor of the
newspaper, "La Republica" en-
couraged newspaper executives

not to weaken their struggle to free
new«=mop detained in Cuban jails.

The Association is holding a five-

day conference at the Sheraton
Boston Hotel. Some member
delegates have come 12,000 miles
to attend.

Another speaker, former am-
bassador to the United States
Carlos Mantilla from Ecuador,
said American news accounts
distorted the truth of the Marxist
regime of Salvador Allende in

Chile.

He said the situation was not that
of a freely elected government
overthrown by a military clique
but rather the overthrow of an
unpopular government about to

become communist.
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A.P.: Get The Lead Out
BULLETIN ELIMINATION
NEW HAVEN - Eliminate

Bagels. Health Director Neumann
says the idea was presented as a
joke. A sub will not be filed.

NEW HAVEN - The story
Bagels, reporting that bagels
would be used as teething rings to

prevent lead poisoning, has been
eliminated because the idea was
presented as a joke, according to

the health director.

NEW HAVEN (AP) - Stale

bagels will become part of an at-

tempt by city health officials to

reduce blood poisoning among
children who nibble lead-based
paint.

Acting Health Director Hans H.
Neumann has won official ap-

proval of a plan to distribute the

hardened, doughnut-like bagels
along with wooden teething rings to

a limited number of poor families,

with small children.

Chips of the old lead-based paint

in rundown houses and apartments
is a chief source of lead poisoning

among children. In extreme cases
the poisoning can cause mental
retardation or death.

Neumann, in a presentation
Wednesday before the city's Board
of Health, said he hoped the bagels

and wooden rings would keep
children from swallowing paint

chips.

He displayed a month-old bagel

attached to a pink ribbon, to be
hung around a tot's neck for ever-

present use.

At the same time, Neumann said

bad-tasting but harmless spray
would be tested as a coating for

home areas painted with lead-

based paint as a way to discourage
children from trying out their new
teeth on them.

He emphasized that the ex-
periment was not a final solution to

the problem of blood poisoning
among inner-city children. The
health department will continue
efforts to eliminate dangerous
paint and to locate poison victims,
he said.

The department's efforts have
been spurred by complaints from a

private group called Citizens
Against Lead, which has called for

citywide screening.

Neumann said limitations on the

number of tests the state health

department's laboratory can make
each month probably would make
citywide screening impossible for

the time being.

Gilda Aims For Cuba

Storm May Intensify
MIAMI (AP) - Tropical Storm

Gilda headed toward Cuba
Thursday and forecasters said the

storm could become a hurricane
before reaching the island's coast.

T he National HurricaneC enter in
Miami said that at noon EDT Gilda
was 55 miles south of the central
Cuban coast and 355 miles south of

Miami.
In a broadcast monitored in

Allegheny To Pay For Bumping Nader

Miami, Radio Havana said dozens
of persons were being evacuated
from the port of Manzanillo in

Cuba's Oriente Province, where
Gilda was producing gale force

winds and heavy rains.

Forecasters said Gilda 's winds
were expected to reach the Florida

Straits Thursday night.

"Gilda changed to a northerly

course early Thursday and poses

a threat, but not a direct threat,

to the United, States," said fore-

caster Paul Hebert.

WASHINGTON (AP) -Allegheny Airlines was or-
dered by a federal judge Thursday to pay Ralph
Nader $25,000 in punitive damages for bumping the
consumer advocate from an overbooked flight.

U.S. District Court Judge Charles R. Richey acted
in a suit filed by Nader after Allegheny failed to honor
his reservation on a 1972 flight from Washington to

Hartford, Conn.
The airline also was ordered to reimburse Nader

for the $7 he spent on long distance telephone calls
after the incident and $3 for the additional cost of a
ticket to Boston.

Richey awarded $25,000 in punitive damages to the
Connecticut Citizen Action Group. Nader was at-

tempting to fly to a rally held by the group in Storrs,
Conn., when Allegheny informed him that no more
space was available on the flight.

Richey ruled that Nader had been victimized by the
«iirline's practice of accepting more reservations

than it has seats available on a flight.

He said the airline's overbooking is substantial.

"We feel that judgement is wrong on the facts and
the law and we definitely will appeal it," an
Allegheny spokesman said.

"In April 1972...the company bumped 945 persons
and from January 1969 through August 1972 some
15,929 persons were not accommodated on Allegheny
flights for which they had confirmed reservations,"
said Richey in his ruling.

He said the airline was "aware that this practice
does in fact cause severe distress and financial loss to

persons who rely upon confirmed reservations."
Richey said that the airline "and its agents conceal

their overbooking practice from the public..."

"The fact that it conceals such practices in its

advertising and otherwise... is tantamount to willful

and wanton misconduct," said Richey.
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Old Ironsides Stays

At Home In Boston
By JAMES F. DONAHUE
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON ( AP) — When it appeared this year that the Pentagon might
move the frigate Constitution from Boston, the city set up a roar of

protest seldom heard since the days of Sam Adams.
The Navy was threatened with militia action by some Bostonians

"We'll pick up our muskets again" and with a port blockade by others "A
complete line of small boats across the harbor will prevent anyone taking
the Constitution from Boston".
The Pentagon, which had started the ruckus by announcing the closing

of Boston Naval Shipyard, where the venerable vessel is berthed, quickly
gave assurances the Constitution would remain in city waters.

In fact, a national park would be established for her.

The Constitution, better known by her nickname "Old Ironsides," is

the oldest commissioned ship of the Navy. She was launched on Oct. 21,

1797 from Hartt's Shipyard in Boston.
Her military career was a glorious one-battles against the Barbary

pirates in 1803-04, the famous fight with the British vessel Guerriere
during the War of 1812 that earned her nickname.
A British sailor saw cannon balls bounce off her outside planking and

cried, "Huzza, her sides are made of iron!

"

The Constitution was condemned as unseaworthv in 1830 and ordered
destroyed, but Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote the poem "Old Ironsides"
that aroused public sentiment to save her.

Several drydockings and repairs and decommissions later, in the
1920s, American children banned together to raise enough money, helped
by a $300,000 grant from Congress, to restore her again and send her to a
permanent berth in Boston.
Her 176th birthday this year will not be as gala as many in the past. For

one thing, she is back in drydock, getting a $4.2 million overhaul and
restoration.

Also, her great days of glory seem over. For while the Constitution will
remain in Boston, the 1st Naval District likely will not, due to a Pentagon
economy move.
That will end the frigate's role as flagship for the district's com-

mandant, currently Hear Adm. Richard E. Rumble, and reduce her to a
mere tourist attraction.

There is a touch of bitter irony even in where she is drydocked. It's at
Drydock One at the naval yard, one of the first two drydocks ever built in

the United States

In 1833, the Constitution was the first ship to enter Drydock One. She is

scheduled to be the last
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Nobel Prize In Economic Analysis Awarded

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AF) - If

you know what every industry in

the country sells to every other

industry, you have input-output

analysis in a nutshell.

For making it work, Wassily

Leontief won the 1973 Nobel Prize

for Economic Science.

Knowing those sales, you can
calculate-in principle- the effect of

economic changes. For example, a

crop might fail and farmers make
less money. Some farmers may
postpone buying a new tractor.

The tractor industry will in turn

buy less steel and rubber and may
lay off workers. And a chain of

effects runs through the economy.
Input-output analysis aims at

saying just how big those changes
will be.

The principles are simple. The
practicalities are enormously
complex.
The calculations were not even

possible until the advent of elec-

tronic computers. And the data,

always difficult to assemble, must
be highly accurate because errors

may carry through the

calculations and make results

worthless.

'Computer technology was my
great luck," Leontief told

newsmen Thursday.
Leontief drew up his ideas in the

1930a and explained them in his

first book. "The Structure of the

American Fconomy." in 1941

His ideas were first applied to

war. Although not vet at war. the

United States was sending massive

aid to the British, who were, and

the government wanted to know

the effects on the economy.

"It was typical of President

Roosevelt that already he was
worrying about what would happen

after the war, and he gave the

problem to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Their staff came to me
after reading my book," he said.

Leontief insisted on staying in

Cambridge and gathered a group
that labored "night and day" to

produce the first input -output table

-a listing of interindustry sales-of
the American economy.
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Maine Company Seeks Oil Contract
PORTLAND, Maine. <AP> -

Gibbs Oil Co. said Thursday that
negotiations were under way with
Persian Cult oil producers to

supply crude for a proposed
refinery and pipeline distribution
network centered in Maine.
The Revere. Mass., company

said the Sanlord refinery would be
capable of meeting 15 to 25 per cent
of New England's oil needs upon
completion of the $600 million
project in 1978.

Gibbs told a news conference
that giant tankers laden with crude
from the Persian Gulf would
unload their cargoes at a proposed
$15 million oil pier in Portland.
The crude would be transported

by underground pipeline from
Portland to Sanford, 30 miles
away, with the refined product
distributed through a pipeline
system serving such points as
Boston, Providence, R.I., Hart-
ford, Conn., and Albany, N.Y.
Joining Gibbs in the project are

Northern Illinois Gas Co. of
Aurora, 111., and Lovett C. Peters
Associates, a Boston-based energy
consulting firm.

Peters said negotiations were
under way with national oil

companies of the Persian Gulf
countries. He indicated that these

companies may play a part in

financing and ownership of the $450
million refinery.

"That subject is on the table with
some of these nations at this

juncture," Peters told newsmen.
Herbert A. Sostek, Gibbs'

executive vice president, declined

to identify the nations involved in

the negotiations because of the

current situation in the Middle
East.

Sostek said the refinery would
guarantee additional supplies of

gasoline and No. 2 heating fuel for

oil-hungry New England, and at

the same time help in stabilizing

prices.

He described the refinery as

"extremely clean" and said he

hopes to submit a license ap-

plication to the Maine Board of

Environmental Protection by the

end of next February.
Gibbs, which claims to be the

largest independent distributor of

gasoline in the Eastern United

States, said financing

arrangements for the project
would be revealed when the ap-

plication is submitted.

C.J. Gauthier, chairman and
president of Northern Illinois Gas,

said his firm would be supplied

with 85,000 barrels of naphtha a

day for conversion into synthetic

natural gas.

Gibbs said the 250,000 barrel a
day refinery would be able to meet
25 per cent of New England's
current home heating oil needs, 15
per cent of its gasoline and 7 per
cent of its industrial fuels.

The company said the project
has been in the planning stage for

handmade
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two and a hall years, with sites in

Sanford and nearby New Hamp-
shire under consideration.

Sostek said Gibbs selected
Sanford-a mill town of 16.000

people in southwestern Maine-
because "it's exceptionally well
loeated in terms of the market we
hope to serve." and 'already has
an industrial orientation."

Portland, he continued, was
chosen as a terminal site because it

is an existing oil port with a 45-foot
.deep channel. Because of the
pipeline supplying refineries in

Montreal, Portland is now one of
the largest oil-handling ports on
the East Coast.

The Gibbs proposal is the latest

in a series of refinery projects put
forth in Maine in recent years. A
Pittston Co. plan to build a refinery

in Eastport is currently un-
dergoing environmental review,
while the others have all been
scuttled.

Neither Gibbs nor New England
has any refineries. Sostek said

completion of the Sanford facility

would enable his company to ex-
pand its marketing efforts in the
region.

He acknowledged that in-

dependents were in a bind because
of the current oil shortage, but said

Gibbs was in a relatively healthy
position because of long-term
contractual arrangements with an
unnamed major producer.

"Independents are feeling the

pinch because for years they lived

oif the surplus refining capacity in

the United States," Sostek said.

Gibbs presently supplies more
than 100 gasoline stations in Maine,
most of which are discount
operations under the Tulsa and 1-95

brand names.

Sostek pledged that any oil

business in Maine that wants to buy

its product from the Sanford

refinery will have the opportunity

to do sp.

"If we're going to be here, we're

going to be a good neighbor and a

good citizen," he said.

Gibbs officials estimated that

two and a half tankerloads a week
would be arriving in Portland,

feeding their crude through a 36-

inch pipeline to Sanford.

The cost of the entire pipeline

network, both to and from the

refinery, was estimated by Peters
to be in excess of 1100 million

The state, meanwhile, would
finance the Portland port

development through Maine Port

Authority revenue bonds, and lease

CUSTOM
BlACk&
WhiTE
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Reflections Unlimited
233 n. Ptoasanl si Amlwral
549-0205

Ihe docking facility to Gibbs. The project has been hailed by
The company said the refinery municipal officials in both Portand

would provide some 400 permanent and Sanford, while eon
lobs, but had no estimate on the servationists expressed no im-
number employed at the terminal, mediate objections.

ERIC'S GIANT SUBS
FRESHLY sliced cheese & meats on

FRESH bread - topped with

FRESH lettuce, tomato & onions

equals: One SUPERB Sub
(or Grinder or Hogi or Hero)

314 College St., Amherst 253-9521

Lafayette's First Annual Veteran's Day Auction

Monday,

Nov. 22nd

All merchandise cash & carry, no lay-aways, all
credit cards accepted.

1-5 p.m.
Amps, stereo receivers, speakers ... you name it
we're auctioning it!
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It seems as if the Collegian has
had a few problems lately which
deserve a little airing. Normally,
problems are minor things within

the newspaper, but this one relates

in a lot of ways to my theory of the

Collegian as involves the students

at UMass. After all, it's your
paper, so in a sense you can con-

sider this column an Editor's

report to his publishers.

The purpose of the Collegian in

my opinion is something that rises

above the secondary goals of

bringing you something to read
every day. It's a matter of keeping

you informed on a higher level than

that. We are here to keep students

informed so that students will be
able to use that information as a

means of molding a strong student

voice in the running and shaping of

our present and future lives that

goes on at UMass. Simply stated,

we're here so that you'll be taken

seriously.

At the present time we're
having trouble gaining that ac-

Bob Estelle

U.N. Is Not Needed
To start this off, I

communism for you
will define

The best

definition I've found is on page 21

of Gary Allen's "None Dare Call It

Conspiracy." It reads as follows:

"Communism: AN IN-
TERNATIONAL, CONSPIRAT-
ORIAL DRIVE FOR POWER ON
THE PART OF MEN IN HIGH
PLACES WILLING TO USE ANY
MEANS TO BRING ABOUT
THEIR DESIRED AIM-GLOBAL
CONQUEST
Think about what this means. It

means that there are men in high

places who want to control the

world and are willing to use any
means to do it. They have used the

tactic of patient gradualism to do
it. But the structure for their World
Government lies was founded on
October 24, 1945. The Communists,
since the days of Stalin, have
supported this world government.
It is known as the United Nations.

The United Nations was formed
to get world peace. But in 1950, the

U.N. started the Korean Conflict,

and fired General Douglas
MacArthur for trying to win that

war. Eleven years later, the U.N.
invaded Katanga, which had
declared its independence from the

Congo and a nut named Patrice

Lumumba. A strong anti-

communist believer in

Republicanism named Moise
Tshombe was overthrown.

Why would these things happen?
Well, let us look at the two top

officials in the U.N. The first is the

Secretary-General. Kurt
V'aldheim is a marxist, as were his

predecessors. Trigvie Lie, Dag
Hammerschold and U Thant. In

fact, U Thant once said that the
aims of the U.N. were in

agreement with the philosophies of

Lenin.

The man who controls the ar-

maments in the U.N. is the un-
dersecretary General for
Political and Security Council
affairs. The man who now holds
this office is Arkady N. Shev-
chenko, a communist from the
Soviet Union, who got his post

earlier this year. He got it from
another Russian Communist,
Lenoid Kutakov. Nine other men
have held this office. With one
exception, they have all been
Communists from the Soviet
Union. The one exception is a
communist from Yugoslavia
(Dragoslav Protitch 1954-57). I

believe that since this controls the
military, it is the most important
position in the whole U.N.
organization. Yet in his book: "In
the Cause of Peace", Trigvie Lie
said that this was secretly agreed
upon at the founding of the U.N.
The U.N. Charter demand

eventual surrender of every
nations' sovereignty to itself. This
would mean that the United States
of America would have to
surrender the Constitution and Bill

of Rights and merge into a
government with the communists.
To me, this is surrendering our

freedom. In the entire history of

the world, no one has ever been as

free as Americans. In the entire

history of the world, there has
never been as cruel a dictator as

the communists. I say that there
should be no merger. And because
the U.N. is what it is, there should

be no U.N The U.N. would dissolve

if the U.S.A. pulled out. And it

should. For there can be no real

world peace until the communist
conspiracy is stopped.

Bob Estelle is a Collegian
Columnist.

ceptance. For one thing, the paper
was sliding into a dilemma over

taste that prompted us to make the

decision to "clean up the act." This

means that we felt that we were
hurting ourselves and you by
engaging in an overbroad ac-

ceptance of material in an effort

not to shut anyone off.

Again, it was the decision of the

editors to clean up because of

taste, but it leads into another

issue. If we don't watch out, we can
lose our acceptance among the

people who run this place. If we do,

we're ripping you off, because
you're losing a major part of your
voice in the University. We will not

sacrifice our impact here just to

prove that we can say fuck, a right

which is established anyway. We
weren't trying to prove that.

Things just got out of hand. And if

you think it's easy for the Editor or
editors of this paper to stop a

snowballing trend, then you'd
better think again.

Students are facing a crucial

time on campus. It seems as if

we're being ignored more and
more lately. Maybe the people in

Whitmore need thousands of

people marching to their doorsteps

to be convinced that students want
to assume their rightful place in

decision making around here. The
cases which readily come to mind
in which there has been no or token

student input and in which students

are getting a raw deal are too

numerous to mention here.

A little while ago 1 took Student

Government President Nick
Apostola to task on these pages for

what I considered his lack of

judgement in the parking con-

troversy. It appears that maybe

I've inadvertently given the im-
pression that Nick isn't really

representing us because he made
one poor decision (in my opinion.)

The fact of the matter is that I was
merely pointing it out because I'm
not ashamed of an occasional
mistake by a student represen-
tative. People ought to know about
them. They happen, and I'm no
less guilty than anyone else of an
occasional inconsistency. The point
is tt>at students here, their media
and their government, are united
in the goal of getting our proper
voice here. One mistake doesn't
negate a concept.

The message here is also the
alternatives that there are to

marching on Whitmore that will

convince the administration of our
intent. If students will work for the
campus media and governments,
which are presently hurting for

personnel, we can get to the botton
of a few things which we don't have
the personnel to investigate now
and convince the administration
that our concern is real.

What you can do as students is

come to the Collegian, WMUA, The
Student Government, and any of a
number of other organizations
which are trying to aid the im-
plementation of programs that will

increase the voice of students here.
I mention those three specifically

only because they are the only ones
which come to mind off hand that
of themselves are a student voice
The time to move is now, before we
find ourselves in a position where
we ha\ e to bargain for what should
be our rights.

Steve Tripoli is

the Collegian.

Editor-in Chief of

State Of Siege
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By ZOE BEST
Costa-Gavras who directed Z and

Franco Solinas who wrote scripts
for Burn and the Battle of Algiers
combine their powerful skills in

State of Siege now showing at

Campus Cinema. State of Siege
portrays a pre-fascist phase in

Uruguay, a state parading as an
independent parliamentary
democracy while succumbing to

foreign economic and military
manipulation. In the beginning
moments of the film, we see
mobilization of the army, the
imposition of a state of siege im-
plemented by the interruption of

constitutional civil rights by use of
road blocks, house and body
searches, mass arrests, military
occupation of poor aeas, and later

in the film, the arrest and torture
of political opponents. This
military takeover occurs after the
Tupamaro kidnapping of Philip
Vincent Santore, while in the real
historical context, Dan Mitrione
was "relieved of his duties". The
dual purpose of kidnapping was to

force the government to release
members of the left and of their
own organization and also to create
a constitutional crisis which would
reveal the machinization of the
oligarchy, the U.S. agencies such
as Agency for International
Development (AID) and its public
safety program, which we learn
from the film is a front for training
in counter-insurgency and torture.

State of Siege and importantly,
recent history, disclose that tne
Tupamaros contributed to the
crisis which according to their

theory hurls the country through
accelerated stages of

revolutionary development.
The Tupamaros (named in honor

of Tupac Amaru who with Micaela
Bastidas had their tongues cut c

were garroted, and burned by the
Spanish invaders, thus finalizing

the conquest of the Incan domain)
attempt to carry on resistence to

the conquistadores, presently
viewed to be the ruling bougeois
class and foreign corporate in-

terests. They justify their tactics,

"We must recognize that the ar-

med struggle accelerated and
precipitates the mass movement.
And, we don't just have the
example of Cuba. There is also that

of the party of the masses in China
that was created during the course
of armed struggle. In other words,
the rigid formula expounded by
certain theoreticians-'Create the
Party first and undertake the

Revolution later'-has known more
historical exceptions than
examples."
Before the Mitrione kidnapping

the Tupamaros avoided in-

discriminate "terrorism" and
conducted popular actions.
Christmas, 1964, trucks from a food
store chain were hijacked and
driven to slum areas for food
distribution among the poor. The"
robbing of banks to finance their

operations have occurred since
that time and in one instance after

robbing a resort casino of a quarter
of a million dollars they returned
the amount equal to salaries and

tips to the casino workers. The day
before Nelson Rockefeller visited

Montevideo as part of Nixon's 1969

fact finding tour, the General
Motors administration building

was struck with a million dol-

lar fire. In support of

striking bank workers, banker-
publisher, Pelegrini, son of
Mussolini's finance minister, was
kidnapped in front of the
Presidential palace and released
10 weeks later after the strike

settlement. On Women's Inter-

national Day 1970, thirteen women
were freed from prison. The
Tupamaros won international
attention when they conducted
three successive prison escapes
freeing several hundred in all. Up
until 1970 the Tupamaros had not
engaged in political assassination.
In April secret police chief, Hector
Mora Chaquere was machine-
gunned. Later in August, his U.S.
"traffic advisor" Dan Mitrione
was executed after the demands of
the Tupamaros were not met by
the Pacheco Areco government.
Mitrione. ex-oolice chief of

Richmond, Indiana working for

AID shares his expertise in

Guatemala. Mano Blanco (white
hand) and Ojo por Ojo (An eye for
an eye) para-military execution

(Continued on P. 11)

Editorial Points
Remember the days when

you used to get a haircut if you
knew you were in legal
trouble'' Well, those days are
over. H. R. Haldeman is letting

it all hang down.

The Neilsen ratings are out.
and now we all know which are
the best television shows to
watch. We're wondering what
the worst television shows are.
Why not drop us a letter to the
editor and let us know?

tfftH... BOtfTRAE
MEADOV/AWFFINS !

Letters To The Editor

Faults In Our Bus Service

To The Editor:

I would like to ask whoever is running the Student
Senate Transit Service the following questions

:

1. Why is it that NO PRIOR PUBLIC NOTICE was
given via a news media ( the Collegian, WMUA, etc.)

informing the bus-users that the Sunderland-buses
would NOT stop at Crestview Apts., Puffton Village,

etc. on the afternoon ( rush hour } outward runs? I

understand this has been going on quite a few days
now. There is nothing more frustrating to work out

the schedule, and dash to the bus-stand only to find

that the bus arrives and the first sentence that greets

you starts off "I am not...".

2. From the standard excuse the user gets when the
bus is LATE, LATE. .is that "Do you know how hard
it is to drive a bus ( during rush hours, or any hours
for that matter) ?", one gets the idea that the drivers
and those running the service are doing a FAVOR for

the users! Is that it? In which case the information
we have that the drivers and some others in the ser-

vice are paid must be wrong! Come off it. The job,

position, post...you accepted carries with it some
responsibility. If you cannot bear that responsibility,

then drop it, or just make public a notice to the effect

that the service IS HIGHLY UNRELIABLE & THE
SCHEDULE SHOULD NOT BE HEEDED TO. The

money going into this service comes from taxpayers
and students fees ( & maybe other sources too! ) , and
if it is being thus misused, then you have no right to
point your fingers to Mr. Agnew or anyone else for
that matter.

3. If there is the possibility that buses may run late,

for whatever reason, then has anyone tried to in-

corporate a "holding, make-up or rest" time at the
end of the route, so that some leeway is given for

delays, etc.. Or is the policy followed that ten
unreliable runs every hour?

Who has the answers to these questions? I am sure
there are others in the University community who
have questions of their own, awaiting answers!

I, for one, do believe that the busses are providing a
much-needed service to the University community.
However, I do not see any reason why one should be
satisfied with a third-rate merchandise when the best
is available. And available at little or no increased
cost. The cost could include a little more care and
thinking on the part of the planners in an effort to

encompass ALL POSSIBLE FACETS AND PHASES
to the problem. Just remember how pollution became
a problem!

N. Haridasan

Stupid Decisions: What Can We Do?
To The Editor:

As the 5:30 Southwest shuttlebus

pulled up to the Central (formerly
Worcester) Dining Pit, a student
was asked why he was eating so

early. He replied that he had an
8:00 exam and that by coming at

6:30 he could not make it. As the

inquirer scratched his head, he
asked if getting up to eat at 5:00

was not an inconvenience. The kid

answered, "Well, I could sleep a

little later - it's hard getting up
after partying every night - but

Minister of Food Bonehead really

has our interests at heart.

Why, by closing down the other 3

Dining Commons, he was able to

lay off 50 student workers who got
SI.85 an hour. You know, that's a
big savings in these economy-
hurting times. And to help us get up
to the Quad in time, they've hired a
private bus company and it only

costs 10 cents a trip! Once inside,
everybody goes through the same
door, thus eliminating the costly
expense of having two stub
collectors. But to speed things up, 6

people are dishing out the entree
and vegetables at dinner, so you
can be through the line in under an
hour and a half!

Also, they've eliminated choices,
which took more time to serve. As
our beloved Food Minister said,

"What's the difference between
Bontrae Turkey and Bontrae
Sloppy Joe?" Also, they've rein-

stituted the seconds policy-you can
get seconds for only a dollar. I

usually don't have time, but those
with a 10:10 do. At dinner, you can
have all the cake you want. The
Minister has said "let them eat

cake." Due to these economy
saving measures, the food plan
only went up $75 this semester!"
The interviewer, his mouth hung

Out Of Order

To The Editor:
The MDC article of October 18 on page 3 by Ms. Janet P. Rome

illustrates a problem that Food Services management and the Food
Services Committee of the Board of Governors are aware of and are
trying to eliminate. The interim solutions offered by Ms. Rome is the
only reasonable recourse.

I find one particular element of the article to be quite revolting and at
least to be irresponsible wording. The description of the cashier is in

extremely poor taste and not worth repeating. \ formal apology is, I am
sure, in order from both Ms. Rome and MDC Such slips are out of order
in a tabloid that bills itself as being both "A (rec md responsible press".

Donald Sullivan

(Editor's note: We agree. Please see aga ' .)

open in amazement, said "Sorry I

asked" and walked away.
Sound farfetched? It's not. The

Food Services has repeatedly
made stupid decisions all

semester. Although they've raised
prices, they've decreased services
and made more cutbacks than
justified, in my opinion, and my
opinion is based on the fact that we
are paying DOUBLE for our food

plan than some other colleges are
paying. Granted, we have more
overhead, but we also have more
students to pay for it. There's no
economic excuse for having ket-

chup, glasses, etc. on one end of

Worcester and not on the other.

And as long as we have to use the

"chit" system, I think it would be
wiser having two doors open with
two stub takers than having 20-30

minute lines. Enough said. People
say, "What can we do?" I'm not

exactly sure - that's not the

students' job. That's why we have
a Food Service Department. If

enough people fill out those
complaint cards, maybe there will

be some action taken. I suppose the

mandatory food plan is illegal, but

who has the time or money to fight

it?

The thing to remember is that we
students can exist without a Food
Service Dept., but they can't exist

without us, so don't be afraid to

speak up.

Steve Weitz

State Of Siege
(Continued from P. 10)

squads conduct a campaign
resulting in a toll of 10,000 political

assassinations of suspected leftists

who might dissent or resist the

post-Arbenz, U.S. sponsored
governments. From there Mitrione
goes to the Dominican Republic
which suffered the deposing of

their elected president, Juan Bosch
after the 1965 marine invasion.

Soon an organization calling itself

"La Banda" claims part in the
"pacification" of that island.
Onward to Brazil and then to

Uruguay where the "Escadron de
la Mort" utilizes Mitrione's advice
and technical aid (the briefcase
torture kit in the film) to combat
the Tupamaros. The major focus of

the film is devoted to the
documentation of the dual role of

Mitrione as a "traffic expert", i.e.

torture expert and Mitrione's
rationalization and justification in

training death squads. Franco
Solinas summarizes, "We hadn't
wanted to make a suspense film.

We tried to put our question to the
public, not on the classic level -is

he going to die?-but rather is he or
isn't he responsible? And his

culpability was also not the classic

sort-as if he had killed or stolen--

but much broader a responsibility

of a political order. Our point of

view is not 'romantic'. We do not

make a moralistic speech. We do
not try to find out whether Mitrione
was 'good or bad'. Mitrione in-

terested us because he represents
a system that is bad for the

majority of people."

Thus a U.S. audience well

schooled by Watergate and Agnew
under go a tension over the issue of

ethics. Wilhelm Reich perhaps
comes close to the film's depiction

of Mitrione, "...while subordinate
to the top, he is to those below him
a representative of this authority

and enjoys, as such a privileged

moral (not material) position."

Defending the interests of his

govenment by any means, even by
torture, is part of a "moral duty"
to uphold the state which at the

same time justifies the ex-

pendability of Mitrione for the

same reason. Within that context,

Agnew is another Mitrione, but

luckily for him has up to now been

delcared only "politically" ex-

pendable.

Of interest to any student of

political or guerilla movements is

the tightly disciplined syn-
cronization of the Tupamaros as
shown in State of Siege. They state

the reason for this: "The armed
struggle is a technical phenomena
requiring technical knowledge,
training and practice, materials
and combat psychology.
Improvisation in this field is paid

for in lives and de'eat." The
dedication required from the

Tupamaros becomes obvious later

in the film when in the collection of

votes which would decide whether
Mitrione would live or die, the

membership of the organization is

revealed. Workers, professionals,

military and students, clandestinly

Tupamaros must take on the

responsibility of working overtime,

of assuming a second shift on
behalf of their struggle. Also in

contrast to the army, AID, those

with power, the Uruguayan
Congress with its one woman
representative, the Tupamaros is a

people's organization and thus

women, old and young take part.

Costa-Qavras, in relief to the

Tupamaro women, could not have
accidentally revealed Mrs. San-
tore's relinquishing of her per-

sonhood in exchange for a passive
loyalty to her husband and coun-
try. Squeamish when being briefed
on intestinal parasites afflicting

most of the poor, Mrs. Santore is

the f common wife with no
knowledge and no opinion of the
undertakings of her husband or
that of her government and ap-
pears only capable of

bereavement.
State of Siege definitely offers

content different from the popular
cinema drama depending on blood
and sex. Also the excesses
available to film technology, close

ups, slow motion, panoramic views
are never utilized. Tension that is

created *s partly due to the honest
middle range focusing and to the

skillful frame rhythm that seems
to hesitate long enough to fix each
dramatic event in consciousness.
The usual documentary style is

surpassed and yet never
exaggerated. The quality of
filming and directing is as much
responsible for the creation of the

condemnation as the story itself;

Costa-Gavras and Solinas ac-
complish this through a careful

designing of the cinematographic
image.

History has moved beyond the

historical plane of State of Siege
but the questions it poses remain.
Frente Amplio. like Unidad
Popular in Chile, a coalition of

liberal and left parties, tried to

electorally institute a government
and lost, not because of lack of

popular support but because of the

internal sabotage during their

campaign and because Brazil, the

military giant with a population of

92 million stationed 60.000 troops
near the border of Uruguay at

election time. The National
Security Council (COSENA) now
rules and Pres. Bordaberry or-

dered the dissolution of the
Uruguayan Congress June 27.

Since then there have been two
strikes and after having been silent

and underground for over a year
the Tupamaros saluted the
passage of the struggle to a new
phase which shifted responsibility

from them to the people who before
had only passively served as
electors. They admitted to un-

derestimating the enemy which
had "much more power than we
had earlier realized and on the
other hand we did not give proper
evaluation to the tremendous
capacity for struggle of the people
and confined ourselves too much to

our own forces." The lessons of

history are important and this film

contributes to the recording of a
history.

Zoe Best is a Collegian Com-
mentator.
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Changing Times
To The Editor:

We are young. I think that statement is generally

accepted as fad However, even though the time we
have spent as part of the human race is small com
pared to the total amount of time we will (or at leasi

hope to- spend in our lifetimes, and although our

experiences are multiplying evcr\ da> ve. as

rational beings, .ire very able to observe changes
which have taken place and are going on even now
Not onlv can we observe them but we are able also to

reflect on them.
What kind of changes? Well, in our lives we have

seen our music change. We have gone from the

"Tears On My Pillow" era of the fifties to the

Dylanish antiestabiish-mentarianism of the sixties to

the "dream until your dreams come true" era of the

seventies. Our ideas have changed. It was once the

relevancy of the flavor of chewing gum left on a bed
post over night. Then it was revolution; fast and
radical change was the thing. Now we say let's give

peace an honest chance or are we fooling ourselves

w ith guys like Agnew and Nixon? Even our life styles

have changed. We used to ask dad for the car; now we
have our own. We used to be Joe College and Betty

Coed; now it's Mr. and Mrs. Young American
Idealist. It used to be real cool, man; now it's pain-

fully real.

Even history has rushed along at a torrid pace. We
have new and different wars, new and different

leaders, and new and different public followings and
reactions than when we were younger.

However, there is one thing which has not changed.
There is one thing which is just as new and different

now as it was when it was born nearly 2,000 years ago
That's Christianity. Not religion, or structured

church mind you, but a personal, loving relationship

with the man, Jesus Christ. He is as He has always
been. Jesus is love personified. He offers a life which
shares in that love. He offers a life which is full,

abundant, joyous, meaningful, directed, and pur-

poseful; the likes of which we cannot experience

through any textbook or lecture.

Christ is here, living, right now, waiting for YOU!
He offers the best life we could ever have and all we
need do is accept His offer. If we will open the door to

our hearts He promises He will come into us and
bestow all of His gifts on us. Who could refuse an offer

like this?

Have we changed? Are we new and different? Can
we put away our pride and receive Christ without

doubt or fear? Can we admit to Him that we can't

handle life successfully on our own'.'

History has proven that all too few have accepted
the truth which is Jesus Christ The time has come to

realize that the truth does not change, so why don't

Rock & Roll

To The
\s a ap

Editor:

student at I 'Mass tor .: years I have

predated all kinds <>f concerts and dances sponsored

by the various organizations that have held them

Recently however I have seen the ads tor ;i

revival. FINALLY! This is undoubtedly the most

renowned tvpeol concert It is about lime the sponsor

ol these events realized what the I 'Mass student

really wants. We want a rock n' roll type of affair, one

where we can wear the traditional white socks and

the lamed leather jacket, put that uood for the hair

grease on our heads and really get it on. thanks to

whoever is putting on the Bop shoo Bop Revue. I can't

wait
I.on Kvrian

Helping Hearts

To The Editor:

We need your help! This year in conjunction with

the 3rd annual Heart Fund Walk, Gamma Sigma
Sigma is sponsoring the 1973 Heart Fund Cup. This

trophy will also be awarded to the Greek house or

dorm that accumulates the greatest amount of money
thru walkers.

What can you do? Go see your Head of Residence or

house president. Ask them to support this com-
petition. Sign up to walk October 19, 23, 24, and 25, CC
concourse.

Please, join us on October 27th in the fight against

heart disease.

liobbi Oliver
( .annua Sigma Sigma

Two Errors
To The Editor:

Political hacks may be analogous to hawks, but the

17th line of my Commentary of October 18s Collegian

should read "prevailing sentiment of the hacks."
While this minute point doesn't amount to much,
another typographical error is quite gross. Gerald
Ford is "firmly dedicated to the Warfare State and
not the "Welfare State" as printed.

Dennis Simkowski
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Developing
& Printing

12 exp.

$2.98
JUMBO

COLOR 14e

PRINTS

460 W. Street, Rt. 116

South Amherst, Mass.

we
Paul Aganski

Jackson Replies
To The Editor:

In reply to Ms. Diodati's letter of yesterday:
I cannot speak for Mc Jilvray. but I am conscious of sexism. I am op-

posed to it, and I believe that any sexism appearing in my strip is of a
residual nature-I am still discovering and dealing with attitudes I was
raised with for 24 years.
The subject matter of the strip in question portrayed an active,

speaking male in bed with a silent, passive female. Is this sexist? It would
be if I always or usually portrayed men as active, females as passive, or
their only possible relationship as sexual. This is not the case, as you
would see if you read my other strips.

I portray them in bed, after having had sex. Is this sexist? Only if you
see sex as the male getting pleasure from a "hormone-injected fast
screw", and the male caring nothing for the female--as may or may not
be the case. Is this distasteful, as you suggest? I don't think so: sex can be
beautiful, it is often portrayed in literature, and I believe comics to be
potentially a viable literary medium. What of the horrid consequences of
a person getting his or her first glimpses of Umie life from this strip?
Anyone who would stigmatize the UMass community from this strip is

beyond hope anyway.
In conclusion, I believe you are a defensive, snivelling plastic feminist

who needs to examine her views for reactionary sexism. But I prefer
conversation to confrontation, so please contact me thru the Collegian
office.

Kris Jackson

We're People, Too
To The Editor:

In response to the article by Janet Rome, I feel the subject of her in-
sensitivity toward the Hatch Cashier was pure ignorance. Although we
are listed as numbers at this large institution, the fact still remains that
we are people with feelings and emotions. The employee described in the
article was in no way responsible for lines or prices, and was dealt an
unfair blow. I sincerely hope that the editors will reprimand Ms. Rome
and see that injustices such as this do not occur again.

Jack Baron
Student Food Services Employe

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY, LIGHTWEIGHT
BACKPACKING. SKI TOURINGAND
MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT.

located on Rente 9 at the Amherst-Hodley Town

Line (41 3) 253-9504

PRE-SEAS0N SKI-TOURING EQUIPMENT SALE

Oct. 11 - Now. 3, 1973

20-30 per cent off most models of touring skis, boots, bindings and poles
Brands on sale include EMS Asnes, Bonna, EMS Madshus, Rieber, Falk VM
poles, Roftefella and others.

MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT SALE

Oct. 11 - Nov. 3, 1973

20-30 per cent off on many models of down filled sleeping bags, foam pads,
frame and day packs, down-filled parkas, tents, gloves, mittens and many
other items. Brands on sale include Alpine Designs, North Face, Gerry, EMS
Janus, Camp Trails, Rough Rider, Bergens, etc.

ALL BICYCLE PACKS 20% off

Supply Limited Store hours: 9-9 Mon.

The Pizza

Revolution

is coming!

Top Of Tues«*ay
- Wednesday

^ e Thursday
Campus

Reg. 95.60 Prime Rib

Special ®295 Special

Impending Oil Shortage
Boosts Firewood Sales
(AP) -A threatened home

heating oil shortage may have oil

dealers up in arms, but Con-
necticut firewood dealers aren't
complaining.
Business is up.
"People want to be prepared.

They seem worried about the
impending oil shortage," said
Stanley A. Weston of Weston's
Wood Yard in Ridgefield. Business
in the last month has been better
than ever before at this time of
season. He's been selling wood 22
years in the same location.

"In years past, people would get
half or full cords," he said. This
year many customers are buying
two cords. A cord is a pile of wood
four feet by 4 feet by 8 feet. Weston
had to raise his price to $44 per
cord because of higher gasoline
and labor costs.

WMUA
To Discuss

UMass Growth
Monday at 10 p.m., WMUA

(UMass radio, 91.1 FM) will air a
discussion on the effects which the

growth of the UMass, Amherst,
campus is having on the local

environment.
The program is being presented

as a special feature of "Focus."
WMUA's weekly public affairs

series moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.
Mosakowski's guest for the live,

60-minute forum will be Ed Miller,

president of the UMass Graduate
Environmental Engineering
Association. Miller recently filed

suit against UMass on the grounds
that campus expansion in certain

locations is causing unnecessary
damage to the environment.

Interested listeners are invited

to call in questions during the

broadcast.

John Dufilie, owner of Maple
Dell Tree Service in North
Stonington, said his demand has
been greater this year. "I think it's

the so-called coming oil shortage."
He said he has noticed "quite a

run" on wood-burning stoves,
especially on broadcast swapshop
programs.

Dufilie is receiving early orders
for wood because of early cold
spells in the area. He will drop a
cord of wood off at your home for
$25, $5 more than last year.

In the Hartford area, the Open
Hearth Association delivers wood
for $35 for % cubic feet, 32 cubic
feet less than a cord. But you'll
have to wait.

Supplies are good and "business
has picked up tremendously," said
Mrs. Virginia Chase.

"We can carry five units on a
truck, which is five stops usually,"
said a dispatcher. "Only this

morning we had a good 60 orders. I

don't know, it could be the oil

scare. I hear people mention it."

Mrs. Chase said Open Hearth is

five to six weeks behind in

deliveries, unusual for this time of

year.

Chandler Bond 40, said he's been
selling wood in the Stepney section
of Monroe "ever since I was old
enough to cut it."

In his area, where winter is

traditionally milder than in nor-
thern Connecticut, "a lot of people
are looking ahead and wanting
wood. I sell a lot right here in the
yard. I think this year is better
than last vear."

*4*rstO>tialS)M|*e
Our Second Location

1 70 University Dr., Amhortt
253-5412

195 N Pleasant St

Amherst
Free Parking in Rear

256-6403

CCEBS To Hold Election Oct. 24
Elections for the CCEBS Board of Directors wiU be held on October 24

1973 at the NEW AFRICA HOUSE. In order to be put on the ballot you
must pick up your nomination forms October 19, 1973 between the hours of
9 and 5 at New Africa House. You must have them returned to the CCEBS
Office no later than Tuesday, October 23 by 5 o'clock. The ballots will be
made up and the election will be held on October 24, 1973. The poles will
be open the duration of the day.

All Students are urged to participate in the choosing of their CCEBS
Student Representatives. Nomination forms will be in New Africa House
room 202.

suoer

Orest detailing

in 100Xcotton
Corduroy .

Many colors.

NARROW]
BELT LOOPS

FM. • HON. MONDAY NIGHT: '3* PER CAR

s-

HADLEY DRIVE-IN
.«'.. 584-2645

Shown first at 7:00 (R)

"HOW WOULD TOO LIKE IT"

THE ALL OUT
sex comedv riot:

The hysterxjllv finnv

storv of 3 unto

and wacky Mafia earn

ttieF.B.l..*0

beautiful girls, and f>ou

Seymour became the

world se^atest lover.

Third !•! lit - latri R

"WHERE DOES IT HURT"

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
(Ovens in Trucks

for Hot Delivery) 256-8587

FREE DELIVERY

Our Superb Cheese
12 -inch Pizza $175

16 - inch Pizza $495

ADDITIONAL ITEMS
Ham
Mushrooms
Onions
Green Peppers
Pepperoni
Ground Beef
Fresh Sausage

on

12 - inch Pizza «
on

16 - inch Pizza

Our Deluxe Pizza
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,

Ham, Green Pepper, Onion

12 - inch Pizza $415
16 - inch Pizza $495

Any Small

PIZZA
(ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA)

Any Large

PIZZA

(ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA)

Name,
mm I Name.

Address amm I Address

Expires 10-22-73 Expires 10-22-73
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Hampshire CollegeHolds
Science-Society Symposia

Wine-Food Consultants

Lecture At Lord Jeffrey Inn
The schedule this fall of the first

in a continuing series of symposia
on Science and Society has been

announced
The first series, supported

mostly by Hampshire College,

deals with problems in energy and
growth and will focus on the ideas

of distinguished guests who are

major figures on these issues. For
the most part they will deliver

lectures at Hampshire College on

Wednesday nights at 8: 30 ( note the

change from 8 o'clock) in the Main
Lecture Hall. We also plan to

conduct a question-answer session

afterwards, and in most cases,

these events will be broadcast live

over both WFCR and Valley cable

television.

We hope you will be interested in

taking part.

The talks are as follows:

October 27* SYMPOSIUM ON
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
SOURCES
November 5** EDWARD

TELLER, assoc director,

Lawrence Radiation Laboratories

ENERGY RESOURCES OF THE
FUTURE
November 7 DENNIS

MEADOWS, an author of The
Limits to Growth GLOBAL
LIMITS TO ENERGY
PRODUCTION
November 14 SILVIO CONTE,

U.S. Congressman ENERGY AND
THE CONGRESS
November 28 WILLIAM

HERONEMUS, assoc. department
head, Civil Engineering, U. of

Mass. U.S. ENERGY POLICY:
THE NEED FO GREATER
EMPHASIS C SOLAR
ALTERNATIVES
December 5 DONALD

GEESAMAN assoc professor of

Public Affairs, U of Minnesota
ADVERSARY SCIENCE AND
NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
December 12 DEAN

ABRAHAMSON. chairman All-

University Council on En-
vironmental Quality

NUCLEAR FISSION
ENERGY ECONOMY

* All day, Memorial Hall and
Campus Center, U. Mass.
** 3:30 P.M., Engineering East

Auditorium, U Mass.
All other lectures will be in the

Main Lecture Hall, Hampshire
College at 8:30 P.M.
— Lapp's lecture will be at 8: 00 in

the Main Lecture Hall, Hampshire
College

James and Paula Holsing, wine and food con-

sultants to many area wine shops and restaurants,

will be lecturers at a wine-food course at the Lord
Jeffery Inn in Amherst, starting October 30.

The Longmeadow residents will take part in the six-

week series, entitled "Directions in Taste", held at

the Amherst College owned and operated Inn. The
series will follow on a total of six consecutive Tuesday
evenings ending December 4. Beginning at 7 p.m.

each evening will be a wine tasting, featuring wines

of the world with the emphasis on value in today's

wine market; a five-course dinner with appropriate

wines; a discussion of food and food preparation.

Topics to be covered in the wine and food

discussions will include: the correct way to open

wines ; coordinating your menus with the right wines

;

today's hidden wine values; adding flair to your food

by flaming; equipping your kitchen, (varied wines

produced from the same grapes in different coun

tries/; appetizers -plain and fancy; differences in the

wines of different countries; desserts - plain and

fancy.

Wine topics covered will include: sparkling wines,

red wines of Europe, red wines of America, roses of

the world, white wines of Europe, white wines of

America.
The sessions will be directed at the rising costs of

food and wine, and ways to entertain at home with

style in spite of inflation.

F<TR LWTNIK6 FAST' DELIVERY 0NANY OF 0l)R

DEHCIOUS PIZZAS OK 5UB5 CALL THE HUN6RY-U

r.

to""***

NO DOUBT

ITS THE GIN MILL'

Rte. 181

Bondsville, Ma.

Free Music, beer only a

quarter a glass, or $1.75

for 2 half gallon pitchers.

Cable T.V.

On Sat. & Sun. we feature

steamed clams - steamed in

beer.

Quality

Audio
Components,

JZL
Open 10-7 Monday-Saturday

Take a right on East St. off Rt. 9 just past Woird Harold's

System No. 1

SHERWOOD 7100 - A

Receiver

GARRARD 95 - B

Turntable

including base,

dust cover and
Shure cartridge

PROCOM MV 12

3 way speakers, 12" woofer
6" mid-range, 3" tweeter

with 5 year warranty

List

$219

$225

$258

System No. 2

JVC 5511

Receiver with Sea
Control

BSR 310-X Turntable
complete base dust

complete base, dust

cover & Shure
cartridge

JENSEN 1

8" Flexalr full

range speakers

$249

$79.95

$66.00

$
Looney Priced at 479 $

Loonty Priced at 279
SENNHEISER HEADPHONES

List $42.95 Looney Pried at
$
2"|

95

COME AMP SEEWW YOU OFFER.
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Teaching Positions Open
For Southwest Black Caucus
It was announced today by the

Southwest Black Caucus that there
are teaching positions open for
courses to be held next semester.
The Caucus would like the

submission of proposals for the
teaching of 390 courses. There are
two openings available. The 390
courses would deal in the
following.

LAW AND THE BLACK
COMMUNITY: This course would
give basic knowledge in the area of

legal rights for blacks. The in-

structor should have some legal

training.

SCIENCE IN THE BLACK
COMMUNITY: Dealing with
practical applications of scientific

knowledge to the needs and con-
cerns of Black Community,
especially in those areas related to

Biology, Ecology.
BLACK PSYCHOLOGY: A

course that would emphasize
psychological theory and practice
as it relates to the black com-
munity. This course would utilize

the writings of black social
scientists.

The Black Caucus is also in-

terested in soliciting proposals
dealing with the following
colloquia. These colloquia would
be on the theme of "Black Sur-
vival."

FOOD PREPARATION AND
NUTRITION. In instructing
students on how to prepare food,

this course would also deal with
nutrition and diet, emphasizing
economy in menu preparation.
This course could possibly lead to

the development of a collective

food group.

FURNITURE MAKING: This
course would instruct students on
the making of basic items of fur-

niture, such as tables, bookcases,
couches, etc. It would be par-

ticularly useful to students living

PPEN 93O630.FRltb9j

INDIAN cotton Mv\s

NEXT TO THE POST
OFFICE IN AMHERST]

off campus.
SEWING AND AFRICAN

DESIGN. This course would in-

struct the student on sewing skills

in order to economize on clothes
buying.

SURVIVAL: This course is

basically designed to acquaint the
student in all levels of beauracracy
so that he will know where to go in

the University for info on various
aspects of campus life such as
academic and personal counseling,
jobs, financial aid, etc.

JEWELRY MAKING. This
course would provide the student
with skills necessary in making
inexpensive items of jewelry.
BRAIDING: This course will be

left open to the instructor's ability

to show competence in this art.

CONSUMER ECONOMICS:
This course gives the student info

should

A one
of the

course

which would enable him to cut
living expenses during his stay at
the University. It should be taught
by someone with a wide knowledge
of consumer economics.
All course proposals

include the following:
paragraph description
course objectives: a
description concerning time and
expected material coverage: a
reading list of required and sup-
plementary books to be used in the
course a listing of any special
needs, such as materials and
space and a resume which
describes the qualifications of the
instructor in regards to the coursp
The Caucus reminds those

interested that the above should be
submitted to the Malcolm X Room
in Sourthwest before 6 p.m., Oc-
tober 29.

TRAIL BIKE SEASON IS HERE
AND VALLEY MOTORSPORTS

HAS THE FINEST.

r -'

12$ cc. AWASAIIF-* 125<.c.

FROM THE PROFESSIONAL MONARK 123 cc. TO
THE POWERFUL KAWASAKI F-6 123 c.e. WE HAVE
THE TRAIL BIKE FOR YOU THIS FALL.

VALLEY MOTOR SPORTS
King St., Northampton

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW-

The fixed signs-Taurus. Leo and
Aquarius-cannot be forced to do anything
These natives are determined, stubborn
and likely to do the opposite of what is

expected, if they are taken for granted Try
a bit of flattery here and persons born under
these challenging signs will roll over, sit up
and purr

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Avoid being
too quick where changes are concerned
Grass is not necessarily greener elsewhere.
In affair of heart, realize disagreement is

not a tragedy You can grow as result of

temporary adversity.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) : Obtain valid
hint from Aries message Aspects are such
that caution now certainly is better part of

valor Professional superior is in no mood to

be i- hided Highlight diplomacy Gain is

shown through intelligent concession.
GEMINI ( May 21-June 20) : Be aware of

subtle nuances. Check behind scenes for

motives. Pisces, Virgo persons could figure
prominently Avoid wishful thinking. See
situation as it exists Relatives, though
well-meaning, may be misinformed
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Don't

promise more than you can deliver. Means
stop building up pressure for yourself Take
it easy, especially where finances are
concerned Some who push, make demands
are only testing -and you really don't have
to prove a tfrng

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Study Cancer
message Get rid of burden not rightly your
own Aries. Libra could be involved
Someone apparently wants you to commit
yourself to course which is costly, hazar-
dous. Take stock Review situation.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Area
previously dark will receive benefit of

greater light Strive for creative outlet You
do have right to express views. One who
attempts to counsel otherwise is wrong
Know it and act like you know it Look
behind scenes.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Friend who
comes forth with money scheme doesn't

have all the facts Hold back Refuse to be
"persuaded ." U'gal green light may not be
lorthcommg. Aquarius. Leo. Scorpio
persons could he in picture Some wishes
are subject to revision.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21 ) : You may be
impatient with what appears to be red tape
Refuse to become involved in petty dif-

lerences Steer clear of office politics.

Sense of humor now becomes valuable ally

Don't permit pride to deter progress.
Friendly gesture can work wonders
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): In-

tricacies could dominate Means when you
think way is clear there could be minor
flaw Know it and be willing to review,
revise. Ideas need time to develop into valid

concepts Remember diet resolutions,
requirements.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Member

of opposite sex may be impatient,
argumentative. Your role now is to be
analytical. Don't be pushed into situation

which is costly . even embarrassing Protect
valuables Don't sell yourself short.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): Hold off on
trying to expand too quickly Mate, partner
may express differences Make intelligent

concession You gain if willing to make
adjustment at home Get rid of poor elec-

trical equipment.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20) What ap

pears to be a big secret may turn out to be a

slight deception Leave others with face-

saving devices Leave room for "honorable
retreat " You will receive fine offer. Ex-
press gratitude without jumping for jov

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
an original thinker, independent and
creative Many born under Leo and
Aquarius seem to play important roles in

your life. In November, you may receive
surprise announcement from family
member You are dynamic, determined,
often considered anliestablishment You
are impatient talented, relentless in

pursuit of goal and very attractive
Copyright 197:5. (Jen Fea Corp

Crosswo
ACROSS

rd Pu zzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

4
9

12
13
14
15

17
19

21

22

25
27

31
32
34

35
36
37
38
41
42
43
44
45

Siamese
native

Perfection'

Remuneration
Help
Daily journal

Native metal
Feels one's
way
Barters
District in

Germany
Epistle

(abbr.)

Turkish
regiment
Fondle
American
ostrich

Free of

Swiftest

Indefinite

article

Golf mound
Nothing
Preposition
Fell back
Study
Girl's name
Edge
Heavy cord
News gathering

organization

(abbr.)

Man's
nickname
Pertaining to

the bride

Cuddle up
Paddle
Remains at

ease

Organ of

hearing

Wine cup

Cook in oven

Reverence

10
11

lb
18
.'0

22
23
24

26

28

Mental image
Vanish
Babylonian
deity

Skill

Ancient

musical
instrument
Seed
container

Exist

Affirmative

Greek letter

A month
Female ruff

Macaw
Kind of fabric

Paid notice

Low-cost flats

Pronoun

29 Bar legally

30 Make amends
32 Bishopric

33 Performed

35 Walk on

39 Symbol for

thoron

40 Gratuity

41 Prefix: with

44 Things, in law
46 Young

salmon
48 Trial

49 Neckpiece

55
56
59

Male sheep
Man's name
Sign of zodiac
Afternoon
party

Ordinance
Before

A continent

(abbr.)
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Notices
COME AND DANCE
Clean Living and NRBQ will

perform 2 shows tonight in the

Campus Center Auditorium 7:00 to

10:30 and 11:00 to 2:30. Admission is

$1.50. Everyone is welcome.

FREE CONCERT
Jeffrey Cain, Bill Staines, and Bob

McCarthy will perform in the Student

Union Ballroom Sunday evening

beginning at 7 p.m. This concert is

sponsored by the Program Council

and is FREE to everyone.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
General business meeting for old

and new members on Thurs., 10-25 at

4:00 in 169 C.C.

ARCADIA BICYCLE TOUR
Meet in front of S.U.B. at 9:30 a.m.

Sunday for a bicycle trip to Arcadia

Wildf. Sanct about 10 miles for the
Fall Festival music, theatre, hay

rides etc... Benefit for Sanctuary
runs all day 10 4.

BAHA'I ASSOCIATION
A meeting you'll be sorry to miss

on Sunday, 3 p.m. C.C. Check
schedule for room! ! Retreat info and
lots other goodies!

BIKE RACE
Sunday, 2 p.m. starts at West End

of Mass. Ave Beginners welcome,
call Mark 256 8723 for info.

BULK BIKE PURCHASE
Buying a bicycle? Bicycle Club is

getting together a bulk purchase to

get a discount. Write (name, phone,

type of bike) toRS0 328, C.C. or come
to a Wed. meeting.

COLLEGE CHURCH BUS
Bus leaves Newman Center at 8:45,

Waiting Station at 8:46, Hamlin
House at 8:48. Evening bus for

Vespers' Service begins route at 6:50.

FORMER EXPLORATION
PEOPLE
Explorations would like some

feedback from former members so

that we can find out what you are

doing. See us in 104 Montague House.

HOMECOMING PARTY
Thatcher presents "Max" an up

and coming boogie band from the

Bosstown, Sat. 10 20, 8:30 --? That
cher Rec. Rm.
PEOPLE'S MARKET
Short meeting Tuesday night at

5:45. Please try to attend.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Western Mass. Photo Exhibit.

Photos needed, for more info call

Mikeor Marty 665 4926 or leave name
and number in Craft Center SUB.

SABBATH SERVICES
Oct. 19, 8:15 p.m. Sabbath

Celebration S.U. 302. Sat, 10 20

Service and Torah study, "The
Creation Story Myth and Reality."

SAW. IS OPEN
Bring your car; Tues, Wed, Thurs,

3 11 p.m., Sat. 95, Sun. 10 4.

SHABBAT SERVICE
Shabbat Services tonight at 8: 15

and tomorrow morning at 9:00. Oneg
Shabbat to follow. Shabbat Shalom.
UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF
AMHERST

Service at 11:00 a.m. with Jeffrey

Campbell, minister, speaking on

"Unitarians and Evil". This is United

Nations Sunday, part of the service

will be a film on this subject.

WHAT'S A PLAY LIBRARY
Come see for yourself in the

basement of Farley Lodge. Mon. 4 6

p.m., Wed. 7 9p.m., Fri. 12:30 2 p.m.

Toys, games, puzzles etc. ..for

children of University students to

borrow
FOUND
Young cat found 10 18 near in

firmary. Medium haired dark with

light brown spot on face. Call 323 4025

or 545 2271 and I will bring it to you.

Barbara Loue, your Modern Poetry

Notebook in Bartlett. You can piqk it

up in C.C. lost and found.

LOST
Brown and black striped male

nnn^w ios t on Tuesday. Answers to

the name of Caleb. If you find or see

him, Please Call 546 5300. Lost in

vicinity of S.W.

Men's gold watch 10 17 in libary?

"Her Block" on face. Please call or

contact; Carolyn, 215 Dwight, 5 2304,

5 2305.

Wallet lost in Brown House. Keep
the money but please return the

wallet to 307 Brown or C.C. Lost and
Found.

1 navy blue Ski iacket prob at

Bluewall, Tues night. Call 533 4988

ENGAGEMENT
Ellen Jorgensen of Class '76, 310

Pierpont to Phillip Marshall,

Belchertown.

^S GERMAN />4

i>* WE'VE GOT A PART FOR YOU! *
and if we don't, we'll get it.

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS,

I INC.
319 MAIN ST., AMHERST

256-8341

256-8342

NVDI«3WV %»

Halloween

Amherst Chinese Food
Hours: Mon. -Thurs., noon to 10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat., noon to midnight; Sun., 4 to 10 p.m.

62 Main Street, Amherst
Tel. 253-7835

LUNCH SPECIALS
Featuring over 100 different Chinese dishes!

Located on the Belchertown bus route, Amherst Town Hall stop.

"Befit"' .|

%aw
FOR SALE

Stereo buffs! II you want stereo

equipment matched for >ou and sold at

wholesale prices. call Dick 253-2786 after 6

— All Brands:
UI0/31

FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

Charlcmont. Mass. — home of five

Weimaraner puppies. Top pedigree. A.K.-

C .. cheerful companions for hiking, etc. or

quiet enjoyment. I-4I3-339-4W88

tf 10/19

Handmade sheepskin coat, size 42. withV pile, triple sewn, one week old. never
worn. Coat guaranteed. Simi Kobert. 546-

"•162 around 6 p.m.

tf 10-19

69 Corvette Con v. 4 spd. post AM-FM
well maintained. Mostly new parts,
complete serv. rec. t3000. 549-6258.

tflO-19

FOR SALE

Must sell my stereo, complete com-
ponent system, electrnphonir. excellent
condition Very rsble. 6-7476.

tflO-19

Brother DeLuxe portable
typewriter, like new. $4ii BSR :',in

turntable. $45: iOw Lafayette am-
plifier. $70 two Criterion S0A
speakers. $34) ea.. all' 1 month old.

Prakfica (Zeiss) camera. Meyer IKA

telephoto lens. Takumar multicoated

28mm wide-angle lens, double lens,

flash and magnifying lens. Call for Al.

549-1716.

tfin-19

Kowa six 2

'

, SLR less than I yr. old FIX
lens, interchangeable-lens hood grip new
WOO Asking $200 (all 323-7866 eves.

tflO-19

Guitar - Aria, 6 steel string, Good case

$75. Tape recorder - Akai. X-360. 4 heads. 3

motors. Auto reverse. Best offer. Call
Mark 253-9517.

tflO-23

Ski boots. Kotlach, buckle type, siie 10.

any reasonable offer accepted. Call Dave
at MM days, and 549-6872 after 6 p.m.

tflO-19

Need a clean apartment used vacuum

$10.. and up. Kinners Vacuum. 19 Park St.,

Turners Falls. 863-9X56.

tflO-23

Skis, bindings, boot Head 360. 190 cm.
Tyrolia. Rieker 8 ',m. $108. Head 180 cm.
Trlmat Marker. Lange6W. tlOO. Margaret
"**»+».

tf.o.,.

Winter's coming: Think ahead, rust
colored bootlength coat, fur trimmed on
hood & cuffs a real bargain. Si. 15-16.

Kathy 545-0344 day.

tflO-19

f.ibson B-25. 12 STRG. excellent cond .

red sunburst case. K vrs. old hardly ever
used. Best offer. Doug. MR,

tflO-19

10 speed (a/elle Tour de L'Avenir. runs

like new $90. Includes :i ft. cable and lock.

Call 6-6249 tflO-19

Borg Warner electric range, very good
shape, best offer Call Doug. 253-950!

tflfl-19

f.ibson Ks-333 Semi-Hollow elec. guitar.

2 Humhucking pick ups. custom finish,

hard case. exc. cond. $325. Call Dave at

(ilT -541-3520

tflO-19

For sale — I Sansui MM rec. I CS99A
Pion speaker \KAITP DKJVC turntable.
ex. equipment, current list price $1,533,
will sell for $K65. MM, Terry.

tflO-19

Stereo. Ambassador — AM-FM 8-track.

air susp. speakers. HSR wood base turn-

table, dust rover, headphones and many
extras. Call 6-6416.

lfin-23

Paul's Oldtime Furniture — best prices

un furniture, costumes, brie a brae. What
more can I say. In the Alley behind

Aubuchon. 253-3514.

tffO-24

Head 360 skis. 205 CM. used only five

times, excellent condition New $150. now

$75. 253-5907 after 5:00 p.m.
If 1 0-23

12 gauge shotguns: Winchester model
1400. auto. 26-inch mod.. $90. Also model
370. single 30-inch full. $25. 546-5993.

tf 10-1*

For sale — Teton goosedown coat. med.

:

G.F.. hot comb & tape recorder. 6-6363.

tf 10-19

I SI) Fujica ST70I 55mm 1-8 Mir. MDS
calibration 100. 135mm ins. with c. p.s.t..

grp. Kako Fish. ace. sh. 49mm ins. sde.

trpd.. cam. c s . $175. 546-7529.

tflO-24

Turntable-BSR 600 Powermatic Base,
anti-skale control. Cueing Lever.
Micrometer Stylus, pressure adj. $40. Call

Paul 549-3677. tflO/24

Lady Nordica Ski Boots 7 1/2. Studded
Snow Tires - Belted. F7H-I4. Call 6*5-3422.

tf 10/24

Ski Boots::: I pair Lange Standards,
size 8 and Kastingers siie II 1/2. Both
great condition, (all Keith 6-6414 or Bill 6-

6113.

tf 40/24

/i-iuth Transoceanic II Band AM-FM-
SW Radio, excellent. Also Bushwell
Custom 7\35 Binoculars new. Reasonable

1 1111.

tf 10/23

LOST

Buck knife on 10-4 nite. between C.C. &
S.W. If found please call 6-7489. reward.

tf 10- Mt

AUTO FOR SALE

<>N (ud a 3X3 hdrs. Mags. I spd. Hurst
trac. bars. Tach. exc. cond. Call 253-90:14 or
5-2163 leave mess.

tflO-19

Great buy! 1964 TR4. F.xcellent running
condition, body needs work, first $300
takes it away. Wire wheels, call 253-3516

day or night.

tf 10-19

1968- Ford Cortina Four Wheel, Disc

Brakes. Good Tires. Automatic. $100. Ask
for l.esHe at "5-2418 or 5-2419".

tflO-19

1966 Olds Toronado. air cond.. stereo,

power windows & 6-way seat, just in-

spected, front wheel drive. $500 firm. Call
.-. 19-092 4. I 40 9 p.m.

tf 10-19

1971 Toyota Corona, standard shift. $600
(all 1-167-3796.

tflO-19

AUTO FOR SALE

1967 VW Bus. excel, mechanical cond..

split front seat, make great camper. $550

or best offer 5-2803 after 5:00. 256-6192.

tflO-19

••:> Ford (ialaxie 289, 3 standard. New
front brakes. exhaust, a little work needed,
in good shape, (all John 549-6139. 1250.

firm.

tf 10/23

65 Convt. Mustang, power str., radio,

heat, wire wheels, new rear window,
battery . starter motor. Very good cond.
.lane 256-8323.

tflO/25

65 (ialaxie 500. W /sticker, mech., ex-
cellent. ( I'll prove it! > 4 good tires, body
damage. Just tuned, power steer, brakes.
256-0615 after 6.

tfl0/23

72 VW Deluxe Bus 25000 m New brakes.

Radial snows, ramping equip. Warranty
serviced. Excellent cond. 549-6728.

tf10-23

Ford Cortina GT 1968 Michelins. Konis.

tach. radio, good gas mileage, runs pretty

good. Very reasonable. 549-0894 after 5:30.

tflO-19

1969 MGB. blue, body & roof in good
shape, new brake shoes front, rebuilt eng.,

FM stereo tape deck, runs very well,

please call Bill at 549-1809.

tflO-19

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Speakers — pair of Hitachi KS-3200H.

includes 2-X inch woofers, 2-2'^ inch

tweeters, excellent condition. $50 or besl

offer 6-6083

If I o-i

9

"/.v lilh 21" console color. $150. R< \

hlacl. & while console t v.. $65. Television

flatter, ">.". V Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253

5100.

If 1 1-5

Vashica Fie. tro I Super-8. Movie
( amera; new. used once: Motorized I
Kmm editor film all $150. I -593-9618.

tf 10/24

72 VW Bus Converted to camper. ex-

<i lli-iii condition Must sell leaving for

Furope. (all 546-9256.

tf 10/26

1965 Plymouth 383. 2 BBL. V-8. a.t.. p s
radio. 4D new tires, sticker, good *h„must sell. $225. 253-7941. asK HJrn,rp''

tflO-21

73 Honda 350. low mileage excellent
condition, still under warranty, must sell

$550 or best offer. 549-625X.

tflO-19

1970 VW. sunroof, exrellenf mech. cond.
ee at 401 N. Pleasant St.. $1100 firm.

tflO-25

SamoM-d While Huskev i 6 wks. AKC
Registered \sking $ 125. call Hich 256-0185
after 5 p.m

tf 10/25

\mpex tape deck 3 head, sound on
sound, rarely used 275 new, ask 200. Also 20

i ills tape — $ 40. (all 256-0615 after 6 keep
ti \ing.

tf 10/23

I960 Alfa-Rnmeo GT Sprint, hardtop,
runs very well. 28MPG Looks fine

(lassie, voted top five (iT cars in the
world. Call 516-7133.

tf 10 19

1972 Honda SI-125 exc. ior.dit.on. well
kept, best Jap woods bike with knobbv &
shop manual, (all Joel. 665-1177 evenings
after 6 p.m.

If 10 19

1*70 Kawasaki 350cc Big Horn
Srccl/Dirl $175. will store for winter 774-
1233

tf 10/26
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Dairy Prices

Hurt Producers
MONTPKLIER, Vt. (AP) —

Vermont Agriculture Com-
missioner Leo O'Brien said
yesterday the federal Cost Of
Living Council's denial of higher
dairy prices for milk producers
was arbitrary and discouraging.

The council decided Wednesday
night to reject for a second time
this fall recommendations for
higher prices from the U.S. Dept.

of Agriculture.

O'Brien characterized the
council's action as jeopardizing

dairy herds and milk availability

in New England.

He called the denial, coupled

with the importation of milk
products, a concerted attack on the

dairy industry and a major rebuke

to dairy leaders who have made an
effort to get higher prices for dairy

farmers.
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Got A B ? Travel The Sea

Police
Emergency
5-3111

The International Program's
Office, in collaboration with the
Community Work Division of the
National Council of Social Service
of London, has made it possible for
a few University of Massachusetts
and Five College students to spend
either two months or a full

semester working in the social
welfare field in Britain.

Junior and seniors with at least a
B average and a major in

psychology, sociology, human
development or related fields are
eligible for the program. The
participants will have the novel
opportunity of working in British
rural and urban areas (other than
London) with organizations for the
handicapped and disabled, for the
retarded, for delinquents, for pre-
school children and for the aged.
There are also placement
possibilities in centers for legal
advising, mental health,
alchoholism, drug rehabilitation
and prevention and social work. As
students will be working full time

in these areas with professional
supervision and introduction to a
variety of kinds of social work in

England, preference is given to

those applicants with some
practical experience in either
social work or in community
agencies.

It is expected that students who
enroll in the program will
negotiate academic credit and a
means of evaluation with their
academic advisor. Such courses as
independent study and special
problems can be used during this

period to meet the normal
academic requirements. Special
papers and-or a journal are
examples of viable substitutes for

the regular means of academic
evaluation. Each student's British
advisor will also prepare a detailed
report of the student's per
lormance.
The program is volunteer and no

stipends are available. However,
the entire cost to the student for a

semester will not exceed $100

(including air fare) above the cost

of an equivalent period at the

Amherst campus The Inter-

national Programs Office can
advise students on low cost in-

ternational travel and will also

hold an orientation session for the

participants. In England, a special

consultant to the program will

provide initial orientation on
arrival and will continue to serve
initial orientation on arrival and
will continue to serve ;is liaison

between the Council and the
International Programs Office
This consultant will give advice on
housing and information on other
practical and social aspects of life

in England.
The deadline for applications is

November 15th for the spring
semester. To apply, interested
students should consult Judy
Epstein at the International
Programs Office, room 239
Whitmore, bv October 26th.

PERSONAL

To the coaches and players of I'M's
basketball team — wishing you the very
best of lurk in the coming season. Iris

Frcnkel.

tflO-19

If you are she whose bike I fixed, Rt. 9.

3:30p.m.. 10-15— after you hurt your knee.
Please call 1-536-2613 any weekday
evening.

tflO-24

HELP WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS
Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity

kitchen at meal times in exchange for Free
board. 545-0210 ask for Rick or Olie.

til

WAN. ED
SERVICES

Person who called about King Ps cats —
Please, Please call me again. 3080.

tflO-19

sPF.FOTYPIST
In Ware, al Collegian printer.

8:30 p m. -1:00 a.m.

ask for ( harlolte

On Oct. 27 — put on your walking shoes
and help Gamma Sig fight heart disease.
*gn up Oct. 18. r9. C.C. Concourse.

tf 10-19

Musicians interested in addressing cont.
musical problems - cellist - trombone -

saxophone - bassist, (all 5H4-6077. 5-6 p.m.
only.

tflO-23

Supervisor — Direct Sales! You may
be one of the three key people I seek to

develop and train distributors. High
income potential for management
minded people. Write: Mr. Weiss. P.O.
Kox 552. Randolph. MA. 02368.

If 1 0-30

Open minded attractive liberal female
likes exotic, for modeling, good pay. Write
giving details. KB. Box 262. Holyoke. Ma.
01 010.

AMI
Wauled — warm, friendly babysitter

with own car. for II month old. MI week-
days. 253-3607.

tflO-19

Gay Commune has farm — now
peopling, living and loving together. Box
723. Amherst, Mass. 01002.

Parents — problems with child care?
Join the Child Care Kxchange — an
alternative to sitters etc. Infants to H yrs.

(all Joan. 586-2224.

tflO-19

Tired of dorm living? I bedroom in King
Philip, available immediately. Price
negotiable. Call 665-3318 after 6 p.m.. on
bus line.

tflO-19

r Shepard abandoned by evicted
owners, needs good home w people w
understanding. Call 549-1868. around
supper time.

tfIO-49

Hey SKINNY — I'm 2 davs early but

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Hope you like my
idea! Like you lots! Clarence.

tf 10/19

Need cash ? Counting cars pays $ 2.25/hr

.

Weeks of Oct. 29 and Nov. 5. Fill out ap-
plication at I8A Marston Hall.

tf 10/23

Student Photographer needed to take
wedding pictures. Springfield. Nov. 10.

Please call Betty. 665-4709. It.

tfl0/24

Karn f 15 for 3-4 hrs. work Sunday AM
paper route, must have car must live off

campus. Call between 4-5p.m. Friday only
584-9846. Bill.

tf 10/19

Someone needed : To watch small dog. I

Mill pay till, per month plus food. Prefer
close lo campus 549-6718.

tflO/24

Need actor for serious but fun horror

film. Call Mike from I lo » tonite. 167-7999.

3 roles, lotsa fun.

tflO-19

SERVICES
Do not get ripped off! Kxperienced

electronic and electrical repairs.
Reasonable rates. Call 545-2308. Bill 401 . or
Mark 415.

tfll-l

F..P.W. Hope the next 500 months are
like the last two. All my love.

tf 10/19

FOR RENT

Professional typing, dissertations,
theses, etc. 55c for average page. Let my
fingers do Ihe walking! Call Tom 546-1165.
Save this ad.

tflO-19

Guaranteed rebuilt Volkswagen engines.
G & R. VW Rebuilding Shop. 1-232-7051.

tfl0-26

Astrologer does birth charts « horoscope >

with complete accuracy, interpretation &
counseling. Call Jeffrey. 253-5386. keep
trying.

tflO-19

Bike repairs — W ill do some hike repairs
on campus and pick up and deliver others,
(heap and reliable, (all Tom after 5. 584-
1985.

tf 10-19

Thinking of remodeling or adding an

addition tor the holidays? Free estimates

.mil references available. Call 584-9487.

tflO/24

RIDE WANTED

Would like ride to Springfield on Fridays

around 1:00 p.m. Call Sue. M6-6876. will

share expenses.
If 10- 1

9

Need ride from Belchertown for 8. back
at 4. Quabbin Apis area. Willing to pay.
Call Joanne at 323-4521. keep trying.

tflO-19

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Funky up & down I bedroom apt. in

Hamp. l-arge workshop & heat included,

(all 1-268-7048.

tf 10-19

Country living 1 miles from I Mass. 2

bdrm. apt. in farmhouse, on 60 acres. One
of the most scenic views in valley. t2IO. I-

268-7048.

tflO-19

ROOMMATE WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Kxperienced juggler wanted, (all 545-

0418.

tflO-19

Kxperienced Magician wanted, (all 545-

0418.

tflO-19

Horse hack riding. Running Deer Ranch.
549-:l63tt.

4MO-I9

O.K.. there's no home football game Oct.
27. Don't sit home: join GSS in the Heart
Fund walk. Sign up Oct. 18 and 19. C.C.
Concourse.

tf 10-19

lop Wis Band needed for Club work.
Some fifties & oldies also. Steady work for
right groups. Call Music ventures 584-6458.

tflO/26

Nick Brignola Jazi Quintet Sun.. Oct. 21.
' P.m. stock bridge Inn. Stockbridge
Mass $2.00. Take Turnpike to Lee Kxlt.

tf 10/19

FREE

Free kittens to give away to good homes
they are really fine and box trained.
Please call < arlotta 664-3494 after ft.

tflO-24

Polly. I would like to wish you a Happy
B'day if you don't trump my trick. Your
whist partner M.S.

tf 10/19

Horses boarded. W minutes to campus.

Box stalls, field jumping, excellent trails.

253-7173.
tfiO-27

Hi. Bubble' I'm glad to be home. Tiger
trio/19

Rooms - «Hnl. a few left. (lose. 401 N.
Pleasant. Dee diking, lei. 253-9938, or
drop h> . ask fa r Dim an By day, week,
month.

tf 10/19

Pastel Portraits drawn from photo I

lake All ages frm newborns lo grand-
parents Samples shown in Amherst.
Please call" 568-1075.

if 10-23

Research — thousands of topics. t2.75
per page. Send tl for mail order catalog
Research assistance, inc. 1 194 1 Wilshire
Blvd.. Suite 2. I. .A.. Calif. 90025.

IM2-I2

Female roommate own room in 6 room
house in Hadley. Please call 586-2815 keep
trying.

tf 10-19

Female to share room in Brittany Manor
Apt. Free bus tl50. 256-8173.

tf 10-19

Roommate wanted to share (iiffside 2

bdrm Apt. Own bdrm. quiet, nice
location: on bus rte. dw. ac. t85-mo. incl.

utilities. Call 665-4314.

tflO-19

Grad. Student seeks mature roommate,
share house. Pref fern. 12 mi. from
campus. t75/mo. & util (all Linda 1-283-
3408

tf 10/25

r ree puppy _ x wits, old. female, must
be given away before Friday Please take
her! fall 6-7194 as soon as possible.

tf 10-19

SUBLET

M & F need I f <t98 & util) or couple
'11 ix & util i to share Ig ctry hse.

Shelburnr Falls. Must sublet thru 7-31-74.

(all 625-6520. 6-10 p.m.

lflO/24

djwC ^ * ~\ t uur irnj
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Booters Battle URI
In Kev YanCon Tilt

By STEVE DeCOSTA
The UMass soccer team hopes to

stay in the thick of the Yankee
Conference race tomorrow when
they take on Rhode Island in a
home encounter beginning at 10:30

a.m.
The booters need a win in the

homecoming game to remain hot

on the heels of Maine and Con-
necticut, who are pacing the

Conference.

But URI will not roll over and
play dead for the Minutemen.
Rhodv is 1-0-1 and are right behind
URI in the standings.

The Rams boast one of the top

offensive linemen in the Con-
ference in sophomore Tim Fenton,
who is tied for third in goals
scored with four. He also has one
assist to his credit.

The URI goaltender also ranks

high in the conference leaders.

Kevin Daly has given up only 1.3

goals per game while making an

average of 12 saves per contest.

The Minutemen boast a super

scoring threat of their own in

junior Tom Coburn, who leads the

conference in goals scored with

nine. Coburn was named YanCon
lineman of the week for the second

time this season on the strength of

his four goals and one assist

against BU.
Coburn and his mates will have

to be at their best if they hope to

crack the Ram defense. In seven

games so far this year, URI op-
ponents have only been able to
muster nine goals.

Coach Al Rufe said that he is

"looking for a more balanced
scoring attack." He also indicated

that Coburn is the only sure starter

on the line with the other two
coming from the group of Ken
Banda, Charlie Palano, Brian
McKenney, and Bill Belcher.

In regard to his defense, Rufe
said they could "not tolerate any
serious mistakes like we made
against BU if we expect to win. I

believe the game will be decided by
one goal."

KICKING IT AROUND-Maine
and UConn, the conference
leaders, square off this weekend in

Orono, with the winner taking sole

possession of first place.

With his five points against BU,
Tom Coburn tied a UMass record
for points in a game. The record
was held by Duane Brown who
scored five goals in a game against
BC in 1968.

Commentary

Homecoming Tough On Rams

By MARTY KELLEY
The parade won't be that long. The floats will be tattered and few. The

marching bands less than that. Some Alumni will be around and the
tailgates will be open. But Homecoming 1973 will probably sweep through
this small Pilgrim town unheard...unless you're a Rhode Island Ram.
Yes, the significance, the tradition, the nostalgia, the mystique, and the

flavor from the definition of Homecoming is now on the same shelf with
your letter sweater, raccoon coat and waving pennant. But time can't
detract from the meaning of a college football game at the University of
Massachusetts. And that's where the Rhody Ram suffers.
Every year since this writer used to shoot paper clips at the barelegged

baton twirlers on that eventful Friday night, it's always been the demise
of either Connecticut or Rhode Island the afternoon following. Well, the
Rams won't get off light today. For the defending East Coast champs will
be showcased to perhaps the largest crowd in the history of football at this
agricultural institute.

But that's a far cry from the yawn of a week ago. But people fail to
realize that Dick McPherson is on his "weak sister" campaign and the
Rams of Rhode Island should easily be a boring number two with UConn,
Vermont, and New Hampshire to follow before Boardwalk fame and a bid
to defend against Delaware that should put what 73 is all about for
MacPherson into proper perspective.
So MacPherson will simply go through the mechanics with the Rams as

he did against BU ( 20-6 last Saturday) . Boston University will not have a
football program in five years. For what they're worth, New Hampshire
and Vermont might call a halt as -well.

Connecticut will be interesting. At the Heights with BC , well, the joke's
on us. But yes Mass. with tall and terrific Peil and Yogi's Son are sure to
defend their crown at Atlantic City. And the Rhode Island Rams will have
little or no say in such predestination.

Predestination works both ways. For the fate of the Minutemen. For
the fate of Homecoming, Where have all those tailgaters gone?

"Head Of The Charles"
(Continued from P. 20)

The crew team will travel to the

regatta early Sunday morning, so

as to observe the course and
possibly get in some practice time
on the Charles River. Coach
Vespoli feels that if his entered
boats finish in the top half of the

competition in each event, then the

crews have done well. I would look

for the pair and four boats to do

extremely well, and the three eight

crews to at least finish in the top

half

Coach Vespoli, a former
Olympian, will enter another oared

pair boat in which he will row with

an acquaintance from Dartmouth
named Michelson. This boat will

be representing UMass also, and it

should be interesting to see where

it finishes.

The cancelled Fall Festival
Regatta is going to be held on
October 27. but the team may not
go due to a meet on the 28th. A
good way to spend Sunday would
be to come and watch the regatta.

-|5n4 Coburn— fow^a

Tom has ifocae&ieaj

SC0O.90 f QOPiCS IN Pr
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McPhail Rumored
To Replace A.L.

Prexy Cronin

BOSTON (AF) - The Boston

Globe reported Thursday that Joe
Cronin will be removed as

American League president by

club owners next week.

The newspaper said it had
learned that the owners will name
Lee McPhail, the New York
Yankees executive vice president,

to replace Cro»iin at a meeting in

Chicago next Tuesday.
Cronin has been league president

since 1959. He had planned to retire

when his contract expires in 1975.

Cronin an All-Star shortstop with

the Washington Senators and the

Boston Red Sox, was voted to

baseball's Hall of Fame in 1956.

He served as player-manager of

the Red Sox for many years. After

hanging up his spikes, he was
bench manager before moving up
to general manager. He remained
in the front office until named to

replace Will Harridge as league
president.

i^rf/O

(XmA^t

Woman Stickers
Tie Worcester State

By LORI NAZAR
A definitely underpsyched

Minutewoman field hockey team
was surprised at Worcester State

College as they tied 1-1, to bring
their record to 2-0-3. The challenge
that UMass prepared for was
decidedly different from what they

received. The playing conditions

were nothing to write home to Mom
about either, but environmental
discussions aside, Worcester State

was ready to play.

They were ready with an un-

defeated record and an offense

marked by scattered breakaways
that kept UMass on their feet. The
play as somewhat dominated by
the Minutewomen but the score did

not come until the end of the first

half when Kathy O'Neil flipped

Linda Lambdims rebound into the

top corner of the net.

Second half; same tactics by
Worcester State but the results

were different - a score fifteen

minutes before the final whistle.

The play continued back and forth

between teams as the field con-

ditions deteriorated with the in-

creasing rainfall.

There weren't too many nice

JV's Top GGC
The JV boosters got back on the

winning track by beating Green-
field CC, 2-1.

The UMass defense was superb,

limiting the Greenfield booters to

shots on goal that were few and far

between.
Though the contest was one-

sided, the Minutemen were unable
to score until the second half. At

the 20 minute mark, Gary Peck
converted an Al Johnson corner
kick to put the JV's on top 1-0. Only
nine minutes later, Jack Kotowski
booted home what proved to be the

winning goal.

Greenfield was held scoreless

until the final minute of the game
when they netted their only score

to avert a shutout.

The UMass JV's are now 3-1 on
the season.

things to say about offense or

defense but Coach Jane Farr said

them anyway". "Sue Uhl and
Donna O'Brien did a nice job on
offense." Barb Martell and Kate
Stanne were helpful in defense.

The UMass JV's are really

building for the club as they
brought their record to 4-0-1 with a
2-0 win. Bringing home the bacon
for the Minutewomen were Martha
Meier and Lisa Gaudet, as they put
their scores in the net in the first

period. Other standouts were
Cindy Hartstone and Mickey
Locke on offense and Karen
Zimmerman and Sue Lopata on
defense.
Tuesday the Minutewomen

travel to New Haven, Connecticut
to play Southern Connecticut State
College, who should prove to be
their most able opponents.
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Paint & Body Specialists
When you
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contact us.
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UMass' Jon Nordby (2) forges past flagging B.C. swimmer as teammate Tom McGinn (7) awaits

pass in last night's water polo action.

Runners Tune-Up Against UNH

.

By SCOTT HAYES
The UMass Cross Country team

will get its last chance to prepare
for the important Yankee con-

ference meet when the runners
take on an improved New Hamp-
shire squad, tomorrow at the apple

orchard.

New Hampshire, probably the

third best team in the Yankee
Conference, beat Rhode Island

earlier this season, 26-29. New head
coach John Copeland, formerly an
assistant coach at UConn, will be
looking for a stellar performance
from his top runner, Bruce But-

terworth. Butterworth, a 9:10 two-

miler who transferred to UNH
from Northeastern, is an out-

standing individual runner.
Although he has been known to

have his off days in track, But-

terworth is one of the best cross

country runners in the Conference.

Freshman George Reed, the

number two runner on the UNH
team, placed third against Rhode
Island. John Madden, one of the

premier runners for UNH,
reportedly left school two weeks
ago, and his loss may hurt the

team.
New Hampshire, who will be

hosting the Yankee Conference

championship on October 27,

should be well represented in

tomorrow's meet. Junior Dan
Forbush was in the top six or seven

Pats Acquire

QB Shiner
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) -

Quarterback Dick Shiner.a 10-year

National Football League veteran,

was acquired by the New England
Patriots Thursday on waivers from

the Atlanta Falcons.

"I'd like to see him and work
with him before I make any
decision on what role he could fill

with this club," Coach Chuck
Fairbanks said after claiming

Shiner for the $100 waiver price.

Shiner started for the Falcons

this season before being replaced

by Bob Lee a week ago last Sun-

day. In the opener against New-

Orleans, Shiner broke many
Atlanta passing records in leading

the Falcons to a 62-7 victory. He
completed 13 of 15 passes for 300

yards and three touchdowns.

Basketball
Following tomorrow's UMass-

URI homecoming football game,

Jack Leaman and this year's

basketball team will put on an

inter-squad scrimmage for the

public at Curry Hicks Cage at 4

p.m.

in the Conference two years ago,

and is a talented runner who should

be among the top ten tomorrow.

John Ring is another top UNH
runner, and is fourth man on the

squad.

Tomorrow's home meet will be a
final tune-up for the Yankee
Conference meet. Coach Ken
O'Brien stated that he "would like

to see faster times than Tuesday,"
when the harriers faced Rhode
Island.

If the weather is good for the

meet, the times should be faster

and all the runners are shooting for

an outstanding performance in

order to qualify for the Conference
championship. The top seven
UMass runners will make up the

varsity team, while the junior

varsity team will consist of the

eighth to fourteenth runners.

Tom Maguire, Paul Segersten,
John Scheer, John McGrail and
Chris Chambers will lead the
UMass squad in its quest for win
number six. Coach O'Brien will

rest Randy Thomas, Bill Gillin,

Phil Broughton, Mickey Hawkes
and Tom Wilson. O'Brien is resting
the top runners who competed in

Tuesday's meet so that the entire
team will be ready to go at the
championship meet.

The sound of the gun tomorrow
will start a race in which all the

UMass runners will be fighting for

a spot on either the varsity or
junior varsity roster. A team that

may go down in the record book as
the first team to win four straight

Yankee Conference titles.

WP Team Drubbed
B) STEVE SARACENO

Coach Bill McCafferty's water polo team lost a very physical match at

Boyden Pool last night to Boston College. 17-9. It was the swimmer's
fourth loss this year-they have yet to win.

Henry McLean led UMass in icoring for the game, lengthening his

team-leading total tor the year Tod Kacher. although he was the losing

goalie, shined for the home team, repelling numerous BC scoring at-

tempts.
The match was a rough one, with the aggressive BC players drawing

blood from several Massachusetts swimmers One UMass player even
had to retire from the pool in order to have a gash over his eye stitched up.

Although the water polo team has lost all four matches this fall, they
have had several overtimes. In fact against Khode Island, a team they
meet at home next Tuesday, they went into two overtimes before thev
finally sueumbed in sudden death.

The team is a club, like the rugby and crew squads, and they play
mostly club teams in their league. However, they are trying to become a

fully recognized varsity sport, which would not be too much of a task,
since the sport requires little funding.

Their next match is Saturday at New Hampshire. The team finishes the
season vs. URI at Boyden on the 23rd

Homecoming Weekend

FRIDAY, October 19

New England Women's Tennis Tournament in New Haven, Connecticut

SATURDAY, October 20

Football vs. URI
Soccer vs. URI
Cross Country vs. UNH

SUNDAY, October 21

Crew ( Men's and Womens'

)

Head of Charles Regatta
at Boston University Boathouse.

HOME
HOME
HOME

1:00

10:30

11:00

AWAY 12:30

SUPKEME-The Daily Collegian football team will be seeking to keep its perfect record intact on

Monday when they play the Student Senate in a rematch of last week's disputed game. The contest will

be played on the fields behind the North Phys. Ed. Building beginning at 1 p.m.

WUMV-TV Sports

Presents

"BOB ESTELLE"
Live n' In Color Sunday Nite

Bluewall Wide Screen

HOMECOMING SPECIAL —
I.) UMass — Rhode Island Football

9:15

2.) "Meet the Minutemen"

7:45

Basketball Scrimmage

Marty Kelly — Play by Play

Earle Barroll — Color Commentator

Bob Estelle — Guest Commentator

Special Guest Stars

SKILES AND
HENDERSON

FRI. - OCT. 19 - 8 p.m.
Springfield Civic Center

1277 Main St. Springfield, Mass. 01 3

i
TICKETS: $6.50 - $5.50 - $4.50 j
}\

For further information call 781 7086 ^fl^
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Mets Go One Up,
Beat A 's 2-0

Staff I'hulo/Krvin Mack

I "Mass kicking specialist Andy Dutkanitcz bombs one away despite a heavy onrush from HI
defenders at last week's game against the B.l . Terriers.

Rams On Hand For Homecoming
By BILL BALLOU

The last time Rhode Island came
to Amherst, UMass suffered one of

the worst defeats any Dick Mac-
pherson-coached Minutemen-
Redmen team ever suffered.

It was Homecoming, and the 31-3

final was downright embarrassing.

This year the Rams have an
offense potentially just as ex-

plosive, but the chances of a repeat

score are small.

For one thing there are too many
seniors around who remember that

enbarrassing afternoon. For
another, MacPherson thinks his

men are just about ready to put it

all together.

"I get the feeling," he said

yesterday, "that this team is

finally starting to believe in itself."

They weren't sure after Rutgers,

but then they didn't play that well

against BU and still won, and

they're beginning to believe that

they are a good football team."
They'll have to be good to play

well. Rhode Island isn't highly

touted, but they've got an offense

that, with the exception of quar-

terback Steve Crone, is composed
entirely of lettermen.

Crone, a sophomore and the

brother of former Harvard star

Eric Crone, has been a surprise to

this point in the season. He's hit on

33 of 73 passes, and taken over

more of the play-calling duties as

the season progressed, although

head coach Jack Gregory still does

most of it.

The Rams also boast two fine

running backs in Sylvester

"Molly" McGee and Danny Weed,
both seniors. McGee has allegedly

run the 40 in 4.3 and Weed is sup-

Men's ,Women's Crew

In Charles Regatta
By MARKDLUGOSZ

The UMass Crew Team will journey to Boston this Sunday for the

Head-of-the Charles Regatta. The Head is the second largest amateur

event in the United States, and the second largest regatta in the world.

The Head is by far the largest and most important meet of the crew's

fall season. The UMass Crew Team has a somewhat low-key fall season

( as do most schools) in that they are preparing for the spring season,

when the main crew events take place.

There will be about 435 boats with several thousand oarsmen entering

from all over the country. The event is three miles in length. The starting

line is at the Boston University boathouse, while the finish is near Har-

vard Stadium.
The first race has launch time at 12: 30. The race consists of the boat

type known as the elite four. UMass will be represented by an "elite four"

in that the four rowing the UMass boat rowed in the Dad Vail Regatta

year. As most of you know. UMass won the 8 man oared shell event at the

Dad Vail. The four oarsmen entered are: Tony Joneck, Peter Berg, Rich

Clair, and Bill Fitzpatrick.

The next race is the open pair without a coxswain UMass will be

represented by the boat of Flanders and Gowen, both of whom rowed in

the Dad Vail ( but not together) . Al Flanders rowed with Moran last year

and finished fifteenth at the Dad Vail. Paul Gowen had rowed in the

novice single and finished tenth. The launch time is at 2: 15.

The crew team will launch two intermediate 8 boats comprised of

sixteen members from the rest of the crew. Coach Vespoli says that these

boats have about equal prowess. Their launch time is at 2: 45.

For the first time ever the UMass women's crew will be competing in

the Head of the Charles Regatta. The type of boat being entered is an 8

boat. Coming off an impressive multi-team meet on the Connecticut

River which saw UMass beat all five teams, the Minutewomen will be

facing their toughest competition of the year. Coach Bob Spousta says

"his girls will be ready". Their launch time is at 3: 30.

(Continued on P. 18)

Inside Sports

>Booters Host UR1

• X-Country Vs. UNH

9 Women Stickers Tie

posed to be a fast man himself.

The Rams are not as strong on

defense, and a good offensive

performance by UMass could
result in a high score, possibly

along the lines of last year's. 42

points.

If you believe in comparative
scores, (don't), it'll be interesting

to note that the Rams lost to Maine
by 20-7, while UMass beat them by
20-0. URI was done in by a 100 yard
plus performance by human
bowling ball Mark DeGregorio
(remember him? ) so the improved
UMass running game could play a

big role in breaking the game open.

MacPherson plans to start Paul

St. Onge and Bernie Street at the

running backs, and will have Phil

Roland back after an injury to

serve as a backup. Bob Wolfe,

though still hurting a bit, will also

be available for action.

Physically the Minutemen
should be sound. The only man
slated to miss the game is offensive

tackle Tom Harris.

For Peil Pennington, tomorrow's
game could be the continuation of

an incredible streak. Pennington
has never played in a Yankee
Conference game that UMass lost.

The closest he came was his

sophomore season when he played

a bit in a 3-3 tie with Connecticut.

It is Homecoming, with game
time slated for 1:00 p.m. Rhode
Island stands at 2-1-1, UMass at 4-2.

WMUA
Continuing in their great

American tradition, WMUA will, of

course, be carrying the

Minuteman-Rhode Island game
live tomorrow. Game time is 1:00;

air time is 12:50. Join those great

American traditions Don Gorski

and Larry Convoy as they bring

vou all the action live from Alumni
Stadium. That's WMUA. .91.1 FM.

WUMV-TV
If you've wondered what

Collegian columnist Bob Estelle

really looked like, now is the time

to exercise your curiosity. WUMV-
TV Sports will present another

sports doubleheader bonanza at

the Bluewall this Sunday night.

Estelle will join Marty Kelley

and Earle Barroll in the broadcast
booth during the Rhode Island-

UMass homecoming football game
to be aired Sunday night at 9:15.

But there will be more new looks

that night.

Shooting for a fourth NIT ap-

pearance in five years, the UMass
basketball team makes its first

public appearance at the Cage this

Saturday afternoon at 4:30 p.m.

and UMV-TV will be there to bring

you all the plays at the Bluewall in

this Homecoming Special starting

at 7:45.

Pennington, Berra, Kiernan,

Skinner, Murphy, Pitino, and of

course ESTELLE at the Bluev^U
this Sunday night starting at : 4 •

By BOB ESTELLE
The New York Mets took the

edge in the World Series for the

first time this year with the tough

pitching of Jerry Koosman and

Tug McGraw and the clutch hitting

of John Milner and Jerry Grote.

Koosman gave up only three hits

and three walks in six and two

thirds innings before being lifted in

favor of McGraw who set down the

only Athletics threat in the seventh

and went on to clinch the shutout.

The Mets first drew blood in the

second when Cleon Jones, who

played the entire game while ill

with the flu, drove a Vida Blue

pitch over Joe Rudi's head into

deep left field for a lead-off double.

John "Hammer" Milner followed

with a single past Dick Green to

drive Jones in. The other Met run

came in the sixth when Jerry Grote

hit a two out single to center and

Don "Hondo" Hahn followed with a

triple to left-centerfield. Both runs

came off A's starter Vida Blue.

The only threat the A's could

muster came in the seventh. Gene

Tenace lead off with a walk. After

Jesus Alou fouled out to Grote, Ray
Fosse got his second hit of the

series, a double in the left-field

alley. At this point, Met manager
Yogi Berra took Koosman out of

the game and sent in his ace

reliever, McGraw. After a walk to

pinchhitter Deron Johnson, Angel

Mangual, batting for reliever

Darold Knowles, popped up to Met
shortstop Buddy Harrelson and

Campy Campaneris ended the

inning by taking a called third

strike.

With this victory, the Mets did

what they felt they had to do, so

far, to win the series. They lost the

first game, 2-1, on two unearned
runs. They almost blew the second

game when McGraw gave up two
runs in the ninth to give Oakland a
6-6 tie, but the New Yorkers came
back in the twelfth inning to win

that game 10-7.

Two seeing eye hits and a stolen
base by Campaneris gave the
Swingin' A's the third game of the
series. In that game, Met ace Tom
Seaver struck out twelve but grew
weak in the eighth, giving up the
tying run. A missed third strike by
Grote set up Campaneris' single

scoring what proved to be the
winning run in the eleventh.

Then the Mets came back
Wednesday night with Rusty Staub
driving in five of the six Met runs
while Jon Matlack pitched a
beautiful game, bringing the Mets
even in the Series.

And now the Mets have last

night's game in the bag with Jerry
Koosman showing how good he can

Cl'i ffl.t
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be by leading the Miracle Mets to a
2-0 shutout.

The World Series will now move
to Oakland for at least Saturday
and game six. The Mets need win
one out of two while Oakland must
win two straight games to defend
their World Championship title.

The pressure squarely rests on the

Oakland A's, a dissention-torn

team. Will they do it or will they
not? It will be interesting to see, as

this is an interesting Series.

Steve DeCosta

Gone Is The Glory

Where has all the glory gone?

It used to be that the World Series was one of, if not the most exciting

spectacle in all of sport. T his is no longer the case.

Throughout the years the series has declined in impact to the point

where it is now just another championship series, no better or worse than

the Super Bowl, Stanley Cup, or NBA playoff.

The situation is blatantly obvious in this year's Series. The controversy

surrounding the Athletics and the play of both teams have been nothing

short of bush.

The insanity of Charlie Finley has indeed been a blow to the World
Series image. His treatment of the Mike Andrews incident was degrading
to Andrews, the Athletics, and all of baseball.

Dick Williams talk of resigning has come at a most inopportune time. It

merely draws more attention to the A's off-field antics and squabbles
with their owner.
The play itself, by both teams, has not even begun to approach major

league caliber. Outstanding execution is not necessarily a prerequisite

for excitement, but this year's Series has been a showcase for the

mediocre.

Errors were the deciding factor in the first three games. A Felix Millan

miscue opened the door for the two Oakland runs in the first game. Mike
Andrews, in the situation that spurred the controversy, made two errors

in the twelfth inning of the second game, allowing the Mets to escape with

a 10-7 victory. Jerry Grote's passed ball set the stage for a run scoring

single in the third game, also in extra innings.

Another disturbing occurence took place in Tuesday's third game.
Cleon Jones, suffering from the flu, was shown getting sick on national

television. If that wasn't enough, NBC color man Tony Kubek asked for,

but thankfully didn't receive an instant replay.

*****

Neither the Mets or the A's have that one outstanding player who has
stepped to the front to lead his team through the Series. Tom Seaver can't
do this as he is a pitcher who will only see action in two games. The only
Met player who comes close to the ideal Series hero is Rusty Staub, but he
lacks the flair and total game-breaking controls exhibited by heroes in
the past.

On the Athletics' side, Reggie Jackson and Sal Bando both have the
tools, but, as of yet, neither has assumed the hero's role.

The last great player to dominate a World Series was the late Roberto
Clemente. In 1971, Clemente single-handedly led the Pittsburgh Pirates
over the Orioles.

In the '73 World Series, the biggest hero so far has been Yogi Berra.
Between every inning, NBC gets Yogi in the field of view and Curt Gowdy
extols him and all his great Series accomplishments. This only increases
the sense of loss and disappointment we get from watching the in-

effective failings of the two opposing teams.

Volume 3, Issue 6
Bui dost thou love life

-

' Then do not squander time, for

that's the stuff life is made of." as Poor Richard says
October 19, 1973
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Which Way Did They Go
The South Deerfield

And
Belchertown Buses

by Ed Cohen

The parking controversy is a storm
that rages on. Caught in the middle of

this maelstorm are the commuters
living in Belchertown and South
Deerfield. They're suffering right now
because their bus routes were axed to

service the new parking system.
For those not familiar with the bus

story, let us turn the pages of time back
a few years. Originally, the new bus
system was first conceived of in 1970-71

to resolve problems in parking and
traffic congestion. There was already a
plan for a pedestrian core campus and
increased mass transportation at that

time, so a federal research grant for a
demonstration bus system fit right in

with administration timetables. The'
grant was announced in April of 1972 to
begin in the Spring of 1973.

The original Belchertown Center and
South Deerfield routes were ex-
perimental in nature, since they were

not included as part of the trans

portation proposal, that immortal
document, DMG6. "The only thing that
we've actually added on", stated Bob
Godding, Transit Operations Manager,
"was the distance from the end of these
Sunderland and Belchertown Road
routes out to Belchertown Center and
South Deerfield. We decided that we
had the money, so we'd try it out."
So try it out they did. And according

to Godding, it seemed to work out

pretty well.

On February 28, 1973, the night
service to the outlying routes was

begun in response to requests from
women's groups and others concerned
about rapes and attempted rapes of

hitchhikers in the U.AAass. area. The
Student Senate at this time voted to

pick up the tab for the drivers' salaries

of the entire evening service, with fuel

and maintenance costs supplied by the
grant. Godding estimated the costs to

be about $60 per night for drivers'

salaries and fuel.

These services continued relatively

smoothly. Then came the decision to

cut the two routes from the service. A
Cont. to Page 4

Inside:

Amherst Towing
When was the last time
a tow truck offered to

be your friend? And at

the cut rate cost of $15

(plus a $10 fine) for

their troubles? Read
the who-does-its and

the why-they-do-its on
page 3

Marx Brothers
They charmed and-or
annoyed the country
with their zany antics
in 20's vaudeville, and
timeless films. Now
they are the subject of

a college cult and a
massive book
reviewed by Fred
Weiss on page 5

Films Mother Oughta
Seen
We're getting a sneak
preview of the up-

coming women's film

festival, which is not
simply a showing of

flicks by women, but a
series that provides
positive images of

women. Read all about
it and then go see it.

page 11

HMMBH
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Mentor and most avid reader

Big Ben.

Memory Fades

With My Flesh
Fiction GettiiH) Involved

by Carolyn Merriam
A sliver of light appears along a wall,

I squint at the brightness and catch
sight of an eye peering into the dark.
Obligingly I cough, give them a sign

that I still live, and the eye and light

disappear into the wall. Their concern
for my well being is overwhelming.
Every so often the cyclops peers in at

me, and once in what I assume is every
twenty-four hours, I find thin gruel in

my wooden bowl. I don't remember
how long this has gone on, my only
perception of time is the melting away
of my flesh. My body was healthy and
strong, now it is thin and ulcerous. I

have lived, if this is living, in this space
of blackness for perhaps, seventy
pounds.

I spend some of my conscious state

wondering what has happened to the
others. Are they encased in a cement
block without the comforts of another
human being, light, or warmth? Are
they tortured by the loneliness, dark,
and cold? Perhaps they no longer enjoy
the wonders of living. I worry if it is

day or night, the darkness merges all

time into unmeasurable oblivion. I try

to sort out each day in my mind, but my
memory fades with my flesh. I work
elaborate fantasies in the void, and am
uncertain if I see them with my eyes or
my mind. They remind me of dreams

— could it be that they are dreams and
not the fantasies of a conscious mind? I

brush this thought aside, I concentrate
on the sound of rain. No it isn't rain, it's

the sound my tears make as they
puddle on the floor. Tears. My only
companions; gentle, tender souls.
Perhaps this is death, this emptiness is

immortality, and this cement that
envelopes me is my coffin. Oh God,
trapped in this cold, bleak box forever.
No, no don't let this be the afterlife,

don't let this be my eternity, my
forever and ever. Oh, God; oh, God!
Stop it, you're losing control of your-
self! I'll be all right now, I won't think
of it like that, I'll think of something
else. I'll think of blue skies, sunshine,
flowers, trees, anything but death and
blackness. I'll close my eyes and
picture everything beautiful. Maybe
I'll fall asleep and dream delightful

dreams. But what if I'm sleeping now?

SPECIAL
WRITERS

TO CREATIVE

This is the first year that the
MDC's "Poor Richard's" fine arts
section will peel off several layers
of film reviews to reveal...

Poetry

Prose
Satire

Irrelevancy Welcomed!!

Please submit your works for
publication and possible fame or
notoriety

All pieces reviewed by a small and
sympathetic staff

Just drop them off in the Poor
Richard cubicle in the collegian
office, Student Union

Write and be printed!

by Jim Lavrakas
After ten minutes the screaming

became too much, Steve was in the
bathroom for about five minutes and
could hear Bob banging the girl's head
against the door, bang. She screamed
and continued. Things were being
broken in the room.

"Isn't there anyone on this floor who
will help me?"

Steve was six three but still

respected Bob's short bearish build. He
looked for someone else on the floor to
go to Bob's door but could turn up no
one. So he called the police. The police
came and while the two Southerners
down the hall peeped in and out of the
proceedings, the police took the girl

from the room.
Steve had been friends with this

fellow Bob for a few months. Bob was a
bastard, the son of a whore from
Worcester, and had been adopted by a
wealthy Black couple. They had
adopted other children. One of the
other children Bob found out was his

real brother. Bob claimed that he
always beat his girlfriends. He
sometimes pimped them.
Two days after Steve called the

police he went over to Bob's room. Bob
offered to smoke some dope. Steve said
okay. Steve wanted to see something.
You're my friend he told Bob. I know
who called. Bob was interested. I was
one of the people.

Chris had called the police too. Steve
had missed him or they would have
gone to Bob's door. Steve said that he
couldn't give the other guy's name. Bob
grew silent. Then, do you know what
it's like to be able to say that you helped
kill a man? Steve didn't understand.
Bob explained. He and some friends
rolled a man one night on their way
back from a club downtown. They were
really drunk. Drunker than they
thought. They hit the man too many
times too hard. When they finished, the
man was dead.

Steve understood. Bob said that he
had until nine-thirty to give him the
name of the caller or he would have to

find out for himself. Steve left the
room. The girl who had been beaten
limped up the hall and kissed Bob as
she slipped into the room.

Steve left the dorm that night and
didn't come back until the next mor
ning.

Letter To

The Editor

To the Editor:

I was insulted to find that it was
stated in Nick Apostola: The Student
Trustee by Barbara Voorhees in the
Poor Richards of Oct. 12, 197^ that prior
to last May's SGA convention I had
gone to the Bluewall ; such a statement
I take as a scurrilous lie. In fact I went
to the Drake and not with Henry Ragin
"and another friend" (R.D. Dinkin).
But rather I drank with John Coffin
(fellow senator from Pierpont at that

time), and his roommate. It is my
sincere request tnat any statements
made with respect to me be factual and
accurate, any further statements
which are as defamatory as the
statement that I drank whiskey in the
Bluewall after 7—72 will make me
exceedingly annoyed.

If it seems odd that I consider the
Bluewall an insult let me explain that I

see the Bluewall as a major con-
tributing factor to a large part of the
alcoholism on campus (cheap drinks
near at hand).

Peter P. Lewicke

Ed Note: In the pursuit of Fact and
accuracy it should be noted, the story
was entitled Nick Apotala: The
Teenage Trustee.

Deerfield Drive-In
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Route 5 & 10

South Deerfield, Mass.
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Amherst Tow.113: "We Want To Be Your Friend"

By Barbara Voorhees
Like thieves in the night!
Or in the morning, or the atternoon,

or whenever you have to leave your car
someplace — well, you know it's an
illegal spot, but it's just tor your 9:05 or
just tor the night.

They won't catch you.
But then — it's GONE! Where in hell

is your car?
Amherst Towing Incorporated is

about a mile and a halt hitch trom the
Campus Center. Just north ot the North
Amherst Post Otfice on Old Sunderland
Road. Next to Putter Construction
Company.
There are no signs on the building

identitying it. But then they don't like

attention too much. Especially from
the University.
Tex is the boss there. Or so the other

guys that work there and the secretary
tell you.
"This is a corporation," Tex tells

you. "There is a president, a vice
president, a treasurer and a
secretary."
He won't say what his position is but

to everyone there he's the boss.

Tex is a big guy. A burly guy. Ruddy
complexion. Attractive in a strong, big

guy sort of way.
He doesn't want to talk.

"No comment. No comment. I know
which way vou're going to slant the
story. There's been lots of stories. We
can't even do business with that
Collegian. We took out an ad last year
and they wrote all over it," Tex tells

you.

On December 1, of last year the
Collegian carried an ad for Amherst
Towing Inc. Across the ad a member of

the Collegian staff had written, "We
want to be your friends." Tex didn't

think it was too funny.
"No, I don't want to give you any

names of people who have had their

cars towed from the University. What
person wants the whole world to know
that he's stupid?" Tex says.
Another burly guy in the office tells

you about the experiences he and other

crew members have had at the

University.

He says that once, while towing a
car, one of the guys was smacked
across the face with a tire iron. And the
guy who smacked him wasn't even the
owner of the car.
He says that when towing from

Southwest members of the crew are
often greeted with obscene shouts from
all around and chairs and beer bottles

thrown from 22 stories up.
And when University students come

to pick up their cars they are usually
feeling pretty punchy.
"They come in here swinging and

threatening to blow the place up. About
eight like that came in here today, just

this morning," the guy tells you.
A number of customers have also

tried to drive through the fence which
surrounds the lot in which towed cars
are stored he says.
"And just this morning I asked a guy

driving out to slow down cause he was
gonna hit my dog. And he stepped on
the gas. Hit my dog."
Rocks and bottles have been thrown

through the office window he tells you.
"They blame us. They don't realize

it's the police who decide which cars
are to be towed. We don't just drive
around the University and tow any old
car."

He says that, in fact, the University
is not the biggest source of business for

the corporation. They tow from ac-
cidents and do road service.

In 1965 the police and administration
of this University decided to contract a
towing company to tow illegally parked
cars from University grounds. Ap-
parently, they felt that it had become a
necessity for the good of the University
public to have a regular towing service.
Each year a new contract is made,

always with the lowest bidder for that,

year; the one that will tow your car for

the cheapest amount.
Amherst Towing Inc. was awarded

the contract for this year. They charge
$14 for towing and $1 additional for

each day of storage.
As part of the contract agreement

Amherst Towing Inc. will not tow a car
from University grounds unless asked
to do so by the campus police or the

owner of the car.

David I—lohnston, director of UMass
security, says that most parking
violations are discovered on routine
patrols but he also receives a number
of calls from heads of residence and
students asking that cars be towed
from certain lots.

All cars parked near fire hydrants or
without warrant in handicap slots, fire

zones, loading zones, service zones or
emergency zones are ticketed and
towed without question.
Cars parked in numbered lots which

they are not assigned to between 7 a.m.
and 6 p.m. are also towed.
Cars parked at meters which have

run out are ticketed. If the ticketing
officer checks with the police station
and finds that it is the fifth parking
offense which this car has been in-

volved in the car will be towed.
When you car is towed the parking

fine is $10.

If the car is towed, the ticketing
officer will note the condition of the
car, dents or other damages, on the
ticket.

When asked to give an average for
number of cars towed from the
University, Johnston says that on
Friday 21 cars were towed during a 24
hour period.

If you feel that your car has been
wrongly towed you can appeal to the
Parking Appeals Committee.
Doris Dec, a member of the com-

mittee, says that the committee is not
really in operation right now because of

lack of members but she and others are
working on getting the committee

together.

The committee will be made up of

various members of the University
community excluding police officers.

If you feel that your car has been
damaged in the towing process you
should confront the guys at Amherst
Towing Inc. The corporation is insured
for such things. You may not win your
case but you can at least file a claim.
Johnston says that the towing

company has special tools to get in

locked cars and a flat bed if it is

necessary to tow a car in the horizontal

position.

Down at Southwest a ticketing officer

finds an illegally parked vehicle and
calls into the police station for a tow
truck.

"I'd hate to be a visitor at this

University," he tells you. "There's no
place to park. And sometimes the no
parking zones aren't marked that
clearly. If you know about them you're
o.k. — but if not

"

The car which he has ticketed is a
new model.
"This is an easy one," he tells you.

"There aren't any damages on it to

write down on the ticket."

The owner of the car arrives about
the same time as the tow truck. She will

not have to pay for the tow but the
ticket is still hers.

If the hook had been attached to her
car she would have been charged.
"Look at this place," the ticketing

officer tells you as he points over
towards the horseshoe. "It's cleaned
out. Empty of parking violators."

He's got nothing else to do.

BLUEWALL
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Which Way Did They Go (cont.)
Books

Cont. from Page 1

notice went out saying that the routes
were cut because of a lack of
patronage. "There were quite a few
people thaf rode these buses," said
Godding, "and the letter that went out
with the parking brief that said the
services were cut because of a lack of
patronage wasn't really correct. They
didn't want to use passengers per
vehicle mile, so they used lack of
patronage.

Passenger per vehicle mile is

computed by dividing the total number
of miles by the number of passengers
carried. It is an economic
measurement more than anything else.

"Our system average was 4.5",

described William Goss, Project
Director. "Belchertown Road going out
to Rolling Green and Amherst Center
was around 3.0, Sunderland was around
2.5, mainly because it's a longer
distance, about six miles, the one going
into South Deerfield was around 1.0,

and the one into Belchertown Center
was around .5. They were inefficient
from that particular measure, but it's

sort of an inhuman type of number and
is really meaningless when talking
about people needing a service.

The problem was this: because of
administrative plans for the pedestrian
core, peripheral lots had to be serviced
very regularly. Even though an ad
ditional grant of three more buses was
received, there were still not enough
buses to go around, so the two routes
were cut.

Right now, at the peak times of 7:30-
9:30 a.m. and 3:30-5:30. 15 of 16 buses
are scheduled for service, with one bus
remaining as backup for the others.
"We're spread pretty thin at peak
times", said Godding. "In a normal
transit type operation, or any kind of
fleet operation the figures you use are
20 per cent of your fleet is scheduled
down during a day. We perform ser
vices at night, whenever we can get the
things free for a few minutes."

There still remain the possibility of
the runs being re- instated. The major
problem deals with who will fund them.
Student Speaker Booker responded to
Student Senate funding by saying,

We're getting very tight. Over
the summer we bought two new buses
for the transit system, the loan coming
from the senate to replace two school
buses that were dying. We have bought
another vehicle for the Student Senate
auto pool. We really haven't begun the
academic year yet and we're almost
broke in money that we can use to fund
new programs. It's going to be difficult
for us to fund the bus service."

Danny Friedmann of the commuter

consist of 6 or 7 non-peak runs; two
morning runs, a midday run, and two
evening runs. The only vehicles which
could be used for peak runs would be
two school buses needing just under
$1000 worth of repairs.

"I think that we really get a rotten
deal on this thing", said Joe Com
muter. "It hasn't really gotten cold yet,
and already my left big toe is starting
to turn green from the frostbite I got
when hitchhiking to campus last week.
Not only that, but my girl friend was
almost beaten, raped and robbed last
night. And she was on the Sunderland
bus!" If the administration was so
concerned about pedestrian safety,
then why did they stop the two routes,
that's what I'd like to know."

Whether or not Whitmore will agree
to shell out the $7500 needed for the
night and outlying runs remains to be
seen. Student support is definitely

needed. There are petitions circulating

now for the bus routes. If anyone is

interested in somehow helping out, the
people to talk to are Danny Friedmann
or Tom Coffey at the Commuter
Assembly office, down the hall from
the pool room in the Student Union.
Sooner or later the answers will

present themselves. For the people
living in those areas, let's just hope
that it's sooner.

assembly emphasized the need for the
two bus routes. He said that because
the buses were running out to South
Deerfield and Belchertown Center,
many people moved out to these
outlying areas relying on the buses to
bring them into the university. Now
that there are no buses, these people
are stuck.

Being unable to fully fund at present
time the two outlying runs for a whole
year, the Commuter Assembly and
Student Senate have agreed to fund a
four week trial period, which Fried-
mann estimates will cost about $25 a
day and which Godding estimates will

(Ed. Note: As reported in yesterday's
Collegian, the Student Senate, Wed-
nesday night, voted an appropriation of

$300 to the Student Senate Transit-
Service to fund an experimental bus
service. The service will follow routes
similar to those used last year and will

resume the South Deerfield and
Belchertown routes for commuters
from these areas.

If the experiment proves successful,
as determined by the Transit Service, a
motion will go before the ad-
ministration to fund the added routes.
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Groucho, Harpo, Chico & Sometimes Zeppo
GROUCHO, HARPO, CHICO &
SOMETIMES ZEPPO
BY JOSEPH ADAMSON

by: Frederic C.Reviewed
Weiss
What is the mystery of the

Marx Brothers? Why have
their movies despite their
relative antiquity achieved a
contemporary renaissance?
Joe Adamson's book is a brave
and extensive attempt to
examine the careers of the
Marx Brothers, and has given
us a well documented,
thoroughly researched book
adding insight into the
characters, but suffering from
an obsession with the topic.

Webster's dictionary defines
"obsession" as "The persistent
and disturbing intrusion of, or
anxious and inescapable
preocupation with an idea or
emotion.". Adamson suffers
from such an obsession with
the aura surrounding the Marx
Brothers. This enthusiasm
results in a over-drawn,
minutely detailed 464 page
book on the topic. As a "source
material" for further ex-
plorations into the Marx
brothers, it is excellent. For
any members of the
"cinematic Marxist cult", who
are addicted to any and every
bit of trivia, every whim of

anecdote concerning the
talented family, and scratch of

detail, it is a superb "fix".
However, as relaxed,
humorous, and informative
reading, it fails because it is

too drawn out, takes too little

for granted, and provides
needless detail of insignificant
situations.

Despite its failures, the book
does have much to offer. The
photographs sprinkled
liberally throughout the text
are aesthetically and
emotionally enjoyable.
Aesthetically the photography
is excellent; taken from
various collections it shows the
Marx brothers at different
stages of their careers, and in

various movies. Emotionally it

seems to let one feel more
about the Marx Brothers than
all of Adamson's words put
together.

Adamson has done a very
fine job in searching out these
pictures. He has also given the
book a bit of class by adding in

numerous excerpts from the
Marx Brothers films and
plays.

One such excerpt from
Horsefeathers, in which
Groucho played a College
President goes as follows:

GROUCHO: Where would
this college be without foot-

ball? Have we got a stadium?

WATERBEDS

Future

Furnishings
also

Bean Bag
Chairs

Lamps
Floor Pillows

103 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

PROFESSORS: Yes.
G: Have we got a college?
P: Yes.

G: Well, we can't support
both. Tomorrow we start
tearing down the college.

P: But where will the
students sleep?
G: Where they always sleep.

In the classroom.

Another great scene is when
the College President is talking

to his son, played by his

younger brother Zeppo.
Groucho: You're a disgrace

to our family name of

Wagstaff, if such a thing is

possible. What's all this talk I

hear about you and the college
widow? No wonder you can't
get out of college. Twelve
years in one college! I went to

three colleges in twelve years
and fooled around with three
college widows! When I was
your age I went to bed right
after supper. Sometimes I

went to bed before supper.
Sometimes I went without my
supper and didn't go to bed at
all! A college widow stood for
something in those days. In

fact, she stood for plenty!

Zeppo: There's nothing
wrong between me and the

college widow.

G. There isn't, huh? Then
you're crazy to fool around
with her.

Z: Aw, but you don't
G: I don't want to talk to you

again about this, you snob. I'd

horsewhip you if I had a horse!
You may go now. Leave your
name and address with the girl

outside, and if anything turns
up we'll get in touch with
you Where are you
going?

Z: Well, you just told me to

go.

G: So that's what they taught
you in college. Just when I tell

you to go, you leave me!
The temptation is to go on

and on. To write down more
excerpts from Horsefeathers.
To go on and show Groucho
trying to steal the college
widow away from his son
through his comical charm.
The temptation is to go on and
give excerpts from Duck Soup,
and all of the Marx Brothers
other films that are broken
down into various chapters in

the book. However I will resist
the indulgence that Joe
Adamson could not.

In describing why the Marx
Brothers were so popular, the
book quotes Harpo Marx and
says "People all have
inhibitions and hate them. We
just ignore them. Every man
wants to chase a pretty girl if

he sees one. He doesn't — I do.
Most people at some time want
to throw things around
recklessly. They don't — but
we do. We're sort of a safety
valve through which people
can blow off steam."

Such self descriptive quotes
are "gems" among the pile of
myriad words filled into the 400
plus pages of Adamson's book.
Sure, he tells us things about
the brothers that we didn't
already know: Tells us about
Groucho's frugality, Chico's
squandering; Helps us un
derstand Zeppo's alienation
from the other three per
forming brothers: Lets us
understand the unpredictable
complexity that was the Marx
Brothers.

On page 341 there is a blank
page entitled: V Intermission.
Perhaps Adamson got closer to

the truth concerning his own
book than he would have liked
to believe.

The book rambles on, like a
overdrawn cinematic
documentary, or a professor's

lecture; so over-enthused and
mixed with facts and trivia

that it is hard to sustain the
attention, much less the in-

terest of the class. Such a
lecture would need an in-

termission. In fact only
someone as fanatically ab
sorbed with the topic as the
Professor is, can truly enjoy
the entire lecture.

This analogy points out
Adamson's greatest problem,
the book, has an intermission !

!

While Adamson seemed to feel

that the page set a mood, or
,was cute, in reality the word
"Intermission", magnifies the
simple thought — the book is

too long it needs one.
In describing one of the Marx

Brothers last films Go West,
Adamson wrote: " the
movie is most like the Grand
Canyon: It's peaks are
generally awe-inspiring, but at
times it sinks to depths that are
unbelievable."

The same can be said for Joe
Adamson's book.
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Mayall and Fat in Tank Town Sifting Ink

By Kevin Mack.

In Concert:

John Mayall, Fat

Julia Sanderson Theater,
Springtield

"We play whatever we teel

like playing — whatever the

audience wants to hear. I never

know in advance wha+ we will

play". That's what John
Mayall said when I asked him
at last Sunday's sell-out con-

cert at the Julia Sanderson
Theater in Springtield. What
Mayall and his band felt like

playing ranged from the blues

to "new wave" jazz; from
excellence to crap.

When I arrived at the
theater, Fat, a local group had
already started playing. They
played for about an hour and a

half — a set of loud funky
music, the type which the

audience of seventeenish,
dungaree- jacketed Springfield

le wer*» there to hear.peopU

Backstage before the con
cert, Mayall, eating Swiss
cheese and drinking expensive
Beaujoulais, was cool but tired

from the long flight from L.A.
Mayall, who is approaching 40,

betrayed his age by several
grey hairs and the beginnings
of a middle-aged paunch. Up
close, he looks his age, which is

more than double that of a

great majority of the audience.
Mayall's set started with a

directionless jam, featuring, at

different times, each member
of his band, while Mayall in-

troduced them. His band is a
marvelous conglomeration of

divergent musical styles.
Freddie Robinson, the lead

guitarist looks like a South
Chicago pimp. While Red
Holloway and Blue Mitchell

are jazzmen all the way, Keef
Hartley, the drummer is every
bit the British rock and roll

star. And let's not forget

Mayall himself, the man who
gave England the blues.
Somehow this diverse band

really works, and when they
are cookin', as they were for a
while on Sunday night, they are
excellent, playing such old
numbers as "Dry Throat", and
several new songs, like

"Driftin' ", featuring Red
m Holloway on flute. Mayall even

| played "Room To Move" (the

s crowd demanded it). It

| sounded a lot different from
* the "Turning Point" version,

I
with added drums and Freddie

| Robinson's funky lead guitar.
a.

Towards the end of the

concert, the magic fizzled.

Mayall started fucking around
and playing trashy music, (he

even switched instruments
with Hartley) and the band lost

its impetus. As I left the

theater, during Mayall's last

number, there were people

sitting around the balcony
stairs, smoking joints and
looking bored.

M*

Sex and Excrement: What Else ?
In Concert:
Inside Outside
Amherst College (Theta Zi)

13 October 1973

Although they've only been
together for about five months,
Inside Outside has already
developed into an exciting and
tightly knit unit. Their ability

to perform contemporary jazz

pieces in a rockable and
danceable format* shows a
musical sophistication

lacking in many local groups.
Their choice of material
ranged from Charles Mingus'
"Boogie Stop Shuffle"; Miles
Davis' "All Blues"; Aretha's
"Baby I Love You" to a fine

revival of Lambert, Hendricks
and Ross's "Twisted" and the
150 people at Theta Zi never
stopped dancing. Lead singer
Mary Lee DeRose (who's
listened to a lot of Lydia Pense
and Janis Joplin in her day)

has a spine tingling vocal style
which is good enough to make a
modern jazz fan out of the least

suspecting rocker. Her
amazing treatment of Zappa's
"Road Ladies" made it the
night's standout, but there
were many memorable
moments. Each member of the
group performs with ver-
satility and spontaneity, ad-
ding up a very mellowed
sound. Steve Catalano's sax
playing shone (especially on
Coltrane's "Naima") while
Norman Lotz's string bass

work and Jay Conway's
drumming provided more than
a rhythm section. Group leader
Carl Ellsworth's honky-tonk
piano playing rounded out the
sound. All together, Inside
Outside put on three hours of
complete entertainment and
people at Theta Zi

acknowledged their en-
thusiasm by demanding an
encore.

Inside Outside are a local

band with a future. Don't miss
them.

-- David Sokol

O
In Concert:
Tom Willits

Hampshire College, Oct. 10

Globe Theater, Northampton,
Oct. 11

Tom Willits, billed as "the
best unrecorded artist in the
New England area", per-
formed last week at Hamp-
shire College and at the Globe
in Northampton.

Willits has appeared with the
likes of Tom Rush, Jonathan
Edwards and Jaime Brockett,
playing dozens of colleges and
clubs throughout New
England. He has a tremendous
voice, and a knack for writing
songs that just about everyone
can identify with. His sideman,
David Brown, a well-known
and widely respected Boston
musician, accompanies on
bass, piano and backup vocals.

Together they're dynamite.

Willits was preceded by
Peter Johnson and the Manic
Depressives, who play
everything from country to

jazz expertly, although their

last set lost some of their fire

due to the crowd's desire only
to boogie to blues. By the time
Tom and David were ready to

play, the crowd wasn't ready to

listen, so most of their efforts

fell on deaf ears.
Congratulations, Hampshire,
for turning a folk concert into a
high school dance.

Tom Willits appeared the

next night after the showing of

Monterey Pop at the Globe,

and it was a really rewarding
concert. Bear in mind that the

Globe, while not exactly
beautiful by any means, has a

certain atmosphere about it —

a thoroughly likeable place —
and stage performances take
on a personal meaning.
Most of Tom's lyrics are

autobiographical, and his voice
control reveals the sensitivity

with which each song was
composed. His music reflects

happiness, and a peacefulness
often settles on the people who
listen.

Tom Willits has something
for everyone. He speaks of

sacrificing principles in

"Tryin' To Be Myself" of

those bummer days when you
just can't manage to keep your
head above water in

"Somedays", and a dislike in

"Crazy Flying".

After the show, I went down

Brown entertained and the

Globe people went home
happy. What could be more
natural? Too bad the audience
at Hampshire missed out.

-Ken Blanchard

In Concert:
Charles Mingus
Amherst College, Oct. 14

to Tom's dressing room to see
how he felt about his per
formance, and discovered that

the straightforward honesty
evident in his stage talk and
lyrics is genuine. It seems he
was disappointed that such a
small group of people at-

tended; he hates the 'Show'
pretentousness that per-
forming before a small
audience necessarily brings.

Tom Willits and David

Mixed reviews from Our
Staffers:

St. Andrew had a hard time
coping, and walked out at the
intermission. "It's not that the

music was bad," he explains
patiently, "It's just that I

couldn't take any more."
Indeed. Kostek found the

performance disjointed, with
perhaps three divine minutes
all night that the band got
together and took off. Aside
from that, we had only the fine

solos by everyone in the band
(except Mingus) to keep us
interested. Unfortunately for

St. Andrew, the. second half

was a quantum leap over the
first, but it was brought to a
crashing half with a stupid
twenty minute version of

"Willy And The Hand Jive",
which is not the best vehicle for

solos. Duller than dull.

Charles seemed to be
fighting and blinking his way
out of a fog of bats and lizards

all night long, and never made
his bass fly or dance even once.
The most disheartening

aspect of Charles Mingus'
Amherst College concert was
his obvious lack of enthusiasm
toward what he was
playing, who he was playing
with, and those he was playing
for. The atmosphere which was
already strange before the
concert began (possibly due to

the hetrogenaity of the
audience agewise, and the
strange setting, a gym)
became embarrassing when
the performers took the stage
and spent five minutes
preparing to do their first

piece. Throughout the course

of the evening, the music
became more spontaneous and
polished and Mingus'
musicians loosened up, wailed,

and soloed, but Mingus himself

didn't. Saxaphonist George
Adams was spectacular on

both sax and flute and
drummer Doug Hammond was
downright inspiring, but

Charlie Mingus, the Man we
had come to see, was
somewhere else and it was sad.

-- Sokol, Kostek & St. Andrew

Tonite

Saturday &
Sunday !\ites

is at

the

Inn

Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

UNIVERSITY OF GHANA CULTURAL DANCERS with GHANA ARTS COUNCIL DANCERS
and

WEST AFRICA INTERNATIONAL RAMBLERS DANCE BAND

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19

Tickets: $1.50 UM-A students, $3.00 others

Presented by the Fine Arts Council in association with the African Student Association and the w
DuBois Department of Afro-American Studies

A Third World Cultural Series Event

E.B.

8 p.m.

Box Office, 125 Herter Hall, M-F, 9-4

Telephone 545-0202

Wizzard Wood Makes His Move
by David Sokol __

Boulders

Roy Wood
United Artists LA 168F

Total Playing Time: 39.40

The name Roy Wood conjures up all

sorts ot visions and is associated with
the magical English Rock scene which
brought the world the Who, Marriott
and Lane's Small Faces, the Kinks and
the Move. Wood has always been tirst

and toremost, a musical innovator and
has never allowed himselt to become
restricted by the boundaries which
other rock masters have accepted.
Like Frank Zappa, Wood is an ex-
perimenter, inventor, and satirist in

addition to being an excellent
musician.

Roy Wood's evolution has been a
bizarre concoction ot maturation and
degeneration. He tormed the Move
during the mid-sixties and at the time
they were a musical and visual outrage

(imagine performing unnatural acts
with a television set). His music was
commercial and avant-garde at the
same time and no two Woodsongs

sounded alike. The
Move eventually
broke up due to

lack of interest,

and Wood started
the Electric Light
Orchestra, from
which he soon
departed, leaving
them in musical
Lynnbo.
Whether or not

he's reached
greener pastures
with his current
Roy Wood 's
Wizzard (star
syndrome) which

his musical prowess with his first solo
album. Truly a solo album, Boulders
features Wood doing everything, in-

cluding production of what

BOULDERS

ROY WOOD

had three monster (schlock) singles in

England with "Ball Park Incident",
"See My Baby Jive", and "Angel
Fingers", Wood has managed to assert

could be con-
sidered the most
entertaining
record in recent
memory. From
the immaculate
sensitivity of
"Dear Elaine" to
the olde English
flavouring in
"Irish Loafer" to
the vocal lampoon
of his Beach Boys
and Everly Bros,

sound-alikes, he
never lets his
imagination ob-
s c u r e his
ingenuity, and

perhaps, that's the beauty of Roy
Wood.
Wood's sophistication is manifested

in his musical craftsmanship, in his
ability to play a vast array of musical
instruments (from oboe, cello, and
bassoon to guitar, bass and drums),
write music of all genres (classical,

C&W, rock, humour) and sing in a

variety of voices. His sped up vocal
harmonies with himself on "Song of
Praise" is a fine example. With all the
musical freedom which his talent
allows him, Wood exercises
moderation. His use of rock and roll

saxes which tended to be somewhat
overbearing on Wizzard's Brew, is here
tasteful. Wood has mixed Boulders to
give it a full range (room filling 360
degree sound) effect with each in-

strument sounding clear, yet in-

tegrated into the totality, and it's all

him.

In every sense of the word, Boulders
is an English record with the wry
humour and sheer eclecticism which is

uniquely British. So, cast off your
inhibitions (and your new Stones and
Dead records) and give Boulders a try.
It's both a monolith and a delicacy.

"Words Don't Talk, Actions Speak"
PAT GARRETT & BILLY THE KID-
BOB DYLAN (Columbia KC 32460) You
must remember that this is a sound
track, and that your enjoyment of it

will increase greatly if you see the

mediocre film. Once you've seen the

movie, certain scenes help illustrate

the music. The "Knocking' On
Heaven's Door" scene, for example,
stands out as one of the best movie-
soundtrack combinations in memory.

Even so, the album has problems,
mostly with undistinguished music.

The three workings of the "Billy"

theme are well done, but too much of

the rest is merely pleasant, or

downright dull. B
MY MERRY-GO-ROUND JOHNNY

NASH (Epic 32158) Quite a battle going

on here. Several terrific songs ("My
Merry-Go-Round", "What A Feeling",

"Loving You" and "Salt Annie Ginger

Tree") fighting the forces of strings

and sappy overarrangements.
The results will sit nicely with

Carpenter fans, uneasily but tolerable

for Who nuts, and unacceptable to Cecil

Taylor fans. B minus.
- Mike Kostek

Revolutionary Ensemble Vietnam
1&2 (live at Peace Church)

The Revolutionary Ensemble are
all members of the Association for the

Advancement of Creative Musicians
(AACM) of Chicago, which spawned
such noteworthy musicians as the Art

Ensemble of Chicago, Anthony
Braxton, and Maurice Mclntyre. Leroy
has played with Archie Shepp and
Braxton, and Maurice Mclntyre. Leroy
has played with Archie Shepp and
Braxton, to name a couple, and has one
of the strongest violins in the world,

combining a surfeit of technique which
would make a Heifetz blush, along with

the visionary playings of people like

Ray Nance (from Ellington's band)

and Ornette Coleman. Sirone, the bass
player, has one of the most outstanding

feelings for the bass I've ever heard.

His solo treatment and cure of the in-

strument on side one is one of the most
outstanding these ears have ever
listened to. Jerome Cooper is an ex-

ceptional drummer, demonstrating his

dexterity on side two (he's also

featured on Alan Silva's Celestrial

Communication Orchestra on Actue!

(Byg 529342-43-44) — if you really want

your head blown off, seek out Alan's
triple record set), as well as the sen
sitivity to sound that Mr. Cooper has.

For those of you who saw the
Revolutionary Ensemble at the Black
Musicians Conference, praise of this

group might seem unnecessary, and
you've probably already got the album.
For those of you who didn't see or

hear about them yet, this incredible

extract from the Ensemble will be a
revelation to match the highest of

heights. This album is a beauty — a
black beauty, in the extreme. For the
sake of your sanity, go into town and
order it, or pick it up wherever you can.
One God and the Spirit of the Truth
marches on. Album Rating: A (double
plus).

Roger Ruskin Spear- Electric Shocks
(United Artists UA-LA097-F).
Listening to this album, and then to

the Spearless Let's Make Up and Be
Friendly by the Bonzos, shows how
much Spear contributed to the Bonzos.
On this album you get a treatment for

the twelve-bar blues with "Dr. Rock",
and an excursion into unwanted or-

chestration on "All By Yourself in the

Moonlight", which finishes with an
encounter with "one of those horrible

New York Policemen", plus "Mattress
Man" featuring Spear on Mattress.
Perhaps the finest spot is "Happiness
Pie", which features Stephane
Grappelli-Dan Hicks licks on violin,

joined together with sound effects, and
one of the honkiest lyrics ever written
("Happiness Pie" was written in the

Thirties, I believe), and it seems as
though Ruskin Spear found an outlet

for his insanity (actually, he's sane . . .

in the extreme). The album cover is

another bonus, taking into con-
sideration all the puns thrown on it. A-
minus

--UMAN Gomes

better and better. The title track is a
pretty cut, featuring Pete and Lake
exchanging vocals. "Wholefood
Boogie" concerns itself with Pete's not
wanting to eat ".

. . stricken chicken
from an ultraviolet prison cell "and the
like. A nice rocking tune.

Side Two is superb. The best song on
this side is "The Night People". Sin-

field's vocal work here is at its best and
the backup band really cooks on the
rockin' parts. "The Piper" is a short,

pastoral ditty with Sinfield on acoustic
guitar. "A House Of Hopes & Dreams"
contains some of the best lyrics on the
album.
STILL is about as good as some of

King Crimson's stuff. Old friends like

Mel Collins, excellent flute-sax
production, help Pete create an album
which surprises. Will be looking for-

ward to his next effort. A minus
-• David Santos

Both McLaughlin and Santana are
musicians in their own right (although
McLaughlin has always been far

superior in my book), both have
produced well-composed, tightly
structured works in the past and I

suppose Santana's conversion to
McLaughlin's guru, Sri Chinmoy, was
an event sufficiently worthy of bringing
the two together for an album. The
results, however, are disappointing:
Two guitars screaming back and forth

at each other over the most tedious of

backgrounds, with a couple of empty
acoustic duets sandwiched in for

contrast.

I'd be interested in hearing what
McLaughlin and Santana could do as
co composers but not another jam
album like this. The pyrotechnics are
impressive but it's not the kind of

album I'd play more than twice a year.

C« .. St. Andrew

FULL MOON — Kris Kristofferson &
Rita Coolidge (A&M)
Maybe I am too influenced by my

roommate's opinion but she is painfully

honest about the albums I drag into our
hole in the wall. So I decided to ask her
opinion one rare, study filled evening.
She looked up from her organic
chemistry and replied, "If you like Rita

Coolidge and Kris Kristofferson . .
."

and was lost in her isomers. I tend to

agree.

STILL Pete Sinfield (Manticore
Records) time 39:36

Pete Sinfield has been floating

around the English rock scene for a

while producing, writing lyrics, and
doing art work for his old group — King
Crimson. Not until only now has he
decided to do an album on his own —
and it's a good one.

Co-produced with Gregg Lake, of

EL&P, the disc shows an interesting

variety of music. With the exception of

one song that has a country rock
flavour, most cuts sound like off-shoots

of King Crimson material. There's a

number of musicians here, ex-Crimson
members Mel Collins and Ian Wallace,
current KC bassist John Wetton, as
well as the already mentioned Lake.
The opening track, "The Song Of The

Sea Goat", is a good number if you like

a multitude of strings and the like. It's

probably the only song which might get

a negative reaction because of its

somewhat "Overproduced" sound.
From here on though, the album gets

ROUND ONE — SCRUBBALOE
CAINE (RCA APL1-0263)
It's a good thing there are more

rounds to come, for this round did not

score many points for Caine. There
appeared to be much arm waving and
loud shouts, but little which could be
called quality punches.
The disc runs mainly on guitar and

drum work, and the lead singer's (at

times) slurpy voice. There is a
diversity in the kind of music offered in

this record. It goes from blues to hard
rock to a weird form of country music.
The volume of the music is at times

so loud as to drown out comprehension
of the lead singer's lyrics and it is not

quite clear whether or not this is in-

tentional. The music is not profound in

even the loose sense of the word, but if

you're looking for very light en-

tertainment in the form of a revolving

record, Round One may fulfill your
desire.

- John Dean

Full Moon, Rita Coolidge's and Kris

Kristofferson's new album is a little

heavy on depressing thoughts and
could probably succeed in bringing you
down on your best day. The music is

sickeningly predictable, the kind you
could hum without missing a note the
first time you heard it.

Don't, if you're not into country-
western. Do, if you're avid fans of

either Rita or Kris.

-- Lori Ann Yeslow

LOVE DEVOTION SURRENDER —
CARLOS SANTANA & MAHAVISHNU
JOHN MCLAUGHLIN (Columbia KC
32034)

Mahavishnu John McLaughlin
teamed up with Mahavish-nouveau
Santana and some back-up musicians

from the groups of each to produce this

energetic if grating exercise in Kun-
dalini-rock.

BELLY UP— DR. HOOK AND THE
MEDICINE SHOW (Columbia 32270)

My, my, these fellows certainly do
know how to live. Besides "bending a
couple in the Doo-Dah Room" on the
outside cover, check out their gettin'

together with their old ladies (no slang)
on the inside. Yeah, loads of laffs and it

comes through on most every groove of

Belly Up, as Dr. Hook continues its

existential quest into the simple
pleasures.
Musically speaking, the emphasis on

Belly Up is on the vocals, which is

appropriate for a band known
primarily for the, uh, nature of its

lyrics. But there's no reason to slight

the group's playing; it's always just

what is needed, and more than a couple
of notches above merely competent.

And the more I sit here and type, the
more I realize that this album is gas -

uncontrived, unforced, unselfconcious.

Give it a try.
•- David Miller
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I Like Southwest
POOR RICHARD'S: A WEEKLY MAGAZINE

by Sherman Boyson
Walk up to anyone on

campus and ask them what
they think of Southwest. You
can bet money that the word
"zoo" will be mentioned.
Everyone who doesn't live

there, and a good portion of the

persons who do, will tell you
that Southwest is the worst
place to live on campus.
Reasons vary from the size of

the population to the sup-

posedly high crime rate. It has
been compared to the ghettos
of New York and Boston. The
opinion of Southwest is far

from favorable.

What I'm about to say will

probably prove what everyone
already thinks, (that I am
insane) but I Tike living in

Southwest. If that doesn't give
you the urge to call out the

guys in the white coats — I like

living in a tower.

In the few moments I have
before the truck from the state
institution comes to get me, I'll

try to explain my ab-
normalities. First and
foremost is the view. Two
summers ago another kid and I

broke into John Quincy Adams
and spent two nights on the
twenty-second floor. We were
caught, but it was worth the
capture to enjoy the view we
had. Since then, that view from
up there has always fascinated
me. When I returned last

summer for the orientation the
fascination was still there. I

looked at other areas, but
nothing could beat the feeling

I got when I looked out my
window. I always liked heights.
Anytime I went into Boston, I

would go up to the top of the
Prudential Building. Heights
just turn me on I guess.

I purposely sleep on the topr—
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IN CELEBRATION OF HISTORY OF BLACK FILfT, WEEK
Brother Charles Griffin Film Archivist

on Early Black Films In The New Africa House Art Gallery

Will Exhibit Posters, Photographs and Other iTlemorlbllla

Opening Sunday, Oct. 28 6:30 pm-9:30 pm
Gallery Hours 10:00-4:00 pm Dally am ~J

We're Entertaining at

THE CHEQUERS
Every Weekend
For Homecoming

FRIDAY 9:00 - 12:30

Bob Jeffway Quartet
SAT. — After the Game 4 - 6

Frank Doherty

ISAT. EVENING 9:00 - 12:30

Steeldust

at The Chequers
Amity St. at Iniv Drive

bunk, so I can look out my
window when I wake up in the

morning. Of course, the fog

and clouds can be a problem
sometimes. The first time it

was cloudy out I woke up and
looked for my usual view. I was
scared out of my mind that I

was blind, for when I looked
out the window I couldn't see
anything. I'm used to it now,
and it is a small price to pay for

the view.

Second reason for my
feelings is the close proximity
of my dorm to several things.

The dining commons is right

beside Washington. I can get to

the commons in two minutes if

I time the elevator right. How
many persons in Sylvan can
make the same claim? Then,
after the meal, I can go right to

my room and wait for my
stomach to settle. The food is

bad enough without agifating it

with a long walk up a steep hill

like those in Central or Or-
chard Hill.

Snacking is easy. The
AAunchy's is. two buildings
down in Hampden Commons.
In the same building is a snack
bar. Across Fearing Street is a
pizza joint. If I ever get hungry
it's just a short walk to

wherever I want to go.

If you're a pinball freak like

me, you don't have to go all the
way to the Student Union.
There are pinball machines in

Hampden Commons. There
are some pretty good ones,
including the famous King
Kool. One of the machines
doesn't even tilt, so you can
cheat all you want and never
pay the penalty.

That same Hampden
Commons is going to be turned
into a mini student union. The
Collegian reports that all they
need is a door. When that is

done we'll have a place for

movies and plays too.

People complain that there is

a lot of noise in Southwest. As
the author of the story telling

what happened to Southwest
after King beat Riggs, I can
hardly deny that. But it isn't

constant like some people
think. I live in Washington and
the only real problem for me is

when Adams goes at it. In the
beginning of the year the
profanity contests were a little

too much. But the Heads of

Residence have really cracked
down. With threats of being
kicked out of Southwest or
maybe even an arrest for

disturbing the peace, the area

has settled into a peaceful
atmosphere. (That's right. I

used the word peaceful in

describing Southwest). There
are no more rolls of toilet

paper sailing across the sky, or
firecrackers being set off. The
noise now isn't bad at all.

You have to expect a little

noise to come on special
events. Billie Jean's victory,
the Bruins Stanley Cup and the
like cause a high level of ex
citement. I know it's going to

be wild when the first snowfall
comes, but I'm one of the ones
who is eagerly awaiting that
snow. After all, look at New
York, and they haven't even
won the pennant yet.

The crime rate may be bad
in some parts, but again I have
an advantage by living in a
tower. Not too many muggers
or thieves go all the way to the
twenty-first floor. They'd have
a hard time getting my stereo
down the stairs, and the
elevator is a little obvious. If

you're smart you keep your
door locked anyways. Maybe
the lower and more accessable
floors have a problem, but I'm
okay.

This place is called an im
personal jungle of concrete. If

you isolate yourself in your
room and never come out, then
it is. But my floor is pretty
good. I don't have a typewriter,
but there is always someone
ready to lend one. I have a
resident critic who points out
my dangling prepositions. And
there's always someone to

boost my ego by com

plimenting my stories.

The other areas don't im-
press me. The climb to Or
chard Hill is too much now,
even without snow. Sylvan isn't

just secluded, it's isolated. I

use the phones too much to be
in Central or Northeast. I don't
drink, so can you imagine me
in a frat house? I'm satisfied

with Southwest.
The only thing really wrong

with it is what happens to it on
a holiday weekend. That's
when everyone goes home to

show mommy and daddy that
they still have short hair or

that they aren't pregnant yet.

For the few of us left, the place
is like Europe during one of the

air raid drills. Sure, you can
spend an afternoon down at
Woolco trying to guess how
many candy bars they have in

the Halloween display. Gee, if

you get lucky you could win a
bike. But as long as there are a
few kids that you know, you
can usually survive.

Except maybe for the food.

The dining commons ladies
seem to get mad about having
to work on the holiday. That
food they served on Columbus
Day was really bad. I thought
the meatloaf was really my
roommate ground up, until he
returned that night and started
cleaning the room.

I hear footsteps and see the
shadow of the butterfly net
over my head. But I'm going to

go screaming that I love my
dorm; even when everything I

say can be held against me.

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE
We've Something You Should See.

A MOON FOR THE
MISBEGOTTEN

by Eugene O'Neill

Tonight and Tomorrow, Sat., Oct. 20

ALL TICKETS $1.00 THIS WEEKEND
Bartlett Aud. 8 p.m.

Box Office opens 6 p.m. on show nights
For Information Call

545-2579 Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m.

see the exciting U.Mass.

HOMECOMING
GAME
Sunday, Oct. 21

at the BLUEWALL!

Integration of Meditative and Academic Disciplines

By Dave Hoffman
In Project Ten this autumn,

is an office bearing the im-
posing title of "Center for the
Integration of Meditative and
Academic Disciplines," em-
bodied in the person of an
amazing woman in her sixties,

Teresina Havens.
Teresina (called Terry), is

one of the P-10 Inquiry
program tutors, and her ex-

perience ranges over years of

work in the peace movement,
the human potential
movement, and includes a
doctorate in religion from Yale
University.

Last summer she received a
toundation grant from the
Society for Religion in Higher
Education, a national group
based in New Haven, to

develop a liaison and net-

working effort focussed on the
question of the place, if any, of

meditation in a formal
academic setting. Thus comes
the Center for the Integration

of Meditative and Academic
Disciplines, (CIMAD).
"Such an effort is long overdue
among the five colleges," she
says. "Fifty years ago the
battle was to establish
'religious studies' as
academically respectable in

the non-sectarian private
college or public university. At
last at the University of
Massachusetts there seems to

be the prospect of forming a
Religion Department."
The principle effort of the

new Center will be the attempt
to form an informal "support
group" colloquium of faculty
and staff who are interested in

seeking ways within the
academic setting to validate

whatever professional and
personal interests they may
have in any of the meditative
disciplines.

"Another most important
function this year," she says,
"will be to serve as a liaison

center — not only for faculty
but for students also —
bringing together interested
people at the five colleges."
"The best of the teachers and

students are dissatisfied, and
the knowledge factories are
trapped in their own con-
tradictions. Right now I think
it's easier," Thompson has
written, "to walk out of the
universities and build yoga into

smaller institutes to be free of

educational bureaucracy."

To Terry Havens the
situation in the traditional
university setting is the
challenge, though she concedes
that Thompson may prove to

be correct. In the meantime,
though, she is attempting to

serve as the coordinator of an
effort to bring people on the
five campuses together.
The first such effort for

faculty and staff will be on
Monday, Veterans Day, Oc-

tober 22. Terry has invited

Helen Bonny from the Institute

for Music and Consciousness at
Spring Grove, Maryland, to do
a presentation on the use of

music for guided fantasy
imagery in altered states of

consciousness. Helen Bonny,
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who is also in Amherst for a
workshop at the New England
Center, worked with Dr.
Stanislas Grot, then resear-
ching in LSD therapy at the
government hospital in Spring
Grove and now at Esalen.
Monday's workshop begins

at 10 a.m., with Terry's advice
to "please come in quietly and
lie on the floor" as a way of
beginning. A bring your own
sack lunch at noon will be
followed by an early afternoon
discussion of issues connected
with the use of experiential
exercises in education, and
plans for future meetings.
Interested faculty and staff are
invited to attend the workshop,
which will be held in the main
lounge of Pierpont house
(Project Ten) in Southwest.
Those unable to attend but who
are interested in other Center
activities should visit the
Center office in room 119 of

Pierpont or call Terry during
her Wednesday and Thursday
office hours (546-5177).

As the Harvard divinity
professor Harvey Cox has
written, "the coming meeting
of East and West is now in fact

happening." The poet Kipling
was wrong. "The disciples of

Krishna no longer crouch on
distant shores waiting for our
messengers of light. They
knock on our doors on Sunday
afternoons."

In the words of Thompson,
"what is happening now is that
the secret, esoteric techniques
of the world are being opened
after their long period (in the
West) of closure Zen
followers and Sufis and con-
templative Christians, people
interested in the Kabbalah,
Hasidic Jewish mys-

ticism "

A continuing concern of the
Center is how to prevent what
Terry has called a "new age of

sectarian rivalry from ac-
companying the emerging
'Aquarian' age of faiths" — the
"my -guru-is better than-your-
guru" syndrome and the self-

righteousness of the newly
"initiated." It is a fear that
recalls Harvey Cox's
uneasiness lest the age of

Western proselytizing become
succeeded only by its "mirror
image," the age of "instant
gurus, when any nabob with a
ha I f -com petent public
relations staff is assured of a
covey of Western devotees the
moment he announces his
divinity."

'The real meeting of East
and West," as Cox has con
tinued, "will not occur until we
get beyond either converting or
canonizing the Hindus or the
Sufis and begin a genuine
dialogue. The 'meeting of East
and West' will require a
change in both, not to make
them more like each other, but
to make them more com
plementary."

If there are students on this

campus, Terry concludes, who
believe this "mutual
irradiation" is both desirable
and possible, there is the
chance to create a "meditation
corridor" to test the
possibilities of such
"ecumenical" living and
learning during spring
semester. There is also the
possibility for attempting a
pilot living-learning effort in

January during the in

tersession term. Interested
people should contact her at
the Center.

the concent committee

- Presents -

DONNY HATHAWAY
and

CHICK COREA

Curry Hicks Cage

Sunday, October 28, 1973

8:00 p.m.

TICKETS On Sale at

Student Union Lobby Counter

Monday-Friday 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

HOMECOMING FLOAT PARADE

Friday, Oct. 19, 1973

Haigis Mall 7:00 pm

All FhaH Lint Up By 6:30 pm
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Television Tonight
I, INI \kUS 131 I Hi ir>, ^^6:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

AMKRK A AFirebell In the Night." i I8i

WILD WILD WF.ST Night of the
Hangman "

( 40)

ti::to NKWS (S) (27/ (30)

AB( EVENING NKWS (8)

BOOKBKAT ( 24)

LOI IS LYONS: NKWS AND COMMENT
(57)

6:55 NKWSBKAT NKWS 140)

7 (Ml WORLD AT WAR (3)

TRITII OR CONSKQIKNCKS Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE 7oo (l. I B ( 18)

NKWS. WKATHKR. SPORTS (22) (30)

TIIK CHAN-ENS WAY (24)

ABC EVENING NKWS (40)

TIIK RKPORTKRS (57)

7:30 NEW DATING <iAMK (8)

LKT'S MARK A DEAL Monty Hall, host

(22)

WALL STREET WEEK (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQl ARES Peter
Marshall, host (30)

NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR Bright
Siar" (40)

A SMALL CITY GARDEN (57)

H:00 CAI.I CCI1 DEPT (3)

THE BRADY Bl NCH Getting Greg s

TJoat" <8) (40)

NBA BASKETBALL GAME (18)

SANKORD AND SON "Lamont, Is That
V«y?" (22) (30)

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW (24)

(57)

M::i0 ROLL OIT! (3)

THE ODD CM PLE The New Car" (8)

(40)

THE OIRL WITH SOMETHING EXTRA
(22) (30)

MAYORAL DEBATE 24)

WALL STREET WEEK (57)

•:« THE SHAPE OP THINGS (3)

ADAM'S RIB "The Unwritten Law" (8)

(40)

ORAL ROBERTS HARVEST FESTIVAL
(22)

BORIS KARLOKE PRESENT

G

THRILLER "The Udeal Of Cordell " (27)

NEEDLES AND PINS (30)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE Cloud Of
Witness." ( 57)

•1:10 BRIAN KKITII SHOW Inflation

(.30)

10:00 CBS NKWS HROAIK AST "The
Corporation" < I)

LOVE AMERICAN STYLE "Love and
the Hoodwinked."; "Love and the Secret
Spouse.". "Love and the Flunky."; "Love
and the Cozy Comrades." (8) (40)

JIMMY BWAGGART SHOW I 18)

DEAN MARTIN COMEDY HOI R (22)

i Ml
POLE l»70 (24)

NEWS (27)

FRED WISEMAN FILM FESTIVAL ( 57)

I0::mi THE LIVING WORD I 18)

1 1 :00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

( 18) (22) (30) (40)

11:31 MOVIE "Move Over Darling" (3)

DON K1RSHNER1 ROCK CONCERT I 8)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (30)

WIDE WOLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
(40)

1:00 NEWS * Hi (40)

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL (22) (30)

1 : :u> MOVIE "Gunfighl In Abilene" (3)

2:30 NEWS (22) (30)

t: 10 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

fc**5

TONIGHT
THE FOURTH TOWER OF INVERNESS at

midnight
Every weeknight at midnight, you can travel through undreampt-of

changes with Jack Flanders on THE FOURTH TOWER OF IN
VEKNKSS! Complete recap of the week's episodes Sunday night at
9:30

TOMORROW
I'M ASS VS. RHODE ISLAND at 12 50
The Minutemen take on the Rams live from Alumni siauium join tne

unforgettable Don Gorski and the inimitable Larry Convoy for all the
live action

SUNDAY at 6:00 p.m.
AH WIL'S UNNAMED JAZZ SHOW
J£**J** lhe fmes

< ln J"* Send your name for the show to'WMUA. Marston Hall. UMass. and win an album

U1MUA
STEREO 81.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATrVE
RADIO

Announcing the

Grand Opening

of the

C*
Xi

4>
<
eA Newest

& Largest

Gay Bar

in Springfield,

141 Chestnut St.

Oct. 19-20-21

FRI., Starting at 10

Champagne Buffet

SAT. & SUN.
1 Show Nightly

THE CABARET STARS

with Robin Rogers
& Featuring

GOTHAN — From NYC

Adm.$2.00

Books The Tarot
11

THE TAROT
by Alfred Douglas
Penguin Books 1973

by Jon Carr and G. Cray
The tarot is a form of

divination, a way of seeing into

the past, present, or future

through the use of cards. Here
we have a how to do it book
from the Penguin people on the

subject. It is, however, not

your typical Penguin
publication, for this is by far

the best (worst?) example of

academic bafoonery, eclectic

conjecture, and bad spelling on
the market today. Considering
the price of beef, this book is a

bargain of bull for $1.45.

The first chapter starts out
on a journey through fantasy

land that leads up down the

garden path of it's, and's and

maybe's. We are told that the

playing card which started in

China over three thousand
years ago led into the for-

mation of the tarot on the

banks of the river Po in north-

ern Italy. At this you have to

put your tongue in your cheek
and smile; the fact is that any
guess about the origin of the

tarot can hold water as long as

some form of chronology is

maintained.
With a few major exceptions,

Douglas' interpretations of the
cards hold nothing new to

anyone wheris familiar with the
tarot. One of those ex-

says this of the Hanged Man
card:

"The hanged man is one of the

strangest of the tarot images.
It cannot be found in any or-

thodox Christian symbology,

and is one of the clearest in-

dications that the tarot trumps
were designed to illustrate

some non-Christian system of

belief."

If Douglas had read the 99

references in his bibliography,

he would have at least once
come across a reference to this

card in relation to St. Peter, his

mission with Jesus, and his

upside down crucifixion.
Moreover, the latter part of

Mr. Douglas' statement that

the tarot does not have a

Christian base contradicts his

first chapter.
The cards depicted in the

book are interesting, simple,
and fit for a coloring book.
They lack detail but could
prove useful to someone who is

interested in the book as a tool

for the interpretation of

readings. For the true seeker
or investigator, it would be
best to get a more carefully
researched book and a tarot

deck available at the head
shops in town.

Theatre

A Midsummer's Night Dream
By Christine Dillard

Many UMass students nave
lost contact with theater
because of the relatively
inexpensive and accessible
campus film program. The
high energy New Shakespeare
Company provided an unusual
performance of A Midsummer
Night's Dream for an exciting
change of pace.

The San Francisco-based
group overwhelms the senses
with an earthy interpretation

of the Bard's most fantastic

comedy. Utilizing the entire

ballroom as stage, the troupe
draws the audience into the

central flow of movement.
Under the sensitive direction

of Magrit Roma, the repertory
group successfully maintains
its intensity throughout the

play. The impact is greater —
the production communicates
the everlasting enchantment of

the play and is still con-
temporary. Understanding
that theater is affected by the
events of the world beyond the
stage allowed a player a
reference to Watergate that
was received with much
laughter. At a time when
political and military power
has brought about widespread
pessimism, this awareness is

significant. The group also is

using an increased awareness
of body movement as a viable
form of communication that is

extremely effective.

The actors have widely
varied backgrounds. Some
have had previous stage and
college experience, but this is

not necessarily the rule. They
come from all over the United
States and the director is from
Switzerland. Continual touring
for six to eight months requires
a high level of emotional and
physical input. This is con-
tagious and apparent during a
performance. This
requirement may explain the
predominant youth of the
actors. Sustaining this fresh
intensity is one of the greatest
difficulties to deal with,
casting workers say offstage.

It is also necessary for them to

be able to work out personal
problems that could affect a

performance that relies on a

balance of tension, they say.
Many talented performers
have left after several months
for more conventional life

styles while nursing hopes of

commercial success. Along
with the financial problems
that confront such a group, it is

not surprising that the New
Shakespeare Company is one
of the few repertory groups
that performs on the road in

the United States. The 25 in this

group travel across America in

station wagons and a truck
headed for hotel rooms and
restaurant food and per-
formances primarily in college
communities. Dream,
however, is the play most often
requested. The company also
does As You Like It and
'Romeo and Juliet. It exhibits
Shakespeare's imagination
with all his fervid and fecund
creativity. It is bouyant and
aerial with wild and fantastic
dream imagery that mingles
with sensitive and visionary
developments of love and
illusion. Because all the
characters are portrayed so
convincingly, the diversity of

the roles is impressive. The
heroic and lofty love of

Theseus and his Amazon
Hippolyta are intertwined with
the perplexing changes of the
Athenian foursome. Luminous
Titania with her guttural fairy

train contrast beatifully with
the absurdist play of the coarse

mechanics.
The sensuous Puck conducts

his mischief marvellously with
vigorous airborn leaps and
near ground writhing. It is

easy to imagine him putting a
girdle around the world in 40

minutes. Dreamy fantasy and
earthy vulgarity are united in

the human beastiality of

Bottom's transformation and
the resulting affair with the
enchanted fairy queen. This
nice irony is well done but
slightly underplayed.
The grotesque and pathetic

play within a play is a
delightful end to the per-
formance. The mousy lion,

wounded moon and the wall's
conveniently moving chink
provide the necessary comic
background to this most
lamentable tragedy. The star-

crossed lovers are touching I y
portrayed by Bottom and
Flute.

Although the Tuesday night
showing was nearly sold out,

there were a small number of

empty seats that could have
benefited a number of people. I

wish that all who consider
Shakespeare gloomy, dry or
heavy could have seen this

Company's sensitive and
entertaining production.
The New Shakespeare

Company was sponsored by the
Program Council, which will

present the Friday dance with
NRBQ and Clean Living.

Films Your Mother Shoulda Seen

Moe DePalma
Next week, from Tuesday

through Sunday evening The
Women's Film Co-Op is

presenting the first local
feminist film festival at The
Globe Theatre in North-
ampton. The commercial
film industry, throughout the
world has always been a male
dominated profession and all

those beautiful starlets on the
screen are only a tiny portion
of the industry as a whole. One
or two token women directors,
film editors, lighting crews etc.

mean neither equality nor
liberation. Most of the films in

this festival however do
represent liberation. For the
most part these films are
written, produced and directed
by women. They represent
more than taking woman out of

the dishpan and putting her
behind or in front of the
camera. Female film makers,
by not dealing with the
discriminatory male hierarchy
are themselves creating all

sorts of films from low budget
animations to feature length

documentaries which deal with
social and political matters.

By taking control of the
image making process women
are becoming more aware of
themselves as women and
rallying other women to
recognize themselves as an
identity more powerful than
The Blue Angel ever dared.
For those who cringe at even
the mention of the word
feminist, this "feminist film
festival" is not five hours of

radical feminist politics thrust
upon the audience from the
screen each night. Rather it is

a virtual festival of women. As
the title implies, these are
films that your mother should
have seen. They deal with a
variety of women with
problems merits, and lifestyles

which are familiar to almost
everyone.
French director Nelly

Kaplan's A Very Curious Girl,
is the first in the series. It is a
story of the triumph of a
female, brutalized by society
who fights back, and for a
change wins. This film and

Women On The March will be
shown on Tuesday. There are
three films scheduled for
Wednesday evening and all

three deal with lesbians. The
Children's Hour is a filmed
adaptation of Lillian Hellman's
play, Home Movie is a short
that tells one woman's story of

the joys and fulfillment in what
it means to be a lesbian today,
and a lighthearted look at a
group of gay women in

Lavender. Although there is no
formal discussion set up
relating to these lesbian based
films any informal discussion
or reaction is welcome at all

the films.

Thursday Liane Brandon
from the university will show
and discuss her films Anything
You Want To Be and Betty
Tells Her Story. Also that same
night will be another popular
film Salt Of The Earth. Friday
evening will be a special
presentation of the workshop
films of Woman Make Movies.
This is a New York based
group of women and their films
include Women's Happy Time
Commune and Aspirations.
Shelia Paige and Ariel
Dougherty representing
Community Films, an
organization from Somerville
Massachusetts, will also
screen a few films and then
join the panel discussion. Julia
Reichert from New Day Films
will also be a member of all the
discussions and panels.
Women from such local
organizations as The Third
World Women's Union,
Women's Media Community,
and U Mass' Continuing
Education For Women will

also participate with the film
makers in all of these

discussions.

Saturday morning will
present such documentaries as
The Women's Film and Angela
Davis: Portrait Of " A
Revolutionary. That afternoon
I Am Somebody, a
documentary about a South
Carolina hospital worker's
strike, The Birth Film by
Susan Klecklner, Got To Push,
and Abortion will be shown.
From four until six that af-
ternoon there will be a panel
dealing with political per-
spectives in womens films.
That evening the feature film
will be Mai Zetterling's The
Girls. This movie concerns a
group of actresses. touring in

Aristophane's Lysistrata who
become seriously affected by
the feminist message in the
play and use it irf their personal
lives. It presents some of the
rebellious impulses that this
play has been stirring up for so
many centuries.

The festival will come to a
close Sunday with a focus on
women in the arts with a panel
at three thirty. The screening
schedule begins at one with To
Be Young Gifted And Black a
tribute to Lorraine Hansberry,
Joyce at 34, and Woo Who ?
May Wilson a film by Amalie
Rothschild which follows the
life of May Wilson, a sixty year
old sculptress who after years
as a suburban housewife
makes a new life and career
alone in New York. The last

film on Sunday evening will be
Julia Reichert's Growing Up
Female, a documentary study
of how women grow up as
continual prisoners of op-
pressive man-made social
structures.

Free child care will be
available from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. Saturday and from 1 to
5:30 Sunday. Sinale admission
at the door of The Globe
Theatre will be $2 a showing
($1 for midnight showings
Friday and Saturday, and $1.50
for a program of selected
shorts Sunday night). Series
tickets are $13.50 and available
from the Women's Film Co-Op.
For exact information about
times, films and speakers call

413-586 2011.

"And How For Something
Completely Different"

by Steve Anslow

What? Monty Python's
what? If as I suspect this is

your first reaction read on
because Monty Python is

something new to America and
something that you should not

miss.

Television has long been ripe

for exploitation by somebody
prepared to use it to ridicule

itself, and this is exactly what
the Monty Python team has
managed to do. Monty Python
comprises six guys who came
together whilst they were
undergraduates at Cambridge
University in England to

present a satirical revue. They
have been together ever since
and have been improving and
refining their approach to

humour. "And now for

Something Completely Dif-

ferent" is
t

in many ways, the

culmination of all that they
have been trying to say and do
for the last five years.

Their style is difficult to

describe but if you managed to

catch the Marty Feldman
comedy hour on television this

you will have caught a glimpse

of the Monty Python style. This

movie offers a new approach to

the art of visual comedy,
combining, as it does elements
of the satire movement, Woody
Allen, The Goons, and con-

ventional crudity in a single

flipped-out package. It moves
without apparent motive or

sanity through a series of

situations that are bizzare

exaggerations of reality but

which underline much of the

clap trap of modern society. It

cruely satarises all of the

things that the Monty Python

team see as negative;
beaurocracy, by ridiculing it;

politicians by reducing them
to a mire- ss sameness; and

television itself, by turning it to
their own ends.
The whole effect is held

together by a series of
animations that are the best
since Yellow Submarine and
which give the movie a drive
•and a purpose. The characters
used in the movie range from a
twelve foot hedgehog called
Spinny Norman who is the
fantasy of a mafia type pair
called Doug and Dinsdale
Piranha through Queer lum-
berjacks and boring ac-
countants to the Batley Ladies

Club who specialize in

reconstructions of famous
events like the Battle of Pearl
Harbor and Camp on Blood
island.

If all of this sounds strange
and unreal there is only one
way to really judge the film, go
and see it and decide for

youself why it is the funniest
movie you've seen in years.
Tuesday and Wednesday

(24-25). For times and dates
see Collegian ad or Prollo
Posters.

CLEAN LIVING and NRBQ
TONIGHT

C.C. AUD. $1.50

2 shows: 7:00 10:30

11:002:30

free concert

with: jeffrey cain
bill staines
bob McCarthy

S.U. BALLROOM 7 p.m.

SUNDAY, OCT. 21

l7/A^.^^^^X^^•;^^^^v.:.;.;.;..^.v.».v.^x.:.:v;v.^.^^^i

SHCHCASf CINEMA/ 123J5
ROUTE 5 RIVEROALE RO.

WEST SPFLD 24HR.TEL 733 5131 | j

ZZ^ W« Honor MASTER CHARGE

Sffifo.: SNEAK PRKV1KW - FRI. 8:4)0 SAT. 7.30 *S^:W##|

Evrs. 7:30-$:

Frt. (-10

Sat. 2-4-5: 40-9: SO

Sun.-Mon.
2-3:35-5:20-7:20-9:20

Cves. ; in 'i in

Sat -Sun. -Mon.
2-3

: 50-5: 30-7 :30-9: 30

(PGJ I
I ir ,)"',y WsJ»4MILUC Sat Sun -Mon.

1-3-5:10-7:30-9:40

Mj-iin,)ROBfRTBLAKL

' ' "-'.V
- - - * * - » a

- J His name is Captain Peg
'\ and he wasntbom

to die in bed!

KIRK DOUGLAS
SCALAWAG

:*:.:i:*;-.^y.v.;.;.;.:.

Daily 2-7-9

Sat. -Sun.-Mon.

1:30-3:20-5-7-9

WERE ADDING A NEW CINEMA
WATCH FOR GALA OPENING

FREE' STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS ! SAVE SOC FOR YOURSELF
AND A GUEST- GET YOUR CARDS NOW AT THE THEATRE!"

• • • • • • • • • •

*

TJie, flUtteCAcvutft

#\°%>,
IP

bjtudjwb OpBcicUbl
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Fraudulent Federal Report Claimed

WEEKEND
Compiled by Bob Nesti

THE AFRICAN QUEEN (1951)

The totally entertaining and endearing film

version of C. S. Forester's story about a hard-

bitten skipper and a spinster who become
heroes and lovers during a perilous escape
down an African river in 1915. The film was
made on location in Africa under the skillful

hand of John Huston and further abetted by a

fine script by novelist and critic James Agee
and two matchless performances by Hum-
phrey Bogart and (Catherine Hepburn. Bogart

won an Oscar for his performance and it stands

up today as his most likeable role. Gamble
Auditorium Mt. Holyoke College, Saturday, 10-

20, 7:30.

"AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COM-
PLETELY DIFFERENT" (1972)

A film by some of Cambridge University

graduates. This British comedy explores comic
adventures of some London working class men.
It uses short snappy situations that are held

together and given purpose by a series of

animations. The film and its approach to even
the most mundane situations fs very differen*

and fresh. All of the material, music and sets

are produced by the Monty Python team
themselves which gives the movie an overall

completeness rare in situation comedy.
Tuesday, Wednesday, 10 23, 10 24. For time and
place see Collegian Ad.

BELLE DE JOUR (1968)

Luis Bunuel elegant fantasy is concerned
with the sexual longings of a bored, Parisian
housewife. She acts them out in a dreamlike
bordello A splendid film to watch, with

Catherine Deneuve. Globe Theater, Nor-

thampton.
ELECTRIC GLIDE IN BLUE
A police melodrama, with Robert Blake.

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.

FANTASIA (1940)

When this full length cartoon was first

released it was the most costly and ambitious
ever made. It is Walt Disney's visjal in-

terpretation of eight famous musical themes.
Critic George Sadont has written "Disney
imagined he was Goethe but mainly succeeds
in achieving only something at the level of the

German turn of the century chrosmo." A work
of middle brow vulgarity, often ponderous,

such as the creation and evolution of the world
to "The Rite of Spring", others are offensive,

such as the Beethoven and Schubert. The film

works best at its unpretentious moments:
Mickey Mouse as the Sorcerer's Apprentice
and the ghoulish "Night On Bald Mountain."
The film was the first produced with

stereophonic sound, a technical innovation in

1940 and used only in limited release. Received
well by some critics, after its opening Bosley

Crowther wrote in The New York Times
"Motion picture history was made last night."

Audiences didn't warm quickly to Disney's

vision and it lost money during the initial

release. Disney became disillusioned and
never again attempted a project on such a huge
scale. The musical se'ections are by Leopold
Stowkowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra.

Amherst Cinema, Amherst.
40 CARATS
Take an infantile farce, concerning a fortyish

career woman who falls in love with a twenty
one year old millionaire; add generous
helpings of flakey one-liners, throw in your
stock crazy supporting types, and dress Liv

Ullmann in what appears someone's dining

room drapes and you have about the worst
comedy film of the year. Liv Ullmann had
better find a new agent — with this and "Lost
Horizon" under her belt, her visa may be
revoked. Here she so arched that if she moved,
cracks will appear. Calvin Theater, Nor
thamoton orobably.

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
"And Now the Film," the ads proclaim as if

fulfilling the prophecies. "Jesus Christ
Superstar" hasthe charm of a hippie curio and
the fascination of a beached whale. There's

something hopelessly determined about the

picture. It has the drive and rhythm of a

pneumatic hammer and, is after the initial

shock, about as enjoyable. Director co-

scriptwriter Norman Jewison makes films

Richard Benjamin stars in "Westworld," an MGM
production directed bv Michael Crichton.

which disguise themselves as disposable

entertainments which overtly dissolve into

glossy message films Characters aren't just

pieces of furniture in Jewison's films, they

think, they know what "angst" is. Whipped
before a public tribunal this hippie Jesus knew
suffering — a bit of Bactine and this Christ

would be back boogieing in the desert or

knocking over picture postcards in his local

temple. Jewison, a minor talent with mighty
intentions, finds his artistic complement in

"Jesus Christ Superstar", a desert operetta

with Almighty intentions, and believes he's

rediscovered the Holy Grail. Campus Cinemas,
Hadley.
JOE (1969)

Late Sixties hippie paranoia made com
mercial. An ugly film, with all sorts of specious
generalizations that are only half baked
prejudices sensationally expressed. Peter

Sbyle plays Joe, quite chillingly. Campus
Center Auditorium, Wednesday, 10 24, 7 and
9:15; Thursday, 10 24, 7 and 9:15.

THE MAN WHO SHORT LIBERTY VALANCE
(1962)

An excellent John Ford western. Hampden
Dining Commons, Southwest, Tuesday, 10 23,

7:30 & 9:30.

MOROCCO (1933)

This romantic drama stems from the idea

that "There is a foreign legion of women, who
also choose to hide their wounds behind an
incognito." Dietrich appears in top hat, tie, and
tails, and gives an amazing rendition of "How
Much Am I Bid For My Apples." There is little

dialogue to speak of; Dietrich could hardly
speak English when her director, throughout
the Thirties, Joseph Von Sternberg, and she
made their American debut with this film. The

simple plot is about a cabaret dancer with a

doubtful past who comes to Morocco and is

wooed by two suitors. Von Sternberg never
equalled this film for its adult, deeply ironic

handling of romantic material. The two
returned to this material in subsequent
films, but never with such success or fun.

Chaplin said of Von Sternberg: "Yes, he is an
artist. . . (Morocco) is his best'film." Campus
Center Auditorium, Tuesday, 10-23, 9 and 11.

MY NIGHT AT MAUD'S (1969)

This intensely literate and cinematic film is

the third of Eric Rohmer's contes moraux. Its

story of apparently banal lives has tremendous
power and is, ultimately, an intelligent and
moving examination of morality, solitude, and
human relationships. The focal point of the film

is the dialogue between Maud and Jean Louis
in which "each talks with an affected charm
born of some private knowledge that the others
lacks" (Peter Cowie). The final encounter on
the beach, in which hardly a word is spoken,
has the kind of discreet brilliance in its use of

the camera that one finds elsewhere in the film.

Sage Hall, Smith College, Saturday, 10 20, 7:30
and 9.30.

NINOTCHKA (1939)

"Garbo Laughs" is what the ingeneous MGM
advertising department invented when this

film, one of Garbo's last, was released in 1939.

Laugh she does in one beautiful moment as she
is dining in a Parisean sidewalk cafe with
Melvyn Douglas in this memorably blithe

satire about the meeting of communism and
capitalism in Paris handled well by the master
director of the sophisticated comedy Ernst
Lubitsh. Hampden Dining Commons, South-
west, Sunday, 10 21, 7:30 and 9.30.

NIGHT WATCH
Elizabeth Taylor in an intricate thriller, with

Laurence Harvey. Directed by Brian Hutto,

Academy of Music, Northampton.
THE POSSESSION OF JOE DELANEY (1971)

A thriller, with Shirley MacLaine, Student

Union Ballroom, Monday, 10 22, times to be

announced.
THE PRODUCERS (1968)

A splendid comedy, with a cock eyed ending.

It's all one gag, once the gag finally expends

itself the film has nowhere to go. The gag is can

two con artists pass a sure flop Broadway
musical off and collect on the 25,000 per cent

their backers invested? The joke doesn't burn

out until near the end, along the way the New
York theater scene is pungently torn apart by
writer director Mel Brooks. Zero Mostel plays

the unscrupulous producer, Gene Wilder is his

unwilling accomplice; their rapport is splendi-.

Brook's choice of the musical the two produce
is brilliant: called "Springtime For Hitler", it

is Busby Berkelyize Nazi Germany. Lecture
Room One, Merrill Science Center, Amherst

College, Saturday, 10 20, 7:30 and 10; Sunday,

10 21, 7.

RED BEARD (1965)

This recent Akira Kuresawa period drama
takes place in the early 19th century. A
recently graduated doctor, Yasumoto is posted

to an impoverished clinic run by Dr. Niide,

whose patients call him "Red Beard."

Kurosawa himself has called this a

"monument to goodness in man." This

remarkable "Education sentimentale,"
Dostoevskian in overtone, the film has been

much criticized for its "sentimentality," its

proposition that good begets good. Kurosawa
challenges the viewer to react cynically and
then shows that the cynicism is meaningless.

Kurosawa's style is simple, yet every scene is

full of revealing details and images of ex-

traordinary beauty. Toshiro Mifune gives a

superb performance in an extremely difficult

role. Thompson 104, Friday, 10-19, 7 and 10.

STATE OF SIEGE
Costas Gravas's frightening polemic about

American behind the scenes espionage in

South America. It's partly frightening because

it bellows so, but mostly effective due to the

efficient direction and the neatly executed
performance of Yves Montand. Campus
Cinemas, Hadley.

TALES FROM THE CRYPT (1971)

The first satisfying horror film in four years,

or at least since "Dracula Has Risen From The
Grave", is this genuinely frightening,

ingenious, and intelligent excursion into the

supernatutal. It is a set of five horror tales as

five tourists trapped in a crypt are given
visions of what they would do if released. Quite

original and scary with a fine cast led by Ralph
Richardson, Nigel Patrick, and Patric Magee.
Sutdent Union Ballroom, Thursday, 10 25,

7 and 9

VARIETY (1925)

A formerly talented acrobat, played by
Emit Jannings, leaves his wife and child to

elope with a young foreign girl. They form a

trapeze act with a young acrobat who quickly

seduces the girl. Directed by Ewald Andre
Dupont. His editing, which is especially

remarkable, since the change from one shot to

another is often used to suggest shifts of

viewpoint on the part of the characters. "Not a

scene was staged," wrote Moussinac, "except
in relatinship to the camera. A continually

roving lens seizes the best angle for every
detail, expression, and scene." Jannings gives

what is certainly his best performance and for

once plays with remarkable restraint. Lya de
Putti radiates a convincing sense of voluptuous
eroticism. Variety was an enormous public

success, especially in the USA, and exerted
considrable effect on Hollywood technique.

Campus Center, Rooms 165 169, Thursday, 10-

25, 9.

WESTWORLD
Michael Crichton's dream world, when entire

universes can be created. Too bad Crichton

can't make a film that doesn't look like a

tourist trip through a souped up Disneyland.
Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield. Campus
Cinemas, Hadley.

CONCERTS
Concerts & Local Music

UMASS
Donny Hathaway—Chick Corea — Oct.

28, Cage, $3.50

NRBQ—Clean Living —Oct. 19, CCA
Bob-Shoo- Bop Revue — Oct. 24, SUB
University Marching Band — Oct. 20,

Alumni Field (Halt Time)

Jeffrey Cain-Bill Stains Oct. 21, SUB
(free) -

Ralph Fitzpatrick Oct. 19, Bowker

SPRINGFIELD
Carpenters— Skiles & Henderson —

Oct. 19, Civic Center

WILLIAMSTOWN
Dave Mason — Oct. 27, Williams

College

BOSTON
Willie Dixon & The Blues Allstars —

Oct. 19-21, Paul's Mall

Trevor Veitch & Andy Kulburg — Oct

19-23, Passim Coffeeshop

Miles Davis — Oct. 19-21, Jazz

Workshop
Bruce Springsteen — Oct. 19, Oliver's

Koko Taylor — Oct. 19 28, Joe's Place

Mahavishnu Orchestra—Mark-Almond
Band — Oct. 19, Music Hall

Manhattans — Oct. 19-21, Sugar Shack
Dan Hicks—Maria Muldaur—Special

Guests — Oct. 21, Symphony Hall

Black Oak Arkansas— Foghat — Oct.

21, Orpheum
Cymande — Oct. 21, Sugar Shack
Norman Mailer — Oct. 22, Tufts

Len McCann — OCt. 22 28, Jazz

Workshop
Sonny Rollins — Oct. 22 28, Paul's Mall

Stories—Tim Buckley — Oct. 23 25,

Boston Club
John Mayall—Joe Walsh — Oct. 23,

Opi-.eur

Townes Van Zandt — Oct. 24-27,

Passim Coffeeshop
New Riders—Commander Cody — Oct.

26, Orpheum
Mott The Hoople—Aerosmith — Oct.

27, Orpheum
Super Sax — Oct. 28, Newton North

High School

Crosby & Nash — Oct. 28, Music Hall
Buckminster Fuller — Oct. 28, Or-

pheum; Nov. 1, Tufts
Sha Na Na — Nov. 2, Music Hall
George Carlin — Nov. 4, Symphony

Hall

Doobie Brothers—The Man Army —
Nov. 4, Music Hall

J. Geils Band — Nov. 5, Boston Garden
Frank Zappa & The Mothers Of In-

vention — Nov. 7, Orpheum

Local Music
Fat— Oct. 19,20 8,21, Rusty Nail

Sloth — Oct. 19 & 20, Bluewall
Aces And 8's — Oct. 24 8. 25, Bluewall

Allston All-Stars — Oct. 25, Hatch
Some Of My Best Friends — Oct. 20 &

21 (9-1), The Pub; Oct. 23, Rusty
Nail

Home Cookin' — Oct. 24 & 25, Rusty
Nail

Doc Sullivan— Oct. 19 (3-6 p.m.), 21 (4-

8 p.m.), 25, The Pub
D.J. — Oct. 19 (9 1), 20 (4-6 p.m.), The

Pub
Billy Whyte — Oct. 23, The Pub
Rush — Oct. 19, Quicksilver

Art Steel Chicago Blues Band — Oct.

20, Quicksilver

Home Cookin' — Oct. 24 & 25, Rusty

Nail

Computing Center Charged With Data Distortion
By JERRY LAZAR

UMass officials are investigating

accusations made by an ex-

employee of the University
Computing Center who claims he
was illegally fired in September,

1972 because he threatened to

expose an alleged conspiracy in-

volving Dr. Conrad A. Wogrin,

director of the Computing Center.

T he investigation was prompted
by letters dated August 10, 1973 to

three U.S. Senators, signed by
Thomas F. Sullivan, a former
night shift operator at the Center.

The letters claimed that Wogrin
and Dr. James C. Fortune, then a

School of Education professor,

conspired in the execution of a

omputer program which
generated a fraudulent report for

he U.S. Office of Education."

Both Wogrin and Fortune have

New England 's

Largest

College Daily

"made emphatic, unqualified
denials of the allegations," ac-

cording to a member of the ad hoc
investigating committee.
Fortune was principle in-

vestigator for a segment of a

Federal evaluation of the ef-

fectiveness of the Title I program,
contracted to the University by the

Office of Education (OE). Title I

was formed with the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of

1965 and was designed to help

educationally deprived children in

low-income areas. About one
billion dollars was appropriated by
Congress and spent by the USOE
during the program's first year.

The Commissioner of Education
is required by law to annually

report on the effectiveness of the

Title I program. Fortune's project,

"Data Analysis of 1969-70 Survey of

clhr fflaiitfarhusrttii

Compensatory Education (Title

I )
", was a part of that evaluation,

and entailed the services of the

Computing Center.

Fortune left UMass in August,

1972 and is now teaching at

Virginia Polytechnic Institute in

Blacksburg, Virginia.

Sullivan told the Collegian that

Fortune, at the request of the

Office of Education, deliberately

manipulated the data of the survey
so that it would make Title I seem
ineffective and therefore no longer

worthy of Congressional ap-
propriations.

According to Sullivan, the
project was originally contracted

to "another major U.S. university"

which produced results favorable

to Title I. Then, said Sullivan, the

contract was given to UMass,
which used the same data and

Thomas F. Sullivan

^^F A FREE AND RESPONSIBLE ^^^ PRESS

produced the same results.

Sullivan claims that Fortune
then went to Washington with the

evaluation and conclusions, and
there was asked by the OE to

change the "weight factor", which,
according to Sullivan, would
change the output of the computer
program.

"Fortune did an honest job
originally." said Sullivan. "The
data at its best was shoddy to begin
with."

Sullivan said Fortune did not

want to cooperate with the OE, but

"Jour or five" people from OE
came to campus, spent a week in

Fortune's office, and convinced
him to change the weight factor,

which was executed March 28-29,

1972, according to Sullivan.

(Continued on P. 6)
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Commager Asks Impeachment

Staff I'hdlo/Knslen Thompson

Left to right: Henry Steele Commager, noted historian; Leo Marx, Amherst
American Studies Professor and John M. Ward, Amherst College President.

Kennedy Calls Compromise
On Tapes A "Sham"

ByMARKVOGLER
Washington. DC. -Senator

Edward M. Kennedy Monday
called President Nixon's at

tempted tapes compromise "a

sham'' and declared that

"Congress cannot stand silent" in

view of circumstances surrounding

the firing of special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox.

In an afternoon press conference

at the Capitol. Senator Kennedy
referred to the recent Watergate
related events "the most distur-

bing aspects of the intense con-

stitutional crisis into which this

A march for the impeachment of the President will leave from
Ihe Student Union at UMass tonight at 6:30. The peaceable and
legal march will proceed throught the campus and will continue on

its designated route through the town of Amherst. An impeachment
rally is expected to begin at 7:30 on the Amherst Common
Members of the non-University Community and the 5 colleges

will be participating in this grassroots attempt to remove Richard

Nixon from office

The purpose of the march and rally is to communicate popular

support on a community-wide basis for the immediate im-

peachment of Nixon and all concerned citizens are urged to par-

ticipate

nation has been plunged".
Kennedy said "the facts and

allegations that have so far come
to light" raised questions which the

Senate would have to resolve.

Kennedy said he has urged the

Senate Judiciary to undertake a
full investigation of "serious"
allegations, directed at the Nixon
administration, as well as other

questions surrounding the
dismissal of Cox. The Committee is

scheduled to begin its action

Wednesday morning with Cox
summoned as the first witness

before the Committee
Several of the questions which

Kennedy said merited answers
included:

-When did Attorney General
Richardson first learn that a

decision to fire Mr. Cox was im-
( Continued on P. 17)

By CHRISTINA R0680MANDO
Historian Henry Steele Commager last night called for the im-

peachment of President Richard Nixon. Speaking at an all-College

Meeting at Amherst College, Commager paraphrased the Declaration of

Independence and enumerated thirteen "high crimes and
misdemeanors" which make Nixon subject to impeachment by the House
of Representatives.

The meeting called by editors of the AMHERST STUDENT "to in-

form the campus of the moral and constitutional basis of the current

national crisis, to consider the possibility of supporting the impeachment
of President Nixon and to dramatize publicy our outrage at currents,"

packed Amherst College's Johnson Chapel. Also speaking were Amherst
American Studies Professor Leo Marx and John M. Ward, Amherst
College president.

Professor Marx urged students to look past the present crisis. "Isn't

Richard Nixon saying that the American empire deserves an emperor?"
Calling the present Constitutional crisis "the latest in a series of crises

since the assassination of President Kennedy, "Marx said we must look

past the crisis and begin to see "this disease threatens the very survival

of our Constitutional democracy."
Taking a more cautious stand. President Ward said, "We are at the

edge, but not yet over it If Judge Sirica's Court finds President Nixon, by
refusing to obey a court order to turn over the White House tapes, to be in

contempt of court and he refuses to obey, then he will be subject to im-
peachment."

Commager called the history of the present administration "a history

of repeated injuries and usurpations." Among Commager's thirteen

charges against Nixon were:
1. He has waged a "cruel war. in defiance of international law, of the

charter of the United Nations, and of the Constitution of the United States.

2. "He has ignored and flouted those provisions of the Bill of Rights

guaranteeing freedom of speech, of assembly, and petition."

3. "He has betrayed the basic principles of self-government by at-

tempting to subvert and corrupt the election processes, and by deception,

trickery, espionage and violence he has conspired to deceive the

American people... thereby fatally compromising the integrity of the

Democratic processes."

4. "He nas resorted again and again to cr iminal acts in order to steal

or to obtain by violence, documents to which (he) had no title, and he has
sought to protect the tools and agents of these crimes by the implied

promise of executive clemency."
5. "He has ignored and flouted the constitutional provision that he

faithfully execute the laws by impudently claiming the right to ignore the

laws themselves and by impouding funds."

6. "He has violated the confidentiality of his associates and con-

sultants in his own official home by making tape recordings of their

conversations without their permission or their knowledge.
7 "He has refused to abide by a definitive order of the highest court

that passed on the issue that he turn over for the inspection of the court

his record of the tapes, compounding his defiance of the law and his

contempt for the courts by removing from office an official who had been
promised immunity from official interference of any kind."

Commager's final statement prompted a standing ovation from the

overflow audience. "Therefore," he said, "we, the American people, call

upon the House of Representatives to impeach and the Senate to convict

Richard Nixon for high crimes and misdemeanors."
The meeting was announced in the October 22 issue of the AMHERST

STUDENT, which carried a front-page editorial calling for im-
peachment. Calling the weeks ahead representative of "either the

redemption of American democracy or the prologue to its collapse, the

editors asked newspapers at major campuses to endorse and print the

editorial

Following the all-College meeting, a meetinvof the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee to Impeach Nixon was held in the Colonial Lounge of the Ml ass
Student Union
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Homecoming: Floats And Bloody Marys
UNIVgHSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Slaff I'hoto/Tuna Stewart

Well, it sure beats waiting in line for that terrible food at the dining commons,
but the accomodations aren't much to write home about...

By JOAN FASSNACHT
For some UMies, Homecoming

was just that, as they took to the

roads, thumbs out in anticipation

of exotic places and a long
weekend "away from it all". For
others, it was a blissful chance to

get away from the books, at least

temporarily. And for some, it was
a time to get high and relax, and
enjoy the western Massachusetts
autumn foliage.

But for the rest, it was a
Homecoming in the true sense of

the word, complete with all the
accompanying entrapments.
Floats, rallys, parties, tailgate

picnics, champagne and bloody
mary breakfasts, receptions, and
of course "The Game" continued
to be the traditional features.

Everyone missed the concerts, but
then who ever looked forward to

sitting in the Cage for four hours on
those hard wooden benches,
anyway???
For most fraternities and

sororities, the Float Parade at 7 on

Friday night officially launched off

the weekend. Twelve floats were
entered in the competition, six

from the Greeks and six from
various other organizations. Phi
Sigma Kappa and Chi Omega
captured the honors and the
trophies for the best floats. Phi
Sigma 's float captured even more
attention when persons unknown
burned it down Saturday night.

Greek celebrations continued
throughout the weekend with
dinners, alumni parties, tailgate
picnics, powderpuff football
games, and hayrides. One in-

dependent fraternity, Sigma Alpha
Mu. defied tradition and went
roller skating Friday night.

For the alumni, it was an official

20-year homecoming for the class
of 1953 and a fifth year reunion for

the class of 1968. Both classes were
special guests at the Saturday
morning tailgate picnic before the
game. Special sections were also
roped off at the football game for

alumni guests.

Mall rin.tr. M,v,. HukkIps

Drummer Max Roach gets it on during halftime
with our own marching band.
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Alumni festivities continued
Saturday night with dinners and
dancing at the various dining
commons. Hangers-on Sunday
morning were sent off in good
spirits after a Bloody Mary break-
fast at the Top of the Campus.
The highlight of any

Homecoming weekend has always

Staff Photo/Tuna Stewart

If only Floatmaking 101 hadn't been over-
subscribed, maybe ours would have won...

'WkKtZ\,

And the winner is. ..Phi

trophy.

been the big football game. It was
just as well that the raw and
drizzly weather prevented many
from attending the game, as a
fairly light turnout watched UMass
go down in defeat to URI 41 to 35.

And it was equally as bad that the
weather kept many people from
enjoying the half-time show
featuring the University Jazz
Workshop and drummer Max
Roach.
For those of you who contributed

in large sums to the University,
there was a reception at Chan-
cellor Bromery's house after the
game About 200 people from the
Second Century Club jammed into
the Chancellor's house for drinks,
food, and scintillating con-
versation.

Not everyone this weekend took
part in official celebrations. A
random sampling of students taken
Monday afternoon listed such other
weekend activities as: watching
television, going to parties, going
to the movies, and going to the
local watering holes. And of course
there were the inevitable few who
studied.

There was even one person who
went through the weekend
oblivious to the event. When
questioned as to his Homecoming
activities, one puzzled UMie said,

"So that's what all those floats
were for..."

Starr Photo/Tuna Stewart

Sigma Kappa and mascot pose proudly with the coveted

You Would Hove.
To Carry 25
ztopkz.
nRGbr
To Compete.
With Hie. Fuel

RBus!^
So why not travel by Peter Pan Bus
on your next trip?

Ran
BUS
LINES

Hou.ly se.v.ce to Boston, New York City, Albany and
everywhere, direct from the University Campus. Extra
express se.v.ce to Nat.ck and Boston every weekend.
Lobby Shop, Student Union
Tel. 545-2528 or 545-2006

Local Group Organizes

Committee To Impeach Nixon
A group of area residents met yesterday afternoon

to organize citizen support in western Massachusetts
tor a movement to impeach President Richard M
Nixon.

The meeting was called hastily in reaction to
President Nixon's latest attempt over the weekend to
withhold the controversial Watergate tapes in
defiance of a ruling by the U.S. Circuit Court that
Nixon hand over the tapes to U.S. District Court
Judge John J. Sirica. Nixon's unwillingness to release
the tapes led to his firing of special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox and the resignations, in
protest, of Attorney General Elliot Richardson and
Deputy Attorney General William Ruckelshaus
Calling itself simply the "Committee to Impeach

Nixon," the group decided to work in specific
organizational areas -fund-raising for a media
campaign urging impeachment; circulating im-
peachment petitions; lobbying key Congressmen on
the House Judiciary Committee, which will probably
be the committee in which impeachment is first of-
ficially discussed in Congress; and arranging an
audience with Congressman Silvio O. Conte (R-
Pittsfield), who represents the First Congressional
District in Massachusetts.
The meeting of about 35 persons was chaired by

Russell Carrier of Northampton, who was a delegate
to the 1972 Democratic National Convention A
number of other local political figures attended
including Democratic State Senator John Olver'
former Selectman candidate George Scheurer, and
lormer Democratic Convention delegate Kenneth
Mosakowski, all of Amherst; and from Northampton
Republican City Councilor William Ames,
Democratic candidate for City Council William
Nagle, Democratic School Committee candidate
Deborah Weeks, and Charter Commission member
John Lawlor, who was also a delegate to last year's
Democratic National Convention.

In a related development last night, Democratic
State Representative James Collins added his sup-
port to the local impeachment effort. Appearing on a
live forum on radio station WMUA, Collins declared
that "Nixon has not given the American people the
facts" on the Watergate break-in, and thus "the
American people have no other recourse than to urge
Congress to initiate impeachment proceedings."
Further information about the Committee to

Impeach Nixon can be obtained from finance
chairwoman Nadine Gallo, P.O. Box 373 Hadlev
Mass. 01035.
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Scholar Examines
Black Nationalism

Impeachment Rally Planned For Amherst
By ROBERTA MARTONE

A rally concerning the im-
peachment of President Nixon was
the subject of an informal meeting
in the Colonial Lounge of the
Student Union, last night. The rally
is to take place at 7:30 tonight on
the Amherst Common.
A march is scheduled for before

beginning on North Pleasant St.

near the North East Area dorms
and will continue through the
residential areas of the university,
ending at the Amherst Common.
Alwin Schmidt, a member of the

Young Workers Liberation
League, said, "The purpose of the
rally is to co-ordinate the whole
effort with the 5 college area and
get a general sentiment on the
issue."

Last night's meeting was mainly
concerned with setting up publicity
for the rally, and obtaining
speakers to speak on the common.
Nick Apostola, president of the

Student Government Association,
said, "You can't just have people
shouting about impeaching Nixon.

The people have to know what the
issue is and what action they can
take. Tangible things have to be
done."
Apostola also suggested post-

cards should be distributed at the
rally so interested people can write
to Washington, expressing their
views on the impeachment.

It was not decided who the
speakers were to be. Suggestions
from the floor included: Senator
Brooke, a representative from the
AFL-CIO, Jeanetta Cole for the
Third World, Jeffrey Cambell from
the Unitarian Society of Amherst,
and any student who wished to
express his views on the im-
peachment.

In the national scene, Doug
Phelps, member of the National
Student Association, said there
have already been demonstrations
at Smith College and other colleges
around the country. There is to be a
rally in New York today, and, at
present, there is a meeting in

Washington to decide if a rally
should be held this weekend, said

Phelps. It was the general feeling
that this weekend would be too
soon for a Washington rally.
AH interested persons are

strongly urged to attend the
Amherst march and rally.

Send A
Postcard

And Elsewhere...

By MARK CITRON
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T ufts-Student government members say that there are no plansUMass ( Boston) -Closed. No one available for comment
Northeastern-No plans in the workings.
Harvard-Most action of N.E. schools contacted.
A Sunday night meeting of undergraduate groups formed "Committee

of Concerned Students". The immediate goal of these groups is to for-
mulate a media impact statement in support of impeachment
Petitions calling for Nixon's impeachment have been drawn up in-

cluding one by John Kenneth Galbraith, but their circulation is ap-
parently being held back to see if the faculty will come out with a corv
cenus statement of the Harvard community.

By ED GORMAN
The Commuter Assembly is

planning to organize a postcard
campaign intended to flood
senator's and congressmen's desks
with opinions on the question of the
impeachment of President Nixon.

According to Cindy Cofferan
president of the Commuter
Assembly, tables will be set up in
the "Campus Center or Student
Union this afternoon or
tomorrow." She said that the exact
time is not known yet because the
campaign is only in its infant
stage.

The tables will be manned by
Commuter Assembly members
who will have postcards, which
they will sell at cost, with the
names and addresses of senators
and congressmen of
Massachusetts and possibly other
states listed on them.

The Commuter Assembly is

organizing this campaign in

reaction to the firing of Special
Watergate Prosecutor Archibald
Cox and the resignations of
Attorney General Elliot Richard-
son and Deputy Attorney General
William Ruckelshaus.

What's Green And White

By KAREN LYNCH
Ever wonder what you'd do with a million dollars 9

Do another 30 semesters at UMass, worry free?
Or buy that Ferrari Or perhaps give it all away?
Well, the people on the Campus Center Board of

Governors who gave us our favorite diversion, the
pinball machine, have brought that million a little bit
closer.

A little more than a week ago a Massachusetts
Lottery ticket vending machine was installed on the
Campus Center concourse.
The machine has since been sold out. partly

because on Monday of last week the machine failed to
shut itself off after it was fed a dollar and began to
give away free tickets. An unidentified person made
off with around 80 tickets for the price of 2.

In order to sell the tickets it is necessary to have a
permit from the Massachusetts Lottery Commission.
Usually the dealer gets a 5 percent commission on

sales, plus l percent of the winnings over $2500.

This l percent is provided by the Lottery Com-
mission, not the individual winner.
There is a Mass. Lottery Commission law,

however, that prevents state employees from selling
the lottery tickets, and technically. Campus Center
employees are state employees.
A bill to reverse that law is presently before the

legislature, but for now the Campus Center will split
the takings with the dealer. 2.5 percent on sales and .5

percent on winnings over $2500.
If one of the 80 "free" tickets should be a winning

ticket, though the dealer lost the $40 on sales, the
Campus Center and the dealer would still receive .5

percent each of the winnings.
The vending machines, a recent invention, are

being installed elsewhere throughout the state as they
are produced
The Lottery Commission is also working on "in-

stant winner'' tickets for the machines whereby the
player knows immediately whether he is a winner.

By BOBBI RAMSAY
Dr. Robert Hill, black scholar

and political activist was the third
guest lecturer of this semester for
the Distinguished Visitor's
Program. Dr. Hill's presentation
addressed the topic, "Crisis of
Black Nationalism and the
Tradition of Marcus Garvey."

Hill is known throughout the
Third World for his reseach and
analysis of the famed black leader,
Marcus Garvey, who came to
national prominence in the early
30's with the rise in popularity of
his "Back to Africa" movement.
Though his primary thrust in the
past has been an analysis of Black
Nationalism and it's realtionship to
the liberation struggle, Hill has
now turned to the question of the
peasantry and their role in the
liberation struggle, both in the
West Indies and America.
As he sees it, the issue of Black

nationalism is a land question and
thus comes directly out of the
peasantry. It was this land
question which was primarily
responsible for religious
movements among the peasantry
in Jamaica, such as the Great
Revival in the 1860's and the
Rastafari movement in present
day Jamaica. In his research on
the topic, Dr. Hill came across
Robert Rumble, who is the only
known leader of a peasant struggle
for Jamaican independence and
self-government in the 1930s.
According to Hill, the question at

this time is not what the con-
tribution was of the peasantry to
the black struggle. Rather we
should address the exclusion of the
peasantry from the history of black
struggle. This exclusion can only
be wrong because as Hill sees it,

the peasantry "were the primary
victims of the original structure of
oppression from which black folks
came and that original structure is

deeply embedded in the present
day."

If we accept this notion, and we
must, why are we so unconscious of
the strategic importance of the
peasantry. On this issue, Hill
maintains that we must move from
the peasants politically as a
historical fact to a reappraisal of
black ideology because there is

somehting fundamentally wrong
with the omittance of the
peasantry from our political ranks.

In his estimation, the peasants
have always been alive in the
literature, arts, dances and foods
of black people and one can say
with much certainty that the
peasantry define the meaning of
black culture. If they are then
omitted in the area of political
ideology, there can only be a
dangerous split between the
creative arts of black people and

black politics and ideology. Dr. Hill
then went on to state that: "Not
until we fuse the question of culture
with the question of struggle, can
we develop an all inclusive
legitimacy to black life. We must
realize that the peasants who
embody black culture are the
source of political liberation."
When asked to define exactly

who made up the black peasantry,
Hill responded that there was no
set definition of peasantry that
would satisfy everyone. In his own
usage, he refers to the people who
originally came from a land base
and the people who remain on the
land. Thus the brother from the
South who works on the factory line
in Detroit is as much a part of the
peasantry as is the sharecropping
family in Georgia.

In the United States, Dr. Hill sees
the problem of defining the
peasantry as compounded. It
becomes here a question of a
geographical sector.

In his concluding statements, Dr.
Hill voiced the belief that the black
struggle will be won or lost in the
South. This is not to say that
decisive struggles in urban centers
will not be of importance. Neither
does this say that the black middle
and upper classes will not be in-
volved. Rather it suggests that the
role of these classes will be
subordinate. In the final analysis,
the black struggle is a national'
struggle that in great measure
stems from the fact that we in the
struggle are all black and thus we
are waging what is primarily an
a 11 -class struggle.
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War Iti The Mideast

Guns Not Silenced By Truce

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Egypt and Israel ordered their

armies to quit shooting Monday in

compliance with a United Nations
Security Council call for a cease-
fire in the 17-day war. Syria did not

respond to the U.N. appeal and
fighting was reported continuing
on both fronts hours after the truce
took effect.

Israel charged that Egyptian
guns were firing on its troops at

various points along the Suez Canal
battle lines early Tuesday, six

hours after the ceasefire deadline
passed.

Egyptian broadcasts denied
Israeli claims of violations. A
military spokesman was qi'oted as
saying Egyptian troops con.olied
with the call for a 6.50 p.iv

shooting halt, and that Israel's

charges were "a pretext to violate

the cease-fire."

The latest Israeli communique,
issued shortly before 1 a.m.
Tuesday, said: "The cease-fire is

not being observed on most sectors
of the Egyptian theater." Israel

accused Egypt of firing on its

forces Monday night, after the
cease-fire deadline.

AP Special Correspondent Hugh
A. Mulligan reported from an
Israeli position on the west bank of

the Suez Canal that a great volley

of gunfire erupted minutes after

the truce took effect.

The Tel Aviv command said
Egyptians were using "various
types of weapons." It did not say if

Israeli forces were returning the
fire.

Egypt and Israel accepted the
Security Council truce call in the
morning hours, but Damascus was
keeping silent on whether Syria
would comply.
An Israeli spokesman said:

"There is no cease-fire on the
Syrian front," and Israeli and
Syrian communiques said fighting

continued.

Earlier, Israel claimed it seized
a strategic artillery position in

bloody hand-to-hand fighting on he
slopes of Mt. Hermon, the
mountain towering over the Syrian
battleground.

Observers in southern Lebanon,

Arabs
At Odds

By HOLGER JENSEN
Associated Press Writer

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - War
brought the Arabs together. Peace
might pull them apart.

T he Arab unity which emerged in
the first 16 days of the Middle east
war seemed to be coming apart
Monday, the 17th day. within hours
of a U.N. Security Council call for a
cease-fire Allies in arms against
Israel, they found themselves at
odds over peace policy.

Iraq, a combatant on the Syrian
front, rejected any ceasefire or
negotiations with the Jewish state.

Syria was "studying" the cease-
fire proposal Egypt accepted it

and Jordan was expected to follow

suit, apparently hoping the
superpowers might force an Israeli

withdrawal from Arab lands oc
cupied since 1967

Palestinian refugees and theirl

guerrilla fighting arm. which hasj
been a mam cause of Arab-Israelif

I net ion for the last quarter cen-

tury, were not consulted

But the executive committee ofl

the Palestine Liberation!

Organization made it clear that it

would not accept a cease fire!

abrogating the 25-year struggle to

recapture the Palestinian!

homeland

near the area, said the sounds of
fighting on Mt. Hermon died out
just before the cease-fire deadline.
Associated Press correspondent

Alex Efty reported in Damascus
that artillery flashes, visible every
night of the war to the south of the
Syrian capital, were not observed
Monday night.

Palestinian guerrillas have said
they would not comply with the
U.N. call for a ceasefire.

Iraq, the major Arab nation
fighting with the Syrians, rejected
the cease-fire outright and Jordan,

the Israelis and on further action
by the Security Council.

The truce was jointly proposed
by the Soviet Union and the United
States, the superpowers backing
the warring parties. It was voted in

the Security Council early Monday
after an agreement worked out in

Moscow over the weekend by
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger and Soviet Communist
party leader Leonid I. Brezhnev.

In addition to the cease-fire in

place, it called for Israeli with-
drawal from Jordanian. Egyptian

PLANES AND BOMBS -Television Station KATV in

Little Rock, Ark., aired these pictures saying they
show, top, an Israeli El Al Airliner on a runway at
Little Rock Air Force Base and, below, a truckload of
bombs on the way to be loaded onto the plane. The Air
Force refused to comment on the report.

with a small force deployed on the
Syrian front, said it would accept
the truce if Syria agreed.

In New York, U.N. officials said
the success of the ceasefire and an
eventual peace settlement hinged
on the good faith of the Arabs and

and Syrian land captured in the
six-day war of 1967 and
negotiations aimed at a lasting

peace agreement for the Middle
East, site of four wars since the
Jewish state was declared in 1948.

The Syrian delay in accepting

in a rush?
grab a quickie Lunch!

Nth Floor Campus Center
Room 1102 11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

the cease-fire, if it continues, could
undermine efforts to carry out the

post cease-fire portions of the

agreement.
Kissinger stopped in Israel

briefly Monday on his way home
from Moscow to confer with
Premier Golda Meir and other
Israeli leaders, presumably to fill

them in on the subsequent steps
intended in his accord with

Brezhnev.
The cease-fire came with the

Israelis claiming a net gain of
about 1,115 square miles of Arab
land over the truce lines settled on
at the close of the 1967 Middle East
war.

This additional occupation
constituted a strong trump for

peace negotiations called for in the
Security Council resolution.

UN Says Peace Plan
Rests On Good Faith

By GENE KRAMER
Associated Press Writer

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP)-U.N. officials said Monday the
success of a U.S. -Soviet-sponsored Middle East cease-fire and peace plan
hinges on good faith by the Arabs and Israelis, and on further action by
the Security Council.

Hopefully awaiting a halt to the 17-day war, the officials admitted the
U.S. -Soviet resolution adopted by the Security Council in the post-
midnight hours carried no specific provisions for enforcement or for
initiating peace talks.

It said merely that negotiations toward a just and durable peace
should start "immediately and concurrently with the cease-fire...under
appropriate auspices."

It will be up to the 15-nation Security Council to define "appropriate
auspices," a U.N. spokesman said when asked whether Secretary-
General Kurt Waldheim was undertaking this role.

"The resolution calls for a cessation of hostilities, but it says nothing
about the observation" of the battle areas to insure compliance, the
spokesman said when asked about the future of U.N. observation teams
in the Middle East.

Observers of the Israeli-Egyptian front were pulled back to Cairo at
Egypt's request soon after the war broke out.

"The U.N. role was not defined in the resolution and the world
organization has not really begun planning it," the spokesman said.

The implication was that the U.N. role would await clarification by
the United States and the Soviet Union, the same powers that achieved a
14-0 passage of the cease-fire resolution. The breakthrough at a dramatic
midnight session followed Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger's
weekend trip to Moscow.

The Washington-Moscow agreement to urge an in-place cease-fire
represented a change in the positions each power had originally taken.

The United States at first had suggested a cease-fire based on Arab
and Israeli withdrawal to positions held prior to the start of the fighting.
The Soviets said any cease-fire resolution would have to provide for
Israeli withdrawal to the borders preceding the 1967 war.
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Congress Would Consider Impeachment Of Nixon
By JEAN HELLER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) Forty four

members of the House of Representatives
said Monday they favored or at least would
consider instituting impeachment
proceedings against President Nixon. Most
of the congressmen were Democrats.
Seventeen House members said they were

undecided on the matter and 12 said they
opposed impeachment.
Of the 44 members favoring or con-

sidering impeachment, 38 were Democrats,
six were Republicans.
The figures were the result of a sampling

of the sentiment of House members
following Nixon's weekend firing of special
Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox. House
members were scattered across the country
for the holiday weekend and many could not
be reached.
Rep. Jerome R. Waldie, D-Calif., said he

would introduce a resolution Tuesday to
impeach Nixon on grounds of obstruction of
justice.

Waldie's draft impeachment resolution
pointed to Nixon's refusal of court orders to

produce tapes and documents related to the
Watergate investigation and Nixon's
abolition of the office of the special

prosecutor.

Under impeachment procedures, the
House Judiciary Committee could in-

vestigate Waldie's proposal, much as a
grand jury examines evidence, and make a
recommendation to the full House. If the
committee recommended impeachment and
the full House voted by a simple majority to

accept that recommendation, the Senate
would try the impeachment case.

On the other hand, the committee could
table the resolution and thereby effectively
kill it.

Rep. Morris K. Udall, D-Ariz., proposed
that Nixon agree to resign in return for
Ford's immediate confirmation with Ford
thereby succeeding Nixon as President.
One of the most vigorous proponents of

impeachment was Rep. Donald Fraser, D-
Minn., national chairman of the Americans
for Democratic Action.

"The President's actions. . have left

Congress with no choice but to proceed with

impeachment," Fraser said. "The
President, in setting himself beyond the law,
has challenged the whole basis upon which
our government is funded - that of a
government under law."
And from Rep. Ken Hechler, D-W. Va.:

"For a nation numbed by a successive
series of shocks, this latest nightmare-
come-true at first sounded like some sort of
a halloween fantasy, yet is it not obvious
that respect for the Constitution and the
orderly processes of government cannot
continue with the present occupant of the
White House."

While an overwhelming amount of the
support for impeachment came from
Democrats, Rep. H. R. Gross, R-Iowa, said
he "would support an impeachment action
against President Nixon unless the federal
court on its own motion proceeded with
action to obtain the Watergate tapes. The
principle of executive branch accountability
to the Congress is at stake."
Among those opposed to an impeachment

move was Rep. Robert J. Huber, R-Mich.,
who called Cox's dismissal long overdue.

"Cox was trying to build an empire," Huber
added. "He had practically 100 attorneys on
his staff just to investigate Watergate. It's

ridiculous."

Others said it was just too early to be
talking of such drastic action.

"I think it's far too early to conclude, for
any other than partisan reasons one has
harbored all along, that he has abused his
executive authority," said Rep. Howard W
Robison, R-N.Y. "Maybe he has. But let's
wait a while and find out."
Even some members of the House long

loyal to Nixon indicated that while they did
not favor impeachment move now, they did
not know how long they would continue to
feel that way.
"I've carried Nixon's flag faithfully for

five years and it's getting awfully heavy,"
said Rep. G. William Whitehurst, R-Va.
Rep. Jerry L. Pettis, R-Calif., said every

man is presumed innocent and the President
should be given the benefit of the doubt.
"I'm bending over backwards to believe
him," Pettis said. "I'm bending over so far
backwards my fifth vertebra is about to
break."

Poll Shows Americans Favor Impeachment
By DICK BARNES

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -

Demands for impeachment of
President Nixon or his
resignation mounted Monday
in Washington as a scientific

poll showed a thin plurality of
Americans favoring im-
peachment.
NBC News said the poll

showed 44 per cent in favor of

impeachment, 43 per cent
opposed and 13 per cent un-

decided. The Oliver Quayle
organization contacted nearly
1.000 persons for the poll.

The poll was initiated after
Nixon fired special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox. It

showed 75 per cent of those
questioned opposed to that
action, 16 per cent approved
and 9 per cent undecided, NBC
said.

The network said 48 per cent
of those questioned since
Saturday night believe Nixon
should step aside "and let

someone else run the countrv,"

while 43 per cent said he should
not resign and 9 per cent were
undecided.

Meanwhile, the new acting

attorney general pledged
vigorous pursuit of the
Watergate investigation.

House Speaker Carl Albert
and other congressional
leaders worked on plans for

how to proceed with im-
peachment resolutions
promised by angry members in

the wake of Nixon's firing

Saturday night of special
Watergate prosecutor
Archibald Cox.
Nixon, first at the White

House and then at his Camp
David, Md., retreat, con-
sidered using a televised
speech to present his side of the
case to the nation.

U.S. Solicitor General Robert
H. Bork said the staff and
evidence assembled by Cox
would be used to pursue the
Watergate probe. Bork became
acting attorney general when
Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson

KUNG FU
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New England Area

Master in Charge A. Chan

CALL 549-6223 after 4:00 p.m.

quit and Deput Atty. Gen.
William D. Ruckelshaus was
dismissed Saturday night over
Cox's firing.

He put the investigation
under the supervision of Henry
E. Petersen, the assistant
attorney general in charge of

the criminal division.

Bork said he retains
"ultimate authority and
responsibility" for the in-

vestigation. When Nixon fired

Cox, he also abolished the
office of special prosecutor,
which had handled the case
since May.
While White House aides

sought to mollify critical

senators and congressmen
with explanations of Nixon's
action, criticism of the move

continued to pile up - a
significant amount of it from
Republicans.
The AFL-CIO's national

convention in Miami Beach,
Fla., shouted approval to a
resolution calling for Nixon to
resign or be impeached if he
didn't.

Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, D-
Hawaii, a member of the
Senate Watergate committee,
told the convention Nixon
should resign because
Americans "have suffered
enough" and "must be spared
this new pain and trauma."
The public flooded Western

Union with telegrams to
Washington. Some 8,000 were
sent to Cox's former office. A
new Gallup Poll taken before

Saturday's events showed
Nixon's confidence rating with
the public at a new low.

The president of the
American Bar Association
urged Congress to reestablish
the office of the special
prosecutor, a move of a
number of senators and
representatives also ad-
vocated.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-
Mass., urged the Senate
Judiciary Committee to in-

vestigate what he called ac-
cumulating evidence that last
weeks tapes battle as a
pretext to fire Cox because he
was "too hot on the White
House trail."
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Chancellor's Office Investigates

Conspiracy Charges Hit Computing Center
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(Continued from P. l)

"Dr. Fortune in his heart did not
want to do what he did," said
Sullivan, "but he was forced to.

And I was pissed. This was clear

perversion by a Federal agency,"
he said.

The UMass investigation is

being conducted by members of

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery's staff: Dr. James I.

DeShields, Dr. Douglas Forsyth,
Patricia Asack, and staff attorney
Sidney Myers. They will report to

the Chancellor "in the near
future," said DeShields. Bromery
will then report to UMass
President Robert Wood, who will

respond to Senators Edward
Kennedy, Edward Brooke, and
Lowell Weicker.
"We will make recom-

mendations in terms of our per-

ceptions of the situation,"
DeShields told the Collegian.

What were Wogrin's and For-
tune's reaction?

"They have made most em-
phatic, unqualified denials of the
allegations," said DeShields.

"Our role is to assess the facts as
we see them. The onus of sub-

stantiating the allegations is on
Sullivan," he said.

"He (Sullivan) should either

move, and take legal action,"

added Myers, "or withdraw the
allegations."

"Very serious allegations have
been made," said DeShields.
individuals have been accused of

wrongdoing. If they feel they have
been hurt ( by the accusations)

,

then they may take action to

protect themselves. Nothing
prevents frivolous allegations
unless the aggrieved party takes it

to court," he said. "Again, the onus
of substantiating the allegations is

on Sullivan."

"We are assuming that Sullivan
is a responsible individual, " added
Myers, "and that he is aware of

and accountable for his actions."
Sullivan presented the com-

mittee a handwritten, eleven-page
letter addressed to Robert H.
Gonter, associate director of the
Computing Center, dated Sep-

Wogrin, Fortune
Deny All Charges

By JERRY LAZAR
I om Sullivan has made some pretty wild charges. I've never heard

them directly from him, but I categorically deny them."
That was Dr. Conrad A. Wogrin's reaction to charges made by Thomas

F. Sullivan, former night shift operator at the University Computing
Center, who accused Wogrin of conspiring "in the execution of a com-
puter program which generated a fraudulent report for the U.S. Office of
Education."
Wogrin is director of the Computing Center where computer tapes

used in an evaluation report of the Title I program were run by Dr
James C. Fortune, principle investigator of the project.

"I never talked with Fortune about his program," said Wogrin. "It's
not my function. I saw Fortune here and I knew he was using our com-
puters That was the extent of it."

Wogrin noted that the Center was run strictly as a service organization
and was not directly involved with projects or studies which used the
Center to run computer tapes.
'Furthermore. Tom Sullivan was not in the position to know what was

done with data, and there is no way that he would be able to determine if it

was manipulated or not," he said.

"Sullivan wasn t tired," said Wogrin. 'He disappeared from here in
September 1 1972). We weren't able to contact him. so after a reasonable
period of time, we considered the job abandoned."
Wogrin said he ran into Sullivan "in late spring", at which time

Sullivan threatened to sue him, he said.
Sullivan claims he 'constantly reminded" Wogrin "of the illegality of

his actions ." Wogrin told the Collegian that he never directly heard the
charges from Sullivan.

Rober H. Gonter, associate director of the Center, told the Collegian
that the idea of Wogrin's involvement in the alleged conspiracy is "kind
<>! ridiculous It couldn't be possible," he said.
"Dr Wogrin would not have any contact with that data and neither

would I," he said

Did Sullivan simply misinterpret what was being done with the data 9

That was the possibility suggested by Collegian interviews with Dr
Hortune and by Dr. Thomas E Hutchinson, associate professor in the
School of Education and co-investigator of the project.
"We did not change the weights," said Fortune, in reply to the ac-

cusations "We changed the format which we used to read the weights
"

he said, explaining that this was done for the sake of accuracy and was in
no way an attempt to defraud "There was no altering of the weights at
all." he emphasized.

Sullivan claims that the tapes were "manipulated."
"Manipulation has a different connotation to a laymen than it does to a

social scientist." said Fortune "Analysis means manipulation of data
Sullivan says the data is questionable'. Well, any data used in social
science studies is always questionable." he said
Both Fortune and Hutchinson said that, to their knowledge, no other

university was awarded the contract prior to UMass. Rather, separate
segments of the project were awarded to other universities and private
consulting firms. Fortune's role in the evaluation was strictly analyzing
the data

W'c didn't gather the data." said Hutchinson, "and we didn't process
the questionnaires."

According to Fortune, "we had to fuss around with the tapes in order to
make them coincide with OK (Office of Education) specifications,"
.idding that this was standard procedure in any computer program in-
volving data analysis

Fortune said that his report was accepted by OE with no changes, and
;it no time was rejected by OE as Sullivan claims. Alsc he said, the report
was "descriptive, not judgemental", and was neither negative nor
positive concerning Title I

Sullivan never approached me or tried to clear up his misun-
derstanding of what was going on," said Fortune.
According to Hutchinson, "we had a lot of trouble with the tapes The

lust set was not correct, the format was wrong, it was unreadable, and it

was very late in delivery." he said, blaming those problems on the people
contracted to prepare the tapes prior to being used by UMass.
Hutchinson said (hat Sullivan never confronted him. and that he heard

the charges through Fortune

I do not believe them to be valid." he said
• Sullivan does not have sufficient expertise to know if something was

tampered with And if you're conspiring to do something like that, you
didn't do it in front of other people That would be rather dumb." said

Hutchinson.
•| have certainly not done anthmg like that, nor would I have reason to

do so.' he said

tember, 1972, in which he requests
a two-week leave of absence. The
letter accuses various Center staff

members of racism, nepotism, and
illegal moonlighting.

Sullivan claims he handed the
letter to Gonter at a meeting with
him and another Center staff

member, at which Gonter, ac-
cording to Sullivan, verbally ap-
proved the leave of absence,
during which Sullivan would seek
employment in Florida.

Gonter and the other staff
member said that they never saw
the letter until it was presented to

them by the committee several
weeks ago. They both
acknowledged that they had met
with Sullivan in September, 1972,

but, they concurred, Sullivan
claimed that he would submit his

resignation the following week,
and a leave of absence was never
discussed.

According to Gonter, Sullivan
never returned to file his
resignation, and after he was gone
from the job "an inordinate
amount of time," the position was
considered abandoned and a
replacement was found.
The prescribed "inordinate

amount of time", according to
Gonter, is "about fourteen days."
"Sullivan did not ask for a leave

of absence, nor did we ever in-

dicate granting him a leave of

absence," Gonter told the
Collegian, adding that the charges
made in the letter to him were
based on incidents which Sullivan
had "blown out of proportion" and
were "not true."

Gonter said he was "surprised to

see the letter" when it was
presented to him in late Sep-
tember, 1973 by the investigating
committee, and that he had never
heard Sullivan's charges prior to
reading the letter.

Sullivan said he requested the
leave of absence becuase he was
"under great pressure" for
threatening to expose what he
termed "a very serious criminal
action."

"I feel that it is my ethical

responsibility as well as my
patriotic duty to call attention to
this situation," he said in his let-

ters to the three Senators.
"I only want to see justice ser-

ved," Sullivan told the Collegian.
"I'm not out to screw the
University. I think UMass is a fine
school. I'm not looking for sen-
sationalism, either," he said,
adding that he had rejected the
opportunity to sell the story to

"several major national
magazines."
Sullivan claims he returned from

Florida after nine days, and
discovered he was removed from

the payroll, "illegally and
unethically," He said he is seeking
to "recover damages from the
University in the amount of
$290,000."

Sullivan claims he will file his
charges in Hampshire County
Superior Court, but he has not yet
done so. He has, however, filed a
complaint with District Attorney
John Callahan. Callahan told the
Collegian he would have not
comment until he has met with
Sullivan.

DeShields said that the in-
vestigating committee "has
received nothing in writing from
Sullivan saying that the OE and the
University were involved in any
sort of conspiracy." Rather,
Sullivan's charges as conveyed to
the Senators are that Fortune and
Wogrin were solely responsible for

manipulating the computer
programs.
DeShields noted that the

University does not have
jurisdiction to investigate what the
OE might have done. That will
have to be conducted at a Federal
level, he said, in which case the
Senate would have to request the
computer tapes from OE.
"That sort of investigation would

be of a technical nature," said
DeShields. "One would have to re-
examine the computer tapes to
determine whether anything was
illegally tampered with."

His committee's function, he
explained, is to speak with the
people involved and prepare a
report for the Chancellor in which
they will make recommendations
"in terms of our perceptions of the
situation."
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Cox Firing Blocks
ITT, Milk Case Data

By MICHAEL Pl'TZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon's firing of Archibald Cox
blocked, at least temporarily, the
search for White House records
that could prove vital to non-
Watergate investigations including
the ITT and milk-price cases.
Dissolution of the special

prosecutor's office also leaves an
uncertain future for probes into a
$100,000 contribution from
billionaire Howard Hughes to
Nixon's friend C. G. "Bebe"
Hebozo, illegal corporate
donations to the President's re-
election campaign and alleged
presidential involvement in the
1971 Ellsberg burglary.
Documents already disclosed by

the Senate Watergate committee
and other sources point to critical
material apparently still locked in

the basement of the Executive
Office Building.

But the conditions Nixon set
when he agreed to release some
material from the Watergate tape
recordings would cut off access to
all White House Watergate and
non-Watergate papers. The court
order he has refused to comply
with would have forced him to

surrender documents as well as the
more celebrated tapes.
Cox said one of his chief reasons

for rejecting the deal was the ban
on further document-hunting.
Some of the papers he is known

or believed to have wanted are:
—ITT: In a memorandum from

then-special presidential counsel
Charles W. Colson to then-
presidential chief of staff H. R.
Haldeman on March 30, 1972,

Colson listed a series of memos he
said could be damaging if they
were discovered.

Other memos cited by Colson
refer to intervention in the case by

executives and government of-

ficials to settle the corporation's
antitrust problems in exchange for
a big campaign contribution.
—MILK FUND: The milk

producers lobby sent Nixon a letter
on Dec. 16, 1971, discussing the
industry's problems with price
controls and mentioning it was
about to start contributing $2
million to the President's re-

Nixon, Richardson Meet
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon met for a half-hour

Monday with Elliot L. Richardson, who resigned as attorney
general in the Watergate tapes dispute, the White House said.
However, presidential spokesmen would not give any indication

ol what the meeting was about.
Deputy press secretary Gerald L. Warren said that Richardson

talked by telephone Monday with Nixon's chief of staff, Alexander
M. Haig Jr., and the idea of a meeting with the President stemmed
from their conversation.
The meeting took place in Nixon's Oval Office at the White House

early in the afternoon and word of it leaked out by evening.
Richardson has scheduled a press conference Tuesday morning

:>nd there was some speculation that he might have been offered
another post in the administration. However, a Richardson con-
fidant discounted this possibility.

Richardson was not immediately available for comment.

high-level officials including
former Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew, former Treasury
Secretary John B. Connally and
former Commerce Secretary Peter
G. Peterson.

The still-secret documents could
decide the question of whether a
conspiracy existed between ITT

election campaign, according to

investigative sources.
Three months later, on March 23,

1971, Nixon met personally at the

White House with more than a
dozen dairy industry lobbyists.

Also present was the then-
secretary of agriculture, Clifford

Hardin

Reaction In Massachusetts

200 Demonstrate In Boston

BySETH MYDAN8
Associated Press W riter

BOSTON (AP) - Chanting
"throw the bum out." a group of
about 200 demonstrators paraded
through downtown Boston Monday
to urge the impeachment of
President Nixon.

Leslie Cagan of the Women's
Center School said the marchers
were a coalition of groups who
have banded together to form the
Committee to Remove Our
President (CROP).
"We've got to do something to

get him out and to make sure this

sort of thing doesn't happen in

another 10 years." she said. "The
only way we can get him out is by
doing this sort of thing and getting

some action in Congress. Our
leaders never move in this country
unless the people do something
first."

A crowd of 150 persons looked on
as the marchers moved past the
Common. Shoppers on Washington
Street waved and clapped.

"It's not just Watergate," Miss
Cagan said. "It's Vietnam,
Palestine, the economy, the

repression.

"But this weekend was the final

last straw. Over the last six months
we've been getting more and more
weary of the President. If he could
do what he's done now, we're all

very much afraid he can do

anything he wants, and no single
person should have that kind of

power."
She said CROP hopes to organize

a bigger rally next weekend, and is

participating in a number of

petition drives for impeachment.

Kerry: Peabody

:

BOSTON (AP) - The former
leader of the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War and unsuccessful
candidate for congress in

Massachusetts' fifth District
Monday called for the im-
peachment of President Nixon.
John Kerry said he has been

reticent in the past to talk of im-
peachment because of the
seriousness of the matter and
because of his opposition to the
Nixon administration

"I don't think this country has
any choice but to proceed with
impeachment and with great
haste," Kerry said. "The
President has challenged the
concept and duty of every citizen to
follow the law and have that law
interpreted by the courts."

BOSTON (AP) Eormer
Massachusetts governor Endicott
Peabody called Monday for the
impeachment of President Nixon,
saaing he "has defied the courts
and violated the Constitution and
his oath of office."

Peabody, who ran for the
Democratic vice-presidential
nomination in 1972, said Nixon's
nominee, Gerald Eord, would not

be confirmed for the time being.

He called the current events an
illustration of his belief that
presidential candidates should not
nominate the vice-president.

Peabody urged a continuation of

the Watergate investigation by a
special counsel to the grand jury
and suggested former special
prosecutor Archibald Cox.

AFL-CIO Asks

Nixon Resignation
By ROBERTA. DOBKIN

AP Labor Writer
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP)

Delegates to the AFL-CIO con
vention approved a resolution
Monday urging President Nixon to
resign and said Congress should
impeach him if he does not leave
office voluntarily.

Soon after the 2,000 delegates
acted, Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, D-
Hawaii, told the group that Nixon
should quit to spare the nation a
major consitutional crisis of im-
peachment which "seems im-
minent."
"Our President openly defies our

courts and he has placed himself
above the law," said Inouye, the
first member of the Senate
Watergate committee to call for

Nixon's resignation.

The action came in the wake of
the firing of special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox, the
resignation of Atty. Gen. Elliot L.
Richardson and the discharge of
Deputy Atty. Gen. William D.
Ruckelshaus.
The delegates, some pounding

tables with their fists, shouted
their approval of the resolution
presented by the 32-member
executive council of the 13.4-

million-member labor federation.
Not a single voice of dissent was

heard in the huge meeting froom of

the Americana Hotel as the vote
was taken.

The AFL-CIO, which last year
aided in Nixon's re-election by
officially remaining neutral in the
presidential campaign, was the

first major organization with
political clout to call for Nixon's
ouster.

"Impeachment is not a prospect
we contemplate with pleasure,"
said federation President George
Meany in reading the resolution to

the convention. But, he added, "We
believe that the American people
have had enough."
"Justice must be done, the risks

of not doing it being more than a
democracy can safely bear," the

resolution said.
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The School Of Ed.

Flexes It's Curriculum

The School of Education is,

currently operating under a
curriculum process called Flexible
Curriculum whereby learning
experiences do not necessarily
conform to the three hour a week
semester long university standard.
Below are listed learning ex-

periences which are starting
within the next two weeks (Oct 22-

26 & Oct. 29-Nov. 2) and which still

have space available for additional
enrollment. Students desiring to
sign up for these learning ex-
periences or get more information
about them should contact the
School of Education Registration
and Advising Offices or the first
floor of Hills House South.
4820 - Interpersonal Skills and

Racism in the Classroom
Workshop II, 9:00-5:00. Nov. 2-4
100 mods, Barbara Love
Maryellen Harmon, Hills 467
7175 - Community College-
Advising and Counseling, Tues
4:00-6:30. Oct. 23, Nov. 6, 13. 27^
Dec. 4. 100 mods, R. Wuerthuer,
GDEL 609.

45B7 - Intro to Educational
Technology: The Computer in
Instruction M W F 10:00-11 .00. Oct
24-Dec. 12, 100 mods, G.e!
Anderson, MARS 120.

5493 - Chicago's Metro High A
Case Study (HASP), Th. 9:05-12:05.
Nov. 1 - only to receive assignment.
Nov. 15, 29 35 mods, Donn
Kesselheim. Hills 467.

Staff Photo: Pet* Manera
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wasi7 lonS ag° that we ran this picture of Nixon announcing the end of the
V N War and some of us may have been fooled into thinking 'Maybe..." Just goes to
show how wrong we could be. 'Some things never change."

Room To Move

We're Here-Come See Us
Room-to-Move is a student run

drug drop-in counseling Center
that is in its fourth year of service.
Were located in the Student Union,
down the hall from the Hatch
cafeteria and open most of the day
from 10 a.m. to midnight and on
Friday and Saturday nights there
is 24 hour staffing on the center.

Room-to-Move presented a
symposium on Transpersoaal
Growth and sponsored other well
known speakers in the field of
psychology and spiritualism. This
year we will again sponsor
speakers in the field of human
consciousness. (4) Volunteer
Training: Under the leadership of

There's also a telephone answering Rick Taupier, volunteer students
on call" service when no one is

in.

Staff members include both
undergraduate and graduate
students who've been trained to
deal with all sorts of problem

-

s"drugs, alcohol, depression,
personal and spiritual counseling.
And if we don't have exactly what
you need in terms of information or
service, we're able to refer you to
those who do. In addition to our
"drop-in" staffing, we offer the
following services : (1) Education:
Under the leadership of E.T.
Mellor. the education team
presents educational workshops
concerning drugs to dormitory
students, counselors and heads of
residence.

These workshops deal with
specific drug problems, as well as
with problems within the com-
munity and means of dealing with
them. (2) Black Action: Under the
leadership of Al Gordon, this team
works with members of the Third
World Community offering
workshops and other outreach
activities in the five college
community. The Hard Drug team,
a component of this team, offers a
detoxification program in
cooperation with the University
Health Services. This program is

intended to provide non-narcotic
assistance for withdrawal from
heroin, barbituates and guaaludes.
(3) Speakers Program: Last year

are being trained to become future
counselors at Room-to-Move. (5)
Veteran's Program. Bill Staton, a
new staff member and a disabled,
Vietnam veteran himself, is
available at some time every day
for personal, academic, drug, and
alcohol related counseling. (6)
Various growth workshops in bio-
energetics and body awareness
with Gene Silver and in sensitivity
training with Larry Ruhf are being
organized or are underway. (7)
Under the leadership of John
Barbaro, the alcohol team is

sponsoring rap sessions and
various outreach activities related
to alcohol use.

Our drug analyzation service has
had to be discontinued because of
external pressure from the Bureau
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.
We will make all attempts possible
to reinstate this service as soon as
possible.

Room-to-Move has struggled to
keep aware of the changing needs
of the student body and to develop
effective ways of meeting these
needs. It has served as a vehicle
for communication between the
"folk medicine" of the street and
professional medicine, and has
been instrumental in developing
new models of health care. The
staff is aware of many of the social
and spiritual issues underlying
drug abuse and strives to provide
services which will help people

resolve some of these issues. Much
of our effort is directed toward
helping people find alternatives to
drug use such as creativity,
exercise, yoga, meditation. In a
period of confusion and despair we
try to help individuals find a source
of positive growth within them-
selves and each other.
Stop in any time to meet us-

that's what we're here for.
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I And Thou And Buber
Bob Zelman, a graduate student

from the Humanistic Psychology
Institute will be offering a one
credit course on "The Philosophy
of Martin Buber'' for the Jewish
Studies Program of Hillel. It will

deal with Buber s philosophy of I

and Thou on the topics of God,
mysticism, sex. love, politics, etc.

Buber deals with the reality of

iuman relationships

It will begin tonight from 7:30-

rt:30 p.m. in the Hillel Office in the

Student Union. If people are in-

terested in meeting at another time

this can be arranged.

Zelman is also interested in

doing one credit "Bleeding Rose"

colloquia courses in the Southwest

Area. The proposed topics are:

Psychic Phenomena: Philosophy

of Love: Don Juan: A Yacqui Way

of Knowledge; H. Hesse; R. D.
Lairrg.

A Southwest dormitory must
agree to sponsor each 6 week
course for $100. If you are in-

terested in having your dorm
sponsor a course tell your dorm
government representatives and
get in touch with the Southwest
Academic Affairs Office on the 1st
Floor John Quincy Adams
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Pablo Casals Dies At 96
By JOSK K. BERRA

Associated Press Writer

SAN JUAN, P.R. (AP) - Pablo
Casals, the world renowned cellist

who used his musical genius as an
instrument of protest against
tyranny, died Monday at the age of

96. His 46-year-old wife Martita
was at his bedside.

Casals entered Auxilio Mutuo
Hospital three weeks ago after
suffering a heart seizure. Doctors
said he also suffered from chronic
bronchitis, a kidney failure, high
fever and circulatory ailments.
The world of music, which had

acclaimed him the greatest cellist

of his time, paid tribute to his

memory.

Said Russia's Mstislav
Rostropovich, considered the best

cellist since Casals was in his

prime:
"I have lost not only a great

teacher but a true friend. I feel a

great personal grief."

Eugene Ormandy, music
director of the Philadelphia
Orchestra, said:

"Pablo Casals was one of the

greatest musicians of all time and
the greatest cellist. He was a

strong example of humanity at its

finest and most vital. His love of

people was probably the reason for

his richand long life. His passing is

a tremendous loss to the world of

music and a great personal loss to

my wife and myself."

Casals was born Dec. 29, 1876, in

Vendrell, a town near Barcelona,

Spain. He began playing a

homemade cello at the age of 10,

after becoming proficient on the

piano, organ and violin.

He was playing before Spanish

royalty by the time he reached the

age of 15 and was an international

concert artist, appearing as solo

cellist for the Paris opera while

still a teenager.

In the early 1930s he returned to

Spain to conduct his own orchestra
- a period which he called the

happiest in his life.

But the Spanish civil war ended
his idyll, and Casals, a fervent anti-

Fascist, left his beloved native

country and settled in France in

opposition to the rightist govern-
ment of Generalissimo Francisco
Franco.

"At that time I vowed I would not

play in those countries which
recognized Franco Spain or in any
other country where basic human
freedoms are denied," Casals said

later.

Until he entered the hospital,

Casals played the cello daily. He
explained his love for the in-

strument in this way:

"It is like a beautiful woman who
has not grown older, but younger
with time, more slender, more
supple, more graceful."
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... As he entered the asylum the bishop turned to the others and said, "Look, it's
the king of hearts!"

East Coast Oil Terminals

Planned To Handle Increases
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - At

least six oil terminals along the

East Coast and the Gulf of Mexico
should be built to handle the huge
imports of crude oil that will be

needed by the United States, says a

research firm.
One prime site is Machias,

Maine, where environmentalists
have opposed oil development
because of the threat of pollution,

the firm's report said.

The year and a half study was
prepared by Arthur D. Little Inc.

for the Council on Environmental
Quality.

Oil imports in the East will in-

crease from less than one million

barrels a day now to nearly 12

million barrels by 1985-more than
can be handled by one terminal,

the report said.

The terminals would have
terrific economic impact on the

regions where they are built, the

report said, so they should be
established in areas that are now
underdeveloped.

"A new terminal or port facility

in the Mid-Atlantic, geared to a

high level of oil imports would

unquestionably accelerate the discharge would increase 60 per
already rapid agglomeration cent.

taking place there," the report The biggest hazard to the
said. "On the other hand, a facility community would be the large
located for example, on the south influx of people necessary to build
Atlantic coast or in New England
would tend to provide an alter-

native to industry and thereby
begin to decongest the Mid-
Atlantic while at the same time
providing an economic impetus to

the new port site, but at a lower
level than that associated with the
Mid-Atlantic." In Machias, the
most rural site mentioned, "the
economic and environmental
impacts of an oil refinery appear
significant but not overwhelming,"
it said.

By the year 2000, total income in

the area would increase almost $60
million, or 50 per cent, it said.

Employment would increase by
3,000 or 40 per cent. And the per
capita income would rise $1,400 or
50 per cent.

The firm said the amount of

developed land in the northeast
coastal community would rise

from 2 percent to 4 per cent. And
the potential waste water

the industry, the study said.

TONITE

She's "Man Of The Year"
DETROIT (AP) - Michigan food
dealers have selected a woman as
their "Man of the Year." She's 81-

year-old Ann Koepplinger, who has
headed a family bakery business]
since 1932. She oversees 165 em-
ployes in the $5 million a year
operation.

The firm s 50,00 loaves of bread a

day are prepared from machine-
kneaded dough, but she recalls

when "my husband used to knead
it so."

The widowed Mrs. Koepplinger

says she's not thinking of

retirement.

"Who wants to just sit in the'

house all day?" she declared. "I

enjoy my work, it's something we
created."
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Impeach Nixon

With full consideration given to the complexities and
responsibilities of the Presidency, even in such a time of

crisis as now exists, it is our feeling that the impeachment
of Richard Nixon is imperative at this time.

Mr. Nixon has shown an adequate disregard for public

opinion to warrant his removal from office. This fact,

coupled with his insistence that he is justified in that

disregard, and justified in ignoring the mood and wishes of

Congress, and finally ignoring the guidelines under which
he accepted the Presidency, (i.e. upholding the Con-
stitution), adequately justifies the pain of impeachment.
We urge all who agree to contact their representative

and voice that opinion.

For this area write to:

Rep. Silvio 0. Conte
Rm. 239 Canon Office Bldg.

Berkshire Common
Pittsfield, Mass. 01201

I am a Jew. Though I've never

been a very religious person, the

fact remains that I am one. I've

never been a Zionist, nor gone to

Israel. Never felt the desire to buy

Israel bonds. Opposed the Vietnam
war. Don't like any war. People get

killed in wars. War never really

made much sense to me.
When the United States was

suffering, from a severe case of

ethnocentrism during the Viet-

namese war, many people opposed
this tragic aspect of our country's

sense of National purpose. I was
one of them.
Marching in countless demon-

stration, I was always treated to

the sight of pictures of napalmed
babies; slogans to make a sen-

seless murder sound like tragic

poetry. I was against the war,

because murder never really made
much sense. People get killed in

wars.

Yet I am a Jew. I have a strong

ethnic identification with the past.

I feel the pain of the ancient

pogroms in Russia ; the rage of the

passivity of my relatives who went
passively to their deaths, and were
butchered like lambs in Hungary
during the Second World War. At

this level of thought confusion falls

in. When do individuals, groups, or

nations have the right to resist, to

fight a war? There are all sorts of

semantical definitions, any one of

which can be used to rationalize

almost anything. Perhaps if you
try to defend a war through logic,

you will find yourselves more lost

than before, because in the end
maybe war is as emotional as
anything else, and less predictable

than painful.

Israel. It has always been a

shaky concept in my con-
sciousness. The concept behind its

inception was always romantic-
though the logic was faulty.

Logically I could never quite

rationalize that the Jews had a
"inherent right"' to be there. Logic
however does not always put the

mind at ease.

So now Israel is at war, and I

must come to grips with the

various thought processes and
emotions that grip me inside. I've

never liked war; yet I detested

Jewish passivity during World War

II. Don't believe that Israel is

always right; but emotionally I

would like to see her survive. If she

is not right in this instance,

perhaps it will be a moot question,

because her survival as a nation

would be greatly in doubt.

I will not rationalize my con-

fusion on the issue. However
someday I hope to resolve the

questions that bring it about and
have a better understanding about
why Israel is such a complex
symbol to me. First, it is obvious

that Israel is not just a country. To
some it is a hope; to others a
monument. To every Jew it is

something.
I will try to remember that

things in the world are not always
black or white, but various shades
of gray, with many different
heroes and villians on both sides. I

will try to resist all types of
fanatacism; remembering that
Arabs are people too.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian
columnist.

Ayn Rand Speaks

By DAVID EIBEL
On Sunday night in Boston, the foremost proponent of objective

capitalism, Ayn Rand, spoke to an overflow crowd in Jordan Hall. For

those who consider Mis« Rand |P9« another John Bircher, the speech

i>r- <i itia; the irrational antics of that particular group do not hold

water with her.

Miss Rand in her famous .novels Atlas Shrugged and The Foun-

tainhead has stressed the importance of a life of rational self-interest and

the fact that the individual and not the so-called "mass" is the powerful

mover in life and in history. The ideas of collectivism in her works are

shown to be nothing more than the acceptance of the idea that a man or a

group of men can rule others in a system that is nothing more and nothing

less than barbaric slave.

Miss Rand's topic of "censorship" touched on the latest Supreme
Court Decision relating to pornography by which each state or com-
munity rather than the national government, will define obscenity, ac-

cording to local sexual standards. In the first place the fact that the state

or community rather than the nation will define obscenity has no relative

importance because how can anyone objectively describe the sexual

standards of a certain area? To Ayn Rand, every human being, every

free human being is a unique individual, a totally separate entity. Cen-

sorship, in Ayn Rand's mind, is an attempt to force the will of the

majority over the minority, an excellent example of the collective con-

science in operation.

On President Nixon, Miss Rand repeated what she had said and
written over a year ago, that the man in the Oval Office is the most
contemptible but not the most corrupt President who has ever led this

country. If Nixon did not know that certain men in his administration

were carrying on illegal activities, then he is simply "a colossal fool" to

quote the foremost proponent of rational capitalism.

Miss Rand spoke her mind on the subject of abortion and drugs in our
society. On the subject of abortion. Miss Rand claimed that it is the right

of every woman to control her own body. She considers the rights of the

"unborn" nonexistent because the "unborn" is simply not a living entity

and therefore cannot enjoy the rights of human beings.

Drugs according to Rand should be legalized not because she agrees
with their use but because every person should have the right to do
anything to his body. Suicide should be a right, and so should the use of

drugs. She also felt that the legalization of drugs would, in general, lower
their prices, improve their quality, and undoubtedly reduce the influence
of crime in the field of drug usage. The important point of her views on the
above is that a person should have the right to do anything as long as it

does not interfere with the rights of others. In other words, any form of

infringement of the liberty of others is not in the rational self-interest of

the individual. Thus if a person wishes to pollute his mind, it is definitely

within his rights.

In all of her workds, both fiction and non-fiction, Ayn Rand has
presented humanity not as it is but as it ought to be. She values the in-

dividual above all. The system she propunds so eloquently is logically and
rationally the only system in which people can live happily and in

unregulated freedom. As one of my friends put it so succinctly, to Ayn
Rand and her followers "life is the ultimate value," a life of freedom for

all, respecting the rights of all others. The leaders and people of today
would be wise in quoting her thoughts instead of the collectivist thoughts
of the Mao-Tse-Tungs, Fidel Castros, and Che Guevaras and their en-
slaving brethren. We must choose between freedom in a rational
capitalist society or collectivist slavery. It is like picking life over death.

David Eibel is a Collegian commentator.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Crilegbn welcomes all
letters to the editor Theymuat be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, doable-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.

"Henry always gets the girls.

Letters To The Editor

Impeach Him
To The Kditor:

Nixon must be impeached! I say this not because I

believe he is a mad man who is out of touch with

reality, but because I believe he is an evil man who is

diabolically in touch with reality. Nixon never would
have taken the steps he has, ( the forced resignations

of Richardson and Ruckelshaus, the firing of Ar-

chibald Cox, the secret bombings of Cambodia), if he
believed Congress to have the moral fiber to stand up
to him, or that public pressure might force Congress
to stand up to him. This is where we must prove
Nixon wrong. It is typocritical of us to simply call

Nixon a tyrant when we ourselves are doing nothing

towards his being removed from office. It is the duty

of every American who feels the slightest bit of

outrage over these past events to write to their

Congressman to tell him their feelings. He is the only

one that can do anything about it. The House of

Representatives holds the sole power of im-

peachment. Letters to your Congressman do make a

difference.

John Newcomb Marsh

Act Today
To The Kditor:

We are witness to the almost casual dismantling of

the Constitutional organization of our government.

The President is regularly and openly untrustworthy

and arrogant. The Bill of Rights is lightly disregarded

by the highest level of government.

The havoc that is the national administration is no

longer governing but is now dictating. The political

and economic life of the country is strained beyond

reason and logic. The nature of the struggle is not

national in stature but is petty and personal.

The weekend has been filled with opinion and

dispute. Now the people must act. The system

provides that action begin in the House of

Representatives. For only $2, fifteen-word public

opinion telegrams conveying a citizen's views may be

sent to public representatives.

Act today to be counted and rally friends and

relatives to express themselves as well. Act as though

the future of the nation depended upon it ... it does.

Richard M. Ilowland

The Worst Show

To The Kditor:

I am taking a poll of the general student population.

I would like any interested person to write (in 25

words or less) what he or she feels is the best

situation comedy TV show that they have seen. I

would also like the same thing for the WORST show

you have seen Please state why you feel this way.

Please leave your responses in the box with my name
on it in the Collegian Business Office Thank You.

Rob Kstelle

A Bit Too Far

Ms. Diodati:

In response to your letter of Oct. 18, 1 think you are

missing the point of the "tasteless humor'' you have
been reading so carefully in the Collegian. Speaking
for myself, I consider myself to be reflecting rather

than shaping a situation.

You have your ideas on sex, as do other students. I

believe in the power of the press, but to say that the

Collegian is responsible for "cheapening male-

female relationships" is carrying it a bit too far.

What goes on between two people is their own
business, but what goes on among the masses is and
should be left open to commentary.

B.J. Roche

All Four Sides

To The Kditor:

Could one ask, for the many users who have by now
developed into ace sprinters, if it would be possible

for the Student Senate transit buses to have route-

cards on all FOUR sides?

I presume the SST personnel have not partaken in

the excitement of seeing the bus approaching the

stop, and themselves making the Olympic sprint,

only to ( 1 ) see the bus pull away while the passengers

in the rear end of the bus encourage the runner on

with smiles and wordless signs, or (2) collapse on

finding that the bus is headed anyplace but where you
want to go? ( But, please, let us not have a card that

reads NA' on a BR' bus that turns up the hill to 'OH'

or down to
4SW'!!) If it is too expensive or in-

convenient, then please forget that I ever asked the

question. And thank you.

N. Ilaridasan

Abnormally Sweet

To The Kditor:

DISGUST, SHOCK^ I DON'T BELIEVE IT! ! ! This
was the feeling that many people felt, myself in-

cluded, one night at the Blue Wall as Sweet Pie did his

abnormal thing. I just don't believe such a
creature exists. This thing (S.P.) has got to be the

craziest thing to come along since Alice cooper who is

the real sweetie pie of the two. As I wasted a total

of about fifteen minutes listening to this freak I heard
many complaints among fellow students and ob-

served a look of shock on my friend's face like I have
never seen before.

A public entertainer who opens up his act flashing

moons can't be respected and definitely cannot be
admired. The only nice thought in my mind as I

watched Sweet Pie perform was that it was his last

night at the Blue Wall and I doubt that anyone would
like to see another one.

Mike Butler

Impeachment March
By DKNNIS SIMKOWSKI

President Richard M. Nixon cannot be impeached according to

Melvin Laird. The people won't allow it to happen because the Chief

Executive, after all, carried 49 states in a landslide victory only 11

months ago and surely his mandate from the American people was well

earned and justly deserved for the Committee to Re-Elect the President

put in some real 1-o-n-g hours in order to guarantee such a footnote to any
good dictionary's presidential listing. And you and I don't, our opinions

don't, our trips don't, and our votes didn't count but you are the mandate,
the majority, the student, the workers, the professor, the teacher, the

administrator, the $1.40 an hour waitress, waiter, woman and man. We
are the people, the power, and as such, the government, Richard M.
Nixon was instituted by us, and that institution derives his just powers
from the CONSENT of the governed and when we get usurped, ripped-off,

we have the right and the obligation to at least remove him from rule Mr.
Laird, and others like him, strongly doubts that any congressional im-

peachment attempt would succeed and he appears to be only concerned
with a speedy confirmation of Gerald Ford. In fact, Congress has failed to

override many Nixon vetoes, much to Richard's delight and to our

demise, but we should not allow Richard, Melvin & friends to have their

way -no, not this time. The cost is too great. This time we need more than

letters, phone calls, telegrams. We need one another to join in an effort

for a common cause - the immediate impeachment of President Nixon-
and we need to show our disapproval of Nixon tonight at 7:30 on the

Amherst Common after an impeachment march winds its way through

the UMass campus and continues on its peaceable, legal journey to the

Common. The march will begin at 6: 30 from the Student Union and will

culminate in the community based rally and in the impeachment of

Richard Nixon. It will be worth our effort. Bring your friends and co-

workers and pass the word now! PEACE...

Dennis Simbowsfei is a Collegian commentator.

Reflecting Society
By DENNY MATTKAU

It has always been my idea that the media reflect the matrix.

Society consists of people, and their culture. They are everywhere,

and they bring their culture with them. And they speak.

Speech is a medium of communication. It runs between mouths and

ears. It contains and transports thought, impression, perception, or

feeling. (The distinctions are arbitrary; we really don't know all the

differences.

)

The content originates in inner or outer space, and lodges in another

inner or outer space. If it is spoken or written, (mediated) from an in-

dividual to an individual, then it is circulating among inner spaces, two

minds. If it is undirected, if it is spoken or written at large, then it is in

outer space, the environment, the matrix.

The medium cannot change the content. It can sharpen or dull the

impact of the content, but it cannot change it.

Print is a medium that runs from hands to eyes. Its content is the

same as that of speech, but its impact is different. This is what Steve

Tripoli was talking about in Friday's editorial: impact.

"Impact" is important, and involves broader considerations than a

few words. A publication can change its impact-sharpen it, hopefully-but

the content of the publication must reflect the society in which it cir-

culates.

The Collegian reflects the society of a large university. Lately, a

generally frustrating, totally mismanaged university.

The paper reflects its originators, who are all student journalists

with at most a few years' experience, in its tendency to be inaccurate, due
to rank amateurism. Its origin is also reflected in its tendency to ignore

convention, due to the unfortunate idea that "learning' is a dynamic,

experimental process.

The youth, the still-fresh outlook, of the student body is reflected in

the mixed bag of writers on the Collegian staff, from Bob Estelle on the

far right to Pedro Hernandez on the far left. These people haven't been

rubbed down to inoffensive mediocrity yet. Many professional

newspapers think they solve the problem of "balance" by running the

middle line, so they sag in the middle. The Collegian doesn't stick to the

middle line, and so naturally offends more people than a professional

paper would.

The public, the students, faculty bureaucrats, and workers at large,

are reflected in the editorial pages, in letters which range from

thoughtful comments about the Mideast to obscene, often semicoherent

insults directed at some arbitrarily defined segment of humanity.

The Collegian reflects UMass society in its subject matter: Food we
can't eat and can hardly pay for, artificial 'communities' which promote

alienation, open windows in every classroom on campus while the

students swelter and people in Boston pray for a mild winter, courses we
can't avoid and courses we can't get. Damned if we have a care, damned
if we look for a bus, damned if we hitch.

As long as the people of this community are frustrated, shrill, and

powerless, this newspaper will appear frustrated, shrill, and powerless.

Denny Matteau is a Collegian commentator.

Legacy Of Dynamite
By KEVIN MACK

Alfred Nobel, the man who invented dynamite, in his last will

bequeathed his entire fortune to the establishment of a fund which was to

be used to annually honor the man who has done the most for world peace.

Ironically, it was the invention of dynamite which led to the Nobel Peace

Prize.

Earlier this week, the irony of Nobel's original bequeathal was
matched with the announcement by Norway's Nobel Committee of the

decision to award this year's prize to America's Secretary of State, Herr

Kissinger, to be shared with North Vietnam's Le Due Tho.

Kissinger has gained more from the Vietnam War than perhaps

anyone else. It is true that he negotiated an end to the fighting, but that

was only because the United States was ready to give up anyway. No one

doubts Herr Kissinger's skill as a diplomat and I am sure that he would

deserve a Nobel prize for diplomacy if there was one. But giving him a

prize for peace only demeans the integrity of those men who have

deservedly won the prize in the past. Kissinger's recent appointment as

Secretary of State is award enough for his skill in diplomacy.

Sometimes this seems a mixed-up world, but the law a Karma always

prevails and the irony of a legacy of dynamite establishing a prize for

peace has finally been matched by the awarding of this prize for pea_e to

a man whose career has benefitted so much from war.

Kevin Mack is a Collegian commentator.
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Donny And Chick

Will Play The Cage
Next Sunday night at 8, Donny

Hathaway and Chick Corea will be
appearing in concert at the Curry
Hicks Cage, presented by the

UMass Concert Committee. The
concert should prove to be a worth-
while endeavor for UMass students

as both Hathaway and Corea are
musicians who will compliment
each other well in the one night

performance.
Hathaway, is a composer, a

lyricist, a singer, a pianist, an
arranger and a producer. His

music reflects different styles and
dimensions, and stretches from
classical to gospel. It encompasses
jazz, rhythm and blues, blues,

rock, and classical as well.

He has produced, arranged and
conducted for such artists as Lena

Home, Roberta Flack, Curtis

Mayfield, Jerry Butler, the Staple

Singers, Carla Thomas, Woody
Herman and many others. Also to

his credit is the scoring, composing

and conducting of the music for the

"Come Back Charleston Blue"

motion picture soundtrack and the

singing of the theme song for the

CBS-TV weekly comedy hit,

"Maude".

Chick Corea is one of the best of

the modern pianists. Corea now
has a talented group of sidemen to

compliment his skills on the piano.

Lenny White is on drums, Bill

Connors, on guitar, and Stan

Clarke on bass. Chick Corea nad

his sidemen make up the group

known as "Return to Forever".

0ven

Rib Roast
The King of

Roasts

USDAi
MOICE,

lUSDAl
MOICE,

WSDAI
MICE,

iUSDA(
CHOICE.

Fillet Steaks

Cube Steaks

Blade Steak

GroundChuck

1st four ribs

only

Boneless

Chuck

Boneless

Chuck

Boneless

Freshly Ground

Daily
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] Sugar
I Finast Granulated A UC
i 5 lb bag 49

FN
WITH THIS COUPON

and S5 purchase or more

Limit one Valid thru Oct 27

Minute Maid

ENTERTAINMENT
HATCH Wednesday

Coffeehouse

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Allston All-Stars

pi MfWAL L Wednesday, Thursday

Ace's & 8 $

Friday, Saturday

T.O.C.

Deadly Night Shades

Friday, Saturday

Williams & Valen

Finast
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Orange Juice §
Minute Maid J Ac §

4916 oz can

I » WITH THIS COUPON
™ and J5 purchase or more

1 § Limit one Valid thru Oct 27
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I IceCream
Richmond

half CQi
All Flavors gallon

FN
WITH THIS COUPON

and S5 purchase or more

Limit one Valid thru Oct 27
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MOUNTAIN FIRMS MILL - Hadley
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Getting Off?
Applications for off-campus housing exemptions from Southwest are now
available in George Washington Lobby (room 1). These applications
should be completed and returned with the required attachments by
November 2.

Applications will be considered for such reasons as: financial need
health, academic programs requiring off-campus living, marriage
during the semester, environmental problems, religious reasons com-
muting from home, etc.

If you will be over 21 years of age or a senior before the first day of
second semester, you may simply go to the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore
and register your intent to move off campus.

AMHERST CHINESE

62 MAIN STREET 253-7835

Moo Shi Chicken

Moo Shi Beef

Moo Shi Fork

With This Ad!

expires 10-28

As a crane lowers it, UMass artist Dale Schleappi guides a five-ton unit into his
highway sculpture piece at the southbound lane rest stop on Interstate Route 91 in
Holyoke. The work is one of three highway sculptures done for Route 91 (the other
two are in Bernardston) through MAS 73, a project supported by business and
industrial companies and the Massachusetts Council for the Arts and Humanities.

Don't Eat The Pottery!
In the spring of this year, a free

lead testing service was offered at
the university. Pottery items used
for cooking or storing food were
analyzed for their lead content and
possible hazard to the user. Almost
one hundred items were tested
over a two month period. Some
showed high amounts of lead (the
acceptable safe level is under
seven parts per million), one was
up as high as five hundred ppm.

Bridge

Anyone ?

Yes, friends, there is exciting
news for those two UMass bridge
players who aren't aware of the
Bridge Club. Starting tonight, we
are switching to Tuesday night for
the duplicate play. It's all hap-
pening at 7 p.m. in the old R.SO.
area in the basement of the
Campus Center.

Get down and play at our rated
game tonight and find out about the
November tournament at UPenn.

Almost all those containing lead
were manufactured outside the
USA, and of these most were
purchased abroad as souvenirs or

gifts. It was also found that a few
homemade pottery items were
above the federal standards for

lead. The least to worry about were
the U.S. factorymade pieces. Of
these only a very small percentage
were found to give off any lead at

all.

This fall the free testing servicp
is being offered again for a brief

period of time. The service will run
from the present time to the 25th of

November. It is made available to

the Amherst community and the

Five College area. Samples may be
left at the Health Dept. in the
Amherst Town Hall, the Craft
Center located in the UMass
Student-Union Bldg. or at Rm. N233
of the Public Health wing Morrill

Science Bldg., also located on the

UMass campus. Samples will be
picked up three times a week and
will take about 3-7 days to do
The lead test will in no way

damage or deface any pottery. All

that is asked is for each piece to be
wrapped so that no damage will

occur in handling.

BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR

SPEAKER: Evelyn Mae S. Tec-
son, Department of Biolchemistry
TITLE: Lysine-Sensitive
Aspartokinase in E. coli TIR 8: Its

in vivo Inactivation and Chemical
Modification

TIME: 4:30 p.m., Tuesday,
October 23, 1973

PLACE: Room 203, Graduate
Research Tower
Coffee will be served at 4:15 p.m.

!?- - Howard
„«_ Johnson's

America Hadley Rt. 9

Daily Specials $1"
Monday: Fish Fry

Tuesday: Spaghetti Spree
Wednesday: Deep Sea Dinner
Thursday: Turkey Gobbler

Friday: Clam Fry
Seconds on us

LUWkk
kkk

vx*

ricisafi

OPEN 9:30-6:30 - Fft/MYS till 9 )]

(Boob Mzrt tlcfJj&Mj

Suede- jackets jvr mm v women 5.917

fj fcutroH frlb5#
'Pea Coars 7.95

leather jackets 33.05

Suede-, leather v clotli vests i.fyt-03.25

xop of -ffle campus
Entrees I restaurant

(j /VEXT TO THE t>0Sf OtfICE 5 IN AMHERST/ \

Roast Prime Rib of Beef au jus

Regular Cut
Extra Thick

New York Strip Sirloin Steak
with Onion Rings
Filet Mignon with Mushroom Caps
Baked Stuffed Shrimp
and Drawn Butter
Surf and Turf (Steak and Stuffed
Shrimp)
Beef Kebob
Baked Scrod and Lemon Butter
Chicken Kiev

Student Price

Old . New
5.60 4.65

7.50 6.25

7.10 5.95

7.60 6.50

5.25 4.45

6.15 5.45

4.25 3.45

2.95 2.95

3.75 2.45

2.95 2.45

t Non-Student prices

reduced accordingly)
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Your Head

Red And Choked Up?
The Law Is Coming

J

By DR.'S ANDREW W.
McCASHIN AND STEPHEN

M. KLEIN

Q. I'm embarrassed to write this,

but I become a nervous wreck in

groups. lt*S particularly bad when
I have to participate in class. My
heart pounds, I'm sure my face
gets red and I get choked up. I've

gotten so worried about it that I've
had a hard time going to class. I

even shy away from groups of
people in the dormitory. Other
people don't seem to have this

problem. It wasn't always like this.

Do I have a group phobia? What

would you advise me to do?
A. Anxiety in groups is one of many
commonplace fears. It is difficult

to assess from your description the
extent of your difficulty. Phobic
behavior in essence is when nor-
mal fear and anxiety become
exaggerated to the point where
activities are restricted or
situations avoided. Fear of groups
is just one of many phobic reac-
tions where personal freedom of
expression and action are
relinquished in order to avoid
conflict and anxiety. In some in-

stances the worry and em-
harassment accompanying the
phobic behavior can be worse than

Intermediate Photography
A no credit course is being

offered for interested
photographers meeting
Wednesday night in room 402 of

the Student Union.
T he purpose of the course is

to make available information
that will enable advancement
for anyone with the interest

and background to assimilate
it.

Week 1 History of Photography
( from 1839 thru 1930's)

Week 2 Lens and Camera
Design ( focusing and exposure
considerations, shutter design,
wide angle and telephoto
background)

Week :\ Lighting Techniques
( Strobe use, basic portraiture
lighting, light theory)
Week 4 Film Characteristics
( Zone system, H&R diagram,
Infrared and Color film
design)

Week 5 Darkroom Techniques
( Some ways to be a better than
average darkroom clown)
Week 6 Open Discussion
( Starting with a few ideas i.e.

how to get along without a light

meter, their discussing it.)

If interested please contact
Alan Chapman at the
Collegian Office 5-2550.

Films Your Mother
Should Have Seen

Toda\ SUNDAY. OCTOBERM
A W( MEN'S FILM KF.STIVAl.

ai THEGLOBETKEATRE. NORTHAMPTON

TUESDAY. (KTOBKK it

7 & h :w» p m
WEDNESDAY, <KT<>BKR 24

7 & «J 30 V M
THURSDAY OCTOBEH 25
7PM & h a p m

FRIDAY OCTOBER
7 Xi ii p M

Midnight Show i$| i

SATURDAY. OCTOBER n
10 A M 12 to P \1

I to :i ,io P M
4 », P M
7 M) & | 10 p M
Midnighl Show $1

MNDAY (KTOBKK 28

I :i Jo P M
I to "i 30 P M
7 30 & <» 30 P M '$1 50i

\ \H<\ ( IKIOI s (i|RI.

WOMEN on TIIK MARCH
INIMK MOVIE, LAVENDER
III! ( llll l>KK\ S HOI R
llll HI MS %W I.IANK KK\NIM>V with I.IWI
111! \NIMIN
S\l T OF TIIF EARTH
WOMEN M\KF MOVIES t.KOl'l' IfirOM New York>
FIl.Ms INCLUDE WOMFN s harpy TIME COW-
HI NM
COMMi'NITI FILMS from Sommerville. M.is^

KM.T IRV IMF FAKTII AND HOME MOVIE
llll UOMFN S HIM. JANIF. S IWIK
\N(.»|.\ DAVIS: PORTRAIT OF \

RFVOI.l TION\R\
I \M SOMKRODY. (.OT TO PFSII.

llll RIRTII FILM. ARORTION
PANEL POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES IN WOMEN'S

FILM
with distinguished filmmakers and community resource

people

THE (.IRIS and short

TIIF t.lKI.S

TO KF YOINS. OIFTFD. \NI> BI.AC K
MOO WHO- MAY WILSON. JOYCE AT 34.

II l»Y (IIKALO \NI) TIIK { AI.IFOHNTA (.IHLS
PANEL WOMEN AS ARTISTS AND WOMEN'S ART
SELECTED SHORTS FROM TIIK FKSTIVAI.

HOUSING AVAILABLE ON ADVANCE

to am p m $'

KREEDAV CARKSATl'KDAY AND SUNDAY DAYS
REgUEST
All showings 12 Except Where Noted Saturday
Schedule Subject lo Change Without Notice
PRESENTED BY THE WOMEN'S FILM CO-OP. 200 MAIN STREET. NORTHAMPTON
( ALL 413-586-2011 for more information on times, films, panels, housing etc

,.. «™VLY rVmKD BY THK MASSACHUSETTS COUNCIL ON THE ARTS ft
III MANITIhS

the symptoms themselves. A
phobia can develop as a direct
expression of past traumatic ex-
perience with the feared situation.
For example, a person who has had
an automobile accident may be
quite fearful of driving again. More
often a phobia represents a
psychological effort to displace
inner conflict onto a situation in the
outside world. A conflict between a
forbidden wish or impulse and the
unconscious fear that prevents the
direct expression of that wish or
impulse becomes represented
symbolically in the feared
situation. The anxiety associated
with the inner conflict is decreased
if the feared situation is avoided.
The particular form this
relationship takes and the way it

comes about is often complex.
Fears in groups could symbolize
conflicts over competitive wishes,
exhibitionistic impulses, sexual
arousal (particularly in social
groups) or resentment towards
authority (classroom situation).
Fear of criticism, humiliation,
guilt and-or retaliation could lead
to a repression of these impulses.
Of course these conflicts are

inherent in human nature and
groups are capable of eliciting

them. Certain family dynamics,
however, predispose some in-

dividuals to react phobically.
Childhood fears are universal.
Where parents have little tolerance
for them they may react with
overprotection or angry outbursts.
Through this the child learns to

overemphasize the experience of
anxiety. In addition parents may
engender the belief that the outside
world is a dangerous place, fraught
with peril. The incidence of phobic
reactions among students reflects

the fact that for many coming to
school is the first significant
venturing into the outside world.
As confidence grows fears are
overcome. If you would like to
clarify your specific situation
further, an M.H. consultation
might be helpful.

Send, bring, or phone in your
comments and questions to 303
Machmer Hall, 545-2337. All
inquiries are strictly confidential.

The following Law Schools have
scheduled dates to come to the
University of Mass. If interested,
please come to the Student
Development and Career Planning
Center, Room 112, Berkshire
House to make an appointment.
American University School oi

Law (Oct. 24) 9-12

University of Maine (Oct. 26) 3-5

Syracuse University College of
Law (Oct. 26) 9-11:30

Drake University Law School
(Oct. 26) 9-5

Boston University Law School
(Oct. 29) 2:30-3:30

New York University Law School
(Oct. 26)-They will be at Amherst
College from 9-12 for group in-

terviews.

Wednesday Night Special
at

The Country
House

with

That New Band in Town

Beers 45c

Highballs 50c

8:30 to 12:30

1st left off 116.

after Sunderland Bridge
5 miles to the Country House

Tfcrt&iop Jtf-1728

J3J At» PicaW Stmt RwhersL

Laroc Selection oi Scons a-

Shut TT)o*KJ*< alllixbtnnfnh

dni Voices jrerm
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Hcnlvs iriosjcus, :A*«i, £ XwX^k.

ZixstTomtnlaC Hcctsbcrrits

Oytn ~ 7n*nd&y - SoltrrJoy 930 ~ too

An fo0 Hr*4 of c*mt*s food? # How *bo*t i $oo4 homo cooM mool?

ST.REC-15
RESTAURMiT

The place that serves breakfast from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily except Sunday

Brtakffatt Special: 91* 2 Eggs any Style & Toast & Coffee

Open
Mon.-Sat.

6 a.m. -9 p.m.

Sun.
8a.m. -9p.m.

B a.m. to 9 p.m.).

Eitra Daily Specials only 95*

— BAKE LINK SAUSAGES
— CREAMED TURKEY on TOAST
— CREAMED CHIP BEEF on TOAST
— SPAGHETTI with MEAT SAUCE
— CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
— BAKED MACARONI and CHEESE

28 PLEASANT ST.

Daily Specials
BAKED MEAT LOAF
POTTED BEEF with ONIONS
CORN BEEF HASH
FRANKS & BEANS
FISH A CHIPS
REUBIN SANDWICH

Left at the Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5 Downtown Northampton.
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Getting

The Dope
On Dope
A drug workshop has been set up

by the staff of Project Rap and it

will be presented to an open
audience on Wednesday evenings,

from 8 to 10, room 13, Brown,
Sylvan Residential Area.

The course will concentrate on
such topics as, "Where Devils
Come From", "What are the

Effects?", "How do they Get in the

Country", "Narcotics--an
American Plan", and finally

"What is the Answer to Addiction".
Other possible topics will include

psychological and physiological

addiction, opiates, alcohol, can-
nabis sativa, cocaine, caffeine,

nocotine, amphetamines,
psychedelics, psilocybin, peyote.
More discussion topics will be
derived from group interest.

Anyone interested in par-
ticipating should sign up this

Wednesday, 8 p.m. in room 13,

Brown. One academic credit for

the workshop is being offered.
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If yoSxe looking

fa ihe best
submarine
sandwich

in town

W&§

at ihe Hungry- U

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAW

«

Tho determination ot Taurus is

remarkable These persons will stick, will
overcome odds, will come back, will get up
Irom the floor and persist until opposition is

finally overcome A setback for Taurus can
he blessing in disguise Having to plow
back is a tonic for these natives It is not
that Taurus enjoys adversity Quite the
contrary Taurus loves luxury and easily
becomes accustomed to expensive habits.

AKIES (March 21-April 19): Look to

future rather than attempting to hang on to

past Libra person could play key role.

Finish rather than begin -- improve
relations with co-workers, those who serve
you. Aggressive individual is vying for
attention Know it and react accordingly.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): What seems

a dead end may be only a temporary stop
along the way Leo. Aquarius persons could
be involved. Accent is on basic tasks, new-
ways of gaining momentum Those who
aided in past may now need help them-
selves.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Give logic
equal time with impulse. You may see
clearly in some areas but could be victim of
wishful thinking on financial level Don't
give up so nething of value for a mere
whim Heed words of one who taught you in

past

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Highlight
versatility Refuse to be pushed, cornered,
restricted Age does not necessarily equate
with wisdom. Know it and speak your own
mind Message will become increasingly
clear Property value is subject to
argument
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Obtain valid hint

from Cancer message Check details, p-
parent minor points Relatives are entitled
to their views -but you have life of your own
lo live Aquarius, Scorpio persons could
play important roles.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22) : Be analytical.

Friend who is gloomy may be trying to tell

you something Whatever you do. avoid
mixing money and friendship or you might
lose both Gemini is likely to be in picture
Protect valuables

LIBRA iSept 2:i-(Kt B) Change is

beneficial Give and you also will receive
This applies especially now to relations
with family Cycle is such that you have no
need tor en<> nourishment. You know You
feel fulfilled You are assured Make
concession and you will gain plenty.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 2D: Much that

occurs has aura of mystery, romanticism
Key now is to be subtle Avoid being
aggressive in manner which creates ten
sion Work behind the scenes Express
understanding for one close to you who
complains of pain, emotional stress

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): You
have more strength on you side than might
be apparent There is no need for you to be
cowed, frightened, shoved or chided One
who pulls financial strings will not forget

You are going to be vindicated in poetic-

fashion.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): What you
thought suited you may suddenly become
outmoded. Now be careful and mature
Applies to personal and professional areas
You need not become a prisoner of your own
emotions You can and should be free
Allow yourself a choice.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Learning
process may seem labored You are not
satisfied with old ways. You want to break
through-youcan but there won't be thunder
and lightning Process is apt to be slow and
steady Leo could play significant role

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) : Feelings run
deep Nothing now is apt to occur halfway-
it is all or nothing Aquarius. Leo and
Scorpio persons figure in prominent ways
Heed inner voice Don't attempt to force
issues or go against your own feelings

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
analytical, a natural writer, an individual
who can get to root of problems You are
better at helping others than when it comes
to understanding yourself In November,
you are due for a new start, vital ex-
periences Gemini, Virgo persons are
drawn to your sphere You have way of

retaining youthful spirit You are attractive
and stubborn
Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Friday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Sruke
4 Parent

(colloq.)

6 Drawing room
1 1 Approached
13 Crowns
15 Symbol for

tellurium

16 Male attendant
18 Symbol for

tantalum
19 Note of scale

21 Mast
22 Dinner course
24 Communists
26 Yugoslav

leader

28 Silkworm
29 Dropsy
31 Perceived

by touch

33 Man's
nickname

34 Sow
36 Hard of hearing
38 Part o» "to be"
40 Man's name
4? Musical drama
45 Remuneration
47 Egg shaped
49 Appellation

of Athena
50 Pilaster

52 River in

Germany
54 Lead (abbr.)

55 Sun god
56 Pirate

59 Babylonian
deity

61 Lacking vitality

63 Made a common
interest of

65 Give extreme
unction to

66 Saint (abbr.)

67 Wine cup

DOWN

1 Emmet
2 Sowed

3 Parent
(colloq.)

30

35

3 7

38

New York
baseball team
Clever
Began
Ventilate

Young boys
Conjunction
Essence
Rupees (abbr.)

Savory
Street urchin
Poems
Faroe Islands

whirlwind

Note of scale

Pintail duck
Butter

substitute

(colloq.)

Danish island

Bark cloth

Disunite

Tumbled
Three banded
armadillo
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39

41

43
44
46

48

Q QEQR

ED fJMEKitf r.inR
1%

Spanish for 51
"tomorrow" 53
Uncouth persons 57

Buy back

Cooled lava

Symbol for

yttrium

Jumps

58

60
62

Highest point

Disturbance
Lubricate

Artificial

language
Girl's name
Printer's

measure
Note of scale

Diitr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. Mi
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Notices
ALPHA ZETA
Meeting tonight 6:30, Room

C.C. Discussion of Conclave,

Show, and possible party.

805

Ag

R.D. LANG "ASYLUM"
A color feature documentary "The

only thing we have on film that shows
what we think works for people who
feel that society is destroying them"
R.D. Lang. Amherst High School.
Oct. 30 at 7 and 8:45 p.m.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Important meeting of all brothers

tonight at 7,30 in Mem. Hall.

JUDGES
Mandatory meeting tonight of all

judges selected by areas to

University Judiciaries. 9:30 in room
178 C.C.

ADVOCATES MEETING
Mandatory meeting tonight of all

advocates. Room 178 C.C. at 7:30.

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
LEARNING PORTUGUESE
All those interested in taking an

introductory Portuguese course next
semester, please call Dennis as soon
as possible at 253 7461. We need 10

people to make a class.

SBA FRESHMEN
Important meeting for all SBA

freshmen with the Dean's Office
tonight at 7 in SBA 120. Spring
semester academic requirements
will be discussed. Those not at
tending will be responsible for any
errors in their program.

OHAG APPLICATIONS DUE
Remember, applications for OHAG

committees and OH appts. to Senate
Committees is tonight at 6. See Cindy
McGrath for more information.

BOLTWOOD INFIRMARY
PROGRAM
The infirmary program will not

meet this week. Remember next
Monday Halloween Party.

GSS
Meeting tonight Mem. Hall at 6:30.

Pledges will also meet same place at

7,30.

New members and new ideas are
welcome. Don't forget to bring your
dues. See you at 7 in 4th floor con
ference room in Morrill.

WRITERS' READING
Jeff Bartman, Peter Alpers and

Adam Hammer will read their work
tonight at 8 in the Colonial Lounge in

Student Union.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Jesus was able to heal by using

Divine Truth. Members share
examples of how they use these same
truths to solve problems daily.

Meeting tonight open to everyone. CC
911

IMPORTANT MEETING
Everyone involved in the Alternate

Energy Conference must attend
meeting tonight at 7:30 in 426D S.U.
Final plans must be made for CEQ's
conference on Saturday.

BEEN RIPPED OFF?
Then see Sue in Small Claims

Court. For information contact John
Lynn WMPIRG office 413A SUB M,
W, Th, 11:15-1:15 or phone 545 0712.

CENTER FOR JEWISH STUDIES
There are a few more openings in

•he 1-credit course: The Philosophy
of Martin Buber taught by Bob
Zelman (Bleeding Rose). Come to the
Hillel Office (rm. 302 SU) Tonite at
7:30.

BUSINESS CLUB LUNCHEON
Features Thomas B. Campion as

guest speaker and an "as you can
eat" hot lunch. Mr. Campion will

discuss the business aspect of run-
ning the University. There will be a
question and answer session

following. Tickets on sale in the SBA FOUND
Lobby.

IT'S FILTHY
Come see Divine and Company in

"Pink Flamingo". Nov. 2 & 3 at 7, 9,

11. CC Aduitorium.

REC. SOCIETY MEETING
TONIGHT
Important meeting tonight to

discuss much business as plans for
camping trip, winter weekend, guest
speakers and lots more. All LS&S
majors and other interested students
should attend to further this student
run organization. Come at 7 CC 174.

Gold wire rimmed glasses, rec-

tangular shaped by campus pond.
Claim Lost & Found.

Key found in front of Curry Hicks
Cage Weiser Cheney No. 9. Call 6
7250.

Columbia Univ. Law School.

Susan Mobson, class of '74, IGU,
engaged to Rich Herman class of '75,

Kappa Sigma.

LOST
Woman's gold ring

diamonds, sapphire in

Reward. Call 253 7668.

with 2

middle.

ENGAGEMENTS
Joann Pastor, class of '74 engaged

to Casey Couglin class of '73 UMass.

;

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5-04O0

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

See a Good Movie

if

JOE"

C.CJX.

October 24 - 25

7 & 9:30 75'

STUDENT
ORGANIZATION
Important for all

NURSE
nursing maiors.

UMass Police

New Emergency

Plumber

5-3111

FOR SALE

Stereo buffs! If vou want stereo
equipment matched for you and told atk** prices, call Dick 253-2786 after «— All Brands!

tf 18/31

Need a clean apartment used vacuum
$!•.. and up Kinners Vacuum. 19 Park St.,

Turners Falls. 8S3-8356.

WI8-23

FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

Zenith 21" console color. 8150; RCA
black & white console t.v.. 865. Television
(enter. $5 V Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253-IM

til I -5

Guitar - Aria. C steel string Good case

$75. Tape recorder - Akai. X-360. 4 heads. 3

motors. Auto reverse. Best offer. Call
Mark 253-9517.

tfie-23

Yashica Klectro M Super-8. Movie
Camera: new. used once: Motoriied S.

Mmm editor: film-all list). 1-5*3-6618.

tf 16/24

Samoved (White lluskey) 6 wks. AKC
Registered Asking 1 1*5. call Rich 254-0185

after 5 p.m.

tf16/25

Zenith Transoceanic II Band \M KM
SW Kadi*, excellent. Also Bashwell
( us torn 7x35 Binoculars new. Reasonable

Mtt
lfM/23

I SI) Kujica ST70I 55mm l-x Mir MDS
calibration 466, 135mm ins. with c . pit..

«rp. Kako Fata, arc. sh Mmm ins. sn>

Irpd.. cam. C.s . 1175 548-7529.

tfia-24

Stereo. Ambassador — AM-FM x track
air susp. speakers. BSR wood base turn-
table, dust cover, headphones and many
extras. Call 6-6416.

tfia-23

Paul's (Mdtime Furniture — best prices
on furniture, costumes, brie a brae! What
more can I say. In the Alley behind
Aubuchon. 253-3511.

tfia-24

Head 366 skis. 205 CM. used only five

times, excellent condition. New $150. now
$75. 253-5967 after 5:M P.M.

tflO-23

Turntable -BSR 800 Powerma tic Base,
anti-skate control. Curing Lever.
Micrometer Stylus, pressure adj. $40. Call
Paul 549-3877. tfl0/24

l.ady Nordica Ski Boots 7 1/2. Studded
Snow Tires - Belted. E78-I4. Call 685-3422.

tflO/24

Ski Boots!!! I pair Lange Standards,
sixr M and Kastiiigers she II 1/2. Both
Br*al condition. Call Keith 8-8414 or Bill 6-

6413.

tf 10/24

72 VW Bus ( onverted to camper, ex-
cellent condition. Musi sell leaving far
Kurope. (.all 548-9258.

tf W/28

Ampex tape deck 3 head, sound on
sound, rarely used 275 new. ask 28*). Air3 2$
reels tape — $40. Call 258-0815 after 6 keep
Irving.

If 10/23

FOR SALE

Movie Camera, new cond.. Yashica
Super 800 - Electro $180. Telephoto lens
15 IMmm Vivitar $30. Ansel Adams
Basic Photo Series Vols 2-5 new cond
$18. Amplifier: Fisher X-160B (Needs
tube $70. Tape Recorder. Sonv TC-366
new cond. $160. Prices negotiable, call
Rich 367-2880.

tf!6-25

1966 Olds Cutlass Supreme. 4 dr. Sedan.
62.000 miles, good condition Call 1-617-544-
3520.

tflO-26

1985 Dodge Dan. four door Sedan, goad
condition, best offer. 584-2500.

tflO-26

Slingerland Dram Set. 2 Zilgen Cymbals
$200 on. Cases included. Call 533-4408.

tflO-24

1966 MGB (lassie Shitbox with Mown
engine but has 4 new 14" tires, also wire
wheels. Best offer, call Mark after 6. 665-
4390.

tflO-26

65 Galaxle 58*. W/stkker. meek.. e«-
cellent. ( 111 prove kt! ) 4 good tires, body

fias'••Sir
- ''»-»*».**"..

^^ tf»/23

72 VW Deluxe Bus 25000 m New brakes.
Radial snows, camping equip. Warranty
serviced. Excellent cond 548*728.

tflO-23

AUTO REPAIRS

196.1 Ford Galaxie XL Convertible New
top. Excellent tires. $200.00. Call 533-4408.

tflO-24

1967 VW Fastback. rebuilt engine. Just
broken in. 1800 miles. Radlals. all around
good condition, must sell $700. Call 387-
2722.

tflO-26

Raleigh Grand prix. I hj yrs. «M Simplex
tirailleur 25" frame $75. Jeff Robertson

tflO-26

1*70 VW. sunroof, excellent meek cond
See at 401 N. Pleasant St.. $1100 firm.

tflO-25

AUTO REPAIRS
Attention Datsan owners I perform

all phases of major ami minor
maintenance and repairs on DaUuo
at leas than one naif dealership price. I

have over three thousand dollars kt
equipment, four years automotive
experience, two of which were at
Datsun Dealership specializing
Datsan. Tele. 253-7456. Amherst.

tftl

Zenith 21" Console Color TV $158. Phllco
Black & White Console TV $58. TV Center

Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253-5100

til I -5

Triplett Model 316 volt-ohm Mllliam-
meter $ Best offer. Crocks: 8 gal., tie 4
gal.. I.V Drier. %M. Antique manual
vaeuam. broken $7. 250-0563.

Ill 0-24

1965 Plymouth 383. 2 BBL. V-«, a.t p s
radio, 4D new tires, sticker, good shapemust sell. $225. 253-7941. ask PartaaT

m
tflO-24

SUBLET

FREE
Free kittens to give away to

|

laey are really fine and box trained
Please call (arietta 884-3494 after $.

t/IO-24

85 Foid Galaxie 289. 3 standard. New
front brakes, exhaust, a little work needed
ka good shape. Can John 549-8139 $2$$'
firm.

tllO/23

85 Convt. Mustang, power atr.
beat, wire wheels, new rear i -

battery, starter motor. Very good road
Jane 256-8323.

UI0/2S

M A F need t f ($98 * at!) or couple
1*1? * » »• -bare Ig ctry hoe.
She borne Falls. Mast tablet thru 74174
Call 625-6520. 6-10 p.BJ.

tflO/24

*ANi€D
Musicians interested hi addreaafamg coat

musical arabtaaao - cemat - troaakw -

saxophone - bassist Call S84-0«T7. 5-6 p.m.
only.

til0-23

VITA

If Only Spiro Had Known...
It's well known that our former vice-president got nailed

because, among other things, he didn't prepare his federal income
tax forms properly. But if he only knew that the Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance Program (VITA) was around, he might not have
been hit for tax evasion.

For you see, VITA is a program that trains students to prepare
federal and state income tax forms at absolutely no cost to those
who would normally not be able to afford this service While UMass
VITA people assisted nearly 2,700 people last year and saved
participating Western Mass community members approximately
$30,000 Spiro's recognition of this program could have meant
savings in excess of $17,000 to him.

In all truthfulness, Spiro would definitely not have qualified for
VITA but there are many more people who do. As a matter of fact,
there are more people who need our service than we can currently
accommodate. During our first meeting on October 16 we recruited
about 110 students for VITA. We need 90 more people to satisfy our
commitments and reach our goals.

Its important for you to know that your services will not go
unrewarded, for if you do decide to participate, you can earn up to 3
academic credits. Anyone can apply but you must get in touch with
Rich Sockel at the Outreach office. Call 545-2021 or go to 509 Goodell
Building. Thanks.

17 •**'

Join The Life Line

3rd World Sponsors
Health Seminar
The Black Action Team of Room

to Move is sponsoring the first of a
seven week seminar on community
health issues affecting Third World
people tonight in the second floor

lounge of New Africa House.
Dr. June Dobbs Butts, Associate

Professor form the Division of

Public Health will speak on
"Human Sexuality: A Minority

Perspective" from 7-9 p.m. Topics
to be covered in the presentation

include stereotypes of race and
sex, human liberation, genocide
and black child development.

All interested brothers and
sisters are welcome.

Blood donor days are here again

!

The Red Cross Bloodmobile will
visit the University, October 29, 30,

31 and November 1st in the
Campus Center Auditorium.

All in good health, 18 and over,
weighing more than 110 pounds are
eligible to give. Now is your chance
to do something on a personal basis
by donating a pint of your blood for
someone less fortunate than
yourself.

The demand for blood increases,
yet it is estimated that annual
blood requirements of the
nation are provided by less than 3

per cent of those qualified to give.
The pint given is replaced within 48
hours, and you may give as often
as five times a year, not more
frequently than every two months.
Blood is a living tissue, therefore

it is important to utilize this

product either as a whole blood
transfusion or as a component;
component therapy makes it

possible to service at least four
patients from one pint of whole
blood, such as hemophilia, shock,
hepatitis and a plasma derivative
used to control bleeding caused by
a fibrinogen deficiency in child-
birth.

If possible walk-in donors are
accepted, but it is better to make

an appointment to avoid waiting
and inconvenience and be sure of

acceptance. Appointments can be
made Oct. 23, 24, 25, 26 10-4 Campus
Center Concourse.

Monday, October 29th, the hours
for joining the life line will be from
10 a.m. until 3:45; Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday from
9:30 until 3:15. To assure that blood

will be there when needed give now
and encourage others to become
voluntary blood donors. Credits, or
full blood coverage, may be
transferred for a patient in the
United States and Canada through
the Red Cross and the National
Clearing House of The American
Association of Blood Banks.

Indian Militants

Suspected In Shooting
PINE RIDGE, S.D. (AP) -A

Bureau of Indian Affairs of-

ficial said he suspected that
militants from the American
Indian Movement were
responsible for Sunday night's
shooting of two BIA officers on

the Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation. An AIM leader,
Pedro Bissonette, was shot and
killed on the reservation last

Wednesday by bureau police
attempting to apprehend him
on fugitive warrants.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Hawaii

'299

Canary Islands

289

London

389 or 379
for more info:

U$He Halfond
625 Field

AMHERST, MASS.
413-546-6861

Television Tonight
5:00 ENSIGN O'TOOLE "Operation.
Stowaway" (18)

iiogavs HEROES "The Pizza Parlor
"

(22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OK SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY Bill I Bill. IKS "The
Beautiful Maid ." (30)

GOMEH PYLE "Crazy Legs Corner
"

(40)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS "Father and Son
Day " (18)

THK LUCY SHOW Lucy Meets Joan
"

(22)

THE KLK(TRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMKR PYLK (27)

HOGAN'S IIKROKS "Happy Birthday.
Adolph." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

I: WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

«:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Red Sash Of f( urage " (18)

MAKING THINGS GROW (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION (30)

TO TEI.L THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30i

WILD WILD WEST "Night of the Circle
<)l Death " (40i

ZOOM! (57)

6:3(1 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

CAPTURE (27)

MR IS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

(..v. NEWSBEVT NEWS (40)

I'M IINTAMRO WORLD (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DM K VAN DYKE SHOW The Meer
shaltz Pipe * (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR KUTIRK IS NOW (24)

MOVIE The Young Guns " (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

7:3»OZZIE ,
«* MRI « "The Way to a Girl's

Heart." (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host
(8) (22)

GREEN ACRES "The Price Of Apples
."

(18)

TREASURE HINT Geoff Edwards, host
(30)

DRAGNET "The Joy Riders (40)

THE OPEN DOOR (57)

H:00 MAUDE (3)

MOVIE "The President's Plane Is

Missing." (8) (40)

(AN YOU TOP THIS? (18)

CHASE "The Scene Stealers." (22) (30)

THE WATERGATE HEARINGS (24)

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
(57)

9t» HAWAII FIVE—(> "Tricks Are Not
Treats." (3)

TOWARDS THE YEAR 2800 ( 18)

9:00 THE 700 CLUB (18)'

THE MAGICIAN illusion In Terror."
(22) (30)

BORIS KAKLOKK PRESENTS
THRILLER Mr George ." i/7)

B?a HAWKINS "Die. Darling. Die." (3)

»:« MARCUS WELBY. M.D. "Friends In

High Places ." (8) (40)

POLICE STORY The Ten Year
Honeymoon." (22) (30)

NEWS (27)

MARTIN AORONSKY: Evening Edition
i57)

HI :30 THE LIVING WOBD (18)

ELLIOT NORTON (57)

Kh41 MANTRAP (27)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

IKi (22) (30) (40)

11:91 MOVIE Tender Scoundrel " (3)

WIDE WORLD Or ENTERTAINMENT
<
H

»
i40)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:88 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder (22) (30)

l:M NEWS. WEATHER (3)

2:00 NEWS i 22) (30)

(Continued from P. 1)

minent?
-When was the Attorney General

first ordered to fire Mr. Cox?
-When did the Attorney General

first propose his compromise to
Mr. Cox on the Watergate case?
Was it before or after he had first

been ordered to fire Mr. Cox?
-When was the Senate

Watergate Committee first
brought into the negotiations on the
tapes compromise?

-Why was it necessary to order
Mr. Cox to halt further court
proceedings after he had rejected
the compromise?
While many congressional

members expressed outrage for
Cox's unprecedented dismissal,
local citizens added to the tense
atmosphere on Veteran's Day by
mobilizing for immediate im-
peachment proceedings against
the President. It was expected that
several such resolutions would be
initiated in the House today.
Over three hundred people -

predominately college students-
rallied outside the White House
shortly after 12:30 and marched to
the steps of the Capitol where
Californian Congressman Donald
M. Fraser (D) delivered one of the
first formal impeachment
speeches.

A spokesman for the Committee
said that its members will proceed
in the next few days to gain
nationwide support through a
grassroots efforts. Plans are
already underway for "a march on
Washington" Saturday.

It is hoped that by using protest
techniques similar to those em-
ployed during the Vietnam War
demonstrations, "Congressmen
will take their repossible actions
and the American people will not
climb down into a state of apathy,"
the spokesman said.

During his address,
Congressman Fraser urged the

crowd to "press thje Congress into

action".

"You, as American citizens are
responsible to create the climate of

educative concern which would
bring about a courageous and
moral act by the Congress of the
United States," he said.

"The most recent development
hasn't left us with any other
choice; and what I suppose it

comes down to is the mood of
Congress. You^ by expressing
concern to your Congressman, can
help bring about that move."
Fraser called the dismissal of

Cox and "the forced resignations of

Richardson and Ruckelshaus a
"direct challenge to Congress".
"Congress is the only institution

that we have left which can
respond to the crisis this country is

now facing. If Congress doesn't
respond now, I'm afraid the
enraged American public will
begin to stop caring," he said.

The resolution submitted by
Fraser this week called for
protection of records presently in

the Prosecutor's office "which
would otherwise be lost, shredded,
or mysteriously destroyed".
Fraser advocated that the life of

the present Watergate Grand Jury
scheduled to terminate

December 5th - be extended and
that a special prosecutor with the
same authority Cox had prior to his
dismissal be appointed "to in-

vestigate criminal conduct which
is suspect to be of origin in the
White House".

In filing a motion of im-
peachemnt, Fraser warned that "it
must be handled in a careful and
judicious manner because of the
gravity of the situation."

After the rally a small group of
impeachment advocates marched
back to the White House, stopping
momentarily at the Justice
Department for silent prayer.

HELP WANTED

Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity
kitchen at meal times in exchange for Kree
board. 545-0210 ask for Rick or Olie.

til

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
ROOMMATE WANTED SERVICES PERSONAL

SPEED TV PIST
In Ware, at ( ollcgian printer.

K:3u p. in. -1:00 a.m.

Charlotte

Grad. Student seeks mature roommate,
share house. Pref. fern. 12 mi. from
campus. |7S/mo. & util. Call Linda 1-283-

:iiok.

tf 18/25

Need cash ?( ounting cars pa y» 1 2.25/hr

Weeks of Oct 28 and Nov. 5. Kill out ap-

plication at MM Marston Hall.

tf 10/23

Student Photographer needed to take

Mrdding pictures. Springfield. Nov. 10.

Please .all Rett v. 665-4709. II.

tf 18/24

.Someone needed: To watch si. mil dog. I

will p.i\ tin. per month plus fond. Prefer
tlosc f campus ."il!l-«7IH.

tf 10/24

Mature female roommate for Jan. 1874,
( liffside Apt. on Main Bus Hi own room
I*', month includes utilities. Call 665-4355
keep trying.

tflO-25

Rooms women only, near I Mass Ihii

Vt<M>35fi.

If 10-2

1

Do not get ripped off! Experienced

electronic and electrical repairs.

Reasonable rales. Call 54S-230H. Rill 401. or

Mark 415.

tfll-l

Research — thousands of topics. 12.75
per page. Send II for mail order catalog.
Research assistance inc. 1 1841 Wilshirr
Blvd.. Suite 2. L.A.. Calif. 90025.

HI2-I2

Thinking of remodeling or adding an
addition for the holidays? Kree estimates
and references available. Call 584-8487.

tflO/24

Superv isor — Direct .•sales! Vou max
be one ol tin- three ke\ people I seek to

ilcxclop and train distributors High

income potential for management
minded people Write: Mr. Weiss. P (>

Ron Vi2. Randolph VI V BCM.
tfld-lll

Ear weekdays onl> . room in Vmhersl
house. 7 min from I M on Rt I IK. reduced

•. (all 253-5356 after ii. UHM, dax.

If 1 0-26

(""ill needed to share new apt on Kt I,

Il.idlex Rent I Hi. 23 per mo plus util Vlusl

haxe no car A no pets ( all 5X6-OK32.

tflil-2.'.

Surxevor — 519-6356.

tflO-24

Music lessons in Flute Oboe. Violin. Fr
Horn. Piccolo. Recorder & Bassoon For
information or appointment call 549-1402
after 5 " m

tfio-29

PERSONAL

Janet Wick. Leslie Horner. Vou were

elected to Commuter Assemblx Executive

( otincil Please get in touch. 545-21 15.

tflO-25

Reward' Kor return of pair of

exeglasses. Lost on Puffton Hus. Name on

case is Dr. Wardrope. (all John at '•!''

002.".

tflO-25

If you are she whose bike I fixed. Rt. 9.

.1:30 p.m.. 10-15 — after you hurt your knee.
Please call 1-5:16-2613 any weekday
evening.

tflO-24

The I ynnfield Lamp sprinted up the hill,

got deedoed. and grossed me out. The
Pablos.

UIO-23

Yes! Contrary to the way it appears
sometimes — Ken does in fact love Lac'.

18-23

On Oct. 27. put on your walking shoes
and help Gamma Sig fight heart disease.

Sign up Oct. 23. 24. 2.v CC Concourse.
tflO-25

Tee Tee. I got the Chessboard 10-11-73.

Thanks a iot. Jim Eade.

tflO-24

Linda! You are a Sweet Sweetie.
Michael

tflO-23

Automatic V. All of a sudden . . . Thanks
for understanding really, no really — I

mean reallv. Macaroni.

tflO-23

ENTERTAINMENT

Top 40's Band needed for Club work.
Some fifties it oldies also Steady work for
right groups. Call Music ventures 584-8458.

tflO/28

Ok. there's no Home Koatball Game on
Oct. 27. Don't sit home, join GSS in the
fight against heart disease. Sign up today
CC Cone. , '

U 10-25

Need a Band? Call 256-0316 for musical
entertainment. Any area groups who
would like work please call — Stan's
Bands.

tflO-26

FOR RENT

Look up in the sky a bird ... a plane . . .

\o it's SPACEMAN with a construction
helmet with the munchies? Watch out!

tf 10-21

Hi Val — Hope you had a nice weekend.
Now hack to your studies. Peter T.

tfl0-2:t

Horses boarded. 10 minutes to campus.
Box stalls, field jumping, excellent trails.
253-7373.

tflO^

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1070 Kawasaki :i..mc Big Horn
Street /Dirt 1375. will store for winte-. 774-

1233.

tf 10/26
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World Series Aftermath
Champion A 's Begin
Search For Manager

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND (AP) - Now that

they've won their second straight
world championship, all the
Oakland A's have to do is find a
manager for baseball's most
turbulent team.
Owner Charles O. Finley's angry

A's won the World Series and lost
their manager in rapid succession,
finishing off the New York Mets in
the seventh game Sunday, then
savoring the victory for a short
time before Manager Dick
Williams formally announced his
resignation.

Williams left for "family and
personal reasons," and claimed his
departure had nothing to do with
Finley, who seems to live in the eye
of a baseball hurricane.
While Finley shops for a suc-

cessor to his popular manager,
who is rumored on his way to New
York as pilot of the Yankees,
baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn is investigating the Oakland
owner's shenanigans which often
overshadowed the 70th World
Series.

Reggie Jackson, hero of the
Series, who keyed Oakland's
comeback in the sixth and seventh
games, winced when a newsman
tried to slip some of the credit for
the title to Finley.

"Please." Jackson said over and
over, "please don't give any credit
to that man. It was the easiest
thing in the world for this team to
lay down because of that man. Our

fans helped us. They knew we were
bitter and they knew why."
The reason for the A's bitterness

and Kuhn's investigation was one
and the same. It concerned the
curious case of substitute infielder
Mike Andrews, who made two
costly errors in the second game of
the series. Afterwards, Finley
tried to exile the player to the
disabled list because of a
chronically bad shoulder. The
move was blocked by Kuhn.
The players rallied to Andrews'

defense, and in the midst of the
turmoil, Williams told the team he
would resign at the end of the
series, "win or lose." He kept that
pledge.

"The Andrews thing. ..Dick
Williams quitting. ..who was
responsible for all those things?"
asked Jackson. "You know who -

Finley."

With the clubhouse turmoil
swirling madly around them, the
A's fell behind in the series, three
games to two and the Cinderella
Mets needed only one more victory
to finish them off.

The main reason was Jackson,
whose bat came alive in the final
two games. He drove in two runs
and scored the third, drilling two
doubles and a single in Oakland's 3-

1 victory in Game Six. And he hit
one, helping the A's to their 5-2
victory in the seventh game.
The homers by Campaneris and

Jackson came in the third inning
and seemed to cut the heart out of
the Mets in the final game.

MacPhail To Succeed Cronin

50,000 Oakland Fans
Cheer World Champions

By BERNARD HL'RWITZ
Associated Press Writer

OAKLAND (AP) - It -ained in
buckets on the Oakland A's parade
Monday, but not enough to dampen
the spirits of more than 50,000
diehard but soggy fans who turned
out to see their heroes honored for
the second straight year as
baseball's world champions.
"Who's Amazing Now? Our

A's!" read a giant banner in the
team colors of green and yellow
that stretched across the entrance
to city hall. The sign referred to the
New York Mets-dubbed
"amazing" by their fans-whom the
A's dispatched 5-2 Sunday to clinch
the 1973 World Series in the best of
seven games.
At least 20,000 jammed the

immediate bandstand area in front
of city hall watching team mem-
bers receive silver trays from the
City of Oakland
During the presentations, owner

Charlie Finley told fans he had
three things to say. "The team is

not leaving Oakland; the team is

not for sale; the greatest friend
I've ever had and one of the
greatest managers in baseball is

Dick Williams." Williams an-
nounced earlier he is quitting the
team.

Only 400 persons had gathered
under chilly, gray skies at
Lakeside Park to watch the parade
launched with 85 units, including
mounted patrols, and drill teams.
A's players. Williams and Finley
rode in antique cars

Along the route, more fans
clustered, and many who preferred
the shelter of their windows tossed
loads of paper that whipped around
in the brisk winds. Fans also

watched from rooftops

The reviewing stand groaned
with 500 boisterous spectators,

including many youngsters who
had the Veterans' Day holiday off

from school.

On •he bandstand, bareheaded
Williams declined to comment on

his plans, saying "I'm going to

move out of the apartment and get
some rest. He apparently meant he
was going back to his Florida
home.
Mike Andrews, whom Finley

tried to fire and who was ordered
reinstated by Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn, drew a resounding roar
when he walked onto the stand like
the rest of the A's. He smiled
briefly and waved at Finley as he
passed by within inches. Finley's
reaction was not observed.
Police estimated the crowd at

upwards of 50,000 as the parade
neared the reviewing stand-far
smaller than the 150,000 that
gathered last year under sunny
skies.

ByJOEMOOSHIL
Associated Press Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) - Lee MacPhail,

general manager of the New York
Yankees, is expected to succeed
Joe Cronin as president of the
American League Tuesday as a
meeting of league owners.
Cronin, 67, was named fourth

president of the league in 1959. He
still has two years to go on his
present term as president but will
fulfill the commitment as chair-
man of the board of the AL.
MacPhail will gradually assume

Cronin s duties over the two-year would certainly have to consider

tract through 1975, it was with the restructuring of the Yankee frontunderstanding that I would give up office might not be «S£tol£the job when they found a qualified liking
y

successor. Nobody's been selected When CBS owned the Yankees

MarPh^ii r .

MacPhail nad a free rein in theMacPhail a former general operation under Mike Burke But amanager of the Baltimore Orioles group headed by George Stein-and son of legendary Larry brenner purchased the club GabeMacPha.l who formerly owned the Paul was brought in as presidenY

Y^lZJ™*™.^ the New Chan*in* MacPhail'g sLfus withinYork Yankees, said the rumor that the organization
he would replace Cronin "has been
going around for a long time.

"If and when the job is open and
t were to be offered to me, I

period

Two years ago at a meeting in
Phoenix, American League owners
voted a resolution ordering Cronin
to hire an administrative assistant
who would be capable of replacing
Cronin. Cronin made no such
move.
Cronin was asked if he would

step down at the league meeting,
and he replied "I don't know if it's
up or down.
"We haven't come to any con-

clusion," said Cronin.
'When they extended my con-

it.'

MacPhail added he would never
leave his present job to go to
another club although the

Cronin has had one of the most
fascinating careers in baseball. He
began his career with Pittsburgh,
went to the minors and came up
with Washington in 1929. The
following year he was voted the
American League's most valuable
player.

Ailing Butkus May Retire

Oct. 23

CHICAGO (AP) - Veteran
linebacker Dick Butkus of the
Chicago bears indicated Monday
he may call it quits to his stellar
National Football League career at
the end of this season.

"I can't perform like I used to,"
the 30-year-old Butkus said
Monday.
The Bears Sunday suffered their

third straight defeat and were left
with a 1-5 record in a 13-10 loss to
the New England Patriots.

Butkus. in his ninth Bear season,
said "I go into a game cold now. I

don't practice during the week
because of my knee problem. I

learn about the game plan at squad
meetings."
Butkus said he still thinks he can

help the Bears, but added "I got
some doubt about whether I should
be playing." Butkus has an ar-
thritic knee and his retirement was
rumored earlier this season.
As for the Bears collapse,

Butkus said "I just don't know
what happened. You can't put the
finger on anybody We lose two
tough games to Dallas and Min-
nesota and beat Denver, and then
the roof caves in on us

"

Butkus said he would "have
something to say at the end of the
year" about his future pro career.
He said he wasn't interested in

becoming a member of the Bear
coaching staff. "It would be better
to start as a coach some place
new." Butkus said.
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D" Turns The Trick
Stout defense was the deciding factor as the UMass booters shutout Rhode Island on Saturday. Gary

IVIcKenna
( f If) and Dan Ouellette ( eluding an uppercut from an overanxious Ram) were superb in the

2-0 whitewashing. v

Mass Impresses At The Charles
ByMARKDLUGOSZ

The quality of the UMass crew,
rather than the quantity showed up
in the Head-of-the-Charles Regatta
as UMass had its best showing ever
in this meet. Harvard, who entered
several boats in all events, ended
up taking the first spot in total
points.

According to the regatta
program, the meet is patterned
after the many English "Head of
the river" races. These make use
of a torturous course which puts
the coxswain's steering to the test,

and allows greater distances to
challenge the oarsmen's en-
durance.

The pair boat rowed by Coach
Vespoli (a former Olympian)
finished third. The pair of Flan-
ders and Gowan finished 14th due
to difficulty with slower boats. To

Commentary

clarify this, the way the race is run
must be known. In a meet such as
this, the boats are not started head
to head but allowed to set off every
few seconds, and the best times
win. This means a later starting
boat could have difficulty with
slower boats.

One of the intermediate 8 boats
did outstanding and finished
fourth. It was just five seconds off
the lead time. The other 8 had
difficulty with slower boats and
finished twentieth. There were not
extreme time differences in the
times of boats in most of the races.
The elite 4 boat finished tenth in

extremely tough competition.
Many good boat clubs, along with
colleges, were entered in the race.

In the intermediate singles
freshmen coach "Chic" Leonard
finished seventh, and woman's

coach Bob Spousta finished fif-

teenth.

The woman's boat did very well
in tough competition. Their 8 boat
finished sixth.

Coach Vespoli was pleased
overall with the team at the
regatta. The crew had not trained
with great intensity for the meet,
yet still did fairly well. Some of the
individual oarsmen said they
hoped their boats would have done
even better, yet all agreed it had
been an enjoyable day of rowing.
The meet helped give Coach
Vespoli a better idea of the per-
sonnel he has with which to defend
the Dad Vail crown in the spring.
Only two teams have won the Dad
Vail back to back in the last fifteen

vears.

By SCOTTHAYKS
President Nixon fired Archibald

Cox over the weekend, the Arabs
and the Israelis continued to fight,
the Oakland A's won the World
Series, and the UMass Cross
Country team won another meet.
So what else is new?

At the apple orchard on Saturday
it was the same old story. UMass
overpowered (pick one: a. URI b
UNH c. BO in anothei
spiritless meet, 17-47. The thin-
clads ran circles around their
opponents, and did so without the
help of co-captains Randy Thomas
and Bill Gillin, who were being
rested for the Yankee Conference
meet.

The outcome of the meet was
apparent from the start. The
UMass runners held the top six
positions throughout the race, and
only a last minute effort by fresh-
man George Reed broke up the
UMass pack.

Individual honors were shared
by Tom Maguire and Paul
Segersten who ran the shortened
course in 23:25. The course had to
be changed because there were
horses in the apple orchard and
fences were blocking the normal
route.

Freshman John McGrail's "all
out" effort paid off as he made the
top seven of the team and will be
running in Saturday's YanCon
championships.

Reed was the first UNH runner
to finish, completing the course in

23:54. Paul Doiron was right
behind Reed, and took fifth in

23:56. Phil Broughton was the fifth

UMass runner to finish, clocked in

23:58. Tom Wilson and Chris
Chambers finished seventh and
eighth respectively.

The harriers will travel to
Springfield today, to face a good
team that sports a 7-1 record.
Charlie Dugan, who placed second
in the New Englands last year,
leads the Springfield squad. Arthur
McCloud, Peter McGinty, Bruce
Peltz and George Arthur round out
the top five for Springfield.

UMass will be running without
the services of their top seven
runners, who will be preparing for
Saturday's title meet in New
Hampshire. Coach O'Brien stated
that "it's going to be tough for us to
catch Springfield on their home
course." The team will have to
show depth if they are to beat
Springfield, and they have the
personnel to do the job.
CROSS COUNTRY CORNER -
UNH top runner Bruce But-
terworth sat out Satuday's meet
with a strained hamstring muscle.
Butterworth suffered the injury in

a meet last Wednesday against
MIT and Coach John Copeland
kept him out of the race, hoping to

save him for Saturday's cham-
pionship meet.

Water Polo

T> n *f n • Team Breaks
Ke: Jreil Pennington winiess Drought

By DAVID EIBEL
I felt a tremendous surge of excitement as I woke up after six hours of

sleep Saturday morning. My Minutemen were coming home after
travelling around the near east for three weeks. Perhaps it's because I

finally am beginning to feel part of this university emotionally rather
than technically. We're all a computer number but not all of us feel part
of this university socially or psychologically.

To be quite honest, my newfound zeal dipped to a precipitous level of
near zero, when the first drop of rain clipped my sleepy brow. Thankfully,
not enough rain fell to turn me back home, in fact divine intervention
interceded on behalf of all of us to stop the minor tempest and put us in a
better frame of mind to face the deluge that would come later. People
have recently been up in arms over football's allegedly dying offenses
and dwindling point totals, no one has to point out that Saturday's UMass
debacle went aginst that rule-of-thumb and against the prophesies of one
Marty Kelley. There's never a sure thing in sports How can anybody be
100 percent optimistic about anything when "anything" is a college
football game?

There are too many variables, maybe even too many for an IBM 400
series. It can rain suddenly, thus affecting a team's game plan if it's a dry
weather team. In fact there are at least twenty-two variables in action at
one time: the players on the field. If one of those twenty-two suddenly
goes flat and makes an error, or if one of those two dozen minus two do
something spectacular on just one play, the end result will change ac-
cordingly. One can go so far as to say tha't the odds against the game going
according to plan are. theoretically, the number of players on any one
play multiplied by the total number of plays run during the match. Giving
each team sixty plays a game, the odds are 22-1 or 1320-1 -per play and
game, respectively-that everything w ill go according to plan. A team can
always reduce that figure but there's always going to be some hidden
lactor that can rear its ugly head and upset a team Needless to say. both
clubs didn't beat the odds on Saturday

A while back. Steve Crowe took me to task for saying mean things
about our surefire first round draft choice. Peil Pennington. To tell you
the truth. I was whispering sweet nothings about him after the Harvard
debacle, but this northern hillbilly has now seen the light. Forget that Peil
threw an exorbitant number of interceptions on Saturday afternoon,
forget the fumble: remember number eleven led a seemingly beaten
team from the depths to heights in what was an awe-inspiring per-
formance We had the thrill of victory crudely wrested out of our grasp
hut I hope that people realize that without Pennington we would never
have come close. Peil Pennington will be a great pro quarterback: not
only does he have the physical tools, he's got the fire and competitiveness
that make the average athlete that much better, and the one who is phy-
sically great, unbeatable It is true on the football field, and the grid-
iron of all Mankind

With a small traveling squad and
two games in four hours the UMass
water polo club dumped both UNH
14-12 and Exeter Academy 23-20.
Henry MacLean was outstanding
offensively for the UMass squad,
scoring 15 goals against Exeter
and 10 goals against UNH. Goalie
Tom Rhodes, playing an excellent
game, was credited with at least
twenty saves during the day. At
Exeter, following a grueling game
with UNH, high-scorer Henry
MacLean fouled out, and Joe
Niemczura went out in the final
quarter with a bloodied nose, and
Kathy MacDonald, who ac-
companied the team north, played
a fine quarter for the men's team,
helping prevent a final quarter
surge by Exeter to bring home the
two wins.

Angels-Brewers

Letters

Sexism In The Pool
To the Editor:

This past Thursday evening while watching the men's and women's
water polo matches against Boston College, I could not help but notice the
ill and unfavorable treatment afforded the women's team by the game
officials (i.e., the UMass and B.C. coaches.)
T he women's game was scheduled to begin at 6: 30 after the completion

of the men's game. However, due to apparently unforeseen cir-
cumstances the men's game ran well into the women's time block
finishing finally at 7:15. The women's game began at 7:20 and at 7:30,
after just 10 minutes play, the officials announced that the water polo
club's time in the pool had expired, but that the instructor of the class that
was to follow would allow the team 5 more minutes of playing time
The result

:
the men's team played their entire game with some delays;

the women's team had 15 minutes, less than one-half of a game, in the
pool because of the men's delays.
The decision to allow the men's team to use 45 minutes of the women's

team's time was not only sexist, but it was inconsiderate and insulting to
the women players, especially those from B.C. who had travelled two
hours to be thus disappointed. In the future let us hope that the coaches
and officials will not assume that the women players have no qualms
about sacrificing their playing time for the good of the men's team.

Richard (haisson

Swap Ten
ANAHEIM ( AP) The California

Angels announced Monday that
pitcher Clyde Wright has been
traded to the Milwaukee Brewers
in a 10-player deal that brings
Brewers catcher Elbe Rodriquez
to the Angels.

Other Angels going to Milwaukee
are veteran relief pitcher Steve
Barber, outfielder Ken Berry,
catcher Art Kusnyer and a player
to be announced later.

The Brewers reciprocated with
pitchers Skip Lockwood and Gary
Ryerson plus outfielders Ollie
Brown and Joe Lahoud.
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"A Lot Of Character"
By BILL BALLOU

Dick MacPherson sat in his

office, rhythmically slapping his

shoulder. He'd just seen his team
come back from a 34-!4 third

quarter deficit to go ahead 35-34,

only to lose on a 31 yard run with 59

seconds left in the game.
He slapped himself harder as

each reporters' question made him
think back to the crazy, un-

believable, remarkable, mistake-

filled, enjoyable, disheartening,

thrilling afternoon that was
Saturday's UMass-URI game.
"You gotta say that this team

has a lot of character," he an-

swered in response to a question

about what he said to his men after

URI had scored three touchdowns
in the first six minutes of the third

quarter.

"All I did was try to regroup
them." The Rams had broken open
a 14-14 tie at the half and made
UMass look like the Worcester
State freshman team. They needed
regrouping.

"I told them that if the defense

could hold, and get the ball back
for the offense, we could score and
get back in it. And 'we did."

And after the Minutemen had

gotten far enough back in to go
ahead, it looked like curtains for

the Rams.
Bt they had one final chance and

took advantage of it. They moved
to the UMass 16 after recovering a

Peil Pennington fumble deep in

UMass territory, when an in-

tentional grounding penalty moved
the ball back to the 31. On a second
and 25, Molly McGee broke a quick

opener for the game-winning TD.

The Minutemen managed to take

the ball all the way to the Rhode
Island 20 before time ran out.

"What we were trying to do was
get the ball back in field goal

position," Rhode Island coach
Jack Gregory explained as the

"strategy" behind McGee's run.

"We figured we'd hit 'em with a
couple quick pops to get to the

middle of the field and back in

range."

"They had been coming from the

outside, so we thought we could

probably work the inside pretty

well. But we didn't figure on that."

Because of the heavy UMass
rush, McGee almost didn't get the

ball. URI quarterback Steve Crone
was being tackled by Tom
Bradshaw and Dennis Kiernan as

he was handing off. But once
McGee was through the line, The
Flash couldn't have caueht him.

tin *

Satly (ttaUtgian

SPORTS Starr Photo/Steve Ruggles

It was typical. Bernie Street closes in on paydirt, but lacks the push to carry it over. Everything went

wrong for the Minutemen, including seven passes which were intercepted by the URI defense.

UMass' downfall once again

proved to be the running game, or

lack of it. The Minutemen gained

just 17 net yards on the ground,

forcing them to throw 48 passes.

"What can you do without the

running game," sighed Mac-
Pherson. "We just had to pass and
when we needed the run, we had to

go to Peil. Imagine that, we had to

go to Peil."

Between them the two teams
scored 76 points, committed 16

turnovers ( UMass lost seven in-

terceptions and two fumbles, the

Rams four interceptions and three

fumbles) , punted 15 times ( UMass
seven and URI eight), combined
for 741 total offensive yards
(Rhode Island 426, UMass 315),

and 463 yards on returns ( UMass
263. Rhode Island 200) . Tim Berra
alone accounted for 321 yards,

including a 98 yard kickoff return

that didn't go for a touchdown.
UMass now drops to 2-1 in the

conference, putting them in a
three-way tie for second place with

Rhode Island and New Hampshire.
Connecticut, at 3-0, is alone in first

place. That sets a pretty important

stage for next week's UMass-
UConn game at Storrs.

INCIDENTALLY: It was the

first conference loss for UMass
since 1971, when Rhode Island beat

them ( Homecoming again) 31-

3 It was also the first conference

game UMass has lost that Pen-

nington- played quarterback
in....Leading rusher for URI was
McGee with 165 net yards, while

Bob Wolfe led UMass with
25 ...The game marked the first

official reunion of the undefeated

1963 team. ...Andy Dutkanicz gave
the Minutemen their best
placekicking of the season, con-

verting five of five point-after

attempts, all of them strong
kicks. ..Attendance, 14,500, was
good considering the weather, but

disappointing for Homecoming

Booters Move Step Closer
B) BTEVEDcCOSTA

Another crucial weekend has
passed and the Minutemen are still

in the race, closer to the top than

you might have imagined.

For a while UMass was con-

vincingly defeating last year's

Yankee Conference champs Rhode
Island 2-0, UConn and Maine, this

year's front runners in the con-

ference, were playing to a 1-1 tie on

an icy field at Orono.

This turn of events leaves the

Minutemen in second place with a

2 11 record which gives them 4

points. UConn and Maine are still

tied for first with 7 points apiece.

What could prove their undoing is

the fact that the Minutemen have
played one game less than UConn
and two less than Maine.
The UMass booters have a

chance to make their own break
next weekend when they take on

Connecticut in a game that could

ultimately decide the YanCon

championship.
The hero in Saturday's UMass

game was the defense. Goalie Carl

Vercollone garnered his first

shutout of the season but the credit

should go to the fullbacks. Ver-

collone made nine saves in

whitewashing the Rams, but time
and time again the Rhody attack

was stifled by stellar per-

formances by the fullbacks.

Immense on defense for the

Minutemen were Dan Ouellette

and Gary McKenna, who played

his best game to date.

Play started slowly on a cold,

rainy field and neither team
threatened early. The two teams
traded miscues for the first 35

minutes until Tom Coburn could

bring the ball, and the game,
udder control Coburn took an

errant pass at midfield, dribbled

past two Ram defenders, and when
a third threatened he dropped a
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short pass to Bob Stanley on his

left. Stanley, all alone, got control

and pushed a slow roller toward
the far corner that eluded URI
goalie Kevin Daly.

The 1-0 edge would have stood
up, but the UMass booters added
an insurance goal at 18:39 of the
second half. At that point, a UMass
halfback lofted a high centering
pass toward the Ram goal. In the
confusion that resulted, a URI
fullback miskicked on a clearing
attempt and the ball came to Tony
King who was stationed about five

feet from the net. King gathered in

the miscue, faked Daly wide, and
popped a short blast into the near
side, putting the game out of reach
at 2-0.

Though the shots on goal were
fairly even, 17-13 in favor of the
Minutemen, the game was not. The
UMass booters controlled most of

the action with the halfbacks
playing a key role. Mark Tyma
was his usual brilliant self, and
Jim Vollinger was also brilliant,

despite turning an ankle in the
early going and playing most of the
contest in obvious pain.

KICKING IT AROUND-The win
gives the Minutemen a record of 3-

1-1- overall and a shot at a spot in

the New England soccer rankings.
Vercollone's shutout was his first

of the campaign and drops his

goals against average to 1.7.

Tom Coburn was shutout in the
goal scoring department. The
Rams were obviously keying on
him, and, when the going got
tough, Coburn changed his style of

play and set up the winning first

goal with a perfect assisting pass.
Coburn now has nine goals and
eleven total points on the year.

The most encouraging aspect of

the game from the UMass point of

view was the fact that two different

people cracked the scoring
column A diversified attack is a
necessity if the Minutemen hope to

defeat UConn next weekend and
move into position as one of the
conference frontrunners.

Marty Kelley

Boardwalk Past
"The memories, they're all gone now, the times, they're a changin'

now. it's a whole new ballgame...now".

Boardwalk Past - Former captain Clarence Brooks paid his respects.
He came back. So did many others. Alumni, friends, and nostalgia
seekers of ol'. And briefly, for five seconds, the Ghost of the Boardwalk
Bowl came back. But so did Peil Pennington ...all the way back.
Homecoming 1973' certainly told a story. It told it blatantly. It told it

with pain. It was a parable of comedy. An ordeal of frustration for the
MacPhersons'. It was a story of how a college football team lost its in-
tegrity, only to gain it close to the end. And in so doing, the leader
returned to the flock. For Peil Pennington. ..it was a most painful way to
find out what you're all about.
Like the Prodigal Son, Pennington has once again established himself.

He's returned. It took a couple of series on the bench in thought. But the
competitor came out of the shell that hounded him with Maine and
Villanova. Peil Pennington is the antithesis of what this 1973' football
team is all about. Peil is character. Don't forget it. He's deserved better
than he's received this fall. He's a winner. He knows how. Only the human
element of error and a fumble gave the Ghost of the Boardwalk Bowl the
right to tell Peil he'll watch in '73. But with 5 seconds left and Pennington
still gasping the Ghost was a bit unsure...
Maybe he wept when it was over...Maybe he fired his helmet at the

locker door in disgust. Why not. When he sprinted off the field at the final
gun, he left behind the memory of Atlantic City and the ABC-TV camera
showcase that were to preview to many the draftable talents of Peil,
Berra, and punter Andy Dutkanicz. Boardwalk Bowls are made for
people like Peil. Losses to Rhode Island aren't.

You say team speed is the difference between the Atlantic City reps of
'72 and the unfortunate lot of '73? I say it's character. UMass doesn't have
much of it. Oh, sure. ..As individuals we're overpriced in character with
Peil, Timmy, Kiernan, Hansen when he's healthy, McAleney, Brad-
shaw... But as a team UMass is as unified as the Nixon Administration.
And like Tricky Dick, the UMass football team doesn't know how to
win... AS A TEAM...
You know, Reggie Jackson wouldn't publicly say that Dick Williams

"taught me how to win" unless he meant it. How loyal. But I think he
meant it. Dick MacPherson is as ardent, vociferous, timely, and as
talented a manager as Williams. But he can't make his Minutemen win.
They don't have the character. Pennington and Berra bathe in it...

They've played nearly two months of competitive football. They've yet
to be solid for sixty minutes on any given fall afternoon. How pathetic.
And it's too bad. The Boardwalk Bowl was beckoning. Now it's a stray
whisper.

We miss a Clarence Brooks, a Paul Metallo, a Steve Schubert, a Dick
Cummings... Mullen. Cunningham, Queeny...These kids knew how to wii.,
how to go after it. They had character that you could turn to in need. They
were winners They were unified. They were inspired. They had leader-
ship. The Minutemen of '73 are on an island. ALONE. Without these
variables And now. ..without the Boardwalk Bowl.

"It's a whole new ballgame...now".

Nixon To Release Tapes
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)
President Nixon capitulated

Tuesday and agreed to surrender

Watergate-related tapes and
documents to a federal judge. The
abrupt and astounding turnabout

came about two hours after the

House of Representatives took the

first formal steps toward im-

peachment.
White House chief of staff

Alexander M. Haig Jr., the

President's top aide, discounted

the seriousness of the im-

peachment move. But he said

Nixon's reversal reflected a

realization that there was a threat

of grave consequences developing

in the wake of recent events.

Nixon scheduled a nationwide

radio and television address on the

issue for 9 p.m. EDT Wednesday.
"This President does not defy

the law," Nixon's lawyer told

Watergate Judge John J. Sirica in

announcing that the President will

comply in full with a U.S. Circuit

Court of Appeals order requiring

him to deliver White House tapes

and related papers.

Nixon's earlier refusal to comply
with the order led to his firing of

special Watergate prosecutor

Archibald Cox and precipitated a

crisis of confidence in his ad-

ministration.

The decision to turn over the

tapes was expected to ease the

clamor for impeachment. But

House leaders decided to go ahead

with their earlier decision to begin

a Judiciary Committee
preliminary investigation to

determine whether grounds for

impeachment exist.

There also was growing support

in both houses of Congress for

legislation to establish a special

prosecution force to replace Cox
and assure its independence from

the White House.
Meanwhile, the President's so-

called compromise plan to give the

Senate Watergate committee an

authenticated summary of the

tapes evaporated when Haig told

newsmen at the White House that

the offer had been withdrawn.

Nixon's agreement with the

committee leaders appeared
tenuous at best almost from the

time of its announcement Friday

night. And it was clouded further

Tuesday when committee lawyers

appealed Sirica's decision to throw

out their lawsuit seeking the tapes.

Then the panel's chairman, Sen.

Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C, sent a

telegram to the President saying

his understanding of the proposal,

to be put to the full committee
Thursday, was far different from
that described by the White House.

After Haig announced ter-

mination of the agreement,
committee chief counsel Samuel
Dash questioned whether the

President's offer "was really a

ploy."

"Obviously, we will now have to

meet recognizing that this offer

was not made in good faith," Dash
said. "I don't think the President

has heard the last from my com-
mittee."

Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr., R-

Tenn., the committee vice

chairman, said he still hoped some
sort of arrangement could be

worked out with Nixon to obtain the

tapes.

Haig and presidential attorney

Charles Alan Wright told a news
conference late Tuesday that the

White House had miscalculated the

public outcry over the tapes issue.

"...the President concluded after

very painful and anguishing
discussion with me, with his

counsel, that the circumstances
were sufficiently grave" to reverse

himself on the tapes issue. Haig
said.

The President's sudden reversal

took many of the principals by
surprise

Kven Wright, who announced
Nixon's decision in court, "didn't

find out until 12:30 this afternoon

himself," a White House source

said. The announcement came less

than two hours later.

(Continued on P. 2)
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Rally In Amherst

Nixon Impeachment Urged

(Staff Photo - Daniel Smith I

"Two, Four. Six, Eight, Let's Get Rid of Watergate."

Wasn't It In '68?

The Crowd Marches On
"Two, Four, Six, Eight, Let's Get Rid of Watergate! " yelled the

crowd of 200 as it left the UMass Student Union last night enroute to

the Amherst Common for a rally to Impeach Nixon.

By the time it reached the Common, the crowd had grown to over

a thousand. Led by SGA president Nick Apostola under a banner

saying, IMPEACH NIXON NOW MORE THAN EVER, the mar-
chers were met with enthusiastic response.

Residents of Central and the Quad cheered them on from third

floor windows. As the parade passed Chancellor Bromery's house,

a light from a second floor window flashed what marchers in-

terpreted as a message of encouragement.
But it was on Orchard Hill that the march gained real momen-

tum. In their biggest political demonstration since Grayson's
Farewell to Spiro party two weeks ago, Orchard Hillers flocked to

the balconies to cheer the crowd on. The carnival atmosphere was
intensified by fireworks and fire crackers as the marchers, their

numbers swelling, circled the bowl, enroute to Southwest.

Spirits high, the marchers passed through the Southwest towers

as someone in Washington (how appropriate) sounded Taps.

The only negative response of the evening came from the

brothers of AXA, who yelled "We love Nixon," as the parade
passed their house. Undaunted, the marchers walked on-stopping

traffic on North Pleasant St. chanting, "One down, one to go.
'

'

The flashing blue lights of UMass police cars led the way.
Everyone was having a good time, clapping hands and chanting as

they passed stopped cars, whose horns honked in approval.

Once the march reached the common, the rally was almost an-

ticlimatic. Though each speaker was met with cheers from the

crowd, the atmosphere had definately calmed down.
A return to student activism of the late sixties? Uh Uh. Some of

the rhetoric was the same, but the crowd seemed to be more en-

tertained than inspired. While rally organizers called for massive
letter writing campaigns and announced plans for another rally

Thursday night, the crowd seemed more interested in kicking

Nixon around, before he isn't around to kick anymore.

ByMlKEKNEELAND
Some 1,000 persons gathered on the Amherst Town

Common last night to hear speakers urge the im-

peachment of President Nixon.

The calm audience applauded the loudest when

Betsy Drinan, niece of Representative Robert F.

Drinan, relayed a message from the Jesuit

Congressman.
According to Ms. Drinan, Rep. Drinan called Nixon

"the most lawless man in the White House in all of

American history." She said her uncle wanted the 5-

college audience to know that "Congress will con-

tinue to investigate all impeachment offenses of

Richard Nixon."

Hampshire College Political Science Professor Ed

Green, who holds a Yale Law degree, was perhaps

the most articulate speaker.

"I believe there's nothing incriminating on the

tapes," he said. "Nixon did not tape himself com-

mitting felonies."

Green said the controversial tapes were "clearly

Nixon's ace-in-the-hole". He charged that Nixon

deliberately kept them until the "going got tough to

prevent his impeachment."
"Nixon hopes the tapes will defuse mass sentiment

over his impeachment," Green said.

Speaking from the podium, which had such signs as

"Dethrone the King" below it, Green argued that if

Nixon is not impeached, the U.S. will go a large step

towards "an authoritarian Presidency.'

"I think Nixon doesn't understand that a certain

point is reached at which people can't be manipulated

any more and they say that's the end," he said. "That

point was reached when he fired Special Prosecutor

Cox!"
Professor Johnetta Cole of the UMass Dept. of Afro-

American Studies, said there is more at stake than

the tapes.

"Apparently the man has said we can have the

tapes*," she said. "What those tapes mean is that we
have won a victory. ..the war has just begun."

Citing an Ethiopean saying, Ms. Cole said there is

no shame where there is no honor. "And he (Nixon)

ain't got no honor!"

She concluded her remarks asking the audience to

unite "When spider webs unite, even they can tie up

a lion. If you various spiders are in readiness...we
will begin."

Speaker Theresa Carr of the Young Workers

Liberation League emphasized the development of

Facism in America as grounds for Nixon's im-

peachment She compared the developing U.S.

Facism with Facism in WWII Germany.
"With unfilled government positions," she said,

"he (Nixon) has more power in his hands."

Ms. Carr spoke of an increase in racism in the U.S.

saying it is the key tool of Facism. "There is even

evidence of concentration campus being recently

built in the U.S.," she warned.

John Bracey, Associate Professor of Afro-

American Studies aj UMass. said "Nixon has com-

mitted enough crimes to do double time at Sing-

Sing."

The Professor, who often drew laughter from the

crowd, said the remaining Nixon years might become

like the Eisenhower years. "The Eisenhower years

were like having no President at all," he quipped.

Bracey suggested that Nixon might eventually

resign his office but that he "wouldn't want to bet on

it." He charged that the President is trying to bargain

a position for himself that will make prosecution of

his crimes unlikely when he does leave office.

"The best crooks know you plead guilty to lesser

crimes," he said.

UMass President of the Student Government
Association, Nick Apostola, said he was pleased with

the turn-out. He told the audience that "students are

not fooled by the latest political ploy to prevent

Nixon's impeachment," referring to Nixon's
surrender of the tapes.

Leaders said an Ad Hoc Committee to Impeach
Nixon has been formed and that the Committee needs

money to operate effectively.

< Staff Photo - Daniel Smith I

•There is no shame where there is no honor."

i Starr Photo - Danirl Smith)

Betsy Drinan: "Nixon is the most lawless

President in history."
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Impeachment Process Explained

By VICKI VAN RENSSELAER
What is impeachment? What procedures are involved in the im-

peachment process? What happens if a President is impeached? In an
effort to discern what the word "impeachment" is really all about, an
informal interview with Dr. Loren P. Beth, a Professor of Political

Science at U. Mass. specializing in Constitutional Law, was conducted.
The impeachment process runs as follows:

A. A Congressman introduces a resolution in the House of Represen-
tatives stating possible "grounds" for* impeachment.

B. The House refers the resolution to a Committee for study (more
than likely The House Judiciary Committee).
C. The Committee researches and reports on the resolution and offers

a recommendation ( the resolution can be approved, opposed, or "killed"
by the Committee).
D. The House then votes on the Committee's recommendation with a

simple majority vote being necessary for passage.
Taking the hypothetical instance in which the Committee's recom-

mendation to impeach (meaning, "to bring charges against") the
President is passed by the House, impeachment hearings commence. For
such hearings, members of the House act as "prosecutors", members of

the Senate act as "jurors", and the Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme
Court acts as "the presiding officer".

Witnesses are summoned and evidence is presented to substantiate or
disprove the charges which have constituted "the grounds" for im-
peachment. The members of the Senate then render a verdict, by means
of a two-thirds majority vote. If the verdict is "quilty", the U.S. Con-
stitution specifies that the maximum penalty is "removal from Office".
If the verdict is "not guilty", the President remains in office.

During impeachment hearings, the President loses his "executive
immunity". There is a controversy as to what this actually means, but it

is safe to assume that a President can be forced to provide materials or
documents which directly concern the charges launched against him,
provided that such evidence does not violate "national security". The
President's subordinates can be forced to testify at impeachment
hearings. It should also be noted that the U.S. Constitution is extremely
ambiguous as to what constitutues "grounds" for impeachment.

If a President is expelled from office, the Vice-President ( or failing

him the Speaker of the House) becomes President. It is traditional for

Cabinet Officers and high-ranking governmental officials to

automatically submit their resignations, thus allowing the new President
to decide how he wants to organize his Administration.

It should be remembered that impeachment proceedings against a
President have only been launched once before in American History.

That instance occurred in 1868 when President Andrew Johnson was
impeached for violating the Tenure of Office Act. However, the Senate

was one vote short of rendering a verdict of conviction on the charges.

Nixon Agrees

To Tape Release

(Continued from P. 1)

On Monday, the White House had quietly delivered to Sirica a copy of
the President's compromise plan, which Cox had rejected, and gave the
judge a proposed order accepting it that was prepared for Sirica's
signature. When Wright went into court Tuesday, however, he withdrew
the proposal and announced the decision to comply.
Cox had left a farewell party for him at the special prosecution force

offices when Nixon's announcement was made. "I know that all citizens
will be happy, as I am, that the President wisely chose to respect the rule
of law," he said.

Former Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson, who resigned rather than fire
Cox, had just held a nationally televised news conference and said the
American people must decide whether impeachment of the President is

the proper course. He declined to pass judgment on the question.
After the announcement, he issued a statement saying he hoped

Nixon's decision would "overcome the wave of protest as a consequence
of the firing of Cox." The latest move, he said, was a "constructive,
statesman-like step."

Meanwhile, the new chief of the administration's Watergate in-

vestigation, Asst. Atty. Gen. Henry E. Peterson, met with Cox's
lieutenants to discuss the future of the case. He said the day's events were
reassuring but that he had made no commitments to the Cox staff and
received no assurances from them that they wouldn't resign en masse.
Vice President-designate Gerald R. Ford, who has supported Nixon's

actions repeatedly in recent days, said the decision to surrender the tapes
rules out any need to rehire Cox or anyone else as a special Watergate
prosecutor.

"I see no need for that whatsoever," Ford told a news conference in
Harrisburg, Pa.

Nixon, who spent the morning in Washington, returned by car »o the
seclusion of his Camp David mountaintop retreat in nearby Maryland.
The White House said he was unaccompanied by family or aides.
The technicalities of the tapes turnover have not been finalized, but the

tapes aren't to be made public for some time-if at all. They will be
delivered to Sirica for the judge to listen to in private and decide what
portions to give to the grand jury, which conducts its business in secret.
T heir contents could eventually become public if they are introduced as

evidence in future trials.

The Nixon decision and the later White House announcement that the
Watergate committee will not get the tapes material may displease panel
members, but other senators were pleased Nixon planned to give the
tapes to Sirica.

"Thank God," said Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz.
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For lhos«' Massachusetts students who wish

to correspond with their Representative?,

please take not of the following

I S SENATE
Senator Kdward Brooke (Kepi

Senator Edward Kennedy 1 Dem 1

U.8. HOUSEOF
REPRESENTATIVES

Koland. Kdward l>. 2nd Dist 1 Dem > Part of

Franklin. Hampden. & Worcester Counties

Kurch. James V llth Dist (Demi Fart ol

Norfolk, Plymouth & Suffolk Counties

< onte. Silvio O. 1st Dist (Kepi Counties of

Berkshire. Hampshire. Franklin and Hamp-
den (part 1 Counties

Cronin. Paul W 5th Dist (Kepi Part ot

Kssex and Middlesex Counties

Donohue. Harold Daniel 3rd Dist. (Demi
Parts of Middlesex. Norfolk & Worcester

Counties

Drinan. Kobert F. 4th Dist (Dem) Part of
Middlesex. Norfolk and Worcester Counties

Harrington. Michael J. tith Dist (Dem) Part

of Fssex County

Heckler. Maritaret M. loth Dist (Kepi Part

of Bristol. Middlesex. Norfolk & Plymouth

Counties

Mai Donald. Torbert Hart 7th Dist (Dem)
Part of Essex. Middlesex and Suffolk Counties

Moaklev. John Joseph 9th Dist (Demi Part
of Norfolk and Suffolk Counties

O'Neill. Thomas P. (Jr.) 8th Dist (Dem)
Part of Middlesex and Suffolk Counties

siudds. (Jerry 12th Dist (Dem) Counties ol

Barnstable. Dukes & Nantucket Part of

Bristol. Norfolk & Plymouth Counties

The correct procedure for addressing
correspondence is: c-o The U.S. Senate (for

Senators 1 or The House of Representatives
(for Congressmen). Washington. DC.
When you write to a public official, the

salutations. 'Dear Sir". "Dear Mr. Doe", or
his title, as in "Dear Sen Doe", are ac-

ceptable When referring to specific
legislation, give the number and-or sponsors, if

possible

Nixon Reactions

Relief, But.

By MIKE DUFFY
Associated Press Writer

The loud sighs of relief were only

slightly muffled by reminders that

the political battle over Watergate
is not yet over.

The nation's political leaders

expressed almost universal relief

that President Nixon had finally

agreed to release presidential tape

recordings related to the

Watergate case to a federal judge.

"Why in the name of God didn't

he do it months ago?" asked
Oregon Gov. Tom McCall, a

Republican.

Democratic Gov. Jimmy Carter
of Georgia, who just Sunday had
said Nixon was showing signs of

paranoia, said the decision
"relieves greatly my own concern
about Mr. Nixon's ability to

govern."

Gov. Dan Evans of Washington,
chairman of the National
Governors' Conference, earlier in

the day had expressed his own
"questions about President
Nixon's ability to effectively
govern the country." After the

announcement of Nixon's decision,

the Republican governor said he
was delighted and added, "I hope
•his will lead to a resolution and
satisfy those who have called for

full and open disclosure of the facts

surrounding Watergate."
Some officials, however, ex-

pressed concern over the dismissal

of special prosecutor Archibald
Cox and the future integrity of the

Watergate investigations. A few
said the impeachment move which
had been gathering momentum
should not be abandoned.

HALLOWEEN
MASKS
and

Party Supplies

A. J. Hastings. Inc.

Newsdealer and Stationer

AMHERST, MASS.

Tuition Increase:

"It's Bullshit"
B) BONNIE COHEN

There is a real threat of tuition rate increases at UMass, accordine to

an article in the Boston Globe last week. The article cites numerous k al

and national reports proporting tuition increases at public institutions as
the major cause of the possible tuition hikes.

"It's bullshit," according to Nick Apostola, President of the Student

Government Association, and a member of the Board of Trustees of the

University. Apostola feels that the need for low tuition is obvious due to

the small amount of financial aid provided by the school and the number
of students who are financially independent of their parents and are
putting themselves through school. "Tuition may be low", said Apostola
"but low tuition provides low cost -high quality education to those who
can't afford to go to schools like Amherst and Smith".
Even if the Board of Trustees is "solidly opposed to tuition increases",

as Apostola says, the final decision may not be up to them. It is up to the
State Legislature to make the ultimate decision concerning tuition rate
hikes. This issue will be brought up in the next legislative session which
begins in January.
Many observers predict a long and polarized fight concerning this

important issue. President Apostola warned students to "buckle down
because there will definitely be a fight in the legislature."

Apostola appeared concerned about this "crucial and threatening"
issue, but he set his priorities straight. "First we have to impeach Nixon
and then devote our full energy to the tuition fight".

SWWomen *s Center-
An Alternative
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By CHERYL WALSH
If you walk to Southwest by way

of Sunset Avenue, you probably
pass their blue and orange door
every day. If not, you may not
know the Southwest Women's
Center exists.

The Center, now in its third year
of operation is located in the
Mackimmie-Crampton apartment,

which is directly across from the
back door of Crampton House.
Behind the blue and orange door

are five rooms of active women.
There is a lounge with a stereo-
system for meeting with friends,

an adequate library and study
room for in-between-classes and a
main office from which ten three-
credit courses on Feminists Stud-
ies and a few colloquium are
organized.

According to Peggy Cookson,
student co-ordinator, "The Center
offers many services and facilities

to women in the Southwest Com-
munity."
The Center is open Monday

through Thursday from 10 a.m. to 7

p.m., and Friday rom 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.

The 20 member staff has just
been enlarged to include a part-
time counselor. Ms. Althea Smith,
a graduate nurse, will be in the
center on Friday mornings from
ten to noon, to counsel women on
family planning, pregnancy,
personal counseling and referrals.
A question often asked is, "Does

the Center have a place for men?"
Marggie Pasner, OUTREACH co-
ordinators from all male dorms,
and any and all ideas men would
have. "The Center is anxious to
have men become involved in what
we are trying to accomplish,"
added Ms. Pasner.
The Southwest Women's Center

(Continued on P. 14)

EARN! Sell Carpet
Shampoo to $50.00 and
MORE daily. Write Jes
Distributor's 9309 Aurora
N., Seattle, WN98103.

PART TIME - GOOD PIT
Ask anyone from Boston about real Italian food and they'll tell vou
about PAPA GiNO'S! Papa Gino's newest shop opens soon in Hadley,
and we would i.ke to talk to you about several good part-time jobs at the
counter. The pay is good and the work is pleasant and easy. The chance
for advancement, if you want it, is excellent. We'll work out a con-venient schedule with you. No experience necessary,

for a personal interview, see Mr. Scioletti
Thursday, Oct. 25, 2 to 4 only, at

MM GINO'S RESTAURANT
Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley

If you'd like to begin a real career, inquire about our Management
Training Program. Qualified, ambitious applicants start at $160 per
week.

the concept committee

- Presents -

DONNY HATHAWAY
and

CHICK COREA

Curry Hicks Cage

Sunday, October 28, 1973

8:00 p.m.

TICKETS On Sale at

Student I nion Lobby Counter

Monday-Friday 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

. ____ . ,. . ,
LSlaff I'holo Sieve Keldi

Al Anderson of NRBQ exercised his chops while the whole world boogied their way into Nirvana
Friday at the Campus Center Ballroom. See details in Fridays Poor Richards.

Walgren Presents Petition
ByMIKKALLAIN

Eric Walgren presented a petition to the Amherst
Board of Selectmen last night calling for his ap-

pointment to the Law Enforcement Study Committee.
Walgren, who brought eight of his supporters to the

meeting, said he felt the Selectmen had not been
responsive to Town Meeting Article 44 which requires

that members of groups of "diverse life styles" be
appointed to the LESC.
Walgren's petition stated that the LESC had

recommended that Selectmen "authorize expansion
of the Committee for the purpose of creating a

representative body," and that the Selectmen "ap-
point Eric Walgren as a representative of the hip-

pies."

It further stated that the Selectmen had refused to

authorize expansion of the LESC and that they denied
that the LESC is "in any regard unrepresentative of

the Amherst community.
Walgren cited the need for a decentralization of

Amherst government and more input from the

student and "hippie" population he hopes to

represent.

If appointed, Walgren said, he hopes to apply
"pressure to decentralize the government in this

town, which will become greater as the young people
take a more active role in government."
The Board had planned to go into executive session

to discuss Walgren's plea for appointment to the

Committee, a procedure used when the Selectmen
are to discuss matters dealing with "personalities"

and reputations.

Instead, Walgren asked the Board to hear the

matter "candidly and openly" in open session rather

than go into executive session because, he said, "I am
unembarassable." The Selectmen did not respond to

his request.

Walgren also asked the Board to "challenge" his
credentials, which include a Bachelors degree from
Amherst College, a degree from Rutgers University
Law School, and "experience in police-community
relations."

Several young people spoke in behalf of the bear-
ded, pony-tailed Walgren, who was dressed in san-
dals, a sweatshirt, and old jacket and pants, in

contrast to the sportsco; s and ties of the Selectmen.
One such spokesman, a 22-year-old art major at the

University, told the Board that he likes "to do art, to

have sex, and to smoke pot", and that the LESC needs
a representative for people with similar interests.

Walgren then told the Board that he hopes to

represent those people in Amherst who question or
are in disagreement with current police enforcement
methods.
Another Walgren supporter told the Board that

"Eric has been my link to the town. It has been a
great source of satisfaction for me to have someone
who thinks something like I do and has the guts to go
up there and represent me."

The Board cut short any further discussion of
Walgren's petition after about 40 minutes, on the
recommendation of Chairman Michael Sullivan due
to "time limitations.".

Selectman Robert Garvey offered a motion to the
Board that any further endorsements of Walgren be
in the form of letters to the Selectmen. After Walgren
protested that those present should have the right to

be heard, Sullivan gave the Walgren delegation five

minutes to sum up their case.

The Board then voted unanimously to pass Gar-
vey's motion.

Reporters Receive Watergate Subpoenas
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) -

Two Manchester Union Leader
reporters were served subpoenas
yesterday to appear before the

Senate Watergate Committee in

Washington Friday and bring with

them all records pertinent to the

1972 presidential campaign.
The newsmen, R. Warren Pease

and Arthur Egan, said they will

fight the orders and directed their

lawyers to fight to quash the

e
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subpoenas.

Egan said he and Pease talked
voluntarily with Watergate in-

vestigators in September and that

they have nothing new to add.

"We feel this constitutes
harassment and interfering with
reporting duties," Pease said.

Egan said the action "by in-

terfering with us as newspaper-
men. . . is interfering with the

freedom of the press and the
people's right to know."

The subpoenas, served by a
federal marshal from Concord,
Egan said, state that the newsmen
will not be required to disclose

any news sources either directly or
indirectly."

CCEBS Sponsors

Tribute Banquet
By LUISMANUEL MEDINA

The CCEBS Students Counselors sponsored a banquet to all un-
dergraduate students in the program as a "Tribute to the Future of Third
World Students". The event was held in the Student Union Ballroom last

Saturday, with the participation of about 500 students, faculty members
and staff.

"The activity gave to Black, Puerto Rican and Chicano students a new
source of motivation to keep going toward the achievement of a
university education," said Edward J. Rogers, the moderator.
Dr. Rhody A. McCoy, CCEBS Director, and Chancellor Randolph W

Bromery addressed the students
Students with an academic average of 2.75 and more received merit

certificates. Also Mrs. McCoy and Mrs. Bromery. as well that other
distinguished guests received bouquets of flowers in recognition of their
work and support to the Third World Community on campus.
Ms Jean D. Moss CCEBS Director of Personal Counselors, was in

charge of the banquet organization.

"The knowledge of self is primary to having appreciation for our
brothers and sisters intellectual development assures that the technical
services that are necessary for the survival of Third World Communities
will be provided," summed up Ms. Moss.
The Spanish American Students had different speakers such as: Mr.

Edmundo Ramos, ( Ahora chairman), Mr. Eddie Sotolongo, and Mr.
Mariano Trujillo. (teaching the Mexican/Chicano Culture in Orchard
Hill). AHORA presented a plaque to Ms. Rosa Blanco, a graduate
student, for her participation with this Spanish American students
organization.

The crowd enthusiastically applauded. Los Hermanos Santiago who
sang Puerto Rican music.
The impressions of the students participating in the banquet seemed

very positive. "It was a great opportunity to get together and share
cultural values," said Ms. Gloria Ortiz.

Ms. Olga Rodriguez, a CCEBS Student Counselor in S.W., said that,
"We appreciate the support given by the faculty and we hope that we can
organize similar activity in the future."
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DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE

Jacques Brel Is Alive ft Well ft Living In Paris
Music by Jacques Brel

Thurs., Oct. 25, Fri., Oct. 26, Sat., Oct. 27

Thurs. All Tickets $1.00 — No Reservations

Fri. ft Sat. $1.00 w/ valid ID. $2.00 Others

Bartlett Aud. 8 p.m.
Box Office opens 6 p.m. on show nights

For information & Ticket Reservations for Fri. & Sat.

Call 545-2579 Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m.
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War In The Mideast
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Fighting Rages On Amid "Cease-Fire"
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Arab-Iraeli war raged on

Tuesday as if the United Nations
cease-fire never existed.

Egyptian and Israeli warplanes
and armor clashed in hard fighting

along the Suez front. Syrian jets

and cannons tangled with Israeli

air raiders and artillery on the

northern front.

Israel and Egypt issued an angry
string of accusations that the other
had violated the precarious
Security Council truce, to which
both agreed Monday evening.

The Security Council was called

into in an emergency session at

U.N. headquarters in New York to

hear an Egyptian complaint of

what Cairo said were repeated
Israeli attempts to grab more
territory in the Egyptian hear-

tland.

Syria, the other major com-
batant in the 18-day-old conflict,

kept its silence and continued
studying the U.N. appeal with no
sign it was ready to accept it.

Israeli spokesmen reported
artillery duels along the Syrian

front and claimed their raiding

warplanes scored "exact hits" on a
fuel depot 12 miles north of

Damascus.
Syria charged that about 60

Israeli warplanes streaked in over
the Golan battleground "in waves"
to bomb civilian targets north of

the Syrian capital. The Damascus
command said its Soviet-supplied

MIGs roared up to meet the at-

tacking jets and drove them off

before they could carry out their

mission in dogfights that sent 11

Israeli planes crashing to the

ground.

But Tel Aviv claimed 10 Syrian
jets were blasted out of the sky in

the aerial combat and mentioned
no losses of its own.
As the fighting continued, the

United Nations alerted its 90

veteran truce watchers to prepare
for a return to the war zone from
which most were evacuated when
the fourth Arab-Israeli war
erupted Oct. 6.

This led to speculation they
might be posted along the battle

lines in an attempt to enforce the

U.S., Soviets Attempt
To Instill Peace

By KENNETH J. EREED
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-The United States is engaged in "intense
diplomatic activity" in an effort to salvage the Middle East cease-fire
and open peace negotiations, the State Department said Tuesday.

This attempt has resulted in the postponement of Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger's trip this week to mainland China, State Department
spokesman Robert J. McCloskey announced.
He said the drive to end the fighting is aimed primarily at carrying out

the U.N. Security Council resolution approved early Monday.
That resolution called for a cease-fire in place and immediate im-

plementation of an earlier council act which provided vaguely for Israeli

withdrawal from territories conquered in 1967.

Neither McCloskey nor other officials would discuss the details ot tne
newest negotiations, but they obviously center on talks with the Soviet
Union.

The United States and Moscow are the co-sponsors of the U.N.
resolution.

McCloskey gave no hint as to U.S. expectations for a quick cease-fire.
He noted that "I can't say there ever was a time the guns fell silent on the
battlefield," although the resolution called for an end to fighting shortly
after noon on Monday.
There was some indication that the United States hopes for a settlement

by Wednesday. McCloskey, in turning back questions on the state of
negotiations, said such inquiries might be better answered by Kissinger
in a news conference tentatively set for Wednesday.
Meanwhile, the Pentagon reported that it has reduced the pace of its

airlift to Israel. A spokesman said it was understood the Soviet Union has
also reduced its rate of delivery of arms and equipment to Syria and
Egypt
During the weekend there had been reports that the big powers were

trying to create a cease-fire by using their arms shipments as bargaining
weapons. The Pentagon said shipments were continuing but "at a
somewhat reduced rate."

At the State Department, McCloskey flatly denied that the United
States had threatened to cut off its arms supplies to Israel if the
Jerusalem government did not accede to the cease-fire arrangement.

in-place truce ordered by the

Security Council for 6:50 p.m.

Monday as a first step toward
negotiations aimed at a permanent
peace for the war-scarred Middle
East.

Israel claimed it has won "a very
big victory" in the 18 days of

fighting and said it holds about 750

square miles of land inside Egypt
proper-west of the canal-and about
300 square miles in Syria bevond
the land captured in 1967.

In his order of the day, Lt. Gen.
David Elazar, the Israeli chief of

staff, declared the Security Council
had not moved when, he said, the

Arabs attacked Israel two weeks
ago but the Arabs "and their

friends hastened to demand
cessation of the fighting...once
they realized they were close to

defeat."

The Syrian front has been
relatively stable for days about 21

miles from Damascus and 19 miles
beyond the cease-fire lines

established in 1967 when Israel

seized the Golan Heights from the

Syrians.

In Egypt, where the Israelis

have trained their main fury in the

last week, the Tel Aviv command
claimed it has pushed forward in

tank, air and cannon fighting to

about 25 miles west of the Suez
Canal along a foothold 30 miles

broad-about a third of the canal's

103-mile length.

That would put them only about

50 miles from Cairo and give them
mastery of the key road between

the Egyptian capital and the

canalside city of Ismailia.

The Israeli occupation of

Egyptian and Syrian territory

beyond the 1967 lines makes a

valuable lever to pry concessions

from the Arabs in the peace
negotiations called for in the

Security Council cease-fire,

sponsored by the Soviet Union and
the United States.

Egypt also claimed a bargaining
trump of its own, saying Egyptian
assault forces have retaken almost
the entire eastern bank of the
canal, which Israeli forces had
occupied since the 1967 war, except
at the main Israeli invasion point
just north of Great Bitter Lake

The cease-fire calls for each side

to stay on the lines it held as of 6 : 50

p.m. -12:50 p.m. EDT-Monday.

Ice Cream Cone
Sale!

Buy One

Get One
Free

Bring

a

Friend
l«S \. Pleasant St. 253-2291
Open 6:30 a.m. -10:311 p.m.

SOUND IDEAS
1 COOK PLACE AMHERST 253-5942

What's happening on HALLOWEEN?
Come to Sound Ideas and Find outl

After you've bought stereo equipment you're

unhappy with - come to SOUND IDEAS and we'll give you

a great TRADE-IN and make you happy.

PIONEER 424

Smaller Advents

MACDONALD 21 10

$349.95

At Sound Ideas we have to have the lowest prices.
Come in and see why.
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Mitchell-Stans
Trial Postponed

By TED CRONYN
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK ( AP) - The trial of two former Cabinet officers, John N.

Mitchell and Maurice H. Stans, was postponed a second time yesterday,

to await the outcome of efforts to obtain White House documents and
tapes which mieht hear on the case.

The postponement was announced before one of President Nixon's

White House attorneys said in U.S. District Court in Washington that the

President would comply with a court order and turn over to Judge John J.

Sirica nine Watergate-related tapes sought by former special prosecutor

Archibald Cox.
It was not know what, if any, impact that action would have on the

documents sought for the Mitchell-Stans trial, which was postponed
Tuesday until Jan. 7 by U.S. District Court Judge Lee P. Gagliardi

The prosecution and defense both want White House tapes and
documents pertaining to a secret $200,000 contribution to President
Nixon's 1972 re-election campaign b\ financier Robert L. Vesco.

The government has charged that Vesco, a fugitive also under in-

dictment, made the cash contribution in hopes of influencing a federal

investigation of his business affairs.

Gagliardi declined to rule on a defense motion to move the trial. Their

lawyers had claimed Mitchell and Stans would get a fairer trial in

Aberdeen, Miss., where a poll commissioned by the defense showed that a

smaller percentage of the population thought the defendants guilty than
in New York.

The prosecution's stake in getting White House material grew out of a

ruling last week by Gagliardi that Dean's testimony could be barred
unless relevant prior statements of the witness are made available to the

defense. This would include any tapes withheld by President Nixon.

Mitchell, former attorney general and later head of the President's re-

election committee, and Stans, former commerce secretary and later

campaign committee finance chairman, were indicted last May 10. Vesco
and Harry Sears, a New Jersey Republican leader, also were indicted,

but Sears' trial has been severed.

Richardson Calls For

New Watergate Prosecutor

Impeachment Proceedings Set

In Spite Of Tape Release

By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Former
Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson
called for the appointment of a new
Watergate special prosecutor and
said yesterday the American
people must judge whether
President Nison should be im-

peached.

Richardson, who resigned rather

comply with Nixon's order to fire

special prosecutor Archibald Cox,

said he disagreed with the

President's effort to curtail the

independence of the Cox in-

vestigation.

His comments were made at a

nationally-televised news con-
ference before the announcement
that Nixon will now comply with a

court order and turn over White
House tapes for a judge's private

inspection.

After the White House an-
nouncement, Richardson called

Nixon's decision a "constructive

statesman like step" and said he

hoped it would "overcome the

wave of protest as a consequence
of the firing of Cox."
He said he believed that the

President's real concern has been
protecting the confidentiality of the

presidency.

Richardson said he does not

consider himself a scapegoat for

Nixon although the turn of events
cost him his job in an ad-

ministration he served from the

beginning.

William D. Ruckelshaus, who
was fired as deputy attorney

general for refusing to dismiss

Cox, agreed with Richardson that

the Watergate probe ought to be

returned to independent hands
rather than remain in the Justice

Department under the supervision

of Asst. Atty. Gen. Henry E.

Petersen.

Petersen, meanwhile, met
privately with Cox's staff in a

move to encourage them to stay on
the job, and pursue their in-

vestigations.

Acting Atty. Gen. Robert H.

Bork, who succeeded to the office

and then fired Cox, summoned top

department officials to a late af-

ternoon conference to enlist their

support for his caretaker ad-

ministration.

Neither Richardson nor
Ruckeshaus endorsed im-
peachment for the President, but

they did not express opposition.

"The question of any ultimate

judgment to be made on these facts

is, in my view, a question for the

American people," Richardson
said.

By JOHN BECKLEB
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AP) House
leaders decided yesterday to go
ahead with an inquiry that could
lead to President Nixon's im-
peachment despite his agreement
to release the White House
Watergate tapes to a federal judge.

They had already announced the

start of the investigation before
Nixon's about-face on the tapes,

and said they would continue at

least until the effect of his action

becomes clear.

With the controversy over the

tapes apparently stilled, Nixon's
critics in the House said their

major concern was to assure the

continuation of an independent
prosecution of the Watergate case
and its many offshoots.

Nixon abolished the special
prosecutor's office when he fired

its director, Archibald Cox,
touching off the uproar that led to

the move for beginning im-
peachment proceedings.
"By giving up the tapes he

showed Cox was right in insisting

that he comply with the court's
order," said Rep. Donald W.
Riegle, D-Mich., in a House
speech. "Now he should bring Cox
back."

There seemed little doubt,
however, that Nixon's decision

would take some of the steam out

of any impeachment drive. A chief

criticism aimed at him during an
emotional House session was that

he had refused to comply with an
order of the court.

Some key Democratic senators

also said they expect the
developments to defuse talk of

impeachment.
However, Democrats such as

Edward M. Kennedy, Philip A.

Hart and Birch Bayh said they
will press ahead with legislation to

create a special Watergate
prosecutor not subject to dismissal
bv the President.

Why should
anyone
bea

priest?

Why study for the priesthood?

Why be part of a dying institu-

tion? Why commit yourself to

celibacy? Indeed, why get

closer to misery in a world that

is already miserable enough?

There aren't any easy

answers to these questions-

even for a Paulist. But he knows
that today's world desperately

needs people who are commit-

ted to ideals and beliefs. In our

search for peace of mind and

country, happiness, love and

brotherhood, we are really

seeking mcanmg-a reason

for being.

The Paulist doesn't feel the

world is dying; he rejoices in

the signs of hope around him

and listens for the sounds of

love. Men like the Paulists

rekindle our spirits and their

love for Him includes and
embraces all of us.

Every Paulist is a mission-

ary. Whether he is in the pulpit

or the parish house, on campus
or in ghettos . . whether he
communicates with the spoken
word or the printed word, the

Paulist is talking about what
concerns him most: the love of

C hnst for all people.

If you are looking for

answers, talk to us. Together
we may find them. For more
information about the Paulist

priesthood, send for THE
PAULIST PAPERS—an exciting
new kit of articles, posters

and recordings about
America's first religious

community.

Write In

Father Donald C. Campbell,

Room 102

Paulist
Fathers

415 West 59th St., New York.N.Y. 10019

MOCCASIN SALE
Our Regular $4.99 Moc.

$5.99 Moc.
$6.99

$7.99

$8.50

Now 2 pr. for $8.00

$10.00

$12.00

$14.00

$15.00

We carry all sizes from Baby's — Men's 16. Our complete line of Men's and Women's
Boat Mocs has arrived.

THE MOC SH0PPE Amherst Carriage Shops
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Nixon To Address
Nation Tonight

( AH Wirephoto)

CAMBRIDGE, Mass., -Harvard Prof, Wassily Leontief discusses
his ideas on economics after he was named Nobel Prize in Economic
Science.

WASHINGTON (AP) -President Nixon will make a

television-radio address to the nation at 9 p.m. EDT
Wednesday about the Watergate tapes controversy.

Alexander M. Haig Jr., Nixon's chief of staff, said

Nixon's dramatic turnabout Tuesday in surrendering

the tapes to U.S. District Court Judge John J. Sirica

did not stem solely from fear of impeachment but

reflected "the whole milieu of national concern" that

included the firing of Watergate special prosecutor

Archibald Cox and the departure from government of

the top two Justice Department officials.

Haig said Nixon reached his decision about noon
Tuesday after "very painful and agonizing
discussions" with his staff.

Haig said that while Nixon will comply with court

orders on the tapes "in every particular," he will not

go ahead with his plan to reveal the content of the

tapes to the Senate Watergate committee. Haig in-

dicated the committee would have to fight in court, if

it wants the tapes, as it moved to do Tuesday.
Asked if Nixon would comply with any future

subpoenas for tapes or documents relating to

presidential conversations that might be sought by
Watergate investigators, Haig said he did not want to

venture into that area which he described as a
'minefield."

He did say that, in deciding to surrender nine tapes
to Sirica, Nixon was making "this single exception"

to his broad opposition to what he regards as
breaching the doctrine of executive privilege.

Reminded that former Atty. Gen. Elliot L.

Richardson expressed the view at a Tuesday news
conference that a special Watergate prosecutor was
desirable, Haig indicated Nixon would stick to his

plan to "put the case within the institutional

framework of the Justice Department."
Haig, who volunteered nothing on the subject of

impeachment, was asked if he thought the White
House had taken the problem seriously.

"No, I don't," he responded, adding that he felt that
way both before and after Nixon's about-face on the
tapes.

Haig said he discounted impeachment as a serious
problem because he believes the American people
have a way of discovering the truth, even after,

"false starts and dialetic waves."
The White House staff chief referred several times

to the dramatic developments that began unfolding
Friday night as a "fire storm" but said Nixon had
acted at each step "after assessing all the con-
siderations."

He said, however, that the manner in which
developments followed Nixon's Friday night an
nouncement of his proposed solution to the con-
troversy was "not preplanned, not desired, and, I

think, not very well visualized."

Due Tho Won't Accept Prize

Until "Guns Are Silenced"
By DICK SODERLUND
Associated Press Writer

STOCKHOLM (AP)-North
Vietnam's Le Due Tho informed
the Nobel committee Tuesday that

he cannot accept the peace prize he
shared last week with Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger. Tho's
reason was that fighting still goes
on in Vietnam.

"...Since the conclusion of the

Paris agreement on Vietnam, the

U.S. and the Saigon administration

have continued to commit very
serious violation of many essential

provisions of the agreement," he
said.

"The Saigon administration has,

with U.S. support and en-

couragement, carried on its war
activities. Peace has not been
really restored in South Vietnam."
But the Hanoi Politburo member

who negotiated the Vietnam cease-

fire with Kissinger added that he
would consider accepting his half

of the $120,000 prize once "guns are
silenced" in South Vietnam.
Announcement of Tho's present

rejection of the prize came from
Hanoi as the Swedish Royal
Academy of Sciences ended the

1973 series of Nobel awards by

naming scientists from the United
States, Japan, Britain and Ger-
many winners in physics and
chemistry.

A foreign-born American a
Japanese working in America and
a young Briton shared the physics
prize for their discoveries con-
nected with the generation of

power through superconductors.
Their findings are practically
applied in measurement and
transistor techniques.

Japanese Leo Esaki, 48, and
Norwegian-born American Ivar
Giaever, 44, shared half of the
$120,000 prize for pioneering in-

vestigations into electronic
phenomena called "tunneling."
where runaway particles penetrate
barriers like a ball passing through
a wall without leaving a mark. The
two researchers work in New York
State for IBM and General Elec-
tric.

The academy gave the other half
of the prize to 33-year-old Brian
Josephson who, as a 22 year-old
student at Cambridge's historic

Cavendish Laboratory, predicted
new and unexpected phenomena in

supercurrents in a theory named
the "Josephson effects."

The chemistry prize went to 52-

year-old Prof. Geoffrey Wilkinson
of London's Imperial College and
55-year-old Prof. Ernst Otto
Fischer of Munich, Germany.
They shared the prize equally for

pioneering, independent basic
research on the chemistry of

"organometallic so-called sand-
wich compounds." Their highly
theoretical work on these complex
structures, although described as
chemistry for chemists, has led to

important practical applications
for industrial use, such as new
lead-free, antiknocking ingredients
in gasoline and heat-resistant
enamel paints.

in a rush?
grab a Quickie Lunch!

Ilth Floor Campus Center
Room 1102 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
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Law Students

Begin Proceedings

Of Their Own

XC SKIS ARE HERE
KONGSBERG JETTE
BONNA JARVINEN
ALFA SKILOM

NORWEGIAN ACCESSORIES

BERKELEY. Calif. <AP>-
President Nixon's impeachment
and a national day of protest are
the goals of an effort at the nation's

law schools being organized by law
students at the University of

California School of Law.
Julie Conger, president of the

Boalt Hall Student Association, an
organization of UC law students,

said student bar associations at

seven San Francisco Bay area law
schools have joined in calling for

impeachment and for the national
j

day of protest Friday.

"We are calling for law schools I

to suspend classes and hold a

teach-in on the constitutional and|

legal precedents for im-

peachment," she said.

The day of protest will either be a
|

day of mourning for the U.S.

Constitution or a "Law and Order"

Day, she said.

Law schools across the country

are being contracted by a student I

committee here to join the protest

effort, she said. Students at four I

law schools in Southern California

are considering joining the protest,

she said, as are law students at

Harvard, Yale, Temple and other

Eastern schools.

Law students at UCLA,
University of Southern California,

Southwest University and
University of San Diego were to

meet to discuss the protest
Tuesday, she said.

2nd Annual Maintenance Clinics „
beginning OCTOBER 25 7:30 p.m.

for detailsCall 549-6904

E. Pleat ant St. un Amherst

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24. 1973

TOD Of Tuesday
Wednesdaye Thursday

CaiUpUS Oct. 23. 24. 25

Reg. $5.60 Prime Rib

Special «295 Special
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New Bus Routes Start Tomorrow
Belchertown Center Schedule (BN) South Deerfield Schedule (SD)

BELCHERTOVN CENTER SCHEDULE (BN) SOUTH DEERFIELD SCHEDULE (SD)

INBOUND: INBOUND:

Belch. Quabbin Bay Arc ate i a Holland Gulf North Mayflower
Center Apt 8. Rd. Apt8. Glen Road Street Apts. South

Deerfld. Mount.
Sugar-
loaf

Sunder-
land |am 7:20 7:22 7:24 7:26 7:27 7 = 30 7:31 7 = 33 Cntr. Koad Street Cntr. Fair-

9=55 9:57 9:59 10:01 10:02 10:05 10:06 10:08 Cfi field

pm 2:55 2:57 2:59 3:01 3:02 3:05 3:06 3:08 a i:. 7:20 7:21 7:22 7:24
>-3

O
Street

6:10 6:12 6:14 6:16 6:17 6:20 6:21 6:23

ps

9:^0

^:05

9i*1

3:0&

9:^2

3:07

9:44

3:09

7:45

10:05
Stock-
bridge Phyeical Campus 6:05 6:06 6:07 6:09 3:30
Road Morrill Arnold Lot 26 Blant Center

6:30
am 7:^5 7:^6 7:47 7:48 7:49 7 = 50

Grad
Research10;20 10:21 10:22 10:23 30:24 10:25 lir.s- Fine Hamp- Campus

pm 3 : 20 3:21 3:22 3:23 5:24 3 =
°5 Center brouck Arts SBA shire Boyden Center

6:25 6:26 6:27 6:28 6:29 6:30
am 7:46

10:06

7:^7

10:07

7:48

10:08

7:49

10:09

7=50

10:10

7=51

10:11

7 = 52

10:12

OUTBOUND:
pm 3:33 3:32 3 = 33 TO ORCHARD HILL_ —

6:31 6:32 6:33 6:34 6:35 6:36 6:37

Grad May- OUTBOUND:
Research Has- Fine Fearing Cowles Town flower North
Center brouck Arts Street Lane Hall Apts. Street

1
iin

am 9 = 30 9=31 9=>2 EXPRESS EXPRESS EXPRESS 9:42 9:44 Stock- School Sunder- Sugar-
pm 2:20 2:21 2:22 2:23 2:24 2:25 2:32 2:34

bridge
Road Morrill Arnold

of
Ed

North
Amherst

land*
Ctr

loaf
Street

5:^5 5:46 5:47 5:48 5:49 5 = 50 5:57 5:59 h
11.: 10 11:11 11:12 11:13 11:14 11:15 11:22 11:24 am

pm

9:20
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9:21

2:21

9:22

2:22
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2:23

9 = 25

2:25

o
9:35

2:35

9:37

2:37

GUif Holland Arcadia Bay Quabbin Belch.
5:45 5:46 5 = 47 5:48 5=50 6:00 6:02

Road Glen Apt8. Road Apts. Center. 10:£5 10:56 10:57 10:58 11:00 11:10 11:12

am 9=^5 9:47 9:48 9:50 9:52 9:55

pm 2:35 2:37 2:38 2:40 2:42 2:45 Mount. Road South Deerfield

6:00 6:02 6:03' 6:05 6:07 6:10 9:38 9 40

11:25 11:2? 11:28 11:30 11:32 11:35
2:36
6:03

2*40
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11:13
11: 15

MDC Classifieds

75' First Day/ 50' Each Additional Day

specials iNcludiNq

biq bell jeans

hiphuqqcRjeans

& blUEJEANS
$5.99,Reg $9.00 & $10.00

>
ULLbkbbbk
bkWbW
kbk

%'/S

CORdllROyS
Hundreds to choose
from- $6.99
famous makes
all colors

< OS
-«m

LTO

op of{He campus
- - restaurant 'Entrees

201 NO.
PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

OPEN

7HUftf. & FRI.

7111 9 P.M.

.">,

Roast Prime Rib of Beef au jus

Regular Cut
Extra Thick

New York Strip Sirloin Steak

with Onion Rings

Filet Mignon with Mushroom Caps

Baked Stuffed Shrimp
and Drawn Butter

Surf and Turf (Steak and Stuffed

Shrimp)
Beef Kebob
Baked Scrod and Lemon Butter

Chicken Kiev

Student Price

Old. . New
5.60 4.65

7.50 6.25

7.10 b.va

7.60 6.50

5.25 4.45

6.15 5.45

4.25 3.45

2.95 2.45

3.75 3.45
( Non-Student prices

reduced accordingly)

J
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What 's The Story?

Campus Plumbing: A Flushing Matter
By M Km 1 BKRNSTKIN

At the beginning of the semester many people were
in an uproar because students were being housed in
the Campus Center Hotel. A recent story in the
Collegian stated that rumor had it that these students
without dorm rooms were now being housed in the
Fine Arts Building. I contacted the Housing Office to
find out what the story was. While it was true that
students were living in the hotel at the beginning of
the semester, all students have now been placed in
dorms. The reason they were not assigned dorms in
the first place was most often because they did not
pay their bill on time or decided at the last minute to
move on-campus. Some roommates were split up
because one of the roommates did not pay the bill on
time.

It would have been impossible to place these
students, in most cases, in the dorm area they
originally requested. Requests by students who had
paid their bill on time were running six times the
number of spaces available for Central and Northeast
areas.

There was also a rumor circulating that there were
many triples on campus. According to the Housing
Office, any triples that do exist on campus are
voluntary, that is the students chose to keep three
people in the room.
Most dorms are filled to capacity at the present

time, but students who wish to change their rooming
assignment for the Spring semester should contact
the Head of Residence of the dorm they wish to get
into soon.

The UMass Transit Operations seems to be in the
midst of mixed blessings. Many commuters are
overjoyed that the South Deerfield and Belchertown
routes have been reinstated. Other commuters are
somewhat less joyful over the Sunderland Route
situation. When I've ridden the SN Route (both in-
ward and outward bound), about the time the bus
pulls into theTownhouse-Brandywinecomplex, moans
and groans can be heard from many of the
passengers. When the bus again pulls into Puffton
Village the moans and groans usually turn into the
question, "Why the hell do we have to go into the
apartment areas 7 Why cant the bus just stop on the
main road and let the people walk the rest of the
way?" On the other side of the story, commuters who
live in these complexes complain when the busses do
let them off on the main road and make them walk the
rest of the way.

I talked to Jeff McCormick, Assistant Student
Manager of the Transit Operations, to find out what
the story was. Jeff told me that the way the bus
schedules are set up now the SN Route will stop inside
Puffton Village and Townhouse-Brandywine except
during the 2:00-5:00 p.m. rush hour. People boarding
the bus will be given notice by the bus driver if that
particular bus is not going inside the complexes. The
best bet for people waiting for a bus to Sunderland in

these complexes is to walk out to the main road.

I asked Jeff why the SN Route couldn't be a direct

trip, leaving the North Amherst bus to weave in and

out of the complexes. He explained that there are four

busses on the NA Route. In order to keep within the

time schedule the NA busses do not go as far as

Townhouse-Brandywine. There are eleven busses

that make the "Super Loop" which is the Sunderland

to Orchard Hill, to Southwest, to Belchertown run. If

a bus on this run is heading for Sunderland, and is

overloaded, the driver can call in for permission to

skip the apartment complex weave. If there is an
extra bus, it will then be put on the NA Route (only in

the morning).
Jeff Further explained that the bus system has

been set up in the interest of all commuters. Even
though the direct Sunderland riders get impatient,

the stops in the complexes provide a service for

certain apartment residents which must be con-

sidered.

Q. Is it true- that there are only two plumbers ser-

ving campus dorms? If so, why?
A. I contacted Bill Marren, Supervisor of Main-

tenance for the East Area (this includes all dorms
except Southwest). Bill told me that there are

currently two plumbers serving Southwest and one
plumber for the East Area.

He admitted the number is insufficient, however,
he explained the reason for only three plumbers is a

matter of recruitment. The University does not pay
their plumbers union fees, and so the pay scale is

much less than what a plumber would be paid if

working on the outside. Therefore, it's almost im-
possible to get a plumber to work for UMass. Bill

proved this point by noting that the yellow sheet (a

paper which announces openings within the

University ) has been requesting plumbers week after

week for the past two years with no success.

I asked Bill how UMass expects to get any plum-
bers under those pay conditions? He explained that

UMass uses two lures. First, is the type of pay scale
they offer plumbers. Beginning plumbers on the

outside start at step one on a pay scale and work their

way up. The University offers their plumbers a
starting pay at step six. This doesn't seem like very
good incentive to me because in only a matter of time
a plumber on the outside could work his way up the

steps and soon be earning much more than UMass
offers.

The second reason was fringe benefits. A plumber
at UMass is guaranteed 52 weeks of work. Again, this

appears weak to me because I think outside plumbers
are in enough demand so they don't have to worry
about stability.

I then asked Bill how long it usually takes a work
request to be answered. He told me that this depends
on the urgency of the matter. If one toilet on a floor is

broken but there are five other working ones, or if a

(Continued on P. 14)

People In The News
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BRISTOL, England (AP) - Princess Anne and her fiance, Capt. Mark
Phillips, went for a ride yesterday in a Concorde, the British-French
supersonic airliner.

Their 1,200-mile ride took them in a 90-minute sweep over the Bay )f

Biscay.

The couple are to wed Nov. 14.

TOKYO < AP - Emperor Hirohito and Empress Nagako entertained zoo

directors from some 20 nations at tea in the Imperial Palace Tuesday.

The emperor is a marine biologist and talked with the zoologists for

about an hour. They are in Toyo for an international zoo conference.

SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) - Operatic tnor Jan Peerce is recuperating at

a hospital after a fall at his daughter's suburban home.

Peerce, 65, was reported in "Very satisfactory" condition after being

admitted Sunday for observation of a possible leg fracture.

His physician declined to say whether X-rays revealed any fracture.

TOKYO ( AP - Yale economist Lloyd G. Reynolds left Peking for home
yesterday the official Hsinhua news agency reported.

Reynolds arrived in China Oct. 8 at the invitation of Nankai University

of Tientsin. He visited industrial, farming, educational and medical units

in Peking, Shanghai and Tientsin, Hsinhua said.
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Chess Lectures Start Tonight
The Campus Center Chess Club,

an activity of the Program Council,

will sponsor a series of beginners'

chess lectures. These are designed
lor the people who already know
the rules of chess and want a better

understanding of how to conduct a
complete game successfully

Each lecture will last about an
hour and cover a different aspect

of chess strategy and tactics. A
large demonstration chess board
will be used to show evervone the

moves under discussion.

The first lecture, on endgames,
will begin at 7:30 p.m. tonight in

Campus Center room 165-169. The
lectures are open to the public at no
charge. At the end of tonight's

lecture. Hampshire College chess
champion Andy Gordon will play
simultaneously against everyone
attending.

In last week's simultaneous
exhibition, expert John Stopa took
on 38 challengers at once. He

defeated 23, drew with eight, and
lost to seven, for a score of 71 per
cent. Those defeating him were
David Bixby, Charles Bliss, Andy
Gordon, Dan Grego, Scott Jones,
Brad Pulver, and Milton Watt.

-Feeds 4 - 6-
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Boat of tendersweet

baby clams
iQuart of French Fries

[Pint of Cole Slaw

I Quart of Soda
L Clip the coupon

$499

Chicken-In seating for 54

Chicken-Out Delivery Free
256-8745
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Rte. 9 (across from Zayre's) Hadley
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Treat yourself and ail the very special people you know
to a priceless "package" of entertainment for only $4.15:

THE SUNLIGHT
DIALOGUES
14 weeks on the N. Y.
Times bestseller list.

FIRST TIME IN PAPERBACK.
(Single copy: $1.95)

GRENDEL
"A work of extra-
ordinary beauty."
—Saturday Review
(Single copy: 95«)

THE WRECKAGE
OF AGATHON
"Highly original."
-New York Times
(Single eopy: $1.25)

ALL THREE BOOKS, HANDSOMELY GIFT-BOXED- %4 II
Available now at the University Bookstore (•£) BALLANTINE BOOKS, INC;

Obscenity Laws
Under Question

By VERNON A. GUIDRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The deep
division of the Supreme Court over
obscenity flared anew yesterday
with an accusation of four justices
that the court has fashioned rules
too vague to follow.

The accusation, not a new one in

the thorny issue, came just a few
months after a new majority at-

tempted to bring what it called
more definitive standards to the
controversy.

"Every author, every
bookseller, every movie exhibitor,
and perhaps, every librarian is

now at the mercy of the local police
force's conception of what appeals
to the 'prurient interest' or is

'patently offensive' " wrote Justice
William O. Douglas.
He was joined in the dissent by

Justices William J. Brennan Jr.,

Thurgood Marshall and Potter
Stewart.

In other decisions the court:
-Refused to interfere with $300

contempt of court fines assessed
against two newsmen for reporting
on a public hearing in Louisiana
despite a court order not to do so.

-Agreed to decide whether states

may lawfully give tax breaks to

widows that are denied to men who
lose their wives.

-Upheld a lower court order
prohibiting the sale of liquor on
Amtrak trains crossing Kansas.
-Agreed to expand its

examination of the con-
stitutionality of military laws by
accepting for review the case of

Dr. Howard B. Levy, who was
convicted in 1967 for refusing to

train aid men bound for Vietnam.
-Let stand a state supreme court

decision that struck down New
Jersey's method of financing
public education largely through
local property taxes.

In a series of decisions last June
the court's majority said local

standards of propriety should
apply in determining what is ob-
scene and removed the stringent

requirement that for a work to be
judged obscene it must be found
utterly without redeeming social

value.

Douglas noted recent court
decisions which pointed out that
vague laws inhibit the exercise of

guaranteed freedoms, "try the
innocent by not providing fair

warning," and delegate basic
policy matters to policemen and
the courts for subjective judgment.
"The exceptions to the First

Amendment written into the
constitution by the majority
. . .could not more clearly exhibit
these evils of vagueness." Douglas
wrote.

The sharp complaint about the
effect of last June's decisions came
as the court majority routinely
processed 11 obscenity cases still

on its docket.

SPOHTWEAR

BOUTIQUE

LOW PRICES

1 mile No. of UMass.
next to North Amherst

Post Office

Open Friday Nights

This week's Special

$3.99

Acrylic Turtlenecks

Sorry,
you missed

us. . .

W We'll be right

back.

Our Free Shuttlebus runs

from the Campus Center

Bus Circle to McDonald's

every day from 11 a.m.

to 7 p.m.

You dfwnp a hrruk. lodat.

I mill irp'll lirlft vim grl il.)

McDonald's

377 RUSSELL ST. HAOLEY

Golden Value Card

Does It Again.

100 GALLONS OF GAS

to be given away

FREE!

Available as you need it from Tom's Texaco

Route 9, Amherst.

TU REGISTER

Stop by our booth located between C.C. & S.U. on

Concourse or our booth in front of Augie's downtown

Amherst.

WHILE YOU'RE THERE

Check on the golden value card plan.

Find out how you can save up to

'1000 DOLLARS

this year in savings from over 100 local merchants.

Examples

ICO]

TOM'S TEXACO SERVICE

35 BELCHERTOWN ROAD, ROUTE 9

AMHERST, MASS.

2566039

Catering to your every service need

TOM HULMES IS INVITING ALL
GOLDEN BOOK MEMBERS TO
EXPERIENCE PROFESSIONAL
TREATMENT BY OFFERING:

Free towing for all repair work

on the premises

10% off on all tune ups

and

2 cents off on every gallon of gas

All 3 are unlimited GOLDEN BOOK
offers

MISTER TIRE
Route 116

Plainfield, Mass.

Located right in the center

at Plainfield, Mass.

As an introductory offer to GOLDEN
BOOK members, we will give 50% off

the list price on car and truck tires.

Free mounting and balancing on cats

and pickups only.

This is an unlimited GOLDEN BOOK
offer

Complete full line of Dunlop Tires

Industrial, commercial, farm.

Standard, Foreign

V
' ^\* ' *
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Ode To Dining Commons
ByJONBRAVERMAN

You walk into the Dining Commons
And reach out for a tray,

Then realizing the meal you face
You pause for a moment and pray.

The fat old gray haired lady smiles
The tragic smile of fate

Says she "every life must end sometime,
The more you eat, the less you wait".

You sit down and you sniff it,

That tantalizing smell,

To the hungry nose 'tis Heaven,
To your stomach holy Hell.

Then, all at once it hits you,
You realize what you've done:
You put a napkin to your head
And wish it were a gun.

And then you feel a churning,
The pain can't be ignored,
Your Dining Commons repast
Eating a hole right through your gourd.

Although you try to hide it,

That look is on your face,

One hundred thousand soybeans
Reduced to human waste.

When students are all Masochists
That food will be divine.

But, until that day arriveth
I stand in the basic line.

Monday night at the White House...

"Richard, Richard!!"
"Who's calling me? Oh my God, my coleus is on

fire!"

"Richard!!"
"Now it's talking to me. I told Pat this job was

getting to me, but..."

"Richard! This is God!"
"Now I know this job is getting to me. I'm hearing

God from a burning coleus plant."

"Listen to me Richard. You must turn over the

tapes!"

"Archibald, is that you playing tricks again? I

warned you about that."

"This is not Archibald. THIS IS GOD! ! ! You must
turn over the tapes to Judge Sirica!"

"No! It'll ruin me. If they find out what's on those

tapes, they'll impeach me!"
"Richard, if they don't find out what's on those

tapes, they'll impeach you. This way, at least you'll

stand a chance."
"Yes. You're right. I'll have to turn over the tapes

that won't hurt me. That way, maybe I'll get awav
with it. I'll have to get in touch with John Sirica and

tell him.''

"There's no need for that. I'm due at his gardenia
in fifteen minutes. There's just one more thing
Richard."

"Yes, your holiness, what's that?"

"If you keep doing the things you've been doing, I

can't help you any more. I'll have to refer you to a
lower source, if you know what I mean."
"No, no, don't do that! I'll repent. I promise! I

won't use any more campaign funds illegally. I won't
use any more corrupt campaign tactics. I won't defy
the Supreme Court any more. I won't even bomb any
more women and children. Please, believe me."
"I'm from heaven and I'll have to see it to believe

it."

"Well, if you knew I was so corrupt, why did you
decide to help me?"
"We forgive just about anything up here. Besides, I

donated to your campaign After all, nobody's per-
fect."

"Well, thank you very much, and may I say it's

been a pleasure doing business with you. Goodbye."
"Goodbye, Richard."
Reid Fishman is a Collegian columnist.

Joyce Kosofsky

Star Gazing
Mindlessly watching television

the other day (first time in years, I

think) I saw Bill Cosbyon the Mike
Douglas Show. What caught my
attention was his T-shirt. He wore
one of those grey ones that say
"University of Massachusetts" in

maroon lettering that everyone
and his cousin has, myself in-

cluded. How cute. He never
mentioned his Alma Mater. I've

never seen him here either.

Roberta Flack is enrolled at the
School of Ed. I've seen her in

concert in Boston but I've never
seen her in the classroom. Shucks.

I read an article on the Sports
page mentioning Yogi Berra's son

Tim. He's a senior but I've never
seen him around in the two years
that I've been here.

Nicholas Johnson was supposed
to teach a course I'm taking
(probably one reason why I took it)

but by some political move by the
party in power, he was asked to

return to his FCC position. (He's a
Democrat and I think that the
Republicans wanted to keep some
people happy). So I got stuck with

B©T PIZZA IN
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my advisor as my professor. I

wanted to be enlightened by a
celebrity.

I'm a groupie.

I've seen celebrities before. In

concerts, in drugstores, but never
here at my school. In my travels,

I've accidently stepped on Ed
Sullivan's foot on an elevator. I

bumped into Kirk Douglas in a
Men's Room. I smoked a joint in

the waiting area before you go
through Customs with the drum-
mer from Rare Earth. Long before

the primaries, I bummed a quarter

from George McGovern (I have
no pride). And I gave my phone
number to Mickey Mouse when I

saw him in Disneyland. Each time
I encountered a celebrity, I walked
away a little different, a little more
worldly. I walked away each time
with the feeling that they were no
different than I, except that they
were famous.

I don't have any particular group
or person in mind, but celebrities

fascinate me. I hear lots of stories

about famous and semi-famous
people and sometimes just famous
weirdos floating around the UMass
campus, but I never see them.

Where are they? Are they really
here? Or are there just rumors
zapping around that this is a
university of stars? I want to see
them. I want to see what they look
like up close. I want to know if they
have pimples or circles under their
eyes or dandruff like regular
people. I'd also like to know why
they're here, why UMass, and
what they're into. That is, if I could
find them.

I don't know. Maybe I'm star
gazing. All the talk about famous
people at UMass makes me forget
about all the familiar faces I see
twelve times a day. Maybe looking
for the already recognizable
celebrities is blinding me from
recognizing the real stars of
UMass. (What do the UMies and
the freshman class and the C.C.
night shift look like anyway?)
Maybe those names I read and
hear about every day aren't the
only stars that are around.
Perhaps there are lots of weird
people in this school and not all of
them are famous. I'd like to meet
them.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian
columnist.

Remove Nixon
By FREDERIC C.WEISS

Move to remove Nixon because by his authoritarian rule he is sub-
verting the very Constitution which he has sworn to uphold.
Move to remove Nixon because he has continuously hid his mistakes

through abuse and misuse of the "top secret" classification system
Move to remove Nixon because this nation can no longer afford to have

a man sell stock m the Presidency to the highest corporate bidderMove to remove Nixon because he has put men like Phil and Dan
Berngan in prison.

ri
M.°h

ve l° rem<>ve Nixon, because he has pardoned men like Mafia
Cheiftain Gyp DeCarlo, and Teamster biggie Jimmy Hoffa out of prison.
Move to remove Nixon because after a while it gets mighty sickening to

see the man form repressive policies (No knock laws, illegal wiretaps) in
the name of mom, apple pie, the Hag, and the National Football League.
Move to remove Nixon, because he does not believe in following thejudgment of the Court of Appeals in the famous "tapes" caseMove to remove Nixon because sometimes things just get a little bit

frustrating when a guy watches football games, while thousands of people
are trying to "petition their government" by marching on the White
House.

Move to remove Nixon before he sees Costa Gavres movie "Z" and
draws the same inspiration in pulling an Executive Coup and taking over
the government. (Remember, Nixon sent troops into Cambodia after
watching George C. Scott in Patton)
Move to remove Nixon, because Nixon deserves to be removed.

, The Massachas«tts Dally Cslleglaii welcomes all
letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the authors address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, doable-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed

n

Letters To The Editor

An Invitation From C.U.S.P.
To The Editor:

CUSP., the council of Under Graduate Students
in Psychology, invites all students interested in
psychology ( majors, non-majors, etc.), to attend its
first general meeting of the year on Thurs. night Oct
25, at 7: 00 p.m. in Rm. 207 Tobin Hall.
We are organized as a combination psychology

interest group and a lobby for undergraduates in the
department. Our main goal is to provide a forum for
open communication between faculty and students If
you read last Friday's front page story in the
Collegian, you know that this can be quite a problem

Where Do We Fit?
To The Editor:

On behalf of the Student Government Association
and the Student Body. I would like to request that the
MSP-AAUP publicly in these pages state what they
believe to be the student's official position in the
collective bargaining process.

It has been difficult to ascertain exactly where the
organizers of the proposed faculty union stand on this
matter and we believe long before the faculty are
asked to vote on this crucial issue, they should be duly
informed of where the MSP believes a large part of
the academic community fits into this process.

Marshall T.Spriggs
Chairperson. Academic Affairs Committee

Student Senate

Message To Students
By CONGRESSMAN ROBERT F. DRINAN

I commend and congratulate all of the students who
have organized this rally designed to protest the
lawlessness of President Richard Nixon and his
administration.

Even though the lawyers for President Nixon
capitulated to the courts this afternoon because of
tremendous pressure across the country, the
Congress will continue to investigate all of the im-
peachable offenses of Richard Nixon.
On July 31, 1973 I filed the first resolution of im-

peachment against Richard Nixon in this Congress.
This resolution did not even make reference to
Watergate much less rely upon all of those scandals.
Among the several acts of lawlessness which I in-

dicated as impeachable acts were the secret bom-
bings of Cambodia for 14 months prior to April 30,

1970, the establishment of a secret police state for at
least 5 days, and the impoundment of billions of

dollars of authorized and appropriated funds despite
the fact that at least 21 federal courts have demanded
that the Nixon administration release these funds to

the people of America.
I plead with the student here therefore to continue

your determination and campaign to bring about the
removal of the most lawless occupant of the White
House in all of American history.

(Editor s Note: The following comments were
made at last night s rally in Amherst Common.)

at times. One way in which we hope to have this open
communication is through our soon to be opened
office in Tobin Hall < Rm. to be announced at
Thursday's meeting). The main function of this
office will be to provide a student "drop-in" advising
system whereby students can come in and talk in-
formally with other psych students (CUSP mem-
bers) about any questions, suggestions, problems
and gripes that they have that are related to the dept,
e.g. courses, instructors, T.A.'s, getting into special
problems about psychology. If we can't help you with
your questions or problems, we'll refer to someone
who can.

This all sounds great on paper, but in actuality we
can't do it alone. We need student involvement WE
NEED YOU!

! ! ! People are needed to staff the of-
fice, work on the newsletter to psych undergrads, and
the other projects that CUSP has planned. Some of
the things that are on the agenda are a Graduate
School night (where you can find out about your
chances of making it in, requirements etc.) , various
seminars and colloquia by faculty and guest speakers
involved in the different areas of psych, and an open
house in the psych dept. where students could come in
before pre-registration and meet with the faculty
members that will be offering courses the following
semester ( in an effort to go beyond the usual course
descriptions in the University course guides).
T he possible things that C USP can get into are only

limited by our imagination, and the amount of in-
volvement that you as a concerned person are willing
to put into it. Now is the time to come forth and be
heard! This is a chance for someone to listen to what
you have to say, and a chance for you to take an ac-
tive role in seeing that things get done.

If you're interested in getting involved in CUSP but
can't make it to our Thurs. night meeting, leave your
name and phone number in the CUSP mailbox Rm.
522 Tobin and we'll work something out.
Don't forget Tf urs. night 7: 00 p.m. Rm. 207 Tobin

Hall. See you there!

PaulV. Benoit
CUSP Central Committee

Oh-So-Naughty
To The Editor:

The Monday episode of Kampus Kapers illustrates
only too well the rut that Kris Jackson has fallen into.
He seems to equate "cleaning up the act" with
omitting supposedly offensive words such as "fuck",
"suck", and "shit". Then like a little boy who has
been denied his pacifier and settles for his thumb he
sneaks those oh-so naughty words back in again
disguised by printer's black-out symbols to mislead
the readers that censorship is the issue. The only
censhorship taking place here is the high caliber of
cartoon material that never appears because
Jackson is too high on his town trip. The only thing
that offends me is the lack of talent and imagination
we are showered with daily. And that is no clean-up.
It's just the same old shit.

Chris Whitman

Letter To Rep. Conte
Dear Representative ( onte:
Because of your presence on the Foreign Operations Appropriations

Sub-committee which will draft final legislation for Foreign Aid ap-
propriations to be ratified eventually bv both houses, vou will hear
proposals regarding essentially the transfer of funds from this disin-
tegrating economy, financed by taxes we pay, to those like the Thieu
military regime, secret police forces and public safetv programs of AID
which train and finance cruel repressive operations. Only todav another
report in the New York Times adds to the awareness of how aid, i.e. tax
money is being used. The report mentions training Latin American
military personnel and notes how 10,700 men will attend the Jungle
Operations training Center at Fort Sherman in fiscal 1973 and how as an
example of training at Fort Bragg a "captain also demonstrated how to
kill a chicken silently stretching and biting through its neck. A volunteer
from the 82d drank the chicken's blood which has lots of vitamins,' the
captain said. Besides financing this kind of training here or on U S. bases,
much money is sent to governments who have their own style and
motivation in training. These governments can only stay in power by
depending on up-to-date trained death squads, secret police and military
Thieu of South Vietnam has 1.1 million men in his army, the largest in
Asia outside of China. His 300,000 member police and security force and
over 1,000 jails and prisons holding up to 200,000 political prisoners is
financed by the U.S. government. Over $150 million has been spent to date
on South Vietnamese prisons. In June Senator Kennedy disclosed that the
Department of Defense requests for this coming fiscal year to finance the
South Vietnamese police and prison system would amount to $14.8 million
if approved. It is not as if Thieu has already been cut off from funding for
estimates are that $200 to $1,200 million still remain in the "pipeline", for
example the $140 million Food For Peace money which goes to the South
Vietnamese army. All this money perpetuates warfare, maintains the
torture and incarceration of teachers, priests, doctors in the Tiger Cages
and is in violation of the Jan. 27 Paris Peace Agreements. The whole
world knows of this and yet we are constantly asked to turn inside-out our
pockets to finance such barbarism.
Rep. Bella Abzug cited a recent study in the Oct. 3 Congressional

Record, "past, present, future military aid. veterans benefits, interest on
the national debt, cost in future income of dead, disabled, exiles, etc.,
social costs of 100,000 drug addicted Vietnam veterans and the costs of
conversion. His final total is $676 billion. With this huge figure in mind,
how can we countenance enlargement of the tragedy?"

Rep. Conte, at this time when people in this district face hardships
partly due to the long, costly Indochina War, the excess profit making
armaments industries with their cost over-runs and also their tax-free
privileges never granted to private citizens, as this district's represen-
tative, you should make special efforts to propose and vote for con-
servative allocations.

First, because of the excessive aid Thieu has already received, because
aid will continue to go to him because of past commitments and because
making new allocations in economic or military aid to Thieu is in
violation to the Jan. Paris Peace Agreements, it would be reasonable for
you to sponsor and encourage you colleagues to support an amendment
which would curtail further aid to Thieu. In the draft on "postwar
reconstruction" the Senate's figure of $376 million should be the upper
limit considered for the final draft proposal.
With the prospects of an impending impeachment. Congressional

business will be carried on, but legislation must rely less on ad
ministration proposals and more on the cautious judgments of
representatives and senators such as Harrington, Abzug. Pell, Abourezk.
Hughes and Leggett who have all offered conservative amendments in
regard to foreign military aid appropriations. Those most distant from
the Watergate intrigues and from the hands of scandal and graft must act
on behalf of those they represent. We will respect your careful attention
to the proposal that you author an amendment to the forthcoming
military aid legislation to end aid to Thieu and adhere to conservative
figures in economic aid to Indochina so as to stay within the confines of
the Paris Peace Agreements and within this country's economic ability to
maintain the outflow of resources.

Zoe Best

Revision In Policy

To The Editor:

The 1973-74 Concert Committee would like to inform the UMass com-
munity of a revision in our policy concerning ticket sales for the October
28th concert in Curry Hicks Cage, featuring Donny Hathaway and Chick
Corea with Return to forever, as a result of an unexpected series of events
which threaten our financial stability.

It was originally our intention to limit ticket sales to the ur-
dergraduates on campus who have subsidized our concerts with their
Student Activities Fee. However, due to the sudden threat of a reduced
ticket sales income, we are opening up sales to the Five College Com-
munity. The Hathaway-Corea concert was booked to provide a low-key,
high quality introduction to the return of musical concerts to Curry Hicks
Cage, with an eye towards creating a unique (to this campus) musical
event; we are hoping that the entire community will support us in our
efforts to make this show safe, successful and musically memorable. As
an on-going series dependent upon ticket sales to perpetuate our
existence, we are concerned about the future of concerts on this campus.
After three years of work, planning and effort, we have proved that
students working for students can effectively produce shows to fill the
musical void we have experienced at UMass. This is a goddam good show
and we don't want to see it go down the drain.

Ticket sales will continue from Monday-Friday at the Student Union
Lobby Counter from 10a.m.-3 p.m. In addition, tickets will be on sale at
that same location on Sunday. October 28 from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. Other
ticket sales locations are being established at several of the Five College
sites. There will be a limit of six tickets sold to any one person and all that
you need to purchase a ticket will be a University or Five Coll-ee ID
(grad students and staff included).
Hope to see you back in the cage on Sunday, October 28 at 8 p.m

.

Mary Paulson
Chairperson, The Concert Committee

An Apology

« t

To The Editor:

Referring to my article of October 18th. my most sincere apologies to
the ladies of the Hatch lor an ill-chosen use of descriptive verbiage. A
repetition of that sort shan't reoccur.

Janet P. Rome
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Teacher Training Protested
..BOSTON < AP> - Faculty representatives from the 11 state colleges in

Massachusetts have protested a report that suggests changes in

traditional teacher training patterns.

An unpublished master plan for the college curriculum states that more

and more applicants to the school will be unable to pursue teaching

careers because of declining birth rates and school enrollments. The

conclusion, according to the report, is that the 11 colleges must broaden

its curriculum and change tenure policies.

The objections of the faculty commission claimed that the plan, to be

voted on by the trustees Nov. 8, is "the beginning of a systemwide and

totally coordinated program."

NM&
(Staff >>hoto - David I^ss)

A tree transplant in front of Brett House, a conclusive solution to a world of concrete souls.

Harvard Establishes Lettuce Proposal Before Senate

Management

Company
BOSTON (AP) - Harvard

University said yesterday it will

establish its own management
company to handle a major portion

of its $1.5 billion endowment,
largest of any university.

Treasurer George Putnam said
the wholly-owned company would
manage one-third to two-thirds of

the endowment. He said the rest

would be given out to three existing

firms, not yet chosen, in lots of $100

million each.

Putnam said Harvard is seeking

an individual to head its

management company who is

"around 40 to 45 years of age, who
will be paid a salary higher in scale

than the top investment man at

most banks or insurance com-
panies."

Harvard's endowment currently

is managed by State Street
Management Co., which has had
the job since 1948 when the en-

dowment was $200 million.

Division of Ed. Planning
and Management

There will be a Division-wide

meeting on Monday, October 29,

1973 at 1:00 p.m. in Room 101,

Campus Center.

The purpose of this meeting is to

discuss problems incident to the

implementation of the By-Laws.
Attendance at this meeting will

be an index of the Division's

readiness to accept responsibility.

AG. and Food Econ Majors

A Faculty-Student Fall Social

will be held Thursday, Oct. 25 from
7:00-9:00 p.m. in the Com-
monwealth Lounge of the Student

Union. Informality, refreshments,
a door prize, and a pleasant

evening guaranteed for all!

There is a Student Senate meeting tonight at 7 p.m. 1st floor Campus

Center. Before the senate will be a proposal to re-instate non-union farm

workers lettuce, i.e. SCAB LETTUCE. The senate voted earlier in the

semester to remove scab lettuce from campus.

A
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Howard
Johnson's

Hadley Rt. 9

Daily Specials $ 1"
Monday: Fish Fry

Tuesday: Spaghetti Spree
Wednesday: Deep Sea Dinner
Thursday: Turkey Gobbler

Friday: Clam Fry

Seconds on us

If you can ski
skate, swim,

or play
"chopsticks

5

»

you can read and learn 2 to10 times
more efficiently.

Man was not born to propel himself over

water in any form or to play an instrument.

These are learned skills. So is Rapid Infor-

mation Assimilation.

And only Rapid Information Assimilation-

among all the learned skills that can help

you win fame, fortune, a degree or what-

ever goal you seek—can be learned in five

lessons. And by anyone who got past the

Admissions Office.

We'll prove it. Just bring your next read-

ing assignment—even your dullest, most
technical text—to our free introductory les-

son. Discover how much more you get out of

a few minutes' reading than you ever have
before. You might even discover that read-

ing is your favorite skill.

The DaVinci Schools offeryou a
FREE INTRODUCTORY LESSON

Raiif
in

Information Assimiliation
University of Massachusetts—Campus Center

Tuesday October 23 Room 91

5

Wednesday October 24 Room 915
Thursday October 25 Room 81

5

at 3 PM and 7 PM each day.

Bring a textbook—not a checkbook. Learn a skill
© Da Vinci Schools Inc 1973 D18001C

**W?1*i Commission Investigates

Overloaded Trucks

Richardson
Hurries To
Newstand

Former Atty. Gen. Elliot

Kichardson walks along a

private road from his home
Sunday on his way to get the

morning papers. Kichardson
resigned Saturday night after

President Nixon fired special

Watergate prosecutor Ar-

chibald Cox.

Drug Rehabilitation

For Prisoners
PORTLAND, Conn. (AP) - On a

picturesque hill, where Army
missiles once guarded the Nor-
theast, young men now learn to

protect themselves from a com-
mon enemy, narcotics.

The cinderblock buildings that

once housed nik radar equipment
and Army personnel now from
Futurity House, one of the coun-

try's few state centers used solely

for drug rehabilitation of

prisoners.

Set alone on the edge of

Meshomasie state forest, the site is

one of a dozen state nike bases
created in the late 1950s and
abandoned a decade later after a

thaw in the Cold War.
The 35 to 40 inmates, wearing

street clothes and no longer locked

in cells, run day-to-day activities

by themselves. They are guided
only infrequently by the State

Department of Correction staff.

Director Salvatore J. Fazio said in

an interview.

The record of the facility's first

year and a half speaks for its

success. One hundred inmates
between the ages of 16 and 25 have
been accepted from state's

correction centers in Cheshire and
Somers. Of the 28 who have been
paroled or discharged only three

have been rearrested. Fazio said.

Another 40 have been returned to

their institutions, unable or un-

willing to make the necessary

transformation. Only two fled the

camp and were free for a brief

period, he said.

"We've been doing it," said 17-

month resident Mandy Moody, 19,

of "Hartford," "Saving lives,

protecting them against what
they're going to find on the street."

Moody, who will return to the

"street" next month after a term

for drug possession, has not found

life very easy either at Futurity

House or on home furloughs.

BOSTON (AP) - Two contractors

subpoenaed to testify Tuesday
before a special legislative com-
mission investigating overloaded
trucks have been granted at least a

week's extension, according to

Rep Richard McGrath, D-
Watertown, commission chair-

man.
Both contractors supply fill to

Logan Airport construction
projects.

The commission has stepped up
its investigation of overloaded
trucks following the fatal truck

accident Sept. 10 which partially

collapsed the Mystic River Bridge.

That gravel truck had been on its

way to the Logan Airport site.

The two contractors scheduled to

appear Tuesday with their com-
pany records in hand were Vincent

J. Barletta, president of the

Barletta Co., and Gerald J.

Kelleher of the Gerald J. Kelleher

Co.

An attorney for Kelleher said a

recent illness had prevented him
from gathering company records

Bicyclists:

New Safety

Regulations
BOSTON (AP) - A new bicycle

safety law is scheduled to go into

effect in Massachusetts starting in

mid-December.
The new regulations would allow

bicyclists to ride on any street in

the Commonwealth except limited

access and express highways
where signs are posted.

The bicyclist will be required to

ride single file with the flow of

traffic, to obey all traffic signs and
signals, to signal for turns and to

yield right-of-way to pedestrians.

The new law also provides that

all new bikes sold in the state after

Jan. 1, 1974, have effective brakes,

a front-facing colorless reflector, a

rear-facing red reflector, pedal

reflectors and additional reflective

material on both sides of the

bicycle.

Violation of any of the new rules

can be fined by up to $20.

in time to present them to the

committee, McGrath said. The
attorney, Frank J. Kozol, said he
could appear within a week with

the required records.

When the commission adjourned
it had not yet heard from counsel

for Barletta, Timothy Murphy.
Murphy said he was tied up in

court but thought he had gotten a

message to the commission that he
would be late.

"I guess we just got our wires
crossed," Murphy said. He added
that he had since spoken to

McGrath and turned over copies of

some company records. He said

Barletta would appear before the
commission next week.

Three other Logan Airport
contractors have been subpoenaed
to testify Thursday, and bring their

records for the past six months.

"With the benefit of these

records the commission will have
documentary proof of the extent

and degree of overloading as it

exists within the trucking industry

today," McGrath said.

iV©iv Carrying

MASPALOMAS
(Canary Islands)

$289

incl. everything

Seven-Sixty Travel
Inc. ( Albany)

For more info:

Leslie Halfond
625 Field

Amherst, Mass.
413-546 6861

BOSE SPEAKERS
901 and 501 models

You can hear the difference now.

LAFAYETTE
SEIDEN SOUND ELECTRONICS

Owned & Operated
By

Seiden Sound

AMHERST
STORE

15 E. PLEASANT ST,

549-1105

Pittsf ield, Mass.
Colonie, NY
Albany, NY

Schnectady, NY
Glensfalls, NY
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Birth Control
Offered
As a part of a comprehensive student health program, information,

counseling and prescriptions for contraceptives are available to students
through the University Health Services. Staff members provide non-
judgmental consultation to help you make your own decision in a safe,

informed and responsible manner.
Women utilizing the contraception services for the first time must

attend an educational session. Men are most welcome at this informal
program and no appointment is needed. These hour-long sessions are
held in Room 302 of the Health Services on Monday at 3:00 p.m., Tuesday
at 7:00 p.m., and Thursday at 3.00 p.m. Starting October 31, educational
sessions will also be held on Wednesday evenings at 7 : 00 p.m.
Contraception Clinic appointments are scheduled on Monday through

Thursday evenings. If a woman wishes to receive a new prescription for

birth control pills or to be fitted with a diaphragm, she will be given an
appointment on Monday evenings. If she desires an IUD, she will be given
an appointment for an initial consultation on Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday evening with a nurse practitioner. An appointment for the IUD
insertion will be made with a physician later. Appointments for re-fill

prescriptions, routine pap tests, and check-ups are available with a nurse
practitioner on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday evenings.

Call 545-0057 between 5:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m., Monday through Friday,
for clinic appointments. If you have any questions, please call the Health
Education Office at 545-2492.

Second Robeson Lecture

To Be Held
The second lecture in the Paul Robeson, Sr., Lecture Series organized

by UMass Professors Max Roach and Archie Shepp, the Institute for Pan
African Culture and others in the University community will be delivered

by Mr. C.L.R. James, professor of history and literature, Federal City

College and Rutgers University. His subject will be "Mr. Paul Robeson
and The International Struggle for Freedom and Independence."
The lecture will take place Wednesday, Nov. 7, at 8 p.m. in SBA 120. The

public is invited. Mr. C.L.R. James is the author of "The Black

Jacobins," the history of the San Domingo revolution, and "World
Revolution," a study of the rise and fall of the Comintern. He has carried

on dialogue with such leaders as Paul Robeson, Jomo Kenyatta, Kwame
Nkrumah, and George Padmore. He is also a novelist, playwright, and
literary critic.

His important relationship with Paul Robeson was their appearance on

the London stage together in one of Mr. James' plays.

i

HATCH
coffeeHouse

brings Ljotrfine.
entertainment
every Wednesday

Cfapper S/ff/M

with"Henri" asmc
I.OOpm. ~ 1/OOd.m..
hatcW ea-feteria.

free/

(Continued from P. 8)
faucet is leaking, it may take up to a couple \* *cck;
If a toilet is overflowing a plumber will attend to it

immediately. If crisis repair work is needed after
4:30 p.m., UMass will hire an outside plumber to do
the work.

Bill estimated that there are 25-30 requests a day
for repairs. It is less of a problem in Southwest where
the dorms are condensed, but in the East Area the
range of dorms is from Butterfield across campus to

the Sylvan Area (this breaks dow to 26 dorms, 5,600

residents). Many of the dorms in the East Area are
15-25 years old and repair needs run in a pattern-
everything goes at once-traps, valves, toilets, etc.

Another reason repairs are needed so often is that

residents sometimes use toilets and sinks as garbage
disposals and trash cans. The plumbing in dorms is

just not designed for this.

Bill expressed concern that students think the only

What 's The Story}

way to report that repairs are needed is through their

Head of Residence or counselor. The most direct way
for a student to call on their own is to dial 5-0097, after

4:20 p.m., 5-0600. If repair is not urgent it can be

reported to the dorm janitor.

"What's the Story?" will be a regular feature in

Wednesday's Daily Collegian. I will be looking into

various areas of the University system that may be of

interest to or need clarification for the University

community. I will also answer any questions or

problems people are having within the University. So
if you are having a hard time finding out the answer
to your question, write it down on a piece of paper and
drop it in the "What's the Story?" box in front of the

Campus Center or bring it to the Ombudsman Office

at room 919 Campus Center.

Debbie Bernstein

Ombudsman.
is Student Assistant to the

< Staff Photo - David Lns)

And if you thought that was good, wait for the next one!

NE Leaders Relieved

Nixon Released Tapes
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Governmental leaders in New England expressed
relief yesterday at President Nixon's decision to give
the Watergate tape recordings to a federal judge but
indicated this did not end talk of impeachment.
"There is no doubt that the President in turning

over the tapes has put a damper on the fire of im-
peachment," said Rep. Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-
Mass., the House majority leader.

"But, in no way, in my opinion, has it completely
halted congressional action. The Committee of the
Judiciary is moving forward to formulate plans and
procedures to handle the various resolutions that
have been filed concerning impeachment."
But, Rep. Louis C. Wyman, R-N.H., said that

"hastily initiated resolutions" for impeachment now
should be withdrawn.
"The President has now complied with U.S.

District Judge John Sirica's order and those who
thought to anticipate a refusal on the President's part
•as grounds for impeachment should not recognize
this fact by withdrawing their hastily initiated
resolutions," he said.

Rep. Robert F. Drinan, D-Mass., said his im-
peachment resolution did not mention Watergate
•apes, but involved secret bombing of Cambodia.
O'Neill said that "six or seven "impeachment

resolutions bearing 60 or 70 names of congressmen
were filed."

The resolutions were referred to the House
Judiciary Committee, and Rep. Harold D. Donohue,
D-Mass., a member of that committee, took a view
similar to O'Neill's.

"In my opinion, the crisis in national confidence
that has now been generated by the President's ac-
tions, not withstanding his late hour agreement to
release the tapes to the federal court, leaves the
Congress little or no choice other than to initiate
inquiry into and determination of the question of the
existence of sufficient grounds to institute
presidential impeachment proceedings," Donohue
said.

"...I have urged committee chairmen to promptly
begin appropriate action for consideration of
resolutions that now are pending before the com-

mittee for that purpose."

Donohue said he did not think Nixon's action
Tuesday "defused" the impeachment question.

Republican Gov. Meldrim Thomson of New
Hampshire, who has backed Nixon throughout the
controversy, said Nixon's decision to turn over the
tapes was unnecessary and that the President was
pressured into it by "a liberal press and the failure of
his own Republicans to support him."
T homson said he believes the tapes are privileged

and cannot be taken from Nixon "even by court order
unless he wants to give them up."
Wyman, however, said, "I have long felt that the

ultimate resolution of the tape controversy would be
having the courts examine the material in private
and excerpt therefrom those portions relative to any
pending criminal cases."
Rhode Island's two Senators-John O. Pastore and

Claibrone Pell, both Democrats, said they were
pleased with Nixon's decision.

Pastore said it would "relieve the tension" and, "It
will end an all-too-long, unnecessary controversy,
and, hopefully, now we will be able to get at the truth
and turn to other vexing problems which confront and
plague our people."

Pell said the action would "cool off" advocates of
impeachment, and he said he hoped that "since the
reason given for the firing of speical Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox was his intention that the
court's order should be obeyed, that now con-
sideration will be given to continue the operation of
Cox ' He said he hoped Cox would be reinstated.

"If the separate investigation is not started up
again, it would lend credence to the view that there is

more involved in the firing of Cox than just the tapes,
that perhaps his investigation was getting close to
home," Pell said.

Rep. Margaret M. Heckler, R-Mass., said she was
"relieved" by Nixon's decision, but, "I wish he could
have taken this position last week so we could have
averted the loss of three very distinguished persons."
David LaRoche, New Hampshire Democratic

chairman, expressed a similar view: it's tragic that
three courageous men had to sacrifice their govern-
ment service to bring this about."

( Continued from P. 2)

is affiliated with the Men s center
of Amherst as well as other area
Women's Centers.

"The Center is here to try and said one spokeswomen for the
meet women's needs, serve as an group.
alternative, give support, or just So the next time you find yourself
to offer an atmosphere that's passing the blue and orange door
comfortable and nice to be in," drop in, it's a nice place to visit"
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Outing Club
Has Workshop
The University of Massachusetts

Outing Club is having it's first

Caving Workshop tonight, 6:30,

Room 803, C.C. All N.S.S. people
are urged to attend. Beginning
Caving techniques will be taught

by the club experts. Something
extra will be presented on Knox
Cave '73. Food money, $3.00,

must be payed by 5:00 tonight in

the locker room for this weekend's
Knox Cave trip. Any questions:
Call Chris at 253-2831. Everyone
come to the workshop tonight ! Who
knows what you might find!

Your first

tampon
should
be a

Kotex
tampon.

Because only Kotex
tampons have soft,

rounded ends. ..gentle

insertion guides
instead of two bulky
tubes... and more
protection than the
leading brand. But
the only way to be
convinced is to let a
Kotex tampon be
your first one.

wasn't,

here's a
second
chance.

For a trial size package of Kotex

'

tampons (b tampons), a pretty purse
containei. and a very explanatory
book entitled Tell It Like It Is",

mail tnis order (oim with 25< in coin
to cover mailing and handling to

Kotex tampons
Box 551 CN1
Neenah, Wisconsin 54956

"1
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©Femininity today
from Kimberly-Clark

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAW-

For a fierce ally, choose Scorpio These
persons have proverbial second wind and
can come up with cash when most needed
Perhaps more important, the native of this

zodiacal sign can inspire and rouse others
to emotional heights. Scorpio and Leo often
clash but find each other fascinating

Scorp'o takes pride in "discovering" Leo
and Leo feels more secure while Scorpio
maintains interest Exchange of ideas
between Scorpio and Leo often lead to

provocative articles and books This ad-
mittedly is an odd combination, but it is one
which can endure despite arguments,
conflicts, much sound and plenty of fury.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Don't at-

tempt to tie others down-contracts break
out in loopholes. Lie low. Listen, observe
and learn Leo, Aquarius persons are likely

to be in picture Refuse to be cornered in

connection with investment plan. Leave
room for change, revision.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): What you
took for granted rears, bucks, demands
attention Budget may have to be expanded
or diminished But very little will remain
static. You are able to gain overall view.

Recognize facts when you encounter them
GEMINI ( May 21-June 20) : You may feel

that too many things are happening at once.

Key is control but that may seem far away.
Quick changes are indicated. Ride with the

tide but be aware of direction. Young
persons who seem rebellious are awaiting

guidance

CANCER (June 21 -July 22) : Be aware of

details, fine points. Deal with Scorpio. Leo.

Aquarius persons. Accent is on home,
property, ability to build on solid base Key
now is to be frank. Specific statements get

results Know it and act accordingly

UD0 (July 23-Aug22): Some relatives

feel now like arguing just for kicks Know it

and refuse to take others, or yourself, too

seriously. Forces tend to be scattered.

Ideas abound but you should strive to be

selective Don't substitute flash for solidity.

You will understand
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Emphasis is

on money, valuables, ability to collect what
you need Relative becomesjyr« of picture

in area of finance Make intelligent con
cession for sake of peace at home Taurus,
Libra persons could be involved
LIBRA i Sept 23-Oct 22): You are now in

enviable position to correct past mistakes.
Cycle is high and your timing is on target
Be selective. Avoid any tendency to find

excuses for direct action Pisces, Virgo
persons could figure prominently
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You gain

through discreet meeting, conversation,
agreement You can deal from position of

strength Work in conjunction with group,
organization, institution You gain in-

centive through what amounts to a "secret
message "

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): Friend
who seems unstable actually can provide
solid aid Know it and don't be too quick to

pass judgment Finish what you start Deal
with Aries. Libra persons Emphasis is on
gain as result of business, professional
endeavors.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Accent is

on added incentive Professional associate
or superior plays key role You move close
to goal in unorthodox manner What ap-
pears a setback is due to boomerang in your
favor Know it and respond accordingly
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): Accent on

knowing. perceiving. respecting
knowledge gain shown through writing,
advertising, publishing Look ahead See
picture as a whole rather than in bits,

pieces One in authority may change travel

plans.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Areas
previously regarded as secret or obscured
from view will open You get accounting
You may be surprised by what has ac-
cumulated Be sure you get what is due
Ignore one who has sob story or sings blues

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
have resonant voice You are diplomatic
You are loyal to family. You are creative
and frustrated You are ready to embark on
what could be a new lifestyle Give yourself

a chance It is time to think of you-it is time
to stop being "Mr Nice Guy " Accept op-

portunity to be more independent in

thought, action.

Copyriaht 1973, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS 3 Conformable

4 Ready money
5 Inquire

6 Fragments
7 Roman official

8 Rockfish

9 Common to two
or more nations

10 Meadow
11 Hawaiian

wreath

19 Conjunction

21 Foray

22 Hebrew month

23 Compartments
of house

24 Pedal digit

26 Having ears

27 Three toed

sloth

29 Compass point

30 Carpenter's

tool

32 Roman road

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1 Physician

(colloq.)

4 Frolic

9 Sick

12 Artificial

language
13 Stage whisper
14 Born
15 Long, slender

fish

16 Quantity of yarn

17 Siamese native

18 Cheer
20 Girl's name
22 War god
24 Golf mound
25 Region
28 Genus of cattle

29 Dawn goddess
30 Biblical

mountain
31 Think

33 Warning
device

34 Struck

35 Seed
36 Spread for

drying

38 Slave

39 Cut

40 Rise and fall

of ocean

41 Melancholy

43 Comb, form:
mouth

44 Beverage

46 Fear

48 Recent

51 Transgress

52 Thick

53 Mohammedan
name

54 Fondle

55 Turkish
commander

56 > Unit of Latvian

currency

DOWN

] Excavate

2 Room in harem

33 Quarrel 43 River in

34 Compass point Germany
35 Calm 44 Snake
37 Prefix: down 45 Falsehood

39 Seraglio 47 PeerGynt's

40 Initials of 26th mother
President 49 Guido's

42 Icelandic high note

writing 50 Intellect

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. *>
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Notices

AIKIDO
Meetings Wed. and
p.m., Sun. 2:304:30

Gym Wrestling Rm.

Fri. 6:308:30
p.m., Boyden

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
There will be a general business

meeting for old and new members on
Thurs., 10 25 at 4 in C.C. 169.

AMOS ELON SPEAKS
Amos Elon, author of The Israelis

Founders and Sons, distinguished

journalist speaking Thursday night,

8:30p.m., C.C. 113. Everyone invited.

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING
Tonight, 7 p.m., C.C. 805 809. Slides,

discuss bulk bicycle purchase,
touring and racing.

BICYCLE DISCOUNTS
Interested in buying a bike at a

discount? Come to the Bike Club
meeting mentioned above or write

RSO no. 328 with name, address and
phone.

BOLTWOOD VOLUNTEERS
Wednesday is a Wednesday at

Belchertown State School attend
Wednesday night programs tonight.

CHOPPING BLOCK PARTY
The Chopping Block comes to Sigma
Delta Tau. Free hair care demon

stration for all UMass women. Come
see our house at 409 N. Pleasant St.

7:00 p.m. tonight. 545 0527 for rides!

FIGURE SKATING
Everyone enrolled in PE 100 Figure
Skating should contact Karen Gordon
at 665 2419 as soon as possible to

arrange for lesson times.

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB
Important meeting this Thursday
night 10 25 at 7:30 in Chenowith Lab.

217. All interested graduate and
undergraduate students in the Food
Science and Nutrition department be

there.

HEART FUND WALK
House co ordinators should contact
Bobbi Oliver (52308) or Steve Noyes
(66071) before the walk on Sat., to

obtain sponsor records.

JAPANESE-AMERICAN CLUB
Planning Committee meeting today
at 3:30p.m., Thompson 6th floor Fac.

Lounge. All those on panel discussion

must show up we must decide topic!

LEARN CHESS
Beginners! Chess lecture, tonight

7.30 p.m., C.C. 165 169. We'll assume
you already know the rules of chess;

lectures each Wednesday will discuss

strategy and tactics.

LOVE CAREFULLY
A program on contraception,
sponsored by Peer Sex Education.

Tonight, 7:00 at Beta Kappa Phi.

Open to all Greek men and women.

OUTING CLUB
Food money for Knox Cave must be
paid by 5:00 tonight in the locker. Any
questions? Call Chris 253 2831. Knox
Trip leaves from the S.U. Check the

bulletin board for times.

PRE VET CLUB
Meeting Oct. 25, Thurs. at 7:30 p.m.

in C.C. 101. Featuring Dr. Wilson and

the film "So You Want to Be a Vet".

SLIDE SHOW
An underwater slide show will be
presented Weds, (tonight) at Curry
Hicks, Rm. 14, sponsored by Scuba
Club. All invited, also nominations of

officers. Starts at 7:00.

WHO IS BAHA'U' Allah?

Baha'i' Fireside Weds., 10 24 at the

C.C. rm. 173, 7:30, all are welcome.

WUMV
WUMV video production class meets
tonight at 8 p.m. 102 C.C. -officers

meeting at 7 p.m., 167 C.C.

FOUND
Young male black and white cat with

collar near Gra. Research 10-21. If

yours, call 665 3257 after 11:00 p.m.

Pr. of wire rim glasses on ground

near Thatcher last Sat. night. Check

at lost and found C.C.

LOST
Would whoever picked up my wallet

in front seats area of Mahar last

Friday after the 10:30 movie, please

return to C.C. lost and found.

Woman's gold ring, 2 diamonds,
sapphire in middle. Please call 253-

7668. Reward.
Pr. of prescription glasses, brown

frame between Hasbrouck and
Knowlton on 10 18. Call Nancy 401, 5

0797.

See

"JOE"
TONITE & TOMORROW NIGHT

CCA 7 & 9:30 75*

Television Tonight
5:oo ENSIGN O'TOOLE "Operation
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES Jethn, I

Pad" (30)

COMER PYI.F. "Caution Low
Overhead" (40)

l:M THE REAL Mcttn > "Farmer or

Scientist 1 1H>

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy, the Stunt

Man" (22)

THE ELECTRK COMPANY (24) (ST)

COMER PYLE Flower Power" (27)

INK.AN S HEROES The Gold Rush
(30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

. .:> WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE <3)

:• NEWS <3) (8) (22)

I SPY "An American Empress" <18)

ZOOM! '24' i 57

1

PETTKOAT JUNCTION The Gomden
Spike Ceremony' (27)

TO TEI.I. TEC TKCTII Garry Moore,
host IMI
WILD Will) WEST Night of the

Falcon" (40)

ti::Ul NEWS (SI (22) ( 30

>

AIM EVENING NEWS '8)

MARING TIIIV.S l.KOW 111)

UNTAMED WORLD (El)

101 isi YONS: NEWS WDCOMMENT
(57)

6 55 NEWSREAT NFWS (40)

TRITII OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYRE SHOW Jealousy"

'IB'

NKWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (Ml

MOVIE "Face of Fire" (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THF REPORTERS (57)

7:» THE PKK E IS RIGHT (3)

YOU \SKKI) FOR IT (8)

GREEN ACRES "What s In A Name''
•IIP

TIIK HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter

Marshall, host (22)

FRENCH CHEF (24) (57)

ANIMAL WORLD "Darwin's Mysterious

Island" (30)

DRAGNET "The Big Neighbor " <40i

X:00 TIIK SONNY AND CHER COMEDY
HOI H i

DEAL WITH TIIK LSSl ES (8)

SPECIAL - CORTEX AND MON
TESUMA "Conquest Of An Empire" (18)

UMM»U "Hot Shot (22) (30)

THE WATERGATE HKARINGS (24)

(57)

BOB AND CAROL AND TFD AND
AI.ICF "Open Marriage Closed Mind" (40)

UNITED NATIONS DAYCONCERT (57)

B:M MOVIE "Go Ask Alice" (8) (40)

MYSTERY MOYIE "A Wheelbarrow

Full Of Trouble" (22) (30)

'i mi CANNON "Come Watch Me Die" (3)

THE 7IM) (LIB (18)

BORIS KARLOPF PRESENTS
THRILLER Masquerade" (27)

10:00 KO.IAK "Seige of terror (3)

OWEN MARSHALL COUNSELOR AT
LAW "The Camerons Are A Special Clan
(8) (40)

LOVE STORY "The Roller Coaster Stops
Here" (22) (30)

NEWS (27)

M\RTIN AORONSRY: Evening Edition
(57)

1(1:43 MANTRAP (27)

11.00 NEWS, W FATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (30) (40)

11:30 MOVIE The Challenge" (3)

WIDF WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
(8) (40)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (30)

:m nkws (to no)
TOMORROW Host. Tom Snyder (22) (30)

io NKWS. WEATHER (3)

*» NKWS 1281 '30"

"The humor is abundant . . . and almost
certain to hike the blood pressure of

the unprepared . . . Powerful it is and
the power is raw." Charl#, Ch.mPnn

15^Lot Angeles Time*
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"...as brilliant as anything in recent

movies."
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EUZABETH TAYLOR

LAURENCE HARVEY

TIGHTMO"
BILLIE WHITELAW

Top

Notch

Murdor

Mystery

7:15 ft

9:00

FOR SALE FOR SALE

stereo buffs! K you want stereo

«M|uipiurni matched for you and sold at

wholesale prices, call Dick 233-27HK after 6.

— All Brands!
tflf/31

Zenith 21" console color. $130: Ht \

black A while console I. v.. SK3. Tele\ ision

(rater. '•'» V Pleasant St \niherst. 2.YI-

'ion

till :.

VaaMra Klectro K super-M. Movie
( amera: new . used once: Motorized S.

Kinm editor film all f I so. I4HMMS.
tr 10/24

Samoyed i White lluskey i « wks. AKC
Itcgistered Asking $125. call Mich 236-0 1 K3

after I p.m.
trie/23

ISI) Fiijica ST70I 55mm I* Mir MDS
i .ihltr.it ion too. l:l.5mm ins. with c . p.s l

grp Kakn Fish, arc sh. Wmm ins. sde.

trpd.. cam. c.s.. $173. 316-7329.

lfin-24

I'aul's Oldlime Furniture — best prices

mi furniture, costumes, brie a hrac. What
more can I sa> In the \lle\ behind

\iihuchon. 253-:i3ll.

tflii-.'l

I mutable BSK «no Power malic Base

anli skate control. Cueing Lever

Micrometer S4v lus. pressure adj I Mi ( all

lfM/24

MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE ROOMMATE WANTED

Movie Camera, new cond . Yashica
Super WW Klectro $ IWi Telephoto lens

SJ iwimm ViviUr 130. Ansel Adams
Basic Photo Series Vols 2-5 new cond
SIR \mplifier Usher X-I00B (Needs
tube $70. Tape Recorder. Sony TC-366,
new cond. $!'•» Prices negotiable, call

Rich :I67-2hko.

J?!*-2S

FOR SALE

Slingerland Drum Set.

I.'iwiw Cases included
2 X.ilgen Cymbals
(all .VM-IIOK.

tflO-24

IWU Ford dalaxie XI. Convertible. New
lop. Fxrellenl tires I2tw mi. (all BMW

tfl0-2l

Zenith II" Console ( olor TV 1130. Philco
Black & White Console T\ 1.30 T\ (enter
.3 Pleasant St.. \mherst BUM,

If 1 1-3

Automatic Radio car or home H-Track
Tape Heck with 4 car spkers. Must sell call

Ray . 233-3312.

tf 10/244

Speakers by I tah. Hood sound, orig
$l«t/pr IM offer, call Jude 256-8174.

tflO/28

Cor Sale M VW Bus Rebuilt eng. good ex
ex int. must sell imed. 1:1.30. ask for Mark
MM-an,

tflO/25

Suede Jacket — Women's siie 15-16.

Medium brown tip-out pile lining. Very
good condition. Very reasonably priced!
( all Kalhv 3-H3II.

tf I0-2K

AUTO FOR SALE

1966 Olds Cutlass Supreme. 4 dr. Sedan.
62.000 miles, good condition. Call I kit :.u

Hafe
tf 10-26

1970 VW. sunroof, excellent mech. cond

See at 401 V Pleasant St.. tllOO firm.

tf 10-25

1966 Mi.B Classic Shitbox with blown
engine but has 4 new 14" tires, also wire
wheels. Best offer, call Mark after 6, 6*5-

i:i90.

tffO-26

1967 VW Kastback. rebuilt engine, just

broken in. IWW miles. Radials. all around
good condition, must sell 1700. (all 367-

2722.

W 10-28

I9K.3 Plymouth HO, 2 BBI.. \ -8. a.t.. p.s..

radio. 4D new tires, sticker, good shape
must sell. $22.3. 253-7941. ask for Hon.

tflO-24

AUTO REPAIRS

drad. Student seeks mature roommate,
share house. Pref. fern. 12 mi. from
campus. f 75/mo A util. Call Linda 1-283-

:mo8.

U 10/25

Mature female roommate for Jan. 1074.
( liffside Apt. on Main Bus Rt. own room
$K5 month includes utilities. Call 065-4355
keep trying.

tf10-25

Rooms women only, near I Mass $80.
MMHB.

tflO-24

For weekdays only, room in Amherst
house. 7 min from CM on Rt. 116. reduced
rate, (all 253-5556 after 6. 545-2050, day.

tfl0-26

«.iil needed to share new apt. on Rt. 9.

Iladlev . Rent $46.25 per mo. plus util. Must

have no car & no pets. Call 586-0852.

tf 10-25

Triplell Model I in volt ohm Milliam
inrler $ Best offer (rocks: x gal . $10. I

K.i I . 1.3. T>rier. $3.5 Antique manual
vacuum, broken $7 CW4M03,

Iflo-24

B ( onvt. Mustang, power str.. radio,
heat, wire wheels, new rear window,
halterv. starter mirtor \er\ good cond.
Jane 236-8323

tfio/r.

Paul 5l'»-:Mi77

I adb Nordua Ski Boots 7 I 'J Studded

x,ow Tires Belted. KIH-II. ( all 665-3422

tfll»/2l

72 \W Bus ( (inverted to camper, ex

ellei.l londjtion Musi sell leaving for

in ope ( all 5lli-«i25«

tf 10/26

Ski Boots'. '•
l pair l.ange Standards.

m/<- N .nut kasiingers si»e II 1/2 Both
in i ,il < ondilion ( all Keith 6-641 1 or Bill 6-

(.11 I

tf 10/21

It..n Kb I laic \ W lenders: ( 7Hx 1

1

« « lircs imcI. \W to ( hex > Wheel
Vdapters; It" (hew Rims B«-sl offers

Itusv Mi,. | no
tflll/29

1. 1 Itamhler — low orig mileage —
Met hanicallv ixullent. bodv fair. 2

snovvlircs. see to believe Best olfer. tall

Jude 236X171
tflO/30

68 PImi W .it . 318. ps It M mi rhlt at.

i ailio. nut ..1 V es \ hrakes exc mech
(olid Kood i i hher. little rust ( ur in

slit kei u,". M tf 10/26

Al TO HKPAIRS
Attention Oat sun owners I perform

all phases of major and minor
maintenance and repairs on Oatsun
at less than one half dealership price. I

have over three thousand dollars in

equipment, four years automotive
experience, two of which were at a

Oalsun Oealership specializing in

Otlsun Tele 233-7 456, \mherst
If 1 1-1

ENTERTAINMENT

Top 40's Band needed for Club work.
Some fifties & oldies also. Steady work for
right groups, (all Music ventures 584-6458.

tflO/26

SUBLET

Ok. there's no Home Kootball (Jame on
Oct. 27. Don't sit home: join (iSS in the
fight against hei«rt disease. Sign up today
( ( (one

tfl0-25

IMS Hodge Dart, four door Sedan good
(ondilion best offer $144-2300, If 10-26

MAI need I f i $98 & util > or couple
i $ I IH \ util > to share Ig dry hse,
shelburne Calls Must sublet thru 7 31-71.

( all ''.25 -6.20. 6 111 p in.

tf 10/24

Veed a Band? (all 256-0316 for musical
entertainment Any area groups who
would like work please call — Stan's
Bands

tflO-26

Fellowship Opportunities Announced

Students interested in a career in public ad-

ministration at the national, state, or local level are

offered an opportunity to apply for a fellowship to

study at two state universities. Fellowships for single

fellows have a total value of $4600 of which $3300 is a

cash stipend and $1300 the value of remission of fees

and tuition. Married fellows receive an additional

cash grant of $400.

Beginning about mid-June the Fellows will serve a

ten-weeks internship in a state, local, or federal

agency in the South. During the 1974-75 academic

year the Fellows will spend the Fall semester at

either the University of Alabama or Kentucky and the

Winter and Spring quarters at the University of

Tennessee. Fellows who complete the Program
satisfactorily will receive a Certificate in Public

Administration. Fellows also may complete an MA or

MPA at one of the universities attended. The

Program provides all course work necessary for

these degrees.

Candidates must be American citizens who have

completed or will complete a bachelor's degree with

any recognized major by June of 1974. Fellowships

are awarded to those students who demonstrate a

combination of high academic achievement and a

real interest in a career in public administration in

the South.

Applications should be submitted as soon as

possible but must be received by March 1, 1974. For
information and applications write to: Coleman B.

Ransone, Jr., Educational Director, Southern
RegionalT raining Program in Public Administration,
Drawer I, University, Alabama, 35486.

Peace Corps, Vista Set Week-Long Drive

Smith Presents

Theatrical Production
At 8 :00p.m. on Friday and Saturday, October 26 and 27, and Friday and

Saturday, November 2 and 3, the Smith College Department of Theatre

and Speech will present the first play in this season's Theatre 14 Series,

The Kffect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds, by Paul

Zindel.

The play is about the lives of a woman, Beatrice, her two teenage

daughters Tillie and Ruth, and their senile boarder, Nanny. The title

is drawn from the content of the play, in which Tillie performs an ex-

periment for her science class in which she exposes the seeds of man-in-

the-moon marigolds to gamma rays, plants the seeds, and gives a report

on the results. Just as the gamma rays produce mutations in the

marigolds -some are dwarfed and stunted, some are huge and exotic - so

the interaction of the characters with each other and with the world

produces strange "mutations" in their personalities: Ruth is distrubed -

a chronic liar and an epileptic, while Tille is brilliant though peculiar and

withdrawn; and Beatrice, who shapes their lives, has in turn become a

recluse from the world which she hates.

The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds is a

beautiful play about the frustrations and beauties of life. Although it is

serious drama, it has moments of comedy and lightness.

Tickets are available from the Theatre Box Office, 584-2700, ext. 840,

weekdays from noon until 5 p.m., and one hour before performances.

A half-dozen former Peace Corps

and VISTA volunteers will be on

the UMass campus beginning

Monday, November 5 to talk to

seniors and grad students about

opportunities both here and
abroad.

Todd Baumgardt, an ex-VISTA,

says that job opportunities in both

organizations have never been

better. "In past visits we spent as

much time reassuring people that

Peace Corps and VISTA weren't

about to fold as we did recruiting.

This time, it's good to report that

Congress has just okayed a new bill

assuring VISTA's future and that

Peace Corps' funds are set."

Programs have been tightened

up and job descriptions are
specific. "If you've been looking

for a good job - one that will

benefit you professionally as well

as give you an opportunity to help

others - we've got 'em," said

Baumgardt.
"While your major is important,

we're also interested in people who
have rural backgrounds, people

who've done community
organizing, people with farm
experience and people with

general problem-solving abilities,"

said the recruiter.

VISTA-Peace Corps represen-

tatives will be on campus Monday,
November 5 through Friday,
November 9 at the Placement
Office - Berkshire House and in the

Campus Center from 9:00 a.m. 'to

4:00 p.m. Interested students

(seniors) are urged to sign up in

advance for an interview in the

Placement Office or stop by the

Peace Corps-VISTA table in the

Campus Center.

Novice Chess Tournament
Coming Sunday
This Sunday, Oct. 28, the Campus

Center Chess Club will hold the 3rd

UMass Novice Chess Cham-
pionship. This tournament is open
to everyone who has never played

in a U.S. Chess Federation tour-

nament. There will be a concurrent

rated section for the experienced

players, plus those beginners
looking for a stronger level of

/)ribNow
<5 For ^

competition. Entry fee is $1; the

winner of each section will receive

a trophy engraved with his or her
name. In the novice section,

pairings will be by the Fluid Swiss

system, in which no one is

eliminated. For each of the five

rounds, players are paired as their

games end, with players of com-
parable scores probably end up
playing somebody who's worse.

Registration closes at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday in Room 805-809 of the

Campus Center; the event should

end by 6:00 p.m. or so.

WW W

H\ont«y PyihotVsS
A 6<"\V\sh Comffdu Ft'lrr)

Thurs Oe+. 25 Vo.r\t\efcr 7^
ABSOLUTELY FREE

,#
"atVh"k"("ates

# *

of smith college 1

:OO0vr/:
lOtMJSC i

i NORTHAMPTON

NOW ends SUNDAY!
at7:00&9:00

De Broca's
Crowning

Touch'

1TAMIMO

ALAN BATES
Note: This film

ends on SUNDAY!
IDJJ XX

SERVICES SERVICES MDC CLASSIFIEDS
FREE

PERSONAL

Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity

kitchen at meal times in exchange for Kree

hoard. MM3M ask for Kick or Olie.

(II

HMMFWW needed : To watch small doR. I

will pa\ $Ui. per month plus food. Prefer

t lose to campus ."> I«»-»17 IK

If 111/24

Mudenl I'holoKiapher needed to take

ueddinK pictures. Springfield. \o\ . III.

I'lease call Heltx. I*. ITIMI $$
tflll/21

MipciviMii lured >aies! You max
he one ol the three ke\ people I seek tov

develop and li.nn disli iliiilni s High

iniome potential tor management
minded people Write Ml Weiss. I* II

|to\ .:.-• Handolph M \ ISMI.
Iflii-in

Photographer for weddings,

engagements, affairs. Very low prices.

I asl. expert service, (all Harry Charych.

ut-.Mi.-.vi:i7.

tfll/2fi

Do not get ripped off! rlxperienced

electronic and electrical repairs

Kcasouahie rates Call S4MMH, Bill 4111. or

Mark IIS.

tr i i-i

Iteseanh — thousands ol lopics. S-.7.~>

pet page Send $1 Inr mail order catalog

Iteseanh assistance, inc I IMI W ilshire

Itlnl . Suite .'. I. \ . ( alif !mmi.':,

Ifl.' !-•

I (linking ol remodeling or adding an

addition lor the hulidaxs" l-ree estimates

and rrliienies available ( all .".X1-94NT.

IIM/M

Musk lessonx in Flute, t Umk 1 Violin. Kr -

Men ii I'uc'itT Kccorrtci 4 Bassoon For
informali«i tir appointment call M9-I4U
.liter i !> in

inn ."i

PERSONAL

Surveyor — '. im-u.s.v;

til" J I

FOR RENT

I

S.PI.I.U t ii'taT
In Ware, al t ollegian pruUci

s ,ii p in I «u a in

< all t harlolle

M74MM

Horses hoarded III minutes to campus
liox stalls Held jumping, excellent trails.

.•:.:t:i;:i.

tf 10-27

Janet Wick. Leslie Horner. You were

elected to Commuter Assembly Kxecutive

Council. I'lease get in touch. .M5-2I4.V

tflO-25

Itcuard! I or return of pair of

eyeglasses. Cost on I'uffton Bus. Name on

case is Dr. Wardrope. Call John at Mt<

MRS.
IfIO-2S

Tee lee. I got the ( hesshoard lll-ll 7:1

I hanks a lo(. Jim lade
|flt-24

II \iiti are she whose hike I fixed. Kt I,

3 Mi v in.. 10-13 — after \ou hurt \otir knee
I'lease i all I

'> :i. .'l»l :t an\ weekdav
eveninu

tfl(>-24

tin Oct .'7. put on >our walking shoes

and help t.annua Sig fight heart disease
s>ign up Oct. 23. 24, 23. CC Concourse

If10-23

III \ kcllev ! It was fun busting \our ass

Saliirdax Next time Mill get politn.il.

know what the fuck vou're talking about.
- II K

tfl0/2l

(•a\ ( oimselin'g — Or general info on
liomosexualilx ( all MMMI ask for Paul
al I in

Ifto/M

Cats: Sorry we're late. Hope your Birlh-

da> was the best ever! We loxe ya. The
<-ang.

tflO/24

I'ut some life in your abode. Purchase a

Lilliputian Landscape today al The
( oiHourse

!

tf 10/24

liillie Jo \esthetic beauty is only six

leet deep Pat darrett P.S. 1 hope you like

rabbit stew !

tfl(l/2l

Free kittens (o give away to good homes
they are really fine and box trained.

Please call Cariolta w.i ;t«»i after 5.

tf 10-24

I.earn to Speed Head. Da Vinci Schools

free seminar in Campus Center 10/24 and

mm al :i and 7. Bring any reading

material!

tf 10/25

HELP WANTED

People who can imitate voices of
political figures for radio tapes, (all 6S5-
I2.VI after 7:00. Ask for Dean.

tf 10/31

llapps Birthday

I nun the Smiling

Iriendlx Shillelagh.

Hester Prxnne
Daughters of

•76.

The

Itahvsitter wanted in Lincoln Apts. Call
.•27-Will after fi:00. off and on during the
week starting Nov. I.

tfSt/M

tfl(l-2l

MS\ Happ\ Birthdax and Janet
Welcome hack Iroin all of us Brownies in

112, mi. :m:». sot;, :»i7. mix. THMOTB
If 10-24

(•e( us "in of the I nited Nations! For
information, order the I N. Special
Packet from \merican Opinion Bookstore.

Northampton
tf 10/24

loann and ( asev Happy Anniversary! It

was "Made in Heaven"! Much l.ove from
the dang

If 10/24

Nave a script or idea for film" Making
lilm during Intersession. del :t credits. All
entries considered, appointment. Alan 2.VI-

7H.10.

lflO/26

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female to share room in Brittany Manor
\pt Free bus. $50.00 M-M73.

tfl0/26

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Ml 70 Kawasaki :i50rc Big Horn

Street /Dirt $1175. will store for winter. 774-

12:1:1.

tf 10/20
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Letters To The Sports Editor

McCafferty No Sexist
To The Editor:

In response to Richard Chaisson's letter concerning sexism in the
pools, I would like to say, as a member of the women's water polo team,
that Bill McCafferty, the UMass coach, is anything but sexist. He has
been an excellent and extremely fair coach and has encouraged female
participation in a predominantly male sport. Without Mr. McCafferty,
there would be no women's water polo team. The incident at Boyden pool
Thursday night can in no way be attributed to the coach: it was an
unavoidable situation where two time blocks clashed. The women's team
was aware of the shortage in time before they began their game. I refrain
from comment on the B.C. coach.

Kathleen Zaffino

The Word From The Coach
To The Sports Editor:

For the sake of the women's water polo club, I would like to clarify the
events which led to the termination of the women's scrimmage after the
third quarter ( not less than half) . Our women's team travelled to Boston
College last week, however the entire B.C. women's squad was not
present and our women defeated a B.C. team which included two men
players. Similarly, the men and women from B.C. arrived Thursday
night, a half hour late, with only four women to play. It was agreed by the
coaches tnat our women's team would play their four women plus three
men players from B.C. in a scrimmage following the men's game.

If you were there, you would have seen that our women were in the pool
warming up and ready to play with ample time to complete their game,
while the B.C. women were still dressed and undecided about the
scrimmage. When the game did begin, late, I was personally informed by
the assistant to the Dean in charge of facilities that, as agreed upon
between our RSO representative and his office, we had to be out by the
scheduled 7: 30 class. Rather than risk losing what available pool time we
now have (eight in the morning daily), it was agreed by the two coaches
to terminate the game following the third quarter. Note that our women
defeated their mixed squad 6-1.

It is my opinion that the insult to our women was the result of Boston
College's inability to get their team together for a game either at home or
away. It was unfortunate that the eventual scrimmage was cut short, but
to imply that the women's team is being treated unfairly is an injustice to

the women who practice and scrimmage every morning at 8 with the
men, and to the dedication of the women who are now 3-1 for the season.

Bill McCafferty-Women's Coach
Dept. of Phys. Ed. for Women

A Record Homecoming
By BILL BALLOU

So you want something per-

manent you can keep through the

ages and give to your grand-
children to prove that your really

were at the football game Satur-

day? Well, clip this and save it. It

lists, as completely as possible, the

various records set or tied as a

result of the game.
TEAM:

-Most first downs passing -16-

breaking the old record of 15 set at

the Holy Cross game this season.

PEIL PENNINGTON:
-Most passes completed in a

game -23- breaking the old record
of 22 set by Pennington in the Holy
Cross game.
-Most passes had intercepted in

a career -42- breaking his own
record of 36. He adds to the record
every time he throws an in-

terception.

-Most passes completed in a
Yankee Conference game -23-

breaking record of 22 set by
Maine's Dave Wing in 1968.

TIM BERRA:
-Most receptions in a season -45-

- tied Steve Schubert's record set in

1972.

-Most career receptions -82-

tied Bob Meers' record set 1964-66.

-Most touchdown passes
received in a season -9- tied

Schubert's record set in 1972.

-Most touchdown passes
received in the Yankee Conference
in a season -5- tied Schubert's
record set in 1972.

-Most touchdown passes
received in a career -12- tied Tony
Chambers' record set 1952-54.

-Most kickoffs returned in one
game -7- set a New England
University Division record.

Also, there are no records on the

books for team or individual in-

terceptions thrown in a game, but
it would seem likely that the seven
against URI would set a team
record, and Peil Pennington's six

would set an individual record. Al
Beaubien of the Sports Information
Office will be checking the ar-
chives.

Rugby ''A" Team Ends Skid
By WADIE BAHOU

The UMass Rugby team, trying

desperately to get untracked from
its M record spanning the past

three weeks, managed a split this

past Saturday against Hartford,
but, more important, the "A" team
won its first game in three weeks,
impressively beating a previously -

undefeated Hartford team 7-0. the

"B" team, however, suffered
another setback, 8-0, as many of

their personnel were filling in for

the injury-plagued "A" team
players.

Displaying a very fine defense,

and a patient, steady offense, the

"A" team hustled its way to a
victory, saddling the Hartford
team with its first loss of the

season. Forward Dan Georgianna
picked up a loose ball in the first

half and bulled ten yards in for the

score, as Hartford defenders hung
all over him like vines on a pine

tree. Later, in the second half, fly-

half Brian Kane added a penalty

Notice
Students who are interested in

intramural volleyball officiating

must attend the following

meeiings: Thursday, Oct. 25 8:30

p.m. IM office. Monday, Oct 29 at

8:30 a.m. IM office.

kick to create the seven point

margin of difference. Once again
the overall play of the forwards
was excellent, as they continually

won the ball for the UMass backs,

and showed tremendous hustle on
defense against a very well-drilled

and disciplined Hartford Offense.

The "B" team suffered a
disheartening 8-0 shutout, but
consolation lay in the fact that

many of the "B" players were
either hurt or playing for an un-

nermanned "A" team.
Nonetheless, it was an encouraging
effort, as the "B's" played a very
inspired game.
UMass travels to Medford this

Saturday to play one of the better

Rugby teams in the area, the

Charles River Rugby Club. Game
time is 1 p.m.

Golfers 7th At Yale Tourney
By RICH SEVIEM

The UMass golf team concluded

a successful Fall season with a

respectable seventh place finish in

the first annual Bulldog In-

vitational Tournament at Yale this

weekend.
The two day, 54-hole tournament

in New Haven attracted 22 of the

finest teams on the Eastern
Seaboard. Temple University
captured the team championship
with 932. North Carolina finished a

close second, three strokes behind
a 935. The best four out of five team
members scores from each day
were used.

The UMass team had a decent
first day showing and was still in

the chase for the team cham-
pionship, 11 strokes behind front-

running Temple. Joe Artman had a

fine round and was four shots

behind for individual medalist

honors.

On Sunday, the final day of the

tournament, Artman contracted

an intestinal virus which had
bothered team member Dave Kern
all weekend. Artman and Kern are
ranked one and two on the

Minutemen squad and their

inability to score well on the second
day led to the UMass demise.
Freshman John Lasek was the

team pacesetter for the second
straight tournament with 239 for

the 54 holes.

UMass coach Fan Gaudette
pointed out that teams such as
North Carolina, Maryland, and
Temple have as many as twelve
golfers on full scholarships. He was
satisfied with his teams per-

formance against these
powerhouses of Eastern golf

especially since UMass offers no
golf scholarships. Al Martino of

Temple, playing on a full

scholarship, was the Tournament
Medalist at 225.

The seventh place finish on
Sunday was the final chapter of a

Fall season that saw the
Minutemen capture their first

ECAC Regional title, finish second
in the Connecticut State Open
tournament, and qualify and finish

Sox Deal
BOSTON (AP) - The Boston Red

Sox announced Tuesday that they

had acquired veteran infielder

Dick McAuliffe from the Detroit

Tigers in exchange for BenOglivie.

McAuliffe, 34 years old in

November, is a left handed hitter,

and was primarily a second
baseman during 14 years with the

Tigers.

He ranks among the top 10

players in Tiger history in games,
at-bats. runs, triples, home runs,

total bases and extra base hits.

During the 1973 season, McAuliffe

hit .274 with 12 home runs and 47

runs batted in. He played in 106

games. His life time average is

.249.

a strong fifth in their first ECAC
Fall Championship.

Joe Artman played up to his

advanced billing as the team's
number one player. He was
medalist in the Western Conn.

State Open with a 75 and qualified

for medalist play in the ECAC
Championship with a 77 at Hickory

Ridge in the Regional competition.

In both of these rounds Artman
finished in the dark, and artificial

light from automobile headlights

and spotlights were employed so he

could complete his rounds.

Dave Kern played consistent golf

throughout the Fall, breaking 80 in

most of the tournaments. He was

co-medalist in the ECAC regionals

with a 76.

The play of freshman John Lasek

was a pleasant surprise to Coach
Gaudette. Lasek, playing in his

first major competitions, was team
medalist at Pleasant Valley in the

ECAC Championship and this past

weekend at Yale. Other team
members Jim Duane, Bill Rubin,

and Frank Agostino played con-

sistently as well.

Coach Gaudette said, "we gained

valuable experience this Fall by

playing in head to head com-
petition with some of the finest

teams in the East. This should

benefit us next Spring."

Dinners are being

served In the

HATCH
MONDAY — FRIDAY

4 PM— 6 PM
Saturday & Sunday

All Day

<

Mf$ fot §mi ifm+m t-4? # How tboit $ §00d homo eookoi mool?

ST.fl££IS
RZSXAURMT

Open
MoiL-Sat.

6 a.m. -9 p.m.

Sun.
8a.m. 9p.m.

The place that serves breakfast from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to 9 p.m.).

Breakfast Special: 99* 2 Eggs any Style & Toast & Coffee

Eitra Daily Specials only 95' Daily Specials
— BAKE LINK SAUSAGES
— CREAMED TURKEY on TOAST
— CREAMED CHIP BEEF on TOAST
— SPAGHETTI with MEAT SAUCE
— CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
— BAKED MACARONI and CHEESE

28 PLEASANT ST.

BAKED MEAT LOAF
POTTED BEEF with ONIONS
CORN BEEF HASH
FRANKS & BEANS
FISH & CHIPS
REUBIN SANDWICH

NORTHAMPTON
Left at the Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5 Downtown Northampton.

Top of Tue*doy
- Wednesday

^ Thursday
CampUS Oct. 23. 24. 25

Reg. $5.60 Prime Rib

Special $095 Special
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Tripped UP* -Bob Parrott stops Rhode Island's Sylvester "Molly
McGee in Saturday's homecoming day loss. McGee's heroics earned
him the Yankee Conference Player of the Week Award.

(Staff Photo - Dan Smith)

Linebacker Dennis Kiernan picks up interference from Tom Bradshaw (82), Doug Adgurson (34). and
Mark Finnerty (20) and rumbles in for a touchdown. Kiernan's dash was nullified by a penalty.

McGee Heads Weekly YC All-Stars
Rhode Island halfback Sylvester

"Molly" McGee (Haverstraw,
N.Y.), New Hampshire linebacker
Rick Langlois (Haverhill, Mass.),

and Connecticut quarterback Lou
Manear i (New Castle, Del.) have
been chosen the top offensive,

defensive and rookie players in the

Yankee Conference for their

performances last Saturday.

McGee, a 5' 10 - 200 lb. senior,

scored a touchdown on a 31-yard
run with 59 second left in the game
to give the Rams a 41-35 win over
Massachusetts. McGee gained 165

yards rushing in 21 attempts
against the defending conference
champions, and his 58 yard run
from scrimmage in the third

period was the longest scoring play
of the game.

Langlois, a 6' 1 - 205 lb. senior,

who is one of the cocaptains of the

Wildcats made eleven tackles and
intercepted a pass which set up a

field goal as New Hampshire
defeated Vermont 19-7. The win
puts New Hampshire in a three-

way tie for second place in the

Coburn Leads
IWl ISVSS «<Sm SKCfM STATISTICS

(Woa > lo.t I Tl»« I)

Wl'Uml Scorlns

»««• Coals Hlllll Ton! Point.

conference standings.

Mancari, a 6'1 -179 lb. freshman,
quarterbacked Connecticut to a 30-

3 win over Maine and first place in

the league standings. Lou com-

pleted 8 of 15 passes for 127 yards
and two touchdowns as the Huskies
were recording their third con-
ference success of the season in as
many starts.

Rushing Stats Tell The Story
1973 Football St.tl.tw.

UNIVERSITY OP MASSACHUSETTS
Woo 4 Lost 3 YC 2-1-0

SCQP.INC

B*rra, fl

Pennington, qb
Wolf*, W, |a
Hajdusak, s*
Hlka, te

Dutkanici, k

Wolfe, «, hb
A.«». k

TD PAT(Q PAT (2 ) PC PTS
10

b

UrttSS

OPP

9(11)

_H*L.
1*07)
16(18)

7(6)

KD

IS
o

0(2)

_oiU

PTS

62

)*

14

12

12

"

6

5

RUSH INC

Wolf*, R, hb
Street, hb
Pennington, qb 73

ATT CAIN LOSS WET AVE LCATT
75

n
177 21 156 2.1

157 17 140 2.5

235 163

PASS INC ATT
MorxUlto. hb 2

Pennington,qb 184

Kelllher, qb 38

Wolfe, R. hb 1

Rohan, qb 2

COUP INT YDS

1 1 42

13 1031

5 244

83

17

0(3) 156

3(4) 143

AVE/

PCT COW
.500 42.0
451 12.4

.448 14.4

St. Onge, fb

MbivUlto, hb
Rohan, hb

Torrance, fb

Verollnl, fb

Peter., hb

Other»
UNASS

OPP

26
12

9

6

2

1

JUL

61

43

13

12

6

J

72

60 2.3

40 3.3

11 1.2

?3

12

1.0 35

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

' 50* par string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30- 10:30a.m.

(except during league play)

273

351

1* 46

7

6

5

-27

1.2

3.0
5.0

739 258 481 1.8 35

1602 337 1265 3.6 70

PASS RECEIVING NO YDS TO AVE LC

UMASS 227 101 19 1317 15 .445 13.0
OPP

PUNTINC
Dutkanicz

. k

NO YDS AVE LC
39 1546 39.7 65

Honda 1 to, hb 1 33 35.0 35
Team 1 -5 (blocked)
ll«V,S

OPP

Berra, fl

Majduaek, a*
Wolfe, W, te
Nlka, te

Wolfe, R, hb
HarrlMn, fl

St. Onge, fb

Street, hb

Hondeltu. hb

45 595

17 200
17

7

6

4

2

1

1

255
89
81

58

28

2

13.1 42
11.8 44
15.0 47

12.7 25

13.5 22

14.5 20
14.0 20
2.0 2

41 1576
48 1769

38.4

36.6
65

60

INTERCEPTIONS
Parrott (2-36); Hansen (2-0); Brown (2-44);
Kiernan (2-11); Talarlco (1-0); HcNiff (1-3);
Finnerty (1-0).
UMASS (11-98)
OPP (19-134)

FUMBLE RECOVERIES
Mc.ili-ncy (3); Parrott (2)

1~ rnfn.'H

Ni«» N.i,»iir

. barHi r«i«m>

.1 tan M, >>nn*v
«,* itaale*
Tn«v itaq
Um fell leas*
sin Batatas*

Hark '.-.

I

u

8

. i

*

Goalt* iti tt.tlc.

BM Sa S/C Co

r«rl V»rcnllnn*
""I ••lnq,,U

RaaastJMMt*
Opponent

•

to

I

M
10

4»

• I

an
oo

so
M.I I)

II

J

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

N
II

I »

l.t
II

St. Onge (1);

"dgurson (1 ) ;

UMASS (13)
OPP (8)

Kiernan (2);

Bradshaw (I); Finnerty (1);

Hansen (1); Cooke (1).

KICKOFF RETURNS
Berra, fl

NO
22

YDS

572

AVE
26.0

TD
1

If
N

Wolfe, R, hb 2 38 19.0 r<

Street, hb 1 14 14.0 14

St. Onge. fb 1 7 ',0 7

UMASS 26 631 23.5 1 N
OPP 25 533 21.3 M
PUNT RETURNS
Kiernan, lb

NO
1

YDS

12

AVE
12.0

LC

12

Parrott, cb 6 50 8.4 18

Berra. fl » 161 7.0 13

1973 RESULTS "Yankee Conference

UM 28

21

If)

7

M
2"

I]

Holy Cross
Vi llanova

Hit—*
Harvard
Rutgers
Boston Univ.*
Rhode Island*

30

20

24

22

6

41

18.100 (h)

12,100 (h)

11,800 (h)

19,200 <i)

11,000 (a)

6,679 (a)

14,500 (h)

UMASS 30
OPP 15

TEAM SUMMARIES
Total First Downs
by Rushing

by Pa s s i ng
by Penalty

Own Fumbles/Lost
No. IVnsltica
Yds. Lost Penalties

SCORE BY PERIODS 1_

UMASS 34

OPP 42

223 7.4 18

120 8.0 23

GERMAN

WE'VE SOT A PART FOR YOU!
and if we don't, we'll get it.

AT

V.

t/»

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS,

INC.

319 MAIN ST., AMHERST
256-8341

256-8342

«_

>
2
m
t/>

m

5+*

Chilton's Repair Manuals

*« NVDiaawv sv7
«*

m
109

29

71

9

17/8

25

341

2

40
40

OPP
110
66
39

5

22/13
39

467

3

33

36

4

49
25

Total
156
143

Yan Con
Football

Team W... L.. ,.T

Connecticut 3

Massachusetts 2 1

Rhode Island 2 1

New Hampshire 2 1

Maine 2 4

Boston U. 1 2

Vermont 1 4

Soccer

Team W 1. T Pts.

Connecticut 3 1 7

Maine 2 3 7

Massachusetts 2 1 4

New Hampshire 2 2 4

Rhode Island 1 1 1 3

Boston U

.

1 3 1 3

Vermont 4

The
un-dormitories.

< .reat oft-Cdinpus living—indoorsand out—at eitherottwo mod-
rtn apartment complexes, only minutesaway by car or bike trom
Amherst College,downtownAmherstor UMa^s. Now accepting
applications tor Septembo*

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

• 1,2,3bedrmapts.

• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• J swimming pools with

sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• l.iwns for softball,

football, badminton

ItKNT; IJUU/MONTH
i mil ilies inciudrd >

|)ii»< lions Cast Dudl> Kd.

oppov (.nsl Mill off Kir. I IS

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrmapts.

• hi^t & air condfhornng

• roomy closet^, st' »rage

• \v,j|l-t< >-w.ill rarprtmg

•nMstor IVanHnrM
• modornkiU h»m««

• soll-< loaning <>vi ns

•rlodnc: ranges

• ••i.finlrss-Meel sinks

• dishwdshcrs/disposak

• 2-door refrigenaton

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

No I.rasp Krquirrd
RKN'T: KROM ||«
(xi. i. iiimn
Dirrclions: On Koulr 47

GONG
SOMEMflERE
IN A GROUP?
For your next trip any size

group - call or visit us for a price

'(notation. No obligation - it

will be our pleasure to quote you
our low rates.

P.Etei:ffEarL
BUS
LINES

Houily service to Boston, New York City. Albany and

everywhere, direct from the University Campus. Extra

express service to Natick and Boston every weekend.

Lobby Shop, Student Union
Tel 545-2528 or 545-2006
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UMass Cracks S-Conn, 1-8

Field StickersRemain Unbeaten

The turnover rate in Cross-Country is high, and the expression on

Mike Gillens face shows why. Here he runs against L'Conn;

yesterday, against Springfield, he finished tenth. Andy Levey (469)

By MDC STAFF
Displaying a fine team effort, the

UMass Varsity stickers ripped

Southern Connecticut 1-0. South-

Conn had the edge over UMass in

the first half, but the Minutewomen
defense held their ground. Kate

Stanne and Jo Smith spoiled the

South-Conn attack by intercepting

numerous passes. As the dust

settled at the end of the first half,

the score remained 0-0.

UMass put it all together in the

opening minutes of the second half

when Kathy O'Neil put them on the

scoreboard. A shot from the top of

the circle by Elaine (Slink) Senosk

rebounded off the South-Conn
goalie and O'Neil tipped it home
for a bingo. Determined to come
back, South Conn put the pressure

on the UMass defense, only to be

met by Lori Naza and Kathi

German.
The remainder of the game

proved to be exciting as both teams
displayed excellent open field play.

With less than two minutes to play,

South-Conn, in a final attempt to tie

the game, was stopped short by

goalie Nancy Barr as she rushed to

the top of the circle and foiled a

two-on-one breakaway.
UMass remains undefeated as

they await their next opponent,

Smith College. The game will be

played Thursday night under the

lights in Northampton at 8:15.

JVS SLIP. 6-1

The J.V. team played perhaps its

worst game of the season in losing

to Southern Connecticut 6-1.

Although the score didn't reflect it,

the skill level of the teams was

comparable, and although neither

played a sharp game, South-Conn

came up with the key plays.

UMass' Mickey Locke scored

when the play was bunched just

outside the goal cage. Her stick

found the ball and pushed it home,

making the score 2-1 at the half.

The second half proved to be

and Jim Hunt (465) are also running

Tired Thinclads Fall To Springfield

By SCOTTHAYES
"They were digging down deep, but there wasn't

anything to get."

That's what Coach Ken O'Brien had to say about

yesterday's tired cross country team that suffered a

40-19 loss at the hands of Springfield.

Springfield, a fairly good cross country team,

normally wouldn't have given UMass any trouble.

The top eight UMass harriers, however, were not in

the race because of the important Yankee Conference

meet on Saturday. Tom Wilson and company gave it

all they had anyway, but came up far short.

Charlie Dugan won the race with a time of 26:00,

followed by teammate Art McCloud. Tom Wilson

captured third for UMass in 26:45. Jim Housinton and

Bill Mousitis finished fourth and fifth respectively for

Springfield. Phil Broughton came in sixth, covering

the course in 27:29.

Broughton expected a tough race from Springfield,

because there are several good individuals on the

team. Broughton knew that his job was to "go out

there and try and run with McCloud." Broughton and

Wilson were able to keep up with McCloud for the first

two miles, but a cramp slowed down Broughton after

that, and McCloud beat Wilson. Phil explained that he

had his mind made up before the race that "he had to

get right up there and stay there."

Broughton also expressed his feelings toward John

McGrail. Chris Farmer and Paul Doiron, the three

freshmen who have made the varsity squad for the

YanCon championship meet. He referred to them as

"something else", and said, "it's good to see them up

there because it keeps the team going."

Freshman Mickey Hawkes explained that the team
had a bad day and said of Springfield, "they weren't

that good." The first year speedster also stated that

"Our full team could have beat them."
Pete McGinty and Art Peltz finished seventh and

eighth for Springfield while Jim Hunt placed ninth for

UMass. Hunt was clocked in 27:55. Mike Gillen

captured tenth with a time of 27:56.

Andy Levey and Mickey Hawkes placed twelfth and

thirteenth for the harriers, now 5-3 overall.

Coach O'Brien also felt that UMass wouldn't have

had any trouble beating Springfield ordinarily. "The

schedule is too much to handle," said the mentor. He
was referring to the schedule that this year has three

meets in seven days. In order to keep his team fresh,

O'Brien has to rest some of his best runners to

prepare for the more important meets.

As for the Springfield team, O'Brien said they are

"probably the sixth best team in New England."

Tim 's Dad Yogi Signs 3 Year Pact

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer

HAWORTH. N.J. ( AP) The last

time Yogi Berra lost the seventh

game of the World Series, he also

lost his job. That was 1964 with the

New York Yankees. He did much
better in 1973 with the New York

Mets.

Less than 48 hours after the last

out in Oakland, Berra was granted
a new three-year contract by the

Mets with a substantial raise. The
guessing is that the numbers on the

new deal are something around
$75,000.

MacPhail Named AL President

By JOE MOOSHIL
Associated Press Sports Writer

CHICAGO ( AP) — Lee MacPhail, general manager of the New York
Yankees, was named to succeed Joe Cronin as president of the American
League Tuesday.
The appointment, made by league owners, is effective Jan. 1, 1974

C ronin, who still has two years to go on his contract, said he will remain
as chairman of the board when MacPhail takes over as league president.

Cronin read a statement from the Yankees that it was with great

"trepidation" that the Yanks gave MacPhail permission to accept the

appointment. The Yankees said they regretted his loss but that the loss of

the team was the gain of the league

Inside Sports
Homecoming Records

•Letters To The
Sports Editor

Golfers Finish Seventh

Soccer, Football Stats

That's not bad for a man who
was being fired almost all summer
long when the Mets were
languishing in last place in the

National Legue's East Division.

Berra said the Mets had offered

to renew his contract before the

end of the season. "I said, 'Let's

wait until it's all over.' I could have
signed earlier but I said I'd rather

wait until after the season."

Berra said the length of his new
contract was his idea. "I asked if I

could have it and they said, fine,"

said Yogi.

When the Mets were struggling

in July, M. Donald Grant, chair-

man of the Board, said Berra's fate

was in the hands of the fans. But

when General Manager Bob
Scheffing announced Tuesday's re-

hiring of Yogi, he said, "There
never was any doubt of his

returning."

Now that he knows for sure

where he'll be working next year,

Berra has some ideas on how he'd

like to change his team. "We'd like

a right handed hitter," he said,

"but I won't trade any of my good

pitchers if I can help it. We'll keep

shopping."

Women's Tennis

At the time this paper went to

press last night, the result of the

UMass-Williams Women's Tennis
match was not known. See

tomorrow's Collegian for the story.

latly (Hollrntan

SPORTS

UMass' downfall. Southern's right
inner stole the show and scored
four goals.

The game was marked by
slashing sticks, lazy footwork and
crowding, and UMass could not

play its normal spread out game.
The team now tarns its thoughts
toward Smith College who will be
the opposition on Thursday night at

Smith.

Benefit
BOSTON (AP) - The Boston

Whalers of the World Hockey
Association said Tuesday their

game against the Los Angeles
Sharks Saturday at Boston Garden
will be for the benefit of the city of

Chelsea.

The city was struck by a massive
conflagration Oct. 14. The flames
struck 30 city blocks and did

damage estimated as high as $100

million. Proceeds from all ticket

sales, less operating costs, will be
donated to the city.

Whalers President Howard
Baldwin said "The involvement on
the part of the New England
Whalers is to be given to the city of

Chelsea and will be. used as

deemed appropriate by Mayor
Philip Spelman and the city council

to help the fire-ravaged city get

back on its feet."

Bill Ballou

The Rookie Shave
The sign on route 6 said "Boston -72", but the mileage between the Cape

Cod Coliseum and Boston Garden might be more properly measured in

parsecs for the members of the Cape Cod Cubs.

Their ages range from 19 to 26 and the Cubs, they hope, will be the first

step on the way to the National Hockey League.

The Cape Cod Cubs. Located in South Yarmouth, Massachusetts and
members, charter members, of the ihree-week-old North American
Hockey League.

All the names, except one, mean nothing. Paul Perras, Jim Ivison, Rick

Molinaro, Wayne Bell. And Pat Keenan. The one that means something.

Keenan. The greatest scorer in UMass hockey history, he had a tryout

with the Bruins, got cut, and signed with the Cubs. He's the only one left

out of fiveUMies who tried the pros.

On this night, Sunday, October 21 , the Cubs were playing the Johnstown
Jets. 1700 fans sat on the Coliseum's aluminum bleachers to watch.

Keenan spotted me in the stands as he was skating around before the

game. "Did you pay?" he asked.

"Of course," I replied. "How the hell else could I get in?"
"All right. I'll talk to you after the game."
It was a good game, the Cubs winning 4-0. The quality of play in the

North American League is somewhere between the Stanley Cup playoffs

and Gunsmoke. The skating is fast, the hitting hard, the defense lacking.

This night play tended toward the Stanley Cup and the fans saw a good
show.
Keenan played well. His style hasn't changed since UMass days. Lots of

moves, lots of scoring chances, good stick-checking, little backchecking.
He scored a goal, the first of the game and the game winner. It came on

a power play. He won the draw to the right of Johnstown goalie Ron
Docken, getting it back to Mike Demarco on the left point. As Demarco
fired Keenan cut for the net and tipped in the waist high slap shot.

He was first out of the lockerroom after the game.
"Look at what they did to me" he moaned, pointing to his head where

once grew about three pounds of protein. Now there was about three

ounces.

"They gave me The Shave". The Shave is a hockey tradition, a rookie's

introduction to the pros. The veterans pin you down and in the most
painful and brutal way relieve you of as much hair as they can.

"Was I mad." he continued. "I was furious. I was ready to pack up and
go home after that."

"Hell, that's a tradition. It happened to Bobby Orr," I said.

"I don't care who it happened to, it was my hair. My God, I thought that
was Medieval."

He was mad about his ice time. He wasn't getting enough. "Right now
I'm only playing about 18 minutes a game. Bronco (Cubs coach Bronco
Horvath, ex-Bruins' star) doesn't use me on the power play, or killing

penalties. About all I do besides my regular shift is come on when we pull

the goalie."

Ice time means scoring chances, which mean goals, which mean
money He's a pro now.

"Every goal counts. This isn't like UMass where vou're playing for a

few free beers at Mike's. Goals mean bonuses."

If he continues scoring like he has been, he should pick up plenty of

money. He's got four goals in the six games the Cubs have played, and
three assists. His team is 3-3, tied for third place.

The NAHL is a tough league. Small men like Keenan have to learn to

fight to survive. He's already had his first.

"After four years of not being able to fight in college, you get rusty. We
had a fight down in Long Island and I was just skating around in front of

their bench when -wham -this guy had me from behind and I was leaning

over into the bench. Did I get it."

"What was the guy's name," I asked.

"I don't know, there were sixteen of them. It had to be the whole team."
He's happy. He likes living on the Cape and he's heard that the Braves

might be moving down there after this season.

"I still think I got a bad deal and should have had a better shot with

them. But I'm damn sure I want to play for them next year."

Let's see, four goals in six games. That's about 52 in 76 games. He
might be there sooner than he thinks.

PI(

Though poorly paid the picador

takes the greatest risk in the ring

He must be an excellent horse-

man and agile in handling the

long lance. His job is not merely
to harass the bull, but to weaken
the bull's powerful neck muscles

I This forces the bull to lower his

[head, exposing the vulnerable
•area between his shoulders.

Always used during the List third

of the fight, the muleta is a piece

of thick red flannel iloth that

hangs down in folds about three

feet in length attached to a two
foot wooden stick. Unlike the

cape, which requires two hands,

the muleta is essentially a one-

handed operation

BANDERJbbEHpS
The duty of the banderilleros isn't

so much to weaken the bull, but to

madden him and add to the color of

the spectacle. They approach the

bull on foot and thrust a pair of two
foot long barbed sticks decorated
with colored paper into the highest

part of the bull's back. It requires a

quick eye, light hands, fast feet and
a great deal of skill.

MALT LIQUOR
nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz...nobody!

geneitflip

the oeefting cape work.

..»—«•'«( 4MMM

As the name implies, the
j

natural is the basic pass with the

muleta This is a dangerous past

because the sword is not used to

spread the doth, thus presenting

a smaller target to the bull. It is

also difficult because the left hand
must control the speed and direc-

tion of the doth while the right

holds the sword

GAPOTE
The cape, if spread on the ground,

is perfectly round with a six-foot

diameter. Made of silk and percale,

the cape is very heavy and durable.

It is magenta on one side and yellow

on the other. The bull will charge

either color with equal enthusiasm

The great Manolete, Manuel
Rodriguez, considered by many
as the greatest matador ever,
created this deft maneuver that

uses his name. It involves pass-
ing the bull behind you An easy
move to do badly, when Manolete

I performed it, it was truly regal.
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Impeachment

:

"Wait And See"
By FRITS GEURTSEN

Reactions and feelings about the possible impeachment of President
Richard II. Nixon are varied throughout the five college area. Although a
sizable proportion of the student population in each of the schools holds
anti-Nixon sentiments, the number of those supporting impeachment is

considerably less. There is also a widespread attitude of "let's see what
happens next" among students.

A newly-formed, local group, the Ad Hoc Committee to Impeach Nixon,
is holding an open meeting tonight at six-thirty in the Colonial Lounge of

the Student Union. The purpose of this meeting is to plan and discuss
further actions to be taken both locally and nationally in regard to the

impeachment.
A spokesman for the group said that the march on Washington planned

for this weekend was off, but went on to say "We are sending several
representatives to New York City this weekend. The National Student
Association is holding a meeting there and the agenda has been changed
to include the issue of impeachment. We hope to get some national
student action going. We don't think that this is the time for a strike or
anything of that sort, however."
The student population of Hampshire College in a meeting of the entire

student body voted on four proposals concerning the impeachment. Those
proposals were:

1) that Hampshire College, as an institution, call on Congress to

proceed with measures necessary in the impeachment of the President
2) that Hampshire College, as an institution, ask Rep. Silvio Conte to

publicly state his intention to vote in favor of impeachment.
3) that Hampshire College, as an institution, urge all members of

Nixon's administration to voluntarily resign their posts.

4) that Hampshire College, as an institution, give aid to the American
Civil Liberties Union in their pressuring of the House of Representatives
for impeachment.
The first, second, and fourth proposals were passed; the third was

defeated. One of the students commented that the majority there felt that

it would be more effective to pass these motions through the entire in-

stitution rather than just the student body. A student spokesman said that

there was a great deal of mail in the form of letters, telegrams, and cards
leaving Hampshire on a daily basis. There were also numerous petitions

being passed around.

Cele Gardner, the president of the student body at Smith College, said

that no organized action was presently being considered by them in

regard to the impeachment. She went on to say "We held a rally here last

Sunday and there were many of us present at the rally on the Amherst
Common Tuesday night, but beyond that we're waiting to see what
UMass does and what kind of statement they issue before we do anything
on our own. There are however, many students doing things on their
own, such as sending letters and telegrams. For the most part though,
we're waiting to see what happens."

Ellie McGrath, editor of the student newspaper at Mount Holyoke
College, said that a mass meeting attended by several hundred students
had been held at noon on Wednesday. "A lot of the students here feel that

the time for action hasn't come yet. We're all definitely anti-Nixon - there
was no doubt about that during the meeting - but the general feeling was
that impeachment at this time would not be very practical at all and
might be more detrimental to the country than the alternatives." She said

that many letters and telegrams had been sent from the school both to

Washington and to local politicians.

Amherst College appeared to be the only school where the release of the

tapes by Nixon altered the feelings of the students to any noticible extent
As one student put it "There seems to be too much going against im-
peachment right now - the grounds for it aren't nearly as clear as they

could be, the lines of a succession are all screwed up right now, etc."

Another student mentioned that a lot of parents were beginning to share

not only the dismay but the outrage of the students as well.

Central Area Crime:
"Unsubstantiated"

By MIKE ALLAIN
Director of Security David Johnston refuted charges Tuesday of a

soaring crime rate in Central Area allegedly due to the relocation of two
roving security guards.

The charges appeared in a letter in last Thursday's Collegian, in which
Timothy O'Brien, the Vice President and Secretary of the Central Area
Council, stated that two assaults have occurred this semester between
Baker House and the Infirmary, and that crime in Central is now "lied

with Southwest for the highest" on campus.
Johnston said the charges were "completely unsubstantiated."
"We have no record of any assaults in Central Area so far this

semester." he said. Johnston added that there is no way of determining
whether the Central crime rate is equal to that of Southwest
"Crime rates are not broken down by areas right now, and they haven't

been in the past year."' he said

O'Brien told the Collegian that the charges were not verified, but said

that the CAC is becoming increasingly concerned about the threat of

crime in Central.

Central had three security guards last semester- two rovers and one
guard stationed inside a dormitory. The removal of the two roving guards
has created a "feeling of insecurity'' among residents, according to

Central officials, although there is no evidence of any increase in crime."
"The whole idea of security is really a feeling.'' says Larry Marcus, a

spokesman from the Central Area Office in Hills "And the removal of

those guards has removed the sense of security."

The Central Area Council is the second residential group to voice
disapproval over the shifting of ten roving night security guards to

(Continued o.. P. 2)
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What do they sell at the candy counter? Well for starters: gum base, sugar, dextrose, corn syrup,
softeners, natural and artificial flavors, artificial color. .

.

What's Behind All That Candy
By SUE ADLEY

Walking up the front steps to the
Student Union and then entering
the lobby, one can see a very busy
place.

Jars upon jars of colorful and
tempting sweets line the shelves.

This is well-known to UMies as the
"candy counter" or, more for-

mally, the "Union News and Sweet
Shop".

Russell Hanks has been the
manager since January. His job
includes being responsible for the
entire operation of the counter;
ensuring the security of the
money; purchasing merchandise;
supervising inventory and per-

sonnel; keeping records and
financial reports, making
recommendations to the Campus
Center and generally making sure
everything runs correctly.

"The original counter," Hanks
said, "was opened in 1959. It was
somewhat similar to the present
one. except that it was smaller and
didn't offer nearly what we have
now. It sold mainly cigarettes,

tobacco, newspapers, some candy
and cigarette papers and lighters.

It was made of plywood panels that
were locked at night. It was not
very attractive, to say the least."

During the semester break last

January, the present counter was
installed. "We felt a need for a

more attractive counter with more
products. The old counter didn't

need much renovation. We just

build in front of it, made more
room and filled the shelves with a

w ider variety of merchandise. The
old shelves in back are still used
for storage," Hanks said.

Bernard Wilkes, the retail

service manager of the Campus
Center, was one of the people who
helped to plan the new
arrangement. Wilkes said.
"Previous to the renovation, the
counter was a deficit operation
Something had to be done to

revitalize it. We try to give the

students the best deal for their

money and still make some protit

to keep the operation running."
The I'nion News and Sweet Shop

has many suppliers "Our major
supplier of bulk candy is a com-
pany called Penny Lane' in Valley
Stream. New York. The name is

appropriate, for in supplying
places with bulk candy, they are
trying to bring back memories of

the old-time candy shops and
general stores." Hanks said.

Sources of bar candy and gum,
according to Hanks, are the E&J
Tobacco Co. of Northampton and
the Polep Bros. Co. in Springfield.

"We have a supplier for im-
ported cookies and candy -the Van
Melle Co. They make natural
products without preservatives.
These appeal to many of the people
and are very good. We try to give
our line a good variety to serve the
tastes of everyone," Hanks said.

"Cookies are fairly new on the
counter, too, and we are going to

expand this line with more cookies
and cupcakes."
The newspaper section is very

popular, selling nearly all local

papers such as the Hampshire
Gazette, the Amherst Record, the
Greenfield Recorder, and the
Holyoke Transcript, which is new
to the line. "We have two main
newspaper suppliers, Hastings in

Amherst and Holyoke News. Aside
from local papers, we have some
semi-underground papers such as
The Phoenix and Boston After
Dark. We've recently added
another which is out of Boston,
called the Real Paper. Of course,
there are some papers that we
can't get that some people want,
such as the Christian Science
Monitor and the Washington Post,"
Hanks said.

The counter is busiest on week-
days and fairly busy on weekends.
Where does the money go?

According to Hanks, it is deposited,

as money from any revenue-
producing area, in the Cashier's
Office, and then back into the

Campus Center.

"Prices are a main part of the

operation." said Hanks. "It's

impossible to maintain a consistent

price scale since they are con-
stantly on the rise. There's really

nothing we can do about it. The
market is affecting everybody We
try to ease up on student total cost
although we don't have much
control over it Cigarettes are still

4K cents a pack here, and that is

about the lowest price around."
he said

The candy counter sold bus
tickets until about a week ago. this

tickets until about a week ago.
This service is now located in the
said. "They just couldn't be sold at
the same counter anymore. It was
too confusing and needed im-
provement. It's apparently
working quite well so far in the
hotel lobby. It took the pressure off

my personnel, and it's better for

the students because now we can
give them quicker and better
service. New personnel had to be
hired and trained for this, but since
last week, the bus sales have
greatly increased."
Hanks also said that a proposal

has been made for a campus travel
agency, providing air, sea and land
travel services, but nothing
definite has been decided on this

yet.

All counter personnel are
students. Hanks said, "We have
twenty-five part-time student
workers on the payroll, and soon
we will have up to thirty. There are
also two permanent employees, so
the ratio of student help to per-
manent help is quite high. We
aren't short of help, but in between
a class, I could have up to fifteen

people working at the counter, and
we'd still have a few people
waiting. It's just really busy."
On future plans for the candy

counter. Hanks said it would be
premature to make any statement
right now. As far as his general
feelings, "I believe it's going well,

even beyond our expectations.
Sales have increased tremen-
dously. It seems that what we're
doing is greatly helping the
students and the Campus Center.
The renovation money was very
well spent."

The candy cart in the Campus
Center concourse is an extension of
the counter upstairs. Eve Enright
is one of the people who sells candy
there. She has had the job since the
first week of classes, and works
two days a week, seven hours
each day. "I enjoy it here," she
said. "I used to work at the counter
upstairs for awhile, but I enjoy this
more because it's not as busy, and
there are more people to see."
Ms. Enright said the cart is very

busy each day. and that people
seemed to be pleased with the
varieties of candy. "People are
usually very nice to me." she said.

"Many of them talk to me and even
offer me some of the candy they
buy. I've never heard any negative
feelings toward the service, and if

someone wants a variety of candy
that isn't on the cart, they usually

go UDst?irs to get it or buy another
kind Most of the time, though, we
have something for everyone
because the cart is stocked with
candy for all tastes."

(Continued on P. 2)
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The Receiving End Of The Student Activities Tax
By BUFFY SPENCER

There exists a group of students,
some visible, some less visible,

putting in hour after hour of their
time to keep UMass organization
going. But which students from
which groups are paid by Student

funds, how much, and how
justifiable is if

In an MDC interview, Paul
Hamel, Student Senate Treasurer,
explained that part of the often-
cursed Student Activities Tax goes

KSO groups. These can be found
under category 44 in the blue budget
book of the Senate.

Black Mass Communications is

an organization putting out radio

programs such as Ujamma Drum,
to paying student positions in six Images, and Black Sounds on

Non-Traditional Students %
«SBA Sponsors

Come And Meet fcareer Conference
By MARK FARISI •

By I)KB GOGUEN
Non-Traditional Students, individuals returning to

college after a break in their education and adults
who have never been to college before, are forming a
mutual support group which will provide them with a
chance to share resources.

The group plans to meet every Thursday at noon in
the Old Chapel but has not drawn up a formal charter
because it wants to remain flexible enough to meet
the needs of the people involved. It is the first group of

iNon-Traditional Students ever initiated on campus
and it wants to remain self determining.
Veterans, students who withdrew from college and

are returning, housewives who are just returning to

school because of the influence of women's groups
and because they felt the need to grow, and people
who were doing social or other types of work and need
credentials to become more effective or to gain a
better position, are all Non-Traditional Students.
Those in the School of Continuing Education and
members of programs such as University Without
Walls also are considered Non-Traditional. Many
have given up good jobs and important commitments
to return.

Most of these people have a decided advantage in

that they possess a strong sense of priorities and they
have a clear vision of the goals they are trying to

achieve. Many have worked to change the system
Their practical experience often supplies them with
perspective when dealing with theory in the
classroom
Some Non-Traditional Students enrolled here are

changing careers because circumstances in their
lives have opened their eyes. Almost all make great
sacrifices to return. One man in his 40s had a son who
got into legal trouble and is returning to school to

become "a different kind of lawyer" who will help
other people's sons who are in trouble and need
guidance. Another woman with seven children takes
three buses to get to campus each morning.
"Coming to school has to be the most important

thing I've done in my life," says Gloria Schoen, a
Non-Traditional Student who decided to return to

college because she felt she could be much more
effective in her work with a degree. Jane Holappa, a
mother of four teenage children, is a member of the
Academic Matters Council of the Student Senate.
There is an entire community of Non-Traditional
Students on campus who have never had a chance to

meet each other and lend each other support.
Some Non-Traditional Students who come here feel

isolated, give up, and leave after a time without
accomplishing their objectives. Many know few
people on campus and some have to deal with
disapproval of their families, friends, and others.

Gloria Schoen says that she personally felt a need for

a better opportunity to meet other Non-Traditional
Students and spoke to many more people who also
were concerned. These feelings prompted a nucleus
of six people to decide to hold Thursday meetings at

the Old Chapel.

By
The UMass School of Business Administration

Undergraduate Advisory Council, in conjunction with
the Business Club, has announced that it will hold a
Career Conference Day, Wednesday, Nov. 7, at the
Campus Center.

The conference will feature many speakers from
the areas of marketing, accounting, and general
business and finance, as well as other areas of in-

terest. In order to enable all students to attend, no
business courses will be held that day.
Harold E. Roush, director of college relations for

RCA, will be the featured speaker at a buffet lun-
cheon at noon. The day-long event will begin at 8: 30
a.m. Tickets will be on sale until Nov. 2, on the SBA
first floor lobby for $2.50.

Mrs. Valena Morrison, coordinator of University
Conference Services, has attributed the idea for the
conference to Dr. Wendell Smith, and Ms. Betty
Andelman, along with the Undergraduate Advisory
Council.

Mrs. Morrison stated, "The conference was out-
standingly planned and organized by the committee
and holds sound educational value and experience.
The University Conference Service welcomes any
RSO sponsored groups to hold conferences of this
nature."

The Frat That
Helps People

By CHRIS WALTER
Would you believe a fraternity that doesn't even

have a frat house 9 The fraternity is Alpha Pi Omega
and it is a service fraternity.

According to Frank Evans, a spokesman for the
frat. the purpose of APO is "to perform service for

the community." Last year's record is impressive,
with $1,000 raised in the APO-sponsored Heart Fund
Walk, $700 raised in the frat's Las Vegas night, and
over 1 1 ,000 pints of blood in their blood drive.
While these activities plus the arcon guide service

are standards which are run by APO every year, the
frat is also willing to take on requests. "People call us
and ask us to do something, and then we decide on it

according to its worth" said Evans. This year's
requests include supplying ushers for the theater
departments "Moon for the Misbegotten" and
"Jacques Brel." One of the requests last year was
from a woman in Northampton. She was about to lose
her mortgage because she couldn't afford to paint her
house. "So APO took the job. supplied the paint" and
the woman still lives there, said Evans
"APO" said Evans, "is the largest fraternity in the

world, with over six-hundred chapters." Membership
ranges from 10 to 100 members. APO at UMass
presently has "about twenty members" according to
Evans Membership is open to all University males
and interested persons should contact John Weiner or
attend one of the fraternity's smokers

WMUA and WFCR. Student Ac-
tivities Tax allows for one un-
dergraduate co-ordinator to be
paid $25 for 40 weeks.
The tax also pays security people

under the Concert Committee and
mechanics under the Student
Automotive Workshop.
But the bulk is used toward

Collegian people. Student
Government, and the Student
Transit Service.

This year $11,760 is going to
Collegian personnel. The break-
down is as follows: Editor-in-Chief
gets $40 a week for 32 weeks,
Business Manager and Managing
Editor get $30 a week for 40 and 32
weeks respectively, News Editor,
Sports Editor, Photo Editor, Fine
Arts Editor, and Editorial Editor
get $25 a week for 32 weeks,
Head Darkroom Technician,
Assistant Sports Editor, Assistant
News Editor, Assistant Managing
Editor get $15 for 32 weeks, Issue
Editors get $10 an issue for 150
issues, Circulation Manager gets

44

$10 a week lor 32 weeks, Ad Layout
gets $3 an issue for 150 issues.

It is stipulated that no one person
shall receive money for more than
one position at one time.

In the Student Senate only the

President, Speaker, and Treasurer
are paid at $150 a month for nine
months and $300 a month for three
summer months. Total 444 ex-
penses for fiscal 73-74 are $6,750.

There is a bill to be acted on soon in

regard to paying the chairman.
Student Senators are not paid.

Monies go to the Student Senate
Transit Service to pay salaries for
drivers, dispatchers and ad-
ministrators during the summer,
and year round field trips.

Most people feel that these
salaries are justifiable, according
to Mike Gregory who is filling in as
Treasurer this week. Many, in-

cluding those at the receiving end,
believe that they are working for
less than what their efforts are
worth.

'Rhetoric? It Was
Interesting, But...

» _ . lot . ft * . A »».»-. * . .
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By DENNY MATTKAl
In a small survey taken last Tuesday, the Collegian found that most

students would prefer unrequired rhetoric courses over required ones.
Nineteen of the twenty students queried at random in South-West and

the Campus Center said they felt that most students would still take at
least one rhetoric course, and would get more out of it, if they weren't
hassled into making quick, rash choices.
This sampling of opinion was prompted by the fact that the Faculty

Senate has seen a need for examination of the Rhetoric Department, and
formed the Campus Committee on Communications Skills (CCCS) which
released a rough draft of its findings on October 12. The committee
chaired bv John Muller of the English Department, found that "a rhetoric
program should provide students with at least a minimally acceptable
level of communication skills."

One of these skills is arguing, taught in Prof. Malcolm Sillars' Rhetoric
100 class. According to Muller, "There's an awful lot of power to being
able to argue in samll groups these days. Everything is done in com-
mittees.

Rhetoric 100 is part of the effort to economize within the department of
concentrating on actual skill development and dropping "frill" courses
The CCCS stimates that 60 to 80 per cent of the freshmen need help in
these skills, and has suggested a "lab and tutor program" as a possible
aid for students who would rather forego a full course, but still need help
Diane Simpson of Pierpont summed up the feeling expressed by most

students when she said, "Rhetoric? It was interesting but I don'tremember much. It was last spring."

SW Seeks Master
BySTEVE TETREAULT

The Southwest staff decided
recently to form a Data Collecting
Committee which would aid in

finding a successor to the soon to
resign Master-Director John Hunt.
This Data Committee would

evaluate the job description and
solicit opinions of students, staff,
and faculty, as well as members of
the administration to determine
what qualifications are wanted in

the new area chief.

The Committee would then
weigh the results of the polling, and
appoint a Search Committee to find
a person fulfilling these
qualifications.

The Southwest staff set the next
meeting, at which the Committee
will be officially formed, for 4 p.m.
today, in MacKimmie Head of
Residence apartment.

Central Area Crime
(Continued from P. 1)

daytime parking duty, earlier this semester
A group of Resident Heads from Southwest sought, and will receive,

additional security guards beginning Saturday Three guards will be
moved from parking into Southwest, while seven others will remain
temporarily on parking assignments
The ten guards were originally shifted to insure the smooth im-

plementation of the new parking plan, and thev will be graduallv
reassigned as the parking system improves, said Johnston.
The parking plan is a "complete success" thus tar. with light traffic,

few traffic jams, and plenty of room in every lot." Johnston added

(Continued from P. 1)

Student opinions and views
solicited by MDC on the candy
counter and cart were generally
positive One person said he
usually buys something at the
counter "every other day" while
another said she makes a purchase
there "once a week". Other people
summed up their reactions: "It
has everything I want," "It's
great," "It's different," and an
emphatic "IT'S TEMPTING!!!'"

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE

Jacques Brel It Alive I Well

I Living in Paris
by Jacques Brel

Tonight, Fri., Oct. 26, Sat., Oct. 27

All tickets $1.00 tonight — no reservations
Fri. & Sat., $1.00 with valid I. D., $2.00 others

Bartlett Aud. 8 p.m.

Box Office opens 6 p.m. on show nights
For information & ticket reservations for Fri. & Sat. call 545-2579, Mon.
Fri., 1-5 p.m.
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Aro foa Hrai of campat food? How aboat a §ooi homo eookoi moal?

ST. f\EQ15
Open

Mon.-Sat.
6a.m. -9p.m.

RESTAURSHT iJEw
The place that serves breakfast from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to 9 p.m.).

Breakfast Special: 99' 2 Eggs any Style & Toast & Coffee

Daily SpecialsExtra Daily Specials only 95'

— BAKE LINK SAUSAGES
— CREAMED TURKEY on TOAST
— CREAMED CHIP BEEF on TOAST
— SPAGHETTI with MEAT SAUCE
— CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
— BAKED MACARONI and CHEESE

28 PLEASANT ST.

Left at the Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5 Downtown Northampton.

BAKED MEAT LOAF
POTTED BEEF with ONIONS
CORN BEEF HASH
FRANKS & BEANS
FISH & CHIPS
REUBIN SANDWICH

NORTHAMPTON

Bop-Shoo-Bop Moves And Grooves
By DAVID LETTERS

The Bop-Shoo-Bop rock and roll

revue greazed many a mind with
uptempo singing, good rock
dancing and a swad of nasty rock
lingo last night at the S.U.B.
The dance was billed a musical

return to the 50s, and that's what it

was. UMass greasers numbered
over three hundred in full grease
as they rocked across the floor to

sounds of Chuck Berry, Dion, Little

Anthony, the Big Bopper, the
Coasters and many of Bob-Shoo-
Bops own tunes.

As rock stageshows go, this

group layed it all down, kicked the

audience in the ass and got them
dancing.

When apparent attendance for

the evening was low, the group
took to the hallways and bars and
layed out their wares. Down to the
Blue Wall, onto the stage, a loud
burp, a demand for attention and
then one hell of an unexpected
surprise for the suds soppin
patrons of the Wall. 'Runaround
Sue' had the beer drinkers in a
howl and "Blue Moon" had them
dancing. After the impromptu set

they brought people to the Student
Union ballroom.

For two and one half hours they
rocked, bopped, and sung hits of

the fifties.

The brave started dancing with
shoes but quickly discarded those

(Staff Photo - <;reg (mar)
SOLDIER BOY - "Soldier boy. Oh my little soldier boy. I'll be true to you." One of the many imitations

and numbers the "Bop-Shoo-Bop" rock and roll revue performed at the SUB last night.

mod items of the seventies. Unlike
Sha-Na-Na, Bob-Shoo-Bop
choreographed their set to perform
and have everyone dance.
Their visual performance was

far above the usual rock show as
the group offered a wide variety of
fifties musical styles. From Little

Richard to the Beach Boys the
group jumped across the stage,
performing splits, grooves and
rolls. They had everyone stomping

their feet for 'More' when the
group smoothly put down some fine

acapela.

Digg on it daddio-those dixie
peach mothers from Philadelphia
really did come on last night, can
you see- all- right- you can- rock

and roll held on so strong last
night- hell, babe, let's go to Revere
Beach for a burger a frappe.

Senate Votes To Continue Boycott
BvFRANRROCK —J »_..._.. . ~ _ . W.By FRAN BROCK

"We're not going to give up the boycott until we get the contracts! " said
Charles March, representative from the United Farm Workers, at last
night's Student Senate meeting.
Those not favoring the retaining of the bill to boycott non-unionized

lettuce felt that the students were never given the opportunity to vote on
whether they wanted the boycott.
The predominate argument in favor of the boycott, presented by

Theresa Carr, chairperson of the Committee on Poverty and Joanne
Levenson, co-coordinator of the Juan de la Cruz Boycott Committee, was
the fact that the workers supported the United Farm Workers Union, and
therefore, the students should support what they want.
These people also felt that the Teamsters Union did not offer the farm

Burea
ental *^iim ** Cranberry Pond and Gre« Finn of th« Mass. Farm

These gentlemen argued that the workers were not given a choice and
therefore deserve to have a National Agriculture Labor Act allowing
labor unions for farm workers.
They also felt that there was not enough factual evidence proving that

pesticides harmed the workers or that wages were as low as those ad-
vocating the boycott deemed them to be.
The Senate decided, after much debate, that the boycott would con-

tinue.

It was rumored, however, that a motion will be brought forth asking
for a referendum to be put before the students.
Nick Apostola, president of SGA placed a motion before the Senate

- ~ ~..-v .. v ii ••x** v»»^» wav idi in iin.r\ nL»U

r^uireV ^ ^^^ *^^ ***** ** Protection that *<* Advocating Senate support of impeachment proceduresrequireo President Nixon. The motion was carriedPresenting the other side of the issue were Commissioner Chandler of Although most motions wppp nnctnnn«i nr » ahi^ k„ <• ,l
.he State Agricultural Department. Dr Chester Cross of the ex- neededSS^S^TiSljSS^,^ ^'^-^^

Where Did
The Buses

By MARY LAWSON
The Student Senate Transit

Service is only available to those
organizations which are funded by
the University, Jerry Scanlon,
Assistant Dean of Students and
Coordinator of Student Activities
said in a Collegian interview. He
said that there are only three buses
available for field trips, and
considering repairs and main-
tenance this usually is narrowed
down to two.

Although there are 13 transit
buses used for shuttleruns. they
were received through the Federal
Department of Transportation
Grant, and cannot be used for field
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There will be a

meeting of all persons
interested in learning

layout work for

prospective work,
Collegian, tonight at

5:31. It will be a class set

up with a former Editor-

And-Chief serving as the

instructor.

trips. This was part of the
stipulation of the DOT. grant. The
University made the agreement
that they would be used strictly for
shuttleruns, Scanlon said. The
buses are not designed for
anything else.

Scanlon said, "With only the two
buses available for field trips,

requests far outweigh
availability." He explained that if

an organization is not funded
through the University it would be
an infringement on the buslines in

this area to permit the
organization to use the less ex-
pensive Student Senate
Service. Being funded
University includes
through labs fees and
through the Student
through the Student Activities Fee
and through departmental funds.

Transit

by the

funding
funding

Senate

By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
AHORA, the Spanish Speaking

Organization on campus will have
an organizational weekend
workshop to improve the ef-

fectiveness in the achievement of

group as well as individual goals.
AHORA is composed of most of

the Spanish American students in

the CCEBS Program. In only four
semesters, the members have
invested their efforts to recruit
more Spanish American students
from Chicopee, Holyoke and
Springfield.

The development of the
organization requires the
preparation of a work program for

this semester and the next Spring
semester. The purpose of the
workshop will be to find a union
between the individual needs and
desires of the Puerto Rican and
Chicano undergraduate com-
munity and group goals.

Edmundo Velazquez, president,
said that, "All members are
required to attend the workshop."
The workshop will be held in the

Campus Center, this Saturday in

rooms 803-804-808 from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. and on Sunday in rooms 917-
905-909 from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Ms. Maria Quinones and Mr.

Jose Monserrate emphasized that
the workshop is very important in

insuring that the goals of the
organization respond to the desires
and the needs of the individual
members."
AHORA is funded by the Student

government. It has an office in

New Africa House.

By MIKE KNEELAND
MDC Reporter

If people ever needed a year to

escape from, it has been 1973.

Watergate has destroyed con-
fidence in our elected officials, our
economic system seems to be
hopelessly snarled, and potential
military "hot spots" seem to be
everywhere.

So it is no wonder that this

country is experiencing a rock 'n

roll revival, a form of escapism for
most if its enthusiasts. "It's
nostalgic, not real," says Marjorie
"Slick" Dick, a junior math major
who enjoys sporting saddle shoes,
white bucks and a long dress
nearly totally covered by a letter

sweater.

Mark Mulrine, a member of Bop-
Shoo-Bop, says people are getting
tired of "message music." And he
could not be more correct. Bob
Dyland introduced young people to
many of the world's injustices and
hypocricies. Other musicians also
began making their music relevant
to today's society.

But in 1973, many young people
have had their fill of "music
message." The message is often
quite depressing.

But there is very little depression
in early rock 'n roll. Johnny Be
Good is not a song about Ehrlich-
man, In the Still of the Night is not
about Watergate, and Sea Cruise is

not about the Seventh Fleet. Indeed
it's more pleasant to listen to the
falsetto voices singing Under the
Boardwalk than to hear the Kinks
sing 20th Century Schitzoid Man.

Sophomore Bob Kane feels that
to get the full benefit from a
revival concert, he must also be
attired properly. So he puts grease
in his hair, rolls up his sleeves and
wears dungarees just short enough
so that his white socks may be seen
by others. "It's a real good time,"
he says.

What is ironical about this

situation, is that people in 1993
might have a 1973 music revival.
"Remember the days when all we
had to worry about was the
collapse of the government and
Nuclear war?" they might say to
themselves.

Perhaps they'll comb their hair
down over their ears, wear T-shirts
with cartoon characters imprinted
on them, and pretend their non-
filtered cigarettes are joints.
Perhaps they'll also learn to speak
in hip 1973 talk: "Can you dig it

man?"

But they'll never duplicate 1973,
just as revivalists today will not
duplicate the 1950s. But it will still
be, to some, a great fantasy land to
escape to from reality.
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Israel: This Isn't

The Last Cease-Fire
By JOHN VINOCUR

Associated Press Writer
TEL AVIV (AP) - Twenty-five years and six

cease-fires ago, Yehuda Paradise was wounded in

the left leg, in the first Arab-Israeli war. Later an
exploding shell injured his wife, and now his son
has been wounded in a new war.
Yehuda Paradise doesn't believe in cease-fires.

And he doesn't believe that the latest war is the

last one.

"It's like trying to converse with dolphins," he
said. "Maybe the Arabs have a language we can
talk to them in. But no one has figured it out yet."
Paradise is a 49-year-old scientific consultant

and editor - and an invalid. He's usually not so
cynical.

But in talking about his experiences with the

cease-fires of 1948, 1956, and 1967, his feelings

about the chances for peace in the Middle East are
a graph of disillusionment, plunging downward.
Paradise came to Palestine from Berlin in 1934.

"When I was 12," he said, "I saw Jewish settlers

brought in with small holes in their chests and big

holes in their backs. I grew up in insecurity and
violence."

He was working in Israeli army intelligence

when the news of the first cease-fire came in 1948.

He had been shot in the leg.

"So when I heard the news I thought, Thank
God.' I was idealistic and naive. I thought we'd
have trade with the Arabs and maybe even
regional cooperation," he said.

The first cease-fire died within 10 days, replaced
by an armistice in 1949 - cease-fire No. 2.

Arabs: 'This Cease-

Fire Is Nonsense'
By ELIASANTAR

Associated Press Writer
CAIRO (AP) - They were five Egyptians sitting

around a table, sipping glasses of dark, sweet tea
and talking about the cease-fire.

They talked Tuesday evening in a crowded cafe
in a working-class district of Cairo - two traffic

policemen, a wounded soldier, a young civil

servant and the owner of a bookstall.

As everywhere in Cairo since the Mideast war
began, the radio was on, reporting news of the first

abortive cease-fire on the Suez Canal and the U.N.
Security Council meeting called to deal with
violations.

"This cease-fire is nonsense," one of the
policemen said. "I don't know why we accepted it.

We were winning. Why should we stop fighting?"
"Ahmed, maybe the president Sadat has other

considerations in mind," said the other. "He must
know what he's doing."

The radio announced the Security Council had
issued another cease-fire resolution, sponsored by
the United States and the Soviet Union.
"Just words," commented the civil servant.

"Who needs the United Nations or the big powers?
We have our army and all the newspapers say we
are winning. If it were up to me, I would not accept
a cease-fire."

AID AND COMFORT FOR AN KNEMY-An Israeli soldier with a

minor head wound gives a blindfolded Egyptian prisoner of war a

drink from his canteen just about the time the cease-fire deadline

was scheduled to go into effect. Fighting appeared to continue well

past the deadline, with the Israelis claiming Egyptians were

violating the cease-fire and Egyptians counter-claiming Israelis

were trying to find a pretext for truce violations.

Israel Reports Calm;

Ceasefire Marred
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Israel reported calm on both Middle East war
fronts last night. President Nixon was said to be

confident the fragile U.N. truce is beginning to take

hold.

Cairo radio said President Anwar Sadat of Egypt

appealed to Nixon and the Soviet Communist leader,

Leonid I. Brezhnev, to dispatch American and
Russian troops to help secure the already marred
cease-fire along the Suez front.

Egypt's Middle East News Agency said Sadat also

asked for an urgent U.N. Security Council meeting to

discuss "repeated Israeli cease-fire violations" on

both sides of the Suez Canal.

It was not clear whether the Egyptian appeals were
made during the day, when fighting was reported still

under way, or later.

In Washington, a White House spokesman said no

request for U.S. troops had been received from Sadat.

"The United States has no intention of sending

troops to the Middle East and we hope no other out-

side parties will send troops to the Middle East," the

spokesman said.

Israeli military spokesmen said their tanks clashed

in daylight with Egyptian armor and warplanes at

the southern end of the Suez front in a try by Cairo to

rescue Egyptian soldiers cut off in the Sinai Desert by
an Israeli pincer maneuver.
But the Israeli briefer. Col. Machman Kami,

claimed the Egyptian attack was repulsed and the

Egyptian 3rd Army remained on the eastern bank of

the canal, ringed in by Israeli steel.

The Tel Aviv command first issued a communique
accusing Egypt of a "massive" ground and air attack

near Suez city at the southern end of the canal about
seven hours after the second cease-fire took effect at

7 a.m.

In UN Egypt Charges
Israel Of New War

By WILLIAM N. OATIS
Associated Press Writer

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) - Egypt charged
before the United Nations Security Council Wed-
nesday night that Israel is waging a new war along
the Suez Canal. It said the United States and the

Soviet Union should send in troops to help enforce a

ceasefire.

The Soviet Union said Egypt was "entirely

justified" in asking for troops from the two super-
powers. It accused Israel of banditry and declared
that the United States bears the responsibility for

making Israel observe the truce.

Soviet Ambassador Jacob A. Malik, in a speech
before the council, also called for sanctions against
Israel and the rupture of diplomatic relations with the
Jewish state. Malik did not introduce a resolution
asking those measures.
Foreign Minister Mohamed H. el-Zayyat of Egypt

declared that even while he was speaking in the third

urgent Security Council session this week he had
received word from Cairo that Israel refused to allow
U.N. observers into Israeli-controlled areas of the
Suez front.

Production Workshop Tonight
Tonight the Collegian will hold the second of its workshops on

newspaper production at 6:30 in the Collegian Offices, second floor

Student Union. This session will be a follow-up on last week's basic
discussion. See the paper come together. Everyone is welcome,
especially Collegian staffers. Refreshments will be served.
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Bork Denies White House Influence

Watergate Investigations Continue Unabated
By JEAN HELLER

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AH) - Saying he was too busy

with the Middle East crisis to write a speech,

President Nixon cancelled a plannedWednesday
night address to the nation on the Watergate tapes

controversy. He promised, instead, a Thursday
night news conference.

One of the men in the middle of the tapes con-

troversy. Acting Atty. Gen. Robert H. Bork, vowed
Wednesday that he would fight the White House in

court if necessary to obtain confidential records

for the Watergate grand jury and would resign if

he felt his hands were being tied by the White

House.

At the same time, the House proceeded with an
inquiry on impeachment of Nixon and the Senate

scheduled a hearing to question the man whose
ouster created the impeachment furor.

During a 45-minute news conference, Bork, the

man who last Saturday fired the special

Watergate prosecutor, said Nixon gave him in-

structions by letter and in a personal conversation

Saturday night. Bork quoted Nixon as saying, "I

understand that you are devoted to the principles

of law and I want you to carry out these

prosecutions fully."

Bork said he does not feel he is bound by Nixon's

order to the former special Watergate prosecutor

to stop trying to obtain White House tapes and
records.

"I am ready to follow any procedure, by

agreement or otherwise, to get the evidence. .
."

he said. "If we have to use judicial processes - no

procedure is ruled out."

Meanwhile, Speaker Carl Albert said the

preliminary House inquiry on impeachment of

Nixon will proceed. Albert said the inquiry was
unaffected by Nixon's decision Tuesday to comply

with a court order to turn over nine White House

tape recordings and assorted documents which

may yield evidence for a Watergate grand jury.

The tapes initially were subpoenaed for the

WATERGATE IN-
VESTIGATION-Acting Atty.

Gen. Robert Bork reads a

statement saying he will

( Al* Wtrepl

pursue the Watergate in-

vestigation vigorously during a

news briefing at the Justice

Department in Washington.

grand jury by special Watergate prosecutor Ar-
chibald ('ox whom Nixon fired last Saturday. It

was that firing, coupled with the resignation of

Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson and dismissal of

Asst. Atty. Gen. William D. Ruckelshaus, which
triggered the impeachment inquiry.

"I hope it is expeditious," Albert said of the

inquiry, "and I hope it lays this thing to rest one
way or another."

Albert noted the House Judiciary Committee
had been mandated to make inquiries into im-

peachment resolutions or bring impeachment
charges against Nixon. The committee's chair-

man. Rep Peter W. Rodino Jr , D-N.J., said it was
possible his panel would subpoena administration

records for use in its probe.

After a two-hour closed session, the committee
said it did not discuss calling other witnesses, but

chairman James O. Eastland, D-Miss., said he felt

the panel would also want to question Richardson
and Ruckelshaus who were forced from office

after refusing to carry out Nixon's order to fire

Cox
During the closed committee session, action was

blocked on a resolution by a group of Democratic
liberals on the panel. The resolution called on
Nixon to reinstate Cox temporarily until Congress
acts on legislation to provide by law an in-

dependent Watergate prosecutor not subject to

presidential dismissal.

Although Nixon's attorney Charles Alan Wright
told Sirica the tapes and documents would be

transmitted as soon as possible, it apparently had
not reached the judge by Wednesday afternoon. In

an interview, Sirica said he was very happy with

Nixon's decision to turn over the material.

Even though Sirica will get the tapes, it seemed
apparent that it would be months until the public

finds out what is on them - if the public ever finds

out at all. Sirica will listen to the tapes alone and
secretly. If he deems any material on them to be
evidence needed by the Watergate grand jury, he
will give the panel that material.

More Water Under The Gate
News Analysis
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON <AP> —

President Nixon's sudden decision
to yield the nine Watergate tapes
eventually may provide the an-
swers to two critical questions
raised throughout the legal
arguments:
-What is on the tapes?
-What will be the effect of the

precedent set by President Nixon's
compliance with a subpoena?
The public will get the answer to

the first question. People may have
to wait awhile because the tapes
will become grand jury evidence,
protected by strict rules of
secrecy.

For example, it will become
known if the charges support
ousted White House counsel John
W. Dean's version of the meetings
in the Oval Office or the versions
by other participants, if perjury
charges are brought.

One thing prosecutors don't
expect to find on the tapes is

evidence of presidential in-

volvement in the attempt to thwart
the investigation of the Watergate
break-in.

Members of the prosecution

force have never believed there

was definitive evidence on the
tapes that the President knew of or

participated in the cover-up.

The question of the prcedent set

may be harder to answer. The

answer may not come until some
future presidential administration.

Much will depend on the attitude

of the prosecutors.

Will Asst. Atty. Gen. Henry E.

Peterson be as insistent as was
former special prosecutor Ar-

chibald Cox that he get all the

evidence in White House files?

Cox had pressed not only for the

tapes but for documents relitted to

a wide range of matters under
investigation by his office, in-

cluding the ITT antitrust set-

tlement and allegations of im-

proprieties involving campaign
contributions.

Cox Inquiry

By JOHN IIIADWICK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AP> — The
Senate Judiciary Committee
agreed Wednesday to launch a
public investigation into the
ousting of special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox.
Cox. who balked at being told by

President Nixon not to take any
further court actions to obtain

tapes, notes or memoranda of

presidential conversations, is to be
the leadoff witness next Monday
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass . said he will ask Cox
whether he thinks he was fired

because he was "too hot on a trial

leading to the White House."

Although no action was taken on
calling other witnesses, chairman
James O. Eastland, D-Miss., said

that in his judgment the committee
also will want to hear from Elliot

L. Richardson and William D.
Ruckelshaus.

Kennedy and others offered a

resolution calling on the President

to reinstate Cox pending
legislation to establish a special

prosecutor. Action on this,

however, was blocked by Sen.

Roman L. Hruska, R-Neb., the

ranking minority member of the

cortmittee.

Hruska said a decision on it

should be held up until the com-
mittee has taken Cox's testimony

and hears what Nixon has to say at

his news conference Thursday
night.
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Sirica: The Nation's Tape Reviewer
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — One day
soon, Federal Judge John J. Sirica

will become the nation's premier
reviewer of tape recordings. His
task: to seek incriminating
material and, perhaps, to test the

veracity of the President of the

United States.

"It's part of my job to do this,"

Sirica said Wednesday, shrugging
his shoulders. "I'll do my very
best."

Sirica, the 69-year-old chief

judge of the U.S. District Court,

isn't a man to duck an issue. He
feels the pressure — it's been there

all year— but it doesn't worry him.
While the rest of official

Washington wondered last

weekend what he would do if

President Nixon persisted in

refusal to turn over the con-

troversial tapes, Sirica was off to

Connecticut on a fatherly task:

seeing about college for his

daughter.

Tuesday, when Nixon lawyer
Charles Alan Wright announced
the President's astounding
reversal on the tapes, Sirica's face

showed his surprise.

"I was very happy the President

did what he did," Sirica said in an
interview as he tackled the
technical problems of his self-

imposed chore : How to listen to the

tapes, where, with what security

and what help.

"I think it was a great thing for

the country, a great act," he said of

the Nixon decision. "It relieved the

nation. It relieved me."
During the trial of the seven

Watergate conspirators last

January, Sirica exercised his

judicial prerogative in pushing for

revelations. He deferred final

sentences for six of the defendants

as a club to make them talk.

Others have credited Sirica's

tenacity with opening the mind-
numbing flood of developments.
Asked about this, he almost dic-

tates the reply:

"The judge never made a
statement that he should be given
any credit for what happened since

the trial of the original seven
defendants," he said. "People said
it. I didn't."

Each time there is a news
development, Sirica's office
receives sacks of mail and
telegrams-messages by the
thousands from the public, other
judges, law students. Tuesday
alone brought 156 telegrams.

"I try not to let the press see
them," he said. "On the whole they
are favorable to the way I tried to

handle the matter. A lot of people
write that you restored our faith in

justice.' Others ask, 'what are you
trying to do?"*
Next March 19, when he reaches

70, Sirica's tenure as chief judge

I \l" Mii'i-plmlii i
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I SIRK'A-President Nixon's lawyer Charles Wright leaves IS. District

Wright told the Judge PresidentCourt in Washington Tuesday after meeting with Judge John Sirica
Nixon has agreed to let him hear the Watergate tapes.

will be over, but he has the option not ready to retire.

of staying on as an active judge or
a senior judge.

Most judges like one big case to

cap a career - and Watergate must
rank as one of the century's
biggest. But Sirica indicates he's

"I like being a trial judge," he
said. "I like people. I've never
been a person to sleep eight hours
and since this case began I have
found myself beginning work at 4

and 5 a.m."

Sirica was appointed to the

federal bench by President Dwight
D. Eisenhower in 1957 after a 30-

year career as prosecutor and trial

attorney. His office is adorned with
pictures of his wife and three
children.

Troy Trial Near End
By MARY E. THORNTON
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) - A three week
hearing into charges of judicial

misconduct against Dorchester
District Court Judge Jerome P.

Troy drew to a close Wednesday
night as Troy's lawyer presented
his final arguments.
Attorney Lawrence O'Donnell

said in his summation that the
Supreme Judicial Court, which
disbarred Troy July 26 and en-

joined him from sitting on the
bench, does not have the power to

prevent him from returning to the
bench.

O'Donnell also emphasized that

he sees no problem in having a
disbarred lawyer on the bench. "I
think it would be a delight to have a
nonlawyer on the bench," he said.

In the early part of his
arguments, O'Donnell spent little

time of the actual charges made
against Troy by the Supreme
Judicial Court: lying under oath,

neglecting his judicial duties, using
a court officer during court hours
to drive a bulldozer at his private

development project, accepting
free legal work from two lawyers
he appointed to represent in-

digents, willfully and illegally

ordering the filling of tidal flats

and soliciting a political con-
tribution from a lawyer practicing

in his court.

O'Donnell spent nearly 15

minutes in a tirade against The
Boston Globe, which he said
"caters to the counter culture with
the stale stench of stereotyped
bigotry."

He charged Lt. Gov. Donald
Dwight, who has chaired the
hearings with being biased and
urged him to disqualify himself.

Attorney William G. Young,
legal counsel to Gov. Francis W.
Sargent, presented a summation
for the Executive Council and went
over most of the original charges.
Young said the Supreme Judicial

Court has the constitutional power
to enjoin Troy permanently from
sitting on the bench, but does not
have the power to remove him
from the bench.

According to his arguments, that
means Troy could continue to be a
judge in name only, collecting his
salary but not sitting in a court.
The Court said it will make its

decision on the governor's petition
to remove Troy from the bench in

two weeks.

Chinese: Just War
On Part Of Arabs

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

By JOHN RODERICK
Associated Press Writer

TOKYO (AP) — The Chinese
Communists, convinced that the

Mideast conflict is a just war on the
part of the Arabs, have criticized

the Soviet Union and the United
States for trying to end it.

Peking's Hsinhua news agency,
spelling out the Chinese position

Wednesday, said the Soviet Union
and the United States have been
consulting behind the backs of the

Arab people "to plot jointly to put

out the blazing fire of this just

war."
The Chinese did not vote on the

two cease-fire resolutions at the

United Nations.

Hsinhua acknowledged that

Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin
conferred secretly with Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat. But the

news agency did not conclude that

the Egyptian leader was also in-

volved in the "collusion" to end the

war.

The news agency repeated an old

Chinese charge that Moscow and

Washington are engaging in big

power politics, centering around
the grab for Middle East oil.

"A no-war, no-peace" situation

suits the United States and Soviet

Union better, Hsinhua said, than
the resolution of the Arab-Israeli

problem through war or through
concessions which would recognize

Arab claims.

Chinese Communist Chairman
Mao Tse-tung spelled out China's
views on just and unjust wars in a

1938 essay.
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Maternity Units

Could Be Cut
By SHELLY COHEN

Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) - Public health officials are considering stringent new

regulations which could cut the number of maternity units in
Massachusetts hospitals by 43 per cent. Dr. Ann Pettigrew, a consultant
to the state's public health department, said the state needs maternity
units of "sufficient size and quality" to safeguard the lives of the infants
born there.

Larger units, because they are better equipped and staffed, have shown
"a significant impact on infant mortality rates," she said.
There are not 77 maternity units in the state, she added, and cutting the

number to 44 would still leave most with only a 75 per cent occupancy
rate.

The average maternity ward is half empty much of the time, Dr.
Pettigrew added.

The anticipated affect of the regulations, combined new licensing
standard, would promote "care of the highest quality to mothers and
babies," Dr. Pettigrew said, and encourage the elimination of smaller,
less efficient maternity units.

Many of the units will be eliminated "by the slow process of attrition,"

she added, as rising costs drive some hospitals out of the maternity
business.

But the Public Health Council, which will administer the regulations,
still has as its chief weapon its certificate of need powers.

"If a hospital wants more surgical beds, the council can point out that
the occupancy rate of its maternity unit is only 50 per cent and in that way
encourage the phasing out of maternity units," Dr. Pettigrew added.

It was that strategy used on the Somerville Hospital some two years
ago, which sent the community into an uproar that lasted several months.
The maternity ward finally was closed.

"It is an issue where mothers and the public get upset, partly because
we've oversold the idea that birth is a normal natural process. We've
underestimated the dangers of childbirth. Mothers don't realize they are
jeopardizing the lives of their infants."

The new guidelines presented to the Public Health Council will

probably not become final for several months, she added.
Meanwhile they are being used as a guide, thus ending a three month

moratorium on all new obstetrical units.

Fog Reaps Havoc
In New Jersey

By RICHARD T. PIENCIAK
Associated Press Writer

KEARNY, N.J. (AP)-Nine persons were killed and more than 40
injured Wednesday in a series of chain-reaction accidents caused by
dense fog and smoke on the heavily-traveled New Jersey Turnpike, police

said.

Three major pile-i'?s and dozens of smaller crashes were reported in

the pre-dawn hours along a section of the busy roadway between Newark
and New York. Police said heavy fog and smoke from a swamp fire had
reduced visibility to near zero.

State police said the death toll could go higher once the wreckage was
completely cleared from the largest of the major accidents.

Through much of the day Wednesday police had reported 11 deaths
from the series of accidents. They later revised the figure to nine, saying
one death had been counted twice and that confusion had occurred over a
missing man.

"There is still confusion regarding the number of fatalities," Sgt.

Joseph Kobus of the state police said more than 10 hours after the last

accidents. And police were still searching for the missing man, a truck
driver who reportedly ran into swamps along the highway after he
became coated with hot asphalt spilled from another truck.

State police said at least five persons died in the largest crash, which
involved some 22 vehicles and occurred just north of the Kearny In-

terchange in Rutherford.

Three other persons were killed in two other major pile-ups in

Secaucus, about two miles northeast of Kearny. Another victim died in a
smaller crash near Carlstadt, police said.

Col. David B. Kelly, state police director, said the section of the road
where the worst pileup occurred was closed because of fog before the

accident, but that the cars involved had already entered the section.

All the accidents were in the early morning hours, up to 5 a.m.
Various sections of the pike north of Woodbridge were closed during that

time and speed limits south of the town were reduced.

The New Jersey roadway, opened in 1952, is one of the nation's

busiest toll roads and for the last three years was among the three safest

American toll roads in terms of fatal accidents per mile.

Staff Photo/Janice I erronr

The New Africa House Ensemble will be performing a Black aesthetic modern dance recital Satuday
night, Oct. 27th in Bowker Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Playwriter Munga Kimya Abuda and director Dianne
Rummbles will be using a contemporary theme. Other prformers are from the Five-Collece Dance
Theater.

s

Paper Prices

Up...And Up...And Up
MONTREAL <AP) Canadian

International Paper Co., one, of
Canada's largest newsprint
producers, said Wednesday it is

increasing its price to U.S.
customers by $25 to $200 per ton,

effective Nov. 1.

Prices to Canadian customers
will remain at $175 for the moment
and a spokesman said he could not
comment on the difference in

prices.

The company, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of International Paper
of New York, has a potential

production capacity of 1.2 million
tons of newsprint a year. It exports
about 80 per cent of its production
to the United States.

The company spokesman said
the reasons for the increase include
labor costs as well as increases in

the cost of wood, transport, energy
and all other raw materials.

Inmate
Murdered
At Walpole
WALPOLE, Mass. (AP) - An

inmate was found stabbed to death
Wednesday in his cell at Walpole
state prison, the State Correction
Department said.

The inmate was identified as
Edward L. Skinner, 36, formerly of
Boston's south end, serving life on
a murder conviction in the Dec. 19,
1972, sunshot slaying of Phyllis
Barnes.
A spokesman for the department

said Skinner was found under his
bunk in Cell Block 6 after he had
been missed at the noon count.

A three-month strike by mem-
bers of the United Paperworkers
International Union ended Monday
at four of the company's five

Canadian mills.

Earlier this year the company
hiked, its prices to $175 from $160
a ton.

A spokesman for Domtar Ltd.,

another major Canadian producer,
said Domtar has already notified

its customers that its price will rise

by $15 a ton to $190 effective Jan. 1,

but said Canadian International's

decision to raise prices by $25

means Domtar will be reviewing
its situation.

In Toronto, a spokesman for

Abitibi Paper Co. Ltd. said the

company plans to carry through
previously announced price in-

crease to $182 a ton in Canada Jan.
1 and $192 a ton in Canada July 1.

An Abitibi spokesman said there
is a historic differential between
Canadian and U.S. prices of about

$8 so the Abitibi price for U.S.
customers will go to about $200 on
July 1.

Hawaii
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'289
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413-546-6861

Be there
With Superex Stereophones, it's

being there. Maybe better. Because
you feel every pick on the guitar, and get

to Dick out your own seat. To sit right under
the drums, simply turn up the bass, and adjust
the volume to land in the row of your choice.

The Superex PRO B VI will carry you
there It has a woofer and tweeter in each
earcup, plus a full crossover network, so
you don't miss a note
The sound is abso-
lutely authentic.

Comfortable
Con Form ear cushi-

ons let you be there
ngdown. A 15 foot

il cord lets you be

there, dancing in

the aisles.

For $60 00. we
ive you the PRO B VI

nd a two year guaran-
tee. Intermissions, and
freshmentsare left

p to you.

PRO B VI

Sugg. Retail

Prire-$60 00

Superex Stereophones. Feel what you hear.
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Taxes Not Affected
By Budget Surplus

. BOSTON ( AP) - The state has projected a surplus of $48.3 million tor
fiscal year 1974 but the taxpayer is not likely to see any lowering of taxes
The state earlier had predicted a surplus of $2.8 million. State Ad-

ministration Secretary William I. Cowin said the increase "is almost
entirely the result of the economy being healthier than we had thought it

would be."

Cowin made his remarks in a letter to Rep. Joseph D. Early, D-
Worcester, assistant vice chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee, which is considering a supplementary budget request of $203
million.

Cowin pressed for approval of the supplementary budget, saying
"There are substantial increases in fiscal 1975 which will come close to
using up the surplus."

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1973

(AP Wirephoto)

THEY WANT NIXON OUT -Protesters gather in front of the White House calling for the im-
peachment of President Nixon. One protester, wearing a mask of the President, holds a sign en-
couraging motorists to "Honk for Impeachment."

UFO's Sighted Across Nation...

Pranksters, Visions, Or Unexplained?

/

on PARKAS

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The whatzits seemed to be

spreading Wednesday.
From New York to the Midwest,

there were fresh reports that

unidentified flying objects -UFOs-
had been sighted in the sky.
The rash of recent UFO reports

started with the claim of two
Mississippi men who said they'd
been taken aboard a spacecraft
from an alien society.

Tales of strange sightings
popped up across the nation. Some
turned out to be pranksters; others
were natural phenomena like stars
or planets; a few remained
unexplained.

O'Dell. "When the detector buzzes,
go look for the UFO."
O'Dell, an environmental

engineering student from
Bethesda, Md., said his gadget is
designed to pick up elec-
tromagnetic waves he thinks a
UFO gives off.

It's made from a battery, a
metal washer, a relay switch and
buzzer. O'Dell admits he's "just
taking advantage of the panic right
now. I figured I could pick up some
cash."

O'Dell might find a market close
to home.
Four Troy residents said they
aw a strange, greenish, buzzing

chased a UFO - only to find out
they'd been trying to catch a
planet.

The police sent one of their
helicopters to try to catch up with
the source of a bright light
reported blinking over Dallas
before dawn Wednesday.

At least one enterprising young object late Tuesday night
man is trying to cash in on the
latest fad. Bob O'Dell, a 21-year-
old student at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in Troy,
NY., said Wednesday he's in-

vented a UFO detector.
"You could put it under your bed,

or wherever you feel safest," said

"It was greenish and moved fast
and when it stopped it became
white," said Francis Sousin. "We
watched it in front of our home and
the UFO made a buzzing noise and
sent cold chills throughout our
bodies."

Dallas, Tex., police actually

The wind is blowing. The snow is snowing. But you can weather the
storm in a cozy parka from Stewart's College Towne. Many of our
gals have taken a cue from area skiers who have found that there
parkas are warm, light weight, and water repellent. For those of
you with a practical side, you'll find that another beauty of these
beasts is that you can hand or machine wash all but the real fur
trim styles. Colors sparkle: ice blue, sunshine yellow, frosty green
sunset red. crystal pink, and starry night navy.

Styling has been up-dated, too. This year's excitement lies in fit and
detail. The jackets are longer, slightly shaped, and loaded with
stitch trim, pockets, and belts. Most have hidden hoods, and longer
models come with double zippers, opening from both bottom and
top for greater flexibility. So, for the best in casual, active outer-
wear, stop in and try on a COLD FIGHTER while the selection is at
its best.

STEWARTS COLLEGE TOWNE
96 Main Street, Northampton

The Campus Center Program Council presents

Use
your finger,

more efficiently
it s a bad |Ot<e about people who move

their lips wnen they tead But it % a truth that -

dgurativeiy -nearly evet yorte does Their read-
ing and their learning are tethered to the pho-
netics o* the words on :ho page And are t h#i •

torn limited to the average iwmwwi speed
trv' ear can accept -4S0 <MO' ds per minute

Butthemn>d-theordin.iryadm,ttabieto-

Ihis-here-'nstitute ot-higher learning mind
can accept 2- 10 -t0 times thai much into* ma-
tiO'i By moving your dngef i down the pagei

instead ot your lips By the DaVinci method ol
Rapid Information Assimilation By naming
you in live weekly lessons to Shut your mouth
and your ears And open your mind

Think you can I do if We II prove you can
Just bnng your ne«t reading assignment

-

even your dullest most technical text- to our
free introductory lesson And see how much
more you get out of a tew minutes reading
than you ever have before

The DaVinci Schools offeryou a
FREE INTRODUCTORY LESSON

in

Rapid Information Assimiliation
Urnver»ity <* M«*««chuM«1»-Campm C»nt»f

Tuesday October 23 Room »1

5

Wednesday October 24 Room 91

S

Thursday October 25 Room IIS
at 3 PM and 7 PM each day

Bring a textbook. Not a checkbook. Not a chapstick.

1

The Mahavishnu Orchestra
*

with John McLaughlin, Billy Cobban,

Jan Hammer, Rick Laird, Jerry Goodman

Friday, October 26 at 8 p.i

Student Union Ballroom,

Tickets are $4.50, on sale now at the

Campus Center Concourse,

from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.

U Mass identification required

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Staff Photo /Zekr Trout

One day the University's here, and the next day I come to class and find this thing. What's going on?

Don't GiveVapoRub
To Your Pet Mouse

BOSTON (AP)-A spokesman for the manufacturers of Vicks
VapoRub has denied claims of a Harvard researcher that the product
may suppress man's natural immune defenses, thus making him more
susceptible to bacterial pneumonia.

"We believe that Vicks VapoRub is safe and effective when used as
directed in providing symptomatic relief to sufferers of the common
cold," said Carl Bufflington, public relations director for Richardson-
Merrell, Inc.

He responded Tuesday to claims by Dr. Gary L. Huber, head of a
team of Harvard researchers, who said data taken from mice tests are
strong enough to raise a serious question about the medicine's effect on
man's immune mechanism.
Huber admitted that extrapolating results on mice to man is not en-

tirely reliable. He said, however, that the particular type of mice used in

the VapoRub tests has proved to be a good predictor of an gent's effects

on man during 15 years of research with various substances.

Huber said his research team found "a very significant depression in

the ability of the lung to kill bacteria" and that the suppression of natural
defenses varied in direct proportion to the amount of VapoRub that the
mice inhaled.

"This dose-dependent effect is very worrisome," said Huber,
because it suggests that even small amounts of VapoRub block natural
defenses.

Buffington countered by saying that in 68 years of experience with
VapoRub "there has never been an indication that the phenomenon ob-
served in mice by Dr. Huber in fact occurs in man.

"

The company sold $30 million worth of VapoRub throughout the world
last year, according to Buffington. He said the company would have no
further comment until Dr. Huber presented his findings Wednesday to the
American College of Chest Physicians meeting in Toronto.

Dr. Huber said he didn't know what ingredient or combination of

ingredients may account for the suppressive effect, but that he will study
it further.

Nixon Vetoes War Powers Resolution
WASHINGTON <AP) -President Nixon vetoed the war powers

resolution Wednesday, saying it was unconstitutional and "would
seriously undermine this nation's ability to act decisively and con-
vincingly in times of international crisis."

The measure would have barred the president from committing U.S.
forces to combat for more than 60 days without specific approval from
Congress.

Exercising his ninth veto of the year, Nixon said he would "welcome
the establishment of a nonpartisan commission on the constitutional roles

of the Congress and the president in the conduct of foreign affairs."

And he labled as constructive a proviso of the vetoed legislation that

calls for consultation with Congress before and during the involvement of

U.S. forces in hostilities abroad.
Nixon's objections, however, were overriding. He argued that the

measure "would purport to take away, by a mere legislative act.

authorities which the president has properly exercised under the Con-
stitution for almost 200 years.

"The only way in which the constitutional powers of a branch of

government can be altered is by amending the Constitution-and any
attempt to make such alterations by legislation alone is clearly without
force."

The President said a veto message would be warranted solely on
constitutional grounds but added that "he was deeply disturbed by the
practical consequences of this resolution."

He stated it would undermine the ability to act decisively in a time of I

crisis.

Nixon said "our recent actions to bring about a peaceful settlement of
|

the hostilities in the Middle East would have been seriously impaired if

this resolution had been in force."

O'Neill Starts Impeachment Drive
BOSTON (AP) - A drive to get

Congress to start impeachment
proceedings against President
Nixon has zeroed in on the district

of House Majority Leader Thomas
P O'Neill Jr., D-Mass.
A coalition of Massachusetts

political organizations and elected

officials announced the start of the

petition drive Wednesday to gather
signatures in the 8th Congressional

District represented by O'Neill.

Calling O'Neill the most
powerful Democrat in the state and
in Congress, Jerome Grossman,
Democratic National com-
mitteeman from Massachusetts,
said, "We hope to cause him to

move with all deliberate speed
toward impeachment.
"We want him to know that his

constituents will support him as he
leads the impeachment effort."

State Rep. Thomas P. O'Neill III,

D-Cambridge, issued a statement

on behalf of his father saying that

the investigation by the U.S. House
Judiciary Committee would look
into the official conduct of
President Nixon to determine
whether he is guilty on an im-
peachable offense.

The older O'Neill said that
Nixon's decision to turn over the
presidential tapes to the court had
"put a damper on impeachment
proceedings, but in no way has it

completely halted Congressional
action."

Among those sponsoring the
impeachment drive are Citizens
for Participation in Political
Action, the Civil Liberties Union of
Massachusetts and Americans for

Democratic Action.

John Roberts, executive director
of the Civil Liberties Union, said.

"Tapes or no tapes, the record of

the Nixon administration's
disregard for constitutional rights

is cause in itself for Congress to

exercise its responsibility by in-

stituting impeachment
proceedings."

Roberts and Grossman cited as
impeachable offenses the
Presidents usurping of

Congressional war-making
powers, the activities of the so-

called Plumbers' squad and at-

tempted interference in the trial of

Daniel Ellsberg.

The Massachusetts Senate in a
resolution passed without debate
Tuesday urged the President to

reinstate Archibald Cox as special
Watergate prosecutor.

The resolution states that the

removal of Cox "suggests the most
serious impropriety on the part of
those who caused his removal" and
that "the cause of justice and in-

tegrity of our criminal judicial

system have been irreparably
damaged by this action."

TONITE
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When your automatic tran-

smission doesn't obey your
command instantly . . . It's time

for 2 hours "extra duty".
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United Transmission

Exchange, Inc.

389 King Street, Northampton,

Mass.
584 6790

The
un-dormitories.

< .reat ott-cdinpus living—indoorsand out—at citherottwo mod-
''"> apartment complexes, only minutes aw* v by car or bikefrom
Amherst College, downtownAmherstor UMasS . Now accepting
applications ior beptembtx.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

• 1,2,3bedrmapts.
• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball/

football, badminton

HrAI $aMJ/.M(>\TII

I utilities im ItiriVd I

Hurt lions Kast lhldl> ltd

i>|ip»v (.risl Mill off Kir UK

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2 bedrmapts.

• hfirtt & air conditioning

• roomy closets, st> »rage

• w.til-to-w.ill carr>rrmg

•nuster IVaWmrM
• inudrrn kite l>» rv,

• •i«h-( 'iranini; ovens

•elfdiu ranees

• •tiinless-stoel sinks

• dr-hw-jshewdisposals

• 2-door refrigerators

•Idundtytdalitios

• swimming pool
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Big

Fuj...
Wednesdays and Thursdays, Only.

Feeds 4 - 6-
l

I
Boat of tendersweet

baby clams

I
Quart of French Fries

! Pint ot Cole Slaw

$499

I Quart of Soda
' Clip the coupon -J

Chicken In seating for 54
Chicken Out Delivery Free

254-1745

fe«to*»pd CM**.
Rte. 9 (across from Zayre's) Hadley

256-8745
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Starr Photo/Bob Gamache

This furry little fellow was distressed to come home and find his

house being used as a back rest by some diligent student who insisted
on studying on such a beautiful day.

Gas Co. Pickets Continue
..SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Picket lines were up for a second day Wed-
nesday at three Springfield Gas Light Co. facilities despite the efforts of
union leaders to end an unauthorized walkout.
About 200 workers disregarded a telegram from United Steelworkers of

America President I.W. Abel and a back to work request from local
president Daniel King.

The strike, which began Tuesday morning, was called to demand that
the company rescind letters sent to five employees, who had all been
injured in industrial accidents.

The letters reportedly threatened workers with loss of jobs if other such
accidents occured or if too many sick days were taken.
One of the recipients, John M. Wynn, 38, of Holyoke, pleaded innocent to

assault charges Wednesday after he was arrested Tuesday night at a
picket site.

Wynn was charged with armed assault with intent to murder, assault
by means of a dangerous weapon and breach of peace after he pointed a
shotgun at a policeman, police said.
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Contraception Clinic Open
As a part of a comprehensive

student health program, in-

formation, counseling and
prescriptions for contraceptives
are available to students through
the University Health Services.

Staff members provide non-
judgemental consultation to help
you make your own decision in a
safe, informed and responsible
manner.
Women utilizing the con-

traception services for the first

time must attend an educational
session. Men are most welcome at
this informal program and no
appointment is needed. These
hour-long sessions are held in

Room 302 of the Health Services on
Monday at 3:00 p.m., Tuesday at

7:00 p.m., and Thursday at 3:00
p.m. Starting October 31,
educational sessions will also be
held on Wednesday evenings at
7:00 p.m.
Contraception Clinic ap-

pointments are scheduled on
Monday through Thursday
evenings. If a woman wishes to

receive a new prescription for
birth control pills or to be fitted

with a diaphragm, she will be
given an appointment on Monday
evenings. If she desires an IUD,
she will be given an appointment
for an initial consultation on
Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday
evening with a nurse practitioner.
An appointment for the IUD in-

sertion will be made with a
physician later. Appointments for
re-fill prescriptions, routine pap
tests, and check-ups are available
with a nurse practitioner on
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thur-
sday evenings.
Call 545-0057 between 5:00 p.m.

and 8:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday, for clinic appointments. If

you have any questions, please call

the Health Education Office at 545-

2492.

Counselors are available for

consultation during the evening

clinics. The counselors are willing

to listen and talk with you about

your feelings related to the

practice of contraception, the

selection of a contraception

method, pressure from peers,

parents or others, or issues con-

cerning your own sexuality or

sexual activity. Couples may also
seek consultation with the coun-
selors. You may see them during
clinic sessions without an ap-
pointment. Stop and tell the
receptionist you would like to see
the Contraceptive Clinic Coun-
selor.
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Hourly service to Boston. New York City, Albany and
everywhere, direct from the University Campus. Extra
express service to Natick and Boston every weekend.
Campos Center, Hotel Lobby
Tel. 545-2528 or 545-2006

3 reasons why
you don't read and learn 2 to10

times more efficiently.

1 You only look at one word at a time. Just as. in

kindergarten, you only looked at one letter at a time
(Why not look at one fact or idea at a time?)

You get distracted Your ears overrule your mind
Why digress and regress instead of progress9

3 You read with your voice. Maybe not with your lips but you
receive the sound of the words before their meaning
(Why not assimilate information with the speed of
light rather than the speed of sound?)

None of the above is a very good reason. And we II prove it. Just bring your nextreading assignment-even your dullest, most technical text-to our free

The DaVinci Schools offeryou a
FREE INTRODUCTORY LESSON

in

Rapid Information Assimiliation
University of Massachusetts-Campus Center

Tuesday October 23 Room 9 1

5

Wednesday October 24 Room 915
Thursday October 25 Room 81

5

at 3 PM and 7 PM each day.

Bring a textbook-not a checkbook. Why not?
.» <* t
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Get Your INDEX Here

Ralph Nader

Supports

Impeachment

(AP Wirephoto)

Consumer advocate Ralph
Nader takes part in a

demonstration outside the
Washington office of fired

Watergate special prosecutor
Archibald Cox. Nader told

newsmen he supported im-
peachment action against
President Nixon.

Meany Calls

Nixon Unstable
WASHINGTON (AP> AFL-CIO President George Meany called

President Nixon emotionally unstable Wednesday, but the White House
quickly replied that Nixon's health is excellent.

"The events of the last several days prove the dangerous emotional
instability of the President," said a statement released by Meany's of-

fice.

The White House called Meany's charge "incredible, inexcusable,
irresponsible." Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren, asked to

describe Nixon's health, replied: "Excellent."
Meany repeated his suggestion that Nixon should resign or be im-

peached and called for a new Watergate special prosecutor to replace
Archibald Cox who was fired by Nixon Saturday. "We firmly believe
there must be a completely independent investigation of the scandals of

this administration," Meany said.

"Nothing that happened yesterday changes our opinion that the
President has so destroyed the people's confidence in government that he
should resign or be impeached," Meany added.
Meanv's reference to the actions of Tuesday apparently meant Nixon's

decision to turn over to U.S. District Court Judge John J. Sirica tapes of

White House conversations wanted for the grand jury investigating the
Watergate and related cases.
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Index '73, the I Mass annual
student publication, arrived on
campus Wednesday and, ac-
cording to Editor-in-Chief Colleen
Yuu, it will be distributed to

students beginning this morning at
the trailer across from the Student
Union Building.

The yearbook came nearly two
months late because the extremely
small size of the staff caused copy
to be late to the book's printer.

Now that Indes '74 has received
funding from the Student Activities

tax Fund, its editors hope that
more studnets intend to get in-

Middle East

Forum Tonight

On Thursday, Oct. 25, at 7:30
p.m.. a radical forum will be held.
The topic is "Roots of the Middle
East Conflict", and the speakers
include Radwah Ashour, who is an
Arab student at UMass, and Alan
Einhorn, a member of the National
Committee of the Young Socialists

Alliance and a former Zionist. Due
to the current situation in the
Middle East, and the lack of truth
in the newspapers, it is essential

that the voices of the Palestinians
be heard. This forum is for all

people who are interested in the
complete picture. Everyone is

welcomed and invited to attend.
The forum will be held in the Cape
Cod Lounge, Student Union.

TO ALL DORM AND (.in I K

HOUSE HEART FUND CO-
ORDINATORS
Pick up sponsor cards for

your walkers today and
tomorrow on the concourse
level CC. All your walkers
must have one Thank you.

volved with the book's production
this year. "This will help insure

that next fall, students will receive

a quality publication," said Ms.
Yuu.
The referendum held on the

yearbook issue several weeks age

indicated that students still want
one. However, the staff, which now
numbers only about five members,
feels that without increased par-
ticipation by UMass students, the
book will suffer greatly in
coverage and effectiveness.

Yahoo! Yahoo!
Also appearing on campus this week is the last Yahoo published by

University students. The humor magazine did not receive funds to
publish this year and was subsequently sold to a private interested party.
The magazine was printed last Spring using Student Activities Tax
money but held until this fall by the staff so they could have the feeling of
extending the magazine's student life one extra semester.
A spokesman for the staff says that although the back cover of the

magazine says 50 cents, it is still free of charge to undergraduate
students.

in a rush?
grab a Quickie Lunch!

llth Floor Campus Center
Room 1102 11:31 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

LLUlfc
.«&*

op of -ffle campusj
Eiritm I restaurant

Roast Prime Rib of Beef au jus

Regular Cut
Extra Thick

New York Strip Sirloin Steak

with Onion Rings

Filet Mignon with Mushroom Caps
Baked Stuffed Shrimp

and Drawn Butter

Surf and Turf (Steak and Stuffed

Shrimp)
Beef Kebob
Baked Scrod and Lemon Butter

Chicken Kiev

Student Price
Old. . New
5.60 4.65

7.50 6.25

7.10 5.95

7.60 6.50

5.25 4.45

6.15 5.45

4.25 3.45

2.95 2.45

3.75 3.45
( Non Student prices

reduced accordingly)
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It would seem that President
Nixon, with his release of the White
House tapes, has temporarily at

least dampened the fires of im-
peachment. Many questions still

remain unanswered however, one
of the main ones being-why didn't
he release them in the beginning. It

appears that the man simply
wanted to avoid being impeached.
The logical conclusion, then, is that
the tapes contain nothing harmful
to the President. Otherwise our
fearless leader is sounding his own
death knell, and that is extremely
uncharacteristic, to say the least.
Was the tape controversy en-

tirely on principle then, or are we
to suppose that some behind the
scenes shuffling took place to
render the tapes harmless? And
what of the Cox firing, principle
again, or a shadowy maneuver to
distract the hounds from a strong
scent? Unanswered questions, and
unless the President can shed some
believable light in his speech on
Wednesday night, then they will in'

all probability remain unan-
swered. And it should be obvious

Matt Tackefc.

Interviewing Me
COLLEGIAN: How do you feel

about the current drive to impeach
President Nixon?
TACKEFF: I don't make a habit

of being for Impeachment,
especially in crucial moments in

history, such as the very one we're
talking in right now. But cir-

cumstances could force me to

change my stand. Had Nixon
continued to defy the Courts, he
would most likely have been im-
peached, and I would have sent a
letter of congratulations to that

loud-mouthed Priest who
represents me in Washington.
COLLEGIAN: Are you surprised

by the public outrage of this past
week?
TACKEFF: Not really. At first I

thought that the reports of public

sentiment were distorted, since I

have always believed that the

press has tried to confuse things by
interpreting the outpourings for

protest parades as a significant

gauge of nationwide opinion. Those
rallies are meaningless, except for

the ego's of the bored radicals.

But this time, it's all for real.

And why not? The American
people have overwhelmingly
demonstrated their devotion to

lawfulness in the past several
elections. Why shouldn't
Americans resent a Presidential
attempt to flaunt the law? Should
Nixon flagrantly violate the
principles of law and order, he
should be despised on the same
level as those pseudo-
revolutionaries who preach the
violent overthrow of the American
system.

COLLEGIAN: Do you think that

the other allegations against
Nixon, such as a possible ob-
struction of justice in the
prosecution of the Watergate
crimes, will be substantiated, thus
leading to his impeachment?
TACKEFF: No. At this point, the

evidence against Nixon is highly

inconclusive. Many of the
President's perennial critics are
deliberately jumping to con-

The M«»t«chu»KU Daily Cdlegian welcomes all
letters to the editor They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, doable-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.

AW/T'5,
ABOUZ
TIME'

MOrlE

elusions. Having failed dismally to

oust Nixon by means of the elec-

toral processes, the die-hards of

the Left are hoping to stage a coup
d'etat by means of impeachment. I

find it hard to believe that the same
people who applauded lawlessness
when perpetrated by Ellsberg, the
Berrigans, or Dr. Spock are really
upset that the President tries to

place himself above the law.
Upset? I'll bet that they're tickled
pink ( no pun) about it all. Such a
situation provides them with a
soapbox, which helps to take the
misery out of their lives.

Fortunately, neither Congress
nor the American people in the
mood to plunge the nation into

further constitutional chaos.
Things are chaotic to begin with.
Look at the economy. Inflation is

eating up any gains made by the

average wage earner. Look at the

Middle East. I don't think that the

American system could tolerate a
three-year "caretaker'' regime.
Particulary since there is no Vice
President at this time. Speaker
Albert has a notorious record of

fencestraddling and in-

decisiveness, and the country
despearately needs a President
who will take a strong, even if

temporarily unpopular, stand on
the major issues confronting us.

Unfortunately, President Nixon
hasn't provided that kind of

leadership. No, Nixon is not the

most corrupt President in the
history of this nation. He is,

perhaps, the most incompetent.
And judging from the current crop
of Presidential aspirants, that isn't

really saying too much against the
President. The sad thing about it

all is that I voted for him, and
would probably do it again if given
an alternative such as Senator
McGovern.
COLLEGIAN: What do you think

of Gerald Ford?
TACKEFF: Again, considering

the current crop of politicians.

Congressman Ford doesn't look

that bad. He has taken some good
stands in the past, but could he be
counted on to stand up straight in

the event of an emergency'' I don't
know

COLLEGIAN: Who would you
like to see elected President in
19711'

TACKEFF: Sam Krvin. if he
were twenty years younger Or
Harry Goldwater. It's pretty sad
that the most honest and respon-
sible politicians are. because of

their age, not viable candidates I

guess they don i make politicians,

like they used to.

Matt Tackeff it a Collegian
Columnist.

by now, that what to expect from

Mr. Nixon is not answers, but

vague defenses of his actions.

I am sure there is a feeling at

Camp David today, that a major
crisis has been averted, and that

the President has successfully

quelled a desire to remove him
from office. And while, to some
extent, this may be true, the

suspicions surrounding the
Presidency have been far from
remo'/ed. This is not merely a
development of the past few days,
a distrust has been constantly
growing over the last five years.
But we are, by tradition, a cautious
people, the gravity of events tend
to sober any immediate or harsh
reactions. And so it is clear, that
for the outrage of public opinion to

actually precipitate an official

response by the Congress, then
events must certainly be con-
sidered of the utmost gravity. The
patience of a cautious nation wore
thin this weekend, the fear being
that our system of government was
being challenged from high within.

It is a fear that is not often felt by
the majority of Americans, and
that fear is not easily dissipated by
a back-to-the-wall compliance with
the law. Mr. Nixon is wrong if he
believes that the country has been
put at ease, or that a television

appearance can end the confusion
and distrust that is rampant in this

land. Too much murky water has
gone under the bridge, and it is

doubtful that confidence can ever
again be restored in the
presidency, as long as Richard
Nixon holds that office.

The events of the past few days
dramatically show just how
vulnerable a nation we have
become. The United States is not

immune from the type of con-
stitutional crises that have decided
the futures of other countries
around the globe. But we are
fortunate in the respect that there
lies a buffer zone between the
people and the President. Congress
and the Courts have seemingly
accepted their responsibility in
rightfully checking a run-away
President. Ironically, the
President who has preached the
doctrine of separation of powers is

himself experiencing the effects of
that doctrine, when properly used
to curb the tendencies of power.
The Congress and the Courts must
continue to perform their intended
function, for if they fail to, the
responsibility will rest on an angry
and insensed people. The prospect
of this, while no longer un-
thinkable, is still frightening
What Richard Nixon has proved

of late, is that the American people
cherish democracy more than he
does. He has very nearly forced
drastic action to be taken for the
preservation of our system of
government. He has clearly
become ineffective, not at all

capable of leading this nation in the
tradition of the Constitution. Even
a man of his caliber must have
some realization of the anguish,
doubt, and confusion that he has
caused the country. If Richard
Nixon has any love left in his heart
for the United States, then he will
set personal ambition aside, and
resign his office. I respectfully
urge him to do so, while I call to
mind the words of one of our
prophetic Founding Fathers: "You
have a democracy... if you can keep
it."

..Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian

columnist.

Steve Anderson

Safe Again
Dick Nixon has survived another crisis and will remain in office until

1977. By releasing the Watergate Tapes, Nixon effectively destroyed any
serious attempt at impeachment. Talk of removing the Chief Executive
from office will continue but little will come from it.

Mr. Nixon's reasons for refusing to release the tapes were woven
around executive privilege and the separation of powers. The President's
definition of executive privilege differed substantially from Senator
Ervin and Judge Sirica's but it was not without merit. The argument of
the separation of powers offered by the White House is contradictory to a
basic premise of this administration, that is, the consolidation of power
through any means possible. A dangerous level of authority has become
concentrated in the hands of one man. This has been happening since the
beginning of this century. The Overman Act of 1917 gave Woodrow Wilson
the power to deal with World War I; this law has never been repealed
Nixon has shown his lack of concern for the Legislative and Judicial
branches of government. Under the guise of national security which has
become a convenient excuse for not telling the people what they ought to
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s Psychiatrist and the Chilean embassy were burglarized
I heLllsberg case is indicative of the lack of concern this administration
has for the legal process. While the facade of a fair trial was being con-
ducted in California, attempts were made to gather evidence illegally and
the presiding judge was compromised by the President and his closest
advisors. The frequent impoundment of funds authorized by the Congress
is just one example of Nixon's contempt for the legislature
The question that enters one's mind immediately is. why did the

President relinquish the tapes'? Was it the fear of impeachment" I think
not. As things stood Tuesday morning Congress would never have im-
peached the President, much less remove him from office. Represen-
ative McClosky of California was substantially correct when he ascer-
ained that most Congressmen didn't have the guts to impeach
C ongressional leadership is not very strong and both Mansfield and
Albert were reluctant to begin any proceedings against the President
Judge Sirica s threat to hold Nixon in contempt of court might have
forced the tape's release. This would have given the Congress enough
justification and perhaps the courage to act. The public reaction to the
firing of Cox. Richardson, and Ruckelshaus was much greater than had
been expected. One poll revealed that only sixteen percent of theAmerican people favored this action and over seventy-five percent op-posed it

.

while almost half the nation favored impeachment. Telegrams
o Washington were delayed three hours because of heavy traffic and
hey weren t supporting Nixon. The public must be applauded for such an

1 JJ
d ?»e and forceful reaction to Satuday's event. There always is the

possibility that Cox was fired because of something besides the tapes, like
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ed the President

'
and that ,his » ho1* scenario was

acted out lor the public.
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,d be imPeached or resign because of his attempts
to subvert the judical process in this country, his contempt of Congressand the public, and the corruption of his administration. Some say thSt we
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Steve Anderson is a Collegian columnist.
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...and now, by unpopular demand,
what you've all been waiting to hear..."

Letters To The Editor
Ten Thousand Satisfied Riders

To The Editor:

Last Friday's Collegian carried a letter to the
editor in which N. Haridasan voiced several
"questions'' about the Campus Shuttle System. For
those who, like myself, had trouble deciphering the
conglomeration of complaints, (How did Agnew get
involved? ) I would like to clarify a few points. First of
all, answers to these questions were given to Mr.
Haridasan on the telephone last week. Evidently they
were not answered to his satisfaction, because in his
closing statement he threatened to "smash some
windows on the buses. " This was obviously one of the
careful and well-planned responses that he talked
about in his letter.

No prior public notice was given re: the express
service to North Amherst and Sunderland because
such notifications cost money and time, and we were

The Second Gun
To the Editor:

Amidst ?he uproar and public outcry surrounding
President Nixon's actions of recent weeks, an issue of
equal importance has arisen. The question or issue,
which has been brought forth to the public view by the
movie "The Second Gun" is this: Was Sirhan the real
killer of Senator Robert F. Kennedy?
Theodore Charak. writer-producer of "The Second

Gun", claims that Kennedy was murdered by a
second gun. by a person standing behind him who
took advantage of the confusion created when Sirhan
fired Charak not only attacks the investigation and
findings of Kennedy's murder, but also darkly
suggests some kind of political conspiracy.

After seeing the movie. I am convinced that a
second person did murder Robert Kennedy First of
all. Sirhan was three to six feet away and facing
Kennedy when he fired, according to evewitnesses.
Hut the fatal bullet struck Kennedy BEH ND the
right ear and was traveling in an upward d.rection
Also, the other two bullets that struck Kennedy (the
neck and the right armpit i were from behind and in

an upward direction

Secondly, according to coroner I)r Thomas
Noguchi. the fatal bullet struck Kennedy behind the
right ear and was fired by a weapon held not more
than two inches from Kennedy's head If this is true,
how could Sirhan have fired the fatal bullet when he
was standing in FRONT of and at least THREE feet
away from Kennedy

Thirdly, according to William Harper, a noted
criminologist who studied the ballistic reports of the
murder weapon, the bullet that struck .John Weixler a
bystander, in the forehead and the bullet that struck
Robert Kennedv in the neck were fired from DIF-
FERENT guns
"The Second Gun" causes considerable doubt as to

whether Sirhan was the actual killer. I believe the
information found in the movie warrants a reopening
into the investigation of the assassination of Robert
F Kennedy

Stephen McAlarnev

being pressed to initiate the change by riders from
Sunderland who were justly complaining about bus
loads of Sunderland riders having to travel through
Puffton for one or two riders, when the area is being
adequately served by the North Amherst-Stadium
Route.

Another time we saw no need to make prior public
notice was when we decided to maintain a ten minute
interval between buses all day on the North Amherst-
Stadium route, rather than go to a twenty minute
interval during off peak periods. We got no complaint
on this, however.
Factors which most affect a bus driver on his route

are: the weather, which has been no problem so far

this year; other vehicle traffic with which buses still

have to compete; road construction, which has been a
problem on campus and on Belchertown Road, and
finally, the number of users getting on and off the
buses. Presently, on the peak day, Wednesday, the
Student Senate Transit Service is carrying ap-

proximately 10,000 passengers. This is about the

same number of daily riders as on the Springfield

Street Railway System, the second largest in the

state behind the MBTA Springfield Street Railway,
however, has over 150 buses compared to our 16.

The problem, then, with occasional late buses is

that the equipment is being spread very thin in order
to maximize utilization. I do realize that bus drivers,

like anybody else, are capable of making errors. If

users have any specific complaints, questions, or
suggestions, they can call the Bus Office at 5-0056.

Details such as time, route, and vehicle number will

help in investigating complaints Although Mr.
Haridasan seems to be having his problems, there
are at least 10.000 other riders who seem to be
satisfied with this service. To these others, I thank
you for your patience and patronage.

Boh (•odding

Operations Manager
Student Senate Transit Service

Oversubscribed
To The Editor:

The lead article on oversubscribed courses by Frits
Geurtsen in the Collegian for October 19th strikes at a
critical problem Being told that you cannot take a
course because it is full clearly undercuts a major
purpose for attending college, the article points out
that many overcrowded courses arise from the lack
of facilities or faculty, and I would suggest that this is

intolerable The problems stem, in large part.
because of border-line funding of the University by
the legislature of the Commonwealth (among the
lowest of all states i. This situation will persist until a
majority of state senators and representatives
recognize that their votes for larger budgets will win
them majority support among the people who elected
them In short, being vocal in political processes will
help reduce the number of "oversubscribed"
notations on your future registration cards

Arthur Mange

Recognizing The Enemy
By PEDRO HERNANDEZ

Several forms of the division of the World have been spoken of at the
non-aligned conference. For us the World is divided into Capitalist
countries and colonial countries: reactionary countries and progressive
countries: Into governments that support Imperialism. Neo-Colonialism
and racism and governments that are against Imperialism, Colonialism,
Neo-Colonialism and Racism.
The theory of the two Imperialisms-one led by the USA and the other

allegedly by Soviet Union.-Which has promulgated by the theoreticians
of capitalism, has found an echo among spokesmen and leaders of some
of the Non-Aligned countries. Sometimes by conscious design and
sometimes out of ignorance of history and of the realities of the world
today. This is, of course, contributed to by those who, from alleged
revolutionary positions, lamentably betray the cause of In-
ternationalism.

The revolutionary government of CUBA opposes and will resolutely
oppose this position under all circumstances. And therefore we feel
obliged to take up this essential and delicate question. Some people try to
ignore the heroic and unique service rendered to humanity by the Soviet
People. They act as if the Glorious October Revolution had nothing to do
with the system of colonialism that dominated the World until World
War II and the conditions that made possible the Liberation of many peo-
ples formerly subjugated by the colonial countries. The disappearance of
capitalism in many parts of the world and the emergence of forces which
keep the insatiable greed and aggressive designs of Imperialism in line.
How can one rate the Soviet Union as Imperialist? Where are its

monopoly enterprises? What industries, mines, Oil fields does it possess
in the underdeveloped World? Which worker is exploited in any country
of Asia, Africa, or Latin America by Soviet Capital?
The Economic cooperation which the Soviet Union extends to Cuba and

to other countries is not, extracted from the sweat and sacrifice of the
exploited workers of another country, but rather from the sweat and
effort of the Soviet Workers.
One must not forget for one moment that the weapons used by Cuba to

defeat the mercenaries at the Bay of Pigs and to defend itself against the
USA, by the Arab Peoples to resist Imperialist aggression, by African
Liberation Forces against Portuguese colonialism and the weapons
wielded, by the people of Vietnam in their heroic, unique and victorious
struggle, came from the Socialist Countries, essentially from the Soviet
Union.

Who did the "Non-Aligned" countries protest against for the in-
tervention and Blockade of Cuba, the intervention in Santo Domingo, and
for maintaining military bases in Guantanamo, Panama, and Puerto
Rico against the will of these Countries Peoples? Who was behind the
murder of Lumumba? Who supported the assassins of Amilcar Cabrar?
Who was behind the murder of Salvador Allende? Who supported the
assassins of Chilean Peoples? Who contributes to the maintenance of a
white racist state in Zimbabwe and helps convert South Africa into a
labor reservoir of Black men and women under conditions of semi-
slavery?

In all these cases the culprit is UNITED STATES IMPERIALISM,
which also endorses Portuguese Colonialism imposed on the Peoples of
Guinea-Bissau, the Cape Verde Islands, Angola and Mozambique. All
efforts to pit the NON-Aligned countries against the Socialist camp are
profoundly counter-revolutionary and benefit only the interest of the
IMPERIALIST. Inventing a false enemy serves only the one purpose-to
mask the true enemy.
The success and future of the Non-Aligned movement depends on not

being swayed, confused or deceived by Imperialist Ideology. Only the
strongest alliance of all progressive forces of the World will be able to
conquer the still powerful forces of Imperialism, Colonialism, Neo-
colonialism and Racism and to struggle successfully for achievement of
justice and Peace of all Peoples of the World. To alienate the friendship
of the Socialist Camp is to Weaken ourselves and put ourselves at the
mercy of the forces of Imperialism.

We Socialists are more free because We are more fulfilled: We are
more fulfilled because We are more free. Our sacrifice is a conscious
one: It is in payment for the Freedom We are building. We will make
Twenty-First-Century Man: We Ourselves.
ANY STEP BACK.-LIBERATION OR DEATH.
VIVA THE THIRD WORLD
Pedro Hernandez is a Collegian Commentator.

Our Little Watergate
To The Editor.

I am an employee of the University Computing Center and have been
watching the University's "Little Watergate" with bated breath. Mr.
Sullivan has played on the mood of the community with admirable
finesse for what better time to disclose ( or create? ) a scandal than these
days of Watergate, Agnew's resignation, and the rage over Nixon's
possible impeachment? The situation here at UMass bears a great
resemblance to Watergate in that it could be construed as the Office of
Education. Mr Fortune, and the U.C.C. trying to hide the "crimes"
Sullivan alleged. There is an unfortunate possibility that this resem-
blance will bring judgment down on these parties without reason or
restraint being exercised.

I believe Mr. Sullivan's motives are open to grave doubts, and, because
of this, his allegations also. Sullivan told a reporter of television station
WWLP that the University had fired him illegally, and, on that same
broadcast made his charges on the Title I issue. On the same station and
program the University spokesman said that Sullivan had deserted his
job and that he has proof of the charge.

Is Mr Sullivan trying to badger the University into giving his job back?
Why did he wait almost a year to make these very serious charges
against Fortune, the Office of Education, and the University Computing
Center? Why did the charges coincide with his attempts to get his job
back 9 Knowing Tom Sullivan and the other people involved in this, I

predict Mr. Sullivan will get nowhere.

Peter R. DeFriesse

Blood Donors Needed
To The Kditor:

Many things that are used and needed in today's world are easily
acquired through the processes of manufacturing. However, a few things
critically needed can not be made available in this way. One of these
things is blood. Blood is a living tissue and CANNOT be manufactured.
This is why we are the only source of supply.

Once again this semester Alpha Phi Omega and Gamma Sigma Sigma
are sponsoring the visit of the Red Cross Blood Mobile to this campus.
The blood mobile will be here for four days, October 29 through
November 1

,
with a sign-up table for appointments set up through-out this

week in the Campus Center concourse. Because of the many vital uses
for blood and the essential duties performed by blood, a large supply
must be on hand for immediate use at all times. I hope that you will
become a blood donor.

Steven C.Hudgik
APO Blood Drive Chairman
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More Editorial Commentaries

CLE. And A.I.D. You've Got To Get Up
By VICTOR M. GOMEZ

The Center for International

Education (CIE) of the School of

Education-UMass has received

$291,274 in a period of two years

from the U.S. Government's
Agency for International

Development (AID). Fur-
thermore, the CIE has been
promised a similar amount for two
more years and, in addition, AID
has awarded it an "Institutional

Development Grant" to the

amount of $1,000,000 .

As a Latin American student at

the C IE Iwant to raise the following
issues of concern for anybody in-

terested in the problems of un-

derdevelopment, imperialism, and
foreign policy.

What is AID? Simultaneously

with the initiation of the Alliance

for Progress as a response to the

threat of the potential spread of the

Cuban Revolution throughout
Latin America, the Kennedy
Administration reorganized all

U.S. lending and technical

assistance agencies centralizing

their functions into the Agency
for International Development
(1961).

The objectives and functioning of

AID could be summarized as

follows

:

1. To serve as an instrument of

implementation of U.S. foreign

policy in the developing areas of

the world. See: "The World Bank,
IDA, and IFC: Policies and
Operations." Washington, 1969.

2. To serve as an instrument of

diffusion and propaganda of the

capitalist system, usually under
the banner of "democracy". See:

"The Age of Imperialism", H.

Magdoff, 1969.

3. To stimulate and create
favorable climates for U.S. private

capital investments in developing

countries. See: "Aid as
Imperialism", T. Hayter (1971).

and "Yanqui Dollar: The con-

tribution of U.S. private in-

vestment in Lating America"
NACLA. NY. (1971). See also "The
ITT Papers".

4. To exert influence or leverage
on any country's government
toward the implementation of the

fiscal, investment, social, military,

etc. policies conducive to a

favorable climate for U.S. private

capital investment. As stated in

AID'S paper No. 9; "...leverage

goes beyond influence and per-

suasion to condition aid. explicitly

or implicitly, on specified host

country action. Leverage may be

positive or negative, aid may be
withheld unless certain conditions

are satisfied, or additional aid may
be made more available if the

economic performance of the host

country achieves specific stan-

dards. Positive leverage is

sometimes called incentive
programming*

5. To guarantee and stimulate
IS private capital investment

through loans, mortgages, and
protection agencies.

6 To modernize the elites of the
developing countries Moder-
nization in this context quite often

means "denationalization ", and
the adoption of U.S. technology,

educational system, way of life,

and values as the ideal "role

model*' to be imitated and copied

if economic development is to take

place.

The strategies and methods used

by AID to accomplish its objectives

include: sending U.S. scholars to

do "research" abroad or to serve

as consultants, financing in-

stitutional relationships between

governments and U.S. universities

Ham 20th
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(Berkeley's School of Business

advises the Brazilian Government
on economic development, Har-

vard's School of Business advises

the Colombian National Planning

Board, over 80 universities

received AID research or services

contracts from 1968 to 1970),

training and giving material to the

military and police forces of key
countries (Brazil, Guatemala,
Chile, Uruguay...), financing
research on counterinsurgency
and guerrilla warfare (American
University, RAND Corporation,

MIT. ..etc.), awarding scholarships

to study in the U.S. to key citizens

of a country, channeling research
funds into any given area of in-

terest, exerting political and
economic leverage, giving loans or

credits with "strings attached"
(provisions for reinvestment of

that money in U.S. goods, use of

U.S. transportation. .. etc. ),

coordinating strategies with the

other major international agencies
such as the World Bank, the

International Monetary Fund, and
the Inter-American Development
Bank. (This massive effort was
particularly successful in the
financial blockade of Chile from
1971 to September 11, 1973.

Why is AID interested in the

CIE? In the light of the foremen-
tioned facts, any contract or grant
from AID to any individual or
university should be regarded as a
potential situation for political

manipulation and cultural and
technical colonialism. In this

particular case AID contracted

with the CIE-School of Education
for the development of a Non
Formal (out of school) Education
Project in rural areas of Ecuador.
Over half a million dollars is being
paid by AID by the end of the

fourth year of this project. I would
like to briefly analyze some areas
of concern regarding this project.

Ecuador is one of the poorest

countries in Latin America, its

percapita income is less than U.S.

$200 per year. Ecuador has a large

pure Indian population (40 per-

cent/most of which is completely
alienated from the political,

economic, or cultural life of the

country The rest of the population
is composed by a very small

minority (less than 5 per cent) of

whites; who control the means of

production and the Government
and a mixed (mestizo) population

unable to identify itself neither

with the white nor with the indian

culture but effectively educated
toward the acceptance of the socio-

economic system. Ecuador is also

I verv oppressed country, it is

presently governed by a right wing
military regime that overthrew

President Velasco a senile
populist demagogue who publicly

boasted that all he needed to

become President was the op-

portunity to address the masses in

the main plaza of Quito, effectively

enough he ruled the country for six

terms inot all of them con-

secutively, though)

Howver. Ecuador is incredibly

rich in natural resources. Due to

the recent discovery of huge oil

depots in the northeastern Amazon
basin region this country has
become of vital importance to the
U.S.. its strategic importance is

increasing every day due to the oil

shortage and the future difficulties

of obtaining the oil from the Mid-
East. Consistent with its policy

toward Latin America since 1890,

the U.S. Government will do
everything in its power to maintain
the status quo in Ecuador and to

(Continued on P. IS)

By BOB ROSSMAN
Going to bed at three o'clock

every morning can be cool, but not

when you have to get up for that

9:05. Whatever your choice of

poison is that night, it just adds to

the everyday hassle of getting up in

the morning. Knowing what you
have to face is bad enough, but the

really tough part is the actual

waking up itself.

Don McGilvray expressed
beautifully how just one of many
dreams can be shattered by the

greatest mechanical torturing

devices of all times - the alarm
clock, the old fashioned alarm
.clock wasn't too bad because when
it went off all you had to do was
stick your pillow over your head
and wait for it to wind itself out.

But the electric alarm clocks; you
have to shut them off. What a pain!

Freshman year my roommate and
I used to have a great

arrangement. His classes were at

eight, ten, and twelve,. Mine were
at nine, eleven, and one. The alarm
would go off at seven thirty. He'd

shut it off and go back to bed. I shut

mine off at eight thirty. His turn at

nine thirty, mine at ten thirty, etc.

Finally, one morning he got so mad
he picked it up and threw it against

the wall. Very destructive, really

unnecessary, and fantastically

unbelievable. I really liked that

kid.

The final step in the cycle is the

clock radio. Imagine being
blissfully serenaded by your
favorite music to gently prod you
awake. Nice thought, huh? Too bad
it don't work that way. My radio is

strictly AM, so either you listen to

the marketplace on WTTT in

Amherst, or you wake up to the

great sound of Hampshire County
static. However, being a fifties

freak, I lucked out. WACE in

Chicopee knally comes in on my
radio, so now I can wake up to my
kind of musuc every day.

There is one addition to the list,

and that is the convenience of the

ten minute snooze alarm. Most
people who have them love them,
but there are also problems
associated with them. An exam-
ple: Big 10:10 class tomorrow,
gotta get up early and be ready. Set

the alarm for nine. Nine o'clock

rolls around and off goes the

alarm. Well, another ten minutes
sleep couldn't hurt. Ten minutes
later, and you reach the same
decision. It becomes a reflex until

you realize finally that it's ten

o'clock. You bust your ass to get

there (the class, naturally, is

always on the other side of cam-
pus), and get thereat 10:25, just in

time to see what you got up early to

see.

Along comes the weekend.
Saturday a lot of people like to do
things, so they still get up early

But Sunday, beautiful Sunday, day
of long and restful sleep. Another

nice thought, right? Wrong. I don't

know of anvbody (I mav have

missed a few people in my survey)
who has never had a roommate
whose parents call at 10:00 a.m.
what seems like every Sunday
morning. His sleep (and yours,

too) is shot, so he gets up and goes
to the bathroom. The flushing of

toilets wakes up the nearest
inhabitants, and everyone knows
that people that live next to, or
across from the bathroom, are
always rowdy. Everybody up! So

ten o'clock seems to be the magic
time for Sunday monnings.

And so, to all the professors who
get upset by students sleeping in

their classes, don't be. Instead, try

to understand. If you think life here

on campus is so tough, just think

how tough it is if you have to get up
every day to face it.

Bob Rossman is a Collegian
commentator
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Why Is A.I.D. Interested In The CLE.
(Continued from P. 14)

insure that country's future toward

the capitalist mode of production,

and similarly will AID and the

other policy-implementing
agencies: World Bank, IMF,
Armed Forces. ..etc.

The formal educational system

in Eduador represents the main
mechanism for the perpetuation of

oppression; less than 2 per cent of

those who enter primary education

finish university education and
these represent less than 1 per cent

of the labor force. Clearly the

the system selects its ruling elite

trough the concentration of

educational opportunities on those

who can either afford or survive

through several years of schooling.

Consequently, AID has funded

two major educational programs

with U.S. Universities; the first

program with the U. of New Mexi-

co is oriented toward the develop-

ment of elementary and secondary
education textbooks, the second

with the CIE-School of Education-

UMass intends to develop out of

school educational materials to be

used on a national basis by the

Adult Education Department of the

Ministry of Education. Both

contracts are intimately related to

AIDs objectives; the textbooks

developed by the U. of New Mexico

will be obviously influenced, in the

content, by U.S. values and
political hilosophy. The CIE's
contract will strenghten and
reinforce the Ministry of

Education's ability to reach and

"educate" every rural area in

Ecuador.
The implication of both contracts

is that AID is not inter-

ested at all in changing the

formal educational system but in
'

' a m e r i c a n i z i n g
'

' and
strenghtening it. AIDs contract

with the CIE requires from the

latter the development of in-

structional materials (in literacy,

health, coop education. ..etc.) and

the identification of national and

regional delivery systems for those

materials so that the maximum
coverage of rural populations be

achieved. The CIE is required to

work closely with the Ministry of

Education and SENARED
(technical aids center) in order to

create a national network that will

reach every rural community, the

center of this network being the

Ministry of Education itself.

Obviously if this scheme is suc-

cessful the Ministry will be much
more powerful and its political

influence will be present

everywhere. The Ministry of

Education has the constitutional

obligation to educate the
Ecuadorean population within the

context of Catholicism,
democracy, private property,
profit motive and capitalistic mode
of production.

In analyzing CIE's contract it is

important to quote AID's criteria

for the evaluation of the project:

1. Comparative effectiveness
between distribution networks in

reaching rural people.

2. Changes in institutions

resulting from the use of

materials.

3. Changes in communities
resulting from the use of

materials.

4. Impact of different types of

training or field support
mechanisms developed for each
participating institution.

This evaluation criteria clearly

show AID's objectives; to obtain

knowledge of comparative ef-

fectiveness beween distribution

networks, types of changes oc-

curred through the use of certain

materials and methods, and
knowledge on how to make this

system work. For AID it is not

important to evaluate the

educational philosophy of the CIE
nor the content of its educational

materials but the characteristics

and dynamics of the macro-social

process of reaching and in-

fluencing the maximum number of

peasant communities in Ecuador.

It is impossible for me to know
what AID's ulterior motives and

plans are. All I can do is to refer to

a number of previous AID con-

tracts with U.S. institutions of

which; under the intention of doing

"safe" research, or implementing

humanitarian objectives, or

"objectively" advising a given

government. AID has been
amassing extensive and intensive

information about values, political

attitudes, institutions, political

processes, social intervention

processes... etc. Examples: Plan

Camelot, Brookings Institution,

Berkeley, Columbia U., M.S.U.,

Harvard U., Cornell U., U. of

Michigan... etc.

Another objective commonly
sought by AID is increasing the

dependence of Latin American
countries in educators or other

type of "experts" for the solution

of their problems, most of which do

not have anything in common with

the types of problems these "ex-

perts" have experience within the

U.S. This process has created

tremendous problems of

denationalization and cultural and
technical colonialism in Latin
America. Consciously or not, each
one of these thousands of U.S.

citizens doing work in Latin
America is selling his political

values, his way of life, his at-

titudes...etc. each one is con-

tributing to increasing the
dependence on and imitation of the

U.S. Let me ask this question: if

U.S. educators have not been able
to solve the educational problems
in their own country, what is the

rational justification for the
presence of hundreds of them in

Latin America? Why do they think,

self-righteously, that they have
something to contribute to a

country's educational development
when in most cases they do not

even know the history, the in-

stitutions, nor the language? Part
of the answer is that they go to

Latin America because there are
political institutions like AID that

pays them very good money to go,

and not because we Latin
Americans have willingly put

forward a welcome invitation.

Although, I must admit, the
Americanized elites (lackeys) are
very happy to have U.S. people

advising them.
Finally, the forementioned

thoughts take increasing relevance

when one analyzes AID's new
'

' I nsti tutional Development Grant"
to the CIE for the amount of one
million dollars over a five year
period. I won't discuss this con-

tract in detail in this article, for the

moment it is enough to say that the

objective of this grant is "to

strengthen and develop the CIE
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246 King St., (Rte. 5)

Northampton 534-0660
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School of Education's competence
in non-formal (out of school)

education for the developing
world". Again, AID chooses a U.S.

institution located in Amherst,

Mass.; and not a national agency
in Burma. Peru, Ethiopia or any
other country in the developing

world; to play an important role in

the development of the educational

systems of the developing world.

This is not ironic, though, it is a

well thought out strategy toward
the accomplishment of the U.S.

Government's imperialist policies.

Mr. Gomez is a doctoral student

from Columbia in the School of Ed.
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Conference Held
On William Morris

After The Chelsea Fire:

According to Michael Wolff of

UMass, two of the great challenges
of modern civilization have been to

maintain a sense of beauty and to

develop a sense of human equality
in a time of industrialization. One
of the most extraordinary people
ever to confront these challenges
was the Victorian William Morris,
poet, thinker, craftsman, designer,
and pioneer socialist. Towards a
greater understanding of Victorian
Britain and our own times, the Five
College Victorian Studies Group is

holding a two day conference on
"William Morris: Versatile Vic-
torian," on Nov. 2 and 3 at Amherst
College and the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. Dr.
Wolff, a Victorial scholar in the
UMass English department, is

conference coordinator.

The program will open Friday
afternoon, Nov. 2, at Converse
Hall, Amherst College, with three
specialized programs on Morris'
sources, friends and relations, and
his Utopian novel, "News from
Nowhere." Friday evening at 7:30,

a special program will be given at
Meade Art Museum, Amherst
College. Joseph Dunlap, secretary
of the William Morris Society, will

show samples and slides of Morris'
work in both the decorative arts-
fabrics, wallpaper, and furniture--

and the graphic arts, particularly
the work of Morrix' justly
celebrated Kelmscott Press.
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The main session of the con-
ference will take place Saturday in
the Campus Center of UMass.
Registration, with a fee of $8 for
both days, $5 for Saturday alone,
and $5 for the Saturday dinner, is

from 10 to 11 in the morning.
The conference will open at 11

with an introduction to the life and
thought of William Morris.
Speaking on "Morris the Poet" will

be Carole Silver of Yeshiva
University. Judith Applegate of the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts will

comment on "Morris the Craft-
sman." Jan Gordon of the State
University of New York at Buffalo
will discuss "Morris the Thinker,"
and Philip Backstrom of Nor-
theastern University will consider
"Morris the Activist."

Following lunch, the conference
will subdivide into concurrent
discussion sections on each of these
four main topics. Moderated by
Herbert Sussman of Northeastern,
it will re-unite at 4: 15 p.m. to "Put
Morris Together." After cocktails
and dinner, the conference will

return to that task in a discussion
of "Morris and his Times,"
beginning at 8:15, which will be
chaired by Michael Wolff.

Those interested in the formation
of a proposed Northeastern Vic-
torian Studies Association will

meet at 10:30 Sunday morning in

the Campus Center.
Many people are interested in

Tack Rats' Relegated To Ruins
CHELSEA, Mass. (AP)-The

Board of Aldermen of fire-ravaged
Chelsea, hearing the city's junk

'

and rag dealers described as
"pack rats", has voted to oppose
the relocation of such businesses
from the burned areas of the city
into other sections.

Alderman Joel M. Pressman,
who called the dealers "pack
rats," told a board meeting at-

tended by about 500 persons
Tuesday night, "Before you know
it. they will begin to destroy other
Chelsea neighborhoods and your
neighbors will begin to sell their
homes."
Fire officials said many junk and

rag dealers had businesses in the
. 30-block area hit by the estimated
$100 million conflagration Oct. 14.

one aspect or another of Morris.

Some know his importance as an
early Socialist and as a fighter for

ecological balance and for the
preservation of the inherited past

;

others know him as a poet and an
essayist; others know him as a
rebel against the ugliness of
conventional Victorian design and
as the initiator of the arts and
crafts movement.

Further information is available
from Dr. Wolff at the UMass
English department, 545-0396.

Two were alleged at the meeting

to have relocated illegally into new
areas of the city.

City Building Commissioner
Frank Mondano said the two
businesses "do not have occupancy
permits which only I can give out.

They snuck into the new locations

at night."

Meanwhile, cleanup operations
in the fire area continued
cautiously as officials attempted to

locate and cap 24 underground fuel

tanks beneath the charred debris.
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Art Of Bookmaking

"Books. . . the Art of Book-
making," is on exhibit at the Art
Gallery in Herter Hall at UMass
through Nov. 9.

Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 4

p.m. Tuesday through Friday,
Friday evening from 7 to 9 and
Saturday and Sunday from 2 to 5

p.m. There is no charge and the
public is invited.

On exhibit will be books showing
various aspects of book design,
typography and binding. The
bindings on display were crated by
Arno Werner of Pittsfield.

The typology and design of many
of the books were executed by
Robert L. Dothard of Brattleboro.
A series of drawings and prints by
Wang Hui-Ming of Montague
demonstrates the processes of
design and printing of a book.

Free Jazz Workshop
The UMass Jazz Workshop large

ensemble will premier two new
works in its Nov. 6 concert in the
Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.
The concert will feature the first

performances of "Blue Express"
by Fredrick Tillis, who conducts
the group, and "Concerto Grosso"
by Jake Epstein, who is the
assistant conductor.
Also on the program will be a

small improvisation group
directed by Max Roach and an
improvisation workshop ensemble
under the joint direction of Archie
Shepp and Reggie Workman.
The event is part of the depart-

ment of music's free concert
series.
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Grads, Faculty, Staff Hold Mixer
Everyone's face is new to

someone. The population of
professional or career minded
single people in the Connecticut
Valley presently numbers in the
thousands. Those who are
graduate students, faculty or staff

mixer and bar scene provides little

opportunity to meet other singles
of similar interests in the same age
bracket. For several years a group
has organized small parties for the
single faculty and staff in the Five
Colleges. It has become apparent

organization called the Five
College New Faces Association
with the objective of providing a
catalist for communication has
been formed. Operating on the
classical assumption that single
people are interested in meeting

POTPOURRI
members, or for other reasons are
located in the Five College area,
find in a short while that the local

Landscaping

Conference
A Conference on Landscape

Assessment is to be held at the
Campus Center on November
15 and 16. On-campus sponsors
include the Department of
Landscape Architecture and
Regional Planning, UMass
Landscape Association;
Institute for Man and His
Environment. Students in-

terested in attending should
call Jeff Riotte or Marsh
McLoughlin at Dickinson
House-5-0930. Advance
registration is required.

School Of Ed. Offers New Courses

The School of Education is currently operating under a curriculum
process called Flexible Curriculum whereby learning experiences do not
necessarily conform to the three hour a week semester long University
standard. Consequently, throughout the semester various learning ex-
periences become available that may or may not have been com-
municated at the time of registration. Below are listed those learning
experiences which are starting within the next two weeks (Oct. 29-Nov. 2
and Nov. 5-9) and which still have space available for additional
enrollment. Students desiring to sign up for these learning experiences or
get more information about them should contact the School of Education
Registration and Advising Offices on the first floor of Hills House South.

4820-Interpersonal Skills and Racism in the Classroom-Workshop II
9:00-5:00. Nov. 2-4, 100 mods, Barbara Love-Maryellen Harmon, Hills 467

5493-Chicago's Metro High: A Case Study (NASP), Thursday 9:05-
12:05. Nov. 1-only to receive assignment, Nov. 15, 29 35 mods, Donn
Kesselheim, Hills 467

0025-Integrated Arts Experience for Expressive Development 6
sessions with Lab, 3 hrs. once a week for 6 weeks. 3:15-6: 15. Nov. 1 8 15
29 Dec. 6, 13. 200 mods, Stephen Kennedy-Susan Brainerd, TBA

4125-Fundamentals of Innovation-The Instructional Framework
Friday Nov. 2, 1 : 30-3: 45, 50 mods, Kent Lewis, Hills 323

0210-Language Development in Early Childhood Education, Section
3. 1 :00-2

: 15, Nov. 6, 8, 13, 15, 20, 27, 29. Dec. 4, 100 mods. David Day, GOES
PI

4558-Introduction to Statistical Inference, 3:45-6: 15, Thursday Nov 8-

Dec 6. 100 mods, Quilling, SBA 1

4126-Fundamentals of Innovation-Awareness: A Teacher's Self-
Initiating Model, 9:30-11 .00, Wednesday, Nov. 7, 20 mods, Phyllis Gudger
Hills 323
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ABSOLUTELY FREE

provide easy music conducive to
conversation and dancing. A
donation of $1.00 will be asked in

order to meet the expenses of the
party, since no benevolent
benefactor has appeared.
Any profit after expenses will be

used to finance other parties or
activities. So, if you're in the mood
to see and meet some new faces
next Friday evening, bring some
familiar ones along and support
the first endeavor of the Five
College New Faces Association.

that this minority group should
also include graduate students and
others who are interested.

Since there are few means
available to help facilitate
awareness of each other, an

Academic Affairs

Conference Convenes

A regional Conference of
Academic Affairs Administrators
will be held at the UMass Campus
Center Thursday and Friday, Oct.

25 and 26, with James W. Shaw, an
associate dean in the UMass
College of Arts and Sciences, as
chairman.

Academic affairs administrators
deal primarily with such matters
as admissions orientation,
academic counseling, scheduling,

academic standing and curriculum
development.

each other (!), a party has been
planned for Friday, October M
from 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. on the
10th floor of the Campus Center at
UMass. A cash bar will be
available and Franconia Notch will

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

soNy 6076A.am-Fm
STEREO RECEIVER

KLH Model 71
SPEAKERS

BSR 510 AXE
turntadIe

§

•;•

•*• - .• v. v.

. >f, •»

$299.50 SONY BSR

More Neat Things at our Regular Low Prices.

— SHURE M91 ED Cartridge
— SHARPE Model 7 Headphones
— PE 3012 Changer

— SCOTCH TAPES (extra 10 per cent off on 12 or more rolls)
207 (Mastering)
212 (low noise, high output)

C 60 (low noise, high density)

C 90 (low noise, high density)

LIST
$54.95

$19.95

$94.95

$7.70

$6.65

$2.50

$3.75

ADVENT CHROMIUM DIOXIDE TAPES

C 60

C- 90

C-120

LIST
$2.99

$3.74
$4.99

OURS
Ml
$2.39

$3.09

$4.15

L
HN. Pleasant St.

mherst. Mass. 01002

TRIPOD

OUR
PRICE
$19.95

9.99

$69.00

$5.29

$4.59

$1.80

$2.75

OURS
12 or more

$2.25

$2.89

$3.85

AUDIO
219 Main Street

Northampton, Mass. 01060
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'Bull Slaying At Dura Europos"
David Francis, assistant professor of classics at Yale University, will

speak on "Bull Slaying at Dura Europos" at 8 p.m. Wednesday Oct. 31 in

the Converse Assembly Room at Amherst College. The illustrated lecture

is open to the public without charge.

The lecture will provide an account of the Dura Mithraeum sanctuary

in Syria within the broader context of the history and art of the city. The

discovery of the Dura Mithraeum site in 1934 was heralded as an event of

major importance by historians of Roman Mithraism. Its rich frescoes

and abundant graffiti were well-preserved and unusually informative in

detail, providing a particularly instructive example of the dissemination

and practice of the Mithraic cult in the Imperial East.

Professor Francis is also the curator of Yale's Dura-Europos Collec-

tion, and secretary of the International Society for Mithraic studies. This

year he is vice-president of the New Haven Society of the Archaeological

Institute of America. He is the author of several articles on Greek and

Latin philology, and has translated an important monograph on the Dura

Mithraeum.

China Colt Displays Art

The works of a local artist,

China Colt, will be featured in a

showing at the Unitarian
Society, North Pleasant Street,

Amherst.
A resident of Amherst, Ms.

Colt was born in California in

1949. She started making
pictures at the age of 4, and
decided at five that she would
be an artist when she grew up.

She studied at the Art Students

League in New York City and
then attended Bennington
College, where she studied with

many leading artists of the

Staff I'hoto James (nam

New York avantgarde. The

orthodoxy was large color field

paintings. Eventually she

came out of it a represen-

tational painter. From land

scapes painted in a lyrical, airy

manner, she evolved to a

tighter, more form -conscious

style. She also works in

watercolor and colored pencil.

Gallery hours for Ms. Colt's

showing will be from 9-1,

Monday thru Friday, Oct. 15

thru Nov. 15.

Peace Corps Need Agie Students
Peace Corps gets more requests for people with degrees and ex-

perience in agriculture than any other single skill, according to Russ

Staples, who is responsible for recruiting agriculture on this campus.
Staples, who supervised a poultry breeding program in India for three

years, says that demand for agriculturists has traditionally run ahead of

the number of people that Peace Corps can supply.

"We know that we're in a very competitive job market. People are

aware of Peace Corps programs," he said, citing a survey taken last year

which showed that 50 per cent of seniors graduating in agriculture had
inquired at one point or another about opportunities in the Peace Corps.

Staples says that he, in talking to someone personally, attempts to

highlight the following differences between a job with Peace Corps and
other jobs in agri-business: "The most obvious one is the difference

between Kansas City and Gyarampalli; we can predict with accuracy,
that your life will change as a result of the Peace Corps experience."
"The challenge professionally is also different. It's significant to me

that Borlough works outside the U.S. The chances of participating in a

breakthrough' in technology or method are slim if you stay here," he

said.

Staples claims that the Peace Corps experience is a proven inroad to

many jobs with government agencies and private business both here and

abroad. It's also a ticket into many graduate school programs, par-

ticularly in the field of International Ag.

Russ will be on campus November 5, 6, 7, &8 to talk to seniors and
graduate students about specific programs and opportunities. Interested

students are urged to sign up for an interview in the placement office or

stop by the Peace Corps table in the Student Center.
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Women's Choir To
Sing Baroque Works
The UMass Women's Choir,

directed by Alan Harler, will

perform music by four Baroque
masters in a Nov. 4 concert in

Memorial Hall Auditorium at 8

p.m.
The choir will sing solo and small

ensemble pieces by Couperin,

Purcell, Schutz, and Monteverdi,

four composers who were the

leading exponents of the baroque

style of composition in France,

England. Belgium, and Italy,

respectively.

The concert is part of the UMass
department of music's free concert

series.
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AAGH!
Radio station WTTT (1430

AM dial only) will be broad-
casting Orson Welles' "War of

the Worlds" in its entirety on
Sunday at noontime.

Home Economics

Considers Changes

Changes and reorganization in

the College of Home Economics
will be discussed Tuesday evening

October SO, 7:(K) p.m. room 300

Skinner Hall. Associate Dean
Ernest Buck and Acting Director

W.J. Mellon will be speaking on the

Status of The School. They will

answer questions concerning the

new Division of Home Economics
in the College of Food and Natural

Resources and the major options to

be offered All are welcome.

The Chequers
University Drive at Amity Street. Amherst 256-8189

Enjoy a great dinner and a movie

Thursday night at one fantastic price . . .

$w50
two persons

This Thursday: Shrimp Marinara, oven

baked garlic bread, fresh garden salad.

Then on to CAMPUS CINEMAS to enjoy the movie of

vour choice at one of the three luxurious

CAMPUS CINEMAS

Give Your Stomach the Treatment It Deserves

at the

DOWN
UNDER

Snack Bar
at

Open Mon.-Fri., 7 p.m.-12 a.m.
GREENOUGH

Sat. & Sun., 12 p.m. -12 a.m.

'Shoes For the Entire Family"

PIONEER VALLEY FACTORY SHOE OUTLET
East St., Wart, Matt, in the Industries Yard.

First Quality Stores for the Entire Family
at Factory Prices in Our Factory Store.

Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.,

Friday to 9 p.m.

•Cancel Iahc vis

• Factory Surplus
• Ov/ev-KvviS

~<y»iou6 Mikes'-

Women's dress,
sport, casual

SHOES

A Most wanted revest*

* Assort hj frvaiqlih

it F»ski0»t color's

* LsmH^,ft^«,f»Ws>

vttiue&rtt

s^le
• • •

fill/TON THESE 1973 4JIGH FASHION STTlfSJ

' au_wahtbv colors

• Nip- CALF BOOTS
' Hi- SoofS • MiDCALf Boots

' SOM E SL/6H TLY IRREGULAR

• 9TACKB9 HCtLt

» AtttXTtt nut nti+m yttWteft ur Tf.**

Hie AufeK vaiUeiJ. >W eax£u /rt UttM&eutn.

Smith Holds
Flute Recital
On Sunday evening, October 28,

the Smith College Department of

Music will sponsor a flute recital

by Adrianne Greenbaum in Sage
Hall on the Smith campus.
Ms. Greenbaum, who holds an

instructorship at both Smith and
Mount Holyoke Colleges, received

her B. Mas. degree from Oberlin

College, and her M. Mus. from the

Yale School of Music. She has been
solo flutist with the "Our Bach
Concerts" in New York City, and a
member of the New York City

Ballet Orchestra in Saratoga for

two seasons.

Ms Greenbaum has performed
many recitals in the East and Mid-
West. Two future performances
include her January debut recital

in Carnegie Hall, and a baroque
flute recital in March at the Yale
Collection of Musical Instruments.

For Sunday's recital, Ms.
dreenbaum will be assisted by
Smith College faculty members
Lory Wallfisch, harpsichord, and
Kugenie Malek, piano. The
program will include Telemann's
Concerto in I) Major; Fourteen
Pieces for Flute and Piano by
Charles Koechlin; Requiem, by
Kasuo Fukashima; and Three
Pieces by Karl Kohn. Following an
intermission, the program will

conclude with Beethoven's
Serenade. Opus 41, in seven
movements.
The recital will begin at 8:00

o'clock. The public is invited to

attend, and admission is free.

MEET THE

AT THE HUNOffY-LT

103 N.PLEASANT ST.

253-9080
PIZZAS TOO!!

1

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW.

Capricorn can be serene. Natives of this

zodiacal sign learn from experience These
are the late achievers The Capricorn per
son overcomes obstacles, survives set-
backs, bounces back and concluded by
stepping into the winner's circle Capricorn
enjoys spirited discussions with Pisces,
philosophical discourses with Virgo and
makes money with Aquarius Capricorn is

physically attracted to Taurus, often
marries Cancer and does favors for
Gemini Capricorn is dubious about
Sagittarius and should be cautious in

dealings with Aries and Libra

AKIKS (March 21 April It): Check with
partner, mate regarding finances Km
phasis is on discovery Kind out by making
inquiries Be discreet but show that you do
mean business Cancel'. Capricorn persons
figure prominently Get to the heart of

matters

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Maintain
low profile Not wise to force issues
Patience becomes valuable ally Win your
way through social contacts Avoid
pressing for too much. t(H> soon Sagittanan
could play key role Surprise visit is in-

dicated

GEMINI (May :!l June 20> New MOM
position coincides with emphasis in health
and dependents Key is to know when to

draw line Moderation is definite asset Be
ware el details Get bask task sc
compiished There will be temporary delay
CANCER (June 21 -July 22 1 Good lunar

aspect coincides now with romantic in

cl mat ions and creative endeavors Young
person returns a favor You have chance for

beneficial changes What seemed out -of

reach becomes available

LEO i July 23 Aug 22): New outlook

regardinf home, security, family is

featured YOU retreat I tow steps but you
also make significant advances Family
member is willing to see things your way
Be a gracious "wmnci '

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Some ap-
pointments may t>e missed bSCSVBfl ot

timing error You would be wise to double
Chech I'isces individual could play
significant role See situation as it is, not

Youmerely as you would like it to be

could be trying to do too much at once
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Accent is on

money, responsibility and achievement
Review Leo message Deal with older,

experienced individual Avoid temptation
to take what looks like a shortcut Select

quality Be thorough Collect and pay debts

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Lunar cycle

is tops take a chance on yourself Trust

judgment, hunch Make new start Strive to

imprint your own style Be independent in

thought, action Highlight originality Be
ready for compliments from opposite se\

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22Dec 2D What
vou thought was settled may be revived in

In'hind scenes meeting Clandestine affairs

are brought to light If you want to put head
m sand, you temporarily delay showdown
Key is to understand in mature manner
Deal cast first stone But do tace issues

CAPRICORN i Dec 22 Jan 19' Accent is

on romantk interests, creative pursuits,

satisfaction to be gained through
professional activity Cancer individual

might figure prominently Avoid any
tendency to look back, to brood, to wonder
about "if only "or "what might have been

"

These ere sledgehammer words'

AQUARIUS (Jan Is-Psh ih> Spotlight

is on where you want to go. how far vou are
prepared to travel, how much effort vou
intend to put forth Don t promise more

than can be delivered One you care for is

watching, observing and will pass
lodgment

PISCES I Feb 19 March 20) You may be
studying a new subject You could even he
speaking I different language You will l>c

changing your routine Your views will 1h'

sought Fine for writing, for making long

distance contacts, connection! Broaden
llOl I/OI1S

IFTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

Introspective, somewhat ol • perfectionist

You have tendency to brood You draw to

vou many Ixirn under Virgo, Pisces You
are due to earn more but vou also will have
added financial responsibilities If single,

marriage is on nor i /.on Dynamic young

person will soon bring pleasure

Copyright 1973, Gen Kea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Church bench
4 Strip of leather

9 Bone of body
12 Macaw
13 Pertaining to

the tides

14 Before

15 Separated
17 Knocked
19 Lavishes

fondness on
21 Also

22 Allowance
for waste

24 Sink in middle
26 Apothecary's

weight

29 Renovate
31 Recompense
33 Cravat

34 Hebrew month
35 Obscure
37 Things, in law

39 A continent

(abbr.)

40 footlike part

42 Joke (slang)

44 Auxiliary veil)

46 Narrow, flat

board
48 Existed

50 The sweetsop
51 Condensed

moisture

53 Pastime
55 Buy bat k

58 Publk esteem
61 Native metal

62 Tapestiy

64 Negative

65 Emerge
victorious

66 Declare

67 Female sheep

DOWN

Road (abbr.)

Swiss river

Real estate

map
Rumor
Anger
Article ot

furniture

Carried

Seed container
Weaken
Snares

Revolutionary

25 long, slender
fish

Passageway

Repasts

Haupiece

Affirmative

Stomach

Keen

Become
melancholy

Aeriform fluid

9
10
11

16
18
2C
22

23

27

28

30

32
36
38

41

Answer to Yesterday 's Puzzle
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43

45 Put in harmony

47 Golf mound
Pole which

crosses a

tore and att sail

P.unpens

Bacteriologist's

wire

*f

49

52

54

55 Quarrel

56 Silkworm

57 Small rug

59 Game at

marbles

60 Organ ot sight

63 Parent
(rolloq )

Soft food

Period of time

Prison head

let it stand

Rise and fall o
ocean (pi.)

1 2 3
. . .

4 5 6 7 8

I
9 10 11

12
-x>

13
a*
OCX

14

15 16 17 18

vyjj v-.

» \ •» » »

V.\y\V
19 20 BBC 21

. . . . .

22 23 24 25 $57 26 27 28

29 30 .-..' 31 32 m 33

34

>X"v

35 tsr KM 37 38 39

40 41 42 43 44 45

46 47 K5
• >

48 49 ^ 50

v v ,

fk'.\\\'

v v v
51 52 . . o

53 54
i i »

i

i
6055 56 57 KgKMK8

58 59

61 • . •

AAA
62 63

h"nV

64

65 66
frn

67
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PI AM IS /tell me \ ARE THERE MORE 0AD PEOPLE

IN THE DORLP OR ARE THERE
MORE G006 PEOPLE ?
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Notices
MAHAVISHNU MARSHALS

All persons who have been con
'acted to work on the security force

for the Mahavishnu Orchestra
concert must attend meeting
TONIGHT at 9:00 in CC Rm. 805 809.

BOOKS NEEDED
Will buy any Finnish for

Foreigners by AALTO, previous
Finnish students please note. Call or

see Hilkka at 210 Prince, 6 9957.

CENTER FOR JEWISH STUDIES
Thursday courses begin tonite

towards a personal Theology 6:30,

Jewish Arts and Crafts 7:30. Both
held in Hillel Office 302, SUB.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COUN-
SELING
Mrs. Holmes will be in CC. 104 this

afternoon. All members of the Univ.

are welcome to visit for a talk or for

help with a specific problem.
CONCERT COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting of the Set

up and Arrangement Committee on
Thurs. 10 25 in the S.U. Council
Chambers from 68 p.m. All S-A
Committee members must attend.

CULTURNATIVES CLEARING-
HOUSE
Organizational meeting all are

welcome. UCF, 319 Hampshire
House, 4 p.m.
CUSP
General meeting all Psychology

majors and everyone interested in

the Psych Dept. encouraged to at

tend Thurs, 10 25, 7 p.m. in 207

Tobin.

DVP MEETING
There will be a DVP meeting

tonight, Thursday at 6:30 in Rm. 169

CC.
EXPECTANT WOMEN'S EXER-
CISE
Exercise classes involving body

building, relaxing breathing

techniques, labor, birth parenthood.

All women welcome. Oct. 29, 7:30

p.m. Boys Exercise Rm, Amherst Jr.

High. Jeanne Schwartz 253 5178.

FINNISH CLUB
Will meet in 801 CC. at 7:30. Bring

books, if you have them.
FORUM
Thursday, 10 25, /:30 p.m. Cape

Cod Lounge, S.U. Roots of the Middle
East Conflict, speakers: Radwah
Ashour, Alan Einhorn, others. All are
invited to attend.

FREE FILM CANCELLED
The scheduled silent films Variety

and The Crazy Ray will not be shown
this week, but at a future date to be
announced.
GAY WOMEN CAUCUS
Meets 7:30 Thursday, 4 East

Lounge Dickinson. All women are
welcome.
IMPEACH NIXON
Open public meeting, 6:30 tonight,

Colonial Lounge. To plan further

actions. We will discuss national

plans as well. Please join us. Spon
sored by Ad Hoc Committee to

Impeach Nixon.

JEWISH WOMEN
The first meeting of the Jewish

Women's Forum is tonite at 8:30 in

302 S.U. Come and add your ideas and
suggestions to the group.

LANDSCAPE OPERATION CLUB
Meeting Thurs., 10 25, 7 p.m., 803

CC Guest speaker: Dennis Dowd.
MIDEAST CRISIS
"The Truth about the Middle East,

We fight Israel because it occupies
our Land". Speakers from the Arab
Student Org. and Young Socialist

Alliance, tonight at 8 in the Cape Cod
Lounge.

N.E.S. TUTORING
Meeting tonight in Rm. 178 CC

7:30 p.m. for any tutors interested in

Impeachment Issue

Debated Monday
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's press secretary will participate

here Monday on a panel discussion on "Will President Nixon Be
Impeached?"

Richard Drayne, the Kennedy press aide, will appear at 8 p.m.
in the Public Health Auditorium, Morrill Science Center.

Other members of the panel will be Martin Nolan, Washington
Bureau Chief of the Boston Globe and a columnist for the Village

Voice, and Charles Claffey, the Globe's congressional

correspondent.

The panel is part of a Monday night series sponsored by the

Journalistic Studies Program with the cooperation of the Political

Science Department.
Drayne, Nolan and Claffey will also participate in a seminar

earlier Monday as part of a joint Journalism and Political Science

.course. ,

helping to plan Halloween Party.
Please be there!

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The bus for Northampton will leave

at 630 from Hasbrouck stopping at

Paterson House (Sunset Ave. side) at

6:35. Remember costumes please.

All are welcome.
OHAG MEETING
Orchard Hill Area Gov't to meet

tonight at 10:00 p.m. in Dickinson
Main Lounge. Important meeting. All

please attend.

O. H. COLLOQUIUM
"The Gospel According to Mark",

starting tonight, 8:30 p.m., Grayson
4N Lounge. Text provided, no
prerequisites. All welcome!
PRE COUP CHILEAN FILMS
Friday night, Boycott Committee

showing Venceremos and When The
People Awake (7:30 p.m., Hamp C)
9:00 p.m. CC 165.

SKI PATROL
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in 903 CC.

Preparation for first aid refresher.

TRICK OR TREAT
In Chi Omega's Pumpkin Patch on

Thurs., 10-25 at 8:00 p.m. All are
welcome and if you need a ride we
can pick you up at 7 45 at Van Meter,
Dickinson, Thoreau, Newman and
Wope.
JAMES TATE
James Tate, poet in residence of

UMass, will give readings from his

work, 8 p.m., Alumni House,
Amherst College. Tonight Refresh
ments.

UMASS EQUESTRIAN DRILL
TEAM
Tryouts for the Equestrian Drill

team will be held Friday, 10 26 at 3:00
at the Tillson Farm Stables. All

upper level intermediate riders are
invited to tryout. Questions. . .545

0260.

VOCAL CONCERT
Vocal concert of Sacred Music

Friday, 10 26, 800 p.m. First Baptist
Church, Amherst Baritone: Robert
Thatcher, Accompaniests: James
Balmer (organ), Linda and Carol
Yamamoto (violinists)

WEEKLY THEATRE WORKSHOP
Workshop in improvisation,

Theatre exercise, mime and en
semble movement. Stone basement
Theatre (Amherst Coll) at 7:30 p.m.
Open to all 5 College people and area
community. 542 3035.

WOMEN'S SKI TEAM
All skiers interested in skiing for

UMass Women's Intercollegiate Ski

Conference, Tues. 10 30, Wope
Lounge, 7:00 p.m.

JAPANESE AMERICAN CLUB
Meeting tonight 7:30, 6th floor Fac.

Lounge, Thompson. Panel
discussion. All members and in-

terested people invited.

FOUND
Eyeglasses in alligator case with 3

pens. Address on case is: Dr. Morton
Green, 33 Amesbury St., Lawrence,
Ma., found on N. Pleasant St. across
from Experiment Station. Pick up at

C C lost and found.

LOST
Reward for return of blanket

borrowed out of 2 West Lounge in

Dickinson. No questions asked but
return will be much appreciated 546
6572.

10 23 novelty "Ronald" watch.
Pleasp call 549 4580.

MDC Classifieds

D. H. LAWRENCE'S

Women in Love
directed by Ken Russell

starring

ALAN BATES GLENDA JACKSON

Saturday - Oct. 27

7-9- 11:00 — SUB

VONNEGUT'S

Slaughterhouse Five

Fri., Oct. 26 Mahar 7,9,11

for sal£

NUm« bulls: ll vou Man! stereo
equipment matched lor vim and sold at

wholesale prices, call Dirk SMM after «.

— All Krands

!

tflf/31

Zenith SI
M

console mini MM; |<( \
hlack & white console I v.. $K.V Television
tenter .:. V Pleasant St. \mherst. 2.YI-

MM

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE SERVICES

till '»

Samn\ed ( White lluskrv i • ate. \ki
Krgislercd \sking lit*. call Kith 2.VWMHS
alter I p.m.

inn j.

n \\\ itus Cunt ertet! to camper, ex-
irllent < midil ion Must sell lea ting for

r.moiH- < all MMO .Vi.

MM

HAI.I.OWKKN IS COMIMi! AT
P U l.'S OI.D TIME HKMTIRK
We have the largest supplv of

costumes lor sale or rent in the area —
ceremonial robes, strange jackets and
hats durins bane, and other
i in lousitirs 1 1 inn around the world. In

addition our supply ol used lurniture.

curios should salisl> the most par-

simonious. In the Alley. 2.Yt-:t5ll.

tfin-.i.

FOR SALE

Movie Camera, new cond.. Yashira
Super KH»l - Klertro SIM). Telephoto lens

3.3 IHiiinm Vivilar l.tn \nsel \dams
Kasic Photo Series \ols 2". new cond
SIK. Vniplifier Kisher \ limn i Needs
tube- ITtt. Tape Recorder. Son\ T( ttt.

new cond. 1 1 Ml. Prices negotiable, call

Rich M7-MM

Zenith .'I' Console ( olor T\ 113*. Philco
Hlack & While < (insole T\ IM. T\ (enter
55 IM-.isanl St. Muherst. BUM.

Ifll-:i

Hear lib Hare \W renders. ( TNx 1

1

w /w tires, excel; \W to (hew Wheel
\ilaplcrs. II" (hew Kims Hcsl offers

Kiiss. .11.- 1 llll

tf 111/29

Xotnmalir Kadio car or home H-Track

I ape Iteck with lea: spkers Must sell call

Kav . 2.1-1512

tflll/.'li

Speakeis hv I lah. good sound, orig

llM/M- "csl «"«•' 'Ml *M> **•*'*
IfM/M

I't.w (hew. i. c\l pick up: looks and
runs like new. Svm or best offer, (all :t2:t-

lflf-31

.'snow tires. MjDj t tires. fil.ixU. (all

S34KB alter K:ff p.m.

tfin.ti

Must sell — Teton goosedown coal.

ML, brand neu. waist length, leather
i o.i I sire I.', short, (all MM.

tllii-.l,

\mpeg \ lit. HWW . folded horn can Ma
Xltecs e\ cond . KIT 511-15211 Ml

If I II- .'i.

Hed — three-quarter iron frame with

inallrcss irame. is green in color. \er>

romantic 1Mb 115. ff. UMM
If Mi .11

Our. h size Serta mattress, box spring

and frame, used nnlx two months Hetails

lor S.'Hi asking onl> Slim (all 1ilHI
Ifll»-'.ii

Suede Jacket — Women's siie 15-16.

Medium brown /ip-out pile lining. Very
good condition. Very reasonably priced!
I all kalh\ '.-4111 1.

^_ __ tflfl-2fi

AUTO FOR SALE

km* Mustang 2 + 2 fastback. new eng..
carh.. radio, etc.. 3.500 miles I new tires,

shocks. | st. snow trims. :l sp. 2K9. p.s..

|ik. Shihi i. lis, Krxan
tflll-ll

i."> Com I. Mustang, power sir., radio,
heal, wire wheels new rear window,
battery, staiier motor. Very good cond.
lane MMBS.

If If/2.1

3 K.imlilei — l.ow orig mileage —
Mechanically excellent, body fair. 2
snowlires. see to hehe\e Best offer, call
lude ninni. MM

l%l(.TO. recently rebuilt. I9w; 3K9 high

pert, eng.. new exhaust, batt.. shocks,

align., brakes. Full gauges. Ill posi.. has
to he seen. fi-SfiLfi

lflf-2fi

IMi olds station wagon, good cond..

slicker, new lires. 23:l-29H2.

tflO-31

IMI I22S Volvo, excellent cond..
eyerything works, runs really well. New
brakes & clutch. See at 21 (owls ltd N.

Xmherst. turn or best offer.

tfl(>-26

l%N Cortina (.T Konis, Micheiins.
square H foglamps. spare eng.. trans., diff.

& many more. Shop manual. 2 for price of

one! ITiNi firm. 253-2213.

ifin-ii

l%N ( hevelle :i«M>. l-speed. bronz with
while stripes, lost license, must sell. IHOO
negotiable (all Jeff. MR,

lflf-31

, „ SPKKD TYPIST
In Ware, at ( ollegian printer.
tM p.m. -1:011 a.m.

< all ( harlotte

967-4WX8

l>o not get ripped off! Experienced
electronic and electrical repairs.
Keasonable rates, (all 545-230*. Bill 401 or
Mark 415.

if 1 1-1

Hesearch — thousands of topics. $2.75
per page. Send SI for mail order catalog.
Hesearch assistance inc. 1 1941 W'ilshire
Blvd.. Suite 2. LA., Calif. 9M2.V

tfl2-l2

M Ply m Wag . UK. ps. II umi mi rblt at.
radio, icul \al\es & brakes, exc mech
mud good rubber, little rust Cur in
sticker WLV23I2.

tf|f/2f

I 'Mm iHidgc Dart, four dimi Sedan, ginid

londilmn. best offer 5*1-2500. tfin-.'i.

SERVICES

Music lessons in Flute, Oboe. Violin. Fr -

Horn. Piccolo. Recorder & Bassoon For
information or appointment call 549-1402
after 5 p.m.

tflO-29

Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity

kitchen at meal times in exchange for Free
hoard HHM ask for Rick or Olie.

til

FOR RENT

IW* ulils Cutlass Supreme. I dr. Sedan
KS.Mi miles. g.MMl condition (all I-6I7-5II-
03S).

II 10-21;

Pirelli radial studded snow fires Ml SH

15. exc cond . pair S.Vi P01 table luggage

trunk rack for smaller cars, $x (all K-'x

;ki.i

tfin-:n

f.ibsoii I Ho bass guitar serial no.

MM, excellent condilHHi. I.iihi with case,

t all Mark. days, j 1,1 JM.I,

If lli-:ll

fender lelecaster xx it h lase. \er\ good
cond S.'im firm Stereo cassette plaxer-

inoldei f all I-7I.I-KI0I

HHl N
.

I 01 sale 1.'. \ W Bus Hehuilt eng giMid ex

1 \ ml must sell lined S.I.Vn ask (or Mark
MS J'.xi

tflli J.i

I'lTn \ W sunroof excellent mech cond
sec al mi N Pleasant si . Slum firm

tf 10-25

Superx isor — Direct sales! Ymi may
lie one of the three key people I seek to

develop and train distributors High
income potential for management
minded people. Write: Mr. Weiss. P.O.
Hoy 5.12. Kandolph. M\ 11.' :i.h

tf I ll in

Horses boarded. 10 minutes to campus

tfl0-27

7 rooms on 2nd iloor. quiet residential
area; Amherst - walking distance to I
Mass Avail. Nov. I. 253-29K2.

tflO-31

l!IW, Mt.H (lassie Shilhoy wit.i blown
engine hut has I new If tires, also wire
"heels Best offer, call Mark after « M.,
I i'MI

tfllt-2»i

IMi \W faslhaik. rebuilt engine, jusl
hcoken 111. ihuii miles Hadials. all around
k<hmI condilion must sell I7WI ( all l«7

If I (•- .'i,

Photographer for weddings,
engagenienls affairs. Very low prices.
Fast, expert service (all Harry ( harvch.
Ii:i-.i«-.vi:t7.

tfll/26

Photos — photos for passports, grad
school applications — IM hour service.
S :

iMi minimum 1 all Sieve at 546-544:1.

tfl0-:ii

MM^ I" M
Se
v
in """*"• 9m Call..i.nx'1*, available Nov. 1.

tflo-31

-**** - ho"*' lo rent, fireplace,
woods, pond. I hdrms
*-'oo per month.
available Nov. 1st.

students welcome.
«2f|.:i»fi<i anytime.

tflO-26

I

Attorney For Students:
21

Drugs And Getting Busted
By KICIIAKI) M. IIOWLAND
Massachusetts has adopted a

five fold drug statue (Chapter 94C
of the General Laws) which
classifies drugs by their relative
potence and relates that to
penalties ranging from many
years in prison and high fines to six
months suspended sentence
followed by expungement of the
record. The latter mild sentence is

the usual, although not absolutely
mandatory, result in typical
marijuana, first offenses.

By contrast, New York state has
just reversed a long trend and
reintroduced very severe prison
terms and fines for even modest
drug offenses. Persons transitting
or visiting New York state should
be aware that this law and the
associated police crackdown
suggests "cleanliness" as a
standard of the wise and prudent.

In the Commonwealth the
heavier penalties are associated
with dealing and "manufacturing"
of drugs. Presence is a crime only
in heroin cases.

/W^ MHB t[| , u Sill

SHHMM(|SIH\/ |y
Mr Hon,,, MASTIH CHARC.I

"Ocm •> mviBOAif no *[si spilii

Liv TheNew
Ullmann Land

1
Kves. - 7::Ul-«* tn

Sat. & Sun. - .V.:MI-7::MWi::ui

'J

WALKING
JOE DON
BAKER
Si

TALL
Kves. - 7-!l::M

I

Sat & Sun. - 2-4: 20-7: 20-»: III

/ WE'RE ADDING
A NEW CINEMA
WATCH FOR

GALA OPENING J
PERSONAL

lanef Wick. Leslie Horner You were
elected to (ommuter \ssemhlv Kxecutive
« Marl Please get in louch. 145-21U.

Itio.2.-.

Hrward! r'*r return ol pair ol
eveglasses lost on Pufflon Bus Name on
case is Id Wardrope ( all John al .I'l

M23.

tflt-U

«»n Oil 27. pul on vour walking shoes
and help (.annua Si K fiK ht heart disease
Sinn up (Id 2:1. 21. 2.V t ( ( oncourse

If 1 0-2.'.

t.av t ounseliiiK - Or general info on
hoinosexualitv ( all .'.XO-2XII ask for Paul
al 1. in

tflO/26

llappv hirthdav belatedly from one who
hloches coiislantlv May be with a litlle

luck Ihev won 1 he for naught
tflo-2".

Mara Hecker I'lease call me about
photos John. :.:ui-.*i2i:i.

tflll-lli

(.uess what — Donna Oean is coming
home Kiidav' Have a fanfaslic. wild,
vvouderliil ten davs I'he Weatherman

tflll-2.'.

Simon from l.uyemhiirg — where are
voir' If von want to continue our friendship
call me al i.1.1 MET. Judv

tflO 21.

Nin - I love vou Hii.

tfllt-2".

Math tutor for ( alculiis \nalvsis.

Mgehra needed ( all ".KI-X.V.x. x to >t p.m
If in .'I.

Surelv (here are other voting, alii active
hedonistic couples like ourselves m the
area who would like lo ge( logethei with
others. Write Hoy Ij'l. a ni

lflll-2«

-

The present favorites which are
most likely to get your put away
are the opiates (heroin, opium),
cocaine, methamphetamines,
barbiturates and guaaludes. Grass
is a minor matter except in circus
quantities.

The unavoidable fact about
drugs in this society remains the
law against them. Persons using
chemicals without prescription
face the fact that drugs are not
generally lawful and, if ap-
prehended, possessors will be
confronted with high legal fees,
high fines and potential jail. Those
who get off on dealing face these
penalties as well as the threat of
holdups and lawlessness from the
underground. It happens here, too.

For reference purposes the
drugs are classified generally as
follows:

Class A Opium and its

derivatives including heroin,
morphine.

Class B Lesser opiates, cocaine,
amphetamines and barbiturates.

Class C Acid, lesser strength
opiates, strong hallucinogens.

Class D Barbitals, tranquilizes
and marihuana.

Class E Other prescription
drugs.

The penalties range downward
from ten years and $20,000 for the
first offense involving classes A or
B and a minimum of five years
plus a fine of up to $30,000 for later
offenses.

Most afficiondos of the so-called
"Controlled Substances" pay next
to no attention to the penalties
associated with the substances
because they assume that they will
not be apprehended. In fact the
most significant penalties, par-
ticularly in first offenses, are the
attendant difficulties of having a
'narcotics record." This is tough

to overcome and may have serious
future effects.

If you should discover yourself
the subject of an arrest, the
following may prove. helpful.

What do you do if a law en-
forcement officer advises you that

you are "under arrest" for any
reason?

1. Nothing - do not make fast or
unclear moves;

2. The officer has the right to
make an immediate and
warrantless search of your person
and the area immediately around
you, presumably for weapons;

3. You will probably be advised
of your right to remain silent, have
a lawyer and the options open to
you

;

4. I suggest that you listen to the
warning and remain silent until
you have the opportunity to talk
with a lawyer; ( Remember, if you
are not warned it may be bad
police work, but it does not con-

Television Tonight
:.:imi knsh.n o'Tooi.k "Operation An
tic" urn

..::tii THE REAL Mc( OYS The New
I .ihi.ill,in "

( 18i

THE l.l ( V SHOW Lucy In the Music
World " i22»

TIIK ELECTRIC COMPANY IM) 1ST)

COMER PYI.K Showtime With Sgt

Carol." i27i

IHXiANS HEROES -Hello. lolk ' (Ml
NEWS, WEATHER, spohts 4ii

v. WHAT? HAPPENING UPDATE ISI
»i:IKI NEWS 13) It) (til

SPV Any Place 1 Hang Myself Is

Home "
i IK i

MAKING THINGS WORK 241

PETTICOAT JUNCTION I ve Never
Been in Krjp. Pa " t27>

TO TELL THE TKITII (iarry Moore.
host i:«l)

WILD WHO WEST Night Of the Cut
throats " <4<ii

ZOOM! (571

1:11 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (Ml
ii::to NEWS ISI 1221 CIO)

\H( EVENING NEWS <8>

\NIMAI. WOULD (27)

LOUS LYONS: NEWS AND ( OMMKNT
i r>7

1

:U NEWSREAT NEWS <40i

Tim TIIK STAKI.OST •Children Of
Mcthusalah <3i

TRCTH OH CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host ir>

DH K Y \N DYKE SHOW Sally and The
I -i»b Technician "

1 IB 1

NEWS, WEATHER, spohts 22) i<n

VOUR UTIHK IS NOW 24»

MOVIE Screaming Kagles "
1 27 >

MM' EVENING NEWS 140)

THE REPORTERS 157)

I .11 until 1 si t kkhs m

OH\l. KORERTS HARVEST SPI ( I \i

The

1 181

Hollywood \N|> THE STARS
I'.ilmlnus Miisiials "

(XI)

FREE TIME IM)
WATT TILL VOUR FATHER GETS

HOME Papa, the llousewite ciin

DRAGNET "The Senior Citizen "
< »<>

>

THE OPEN DOOR (57 >

* :O0 THE WALTONS The Prize (SI
TOM \ Stakeout" ISI 1 40

>

TIIK KLIP WILSON SHOW (22i (Ml
THE W ITERGATE HEARINGS IM)
WORLD PRESS IMI

R:M JIMMY SWAGGART SHOW (18)
•IIHI MOVIE "Gum Who's Coming to
Dinner "

ISI

Kl N(i U The Hrujo " 181 (40)

TIIK 7INI (l.l || 1 |Hi

IHONSIDK "House ol Terror (22) CM))

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "Flowers Of Kvil 1271

FOLK HM i!>7)

neon STREETS IMF SAN FRANCISCO
Harem" < 8 > «40i

\K( FOLLIES 1Ml :«n

NEWS (27)

MARTIN MHtONSKY: Kvening Kdilion
I :(7

1

I" in TIIK LIVING WORD 1I8)

FRENCH CHEF i.
r
>7)

io:i.-, MANTRAP 127)

11:00 NEWS, WEATHER, spohts IS) ««>
1 18) 1 22) IMI IMl
I

I
.hi MOVIE "The Nanny "

IS)

WIDE WORLD DF ENTERTAINMENT
181 (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW IMl IMI
1:00 NEWS 18) 140)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host '22) i.'tlli

1 211 NEWS, WEATHER IS)

2: (HI NEWS '22) (Ml

stitute a defense to any crime that
can be proved against you by
extrinsic evidence);

5. You will be advised of the
opportunity to be bailed and to
make a phone call.

For most students in most cases
particularly if arrested at night, it

is wiser and cheaper not to pay bail
but to wait for court in the morning
after which you will usually be
released without any cost. If you
make a phone call, make it wisely;
call someone who can and will help
you. If you call an attorney, friends
and relatives that you want to have
called will be called by the lawyer
and no one else will be notified.

Mostly, if you are busted, which
is generally regarded as uncool,
start getting cool. Whatever the
problem, it is beyond your control
at that point. Its time to talk to a
lawyer and probably no one else.
Its time to get help. Practically
anything else you do, will make
things worse, not better.

-
"V

TONIGHT
IRWIN SHERW1N at 7:20 p.m.
Special commentator Irwin Shirwin (on loan to WMl A from (Jroup

Double-Who) presents "The Trial"

FILM QUOTES AM) COMMENTS at 7:30 D.m.
Dr Tom Bohn of (he Communications Studies Department lakes a

close look at some of the filmic offerings in (he Amherst Area

I TOMORROW NIGHT
THE FOURTH TOWER OF INVERNESS at

midnight
Take an eerie trip through seldom dreampt-of areas of the inner I

universe ol your mind with Jack Flanders on THE FOURTH TOWKH

AND OF COURSE RIDKBOARI) each and every day
at 11.00 a.m., 4:00 p.m. and
midnisht (just before THE FOURTH TOWER OF INVERNESS!)

A

UIMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

-V^*
Jl*U

is &

PERSONAL MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO REPAIRS ENTERTAINMENT
Whiil I inilv Dickinson didn't know

ilium \mherst — Women's (.uide lo-

Norih.million is on sale al KWt and other
Women's ( enlers. $1 (Ml

iiiii-r.

(ISI' (.eneral Meeting, all I'svch
majors .iml evervone interested in Uie
I'sveh l)t|il eneouraned lo attend —
lluusilav. Ill -.'.".. 7 p.m. in .'ll? Tobin

(III) _'-.

Interested in u. M .d uine and loud ' The
lord leflerv has .1 si\ week seminar
lasting eight wines and a live course meal
luesdav. Oct ;n O ', -_'.-, 7K.

Illil-:in

M< Namara — remember Mar's grease
lobr1 Don't miss Mac s |iuni|i< kin > job ...

tonight - same time, same place, same
uood time: !! '.

tfltl-r.

ROOMMATE WANTED

ROOMMATES WANTED

Share house in ftelchertovvn on new bus
icn.le $.".i) per 1111. (all TTTtfflft. leave
message il not (here (an move in riRhl
avvav or for Nov

tflll-.'!l

Students wanted lo share house in

Id U li.ilnwo Nice area, own room ( all

linn al :iL':t-7HHL' after "1 p.m.

Kin in

I .11 nihiiiise in Itelchertown. ST.'i per mo..
Mil. pi., own riMim. space for horses avail.

( all 3SMMS1 hetween (i-K p.m.

(Illl-ll

Wauled — potential riHimmates for Jan.
1 I or info call Pat. HI Mill after I p.m.

. tfl(»-:il

\l To KKI'MRS
\llen(ion Datsun owners I perform

all phases of major and minor
maintenance and repairs on Dafsiin
al less than one half dealership price. I

have over three thousand dollars in

equipment, four vears automotive
experience, two of which were at a
Datsun Dealership specializing in

Dalsun. Tele. IS3-T4M, Xmherst.
till I

l»l> Mis Hand needed for < Int. work
Nunc fifties A. oldies also. Steadv work for
1 iKhl groups, (all Music lentures M4-MM.

(f 10/26

Ok. there's no Home I hall (iame on
Oct L'T Don ( si( home; join t.SS in the
lighl against hear! disease Sign up today
( '(' (one.

tf 10-25

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

IM2 Honda ( VMS, :l.lKMi miles, cosmetic
Haws, merhanirallv perfect. Si.ihi firm.
". 19-117:1. keep Irving

ifie-a

Need a Hand" (all IMMII for musical
entertainment. Any area groups who
uould like work please call — Stan's
Hands.

tfl0-26

HELP WANTED
(.ill needed lo share new apt. on Hi. ').

HaMl.I Henl Sill _•". per mo plus mil Must

have no car A no pels ( all 1W MIT
(11 11-2.'.

MM Iriumph Himneville - miKfified
chrome, low mileage Inquire at Discount
Kecnrds. Triangle Street, \mherst. 54»-

tfl(»-:ii

Jan drummer needed for session work,
(.ood pa>. (all 5K4-H55K. H to 9 p.m.

tflO-30

Mature female roommate for .Ian 1974,
( liffside \pt. 011 Main Hus Hi own room
M3 month includes utilities ( all MfrfJMi
keep Irving.

I fill 2'.

1'iople who can imitate voices ol
political ligmes for radio lapes ( all lili.V

I2.V! alter I:M. \sk for Dean
lflll/:il

I9TII Kawasaki :i5llcc Hig Horn
Streel/Dirt. 117.-.. will store for winter 774-
12:1:1.

If 10/26

FREE

Now there are two — Hob for a solid gold
partv. Steve the D.J. for an all request
ulght. (all Steve at 4S7-2H42 for Info.

U 10-11

Kor weekdavs onlv . room in Xmhpist
house. 7 uiin from I M on 1(1 Mil. reduced
1.ile ( all 2.VI-.V..V; after «. UMM1, dav.

Iflt-M

I emale lo share iihiiii in Krittanv Manor
\|il. I'ree bus. IMiihi OMITS.

If|ll/2li

t.rad Student seeks mature roommate,
share house IVef fern 12 mi. from
<.i in mis l7:./mo 4. mil. (all l.inda I-2IU.
IIOM.

tf If/25

H.ihvsittei wanted in I in, oln \pts (all
.2,-1.1.11 iiM.i 1. (Mi. olf and on during the
"eek starling Nov . I.

Iflll/2fi

Have a script or idea for film'' Making
Mm dining Inlei session (.el :l credits Ml
entries considered, appointment. Alan 25:i-

7H."i«l

tflf/2fi

I earn to Speed Head Da Vinci Schools
Iree seminar in ( ampus ( ent-r 10/24 and*m at I and 7 Hring an> reading
material'

tf 10/25

WANTED

I'll play what you say. I have a big PA
1 1 ery loud land 1 .inmi's of records, old and
new I'm Steve the D.J. CalJ me at 4B7-2K42

tflf-M

RIDE WANTED

I need one pair Knglish riding boots::
Si/e m-k'.. with large calves. Anyone
wanting lo sell or having information call
MMMJX Keep trying, please!!

tflf-:u

To deliver posters to area campus*.
afternoons. Oct. 31, Nov. I 2 Ask for
Dave. 25«-f23S.

tflf-2»
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"Charlie O" Demands
Payment For Williams

By JKKKYLISKA
Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO (AP) - Controversial

owner Charles 0. Finley of the

world champion Oakland A's

ignited a new controversy Wed-
nesday by refusing to release

Manager Dick Williams to the New
York Yankees without com-
pensation.

Without compensation, Finley

said, "there will be court action."

Finley told the Associated Press

he "stunned" the Yankees at an

American League meeting here

Tuesday by denying them per-

mission to obtain Williams as

managerial successor to Ralph
Houk.
Williams announced his

resignation as Oakland manager
Sunday just after his As won the

World Series from the New York
Mets and reportedly was sewed up

to replace Houk, recently signed as

Detroit T iger manager.
Finley said Yankee board

chairman George Steinbrenner
and president Gabe Paul asked
permission to talk to Williams on

the managerial post.

"I said 'absolutely not,' said

Finley. "They seemed stunned and
wanted to know why. I told them as

recently as two months ago, I

extended Dick Williams' contract

an additional year through 1975

and rehired his staff through next

season."

Finley said Steinbrenner
"assured me they were not going to

talk to Williams-he was out of their

picture altogether because I

refused them permission."

The next reaction during the AL
meeting at which Yankee general

manager Lee MacPhail was
named new league president was
"quite a powwow," according to

Finley, between Yankee and
Detroit officials over the signing of

Houk.
"I wasn't in on the talk which

also involved Joe Cronin current

AL prexy, but Steinbrenner told

me the Tigers never did ask per-

mission to talk to Houk, who had
two years left on his Yankee
contract," said Finley.

"Steinbrenner told me he was
going to the Detroit people and ask

for compensation himself. Don't be

surprised if these things wind up in

court. I certainly hope not.

"What I'm really saying is that

I'm not going to stand in the way of

Williams going to New York,

provided New York compensate
me. I don't want to lose Dick
Williams, but if I do lose him, I will

be compensated or there will be

court action."

Finley said he advised Williams
by telephone Wednesday morning
of his refusal to permit the

Yankees to negotiate with his title-

winning manager.

The man without a baseball team is currently Dick Williams. The
former A's skipper is rumored to be the next Yankee manager.
However, Williams' ex-boss, Charles Finley won't let Williams off

the hook so easy.

Sports Shorts From The National Scene
O.J. Still Leads
NEW YORK (AP) — O.J.

Simpson is human and vulnerable

after ail-but it's still going to be a

long time before anybody catches
up with him.
The Buffalo Bills' brilliant

running back, who had spent the

first five weeks of the National

Football League season tearing up
the opposition with 100-plus yard
games, ran into a roadlock last

Sunday in Miami.
He gained only 55 yards before

retiring with a sprained ankle, an

injury which the Bills say is

healing quickly and won't keep him
out of Monday night's game
against Kansas City.

Despite his slim yardage,
Simpson still owns a commanding
lead in NFL rushing, according to

statistics released Wednesday by

the League.
Simpson has now amassed 868

yards. His closest pursuer is

Calvin Hill of Dallas, the National

Conference leader with 562.

Charley Taylor of Washington is

the NFC's No. 1 receiver with 35

catches for 491 yards and six

touchdowns. Ed Podolak of Kansas
City leads the AFC with 29 for 237

but he hasn't scored a touchdown.

John Hadl of Los Angeles and Ken
Stabler of Oakland are the

respective NFC and AFC passing

leaders.

Espo O.K.
BOSTON (AP) - The Boston

Bruins reported Wednesday that

X-rays disclosed that high-scoring

center Phil Esposito suffered only

a severely bruised chest in a

National Hockey League game
with the St. Louis Blues Tuesday
night.

Esposito, who leads the NHL
with 16 points on eight goals and
eight assists, in just six games,
may be able to play against the

Buffalo Sabres Thursday night at

Boston Garden.

Sox Swap
KANSAS CITY (AP) - In a

straight exchange of righthanders,

the Kansas City Royals announced
Wednesday that Dick Drago is

going to the Boston Red Sox in

exchange for Marty Pattin.

Pats Patter NC State Vs. UCLA
FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) - The

New England Patriots announced
Wednesday that their National
Football League game with the

Miami Dolphins Sunday at

Schaefer Stadium is a sellout of

61,279.

Under the law recently enacted

by Congress, the game will be

televised locally, meaning within a

75-mile radius of Boston

The game is the first sellout at

home for the Patriots this season.

The local telecast will be the first

in the history o the club, a charter

member of the old American
Football League.
The Patriots also claimed

running back Claxton Welch on
National Football League waivers
Wednesday from the Kansas City
Chiefs.

RALEIGH. N.C. (AP) - North
Carolina State basketball Coach
Norman Sloan, whose Wolfpack
went unbeaten in 27 games last

season, has what he believes is his

greatest team led by All-American
David Thompson.

State, ineligible for the NCAA
playoffs last season because of a
one-year probation for basketball
violations, is awaiting the start of

the 1973-74 season and a Dec. 15

game With defending national
champion UCLA in St. Louis, Mo.

Sloan, who feels the practice
season starts two weeks early, said
his team is in top condition and
working out four days a week.
The State-UCLA game has been

sold out for months.

Reds Dominate

Major League

All-Star Team
By BERT ROSENTHAL

Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — Outfielder

Pete Rose, catcher Johnny Bench
and first baseman Tony Perez

formed a Cincinnati triumvirate

that enabled the Reds to dominate

the 1973 Major Leage All-Star

team announced Wednesday by

The Associated Press.

The San Francisco Giants were
the only other team to get more
than one player on the squad,

landing left-handed pitcher Ron
Bryant and shortstop Chris Speier,

as the National League dominated
the team, winning 7 of the 10

places.

Outfielder Willie Stargell of the

Pittsburgh Pirates and third

baseman Darrell Evans of the

Atlanta Braves were the other NL
stars selected, leaving the league

champion New York Mets without

an honoreee.

Outfielder Reggie Jackson of the

world champion Oakland A's,

second baseman Rod Carew of the

Minnesota Twins and right-handed

pitcher Nolan Ryan of the

California Angels were the

American League representatives.

Significant by their absence

were Atlanta great Hank Aaron,

his teammate Dave Johnson, and

Tom Seaver, the Mets' pitching

ace.

Aaron, the Braves' 39-year-old

superstar, clouted 40 homers in

lifting his career total to 713, only

one shy of the Babe Ruth's all-time

record. But he couldn't finish

higher than fifth in the voting

among outfielders, behind Rose,

Stargell, Jackson and Bobby Bonds
of the San Francisco Giants.

Rose, the sparkplug of Cin-

cinnati's NL West Division
champions, was the No. 1

votegetter, being named on 251

ballots cast by sports writers and
broadcasters.

Reminder

REGISTER

FOR

100 Gallons

of Gas

Given FREE

sponsored by

Golden Value Card

Register at

Concourse

between C.C. & S.U.

S**tcn# TXouh&U* SfltnU, Inc.

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY. LIGHTWEIGHT
BACKPACKING, SKI TOURINGAND
MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT.

l»<at»dm Bowte t «t tk« Amberst-No4ey Town

Lit* (413) 253-9504

PRESEASON SKI-TOURING EQUIPMENT SUE

Oct. 11 - Nov. 3, 1973

20-30 per cent off most models of touring skis, boots, bindings and poles.
Brands on sale include EMS Asnes, Bonna, EMS Madshus, Rieber, Falk VM
poles, Rottefella and others.

MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT SALE

Oct. 11 - Nov. 3, 1973

20 30 per cent off on many models of down filled sleeping bags, foam pads,

frame and day packs, down filled parkas, tents, gloves, mittens and many
other items. Brands on sale include Alpine Designs, North Face, Gerry, EMS,
Janus, Camp Trails, Rough Rider, Bergens, etc.

ALL BICYCLE PACKS 20% off

Supply Limited Store hours: 9-9 Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30 Sat.

1972 OPEN GT 1900
orange

$2995.00
1972 TOYOTA Corona
auto., yellow

$2095.00
1972 FORD Gran Torino
V 8, auto.

$2295.00
1971 FORD Pinto

4 cyl., std.

yellow

$1795.00
1971 FORD Pinto

4 cyl., std.

green

$1796.00

1970 FORD Square Wagon
V 8 auto., air

$1995.00

1967 RAMBLER Rebel

V 8, auto.

1967 V.W. BUS
blue

1966 V.W. Bus
red

$495.00

$595.00

$475.00

Complete sales, service,
parts, body dept. and towing.

Northampton

Volkswagon

Your Authorized VW Dealer
246 King St., Rte. 5

Northampton

FREE Shuttlebus Service
for Amherst Customers

Oall 514-1020
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Freshman Spirit

Rookies Challenge The Vets

Staff Photo/Joe Marlins

The loneliness of the long distance runner is exemplified by Paul

Doiron. Through only a freshman, Doiron has made an impression on

Coach Ken O'Brien.

Celts Upset By Rockets
BOSTON (AP) - Rudy Tomjanovich and Mike Newlin led aggressive,

hot-shooting Houston in a big second period and the Rockets went on to a

132-117 National Basketball Association victory over the Boston Celtics

Wednesday night.

The Rockets hit on 32 of 43 floor shots for a 74 per cent average in taking

a 76-66 lead at halftime. Tomjanovich had 20 points and Newlin 18 in the

half.

With four minutes left in the second period, the Rockets led 64-46 as

Tomjanovich threw in 10 consecutive points for Houston.

The Celtics closed to within six points 95-89 late in the third period, but

the Rickets' Calvin Murphy matched Jo Jo White's 11 points in the

quarter and Houston took a 101-92 advantage into the finale.

Tomjanovich finished with 34 points, Newlin 32 and Murphy 28. White

had 33 for the Celtics, who lost their second in a row after opening with

three victories. Dave Cowens contributed 20 for Boston.

Letters To The Sports Editor

Beta Chi Thanks l-M

By SCOTT HAYES
"What good are those lowly

freshmen anyway?'' "They're
immature and they don't know
anything." "All freshmen are
stupid."

You probably have heard these
statements before, and many more
about the newcomers to UMass.
You most likely agree and have
your own put-downs for freshmen.
One man who will disagree is

crosscountry mentor Ken O'Brien.
His freshmen runners have
already taken over three im-
portant spots on the varsity squad,
and freshmen or not, O'Brien
welcomes their aggressiveness.
O'Brien noted that the first year

runners are mentally ready,
having several big meets behind
them. He also remarked that the
freshmen have to adapt to the
longer distances in college run-

ning.

Phil Broughton summed it up
best when he described this year's

freshmen as "something else."

Broughton added that the fresh-

men keep the veteran runners
going because it forces them to

work harder, knowing that a fresh-

mam will take their spot on the

team if they don't run well.

John McGrail leads the UMass
freshmen, having placed third

against UNH on Saturday.
McGrail, from Stoughton High
School, became interested in cross

country through his brother, who
had been a runner. John didn't

begin running cross country until

last year. McGrail said college

cross country is harder, but more
satisfying. He also remarked that

he had a hard time adjusting to the

five mile course at UMass, after

running 2.8 mile courses in high

school

.

Jim Hunt, a runner from Hart
ford. New York, explained the big

difference as "a step up in

business." A 4:23 miler in high

school. Hunt said that the distances
covered in practices are twice as
much as high school, and that

training is better in college.

Paul Doiron, a graduate of

Gardner High School, enjoys
distance running. "It's a little

different, but I like it," the fleet-

looted freshman said of college

running. Doiron, who started
running in grammar school, gets

satisfaction from all races. He
hopes to stay on the varsity squad
and bring his times down in order
to help the team in the big meets
Francis O'Keefe compared high

school running to a game, and said

that college running is serious.

O'Keefe. who is from Weymouth
South, started running in junior

high for enjoyment.
Rob Leary is a 4:15 miler from

Windsor i ocks. Connecticut

Although Leary prefers track, he
nets sell satisfaction from cross
country running and finds it a
challenge.

Mickey Hawkes, a Farmington,
Connecticut native, stated that

more running is involved in college
and more mileage is covered in the
course of a week.
Some other freshmen who hope

to become top runners for UMass
are Andy Levey, Tom Lawlor,
Stuart Dickson. and Chet
Mysliwicz. Levey was a 4:39 miler
at Doherty High in Worcester and
Lawlor captained the Maiden High
squad. Dickson ran track and cross
country at Concord High School,
while Mysliwicz, the
Massachusetts Class B mile
runnerup and Class C two mile
champion, ran for Worcester.

To The Sports Editor:

Recently the intramural
department concluded two events

that our organization wishes to

comment on. Number one was the

first annual (we hope) fall track

meet. We felt the turnout was very

good considering the weather and
lack of advance publicity. We
would like to thank Ken O'Brien's

trackmen for running a fine meet.

Though only two members
qualified for the finals everyone
got a kick out of trying.

The second event was the cross

country run (around the stadium).
Here the old bones squeaked for 1.7

miles and all our runners finished

( which was quite a feat for a bunch
of old men).

In concluding BX wishes to

express our appreciation to the

intramural department and coach
Ken O'Brien for the opportunity to

get out and get a little exercise plus

have a good time.

Respectfully,

The Old Men of BX (Beta Chi)
PS. Maybe we'll do better next

vear, but don't count on it!

Peil's No God
To The Sports Editor:

It is clear to me now that Peil

Pennington is rated next to God
on this campus. After having an
absolutely horrible day vs. URI

-

seven interceptions-he earns
plaudits from Marty Kelley and
David Eibel. Kelley lauded Pen
nington's character' and Eibel
said he "led a seemingly beaten
team from the depths." Well,

Pennington put them in the hole by
setting up the Rams with his in-

terception tosses.

As sports writers you have an
obligation to pat someone on the

back when they do a good job. but

when somebody screws up tell him
to smarten up.

Glen Manseau
PS. This letter is not meant as an

insult to Peil Pennington. I'm sure

he's a fine athlete who gives 100 per
cent. But on this particular
Saturday he did not play a very
good game

HALLOWEEN
MASKS
and

Party Supplies

A. J. Hastings, Inc.

Newsdealer and Stationer

AMHERST, MASS.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30- 10:30a.m.

(except during league play)

ill i U i .»i. > ! )
» 1

'

PINICCHABUS
OF CALIFORNIA

Mort than a Rose, our Pink Chablis is a captint\%\

iciw combining the delicate fragrance of a superior R«

ti hi cnsp character of a fine Chablis This wint is m

dour most delightful creations. Made and bottled at tin

bile Vineyards m Modesto, Calif. Alcohol 12% by vd

TIME
Magazine
reports:

Gallos Pink Chablis

recently triumphed
over ten costlier

competitors in a blind

tasting among a

panel ofwine-industry

executives

in Los Angeles."

Time Magazine November 27. 1972 page 81

More than a Rose.
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Pennington, Berra

Bound For Bowl
By BILL BALLOU

Peil Pennington, Tim Berra, and Dick MacPherson

will be spending the week before Christmas in Miami.

Pennington and Berra have been invited to play in

the North-South Shrine Game on Christmas Day

while MacPherson has been chosen as the offensive

coach for the North team.

MacPherson, speaking at yesterdays Varsity M
Club luncheon, also said that there's a possibility that

punter Andy Dutkanicz will be chosen to do the North

kicking.

Dutkanicz was one of the featured speakers at the

luncheon, and MacPherson, by way of introduction,

related that Dutkanicz almost didn't get where he is

today.

•Andy used to have trouble kicking in com

petition," he said, "and we really stuck with him a

week more than we had planned. But he looked so

good in practice every day we had to go with him.'

Of course that one extra week proved to be enough

for Dutkanicz to establish himself and now he could

be headed toward the North-South game.

The other UMass player-speaker, linebacker Mike

McNiff , also might not have been where he is today it

he hadnt changed his mind about a month ago.

He had been engaged in a fierce battle with Paul St

Dnge throughout spring and early fall practice for the

middle line-backing job. When opening day rolled

around, the coaches opted for St Onge McNiff.

disheartened, quit. He was back a week later

"Let me tell you," he said about the experience,

'all it took was watching that one game. I was

miserable.'' So back he came to become the UMass

starting middle linebacker.

Also speaking was freshman coach and the man

who scouted UConn. Bill Maxwell. Maxwell plugged

his own men, who open their season at home this

Friday against Rhode Island, and gave a preview of

Connecticut.

The Huskies, undefeated in the conference and

-$'<

$

ivil Pennington and Tim Berra. s

v\ ill n«-t a look at the <1\ Mmk duo on

league leaders, are UMass' big rival. And Saturday is

Homecoming down there so you can bet the whole

campus will be up in arms
Connecticut, with new coach Larry Naviaux (at BU

last yean makes good use of the field goal and

features a pair of freshmen at quarterback. Right

now Lou Mancan is the top man. They also boast the

dangerous Eric Torkelson at running back. He's

picked up over 600 yards rushing already this season.

Naviaux is fond of the Delaware offense, and that's

what UConn runs. It features three backs in the back-

field and plenty of play-action passes.

MacPherson had some kind words for the officials

who worked Saturday's game.
"They're like my wife," he said. "I love 'em, but

sometimes they do some crazy things."

x|, ill I'hi.li. \l i li.i|im.in>

iqxi stars Will thi > be pla\ing pro ball next year.' Well, the scouts

Christmas Dav in the North-South Shrine (iame from Miami.

Booters Prep For Big Games
By STEVE DeCOSTA

"Two of our toughest games of

the year."
That's the way UMass soccer

coach Al Rufe feels about his

team's next two games against two
of the top six teams in New
England.
The booters travel to Storrs on

Saturday to take on UConn,
presently rated number three in

the area.

In matters closer to home, the

Minutemen battle sixth-ranked
Tutts on the Boyden fields today at

2:30.

Any UMass attempt to look past

Tufts to the seemingly more im-

portant Yankee Conference match-
up, could result in disaster. The
Jumbos are tough as they sport a
perfect 7-0 slate, with most recent

wins over BU and BC.
A doubtful starter for the

Minutemen is leading scorer Tom
Coburn. who is nursing a muscle
pull Coburn will dress but it is not

known how much action, if any, he
will see.

The balance of play so evident in

last weekend's blanking of Rhode
Island will be a necessity if the

booters hope to hold their own

against the Jumbos. Al Rufe put it

best when he said, "I feel we jelled

against URL I couldn't ask for

better defense, field-position play,

or balanced scoring."

Paul Pelloquin will start in the

goal against Tufts. Rufe explained

that Pelloquin "has looked good in

practice and recent exhibitions and
can only benefit by the experience

of playing against Tufts."

One of the heroes of last

Saturday's game, Tony King, is

slated to see more action during

the rest of the campaign. Rufe

feels that King is ready to assume
"a more important role in our

remaining games."
KICKING IT AROUND-In the

ratings war. several kindhearted

members of the ratings board saw
fit to bestow three votes on the 3-1-1

Minutemen. This placed the

UMass booters in the fifteenth

spot, behind such noted soccer

powers as Dartmouth (1-4-1).

Harvard (2-3-1), Yale (2-2-2), and
Wcsleyan (4-2 1). Injustice runs

rampant.
In the latest ratings, Connecticut

was placed third in New England,
but that was before the Huskies
knocked off No 1 Brown.

In Yankee Conference action last

weekend, UConn and Maine tied 1-

1, and New Hampshire utilized an

explosive offense to upend Ver-

mont 6-2. The weekend's activities

tightened the YanCon race con-

siderably, leaving Maine and
UConn tied for the top spot with

seven points and UMass and UNH
close behind with four points and at

least one game in hand.

i Staff Photo - .lor Martins i

What's this - a referee with four arms? Sure strange things befell the Minutemen on Saturday and the

officiating was no exception.

teve Crowe

r«'Everybody Up!
Harry Fannerbanner staggered to his feet, his red honker horn in one

hand, his can of Bud in the other.

"Everybody up for the kick off! " he yelled.

Gradually each person in sections 6 and 7 rose to their feet. Some were

laughing others were quite irritated. But by the time the ball left the

kicker's toe, everyone was standing.

Harry Fannerbanner blew a long honk on his horn and he didn't stop

until play had stopped.

He sat back down, rubbed his buzzing lips and runny red nose and

slurped his beer.
" Ah! " he sighed, dropping his horn to the concrete aisle.

Henry Q. Fannerbanner is a true-blue UMie, a real fan. I went up to him

during the game to find out what makes him tick.

"Excuse me," I said as Peil Pennington settled behind the center for

the snap. "I'm from the Collegian and I'd like to do a story on you."

Suddenly, Harry Fannerbanner jumped up.

"LET'S GO UMASS," he chanted. Honk! Honk! Honkhonkhonk!

The pass was incomplete and out of bounds. Fannerbanner sat back

down.
"Sorry," he said in a rather hoarse voice. "Yeah, O.K. ...Shoot." His

eyes stayed glued to the field in front of him.

"I've been watching you and I've noticed you really get into this game
of football," I said. "You seem to take it upon yourself to get the fans

involved, making them stand up for kick offs, leading them in cheers..." I

said.

"Oh yeah," said Harry, "I take up where the cheerleaders leave off.

Uh.COME ON BERNIE," he sighed as Bernie Street had just been

stopped at the line of scrimmage again.

"Yuh, I feel the cheerleaders are doing an O.K. job, but they can't

succeed unless there's us Harry Fannerbanners in the stands to help 'em

out." "People ain't got no class anymore," said Harry. "If you let them,

they'll just sit on their ass the whole game until it gets exciting. And then,

they'll claim they cheered UMass on to win it. Where were they, I ask

you, when UMass really needed it? Sittin' on their asses, that's where!

"

Peil Pennington dropped back to pass. He was sacked by a couple of

URI defenders for a loss of 11 yards.

"You bum! Pennington you suck! ( Honk! ) " Fannerbanner was mad.
"He's a bum, that Pennington," squawked Fannerbanner as he wat-

ched the punting team come on the field. "In fact, the whole team sucks.

They choke. They don't know what a running game is: the offense can't

do it and the defense can't stop it. Look at the way these guys "35" and
"33" are running all over them. They suck!

"

"Why do you bother to watch?" I asked.

"I love football," said Fannerbanner. "I love UMass..."
On the next play, Molly McGee fumbled the ball: Dennis Kiernan

recovered from UMass.
"That a baby, UMass! " shouted Harry. "Way you go! That Kiernan's

tough." Honk!
Pennington led the offense back onto the field.

"Everybody up! Everybody stand up! " yelled Fannerbanner.
The first play was a running attempt by Bob Wolfe for no gain. "Come

on you bums!

"

But the next three were passes to Tim Berra for 11 yards, 8 yards, and
then a thread-the-needle 9 yard pass for the TD.
"That Pennington's super! " screamed Fannerbanner. "What a

comeback! This team's really got alot of character to come back like

that. Whew!" Honk! Honk! Honk!
Harry Fannerbanner was ecstatic as he watched the UMass kick off.

"Everybody up! Everybody up for the kick off! " he screeched.

Honk!!!!
As we watched URI move the ball back down the field, Harry described

the crazy game he'd been watching that day. He talked of how Peil

Pennington and the whole team had made such a brilliant come back.

'Finally, they're playing like a team!"
But then it happened. Molly McGee broke through the middle for 31

yards and a touch down to give URI a 41-35 lead.

"Ya bums! You blew it UMass! !
" screamed Harry. "I don't believe

it", he sighed after the extra point attempt was good. For a minute,

Harry Fannerbanner sat silent Then he popped back to his feet with his

red honker horn

•Everybody up for the kick off! " he screamed. "We're not out of this

yet! Everybody get up! " Honk! Honk! Honk!

Inside Sports
•Celts Upset By Rockets

Rookie Runners Challenge Vets

>Finley's At It Again
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Roots Of War
Examined At

Mideast Rally
By CHRIS ROSSOMANDO

More than 150 persons attended a forum on the roots of the Middle East

conflict from the Arab perspective in the Cape Cod Lounge of the Student

Union last night.

Bernie Lougee of the Young Socialist Alliance moderated the program

which he described as "a teach-in on the historical and cultural

backround of the present conflict." Speakers included Alan Einhorn,

former Zionist youth and member of the YSA, Radwa Ashour and Said

Khouri of the Aran Student Organization, Mike Thelwell and Robert

Strickland of the Afro-American Studies Department and Moukthar

Atallah, Arab Student at UMass.
The loudest applause of the evening went to John L. Fisher, a member

of the New American Movement, who delivered a statement entitled,

"The Roots of all evil."

The meeting ended with a call for organized action. The Ad Hoc

Committee for the Defense of Palestine and Arab Occupied Nations

announced a noontime rally on October 31 at Whitmore.

Calling the U.S. role in the Mid-east an effort to "engage the world in

war hysteria," Einhorn characterized U.S. interests there as "preoc-

cupation with the protection of American oil interests."

While Americans have been led to believe that the present war is being

fought to preserve the very existence of the Zionist State, and Einhorn

said, "The cause of the war is the existence of the state of Israel." People

tend to forget, he said, the present war is being fought entirely on oc-

cupied Arab territories.

"The latest UN Security Council cease fire proposal means that Israel

will be able to control even more territory than it did in 1967," he said.

The overthrow of the Zionist state and the return of Palestine to the

Palestinians is the only way to insure peace in the Middle East."

Tracing the history of the conflict since the creation of the Israeli state,

Radwa Ashour described several atrocities against Arab Palestinians

forced to leave Palestine.

"Israilis not only want more land, they want more land with JUS I

Israelis." Ms. Ashour said, "The Arabs have been pictured as butchers,

when they have been continually threatened by the Israelis."

Richard Strickland, a UMass professor, called the UN decision to ex-

clude the major powers from the peace keeping force as a demonstration

of "the pendulum of history moving away from the super powers" and an

example of the "capacity of the little peoples of the world to make

history."

Text of Resolution, P. 2: Text of Fisher Speech, P. 10.
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Moukthar Atallah addresses last night's rally.

Mideast Roundup

U.N. To Dispatch Peace Force
By KENNETH J. FREED
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.

military forces were ordered to

alert status Thursday as the ad-

ministration sought to keep the

Soviet Union from intervening in

the Middle East.

The Russians later agreed to

stav out of the area, in favor of a

peace-keeping force without big-

power involvement.

The U.N. Security Council

quickly approved a resolution to

dispatch a peace-keeping force

that will not include American,

Russian or other major power

forces.

President Nixon ordered the

alert as a precautionary measure

after American officials noticed an

"ambiguity is some of the actions

and statements" by the Russians,

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger said.

In a lengthy news conference,

Thursday, the secretary declined

to give details, but referred to

movement within the Soviet Union

of Russian troops and statements

by Moscow representatives at the

United Nations.

Without saying so directly,

Kissinger had indicated Soviet

agreement to keep out of a peace-

keeping force would lead to the

relaxing of the U.S. military alert.

"The alert will not last one

moment longer than absolutely

necessary and will be lifted as soon

as there is no threat of unilateral

action" by the Soviets, Kissinger

told reporters.

He stressed that the alert "was
precautionary in nature" and that

the chances for peace remain

promising.

As Kissinger spoke, the bat-

tlefield situation remained am-

biguous. Egypt claimed Israeli

forces continued to attack Suez

City on the southern end of the

Suez Canal's west bank.

Israel refused again to allow

U.N. observers access to the area,

Egypt said.

The northern front on both sides

of the canal remained quiet and

there was little if any fighting in

Syria, according to both Israeli and

Arab accounts.

The Security Council resolution,

the third such action since the

fighting broke out Oct. 6. provided

that none of the five nations per-

manently represented on the

council would be used in any peace-

keeping force.

With the United States and

Russia agreeing and China ab-

staining, the success of the

resolution was guaranteed.

The issue of big-power forces,

particularly those from the United

(Continued on P. 4)

The Heart Fund Cup will be awarded to the dorm or Greek house

collecting the most money in this year's Heart Fund Walk. Get your

dorm together!
Staff photo-Emmett Schmarsow
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Wood States Committment

To Wellman Report

By SUSAN R. HUBBARD
"Certain controversial issues and actions have arisen within the

framework of the new governance document," stated President

Robert C. Wood yesterday at his appearance before the Faculty

Senate.

"These problems take on four dimensions," explained Wood.
"Calendar problems, closure problems, communications net-

works, and validation of authenticity are the headings I have
chosen for these issues."

Under calendar problems, Wood cited the various deadlines

which are imposed on the University by governmental calendars.

The Board of Trustees' meeting schedule, budget submission dates,

and legislative calendars all put restrictions on University ac-

tivities and procedures.

At times, Wood stated that issues came up which were pressured

to a resolution because of such deadlines. But he said that decision-

making would proceed as outlined in the governance document.
. As for the problem of closure, the president felt that it was un-

clear at exactly what point an issue reached a final decision, such

as the much discussed merit policies.

Recent discussion by the Fac-Sen attempted to reopen the

question of merit pay after a decision had already been reached by

the Board, setting most merit pay at $400.

To facilitate communication especially between the president

and the campus administrations, Wood announced that a

newsletter would be forthcoming from his office at regular in-

tervals.

Communications was the central issue Wood felt in the con-

troversy over Dean Dwight Allen's appointment as a special ad-

visor to the president. Wood called the appointment a "matter of

personal concern" and said there was no one more qualified in the

field of change and innovation than Dean Allen.

In his last category of university problems, the president found

doubt existed as to what are authentic statements of policy. He
stated that Board of Trustee votes as well as their official policy

statements and working papers were the most reliable sources of

university policy.

Wood ended his speech by reaffirming his faith in the new
governance plan, "I am committed to the Wellman report. It is a

definite step forward and I would advise against altering it."

In other business, the annual reports of the Academic Matters

and Rules Committees were presented.

Two motions, one assuring the humane treatment of research

animals and the other requesting that funds be made available to

support "January 1974 Break" activities were both passed.

Third World Students Return From

National Anti-Imperialism Conference
By JOSEPH ANDREWS

The Amherst Delegation of the National Anti-

Imperialism Conference in Solidarity with African

Liberation returned from Chicago on Monday,
October 22 after attendance at the successful

National Conference called to protest United States

imperialism in Africa and generate new channels for

action in support of anti-imperialist liberation efforts.

Held at the Paul Lawrence Dunbar Vocational High

School in Chicago on October 20 and 21, the National

Anti-Imperialism Conference registered close to one
thousand persons from various delegations
representing over thirty states in the country. The
Conference attendance well-exceeded the number
registered. The Conference offered twelve workshops
on a variety of topics ranging from U.S. ECONOMIC,
MILITARY AND POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT IN

AFRICA; OIL, PALESTINE AND THE MIDDLE
EAST to THE ROLE OF U.S. LABOR IN THE ANTI-
IMPERIALISM FRONT.
At a rally Saturday night, the Conference par-

ticipants were addressed by leaders of several

African Liberation movements including ZAPU
(Zimbabwe) and ANC (South Africa) as well as by

representatives from the United Farm Workers and
other labor groups.

Following an address by Angela Davis, the in-

ternationally renown activist, Carolyn and Deborah
Boiling, both sophomores at UMass, formally

presented the banner made by the students of the

Che-Lumumba School for Truth in Amherst to the

National Anti-Imperialism Conference. A speech by

Deborah Boiling, given in behalf of the School and the

Amherst Delegation brought the packed audience in

the Dunbar High School to its feet with thunderous

applause.

At the Conference, the Amherst Delegation

presented the Acting President of the African

National Congress (ANC) in South Africa with the

proceeds of the October 10th Rally in support of the

National Anti-Imperialism Conference held at the

University.

Though the Conference was particularly aimed at

African-Americans, the protest against United States

imperialism was supported in statements presented

by the representatives of different Latin and Native

American progressive groups and organizations from

around the nation.

The Amherst Delegation was represented by sixty-

six African-American, Ethiopian, South African.

Algerian, Guinean and Puerto Rican graduate and

undergraduate students from the five colleges as well

as Springfield College.

The Amherst Anti-Imperialism Delegation in

Solidarity with African Liberation was cited by the

National organizers of the Conference for its efficient

organization and valuable contribution in assiting the

Chicago staff in the operation of the Conference.

SW Assembly Endorses Impeachment
By FRAN BROCK

Southwest Assembly passed a

resolution stating their support of

impeachment procedures against

President Nixon last night. The
resolution will be sent to Senators

Kennedy and Brooke and to all

Massachusetts representatives.

Notification of this proposal and

action will be sent to the White

House.

Third World People Must Work
For The Liberation Of Palestine
The following resolution was

adapted at the "Third World
Students in Solidarity with Arab
Brothers and Sisters" rally last

night.

I have been called to take action

on behalf of the Third World
Students and their respective
organizations that were
represented at the October 19,

Chicago conference in solidarity

with African Liberation. The
students that attended that con-

ference as well as many that were
unable to attend are well aware of

the full significance of the current
war for the liberation of Arab
territory in Africa.

The fact that the only countries

that initially approved the

development of the illegal state of

Israel were the European,
American and Australian states,

and that every Asian state, and
every African State (with the

exception, of course, of the Union
of South Africa ) voted against the

development of Israel, serves to

explain the position that Third
World people throughout the World
have taken in regards to Israel.

Black People, in particular,

must support the Palestinian

struggle, not only because of our

cultural link to Egypt (the fountain

of civilization ), not only because of

racism - an idea that is rampid on

the globe, but because Western

imperialism in Palestine and the

Arab world threatens to alter the

very face of Africa and reverse

history Egypt is in Africa - Africa

should be for the benefit of

Africans.

We support the current war in

the Middle East as a liberation

struggle, because it is a liberation

struggle. We understand its

significance, in total, because at

some point in history all Third

World people have been the vic-

tims of colonial expansion and

ideology, which includes at its very

core, capitalism and racism. We
are fully aware of the democratic
hoax that exists in the United

States and we are equally aware of

the extension of this hoax to the

illegal state of Israel-supporter of

the South African Regime, the

Chilean coup, Portuguese im-
perialism, the murder of Patrice

Lumumba and above all the
complete oppression of the
Palestinian people.

We also understand that the

Zionist - Israeli propaganda
machine has consistently tried to

portray the problem of Palestine

as an Arab-Israeli conflict in order

to deceive public opinion and to

give the impression that the

Palestine Arab people ceased to

exist as a people since 1948. We are

also aware that Israel has been

trying to portray the Palestine

problem as a conflict between
Arabs and Jews, when in fact the

struggle has always been directed

against Zionism and not against

Jews. We understand that since the

advent of Zionism, the de-

Arabization of Palestine was an
integral part of the Zionist
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philosophy, and that the expulsion
of the Arab people of Palestine was
premeditated, calculated and
carried out in fulfillment of this

philosophy.

And furthermore, we recognize
that an organic link exists between
Zionism and its base, Israel, on the

one hand, and imperialism and
neo-colonialism on the other hand
and that Israel was created by the

colonial-imperialist powers as an
alien human, geographic, and
military base to serve the interest

that created it.

We, members of the progressive

Third World Community, want it to

go on record that we plan to involve

ourselves, no matter what the

obstacles and the sacrifices, in the

struggle to liberate oppressed
people in the world in general and
the Palestinian people in par-

ticular. The struggle of the Arab
people of Palestine is in harmony
with the sacred values of all

humane men and women, in

harmony with the principles of

international law and order, in

harmony with the principles of self

defense, and above all in complete
harmony with revolutionary
movements all over the world.

As one people - a Third World
People, we will, we must insure
that the struggle does continue.

As one people, a Third World
people - we will, we must insure
that victroy is ours!!!
iA Luta Continual

Also discussed at the meeting
last night was the "paint policy" of

SW.
It seems that because the service

office did not like their policy of

distributing paint last year, no one

has been able to receive any paint

this year.

SW has quite a bit of paint

available to the Houses for pain-

ting lounges and corridors. As of

last year, the paint was given free

for the above mentioned purposes.

Paint could also be purchased by

students at a minimal amount.
According to Greg Sanders,

chairperson of Environmental
Standards, the service department
felt that the policy was not good
because there was no one around to

give out the paint or keep good
records of who got what paint and
for what purpose.

Sanders said, "People want
paint." and he has begun to in-

vestigate why none has been made
available this year. He said that if

the service office does not come up

with a policy, his committee will.

Sanders also said that the $12,000

given to his committee for pur-

poses of improving the dorms is

available to the dorms. In order to

receive the money for any im-

provements desired, proposals
must be turned into him by

November 16.

Carried over from last week's
meeting was the question of the

Rathskeller. According to Hamp-
ton Advisory Board member,
Maureen Mitchell, the Campus
Center Board of Governors has
completed their report and will be
sending to the H.A.B. very soon.

Ms. Mitchell did not want to be too

optimistic but she said that it is

rumored that the report is

favorable.

Corrections
The caption under the picture in yesterday's Collegian should have

read...

The New Africa House Dance Ensemble will be performing a Black
aesthetic modern dance recital Saturday night, Oct. 27th in Bowker
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Playwrite Mungu Kimya Abudu and Director
Diane Ramos will be using a contemporary theme. Other performers are
from the Five-College Black Dance Theater.

It was incorrectly reported in yesterday's Collegian that the tickets for
the Career Conference Day on Wednesday, November 7, will be $2.50. The
conference is free of charge. Tickets for the luncheon are $2.50. Also, Mrs.
Val Morrison is coordinator for the Career Conferences, not for the
University Conference Services. The Collegian regrets the error.

In the article about Ahora references to Puerto Rican and Chicano
undergraduate community should read "individual needs and desires of
the Third World Spanish-speaking student community."

MDC Classifieds Pay

Room to Move

Hotline Number

545-0400
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lee Cream Cone
Sale!

Buy One

Get One
Free

Bring

a

Friend
168 N. Pleasant St. 253-2291
Open 6:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
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Nixon Impeachment Committee
Decides Course Of Action
The Ad Hoc Committee to Im-

peach Nixon released the following

statement to the community last

night:

"The Ad Hoc Committee to

Impeach Nixon met last night to

discuss the need for future actions.

This committee is the focal point of

mass organizing in Western
Massachusetts and is made up of

members of the Five Colleges and
local residents. We see a necessity

to continue and support the efforts

of other similar committees
throughout the United States.

"The immediate focus of our
group is the compilation of a leaflet

to be circulated around the Five
Colleges. The purpose of the leaflet

is two-fold: It will educate people
on the reasons for impeachment of

the president; and it will contain a
questionnaire that will aid as an
indication of the general sen-
timents of the community toward
impeachment and further action.

"A meeting will be held today in

the Colonial Lounge at 4:00 to

discuss the content of the leaflet.

We have several people from the

CC Board Votes To Pay

Committee Chairpersons

;

Beverage Prices Stay Up
By SHARON HUGHES

The Campus Center Board of

Governors last night defeated a
motion to lower the price of coffee,

tea and soft drinks by 2 cents per
cup in the Hatch Coffee Shop and
Blue Wall.

They unanimously voted to pay
their committee chairpersons $20 a

week including retroactive pay
since the third week of September.
The Board also approved a three

page set of guidelines for renting

tables to sell handcrafted and
retail goods in the Campus Center
and Student Union.

Board member Bob McDonnell
said that the price of coffee, tea

and soda should be lowered
because it forces "a large number
of people who can't afford to eat at

the CC but just buy drinks to

support those who can afford it".

He said coffee sales contribute

$25,000 in profit to the CC food

operations and by doing so keep the

cost of less profitable food items
down.
"Who is buying coffee that is not

buying meals? Two kinds of
people... those who can't afford the

prices and over 10,000 people with
meal tickets", he said.

He argued that the cost of coffee

and the minimal labor cost in-

volved making it didn't justify the

price (17 cents and 22 cents).

McDonnell said the 2 cents in-

crease over last year's price may
ultimately result in fewer sales. CC
Food Services projects 653,000 cups
of coffee will be sold this year. One
million styrofoam cups were used
for coffee last year.

"One possibility is that we're

losing 400,000 cups in sales," he

said.

However, Chairperson of the

Food Services Committee, John
Hays projected a loss ($24,250) if

the price of drinks were lowered.

"That's a cost of $1-$1.35 per

student, and we'd have to make it

up somehow," he said.

CC Director John Corker said the

price on campus is competitive

with off campus restaurants which

charge extra for drinks "to go".

Board member Don Sullivan said

Outside people buv meals in the

coffee shop as well as students -

and they buy a good chunk of the

coffee, tea and soda."

The $20 salary of chairpersons is

subject to weekly review by the

officers of the Board. The pay is in

accordance with the scale set last

week for Student Senate Chair-

persons.

The Campus Center Table Policy

represents little change from the

general policy now in effect.

Students can continue to sell both

handcrafted and commercial
goods but preference will be given

to RSO Graduate Senate
organizations, CC organizations,

CC fee paying students and Con-

tinuing Education students,

respectively.

committee who will be there, but it

is open to anyone who is interested

in the impeachment of the
president.

"The rally that we held on the

Amherst Commons on Tuesday
night was only the beginning of a
difficult struggle that will even-
tually culminate in the im-
peachment of King Richard. Other
actions, such as writing to our
members of Congress and the

exploration of coordinating some
kind of national movement are
crucial if we are to be effective.

"The Commuter Assembly has
established a table that sells

postcards to send to our
representatives - opposite the
candy counter in the Student Union
lobby. If you are not able to work
directly with the Committee to

Impeach Nixon, we ask that you at

least send a telegram or postcard
to your Congress-person. If you are
not able to attend the meeting
today but are interested in working
on the committee, call 545-0341 and
leave your name and phone
number. This is our struggle and
we must work together to win!"

Area Boycotts

f
Support UFW

By BONNIE ASSELIN
Boycotts provide the "power" in pressuring growers to sign United

Farm Workers Union contracts said Robyn German, area director of

UhW
Charles March, staff member of UFW, calls the Farm Workers Union a

"non-violent" and "non-profit organization."

"Sure, we could go to California and settle it, burn, fight, but we want it

through non-violence...through peaceful boycotting and picketing," he
said.

Both German and March are working in the area, setting up boycott

committees and store picketing.

Ms. German's main concentration, presently, is Atkins Fruit Bowl in

Hampshire. UFW supporters are picketing them to sell only black eagle
(symbol of UFW) lettuce and grapes. She describes this store as

"crucial" because "other private store owners will follow" Atkin's

decision.

There will be a "mass picket" of Atkin's Sunday from 1 to 3. She urges
all who are interested to help.

UFW workers have been picketing Atkin's for three weeks on Satur-

days and Sundays from 11 to 4.

In support, Amherst Food Co-op has discontinued ordering cider from
Atkin's.

Ms. German said that there "has been some harassment. Police

restricted passing out leaflets in the driveway. It would stop people from
coming in." She cited an incident where a picketer was nearly struck by

an incoming car.

In answer to why Atkin's will not comply, she said it would be an action

"against growers in California. He is a grower and sympathizes with

them." Also, "he doesn't want people telling him what to do."
UFW workers have met success in the area. Area chain stores Food

Mart, Big Y, and Finast have agreed to sell only black eagle grapes and
lettuce. Their energy will now be focused on Stop and Shop, A&P, and
Shop-Rite said Ms. German.

In addition to UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, and Mt. Holyoke colleges

will begin or have begun boycotts of scab lettuce and grapes.

Charles March described the main conflict to be between the Farm
Workers Union and the Labor Contractors.

The Teamsters' method of hiring is with labor contractors who choose

the workers." They are "usually, young, strong men."
A provision under UFW-Grower contracts is a hiring hall through

which employers request workers. "The hiring hall makes all kinds of

people available, there is no discrimination." he said.

He stressed that strikes in California for UFW contracts is a

"workers decision." Cesar Chavez, head of UFW "is a farm worker and
lor the people."

On April 16th UFW contracts expired and 90 per cent of the workers
went on strike when growers announced that the workers were under
Teamsters contract. A workers vote was not taken before the signing,

they are prepared to strike and boycott until contracts with UFW are
signed and until working conditions and pay are improved.

At UMass, the Juan de la Cruz Boycott Committee is working in UFW
interests. Some members to contact are Wendy Simon, Joanne Levenson,

Cynthia Jacques, Kathy Duffy, Theresa Carr, and Ken Allen.

HRTA Hosts Guest Speakers On Tourism
Richard Lechthaler, Director of Marketing for the

Stratton Corporation, Stratton ML, Vermont, and
Benjamin Kaplan, Director of Publicity and tourism,

Sullivan County (NY) Publicity and tourism Dept.,

will be guest speakers next week before classes in the

Department of Hotel. Restaurant, and Travel

Administration.

Lechthaler will speak on "operating a ski resort for

profitability " on October 29. Kaplan will deal with the
tourism picture in the Catskills on October 31.

Each speaker will make three appearances: 8:00

a.m. in Goessman Auditorium, 11: 15 in Flint 204, and
2:30 p.m. in Chenoweth 227.

All appearances are open to he public and further
information is available from Associate Professor
Robert Lundy, telephone 545-1389.

Panel Discussion On Nixon

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Richard Drayne, Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy's press secretary, will

join Martin Nolan and Charles

Claffey of the Boston Globe in a

panel discussion here Monday
night

i'he discussion, entitled "Will

President Nixon be impeached" is

part of the Monday night series co-

sponsored by the Journalistic

Studies program and the Political

.Science department.

The
p.m.

panel will convene at 8:00

in the Public Health
Auditorium in Morrill Science

Center following seminar that will

be held earlier in the day.

"AHORA"
Anuncio

RETIRO

OCT. 27 - 28

Campus Center

SABA DO— 8:45 a.m. a 6:00 p.m.
(Salon— 803, 804,808)

DOMINGO— 8:45 a.m. a 2:00 p.m.
(Salon— 917,905,909)

— Vea Articulo en Collegian para detalles—

The
un-dormitories.

( treat oft-Cdmpus living—indoorsand out—at either ot two mod-
ern apartment complexes,only minutesawav by car or bikefrom
Amherst College,downtownAmherstor UMa^s. Now accepting
applications for September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• courtesy bus to UMaes
and town

•1,2,3bedrmapt$.

• heat& air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• masterTV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

•towns for Softball,

football, badminton

KKNT I2M/MONTH
(utilities included'

Directions: East Dudly Rd.
oppos. Grist Mill oft Rte. US

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• toomy closets, storage

• walr-to-w.tfl carpeting

•master TV antenna

• modern kitchens

• st'lt-cleaninp ovens

•electric ranges

• Miinless-steel sinks

• drhwdshrrs/disppsak

• 2-door refrigerator!

•laundry facilities

• swimming pool

No Lease l< en in re '

KKNT: mOM $IH.->
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In The Nation And The World

SINAI DESERT. West Bank of Suez, DUMMIES: plywood and cardboard dummies of anti aircraft
missiles were found by advancing Israeli armored troops at an otherwise evacuated SAM site some 10
miles west of Suez inside Egypt. Vehicles in background belong to Israeli forces.

Mideast Roundup

U.S. Troops Put On Alert
(Continued from P. 1)

States and the Soviet Union,
became a major problem when
Egypt asked for a joint American-
Russian troop contingent to police
the cease-fire.

In a speech Wednesday night,

Soviet U.N. representative Jacob
Malik said the request was
justified. The White House im-
mediately ruled out such an action.

Kissinger explained the
American position in his news
conference, saying American and
Soviet military presence was a
danger both to the Middle East and
to the world.

"It is inconceivable," he said,

"that the forces of the great
powers should be introduced in the
numbers that would be necessary
to overpower both of the par-
ticipants."

He expressed even stronger
opposition to the unilateral in-

troduction of troops "by any great
power, especially by any nuclear
power."
To do so, the secretary in-

dicated, would test the limits of

U.S. willingness to continue in the
process of improving U.S.-Soviet

relations.

"I resent any attempt to exploit

the policy of detente... to exacer-
bate conflicts." Kissinger said.

At the same time, he laid out a
parallel U.S. attitude of con-

ciliation. "We do not now consider

ourselves in a confrontation with
the Soviet Union," Kissinger stated

and the United States "is not yet
prepared" to say its limits have
been breeched.

Kissinger spoke solemnly of the

responsibilities of the nuclear
powers to keep their differences

within boundaries that do not

threaten mankind.

He said the United States and the

Soviet Union have "a very special

responsibility" to remain within

these bounds, although they are

ideological adversaries.

This is how developments took

place as crisis flared, then ap-

parently subsided:

-The administration got word

sometime Wednesday night that

the Soviets might move
unilaterally to enforce with troops

the Middle East cease-fire.

Kissinger would not discuss the

way this became known. Sen.

Henry M Jackson, D-Wash., said it

was in a blunt note from Soviet
Ambassador Anatoly F. Dobrynin
to President Nixon, a note first

given to Kissinger.

-Deliberations during the night
led to a White House decision to

alert American forces. The
Pentagon said the orders were
relayed to military units beginning
shortly after midnight. At 3 a.m.,

Kissinger said, the National
Security Council met and agreed
unanimously on the alert action.

-As military men obeyed the

alert order, the action became
known publicly. There was no
official announcement of the order
until late Thursday morning.
-President Nixon and Kissinger

met for more than an hour with
Democratic and Republican
leaders of Congress. That break-
fast hour meeting had been
arranged before the new crisis.

The congressional leaders
emerged describing the alert as a
precautionary move. The Pen-
tagon and the White House later

emphasized the same point.

-At noon, Kissinger held his news
conference. For an hour, he
described U.S. policy, and rejected
any arrangement that would in-

troduce peace-keeping forces
made up of major power troops
into the Middle East.

-Little more than an hour later.

Jacob Malik, Soviet ambassador to

the United Nations, said the
Russians would agree to the
creation of a U.N. peace-keeping
force including no big-power
troops

-At midafternoon the Security
Council voted to dispatch such a

peace-keeping force.

Kissinger gave his news con-
ference nine hours before
President Nixon had been
scheduled hold one. Nixon,
however, postponed his until

Friday, citing the Middle East
developments.

Kissinger said that until Wed-
nesday there was no major in-

dication of Soviet willingness to do
anything but cooperate in ending
the fighting and start over-all

negotiations, Kissinger said.

With the Soviet support of the
new U.N. resolution, "the United
States would feel we are back on
the road that had been charted
earlier this week," he went on.

What he was talking about was a

Security Council resolution

sponsored by the United States and
the Soviet Union after Kissinger

spent last weekend in Moscow
talking with Soviet Communist
party leader Leonid Brezhnev.

T he resolution called for a cease-

fire in place as of Oct. 22 and the

ultimate beginning of Arab-Israeli

negotiations on a final settlement

under "appropriate auspices."

All parties remain in accord on
this, Kissinger said, and the United

States and Russia have agreed
they will act as "the appropriate

auspices."

He reported the negotiating

process could begin "in a matter of

a very few weeks."

Parents Want

Occult Class

Cancelled
HAMPTON. N.H. ( AP) Some 45

enraged parents have called for

the elimination of a course entitled

"Mystery and the Supernatural in

Literature" in the regional high
school here.

The course is popular with
students at Winnacunnet High
School but a petition circulated by
parents claims it "teaches the
occult" and is "dangerous for our
vouth."

Egypt Admits
Army Cut Off

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A high Egyptian official said Israeli tanks tried to storm Suez City

Thursday despite the Middle East truce, and admitted in effect that some
Egyptian soldiers have been cut off in the Sinai by Israeli invasion forces.

Ashraf Ghorbal, a top adviser to President Anwar Sadat, charged that

Israeli troops blocked U.N. truce observers from getting to the southern

front near Suez City, turning them back about 61 miles from Cairo.

That was the first Egyptian admission of Israeli control of the vital

Cairo-to-Suez supply route. It indirectly confirmed Israeli claims that the

Egyptian 3rd Army-reported to include 20,000 soldiers with 200 tanks-was

stranded on the eastern bank of the canal

"They are in no immediate danger of starving or dying from thirst," a

Tel Aviv military spokesman said of the Egyptian troops. "But as a

military force they are finished."

The Israeli military command claimed both fronts were relatively
quiet. 20 days after the Middle East exploded in the fourth Arab-Israeii
war, and two days after the second U.N. cease-fire went into effect.

The Israeli command said three teams of U.N. officers from Damascus
reached Israeli forward positions in Syria and began monitoring the truce
from Mt. Hermon and other vantage points.

But Ghorbal told newsmen in Cairo that fighting was still going on
around Suez City at the southern end of the Suez Canal "because of Israeli
cease-fire violations."

Ghorbal said U.N. truce observers have taken up their monitoring
positions along the northern and central sectors of the 103-mile-long
canal, indicating the fighting there had petered out as reported in Tel
Aviv.

Ghorbal's acknowledgement that the force was cut off apparently was
aimed at underscoring Cairo's charges of repeated Israeli cease-fire
violations and attempts to bolster the Israeli invasion force contrary to
the in-place truce.

"There is no reason for us to violate the cease-fire," countered the
Israeli military spokesman. "We have them surrounded. We have what
we want."
The first U.N. cease-fire sponsored by the United States and the Soviet

Union began Monday, Oct. 22, but fell apart when fighting erupted anew
along the canal. The Security Council reiterated its truce call in a second
cease-fire that began Tuesday morning.

Sadat accused the Israelis of taking advantage of the truces to expand
their foothold in Egypt proper west of the Suez Canal. Tel Aviv claims to

hold about 750 square miles of the Egyptian heartland in a penetration
stretching from below Ismailia southward around Suez City.
The Egyptian leader appealed Wednesday night for a joint peace-

keeping force from the United States and the Soviet Union, but
Washington rejected his appeal.

Uncertainty over Soviet intentions led President Nixon to order a
worldwide alert of American military forces Thursday amid fears the
Soviets might send a peace-keeping force into Egypt unilaterally.
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger said in Washington that the

United States opposes introduction of American or Russian soldiers into
the Middle East "in whatever guise."
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How about $ good homo cooked moot?Aro poo titoi of compus food?

ST. REC-15
B.ZSTAURANT

The place that serves breakfast from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to 9 p.m.),

Breakfast Special: 99 e
2 Eggs any Style & Toast & Coffee

Open
Mon. Sat.

6a.m. -9p.m.

Sun.
8a.m. -9p.m.

Eitra Daily Specials only 95°

— BAKE LINK SAUSAGES
— CREAMED TURKEY on TOAST
— CREAMED CHIP BEEF on TOAST
— SPAGHETTI with MEAT SAUCE
— CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
— BAKED MACARONI and CHEESE

28 PLEASANT ST.

Daily Specials
BAKED MEAT LOAF
POTTED BEEF with ONIONS
CORN BEEF HASH
FRANKS & BEANS
FISH & CHIPS
REUBIN SANDWICH

Left at the Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5 Downtown Northampton.

NORTHAMPTON

Kissinger Denies Middle East Crisis Watergate Coverup

B\ KKOOKS.I u KSO\
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON I AP) Denying
that the White House is "playing
with the lives of the American
people," Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger icily rejected any
suggestion that Thursday's
Mideast developments were staged
to obscure the still-boiling

Watergate affair.

President Nixon postponed until

Friday a news conference for

questions about Watergate, even
as new scandal disclosures sur-

faced and Republicans in Congress
stepped up pressure for a new
special prosecutor.

The White House said Nixon was
too busy with the Middle East to

hold the news conference planned
for Thursday night.

Kissinger, speaking at a State

Department news conference
planned for Thursday night.

Kissinger, speaking at a State

Department news conference, was
asked whether domestic problems
had prompted Nixon to call

Thursday's early morning military

alert.

"We are attempting to conduct
the foreign policy of the United

Slates with regard for . . future

generations,'
-

he said, adding
'it is a symptom of what is

happening in this country that it

even could he suggested that the

United States would alert its forces

for domestic reasons
."

At another point, he said. "There
lias to be a minimum Of confidence
that the senior officials of the

American government are not

playing with the lives of the

American people."

There was a swirl of new
developments Thursday in the

Watergate affair:

-Several leading Senate
Democrats pressed for creation of

a special prosecutor who couldn't

be fired by the President, and
House Republicans urged Nixon to

appoint his own replacement for

ousted Watergate prosecutor
Archibald Cox
-Nixon's own constitutional

lawyer, Charles Alan Wright, said

he personally favors appointment
of another independent prosecutor,

but not one as independent as Cox
had been.

-Administration officials
disclosed that the White House is

blocking key testimony about

WASHINGTON-AFTER CLOSED SESSION-Sen. James O. S|

Eastland D-M'ss., chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee,
talks to newsmen in Washington following a closed session of his

committee. The Senate panel has scheduled public hearings next
week to look into the firing of Special Watergate Prosecutor Ar-

chibald Cox.

Beachcombing May Be Past Art

Warns Florida Representative
By WILLIAM L.CHAZE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Beach-
combing will soon become a lost

pleasure for most Americans
unless quick action is taken to

protect public access to the
nation's shorelines, Congress was
told Thursday.
"High-rises, motels, vacation

homes, hot dog stands and other
development wall off the beaches
and, in effect, deny the public

access to beach property owned by
them," said Rep. Bill Gunter, D-
Fla.

Gunter was the leadoff witness
before a House Merchant Marine
and Fisheries subcommittee
opening two days of hearings on
legislation to insure public access
to the beaches.

Gunter and Rep. Sam Gibbons,
D-Fla., are cosponsers of a bill to

allow the federal government to

pay states up to 75 per cent of the

cost of buying land necessary to

grant public access to publicly

owned shoreline. It also would
provide federal assistance for

development of transportation that

would help the public reach the

beaches.

Sirica

Pursues

Truth
BOSTON (AP) — Watergate

Judge John J. Sirica said Thur-

sday night that his greatest con-

cern is "the orderly and dilligent

pursuit of the truth."

The U.S. District court judge

spoke at the convention of the

American Judges Association

which gave Sirica its award of

merit for "judicial courage."

Sirica, in a brief speech, did not

mention the Watergate case.

"What can I say? What could

anyone say that would be ap-

propriate in these circumstances

except to observe that the primary
concern of our times and our time-

honored adversary system in the

orderly and dilligent pursuit of the

truth."

On Tuesday, President Nixon

agreed to turn over tapes of White

House conversations to Sirica.

Sirica is the first trial judge to

receive the award of merit, the

highest honor the association

gives.

'Protection and enhancement of

the beaches is a continuing
responsibility of the federal
government where the public in-

terest is involved," Gibbons said.

"But this responsibility has lapsed
with regard to preserving the

public right to recreational use of

the beaches due to the en-

croachment of private owner-
ship..."

The Nixon administration op-

poses the bill on grounds that it is

too restrictive.

Robert W. Knecht, director of the

Office of Coastal Environment,
said a provision that prohibits any
construction that interferes with
public access to beaches "would
appear to unduly restrict

legitimate private property uses

and activities of landowners...."

U.A.W. And Ford Near
Contract Agreement

By JONATHAN WOLMAN
Associated Press Writer

DETROIT (AP) - Bargainers for Ford and the United Auto Workers
worked into the night Thursday with only the issue of voluntary overtime
reportedly blocking a contract for 185,000 workers.
A source at Local 600, which has 34,000 members in the Detroit area,

said Ford put a new offer on the table Thursday.
It was unacceptable only in the area of voluntary overtime, the source

said.

The source did not say how the other key issue of retirement after 25

years with full pension benefits for 9,000 foundry workers had been
resolved.

UAW President Leonard Woodcock sent a telegram to all Ford locals

telling workers to stay on the job if there is a national agreement Friday
morning, regardless of whether local disputes have been settled

The strategy is similar to that used at Chrysler where all workers
returned to their jobs after a nine-day strike and local disputes were
settled later.

Sources said the company has offered an economic package meeting
the 3 per cent annual pay raise and retirement after 30 years worked out

Sept. 17 in an industry pattern contract with Chrysler.

That accord calls for retirement with a pension of $550 per month, to be

boosted to $700 a month by 1978. for all workers with 30 years in the plants.

Ford production workers now average about $5 an hour.

Ford has indicated it may resist a settlement along the lines of

Chrysler's voluntary overtime plan

SATURDAY OCTOBER 27, 1973

FREE
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ALTERNATE ENERGY CONFERENCE

Memorial Hall

University of Massachusetts-Amherst

PROGRAM

9:30 — C.E.Q. President Douglas McCallum: Welcome
9:40 — Special Speaker
9:50 — Introduction of Speakers: Micki Rhyne
10:00— William E. Heronemus, Prof, of Civil Engineering, U. of M. "Alternate Energy
Resources"
11:00 — Questions from the audience
11:10— Peter Glazer, Vice-Pres. of A. D. Little Co., Cambridge, Mass. "Solar Energy
— The Ultimate Resource"
11:55 — Questions from the audience
12:05 — LUNCH BREAK
1:00— Fred S. Dubin, Pres. Dubm Mindell Bloome Assoc, New York City "Let's Get
Energy Conservation Off of Dead Center"
1:45 — Questions from the audience
1:55 — John Todd, Pres. New Alchemy Institute, Woods Hole, Mass. "Designing for

the Future: An Ecological and Small Scale Approach to Energy Use."
2:40 — Questions from the audience
2:50 — Workshops on topics discussed by speakers
3:50 — Review of workshops
4:00 — Adjourn

y»',*,

Nixon's role in a controversial 1971

increase in federal price supports
for milk Former Agriculture
Secretary Clifford M Hardin and
Undersecretary of Agriculture J

Phil Campbell have been in-

structed not to answer Senate
investigators' question! about a

key meeting with the President
White House lawyers are claiming
executive privilege.

Public interest groups have
alleged in a lawsuit that the ad-

ministration granted the increase
as a political payoff to the dairy
lobby for more than $4(M),<KM) they

gave to Nixon's re-election cam
patgn,

It was learned that the
President's one-time personal
lawyer. Herbert W. Kalmbach, has
told investigators he probably
relayed word to the White House
about a secret $100, (MX) gift from
billionaire Howard R. Hughes to

Nixon's triend, ('. (i. "Bebe"
Rebozo. Kalmbach. according to

an informed source, says he
believes he did this in mid-1972, at

least six months before Nixon
acknowledges hearing about the

controversial money.

{OPEN 9:30-6:30 prj,-*>9 3

Long Dresses in

rnanjj s+jlcs',TJii$ one's

1007- coffon w/7h ^

ribbon
trim.

(NEYr TO THE POST
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Military Summoned
By Mid East Alert

B> ( K\l(. AMMKKM.W
Associated Press Writer

American military men were summoned to their security tightened
bases aeross the country and around the world on Thursday to assume
positions dictated by the alert put into effect by President Nixon because
of the Middle East crisis.

(alls went out in the early morning hours to Army. Navy, Air Force and
Marine personnel either to report to their bases or to stand by their
telephones. National (Juard units in a number of states also were alerted
Because of the security placed on the operation, it was difficult to

determine exactly what was going on at the many military bases affected
by the alert.

But reports from military spokesmen and soldiers who were willing to
talk indicated it was a stand-by situation. A spokesman at Ft. Leonard
Wood in Missouri said: 'This means the chain of command is alert and
exercising extra vigilance. ..in effect we are on a stand-by to stand by."
An Associated Press survey of switchboards at newspapers and at

television and radio stations across the country indicated the general
citizenry was not overly concerned. While some reported receiving a few
calls inquiring about the alert, none reported an abnormal number.
Most military bases were closed to unauthorized personnel, making the

degree of the alert difficult to determine.
The Atlantic Fleet was reported on a Condition 3 alert, which an officer

described as "a high readiness defense posture." One officer said the
scale of alerts runs from 5, a normal peacetime condition, to 1, a wartime
alert.

BUFFALO BILL, as portrayed by Amherst senior Don Howard above, is the main character in the
Amherst College Masquers' production of Arthur Kopit's Indians Indians will be presented at H p.m. the
evenings of Friday. Nov. 2 through Sunday. Nov. 4 and Thursday. Nov. 8 through Sunday. Nov. II. For
information, contact the Kirby Theater box office at 542-2278.

Oil Executive Kidnapped
IUFNOS AIRKS. Argentina

( AP) - An American oil company
executive has become the latest

victim of a wave of kidnapings in

Argentina.

The executive is David B.
Wilkie, 48, general manager of

Amoco Argentina Oil Co. The
Argentine company would not say
Wilkie was kidnaped, but a
spokesman in Chicago for the
parent firm. Standard Oil Co. ot

Indiana, confirmed the abduction
Thursday.
The spokesman in Chicago said

Wilkie was believed to have been
seized while he was on his way to

work Tuesday
"I have been advised that Mr.

Wilkie has been kidnaped and
there has been telephone contact
with the kidnapers," said the
spokesman, Alan White, manager
of international public affairs for

Standard.

Amoco Argentina Oil Co. is

wholly owned by Amoco In-

ternational, which is in turn owned
by Standard of Indiana.

Wilkie assumed his Argentina

duties March 1, 1972, after a tour
with Amoco in Iran. He had worked
previously in Argentina.
Informed sources in Buenos

Aires said Wilkie was abducted by
armed men as the executive was
leaving his house in the Buenos
Aires suburb of Martinez, north of

the capital city.

The men used several cars to

block the executive's chauffeur-
driven limousine, the sources said.

The Argentine newspaper La
Kazon said the abductors
demanded $1 million ransom. The
newspaper did not give its source
of information or say how the
demand was made. There was no
immediate official confirmation of

a ransom demand.
A Swissair executive. Kurt Sch-

mid. 43, was kidnaped Monday in

Argentina. As of Thursday night,

his fate was not known. Buenos
Aires newspapers said in un-

confirmed reports he was being
held by the Marxist-led People's
Revolutionary Army, an urban
guerrilla organization blamed by
the government for other ab-

ductions.

The last American kidnaped in

Argentina before Wilkie was John
Thompson, president of the
Argentine subsidiary of Firestone
Tire and Rubber Co. An Argentina
record of $3 million was paid for

his release. He was not harmed.
Recently, Coca Cola, Pepsi

Cola, Braniff and Pan American
World Airways have received
extortion threats in Argentina,
according to police sources. Most
of the threats are thought to have
been made by common criminals,
the sourres said.

Custom Black & White

Processing

24 hr. Service

Photo - Copying is Specialty

t VERY THING PHOTOGRAPHIC

460 W. Street, Rt. 116
South Amherst, Mass.

Famous for having the CHEAPEST in NEW & USED dothe

OLD WEIRD HAROLD'S
NEW & USED CLOTHING

New Yorker Phonily

Finances World Trip
ORLANDO. Fla. ( AP) - Police are holding a New York City teen-ager

they say used a friend's credit card and an estimated $200,000 in phony
checks to finance a round-the-world trip that may have cost $500,000.
Officers said the companies which may have been duped in the two-

month global spree read like a corporate who's who.
"Our phones have been ringing off the hook with calls from all over

from banks, money order firms and others,'' said Sgt. Ed Koskey of the
Orlando police criminal division.

"I think we found tickets for everything but Dogpatch Airlines. It's

incredible," he added.

T he youth, identified as Michael T homas Henson, 18, was held in the city

jail on charges of defrauding an Orlando innkeeper and possessing two
worthless checks. Bond was set at $252, but police said holding warrants
were being processed from other states.

Henson was picked up Sunday after a Howard Johnson's Motel com-
plained the teen-ager didn't have enough money to pay for a one-day stay,

officials said.

"We found about 20 plane tickets for two in the room,'' Koskey said.

"The tickets showed trips to London, Paris, New York, Madrid, Africa,

Lisbon, Hawaii, Hong Kong, Greece and Puerto Rico."

Investigators said Henson had a Master Charge card issued to a "Mr.
Xavier" in Orlando. They said they spoke with Xavier and he said he lent

the card to Henson and the youth's girlfriend on Aug. 6 to help them
finance a trip from New York to Florida.

The girlfriend was not identified by police and apparently was not

present at the time of the arrest.

Officials said forged checks and a check writing machine apparently

had been used in the worldwide jaunt. They said the youth apparently

cashed the phony checks and deposited them to open bank accounts from

which h' wrote personal checks to buy merchandise around the world.

Rt. 9. Hadlev

NEW Male Jeans
only $5.00

Get ready for the cold with super-warm

Snorkel Parkas only
$ 20°°

USED COATS &
JACKETS

I

all kinds WE IK^WN® $15.00 - $10.00
LEATHER & SUEDE JACKETS

as well as

CORDUROY & DENIM
along with the usual —
flannel shirts, pea coats, vests,

reindeer sweaters, ete.

JACKETS
and PANTS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Dean Wendell K . Smith of the I Mass School of Business chats with
two students and asst. Prof. I la K. Motekat after the students
received scholarships from the Boston chapter of the American
Society of Women Accountants. From the left, Prof. Motekat, ac-
counting faculty member and member of the Society; Majory S.

Fishman of of Marblehead, Betty Andelman of Lexington, and Dean
Smith.

World Churches Take No Mid-East Stand
B\ OKOKOFW. CORNELL

\l* Religion Writer
\i:\\ YORK (API - Although

Christian leaders have voiced
dismay ai the new sinte in the
Middle Kast. and some have
blamed aggression by Egypt and
Syria, man) have shunned laying
the fault to either tide
They generally have confined

their reaction to middle-road calls

for peace and steps by the United
Nations and big powers to achieve
it Hut their statements all say any
settlement must uphold Israel's

right to exist.

John Cardinal Krol. of

Philadelphia, president of the
National Conference of Catholic
Bishops, said "we recognize the

genuine grievances" on both sides.

"We respect the legitimate
desire of Israel for secure boun-
daries, just as we respect the

legitimate desire of the Arab
nations to recover the land lost in

the war six years ago." he added.

However, he said "recourse to

violence" only worsens the

problem and won't resolve it

Some church leaders specifically

blamed Arab states for starting the

new conflict. The Ke\ Dr Robert
C. Campbell, chief executive of the

American Baptist Churches, said:

The attack on Israel by Egypt
and Syria as reported by our

government and the United
Nations observation group was a

violation of international law and a

threat to the right of Israel to exist

as a state."

The Rev. Charles Ansell.

director of the Christian Unjtv
• 'enter <>i the Catholic Graymoor
Fathers, said

"When the .Jews m Israel are
laced with aggression and Jews
everywhere are confronting
terrorism, I think it is important
for Christian friends not to scuttle

into the woodwork
"M> concern is for all the people

ot the- Middle Kast. but the cause of

Arah Christians and Moslems is

not served by beating war drums
nor in fostering the illusion that

somehow Israel will disappear
from the earth.

- '

Cost Of Living Council
Favors Wage-Price Controls

By R. GRFGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

government lifted price controls
Thursday from the fertilizer in-

dustry, a move officials said was
necessary to expand food
production next year.
The fertilizer industry is the first

major field from which controls
have been lifted since the Phase 4

anti-inflation program began in

August.

But John T. Dunlop, director of
the Cost of Living Council, said
that although controls may be
removed from some industries, he
favors continuing the wage-price
control program into 1974.

Dunlop said the decontrol of the
fertilizer industry including most
of its wages, would result in sub-
stantial increases in the price of
fertilizer, but increased food
production could bring about lower
food prices.

The government also exempted
nutrient materials used in the
production of fertilizer and ex-
plosives and lifted controls on the
sale of ammonia, nitrogen, urea,
phosphate and potash used in

making plactics, synthetic fibers,

animal feeds and other products.
The fertiliser industry, sup-

ported by the Agriculture
Department, had urged decontrol,
saying a fertilizer shortage next

Florida Woman Mistaken

In Drugged Juice Case
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP) - "I was really frightened," former

model Louise Pieri said after she was mistakenly arrested by police
seeking a woman who handed out drugged orange juice at shopping
centers in four Florida cities.

The Portsmouth, R.I., woman said she*was shopping Wednesday when
two policemen "walked up and told me to follow them."
Mrs. Pieri said a crowd began to gather and people started taking

photographs of her.

She said she was taken to a department store where a clerk had earlier
reported seeing a woman in a large floppy hat resembling the woman who
passed out the orange juice last week.
Fifteen persons in four Florida cities were hospitalized after drinking

the juice which police said was spiked with belladona and two
derivatives, atropine and scopoline.

The woman was described as good looking and wearing a white floppy
hat and sunglasses.

Mrs. Pieri, 40, was wearing a black floppy hat when she was arrested.
She said she was released after the department store clerk told police

she was not "the orange juice woman."
"Everyone started laughing and apologizing," Mrs. Pieri said. "I

nearly fainted. The police wanted me to leave through a back door to

avoid the crowd that had gathered. But I insisted on going through the
front door because I had done nothing wrong.

"I told the crowd I was sorry to disappoint them and everyone
laughed," she added. "I was really frightened and was cold all over."

year could reduce food production.
"A return to relative food price

stability hinges on the farmer's
ability to expand significantly

output in 1974. An integral element
in crop expansion is ample supplies
of fertilizer." Dunlop said.

World fertilizer prices are as
much as $40 a ton higher than
domestic prices and have caused a
big increase in U.S. fertilizer ex-

ports.

Dunlop said nearly 40 companies
have committed themselves to

divert considerable amounts of

fertilizer from export to domestic
use.

Dunlop said firms also have
pledged to try to increase
production.

From MARTINELLI

In earthy tan
leather with crepe
sole

ONLY

$ 1 9.00

aoutt SHOE

8 Main St., Amherst

"Home of the Boot Cellar"

ALL NEW AT THE

Wine Chariot Restaurant

RTE. 9 HADLEY

STUDENTS WELCOME!
WEDNESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

Live Entertainment in our new Cocktail Lounge

SUNDAY
Smorgasbord — 3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Adults $4.95 Children $2.95

Antipasto Salad Bar included with all entrees.

Featuring lobster, steak, chops, seafood and

Italian Specialties from $3.95 to $6.95

HADLTY

Amherst

ku. q

Northawton

Luncheon buffet served Tuesday-Friday, 12:00 p.m. to2:00 p.m.
Accommodations for private parties
For Reservations Call: 526-2510
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UMass To Host Party Oct . 27

For Belchertown Residents
On Saturday, October 27, the Belchertown

Volunteers will hold a Halloween party for a number
ol residents of the Belchertown State School. The
party will he held ON CAMPUS in the Campus Center-

room 174-176 at 1 :(K) p.m. Anyone is invited to attend

The party will provide an excellent opportunity for

members of the UMass community to informally

meet and spend an enjoyable afternoon with mentally
retarded individuals who are usually restricted to an
institutional setting. Belchertown Volunteers, past

and present, are especially urged to attend. Some
refreshments will be provided, however cookies and
baked goods would be greatly appreciated. All those

planning to attend are requested to bring a halloween
mask fashioned from a paper bag ; these will be given

to residents.

The Belchertown Volunteers have been actively

working with residents of the state school this

semester. Earlier this month, they hosted a group of

Belchertown residents on campus lor a da> A
number ot member* participated in a painting

project at the school recently The group will also be
sponsoring a number of speakers on campus w ho \\ ill

discuss the mentally retarded and mental health care
in Massachusetts On October 13, Or Robert Karl,

assistant superintendent ol the Belchertown State

School, addressed the group A member of the Mass
Assn For Retarded Citizens will address the group on
a date to be announced in .November.

The Belchertown Volunteers will be transporting a

group of Belchertown residents to the U Mass-
Vermont football game to be held on November .5 at

Alumni Stadium. Escorts to sit and spend the af-

ternoon with these people are still needed. Anyone
interested in going to the UMass-Vermont game with
a Belchertown resident and making a new friend in

the process is requested to call Jay at 253-5897

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1973

DYS Running In The Red
BOSTON (AP) - Some $680,000 in

unpaid bills run up by the state

Department of Youth Services
may remain unpaid this year,
according to testimony at a House
Ways and Means Committee
hearing Thursday.
The money, owed to group and

foster homes caring for youngsters
assigned to DYS, is not included in

the $1.5 million deficiency budget
now being considered by the

legislative committee.

DYS Commissioner Joseph M.
Leavey blamed the agency's
deficits on an increase in the
number of youngsters being
assigned by the courts to DYS. He
said the agency was handling some
700 more youths than it had an-
ticipated. Total active cases
numbered 2,521 on Oct. 6, he added.

In the areas of keeping track of

youngsters under care and of
money being spent Leavey said. "I

think we are starting to get things
under control."

straight-legged western r ^

AMERICAN
CLASSICS

&>i.U%

Not so, said Rep. Joseph Early,

D-Worcester, who contended that

the agency had consistently overun
its budget.

"We give you a budget and
you're supposed to live within it,"

he said. "You've got a very sen-

sitive issue here-children.
Everybody loves children."

Early charged that DYS was
expanding programs but still not
providing needed services for
juvenile offenders.

He criticized the agency for

overspending in its board and
allowance allotments given to

some youngsters in DYS
programs. Early said the ap-

propriation in that area went from
$20,000 in 1972 to $200,000 in 1973.

When the legislature approved
only $25,000 in that account for

fiscal 1974, Early said it was spent

during the first month

Leavey said the allowances
provided an incentive for some

Yale Strings At U.M. Oct. 28
The Yale String Quartet, comprised of four internationally celebrated

soloists, will appear in one of their unique performances on Monday
evening. October 29, at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall, at

the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. This renowned Quartet
rarely plays in public due to the pressing commitments of its individual
members' solo careers, and this will mark its first appearance at the
Amherst campus
The Monday evening event will mark the opening of the Fine Arts

Council's chamber Music Series. The Quartet, whose members include
Broadus Erie and Syoko Aki. violins, Walter Trampler. viola, and Aldo
Parisot, violincello. will offer Debussy's Quartet in G Minor. Op. 10,

Haydn's Quartet in Eb Major. Op. 33. No. 2 < "The Joke "
t. and Schubert's

Quartet in D Minor. D. 810 ("Death and the Maiden").
The Quartet will hold an open rehearsal on Monday morning at 11 a.m.

in Bowker Auditorium which will be open to the public Following the
concert on Monday evening, The Fine Arts Council, sponsors of the
concert, will host a reception for the Quartet in the Campus Center so that
students and concert goers may have an opportunity to meet with these
distinguished artists.

Tickets for the concert by the Yale String Quartet are now on sale at the
Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall. Telephone 545-0202, and are
priced at $1 .50 for UMass-Amherst students with IDs and $3.00 for others.

TRAIL BIKE SEASON IS HERE
AND VALLEY MOTORSPORTS

HAS THE FINEST.

US KAWASAKI F-4 12Scc.

FROM THE PROFESSIONAL MONARK 125 c.c. TO
THE POWERFUL KAWASAKI F-6 125 c.c. WE HAVE
THE TRAIL BIKE FOR YOU THIS FALL.

VALLEY MOTOR SPORTS
King St., Northampton

youths. He admitted that an ad-
ditional $100,000 had been tran-
sferred from the agency's pur-
chase of service account, which
was already $1.5 million short.

Leavey also admitted under
questioning by the committee to

transferring some 200 youngsters
in group homes from the DYS
budget to the welfare department
budget last May and June because
DYS funds had run out. He added
that expenses for caring for the
youngsters were back on DYS's bill

in July at the start of the new fiscal

year.

Farly responded "The only way
to stop this sort of thing is not to

fund it."
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201 n. pleasant st. amherst

// Weekend Used Equipment Specials 11

at SOUND IDEAS
1 Cook Place Amherst

Assorted GARRARD Turntables

PE 2038 Turntable

PIONEER SX 1500 TO 100 Watt RMS Receiver

SCOTT 342C 50 Watt RMS Receiver

AMPEX Micro 24 Portable Cassette Recorder

Two Dual 1215 Turntables complete

Dynaco SCA 35 35 Watt RMS Amplifier

TwoKUMT 2-way Speakers

REALISTIC FM Stereo Tuner

NIVIC0 10 Watt RMS Amplifier

DUAL 1209 Automatic Turntable complete

LIST SALE
$2oo $800.00 $25 - $75

$200.00 S99.00

$400.00 $275.00

$250 00 $140.00

$100.00 $20.00

$170.00 $85.00

$150.00 $00.00

$160.00 pr. $00.00 pr.

• $25.00

9
• $25.00

$200.00 $83.00

This Friday & Saturday Only
at SOUND IDEAS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Students-Faculty

Form Peace R>rum
Arabs. Israelis, and others concerned with the current Middle East

situation have formed the Arab-Israeli Peace Forum at UMass.
Participant! of the forum, which includes students and faculty mem-

bers, say they are convinced 'it is better now to talk instead of fight."
Stated aims of the group are:
"1 To promote the exchange of views between Arab and Israeli

students and professors, and other Arab and Israeli citizens now visitine
the United States.

"2 To foster rational discussion of the issues involved in the Middle
East conflict; issues aimed at developing joint proposals based on areas
ol common agreement.

"3. To promote the understanding, on each side, of the otner sides
lears. expectations, and basic rights

'4. To contribute to the dissipation of the atmosphere of mutual fear
distrust, and threats

" '

Further information may be obtained from Noah Hashachar at 333
Lincoln Apartments. Amherst. Mass 01002

Panel Discredits New Walpole Guards

,

i

CHELSEA, Mass.-LEND THEIR ASSISTANCE-Volunteers sort donated food Wednesday at theSalvation Army church in Chelsea. Mass.. for victims of the fire that swept through the city over a week

iS'^X 222 a
K
SS

,

,Stant StUdCntS fr°m "earby Wak«*field under the direction of Julie Chernkk
left. They report distributing over 70 tons of clothing and about 10 tons of food.

BOSTON (AIM - An investigative
panel at Walpole State Prison has
recommended that newly-
appointed guards should not be
used to transfer inmates outside
the prison.

The panel also suggested that

Walpole inmates be taken to a
hospital at Norfolk State Prison
rather than to hospitals outside
prison walls.

Landscape

Conference
Coming
A Landscape Assessment

Conference to discuss approaches
to the problem of evaluating visual
resources will be held at the UMass
Campus Center Nov. 15 and 16.

Among the sponsors are the
UMass Institute for Man and his
Environment and the Northeast
Forest Experiment Station at
UMass. Papers will be presented in

three areas: statements of
qualitative landscape values,
assessment of human responses to

the landscape and assessment of

landscape resources.

The opening address on land-
scape values will be by J. B.
Jackson, former editor of Land-
scape Magazine, at 1:45 p.m.
Thursday. Full information is

available from the Institute for
Man and His Environment,
Blaisdell House.

Volkswagen Sues

Natl. Lampoon
NEW YORK (AP) National

Lampoon faces a $30 million
damage suit for a mock car ad-
vertisement that says Edward M.
Kennedy could have averted the
accident at Chappaquiddick if he
had been driving a Volkswagen.
A car driven by the

Massachusetts senator plunged
from a narrow bridge over
Chappaquiddick Creek near
Martha's Vineyard four years ago,
killing Mary Jo Kopechne.
Volkswagen and its parent

German company called the full-

page advertisement "coarse, in-

sensitive and cruel" and said some
readers of the humor magazine
had vowed never to buy another
Volkswagen.

AUItURf) i im*» j j .- <t 4frrjnr-r##yi
. ........

GRADUATE
SCHOOL IN
PSYCHOLOGY
ON YOUR MIND?
Let the Graduate Admissions Ad-
visory Program help you and your
advisor in the process of select-
ing the appropriate schools (of

the 300+ in North America) to

which to apply. This computer-
assisted matching program, run
by experienced Ph.D. psycholo-
gists, costs about the same as an
average application fee. If it saves
you one misguided app'ication, it

will save you money and head-
aches. Write for free question-
naire and information.

Graduate Admitsiona
Advisory Program
472 Bay Road
Amherst. Mass. 01002

^VAP

MOCCASIN SALE
Our Regular $4.99 Moc.

$5.99 Moc.
$6.99

$7.99

$8.50

We carry all sizes from Baby's
Boat Mocs has arrived.

Now 2 pr. for $8.00

$10.00

$12.00

$14.00

$15.00

Men's 16. Our complete line of Men's and Women's

THE MOC SH0PPE Amherst Carriage Shops

BASF SK CASSETTE

false/ Extended Range, Jam Proof

Reg. M 50 NOW $
.69

All other tapes available are substantially reduced and

will be kept at these prices until Christmas.

ALSO

IE l\l!\l H E I SE R

Beg. $42.95 SALE

Headphones

$
21

Come and pick a system and we will put it on sale for you.

L00NEY TUNES located at 64 St., Hadley off Rt. 9 Off Rt. 9.

KOPBN 9 30-6.3Q.m/.to9j

Top si-itching -
yoked -firont

Shd back
\OQ% cafton

NEXT TO THE POST
.OFFICE INAHHERST
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BOARDOF EDITORS
Boycott UNICEF

EDITOR IN CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
FINE ARTS EDITOR

Stephen G. Tripoli

Mary T. Vorderer
Gilbert W. Fullerton

Jerald H. Lazar
Joan Fassnacht

Stephen W. Crowe
Alan H. Chapman

Patrick Cotfey

Brent A. Wilkes
GPOffrPV I Kiirinclcw

Dean P. Tucker

Steven DeCosta
Stephen A. Ruggles

Joyce Kosofsky

ADVERTISING MANAGER
ASST. MANAGING EDITOR
ASST. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
ASST. PHOTO EDITOR
ASST. FINE ARTSEDITOR

TODAY'S STAFF
ISSUE EDITOR Jim Gold
NIGHT STAFF Julie Smith, Greg Mancuso
EDITORIAL Liz Thompson
SPORTS Steve Sarenceno, John Bock
DAR K ROOM Alan Chapman
AD LAYOUT Vicki Newman
Unaergrauuate newspaper of the University of Massacnusetts. me

Staff is responsible for its content and no faculty member or ad-

ministrators read it for accuracy or approval prior to publication.

Unsigned editorials represent the view of this paper. They do not

necessarily reflect the views of the faculty, administration, or student
body as a whole. Signed editorials, columns, reviews, cartoons, and
letters represent the personal views of the authors.

The Collegian subscribes to the Associated Press and the Liberation
News Service. Publication of their material does not constitute en
dorsement.

Text Of Speech:

One of the biggest things going on, or so it seems,

that acts in favor of the United Nations, in the eyes of

most Americans anyway, is an organization known as

the United Nations International Children's Fund. It

collects funds from donations, their biggest drive

coming every Halloween in the United States. This

money is then given over to buy food and other

needed supplies for children in poverty in other

countries, or does it?

The first chairman of UNICEF was Ludwig Rajch-

mann from Poland. In 1957, he fled the United States

rather than testify about his connections with Soviet

Spy Alger Hiss.

By 1952, the Senate Internal Security Committee

showed that there was an infiltration of disloyal

Americans, mostly Communists, into UNICEF.
Infiltration has continued to the point where the

Communists have dominated UNICEF's Executive

Board for the past three years. The evidence of this is

that UNICEF is working to remove the responsibility

of raising children from the parents and give that

authority to the state-a plank stated in The Com-
munist Manifesto. Also, the designers of UNICEF
Christmas cards are communists such as the late

Pablo Picasso, Ben Shahn, Lojos Vincze, etc.

And now, UNICEF is making a deal with North
Vietnam and the Vietcong, the killers of tens of

thousands of Americans. The torturers and perverts
who made so many of our boys suffer and will not

account for the M IAs are soon to receive as much as

30 million dollars in the next year or so, according to

the Los Angeles Times of May 14, 1973.

During the time since the Vietnam war ended, our
State Department has pushed for Foreign Aid to

North Vietnam. The American people have refused to

allow this to happen. All UNICEF is doing now is to

inuKt' una a uacK uoor meinuu ui Having American
dollars fall into the hands of the North Vietnamese
and Vietcong. Three million UNICEF dollars are
pledged to Laos, Cambodia and South Vietnam while
30 million goes to both the Vietcong and the Hanoi
government.
The thing is that this money DOES NOT go to

children. It goes to the governments. And the
Communist governments, who have become the

major recipients of UNICEF funds, use this money,
food, clothing, etc. to further enslave their own
children.

At one time, not too long ago, UNICEF was
popular. Now, it isn't so popular. Collections have
been reduced in many areas. People are becoming
more aware of the underhandedness with which the

UNICEF Board of Directors is using to offer aid to

the Communist savages.

T his is one of the ways the United Nations, with a

Soviet structured charter, is promoting Communism
throughout the world. And it is another reason why
the United States should GET OUT OF THE
UNITED NATIONS.
Remember this coming Wednesday that the only

way you can stop UNICEF from aiding the North
Vietnamese and Vietcong is to boycott it. It may be
heartbreaking to turn down a little kid who comes up
to you with his little orange box. The communists who
run the UN and UNICEF are using this so people will

contribute. And the child, of course, has no idea of

what he is doing. But still and all, WE MUST NOT
LET THE KILLERS OF OUR BOYS GET THEIR
HANDS ON AMERICAN MONEY IN ANY WAY
SHAPE OR FORM. Boycott UNICEF!

Bob Estelle is a Collegian Columnist.

The Roots Of All Evil
By JOHN L.FISHER

The following will mainly deal

with the present-mutual-slaughter

in the Mid-East, assuming and
hoping that a sober, logical

analysis based on undisputable
facts might be quite helpful and
valuable. An honest effort to learn,

to understand, to evaluate in

complete fairness, free of any
chauvinism, free of the present
immense psychosis, created by
Zionism in strict alliance with the

most reactionary forces on this

planet ( No wonder Mr. Thieu of

South Vietnam flatly stated: "lam
for Israel") will advance the

necessary independant thinking.

Judgement, taking sides based on
emotions or heritage remains
suitable for Hitlerite racists with
such dominant thesis as their

declarations of: I am German-and
therefore I am backing my

Government. But this writer
clearly refuses ( while I happen to

be Jewish) to back up the Meir-
Dayan Government on such
inadmissable grounds as emotions
and/or heritage. I remain Jewish
and declare my all-out opposition

to the short-sighted and illogical

policy of Meir-Dayan who openly
declared that "in military victory

lies the sure safeguard for life and
peace". How dearly are Jewish and
non-Jewish innocent victims
paying for such an approach to the

Palestinian problem??
Why is it that the present Israeli

Government so far only recognizes
the road to peace via "positions of

strength", via the desire of total

military victory?

Wouldn't logic, knowledge and
fairness at least permit full

recognition of the fact that the soil

of Palestine does not exclusively

belong to Jewish immigrants
alone? Why no equal rights-at

least-for the native Palestinian
Arabs? With what right or logic

has even a Golda Meir, an im-
migrant from the State of

Wisconsin, more privileges, more
rule, more right and more might
than all the hundreds of Thousands
of Palestinians who have been
living for generations on the soil of

Palestine?

But a key-question will certainly
be: Why does Israel with its

present Government act so per-

sistently with military efforts so
very dominant and almost ex-

clusively? Do they really believe
that they can practically rule the

Mid-East in all eternity?? Who
then is behind the Meir Govern-
ment, who then and for what
purpose backs Israel's fantastic

(yet surely not invincible)

S
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military might??
To those with some advanced

political thinking and with me in

the anti-imperialist camp, I surely
have no secret to reveal. The roots

of all evil ( permit me to borrow for

once Nixonian rhetoric) "to make
this perfectly clear" must be found
in the very economic system which
has now reached the stage of all

out "imperialism" while deeply
rooted in and totally connected to

capitalist-profit- free enterprise
structure. Nothing, I repeat,
nothing must be in the way to keep
this system, connected to super-
exploitation, to all our racism
going.

You, the reader want proof.

Facts. Believe me, the list will be
unending-and if you have not at-

least "somehow", at least "a lit-

tle" learned by now, than let me
sing with you: Where have all the
flowers gone and: "WHEN WILL
YOU EVER LEARN"!
The ruling class of this country

has not acted and will not act in the

Mid-East any different than in

South-East Asia where they did not
care in 10 long years about murder
and total destruction, or any dif-

ferent than outright murder and
the backing of the worst op-

pressors, whether Greece,
Rhodesia, South Africa-or, now
CHILE. This is undisguised im-
perialism-and we better take
notice. The ruling class of this
country surely does not act any
better domestically than abroad
and facts are proof, from the
murder of George Jackson and
Martin Luther King, from the
crimes at Attica to the crimes of
Watergate, from the Bay of Pigs to
the deeds at My-Lai-and finally
from our acting in Chile and in the
Mid-East. It is a "must" to see the
very connections and the overall
global spectrum where all events
in the Mid-East are naturally to be
included.

To become specific: The Arab
nations had their awakening. They
did not become marxist-socialist
overnight. But for a long time,
during the last 2 decades, they
certainly learned that they were
for centuries the victims of terrific
oppression and exploitation by
economic giants of the western
world. In one way or another they
showed resistance and struggle.
The Suez Canal became
nationalized and was rightly
declared as Egyptian as the
Hudson River is considered
American. Lybya declared their oil

"theirs". Syria considered herself
"anti-imperialist". Naturally the
last big bulwark of decaying

capitalism, the ruling class of the

U.S.A. took notice. The strong
alliance with Israel and our planes
and guns-to hold the Arab world in

check has surely economic
motivations. So far-with the im-

mense military strength of Israel

the Arab world remained "in

check"--so far United States
economic foothold remains,
although badly shaken by latest

events.

Zionist propaganda to-day, as

before-would make us believe ihat

the point at discussion is ex-

clusively "the survival of the Jews
in Israel". That all military ac-

tions of the Israelis now as before
have been exclusively in defending
their land. Such is the basis of all

arguments, defending from A to Z
all and everything, deeds and
misdeeds alike. Apologists for

Zionism will not speak about the

fact that Israel after general
recognition in the U.N. as an in-

dependent State seized no less than
3-4 times the territory of its own in

an aggressive war. They will not
speak about the fact that some
1.500.000 Palestinian Arabs are
registered with the United Nations
as Refugees.

A fascist-minded general Dayan
even to-day does not think of

returning one inch of militarily

conquered territory to any of the

Arab peasants who lost their

homes and their land. On the

contrary the present Meir-Dayan
rulers are arranging for more and
more Jewish settlers and Jewish
settlements deep in completely
Arab territory. The goal clearly is

for a greater and stronger Israel
with obvious annexation of Arab
land.

While the Jewish people of Israel
without doubt, should have all the

right to live peacefully in the Mid-
East, in their own state and in

secure borders, Arab Palestinians
must be granted their rights in

their own land.

That the Israeli policy of

aggression and annexation has no
future and might very well end in

catastrophe only is the one truth
that Zionist propaganda to this

very day does not recognize.

There is nothing anti-Jewish in

the quite valuable comment of the
French minister Michel Jobert,
when he stated-while Egyptian and
Syrian Arab troops entered
territory taken over by the Israelis
in 1967: "Is it necessarily un-
foreseen aggression to try to go
home??"

Mr. Fisher is a member of New
American Movement.
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A Look At Zionism
To The Editor:

As a student of the Middle East, I was distressed to
read that church groups in the Five College Area had
unanimously decided to support Israel. The guiding
political philosophy of Israel is Zionism which ac-
tively supports the ingathering of all the Jews in the
world to Israel. This philosophy if literally adhered to
would increase the population of Israel by millions of
people, which would require expropriation of more
Arab land and would lead to crowding, if not severe
overcrowding, of populations.
According to the Law of Return (official Israeli

law), any Jew landing on Israeli soil immediately
acquires Israeli citizenship, whereas the people in-

digenous to the area whether Muslim or Christian can
never be first class citizens. This leaves open to
speculation the degree to which Israel is a racist
state, where those whose parents were of Jewish
ancestry and whose religion is Judaism are the only
segment of the population with full civil rights. To
equate Zionism with Judaism is to denigrate one of
the great monotheistic religions of the world. Yet by
their uncritical support of Zionist Israel, church
groups are in effect supporting Zionism, a political,

pseudo-religious philosophy, rather than Judaism.
The Egyptians and Syrians did not attack Israeli

land; they invaded land taken from them in a war six

years ago. We have so easily forgotten the strategic
importance of the Suez canal and the financial losses
to the Egyptians caused by the closing of the canal.
Another moral issue which unthinking support of

Israel totally ignores is the issue of the Palestinian's
legitimate right to return to their homes, from which
they were evicted by terorism and war. The
Palestinian refugee problem was created partly by
American politics and financial backing which helped
to displace these people. Without a solution to this
problem there will be no peace possible in the Middle
East.

Gretel Munroe

Ask Any 4-Year-Old
To The Editor:

In the past few days I have noticed an awful lot of
pictures of congressmen in the newspapers.
Congressmen...you can finally speak.
Congressmen...! see you don't mind kicking someone
in the ribs if it pleases the American public... I see the
American public...disgustingly gullible as ever.
HANG THE PRESIDENT! Everyone loves it! Now

I can see them look at all the leaches. Were they
always in government? I'm not talking about the
president; I'm talking about the people who are
screaming IMPEACH!...IMPEACH!...over every
available news media. Public servants? NO! Public
leaches? You bet your vote-suckin' representative
they are.

Ask any intelligent four-yearK>ld what he thinks of
the President of the United States of America... He'll
say it, "IMPEACH THE PRESIDENT!" What is

really saddening about the whole situation is that
most people know little more than that four-year-old;
the only difference being a somewhat larger set of
vocal cords.

"IMPEACH THE PRESIDENT!" We all hear
it. .we all love its' melodious ring. ..ask the four-year-
old...then ask yourself,who's sick?

Eugene Reardon

Stand Trial
To The Editor:

It is unfortunate that your coverage of Tuesday's
"Impeach Nixon" rally did not include the remarks
made by Bernie Lougee of the Young Socialist
Alliance. The YSA actively supports the growing
movement in this country to impeach President
Nixon and were leading builders of the Amherst rally
We are totally against the secrecy that has been
practiced by Nixon's administration and condemn
the latest moves in defiance of the people's right to
know.
We believe that Nixon should stand trial, not only

for his Watergate related crimes, but especially for
the crimes he had committed against humanity -

from his vicious massacres in Vietnam and Cam-
bodia, to his support of the militarv junta in chile to
his systematic denial of the right of the poor and
oppressed nationalities in this country to make a
decent living.

However, these injustices are not the result of one
person's or even one administration's policies. As we
have seen time and time again, represented by the
Republican and Democratic parties, it is the whole
capitalist system that has maintained its rule through
secrecy, deception, and outright lies. Internationally
with Kennedy's Bay of Pigs, Johnson's invasion of the
Dominican Republic, Nixon's secret bombings of
Cambodia and Laos, and nationally with the in-
creased repression of black people, antiwar activists
and trade union struggles, we have been shown the
unending conspiracy on the part of the handful of
people who control this country against the true needs
and desires of the overwhelming number of people
Secrecy and repression are the pillars upon which the
government of the rich few rests. Using harrassment,
infiltration, and provocation as they see fit, they have
tried to weaken and destroy all movements to change
society.

To counter such moves, the YSA has brought
charges against Nixon, the rest of the Watergaters
and individuals in the Justice Department. We intend
to stop the government from attempting to prevent us
from carrying out our democratic rights to speak out
and organize, and we hope that our legal suit en-
courages other groups and individuals to take similar
actions.

Only the American people can force Nixon out of
office. Mass pressure through demonstrations and
protests can force action to be taken. Congress would
like to find anyway possible to avoid impeaching
Nixon because politicians don't want the American
people to realize that changes in the government can
be won through our collective action.
The YSA thinks that along with Nixon this whole

system should stand trial, a system where two per-
cent of the population owns and controls the country's
wealth, a system where a handful of people govern in
their own interests and then tries to hide and lie about
it to the people, this system must be overturned
There is an alternative to the corruption of capitalist
rule and that is the building of a real democracy
based on human need and not on private consumption
- a socialist society.

Mary Smith
Amherst Voung Socialist Alliance

The Organization Man
H\ EDWARDSOTOLONGO

An organization is only as strong and effective as the commitment of itsmembers This statement has held true for organizations whose ob-
jectives allow them relative freedom within the system in which they
operate But what about those organizations who seek to move for change
and whose goals often run counter to the established societal norms'*
included in this broad area are feminist groups, consumer advocates
civil rights groups and most Third World organization. These groups soonImd that in order to survive, they must be strong enough to resist outside
pressures caused by the -establishment" This pressure is usually ap-
plied in direct proportion to the threat this establishment feels the
organization poses to its retention of power. Students involved in thesemovements know well what fate befell organizations like the Black
anthers, the Young Lords, theSDS and CORE, to cite a few. Some are

forced to go underground, others are co-opted-and manv simplv dieThose who survive do so because they have learned a valuable lesson-
they cannot exist on good intentions alone. Thev begin to recognize the
necessity for strength, unity and discipline within their own ranks Theymus clarify their purpose, define a plan of action, and learn how toresolve internal conflicts. Just as important is the clear understanding byeach member of what his role is.
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e Span^-speating organization on campus, realizing thisneed for self-evaluation, has reserved this weekend for that purposeThey are going to have an organizational workshop to "get on the case."The meetings will be held at the Campus Center from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m To
all brother and sister organizations, we suggest you follow suit and "getyour heads together." You should know by now that Big Brother iswatching -and listening.

B

Edward Sotolongo is a Collegian commentator.

S.B. 1400, H.R. 6046
To The Editor:

Nixon's Watergate problems
: the tapes, Cox, Richardson ; and Agnew's

illegal activity have been receiving all the news of late. Meanwhile
Nixon s most repressive legislative proposal in 25 years, the "Criminal
Code Reform Act of 1973" is moving through the U.S. Senate Judiciary
Subcommittee on Criminal Laws and Procedures. This bill (S B 1400H.R 6046) was drafted by John Mitchell. Upon introduction, Senator
Hruska of Nebraska said, "The bill which I introduce today is recognized
as a monumental effort by the Administration, including the Dept of
Justice...Particular accolades should go to former Attorney General
John N Mitchell." Mitchell is now under indictment. This bill formalizes
the centralization of decision-making done by the Nixon administration
This is Nixon's new "Law and Order" bill. Law and Order you ask' Those
who were calling for Law and Order in 1968 and 1972 don't pay your taxes
and have de-legitimized the presidential elections of 1972.
The "Criminal Code Reform Act of 1973" includes the Smith Act This

revives the McCarthy era witch hunt law which the Supreme Court held
unconstitutional. It provides 15 years and a $100,000 fine for mere ad-
vocacy or membership in an organization that allegedly calls for
revolutionary change "as speedily as circumstances permit at some
future time". (See Sec. 1103) Jefferson's Declaration of Independence
which affirmed the duty of a people to alter or abolish a government that
failed to fulfill its obligation would hereby be forgotten. The junta in Chile
is now enforcing military rule that closely resembles Nixon's revival of
Smith Act.

Another section (1801) redrafts the 1968 anti-riot act. It provides three
years and a $25,000 fine for the "movement of a person across a state"
line ( as at Wounded Knee

) , or for even the use of the mail or telephone "in
the course of the planning, promotion" of a "riot". A "riot" is defined as
"an assemblage of five" which "creates a grave danger" to "property"
Under this law virtually every kind of civil rights, peace and other

protest action would be threatened with severe penalties under a series of
vaguely drafted infringements on the right of assembly. (See Sees 11 11
1115-7, 1302, 1328, 1335, etc.)

The new Criminal Code would provide a one year and $10,000 fine for
possession of a minor amount of marijuana for personal use. This would
be regressive in that it would again send narcotics agents after the user of
petty drugs rather than after the pushers of hard drugs. (Sec 1822)
Section 521 ( referring to police force ) would allow officers to use deadiy

force to prevent escape of a person arrested for any crime however
petty, and without regard to the danger to the life of others. The innocent
people that would be killed due to this legislation would be reminiscent of
Jackson State, Orangeburg, South Carolina and Kent State.
Chapter 206 of this act reaffirms the 1968 law permitting Nixon to

wiretap domestic activities which he thinks are a "danger to the struc-
ture" of the government. It also expands the Attorney General's
authority to wiretap alleged offenses related to First Amendment
protected actions. It goes so far as to allow 48 hour "emergency" taps
without court approval. This is a blatant example of the centralization of
power in the hands of the police state and Nixon.
Another section alleviates the problem that the government had with

telephone company workers and landlords that refused to bug other
citizens. The new criminal code would punish any person who failed to
cooperate "forthwith" and "unobtrusively" with government wiretap-
pers.

This bill (SB. 1400, H.R. 6046) is an 800 page offering dealing also with
civil rights, hand guns, insanity, obscenity, entrapment, contempt
secrecy, and the restoration of the death penalty. I've just stated a few of
the most objectionable parts of the bill. Anyone concerned with a fair
legal system, and dedicated to fighting fascism should write to their
senators and representatives for copies of the bills and demand opinions
on the subject matter. If we don't voice our opposition to this act the
United States may become totally fascist, democratically Write to
Congress, demand impeachment and conviction, and a vote against this
repressive bill.

Ken Allen

A Fresh Look At Energy
To The Editor:

We're in an energy crisis. We're running out of oil. Our uranium sup-
plies won last to the end of the century. Our coal will last a long while--
but the sulphur and ash poisons the air. Simply trying to patch up our
present methods of generating energy is short-sighted, because there are
fundamental problems with those systems
What we need is a fresh look at energy and ways of generating it. This

Saturday from 9.30-4:00 the Alternate Energy Conference at Memorial
Hall sponsored by C.E.Q. will have 4 speakers who will describe fun-
damentally different ways of supplying our energy needs.
A new day will dawn when we tap the sun directly and harness the

winds so that we don't exhaust or poison our only Earth.

Frank C. Olbris
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Thanks For Not Answering My Questions
To the Editor:

Thank you, Mr. Godding, for

your reply in the Collegian (Oct.

25), and the kind consideration and
grace that you have extended
therein

:

1. In your answers to the

questions I did not ask,

2. In your answer to the question

I did ask. ..(Interesting that

someone did not put in at least a

letter to the Editor two or three

weeks ago informing the Collegian

reading-bus-using-public of the

initiation of the express buses not

stopping at P V and C V on the

outward runs to Sunderland bet-

ween 2 and 5 p.m. One wonders
how much money and time that

would have cost...)

3. That you, Sir, did definitely get

wrong information from the person
who took my phone call.

(Deliberate manipulation, or

unintentional bias? I KNOW what I

SAID, but does your informant
know what I said, or does he think

he knows what he heard me say?
And please ask him for what an-

swers he gave to what questions

from whom? Definitely not to the

questions I asked!)
4. Thank you that extra buses

were run during off-peak hours
somedays. (What capacity did they

run at ? Should your readers
suppose that these runs did not cost

money and time?)

5. Do please ask the Collegian for

the original letter and see the

complete form of the last sentence
to item 3. (Not that it makes any
difference now.)

6. Your implication in the sen-

tence "...10,000 other riders who
seem satisfied with this service..."

would lead your readers to believe

that if silence, inaction or apathy
means satisfaction, then obviously

everyone of the 20,000 plus on this

campus must be satisfied with the

turn of events in the political arena
in the capital, except, of course, for

the 5 or 10 few who write in to the

Collegian.

7. Thank you, Sir, obviously,

altogether have missed the points I

was making in my letter. (It IS

EVIDENT - you did have "trouble

deciphering the conglomeration of

complaints", because you, Sir, will

see just what you want to see, the

way you want to see it. And please

do not ask me to say more on that

subject, Sir.)

8. Could we close the issue here?

Or do you want to make it a long

drawn out paper-consumption
contest? It is NOT my intention to

make an issue of what I have, and
had, written. But you, Sir, have
decided to be personal in your
reply. All I ask is that if universal

and lasting peace can be
established only if it is based on
social justice, then if you desire

peace, you must cultivate justice.

In closing, I ask you, Sir, to

please read the last paragraph in

the letter in the Oct. 19th issue

again, and thanking you, Sir, that

you are on the ball and are a person
of authority in the system. In

peace; I am just, a number.
N. Haridasan

. , Y(oq Washin' Shi I
Gookm

"£""«•&*„.*.*«*
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Keep Up The Good Work
To The Editor:

With reference to Chris Whitman's letter to the Collegian concerning

the lack of talent and imagination of Kris Jackson's KAMPUS KAPERS.
I think that Chris Whitman should come down from his-her trip to realize

that the "same old shit" that he-she is "showered with daily" is the same
old shit that goes on at UMass every day. Kris Jackson has made a

humorous cartoon out of what happens every day in our own little Umie
society. He attacks the problems at UMass through humor. Pinball

addicts, drinking problems, drug problems, roommates, sexual freedom,

dining commons food, etc. are all problems that many people on campus
are so apathetic about that the only way they can be woken up out of their

daze is through cartoons. Cartoons are the most read item in newspapers

today. Kris Jackson is reaching more people through his satire than

would a serious article on problems at UMass. If Chris Whitman and

others like him-her would devote less time to reading Dennis the Menace,

Peanuts, B.C., and other purposeless, but funny cartoons and read more
satirical, relevant cartoons then maybe he-she would care enough about

the problems to try to do something about them.

To Kris Jackson-Keep up the good work.
Richard Bentiev

SOUND IDEAS
1 COOK PLACE AMHERST 253-5942

What's happening an HALLOWEEN?

Come to Sound Ideas and Find outl

After you've bought stereo equipment you're

unhappy with - come to SOUND IDEAS and we'll give you

a great TRADE-IN and make you happy.

PIONEER 424

Smaller Advents

AAACDONALD 2110

$349.95

At Sound Ideas we have to have the lowest prices.

Come in and see why.

t.o.c HALLOWEEN
OCT. 31

pARTY

gift certificate

for T.O.C.
awarded every
hour for best
costume

9
^
c

° ks - "Jimmy" - Mag'*
**

BEGl ****
e

/

BEGGARS' BANQUET
two seatings 5:00 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.

by reservation only CALL 549-6000

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

PRETORIA, South Africa -RIDING THROUGH PRETORIA-
Think there's a gas shortage in the United States? There are 13

soldiers on this motorcycle in Pretoria. South Africa. Actually the
soldiers are participating in a trick riding stunt during a tattoo,
a military ceremony, marking South Africa's Army Day on October
6.

13

Kodak Grants

$12,750

To UMass
UMasi has received grants

totaling $12.75(1 under Eastman
Kodak Company's \s\~\

Educational Aid Program,

Kodak's financial support in-

cludes an unrestricted direct grant
of |6,7SQ and a research giant of

16,000.

I Mass is among 11H four-year

publicly supported colleges and
universities receiving direct
grants from the company this

year. The grants are based on the

number of graduates from these

institutions who joined Kodak
within five years after graduation
and are currently in their fifth year
of employment. Kodak contributes

$250 for each academic year-
undergraduate or graduate-
completed by graduates at publicly

supported schools. Six UMass
graduates are with Kodak.

Distinguished Teacher Nominee Sought
Have you ever had a teacher

whose class always seemed too

short, who left you ready to tackle

the world with excitement over a

subject, who could interpret

lamps
of all types

0ANC0 O
Furniture Showroom

!W.\ LaCMl St. I Rt. «> Horence
»to5. Thurs. &Kri.(il»

MMM

scholarly research in the
classroom adeptly, went out of the
way to counsel you constructively,
or otherwise offered you all the
finest qualities of teaching one
hopes to know? If that person is at
UMass, the Distinguished Teacher
Awards Committee wants to help
you honor that excellence.

Nominations are being sought
for outstanding professors,
teaching assistants, and teaching
associates. The annual awards,
including honoraria, are bestowed
each autumn. Then the search
begins again with the Committee
urging all faculty, students, alumni
and other interested members of
the University community to sub-
mit the names and supporting
statements of their choices. Only
one limitation is placed upon
nominees. ..that faculty nominees
should have taught at UMass for at

least 3 years (does not hold for

T.A.s).

Nominations should be sub-

Its a Party!

Meet new people with common interests

at the FIVE COLLEGE NEW FACES "Party" —
WHEN: Friday. October 26, 1973

WHERE: Campus Center 10th floor— University of Massachusetts
TIME: 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
WHAT: A party — dance band — booze
WHO'S COMING? Faculty — Staff— Grad Students from the Five
Colleges

ADMISSION: Si.oo donation

Take this opportunity to get to know many other young single,

professional and career minded people in a relaxed social at-

mosphere. We hope to see you there!

Fjve College New Faces Committee

e
A
M

i

E

iat Main St.
Northampton

50% OFF
Everything except food

2. weeks only

mitted as soon as possible to allow
for the greatest opportunity to

collect information about each
person during this semester.
Please send to: Professor Fergus
Clydesdale, c-o Kinney Thiele,
Distinguished Teacher Awards
Committee, Provost's Office, 362
Whitmore.

Storm Heads North
MIAMI (AF) - Tropical Storm

Gilda, described by weather men
as a verv large storm, moved north
across the Atlantic Thursday and
gale warnings were posted from
Cape Hatteras, N.C., to

Manasquan, N.J.

The National Hurricane Center
in Miami said Gilda was packing
top winds of 60 miles per hour as

she moved north at 12 m.p.h.

GO to ITALY
Jon. 11-26

only $410.
includes: air fare
meals hotels

Call 253-5152

iiGREAT BUY"
the
SHOE

WOMEN
$ 16'5

Navy Suede

MEN
$ 17
Brown Suede

« \

kkukk

op ofiHe campus
Entrees restaurant

Roast Prime Rib of Beef au jus

Regular Cut
Extra Thick

New York Strip Sirloin Steak

with Onion Rings

Filet Mignon with Mushroom Caps

Baked Stuffed Shrimp
and Drawn Butter

Surf and Turf (Steak and Stuffed

Shrimp)
Beef Kebob
Baked Scrod and Lemon Butter

Chicken Kiev

Student Price
Old . New
5.60 4.65

7.50 6.25

7.10 5.95

7.60 6.50

5.25 4.45

6.15 5.45

4.25 3.45

2.95 2.45

3.75 3.45

n

(Non-Student prices

reduced accordingly)

—

1I2JWC /^'y^ivAi i rn j
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A unique sneak preview sale prior to our Grand Opening

SATURDAY - no .,

NIGHT ONLY! ' P*m * " LZ mid -

October 27

W lu>ii Old Man Tinw Hulls Bark
the VIwk IHscimnl Bevards

Rolls Bark the

99
4.98

LIST $4!!- $4
CO STEREO

tape:
698
LIST

EVERY LP* & STEREO TAPE IN OUR
GIGANTIC STOCK IS INCLUDED
IN THIS STORE WIDE SALE

Tens of Thousands of Lp's in Stock-Rock, Jazz, Classics, Blues and Folk
ncn MY MARIA

inciuati My Maria • I Got to 600910
Shambala Be My Woman Tonight

Grab On Hold ol My Soul

«<"> u>0 Rggp

-££RUA/

Includts Carolina Says Tht Kid*

Sad Song Man of Good Fortuna

GARFUNKEL
\NGELCLARK

including

ISItaMSmg

OtdMm
Woyaya

AH I Know

TravvtmgBoy

B. W. STEVENSON
My Maria

RCA APL-1-0088

LOU REED
Berlin

RCA APL 1-0207

DAWN featuring TONY ORLANDO
New Ragtime Follies

Includes "My Sweet Gypsy Rose"
BELL 1130

Long Herd Climb

HELEN REOOY
tar*Mm » Back Vol 1

LEON RUSSELL

HELEN REDDY
Long Hard Climb
CAPITOL SMAS 11213

RINGO STARR
Photograph

APPLE SWAL 3413

MELISSA MANCHESTER
Home to Myself
Bell 1123

UffPfim X Messina
full S<t,

I

mciudKi^
»*» «•«,. * xrttn* wur.nino. n» r*var Hur>

Coming to ¥uu Saar> frw irVmd

ART GARFUNKEL
Angel Clare

COLUMBIA KC 31474

Columbia

•ft
IS,

"KH .IN \l Mill His PH II Kl M* SOIR V K

Neil Diamond
III) H\l I HXHII I I 1 Ml M

including

Ba Lonary Looking SkylDaar Fathar
Anlham FWght Ol Tne GuHSkybwd

LEON RUSSELL •*»«"

Hank Wilson's Back Vol. 1

SHELTER SW 8923

LOGGINS & MESSINA
Full Sail

COLUMBIA KC 32540

NEIL DIAMOND
Jonathan Livingston Seagull

Original Motion Picture Sdtrk.
COLUMBIA KS 32550

RCJI REO SEAL

Elizabethan^ Esec.v
Tht Otitic Film Score* of
Erich Wolfgang Horngold

C»Mo Concerto .n C Irom Deception
The) Pf.nce end the Pauper The Sea Wolf

Another Dawn Of Human Bondage
Anthony Adverse

Charles Gerherdt National Phtlharmontc Orchestra

**
' %

- Hi—

w

Oaj—

l

C—aaaawaa

Mustc ol the Thirties

JALOUSIE
M^nuhin Grappalti

* Tha Mam Clara Tno

AVONH. M'ALt sl-K-TV. I I AH
HOLST: THE PLANETS

LlO\ARI>l(H<NMHN
NEW VOKK mil H \RMONk

ARL1-0185

RCA
I -fT SCOTT JOPLIN MUSIC

<£><**>
The Red Back Book

^ *
" New England Conservatory

Alllil'l ANGELS 36060

#EXCEPT IMPORTS &

SFO 3696« (LP. Cartridge ft Cattetle)
Concert violinist meets jazz tiddler

. . . and not since West met East has
there been a more unlikely, but win-
ning musical collaboration. With pi-

ano, bass and drums trio, they play in

the nostalgic idiom ol the 30 s Cheek
to Cheek. Night and Day A Fine Ro-
mance, Blue Room, Lady Be Good.

v. m
Columbia

L. BERSTEIN/N Y PHIL.
Hoist: The Planets

COLUMBIA M31 125

. LA BOHEME

W,.? PnVAftOTTI

VON KARAJAN

*UCCIM L* BOHEME
Piwiotti'frem/Von Kjraian London OSA l?99

to Cheek. Night and Day. A Fine Ro /aWMaJM MJlaffi km
mance. Blue Room Lady Be Good r\ MUWFmFmmIT# EXCEPT IMPORTS & 10m°'« /^^g-

BUDGETS I I

iscount records

VUSAVI/VC ,

"Just a fan

of tht First

steps from the Triangle Office

National Bank of Amherst."

"Plenty of Free Parking

In Ike far*.
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Sarge Would
'Bet A Buck' On
Re-election Run
WEST SPRINGFIELD, <AP) -

Gov. Francis W. Sargent says that

he'd "bet a buck'' he will run for

re-election.

Sargent attended a reception

which drew about 150 Hampden
County Republicans Wednesday
night. The governor's office gave

fhe appearance no advance
publicity.

Sargent described the reception
as "an opportunity for me to meet
the people who have been helpful to

me in the past. Presuming I would
be running again, I would hope
they would be in a position to give
me a hand."

In remarks to the gathering,
Sargent spoke of the possibility of

his running for re-election and of

recent Watergate developments.
"I'm not a betting man, but if I

were, I'd be willing to bet a buck
that I'll be running next year. I'm
not announcing, but I'm willing to

bet," he said.

Sargent said he was pleased that

President Nixon decided to release

the Watergate tapes, but said,

"The President of the United
States has a long way to go before
he can restore confidence to the

highest office of this land.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

If ycMe looking

6r ihe best
submarine
sandwich

in town

wowmm

at the Hungry (J

is

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJUt.

I'cisons with sweet Innth ;ne miisl
apl lo he hem under Taurus or I ,ihi a ami mi
Ihelilh. l!>th or 24lh Those whose lasles i un
to spic\ or pepper? loods are likely In lie

Aries or Scorpio, born on the 9th. lHih or
27th

ARIES i March 21 April 19): What seems
like a "sure thing" may be deceptive ami
costly Know it and pull in money reins
Don't look lor something lor nothing
Sagittarius, Ccmim persons could be drawn
into your sphere of activity Avoid putting
too much stock into promises
TAURUS (April 20 May 2t>> Maintain

low profile Lei others take initiative Be a
keen observer lx>gal snarl indicated if you
rush. push, insist or attempt to skip details
Aquarius. Leo and Scorpio persons could
figure in plans, activities

GEMINI i May 21 June 20): Much that
happens is "played down " There is un
dercurrent of secrecy One behind the
scenes may be pulling strings Know it and
quietly prepare to protect your interests
Check memos Be aware of calls,
messages
CANCKR (June 21 July 22): Accent is on

home, domesticity Taurus. Libra persons
may be involved Kmphasis is on emotional
response to sudden change Persons who
know little may claim to know it all Family
member can become ally if you are
diplomatic.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) : Take it slow, easy
Kemain calm in face of what might appear
to be growing roadblocks, opposition Head
between the lines Patience is a strong ally
Some who are in seats of authority may be
trying to tell you something Evaluate
l>efore responding in negative
VtRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): You may be

somewhat slowed down by responsibility.
You have obligations and to resent them
would be the opposite of positive If you
adhere to principles, even though this
means temporary discomfort, you
ultimately will benefit. Message will
become increasingly clear.
MRU A Kiopt 23-Oct. 22): Finish what

miii shut deliver what von promise You
have chance mm in n.iin prestige Ariel*
pei sun. » ho seems In oppose, v. ill lie in \nur
corner check tendency In chase "losing
proposition " Know when to let go

Si OHI'IO tod 21 Nov 21 i One
generally close lo you could he withholding
minimal inn You have i ighl In assert views
ami In be informed Kcicct concept that
l>m brother knows best instead Ik- hi

dependent, inquiring l,co. Aquarius per
sons could hgurc prominently
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21 i

Pressing matters, close to home, should
lake precedence over other affairs Don't
duck issues By lacing facts as they exist,

you create positive atmosphere Hunch
could pay dividends Believe in voursell

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan un Don')
mix money and friendship You risk Ixith il

you do Be expansive without going to I no
much expense Message should become
increasingly clear Sagittarius. Gemini
persons could figure prominently
Romantic interests appear lo dominate
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb III: You will

expand sphere of activity One who
discourages may lie envious Know it and
heed your own counsel Some of your best
qualities surface and are appreciated
Recognition is due from professional
associate, superior

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Be diligent

Leave no loose ends Put together puzzle
pieces Don't be satisfied merely that
something happened -find out why it oc-
curred Do some detective work Messages
tend to be garbled Don't judge by surface
indications Delve deep for real meanings
IFTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

an organizer You understand the motives
of people Yen draw to you may born under
Capricorn and Cancer You are going to be
happier You will travel and entertain to a
greater extent You will laugh and
socialize Life will take on a brighter hue
You have come through much and now
pleasure can replace gloom

Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp
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Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle

A< HOS\

1 Stone 1 at vi •< I

in rebel

f> Ur,i/ili.in

estuaries

1

1

Plants iM'.innf.

Inorm
12 (,Mik

marketplai 1

"

M Note ni '' ale

IS 1 afoot

17 Man
1111 kn.imi'

IK 1 mniil

20 I ur bearing,

mammals
?3 Female deei

24 Prolound

26 Disturbances

28 Oflirer

Commandine
(abbr )

29 Ancient

chariot

31 Quiescent

33 Decorate

35 River duck

36 Covets

39 Take from

42 Conjunction

43 Remain erect

45 Ancient city in

Asia Minor

46 Fall behind

48 Calumniates

50 Sesame

51 Toward the

mouth

53 Departed

55 Note of scale

56 Come back

59 Closer

61 Bristles

62 Weird

'.
I nt'-n I

4 i,. 11 1 Ml luve

'1 Allll'll' .111

(I'll'//' 11 .(I

1. I'.iiint

(1 'illnq
)

/ ' y 1 1 1 1 j< >l tin

silvei

5 her

9 Diy

10 tavern

11 Cutting

instrument

13 Choose

16 Deposited

1<) I rials

?\ Booty

?? Scatter

?h Persian fairies

?1 StniK

30 Soil (pi )

3? Wide awake

34 Repast
36 AnH.tii'-h (poet

)

37 Wipes out

38 Serenely

comfortable

40 Evemnp, party

41 10th President

44 Male bee

4 7 Opening
m tern I

49 Dirk

b? Wheel track

54 Or can of

hearing
57 Sun god
58 Compass point

60 A state (abbr )

DOWN

Long legged
birds

Three toed
sloth

\'fU

1 ? 3 4 ::•:

'.:'.;'.r

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13

14 15 16
"• *a"

17

18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 • • *

» * 1
26 27 - . .

a «'.

28

29 30
'::

31 32

;;: ;-; 33 34
'//.'

35 F77v"

36 37 38 . » i

39 40 41

42 '.•'/. 43 44 E J4-* "

46 47 rW5
> a 1

1 • •

48 49 tjfm\
t'n' m'

50

51 52 •

'•"-'

y.' 53
OCA. . .

5*
:.-:

56 57 58
' * r ,

59 60

$ 61 62 '!*

Distr. by I'nited Feature Syndicate, Inc. u>
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ARE A 6COP SIGH...
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Concert Committee Sets

Cage Safety Guidelines
The following guidelines have been set by the Concert Committee

for the maximum safety of all: l) It is mandatory to obey all

University parking regulations. In order to avoid any hassles we
suggest you park in lots No. 33, 34, and No. 35.; 2) No Alcoholic

Beverage or Glass containers will be allowed in the Cage. This

policy will be enforced through confiscation. We must enforce tnis

policy due to the impossible task of cleaning the glass refuse from

the Cage and to protect all members of the audience from any in-

jury. ; 3) We request that all members of the audience refrain from

smoking of any kind while in the Cage, due to the University fire

laws concerning smoking in the Cage. ; 4 ) Tickets will be on sale on

Sunday at the Student Union Lobby Counter from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m.

No tickets will be sold at the Cage and no one without tickets will be

allowed in the Cage area. Thank you for your cooperation and enjoy

the concert.

Notices

Chile Discussion Upcoming
The Latin American Studies

Seminar will sponsor a discussion

of Chile, the Coup and the After

math; next Monday a( 8 p.m. in

Hasbrouck 134. Participants will

include James Nelson Goodsell,

the Latin American correspondent
for the Christian Science Monitor.

Mr. Goodsell has been in Chile

since the coup. The second speaker
will be Henry Landsbenger of the

Sociology Department of the

University of North Carolina. He

Reminder

REGISTER

FOR

100 Gallons

of Gas

Given FREE

sponsored by

Golden Value Card

Register at

Concourse

between C.C. & S.U.

"AN EXERCISE IN BAD TASTE"
Pink Flamingos w Divine and all

her buddies CCA. 112, 113 at 7, 9,

and 11 p m
BAHA'I ASSOCIATION
Yes, team there really is a meeting

Sunday, 10 28, Rm. 905 C.C at 3 p.m.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
No bus to Belchertown on Sat

Halloween party to be held on

CAMPUS, Rm. 174 C.C. at 1:00 p.m.

instead on tomorrow. Bring a mask
made from a paper bag, baked
goods? would be appreciated also.

See you at the party tomorrow.
BICYCLE TRAINING RIDE

25 milec training ride Sunday, 2

p.m. Meet in front of S.U. For info

call Mark at 25<S 8723.

CHESS TOURNAMENT
Starts9:30 a.m. this Sunday in C.C

805 809. Entry fee, trophies to win

ners. Separate sections for novices

and veterans.

CHRISTIANS
Come to the Colonial Lounge

tonight for family time, a time of

fellowship, singing and rejoicing in

the spirit, at 6:30.

COLLEGE CHURCH BUS
Bus stops at Newman Center 8:45,

Waiting Station at 8:46, Hamlin

International Non-War News
PHNOM PENH (AP)-Four divisions of North Vietnamese and Viet

Cong troops have left Cambodia for South Vietnam and are massed for

possible attacks in the Mekong Delta and Saigon regions, Western

diplomatic sources report. The troop transfer may be related to recent

stepped-up fighting in Vietnam, sources said. It could also reflect a

Communist assessment that Cambodia insurgents are now strong enough

to operate alone without the heavy Vietnamese help of the past.

SANTIAGO. Chile (AP)-Military firing squads have executed three

more members of the outlawed Socialist party in the northern city of

Antofagasta. Together with four Socialists executed in the same city

Wednesday, their deaths bring to 84 the number of persons the military

says it has executed since the Sept. 11 ouster of Marxist President

Salvador Allende.

House at 8:48, Southwest Horseshoe

at 8:50. Evening bus for Vesper's

begins at 6: 50. All welcome.

DANCE FREE
Those interested in Creative

Movement, improvisation and free

dancing come join us tonite at 8:30.

Check C.C info desk tor room
number.
DVP
The Distinguished Visitors

Program will accept applications

from freshman and transfer students

starting Monday Help make
decisions for the University's major

lecture series. Apps. available in

Student Affairs Office and DVP
Office.

FILM
"Alice's Restaurant" Sunday

night, 10 28 in CCA. at 7, 9:15 p.m.

FIVE COLLEGE
New Five College new fares

association party tor area

professional faculty and graduate

singles. C.C, 10th fir ., 10 26, 800 p.m
Meet some new faces.

HALLOWEEN MOVIE COMING
"Thirteen Ghosts", see this

Halloween spectacular in 3D, 7, 9, 11

p.m ., 10 31 in S.U Ballroom.

HORSESHOE PLAYERS
You are needed Sun. 11 3 at

Belchertown State School. More info

please call Brenda 549 0532. Leave

No.

JAPANESE AMERICAN CLUB
FILM

Tonite, "The Taira Saga", 7:30 and

9:30 p.m , 104 Thompson, by

Mizoguchi, an historic Japanese epic.

English subtitles.

MUST MEETING
Spring Art Student Teachers, 10 31

at noon, Herter 217.

(Continued on P. 17)
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was written various articles on
Chile. After the initial presen-

tations there will be a question and
answer period.

PERSONAL

Simon from Luxemburg — where are

»iiii " II vnii want to i imtuiut' our friendship

call me al HMW. Judy.
tflO-26

Math tutor for Calculus. Analysis.

Algebra needed, (all RMM, I to 9 p.m.

tflO-26

(iay ( ounseling — Or general info on

homosexuality, (all 586-2X11 ask for Haul

at 6:30.

If 10/26

Mara Becker. Please call me about

photos John. 536-5243.

tflO-26

Interested in good wine and food? The
lord Jeffery has a six week seminar
tasting eight wines and a five course meal.
Tuesday. Oct. 30. 253-2576.

If 10-30

nth Moor Wash, wants to go ( o-Fd any
girl's floor interested, (all 546-9126.

tf 10-29

Sexy Klue r ves — Happy 21st and I hope

that this is one you'll long remember. Your
cute little shit::

tflO-26

AUTO REPAIRS

Alio RF.PAIKS
Attention IMtsun owners I perform

all phases of major and minor
maintenance and repairs on Datsun

at less than one half dealership price I

have over three thousand dollars in

equipment, four years automotive

experience, two of which were at a

Datsun Dealership specializing in

Datsun Tele. 253-7456. Amherst.
till I

WASHINGTON ( AP)-Director John T. Dunlop of the Cost of Living

Council says he favors continuing wage-price controls past the end of

1973. Dunlop indicated it was still possible that controls would be lifted

from some-but not all-industries by the end of the year. But, he said, "I do

not think the state of the economy, in many sectors, is suitable lor

decontrol by that time."

WASHINGTON ( AP)-House leaders have postponed consideration of a

trade bill with a sensitive section affecting the Soviet Union, in an evident

attempt to avoid heightening tension over the Middle East situation. The
bill is a revised version of a measure sought by President Nixon to

strengthen his hand in international trade negotiations. It had been set

tentatively for House consideration next week.

0M
HALLOWEEN

DANCE W

WASHINGTON (AP)-The annual retail cost of a marketbasket of farm-

produced food declined $24 in September, the sharpest drop in 17 years,

according to government figures. The price decline, the first of the year,

would have been much greater had middlemen passed along all the

squeeze absorbed by farmers, the figures indicated.

I

FRIDAY EVENING - OCT. 26

FARLEY LODGE 9 p.m. - ON

(Near Stadium)

D.J.

DONATION $1.00 • Dress Optional

- SHL-

m
HELP WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS FOR RENT SERVICES

IVople who can imitate voices ol

political figures for radio tapes, (all 665-

1253 after 7:00. Ash for Dean.
tflO/31

Kab> sitter wanted in Lincoln Apto. Call

527-6611 after 6:00, off and on during the

week starting Nov. I.

tf 10/26

Have a script or idea for film? Making
film during Intersession. del 3 credits. .All

entries considered, appointment. Alan 253-

7K.Hl

.

tflO/26

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1972 Honda CB350, 3.000 miles, cosmetic

flaws, mechanically perfect. $600 firm.

519-4473. keep trying.
tfl0-2»

1969 Triumph Konneville — modified,

chrome, low mileage. Inquire at Discount

Records. Triangle Street. Amherst. 549-

4433.

Ifl0-3I

ENTERTAINMENT

Top 40 s Band needed for Club work.

Some fifties & oldies also. Steady work for

right groups, (all Music ventures 584-6458.

tf 10/26

Need a Hand? (all 256-0316 for musical
entertainment. Any area groups who
would like work please call — Stan's

Hands.
tf 10-26

Jan drummer needed for session work,
Oood pay. Call 584-8558. 8 to 9 p.m.

tflO-30

Now there are two — Bob for a solid gold
party. Steve the D.J. for an all request
night, (all Steve at 467-2842 for info.

tfl0-3l

I'll play what you say. I have a big PA
• very loud) and 1,000's of records, old and
new I'm Steve the D.J. Call meat 467-2842.

tf 10-26

Kooni for rent near I Mass low rent in

exchange for baby sitting, (all l.inda 253-

2631.

tf 1 1 -

1

Horses boarded. 10 minutes to campus.
Box stalls, field jumping, excellent trails.

253-7373.

tflO-27

7 rooms on 2nd floor, quiet residential
area: Amherst — walking distance to U
Mass. Avail. Nov. 1. BMW,

tflO-31

Photos — photos for passports, grad
school applications — 48 hour service.

S3.00 minimum. Call Steve at 546-5113.

tflO-31

Photographer for weddings,
engagements, affairs. Very low prices.

Fast, expert service, (all Harry Charych,
113-546-5937.

tf 11/26

1970 Kawasaki 350cc Big Horn

Street /Dirt. 1375, will store for winter. 774-

tflO/26

6 bedroom house in Wendell. $400. Call
256-8896. available Nov. I.

tf 10-31

Ashfield — house to rent, fireplace,
woods, pond. 3 bdrms., students welcome.
$200 per month. 628-3969 anytime,
available Nov. 1st.

tflO-26

I bedroom house in country (Orange). 45

min from Amherst, (juiet & roomy. $250

month — will negotiate. 617-544-7184.

If 10-30

Music lessons in Flute, Oboe. Violin, Fr-
Horn. Piccolo. Recorder & Bassoon For
information or appointment call: 549-1402
after 5 p.m.

tflO-29

Honda 450 ( H 1968. excellent cond
Luggage rk.. helmet, chain. Low mi..

I'niv. sticker, insurance incl. Dble. •> II

Cam. 5 speed, (all 6-40S5.

tflO-29

WANTED

Need a band for a dance or party?
"Night Watch" guarantees a good time.
Very reasonable. Please call 256-0506 for
more info.

tflO-29

(tear Sky at (•rccnough Dorm Sat.. Oct.
27 from 8:30 to 1:00. Admission is 50c.
Beers - 25c. hard drinks - 50c. It's another
great idea

tflO-26

Research — thousands of topics. $2.75
per page. Send $1 for mail order catalog.
Research assistance, inc. 1 1941 Wilshire
Blvd.. Suite 2, LA.. Calif. 90025.

tf!2-12

Do not get ripped off! Experienced
electronic and electrical repairs.
Reasonable rates, (all 545-2:108, Rill 401, or
Mark 415.

tfll-l

Wanted - Person to help clean fraternity

kitchen at meal times in exchange for Free

board. 545-0210 ask for Rick or Olie.

til

WEED TYPIST
in ware, at Collegian printer.

8:30 p.m. 1:00 a.m.

(all Charlotte

967-6888

I need one pair Fnglish riding boots!!

Sire M*i with large calves. Anyone
wanting to sell or having information call

546-9869. Keep trying, please!!

tflO-31

FOR REN I

l sed (.o-(art. good condition preferred

(all Hi after 1:31 p.m. 323-7360

tfll-l

i.arge 6 bedroom house for rent, lots of

land around, located in wendell. (all 256-

8896.

tr io-:mi

Supervisor — Direct Sales! You may
be one of the three key people I seek to

develop and train distributors. High
income potential (or management
minded people. Write: Mr. Weiss, P.O.

Box 552. Randolph. MA. 02368.

tfl0-30

SUBLET

\pt. to sublet at least 3 rms. Depends on
imagination. $130 month includes heat,
wilier, elec. BMW,

tfl0-3l

And Notices
(Continued from F. 16)

PARTY
Clear Sky is playing at Greenough

DORM on Sat. night 10-27 from 8:30

1:00. Admission charge and refresh

ments.

RENOIR FILM
The film coop presents Jean

Renoir's The Crime of Monsieur
Lange Sunday, 10-28 at 7:30, 9:30 in

Hampden Student Center (SW)
S.A.W. IS OPEN
Tu, W., Th. 3 11 p.m., Sat. 9-5, Sun.

104.

SECURITY-HATHAWAY CONCERT
All studen* security for the

Hathaway Corea Concert are to

report to the CAGE no later than 5:30

p.m. Sunday.

STUDY ABROAD NIGHT
A study abroad night will be held

Wed. 10-31, 7:309:30 p.m., C.C. 101.

Representatives from various
programs will speak.

TAT KWON DO
Members must be ' a paid by Mon

10 29. New members welcome; class
meets 10-29, 6 p.m., 101 Wope.
UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF
AMHERST
Service 10-28 at 11. Jeffrey Camp

bell, minister, will speak on
"Unitarians and Redemption." Open
forum and coffee hour at 12. The
UMass Madrigal singers will present
renaissance selections during the
service.

WALK SUNDAY
5 Coll. Random Walk Society trip

10-28 from 308 Stone, Amherst Coll at

2:30 p.m. All welcome, cars if

possible.

FOUND
Help! Young female calico cat

found 10-18. Had white flea collar on.
Call 323 4025 nights. I'll deliver her.

LOST
6 yr old Golden Retriever, answers

to name "Fizz", has red collar with
Billerica written on it. 231 Russell St.,

Hadley, 586 1425 Reward!!
One small range flowered case

containing comb, brush, and rings of

sentimental value. Please call 546

6649 anytime. Reward.
2 folders, 1 notebook (Music App

101) If you accidentally picked these
up at Goodell or S.U. please call me 6

1187. Thanks.

ENGAGEMENT
Susan Hobson, Class '74 of IGU to

Rich Herman, Class '75 of Kappa
Sigma.

Marilyn S. Elliott, Class '74 of

Sigma Sigma Sigma to Walter J.

Kozak, Class '72 of Mass. Maritime
Acad
Debbie A. Mager, Class '72 of 406

Puffton to Allan H. Beeber, Grad of
•208 Puffton.

fc

1

-We would like to

take you to Lunch
(or supper)

FREE
Shuttlebus
From Campus Center (Bus Circle)

to McDonald's. ..

lust catch it when you can.
Every day from 11 a.m. 7 p. m.

Viu drorrte a break. loda>.

(anil irr'll help you get il.l

377 dUSSfll ST HAOIEY

FOR SALE
Stereo buffs! If you want stereo

equipment matched for you and » .Id at
wholesale prices, call Hick 253-2786 after 6.— All Krandsl

tf 10/31

MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

Zenith 21" console color. $150; RCA
black & white console t v.. $65. Television
(enter. 55 V Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253
51 (Ml

tfll-5

"2 VW Bus Converted to camper, ex-
cellent condition. Must sell leaving for

Kurope. (all 546-9256

tf 10/26

Zenith 21" Console Color TV f 151). Philco

lilac k & White Console TV 150. TV Center
55 Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253-5100.

tfll-5

Rear Fib. Flare VW Fenders; C 78x14

w/» tires, excel; VW to Chevy Wheel
Adapters; II" Chevy Kims. Best offers.

Buss. 546-4310.

tflO/29

Automatic Radio car or home 8-Track
Tape Deck with Icarspkers. Must sell call

Ray. 253-3542.

tf 10/26

Speakers by I lah. good sound, orig
$l60/pr. Best offer, call Jude 256-8174.

tfl0/26

Pirelli radial studded snow tires. 165 SB
15, exc. cond.. pair $50. Portable luggage
trunk rack for smaller cars. $8. Call 628-
:i8i:i.

tfl0-3l

I'tah Speakers — $10 in. Ill) system,
list for $160. first $75 takes pair. Call Tom
516-7651.

tf 10-30

2 snow tires, 650x13; 1 lires. 615x13. (all
253-5823 after 6:181 p.m.

tf 10-26

Must sell — Teton goosedown coat,

ined.. brand new. waist length, leather

coat, siie 42. short. Call 6-6363.

tf 10-26

Ampeg MB. I00W. folded horn cab.. 2-15

Altecs. ex. cond.. 617-544:1520. $550.

tflO-26

Bed — three-quarter iron frame with

mattress frame, is green in color, very

romantic. Only $15.00. 549-0394.

tflO-29

Queen sire Serta mattress, box spring
and frame, used only two months. Retails
for $210. asking only $100. Call 665-2419.

tf 10-30

(ibson FB-O bass guitar, serial no.
IMMMI76. excellent condition. $300 with case.
Call Mark, days, 545-2093.

tfl0-3l

Fender Telecaster with case, very good
cond.. $200 firm. Stereo cassette player-
recorder. Call 1-733-8464.

tflO-26

FOR SALE

TIRFS - \|| brands Badials. snows -
Ml tvpes guaranteed lowest prices (all
MS-MS after 6

tfll-l

(.ibson (iuitar AMP 212s fine sound.
Best reasonable offer. Wanted: I sed
suing Bass (all Tom. after 5. 581-19X5.

tflO-30

Hockey Skates size 9-12. hard plated toes
i\ heels lust sharpened. 2 Judo (ii small.
Ilenrx .16-6320. Brooks 120 RM.

tfll-l

Selling — We must make down pmnl. —
I 7 IIP Snowbird Snowblower — llvy duty.
— Super 8 I .mi era - power zoom - sldm
n/il (all 256-0691. 5-7 p.m.

tfll-l

Must sell stereo, for rent. Pioneer S \xmi
Amp. PF2038 turnt.. Fuekiel spk..
Kealistic Tuner. New $800; make me an
offer Bob 253-2755.

If 1 0-29

AUTO FOR SALE

1966 Mustang 2+2 fastback. new eng..

carb.. radio, etc., 3,500 miles. 4 new tires,

shocks. I st. snow trims. 3 sp. 289. p.s..

p.b.. $818). 6-6185. Bryan . .„

HALLOWEEN IS COMING: AT
PAUL'S OLD TIMF Fl RNITIRF
We have the largest supply of

costumes for sale or rent in the area —
ceremonial robes, strange jackets and
hats durins bane, and other
curiousities from around the world. In

addition our supply of used furniture,

curios should satisfy the most par-
simonious. In the Alley. 253-3511.

tf 10-26

Suede Jacket — Women's si*e 15-16.

Medium brown zip-out pile lining. Very
good condition. Very reasonably priced:
(all Kathy 5-0314.

tf 10-26

Pioneer X-lrack car deck $30 ( am bridge
\udio rlur $80. Waterbed with frame and
heater $35 Yamaha Skis 104 bindings. 6-

5261. 6-5271.

tfll-l

1957 Chevy. 6 cyl., pick up; looks and
runs like new. $500 or best offer. Call 323-

6628.

tf 10-31

Hi-Fi GE low A.M-FM Phono w spkrs.
$150. 549-3818 after 6 p.m.

tflO-30

For sale — Gibson (iuitar. elec, cherry,

hollow body with case. Asking $350 but will

consider any decent offer. 253-3568. Steve.

tflO-30

63 Rambler — Low orig mileage —
Mechanically excellent, body fair, 2

snowtires, see to believe. Best offer, call

Jude 256-8171.

tf 10/30

68 Plym Wag.. 318. ps. It 300 mi rblt at.

radio, rcnl valves & brakes, exc mech
cond.. good rubber, little rust. Cur in

slicker. MUM. tfl0/26

1965 Dodge Dart, four door Sedan, good
condition, best offer. 584-2500. tflO-26

1966 Olds Cutlass Supreme. I dr. Sedan.
62.000 miles, good condition. Call 1-617-544-

3520.

tf 10-26

1967 VW Fastback. rebuilt engine, just
broken ir. 1800 miles. Radials. all around
good condition, must sell $700. Call :i67

2722.

lflO-26

4 • » « '•'* 4 * 4 * * 4 • * '• .www^wW'*-*xunit•jam um » ' " • *%* * *»•»«»> »w©'r« * r •"»i?r*m x# r*#v r* »

,

1966 Ml.B (lassie Shitbox with blown
engine hut has I new II" tires, also wire
wheels Best offer, call M .rk after 6, 665
1390.

tflO-26

68( amarn 327cu WTO 16. (HHi honest mi
New rubber all around, includes Mags,
wide tires, snows, and tape deck, (all Tom
MM. 5|6 76..1

tf 10-30

1961 VW Bug New lires. King Pins,
clutch, heater, sticker. No rust. $295. 253-

2015.

tflO-30

1965 Checker Marathon Sedan (.ood
condition $600 or reasonable offer. Call
."•81-1281 after I on weekdays.

tflll

I97n Bebel Machine 390 engine I speed
llersl shifter, low mileage, excellent
running cond Asking 1750. call 546-5261. 6-

5271.

tfll-l

67 ( he\ SS auto. 327 excellent running
cond $3181. 268-3238. after 5:00 p.m.

tf 10-111

61 VW Van for sale, no engine, good
transmission — Only $10 takes it. Call
Warren a I 665 2995

tflO-26

1964 GTO, recently rebuilt. 1966 389 high
perf. eng.. new exhaust, halt., shocks,
align., brakes. Full gauges. 411 posi.. has
to be seen. 6-9626.

tf 10-26

1965 Olds station wagon, good cond..
slicker, new tires. 253-2982.

If 1 0-3

1

1964 I22S Volvo, excellent cond..
everything works, runs really well. New
brakes & clutch. See at 24 Cowls Bd., N.
Amherst. $400 or best offer.

If 10-26

1968 Cortina Of horns Michelins.

square 8 foglamps, spare eng.. trans., diff.

& many more. Shop manual. 2 for price of

one: $700 firm. 253 2213 tflO-31

1968 Chevelle 396. I speed broni with
white stripes, lost license, must sell,

negotiable. Call Jeff. 253-9031.

ROOMMATE WANTED

For weekdays onl> . room in Amherst
house. 7 min from CM on Bt. 116. reduced
rate, (all 253-5556 after 6. :> i.v 2050, day.

tflO-26

female to share room in Brittanv Manor
\|it. Free bus. |MM 256-8173.

tf 10/26

Farmhouse in Belchertown. $75 per m >..

ulil pd.. own room, space for horses avail
Call :'23-6967 between 6-8 p m.

tflO-31

Students wanted to share house in

Belchertown. Nice area, own room, (all
Tom at 323-7082 after 5 p.m.

tflO-30

Share house in Belchertown on new bus
route. $50 per mo. (all 323-66:18, leave
message if not there. Can move in right
away or for Nov.

tflO-29

Wanted — potential roommates for Jan.
For info, call Pat. 665-4:155 after I p.m.

.__ tflO-31

RIDE WANTED

To deliver posters to area campuses
afternoons. Oct. 31. Nov. 1. 2. Ask for
Dave. 256-02:16.

tflO-29

•< J o< - »- * v yjm-j».«j» r w.t * • » * u»* tflO-31

Frm. (ireenfield to (mass for 8:30 back
at 1:30, (Greenfield Cnmm Coll. are».
Share expenses, call Lisa 545-2328 betwn
x *i - l:3w

tfll-l

^
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Paul Hansen

The Monster Back
ByJAYLL'PPOLD

Some people call it strong safety. Others refer to it as "monster back".

Whatever, that is what Paul Hansen does, and does well.

Hansen, an all-league and all-city quarterback from New York City has

been the starting strong safety for UMass the past two years. So far this

year, the 6 ft. 190 lb. senior has two interceptions, a big fumble recovery

in the URI debauchery, and leads the defensive backfield along with Bob
Parrot in tackles.

Paul was a quarterback on the freshman squad until the spring when

Coach MacPherson converted him to safety. It turned out to be a good

move. He played second string on the varsity his sophomore year and

moved on to start as a junior. "Paul made our defensive backfield last

year", MacPherson pointed out.

Everyone was rather skeptical about the defensive backfield before

the season started, due to the loss of John Healy. "We really felt the loss

of John, he meant so much to the team, and to me personally. We could

always count on him to back us up if we messed up", Hansen said.

Hansen, along with Bob Parrot, are the backbone of the defensive back-

field this year. He feels that the backfield hasn't quite played up to their

capabilities thus far, due mostly to inexperience, which has resulted in

missed tackles and assignments. Hansen added however that the

coaching staff has been great, that they have believed in the secondary all

the way.
The strong safety handles the responsibility of calling the defensive

formations in the backfield rotating the coverage zones of the other

backs. He is a very aggressive tackier and will often be seen coming up

from his position to bust up a screen attempt or sweep.

As for the game against UConn this weekend, Hansen and company
will have their work cut out for them. UConn has a lot of motion in their

attack, like moving the tight end out wide on one side and moving the split

end in close on the other side. The backs do the same thing with the

flanker coming back to the halfback slot, and the halfback moving up to

the flanker. Connecticut will be doing this so much that Hansen will

probably be lined up as the weak safety instead of having to flip-flop

( switching back and forth) all the time. It should be interesting to how it

works out.

Hansen said that the team realizes it has to win to stay in contention.

"We need this one badly, not only for the YanCon, but there is also a

special feeling between the two teams, especially after the way be beat

them last year".

Paul's character is best described by MacPherson"He has given this

school three good years of football, has always given us 100%. Paul has

never given us any kind of problem such as academics or not hustling. He
is a modest person who doesn't go around telling everyone that he plays

football, stereotyping himself as a big jock".

Women Runners In Meet
UMass women harriers have a

good chance to win the women's
New Englands on Sunday (Oct. 28)

in Falmouth. Mass. Their major
competition will come from the

Falmouth Track club and the

Cambridge Sports Union.

This championship is not a

collegiate race, since college
crosscountry doesn't exist for

women yet, but an open A.A.U.

meet betwee/i A.A.U. clubs. The

UMass women will compete under
the colors of the local Sugarloaf-

Mt. A.C. as well as the UMass
Women's track Club, their R.S.O.

title.

Senior Charlotte Lettis will lead

the UMass delegation. She is

considered an easy favorite having

won the New Englands 2 years ago

and the regionals last year. Fresh

man Judy Kline will be running her

first open cross-country race along

The Saga Of Dick Williams

By GLENN POSTER
The Oakland A's are the world

champs in baseball once again.

Now, to an outsider, one might

think of the As as a cohesive unit

working together to reach a

desired goal - winning the World

Series. The outsider would also

think that all systems run smoothly

in a businesslike operation from

the boss on down. He would even go

so far as to think there is long term

job security. Joe Outsider went too

far. Such is not the case with the

A's.

Their boss, Dick Williams,

resigned recently because he did

not get along with his boss - team

owner Charles O. Finley. Williams

made the claim that he wanted to

be closer to his family. He makes
his home in Florida. He also is

interested in becoming the next

manager of the New York
Yankees. Williams, incidentally,

set a record of some sorts. He
managed a Finley-owned team for

three years. Until he came along,

Finley had a policy of hiring a new
manager every year.

But what does the future hold for

Richard Hershfield Williams?
Where will he go? Maybe he will

take another pennant with him. He
seems to win them everywhere.

WMUA
The traditionally important (or

is it importantly traditional?)

Yankee Conference game of the

year takes place Saturday at

Storrs, Connecticut. The
Minutemen take on the Huskies of

the University of Connecticut, with

the Yankee Conference title hopes

on the line. WMUA will be there to

cover the game live. Game time

is 1:30; air time 1:20. Join the

traditionally important Don Gorski

and Larry Convoy as the bring you

all the action live from UConn.

That's WMUA. .91.1 FM.

with pre-vet major Linda -Rad-

wanski. Radwanski recently ran in

the 10.6 mile Gardner, Mas%.

veterans Day roadrace finishing

the hilly circuit in 1 hour and 36

minutes. Kline ran track in high

school at Swampscott, Mass.
specializing in the half mile.

Lettis has won every womeir's
cross-country and road race she's
entered this season. She won the
first women's 15 kilometer New
England Road Race championship
in Manchester and the 10 mile
Gardner race. In the Falmouth
T.C. invitational cross-country run
Lettis won by over 1 minute on the
hilly three mile course.

On November 11th at 2 p.m. the

women's Regional Championships

and age' group championships >vill

be held on the UMass campus.

Entry is open to any women.

Crew Vs.

Dartmouth
By MARK DLUGOSZ

The crew team's fall season is

rapidly drawing to a close, and
soon the winter training of weight
work and indoor conditioning will

begin. The crew team had a

scheduled tri-scrimmage for this

Sunday but the meet will consist

only of two teams, Dartmouth and
UMass, as Yale has said -they will

not make it up this weekend. This
is proably because Yale plans to

attend the Fall. Regatta that had
been changed to this Saturday
from several weeks ago, as the

Merrimack River had been far too

choppy, the UMass team had voted

not to attend, as they must pay
travel expenses themselves in

order to get better equipment.

Last spring UMass missed a

large spread in "Sports
Illustrated'' due to a teletype error

of that magazine. The magazine
has expressed their apology to

Coach Vespoli. UMass is virtually

assured of a large spread should

they repeat as Dad Vail Cham-
pions. This would be well-deserved

coverage as only two teams have
won the Dad Vail back to back in

the last fifteen years. Coach
Vespoli 's goal for the year is to

repeat last year's performance at

the Dad Vail. This would be one of

the rare times in collegiate sports

history where a club team would
repeat in a world acclaimed meet
as champions.

If it is a good day this Sunday it

might be worth a bicvcle ride down
to the Connecticut River to watcn

the crew team and enjoy the day.

Let's look at where he's come
from.
Williams was a utility player

most of his career. He played for

such teams as the Brooklyn

Dodgers, Kansas City Athletics, on

three separate occasions the

Baltimore Orioles and finished his

career with the Boston Red Sox in

1963-64. I don't recall him doing

much for the Sox except that he

once hit two homers in a game and

another time was robbed of a four

bagger when an outfielder fell over

the short right field wall in Fenway
Park and caught the ball that he hit

while sitting down in the bullpen.

The umpire ruled it a fly ball out.

Dick Williams retired after the

1964 season. He timed it right

because his first job as a manager
opened up almost immediately.

The Sox' top farm team in '64 was

the Seattle Rainiers of the Pacific

Coast League. Boston, however,

lost their working agreement with

Seattle at the end of the year and

the Rainiers' manager, a guy with

the illustrious name of Edo Vanni,

quit. The Sox acquired a new
Triple A working agreement with

the Toronto Maple Leafs of the

International League. They needed

a new manager. That man was
Dick Williams.

In two years at Toronto,

Williams won two Governor's Cups
- emblematic of International

League supremacy. He had such

players as Mike Andrews, Billie

Rohr, Russ Gibson, Joe Foy, and

Reggie Smith. Foy won the batting

title in 1965, Smith followed suit in

'66. Williams also had players who
would never get much of a shot at

making the majors such as Ed
Rakow and Stan Johnson.

During these two years in

Boston, the Red Sox were finishing

in ninth place. Their manager,

Billy Herman, got the ax and Dick

Williams was called up.

Everyone knows what happened

in '67. It was the year of Yaz,

Lonborg and company and the

BoSox had their first pennant in

twenty-one years. Williams got a

new three-year contract.

The Sox were respectable in '68

and that's about all They drew

over 1.8 million fans into their

small park to see if the miracle

could repeat. But Jim Lonborg and
Jose Santiage both were hurt and

nothing much more happened. Carl

Yastrzemski led the league in

batting with a robust .301 average.

The tide turned in '69. One game
was lost by the "football" score of

21-7. And one night in Oakland

came the crowning blow. Williams

fined Tom Yawkey's adopted son,

Carl Yastrzemski, four hundred

dollars for not hustling on the

basepaths. At the end of the

season, Williams was fired with a

year to go on his contract. So much
for a "take charge" type of

manager in Boston for the next

four years.

In 1970, Williams was a third

base coach for the Montreal Expos.

The following year he went to

Oakland. In Vida Blue he had the

pitcher of the year and the A's

became winners taking first place

in the Western Division of the

American League. And then, the

next two years, the A's established

themselves as the world cham-
pions.

The Boston Red Sox made a big

mistake in September 1969 when
they let Williams go. Personally, I

hope he manages the Yankees so

he can beat the brains more often

out of the Sox every year.

Good luck, Dick, wherever you

go and in whatever you do, and
bring a subway World Series to

Shea Stadium next year.

mix:

Sportsline

5-0344
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NO DOUBT

IT'S THE GIN MILL'

Rte. 181

Bondsville, Ma.

Free Music, beer only a

quarter a glass, or $1.75

for 2 half gallon pitchers.

Cable T.V.

On Sat. & Sun. we teature

steamed clams - steamed in

beer.
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NCAA Rules...

No Go For Towne
By STEVE CROWE

"Rules are made to catch certain

people," philosophized a
discouraged Jack Leaman, "but
sometimes they catch people who
weren't meant to get caught."
The UMass basketball coach was

referring to the news that his

number one recruit, Jim Towne a
6-7 forward, has been declared
ineligible to play during the 1973-74

season.

Under present NCAA rules, a
student is not allowed to par-
ticipate in intercollegiate athletics

unless he had a 2.0 ("C") average
in high school. But in Jim Towne's
case, the line was not so clearly
drawn.
Some schools are run on an 8-4

system, which means they have
eight years of primary school and
four years of high school. Others
run in a 6-3-3 (six years of primary
school, 3 years of junior high and 3

years of high school).

Jim Towne came from the Glens
Falls school system where grades
7-9 were in the junior high school.
They had decided about ten years
ago that the would be a 6-3-3

system, but their transcripts still

outlined the students' four year
high school performance.
That one extra year did Towne

in.

"He had a horrible freshman
year," explained Leaman. His
grades dropped as fast as height
rose. He grew about five inches in

that year and his grades dropped to
below "D".

If the Glens Falls school system
had been a three year high school,
Towne would have made it easily.
But his atrocious freshman year
brought him down just below the
2.0 mark.
The loss of Jim Towne leaves a

big hole in Leaman's lineup. Seven
forwards are gone since last year;
four graduated (Charlie Peters,
Tom McLaughlin, Tom Austin, and
Chuck Olson) and three are
ineligible. (Besides Towne, Tom

Gilliams and Tom Ryan must sit

out this year.)

Coach Leaman might have
problems filling the void this year.
"Right now, we have two out-

standing forwards;" he said, "(AD
Skinner and (John) Murphy. Now
we might be forced to play (Joe)
Semder, 6-5 l

2 , and (Steve)
Mayfield, 6-7". But, Leaman was
quick to add, "Freshmen will play
with the varsity only if they're
getting sufficient playing time. If

they're not, they will play J.V."
As for Jim Towne, there is a

chance that he might play in the
AAU league in Springfield. Alot of

ex-UMass players played in that

league last year, including John
Bettancourt, Mike Pagliara, Chris
Coffin, Rich Vogley, and Ray
Ellerbrook. Greg Duarte, a junior

on this year's UMass team, also

played two years ago when he was
ineligible to play his freshman
year.

The loss of Towne means that

alot of pressure will be on Al
Skinner (6-3) to do the rebounding
again this year.

Leaman could not compare the

impact of Towne's ineligibility the

loss of Julius Erving to pro
basketball three years ago.

"This is a different kind of

situation," said Leaman. "The
Erving thing slipped up on us
unexpectedly. It was more
traumatic. We had put together a
team to see how good we'd be in

our senior year." Then Erving left

and the UMass team went 14-12.

"We're more prepared to handle
the Towne situation," added
Leaman.
Then, thinking back to all the

forwards lost, Leaman said, "My
philosophy has always been, 'You
have to play on Saturday night

whether they (all of the players)

are there or not.' You play with

who you've got there and you do
your best. And I've got a feeling,"

he added, "that we're going to do
alright".

WUMV-TV

' > • : .

WUMV-TV will again be showing
the UMass-UConn football at the
Bluewall Sunday night beginning
at 9:00 p.m. Marty Kelley will be
calling the play-by-play and Earle
Barroll will provide the color.

At halftime of the game, a
special double feature will be
shown. WUMV will present films of
high school All-American halfback
Bob Peck and the UMass J.V. team

as they take on tne Rhode Island

Rams.

Also, there will be a halftime

interview with lacrosse star Harry
McVey. McVey was the leading

junior college scorer last year and
is expected to greatly help the

UMass team this year and this

weekend when they travel to up-
state New York to take on Cornell.

UMass-UConn In YC
By SCOTT HAYES

UConn or UMass? That is the

question which will be answered
tomorrow in Durham, New
Hampshire when the UMass
harriers go after a record fourth

straight Yankee Conference title,

starting at 10:30.

For the last seven years the

Conference cross country cham-
pionship has been held by either

UMass or UConn. Each year, the

team that won the dual meet
between the two schools went on to

take the Conference crown.
If this year follows the pattern

set over the past seven years, then
UMass will win the Conference
title again, because the runners
downed UConn 25-32 earlier in the

season.

Although seven teams will be
running in tomorrow's race, only

UConn can be considered a threat

to UMass' championship hopes.

UConn will be looking for great

performances from freshman star

Bruce Clark and defending in-

dividual champion Bill Cantin in

their attempt to regain the YanCon
title. Clark took first in UMass' 25-

32 victory over UConn, and Cantin
didn't run.

Entering the meet with history

on their side, the Minutemen have
a squad that combines both youth
and experience. Three runners
from the top six in last year's
Conference Meet will pace the
UMass team. Co-captains Randy
Thomas and Bill Gillin, along with
Sophomore Tom Maguire, give
UMass experience up front. Senior
Paul Segersten will be running in

his third Conference cham-
pionship, while John McGrail,
Chris Farmer and Paul Doiron will

be in their initial championship
meet. The three freshmen will be
battling it out to see where they fit

in with the veterans.

Last year, Thomas finished
second, Maguire fourth, and Gillin

captured sixth to give UMass the
edge over runnerup Rhode Island.

Some individual runners who
could break into the pack of UMass
and UConn runners are Tom
Grundy of URI and Bruce But-
terworth of UNH. Butterworth has
been the most successful in-

dividual runner in the YanCon so

Women's Tennis
4-1 Over CCSC

By NANCY M. THOMPSON
The UMass women's tennis

team, after losing to Williams
Monday 9-0, came back to finalize

their season with winning 4-1 over
Central Conn. State College
yesterday afternoon. With the
season complete the team now
stands with a winning record 4-3.

Seniors saw their last play of the

year as two out of three singles

matches and both doubles matches
were taken from Central on the

UMass home courts.

Ann Foley, again in the number
one spot for the team, endured
three sets with her opponent Carol
Zimnotch of Central 6-0, 2-6, 6-3.

Ms. Foley despite an extremely
sore arm came back in the third set

after being down 3-1. Senior Patty
Heslam had little trouble, in

second singles, defeating Central's

Jane Desilets with a convincing 6-

1, 6-0. On the third court Beth
Perkins split sets only to lose in the

third after playing an excellent

second match against Central's

Jackie Greer, 3-6, 6-1, 4-6.

Both doubles teams found vic-

tory for UMass as usual. Galen
Good and senior Meg Parry made
few mistakes in handing Central

Conn's Sally Greer and Betty

Cunningham a 6-2, 6-2 loss early in

the afternoon. Karen Wesley and
Donna Volpe playing second
doubles won the final two sets of a
split set match against Esther

Gorham and Lucy Jensen to give a
resulting 4-6, 6-3, 6-2.

Coach Sally Ogilvie was very
pleased with the performance of

the team as a whole for the season
and will be looking forward to

several informal matches to be
played this spring.

In the New England College
tournament at Yale University last

week-end, UMass was well
represented though wins were not
easily found. The one doubles team
from UMass, Ronnie Sanders and
Diane Green saw their way to the
quarter finals but were ousted by
Yale's number one team . In singles
Ann Foley and Donna Siscavage
lost in first rounds, Ms. Foley to

Mt. Holyoke's top player, Abbe
Wise and Ms. Siscavage to the first

on the Colby College team.

far this season. The New Hamp-
shire star is only a siep behind
Harvard's outstanding runner.
Rick Rojas. probably the top

harrier in New England
Jerry LaFlamme of Maine, has

been beaten only by Butterworth
and should be up front in

tomorrow's race, as well as Ver-
mont's Stan Dundee and Mike
Berry, and George Reed of UNH.
The course at Durham shouldn't

cause any problems. It's the type
of course that can't hurt the run-
ners because it's a flat, fast course
The race itself should be a great
one for cross country tans. It will

be a close, competitive battle with
the runners going all out to win.
The runners won't have to hold
back because there are no big hills

on the course.

Tomorrow's race will involve
little if any strategy. The runners

from UMass and UConn have been
running against each other for the
past three years, and know their

opponents' style of running.
Simply, whoever runs the hardest
will win the Yankee Conference
crown.

In reality, the 1973 Yankee
Conference Meet shapes up to be a
dual meet between UConn and
UMass, with some top individuals

from the other five Conference
teams going after personal
satisfaction.

NE Soccer Poll
With two New England teams

making into the national soccer
poll (Brown at number twelve and
UConn at number 18). UMass plays

UConn tomorrow and more than
the Yan Con is at stake for the

Huskies. This is the way the New
England poll looks now. Monday
may tell another tale:

1. Brown in. Babson
2. Bridgeport n. Yale
3. Connecticut 12. Maine
4. Springfield 13. Harvard
5. Middlebury 14. Dartmouth
6. Tufts 15. UMass
7. Keene State 16. New Haven
8. Wesleyan 17. Westfield
9. Hartford

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30 -10:30 a.m.

(except during league play)

XC SKIS ARE HERE
KONGSBERG JETTE

B0NNA JARVINEN

ALFA SKIL0M
NORWEGIAN ACCESSORIES

2nd Annual Maintenance Clinics Series
beginning OCTOBER 25 7:30 p.m.

Call 549-6904

E. Pleasant St.

for details

• /I Amherst
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UMass-UConn: For Beanpot
By BILL BALLOL

Possession of an ugly, squat

piece of pottery is the prize that

goes to the football team that wins

the Yankee Conference cham-

pionship.

And that ceramic, the Beanpot,

is laying on the line for tomorrow's

UMass-UConn game at Storrs.

The Huskies are undefeated in

the conference, at 3-0, and in sole

possession of first place. UMass is

2-1, tied for second with Rhode

Island and New Hampshire.

If the Minutemen lose, their shot

at capturing at least a share of

their third straight Beanpot is as

good as gone. If they win, they

rould be in at least a two-way tie

latly (Eollfgian

SPORTS

for first with UConn, and depen-

ding on the outcome of the BU-

Rhode Island game, possibly a

three-way tie including URI.

Through the years, Connecticut

and UMass have been the bitterest

of Yankee Conference rivals. The

Minutemen lead the series, 24-17-2

( the two ties came in 1970 and 1971

1

and have lost just once since 1960

(27-20 in 1968).

But a look at the all-time Con-

ference records indicates just how

evenly matched these teams have

been since the conference was

formally organized in 1947.

UMass has the best all-time

conference record at 68-34-4, while

Connecticut stands second at 67-34-

4. At the time of last season's

game, UConn led UMass by a

game in the all-time standings,

and the UMass win (49-16) put

them on top. A Connecticut win

tomorrow would do the same for

the Huskies.

Connecticut, a strong team with

a 4-2 overall record, is most

dangerous when they run. The man

to watch out for is Eric Torkelson,

a powerful running back who's

picked up over 600 yards rushing

already this season. The Huskies

also boast another dangerous back

in Ray Jackson, a speedster who

sat out last season but had an

excellent spring.

UConn may have a problem at

quarterback where the man slated

to handle the job, Brad Rock, has

been knocked out of commission

with an injury. This leaves two

freshmen, Lou Muncari and Peter

Palmer, running things.

The Minutemen are in pretty

good shape, physically at least,

after Saturday's loss to Rhode

Island.

They're still missing tackle Tom
Harris, and center Kevin Moran, a

stalwart so far this season, is very

doubtful. If Moran can't start, his

place will be taken by Bruce Pinto.

Defensively, they're in good

shape.

Before every season Dick

MacPherson says "Our first goal is

to win the Yankee Conference

championship.'' Not even that first

one will be reached if the

Minutemen lose to UConn. It's the

most important game of the season

for UMass, but as MacPherson

says, "The way we've been

playing, every game is the most

important game."
Game time at Storrs is 1 :30 p.m.

The best way to go is to take Route

91 South to Route 190 East. Take

190 East to Route 32 South to Route

195 South, which takes you into

Storrs. The drive will take about an

hour and a half.

?

UMass hooters Bill Mac Donald ( 10) and Gary McKenna ( 19) watch as Dan Ouellette ( 25) battles by a

Tufts player. UMass won the important contest, 1-0.

Sub Goalie Humbles Tufts

BySTEVEDeCOSTA
Paul Pelloquin.

On or before Wednesday, October 24, he was just

another name on the roster a face in the team pic-

ture.

On Thursday, October 25, he became a hero.

On that day, Pelloquin and his mates, who go by the

name of the UMass soccer team, shutout Tufts, the

sixth-ranked team in New England, 1-0.

The defense was superb, the offense came through

in the clutch, and it was enough to hand the Jumbos

their second defeat in nine games. (Tufts was not

undefeated as this reporter erroniously reported.

They were 7-1 going into the game, having lost to

Weslayan, 2-0. on Tuesday)

.

Pelloquin, starting his first varsity game, was

given the assignment by coach Al Rufe in the hope

that he would gain some experience under fire. In-

stead, it was Tufts which had the experience, and it

was unpleasant, of playing against the inspired

goaltender

In blanking the Jumbos. Pelloquin turned away 17

shots, and many of his saves were of the spectacular

variety.

For most of the game, it looked as if the contest

would end with a double blanking. Neither team could

get on the board for the first 75 minutes, although

both teams blew some excellent chances.

Tony King netted the clincher with only ten

minutes left. Tufts fullback Dan Waggoner was

call?d for a personal foul about 30 yards from the net,

giving UMass an indirect kick. Mike Nugent took the

free swipe and lofted a long centering pass into the

goal box In the scuffle that ensued, Bob McChesney

somehow shuffled the ball to King who had no trouble

finding the open net.

UMass started the game by napping on the field for

the first five minutes, and the only thing that

prevented two Jumbo goals was the performance of

Pelloquin.

After the near nightmare, play settled down to an

even battle that culminated in eleven shots for Tufts

and ten for UMass at the half.

Tufts controlled play for almost the entire second

half. The Jumbos managed another eleven shots on

net, while the Minutemen were held to three. But

King took the only shot that meant anything.

The final ten minutes, following the UMass score,

were hectic as Tufts pulled out all the stops in an

effort to even the score. The effort went for naught,

however, as UMass sweeper Dan Ouellette turned

back several scoring bids.

The Tufts defense was impenetrable for most of the

afternoon. Fullbacks Chuck Price and Dale Graden

constantly beat the UMass attackmen to the ball,

shutting off many of the Minutemen's offensive

thrusts.

But it was the UMass defense that earned most of

the plaudits. Besides Ouellette, Curt Syer, Gary

McKenna and Bob Merrill were unyielding.

And one can still not say enough about Pelloquin.

KICKING IT AROUND-The Minutemen travel to

Storrs tomorrow to take on UConn in a game that

could make or break the Dooters chances to capture

the Yankee Conference crown. The Huskies are

presently tied for first in the YanCon. UConn is also

ranked number three but could move up in the next

balloting as they knocked off top-rated Brown earlier

in the week.
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Inside Sports

>X-Country - Yan Con's

•Netwomen Lob Over CCSC

>Towne-Victim Of
Circumstance

A Soccer Farce

Every Tuesday morning, Rod Commons, the Sports Information

Director of Brown University, issues the results of the New England

soccer ratings poll.

The poll, in itself, is useless.

The rating board is composed of only twelve university or college

soccer coaches from the New England area. These twelve coaches are

expected to be able to judge fairly on which teams are the best in the

area.

How can the coach from Westfield State make a qualified judgement on

a team like Tufts or Brown if he has never seen them play or scouted

them for an upcoming game?
The board is a farce. It is composed of the soccer coaches from

Springfield, BU, UConn, Amherst, Harvard, Westfield State, Dartmouth,

WPI, Yale, Bridgeport, Tufts, and URI. The chairman is Cliff Stevenson,

head coach at Brown.
A quick glance at the ratings shows that of the twelve teams that are

represented on the board, eight are ranked. This is not to suggest any

funny business, but three of those teams have worse records than UMass,

and are ranked ahead of the Minutemen, whose 3-1-1 record ( at the time

of the voting) earned them fifteenth spot.

I would be interested to know what criteria the coaches use in deter-

mining their picks. Record is obviously a factor as it is the only thing

many of the coaches know about teams they have never seen. But records

are not the most important criterion used by the coach. If it were, then

one of the undefeated teams would be number one instead of five, six,

seven, nine or ten. the rankings held by the unbeatens.

Level of competition is probably considered, but that also is not all

important. If it were, then teams like Springfield, Yale. New Haven, and

probably Maine would be ranked higher.

The poll is conducted by phone. On Monday morning, all the coaches on

the board phone their votes in to Cliff Stevenson, who tabulates the

results in his home. The rankings are highly dependent on Ma Bell. In this

weeks results, the records of all the ranked teams are given, except for

UMass, which failed to notify Commons or Stevenson of their week's

results.

Everyone realizes that the ratings cannot be perfect, but they have

been particularly useless as an indicator or predictor. This week alone,

No. I Brown lost to No. 3 UConn, and No. 6 Tufts dropped contests to No. 8

Weslayan and No. 15 UMass. If they fail so miserably at this, what good

are they in their present context?

The board and the poll, if necessary at all, are J n desperate need of

revision or improvement.

Why aren't all coaches in New England invited to participate in the

balloting"' That alone would not insure fairness, but more diverse

opinions could only improve the rating process.

Each coach's ballot should be sent to either an independent auditing

firm or to an official of a New England university or college that does not

have a soccer team. This would reduce the possibility of tampering.

Although the ratings have never been fixed (I hope) the possibility is

always there.
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Everyone Else Does It

by Jan Franks
The immense collection of books and

cards and magazines and records and
paper and pencils and sweatshirts and
various quaint and hideous gewgaws
which make up the Minuteman Mer-
cantile has proved to be a haven for

shoplifters. Since the beginning of the

semester, over 60 sticky-fingered

shoppers have been apprehended.
According to Tom Doherty, one of the

security guards at the store, this

number represents roughly one fifth of

all shoplifters in the store, the

remainder of whom walk blithely away
with their booty stashed in their

pockets.

These figures indicate that

shoplifting is, indeed, an extremely
serious problem. Last year, the cost of

goods sold at the Campus Center was
approximately 4 per cent higher than

budget. A fair portion of this amount
came from rip offs. What students may
fail to realize is that when the Campus
Center loses money, their own
Campus Center fee increases to pay for

it. An increase in shoplifting jacks up
the already hefty fee another 3 or 4 $

per student.

In the face of such a problem,
security at the Minuteman Mercantile

has tightened considerably. The
crowded aisles are patrolled by a

number of security guards dressed, not

in obviously formidable green

uniforms but in regular Joe College

boy garb. They look like and are

students.

Let's pretend that you, the reader,

for example, have ripped off a pen

from the store. A security guard cannot

stop a pilfering person until he or she

has concealed something from the

store on his or her person, and has left

the store. You pass furtively or non

chalantly (depending on your style)

through the turnstyle. If you have been

unlucky or clumsy enough to be

spotted, a man will come up to your
side and ask you if ycu intended to pay
for that pen you put in your pocket.

Next, you will be ushered into a

bright, cluttered room in the bowels of

the store where you will be asked to

return what you took and presented

with a contract. This contract states

that you were, indeed, guilty of

shoplifting and that you have agreed to

pay a fine so that the store will not

prosecute.

continued on page 4

Features:

The Migrant Workers

across Route 116 Cesar

Chavez isn't the only

migrant worker. Yeah,

they're right here in

the Pioneer Valley,

too. Kevin Mack and

Emmett Schmarsow
talk to them on Page J

Softly, Meeting and

Hesitating

Explore the world of

make-believe with two

stories and a poem, by

Umie's. It's part Of

PR's all new fiction

section, on page J

Where Nothing can go
Wrong
The perfect vacation

spot has a few bugs left

in it, or how not to

spend your summer
vacation. Read Mike

Wallace's review of

Westworld on Page 44
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Editor

Patrick J. Cottey

Asst. Editor
Joyce Kosofsky

Music
Mike Kostek

Books
Frederic C. Weiss

Weekend
Bob Nesti

POOR RICHARDS welcomes
unsolicited manuscripts,
photographs, and sketches. They
must be signed and include the
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The Natural Place To Go
by Joyce Kosofsky

Located at 35 North Pleasant Street
in beautiful downtown Amherst lives

the EQUINOX, a natural foods cafe.
Complete vegetarianism reigns
supreme at the cafe and its menuboasts
fresh garden salads, sprouts, yoghurt,
home made soup, yeasted and
unyeasted breads, herbal teas, and
natural honey ice cream. Sounds good
to me.
Walking into the EQUINOX was

reminiscent of a truck-driver's stop.
That's what the place looks like, if you
can see through the plants. There's a
counter that's the main eating area
with a few small tables scattered
around. It's a small place, but who
wants to eat in a cafeteria anyway?
Yeah, it does get a bit crowded around
peak eating times. I found that the best
time is between lunch and dinner,
because the out to lunch-bunch and the
all-day-except-dinner tasters haven't

Demian, Mitch, Margie and Judy; a friendly crew.
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in.

The guy with diapers on his head digs

made it there yet. Plus, you can talk to

the fascinating crew of crazies that run
the place when there's no one in there.

Try one of the EQUINOX'S specials.

You can munch on the greatest
homemade soup (next to my grand
mother's) in an unhurried "chew your
food well" atmosphere. With it you can
get a salad, bread and cheese and a
soothing cup of herbal tea. Mmmmm
mmmm it's good. Or you can choose
from an assortment of salads; fresh
garden, yogi, turkish, or travelers. The
crew at the EQUINOX has proved that
all salads needn't be just lettuce and
tomatoes. You can eat a sandwich
there on yeasted or unyeasted
homemade bread. Or rice cakes. And if

your not that hungry and just want a

small snack, the EQUINOX serves half

sandwiches, or small cups of soup. For
the sweet toothed person (like myself)
the EQUINOX serves honey ice-cream
and has the best carob milkshakes for

all the chocolate junkies around.

The service is great. It may not be
the fastest in the world, but each
portion is individually prepared and
the crew who work there are friendly.
The atmosphere is relaxing, you can
enjoy your meal. The prices aren't too
high. In fact you can have fill for lunch
with a 99 cents special. The food is

great. But chew your food well, or the
guy who wears diapers on his head will

tell you to slow down.

The View From a Bus Stop

a
a

:

Pictured here: Our spiritual

Mentor and most avid reader,

Big Ben.
:
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by Tony Granite
The non schedule of the Free

Campus Bus System encourages pause
to observe the traffic scene and other
distractions at UMass.

Particularly of an afternoon on North
Pleasant Street, at the Morrill Science
Center bus stop.

The interminable late afternoon
waiting for the northbound livery

brings home the monstrosity that is the
traffic problem on campus.

North Pleasant Street, at this point in

time (4:00 p.m.-ish) and place, is a
crawling, bumper to bumper effluence
of Detroit's polluters.

After inhaling the noxious fumes for

as long as 30 minutes, one is convinced
that there's gotta be a better way to go.
For, encapsulated by glass and tin, the
lonely drivers who strain past on polar
routes to their Belchertown digs or
Mike's place vent their spleens in

violation of religion and law.

Rarely do they stop at the brilliantly

marked cross walks to permit
pedestrians their right of way.
Campus Security makes its in-

frequent patrols. But it, too, is car-
bound and oblivious to the law that
applies also to them that cars must stop
for the pedestrian in a marked walk
way.
The blind get equal treatment. One

young lad propelling the white cane
that proclaims for all who can see the

universal badge of his infirmity had to

be pulled from the path of an iron
monster, one bright and otherwise
cheery Fall afternoon. He couldn't
match the muscle of the souped up
Mustang, anyway.
One wonders if no-fault driving in

this Commonwealth extends to contact
in a crosswalk.
Others have tried sticking their toes

into the hot crossings and have pulled
them out just in time to avoid being
scalded by drivers oblivious to the law.
Such motorists are the more

remarkable for the lonely splendor on
the tar which they exercise in the
traffic that congeals past the Morrill
Bus Stop. Only one car in twelve was
recorded recently as carrying a
passenger.

Despite the hazards posed by these
non stop drivers through the unsigned
"Ped Xing" zones, and the nausea
stimulated by the noxious fumes being
spewed by clunkers and Cadillacs
alike, the view from the bus stop can be
entertaining and otherwise in-

formative.
One discovers that if he likes jello,

he'll love the well-fed UMass coed.
Especially those who run for the busses
as they finally crawl around the bend at
Clark Hall.

And the highway repair crews have
been considerate (or simply exercised
their male chauvinism) in leaving a

washboard effect at curbside. For
when the coeds hunkered over the
ram's horn handlebars of their 10-

speed cycles hit this stretch, they make
the long wait for bussing worthwhile.
The best show on campus, no doubt,

happens at the bus stops. And there's a
new feature for each season of the
year. Just closed, after a long and
heady run, has been the midriff
spectacle for the navel observers en
tranced by such maneuvers. And the
curtain has only just recently been
drawn over the bra-less bussers, too.

The show will open again in the
Spring. But by then, Campus Security
will have discovered the pedestrian
crossing law and have started to en-
force it... all-fault parking on the
campus will have banished its traffic to

the campus perimeters. . . there won't
be time to observe navels because the
Free Campus Bus will be running
every ten minutes, as promised. ..and
the sprints for the seats will be safer
because the stop signs for Xing Peds
will have been installed at last, to

restrain unaware drivers from har
vesting white canes.
Ah me, who said the best things in life

aren't free?

Tony Granite is the pen name of
MDC's "Campus Carousel" columnist.

Letter To
The Editor

To The Editor:

Christine Dillard's review of Mid-
summer Night's Dream was fine in

respect to her background info on the
New Shakespeare Company, but I think
it somewhat misrepresented the
performance given. I agree that MND
is not "gloomy, dry and heavy". But,
as played by this company, it was
exaggerated, erratic and, therefore,
heavy.
Much of the deficiency was of a

physical nature. Student Union
Ballroom has terrible acoustics and all

of the visual inspiration of a shoebox.

There is little chance that the viewers
in row X can enjoy the play fully
(unless, of course, they felt the way I

did, and decided on a few moments of
quiet sleep). And the actors are forced
to declaim loudly merely to com
municate. Ergo, any possibilities for
the shading of dynamics was nullified.
Intimacy was impossible.
Unfortunately, the actors only

exaggerated the ugliness of this forced
declamatory style. Certainly, their
body movements were expressive; but,
they were also excessive. One can
believe in the love of a handsome,
young and concerned couple; but one
can only be repulsed by a raving
lunatic who gestures "meaningfully"
with every declaration. Modern
Shakespeare is in sad shape when it

starts resorting to melodramas.

Ms. Dillard did a lovely job of citing
various elements of the play -none of

which I saw in the performance.
I'm not really knocking this young

company. We all know, thanks to last
year's As You Like It, that they are
really quite good. Of course, then they
performed in the slightly more
congenial (acoustically) Campus
Center Auditorium, and more than one
of them knew how to deliver a speech
without any gestures at all.

I would comment more on me last
half of the play; but those scenes found
me far away from our beloved SUB.
I've learnt never to subject myself to
undue stress, and I consider the effort
necessary to pick occasional moments
of enjoyment out of a theatre
presentation quite unrewarding.

Marc Bouchard

Migrants Across Rt. 116
by Kevin Mack & Emmett Schmarsow
Migrant farm workers? To most

Umass students, this phrase probably
conjures up images of Cesar Chavez
and his United Farm Workers Union in
California and of the grape and lettuce
boycotts. But consider the thousands of
acres of tobacco fields in the Con
necticut River Valley. Who do you
suppose picks the tobacco in those
fields right across Route 116? The
answer: Migrant farm workers.

Last Friday we visited a migrant
worker camp about ten miles from
campus, in No. Hatfield. The Sugarloaf
Camp at maximum capacity houses
about 220 workers. It is owned and
operated by the Consolidated Cigar
Company, a subsidiary of the Gulf and
Western Corporation. Consolidated
Cigar recruits a large percentage of its

workers from Puerto Rico. These
recruits sign a work contract (usually
for six months) which stipulates a
wage of $1.90 per hour. These workers
do not receive time and a half for

overtime hours but are frequently
requested to work more than the 40
hours for which they are contracted.
The company also provides housing for

the workers in an old army barracks
and a newer barracks-like structure.
For $17.50 per week the company will

also provide the worker with three
meals each week day.
Most of the workers are single, but

many are supporting wives and
families, either in Puerto Rico or in the
Spanish speaking ghettos of Holyoke
and Springfield. It is not uncommon for

a migrant worker to be supporting a
family of six or more on a net salary of

$70 a week. And that is with overtime.
When we arrived at the camp on

Friday morning we began to look for

someone who could speak English.
Luckily, we ran into a man named
Willy, who was happy to tell us about
the migrant worker's lifestyle. He even
gave us a tour of the barracks and we
were treated to a marvelous flamenco
guitar solo by one of Willy's friends
who was on a lunch break. Willy, who
had learned English while serving in

Thailand with the U.S. Army, felt that
the camp was, "alright — except the
money." Willy has no family to support
and spends much of his money at bars
in the area.
The housing was adequate. The

exterior of dingy green cement blocks
closed a sparse interior of hard wood
floors and drab off white walls. Several
men, who were on a lunch break, sat
around smoking cigarettes and
listening to a local Spanish radio
station. A television set stared im-
passively at four rows of fold-up chairs
in the recreation room. (All of the
programs are in English anyway).
There were no other recreational
facilities for men.
One of the men had slipped that

morning and broken several fingers.
He held a bandaged hand in the air to

wave at us as we left. There was also a
man on crutches; he had been run over
by a tractor some time earlier in the

season and waited three days before
receiving proper medical attention.

In the camp cafeteria, we met
another Puerto Rican who could speak
English. Several days earlier he had
quit his job at the camp and would start
working for the physical plant at
Umass that evening. Joe was a native
of New York and even had two years of
Fordham University behind him. When
his parents inherited land on the
"Island", as most Puerto Ricans call
their home, he returned with them in

hope of finding a decent job there. But
he had no luck and ended up back in the
States working in this migrant camp.
Because he had a driver's license and
could drive a truck he made $2.25 an
hour — up from the $2.00 he had started
at. Later that day we met a local
couple, who were white, and who
worked in roughly the same job, who
had started at $2.35 per hour. And they
had no experience in agricultural work.
As we were leaving the Sugarloaf

Camp, one of the foreman screeched by
us in a new green pick-up truck.
Slamming on his brakes, he yelled to us— two young, camera toting, university
types — "Didn't you see the no
trespassing signs" (There are none).
"We are only taking some photos of

people harvesting tobacco", we an
swered, not telling him the whole truth,
"We thought it would make an in-

teresting autumn story".
The foreman loosened up a bit, "it's

too late now," he said, "the crop is

already in. Besides you'll have to get
permission from higher up to do
something like that."
A few days later, we spoke over the

telephone, to someone higher up; a
man at the Company's office in

Glastonbury, Connecticut named Mr.
Hurley. At first Mr. Hurley was
reluctant to speak to reporters about
the migrant workers. The company has
received a lot of unfavorable publicity
from Springfield Newspapers and from
Channel Three in Hartford. So we were
somewhat surprised when Mr. Hurley
gave us about twenty minutes of his

time. His main gripe about the press
was that they do not report both sides of

the story. His side of the story consisted
of these points:

1. The minimum wage for farm labor

is only $1.30 per hour. Consolidated
Cigar paid a minimum of $1.90 per
hour. They are not legally obligated to

pay overtime rates since the work is

legally classified as seasonal.

2. While the migrant workers may be
"downtrodden by American stan-
dards" (Mr. Hurley's words and
Puerto Ricans are Americans, by the
way), they are well off by Puerto Rican

standards. Puerto Rico is a relatively

poverty stricken land and the workers
sign the contracts of their own free will.

They are paid better than for com
parable work in Puerto Rico.

3. Mr. Hur ley insisted that these are
not "migrant" workers, rather they
are contracted, seasonal labor. Mr.
Hurley did not like the connotation of
the phrase "migrant worker", but later
in our conversation he used the same
term to describe the men. So we will

use the term, too.

4. The company is not against
unionization by some "responsible"
labor union. Mr. Hurley mentioned the
Teamsters or the AFL CIO. He did not
consider the United Farm Workers to

be a "responsible" union.

Mr. Hurley agreed with the
proposition that it would not be
economically feasible to harvest
tobacco without the migrant workers.
The tobacco growers simply could not
find enough local people to work in the
tobacco fields for such low wages and
for only six months of the year. So the
company is dependent upon the
migrants from Puerto Rico.

As Mr. Hurley said, "Somebody has
to do the work."

$ Platter Chatter $
By Mike Kostek
The past four years have seen a

complete turnover in terms of

Amherst's record emporiums. Gone
forever are the half hip, half $

Listening Post, the quaintly stiff

Superficial Smile, the wonderfully
hippie White Light and Amherst Audio,
which was good for an occasional sale

until it died of anemia.
Last year For The Record swung

open under the guidance and bankroll

of a young local who featured low

prices and a limited stock. They've
since moved to roomier and more
convenient digs in the front room of

Faces Of Earth, and still feature the

lowest standard price in town (no sales
— just a flat $3.78 for all your usual

records). They've consequently ex-

panded their stock and have a good

supply of cut-outs ($1 .99's) and the only
used record exchange in the area.

Last spring a new record shop
opened, called the New Record Shop. It

featured prices comparable to For The
Record, and a larger selection in most
areas. They've moved out of their awk
ward scene in the Carriage Shop into
the old Amherst Audio store.

The New Record Shop is likewise a

home-town operation with one or two
people getting together the cash to own
a store, and aren't businessmen in suits

by any means. Unfortunately they've
had to recently raise their standard
price (from $3.89 to $4.13,) but they do
have new releases on sale for $3.69 (as

well as having two NRBQalbums in the

window and giving them their own
section in the racks. ) They do sell some

promos for 99c $2.99, and have a fair

amount of imports mixed with the
stock.

Enter Discount Records. Now this
store is one of those run by the men in

suits, namely Columbia Records.
Hipsters run the joint, but you know
who makes the money. Anyway, before
you discount them "the biggest
selection of any store in Massachusetts
east of Boston," according to its

manager, and will rack up every
record they can get their hands on.
Monster Classical, Jazz and MOR
sections are promised, with the Grand
Opening the 22nd. Discount will be the
place to go for things you can't find
anywhere else, as well as having a
hefty import rack. There's really no
other reason to shoo there, except for

the sales, as the $4.98 standard price is

obviously prohibitive.

New releases will remain com-
petitive with $3.33 specials, and weekly
label sales will set up an entire label for
$3.98.

The store itself is nice and big, but
quite disconcerting after the down
hominess of the other two stores. A
turnstyle checks you in and everything
is handled in plastic wood racks in
much the same manner of say. Sears or
Korvettes. It's stores like this that turn
music into 'product'.

In any case, it will be an interesting
addition to the Amherst record
dispensing facilities.
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Greek Way-Nectar & Ambrosia
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by "Carol McBaren"

AAaybe you have had the
distinct pleasure ot leaving
your bicycle chained in the
dormitory basement, retur
ning to tind it, not stolen, but
stomped into a thin layer of
foil. Or perhaps your notice,
lovingly prepared, was set
afire barely minutes after you
had posted it in the elevator.

I was met at the bus stop in

Fraternity-Sorority Park by a
sister whose small size belied
her enthusiasm. On entering
the house, I was led to the
precisely-furnished apartment
of the housemother, a char-
ming woman of the old school,
who took an obvious pride in
the smooth way the house was
managed. I was invited to stay
for dinner, so we accordingly
proceeded to the dining room.
To someone used to the
hangar-like atmosphere of
Worcester Commons, the
homelike, intimately furnished
room seemed faintly unreal.

We stood at our places until
grace was said, then the lights

were dimmed, and we set into
course after course of simple,
but deliciously prepared fare,
served by the members of a

Everyone Else

Does It

continued from page 1

If you decide to sign the
contract, the security guard
who picked you up and two
witnesses will also sign it. One
copy of the contract will be
sent to Whitmore. The other
is kept by the store. It is to be
emphasized that these
documents are strictly con
fidential. No one has access to

them and after you leave the

University, they will be
destroyed.

If, on the other hand, you
believe that you are innocent,

that it was an honest mistake
that you walked out of the store

clutching a pen you may take
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nearby fraternity. During
coffee the lights were turned
up, and the president made a
few announcements which
were followed by reminders
from the membership. One
young woman's remark that
she had lost her Wonderlash,
brought a round of laughter,
while reminders of an up-
coming rush were received in a
less jocular manner.
During dinner, my com

panion, who had been with me
since the beginning of the
evening, answered my
questions about Greek life. She
had been a member of the
sorority since it had moved to
its new location in the Park,
where there were to have been
six houses. (The University
had planned to build dor-
mitories on the site, but
changed its everactive mind.)
The project was sufficiently
hampered by work stoppages
and the campus trend away
from the Greek system to cut
the final number of houses to
three.

I was escorted ("Males must
be escorted"), to the neigh
boring fraternity by my cuide.
The decor shifted from soft
lighting and framed pictures to
the bluish glare of fluorescent
tubes and flypaper suspended
from the ceiling. I was in-

troduced to a strictly
masculine gathering, which
was in the course of devouring
plate loads of hearty food. As
our conversation progressed,
people would disappear from
the table, materializing
seconds later with fresh heaps
of chicken and potatoes. One of

the brothers at the table
started to describe the place,
remarking that through sports
people can quickly get together
and get acquainted. He said
unashamedly that the place
could easily be termed a jock
house. Sports made the house a

tight community.
In each house I visited,

asked how many members
would attend that evening's
impeachment rally. Estimates
ranged from a few to none.
There seemed to be little need
to ask why there were virtually
no Black students living in the
Park. The atmosphere, one of
white, middle-class
camaraderie, would perhaps
seem sufficiently repulsive to
those Black segments of the
population which seek their
own cultural experience.

Last weekend you may have
noticed the surviving members
of the UAAass Ceres cu 1

*

staging their annual harvest

replacing perhaps the
moratoria and demonstrations
festival in the streets of
Amherst. Like the attack scene
in the movie "Zulu", wave
upon wave of frenzied
collegians broke forth into
their ritual cries of a last
Bacchanal before autumn
dwindled into the winter. I

remarked to some bewildered
onlookers that such activity
was becoming more popular,
which once heralded the
harvest season.
Homecoming in Fraternity-

Sorority Park meant the return
of past generations to the
ancestral hearth, which wou'd
be tended through a new winter
by this year's crop of Greeks.
The scene reflected the social
permanence of the Greek
system which is somehow alien
to the dormitory experience. I

was asked to imagine the
warmth of my reception if I

returned as an alumnus to
Washington tower. Suddenly
the pagan ritualism of my
Greek stereotype seemed to
conflict less with my
humanistic values when I

remembered the bizarre in-
cident of bicycle squashing
spawned by the hollow ex-
perience of dorm life. What
had seemed the anachronism

of forced communion with the
spirit of a dead era now
seemed to reflect on the less

than sane life style that I had
believed in as the enlightened
approach to individual growth.
Perhaps, it suddenly occurred
to me, the answer to the lonely

alienation of a UAAass dorm
can be found in the Greek way,
which years age was rejected
as too staunch a defender of the
status quo.

It is now 11 p.m. Do you

know where your car is.

your case to the Student Court.
Here you and the store will be
treated as equal parties. You
will be presumed innocent until

proven otherwise. If you are
found guilty you will be forced
to pay the consequences.

This procedure is not as cut
and dried as it may appear.
The University Store has the
prerogative to handle
shoplifters as they wish. If you
do hassle the guard, perhaps
by taking a swing at him and
trying to run away, the store
can and will increase its fine
and may refuse to settle out of
court.

Nevertheless, the store has
established a general policy
that all students will be han-
dled in the above outlined
manner if they do not give the
guards any trouble and if they
are not second offenders. All

non-students and graduate
students caught shoplifting
may be taken to a regular
court by the store.

In past years, all shoplifters
(both students and non-
students) apprehended by the
University Store could be
taken to Northampton District
Court, leaving an unsightly and
permanent blot on their
record. The new system was
devised last year by Jim
Pappas, the Student Attorney
General, in conjunction with
the store and approved by the
Student Senate. It insures the
undergraduate student that his
misdemeanor will be handled
within the University as long
as he does not repeat his of-
fense.

AAany have remarked that
this system is far too lenient.

Jim Pappas disagrees. "The
experience of getting busted is

a painful and intimidating
one," he says. Budding Perry
AAasons often find that court is

humiliating and court fees are
no joke. It seems that this slap
on the wrist is not without its

sting. Significantly, very few
shoplifters are caught twice.
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Restaurant Open 'til 2 a.m.

You can get anything you want . . .

ALICE'S fteSTAUKANT"'
starring Arlo Guthrie

Sunday, October 28

Admission 75 c

C.C. Aud.

7 & 9:15 p.m.
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Malay Meeting

by Barb Hoffman

"Shit," stated the Countess, Now she smiled broadly
•urishing the offending manuscript, paralyzed bunch hpfnr* hQr nQ

How the woman abused the freedom of asked for further comments
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The Countess was in the process of

Ignoring him, the Countess continued,
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might daresay, contrived. As for
characterization, why, it's naggingly

paused, looking intently at the uneasy
dignitaries grouped around her,

vously, waiting.

inviting the other counsuls to meet once
a month for dinner and drink was
appealing. Malaya was a jungle, its
loneliness punctuated by sporadic
beatings of native drums. The out-
stations were at best, desolate con-

good 1c hear some English voices,
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beads dropped there by the club's
religious bartender. She is jolted into
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Vivid, very vivid.
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relished it. Her glass filled once mc
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here," she claimed, and her fine, dark "N'est-ce pas?' "

eyes hardened with purpose. Her Ferd looked up quickly. He puffed
consequent suggestion then, for P^rh several time*; nn hie r-hQ r-««+ u^t—
consul to work on a story to be dropping it onto the mat where it siz-
discussed a\ each monthly gathering, z'ed. Frowning, he poked at it with his
was met with enthusiasm. Not a shoe and shook his head slowly,
terribly creative group, they "There's a tendency to intrude in the
plagiarized eagerly from both Punch voice, of course." The Countess nodded
and W. Somerset Maugham, deriving solumnly, listening. "He should have
from both sources the stories and gone on more, it seems. There is hope
satires to be discussed over the in here — he could always rewrite, as long
variable curry. It . did give them as he starts from scratch. Basically, he
something to do those nights, besides must resist the epithet constructions he
the drinking, besides the maudlin thrives on." A tiny, gold cigarette case
rhapsodizing of England. But emerged from his waistcoat; Ferd

IMII [M»l

llM»-1J»M/.IIJ»>i ,

'

way past the beads

bedroom. He had developed a terrific
headache, yet whether it came from

consul to work on a story to be
discussed a^ each monthly gathering,
was met with enthusiasm. Not a
terribly creative group, they
plagiarized eagerly from both Punch
and W. Somerset Maugham, deriving
from both sources the stories and
satires to be discussed over the in-
variable curry. It .did give them
something to do those nights, besides
the drinking, besides the maudlin
rhapsodizing of England. But
Marguerite was doing a bit too much
lately. Nurtured on a steady diet of
both Qscar Wilde and Evelyn Waugh,
she possessed at times the tact of a
mongoose coupled with the insistence
of a locust.

i'MaVMHiNg.ll

Hesitating
— Deirdre Hennigan

ahhh moon on my tongue
is' ahhh 'massive shape,
like ahhh tissue of obituary,
ahhh very substantial meal,
like ahhh, ahhh, just can't say
ahh men with the taste
of ahhh moon in my mouth.
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Saved From the Sticky Spillage Sir^inq Ink

In Concert:
NRBQ and Clean Living
Campus Center Auditorium

Oct. 19

7:00 Show

Clean Living's bold front.

It was a dull start. The torty
or so faithful NRBQ fans
dwindled in looking like they'd

just been to two or three
wakes, lined the concrete walls
and waited. Soon enough Clean
Living wandered on stage to
please their faithful fans whose
only response was an oc-
casional nod of the head or foot
stomp.

Slowly the auditorium was
filling up and by the time
NRBQ came on, it was obvious
who the bulk of the crowd had
come to listen to. Despite
Terry Adams' ace-bandaged
ankle, his distinctive beat lead
most of NRBQ's songs Friday
night. By the end of the first

show, a majority of the
audience was showing signs of
life, even a few bodies
swaying. Supposedly the
second show was a lot better,
hopefully for NRBQ, but we
didn't bother staying.

— Lori Ann Yeslow

NRBQ's A I Anderson

The 11.00 Show

As I sat on the floor of the
Campus Center auditorium,

which was still sticky from the

spillage of those who attended

the first show, for the first time

in my life I was glad to see the

homely face of Poor Richard's

music editor, Mike Kostek,

looming out of the semi
darkness at me; this meant I'd

have someone to talk to while

Clean Living was on. If you're

not going to dance there's no

point in listening to them. I

greeted him cheerfully,
"Kostek, you old scumbag."
Talk about fanatics: Mike

had been to the first show and
was willing to sit through Clean
Living a second time just to see

NRBQ again. Naturally I was
led to expect a lot from them
by the time they came on.

Strangely enough, considering
Mike's usually decadent
musical taste, NRBQ turned
out to be a really decent bunch.

Also surprising was their

approach to doing the concert:
An amazing variety

f

material, from a brief, sen
maltzy interlude from
"Somewhere Over the Rain
bow" to Persuasions type a
capella lour part harmony,
and to the best of my
knowledge there wasn't a
single number that went on
longer than five minutes. No
extended boogies whatsoever,
much to the discomfort of the
dance crowd, with the ex
ception of "Shake that Thing,"
which started and stopped so
many times that no one could
dance to it anyway. Their over
all sound, however, was ex
ceedingly tight and good timey
and every one enjoyed the
show, with the possible ex
ception of the thirty some odd
year old dude in the white
Panama suit who couldn't find
anyone to dance with.

— Kukla

Who Needs 500 Zoology Majors?
Live Music:
Sweet Pie

At the Bluewall

Last year, there was a big
brouhaha about Sweetpie, a
blues pianist boogie woogie or
whatever, singer comedian
type who appeared dressed in

the barest of loincloths when he
played. He was being touted as
one of the most original and
interesting and entertaining
creatures to appear since the
sun appeared. The people who
were telling you this were
masters of hype. Maybe
Sweetpie was different last
year; I don't know. ! DO know
that I saw him this year, and I

was massively disappointed.
To start — Sweetpie is not

obscene, or, as one gentleman
yelled at him, "gross". The
jokes he indulges in, especially
of the sexual variety, reek of a
nine year old telling a dirty
story to his friends, and a lot of
times the jokes only get
reaction on a level of shock.
(The way he combines words
has a lot to do with it.) His
sexual jokes aimed at
politicians often run the dregs
of the most tired Nixon jokes
I've ever heard. I don't know
about you folks, but I've
noticed that making fun of
Nixon doesn't get one
anywhere, and because the
jokes are told with such
frequency ("If Nixon was able
to ball every night instead of
going into the bathroom and
playing with himself, he'd be a
lot better off..."). C'mon now

— Zappa was doing this stuff

about six years ago, and the
Fugs with Ed Sanders were
doing it even better then.
Enough nostalgia, already!
And his piano playing! Who

the hell needs cocktail lounge
blues?? Hell, I like the blues,
but I do not like categorized
chops played over and over
again. It begins (as a friend of
mine said) to numb your brain.
Sweetpie is a hype, and his

audience is often there to
"make the scene". He is an
entertainer, and I can't fault
him as such, but he is vastly
overrated. And I wonder what
would happen if the Blue Wall
were to feature some high
energy, kick-ass improvising
music instead of cocktail
lounge blues, or vapid country
rock. It would threaten, and
that has to be dealt with too. It

would be interesting to find out
who the jokers, scene-makers
and hucksters down at the
Bluewall are. But as long as
they feature acts like Sweetpie
(whose music poses no
thought, whose jokes give no
revelation — who is, essen-
tially, just a clown who's not
got much to offer), we'll never
find out. I hope we find out
soon.

—Uman Gomes

"to the Carpenters Concert".
From then on out, it was like a
television theatre. This voice,
like the stereotyped T. V. game
show announcer we used to
watch when we were too sick to
make it to junior high, was
heard but not seen. The inane
comedy of Skiles and Hen
derson preceded the ap
pearance of the Carps, and the
audience ate it up. Comedy can
be intellectual and insightful a
la George Carl in or it can be
mundane as this was with the
emphasis being put upon
making animal noises rather
than making worthwhile sense.
Skiles and Henderson weren't
funny but they were like the
typical Ed Sullivan comedy
team (minus the juggling) and
these concert-goers were all

tuned in and turned on.

In Concert:
Carpenters
Springfield
19 October

Civic

1973

Center

1!

TONITE

SAT. NIGHT

"DUKE

DRIVERS"
at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
SUN. NIGHT

Some of My

Bsft Friends

Rte. 47, Sunderland
665-4937

— I'm very proud of my
main influence in the
music business and I

think I should be. I think
that the Carpenters
have added more to
music today than any
other group put
together.

- Martin Mull

The Carpenters are an
anachronism, representing the
rosey life style envisioned and
lived out by many during the
Kennedy and Johnson years.
The American Dream. Life,

happiness, and faith in love.

The only problem is that this

life no longer exists, except in

the fantasies of the idealistic.

On Oct. 19, the Springfield
Civic Center was the stage for

these fantasies to once again
be enacted. The audience of

5,000 was composed mostly of

young girls and older women
and their comparatively bored
boyfriends.

Ths show opened with a voice
from above welcoming us all

The Carpenters were pretty
much as expected. They ran
through their string of hits as
well as a rather lengthy
medley of oldies. Richard (he's
the one with the spun gold hair)
introduced the medley in
complete seriousness with
words to the effect that "over
the last two years the oldies
are really coming back, and
I'll be honest, I was thrilled."
Coming from Martin Mull, it

would have been hilarious, but
from Richard, it was serious
and matter of fact. All of
Richard's talks to the audience
could have been taken directly
from cue cards, for all the
feeling emoted. Karen was a
little more personable but she
knows she's a star, and as
such, she needn't really pay
much attention to the fans who
came to see her. The show was
not totally undynamic with
some spice being added by an
occasional Tony Peluso guitar
lead or Bob Messenger sax
solo. Karen even favored us
with some of her famous
drumming, but in general, the
sound was very much like that

of their records.
When the 55 minute set was

over, The Carpenters received
a standing ovation, but like

with television, when the show
is over, it's over, and there was
no encore. The dream was
over. In a world with rapidly
depleting food and fuel sup-
plies and ever increasing air

and water pollution, the
Carpenters are a last bastion of

the vision of the good life, ideal

love and purity. Those were
such happy times and not so
long ago. .

.

—David Sokol

Bill Staines

Student Union Ballroom
October 21

If you like folk music, but
haven't heard Bill Staines your
life is not complete. He is one cf
the best, although almost
unknown, folk musicians I

have ever heard. Those who
went to the free concert in the
Ballroom on Sunday night
know what I mean, Bill Staines
took time out from recording
his third album to make his
annual visit to U/Uass.
Once on stage, he never

stopped performing, if you can
call being himself performing.
He just kept playing fantastic
songs with short breaks for
humorous stories that were
really funny, and not your
average pause. He told about
driving down the entire
Philadelphia Turnpike on a
winter night — sideways,
before breaking into i

"Allegheny", a song from the
jthird album. He also sang

some old favorites, like the
"Song About Nothing" and

j

"For the Birds". I didn't really
know what to expect, but I hope

jmy new enthusiasm is cat-
|

ching, it is so nice to find
|someone who plays "Just for |

me, Just For Love".
j—Tyla Michelove I

I

Live Music:
|

Some of My Best Friends
j

The Pub
|

It was so hot in the Pub that I

night that my eyebrows were I

sweating, but I wouldn't miss I

them for anything. Yeah, I

they're some of my best'
friends and they play some
good music. I

Oooooh they're good. When '

they played they rocked the
crowd out of their seats, onto '

the floor, and even into the
|

aisles. It was Dancing Room !

Only and the bartenders!

worked as hard as our feet.

Jeez the place boogied.
"I wish I knew," they sang,

"What I thought I had." I know
what they have. They have
David on electric piano and
trumpet, Freddie on bass,
Roger on drums, Ken playing
sax and flute, Rick on lead
guitar, and Ellen and Jackie
singing their hearts out so that
you want to say "oooooh
yeah."
"Come along Baby," they

sang, "Baby, I can't get
enough." Neither could the
crowd. It was one big happy
family there. Everyone
shouting out their favorite
song, singing along with the
rest. The crowd knew who their
best friends were. They loved
them.

"Didn't I blow your mind this
time," they sang, "Didn't I?"
They always do, and this time
was no exception. Each song
was better than the last. The
band got tighter and funkier as
the night went on. i thought
that the dance floor was going
to break. But we rocked on.

"I'm gonna spread the
news," they sang, "That if it

feels this good gettin' used,
then keep on using me... 'til

you use me up." We will but I

hope we never do.

IYOUR HIT PARADE
|

Well now. All this time we've
|

been telling you what's good, |

what's bad, what's up and I

who's down. And what good I

has it done us? Not bleedin' I

mucn. I'm still here in the I

cubicle they call an office (HA! I

Ed.) getting nothing. No I

payola, no drugola, no ham I

from Black Oak Arkansas, no I

pliant wenches. And then Fori
The Record calls and tells me

jwhat you people have been
Jdoing with your time and
[money for the month of Sep
[

tember. Well, you're getting
better.. I

I

better..

1. Brothers & Sisters
Allman Brothers Band. !

Marvin2. Let's Get It On
Gaye.

J

3. Goats Head Soup
Rolling Stones.

4. Innervisions — Stevie
Wonder.

5. Crazy Eyes — Poco.
6. Deliver The Word — War.
7. Maria Muldaur.
8. Killing Me Softly —

Roberta Flack.
9. The Pointer Sisters.

10. The Harder They Come —
Orig. Soundtrack.

by Jackman Wilson—

Wake Of The Flood

The Grateful Dead

Grateful Dead
GD01

Perhaps I looked forward to

the release of this album with
such high expectations that I

was bound to be in some way
disappointed. The Grateful
Dead had not made a studio
recording for several years,
not since American Beauty.
Their contract with Warner
Brothers had expired, and this

was to be their first album on
their own label. There was
every reason to expect
something special from the
band who, when the clock
struck twelve last New Years'
eve at Winterland Ballroom in

San Francisco, Bill Graham
introduced as "the greatest
rock and roll band in the
world."

Make no mistake, Wake of
the Flood is a good album. All

seven songs, considered one at
a time, are well written and
performed. A few of them
deserve individual attention.

"Mississippi Half-step
Uptown Toodeloo" is probably
the best song on the album. I

wish I could play it over the
newspaper. The lyrics are of
the "what's the point of calling
shots this cue ain't straight in

Dead After the Flood: Soft & Dreamy

line" variety. Keith God
chaux's piano playing is at its

best, and Vassar Clements'
violin adds a bluegrass quality
which blends well with the
band's sound. Jerry Garcia
and Robert Hunter wrote this

one, and anyone who has been
to a Dead concert lately will

recognize it.

Another good song is "Here
Comes Sunshine", also by
Hunter and Garcia. Phil Lesh,

whose bass might have the
greatest range of any bass
instrument in history, gives the
simple melody depth and
subtlety. This is the sort of

song I whistle to myself during
boring classes. The vocal
harmonies, which figure
prominently in all the songs,
are particularly well done.

I sensed from the first time I

heard the album that
something was missing from
the texture of the album as a
whole. Of course, I expected
the Grateful Dead's style to

change. It always does. But the
style of this album is not so
much changed as subdued. For
the most part, the in

strumentals stay on the
ground, and the emphasis is on
vocals throughout the album,
throwing the entire production
slightly off balance.

All this makes me sound like

one of those assholes who yell

"boogie!" at concerts every
time the band plays something
soft. I have no objection
whatsoever to soft music. The
Grateful Dead, in fact, never
liked their image as a boogie
band, which they acquired by
accident. All that is lacking on
Wake of the Flood is variety —
the songs sound a little too
much alike.

As far as the technical
business of studio recording
goes, Wake of the Flood is

flawless, so far as I can tell.

Now that Warner Brothers
can't mess with the mix, the
Dead are free to run their own
show. There are some unusual
effects on a few of the songs,
such as making Phil Lesh
sound like he's playing un
derwater.

The overall feeling of this

album is soft, dreamy and
sometimes even sentimental.
Changes in the band,
necessitated by Ron McKer
nan's tragic death, have
altered the Grateful Dead's
sound appreciably. Con-
sidering the high degree of

control possible in a studio

recording, I interpret Wake of

the Flood as an indication of

the directions the Dead wish to

follow in the future. The no
left turn unstoned craziness of

the San Francisco scene lies

far behind. Urobouros will

have his way. The Grateful
Dead mystique is gradually
evaporating and their in

spiration alone will have to

perform the magic. Let us hope
that Wake of the Flood, a fair

to middling attempt, will soon
be followed by a less weary,
more exciting release, or at

any rate a more lively one.

sin9irt3 ink

The Heat Is Rising, the Past Is Calling

GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK
ROAD— ELTON JOHN (MCA
2-10003)

Quantity rather than quality
might be a good description for

Elton John's new album;
'Goodbye Yellow Brick Road.
Although the album does
contain some excellent cuts it

could have easily been made
into a good one-record album
by just omitting all of the shit.

In comparison to Don't Shoot
Me I'm Only The Piano Player,
which didn't enjoy as much
popularity as Honky Chateau,
it was an improvement. But to

have the bad outnumber the
good, and be forced to skip
around the album just to hear
the good cuts seems like a
large price to pay to listen to

Elton's smooth voice turn over
"Sweet Painted Lady" or
"Harmony", two of the
album's better cuts.

Orchestration was done by
Del Newman who also did the
orchestration for Cat Steven's
Catch Bull At Four and can be
heard at its best during "The
Ballad of Danny Bailey," "I've
Seen That Movie Too" or
"Goodbye Yellow Brick
Road."

If nothing else, the album is

worth listening to just for

"Candle in the Wind", Bernie
Taupin's tribute to Marilyn
Monroe.
You can rock to it, sleep

through it, or cry to it, but if

you're smart you might try
sitting down and seriously
listening to it. You may find

your hand getting a little tired

from, skipping around the two
album set, but it should be
worth it.

— Lori Ann Yeslow

PRETTY MUCH YOUR
STANDARD RANCH STASH
— MICHAEL NESMITH (RCA
APLI 0164) — Pretty much
vour standard hippie C&W

rock record, with one side nice
and no. two being poop. C

RADIO LONDON — THE WHO
(Trademark of Quality) —
This is a stereo Who bootleg of

unreleased studio stuff (Circa
1968-70), and is an aural and
visual treat (it's pressed on
clear orange vinyl). Included
here are such great lost tracks
as "Water", "It Don't Really

Happen That Way At All" and
"Early Morning Cold Taxi",
all of which are excellent.

Some of the tunes do show why
they were left in the can, but all

are interesting to the true Who
fanatic. "The Seeker" is the
same as before, but "I Don't
Even Know Myself" and
"Summertime Blues" are
quite different. The topper of

recorded in the ladies room of

the place across the street

from the Olympic. So, the
sound is barely functional
mono.

the record, though, is a fierce,

maniacal "Young Man Blues"

that supercedes the Leeds

version bv far. A minus

AT THE OLYMPIC —
FRANK ZAPPA & HOT RATS
(Trademark of Quality) — Ah,

a blue Frank Zappa record.

This particular bootleg,
however, sounds like it was

Side One has a peculiar
performance of "Sharleena", a
compendium of Zappa themes
old and new called "Twinkle
Tits", and a rugged version of

"Directly From My Heart To
You". Side Two is a side long

celebration of "Chunga's
Revenge" that drags a bit, but

still has some burnball guitar

by Frank. Featured in this, the
first Hot Rats first per-
formance on March 7, 1970, are
Sugarcane Harris, Aynsley
Dunbar and Ian Underwood. B
minus

— Mike Kostek

CHICAGO VI — CHICAGO
(Columbia KC 32400)

Here's another pleasant
release by Chicago —
pleasant, but nothing exciting.

Vocals are satisfying as usual,

but surprisingly, the playing
seems quite restrained.
Qualified exceptions are the
bass player, Peter Cetera, who
lays down some nice lines

throughout, and the addition of

J. G. O'Rafferty on pedal steel

on a couple of tunes.

The album's opener,
"Critic's Choice," sounds like

it's intended to be a cute little

"dig" at music critics con-

sidering reviewing Chicago's
work:
"What do you need?
Is it someone just

to hurt?
So that you can appear

to be smart?
Keep a steady job?
Play God?"
Oh, come now. What can I

say but "Argumentum ad
M i se r i cor d i a m '

' and
"Argumentum ad Hominem"?
Most memorable cuts:

"What's This World Comin'
To," "Something In This City
Changes People" and "Feelin'
Stronger Every Day." B.

—Ken Blanchard

ESPERANTO
ROCK ORCHESTRA (A&M)
With such a big build up like

"the world's first international
rock orchestra", one would
expect something unique. This
is hardly the case, for
Esperanto suffocates under its

own hype.

N>>A-L../7V

Material wise, this disc nas a
couple of good tracks. "On
Down The Road" moves quite
well. Most of the other songs
have good ideas, but are ruined
by one of the various in-

struments in the band.

If and when this band cuts

down on the number of

members, one could foresee a
fruitful future. The potential is

there. C+
— David Santos

CHILDGROVE—SUNI
McGRATH (Adelphi Ad 1022)

Two men sit by the road-side
with guitars in hand and begin
to play as the birds sing and the
trees shake softly in the
autumn breeze. We are seated
by the road across from the
two and are given a series of

instrumental ballaJs which
flow into the air as a horseman
goes trotting softly by. For half
an hour or so the notes pass as
if they were in a trickling

stream surrounding us. We
applaud and the two musicians
bow low in gratitude.

We turn 'round and see the
two seated on a fence post
nearby and listen in ex-
pectation of more of the same
sounds. It appears, un-
fortunately, that the two have
decided on a long ballad which
seems to drag on like the slow
flow of sap from a tree in the
spring. For over twenty
minutes, they continue to
strum and all we can do is sit

and listen as our minds wander
from the snail like circular
music as it seems to go en-
dlessly in a downward spiral.

Finally their repeating rhyth-
ms stop, and all that can be
heard is the record player
clicking to a stop.

If you find yourself seated by
this road side you would
probably enjoy the soft flowing

guitars in the first half, but you
might find yourself leaving as
we almost did once they start

their second drawn out half.

—John Dean

—
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Books
"By The Author Of THE OTHER"

by Ed Smith
The suspense novel in the

20th century has to a large

degree degenerated into

"pulp" literature. The in

trigues and twisting plots ot

Charles Dickens otten seem to

be eons away. What was once
the art of portraying little

known aspects of human
behavior has become the
thriller. Thomas Tryon in his

second novel, Harvest Home,
has retrieved the suspense
novel for modern readers.
The story starts out in an

unassuming manner. Ned
Constantine, the narrator,
moves with his wife Beth and
daughter Kate, from New York
City to a quaint New England
town in Western Massachu-
setts. The name of

the town is Cornwall Coombe
and while it first appears
picturesque, Tryon slowly
brings in a more sinister note.

The town is a farming
community and the people
insist upon using the old

methods of working the land.

The town's people, the reader
learns, are also locked into

other old ways, such as a belief

and worship of the earth gods.

While this itself is not very

thrilling, the rituals and
resultant behavior of the

people become the center of

conflict in the novel.

As the story progresses the

narrator is caught up com
pletely in the strange behavior

of the community. As Harvest
Home approaches, the night

when the women of the village

perform an unknown ritual in

the forest, Ned attempts to find

out what it is they do. The
conclusion is terrifying, but I

am not revealing it.

As a second novel, Tryon's

writing betrays some lack of

polish. In introducing the past

of the narrator, he attempts to

slip the information in while

the narrator is lying in bed
thinking. While the in-

formation is necessary the

technique is stilted. The use of

foreshadowing in the novel is

also rather mechanical. This

owes somewhat to the large

number of mysterious hap
penings in the book and also to

a lack of completion in Tryon's
style. After reading a short

portion of the book one knows

whenever something strange is

just about to happen. This

detracts from the book's
element of suprise.

Tryon takes a great deal of

time in this novel to begin the

actual story. It is necessary to

set the scene, but he takes an
inordinate amount of time to do
so. All these problems are not

enough to ruin the novel, but

they do show that Tryon has
not yet reached the level he is

heading for.

In reading Harvest Home
there is also a great deal of

psychological drama along
with the suspense story. The
devotion of the people to an
cient qods, including Mother
Earth, is understandable in the
light of the way they survive.

The land, for them, is the

beginning and end of life. They
go to great lengths to insure
that the Mother will continue to

provide for them bountifully.

Even so, their behavior is

ghoulish at times and the

narrator's final confrontation
with them is quite believable.

Both the suspense of the

novel and the underlying
motivations of the characters

Tom Tyron and his other book.

make this book a promising
sign for Tryon's career as a

novelist. He shows expertise in

many areas and despite the
failings mentioned above, this

book makes interesting
reading.

(Book available at

University Book store)

the

Theatre Shifting Focus: Theatre And Film
by Mark Cuddy
Few things in life give me the

urge to write. A movie did. No,
there was nothing really
special about it, it did have its

quota of name stars but just

the fact that it was a well put
together film made it in

teresting.

We the audience look for

different things when we view
film and when we view theatre.
When we go to a movie-theatre,
we buy our popcorn and
proceed to our seats where we
expect to be entertained. After
the movie is over, we talk
about the images that remain

in our minds. VISUAL images
that may explain the whole
theme to us. Comic scenes or
tragic scenes. The look in

someone's face or the beauty of

mother nature. The destmc
tion of mother nature by man.
These all are images which the
film has tried to imprint on our
brain.

In theatre the focus shifts.

We go to the theatre to learn
something and to be exposed to
well written scenes involving
verbal conflict. Of course I'm
leaving out most of the avante
garde theatre and dance
theatre but the overwhelming

majority of plays do fall into

the category above. No longer
is the director trying to convey
his message by trying to

overwhelm us with poses or
with a stage devoid of action
and only the set to look at. He
tries to implant a theme that

comes VOCALLY. The actor's
movements are important but
they only emphasize what the
actors say. It is by word of

mouth and not by sight that

makes theatre become magic.
When a playwrite finishes

writing a play, it is a complete
entity unto itself. But just

looking at a screenplay there is

something missing. Sure the
screenwriter has done his job,

having written the dialogue,
some blocking, and the general
direction of the film but it lacks
meaning. There may be a
theme that is visible (although
in most cases it changes ac
cording to the director) but the
theme doesn't relate to the
audience or rather the
audience doesn't relate to it. A
playwrite must create
something that not only has
plot (conflict) but also an in-

terpreting of the action that is

strong enough to stand by it

self. In "Moon For The

Misbegotten", there is no way
the director or actor can
change James Tyrone and the

groping helplessness that the

audience takes in from
listening to him. He is a

character that O'Neill wrote
from both his heart and
memory. The character of

course is based on Eugene
O'Neill's older brother James.
O'Neill wrote this play (his

last) with the intent of making
some sort of final judgement

The audience is left with that

image whether the play is read

or viewed in performance.

RIVERVIEW
Rt.9 Williamsburg

Rock Bands three nights a week

"Some of My Best

Friends"

Fri. — Oct. 26

Sat. — Oct. 27

Sunday - Oct. 28 - "Outer Space"

25c Beers Our Specialty

268-7375

the concent committee

presents

DONNY HATHAWAY
and

CHICK COREA
CURRY HICKS CAGE

Sunday, October 28, 1973 8:00 p.m.

Tickets on Sale at the Student Union Lobby Counter
Monday - Friday 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Sunday, October 28> 3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

SAT., OCT. 27 1 NITE ONLY

FABULOUS

FARQUAHR
i

0%? English Pub

Friday and Saturday
at the Bluewall
9:00 p.m. til 1:00 a.m.

Faculty Club: A Fine And Private Place

by Ed Smith

Tucked away behind the
Morrill Science Center stand
two of the most historic
buildings in Amherst.
They are the Stockbridge

House and the Homestead
House, respectively the first

and third oldest houses in

Amherst. These houses, which
are connected by a forty-foot
portico, form a unit in which is

located the University Faculty
Club.

The Faculty Club has been
located in the Stockbridge
House since 1934 when
President Hugh Potter Baker
ordered much needed
renovations and then allowed
the club use of the house. Only
a few years back the
Homestead House was moved
from its former site, where the
Graduate Research Center
now stands, to its present
position adjoining the Stock-
bridge House. Tom McDonald,
manager of the club, said
renovations of the entire
structure had been done just
last year.

According to McDonald, the
club has a private club license
and is supported by dues from
the members. The dues are
figured at a rate of $2 per $1,000
of income with a $24 a year
minimum.
Since both houses are state

property and the Faculty Club
pays no rent, a great deal of
their overhead is cut. As well,
the club is non-profit and these
two factors combined enable
the club to offer their members
very reasonable prices both in
the bar in the Homestead

Seen here, perhaps the one percent of the University that
appreciates it.

House and the restaurant
section, located in the Stock
bridge House.

In the bar mixed drinks with
bar liquor go for 80 cents with
specialties as high as $1.25. The
restaurant offers a substantial,
but not gourmet, menu. The
prices here are reasonable but
not on a par with the savings in

the bar. A complete steak
dinner, for example, is offered
at $5.95.

Probably the most attractive
aspect of the club, according to

Dick Wood, the evening bar
tender, is that members have a

place on campus, away from
the students, where they can
find a relaxed, quiet at
mosphere. The Stockbridge
House has several dining
rooms and meeting rooms
where groups can find
seclusion.

Most of the employees,
waitresses and cooks are
students. Although they have
no connection with the Food
Services Branch of the Stock
bridge Program, both of their

cooks are in that program.
Of the 7,000 or so ad

ministrators, staff and faculty

who are eligible tor mem
bership, there are only about
350 members. The exact
reason for this was not really
made clear, but it is fortunate
for the club that it is so. The
facilitiesof theclub are limited
and a much higher mem
bership would exert a con
siderable strain upon them.

Membership, according to

Wood, is split evenly among
those eligible. The Chancellor
and Board of Trustees usually
belong, with a spattering of

members from other depart
ments and offices of the
university.

Both the structures which
house the Faculty Club have
rich histories. The Stockbridge
House, built in 1728 by Sam
muel and Hannah Boltwood, is

believed to be the oldest house
in Amherst. Prior to becoming
the property of the
Massachusetts Agricultural
College in 1864, it served as a
home for a half dozen families.
Probably the most colorful was
John Field who moved into the
house in 1739 after marrying
the widow Boltwood's
daughter. During the
Revolutionary War he was
imprisoned in his own home
with a group of other Tories. In

the late 1700s he was one of a
group of Amherst farmers who
joined the Daniel Shay's of
Pelham in their unsuccessful
rebellion.

Since its acquisition by the
state, the house has had many
residents. Levi Stockbridge,
the fifth president of Mass.
Aggie, lived there for fifteen

years and since then the house
has borne his name.

Ruth Ward, hostess for the
club, who has been there
thirteen years, pointed out
some of the original features of
the house. A great deal of the
original paneling has been
retained along with several
colonial hearths. Sliding
"Indian" shutters and small
hiding rooms attest to the early

settlers fear of attach. One
aspect of the construction
which interested me was a
single step from one dining
room to another, which had
originally been a bedroom. Ms.
Ward said this owed to the
colonials belief that witches
would never step down for fear
of not being able to get back up
and thus would not kidnap the
children from the bedroom.

Said to be the third oldest
house in Amherst, the
Homestead House was built by
Jonathan and Sarah Cowles,
probably in the early 1730s. It

became state property at the
same time as the Stockbridge
House, but was very run down
until its recent renovations.

It is certainly commendable
that the University saw fit to

preserve these two beautiful
houses, the only thing that is a
little disconcerting to me is

that these landmarks are being
appreciated by only a little

more than 1 per cent of the
University community.

Yale String Quartet

Monday, October 29

Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m.

Tickets: $1.50 UM/A Students

$3.00 Others

Presented by the Fine Arts Council. 125 Herter Hall, M-F, 9
to I p.m. Telephone 545-0202.

Come Join the Crew
for our Annual

Happy Hour Halloween Party
11-1 p.m.

October 31

Willow will be playing, 9-1 a.m.

* Prizes given ( dinner for two) for best costumes

529 Belchertown Rd. $ 256-8551

Student Union Ballroom

TONITE

Slaughterhouse

Five

Fri., Oct. 26 Mahar 7, 9, 1
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Black Film Fest & Art Exhibit

by Aishah Raman
In an era when fifty so called

"Black Films" were released
in 1972 alone, with no concern
for quality, it must be
remembered that it is the
vulnerability of Black folks,

starved to see their image on
screen, that resurrected a
dying Hollywood film industry.

This is ironic when one con

siders that as early as 1903 with
a production of Uncle Tom's
Cabin and 1915 with D.W.
Griffith's Birth of a Nation, the

purpose of Black images used
in films was to demean and
distort. There is now a swelling

roar of outrage against the

contemporary Hollywood
produced propaganda. The
films presented by the Black
Cultural Center of New Africa
House in cooperation with Fine
Arts Council and Campus
Center Program Council in the

"History of Black Film
Festival" (October 29 through
November 2) will illustrate

that beginning in 1917 Black
filmakers were already
searching for alternatives to

Hollywood.
The Film Festival will

present (with two exceptions)

films that were written,

produced, directed, and acted

by Black artists and will in-

deed illustrate that the so-

called "Black Films" written,

produced, and directed for the

most part by whites is indeed a

deliberate misnomer. The two
exceptions are Emperor Jones
starring Paul Robeson and St.

Louis Blues starring Bessie

Smith. These are obviously
included because of the stars'

importance. AAs. Pearl
Bowser, director of Chamba
Educational Film Services and
St. Clair Bourne, one of the

WE'RE CHANGING

OUR TIMES

Amherst Film Coop
Showings in Hampden only at 8 p.m.

Starting Oct. 30

with "Scarlett Empress"

NEW RECORDS
ON SALE

369

GRATEFUL DEAD
BONNIE RAITT
NEW RIDERS
JACKSON BROWNE
LOU REED
BUTTERFIELD'S BETTER DAYS
TRAFFIC
NEIL YOUNG
MARIA MULDAUR
STEVE MILLER
ALLMAN JOYS
GEORGE CARLIN
DR. HOOK

$y39
ELTON JOHN
THE WHO

THE NEW

Record Shop
197 NO. PLEASANT ST.

253-5394

most important contemporary
filmakers will be lecturing

nightly on the historic and
social background of each film.

The following is a description

and schedule of the film

showings:
October 29 at Thompson 104:

Spying the Spy 1917 — Ebony
Film Corporation silent short,

part of a series surrounding the

misadventures of a Black
detective. Scar of Shame 1927

— The Colored Players Film

Corporation of Philadelphia;

silent drama about a young
pianist who marries a poor

working class girl out of pity.

The drama that unfolds is a

tangle of caste and color

consciousness terminating in

tragedy.
October 30 at Thompson 106:

God's Step Children 1938 —
AAicheaux Production, drama

surrounding illegitimacy and
passing, based on novel,

Naimo, Negress.
October 31 at Thompson 106:

Emperor Jones 1933 — starring

Paul Robeson. The story of the

rapid rise to power of an ex-

convict, personal corruption

and the abuse of power. Based
on a play by Eugene O'Neil. St.

Louis Blues 1929 — W. C.

Handy's St. Louis Blues
starring Bessie Smith. The
only film she ever appeaaed in.

November 1 at CCA. Let the

Church Say Amen 1973 — Saint

Clair Bourne, 2nd prize at

Philadelphia Black Film
Festival 1973.

November 2 at S.U.B.: Rasta
1972 — Clive Davidson, 1st

prize Philadelphia Black Film
Festi val , Rastafar ian
movement in Jamaica. A Luta
Continua 1972 — The struggle

Continues - the revolutionary

movement captured on film by

five Black filmakers who spent

6 months living with the

Frelimo movement in their

villages and on the battle line.

Films will be shown at 8 p.m.

each night with a single ad
mission charge of 75 cents or a

series ticket charge of $3.00.

Tickets can be purchased at

Herter Hall (Room 125) and
New Africa House (Room il5).

Also in celebration of The
History of Black Film Festival

Week, film archivist Brother

Charles Griffin will exhibit

memorabilia including
posters, photographs, hand
bills on early Black films at the

New Africa House Art Gallery.

The exhibit will coincide with

the Film Festival and will open
on Monday, October 29, 2-6:30

p.m.

'...as brilliant as anything in recent

movies."

'The humor is abundant . . . and almost
certain to hike the blood pressure of

the unprepared . . . Powerful it is and
the power is raw." Ch,rl#, champ„n
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Film WHeMre NOjHInng can G*oWoNG
by Mike Wallace
Westworid, directed and

written by Michael Crighton
(Andromeda Strain) with
Richard Benjamin, Yul
Brenner and Dr. Stephen
Kiley. Playing the Campus
Cinemas.

I suppose you have seen the
advertisements on T.V. or
somewhere by now and you're
wondering about the
strangeness ot a sci-fi western.
This film seems to have
generated a bit more popular
appeal than the standard
Adam Roarke Drive- In fare
around lately, but I fail to see
why.

The film involves two
twenty-first century non
schitzoid men who become a
bit so after spending a few days
vacationing in Westworid. The
latter is just one of three
worlds offered by a different

kind of tour agency allowing
you to live out your historical

fantasies. The film touches on

the other two, Roman World
and Medieval World in the end
as Richard Benjamin careens
through them trying to escape
a psychotic robot. Basically,

these era resorts are detailed
replicas of the real thing where
everything from the saloon
whores to the town gunfighter,
and even the rattlesnakes in

the desert, are computerized
robots. Their function there is

basically for the vacationer's
sheer delight in destroying
them.

"Nothing can go wrong," say
the computer controllers who
appear to be hired from the
same agency as those who
watch the blinky monitor
screens on Star Trek and the
Seaview. But, of course, things
do go wrong. The Black Knight
in Medieval World is

programmed to lose a joust but
runs a vacationer through
instead. Rattlesnakes in

Westworid bite. And worst of

all, Yul Brenner, the mean ass
gunslinger, a series 240 model,
shoots back real bullets, much

to the chagrin of Steve Kiley,

who catches one. (Physician,
Heal Thyself.) A lot of possible
themes run through but
Crighton misses all of 'them
and leaves only a mechanical
(no pun) horror film which
exceeds to the extent that

you're the kind of person who
has nightmares about people
chasing you.

Benjamin is Benjamin, I've

yet to see a film where he's not,

but his clumsy disconcertion
fits in well with the cold (non)
control of the place. Kiley may
have seen a lot of people die
under the hands of Welby but
he can't even do as much for

himself convincingly. He
should stop combing his hair
back.

A lot of suspended belief is

required. The finish is best.
That's the only really scary
part. Save your money and
watch it on T.V. next fall.

A Westworid habitant goes in for her 50,000 mile checkup.

JAPANESE FILM

T0NITE

THE TAIRA SAGA

Eng. Subt
Thompson 104— 7:30 & 9:30

away
Let us help you plan your
get-away . . . and return.

We're a full service travel

agency!

airline tickets

steamship tickets

railroad tickets
r-j hotels

rj resorts
r-g cruises
r-j honeymoons
r-j tours
r-j vacations
r-j car rentals

FelerFari.
10RLD

AVEL
lit

79 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST • TEL. 256-6704

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE

Jacques Brel Is Alive ft Well

ft Living In Paris
by Jacques Brel

Toniaht and Sat., Oct. 27.

TONIGHT AND TOMORROW
Si. 00 with valid I. D., $2.00 OTHERS

BartlettAud. 8 p.m.

Box Office opens 6 p.m. on show nights

For information & ticket reservations for Fri. & Sat.

Call 545-2579, Mon.-Fri., 1-5 p.m.

The Campus Center Program Council presents

The Mahavishnu Orchestra

with John McLaughlin, Billy Cobban,

Jan Hammer, Rick Laird, Jerry Goodman

Friday, October 26 at 8 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom,

Tickets are $4.50, on sale now at the

Lampus Center Concourse,

from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.

U Mass identification required
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WEEKEND
Compiled by Bob Nesti

ALICE'S RESTAURANT (1969)
Arthur Perm's often funny and touching film

interpretation of Arlo Guthrie's musical
hassles with the police in Stockbridge, Mass.,
and his draft board When the humor is

present, the film captures the wryness of

Guthrie's rumor; yet when the dramatic
elements em* rge, a rather prolonged subplot

concerning A'ice and her marital hassles the

film becomes <.i melodramatic mess of misused
sociology. Filmed in the area with many of the

participants in the original encounter. Campus
Center Auditorium, Sunday, 10 28, 7 and 9:30.

THE BICYCLE THIEF (1948)

Victorio De Sica's classic of post war Italian

neo realism. De Sica used all non professional

actors to tell the simple story of a poverty

stricken man who, on the first day of his new
job, has his bicycle stolen. The film follows he
and his son's desperate search throughout the

streets of Rome to recover it. De Sica wished
the American translation be "The Bicycle

Thieves" for it concerns two thieves as
Antonio, the man whose bicycle is stolen, at

tempts to steal it back at the end. De Sica's

simple direction matches the story. Bosley

Crowther in the New York Times said: "One of

the teg best films in 40 years. In its revelation

of a lonely man in a complex world it ranks for

all around greatness with any picture made."
Lecture Room One, Merrill Science Center,

Amherst College, Wednesday, 10-31, 4 and 8

BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE KID
(1970)

A fresh and successful comedy western
which follows the exploits of two renegade
outlaws in the early part of the century. The
sardonic screenplay of William Goldman is

based upon the real life exploits of Butch

Cassidy and the Sundance Kid and in the

process touches upon the theme of the closing

of the American frontier. The direction is taut

and ingenuous, the photography is beautiful,

and the performances of Paul Newman, Robert
Redford, and Katherine Ross are as likeable.

Lecture Room One, Merrill Science Center,

Amherst College, Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
10 26, 10 27, 10 28, 7:30 and 10.

THE CRIME OF M. LANGE (1935)

Directed by Jean Renoir. M. Lange works in

a publishing house in Paris, where his boss, the

lecherous Batala exploits him and the other

workers. In his spare time Lange writes stories

about the West that Batala publishes. French

critics Bardeche and Brasillach wrote: "A
bizarre work that clearly bore the mark of the

year in which it was made, with its exploiting

capitalists, its workers' cooperative, its

daughter of the people violated by an evil

boss". Hampden Dining Commons, SW,
Sunday, 10 28, 8:00

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
"And Now the Film," the ads proclaim as if

fulfilling the prophecies. "Jesus Christ
Superstar" has the charm of a hippie curio and
the fascination of a beached whale. There's

something hopelessly determined about the

picture. It has the drive and rhythm of a

pneumatic hammer and, is after the initial

shock, about as enjoyable. Director co
scriptwriter Norman Jewison makes films

which disguise themselves as disposable en
tertainments which overtly dissolve into glossy

message films. Characters aren't just pieces of

furniture in Jewison's films, they think, they

know what "angst" is. Whipped before a public

tribunal this hippie Jesus knew suffering — a

bit of Bactine and this Christ would be back
boogieing in the desert or knocking over pic

ture postcards in his local temple. Jewison, a

minor talent with mighty intentions, finds his

artistic complement in "Jesus Christ Super

star", a desert operetta with Almighty in

tentions, and believes he's rediscovered the

Holy Grail. Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

KING OF HEARTS (1964)

Philippe DeBroca's lovely gossamar fantasy

about the illusion of sanity in the world. It all

takes place in a lovely French village during

the First World War and stars Alan Bates. The
film has an unbelievable rapport with college

audiences — it has been running for more than

two years at a Cambridge theater and often is

discussed as one of the finest films ever made
by students, certainly a good deal of fun.

Academy of Music, Northampton. Ends 10 28.

THE LAST PICTURE SHOW (1971)

Cinema, West Springfield. The Best
American Film of 1971 is this depressing, bleak
vision of life about the coming of age of three
youngsters in a small Texas town in 1951.

Directed by Peter Bogdanovich the film is a
straightforward well crafted, well acted
narrative about the perils of growing up in the

A beautiful film about beautiful women and their lovers, Women Love.

finest tradition of the great Hollywood direc

tors. The film is nostalgia in the negative sense
and is memorably played by Cloris Leachman,
Jeff Bridges, Timony Boitoms, and Cybil

Shepherd. Student Union Ballroom, Thursday,
11 1, 7 and 9:30

DOCTOR ZHIVAGO (1966)
David Lean's adaptation of Boris Paster

nak's modern epic amounts to One Man's
Family Cossack style. This slick production is

long and overly romantic. It reduces the novel

to slick magazine pulp. The direction plods, the

performances are slack and sloppy, the

screenplay is academic and confusing, and the

overall effect is as empty as the Maurice Jarre
music score. A large cast is led by Omar Shariff

as Zhivago, Julie Christie as the ever patient

Lara, and Geraldine Chaplin, Tom Courteney,
and briefly radiant in a supporting role is Rod
Steiger. Campus Center Auditorium, Friday,
Saturday, 10 26, 10 27, 7 and 10.

ELECTRIC GLIDE IN BLUE
A police melodrama, with Robert

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield
Blake

FIVE EASY PIECES (1971)

A lyric and sombre comedy about a thirty

five year old drifter headed up the Pacific

Coast to his first home. Bob Rafaelson's

direction portrays human fraility with a

devastating precision. Jack Nicholson is

superb. Student Union Ballroom, Sunday, 10 28,

7 and 9:30.

HEAVY TRAFFIC
The second full length cartoon feature by the

makers of "Fritz The Cat". A brutal, often

offensive cross section of urban living whose
gritiness is compensated by its strong

evocation of city living. Striking use of in-

terplay between real life situations and its

cartoon complement. The adventures of a
young Jewish boy in New York with no social

type rudely presented. Campus Cinemas,
Hadley.

HANG 'EM HIGH (1969)

A Clint Eastwood western.
10 26, 7, 9, 11.

Mahar, Friday,

The Taira Saga, a Japanese Film with English subtitles will be
shown in Thorn. 104, 7:30 & 9:30.

NIGHT WATCH
Elizabeth Taylor in an intricate thriller, with

Laurence Harvey. Directed by Brian Hutton.

Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

THE SCARLETT EMPRESS
Marlene Dietrich as Catherine The Great.

Joseph Von Sternberg's sumptious and

mesmerizing visual trifle. A script that sounds

like Imperial Russia was about a block away
from Hollywood and Vine and a production

which adds new meaning to the word "Chintz."

Not to be confused with anything resembling

history. Dietrich never looked better. Hamp
den Dining Commons, Southwest, Tuesday, 10

30, 8:00

SHAKESPEARE WALLAH (1966)

James Ivory's captivating excursion with a

British acting company touring England.

Ivory, is one of the most enjoyable American
directors whose films have been largely

ignored and this one is generally considered his

best.

LATERRA TREMA (1947)

Derived from a novel by Verga, I

Malavoglia, set in Sicily and intended as the

first part of a trilogy (the sea, the sulphur

mines, the countryside). Only this first part

was completed. It is the story of the Valastros,

a fisherman's family, poverty stricken and
exploited by canotieri (the men of the fish

market) . The :ilm was hailed as a revelation by
critics at the Venice Festival but it appeared
very low down in the list of awards and was a

commercial disaster. The Sicilian dialect

baffled even Italian audiences. After the

production company, Universalia, went
bankrupt (because of its spectaculars not on
account of this modestly budgeted film), it was
cut severly and dubbed into Italian. In France,

it was ruined by an overlaid commentary that

reversed its meaning. It was not released

commercially in Britain or North America and
screenings have been restricted to film

societies and specialized film theaters. After

this film, Visconti again returned to the theater

for several years

THIRTEEN GHOSTS (1960)

So so horror. Directed by William Castle.

Student Union Ballroom, Wednesday, 10-31, 4

and 8.

WOMEN IN LOVE (1970)

Ken Russell's florid interpretat ">n of D.H.

Lawrences novel about two sisters and their

social and romantic entanglements in the

English mining district during the early years

of this century. Often simple, sometimes
confusing, the film still has a strength both in

Russell's splendid sense of exaggeration and
Glenda Jackson's stinging performance. It won
her an oscar. Many consider this to be Russell's

best work; it may be but really doesn't ap-

proach the interesting films which followed in

his career. With Oliver Reed. Student Union
Ballroom, Saturday 10 27, 7, 9:15, 11:30.

Concerts & Local Music
UMASS

Mahavishnu Orchestra Oct. 26, SUB
$4.50

..Donny Hathaway Chick Corea Oct.

28, Cage, $3.50

Jon Humphrey Oct. 31, Bowker, free

Jazz Workshop with Fredrick Tillis,

Max Roach, Archie Shepp and Reggie
Workman in various configurations

both planned and improvisational,

Nov. 6, SUB, free.

AAT. HOLYOKE
Colin Young- Nov. 3, Chapin

WILLIAMSTOWN
Mason- Oct. 27, Wil iams

Jesse
Hall.

. . Dave
College

BOSTON
(additions to list)

..Loss McCann Oct. 26 28, Jazz

Workshop
Sonny Rollins Oct. 26-28, Paul's Mall

Koko Taylor Oct. 26-28, Joe's Place

. Cymande -Oct. 26-28, Sugar Shack

. Townes Van Zandt Oct. 26&27,
Passim Coffeeshop
Mose Allison Oct. 29 Nov. 4, Jazz

Workshop
..Chick Corea Oct. 29 Nov. 4, Paul's

Mall
Mighty Joe Young Oct. 29 Nov. 4,

Joe's Place
..Del Shannon Oct. 29-Nov. 4, King's

Point

. . Fanny -Oct. 31 & Nov. 1, Boston Club
Garage

New Riders—Commander Cody — Oct.

26, Orpheum
Mott The Hoople—Aerosmith — Oct.

27, Orpheum
Super Sax — Oct. 28, Newton North

High School
Crosby & Nash — Oct. 28, Music Hall

Buckminster Fuller — Oct. 28, Or

pheum; Nov. 1, Tufts

Sha Na Na — Nov. 2, Music Hall

George Carlin — Nov. 4, Symphony
Hall

Doobie Brothers—The Man Army —
Nov. 4, Music Hall

J. Geils Band — Nov. 5, Boston Garden
Frank Zappa & The Mothers Of In-

vention — Nov. 7, Orpheum

Billy Preston Z.Z. Top Osibisa
Nov. 13, Music Hall

..John Prine -Nov. 16, Jordan Hall

..Roy Buchanan Nov. 18, Symphony
Hall

LOCAL MUSIC
. . Howlin' Wolf Oct. 26 28, Shaboo Inn,

Willamantic, Conn.
..Fat- Oct. 26-28, Stafford Springs,

Conn.; Oct. 29 & 30, Hideaway,
Granby; Oct. 31 (with Milky Way),
White Eagle Club, Northampton
..Clean Uving Oct. 30, Rusty Nail

Duke & The Drivers Oct. 26 & 27,

Rusty Nail

..Some of My Best Friends-Oct. 28,

Rusty Nail

. . Firewater Oct. 30 & 31, Rusty Nail

Deadly Nightshade- Oct. 26 & 27,

Bluewall
..Milky Way- Oct. 31, White Eagles
Club, Northampton

Allston Allstars Oct. 26 & 27, Hatch
..Fabulous Farquahr-Oct. 27, Pub
. . Clear Sky -Oct. 27, Greenough
..Doc Sullivan Oct. 26 (3 6), 28 (4-8),

Pub
..D.J. Oct. 26 (9-1), Pub

Billy Whyte Oct. 30, Pub
. . Entrophy- Oct. 26 & 27, Quicksilver

NOTICE: This is your music, so this

is your listing. Anyone wishing to get
any local music listed here should
contact the Music Editor in some ap
propriate manner. Deadline for
Friday's edition is Wednesday. Thank
you.

Non-Union Grapes, Lettuce Issue

Atkin's Farm Picketed Sunday
By JERRY LAZAR

A widely publicized boycott of Atkins
Fruit Bowl on Route 116 Sunday afternoon
brought an estimated fifty picketers
carrying signs with slogans reading: "Don't
shop here", "Atkin's supports scabs", and
"Atkin's products are dependent on child

labor".

The boycott, organized by the local Juan
de la Cruz Boycott Committee, is part of an
area-wide attempt to remove non-union
(scab) grapes and lettuce from grocery
shelves.

Most of the picketers Sunday afternoon
were students from UMass, Hampshire
College, and Amherst College. They
distributed leaflets which game a brief

background of United Farm Worker AFL-
CIO history, conditions of non-union
workers' pay scales and health, and the

reasons for the boycott itself.

The leaflet included quotes from a 1969

Senate Subcommittee report of migratory
labor, which listed farmworking as the third

most dangerous occupation, and from a 1969

California Health Department Survey,

which claimed that farmworkers and their
children are suffering from pesticide
poisoning.

Children, ages 10 to 13, are performing
hired farm labor for low wages, said the
Senate subcommittee report, because the
family breadwinner is not earning enough to

support them, and the children are
generally undernourished and undersized.

Howard W. Atkins, manager and owner of

Atkin's Farm, was reluctant to talk to the
press about the boycott situation, but said

that union lettuce and grapes were "not
available on the Springfield market."
Charles March, Western Massachusetts

co-ordinator of UFW activities, claimed that

Atkin's statement was not true.

"There's plenty of union lettuce
available," said March, noting that area
supermarkets which were previously
picketed had managed to stock it.

Atkin's has been picketed for the past
several weekends, usually drawing six to

eight picketers per day. Sunday's picket,

which started at 1 p.m., was widely
publicized in the Amherst-Northampton

community and on local college campuses.
"We're picketing Atkin's for several
reasons," said March. "First we like to keep
the picket active every day to keep the
pressure on, and Atkin's is one of the few
stores open on Sunday. Also, we want to

focus on fruit stands as well as major
chains, since fruit stands are responsible for

carloads of grapes and lettuce," he said.
Atkins doesn't have to sell grapes from

California," said March. "He has enough
local produce," he said, citing the apples
and cider which are Atkin's mainstay, a
reason why "Atkins doesn't feel the effect of
the pickets very much," according to

March.
Attempts to negotiate with Atkins have

been unsuccessful, said March, and have
been met with anger.

"You have to remember, we're con-
fronting a grower," said March. "He
(Atkins) can see himself in the same
position as the California growers, except
the issue of unionization hasn't come
knocking on his door yet," he said.

"We're asking Atkins to make a moral

commitment to make up for the laxity of the
California farm workers," said March.
Atkins declined to comment on how the

boycott was affecting his business.

"We're farmers here," Atkins said. "My
main business is growing apples. I'm a
grower," he said.

March said that several supermarket
chains have already agreed to cooperate
with the non-union grapes and lettuce

boycott, notably First National Stores and
Big Y, and that negotiations are underway
with Stop and Shop, Food Mart, and Shop
Rite.

Also, the Juan de la Cruz Boycott Com-
mittee has successfully urged UMass,
Hampshire College, and Amherst College to

stop ordering non-union grapes and lettuce.

"We can't yet measure the effects of the
picket ,es in terms of commitments from
supermarkets," said March, "but we are
getting a lot of support in the form of
community pressure.''

The next supermarket ci.ain on the
picketing agenda, according to a member of
the committee, is A&P.
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The Tuna Roll Kid

was my greatest find

...and today I'm gonna
make her mine, oh yea,
today I'm gonna make
her mine.
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Rising Costs Sighted

College Applications Stifled
By KATHY SHEFHAN

Applications for enrollment in

colleges and universities across
the country have been declining

over the past few years.
Speculation over the reasons for

the decline at UMass were made
by Mr. S. J. Lussier Jr., assistant

dean of admissions. "Definitely,

rising costs in tuition have affected

enrollment" he said. Building
construction costs, salary in-

creases for workers, food prices,

and the general cost of living have
all contributed to the rising cost of

higher education according to Mr.
Lussier.

Mr. Lussier also admits that

UMass has a reputation of wild

going-ons (flaming toilet paper and
screaming contests of South-
west?). The Boston papers have
played up the Amherst campus as
"a city in itself; one rape a week".
While these allegations may be a

little exaggerated, UMass-
Amherst does present problems for

an anxious mother sending her
daughter away to college. This,

together with fact that more
women are today looking for as
good and as career-oriented an

education as men, has resulted in

the loss of half the women can-

didates for admission. Women are

no longer satisfied with a Liberal

Arts education and then a family,

but instead are looking for an
education at a prestigous college

and on to a career.

Two years ago. there were 21,500

applications for admission to

UMass. This year the figure

dropped to 16,000. Much of this

drop, according to Mr. Lussier, is

due to the discouragement of out-

of-state applications. When a non-

resident student requests an ap-

plication, he-she is also sent a

letter from the admissions office

outlining the slim chances for

acceptance since UMass is a state

university. Formerly, there were
about 6,000 non-resident ap-
pliations to UMass, but after this

letter was sent out, the ap-

plications dropped to 2,500. And the

university usually has less than 150

openings for non-residents.

Associate Director of Financial

Aid, Mr. Lynn Santner, also
acknowledges the decline in ad-

missions. In his opinion, "This
year, financial aid problems and
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delays did have an effect on ad-

missions because the Federal
budget was not approved until mid-
July."

The state budget was late, too.

Students were alerted ahead of

time that Congress was having
difficulties revising the Higher
Education Act. Funding was not

assured and veto action or im-
poundment of funds by the
president was possible.

"Many high school seniors",

speculates Mr. Santner. "thought

the Federal programs for financial

aid might be wiped out. So,

realizing that they didn't have the

money themselves, many students

didn't even bother applying to

college." And in those who did

actually apply for admission, there

was a 2-3,000 drop in the number
of financial aid applications.

According to Mr. Santner,
UMass also lost a number of ac-

cepted applicants because limited

financial aid could be awarded
only while the funds were assured.

Federal funding did. infact.

decrease this year by $300,000.

However, the state budget was
increased by about $300,000 to

offset the Federal deficit. The total

budget for the UMass-Amherst
financial aid program is $2.9

billion. Most of the state funds are

in the form of scholarships while

the federal government ap
propiates money for grants, loans,

and work-study programs.
One good product that came

from the delay in federal funding is

the Basic Educational Opportunity-

Grant or the BEOG. This program
is available only to fulltime fresh-

men students who meet certain

financial criteria. The BEOG is an

Entitlement Program because
Congress delcared that everyone
who applies is entitled to aid.

provided, of course, that they need

the aid. Mr. Santner observed that

the program appears to be un-

derfunded at this moment, but

congress has promised to ap
propriate more funds as students

need them.
Although freshmen are still

encouraged to apply for this grant,

the program was too vague for

high school seniors to rely on last

year and could not be used as a

recruitment gimmick.

Donny Plays

Staff Photii-.lohn Stewart

TREMENDOUS CONCERT! Chick Corea and Donny Haihaway

tore the audienee apart. Donny seemed to be in great spirits and the

music was proof of that. There was a lot of security outside and in the

cage as a protection against minor riots as has been the case in the

past. All the protection proved to be unnecessary. The crowd was

very well behaved. Only about one thousand people slowed up for the

concert, which was about one quarter of the expected attendance.

Hopefully, in the future, more people will attend so that the concerts

will be continued.
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Walkathon A Success

Midi

Coming down the last stretch are some of the last walkers to finish.

Among them are two blind students, each representing their

Iraternitv or sororitv.

ByDAVEGREENSLIT
For most students, Saturday

morning is a time to catch up
on lost sleep or recuperate
from Friday night's activities.

But for 70 UMass students, last

Saturday was a time to raise

money for the Heart Fund.
By walking or running a 12-

mile course, volunteers raised

an estimated $1700, according
to Alpha Phi Omega advisor

Frank Evans. The Heart Fund
Walkathon was co-sponsored
by APO and Gamma Sigma
Sigma, the two service

fraternities.

Last week. Heart Fund
volunteers worked to sign up
sponsors for the walk. Each
sponsor then pledged a certain

amount of money, usually 10

cents, for every mile the

volunteer walks. APO and GSS
members were located at four

checkpoints along the walk
route to initial the sponsor
forms carried bv walkers. This
procedure verified the distance

walked by volunteers.

Heart Fund walkers will

collect pledges during the next

two weeks and turn them in to

APO and GSS. A represen-
tative will collect the monev
from APO-GSS. The fund's

collected will help finance
research in heart disease. The
dorm or Greek house that

raises the most money will be
presented the Heart Fund Cup.
This year's walk began at

Haigis Mall in front of Whit-

more and continued south on

Rt. 116 to the Old Grist Mill and

on to Atkin's Farm in South

Amherst Atkins donated
apples to each walker who
arrived at that checkpoint The

next stop was the South
Amherst common, where
checkpoint workers had juice

donated by Finast waiting for

volunteers. Ttye circular course
continued from South East St.,

to Main St., and ended back at

Haigis Mall. There volunteers
gladly accepted hot coffee and
ate donuts given by Louis
Supermarket in Amherst.
Although there were 30 more

walkers in last year's Heart
Fund Walkathon, this year's

effort raised some $400 more.
The goal of the Walkathon this

year, said GSS president Diane
Janvier, was to inspire com-
petition among dorms and
Greeks by presenting the cup,
and to toD last vear's $1300.

Staff I'hoto-John Stewart

. .After the walk, the participants were greeted with donuts, apples

and fruit juice.

You Too Can
Study Abroad

By AVIS Y I

M

A Study Abroad Night will be held Wednesday, October 31. 1973 from
7:30-9:30 p.m. in room 101 of the Campus Center.
Sponsored by Alpha Lambda Delta (a female Sophomore Honor

society) and the Foreign Student Office, speakers will include students
who participated in seven, possibly nine. University programs abroad.
Programs will be discussed in Tanzania; Greece; Frieburg, Germany;

Keele. England; University of North Ulster. North Ireland; Hebrew
University in Israel; Summer in Oxford Program; and possibly
programs in Bologna, Italy and Paris, France.

Dr. Barbara Burn, Director of International Programs, will be there to
answer any questions-or. other programs, administration, application
procedures, etc.

The Director of Study in Greece, Incorporated, Katherine Kipreos, will

also be there to answer questions. Ms. Kipreos will also be in the Inter-

national Programs Office. 239 Whitmore, the morning of November 1st to

speak with students interested in study in Greece.
The format of the program on October 31st will be informal presen-

tations about the repsective programs, followed by a question and answer
period

The deadline for almost all fall programs next year is December 1st

However, students interested in programs in England need to apply
under an earlier deadline and are asked to come to the International
Programs Office in the beginning of November Those applying to

Keelso. Lancaster, or Victoria. England are asked to come in the first

week in November
Most of the programs are two semesters in length, with participants

paying the fee of the institution they attend abroad More information will

be supplied on Study Abroad Night or in 239 Whitmore.

MDC Vogler Fined
WASHINGTON. DC Collegian \\ seems that Vogler was caught

reporter Mark Vogler, in --honking for impeachemnt
Washington this semester on an outside the White House. There's

j
OUTREACH internship, was given no penalty tor the hist time, but
a $5 ticket bj he police yester Vogler. always the zealot, was
day The charge vvas -improper caught making a return run past
use of the horn" according to (he White House
Vogler

Your Local P.S.P. Backs
Borrow-A-
Camera

ByCHKRYLWALSH
Do you believe a picture says a

thousand words 9 Need something
extra to give that term project a
lift Have an old film favorite you
would like to see? Taking a film
course but cannot find equipment?
The Southwest Media Center
probably has what you're looking
for.

"The Southwest Media Center is

open to all students as well as
faculty." says Larry Sinewitz.

audio-visual co-ordinator in South-
west

The Center having just obtained
one portable television video
taping system is also equipped
with four 16 mm projectors, one
portable screen and one reel-to-
reel tape recorder.

According to Sinewitz, "The
Center's policy on the equipment is

that a student pick up and return
the equipment personally, keep the
equipment no longer than 24 hours,
and show proficiency in the use of
the media equipment.
Competency in operation of

media equipment consists of prior
know-how. which cm be obtained
in a colloquia given in Patterson
House
The Southwest Media Center, the

only media center open to students,
is open Monday through Thursday
from 9-11 a.m.. and Fridav from 9-

io a.m.

For more information on The
media center or a media colloquia.
contact Larry Sinewitz at 64594 or
the Southwest Media Center at 5-

1551. The media center is located in

JQA

Chilean Struggle
By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA

The Puerto Rican Socialist Party (P.S.P.), U.S. Branch, presented two
Chilean movies, "When the People Awake" and "Venceremos", last
Friday in the Campus Center. The two films elicited different opinions
about the controversial happenings in Chile.
Mr. Dennis Berger said that, "the P.S.P. is giving solidarity to the

people of Chile" and that the Party's position is "whatever solidarity they
ask of our members we are ready to give. We will give direct support to
the struggle in Chile".

In interviews after the activity, the audience expressed different
opinions: Paul Mishler said that the "coup d'etat" was an effort "to
stamp out the people's movement and prevent democracy."
Ms Adriana Rothkegel. a Chilean, said that "not all the Chileans

against Allende were fascist."

"I like the song that says-the unarmed song cannot command," said
Ms. Jerry Casey. She added that "Allendes government *as a brave try
for constitutional changes."
Another Chilean, Mr. Carlos Lopez didn't think that the accusations ofUS intervention could be true "because the causes for the 'coup d'etat'

had not been analyzed yet".

However, many people were not sure if they had enough information to
form an opinion about the present situation of Chile. Ms. Doreen Casey
said, "most of the Americans don't really care about Chile, or even things
that are going on in America."

Malt I'hotn tannic Withers
Lets see now. ..we can celebrate dogs barking, doors slamming,

the sun rising, or how "bout the CMass-l Conn game. Nope. Anyway,
while we are deciding, lets toast the unity of the great majority after
the mandate of "72.
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Health Seminar Held
The Black Action Team of Room To Move is sponsoring the second of its

seven week seminar on community health issues affecting Third World
people tonight in the second floor lounge of the New Africa House. This
week I)r William A Darity. Dean. School of Health Sciences will speak
on Birth Control, population and genocide in the Third World". Health
factors, venereal diseases and contraception will be discussed as well as
barriers to acceptance and rejection as influenced by negative ex-
periences in a racist society This ongoing series will take place from 7-9
ovorv Monday evening until December 10. 1973.

m$9m
AMHERST

CHINESE FOOD
Authentic Chinese

EAT IN TAKE OUT
62 Mam Street, Amherst

253-7835

Hours M.T Th.. 12-10 p.m. : Kri. Sal..

IM2p.m.; Sunday. 4- 10 p.m.; Closed Weds.
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Slaff Photo-John Stewart

In two days, it will be time for all ghosts and goblins to celebrate. For those of you who will be going
out trick -or-trea ting, let me tell you a story. About a hundred years ago. a baby who was living in this
local house mysteriously died. It is said that the baby now haunts the house. According to the resident,
the baby cries often, and sometimes follows him around. The most recent occupant of the house says he
has made peace with the ghost. However, if you don't know the ghost, be careful Wednesday night.

Dorm Security Up!
By MIKE COLLINS •

A rising campus crime rate, financial difficulties, and the recent
realignment of University security priorities has prompted action by
several dorms and dorm area councils upon their respective security
problems.

Residents of John Quincy Adams tower, in Southwest, elected a revised
set of dorm security regulations by the required 2/3 majority.
The newly institututed regulations provide for the creation of a

judiciary body to deal with irresponsible residents and the restriction of
endangering behavior on the part of residents. Endangering behavior is

classified by the regulations as any act potentially hazardous to the
health and safety of Southwest residents. This includes hurling objects
from the tower, the use of fireworks and any unneccessary noise.
The new security regulations also detail a new party policy for the

dorm. Advance advertising of evening floor parties is forbidden. Party
size is restricted to a maximum of sixty-five persons and a guest list must
be presented to the dorm security coordinator in advance of the party. A
floor resident will mark the party's floor number on the hand of each
invited guest in an effort to account for all nonresidents in the tower.
JQA head resident Phil Chanin feels security at the dorm is sufficient

with the approval of the new regulations so long as the dorm residents
adapt to the rules. If residents would question strangers on their floors
and report all suspicious behavior to the Heads of Residence, Chanin sees
the likelyhood of theft and violence at the dorm being minimized.
At Sylvan, a proposal is being prepared to petition the University

Administration to install steel doors at the entrances to the dormitories
there and to reinstate University security personel removed to police the
parking lots, according to Micky Harris, special assistant to the director
at Sylvan.

The wooden doors now in use do not meet even minimal security needs,
says Harris, because they can be easily jimmied or broken through. The
replacement steel doors, ordered over seven months ago and paid for

from the Sylvan area finances, have not yet been installed by Physical
Plant personel, for some unknown reason. Harris feels, "...a seven month
wait for doors is too long to leave security hanging."
Sylvan government also plans to request a security budget increase in

order to emDlov more student security personel to cover for the lack of
the special doors and the removal of University security personel.

Harris attributes the security difficulties at Sylvan to a lack of

cooperation between student government, the vice-chancellor of student
affairs and university maintenance.
Budget problems also plague Orchard Hill. Steve Stoia, Head of

Residence at Webster, says that Orchard Hill security funds run out in

March. Student representatives are currently engaged in forming an
area government committee to introduce their petition for further funds
to the Administration.

Rise Seen In Undergrade Quality Point Average
By BARBARA VOORHEES
The average Quality Point

Average (APA) of a UMass un-

dergraduate rose from 2.260 in 1962

to 2.818 in 1971, according to a

study done by the University's

Office of Institutional Studies last

year.

The study shows that the

average QPA rose to 2.393 in 1965,

to 2.488 in 1968, to 2.696 in 1970 and
to 2.818 in 1971.

The trend toward higher grades
during the early 60s is attributed

in this study to the improved
background of the entering fresh-

men. Changes during later years

are attributed to the introduction of

new introductory courses so that a

student can perhaps choose a more
interesting course.

The 8-point grading system (A,

AB, B, BC, C, CD, D, F) which was
adopted by the University in May,
1969, also shares responsibility for

the upward trend, according to this

study.

"It would appear that; (1) about

half, maybe more, of the AB's
might have been A's under the old

system; (2) that a majority of the

BC's would have been C's under

the old system, and; (3) that most
of the CD's are more like high D's

than low C's," the study reports.

A number of other academic
studies and some faculty members
suggest that the upward trend in

grades is due, at least in part, to

the pass-fail grading system which
was instituted in 1969.

In a nation-wide report on the

subject in the Nov. 10, 1972, issue of

National Review, teachers are

credited, or perhaps blamed, for

the upward surge in QPA.
According to this article, the

situation is due to a counter-

reaction on the part of professors

to the more competitive situation

created by the great influx of

students after World War II.

Professors, wishing to keep their

students out from under the stress

of a highly competitive situation,

inflated grades. This, teamed

with a student desire to abolish

grades altogether, caused higher

grades.

The magazine further reports

that at some schools F grades have

been abolished. Now grades lower

than B are unsatisfactory and As
are the only way to go.

Last year the Faculty Senate at

UMass decided to raise the
minimum average for cum laude
graduation from 3.0 to 3.2 begin-

ning with the class of 1977. No
degree higher than cum laude will

be awarded automatically on the

basis of QPA alone. Higher honors
will be awarded only through
departmental or BDIC honors
work or departmental recom-
mendations.

At UMass. professors have no set

criteria for grading. Each
professor is free to grade as he
pleases.

If a student is dissatisfied with

his grade, he can speak to the head
of the department or the dean of

the school in which the course is

offered. The head of the depart-

ment or the dean will look over the

student's work and decide if the

grade is fair or not. If there are no
papers or tests involved in the

course the student can write a

letter describing what has hap-

pened and this letter will be put in

the professor's file.

In a MDC random-sample
survey, several professors
discussed their methods of grading
and their ideas on the upward
trend in grades.

Chris Tolsdorf, a teaching

associate for Psychology 101 gives
multiple choice exams and calls

the mean class core of BC. A
student's final score is the average
of all his test scores with added
points for papers and of volunteer

experimental work.

"It doesn't make any difference

to the professor what he gives.

Giving out A's and B's makes for

better rapport with students and
better teacher evaluation by
students. It also makes it easier for

students to get into graduate
school,'' Tolsforf said.

Tolsdorf said that he has not

been here long enough to notice

any real trend in grades but he
feels they are probably going up.

Professor Vancourt Hare, who
teaches Production Management,
in the School of Business Ad-
ministration, said that he averages
students' quiz grades for their final

grade. He does not use a curve. He
attributes the rise in grades to the

pass-fail grading system. He feels

that a lot of students entering

college now are less well prepared
than those of years ago.

"I think students are getting

worse. There are a lot of transfers

from junior colleges and the
student body is less uniform . They

are not as easy to teach," Hare
said.

. Professor Albert B. Nelson, who
teaches Mineralogy and Rocks and
Minerals determines grades on a

percentage basis of 100 per cent.

Below 50 per cent is failure and an
A is from 90 - 100 per cent. He
scales according to the class

average.

He feels that the upward trend in

grades is due to a change in at

titude among students.

"For a while they were mixed up
about the Vietnam war. Now it's a
combination of attitude and better

preparation. Not teacher leniency.

Pass-fail has no influence," Nelson
said.

Professor Bonnie Strickland,
who teaches Adolescent
Psychology, has threee exams and
a number of outside extra credit

assignments. She grades on a

curve and a grade over 90 per cent

is usually an A.

She feels that students are much
better prepared when they enter
college now than in the past.

Regardless of types of grading
systems, which seem to range
from giving a student a grade
although you've never seen him or

any of his work, to giving a C for

regular attendance, to working
closely with a student for 15 weeks
on a special project, the grades
here are getting better all the time.

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

HtpH Birthday #*

Mil £#*»,

R-m 909

TOHITE!

Yale String Quartet

Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m.

Program includes Debussey's Quartet in G.
Minor, Op. 10, Haydn's Quartet in EB Major, Op. 33,

No. 2 (The Joke), and Schubert's Quartet in D Minor,
D. 810 (Death and the Maiden).

Tickets $1.50 UM-A Students
$3.00 Others

Fine Arts Council, 125 Herter Hall or Bowker Auditorium one hour
before concert. Telephone 545-0202.
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Big
Ctucken

Feed.
Monday <BotA Tuesday Only

f—dt 4 to 6 f—6% 5 to 9

Big Chicken
j
Super Chicken!

Feed $4" fee* V I
— Twelse lender. lasl> pirc r\ of

fmger-iickin good krnturk> r rird

thicken
— Mm- pint of the ( otonrl s special

c i>Jf slaw
— Onr pint of mashed potatoes
— One pint of special graw

I £- Sis hot biscuits

'""•-clip the coupon .___
Chicken-In

< hiclten Out

— r itfhtren lender, last) places
finger-lick in ° goad Kentncky Fried
thicken
apt Tw*«toU of (he < olonel s special
role slaw
— Two pints of mashed potatoes
— One pint of special gravy
— Nine hot Biscuitsw """"""clip tho coupon

Seating for 54

Free Delivery

25fi-8745

_J

Kmtii4?kM fritd CWdm.
Rte. 9 (across from Zayre's) Hadley

2S6-S749
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War In The Mideast

As The Trapped Egyptian
3rd Army Is Relieved...

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The lead vehicles of a 100-truck convoy arrived with food, water and

medicine Sunday for the 3rd Egyptian Army choked off in the hostile Sinai
Desert by a ring of Israeli tank, Tel Aviv reported.
A second convoy also was allowed to carry medical supplies to the

beseiged city of Suez at the southern end of the Suez Canal. Israeli

spokesmen said.

The first trucks rolled through Israeli lines on the west bank of the Suez
Canal following a face-to-face predawn meeting between senior Israeli

and Egyptian officers on a bleak stretch of Egyptian sand, the Israelis

said.

The Tel Aviv command claimed Egyptian holdouts attacked Israeli

forces south of the beleaguered 3rd Army several times and that some of

the 3rd Army troops fired on the convoy as it pulled into their parched
desert trap. Egypt was warned the convoy would be stopped short if the
firing continued.

Israeli Premier Golda Meir said she was happy the Israeli-Egyptian
meeting took place after years of mutual isolation. She added:
"But to say that this leads directly to peace quickly. I can't say that.

It's a start that people begin to talk."

The 1:30 a.m. encounter, about 60 miles from Cairo near a dry gully
called Wadi al-Jandali, marked the first time Egyptians and Israelis
have openly conferred at such a high official level since Oct. 29, 1956, the
Israeli military command said.

The command reported that Israel was represented by Maj. Gen.
Aharon Yariv, the assistant chief of staff. It also said a second meeting
took place later in the day with Israel represented by Lt. Gen. Haim Bar-
Lev, a former Israeli chief of staff redrafted for the war, and Egypt
represented by its liaison officer to U.N. forces, Brig. Bashir Sharif.
Bar-Lev told Sharif the convoy would be turned back if the Egyptian

forces fired on it again, the command reported.
Egyptian officials in Cairo refused to talk about the meeting or even

confirm they happened, reflecting longstanding Arab refusal to deal
directly with the Jewish state carved out of what once was Palestine.
The 3rd Egyptian Army of about 20,000 men has been trapped for about

a week on the Sinai Desert side of the canal and in small pockets on the
western side.

Israel's Friends Diminishing

War Jars Relations
By ARTHUR MAX

Associated Press Writer
JERUSALEM <AP> - Israels

intricately woven network of in-

ternational relations has been
badly shredded by the Middle East
war.

Only eight black nations retain
diplomatic relations with Israel in

Africa, where once the Jewish
state was solidly entrenched as a
great friend of the emerging in-

dependent states.

In Europe, relations with some
countries have come under a
severe strain for what Israel calls

neutrality in favor of the oil-rich

Arabs during the latest war.
And at home, opposition parties

have issued strong attacks against
the Israeli government for
allegedly failing to prepare for the
war and for accepting a cease-fire
before Arab armies were
destroyed.

Among the problems in Europe,
only the barest formality of
diplomatic ties still remain with
France. Israel charged that Paris
should have canceled its contract
to supply Libya with Mirage jet

fighters after these planes
allegedly flew missions in the war

Israelis also were bitter toward
Britain, which imposed an arms
embargo on fhe combatants,
stopping the supply of spare parts
for Centurion tanks. The move had
no effect on the weapons flow to
Arab countries not directly in-

volved on the battlefield, Israel

said.

West German, declaring itself

neutral, ordered the halt of the
American supply of weapons to

Israel through German territory.

But it was in Africa that the
Israelis were stung the worst.
Since the fighting began, eight

black African nations have severed,
what were once more than just
normal ties between friendly
nations.

The Arab states "have con-
sistently sought a peaceful and just

solution to the Middle East
problem," said a spokesman in

Zambia, which broke ties with
Israel on Thursday, apparently
branding Israel as the aggressor in

the latest war.
Israel is guilty of "bad faith,"

said an official in Nigeria, which
also ended its association with the
Jewish state Thursday.
These countries joined Ethiopia,

Tanzania, Gambia, the Central
African Republic, Madagascar and
Cameron and 13 other African
nations which severed relations
before the war. Senegal said it had
"frozen" relations until after the
war.

Some of these countries once
considered Israel their best friend
for providing the practical
assistance they needed rather than
the handouts of bigger, richer
nations like the two superpowers.

And Back In Indochina...

PHNOM PENH <AP (-Government iorces fought to clear Phnom
Penh's southern approaches of insurgent troops Sundav. as rebel forces
cut Highway 5. 12 miles northwest of the capital

At the same time, the U.S. Embassy said Maj. Vincent Gomez, an
assistant defense attache, had returned to the capital after being lightly
wounded Saturday on the capital's southern front

Gomel Wtl reportedly observing government forces in frontline
combat when he was hit in the arm by a bullet

Field reports said insurgents virtually controlled a stretch of Highway
5 from Phum Kruos to Prek Taten. a distance of some 2 1-2 miles.

Insurgents have held a lu-mile section of Highway 5 north of Sala Lek
Pram, about 35 miles northwess of Phnom Penh, since Sept. 6.

Some observers believed the latest insurgent action was aimed at

gaining a tighter grip on the vital supply link to Battambang province and
at possibly launching an attack on Oudong. a small town west of the high-

way and once a royal capital

\l' ( ablrphotoi

ISRAELI SOLDIERS raise the
Star of David flag on a high
point to demarcate Israel's

cease-fire position at start of

second U.N. sponsored truce

...Egyptian Command Makes
Excuses And Claims Gains

ByC.C. MINICLIER
Associated Press Writer

CAIRO ( AP) -It is misleading to measure the results of three weeks of
desert warfare by drawing lines on a map, an Egyptian army officer said
Sunday.
Desert warfare is like naval warfare, he said, with each side trying to

inflict maximum damage on the other, but with neither side seeking to

take and hold areas of sea or land.

What is important, say the Egyptians, is that their army crossed the
Suez Canal on Oct. 6, smashing the Israeli Bar-Lev defense line en route
to initial successes in this latest war.

It is not known what the cease-fire will bring. But if the Israelis do not
give up the Arab lands they occupy there will be another war, the
Egyptians say.

Meanwhile the Egyptians point to the following as examples of political

and psychological gains from this war:
+Great Arab unity.

+New economic pressure on Washington, applied through the
decisions of Arab oil producing states to cut production each month until

Washington persuades Israel to withdraw to pre-1967 boundaries.
+A new international awareness that the Israeli super-soldier, once

able to defeat Egypt in six days, is a myth.
+Further isolation of Israel during the war is eight more black African

states broke relations, including Ethiopia, which controls the southern
entrance to the Red Sea.

-(-Revived big power interest in the Middle East after six years and
four months of stalemate, prompting Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger to say Oct. 25: "The United States recognizes that the con-
ditions that produced the war of Oct. 6 cannot be allowed to continue..."
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat said on Oct. 16 that his country was

prepared to "accept a cease-fire on conditions that the Israeli forces
withdraw forthwith from all occupied territories of the pre-June 5, 1967
line."

Both U.N. cease-fire resolutions have incorporated a 1967 U.N. action
calling on Israel to withdraw from lands occupied as a result of the six-
day war.

Israeli Premier Golda Meir says no Israeli soldiers will withdraw until
a peace agreement is signed. Sadat says withdrawal must come first,
adding "peace can only be established on the basis of justice."

Death In A Small Country
By JOHN VINOCUR

Associated Press Writer
TEE AVIV (AP) There was

Haim, her boy friend's best friend,

and Zvika, the student leader who
she went out with a few times, and
Avner, the lawyer, whose wife
gave birth a week before the war
started.

All dead.

There was Rafi, who she went to

Hacharmel Elementary School
with, and Mario the pilot who took
her sailboating, and Oded, her high
school history teacher.

All dead.

And that was not all : Yoav was
killed, and Danny, and Mair.
Gideon, who rushed back from
Columbia University to fight three
days after the war began, was
alive, but blind now.

Irit, who is 23 and a graduate this

year of Hebrew University in

Jerusalem, sat at a cafe table on
Dizengof Street, Tel Aviv's main
drag, and told what she knew of the
war: first names, scrapbook
snatches from her memory, the
terrible immediacy of death in a
very small country.

Irit stopped counting her friends
when she reached 10. "I can think
of two more," she said. "But what
for 9

"

Death, an almost unpronounced
word during Israel's war with the
Arabs, is now becoming part of

conversations here, although there
are still no obituary notices in the
newspapers, and little discussion
in print about the numbers.
The Israelis gave a figure of 656

dead for the first week ot the war.
Averaged against the population of
the United States, this would mean
about 50.000 dead in American

terms, more than the U.S. death
toll in Vietnam.

U.S. defense officials have given
estimates in Washington that the
Israeli dead number between 1,000

and 1,500. This compares with
about 800 dead in the six-day war of
1967 and comes out of a population
of 3 million, of which 2.5 million are
Jews.

$40 REWARD - Lost Tape Recorder

For return of Sony Cassette, black, (Model
TC-llOA). Please call 256-6426, ext. 39, Mon.,
Tues., or Wed., 5 p.m.-7 p.m. Guaranteed
reward. Written promise of no report to
police. No questions asked. Owner has
serious financial difficulties. Would just like
to have tape recorder back, if taker is willing
to show some real courage by admitting his
mistake.
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A. J. Hastings,

Inc.

Newsdealer & Stationer

AMHERST, MASS.
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Brittany Manor
AMHERST
•courtesy bus to UMass
and town

•1,i3bedrmapts»
• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

•master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 1 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

•lawns for Softball,

football, badminton
RKNTi S.smi/.M<>viii

i utilities included I

Directions: Kast IHidly ltd.

oppos. (JrKt Mill off nie. lit

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air condmontng
• toomy closets, st< >rage

• wall-to-wall carprtmg
•ni,tster IVantrnrM
• modern kite Ihtk

•M«lt-( loaning ovens

•Hmncrangrs
• m unlcss-stoel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals

• 2-door rerrigeratofs

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

No I ease Required
KK.NT: FROM ||R5
< ai.i. "Tmwi
Directions: Dn Route 47.

Congress Confronts Nixon
On War Powers ,Prosecutor

By JIM ADAMS
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress heads into confrontations with

President Nixon this week over a new special Watergate prosecutor and
war powers. And the preliminary impeachment inquiry gets under way
in the House.
The President's decision to name a new prosecutor drew heavy

criticism from Democratic congressmen, who said they will press ahead
with their legislation to have the prosecutor appointed by U.S. District
Court Judge John J. Sirica.

The bill is co-sponsored by a more than half the Senate-53 senators. A
similar one is cosponsored by 106 of the over 400 House members.
Hearings on the President's firing of former special prosecutor Ar-

chibald Cox start Monday in the Senate Judiciary Committee, with Cox
the leadoff witness.

Former Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson and his former deputy,
William D Ruckelshaus, both of whom resigned rather than fire Cox, are
expected to testify later in the we.:;.

The House inquiry into whether there are grounds for impeachment
proceedings against President Nixon begins in the Judiciary Committe
Tuesday when it meets to set out procedures.
Chairman Peter W. Rodino Jr., D-N.J., says he will ask subpoena

powers not only for the inquiry but for hearings on the confirmation of
House Republican Leader Gerald R. Ford's nomination as vice
president.

Judiciary Republicans have indicated they will try to set limits at the
Tuesday meeting on the impeachment inquiry to prevent, they say, "a
fishing expedition.''

By the end of last week 35 House members had co-sponsored resolutions
to impeach the President and 86 had co-sponsored resolutions supporting
the inquiry into whether there are grounds for impeachment.
The House votes Thursday on overriding President Nixon's veto of

Congress' legislation to curb presidents' war powers-and the prospect is

uncertain.

The resolution would impose a 60-day limit on presidents' power to

commit U.S. troops abroad without Congress' approval.
A president could extend the 60-day period another 30 days solely for

safe withdrawal of the forces he had committed.

Cox Cites Tape Controversey As

First Step In Dealings With Evidence
By DICK BARNES

Associated Press Writer

WASINGTON (AP) - Former
Watergate special prosecutor
Archibald Cox said Sunday the

presidential tape recordings over
which he was fired "were clearly

only a first step in seeking a great
deal of important evidence from
the White House."
Cox said that as part of an in-

vestigation of campaign con-
tributions he would have sought
accounts of a meeting between
President Nixon and former
Agriculture secretary Clifford A.

Hardin which dealt with milk
pricing.

The White House has refused to

make such material available in

connection with a civil court suit

questioning a milk price hike
granted by Hardin soon after dairy
interests pledged $2 million for

Nixon's 1972 campaign.
Alexander M. Haig, Jr., Nixon's

chief of staff, would not say
whether accounts of the Hardin-
Nixon meeting would be made
available to a new Watergate
prosecutor. He said the question
was hypothetical because Cox had
never asked for that material.

Haig said he was "confident with

a reasonable degree of good will

that all of the information that the

next special prosecutor will
require will be made available to

him in the form that is necessary
for him to conduct his operation."
But Haig added: "Under no

circumstances would we ever be
true to the preservation of the
powers of the office of the
president to permit any in-

vestigator a fishing, free rein
fishing expedition, into the vital

discussions that occur in the
president's office."

Cox appeared on the NBC
television show "Meet the Press."
Haig appeared on CBS' "Face the
Nation."

Haig repeated that Cox was fired

Oct. 20 as special prosecutor
because he "insisted on a carte
blanche ability in the future to

demand further presidential tapes
and memoranda.

- '

Cm said he had to say "no" to

President Nixon's attempted tapes
compromise of Oct 19 as soon as it

was said that as the price of getting

an account of the disputed White
House tapes. "1 must abandon the
fundamental of any impartial
investigation that I be free to seek
evidence wherever it was in accord
with the rules of law."
Cox said had he agreed not to

further pursue Nixon materials in

court, "that would have become a

deal, a cover-up, I don't think you
can restore confidence in our in-

stitutions by that kind of
arrangemeet however much it

might quiet things for the
moment."
Cox said he believes Congress

should pass legislation providing
for a new special prosecutor. He
said he would prefer to see the
appointment made by the chief
judge of the U.S. District Court in

Washington despite some possible

constitutional problems with such
an approach.
Nixon said Friday that acting

Atty. Gen. Robert H. Bork would
name a new prosecutor this week.

Cape Islands

Feel Tourism

By DANIEL Q. HANKY
Associated Press Writer

EDGARTOWN, Mass. (AP)
Three strong New England in-

terests - the Kennedys, tourism
and Yankee independence - have at

times been on a colision course
over a federal proposal to preserve
the unspoiled islands off Cape Cod.
The two biggest islands, Nan-

tucket and Martha's Vineyard, are
quaint preserves of 19th century
seacoast life, for the most part free

of the gaudy commercialism and
crowding that has overtaken the
mainland a few miles away.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy has

offered a bill ^at would put them
in a federal trust that would
drastically limit development.
Opponents say this would make
island residents like Indians on a
reservation. But backers maintain
it's the only way to save the
islands.

The Nantucket Sound Islands

Trust Bill, with its stiff controls on
land use, would have profound
effects on the islands' main in-

dustry - tourists.

Even the bill's opponents agree
that the threat of the developers is

real. Already, a clump of cramped
condominiums has sprung up on
Nantucket, an island 20 miles south
of Cape Cod that is dominated by
weatherbeaten architecture of the
whaling days of the early 1800's.

And in the countryside around
Hyannis Port on Cape Cod, near
the Kennedy compound, miles of

shopping centers, food stands,

neon and hot top now overwhelm
the calm beauty that attracted all

the development in the first place.

Harper & Row Book

SALE

6,000 Harper & Row paperbacks

— all subjects, most titles —

Reduced in Price

TO AN UNBELIEVABLE

2/$1.00
SPECIAL SALE TABLES

NOW PROGRESS
at

The University Store

Campus Center
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- Gallup Poll Claims

Kennedy Would Be Victorious
PRINCTEON, N.J. (AP) - Sen. Edward M. Ken-

nedy would be victorious in a presidential race
against Gov. Ronald Reagan of California, according
to the latest Gallup Poll.

The poll shows Kennedy, D-Mass., receiving 50 per

cent of the vote and Reagan getting 43 per cent. Two
per cent said they preferred other candidates, and
five per cent were undecided.

In the Oct. 6-8 survey, 1,576 adults were asked:

"Suppose the presidential election were being held

today. If Gov. Ronald Reagan were the Republiian

candidate and Sen. Edward Kennedy were the

Democratic candidate, which would you like to see

win?"
In a separate poll released earlier this moru.1,

Reagan was the leading choice of Republicans for

their party's 1976 nomination, with 29 per cent
naming him as their favorite candidate. Reagan was
followed by New York Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller

with 19 per cent and former Treasury Secretary John
B. Connally with 16 per cent.

Kennedy was the top choice of Democrats as their

party's 1976 candidate in a midsummer survey. He
was chosen by 40 per cent, followed by Alabama Gov.
George C. Wallace with 16 per cent.

BUGGED DOWN IN CRANBERRIES-Women workers are knee-
deep in a bog of cranberries at harvest time at Sandwich, Mass., on
Cape Cod. They wade through the saucy carpet to round up the
berries for processing.

Mass Action Charges
"Waste" Of Taxes
BOSTON ( AP) — The president of Mass Action said Sunday that the

legislature's sergeant at arms office was "staffing for patronage people"
and a waste of money.
Sam Tyler said the office's budget is "2.1 million that goes for door

keepers, court officers and pages-a budget that is currently over-
spending.

"I like to call the sergeant at arms office House Speaker David Bar-
tley's brigate. It's a totally unjustified waste of taxpayers' money. There
are 95 salaries over $ 12,000 a year for the door keepers, the court officers
and pages. There are 18 people who are either door keepers or court of-
ficers who earn a total of $255,000 a year."

MBTA
Grabs
Grant
WASHINGTON (AP)-The

Department of Transportation
Sunday announced a grant of

$4,456,872 to the Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority.
The funds will be used to assist in

the structural rehabilitation of the
Orange Line Elevated railway
along a Boston transit corridor.

The department said that
rehabilitation of the 4.5 mile
segment between Forest Hills and
Washington Street is part of an
MBTA system wide modernization
program.

Northampton Charter

Revamping Discussed
Tonight at 10 p.m., WMUA (UMass radio, 91.1 FM) will air a

discussion on proposed charter revision for the city of Northampton.
The program is being presented as a special feature of "Focus,"

WMUA's weekly public affairs series moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.
Mosakowski's guests for the live, 60-minute forum will be members of

the Northampton City Charter Commission, who were elected in 1971 to

review and propose changes to the existing city charter.

Northampton voters will be able to approve or reject the new charter
proposed by the Commission, in the municipal election Tuesday,
November 6th.

Interested listeners are invited to call in questions to Commission
members during the live broadcast.

(mramra^B-

ONCE BENEATH A CAMPUS TREE,

A KNIGHT Pip COURT WITH LITTLE

SUCCESS A COMELY MAID, KNOWN
By ONE AND ALL TO BE A CULTIST.

UNDAUNTED BY REBUKE, HE DIP
ATTEMPT, BY CUNNING AND GUILE,
TO DISCOVER THE EXACT CULT TO
WHICH THE MAID WAS COMMITTED
AND THEREBY PREy UPON HER
SyMPATHIES. BUT SHE PROVEP
LITTLE IMPRESSED WITH HIS 0OGART.

AND EVEN LESS WITH HIS JAGGER. WHEREUPON A FRlENPLy DRAGON
DID PULL HIS COAT AND SAY THAT
THE MAIDEN WAS, IN FACT, INTO
THE CULT OF THE FROG, AND
THAT THE KNIGHT MUST PON A
FROG SUIT AND CARRy TWO SIX-

PACKS OF SCHAEFER BEER
CSCHAEFER BEING THE IRREFUTABLE
SyMBOL OF ENCHANTMENT
BECAUSE OF ITS ENCHANTED FLAVOR
THAT NEVER FADES COBLET AFTER
FROSTy-COLD GOBLET;.

AND THE KNIGHT DID APPROACH THE AND SHE DID, AS PREDICTED, KISS
MAIDEN FULL OF HOPE THAT SHE HIM MOST FONDLY
WOULD FALL FOR THE OLD PRINCE

-

IN- THE -FROG ROUTINE AND PLANT
A KISS ON HIM.

WHEREUPON, ZOUNDS.'

zmamftB
Schaefer Brewenes. New York. N Y. Baltimore. Md

. Lehigh Valley. Pa

Liberation Isolation

Off Campus Living
•»^

Over 10,000 UMass students live

off campus. In monstrous
"villages" or in towns that belie

roadmaps, one thing is certain:

there's no place like home. Along
with the pleasures of home cooked
meals, your own room and a pet,

there's also overdue rent, raking
leaves and commuting to campus.
No matter what the reason for

leaving campus, it's hard to come
back.

Photos by

Harry Charych

and

Emmett Schmarsow

Every Thursday Night

The Collegian Becomes a Classroom

Layout 101

Collegian Office, 6:30 p.m., Open to ill,

Collegian Staffers Urged to Attend - Refreshments.

Room to Move

545-0400

of //o/Zovfr*

KOirs-

D.V.P.

wants you!
If you're interested in making arrangements for upcoming

speakers and meeting those people behind-the-scenes, th'j

University's major lecture council, The Distinguished Visitors
Program, is opening its membership to freshman and transfer
students.

APPLICATIONS
at the Student Affairs and D.V.P. offices.

Second Floor, Student Union.

THE DEADLINE IS MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12.
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Counties' Budget
Makes New Jobs

By SHELLY COHEN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — A record high county supplementary budget will
contain about 80 new jobs, most of them already earmarked for the
friends and acquaintances of the state legislators who requested them.
The $6.35 million budget covering 12 counties outside of Boston con-

tains at least 40 new jobs plus 34 assistant district court clerkships
already approved in separate legislation and more than $65,000 worth of
jobs for the new Hampden County Housing Court.
The budget was made necessary by the 3.3 per cent cost of living pay

raise for all county employes and the 10 per cent pay boost for judges
approved in separate legislation. However, only one county, Dukes,
settled just for that money.
The other 11 counties will get at least a few new jobs or money for

summer employes or office equipment.
And the longer the budget takes to get through the legislature the larger

it grows.

It has been amended three times thus far-twice in the House and once in
the Senate, each time picking up another job or pay raise for someone.
The budget contains 13 new probation officers-just salaried at $ 11,278 a

year. That is in addition to the 60 new probation officers approved in the
regular county budgets.

The highest paid new position will be an $ 18,000-a-year purchasing
director for Middlesex County. Norfolk County will get two new $11,895
posts-one for a solid waste administrator and another for a head
executive assistant to the county commissioners office.

Hampden County will get, in addition to court personnel and probation
officers, a new $9,323 post in the highway "department and an interpreter
for the district attorney's office at $9,924 a year.
Some employes with clout in the legislature will get more than their

cost of living raises. For them a grade or title change will also mean a pay
boost.

In the latest action on the budget in the House, the chief transportation
officer of Middlesex County John J. Buckley will get a $894 raise to his
$ 15,077 salary. Bristol County Treasurer Edmund Dinis and that county's
registrar of deeds in New Bedford. John Gomes, will also get pay hikes.

.

. . .

Staff Photo/Jim Pappas
Sunny, Indian Summer afternoons almost dare you to skip class

and play football. Enjoy it while it lasts, it will all too soon be gone.

V/ear after year, semester
Xafter semester, the

CollegeMaster from
Fidelity Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all overAmerica.

Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster*
Field Associate
in your area:

747 Main St., Amherst

Tel.: 25o-8351

CbllegeMaster
-

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL - Hadley

HARVEST
• 1
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Sweet Corn

Sweet Peas

Whole Kernel or

Cream Style 16 oz

Medium

17 oz

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
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For Barbarity, Hypocrisy:

America Reigns Without Rival
<< onlinued from P. 10)

Richard Nixon in 1968. We knew all

too well what his political rhetoric
(i.e., "Bring Us Together" and
"Law and Order") meant for we
were fresh with wounds and scars
from the civil rights struggle,
assassinations of humanistic
Americans, and Vietnam. White
Americans who witnessed the civil

rights movement, the anti-war
movement, and the 1968
Democratic National Convention
discovered you didn't have to be
Black to experience police
brutality and other forms of in-

justice in the name of "law and
order"; Blacks were soon to
witness a variety of reprisals
mited out to humanistically-
oriented White similar to those
they once thought only reserved to
"keep Black folk in their place."
Some of us were myopic in

describing the Nixon ad-
ministration as either racist or
sexist. The administration quickly
responded by having some of our
national figures openly endorse it,

e.g., Mamie Eisenhower and Floyd
McKissick. I have always believed
that the racism and sexism within
this administration are but symp-
toms of its far deeper malady-
human "oppressionitis". How can
any humanistically-oriented
American not feel so fun-
damentally oppressed with the
appointments of Daniel Moynihan,
John Mitchell, L. Patrick Gray,
Spiro Agnew and the Morman
George Romney? Why must we be
insensitive to the oppression that

divides us through acts of

omission, e.g., are there no
minorities or women capable of

high trust in our government at the
cabinet level? Can you understand
the oppression we felt when Spiro

Agnew recently proclaimed his

innocence to a large gathering of

Republican women and declared
he would not resign even if in-

dicted? Can you understand the
total impact of this oppression
even when you consider it has
taken nearly six years to inform
the American people of Agnew's
disqualifications for the vice-
presidency and less than six weeks
to destroy the political aspirations
of Thomas Eagleton? Can you
understand the oppression which
characterized Jane Fonda as "a
rattling irresponsible female"
because she sought to inform the
American people of her im-
pressions of our involvement in

Southeast Asia? Can you un-
derstand the historical relationship
of Rev. Billy Graham to the Nixon
Administration and not question
why he isn't crusading against the
malfeasance and the misfeasance
of this administration with at least

the same religious fervor he em-
ployed to help get it elected? Can
you understand the oppression
inherent in the ideological and
political images presented by John
Connally and Sammy Davis, Jr.,

who only a decade ago rallied

around the political ideology of

John F. Kennedy in his defeat of

Richard Nixon? To charge them
with racism or sexism would be
inadequate for they would counter
these allegations with a history

which includes inter-racial
marriage and "Female
Republicans for J.C." (Perhaps it

would be understandable if the J.C.

stood for the highly respected

Biblical humanitarian). Can you
understand the oppression
inherent in the Senate Watergate
Committee? A cursory glance at

the voting records of its chairman
and cochairman would provide an
indication of their regard for law
and order, especially in the area of

civil rights. It would not then be
astonishing that they entered into a

compromise with Richard Nixon
over the Watergate tapes. Can you
understand the oppression in this

trio's selection of John Stennis

rather than Edward Brooke or

Bella Abzug to review the tapes?

Had Archibald Cox not served hs

country so honestly by sincerely

attempting to discharge his duties

and subsequently challenging the

right of any American to be above
the law I would be forced to con-

clude that in the case of Richard
Nixon the American people have
never inaugurated a president but

rather crowned a king. Mr. Cox's
insistance of justice might well be
the last opportunity Black and
While Americans have to make
brotherhood a reality. The
treatment that this great
American has received by Mr.
Nixon is not of the benign neglect

variety but rather of the overt

inhumane order. Americans owe
the same great human debt to Mr.
Cox as we do to Thurgood Mar-
shall. A fitting act toward partial

payment of this debt would be
honoring him and the U.S.
Supreme Court by ascertaining

him a seat on this high tribunal

upon the occurence of its next

vacancy.
Finally, I operate on the theory

that Black-White relations are
more honest and generally greatly

improved when we know and
understand the truth. Twentieth
Century history clearly indicates

that Black Americans have been
the moral guardians of the Con-
stitution. The ranks of enlightened

and humanistically-oriented White
Americans have been swelling

since Thurgood Marshall and the

Browns of Topeka challenged the

constitutionality of "separate but

equal schools" in 1954. Rosa Parks
challenged the constitutionality of

"racial discrimination in public

conveyance" a year later and the

nation was blessed with Martin
Luther King, Jr. Two years later

Daisy Bates and nine Black
students in my hometown

challenged the constitutionality of

the "state's right doctrine". It was
only providential that Frank Wills,

a Black security guard at the
Watergate, should initiate an
inquiry that has led to one of the
gravest constitutional crisis in our
history. We are all indebted to Mr.
Wills, but White America is

deepest in his debt. Given the
elements of time and location only
Mr. Wills could have awakened
White America from its dreamy
sleep into the relevant nightmare
that skin color doesn't
automatically insure constitutional

rights. Without these Black
guardians of the law, our Con-
stitution and our people might well
be out of touch with each other. On
July 4, 1852 a Black abolitionist and
ex-slave, Frederick Douglass
challenged White America:

"Go where you may, search

where you will, roam through all

the monarchies and despotisms of

the Old World, travel through

South America, search out every

abuse and when you have found the

last, lay your facts by the side of

the everyday practices of this

nation, and you will say with me
that, for revolting barbarity and

shameless hypocrisy, America
reigns without rival."

Watergate will pass, but its

empathetic lesson musn't, I

challenge each American to begin

now or continue exploring his or

her humanity as an individual lest

Fredrick Douglass' words haunt us

on July 4, 1976.

Mr. Daniels is a staff associate

of the Office for Community
Development for Human
Relations.
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Everybody is making a fortune

in Washington these days. You
cannot find a lawyer that is in-

terested in taking anything less

than an income tax evasion case.

Restaurants are constantly packed
with people in town for one legal

battle or another, the traffic is

terrible. New car sales are way up,

now that so many government
workers lost their limousines.

I have a friend who is making a

fortune too. Her name is Irma
Shennanigan and she runs a small
boarding house on lower Penn-
sylvania Avenue. Shennanigan
House is a famous landmark in

Washington. It has housed many
diplomats and statesmen in it's

history.

I had a nice talk with Ms.
Shennanigan the other day. We
were discussing some of her most
recent boarders and how she got to

be a millionaire...which we both
agreed wasn't anything unusual in

Washington these days. Everybody
is getting rich one way or another.

"It's the damndest thing," Ms.

It's Frightening
While going over the assigned

reading of the week before, the
Professor seemed obviously tired.

In discussion with the class, his
style, usually energetic and
engaging, was lackluster and
unenthused. While his knowledge
of the subject was obvious, his
thoughts were distant thoughts and
thoughts away from the plan of

conversation.

After announcing that he would
continue discussion with the class
after a small break for coffee, a
student broke in with a request:
soft spoken, but adamant she
wanted to respond to another
students comments concerning the
topic being discussed.

"You may always make a
response in my class", the
Professor interjected and then all

his hidden thoughts came out the

deep feelings that since the
beginning of class had been hiding

behind the veneer of a man
engrossed in his subject. He went
on, "Of course you never know.
You don't know just what Nixon
has planned down in Washington.
He's got the military on alert, even
Kissinger (usually cool) seemed
shaky in his news conference

today. In General Haig, Nixon's

got a true link to the military. You
never know when a coup d'etat

will take place. I'm not saying that

it will, but the climate is right, and
the point is you just don't know
what is going on. Indeed it is

frightening."

Another student broke in and
said, "That reminds me of the

story about the Polish Logicians

during the German blitzkreig of

Poland in World War II. While the

Germans were invading, the Poles

were studying logic. What the hell

are we doing here while this in-

sanity is going on in Washington?"
"That's a good question",

replied the Professor, "and I'm
really not sure what to tell you. It is

very difficult. What would happen
if Nixon did take over the country?

There is no organized resistance.

Would the military join with this

madman, or would they stay true
to the constitution? I just don't
know what to tell you except that,

yes, it is very difficult to

rationalize us studying while this
is going on. However you've got to

do something!

"

The atmosphere of the class was
quite subdued, as the Professor
went over the possibility of the first

coup d'etat in the history of this

country. My thoughts drifted away
slowly. They were personal ob-

servations and feelings. And the
saddest thing of all is that I could
see how it could happen.
Things are peculier down in

Washington. Even the usually
traditional George Meany is

making bold statements con-
cerning the mental stability of

President Nixon. Reading the
remarks of Nixon's Friday Press
Conference, I feel that Meany
might be right for a change. Only
the public outrage of the American
people, made Nixon give in and
promise to give up the tapes. It

wasn't a sense of justice nor a
sense of morality. It was the sense
of saving one's own skin, and again
hiding one's motives behind the
over used Nixonite cliche- "public
interest".

While Nixon's decision to hand
over the tapes will take away some
of the momentum of those moving
for his impeachment, it will not
stop the struggle in its entirity. The
tapes issue was one piece of

firewood: Nixon's entire
Presidency supplies enough fuel

for the "fire" of those who will

continue to try and buster the
President.

Nixon is a desperate man. While
I would like to believe that he was
acting in the best interests of the
country when he ordered a
'military alert", I just can't. The
entire "alert" seems too much like

a diversion to get our minds off

Watergate. Using the fear of war to

disolve the fear of corruption is a
neat but cruel political trick. Any
sane person fears nuclear war
more than corruption. The sad

v
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irony is that Nixon is going out the

same way he came in-

manipulating fears and emotions
to polarize people. Alger Hiss
might be living in England now so
he can no longer be exploited by
Nixon. Perhaps it is safe to say that

the Middle East situation is the

contemporary Nixon's Alger Hiss.

Nixon is a desperate man.
People are beginning to realize

this. It is not a pleasant thought,

especially for those who for so long
believed that he was "the one",
and would "bring us together".

The silent majority is no longer so
silent. Congressman from
Oklahoma as well as
Massachusetts have been
receiving the same demand from
their constituents "Nixon must
go". These people who believed so
deeply in the Nixon Ad-
ministrations are now angry and
confused. These are the type of

feelings that one gets when
someone that you trusted or loved
betrays you. Their belief has been
hit hard. First sold out by
Agnew.and now the "real" Nixon
is coming out of the closet.

We live in a Democracy-if we can
keep it. We can no longer sit back
and be "armchair citizens", letting

our sense of personal responsibility

cease simply by watching Walter
Cronkite. Citizens must assert
themselves and make sure that

this nation remains a Democracy.
But perhaps I am moving away

from my original theme. What
would you do if you turned on your
TV. or radio and you found out
that every channel was the same.
The message was the same. The
face on the tube a mellow man, in

military dress, whose face looked
like it had been through one too
many parades. And the message
was always the same- "We have
taken over the nation in the name
of National Security ( 'there's that

word again' )
". What the hell would

you do?
Some of the people with whom

I've discussed this have said that
they'd fight the military. But I ask
after the romantic inspiration dies
off, what would you fight them
with? Others spoke of running. To
this I inquired, "where?" What
would you do?
Perhaps such a scary scene will

never happen. The point is that

something is wrong in Washington.
It is up to the Congress to try and
set things right. We the people
must put pressue on them to do so.

It is time for people to sit down and
really think about what is going on.

It is time for Nixon to go.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian
Columnist.

Shennanigan began, "It all started

with those Mitchell people. They

insisted having an efficiency on the

third floor. Then they had
telephones installed. Four of them.

In three rooms. Have you ever

heard of anyone needing to use the

phone so much? I think it's

downright crazy," she said.

"The funny thing about the

Mitchells is that they took the

apartment for four years until 1976.

Mr. Mitchell said he had a good job

with the government, but he didn't

stay too long...had to forfeit his

rent. I heard he's going to jail, and

that his wife threw him out. Some
of these Washington people are

really crazy."

I had to agree.

"There was another couple of

real screwballs that stayed here

for a while. They worked for the

government too. I could hear them
talking through the register once in

a while. They were always saying
something about coverup, coverup,

coverup. I thought they must have
been cold so I turned up the hear. I

was just trying to be nice, but the

next day they both came down and
asked me if I wouldn't cut it back.

They said they were getting
enough heat at work to keep them
for the next ten years. I didn't

know what them meant exactly. I

never got to find out, because they

both got fired too. I guess having a

government job isn't like it used to

be. Nobody seems to stick around
anymore."
"But one of the biggest nuts that

ever stayed here was this guy
named B.B. Rebozo, "continued
the wealthy innkeeper. "He was
always walking around with a
briefcase that had a handcuff lock

on it. Everytime I asked him where
he was going he would just say that

he was going to Florida to do some
laundering. I guess he must have
been rich to go to Florida just to do
his laundering.

"And then there was this guy
Segretti. He had a hairdo like a
babboon. He was a natural prac-
tical joker. He was always leaving
me notes about how his hot water
didn't work, and then he Would tell

me that up at the Senate Building
Hearing Room they could keep
people in hot water all the time. He
was sort of a funny guy...always
talking about creep this and creep
that. I never understood him very
well."

"The last guy I'll tell you about is

this guy Cox. He was very quiet,

never wanted to talk to newsmen
like many of our guests here do. He
said he was going to be here a year
or so and that he had come to town
to clean up. He was always bit-

ching about wanting tapes. You
don't suppose he was a freak or
something do you? You know, the
kind that sits in his room all day
and listens to tapes smoking that

funny stuff?

I had to tell Ms. Shennanigan
that I didn't understand anything
about people that come to

Washington these days.

"Neither do I," agreed Ms.
Shennanigan, "People used to

come here, stay two or three years,
do their work, stay out of trouble
and leave. Now they come for two
or three years, stay for a few
months then quit or get fired. I

make a fortune by collecting their

rent in advance. I don't understand
it. You don't suppose there is a
leadership problem at the White
House do you?"
Charles Camelopard is the

Collegian's Washington, D.C.
correspondent.
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A Drop Of Empathy
By O.C. BOBBY DANIELS

"They are slaves who fear to speak
For the fallen and the weak;
They are slaves who will not choose
Hatred, scoffing, and abuse.
Rather than in silence shrink
From the truth their needs must think
They are slaves who dare not be
In the right with two or three.

Is true freedom but to break
Fetters for our own dear sake
And, with leathern hearts, forget
That we owe mankind a debt?
No! true freedom is to share
All the chains our brothers wear.
And, with heart and hand, to be
Earnest to make others free."

Although my White brothers and
sister^ will never know what it

means to be Black in these United
States, the Nixon Administration
has provided a significant element
of empathy for them, i.e., the sense
of frustration and powerlessness
which overshadows their lives,
liberties, and pursuits of happiness
is inextricably bound to Black

'

America's realization of these
constitutional guarantees. White
America can no longer play the
"How Does It Feel To Be Black In
America" game less they identify
with the oppressors. It should by
this time be clear that this is the
identical struggle that Black
Americans have been waging since
Crispus Attucks gave his life at
Boston Commons and the sub-
sequent lives millions of Black
Americans have given at home and
abroad in the spirit of democracy.
Democracy has never totally
worked in this country, it has been
compromised. My Black per-
spective suggests that on July 4,

1976 it will not be fully realized. For
all too long the majority of White
America has either ignored or
placated its Black brothers and

sisters; some have gone so far to

openly express pity. Today they
must face the painful realization
that for nearly two hundred years
they too have been incarcerated. I

do not know what the deeper
meaning of being White in America
is during these turbulent times;
however, it must be perplexing to

some Whites who have historically

viewed themselves as the
privileged (master) class vis a vis
the underprivileged (slave) class

and suddenly be rudely awakened
to the possibility that Washington
(ruling class) has classified them
on a continuum between "house
nigger" and indentured servant

thereby making them eligible for

the same interrogation and in-

vasion of privacy historically
reserved for the underprivileged.

Granted Americans are at

various levels of consternation
over the facts that we are a nation

without a vice president, an at-

torney general, and an assistant

attorney general; nonethless
Black and humanistically oriented

White Americans have persevered
this reality since the election of

(Continued on P. f)
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The tougher it gets, the cooler I get. ..got that, creep?

Letters To The Editor

Israel Support : Not Unthinkingly
To The Editor:

Gretel Monroe, in a letter published in Friday's
Collegian, expressed distress that "church groups in

the Five College area" have "unanimously" decided
to give "unthinking support" to Israel in the present
mid-east crisis. Ms. Munroe deserves a response,
because all of her comments quoted above are
inaccurate, plus her assumptions that the statement
endorsed the "ingathering of all the Jews in the world
to Israel" and ignored the problems of Palestinian

refugees.

The statement she refers to, came from a gathering
of chaplains, campus ministers, rabbis and other
staff persons working with religious organizations at

the Five Colleges, hardly the sum total of church
groups in the area. As convenor of that group, I

helped to draft the statement, read it at the support
rally for Israel on October 9, and distributed it to the

media. The statement did not receive unanimous
support, though all but a few did endorse it. Let me
assure Ms. Munroe, in case she does not know the

persons in that group, that they are not likely to do
much of anything "unthinkingly" nor to agree on any
statement on any subject without some hard work!
The statement began, "Israel, as a state and as a

people, has a right to exist. That existence must be
maintained even while questions of boundaries and
economic and political justice for Palestinian

refugees are being settled diplomatically. We abhor
the use of war as a means of settling this historic

Frat Life

To The Editor:

It seems to me that Fraternity life here at UMass
has been subject to many distortions and has been

the target of inaccurate stereotyping for all too long a

time. Before going on, I would like to say that I am
not a member of a Fraternity but have been allowed

the privilege of living in one this semester. When I

came to UMass as a freshman, I was subject to the

usual stories about Fraternities being crazy with six

inches of beer on the floors all the times. What I would

like to say to all the Freshmen and Sophomores who
may read this article, is just find out for yourself.

There can be so many good times in a Faternity.

Social life should be a part of your stay at college, and
Fraternities have much to offer. You don't have to

make any snap judgements about choosing one

either. You have a whole semester in most cases and

can even live in for a semester before making up your

mind. Even the simple things can mean a lot, like

eating a meal without feeling like you're in a train

station. The food, by the way, is much better than

some I've had on this campus So if you've had some
thoughts about it. or even if you haven't, think about

it. Don't miss out on something that could really

make your stay at UMass. and make you some real

friends for life. Take advantage of a real opportunity

;

then you won't have to look back and wonder what

you might have missed.
Steve (ieoffrion

problem." Clearly, that paragraph does not endorse
the ingathering of all Jews or ignore Palestinian

refugees. The second paragraph called for U.S.-U.N.

cooperation in pressing for the continued existence of

Israel, a cease-fire and intensified diplomatic efforts.

The third and final paragraph asked persons in the

religious communities of these staff members to

support Israel's existence. It continued, "Those of us

who are Christians acknowledge our continuing need
for the people Israel as, in St. Paul's terms, the root of

our Christian faith. We have an historic burden of

anti-semitism to live down." It concluded with a call

for prayer, study, gifts of support, and labors of

reconciliation.

Finally, I would like to make some personal

comments which go beyond clarifying what the

published statement said. The Jewish people have

suffered much in their history on this planet, not least

at the hands of western and Christian movements,
culminating in Hitler's genocidal destruction of six

million Jews. The many Jews I know do not blindly

identify Judaism and Zionism, but they are in-

creasingly persuaded of an important link between

them. Jews at this point, like other peoples, have

some rights of self-determination. It ill-behooves

Christians, of all people, to deny them either that

right or their theological insight into the connection

between Israel the people and Israel the state. There

is in the Christian world today a great deal of careful

new thinking going on about the relationship between

Jews and Christians. It is not yet clear where the

spirit of God will lead in all this, but it is clear that

something new is happening in the long and sad

history of relationships between these two com-
munities of faith. I, for one, intend to work and pray

that that new reality may be incurnated soon rather

than later.

It should be added that new thinking is going on

among Christians about relations with Islam as well,

though not yet so intensively as with Judaism. But it

would seem that the least Christians can do right now
is to make the affirmations made in our Five College

Religious Workers statement.
Thomas Lindeman

United Christian Foundation

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include

the author's address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that

all letters received will be printed.

Lib-rary
By KAREN A. MONACO

Do you have any idea how many buildings here at UMass out of a total

of 120 or so are named for women? Just take off one sock if you intend to
use your feet to .count.

I went to the library a couple of weeks ago and went through some of the
old yearbooks. In doing so, I discovered something. If you want a building
here at UMass to be named for you in your old age or in postmortem, it's

entirely necessary that you have been a 30-year-plus member of the
faculty or have at one time in your life been a President of the United
States, and needless to say, be white and a male. If at the moment none of
these seem to be in your immediate future then you can almost forget it. I

managed to find five dorms named for women, Mildred (?) Pierpont,
Mary Lyon, Elizabeth McNamara, Emily Dickinson, and (Elizabeth)
Arnold. There may even be a couple that I missed. My next order of
business was to find academic building* named for women. I was unable
to for quite a while. Finally, in desperation I found myself at Skinner Hall
which houses the Home Economics Dept. I fully expected to see inside a
plaque reading "Morris Skinner - inventor of the sewing machine" or
something along that line but instead found the portrait of a woman
named Edna (maybe they called her Ed for short) Skinner who was the
first dean of the school. So at least I managed to find one academic
building named for a woman even if it was an obvious one. No, I take that
back. I found two. The other was WOPE (Women's Phvs. Ed. Bldg).
The next time you go into the new library pause a moment to look above

your head. You will see two words that I assure you will do nothing less

than inspire you, for together they form the name of the building . .

"Univiversity Library". There, just reading them here on the pages of
the Collegian, didn't it just send a chill running throughout your whole
body? It's difficult not to feel any emotion upon seeing or hearing it. Such
a creative title. Almost as radically innovative as the names of the
buildings at Hampshire. It seems that some really bright people got
together over there and came up with the novel idea of resurrecting the
Roman numberals, hence Academic Building I, II, III, and Master of the
House IV, and V. But then, names such as those don't leave the average
student in a quandry as to their origin and they are certainly nonsexist
enough for me.
There may be some hope though in the form of the 28-story ex-

travaganza sitting in the middle of the campus. I spoke with Jack Lit-

tlefield of the University Planning Office about the naming of the new
library. I questioned the permenance of the iron work above the door to

which he made a crushing motion with his hands so it would appear that
"University Library" does not have to stay with us til death do we part. I

am not in favor of renaming the other buildings with a feminist or an-
drogynous ideal in mind. Water Polo at Girlden Pool? A Chemistry Class
at Goessone? Paying lab fees at the Student Unice? But I would be very
much in favor of such action with regard to the new libray. The size of the
library does not even come close to the oppression that women as a
majority have felt through history. So to even make such an analogy
would be ridiculous and at best, inadequate. Possible names should be
weighed carefully. I believe it to be imperative that special efforts be
uddertaken to include among those names up for consideration, women,
especially those who have made siginificant contributions to our history.

Sojourner Truth is the name of one women that was proposed last

semester. If this is not done, I am sure that the Board of Trustees' choice
of name will share a semblance with nearly every other building on
campus in their mirroring of our male-oriented culture. Two weeks ago
we all watched our beloved ruler when he came out to annouce his choice
for Vice-President. My friends and I were hanging on every word. Then
Nixon said it. No, not "Gerald Ford", you're ahead of me. He said that for
the last week he had been looking for a "man (ugh). . .or other individual
to fill the office of V.P." I feel compelled to ask . . .an individual what? Is

an individual a woman perhaps? Or maybe he meant an individual
monkey. Obviously, I must be missing something. There must be
something innately unfeminine about being a Vice President or in having
your name cast in iron above the library door that hasn't hit me yet.

By the way, it is the Building and Grounds Comm. of the Board of
Trustees to whom letters may be sent with suggestions or comments,
regarding the naming of the new library. I'm sure they'd love to hear
from us. A few weeks ago I was told of one suggestion, but would you want
to study in a building called "O'Connell's Last Erection"?

Karen A. Monaco is a Collegian commentator.

Letter To The President
Mr. Nixon:

In view of the past and present circumstances, I feel your resignation

would help us attain the goal of creating an everlasting peace that you've

worked so diligently if not incognotoriously for.

While peace and law and order may be achieved more efficiently and
irrevocably by your obvious methods, I'd rather it didn't. Ze National

Security Council may have been the answer, or even Ze International

Security Council, and hopefully it wasn't created after the dismantling of

the aforementioned.
But I think we'd rather stick it out and try teaching our children.

Hopefully it won't be how to decontaminate food and adjust breathing

regulators but rather to live in harmony with what natural environment
remains and how to feel and express their love for one another.

I realize that our economic structure does exist, and life will probably

continue to evolve around it, but as Mick Jagger said, "I've got no ex-

pectations." But hopefully you can generate a new optimism in America
by accepting your own resignation.

Whether you are guilty or not, it would most benefit the country and the

world if you would resign the office of President. I don't care if you claim
it's for health reasons or because, like Spiro said, an irresponsible press

has injustly tarnished your public image. Then again, I don't care if you
get time or the chair, but just get sick and we'll let you keep the million

dollar mansion to live in.

I ask you please Mr. President, don't let all you've done in the world be
in vain. If not tor the half-million Indochinese, then for the 25,000

American men, resign, and propel us toward the new prosperity these

people died for.

Let us forget the ten years passed, and begin where we left off. Let us
return to a time when our nation trusted and even loved its president. You
lost to that man, though it appears you're winning in the long run. But fair

is fair, and cheaters should never win, especially when they do it twice,

and in the same family even!

So please Mr. Nixon, for those who get in your way, and for the benefit

of all mankind, RESIGN! It will most definitely be one small step for

man, one giant leap for mankind. As Jack once said up in what you've
been known to call, "Kennedy country," "Let us begin anew."

Just one question: Did Jack Ruby ever work for Bebe Rebozo?
Samuel Peter Hassan

V
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STARTS
TODAY

Oct. 29th

ENDS
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KZ 32409 CHER
Half Breed

MCA 2104

SB

ELTON JOHN A Two Record Set

Goodbye Yellow Brick Road

MCA 2 10003

THE WHO
Ouadropttenia

MCA 2 10004
A Two Record Set

SW-3412 (Apple)

xpyoo's

EVERY LP. CARTRIDGE A CASSETTE ON THESE
52 BEST SELLING LABELS ON SALE

COLUMBIA— EPIC— MONUMENT— PHILADELPHIA INTERNATIONAL— ENTERPRISE— ABC —
DUNHILL — BLUESWAY — IMPULSE - CAPITOL — APPLE — SHELTER - HARVEST — RCA

VICTOR— A4M- ODE -GRUNT— CHELSEA— LONDON — THRESHOLD— DERAM— HI — MAM
— PARROT— WOODEN NICKEL— ISLAND— STAX-MGM- VERVE - BUDDAH — KAMA SUTRA
— MERCURY - VICTROLA - ANGEL - SERAPHIM — CTI — KUDU — BLUE THUMB —

LABOHEME

Kj PAVAROTfl

VON KARAJAN

^ * SAVING

u
Pmftm/FmM/VM Km**. London OSA 1 799

MCA

iscount records *
257 TRIANGLE St., AMHERST 549-4433

,

^NNNN^
r

^^f *
Star* Hours: Monday thro Saturday 10 a.m. - p.m. *

***••*****•••••••••••*••*•*••••••••*••••••**•
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Soloist

Humphrey
To Perform
Schubert's "Die Schone

Mullerin." a story of a young
man's tragic love, will be
performed by tenor Jon
Humphrey in his Oct. 31 recital

at UMass.
The concert, which is part of

the free series sponsored by the

UMass department of music,
will be at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium.

The piece, a cycle of 20

songs, will be presented
without intermission.

Mr. Humphrey is a noted
tenor who has performed as
soloist with the Robert Shaw
Chorale and has recorded with
the New York Pro Musica on
Decca Records. Pianist Fer-
nande Kaeser, also on the

University's faculty, will be
Mr. Humphrey's accompanist.

Gambling Traffic Slowed
In South Shore Raids
FALL RIVER, Mass. (AP) -

Fifteen persons were arrested in a
series of weekend gambling raids

that officials said "should make a
healthy dent in organized gam-
bling traffic."

Most of the 26 raids were carried

out in a one-hour period Saturday
in southeastern Massachusetts,
according to Atty. Gen. Robert H.
Quinn.

The locations hit were "not just

ordinary bookie joints," Quinn
said, but "offices" from which
illegal gambling operations were
coordinated.

The raids were conducted in

Boston, Norwood, New Bedford,
Fall River, Achusnet, Fairhaven
and Westport. "The number used
in this particular racket is the daily

New Jersey lottery number,"
Quinn said. "This is practical

evidence that the establishment of

a state lottery has not cut into

organized gambling operations.

Let's not kid ourselves."

Most of those arrested were
booked on various gambling
charges, including accepting
wagers, illegally using a telephone
for wagering and possession of
gambling paraphernalis. a
spokesman said.

Cash and gaming equipment
confiscated was taken to the state

police training academy at

Framingham, where Asst. Atty.

Gen. John Irwin was coordinating
efforts.

The raids culminated a year long

investigation that included court-

No Fishing!
GLOUCESTER, Mass. CAP I

The Georges Bank fishing ground
will be closed for yellowtail
flounder beginning Wednesday, the
national Marine Fisheries Service
said.

The federal agency said the area
off the New England coast had
reached its annual catch limit of
15.000 metric tons.

ordered wiretaps, said John Larkin "This type of raid should make a
of the attorney general's criminal healthy dent in organized crime in

investigation bureau. Massachusetts," Larkin said.

Harper & Row Book

SALE
6,000 Harper & Row paperbacks

— all subjects, most titles —

Reduced in Price

TO AN UNBELIEVABLE

BROTHERS
of the

SACRED HEART
a community
of professed

Christians

committed to

LOVE
and

SERVE
YOUth

in education

For Information

Write to:

VOCATION CFNTE*
Cor Jesu Terrace

Pascoas. R. I. MSSt

27*1.00
SPECIAL SALE TABLES

NOW IN PROGRESS
at

The University Store

Campus Center
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Watergate

Lecture At
Hampshire

Robert L. Healy, Executive and

Political Editor of THE BOSTON
GLOBE, and Charles Claffey, a

member of THE BOSTON
GLOBE'S Washington, DC.
bureau, will discuss "Watergate,

The White House and The Press"

at Hampshire College on Monday,

October 29.

Their talk will begin at 8:30 p.m.

in the West Lecture Hall of

Franklin Patterson Hall and will

be followed by a question and

answer session. The public is

cordially invited.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAR*

The Rising

Cost Of
Newsprint

!

By DEBORAH M. RANKIN
AP Business Writer

NEW YORK (AP)-Many
American newspapers, already

economizing because of a

newsprint shortage, have indicated

that a 14 per cent price hike in the

commodity announced last week

will probably force them to raise

advertising and circulation rates.

On Wednesday the Canadian

International Paper Co. said it was

increasing the price of newsprint

by $25 a ton to $200 a ton effective

Nov. 1.

The size of the increase stunned

U.S. publishers, who had been

expecting a two-part boost an-

nounced recently by some other

big Canadian producers. This plan

called for an increase of $15 a ton

on Jan. 1 and another increase of

$10 a ton on July 1.

W.H. James, publisher of the

New York News, sent a telegram

to Canadian International

rebuking the company for giving

short notice of the price hike and

calling the move "a flagrant

disregard of common-sense
customer relations."

James termed the proposed

increase "highly inflationary."

His views were shared by Robert

D. Nelson, general manager of the

Los Angeles Times, who said: If

prices "are raised inordinately,

such as $25 a ton, there's no

question but that this is going to

trigger some inordinate ad-

vertising or other rate increases."

For many publishers the price

hike was overshadowed by their

continuing difficulties in obtaining

newsprint, which has been in short

supply because of a wave of strikes

that just ended at the Canadian

mills.

"Our immediate concern is to

get newsprint at any price," said

managing editor Ralph Otwell of

the Chicago Sun-Times.

Some saw the increase as

another reason to further tighten

up on newsprint consumption.

"We'll have to cut back on the

news hole somewhat, reducing

some of the features," said

publisher Robert Withers of the

Rochester Minn., Post-Bulletin.

"We've already cut back on

comics."
But many other papers said they

already had slashed newsprint

consumption to the minimum and

had no alternative but to pass the

increase on to readers and ad-

vertisers.

Patrick Hession, general

manager of the Newspaper
Agency Corp. which publishes the

Deseret Utah News and the Salt

Lake Tribune, said the increase

could boost ad rates and probably

circulation rates too.

"We've already cut ourselves to

the bone on circulation." he said.

"But what else can you do You
have to pass it on."

For some papers which have

recently raised ad and circulation

rates, the increase came at a

particularly awkward time.

.

Taurus has a reputation for being stub-

born. But in many cases the Taurus in-

dividual is determined and a fierce fighter

for truth, collecting and analyzing in-

formation. Taurus is capable of in-

terpreting, projecting, delineating and of

being an artist, as symbolized by Venus, the

planet associated with this zodiacal sign.

Three Taurus celebrities who have
demonstrated their open-mindedness to me
are actor Glenn Ford, actress Janet Blair

and author Jess Steam. Whenever 1 talk

about astrology with any of these famed
Taureans, I am stimulated and encouraged.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Focus on
potential Home improvements, security--

these areas are featured. You are able now
to contact key people. Letters, calls bring

positive response. Outline program.
Prepare format. Develop concepts. Submit
manuscripts.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You deal

with Pisces, Virgo persons. You may also

have to contend with wishful thinking One
who usually is on target could be chasing

rainbows. Get accounting. Be sure your

interests are represented--and protected.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Study Taurus
message Don't force issues Plan ahead.

Wait, observe and determine future course.

Older individual is willing to lend benefit of

experience. You gain if receptive.

Capricorn, Cancer persons are in picture.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Be practical

about matter that is finished. Don't sing

blues about past or what might have been

Strive for practicality. One has job to do

should do it -and not complain to you. Know
it; respond accordingly.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Creative juices

flow. You come alive. You get chance for

new start and proverbial second chance.

Stress independence, originality. Apply

sense of showmanship. Display products,

talents. Let others know you do have flair.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Stress

practicality, frankness. Don't elude, beat

around bush or duck basic issues. If you

speak from heart, you gain If you try being

too tancy, you lose. The choice is your own

Home, security matters are emphasized.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Highlight

flexibility, humor and versatility Applies

especially in dealing with neighbors,
relatives. Short trips, messages are
featured Sagittarius. Gemini persons could

play prominent roles. Casual contact could

result in workable idea.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21): Accent on
ability to unravel red tape. Financial gain

shown if you persist, drive fair bargain.

You are able to locate lost article. Be open
to suggestion from unorthodox source. Tie

loose ends. Collect needed material.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): Ex
citing changes are on agenda. You succeed
with dynamic, positive action. Gemini
Virgo persons are likely to be in picture

Your ideas are accepted. You are given

green light. Proceed with confidence.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Low-key
approach now brings best results. Someone
is trying to tell you something. Give
yourself a chance to listen. Avoid jumping
to conclusions. You are in running for

favorable transaction. Much occurs behind
scenes
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18): Study

Capricorn message. Don't take promises
too seriously Much that occurs now is apt

to be surrounded by romantic hue. Pisces.

Virgo persons could be involved. What you
thought was needed might actually be
superfluous

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) : Get down to

business. Accept responsibility. Nothing is

apt to be halfway. Relationship is in-

tensified You have opportunity to display

and prove abilities. Stick to known course

Slay with experience. Grass is not greener
elsewhere.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

intuitive, a natural teacher. You seem able

to sense capabilities, potential Many born

under Aquarius and Leo are drawn to your

sphere. December could be one of the most
significant months of 1973 for you. Stand on

your own feet. There is no need to apologize

for having a definite course

Copyright 1973. Gen Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
Answers to Friday's puzzle

1

4

9
12
13

14

15
17
19
20
21

23
27

ACROSS

Soft food

One step of a
series

Idle talk

lamprey
Wild buffalo of

India

Spanish for

"river"

Crimson
Disheveled
Memorandum
Land measure
Allowance for

waste
Ceased
Ceremonies

29 Boundary
30 Artificial

language

31 Those holding

office

32 Group of three
34 Measure of

weight

Manuscript
(abbr.)

Toward the

mouth
Card suit

Conceals

Arrow poison

Meadows
Armored
vehicle

Abyss

48 Wild-eyed

51 Threetoed
sloths

Habituate

French for

"king"

Vigor

(colloq.)

Rants

Lair

DOWN

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

16

18

20

21

22

24

25

26

Heavenly

bodies

Seasoning

Cornered

Emmet
That is

(abbr.)

Cancels

Welcome
Succor

Male child

Repetition

Gaelic

A continent

Decorates

Wash lightly

Omit from

pronunciation

Wear away

Recipient of

gift

Banner

ta
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1BODE HUDDH
33
34

36

38

40
41

Rodents

Drinking vessel

Native metal

(Pi)

Sharp, ringing

sound

Embrace

Look fixedly

45
46
47
48
49
50
53

Matures

Headgear

Hasten

Hold fast

Fish eggs

Noise

A continent

(abbr.)

19

35

36

37
39
42
43
44

46

52
54

55

56
57

fC^-w^s ICo-f^S tor>

1 Footlike part

2 Federal agency
(init.)

urtics
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Notices
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Chapter

Room.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting to be held Hasbrouck 22,

tonight at 7:30. Weather permitting,
we'll adjourn to the observatory.

BUILDING COMMITTEE OF BOG
Meeting at 1:00 in 801 C.C. today.

CENTER FOR JEWISH STUDIES
A few openings are left for

"Ecstasy and Discipline", a look at

the world of Hasidism. 1 credit

course meets tonite in Hillel, 302 S.U.

CHRISTIANS
Inter varsity Christian fellowship

meets every Mon. night at 7:30 in

C.C. 901

COUNSELING TASK FORCE
Meeting at 2:30 p.m. on Mon. 10 29

in 319 Hampshire House. Open to all

interested persons.

Tuesday

Nite

Clean
Living

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

GSS MEETING
Meeting 6:30, Memorial Hall-. All

Exec. Board members please attend.

Pledges' meeting at 7: 15 at Memorial
Hall, too.

"LA TERRA TRAMA"
An Italian film, 1948, that deals

with Fishermen's Revolt against

exploitation. 10 30, 8:00 p.m.,

Thompson, free. Sponsored by

Western
mittee.

European Studies Com

OHAG MEMBERS
Remembered Parliamentary

Procedure Colloq. tonight, 8:30,

Dickinson Main Lg. All urged to

attend.

OXEN CLUB
Meeting tonight 10 29, 6:00, Grinell

Television Tonight

Arena, Film and halter making.
Please attend.

POETRY AND FICTION LOVERS
8:00 Tuesday nite, Colonial Lounge,

S.U.B. free. Jim Tate and Bill Hunt
read poetry. Wayne Ude reads fie

tion. Come and get acquainted.

PROGRAM COUNCIL
Special events meeting tonight at

9:00 in C.C. 1101 (T.O.C.) Anyone
from Program Council or University
welcome.

SPECTRUM DEADLINE
is Nov. 19 for all you writers, ar

tists, and photographers who haven't

been up to S.U. Rm. 407 yet.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARIES
All judges and advocates are

requested to attend a MANDATORY
meeting in 811 815 C.C. at 8:00 p.m.
Trial procedures will be discussed.

FOUND
Black and white male kitten, 8 10

(Continued on P. 17)

S:M ENSIGN OTOOLE <ix>

HOGAN'8 IIFHOFS The Flame Crows
Highers " (22)

MISTKKKOGFKS NEIGHBORHOOD
<24> (57)

IDVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY Mil IBM I IKS "Jethro. The
Klesh Peddler ."

Oft)

(iOMKK I'YLF "Comer and the Little

Men From Outer Space " i40)

:.:io THE REAL McCOYS "A Bundle From
Japan "

1 18'

THf II « V SHOW "Lucy, the Rata

GottteM 1221

THE FIFtTBIC COMPANY 124) (17)

GOMEH I'VI.K "Gam* Pyle, Civilia

127)

HOGAN1 HEROES The Prince From
the Phone Company"
NEWS, \M VIIIFK. SPORTS 4()T

:..'>:» WHAT'S HAPPENING I PDATE (3)

l:M NEWS 13) H

I spy la«. You're li ih>

BOOM! M> IS7I

PFTTK OAT JUNCTION
TO II I I IIIK Hit III Gam M'Hiie.

BOB)

WILD WILD HIST •Nmht Of The Iron

Fist ' (01

i. to NEH'fi

\Bt I \ KNING NEWS (8)

KI kl \ I l< \\ \M> in I II

s\l Mil lo \l>\ I vn HI 127)

I .ill IK LYONS NEWS \M> ( nMMI \ I

i. :.:. NEW8BEAT NEWS N
mm. CHARLIE BROWN You're Not

Elected

TBI III OR CONSEQUENCES U»h
K.i kei o t hi

DM K\ WDNkFSHOU To Tell Or Not

To Tell (18i

NEWS. WEATHER SPORTS '22) ( 30

»

VfM Fl'TCHF. IS VOW .24.

MOVIE "Wichita" '27'

\B( EVENING NEWS <40.

TIIK REPORTERS 117)

7:3a UK. SKI SS ON TIIK LOOSE. IS)

POLICE SURGEON ' 8)

GREEN ACMES D8)
TIIK HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

Marshall, host (22) C)0)

WOMAN The Alcoholic Woman
POLKA With Frank KNight (40)

M \l SMS ANIMALS (57)

MOVIE: "Hornhre
I.OTSA LUCK The Family Plot

"

12ft)

kimi TIIK ROOKIES Blood Brother

i 40

1

GUNSMOKE ' 18'

I.OTSA LUCK (22) Ml

ELECTION MODERATORS SCHOOL
124)

SPECIAL OK IIIK WEEK Wrinkles.

Birthday! and Other F.ihles "
1ST)

v n di w \ "Queen for Niuht " (22) OS)
NP1 MONDAY NIGHT POOTBAL

<. wii: (8) Ml
mi m < it b i8'

MO! IE I acta Plewei

( n\ PRESlDENrS Bl

ORIS KARLOPP
THRILLER a Third Fei

MM \l. WRINKI l s ift7)

book hi: vi IM) 1ST)

in imi MEDICAL ( ENTER
Two Worlds (31

v\ UiHINfiTON DEBATE
NEWS 1*7)

M \BIIN U.KtlNSKN
I in I ion IS7)

in til WiiKLH PRESS * 57>

in i. MANTRAP (57)

ii mi NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS
'.MP

NOTRE DAME POOTRALL < 1H >

ll:M MOVIE A l.ion Is in the Streets" I!

.ioiiwy < IRION snow 1221 ISSI

Mi:. NEWS, WEATHER. SPOUTS It)

12:15 COLLEGE POOTRALL < K >
(40)

I imi TOMORROM Tom Snyder, host

(30)

1:10 NEWS. WF.ATIIEB (3)

1:15 NEWS (8. (40)

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

PERSONAL SERVICES

Interested in good wine and food? The
I ..id JeHtrj hat a six week seminar
tasting eight wines and a five course meal.

Tuesday. Oct. :». 253-2576.

tflO-30

i iih Himii Wash wants to go Co-Fd. an>
Uirl's IIimh- interested (all 546-9I26.

tflO-29

Blindduck — when someone makes your
banana cream — I hope she Rives >ou a

K.hmI joh. Kondls . Sour drape.
tf 10/29

To the lllh floor ( oolidgc — thanks for

making m\ birthday a little happier.

I odd
tfl0/29

AUTO REPAIRS

\l TO REPAIRS
\ttention Oatsun owners I perform

all phases of major and minor
maintenance and repairs on Oatsun
at less than one half dealership price. I

have over three thousand dollars in

equipment, four years automotive
experience, two of which were at a

Oatsun Dealership specializing in

Oatsun Tele 253-7456. \mherst.
tfll-l

Bonalee — come home' Charlie Krown
tries. The roses wait and l.orilee misses

tf 10/29

Surely there are other young, attractive
hedonistic ...utiles like ourselves in the
area who would like to gel together with
others Box L">H. \mherst.

tflO/31

The daily deal burned lips ? Buv roach
(lips Hilt 5ne from rolling paper
machines 1 anipus (enter

HTM

Larry - hello helkt ... hello ...

HELLO! Ilappv birthday ! Moe. Curly 4
Shcmp.

tflO-29

\ce - \our future is nonexistent. >our
present is past, and your past is the only
present left.

tflO-29

(.nt a problem? (all 546-5790 and ask for

lee. anvtime after 12 noon

tflO-29

Hank — ( h .-^se lions are one >ear old

On Het. m
> s*J mor' >«*ars l0 8°

Hot Ed

Share in ski lodge. Stowe. Vt. tlld farm

house. plenty of land R» X-< ountry .

s.ngles or couples (all 256-6121 evenings

tfll/2

HELP WANTED

People who can imitate voices ol

iii.litn.il ligures for radio tapes, (all •*.">-

I.T..I after 7 mi \sk for Dean.
IflO/ll

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

MM Honda CB350. :i.ooo miles, cosmetic
flaws mechanically perfect. KUMl firm.

'.49-447:!. keep trying.

tflO-29

I'm. '. Triumph Bonneville — modified,

chrome, low mileage. Inquire at Discount

Becords. Triangle Street, \mherst. 549-

III

I

tflO-31

II. .ml.. MS ( B l%H. excellent cond.

I uggagc rk . helmet, chain l.ow mi

t niv . sticker, insurance incl. Dhle. O.H.

(am .". speed (all 6- 1955.

lfltV29

WANTED

I r -erf one pair Kngli«h riding boots'.'.

Si/. XX'.. with large calves Anvone
wanting lo sell ... having Information call

MS4MH Keep trving. please!!

lfitv:ii

ENTERTAINMENT

Jan drummer needed for session work,
(.ood pay. (.'all 584-8558. 8 to 9 p.m.

tflO-30

Now there are two— Bob for a solid gold

parlv. Steve the D.J. for an all request

night, (all Steve at 467-2H42 for info.

tf 10-31

Need a hand for a dance or party?
"Night Watch" guarantees a good time.
\ery reasonable Please call 256-05tMi for

more info.

tflO-29

Booze, boogie and beautiful people.

What more could you ask for? How about
Steve the DJ? (all. 167 2842 for info and
rates.

tfll/2

FOR RENT

Boon I'm ml near I Mass low rent in

exchange lor baby sitting, (all Linda 253-

2634.

tf l l-i

Come to the 'New* 'Aquarius
Kestival. Jan. 29. :HI. 31. 1974 held on
our own private site, the little known
Caribbean isle Aquarius. Specially

invited are: The Allman Brothers:
John l.ennon: Moody Blues: The *

t.r-.'.rful • Dead; The • Boiling •

Stones; Emerson. Lake and Palmer:
Join Mitchell: (ieorge Harrison;
Jethro lull: Procul Harem: CSNY &
more. A multitude of guest musicians
will play from four giant stages wired
for the best sound. This is a non-profit

benefit for the Arts Tickets are $20.

and include ferry service from Key
West. Klorida. Order now: Kestivals
I nlimiled. Box ."is. Cambridge. New
Vert UBSS, Please send check or
money order Kirst 10.000 get
slagefronl seal.

tfll/2

Horses boarded. 10 minutes to campus.
Box stalls, field jumping, excellent trails

25:1-7373.

tfl0-27

7 rooms on 2nd floor, quiet residential

area; Amherst — walking distance '.-> I

Mass. Avail. Nov. I. 253-2982.

tflO-31

« bedroom house in Wendell. $400. Call

MdaanV available Nov. I.

tflO-31

I bedroom bouse in country (Orange). 45
min from Amherst. Quiet & roomy. 1250
month — will negotiate. 617-544-7184.

tf 1 0-311

Photos - photos for passports, grad
school applications - 48 hour service.

13.00 minimum. Call Steve at 546-5443.

tfl0-3l

Besearch — thousands of topics. $2.75
per page. Send 51 for mail order catalog.
Besearch assistance, inc. 1 1941 Wilshire
Blvd.. Suite 2. L.A., Calif. 90025.

Ifl2 12

Photographer for weddings,
engagements, affairs. Very low prices.

Kast. expert service. Call Harry Charych,
113-5 16-5937.

tf 11/26

- Music lessons in Flute, Oboe. Violin. Fr -

Horn. Piccolo, Recorder & Bassoon For
information or appointment call: 549-1402
after 5pm

tflO-29

Supervisor — Direct Sates! You may
be one of the three key people I seek lo
develop and train distributors. High
income potential for management
minded people. Write: Mr. Weiss. P.O.
Box 552. Bandolph. MA. 02368.

tflO-30

Do not get ripped off! Experienced
electronic and electrical repairs.
Beasonable rates. Call 545-2308. Bill 401 or
Mark HI

tfll-l

Wanted Person to help clean fraternitv
kitchen at meal times in exchange for Free
board. 545-0210 ask for Hick or Olie.

til

Apt. to sublet at least :t rms. Depends on
imagination. SI30 month includes heat
water, elec. 256-0496.

U10-3I

FOR RENT

I -;•««-;« M«. BeM condition preferred
( .ill Kd alter . m p m 5&72S5.

tfll-l

l.argr I bedroom house for rent, lots ot

'.ar 1 -'round, located in wendell. CMS 256-

BJBja,

HI" tc

House — 3mi. from campus. I mi to
bus. own room. 175 & mil., should be
uuiet. considerate, interested in
humanities es;> llleiature. poetry
Male graduate student or upperclass
person preferr-d C all John at 6-6661
if not m leave number or message
hank vou.

tflO/30

SPEED TYPIST
•In Ware, at Collegian printer.

8:30 p ni. -1:00 a.m.

Call Charlotte
967-6888
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Relearning Recreation

Innovations in recreation and sports will be discussed by municipal
recreation directors and commissioners, and others, Saturday, Nov. 10,

at the Massachusetts 4-H Youth Center in Ashland.
Bob Kriegel, co-director of the Esalen Sports Center, will lead the

discussions. Participants will include municipal officials concerned with
leisure, physical education, and sports.

The seminar will concentrate on: helping adults re-learn how to play,
the new games concept in recreational programs, and alternative models
in neighborhood community centers. Sponsors of the seminar are The
Institute for Governmental Services and the Cooperative Extension
Service, both ot UMass.
Further information and registration may be obtained by calling the

Institute at Middlesex House, UMass, Amherst, Mass. 01002. A
registration fee will cover luncheon.

Notices Cont.
(Continued from P. i6>

wks, found outside Hasbrouck at 5

p.m. on Weds. Any takers please call

253 7998.

A basset hound outside of Moore
House. Call Carl 665 3428.

LOST
Pr. of gold-rimmed, black tipped

glasses in red leather case. Lost

somewhere enroute from Washington
Tower to Library. Have name and
number on them. Need them
desperately. Greatly appreciate their

return.

Small orange flowered case con
taining comb, brush, and four rings
of sentimental value. Call 546664V
anytime. Reward.
Black camera and rectangular

box-shaped case on last Thurs. 10 18

Please contact Debbi 545 2418 or 19.

It's an heirloom.

Maroon UMass jacket at Chem Lab
10 23. Please return to Chem Lab
office.

JANE BOUCHER
Pick up your notebook at Collegian

Office. It's been here a week.

• • •

MDC Classifieds Pay
W^ MHRTEl 713 SOI

SIOHCASf i INI HW 1234
VW Hono, MASTER CHARCC

ROUTE S RIVEROM.E RO - >' ^j

4^j

ACADEMY
QrMJSC

' ATTHK<,,yTKS
T)F SMITH < ni.i.r.irj-.

Only Area Showing
MONDAY & TUESDAY

2 Days Only! 1
. . . . . r.

PC

Liv TheNew
UUmann Land

Kve*. - 7:30-«:Wl

V Sat. & Sun. - 5:30-7:30-9:30 /

: WALKING
JOE DON
BAKER
ML-TALL

;i| Eves. - 7-9:30,

::;\Sat. & Sun. - 2-4:20-7:20-9:40 Jj:

WE'RE ADDING

A NEW CINEMA
WATCH FOR
GALA OPENING

;

NORTHAMPTON MASS 584 8435

THE AMERICAN FILM THEATRE

Lee Marvin, Fredric March,
Robert Ryan, Jeff Bridges, Bradford
DiHman in Eugene O'Neill's

The Iceman Cometh, a film directed

by John Frankenheimer.

The ACADEMY OF MUSIC, has the only showing of the

AMERICAN FILM THEATRE in the Amherst, Hadley.

Ilolyoke, Northampton, Greenfield area!

NOTE! A LIMITED NUMBER OF SEATS WILL BE MADE
AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCES!
MATINEE at 1:00 p.m.

Tickets $4.00

EVENING at 7 00 p.m
Tickets $5.00

If I f If I f fH t

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS
Stereo tan's! U you want stereo

equipment matcHed for you and told at

wholesale prices, call Dick 2S3-27M after S.

-* All Brands!
tfl0/3l

Zenith 21" console color. |IS0; BC'A
black & white console t.v., $65. Television
Center. 55 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253-

5100.

tfll-5

pOR SALE

Pirelli radial studded snow uees. i.,\ SB
15. exc. cond.. pair $50. Portable luggage
trunk rack for smaller cars. W. Call 828-

inn-it

l»57 Chevy. 6 cyl.. pick up: looks and
runs like new. f500 or best offer . Call 323-

662X.

tflO-31

Zenith 21" Console Color TV f ISO. Philco
Black & White Console TV $50 TV Center
V5 Pleasant St., Amherst. 253-5100.

tfll-5

Bear Hb. Flare VH Kenders. C7KxU
w/w tires, excel: VW to Chevy Wheel
Adapters; 14" Chevy Bims. Best offers
Buss. 54S-43IO.

If 10/29

Queen size Serta mattress, box spring
and frame, used only two months. Retails
for $210. asking only $100. Call 665-2419.

tf 10-30

(iibson KB-O bass guitar, serial no.

000076. excellent condition. $301) with case.
Call Mark. days. 545-2093.

tflO-31

Pioneer x-track car deck $30 (am bridge
\udioB< VKHll. Waterbed with frame and
heater $35. Yamaha Skis lilt bindings. 6-

m. 6-527I.

tfll-l

Mi Fi <.K lOW VM-FM Phono w-spkrs.
$l.vi Ma-SMII after i. p.m.

If 10-30

For sale — dihson Guitar, elec, cherr>.

hollow body with case. Asking $350 but will

consider am decent offer. 25:i-:t5tiK. Steve.

If I ll in

I tab Speakers — $Hl in :l-wa> system
List for Sikh first «v, takes pair < all Tom
•16-7651.

I flu III

Pfrd — three-quarter iron frame with

rr.<tfess frame, is green in color, very

romantic. Only $15.00. 549-41394.

If 10-29

TIBFS — All brands Kadials. snows —
All types guaranteed lowest prices. Call

546-H362 after 6.

tfll-l

Gibson Guitar AMP 2-12's fine sound.

Best reasonable offer. Wanted: I'sed

String Bass. Call Tom. after 5. 5H4-49H5.

til 0-30

Hockey Skates size 9-12, hard plated toes

& heels. Just sharpened. 2 Judo (ii small.
Henry 546-6320. Brooks 120 BM.

tfll-l

FOR SALE

VivHar 105mm f 2.K and Soligor 200mm f

35 lenses Both in good condition. $45 and
$55. Call Ben. 546-9395.

tflO/31

I960 Fiat H50 Spider, excellent condition,
reasonable, (all nearby . F 1 7-544-6637. ask
for Mark.

tfl0/3l

AUTO FOR SALE

Selling — We must make down pmnt. —
I 7 IIP Snowbird Snowoiower — Hvy duly.— Super K Camera - power zoom • sldm
uzd. Call 256-0691. 5-7 p.m.

tfll-l

Befrigerator
would like $65.

- gd. condition. 5.5 cu. ft..

For info call 256-N095.

tf 10/30

Weekly deal at the rolling paper vending
machines — a best buy roach clip other
assorted paper deals at each machine.

tfll/2

Melcor too calculators, includes square
square root, reciprocal, and memory
extras Mere $95 (all 546-4101. Kirk

tfll/2

Must sell stereo, for rent. Pioneer SAJMN)
Amp. PK203H turnt.. Kzekiel spk..
Kealistic Tuner. New Iww. make me an
offer Bob 253-2755.

If 10-29

AUTO FOR iALt

6K( amaro 327 cuAVTOM.OM honest mi.
New rubber all around, includes Mags.
m ide tires, snows, and tape deck. Call Tom
$l«M0. 546-7651.

tflO-30

1961 \ W Bug New tires. King Pins,
clutch, heater, sticker. No rust. $295. 253-
-1H5

tfio-:w

1968 Cortina GT Bonis. Michelins.
square 8 foglamps. spare eng

. trans., diff.

tt many more. Shop manual. 2 for price of

one! $...n firm. 253-2213. tfia-31

1968 Chevelle 396. 4-speed. bronz with

white stripes, lost license, must sell. $869

negotiable (all Jeff. 253-9931.
tf,_.3|

1969 Cutlass Supreme. 2 dr. convert.,

excellent cond. Call Laurie. 549-4579.

tfll/2

I963( hrysler station wagon — runs well,

good gas mileage, but needs other work,

$175. Jon. 542-4119.

tf 11/1

ROOMMATES WANTED

We will not discriminate — n or f

roomale wanted for 3 bedroom Puffton
apt., well furnished. $80 per mo. * elec-
tricity. 549-9923.

tfll/2

Koommate wanted at Brittany Manor.
Friendly atmosphere. Call 256-8235. keep
trying. Kvenings are best time to call. $45
per month.

tfll/2

RIDE WANTED

CI Rambler — Low orig mileage —

,

Mechanically excellent, body fair, 2

snowtires. see to believe. Best offer, call

Jude 256-8174.

tf 19/39

To deliver posters lo area campuses
afternoons. Oct. 31. Nov. 1. 2. Ask lor
Dave. 256-9236.

tf 10-29

Frm. Greenfield to I mass for 8:30 back
at 1:30. Greenfield Comm. Coll. area
Share expenses, call Lisa 545-2328 betwn
8:39 • 4.39.

tfll-l

WANTED
1966 Mustang 2+2 fastback. new eng..

carb., radio, etc.. 3.500 miles. 4 new tires,

shocks. 2 st. snow trims. 3 sp. 289. p.s..

p.b.. $890. 64185. Bryan.
tfl0-3l

ROOMMATE WANTED

(ash — for healthy, small (99cc) road
motorcycle. Keep trying, let it ring. 665-
3977.

tf 10/31

FREE

IBBI Checker Marathon Sedan. Good
condition $600 or reasonable offer. Call
">K4-I28. .iter .1 on weekdays.

tfll-l

Sonv litiii.-, receiver. 100 watts
guarantee still valid, (all 549-4565

rms.

tfll/2

'••'«» Hebel Machine :t9li engine I speed
llerst shifter, low mileage, excellent
running cond \sking 1750. call 546-5261. 6-
•..'7 1

.

tfll-l

Farmhouse in Belchertown. $75 per mo.,
util. pd.. own room space for horses avail
(all 123-6967 between 6-8 p.m

tfl0-3l

Students wanted to share house in

Belchertown Nice area, own room. Call
Tom at 323-7082 after 5 p.m.

tflO-30

Tasca Matushca is no ordinary cat. Her
good looks are exceeded only by her gentle
nature. But I cant keep her. Call 546-5379

tflO/31

Kittens — males and females, urst
considerations to off-campus homes. Call
VI6-.VI79 or 546-5948.

tf 10/31

Sale — Sansui :.ooo\ rec , \kai td.. juc.

It.. 1 PHI. t'BHM speakers, ex. system,
current list price $ 1.533. will sellfor $865 or
sep. 58K-:i«.»X. Terry.

tfll/2

it s a classic ! Mi green Mustang, auto,
trans .«wi tu in. Fyerything works!
t.reat power Hurry, call 1-369-4649.

tflO-2H

67 ( he\ SS auto. 327 excellent running
cond $:hhi. sssVOM, after :.:0o p.m

trio-:tn

LOST

196.". (lids station wagon, good cond .

slicker, new tires. 251-2982.

tflO-31

Wanted — potential roommates for Jan.
For info rail Pat. 665-4355 after 4 p.m

, ^_ tfl»31

Lost — a tan female rat wearing a flea
collar. Answers to the name "Sandy". Call
•VI9-0576.

tf 19/39
*
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NFL Roundup
MONDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1973

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Bill

McClard, who joined the team at

midweek, kicked four field goals
and the New Orleans Saints upset
the Washington Redskins 19-3

Sunday in the National Football
League
The victory boosted surprising

New Orleans' record to 3-4 - all

three victories coming in the

Saints' last three home games.
The Redskins record dropped to

5-2, but they did not lose ground in

their bid for a second straight

National Conference East Division
title because second-place Dallas
was upset 30-16 earlier in the day
by the Philadelphia Eagles.
McClard, signed as a free agent

last week after being cut by San
Diego, kicked field goals of 35, 43,

30 and 37 yards. He missed another
37-yard attempt and a 47-yard try.

The Saints' only touchdown
came on a nine-yard pass from
quarterback Archie Manning to

fullback Bill Butler. It climaxed a
76-yard first-quarter drive.

Curt Knight's 35-yard field goal
in the fourth quarter kept
Washington from being shut out.

PHILADELPHIA (AP)
Quarterback Roman Gabriel threw
two touchdown passes and scored
once on a sneak as the Philadelphia
Eagles upset the Dallas Cowboys
30-16 Sunday in a National Football

League game.
The Eagles posted 27 points in

the first half as Gabriel hit Harold
Carmichael with touchdown passes
of six and 10 yards and dove over
from the one. Tom Dempsey
kicked a pair of fie'd goals and two
extra points.

The 33-year-old Gabriel, traded
to the Eagles last spring by the Los
Angeles Rams, completed 20 of 34

passes for 203 yards and two touch-

downs.
In defeating Dallas for the first

time since 1967 - the Cowboys had
won 11 in a row from Philadelphia -

the Eagles took advantage of a

short Dallas punt, a fumble and
two key pass interference penalties

to build a 27-13 lead at in-

termission

The Cowboys stopped the Eagles
offense in the second half, but

managed only a field goal as the

fired-up Philadelphia defenders
stopped hard-running Calvin Hill

and limited quarterback Roger
Staubach to short passes.

BLOOM1NGTON, Minn. (API - A
nine-yard touchdown pass from
Fran Tarkenton to Chuck Foreman

and aggressive defensive play

helped the Minnesota Vikings to a

hard-earned 10-9 victory over the

Los Angeles Rams Sunday in the

battle of the National Football

League's last two unbeaten teams.
The third-down pass lifted the

Vikings, now 7-0, into a 10-0 second
quarter lead and enabled them to

withstand field goals of 30, 35, and
47 yards by Los Angeles Kicker
David Ray, the last with 5:55 to

play.

Foreman fumbled on the first

play following the kickoff after

being hit by Isaiah Robertson, and
Jack Youngblood recovered at the

Viking 47 to put the Rams in very
good position to pull out a seventh
straight victory.

But on the third down, Minnesota
Jeff Siemon blitzed through to sack
John Hadl for a 15-yard loss back
at the Viking 40.

That play was typical of the

Viking defense, which punctured
the high-powered Los Angeles
offense that had been averaging
361.5 yards per game, holding the

Rams well below that figure.

Other key defensive plays were
interceptions by Nate Wright in the

second quarter and Jeff Wright in

the fourth off Hadl, who had been
intercepted only twice in his first

six games. Another key defensive
play was Carl Eller's block of a 32-

yard field goal attempt by Ray in

the second quarter.

Scoreboard
PRO

New Orleans 19, Washington 3

Philadelphia 30, Dallas 16

Miami 30, New England 14

Atlanta 17, San Francisco 3

Pittsburgh 20, Cincinnati 13

Minnesota 10, Los Angeles 9
Chicago 35, Houston 14

Detroit 34, Green Bay
Cleveland 13, San Diego 13 (tie)

Denver 40, NY Jets 28

St. Louis 35, NY Giants 27

Oakland 34, Baltimore 21

COLLEGE
BC 11, Villanova 7

Dartmouth 24, Harvard 18

Rhode Island 14, BU 9
Holy Cross 17, Army 10

New Hampshire 17, Northeastern
13

Vermont 10. Hofstra 7

Notre Dame 23, USC 14

Ohio State 60, Northwestern ()

Penn State 62, West Virginia 14

UCLA 61. California 21

Alabama 77, Virginia Tech 6
Colorado 17, Missouri 13

Tennessee 39, TCU 7

Porsche Audi introduces

New Model

The Porsche 911 Carrera, a street version of the winner
of the Twenty-Four Hours of Daytona and other world
famous road races, has been introduced for sale by the
Porsche Audi Division of Volkswagen of America. Inc

Like the other 1974 models in the much-improved 911
series, the top-of-the-line Carrera is a sports-car-driver's
sports car.

The Carrera can be distinguished immediately from
other Porsche models by a rear spoiler', an aerodynamic
device that improves the cars road holding ability, and
distinctive side Carrera lettering. The Carrera offers a
sizable list of standard equipment designed to add to per
formance or styling. A 2.7 liter (164 cu. in.) engine
developing 167 hp gives the Carrera a top speed of 140 mph.

Ktafr Photo-Mike KnrHand
Last Saturday afternoon Yogi Berra sat in the Mets dugout wat-

ching Tom Seaver. This Saturday found him in Storrs. to see his son
Tim set an all time I Mass receiving record.

Irish End Streak Of USC
SOUTH BEND. Ind. (AP) - It

was a crunching, high hit,

knocking the helmet off the head of

the intended receiver and drawing
a collective gasp from the crowd.
Notre Dame freshman defensive

back Luther Bradley was the
player who put it to Southern
California senior flanker Lynn
Swann, one of the nation's best

receivers. The sky-high yearling
was just showing the visiting USC
player he and his teammates were
ready.

That's the way eighth-ranked
Notre Dame's 23-14 victory over
Southern California was ac-
complished here Saturday with a
hard-hitting defense that held No. 6
USC, 5-1-1. to 68 yards rushing and
a total offense of 243 yards.
Trojan Coach John McKay was a

disappointed man after his team's
23-game unbeaten string-the
nation's longest, with 21 victories

and two ties-was ended.

"We didn't have the ball much,"
he said, "but we shouldn't have
only 68 yards rushing. They had the

ball much more than we did. And
where we got the ball had a lot to do

with our offensive performance."
Swann, who made a great catch

on a 27-yard touchdown pass from
Pat Haden for the last Trojan
score, added, "Notre Dame was
really high. It was a very

emotional game."
A beaming Coach Ara Par-

seghian. a man who has fought the

rap of not winning the big one

despite his great record at Notre
Dame, said, "I am tremendously
proud of this football team of

ours."

It was a stirring victory for the

Irish, 6-0, as they came back from
a 7-3 deficit to take a 13-7 lead with

30 seconds left in the first half and
stay ahead the rest of the way.

Pats Lose
By DAVE O'HARA

Associated press Sports Writer
FOXBORO, Mass. <AP) - The

mighty Miami Dolphins, stung by
two New England touchdowns in

the first period, rallied with the

help of three field goals by Garo
Yepremian and wore down the

Patriots Sunday for a 30-14

National Football victory Sunday.
Miami, the defending Superbowl

champion with a 6-1 record,
surrendered its first touchdown in

189 minutes and 49 seconds after

the patriots recovered a fumble
and scored at 3:29 of the opening
period.

The Dolphins struck back on the

80-yard drive to tie the count, but

New England regained the lead 14-

7 on the first play of the second
period. Yepremian then took
charge, extending his successful

field goal string to seven in a row.

Yepremian connected on boots of

25 and 38 yards to pull Miami to

within 14-13 at half time. Then he
put the Dolphins in front to stay

with a 23-yard boot after the

Patriots' Jeff White, subbing for

ailing punter Bruce Barnes, had a
kick from the end zone partially

blocked.

The third field goal by the soc-

cer-style marksman came at 2:16

of the third period. Less than two
minutes later, White fumbled a
centering snap and tried to punt on
the run while in the end zone. The
ball went out on the New England 3

and two plays later Mercury
Morris hit the right side for a
touchdown.
The Dolphins drove 75 yards in

nine plays for an insurance touch-

down early in the fourth period.
Larry Csonka capped the drive
with an eight-yard run off his left

side, reaching the end zone stan-

ding up.

New England scored on its first

play. Jim Plunkett rolled to his

right, escaped a trap and passed to

Sam Cunningham on a 34-yard
touchdown maneuver.
Cunningham, a rookie from

Southern California, scored New
England's other touchdown on a 6-

yard burst on the first play of the
second period.

New England was the last team
to score a touchdown against the
Dolphins, in a 44-23 defeat at

Miami a month ago. In its last

three games, the Dolphins had
surrendered only six field goals.

MEET THE LEADERS

You are cordially invited to meet

the faculty leaders of AASP-AAUP

and

Dr. William Hebert, Executive Secretary of

the Massachusetts Teachers Association

at an informal gathering and cocktail hour

on Monday, October 29th

Room 1003, Campus Center

from 4<00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

MS We look forward to seeing you and

would like to hear any questions or

comments you may have about the

campaign.

a a
ulp
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Ferocious Frosh
Ram Rhody,41-0

By GEOFFREY KURINSKY
For you and I, Halloween comes this Wednesday,

but for the freshman football team (guess they

couldn't wait) Halloween came last Friday af-

ternoon. The frosh tricked the URI frosh Huskies in

the masquerade, and treated themselves to an af-

ternoon of fun and laugher in the process rambling
over the Rhode Island Rams 41-0, in their season
opener.

The Frosh scored in every way imaginable. . The
first tl ne they got their hands on the football they ran

the Rams to paydirt. Following scores were on: a

pass interception runback, an aerial bomb, a safety,

and they kicked a couple of field goals to boot.

Coach Billy Maxwell was extremely pleased with

his squad's performance and he "was equally pleased

that everyone got a chance to play. With so many
guys at practice sessions ( 70) it's not always possible

to get everyone in the game."
Maybe you wouldn't give the details of your

Halloween shabang. but it would be unjustifyable to

the players involved, if these details were withheld.

The Frosh displayed a fluent running attack as

they rolled up over 300 yards on the grond. It was a

balanced attack with four players garnering over 40

yards. Richard Jessamy led the assault with 67 yards

on 11 carries ( and two touchdowns on runs of 15 and 1

yard) . Others in the 40 yard club included T.J. Ed-
munds ( 10/52) , Bob Peck 1 9/47) , and Steve Williams

( 4/45) . Keith Lang added a third touchdown via the

ground route as he rambled home from 15 yards out

to ignite the scoring.

After Lang scored standout defensive back Ron
Harris ( 3 interceptions of the day ) picked off a Rhody
aerial and returned it 46 yards to put the Minutemen
ahead 13-0.

Rhode Island just couldn't seem to do anything

right. On an attempted punt, the Ram center got

carried away and delivered the ball past the endline

of the end-zone for a safety. ( At this point the UM
defense led the UM offense 8-7)

A 13 yard run by Richard Jessamy and a 19 yard

connection between quarterback Frank DeFillipo

Eric Torkelson. I'Conn's "flying Norwegian" displ

U'rested group of I'Mass linemen. Torkelson (23) was
afternoon.

and Receiver Larry Whitfield left the Minutemen
with a 28-0 halftime lead.

After a silent third quarter, the offense went back
to work in the fourth stanza. After Jessamy went in

from the 1 yard line, Greg Sprout and Dan Starkey
connected on field goals (22 and 36 yards respec-
tively) .

Viola, Massachusetts 41, Rhode Island 0.

A good word for the defense is a must. (The
Minuteman varsity offense against Connecticut must
have been modeled after the Rhode Island freshman
offense on Friday) . The Rams were held to MINUS 24

yards rushing. Their passing game was good for only
71 yards on 7 completions in 20 attempts.

Harriers Run Away „ , ^ .^ ^ A
(Continued from P. 20)
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Paul Segersten took sixth, running the course in

L J. ">***&* ± I tJJ UUUlVr*
Paul Segersten took sixth, running the course in

25:13. Pete Bortolotti was five seconds behind
"Segs", taking seventh.

John McGrail and Paul Doiron, both freshmen,
came through for UMass, placing eighth and ninth

respectively. McGrail fought off opponents
throughout the race, and was clocked in 25 : 22. Doiron
nipped George Reed of UNH by one second. He
finished in 25:25 to give UMass six of the first nine

runners to cross the finish line.

Chris Farmer, the seventh UMass runner to finish,

captured twelfth with a time of 25:36.

Vermont led by Steve Dunklee, took third in the

meet with 89 points. UNH finished with 122 and URI,
paced by Tom Grundy, totaled 128 points. Maine took

sixth with 152 points, while BU placed last with a total

of 176 points.

Coach Ken O'Brien exhibited a rare display of

emotion while cheering for his runners. The mentor
exploded with excitement towards the end of the

meet, when it was evident that his runners had
clinched the championship.
UMass was presented the championship plaque

after the meet, one to go along with the many other

plaques in Room 225, Boyden.

(Continued from P. 20)

Demeter shut off another threat in the same
manner late in the game when he again left his net to

gather in a slow roller off the foot of Jim Vollinger.

Meanwhile, at the other end of the field, the Huskies
were bombarding Vercollone and the UMass defense.

With Tim Hunter, Len Tsanteris. and Innocent
leading the way, UConn pelted the net with 30 shots,

( UMass managed only 13) forcing Vercollone into 13

saves.
Two bright spots for the Minutemen were King and

fullback Bob Merrill. King controlled what little

offense the Minutemen could muster, and Merrill,

while having trouble with swing kicks, thwarted the
UConn attack enough to keep the score respectable.

KICKING IT AROUND-The Huskies impressed as
a good, tough team, deserving of their high New
England and national rankings. Quotes from some
UMass players after the game bore out this fact.

Dan Ouellette: "They are a very, very smart
team."
Paul Pelloquin: "I think they could beat us any day

of the week."
Tom Coburn: "They're a good team but we just

couldn't get it together."

Stall l'holo-(.il) Kulleilim

ays his high flying form for an in-

a thorn in the Minutemen's side all

Field Stickers,.

Vollers Bow
Last Thursday night, the UMass

varsity sticker's unbeaten streak

came to an end as Smith College

ran away with a 2-0 win.

Smith was out to avenge last

year's loss to the Minutewomen.
Offensively, they were in the right

place at the right time while on
defense they kept a close check on
UMass.
Had it not been for goalie Nancy

Barr, Smith would have tipped the

scales even more. Barr pulled

through for the UMass defense as
she broke up numerous scoring

threats. Wendy Alpaugh's back
checking and fine stickwork
proved fruitless as UMass came
out on the short end.

The UMass J.V.'s won, 5-0 in the

preliminary.

The UMass volleyball team fell

to Springfield Thursday in two
games, 15-2 and 15-2. Tonight
beginning at 6.00 P.M., UMass will

host Bridgewater State College and
Southern Connecticut in a round
robin series.

. . .Sacked
At Storrs

(Continued from P. 20)

cloud formations over Storrs as the

UMass pass protection totally

broke down.
The loss of center Kevin Moran,

who played one play Saturday and
re-injured his leg, was a major
factor in the breakdown as was
some shoddy pass-blocking by the

backs, minus Paul St. Onge, who
injured his ankle early in the

game.
"It was obvious we had nothing

on offense," Dick MacPherson said

after the game, "they killed us

with the blitz and we couldn't do
anything to stop it."

"You've got to give them credit,

though, they played tremendous
defense."

The UMass defense wasn't all

that bad either. The Huskies only
had 215 yards total offense for the

day, and were only able to get up
one sustained drive for a score.

All three of their touchdowns
came in the second period, and
only one could be called the

defense's responsibility.

T hat one was a 54 yard drive that

featured Eric Torkelson leaping

and running over would-be
tacklers as he carried on eight of

the 13 plays in the drive and scored
the touchdown
The other two were set up by

offensive giveaways deep in

UMass territory.

But MacPherson said it all after

the game when a reporter asked
him if it was the worst offensive

performance ever by one of his

UMass teams.

"Yes" he replied.

INCIDENTALLY: UConn is

now 4-0 in the conference, and will

have to lose the title as no one else

is undefeated. . This will be the

first MacPherson-coached team
that hasn't at least shared the

Beanpot. . . .A sellout crowd of 15,551

in the stadium was accompanied
by another thousand or so on a hill

overlooking the field...A visit to

the UConn locker room after the

game revealed a number of hand-
made posters bearing pictures of

Tim Berra and Pennington saying
"Wanted--". ...Next Saturday is

"Salute to Yogi Berra Day" at

Alumni Stadium.

North Stars Tie Bruins

Yan Con Top 15
Place. Name School . . . No. ..Time
1. Thomas R. UMass 85 24:26.2 9. Doiron, P. UMass 87 25
2. Clark, B. UC 221 :36 10. Reed, George UNH 387 26
3. Maguire, T. UMass 83 :38 11. Dunklee, S. UVM 22 28
4 Gillin UMass 82 :50 12. Farmer, C. UMass TBS 36
5. McCusker, R. UConn 224 25:03 13. Cantin UConn . 220 44
6 Segersten I'Mass 84 :13 14. Grundy, T. URI 40 45
7. Bortolotti UConn 219 :18 15. LaFlamme Me 188 46
8 McGrail UMass 90 :22

Notices
All Bowling and Volleyball

team managers are requested
to pick up schedules at the IM
Office-The season starts
Wednesday

All Volleyball officials must
attend a class on Monday at

8:30 p.m. in Boyden and a

clinic on Tuesday at 8:00 p.m.
also in Boyden. All Volleyball

managers and players are
invited to attend the clinic

sponsored hv the UMass
Volleyball Club

All students interested in

participating in the General
P.E. Intersession Ski Program
io be conducted in Granada.
Spain, are requested to attend

an organizational meeting on
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in 249

Bovden.

Aquamen Drub UConn
By M DC STAFF

The UMass water polo team evened its season record at 4-4 on Saturday
with a 15-10 drubbing of Connecticut.

Henry McLean led all scorers by tallying seven goals for UMass.
Teammates Kevin and Tom McGinn chipped in with three and two
respectively. The high scorer for the Huskies was Steve Owens, with four
scores.

UMass will be seeking to complete a winning season tonight when they
face Northeastern in Boston.

in something completely different, the water polo team and the rugby
club will be matched in a unique contest that will be half polo and half
rugby. The date and place of the matched will be announced at a later

time.

BOSTON (AP) - Center Murray
Oliver and defenseman Tom Reid

scored their first goals of the

season in the third period to boost

the Minnesota North Stars to a 3-3

tie with the Boston Bruins Sunday
night in a National Hockey League
game.
The tie preserved a seven-year

hex for the Bruins over the North

Stars, who have yet to win a game
in Boston Garden in 17 tries since

they joined the league. Minnesota

has three ties and 14 losses in

Boston.

Reid fired a 30-footer past Boston

goalie Ken Broderick with 2:38

remaining to gain the tie after

Oliver had tipped in Fred Barrett's

blast from the point of 8:30 of the

third period.

Bill Goldsworthy gave the North
Stars a 1-0 lead 15 seconds after the

opening face-off when he took a

bouncing puck off the boards and
beat Broderick on a 25-footer for

his sixth goal of the season
Phil Esposito evened the count at

3:46 with his 13th goal in the first

nine games of the season, taking a

pass from Wayne Cashman in the

corner.

Johnny Bucyk put Boston in front

2-1 in the second period and Carol

Vadnais made it 3-1 in the thirc; on
some fancy stick-handling before

the North Stars struck back.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50 s per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30- 10:30a.m.

(except during league play)

A PLAY BY ARTHUR KOPIT
DIRECTED BY ALLAN ALBERT
NOVEMBER 2 3 4 8 9 10 11 8:00 PM
KiRBY THEATER AMHERST COLLEGE
RESERVATIONS 542-2278 (2.00
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UMass Vs. UConn: The Yan Con War
UMass Harriers Run
Away With YanCons

By SCOTT HAYES
Some say history repeats itself. The UMass Cross

Country team must be trying to prove the old adage,
because history repeated itself for the fourth year in a
row Saturday when UMass won their fourth straight
title.

The team placed six of its seven runners in the top
ten, as the runners came up with a brilliant team
effort to retain possession of the Yankee Conference
title. The harriers outscored UConn, a team which
was supposed to challenge UMass for this year's
YanCon crown, 22-44.

The race was something to watch for UMass fans.

The familiar maroon and white dominated the top
positions and showed all doubters who's number one
in the Conference.
Randy Thomas outdueled UConn's Bruce Clarke

for the individual championship.
Thomas, Bill Gillin, and Tom Maguire went right

out at the start, with Bruce Clarke of UConn, and for
the first two miles it looked as if it would be a four-way
battle for individual honors.
The three UMass runners pressured Clarke, a

freshman, and their experience showed as Thomas
was able to pull away from the UConn star. Maguire
also passed Clarke and held second place after four
miles. Clarke came on strong in the last mile,
however, to capture the runnerup spot in the Con-
ference.

Thomas, who supposedly said before the meet "No
freshman beats me twice in a row," saw his
prediction come through as he completed the five
mile course in 24: 26.2. Thomas felt that Clarke may
have been tired, having run against tough individual
runners most of the season. The UMass co-captain
also thought that if the top runners could pressure
Clarke, they would be able to beat him. Thomas
especially wanted to beat Clarke and settle matters
after losing to him in the UConn meet.
Maguire also ran a sensational race, finishing just

two seconds behind Clarke in 24:38. Bill Gillin
finished fourth for the YanCon champions in 24:50.
UConn's Bob McCusker placed fifth with a time of
25:03.

(Continued on P. 19)
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Staff I'hoto Iih' Martins

Randy Thomas, co-captain of the UMass harriers, paced the team
to their fourth consecutive Yankee Conference title. Thomas outran
UConn's Bruce Clark (21) for the individual championship.

Huskie Booters Trip
Minutemen, 2-0

By STEVE DeCOSTA
It was a day for crunching title hopes, and the

UMass soccer team was not immune to the blitz.

The booters were out-hustled, out-played, out-
every thinged in Connecticut on Saturday and the
Huskies parlayed their superior performance into a 2-

victory, clinching at least a tie for the Conference
championship and completely erasing any possible
Minueman title hopes.

The blitz began early as Bill Cooke put the Huskies
on the board at 13: 24. Franz Innocent took a throw-in
dribbled past a Minuteman defender and fed Cooke in
front of the net. The UConn attackman sliced a roller
toward the goal which UMass goalie Carl Vercollone
deflected, but not quite enough, and the Huskies were
up, 1-0.

The second Connecticut goal was incidental as far
as the outcome vas concerned, but the way in which
it was scored puts it in the rearm of the spectacular.
Late into the second half, 34: 54 to be exact. UConn

Ail-American Tim Hunter gave Innocent a long
clearing pass down the sideline. Innocent, himself an
All-NE choice last year, edged the ball toward the
corner. Then, with the ball resting squarely on the
out-of-bounds line, he rifled a cross pass to the top of
the penalty box. With the ball about four feet above
the ground, Gary Cirullo came in on a dive and
headed a bullet into the net. 2-0, UConn, and the show
was over.

*

The Minutemen were plagued by errors all mor-
ning. Missed traps stymied the offense and over-
burdened the defense. Another problem was on swing
kicks. The defense was unable to turn the ball upfield
and became content to boot passes out of bounds.
Thus the Huskies were able to maintain control,
driving deeper and deeper into UMass territory.
UConn goalie John Demeter had little trouble in

garnering his eigth shutout. His defense, spurred by
fullback Phil Whitehead, kept the pressure off for
most of the contest.

UMass was able to mount only two viable scoring
attempts. At 35: 16 of the first half, Demeter robbed
Tony King as the netminder came out of position.to
take a dribble right off King's foot.

(Continued on P. m

Grid Hopes Sacked At Storrs
By BILL BALLOU

There were eight minutes left in

the game, and UMass had the ball

first and goal on the Connecticut
seven yard line. Two plays later
they were at the UConn three. Two
plays after that, they were on the
Huskies' 32 yard line, and had to

give the ball up.

And that, friends, is the way
things went all day long for the
UMass "offense."

"Inept" is the only word Webster
provides that can describe the
Minuteman performance on
Saturday. It wasn't just the 28-6

loss to Connecticut, a loss that says
"Bye-Bye" to any hopes of a
Yankee Conference championship
for UMass, it was the way it

happened.
Try digesting these peachy facts

about the game:
-UConn caught the Minutemen

for two safeties < a QB sacking and
a blocked punt)

-UMass fumbled four times, and
lost three of them
-Connecticut blocked two

UMass punts, and partially
blocked a PAT attempt

-UMass quarterbacks were
sacked ten times for combined
losses of 89 yards

-counting the sackings, the
Minutemen rushed for a net total of

two yards in 40 attempts, an
average of 1.8 inches per carry
The only good part of the day for

the offense came during the first

two minutes of the game when a

bad snap on a punt forced Con-
necticut to give up the ball on their

Call To The Freshmen

Piel Pennington calls on his number one runner, himself, as IConn
defenders close in for the kill, t Conn held the Minutemen to a 2 yard
total rushing offense.

own 25. UMass "drove" four yards
in three plays and on fourth down
Peil Pennington ran a fake field

goal all the way in for the only
UMass score.

The Minutemen added 104 yards
passing to go with their two yards
on the ground, but Pennington's 9-

21 and Fred Kelliher's 0-2 are
deceptive. They both spent the
bulk of their playing time admiring

(Continued on P. 19)
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SPORTS
Yogi Day

The Minutemen conclude their

197:? home season Saturday against
Vermont and the athletic depart
ment has designated it as "Salute
to Yogi Day." "We intend it to be I
salute from the people of Western
Mass." commented UM athletic
director Frank Mclnernev

"Apparently I was wrong in not using freshmen. I thought it would be
best for them if I didn't, but everyone else is using them and it seems to be
working out well."-Dick MacPherson.
more coming on 8.5

The coach wil! bring his request before the Athletic Council today
"And I don t think there will be much trouble in getting the freshman rule
as far as football is concerned at this school changed," he predicts
Desperation? No, rather necessity. His running backs are depleted

their performance likewise. Saturday afternoons, are becoming all too
taxing for the man to handle. His Sunday morning film sessions even
more.

"I just don't want to see my team decimated anymore because we can't
run the football," he demanded yesterday morning. The resultant- "I
plan to use some of my freshman running backs this Saturday against
Vermont."
He mentioned no names, but the emphasis is on "speed", a commodity

lost with the exit of one Paul Metallo, a lost cause with this season's backs
and an apparent possibility via this year's recruits. And so the freshmen
Enough of that.

MacPherson is "no way down on my young people. They're doing the
best they can." But he is also not one to make excuses. "They're out there
to do a job," he said, "and when they don't I let them and you (press)
know." r

Believe it or not he was more upset with the Rhode Island game than
Saturday's attempt at UConn. His reasoning centers on who was and who
wasn't there at both games. "From a coaching standpoint." he explained
"we were sadly disappointed and terribly sick of the teams performance
against Rhode Island for they were healthy.
"We weren't healthy against UConn. It wasn't a true test of our team "

He points to an often maligned offensive live that had only two of five men
in their regular positions. He feels the loss of fullback Paul St. Onge when
his team was ahead 6-0 was the coup de grace as far as backfield blocking
and the game itself was concerned. "Without him, there was no one to
pick up the blitz."

But he was also quick in repremanding his team for two safeties and
two botched punt attempts. "There's no excuse for that," he said "We're
very concerned and very ashamed about it."

To date, UMass football has exhibited some obvious flaws which have
not lacked in lambasting from press and fans alike. All too often though
the critics themselves are obvious in their expertise. Let me lend a few
ripples:

w

First, the football team expended themselves physically with their non-
league opponents rendering themselves prone to horrors within their
conference.

Second, the loss of a Richie Herman and a John Healy not only left a
void in position, but one in psychological presence on the field "We just
don t have a gamebreaker a la John Healy on the field," amplifies
MacPherson. •

K

And finally you're UMass. You were 9-2 the year before, you won the
Boardwalk Bowl. You have a Peil Pennington, a Tim Berra and the pre-
season polls have indicated another blitz. Without question everyone and
his brother is more than hypered for UMass. For many schools in the
Conference their schedule and season revolves around beatinc the
Minutemen. B

You can sense the tensions on the road. Nobody likes Massachusetts
The President is not alone.

New England's

Largest

College Daily
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Weather
Scoop. Frank

Mclnerney locked his

keys in his car last

night. See tomorrow's
Collegain for further
details.
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Ford Hearings Start Thursday

Stall Itiolo/Drnnis (onion

Seated left to right: Martin Nolan and Charles Claffey of >f the Boston Globe Washington Bureau
and Richard Drayne, Senator Kennedy's press secretary.

Nolan Says Impeachment
"Just A Matter Of Time"

By DAVEGREENSLIT
The Boston Globe's Washington bureau chief said

last night that it is "just a matter of time before events
will untold and he ( Richard Nixon) disappers like the
Cheshire cat."

Speaking to over 100 persons at an informal and
often humorous discussion at Hampshire College,
Martin Nolan described the political scene in

Washington and the difficulties of getting information
from the Nixon Administration.
He said aides in previous administrations were

usually willing to offer information beyond the "of-
ficial line." Nixon aides, he said, are kept pretty
much in the dark and can never predict what Nixon
will do. "How do you cover that?," Nolan asked. He
added that reporters can only report "inconsistencies
in the official report.''

Introduced as a member of the Nixon "enemies
list", Nolan termed such administration tactics
"stupid and witless ", and added, "but they weren't

kidding." He said "if it wasn't for Watergate, we
might all be playing softball in Danbury."
Nolan said the Presidential news conference is not

an effective vehicle for obtaining information. He
called it "Presidential turf." The President can
choose those who ask less aggressive questions, he
added, and emphasized that openly hostile questions
build sympathy for the President.

Asked to comment on the choice between Gerald
Ford or Carl Albert as a possible successor to Nixon,
Nolan said, "Well, Ford is taller."

Henry Kissinger's days of flamboyance were over,
he said, and he must now get down to the "nitty
gritty" of State Department work. "Things like
negotiating soybean deals with the Japanese," Nolan
added.

Nolan was a replacement for Robert Healy, the
Globe's political and executive editor. Healy speech
had been titled "Watergate, The White House, And
The Press."

On The Inside V\

•Detente In Danger
Both Russia and the United States may be reconsidering the recent moves to

detente in the wake of the Middle East crisis. See page 3.

•Mid-East Report
Emergency supplies reach the Egyptian army trapped on the Sinai. See page 4.

•Yogi Day
The university has proposed a special salute to Yogi Berra Saturday, but some

people aren't so happy about it. For two commentaries, see page 20.

•UNICEF
"We are guilty of many errors and many faults, but our worst crime is abandoning the children,

neglecting the fountain of life. Many of the things we need can wait. The child cannot. Right now is the
time his bones are being formed, his blood is being made, and his senses are being developed. To him we
cannot answer 'Tomorrow*. His name is 'Today'.

—Gabriela Mistral
Nobel Priie recipient and poet from Chile

Members of the Greek Area will be soliciting for contributions to the 1973
UNICEF drive-tod?y October 30-through out this afternoon and in the evening in all

the dorms.

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The Senate Rules Committee voted unanimously
Monday to begin public hearings Thursday on the nomination of Rep.
Gerald R. Ford to be vice president.
Sen. Howard W. Cannon, D-Nev., the committee's chairman, denied

that the committee is holding up the Ford nomination and said the early
hearing date speaks for itself.

Ford, the House Republican leader, will be the first witness.
Cannon said the Justice Department has withdrawn a previous

agreement to make raw FBI data on the Ford investigation available to
Cannon and Sen. Marlow H. Cook, R-Ky., and summaries of the material
available to all members of the committee.
The promise was withdrawn Oct. 24 by Acting Atty. Gen. Robert H.

Bork, Cannon said.

Under a new agreement, the data is being made available to Cannon
and to Cook the committee's ranking Republiian.
They must make their own summaries for the rest of the committee.
Cannon said witnesses, other than Ford, have not been decided upon.
Earlier in the day, Democratic congressional leaders said they hope

the nomination can be voted on in both houses this year.

Prof Damns Beavers
By MIKE KNEELAND

Nine-year old Barry French used to enjoy watching the beavers in a
stream near his Pelham home. When the beavers were killed with the
state's approval, Barry's complaints launched animal lovers, ecologists,
UMass scientists and town residents into a controversy the area has not
experienced for some time.

Scientists say the beavers in Pelham are responsible for discoloration
in Hill Reservoir, which serves some 35,000 Amherst residents.
To build their dams, the beaver cut down trees that would not normally

enter the stream. The tree and its leaves decompose in the water, giving
it a brownish color. These affected streams then feed into Hill Reservoir.
To eliminate the water's discoloration, the State Fish and Game

Commission has allowed the killing of all beavers on streams which feed
into reservoirs.

UMass Professor Joe Larson, a nationally recognized beaver expert,
says there are no alternatives to the beaver killings.

"Beavers are very plentiful in he state right now," he said. The
Professor explained that beaver coats are no longer in fashion so it is no
longer economically feasible for trappers to hunt beaver. This means
there are often more beaver in an area than ecology warrants.
"It's hard to trap beavers alive, and there's no place to release them,"

he said.

Professor William MacConnell, of the UMass Forestry and Wildlife
Management Dept, said the water's discoloration often goes beyond
state law limit during the summer and fall months. The law, he said, does
not permit drinking water to exceed 30 color units. With beaver activity,

the water in Hill Reservoir may read as high as 500-600 color units.

(Continued on P. 7)
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(Staff Photo - Kur (ioldbaum)
"You lost a what? Would you mind repeating that? Oh. Well, we haven't seen one of those in about

three years. How about a pair of old gloves?"

CC Lost And Found

I Can't Find My...
By BUFFY SPENCER

An elevator ride from the
concourse level of the Campus
Center and a left turn will not
lead you to the land of Oz, but
rather to the Campus Center
Lost and Found. Although it

innocently resembles a simple
coat-check room, behind the
facade lies a wealth of common
and exotic misplaced objects.
A closet inside is filled with

crude wooden boxes — a box of
lost keys, a box for lost glasses,

a" combination box for lost

wallets, lost pocketbooks, and
lost checkbooks, and a box for
lost miscellaneous articles.
Lost ID's are stored in a recipe-
type file on the desk. Lost
clothes, mostly jackets and
sweaters (no pants yet this
year), are hung on circular
racks in the background,
reminding one of Old Wierd
Harolds' or maybe the second
hand section of Faces of Earth.
On top of the racks are a few
old hals, which look like they
probably hold a lot of meaning
and memories for their
owners.

Wendy Brus is in charge of
the desk this year. It is her
third year working behind the
counter. There are four other
women working behind the
counter. The people who work
there are all really dedicated to
getting lost articles back to
their owners. Wendy can't
understand why people don't
put their names and phone
numbers on their possessions.
The desk has a phone this year.
545-0170, and if any article has
any identification and a phone
number can be found, then the
person is contacted If there is

only an address, the person is

contacted by mail.

The desk is open from 10-4

Monday through Friday. In

addition to a Lost and Found it

also serves as a coat check
room. Books are held for

students who have too many to

carry around all day. They also
take care of TOC cards for

alumni or anyone who doesn't
have an ID to affiliate them
with the university. Pictures
for staff and Campus Center
employee IDs are taken here.
Wendy says that a lot of their

time is spent in explaining to

students that TOC cards are no
longer given out at the desk

(they were for two weeks) and
in referring the people up-
stairs.

Last year women from the
desk went around each week to

the main buildings on campus
picking up collected lost and
found. This year they are at-

tempting to set up a system
where campus mail will pick
up lost and found, which has
been collected by janitors,

during the week and bring it

over to the CC. At present,
most items are turned in

directly by other students or
indirectly through the in-

formation desk upstairs.

One new policy has been
installed this year. If a student
turns in something he would
like to keep for himself, his
name is taken and if, after two
months it is not reclaimed, he
may keep it. All clothes are
given to Belchertown at the end
of the year.

According to Wendy, the
biggest item in numbers last

year were gloves and mittens.
She estimates at least a
thousand turned in. So far this

year eyeglasses are leading (25

pairs now) with keys following
a close second. Recovery value
on ID's is best because ID's are
not much use to anyone but the
owner.
Wendy feeb that most people

are basically honest. She can
tell when students own
something or just want
something. Most wallets are
turned in with money, and once
even some loose money was
turned in. Nice rings usually
make it back to the desk as
people seem to respect their

sentimental value.

Middle East "Teach-in" Thursday
nh-in nrP«Pntin0 tho MiHrilo fToct r>nnHio» fmm wr» • .... •*A teach-in presenting the Middle East conflict from

an Israeli viewpoint will be held Thursday in Campus
Center 113 at 8 p.m .. co-sponsored by Hillel and the
Israeli Student Organization.

The teach in will feature four speakers, a question
and answer session, and an open discussion. It will be
in response to a similar teach-in from an Arab
standpoint, which was held last Thursday night.

"Their forum touched upon several valid issues."
said a Hillel spokesman, "but it didn't explore a
number of important aspects. V i want to present our
side,'' he said.

"Being pro-Israel doesn't necessarily mean being
anti-Arab," he added
Speaking at Thursday night's session will be Dr

Marcelo Dascal, a visiting linguistics professor
< "The world political situation and the Mid-East")

:

Dr. Chaim Gunner, a chemistry professor, ( "Options
for a resolution of the Middle East conflict") Moshe
Kamionski. an Israeli student, ( "Myths and facts in
the Middle East") and Rabbi Aryeh Meir, director
of Hillel, ( "The state of Israel and the Jewish
people ).
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Judicial Hearings

Thurmond Hits Cox
ByMARKVOGLER
Special To The MDC

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Sen. Strom Thurmond, (R-S.C), Monday
repeatedly questioned the objectivity of Archibald Cox as former
Watergate prosecutor during an open session of the Senate Judiciary
Committee.
After asking Cox whether he felt he could do the job of an independent

prosecutor objectively and without bias, Thurmond commented that one
with the background of Cox might be inclined to have a "Democratic
bias," whether subconscious or not.

The members of the committee assembled this morning to continue
their inquiry into Cox's firing and to further study legislation to establish
an office of a special prosecutor.

Cox told Thurmond that he made every effort to do the job to the best of
his ability without permitting bias to interfere.

When asked whether he had been critical of some of Nixon's policies
and if he had singled out former Atty. Gen. John Mitchell as "in-
sensitive" to the Justice Dept.'s activity, he agreed.
Citing Cox's status as solicitor to the Atty. Gen's office in the Kennedy

Administration, Thurmond suggested "and weren't you more or less the
dean of his brain trust?"

Cox agreed with Thurmond that the inference could be made.
The South Carolina senator inquired about Cox's status as a delegate to

the Democratic National Convention in 1972. Cox replied that he was
"only a candidate" to be a delegate.

Thurmond's direction of questioning became more apparent when he
asked the former Watergate prosecutor bluntly "Did you ever participate
in anti-Nixon demonstrations at Harvard?" He next read an editoral
appearing in the Harvard Crimson referring to Cox's criticisms of the
Nixon Administration.

Cox denied that the Harvard issue was related to any anti-Nixon ac-
tivity.

Following a brief verbal confrontation between Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy (D-Mass, and Thurmond, Kennedy began his round of
questioning by commenting "I was glad to hear all the marvelous things
you did for my brother some of them slipped my mind. '

'

Kennedy commended Cox for fulfilling his task as special prosecutor,
in "an exemplified manner of fairness, thoroughness, and com-
pleteness."

"You've done an extraordinary job, not only in this capacity, but in
other positions of responsibility," Kennedy said.
Questioned by Kennedy as to "what remains to be done" in the matter

of Watergate, Cox said the great progress has been made-but that "the
job is nowhere near done."
"The personal question of determining who-if anyone-should be in-

dicted, and presenting the matter to the grand jury remain before
us... there remain a number of investigations which are difficult and at
critical stages."

Cox said, "Other evidence has just come to light. It is hard to say just
where the leads may lead to."

He mentioned the ITT case and 18 instances of wiretapping by the
Justice Dept. as areas where evidence invites further probing.
Kennedy pursued his questions by remarking that President Nixon has

balked at disclosure of Presidential files on grounds of "confidentiality"
and encroachment of the office of the president.
"When there is evidence giving reason to believe that there is

wrongdoing, then the principle of executive privilege does not prevail
"

Cox said.
v

Kennedy Aide: Chances Slim
For Nixon Impeachment

By CHRIS ROSSOMANDO
Richard Drayne, press secretary to Senator Edward Kennedy, last

night, called the public reaction to Richard Nixon's firing of Special
Prosecutor Archibald Cox, "the largest I've ever seen." Kennedy's office
last week received 3500 telegrams calling for the President's im-
peachment, while they received 150 voicing support for Nixon
"We may have crossed the Rubicon on this," he said "I've never seen

the constituents so mad."
Drayne's comments came during a panel discussion on the subject of

impeachment sponsored by the departments of Political Science and
Journalistic Studies, attended by approximately 100 persons. Martin
Nolan, head of the Boston Globe's Washington Bureau, moderated the

Bureau
included Charles Claffey of the Globe's Washington

Claffey said that the chances are slim President Nixon will be im-
peached on the basis of present evidence against him
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Administration Asks Stall

On Trade Moves...
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The Nixon administration

asked Congress Monday to lay aside temporarily the
President's recommendations to liberalize trade with
the Soviet Union.

Peter Flanigan, Nixon's chief adviser on foreign
economic policy, also urged that Congress drop any
moves to tie a free emigration requirement to such
liberalization.

Flanigan said the position was a temporary one
which would change if a satisfactory peace set-

tlement is reached in the Middle East.
The question came up at a Senate banking sub-

committee hearing on an administration bill to in-

crease the lending authority of the Export-Import

Bank from $20 billion to $30 billion.

Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson III, D-Ill., told Flanigan an
effort may be made to attach to the measure the
amendment of Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash.,
which would make extension of credits to Russia
contingent upon that country's acceptance of a free
emigration policy.

Flanigan explained that his answer would cover
both the bill pending before the Senate panel and the
foreign trade bill approved by the House Ways and
Means Committee.
Nixon had asked that the trade bill give him power

to extend most favored nation treatment to the
Soviets.

Staff Photo/Dan Smith

NEAR SASA. SOUTHWEST SYRIA ( AP) -Observers have dinner at an observation post about'one"

*

mile from Israeli cease-fire position in Syria.

Russia Reconsidering Detente?
By WILLIAM L.RYAN
AP Special Correspondent

A dispatch of Tass, the official Soviet news agency,
hints that Moscow is taking a long and thoughtful new
look at the turmoil in Washington, as if wondering
whether to hedge Soviet bets on the fruits of detente.
At the same time, indications of new strains on the

fragile Soviet-American "era of negotiation" come
from the American side with news that the Nixon
administration is urging Congress to shelve tem-
porarily the President's recommendation to liberize
trade with Moscow.
Obviously, the Middle East crisis has opened

cracks in the structure of the U.S. -Soviet detente. In
fact there is a hint in what Tass has done that Moscow

is wondering about Nixon administration's staying
power.

As is customary in cases where the Kremlin treads
cautiously, the dispatch got into the subject obliquely.
But Tass never puts out an officially unsanctioned
message, and it can make its point simply by quoting
others out of context. In this case the quotation was
from an American commentator's opinion that the
administration needed daily crisis to deflect domestic
criticism.

In this, Tass suddenly deviated from the ex-
traordinarily wary, objective treatment Moscow has
given what it calls the "Uotergeitskoye Dyelo'-the
Watergate Affair-and related U.S. explosions. Is

Moscow removing those kid gloves?

Rents And Fees Seeks Food Info
By ROBERTA McCANN

The Student Senate Rents and
Fees committee voted unamiously
last night to seek information from
colleges in the New England area
on their food services operations.
The committee intends to use the
data to provide suggestions for
improvement of the UMass food
services. The information could be
used next Spring when the food
services budget for the 1974-75 year
would be reviewed by the com-
mittee.

The Rents and Fees committee
will be meeting with Joel
Stoneham. Director of Food Ser-
vices, Thursday night to discuss a
possible increase in meal ticket
prices next semester. The meeting
will be held at seven o'clock in the

Board Room of Worcester Dining
Commons.
The committee passed a motion

to lower the semester telephone fee
to $19, a reduction of one dollar.
Also. Knowlton and Leach dor-
mitories will be wired for phones
during intercession. Four other
dormitories will have telephones
installed during the summer.
The telephone rates were too

high in the past year creating
$53,000 in excess money which has
to be spent on telephone related
items. The one dollar reduction in

the telephone fee next semester
will use $10,000 while ap-
proximately $28,000 will be spent

on the telephone installations. The
remaining $15,000 will be held in
case of a possible telephone rate
increase.

At its October 15 meeting, Dr.
Joseph L. Balintfy described a food
services computer program. The
program could be used to deter-
mine the preferences for meals
and the frequency they should be
served. The committee took no
action to implement the program.
Chuck Hampton. Financial

Manager of the Dormitory Svstem,
also gave a summary of the debt
service. He noted that the Sylvan
dormitories are losing money as
compared to Southwest.

New Parking Plan
In Effect After All

By BOBSCIIE1KK
Nearly six weeks after almost 1,000 UMass employes staged a work

stoppage protesting the new UMass parking plan, that parking plan is in
full effect -apparently without serious protest from employes or others.
A UMass spokesman said the plan, under which most persons pay

higher rates than under the previous plan, is now being fully enforced.
Enforcement of the plan had been delayed from the beginning of the
semester until October first, and then until later in the month in the wake
of the protest.

The employes staged the work stoppage September 10 and 11. after a
rally in front of the Whitmore administration building September 9
during which the building was closed for several hours. Some employes
said they would stay out until the plan abolished and replaced by the
previous plan.

The leadership of the union called the employes back to work under the
threat of the university seeking a back to workinjunction. Carol A. Drew,*
the president of Local 1776 of the American Federation of State, County]
and Municipal Employes was not available for comment on the union's
current stand.

William A. Lambert, the director of transportation and parking for the
University, said the process of distributing stickers for the close to 12,000
parking stickers. on campus should be completed "in several weeks."
According to a spokesman for the UMass news office, Mass Atty. Gen.

Robert Quinn refused to rule on the legality of the plan while a court case
involving the plan was still pending. The administration and the em-
ployes had agreed to seek the ruling from the Attorney General as part of
an agreement ending the work stoppage.

Grad Senate Ponders Pay
By JAMNE DEVLIN

The Revenue Sharing Plan was the principal concern of the Graduate
Student Senate which conducted its meeting on Monday night
The plan establishes the criteria which degree-granting units must

meet in order to obtain a grant from the Graduate Senate. This would
essentially "formulize" the procedure which these same academic
"units" currently undergo in order to obtain money from the senate

If the plan is enacted, each organization will be required to present a
formal constitution for approval by the senate; each organizationwill be
required to present their minutes to the senate; and each organization
will be required to conduct a public election whereby two officers were
designated According to Senate President John Muller, the plan is
considered to be "the most significant thing" which is scheduled for
consideration this year.
The senate discussed the issue for a full thirty minutes unencumbered

by the restrictions of parliamentary procedure, and then adjourned with
the intention of continuing the long debate at their next convention

Correction
The Study Abroad Night is

sponsored by the International
Programs Office, not the
Foreign Student Office, as
incorrectly reported in

yesterday's Collegian. Also,
the deadline for fall programs
next year is February 1. not
December 1.

The Collegian regrets these
errors.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30 -10:30 a.m.

(except during league play)
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In The Nation And The World

Israel Offers POW Swap

First Supplies Reach Egyptians

I AP ( aMrphoto

)

Near City of Suez. Egyptian soldiers of the Third Division, which is surrounded hy Israeli forces, look
glum and dejected after they were captured hy or surrendered to Israelis. At a temporary detainment
camp near Suez they await transportation to POW camp. Israel holds more than 4500 POWs.

Soviet Claim U.S. Alert
Watergate Diversion

By FRANK CREPEAU
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet
Union suggested Monday that the
U.S. military alert was an attempt
by the Nixon administration to

divert attention from domestic
problems.
The official Soviet news agency

Kissinger

Meets Envoy
From Sadat

By KENNETH J. FREED
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)
Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger met Monday night with a

special representative of Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat regarding

the Middle East situation. Both
Kissinger and Ismail Fahmy said

the meeting "was very
promising."
Fahmy, acting Egyptian foreign

minister and a close associate of

Sadat, arrived in Washington in the

afternoon and originally was
scheduled to see Kissinger late

Tuesday morning. However, the

Egyptian official sent word he

wished to see Kissinger at the first

opportunity.

Fahmy arrived at the State

Department about 6 p.m. EST and

spent an hour and one-half with

Kissinger, Assistant Secretary of

State for the Middle East Joseph

Sisco and other U. S. officials.

It was presumed that Fahmy
delivered a letter from Sadat to

President Nixon outlining Egyp-

tian thinking on both an immediate

cease-fire and the beginning of

peace talks afterward

Earlier in the day. State

Department spokesman Robert J

McCloskey said he knew of nothing

to indicate the Egyptian official

had brought a specific proposal for

solving the Middle East conflict.

Tass indicated the Kremlin line by
quoting from a column by James
Reston in the New York Times. It

said it was Reston 's opinion "the
administration needs a 'crisis a
day' to shield itself from criticism
at home."
Speaking of the alert and the

Watergate tapes in an Oct. 26
column, Reston wrote: " But
now if he hands over the tapes,
people say he has doctored them,
and even when he staggers from
one move to another, he is met with
the cynical remark: 'A crisis a day
keeps impeachment away.'"
The Tass report was given added

weight by being reprinted in

Pravda, the Communist party
newspaper.
The Soviet press often uses

Western press reports, or parts of

them, to put forth a Kremlin
position. The Tass-Pravda
presentation of the issue didn't
carry the force of a direct Soviet
allegation that Nixon was playing
politics with the alert, but would
not have been printed if it didn't
mirror the Soviet position.

Neither Tass nor Pravda
reported Reston 's assertion that
Nixon alerted U.S. forces because

the administration "did have solid

information that the USSR, had
put seven airborne divisions on
high alert,' that the big transports

that had been airlifting war
material from the Soviet Union to

Egypt were suddenly withdrawn,
that these transports were diverted
to the Soviet Union close to the
places where the seven Soviet
airborne divisions were located."

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger told a Washington news
conference on the day of the alert

that it was issued after "am-
biguous" Soviet signs that the
Kremlin might intervene to help
out Egyptian forces trapped
behind Israeli lines.

The Pentagon said Monday that
the United States is sending an
aircraft carrier and five
destroyers from the Pacific fleet to

the Indian Ocean in response to a
Soviet buildup in the
Mediterranean.

In a related development, the
Nixon administration urged
Congress to temporarily shelve a
bill to libralize trade with the
Soviets pending a satisfactory
Middle East solution.

A MEETING OF THE

U.IMSS. SKI CLUB
Tuts., OCT. 30

THOMPSON 104 8 p.m.

Ski Movie
Guest Speaker From
Memberships Taken

Berkshire East

Get in on the benefits:

Weekly night skiing, discounts on equip, and lifts free
transportation to ski areas, trip to Innsbruk, vacation trips
plus other benefits.

'

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The first emergency supplies reached 20,000 Egyptian troops stranded

in the Sinai Desert on Monday and Israel offered to swap 7,000 Arab
POWs for 450 Israelis held by Syria and Egypt.

Egypt denied claims that Israel ever held Suez city at the southern end

of the Suez Canal.

Israel's 75-year-old premier, Golda Meir, paid a flying visit Monday to

Israeli troops inside Egypt west of the Suez Canal.

Mrs. Meir flew in an Israeli air force helicopter to Israeli positions on
' both sides of the canal, including visits to positions on both sides of the

canal, including visits to positions on the west bank taken by Israel in the

latest Mideast war.

Israeli and Egyptian officers met for a third time on Monday in Israeli-

held Egypt on the Cairo-Port Suez road. They took up the prisoner of war
issue but no details were released. They agreed to hold further meeting.

Maj. Gen. Shmuel Eyal said in Tel Aviv that Israel wanted to trade

7,000 Arab prisoners for 450 Israelis he said were held in Egypt and Syria.

Eyal told newsmen Israel held 6,800 Egyptian POWs, about 300 Syrians

and a few Iraqis and Moroccans. He said Egypt held about 350 Israelis

and Syria has about 100.

In Washington, acting Egyptian foreign minister Ismail Fahmy, a close

associate of President Anwar Sadat, met with Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger to discuss the Mideast crisis.

In Cairo, Egypt said its 3rd army on the east bank of the canal "is

valiantly standing firm, its morale is high and supplies are reaching it."

It was the first official comment on the status of the 20,000 troops Israel

says it has cut off on the east bank.

The official Middle East News Agency issued the report, after Deputy
Premier Abdul Kader Hattem met with representatives of the U. N.
emergency peacekeeping force.

It said: "The 3rd army is standing firm. The 3rd army inflicted

heavy losses until emergency forces arrived Monday morning in the
southern sector."

It said Israeli claims that Suez city had fallen were false, adding : "Suez
still is in Egyptian hands."
The agency said Suez city "resisted all enemy attempts to attack it

after the Oct. 22 cease-fire forcing the enemy to withdraw from its

outskirts
"

The statement added that more than 2,000 U. N. troops have taken up
positions on the west bank, including some who entered Suez city on
Monday morning.
Egyptian amphibious vehicles picked up emergency supplies at a pier

six miles north of Suez city under the eyes of U. N. officials and Israeli
troops, Associated Press newsman Daniel Grebler reported.
Thirty loads floated across the 200-foot waterway, Israeli spokesman

said, but another 60 truckloads from an Egyptian mercy convoy allowed
through Israeli lines were halted on the western bank because of the
darkness.

The Israeli military command said that its warplanes shot down two
Egyptian helicopters and its antiaircraft guns knocked down a third over
the southwest Sinai coast a few miles south of the entrapped Egyptian 3rd
Army.
There was no immediate report from Egypt and the unexplained in-

cident did not appear to threaten the six-day-old cease-fire that has
brought relative quiet to both Middle East war fronts.
But Syrian President Hafez Assad said in Damascus that his country

will resume fighting if Israel does not withdraw completely from all
occupied Arab territories and fails to restore the rights of the Palestinian
people.

"President Sadat of Egypt assured me he had received full guarantees
from the Soviet Union that there would be complete Israeli withdrawal
from occupied territories and the Soviet Union gave assurances its
position on this matter was fully coordinated with our positions and the
interests and legal aspirations of our people," he added in a speech.

Israeli leaders said they permitted the Egyptian relief column with U.
N. drivers at the wheel to cross Israeli positions about 60 miles from Cairo
because of a special appeal from the United States.
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f U.S., Allies, Meet Soviets

To Discuss European Troop Cuts
By CARL HARTMAN

Associated Press Writer
VIENNA, Austria (AP) —

Hurting from a sharp split over the
Middle East, the United States and
most of its European allies meet
the Soviets today for their first

talks on mutual troop cuts in

central Europe.
Last week Defense Secretary

James R. Schlesinger threatened
to review the U. S. commitment to

West Germany, where some
200,000 U. S. troops are stationed.
Apparently he was not inclined to
wait for the result of the con-
ference. That could take years.
Leonid I. Brezhnev, the Com-

munist party leader, says the
Soviet Union will be ready for
"realistic steps" in 1975.

Western officials said that the
task will be complex and delicate,
and agreements are not likely to be

Egyptian Representative

Meets With Kissinger

MADISON, Wis. .-WITNESSES FOR ARMSTRONG- Antiwar
activists Anthony Russo, left, and Philip Berrigan, talk after
testifying on behalf of Karleton Armstrong. They appeared this week
as at presentencing hearing for Armstrong, who has pleaded guilty
to second degree murder and arson in the 1970 bombing of the Army
Mathematics Research Center at the University of Wisconsin in
which a researcher was killed. Judicial experts say there has never
been a hearing like it.

By KENNETH J. FREED
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
special representative of Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat arrived
here Monday for talks with
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger and possibly President
Nixon.

Ismail Fahmy, acting Egyptian
foreign minister and a close
associate of Sadat, was greeted at

the airport by Asst. Secretary of
State Joseph Sisco, a leading U. S.

Cox Says New Prosecutor Must
Have Power To Get Evidence

By JOHNCHADW1CK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ousted
Watergate prosecutor Archibald
Cox testified Monday that a new
special prosecutor by law should
be able to bring court action to

obtain evidence from the White
House.

Cox told the Senate Judiciary
Committee that frustrations and
delays he encountered in trying to

get evidence from the White House
make it imperative a new
prosecutor have such legislated

power.
He also repeated statements that

he now has concluded Congress
should pass legislation providing
for appointment of a new
prosecutor by the federal District
Court here.

Cox, on leave as a Harvard Law
School professor, said there is

some doubt about the con-
stitutionality of such legislation but

he has decided after further study
that the doubt is "not a very
serious one and I'd be prepared to

run the risk."

President Nixon has announced
that a successor to Cox will be
appointed later this week by acting
Atty. Gen. Robert H. Bork. but 53

senators have introduced a bill

providing for a new prosecutor
appointed by U.S. District Court
Judge John J. Sirica. Similar
legislation has been suggested in

the House by more than 100

members.
Cox testified at a Judiciary

Committee inquiry into his

dismissal by Bork. on Nixon's
order, after he refused to accept a

directive not to pursue in court his

efforts to obtain tapes, notes and
memoranda of presidential con-

versations.

He said acceptance of the

directive would have established a

"very dangerous precedent" and
would have been seen by many as a

cover-up He said it would have led

to later instructions interferring

with his independence and the

conduct of investigation.

Sen Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass.. asked if a prosecutor could
fully perform his duties without
access to White House documents,

i don't see how," Cox replied.

•"That's where the information is."

Sen John L. McClellan, D-Ark.,

asked Cox about rumors that he

had been fired because his in-

vestigative trail was leading to the

White House

"I have no evidence to support

any of the rumors of this kind.'' Cox
said But he added he had seen

evidence that some of the

President's staff are troubled by

the breadth of the guidelines lor

the prosecutor's office.

In an opening, off the cuff
statement that lasted nearly an
hour and a half. Cox said that much
of the evidence he sought is in

White House offices and that, on
the whole, his efforts to get it met
with "frustration and delay."

"Certainly they furnished some
things to us," he said, but he listed
a number of requests for material
that he said have gone unan-
swered.

He said this material included
logs of meetings and telephone
conversations of the so-called
White House plumbers unit and
other aides and files dealing with
milk producers who made large
campaign contributions and with
electronic surveillance of
columnist Joseph Kraft.
Cox also related a report con-

cerning a member of the White
House staff, whom he identified
only as X, and a second person he
called Y. He said that X reported
being told by Y that after X's
appearance before the Senate
Watergate committee all of X's
political files should be deposited
in Nixon's files.

Cox testified there were other
instances of files being transferred
to presidential papers, including
those of Egil Krogh Jr., former

head of the plumbers unit and now
under indictment.

"For the most part, it seemed to

me our efforts were unsuccessful,"
Cox said in testifying about
requests for White House
documents.
He emphasized that many,

requests for evidence did not
necessarily mean any wrongdoing,
that evidence might show in-

nocence as well as guilt.

In other Watergate-related
developments Monday:

Deputy special prosektor Henry
S. Ruth told a House judiciary
subcommittee that the Watergate
prosecution staff is intact and
functioning.

"There have been no
resignations" nor firings, Ruth
said of Cox's former staff mem-
bers.

Ruth later told a newsman that
he continues to function as he did
under Cox, except that he now
reports to Asst. Atty. Gen. Henry
E. Petersen, who now is in charge
of the Watergate probe.
The subcommittee recom-

mended extending the term of the
Wwergate grand jury for six

months beyond its Dec. 4 ex-
piration date.
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expert on the Mideast.
Fahmy declined to speak to

reporters. However, he is reported
to have brought a letter from Sadat
to Nixon dealing with the opening
of Arab-Israeli negotiations.

State Department spokesman
Robert J. McCloskey said he knew
of no specific proposals being
carried by Fahmy. However, the
spokesman added, "It is fair to say
his visit represents the begin-
ning of a discussion look-
ing toward the finding of a
means to begin negotiations" on
resolving the Middle East con-
flict."

Egypt initiated the visit and
Kissinger agreed to meet with
Fahmy during a working lunch
Tuesday at the State Department.
American officials were indefinite
on a Fahmy-Nixon meeting, but
Egyptian sources indicated such a
discussion is probable.
American sources indicate Fah-

my was sent by Sadat for at least
two reasons: To learn directly U.S.
thinking on establishing Arab-
Israeli peace negotiations and to
further test the sincerity of the
Nixon-Kissinger offers of even-
handed American good offices.

reached quickly or easily.

Along with the United States,

Britain, Canada, West Germany,
Belgium, the Netherlands and
Luxembourg are present. Though
troops on their territory will not be
immediately affected, Norway,
Greece, Italy, and Turkey are also

taking part.

Echoes were still resounding of

some of the harshest words ex-

changed across the Atlantic since

World War II. The Europeans,
heavily dependent on Middle East
oil, declined to help the U. S. airlift

of arms to Israel. U. S. officials,

from President Nixon down,
publicly voiced the U. S. resent-
ment.
The European allies also had

their complaints. Some objected
strongly to the United States

alerting its troops on their territory

last week without asking them
first.

One U. S. official said he saw
"not a ripple" in Vienna from this

clash.

Western diplomats, trying to

damp down differences among the

allies, also refused to give
credence to a report that the

United States and the Soviet Union
had already agreed to troop cuts

over the heads of their European
allies. This one originated with one
of the smaller European govern-
ments.

Differences between the Soviet

Union and its Warsaw Pact allies

do not come to the surface so often,

but they do exist. In the Middle
East, as in other areas, Romania
has not been toeing the Soviet line

at all.

Oleg N. Khlestov, a legal expert
from the Soviet Foreign Ministry,

arrived in Vienna Tuesday with a
20-man delegation and a statement
hoping for a "constructive ap-

proach" to the talks by other
countries.

ENTERTAINMENT
HATCH Wednesday

Halloween Coffeehouse
Thursday, Friday
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Saturday

Ed Vadas Blues Band
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TOC

Movie: "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame"

Wednesday

Ed Vadas Blues Band

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Daddy Long Legs
Friday, Saturday
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The History Of Black Film
I l ISM \\l I I Ml l»l\ \ •/ fc.'<^flH^By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA

The New Africa House Art Gallery is sponsoring an
exhibition of the History of Black Film. The collec-
tion, that belongs to Mr. Charles Griffin, a film ar-
chivist, includes posters, photos and leaflets of Black
films dating back to 1917. Ms. Aishah Rahman said
that this collection is so valuable that "they are
looking for some grant to preserve it and to exhibit it

throughout USA to those interested in Black
Culture".

Mr. Griffin, who had worked in theater with some
of the artists in the collection, (he was stage manager
lor Paul Robeson) expressed his great desire "To do
what I can to preserve the collection." Last time that
he participated in a play was in "Wine in the
Wilderness" in 1972 in New York City.
Most of the assistants to the exhibition considered it

as a great event in public education about Black
Culture. "This collection is one of the finest displays
of Black Cinematographic History in the country,"
said Mr. John Bracey, Assoc. Prof, in the UMass
Dept. of Afro-American Studies Dept.

"I just think it is a big move to the University as
well as the state of Mass. to have an historical
exhibition of Black Film in Western Mass.," said Mr.
Mungu Abudu, a graduate student in the Theater
Dept.

And to those that had not been exposed to the Black
American Culture they will find the art exhibition
quietly interesting as said by Mr. Ricardo Barrientos,
a Central American student.
The New Africa House Art Gallery is open from 1 to

3 p.m. on weekdays.

I

Charges Marines With Subversion

Uganda Orders Troops Out

Research Fellowships Offered
Up to five Research Fellowships, with a value to $1,000 each, will be

awarded in 1974 to upper-division undergraduates in science and
engineering. Research will be in the areas of physics, chemistry, and
engineering with emphasis principally on large molecules.
The program, sponsored by Polymer Science and Engineering, is

designed as an introduction to research for undergraduates. The
research will be under the direction of faculty members in Chemistry,
Chemical Engineering, and in Polymer Science and Engineering.
Selected students may have options as to the choice of specific research
projects.

Those interested in the $1,000 Research Fellowships may contact
Roger Porter, Room 701E, Graduate Research Center, or call him at 545-

WIROBL Kenya <\P).
Uganda's military government
Monday night ordered U.S. Marine
guards at the U.S. Embassy in

Kampala out of the country within
48 hours on grounds they were
engaged in subversive activities.

U.S. Embassy spokesmen
declined to commend on the order
broadcast on the official Uganda
radio, and presented by the
Foreign Ministry to U.S. Charge
d Affaires Robert Keeley.
Other diplomatic sources

speculated that the expulsion could
lead to the virtual closing of the
U.S. Embassy or possibly a
complete break in relations.

In Washington. State Depart-
ment officials said they received
confirmation from the embassy

that the six Marine guards were
ordered to leave Uganda.
"We had no choice but to com-

ply." one official said.

He said that the question of
whether to keep open the embassy
in the Ugandan capital is

"presently under study."

The radio listed the names of six

Marines assigned to security
duties at the embassy. It said Gen.
Idi Amin, gave them until 6 p.m. -10

a.m. EST-Wednesday to leave
Uganda.
Details of allegations against the

Marines were not spelled out. The
broadcast said the guards were not
needed at the embassy since the
Uganda government assumes
responsibility for the security of
everyone in Uganda.

Amin, a Moslem who expelled
Israeli diplomats from his country,
stepped up pressure against
Americans in Uganda as a result of

American support of Israel in the

Middle East war.
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ARLINGTON, Tex. REAL TROOPER-Judy Norris, one of five University of Texas at Arlington
coeds enrolled in the Army ROTC program, became the first woman to complete the unit's obstacle
course. Hardest part of the course was rappelling down the 60-foot training tower, but the freshman
psychology major from Saginaw, Tex., made it like a breeze. Cadet Norris gets instruction from a
senior cadet in proper use of ropes, left, and at right, in full harness she eases backward through the
window at the 60-foot level.

Holiday Decorations Use Fuel
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer .

'Twas two months before Christmas
And all through the nation, Holiday planners
preached conservation.
Santa's bright lights, his greetings for Yule,
Were cut back and dimmed by the shortage of fuel.

An Associated Press survey showed that with a
little less than two months to go before Dec. 25, many
civic and business groups have canceled or cut back
or plans for Christmas decorations in an effort to
conserve power.
Even Bethlehem, Pa., known as "The Christmas

City," is in an uproar. Mayor H.G. Payrow an-
nounced that Christmas decorations would be cut
back by 80 per cent, saving 52 million watts of elec-
tricity.

Businessmen and residents objected, however,
saying the cutback would hurt the tourist business
and officials are still trying to work out a com-
promise.

The problem stems trom a general fuel shortage,
complicated by cutbacks in Arab oil production

because of the Middle East war.
Officials in Austin, Tex., where shortages of

natural gas have affected electricity production, said
Christmas lights will be turned on as usual on Nov. 21
and will be burned until Nov. 25, but then will be shut
off until Dec. 14 when they'll be relit.

In addition, holiday lighting displays on bridges
across the Colorado River will be eliminated this
year and businesses have been ordered to restrict
their holiday spectaculars.
A business association in Pittsburgh announced

that because of the energy crunch, the lighting on 60
downtown buildings, a tradition since 1960, will be
canceled this year.

The Building Owners and Managers Association
said that although the city has enough power, the
cancellation was intended "as a meaningful gesture
to the rest of the nation whose energy situation is far
more critical."

Building supervisors in Minneapolis decided to
discontinue a program of outlining structures in the
downtown area in lights during the holiday season
and the Ohio Public Utilities Commission urged
businesses to cancel Christmas displays this year.

White House To Consider Citing
Examples Of Distorted Reporting

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON < AP > - The White
House plans to consider whether to

pinpoint examples of what
President Nixon has described as
"outrageous, vicious, distorted
reporting" by television com-
mentators.

Deputy Press Secretary Gerald
L. Warren said Monday he would
explore the possibility of

documenting President Nixon's
charges that television com-
mentators have compiled the worst
reporting record he had seen "in 27

years of public life."

Warren made his comment after

being asked at a news briefing if

the White House would provide
what one reporter called a "bill of

particulars."

There was discussion at the

briefing about Nixon's statement
that one network said he had a $1

million trust fund handled by
friend C. G. Bebe Rebozo "knowing
it was untrue."

Warren said the President was
not referring to the original report

on the ABC television network that

investigators were looking into the

possible existence of such a fund.

Rather, he said, Nixon had in

*••••••••

*

* *
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mind a subsequent televised in-

terview on another network in

which the questioner, he said,

referred to the investment port-

folio as if it were an acknowledged
fact.

There was no such portfolio,

Warren said, and the second
network had been told as much by
the White House.

Some of Warren's questioners
suggested that certain anti-Nixon

statements reported by the TV
networks actually had originated

with Radio Hanoi or public figures

in the United States and had been
clearly identified as the source at

the time they were broadcast on
U.&. news programs.
Warren was asked if the news

media should not report public
statements Nixon finds
displeasing.

The White House spokesman
said that reporting was important
but that what Nixon asked for was
"perspective".
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Lobby Campus Center Hotel
Tel. 545 2528 or 545-2006

Army Destroys

W. W. II Gas Bombs
DENVER. Colo. (AP) - The

Army began full-scale destruction
of leftover World War II nerve gas
bombs Monday at the Rocky
Mountain Arsenal northeast of
here, a spokesman said.

Secretary of the Army Howard
Callaway approved the destruction
of 4.2 million pounds of GB nerve
gas contained in bomb clusters
rather than moving the agents to a
less populated area.
Arthur Whitney, public in-

formation officer at the arsenal,
said the first of the 21,083 M34
bombs was detoxified starting at

7:45 a.m.
Whitney said the aresenal's crew

of 32 workers would detoxify about
five of the bombs daily. The
program is estimated to cost $33
million and take about 33 months to

complete.
The detoxification of the nerve

gas bombs was scheduled to begin
29 months ago, but was delayed to

allow time for development of

equipment, said Col. Sampson H.
Bass, manager of the program.
The bombs are stored outdoors

at the aresenal adjacent to busy
Stapleton International Airport.

Must The Beavers Die?
(Continued from P. 1)

"In fact," he noted, "it was nip and tuck whether water would run this
week because of the high color units."

Scientists admit that water with a high color count may be perfectly
safe to drink. "It's purely an aesthetic thing," said Professor Mac-
Connell. "Discolored water is not pleasing."
Chemistry graduate student Robert Pojasek says his studies have

indicated that the beaver are responsible for manganese in the water.
"When in drinking water," he said, "the chemical causes laundry and
toilet stains."

He said that the manganese enters the system and causes the
decomposion of "forest litter" whch in turn yields fulvric acid, the
brownish material in the water.
The town of Amherst had a study done on the situation. The report said

a treatment plant could be built to treat the water.
This treatment plant would have cost $30,000. Stanley Ziomek,

Amherst Supt. of Public Works, said the town could not afford the plant.
Mrs. Jennifer French, mother of the boy who brought the killings to the

public's attention, said she is against the killings. "The whole family is in
the process of making a formal protest to the town," she said.
Mrs. French would like to see the beaver trapped alive and transported

to an area where they would not effect a drinking water system. She
argues that natural selection would determine the nature balance.
Professors Peter Derrico and Carolyn Peck have made the issue part

of their Legal Studies 201 class. Professor Derrico said he would like to
see the various factions meet to discuss the problem.
Derrico said the officials are reluctantly killing the beaver in the name

of the people, but the people don't know what's being done.
All indications, however, are that the killings will not stop and that the

people will not complain.
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Court Hits Boston School Committee
For Delays Of Racial Imbalance

WASHINGTON-Former Watergate special prosecutor Archibald
Cox says the presidential tape recordings over which he was fired
"were clearly only a first step in seeking a great deal of important
evidence from the White House.

BOSTON ( AP) - The Supreme
Judicial Court Monday
reprimanded the Boston School
Committee for delays since the

Massachusetts racial imbalance
law went into effect eight years ago
and told the committee they must
racially balance the city's schools
by September 1974.

The court, in a 16-page
unanimous decision, rejected all of

the committee's legal attacks on
the state plan. The ruling marks
the third time the school com-
mittee has lost its court battles
against the law and plans proposed
by the state board.
The state board of education has

the power to withhold millions of

dollars in state aid to Boston and to

notify the state School Building
Assistance Commission to
withhold funds for any new school
construction in Boston. The court
used that fact as a hint, or threat,
for the city school officials to act
promptly to implement the racial
balance plan.

'The committee must un-
derstand that the time for testing
the meaning of the statute has long
since passed and that the time for
prompt action to implement it is at
hand," wrote Justice Paul C.
Reardon.
The Supreme Court turned down

all of the committee's objections to
the state plan, as prepared by
Harvard Law School Prof. Louis
J? lee last May in a series of

hearings. additional safety measures or
The court rejected claims by the vocational classes,

committee that the state board The court was adament in its call
acted arbitrarily in rejecting the for racially balanced schoots
November 1972 plans proposed by starting in the next school year
the city. "The committee, the court said,
The court indicated that ad- has the opportunity for "sub^

justmen ts can be made in the state stantial participation" under the
plan as is necessary to provide state plan.

PUERTO RICAN TRAVELING THEATRE

in

"Pipo Subway No Sabe Reir"

November 2 and 3

Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m.

Tickets

$1.50 UM-A Students
$3.00 Others

125 Herter Hall Telephone 545-0202

Presented by the Fine Arts Council

A Third World Cultural Series Event

Prime Min. Is

Univ. Prof.

MIAMI. Fla. ( AP) — The prime
minister of Barbados says he's
learning as much or more than the
students he teaches in his political
science course at Florida In-
ternational University.

Errol Barrow, 53, has been here
since Sept. 26. He's spending three
months at the school as a visiting

professor of political science. His
course is called "Conflict and
Cooperation in the Caribbean."

"I was getting out of touch with
the academic world, with political

thought, the thinking of young
people," Barrow said. "I'm finding
it most rewarding. I'm sure I am
learning as much or more than the
students."

Barrow hasn't returned to

Bridgetown, capital of the
Caribbean island of Barbados,
since he arrived in Florida. He
keeps in touch through the daily
mail which brings newspapers,
parliamentary documents and
personal observations. The cabinet
is minding the government.
"But I'm not really participating

in decisions. They don't have to

consult with me to act, but they do
keep me informed as a matter of

courtesy," he said.

Barrow said he thinks "there's
something wrong with a prime
minister and a country if the prime
minister couldn't leave for three
months.
"I feel sorry for those leaders

who can't leave for even a few days
because they don't know if they'll

have a government to go back to,"
he added.

Harper & Row Book

SALE

6,000 Harper & Row paperbacks

— all subjects, most titles —

Reduced in Price

TO AN UNBELIEVABLE

2/$1.00
SPECIAL SALE TABLES -

NOW IN PROGRESS
at

The University Store

Campus Center
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Overseas Employment
opportunities Increase

While the employment market on the United States scene is extremely
tight, the foreign market is wide open. Approximately 75,000 American
citizens will be leaving the United States this year for employment in

Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe and So. and Central America.
A new, dynamic organization, WORLD STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES,

has a way to make it easy for students to obtain unlimited career op-
portunities in numerous areas. According to Mr. Gordon Schultz,

President of W.S.O. the best way to secure employment contacts is

through a professionally prepared resume that is acceptable to large

companies with worldwide operations. Mr. Schultz states that his com-
pany prepares such a resume and provides his clients with ap-

proximately forty addressed envelopes to different companies, depen-
ding upon the profession and country preferred by his clients. W.S.O.
staff continually reviews overseas employment opportunities and in-

dividualizes their service in order to secure acceptable employment for

every applicant. W.S.O. provides the opportunity for its candidates to

contact numerous companies enabling the employment client to do his

own negotiating. This service fulfills a long time need and enables many
qualified people to gain employment away from the tight American
market. For further information contact: WORLDWIDE STUDENT
OPPORTUNITIES, P.O. Box 1255 1075 Camino Flores, Thousand Oaks,

California 91360.

Vermont Supreme Court Enters
Highway-Environment Dispute

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

School Bus Service
Could Be Altered For Safety
BOSTON (AP) — Cities and

towns may be required to provide
bus service for school children who
live less than a mile from school

but must cross hazardous roads to

get there.

Legislation to drop the minimum
mileage requirement for bus
service in such cases was given a
hearing Monday by the legislative

committee on education.

Rep. Fred F. Cain, D-
Wilmington, who filed the bill on
behalf of his town, said some
kindergarten children must cross
railroad tracks and walk near
major highways to reach their

schools on foot.

Another bill considered by the

committee would let regional
school districts sell bonds to

finance the purchase of school
buses and other major pieces of
equipment.
Donald J. Buss, superintendent

of schools for the Hampshire
Regional School District, said may
cities and towns could operate
their own bus service more

cheaply than they could contract

for such services.

He explained that currently
school districts would have to

finance the purchase of equipment
in one year's budget, which makes
the cost of a fleet of buses
prohibitive.

By PATTI LEE
Associated Press Writer

MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP)-The
Vermont Supreme Court has been
asked to break an impasse between
the state Environmental Board
and Highway Board over the ap-

plicability of environmental laws
to a road project dubbed the

"Brookfield massacre."
The controversy centered on the

tiny Washington County town of

Brookfield, where rough gravel

lanes led to an unusual floating

bridge built on barrels across

Sunset Brook.
The state Historical Society

protested in August a Highway
Department project to pave the

roads leading to Brookfield and
onto the historic one-lane bridge. It

was dubbed a massacre by Gov.
Thomas P. Salmon, who said the

project would spoil the rural

beauty which was the hallmark of

the town.

Construction of th? two-mile
stretch of highway is now com-
plete, but the controversy has
continued because of its impact on
other planned highway projects.

The Environmental Board issued

a declaratory judgment that an
environmental permit was
necessary, even though the con-

struction was already underway.
The Highway Board contended
that Brookfield, and 43 other

projects had been approved by the

legislature before the permit law,

Act 250, was enacted, and were
exempt under a "grandfather
clause."

In an attempt to settle the

dispute, Asst. Atty. Gen. Benjamin
Scotch prepared a compromise
which would have applied Act 250

of 14 of the 44 projects and would
have allowed the Environmental

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Dtet

During the non-snow off Mason
the US Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet

to lose 20 pounds in two weeks

That's right — 20 pounds in 14 days?

The basis of the diet is chemical food

action and was devised by a famous

Colorado physician especially for the

U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy ia

maintained (very important!) while

reducing. You keep "full" — no

starvation — because the diet is de-

signed that way! It's a diet that is

easy to follow whether you work,

travel or stay at home
This is. honestly, a fantastically

successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.

Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per-

mitted to use it! Right? So, give

yourself the same break the U.S. Ski

Team get* Lose weight the scientific,

proven way. Even if you've tned all

the other diets, you owe it to your-

self to try the U.S. Women's Ski

Team Diet. That is, if you really do

want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks

Order today Tear this out as a

reminder

Send only $200 ($2.25 for Rush

Service) cash is O.K. to Coastal

Products. P. O. 4792. Santa Barbara.

Calif 93 1 03 . Don't order unless you

expect to lose 20 pounds in two weeks!

Because that's wh;it the Ski learn

Diet will do!

scaping decisions involving the

Brookfield project.

The Highway Board agreed to

the plan, but it was rejected by the

Environmental Board. In an ex-

change of letters underscoring the

impasse last week, Environmental
Board Chairman Schuyler Jackson
wrote the Highway Board saying
he felt the compromise did not
address the basic issues.

Highway Board Chairman Frank

Balch replied that his board was
willing to continue seeking a

solution, but he felt any action had
to be consistent with the advice of

the attorney general.

Atty. Gen. Kimberly Cheney
stepped into the issue Monday,
with the announcement he had
appealed the Environmental
Board ruling to the Vermont
Supreme Court.
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Harper & Row Book

SALE
6,000 Harper & Row paperbacks

— all subjects, most titles —

Reduced in Price

TO AN UNBELIEVABLE

2/S1.00
SPECIAL SALE TABLES

NOW IN PROGRESS
at

The University Store

Campus Center
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Death And Influence
By PEDRO HERNANDEZ

"I was born in Argentina, I fought in Cuba, and I began to be a
revolutionary in Guatemala." This is what CHE GUEVARA called his
autobiographical synthesis. Born into a privileged family of Spanish and
Irish descent in 1928, ERNESTO GUEVARA DE LA SERNA was to react
strongly enough from his background. As Ricardo Rojo, a friend of the
family, testifies, certain things were taken for granted in the Guevara
household-"a passion for justice, the rejection of fascism, religious in-
differences, an interest in literature and love poetry, and a prejudice
against money and the ways of making it." This home conditioning
naturally led to a feeling of rebelliousness, which was to make CHE into a
revolutionary, once he could understand the social problems of Latin
America -CHE was born adult. He was a youth as a boy and a man as a
youth.

His personal experience of three failes revolutions -The Bolivian
Revolution, later to be overthrown by an army Putsch The Guatemalan
Revolution destroyed by an Imperialist intervention and the Mexican
Revolution, rotted by internal sloth and decay. This experience changed
a young doctor, whose nature was radical into a Revolutionary by intent.
He had moved from passive indignation to active resistance, from

observing to planning. His sympathy for suffering humanity had become
a strategy for finding the remedy for that suffering. To become a total
revolutionary, all CHE needed was another Revolution

In his reminiscence of the Cuban Revolutionary War, CHE describes
his experiences with a great deal of irony, modesty, and self-criticism-
He found the early mistakes of the guerrillas "both ridiculous and
tragic", wounded himself at Alegria de Pio, and his reaction was
touching and unsoldierly. Not unreasonably, even though the wound did
not turn out to be serious His first concern was not to save his life-the
primary duty of a guerrilla -but to die honorably.
Both in theory and practice, CHE GUEVARA despised money. His

personal life had always been a reproach to greed, in his farewell letter to
FIDEL CASTRO, there is a quiet pride in his assertion, "I have left no
material possession to my wife and children, and I do not regret it. lam
happy that it is this way." To most men, this admission would be
humiliating to CHE, it was a source of pride. How many other politicians
could say the same on leaving office?
CHE had rediscovered his old commitment to the Poor Nations of the

World, if he had ever lost it. He began to consider that the real con-
tradiction was not between Capitalism and Communism, but between
developed and underdeveloped countries. If the groups of un-
derdeveloped countries, lured by the siren of song of the vested interest of
the developed powers which exploit their backwarness. contend futilely
among themselves, for the crumbs from the tables of the World's mighty
and break the ranks of numerically superior forces. The World will
remain as it is

His single and final goal was the liberation of Latin America which is
more than a continent it is rather our homeland, temporarily turn into
twenty republics. In Death, CHE has more influence than when he was
alive. Dead men tell no tales, but they can make a legend. CHE was not
only one of the more heroic men of his age; he was also one of the more
intelligent, more original, more ascetic, more radical, more human, and
most beautiful men of his age
SARTRE was correct when called CHE "The most complete Man of

his age" History will probably treat ERNESTO "CHE" GUEVARA as
the Ganbaldy of his age. the most admired and loved revolutionary of his
time. The impact of his ideas on Socialism and guerrilla warfare may be
temporary But this influence, particularly in LATIN AMERICA, must
be lasting. For there has been no man with so great an ideal of unity for
that divided and unlucky Continent since BOLIVAR. The young will find
new heroes, but no more inspiring. And the consequences of his death are
only beginning to be seen in the social upheavals and changes around us.

When the General in VIVA ZAPATA! looks down at the riddled corpse
of the dead guerrilla leader, he says, "Sometimes a dead man can be a
terrible enemy." For the rich nations of the EARTH and for the corrupt
governments that rule many of poor nations, the Dead CHE is a terrible
and a Beautiful Enemy.
HASTA LA VICTORIA SIEMPRE...

Pedro Hernandez is a Collegian Commentator.

Editorial Staff Meeting

Thursday, 7 p.m.

Collegian Office

Zamir Nestelbaum

#One Credit
A while back, before the avalanche of those events

in the world and on campus that so preoccupy our

consciousness, back a few weeks ago when the

Bluewall seemed like a good place to go and when you
even thought Sweet Pie was funny, a cosmic event

was revealed to me. There I was, going thru the

emotions of a typical day, when I found myself,

without warning, transported ominously to another
world. I had passed that barrier where time and
sound coalesce and sight functions in a state of

oblivious shock. I could almost hear Rod Serling's

raspy voice, beckoning me to beware, to be on guard
for those intangibles that I could never hope to un-

derstand but were plotting my debilitation and
destruction. I promptly freaked. "AAAHHH! ! ! ! !

" I

shrieked, unable to take it anymore. Someone had
finally spiked the milk, I thought. When suddenly, I

found myself, seemingly in one piece, although I had
a faint humming sensation in my ears and the taste of

prairie-oyster stew in my mouth, in a meeting of the

infamous Central Area Academic Affairs Com-
mittee.

"Welcome to the Central Area Academic Affairs

Committee Meeting," squeaked an ominous voice,

from an undeterminable locus. "My name is

Jonathan Slick, snicker! snicker! snerp! snerp! " he
chortled. "Tonight we will take up Colloquia
proposals."

"Right On! ! !
" screamed 50 more voices, none of

whom I could see, but whom responded with a
thunderous applause.
"Now as you know," Slick went on, "we will only

pass those colloquia that satisfy our criteria. And
those criteria, for you uninformed, are as follows:

1) The colloquium must be worthless.
2) The colloquium must be devoid of thought,

content, or structure.

3) The colloquium must conform to our notion of

academic merit, which, of course, incorporates the
above two points.

4) The instructor must donate $500 to the Central
Area Academic Committee's Annual Christmas
Party which will be held in Rio de Janeiro this year.

5) The instructors must try to "like" us, not for
what we are, or what we can do for him/her/it, but for
the hot-shits that we'd like to be. You see it's simple.
If you like us. then you are truly crazy. If you are
truly crazy, then, of course, you belong to the Central
Area Academic Committee. But then of course, you
couldn't teach. Ah, but well! So it goes! And now, it is

my privilege to announce those Colloquia which we
will pass this year. They are as follows:

C-lJ Wife Beating -taught by the illustrious Wing
Wang Woo, a master in the art of Kung Fu. If your
wife has been bugging you lately, giving you a lot of
that sexist crap, then you need this colloq. Learn how
to turn her into a quivering pulp. Mr. Wang will show
you how his people treat their women. One credit.

C-2: Cunnilingus: A Fresh Approach -Tired of that
same old Masters and Johnson's technique? Well
here's a new one that will excite even the most frigid
of you BIG MAMAS. This course will be taught by all

of Central's Peerless Sex Staff. Includes $20 lab fee,
and all you can eat! One credit.

C-3: Advanced Paper Macheing-This course is

recommended only to those who completed the
Beginner's and Intermediate Course. This
semester's project will be a life sized model of an
"ARAB IN FLIGHT ". Required is a 500 word paper
on What the Hey ! Paper Mache. This course is taught
by the Central Area Paper Mache Department
faculty, which is renown the world over. Bring your
own silly putty. One credit.

C-4: Creative Calisthenics-including such topics
as the fifty-four different aspects of Pelvic Thrust,
and the Ins and Outs of the deep knee bend, not to
mention pushups and situps in different undreamed
of styles. Taught by Miss Trixie DeLight and staff.

An excellent way to trim down. One credit.

C-5: Bodily Functions: An Intellectual Per-
spective-taught by Jonathan Slick. Ever wonder
what it's like being an asshole? Come and find out.

Get to know all of you, for only thus can one perceive
Nirvana. Bedwetters, bleeders and compulsive
pharters, all welcome. Bring your own Lysol. One
credit.

C-6: Posthumous Nosebleeding-Are you a
Necrophiliac? Do you like dead cold slimy objects?
Do you get your kicks throwing dead pigeons at cars?
If so, this is just the course for you. The course in-

cludes a lifetime supply of gangrene bacteria. Get
your whacks off, poke a cadaver today. Food Services
has 1st option to your work. One credit.

C-7: Greasepole Climbing: The Laminated Ap-
proach-taught by the famed Joe College himself~a
greaseball from way back. He'll show you how to
tackle that pole, shinny up and score. No more being
knocked, stepped on and losing. Nor more burnt ass
and injured pride. Bring your own boxing gloves and
cleats. One credit.

Schoo! of Ed. Beware. Central Area is hot on your
tracks.

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist.

Free Puerto Rican Nationalists March
By ZOE BEST

Frente Unido (United Front) to Defend Puerto
Rican Prisoners a coalition of groups sponsoring a
march in Washington DC. today, is seeking the
release of the longest held political prisoners in the
hemisphere: Lolita Lebron, Oscar Collazo, Andres
Figueroa Codero, Rafael Cancel Miranda and Irving
Flores. Today is the 23rd anniversary of an armed
uprising for Puerto Rican Independence in the town
of Jayuya Harvard law graduate, magnum cum
laude, Pedro Albizu Campos (who did not receive
recognition at graduation because of his Blackness)

,

founder of the Nationalist Party led this uprising.
Campos had already tried the electoral route and had
discovered the majority of ballots in favor of him
tloating in the Caribbean.

In 1960. Puerto Rico was made a commonwealth
which Governor Luis Munos Marin had defined as a
"political mutation" but which the Nationalists
called a colony. This same year, Nationalists were
arrested, imprisoned without trial and their homes
were burned. Campos then led a force of 300 women
and men, overtook thepolice garrison and raised the
Nationalist Party flag { which Marin adopted as the
Puerto Rican flag later) This force then met 5000
soldiers and air force bombing of nationalist held
buildings. At this time to call attention to this
situation, Oscar Collazo and Greselio Torresola flew
to Washington DC. to attempt to assassinate
Truman. Torresola was shot while crouching behind
a hedge and Collazo was wounded. Collazo was
sentenced to death but a two year campaign resulted
in a commuted sentence and a new sentence of life in
prison Cameo Torresola, widow of Greselio, now
released from prison, and Rosa Collazo had not
participated in the DC. action but were sentenced
under the "acts of violence" section of the Smith Act
to sentences of 4 and 6 years. Since they had been
garment factory workers in New York City they were
assigned garment work in Alderson Prison the
federal women's prison in West Virginia. Blanca
Canales Torresola. relative of Greselio, had hoisted
the flag above the post office in Jayuya, and was
imprisoned in Alderson Before that she had never
been in the U.S. In 1956, she was transferred to
Escuela Industrial de Mujeres at Vega Alta to serve a
life sentence.

During the McCarthy purges within the US and
the Dulles Brothers' coups outside the U.S. ( Iran and
Guatemala ) .

this country was in no mood to consider

a polite request for Puerto Rican Independence. Thus
to coincide with the Inter-American Conference in
Caracas and the Congressional hearing on a
resolution concerning Mexican migrant workers,
another action was staged March 1, 1954. Coordinated
again by Pedro Albizu Campos, Lolita Lebron led
four of her Nationalist brothes into the House of
Representatives. All opened fire resulting in the
injury of five congressmen. Lolita Lebron was
sentenced to a 50 year sentence eligible for parole in
16 years Lolita Lebron has served nineteen years
Rafael Cancel Miranda, Andres Figueroa Cordero,
and Irving Flores Rodriguez were sentenced to 75
year sentences with parole eligibility set after 25
years.

Lolita Lebron had written a poem before the ac-
tion: "I love you, lady Puerto Rico/like the noble
blood that has sanctified/ the Fatherland of Ben-
tances and of De Diego/ and the wise master, Albizu
Campos ."

( Betances a lawyer and a poet had sought
independence from Spain and foresaw the need to
sever political and economic relationships from the
U.S. if independence was to be achieved. While on
trial she suffered the loss of her son in a car accident.
Lolita Lebron is still in prison in West Virginia. She
has spent long periods in solitary confinement
because of her refusal to give up speaking Spanish. In
the fifties, she would go to the toilet to pray as the
head office refused to allow her to attend the Catholic
chapel. Lolita Lebron still insists today that Puerto
Rico must have independence to provide a culture
and future that is not exploitive of her people. During
her trail she addressed the court, "I love you and I
love the world as I love God ... I ask God to forgive you
and I forgive you, too."
Under a Life photo in 1954 is the caption, "A Har-

vard man gave a molotov cocktail party." Campos
atter the attack on Congress was besieged in his
home and for two hours a gun battle occurred and
imally after a teargas attack, Campos was captured
unconscious. He died in a U.S. prison in 1965.
hedenco Lora, of Frente Unido, asks the U.S.

citizens to seek the release of these prisoners. "We
recognize that Puerto Ricans by themselves cannot
iorce the Nixon Administration to release the five
nationalists. We especially call upon the antiwar
movement and those who support us in our struggle
tor the independence of Puerto Rico to organize North
Americans to join us in Washington on October 30."
Zoe Best is a Collegian commentator.
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I said, how'd you like a vigorous job as the Watergate prosecutor?'

Letters To The Editor

Arab Racist Attitudes
To The Editor:

In addressing ourselves to John
Fisher's The Roots of All Evil"
speech we first would like to ex-
press our solidarity with Mr.
Fisher on a number of points:

First we applaud his assertion
that "the Jewish people of Israel

without doubt, should have all the
right to live peacefully in the

Middle East, in their own state and
in secure borders, (and that the)

Arab Palestinians must be granted
their rights in their own land."

Similarly, like Fisher, we maintain
"that a sober, logical analysis

based on undisputable facts might
be quite helpful and valuable" in

illuminating the controversy un-

derlying the Middle East conflict.

If our analysis is to be factually

based, what indeed is the
Palestinian Arabs' attitude
towards the Jewish people's right

for national sovereignty? Article 20

of the 1968 Palestine National

Covenant declares that: "Judaism
in its character as a religion of

revelation is not a nationality with
an independent existence.
Likewise, the Jews are not one
people with an independent per-

Position Paper, Please
To The Editor:

A great deal of concern has been expressed recently by graduate and
undergraduate students alike that the "faculty union" proposed by the
Massachusetts Society of Professors seeks extraordinary, exclusive, and
unseemly guarantees at the expense of the students of this University.

I believe that much of this concern is the result of a failure by the MSP
leadership to communicate clearly its intentions to the various gover-
nance units on campus.
The Graduate Student Senate therefore requests that the Executive

Committee of the MSP issue a position paper on the status of graduate
students generally and graduate instructors in particular in the collective
bargaining procedures which are sought by the MSP.

John A. Muller
President,

Graduate Student Senate

Trying To Stall?
To The Editor:

An entire week has passed since my last inquiry as to the MTA's
position on the input of students into the collective bargaining process. In
this time neither I nor my committee has heard anything from the MTA
concerning this issue. This would lead one to believe one of three things:

1

)

The MTA -MSP - AAUP can't get it together within a week
2) The MTA - MSP - AAUP does not have a policy.

3) The MTA -MSP -AAUP is trying to stall.

I, personally, opt for the third. What do you think?

Marshall T.Spriggs
Chairperson

Academic Affairs Committee
Student Senate

Thanks For The Party
To The Editor:

The Belchertown Volunteers would like to publicly thank the fourth

floor of Grayson for contributing to the Halloween Party held for the

residents of the Belchertown State School this past Saturday. The party

included bobbing for apples, singing and dancing, and plenty of

Halloween treats. It was enjoyed by both young and old alike. Thanks
again.

Jay Cleary
Ken Spiegelman
Mary-Jo Grasso

sonality. They are rather citizens

of the states to which they belong."

It seems to us that this view is in

direct opposition to that of the

leading theoretician of the Third

World Movement, Franz Fanon,
who has explicitly recognized
Jewish nationhood. This
discrepency in attitude between
the Arab nationalists and Fanon
seems to be based in nothing less

than racism and anti-Semitism.

For as Satre tells us, the anti-

Semite is one who defines a Jew
and then seeks to impose such a

definition on the Jewish people. As
a people and a nation we un-

categorically reserve for ourselves

alone the right to determine what
we are. Certainly the stalwarts of

National Liberation would not deny
us this right.

Isn't it ironic then that Israel is

continually categorized by "ad-

vanced political thinkers" and the

"anti-imperialist camp," of which
Fisher speaks, as the racists and
aggressors in the Middle East.

Isn't it ironic when it is precisely

this Arab intransigence of the past

25 years, this Arab denial of the

Jews' right of national self-

determination which has resulted

in four wars and the displacement
of hundreds of thousands of Arabs
and Jews.

Much has been said of the plight

of the Palestinian refugees; how
much less has the world grieved

over the one million Jews stripped

of their civil rights and property,

and ultimately forced to flee

Moslem countries as a direct result

of Arab racism and its consequent
aggression against Israel.

What then is the "root of all evil"

in the Middle East? The Arabs and
Mr. Fisher would have us believe

that it is Israeli "imperialism"
manifested in her occupation of

Arab lands. They assure that a

return to pre-June '67 borders will

bring peace. Why were the June
4th borders not peace borders on

June 4th but will become peace
borders now? Why were not the

U.N. partition plan borders of 1947

peace borders then but will become
so now? The answer is that if there

is a "root of all evil" in the Middle
East it is Arab racist attitudes

against the Jewish nation and her

right to national self-

determination.

Jeffrey Einstein

Barry Blufer

Maria Dunrzrrka

Forget About The Past
To The Editor:

This is an open letter to all the Chicks around here who have
boyfriends back home.
This is not in the true spirit of the University. This is a place to do new

things and to meet new people. It is a place to forget about the past and
forge into the future. When I came here I left my high school behind
Why haven't they?

Eric Teal

Report Every Assault
To The Editor:

I am writing this letter to the women on campus who fear for their
safety at night and this means all of us. We all know that a rapist, pervert,
mugger, etc. is not going to be especially picky about who he attacks. Yet
most of us say to ourselves - "Oh, it will never happen to me..." I though
the same thing until the other night when I was assaulted. It turned out
that this same guy got three other women that same evening. Yet I was
the only one who felt enough concern to file a complaint and have the
attacker brought to trial. If I hadn't, he would be lurking in the shadows
tonight, waiting for you.

It makes my blood boil to hear women do nothing but bitch about the
dangers that we encounter on campus. Until we all get together and do
something about it, we will continue to be harassed by these degenerates
of society. I can't over-emphasize the importance of reporting each and
every assault immediately, and if possible, taking further action. The
police can't help us any more than they are now unless they have all the
facts. No matter how slight the situation, we must let them know what's
happening.

As long as you sit on your asses and do nothing abut the predicament
we're in, we're going to be bothered by this menace, both physically and
mentally.

Charlotte Allen

Hitchhiker Cooperation
To The Editor:

The subiect of this letter is hitchhiking or, to be more precise, hit-
chhiking south from Amherst on Route 116.

We now have hourly free buses among the five colleges during the
weekdays, and several runs in the evenings and on weekends. The system

> is by no means perfect, I know-sometimes the buses run late, sometimes
they are overcrowded. Mr. Charles DeBruler of Smith College, who
manages the system, is doing what he can to improve it. In any event, it

would not appear to be essential that anyone hitchhike in the Valley.
Having said this, I must recognize that people will hitchhike. I also

recognize that I will pick up hitchhikers when I have time and when it

appears safe to do so. I enjoy talking with them. The Town of Amherst
also recognizes that some hitchhiking is probably going to take place, and
the town officials have done their best to make provision for it. As an
experiment, two "courtesy pick-uD" stations have been established on
Route 116 a few hundred yards south of the junction of Route 9 and Route
116. One station is for students going to Hampshire and the other for
students going to Mount Holyoke College and beyond. I notice, however,
that there remain clutches of students at the traffic light where stopping
is difficult and unsafe.

This is merely to suggest that the Town of Amherst is trying in good
faith to do something to help us out, and I think we ought to cooperate.
Acoordingly, henceforth I shall pick up hitchhikers going south onlv at the
two stations I mentioned. I urge other drivers in the Valley to do likewise.

North Burn
Five-College Coordinator

Simply Untrue
To The Editor:

I'd like to respond to some of the statements in last Friday's articles
and letter relating to the Middle East.
The text of the "Third World Resolution" states that "every Asian or

African state . . . voted against the development of Israel." This is simply
untrue. The only Asian or African state outside of the Moslem bloc to do
so was India. As a matter of fact, Liberia ( in Western Africa) voted in

favor of Israel, as did many Latin American countries and the entire
Soviet bloc. Not a single African nation, except for Egypt, was involved in

a vote against the creation of the Jewish State. In addition, Ethiopia,
China, Honduras, and numerous other Latin American countries, in-

cluding Mexico, remained neutral on the issue.

Skipping over the hebephrenic and turning again to the blatant, the
"Third World Resolution" claims that Israel is a "supporter of the South
African Regime". The facts are to the contrary. The government of

Israel has at many international forums, including the U.N., condemned
the aoartheld system, and on Oct. 29, 1967 Joel Barromi, Israel's delegate
at the United Nations, called for concerted international action against

South Africa. More recently, the government of Israel has made financial
assistance available to the Organization of African Unity's "Freedom
Fund", which works against the colonial governments of South Africa
and Rhodesia.

For those such as John Fisher who dismiss as "Zionist propaganda"
the fact that Israel's survival is at stake I quote from an article that
appeared in Al-Ahram, the semi-official Egyptian newspaper, on Feb. 25,

1971 ( the same month in which Egypt announced its willingness to "enter
into a peace agreement" with Israel) by its editor Hassanein Heikal

:

"At this stage there are only two well-defined goals on the Arab scene:
1.) Erasing the traces of the 1967 aggression by Israel's withdrawal

from all the areas occupied by it in that year.

2.) Erasing the aggression of 1948 by Israel's total and absolute an-
nihilation. This is not really a well-defined goal, but an oversimplified
one, and the mistake of some of us is starting off with the last step before
beginning the first."

Unfortunately, this sort of article is not typical of the media within
most of the Arab countries. It is, however, in sharp variance with the
reasonable facade these same countries present to the outside world.
The "Third World Resolution" makes the point that their "struggle" is

against "Zionism", and not against Jews. Gretel Munroe makes this
distinction as well, implying that Zionist principles have very little to do
with Judaism. Such a distinction is without factual or historical foun-
dation. The hope for return to the Jewish homeland has been part of
Jewish life and religion ever since the start of the Diaspora.
When the State of Israel is denied the very right of existence, as

propounded in the "Third World Resolution", it is not merely "Zionism"
that is under attack, but Judaism and the Jewish people.
Many of the Oct. 26th statements pertaining to the Middle East were, at

best, inaccuracies, at worst, unconscionable lies. All student groups,
including the students who adopted this resolution, have the respon-
sibility of researching their allegations before presenting them to the
Uniersity community as facts.

Menachem Rosenberger
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More Letters To The Editor

Both Sides Now

t

To The Editor:

I want to submit to the readers of

the Collegian, and particularly to

my brothers and sisters of the

Third World and of the Arab World,

some comments on the
"resolution" adopted at the "Third
World Students in Solidarity with

Arab Brothers and Sisters" rally

(see Collegian, October 26). I know
I have little chance of being heard
by those who adopted the
"resolution", for I am an Israeli

and Israelis, according to the

authors of the "resolution", either

do not exist, or do not have the

right to exist, or else are simply not

considered members of the human
family. Nevertheless, I will try

once more, because I believe

dialogue is the higher form of

human interaction, and because I

don't consider myself entitled to

exclude any group of human beings

not even my Arab brothers and
sisters, from the human family.

Dialogue requires attentive
hearing and true understanding
(instead of misunderstanding,
misrepresentation, misquotation,

and straightforward distortion) of

the other side's position. This is

what prompts my efforts to un-

derstand the Arab views on the

conflict. I expect the Arabs — and
their supporters — to do a similar

effort in order to understand an
Israeli's point of view. This may be
the only way to find a realistic

solution to the conflict.

The "resolution" asserts that

"The struggle of the Arab people of

Palestine is in harmony with the

sacred values of all human men
and women, in harmony with the

principles of international law and
order, in harmony with the prin-

ciples of self defense, and above all

in complete harmony with
revolutionary movements all over
the world". If one recalls that the

expressed aims of the Palestinian

Liberation Organization (which
the "resolution" supports) are the

destruction of the state of Israel,

the denial to its citizens of the right

to self-defense and self-

determination, and the violation of

all standards of revolutionary
ethics (Fidel Castro once said: "A
true revolutionary never threatens

his enemy with extermination"),
one can easily see that there is no
harmony but only the most obvious
disharmony between what the

"resolution" supports and the
principles it invokes.

The validity of principles of

justice and morality, as well as of

essential human rights, stems
from their universality, (i.e., from
their applicability to every human

being). The rights to a national

sovereign existence, to self-

determination, and to self-defense,

which the "resolution" assigns to

the Palestinians, should also be
recotnized as inalienable rights of

the people of Israel. These rights

are valid only because they apply
to every people in the world. They
apply to the Third World peoples,

to the "Second" World peoples,

and to the "First" World peoples.

They are valid for the Arab people,

and for the Palestinians. But they

must also be acknowledged for the

Jewish people. No exclusion from
the list of those entitled to national

existence, self-determination and
security can be justified on any
grounds. Therefore, at the same
time that I demand these rights for

the people of Israel, I also demand
them for the Palestinians. I am
deeply convinced that the rights of

the two peoples can be reconciled,

through the existence of two in-

dependent national states, side by
side, on the area of the British

Mandate in Palestine. This is the

only possible just solution for the

conflict. The "resolution",
however, adopts a one-sided and
sectarian view of "justice" and of

"principles", and deliberately
ignores the legitimate rights and
aspirations of the people of Israel.

It contains, thus, an exact replica

of the very same evils it purports to

condemn: sectarianism, injustice,

denial of human and political

rights to small nations, and
racism. Let me give one more
example.
The "resolution" asserts that

"we support the current war in the

Middle East as a liberation
struggle because it is a liberation

struggle". This implies that "we"
must support every (national)

liberation struggle. Therefore,
"we" must support also the Jewish
national liberation struggle. And
Zionism is the expression of the

national aspirations of the Jewish
people. To say — as the
"resolution" does — that "the
struggle has always been directed
against Zionism and not against
Jews" is exactly the same as to say
(as the French actually said) that

"the struggle is against the FLN,
but not against the Algerian
people". What grounds are there

for excluding one particular
national liberation movement —
Zionism — from the list of those

entitled to "our" support? Ap-
parently, only the parallel claim
that one particular people — the

Jewish people — has not the right

to determine its own form of

political existence as a sovereign

sattoiyrow
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nation. And this is clearly a

discriminatory claim against the

Jews. Self-determination can only

be a valid principle if it is

universally applied, and its ap-

plications must include the Jewish
people too. In the same way as

Portugal's struggle against
Frelimo is a struggle against the

legitimate national aspirations of

the people of Mocambique, a

struggle against Zionism is a

struggle against the legitimate

national aspirations of the Jewish
people. Maybe the analogy is

obscured by the fact that the

national aspirations of the Jewish
people have been fulfilled, in the

form of the State of Israel, whereas
those of the people of Mocambique
still must be fulfilled. But should

the fact that an ideal be reached
command a change in our essential

commitments? Should we abandon
our commitment to the rights of

the Algerian people to existence,

self-determination and security
because of the success of the FLN
in its struggle, and the establish-

ment of an independent Algerian

state?

Until there is no understanding
and acknowledgement of the basic

rights and legitimate aspirations of

both sides in the conflict, there can
be no hope for a durable peace. The
"Third World progressive com-
munity" would be much more in

harmony with the principles in-

voked in her "resolution", if she
tried to foster a reciprocal and
sincere understanding between the

sides, instead of taking a

prejudicial one-sided anti-Israeli

position.

MarceloDascal

Forum For Peace
To The Editor:

Upon reading the article by Kathy Frazer in your October 18th issue,

concerning the Arab-Israel Coalition, we the members of the Con-

temporary Affairs Society, Northern Essex Community College wish to

express our support for efforts in forming the Joint Committee for Peace
in the Middle East to deal with the problems associated with misun-
derstandings arising from confrontation in the Middle East. We would be
interested in actively supporting the Arab-Israeli Peace Coalition.

Perhaps you may consider the possibility of sending representatives to

Northern Essex to state your views in a forum.

Please feel free to provide us with further information and to contact us

concerning the possibility of such a forum.
Arthur P. Apostolou, President
Contemporary Affairs Society

Northern Essex Community College

Peaceful Settlement
To The Editor:

The newly-formed Arab Israeli Peace Forum has been meeting in
Amherst regularly. Discussions concerning the various aspects of the
Middle East conflict have produced some prospects of reaching an
agreement on some issues.

The Arab Israeli Peace Forum wishes to issue the following statement:
"Now that the ceasefire has taken effect, we urge all parties involved in

the conflict to do their best to abide by the rules of the Geneva Convention
concerning the treatment of Prisoners of War and to start working im-
mediately for a peaceful settlement."

Arab-Israeli Peace Forum
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Notices
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BAHA'I FAITH
Discussion meeting on the Baha'i

Faith tonight, Tues. 10 30 at 8:15 at
Dr. Juan Caban's home, 64 Van
Meter Dr. All welcome.

BRIDGE PLAYERS
Duplicate Bridge Play tonight in

S.U. Commonwealth Rm. 7 p.m.
Final preparations for Philly. Come
to play.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
is the logical application of

Christian teaching to everyday
problems, small or large. Everyone
is welcome to tonight's meeting in

C.C. 911.

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
is sponsoring a colloquium on

Greek Myth and Modern Man on
Weds., 10 31 at 11:45 In the 6th floor
Lounge of Thompson Tower.

CVB'S FLY ON HALLOWEEN
What strikes terror into the hearts

and minds of men? Watch the skies
on Halloween at 8:00 p.m. and find
out.

DIETRICH VON STERNBERG
The film co-op presents Marlene

Dielrich in Josef Von Sternberg's The
Scarlet Empress tonight at 7:30 and
9:30 in Hampden Student Center.

DVP MEETING
There will be a DVP meeting

tonight, Tues. 10 30 at 6:30 in 915 C.C.

HEYMAKERS
Lessons 8 10 p.m., 113 C.C. Shi

but important meeting of club
members during break.

INNKEEPER'S
Very important Innkeeper's

meeting for all those going to New
York Hotel Show. 8:00 Tuesday
night, 10 29, Rm. 113 C.C.

ORCHARD HILLERS
Nomination papers for the position

of Vice President of OH. Area Gov't,
may be picked up in 103 Dickinson.
All residents eligible.

SKI CLUB MEETING
The Ski Club meeting tonite in

Thompson 104 at 8 p.m. A guest
speaker will be there from Berkshire
East. A movie will be shown and
memberships taken.

TURF CLUB
Meeting 10 31 at 7:00 p.m., C.C. 811

815. Guest speaker Mr. Joseph
from Larchmont
topic Drainage and

Tropeano
Engineering
irrigation.

(SW) Important meeting tonight at 7:

Wanna Rap Economics?
The Economics Department has announced a social gathering for all

undergraduate majors on Tuesday evening, October 30, at 7 00 p m in
Thompson Hall 6th Floor Lounge. Students should take advantage of thi"
opportunity to meet and talk with members of the Economics faculty in a
non-academic setting. It is hoped that the subject of undergraduate
participation in departmental matters will be discussed
Wine and Cider will be served.
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Free Delivery
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Rte. 9 (across from Zayre's) Hadley

256-S743

in the Duke's Rm. S.U.B. Jonathan
Souweine, attorney from the
Regional Office, will be speaking. All

faculty and students welcome.

WRITERS READING
Poets James Tate and William B.

Hunt and Fiction writer Wayne Ude
vill read from their own work tonight
at 8 p.m. in Colonial Lounge.
Refreshments served.

FOUND
One copy of Index. If it's yours, call

323 4223 after 6.

Male cat, gray with white un-
derside. Near Hasbtouck Lab,
Thursday. Call 549 6578.

Young black and white male cat
with yellow collar Found near Grad.
Research 10-21. If yours call 665 3257
after 11 p.m.

LOST
Son/ cassette Model TC 110A.

Please call 256 6426, ext. 39, /Won
Tues., 5-7 p.m. Written promise no
report to police. No questions.

Gray tiger cat with blue collar.
About 5 mos. Answers to Silo. Lost
around Thoreau in SW. Contact
Andrea 6 7415 anytime.

Pr. of wire-rimmed glasses in soft
black c?se. Lost in vicinity of
Washington Tower and Fearing St.

Contact Laurel 6 9204.

Students Serenade
Saint Cecilia
The Smith College Choir and the M.I.T. Glee C!ub will present a

concert in honor of Saint Cecilia, the patron saint of music, on Sunday at
8: 00 p.m. in the Helen Hills Hills Chapel at Smith College.
The program will include George Frederic Handel's "Ode for Saint

Cecilia's Day" ( poem by John Dryden) , and Benjamin Britten's "Hymn
to Saint Cecilia" (poem by W. H. Auden). Both pieces come from a
long tradition of music composed in the saint's honor. Bryden's poem was
written for her feast day, November 22, in 1687, and Handel's "Ode" for
the same celebration, November 22, in 1739. Benjamin Britten was born
on Saint Cecilia's Day, and Auden's poem dedicated lo him on his thir-
tieth birthday: November 22, 1943.

Britten's "Hymn to Saint Cecilia" is for unaccomparaed mixed chorus
with soprano soloists Sheila Heffernon, Dorrie Porter, and Katheryn
Keene, all class of '76. Handel's "Ode for Saint Cecilia's Day", the major
work on the program, is for mixed chorus, soprano and tenor soloists, and
orchestra. Gretchen D'Armand, a teacher of voice at Smith College, will
be the soprano, and Peter Payson the tenor soloists. Instrumental
soloists, playing music written in praise of their own instruments, will be
Joan Osborn '74, trumpet Betsy Blachly, timpani: Melissa Mann '77,

flute Jeffrey Steele, guitar ( in place of lute) : and John Sessions of the
Smith College Music Department, cello. William McCorkle will play the
organ, Saint Cecilia's instrument.
The joint choirs and orchestra will be conducted by Amy Kaiser. The

concert will be open to the public free of charge.

The Lighthouse

Ft ituring fresh cooked seafood at low prices. Thrill to

selecting your own pool, or take home fresh seafood.
ALSO TAKEOUT SERVICE.

Rte. 116 Sunderland, on the Amherst town line. Tel.

Sa&tot* TKauxtaU SpMU, Inc.

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY, LIGHTWEILHT
BACKPACKING. SKI TOURINGAND
MOUNTAINEERINGEQUIPMENT

le<ated en leett 9 el the Ameerst-Naeley Tm
l-w (41 3) 253-9504

PRESEASON SKI-TOURING EQUIPMENT SALE

Oct. 11 - Nor. 3. 19T3

20-30 per cent off most models of touring skis, boots, bindings and poles.
Brands on sale include EMS Asnes, Bonna, EMS Madshus, Rieber, Falk VM
poles, Rottefella and others.

MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT SALE

Oct. 11 - Nov. 3, 1973

20-30 per cert off * nany models of down-filled sleeping bags, foam pads,
frame and day packs, down-filled parkas, tents, gloves, mittens and many
other items. Brands on sale include Alpine Designs, North Face, Gerry, EMS,
Janus, Camp Trails, Rough Rider, Bergens, etc.

ALL BICTCLE PACKS 20% off

Supply Limited Store hours: 9-9 Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30 Sat.

Marine Officer Programs
College men who join the Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class don't do it for the

money. They do it for the opportunity to develop their leadership abilities before they
graduate. All the training is during the early or late summer only. Upon graduation you
are commissioned a Lieutenant of Marines.

But the money can come in — and it can come in handy: Besides pay during training
you are eligible to receive $100 a month every month of the school year — up to a
maximum of $2700 during a college career.

If flying interests you, look into the Marines' Civilian Pilot Training Program. If you
qualify, the Marines pay the entire cost of civilian flight instruction. It's worth about
$1000. When you're done you have a civilian pilot's license.

The PLC program also welcomes men who plan to continue on to law school. The
PLC program lets you continue your schooling uninterrupted until your iaw training is

complete.
Your college education could lead to a rewarding association with the Marine Corps.

The PLC is a great way to start. For complete information see the Marine officer
selection team that visits the University of Massachusetts on Wednesday cuu Thursday
the 31st of October i973 and the 1st of November 1973 to discuss officer prog^ms that are
available. The team visiting the Campus will be located in the Memorial Hall from 10:00
a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Information on Marine officer programs can be obtained by contacting the Marine
Officer Selection Office, 135 High Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06101. Phone 244-2168 or
244-2169.
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SUPER SALS
STEREO ALBUMS

Huge Selection of Major Labels and Artists

Blind Faith • Deep Purple * Beatles • Elton John

Dawn * Delaney ft Bonnie * Dave Mason * j£

Django Reinharte * Cream * Ravi Shankar * David BowieHiM
rat HAffi\;\Ci

Wl » ( Ml 41

•HI IMWf
-> rtr.v

TKI

thi \.rmQs

4 THA A Hi

• Canned Heat * Gator Creek w/Kenny Loggins

Mountain* Eric Burton * Richard "Grove" Holmes * Cher

Hundreds

of Others

at this

low price.

seals JttJcrtits Wnhj

F rvrrocn jran

Major

Labels 1 i'\J!

Orig.

Artists ^ ,£)
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British Inforts at

a Welcome Price.

Two Record Sets

at low low Prices!

Faces w/Rod Steward

f Jimi Hendrix

Kinks • Donovan

Pacific Gas & Electric

John Lee Hooker

Mar-y-Soi

John Mayal

- Back to the Roots

Love w/Jimi Hendrix

Strawberry Statement

"Love Story"

Sound Track

,

,

-v ^
y

-,.-

plus many many more
at the

University Store
CAMPUS CENTER

Black Film
Festival
The Black Cultural Center in

cooperation with the Fine Arts
Council and the Campus Center

Program Council will present a

"History of Black Film Festival."

The period covered by the films

will be 1917 through 1973.

Each show will include speakers
— St. Clair Borne, filmaker and
winner of the second prize at the

Philadelphia Black Film Festival,

and Ms. Pearl Bowser, director of

Chamba Educational Film Ser-

vices.

Names, dates, and descriptions

of scheduled films are as follows:

Monday
October 29 at Thompson 104

:

Spying the Spy — 1917 — Ebony
Film Corporation, silent short,

part of a series surrounding the
misadventures of a Black detec-

tive

Scar of Shame — 1927 — The
Colored Players Film Corporation

of Philadelphia, silent drama
about a young pianist who marries
a poor working class girl out of

pity. The drama that unfolds is a

tangle of caste and color con-

sciousness terminating in tragedy.
Tuesday

October M) at Thompson IM:
God's Step Children 1938 —
Micheaux Production, drama
surrounding illegitimacy and
passing based on novel, Naimo,
Negress.

Wednesday
October 31 at Thompson 106:

Emperor Jones — 1933 — starring

Paul Robeson. The story of the

rapid rise to power of an ex-

convict, personal corruption and
the abuse of power. Based on play

by Eugene O'Neil.

St. Louis Blues — 1929 — W.C.
Handy 's St. Louis Blues starring

Bessie Smith. The only film she
ever appeared in.

Thursday
November 1 at Campus

Center Auditorium
Let The Church Say Amen — 1973

— Saint Clair Borne, 2nd prize at

Philadelphia Black Film Festival

1973.

Friday
November 2

at Student I n inn Ballroom

:

Rasta — 1972 — Clive Davidson, 1st

prize Philadelphia Black Film
Festival, Rastafarian movement
in Jamaica.
A Luta Continua — 1972 — The
Struggle Continues — the
revolutionary movement captured
on film by five Black filmakers
who spent 6 months living with the

Frelimo movement in their
villages and on the battle line.

During the Film Festival week,
there will be an exhibit in the New
Africa House Art Gallery by
Brother Charles Griffin, film ar-

chivist. He will exhibit his

memorabilia of Black film dating
back to 1917. The exhibit will in-

clude posters, photos, and leaflets.

The gallery will open on Monday.
October 29, 2 p.m. 8 6 p.m. During
the week of October 29 - November
2, the gallery will be open from 10

a.m. to 3 p.m. each day.

Films begin at 8 p.m. each night.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM <

Are you good at guessing zodiacal signs
of friends, celebrities, persons you en-
counter at work"" Here is a little test to

measure your skill Give yourself 20 points
for each correct answer Name the signs for

each of the following persons: John Wayne
(1) Carol Burnett (2). Jack Benny (3).

Katharine Hepburn (4) and Mae West 15).
Answers: If you score is 100. you have
potential for becoming an expert -or you
are psychic '. If you come up with 80. you are
very good If you score 60. you are better
ihan average If you correctly guess two for
a score of 40, you are on the right track. If

your point total is 20 or nothing, you require
more practice at sizing up people in relation
io their astrological signs Here are the
con eel signs of the celebrities named for
this test: Gemini in. Taurus (2).
Aquarius (SI, Scorpio (4) and Leo (5).

ARIES i March 21-April 19) : Outline
program, review ambitions Be selective
where goal is concerned Refine techniques
Deal with people in positions of authority.
Co-operate in civic project Promotion is

indicated Prestige is on upswing Pisces
could be in picture

TAURUS I April 20-May 20 1 Good lunar
aspect now coincides with journeys,
publishing, communicating, stimulation of

learning process You can successfully

transact deal with overseas travel im-
plications Capricorn could figure in pic-

ture

GEMINI • May 21-June 20»
:
Nothing is

halfway. If you start something, finish it

Rctuse to be tied down, restricted You
have strong ally in mate, partner Money
comes from unusual source Get rid of

expense which is not your actual respon-
sibility

CANCER June 21 July 22 > . Get fresh

viewpoint, Don t feel that what has been
done m past must be repeated You have
right io indiviudal expression Be aware of

legalities Make gesture of reconciliation to

one close to you Permit creative abilities to

lind outlet.

LEO 'Julv 23 Aug 22>: Health, work,
basic issues dominate Take care of

yoursell Do so in steady, disciplined

manner Don't expect something for

nothing and you won't be disappointed.

Aquarian figures in important activity

Trust hunch
viHr.o i w rt Sept 22): You find

more pleasure in what you do. Member of

opposite six is likely to be involved. Be
ready for change, travel, variety. Your
style becomes evident You leave individual

mark Young person pays valid com-
pliment

LIBRA i Sept 23-Oct. 22): Highlight

home, security, relations with family
member Slick to beliefs but bend a little-

means be grown up enough to admit
mistakes. Aquarius. Scorpio and Leo
persons figure prominently Older person
does have your best interests at heart.

SCORPIO I Oct 23-Nov 21) : Accent is on
short trips, dealings with close neighbors,
relatives Be versatile without scattering
lorces Significant contact is made through
social affair Telephone call could put
finishing touches on important assignment
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):

Kmphasis is on money, personal
possessions, ability to sell goods at a fair

profit Bargain available in luxury item.
household product Get suggestion from
family member Be diplomatic in dealing
with Taurus, Libra persons.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Lunar
cycle is high, take initiative. Make starts in

new directions Welcome challenge Shake
off any tendency to brood Maintain aura of

glamor Don't tell all or sell yourself short

Be tort bright and confident

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18> Nothing is

apt io be loo frivolous Bank accounts,
investments and dividends could dominate
Persons seem intent on revealing secrets.

making confessions-to you Be discreet and
don'l become inextricably involved

PISCES i Feb 19-March 20): Accent is

on friends, hopes and wishes What was
thought important in past could now be
regarded only as amusing Tastes change
Ambitions undergo revision. Give yourself
room to grow Romantic activity also un-
dergoes transformation

Copyright 2973 '..en Kea. Corp
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Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Posed for

portrait

4 Chaldean city

6 Animal
1 1 Rodent of

guinea-pig
l.imily

13 Weasel like

animal
15 Three toed Sloth

16 Begin
18 Pilaster

19 French for

"king"
21 Sewing case
22 Pronoun
23 Commissions
26 Resort
29 Rabbit
31 Sow
33 Printer's

measure
34 River in

Siberia

35 Place
38 Capuchin

monkey
39 Behold!
40 Measure of

weight (abbr.)

41 Sailors

(colloq )

43 Large tubs

45 Condensed
moisture

47 Snarls

50 Artificial

language
52 Simple
53 Cut of meat
56 Metal
58 Intended
60 Sun god
61 Bristly

63 Crowns
65 Pertaining to

punishment
66 Printer's

measure
67 A lered

animal

DOWN

1 District in

Germany

Exchange
premium

ition

Declare
l asso
Befalls

Teutonic deity

Oriental nurse

Mathematical
ratio (pi.)

Explosive

(abbr.)

Pronoun

Babylonian deity

Hurries

20 Comparative
ending
Remainder

Ocean

Animal's coat

Man's name
Retain

French priest

3
4
5
6
7

8

9

10

12
14
17

24
25
27
28
29
30
32 Plunge

36
37
42
44
46
48
49

51

Dine
Form of net

Dirk

Residue
Penned
Irritate

Russian
Communist
River in Siberia

54 Sea in Asia

55 Disguise

56 Exists

57 Corded cloth

59 Symbol for

tantalum

62 A continent

(abbr)
64 Note of scale

1 2 3 ::: 4 5 6 >
1

8 9 10 33

11 12 • « 13 14

15 16 17

**_V

18

19 20
vvv'• 21

.-".' 22

'.". 23 24 25
'.'.'

26 27 78

29 30 31 32 33

34 " " *

.

35 36 37 "
.

'
. . 38 ".'." JV

40 41 42
''*''

43 44

45 46 47 48 49
:'.'.

.•.".

:-.:'5o 51 52 :::• 5:
. .

.

.-..•.-. __
54 55

56 57 58 59
.:'.

60

61 62 '-':• 63 64

,".V °5 »>66
:;: 55$ 67

:•:>

Distr. by I'nited Feature Syndicate, I 1C Jo

units
O T>Pit»L £VErJtMCr*NHTH Floor KCWNEDy.
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THE UJ0RLD IS ]/lM RNPING]
FILLED WITH / THAT OUT,
UElRD PEOPLE, I SIR!
MARGE... J

B.C. by johnny hart

vn/hm" have ioo e&r
fiDRTHr3 HALLOWee.M£KS
this Ye*R r

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parkcr and Johnny hart

/ .«
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Deadline: School Of Ed.

Teacher Prep. Program

Find Out About It:

World Campus Afloat Program

Students interested in beginning

a School of Education Teacher
Preparation Program during the

spring semester 1974, should take

note of the following schedule:

Nov. 1, 2, 5, 6, Interviews

Nov. 7, Acceptances
Nov. 8, Interviews (for those not

accepted by their first choices)

Nov. 9, Acceptances
The following programs will be

accepting new students at this

time. Sign up for interviews at the

program office listed and be
certain to check on your ac-

ceptance in Room 100 of the School

of Education on Nov. 7 or 9.

Agricultural Ed, Robert Jones,

416 Hills N., ALES, Patty Dede,
Montague House, 11+ Project, Nat
French, 113 School of Ed., Urban
Alternatives, Donn Kesselheim,
105 School of Ed., Omnibus, Patty
Dede, Montague House, Amherst
Elementary, Dave Flight, 407 Hills

N., Biling-Bicult Ed., Silvia Viera,

223C School of Ed., Cooperative
Ed., Jack Hruska, 435 Hills N.,

Fitchburg Exchange. Mike Sch-

wartz, 158 Hills S., Future Studies,

Draper Kauffman, 277 Hills S.,

International Ed., Leon Clark, 264

Hills S., METEP, Dick Konicek,
210 School of Ed., Off-Campus, Bill

Fanslow, 100 School of Ed., Mark's
Meadow, Peggy George, Mark's
Meadow School, Urban Education.

Barbara Love, 217 School of

Education, William Greene,
English Education, Frankie Stone,

474 Bartlett Hall.

General information about
programs leading to elementary
certification can be obtained at the

School of Education Un-
dergraduate Advising Office, 158

Hills South. If you are interested in

secondary certification, but need

initial information before seeing

program directors, contact John
Adams, E26 b-c Machmer Hall.

Contacting program directors

and their staffs NOW will greatly

facilitate your pre-registration

process (Nov. 12-17) for the spring

semester.

I ACADEMY
i QrMUStC
• 1 NORTHAMPTON

Paul Dansereau, 11 Brittainy

Manor Dr., Apt. 11. Amherst, a
student has been appointed a
member of the Volunteer
Enrollment Team for Chapman
College's World Campus Afloat

program. A student during the

Spring '73 study voyage of the

world's only shipboard college

program, Mr. Dansereau is

available to tell of his experiences
and to show a 27-minute, color film,

"Semester at Sea" to student,

community, civic and social

groups.

Also available is literature which
describes itineraries, courses, the

shipboard campus, in-port

projects, student activities, ad-

mission requirements, costs and
financial aids available for up-

coming voyages.

ATTHEC.ATKS
OF SMITH COLLEGE

Since its inception in 1965, World
Campus Afloat has taken ap-

proximately 8000 college students

on its unique undergraduate liberal

arts voyages of discovery where in-

port field researcn projects are an
integral part of shipboard classes.

Students transfer credits earned
with WCA back to their home in-

stitutions.

World Campus Afloat began its

ninth academic year September 3,

1973, when it embarked from Los
Angeles for ports la Asia, In-

donesia, Australia and the South
Pacific, returning to Los Angeles

Dec. 21.

World Campus Afloat now also

offers summer programs for credit

or audit for teachers in service,

businessmen and other adults

interested in combining the

pleasures of shipboard travel with

seminars and discussions about the

cultures to be visited.

Undergraduates and graduates

also may earn three units of credit

during a one-month Interterm

voyage during January. These

courses may be audited by persons

not regularly enrolled in college

work.

WED. -OCT. 31

Only Area Showing
Ends TONIGHT!

at 7:00 only
<!_£

JOHN MORGAN

RETURNS!!!
SO'l*

1

NORTHAMPTON MASS 5848435 Somb
• • • •

r**rmm: • • •

THE AMERICAN FIIM THEATRE

Lee Marvin, Fredric March,

Robert Ryan, Jeff Bridges, Bradford

Dillman in Eugene O'Neill's

The Iceman Cometh, a film directed

by John Frankenheimer.

1

A LIMITED NUMBER OF SKATS WILL BK MADE
AVAILABLE FOR TONIGHTS PERFORMANCE.

FOR The Pub's
Singapore Sling

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
Harvey Wallbanger

Special Drink Every !4 Hour
Sloe Gin Fizz

at HAPPY HOUR

BodsNe'^
er PRICES

CURTAIN is at 7 MM)

111
Tickets art- $5.00

ITITU

9:30 - 1

Prizes for

best costume

FOR SALE

Stereo buffs! If >ou want stereo
equipment matched for >ou and sold at
wholesale prices, call Dick 253-27H6 after S
- All Brands'

ifm/m

/.enith 21" console color. $1541. RCA
lil.uk & white console t v . It.', Tele\ision
tenter. .'.". \ Pleasant St.. \mhersl. 233-

.'I INI

HIM

Pirelli radial studded snow uies. Ifi". SK
15. exc. cond.. pair $5n Portable luggage
trunk rack for smaller cars. $s (all 62*

IMS.
• fin-M

r-OR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

rr, ; < hevv. fi cyl.. pick up. looks and
runs like new. 1500 or best offer (all 323-

K62X

Ifl0-3I

Zenith II" ( onsole ( olor TV $150. Philco
•Black & White (onsole l\ S.V). TV (enter
II Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253-5100.

till .'.

tfuecn size Serta mattress, box sprinK

and frame, used onl> two months Retails

for I2IO. asking nnlv IIIKl ( all 665-2119

tflO-30

l.ibson EB-O bass guitar, serial no.

imnmiTK. excellent condition. I3O0 with case,

(all Mark. da>s. 1MB
tflO-31

Pioneer K-track car deck $:»» i am bridge
\udM.IH YRK4I Walerhed with frame and
healer S '.', Yamaha Skis lot bindings. 6-

i.'lil 6-5271

tfll-l

Hi-Fi GK WW \M KM Phono w spkrs.

MM, NMM after 6 p.m
tf 10-30

For sale — (iibson t.uilar elec. cherr>.

hollow body with case Asking $:i5fl but will

consider anv decent offer 253-356M Steve

tfio-jo

t tan Speakers — $10 in 1 wa\ system,

list fur SlMi. first $75 takes pair, (all Tom
546-7651.

tfl0-3ii

(.ihson t.uitjr WIP .-I2's fi... sound

Hest reasonable offer. Wanted: Used
String Rass. (all Tom. after 5. MrM

tf 10-311

llockex Skates size 9-12. hard plated toes

.\ heels, .lust sharpened. I Judo d small.

Ilenrx 516-6320. Brooks 120 KM.
tfll-l

Idh igi i .iiin — gd. condition. 5.5 cu. ft.,

would like Mi For info call MM,
tfio/M

Weekly deal at the rolling papi r vending
maihincs — a best buy roach clip other

assorted paper deals at each machine.

tffll/Z

AUTO FOR SALE

6Ht amaro327cu AVTO IK.iMMJ honest mi
New rubber all around, includes Mags,
wide tires, snows, and tape deck, (all Tom
$ioon 516-7651

tflO-30

I'N.I

dutch
IMS.

VH Hug New
heater, sticker.

tires. King Pins.

No rust. $295. 253-

tflO-30

Mi'lcor Mio calculators, inrludes square,
square root, reciprocal, and memory
extras Mere In:., (all MMMt, Rick.

IfI l/l

s«iii> MMH5 receiver. 100 watts, rms.
guarantee still \alid. (all 549-1565.

in i/i

1965 Checker Marathon Sedan, (iood

condition lwm or reasonable offer. Call

5M-I2H1 after 5 on wcekdavs.
tnii

1971 Rebel Machine M engine t speed

llcrst shifter, low mileage, excellent

running cond \skinu I TMi. call 516-5261.6-

527 1

.

tfll-l

«« Ford Wagon with sticker. Running
cond.. needs battery. First $125. 253-3084,

aft. 6:011.

tfll-l

ENTERTAINMENT

Jazz drummer needed for session work,
i.imk! pay. Call 5H4-H558. K to 9 p in

tf 10-30

Now there are two — Rob for a solid gold
party. Steve the D.J. for an all request
night, (all Steve at 167-2X12 for info.

tf 10-31

MM, boogie and beautiful people.
What more could you ask for? How about
Steve the I)J? Call I67-2H42 for info and
rales.

tfll/2

Vile — Sansui 54MH1X rec

It . I PHI. CS99A
Xkai td.. juc.

ii.. ^ riii. « hm speakers, ex. system,
current list price $ 1.533. will sellfor $H65or
sen ",sl, u. ,s Terrv

tfll/2

sep. 5M6-365M. Terry

TIRFS — Ml brands Radials snows —
Ml tvpes guaranteed lowest prices (all

M6-K362 after 6

tfll-l

Selling — We must make down pmnt. —
I 7 IIP.Snowbird SnowWower — II* > dulv

— Stper n Camera - power zoom sldm

u/rl I all 256-11691 5-7 p.m.
tfll-l

\ h itar 105mm f 2.H and Soligor 200mm f

15 lenses. Both in good condition. $15 and
$55 (all Hen. 516-9395.

tfl0/3l

1969 Fiat H50 Spider, excellent condition,

reasonable. ( all nearby. 617-544-6637. ask
for Mark.

tflO/31

Martin D-12-2*. 12 string excel, cond..

hard shell case, hardly used. Best offer

t.erri BMW
tf 1 1-2

• .mid hollow-bodied electric guitar
'Starfirei w hardshell case, good action.

$150 or best offer. Jeff (in I02> 545-2642.

tfll-l

FREE

67 Chev SS auto. 327 excellent running
cond $3»n. fltTfHI after 5:0(1 p.m.

tflO-30

1965 Olds station wagon, good cond..

sticker, new tires 253-29X2

trio-.ii

I'H.x Cortina <.T Konis, Michelins.

square x foglamps. spare eng . trans., diff.

& many more. Shop manual. 2 for price of

one! $700 firm. 253-2211 tfl0-3l

I96X ( hevelle 396. I speed, bronz with
white stripes, lost license, must sell. $800

negotiable, (all Jeff. 253-9031.
lflO-31

Tas<a Matushca is no ordinary cat. Her
good looks arc exceeded only by her gentle
nature But I can't keep her. (all .546-5379.

If19/31

1969 Cutlass Supreme. 2 dr. convert.,
excellent cond. Call Laurie. 549-4579.

tfll/2

1963 ( hrv sler station wagon — runs well,

giM>d gas mileage, but needs other work.
$175 Jon. 542-1110

tfll/l

63 Rambler — l.ow orig mileage —
Mcchs*iicall> excellent, body fair. 2

snow tires, see to believe. Best offer, call

ludc 256-XI7I.

tf 11/30

Come to the 'New* 'Aquarius
Festival. Jan. 29. 30. 31. 1974 held on
our own private site, the little known
Caribbean isle Aquarius. Specially

invited are: The Ailman Brothers:
John l.ennon: Moody Blues; The *

(.rateful • Bead; The • Rolling •

Stones; Fmerson. lake and Palmer:
Joni Mitchell: (ieorge Harrison;
.lethro Tull; Procul Harem: CSNY &
more. A multitude of guest musicians
will play from four giant stages wired
for the best sound. This is a non-profit

benefit for the Arts. Tickets are $20.

and include ferry service from Key
West. Florida. Order now: Festivals
I nlimited. Box 29X. Cambridge, New
York 12X16. Please send check or
money order. First 10,000 get
stagefront seal.

tfll/2

ROOMMATE WANTED
Farmhouse in Belchertown. $75 per mo.,

util. |nl own room, space for horses avail.

Call 323-6967 between 6-8 p.m.
tf 10-31

Students wanted to share house in

Belchertown. Nice area, own room. Call

Tom at 323-7082 after 5 p.m.

tfl0-30

Wanted — potential roommates for Jan.

I. For info, call Pat. 665-4355 after 4 p.m.
H1IM1

We will not discriminate — m or f

i miniate wanted for 3 bedroom Puffton

apt., well furnished. $80 per mo. & elec-

tricity. 519-0023.

tfll/2

Roommate wanted at Brittany Manor.
Friendly atmosphere. Call 256-8235. keep
trving. K enings are best time to call. $45
per month.

tfll/2

< .irl wanted to share new apt. on Rte. 9

lladley. Rent is $46.25 per mo. plus util.

Must have no car & no pets. Call 586-0852.

tfll-l

WANTED
(ash — for healthy, small (90ccl road

motorcycle. Keep trying, let it ring, 665-

3977.

U10/31

I need one pair English riding boots!!
Size 8-8' 2 with large calves. Anyone
wanting to sell or having information call
546-9869. Keep trying, please!!

. tf 10-3

1

I sed (•o-('art. good condition preferred.
Call F.d after 2:30 p.m. 323-7360.

tfll-l

LOST

Cost — a tan female cat wearing a flea
collar. Answers to the name "Sandy". Call
519-0576.

RIDE WANTED

tf!0/30

kittens — males ana lemal. s, fiist

i iHisidci ations to off-campus homes < -» II

• Hi-5.179 or ".|ti-50IX.

• »•» '•••

196*. Mustang 2-1-2 fasthac k. ne« eng..

curb.. radio, elc . 3.500 miles t new tires.

si-iKks. 1 st snow »rin's. l sp 289. p.s..

|ih OUMI 6-6 IH5 . Brvan

tf 10-31

SUBLET

Share in ski lodge. Stowe. VI. Old farm
house, plenty of land for X-Countrv.
singles or couples, (all 256-6424 evenings.

tfll/2

l-rm. (Greenfield to Imass for 8:30 back
at 1:30. (Greenfield Comm. Coll. area

tfll-l

Ride wanted to Spfld, Tuesdays 5-« p.m
Please call Andre*. M-F at Bell's Pizza oi
home. S65-4998. Call at Bells 10-5.

tf 10-30

Free Poetry Reading
Tonight In Union

Poets James Tate and William B. Hunt, and fiction

writer, Wayne Ude, wiH read from their work tonight

at 8 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union.
James Tate, who teaches Creative Writing here,

has published numerous books of poetry, including

The Lost Pilot, for which he won the 1966 Yale Series

of Younger Poets prize. Abscences, his most recent
book, was published last year by Atlantic-Little

Brown. After receiving his M.F.A. in Creative
Writing from the University of Iowa, Tate taught at

Berkeley and at Emerson College. He has given
poetry readings throughout the United States and
Western Europe.

William B. Hunt, who received his B.A. from
Macalister College in St. Paul Minnesota, is a
resident of Amherst. He has published in countless
literary magazines, including Prairie Schooner and
The Minnesota Review. Audit, recently devoted half
its issue to his poems.
Wayne Ude is a graduate student in Creative

Writing here. He grew up in Montana where he spent
several years working on the Blackfoot Indian
Reservation. He received his B.A. from the
University of Montana.
Everyone is invited and encouraged to attend. The

reading is free. Refreshments will be served.

Skis, Sleds, Bikes, Trikes...
Do you need to buy or sell skis or

skates? Then keep in mind the
Sports Equipment Exchange on
Nov. 9th and 10th at the Amherst
College Cage (near Orr Rink).
Friday night Nov. 9, 6-8 p.m., is the

time to bring over your outgrown
or no longer needed skis, skates,

sleds, bikes, trikes, and any
related items. Come back the next
morning, Saturday Nov. 10, from
10 to 1 and find what you need at a

reasonable price.

The event is a benefit for the
Amherst ABC program since a
small percentage of every trans-
action goes to the organization. It

HALLOWEEN

MOVIE

SPECTACULAR

13 Ghost in 3D

7:00,9:00 p.m.

and

Special

Midnight Showing

Starting at 11:00 p.m.

Oct. 31

75* SU Ballroom

3D Glasses Provided

is being sponsored by the Amherst
College Women and is open to all

interested people. There will also

be a bake sale. For details call 256-

6103 or 253-2148.

DVP Lecture Series

Wants New Students
The Distinguished Visitors Program (DVP) is now open for ap-

plications from freshman and transfer students. Application forms are
available at the Student Affairs and DVP offices, second floor of the
Student Union. Deadline for filing applications is Nov. 12.

DVP is the major student lecture organization on campus and each
year brings to the university community a schedule of well-known
speakers. The program is aimed at providing a diverse, balanced series
covering many interests and major viewpoints. So far this semester,
DVP has presented journalist Tom Wolfe, lesbian feminist Jill Johnston!
Black historian Robert Hill, and escape artist Norman Bigelow.
Each spring the committee is the principal sponsor of the Martin

Luther King, Jr., Memorial Lecture Series.

DVP is entirely student run and student funded. The committee seeks
members with diverse backgrounds, interests and academic fields.

Membership on the committee involves deciding which speakers will

be invited to speak here, working with lecture bureaus and working with
other members of the committee and the University in setting up the
speaker's schedule for his engagement at UMass.

Television Tonight
McCOYS "George5:30 THK REAL

Retires." ( 18)

THE LI CY SHOW "Lucy Meets Mickey
Rooney " (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)
NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING I PDATE (3)
<i:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "This Guy Smith." (18)

MAKING THINGS WORK (24)

PETTICOAT JINCTION "With This
Ring." (27)

TO TELL THE TRl TH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the

Running Death." (40)

ZOOM! (57)

«:I5 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (24)

fi:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

CAPTIRE (27)

LOl IS LYONS: NEWS AND COM-
MENT (57)

8.55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7.00 I NTAMED WORLD (3)

TBI TH OR CONSEQIENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Sally Is A
Girl." ( 18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOl R ft Tl RE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Armored Command " (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

7: 30 OZZIE'S GIRLS "Stuff Is For Using
"

(3)

UK. NEWS CLOSEIP. "Decision

(22)

CREEN ACRES "A Pig In A Poke
KREE TIME (24)

TREASI RE HI NT Geoff Edwards.
(30)

DRAGNET "The Grenade" (40)

We

Till

Dry

'73'

(18)

host

THE OPEN DOOR (57)

:M MAI DE (3)

NEW TEMPERATIRES RISING
Ain't Got No Body " (8) (40)

CAN YOl TOP THIS? (18)

CHASE "Six For Five." (22) (30)

PROFILE IN Ml SIC (24) (57)

K:30 HAWAII FIVE-O "Why Wait

Uncle Kevin Dies?" (3)

MOVIE "Ordeal." (8) (40)

TOWARDS THE YEAR 2000 I 18)

S:M THE 700 CLl B (18)

THE MAGICIAN "Lightning On a
Day." (22) (30)

BOBIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "The Return Of Andrew
Bently." (27)

»::» SHAFT "The Killing." (3)

SONNY TERRY AND BBOWNIE
McGHEE (24)

ONE OF A KIND (57)

10:00 MARCIS WELBY. Ml) "The
Endless Moment." (8) (40)

POLICE STORY "Violent
Homecoming" (22) (30)

SPEAKING FREELY (24)

NEWS (27)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

BOOK BEAT (57)

10:45 MANTRAP (27)

I r ini NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

i 18) (22) (30) (40)

11:30 MOVIE "Paper Man." (3)

WIDE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
(8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22)

(30)

1:15 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

HELP WANTED

VISTA & Peace Corps have hun-
dr«-tls of job openings for seniors.
From Agriculture to Zoology. Get
experience you c*n find in no other
organization. Reps will be in
Placement Office soon. Sign up now in

Placement for an interview.

tf 1
1 -M

HELP WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS PERSONAL

HELP WANTED

Civil Engineers. Overseas: to advise
on dam construction, irrigation
systems, water works. At home: to

prepare cost estimates on housing.
(!<., Ii,|» funding proposals, review
architect's plans, etc. Peace Corps -

VISTA engineers get much more
responsiblity and experience than
their peers who go to work for private
engineering firms. Talk to a
representative in the Placement
Office on Nov. S-9. sign up today for an
interview

.

tfll-M

Jobs for French & Spanish Majors —
Spanish speakers to work as \ 1STAs
in barrios in the Southwest & as Peace
Corps teachers & resource people in

' .< t in America. French speakers to

.Mirk in African Eranchophone
countries with Peace Corps. These are

positions of responsibility and sen-

sitivity . Talk to a representaive in the

Placement Office on Nov. 5-9. Sign up
for an interview.

Ifll-x

Innovative persons to teach under-
educated adults, inner city dropouts.
Spanish speaking and Indian children
in the l.S. Must be able to work out-
side traditional, classroom. If you're a
senior getting a degree in education.

English, languages. Sociology, etc.

talk to a VISTA representative in the

Placement Office on Nov. 5-9.

tfll-H

Jobs in Business Consulting —
Frequently the difference between a

margical & a going business in the

inability of the former to hire con-

sultants. Business graduates working
for VISTA & Peace Corps are helping

ti change that situation. If you have a

BB A. MBA or MPA. yon should look in

to VISTA & Peace Corps. It's ex-

perience you'll get with no other

organization. A representative will be
in the Placement Office on October II

& VI. Sign up now for an interview.

If I IK

Interested in good wine and food? The
Lord Jeffery has a six week seminar
tasting eight wines and a five course meal.
Tuesday. Oct. 30, 253-2576.

tflO-30

Surely there are other young, attractive

hedonistic couples like ourselves in the

area who would like to get together with

others. Box 359. Amherst.
tflO/31

FOR RENT
I bedroom house in country (Orange). 45

min from Amherst. Quiet & roomy. $250
month — will negotiate. 6I7-5-I4-7IX4.

tf 10-30

Supervisor — Direct Sales! You may
be one of the three key people I seek to

develop and train distributors. High
income potential for management
minded people. Write: Mr. Weiss. P.O.

Box 552. Randolph, MA. 0236H.

tflO-30

The daily deal burned lips? Buy roach
clips only UJg from rolling paper
machines. ( ampus Center.

tf 1 1-2

Teach Math & Science where the

Earth is flat rocks are evil, and turtles

are sacred. As a Peace Corps teacher,
mu'll get some lough questions like:

How does the turtle Vishnu swimming
in his sea of milk and pushing up the

tree of life fit into your theories of the

world. Mr. Bob? You don't put legends
like these down because they are a

vital part of your student's culture.

One of the challenges of teaching Math
A Science in a devloping country is to

create acceptance for these subjects

within the frame work of ancient

traditions. A Peace Corps. VISTA
representative will be in the
Placemen! Office on Nov. 5-9. Sign up
now for an interview.

HiMl

I need help delivering posters. Wed. -Sat.
Pay & mi. Call Dave, 256-0236.

tflO-31

Student Employmt in Yellowstone & all
IS Natl Parks. Send for bookie! $2, Arnold
Agency A206 E Main. Rexburg. Idaho,
guaranteed.

Ull-8

People who can imitate voices ol
political figures for radio tapes. Call 665-
I2.VI after 7:00. Ask for Dean.

tfl0/3l

In your job search, you'll run across
all kinds of glossy pages and promises
lhal so-and-so company wants
graduates with liberal arts degrees.
Last > ear's seniors who chose either
VISTA or Peace Corps ABE AT
WORK in hundreds of projects both
here and in M countries overseas.
Teaching English as a foreign
language; working in tuberculosis
control programs, smallpox, and
malaria eradication projects; acting
as agricultural extension agents;
developing alternative schools:
counseling in drug crisis centers and
main more. Demand for these
assignments is. of course, great. II s

extremel> important for you to apply
before December. To underscore this.

X 1ST \ A Peace Corps representatives
will be here during Ibis semester only :

on \o\ .
*,-•! from I a.m. to I p.m.. go to

Ihe Placement Office and sign up for

an interview

.

If (Mi

While organized recreation is

generallv regarded as frivolous in this

country, the reverse is true in most

developing nations. As a Peace Corps

volunteer vou will develop programs,

train teachers, teach coaching
techniques, coach national teams.

You'll be regarded as someone with an

important skill to share, (iet more
information. Peace Corps will he in the

Placement Office on Nov. .1-9. Sign up
now for an interi iew

.

tfll-H

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1969 Triumph Bonneville — modified,

chrome, low mileage. Inquire at Discount
Records. Triangle Street. Amherst 549-
4133.

tf'0-il

Yamaha Kt-3 Enduro 360cc. 4 mos. old.
excell. cond. Was 11025 now S700. (all Jim
after "i p.m. 665-3275 or 9-5 p.m. at IW TITTT

tfll-2

AUTO REPAIRS

Nurses. If vou're graduating soon
and want to break away from the
regiment of training for a year or two.

talk to VIST\ & Peace Corps a

representative will he in the
Placement Office on Nov. 5-9. Sign up
iimI.h for an interview.

tfll-K

Mtention Datsun owners I perform

all phases of major and minor
maintenance and repairs on Datsun
at less than one half dealership price. I

have over thr»»e thousand do!!?rs in

equipment, four years automotive

experience, two of which were at a

Datsun Dealership specializing in

Datsun Tele. 253-7I.V1. \mhersl.
tfll-l

Kimber — Better late than never —
Happy 21st on the 2Wh. Luv ya. from Greg.
Marilyn, and Curiel Murtis. Best wishes
forever and a day.

tflO-30

Happy 21st Kimba F. You've waited 4

years for one of these so here it is. l-ove ya
Paul. Sharon. Big Ken, Maryann. and all

the rest.

tflO-30

Sawhuek. I'm sorry I didn't see you at
I.:m». Dick.

tflO-31

Happy Belated Birthday Berbar. Hope
T.L. gave you what you wanted.

tflO-30

A Workshop in Yarn making and
Natural Plant Dyeing will be held Nov. 3. 2

p.-«i. at Friends Meeting House Bt. 63.

I.everett. Call 549-3635.

tfll-5

l.ai'Ke ii bedroom house for rent, lots of
lar.it 'iiund. located in vvendell. Call 256-

KX96.

MM
Room for rent near I Mass low rent in

exchange lor baby sitting, (all Linda 253-

2631.

Ifi l_l

7 rooms on 2nd Moor, quiet residential

area. Vmherst — walking distance to U
Mass. Avail. Nov. I. 253-29*2.

tflO-31

House — 3 mi. from campus, I mi. to
bus. own room. 875 & util., should be
quiet, considerate, interested in

humanities, esp. literature, poetry.

Male graduate student or upperclass
person preferred. Call John at 6-6661,

if not in leave number or message.
Thank you.

tflO/30

SERVICES

Photos — photos for passports, grad
school applications — 48 hour service.
$3.00 minimum. Call Steve at 546-5443.

MM.
Research — thousands of topics. 82.75

per page. Send $1 for mail order catalog
Research assistance, inc. 1 1941 Wilshire
Blvd.. Suite 2. L.A.. Calif. 90025

tflZ-12

Do not get ripped oil! Experienced
electronic and electrical repairs.
Reasonable rates. Call 545-230H. Bill 401. or
Mark 415.

tfll-l

Apt. to sublet at least 3 rms. Depends on
imagination, fl.to month Includes heat,
water, elec 236-0196.

tflO-31

SPEED TYPIST
In Ware, at Collegian primer

N:30 pm 1:011 a.m.

Call Charlotte
967-68XK

INSTRUCTION

The \rms Race: A I credit Minicourse.

Phvics I90D. No prereq. MWF 11:15. HAS
121. Nov. 12 -Dec. 12. Call Prof, (iuyer. 545-

0933 for details.

tfll-l 4

ii bedroom house in Wendell.
256-KX96. available Nov. I.

IIimi (all

If 10-3

1

Wanted • Person to help clean fraternity

kitchen at meal times In exc.tf.nge for Free
board. 515-0210 ask for Rick or olie

Llj_

Typing — dissertations, theses, term
papers etc. Fast, accurate, references.
IBM Selectrir. good rates, call Tci >!•>

1165

lfll-12

Announcement — Preview showing of
Phil's winter line of colored underwear.
Midnite 10-31 205 Dickinson. Dress ac-
cordingly, info. 6-6557.

tfl9-30

-'
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Women Harriers Finish As Inspired Ruggers Drop Pair

New England Runners-up
By MDC STAFF

UMass women scored 32 spoints

to the Cambridge Sports Union's

low 26 to take second place at the

New England Championships held

in Falmouth, Mass. this weekend.

Charlotte Lettis won the race

over a poorly marked, makeshift

course in 14:12 to lead the

Sugarloaf-UMass team. Jenny
Taylor of the Cambridge Sports

Union placed second in 14:38 while

UMass senior Phyllis Olrich in

14:42 took third. Olrich attends

UMass but runs for her home town

club, the Cambridge Sports Union.

The course was supposed to be 3

miles long but was incorrectly

measured and poorly marked so

that the runners often didn't know
where to turn. The race was
originally planned for a golf course

but at the last minute the golfers

decided to play golf and told the

women to go elsewhere. Elsewhere
happened to be a small flat field

that necessitated the construction

of many intricate loops, cross-

overs and figure eights that proved

too complicated for tired runners

to evaluate and pass judgement
upon during the heat of an all-out

championship race.

After the race Charlotte Lettis

said, "I couldn't get any
momentum going because I was
worried that I'd get it going in the

wrong direction."

Sue Gillis, running her first

cross-country race, showed great

promise running to a dead heat

with her more experienced
teammate Lynda Laakso They
covered the very short 3 miles in

16:52.

Freshman Judv Kline ran well

and perhaps a bit too well over the

first half of the course then paid for

her exuberance and faded back to

9th place.

Linda Radwanski, also running

her first cross-country race, still

managed to place loth, in spite of

100 yards wasted by a wrong turn.

Karen Fiske rounded out the

Sugarloaf-UMass scoring with 12th

place.

The next race for this rapidly

improving group will be the
Regional championships which
will be held at UMass on November
10. In that race the team expects to

be bolstered by the addition of

several runners who couldn't make
the trip to Falmouth, gymnast
Marion Kulick, who won the 44o

intermediate hurdles in the New
England track championships last

year and Merry dishing who just

recently ran 26 miles in 3 hours and
16 minutes to qualify for the Boston
Marathon.
Region No. 1 includes women

runners from New England, New
York and New Jersey.

By WADIE BAHOU
The UMass Rugby team, facing

their toughest competition of the

season, dropped two heartbreakers

this past Saturday to Charles

River, at Medford, 7-4 and 9-6. The
Charles River Rugby Club, a team
composed of alumni from Tufts

University and other colleges in

the Boston area, gave UMass a

display of what good rugby is, and
the ruggers inspired, responded

inspiringly, as they lost both

games by a total of only six points,

or two penalty kicks.

UMass Capt. Jim Tkacik scored

the only try in the first game, as

the UMass offense was completely

stifled by a very tough Charles

River defense. The UMass defense

should also be given a pat on the

back for stopping a very well-run

Charles River offense, which was
limited to only one try and a

winning penalty kick in 80 minutes

of action.

The "B" team came out like

sailors going after a red light

district, as they tried to avenge the

loss suffered by the "A" team.

Keeping the play in Charles River

territory tor the entire first half,

the "B" team looked like it would

not be denied, as it scored very

early in the game and had the ball

very close to paydirt on numerous
other occasions, continually

mounting pressure on a very

rugged defense. But the experience

of the Charles River team kept

UMass from scoring again and

UMass left the field at half-time

with a very misleading 6-0 ad-

vantage. In the second half,

Charles River showed that they

could not be kept down for long as

they forced a weary UMass team
into many mistakes.

UMass hosts its rivals from

UConn this Saturday at the fields

behind Boyden. Game time is 1

p.m.
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Oct. 23 TONIGHT 9:30

MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

S-2550

SPECIAL DRINK NIGHT

50° SOMBREROS 50

YouCan Buy
This And/Or This

\1! V» MmwW! I

The

Eni^ofjedta ofHumor
1 «»:->) :» *>j0)mitt4H'V0it0m

The National lampoon Encyclopedia ol

Humoi—all new material lavish'y illustrated

in color with tree bonus poster-me
loldoul Humor Map ol The World Hard
cover $7 95 Soil cover $2 50
Ai pellet bookstores and newsstands

November sports issue wi»/> Sports

Illustrated parody. "The Day Bane Ruth
Licked The Big D." Paper Plimpton."

Secret Communist Referee

S'gnals." and new specialty sports

magazines 75t everywhere

But you must do one. That's the new rule. You can do
both. Doing both things would be good but you must

do one or the other. There's no getting around it. It's

the new rule. It was on the news the other night, maybe
you missed it. But nonetheless, it's the new rule. And
you have to obey it.

11

gift "Certificate for T.O.C. awarded

. every hour for best costume

ENTERTAINMENT
beginning at 7 p.m.

— Horror Flicks

— Jimmy

— Magicians — etc.

'ov:

TtW"

t/VZlM

BEGGARS BANQUET
two seatings 5:00 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.

by reservation only call 549-6000

Women's Volleyball Team
Has Disappointing Evening

By LINDA MACKLER
The UMass women's volleyball team hosted Bridgewater State and

Southern Connecticut in an unsuccessful round robin series. They lost the
first two games of a three game match against both opposing teams, with
scores of 15-2, 15-8 against Southern Connecticut and 15-9, 15-4 against
Bridgewater State. Although the junior varsity fell to Southern Con-
necticut 15-5 and 15-8, they defeated Bridgewater State 15-5 and 164 for

one bright moment in the evening.

The starting varsity line-up - Karen Fruzzetti, Jan Perkins, Diane
Boucher, Jane McNamara, Nancy Caruso, and Donna Pivaro, played a
very disappointing game, in contrast to last week's exceptional defensive
performance at Springfield College. They did not play with the same
vigor and hustle that they did in their last match. Their sets were failing,

their spikes were hitting the nets, and their serves lacked power and
speed. They did not anticipate plays and their ambitious spirit was
missing. At Springfield College they had beautiful control, made good
blocks, and were consistent in their spikes and sets. Last night they

seemed to forget what they knew.
Both the team and the coach seemed baffled by the match. Coach

Jensen stated, "They could not set. They could not get back in an of-

fensive manner. I just don't know what happened."

The next match will be held on Tuesday, November 6th in the WOPE
gym at 4:30 p.m.

Finley To Appeal Fines
ByWILLGRIMSLEY

AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) — The other

shoe finally fell Monday for

Charles O. Finley in the form of

$7,000 in fines, but the head-strong,

maverick owner of the Oakland
Athletics vowed he wouldn't take

the punishment lying down.
"I will appeal two of the fines,"

the Chicago insurance executive
said from his home in LaPorte,
Ind. "It is grossly unfair."

Thus baseball is headed for

another confrontation between the

head man of Oakland's World
Series champions and the game's
commissioner, Bowie Kuhn.
Finley said he is appealing to

baseball's six-man Executive
Council, consisting of the two
league presidents, Joe Cronin of

the American League and Charles
Feeney of the National League,
plus four club executives — Walter
O'Malley, Los Angeles Dodgers;

MDC Romps

By MDC STAFF
The UMass Daily Collegian kept

its undefeafed season in tact by
defeating the UConn Daily Campus
18-12 in Storrs, Conn. Saturday.

Quarterback Steve Crowe threw
touchdown passes to wide
receivers Mike Kneeland and Fred
Weiss in the first half. The game
winning touchdown came in the
third quarter when Fred Weiss
found Bill Ballou open in the end-
zone on a halfback option play.
The game ended with a few

anxious moments for the Collegian.
With the score 18-12, the UConn
Daily Campus took possession on
their 20-yard line and quickly
passed its way to the Collegian 10-

yard line with 20 seconds
remaining.

The UConn quarterback called
an option and chose to run the ball
when his receivers were tightly
covered. Steve Crowe, playing in

his defensive position as cor-
nerback, stopped the play on the 3-

yard line as the gun ended the
game.
The Daily Collegian's record is

now 4-0-1, having tied the Student
Senate 20-20 last week.

John iVicHale, Montreal Expos;
Calvin Griffith, Minnesota Twins,

and Bob Reynolds, California

Angels.

Kuhn said Finley must appeal to

the commissioner, that the com-
missioner is the final authority.

The Executive Council would be
unlikely to go against the com-
missioner.

Kuhn announced the fines in a

formal one sentence statement

from his office, verifying what had
been anticipated for days and what
became common knowledge a day
in advance through leaks.

The commissioner's statement

merely said the fines were for

conduct during the World Series

and it remained for Finley to

disclose the specifics of his set-

down.
He was fined $5,000 for his

conduct in the Mike Andrews case,

Finley said, $1,000 for an "em-
barrassing" announcement made
over the loud speaker at the

Oakland Coliseum during the

series, and another $1,000 for ar-

bitrarily turning on t'ne stadium

lights when his team was at bat.

The latter is the prerogative of

series umpires.

Oarsmen
Dominate
Scrimmage

By MARK DLUGOSZ
The crew team braved cold

weather and a brisk wind to win a

tri-scrimmage last Sunday. The
meet was held on the Connecticut

River against originally scheduled
Dartmouth, and Boston Univer-

sity, who replaced Yale due to a

late postponement. The race was a
mile and three quarters in length,

and was run in two heats.

In the first heat UMass raced two
eight boats against the BU boat.

One UMass eight won by a couple

lengths, while the other UMass
eight finished one-third of a length

behind the BU boat.

In the second heat the first place

UMass eight rowed along with a

third UMass eight boat against the

Dartmouth boat. The UMass eight

boat that won the first heat also

won the second heat. The Dart-

mouth boat was second and the

other UMass boat third.

It was a very loose scrimmage
with no pressure on any of the

teams. The UMass eight boats

were assigned at random. This

scrimmage may aid Coach Vespoli

in the long evolutionary process of

putting together his best boats for

the spring.

UMass winds up its fall crew
season with the annual Hadley-

Henley Meet on Sunday. This is an
intersquad meet involving com-
petition among the men's crew,

woman's crew, and the freshmen

squad. A number of varied races

will be held. The meet will take

place on the Connecticut River.

Espo On Top
Phil Esposito is off to his best

start ever, with 13 goals and nine

assists in the Bruins' first nine

games for a league-leading 22

points.

Esposito's teammate, Ken
Hodge, was second with 17 points

while another Bruin, Bobby Orr,

was tied for third with Rick Martin

of Buffalo with 16 points each. Orr

was the assist leader with 12.

Booters Won't Quit
Despite UConn Loss

By STEVE DeCOSTA
Where do they go from here?
That is the question that is foremost in the minds of UMass soccer fans

following this weekend's disappointment in Storrs, when the booters
suffered a 2-0 blanking at the hands of the UConn Huskies.
The quest for the Yankee Conference championship has come to an

early halt. UConn, with their win on Saturday, has clinched at least a tie

for the conference crown, and only Maine has a chance deadlock the
Huskies. The Minutemen can finish no higher than third.

Al Rufe has promised that "we're not gonna quit. We've got a lot of

pride and we're gonna win our next three." But what could you expect
from a dejected coach who had just seen his highest hopes shattered.
Now that the conference outcome has been decided, some of the in-

centive that drove the UMass booters is obviously gone. Pride is im-
portant, as it can propel athletes to great heights, but something else
must be present to sustain desire.

One motivating factor left for the Minutemen is the hope, slim as it may
be, of being invited to participate in the NCAA regional tournament. The
booters could conceivably wind up with a record of 7-3-1, a mark that
would be difficualt to overlook at invitation time.
But that would assume that the Minutemen would win their remaining

three contests, which will not be, by any means, an easy task.
Remaining to be played are games against Vermont, New Hampshire,

and Springfield.

The toughest of these challenges will undoubtedly be at Springfield, one
week from Wednesday, Springfield College has the distinction of being
fourth in the last New England poll and has to their credit a tie with top-
rated Brown.

It's a long and sometimes dismal road that the booters have travelled,
but, in some ways, the toughest part of the journey is yet to come.
KICKING IT AROUND-Although extremely pleased with his team's

performance to date, UConn coach Joe Morrone is not about to rest on his
laurels. Having defeated top-ranked Brown and YanCon challenger
UMass in the same week, Morrone was not yet ready to declare his
team's right to their spot as the dominant team in New England soccer.
"We have a lot of tough games left. I'm just concerned with playing one

game at a time and building a good program here at Connecticut. If you
can believe it, I'm not concerned about ratings. At this point, I'm not even
worried about the tournament."

Well, coach, you're right about one thing. That is a pretty tough line to
swallow.

Harriers Savor Victory
(Continued from P. 20)

Thomas was the eleventh in-

dividual winner for UMass, and
Coach Ken O'Brien garnered his

fifth Cross-Country title in his eight

year UMass coaching career. It

was also the fourteenth conference
title for O'Brien, a three-sport

coach overall. Finally, by winning
on Saturday, the Cross-Country

team became the first UMass
varsity team to capture four

straight YanCon championships
outright.

But these records didn't impress
O'Brien as much as the manner in

which his distancemen won.
"I felt we'd win it, but only by

twelve points." said O'Brien.
"UConn sat out their no. 2 runner
and came within seven points of us

in an earlier dual meet, and until

Saturday we had been unable to

put together a strong, consistent

team effort. Saturday all seven
runners ran well, and we won going

away."
The race was a marked reversal

from last year's championships,
when a tired squad of Minutemen
just squeaked by URL That team
went on to finish second in the New

Englands, and tenth in the IC4A's,

but "Obie" thinks that this year's

team is stronger.

"We're younger, stronger, and
our frontrunners are more ex-

perienced. Randy Thomas, Bill

Gillin, and Tom Maguire can run
with the best in New England and
our freshmen showed exceptional

poise in their first big meet," he

said. O'Brien credited Maguire
with the best race of his career and
singled out freshman John
McGrail for his eighth-place finish.

"The comparisons between the

careers of McGrail and Randy
Thomas are frightening," said

O'Brien. "Both ran only a year of

high school Cross-Country, both
were relatively unknown and like

Thomas, McGrail has improved
steadily. McGrail's showing gives

incentive to a lot of our strong

freshmen runners who weren't

spectacular in high school."

With his fourth straight con-

ference championship behind him,
O'Brien is looking forward to next

week's New England cham-
pionships, and maybe, just maybe,
another four conference cham-
pionships.

The
un-dormitories.

< treat oft-campus living—indoorsand out—at eitheroftwomod-
rrn dpartment complexes,only minutesaway by caror bike from
Amherst College, downt< iwnAmherst or UMass. Now accepting
applications for September,

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
•courtesy bus to UMa*
and town

•1,£3bedrmap<s.
• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

•master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pcok with
sundecks

•2 pro tennfe courts

•lawns for softball,

football, badminton

(utilities included)
Directions: East Dodly Rd

oppos. Grist Mill off RU tit

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• tooiny closets, storage

• wall-to-wall carpeting

•master TV antenna

• modern kitchens

• srlt-( leaning ovens

• tletinr ranges

• st,»inless-steel sinks

• oY fiwashers/disrxjsali

• 2-donr rcfrigeraton

• laundry faaliries

• swimming pool

No Lease Required
RKNT: FROM lifts

CALL 4I3-2S4UKKM

Directions: <Ht Route 47.

I
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Taking The Bad
With The Good

ByBILLBALLOl
A crushing loss at Connecticut has ended what was left of hopes that

1973 would be another banner year for the I Mass football program.
What happened?
Simply, the talent has not played up to its abilities.

"Yes, with the talent we have we should have a better record," says
head coach Dick MacPherson, and "Yes, I guess I have done a lot of soul-

searching about it" he adds.

After all, isn't it the coaches' job to get the best out of their athletes?
And, by that token, can't the blame for this season's mediocre record be
laid upon MacPherson?
He accepts the responsibility.

He refuses to make excuses. What about all your injuries, coach?
"Injuries are no excuse. They happen to all teams and have to be con-
sidered as part of the game."
They are no excuse, but key injuries to Gary Mika, Jerry Mondalto,

Kevin Moran and John Healy have been murder.
And of course, the running game has existed only in the dreams of

UMass fans.

"The offensive line has not come along like we expected," offers
MacPherson. "We have especially had problems at the guards." Cer-
tainly the injury to Mika, which has forced him to play while hurt, has
been important. He had become an excellent blocker. Bill Wolfe is on his
way to becoming an excellent blocker also, but while he learns,
something is lost.

"We've also been hurt by the running game 'psyche'. That's why I hate
NCAA statistics," he says. NCAA stats include yards lost trying to pass in

with yards gained rushing to produce a net yards total. Connecticut
gained 158 yards rushing in 55 carries Saturday, for an average of 2.8
yards per carry. Their quarterback was dropped just once. UMass, not
counting the 89 yards lost on nine quarter-backing sackings, gained 91
yards in 31 carries, an average of 2.8. Yet the offense looks at the figures
and believes they can't run the football at all.

It may all have started, though, in the Holy Cross game. "Our con-
fidence is shaken," says MacPherson. "Holy Cross got those 30 points
against us and it happened there." The Minutemen have not played 60
minutes of good football this season, though they almost did at Rutgers.

"I look for little things," he says, "the little things that set the tone of
the game." The little things, by and large this season, have not been that
pleasant to watch. Little things like Eric Torkelson carrying Mike McNiff
an extra yard for a key first down. Like UMass runners fumbling without
really getting stuck by anyone on the defensive team. Like receivers
breaking patterns and causing interceptions.
There has been some good.

"I don't think there is anyone." MacPherson says, "except for the
coaches and a few of the players, who realize that Peil Pennington is a
better quarterback this year than he was last."

"And Timmy Berra has performed tremendously, and above our ex-
pectations."

And MacPherson adds that David Yushinsky and Kevin Moran, the two
best offensive linemen, have played better football than they were ex-
pected to.

Yet the name of the game is winning, and UMass has not won the games
they should have. On paper they were a better team than either Rhode
Island or Connecticut. On the field — uh-uh.

It's been suggested that UMass played itself out against non-conference
opponents. MacPherson doesn't buy it. "We love playing those teams. We
point for them and I think it serves to sharpen us. It should make us a
better team against conference opponents."
You beat Rutgers, you lose to Rhode Island.
And you search your soul.

Staff Photo/Gib Fullerton
ren Pennington seems to be saying sweet nothings to his center, Bruce Pinto as yet another UMass

play comes to a grinding halt against Connecticut. Pennington and his Minutemen teammates must be
hoping that YanCon adversaries. University of Vermont Catamounts, don't offer the same resistance
come Saturday at Alumni Stadium at 1:00 p.m.

Harriers Savor Record Win
By WALT POWERS

When Ron Wayne led an ex-
perienced UMass Cross-Country
squad to the 1970 Yankee Con-
ference championship, it marked
the end of three years of
frustration. In the three years
previous, a total of 18 points had
separated Coach Ken O'Brien's
harriers from four straight
championships. since then.

Satly (Eflllpgian

SPORTS
This Isn 7 The Way To Do It

By STEVE CROWE, BILL BALLOU.
GERRY BROOKS. AND EARL E BARROLL

(Note: This commentary was not written with the
intent to denounce Yogi Berra or the idea that he
should be honored at Alumni Stadium this Saturday.
Rather, we feel that the salute is being done in the
wrong manner.)

"We want to salute Yogi Berra," said UMass
athletic director Frank Mclnerney in a news release
to the Springfield Sunday Republican, "not only for
his role as manager of the National League pennant-
winning Mets, but also for his loyalty as a father and
football fan of UMass over the past four years while
his son Tim has been representing our school on the
gridiron."

All of this is fine. but...Why are we, the University
of Massachusetts, saluting Yogi Berra. the manager
of the National League pennant-winning New York
Mets? And is Yogi Berra any more loyal as a father
and UMass football fan than any other senior's
father?

When Charlie Peters played center on the
basketball team for the past four years, his father
attended just about every UMass game: home and
away. Why wasn't he saluted''

Inside Sports
•Booters Won't Quit

•Ruggers Drop Pair

>Volleyers Disappoint

>Finley To Appeal

We do not intend this commentary to be a criticism
of Yogi Berra. Yogi Berra is a fine gentleman, a loyal
UMass football supporter, and as the Athletic
Department brass say, "sort of a folk hero of the
American culture." He proved what a fantastic
person he was when he reluctantly agreed to go
through with this salute. In fact, he was quite con-
cerned about taking the limelight away from his son
and the rest of the UMass team.
But the University made a mistake when they

planned this special ceremony. Sure, it's going to
bring more people into Alumni Stadium for the game,
and it will give UMass national recognition, but it

could have been done in a more ethical manner.
"Yogi Berra will be representing all the fathers of

the UMass seniors out there," insisted Vic Fusia,
athletic department promotional director, in an in-
terview.

True, but this fact is only secondary to the fact that
Yogi Berra is a celebrity.

A salute to the UMass seniors and the UMass
parents is a good idea. Honoring Yogi Berra as a
parent along with all the others is an equally fine
idea But the fact that he manages the New York
Mets doesn't matter. We are sure that he has done a
lot for the UMass program, but we are equally sure
that the UMass program has done alot for his son
Tim, and thus for Yogi.
But the point we are making here is that the con-

tributions of other parents need not be cheapened by
singling out one. no matter whom he is.

Yogi Berra. the American Institution, has made his
contribution as Yogi Berra the father. And neither he
nor his son have ever asked to be recognized in any
other way. Nor should they be.

We totally agree with the idea of thanking Yogi
Berra for what he has done. We also agree with the
idea of thanking Mr. and Mrs Pennington, Mr. and
Mrs Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Hansen, Mr. and Mrs.
Kiernan. and so on.

It seems more appropriate to us, that this Saturday
should have been reserved for the seniors. Yogi Berra
could have helped honor them. And Yogi could have
more properly helped honor than be honored.
We are not against saluting Yogi Berra we are

against saluting him alone. There will be many
people worth saluting at this Saturday's final home
football game of the season: parents and seniors. And
Yogi Berra is one of the parents.

O'Brien's determined distance
runners have literally run away
from the rest of the conference and
never looked back.
Never, that is, until yesterday,

when extremely satisfied Coach
Ken O'Brien allowed himself to

briefly savor his teams record
setting fourth consecutive con-
ference championship.
"Saturday's victory was one of

our biggest," admitted O'Brien.
"In the past few years, we've
geared our training to the more
prestigious championship meets

such as the New Englands and
IC4A's, and de-emphasized the
importance of the conference.
Nobody had ever won the con-
ference four years in a row,
though, so this year the conference
championships meant more to us,
and winning it was much more
gratifying."

For the record, Saturday's
runaway at Durham. New Hamp-
shire earned the Minutemen their
eleventh title in the 25-year history
of the Yankee Conference. Randy

(Continued on P. 19)

For Love Or Money
From the Depth of Sin - Vic Fusia is doing his job. Thank God for that At
least someone m the football program is getting results. But in the con-
text of what college football is all about, Vic Fusia is a kingpin He works
for a product in the field of promotion. And right about now his particular
product couldn t draw flies to feeces...

Victor Fusia sells University of Massachusetts football. Right about
now he'd rather transfer to Fuller Brushes. He can sell a coffin to a dead
horse. But his assignment this Saturday is even more critical than that
He s got to sell the University of Massachusetts-University of Vermont
football game. It's a shame that Vic is bald. He'd certainly lose his hair
with that task. Right now I would say that UMass-Vermont at that
Stadium doesn't have the right to outdraw a Gay Dance at Farley Lodge
But it will.

. Vic Fusia will see to that...

It'll be "Western Mass, salutes Yogi Berra Day" at the Stadium this
Saturday. Like man, I'm really into it. I could care whether Yogi ever
flushes a toilet at Alumni Stadium again. If he goes I'm sure he will for
more reasons than one. But using Yogi's well-read name and apparent
esteem with jock sniffers throughout the country is a brilliant idea by
Fusia. But the stunt fits right into the sinful superstructure and apparent
bind that college football falls into...MONEY. And to dollars and cents
we sacrifice pride

Yogi Berra means nothing to UMass football. He's just another parent
But he's different from the Penningtons', the Hadjuseks', or the Morans'
Different from those loyal UMass football families (taking nothing away
from them ), Yogi has appeal and charisma to the potential ticket buyers
in Western Mass. whereas the Penningtons (God Love Them As Mac
Would Say) don't.That's why we'll steal Yogi's name to promote this
pitiful football game. Some say it's the name... I say it's the game.

This fiasco is a university decision. Dan Melley at the Public Affairs
Office will ultimately handle it with the emphasis placed on the planning
of Fusia in Marketing and Management for Frank Mclnerney's staff. I
don t know where Dan Melley stands here. I don't care either For I could
care about a Yogi Berra Day. And I don't believe Frank Mclnerney when
he says that this "isn't a promotional stunt" to make money. He says that
the Berras' represent a loveable middle American family and I don't

want to see Yogi hurt by this". I hope he isn't. But we're dealing in dirt
And that s what the dog-eat-dog, money-crazed syndrome of promoting
college football is all about. You can get a clean bill of health. But have a
hidden tumor.

We won't ever realize the ramifications of this "Yogi thing" It hap-
pened too fast. We'll make money off it. We have to. Is Yogi exploited for

u<Z
VL n

5 25?^ the University isn't openly admitting that they're
using one of middle America's most beloved folk heroes.But they are
It s dirty. But so is the business of gimmicking your way through aco lege football season. The money wont hurt. We're forced to take it
with a smile on our faces. And with a once in a lifetime opportunity with
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and the Vermont yawn andhe slapstick revolting Yankee Conference confines to work within Whyme neii not .... *

Someday I'll be promoting used toilet seats. When we leave the facade
of our insulated college confines we'll find that around every corner
someone wants to make a buck off an elder Berra...Although the motive
will never really surface, I guess the University of Massachusetts is no
exception
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Weather
"What's more ob-

noxious", she queried,

"these dark and stormy
nights, or the Tuna Roll

Kid?"

Recyclable
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Donate Blood
For Donald Duck!

Stan Photo /Steve Smith

Denise Wolfe thinks of anything but blood at this point.

By DAVID SPARLING
The world's greatest Walt Disney comic book collection ( Donald Duck

division) will be availaLle for perusal today and tomorrow in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

It'll only cost you a pint of blood to see them.
That's right, the Hampshire County Chapter of the American Red

Cross in conjunction with University Women (wives of faculty,

professionals and administrators) and two Greek service

organizations... stop...take a breath...Gamma Sigma Sigma and Alpha
Phi Omega, are all rmning a blood drive through Thursday.
About 600 people have already given blood ( most of them signed up in

advance although you can just walk in and give) and between 1,100 and
1,300 are expected.

Prof. Arnold D. Rhodes from the Department of Forestry and Wildlife

Management will have to figure out if his comics, featuring Donald Duck,
Daffy Duck, Uncle Scrooge, Huey, Dewey, Louie, the Roadrunner and
more, can take the handling of all the doners.

It's my guess that most of the UMass student body is not still leery of

giving blood. You have heard all your life what a simple, painless, civic

minded thing giving blood is. Well it's all true. Aided by the brisk Red
Cross women and other volunteers it is a simple, painless task, and this

one has the added incentive of Donald Duck.
If the American Red C ross had a more hedonistic outlook on life, I can

see them putting together a great party. When they go into action, they

run a well supplied, well staffed, there's plenty-for-everyone blood drive.

As the doner registers, has his/her temperature taken, blood pressure

taken, hemoglobin content checked, blood type verified, and other per-

tinant data and checks taken care of, you cannot help but notice the rustle

of blue smocks of the Red Cross workers.

You're gently led through the actual donation, and afterward are led,

half sheepish, half spacey, to the "recovery" area.

Fifteen minutes later, after cookies, sandwiches, Coke, milk or coffee-

and the comics-you're done.

So if you would like to donate blood, go to the Campus Center
Auditorium today. Mrs. Martha Livingston of the University Women and
all the others would really enjoy having you. And finally, please be
careful of Prof. Rhodes' comics.

Students To Have Voice

In Collective Bargaining
ByJUDYFRIEDLAND

"Students do not influence collective bargaining
directly, but rather teachers reflect the attitudes of

their students," according to Dr. William Hebert,

Executive Secretary of the Massachusetts Teachers
Association (MTA).
Dr. Hebert and the faculty leaders of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors-American
Association of University Professors ( MSP-AAUP)

,

were present to answer questions pertaining to the

coalition union's campaign for faculty represen-

tation, at an informal gathering and cocktail hour
sponsored by MSP-AAUP last night in the Campus
Center.

Elections to decide on faculty unionization will be
held November 15 and 16.

MSP-AAUP supports the guidelines on student

participation in university governance as specified in

the 1970 AAUP statement on university governance.
These guidelines provide for consultation with
students in matters concerning admissions,
academic programs, academic courses and staff,

grading system, and other academic and non-

academic affairs.

The MSP-AAUP is affiliated with the MTA.
Although the MTA is a statewide organization

decisions affecting individual schools or campuses
are reached by the locals.

Representation, although the main issue of the

campaign, now in its eighteenth month, is not the only

concern of the union.

"The MTA offers legal services and new
developments in curriculum and instruction," said

Dr. Hebert. He referred to the union's role in the

abolishment of the anti-nepotism rule. Until recently,

a husband and wife could not both have tenure.

Frank Fata, MSP-AAUP Campaign Manager and a

member of the French and Italian Departments
believes that the campaign is successful, and
describes its pace for the final two weeks as "very
high".

The MSP-AAUP plans to hold a meeting to discuss

legislative representation in the Commonwealth on
November 8.

Representative David Bartley, a graduate of

UMass and presently speaker of the Massachusetts
House of Representatives Senator John Olver of

Amherst, a UMass faculty member on leave
Representative Jim Collins of Amherst, a former
staff member at UMass and Rep. Edward McColgan
of Northampton will speak and answer questions on
the faculty's direct input into government.
Waging a campaign against collective bargaining,

the Committee of Concerned Faculty cites the high
degree of uncertainty associated with collective

bargaining. In a flyer date September 28, they op-

posed the MSP-AAUP's claim that the faculty has
only an advisory role in university governance.
"Under present governance arrangements faculty

voices can decide departmental affairs, faculty
voices do dominate in the Senate, faculty members
dominate search committees for administratros,

faculty recommendations already dominate per-

sonnel, salary and tenure decisions, and faculty

machinery hears complaints that justice has not been
done."

The Administration seeks to provide the faculty
with the information necessary to make their vote a
wise one. They have set up several mini-libraries on
campus containing material on collective bargaining.
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery feels that

collective bargaining is an important issue, although
"a backward move for faculty participation in

campus governance and in contrast to the best in-

terest of the faculty and the whole University com-
munity."

In order for the union to be voted in, they must have
fifty-one percent of the votes. Based on elections at

other campuses, Professor Howard Brogan of the

English Department and chairman of the unions'

executive board, expects an eighty percent or better

turnout.

"There are 500 members of the union at present,"
said Brogan, "and about 1300 or 1400 faculty mem-
bers."

Department chairmen and Librarians IV and V
will be allowed to vote. These votes, however, will

only be counted if they are vital to the outcome of the

election, as their status as part of the bargaining unit

is disputed. The union claims that they are faculty,

therefore they are members of the unit. The ad-
ministration attributes managerial status to them
and argues that they be excluded from the bargaining
unit.

Guards Will Stay In Parking Lots

In Central Area Security Issue

By KATHY SIIEEHAN
In a meeting with the Central

Area Council Monday night, David
Johnston, Chief of Campus Police,
reaffirmed his decision to keep
security guards patrolling the
parking lots during the day rather
than roving the dorm perimeters at
night.

Johnston received a memo from
the Parking & Transportation
Committee before this semester
which read, "the success of the

parking program absolutely
depends on stringent and con-

sistent enforcement." After
receiving this memo, he decided
that enforcement of the parking
program was of first importance in

security at UMass and promptly
got the rules and regulations

changed so that security officers

were assigned to parking lots and
given the authority to issue towing
orders to Amherst Towing.

The Central Area Council invited

Johnston to their meeting because
they were "concerned about the

security in the dorms since there is

none". Members of the Council and
residents of the Central Area want
the reinstitution of roving security

guards around the unlit pathways
in the Central area, especially

those areas which are inaccessible

by car. Council members cited

unreported incidents of rape oc-

curring near the infirmary and the
Observatory this semester.

However, to the incredulity ot

those present, Johnston stated that

there have been no reported at-

tacks of rape on campus since last

January, and that he did not

believe that women generally don't

report sexual attacks. He denied
that there was a need for more
security around the Central area.

In his opinion, the demand for

roving patrols is based on fervor

rather than fact.

Southwest is the only dorm area

with foot patrolmen because that

area has proven to be where the

highest incidence of crime is

located.

Jonnston declared very seriously

that there should be no doubt in

anybody's mind over the priorities

in parking control.

Since nis first priority is in

parking control, it won't be until

the parking situation is under
control that the force of ap-

proximately 20 parking officers

would be cut and put back in the
dorms. There are only X number of

security people to work with and
the majority ot tnese are enforcing
parking rules. According to

Johnston, the only way to have
more security guards on duty at

night is with overtime. He
estimated that the parking
problems should be resolved within
a month. Since September 1, 955
cards have been towed.

In their argument to have roving
security guards reinstituted,

Council members expressed their

feelings that a man in uniform is a
deterrent to crime. Johnston, who
has a 15 year background in police

work, denied that uniforms
deterred crime. He reminded the

Council that a security guard is

unarmed and has no authority to

arrest. Furthermore, he said that

cruisers do patrol the area 24 hours
a day and can be summoned to an
area within 3 minutes.

Although Johnston seemed to be
adamant in his refusal for foot

patrolmen in the Central Area,
when questioned, he stated that he
will not be inflexible in the matter,

but will continue to look at the

statistical data along with the

demand and do as much as

possible with the people he has.

Staff Photo/David Leas

What a bloody long day it's been!
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Analysis

OH Gets Acting Director
By DAVID SPARLING

This week Professor Michael Wolff, of the UMass
Dept. of English, begins office hours as Orchard
Hill's Acting Director, and therein lies a story.

The story has everything from disillusionment to

optomism, hard work to idle dreams, student an-
tagonism with administration to administrative
exasperation with students and, in the end, the story
is not over.

A historical sketch is needed:
Last winter as the second semester began, then

Orchard Hill Master Christopher Hum resigned. In
his letter of resignation he voiced concern for the
academic program offered on the Hill as part of their
residencial college make-up.
This prompted two actions. The first was that the

remaining staff on the Hill worked very hard to come
up with an academic program of worth for the
semester.

The second was that Assoc. Provost Robert
Woodbury and Vice Chancellor Robert Gage an-
nounced, last Feb. 5, that a Residential College
Review Committee was formed and would find out
( 1.) what is wrong with Orchard Hill and (2.) what
structural problems can be recommended to

eliminate those problems.
The Review Committee (RC) worked throughout

the spring semester and in the spring issued its

report. The major problems on the Hill, according to

the RC's report were the following:

1. Conflict between the Master ( Christopher Hum)
and the Area Director (Jim West)

2. "Lack of quality control mechanism
s... for...academic programs and courses offered on
the Hill."

3. Lack of success by the Hill "in clearly com-
municating its academic goals to the larger
university community."

4. Some confusion concerning the definition of
Community
Clearly, the RC found defects in Orchard Hill,

defects that stemmed not only from the Hill itself, but
also from the relationship the Hill had with the ad-
ministration and the rest of the university.

The RC also made many structural differences.

One of the major ideas that met with opposition with
Orchard Hill students was the idea that the Hill ought
to make as fresh a start as possible ie. get rid of the
current administrators and appoint new people.

To reach these ends, university administrators last
spring notified two heads of residence and two Hill

administrators that they would be relocated. In effect

the Hill personel was being canned.
Space limitations here limit recounting the many

events that followed, however in skeleton form here
they are-

1. Orchard Hill students protested vigorously

NE Women 's Center

2. UMass administrators retreated, reinstating in

effect the "relocated" personnel
3. The Orchard Hill Summer Committee (most

importantly made up of students) was formed to

submit a report to the administrators, name an ac-

ting director ( the aforementioned Mr. Wolff) and in

general put down on paper all the issues that students

had been talking about since the whole crisis ( and it

was that to many people) began.

This Summer Committee ( SC ) had, in effect, been
given the responsibility to come up with specific

recommendations for the future make-up, role, and
goals of Orchard Hill. Six Hill students and one School

of Education advisor worked for most of the summer
(for $1,125 salary), and this fall submitted the

completed work (over 50 pages, not counting ex-

tensive appendixes) to Gage and Woodbury.
The SC's report basically recognized the faults of

the Hill ( "dedication, followed by mounting
frustration and ending in apathy and even antipathy

toward the Hill: this has been a characteristic

progression of feeling among many of those who have
worked for a quality educational program at Orchard
Hill") in the past.

More importantly for :.he future of the Hill, the SC
came up with specific recommendations

1. appoint an acting director immediately from the

university community (Mr. Wolff)

2. get more specific channels of communication
between OH staff members (Assistant to the

Director, Scheduling Officer, and an administrative

assistant were also proposed)

3. The OH Advisory Board should be mainly con-

cerned with the recruitment of faculty to work on OH.
4. A Personnel Committee should evaluate OH

faculty and staff

5. the OH Curriculum Committee should be the

major body within the community for the formulation

and development of long and short range academic
programs

6. the Hill will need "community people" outside

the University to serve as faculty members
7. an "absolute necessity" for increased physical

facilities available to the Hill-especially the building

of a large all purpose building on the Hill

8. made several recommendations to Orchard Hill

Area Government to make it more effective

These recommendations, as given above, offer only

the minimum of coverage to the report. As Orchard
Hill begins a transitional period it bears watching.

Competition for funds by special projects all over the

university is great.

Besides the specific problems of adequate funding,

people firmly committed to the Hill and its ideals face

a long tough road before they recognize any of the

ideals that they aspire to. The Summer Committee's
report is only the first step.

Debunking The Myths
By ROBERTA MARTONE

"We want to change the myths
connected with Women's Centers,"
said Gail Kaplan, coordinator of

the North East Area Women's
Center, in a Collegian interview
last night.

"The idea of women's centers,

promoted largely by the press, is

the myth that the centers are only
for radical women libers, or those
who are oppressed housewives,"
said Ms. Kaplan. "We have nothing
against housewives. There is

professional dignity in everything
you do. Our purpose is simply to

present alternatives," she con-
tinued.

Ms. Kaplan explained that one
half of the women involved in the

Study Abroad

Night Tonight

There will be a Study Abroad
Night held tonight in room 101 of
the Campus Center from 7:30-9:30

p.m. Students who have par-
ticipated in University programs
will be giving informal talks about
their experiences while studying in

a foreign country. Everyone in-

terested is welcome. There is no
admission charge. The program is

sponsored by Alpha Lambda Delta

and the International Programs
Office.

center have never been involvea in

the Women's Movement. "This is

their first step and we don't want to

scare them away," she said.

The main goal of the Northeast
Women's Center is first, to
establish a place where women or
men can come and relax; and
second, to be an educational
vehicle through which people can
learn, said Ms. Kaplan.
The Center is an outgrowth of the

Northeast Women's Weekend held
last February 23-25. Because of the
success of the weekend, some felt

there was a need for women's
services in the area.

This September, the Center was
established in the basement of
Lewis House and is organized as a
co-op. Ms. Kaplan organizes ac-

tivities for the Center, and finds
volunteers to open and staff the
Center. Ms. Kaplan stressed the
fact that the Center is run largely
on a volunteer basis.

The Center is asking the area
government for a budget of
$1300.00 for the coming year. The
money would be used for the
purchase of office supplies,
program speakers, films and books
for the Center's expanding library.

One of the activities planned for

this year is a Women's Weekend,
tentatively scheduled for
December 1-2. The weekend, will

include speakers and films on
subjects ranging from politics to

sexuality. The weekend will also

include workshops on subjects
such as: prostitution; child birth;

and alternate life styles.

This semester the Center has
already had one speaker, Robyn
German, who spoke on migrant
workers and exploitation of women
in the fields. There is also a
colloquia called "Interpersonal
Relations and Counseling" being
offered. Next semester, a 3 credit

English course entitled "Women in

Folklore", is being offered in the

Center.

Other activities of the Center
include a weekly bulletin and a
monthly newsletter. Weekly
meetings are held every Monday at

9:30 p.m.

When comparing the Northeast
Women's Center with other centers
on campus, Ms. Kaplan >aid, "The
various Women's Centers on
campus are as different as the
areas in which they are located."
Ms. Kaplan also said that she is in

touch with the other centers, but

each Center tends to serve the

needs of its area.

In conclusion, Ms. Kaplan said,

"It's nice to have a job you enjoy
working at. It's great to see the

program blossom ; the changes are

so exciting."
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Soon the rains will turn to snow, and the water vacuums can be
stored away until next spring.

Sign Girls Become

Minor Campus Celebrities
ByMIKEKNEELAND

Rumor has it that if Henry
Kissinger were to stand on an
Amherst street corner with Karen
Polansky and Sandi Beren, people
would ask who the guy was with the
sign girls.

Since beginning their job as sign
girls this year, the girls have
become minor campus celebrities.

At first, Sandi says, she was sur-

prised that people recognized her
without signs.

*

"I was getting a complex when
people didn't recognize me without
the signs," chuckles Karen. Now,
she says, people seem to recognize
her all around the University.

A Sigma Delta Tau sister, Karen
says she was the "shame of the
house" when she first began ad-
vertising. "Now they love it

because they always know what's
going on, where the sales are."
Both agree that the signs are

more clumsy than heavy. The wind
is a prime foe because it

sometimes blows the signs over
their heads, which become em-
barrassingly "stuck".
The girls each work 13 hours per

week. They decline to reveal their
fees. Their earnings are being set
aside for a California trip during
intersession.

The girls inherited the business
from a mutual friend who is now an
exchange student in Oregon. Since
they frequently advertise in town,
they had to get a permit from

Amherst authorities.

Sandi and Karen, both 20-year-

old juniors majoring in human
development, say they like the

business aspects of their job.

Students are constantly asking
them store schedules and the

current sales. "Our stores hold us

responsible to know what's going
on," notes Sandi.

The stores design and paint their

own signs. Most of them change
their signs at least once a month,
say the girls.

"I can't believe how I ever got
myself into this," laughs Karen
Sandi, who says she always

wanted to be an actress, is more
candid. "We're crazy and it's a
crazy job. ..a lot of fun."
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U Puked: History's Worst
Intramural Football Team

BySHARON HUGHES
loosing is not so bad if you have beer af-

terwards...and before. ..and at halftime—that was
Joe O'Brien's philosophy.
He should know. For two years he instilled the

losing tradition in the worst team in the history of
intramural football at UMass.
Made up of the seventh floor of Grayson the team

ended four years together this fall with an overall
record of 0-27. They didn't even score until the third
year.

Their name is as unorthodox as their play -the "U
Puked's." They got it from their "spiritual leader,"
Johnny Walker, who chanted the words in reference
to a player's response to being hit in the stomach
after a game.
Although winning didn't come naturally (or any

other way
) , the U Puked's hold the campus record for

going out for passes. Star end, Peter Arvanites said.
"I get right out there; only the other team always

The U Puked's claim "all credit'
-

goes to a Grayson
man, coach, Mark "The Spark" Vogler
"The Spark would corral us all into the lounge

before a game and really chew us out. Bedecked in a
sweatshirt, a whistle around his neck, and a cap ovei
his eyes he'd scribble plays on a blackboard" they
said.

"We never forgot his motto (although we tried) -

tenacity, spontaneity and spunk make a victory. He's
in Washington this semester so we've been without a
coach. We used to say, let's win this one for the Spark-
but of course we never did. Eventually it became,
let's lose this one for the Spark," according to the
team.
Once, and most appropriately timed-the last game

of the last season - the U Puked's had a slight chance
of winning a game. If they had won it would have been
the biggest upset of the season.

A fraternity team going for the No. 1 spot in the

independent league was losing 0-13 to them at the end

Southwest Has New
Social Advisor

IKSTKYK TKTKKAl |/r
Hob Antil Beef many possibilities in his new job.
Bob Antil's new job is to serve as Southwest social and cultural advisor.

His duties include helping groups, including dorms, in organizing social
events, serving as an intermediary between students and RSO, coor-
dinating Southwest centers in the planning of programs, and serving as a
member of the Hampden Advisory Board
"A great deal can be done with the job if one approaches it in a flexible

way," he stated. "First of all, one has to be open to what the students
want."

Antil, who has been in Southwest for only two weeks, admits that he is
still in the learning stages of the job. He is. however, filled with many
ideas.

He would strive to unite the Southwest social, cultural, and academic
factioni by sponsoring some sort of program, possibly a jazz festival.
This festival would solicit the assistance of music colloques, cultural
centers, and students.

"I would also like to see something which I would call "The Contest,''
he said. "In The Contest'. I would hand out. say, several $50 gift cer-
tificates to the people who come up with the best ideas for an activity or
program."
One of Antil's major interests is the use of the Hampden Dining Com-

mons as a Student Center. He is in favor of establishing a theatre
operation in conjunction with the Southwest Instructional Center and the
Theatre Department of the University. He can also picture an arts and
craft center in the building, as well as a listening room somewhat akin to
that in the Campus Center.

In order to further educate himself in the role of social advisor. Antil
will be meeting with the social coordinators of Orchard Hill and Central.
"Hopefully, some sort of multi-area programs can be discussed." he said
Ant'l is enthusiastic, and is willing to help anyone in need of assistance

in planning a party His office is in JQA. and his number is 5-1552. His
hours are Monday. 3-5; Tuesday and Wednesday, 9:30-11 : 30, Thursday, 4-

6:30; and Friday, 9:30-11:30. His home phone number is available
through the Master's Office at Southwest.

Antil reminds Southwest residents that, since he is there to help them,
he would like some ideas of what they would like to see. "I can't sit here
and force activities down throats," he said. "All the suggestions I've
made so far are just ideas, and any reactions at all would be welcome.
I'm throwing balloons up and seeing which ones stay up."

Which way

intercepts the hike."

Arvanites once caught what could have been a 47
yard touchdown pass, only to discover the ball came
from an adjacent field, where it had been kicked out
of bounds.

In retrospect, free safety, Karl Piculin pointed out
the key reasons of the .eam's failure.

"For one thing the average size is about 5'2", and
the average weight 113 lbs. Also we never practiced,
we just played. Why we were lucky if enough guys
showed up at games to make a full team," he said.

Plagued with misfortune for three years, the team
got a break at the end of the '72 season-their first

touchdown.
They recounted the game something like this:

"The temperature was 31 degrees there were 12
seconds remaining in the last quarter. The opposing
quarterback 1-a-z-i-l-y rolled back and threw a gentle
pass into the air.

It bounced off lineman Bruce Williams' head and
into his arms. He quickly shook off his surprise and
ran it 20 yards for a touchdown.
The team went insane with joy ! ! They had waited a

long time for the momentous T.D. The opposing team
stared in disbelief at our antics (they had just won the
game 56-6.)"

How does a team maintain morale during long
stretches of failure... in between moments of success?

did they go? Waff l'hoto/l>avM Less

of the third quarter. The 13 points were an event in
itself - the second and third touchdowns in U Puked's
career.

"Before the game started we figured we'd be in
trouble. Only seven guys showed up. Then their team
came; about 40 of them with helmets and shoulder
pads walked toward us." said Karl.
"Being our last game we were really pysched. Still,

we had so little organization compared to them. Like
in the huddle when they were calling out plays we
were drawing pictures in the dirt. Finally our seven
guys playing both offense and defense got tired, so the
Greeks won," he continued.
As all good things must end, so must the bad.
But the U Puked's have a special kind of "team

consciousness" that sustained them through their
losses. In '70, as freshmen they were assigned to live
on the seventh floor of Grayson...and they pretty
much stayed together for the rest of their stint up
here.

They've been notorious for things other than
football. Like incredible amounts of noise, water-
fights, and an illegal hide-away bar in the ironing
closet

.

When they graduate this spring, about half of them
will go on to medical school. Many of the them to law
school and a few to grad school. They said it's kinda
sad that the ole team will finally break up. And that
an era will end for intramural football.

State Department

Criticizes U.S. Allies
WASHINGTON <AP) — The

State Department again criticized

the U.S. allies in Europe for not
lending more public support during
last week's Middle East
developments.
Press spokesman Robert J.

McCloskey said at a news briefing

the administration was not only
annoyed that the European allies

refused to help resupply Israel

with military hardware but was
upset over a lack of support.

"We would have appreciated
more public support," McCloskey
said. "While the locale of the

conflict is admittedly outside the

NATO area, there was an issue

between the United States and the

Soviet Union and for that reason

alone we would have welcomed
more public support."

The administration has been
critical of the allies since last

week, when all U.S. forces were
placed on an alert in connection
with the Middle East situation.

"What we had to say here last

week in response to published
comment in Europe was not done
lightly or casually," McCloskey
said, referring to criticism last

Friday be President Nixon,
Defense Secretary James
Schlesinger, and himself.

He said that the United States

takes its relations with the allies

"most seriously our record of

performance demonstrated that
clearly."

One official said it was inex-

cusable that several European
allies publicly expressed their

resentment over US actions

The officail criticized the West
German foreign ministry, which
announced that it had protested the
shipping of American arms to

Israel from U.S. bases in West
Germany.

After having already
been refused twice, Eric
Walgren and his in-

spirational "Sun God"
fight for a spot on the

town's Law En-
forcement Study
Committee. This
committee met last

night at the Town Hall.

Mall Photo /Larry Hlein
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In The Nation And The World
I

POW's To Be
Exchanged
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WEST BANK. SUEZ CANAL- PREMIER GOLDA MEIR (center) and an entourage of m.llta^v^ie^*
," ,

pay a visit to Israeli troops on the west bank of the Suez Capal. Left of Mrs. Meir is Chief of Staff Lt GenDavid Elazar, others unidentified.

Golda Meir To Visit US.
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-Prime Minister Golda Meir
of Israel will call on President Nixon tomorrow amid
indications that the United States is trying to bring
about Israeli withdrawal from Egyptian territory
seized after the initial cease-fire agreement.
Mrs. Meir's hastily arranged visit was announced

by the White House yesterday as Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger began a second round of ex-
ploratory talks with Ismail Fahmy, Egypt's acting
foreign minister. At the same time, Nixon invited
Soviet Ambassador Anatoly F. Dobrynin to his Camp
David retreat.

U.S. officials said Fahmy's first session with
Kissinger at the State Department on Monday was "a
considerable step forward" that may accelerate the
peacemaking process. Fahmy delivered a message
from Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, said a
knowledgeable informant, and is reported to have
stressed that a number of states, including Egypt and
Syria, are prepared to accept Israel's sovereignty as
a hard fact of life.

Kissinger and Fahmy met again yesterday mor-
ning and continued their discussions through luich.

They plan to see Nixon at the White House today.
The two key issues are becoming entwined in the

quickened diplomacy. The first is Arab insistence on
Israeli withdrawal from territory seized on the west
bank of the Suez Canal between the United Nations
cease-fire agreements of Oct. 22 and Oct. 23. The
second is Israel's demand for an immediate ex-
change of prisoners.

Dobrynin has been a go-between in the parallel
efforts by the United States and the Soviet Union to
provide "good offices" to both enforce the cease-fire
resolutions and to lay the groundwork for
negotiations between Israel and Egypt for a per-
nament settlement.
The Egyptians provided Israel with the names of 82

prisoners, including a pilot held since 1969, and would
exchange the men once Israel agreed to return to the
positions it held on Oct. 22.

Moshe Dayan, Israeli defense minister, said Israel
is holding 6,995 Egyptians, 368 Syrians, 13 Iraqi and
six Moroccans.

At the U.S. Capitol, Sen. Mark O. Hatfield, R-Ore
introduced legislation to deny funds for any US
combat activity in the Middle East without the ap-
proval of Congress. r

U.S. Economy

I 6We Saw It Corning
'

'

By JOHN CINMFF
AP Business Analyst

NEW YORK (AP) - What
follows is a compilation of items
that, reflected upon, may provide
some insight into the condition of
the American economy:
—The fuel shortage didn't erupt

in the faces of unsuspecting of-
ficials, although it might appear
that way. Government and in-

dustry researchers saw the
problem developing a decade ago.
but almost no coordinate effort was
made to face it.

Same with food. Officials knew
that while population was in-

creasing, and that people the world
over were improving their diets,

the supply of food was not rising
sufficiently to take care of
demand.
Speaking at the Columbia

Graduate School of Business a few
days ago. C. W. Cook, chairman of
General Foods Corp.. observed:
"In 1965, President Johnson

appointed a 30-man panel, called
the National Commission on Food
and Fiber, to make a thorough 18-

month study of the subject in its

broadest aspects.

"I was privileged to be a
member along with topflight

agribusiness economists from the

academic world, farm leaders,

other food processors, food
retailers, and consumer
representatives.

"Among other findings, our
commission concluded that the

trend of world demand was out-

pacing supply and would continue
to do so unless massive steps were
taken to achieve more of a balance.
"What happened as a result? In

effect, nothing!"
—True or false: The United

States is a have-not nation in
regard to energy resources. False.
The just-publi?hed "U.S. Industrial
Outlook 1974," a Commerce
Department publication, might
bolster your confidence:
"It is reassuring that this

country has almost unlimited
energy potential in the form of coal
and oil shale. More than half of the
world's total reserves of coal are
within the United States, and
recoverable resources of oil shale
are of roughly equal magnitude."

It adds that "large-scale" ad-
ditions to the energy supply will
come from solar and geothermal
sources in [he 1990s, and that
nuclear fusion "could possibly
supply energy indefinitely for a
substantial part of the world's
population."

—Many corporations are en-
joying the most profitable year in
their history, but that doesn't mean
they're happy.
One after another they've

boasted to stockholders and
brokers about record high profits
and then, lest the government was
listening, added that price relief
was necessary if profitability was
to continue.

Union Carbide, for example,
"expects the best year in the
corporation's history." its chief

financial officer. William Pardoe,
told San Francisco security
analysts this week.
That was half the story. Another

officer then cautioned that rising
costs of hydrocarbon feedstock and
energy would require relief from
price restrictions on its products
now imposed by Phase 4.

—Pay raises to organized labor
in this year of government controls
contributed less to corporate
stress, although they may have
contributed a good deal to strained
relations between labor and the
administration.

The Labor Department reported
that wage-benefit increases in
major contract settlements for the
first nine months dropped to 6.3

percent over the life of contract
from 7.4 percent for the entire year
1972.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Egypt and Israel agreed

yesterday on an exchange of

wounded prisoners of war but

failed to work out an over-all

prisoner release agreement.
The United Nations tightened

surveillance of the Suez front

cease-fire by establishing new
observation posts.

The exchange of wounded
prisoners, first break in the POW
stalemate, was announced to the

Israeli parliament by Defense
Minister Moshe Dayan.
"We asked them for a full

prisoner exchange, but we have no
promise on this," Dayan said. "But
once the wounded are back and
once the visits of the International
Red Cross are taking place and the
lists have been exchanged, I

believe the full exchange would
follow."

Dayan said the Egyptians had
agreed to supply tlie names of all

Israeli prisoners in three days. He
reported no success on the prisoner
issue with Syria. Dayan said Egypt
had supplied a list of 82 POW
names, including 45 injured.

As a first step toward their

return, he said, Israel would
permit 70 wounded Egyptians to go
home.
The Egyptian government in

Cairo said it has complied with an
Israeli request for a list of war
prisoners and agreed to a POW
exchange-once the Israelis return
to the cease-fire line of Oct. 22.

In other developments, the
Syrian government stuck to its

refusal to negotiate with Israel,

and Israel complained Egypt had
fired missiles at its reconnaissance
planes. But Tel Aviv allowed more
emergency food, water and
medicine across the Suez Canal to

the 20,000 men of the isolated
Egyptian 3rd Army.
Egypt continued to maintain its

troops were in control of Suez City.
U.N. officials also reported that
Egyptians were in Suez and that
Finnish peace-keeping troops had
established two observation posts
between them and the Israelis.

Israel says Egypt and Syria
together hold about 450 Israeli

POWs and that it has captured
some 7,1^0 Arab soldiers, including
6,800 Egyptians. It has announced
it will exchange all prisoners in

Israeli hands for the return of
Israeli POWs.
Word on initial prisoner ex-

change agreements came as
Washington announced Israeli
Premier Golda Meir would come to
the White House tomorrow to
confer with President Nixon. The
President was scheduled to meet
before then with Egyptian and
Soviet envoys in continued effort to
reach a Mideast settlement.
A U.N. spokesman in Cairo

reported that Swedish troops had
set up six observation posts along
the Suez cease-fire line and were
trying to link with the Finns in Suez
City to the south. He said 53 more
Finns and Swedes were due
yesterday night to swell the special
U.N. emergency force to 660. It is

scheduled to reach about 7,000.
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Richardson: "Cox Involved
Nixon In ITT Scandal"

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Former Atty. Gen. Elliot

L. Richardson said before he resigned that special

Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox had copies of

five secret memoranda a White House aide said
would "directly involve the President" in the ITT
scandal.

The documents are among those described in a

March 30, 1972 memo from then-special presidential

counsel Charles W. Colson to then-White House chief

of staff H. R. Haldeman.
The White House, meanwhile, acknowledged that

President Nixon intervened in the Justice Depart-
ment's handing of an antitrust suit against the giant

conglomerate, saying he "had every right" to do so.

And Cox, who was fired by Nixon, acknowledged he
may have been the indirect source of the news leak

that brought the President's involvement in the case
to light.

Four members of the Senate Judiciary Committee
had asked Richardson in August for a status report on
a number of documents, including those described in

the Colson memo.
In his reply Sept. 6, Richardson said, "There are

Cox On ITT:

five documents mentioned in the Colson memoran-
dum which may have be^n in the Department of
Justice." Searches of the department's files turned
up two of them, Richardson said, and they were
turned over to the special prosecutor's office.

"The other three documents," he said, "were not
discovered in the department, either in connection
with the Richard G. Kleindienst confirmation
hearings or the subsequent hearings or the sub-
sequent perjury investigation.

"I am informed by the special prosecutor's office,

however, that he now has copies of all three
documents."
The Colson memo was written to convince

Haldeman that Kleindienst's nomination to be at-

torney general should be withdrawn. Colson said
there was a serious risk that the Senate confirmation
hearings would unearth documentary evidence of
White House intervention in the Justice Department's
antitrust suit against International Telephone &
Telegraph Corp., which pledged $400,000 to help the
city of San Diego underwrite the Republican National
Convention.

The five documents mentioned by Richardson are
among the most important cited by Colson.

' 'An Error Of Carelessness
'

'

By JOHN CHADWICK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ousted special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox testified yesterday he may
have been the indirect source of a story that
President Nixon ordered the Justice Department not
to appeal one phase of the ITT anti-trust case.
The White House, acknowledging Nixon once told

former Atty. Gen. Richard G. Kleindienst not to make
the appeal, said Cox's testimony illustrates "the
partisan attitude that characterized his activities in

recent months."
Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L Warren also

defended Nixon's action, saying: "He had every right
as President of the United States to discuss antitrust
policy with the Justice Department."
The story, in yesterday's New York Times, said

Nixon had telephoned Kleindienst and, after calling
him a vulgar name, sa :d, "Don't you understand the
English language" and ordered the appeal stopped.
Warren said the President withdrew his objection

to the appeal when it "was explained in more specific
detail." The case subsequently was settled out-of-

court.

Cox told a Senate Judiciary Committee hearing into
his ouster that he had broken a confidence in the ITT
matter and said it was "an error of carelessness" but

nonetheless inexcusable. As for the out-of-court
settlement of ITT case itself, Cox testified he always
has thought it was "a perfectly good bargain from the
point of view of the government."

In other testimony before the committee, Cox
suggested a possible route of inquiry for the House
Judiciary Committee which is investigating possible
grounds for impeaching Nixon. Cox said the House
committee may want to inquire into "the extent to

which, the President on an over-all basis has
cooperated or not cooperated with attempts to get the
truth about Watergate."
Cox testified he had broken Kleindienst's con-

fidence by telling Sens. Philip A. Hart, D-Mich., and
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., and two of their aides
about Nixon's telephoned instructions in the ITT
case.

"During the stress and strain of the last two weeks I

spoke more freely than I intended with a few friend-
s," Cox said.

Cox, fired on Nixon's instructions on Oct. 20 after
opposing the President on court action to obtain
Watergate tapes and other White House evidence,
said he hoped the committee would be — as he put it

— "charitable enough" to believe he had not intended
the information Kleindienst had given him to be
leaked to the press.

Fuel Shortage May Cause

Cooler Classrooms, Longer Vacations
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer

School children in scattered
areas of the country may find

themselves with extra time off this

winter because of the fuel shor-

tage. They'll pay for the holiday

with added class hours when the
weather gets warmer
An Associated Press spot check

showed officials in a number of

school districts were considering
extending winter vacations and
lowering classroom temperatures
as a way of saving fuel.

TONITE

A bill has been introduced in the
Michigan legislature to permit
schools to close because of heating
problems without forfeiting state

aid payments.
John W. Porter, Michigan

superintendent of public in-

struction, said some schools might
have to close for a short time this

winter and added, "On a long-

range basis, we may be forced
close schools for several months in

the winter and keep them open
during the summer if the energy
crisis worsens in the years ahead."
The Maryland department of

education set up a committee of

school superintendents to draw up
plans in case of a fuel shortage.
Some school systems already have
ordered temperatures lowered
from 70 to 65 degrees during the
day and from 60 to 55 degrees at

night.

The nagging fuel shortage that

struck motorists this summer has

been compounded by a cutback in

Arab production due to the Mideast

war. Some Arab countries have

banned exports to the United

States in an effort to pressure

Washington to cut off support of

Israel. The shortage also has

pushed up prices, straining school

budgets.

Some states said they didn't

expect any problems. In Utah,
where the first snow of the season
fell on Monday, there was no talk

at all of longer vacations or cooler

classrooms. "We have enough fuel

to take care of the needs of our
present customers." said one of the

major suppliers.
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WASHINGTON-TAKING HIS SKAT -Former Watergate special
prosecutor Archibald Cox prepares to take his seat prior to
delivering testimony before the Senate Judicary Committee on
Capitol Hill.

U.S. And Soviets Open Talks
ByCARLHARTMAN

Associated Press Writer

VIENNA. Austria <AP) — Blocs
led by the United States and the
Soviet Union clashed yesterday at

the opening session of the con-
ference on reducing troops and
weapons in Central Europe.
East and West Germany, side by

side around the green negotiating
table, were the main speakers.
Both were represented by am-
bassadors.

Wolfgang Behrends of West
Germany told the delegates they
should take account of the
"disparities and disequilibriums"
between Eastern and Western
forces. The Soviet Union and its

allies have more men and tanks in

the area than the Western powers,
he noted.

Moreover, he added, it is easier

to bring reinforcements from the
Soviet Union than from the United
States should circumstances
demand it.

"These negotiations," he said,

"should therefore aim to

ultimately bring about, at a lower
level, an approximate parity in the

form of a common ceiling for

ground forces of each side in

Central Europe."
The opposite view came from

Ingo Oeser of East Germany. For
him, and for the Soviets, the aim is

to keep the present relationship in

troops and weapons between the

two sides.

"This could be done," he said,

"by reducing forces and ar-

maments at an equal percentage
or an equal quantitative rate."

The United States and its allies

want movement toward numerical

parity but diplomats saw room for

bargaining between the two views.

Over a million troops are in the

area immediately concerned:
Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia
and the western part of the Soviet

Union.
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Sargent Promotes Richardson
As Presidential Contender

By LAWRENCE SPIEGEL
Associtaed Press Writer

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) - Gov. Francis W.
Sargent of Massachusetts sidestepped talk that Elliot

Richardson might oppose his 1974 renomination bid

yesterday by promoting the former Attorney General

of the United States as a presidential contender.

Sargent said he doubted there would be a "family

fight" with his second cousin when he was asked at a

news conference about a published report that

Richardson is being urged by supporters to consider a

run for the GOP gubernatorial nomination next year.

Richardson resigned as Attorney General earlier

this month rather than obey a presidential order to

fire Special Watergate Prosecutor Archibald Cox.

"I have no idea whether he, Richardson, would plan

to run for governor. I don't think he would. He's in-

dicated that he's going to keep his options open,"

Sargent said.

"I think he might well be and should be considering

the highest office in this land. I think there would be
support for him today."

"I think it took great courage on his part to say no to

the President of the United States and to resign on a

matter of principal," Sargent said.

"I think he deserves the plaudits of the people
across the coutnry."
Sargent said America is "thirsting today for a

person with backbone.. .who can restore confidence
and respect in this country."

Speculation over Richardson's political future was
fueled by a Springfield Union report yesterday that

Richardson met over the weekend with supporters in

the Boston area.

Quoting GOP sources, the Union said Richardson is

being urged to consider opposing Sargent while
supporters generate a petition drive to draft the
former attorney general for the nomination.
Richardson reportedly did not rule out running for

governor, the newspaper said.

"A family fight? I think a confrontation is never
bad but I don t anticipate it," Sargent said when
asked about the report.

"You know, I haven't announced myself. Nobody's
certain including me as to what I will do but I an-
ticipate that I will be running," Sargent said.

Richardson served as lieutenant governor of

Massachusetts and state attorney general before
being named assistant secretary of state in the Nixon
administration.

Chicago 7 Contempt Charges

Asked To Be Dropped
By F. RICHARD CICCONE

Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago 7 defense lawyers argued

> -terday that contempt charges stemming from the
conspiracy trial four years ago should be dismissed
unless the judge and prosecutors of that trial also are
tried for contempt.

The Chicago 7 were originally brought to trial on
hurges of conspiring to disrupt the 1968 Democratic

1
1 Convention in Chicago. The seven defen-

.iit and tuo defense lawyers are being tried for

nti mpt before Judge Edward T. Gignoux of U.S.

"icl Court.

P! nine were cited for contempt by Judge Julius J.

nan after the conspiracy trial, but the 7th U.S.
i!' ('nurt of Appeals reversed the citations and
'led the cases to the lower court for trial.

The government rested its case after presenting the

Kripl of the original trial and after five court

often attested to its authenticity.

inard I. Weinglass of Newark, N.J.. one of the

defense lawyers cited for contempt, argued
• Judge Gignoux that unless Judge Hoffman and
o government prosecutors are chaged with

empf . the trial would violate the fairness doctrine
the equal protection clause of the Constitution.

Weinglass said the three men already have been
«ed guilty of contempt by the appeals court. The

i peals court, in sending the case to the District

urt, was highly critical of the conduct of Judge

Hoffman and the prosecutors, Thomas A. Foran.
former U.S. attorney, and Richard Schultz, an
assistant to Foran.

Another defense lawyer, Morton Stavis, argued for

dismissal of all 52 charges of contempt because the

government provided no evidence other than the

23,000 pages of transcript from the conspiracy trial.

Stavis said the appeals court sent the case to the

lower court to "give the government an opportunity

to present proof of contempt... but the government
deliberately chose not to come forward with any
proof ..and has chosen to rest on the same record..."

Stavis also tried to establish that the disorders

during the conspiracy trial stemmed from Judge
Hoffman's conduct at the outset of the trial. Judge
Hoffman ordered four defense lawyers jailed the first

day of the trial

The conspiracy trial resulted in five defendants
being convicted of crossing state lines to incite rioting

at the time of the 1968 Democratic National Con-
vention in Chicago. All seven were acquitted of

conspiracy to incite rioting.

The riot convictions later were reversed by an
appeals court and the government dropped its

prosecution of the charges.

Besides Weinglass, lawyer William M. Kunstler of

New York City was cited for contempt, as were the

original Chicago 7 defendants: David T. Dellinger,

Rennie Davis, Jerry Rubin, Tom Hayden, Lee
Weiner, Abbie Hoffman and John Froines.

Watergate Aftermath Continues
WASHINGTON (AP) - Here at a

(lance are yesterday's Watergate-
• ited developments:
TAPES-The White House and
S District Court Judge John J.

Sirica reached agreement whereby
he judge will hear in closed

session presidential claims of

privilege on portions of disputed

Watergate tapes. White House
awyers want parts of the
/residential tapes kept from the

Watergate grand jury.

WATERGATE COMMITTEE-
the Senate Watergate Committee
agreed to try and renew an
.greement cancelled by the White
Mouse that would have given the

committee access to the
presidential tapes. The agreement
as withdrawn after Nixon

' tided to obey a court order and
e the tapes to Sirica.

,'EACHMENT-The House
iiciary Committee voted its

rman, Rep. Peter W. Rodino,

D-NJ., broad subpoena powers to

1 in the ommittee's investigation
' possible rounds for impeaching

• President. In a Senate speech,

John V. Tunney, D-Calif., said

on should resign "for the

i.non good."
\XBE-The Cleveland Plain

Dealer, quoting authoritive
sources, said Sen. William P.

Saxbe, R-Ohio, was about to be
named to succeed Elliot L.

Richardson as attorney general. A
spokesman for Saxbe said the

senator had discussed a possible

appointment with White House
aides but not with Nixon and
quoted Saxbe as saying, "Until I

do, that's where the matter
stands."

Italian Marxists Warn Against Sex
By HILMI TOROS

Associated Press Writer
ROME (AP) - The Italian

Marxist-Leninist party, a radical

group left of the Communists, has
issued strict sex directives that are
causing frustration among cell

members.
A party official acknowledged

that only 30 per cent of the

revolutionary party members have
been able to live up to the official

sex guidelines.

"One reason they fail," said

Angelo Arvati, 30-year-old editor of

the party publication, "is because
of political differences between
husbands and wives."

In a manual presented by
Secretary-General Aldo Bran-
dirali, the party made sexual
harmony one of its chief dictums.
"Only in that way," Brandirali

said, "can one be serene the day
after and begin a new day of

struggle for the ultimate victory -

edification of socialism."

Besides sexual harmony, the

party program had warned against

sexual intercourse more than once
a day, claiming:

"All that about virility and
making love more than once in one
night is ? bourgeois myth and
reflects the theory that women are
sex objects."

Kissinger

To Visit Cairo
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — Secretary of State Henry A. K'ssinger plans to

visit Cairo and possibly Jerusalem and other Mideast capitals in a bid U.

speed negotiations between Israel and its Arab foes, officials said

yesterday night.

Kissinger probably will go on from the Mideast to China, where he is

scheduled to meet with Chinese leaders in Peking beginning Nov. 10.

The Kissinger mission to the Egyptian capital was to have been an-
nounced at the White House today after Ismail Fahmy, the acting
Egyptian foreign minister, met with President Nixon.

Kissinger originally was due in Peking this month, but the conflict in

the Mideast caused him to postpone the trip. Instead, he flew to Moscow
Oct. 20 at the behest of Soviet Communist Party Leader Leonid I.

Brezhnev to help develop a joint U.S. -Soviet cease-fire position at the
United Nations.

The fact that Kissinger had plans in motion to visit Cairo even before
Mrs. Meir saw the President added new evidence that the United States
will press Israel to yield Egyptian ten itory captured after the initial U.N.
cease-fire agreement of Oct. 22.

Congress Castigates CIA
By JIM DAMS

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) Congress'

first official Watergate report
concludes that the CIA and its two
top chiefs were "unwitting dupes"
in supplying disguises for such
improper acts as the burglary of

Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist's

office.

Rep. Lucien N. Nedzi, D-Mich.,
said "it is a little more difficult" to

assess the CIA's resistance to

being used to cover up the
Watergate in the first weeks after

the June 17, 1972, break in at

Democratic party headquarters.
Nedzi is chairman of the House

intelligence subcommittee which
issued the report yesterday.
Nedzi said "I'm personally

troubled by the inconsistencies" in

testimony by Vernon A. Walters,
deputy director of the Central
Intelligence Agency, on whether he
suggested a Cuban rather than CIA
involvement could be used to cover
up the break-in.

"But by and large there was
resistance on the part of the CIA to
becoming involved," Nedzi said at
a news conference. "There is no
objective evidence that there was a
willingness to cooperate."
The 23-page report quotes

Walters as first testifying to the

subcommittee last May 16 that

when former White House counsel
John W. Dean III first pressed him
for ideas he said: "Perhaps the
Cubans who were anti-Castro
might have had a hand in it but the

CIA did not."
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What 's The Story?
'

'

Academic Hassles? Whitmore Has The Answers
By DEBBIE BERNSTEIN

You are in the middle of the
semester and things aren't going
too smoothly for you,
academically, that is. Maybe you
should know the right procedure
for taking care of your problems
and therefore, avoid alot of hassles
and running around. Here are
some Whitmore HOW TO'S:

If for one reason or another you
decide that UMass is not the place
you want to be right now you can
withdraw from the University. On
Campus residents should see their
Area Director who has the proper
forms to be filled out. No money
will be refunded for tuition, fees,

room, etc. except if you have a
meal ticket. In that case, refund
for the remaining meals will be
given.

Off Campus residents should go
to 229 Whitmore which is the
Resource Center for Non-
Residents and see Randy Dahl or
Helen Hill.

If you do withdraw and are
wondering what your record for

this semester will look like, ac-
cording to the Registrars Office,

grades of WP or WF will be en-

tered. The grade depends on your
performance in class up to the time
of withdrawal. This is the only time
WP and WF are used.

If you have withdrawn from the

University and decide you want to

re-enter, readmission applications

are available at the Registrar's

Office. Spring semester ap-
plications should be in by
November 1 and Fall semester
applications by June 1. Read-
mission for students in good
standing is in most cases
automatic.

Students who voluntarily decide

to move off campus, at this time in

the semester, lose their room rent

and security deposit. S'udents who
decide to live off campus for next

semester should notify the Housing
Office of their decision during
room choosing time in November
in order to assure their security

deposit refund.

If you want to droo a course you
should see the Academic Dean of

your school. Each school (ie. P.E.,

Psych, French, etc.) has a Dean.

The list can be found in the Student

Handbook. The Dean will have the

necessary forms and tell you

whose signatures you need. In

many cases the Dean's Office will

forward the forms to Whitmore
and therefore, save you a trip.

Your gr ade for a dropped course is

F. unless the Academic Dean will

retroactively backdate your form
to October 5.

If an instructor will allow you to

pick up a course now, the

procedure for adding is the same
as for dropping.

The matter of changing a pass-

fail to a grade or a grade to pass-

fail at this late date is usually not

easy. But if you do decide to at-

tempt the change, pick up the

proper form at the Registrar's

Office. Then go see your Academic
Dean or Faculty Advisor prepared
with a good reason for the change.
The fact that you are doing poorer
or better than you had expected
will not justify the change.
Examples of reasons that may be
considered valid are illness or

change of major, but this has to be
discussed with your Dean or
Advisor.

Q. The 'what's new' rotating sign

that displays girls as objects, ie.

without clothes, offends me. Could
you please place it so if I desired
my attention wouldn't be caught so

much by it? Or else remove the

Playboy, Penthouse, or recent

Lampoon covers.

A. The sign in question is a
rotating display in the front of the

Campus Center Store. I went down
to the store to check the display out

and found the following magazines
and items being advertised; MS,
Penthouse, Viva, Rogets
Thesaurus, two issues of National

Lampoon, Warner Paperback
Library, Personalized Calling

Card, Pocket Calculators, and a

Remington Hair Dryer.
I then talked to Bill Simpson,

Assistant Manager of the Campus
Center Store to find out how the

display items are chosen. He ex-

plained to me that magazines such
as Penthouse, Ms, etc. hire
promotional agencies to push their

product by methods as the rotating

display unit. One particular
promotional agency has rented
space in the Campus Center Store

for the unit that is now there. This

agency sends magazine covers
that they want to the store to be
displayed. To the best of Bill's

knowledge, the store is obligated to

use these covers on the display.

Some space is allowed for the

store's own promotional use,

therefore accounting for ad-
vertisements like the pocket
calculator. The display changes
about once a month. I agree that

sexism in many forms does exist

on this campus. The question is,

should the Campus Center Store
promote it? Obviously, the decision

«!*•*••••••••••••••••••••••••*••*•••* \#
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of what is and isn't sexist varies

with each individual. One person
might look at that display and not

find it offensive at all, while
another person would be offended
by it. And still another person
would look at the display and think
only that it was a reflection of what
the Campus Center Store had to

offer in the line of magazines.
There never seems to be one clear
cut way to please everyone, and in

the case of the store I think it can
be looked at in two ways. The store
exists to serve the University
community, and that community
has a wide range of interests. Yet
on the other hand, the part of the

community whose interests are
being served that are offended by
the display must also be con-

sidered.

Bill and I thoroughly discussed

the alternatives in this situation.

We decided that the best thing to do
was to let the University com-
munity, that the store serves,

decide the fate of the display.

People who go into the store and
look at the display and find it of-

fensive should register a complaint
at the Information Desk. If a

substantial number of complaints
are received the sign will be moved
to a less obvious part of the store

where it was before and received

no complaints. If this is still not a

satisfactory solution to many
people, further action will be
considered.

Q. What has happened to the TV.
on the bottom level of the Campus
Center.

A. According to Dudley Bridges,

Manager of Building Operations,

the TV. was a victim of van-

dalization. The control box in the

front of the T.V. was ripped out of

the system. The TV. will be
replaced, but probably in a dif-

ferent place. People watching the

T.V. often turn the volume up so

that it bothers people in the

meeting rooms located behind the

T.V. area. Because people have a

right to listen to the T.V. at a fairly

strong volume, and people have a

right to have the conferences in the

meeting rooms without being
bothered by the T.V. volume, the

logical answer seems to be to move
the T.V. to a different location.

Besides the T.V. missing you
may have also noticed missing
cushions from the couches as well

as no T.V. in the Cape Cod Lounge
of the Student Union Two hundred
cushions have been stolen

(representing a loss of over $200).

Many of the missing cushions are
believed to be in dormitory rooms,
but they cannot be retrieved
without a search warrent.
However, the cushions are being
replaced.

The T.V. in the S.U. was being
repaired and in the meantime was
replaced with a brand new color
set. This new color set was stolen
from the S.U.

I asked Dudley what preven-
tative measures would be taken in

the future. He said that when these
items are replaced, they will have
to be bolted down as they should
have been in the first place.

Correction : In the answer to last

week's question on campus
plumbers, I stated that if a crisis

situation came up after 4:00 p.m.
UMass would hire an outside
plumber to do the work. Actually,
UMass will call in their own
plumbers and pay them over-time.

Confidential: Thanks to the
person who put 50 cents in the
"What's the Story?" box. But for

those of you who don't have any
spare change but plenty of
problems or questions, drop them

off in the box outside the Campus
Center Store, send them through
the campus mail to box 6, or bring

them to the Ombudsman Office in

room 919 Campus Center.

Debbie Bernstein is Student
Assistant to the Ombudsman.
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Restaurant Open 'til 2 a.m.

The
un-dormitories.

( .reat ott-Cdinpus living—indoorsand out—at cither ottwo mod-
rtn apartment complexes, only minutesaway by car or biketrom
Amherst College,downtownAmherstor UMa«.s. Now accepting
at ^plications lor September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• courtesy bus to

and town

•1,2,3becrrmapts.

• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• masterTV antenna

• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball/

football, badminton

RKN1 : I Jimp M( IM II

( iitililirs included i

Directions: Kast I dull \ liil

iiiumis t.risl Mill off Ma, lit,

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrmapts.

• heat & arr conditioning

• toomy closets, st« >rage

• wall-to-wall rarnrttng

• ouster IV antenna

• uiudernkitc h»ns

• M'lt-c loaning ovens

•i ledncrangrs

• M.iinlrss-steel Mnks
• dtshwashcis/disposals

• 2-door refrigerator*

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

No l.easr Required
RUNT: I- ROM $ihs
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Oirct lions On limit. 47.
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SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY. LIGHTWEIGHT
BACKPACKING. SKI TOURINGAND
MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT.

located an Route 9 at the Amherst -Moaley Town

line (41 3) 253-9504

PRE-SEAS0N SKI-TOURING EQUIPMENT SALE

Oct. 11 - Nov. 3, 1973

20 30 per cent off mosi models of touring skis, boots, bindings and poles.
Brands on sale include EMS Asnes, Bonna, EMS Madshus, Rieber, Falk VM
poles, Rottefella and others.

MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT SALE

Oct. 11 -Nov. 3,1973

20 30 per cent off on many models of down-filled sleeping bags, foam pads,
frame and day packs, down-filled parkas, tents, gloves, mittens and many
other items. Brands on sale include Alpine Designs, North Face, Gerry, EMS,
Janus, Camp Trails, Rough Rider, Bergens, etc.

ALL RICYCLE PACKS 20% off

Supply Limited Store hours: 9-9 Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30 Sat.
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Of Interest...

Culturnatives Clearinghouse Formed

If you are among the many who feel stifled by an inability to influence
even the small portion of the world that you can call your own, a new
group being formed may help provide an answer.
Culturnatives Clearinghouse is an experiment in information gathering

and distribution. It will compile information about who has skills,

abilities, knowledge, or, simply, ideas which would be useful to those who
want to explore alternate lifestyles or cultural alternatives. The in-

formation will then be made available to the community in a variety of
ways.
The first meeting of the Clearinghouse Task Force will be Thursday,

Nov. l, at 4:00 in 319 Hampshire House. Those who are interested in

working on the task force but are unable to make this meeting ye asked
to call 545-2789 and leave their names.

Grad Schools On Campus

The following Graduate Schools have planned visits to the University of
Mass. If interested, contact the Career Planning Office in Berkshire
House and set up an appointment.
University of Rochester (Graduate School of Management) - Nov. 1

Northeastern University (Interested in students who want to pursue
graduate education in engineering and business administration.) - Nov. 2
Kennedy School of Government at Harvard - Nov. 5
Tufts University (Interested in talking about their Latin American

Teaching Fellowship) - Nov. 12

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (Graduate Study in Mgmt., Mgmt.
Eng'g. & Pub. Adm.) - Nov. 13

New York University (Graduate School of Bus. Admin. ) - Nov. 14
Syracuse University (School of Management) - Nov. 15
Stanford Unvversity (School of Education) - Nov. 16

Commuter Assembly To Meet

Commuter Assembly Executive
Council will be meeting at 5:00
tonight in the Commuter Lounge in

the Student Union. Commuter
Assembly Executive Council is

made up of eleven people, elected
by commuters, who exist to discuss

commuter problems and to provide
services to their constituency.

Recently they have helped in

funding the experimental bus
routes to Belchertown and South
Deerfield. Anyone who is in-

terested in the commuter problems
in general or who has a specific
problem or program to discuss is

welcome to attend the meetings or
get in touch with any member of
the Committee in the Lounge or by
calling 545-2145.

CASIAC Offers Colloquia

The College Of Arts and Science
Information and Advising Center
( CAS I.AC) is offering a
counselling colloquia to train in-

terested students as CASIAC
student conselors. The colloquia

will be held on Thursday nights

during November starting this

Thursday, November 1st at 7:00
p.m. in Machmer VV-15. A number
of intern hours will also be
required out of the CASIAC office

Machmer E-22. Upon completion,

student counselors will be eligible

to earn $1.85/hr through CASIAC.

Rent And Fees Meeting Cancelled

Meeting on Thursday night November 1 cancelled. Meeting will be on
Monday night November 5 at 7:00 p.m. in Campus Center Rm. 801.

Off everythinq
except f6od$J
Selected items
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Father And Son Are Strangers
By DRS. ANDREW W. McCASHIN

and STEPHEN M. KEIN
Q. I am a 24 year old male

graduate student with what is

probably not a very unusual
problem. Since I was 15 years old

my relationship with my father has
deteriorated gradually to a point
where we are almost total

strangers. Until recently this did

not bother me, but during my last

visit home I suddenly realized that

he was growing quite old and that

time for renewing our relationship
was running out. I made some
feeble attempts at talking with him
but he really didn't respond. For
the first time in almost ten years I

experienced the distance between
us with great sadness and even
guilt. I realize that the information
I have given is limited but perhaps
you could offer some general
suggestions on how and where one
begins to re-establish a relation-

ship with an alienated parent.

A. It is certainly true, as you
suggest, that the problem you are
struggling with is not an unusual
one. The fact of it's common oc-

currence, however, does not
detract from the hurt and guilt one
experiences when he or she
realizes that in many ways the

close parent-child relationship no
longer exists. The process of

growing up requires that, to at

least some extent, we push our
parents away. It is a very difficult

thing indeed, especially in a close

family, to give up the sense of

safety and warmth which
characterizes the experiencing of

childhood. The achievement of a

sense of autonomy and adult

identity requires the belief that we
can take care of ourselves in a

better and more satisfying manner
than our parents can.

The intensity of the "adolescent

rebellion", and the form it's ex-

pression takes depends, of course,

on the individual personalities

involved and on the dynamics of

the family. One primary factor is

the way in which parents express
their concerns for the safety and
well being of their children. Over-
protective parents can subtley

undermine their children's con-

fidence in themselves making the

thought of going it alone a

terrifying one. In such situations

adolescents and young adults

sometimes need to almost totally

withdraw from their parents in

order to achieve a sense of in-

dependence. On the other hand
parents who find it difficult to

provide even minimal emotional

support for their children often find

themselves similarly neglected by
their now independent and
resentful offspring. Other factors

involved include parental
dominance in the area of values;

religious, political, material
lifestyle etc.

Lest all of this sound depressing,

we can also say, that reconciliation

in later life is as common as

conflict in earlier years. It is often

the case that things change for the

better once young adults develop
confidence in themselves as adults.

And conversly, when parents
finally acknowledge that they have
full grown children, which in itself

is no easy adjustment. There are

no immediate techniques for

achieving this. It is to make a rare
event, for example, in which one
good talk in itself changes an
estranged relationship overnight.

Begin by spending more time with

your father. Allow things to

develop in a natural and unforced
manner. Gradually he will sense
your new and more receptive at-

titude towards him and hopefully
he will be able to reciprocate.

Send, bring, or call in your
questions and comments to 303
Machmer Hall or 545-2337. All
inquiries confidential.
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a Hebrew Ulpan prior to academic term
a Independent study project for interested students
a Tours, seminars and extra curricular activities

ONE YEAR PROGRAM
American Friends of the
Tel Aviv University
342 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 1 00 1

7

(212) MU 7-5651
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Israel Program Center — AZYF
515 Park Avenue
New York. New York 10022
(212)753-0230/0282
Note: departure. January
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Debate Team Has
Impressive Start

Law Students Lobby
For Impeachment Investigation

The UMass Debate Team got off

to a great start this year with

victories at the first two tour-

naments attended.

The team of John Cross and John
Adams came away from the

Washington and Jefferson Tour-
nament with five wins and only

three losses. Following close
behind was the duo of Paul Goslin
and Howard Steinberg with a
record of 3-5. Encouraged by their

wins the team of John Adams and
John Cross set out the following

weekend to a very difficult tour-

nament and did another fantastic

job.

With the tournament season in

full swing the debate team decided
not to let any other school get the

jump on them. On the weekend of

the 19th-21st the Brandeis Tour-
nament was attended very suc-

cessfully by the teams of Ken
Becker and Jill Peltin, Paul Goslin
and Howard Steinberg and Dave
Kowal and Dave O'Brien, and this

past weekend the University of
North Carolina was the setting
honorably represented by two
more of our teams.
With fine and dedicated talent

like this the Debate Team is

looking forward to more and even
greater victories in the near
future.

WASHINGTON (AP)-Several
hundred law students and lawyers
began lobbying Congress
yesterday for the appointment of a
Watergate special prosecutor and
continued investigation of possible

impeachment proceedings against
Nixon.

Organizers said 350 persons,
primarily students, kicked off the
campaign by presenting petitions

and legal memoranda to

congressmen.
Robert Pietrzak, a third-year

Columbia University student who
acted as a spokesman, said,
"We're not calling for im-

peachment per se at this point

because we believe in due process
of law, which Richard Nixon does
not.

The law students came from
Boston University, Catholic
University, New York University,

University of Pennsylvania, St.

John's University, Tulane,
University of Pittsburgh and the
University of Virginia, organizers
said. Other law schools are
scheduled to lobby Congress later,

they said.

LAST3 PERFORMANCES
Thurs., Nov. 1, FrL, Nov. 2,

Sat., Nov. 3
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from *S.OO - *7.00

COM! 100 it

at THE CELLAR
187 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst 253-9233

We're a
full service
travel agency!

• Airtlf* Tickets
• Steamship Tlckata
• Railroad Tlckats

• Cniiass
• nonaymovfiB
• Vacations
• Car Rentals

PRtpvEan.

IILD4-lii ,

i

79 SOUTH PLEASANT 8T
TEL. 256-6704

AMHERST

The Pizza Revolution is here!

PIZZA-RAMA
355 College St.-Rt. 9, Amherst Mass.

i i i i i i 1 I I I I TT I I I

CLIP AND SAV£

00 OFF — Any Medium

or Large Pizza
*

PIZZA-RAMA ... n' "<» *«**

Limit one coupon per pizza. Expire s 1 1- 12-73 ll

PIZZA GRINDERS SPAGHETTI

t

«

i > i » »

•

Sm. 10" Med. 14" Lg. 16" Ham
Plain $1.25 $2.00 $2.25

• Salami
Onion 1.40 2.15 2.50

Cold Cut

Meat Ball

Peppers

Sausage

1.50

1.60

2.40

2.50

2.60

2.85

Pepperoni 1.60 2.50 2.85 Sausage

Hamburg 1.60 2.50 2.85 Tuna

Mushrooms 1.60 2.50 2.35 Genoa
Bacon

Anchovies

1.60

1.60

2.50

2.50

2.85

2.85
Pastrami

Combination 2 Items 1.80 2.80 3.40 Steak

Combination 3 Items 1.90 3.20 3.75 Roast Beef

Pizza-Rama Special 2.15 3.60 4.10
Turkey

Mecii Sauce

Meat Balls

Sausage

$1.20

1.50

1.70

253-3808
Delivery hours: 5 pm-11 p.m.

1.70

1.80

1.70

The Pizza

Revolution

PIZZA-RAMA
s Pizza - Grinders - Spaghetti!
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Central Counseling Starts Survey
The Central Area Counseling Center, conveniently

located in B2 Gorman and staffed 1 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Monday through Friday and 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. on

Thursday, is now circulating a survey to the dorms in

Central Area to determine the needs of the people in

the Area. What is the survey, and the Center, all

about?
-The Center is staffed by five professionals and ten

undergraduates undergoing in-service training under
the supervision of Parnell Hagerman.

--The Center is operating specifically to serve the

needs of the people of Central Area.

-In order to determine those needs, a survey is

being distributed through the Heads of Residence.

Through the Needs Survey, the Residents of Central

Area can direct the content and dimensions of the

Center's function in the following areas:
1) Working directly in Dormitories; i.e. team

building and workshops..

2) Resource Materials, like tapes, magazines, and
books.

3) Basic Human Relations work, such as personal
and group counseling.

R's is very important that residents of Central Area
seriously consider the Needs Survey. Other than

personal counseling, the Center will not begin to

structure programming and materials until resuls of

the survey are in ; the directions of the Center are to

be determined almost entirely on the needs and

concerns expressed by the people of Central Area.

The Centeral Area Counseling Center is easily

accessible to the whole Area. Its Supervisor and most
of its undergraduate staff are drawn from the Area.
It's open forty-three hours a week, and its direction is

determineed by the Residents of the Area ; it is indeed
our Center.

People In The News

Because of the numerous requests received by the Black Cultural
Center, "Emperor Jones" starring Paul Robeson and "St. Louis
Blues", the only movie that Bessie Smith ever made, will be shown
again tonight at 8 p.m. at Thompson 104. This historic film festival,

along with the unique memorabilia from the collection of film ar-

civist Charles Griffin, has generated much excitement and interest
from the campus community. Also, the opening of the art exhibition
and film festival attracted such far away people as Neville Richen,
star of "River Niger" and Sheila Scott Wilkinson, actress from
London. The participants of the film festival will be joined by one of
the most important contemporary filmakers on Thursday-St. Clair
Bourne, whose film "Let the Church Say Amen" will be shown on
Friday.

COLLEGIAN LAYOUT
The Collegian Layout Class will

not beheld this week. Lectures will

begin again next Thursday, Nov. 8

with "More on Headlines".

NE Employment

Rises

BOSTON (AP) — The total

number of nonfarm jobs in New
England rose in September, ac-

cording to the U.S. Department of

Labor's Bureau of Labor
Statistics.

Eendell D. MacDonald of the

regional office reported that
employment increased by 10,900

workers over the past month and
109,000 over the past year. The
total number of nonfarm jobs is

now 4,754,000.

Back-to-school sales pushed
employment in retail trade to

higher levels while local govern-
ments were adding workers for the

reopening of schools. Trans-
portation firms also benefited
with contracts to transport school

children.

Contract construction and the

tourist-related service industries

laid off workers as cooler weather
brought a slowdown of con-
struction activity and an end to the
summer tourist season, the report
said.

Employment in finance and in

federal government fell as tem-
porary summer employes returned
to school.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
TOPEKA, Kan. (AP)-George

Gallion was elected homecoming
queen at Washburn University, but

was deposed by the dean.

He said he ran as a protest

because homecoming is

"ridiculous." He said he was told

he won 141 to 106 over Ann Alice

Slover in the student balloting.

However, Dean of Students Lee
Dodson ruled Gallion unqualified

and gave the crown to Miss Slover.

The 19-year-old sophomore from
Topeka was crowned at Saturday's
football halftime.

Dodson said he acted because
student groups wouldn't, and after

he consulted four dictionaries and
people in the law school.

"You cannot. ..call a male a

queen, unless you tear every word
apart in the dictionary," ruled

Dodson.

+ + +
LONDON (AP)-Duke Ellington

and his orchestra will play at this

year's Royal Vaudeville per-

formance before Queen Elizabeth

II, organizers announced

haltoyveen
sale-

FACES
EARTH

HATCH
"

NAUOWEElV
COFFEEHOUSE
$ MAMAMILTOAJ'S
fr Still cookiN'

HOG WASHIN'JOGBMD
&no m&n<j other musically

ghouVJsK deists

X

^NEXT TO THE POST OR=C
AMHERST

3FFCE I

rai/

\acfc «f +hc hatch, <\:O0p* -1.'00am

yesterday.

The performance of en-

tertainment stars aids theatrical

charities and is one of the year's

television highspots.

+ + +
SAIGON (AP)-In a drive to at-

tract tourists, police have been
ordered to arrest prostitutes whose
dress is too revealing, and to stop

them from soliciting on the streets.

Hallmark

Cards

and Posters

A. J. Hastings, Inc.

Newsdealer & Stationer

AMHERST, MASS.

zame
The Discount Department Store

Mr. Pro Glassware ]

Home Bartender Sett
Choice of the following

4-8V2 oz. wine 4-4V2 oz. sour

4-14 oz. beer 4-1 oz. cordial

4-6V2 oz. champagne
All sets consist of

4 glasses

Req.$2.67 ONLY
•1

14 Piece Wine
Taster Set from

Libby
Consisting of

2-21 oz. glass decanters

4-10V2 oz. red wine glasses

4-6V2 oz. white wine glasses
4 5' ?oz.champagne glasses

WINE RACKS
YOUR CHOICE

10 Bottle Wooden Rack

11- Bottle Wooden Rack

Reg. $8.88

ONLY
$^8

University of Mass.

12 ez. Crystal

Beer Mug

U of Mass
Emblem on Glass

Reg. 79c

ONLY 50

ST0IME CUBES
Stock and Store

Easy to Assemble
Contains 4 cubes

13V4 x13V4

Floral Design

Reg. $6.99 ONLY «4
5»9

IRONSTONE
45 Piece Set

Serf ice for Eight

Poppy Pattern

Reg. $24.88

ONLY 14"

Reg. $9.97 ONLY
»4«8

Accent Stemware

4-6V2 oz. wine or juice

4-nV4 oz. goblets

4-8 oz. champagne

Tawny Colored Stemware

Reg. $2.57

$147
ONLY 1

Coke Glasses

By Federal Glass

10 oz. clear glass

Reg. 14c

Stock Up Now

ONLY 10/*1
00

WARDROBES
Fibreboard Construction

Floral Design
60" high, 28V2" wide, 20'

deep

Reg. $6.99

ONLY
499

Your Choice

Storage Chest
or

Underbed Chest
Floral 4 Woodgrain

00Reg. $1.79

ONLY •1

Students ride the free Shuttle Bus from Campus center to

our parking lot. Every Saturday from 10 to 5 p.m.
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Halloween Hazards: Some Treat, Others Trick
A little reflecting tape and treat

inspection will help parents protect

their children from Halloween
hazards on their "trick or treat"

walks tonight, authorities say.

"Make your small spooks'
costumes of bright colors. You
might even sew on some strips of

relective tape. In the excitement of

the occasion they might dart into

the street," the American Medical
Association advises.

In the drivers' interests, Iowa

M

Public Safety Commissioner
Michael Sellers has issued a
warning to motorists to beware of

any obstructions in the roads
placed there by tricksters. He also
said pumpkins lighted with candles
should be kept away from flam-
mable materials and flashlights

should be used whenever possible.

Police in the metropolitan
Washington area are asking
parents to inspect all unwrapped
Halloween candy their youngsters

bring home. Officers said thee
were few reports of tampered
candy last year, but there were
some incidents of razor blades in

apples and drugs hidden in malted
milk balls.

The U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission in Washington
urges parents to be sure costumes,
masks, beards and wigs are made
of fire resistant maerial. Parents
should also accompany younger

children "trick or treating."

Parents should also avoid plastic
bags or masks that could restrict
vision or breathing. The com-
mission recommends cosmetics or
charcoal as the safest makeup
tools.

In Cowan, Tenn., Halloween
dangers won't have much chance
to materialize. A new ordinance
requires all businesses in the town
to close by 6 p.m. on Halloween and

all unauthorized persons to be off

the streets by 7:30 p.m.

Howard G. Betty, the city at-

torney, said the only persons
exempted from the law are the
police of the town of 1,700 and
medical personnel. Vice Mayor
Lawrence McAbee said the or-

dinance was adopted because
outsiders who came to town last

year and went on a spree of rock
and egg throwing and littering.

W®)kw!Mim$Q^&$t^g5frtjitAW$

Enast
SUPERMARKETS

fuenkle Year Money Back ^
Meat Caaraatee: nmm>finw
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III Mat prict MM Itlllnnt, mm! Or il *M wis* • will

flatly |ift fM l ceateraMe iit» ll lit sim lt» prict

JlMl TM

Finast Mix or Match
Canned Vegetable Sale!

fftilt K trill if

Crua Sltlt II n

17 •;

Sweet Corn

Medium Small Peas

Cat Green Beans * -

Sliced Beets 16 17

Fiust

Yew Choice...

Sack Up A Save*5 UU
( Finast Frozen Food Values!)

Morton

Cream Pies

Vour Favorite

Flavors

Finast Boil in Bag 27
French Fries 7SSS

( Fresh Dairy Features! ^

Finast Butterjpy

% QUar,efS
PKQ91

Orange Juice *»« «»*

Caljack Cheese

m 59'

T'tal

gallon

8 o;
pkl) 63

Q Mr. Deli Specials! J

Boiled Horn
Domestic

Freshly Sliced

To Order
halt99

German Bologna "TOT T 79
c

Imported Swiss Cheese '*•* ¥ 79
Imported Polish Pickles J 73

Italian Bread «— 2« 45

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL -

Reap a Harvest of Values 1 UoH^AIf
Stock up tor Fall at Extra Low Prices on Brands You Can Trust! il«lUlflJ

Shop Finast for the Selection You want to vary Your Favorite Meals

Hi C Fruit

Drinks

Finast Large

Fresh Eggs

59
pFresk Etgs

59
Fma$t

Grade A out

Large Sim "001

Wiffi this Coupon MM
PmchJM oi 5 Of tw<i
FN Vim twu Nov 3

l.«V»«»>l IMVMMt/j

Center Cut Chnck

Steak or Roast
Fresh American

Lamb Legs

I Richmond

coffee
Cof,ee

*
69

Lamb
Combination

99
Cluck Steaks

lUSDAf Itt Cut-Bone In

CHOICE i TtoOpr FtawfMl59
Calif. Steak

Loudon Broil

"

Boneless Pork

Pork Bibs

t> Roast Seflii

Boneless Chuck 89:.

V*

Loin Chops 1'!

Bib Chops 1*

Shoaider 1*!

Pork Chops

Tide Detergent

83
Tide s In

Dirts 49
.

'

Equal Amount of Sirloin

Hie 6 Center Cut Chops

Center Cut

Pork Chops 1"99
•> Stores witi Sake Skis

c Seafood Favorites! D

Fresh Chicken «*-£-
Chicken Legs

ib Chicken Breasts

Quarters

(With Back)

Flounder Boneless

Fillet

Tender Tasty Mealy

itia.f- - I 5e»»ct Dei.

! Nescafe
InstaftI ' Mjiweii

Co"ee ' House

I

* one '^W 10'
| With Tri.s

| Coupon

I MM <t tti&e*J!

one

«o. 79 With This

Coupon

fjg ill

Coffee

one

7 W

E?filI*!?.TA?!S-¥ALL:.!!!fL4LeJ[#
Dynumo £& jComet Cleanser

j
Reynolds

11* | With This # '« M I
| Coupon §m tm III

^.JTreat Your Family

J& to a Delicious

—*•* Seafood Dinner

Fresh Standard Oysters

Boneless Trout Fillet

Red Snapper Fillet

Jumbo Smelts »•*»«

1
39

it

<19
16

in 99

,b 69

20 off
WITH THIS

COUPON

With This

Couoo >

one
41 or

It

| With This

f
Coupon

one

rot

Toward purcnase ol ? I oi p'rjs

vTni j rfn< nv„ »o« 3 mUV' VfN I VMid m>,i Nov 3 U|Uj{il VfN 10 V«K) miu Nov 3

Wrap;

59j Betty Crocker
Tuna

h«I(.».s
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Talk First
By DAVID EIBEL

Another conflagration has
erupted and been quelled in the
Middle East. The Arabs are
claiming victory when twenty to

thirty Egyptians are trapped on
the east bank of the Suez Canal.
Some experts in logic those Arabs.
They're claiming a moral victory
because they showed they could
attack first, even though they
attacked first in 1948. Can twenty
five years make such a difference?
The Israelis have once again won a
war but in the Middle East there
are no winners just little losers
and big losers. The Arabs cannot
and never will defeat the State of
Israel whereas every battle Israel
fights depletes its population of its

best blood.

And now we move to the
inevitable claims and counter-
claims that characterize all

postwar periods. In the aftermath
of the moit recent Middle East
war, the Arabs with the omni-
present Russians (yes my friends,
contrary to the dictates of the
Third Worlders and others the
Russians are involved in the
Middle East) leading them on
have shown little in the way of

progressive suggestions for peace.
Once again the Sadats, Heykals,
and Haffezes are demanding (it is

amazing how it has become ac-
ceptable for losers to demand) that
Israel withdraw back to the pre-
1967 lines and then the Arabs shall
talk. (How nice of them) But,
shouldn't the Arabs first

remember that thousands of their
fellows died just recently in yet
another ill-timed attempt at
defeating the Israelis, or are Arab
memories so short? Do they hope
to kill two birds with one stone and
get Israel to retreat two leaps in

one bound? It sounds like a new
type of all-inclusive insurance
policy.

Never in the history of Mankind
has so much been expected of so
tiny a country. The Israelis have
literally held the fort for four wars
in twenty-five years with the hope
of peace some impossible-to-grasp

oasis in some mythical desert. And
after fighting those four wars they

are once again expected by the real

agressors and an irrational,

useless United Nations to pull back
before negotiations commence. At

no point in history has anything
like that been asked of any nation.

Thf- ? nited States did not withdraw
from Vietnam before talking

peace. The Russians refused to

wiuidraw from Austria before

exacting a brutal price out of the

Austrians for their independence.

To those who consider the Soviets a

non-exploitive people the price was
150 million dollars, 60 percent of

crude oil production and mineral •

rights. Yet these same countries
expect Israel to pull back before
negotiations commence.
What guarantees do the Israelis

have that the Arabs will not attack
them rather than talk after a
pullback? "Big Power" guaran-
tees you say? Their flimsiness has
been repeatedly proven. In 1967 the
"Big Powers" guaranteed Israel

the right to exist until the hot lines

had short-circuited but the
guarantees couldn't deter Gamel
Abdel Nasser, from his appointed
tasks.

There cannot be a peace in the
Middle East until the Arabs sit

down at the same table with the
Israelis and talk to ensure that the
fruits of peace will bloom per-
manently in the Middle East. No
nation should be expected to with-
draw to previous borders — unsafe
at any point of view — prior to

negotiations and the signing of a
peace treaty.

If the Arabs choose to continue
spewing their bombast, demanding
prior Israeli withdrawal they shall

spew until an infinite number of
Ramadans have passed.
There can be "peace with honor"

— peace with a negotiated treaty
or no peace at all.

—David Eibel is a Collegian
commentator.

Joyce Kosofsky

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Screw U.
Announcer: Welcome folks, to the University of

Massachusetts' semesterly game show, "Screw the
Students". For our first contestant, Ms. Susy
Snowflake will air her complaints to see if she's
eligible for that grand prize. Welcome, Susy.
Susy: Thank you. My complaint is as follows. I live

off-campus in Belchertown. Last semester the free
bus system went right by my house. The reason why I

moved off in the first place is that it's cheaper than
living in the dorm. Now that the buses don't run down
the road to my house, I'll have to buy a car. I can t

hitch because I have a lot of night classes and I've
been raped three times already. I don't really have
the money to buy a car, and I'll have to take out a loan
just to pay the parking fee, that is, if I can get a space.
Announcer: Thank you, Susy. Our board of judges,

the gracious Student Senate, has awarded you with
third prize. For your efforts, Susy, you will receive a
new bus system direct to Belchertown. However, the
stipulations of your prize are that the bus service will
be very limited. In fact, the times that the bus will
run will be during the most inconvenient times so that
your whole day will evolve around waiting for the
goddam bus. What do you think of that, Susy?
Susy: I think it stinks, but it's better than nothing.

I'll just have to get used to writing between lampposts
while the buses are running. Thanks, Senate.
Announcer: And thank you Susy. Our next con-

testant is Mr. Joe Schmow. Joe step right up and tell

us just what your complaint is.

Joe: Well, you see I'm Jewish and I was brought up
in a strict Orthodox tradition. The Dining Commons
serve all that goyishe drek at every meal. I tried to

get out my meal ticket, but the University rules state
that I have to have one. I don't like eating in large
crowds either, all the confusion in the Dining Com-
mons rushes me through my meal and I never feel
well after a meal.
Announcer: Thank you, Joe. Our second

distinguished panel of judges, the Food Services
Dept. has awarded you second prize. You will
receive, Joe Schmow, a complimentary week's
supply of chits good at any Basic Foods Dining
Common. Basic Foods as you know, serves no meat,
so you don't have to worry about trif meals, Joe.
You'll just have to worry about protein substitutes.

Joe: But I'm anemic and I need meat.
Announcer: Well, it's take it or leave it. And now

let's introduce our last contestant, Willy Whizkid. Let
the folks at home know what your gripe is.

Willy: Umm. I'm a graduating senior in the Honors
Program and everytime I pre-register for a course
the computer sends me a card saying "over-
subscribed." So for the past three-and-a-half years
I've been taking all electives. Now I'm supposed to
graduate with a degree in microbiology and I can't
get into the intro course.

Announcer: Thanks, Willy. The panel of judges, the
Academic Deans, have awarded you with the Grand
Prize. Congratulations, Willy. For your efforts and
graciousness of appearing on our program, you have
been effortlessly and graciously been thrown out of
school. Good luck, Willy and good-bye.
So tune in, folks, when we return next semester to

see how we Screw the Students.
Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian columnist.

Ritd Fishman

• Tricky Treat
Well, folks, here's the event the House, Carl Albert. Excuse me,

that everyone in Washington has sir. Excuse me, are you, in truth,
been waiting for - the White Speaker Carl Albert?"
House Halloween Party. This is "Yes, I am, but I cant seem to
Howard Cosell, and I'm dressed up understand why my costume isn't
as a mushroom today to give you a fooling anyone. Is my make-up
bird's eye view of behind the
scenes at the nation's capitol this
Halloween eve.

"Of course, the big question here
tonight is what costume the
President has chosen for this
momentous occasion. There has
been much speculation concerning
this issue, and when I had lunch
with Ronald Ziegler yesterday, he
told me the President still hasn't
come to any decision, but that he
was reviewing the possibilities and
would make a concrete decision by
tonight."

"While we're waiting for the
President to arrive, it might be
interesting to circle around this
gathering and speak with some of
the guests. And here comes
somebody dressed as a Munchkin,
and I think I recognize that as
being the distinguished Speaker of

smeared or something?"
"No, Mr. Speaker, I think it must

be your distinctive voice. Hold on!
I think I see a familiar bunny
rabbit over there. Excuse me, Mr.
Rabbit, didn't I distinctly
recognize you as former Vice
President Spiro Agnew?"
"Yes, you're correct, Howard."
"Tell me, Mr. Agnew. How do

you enjoy this party in the wake of
your stunning resignation and
Grand Jury indictment?"

"I'm enjoying myself, Howard,
but there's a carrot over there that
keeps accusing me of biting his
nose, and I'm just not guilty."

"Yes, we know you're not. Wait!
I think I see John Erhlichman
and Bob Haldeman dressed up as
Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. And
over there, I can see George
McGovern dressed as Don Quixote

Clutzes I Have Known

over there in the corner. And here
comes Henry Kissinger dressed up
as Sir Lancelot. It should only be
moments before the President and
Mrs. Nixon arrive."

"As the tension builds, it's my
duty to remind you that all tapes
and documents of this event belong
solely to the White House and any
publication or rebroadcast of these
tapes or the events on them is first

subject to the written consent of

the White House."
"The Presidential limousine has

just pulled up and some people
appear to be getting out. Hold one
moment! ! I think I see Pat. Yes I

do see Pat! She's wearing an old

Republican cloth coat and curly
hair as one might have seen back
in the thirties. She's being followed
out of the car by a gorilla. No wait

!

It's the President! It is the
President ! ! Yes, the President has
arrived and he and the First Lady
are dressed as King Kong and Fay
Wray. Yes folks, you're seeing it

live on ABC as Richard Nixon,
dressed up as the monster, King
Kong, is here. Yes folks, the
monster, Nixon, has arrived."

— Keid tishman is a Collegian
columnist.

By BOB ROSSMAN
Did you ever trip over the crack in a sidewalk-or

how about tripping over a blade of grass? Well, don't
feel bad, you've got plenty of company. As a matter of
fact, you'd be surprised to realize just how many
clutzes there are on this campus alone. This is not to
say that UMass is a gathering place for the clumsy,
but we probably have as good a percentage as
anywhere else.

I did choose UMass for a specific purpose, however.
This is a university geared to educating the young
people and preparing them for later life. So what do
we learn? To answer that question 1 will describe a
math teacher I once had. During the course of a
semester he did such brilliantly coordinated things as
tripping over wastebaskets, breaking the chalk every
time he wrote on the board, and (get this one, it's

really good! ) while in the act of trying to be cool,
flipping the eraser before using it, and ending up with
beautiful eraser patterns all over his traditional blue
suit. Unfortunately, more students learned this type
of behavior than math.
Lack of coordination is not only a physical

detriment, but a mental one as well. One example is

when you are in the process of being verbally torn to
shreds and you formulate in your head this grea;
retort that will absolutely make your attacker want to
shrivel up and crawl into a hole for eleven years. The
only problem is that by the time he's finished, your
answer always comes out, "Oh, yeah?" Or how about
the time you finally crack the barrier, and say
something in class, something really important, and

everybody cracks up?
My friend and I were going to start a school for

clods. Mental classes would be included, but we'd
probably concentrate on the physical aspects. The
school itself is divided up into three classes. We would
take people who fit the following descriptions and
help them improve their technique.
Beginner:

—People who can't walk and chew gum at the same
time

—People who walk into doors and walls
-People who rest their head in their hand and

gracefully miss the desk with their elbow.
Intermediate:

—Guys that walk into the Ladies' room (and vice
versa).

—People who put their clothes on backwards.
Advanced (some instruction needed here)
—Falling on the floor and missing.
—Falling down the up escalator all day
There is at least a little bit of clumsiness in all of us

but it s on too much of an amateur level. Therefore'
the school of the four C's (Clods, Clutzes, and Clumsy
Clowns) is for you. We guarantee results
The next person you see with bubble gum all over

his face and hair and bruised shins from miscounting
the number of steps on that last flight of stairs, look
up to him. He is a diligent and successful student If
you can t make that claim, you must be some sort of
normal person. I feel sorry for you. You must feel
awfully out of place.
Bob Rossman is a Collegian commentator

Editorial

Staff

Meeting,

Thursday,

7 p.m.
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Herbie, stop crying. ..it was only your brother in his mask."

Letters To The Editor

Next Vietnam?
To The Editor:

Some people think that the U.S. should stay away
from Israel; that it might become another Vietnam.
If they don't, it might become another Auschwitz.

After World War II, there were a lot of displaced
Jews. The U.N. got together to try to figure out what
to do with them. Few countries, U.S. included,
wanted them. They wanted to send them someplace
on one else wanted, perhaps Africa — but since they
wanted to go to Palestine, why not send them there?
Then they would be happy, and leave everyone else
alone.

So they put them there. If the U.S. hadn't put them
there, they wouldn't be fighting now. But they are
there, and therefore the U.S. has a duty to support
them — for when their lives become worthless, no one
else's is worth anything either.

In addition, that is the only country in the Mid-east
that supports the U.S.'s interests, and contrary to
what the Third World Students think, the U.S. can't
shut itself up in a box — it must live in this world, and
Russia and its satelites pose a potential threat to the
U.S. and its interests.

What Menachin Rosenberger said in his letter was
100 percent true — but he left out some things. There
are a few other misconceptions the Third World
Students have. They condemn the U.S. for being
imperialistic and capitalistic, but neglected to state
that Russia, and the Egyptian countries are just as
imperialistic and capitalistic —(except that there's
only one company - the government.) They abhor
capitalism like the plague — but that is the only
system that can operate on a large scale. The com-
munist countries are capitalist — the government
makes a bundle and gives some part of it to the
populace exactly like the corporations in the U.S.
The Israeli government is accused of being racist.

It in fact is not. Some of the citizens do discriminate
against the Oriental Jews, but they are, for the most
part, uneducated and lazy, much like some of this
nation's poor. Who would hire them when better is

available?

The other type of discrimination is against the
Palestinians, who, being Arabs, are potential
enemies. It would be madness to give them all the
same rights (such as holding public office) as are
given to others.

There are also people that think the U.S. shouldn't
send Israel equipment — to quote a sticker — "The
Mideast needs peace, not phantoms". Does the
Mideast need MIGs for peace? It was still getting
them, and no one objected to that!
So my friends, consider BOTH sides. When only one

is considered, it causes wars.

Michael Rosenfield

More Letters,

See Page 15.

We Call For...
To The Editor:

We empathize with the Jewish peoples, un-
derstanding the historical brutality and genocide
perpetrated by the fascist and imperialist machines
of Nazi Germany. The struggle against anti-Semitism
must today be fought. However, Zionism and support
of the sub-imperialist State of Israel is not the basis
upon which to fight anti-Semitism. The political
theory of Zionism holds that anti-Semitism is in-
curable among the gentile peoples, and that the state
of Israel is the one and only homeland of the Jewish
populace. This divorces the Jews from the struggle
against anti-Semitism in their native countries. An
attack upon Zionism, or the Zionist state of Israel
must not be seen as an attack upon the PEOPLE of
Israel, or the Jewish people. This differentiation
between the state and its population must be em-
phasized. We see a grave injustice occurring to the
Israeli people, again fighting another war. It is not a
war of the people but a war of the Zionist state acting
under the influence of the U.S. imperialists. The U.S.
government profits greatly from the sale of such
diseased tools of destruction as Phantom jets, fur-
thermore U.S. corporate monopolies seek to obtain oil

rights to the Arab oil fields if the State of Israel
overtakes these lands. Four days after the murder of
the democratic forces of Allende the Zionist State
recognized the Chilean Junta which had broadcast
statements to the effect of hanging a Jew from every
lamppost. We see again a difference between the
interests of the Zionist State and the Jewish peoples.
The Zionist State has denied native Palestinians legal
rights, they have been removed from their homes,
moved into tents or concentration camps. This
racism and imperialism is not in the interest of the
Jewish peoples but only in the interest of the State of
Israel and U.S. imperialists. The struggle against
anti-Semitism cannot be fought by racism or im-
perialism, those were the tactics of the oppressors of
the Jews.

We call for the remittance of all lands taken by the
State of Israel since the 1947 U. N. charter. We call for
peace between the Arab peoples and the peoples of
Israel. We call for human rights and equality of the
Palestinian peoples of Israel. We call for the fight
against anti-Semitism, and against the foreign policy
of the Zionist State of Israel.

Theresa I. Can-
Young Workers Liberation League

Position On Gays
To The Editor:

The Student Homophile League would like to ask
the MSP-AAUP to state their position on Gay rights

The Student Homophile League

A Monumental Waste

B) MARK VOtiLBR
WASHINGTON, D.C. - While Americans have their eyes and ears

tuned in to the daily unravelings of Watergate, little attention is paid to
the billions ot dollars wasted in the national defense budget.

It may be disturbing to the average American who comes to the
realization that eight times as much money is spent for defense than
education, twenty-seven times as much than for national resources and
the environment. 16 times as much than for agriculture and rural
development and the same proportion than for community development
and housing.

What — perhaps — may be even more disturbing is the approach the
administration takes in justifying the 81.1 billion dollars going to defense
out of the entire national budget ($271. billion).
When over 30 cents of the national tax dollar finances the area of

defense, Americans certainly deserve a catergorical breakdown of where
the money goes and a resonable explanation. Yet, for the administration
to respond is like pulling teeth.

Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wisconsin and one noted for his advocated
cutbacks of defense spending, once pressed Budget Director Robert
Mayo on this point.

Mayo was evasive - typical of the Nixonites who have blatantly
resorted to coverup tactics more so than any past administration

:

"The President's flexibility is better served by not getting into a debate
on what is and what is not in the defense budget."

That's not a very responsible answer. Americans are entitled for a
more informative explanation. President Nixon has maintained all along
that "any reduction in defense expenditures will weaken America's
bargaining situation in important negotiations. The same Mr Nixon has
lambasted Congress for "busting the budget ". Meanwhile social oriented
programs are nonchalantly cutback along with other programs vital to
the needs of the people.

It's interesting to note that the Pentagon civilian labor force is as large
as that of the Agriculture, Treasury, HEW and the Postal Service com-
bined. Yet, Mr. Nixon has made it perfectly clear that his goal of reducing
federal spending does not extend to the Defense Department
Cutting back the fat in the Pentagon would be most appropriate One

military expert has suggested that the number of generals and admirals
be cut m half and that their staffs also be eliminated. That might be a
good start.

Sizing up this Pentagon bureaucracy a bit further. 56 percent of the
defense budget goes for personnel. The Pentagon employs about one
civilian for every two servicemen.

Last November, even President Nixon conceded the Pentagon's
"masses of civilian employes who are getting in each other's
way are going to have to take a thinning down."
The argument used that we must pay the price to have a strong national

defense and that it requires beefing up our nuclear armaments an-
nually - is not realistic.

Does it really matter if the Russians even off with us in the race for
technologically advanced weapons
Both American and the Soviet Union alreadv have the weapons needed

to destroy the world. Money is being wasted on stockpiles of nuclear
weapons - which will probably never be used — except to end the world
The abuse of military servants has been going on for a while and onlv

has begun to surface. How can DOD justify the training of aides for the
military brass to mow lawns, shine shoes, go shopping and performing
.other errands more related to a maid's work than military service
Certainly the Office of Management and Budget could find a better
useage for the millions of dollars wasted here.
Retirement ceremonies though verv miniscule when compared to

the overall waste in dollars and cents - are much too elaborate for the
American taxpayer.

When a taxpaying worker retires from a company after 40 years he is
lucky if he receives the traditional $50 watch. Then the retiring Air Force
general is feted with a parade: perhaps a flvby of 12 F-106's and 16 F
101's. B-57's, F-104's and T-33's flown by Air Force and Canadian pilots
not to mention the reception and gifts. Nothing's too expensive for the
tastes of the retiring brass.

There are 375 major generals in the Army, Air Force and Marines If
all the other generals and flag officers of our military are treated equally
the amount spent annually for retirement ceremonies must be
staggering," suggests Sen. Proxmire.

Last year, America was spending $7 to $8 billion in Vietnam The
country is not spending that $7 to $8 billion now, yet the overall defense
budget is $4.7 billion more. Maybe it's time citizens questioned the senses
of a defense-minded administration. There's certainly evidence to
believe DOD fosters a monumental waste.

Mark Vogler is a Collegian commentator based in Washington. D.C.

Arabs In Flight

To The Editor:

To the Arab gentleman who so vociferously objected to my 10-30
column, specifically to the illusion to "Arab In Flight", I would like to
clear my intent. I did not mean it as a racial slur. If you took it as such I

apologize. I have respect for the Arab people as I do for all people. I was
simply referring to those Arabs, called "courageous liberators" by their
own nations, who found it heroic to attack Israel on her most holy day of
the year, Yom Kippur, thus desecrating this day for Jews. To me the
attack on this day when most Israelis were fasting and praying was a
cowardly act, and it was this act coupled with military failure,
culminating in the encirclement of the Egyptian Third Army, that I was
referring to. Furthermore I see this struggle not as a struggle between an
imperialistic white group and a poor Third World group, but as a struggle
between National groups, devoid of racial and Marxist ideology « hirh the
radical left is so fond of. Therefore I do not consider myself a racist, and
my remarks to the subject were not made with a racist intent. It is a
pernicious attitude, moreover, that you have in refusing not only to
rationally discuss the subject but even to submit a Letter to the Editor. It

is typical of the narrow mindedness self-righteousness that pervades the
Arab movement, that refuses to recognize Israel's right to live, the Jews'
right to existence and basic human needs. And so it is in a spirit of con-
descension that I reply. My gut reaction to your objective was to ignore it,

feeling that it was invalid, but upon pondering the subject, it seems a
sinister and dangerous perspective to view the Middle East conflict as a
racial Third World struggle because we Jews have suffered too long as a
result of racial connotations.

« Zantir Nestetfeaum
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This coming Wednesday, Oct. 31, hundreds of values in audio components will be fife and ready for Hie fall harvest

at Sound Ideas. The madness will begin at 10:00 a.m., and end when the church clock tolls 1:00 a.m.

. . . So, climb on pur broomstick and fty on down to the deals at Sound Ideas.

FREE CIDER FREE DONUTS
Prizes for the Weirdest Costume we see or don't see as the ease may be . . .

HOURLY SPECIALS
10:00 a.m. L(St

HARMON KARDON 50 plus 4 channel
receiver. (3 only) 50 watts RMS. $289.95

11:00 a.m.

DUAL 1215 Automatic Turntable.
(Complete) (2 only, used.)

Noon
HARMON KARDON 930 receiver (2

demos only, full warranty) $480.00

A Sound
Idea

$ 199° (

$65,00

0:00 p.m.
A Sound

List Idea

RECTILINEAR 3-way air suspension $10007
$400.00 pr. 1351loudspeakers.

pr.

534900

KLH model 17 Loudspeakers (1 pair only ) $160 00 pr. '99°°
Pr.

1:00 p.m.

ELECTROVOICE Ua 2-way Acoustic
suspension Loudspeakers.

CONCORD Hes35 am-fm receiver with $Rf|00
$200.00

cassette recorder. *ir

$90.00 pr. $4500
pr.

2:00 p.m.

Dynaco A25 Loudspeakers

METROTEK Fekl equalizer kit. V $79.95
J49*8

Brand Names and

Sound Idea Prices

$99.95 ea. $6800

ea.

WOLLENSACK "Dolbyized" cassette
deck $300.00

. . . one deck without Dolby available $200.00

00

KOSS Hvl Headphones 39.95

3:00 p.m.

SHERWOOD S7200 stereo receiver (1 only, #
new.)

146

so,goo

$2995

oo

E.P.I. Loudspeakers, Model 201

$349.95 '271

$29700$400.00

AMPEX MICRO 87 record-playback $19f|00
cassette system. $300.00 mm

4:00 p.m.

PHASE LINEAR 700 watt R.M.S. power
amplifier $800.00

SONY 824cs Eight Track Four Channel
Tape Recorder, complete with speakers. $300.00

00

PIONEER sxl500td receiver (60 watts
channel) $449.95

$525

$10500

287°'

5:00 p.m.

VIKING TELEX 811r Eight Track record-
playback deck. $200.00

SANSUI OS 1 Four Channel synthesizer
decoder. $?i°.95

Mir

i9795

7:05 p.m.

DYNACO SCA 80QK (2) New

DYNACO FM 5K (1) New
FRAZIER Loudspeakers

0:00 p.m.

KLH 32 Speakers (Used)

ALTEC 911A Complete System

SENN Heiser HD 414

0:00 p.m.

$179.00 M2900

$160.00 $125°°
Half (1/2) price

$105.00 pr. *63°°

$69995 $37500

$43.95 *32°°

HARMON KARDON 630, 60 Watt RMS $07078
Receiver (Demo) $369.99 £10

JBL SC99 2-Way System (Used) $500.00 pr.

10:00 p.m.

CREATIVE 66 2-Way Acoustic Suspension
Speakers $120.00

FISHER 125 AM-FM Stereo, 30 Watts RMS
with BSR Turntable $325.00

$29900
pr.

HARMON KARDON Compact

11:00 p.m.

Free apples — come and get 'em
EPI MICRO TOWERS

Midnight

SHURE M91ED

$300.00

*60°°

M2000

MOO90

$120.00 pr.

$55.00

And 20% Off All

Used Equipment Prices

s99oo
pr.

$jgo5
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More Letters To The Editor
Halloween Story

To The Editor:

The tradition of goblins and
witches and other supernatural
paraphernalia has always ac-
companied the celebration of
Halloween. Today is that hallowed
day and I find myself reflecting on
experiences involving my en-
counters with these beings. To the
best of my remembrance the
following is true and can be verified
by many witnesses.

In the summer of 1968, my family
along with another family of

friends rented an old whaling
captain's home on Nantucket
Island. We quickly discovered that
the house was very unique; it was
haunted. The first to discover this
was the mother of the family of
friends. She awoke in the middle of
the night and saw the mattress of
the empty bed next to hers ascend
and descend as if someone were
jumping up and down. She did not
reveal this the next morning for

fear of alarming the rest of us. Her
thoughtfulness was shortly

overriden as we all became per-

sonally affected by similar cir-

cumstances.
My usually lethargic, ancient

Basset Hound would spend hours
chasing what we thought was
nothing up and down the stairs,

barking ferociously. We'd shake
our heads, not wanting to believe
the situation, and laugh at the
dog's obvious senility.

The strange fear all the children
had of being caught alone in the
house. One day my brother was,
and when we returned he was

People would talk on the
telephone and time and time again,
the only extension (which was in a
room that hadn't been opened in

years) would be picked up and
heavy breathing and mumbling
would be heard.

-Clergymen visited the house and
were convinced that demons
existed within. They warned us for
our safety.

All these events, along with too
many others to mention, convicted
everyone to the belief in ghosts.
However, one event took place that
turned our conviction to
fanaticism. We had guests for the
weekend and due to the lack of
beds, I was forced to sleep in the
room that had been shut off for
years. In the middle of the night I

was awakened abruptly. I peered
over to filing cabinet across the
room only to see an irradiant skull
illuminating the room. As calmly
as I could , I got up, walked to the
bathroom, locked its door, and
slept on the floor the rest of the
night.

What happened the next night is

the tour de force. When I told the
others of the preceding night, they
insisted on investigation. We all

went into that room and cooly sat
down. I started speaking to the air

of the room, 'If there is a force
here, give us a sign, show us your
power. Convince us for good. Take
the books on the radiator and drop
them to the floor."

At that moment, as those words
left my mouth, the books on the
radiator ascended in mid air, went

nearly speechless in his expressed horizontally away and fell on the
fear of events that happened.
There was a cupola on the roof of
the house which all of the kids had
made into a "pad." There were
stairs leading to it from the third
floor. My brother up there alone
when he heard distinct footsteps

come up the stairs and stop outside
the door. He waited until he got the
nerve up and heaved open the door,
darted down the three flights of
stairs, and into the street. He saw
nothing ( probably because his eyes
were closed.)

-the night no one slept on the
third floor (which was locked and
violent banging and loud crashes
erupted. The next morning when
we crept up the stairs we found the
furniture completely rearranged
from the night before. Following
this, we all were believers.

Coupons
To The Editor:

Gamma Sigma Sigma, National
Service Sorority, needs your help.
Members of chapters nationwide
have been collecting Betty Crocker
Coupons during the past year in
order to purchase a wheelchair.
However, the necessary point total

has not been reached and time is

short. You can help by tearing off
the coupons which come 6n Cake
and Frosting Mixes, big "G"
Cereals, General Mills Snacks, and
other General Mills products.
Mail them via Campus Mail to

RSO, Box 314. We'd appreciate
your assistance in this project.

Diane Edel
Gamma Sigma Sigma

floor. Never have I seen such fear
as in all of as we screamed and
leaped down whole flights of stairs,

panicking to get away.
So concluding this story, I warn

all of to beware of big, old houses
as you're trick or treating tonight,

you might get more than you ex-
pect.

Christopher Leighton

To The Editor:

There will be a rally in support of
the Palestinian-Arab struggle,
Wed., Oct. 31, at 12:00 noon in front

of S.U. (in case of rain, inside the
S.U.).

The Committee in Defense of the
Palestinian-Arab Struggle was
formed on October 25, as the
audience, after attending a forum
on the roots of the Middle East
Conflict, expressed the necessity
for further action. This is an ad hoc
committee formed by members of
the Arab Students' Organization,
the Third World Students, the
Young Socialist Alliance, the
African Student Association, the
Union of Black American Students,
and the Young Workers Liberation
League. It welcomes the par-
ticipation of any group or in-

dividuals who share with the
Committee the belief in
the necessity of a just solution in
the Middle East.
The aim of the Committee is both

to inform the American people as
to the nature of the Middle East
conflict and to organize concrete
action. We attempt to get con-
cerned people to participate in

making America realize that the
Palestinians and Arabs are
fighting a just cause in the face of
Zionist aggression, a cause that
essentially favors the concept to a
democratic secular state, where
all people can live as equals
regardless of race or religion.

Once again the true nature of
American involvement is obscured
by lies from the U.S. government.
It says that the U.S. is protecting a
state from outside aggression. In

reality it is supplying arms for
Israel to fight a war on Arab lands.
It says that the U.S. is protecting
freedom and democracy. In reality
it is propping up a state that denies
citizenship to those born inside its

borders and confiscate their lands.
And it says that the U.S. is

Palestinian-Arab Struggle

BOt, &*\.0O

haJfcr

sale

FACES
or *

EARTH
* NEXT TO THE POST OFFCE

V \m 1 AMHERST

Grand Opening

Masse's Fish
off Amherst

(formerly Amherst Seafood Mkt.)

103 N. Pleasant St.

(across from Louis Food Center)

SPECIALS
Fresh Boston Scrod

i Fresh Fillet Sole

WED.

thru SAT.

$139

$Live Lobsters

L (Chickens) ,b

MJUUUUUUU Mllliuim JJUUUUUUUU i t .O

1

1

lb.

ia»M Qer ai

TRY OUR Delicious

Cooked Fish (Fridays Only)

We feature a complete selection Fresh Fish

. Frozen Fish • Shrimp • Clams * Lobsters

FRESH'SWORDFISH
FRESH HALIBUT

FRESH SALMON

Open: Wed. thru Sat.

Masse's Fish

of Amherst

protecting the Jews. The Jews can
never be safe under the ex-
pansionist-Zionist State of Israel
whose very existence depends
upon its ability to take over land
from surrounding Arab countries.
Constant Israeli expansionism

subjects the Jewish masses to the
antagonism of the Arab masses, an
antogonism which was never
present before Zionist growing
presence in the area. The Arab-
Jewish friendship is a purely
Western phenomenon.
Therefore, we urge the

American people to demand that
their government stop fueling the
Middle East Crisis by pouring
arms and money into the State of
Israel. The oppression ofone people
cannot be ended by the oppression
of another, and the freedom for all

peoples in the Middle East rests on
the American people preventing
thPir involvement in another war
in which they don't belong and
which can only lead to eventual
super-power confrontation and
nuclear war. For these reasons we
believe it is in the interests of
all people concerned to join us in

defending the Palestinian-Arab
struggle in restoring peace, and
that to the American people, peace
abroad is equitable with peace at
home.
U.S. OUT OF THE MIDDLE

EAST! SUPPORT THE

STRUG-PALESTINIAN-ARAB
CLE!

The Committee In

Defense of the
Palestinian-Arab Struggle

HALLOWEEN

MOVIE

SPECTACULAR

13 Ghost in 3D

7:00,9:00 p.m.

and

Special

Midnight Showing

Starting at 11:00 p.m.

Oct. 31

75' SU Ballroom

3D Glasses Provided

zame
The Discount Department Store

STUDENTS SHOP ZAYRE and SAVE

On All Your Personal and Dorm Needs.

LAV0RIS 32 oz.

The one more dentists use

Reg. $1.37

ONLY 88

LUX 4 Bar Pack
4-5 oz. bath size bars

44e
Reg. 69c ONLY

Old Spice

Smooth Shave
for a super smooth shave

Reg. 99c CA C
ONLY W Limit2

Protein 21

SHAMPOO
Replaces lost protein

Beautifully cleans hair

Reg., Dry, Oily Formula
14 oz. size

Reg. $1.59

ONLY 98 Limit 1

ALKA SELTZER
For general body

discomforts

COLGATE '<"

TOOTH PASTE
The anti-cavity fighter

Limit 2

Reg. 79c

ONLY 2/99
MennenBaby Powdor

14 oz. - baby yourself

Reg. 97c

ONLY 2/99

Right Guard
7oz.

America's largest selling

Reg. $1.18

ONLY 77 Limit 1

TAME

Creme Rinse
Rinses out snarls

Rinses out tangles

16 oz. size

Reg. $1.42

ONLY 99 Limit l

Reg. 57c

ONLY 44
LYS0L

Deodorizing Cleaner
Big 28 oz. size

Reg. 87c

ONLY
Limit l

LTSOL

Spray Disinfectant
14 oz. size

Reg. $1.46

ONLY 99 Limit 1

LYS0L

Toilet Bowl Cleaner
Large 24 oz. size

Limit 1

Reg. 69c AAC
ONLY

Ride the free Shuttle Bus
Every Saturday, 10-5 p.m., Campus Center to Zayre
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WithTWA
youcanchoosehowmuch
moneyyouwantto save.
From Boston
(Round-trip prices, tax included)

Regular
Coach
Fare

Discover

America
Fare

Night
Coach
Fare

Youth
Standby
Fare

Midweek
Fare

f

(Book at least

7 days ahead)

Demand
Scheduled

Fare+

(Book at least

90 days ahead)

You save 12%% 20% 22% 42% to 48% 48%

Tb: Los Angeles

San Francisco

Las Vegas

Phoenix

Albuquerque

Denver

Kansas City

St. Louis

Chicago

Pittsburgh

$348

$348

$320

$312

$276

$250

$190

$164

$140

$ 94

$305

$305

$280

$271

$241

$218

$278

$139f

$ 66+

+Available
one way onlv,

Westbound

$272

$272

$250

$244

$216

$194

$148

$128

$110

$ 74

$17995

$17995

$17995

$17995

Tues.,Wed.,
Thurs.

$179

$179

* Fares shown
are forTues..
Wed., Thurs.

Higher for

other days of
the week

Youth Standby Fare
You must be between 12 and 21 and fly

standby each way. You'll save 22% . (After Dec. 1,

when Youth Fare will change, you'll save 11%.)
There are no time restrictions, so you can stay
as long as you want. Fare ends May 31, 1974.

Discover America Fare
For round-trip travel only. Stay at least

7 days and no more than 30. Make reservations in

advance and travel anytime except Friday or
Sunday after 2 pm.

Night Coach Fare
Available on select late evening flights.

(Not always available round trip.) Make advance
reservations. You may have to make a connection,
but Night Coach flights save you 207c over regular
day flights.

Midweek Fare
For round-trip travel only. Make reservations

and buy your ticket at least 7 days before your
departure. Travel Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday
and stay 7 to 9 days.

The fare ends February 28, 1974. There is a
S*«n ii»- murks owned r\rlusi\ ei \ l>\ TWA

Thanksgiving blackout period from November 16
to November 26, and a Christmas blackout
period from December 7 to January 7. (To Phoenix
and Tlicson, the same Thanksgiving blackout period
applies, and the last day your flight can originate is

December 6.)

Demand Scheduled* Fare
Available one way or round trip. Choose one

ofour scheduled departure dates and make your
reservation at least 90 days ahead. Pay a $20 non-
refundable deposit ($40 round trip). Pay the balance
in full 60 days in advance.

TWA guarantees you will fly on the day you
have reserved. Your flight may or may not be a
non-stop, and no stopovers are allowed.

One way fare is $89.50 Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday; $104.50 Monday and Friday; and
$114.50 Saturday and Sunday. There are no time
restrictions, so you can stay as long as you want.

Youth Passport* Bonus Coupons
Just take yourboarding pass or ticket to any

TWA Ticket Office in Los Angeles, San Francisco,
or Denver. And you'll get a book of bonus coupons
good for discounts on things like dinners, drinks,
bike rentals. All kinds of things.

TW\ iswhat travel should be
M8JUWUVWU V VMIIIIil
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Cable TV Workshop
To Be Held
Cable television will be discussed at a one-day workshop in Amherst

Saturday, Nov. 17.

Participants will include members of local government, and appointees
to citizens advisory committees on cable television. Special emphasis
will be given the informational needs of Western Massachusetts
The workshop is offered by the Institute for Governmental Services ofUMass, with funds provided by the Intergovernmental Personnel Act of

1970. A representative of Whitewoood Stamps, Inc., a Newton consulting
firm specializing in cable television, is organizing the session
Topics will include:
The regulatory framework as it applies to franchised and unfranchised

communities.
Local characteristics which affect the economic viability of planned or

existing systems.
Tradeoffs involved in planning a new system or extending the

capabilities of an old one.
Problems and possibilities inherent in the recertification process
Techniques of utilization, such as local origination and public access

programming.
There is no charge for registration, which may be made by contacting

the Institute for Governmental Services, University of Massachusetts
Amherst, 01002.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Nurse Practitioner Explained
What is a College Health Nurse
Practitioner?

The nurse practitioner at the
University of Massachusetts
Health Services is a Registered
Nurse who has been especially
educated to give primary health
care to college students. A nurse
practitioner's education includes
formal classwork presented by
University of Massachusetts
Health Services' doctors, as well as
several months of on-the-job
training under the direct super-
vision of a physician.
This course enables the nurse

practitioner to refine basic
knowledge and skills and to
acquire some new skills of physical
assessment. Thus, with the skills

of physical assessment, the nurse
practitioner can perform the initial

evaluation and screening of many
types of health problems and is

able to diagnose and treat certain frequent evaluations
predetermined problems of minor
illnesses according to established
protocol. Health teaching and
preventive care are other im-
portant aspects of the role of the
nurse practitioner.

The nurse practitioner works
closely with the Health Services'
physicians and consults with them
anytime there is a need for more
expertise or advice on a more
complex problem. A physician is

always available to the nurse
practitioner for this purpose.
Quality of care is insured through problems.

by the
physician. Preference for care by a
physician is respected if

specifically requested by the
student.

The nurse practitioner program
has stimulated and challenged our
nurses by expanding their scope of
nursing practice, has facilitated
the handling of out-patients in a
manner to provide optimum
treatment within reasonable
waiting time, and has given our
physicians more time to devote to
more complicated diagnostic

.•••».•;•.•:•:•.•:•»:•j
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STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS
Will be given out on Campus Friday 11-2 in SUB
& Concourse FREE OF CHARGE

HAUOWEf »

OCT. 31

gift certificate

for T.O.C.

awarded every

hour for best

costume

ENTERTAINMENT

beginning

at 7 p.m.

kbukb
kit

-•• mt m.**

,

»wa. . «— »*.«**

horror flicks

Jimmy

Magicians

Gail & Shepley

BEGGARS' BANQUET
two seatings 5:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

call 549-6000
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„ That's What Our
Grand Opening Is

1 $25.°°

I GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR
REST COSTUME

FREE
t REFRESHMENTS

tl

J Wednesday Oct 31st f

t ONE DAY ONLY!
CAPITOL • APPLE • SHELT

t

SW9337 (Island)

MCA
CHER
Half-Breed

MCA

CHER
Half-Breed

MCA 2104

LEON RUSSELL eaxurtn i-co-os

Hank Wilson's Back Vol. 1

SHELTER SW 8923

ABC • DUNHILL
(Jl AimilKXIA IHKW l»>

(IIIAVOII \ IVH I kH T>K l\ If)

Three DogA&* Cytrt

•in . , ., V «^» \4*
Lm ** Srrmwtr *i> fk*> THrr*>

\o Know feu Is To Love feu

»«o»p/ ifX

ELTON JOHN
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road
MCA 2 10003

THE WHO
Quadrophenia
MCA 2 1J004

THREE DOG NIGHT
Cyan
ABC/DUNHILL DSX 50158

i > •

lOKMONTOUISTOlOffTOU

1. 1. (a| / MCX 794

{', • / < WC1LLBBD0RDI

JIM CDOCE
1JTC AND TIMES

»"•••* '*«««

)

JIM CROCE
Life and Timet
ABC ABCX 769

THEISLEYBROTHKS
3+3

FEATUWNG:THAT LADY
*icJuijVpvj

MM nComesBMllHHMH(Go Away Today'

T)wWghways OfMy Lile/Ustan ToTha Musk

OLUMBIA • EPIC GARFUNKEL
ANGELCLARE

POCO
CRAZY EYES

including:

Here We Go Again /BlueWater

Foots Gold/Let's DanceTonight

A Right Along

KZ 32453*

BankAmericaro

ijfffa'"" Afv

$

-^ANAM^
Irs Alright With KAa/Teardropa In MyEye
KicftlnThoK ad Thar* The Day;LA Lady

/DrHook/Bet/yUp:
including:

Roland The RoadieAnd GertrudeTheGroupie
Life Ain't Easy/You Am t Got The Right

ComeOn In/TheWonderful Soup Stone

including:

I She! Sing

Old Man

AJIKnow

Traveling Boy

KC 32270*

KC 31474*

,^ ASA Vl/vc

]\ KC 32450*

iscount records
275 Triangle St. off E. Pleasant, Amherst 549-4433

Store Hours: Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. - Free Parking in Reara OlCJTc Iiuuis. ithmi. - oat. i\j a.m. - 7 p.m. « »-*- » «i»m*«f, ... *%s. u .
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Notices
AIKIDO
Weds, and Fr. 6:30-8:30 p.m., Sun.

2:30-4:30 p.m., Boyden Gym
Wrestling Rm. All Welcome.

ALL SAINTS' DAY MASSES
Celebration of Masses are Weds.

5:00 and 7:30 p.m. Thurs. 8:00, 9:15

a.m., 5:00 and 7:30 p.m. at the
Newman Center.

AVALON HILL PLAYERS
Strategy games club meeting Wed.

nite 6:00 p.m. 10-31 in 103 C.C. All

newcomers welcome.

BICYCLE SLIDE SHOW
Tonight at 7 p.m. Bicycle Club

meeting will have the Foliage Tour
slides and plans for bulk bicycle

purchase. Location : C.C. 805-9.

CELEBRATE HALLOWEEN
Tonight in S.U.B., the Halloween

movie spectacular "13 Ghosts" will
be shown at 7:00, 9:00 and 11:00.

CENTRAL AREA COUNSELING
CENTER
We're open for all of you! Come in

and rap with grads and undergrads
or we can refer you to others. B2
Gorman House-Mon.-Fri., 1-9;
Thurs. 109. Call 5 0894.

CONTEMPORARY SATIRE
Anyone interested in a one credit

course in contemporary satire please
contact Karl at 253-7461. Class begins
next Tues., Nov. 6.

DISCOUNTS ON BIKES
Want to save money? Come to the

Bike Club meetings on Weds, nights
at 7:00. See notice for meeting.

FIGURE SKATING
Everyone enrolled in PEIOG

Figure Skating should contact Karen
Gordon at 665 2419 as soon as possible
to arrange for lesson times.

FINNISH LANGUAGE CLUB
Will meet in C.C. 801, 11-1 from

7:30-9:00. Everyone welcome.

HILLEL
Gen. meeting at 4:00 this afternoon

in 302 S.U. Hillel complex. Israeli
Dancing tonight at 7:30 in Cape Cod
Lounge.

IN COLD BLOOD
In Cold Blood, a thriller. Thurs. 11-

1, Mahar Aud. 7:00 and 9:30.

OMICRON NU
Important meeting for all mem

bers Thurs. 11 1 at 7:00 p.m. in
Skinner Lounge.

(Continued on P. 20)

Television Tonight
llnfcJ If I'iWkl C /lot eea> _ _^^5:60 ENSIGN OTOOLE (18)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Hogan Gives A
Birthday Party." (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
<24) (57)

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES (30)

GOMER PYI.E "The Borrowed Car" (40)
5:30 THE REAL McCOYS (18)

THE LUCY SHOW (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)
5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)
6:06 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY (18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "The Valley's
New Owner." (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH (30)

WILD WILD WEST Night of the
Arrow." (40)

6:30 NEWS 1 3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

MAKING THINGS GROW <24'

UNTAMED WORLD (27)

LOUIS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

I'M WHAT IN THE WORLD (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCE! Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW IS)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Pay or Die " (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORJERS (57)

:.io IHK PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

YOU ASKED EOR IT (8)

THE 700 CLUB ( 18)

BIG NEWSCLOSEl P •Decision 73 (22)

THE FRENCH CHEF (24) (57)

ANIMAL WORLD (30)

DRAGNET "The Big High" (40)
K:00 THE SONNY AND CHER COMEDY
HOUR (3)

DEAL WITH THE ISSUES (8)

ADAM-12 "Van Nuys Division" (22) (30)
WHEN WITCHES HOVERED NEAR

(24)

KUKLA. FRAN AND OLLIE (57)

BOB AND CAROL AND TED AND
ALICE "Nobody Wants to Talk About It. So
Why Are We Talking About It." :40)

8:30 MOVIE "Guess Who's Sleeping In My
Bed " (8) 140)

MYSTERY MOVIE "The Cash and Carry
Caper." (22) (30)

ONE OF A KIND (57)

9:00 CANNON "The Perfect Alibi." (3)

NBA BASKETBALL (18)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "Portrait Without A Face"
(27)

9:00 THE SESSION (24)

WHEN WITCHES HOVERED NEAR
(57)

!»:«) ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS (24)

10:00 KO.IAK "Web of Death". (3)

OWEN MARSHALL. COUNSELOR AT
LAW (8) (40)

LOVE STORY "The Cardboard House."
(27) (30)

FAMILY VLBUM (24)

NEWS (27)

10:45 MANTRAP (27)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (30) (40)

11:30 MOVIE "Honeymoon With A
Stragner" (3)

WIDE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
(8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

Come Join Our Crew Tonight for

Our Annual Happy Hour

Halloween Party

ii-i [».m.

Willow is playing from 9 - 1 p.m.

Prizes trjveii (dinner for two) for best costumes.

FOR SALE
.Stereo buff* ! If you want stereo

equipment matched for you and sold at
wholesale prices, call Dick 253-2786 after «.J Ml Rr«iu(.> '

MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

5 All Brands!

tf 10/31

Zenith 21" console color. $150; RCA
black & white console t.v.. $65 Television
Center. 55 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253-
5IM.

tfU-5

Pirelli radial studded snow Ores. 1SS SR
15, exc. cond.. pair $50. Portable luggage
trunk rack for smaller cars. $8. Call 628-

3843.

tfiooi

1957 Chevy. • cyl.. pick up: looks and
runs like new. $500 or best offer. Call 323-

6628.

tfie-3i

/>mth 21" Console Color TV 1 1 St. Philco
'black & White Console TV |M. TV Center
55 Pleasant St.. Amherst. 253-51M.

tfll-S

Gibson EB-0 bass guiUr. serial no.

((•0076. excellent condition. $300 with case.
Call Mark. days. 545-2093

tflt-31

Pioneer H-track car deck $30 ( ambridgc
AudioRC'VRHO. Waterbed with frame and
heater $:>:. Yamaha Skis mm bindings. 6-

5261. 6-5271

tfll-l

TIRES — All brands Radkals. snows —
All types guaranteed lowest prices. Call
V46-X362 after 6.

tfll-l

Selling — We must make down pmnt. —
I 7 IIP Snowbird Snowblower — Hvy duty.— super m Camera - power zoom - sldm
uzd. Call 256-6691. 5.7 p.m.

tfll-l

Martin D-12-28. 12 string excel, cond..
hard shell case, hardly used. Best offer
Gerri 253-5850.

tfll-2

Guild hollow-bodied electric guitar
(Starfire) » hardshell case, good action
$150 or best offer. Jeff (in 102) 545-2642.

tfll-l

!'»«• Fiat H50 Spider, excellent condition,

reasonable. Call nearby. 617-544-6637, ask
for Mark.

tf10/31

Kale — Sansui 5000X rec.. Akai td. Juc.
U„ 2 PR). CS99A speakers, ex. system,
current list price $ 1.533. will sell for $M5or
sep. SH6-365H. Terry.

tfll/2

IKS Willy's jeep with plow $18*0. 256-

H896.

tfll-4

Yamaha Classical Guitar Price low for

quick sale $60 or best reasonable offer.

Includes case, call Abbie 546-4756.

tfll-2

"Knowledge can evolve from a single

thought. Read "A Thousand Thought*' by
Edgar A. Powers. $5. Your local
bookstore.

tflO-31

Two 7.75-14 studded snow tires, used half
a season. $40.00. I.600-I5L tire to fit

Triumph $7 00 A.M. car radio. Best offer,

call 546-44lt.

tflt-31

Stereo SO watt Lafayette. Garrard I0B,

Criterion 25 Speakers. $100. or best offer.

Paul 253-9700. 8:36-4:30 Mon Fri

tfll-6

AUTO FOR SALE

1965 Checker Marathon Sedan. Good
condition. $600 or reasonable offer. Call
5H4-I284 after I on weekdays.

tfll-l

1970 Rebel Machine 390 engine 4 speed
llerst shifter, low mileage, excellent
running cond. Asking 1750. call 546-5261. 6-

5271.

tfll-l

1965 Olds station wagon, good cond.,
sticker, new tires. 253-2982.

tf16-3

1

1968 Cortina GT Konis. Michel ins.

square 8 fogiamps. spare eng . trans., diff

& many more. Shop manual. 2 for price of
one! $700 firm. 253-2213. tflO-31

1968 Chevelle 396. 4-speed. bronz with
white stripes, lost license, must sell. $800
negotiable. Call Jeff. 253-9031.

tfl0-3l

69 Fiat H50. many new parts in engine
and electrical system, new Radials and
snows. Must sell this week any reasonable
offer. 542X387.

tfll-l

ROOMMATE WANTED
Farmhouse in Relchertown. $75 per mo.,

util. pd . own room, space for horses avail.

Call 323-6967 between 6-8 p.m.
tflO-31

1972 MGB-GT 26.000 miles Abarth
exhaust. AM-FM stereo, luggage rack,
driving lights. Michelin Xas. 5494)716
$2750.

tfll-6

ENTERTAINMENT

Now there are two — Bob for a solid gold
party. Steve the D.J. for an all request
night. Call Steve at 467-2842 for info.

IBM*

Booze, boogie and beautiful people.

What more could you ask for? How about
Steve the DJ? Call 467-2842 for info and
rates.

tfll/2

Wanted — potential roommates for Jan
I. For info, call Pat. 665-4355 after 4 p.m.

' J tfl»3l

We will not discriminate — m or f
roomate wanted for 3 bedroom Puffton
apt., well furnished. $80 per mo. & elec-
tricity. 549-0023.

tfll/2

Roommate wanted at Brittany Manor
rnendly atmosphere. Call 256-8235. keep
trying. Evenings are best time to call, $45
per month.

tfll/2

1969 Cutlass Supreme. 2 dr. convert.,
excellent cond. Call Laurie. 549-4579.

tfll/2

Hockey Skates size 9-12. hard plated toes
& heris. Just sharpened. 2 Judo Gi small.
Henry 546-6329. Brooks 120 RM.

tfll-l

WANTED
Healthy small (90 cc) road motorcycle.

Keep trying, let it ring 665-8977.

Weekly deal at the rolling paper vending
machines — a best buy reach clip other
assorted paper deals at each machine.

tfll/2

tf 10/31

Meteor 400 calculators. Includes square,
square root, reciprocal, and memory
extras. Mere $95. Call 546-4191. Rick.

tfll/2

Sony 6965 receiver. l*t> watts,
guarantee still valid. Call 549-4565.

rms.

I need one pair English riding boots!!
Size 8-8'/ with large calves. Anyone
wanting to sell or having information call
546-9869. Keep trying, please!!

tflO-31

I sed Go-Can. good condition preferred
Call Ed after 2:39 p.m. 3237360

tfll-l

tfll/2

\ n ilar 105mm f 2.8 and Setigor 2O0mm I

33 lenses. Both la good condition. $45 and
$55. (all Ren. 546-9395.

tflO/31

Frm. Greenfield to I mass for 8:30 back
at 1:39. Greenfield Comm. Coll. area
Share expenses, call Lisa 545-2328 betwn
x M" - 1:39.

tfll-l

1963 Chrysler station wagon —runs well.
good gas mileage, but needs other work.
$175. Jon. 542-4116.

tf 1 1 /I

1966 Mustang 2-1-2 fastback. new eng..
carb.. radio, etc.. 3.560 miles. 4 new tires.
shocks. 2 st. snow trims. 3 sp. 289, p.s .

ph.. $800 6-6185. Bryan,

66 Ford Wagon with sticker. Rw...._
cond.. needs battery. First $125. 253-3084.
aft. 6:69.

tfll-l

1965 Inter. Travelall. new clutch, 6 great
tires (2 snows). 4 on floor, huge heater,
new front brakes. Incredible deal for $525.
Call 549-1528. David.

tfll-7

1966 Toronado. air. & full power. Also
1966 Impala SS. both in ex. cond. Call after

5, make offer. 549-0924. They must go this

week.

tfll-6

1967 Chevrolet Bis. Mechanically rnmol.
Revised new tires $600. Reasonable! Call
549-6397 after 4 p.m.

tfll-6

Come to the 'New* 'Aquarius
Festival. Jan. 29. 39. 31, 1974 held on
our own private she. the little known
Caribbean isle Aquarius. Specially
invited are. The Allman Brothers:
John l.ennon; Moody Blues; The *

Grateful • Dead
; The * Rolling •

Stones: Emerson. Lake and Palmer:
Joni Mitchell: George Harrison;
Jethro Tull : Procul Harem ; CSNY *
more. A multitude of guest musicians
will play from four giant stages wired
for the best sound. This is a non-profit
benefit for the Arts. Tickets are $29.
and Include ferry service from Key
West. Florida Order now: Festivals
I nlimited. Box 298. Cambridge. New
York 12816. Please send check or
money order. First 10.900 get
slagefront seat.

tfll/2

1

Girl wanted to share new apt. on Rte 9
lladley. Rent is $46.25 per mo. pins util.
Must have no car & no pets Call 586-6852.

tfll-l

Rm avail Dec. 31. Female to share apt
with 2 others in Puffton. $73-mo includes
heat Call 549-6197 bet +4. keep trying

tfll-S

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted: Apt. for 2 females beginning
Jan. 74. If you have vacancies or an apt for
us call Sue 546-5137.

tfll-2

APARTMENT FOR SALE

l-ed Zeppelin has been specially
invited to play in my basement Jan. 29,
30, 31. Everything free. Send $20.00 to
Festivals Unheard of.

tfll-2

Apt. in the country. I br. Ir. dr, kitchen.
20 mins. to campus. Bernardston 140 plus.
413-648-9748.

tfll-l

TRUCK FOR SALE

FREE

fa sea Matushca is no ordinary cat. Her
good looks are exceeded only by her gentle
nature. But I cant keep her. Call 546-5379

tf16/31

1964 Chevy Panel Truck, 6 cyl. stud, in
good condition with sticker. $400. Call Bill

tfll-2

SUBLET

1966 Feed Gal.; 6 cyl. 249 engine good
condition Meat sell. Call Bruce. t56-692l.

tfll-4

Share in ski lodge. Stowe. Vt. Old farm
house, plenty of land for X -Country,

singles or couples. Call 254-6424 evenings

tfll/2

*
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Notices (cont.)

(Continued from P. 19)

PRE VET CLUB
Tnere will be a meeting of the

committees in Rm. 801 C.C. 7:00 p.m.

Thurs. 111.

RACISM AND POVERTY IN

MOLYOKE
Speaker. John Hemmer, sponsored

by Committee on Poverty, C.C. 103.

Thurs. Ill, 7:30.

RALLY
Rally in support of Palestinian-

Arab Struggle 12:00 noon, Weds. 10

31 in front of S.U.

SKI CLUB MOVIE
A Jean Claud Killy picture, Snow

Job, will be at Mahar and for 2 shows

tonight at 8 and 10. A W.C. Field's

flick is included.

SOCIALISTS SUE GOVT.
Janice Lynne, field secretary for

the Pol.\cal Rights Defense Fund,

will be speaking today at 1:30 in 811

815 C.C. on government harrassment

of political activists and a strategy

for fighting back.

SPANISH CLUB MEETING
Spanish Club meeting at Herter

Hall, 3rd floor lounge at 7:30 p.m.

Weds.

STAR TREK LIVES!
Interested in an informal meeting

or in joining The Boston Star Trek
Association? For more info call

Barbara at 546-6672.

STUDENT SENATE MEETING
The Student Senate will meet

tonight at 7 p.m. in 101 C.C. All in

terested persons are urged to attend.

STUDY ABROAD NIGHT
A Study Abroad Night will be held

tonight, 7:30930 p.m. in 101 C.C
Representatives from various

programs will speak.

VOLUNTEERS
Needed to play horseshoes this

Sun., Nov. 3 at Belchertown State

School. Call Brenda 549 0532 please.

FOUND
A gray 6 8 mo. old male cat. Owner

can claim by calling 546 4527 or 546

4571.

LOST
On Oct 20 St Joseph's College

King initials BMC. Possibly in

Ladies' Rm. across from craft shop

Would appreciate return. After 5

p.m. 5468176.

Keys on or about 10 22 at Southwest

basketball courts. Need badly.

Reward Call 665 3687

haJtovv^eri- >

sale-
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
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This is National Magic Day. a time when
magicians the worold over honor the

memory of Harry Houdini He was an Aries

who. during his lifetime, was the greatest

name in show business Houdini was a

pioneer, a master escape artist, magician

and the kind of showman who packed
theaters in capitals around the globe.

Houdini was fascinated not only with

illusions, escapes and sleight-of-hand but

with psychic phenomena, spiritualism and
the mantic arts and sciences. Houdini

reportedly investigated astrology and his

findings were favorable. His birthdate was
April 6. 1874 He died Oct 31. 1926.

ARIES (March 21-April 191: Progress

may be slow. There are obstacles to

overcome. Many delays are due to those

who fear to change direction, method.
Capricorn could play significant role Deal

gingerly with older individuals Don't

bypass those in authority

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Study
Taurus message Avoid rushing Finish

what you start Relative may appear
supersensitive Ride with tide. Look beyond
the immediate. Perceive potential. If this

you do. you create atmosphere for ultimate

achievement.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): New ap-

proach is necessary. Sticking to same
groove proves wasteful. Move with the

times. Be aware of trends, cycles. Mate,

close associate has money question,

problem Be open-minded enough! to

discuss and explore alternatives

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Study Aries

message. Maintain low profile. Listen and

learn Put off direct action Instead, take

ring roads Being too specific would create

unnecessary tension Know it and act in

disciplined, mature manner You'll be

happier as result.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You get what
you want through "light touch.'' Means
don't insist, bully or throw weight around.

Sense of humor proves valuable ally.

Gemini. Sagittarius persons could figure

prominently Highlight versatility. There is

more than one way.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): You may be

spending too much for too little. Know it : do

OMAR*
something about it Taurus, Libra persons

could be in picture Domestic situation

needs adjusting. In making purchase of

household or luxury item, be selective.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Be perceptive.

Accept need for change. Be ready for

variety of experiences which could invovle

Gemini. Virgo persons. Accent is on

revisiivg. tearing down for purpose of

reconstruction. Member of opposite sex is

impressed and says so.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): Low key

dominates. Means you may feel as if you

are moving in circles rather than via direct

path Relative might be in mood to argue.

Draw line Don't respond in manner which

later requires apology. You will un-

derstand.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21): Money
question is resolved if you are realistic.

Don't expect something for nothing. Know
difference between actuality and wishful

thinking. Discern motives. All may not be

what appears on surface Dig
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19): You

make headway despite obstacles Sense of

timing becomes wonderful ally. You sense

what to do and when to do it. New contact

will be more important than might be

imagined. Older person, perhaps of your

own sign, plays significant role

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2f>Feb 18): You reach

beyond current limitations Much that was
hidden is likely to come to light. Check
behind the scenes. Finish task that has been
"hanging on." Be thorough Breakthrough
indicated in your favor.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Some
friends fall out. Don't become inextricably

involved Strive to maintain neutral stance.

Leo. Aquarius. Taurus persons could be

involved. Emotions tend to dominate. Think

before committing yourself to action.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

frank, direct, capable of overcoming ob-

stacles to achieve goal. In December, you
have chance for new start, valuable con-

tacts, outlet for creative abilities You
attract persons born under scorpio and
Aquarius. Very few persons know the real

you You have lust for life. You also have

innate ability to heal

Copyright 1973. Gen. Fea. corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS 4 Man's

nickname
5 Mephistopheles
6 Genus of maples
7 River in

Scotland
8 Note ot scale

9 Paddle
10 Convey, as a

title to land

11 Slave

16 Portico

17 Regretted

20 Mathematical
ratio

22 Symbol for

tellurium

25 Country of Asia

26 Communist

27 Diminishes

28 Mohammedan
leader

29 Move from side

to side

Sunburn

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

t!GOD ED nBHfi

1 Pain

5 Mournful

8 Repetition

12 Frog

13 High card

14 Organs of

hearing

15 Attempt

16 Beef animal
18 Hurried

19 Above
20 Heavenly body
21 Guido's

low note

23 Compass
point

24 Vegetable

26 Sand bars

28 Place for combat
29 Marry
30 Rear of vessel

32 Stare open-
mouthed

33 Small lump
34 Mental image
35 A state (abbr.)

36 Container
37 Strict

38 Hold on property

40 Hastens
41 Part of "to be"
43 Preposition

44 Roster

45 Member of

Parliament
(abbr.)

47 Meadow
49 Musical drama
51 Spanish for

"river"

52 Those in their

60s
55 Poems
56 Female

(colloq.)

57 Barracuda

DOWN

1 Aleutian island

2 Noncommis-

GlOlUT

iff*
7

HARE
asranrsBH rqh

SEES SB
SEO ROD BH

mm flQQH Moon
'ANGLES

rata ration mora
nHmie
SE

N

33
34
36
37
39

40
41
42

aGfanH arc sara
IPale

Virginia willow

Obscure
Hindu guitar

Maiden loved

by Zeus
Hourly
In addition

Reward

44 Rockfish

45 Underground
excavation

46 Station

48 Cutting tool

50 Wooden pin

51 Knock
53 Conjunction
54 Exists

sioned officer

Grass mowed
and cured for

fodder Diatr. by Unlt«d Feature Syndicate. Inc. 31
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Do Guinea Pigs Smoke?
ByTONYGRANITK

HOW TO KICK THE SMOKING
HABIT FOREVER is the subject of

a doctoral study at Indiana U.,

where a grad student is ex-

perimenting with alternatives to

write about in a dissertation.

The Indiana Daily Student tells

about it in a piece titled, "Can
habit be kicked?".

Researcher David Richter is

convinced that if he can discover
the things that smoking expresses,

he may be able to offer alternative

ways of expressing those feelings

"if they are feelings".

Richter is doing his dissertation

in counseling. He is advertising for

smokers as guinea pigs.

+ + +
FREEDOM FOR PETS has been
declared at UCal-Davis, which is

now called "the most doggedly
liberal school in the University of

California system."
According to an AP dispatch, "A

student can bring his dog to the
university, provided that other
residents of his dormitory floor
vote to accept him and his room-
mate is also willing."

The dog has to dine alone in his
room, but he can go to class, if the
professor approves.
UCD also offers a class called

"Companion Animals."

+ + +
KUDOS FOR COPS took the form
of a letter to the editor of the USoFl
Oracle, this month.
One Sharon L. Levine wrote that

"Last night I locked my keys in my
car on campus and didn't know
who (sic) to call except the

University Police. Well, to say the

least, how grateful I am to them.

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK
covers a UConn Daily Campus
piece: "My Fair Lady Examined."

The

Key To Knowledge

is thouqht

"A Thousand
Thoughts"

by Edgar A. Powers
$5.00

Your local bookstore or
Exposition Press Inc.

50 Jericho Turnpike
Jericho, N.Y. 11753

m»NV«

TONIGHT
OF THE HOOK at 7:20 p.m.
Ever jovial Art Cohen hosts this open telephone forum. Call up and

raise an issue or make a comment
GAY BREAK at 8:00 D.m.
Featured tonight is an interview with two gay parents Following

that, you're invited to call in and express yourself at 545-2876.

TOMORROW NIGHT
IRWIN SHIRWIN at 7:20 p.m.
The Small One rides again Void where prohibited

FILM QUOTES AND COMMENTS
Dr Tom Bonn appraises cinematic offerings in the Amherst area. I

HAPPY HALLOWEEN FROM ALL THE PUM-
PKINS AT WMUA!

i

H
/"

TONIGHT

John Morgan
at

U1MUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

SJfoJEttgltatj fub

ft

Tickets:

$1.50 IMA Students
$3.00 Others
125 Herter Hall

Telephone 545-0202

Puerto Rican Traveling Theatre

Presents

Pipo Subway No Sabe Reir"
(in English)

November 2 and 3

Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m.
Presented by The Fine Arts Council
A Third World Cultural Series Event.

HELP WANTED

Civil Engineers, Overseas: to advise
on dam construction, irrigation
systems, water works. At home: to
prepare cost estimates on housing,
develop funding proposals, review
architect's plans, etc. Peace Corps -

VISTA engineers get much more
responsiblity and experience than
their peers who go to work for private
engineering firms. Talk to a
representative in the Placement
Office on Nov. 5-9, sign up today for an
interview.

tfll-8

HELP WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS PERSONAL SERVICES

Jobs for French & Spanish Majors —
Spanish speakers to work as VISTA'S
in barrios in the Southwest & as Peace
Corps teachers It resource people in

Latin America. French speakers to

work in African Franchophone
countries with Peace Corps. These are
positions of responsibility and sen-
sitivity . Talk to a representaive in the
Placement Office on Nov . .V9. Sign up
for an interview.

tfll-8

HELP WANTED

Innovative persons to teach under-
educated adults, inner city dropouts.
Spanish speaking and Indian children
in the IS. Must be able to work out-

side traditional, classroom. If you're a
senior getting a degree in education.

Fnglish. languages. Sociology, etc,

talk to a VISTA representative in the

Placement Office on Nov. 5-9.

. tfll-M

In your job search, you'll run across
all kinds of glossy pages and promises
that so-and-so company wants
graduates with liberal aits degrees.
Last year's seniors who chose either

VISTA or Peace Corp* ARF AT
WOKK in hundreds of projects both
here and in 59 countries overseas.
Teaching Fnglish as a foreign
language; working in tuberculosis

control programs, smallpox, and
malaria eradication projects: acting

as agricultural extension agents:
developing alternative schools:
counseling in drug crisis centers and
man> more. Demand for these
assignments is. of course, great. It's

extremely important for you to apply
before December. To underscore this,

VISTA & Peace Corps representatives
w ill be here during this semester only

:

on Nov . 5-9 from 9 a.m. to * p.m.. go to

the Placement Office and sign up for

an interview.

tfll-9

Teach Math & Science where the

Farth is flat rocks are evil, and turtles

are sacred. As a Peace Corps teacher,

you'll get some lough questions like:

How does the turtle Vishnu swiinmiiiK

in his sea of milk and pushing up the

tree of life fit into your theories of the

world. Mr. Boh" Vnu don't put legends

like these down because they are a

vital part of your student's culture.

One of the challenges of teaching Math
& Science in a devloping country is to

create acceptance for these subjects

within the frame work of ancient

traditions. A Peace Corps. VISTA
representative will be in the
Placement Office on Nov. 5-9. Sign up
now for an interview.

tfll-8

Jobs in Business Consulting —
frequently the difference between a

margical & a going business in the

inability of the former to hire con-
sultants. Business graduates working
lor VISTA & Peace ( orps are helpinK
('•change that situation. If you have a

BBA. MBA or MP A. sou should look in

to VISTA & Peace (orps Its ex-

perience you'll get with no other
organization. A representative will be
in the Placement Office on October II

& I.'. Sign up now for an interview

tfll-N

Surely there are other young, attractive
hedonistic couples like ourselves in the

MM who would like to get together with
others. Box :t59. Amherst.

tfi0/3l

The daily deal burned lips? Buy roach
clips only "«oc from rolling paper
machines. Campus Center.

tr 1 1-2

Sawburk. I'm sorry I didn't see vou at
I to. Dick

tfio-.ti

\ Workshop in Yarn making and
Natural Plant Dyeing will be held Nov. :i. 2
p.m. at Friends Meeting House Rt. 63.
Leverett. Call NHK

If 1 1-5

I need help delivering posters. Wed. -Sat.

Pay & mi Call Dave 256-0236

lflO-31

Student Fmploymt in Yellowstone & all

IS Natl Parks. Send for booklet 12. Arnold
\gency \_'0», I Main. Kexburg. Idaho,
guaranteed.

Ull -i

People who can imitate voices ol

political figures for radio tapes, (all 665-

1253 after 7:00. Ask for Dean.

tfio/:n

To Jim - Val - Paul: You're still puppets
on strings. Jim — Hope you liked sleeping
with "Crumbs '. Paul did! Dad - BAD

tflO-31

Photos — ph iios for passports, grad
school applications — 48 hour service.
$

'.
imi minimum. Call Steve at 546-5443.

tflO-.1l

Research - thousands of topics. $2.75
per page. Send $1 for mail order catalog.
Research assistance, inc. 1 1941 Wilshire
Blvd.. Suite 2. L.A.. Calif. 90025.

tf 12-11'

Do not get ripped off: Fxperienced
electronic and electrical repairs.
Reasonable rates. Call 545-2:»OK. Bill 401, or
Mark 415.

tn i-i

\pt. to sublet at least :i rms. Depends on
imagination. 1 1.to month includes heat,

water, elec 256-04%.

tfio-:ti

While organized recreation is

generally regarded as frivolous in this

country . the reverse is true in most
developing nations. As a Peace Corps
volunteer you will develop programs,
train teachers, teach coaching
techniques, coach national teams.
You'll be regarded as someone with an
important skill to share, del more
information. Peace Corps will he in the

Placement Office on Nov. 5-9. Sign up
now for an interview.

tfll-K

Students pt. time & full time available,
apply in person I nited Paper Box. 528
Water St.. Foot of Cabot. Holyoke. Ma.

If 1 1-12

Linda: I try to do what I can. I l.ove You
Ken.

tf 10-31

Trick or Treat Garrett: Beware, (.hosts

of long days past haunt Halloween. P.S.
Not as much as Turtle Soup. Billie-Jo.

If 1 0-3

1

SPEED TYPIST
In W are, at Collegian printer.

H:30 |i in. jiMi a.m.

Call Charlotte
967-688H

To MW s Dad:
Treats, it was .

One year of Tricks and
Ellie D.

if 1 0-3

1

Typing -- dissertations, theses, term
papers etc. Fast, accurate, references,
IBM Seleetrir. good rates, call Tom 546-
1165.

tn 1-12

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

I'Mi'i triumph Bonneville — modified,
chrome, low mileage. Inquire at Discount
Records. Triangle Street. Amherst. 519-

1133.

If 10-31

To Junior Males in

Puffton
The guy whose brother came up Sat.

at around 7:00 p.m. Please contact —
Rita 327- Emerson — 6-7306. I left my
pack in your brother's car. I

desperately need it back. Please call
(or write). If not there keep calling,
thank-vou.

If 1 1-2

VIST\ & Peace Corps have hun-
dreds of job openings for seniors.
From Agriculture to Zoology, (iet

experience you can find in no other
organization. Reps will be in

Placement Office soon. Sign up now in

Placement for an interview.

tfll-9

Nurses. If you're graduating soon
and want to break away from the
regiment of training for a year or two.
talk to Y1STV & Peace (orps a
representative will be in the
Placement Office on Nov . 5-9. Sign up
today for an interview.

tfll-K

Yamaha Rt-3 Fndurn 360cc. 4 mos, old.

Mtt fond. Was 11(125 now 1700. (all Jim
after 5 p m 665:1275 or 9-5 p.m. at 515-2822.

If 1 1-2

INSTRUCTION

AUTO KEPAIRS

FOR RENT

6 bedroom house in Wendell. 1400. Call
256-8896. available Nov. I.

If 10-3

1

7 rooms on 2nd floor, quiet residential
area. Amherst — walking distance to I
Mass. Avail. Nov. I, 253-2982.

tflO-31

The Arms Hare: A I credit Mi.iirourse
Phyics MO. Noprereq. MWF 11:15. II \S
124. Nov 12 Dec. 12. (all Prof. Ouver. 545-
H93:i for details.

tfll-11

Attention Datsun owners I perform
all phases of major and minor
maintenance and repairs on liatsun

at less than one half dealership price. I

have over three thousand dollars in

equipment, four years automotive
experience, two of which were at a

Datsun Dealership specializing in

Ditsun. Tele. 253-7456, Amherst.
tfll-l

Room for rent near I Mass low rent «r.

exchange for baby sitting. Call Linda 253
2631.

tfll-l

k i 3-iv<s n*^ i w i r n-i
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Weaver Finally

Named Manager
Of The Year

By GORDON BEARD
Associated Press Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) — Earl

Weaver of the Baltimore Orioles,

somewhat miffed in the past at

being overlooked, humbly ac-

cepted his award Tuesday as
American League Manager of the

Year.

"It's nice to have," Weaver said,

"but I wish it would have come in a

year when we were at least

American League champions. I

don't feel we were losers, though.

We did win the division.

The Orioles have won four

divison titles in Weaver's first five

full seasons as manager, and have
played at a .617 pace, 543 victories

against 337 defeats, since he
replaced Hank Bauer on July 11,

1968.

The Orioles won more than 100

games three consecutive years

while capturing pennants in 1969-

70-71, but Weaver was bypassed by
sports writers and broadcasters

participating in the annual
Associated Press poll.

Weaver eventually said the

award didn't mean that much to

him, and that he didn't think about

if often. But he said it frequently

enough to indicate otherwise.

After the Orioles bounced back
from a third-place finish in 1972,

however, and won by eight games
this season, the pollsters made
Weaver a landslide winner.

The 43-year-old skipper was
given 170 votes, easily out-

distancing the 91 compiled by
runner-up Jack McKeon of the

Kansas City Royals.

Dick Williams, who quit after

directing the Oakland A's to a

second straight World Series title,

finished third at 41, followed by Del
Crandall of the Milwaukee
Brewers with 12.

Chuck Tanner of the Chicago
White Sox, last year's winner,

received one vote-as did Frank
Quilici of the Minnesota Twins,
Ralph Houk of the New York
Yankees, Bobby Winkles of the

California Angels and Billy

Martin, who managed both the

DetroitTigers and Texas Rangers

(AP Wirephi.li>'

They look like they're in love, but then, some people will do
anything to win. Here Bruce Bannon of the Dolphins stops Patriot
Mack Herron after a 25-yard kickoff return.

Barred From Locker Room
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) — The

New England Patriots of the
National Football League said
Tuesday they will continue to bar
woman sportscaster Barbara
Borin from the team's locker room
at Schaefer Stadium.
Ms. Borin. who covers weekend

sports for television station
WNAC, has attempted un-
successfully to get into the
Patriots' locker room after all five

of the teams home games this

year.

Mel Bernstein, news director for

the TV station, said WNAC is not
interested in getting her into the
locker room "from a purient

standpoint."

"We want her to have a crack at

Viking Boss In NFL
NEW YORK (AP) — "Were the

only unbeaten team around, but

we're only half finished," Min-
nesota's Carl Eller said succinctly.

The first half of the National

Football League season has been
perfect for the Vikings. The
pressure in the second half will

build unbearably as they try to

maintain their perfect record —
but it's the kind of pressure a team
likes to look forward to.

The Los Angeles Rams, Miami
Dolphins, Pittsburgh Steelers and
the rest of the NFL's divisional

leaders all have something to look

forward to as well, namely the

inside track on the playoff route.

For some others — the surprise

teams of the year like the New

Orleans Saints and Buffalo Bills —
the season is grinding along with

hopes of "wild-card playoff berth"

still glimmering.

And for still others, like the San

Diego Chargers, New York Giants

and Houston Oilers, the long

season is already shot.

All the Vikings need is three

more victories in their remaining

seven games to clinch their

divisional title. "But nobody's
going to stand up and say, 'Hell,

we've got this thing clinched

already,"' says Coach Bud Grant.

"Granted, we're thinking about the

playoffs, but the way we're

thinking about it is that we've got

to keep on improving so that we'll

be at the top of our game by then."

talking to the coach and the
players. Because she is barred
from the locker room, we believe
she is placed at a competitive
disadvantage," he said.

Bernstein said that WNAC has
not insisted that Ms. Borin enter

the dressing room but that a room
adjacent to the locker room be set

aside for her.

Bernstein said a similar
arrangement has been worked out

for Ms. Borin with the Boston
Celtics of the National Basketball

Association and the Boston Bruins
of the National Hockey League.
A spokesman for the Patriots

said no such room is available at

Schaefer Stadium.

He said Ms. Borin is welcomed in

another room where New England
Coach Chuck Fairbanks holds

post-game news conference.

The spokesman said Fairbanks

"does not want a woman in the

locker room when 47 to 50 men are

undressing and taking showers."

He said Fairbanks has taken the

action "for the protection of the

players."

AP College Poll

The University of Delaware
suffered its second straight set-

back last weekend and skidded to

10th place in the weekly Associated
Press college division football

rankings Tuesday.
The Blue Hens, No. 1 in the final

AP poll the last two seasons and
No. 1 in the 1973 weekly ratings
until their 20-game winning streak
was halted two weeks ago by
Rutgers, fell prey to Temple,
another major college team, last

Saturday and plunged eight places
in the poll.

I. Tenn State

2 Hawaii

:» West Kentucky
4 Cal Ploy-SLO

I S Dakota

6. Louisianna Tech
7 Wittenberg

8 N Dakota St

9. Boise State

10 Delaware

Seaver Cops Second

Cy Young Award
By ED SCHUYLER JR.

Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - Tom
Seaver of the New York Mets
became the first non-20-game
winner to capture the Cy Young
Award Tuesday when he was voted

the outstanding National League
pitcher of 1973 by the Baseball

Writers Association of America.
Seaver, who posted a 19-10

record in anchoring the National

League champions' pitching staff,

received 10 first-place votes and 71

points in beating out reliever Mike
Marshall of Montreal, who got nine
first-place ballots and 54 points.

Ron Bryant of San Francisco, 42-

12 and the league's only 20-game
winner this past season, was third

with three first-place votes and 50

points.

The other two first place votes

from a committee of two writers

from each of the league's two cities

went to Cincinnati's Jack
Billingham, who got 30 points. He
was followed by Don Sutton of Los
Angeles, Fred Norman of Cin-

The ' 'Hawk '

'

TakesA Walk
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The

Los Angeles Lakers Tuesday
acquired star forward Connie
Hawkins, hampered so far this

season by injuries, from the
Phoenix Suns for holdout forward
Keith Erickson and the Lakers'
second-round choice in the 1974

National Basketball Association

draft.

Erickson, who was played in the

league eight years with San
Francisco, Chicago and Los
Angeles, refused to report to the

Lakers this fall unless paid more
money, but the club said the trade
was not contingent upon his
playing for Phoenix.

Hawkins, 31, 6-foot-8 and 219

pounds, has been in the NBA four

years following two in the
American Basketball Association.

His NBA statistics include a

scoring average of 20.7 per game.
His entry into pro ball was delayed
because in 1960 his name was
mentioned in the collegiate
basketball betting scandals while
he was a freshman at Iowa.

Erickson stands 6-5, weighs 195

and played college ball at UCLA.
As a pro he has played both for-

ward and guard, and was used as a
reserve at both positions by the

Lakers. He has averaged 8.7 points

per game.

cinnati and Dave Giusti of Pitt-

sburgh.

No candidate was named on all

24 ballots. Seaver was picked on 21,

Bryant on 18 and Marshall and
Billingham on 14 each.
Five points were awarded for a

first-place vote, three for a second
and one for a third. "I really didn't

think I'd win it," said Seaver, who
became the fourth pitcher to win
more than one Cy Young Award.
"It really was a surprise because
so much importance is placed on 20

victories. But all the other num-
bers were there and I am glad the
voters noticed them."
The 28-year-old right-hander,

who also won the award in 1969, led
the league with 251 strike-outs and
a 2.08 earned-run average. He
pitched 290 innings, had 18 com-
plete games in 36 starts, posted
three shutouts and gave up 219 hits

and 64 walks.

Marshall's finish was the highest
ever for a relief pitcher in Cy
Young voting, Marshall appeared
in 92 games for Montreal, had a 14-

11 record and saved 31 games. He
had a hand in 45 of the 7 games won
by the Expos.
The Cy Young Award was

established in 1956, when Don
Newcombe of the Brooklyn
Dodgers won it, and there was only
one winner for both leagues
through 1966. It was split in 1967,
with Mike McCormick of San
Francisco winning in the National
League and Jim Lonborg of Boston
in the American.
The American League Cy Young

winner will be announced Nov. 7.
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THE

U.MASS. SKI CLUB

presents

"SNOW JOB"

WED., OCT. 31

a movie starring Jean-Claude Killy will be shown.
Also included is a W.C. Fields flick. There will be 2
showings, one at 8 and 10.

MAHAR AUD. ADMISSION IS 75c

Halloween "BARGAINS"
(Wed. - Sat.)

— on groups of men's I
womon's shoot

also $10 rack for women
iS7f\iORTM PLEASANT Si

i

V\S
T
J
eJ,7 not be the mos t Polished outfit, around, but this trumpeter shows, the VtolSXESS**probably the most exuberant. Next Saturday they'll give their last famous halftime show of the season.

The Trying Life OfA
Freshman Football Manager

By STEVE SARACENO
Generally, a team manager gets

as much respect as Rodney
Dangerfield. A freshman team
manager gets less. John Hendry is

the freshman equipment manager
for the football team. He is the only
portable tackling dummy on the
field that also distributes
shoelaces. During practice,
whenever the kicker can't find a
ball, John either finds one for him,
or is used as the substitute.
Masochism is the prerequisite for
the job.

John, who is built similar to a
football (he is widest in the mid-
dle), does not really mind those
"mild" indignities as much as he
does the players and coaches
mispronouncing his name. "No one
ever remembers to say the "d" in
'"Hendry'," he complains. "They
call me John Henry. It irks me."
"Team Manager" is not an apt

name. It sounds too ad-
ministrative. John is not
"manager" in the same sense that
Dick Williams is "manager". John
manages equipment, not players.

"I do all the little things that
have to be done", he says. He is an
all-around "Go-fer". He goes for
cleats, socks, shirts, helmets,
belts, left ankle-pads, water,
coffee, tea, and milk. "I sometimes
also get to tape a player's ankles, a
job that the trainer usually does",
he adds. That is the high point of
his day. The low point sometimes
comes immediately after he's
finished taping and observes that
the two ankles are securely
wrapped — to each other.

Barring further taping
problems, John will someday
advance to the position of trainer,
he plans to take courses in such
things as physical therapy to
become fully prepared. Then, he
will leave his equipment manager
days behind forever.

Why did he ever want to become
a manager in the first place? "I
was always a sports fan, but I
lacked the physical discipline to be

a player, so manager was the next

best thing". A manager gets to sit

in at team meetings, learn before
any fans the game plan for the next
contest, and whether the team is

"up" for the game or not (a
decided advantage if he wants to
wager a little money on the game)

.

He even gets to stand on the
sidelines during the games, right
next to the coach if he wants to. He
might even suggest a play and, if it

results in a TD for the other team,
be the recipient of a left hook to the
jaw.

"One of my favorite fantasies",
says John "is going out on that
field and scoring a touchdown". It

is the standard dream for every
manager, and many years ago that
dream came true for a Yale
manager. John currently has no
plans of transferring to Yale.

John gets his enjoyment out of
team achievement. "I was the
manager of an undefeated
basketball team at St. John's (no
relation) in Danvers", he proudly
points out. "I was also manager
when our football team broke
Swampscott's long undefeated
streak".

Consideration ot team success
over personal recognition, star-
dom, and fame is the mark of a
truly selfless person. Coaches call

people like this "team players".
Even though the only time John
Hendry ever crosses the goal line is

to set up the red flags, he is,

without a doubt, a "team player".

UMass Slips

CONFERENCE STANDINGS

YC W L T
Connecticut 3

Massachusetts 2 10
Rhode Island 2 10
New Hampshire 2 10
Maine 2 A
Boston U. 12
Vermont 1 A

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' por string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

10:30a.m. 4:30p.m.

(except during league play)

letters

Impeach

Marty Kelley!

To the Sports Editor:
In reply to "This Isn't The Way

To Do It" and "For Love or
Money" of October 30, 1973.

Upon reading these two pieces, I

find it hard to keep from laughing.
Here are Kelley and Barroll
blasting the University and the
Athletic Department for having a
Yogi Day. They are asking What
has Yogi done for the University?'
When only a few weeks ago they
thought that live coverage of the
Julius Erving Day in Springfield
was most important to the UMass
fan than the UMass football game
versus Villa-Nova. What had
Erving done for Springfield?
Evidently, they thought that it was
more important because they
promoted it as an exclusive for
WUMV-TV in the name of UMass
fans ( my foot! )

.

They neglected their true duty to
the UMass fans because as anyone
who went to the Bluewall that
Sunday night saw what a laughter
they made of the football game by
seeing how many players they
could rank out, showing no respect
for their talent and bathing in their
own frustrated athletic ego.
When I look at the sports section,

I expect to read something about
our teams. Instead I read some hog
wash about "the Great North
Country with its Carribou and
Pat's Bar etc."

I can only say that I thank God
that certain sports writers don't
have the command of mass per-
suasion that Hitler had and that the
UMass fans can see his way
through this rhetoric to make up
his own mind.
Finally, I wonder since the word

IMPEACH! ! ! ! ! is being thrown
around so much today, what
UMass fans would think of im-
peaching a few sportswriters...

Walter T.Parker

Dave Eibel

College Football In Canada

On a warm September afternoon in Amherst, 18,000 screaming faithful
cneer the UMass Minutemen against arch-rival Holy Cross, while 280mi es nor h McGill University travels west to the campus of Loyola
College fifteen minutes up Sherbrooke Street, for a key Quebec
V?™

6
!?

es Athletic Association game before an overflow "crowd'' of
2,500 Montrealers.
The comparison is repeated weekly as hordes of Americans venture to

their nearest stadium to watch Joe College in action while their poor
cousins up north can hardly fill a ten thousand seat stadium

In the fifties and forties, it was not unusual to get twentv or twentv-
five thousand to watch college football in Canada. Today theemphasis is
off the college game and on the pros.

It would surprise you, I'm sure, to know that the football budget at
McGill University in Montreal is less than one-tenth that of UMass. It
would surprise you even more to know that the stadium in which the
McGill Redmen play holds 8,000 more fans than our own Alumni Stadium,
yet the stadium rarely holds more than two or at most three thousand for
a football game.

In the United States, universities have used athletics and football in
particular to create prestige for the rest of the university. If you can fill a
stadium holding forty or fifty thousand fans every week and get into a
bowl game to boot, it follows that the esteem held by others of your
particular school will grow and grow. If your school gets its holy name in
the papers, just imagine how many great high school players will flock to
your college to keep up the good work, imagine how the coffers of your
school will overflow with funds accumulated through ticket sales and if
the team gets nationally ranked, funds from television revenues.

In Canada college football is an extension of university life and is notexpected to reap any glories for the school. If you win fine if voi losefine Few Canadian football players who play in college have any desireo end up as professional jocks with teams like the British ColumbiaLions or the Toronto Argonauts, but I doubt that the same could be sadtor their American counterparts

™.?,
iV

r
rSiUeS Hke^cGi11 and the University of Toronto have based their

reputations on academic and not athletic excellence whereas I am surethat many American schools who suffer from academic mediocrity haveattempted to create a reputation based on jockular success This in mv
mind, is faulty thinking. '

-

We in Canada-although our rules are a little perverted, have beenplaying the game as long as you have, but I think that although our
football teams have budgets that would approximate a John Mackay's
sa ary, and our "Rose Bowl" draws fifteen thousand fans, we approach
college football the right way. We have only one pro league in Canada inyour country you have one major one and a large number of offshoots

'

MDC

Sportsline
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I.Q. of 145
and Can't

Remember?
A noted publisher in Chicago re

ports there is a simple technique
for acquiring a powerful memory
which can pay you real dividends
in both business and social ad-
vancement and works like magic
to give you added |K>ise, neces
sary self-confidence and greater
popularity.

According to this publisher,
many |>copIe do not realize how
much they could influence others
simply by remembering accu-
rately everything they see. hear,

or read. Whether in business, at
social functions, or even in casual
conversations with new acquaint
ances, there are ways in which
you can dominate each situation
by your ability to remember.

To acquaint the readers of
this paper with the easy-to-
follow rules for developing skill

in remembering anything you
choose to remember, the pub-
lishers have printed full details
of their self-training method in

a new booklet, "Adventures in

Memory," which will be mailed
free to anyone who requests it.

No obligation. Send your name,
address, and zip code to: Mem-
ory Studies, 555 E. Lange St.,

Dept. 940-41. Mundelein, III

60060.
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Captains Point
To UM Demise

By STEVE CROWE AND
DAVE EIBEL

Peil Pennington and Johnny
Jones sat in a coaches' conference
room yesterday afternoon just

before practice and reflected on
the disappointing 1973 UMass
football season. They came up with

three basic reasons for the per-

formance of their team: injuries,

lack of experience, and most

Cln (•*

lathj (Unllpgian

SPORTS
importantly lack of desire.

"We have the speed and the

talent," said Pennington, "but we
don't have the morale and desire, it

seems, that we had last year."

Last year, the UMass
Minutemen went 9-2, won all of

their Yankee Conference games
easily, beat highly-touted Boston

College, and ran over Cal Davis 35-

14 in the nationally televised

Boardwalk Bowl.

This year, they are 4-4 with three

games left to play, knocked out of

the conference race and forgotten

as far as a bowl bid is concerned.

Closely related to the lack of

desire is the idea of playing

together as a team. Both captains

agreed that togetherness is indeed

a very important part of the game.

Is UMass a "together" team?
"When you have as many people

on a football team as we do," said

Jones, "it is hard for the whole
team to feel together. But most of

the individual units are together."

Experience is a key factor in a

team's ability to play together.

Peil Pennington pointed out that

the people he played alongside last

year had played together since he
was a freshman. This year's team
has a lot of inexperienced players

on the offensive team. "The guard

doesn't know what the tacke is

going to do. On a tightly knit team
a player will know what the others

are going to do."

And Pennington added, "It's

very important that you can count

on each other to know that

everyone is going to do their job."

Lack of experience, to some
critics of the team, doesn't seem
logical. Most of the players on the

UMass team got a lot of playing

time last year because UMass won
all of their Yankee Conference

games by an average of over 30

points and most of the final half

and all of the final quarter were

usually played by the reserves. So,

the critics argue, this year's

players actually did have the

experience of playing last year.

But, Pennington and Jones

stressed the idea that the players

got experience as individual

players, but no experience in

playing as a unit. They were

substituted one by one into the

lineup, and not as a team.

When questioned about Coach
Dick MacPherson's intended use of

freshmen this Saturday, neither

Jones nor Pennington expressed

any dismay or prejudices at the

prospect. The fact that they had to

go through playing freshman

football while these guys are

coming right into the varsity lineup

does not bother them "It doesn't

matter whether a guy is a fresh-

i

Mail I'hoto (.ib Fullrrton

WATCH OUT—Ed McAleney rushes in on freshman UConn Quarterback Lou Mancari. The UMass
defense pressured the scrambling Huskie signal caller throughout the game, but only got to him one.

man, junior, senior or whatever,"

responded Johnny Jones, you've

got to think of a guy as a football

player."

It has been a disasterous season
for Peil Pennington, Johnny Jones,

and the rest of the UMass
Minutemen, but they still have
three more games to play. With the

loss of the YanCon crown already
assured, it could be very difficult to

get up for their remaining games

against Vermont, New Hampshire,

and what should be their toughest

game, Boston College. As Pen-

nington says, "You've got to pick

yourself up" for every game.

According to Jones and Pen-

nington even a win against Boston

College "wouldn't make up for

anything." To them it's the

Yankee Conference that's the most
important thing. "It would be great

to beat B.C.," said Pennington

"but that could never make up for

the fact that we lost the Yankee
Conference."

NHL Update

SUff Photo/Gib Fullertoii

Earl Brown ( 25), and Paul Hansen, ( 10), stop substitute UConn Fullback, Bill O'Donnel late in the

fourth quarter of Saturday's game.

Inside Sports

•Seaver Wins Cy Young Award

•Profile: Frosh Manager

•Weaver Manager Of The Year

•Impeach Marty Kelley

BC-Texas
NEWTON. Mass. (AP) — Boston

College has announced it Will open

By BILL BALLOU
I strongly doubt whether my avid reader is) out there in newspaper

land could fall asleep tonight if I didn't share with them my thoughts on

the NHL season as it has thus far progressed. So
The Bruins, as usual, have proven that they can have the best record in

hockey while seeming to play the worst hockey in hockey.

Their goaltending has been lousy, their defense at times shoddy, at

times spectacular, their rookies surprising yet disappointing, their

overall play inconsistent.

But they have more points than anyone else in the league.

Phil Esposito has been phenomenal, Ken Hodge better than could be

expected. They have carried the B's offensively.

Johnny Bucyk looks awfully old, and Andre Savard isn't what the

Bruins management would like poeple to think he is. In fact, the Bruins

really only have two real good rookies—those being Al Sims and Chris

Oddliefson.

Still, for all their faults the Bruins have two good points that should be
enough to carry them at their current winning pace. One wears number
four and the other numbe. seven.

The three surprise teams in the league have to rate as the Rangers, the

Canucks, and the Black Hawks.
I thought the Rangers were overrated by most people at the beginning

of the season, but not by this much. They really shouldn't be under .500,

and their recent trade for Jack Egers, a good but not that good, forward
indicates they think they have personnel problems. There's also talk that

coach Larry Popein is on the way out, which would go a long way toward
solving their problems.
The Canucks, on the other hand, have no business being over .500.

Evidently the "vastly improved defense" they said they had is for real. It

had better be because it's going to have to make up for the small forwards
in front of it. I can't help remember, though, the Canucks' first year in the
league when they were fighting for a playoff berth until Christmas and
then wound up fighting for the right to take the ice against the other team.
Chicago has been the perennial choice for first in the NHL west since

they were put there three season ago. They've lost heavily to the WHA,
but still have enough talent so the worst they should finish is second. They
are an old team, and old teams traditionally take longer to get off the
mark at the start of the season. I would wager that by December they'll

be second to Philadelphia.

Philly, Montreal, and Toronto have done just as I expected.
The Flyers could be this season. They are definitely the class of the

West and could quite possibly have the best goals for-goals against record
in the entire league.

Montreal misses Dryden, of course, but more importantly he mav have
next year's football season at home taken with him the Canadiens mystique. He may also have, by leaving,
against a new opponent the made the Bruins believe that they can win it all again -even if they have

to play the Canadiens.
Toronto is the most improved team in the league, and the rejuvenation

of their fans may produce a snowball effect that will be hard to stop. It

may also, (hopefully) make it difficult for the new WHA team to get off to
a good financial start.

While the season has produced some surprises, I'm confident that by
March my predictions will bear me out. I just hope Clarence Campbell
doesn't hear about it. It'll ruin his fun.

University of Texas — on Sept. 14.

Bill Flynn, athletic director for

the BC Eagles, said next year's

game will be played at night either

at BC's Alumni Stadium or at

Schaefer Stadium in Foxboro,

home of the New England Patriots

of the National Football League.
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The Great Pumpkin made his appearance last night in the Student

I'nion in an attempt to rally new believers. So far his fan club con-

sists of one small zeolot commonly refered to as Unas. Orange

power, anyone?

Oh Great Pumpkin...

By SHARON HUGHES
Speaking only in pumpkinese. the "Great Pumpkin" and his translator

descended upon the COLLEGIAN office yesterday in search of believers.

"shjdkdkdirfytwpqoldmcnjh", the Great Pumpkin said. Translation:

"Wehaveonlyoneblieversofar; that's Linus, and he will soon be greatly

rewarded for his faith."

A twin, flat, no-iron Percot sheet (74 by 104 was draped from the Great

Pumpkin's shoulders to the top of his ankles. Ragged edged jeans and

beat up sneakers stuck out from the bottom of his "no iron's". And of

course, a cut out pumpkin sat on his shoulders.

On one sheet covered arm laid a small brown paper bag from which he

took pumpkin seeds and liberally tossed them about the office. An off

white gourd was balanced over his other arm
The translator identified himself as the "Grand Puma" - spiritual

leader of the Great Pumpkin He was attired in a blue police jacket with

"city of Lynn" inscribed on the buttons His headgear was a red, blue and

gold Himalayan shrrpa " hat with brown fur peeking out of the visor onto

his forehead.

"Wo come forth every Halloween to bring tidings of jo\ and peace.
'

said the Grand Puma. His master bobbed his pumpkin in agreement.

The Puma said the visit to the COLLEGIAN was a sidestop in their

annual vacation from the Himalayas (their permanent residence .

»

However, it is rumored they are actually part of a conspiracy on the 14th

floor of Kennedy to have a little fun on Halloween

On The Inside

:

•Watergate
Former I'Mass student Mark Vogler reports on a

lecture by Edward Fouhy concerning the impact of

the scandal on American life.

•Middle East Round-up
. .Golda Meir arrives here to clarify the U.S. position

on the Middle East War.
Nixon prepares to confer with acting Egyptian

foreign minister

•Government Appointment
Senator Saxbe, after meeting with Nixon, says he is

relatively sure he will be named attorney general.

I'Mass veterans

•UMass Veterans
The UMass office of Veterans Affairs received a

$%,000 grant from the veteran administration to set

up new veterans' programs.

Meir To Clarify U.S. Position
ByGAYLORDSHAW

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Israeli Prime Minister

Golda Meir arrived here Wednesdav in an effort to

clarify the United States position in the Middle East.
At the same time, President Nixon met with Egyptian
Foreign Minister Ismail Fahmy on the same subject.

Mrs. Meir told reporters that relations between her
country and the United States are very friendly, but
she noted that problems arise frequently between
friends.

"There are problems that have to be clarified,"

Mrs. Meir said. However, she said it was "an over-

simplification" to suggest that the United States has
exerted undue pressure on her country concerning a

settlement with the Arabs.

Mrs. Meir will meet Thursday with President

Nixon and Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger. She
initiated the visit to the United States after learning

that Kissinger was planning a trip next week to

several Arab capitals and after Fahmy asked to see

Nixon in Washington.
Kissinger told reporters Wednesday morning after

a private meeting with the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee "we believe we are making progress" on

both implementing the cease-fire and on arranging

the beginning of peace talks.

And as the White House meeting with Fahmy began
Wednesday, Kissinger told Nixon of his own sessions

with the Egyptian emissary, reporting "we have had
some very good talks."

As photographers recorded the start of the

meeting, Nixon referred to a trip he had made many
years ago to Egypt and said. "I'm going to go back."
"Your' re welcome," responded Fahmy."
Mrs. Meir turned back nearly all questions at the

airport, saying she would hold a news conference
Thursday after her meetings with Nixon and
Kissinger.

She was effusive in her praise of the American
support of Israel during the recent fighting and of

President Nixon personally. "I've come to

Washington, come to a friendly country, a friendly

government and a friendly President," the Prime
Minister said.

She added that her country would never forget the

backing it received during the fighting and she in-

dicated there are no doubts about the continued good
relations between the two nations.

However, Mrs. Meir went on "naturally from time
to time there are problems and questions to which we

(Continued on P. 4)

Gov't Ends Military Alert
y MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Pentagon ended Wednesday its

worldwide military alert called

last week as 350,000 servicemen

returned to normal duties.

Nearly all the 2.2-million-

member U.S. military force was
placed on some degree of in-

creased combat readiness early

last Thursday because of fears the

Soviet Union was sending troops to

Egypt.
Defense Department spokesman

Jerry W. Friedheim said troops of

the U.S. European Command and

sailors of the Atlantic Fleet

returned to normal status at

midnight Tuesday.

Some 30,000 enlisted men and
officers of the U.S. 6th Fleet in the

Mediterranean Sea, however,
remain on a heightened alert

status because of continuing
tensions in the Middle East.

Meanwhile, Friedheim said it

appears that 50.000 Soviet

paratroopers in Russia and
Eastern Europe are also resuming
their normal duties.

Reports that some of those

troops were about to board Soviet

transports leaving for Cairo were
one of the principal reasons for the

U.S. military alert and the

reported near confrontation with

the Soviet Union.

In the Mediterreanean.
Friedheim said, there are still

more than 90 Russian ships, an all-

time record.

The U.S. 6th Fleet has increased

in size, too, now standing at about

60 vessels, including three aircraft

carriers and two helicopter

carriers with about 3.600 Marines
aboard.

Meanwhile, the Pentagon said

the Soviet and American airlifts of

supplies and equipment to their

respective allies in the Middle East
continued at about 20 flights daily.

The U.S. flights are expected to

continue for at least another week
until Israeli vessels carrying U.S.

supplies from American ports

begin arriving in sufficient num-
bers in Israel.

i SUfl Hh<Xo-Slr\p KuKRlfM

John Fisher, one of several speakers, spoke to a gathering of 200 people in front of the Student I'nion at

a Palestinian-Arab rally yesterday.

Arab Rally Attracts Crowd
By CHRIS ROMOMANDO
A noontime rally sponsored

by the Committee in Defense of

the Palestiniam-Arab Struggle

attracted 150-200 persons to the

steps of the Student Union

yesterday.

The crowd gathered to hear

speeches by Radwa Ahour and

SaidKhouri of the Arab Student

Organization. Mike Thelwell of

the Afro American Studies

Department. John L. Fisher,

an American Jew who lived in

Israel for 11 years, and others

The hour-long rally was
peaceful, and at no time did the

crowd's reaction indicate
either enthusiastic support or

opposition.

Radwa Ashour began by
reading a statement of the

Committee's purposes and
goals. She said:

"We urge the American
people to demand that their

government stop fueling the

Middle East Crisis by pouring
arms and money into the State
of Israel We believe it is in the

interests of all people con-

cerned to join us in defending

the Palestinian-Arab struggle

in restoring peace, and that to

the American people, peace

abroad is equitable with peace

at home."
John L. Fisher, whose

statement at a Middle East

teach-in Thursday helped

prompt the rally, attacked

media "distortion of facts"

concerning the Mid-East

situation. Fisher read exerpts

(Continued on P. 3)
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CC Board Of Governors

CC Involvement: It's Your Choice
By MARSHA VENUTI

Do you pay a Campus Center Fee?
If so, then you are a stockholder in the

building and you have a Board of Directors

working for you.

Up in 817 in the Campus Center is the

office of the Board of Governors of the

Campus Center and Student Union Complex.
It is an all-student body that exists

specifically to serve the students, and it has
jurisdiction over everything that happens in

the Campus Center.

"I have heard the Board called the UN of

the Campus Center," Jim Lindsey, chair-

man of the Board, said in a Collegian in-

terview. "This is because of the pivotal role

it plays in the life of every student who uses

the Campus Center."

Lindsey has been with the Board since

November and has been chairman since

April. He sees the Board of Governors as the

Board of Directors of a large company,
serving the CC fee-paying students who are

the stockholders.

"The Board has an obligation to see that

the students get their $52.50 worth out of the

building by giving some combination of

services and products that they need and
want," Lindsey said. "The Board has to

identify where the students aren't getting

their money's worth and try to correct that

situation."

The Board was created by a joint act of

the Undergraduate and Graduate Senates. A
constitution was approved by both senates

and by-laws were set up to form a 21-

member student board with the respon-

sibility of setting up the policy for the

Campus Center and Student Union. It is the

director and managers of the CC who ad-

ministrate the policy.

The present Board was established last

November to replace the previous Student

Union Governing Board. The SUG Board
was mainly advisery and according to

members of the pesent Board, they were not

making much progress. So an interim board
was set up on the spring of 1972 while

organization and preparation for the present

charter was taking place.

Under the present charter, the Board has

jurisdiction over the four areas of the

Campus Center -the University Store, Food
Services, Retail Services, and Ac-
comodation Services. Each area submits an
itemized budget to the Board of approval,

and gives monthly reports on how they are

doing. Major capital expenditures by any
area are also subject to the approval of the

Board.

"This budget we have now is the best one

the Campus Center has ever had," Lindsey

told the ( nllrgian. "And we hope the next

one will be better."

He said the improvement was a result of

demands made by the Board. For example,

the CC departments have broken their

budgets down into profit centers - instead of

having one figure for food services, for

example, this is broken down further into

separate figures for the Hatch, the Coffee

Shop, the Bluewall, and the Top of the

Campus; these are broken down still further

into food sales and liquor sales.

"The budget is important because it sets

up the whole year," Lindsey said. "When
the budget is done a major part of our work
is done, but it becomes insignificant if it isn't

acted on." He said that once the budget is

completed the Board keeps a close check to

make sure it is adequate and working well.

According to its constitution, the Board

has 21 members appointed by different

areas on campus. There are four from the

Graduate Senate, nine from the Un-

dergraduate Senate, one from each of the

seven residential area governments, and

one CC student employee.
Right now there are only 16 members on

the Board. The openings for the other five

are from the Undergraduate Senate, Sylvan

and the Commuter Assembly.

"I'd like to see more women and some
minorities on the Board," Lindsey said. He
explained that there are very few women
and no minorities represented on the

present Board.

The Board is divided into five committees,

each having a chairman who receives $20 a

week. Any interested student can be on the

committees; it is not necessary to be a

member of the Board. Management may
also be members of the committees.

The Services Committee has jurisdiction

over all the retail areas of the Campus
Center and Student Union except food.

The Building Committee takes care of

space allocation and other building policy

such as signs and billboards throughout the

the two buildings.

The Food Services Committee has
jurisdiction over the food services, which
include the Hatch, Coffeeshop, Top of the

Campus. Bluewall, concessions at the

stadium,and liquor sales.

The Program Council takes care of all the

programming in the buildings, including

bands for concerts, art shows, and movies.

The Plnaact Committee has jurisdiction

over the financial transactions at the CC, for

example capital expenditures that involve a
purchase such as furniture.

The committees meet weekly to discuss

their investigation of subjects that will be
brought before the Board. Management
may make suggestions to the committee.

which will then investigate the prospects

before making a recommendation to the

Board. The Board then acts on the issue as a

total body.

The actions of the Board are considered

by the Student Senates, and if there is

disagreement a compromise committee will

be set up to discuss and investigate the

matter. This committee is usually made up

of the executive officers of the Graduate and

Undergraduate Senates and the Board of

Governors. If no settlement is reached, a

decision may be made by the Chancellor.

The actions of the Board are subject to

veto by the University Chancellor and Board

of Trustees only.

The Board members elect a chairman,

vice-chairman, and secretary treasurer for

one year terms.

The chairman occupies a particularly

powerful position. He deals directly with the

director of the Campus Center, John Corker,

and the Vice Chancellor of Administrative

Affairs, Thomas Campion. He is also in-

volved with the Chancellor, the Board of

Trustees, and the Undergraduate and

Graduate Student Senates, playing an in-

formational role from the inside to the

outside of the Board. He appoints the

committee chairmen. He serves as an ad-

ministrator to the Board to keep things in

order. He is elected by and thus represents

the Board, which ultimately represents the

students.

"I am in a powerful position yet a sub-

servient position," Lindsey said. "So I can't

run away with it and if I do, then, the system

isn't working right."

Lindsey said that he feels a lot of pressure

in his job as chairman because he must
create the delicate balance of policy bet-

ween what the students need and want and

should have, and the differing feeling of the

administration.

"I sit in the middle of all that," Lindsey

said. "And try to strike a balance, con-

sidering the needs of everyone involved."

Although there are not many complaints,

Lindsey said that many of the ones that do

come in are a result of misinformation. He
said that the lack of complaints may be

because many people here are apathetic.

"Ma j I ought to take one of my eight

hour days and sit at a table on the con-

course," Lindsey said. "I'm seriously

considering it." This would be for in-

formational purposes, not for complaints, he

said.

Lindsey explained how the Campus
Center fee works. The amount is determined
by the difference between what it costs to

operate the building and what the building

produces in revenue.

"Right now we are paying interest on

what it costs to build the building," Lindsey

said. "But next year we are scheduled to go

on permanent financing, which is paying the

interest plus the principal." Thus although

the CC fee went down this year, it may go up

next year, Lindsey said.

He said that President Wood is now
working on a legislative act to change the

date on which paying permanent financing

begins. Lindsey said he has discussed this

with Chancellor Bromery and Vice Chan-

cellor Campion and they agree that it would
be better to delay the date. Now it is up to

the Board of Trustees and the State

Legislature, he said.

The CC fee decreased by $10 this year.

Undergraduates are paying $2.50 less

overall. The other $7.50 is absorbed in the

Student Activities fee. This was done as a

result of an agreement between the

Undergraduate Senate and the Board of

Governors. The Senate has jurisdiction over

the activities fee.

Lindsey said that there has been an at-

titude change in the Campus Center with the

new Board. The same view is reflected by

many of the managers.
Bud Wilkes, Campus Center Retail Ser-

vices Manager, said that he thinks the

Board is really working for the students.

"This Board is a policy board," Wilkes

told the Collegian. "Their attitude is to let

management manage and they set up the

policy. We think this is important."

He said because the managers work with

the Board, they become aware of what the

students' problems are, and they have input.

"These people really put a lot of research

into what they are talking about," Wilkes

said. "They do their homework and we do

our homework."
One member of the Board, Bob McDon-

nell, pointed out how much power the Board
has.

"We told the management that they would
have to buy nothing but UFW lettuce,"

McDonnell said, "And they have to com-
ply

"

"If we told them to paint the walls purple

and pink they'd be doing it tomorrow," he

said. "They can't turn us down. We deter-

mine everything that affects the students'

lives through the Campus Center."

The best place for students to go with

complaints or suggestions is to the com-
mittee that has jurisdiction over the area,

Lindsey said. Minutes and agenda are

available in CC 817. The Board has an open

meeting every other Thursday night at 6:30

p.m. Notice of room scheduling can be found

in the CC daily schedule by the elevators.

Webster Student Arrested
Bv FRITS OKIRTSKN

A student was arrested Tuesday
night in Webster dormitory for sale

of alcoholic beverages. The arrest,

which took place at 10:30, involved
the confiscation of seventeen cases
of twnr
A police spokesman described

the sequence of events. "We
received an anonymous tip over
the phone on Tuesday morning and
spent the afternoon and evening of

that day following the lead As soon
as we had made verification of

sale, we moved in and made the

arrest The student actually had
signs advertising his wares posted

throughout his dorm".
The actual charges against the

student were "illegal sale of
alcoholic beverages" and "keeping
alcohol with intent to sell". The
penalties for such actions are a fine

of not less than a hundred dollars

and not more than a thousand or
imprisonment of not more than one
year or both.

The spokesman went on to say "I
would like to emphasize that what
transpired was an investigation
and a resultant arrest It was not a

raid. I want students to realize that

such sales are illegal and that we
will make arrests. Hopefully
students will look at this incident

and stop such sales voluntarily."
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A Warm Place — A Home Basel
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LAYOUT 101 CLASS
"More on Headlines"
Postponed One Week

(No class at all this week.)

In Defense Of Arab Struggle
(Continued from F. 1)

from two articles from last

week's New York Times, in-

cluding one advertisement
calling for aid to Israel. "To
this we say boo!" Fisher ended
his emotional speech by
stressing that the campus
movement in support of

Palestinian-Arabs is not

preaching anti-semitism. "We
are not anti-Jewish," he said.

"We are anti-imperialist.

Down with oppression!"
Several speakers at the tally

said the movement was not

anti-Jewish, but rather against

Israeli foreign policy.

Mike Thelwell said that the

American mass media and
"the propaganda of the Zionist

State of Israel" has made it

almost impossible for people to

make that distinction. "The
implication by the press that if

you are against Israeli foreign

policy, you are therefore anti-

Semitic, is very dangerous,"
he said.

Said Khouri of the Arab
Student Organization, called

upon Israel to return Arab
land and to allow Palestinians

to return to their homeland. At

the same time, he said, Arabs
must allow the Israelis to exist

in peace as a nation.

The question in the Middle

Bast is a question ol whether or

not the Palestinian refugees
will be allowed to exist "as
human beings," he said.

Khouri drew the most
;avorable response from the

otherwise unemotional crowd
when he said, "I am not ready
to go into a war of genocide in

order to please even one bigot

in the world."

The rally ended as the

Committee in Defense of the

Palestinian Arab Struggle
announced plans for a number
of teach-ins similar to the one
held last Thursday, in the Five-

College area.

UMass Vets Receive Grant
By MARK CITRON

The UMass Office of Veterans Affairs (OVA)
received a $96,000 grant from the Veterans Ad-

ministration to set up new veterans' programs.
Frank Cotter, director of OVA, said the focus of the

money will be toset upan "outreach" office.

Under the terms of the grant, 50% of the money
( $46,000) must go towards services directly affecting

veterans. This includes the OVA office, the veterans

job bank and the new outreach program. The
remaining money, called the supplemental portion,

can be spent on approved programs at the Univer-

sity's discretion.

Cotter said, "While the law requires only 50% to be

used for vets, the university has decided to give 80%
to OVA services. The other 20% is being used in-

directly for vets."

Cotter cited financial aid and a new office to help

handicapped students as two areas where the indirect

aid will go.

Cotter described the grant as an inducement to get

universities to set up veteran affairs offices and
accept more vets. "Here at UMass," Cotter said,

"we've always accepted vets and had a veteran af-

fairs office." Cotter felt the extra money will allow

OVA to expand services.

The expanded services will be reflected in a larger

OVA staff. Cotter said the larger staff will help

determine veterans needs and investigate federal

programs to see if the university can take advantage

of them.
The outreach program is presently the most im-

portant development in the OVA office according to

Cotter. Cotter said, "The purpose of the new

outreach office is going into areas and finding vets

who want to go to school. If these guys can't get into

school. ( we) bring them up to the level where they

can get into college. But the biggest problem is to find

these guys."

A new and experimental outreach program of the

Veterans Administration to advise and counsel

veterans will reach UMass next Tuesday when a

mobile van visits the campus between 10 a.m. and 6

p.m.
The purpose of the VA outreach van. according to

Edmund O'Brien, assistant director of the Veterans

Administration Regional Office, Boston is to "bring

the services of the home office to the individual."

The van will be manned by VA advisors and is

intended to help vets with housing, educational

benefits, job placement, employment and individual

and family counseling.

The mobile will be at the north end of Hagis Mall

outside of Whitmore Administration Building.

Senate Votes Salaries For Chairpersons
B> FRITS OKI RTSKN

The Student Senate in their

meeting last night voted to pay

their various chairpersons twenty

dollars a week. This payment
involves eight weeks of the fall

semester and fourteen weeks of the

spring semester, which comes to a

yearly sum of $3,360 At present the

positions are unpaid.

After an emotional debate, the

Senate voted down a motion which

proposed that a referendum be

established on the lettuce boycott

issue The outcome of the vote

underlined the fact that the Senate

is a representative body, and that

their votes should stand The

Senate had twice previously

decided in favor of the lettuce

boycott

SGA President Nick Apostola

voiced his thoughts concerning the

coming year, asking everyone to

look at the great strides forward
that the Senate had taken in the

last five years. He cited the

Senate's continuing role as
"moving from a toy to a real

government".
Paul Hamel. Senate Treasurer,

said Senate spending to date had
been a bit exuberant but that funds

left over from last year would help

to alleviate the present low
resources.

The appointments of Cathy Cole
as chairperson of the Govern-
mental Affairs Committee and
Martha Crawlord as Com-

munications Coordinator also

received affirmative votes from
the Senate.

Power Authority
Seeks Help
The Power Authority of Maine

(PAM) is looking for help in a

campaign to pass a Maine
referendum to turn the private

power corporations over to public

control. While the measure has a

lair chance of passing, the utilities

are fighting the bill PAM needs
people, money, or any help that

can be offered. Get in touch with

Pam Jay in Portland, Me. at 207-

775-6191

Press Status Up
Since Watergate

By MARK VOGL KR C^
WASHINGTON, D.C .--Watergate has turned the nation's capitol

upside-down -placing the press on a pedestal never before enjoyed while
casting suspicious doubts on the political system as a "whoie new pan-
dora's box" opens up. *

That's how Edward M. Fouhy, CBS evening news producer for Walter
C ronkite explains the impact the scandal has had on American life.

Fouhy, a 1956 UMass graduate, recently lectured to a group of UMass
interns placed here through the Outreach Program.
During his discussion, Fouhy emphasized how the press' persistent

handling of the Watergate affair was a turning point for the American
Press and may prove to have far reaching effects on society.

"Up until a few years ago, we didn't do our job very well... Richard
Nixon used to kick us around," Fouhy said.

"But then two young guys demonstrated to the rest of us that we
weren't working hard enough. ..Karl Bernstein and Bob Woodward
showed us the way to the mountain. ..we saw the view. ..it was really good
and we began to kick back."
While Fouhy said "we are living with a president who a member of the

walking wounded," he would not speculate Richard Nixon's political

future.

"We are having our day and we are loving it -trying to put a lot of men
in jail. Sometimes we win and sometimes we lose," Fouhy said.

"We had an attorney general up until a few days ago who used to like to

put men in jail. I don't know enough about the man we have there now."
Fouhy referred to the civil servants as "the fourth level of govern-

ment" and said they had an equal if not greater impact on Watergate
compared to the press.

"We all come and go. but they stay and don't do what the President tells

them The middle echelon civil servant was really the key," he said.

"When Bernstein and Woodward went out and proved to us that what
Mr. Zeigler called a third rate burglary' wasn't so, people in the civil

service began to drop tips.

"There are a lot of civil servants who have a conscience. And after

shredding confidential papers all day, there were some who couldn't go
home and face their kids."

And the Xerox machine? "That's the greatest thing that ever happened
to free press

"

Commenting on the change of attitude in the civil servants because of

Watergate, he added: "You know, Halderman ran this town like a drill

instructor runs a platoon. ..but the people aren't scared anymore."
According to Fouhy, the tapes issue will be placed "in paragraph 49 of

the history book on Watergate."
He said that two judge's voices were on the tapes which he argued to be

a good enough reason not to leave the case to the courts to decide.

"The judical system failed us in Watergate the people who run the

courts proved that they are just as fallable as we are," he said.

"The judicial process sometimes becomes prison of its own rules... as in

the case when Jeb Magruder purged himself. So, we had to show he

purged himself."

When a student pressed him on the subject of objectivity, Fouhy ad-

mitted that the press is not perfect, but when all other institutions failed

as in Magruder's case -it was "a matter of public interest to know that the

man was a liar."

"If Frankenstein was running for President, according to FCC rules-

we'd have to get somebody to say he's good. Now that's a perversion of

objectivity, but that's how our system works."
On Agnew's resignation, he said it seemed like a year ago, adding the

story was easy to get, "just mechanical."
"It was totally unexpected when taken in the context of a whole series

of events. But based on leaks, we knew Agnew was in very deep, serious

trouble We knew he was the bag man." he said.

"Since one of our reporters was being subpoenaed we were in

Baltimore that day. One of our men said something was about to happen.

Agnew was seen with some secret service guys. It was very easy from
there."

As far as politics. Fouhy said the rules of the game "are such that they

can be changed by patient people."

"While it may seem slow, ponderous and archaic-if you are really

interested in making an impact on public policy, the system works fairly

well

Chelsea Aid Plan Outlined
CHELSEA. Mass. <AP> - A

multimillion dollar assistance
program to aid the citv of Chelsea
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recover from the $100 million

conflagration Oct. 14 has been
outlined at City Hal)

Louis Crampton, state com-
missioner of Community Affairs,

reported on the program offered by

the Sargent administration at a

meeting of the legislature's Urban
Affairs Committee.
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In The Nation And The World
Loaded Israeli Ship After Mercy Mission

NORFOLK, Va.--The Israeli cargo ship Madarincore sits at the
Navy piers here after being loaded with military supplies bound for
the Middle Kast. Visible in this shot of the ship's bow are two II.'.; Sea
Stallion helicopters on the near side and three A4 Skyhawk jets on the
far side. The ship sailed late Monday and was replaced by another.

AP Wirrphotoi

Sinai--A column of Egyptian army trucks on their way back
Monday after off-loading supplies for the Israeli-trapped Egyptian
3rd A ."my ea^t of the Suez Canal.

Meir And Clarifications
Nurse Faces Death

(Continued from P. 1)

seek answers and clarifications."

In spite of this statement she would not tell

reporters what those problems might be. In fact, she
joked that her statement was only a repeat of words
she gave reporters when she left Tel Aviv for

Washington.
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, meanwhile,

insisted that Israeli forces in Egypt must pull back as
a first step toward Middle East peace. He told a Cairo
news conference there will be no exchange of war
prisoners until the Israelis return to the Oct. 22 cease-
fire line

Sada responded with an emphatic "no" to the idea
of direct peace negotiations with Israel, but said once
disengagement starts, an international peace con-
ference on the Middle East could begin under U.N.
auspices.

Israel announced that Egypt's surrounded 3rd
Army on the eastern bank of the Suez was resupplied
again Wednesday by a truck convoy driven by U.N.
forces. The Israelis had disputed Sadat's contention
that Egyptian forces could easily defeat Israeli units
on the west bank of the Suez. Sadat said his officers
were pressing him to let them wipe out the west bank
Israeli forces but that he was holding back to give

Nixon time to prevail upon the Israelis to withdraw.
The U.S. State Department denied charges by

Moshe Dyan, the Israeli defense minister, that

Washington threatened a cutoff of military supplies if

Israel did not give up positions taken after the initial

U.N. cease-fire agreement of Oct. 22.

Sadat indicated Nixon and Kissinger, in their talks

with Fahmy, agreed that the Israelis should with-

draw, saying that the United States "up to this

moment has taken a constructive stand for peace."
Kissinger, who will travel to Cairo and three other

Arab capitals next week, emerged from a meeting
with the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and
said "we believe we are making progress" in efforts

to settle the latest in the Middle East crises.

He listed two problems-firmly establishir a cease-

fire, and then moving to a durable peace. I believe
we are under way with both efforts.

'"

In addition to Cairo. Kissinger will stop in Rabat,
Morocco Amman, Jordan, and Riyadh. Saudi Arabia.

Then, he will fly to Teheran with talks with Iranian
leaders, stop in Pakistan, and head on to Peking on
Nov. 10 to fulfill a commitment postponed because of

the Mid-East war. He will visit Tokyo before retur-

ning to the United States.

Thieu: No Lasting Peace
B> DENNIS NEELD

Vssot iated Press Writer
s\l(.o\ <AI>> President

Nguyen Van Thieu said Wednesday
the Vietnam cease-fire has been a
'bitter disappointment" and that
prospects for a lasting peace have
all but disappeared

executing a new military plan with
the help of the United States.

Thieu accused the Western world
of shutting its eyes to South
Vietnam's continuing plight and
sacrificing the country to the
Communists.

In the same vein. North Vietnam "In fact, there has been no cease-

accused South Vietnam of tire at all and. in fact, a full-scale

war may soon be rekindled." Thieu
said during a televised speech on
the eve of South Vietnam's national

day.

He charged North Vietnam and
the Viet Cong with taking ad
vantage of continuing talks in

Paris between the two sides to

prepare for another offensive in

early 1974

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

The lighthouse

Featuring fresh cooked seafood at low prices. Thrjll to
selecting your own lobster in our pool, or take home fresh
seafood.

ALSO TAKE OUT SERVICE.

Rte. 1 16'Sunderland, on the Amherst town line. Tel. 549 6662

ALTON. III. (AP) — As a nurse,

she has frequently ministered to

terminally ill patients, trying to

ease the anguish of dying. Last
June she learned she was dying
herself. A doctor told her she had
incurable lymphoma, cancer of the

lymph nodes
"I still hope there was a mistake

on the tests and try to deny the fact

that I'm sick at all," she says But
she knows it isn't true. "I keep
telling myself that I must be
strong, but I still catch myself
holding back the tears quite often."

The nurse, who asked not to be
identified, recalls the day she was
told. She was waiting in her
hospital room to break the news to

her family and her 15-year-old
daughter was her first visitor.

"Before I had a chance to tell my
daughter the bad news a group of

doctors walked in and started
talking," she said.

"All I heard was 'five years'
Everything else was

blocked out. My daughter turned
white."

Her training as a nurse made her
feel she had to face the situation

dispassionately. But later that day,
as she sat in a waiting room
another nurse came to her. "I
couldn't say anything for fear of
shattering my strong image," she
said Then the nurse touched her
hand and shed a tear. "That meant
so much to me at that time," she
said. "It showed me she really
cared."

Death has changed her per-
spective. She recalls one day this
summer when she helped her son
in the garden. "I was sitting on the
ground with my son's back to me
as he planted tomato plants," she
says. "I looked at the sunny blue
skies, clouds, trees and grass and
began thinking how I hated to leave
this beautiful earth."

Before she does, she wants to see

as much of it as she can. "Not long

after I learned I was dying I took

off work and traveled to Mexico,

California and Las Vegas," she

says. "The idea entered my head

that I'd like to do as much as I can

in the time I have left.

"I find it hard to sit and watch
television because I think I'm
wasting time." This winter she
plans to travel to the Caribbean.
Her feelings about religion are

unsettled. "Once I believed in

heaven and hell," she said. "But
not now. That's something I have
to work out."

She still works. At the Alton
Mental Clinic she tries to help
other people deal with their
emotional problems.
"What really makes me sad,"

she says, "is the pretty young girl

who is one of my patients. She
keeps trying to commit suicide."

GRADUATE
SCHOOL IN

PSYCHOLOGY
ON YOUR MIND?
Let the Graduate Admissions Ad-
visory Program help you and your
advisor in the process of select-

ing the appropriate schools (of

the 300+ in North America) to

which to apply. This computer-
assisted matching program, run
by experienced Ph.D. psycholo-
gists costs about the same as an
average application fee. If it saves
you one misguided application, it

will save you money and head-
aches. Write for free question-
naire and information.

Graduate Admissions
Advisory Program
472 Bay Road
Amherst. Mass 01002
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WESTERN AUTO
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HOCKEY EQUIPMENT

(COOPER)
Hockey pants, gloves, sticks,

Helmets, elbow guards, shoulder pads

Hockey Skates CCM, Bauer

Figure Skates: Hydes, Bauer
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Nixon Lawyers: Two
Tapes Never Existed

By BROOKSJACKSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Two of
the White House tapes never
existed. President Nixon's lawyers
said Wednesday.
The White House said Nixon had

been unaware of that situation

until last weekend.
Missing are recordings of what

former Atty. Gen. John N. Mit-
chell told Nixon in their first

reported conversation following
the Watergate break-in and of what
passed between Nixon and John W.
Dean III in a meeting in which
Dean says Nixon admitted
discussing clemency as part of the

Watergate cover-up.
The Mitchell conversation of

June 20, 1972 took place on a
telephone without a recording
device attached, and the Dean
meeting of April 15, 1973 wasn't
recorded due to an extremely rare
malfunction of the automatic
recording gear in the presidential

offices, Nixon's lawyers told U. S.

District Court Judge John J.

Sirica.

Deputy White House Press
Secretary Gerald L. Warren said

that in the months of controversy
over the Watergate tapes Nixon
never asked to listen personally to

the two nonexistent tapes.

Warren said extensive con-
versations and discussions in

Nixon's office on April 14 and 15 —
prior to the Dean meeting — had
been recorded. But, he said, "when
this conversation took place the

first recorder had run out, filled up,

and the alternate recorder was not

activated until the next day, the

16th."

Warren said, "we've never said
— he's never said — he listened to

all the tapes."

The presidential spokesman had
reported several months ago that

Nixon listened to a number of tapes
on June 4

Warren said the tapes had been
stored in the White House "under
lock and key."

In court, White House lawyer J.

Fred Buzhardt told Sirica of the
missing tapes in a private session
Tuesday, and Sirica broached the

matter in open court Wednesday.
It was the first time the White

House had said any of the con-
troversial tape recordings don't

exist.

The two missing recordings are
among nine tapes which had been
sought by federal prosecutors and
which Nixon had agreed to turn
over to Sirica in accordance with
an order from the federal appeals
court in Washington.
Sirica heard open-court

testimony Wednesday from a
Secret Service technician who said

the White House records had been
checked daily on weekdays, and
that the April 15 malfunction was
the only recorder failure he knew
of.

He said hidden microphones in

presidential offices had been ex-

tremely sensitive, capable of

picking up all but whispered
conversations.

The technician, Raymond C.

Zumwalt, said he knew of no other
instance in which the automatic
machines had failed to record. He
said he hadn't remembered the

April 15 malfunction until

Buzhardt reminded him of it.

Federal prosecutors said
Zumwalt told them earlier Wed-
nesday that he couldn't recall any
malfunctions at all.

Archibald Cox, whom Nixon
fired as special Watergate
prosecutor after Cox spurned on

the tapes, said Wednesday that the

White House never told him any of

the tapes might not exist.

Cox had sought a total of nine

recordings and associated
documents.

Bemhard-Political Sabotage

Hurt Muskie Campaign
By LAWRENCE L. KNITSON

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON <AP) - Political sabotage directed by President

Nixon's re-election committee took a toll on Sen. Edmund S. Muskie's
unsuccessful battle to win the 1972 Democratic presidential nomination.
Muskie's campaign manager testified Wednesday

Berl I Bernhard told the Senate Watergate committee that the Nixon
committee's "unceasing efforts to unhorse" the Maine senator "took a
toll in the form of diverting our resources, changing our schedules,
altering our political approaches and being thrown on the defensive."
Bernhard testified that Muskie's most vital political strategy document

and polls of two key Democratic primary states were apparently stolen
from campaign headquarters.
The committee is winding up the so-called dirty tricks phase of its

probe. Before Bernhard testified the panel heard one of its investigators
report that $ 1 10,000 in Nixon campaign funds were used to hire more than
a score of spies and saboteurs to infiltrate and disrupt campaigns of
Democratic presidential contenders
The investigator. Mark Lackritz, described details of the Nixon

committtee's intelligence operations that bore the names Gemstone,
Sedan Chair and Chapman's Friends and he listed the names of agents
recruited by political saboteur Donald H. Segretti.

On another committee front, panel sources and the White House con-
firmed that the committee is trying to gain access to Nixon's Key
Biscayne. Fla , bank records.

Committee sources said White House lawyers indicated they would
claim executive privilege to keep the records from the panel. But the
White House spokesman said presidential aides were "attempting to

work out ways so information can be provided..."

In another development related to the committee, the Miami Herald
reported Wednesday that a panel member. Sen. Edward J Gurney, R-
Fla . and top advisers established a secret fund in 1971 to handle $300,000
in unreported contributions and cash payoffs from contractors. The
money was used for travel and office expenses and other, unknown
purposes, the newspaper said.

Gurney issued a statement saying the Justice Department is con-
ducting an ongoing investigation "in these matters" and asked Gurney
not to comment until the investigation is concluded.

1 \l> Uii.-phi.h.

MAY HAVE LEAKED NEWS-Archibald Cox tells the Senate
Judiciary Committee in Washington that he may have been the
source of a news leak about a telephone call from President Nixon
instructing former Atty. Gen. Richard G. Kleindienst not to appeal
one phase of the ITT antitrust case. The former special Watergate
prosecutor said he was greatly upset by the leak.

Sen, Saxbe Is Potential

Attorney General Nominee

Committee

Seeks Nixon

Bank Records
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

White House acknowledged
Wednesday it was negotiating with
the Senate Watergate committee
on the panel's effort to gain access
to President Nixon's Key
Biscayne. Fla., bank account
records.

Committee sources confirmed
that they were seeking the Nixon
bank records, but one source said
White House lawyers "had dug in

their heels" and indicated they
would claim executive privilege to

keep the records from the com-
mittee.

"We are in contact with the
staff" of the committee, White
House Deputy Press Secretary
Gerald L. Warren said. He added
that the White House is "not cer-

tain what is being sought" and that

presidential aides were "at-
tempting to work out ways so in-

formation can be provided...and
that confidentiality can be
assured."
The bank's president is Nixon's

closest friend, Charles G. "Bebe"
Rebozo.

At a news conference Friday
night, Nixon defended Rebozo's
handling of a $100,000 contribution
from billionaire Howard Hughes —
a contribution Rebozo kept in a

safety deposit box for three years
before returning earlier this year.

ByBILLNEIKIRK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AP> — Sen
William B. Saxbe. R-Ohio. came
out of an hour and a half meeting
with President Nixon ' 'dnesday
feeling "relatively sure ne will be
nominated to be the next attorney
general.

"I don't want to be presumptive
and say I've got it in the bag." the
57-year-old senator told reporters
on the driveway just outside the
White House. He said he expected a
final decision in a week or so.

The White House withheld an
announcement on whether Saxbe
would be Nixon's nominee to

succeed Elliot L. Richardson.
"The offer was implied when I

walked in there." Saxbe said. "We
had an understanding I was there
to talk about being attorney
general."

Saxbe. a first-term senator who
recently announced he would not

Rep. Collins

To Hold
Office Hours
State Representative James

Collins will hold his regular office

hours this Friday for residents of

Amherst. Hadley, and Pelham.
Collins will meet with con-

stituents at the Campus Center on
the University of Massachusetts
campus from 9 to 11 a.m.. Amherst
Town Hall from 11 am to 2 p.m.,

and Hadley Town Hall from 3 to 5

p.m.
The 2nd Hampshire District

legislator may a.so be contacted
weekdays at the State House in

Huston. 727 8946. or weekends at 67

Hutterfield Terrace. Amherst, 549-

i;kh<;

seek another term in 1974, was
formerly state attorney general in

Ohio. In the Senate, he at times has
criticized Nixon although his
voting record generally has sup-
ported the President.

Saxbe said he and Nixon can-
didly talked about their differences
during their lengthv discussion. He
said he told Nixon that "you'd have
to take me warts and all."

He added that his occasional
opposition to the President will not
reduce his ahilit\ to work and
cooperate with Nixon
At the same time. Saxbe said he

wanted to satisfy himself about
questions he had about Watergate.
"I'm satisfied that the President
has acted honorably in the
situations that have risen since
Watergate This is the thing I

wanted to know." he said.

The senator said he and Nixon
went over a number of instances
where he had questions, adding "I
think I have a pretty good feel for
such things, and I believe him

."

Saxbe said it was obvious that a
new special Watergate prosecutor
would be named long before his

confirmation.

Saxbe said he was satisfied that
the new special prosecutor would
receive any necessary information
from White House tapes and
documents dealing with the

Watergate case. He said he
volunteered that he had no can-
didate in mind for the prosecutor's
job and did not want to be con-
sulted until the White House has
settled on somebody.

£>3 ft

C © V €
139 Green Street Worcester, Ma.

THIS WEEK:
753-4376

MOCCASIN SALE
Our Regular $4.99 Moc. Now 2 pr. for $8.00

$5.99 Moc. $10.00

S6.99 $12.00

S7.99 $14.00

S8.50 $15.00

We carry all sizes from Baby's — Men's 16. Our complete line of Men 's and Women s

Boat Mocs has arrived.

THE MOC SHOPPE Amherst Carriage Shops

Willie Dixon
NEXT WEEK:

Stevie Wonder's Band
COMING SOON:
Stan Getz

COMING ATTRACTIONS:
Muddy Waters Brian Auger
James Cotton Sound Track
Celebration Abraham
Students with college I.I), admitted half price Sun. and Vlon. 50c off

with this ;id Tues. thru Sat.
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Fuel-Saving Measures

Administration Cracks Down
Bilingual Education

Nears Reality

Attorney For Students:

By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) -The Nixon
administration is preparing
legislative proposals for nation-

wide fuel-saving measures, but it

wants presidential discretion to

impose them, rather than the

automatic triggering proposed by
Sen. Henry M. Jackson.
John Sawhill, an associate

director of the Office of

Management and Budget, told a

newsman Wednesday the ad-

ministration believes that the

president should have some
"flexibility" to order fuel-saving

steps, rather than be required

automatically to impose them
when a given fuel-shortage level is

reached as Jackson has proposed.

In another energy development,

the distribution of petroleum fuels

comes under government
regulation Thursday for the first

time since World War II, as a move
to ease the pain of expected winter

fuel shortages.

Mandatory allocation applies, so

far, only to heating oil diesel and
jet fuel and other "middle
distillates," plus propane gas, and
only at the wholesale level.

But the cut-off of Arab oil could

force the extension of mandatory
wholesale allocation to crude oil

and gasoline, and both Congress
and the administration appeared
ready to set up a standby system
for direct fuel rationing to the

consumer.
Standby rationing was part of

Jackson's proposal and was ex-

pected to appear in the

Aministration's parallel proposals,

due late this week or early next

week.
Sawhill said the administration

is still working out the new fuel-

saving measures.
He said it might propose them in

the form of a separate bill, or it

might seek instead to work with
Congress for modifications of a
proposal of Sen. Henry M. Jackson,
D-Wash.
Jackson, chairman of the Senate

Interior Committee, has proposed
legislation which would require a
series of fuel-saving actions
whenever the nation suffers a five

per cent shortage of petroleum
fuels, compared with demand.
Sawhill said the administration

agrees with Jackson's basic idea,

but believes the emergency actions
should not be required
automatically.

Fixing a specific shortage level

as a "trigger" for mandatory fuel

conservation might lead to trouble,

Sawhill said, because of the dif-

ficulty of defining "demand" and
"available supply."

Actions based on such a
"trigger" might be quickly
challenged in court, hampering the
very efforts the "trigger" is meant
to begin, Sawhill said. He con
firmed that the administration is

considering the proposals by
Jackson, plus a few more.
Jackson's proposals included:

-A requirement for new power
plants, plus existing plants capable
of switching from gas or oil, to

burn coal.

-Authorization of local variances
from nationwide clean air stan-

dards, also to permit the burning of

coal.

-Requirement of petroleum

production increases, above the
"maximum efficiency" levels now
used to set production levels.

-Require preparation of fuel

emergency contingency plans by
state and local governments.
-And establishment of a standby

fuel-rationing program by the
federal government.

By JOHN B. LENGEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) Leaders

of several Puerto Rican
organizations endorsed on Wed-
nesday legislation which would

create far-reaching bilingual

education programs across the

nation.

LA Brush Fire
Under Control

By DAN BERGER
Associated Press Writer

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A fierce brush fire that forced
evacuation of hundreds of homes in suburban canyons was
reported 80 per cent contained Wednesday. Firemen said the blaze
apparently was set.

"It occurred in an area where there could not have been an ac-
cident," said Capt. Dave Brown of the Los Angeles County Fire
Department. "The fire was set."
The fire was burning westward through Topanga and Tuna

canyons. Some persons were returning to homes they had
evacuated earlier.

Although 700 homes were ordered evacuated in the fashionable
Topanga Canyon area 20 miles west of downtown, none was
reported damaged by the fire that broke out Tuesday afternoon.
More than 1,700 acres of thick, dry brush were blackened. Cause of
the fire was unknown
The Santa Ana "devil winds" that had gusted up to 50 miles an

hour Tuesday died down during the night, then began to pick up
during the day. The forecast was for 15 to 20 m.p.h. winds.
Traffic was tied up on the nearby San Diego and Golden State

freeways and the Pacific Coast Highway was closed to all but area
residents and emergency vehicles. Billowing clouds of smoke and
some flames were visible in much of metropolitan Los Angeles.
The eastern flank of the fire, which for a time threatened the

rustic community of Fernwood, was checked during the night and
residents began returning to their homes. Flames raged unchecked
on the western front, burning into Tuna Canyon and heading
toward the seaside community of Malibu.

The focus of a news conference
was on bills drawn by Sens. Ed-
ward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
Joseph Montoya, D-N.M., and Alan
Cranston, D-Calif., which would
authorize up to $1 billion over five

years for bilingual program
support.

However Luis Alvarez, executive
director of Aspira America, said he
feared that whatever Congress
eventually approved, President
Nixon would veto.

Essentially, the bills would
provide for a program bureau in

the Office of Education, an ad-

visory council to develop policy,

training and recruiting of bilingual

teachers and money for the
programs, varying from $700
million for three years to $1 billion

for five years.

As it is, some $40 million was
appropriated this year by Congress
for bilingual education, and this is

nowhere near enough, said Dr.

Francisco Trilla, chairman of the

Puerto Rican Association of

National Affairs.

All of the officials stressed the

need for bilingual education as the

main wav to promote cultural

awareness, learning, and
cooperation among whites and
minorities.

The legislation would also in-

clude programs for children of

Indians, French-and Portuguese-
Americans, as well as the Spanish-
speaking Chicano. Puerto Rican
and Cuban minorities.

The legislation in its final form
should include mandatory
allocation formulas, the
spokesman said, to avoid local

disputes among minorities.

Impeachment Group Mobilizes A Chance To Express

Your Opinion
A group of Pioneer Valley residents has begun to

mobilize citizen support for impeachment of
President Richard M. Nixon.
Formation of the citizens' group-the Committee to

Impeach Nixon-was sparked more than a week ago
by President Nixon's firing of special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox. after Cox refused to halt
his legal efforts to obtain the President's con-
troversial Watergate tapes and documents.
Committee leaders have assured the press that

they will continue the impeachment drive "regar-
dless of whatever clever tricks Nixon performs with
the tapes." Members of the group cited a number of
reasons besides the Watergate scandal for im-
peaching the President: usurpation of Congressional
authority, as shown by the invasion of Cambodia
impoundment of Federal funds in defiance of the
courts manipulation of Federal agencies for per-
sonal political gain criminal campaign financing
criminal tax violation and others.

In a letter sent out this week to some 150 area ac-
tivists. Kenneth Mosakowski of Amherst, a member
of the impeachment committee, listed four "priority
actions " for success in the impeachment effort:

1 FUND-RAISING- For newspaper, radio, and

Debators Host
Tournament
This weekend the UMass Debate

Union will be the host of the
Thirteenth Annual Debate Tour-
nament. This will be
beginning on Saturday, November
3rd and ending on Sunday,
November 4th. Anyone interested
in seeing the administration
segment of a tournament is

welcome to come to Room 126
South College between 10:30 and
7:00 on Saturday and 8:30 and 5:00
on Sunday.

television ads urging people to flood Congress with
demands for impeachment. Contributions may be
sent to: Committee to Impeach Nixon, P.O. Box 373,
Hadley, Mass. 01035. More information is available
from finance chairwoman Nadine Gallo, 584-4972

2. IMPEACHMENT PETITIONS -Going door-to-
door to collect signatures on petitions which will be
presented to Congressmen Silvio Conte and Edward
Boland. Those who can help may contact either
Frank Dorman, 253-5065, or Barbara McGarrah, 253-
5M94, in Amherst Lisa Baskin, 584-6125, in Nor-
thampton Frances Gagnon, 781-0333, in Springfield
or Betty Harris, 568-9339, in Westfield.

3. LOBBYING THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COM-
MITTEE -This is the House committee where im-
peachment resolutions submitted by Congressman
Drinan and others will first be considered. Persons
interested in working in this area may contact Ted
Byrne, 536-7379

4 MEETING WITH CONTE AND BOLAND--
Anyone who would like to help organize a delegation
to meet with either Congressman to press the im-
peachment issue may contact either Russ Carrier,
584-2168 or Frances Gagnon. 781-0333.

The Common Cause will have a

table set up in the Campus Center
Thursday, November 2nd from 1-6

p.m.. and in the Student Center
Friday from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Any persons who are registered

voters in Massachusetts will have
the opportunity to sign two
petitions.

The first petition briefly sum-
marizes a proposed act that would
add a new chapter 268B to the
General Laws to require that
elected and appointed officials file

statements of economic interests.

Such statements would be public
records. The statements would be
filed with the State Secretary.
The second initiative petition is a

proposed act for the establishment
of the position of a Director of

Campaign and Political Finance
who would serve for a term of six

years and have primary respon

sibility for administering the laws

relating to campaign contributions

and expenditures.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

10:30a.m. -4:30 p.m.

(except during league play)

WATER BEDS

5 Year Guarantee

John - Ed

584-5136

An JM Mn4 $t ttmfii hoi? # Hem ih*t $ §ti horn, eooM mill?

ST.f\ECJS
RESTAURANT

Open
Mon.-Sat.

6a.m. -9p.m.
Sun.

8a.m. - 9p.m.

The place that serves breakfast from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to 9 p.m.).

Take a Friend To Dinner:
FRIED CHICKENand SPAGHETTI $250
BREADED VEAL CUTLETand SPAGHETTI $2.25

GRILLED PORK CHOPS with choice of

2 vegetables, bread and butter $2.50

FRIED CLAMS with Tartar Sauce
French Fries & cole slaw $2.45

GRILLED MINUTE STEAK with onion rings

choice of 2 vegetables, bread and butter $3.25

28 PLEASANT ST. Left at the Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5 Downtown Northampton. NORTHAMPTON

/

on THE LONG OF IT

Todays news is that LONG is back. You never knew it went
away? Well, it did for a while. Fashions tend to run in cycles, and
it looks as though there's a move afoot toward a more feminine
look. This is especially so with long dresses. I'm finding tremen-
dous customer interest in old fashioned floral designs, velvets — on
their own or mixed with prints, lace trim, and gross grain and
velvet ribbons. I sometimes feel as though I've walked into an
elegant party when two or more gals are parading in front of our
mirrors in their long, romantic finery. For some, I am certain it's

the first time they have ever worn a long dress. You can't imagine
how excited they get.

We ve had the same reaction to long skirts, too. The skirt ex-
citement is in styling and fabrics. The romantic look is catching on,
and the gals seem to be loving it. The party's just beginning. Why
don't you come in and have a ball at. .

.

STEWARTS COLLEGE TOWNE
% Main Street, Northampton

Legalities Of Consumer Protection
By RICHARD M. ROWLAND
A year ago, an enterprising

salesperson came to our idyllic and
naive sanctuary and promised, yea
verily the world which he lay at the
feet of some of our sisters. And it

came to pass, when our sisters set

forth to take possession of their

pots of gold in Las Vegas or Miami
Beach (all expenses paid, he said!

)

that they paid the transportation,

little did they know.
And what of the pots of gold, you

ask? Last year they were struck in

the shape of fine linen ( 12 twin size,

6 double size, 18 pillow cases, 20

towels of every description all in a
fine cedar chest) and this year pots

are pots (large, small sauce and
fry, roast, bake, broil and stew,)

plus stainless settings for 12. Now
we all can appreciate the need for

newly weds to be properly
acquitted when they entertain.

Some may ponder whether these
prospective families are likely to

be opening a hotel, however, since

the supply of linen and cookware
greatly exceeds the forseeable

needs of a mother and father and
ten fully grown children!

However, the horizons were
established and, in detail, they

were described in hues of glamor
and romance and the very, very
perfect home. All was possible for

only $5.00 per month until

graduation and then $25.00 per

month until retirement. For a $500

purchase the aspiring student
would pay, in fact, something like

$860.00 over three or four years.

Please do not for one minute
believe that this didn't happen this

year, last year and the year before.

Last year I arranged to rescind 200

contracts for violation of our laws.

The year before the number was
562 and this year 35 to date.

The statute which permits
citizens to protect themselves from
these "best of all possible" deals is

section 48 of chapter 93 which is

printed below. Keep in mind the

following requirements:

1. The transaction must occur
someplace not in the company's
store;

2. It must be for goods or service

or a personal, family or household

character in value more than $25;

and

3. It must be cancelled by notice
not later than three business days
later.

It is also helpful to keep in mind
that no reputable salesman of

quality goods or services can only
offer a good deal once. If the offer

is one of quality you may certainly

take the time to consider it and talk

to family, friends or counsellors

about it. If it's a "once in a lifetime
offer," I suggest that you opt for a
lifetime free of the problems it is

likely to bring you. The odds are
very great that the winner will be
you.

The statute is a very effective

consumer protection device and
you may benefit from reading it

over quite closely. Whether or not

you think it applies to you, if you
find yourself in a situation where
you believe that you have a valid

consumer conplaint you can
always contact the Attorney
General's Office in Boston or

Springfield for help.

Chapter 93 Section 48:

CANCELLATION OF
AGREEMENTS
Section 48: Buyer's right to

cancel agreement consummated at

place other than seller's place of

business for personal, family or

household goods or services in

excess of $25; form of agreement;
notice of cancellation; restoration

of parties; penalties.

A. An agreement providing for

the sale or lease of goods, or the

rendering of services, or both,

primarily for personal, family or

household purposes in excess of

twenty-five dollars in value and
which is consummated by a party

thereto at a place other than the

address of the seller or lessor,

which may be his main office or

branch thereof, may be cancelled

by the buyer for other than the

seller's of lessor's branch, whether
or not such agreement contains a

provision for periodic payments or

an extension or credit, provided by

the buyer, not later than midnight
of the third business day following

execution of the agreement,
notifies the seller or lessor that he
is canceling, and such cancellation

shall be effective thereupon.

B. Each such agreement shall

be in writing, signed by the seller

or lessor, contain his address
and all the terms agreed upon by
the parties or required by law. The
failure to include a required or an
agreed term or to deliver a copy of

the agreement signed by the seller

or lessor shall give the buyer the

right to cancel said agreement
until the omitted term is provided

or the copy of the agreement
deliveied. In either case, the time

period during which the buyer may
cancel under subsection A shall not

commence until the failure to

include terms or deliver a copy has

been corrected.

Each such agreement shall

contain the following statement,

appearing conspicuously on the

front page thereof :-

You may cancel this agreement
if it has been consummated by a

i Stall PhcMo - lireR ( mar>

The social event of the season was held at Hampshire Dining Commons last night as ten or so
^astronomically oriented students staged a throw-in in one of the rooms.

party thereto at a place other than
an address of the seller, which may
be his main office or branch
thereof, provided you notify the

seller in writing at his main office

or branch by ordinary mail posted,

by telegram sent or by delivery,

not later than midnight of the third

business day following the signing

of this agreement.
C. Notice of cancellation under

this section shall be given in

writing to the seller at the place of

business as set forth in the

agreement by ordinary mail
posted, by telegram sent or by
delivery, not later than midnight of

the third business day following

execution of the agreement.
D. In the event of cancellation

pursuant to this section the seller

or lessor shall refund to the buyer,
within ten days after such can-
cellation, all deposits, including
any down payment made under the
agreement, and redeliver any
goods traded in to the seller on
account of or in contemplation of

the agreement, less any
reasonable costs actually incurred
in making the goods ready for sale,

and shall return any copies of the

agreement signed by the buyer
with a notation indicating that it

has been canceled. The seller or
lessor shall be entitled to reclaim
and the buyer shall return
whenever possible or hold at the

seller's disposal any goods
received by the buyer under the

agreement The buyer shall incur

no additional liability for can-
cellation pursuant to this section.

E. Whoever violates any
provision of this section shall be
punished by a fine of not more than
five hundred dollars or by im-
prisonment for not more than six

months, or both

F. A violation of this section shall

constitute a violation of chapter
ninety three A
Added by St. 1970, c. 272.

Amended by St. 1970, c. 660

WATCH FRIDAY
FOR

DOMINO

TM Grows In Popularity
"It was completely different

from what I expected. When I went

to the indroductory lecture, I was
hoping to see a guru with white

robes, a long beard, and foreign

speech. Instead a guy with suit and
tie came out and gave some very

impressive scientific research on

Transcendental Meditation." This

was Robbie Brazil's first reaction

to TM. and it's not unlike most
peoples.

Continuing, he said, "I've been

meditating for six months now and
I've never felt more together

Meditation makes me feel relaxed,

refreshed, and alert. My friends

thought I was really being sucked

in. paying $45.00 - now most of

them are meditating too."

Research from Harvard Medical

School clearly indicates that one

achieves a deeper level of rest in

the twenty minute period ol TM
than at any point in a full night's

sleep (see Scientific American.

Feb. 1972). Research has been

continuing at colleges and
universities, psychiatric institutes,

hospitals, and prisons throughout

the Western world. TM involves no

belief, faith, devotion, special diet

in fact, there are strong agruments
to the effect that the state ex-

perienced in TM is as natural as

being awake, asleep, or dreaming
There will be a thorough

discussion analyzing the technique
of TM with special reference to

Maharishi's concepts of "con-
sciousness" and "transcending" in

a talk by Bill Lazarus tonight at

8:30 p.m in the Engineering East
Auditorium

SALE n n 2 - n 3

on

BEAN BAG CHAIRS $29.95 <»o °. value)

NEPTUNE WATER BEDS

CUSTOM BEDS
AVAMT GARDE FURNITURE AT

ilUSJl drOOD ZNOUtmht TO CAT*
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This Week's Special
NEWEST RELEASES -

Future Furnishings 103 No. Pleasant
Amherst

Bonnie Raitt

America
James Montgomery

Neil Young
Grateful Dead

Open 10-5:30 Daily
10-9 Thursday

List

$5.98

$5.98

$5.98

$5.98

$5.98

$3.18

$3.18

$3.79

$3.79

$3.98

Main St., Northampton
46 Elm St., Westfield

Tickets:

$1.50 I MA Students
$:{.oo Others

125 Ilerter Hall

Telephone 545-0202

Puerto Rican Traveling Theatre

Presents

"Pip© Subway No Sane Reir"
(in English)

November 2 and 3

Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m.
Presented by The Fine Arts Council

A Third World Cultural Series K\ent.
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Conspiracy Charged
In Turner Trial
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)-F. Lee Bailey charged Wednesday the

federal government was withholding vital evidence in the mail fraud trial

of the Boston lawyer, Orlando businessman Glenn W. Turner and seven

others.

Bailey, who is conducting his own defense, told U.S. District Judge
Gerald B. Tjoflat that the Federal Trade Commission, the Securities

Exchange Commission, the U.S. Postal Service and the Justice Depart-

ment acted in collusion to obtain the 28-count indictment.

The defendants are accused of using the mails to defraud people though

the sale of distributorships in Turner's firms, Koscot Interplanetary Inc.,

a cosmetics company, and Dare To Be Great, a motivational program.
Koscot. Dare To Be Great and parent company Glenn W. Turner En-

terprises were also named in the indictment returned in Orlando last

May.
FTC lawyer James R. Timoney asked Tjoflat to quash subpoenas

issued by Bailey seeking all correspondence between the FTC and the

three other federal agencies in connection with the operations of Turner
firms.

Timoru'v said some of the documents Bailey was seeking were covered

by executive privilege and others the agency did not have.

He handed the court an envelope containing documents he said were
letters to the FTC from state attorney generals around the country.

Bailey contended the federal agencies began working with the state

attorney generals on orders of President Nixon in 1972 just as he was
negotiating with the state officials to enter consent judgments to settle

cases against Turner.

"If this jury knows what went on they'll throw this case out the window
in 20 minutes," said Bailey. The hearing was held outside the presence of

the jury.

Bailey contended the papers he was seeking would prove there was a

conspiracy against the defendants.

Tjoflat took the matter under advisement.
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Staff t'hoto-Strve Rugglrs

President Dick Nixon made an unexpected visit to the UMass campus last night, and held his second
live news conference. A crowd of some 100 stopped to listen. They were horrored by the Halloween ap-
pearance.

MASSACHUSETTS ROUNDUP
Furlough System
In Danger
DEDIIAM. Mass. <AP> - A

Norfolk County Superior Court

Justice has dismissed escape
charges against two convicts and

his decision may end the state's

controversial furlough p.ogram.

In two separate escape trials.

Judge Corneilus Mounihan ruled

that the defendants were innocent

because there is no penaltv for

escape under statutes governing

the furlough program. The judge

also said the statute governing the

program is vague.

District Attorney George Burke
of Norfolk County said he has
asked (he legislature for

emergency legislation to correct
the law He alto said he asked the
Commissioner of Correction to

suspend the furlough program
until new safeguards are enacted
The furlough program was

established as part of the state's

omnibus prison reform bill in 1972.

Since then a number of prisoners
have failed to return from
furloughs including a convicted
murderer The escapes have
prompted considerable criticism

from the public and the legislature.

A spokesman for the district

attorney identified the two
defendants as Howard (). Baxter,
39. and Francis A Cox, 39. Both
were held at Norfolk prison colony,
(ox's trial was held Tuesday and
Baxter's was Oct. 18.

The district attorney said his

office still has 36 escape cases
pending trial and presumed they
would all be judged innocent unless

the statute is changed
Burke said the furlough program

would have to be suspended
because there was nothing stop-

ping a convict from no' returning.

"We would also like to ate the

lifers situation clarified." he said.

The state attorney general and the

correction department have been

at odds over whether men con-

victed of first degree murder are

eligible for furloughs. Burke said.

Justice Tauro
Rules On Flaschner

BOSTON ( AP) - Chief Justice G.
Joseph Tauro of the State Supreme
Court told Gov. Francis W. Sargent
Wednesday that it would be
inappropriate to consider the
temporary suspension of District

Court Chief Justice Franklin N.
Flaschner pending completion of
an investigation of charges against
Flasehner.

Sargent, in a letter to Tauro
Tuesday, said Exeuctive Coun-
cillor Edward M. O'Brien. D-
Kasthampton, had suggested that
the governor request Flaschner to

temporarily suspend himself from
all judicial duties.

Hie charges against Flaschner
were leveled by Airy. Lawrence
O'Donnell and special Justice
Margaret C. Scott of Dorchester
District court during proceedings
sparked by the effort to remove
Dorchester District Court Judge
Jerome P Troy from the bench

Mrs Scott and O'Donnell said

Flaschner had intervened on
behalf of Kevin Cummins, a
spokesman for a Dorchester
citizens group and one of Troy's
major detractors, prior to a
probation surrender hearing
before Mrs. Scott

Flaschner has denied that he
acted improperly.

Tauro. in a letter to Sargent
Wednesday, said he had been in-

formed by Frederick G Fisher,

Jr . president of the Massachusetts
Bar Association that the com
mittee on judicial complaints
planned an investigation

Trucker Holds

Overload Story
BOSTON (API - A trucker who

was subpoenaed to testify before a
legislative commission in-

vestigating truck overloading in

the state pleaded the Fifth
Amendment Wednesday rather
than produce records of his

deliveries to a Massachusetts Port

Authority land fill site.

Gerald F. Kelleher of Brockton
made the plea, his lawyer said,

because "the testimony which he
very much wants to give could
submit him to personal jeopardy."
Members of the commission had

submitted to the legislature a bill

to grant immunity to witnesses
appearing before the commission,
but the measure was killed in the
House. There is alreadv a law
giving special commis^jns the
power to grant immunity and
Kelleher 's lawyer is considering
whether it would give him suf-

ficient protection against
prosecution

Also testifying Wednesday was
Charles Mudd of the J. E. Greiner
Co of Baltimore, the structural

designers of the Mystic River
Budge which collapsed here in

September after an overloaded
truck crashed into a support
column, bringing down a section of

the bridge and killing the driver.

Mudd said the support columns
were not designed with the thought
that vehicles of any weight might
l>e 1'rashing into them but he said
he thought a column might
withstand a car crashing into it, if

not an overloaded truck. He was
unable to give an estimate of the
impact a support column could
withstand
He added that the support

columns are generally placed
behind a railing or concrete wall
where a vehicle would have trouble
getting at them, but several of the
support columns on the Mystic
Bridge are exposed to traffic"

McGrath announced that a
major priority of the commission
at this time will be establishing a
complete listing of the 5,000
bridges in the state.

Nuns Band
As Consumers

BOSTON (AP) — A group of
5,000 nuns from the Archdiocese of

Boston have banded together to
lobby for a bill which would require
utility companies to pay the costs

of the attorney general's office and
consumer council in rate case.

Sister Arlene Marie of the Sisters

of Mercy told newsmen Wednesday
that the group has been disturbed
by "the pro-industry and utility

posture of the Massachusetts
Senate, coupled with an anti-

consumer stance in the utility

area."

Committee Reviews
Discrimination

BOSTON <AP) - Gov. Francis
W Sargent announced the ap-
pointment of a committee to

review the Massachusetts Com-
mission Against Discrimination
Wednesday.
Sargent said he appointed the

committee in light of recent
criticism of the MCAD
"questioning its effectiveness and
sincerity.

It is essential that the citizens
of the commonwealth have com
plete confidence in the ability and
commitment of this agency to
carry out its mandate," Sargent
said. "It is my hope that this
review will produce any necessary
changes and better enable this
important agency to continue its

work to eliminate discrimination in

Massachusetts."

Rivals Meet
BOSTON ( AP) - The 87th game

in the nation's oldest high school
football match will be played
Thanksgiving Day at Boston
University's Nickerson Field.
The Rivalry between Boston

Latin and Boston English High
Schools dates back to 1886
Boston Latin holds a 39-34-13

advantage in the series. Last
year's contest resulted in a 40-0

victory for Boston Latin.

HELP!

Assistant Manager

Full Time Sales

Part Time Sales

Apply in Person

Fri. — 10a.m. 3 p.m.

&
Sat. — 4 p.m. -6p.m.

Beau Britches

Mountain Farms Mall

Dave Strickland

or.fju in € t 4 &i € a 4 rv e e \

A New Antique Shop!
In downtown Amherst
at Peter Pan bus stop

Hours— 12 noon to 5 p.m.

For your holiday giving glass, tools,

jewelry, prints, maps, and collectables.

79 South Pleasant Street

253-7418
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Dr. Geoffrey Boothroyd of the

mechanical and aerospace engineering

department of UMass has been awarded
the Western Electric Fund Award for

excellence in the instruction of

engineering students. The award, made
in association with the American
Society of Engineering Education,
recognizes his contributions in the form
of publications, the development of new
laboratory and lecture courses,
development of research and teaching

laboratories, development of an entirely

new discipline in manufacturing
technology and automatic assembly,

and meritorious service on international

technical committees.

Christian Scientists

Attend Meeting
This past weekend several members of the UMass

Christian Science Organization attended a New
England regional meeting for Christian Science

college students held A Smith College.

The meeting was sponsored by the Christian

Science Organizations at Smith, UMass, and Mt.

Holyoke, and the two day session drew over 300

people from the surrounding states. The meeting
included workshops and talks by several speakers of

prominence in the world-wide Christian Science

movement.
The theme of the meeting was "Discovering the

Freedom of Commitment" and topics dealt with

defining these two seemingly contradictory ideas and

showing the application and benefits of commitment.
The Christian Science Organization at the

University holds weekly inspiration/testimony

meetings Tuesdays, 6:45 p.m., C.C., and heartily

invites all those who are interested in attending.

Black Film Series:

ContemporaryChurch
"Let The Church Say Amen" a feature length color

documenta-y about the struggle of the Black Church
to stay relevant in the Black Liberation struggle will

be shown tonight as the History of Black Film series
begins its contemporary films segment. The film was
directed and written by St. Clair Bourne who will be
present at the showing of his film tonight. The theme
music is written and played by Roberta Flack and
Donny Hathaway and B.B. King will also be heard
singing "Midnight."
Though shot in documentary style, "Let the

Church Say Amen" is based on actual events and
uses real people instead of actors. Bourne, who has
taught film courses all over the country was the
producter for television's Black Journal. He has
also just completed directing and anti drug film

produced by Godfrey Cambridge.
In a statement on the purposes of the Black Church

film Executive Producer, David Briddell said "We
are presenting three non-scripted contemporary
experiences of the Black Church for what it is... the

portrayal of the struggle of a people to create a
meaningful Black Church." He went on to hope that

the viewer "Will experience that struggle in such a
way that it will help him deal with what it means for

the Black church to be about the liberation of Black
people."

U.N. Blue Berets

Now Buffer Forces
By FORI) Bl'RKHART
Associated Press Writer

UNITED NATIONS. N.Y. (AP) - The men who
wear the blue berets of United Nations peacekeeping
forces are soldiers of a special breed.

The beret is worn today by military men of many
nations assigned to U.N. duty as buffer forces in

Kashmir, in Jerusalem, on the Mediterranean Island

of Cyprus - and since last week by a new emergency
force in Egypt.
Canadian Gen. E.L.M. Burns, who took command

of the first U.N. emergency force in Egypt in 1956,

said:

"It's a strange role for a man who has been trained

all of his life as a military officer to go to war."
"We're not out there as an occupying force. We're

not there to fight. Not to gain a victory," he said. "We
are there to separate two combatants and to preserve
the peace."
Burns' men came from the armies of Brazil,

Canada, Indonesia, Colombia, Denmark, Finland,

India, Norway, Sweden and Yugoslavia.

Some of them wore baseball-type caps. The Indians

wore turbans. Others borrowed U.S. Army plastic

helmet liners and spray-painted them blue.

That year the U.N. command adopted the blue

beret as its symbol.
Since then about 100,000 men have worn it along

with the blue U.N. scarf and shoulder patch. They
have served in West Irian in the South Pacific, in

Lebanon, in the Congo and elsewhere.

Walk-A-Thon To Be Held
For Belchertown Residents
On November 17, 1973 a walk-a-thon designed to raise funds for the

physical renovation and implementation of new programs for the

Adolescent Training Unit of the Belchertown State School will be held.

This unit is comprised of male and female residents ranging in age, 10-24

years, who are moderately retarded. The Adolescent Training Unit is a

starting point for the resident's entry into a normalized community at-

mosphere.
Presently, the conditions under which these people live strip them of

the human dignity which is necessary for all human beings to attain. The
residents sleep in large im personalized wards, eat in huge dining halls,

lack private toilet facilities and have little privacy for themselves. They
lack a much needed self-respect. Prolonging the existence of the

residents in such conditions simply makes it more difficult each day for

the resident to learn the basic skills needed for them to be assimilated

into the community. The results of this walk would provide immediate

improvement to the building, itself, and to the establishment of in-

novative programs which the residents are in dire need of. Improvement
of the physical environment will effectuate an immediate positive change

in the psychologcal and social environment of the resident living in the

Adolescent Training Unit

The walk will be a community effort drawing from young and old alike.

Participants are expected from Amherst, Belchertown, Hadley, South

Hadley, and surrounding areas. The walk will begin at Sheldon Field,

Northampton, at 8:00 a.m. on Saturday, November 17, 1973. Each hiker

will be expected to receive renumeration from business and individual

sponsors for each mile hiked (eg. -25 cents a mile). The monetary goal is

$15,000-the real goal is the betterment of a group of individuals.

Volunteer workers and walkers are desperately needed. Please call

253-5897, 546-8271 or 253-7461 for further details.

Co/one/
Sanders Big Clam

Fry . .

.

Wednesdays and Thursdays, Only . .

.

|——————— Feeds 4 6 ———
Boat of tend^rsweet

baby clams
Quart of French Fries
Pint of Cole Slaw
Quart of Soda

499

Clip the coupon

Chicken-In seating for 54
Chicken Out Delivery Free

254-8745

KMtefcy fried QMm.
Rte. 9 (across from Zayre's) Hadley

256-8745

Back inthe

again
Walkover"

aou£& Shoes

8 Main St., Amherst

"Horn of the Boot Conor

KJUJK, I KJU I

Restaurant - Supfar Club

Tuesday THE ENDLESS KNIGHTS

STUDENT NIGHT

Wednesday ALL YOU CAN EAT ,

10 Item Selected Menu

Thursday The Polynesian Show
No Cover

Friday

8. POLYNESIAN
Saturday REVUE ($i.w cow)

Sunday Dancing with the

Polynesian Band

10 BELCHERTOWN RD., AMHERST 256-8336
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£ Tripoli

Cooperation
It seems as if just about anyone who's connected with any student,

cultural, or athletic organization on this campus wants or needs space in

the Collegian at some point in time or another. And it also seems that
we're always on someone's enemies list for failure to comply in the hoped
for manner with the requests we receive. Hard feelings ensue. Hopefully,
the community will have a better idea of how to go about procuring the
necessary space by reading this.

First, we have to have a reasonable amount of time prior to when you'd
like to see something printed so we'll be able to set aside the space.
Second, you'll have to consult the appropriate departmental editor for the
room you desire. If you need a news notice, see the News Editor, for
sports, the Sports Editor, and so forth.

One thing we do object to, though, is the feeling of some people that
we're making political judgements if we exclude them or decide to handle
their topic on our own. It takes a lot of understanding, I know, to be
told that we'd rather do it on our own or that our priorities aren't yours,
but it happens.
Another problem that we encounter is pressure from special interest

groups. The first time we encountered this sort of thing a year ago we
caved in completely to a large physical presence in our office. This poor
piece of editorial judgement on our part hopefully did not lead to the
impression that that's the only way to get something into the Collegian.
The reason I bring this up now is that it almost happened again last

week. Some people think it did happen. Having been out of town myself I

can't really tell. But it can't be allowed to happen, and it won't.
Cooperation we can dig. Coercion, we can't.

On another front, the continuing saga of Joel Stoneham and Food
Service continues. Last summer I called for Stoneham's immediate firing
in an editorial commentary for the summer paper. It appears that the
issues are considerably heavier than I imagined at the time, and
hopefully they'll come to light before the end of the semester In fact, the
Rents and Fees Committee of the Student Senate is holding an open
meeting to discuss Food Services and possible board increases for next
semester some time next week If you're interested it might be worth
your while to go. Watch this newspaper for details.

At any rate, it now appears that more than one head both in and out of
the Department should roll The indictment on Stoneham stands, but
maybe for a different reason, or another one to go along with
mismanagement, failure to reveal the internal and external University
forces behind the Food Services mess (a form of mismanagement itself

)

Stay tuned for the thrilling details.

Steve Tripoli is Editor-in-Chief of the Collegian.
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Remember The Past
"If lam not for myself, who will be for me? Being

only for myself, what am I? And if not now, when?"—
Hillel

I am Jewish. I was not born in Israel, nor have I

ever been to Israel. My parents and grandparents
were not born in Israel, nor have they ever been
there. Yet, from the day I entered Hebrew School, I

have been told that Israel is my homeland.
My hands never toiled in Israeli sand and soil, yet I

feel a twinge of pride when I hear tales and see pic-
tures of the fertile Israeli plains and orange groves
which the Israeli people created from barren desert.
Now Israel is engaged in a military conflict which

threatens its very existence, and I am forced to

question my role in this saddening situation. I refused
to fight for the United States in the Viet Nam war, as I

reject the concept of war in its entirety, and yet I

have ambivalent sentiments toward defending the
State of Israel.

As an American Jew, what should Israel mean to

me?
I asked this question to Noach Hashachar, assistant

to Rabbi Aryeh Meir, and this is what he told me:
"The Jewish people have learned throughout the

course of history that the minute we seem secure in a
certain country, the tides turn," said Noach. "We
have learned the lesson of history—we can't depend
completely on any government or country. We must
depend upon ourselves for our survival and
security," he said.

"Some people tend to take the concept of Zionism
out of proportion and distort it," he continued. "They
take it to by synonymous with imperialism,
colonialism, and expansionism. The concept of
Zionism is to establish a homeland for the Jewish
people. Zionism is much deeper than the surface 19th

century concept drafted by Theodore Herzel," said
Noach
"Zionism to the Jewish people is a concept that has

existed ever since the destruction of the Second
Temple in 70 AD. It was and is the hope of Zion," he
concluded.

The Middle East conflict is a prime example of how
an international crisis can internally divide peoples
of other nations, and even students at universities.
We don't need any more fighting we don't need any
more war. Those who forget the past, we are told, are
condemned to relive it.

Yes, the Jewish people must learn the lesson of
history and defend their sacred homeland. We may
need to return there someday—if not us, perhaps our
children.

But the American people must learn the lessons of
war, how it weakens a nation and corrodes a people's
morale.

I appeal to the University community, Jewish and
Gentile, black and white:

We don't need fighting. We've already witnessed
the destruction and horrors of war. We don't need
emotion-charged shouting matches between Arab
supporters and those sympathetic towards Israel.
That won't work, either.

What we do need is mutual understanding of all
political ideologies in order to strive for a harmonious
future. I feel understand and accept the principles of
Zionism. If necessary, I will help defend the State of
Israel. But I will also try to understand those who
disagree with my views. And I ask them to do the
same.

Jerry Lazar is Executive Editor of the Collegian.

Steve Anderson

Concert Season

PHUlips

THE NIXON GAtto

The strange phenomeno' of John
McLaughlin and the Ma..uvishnu
Orchestra performing in the
Student Union Ballroom to a less

than capacity crowd and Donny
Hathaway facing a nearly vacant
Cage occurred this weekend. The
Program Council sponsored
McLaughlin; while the Concert
Committee presented Hathaway in

the first concert in the Cage in

almost three years. Why did

McLaughlin perform in the
Ballroom to a larger crowd than
Hathaway did in the Cage and why
was the attendance so poor?
The McLaughlin concert could

probably have filled the Cage if it

were held there. He didn't perform
there simply because the sponsors
couldn't make the necessary
arrangements. It takes substantial
bargaining to get the Cage; time
must be alloted for the removal and
replacement of athletic equipment
(the basketball team is practicing
there now ) and the construction of
a stage. Quite frankly, the
Program Council could not have
gotten the Cage when they signed
McLaughlin because these
arrangements could not be met.
Still, they did present a fine con-
cert with adequate security.
Criticism should not be aimed at
them for not having McLaughlin in

the Cage; instead praise should be
lauded on them for being willing to

take a financial loss and provide so
much entertainment. Their lack of
advertising, and tight security
measures assured that there would
not be a repeat of the Traffic riot

three years ago. Anyone who
complained that they couldn't get
tickets doesn't know that there
were over 100 tickets left unsold.
And anyone who complains that
they made plans to go home before
they found out about the concert
must concede that whatever they
went home for was worth more to
them than hearing McLaughlin.
The Hathaway concert was

sponsored by the Concert Com-
mittee, which is funded by the
Student Senate and presents the
Spring concert each year. The fact
that only one thousand seats out of
a possible four thousand were sold
indicates that a mistake in
judgement was made in the choice
of performers. Not that the groups
weren't good, just that they
weren't popular But before one

can discuss the choice of per-

formers other factors must be
taken into consideration. First,

there was the McLaughlin concert.

Most people will not buy tickets to

two concerts on the same weekend.
The dual performance was not
necessarily the Concert Com-
mittee's fault either. Second, there
is the difficulty in gauging a groups
popularity; checks were made
with local radio stations and record
shops to determine if this concert
would be a success and there was
little evidence that it would fail.

Most important there is the
problem of who's available and
how much they cost. This is the
crucial question. If you use the
critera of attendance and financial

success the concert was a failure;

however if you judge the concert
by the quality of the music it was a
success.

Tne Concert Committee ob-
viously did not decide to present a
show that would not sell out. Their
security measures, ad-
vertisements, and the rest of the
arrangements they made clearly
indicate that they are not inept. It

is possible that during their ex-

tensive study of possible acts they
developed tastes that most Umies
don't have. They acquainted
themselves with music that most
people aren't conscious of.

The recent concerts were not
mismanaged; on the contrary,
they were very well run. The
disappointing turnout was, in part,
indicative of a change of this

campus and the in the music in-

dustry. I Mass concerts used to be
a major event; they were a rare
opportunity to see a big name
group. If one of the Five Colleges
didn't sponsor a show you would
have to go to Boston to see top
notch performers. But now we
have the Springfield Civic Center
which has presented the Dead and
Tull since it opened. Hartford has
even been presenting some decent
performers. The promoters of
these events not only draw our
attention away from campus
performances; they also draw the
groups away. Last weekend was
the start of the concert season. It

will be a fine season.

Steve Anderson is a Collegian
columnist.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all
letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.
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Letters To The Editor

Ignorance Due To News Bias
To The Editor:

This is in response to the article and the letter by
Zamir Nestlebaum, both of which were recently

published in the Daily Collegian. His article is a

typical example of the general ignorance of the

Middle East situation shown by many on this campus
as well as in the nation. This is due mainly to the one
sided, uninformative news reports in this country.

Some may say that this is not possible in America
"the beautiful". Well, let's face it, this type of

reporting has happened in the past ( Interpretations

in American History, Grob & Bilias, Vol. II, article by
Arthur S. Link, pages 244-261), and will continue to

happen as long as the American people allow it to. It

was this type of journalism that certainly helped
plunge the U.S. into the Spanish-American War and
led us into World War I.

How many students on this campus (or in the

nation) are aware that the Israelis have used
NAPALM on the Arabs? This report was con-

veniently kept out of major U.S. publications but was
published by a Socialist newspaper often sold on this

campus ( and no, I am not a Socialist) Where are all

the people who demonstrated and protested against

Dear Stooges
To The Editor:

It has been said that the world is divided into two
halves those who laugh at the Three Stooges, and
those who wonder why they do.

Well. Moe Howard has indicated that he would be

pleased to visit UMass and speak and share his

treasured memories with us.

However, DVP, who will sponsor Moe. needs some
expressions of support from student stooges to

convince them that Moe is a worthwhile recipient of

their funds

I know he is. and I know you know he is, so I would

hope that you show your support for the living legend

by writing in to DVP and/or the Collegian. Do it soon

This may be vour only chance to get your eyes poked.

Bill Ballou

A Continuous Past
To The Editor:

I In reply to Eric Teal. Collegian. Oct. 30)

Who are you to say what the true spirit of the

University \s
n

It is the path to the future. I agree. But
the future is made up of a continuous past. One's life

doesn't begin at year one of college-so couldn't part of

that future be forged from the pasf If a man or wom-
an has come to the University with a meaningful
relationship already established, it should be looked
on as an accomplished goal that one need not seek
further. Of course meeting new people is a continuous

process in life which should I and does I happen He or

she is very free to form new friendships and enjoy
new experiences-whether there's someone back
home or not They just have no need for a new love.

Why do you feel there is stagnation'
1 To black out.

drop, dismiss, and totally erase such a significant

bond as love-merely because it was born at home-is a

butcherous measure Why do you think relationships

are handy toys, easily discarded Be patient. Eric,

someone's bound to break away sooner or later If

they don't, at least you'll know why
l.ori Di( esare

this in Vietnam?
Mr Nestelbaum. you state that the Arabs attack-

ed Israel on her most holy day and this, consequently,

was a cowardly act on the Arabs part. As far as I can
remember, there was a great controversy over who
actually instigated this most recent war, and again
the news media and conflicting reports Trom both
sides are to blame. Did you also know, or forget to

mention that at the time the war broke out, this was
the most holy time of the year for the Arabs of the
Moslem religion during this time the Moslems fast

from sunrise to sunset.

You speak of the "narrow-mindedness
selfrightousness that pervades the Arab movement",
but show no justification of this fact, ( which also may
be said to apply to the Jewish feelings on this issue)

.

As an example, I give you the Jewish students and
supporters present at the rally sponsored by the
Committee In Defense of the Palestinian-Arab
Struggle When they opposed a view of or statement
of the speakers, did they raise an intelligent response
to it? No. they either laughed, snickered, shook their

heads or stormed off.

Next you say that the Arabs refuse to recognize
Israel's right to live, the Jew's right to existence and
basic human needs. What, Mr. Nestelbaum, do you
feel toward one and one half million Palestinian
refugees in Israel, who live under martial law. whose
children are denied decent opportunities for

education and who are denied job opportunities and
decent pay? Do you know that the Palestinian
refugees must survive on SEVEN CENTS A DAY,
while the United States has given Israel 2.2 billion

dollars. OVER HALF OF THE GROSS NATIONAL
PRODUCT of Israel''

I would like to suggest that you attend some af the

teach-ins to be held by the Committee in I Mens*' of

the Palestinian-Arab Struggle, not to biaiuwasii ,v,

( as the news media in the U.S. has towards iht

continual support of Israel) into becomming anti-

Jewish, but because you say, and I quote, "I have
respect for the Arab people as I do for all people
Come and be educated about the Arabs and the

Palestinians.

I urge all people to look on this situation with an
open mind, and listen to both sides.

War is war, and this country, along with the rest of

the world, has had enough. Let us all unite and
protest United States intervention in the Middle East.

Vincent Boshar

Forced To Hitchhike
To The Editor:

In response to North Burn's letter, although we
agree that there are traffic hazards caused by hit-

chhikers, we resent the implication that there are

buses available to all hitchhikers. There are no buses

to Riverglade or Brittany Manor Apartments. Sup-

posedly, a bus line to this area would interfere with

the public transportation route. However, neither the

Five College bus nor the public transportation will

stop in the immediate vicinity of East Hadley Rd.

Therefore, we are forced to either walk from

Amherst College or hitchhike Perhaps one solution

lo thir problem would be the establishment of a new
bus stop .r Nancy Ayoub,

Jane Coakley.
I.\dia /, ii (m. in

Fantastic Cartoons
To The Editor:

It occurred to me while smiling recently, how well off we are with the

talents of Kris Jackson and Don McGilvray who put out such fantastic

cartoonwork day after day. I haven't stopped laughing since they fixed
Outer Space. Kudos!

Dave Drolet

Culinary Delights
Dear Joel Stoneham:

I trust, that by this time, you've already noticed that most colorful
array of dried regurgitation, found at the rear exit of Berkshire Com-
mons. Could this, perchance, be indicative of the savory culinary delights
served daily, in our fine, upstanding dining halls 9 Surely, to remove this
would be a gross affront to the artistic community. Therefore, I rest
assured that there are no plans for its removal. Thank you, sir, for yet
another feature that was totally unexpected.
Not only are we served gout quality foods here at UMass, but we also

receive large-size portions of them. Just think of those two luscious
hamburgers, served often enough at the DC! Why, the suspense and the
very mastery of not knowing what you'll find upon biting into one of the
little beauties is enough to shake the fillings from your teeth! Oh! Those
long awaited increased portions of starch, and more starch! For
example: those lukewarm french fries that give illusion of a full plate;
and the stuffing that makes the turkey look as if it's been piled high, when
in reality we are getting less. These are to mention but a few.
How could we ever hope to forget the memory of wrestling with the

cube steak (or. "mystery meat", as we affectinately refer to it) during
the evening meal? I've also witnessed the awarding of an extra slice of
meatloaf which is. supposedly, an amelioration of past meals. However, I

have the distinct impression. Mr Stoneham, that you are cutting it a bit

thin (Close, but no cigar, Joel)

I. for one, will never forget tonight's meal. A friend and I "fed" at 5:00
p.m., and an hour later we were still very, very hungry; the reason being
that the quality of roast beef served led us to believe that it was from
those poor cattle that suffocate on the train. Where in the world do you get
this stuff, anyway" Are you, perhaps, affiliated with Ruby Vine's
Railroad Salvage? Or maybe this food, and I use the term loosely, that we
are subjected to is the culmination of a nation-wide search? One must
have to search far and wide in order to find food as cheap as this, yet still

sanctioned "fit" for human consumption -at lest, by your standards.
What next, Mr Stoneham. the Purina Company? Maybe you've already
explored this possibility. Are these to be the memories that each and
every one of us will keep in our hearts forever*' (Or is that heartburn?
Well, nobody's perfect. Joel.)

If. perchance, you feel that I am being much too critical, or too cynical,
it could be due to the fact that I have been eating at the dining commons
much too long now. Have you ever given any consideration at all, dear
Joel, to the phrase. "You are what you eat'"'

Dennis S. Racine

Shouts And Honks
By MARK VOGLER

WASHINGTON. DC. -A small but vocal demonstration infront of the

White House Saturday afternoon reflected a growing concern among
American people that the Nixon administration has gone too tar and that

the surrender of the tapes is not enough to quell the cries for im-
peachment.
There's a strong indication -juding from the determination displayed

by demonstrators here -that people are just fed up with Mr. Nixon and
can no longer accept his sale pitch.

The release of the tapes last week momentarily postponed the high
prospects of the President's exile from the presidency. However, his

behavior during the Mid East crisis-his over-reacting which still merits
an explanation and his abusement at the hands of the press Friday night

have further tarnished his image as one who is capable of governing this

country.

Surely, Congress must make the first move to achieve impeachment

-

and the prospects aren't all that exceptional since the tapes release

Vet, the sale of impeachment stickers is multiplying, the word im-
peachment has become a household word and Western Union continues to

be flooded with telegrams emphatically demanding the ouster of a man
who has betrayed the trust of millions. The beat goes on.

Leal than a thousand mobilized around the White House Saturday,
chanting impeachment slogans while the President was recuperating
Irom his Friday Night confrontation many miles away in Camp David.

Bttl the President heard the shouts and the honking horns just the same.
'Alien the traffic congestion died down on Pennsylvania Avenue,
Mctorpolitan Police retaliated by sacking honking motorists with five-

dollar citations for unnecessary use of the horn. It will take more than the
D C. police to slow up the momentum of the impeachment backers as
Nixon s days pass on.

I In » 'imposition of the crowd was encouraging with respect to a^e, but

did not have many minority people. The size of the crowd, while disap-

pointing since it fell way off from its projected 5,000, attacked Nixon's
credibility with gusto, carrying a wide assortment of signs as the more
enthusiastic donned Nixon i ostumes. I guess it may turn into a Halloween
fad - Nixon in jail ^arb
A spokesman for one of the coalitions to impeach the President said the

demonstration was kept "in low key" at the advice of Ralph Nader. They
may want to let the momentum stall in anticipation of big waves coming
from this week's resumed Watergate hearings and the Senate judiciary's
inquiry into circumstances surrounding the firing of Special Independent
Prosecutor Archibald Cox. This may be their strategy.
Youngsters, young people and elderly folks were all out t' re ex-

pressing themselves in their own way. There were no incidents, b it was
surprising. The manner in which the police lined up like an arn « iuld

seem to invite trouble.

In the coming weeks Washington based committees for impeachment
plan to multiply their efforts Some even see a march on Washington by
delegations across the country.

It Nixon does have a silent majority, they better make themselves
heard The consensus of people in this town is that Richard Nixon should
be impeached And the polls around the country are climbing in his

disfavor every day.

Mark Vngler is o Collegian commentator based in Washington. D.C.
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More Letters To The Editor
Middle East Teach-in

To The Editor:

"The two-and-a-half million Jews in Israel want to ensure their rights,

not only individual freedom and freedom of worship, but to live in a
sovereign state of their own. They want what Fatah, even in their most
liberally phrased declarations, is not prepared to grant them - the right of
sell determination as a national entity within a sovereign territorial

framework. The problem is not a personal one of a given number of in-

dividual Jews but of a framework for a specific human entity possessing

its own culture, political structure and awareness of identity . In the same
way. the problem of the Palestinians is not that of individual rights to a
certain house or plot of land but that of self-determination as a national

body
The problem of the Middle-East is one of two peoples struggling for

national sovereignty. Many Israeli Jews are moving towards an
awareness of the Palestinian entity. It has not been easy for them. For
many years the only spokesman for the Palestinians whose words
reached Israeli ears, spoke of the destruction of their state. The reaction

in the context of modern Jewish history, a completely human one —
"NEVER AGAIN! !

!" If only there had been Arab voices of moderation,
of compromise There was only the rhetoric of Khartoum — "no
negotiations, no recognition." So the struggle deepened and again — war,
suffering, and bloodshed.

The time has come for BOTH the Arabs and Israelis to realize that

intransigence can only bring more of the same. Both the Israelis and the

Palestinians want an end to the conflict and the suffering. What has not

been understood is that their suffering is intertwined — inseparable. It is

in such a frame of reference that a teach-in on the Middle-East is being
held tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Campus Center, Room 113. We call upon all

people of good-will — people who are tired of hearing worn-out rhetoric of

hate and intransigence — to join us in a discussion of the causes and
prospects for peace in the Middle-East.

Ilillel

Rational Discussion Needed
To The Editor:

I appreciate Mr Rosenfield's concern about the biased response by
some members of the University community toward the relative Middle
East positions of the two superpowers. However, Mr. Rosenfield's lack of

knowledge about the Middle East is painfully obvious. The letter was
merely one more example of the vast amounts of propaganda, slogans,
and general misinformation, by both Pro-Israeli and Pro-Arab groups,
which have flooded the campus. Rational discussion of the Middle East
issues is sorely needed on this campus. Therefore, I invite Mr. Rosen-
field, and the University community, to attend a Middle East teach-in

tonight in Room 113 of the Campus Center at 8:00 p.m.

Fred London

Political Music
To The Editor:

There is a large sign in the Student Union advertising the coming to the

University of the Leningrad Philharmonic, "direct from the Soviet

Union." "Philharmonic" means "lover of harmony", but in the Soviet

Union today there is no harmony. Political dissenters are still regularly

sent to forced labor camps and insane asylums, and on the world scene
the Soviet Union works to promote wars and extinguish freedom. In the

last ten years, the Soviet Union has provoked two wars in the Middle
East, sent its tanks into Prague to crush Czechoslovakia's brief spring

time of freedom, armed North Vietnam for a war that cost over fifty

thousand American lives, and brought the long dark night of Stalinism
back to the Russian and Eastern European peoples.

The masters of the Kremlin believe, however, that sending fine musical
groups like the Leningrad Philharmonic abroad will make people forget

their record Do not say that music is non-political, in the Soviet Union
nothing is non political Even the basic human right ot freedom or wor-
ship is not non-political For these reasons. I ask those of the university

community who were planning to attend this orchestral concert to

boycott it and. if they wish, to buy a record instead. Do not deceive
yourselves, the Leningrad Philharmonic will be here as representatives
of the Soviet state. Donald M. Auslern

Latin Soul

To The Editor:

I have just read Zoe Best's article "Free Puerto Rican Nationalists

March." I know that Zoe Best is not Puerto Rican, but what she does have
is "latin soul", which to me is just as important.

I was deeply moved by her article, as I'm sure every other Puerto

Rican with some degree of consciousness was.
"Borinquen's" struggle for independence is a long and frustrating

history which is still very much alive today. The main problem or better

still, "argument", in favor of colonialization, is one of economic reasons,

but it seems that every lime we try to take a step towards economic in-

dependence, some capitalistic interests (both Puerto Rican and
American) stifle it. For instance, during the last governor's stay in

power, there was an effort to form a Caribbean Common Market with San

Juan as the base city. Governor Ferrer, with his interests in the cement
industry and his close alliance with American "big business", completely

killed all hopes of putting the plan into action.

When you see yourself being pitted against these monstrous forces, in

the struggle for liberty, you can see the need for a Nationalist Party, for

independence groups not only in Puerto Rico, but in whatever nation this

situation may be existing. Severence from the United States and its

dominating force is what w j need, and if we need to employ methods like

the ones the Nationalist Party advocates, then let it be! As Reuben
Berrios, a present leader and spokesman for the independence movement
in the island, said, "Violar la ley del imperio, es cumplir la ley de la

patria", "To violate the law of the empire is to comply with the law of the

fatherland."

In the beginning of this article, I stated that I was deeply moved by Zoe
Best's article. I lied. The truth of the matter is that I was very saddened
by it. Saddened, because I realized the bonds around me, around the

beautiful shores of "Borinquen". Freedom is a precious thing, it must be

beautiful to experience it! "Muerte o libertad!Que viva Puerto Rico
libre! 1868" "Grito de Lares", 23 deseptiembre 1868.

Miguel A. Estremera

D.V.P. Needs New People

It's Great
To The Editor:

I think it's about time the Student
Senate Transit Service got some
praise for all the ^ood things it's

doing for the UMass Transit
System. I think it's great!

Jane Alinovi

HALLOWEEN

BARGAINS
(Wri. - Sat.)

Group of

Shoes

o
20% F

F
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&
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To The Editor:

On behalf of the Distinguished

Visitors Program. I would like to

encourage all Freshmen and
Transfer students to consider
applying for membership on the

DVP Committee. DVP plans and
runs approximately twenty
programs per year. Members are
constantly active working on
programs and with speakers in-

volved in a wide range of con-

temporary issues and interests.

Because of this responsibility to

the university community we are
encouraging people to apply who:
1 > can draw ideas and experiences

Irom their backgrounds of

minority interests, of special in-

terests in a field of endeavor, or of

lecture programming; and 2) are
prepared to commit their energies
to all DVP responsibilities and
activities.

I hope that all Freshmen and
Transfer students who feel they
have something to contribute to

DVP will apply. Applicationscan be
obtained in the Student Activities

office on the balcony floor of the
Student Union. Due date is

November 12, and applications
should be returned to the DVP
office, 428 Student Union or to the
Student Activities Office.

For more information call 545-

0920 Hope to see your application.

Roger Lewenberg
Chairperson. DVP

SPECIAL

Women's $10
Rock

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

the
SHCC
UN
187 North Pleasant St.

FREE
AFflES

BEETLE
SERVICE

_<*

,S|Rwe,
o

BEETLE SERVICE • 2 Hampton Ave., Northampton 584-9788

Next to Peter Pan Bus Terminal

h.xjtort Si>n i< <> for Good Privet

Grand Opening

Masse's Fish
of Amherst

(formerly Amherst Seafood Mkt.)

103 N. Pleasant St.

(across from Louis Food Center)

SPECIALS
I Fresh Boston Scrod

Fresh Fillet Sole

Live Lobsters

, (Chickens)
RJ.B.fi R I

WED.

thru SAT.

$139
lb.1

$199
1 lb.
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"Deeply Human Art, I Hope," is the way Michael A.
Cohen describes his exhibit of paintings, on display
November 3 through December 1 at the Common
Ground, 25 Elliot Street, Brattleboro, Vermont.
Inspired by volunteer work at Belchertown State

School, Cohen, an MFA candidate at the University,
attempts to show innocence, humore, sadness-yet
hope-in a series of childlike works.

All are invited to the opening, from 3 p.m. to 5

p.m., which Cohen says is "in color, with wine and a
little cheese."
Below is Cohen's "The Missing Eye".

TRY OUR Delicious

Cooked Fish (Fridays Only)

We feature a complete selection Fresh Fish

• Frozen Fish • Shrimp • Clams • Lobsters

FRESH' SWORDFISH
FRESH HALIBUT
FRESH SALMON

Open: Wad. thru Sat.

Masse's Fish

t
Miners*

STRAIGHT
LEGGED
WESTERN
JEANS

denims &
pinwale

corduroys

levi mYzM

Paul Dudley White:
Doctor, Researcher, Friend

13

HARTFORD (AF) — Dr. Paul
Dudley White, one of the world's
leading heart specialists who died
Wednesday at 87, was a "steadying
influence" in a time of turmoil, a
longtime friend of White's said.

Dr. Harold Knight, head of the
cardiovascular section at St.

Francis Hospital, said "I will miss
Dr. White as a friend and also as a
steadying influence that people
look to for evaluation of new
changes and developments in this

time when all theories and

U1MUA
The prospective faculty election

on collective bargaining has raised
many important questions for the
students and faculty of UMass.
What is the rationale for faculty
collective bargaining on students,
administration and non-
professional staff? How would
collective bargaining procedures
really work? All of these and more
questions will be explored tonight
on WMUA's "Dialogue". John
Robichaud and Terry Hofmann of
the Public Debate Program will
discuss collective bargaining and
its ramifications with Professor
Harvey Friedman, director of the
Labor Relations Center on WMUA
at 6:00 p.m. Thursday.
"Dialogue" is a project of the

UMass Public Debate Program
which is dedicated to the principle
that the free and open advocacy of
ideas leads to better understanding
and policy making. Aired bi-
weekly on WMUA "Dialogue" will
explore issues affecting the
university, the five college com-
munity, the commonwealth and
the country.

philosophies seem to be shifting so
rapidly."

Knight, whose father worked
with White in 1924, said White
practiced what he preached.
"He of course was instrumental

in developing the research
programs and did some of the
research himself on the risk fac-
tors.

"When he found out that exercise
and staying thin were important he
stayed thin and he rode his bike in

the traffic of Boston every day."
Dr. White served in both the

British and American armies in
World War I. After the war, he
continued his research, adding
data from books, articles, lectures
and other information mined from
the great medical libraries of
London, Paris and Vienna.
From this background he wrote

his classic 1,000-page reference
.work, "Heart Disease," published
in 1931. This book stood as a
standard reference work for
doctors for decades and reap-

peared in many revised editions.
Dr. White was one of the first to

recognize that a Mfart attack did
not necessarily mean a short or
invalid life. After a mild heart
attack in December, 1970, Dr.
White continued his own program
of moderation and sensible
exercise.

Another finding of White's
research was that the size of a
mammal is inversely related to its

heart beat. He recorded the 600-a-
minute beating of mice hearts. He
was 70 when he went hunting for
whales so that he could record the
ponderously slow once-in-two-
seconds beat of their hearts.

This research ended the long-
standing misinterpretation of the
rapid heart beat of children being
indicative of heart disease.
His private practice gave him

much satisfaction and he was
beloved by his patients. A patient
was never a "case" to him but an
individual human being.

Baba Ram Dass
to speak

Mon., Nov. 5 7:30 p.m.

Mahar Aud.

sponsored by Room to Move

HOPse
t

I 201 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST j
l)-V.y.% *
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PINK CHABLIS
OF CALIFORNIA

Mori than a Rose, our Pink Chablis is a cap/ipa/mj

vat combining the delicate fragrance of a superior Hoi

nd the ensp character of a fine Chablis This wint is out

of our most delightful creations. Made and bottled «/ On

Cat Vineyards in Modesto, Calif. Alcohol 12% by d

TIME
Magazine
reports:

"Calk* Pink Chablis
recently triumphed
over ten costlier

competitors in a blind

tasting among a
panel ofwine-industry
executives

in Los Angeles."
Time Magazine November 27, 1972 page 81

/

More than a Rose.
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Colloquiums And Seminars
The Babat ViewpointCareer Planning

The Student Development and
Career Planning Center is offering

a four-session seminar for students

interested in pursuing career

exploration.

The seminar will focus on career

goal-setting, resume building,

surveying vocational interests,

tracking down vocational in-

formation, and other pertinent

topics related to career ex-

ploration.

The first session will be held on

Nov. 8, Thursday morning, from

9:30-11:30. in room 218 of Berkshire

House. Following sessions will take

place on Nov. 15 and 29, and the

final session on Dec. 6th.

The program is under the

direction of Don 3anks and Susan

Krivatsy of the Center staff. If you
are interested, with the ex-

periences the seminar offers, call

Susan Huge at ext. 5-2224 and sign

up.

If you are interested in the

seminar but can't make the

designated times, call in and in-

dicate the times that would be

more convenient for you. The staff

will make every effort to ac-

comodate all interested students.

Off-Campus
Teacher's Ed

A 1 credit colloquium on Com-
parative Religion from the Baha'i

standpoint is being presented.

Featured will be 16 Guest Speakers

on topics such as: Hinduism,

Zorastianism, Judaism, Buddist

Religion, Christianity, Islam,

Baha'i and the Reality of Man.
Time: 7:30 Monday or Wed-

nesday at 7:30.

Place: 4 South Lounge, Room
206, Field House, Graduate
Research Center

At The Podium:
Ram Dass And Robeson
On Monday, November 5, at 7:30

p.m., Room to Move will present

Baba Ram Dass in Mahar
Auditorium. Ram Dass, formerly

Richard Alpert, Ph.D. and
professor of Psychology at Har-

vard, is well known to many as a

teacher, model, and symbol of

spiritual development and un-

foldment in this country.

In the early 1960's, Richard

Alpert worked with Timothy Leary

at Harvard on the research on LSD
and other psychedelic drugs. After

several years of study and ex-

perimentation, Alpert felt that the

Western philosophy and
psychology with which he was
familiar was not adequate to

describe or account for his and

others' experiences with the drugs.

In 1967 he went to India, and
there he encountered beings who
were highly evolved and ap-

parently knowledgeable about the

higher states of consciousness

experienced with the psychedelics.

He began his study of various yoga

and meditation practices, and the

transformation into Ram Dass.

This transformation is described in

his book Be Here Now. which was
published in 1971.

C. James To Speak
The location of the second talk in

the Paul Robeson, Sr., Lecture
Series at UMass has been changed
from SBA Room 120 to Herter Hall

231

Wanted.

Want To
People Who
Be Different

Culturnatives Clearinghouse is looking for energetic volunteers who
are interested in starting a new service for those on campus who are

trying to find creative ways out of the "established" way of doing things.

Those who qualify are invited to a meeting at 4:(H)p.m. Thurs.. Nov. 1 in

:?1M Hampshire House.

The initial work of the Culturnatives Clearinghouse task force will be

information gathering There is a huge store of human resources within

the university community, a potential treasure chest which has not been
tapped There are people with skills to be r.hared: building log cabins or

domes, foraging for wild foods, crafts, maintenance, organizing, con-

verting cars to propane — skills which can be used to start communes or

live more cheaply or provide an income independent from 9-to-5 or to

improve a dorm living situation or start a new group.

If you're interested, but can't make this meeting, call 545-2789 and
leave your name. You'll be notified of the next meeting.

The Culturnatives Clearinghouse Task force is a project of the United
Christian Foundation

the bus
Here's thu ideal way to travel on your next weekend

jaunt — Peter Pan Bu». It leaves near campus when

you wan' to leave — goes where you want !o go —

and you can make lots of new friends along the way,

too'

Hourly service to Boston, New York City. Albany and

everywhere, direct from the University Campus. Extra

express setvice to Natick and Boston every weekend.

Lobby Campus Center Hotel

Tel. 545-2528 or 545-2006

The lecture, Wednesday, Nov. 7,

at 8 p.m., features Mr. C.L.R.

James, professor of history and
literature, Federal CityCollege and
Rutgers University. His subject

will be "Mr. Paul Robeson and The
International Struggle for

Freedom and Independence."
The series is organized by

UMass Professors Max Roach and
Archie Shepp, the Institute for Pan
African Culture and others in the

UMass community. Mr. James is

the author of "The Black
Jacobins," the history of the San
Domingo revolution, and "World
Revolution," a study of the rise and
fall of the Comintern. He has

carried on dialogue with such

leaders as Paul Robeson. Jomo
Kenyatta, Kwame Nkrumah. and
George Pacitnore. He is also a

novelist, playwright, and literary

critic
,

On Sunday evening, November 4, at 8 p.m. representatives from the

Off-Campus Teacher Education Program of the School of Education will

conduct open meetings for all those interested in the program. There will

be people available to share their off-campus experience* with you and

answer all questions. Listed below are central meeting sites

:

Lewis (Quad)
Brett (Central)

Grayson (the Hill)

Other meeting places will be announced. Please join us!

The
un-dormitories.

( ireat oft-Cdinpus living—indoorsand out—at eitheroftwo mod-
ern apartment complexes,only minutesaway by car or bike trom
Amherst College,downtownAmherstor UMa«.s. Now accepting

j| >[ jlications for September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

• 1

,

2, 3 bedrm arrts.

• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 1 swimming pools with

sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for Softball,

football, badminton

RENT: law/MONTll
i utilities included >

Directions: Fast I)udl> Mil

iipiHis. GrM Mill off Mir in.

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air condrhomng
• toomy closets st> >fage
• w.i Il-to-w.il I rarpptmg
• nMster 1 V antrnn^

• modern kit(h»ns

• M'li-rlcdninn ovens

•ctatric ranges

• s 1. 1inless-steel sinks

• Hi--!lWdshets/disposaf*

• 2-door rchigeraton

•Idundry facilities

• swimming pool

\o Lease Required
RENT: mOM lis:.

CALL UMM4MM
Directions: On Mmili 47.

Sony 60?6A.Aivi~fivi

STEREO RECEIVER

KLH Model 51
SPEAKERS

BSR 510
TURNTAbU

AXE

71
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$299.50 SONY BSR

More Neat Things at our Regular Low Prices.

LIST
— SHUREM91 ED Cartridge $54.95
— SHARPE Model 7 Headphones $19.95
— PE 3012 Changer $94.95

— SCOTCH TAPES (extra 10 per cent off on 12 or more rolls)

207 (Mastering) $7.70

212 (low noise, high output) $6.65

C-60 (low noise, high density) $2.50

C-90 (low noise, high density) $3.75

OUR
PRICE
$19.95

9.99

$69.00

ADVENT CHROMIUM DIOXIDE TAPES

C- 60

C- 90

C-120

LIST
$2.99

$3.74

$4.99

OURS
1-11

$2.39

$3.09

$4.15

$5.29

$4.59

$1.80

$2.75

OURS
12 or more

$2.25

$2.89

$3.85

MN. Pleasant St.

Amherst. Mass. 01002

TRIPOD AUDIO
219 Main Street

'Northampton, Mass. 01060

New Education

Courses Offered

The School of Education is

currently operating under a

curriculum process called Flexible

Curriculum whereby learning
experiences do not necessarily

conform to the three hour a week
semester long University stan-

dard.

Consequently, throughout the
semester various learning ex-

periences become available that

may or may not have been com-
municated at the time of

registration. Below are listed those
learning experiences which are
starting within the next two weeks
(Nov. 5 -Nov. 9 & Nov. 12 -Nov. 16)

and which still have space
available for additional
enrollment. Students desiring to

sign up for these learning ex-

periences or get more information
about them should contact the
School of Education Registration

and Advising Offices on the first

floor of Hill House South.

4570 - SPSS - Self-programming
for your dissertation, Tues. 10:00 -

12:00. Nov. 6, 13, 20, 27, Dec. 4, 100

mods, Leah R. Hutten-
Swaminathan, Hills 417 EDUC.
PLAN. & MANAGEMENT
0210 - Language Development in

Early Childhood Educ. Sec. 3. 1:00

2:15. Nov. 6, 8, 13, 15, 20, 27, 29,

Dec. 4. 100 mods David Day, GOES
51 EDUC. POLICY STUDIES
4558 - Introduction to

Statistical Inference, 3:45 - 6:15.

Thurs. Nov. 8 - Dec. 6. 100 mods.
Quilling, SBA 1 ED. PLAN.
4126 - Fundamentals of

Innovation: Awareness: A
Teacher's Self-Initiating Model,
9:30 - 11:00. Wed. Nov. 7. 20 mods
Phyllis Gudger, Hills 323 DESIGN
FOR EFFECTIVE LEARNING
4258 - Media and the

Teacher - 3 Issues: Com-
munications: Conditioning &
Consciousness, Wed. 7:00 - 9:30.

Nov. 14, 21, 28, Dec. 5, 12. 100 mods,
Liane Brandon, Media Center
TRANS.
8328 - Understanding the

Micro Teaching Concept: Micro
Teaching Material Development,
Tues. 10:00 - 12:00 & 1 - 3 Hrs-Wk by
arrangement. Nov. 13, 20, 27, Dec.

4. 11. 100-200 mods, Robert Miltz.

T.B.A TRANS.
4127 Fundamentals of

Innovation: Focus on the Human
Being, Fri. Nov. 16 4:00 - 10:00. Sat.

Nov. 17 All Day. 100 mods Arthur
Hilson, Hills 323 ED PLAN &
MANAGEMENT

is a'creepin'
and a'crawl irv

intheBluetoaJI

Nov. 1,1,3
9:oopm-i:ooam

.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMANt.

The president of Local 500. International

Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's
Union, in Vancouver. Canada, claims that

he successfully administrates through the
aid of astrology. Louis Kaufman. 38, is

quoted as stating. "I can represent my men
and negotiate with their employers with
confidence and strength because I know,
from analyzing their horoscopes, exactly
what sort of person I'm dealing with."

"

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Roadblocks
are removed Relations with one in

authority will improve. Changes occur in

partnership or marital situation. Home life

will be more pleasant You get what you
want after making minor concession.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Keen ob-

servation on your part wins the day Leave
direct action, confrontation for another
time Emphasis is on planning ahead in

work, health, service areas Let others

make declarations Hold your fire Time is

on yoi f side.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Enlightened
self-interest should be featured. Don't give

up something of value for nothing Your
ideas, creativity are at a premium
Capricorn. Cancer persons are likely to be
involved Emphasize fair return for in-

vestments
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Obtain hint

from Taurus message Finish rather than
initiate project Deal with one who is

dynamic, has far-reaching concepts Don't

limit poter'ial What was a stable area
receives benefit of new life Gain shown
through property, land

LEO (July 23-Aug 22 > New ways of

accomplishing tasks are featured
Highlight original approach One of your
m«ii plays prominent role Surge of vitality

returns Ideas flourish You attract
favorable attention and publicity

VIRGO i Aug 23-Sept 22) You take steps

lo ensure security You also learn by
leaching By expressing ideas, you en-

courage chain reaction ot knowledge
Aquarian i* lilc*»lv to he in picture

Romance, creativity al~o are featured You
feel alive

LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct 22): Family
member may express discontent Be
receptive Some changes now would be
beneficial Know it and be mature Hanging
on to past may be substitute for security
blanket Experiment Reach for potential

Highlight versatility.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Obtain valid
hint from Libra message Break loose from
unnecessary restriction Means give
yourself room for expression Running
here, there and everywhere is not con-
structive. Be yourself Relative could be
misinformed.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): Cash

flow is stimulated. You make right move at
right time Gemini. Virgo persons figure
prominently Change, travel and variety
are featured Payments, collections are in

picture. Now you can review values.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) Lunar

cycle is such that you get green light from
powers that be Means progress is possible
Take initiative Backing comes from family
member Home life can be more har
monious if you make intelligent concession
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): You get

best results by communicating, writing,
advertising One at a distance could get "in
touch" with good news Past ef'orts are
.epaid Pisces, Virgo persons could be in

picture Find ways of better distribution
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Friendly

advice can be turned into solid profit Know
it and be ready to take advantage of op-
portunity Mate, partner is likely to be
involved Some wishes are closer to

fulfillment than might be imagined
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

dynamic, independent, arrogant at times
and very creative You lead rather than
follow You are your own boss You have
unique way of expressing yourself Many
Uirn under 1-eo and Aquarius figure in your
life December can be one of the most
productive months of 1973 for you
Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1

5
8

12
13

14
15

17
19

20
21

23
24

26
28

31

32

Collection ot
tents

Fruit seed
Propel oneself
through water
Sea in Asia
Period of

time
Sagacious
Vacation
place

Expands
Adhesive
substance
Detests
Slave

Top of head
Distress

signal

Doctrine

Speck

Paid

notice

Decay

33 Sun god

34 Writing

implement

36 Bishop's
hat

Man's
nickname

Great Lake

Remainder
Tricks

Wearies

Landed
property

Retreat

Girl's

nickname
52 High card

54 Heroic event

f 5 Artificial alloy

of gold

Make lace

Chair

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

16

18

22

23

24

25
27

29

30

Church
services

Conspiracies

Fondle

Negative
prefix

Dance step

Perspiration

Drooped

Small island

Army meal

Lease

Conjunction

Weird

Man's
name
Weaken
Poem
Negative

Anglo-Saxon
money
Scottish

cap

Answer to YesterS 's Puzzle
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35
36
37

38

40
42

warjr-j mlmh uunhi
iCuddle up

Light rain

Nerve
network

Band of

color

Domain

Locations

43 Rockfish
44 Employs
46 Silkworm

47 Clan

49 Dine

Soak

Symbol for

calcium

50

53

38

39
41
43
45
48

50
51

56

57

DOWN
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The Band Plays On...
"Bolt your windows, lock your doors and turn out

your lights, because during the next few minutes you

will be subjected to ... . shock!" No this isn't the

beginning of a horror story, or a scoop about

President Nixon, it is what you all will hear at Alumni

Stadium this Saturday aiternoon. It is the opening

announcement for the halftime show, entitled

Monster Mass. The University Marching Band will

once again thrill the crowd during halftime, except

this time not only thrill, but chill the fans.

All season long, Director of Bands John Jenkins

and Assistant Director Joe Duchi, think up halftime

shows that will entertain and enlighten football

crowds at UMass. Well, this week, Joe Duchi has

finally snapped! He has had the band outside from

4:40 to 6:00 p.m. in the cold, mist and mud, since

Tuesday. Doing what? Why, the Monster Mash!'

This Saturday marks the final appearance of the

band this season and the band is going to finally

devulge what goes on inside of Old Chapel in the wee
hours of the night. What was often thought of as a

student practicing his trumpet, or crashing the

cymbals, has not been what you have thought. The
Band knows what lurks in the halls of Old Chapel, but

has kept it under its hat. Well, Saturday afternoon,

you all will know, but rembember to keep sane, you

must repeat to yourself: "Its only a halftime show,

Its only a halftime show, Its only a half..."

In keeping with the spirit of the day, the show will

begin with a salute to Yogi Berra. From that point on,

Yogi had better take cover, because the streets of

New York would be safer than the football field at

halftime. Featured music during the show, will be

"The Addams Family," "The Munsters", "Purple

People Eater", "Monster Mash", and Edgar Win-

ter's "Frankenstein." People with weak hearts are

advised not to view the show!
This Saturday The University of Massachusetts Marching Band

will lend its hand in paying tribute to Yogi Berra. Pictured above, is

the band, in formation, during the halftime of the Holy Cross game.

...As Belchertown Residents Watch
The Belchertown Volunteers will

host twenty five residents of the

Belchertown State School at the

UMass-Vermont football game this

Saturday, November 3, at Alumni
Stadium. Last year, for the first

time, the volunteers accompanied
a group of residents to a UMass
game in what they hoped would
become an annual affair. The
residents immensely enjoyed the

opportunity to leave the institution

for an afternoon and watch the

game at Alumni Stadium. This
year, as well as last year, tickets

for the residents will be graciously
provided by the UMass Athletic

Dept. and the Umass ticket

manager, Mr. Wally Novak.
At this point, students interested

in accompanying residents to the

game are still needed. Anyone who
is planning to go to Saturday's

game and would be interested in

sitting with a Belchertown resident

is requested to leave his or her

ticket book in the R.S.O. office by

2:00 p m. Thursday. Any person

who has already received his ticket

for the game and is interested in

sitting with a Belchertown resident

is requested to call 253-5897 by

Friday. Further details about
where to meet for the game and
when will be in the notices of

Friday's Collegian.

The Chequers
Lnivt-rviiv Drive a Amity Street Amherst 256-8189

LAST 3 PERFORMANCES
Thurs., Nov. 1, Fri., Nov. 2,

Sat., Nov. 3

"A MtM for

till Mish*tttt«"

by Eugene O'Neill

Bart left Aod. 8 p.m.

For info. & Ticket Res. Call

545-257? Mon. - Fri. 1-5 p.m.

$

Enjoy a great dinner and a movie

Thursday night at one fantastic price . . .

95
two persons

This Thursday: Spaghetti with Mushroom
Sauce, oven baked garlic bread,

fresh garden salad
Then on to CAMPUS CINEMAS to enjoy the movie of

your choice at one of the three luxurious

CAMPUS CINEMAS

5

Now you can see
'Hie Graduate"

tin or for

the first time,
JOSEPH E. LEVINEMM
MIKE NICHOLS
LAWRENCE TUBMAN \

ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNER

•EST
OtRECTOR

\ NICHOLS
1M7

\
\

GRADUATE
»N »vCO IM«»SS» HIM

SAT.. NOV. 3 S.U.B.
• 7-9-11:00 •

HELP WANTED

Civil engineers. Overseas: to advise

•n dam construction, irrigation

systems, water works \l horn*: to

prepare cost estimates on housing.

rlr\rl»i> funding proposals, review

architect 's plans, etc. Peace Corps •

Xlsl'X engineers gel much more
irsponsihlits and experience than

thrir peers who go la work for private

engineering firms Talk to a

representative in the Placement
Office on Nov. 5-9. sign up today for an

interview
tfll-H

HELP WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS PERSONAL

Jons for French & Spanish Majors

Spanish speakers to work as VIST.Vs
in I arrios in the Southwest & as Peace
< orps teachers & resource people in

I atin Xmerica French speakers to

work in \frican Franchophone
countries with Peace (orps. These are

positions of responsibility and sen-

sitivitv Talk (o a representative in Ihe

Placement Office on Nov. 5-9. Sign up
for an interview

tfll-H

HELP WANTED

Innovative persons to teach under-
educated adults, inner city dropouts.
Spanish speaking and Indian children
in the I S Must he able to work out-
side traditional, classroom. If you're a
senior getting a degree in education.

Fnglish. languages. Sociology . etc.

talk to a VISTX representative in the

Placement Office on Nov. 5-9.

tfll-H

In vour job search, vou'll run across

all kinds of glossy pages and promises

thai so-and-so company wants
graduates with liberal arts degrees.

Last year's seniors who chose either

VISTX or Peace ( orps ARK AT
WOKK in hundreds of projects both

here and in 59 countries overseas.

Teaching English as a foreign

language, working in tuberculosis

control programs, smallpox, and
malaria eradication projects: acting

as agricultural extension agents;

developing alternative schools:

counseling in drug crisis centers and

many more. Demand for these

assignments is. of course, great. It's

extremelv important for vou to applv

before December To underscore this.

VIST X & Peace (orps representatives

w ill be here during this semester onlv
|

on Nov .
5-9 from 9 a.m. to I p.m.. go to

Ihe Placement Office and sign up for

an interview.
tfll-H

Teach Math & Science where the

faith is flat rocks are evil, and turtles

are sacred. \s a Peace (orps teacher,

vou'll get some tough questions like:

How does the turtle Vishnu swimming
in his sea of milk and pushing up the

tree of life fit into your theories of the

world. Mr Bob? You don't put legends

like these down because they are a

vital part of vour student's culture

One of the challenges of teaching Math
& Science in a dev loping country is to

create acceptance for these subjects

within the frame work of ancient

traditions. A Peace (orps. XISTX
representative will be in the

Placement Office on Nov 5-9 Sign up

now for an interview.
tfll-M

lobs in Business Consulting

Frequently the difference between a

margiral & a going business in the

inability of the former to hire con-

sultants Business graduates working

for VISTX & Peace Corps are helping

l'i change that situation. If vou have a

KB X. MB X or MP X. vou should look in

to VISTX & Peace Corps. It's ex-

perience vou'll get with no other

organization. X representative will he

in the Placement Office on October II

& 12. Sign up now fur an interview

tfll-M

1 he daily deal burned lips" Buv roach
ilips onlv Ml from rolling paper
machines. ( .1111 pus (enter.

in 1-2

X XXorkshop in Yarn making and
Natural Plant Dyeing will be held Nov I. I

p.m. al Friends Meeting House Id 63.

Leveret! (all NNM
If 1 1 5

If Vou Think He's f.uillv - Honk:
Bumper Slickers — Also. Behind
Kvery Watergate is X Mill House:
Nixon Has a Staff Infection: Impeach
XXith Honor. 75c each; I for 11.75.

Freedom Center. 355 Bos Mon Boston
02116. List available

MM

VXhile organized recreation is

generallv regarded as frivolous in this

country, the reverse is true in most
developing nations Xs a Peace Corps
volunteer vou will develop programs,
train teachers, leach coaching
techniques, coach national teams.
X mi II be regarded as someone with an
important skill to share del more
information. Peace Corps will be in Ihe

Placement Office i»n Nov . 5-9 Sign up
now for an interview.

Ifll-M

Student Fmploymt in Yellowstone * all

IS Natl Parks Send for booklet 12. Arnold

Agency A2tM F. Main. Rexburg. Idaho,

guaranteed
If 1 1-9

students pt. time 4 full lime available,

apply in person I nited Paper Box. 52*

Water St.. Foot of Cabot. Holyoke. Ma.
tfll-12

Poster Stuffers for Hampshire County

area. Car is preferable but not necessary.

(all Dave. For Friday and Sat. 256-0236.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Yamaha Hi : Fnduro 360cc. I mos. old.

excell. cond. Was 11025 now S7oo (all Jim
after .. p m.MM or 9-5 p.m. at 545-2*22.

lfll-2

To Junior Males in

Puffton
The guv whose brother came up Sat.

al around 7:0(1 p.m. Please contact —
Rita 327- Fmerson — 6-7306 I left my
pack in your brother's car. I

desperately need it hack. Please call
lor write). If not there keep calling,
thank vou

tfll-2

Impeach The Cox Sarker. Bumper
stickers. Also — On« Down - One To
(•n: Don't Blame Me. I'm From Mass:
Impeach Nixon. 75c rach; '. for 11.75.

Freedom ( enter M Boylston Boston,
0211*. List available

tflM

SERVICES

INSTRUCTION

The Xrms Race: X I credit Minicourse.

Phylcs MO. Noprereq XIXXF 11:15. HAS
121, Nov . IMR. 12. (all Prof, (iuyer. 545-

MB for details.

mill

AUTO REPAIRS

T. Vinci, with deepest sympathy friends
from Chadbournr express their regret of

Ihe passing away of the one and onlv
Willard.

if 1 1-1

nth Floor Wash, wants to go coed. In-

terested girl floors call 546-9126.

tr:i i

Dear Stephen — Please lajve Me like A
Rock! I>et.

trii-i

Dear Hurtin Turkey, one last time —
This place sucks"!! Signed. The Crew.

tfll-l

Noting man wants mistress, must he
blonde and from Wore, no experience
necessary. Must read fast and answer to
name of Frost Lips.

tfll-l

(iel a load off your mind. Truck for hire,

call (iary or Joyce. 256-6376.

tfll 7

Research — thousands of topics, (2.75

per page Send f I for mail order catalog.

Research assistance. Inc. 1 1941 Wilshirr

Blvd.. Suite 2. LA, Calif. 96H2S.

tfl2 12

Do not get ripped off! I- xperienced
electronic and electrical repairs.
Reasonable rates. Call 545-230*. Bill 461, or
Mark 415.

tfll-l

SPF.FD TYPIST

s .n p.m. -4:06 a.m.

Call Charlotte
967-6*8*

VISTX A Peace (orps have hun-

dreds of job openings for seniors

From Xgriculture to /oology Cel

experience vou ran find in no other

organization Reps will be in

I Mai cmeiit ( Iff i<e soon Sign up now in

i'lace infill for an interview
tfll "I

Nurses. If vou're graduating soon

and want to break awav from the

regiment of training for a vear or twe.

talk to XISTX A Peace (orps. a

representative will be in the

Placement Office on Nov. Ml Sign up
lodav for an interview.

tfll-M

Xltcntion Datsun owners I perform
all uhuits of major ami luinoi

Mbit*nance and repairs on Datsun
al less than one half dealership price. I

have over three thousand dollars in

equipment, four sears automotive
experience two of which were al a
Datsun Dealership specializing in

Datsun Tele 25:1-7156. Xmhersl.

tfll-l

Wanted: F. I ndergrad. Friendly,

understanding, warm, sincere, A
intelligent. If you're good looking, a

Nice Jewish (iirl" & looking for a

nice Jewish hoy then call me. any
night, al midnight. 6-9591. I'm friend-

ly, understanding, good looking. ... a

little crazy & pre-med!
tfll I

Typing — dissertations, theses, term
papers etc. Fast, accurate, references.
IBM Selectric. good rates, call Tom S46-

1165.

tfll-12

FOR RENT

Boom for rent near I Mass low rent in

exchange for baby sitting, (all Linda 253-

M.
tfll-l

Apt for one — Avlbl. imm. Ig brm. sm
kit. full hath, storage, pkg. 220 N.

Pleasant. I nd II of Ig house. All utl. inrl.

$115. 519:1736. '2.VI-R7 42.

lfll-14

ASIAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS.
Those interested in initiating

Asian American Studies at U. Mass,
please contact Bill Gee, 549 3857.

APATHY CLUB MEETING:
Meeting tonight ot the Apathy Club

in Rm. 406 S.U. All present will torteit

membership.

ASTRONOMY CLUB:
Star Party, tonight from 7:30 p.m.

to 1:00 a.m. at the Orchard Hill

Observatory. General Public
Invited!

COIN CLUB:
Important meeting in 802 C.C.,

tonight from 7:30 10:00 p.m. Bring

your friends!

CULTURNATIVES CLEARING
HOUSE:
Organizational meeting for

resource center for cultural alter

natives, 4 p.m., 319 Hampshire
House, U.C.F.

ETA KAPPA NU:
Meeting of all active members

today at 12.30 p.m. in EBE 104.

Purpose: discussion of initiation

banquet.

FOLK MASS AND CONCERT:
Singing Friars of Granby will sing

at the Saturday, 7:30 p.m. mass,
followed by a concert in the Newman
front lounge.

HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD:
The board will meet tonight at 4:30

in room 903 C.C. All interested people

are invited to attend.

HILLEL:
First meeting of the Mil Iel Coor

dinating Committee all interested

people are welcome 4 p.m. today.

JUDGES:
Judges meeting Room 805 of the

C.C. 9:30 p.m.

MIDEAST TEACH-IN:
Pro Israel does not mean Anti

Arab. Teach in tonight C.C. 113 at

800 p.m. All interested are invited.

N.E.S. HALLOWEEN PARTY:
The party will be held Sat., Nov. 3

in the C.C. in rooms 165 & 169 from
100 to 3:30 p.m. Any tutors who
would like to help set up please be

there by 12:30.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:

Legal Studies Accepting Majors
The newly-created Legal Studies Program will be accepting majors

who make application for the Program. Those interested in particulars
should first go to 112 Hampshire House for information. The office is open
from 9:00 to 5:00 everyday except Wednesday when it is open only in the
afternoon.

Peter d'Errico, Director of the Program, indicated that requests to

major should be completed by Nov. 9 so that admission can be deter-

mined by Nov. 15.

A Butterfield Production

NIGHT of Hie

LIVING MP

Notices
The bus will leave for Northampton

at 630 in front of Hasbrouck and also

stop at Paterson House (Sunset Ave.

side) at 6:35. Everyone is welcome.

PHILOSOPHY CLUB MEETS:
Very important meeting of the

philosophy club in the basement
lounge of Greenough House, Central

Area. All majors are urged to attend,

or we may all be sorry. It's your
education

"PINK FLAMINGOS":
"An exercise in Poor Taste."

Watch Divine in her struggle for the

title "filthiest person alive" in the

CCA Fri. and Sat. nights (Nov. 2 & 3),

7, 9, & 11.

SIGMA KAPPA:
We invite university women in

terested in sororities to join us for

dessert at 6.30 tonight at 19 Allen St.

Call for rides and information 256

6887

SPORT PARACHUTE CLASS TO
START:
Parachute Class to start Nov. 15

and 16; jump 17th. Come Nov. 8 to

C.C. 811 815 at 7:00 to find out what it

is all about. We get large discounts on

first jump course. Last chance to

learn til Spring.

WOMEN'S COFFEEHOUSE:

Gay Women's Caucus sponsoring a

Women's Coffeehouse Friday, Nov. 2,

4 East Dickinson Lounge, meeting

being held Thurs. at 9. All women
welcome.

HELP:
$$$ reward for information leading

to the apprehension of my old 2 speed
women's bicycle with a basket on the

back. It is pink and lavender with

swirly designs painted on it.

LOST.
Monday a green raincoat when I

gave blood. Money in one pocket and
screens in another. Call 6 6941.

Gray long haired, female cat with

white paws lost in Pelham. Any in-

formation concerning^ this animal

please call Betsy Harris 545 0079

day and 256 8723 nights.

Brown COINS 101 notebook from

C.C. bookstore. Call Don 665 3829 or

return to C.C. lost and found.

Nov. 6 7, 8:30, 10 p..m.

IN
COLD BLOOD

thriller//

Thurs., Nov. 1, Mahar Aud.

7:00 & 9:30

FOR SALE FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

Sony mi., receiver. KM) watts,

guarantee Mill valid (all 549-4565.

If 1 1/2

Zenith 21 " console color. II.SO: RCA
black & while console t.v.. St.'. Television
(enter. M V Pleasant St.. Xmhersl. 2S3-
-.11

tfll

/.-Huh U" Console Color TV 1 1.VI) Philco
Black & While (on sole TV 150. TV (enter

Pleasant SI.. Amherst. 25:1-5100

MM
r or Sale St Bernard female. 17 months.

AK( Reg. $100 or best offer (all 549-16*3.

tfll-2

I'ioneer H track car deck I in « amhridge
Xudii>KCXK*o XXaterbed with frame and
heater $:i.Y Yamaha Skis lilt bindings K
5261 6-5271

tfll-l

TIKFS — XII brands Hadials. snows -
XII Ivpes Kuaranteed lowest prices, (all

MMM after K,

tfll-l

Selling — XXc must make down pmnl. —
I 7 III* Snowbird Snnwblowei — lis \ dutv

super x i itinera power zoom - sldm
u/cl (all IMM, :» ; p m

tfll-l

llockev Skates si/r MX. hard plated toes
& heels Just sharpened I Judo (.i small
llenrv SIMM, Brooks I.M) KM

tfll-l

VXeeklv deal at the rolling paper vending

machines — a best buv roach clip other

assorted paper deals at each machine.
tfll/2

Xlelcor MM) calculators, includes square,

square root reciprocal, and memorv
extras. Mere $>)', (all UMIM, Rick.

tfll/2

Sale — Sansui rfMMlX rec. Akai Id., juc
It.. I |*|0, ( SiWX speakers, ex. system,
current list price I l..vr.i. will sellfor $M5or
sep MM, Terrv

.

« 11/2

Stereo VI) watt l.afavette. (iarrard l«B.

Criterion -*.'. Speakers, lliMl. or best offer

Paul bMH m:io-4::io Mon.-Kri.
If 1

1 -ft

l>Mi:i Wills s jeep with plow Hkimi 2.VK-

HnV
If I M>

Yamaha Classical (iuilar Price low for

quick sale KM) or best reasonable offer

Includes case, call Xbbie ."ilii-li.Vfi.

tfll-2

M.iiiin D 12-2*. 12 siring excel, cond .

hard shell case, hardly used. Best offer

( .erri 2.YI-.VK..0.

tfll-2

(uild hollow -bodied electric guitar
'Starfirei w -hardshell case, good action

SI .VI or best offer Jeff (in 102) S4.V2S42.

tfll-l

Stereo Buffs! If you want name brand
stereo equip matched and sold' to vou at

wholesale prices, call Dick al 2.YI 27H*.

after S.

tfll 9

Tape Recorder — Xkaix - :I60. 3 motors. 4

heads Xuto-Reverse (all Mark WIT.
If 1 1-2

irnnm. I
"1 Xivitar. like new. Si'.: also I

am looking lor a good used Pentax lor

equivalent) Macro. Contact Bob al 2fix-

1217

tfll 2

«..n t.ide Model in B turntable less than I

vr old. Be.t offer, call after «i:lM). Howie

tfll-l

JOE VOLUNTEER*

There will he a party at Westfield
Detention! enter Friday, \ovemher2; bus
leaving ( am pus (enter Bus Circle at 6:lMl

|i ni

tfll-2

LOST & POUND

I c.iinil one pair of Chevrolet keys, found
outside of llerter Hall (all MMM

tfll-2

AUTO FOR SALE

I'm;:. Checker Marathon Sedan (;ood

citndilion SMM) or reasonable offer Call

>xt I2H1 after .'1 on weekdavs
Ifll-l

19711 Bebel Xlachine ISO engine t speed

Hersl shifter, low mileage, excellent

running cond Xsking I7.VI. call MMM. •-

.271

tfll-l

I'M*) Cutlass Supreme. 2 dr convert.,

excellent cond. (all Laurie, mm 1 ,:••

tfll/2

l-ii; l( hrvsler station wagon — runs well,

good gas mileage, but needs other work.

II 7.V Jon. M2 lllll

lfll/1

ISS7 VAX Squareback Needs tran-

smission, will sell for parts, has in

sprctions sticker, got*! engine and body

Xlake offer call Dave MMM.
tfll 7

Kit I mi N.V). many new parts in engine
and electrical system, new Hadials and
snows Xlust sell this week any reasonable
offer MMM.

tfll-l

1972 XK.B (.T 2K.000 miles Xli.iilh

exhaust. XM-KM stereo, luggage rack,
driving lights. Mirhelin Xas. 549-071*.

12750

MM
1.1. I md VXagon with sticker. Bunning

cond . needs battery. K'irst SI25. 25l-:iOHI

afl. fi:M.

tfll-l

I'M,:, Inter. Travelall. new clutch, fi great

tires 12 snows). I on floor, huge heater,

new front brakes. Incredible deul for S525

Call 549-I52X. David.

tfll -7

I'M.i. Toronado. air. & full power. Also
i'M.i. Impala SS. both in ex. cond. Call after
">. make offer. 519-0921. They must go this

week.

MM

ENTERTAINMENT

l!Mi!l XK.B blue, wires, good cond HUM)

Please call Bill at 5I9-IH09. after « p m
tfll-l

WANTED

organist looking for established Ja//
Blues hand. Xlitch. .'.(«-<uoi2.

tfll-2

I setl t.o-t ail. gtMid condition preferred.
I all Id alter 2. Ml p m. I2:i-7MMI

tfll I

I 1 in l.i eenljelrl to I mass for K::iobark
.it I .Hi. (.reenfield Inmni (oil. area,
share evpenses. call Lisa 515 _:I2M betwn
s :ui 1 :to

tfll-l

1.1 Xustin llealy Sprite, good mech
cond . new tians and brakes I5O0. in-

vested B.O or S:hmi. Jack MMM
tfll 5

1 9117 Chevrolet Bis. Xlechanically cnmpl.
Kevised new tires IKOO. Reasonable! Call

MMM after I p m.
MM

Mi Kord (ial ; 1. cyl. 211) engine good
condition Xlust sell, (all Bruce. MM,

MM

TRUCK FOR SALE

Ml (bevy Panel Truck. S cyl. slnd in

good condition with sticker. 1400. (all Bill

MMM.
tfll-2

( ome to the 'New* * Aquarius
Festival. Jan. 29. :in. II. 1971 held on
our own private site, the little known
1 .nihil) .hi isle Xquarius. Specially

invited are: The Allman Brothers:
John I ennon . Xloodv Blues; The *

1.1 .mini * Dead: The * Rolling *

Stones: Fmerson. I.ake and Palmer:
Inn 1 Mitchell, i.eotge Harrison:
Jethrii lull: Procul Harem: CSNV &
more X multitude of guest musicians
will plav (rnm four giant stages wired
for Ihe best sound. This is a non-profit

benefit for Ihe Xrts. Tickets are 120.

and include ferry service from Key
XXesl. Florida. Order now: Festivals
I nlimited. Box 29N. Cambridge. New
Xork IMM, Please send check or
monev order. First 10,000 get

slagefront seat.

tfll/2

ROOMMATE WANTED

He will not discriminate — m or t

r.mutate wanted for 3 bedroom Puffton
apt . well furnished. Imo per mo. It elec-
tricity. 549-0112:1.

tfll/2

ItiM.mmate wanted at Hnttanv Manor.
Friendly atmosphere, (all 2MMT23S. keep
irv ing Fvenings are best time to call. 145
per month.

If 1 1/2

(iirl wanted to share new apt. on Rte. 9

Hadlev Rent is 146.25 per mo. plus util.

Must have no car & no pets. Call 5H6-OK52.

tfll-l

Km avail Dec. ".I. Female to share apt.

with 2 others in Puffton. ST.s mo includes

heat. Call MMM bet M, keep trying.

Hi l-S

ltiMiiniii.it 1 wanted for furnished a p. .

near campus. SDMI per mo., lease until May
10 (all MMM

MM

Female to share I bdrm Presidential
apt. beginning Jan. Semi-furnished. 187.50

mon.. incl. utilities (all MMM,
tfll 16

Led Zeppelin has been specially
inv ited to play in my basement Jan. 29.

HI. :il F.vervthing free. Send 120.00 to

Festivals Inheard of.

tfll-2

SUBLET

Share in ski Ittdgr. Stowe. XI. (Md farm
house, plenty of land for X-Counlry.
singles or couples (all 25U-K424 evenings.

tfll/2

BiMi/e boogie and beautiful people.
\Xhal more could you ask for? How about
Steve Ihe DJ? (all M7-2K42 for info and
rales.

Ml/I

XX anted male or female to share I bd
house 9 mis. fr CM with 3 obliging males.
Ji.ii mo plus utils. Call 167-9671. own bd -

avail now.

tfll-2

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted: Apt. for 2 females beginning
Jan 74. If you have vacancies or an apt for
us call Sue 546-5137.

tfll-2

Wanted 1 or 2 bed room apt. close to

CM. Would like to move in anytime
between now and Jan. Call 256-0303.

tfll -6

APARTMENT FOR SALE

Apt. in Ihe country. I br. Ir. dr. kitchen.

20 mins. to campus. Bernardston 140 plus

II3-64M-974H.

MM
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Stickers End On Sour Note
By BKTIi O'BRIEN

UMass ended their 1973 field

hockey season on a down note,
dropping a close decision to
Northeastern, 2-1, and making

their record for the season 5-3-3.

Playing on their own thick

grassy fields, NU had the decided
advantage early in the game. They
utilized scoops, flicks and other

No. that's not the great pumpkin. It's Rick Wise and son Rich
outside their home in Chesterfield, Missouri. Wise will have a new
summer home when the righthander joins the Red Sox* pitching staff
next spring.

Bruins Shut Out Stars

All Star Team Selections

Highlight Of UMass Season
By BETH O'BRIEN

The selection last weekend of eight members of the UMass field hockey
squad to the Northeast College first and second teams was both an honor
and the highlight of the season.
Starting on the first team from UMass will be Lori Nazar, junior

fullback and three-year member of the UMass team and Wendy Alpaugh
Wendy has been the consistent high scorer for UMass in her four years
with the team and is tri-captain.
The Northeast College Tournament was held to select the 50 players

that will make up two first teams and two second teams which will play in
the Northeast Field Hockey Tournament in Rye, New York on the
weekend of Nov. 10-11.

A Selection Committee will choose the 55 best players from the 25
participating teams. These players will then represent the New England
area in the National Tournament to be held at Winchester High School
over the Thanksgiving recess.
The players chosen for the second team from UMass are Kathy O'Neil

Elaine Senosk, Joanne Lorrey, Joanne Smith, Kathe Germann and Barb
Martell.

Unitas: End OfRoad

BLOOMINGTON. Minn. (AP)
Wayne Cashman triggered a
Boston onslaught with a goal and
an assist and Phil Esposito scored
in his 10th straight National
Hockey League game as the Bruins
overwhelmed the winless Min-
nesota North Stars 5-0 Wednesday
night

Cashman scored the first goal in

the first periodto open Boston's 38-

shot attack and set the stage for
goalie Ross Brooks' first shutout of
the season
Then at 12:02, Cashman zipped a

pass to Ken Hodge who scored his
ninth goal of the .teason and gave
the Bruins a 2-0 edge.

Esposito, the NHL's leading
scorer with 23 points, made it 3-0 in

the second period to maintain his

string of scoring in every Boston
game this season.
Andre Savard, later in the

second period, and Bobby Orr, with
his fifth goal of the season in the
third, topped off the rout of the
North Stars, who have lost five and
tied six games as the only winless
NHL team.
Brooks, starting only his second

game, had a rather easy time of it,

steering out 25 North Stars shots as
the Bruins protected their East
Division lead.

Celtics Defeat Cavs
BOSTON (AP)-Don Nelson and

Don Chaney sparked Boston to an
18 point lead in the first seven
minutes and the aggressive Celtics

went on to whip the Cleveland
Cavaliers 128-110 Wednesday night
in a National Basketball
Association game.
Nelson popped in eight points

and Chaney converted two steals

into baskets while tallying seven
points as the Celtics got away to a
13 2 lead and then a 25-8 advantage
en route to avenging an upset at

Cleveland Sunday.
Cleveland trimmed the lead to 10

TEP Campus
Champs Again

(Continued from P. 20)

ends" rush with zone DiocKing. and
picked the CE secondary apart
with short, flat passes By now the
blocking of Paul LaLiberti. John
Griffen. Joe Ferretti. and Jay
Phalen was coping successfully
with the Civil Engineering rush
Late m the third Quarter. Ron
Beaurivage broke straight down
the middle, turned halfway at
midfield to take a pass from Bruce
McNamara, and was tagged.
Apparently. But as two CE
secondary men converged on him,
he shoveled the ball to Pete
Backstrom, who romped down the
sidelines and scored.

This was the turning point of the
game. The Civil Engineering
momentum dissolved amid the

cheers of a partisan Tau Epsilon

Phi crowd, and the vaunted line of

Mike Buckley. George Trubiano.

Mike Joyce, and John Kennedy
just couldn't force any TEP
mistakes. In the closing seconds of

the game, CE marched to the TEP
seven. But Ron Beaurivage is

leaping interception at the five

snuffed out CE's last flickering

hopes of a championship.

points 65-55 at halftime as Austin
Can- found the range for eight
points, but it was a futile charge
The Celtics wrapped up the game

in the third period, outscoring the
Cavaliers 42-28 as the big guns,
John Havlicek, Dave Cowens and
Jo Jo White, accounted for 24
points and a 107-83 lead.

Cowens and White each finished
with 21 points and Chaney had 17.

Austin Carr led the Cleveland
shooters with 26 points, while
Bobby Smith had 14 and Bob Rule
13

SAN DIEGO ( AP) - Will Johnny
Unitas, the Pittsburgh kid who was
drafted by the Steelers but shunted
off to Baltimore without playing a
game, wind up his legendary pro
football career back home?
The San Diego Chargers asked

the Steelers this week to consider
taking Unitas on waivers, along
with his salary — reportedly
$250,000 annually.
"We told them we're not in-

terested," a Pittsburgh spokesman
said Wednesday of the quarterback
who has passed for more yards and
more touchdowns than any other
signal-caller in pro football
history.

Unitas, 40, was sold to Sai. Diego
earlier this year for a reported
$150,000-equal to the deferred in-

come which he would have
received from Baltimore. Then he
signed a two-year contract with the
Chargers.

But after three games as their
No.l quarterback, Unitas was

benched halfway through the
Chargers' 38-21 loss at Pittsburgh
He hasn't played since.
The Steelers drafted Unitas No. 9

in 1955, but before his first pro
season Unitas was waived. He
went to sandlots near Old Forbes
Field as quarterback of the
Bloomfield Rams, earning $6 a
game.

The Colts invited him to their
training camp in January 1956, and
Unitas went on to win acclaim.
The trading deadline has passed,

but a player put on waivers could
be claimed by any of the other
National Football League clubs,
bidding in reverse order of their
1972 finish. His current contract
would be continued with the new
club.

The Steelers' No. 1 quarterback,
Terry Bradshaw, suffered a partial
shoulder separation Sunday
against Cincinnati and may be out
four to six weeks.

airborn maneuvers while the grass
bogged down UMass 's running and
passing game. NU jumped into an
early lead on a nice flick into the
corner of the net.

UMass's Wendy Alpaugh led the
team out of their early foundering
by switching the attack to the air,

and effectively using air dribbles,
scoops and flicks. The play evened
out and the half ended with NU
ahead, 1-0.

UMass grabbed the second half
momentum with an early score on
a drive from Elaine Senosk on a
centering pass from Wendy
Alpaugh. The game continued in

pretty much see-saw fashion until

a late score by NU put the pressure
on UMass. They pressed for a
score in the circle, but missed a
couple of good chances as the NU
defense held fast for the win, 2-1.

The J.V.'s playing in waning
daylight, beat the NU J.V. 1-0. The
game winner was a beautifully hit

hard drive by Donna O'Brien.
The game was called after 20

minutes due to darkness. The J.V.
season record stands at an im-
pressive 6-1-1.

^T^— * * ' --• -..
j jy MHM TR 733-3131
^^

[StlCMCASf CINEMA! 1234
W* Hono< MASTER CHAHGf

WOUTj i «IVERO»(.£ HO WIST SfFLO

Eves. — 7:3e-9:20
' Sal. Sun — 2-3 : 4V5 : 25-7: 35-9: 15 X

NE Soccer Notice
SOCCER POLL

1. Bridgeport 9-1-2

2. Connecticut 9-2-1

3. Brown 4-3-1

5. Springfield 7-3-1

6. Keene State n-o-l
7 Yale 3-3-2

8Wesleyan 5-3-1

9. Babson n-n
10. Tufts 7.2

I-M Notice
New Recreational Activity

Schedule for NPE ( North Physical
Education) Gymnasium beginning
November 5, 1973.

Mondays and Wednesdays- 8
p.m. to 10 p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays-7 p.m.

to 9 p.m.

Television Tonight
S:M KVSUiN O'TOOI.E "Operation You Spare A Job"'" (18
i DMMVI "

i 18)

IHM.XVS IIKKOKS The Shultz
Mi made "

1 22)

MISTtKIUM.KKS VFH.IIROKIIOOI)
I 4

lOVEVTI KKs of M MOUMN <27>

KK.XhHIA llll.l.HII.MES The Phan
lom Fifth Floor " i30)

MIMF.H n IK Marry Me. Marry Me
'Ml'

• NO REM. McCOYS Sorority Girl"
Ml
THE IIH SHOW Lucy Goes To

HoUywoad Premiere "
< 22)

THE UKITHK COMI'ANY <24> (57)

GOMEK PYI E The Carnage Waits
J?

IHM. \vs HEROES The Assassin ' <M>
NFUS \\h\THEH. SI'ORTS < 40)

..v. UIIUS HAPK-EMNG I PDATE It!

•:M \EWS Itl '8) < 22»

I SPY Home to Judgment "
f 18

1

MXKINt. TIIIM.S (.ROW (241

I'KTTIIOXT Jl'MTION Steves I'ncle
• icortte "

1 27

1

TO TEI.I. THE TKl'TII Garry Moore
host

I MX
«ll.l». Mill) WEST Night Of the

Headless Woman." (. -I0J

ZOOM! (57l

:|] WTIOWI. OOYERVMENT 2-4

)

'• !<i NEWS 131 <22> i.T0i

UN KXKMM. NEWS <8i

IXIM.II. WoKI.lt 127)

MM IMAONS NKWS XNIt COMMENT
' >7

1

«... \EWSKK\T NEWS • 40 >

'•mi rm: rtammmi is>

THl Til OK < ONSEOl EM ES Bob
It.ukci host 'Ri

DM K \ \\ OYKK SHOW Rudd\ (an

NEWS WEATHER. SPORTS 1 22 ) (30)

YOl R El'Tl HE IS NOW (24)

MOYIE The Hoodlum Priest" (27)

\R< EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

7 mi THRH.I.SEEKERS <8i

IIMMY SW \(.(.\RT SHOW (18)

HOI.l YWOOH \Nlt THE STARS How
to Succeed as a Gangster " Hal Stanton,
host <22)

FREE TIME < 24

>

W\IT Till. YOIR FATHER GETS
HOME U l For the Defense " i3o>

OH AGNET The Christmas Story
THE OPEN IMtOR (57)

»:« THE W Xl.TONS The Braggart
TOMA The Cain Connection " <8>

SPFCIXI. TIYIES. RHYTHMS
RHYMES 1 18)

THE FLIP WILSON SHOW (22) (30)

ELECTION OFFICIALS SCHOOL THE
(57)

Bullitt" (3)

The Squaw Man " (8) (40)

I R <I8)

"The Helping Hand " (22)

1"

' (3)

(40)

AN!)

STUDENT
DISCOl'NT CARDS

will be given out on campus
Friday. 11-2 in S.L.B. * Con-
course.

FREE OE CHARGE

^MdA*

XHYOCXTFS
•MIO MUX IK.

Kl NG El
THE Tim CI

IRONSIDE
IMl
FOLK i'i;n (24)

RORIS KAHLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER \ji Strega (27)

FOLK l»7il (i7

1

Hi Mi STREETS OF SAN FKANl I.MO No
Badge lor Benjy " (8) (40)

SXMMY IIXYIS STARRING IN NBC
FOLLIES (22) <30)

THE XDXtK ATES (24)

NEWS (27)

MXRTIN XGRONSKY: EX ENING
EDITION Ci7>

Hi Ml THE I.IXING WORD I I8>

CXPTIONFO FRFM II CHCF iSfl

TONIGHT
IRWIN SHIRWIN at 7:20 p.m.
The inimitable professor relates the Halloween adventures of little

Dick Nixon Professor Shirwin is a special commentator on loan to
WMl'A from Group Double Who. and holds a doctorate in Driver
Eduction

FILM Ql OTES AND COMMENTS at 7:30 p.m.
Dr Tom Bonn of the Communications Studies Dept fine-tooths the

films in the Amherst Area.

THE FOURTH TOWER OF INVERNESS at
midnight.

Each weeknight at the stroke of twelve. Jack Flanders wanders
|

through lands which are beyond the reach of time and space. Join him,
as he enters THE FOURTH TOXVER OF INVERNESS!

, .;

U1MUA
STEREO 01.1 FM

FREE FClfW/INFORMATIVE

RADIO

Paul Metallo

Down In The Bush Leagues
By STEVE CROWE

For Paul Metallo, the days of screaming fans,

dancing cheerleaders, and Boardwalk Bowl glory
are gone. Instead, the man who broke all UMass
rushing records last year is playing defensive
safety for the celler-dweller Western Mass.
Pioneers of the bush Atlantic Coast League.
"What I miss most of all is being with a winning

team," said Metallo, who's Holyoke-based team is

1-8 this year.

How does a guy who is so accustomed to success,
cope with the frustration of playing in the bush
leagues?
"I'm playing.-that's the important thing. I'm

learning and that's good, too."

But the disap-
pointment of playing on
the Western Mass.
Pioneers could be seen
on Metallo's face. The
team is a mixture of two
basic types of players,
as Metallo pointed out:

those who are playing in

hopes of getting into the
pros or who just want to

play a couple years of

football and secondly,
those who aren't going
anywhere. These are
the ones who cause most
of the trouble on the
team.
"They go around with

the attitude that 'I'm a
big dude 'cuz I can fight

anyone," said Metallo of
the troublemakers on
the team. "But they're
really nothing." Being a
big man in the bush
leagues, realizes
Metallo, really doesn't
amount to much at all.

"I had a friend from
the Midwest who went to

camp (Kansas City
Chiefs) with me who
quit the team ( Holyoke)
because the club was so
unorganized with
everyone fighting all the
time" he added.
For Metallo, it was

quite a change to make
from running back to

defensive back. Drafted
in the thirteenth round
as a defensive back, of

the NFL draft last year,

the Kansas City Chiefs
were looking at the
speed and quickness of

Metallo as the material
for cornerback.

"I don't think they
even knew I was a
running back in

college," said Metallo.

"I was listed on
the rookie camp roster as a defensive back and I

was never given the chance to try out for running
back."
Although Metallo didn't know why he wasn't

drafted as a running back himself, it is speculated
that he was not big enough. He surely had the
speed ( fastest sprinter in rookie camp-4.4 seconds
in the 40 yard dash), but his 5-11, 1801b. frame was
probably not considered big enough for a NFL
running back.

"Sure. I miss running the ball," confessed
Metallo, "I always got a special thrill when I did
run in college. But I realize that if I'm going to

make it in the pros its going to be as a defensive
cornerback and not as a running back."
But his lack of experience in playing defensive

safety was the reason he was cut from the Chiefs.
I had to learn fifteen different defenses," said

Metallo. "at the same time I was trying out for the
team."

But now, Metallo knows all the defenses and by
playing safety on the Pioneers, he is getting a
chance to improve himself at cornerback. "Now,
I'm getting the overall picture on defense," he
said. "But anyone can play safety," he said "it
takes a lot to play cornerback."
When Paul Metallo was trying out for

professional football teams this summer, he came
across a couple incidents of prejudice.

It was apparent to him that the people in the NFL
did not respect New England. "They don't think
we play a good brand of football up here," said
Metallo. "But I was happy to see Boston College
beat Texas A and M and play good games against
Tulane (and Miami). And UMass beat Boston

College last year.
Maybe now, people will

take another look at

UMass football and New
England football in

general.

After being cut by the

Chiefs, Metallo went
north to try out for a
Canadian football team,
the Edmonton Eskimos.
"Their coach was an
idiot," said Metallo, "I
didn't like him and he
didn't like me. I had the

respect of the players,

and they were expecting
me to stay around and
play for them. But the

coach-he had something
about the NFL guys
( those players who had
played in the NFL ) . He
felt, i can't let them go-

they played in the
NFL!' No matter if

someone else was better

than them, it was more
important to him that

the guy was in the

NFL."
As far as Metallo was

concerned, the
Canadian Football
League is not that good.
"Last year's UMass
football team could
have won games up
there," he said.

Where does Paul
Metallo go from here?

"I can'tsee playing in

the Atlantic Coast
League for any more
than two years," he
said. As a free agent,

Metallo will decide
which pro team he
would like to try out for

next spring. A year's
experience should help
him a lot, but a career in

the ADFL is not
Metallo's idea of what
he wants to do.

"If I don't make it in two years," he said, "I'd
like to try coaching or go on to grad school ( in
Physical Education.)"

Plans are presently being made for the for-
mation of a World Football League, an in-

ternational league with teams stationed in Tokyo,
London, Honolulu, Tampa, and New York.
"The WFL has an international flair to it which

is attractive to a lot of bachelors. This could even
draw a lot of bachelors away from the NFL. It's a
chance to see a new sport overseas and I think it

will go over big if it is understood."

But Metallo emphasized that the WFL to him is

only a second choice. "I still want to play in the
NFL." he said. And by his willingness to play a
year or two in the shadow of the ACFL, Metallo
has proven that he surely must want badly to play
in the pros.
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Owners Seek To

Extend Dealing

SC'OTTSDALE. Ariz. (AP) —
Major league baseb?ll's general

managers recommended Wed-
nesday the adding of another in-

terleague trading session.

Winding up a three day meeting,

the general managers suggested
that the trades between the

National and American leagues be

allowed between May 15 and June
15 each season. Such trading is now
allowed from five days after the

World Series to the last day of the

major league meetings, which
normally take place in December

Hapco Auto Parts

534 Main St.

corner of High St.

256-6414

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
(on Parts & Accessories for your American or Foreign car)

Bob Sgheier

Why I Hate Sports
ByBOBSCHEIER

I hate professional sports. Hockey bores me to death. My heart drops
every time I walk into a room on a sunny Sunday afternoon and see an
audience of otherwise healthy people sprawled out watching grainy
quarterbacks dissolve into pig-piles, amid the static. Basketball (on TV)
is about as exciting and unpredictable as watching The Brady Bunch. It's

depressing -like reading the personals in The Real Paper and wondering
vaguely if you should be able to enjoy what all those other people seem to
be enjoying.

It isn't sports themselves I hate; baseball can be reasonably in-
teresting, when watched in person, and watching it on TV can be a
nostalgic rush, remembering afternoons ten years ago watching the
Gillette parrot between innings on the World Series Football in the
stadium can be an interesting plunge into another culture, dodging the
drunks and the alums.
But sports as it is packaged, sexed-up, idolized, and homogenized for a

mass audience of fading jocks disgusts me. Football (via the networks)
isn't a game. It's a culture celebration. Virile men. Big expensive cars.
Gillette shave cream. Maximus Super beer. Plenty of cheerleaders (and
pretty girls in the stands for the camera to glance at self-consciously).
Flags flying in the wind. Give me A break.
And sports at the collegiate fantasy level is even worse. Thousands of

high school track and football freaks -who genuinely enjoyed sports
competition in High School come up to the big university and crawl away
from their books on a Sunday afternoon to escape into past vico tries,
trading obscure statistics and lies about plays, runs, jumps, throws, hits]
blocks, shots, passes, sprints, and tackles, they'll never see again.
Marx said religion is the opiate of the people. He should have seen the

Boston Bruins. What else can you call something that keeps thousands of
middle-aged men who hate their jobs, wives, kids, fellow workers, neigh-
bors, and probably themselves safe in a chair guzzling beer after beer
and trying to focus their eyes long enough to see what "That Espo" has
done this time?
Which brings us to golf. Watching a golf match if you don't play golf is

like reading a dirty book before you reach puberty. You can't figure out
what all the fuss is about. Golf is exercise? Only for the caddies
Then there are the sports fans. "Hey, did you see that save? Didja Bob?

Huh 9 That was the wildest thing I ever saw. Shit, that reminds me of the
time I was playing with a bunch of kids on this pond near my house."
Don't bother. One fanatic hitting anotner over the head with a hockey
stick is the same to me. If you've seen one skull fractured in Boston
Garden you've seen them all.

The media envelopes sports with swirls of exhaustive coverage, re-
coverage, analysis, and biographical idolatry of every obscure half-back
and pitcher the industry can crank out. If the Middle East War were
covered in the same depth and detail as the Red Sox, we'd know what
shoe President Sadat puts on first in the morning -and why.
Which doesn't mean, as I said, that I hate all sports-or all Jocks As for

sports -show me a Frisbee and I start drooling. (Show me a hockey stick
and I start yawning. ) And coming to college was one of the great learning
experiences of my life because I learned that not only are jocks people

-

some of them are damn good people who enjoy athletic competition, even
in its most homogenized (or Marty Kelley-ized) forms.
Just don't tell me about it.

Bob Scheier is an MDC Sports guest columnist.

Ali Mouths Off..BaresJaw

NEW YORK (AP) - Muham
mad Ali exhibited his jaw Wed-
nesday to combat rumors that it

had been broken again. But he did
it reluctantly and with a touch of

sarcasm.
"How's he gonna know if

anything is wrong with my jaw,"
snapped Ali when told at a news
conference that his jaw was going
to be examined by a New York
State Athletic Commission
physician.

"He can't see my jaw," said Ali

as Dr. Harry Kleiman carried out

the examination. "You'd have to

X-ray my jaw. There's nothing
wrong with it. This is just publicity.
They're just jivin' the people."

The news conference was called

by Madison Square Garden
Boxing, Inc., following reports that

Ali's jaw, which was broken in a

fight with Ken Norton last March,
was broken again last Friday in an
exhibition in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. The Garden will be the

scene of Ali's rematch with Joe
Frazier Jan. 28.

ANNOUNCING
ANNUAL

POCKET BILLIARDS

TOURNAMENT

FOR WHO:
Any Full Time registered student UMass-Amherst
STARTING:
Monday, November 5, 1973

DIVISION:
Pocket Billiards only

Register at:

Games Area — Student Union
COST:
One dollar — Covers cost of play
WINNER:
Represents University at New England Regionals in

February
TROPHIES:
To Winner and Runner up
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TEP Caps 2nd
Campus Crown

By WALT POWERS
Pete Backstrom was mobbed by

his teammates as he sat in the

Boyden locker room. "Today the

Boyden Bowl, someday maybe the

Superbowl!", he yelled, and you
had to believe him after he scored

the winning touchdown for Tau
Epsilon Phi in their 9-6 intramural

championship victory over Civil

Engineering. The score, which
came on a play that would have
boggled the mind of Dick Mac-
pherson, erased a three point

halftime deficit against the valiant

Koalas No. 1

By SHARON HUGHES
With about one minute left in the

4th quarter, the Crampton Koalas
scored against the Squad to win (8-

0) the campus championship in

women's intramural football.

Koala left end, Jane Hopkins,
snagged a pass at the 20 yard line

and ran it the rest of the way for

the touch-touchdown.

There was little action until the

last few minutes. The game was a

tough defensive battle against two
evenly matched teams, but neither

played up to their potential. Both
the Koalas and the Squad had
trouble gaining yardage and
hanging onto passes.

Squad quarterback Kathy
McDonald completed many fine

passes to flanker Marilyn Ritz.

With under a minute left, the

Squad offense got it to the 30 yard
line when the Koalas intercepted to

end the game.
In the playoff for third place, the

Field Whalers topped the Knowlton
Notlwonks 13-6.

"over-the hill gang" from Civil

Engineering, and gave TEP their

second consecutive intramural
championship.

If the play that won the game
was unexpected, the outcome itself

wasn't. Both teams played pretty

much to form on this cool, clear,

Halloween night. Civil

Engineering, the defending grad-

fac champions, had given up just

two points in the regular season.

Their team featured a cautious,

methodical offense and the most
ferocious pass rush in the IM's.

Tau Epsilon Phi was younger,
bigger, and more explosive than

CE, and relied mainly on the pass

receiving prowess of Ron
Beaurivage and Pete Backstrom.
They were a "second half" team
that preferred to look for defensive

weaknesses in the first half, and
exploit them in the second. As it

turned out, that was exactly what
happened.
After TEP's opening drive

sputtered. Civil Engineering took

advantage of a fifteen yard penalty

and advanced to the TEP twenty.

Steve Buckley then hit his brother

Mike with a twenty yard TD pass,

giving CE a lead that lasted till the

middle of the third period.

The TEP defense solidified after

that, and late in the second quarter

the TEP offense put together their

first sustained drive of the game.
After a tremendous diving catch by
Ron Beaurivage brought TEP to

the CE seven, the drive stalled, and
Steve Tonelli booted a twelve yard
field goal. A few minutes later,

Tonelli s second attempt, a 45

yarder FG slipped just under the

crossbar, and Civil Engineering
left the field at the half with a 6-3

a . - . AJ - *9^H u? ma Pholo s^ Ruggles ,

The new Campus champions. ..or should we say the old? The Gridders from Tau Kpsion Phi have won
nineteen games in a row en route to two consecutive intramural championships.

lead.

In the second half, TEP
responded to the CE's "looping

(Continued on P. 18)
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Runners Tune Up For NE's
By SCOTTHAYES

To most of you, today's cross

country meet at Worcester may
seem unimportant, but it means a

great deal to Tom Gillen, Phil

Broughton. Tom Wilson, Chris
Chambers and the rest of the

UMass team.
Gillen, Wilson. Broughton and

Chambers have been practicing

especially hard over the past two
weeks and hope to prove them-
selves in today's meet against Holy
Cross and Central Connecticut.

commented,
impressive in

Coach O'Brien
"Wilson has looked

workouts since the Springfield

meet." O'Brien added that Wilson,
Broughton and Gillen are probably
in the best shape they have ever
been
UMass. which won their record

breaking fourth straight YanCon
title on Saturday, enters today's
meet with a 5-3 record.

The race is a big one for all those
running because it will determine
who will run the iunior varsitv race

Cross country i> probably the most agonizing sport outside of

marathon running, and complete recovery from a tough race

sometimes takes weeks. Here freshman John Mcgrail winds down

after his eighth-place finish in Saturday's Conference Cham-

pionships.

in the New England championships
on Monday, and the IC4A's a week
after.

The team, according to O'Brien
is well-rested, not having had a
race in nine days.

The runners have to put together
a better race than they ran against

Springfield last Tuesday. If the

squad runs a good race, then

UMass could beat both teams, if

not. Central and Holy Cross will be
troublesome.
Pressure is expected in the three

way meet from the UMass fresh-

men Kobb Leary, John Scheer,
Jim Hunt and (het Mysliwiez
should provide the competition for

the I Mass veterans, while vying
for a spot on the team that run the
\eu Hnglands.
Holy Cross is led by sophomore

Neil Coleman, a good runner who
enjoyed a successful freshmen
season last year. Coleman, a 9:12

two miler, is backed by teammates
Steve Kiley. Donald Klett and Nick
Audette. Holy Cross, sporting a 3-5

record, is a young team with

mostly freshmen and sophomore
runners. The Crusaders, however,
are not as strong this year as they

have been in the past

Bob Lees, an outstanding runner
who won the indoor two-mile and
outdoor three-mile titles, leads a

strong Central Connecticut team.

Lees has already set several
course records this year. Last
Saturday, Lees placed first second
only to Charlie Dugan of

Springfield in the ECAC cham-
pionships. Central will depend on
Jim Balavender. Vin Curry and
Dan Neckes to improve on its 8-4

record.

CROSS COUNTRY CORNER -
Coach O'Brien told his team before

the Yankee Conference meet.
"They're not going to give you
anything. You have to go out there

and take it." The runners got the

message and stormed to their

fourth straight title, taking seven
of the top twelve places. Only one
runner was able to break into the

top ten that was dominated by
UConn and UMass. George Reed of

New Hampshire placed tenth to

break up the UConn-UMass
superiority

Steve Crowe

Notes And Quotes

"Injuries are a reason for our disappointing season, not an ex-

cuse.'said a defensive Paul St. Onge at yesterday's Varsity M luncheon

at the Newman Center.

St. Onge said just finished reading an article in the Collegian which
quoted the co-captains as saying that the lack of desire greatly hurt the

team this year.

"Sure the team's morale is down and the spirit is low, but this isn't

anything abnormal," he said. "When the team is losing and no one knows
why, it is hard not to get down on yourself."

But what St. Onge didn't understand was that the article said the team
was playing poorly because they lacked the desire and not that they lacked

the desire because they were playing poorly.
• •• •

Some people seem to be under the impression that what Marty Kelley

writes represents the opinion of Collegian. They read a Kelley column
and say. "The Collegian said," Let me set the record straight. A sports

column represents the opinion of the writer and not necessarily the

opinion of the newspaper. And in the case of Marty Kelley, you can almost
bet that the opinion of the paper is exactly the opposite.

Coach MacPherson has announced the freshmen he is bringing up to

play in the Vermont game this Saturday: Rich Jessamy, Bob Peck, T.J.

Edmunds, Keith Lang, Steve Williams, Greg Butterfield. and Ross
Schubarth

• •••

Remember when you were in little league and one team won all their

games, the second place team won all their games but one, and the third

place team lost only to the two teams ahead of them? Well, UMass has
chucked all that order out the window. UMass beat Maine Maine beat

Rhode Island but (here's the catch) Rhode Island then beat UMass.
Here's another one: UMass beat Rutgers, Rutgers beat Delaware,
Delaware beat UConn, and ( here it comes again) UConn beat UMass.
You can't make sense and order out of anything any more.

• •••

Coach MacPherson on cornerback Bob Parrott: "We have never had a
guy who is so consistently excellent as Bob Parrott " But later he added
"Dennis Kiernan is another one" who is consistantly excellent this year'

• •• •

Assistant coach George Flood, who blushed when Coach MacPherson
announced him as the offensive coach at the luncheon, expressed concern
that he was not going to receive the coverage in the paper that fellow
assistant coach Bob Lord did when he spoke at a previous luncheon. In
fact, Lord got a headline story because he was so entertaining. Flood is
about the third guest speaker in a row who felt the pressure of living up to
the level Lord reached. ..and the third straight to fail. Keep trying, guys.

Randy Thomas, who supposedly said before winning the Yankee
Conference cross-country championship meet, that "no freshman ever
beats me twice in a row", gets another shot at that particular freshman
UC onn's Bruce Clark, when they meet again Monday in the New
Englands Maybe Thomas would like to come out and predict that no
freshman ever beats him twice in one season. How abot it Randy?

Inside Sports

•Metallo In The Bush Leagues

•8 UM Field Stickers Cited

•Field Hockey Team Ends Season

•The Unwanted Unitas

•"Why I Hate Sports" Column
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TEP Caps 2nd
Campus Crown

By WALT POWERS
Pete Backstrom was mobbed by

his teammates as he sat in the

Boyden locker room. "Today the

Boyden Bowl, someday maybe the

Superbowl!", he yelled, and you
had to believe him after he scored

the winning touchdown for Tau
Epsilon Phi in their 9-6 intramural

championship victory over Civil

Engineering. The score, which
came on a play that would have
boggled the mind of Dick Mac-
pherson, erased a three point

halftime deficit against the valiant

Koalas No. 1

By SHARON HUGHES
With about one minute left in the

4th quarter, the Crampton Koalas
scored against the Squad to win (8-

0) the campus championship in

women's intramural football.

Koala left end, Jane Hopkins,

snagged a pass at the 20 yard line

and ran it the rest of the way for

the touch-touchdown.
There was little action until the

last few minutes. The game was a

tough defensive battle against two
evenly matched teams, but neither

played up to their potential. Both
the Koalas and the Squad had
trouble gaining yardage and
hanging onto passes.

Squad quarterback Kathy
McDonald completed many fine

passes to flanker Marilyn Ritz.

With under a minute left, the

Squad offense got it to the 30 yard
line when the Koalas intercepted to

end the game.
In the playoff for third place, the

Field Whalers topped the Knowlton
Notlwonks 13-6.

"over-the hill gang" from Civil

Engineering, and gave TEP their

second consecutive intramural
championship.

If the play that won the game
was unexpected, the outcome itself

wasn't. Both teams played pretty

much to form on this cool, clear,

Halloween night. Civil

Engineering, the defending grad-

fac champions, had given up just

two points in the regular season.

Their team featured a cautious,

methodical offense and the most
ferocious pass rush in the IM'3.

Tau Epsilon Phi was younger,
bigger, and more explosive than

CE, and relied mainly on the pass

receiving prowess of Ron
Beaurivage and Pete Backstrom.
They were a "second half" team
that preferred to look for defensive

weaknesses in the first half, and
exploit them in the second. As it

turned out, that was exactly what
happened.
After TEP's opening drive

sputtered. Civil Engineering took

advantage of a fifteen yard penalty

and advanced to the TEP twenty.

Steve Buckley then hit his brother
Mike with a twenty yard TD pass,

giving CE a lead that lasted till the

middle of the third period.

The TEP defense solidified after

that, and late in the second quarter
the TEP offense put together their

first sustained drive of the game.
After a tremendous diving catch by
Ron Beaurivage brought TEP to

the CE seven, the drive stalled, and
Steve Tonelli booted a twelve yard
field goal. A few minutes later,

Tonelli's second attempt, a 45

yarder FG slipped just under the

crossbar, and Civil Engineering
left the field at the half with a 6-3
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The new Campus champions. ..or should we say the old? The Gridders from Tau Epsion Phi have won
nineteen games in a row en route to two consecutive intramural championships.

lead.

In the second half, TEP
responded to the CE's "looping

(Continued on P. 18)
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Runners Tune Up For NE's
By SCOTT HAYES

To most of you, today's cross
country meet at Worcester may
seem unimportant, but it means a

great deal to Tom Gillen. Phil

Broughton. Tom Wilson. Chris
Chambers and the rest of the
UMass team.

Gillen. Wilson, Broughton and
Chambers have been practicing
especially hard over the past two
weeks and hope to prove them-
selves in today's meet against Holy
Cross and Central Connecticut

Coach O'Brien commented,
"Wilson has looked impressive in

workouts since the Springfield
meet." O'Brien added that Wilson.
Broughton and Gillen are probably
in the best shape they have ever
been

UMass, which won their record
breaking fourth straight YanCon
title on Saturday, enters today's
meet with a 5-3 record.
The race is a big one for all those

running because it will determine
who will run the iunior varsitv race

Cross country is probably the most agonizing sport outside of

marathon running, and complete recovery from a tough race

sometimes takes weeks. Here freshman John Mcgrail winds down

after his eighth-place finish in Saturday's Conference Cham-

pionships.

in the New England championships
on Monday, and the IC4A's a week
after.

The team, according to O'Brien
is well-rested, not having had a
race in nine days.

The runners have to put together
a better race than they ran against
Springfield last Tuesday. If the

squad runs a good race, then
UMass could beat both teams, if

not. Central and Holy Cross will be
troublesome.
Pressure is expected in the three

way meet from the UMass fresh

men Robb Leary. John Seheer,
Jim Hunt and Chet Mysliwicz
should provide the competition for

the I Mass veterans, while vying
for I spot on the team that run the
New England*
Holy Cross is led by sophomore

Neil Coleman, a good runner who
enjoyed I success) ul freshmen
season last year Coleman, a 9:13
two miter, is hacked by teammates
Steve Kiley. Donald Klett and Nick
Audette Holy Cross, sporting a 3-5

record, is a young team with
mostly freshmen and sophomore
runners The Crusaders, however,
are not as strong this year as they
have been in the past.

Bob Lees, an outstanding runner
who won the indoor two-mile and
outdoor three-mile titles, leads a
strong Central Connecticut team.
Lees has already set several
course records this year. Last
Saturday, Lees placed first second
only to Charlie Dugan of
Springfield in the ECAC cham-
pionships Central will depend on
Jim Balavender, Vin Curry and
Dan Neckes to improve on its 8-4

record.

(ROSS COUNTRY CORNER -
Coach O'Brien told his team before
the Yankee Conference meet.
They're not going to give you

anything. You have to go out there

and take it." The runners got the

message and stormed to their

fourth straight title, taking seven
of the top twelve places. Only one
runner was able to break into the

top ten that was dominated by
I Conn and UMass George Reed of

New Hampshire placed tenth to

break up the UConn-UMass
superiority

"Injuries are a reason for our disappointing season, not an ex-

cuse. "said a defensive Paul St. Onge at yesterday's Varsity M luncheon
at the Newman Center.

St. Onge said just finished reading an article in the Collegian which
quoted the co-captains as saying that the lack of desire greatly hurt the

team this year.

"Sure the team's morale is down and the spirit is low, but this isn't

anything abnormal," he said. "When the team is losing and no one knows
why, it is hard not to get down on yourself."

But what St. Onge didn't understand was that the article said the team
was playing poorly because they lacked the desire and not that they lacked
the desire because they were playing poorly.

• •••

Some people seem to be under the impression that what Marty Kelley

writes represents the opinion of Collegian They read a Kelley column
and say, "The Collegian said," Let me set the record straight. A sports

column represents the opinion of the writer and not necessarily the
opinion of the newspaper. And in the case of Marty Kelley, you can almost
bet that the opinion of the paper is exactly the opposite.

Coach MacPherson has announced the freshmen he is bringing up to

play in the Vermont game this Saturday: Rich Jessamy, Bob Peck, T.J.
Edmunds. Keith Lang, Steve Williams, Greg Butterfield, and Ross
Schubarth.

• •••

Remember when you were in little league and one team won all their

games, the second place team won all their games but one, and the third

place team lost only to the two teams ahead of them? Well. UMass has
chucked all that order out the window. UMass beat Maine Maine beat
Rhode Island but (here's the catch) Rhode Island then beat UMass.
Here's another one: UMass beat Rutgers. Rutgers beat Delaware.
Delaware beat UConn. and I here it comes again) UConn beat UMass.
You can't make sense and order out of anything any more.

• • • •

Coach MacPherson on cornerback Bob Parrott "We have never had a
guy who is so consistently excellent as Bob Parrott " But later he added
"Dennis Kiernan is another one" who is consistently excellent this vear

Assistant coach George Flood, who blushed when Coach MacPherson
announced him as the offensive coach at the luncheon, expressed concern
that he was not going to receive the coverage in the paper that fellow
assistant coach Bob Lord did when he spoke at a previous luncheon In
fact Lord got a headline story because he was so entertaining Flood is
about the third guest speaker in a row who felt the pressure of living up to
the level Lord reached. and the thirchstraight to fail. Keep trying guys.

Randy Thomas, who supposedly said before winning the Yankee
( onference cross-country championship meet, that "no freshman ever
beats me twice in a row", gets another shot at that particular freshman
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when they meet *& in Mond*y «n the NewKnglands Maybe Thomas would like to come out and predict that notreshman ever beats him twice in one season. Howabot itRandy?
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Dr. Marcalo Dascal speaks at last night's teach-in on the Middle
East.

Middle East Peace
Subject Of Teach-in

By KAREN GORDON
"Pro-Israel is not Anti-Arab, was the theme of a teach-in last night in

Campus Center room 113. The purpose of the teach-in, the first in a series
sponsored by Hillel, was to clarify the issues and facts involved in the
Middle East situation. Speaking were Dr. Marcalo Dascal, Dr. Chaim
Gunner, and Moshe Komianski, an Israeli student.

Dr. Dascal stressed that there are two separate conflicts involved, the
conflict between the Arabs and the Israelis, and the conflict between the
Palestinians and the Israelis.

"Even if Israel would return the territories gained in the 1967 war,"
said Dascal, "the Arabs would still consider themselves in conflict with
Israel."

But, he added, a settlement with the Arabs is possible, whereas
Palestinians are impossible to negotiate with.
The Palestinians have stated that they want a Democratic non-

sectarian state, according to Dascal. To eliminate the national rights of
the Jews, he said, would be synonymous with the annihilation of the State
of Israel and this is what the Palestinians really want. Dascal noted that,
unlike other guerrilla movements, there is no real support of the
Palestinian guerrilla movement from the population within the boun-
daries of Israel. The real economic and political support comes from the
more reactionary Arab States, he said.

"Essential to any peace settlement," he concluded, "is a declaration or
sign of intention by the Arab States, that they recognize Israel and that
they do not support the Palestine movement."
Moshe Komianski spoke on the myths and facts of the Middle East

situation.

"Propaganda," he said, "is one of the greatest weapons the Arabs are
using against Zionism."
Kamionski described a world-wide propaganda campaign aimed at

neutralizing Western power, controlling the Third World, weakening
congressional support, developing anti-Semi»ism among Blakcs, posing
Christians against Jews, and obtaining support from college students and
the New Left. Arabs have "revived old myths embellished by new
cliches," he said.

Komianski addressed himself to specific myths portrayed by the
Arabs, speaking on Arab claims of Jewish mistreatment of refugees.
These reports were unsubstantiated, he said, adding that Israel actually
offered to help refugees. He also told stories of brutalities committed
upon Jews living in Arab Nations.
"Every minority has suffered by the Arabs," he said. "The Jews are

not the only ones."

Dr. Chaim Gunner spoke on perspectives for peace. The Middle East
crisis is a global crisis, said Gunner. It stems from the world population
and energy problem, he said and can only be solved through the
cooperation of the super powers. Gunner surmised that, due to the Soviet
relationship with China, the Russians will detente to the U.S. The
worldwide energy crisis will also be a factor in the eventual settlement.
Gunner predicted that the Israelis would have to relinquish the Sinai,

but that the Syrians will have to give up much of the Golan Heights.
"I would guess that the great losers will be Palestinians." he said.
The two ami a half hour session concluded with a question and answer

period during which dialogue took place between Arabs and Israelis.

Golda Visits Nixon

By JERRY LAZAR
No present employee of the

University was involved in data
distortion qr improper use of the
Computing Center.

That was the conclusion reached
by UMass officials after a month-
long investigation of charges made
by an ex-employee of the Com-
puting Center, who claimed that
Dr. Conrad A. Wogrin, director of
the Computing Center, and Dr.
James C. Fortune, a former School
of Education professor, "conspired
in the execution of a computer
program which generated a
fraudulent report for the U.S.
Office of Education."

Fortune left UMass in August,
1972 and is now teaching at

Virginia Polytechnic Institute in

Blacksburg, Virginia.

The investigation was prompted
by letters dated August 10, 1973 to

three U.S. Senators, signed by
Thomas F. Sullivan, a former night
shift operator at the Center for
over eight years, claiming that he
was illegally fired in September,
1972 because he threatened to
expose the alleged conspiracy.
The investigation was conducted

by members of Chancellor Ran-

dolph W. Bromery's staff: Dr.
James 1. DeShields, Dr. Douglas
Forsyth. Patricia Asack. and staff

attorney Sidney Myers.
Their report, according to Dr.

Tim Bornstein, assistant to the
Chancellor for personnel and
employee relations, is an "in-

ternal, confidential document" and
will not be revealed to the press.

"It deals with people's
reputations and careers," ex-
plained Bornstein. "It was written
and designed to be a confidential

memorandum to the Chancellor."
he said.

Bornstein told the Collegian that

his office will study the report and
conduct a further inquiry into

Sullivan's charges of racism,
nepotism, illicit moonlighting, and
mismanagement involving em-
ployees at the Computing Center.

Bornstein noted that, although
the ad hoc investigating committee
talked to Fortune, the conclusions
reached did not apply to him, as he
is no longer employed by the
University.

Both Wogrin and Fortune have
made unqualified denials of
Sullivan's allegations, both to the
committee and to the Collegian.

Stall I'lii.iu (.in) xi- Nilhrrx

Dr. Conrad A. Wogrin

Bromery will now respond to
UMass President Robert Wood
who will in turn reply to Senators
Edward Kennedy, Edward Brooke,
and Lowell Weicker.

Sullivan was removed from the
payroll in September, 1972 after
abandoning his position at the
Computing Center, according to
the committee.

By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Prime
Minister Golda Meir of Israel

yesterday suggested after meeting
with President Nixon that Egypt
and Israel negotiate a new cease-

fire line in a way that would in-

volve "moving forces on both sides

of the Suez Canal."
The proposal, made at a news

conference, could provide a way of

freeing an estimated 20,000

Egyptian soldiers trapped by
Israeli forces on the canal's east

bank. As Mrs. Meir put it. the lines
should be "straightened out" and
"large numbers of people moved"
without jeopardizing the cease-fire
or harming the political positions
of either Egypt or Israel.

Mrs. Meir spent an hour and 20
minutes at the White House with
the President, who described their
discussion as "very constructive"
as he saw her to her waiting black
limousine. Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger said the talks
went "very well."

(Continued on P. 5)
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Mr. Joseph P. Early has a complaint as he stands on the steps of the Student Union awaiting a
response from a disaffected world.
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Study Abroad Night

8 Nice Places To Go
ByAVISYUNI

Eight specific programs were
discussed at the Student Abroad
Night held Wednesday from 7:30-

9:30 p.m. in room 101 Campus
Center. About 60 people attended
the program which was sponsored
by Alpha Lambda Delta (a

sophomore girls honor society ) and
the International Programs Office.

In the main part of the program
eight students discussed their
experiences studying abroad under
different programs. They were
Olga Wierbicki - University of
Freiburg, Germany; Ellen Knoff-

University of Keele, England;
Caroline Young - University of
Ulster, North Ireland; Joe P.
Theroux - Oxford Summer
Program, Trinity College,
England; Sam Cannarella -

Bologna Summer Program,
University of Bologna, Italy;
Imogene Lewis, University of Dar-
es-Salaam, Tanzania; Nancy
Mazonson - Hebrew University,
Israel; and Beth Gordon - Study in

Greece Program, Athens, Greece.
Dr. Barbara Bum, Director of

International Programs and Ms.
Katherine Kipreos, Director of

Study in Greece, Inc. were also

there to answer questions during
the question and answer period
which followed the speeches.
Dr. Burn began the evening by

offering some general information.
UMass sponsors summer,
semester, two semester and
January programs. There are
summer programs in Freiburg,
Oxford and Bologna ; one semester
programs in North Ireland and
Grenoble, France; and year or two
semester programs in Freiburg
and Paris, France (through UMass
Boston but also available to
students here).

A student exchange is run with
the University of Keele, England,
and the University of Victoria,

British Columbia, Canada.
In January a new program will

be offered that goes to London,
Paris, and Rome with an emphasis
on broadcasting and com-
munication. More information can
be obtained from Professor James
Lynch.
The office is also presently

developing new programs -

Teaching English in Colombia,
South America; a Social Work
Internship in England, andstudent
exchanges in the Cameroons, West
Africa and the Indies in the
Caribbean.

It is not necessary for UMass to

offer an official program for a
student to study abroad in a par-
ticular country. UMass students
have studied under other programs
in numerous other places such as
Tanzania, Greece, and Israel, and
have received UMass credit for it.

Some money is available as aid
for student Study Abroad. Dr. Burn
said the office has received $5,000
for scholarships for this. Further
information concerning study
abroad can be obtained in the
International Programs Office, 239
Whitmore.
Speaking on the Freiburg

Program, Olga Wierbicki ex-
plained that about two weeks ago
UMass and the University of
Freiburg, Germany signed a
partnership concerning this
program.
She said that before entrance in-

to the University of Freiburg
students must take an entrance
exam testing such things as their

German grammar and language
comprehension. Freiburg itself,

she said was a very differentiated

Staff Photo-Harry ( harxh
After Halloween, the Great Pumpkin turns into pie.

Business Career Conference
To Be Held
The UMass School of Business Administration Undergraduate Ad-

visory Council, in conjunction with the Business Club, will hold a Career
Conference Day, Wednesday, Nov. 7, in the Campus Center.
The Conference, to begin at 8:30, will feature speakers from areas of

marketing, accounting, general business and finance, and other fields of
interest. To enable all students to attend, no business courses will be held
that day.

Tickets for a buffet luncheon, scheduled for noon, will be on sale for
$2.50 on the SBA first floor lobby. Harold E. Roush, director of college
relations for RCA, will be the featured speaker.
Ms. Valena Morrison, coordinator for the University Conference

Services Office, attributes the idea for a conference to Dr. Wendell Smith,
Ms Bettv Andelman and the Undergraduate Advisory Council.
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place in Germany. France and
Switzerland are only 30 and
45 minutes away, respectively.
Ms. Wierbicki also spoke of the

Cantes Program in France, where
she spent a semester before going
to Freiburg.

Before entering into the regular
university students must pass a
year of foreign student classes
where it's difficult even to get the
passing grade of 50 per cent, she
said.

Ellen Knoff found 30 nations
represented in the foreign students
attending the University of Keele,
England.
Ms. Knoff said that life there

centers around the Pub and that

even Americans encounter a
language difficulty when they first

get there because of the different

accents and expressions.; Only
three people will be selected to go
next year through written ap-
plication and an interview.

Students interested in this
program are asked to come down
to the International Programs
Office room 239 Whitmore the first

week in November.
Due to problems with bombs on

campus and other activities, this

year the semester program at the
University of Ulster, North
Ireland, was cancelled, Caroline
Young explained.

Ms. Young also mentioned that

this January the UMass School of

Education will be offering several
programs for students to student
teach in Europe. She herself will be
participating in one in Paris, but
others are offered in Spain and
Dusseldorf, Germany.
Joe P. Theroux attended last

summer's Oxford Summer
Seminar at Trinity College at
Oxford.

Oxford is about one hour from
London by train. Special trips are
offered under it with a possibility

of a special trip to Russia next
summer. Details of the program
are available from the Director,
Prof. Ernest Hofer, in Bartlett
Hall.

Under the Bologna Summer
Program, Sam Cannarella felt that
classes seemed to take a second
place to the students' interests in

Italy.

Nancy Mazonson spent a year at

Hebrew University in Jerusalem,
Israel Ms. Mazonson felt that the
most valuable part of the ex-
perience was living in Jerusalem
because there are people from all

different backgrounds.
Students must apply to Hebrew

University through the American
Friends of the Hebrew University
in New York, she said.

Blind Sculptor

Gains Recognition
By LINDA DKl'TSl'H

Associated Press Writer

I.OS ANGELES (AP)-Michael Naranjo, an American Indian, came
home from Vietnam with his eyesight gone and his right hand mangled.

He immediately took up sculpting.

He worked by touch and memory, remembering how his Tewah Indian

mother had taught him to mold clay pots in childhood. But his subjects

were more intricate-realistic animal figures, characters out of Greek

mythology and dancing Indians whose costumes were painstakingly

sculpted feather by feather.

"Everyone was surprised at the kind of work I was doing," he recalls.

"But it gave me great pleasure, and it was coming out well enough. I

could feel it in my hands; it was forming well and starting to take shape
"

Now, at 29, Naranjo is gaining recognition as one of the West's most
promising artists.

His work has been shown in one-man exhibitions at galleries in his

native New Mexico. The Veterans Administration sponsored a show of his

sculpture at the Library of Congress in Washington where he was in-

troduced to President Nixon. Several Southwestern art magazines are

featuring photos of his art.

The tall, slender veteran, his dark hair tied in long Indian braids, spoke
of his work, his blindness, and the war during a visit to Los Angeles. He
had come to deliver a surprise to his mother Rose who had encouraged
him to work with clay again. At his suggestion, she was featured on the

daytime TV show "The Girl In My Life" which honors outstanding

women.
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FREE
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Greenough And McNamara
Fight The Munchies
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"It may not be a burger joint, but it's all we got!
"

By BRIAN COYNE
To fight the late-night munchies, the residents of

Central and Sylvan areas now have their own
student-run snack bars.
The snack bar in Greenough is called "The

Down Under," and is located in the basement of
Greenough. The Sylvan Snack Bar is in Mc-
Namara. On any given evening, students can be
found in them satisfying appetites acquired
through studying and other activities.

When Greenough was renovated last semester,
the old kitchen area, which was housing a small
snack bar, was remodeled to better suit such an
operation. The result was a total face-lift, with a
new serving bar, tables and chairs, and carpet.
Jerry Bluhm, manager of "The Down Under,"

received a $1,000 loan from the Central Area
Council to begin operation this year. The loan was
not easy to procure, according to Bluhm, because
the snack bar that was in Greenough during the
Fall semester of '72 lost over $400. As of this week,
"The Down Under" has made over $800, and
Bluhm expects to exceed the $1,000 mark within
two weeks.

The Sylvan Snack Bar is now in its fourth
semester of operation. It is managed by Jonathon
Russell, and has grossed over $1,100 so far this

semester. Its mien is rather modest, having
formerly been a storage room. Russell says that
plans for remodeling the place are now under
consideration by the Sylvan Area Council, but
nothing has been finalized.

Both snack bars specialize in grinders, with
"The Down Under" also offering hamburgers and
hot dogs. Bluhm says that he is also interested in
acquiring a pizza oven.
Neither snack bar receives any help from

University Food Services, forcing them to search
for suppliers. Both Bluhm and Russell said they
were having no trouble getting supplies, though.
Both Bluhm and Russell expressed satisfaction

at the reception their operations were being
received by the area communities. Bluhm was
particularly impressed by the way Greenough
responded to the opening of the snack bar. For the
first two weeks, the employees worked without
salary, and when things got very busy, volunteers
from the dorm would come to help.
The hours of business for "The Down Under"

are 7 p.m. - midnight on Monday through Thur-
sday, 7 p.m. - l a.m. on Friday, and noon to mid-
night on Saturday and Sunday. The Sylvan Snack
Bar is open from 5:30-midnight during the week
and from 12:30p.m. to 12:30a.m. on weekends.
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APO: The Frat That Helps People

You deserve a break, today.
(and we'll help you get it.)

By CHRIS WALTER
Would you believe a fraternity that doesn't even

have a house? The fraternity is Alpha Phi Omega and
it is the National Service Fraternity.
According to Frank Evans, a fraternity advisor,

the purpose of APO is "to perform service for the
campus, community and nation." Last year's record
is impressive, with $1300 raised in the APO-GSS
sponsored Heart Fund Walk, $700 raised in the
fraternity's Las Vegas Night (which went to
Belchertown), and over 1,100 pints of blood in the
APO-GSS-University Women sponsored Blood Drive.
While these activities are standards which are

sponsored by APO every year, the fraternity is

willing to take on requests. "People call us and ask us
377 HUSSIU ST HAOtlV

to do something, and then we decide on it according to
its worth" said Evans. This year's requests include
supplying ushers for the theater department's "Moon
for the Misbegotten" and "Jaques Brel." One of the
requests last year was from a woman in Nor-
thampton. She was about to lose her mortgage
because she couldn't afford to paint her house, "So
APO took the job, and supplied men to paint a good
portion of the house" and the woman still lives there
said Evans.
"APO" said Evans, "is the largest fraternity in the

world, with over six hundred chapters." Membership
ranges from 10 to 100 members per chapter. APO at
UMASS presently has "about twenty members"
according to Evans.

Southwest Assembly

Peer Sex Gets $675
By FRAN BROCK

At last night's Southwest Assembly meeting, the Peer Six Education
Program in SW, was allocated $675. The money will go towards audio-
visual equipment, written materials for distribution within the Houses,
and honoraria/fees for off-campus guest speakers. The materials and
speakers are a part of the program which is available to all SW residence.
According to those sponsoring the request, the PSE Program helps

students to understand themselves and their peers in "the area of human
sexuality."

The program also receives a training grant from the National Institute
of Mental Health. But this grant can only be used for "University
populations other than in residence halls."
Colloquia are conducted by the PSE counselors in SW as well as the

other residential areas. The monev allocated will only go to the SW
Program.
Two major announcements were made at last night's meeting. The

first, made by Maureen Mitchell, asked for student support of SWIP —
Southwest Internal Planning. A meeting will be held today at 4: 30 in the
Resource Center to finalize the plans for the workshops of the SWIP
Conference which will be held the second weekend in December.
The last conference was held two years ago. It was at that conference

that students were given a say in the uses of Hampden. Since then, the
Resource Center has been established there and plans for a Rathskeller
are in the process of being decided

President, Larry St. Cyr announced the SWAP Conference that will be
held Nov. 30 — Dec. 2. This conference is sponsored by the University
Student Senate.

St Cyr said that SW residence, not in the Assembly, are eligible to
attend. He needs at least nine such students to apply. Applications are
available in JQA Lobby.
Appointments were made of representatives to committees iney

include Tom Paulinca to Academic Policy Board of the Instructional
Center, Patty Murphy. Maureen Mitchell. Larry St. Cyr and Gary
Hartley to Academic Policy Board, and Donna Waskiewicz to Govern-
mental Affairs as co-Chairperson. The other co-chairperson is Toni
Yuille.

Defense Dept. Gets Priority

For Domestic Petroleum
By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The Defense Department was given special
priority yesterday to buy U.S. domestic petroleum ahead of other
customers, adding further pressure to already hard-pressed domestic
supplies.

An Interior Department announcement said the-Defense Department
usually buys about half its needs abroad, the equivalent of less than 2 per
cent of domestic supply, but it cannot rely on foreign supplies in the
present circumstances.
Faced with anticipated shortages ranging from 100,000 barrels per day

to perhaps 800,000 and the additional cutoff of Arab oil, the nation now
may have to provide up to some 340.000 barrels per day to U.S. forces
overseas.

Interior Secretary Rogers C B. Morton announced the defense priority
at a news conference where he also announced the appointment of Eli T.
Reich, a retired vice admiral, as administrator of the Mandatory
Petroleum Allocation Program which took effect Thursday.
Reich told newsmen the United States has already begun shipping

petroleum from Norfolk, Va., to its fleet in the Mediterranean.
He said the fleet normally is fueled by Mediterranean refineries but

supplies of Arab oil to Europe were already being cut off.

Duke R. Ligon, director of the Office of Oil and Gas, said the Arab
cutoff would begin to be felt gradually in the United States in about two
weeks when tankers en route from the Mideast before the oil embargo
began have unloaded their cargoes.
The administration put into effect yesterday a mandatory allocation

program covering home heating oil, jet fuel, diesel fuel, kerosene and
other "middle distillates," requiring a fair distribution at the wholesale
level.

Morton said in answer to a question that mandatory allocation probably
would have to be extended to include crude oil, gasoline and other
petroleum products.

Mass Picket Planned

The Juan De La Cruz Committee
is calling for all members of the
five college campus communities
to join them on a mass picket line
Saturday, l p.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Finast Supermarket in Hadley.
According to a Committee

spokesman, Joanne Levenson,
without this pressure on Finast, not
only will the store continue to scab
on it's contract agreements they
made with the UFW but also the
UFW contracts with Stop and Shop
will be terminated early next week
because Stop and Shop has said
they will honor agreements only if

other major chains honor theirs.
Accord ;ng to Charles March,

regional organizer for the UFW.

AWHIRST CHINESI FOOD
62 Main St., Amhtrit

Tol. 253-7835
EAT IM OR TAKI-OUT

I LUNCH SPECIALS 99c &u|

"what is at stake is not one of two
contracts only but the realization
that the struggle of the Union is

part of the Amherst and Nor-
thampton communities. It is up to
us to pressure the stores and
growers when they refuse to
recognize the legitimacy of the
Union," he said, "a Union that in
their national convention last
month still had the support of 90
per cent of the farmworkers."

WATER BEDS

5 Year Guarantee

John - Ed
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In The Nation And The World
Full Independance Promised

Nixon Nominates Saxbe
As Attorney General

WASHINGTON.-THINKSIT OVER-Sen. William Saxbe. R-Ohio.
ponders a newsman's question outside the White House, right, in
Washington Wednesday. Saxbe said he is "relatively sure" he will be
named U.S. Attorney General.

By FRANCES LEW1NE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon
nominated Ohio Republican Sen. William B. Saxbe as
attorney general yesterday and promised full in-

dependence for a new special Watergate prosecutor,
Texas trial lawyer Leon Jaworski.
Nixon gave his personal assurance that he would not

fire the new special prosecutor as he did Archibald
Cox without getting approval from congressional
leaders of both parties.

The President appeared in the White House
briefing room to announce the nomination of Saxbe to

fill the vacancy caused by the resignation Oct. 20 of

Elliot L. Richardson.
He left to Acting Atty. Gen. Robert H. Bork the

announcement of Jaworski as "perhaps the best we
could get for this very important position" of special
prosecutor
Bork said the 68-year-old Jaworski, a Democrat,

would have all the freedom and independence
originally promised Cox and a renewed promise of

"the full cooperation of the executive branch in the
pursuit of his investigations."

Bork was asked if it was clearly understood that
Jaworski would be free to go to court to press for

additional tapes or presidential papers if he deems it

necessary.

"That is absolutely clear," Bork replied.

Cox refused to accept a summary of taped White
House conversations dealing with Watergate rather
than the tapes themselves. Nixon fired Cox and
established the prosecutor's office inside the Justice
Department.
At a news conference in Houston. Jaworski said:

"There are no restraints. I am not prohibited from
taking any action I might feel should be taken."

Nixon's pledge did not satisfy Sens. Adlai

Stevenson, D-IU, and Birch Bayh, D-Ind., sponsors of

separate bills providing for a court-appointed special

prosecutor.

"We've relied before on the promises of the

President and Congress has been burned," Stevenson
said. "There can be no independent prosecutor

without congressional action."

House Speaker Carl Albert said the legislation

should proceed but did not know what effect

Jaworski's selection would have.

Saxbe. 57, who already had' announced that he
would not seek another term in the Senate, said he
understood he was taking on the job in "difficult

times" when "the country is in a crisis of leader-

ship."

He said he was anxious that the new special

Watergate prosecutor would go to work "without any
limitations." While he knew his job was going to be
difficult, he said, "I have no reluctance and no doubts
that I can handle it."

Saxbe said Bork will remain as solicitor general.
Jaworski is a senior partner in the Houston law

firm of Fulbright, Crooker and Jaworski, where he
has been since 1951.

An experienced trial lawyer and prosecutor, he was
chief of the Nazi war crimes trial section of the U.S.
Army in the European theater after World War II. He
was president of the American Bar Association
during 1971-72 and was a friend and adviser to former
President Lyndon Johnson. A native of Waco, Tex.,
he received law degrees from Baylor University. He
is married and has three children.

Hearings, Tapes Center Of Watergate Controversy

Ex-Campaign Head
Was "Deceived9$

By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Former Nixon campaign manager Clark
MacGregor testified yesterday he was used and deceived in the
Watergate affair and said the President should submit to questioning by
the Senate Watergate committee's two ranking members

In a separate statement. Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., said an ap-
pearance by Nixon before the full Watergate committee may offer the
President the only way out of problems of credibility that now besiege
him.

A third formula was offered by Sen. Lowell P. Weicker, Jr., R-Conn.,
who suggested the President be asketJ to invite the entire panel to the
White House and submit to complete questioning.
Weicker said that the committee will vote on his proposal at its next

executive session and that most Watergate committee members have
greeted the idea enthusiastically.

Weicker said no oath should be required of the President, but insisted
that a transcript of the proposed session be made public.
Testifying before the committee, MacGregor, a former Minnesota

congressman and White House aide, said he believes Nixon might be
willing to submit to questions put informally by Watergate chairman
Sam J Ervin Jr., D-N.C. and vice chairman Howard H. Baker Jr R-
Tenn.
MacGregor told newsmen he had not checked his idea with Nixon

before offering it to the committee.
In a statement issued from his Senate office Goldwater said: "In my

opinion the credibility of the President has reached an all-time low from
which he may not be able to recover I repeat the suggestion I made to my
President a long time ago, that he go up to Capitol Hill and appear before
the Ervin committee and answer questions. I feel now more than ever
that this may offer the only way out."

In his testimony. MacGregor disputed parts of the testimony of two
previous witnesses and said of his campaign experiences: "It doesn't
make one happy to learn that one has been used."
MacGregor singled out former White House counsel John W. Dean III

and Jeb Stuart MacGruder. his immediate subordinate at Nixon's re-
election committee, as having used him.

Crucial Dean Conversation
Missing From Tapes

i* . II ft »!• %- ».« *.--* . mi * * mBy HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

W XSHINGTON (AP)
Presidential aide Stephen V. Bull
received an important tape
recording months before President
Nixon is said to have learned that it

did not contain a crucial Watergate
conversation, a Secret Service
technician testified yesterday.
The technician, Raymond C.

Zumwalt, said he did not know
whether the tape was among those
that former White House chief of
staff H. R. Haldeman took home
with him about the same time.
The tape in question recorded

Nixon's conversations of April 15,

1973 and preceding days in his
Executive Office Building suite.
But the White House has told U.S.
District Court Judge John J. Sirica
that the tape ran out before Nixon
talked with ousted counsel John W.
Dean III late in the evening.
Sirica called yesterday's hearing

to place on the record the cir-

cumstances by which two White
House tapes sought by Watergate
prosecutors are now said not to
exist.

Dean told the Senate Watergate
committee in June that his April 15
conversation with Nixon included
Nixon's whispered remark that he
was probably foolish in earlier
discussing an offer of executive

clemency for Watergate con-
spirator E. Howard Hunt. Dean
also said the President disavowed
an earlier statement about raising
hush money for Watergate
defendants.

Haldeman told the Watergate
Committee that he had listened,
sometime between July 9 and 1 1. to
a recording of an earlier meeting
between Nixon and Dean He said
at that time he also received
several other tapes but did not
listen to them. He said he got them
from Bull, took them home, kept
them for two days and returned
them.

Zumwalt said his notes show Bull
checked out three tapes on July 10,
including two reels of the Sept. 15,'

1972 conversations Haldeman said
he listened to. On the following
day. Zumwalt said, Bull received
six more tapes, including the April
15 recording.

"Do you know whether or not a
tape recording of conversation
between the President and John
Dean in the Executive Office
Building office on the 15th of April
1973 was given to Mr. Haldeman in
July this year*>" asked Richard
Ben Veniste of the Watergate
prosecution force.
"No," said Zumwalt.
In other Watergate-related

developments.

-Nixon named Sen. William B
Saxbe, R-Ohio. to be attorney
general and approved the selection
of Leon Jaworski. Houston lawyer,
as the new special Watergate
prosecutor.

Saxbe. if confirmed, would
replace Elliot L. Richardson, who
resigned Oct. 20 in the controversy
over the tapes. Jaworski, who
replaces ousted Archibald Cox.
told a Houston news conference he
plans to begin work Monday.

Clark MacGregor. who directed
Nixon's 1972 re-election victory,
said he was deceived and used in

the Watergate cover-up that was
going on around him. Appearing
before the Watergate committee.
MacGregor repeatedly of high-
level involvement in the Watergate
affair.

On Wednesday, White House
lawyer J. Fred Buzhardt disclosed
that two of the nine tapes that
prosecutors have fought for so long
never existed.
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"Constructive Talks"

Meir Visits Nixon

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

(Continued from P. n
i-ater, at the 45-minute news

conference, Mrs. Meir stoutly
denied several times that the
President was applying pressure
on her country to give up positions
when the first Oct. 22 U.N. cease-
fire agreement failed to halt the
fighting between Israel and Egypt.
She added that Washington at-
tached no conditions to the massive
arms shipments that helped Israel
through the Yom Kippur war.
Meanwhile, U.S. officials said

ploratory talks designed to enforce
U.N. cease-fire agreements and
pave the way for negotiations on a
lasting peace agreement.
Egypt, Syria and other Arab foes

of the Jewish state have con-
sistently opposed direct
negotiations with it. U.S. officials
in reporting such talks were in the
offing would not say where they
would be held or even whether the
Arabs had specifically agreed.
Meanwhile, as the diplomatic

pace accelerated, these officialsthev hav* » aH«_-—- • " r\. atteieraiea, tnese officialstney have a firm understanding" indicated that Kissinger may meetthat Israel and the Arab states with Mohamed Zakaria Ismail SS
5T2S.

Wlrg£at
! *2* S*S **? ***** Syr?/with each other for a lasting

Middle East settlement. Until now,
the Arabs have never been willing
to have such face-to-face talks.
Asked why it is in the U.S. in-

terest to support Israel, Mrs. Meir
replied: "Why should it be so
surprising that a big power should
not want to see a little power
dumped into the sea?"
Mrs. Meir is visiting the United

States seeking assurances that her
country's interests will be
safeguarded as the United States
and the Soviet Union oversee ex-

Washington has no diplomatic
relations with Damascus, but any
substantive agreement between
Israel and her neighbors would
have to include Syria, which along
with Egypt, was a principal Israel
foe in last month's war. The
meeting presumably would be held
here before Kissinger leaves
Monday for Cairo and other Arab
capitals.

However, in New York, the
Syrian minister told a reporter: "I
know of no meeting with
Kissinger." Syrian officials

•SSfSL'SStS: aSuSSS
g5,pu"n troo,,, ""«"-w <»«&-£» - ">«

reiterated earlier in the week that
they would not negotiate with
Israel and that the only solution to
Middle East problems is a com-
plete withdrawal from all occupied
territories.

In another development, Robert
J. McCloskey, a State Department
spokesman, said the United States

has discussed in meetings with
Mrs. Meir and Egyptian Foreign
Minister Ismail Fahmy a
possibility of opening a corridor to
the Egyptian 3rd Army encircled
by Israeli troops on the east bank
of the Suez Canal.
McCloskey said neither Egypt

nor Israel has agreed. The

would allow
the trapped

proposed corridor
supplies to reach

Egyptians.
Israeli forces opened fire

yesterday on Egyptian tanks and
infantry that moved out of the
circle of Sinai Desert in which
Israel has cut off the Egyptians,
the Israeli military command said!

Ford Testifies Before Judiciary Committee
By JOHN BECKLER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-Vice

President-designate Gerald R.
Ford said Thursday the House
Judiciary Committee should
pursue its investigation of grounds
for the possible impeachment of
President Nixon.
"I don't believe there are

grounds-but that's a personal
judgment," he told a Senate
committee examining his fitness to
be vice president "But that's the
way to clear the air."

Ford, sounded out on a broad
range of subjects, said he thought
"it might have been much more
helpful" if Nixon had disclosed
earlier that no tapes exist of two
key conversations connected with
the Watergate investigation.

He also said no president has an
unlimited right to invoke executive
privilege, but must weigh any such
claim against the right of the
public to information from con-
fidential White House con-
versations and documents.
He said he had recommended to

high White House officials more
than once that Nixon release the

White House tapes requested by
the Watergate grand jury.
The question of impeachment

was raised by Sen. Mark O. Hat-
field. R-Ore., who said that, along
with other members of Congress,
he has received a flood of maii
calling for impeachment or the
resignation of Nixon.
"Impeachment is the problem

that is paramount in everyone's
mind at this time," Hatfield said.
He asked Ford how the national
concern caused by such a potential
upheaval could be eased.
Ford replied that the inquiry now

launched in the House by the
Judiciary Committee should be
continued until it leads to a
determination that grounds for
impeachment either exist or do not
exist.

Ford was questioned at morning
and afternoon sessions and agreed
to return Monday, when the
committee expects to finish with
him.
During the hearing, the first ever

held on the confirmation of a vice
president, Ford denied allegations
of wrongdoing in his handling of
campaign funds and other

iinancial transactions.
"I'm no saint," he told the

committee, but he said a close
scrutiny of his 25-year career in

public life would show that he was
"clean" and had a reputation for
truthfulness and honesty.
Such a scrutiny was promised by-

Sen. Howard W. Cannon, D-Nev.,
chairman of the Senate Rules
Committee, which is conducting
the hearing. Under the procedures
of the 25th Amendment for filling a
vacancy in the vice presidency, the
House is conducting a similar
inquiry.

Cannon said the FBI alone sent
more than 350 agents across the
country to conduct more than 1,000
interviews in its investigation of
Ford, resulting in 1.700 pages of
data. In addition, the House
Judiciary Committee, the General
Accounting Office and other
agencies have gathered in-

formation on him and Ford has
voluntarily supplied his full

financial records.

"I am convinced this in-
vestigation has been the most
thorough undertaken for any
nominee for public office in the

Nixon Leaves Reporters In The Dust,?.y™y>'"Ay y*nd the weekend at his Key to nearby Andrews Air ForeAssociated Press Writer
HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE

BASE. Fla. ( AP)-President Nixon
new to the Florida White House on
Key Biscayne.
Nixon, who has been sharply

critical of some of the news media,
left Washington on such short
notice that a small group of
reporters that customarily travels
on his jetliner was left behind.

It apparently was the first time
in Nixon's presidency that he
departed on such short notice that
the "Air Force 1 travel pool" was
left behind.

Reports began circulating
Wednesday that Nixon piannea to

bpend the weekend at his Key
Biscayne, Fla., home. But White
House spokesmen insisted they
knew of no presidential travel
plans-an insistence they main-
tained until reporters heard a
helicopter land on the White House
South Lawn.
The pool is a group of five

reporters and two photographers
who ride on Nixon's jetliner,
relaying any information they
receive to their colleagues in the
White House press corps.
Asked why the pool was left

behind, White House Deputy Press
Secretary Gerald I, Warren said.

"The President decided to go...anu
there was not time" to get the pool

to nearby Andrews Air Force Base.
Warren said that Nixon decided

after a meeting with Israeli Prime
Minister Golda Meir that he would
head for Florida.

"We had anticipated that he
would make his decision later in

the afternoon, giving us time to

make the usual notification of the
pool." Warren said.

history of the United States," said
Cannon.
Ford, the Republican leader of

the House, was treated with
courtesy and some deference by
his Senate colleagues, particularly
the Republican committee
members, who stressed it was
their duty to ask some potentially
troublesome questions.
Most of these dealt with

previously aired charges that Ford
had failed to report $11,500 in

campaign funds during his 1970
congressional campaign, had
collected funds from the dairy
industry for distribution to other
Republican congressmen and had
accepted $15,000 in loans from a
lobbyist without repayment.
Ford said the $11,500. in five

checks, was transferred by him to
the Republican Congressional
Campaign Committee because he
had no need of the money in his
own campaign. A similar amount
later was allocated by the com-
mittee to other groups working for
his re-election, he said, but all

transactions by the other parties
were reported in accordance with
the law. as far as he knew.
He said he had followed the

practice before and did the same
thing in the 1972 campaign.
His role in the distribution of

$15,000 fr6m a dairy industry
political organization to some GOP
congressmen was merely to give
the organization the names of 10

'

members having unpaid campaign
debts, he said. An attorney for the
organization asked him for the
names, he said.

Ford dismissed as "utterly

preposterous" the assertion by a
one-time Washington lobbyist,
Robert Winter-Berger, that he had
given Ford $15,000 over a three-
year period in small cash loans.
Winter-Berger, who has written a
book about his Washington ex-
periences, made the charge in an
affidavit filed with the Rules
Committee.

"I categorically, unqualifiedly
and unreservedly say that's a lie,"

said Ford.
He said he was duped by Winter-

Berger, who was introduced to him
by old friends from Michigan with
whom he maintained a close
association. "They were likewise
duped." Ford said of his friends.
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Jaworski Sees

"No Restraints
$9

ByB.F.KELLUM
Associated Press Writer

HOUSTON (AP) — Leon Jaworski, named special Watergate
prosecutor yesterday by President Nixon, said there are no restraints in
what he will be permitted to do in his new post. He said that he will take
any steps he thinks necessary for justice to be served.

"I am not precluded from taking any action that I conclude that should
be taken," the 68-year-old Jaworski told a news conference here Tnur-
sday. "Conditions I believed would enable me to do the job as it should be
done have been met," he said.

Jaworski said his appointment "was a call to duty." "It was put on that
basis," he said. "With the conditions being what they are — I'm talking
about the prescribed conditions— I felt I had no alternatve but to agree to
serve."

Jaworski said the American people are entitled to have some answers
without waiting forever and "it's going to be my purpose to try to provide
those answers as soon as I can."
Jaworski, who served as president of the American Bar Association

1971-1972 and president of the State Bar of Texas, has been practicing law
nearly half a century. He became a lawyer after graduating from Texas'
Baylor University at the age of 19.

Jaworski said he did not seek the special prosecutor post but was urged
to accept it.

Jaworski, who has never held public office, is regarded as a judicial
and political conservative. He has long backed establishment Democrats
in Texas, including the late President Lyndon B. Johnson and former
Texas Gov. John B. Connally, now a Republican.
Jaworski said he hoped to meet Monday with the staff left by his

predecessor, Archibald Cox, fired by Nixon. He said he will start out with
the same staff.

Jaworski said if he encounters an impasse with Nixon on any phase of
the Watergate investigation it will be presented to the two senior majority
and minority members of both the House and Senate Judiciary com-
mittees for determination.

Emergency Funds For Chelsea

BOSTON ( AP) - Some $4.4 million in state funds for housing and urban
renewal have been proposed in an emergency relief program for the city
of Chelsea, Gov Francis Sargent said yesterday.
The governor said he will submit the program to the legislature in

several days for its approval.
Sargent made the program public at a news conference attended by

Chelsea Mayor Philip J. Spelman and Lewis Carmptool, commissioner of
the state s Department of Community Affairs.
The DCA will head the state's redevelopment efforts in Chelsea
An Oct. 14 fire destroyed at least 10 per cent of the city.
The state funds proposed included a $2.7 million bond issue to construct

new housing; $1.5 million for the state to assume the city's share of an
urban renewal program in the fire ravaged area, and $200,000 for a state
rental assistance program to provide 100 new units for those left homeless
by the fire.

Sargent said he signed the federal-state disaster assistance agreement
Thursday which formalizes the federal aid program already underway in
Chelsea.

Israel's Fighting Women
Show Pride, Perserverence

By EDITH M. LEDERER
Associated Press Writer

MEROM GOLAN. Israel (AP) —
The small contigent of Israeli

women serving with combat units
in the barren, windswept Golan
Heights have put away their
miniskirts and put on ski

r

masks
and fur-lined parkas.
The life is rough — camping in

pup tents in freezing temperatures,
manning communications
equipment 24 hours a day and
living without a bathroom.
But there are no complaints. In

fact, there's a tremendous pride in

being about as close to combat as
the women's army permits, rather
than in an office in Tel Aviv.

Israeli and Arab combat forces
were still in place even after the
cease-fire.

"I think it's the best place to be
in such a time," said 2nd Lt. Neili

Ofiry, 20, of Jerusalem, com-
mander of an all-female com-
munications unit which has been
operating at a base less than three
miles from the Syrian border.

"First of all. they need girls

here." she said. "If a girl sits here,
then a boy can sit somewhere
where it's more dangerous.

"I also think it's good for

morale," she said. "It's nice to see
girls. In the evening, when we sit

near the fire, some groups near us
don't have girls, and they always
come here and ask to talk to our
girls."

The women's army is called
"Chen," which is the Hebrew word
for "charm." Its symbol is a flower
and sword.
Since Israel's war of in-

dependence in 1948, women have
been barred from front-line
fighting. Chen soldiers in the Golan
Heights and Sinai were evacuated
at the beginning of the latest war —
but returned as the danger
lessened.

Col. Ruth Muscal, Chen's

commander in chief, explained

that any woman fighting in active

combat runs the risk of being taken

prisoner, "and since this is a

Middle East country, the fate of a

girl taken prisoner might be a little

bit dic>•."

Nonetheless, every war, in-

cluding the latest conflict, has
seen women casualties. On the

third day of this war, a bomb ex-

ploded in a rear unit on the Sinai

front and a Chen soldier died

shortly afterwards. Several other

women were reported wounded.
The exact size of Chen and its

deployment are a military secret.

But the International Institute for

Strategic Studies, which is not

subject to Israeli censorship,
estimatpc hot the women's force is

12,000 strong.

Girls in Israel are subject to the
draft at age 18 but half are excused
because of marriage, lack ol
education or religious objections.
Chen soldiers serve for 20

months and remain in the reserves
until motherhood or age 34.

In both war and peace, the
women's army does office and
administrative work, nursing,
teaching, engineering, radar and
communications work and
policing.

Unlike their American WAC
counterparts, Israeli women
receive rugged combat training
and learn hand-to-hand fighting,

expert marksmanship, judo and
battlefield first aid.

Nixon Credibility Questioned

WASHINGTON ( AP) - Sen. Barry Goldwater said yesterday President

Nixon's credibility "has reached an all-time low from which he may not

be able to recover" and renewed his appeal for Nixon to testify before the

Watergate committee.
The Arizona Republican issued his statement in the wake of Wed-

nesday's White House assertion that two of the nine Watergate tapes
don't exist.

"As one schooled in electronics," Goldwater said, "I can understand it,

but as a practical person in close touch with the American people, I doubt
that they will accept this.

"I repeat the suggestion I made to my President a long time ago. that
he go up to Capitol Hill and appear before the Ervin Committee and
answer questions."

"I feel now more than ever that this may offer the only way out."
Goldwater urged "all Americans to allow him, Nixon, the benefit of the

doubt until Judge John Sirica, afterhearing the testimony of so-called
experts, can announce his opinion of the mystery of the lost tapes.

"

Mrs. Saxbe: "Nixon Needs

Sense Of Humor, Common Sense"

Paul Dudley White Honored At Funeral
BOSTON (AP) — Private

funeral services will be held here
for Dr Paul Dudley White, 87, the
world famous heart specialist,

followed by a memorial service in

Memorial Church, at Harvard
University in Cambridge on Nov.
13.

President Nixon paid tribute

Wednesday to the distinguished
worldwide leader in the field of

cardiology. He described Dr. White
as "A model of all that is best in

American medicine."
Dr. White died Wednesday after

his condition weakened steadily
from complications of a stroke he
suffered early in October. The
stroke affected his speech and
right side of his body.
The American Heart

Association, which planned to
present him the James B. Herrick
Award Nov 8, praised Dr. White as
the "father of American car-
diology."

Boston Mayor Kevin H. White
said, "His achievements have
mirrored for all to sec the spirit

and dignity that has made our city

and people so extraordinary.
"For years," the mayor con-

tinued, "Boston has been known as
the medical center of the world.
Dr. White was one of the men who
gave this city that reputation... the
heart research begun by Dr. White
will live forever."

The stroke was the final one in a
series of health setbacks for the

countries.

He is survived by his wife, the

former Ina Reid; a son, Alexander,
of Weymouth; a daughter,
Penelope Dudley Vogel of Town-
send and two grandchildren

His family requests that instead
of flowers, gifts be made to the

cardiologist over the past several £
au

i. ?
udle

>L5S**
International

montns Cardiology Fund in care of the
American Heart Association or to

months
He had a minor stroke May 30

and was hospitalized until June 19,

when he returned to his home at
Juniper Road, Belmont.
Dr. White, a graduate of Har-

vard Medical School in 1911 and a
lifelong advocate of moderation
and exercise, became nationally
known in 1955 when he treated
President Eisenhower for a heart
condition.

the Paul Dudley White Fund of the
Massachusetts General Hospital.

WASHINGTON (AP)-What the
Nixon administration needs is

"some common sense and a sense
of humor," says Dolly Saxbe.
And she's sure her husband, Sen.

William B. Saxbe, R-Ohio, the new
attorney general designate, can
supply both.

"If anybody can straighten out
the Justice Department. Bill can,"
Mrs. Saxbe said in an interview
yesterday as she awaited word of
her husband's nomination.
Mrs. Saxbe's sense of fun is as

well-honed as her husband's.
"When Bill came home after

telling President Nixon if he
wanted him he'd have to take
warts and all, I asked him where
he'd been keeping his warts," she
related. "I didn't know he had
any."

Mrs. Saxbe is as ebullient and
outgoing as a famous predecessor,
Martha Mitchell, but she disagrees

strongly with Mrs. Mitchell's
assessment of Washington as an
unfriendly place and politics as a
dirty business.

"I like Washington and think
politics is fun," she said.

The Saxbes met in college, where
she was an art major. They have
three grown children.
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He went to China in 1971 to ex-
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1
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October Grocery
Bills Drop

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer

The grocery bills of American
families dropped a bit in October,
an Associated Press marketbasket
survey shows. But food was still

more expensive than it was last

spring.

The decline might accelerate.
The Department of Agriculture
says the prices of raw farm
products — especially cattle, hogs,
wheat, broiler chickens and eggs —
dropped 4 per cent in October, and
this will be reflected in super-
market prices later.

The AP survey showed that

between Oct. 1 and Nov. 1, grocery
costs declined in 9 of 13 cities

checked and rose in 4. The drop
ranged1 from 5.7 per cent in

Chicago and Salt Lake City to .3

per cent in Atlanta and Seattle,

Wash. The average drop was 2 per
cent.

The AP each month since March
1 has checked the price of 15 food
and nonfood items in 13 cities

around the country. The latest

survey showed that groceries are 8
per cent higher than they were
eight months ago. At the end of

September they were 9 per cent
higher,

delete

The AP each month since March
1 has checked the price of 15 food
and nonfood items in 13 cities

around the country. The latest

survey showed that groceries are 8
per cent higher than they were
eight months ago. At the end of

September they were 9 per cent
higher than March 1.

Livestock prices have declined

since the beef freeze ended in

September, and this brought down
the cost of chopped chuck in Oc-
tober. On the other hand, prices
rose for peanut butter and other
foods using oils, which are in short
supply throughout the world.
The price declines generally

were too slight to bolster the spirits

of consumers.

"I'm buying as little as I can,"
said Mrs. Joe Stewart of

Albuquerque, N.M., shopping for

her husband and three children.

"We're eating out of stocked up
canned goods and we're cutting
down on meat, even though it's

dropped."

In all, 195 items were price

checked on Nov. 1, as they were
Oct. 1. Twenty-nine per cent went
up in price; 25 per cent went down;
37 per cent were unchanged, and
9 per cent were unavailable on
one of the survey dates.

LOS ANGELES.-FLAMES BURN TO HOAD IN CALIFORNIA C ANYON-Windblown namesbunf
to the road in Topanga Canyon, near the ocean west of Los Angeles early today as a massive brush fire
threatened hundreds of homes. The area is 20 miles west of downtown Los Angeles.

Armstrong Gets 23 Years
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - Karleton

L. Armstrong, who pleaded guilty
to charges in the 1970 University of
Wisconsin bombing that killed a
physics researcher, was sentenced
Thursday to 23 years in prison.

"Long live the revolution," the
bearded Armstrong shouted after
Circuit Court Judge William
Sachtjen sentenced him on a
second-degree murder charge.
The 27-year-old former

University of Wisconsin student

walked out of the courtroom with
his right fist raised in salute.
Supporters in the audience
responded, "Right on, Karl."
Armstrong, who has been in

custody since his arrest in Canada
early last year, would be eligible
for parole in five years. He still

faces federal charges in connection
with the bombing, in which
physicist Robert Fasnacht, 33, was
killed.

People In The News
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By The Associated Press
TUCSON. Arii. ( AP) — George

Gallup is planning what could be
the biggest public opinion poll ever
— a survey of the entire world to

get a picture of the state of
mankind.
Gallup said Wednesday the

survey will take a full year, cost
about $100,000 and will try to
determine "how increasing in-

comes relate to the satisfactions
and happiness of people."
The Kettering Foundation of

Dayton, Ohio, will sponsor the poll.

"We will have an idea of the
psychological well-being of the
world when the poll is completed,"
Gallup said.

birth control and conscious
motherhood."
Another organizer of the

congress in this Roman Catholic
nation, Marisa Passigli, said she
did "not consider abortion as a
standard birth control measure or
as a liberating act."

ROME (AP) — The banner of
abortion is not being waved by
some women's libera tionists in

Italy, such as Nilde Jotti.

Ms. Jotti, an organizer of the
congress of the Union of Italian

Women, said yesterday "I don't
believe that abortion can resolve a
mistake in love. But I believe in

ATHENS (AP) — A Greek
government spokesman said
yesterday that composer Mikis
Theodora kis is free now to return
to his homeland without running a
risk of going to jail.

The government said no charges
are known to be pending against
him.

Theodorakis was imprisoned for
opposition to the military-backed
Greek regime and left Greece in

January 1970 after being freed by a
personal appeal of French
politician Jean-Jacques Servan-
Schreiber.

Some of his music still may not
be performed in Greece.

Frederika, has been enrolled since
mid-August at Madras University,

studying the philosophy called

Advaita
The philosophy is based on the

thought of an 8th century sage,

Shankaracharya. and its central

tenet is an "insistence on
reasoning and rejection of
anything based on blind belief,"

she said in an interview Wed-
nesday.
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Park Plaza Project

Said To Be Doubtful
BOSTON < AP) - Rep. Barney Frank, D-Boston, said yesterday there is

no chance the $266 million Park Plaza Development Project, planned f
downtown Boston, will ever get off the ground.
'Park Plaza no longer commands the political support necessary to

bring it to fruition," Frank said, adding that some state officials die stiN
trying to keep the project alive while "the patient is already quite dead "

The project, which has received support from Boston Mayor Kevin
White and Gov. Francis W. Sargent, has been opposed since its proposal
by citizen groups and environmentalists.

"As a direct reflection of public opinion, a majority of Boston
legislators have turned against the plan." Frank said.

"And this guarantees the plan's defeat because Park Plaza cannot beconsummated without affirmative action on the legislative level-action
which will not be forthcoming."

Frank said the legislature will be able to hold up the project easily
because of park land which is included in the intended site.

' *

the evolution is coming!
But don't hold your

breath waiting.

It may take millions

of years for your

body to adapt to

the spine-jarring

concrete world we
live in. If you
can't wait, try

the EARTH SHOE.
Its patented

minus-heel® design
reproduces the

imprint made by a
healthy footprint

in soft earth. It

returns the body to

a natural posture

and induces a more
graceful walk.

The EARTH SHOE
can ease breathing,

improve blood
circulation and
relieve back
pressure and
fatigue. All this plus

unprecedented
comfort.

Shoes, sandals,

sabots and boots

for men and women
from $23 5C to $42 50.

Brochure available.
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Ex-POW May Try
To Unseat McGovern

By TOM BRKTTINGEN
Associated Press Writer

SIOUX FALLS. S.D. (AP) - A
retired Air Force officer who spent
six years in a North Vietnamese
prison camp announced yesterday
he may try to unseat Sen. George
S. McGovern. D-S.D., next fall
Former Lt. Col. Leo K. Thor-

sness of Sioux Falls told newsmen
he will seek the Republican
nomination to run against either
McGoyern or Rep. Frank
Denholm, D-S.D.
Thorsness, 41. said he would

decide within three months which
office to seek, but said he was
leaning toward the Senate
Although Thorsness has said
McGovern's antiwar activities
during his presidential campaign
damaged the morale of American
prisoners of war, he said yesterday
he carries no grudge against the
senator.

Thorsness. recovering from leg

and back injuries suffered when he
ejected from his bomber in April
1967 over North Vietnam, still
walks with a cane.
He said shortly after being freed

last March that he would like to
defeat McGovern. but declined to
discuss his future further while hewas still in the Air Force He
retired last week.
Thorsness said he disagreed with

McGovern s stands on marijuana
amnesty, welfare and abortion He
also criticized McGoverns at-
tempt to reduce military spending
The Medal of Honor winner said

he thought President Nixon had
done a "magnificent, outstanding
job m international relations

SSr "?!.
ab°Ut the Water«ate

*l \a\
Thorsness said Nixon

should be treated the same as any
°!^

eL PT50" under lhe ,a*. but
added. "I m not going to run out onh.m because he now appears to be
in trouble."

State pp.rty Chairman E. Steeves
Smith said, however, that the
decision will be left to Thorsness

IntroduriiiK our MM shoe for men &
Hitmen"

FOR
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RI Governor Calls

For Nixon

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

To
Medford Rep. Offers

By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer

PROVIDENCE, K.I. (AP)-Gov
Philip Noel said yesterday that
Watergate scandals have crippled
President Nixon's ability to lead
the nation and he therefore should
resign.

At the same time, the govern-
ment backed away from sup-

21H, Impeachment Resolutionhis news conference last Friday
The declaration the two tape

recordings do not exist raises
"another serious credibility
question," the governor said. "It
just seems logical they should have
revealed at a very early time thev
are not available."

Noel maintained there is enough
porting impeachment proceedings constitutional basis for holding
against Nixon. Impeachment
might be too traumatic an ex-
perience for the country, he said.

Noel, a Democrat, issued a
conditional call for Nixon's
resignation last week, saying the
President should step down if he

new election. He said Nixon would
be more inclined to resign if he
knew he would be succeeded by
someone other than a non-elected
President, particularly a
Democrat.
However, he added, "I don't

could not regain public confidence, think he'd be inclined to resign at
"I felt before that there was an all."

opportunity for him to regain the
confidence of the people so that he
could again exert a leadership role.

I don't see now how he can regain
the confidence of the people," the
governor said.

Noel said his feelings were
swayed by White House statements
that two key Watergate tapes do
not exist and Nixon's statements at

However, he added, "enough
facts have been disclosed so that
everyone reasonably can conclude
that his administration has not
held to the ideals demand of that
office. Facts have been disclosed
that cast the President and his

people in a light of serious
mistrust."

Last week Representative
George L. Sacco (D-Medford)
offered a resolution to the United
States Congress to support and
initiate impeachment proceedings
of the Chief Executive of the
United States.

Sacco stated that. "The time has
come for our people to stand up for
the proposition that ours is a
government of laws, not men. This
is the principle and the course of
action of a legal giant-and likely,
one with the moral convictions
necessary in our government
today-Archibald Cox-and it is in
this spirit that I offer this
resolution.

Sacco continued that, "It is a
fundamental principle of our
Constitution that if the President
desires to disobey the court, the
only alternative left to our people is

impeachment. The President's
only other alternative is to resign.
We ask not for conviction nor do we

impugn guilt of criminal offenses-
rather we request impeachment
hearings in order that the
President and the country have the
benefit of a fair and impartial

hearing.

"

The resolution, submitted by
Sacco, has been referred to the
Committee on House Rules where
it awaits further action.

Prison Furlough Program Seen Safe
DEDHAM, Mass. (AP) State

Correction Commissioner Frank
A. Hall said yesterday he does not

believe the prison furlough
program is in trouble because of

apparent confusion over the law
governing inmates who escape
while on furlough.

"I don't believe we have a
problem," Hall said, "because I

believe the laws we have are clear
on the point."

The question arose Wednesday
when Norfolk County Dist. Atty.

George Burke asked the
legislature for emergency
legislation to allow prosecution of

furlough escapees on escape
charges.

Burke acted in response to action
by Superior Court Judge Cornelius

Moynihan in ruling that two in-

mates were innocent of escape
charges because statutes gover-
ning the furlough program provide
no penalty for escape.

Hall disagreed with the judge,
saying "The law as it applies to

furloughs as well as our
procedures for enforcing the law is

clear.

"Any inmate who fails to return
to the institution within two hours
of his scheduled return time is

charged with escape, a new in-

dictable offense.

"Any inmale who returns late is

charged with a violation of his

furlough contract and appropriate
disciplinary action is taken at the

institution for violation of prison
rules and regulations.

Atomic Plant
Accident Reported
WASHINGTON (AP) - The government disclosed today that an

accident occurred Oct. 20 at its Oak Ridge. Tenn., atomic facility in-
volving highly secret experimental equipment.
One experimental device was virtually destroyed and some others were

damaged, an Atomic Energy Commission spokesman said.
Disclosure of the accident— in which no one was reported hurt and the

cause not yet determined - was held up for nine days because the project
is "a secret and sensitive one," he said. The project is aimed at
developing a new process for producing uranium for weapons and power
plants.

The spokesman explained that progress on American experiments with
the process — called the "gas centrifuge" — have long been kept secret
from any country, including friendly ones, in part because the process if

perfected, could be used to produce fissionable uranium for weapons.
And he said AEC scientists felt they had to evaluate the situation before

even disclosingthat an accident had happened invoving the experiments.

.The
un-dormitories.

< treat oft-campus living—indoorsand out—at either ottwo mod-
ern apartment complexes, only minutesawav by car or bikefrom
Amherst College,downtownAmherstor UMavs. Now accepting
afjplicalions for September.
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• courtesy bus toUMa»
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• heat& air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting
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"District attorneys have already
successfully prosecuted inmates
who have escaped from furlough.

"

Hall said

SASTEHN MORmiNS

NOW OPEN
£astetn Mauzant

This entitles you $2.00 discount

on any ten dollar purchase '

4x6 NAMDA RUGS
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Carved Furniture

Lamps
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Brass & Wood
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Stone &
Ivory
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5*595 Free
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Waterpipes 3" - 40"
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Ii> DENNIS SIMKOWSKI
"Progress is our most important

roduct" is the slogan of a cor

poration made famous by Richard

Nixon's ally, actor-politician

Ronald Reagan — and it's im-

portant to see exactly what
General Electric considers
progression, and to where cor

porate moneychanging leads.

(Every year, one billion dollars

plus is siphoned from our collective

pocket, and those taxes are fun-

neled into G-E's account for the

purpose of military and military-

related work. And that work is

quite profitable as well, ranging

from 50 percent to t(K) percent

ABOVE the average profits for

domestic consumer production. >

A pet project of the United States

Air Force is the proposed
replacement for the B-52 and FB-
111 bombers and its name is B-l.

The complete beast will be able to

carry twice the "payload" of the B-

52, i.e., 50,000 pounds or 24 nuclear
tipped missiles. It will feature

swing wings for supersonic and
subsonic flight, and airstrip

compatibility to some extent. The
B-l will boast the most advanced
electronic systems for automated
warfare, and even more bizarre, it

will have the capacity for use of the

"laser death ray", when perfected.

It will be a manned, nuclear and
conventional bomber that, when
finished, will be the largest and
most costly weapons system ever
built. The pricetag for research

Bob Estelle

* A Taste Of History
When people study history, they

should studv more than just facts,

they should also look at the story

behind the facts. Instead of looking

for where or when, they should ask

why.
To ask why is not easy. It in-

volves a great deal of looking into

facts that are well known and
looking into facts that may have
been buried by time or supressed

by certain people for their own
purposes. But if one is willing to

look long and hard, these facts can

be found.

After finding these facts, they

must all be taken into con-

sideration and the researcher must
come up with an answer lo fh*»

question "why?" These con-

clusions must be carefully arrived

at, or else they can be used to

distort history. And, of course,

one's conclusions is one's own bias

which is one's opinion based on fact

with a little of the researchers

personal ideology thrown in.

One of the most criticized books
of the sixties is "The Politician" by
Robert Welch. A while back, I put

in a short review of Mr. Welch's

book which is a history, a careful

documentation of the life of Dwight
David Eisenhower. Almost im-

mediately after this book was
released in 1963, vicious attacks

were made on the author But these

"critics" did not deny any of the

facts presented in the book. They
never mentioned that half the

contents of the book is footnotes

from sources such as "The New
York Times", "Time", "Life",

"Newsweek", etc. They did not

mention that Mr. Welch resear-

ched his topic very carefully for six

years before a first manuscript was
written. All they did was call him a

crackpot because they just did not

happen to like the conclusions he
made. If they wanted to be honest

about the whole thing, they should

have read "The Politician" very

carefully and checked out Mr.
Welch's sources. Undoubtedly,
they would have had to come up
with the same conclusion. Sure,

Mr. Welch's anti-communist
ideology was thrown in but facts

are facts and in my reading "The
Politician", I was forced (not by

coercion) to agree with Mr. Welch

Anotherthing about history, those

who don't learn from it are bound

to repeat its mistakes. Two
examples. In 1933, a madman
named Hitler took control of

Germany. In time he became a

leel people fail to realize is that

when Hitler started his im-
perialistic moves, he was en-

couraged by Britain's Neville

Chamberlain in that Chamberlain
let him have the Sudetenland and
other territories. It wasn't until he

invaded Poland, a country he

couldn't have, that World War II

started. My point is that if

Chamberlain had confronted Hitler

when he wanted the Sudetenland,

Europe would have been saved

from World War II. Yet, Cham-
berlain made the mistake of

negotiating with Hitler.

The same parallel exists today.

Since the end of World War II, the

communists have been the im-

perialists. They were the

aggressors in Korea, Vietnam and
now the Middle East. Yet we
negotiated in Korea, which brought

on Vietnam. The Vietnam set-

tlement was negotiated and now
Israel is in great danger of

becoming the next place. What I

am saying is that unless you

confront the communists and make
them stop this series of aggressive
acts, they'll keep it up until they

have conquered the world. Of
course, there's much more to this

example than can be stated here at

this time but basically, this is what
its all about. My second example
shows this.

In the periof of 1945-48, the

conquered nations of Eastern
Europe were taken over by the

communists. At the conclusion of

World War II, coalition govern-

ments were set up by the victorious

allies as agreed upon at Yalta,

Potsdam and such. The com-
munists eventually seized control

of Bulgaria, Albania, Poland,
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia,
Rumania and Hungary. The
mistake, I feel, was letting the

communists into such a coalition

government. The United States

should have helped these

conquered nations rebuild so that

they could decide for themselves

what they wanted. But the com-
munists, with less than 1 per cent

of the population in each country,

took control. Now we are making
the same mistake, only this time on

an international level. Coalition

government, world style, is what
the United Nations is. In my recent

columns I exposed some of the

ways in which the communists
control the U.N. and how they are

using it to promote their aims and
objectives. I do not intend to repeat

has shown that coalition govern-
ments with the communists have
ended with a communist takeover
and with the U.N. structured the
way it is, there can be no dif-

ference.

Why do I feel this way? I'll tell

you why. History has shown
mistakes in the past in regards to

communists. The same mistakes
are being made now. Apparently
the men making these decisions
haven't learned the lessons of

history. As for the history in "The
Politician", Robert Welch had the
following ending to the book, "And
if this history contains facts that

are unpleasant and disturbing to

both the reader and myself, that is

the fault of those who made the
history, not of him who wrote it."

Bob Estelle

columnist.

is a Collegian

and development, production, and
support systems for the 241 planes

the Air Force wants starts from $4:*

billion to over $75 billion. With our

nuclear over-kill capability, where
any ONE of the present systems
alone could destroy 64 million

people, the infamous Pentagonal
argument of nuclear "deterrence"
doesn't hold water.

Flexibility is the major Air
Force argument now. Military

officers, especially Strategic Air

Command types, point to the

bombers design. They say it's a

great terrain hugger, conventional

lighter dike the FB-111) as well as

;i high-flyer, heavy bomb load

saturator dike the B-52». (Air

Force spokesmen have expressed
dissatisfaction with B-52
operations over Indochina,
although B-52 bombardment in

Indochina over a period of a

decade was the heaviest and-caus-

ed the most devastation of any in

warfare.) They feel that the B-l

would have made a fantastic

difference in Indochina by
deploying it early. Twice the

bombs could have been delivered

in one-third the time. "Any future

U.S. military involvement in

limited wars should be based on
the early and proper use of air-

power, and the defended allies

providing the bulk or all of the

gound forces." — Air Force
Magazine
U.S. investments abroad —

mostly held by large
multinationals — now total $203

billion, and greatly reflects the

continual U.S. need for raw
materials. That often leads to the

Third World.

B-l production itself is largely

dependent on foreign supplies of

Bauxite for the airframe, and
Chromium, Nickel, Cobalt, and
Tungsten for the engine. 67 percent

of the world supply of Bauxite
comes from Latin America; 31

percent of U.S. imports of

Chromium comes from South
Africa, 19 percent from Turkey, 19

percent from S. Rhodesia, 18

percent from the Philippines, and 5

percent from Iran; 20 percent of

L.S. Nickel imports is from New
Caledonia, U.S. Cobalt imports are

60 percent from Leopoldville, 13

percent Morocco, 11 percent
Zambia; U.S. Tungsten imports

are 19 percent South Korean, 8

percent Bolivian and is also found

in Burma, Indonesia and Cam-
bodia. American corporations
building the B-l will generally not

purchase these materials from
foreign owned mines, but they will

be bought from other U.S. cor-

porations which OWN the foreign

On Alert

mines and exploit the workers.

U.S. Imperial interests dominate

where dictatorships are the rule.

The dictators depend on U.S. aid to

stay in power, and the U.S.

government tends to ignore the

regimes' repressive policies in

order to protect U.S. Imperial

interests This vicious cycle is

complemented with large amounts

of police and military aid. Should

the pro-Imperialist dictatorship

fail, history has shown that the

U.S. will often resort to in-

tervention In the previous 175

years there were 199 U.S. military

hostilities without a declaration of

war. Nearly 100 percent of these

U.S. interventions were in Third

World countries. The ultimate

counter-insurgency weapon in

Vietnam was the B-52. What about

the B-l''

Senator William Proxmire called

the B-l "a public works project for

the aerospace industry rather than

a needed weapon for the defense of

the United States." Contracts have

been landed by three corporations

for research and development of

the B-l prototypes. A $1.32 billion

airframe contract is in Rockwell

International's hands. General
Electric has a $458 million jet

engine contract. A $65 million

avionics contract is Boeing's

territory. If the Air Force gets its

way, these companies will gain

billions. There are about 70 sub-

contractors as well, and Rockwell

claims that 3,000 U.S. big

businesses will eventually gain $

from the B-l and related

production. Moreover, high

profit are guaranteed by the

Pentagon, with fringe benefits

thrown in. like incentives,

equipment and plants!

Money has been allocated by

Congress on an annual basis since

1969 for research and development
of B-l prototypes, and $1.9 billion

has been burned thus far. $473.5

million has been requested for

fiscal year 1974, the highest yet for

a single year. Two crucial

congressional votes are coming up.

One will be in the summer or fall of

1974 after the first test flight, and if

Congress bends to corporate
pressure, two FURTHER
prototype planes will be developed

for more testing. Then, according

to the current schedule, Congress
will be asked to fund the production

of 241 Bis.
If you agree that militaristic

priorities — like the B-l — should

be reversed, write your
congressional representative. Ask
that no further funds be ap-

propriated for production or

development of the bomber.

dictator. We all know that. What I myself but lam saying that history

By STEVEN McMAHON
Last week, a number of people became un-

derstandably perturbed, even frightened, because
American troops throughout the world were ordered
to go to what has been termed "precautionary alert".

After the initial shock wore off and one seemed
satisfied that the incident in no way approached the

enormity of the Cuban Missile Crisis, the air thawed
considerably. Indeed, the possibility of a U.S. -Soviet

confrontation had been virtually alleviated by the

time many Americans had even become aware of a

crisis; a far cry from the Kennedy-Khruschev duel

which persisted for eight very long days.

Besides calling up grim visions of a reinstitution of

the Selective Service System, one could not help but

echo the sentiment expressed by some of the

reporters at the Kissenger press conference; that

perhaps the incident had been precipitated more by
domestic considerations than by the vagaries of in-

ternational diplomacy. While Henry minced no words
in dismissing this irreverent query, the impression
hung on long after the conference had ended;
spawning both applause and repudiation of the

outrageous question.

Indeed, the question was an outrageous one, one
which at any other time of the modern Presidency
would have clearly deserved unqualified dismissal by
both the President's detractors and supporters alike.

But this time in which we live is like none other in

modem American history. Ours is a time of grave
suspicion and mistrust for the Chief Executive; a
mistrust created not by the press, nor the Congress,
but by the man who presently and unfortunately
occupies the Oval Office.

In all fairness iiowever, the President's order for a

world-wide troop alert seems, on the basis of the

available evidence, to have been quite justified, even
commendable. A unilateral Soviet "peacekeeping
force" represents a totally untenable position. It

would seem that the Soviets' chief interest was in

coming to the aid of the beleaguered Egyptian Third
Army ( which is still surrounded by the Israelis in the

Sinai), rather than enforcing a cease-fire. For-
tunately, the world-wide alert, unanimously voted for

by the National Security Council with the con-
currence of the President, dissuaded the Russians
from their planned course of action.

Although the Soviet move smacks of irrationality

on the surface, there may have been a solid political

motivation underlying this gesture. It has been
reported that the Russian alert which initiated the
entire crisis was most probably a compromise by
Brezhnev in order to placate the military which has
persistently attacked his policy of detente with the
U.S. For some time, the military has been pushing for
involvement in the Arab-Israeli War in order to test

the latest weapons technology with Russian per-
sonnel. Mr. Brezhnev appears to be sitting in slightly
warmer water than his American counterpart, who
will doubtless serve out the remainder of his term
unless the unthinkable occurs; that the tapes in any
way implicate him in high crimes. If the tapes were
not clean of incriminatory details, certainly Mr.
Nixon would have made them so before handing them
to Judge Sirica.

Despite the distinct possibility that Nixon will

survive Sirica's perusal of the tapes, his credibility

quotient will not therefore rise by any discernable
amount. It would seem more plausible that he will

complete his term of office amid the spectre of
disgrace till the day finally comes when the press
really won't have Nixon to kick around anymore. For
even if Mr. Nixon should be completely exonerated of

any directly criminal activity ( pre-Watergate ac-
tivities notwithstanding), he is still the man who
compiled one of the vilest collections of high-ranking
criminals since Teapot Dome. The buck, indeed,
stops here.

Steve McMahon is a Collegian Commentator

J

"Gee, he looks mean...Maybe I just

ought to forget about the whole thing..."

Letters To The Editor

Pressure Finast
To The Editor:

The United Farm Workers are involved in a crucial contract struggle

this weekend in Western Massachusetts, and are calling for all members
of the campus communities to join them this afternoon at a mass
picketline at the FINAST supermarket store in Hadley. This picket line is

crucial to VFW's, as agreements between the UFW's and Stop & Shop will

only be put into effect in Western Massachusetts if the boycott com-
mittees from the area pressure FINAST from scabbing on the boycott. To
clear the area of non-union iceburg lettuce and grapes the boycott needs
the support of people to show Atkins Farms, Finast and Stop & Shop and
other chains that there is a moral and political awareness that is inherent

in even buying a head of lettuce. The issues are clear, the workers want
the Union to be their representative bargaining agent - for without the

union there is sub-standard pay, and poor living and working conditions.

The VFW asks people to join them 1 p.m. -4 p.m. Saturday.
This is onestep in defeating a system that permits over 100,000 children

under the age of 16 to work full time in the fields, a system that gives the

migrant worker a mean life span of 49 years while the average white

American is 72, a system that permits 8,000 to 9,000 people yearly to suffer

severe pesticide poisoning, a system that allows growers to sell lettuce

from 29 cents to fifty-nine when it only costs them 2 cents to process the

head. Support the LETTUCE & GRAPE BOYCOTT SATURDAY. Call

263-2055, 549-0698, 546-6620 for information on rides. Signs and leaflets will

be at the store. JOIN THE DELEGATION. Venceremos
Juan de la Cruz Committee

The Food Fight Story
To The Editor:

I was a little disappointed by your reporting of the food fight that took
place Halloween night in Hampshire Dining Commons. You printed only
one picture with no accompanying article. In talking to some of the
students who had been there to see it, I got the impression there was more
to the story than what I saw printed.

Apparently the whole thing was planned. Students said they saw
posters advertising the event in Washington tower, Pierpont, and a few
of the other Southwest dorms People showed up in raincoats, and cover-
alls, loaded down with the extras the D.C.'s try to pacify you with. It's not
understood how everyone knew which room in which to congregate.

At approximately 6:00 p.m., "Some gin walked into the room, mrew a
handfull of coleslaw and then ran out." Inside of about two seconds the air
was full of garbage. Not onp table or chair was left untouched.
The innocent, caught by surprise, mostly just tried to get out of the way.

Not too many were successful. One girl just covered herself with a coat
and stood there waiting for Ti to stop. Anofher student dumped nis tray as
fast as he could and used it as a shield. Some who hadn't known what was
going to happen wound up participating.

When it was over, the walls, windows, and the floor were thoroughly
covered. No one had ever seen anything like it. People stood around in

total amazement at the last escaping food-flinger accidently tipped over
one of the round tables near the door, sliding trays, plates, and glasses of
milk on to the floor, making one of the smaller messes in the room.
Later that night, I was talking to one of the participants during a

Halloween boogie. He was dressed up as a piece of shit, all wrapped up in

brown crepe-paper with green and yellow blotches.
He told me the fight had two purposes. First because it was great sport,

and secondly to protest the over-priced dung that's served in the UMass.
commons. He pointed out that none of the other four colleges in the area
charge so much for such poor quality food. Hampshire College, for
example, serves a char-coal broiled steak dinner every Saturday night,
with seconds on everything but the steak, for $2.00. And the food is good!
Hampshire's normal dinner fee is $1.75 for visitors, with seconds on
everything. The meal ticket is good on weekends, and if you eat only one
meal on a particular day, your unused ticket is good for any meal served
the rest of the week, including the steak dinner. So where does UMass get
off charging $2.30 for dinners the Army would be ashamed of?

l had to admit, he had a point. So did a lot of others. It seemed to me a
good many people thought this wasn't going to be the end of it if the D.C.'s
couldn't manage to provide better service for the incredible amount of
money they are taxing out of the undergrads.
Of the people I talked to that night, many felt sorry for those who had

been innocent and still got covered with lasagna, but none had sympathy
for the owners of the commons who had to pay to have it all cleaned up. In
fact, most laughted, and then yelled, "Give 'em shit!

!"

Steven M. Guthe

The Ballad Of John Dillingus
To The Editor:

I'd like to congratulate the local police force on
their outstanding job of upholding law and order on
this campus. I'm referring to that magnificent in-

vestigation into the illegal sale of alcoholic beverages
by some hardened underworld kingpin. I'm sure that
the report will read that this enemy of society was
trying to establish a mafia foothold into UMass with
the orders coming up directly from New York City or
maybe even Washington.
Being a true Republican, I'd like to also set the

news media straight on what really happened. Two
months ago I noticed a new student had moved into

Webster dorm. Immediately I knew something was
strange about him, always wore a trench coat and
carried a violin case plus he had a star on his left

cheek. Later that same week, I saw his picture on the
F.B.I, story on T.V. I then raced down to the post
office and saw his name and picture again on the 10

most wanted list right above the notorious Dick
Milhous. With that I knew my life and the lives of
everyone in the dorm was endangered. I then did

what any good red-necked Umie would have done, I

ratted on him to the UMass super police.

Justice was swift in coming. Just last Tuesday, 63
UMass police, 45 state troopers with dogs and Gov.
Sargent himself leading the raid surrounded Webster
House. The ultimate force (102 parking ticket police
and 3 Amherst towing trucks) were kept on standby
alert. The police rushed the dorm, tore off every door
before cornering John Dillingus in a toilet stall. After
an exchange of 13001 shots < 13000 police shot and 1

fart from John Dillingus) the police resorted to using
Dining Commons food. Unable to take it, John
Dillingus made a break for it. The rest is history,

John Dillingus fell and died in a pool of food. His vast
warehouse was seized ( 17 cases ) and each policeman
had his picture taken shaking hands with Gov.
Sargent over the body of John Dillingus thus
guaranteeing them all tenure.

From that night on I knew I could sleep well
knowing that the great UMass police are out risking
life and limb protecting me from such criminals.

Jim Cooros

We Want Moe
To The Editor:

In response to yesterday's letter concerning Moe Howard's visit to
UMass, we, the undersigned give our wholehearted support. We are
positive that Mr. Howards visit would be well attended and deeply ap-
preciated.

Roses are red
Violets are blue
We want Moe Howard
Wooo, Woo, Woo, Woooooo!

Seth Mott, eta I

(nineteen signatures)

Blacks Should Not Support Arabs

Pro Moe
To The Editor:

As Editor-in-Chief of the Collegian and the main keeper of the student
voice on campus, I feel that UMass, through the Distinguished Visitors

Program, should do everything in its power to bring Moe (Three Stooges)
Howard to campus.

It is usually my policy not to include my voice in this section of the

newspaper, but the issue is too important for me to stand by and idly

watch.

As to those of you who would oppose Moe's coming to UMass, perhaps a

quote from Moe himself would fit : "Everytime you think, you weaken the

nation."

Steve Tripoli. Editor-in-Chief

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Omission
Editor's Note: A sentence was inadvertantly omitted from Wed-

nesday's letter to the editor entitled "Palestinian-Arab Struggle" (page
15, four paragraph).

The paragraph should have read:

"Constant Israeli expansionism subjects the Jewish masses to the

antogonism of the Arab masses, an antagonism which was never present

before Zionist growing presence in that area. The Arab-Jewish friendship

is a purely Western phenomenon. For example, the Jews in Moslem,
Spain were made to flourish and had the necessary security to exercise

and develop their thought and culture until they were persecuted, from

the inquisition onwards, by the Europeans."
The Collegian regrets the error.

To The
I believe it is one of the great

ironies of history that some Black
groups and individuals have
chosen to align themselves with the

Arab cause in the current Mideast
crisis. To a large degree this

alliance is encouraged by a

combination of forces seeking to

use the awakening Black con-
sciousness for their own political

ends, and a general American
ignorance of the demography of
Africa and Southwest Asia.

It has been suggested in a
resolution recently adopted by
Third World students that
American Blacks have an
obligation to support the Arab
cause because of their "cultural

link to Egypt". This is a myth that

ought to be explored and exposed.
The part of the world in question

can be divided roughly into three
areas: the Middle East, North
Africa, and sub-Saharan Africa.

The Middle East comprises Arab
states such as Jordan, Lebanon,
Syria, Saudi Arabia, Iraq. The
peoples of this area are Caucasians
of predominantly Mediterranean
stock.

The nations of North Africa are
Egypt, Libya, Algeria, Morocco,
Tunisia. The peoples of this area
were conquered, in the distant

past, by the Arabs of the Middle
East, with whom they merged
culturally and racially.

Sub-Saharan Africa is a region
sharply differentiated from the
preceding two. It is Black Africa
and distinctly non-Arab. It was

from this area that Black slaves

were brought to the United States.

At no time were any of the Arabs of

North Africa nor the
Mediterranean Arab peoples of the

Middle East brought to the United
States as slaves. On the contrary,

they were instrumental in sup-

plying slaves from Black, sub-

Saharan Africa to the American
Market. The Arabic language itself

bears out this historical fact to this

very day. A common word for

"Black" (see "Negro" in English-

Arab d*ctonary) is "ibd", the same
word for "slave".

Obviously, Arab political groups

are not eager to enlighten Blacks
on the Arab role in the slave trade.
Instead, they will encourage
resolutions claiming an impossible
"cultural link" between American
Blacks and Egytians. They will

distribute leaflets in Third World
circles deriding the Jew as a white,
European colonizer, while in

Europe this same Jew is depicted
as the dark and grasping anti-

Christ for those more inclined to

classical anti-semitism.

It's a treacherous game in which
we, in this atomic age, may all end
the losers.

Menachem Kosenberger

Hampshire Food Fight
To The Editor:

I am usually the last person to have anything to say when it comes to
the subject of the dining commons, but there are a few things which
cannot be ignored. On Wednesday evening, October 31, a group of so-

called "students" turned one of the rooms in Hampshire Dining Com-
mons into one of the most repulsive sights I think I'll ever have the chance
to experience. About six "students" seemed to feel that the dining
commons needed a little excitement and started up a food fight, which
ended up with an inch or more of food covering the floor, walls and
windows, and an unestimated amount of damage to dining commons
property.

Not only did these clowns, I use the term losely, the only thing lacking
in their Halloween joke being their clown costume cause damage to the
dining commons, which at this point no one can really afford, but they
also destroyed the remaining meals of about thirty people who had
cleared out of the room to avoid being hit. and covered any remaining
coats and jackets with food. Tne sad thing to remember is that its the few
people like these that give the rest of Southwest the reputation which it

has. One can't help but wonder what these "students" are really here to

study.

Ken Aubert
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More Letters To The Editor
Middle East : Not A Political Game

To The Editor:
The recent deluge of letters

about the conflict in the Middle
East has had a unifying theme:
people see what they want to see
and they choose to prop up one
dimensional viewpoints with
layers of reassuring rhetoric. For
example: 1. A Wednesday column
by David Eibel claimed that the

U.S. created Israel. In fact, Israeli

Jews created Israel by a

protracted struggle against the

British Mandate government. The
immediate cause of this struggle

was Britain's policy to exclude
Jewish immigration to Palestine

both prior to and after the Nazi
holocaust Britain, having found
Palestine sufficiently ungover-
nable, turned their Mandate over
to the United Nations. In 1947 the

United Nations created a plan to

partition Palestine into a Jewish
and an Arab state. The plan passed
despite the opposition of every
Middle Eastern country because of

the joint support of the Communist
Bloc and the Western Allies. The
Soviet Union and the United States

were the first two countries to

recognize Israel. 2. Several letters

have attempted to paint Israel as

the agent of capitalism and im-

perialism in the Middle East. The
greatest investment of capital in

the Middle East is that of

American oil companies in Arab oil

producing countries. The finances

of the Arab world and the funding

of Palestinian organizations rest

on this investment. It should be
mentioned here that neither in

Southeast Asia nor in the Middle
East have American oil companies
been silent partners in the policies

of their host countries.

All of the combatants in the

latest Middle East war claim to be
socialist in orientation and have
some institutions within their
societies of a socialist nature,

depending on their levels of in-

dustrial development. The issue of
who is more socialist than whom is

an especially stupid way of viewing
the Middle East. 3. Israel cannot
escape responsibility for the
departure of two-thirds of the Arab
population of Israel in the 1948 war.
It is irrelavant whether these
prople fled because they were told

to by the leaders of invading Arab
armies or whether they were
forced to by Israeli intimidation.
The rectification of the problem of

Arab refugees should have been a
top priority of the Israeli Govern-
ment after the 1948 war. It was not.

Nor was it a top priority of the
Arab Governments at the time.
King Abdullah of Jordan seized
what was to have been much of
Arab Palestine. None of the
countries of the region were willing

to accept the refugees, thus they
were confined to refugee camps. I

do not write this to imply that Arab
and Israeli injustices cancel but
only to illustrate that the injustices

of the region come from more than
one source. 4. Theresa Carr's leter

Three Strikes, Zamir
To The Kditor:

Ah God, I was hoping he wouldn't do this to himself. Somebody told me
Zamir Nestelbaum was threatening to make an ass of himself by at

:

tacking the Central Area Academic Affairs Committee in the Collegian.

Most impolitic, I thought; surely Nestelbaum has enough self-

respect. But he's gone ahead and done it anyway (October 30) and taken

a few cheap shots at me while he was at it.

Okay. Now it's his turn. Here s wnat nappenea:
One! Nestelbaum skulks into a committee meeting to defend his in-

tensely phoney proposal for a colloquium in "Chess and its Social Per-

spectives " (That's right: social perspectives.) With a perfectly straight

face, he talks about the "foreign po'.icy" implications of the Fisher-

Spassky match < I swear he did! ) and makes a few crypto-fascist remarks
about chess-playing among Russian "peasants." It soon becomes clear

that the committee should move on to more serious business.

Two!! As for the game itself, my resistance to granting university

credit for playing chess is merely a matter of judgment. Other members
of the committee made intelligent and dignified cases in favor of the idea.

When it came to a vote, we reached a compromise, approving the

proposal, but for no credit. If Nestelbaum had played it straight with us

and said what was really on his mind -that he'd like his cronies to get

academic credit for sitting around playing chess with him -we would
have had, at least, an honest proposal to consider. But, always on the

alert for a chance to make himself the object of derision and merriment,
Nestelbaum decided to base his defense on a lot of meretricious crap.

Three! ! ! If Nestelbaum s chess game is as feeble as his writing, then
his would-be students have been spared exposure to an incompetent.
Yer out. Zamir, baby'

Jonathan Quick
In-.: Dept.

Mr. Nestelbaum replies: "Nyah! Nyah! Nyah! Sour grapes will get you

nowhere. Mr. Slick!!)

Selected items

I&& MAIN St. Northampt*

to Wednesday's Collegian proposed

a peace based on a return to the

1947 Partition Plan. It is somewhat
mysterious to me -why a demar-
cation deemed sufficiently

unacceptable in 1947 by Arab
nations to provoke a war would be

accepted today by the same par-

ties. In the first ceasefire of 1948

Israel held roughly two-thirds of

the land allocated by the U.N.
Partition. That ceasefire was
broken by the Egyptian army ten

days after it had been established.

It is not at all clear to me that

what is acceptable to Theresa Carr
would be acceptable to the Middle
East antagonists. It is clear that

Israels existence under such a

solution would be contingent on the

good will of militarily hostile

neighbors. A glance at the 1947

partition map reveals two strips of

land connected by a junction two
miles wide for a Jewish state:

three disconnected pieces of land

for an Arab state. While I do not

advocate territorial expansion for

Israel beyond the 1948 boundaries,

I also do not advocate national

suicide. If Ms. Carr believes

solidarity with the Arab side will

accomplish such a solution, I

believe her sympathies are
misplaced. 5. ACollegian column on

Friday cited Israel's Law of

Return as evidence of Israeli

racism. Most of Israel's population

came to Israel since 1948 from the

Arab World under the provisions of

the Law of Return, mostly from
Iraq, Yemen, and North Africa.

After the 1948 war Jewish residents

of Arab countries came under
considerable persecution, par-

ticularly in Iraq. The governments
of these countries were willing to

let their Jewish populations depart

en-masse, provided thay left all

their possessions behind.

That same persecution began
occuring in the Soviet Union at

roughly the same time, for reasons

too involved to discuss here. Let it

suffice to say that the Soviet Union
(Continued on P. IS)

Laughed Out Of Class

To The Kditor:

There have been several times during my four years at the University
when I have sat back in amazement at the student body. Today, sitting in

Mahar Auditorium at the 3: 35 section of. Food Science 101 was another
one of those times.

A professor has the unfortunate experience of following the Teacher of

the Year in a large lecture class. What is the result? Several members of

the class walk out laughing. One even felt a need to stick out his tongue
and make some sort of gutteral utterance. What's the matter, people?
Can we no longer understand and empathize human feelings? Doesn't
everyone have some worth, and knowledge to share? Would it have been
any different if he had preceeded Dr. Clydesdale? Is this the result of

having an exceptional instructor, that any following one is laughed out of

class even before being listened to? If a teacher can truly not reach you,
then O.K., buy the lecture notes. But how about next time, staying for the
remainder of the class. Try not to make a judgement until you've heard
the lecture. Maybe you'll be surprised at what you hear, and perhaps it

will help someone's self concept just a little more, something that anyone
could benefit from.

Sara A. Hoskinson
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Adam is back in Amherst!

Religion In The News

Nationwide Ad
Campaign Underway

By OEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — The new theme for a nationwide religious ad
campaign still preserves its social concern — this time on curbing
violence in America — Lut indications are that future emphasis may
switch back to the more personal side of faith.

A "better balance," a directive to a planning committee put it.

Such a shift would mean that" the multimillion-dollar program of
Religion in American Life would have gone a full cycle in its 25 years —
from its original emphasis on personal worship, to religion's broader
social implications and back again to personal aspects.
Signs of a similar refocusing on personal religion also have been

showing up lately in the country's major denominations.
However, for the coming year at least, the cooperative religious ad-

vertising venture is keeping stress on the social dimensions in a new
campaign starting this month against varied forms of violence.
A "tide of violence is sweeping our land," says a program outline,

adding that the campaign "recognizes both the overt and covert aspects
of violence, and the institutional as well as the personal forms it takes."
While recognizing this "complexity of violence." the descriptive

statement says the program stresses that "each of us can be the in-
strument by which this cycle is broken" by sensitivity to God's love
rather than to violent human tendencies.
As one ad puts it, "We concede that violence is in all of us. So is God

Try it His way. It works."
The campaign, sponsored annually by 43 national religious bodies in

cooperation with the Advertising Council, includes posters and broadcast
spots as well as newspaper and magazine ads, the space and time con-
tributed free as a public service.

This runs up to $27 million worth of advertising annually.
One of the current ads, citing the diverse forms of violence, says

:

"Men and women walk in fear The hand that would reach out to
help is often held back by fear of involvement. No one is free of in

volvement: a child struck, a crooked deal arranged, personal violence is

committed.
The cooperative program, started in 1949. put the emphasis in its early

years on personal religion and participation in church and synagogue
But about eight years ago, it began stressing social ramifications of faith,
such as interracial reconciliation and concern for the poor.
However, on Oct. 18, the 50-member board of directors, including both

businessmen and church executives, modified the rules to give its final
say on program content. This previously had been left up to a planning
committee, consisting mostly of religious communications specialists.
The committee recommended a program for next year emphasizing

social justice, but the board turned it down, calling for a more balanced
program that dealt with personal worship and participation in churches
and synagogues.
The board felt the proposed program was "too one-sided," said the

Rev. Jerald Hatfield, RAL's information officer.

Legalized Prostitution
Considered In Boston

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
<++

BOSTON (AP) - Two members
of the city council who are seeking
re-election have suggested voters
might want to consider legalizing
prostitution as a way to control it.

Councilmen Joseph Tierney and
Gerald O'Leary made their
comments in response to a
questionaire from a citizens group.
O'Leary said that he personally

abhors prostitution "of any kind
and it is against my personal belief
and conscience."
But he said it might be better to

have a sanctioned "red light
district so other people can
walk the streets without being
accosted" rather than the open
prostitution that exists in some
areas of Boston.

After O'Leary s comments were
published yesterday, he issued a
clarifying statement saying if

prostitution were legalized by
voters, "any such activity should
be restricted and con-
fined and should not be
allowed to spread to other sections
of our city."

Tierney said the idea should be
submitted to the people in a
referendum so "the people of
Boston can decide if they want it."

He said "We might be surprised"
at the results of such a referen-
dum
"Some people may think I'm a

nut for this." he said, "but I'm
married, I'm happily married, and
when I was single I did all right."

Belchertown Plans Benefit Hike
A 25 mile hike for the benefit of the residents of the Adolescent Training

Unit at the Belchertown State School, Belchertown, is planned for
Saturday, Nov. 17. The route will take hikers from Sheldon Field Nor-
thampton to the grounds of Belchertown State School
The announced goal of the campaign is $15,000, which will be applied toa program of revitalization of structures and programs for the adolescent

residents of the school.
The exact route, which is to include refreshment and entertainment

stops, will be announced within a week along with procedures for ob-
taining contribution pledges.

WMPIRG
Workshop

Of Interest...

13

The Western Massachusetts
Public Interest Research Group
• WMPIRG) will sponsor a
workshop on the new federal Water
Pollution Control Act at 10: (K) a.m..
Thursday, November 15. in room
917 of the Campus Center.
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst.

Contact WMPIRG. BM434, for

more information.

Indonesian Dance
INDONESIAN DANCE AND

GAM ELAN ORCH E8TRA
TROUPE - From the Embassy of
Indonesia. Washington. DC.
Dances from Bali. Java. Sumatra
accompanied by 30 musicians.

Saturday. November 10. I»7:i

10:M a.m. - Dance Workshop -

Dance Studio, 3rd floor, Johnson
Library. Hampshire College

1:00 p.m. - Performance -

Buckley Recital Hall. Amherst
College. Admission Tickets at the
door: Students with ID. and School
Children. $0.50, All others, $1.00.

0:30 p.m. - Indonesian Banquet -

Merrill Science Center Dining
Commons, Amherst College By
Reservation Only. Approximated
$2.50 per adult. $1 50 per child (12

or under). Limited to 100 Reser-
vations. For reservations, call or
write: Ms. Kitty Axelson. 542-4799

Warner House. Hampshire
College. Amherst, Massachusetts
01002.

N B. We are in need ol hosts-
hostesses for the more than 30

Indonesian artists! II you could
offer hospitality Friday and
Saturday nights, November 9 and

10. to one, or preferably two.
Indonesian performers, please call
at Hampshire College any of the
following: Professor James
McElwaine, 542-4872; Professor
Philip McKean. 542-4797; Ms. Kitty
Axelson. 542-4799. Thanks in ad-
vance!

This Week's Special
NEWEST RELEASES -

Bonnie Raitt

America
James Montgomery

Neil Young
Grateful Dead

Open 10-5:30 Daily
10-9 Thursday

List

$5.98

$5.98

$5.98

$5.98

$5.98

$3.18

$3.18

$3.79

$3.79

$3.98

Main St., Northampton
46 Elm St., Westfield

Jette

Jarvinen

Skilom

WITH ALL X-C0UNTRY SKIS WE GIVE PERSONAL

ATTENTION AND PROFESSIONAL ADVICE.

OUR LINE OF NORDIC SKIS AND ACCESSORIES ARE

AMONG THE FINEST SCANDINAVIA PRODUCES.

^jMmtmttA:

Amherst Carriage Shops

«

Tickets:

$1.50 CM-A Students
$:t.00 Others
125 llerter Hall

Telephone 545-0202

Puerto Rican Traveling Theatre

Presents

Pipo Subway No Sabe Heir"
(in English)

November 2 and 3

Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m.
Presented by The Fine Arts Council
A Third World Cultural Series Event.
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:
DRUMD IDHEllllS

:

NOW IN

PROGRESS
S

SALE
ENDS

SAT. NITE

:

NOW OPEN IN iSJMHERST
i

97
2.98

LIST

:

:

ThmeOogNgf*
.Vantab

C^n JIM CDOCE
UFE AND TIMBS

JOE WALSH
THE SMOKER YOU ORMt
TtCPUVERYOUGET

MXXVmjNIMKMr KXXEMK
*«Lf MOMOHTMOOOCSHMOTttMrS
•KAQOMft OMEAMS IMSQOM «r

LIST

THREE DOG NIGHT
Cyan
ABC/DUNHILL DSX 50158

JIM CROCE
Life and Times
ABC ABCX 769

JOE WALSH
The Smoker You Drink

The Player You Gat
ABC DUNHILL DSX 50140

$069
^^ LIST

59
6.96

STEREO
TAPES

:

i* Allan ikma iiikwik)

(<l\\ Hill \ lVII»«I>IIV.fc')

:

:

BLUES PROJECT
Reunion in Central Park

MCA 24003
A Specially Priced 2 LP Set

SONNY & CHER
Live in kas Vegas Vol. 2
MCA 2-8004

A Specially Priced 2 LP Set

THE WHO
Quadrophenia
MCA 2 10004
A Two Record Set

ELTON JOHN
-X Goodbye Yellow Brick Roed

MCA 2-10003
A Two Record Set

CHER
Half-Breed

MCA 2104

W(OtD/m<

ncn U>Q Rggp

^£RMa/

iociu<J*» Carolina Say* The Hd*
Sad Song Man ol Good fortune

iiKiudct My Maria I Col to Booqi.
Shambala Be My Woman Tomqht

Grab On Hold ol My Soul

/.oz%in\ X \h'\\ina
lull Sail

:

:

LOU REED
Berlin

RCA APL 1O207
RC/l B.W.STEVENSON

My Maria

RCA APL 1-0088

ARTCRFUNKEL
Angel Clare

COLUMBIA KC 31474

LOGGINS & MESSINA
Full Sail

COLUMBIA KC 32540

NEIL DIAMOND
Jonathan Livingsron Seagull
Original Motion Picture Sdtrk
COLUMBIA KS 32550

: ncn RED SEAL

Elizabethan Ccecx
The* Cl«m»r F.im Scot** of

Cnch WoMqjng Hofnqo<d

CeMo Concerto « C l>o*»t O*
The P'.nce and !?*• P*«p*t Tn# s«?j won

Anoene* Oma O* Hitmen B«ndaq*>
Anthonf Ad«r'v*>

0»'*»* Gerherdi HsVon** P*>ia)t#«r»»or.,f QrctUggH .

:

Music of the 'Trtirlra*

JALOUSIE
Menuhrn Grapovlh

(normal
a Th. Man Clara Tno

\vi>\R v|..u I v|-H l\(ll\K

HOLST:THE PLANETS
! IDNARDIII KNMIIN

S>\\ Y»M<k I'M 1 1 II \H\HMi

, LABOHEME

V^ PAVAROTTI

YON KARAJAN

ARL1-018S

RC/l

8

. SCOTT JOPL IN MUSIC
-\ \.

The Red Back Book
"* * New England Conservatory
VKfH ANGELS 36060

SFO 38968 (LP Cartridge A Cassette)
Concert violinist meets \»it tiddler

. . and not since West met East has
there been a more unlikely, but win-
ning musical collaboration With pi-

ano, bass and drums trio, they play in

the nostalgic idiom ol the 30 s Cheek
to Cheek Night and Day A Fine Bo
mance. Blue Room Lady Be Good.
10 more

L. BERSTEIN/N Y PHIL.
Hoist : The Planets

COLUMBIA M31 125

fowoxi

HKCI* U KMCM
Pjwrofti/freiii/Von RaTaaw. tmeen OS* \m

USAVI/VC

iscount records'
275 Triangle St. off E. Pleasant, Amherst .549-4433

Store Hours: Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. - Free Parking i n Rear
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Middle East : Not A Political Game
dlemen profiting from the toil of power on earth could have effected
others. Such a view is blind to over a ceasefire. The official position of
a millenia of legal restrictions in the Egyptian and Syrian Govern-
European history permitting no ments is that Israel must be
Jew to own land and prohibiting all
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(Continued from P. 12)
has had difficulty reconciling a
policy of cultural genocide against
the Jews and the embarassment a
massive Jewish emigration would
produce.

European Jewry was trapped in

Nazified Europe prior to the
Second World War. Hitler com-
pares favorably with the present
Soviet leadership in that he
demonstrated some willingness to

permit massive Jewish
emigration. No country in the

world, the United States included,

was willing to accept these would
be emigrants. Within five years
they were annihilated in Nazi
death camps and Russian forests.

The Law of Return is the only
way that Jews have to ensure that

the above sequence finds a new
vocabulary to justify their hatred
of the Jews. In the Middle Ages
"Christ killer" was the ap-
propriate epithet for the Jew, and
it provided the necessary
reassurance to justify the im-
position of misery in better times,

wholesale slaughter in worse.
In Czarist Russia Jews were

murdered for thirty years because
a Jewish girl participated in the
assassination of Czar Alexander II.

The vocabulary of hatred then
claimed that a Jewish-Communist
conspiracy existed undermining
the moral strength of Russia. This
vocabulary is no stranger to

American shores, South and North.
The catchwords of hatred in post-

Medieval Europe were that the

jews were mprrhants and mid-

but a few occupations to the Jew
In the Nazi era the distinction

between Aryan and Semite
provided an intellectually
satisfying way of justifying the
unjustifiable. The problem was
race; the solution final.

In America today the vocabulary
of hatred against the Jews begins
mth the catchword Zionism. The
American press, you see, is con-
trolled by Zionists, wealthy ones at

that.

I suggest that some of the pur-
veyors of this rhetoric to the pages
of the Collegian stop kidding
themselves. 7. Peace in the Middle
East will not occur unless the
claims of Palestinian Arabs and
Israelis to a homeland in Palestine
are mutually realized and
respected. If this can De done by
drawing a defensible line across
Palestine or by the creation of a
true binational state aware of the
unique problems of both
nationalities in world history, I am
all for it. But such a peace will not
be achieved by the cheerleading
attitude that American advocates
of both sides seem to have adopted.
As a Jew I would be naive indeed

if I thought that "Solidarity with
the Arab Cause" will bring peace
to my people. Had the recent war
gone the other way, I do not believe
that any Israeli boundary would
have been respected or that any

destroyed. Twenty five years of
relentless hostility has shown that
if this position is mere rhetoric, it

is rhetoric gone out of control.
Jews tend to take talk of an-
nihilation seriously. To me
"Solidarity with the Arab Cause"
implies the sanctioning of terror
against Russian emigrants and
Israelis and the lionizing of the
Munich and Lod Airport murders,
unless these things are demon-
strably repudiated. Those political

groups on campus that have
chosen to embrace this solidarity
have shown both moral blindness
and an incredibly transparent
opportunism.
American support of Israel has

uncomfortable similarities to a
fan's rooting interest in a suc-
cessful football team. It sees what
it wants to see — it sees Israel as a
willing gladiator against Soviet
expansionism. It seldom if ever
acknowledges the stillbirth of
Palestinian national aspirations
that the world acquiesced to in

1948.

The Middle East is people, not a
political game to occupy the free
time of UMIES. It is people who
are no strangers to disen-
franchisement, terror and death.
Partisan advocay as has been
expressed in this paper fuels
hatred and war. Wars are also
people. Dead people.

Vic Flias

WOOL-DOUBLE KNITS

SUITS 20%SPORT COATS
UNFINISHED

DRESS SLACKS of f

SALE!
BEGINS

TOMORROW
SAT., OCT. 27

SHOP NOW AND SAVE

Save

ON ALL
MERCHANDISE

il..Wl»W.>«j

Special

Light Weight

JACKETS

50 %
.«

GROUP

SLACKS

50 %
.„

••9 'o 23 00

SPECIAL GROUPS

DRESS $O 99 SPORT
SHIRTS W SHIRTS

Reg. to $10.00

SPECIALS
THRU
STORE

SPECIAL
GROUP

FLARES
$0"
».g to $13 00

SUITS
SPORT COATS
TOPCOATS

SPECIALS

50 %
Off

OPEN
THURSDAY
NIGHTS darnel^

M-ltmiinsl SM-tHI mirthumpton

• CHARGE
• BUDGET
• LAY-AWAY

If yoJxe looking

for the best
submarine
sandwich
m-fown

•T\©-/*7P(/S fCo.f>e/*S

$@cc3 vm

at he Hungry- U

»
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ALPHA 2ETA:
Meeting of officers on Tues. 11 6 at

6 p.m. in C.C. 102. Members
welcome.

TIME CHANGE:
Remember that all Amherst Film

Coop Showings in Hampden are only
at 8 p.m. from now on. Ignore any
other time announcements.

OF MAKINGAN EVENING
THINGS:
The Aesthetics Center of the Sch. of

Ed. is sponsoring an evening of
making things; Batik, Masks, Sock
Puppets, Musical Instruments,
Creative Cooking and more. Tues. 11

6, 8 p.m. in Farley Lodge. Please
bring supplies or a donation.

BELCHERTOWN RESIDENTS
FOOTBALL:

If you intend to go to UMass game
with a Belchertown resident, please
meet at Stadium in front of ticket
booth at 12:30 on Sat. If you haven't
dropped off your ticket book at RSO,
then bring your own ticket — we'll

have extras. Call 253 5897.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Bus to Belchertown will be running

Sat. 11 3 for those not going to the
football game. It will leave from
Whitmore at 12:45 as usual. Return
by 4:00 p.m.

BICYCLE CLUB WORKSHOP:
A workshop on changing a tire will

beheld Wed. 11 7 at 7 p.m. in C.C. 805
809. Everyone is invited.

BIKE TRAINING RIDE:
For 25 mile training ride meet 2

p.m. Sun. in front of S.U. For info call
Mark at 256 8723.

"BONNIE AND CLYDE":
For great way to start next

weekend, "Bonnie and Clyde" will be
shown Fri. 119 at 7, 9, and 11 p.m. at
Mahar Aud.

CAREERS CONFERENCE

:

Nov. 7 in Rms. 163 164 C.C. (9:00
4:30) Seminar designed to provide
students with info that will be helpful

Notices

in securing appropriate placement
after graduation Everyone
welcome.

CHRISTIANS:
All the brothers and sisters are

invited to family time for prayer,
fellowship and praising God. Be
prepared to be blessed! Colonial
Lounge, 7 p.m.

DANCE FREE:
Those interested in Creative

Movement Improvisation and Free
Dancing come join us tonight at 8:30
in C.C. Check C.C. info desk for Rm.
number.

GBAT BUS SAT.:
Extra 5 Coll. buses will run 113 for

Graduate Business Exams at
Amherst Coll. Leave UMass 7:35,

arrive Amherst about 8.00 for 8:30
exams.

IMPORTANT MEETING:
There will be a meeting for "all"

Baha'i Association members this

Sunday in Cashin dorm. Sylvan

Complex,
portent

Attendance very im

JOE VOLUNTEERS:
There will be a Halloween Party at

Westfield Detention Center — Friday
112. Bus leaving from C.C. bus circle
at 6:00 p.m.

METEP-INTEGRATED DAY:
Interviews to join our com-

prehensive teacher ed. program Fri.,

Mon., Tues , 112, 5, 6, from 8:30 to
3:30 p.m Sign up Rm. 210 School of
Ed. for interview.

MIDDLE EAST, WATERGATE AND
THE CHRISTIAN:
Lutheran Students begin to study

group concerning Christian faith in a
society in which war and immortality
are common place. Sunday 11 4 at 7

p.m C.C. 801.

MOTORCYCLE CLUB:
Meeting early next week, check

notices. Anyone interested in the club
call Jim at 6 7151.

MOVIE:
DeSade, with Senta Berger and

Keir Dullea, tonight in Thompson 104,
at 7, 9, and 11. Rated X!

MOVIE.
Come and see the dead that won't

stay that way. Night of the Living
Dead, Tues. 11 6 at 7, 8 30, and 10 00
CCA

OUTING CLUB:
Trips, Rattlesnake Gutter, 11 3

leaves 11 a.m. from S.U. Morris Cave
11 4 leaves 8:30 a.m. from S.U.

Elections for Executive Board
Members to be held at Monday
meeting.

PORTUGUESE!!!:
All those interested in taking an

introductory Portuguese course in

the Spring semester, please call

Dennis at 253 7461 or Dave at 256 0402
as soon as possible.

SAW OPEN:
Tu. W. Th. 3 11 p.m.. Sat. 9 5, Sun.

10 4

(Continued on P. m
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STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS
Will be given out on Campus Friday 11-2 in SUB|
& Concourse FREE OF CHARGE.

Owttttfe
...im ]>BtACM\BI£ /i/vjEfc

FACES
EARTH

1 5t NORTH PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST. MASS

HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
Innovative persons to leach under

educated adulU. inner rit> dropouts.
Spanish speaking and Indian children
in the I S. Musi be able lo work mil

sidr traditional. classroom. If you're a

senior getting; a degree in education.

Fnglish. languages. Sociology, etc.

talk lo a VISTX representative in the

Placement Office on \o\ . 5-».

If 1 1-8

In v our job search, you'll run across
all kinds of glossy pages and promises
that so-and-so company wants
graduates with liberal arts degrees.
I as! vear's seniors who chose either

VISTA oi Peace Corps ARK AT
H"l(k in hundreds of projects both
here and in 59 countries overseas.
Teaching Knglish as a foreign
language: working in tuberculosis
control programs, smallpox, and
malaria eradication projects: acting
as agricultural extension agents;
developing alternative schools:
counseling in drug crisis centers and
many more. Demand for these
assignments js. of course, great. It's

extremely important for you to apply
before December. To underscore this.

VIST \ & Peace Corps representatives
will he here during this semester onl\ .

on Nov .">-» from 9 a.m. to I p.m.. go to

the Placement Office and sign up for

an interview.

tfll-9

MDC CLASSIFIEDS PERSONAL PERSONAL

leach Math & Science where the
I .11 lit is flat rocks are evil, and turtles

are sacred. \s a Peace I orps teacher,
v oil II get some tough questions like:

Mow does the turtle Vishnu swimming
in his sea of milk and pushing up the

Iree of life fit into vour theoi its of the

M"« Id. Mi Boh? You don'l put legends
like these down because Um\ ,,, ,,

\it.il part of your students i ulliirc

• im "I the i -lialleiiges ol leaching Math
A si ieme in dev loping counli

ri il< ii i eptani e for llie^« subjects

within the frame work .>( mi i.ut

traditions. \ Peace (mi. \|s|\
represi nlaliv c vv ill he in

Placement Office OH Km
now Im an interv i.vv

Jobs in Business Consulting —
Frequently the difference between a

margical & a going business in the

inahilitv ol the former lo hire con-
sultants Husiness graduates working
lor \IST\ A Peace (orps are helping

t > change that situation. If you have a

IIB \ MB \ or MP \ v on should look in

to \IST\ A Peace Corps. It's ex-

l>eiience you'll gel with no other
organisation. \ representative will be
in the Placement Office on October II

A I J. Sign up now for an Interview.

Ill 1-8

HELP WANTED

Civil Engineers. Overseas: lo advise
on dam construction, irrigation
s\ stems, water works. \l home: to

prepare rout estimates on housing,

develop funding proposals, review

architect's plans, etc. Peace Corps -

VISTA engineers gel much more
lesponsiblitv and experience than
Iheir peers who go lo work for private

engineering firms. Talk to a

representative in the Placement
Office on Nov . M, sign up today for an
interview.

tfll-8

While organiied recreation is

generally regarded as Im ol. is in this

country . Ihe reverse is tru> in most
developing nations. As a Pe ice Corps
volunteer you will develop migrants,
train teachers, teach coaching
techniques, coach national learns.

V mi II be regarded as someone with an
important skill to share. << t more
information. Peace Corps will be in the
.'lacement Office on Nov. ,V9. Sign up
now for an interview.

TIM

The daily deal burned lips ' Huy
clips on In uic from rolling

machines. Campus (enter.

roach
paper

till 2

\ Workshop in V;irn making and
Natural Plant Dyeing will be held Nov :i. .'

p.m. al Kriends Meeting House Kl. RI.

I.cveretl. Call 519-36X1.

If 1 1-5

VISi'A A Peace (orps have hun-
dreds of job openings for seniors.

I nun Agriculture to /oology, Get
experience you can lind in no other
organization. Peps will be in

Placement Office soon. Sign up now in

Placement for an interview

tfll-9

I

Nurse II vou' re graduating soon
and want lo break awa> from Ihe
regimenl of trainim; for ,i wyr or two
talk |« VIHTA a Peace ( arp
i epi i-Miilaln e will he in Ihe
Placement office on Nov M Sign u
toil. IV |,,, ;,„ ,„!,,, x j,,w

ffll N

.lobs for French A Spanish Majors —
Spanish speakers to work as VISTA'S
in barrios in the Southwest A as Peace
(orps teachers A resource people in

Latin \mi-rua I rem h speakers to
work in African Kranchophone
countries with Peace (orps. These are
positions of responsibility and sen-
sitivity. Talk to a representaive in the
Placement Office on Nov. 5-9. Sign up
for an interview.

tfll-K

If You Think lies (.uillv — Honk!
Kumper Stickers — Also. Behind
Kvery Watergate is \ Mill House.
Nixon Has a Staff Infection: Impeach
With Honor 75c each: :i for $1.75.
Kreedom (enter. 155 Bovlslon. BostonMM list available.

tfll-l

lo the guv who hates sand in the bed.
Irom Ihe gii I who puts it there Meet you in

Ihe sandbox.

Ill 1-2

I love I •Him ( osla-i.ravras. Kogarl.
Daffv-Duck. Kubrick. Orson W. - I . Art
III.

tfll-7

Diane - hoping that life is always as
happy for you as you always make il for
others Happy :'lst Sigma love. Carolyn.

till -2

'•
( oil. ( anada ski trip — I days. I nites

Hotel, breakfast, dinner Transportation
\pres ski party, all for $K5. Jan. 22-25. B.
Baggins Travel. 25ft-Allfi.

tfll-15

<ii — vou made it: You're an old man
now : Snicker, dumb shH.

tri i-2

Students pt. time & full lime available,
apply in person I'nited Paper Box. .Vtt

Water SI . Koot of CaboC Holyiike. Ma.
till 12

Creative writing — impeach Nixon.
M'rttC ( ongress now \ letter a day keeps
the Fascists away.

If 1 1-.'

Impeach The (ox Sacker.
1

Bumper 1

stickers. Also — One Down - One To
do: Don't Blame Me. I'm Krom Mass:
Impeach Nixon 75c each: :t for $1.75
Kreedom Center.m Bovlslon Boston.
IM. List available

triii

Happy birthdav to Vlke A., from a
mushy

. sex before coffee lover.

tf 1 1-2

To my favorite cabbie — P.A.B You've
given mi so much happiness. Wishing you
a happy birthday and lots of love Always.
Susan.

tfll-2

WANTED TO RENT
Warned: \pl. fur _• females beginning

.Ian 71 If you have vacancies or an apl fm
us i all S MI. -,n; -,|[7

Ifll-.'

To Junior Males in

Puffton
The guv whose brother came up Sat

at around 7imi p.m. Please contact -
Pita OT- Kmerson - K-7:(0«. I left my
pack in vour brother's car I

despetatelv need il back Please call
"•> write

i
If not there keep calling

thank vou
. If 1 12

Aw gee \nnie. I cant wait lo hit Ihe
feathers with (.ino. Ill get all gussied up!
Helen.

tfll-2

I lev Slim
Kvelyn.

Post, i m :ii, . . i„i itami •

( all Dave l oi : d s -"

titoloyml in VelkowsiiMi
1 s N ''' '• ' '..Urn hiM.klet I.', \rnold

- Main Keshan. 1,1.

Wanted | ,, ,„.,, |(H((11 lt<{ i|(|M . (oM Wnnld like i„ „ 11>VI . jn .llMlllM) .

between now and Jan I

ifn-«

SUBLET

I nidi three vears! VAe wish \ou a
hap»« Smidav. Pick dues too ..nd we
didn't even have to a-k him.

lfll-2

play "Misty" for me.

tfll-2

Pebbles — Oo care me! Sory age 17 is
nvi. that's wav cooki crumbles Thai's
«av hall bounces. Ilappv IWh flntn
llussell's of i-5lh

lfll-2

share in ski lodge, stovve. \l DM l.ici

house plentv ol land loi \ ( ouiilrv

rs or i iiuple>. I all i veilings

Ifll/J

Sunshine h.uipv MrlMaj imd lake
> Bl < vlwav •

M W I s ,,

lfll-2

I II
I id I h id bourne — we heard a rumor

that vour.
• almost jf Hope it s a happy

dav M B I .olioi si,a< ewmn in and all

Ihe Stat.

tfll-2

Mv little i.oovidi l |„ %t . VM1 |.(l| (,,.11^

and all I indv

Ifll-.'

Ml 1
1
P Integrated i>..< i , ntkn Kd.

I'loKi.im ilileiview toi next m .

I :i Mun h»M N„v • . ,, s
,cn „„ .„

Il-M.in .'in. Mien) ..i i ,1

tfll-K

Notices (cont.)

' 'Operation Hunt '

' Continues

In Southwest
(Continued from P. 16)

SHABBAT IN HILLEL:
Shabbat celebration tonite at 6:30,

tomorrow Shaharit at 10:30 a.m.,

torah study and brunch. Minha, 3rd

meal and havdalah at 5:00 p.m.

SOKOLOK MO I:

The Monday evening meeting of

Gemoi will not be held. Please watch
notices for rescheduling.

Daddy

ta-Lejs

is a'creepin'
anda'crawliiY
in the Blueioil I

Nov. 1.1.3
9:oopm- I.ooam

FOR SALE

Sony MM>5 receiver. 16* watts,

guarantee still valid Call S4JM5S5.

rms.

tri 1/2

Zenith 21" console color. tIS*. BCA
black tt white console I. v.. 165. Television

(enter. 55 V Pleasant St., Amherst. 253-

5HW
tri 1-5

/.enilh 21" ( onsole Color TV SIM. Phil, o

<Klack & White (onsole TV f.« TV Center
55 Pleasant St.. Amherst. 2S3-SIN.

t/ll-5

Kor Sale SI Bernard female. 17 months.
AKC Reg. SIM or best offer, (all S4S-IU3.

tfll-2

Weekly deal at the rolling paper vending
machines — a best buy roach clip other

assorted paper deals al each machine.
tfll/2

Mib oi wo calculators, includes square,
square n.oi reciprocal, and memory
extras. Mere S»5. (all ".Mi -inn. Hick

tfll/2

Sale — Sansui 5000X rec.. Akai id ju<

It . 2 PID. CSOTA speakers, ex. system,
current list price S 1 .533. will sellfor SMS or

sep. .si. u.:,s Terry.
tfll/2

Stereo 50 watt l^fayette. (Jarrard tOB.

< nterion 25 Speakers, SI00. or best offer.

Paul 253-9700. 8:30-4:30 Mon. -Kri.

HIM

«'»;:: Willy's jeep with plow SIHO0. 25«-

HH96.

H1I4

Yamaha Classical (.uitar. Price low for

quick sale S00 or best reasonable offer.

Includes case, call Abbie Mh i;a.

tfll-2

Martin IM2-2K. 12 string excel, cond..

hard shell case, hardly used. Best offer

Oerri 253-5X50.

tfll-2

Stereo Buffs! If you want name brand
stereo equip matched and sold' to you at

wholesale prices, call Dick at 253-27H6.

after «.

til 1-9

T ape d eck — Sony T(':iW>. new
cond ..SltiO : movie camera — Yashica

super hmiK new cond.. SMI. X-< ountrv

skis poles for person 6 ft., new cond..

S:i5. X-Cnunlrv boots. 9 1/2. new cond..

S 15. Sneak rrs — Converse , hi. black.

new S 10. Hike boots — Dunham Tyrol.

new cond , Sin. Ml prices negotiable.

(all Rich. :Ui7 2XMI.

till 7

THE ART OF DYEING
A workshop in dyeing with natural

plant dyes and thread and yarn
making will be held 113, Sat. at The
Friends Meeting House, Rte. 63,

Leverett. For further info call 549

3635.

ENGAGEMENTS, PINNINGS OR
MARRIAGE ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Announcements of this kind can not

be published unless the Notice form
is signed by one of the parties.

LOST:
On Nov. 1, brown calf grain wallet

in or about C.C. Contents of great

importance. Please call 546-5068

Keep trying. Reward!!

The guidelines for the first few stages of

"Operation Hunt", the search to find a successor to
Southwest Master-Director John Hunt, have been
formulating over the past week.
Vaughn Jeffries, Southwest Staff Assistant and

Chairman of the operation, announced Wednesday to

Southwest staff members the results of several
meetings held recently.

At present, the operation consists of two processes

:

internal planning and external questioning.
All Southwest affiliations will have a chance to

voice opinion as to the definition, reauirements, and
role of the new Master-Director. These organizations
include Southwest Centers, the Southwest Assembly,
the Business Office, the Southwest Policy Board and
the SW Houses.
The people present at the recent meetings drew up

a list of approximately 30 University-related staffs
and groiin*: that arp rplotoH in snrm> wnv to Southwest

and who would have an opinion on the matter.
The Southwest staff yesterday made plans to unite

representatives from these organizations into small
groups which would discuss the situation.

The next step in "Operation Hunt" will be the

review of opinions and the formation of a Search
Committee. It has been suggested that the mem-
bership of the Search Committee be kept at a small
number. Robert Gluckstern, Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs, has tentatively suggested that the

Committee be composed of two Southwest faculty

members, two faculty members from outside the
area, two Southwest staff members, and three South-
west students.

Jeffries noted that student feedback on the matter
is welcome, and that comments can be directed to
him in Washington Tower. Comments can also be
made to the Southwest Assembly.

ARIES ( March 21 -April 19> Emphasis is

on getting what you need You are repaid
for efforts Some of your fondest hopes,
wishes can become realities Aura of

romance dominates You feel good You
receive compliments You make, friends

and influence people
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Accom-

plishment is featured You gain position,

prestige Deal with persons in positions of

authority Civic honor could come your
way Capricorn. Cancer persons might
ligure prominently Accent goals You
become success oriented.

GEMINI (May Jl June 20): Accent is on
the long range, the potential as opposed to

short, quick and immediate. You can
successfully join forces with factions that

were competitive To use a cliche, don't cut
off your nose to spite your face. Message
will be clear

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Much
depends on ability togain co-operation from
business partner, mate, one who pulls legal

strings Highlight ingenuity, originality and
independence Be an innovator Money will

he made available

LEO i July 23-Aug 22) Good news comes
from unusual source Where you expected
opposition you gel co-operation Aquarian is

apt to play significant role Hunch could

pav dividends Your ability to inspire

confidence gets you over rough spot

VIKGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Relaxation
now is more important than usual You
have permitted buildup of tension Do
something about it W;ilk away from
aggravating situations, persons Emphasis
is im health, recreation, special services

Line sights on task which has been elusive

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22) Accent
creative change Be receptive to younu

person Imprint style Bring torth creative

resources Don't be a slave to tradition You
can start something, you can let others

know how you feel You can be happier
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Your sense

of security is stimulated You feel that you
are on more solid ground Disposition

improves as result Relationships are more
harmonious, especially in domestic area
Gemini. Virgo persons are likely to be in-

volved

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21) Ideas

prove profitable Relationships which had
been on borderline now swing in your favor

Study Scorpio message Make concession

without deserting principles Emphasis is

on special message, short journey

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) Money
picture is bright You add to possessions

Debt is repaid What appeared a loss is

likely to boomerang in your favor. Pisces.

Yirgn individuals could play significant

roles Special gift could be on agenda.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Fel> in Pull out

slops Proceed with enthusiasm, con-

fidence Don't wait to be told Do it ' Accent
initiative, personality, appearance You
gam support from important source
Kriends. associates open doors Get nnm«
PISCES Keh 19 March 20) What

happens behind closed doors is apt to favor

vou Clandestine conference does not

represent threat You may be relieved aj

siime duties Bui this will be for purpose ol

rtivinii you more (reedom Aries is in pic-

ture

Ir TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
emotional, impressionable, creative and a

bundle ol contradictions This month.
November, is to be one of your most im-
portant of 1973

Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp
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FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS TRUCK FOR SALE
ROOMMATE WANTED

Tape Recorder — Akaix • 3S0. .1 motors. I

heads \uto-Keverse. ( all Mark .'...i-AMT

tfll-2

135mm. 3.5 Yivitar. like new. 155; also I

am lookinK for a good used I'm lav (or
equivalent) Macro. Contact Bob at 26N-

3217.

lfll-2

Garrade Model mil turntable less than I

vr old. Kesl offer, call after 6:00. Howie
549-0396

Ifll 2

S A I. Camera Import* has new
cameras, lenses & other photo equip, al

slashed prices. Pull warranty, all makes
and models, (all Ken. 6-9723.

tfll-30

Panasonic receiver A Mrack I2W *
I2WHMS.IMl Harmon Kardon cassette
deck, model (AIM. 175 or both for SIM.
.•16-50511. Jeff.

til 1-6

\ria 12 string, vr old, excel., good rase.
Want 1250 Make offer. Call Bob at 7 p.m..

AUTO FOR SALE

MM Cutlass Supreme. 2 dr. convert
.

excellent cond. (all I ami. S49-4579.

tfll/2

1967 V.W. Squarebark. Needs tran-
smission, will sell for parts, has in

spertions sticker. Kood engine and body.
Make offer, call Dave 519-0353.

tfll-7

64 Austin I lea I v Sprite, good mech.
cond.. new trans and brakes. (500. in-

vested. B.O. or l:i00. Jack 516-475.1.

Ill 1-5

1967 Chevrolet Bis. Mechanically rompl
Revised new tires 1600 Reasonable' (all
.'> 19-6397 after 1 p.m.

*

If 1 1-6

1966 Ford Gal.; 6 ryl. 210 engine good
condition. Must sell. Call Bruce. 256-6021.

tfll-6

1961 (hew Panel Truck. 6 cyl. stnd. in

Rood condition with sticker. $400. Call Bill
256-KWI6.

lfll-2

ENTERTAINMENT

Slaughterhouse Five — winner 1972

Cannes Fesdval. jury award tonite.

Mahar. 7. 9. II p.m.
tfll-2

Roommate wanted at Brittany Manor.
Friendly atmosphere, (all 2SS-M235, keep
Irving Fvenings are besl lime lo call. 115
per month.

tfll/2

We will not discriminate — m or f

r.M.male wanted for I bedroom Ruffton
apt., well furnished. INO per mo. A elec-
tricity. 5194M23.

tfll/2

Fed Zeppelin has been specially
inv ited lo play in my basement Jan. 29.
Id. II everything free Send 120. (Ml lo
Festivals Inheard of.

tfll-2

Rm avail llee. 31. Female lo share apt.
with I irthers in Puffton. $71 mo includes
heat. Call 519-6197 bet 1-6. keep trying

,

tfll 5

Roommate wanted for furnished apt.,
near campus, tloo per mo., lease until May
30. (all 253-6H93.

tfll-7

\ ii sticker,

snows, very

tfll-6

For sale — I Kelty back pack, medium
frame. SJ9.00. (all 549-6421.

tfll-2

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Yamaha Rt-3 Fnduro 360cc. I mos. old
-vc eii cond. Was 11025 now I7M. Call Jim
after 5 p.m. 665-3275 or 9-5 p.m. at 545-2822.

tfll-2

LOST & FOUND

Man's wedding band. 1 6k white gold.
KFK-RGG-6-26-71. Contact Bob. Chem.
Tower III I or call 665-3919. Reward!

HI 1-8

(ant find a film that makes sense?
You've found the answer I . Art III.

IM 1-5

Found one pair of Chevrolet keys, found
outside of Herler Hall. Call 6-50H6.

tfll-2

INSTRUCTION

The Arms Race: A I credit Minicourse
Phyics 1901) Noprereq. MWF 11:15. IIAS
121. Nov 12 Dec. 12. (all Prof. Guyer. 545-
09:i:i for details.

Ifll II

I. earn lo love going to Ihe movies —Just
like old times, only better. I . Art III.

tfll-5

1966 Dodge Dart. 6 cyl.. r

standard trans., 2 good
economical. I MO. Call Ralph, 546-7911

If 1 1-6

1968 VW Squarebark. excellent con-
dition, recent engine and brake work. Call
5H6-i:i50.

tfll-<

9 passenger Dodge. 1970 wagon,
doorgsle. air. 318 \ -8. 10.900 ml., excellent
mech. & body. Must see. 1 1.700. will

bargain. 665-3222.

tfll-7

1967 Barracuda . smashed front end. 383 1

sp.. Mallory distributor. 1 barrel car-
buretor, new starter, motor, (all Sandy.MM,

tfll-6

I972 MGB-GT 26.000 miles Abarth
exhaust. AM-FM stereo, luggage rack,
driving lights. Michelin Xas. 519-0716!

12750.

tfll-6

1966 Tornnado. air. & full power. Also
l 'M,i, Impala SS. both in ex. cond. Call afler
'.. make offer 519-0921. They must go this

week.

tfll-6

1965 Inter Travelall. new clutch. 6 great
lires l| snows). I on floor, huge healer,
new front brakes Incredible deal for $.12".

Call .119-1.128. David.

tfll-7

Kim./. boogie and beautiful people.
vMi.it more could you ask for? How about
Steve the DJ? (all 167-2842 for info and
rales.

tfll/2

Female lo share I hdrm. Presidential
apt. beginning Jan. Semi-furnished. $87.50

mon.. inrl. utilities. Call 549-1163

Ifll-IS

tome to the 'New* 'Aquarius
Festival Jan. 29. 3o. 31. 1971 held on
our own private site, the little known
Caribbean isle Aquarius. Specially
invited are: The Allman Brothers:
John l.ennon: Moody Blues; The •

Gra(eful • Dead: The Rolling •

somes; Fmerson. I.ake and Palmer:
.loni Mitchell; George Harrison;
Jclhro Tull; Procul Harem: CSNY It

more. A multitude of guesl musicians
will play from four giant stages wired
for the best sound. This is a non-profit
benefit for ihe Arts. Tickets are 120.
and include ferry service from Key
V\esl. Florida. Order now: Festivals
I nlimiled. Box 298. Cambridge. New
York 12816. Please send check or
money order. First 10.000 gel
slagefronl seat.

tfll/2

Wanted male or female to share 1 bd
house I mis fr CM with :i obliging males
$60 mo plus utils. (all I67-967I, own bd -

avail now.

lfll-2

SERVICES

Get a load off your mind. Truck for hire,
call Gary or Joyce. 256-6376.

tfll-7

Kesearrn — thousands of topics. $2.7.1
per page. Send $1 for mail order catalog.
Research assistance, inc. 1 1911 Wilshire
Blvd

. Suite 2. LA.. Calif. 9002.1

. tf!2 12

M'l.l.U i il'laYI
In \\ ji V. .it i nil. nun |ii unci

s ;n |. in i no ,i mi

I ill I h. il I. .11.

H.T I.M.KS

FOR RENT

JOE VOMJNTKKKS
There will he a party at WestHeld

Detention (enter Fridav . November 2; bus
leaving Campus (enter Bus Circle at 6:00
p.m. tf||.2

Apt for one — Avlbl. imm. Ig brm. sm
kit. full bath, storage, pkg. 220 V
Pleasant. 2 nd fl or Ig house. All utl. inrl

$115. 519-37:16. 253-8712.

tfll 14

Dream house, three or more bedroom
house, close lo campus or bus lines. Jan. or
Feb (all 116-1136 or 6-1l.ll

HI 1-5

ANNOUNCEMbNI

Typing — dissertations, theses, term
papers etc. Fast, accurate, references.
IBM Selectrir. good rates, call Tom .116-

1165.

Ifll 12

Fxperienced electronic and electrical
repairs. Reasonable rales, (all MMM,
Mark 11.1 or Bill Ml. Keep Irving

Ifll II

WANTED

Film festivals thai make sense. First
run art films and best classics. Popular
prices. I . Art III.

tn 1-7

I in i. bed loom house in Wendell. I kitch-
ens. 1 bathrooms, lull cellar with
lireplace. 256-8896.

tf 1 1-12

Organist looking for established Jazz-
Blues band. Mitch, .116 6802.

lfll-2
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Going-Gone

:

Sold To The Man
In Centerfield

By KAROLSTONGEK
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP)

"Eighty. ..eighty. ..do I hear
ninety. ..couldn't get you another
eight balls like this except at

Cooperstown and they're not for

sale.

"Ninety. ..ninety. ..do I hear a

hundred?
"One hundred, one hundred to

the man out there in centerfield."

An art and antique auction house
on Manhattan's plush East Side

was invaded Thursday by baseball

buffs who bid nearly $8,000 for

some 400 baseballs and other

memorabilia from the estate of

Alphonse Leveque. The proceeds
went to charity.

Leveque, who lived just three

blocks from Ebbets Field until he
died last April at the age of 90, was
a devout baseball fan. His team, of

course, was the Brooklyn Dodgers,
but he collected autographed balls

from nearly every club in the

country, including the old

Philadelphia Blue Jays and Boston
Bees. And when the balls arrived in

the mail, he stashed them in the

vault at the Wall Street bank where
he was an officer.

The earliest in his collection was
a 1927 Dodgers ball that went for

$130. But a 1936 Yankees ball with

the signatures of Babe Ruth and
Casey Stengel commanded the

highest bid - $320.

Most of the collection was sold in

lots, up to 11 balls, well shellacked

and stapled in plastic bags, to a
group.

For the most part, the bidding

was brisk. But when it lagged, the

auctioneer would take up the slack

by shouting "that's worth more
than a diamond of that size."

John Bolig, a University of

Delaware researcher, was all

smiles. He bought a Babe Ruth-
autographed ball for $200.

"A friend of mine and I guessed
ltd go for $1,000. We talked about
spending $500 apiece and putting it

on my mantle for six months and
on his for six months. He backed
out of the deal so I personally was
willing to go to $500.

"Now I'm going to go home and
gloat a lot."

Brodie Back
REDWOOD CITY. Calif. (AP> -

John Brodie will return as starting

quarterback Sunday when the San
Francisco 49ers play at Detroit,

Coach Dick Nolan said Thursday.
Steve Spurrier started the last

three games, including a 17-3 loss

to Atlanta last Sunday, and the

team lost two of the games to drop
to 3-4, three games behind leading
Los Angeles in the National
Football Conference West.
The 38-year-old Brodie an-

nounced a week ago that this will

be his last football season. He
came off the bench to play in the
last two games after Spurrier was
unable to lead the offense to any
scores.

"de Sade"
(X)
with

Senta Berger

Lilli Palmer

Friday, Nov. 2

Thompson 104

7:00, 9:00,

10:00 p.m.

78'

RATED X

-T-
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Ron Hansen ( 10) , one of the stalwarts of the I Mass defense, will

be out of action this week as the result of a knee injury suffered in

practice.

Women's Crew Completes

Successful Season
By MARK DLUGOSZ

"The girls always had en-
thusiasm," said women's crew
coach Bob Spousta of his women's
crew season. "The girls got up
every weekday morning at 6:30

and worked hard."
The girl's crew season had

started with a six team meet on the

Connecticut River where the girls

won the entire meet. The Fall

Regatta had been cancelled, so the

girl's next meet was the Head of

the Charles Regatta where the

women's eight finished sixth in a

large field. The girls in this eight

were: Debbie Kirchmer, JoAnn
Andreas, Holly Olander, Barb
O'Riley, Mimi Brown, Mary Miley,
Missy Mayer, Rose Seliew, and
coxwain Donna Blackburn
Captain Missy Mayer said "she

enjoyed all sports, but really found
crew a rewarding experience."
Thegirls recently had trouble at a

multi-school meet in Meriden,
Connecticut due to high winds and
lack of practice that week due to

morning fog. The girls have a
rough weekend with a race against
Smith today and a race against
Yale tomorrow. They also have the
annual Hadley-Henley Meet on
Sunday which consists of an in-

tersquad scrimmage of the men
and women's crew team. This
meet winds up the fall season for

both crew teams.
The women's crew will do winter

training as will the men's crew
team. The girls are hoping to enter

a sprint boat in a major meet
during May. During the fall the

girls normally race an eight boat

but in the Yale meet they will also

race a four boat. Other girls that

contributed to the team are: Janet
Wilson, Cherie Chase, Sharon
Gerth, Gail Geddes, Debbie
Pierce, Sally Baybutt, Cindy Flint,

Nancy Dowd, Eileen Gallant, and
Lynne Zoino.

Yanks Switch

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) - Tal Smith is

the new executive vice president of

the New York Yankees in a front

office restructuring announced
Thursday.
Smith, employed for the past 13

years by the Houston Astros, was
the only new name introduced by
the Yankees at a press conference.

In other administrative changes,
Bob Fishel was named a club vice
president, relinquishing publicity

director chores to his assistant,

Martin Appel. Clyde Kluttz was
named director of player
procurement and scouting; George
Pfister was appointed director of

minor league clubs; Gene McHale
was named controller and Kathy
Korleski was appointed director of

the Yankees' Alumni Association.
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Frosh Host BC In
"Biggest Challenge"

By GEOFFREY Kl KINSKY
"Boston College represents a very prestigious school athletic wise,

because they play a national schedule as opposed to our New England
schedule. It's the most challenging game on our schedule. " — Freshman
football coach Bill Maxwell.

It comes this weekend tor the freshman gridders. It's the pups version

of the biggest rivalry in New England Sports (possibly with the exception

of Harvard-Yale), Boston College vs. The University of Massachusetts. It

all begins Sunday with the opening kickoff at 2:00 p.m. The Frosh are

seeking to protect their perfect slate (1-0) Sunday, hopefully still

remembering their 41-0 thrashing of I'RI one week ago.

It's pretty interesting playing B( because there are so many guys

playing for BC that were scouted by the Minuteman football program and
vice versa. The guys who would want to play football on a national level

would probably choose BC over UMass. Whereas the kid who wants to

play New England level football will come to UMass.'' This is how Coach
Maxwell accounts for where the in-state prospects went to college and
now plav football

There is a distinct possibility that the frosh will go at the Eagles shor-

thanded. There are 7 players who will dress for the varsity on Saturday
against Vermont, and if they are called by Coach MacPherson. that in-

dividual (or individuals) probably won't play on Sunday for health

reasons.

The signal-caller position is still up for grabs as Brian McNally. Peter

Colson, and Frank De Fillippo have all fought it out through practice

sessions. Only after practice today, will the decision be known on who will

start against the Eagles (and hopefully lead a killing of the travelling

birds).

The Frosh have been left well-preserved through last week's humbling
of URI and through practice sessions this week. In fact the only guy who
won't be dressed for Sunday's game is Gary Bing. a defensive lineman
who bruised his knee in practice.

Last year when these two teams met at Chestnut Hill, everything went
right for the Minutemen as they rolled over the sluggish Eagles 45-26 in

the cold, wind, and rain.

Hopefully, the weather will be different this time, but not the outcome.

See ya Sunday. Kickoff again is 2:00.

Andrews Released By A's
OAKLAND. Calif. (AP) Mike

Andrews, the reserve second
baseman who became the center of

an off-field controversy during the

recent World Series, was given his

unconditional release Thursday by
the Oakland A's.

The team announced that

Andrews, placed on waivers last

Friday, was unclaimed. Any other

major league team could have
acquired him for $1.

The 30-year-old veteran, who
played less than three months with

the A's, cost team owner Charles
O. Finley $5,000 last week. Com-
missioner Bowie Kuhn fined Finley

that amount for the way the owner
treated Andrews during the World
Series.

In the 12th inning of the second
World Series game against the

New York Mets, Andrews made
two costly errors on successive

plays.

The A's lost the game 10-7, and
Andrews was left behind when the

team flew to New York that night.

At Finley 's request, he signed a
doctor's letter which stated he was
disabled because of a bad throwing
arm and couldn't properly play his

position.

"I told him I couldn't sign it,

because it was a lie," Andrews said

later. He finally agreed to sign, he

said, when he became convinced
"if I didn't sign I'd never be in an
A's uniform again."

Kuhn ordered Andrews rein-

stated to the A's, turning down the

team's request that infielder
Manny Trillo replace Andrews on
the roster.

Andrews appeared in 18 regular-

season games with Oakland,
mostly as a pinch hitter, and batted
.190.
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Booters Set To Kick Cats
By STEVE DeCOST

A

The Catamounts are coming.
It sounds exciting, but if you stop and think about it,

it's really not that big of a deal.

For the uninitiated, the Catamounts are from
Vermont, and their coming carries along with it a 0-5

Yankee Conference soccer record.
In other words, Vermont has lost to everyone in the

league, and only the Minutemen of Massachusetts
stand in the way of a perfect record, in reverse.
Granted, the Cats will be out to break their streak,

but it is doubtful that they will be able to overcome
their inconsistency enough to threaten the
Minutemen.
This year's version of the Catamounts cannot even

compare to the Vermont teams of the past. In the
composite records for the years 1965 through 72,
Vermont had the best conference standing. In that
time span, the Cats compiled a record of 28-8-5. In-

cidentally, UMass was second in that ranking, with a
total of 24-12-5.

This year, however, has been a disaster. Vermont
is, as indicated, 0-5 in the Conference and only 4-7

overall.

This does not mean that they will be easy prey for
the UMass booters. In the five conference games they
have lost, four have been by one goal, including a 1-0

defeat at the hands of Connecticut.
The Cats are led by scoring threats Bruce Norton

and Gary Griffith. Norton is fourth in the conference
in goals scored with five and Griffith is second in

assists with four.

T heir goaltending duties are handled by Jeff Jonas,
who is fifth, or next to last, in the goalie stats with an
average of 1.7 goals against per game.
The Minutemen are coming off a devastating loss

to UConn in which their hopes for a conference
championship were shattered.

Coach Al Rufe says his team is a "little flat right
now, but they wanna win; they'll be ready."
For a time, the team was seeking a more balanced

offense. Right now, after being whitewashed by
UConn, any offense at all will do.

UMass' big scorer Tom Coburn, who scored nine
goals in his first four games, has been held off the
board in his last three. A big day for Coburn could
turn the game into a waltz for the Minutemen.
Rufe has not yet decided on who will start in goal.

Carl Vercollone has been the starter for most of the
year but second-stringer Paul Pelloquin, when given
a start, impressed by blocking Tufts 2-0.

The coach also stated that he would like to give
both his goalies some playing time in Saturday's
encounter. He said it is possible that each will play a
half. Rufe also remarked that whoever doesn't start
against the Cats will probably get the nod against
Springfield on Wednesday.
Game time is 10:30 at the Boyden fields.

Tom Coburn leaves the goalie in his wake as he dribbles through the
count as the result of an offsides infraction. If Coburn has a big day
waltx by I'V.VI in a home encounter.

Ruggers Tackle UConn

Staff Photo/Jo* Martins

Tufts defense. The goal did not
tomorrow the Minutemen could

Forget football, forget basket-
ball, there's no doubt that the
greatest sport around is rugby.
What can beat the violence of two
hulking, sweating rugbyers her-
niating themselves at breakneck
speed. And the scrum. What can't
you say about the scum, when
twenty-two grown men fight over a
frightened pigskin. What can't you
say about the poor guy who takes
the ball after the scrum and gets
royally flattened by two other
hulking herniates, as insane as he
is?

Rugby is a combination of

WUMV
The football team may not be

entertaining this season but that
doesn't mean WUMV-TV must go
sour. If you miss "Yogi Day" you
can catch all the festivities and the
Yankee Conference football game
with Vermont at the Bluewall this

Sunday night at 9 p.m. Marty
Kelley will handle the play-by-play
accompanied by Part 11 of the
comic act with Earl "five year"
Barroll. Bob Estelle will be the
evening's guest communist.
At halftime highlights of the

varsity soccer match with Ver-
mont will be shown as well as
football footage from the freshman
clash with Boston College played
at the Stadium on Sunday.
So for a taste of frosh football,

soccer, and the circus gourmets,
Kelley, Barroll, and Estelle stop
down to the Bluewall this Sunday
night at 9 p.m.

football, soccer, boxing and
wrestling and most importantly
sheer guts. Rugby is like the story
of the sinking ship, "every man for

himself." It's a sort of in-

stitutionalized game of hot potato
with the player with the ball fair

game for any kind of mayhem.
Except no rugby player would ever
kick another rugger in the

Well you know what I mean
to say. It just wouldn't be gen-
tlemanly.

If you readers want to be en-
tertained and titillated just head
down to the playing fields across
from Boyden Gymnasium Sunday
afternoon at 1:00 p.m. to see not
one but a pair of rugby matches
between the teams from UMass
and UConn. And I promise you, it

may not look like ballet but you'll

come away a believer. Be en-
tertained, Sunday at 1 p.m.

Auto Racing...

Yet Another
Battle Of Sexes
GAINESVILLE, Ga. (AP) —

Auto racing's version of the Bobby
Riggs-Billie Jean King match will

take place at Road Atlanta near
Gainesville this weekend.
The race is between the head of

the "Group 44" racing team, Bob
Tullius. of Falls Church, Va., and
Canada's top woman racer, Ms.
Ruys de Perez.
Tullius said the match was a

result of his telling the woman that
her car would be a lot faster with a
man at the wheel and that she
immediately challenged him to the
race.

Correction
CORRECTION - An article

appearing in Thursday's Collegian
listed the Field Dorm Women's
Intramural Football team as the

Field Whalers. Actually, they are
the Field Goals. The Goals won
their consolation game and came
away with a third place finish as
they defeated the Knowlton
Notlwonks. 13-6.

WMUA
Saturday the Minutemen at

tempt to salvage what's left of
their season and their pride as they
take on the Catamounts of the
University of Vermont at Alumni
Stadium. WMUA will be there to

bring you all the action live. Game
time is 1:00; air time 12:50. Don
Gorski is still recuperating from
last Saturday's debacle, so join

Larry Convoy, Russ Small and
Gerry Brooks for Minuteman
football. That's WMUA 91.1

FM.

Glenn Poster

As The Ball Bounces
ByGLENN poster

Now that you hockey fans have had your look at the upcoming cam
paign. it's time for basketball to get equal treatment.

In the Atlantic Division, the Celtics have gotten off to a sluggish start.
The starting five is the same as last year, with relatively now new bench
additions. Second-year man Paul Westphal should see more playing time,
but rookies Steve Downing and Phil Hankinson will grow stale on the
bench
The Knicks have the best all-around team in the league again this year.

The starting five is the same as last year, with relatively no new bench
knows how to make use of his bench as the Celtics saw in last spring's
playoff) can play with anybody. Dick Garrett, a guard, will help along
with Henry Bibby until Earl Minroe returns from an injury. And don't
forget the Knicks' twelfth man, Nathaniel Hawthorne Wingo. The Knicks
will probably finish second, but watch out for them during the playoffs.
The Buffalo Braves have some talent in Bob McAdoo. Bob Kaufmann,

Jim McMillan, Randy Smith and of course Ernie DiGregorio However,
the Braves are in dire need of a bona-fide center.
Now we come to the Philadelphia 76'ers. Hopefully, a new coach, Gene

Shue. will get them off on the right foot. They have nothing much to speak
about — oh yuh, this year's top draft pick Doug Collins.

In the Central Divison, the Atlanta Hawks will make some noise. Lou
Hudson can play either forward or guard, plus there is scoring puncu
from Pete Maravich. The Hawks also have a fine playmaker in Herm
Gilliam and excellent board strength in Jim Washington and Walt
Bellamy.
Capital has K.C. Jones to coach him. But Wes Unseld is hurt and so is

Archie Clark. Their slow start will hurt them. However, Phil Chenier will
come into his own and should be an All-Star this year. But any team with
Elvin Hayes isn't all bad. They should end up second in a close race with
Atlanta.

Houston should be an improvement over last season. However, Otto
Moore is not a quality center. Cleveland has Lenny Wilkins and Austin
Carr in their backcourt. They also have a fine rookie forward in Jim
Brewer. If Bob Rule can make a comeback at center, the Cavs might
finish higher than fourth

The Milwaukee Bucks are still the class of the Midwest Division Lucius
Allen has made it and Oscar Robertson is still a factor, though aging.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar is the most dominant force in the league
Chicago could probably fight for first place in any other division. Bob

Love is their top player. Detroit just can't seem to put their talent
together Kansas City-Omaha now has Jimmy Walker in the backcourt to
join Nate Archibald. But, that's all folks.

This should be the year for Golden State in the Pacific Division, with
Nate Thurmond. Rick Berry. Cazzie Russell and more talent.

HS Gridder To Play

Despite Artificial*Leg
DETROIT (AP) - A high school

football player barred from
competing because he wears an
artificial leg won a court decision
Thursday that will allow his to play
at least one more game.
Ron Suemnick, 17, played six

games at tackle for New Boston
High this year before a school
official discovered he wore the
limb. He was ruled ineligible last

week under a Michigan High
School Association rule barring
players with artificial limbs.

However, U.S. Dist. Court Judge
Lawrence Gubow issued a
restraining order Thursday
prohibiting enforcement of the rule

until a hearing on the rule is held
next week.

Suemnick and the board of

education filed the suit, which
claims the high school association
rule denies him and others who
wear artificial limbs of their

rights.

Suemnick will thus get the
chance to play at least once more
since New Boston plays Grosse He
on Saturday.
The team's final game is Nov. 10

and Gubow's decision will decide
whether or not Suemnick can
participate.

Suemnick lost his right leg below
the knee in a mower accident in

August 1971. Before the mishap, his

coaches say, he was a standout in

three sports as a sophomore.
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Hansen Hurt, Will Not Play

Gridders Host Vermont
By BILL BALLOU

During a normal football season at UMass fans
would look past the annual Vermont game and try
getting their excitement watching Sunday morning
TV.
But this isn't a normal season.
Dick MacPherson, as would be expected, expresses

pre-game concern about Vermont, a team which
hasn't beaten UMass since 1954. The thing is, he
really means it.

"This game is really important," he said yesterday
before practice, "and we've just got to have it.

"

That fact is obvious. The Minutemen have lost two
games in a row to Yankee Conference opponents, and
stand at 4-4 for the season with a 2-2 Yankee Con-
ference record.

In the last ten meetings between the two teams,
only two have been decided by less than 10 points.

However, the current UMass slump and a rash of

injuries put this outcome in doubt.

UMass is hurting, especially in the line. Kevin
Moran most likely won't play, nor Tom Harris, and
Gary Mika has the knee problem he's had since Holy
Cross. To make matters on the blocking front even
worse, though, is an ankle injury to Paul St. Onge
which makes him improbable for Saturday. Defen-
sively Paul Hansen injured his knee in practice

Thursday and won't play.

The injury to Hansen may hurt the worst because
the Catamounts are most dangerous when they're

passing. Their big man, literally, is sophomore Bob

Bateman, a 6' 5" quarterback who is supposedly the

Yankee Conference's next Peil Pennington.

Bateman, about 25 pounds lighter than Pennington,
has a strong arm and runs the option very well. He
also has a talented corps of receivers, led by senior

Tony Jones.

However Vermont is strongest on defense where
they've allowed an average of just 12 points a game.
Their problem has been that they've scored an
average of just 11 points per game.
For UMass this game takes on an uncommon

significance. Out of the Yankee Conference race, a
bowl bid as remote as Houlton, Maine, the

Minutemen are playing for a better than .500 season.

A loss tomorrow, with New Hampshire and BC to

follow, makes what, at the beginning of the season
seemed a given, virtual impossibility.

UMass is now playing it for the game.
"By now, of course, every game for us is most im-

portant," says MacPherson. "The players are at the

point where they know they're not playing as well as
they should, but they can't figure out why. The
feeling before the game now is one of consternation."

So pride in performance and love of the game is

what it has come down to in 1973. Vermont, a non-

winner versus UMass for 20 years would rejoice with
a win. UMass, the better team on paper, has to start

proving something all over again. Vermont never has
been known to lay down and die, and it'll be "Salute to

Yogi Day" at the Stadium.
It's possible it won't be a bad afternoon.

Nialf Photo/Gib t ullerton

Peil Pennington gets the old wrap-around as he attempts to pass against Connecticut. The UMass
quarterback will need better protection this Saturday when the Minutemen host Vermont.

Subs Carry Harriers
By SCOTT HAYES

Depth. That's a sign of a

championship cross couttry team.

Yesterday, in cold and rainy

weather, the UMass Cross Country

team beat both Central Con-
necticut and Holy Cross in a tri-

meet at Worcester thanks to its

excellent aepin
The seven runners who won the

Yankee Conference championship
did not compete in yesterday's

meet because they are training for

the New England championships to

be held Monday at Boston's
Franklin Park.

Once again the freshmen came
through to provide the harriers

with the winning margin. Andy
Levey, Mickey Hawkes and Jim
Hunt were the heroes for UMass.
passing Holy Cross' Mike Audette

in the last 400 yards to give UMass
a 24-34 win over the Crusaders.

The meet was a tight one and
ironically, the battle developed

between Holy Cross and UMass.

The Crusdaers came into the meet
with a 3-5 record while Central
entered the race with an im-
pressive 8-4 record. Holy Cross was
evidently "up" for the meet and
provided the competition for
UMass.
Bob Lees of Central won in-

dividual honors, completing the 5.1

mile course in 25:50. Tom Wilson
paced the UMass team by taking
second place with a time of 26:00.

Wilson was within five seconds of

the Central speedster for most of

the race, but Lees pulled away
near the finish for a ten second
winning margin. Neil Coleman
took third for Holy Cross while
Brian Balavender placed fourth for

Central. Phil Broughton was the

second UMass runner to finish,

finishing with a time of 26:24.

Steve Kiley captured sixth for

Holy Cross and UMass' John
Scheer finished seventh in 27:08.

Dave Klett took eighth for the

Crusaders.

Inside Sports
•Womens Crew Finishes

•Soccer Team Meets Vermont

•Porter's NBA Preview

•Baseball Auction

•Frosh Gridders Host BC

The next three places decided
the meet for UMass. Andy Levey,
Mickey Hawkes and Jim Hunt tied

for ninth with a time of 27: 19, after

passing Mike Audette of Holy
Cross in the home stretch. Francis
O'Keefe came on strong at the
finish also, but was only able to tie

Audette. Both finished in 27:24.

Coach Ken O'Brien referred to

Wilson's performance as an
"outstanding effort", staying with
the talented Lees for the major
portion of the race.

The meet could have gone either

way with only half a mile to go.

Only two points separated Holy
Cross and UMass at that point, and
only the gutsy efforts of the three
freshmen runners enabled the

harriers to up their record to 7-3.

UMass defeated Central 24-37,

while Holy Cross wound up with a
split for the tri-meet, beating the
Blue Devils 24-36. Central ap-
peared to be a tougher team on
paper, but statistics can lie too.

The turn-around can be explained
simply by Holy Cross' preparing
for the meet and taking full ad-
vantage of their home course.

Wilson and Broughton were out
front with Lees at the start of the

race, and for the first four miles,

UMass was trailing in the meet.
CROSS COUNTRY CORNER -The
team that will run in the New
England championship meet on
Monday will probably be Tom
Wilson, Phil Broughton, John
Scheer, Andy Levey, Mickey
Hawkes, Jim Hunt, and Francis
O'Keefe. Monday the New
Englands, November 12 the IC4A's
and then the NCAA's?
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Steve DeCosta

The Truth Is Told

In the past week, several newsworthy sports happenings have occurred

on campus, but they have been mysteriously covered up by ad-

ministration. Through careful investigative reporting, this reporter has
amassed all the facts and now dares, despite threats on his life and well-

being, to make them public.

TRADED — Cross country coach Ken O'Brien for soccer mentor Al

Rufe. The rationale behind the deal was the fact that after Rufe takes off

his glasses, no one can tell them apart anyway.

ISSUED — A warrant for the arrest of Collegian columnist Marty
Kelley. The charge is impersonating a sportswriter. Kelley is extremely
dangerous. He is armed with a typewriter and his words are loaded. If

seen, do not try to apprehend, as you may end up as the subject of his next

column.
AWARDED — To Jim Town, a full scholarship to Southwestern

Louisiana. Town had previously been declared ineligible to play for

UMass this season. When questioned about Town, the athletic director of

SWL reportedly remarked, "We know all about his problems but that

won't stop him from playing down here. We were accused of committing
over 150 recruiting violations last year and one more couldn't hurt."

NEEDED — One Mickey Mouse to perform at halftime of the UMass-
Vermont football game on Saturday. Although it was originally supposed
to be "Salute to Yogi" Day, the format ot the ceremonies was changed
after Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney was quoted as saying, "Yogi
Berra is kind of a folk hero, like Walt Disney and Mickey Mouse."
University Promotions issued the change, to "Salute to Yogi and Mickey
Day", saying, "By slipping in a Mickey, we can draw a lot of otherwise
uninterested kids to fill up the stadium and beef up our revenues." The
festivities will include Yogi and Mickey running hand-in-hand around the

perimeter of the field while the band plays the tune "Money" and forms
the shape of a huge dollar sign.

HANGED IN EFFIGY — John Soltys, Sports Information Director of

UConn. Reasons were cited as Kicking WMUA sports director Gerry
Brooks out of the press box, refusing to grant WUMV's Marty Kelley a
press pass, yelling at kids over the loudspeaker to get off the goal posts,

and sucking his thumb at halftime.

COMMITTED — The entire New England soccer rating board, to an
asylum. The board's most recent folly occurred when they ranked tiny

Amherst College, with a season record of 2-3, in the fifteenth spot, while
placing the UMass Minutemen, who have a 4-2-1 record, in the seven-
teenth. The attending physician reported, "There is no hope for any of

them."

REPORTED — By Professor of Journalism, Howard Ziff, that the
Amherst College football team could probably beat the UMass
Minutemen if a game were held this season.
REPLACED - Dick MacPherson as head football coach by noted

football expert Howard Ziff. Ziff was at first reluctant to accept the post,
but changed his mind when told that Amherst College was not on the
schedule.

QUOTED - From baseball star, and now basketball hopeful John
Olsen who stated, "The ball is just too damn big. How am I supposed to
get the right grip for my curve?"
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Who is Timothy P.
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-A secret yearning to talk for
hours with Golda Meir and an
undying admiration for Harry
Truman keeps this man going
... and going ... and going ....

and gone?

by Joan Fassnacht and Sharon Hughes
It has come to our attention that the so-called "bigwigs" of

this campus have walked among us unnoticed for entirely too
ong a time. We, the authors, feel that it is our patriotic duty to
unveil to you for the first time ever on the pages of Poor
Richards, the infamous "UMass Nine".

Can you identify these nine influential men after consulting
only the clues offered underneath their pictures? Remember, no
peeking on page 5 for the answers— that's cheating

Prizes galore for all you smarties out there! ! !

7-9 correct: Youwin!!! —an all-expense paid two week trip to
the new luxurious Columbia Point campus in Boston. Trans
portation provided by Peter Pan Bus service. Room ac-
commodations provided by the Boston Housing Authority.

4-7 correct: Not bad, but not too impressive, either. How does
an all-expense paid one-week trip to the campus on the outskirts
of beautiful downtown Worcester strike you???

3 correct: You lose. A trip to McDonald's on their bus is your
only consolation for being stuck in Concrete City.

Continued on Page 5

-If this man had to spend the
rest of his life on a desert
island, he'd probably want to

spend it there with Dr. W.E.B.
DuBois and Kwame Nkhruma
... (former Chief of State of the
Republic of Ghana).

! i W
An admiration for Hans

Bethe, a Nobel prize winner in
Physics, and a desire to meet
Leonardo da Vinci were this
mystery man's revelations to
our roving reporter ...

- No, this man is not Mao Tse
Tung or Adlai Stevenson,
although he does admire them
... Guess again ...

-Who is this man who most
admires Jesus, Ghandi, and
Abe Lincoln and would love to

rap with Mao Tse Tung,
Nixon, and Brezhnev????

I

Answers on Page 5

A Kissinger admirer and a

Bobby Orr fan, this man could
only be

Could this man in any way
resemble John Barden, two
time winner of the Nobel prize

in Physics, whom he ad
mires?? We don't know, what
do you think

This man has a divine and
unique Southern British ac
cent ... he also admires
Picasso and Leonardo da
Vinci ... that's enough clues ...

Who is he????

-This one's really tough.
Henry Kissinger he ain't,

although he admires him so

much he'd probably like to be.
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Amherst's Mandarin Menu

J
by Patrick Coffey &

W Frederic C. Weiss

2
J

If you are the type of person who
I judges a restaurant by its interior
f decorating or fancy name, you'd
pfobably overlook Amherst Chinese

f Food (ACF), located at 62 Main Street,

p Amherst. Yet, if you did, you'd be
^ making the biggest mistake since the
j time that you thought th.

j Suey" came from China (it doesn't)
* While the place doesn't sound or look
f luxurious the food is really tasty and

J

J the prices are moderate, and
reasonable.
The culinary offerings at acf are as

numerous as they are delicious. There
jare 120 varieties of Mandarin style

j dishes that can personify the minds and
* the pocketbooks of those patronizing
P the restaurant.

4 For those who think basic, and react
0to the words "Chinese Food" with the
3 thought "Chow mein and egg rolls",
d ACF can accommodate their humble
5 whims. However if you are in a bolder

mood, ACF can offer as much as your
budget and your imagination can go
for.

Want a quick lunch: From 12:00 till

4:00 Monday thru Friday (except
Wednesday when they're closed) N\r.

Tso Cheng Chang, the owner of ACF
offers a $.99 to $1.45 luncheon, with an
adequate variety. Want to splurge: Try

"Chop "Peking Duck" (must be ordered two
days in advance), expensive ($14) but
wow, the duck is yummy.

If you feel like eating something
more substantial than a luncheon, Mr.
Chang especially recommends his

dumplings, fried or boiled. And other
dishes tasted by the reviewers and
highlyrecommended by them include:
Shrimp with Black Mushrooms and
Bamboo Shoots, Beef with Bean
Sprouts, Crab Meat with Bean Curd,
Moo Shi Pork (with Mandarin Pan
cakes), and an interesting Hot and Sour
Soup.

Photos by (.ib tulltrton

can go and enjoy tasty Chinese food at
a reasonable price; run by a family,
rather than a Board of Directors. An

Lily Huang is the kitchen wizard who avera9e meal for four people would run
has mastered the Mandarin meals on
the massive menu. Her experience in
the field ranges from Master chef
attached to a Taiwan Embassy in South
America, to private cook to a very rich
Chinese gentleman with discerning
Mandarin tastes.

Mr. Chang was asked how his place
could attract such a cook. To this he
responded with a grin, "because I've

you between 8-12 bucks including the
tip. All of the main dishes are prepared
while you wait (between ten to thirty
minutes depending on the crowd), ana
that's not bad at all! If good food is
more important than fancy lighting,
Chinese Silkscreens, and a statue of asuma wrestler, then ACF is a fine place
to spend an afternoon or evening.
Check it out; sure beats a dinner or a• «.^Kwiiucu wiim a grin, Decause I ve ««»•*•»» - «", sui c ue<

promised her eventual partnership in
Bia Mac" and fries,

the restaurant."
At a time when there is a great

temptation to fill up our tummies and
ignore our taste buds (which has
resulted in the big boom in fast food
restaurants, that is bringing us a new
"Burger King" to compliment the
hamburger coterie of "McDonalds"
"Ho Jo's" and "Hardees." It is good to
know that there is a place where one

Restaurant hours are:
Mon. 12:00 — 10:00
Tues. 12:00 — 10:00
Wed. 12:00 — 10:00
Thurs. 12:00 — 10:00

A Tale Of Two Jacks

jpby Jerry Lazar
4 This is the tale ot two jacks. One is

K Jack Frost; the other Jack Barron.
f Jack Frost is sort of an orange
ftnilkshake which was introduced in the
^Campus Center Coffee Shop last week.
jJack Barron is the man who invented
the Jack Frost. He is a student who
Sworks in the Campus Center Coffee
JShop.

J
" I wanted to bring out the Jack Frost

jlast year," Jack Barron told me, "but
•it took a while to perfect and develop
pthe precise measurements."

p What are the precise measurements?
d "Oh, about one-third orange juice
Sand two-thirds vanilla milkshake,"
Csaid Jack Barron.

J
"That's it?" I asked.

J
"Yes, hand-stirred," he said. "Very

•refreshing. The best things in life are
0the simple things."

p Some people accuse the Jack Frost of
being an imitation of an Orange Julius;
pothers say it tastes like a melted
jCreamsicle. Most people say they like
Kit.

j
Jack Barron is also responsible for

Rthe Blue Max, another Coffee Shop
idelicacy. The Blue Max is an open

faced tuna on rye, topped with melted
mozzarella cheese ana Tomato slices.

"I used to make them late at night at
home in Newton," explained Jack,
"except I used a bagel."
The Blue Max lost an international

sandwich contest last year, to a
Canadian bacon with Hollandaise
sauce sandwich.
Jack didn't invent the Red Barron,

although it's named after him. Franz
Stegenbucher, assistant director of
Campus Center Pood Services, thought
of the names Blue Max and Red
Barron.
"He's of Austrian background,"

explained Jack.
The Red Barron is a hamburger,

fried egg, onions, lettuce, tomato, and
Russian dressing on a bun.

"It used to be called Big Mouth, and
it never sold, said Jack. "So we
changed the name, gave it a little
advertising, and now it's a big suc-
cess."

Jack Barron has been employed by
Campus Center Food Services for a
year and a half. He is a Hotel and
Restaurant Administration major who
will graduate in May.
He plans to be an independent

restauranteur someday, with "multi-
operations".
What are multi-operations?
"Lots of restaurants," explained

Jack. "Since I love food, liquor, en
tertainment, and just the general
pleasure of being around people en
joying themselves, I knew I would
either go into show biz or restaurants."
Why restaurants over show biz?
"Well, I tell lousy jokes, and I have a

lousy voice. Besides, the restaurant
business is more stable. But I still
would like to take over the Johnny
Carson Show someday," he said.
What kind of restaurant could the

Amherst area use?
"A deli-disco," said Jack, "like

Ken's of Copley Square, which would
serve medium-priced roast beef

sandwiches, pastrami sandwiches,
omelets, and have a discotheque
downstairs and weekend en
tertainment."

Jack wants to open his own chain of
restaurants someday, to be called —
The Barron.

"It will be elegant, very expensive,
probably in New York City (or maybe
Montreal) and it will cater to the young
and rich. And entertainment. It has to
have good entertainment."
What's good entertainment these

days?
"Oh, you know, Bette Midler, Pointer

Sisters, Barbra Streisand, First
Choice, Bloodstone. Fine en-
tertainment," said Jack.

"It'll be more in the line of a modern-
day El Morocco Club," he added,
referring to the now defunct New York
City bar and restaurant.
"And to be fair to both sexes, we'll

have both male and female
prostitutes," said Jack. "That way,
even if the restaurant bombs, at least
we'll have a good whore house."

Who is Walbrids
by Barbara Voorhees
Timothy P. Walbridge.
That blatantly sexist, male

chauvinist pig!
How dare he write such a piece of

crap?
And worse yet, how dare he send it to

the Massachusetts Daily Collegian, a
paper distributed to a community just
loaded with women interested and
active in the women's lib movement'

I mean the guy has just got to be a
twerp. A twerp, weighted down with
»-reudian complexes whose mother
didn t love him and he has acne and
wears white socks and chicks laugh at
him and he carries a small whip in his
back pocket.
And of course you can figure all this

out cause you know him — all of ten
paragraphs worth.

(and why he said those
terrible thirds)

*****
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Respect Yourself, Man!

the initiator...

Timothy P. Walbridge is 24. He
comes from Springfield originally and
now lives in an apartment in North
ampton. He is a cook.
He was a chemistry major at UMass

last year but dropped out in the middle
of a semester to hitch cross country He
stopped in Atlanta, Kansas, Phoenix,
Denver.
He will be back at UMass in January

as a journalistic studies major; he
thinks he could get into being a jour-
nalist 'cause it would mean being able
to do something different every day
He says he's flighty. Likes to move

around and can't concentrate on one
thing for a long time
He likes Hemingway and Tolkien.
And he smokes a pipe which doesn't

stay lit.

If you saw him in the Hatch you
wouldn't look twice.

Last year he lived in an all girls
dorm on campus for a month. He tells
you that it was fun.
He talks fast and as he talks his voice

goes from high pitch back to high and
his words seem to animate him.
Timothy P. Walbridge just likes to

say what he pleases just when he
pleases and just how he pleases.

He's just fucking tired of playinq
games.

B.V.: In what ways were they
fucking with him?
T.W.: To tell you that I would have

to
i

be able to tell you what was said and
I don t remember what was said I just
can't go back and analyze that one
situation completely.

You get really abstract and you get
really subjective on my part and thesame instant analysis I was knocking
that the people wrote in letters ( replies
to his first letter) I'm going to have to
tap dance into on my own. It's easier to
talk about women's liberation than it is
to put that into words.

It's part of like what I said in my
second letter when I answered people
that wrote in response to the first letter
wrote The one phrase of all those

letters that sticks in my mind is,
positive implications for all people"

which is what one of the girls said
women's lib is all about. I wrote back
and said, "Who decides what positive
implications for all the people are'"
Women? Don't buy it!

I said women don't like the idea of
white male supremacy telling them
what role that they're going to fit into. I

don t like a large organized group of
white or black women turning around
and telling the men what's good for
them.

Letters To The Editor

Respect Comes From Without
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Which is no reason why the women
couldn't do it. But they didn't. So e™n
though we were classified at the same

iw^e
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?'* 96t the Same pa *' but w*aidn t do the same work.

I could run around that stuff all
afternoon.

It's not the literary or the political
or the all-encompassing type ofwomen's lib, their doctrines or their
ideology that bugs me, it's just what
goes on around me. Like between himand her or her and her or him and him.
Its not their political moves, it's not
heir wanting equal pay for equal jobs,

in .
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wanting equal rights and
all that bunk. I don't understand it
probably as much as I should to evenhave written the letter. But that's notwhat I was knocking.

I was more interested in inter-
P
h
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sonal
'
tw° people, four people, it's

B.V.: Do you feel that women act
superior in a lot of relationships?

rvJ ifcJIB? part of if
-
Or in control.

Do I find that repulsive? Yes.
B.V.: What about men? Don't you

ever find them acting superior in a
relationship?
T.W.: Certainly. Men having controland men acting superior in a

relationship.
I see it all the time

Go back to one of those responses,
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"mavbe you need a womanwho believes in male liberation too."Maybe that's it. Just cut out the crap. I

lust don't like all the bullshit.
i.V.: Do you have a girlfriend?

Yes.

What did she think of the let-

and the responses

T.W.
B.V.:

ter?

T.W.
funny.

B.V.:

sexist?

T.W.: No. But I can't say the letter
wasn't sexist. I'd say the letter was
pretty blatantly sexist.

She thought it was hilariously

Would you call yourself a

*****»
is a talk with(The following

Timothy)

.

B.V.: What brought you to write your
first letter to the Collegian?
T.W.: It was a lot of things. But it

was a certain instance which happened
that made me go Rrrrrrr and I wrote
the letter.

I was in the Hatch. I was sitting at
a table with a friend having a beer and
a guy and three or four women sat
down. And like, all four of them, maybe
this guy's a masochist or something, I

don't know, but all four of them were
fucking with him. Just verbally, you
know.

Christ, that's very subjective.
Maybe he didn't consider it fucking
with him, maybe they didn't, maybe
just I did. But I saw it and it really
irked me and for awhile I didn't say
anything but they were sitting right
next to me and beginning to bother me
I couldn't help but hear them.

After awhile I turned around to the
guy and said, "Why don't you get up,
walk around the table and smack every
one of them in the mouth?" and he
laughed. And immediately they all
turned to him, "What did he say, what
did he say?" and they all started
jumping on me.

Well, anyway, they left but he
stayed, for awhile, but they came back
and took him away.

It probably doesn't come across to
you and somebody else sitting across
the table would probably have a
completely different interpretation
than mine. But I'm not interested in
their interpretation. I'm interested in
mine.

If they want to work together, fine.
It's just the same thing in reverse as
far as I'm concerned, at least the
aspects of it I've seen. Since writing
that letter I've seen other aspects of it

that I have empathy with.
But the fucking around shit that I

saw before, I just didn't like, so I wrote
the letter. I was more interested in the
response than I was in the letter.

B.V.: Was that one of your reasons
for writing the letter, to get a response?
T.W.: I knew there would be a

response and I got just about what I

expected.
I expected someone to write in and

say, "you're an ass-hole. There's no
way I could not expect that.

I expected a queer to write-in. I got
that.

And I expected some people to
spend some time and think about it.

Which three of those women did. Those
are the three that I was interested in.

If somebody wants to get a point
across they go to an extreme in one
direction and then it kind of tapers off.
What I saw was women's lib extreme
or what I ran into. And I didn't like it. I

didn't take it so I wrote the letter and I

got responses.
B.V.: Have you just recently come to

feel this way or has it built up over a
period of time?
T.W.: It's probably built up. It

wasn't like I just woke up one morning
and said, "Hey, I don't think I like
women's liberation."

Political things — job
discrimination, things like how hard it
is for a woman to get a conviction in a
rape case — there's not much arguing
you can oo on something like that. If a
woman does the same job as a man,
which in most of the jobs I've worked
ai, they don't, but if they do, they
should get equal pay. If two people sit
at two typewriters and both type 60
words a minute, fine, they both get $2
an hour. Bango. I don't care.

I don't want to split hairs but like
I've worked in factories where I got
paid more than women who worked
right next to me but if tht y had to pull
someone off the line to unload trucks or
sweep out a warehouse, it wasn't the
women but the men.

..J^lfcridfie Writ" Back
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If you don't like something or if

something's not clear to you, say
something. Do something. Don't just
stand there.

If I had written a very agreeable,
intellectual or pseudo-Intellectual
letter, I could have meandered around
a bunch of I ittle points and people could
have read it and put it aside. I didn't
want that. I wanted somebody to write
back. I wanted some answers. Didn't
get any.

B.V.: So you were looking for an-
swers?
T.W.: Did I write it because I got

fucked over some time? Or because
I'm a blatant sexist? Or cause I wanted
to know about women's lib? Or for
attention? Or to create a controversy?

Or did I do it for all those things
rolled up in a big ball and thrown at the
Collegian? Maybe that's it. I mean I

can think of things supporting all of
them.

B.V.: Do you feel that you can ac-
tually define what women's lib is and
therefore maybe women ought to tell
all and say exactly what it is?
T.W.: I don't want women to tell me

anything and I don't want men to tell
me anything. I don't want people
telling me that this is the way it should
be. And I don't want to go through all
this bullshit about how women have
been fucked over cause they're not the
only ones who have been fucked over.
They're not the only ones who've been
slammed into roles and I realize
women's lib doesn't claim that but they
center on it.

They say, "Sure, men have been
fucked over and men have been role-
orientated and women have been
fucked over and role-orientated. O.K.
Take the men and stick them in a little
box and stick them under the table
O.K. Let's go girls!"

Bull shit.

What's wrong with people's
liberation?

I didn't write that article for
women. I wrote it for men.

Men need a kick in the ass. Maybe
the letter was, maybe it wasn't.
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and again... and again.

B.V.: Why did you write a blatantly
sexist letter?

;
T.W.: It wasn't so much to stir up a

controversy. I still don't understand
what women's lib is all about. Maybe
the basics, but not the subtleties of it,
and neither do a lot of men. We don't
understand it. All right, whose fault is
it? Let me know. Nobody wrote back
and told me.
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What Do They Do ?
continued from pa$e 1

by

Mark S. Panall

Everyone is saying so. So it must be
true. The UAAass campus is going to the
dogs, in spite ot a no-pet policy.

And who's counting?
There are no figures available as to

the number of dogs who have found a
home here, because they do not have to

be registered (after all, they're not
supposed to be here in the first place).
But an educated guess is that the
20,000-plus two-legged population is

supporting a four-legged population of
at least 200 animals. They come in

various sizes, pedigrees, dispositions,

degrees of servitude (leashing) and
conditions of fertility. And, as a result,

they are posing an equal number of

problems.
Just what is a "dog's life" at UAAass?

It varies anywhere from a snack at the
Hatch to a trip to the kennel with room
and board for a few days. Since there is

no official "dog officer" at the
University, our four footed friends find
little difficulty in the pursuit of their
educations at UAAass. However, if a
complaint about him is lodged with the
Campus Police and the suspect is

apprehended, he is taken "uptown" to
Ruder's kennels in North Amherst,
where he is boarded at a cost of $2.50
per day.

If an animal is not claimed at the end
of ten days, Massachusetts state law
provides for the animal to be "put to
sleep." However, if the animal looks
particularly well cared for, it may be
kept longer than ten days in an-
ticipation of its being claimed.
The average of two animals per day

taken to the kennel by the Campus
Police indicates the great number of
pets living on campus. In an average
week, at least five animals are claimed
by their owners and about two animals
are "put to sleep." The cost of boarding
an unclaimed animal is absorbed by
the Town of Amherst — a substantial
amount, considering the number of
unclaimed animals.
The rate of abandonment of pets,

while significantly lower since the no-
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pet rule in dormitories came into
existence a few years ago, is down to
two or three pets at the end of each
semester (a marked decrease from the
eight to ten average in pre-no-pet
years). While the no-pet policy of the
University has alleviated the aban
donment rate, the kennel still receives
many small puppies and kittens during
the year that are in poor conditions of
health and seem to have no homes or
owners (the kennel receives mostly
dogs).
The University Public Health Service

recommends policies to and advises
the Administration on pet policy.
Massachusetts state codes do not allow
animals in establishments where food
is served, but while sitting in the dining
commons or Hatch, the diner is still

subject to a paw on the shin and a
friendly face or the possibility of
having his coat "watered."
The Campus Center employs a "dog

officer" for four hours per day Monday
thru Friday, it is he who escorts
unattended animals to the door and
informs people who attempt to bring in

pei/s that the animal is not welcome.
However, at just about any time, one of
man's best friends is to be seen
lounging somewhere in the Campus
Center.

The Health Service also coordinates
complaints on dog bites, dog fights,
student fear of animals, excrements
and animal related incidents on
campus. Since the implementation of
the no-pet policy in dormitories,
complaints have dwindled.
As a result of the no-pet policy on

campus, "Munchies", the campus
mini-mart doesn't stock pet foods. The
manager says, "We technically don't
have a market for them. Right?"
Students who shop "Munchies" buy the
next best food for their cats — high
priced cans of tuna.
Although a no-pets-in-dormitories

rule has been established by the
University, there is at least one animal
living in any dormitory on campus.
Complaints from students still reach
the Health Service about pets in dorms
regarding excrements and pet foods
being left exposed on the floor to at-

tract insects. The unsanitary en-

vironment created by animals in

dormitories is also a problem from the

point of view of maintenance. The
"dirty duty" of cleaning up excrements
and the stains in the rugs are an added
inconvenience to the custodians'
usually busy schedules of keeping up
with people.

Information from interviews with

some pet owners on campus as to why
they have pets living with them yield

the expected — people just like animals
(and of course there are the
inescapable cat lovers). Many people
are accustomed to having animals
around them at home and con-

sequently, they also like to have
animals with them at school. Campus
pet owners do not think that the
University lifestyle is bad for the pets'

health or that they are too much of an
imposition toothers ("Everybody likes

him").
A Health Service staff member says

that "Residential halls and the
University are no place for pets." He
went on to note (from the pets' point of

view) the long hours that he has seen
dogs tied to trees (sometimes all day)
and that while they are tied, the
animals are subjected to mixed
feelings by all of the people who go by
(i.e., their likes or dislikes of dogs).
The long hours of being handled by
many people and the subjection to

mixed feelings cause confusion in the
dog's mind as to just who his master is,

as the animal becomes somewhat
"public property." The staffer also
went on to say that the University pet is

denied any real "territory" of his own.
In an attempt to better train the

canine population and make them
more easily assimilated into the
campus community, a student-run
course for dog owners is being offered
to the students of the University. As a
result, it's happening even more
frequently that students will find dogs
attending their classes — and even
•earning something.
One professor tells about the dog who

walked up to a fire hydrant that had a
sign on it which read "wet paint" ...

and he did!

Why A Woman's Center Is Vital

NOT A DOLL
by Carol McBaren

When I first thought of visiting the
Everywoman's Center, it wasn't with
an oppressive situation that needed
alleviation. The only concrete case of

sexism I could possibly distill from the

academic slop was a class where I had
been the only woman and the professor
insisted on prefacing my name with a

distinct "Miss" where the rest of the

class went undifferentiated with a

gutteral grunt. But, this being only

mildly annoying, I was inclined to

disregard it not feeling as though I was
letting my oppressor get away with

anything too critical.

My working knowledge of the

woman's movement combined Ger

maine Greer on Johnny Carson last

year and a glimpse of Jill Johnston in

the Colonial Lounge for a rather

sketchy view. The intrinsic

qualifications of a person who had

ne^er seen the inside of a woman's

center to write something coherent on
the subject might be in doubt, but there
are many women on this campus that
are also removed from feminism and
want a clear definition of what the
whole concept might mean to them.
Through many instances nebulous
misconceptions have decided per
manent attitudes.

The Everywoman's Center is a very
comfortable place. The pressures I had
felt; not having a secure philosophical
orientation; not being knowledgeable
on feminism and mainly, not feeling an
overwhelming kinship with feminism,
receeded into the background as I was
welcomed into a very tight group of

people. For a university that is not

given to extended relationships, the

woman's center acts as a web, weaving
and connecting, getting larger every
moment. After doing hard core lip

service (plus carrying around a copy of

Sisterhood is Powerful for a year and
not breaking the binding) the real thing
was staggering.
The resources at the Everywoman's

Center are geared to the older woman.
She is provided counseling, refuge,
information on job opportunities,
companionship and coffee. Various
programs, staffed or sponsored are
designed to help women become whole
women or just help them fit the pieces
that fell out back in. Everywoman's
University this January will move
towards this goal by art exhibitions,
speakers, workshops, movies and
music. The center also hopes to initiate
later this year refresher courses for the
professional women on campus and in

the area.

There still remains that large
segment of women here that feel either
an alienation or an indifference
towards the idea of woman's centers or
feministic doctrines. What keeps these
people unfamiliar with the resources of
the Woman's centers? Maybe the very
things that feminism is fighting
against; brain numbing socialization,
lack of opportunity, discrimination,
fear, disruption of the status quo?
Younger women are less likely to be
placed in terribly oppressing situations
and now because of the efforts of
feminists, are able to cope with it

better. If not for the attention and
action brought to woman's rights, they
might be more inclined towards
feminism, but it's being done for them.
Some women feel confident in a male

dominated world and are willing to
meet the level instead of redefine it.

Others can't feel oppression, it being
too insidious for them to detect:

Feminism isn't an attack on traditional
lifestyles, it is bringing women the
realization that there are alternate
lifestyles. Gail, a member of Northeast
Woman's Center says this may be
attributed in part to bad press,
associative doctrines such as militancy
and lesbianism which might,
discourage a closer inspection. An
ideological problem is also present;
some are dissatisfied with the in-

dividualistic problem solving approach
and want to see a spectrum spanning
approach dedicated to the root of the
problem, or social change.
A woman has to reinspect her

values; but the inherent bias of her
socialization in a male oriented world
defeats her. That is why a woman's
center is vital; it serves as a forum a
bit out of the normal perspective and
helps a woman to reassess herself
through support groups and other
activities.

I feel desolation for the woman who
dreads the sunrise and breakfast
dishes; I anger for the woman who is

discriminated against; I hope for the
woman who is coming back to school. A
Woman's Center, or as the Central
Area calls theirs, "A Room of Her
Own", is essential as a resource for
woman. But loneliness and oppression
don't really discriminate male or
female. When mutual support aid and
understanding is undistinguished be
tween the sexes that is the day
Woman's Center can close their doors.
But if you don't know if there are doors,
how can they be opened? Woman's
Centers show you the doors, it's your
decision whether or not to go through.

by Joan Fassnacht
and Sharon Hughes

ROBERT COLDWELL WOOD— PRESIDENT OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS IN
BOSTON, WORCESTER, AND
AMHERST.
As president of the

University of Massachusetts,
Wood is responsible for the
total overall operation of the
three campuses. He is

everybody's "boss man" — the
biggest bigwig of them all.

Background
50 years old; born St. Louis,

Missouri, September 16, 1923.
Salary

45,000

Education
B.A. Political Science,

Princeton, 1946

M.A. Political Science,
Harvard 1948

M.A. Public Administration,
Harvard 1947

Ph.D. Political Science,
Harvard 1950

Professional Experience
1965-1969: Chairman of

President Johnson's Task
Force on Urban Problems
1966: Undersecretary of

Housing and Urban
Development.

1968: Secretary of HUD
(Housing and Urban
Development).

1969: Returned to M.I.T. as
Chairman of the Political
Science Department in '69.

Governor Sargent later named
him Chairman of the M.B.T.A.

1970: Resigned post as
Chairman of the M.B.T.A. to
become president of UMass.

RANDOLPH WILSON
BROMERY— CHANCELLOR
OF UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS
As Chancellor, his position is

one which is appointed by the
president of the University
with a concurrence of the
Board of Trustees. Bromery
describes his job as,". ..being
the Chief administrative of-

ficer for the campus. I am the
link from the campus to the
President and to the Board of
Trustees. I am also an ad
vocate for the President and
the Board of Trustees. In

addition, I am an ad-
ministrator here to serve the
University community."
Background:
47 years old; born Cum-

berland, Maryland.
Salary

$39,737

Education:
B.S. Math 8. Physics,

Howard University, 1956
M.S. Geology 8. Geophysics,

American University, 1962
Ph.D. Geology 8.

Oceanography, Johns Hopkins
University, 1968.

Professional Experience;
1967 1968: Associate

professor and Deputy
Departmental Chairman of
Geophysics at UMass,
Amherst.

1968: appointed Vice-
Chairman of Department of

Geology. Also served as a part-

time consultant to the United
Nations.

1969: appointed professor of

geophysics and Chairman of

the Department of Geology and
Geography.

1970: appointed special
assistant to the Chancellor for
Student Affairs.

1970: appointed Vice-
Chancellor for Student Affairs

1971: appointed Acting
Chancellor

1972: appointed Chancellor
1973: in March, named

honorary president of the
Black Publications. Bromery

Sfoneham

has published
concerning
geography, and

148 papers
geology,
geophysics.

— "Reccomended Standards a $6.5 million dollar budget and
and Practices for College 314 employees."
Health Programs", Journal of Background:
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ROBERT L. GLUCKSTERN —
VICE CHANCELLOR OF
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND
PROVOST
Gluckstern describes his

duties as three fold. Super
vising Deans and department
heads; responding to issues
programs and personnel, and
as responsible for the
academic programs on
campus.
Background:
49 years old; born Atlantic

City, New Jersey
Education
BEE (electrical

engineering), City College of

New York, 1944

Ph.D., Physics M.I.T., 1948
Salary:

$38,567

Professional Experience:
1944 1946: U.S. Navy E

trical Engineer
1954 1955: University

Cal i torn ia , Radi at
Laboratory for design of heavy
ion linear accelerator
1964-1969: Head of

Astronomy Dept. and
orofessor of Physics at UMass.

1969 1970: Associate Provost
1970-present: Vice Chan

cellorof Academic Affairs and
Provost

ROBERT W. GAGE — VICE
CHANCELLOR FOR
STUDENT AFFAIRS

Dr. Gage describes his job as
a "mixed bag". "I'm an ad-
vocate for students on the one
hand, and an interpretor of

administrative directions on
the other."
Background:
56 years old, born Concord,

Mass.
Salary:

$35,496

Education:
B.S. pre med UMass,
M.D. Harvard Medical,

Professional Experience:
1971 1972: Acting Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs
1972 present: Vice Chan

eel lor for Student Affairs
Publications :

"Report of a Preliminary
Study of pregnancy on the
University Campus", Journal
of the American College Health
Association.

the American
Association.

College Health

1938

1942

THOMAS BAIRD CAMPION
— VICE-CHANCELLOR OF
ADMINISTRATIVE SER
VICES
As Vice Chancellor, an

appointed position by the
Chancellor, Campion's duties
entail overseeing various
departments, "which provide
support to the Amherst
Campus and in some instances
the entire University system,
thus assisting the University in

fulfilling its primary goals of

teaching, research, and public
service." The departments
which Campion is responsible
for include: Personnel and
Financial Services; the
Physical Plant; the Campus
Center Student Union Com-
plex; Food Services; Labor
Relations; and the Housing
Administration.
Background:
57 years old; born Columbus,

Ohio.

Salary:

$30,583

Education:
A.B. Engineering, Harvard,

1938

M.S. Engineering 8. Business
Administration, Harvard, 1940.

Professional Experience:
1940 1948: With Proctor 8,

Gamble Company; first as a
production foreman, then
supervisor of plant training,

then as manager of plant
supervisory training.

1948 1970: With the New York
Times; first as an assistant to

the Production Superin-
tendent; next as Production
Superintendent; then as
Director of Operations.

*

JOEL M. STONEHAM —
DIRECTOR OF FOOD
SERVICES
As Director of Food Ser-

vices, Stoneham describes his
job as entailing, "...a total
reponsibility for the service of
food to 9500 students three
times a day five times a week.
I am also responsible for the
operation of the auxiliary cash
operations — the three Mun-
chies, the three snack bars,
and a catering division. I have

44 years old; born Boston,
Mass., March 3, 1929.

Salary

$21,431

Education:
B.S. Institutional Food

Administration, University of
New Hampshire, 1957
M.S. Human Nutrition,

University of New Hampshire,
1958

JOHN W. CORKER —
DIRECTOR OF THE CAMPUS
CENTER
Director Corker describes

his job as "co ordinating the
efforts of students, faculty, and
staff in making the Campus
Center an effective operation
to meet the needs of the student
body." He is the top man in the
CC management, responsible
for all that goes on in the
"awful Waffle" — like its debt
and the CC fee.

Background:
41 years old; born Savoy,

Illinois

Salary :

$25,500

Education:
B.A. Business Ad

ministration and Economics,

Whitman College, 1955

M.A. Hotel, Restaurant and
Institutional Management,
Michigan State, 1964

TIM BORENSTEIN —
ASSISTANT TO THE
CHANCELLOR AND
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
LAW AND INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS
As an assistant to the

Chancellor, his position is an
appointed one. Borenstein
describes his job as "...aiding
in the areas of personnel and
employee relations. I try to be
helpful when something, such
as the parking strike in Sep
tember, comes up. ..I also work
with the various governance
groups on campus, like
P.A.U.M.A. and the Faculty
Senate."
Background:
40 years old; born Louisville,

Kentucky, November 22, 1933.
Salary:

$20,931

Education:
B.A. Political Science,

University of Louisville, 1954
JD. Law, Harvard

University," 1957

H. JACK LITTLEFIELD —
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING
Asked for a one sentence

description of his job, H. Jack
Littlef ield replied, "I guess it's

getting things done that need to
be done".
The "H" remains a

mystery. .."if I want you to
know what it stood for I would
have told you". Hidden in the
lower recesses of Munson Hall
he remains "Jack" Littlef ield.

Background:
55 years old; born Newark,

New Jersey
Salary:

$25,026

Education:
graduate of General Electric

machinist tool and die ap
prentice training course
graduate of General Electric

business training course
Director of Planning:
as director has been

responsible for:the "balanced
transportation and parking
system plan".
— coordinating plans for the

expansion of UMass physical
facilities

— filing U.S. Office of
Education requests for
academic building con
struction (UMass has received
$75,000,000 in federal grants
since 1965

— developing five to ten year
capital outlay requests for
construction, renovation and
remodeling University
facilities
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Personality Grounds The God Machine
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IN CONCERT:
Mahavishnu Orchestra
Student Union Ballroom
Oct. 26

WELL WELL WELL... I

liked this concert. Did YOU?
What Jumpin' John and his

heartsome lads are indulging
in more and more now is a
music that incorporates the
'earlier stutt that made him
palatable to large numbers ot

people, and adds to this style

more of an overall im-
provisational setting than he'd
been using in the past.

On stage, Mahavishnu is

becoming looser, with different
men in the band being given
more solo space. Jan Hammer
seems to be getting a bit more
ota choice in what he does, and
Cobham is as remarkable as
ever. Rick Laird, the man
who's always in the
background playing the bass,
managed to develop a lovely
sitar-ish bass solo with the aid
of Hammer's drone on the
Mini -moog. Although I per-
sonally dislike Jerry Good-
man's violin style (not rough
enough for me — Ornette
Coleman and Leroy Jenkins
are my main men on that in-

strument), he didn't detract,
but added extremely well in his
solos and in his texturing of the
music. And, although some
might consider it gimmicky, I

rather liked the lights circling
the Student Union Ballroom
right in the middle of
McLaughlin's set. And I liked
McLaughlin, didn't find him
loose or repetitive or any such
critics' words.

—Uman Gomes

reconcile the image that I'd
come to the concert with, that
of McLaughlin the humble and
devout, using his talents for the
glorification of God, with the

The concert was divided
roughly into two segments:
The new compositions and the
old. As near as I could tell from
one listening the new things

After attending this concert,
the second time I've seen
them, I'm convinced that a
certain someone would like the
billing to be Mahavishnu John
McLaughlin, His Orchestra,
and Jerry Goodman. In fact, I

think John would have been a
lot happier if Goodman had
stayed in the dressing room
and had his violin piped in from
there. And I'm not so sure
Jerry didn't feel the same way.

There was a very distinct
tension, not only between
McLaughlin and Goodman but
between McLaughlin and
everybody in the Orchestra. I

was sitting in the front row,
right at McLaughlin's feet, as
it were, having been a hard
core McLaughlin fan when I'd

entered the room, and by the
end of the first half hour I was
shaken by my inability to

image that was rapidly
developing on seeing him
close up for the first time:
That of McLaughlin the ego-
centric, doing his best to steal
the show from everybody else.

It's hard to tell whether
someone on stage is looking at
you when you're in a crowd,
but I'm fairly sure that
Goodman saw my rapid
change from a position of rapt
attention to a puzzled head-in-
hand one, because when I

looked over at him he was (I

think) looking at me. He in

dicated McLaughlin with his
eyes and looked back at me
with an ironic smile on his
face. I got the impression that
he'd seen this happen to a lot of
people.

As I mentioned earlier, the
whole Orchestra seems to have
developed the attitude that if

John wanted to carry the whole
show by himself they'd do their
best to let him. As solo artists
every member of the
Orchestra was exceptional
(not counting bass man Rick
Laird) but when it came to

cooking together, which is

really what they're famous for,

they were, for the most part,
nothing. I've never seen them
miss so many cues, especially
keyboard player Jan Hammer,

"

whose recorded work I really
admire. The only time the band
really seemed to get it together
at all was in the last forty five
minutes of the concert, which
I'll discuss momentarily.

seem to be a lot more
restrained and somewhat
repetitious, and naturally
supported almost totally by
McLaughlin; the rest of the
Orchestra has been relegated
more and more to back-up
work, much to my disap
pointment. I had judged from
the Birds of Fire album that
Jerry Goodman and perhaps
Jan Hammer were going to
become equal partners with
McLaughlin. Hammer gets to
do some nice work but
Goodman is allowed to do
almost nothing except un-
derscore McLaughlin's
statements and back up
plunking; I think he was given
one solo out of the whole first

section.

The second section began
(and did I hear a sigh of
relief?) with "Open Country
Joy," one of my favorites. The
beginning segment, which is

quiet and countryish, went
well, but as soon as they broke
into the high energy part, with
its cascading refrain and
lightning tradeoffs,
everything fell apart: cues
were missed, licks were
clumsy, and Hammer's syn-
thesizer quit on him in mid riff

.

Things were never the same
afterwards.

'Eat Poop

Next came "The Dance of

Maya," rewritten, apparently,
into "The Dance of Maya
Boogie." It was done in a much
more up-tempo manner than
the album version and
somehow in the rewriting John
got a much bigger part. I can't
understand it. Goodman fired

off an absolute show-stopper of

a solo, though; one of the three
or four solos he was allowed all

night.

"Sanctuary" was attempted,
with a fair amount of success
considering that this was
definitely one of Hammer's off

nights. Both he and
McLaughlin have a tendency to
over extend themselves in

concert, and when they
stumble slightly as a result
they tend to look worse than
they really are, especially
McLaughlin, who has a
frustrating habit of working
himself into the middle of
incredibly fast and complex
solos and losing his train of
thought.
The number that pulled

everyone together or at least
more so, was their closer,
"One Word." I even saw
Goodman and McLaughlin look
at each other for the first time
that night. Everything that
went wrong in "Open Country
Joy" went right here: The
trade offs were neat, the riffs

were tasty, and the whole thing
had a good feel to it.

If I haven't said anything
previously about drummer
Billy Cobham it isn't because
I'm ignoring him. In fact, his

performance was so con
sistently amazing that I felt he
deserved at least a paragraph
to himself. Of course, Cobham

Still, to my mind the hero of
the evening was Jerry
Goodman. He alone made not
one mistake the entire night.
He was there to play, bigod,
and he played liquid fire.

I know that a lot of you
people reading this went to and
really enjoyed the concert, and
I suppose it was better than I

made it out to be. They are all

fine musicians. Chalk it up to
disillusionment. For me, my
whole mood was set when
McLaughlin expressed his
attitude toward his concert, his
music, and his audience at the
end of the first number: one
forefinger upraised, rotated
twice.

—Andrew MacKenzie

We're Entertaining
Every Weekend At

THE CHEQUERS
FRI. EVE. — Bob Jeffway Quartet — 9-12:30 am
SAT - AFTER THE GAME — Frank Doherty — 4-6 p.m
SAT. EVE. — AL BEAUPRE TRIO with Vickie Phillips -
9 12:30 a.m.

is nothing special: anyone with
eight arms and four feet could
probably do as well. And Kee-
rist, what a solo! It was worth
the price of admission for that
alone. And please, Cobham,
not Cobban.

John McLaughlin is not God,
no matter what those people
who idolize him believe. He is

at best a second raie guitarist,

contrary to popular myths
regarding his ability.

Judging by the concerts I've

seen him do and the albums
I've heard, it would be fair to
say that inconsistency is his
trademark. He can be sloppy,
haphazard and repetitious, and
once in a while he can be clean,
precise, and creative.

Evidence of the latter came
only once in Friday's concert,
when McLaughlin did some
nice playing totally unac-
companied. His solo was
predominantly triplets,
though, which are easy enough
to practice until you have
enough flash.

That's really McLaughlin's
problem — too much flash,

otherwise known as the
diarrhea of notes and con-
stipation of ideas syndrome.
Did you ever notice that he
does those "bumblebee runs"
mainly on his twelve string?
And did you ever notice that
the notes are coming out in

octaves only sparsely, instead
of constantly? Apparently,
accuracy in picking is not one
of McLaughlin's strong points.

His use of tone helps conceal
his ability (or lack of it) also.

Of his two tones, mellow and
gross, his favorite is gross.
This is usually reserved for his

six string, because he doesn't
hit very many of the notes in

his runs anyway and the
distortion helps munch up
what's left.

Oh, well...

—Ken Blanchard
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INTROSPECTION
THUS VAN LEER (Columbia)
Time 35:50
Thijs Van Leer, co

mastermind of Focus, has
come up with an album which
is simply beautiful. Unlike the
jazz freeform rock of Focus,
this album soley consists of

classical numbers and two
slow instrumentals. Thijs
plays flute through out the disc
and is accompanied by an
orchestra. The other two cuts,
Focus I & II" are very good.

"Focus II" has been
previously released on Focus'
"Moving Waves" album. On
this disc, Thijs plays the guitar
parts with his flute double-
tracked. Excellent.

"Into" makes for an ex
cellent effort for him. Don't
expect any "Hocus Pocus"
crap here, jus* nice classical

material B

—David Santos

QUADROPHENIA - The Who (MCA)
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COpy 0f Brothers and Sisters, lend someone

your Goat s Head Soup, and for God's sake burn your copy of
Bloodshot - you're not going to be listening to them anyway.
Quadrophen.a will either be the rock album of the year or Poor
Richard s music editor will kill himself.

Ed & Nellie Housafire

In Concert:
Black Oak Arkansas, Foghat, Brownsville Station
21 October
Orpheum Theater, Boston

Sunday's bill at Boston Orpheum turned a once proud theatre
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s V- Brownsville Station played an interminable boogie,

all the while threatening to turn the concert into a party - which
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arSh securif V- B|ack Oak Arkansas made upm blatant tastelessness what they lacked in melody ormusicansh.p. Both bands spent the evening urging the audience

1c
a!itTh?alf fu " house s'Wshly complied. Pavlov'sdogs would have been proud.

The true tragedy of the evening was that second-billed
Foghat didn't have a different stage to play from. Even so, the
assembled dullards were moved to respond without being told.
Foghat, consisting. mostly of Savoy Brown's best veterans, are
technicians of rock excitement beyond the boogie level. Though
they had to gear down their songs to their stuporous audience,
and though neither of the guitarists could quite avoid playing
redundant blooze leads, they played a few asses off in a classic
case of pearls before swine.

Michael Bloom

Reformation: Usher In The Golden A$e
In Concert:
Dave Mason
Chapin Hall, Williams College
Oct. 27

by Gary Gomes
and

Jon Can-
Dave Mason has put together

a group that can only be called
super. After having come out
of a year's retirement from
touring only a few weeks
before, Mason played two
shows at Williams College
Saturday night.

Mason began the set with an
unaccompanied acoustic son,
"Every Woman", from his new
album (which, incidentally, is

already out, and- includes
Graham Nash and other top
English musicians). He
showed considerable skill in

his finger picking and his voice
was just as good as from his
Traffic days.
Several high and clear spots

on the set were the tight, finely
wrought guitar work between
Mason and Jim Krueger.
Krueger seems to have more
technical expertise than
Mason, but his approach to the
guitar is rougher — Mason
balanced this by his smoother
approach to the guitar, and the
harmonic dual leads were
quite moving. Another fine
song from the set was Mason's
adaptation of "All Along the
Watchtower", more Hendrix-
inspired than Dylan inspired,
and almost awe-inspiring in its

execution by Mason and his
merry pranksters.
Mike Finnigan, a veteran of

Hendrix sessions and the Jerry
Hahn Brotherhood, had a

chance to show his prodigious
talents on the organ and voice
in a blues they did for the
second set, and when I saw the
members of the band actually
working at it during the second
set, literally sweating out the
music, I was very pleasantly
surprised. "Look at You Look
at Me" had some beautifully
conceived and executed orgap
work, and his piano playing on
"Only You Know and I Know"
fit the basic funk required by
the song. Booqie? Yeah, they

did, but there was mind and
emotion involved, with the
esteemed Charles Fletcher
stepping out to take some
remarkable improvisations on
the bass and bringing it back
again. •Drummer Rick Jaeger
is outstanding, both for the
rhythmic thrust he gave to
compliment the group and for
his powerful inventiveness on
drums.
Your correspondents and

photographer were lucky
enough to talk with the group in
between sets.

After Mason fixed us all with
cups of tea, to which he is

hopelessly addicted, we were
able to get his perspective on a
few subjects.

Traffic. "Right now they're
low in energy, but I really
haven't listened to much of
their latest stuff."
On the break-up of Family, a

group Mason produced on their
first album: "I'm surprised
they broke up. They were such
a good group they should have
made it. I really expected them
to make it.

The U.S. and England: "I
was last in England in April,
but there's not much work
there. The states are much
better for musicians, more
openings."
Mason had to split after not

too long, and Gary Gomes
started getting into Finnigan.

Talking to Mike Finnigan
was an experience that would
chill the hardened souls around
us. The first item I discussed
with him was a bit of hearsay
from one of the sound
engineers (these same
engineers who found it within
their ability to feedback
Mason's voice on the strangest
occasions) who said they were
having difficulties with Mike's
raising and lowering of volume
(dynamics is the classy word)
on the organ. "Y'see? That's
how much they think about the
organ!". And I knew I had
found my man. After that,
names leaped back and forth in

front of the piano in the
dressing room — Larry
Coryell, Blue Thumb records
(Finnigan is taking them to
task to get out of his contract),

Jack Bruce (Finnigan did a
great vocal impersonation of

Bruce), plus discussions about
his former group, the Jerry
Hahn Brotherhood, a
supremely talented — but
woefully neglected — "rock"
group, plus gossip about what
musicians of the ilk of Jaki
Byard and Cecil Taylor were
up to. Finnigan's a fine human
being, with his 6'4" frame
housing a serious leprechaun
quality. Before setting out for
the second set, he olayed some

I'hirtn h\ Kr\in Mack
lovely blues and gospel piano
playing, augmented by his fine
voice. And after that, he,
Krueger, and Mason gathered
around Mason's acoustic and
began singing some of the most
beautiful harmonies. Earlier,
Finnigan asked us if we'd stick
around for the second set ... so
we did.

Mason himself has been in
the U.S. most of the time for
the past two years, and he's
been operating as a studio
musician — and this has

allowed him to come into

contact with some of the finest
musicians from the studio
situation. It's also allowed him
to develop his playing to a
massive state. And his band!

Towards the end of the se-

cond set, Mason's voice be-

gan to fade, and I only hope
that he got it back in time^o do
the taping for a TV show he had
to attend Tuesday — for this

group, although headed by
Mason, is not restricted by
Mason in any manner of form.
He lies back, lets the other
guys set their solo space in,

and forms a tight knit unit of

the group. And Mason's new
compositions are as lyrically

beautiful as anything he did
with that other group (you
know, the guys from England

Steve Woodwind or
something like that) —
probably more lovely, if I don't

play my hunches wrong. This
is a superb vehicle for Masonry
(ouch!) and a superb group.

They'll be on TV November
24 on Don Kirshner's Rock
Special and then December 7

on Midnight Special.
By the way, Finnigan was

quizzing himself as to the lack
of life on the part of the
audience. Then, with a look of
divine revelation, he ex-
claimed, "Sopors!" But I think
I can promise you that you
wouldn't fall asleep at a Dave
Mason concert — one helluva
group.

Hathaway, Corea, And The Concert That Wouldn't Fit
In Concert:
Donny Hathaway— Chick
Corea & Return To Forever
Curry Hicks Cage, UMass
Oct. 28 -

by Mike Kostek &
Ken Blanchard

Eep hour approached, and
things were laxically tense.
The coming doom of 8: 00 and a
quarter-filled Cage loomed
very large in the heads of the
well-meaning folks of the
Concert Committee, who still

apparently couldn't un-
derstand what went wrong.
At least they were indeed

turning a very big page in

UMass musical history, and it

was sentimentally sweet and
stirring to watch Chick Corea
and his Return To Forever
come out and sweep away the
two year old cobwebs. Visions
of Steve Winwood, Grace Slick,
Ian Anderson, Sly Stone, Bill

Cosby, David (no flashbulbs,
please!) Frye, Buffie Ste.
Marie, Johnny Winter, Steve
Miller, Billy Cobham, B.B.
King, Jimmy Greenspoon,
Peter Newland and Alvin Lee
flashed forth as the benign
Gary Lewis-look alike Corea
led his band above and beyond
the Curry Hicks sweatshop.

_ Chick Corea and Return to
Forever opened with material
from their latest album,
"Seventh Galaxy," and
proceeded to perform an hour
set of exciting improvisation.
Corea, certainly one of the

most important modern
pianists, is accompanied by
three relative newcomers,
each stars in their own right.

Stanley Clarke, probably the
most dazzling of the three, is

truly a giant among bass
players. The second song of

their set, "Bass Folk Song,"
was written by Clarke and

provided the opportunity for
him to display his talents to the
best advantage.
Drummer Lenny White adds

another dimension to the group
with his syncopations and
biting off time stick work.
White was awesome
throughout, and was an im-
portant factor in the
tremendous energy generated
by Return To Forever.
Chick Corea puts down some

crisp, defiantly strange but
logical lines, and compliments
well. Yet when the guitarist

solos, there is an audible
mellowing out of piano work.

Backstage I asked Bill

Connors how he liked playing
with Corea, since he has only
been playing with Return To
Forever since March.

In reference to Corea and
himself, Connors said, "It's

weird ... we don't com-
municate at all."

"We both have pretty high
standards," he continued.
"When Chick takes a solo I do a
lot of comping behind him, but
when I solo, there's nothing."

In reply to my claim that
despite this, the band still

cooks during guitar solos and
there are some really intense
moments, Connors said,

"That's really true, but I still

get the feeling that he (Corea)
would rather direct me than

play with me and compliment
me."
Despite the ever-present

personality clashes in this
group as in all groups, Chick
Corea and Return To Forever
really got it on Sunday night.
They're the closest thing to a
super group I've seen.
After the intricate

pyrotechnics of Return To
Forever, the mood was im
mediately mellowed out and
yet heated up (on the surface
at least) with the arrival of
Donny Hathaway and his band.
Bass, congas, drums and

guitar set up behind him,
Donny peered over his Fender
Rhodes piano sitting on top of
his amp and looked for life.

Right off, as he unfolded his
first number, he asked up to
clap, told us to dance if we
wanted to. But something
wasn't there.

The band alternated between
a great bouncy funkiness and a
full mellow smoothness as the
show went on. And, to the
dismay of some in the crowd,
there was no light show. Well,
not much of one anyway.
Despite Donny's en-

treatments, the crowd stayed
down. Donny peered out, his
face beginning to harden. His
tried and true version of
"What's Goin' On" was fine,

but didn't ignite the fuse.

The band was playing some
fine things, with the drummer
flipping out some sharp licks.

Donny peered over the piano,
his face now registering an
almost blank expression. For
the first four songs he had a
look of 'Well, get this!', and
apparently felt his band and
his music would move things
out. For the last four songs he
wore a vague mask of
displeasure.

There was some hope for
something to break loose as the

side bleachers were getting
pretty wacky, but it wasn't
enough, it wasn't right.
Anyway, a dumb, hackneyed
guitar solo by Gil Silver
seemed to kill that.

Donny still peered out over
his piano, but his face now said
'just another show', and off
they zipped into a fiery in-

strumental that was a definite
mover. Donny laid in some
intriguing echoing, swirling
piano, and the band heated up
well. But that died too as, for
no apparent reason, Hathaway
got up, bowed and strode off.

The band stayed, and the
startled crowd hustled him
back with a quick wave of
'What th'?' applause.
The eighth and final song

was a fling at "You've Got A
Friend". Donny peered over
his piano and sang im

I

passively. After the tune he
repeated his earlier disap
pearing act., and split after
briefly conferring with his
manager. Fifty minutes in all.

The crowd stomped for more,
and certainly gave an encore
deserving amount of applause,
but I got the feeling Donny was
done with us. It also seems his
voice was hurting, and so the
show was over.
Over by 10:30, it seemed like

a fitting end to this unap
predated concert that never
quite seemed to fit. Some
things never do fall into ac-
ceptance, never find a place in

people's hearts. It was no
'Tremendous Concert", as
some would have you believ?,
but the bizarre sort of
character it displayed was
somehow nothing short of
memorable.

SATURDAY

NIGHT

SUNDAY

BLUES
NIGHT
with The

Ed Vadas*

Big City

Blues Band
9 - 12:30
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by Steve Ryan
Hard, cross-cutting winds

swept across Chestnut Hill on
the sun-drenched toottnll tield

at Boston College on an
October Saturday in 1924. The
players would huddle in the
ritual ot calling the play whose
destiny shalt not dritt beyond
the inner circle ot those
chosen, and so dearly
cautioned, to listen in ear-

nest;lest the devastation-
hungry opposition overturn the
best laid plans to waste!

But these plays were such a
shallow secret. Down atter

down, the command was to get

up tor another hike to Uncle
John. Signals! 20 30 40 - 50 -

60 - 70 - Hike! Passion play
John straight up the middle
No guarantee ot safety. But the

odds on five yards forward of

new ground were even money;
even amongst the silent

followers who cast their bets in

personal asides, unbeknownst
and unspoken to any outer ear.

The Twenties smiled muchly
upon John. In jealousy some of

us ineptly muttered, "We
should all have the same share
of sunshine."

All the other members of our
family bow our heads and
humbly, now and again
crumpling, fall upon our knees
and pray in steadfast grace for

moderation in all things and
the gracious path of

Providence; lest defiant,
broken and scattered luck
stagger us downwardly on the
uncharted path of careworn,
Improvidence.
But Uncle John with your

big, ever present grin, you
have made it known the
listening to wisdom-whispers
was not to be your calling. By
1929, you, John, were head
football coach at Boston
College. Everything was going
down for others, but you were
going up, maybe too early and
too fast for a man newly
twenty-eight.

by Karen Lynch

"I talk like people. I look like

everybody. Who do I look
like?"

"Bernie Carr."
"Who?"
"Bernie Carr?"
The windows, black mirrors,

reflect a hundred pinpoints of

light.

"Honest, you look just like

this kid I used to know."
A hundred voices, a thousand

sounds, babble and hum. I

eavesdrop.
Opposite me a smooth

looking young man in a purple
turtleneck strokes his
moustache.
Overhead, piped in music,

like a voice from the heavens,
croons "

... what everyone
expected of me, man was I

deceived ...
"

A pair of legs do their stuff

into the Bluewall.

Critic

apple breasted woman
disdainfully dusty
indifferent to skyscrapers
your art

at her mercy
she rose to critic

even if it was
a slum
her pushcart ate

—Phyllis LaVoie

They would say, yes, those
who could heft such thoughts,
that the Chicago Bears wanted
you to play right offensive
tackle to poke out holes for
everybodys' favorite Cro-
magnon, mesomorph, and
centaur, Bronco Nagurski.
John and Bronco, it would
knock the breath out of us just
to say it. No, thou, John,
Chicago was too far away,
besides, coaching was fun,
until after four years they
removed you like the changing
of mothballs in a storage chest
that were no better than the
ones previously there,
although some cheered, "New
and fresh".

Boston College had punted
you out-of bounds, but in the
thirties Boston had such fine

golf courses and race tracks.
Good friend, Doug Jugger
would never drive one out-of-

bounds. He could golf so well
that he won the Club Cham-
pionship at Brookline links five
times. But, John, you were so
very good too. Your twosome
of straight-shooting hustlers
kept you both in pocket money
and more new golf balls than
would rightly fit in any bag.

No, thou, John, a gamble of
bigger stakes was the race
track. Those compulsively
fascinating horses were a fine

place to ride your wildest
dreams. In the thirties so very
many said you gambled big - so
very big. They all mentioned
that you won $150,000 in five
years. Only a few babbling
indiscreet mouths mentioned
that you lost $250,000 in eight
years.

Like a tote board with
awaiting numbers to flash on,
the Forties came. Time heals
all wounds, banks can reopen
mortgages, and some setbacks
along the backstretch can
come streaking out of the red-
ink into the victorious pink of

things. Yes, pink cotton yarn in

your three small factories.
Early in the Forties, John had
the quick hand off. "There is

big money in the right un-
derwear." Underwear, yes
underwear could cover any
unsightly butt-end of past
misfortune. The Forties called
John a gentleman manufac
turer of foundation garments.
Surely it was an honorable
profession.

But the undercutting Fifties,

John, stripped you naked.
Carter's had its hands in un
derwear, too. Carter's in

Boston was a huge factory, but
only a tentacle in the
agglomeration of the cor-
poration superstructure. What
that octopus of a business did
to your underwear was below
the belt line of all fair play.

In the Sixties, John, you were
well known, no one would ask
you to pull down your pants for
collateral. Boston needed
taxicab drivers, and they
would say you can never keep a
good man down.
Now in the Seventies you still

haven't come to a stop, John.
We ask why you don't retire
and put aside some years of

long sought for leisure on your
path.

John grins and says, "If I

quit, I'd just be bored. Besides,
something new happens every
day. Last Friday, I picked up a
young man who was acting like

he was on top of the world. He
said he was smoking on a
Havana cigar. 'Outlandishly
expensive these days,' he said.
'If you can find somebody
willing to sell you one.' The
fellow wanted a ride to
Providence, Rhode Island. I

think he knew a bus trip would
have been under $10, but he
wanted it his way. He paid the
$35 fare and tipped me a
twenty bucks. It was quite a
day; I had never been to
Providence before."

Purple Passion eyes me.
Hey, baby, you wanna boogie?
A blur of colors, spinning

wildly between barber pole
stripes. Round and round and
round she goes ...

' ... hey let's be what we are
t i

Actually P.P. isn't too bad
looking. Ah, but do I want your

" ... hey let's be what we
are ...

"

Hum, hum, babble, hummm
m.

The candy arcade spins,
slows, stops, at cashew chews
and peppermint rounds.

Coffee-flavored kisses are
nice I think. Toothpaste ones
are the best.

Hum, babble, hum. Reminds
me of when I was a kid, waking
up to the buzz of the other
childrens' voices and the
Saturday morning cartoons.
How sad and how painful to
have been such a shy and
beloved child.

But the bed in which I curled
fetal like was warm and it

comforted me and the gentle
buzzing comforted me.
Now I am grown and a

Saturday morning guest.
Comfort is a lot harder to

find.

They even tell me that Rex
Trailer's Pablo has died.

"A Plea"
No, no, no, my lusty darling,
Don't say that word again-
Even enrapt in your brawny
arms,
That would only cause me
pain;

Say, rather, that you only like

me,
Like the glitter of flashing
eyes

—

•The velvet luxury of silken
flesh,

The delicious melting of supple
thighs;

For I am no more than that to
you,

A tender couch to gently
recline upon—
To catch elusive Delight while
you may,
And kiss her once and then
begone;

So, before you drift to tranquil
slumber,
This I implore you to heaven
above

—

Don't tarnish the word with
your handsome lips:

Profane not the Name of Love!
—Frank R. Tropea

r Music for a Sunday Evening

Amherst Entertainment Committee
in cooperation with

Impulse!, ABC Records, Inc.

present:

KEITH JARRETT

SAM RIVERS

GATO BARBIERI

AMHERST COLLEGE GYMNASIUM

NOVEMBER 11,7:30 p.m.

Tickets— $3.50

Available in Campus Center and at the door.

• • • • • •

wvftfflfiiltfi

= ObMUSI
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atthe<;,\tes
OF SMITH ( nu.Kf.K

BACK BY DEMAND
On Screen

7:00&9:00

• • • •
NORTHAMPTON MASS S84 8435*

De Broca's Crowning Touch!

fct

ALAN
BATES.

I

THIS MOVIE IS NOW in It

.

1 42nd wetk at tht Ctnt rol

JwjwOytijjg In Cmmkriim: MtwcWftti.mumnmnH
An p* Hfi of ampi$ food?

How $fa* $ $-4 homo eooM m$$l?
mt Open

f\E&l5
RESTAURKtif

Mon. Sdt.

6a.m. -9p.m.
Sun.

8a.m. -9 p.

m

The place that serves breakfast from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to 9 p.m.).

Take a Friend To Dinner:

FRIED CHICKENand SPAGHETTI
BREADED VEAL CUTLETand SPAGHETTI
GRILLED PORK CHOPS with choice of
2 vegetables, bread and butter
FRIED CLAMS with Tartar Sauce
French Fries & cole slaw
GRILLED MINUTE STEAK with onion rings
choice of 2 vegetables, bread and butter

$2.50

$2.25

$2.50

$2.45

$3.25

Left at the Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5 Downtown Northampton.
28 PLEASANT ST. NORTHAMPTON

Mike Nichol's

The Graduate
Music by

Simon 6 Garfunkel

starring

Dustin Hoffman

Katherine Ross

Anne Bancroft

Sat., Nov. 3 S.U.B.

at 7 - 9 - 11
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The Great Concert Clash
by B. J. Roche

Where were you last weekend? Some
caught John McLaughlin, others saw
Women in Love or Dr. Zhivago, or
possibly the Diana Ramos per-
formance Saturday night, still others
went to hear Donny Hathaway and
Chick Corea on Sunday night. As a
result ot this infrequent abundance of
weekend "happenings" on campus,
students lost between ten and fourteen
thousand dollars. What happened? To
blame the situation on one group would
be unfair as well as inaccurate,
scraping the surface of an issue with
many political and financial
ramifications.

Friday night's performance of John
McLaughlin and the Mahavishnu
Orchestra marked the first event of the
weekend, playing in the Student Union
Ballroom. The concert, sponsored by
the Program Council and Entropy, a
non-profit production corporation, did
not sell out as expected. Twelve hun-
dred of the thirteen hundred tickets
were sold. As a result, the two
organizations lost a total of $3,600.

Many questions arise regarding the
matter, the first being who are the
sponsors?
The Program Council was formed

when the Student Union was built, and
after the Campus Center was built,

enlarged its duties. It was formed to

provide entertainment at the Campus
Center. In turn, it gives a two fold

advantage to students. First, the
council provides students the option of

seeing many diverse forms of en-
tertainment at reasonable prices.
Secondly, through its profits, it helps
support the Campus Center, thus
keeping the Campus Center fee at a
minimum. The Program Council
opened the Crafts Shop, and shows
about 45-50 movies a year. It also
sponsored the Clean Living, NRBQ
concert recently held in the CC
Auditorium. It has an annual budget of

$50,000, which is provided through the
Campus Center Fee paid by students.
The Council answers to the CC Board of

Governors, which runs the Campus
Center. Entropy, a New Haven and
Cambridge based organization, is a
non profit corporation which produces

rock concerts in order to benefit
various grass roots organizations. It

was started through grants and private
loans, and under law, must give its

profits away.
The last case of involvement with the

group was with the Bonnie Raitt
concert of last February. The majority
of proceeds were understood to be
going to various western
Massachusetts projects. In actuality,
$500 went to this part of the state, with
$1,800 going to Boston. This left

somewhat of a sour taste with the
Concert Committee officials, but
spokesmen from Entropy explained
their end of the situation.

In order for them to donate money to
a group, the group must first present a
proposal, stating its objectives, needs,
etc. Last winter, nine groups presented
proposals citing needs for funds. Of
these nine groups, two submitted
proposals too late, five were already
being funded through the state, OEO,
or student funds, and two, the Women's
Film Co-op and Our House, a Green-
field residential youth center received
funding. Spokesmen feel that Entropy
is a statewide project, and since money
is so tight, it should be allocated to the
places with the most need*. They also
noted that there had been no guarantee
that the money would be spent in this
part of the state.

The group has also been criticized for
its lack of "professionalism". In its two
year existence, through the production
of twenty concerts, it has not had one
arrest or injury. It has its own security
people who train volunteers as well as
work themselves.
Another question involved is that of

why the concert was not held in the
Cage, where it could have handled
more people, allowing for better
publicity. A concise policy regarding
the use of the Cage has not yet been
established. The Cage was closed down
to concerts three years ago, when a
Traffic concert drove students to $5,000
worth of damage. Throughout last

year, the Concert Committee (not to be
confused with the Program Council),
after much negotiations with Boyden
officials, finally gained the Cage for

five dates. Througn misinformation
and misunderstandings the Program
Council assumed they could have the
Cage for that night. Entropy went
ahead and signed McLaughlin, and it

was later found that the Cage could not
be used, due to basketball practices
and the fact that the Concert Com
mittee needed a day to set up for
Sunday night's concert. As a result, the
SUB was used.
And what of publicity? Walking to the

Student Union, on Wednesday morning,
one could note students putting up blue
sheets announcing the concert Friday
night. There were some an
nouncements over WMUA, and that
was about it. Since the final
arrangements had not been made until

Tuesday afternoon, it was fairly dif-

ficult to get good coverage. One of the
aims, however, of this low amount of
promotion, was to discourage a large
crowd which the SUB just would not
have been able to handle. Never-
theless, the McLaughlin worshippers
knew. The point is, could they afford it:

Four fifth is a very reasonable price

for such a concert, but what if one had
already planned to attend Sunday
night's concert?

This brings us to one of the main
complaints about the situation. Why
was the concert scheduled for that
weekend? It was the best of times for

McLaughlin, but the worst of times for

UMass. There were three popular
music events last week. Bob Shoo Bop
review, McLaughlin, and Donny
Hathaway, Chick Corea. Though they
were of diverse styles, each
represented a musical activity and it

was thought that the McLaughlin
concert offset attendance at both of the
other events. Entropy stated that it had
deliberately kept promotion at a
minimum in order to keep this from
happening.

s On the whole there seemed to be a

| lack of coordination of activities, as
* well as an overlap of duties. The
£ Concert Committee, whose sole pur-

| pose is to present concerts on campus,
I felt that it had been infringed upon; the
Program Council and Entropy felt they
had been deprived unfairly of the Cage.
The Concert Committee, which runs

under a budget of $17,000 allocated by
the Student Senate, lost about $9,000 on
Sunday night's performance. One of
the objectives of the Committee was to

present "low keyed" entertainment at
first, working up to bigger names and
bigger crowds. It has its own corps of
specially trained student martials to

aid in security and prevent a repeat of

the Traffic concert.
It is difficult to say whether the

turnout for the Hathaway-Corea
concert would have been that high,
even without McLaughlin, as many
students complained that they had
never heard of Donny Hathaway or
Chick Corea.
To lose $13,000 on one weekend of

rock concerts is unnecessary. It is not
only a waste of money, but a waste of

time, energy, and effort put forth by a
lot of people. Weekends at UMass are
either so full of activity one must
choose among many things, or they are
so dull that one must resort to studying
for entertainment. When it rains, it

pours, and all that, all I know, is I'm
going home this weekend ...

Fear And Loathing In The Campus Center

ENTROPY INC.

Entropy is a non-profit concert
production corporation which
distributes all profits to grass-roots
community organizations with little

chance of receiving funding elsewhere.
The organization is run by two
collectives, one in Cambridge, Mass.,
and the other in New Haven, Conn.
These two collectives are a fusion of
men and women with both extensive
experience in the area of concert
production and in working with the
types of community groups that En-
tropy funds. Members of the two
collectives receive annual salaries
ranging between two and three
thousand dollars according to their
individual needs. Entropy, which has
been in existance for almost two years,
also draws on a volunteer force of over
two hundred people. These volunteers
contribute skills gained in the music
industry in the areas of concert
promotion and production, as well as
functioning as an Entropy trained
security force.

Entropy is obviously a different type
of concert promoter and they are
unique not only because they
redistribute their profits. Entropy
prefers to work with people who view
the concert experience as an op
portunity to develop media skills, and
to cultivate a sense of community
through providing quality en
tertainment for folks in the area.
Entropy distributes its profits

through statewide funding boards
made up of representatives from grass
roots community organizations.

ENTROPY, INC

Fundings are made according to a

strict set of guidelines. They fund

community groups who have no chance
of receiving federal, state or foun-

dation money. Efforts are made to

insure that these groups do not become
dependent on Entropy as their sole

source of revenue. Each group must
present, as part of their proposal,

evidence that they will utilize Entropy
seed money to attain financial self-

sufficiency. To date 95% of the groups
receiving these grants have continued

to function positively in their respec-
tive communites.

Last year Entropy and the U. Mass
concert committee co-produced Bonnie
Raitt and Chris Smither in concert at
the Worcester dining common.
Although Entropy realizes a statewide
funding obligation, preference is given
to groups in the immediate concert
area, in this case the five college area.
With the help of the U. Mass concert
committee, Entropy was able to solicit

applications from nine groups in this

area. Five groups failed to meet the
guidelines, having already received
state or federal funding, while two
groups, Our House in Greenfield, and
The Womens Film Collective in

Northhampton, received funds. Two
other groups sent their applications too
late and will be considered in the next
round of funding.
This year, Entropy approached the

concert committee with the possibility
of presenting the Mahavishnu Orch.
and Taj Mahal in a pair of concerts.
After receiving a negative reply from
the concert committee, Entropy was
approached by the Program Council of
the Campus Center Board of Gover-
nors. They were promised the use of
Curry- Hicks Cage for both these
shows. Due to an incredible amount of
bureaucratic hassle and mis-
communication Entropy and the
Program Council were forced to
present Mahavishnu in the Ballroom at
a shared loss of 3600 dollars. Use of the
Cage for a Taj Mahal concert on Nov. 9
is still in question. Entropy and the
community organizations it benefits
stand to take an even further loss of
over 3,000 dollars in contractual
obligations surrounding this concert.

Entropy perseveres in the hope of
producing concerts at U. Mass.
Hopefully U. Mass. students will prefer
to continue to enjoy quality en-
tertainment with the additional bonus
of knowing that the money they pay
will be used to help people In com-
munities all over Massachusetts.
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Books The Best Of LIFE
BOOK REVIEW: THE BEST OF
LIFE
EDITED BY David E. Scherman
Time- Life Books, New York p. 303

$19.95

by Frederic C. Weiss
Until December 1972 three things

seemed as certain as the sunrise-

Walter Cronkite would be heading C BS
News: The New York Times would be
published daily; and Life magazine
would appear weekly, sending a vision

of lifestyles and events into many
homes throughout this country.

Then the shock came. Due to

financial problems and projected
rising mail rates, Life decided to

discontinue publication. After 36 years
of diverse reporting Life died. To
someone who had grown up with Life

the shock was great, perhaps even a bit

traumatic. Before I could read I was a
fan of the magazine; thumbing through
the pages and gazing at the pictures.

To me, Life was more than just a
magazine, it was sort of a friend.

Now the publishers of Life have
come out with a memorable book: The
Best of Life. The emphasis of the book
is visual. The written material is

limited to descriptions of the pictures.

Therefore The Best of Life, is really

"The best photographs from the
history of Life Magazine." None of the
feature stories from the history of the
magazine are included. Nor the ad-

vertisements, which in retrospective
provided as much of a cultural insight

into lifestyles, as it did comic relief.

In commenting on the difficult task in

publishing such a book, and his pride in

its accomplishment, Ralph Graves, the
last Managing Editor of Life wrote:
"This book is a selection from more
than 18 million images in Life's picture
collection, the largest indexed treasury

of its kind in the world. Choosing the
best of these was a nightmare — and a
privilege. The result is of course in-

complete. It is also, we think, splen-
did."

Mr. Graves has just reason to be
proud. The selection is a moving
monument to the magazine that cap-
tured and in turn affected American
Cultural patterns for over three
decades. From Presidents to pygmies;
tragic moments and warm rejoices.
They are all here in this book. Of
course, it has the obvious photos; The
assassinations of the two Kennedy
brothers and Martin Luther King; The
Marines raising the flag at Iwo Jima,
and the Astronauts walking on the
moon; The sailor picking up and
kissing a young woman in Times
Square on V J day.

However the book is also filled with
pictures of regular people, living out
their lives their own way. I feel that the
most beautiful pictures are of people

whose names are unknown: A Russian
man trying to comfort his hysterical
wife, after the discovery of their son's
body, who was slain by the Nazis; A
piano recital in a rural town, with all

the anxious participants; The tragic
yet heroic split second as an
Austrailian pilot waits to be beheaded
by a Japanese soldier, sword in the air;
and a little boy walking with his
younger sister through an opening in

the woods.

These photos are indicative of the
type of photographer that Life at-

tracted. A person with the courage to
go into war zones (two of them were
killed in action) , but also the creativity
to catch a young girl's bashful smile, or
a little boy talking to a policeman.
These are just a few examples of the
many different views, of so many
different things saved forever by the
photographers of the magazine. There

is a sense of timelessness in these
photos; the expressions of pain and joy
live on forever, as fresh today as they
were when first photographed. Some of

the photos (the more recent) are in

color; yet those in black and white are
so poignant that they lose nothing in

terms of realism.

Not all the pictures are of the United
States. Much coverage is given to the
international scenes; also the animal
kingdom, and the world of science.

The pictures are so intense in so
many ways: They're visually stun-

ning; emotionally moving, in-

tellectually prodding; educationally
filling; and nostalgically fulfilling.

While I still miss the corney ads, and
some of Life's features, I realize that

there is just so much you can put into a

book. And while it is fun to look through
old originals with their chronological

coffee stain that no re publication can
match, nevertheless I love this book in

every way. The price is pretty steep
($19.95), but it is worth saving up for.

While the age of electronic media is

forcing many publications out of

business — this book can always serve
as a reminder to the time when there
was a different way of living ; when the

"picture" magazine was waited for

each week in anticipation. It will take
you back over thirty years through the

days of Life. It's one hell of atrip.

* * *

The Best of Life is available in the
University Bookstore.

WHICH LINE IS LONGER' WHICH DOT IS LARGER' WHO MAKES THE BEST PIZZA 1

Right 1 Domino's specializes in pi//<i We GUARANTEE hot,

delicious, fresh pi//*, with FREE delivery right to your doorstep

Try Domino's We have over sixty stores nationwide to serve you

Our Superb Cheese Pizza

12 - inch Pizza $175

16 - inch Pizza $995

Our Deluxe Pi:

Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Green Pepper, Onion

12 - inch Pizza $915

16 - inch Pizza $495

ADDITIONAL ITEMS

Ham
Mushrooms
Onions
Green Peppers
Pepperoni
Ground Beef
Fresh Sausage

on

12 - inch Pizza

on

16 - inch Pizza

25 e
Off i 50c

Off

I

I

|C I Name,

Any Small

PIZZA

(ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA)

Any Largo

PIZZA

(ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA)

-I Name,

»•'• 256-8587
Address. Address

Expires Midnight 11-4 Expires Midnight 11-4
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Film Where Were You In '62
American Graffiti

Starring Richard Dreyfuss and Ronny
Howard

by Kathy Podesky and Steve DeCosta

Where were you in '62?

American Graffiti puts you in a small
California town at the real, if not
chronological, end of the '50's.

The film is a dusk-to-dawn portrayal
of the charm and tribal energy of the
teenage 1950's along with the
listlessness and resignation of the
incessant lines of the rock-n-roll songs
of the period.
The viewer is cast in the epoch of the

drive-in. The sequence of events
revolves around Mel's, an all-night

neon temple, featuring waitresses on
roller skates. The drive-in food has
names like the "Double Chubby
Checker" that seem to feed the patrons
as much as the food itself.

Director George Lucas has picked a
moving medium for the film. Most of it

takes place in and around cruising
automobiles on the town streets.
Teenage boys and girls drive slowly up
and down the main street all night, in

couples or in crowds, honking at each
other or sometimes stopping to talk at
stoplights, just flowing and cruising for

hours. The automobile becomes the
focus of other adolescent implosions;
the broadcast music, drive-ins, and the
romanticism of the time.
The roadsters are followed

everywhere by the voice of an admired
disc jockey. Wolfman Jack admits to

knowing all and seeing all that trans
pires from his post. When one of the
characters visits him in his lonely,

early morning studio, he denies his
identity, saying he only plays the tapes
of everybody's idol. Wolfman is black,
and Lucas implies that it's not yet time
for a black deity to reveal himself.

Mel's, the all night neon temple with drive-in food.

The characters Lucas creates are
absolute beings of their time. They are
portrayed with a sense of humor and
detachment that allows them to easily
become figures of nostalgia.
The film centers on four high school

buddies, and focuses mainly on two
who are planning to head east together
to school. At the outset one is reluctant,
the other eager to handle their
prospective independence. By mor-
ning, the roles are reversed, the first
boy leaves, and the other is content to
stay with his hometown girl and attend
the local community college. The
reasons for the change, and other plot
strands involving friends and enemies
make up the story line.

American Graffiti portrays a group
of late adolescents pinned to a target

for cultural barrage. They are caught
in a genre of fear. There is the fear of
being too young to buy booze, or even of
liking it, the fear of ritual necking, and
even the fear of owning a car that looks
like a kicked around tin can. However,
they are all involved in obeying the
rules which prevent them from ad
mitting their fear.

The characters seem locked in to
careers, to the town, to whole lives.
Only one escapes. Yet, even as he
climbs aboard the plane to begin a new
life at a big eastern college, he is still

carrying a radio tuned to the favorite
local station. As the plane takes off, the
signal weakens and the crackle of
static is his first indication — though he
may not realize it — of his new found
freedom.

Graffiti was shot in Technoscope, a
wide screen process that yields a
sandpaper grain, implying that the
film relied on quick takes and a low
budget. It is reminiscent of the cheap
American International Pictures of the
early 60's. The vital difference is that
American Graffiti was photographed
by academy award winning
cinematographer Haskell Wexler.
Most of the action takes place under
harsh light and neon, a landscape that
Wexler turns into extravagantly im-
pressionistic images of glaring beauty.
He creates, in a sense, a realistic ab-
straction.

George Lucas is a young film maker
whose only other feature was THX-
1138, a cool, cautionary science fiction
tale that was released in 1970. It

established him as a director of great
technical range and resource. Lucas
reminds his Graffiti audience of his
earlier effort by candidly employing
the THX 1138 title as the license plate
number on the back of one of the
jalopies.

Through American Graffiti, Lucas
reveals a new and welcome depth of
feeling. He recreates in this period
piece the eagerness, the sadness, the
ambitions, and the small defeats of a
generation of young Americans.

The Living Room Art Gallery, 369
Pleasant St., Northampton will be
featuring the works of Harriet Reimer
during the month of November. Mrs.
Reimer, a metal sculptor, has
exhibited in numerous aalleries in both
the United States and Great Britain.
Also featured are, paintings by Ned
Diffendale, prints and drawings by
Jane Miller and original batiks by
Jacqueline Bradway. A formal opening
will be held this Sunday, November 4,
from 12-7 p.m.

The nearest American film to Bunuels

Andalusian Dog — New York Magazine

Pink Flamingos is the sickest movie ever

made And one of the funniest - Interview

Starring DIVINE

I

Directed by JohnVoters

in color from Saliva Films

CGA 7, 9, 11

Fri. & Sat., Nov. 2 ft 3
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Compiled by Bob Nesti

AMERICAN GRAFFITI
Set in a small California 'own in 1962 this film

follows the events in the lives of some

teenagers as they cruise around their

hometown in their souped up cars looking for

action. The all night odyssey marks the

symbolic er.d of their adolescence as some plan

to leave for college the next day, others will

stay in the town. The cultural manisfestations

are swiftly and flashily portrayed, but the

characters are carefully delineated and the

film isn't lost in the time warp of drive - in car

hops and beehive hairdos, but rather resonates

our immediate past. Paris Theater,

Springfield.

THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS (1968)

A stirring, brutal recreation of the last days
the French occupied Algeria. Gillo Pontecorvo
uses the documentary mode with such ex
traordinary ease that the events seem real.

Lecture Room Two, Merrill Science Center,

Amherst College, Wednesday, Nov. 7, 7:30.

THE BICYCLE THIEF (1948)

Victor io De Sica's classic of post war Italian

neo realism. De Sica used all non professional

actors to tell the simple story of a poverty
stricken man who, on the first day of his new
job, has his bicycle stolen The film follows he
and his son's desperate search throughout the
streets of Rome to recover it. De Sica wished
the American translation be "The Bicycle
Thieves" for it concerns two thieves as An
tonio, the man whose bicycle is stolen, at

tempts to steal it back at the end. De Sica's
simple direction matches the story Bosley
Crowther in the New York Times said: "One of

the ten best films in 40 years. In its revelation
of a lonely man in a complex world it ranks for

all around greatness with any picture made."
Herter 227, Tuesday, Nov 6, 7 and 9.

THE BIRDS (1962)

Alfred Hitchcock's frightening vision of the
Apocalypse in which the birds of the Earth turn
and prey upon man. A terrifying film, with Rod
Taylor, Tippi Hendrin, and Suzanne Pleshette.
See ad for time and place.

BOY'S TOWN (1938)

Spencer Tracy's Oscar winning portrayal of

Father Flanmgan, the man who initiated the

midwest sanctuary for bad boys. Soppy and
forced, the kind of film one always hated as a

child. Lecture Room One, Merrill Science
Center, Saturday, November 3, 7 and 9 30.

DE SADE (1969)
Kerr Dullea, pretty and made up like some

sort of porcelain doll, plays the historic pervert
•
n his formative years. About as interesting as
a Wonder Bread commercial, the film has little
to do with the Marquis we know and love
Thompson 104, Fridaa, November 2, 7, 9, and

Katherine Ross and Dostin Hoffman
graduate to what?

WEEKEND
ELECTRA GLIDE IN BLUE
The director as self proclaimed superstar.

James William Guercio was the man behind
those Foster Grants in aM those half page ads
in the New York Times this past summer that

announced his directorial debut as if a new
Orson Welles was suddenly upon us. That's
hardly the case; the film concerns a motor
cycle cop in the Southwest who is a victim of

sociological circumstances. The picture is

something of a mystery, something of a

comedy, something of youth message picture,

and all a bloody bore. Robert Blake plays the

motorcycle cop and the bloom of method acting
certainly has wilted. Mr. Guercio should stick

with managing Chicago, that commodity is

much easier to handle. Showcase Cinemas,
West Springfield.

FRITZ THE CAT (1972)

R. Crumb's comic character was turned into

the main character of a full length cartoon by
Ralph Bakshi. An outrageous, often affecting

comic satire filled with wonderfully funny
characters and situations. Campus Center
Auditorium, Wednesday, November 7, 7 and 9.

GODSPELL
Jesus as a hippie flower child playing in that

wonderful play ground called Manhattan
singing insipid songs with his idiotic cronies.

Stephen Shwartz's songs are like malted milk
balls: they stick to the top of your mouth after

you've heard a few. The Gospel According To
St. Matthew is played all over skyscrapers,
plazas, and parks, the best place for this tripe

would have been the sewers. Palace Theater,
West Springfield.

THE GRADUATE (1968)

A very fine satiric film about the foibles of

young love. Benjamin Braddock, recently a

graduate from a fine Eastern college, has an
affair with the wife of one of his parent's
friends. He then falls in love with the woman's
daughter. The film is a comic strip with the

balloons removed. Mike Nichols is good at

portraying the awkwardness of perfunctory
dialogue and has a good sense of the absurd.
The script, by Buck Henry, is almost a direct

replication of Charles Webb's novel, and is

quite funny until it turns about midway through
into slick sentimentality. Nichols had the

ingenious idea of casting Dustin Hoffman in the
lead role, his presence completely jars the

mental image one has of the character and
gives the picture a sense of comic momentum.
Anne Bancroft is tremendous as Mrs. Robin
son The songs are by Simon and Garfunkel.
Student Union Ballroom, Saturday, November
3, at 7, 9, and 11.

HEAVY TRAFFIC
The second full length cartoon feature by the

makers of "Fritz The Cat". A brutal, often

offensive cross section of urban living whose
gritiness is compensated by its strong

evocation of city living. Striking use of in

terplay between real life situations and its

cartoon complement The adventures of a

young Jewish boy in New York with no social

type rudely presented. Campus Cinemas,
Hadlev

HOLIDAY (1938)

It is difficult to find Katherine Hepburn in a
more radiant role than that of Linda, the un
predictable heiress who secretly yearns for her
snobbish sister's plebian beau. The picture is

the- last of a kind of comedy that flourished in

pre World War Two America. Philip Barry's
social comedy has a grace and wit which
pivoted itself upon the differences between
classes. George Cukor's direction is smooth
rind engrossing and transitions between comic
and dramatic elements are seamless.
Katherine Hepburn gives one of the three or
four best performances in a career of un
believable breadth Cary Grant also is at the
peak of his early career, the pairing of these
two stars is inspired. Gamble Auditorium, Mt.
Holyoke College, Saturday, November 3 at

7 30

PAYDAY
A tough, semi documentary drama about a

religious con man in the South with exciting
performance by Rip Torn in the central role

Amherst Cinema, Amherst.

4
Divine knows her problem, and it sure isn't dandruff.

THE HOSPITAL (1972)

A frantic black comedy about the grisly

misadventures of a large New York Hospital.

George C. Scott plays the administrative

surgeon who is on the verge of insanity, as it

turns out so are most of his colleagues and
patients. Paddy Chayevsky's script oc
casionally lays its message on a bit too thick,

but is so swiftly written and hysterically funny
that the film's hammy quality is easily

forgivable. Scott has never been better and
Diana Rigg plays the crazy young women with

whom he has an affair so well that it is easy to

understand why she is one of film's least ap
preciated talents. Sage Hall, Smith College.
KING OF HEARTS (1935)

Philippe DeBroca's lovely gossamar fantasy

about the illusion of sanity in the world. It all

takes place in a lovely French village during
the First World War and stars Alan Bates. The
film has an unbelievable rapport with college

audiences — it has been running for more than
two years at a Cambridge theater and often is

discussed as one of the finest films ever made
by students, certainly a good deal of fun.

Academy of Music, Northampton.
MAYTIME (1935)

Jeanette McDonald and Nelson Eddy in an
operetta which revolves around the con
sequences of unresolved love. A great finale

where the two dance through a grove of

flowering magnolias. Campus Center
Auditorium, Tuesday, November 6, at 9.

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD (1968)

Perhaps the best film ever made in Pitts

burgh and one of the most frightening bits of

trash ever conceived of on celluloid. Campus
Center Auditorium, Tuesday, November 6, at 7,

8 30 and 10.

THE PASSION OF ANNA (1968)

An unrealized Bergman film about the im-

possibility of fulfilling human relationships.

The central tension between the inadequacy of

the central characters' inability to relate and
the illusion of tranquility in the outer world
isn't very well drawn, and the Brechtian device
of having the actors talk to the audience about
the characters they are playing tends to

delineate the plot line. The film, though, is

superbly played by Liv Ullmann, and Max Von
Svdow. The Globe. Northampton.

MY DARLING CLEMENTINE (1946)

Wyatt Earp becomes Marshall of Tombstone
m order to avenge the death of his youngest
brother. This John Ford western is taken from
the true story of the famous gun fight between
Wyatt Earp and his brothers and the Clanton
qang, which took place near the Arizona
mining town of Tombstone in 1880. Ford em
bodies most of the myths of the West in the

paean to loyalty, courage, and gallantry Many
consider this to be the rnost classically

beautiful Western of the Forties and it contains

scenes, such as the traveling theatrical troupes
arrival to town, unlike any others found in

Westerns. With Henry Fonda, Linda Darnell,

Victor Mature, Walter Brennan, and Ward
Bond. Lecture Room One, Amherst College,

Wednesday, November 7, at 4 and 8.

SWINGTIME (1937)

The most elegant and certainly the best of all

the Astaire Rogers films is this George
Stevens musical about the romance of a dan
cing gambler and a nightclub performer. The
design of the film is breathtaking; filled with

huge shimmering black and white linoleum

nightclubs nestled high in New York
skyscrapers. Astaire and Rogers prove
themselves the stuff legends are made of when
they dance "Pick Yourself Up" in a dance
studio and "Never Gonna Dance" on the

nightclub floor. The score is by Jerome Kern

and Dorothy Fields and includes such songs as

"A Fine Romance" and "The Way You Look
Tonight." Astaire has a mesmerizing solo

called "Bojangles of Harlem", where he

dances with three opaque representations of

himself. With Edward Everett Horton. Campus
Center Aud'torium, Tuesday, November 6, at 7

and 11 p.m.

PINK FLAMINGOS
What do you say about a two hundred and

fifty pound drag queen who eats dog feces?
Nothing, except that she's hilarious. Perhaps
the funniest picture of the year, most assuredly
the filthiest. The plot concerns the battle be
tween Babs Johnson and Connie and Raymond
Marvel for the title of filthiest person alive and
it's as exciting as any gang war can be. A
supporting cast you will not believe. Director —
screenwriter John Waters has a gift portraying
for insanity that is really something else again,

as is the performance of Divine in the title role,

the neatest piece of character acting in a year
where character is direly missing. See ads for

time and place.

SLAUGHTERHOUSE — FIVE (1972)

George Roy Hill's shallow and slick attempt
at portraying the never never lands of Kurt
Vonnegut Jr. The time tripping odyssey of its

hero Billy Pilgrim centers around the horrors
he experienced during the bombings of

Dresden, but the film seems more concerned
with making nasty caricatures out of every
character but him and the picture loses much
of its validity as a result. It is very well
photographed and edited, with Michael Sachs
'See ad for time and place.)

CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS (1937)
Adapted from the Rudyard Kipling novel,

this respectable sea saga concerns the come
upins of a spoiled rich boy put on a fishing boat
with a tough sea captain. An example of the
competent, fine craft of Metro Goldwyn Mayer
films in the Thirties, the film has good action
sequences, fine acting and a central character
relationship that's difficult to resist. The locale
is Gloucester. Tracy is magnificent; directed
by Victor Fleming. Lecture Room One.
Amherst College, Friday, November 2, 7 30
and 10.

CONCERTS

UMASS Concerts & Local Music
Nov.

15,

19,

Univ. Of Mass. Woman's Choir

4, Memorial Hall, free

Jazz Workshop with Frederick TMlis,

Jake Epstein, Max Roach, Archie
Shepp and Reggie Workman in

various configurations both
planned and improvisational —
Nov. 6, SUB, free

Juilliard String Quartet — Nov.
Bowker

Leningrad Philharmonic Nov.

Curry Hicks Cage
AMHERST

Sam Rivers Gato Barren Keith
Jarrett Nov. 11, Amherst College

Gym
SPRINGFIELD

Three Dog Night Babe Ruth-Texas —
Nov. 5, Civic Center

P?ter Nero & Trio-Springfield Sym-
phony Orchestra - Nov. 4,

Municipal Auditorium

George Carlin Kenny Rankin Nov

lb, Municipal Auditorium
NORTH ADAMS

Poco - Nov. 9, North Adams State
College

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.
Persuasions-Karen & The Pistons —

Nov. 4, Wesleyan College
BOSTON

Sha Na Na-Wailers — Nov. 2, Music
Hall

Gladys Knight & The Pips — Nov. 2,

Orpheum Theater
Mighty Joe Young — Nov. 2—4, Joe's

Place
Mose Allison — Nov. 2—4, Jazz

Workshop
Larry Groce Rachel Faro — Nov. 2—4,

Passim Coffeeshop
Five Satins — Nov. 2»-4, King's Row
Tyrone Davis Nov. 2—4, Sugar

Shack
Some Of My Best Friends Nov. 2—4,

Brandy's

Mason Dixon & The Line — Nov. 2

—

4,

King's Row II

Doobie Brothers-Three Man Army —
Nov. 4, Music Hall

George Carlin — Nov. 4, Symphony
Hall

Wailers — Nov. 4, Paul's Mall

J. Geils Band — Nov. 5, Boston Garden
Willie Dixon — Nov. 5—11, Joe's Place
Bobby Hutcherson — Nov. 5— 11, Jazz

Workshop
Bloodstone — Nov. 5, Sugar Shack
Jean Ritchie — Nov. 6 & 7, Passim

Coffeeshop
Frank Zappa & The Mothers Of

Invention — Nov. 7, Orpheum
Biff Rose Tom Willits — Nov. 8—11,

Passim Coffeeshop
Gato Barbieri-Sam Rivers-Keith

Jarrett — Nov. 9, Symphony Hall

Martin Mull-Pointer Sisters — Nov. 10,

Symphony Hall

Tower Of Power-Freddie King-

Sylvester & The Hot Band — Nov.
11, Orpheum

Hot Tuna-Argent — Nov. 18, Orpheum
Roy Buchanan — Nov. 18, Symphony

Hall

Genesis — Nov. 17, Tufts ($1.00)

Frankie Valli & The Four Seasons —
Nov. 21, Symphony Hall

THE WHO — Dec. 3, Boston Garden

LOCAL MUSIC
Clean Living — Nov. 2—4, Rusty Nail

Real Tears — Nov. 2, Smith College; 3,

Pub; 6, Rusty Nail; 8, Hatch
Some Of My Best Friends — Nov. 7 & 8,

Rusty Nail

Willow — Nov. 2 & 3, Rusty Scupper
Daddy Long Legs — Nov. 2 & 3,

Bluewall
Rich Mountain Tower — Nov. 2 & 3,

Hatch
Jonah — Nov. 8, Bluewall

P. McKinley — Nov. 4, Rusty Scupper
Doc Sullivan — Nov. 2 (3-6), 4 (4-8), The

Pub
D. J. — Nov. 2 (9-1), 3 (4-6) The Pub
John Morgan Nov. 6, The Pub
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Marathon Intercollegiate Session

"Good Turnout" To Impeach Nixon
By JOAN FASSNACHT

Nick Apostola, President of the
UMass Student Government
Association, and moderator at

Saturday's second regional
meeting in two weeks of the newly-
formed New England Student
Conference for Impeachment of

President Nixon, described the
meeting as. "a pretty good turnout
of 35 schools. It's a good begin-
ning."

In a marathon five-tour session
in the Campus Center Auditorium,
student government and
newspaper representatives drew
up an impeachment resolution and
created plans to begin an eastern
seaboard impeachment drive.
Speeches were also made and
workshops were held to acquaint
students with organizational
techniques.

Although most schools were not

informed of the Conference until

late last week, about 70 students
from 35 schools were able to at-

tend. Eighty schools had been
contacted by letter during the
week. Some of the colleges that
were represented include: UMass.
Smith. Hampshire. Amherst. Yale,
Mt. Holyoke, Boston College,
Boston University, Northeastern,
Queens. Trinity, Wesleyan, Mid-
dleburv. Windham, UMass Boston.

Rhode Island Jr. College. Johnson
and Wales, University of Vermont,
American International College,
and Barrington.

Representatives from Common
Cause, a grassroots organization
petitioning for campaign con-
tribution reforms were present to

show their support. Norma Beit.

American Civil Liberties Union
Director of the Impeachment
Campaign in Massachusetts,
counseled students on mobilization
tactics.

The Conference began at 1 p.m.
with an introductory speech and
reading of the impeachment
resolutions by Nick Apostola.
He said, "The purpose of this

meeting is to formulate plans for

November 10th through the 17th.

We want to force congressmen to

respond to the grassroots outcry
against President Nixon."
Apostola presented the five

impeachment resolutions which
were adopted by the Conference
after an hour-long debate over
amendments. The resolutions
include:

RESOLVED: That we. the New
Kngland Student Conference for

Impeachment call for the im-
peachment of President Richard
M. Nixon for high crimes and
misdemeanors against the
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American people.

RESOLVED: That we, the New
England Student Conference for

Impeachment demand that new
presidential and vice presidential

elections be called following the

impeachment and conviction of

Richard M. Nixon!
RESOLVED: That we, the New

Kngland Student Conference for

Impeachment call for the Congress
to appoint an independent special

prosecutor for the Watergate affair

and related crimes.

RESOLVED: That we. the New
Kngland Student Conference for

Impeachment demand that the

confirmation of any person for the

offices of the vice presidency or
attorney general be delayed until

such time as impeachment
proceedings have been im-
plemented and the President has
been tried by the Senate.

RESOLVED. That we, the New
Kngland Conference for Impeach
ment demand that together with its

investigation of the Watergate
affair and related crimes, the

Congress include the following

within the impeachment
proceedings:

the ITT scandal
-the misspending of campaign

funds

-the illegal bombings of
Southeast Asia and other war
crimes

- the military take-over of the
Allende government in Chile

-the establishment of a secret

police force for five days in 1970
- the harassment and im-

prisonment of political dissentors
Copies of these resolutions will

be sent to some eighty New
Kngland colleges.

The four guest speakers ex-

pressed a common feeling that

students must band together with
all groups of Americans to urge
impeachment
According to Larry Magid,

director of the Student Center for

Kducational Research at UMass,
the Conference represents an
•opportunity for the student
movement to reach out to the

American people."
He said, "Whether Nixon is

impeached or not is not the crucial
issue. The issue is to let the
American people understand
what's going on and to realize their

oppression."

Nesta King, Chairwoman of the
Klorida State Committee to
Impeach Nixon, felt that her
presence at the Conference
"proves this is a national
movement."
She added. This is a

revitalization of the student
movement. We know how
Americans feel. This is not a
sophisticated, large-city
movement by any means."
She said that she had received

encouraging responses from
schools in Iowa, Idaho, Colorado,
and Kansas
Ron Rosenblith urged students to

circulate the Common Cause
petitions which call for the reform
of campaign election laws

< Continued on P. 3)

D.C. Stuffs Portions
BySUEADLEY

Recently, there has been much controversy and
student dissatisfaction over the dining commons. The
result of the September Food Services referendum
was to have a multi-selective menu (which would
stay within the budget), with no seconds on main
course items, but with an option of purchasing
seconds if desired. Also, portions on some menu items
were to be increased wherever possible from a
physical and financial aspect. Most students feel now
that portions are not being increased.

Joel Stoneham, director of the University Food
Services, has held his job here for seven years and
has been in this type of work for 15 years. "Seventy-
seven out of 200 items have been increased on our
menu... things like casseroles, stews, and others. It

was only these items that were increased because by
doing so, we could still remain within our budget
allowance. Another reason is that some things, like

cube steaks, already come in sufficient ounce form.

Cold plates, too, are sufficient as they are," he said.

Stoneham added that it was the first servings that

have been increased, not the seconds, as some
students think. "Portions were increased beginning
in the second week in October. I belive the students

feel that they are being cheated because in the past

they left the dining commons full due to the fact they

they could go back as many times as they wanted.
Now, not many get seconds, and they 'fill up' on salad

and dessert," he said.

So the students could see exactly what menu item
portions were increased and by how much, the Food
Services printed yellow "table tents" that were
placed on all the tables last week at dinner. Marie
Cappadona, the Assistant Director of Menu Services,

said, "The entrees listed on the tent were increased
by one third. The gram protein percentage per
serving ounce for several times was also listed for

those students who feel thev aren't getting enough

protein from the dining commons food."

"I try to do as good a job as I can," Stoneham said.

"I have to understand what the students are upset at.

The food I've eaten in the dining commons is good.

It's the atmosphere that's 'lousy'. It's crowded, noisy,

and confusing. It's not a relaxing place to eat, and it's

as close to army feeding as you can get. It's

something we have to accept. We just have to realize

it's not a downtown restaurant where everyone gets

personal attention."

How does he feel about the results of the referen-

dum? "I believe the best choice is what we have now.
No longer is the small young lady subsidizing the big

eater. He can buy more to eat if he wants it. It all

balances out in the end. I think the majority of the

students are satisfied. It's costing us something to

institute this, but it's the only fair thing. He who eats

the most pays the most," Stoneham said.

Rick Savini is the chairman of the Student Senate
Rents and Fees committee, and one who helped draw
up the referendum. "Joel Stoneham can say what he
pleases about portion increases and we cai.'t really

prove it. It depends largely on how much trust is put

in what he says," he said.

As far as the referendum is concerned, Savini

agreed that what we have now is the best deal. He
expressed concern, however, over student opinions.

"I, myself, don't have a meal ticket, but from those

who do, I've heard that the food tastes bad, the

portions are small, and various other complaints.
People are really dissatisfied and unhappy. The
importance of the Food Services is to keep peoples'

stomachs happy, but obviously they aren't. I've

heard that the problems may be linked to a
management problem, and the Rents and Fees
committee will have to investigate and come up with
something on that All I know is that there is

definitely a problem somewhere, simply from the

number of complaints," he said.
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Final Committee Report

On Rhetoric Program Passed
By CHRIS WALTER

On Saturday, Nov. 3, the Faculty Senate Com-
mittee on Communication Skills passed by
unanimous vote of the members present (not all

members attended), a final Committee Report
listing the Committee's recommendations with
regard to the structure of the Rhetoric Program. The
report recommends nine changes in the structure of

the existing Rhet. program, some of the most im-
portant of which are: institution of a Rhet. exemption
exam; establishment of a Communication Skills lab
and tutoring service; alteration of the hierarchical

structures of the program with the establishment of a
Rhet. Board which would serve in an advisory
capacity to the Director by suggesting policy,

deciding upon exemptions and setting standards for

instructors. The most controversial recommendation
is the institution of a competency exam. This exam
which would replace the current six hour Rhet.

requirement would be given at least twice a year and
would have to be passed in order to fulfill the

requirement.

The CCS report was supported by SGA President
Nick Apostola who also sat on the Committee, with

the revision of two points: first, that the competency
exam would not have to be both written and oral ; and,

second, that a student could opt to leave a Rhet.

course and take the exam at any time without the

recommendation of the course instructor.

Although the report was passed easily by the

Committee, parts of it, especially the section

recommending the institution of the competency
exam, drew sharp criticism from other sectors.

At a stormy meeting on Nov. 1 called by the

Organization of Rhet. Instructors, and attended by
Joseph Frank, Head of the English Dept. ; Malcolm
Sillars, Director of the Rhet. Program; C.K. Smith,
Course Director for Rhet. 100; and John Muller, Ass't

Director of the Rhetoric Program and Chairman of

the Faculty Senate Committee on Communication
Skills, on Nov. 1, Frank came out very strongly

against institution of a competency exam. Frank
declared at that meeting that the exam constituted a
"Monumental step away from liberal education."
Frank feels that such an exam would take the

emphasis away from learning in a course and place it

upon one exam. This type of atmosphere would make
the course a "ram session" geared for one per-

formance. At an interview with Frank on Nov. 2, he
reiterated and clarified his objections. "A com-
petency exam would severely limit the variety in a

course...A competency exam as procedure is phony,
there is no conceivable way to give an exam that will

adequately test speaking and writing skills," said

Frank. It was also pointed out by Frank in the in-

terview that, "There are as many different ways of

expression as there are situations." Another problem
which Frank feels is serious lies in the evaluation of

the exams. "A person being paid by the hour to read
and judge exams cannot do a good job," said Frank,
"I can tell much more about a student by having him
in class and seeing a variety of his work." Frank
described himself as being "passionately" in favor of

liberal education. In a note to the CCS meeting on
Nov. 3, he stated that if the recommendations of the

committe are passed, "I would be in favor of killing

the ( Rhetoric) program."
Frank was supported in his position by C.K. Smith,

Course Director of Rhetoric 100. "The competency
exam lowers the level of a course and makes students
minimum conscious," said Smith. Competency
exams were used at many colleges during the 1940's

and 50s and "they didn't work then and won't work
now," said Smith. He was also critical of making a

student take the exam until it is passed. "Forcing
students to take the exam over and over makes them
minimum aware, and makes the minimum the

maximum," said Smith. It was stressed by Smith
that the program as it now stands is very good, and the
institution of a competency exam would decrease its

effectiveness.

A number of Teaching Assistants were also critical

of parts of the CCS report. In a printed "Response to

the Faculty Senate Rhetoric Committee" which will

appear as an appendix to the CCS report it was
stated.

"We are opposed to the competency exam as

an exit on pedagogical grounds. We are afraid

that it will not be a valid index of a student's

ability, and that it may tend to discourage, if not

preclude, the intellectual experimentation we
have found necessary to acquire language

skills. It will also inevitably reduce the content

of courses to a minimum level."

The T.A.'s also felt that "course syllabi should be

optional," and that an "Executive Committee made
up of course directors and an equal number of

graduate students elected by fellow instructors"

should be formed. The Executive Committee would
handle matters concerning "curriculum, course

content and requirements" and would be chaired by
the Director of Rhetoric.

Malcolm Sillars, Director of the Rhetoric Program
opposed Frank's position that the recommendations
of the CCS were "meaningless and a contradiction."

Although Sillars believes that some of the objections

to the competency exam are valid, he described the

CCS proposals as, "Something we can all live with."

Sillars also pointed out that there are some laudable

recommendations included in the report such as the

establishment of a Communication Skills Center and
Rhetoric Board. Sillars also felt that after the com-
mittee had worked for so long on the recom-
mendations, it would be wrong to simply reject them.
At the T.A.'s meeting on Nov. 1, he stated, "Con-
sidering the people on the committee and the time
they have spent, I think this is something we can all

live with. " Sillars also stressed that this report was a
recommendation of the committee and could be
revised. Contrary to the opposition who criticized the

limited nature of a standardized exam, Sillars saw
the exam being given and judged by the Rhetoric
instructors themselves.

The strongest voice in favor of the CCS report as it

stands is John Muller. Muller chaired the committee,
and is Assistant Director of the Rhetoric Program.
According to Muller, the competency exam would
contribute greatly to the "flexibility of the program."
Said Muller, "No one who didn't need Rhetoric would
have to take it." If a student didn't pass the exam, he
would "see additional training," said Muller, "which
isn't necessarily confined to classroom courses." A
student would be allowed, "to simply exist at the

university, and when he felt ready, the exam could be
taken again." The exam would be given, "at least

twice a year," according to Muller. If a student
desired help, anywhere from one to six hours of

Rhetoric could be taken.

Muller also stated that he feels the objections to the

competency exam from the English Dept. are more
political than idealistic. Muller said that Rhetoric in

the past has been used as a "dumping ground" for

English professors whose courses were cancelled for

lack of enrollment. Muller said that this produced a
less than enthusiastic, and therefore uncooperative
staff, "who didn't want to teach Rhetoric." Muller
feels that the new structure is making the Rhetoric
Program an "independent entity" and that the desire

to control the Program is what the English Dept.
wants.

While Muller was sure on Nov. 2 that the recom-
mendations would pass the Rhetoric committee,
which it did easily on Nov. 3, he was also certain that

it would have little trouble later on in the Academic
Affairs Committee. Said Muller, "support for these
recommendations is very widespread. Frank is the

only one opposed to it." Muller aso pointed out that

since the Rhet. Committee has members from a very
wide variety of departments and fields, and all but
one member is in favor of it, there is good reason that

the Academic Affairs Committee and Faculty Senate
will pass it.

Although not available for an interview, Nick
Apostola stated that while he doesn't especially like

the competency exam, it is "the best political com-
promise" and the best solution short of abolishing the

Rhet requirement. Apostola feels that this will at

least allow students not needing Rhetoric to avoid it.

The recommendations will now go to the Academic
Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate ap-
pendicized by the T.A.'s objections and a minority
report which is being prepared by Prof. Gadlin

The Other Side Of The Coin
OKLAHOMA CITY < AP) An

estimated 1,200 persons gave a

standing ovation when Sen. Strom
Thurmond, R-S.C, called for an

end to the "vendetta" against

President Nixon.

In a press conference before the

"Support the President Rally"
Saturday night, Thurmond
challenged congressional critics of
Nixon to bring impeachment
charges against the President.

"If they really have grounds, let

(hem bring them the charges and
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quit talking about it," Thurmond
said.

"I expect to support President
Nixon until he proves he is not

worthy, which is not the case now,"
Thurmond said. However, he
added, "I don't think he has been
entirely blameless."
Thurmond said the President

had been misled by some of his

advisers and that he should have
kept a closer eye on things. But the
senator said the President's
preoccupation with efforts on
behalf of world peace was easy to

understand.

Sen. Henry Bellmon, R-Okla
,

said at the rally: "I am convinced
that the vast majority of Ameir-
cans do not want our President
swept out of office in a great wave
of emotion.
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(Staff Photo - George Withers.

In the winter months ahead, the residents of Belchertown and
South Deerfield will have limited use of the bus system. In the event

that these buses are discontinued, there will be some very cold

commuters, while a lot of empty buses are shuttling around closer to

campus.

Finast Picketed:

UnfirmCommitment
By JERRY LAZAR

Over two dozen pickets, mostly students from the five-college area,
persevered strong, gusty winds Saturday to urge prospective shoppers
not to patronize Finast on Route 9, Hadley, because of the supermarket's
"unfirm commitment" to selling only United Farm Workers, AFL-CIO
lettuce and grapes.

Robyn German, UFW organizer for the five-college area, told the
Collegian that Finast had previously agreed to stop stocking non-union
produce several weeks ago, but recently the store has been "fluctuating",
she said.

Ms. German said that she discovered "scab" lettuce in the store
several times last week, and when she brought it to the attention of the
manager, Val Vivenzio, "he excused it as a mistake," she said.
"A commitment is no good to us unless it's a strong commitment," she

said.

Vivenzio told the Collegian that he has not stocked grapes "for six
weeks" because, he said, "union grapes are not available. We have union
lettuce," he added. "I don't know why they're picketing out there."
Vivenzio admitted that the store has received non-union lettuce

recently, "but we shipped it right back," he said. He conceded that some
non-union lettuce was sold before returning it, but did not indicate how
much.
There were no grapes in the store Saturday, and the lettuce shelf had a

sign stating that "This lettuce was grown and harvested by members of
the United Farm Workers, AFL-CIO.
"They're clean now," said Ms. German, "but they've been fluctuating.

We want a straight commitment from them," she said.
Approximately twenty pickets were at Finast Friday night, also.
The leaflets distributed by the pickets Saturday described "the poverty

and suffering of 3 million farmworkers":
over 800,000 children under 16 working full time in the fields;

"—-$2,400 is the average yearly wage of a family working together;
"-—49 years is the average life expectancy of the farmworker (70

years is the life expectancy of the average American)

;

"-—90% of farmworker housing has no toilet, sink, tub, or shower."
In other UFW activity, the Stop and Shop supermarket chain agreed

Wednesday to cooperate with the non-union grapes and lettuce boycott at
a meeting in Boston between UFW representatives and Sidney Rabb,
chairman of the board of Stop and Shop.
Atkins Fruit Bowl, Route 116, Amherst, was picketed Sunday as part of

an ongoing attempt to get the fruitstand to remove scab products from its
shelves.

Outward Bound
Discussion _
A film presentation and

discussion on Outward Bound will
be given by A. Donn Kesselheim on
Monday. November 5th, at 7:00
p.m. in Room 128 at the School of
Education. All members of the
School of Education and the larger
University community are
welcome Information about the
formation of a University of
Massachusetts group for the
January session at Hurricane
Island will be discussed.

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD

Authentic Chinese
EAT IN TAKE OUT

42 Main Street, Amherst
253 7835

Hour*: M.T.Th.. 12-10 p.m.; Kri.Sat..

12 12 p.m ; Sunday, 4-10 p.m.; C lotedWrds.

Quality Of Living To
Change At Belchertown

By JERRY LAZAR
Beryl W. Cohen, legal counsel

representing parents of

Belchertown State School
residents, told the Belchertown
Friends Association Sunday that
he expects an unspecified sum of
money will be appropriated by the
state legislature this week to be
used for restructuring the
buildings at the state institution.

"The money will be used in a
way which we (Belchertown
Friends) will help decide, with the
aid of professional architects,"
said Cohen. "We will change the
whole quality of living in

Belchertown State School."
Cohen indicated that the

renovations will not be of a "fix-up,

paint-up" nature, but rather the
school will adopt what he em-
phasized as "accepted community
standards of living."

The Belchertown Friends filed a
suit in February, 1972 against the
state in U.S. District Court,
essentially protesting the allegedly
inhumane conditions at the in-

stitution, and demanding that
residents there be permitted to live

a normal life, limited only by their
handicap of retardation.

"The residents here should be
able to live the same way you and I

do," said Coher. "We won't settle

for less."

Cohen also indicated that "a
mixture of about one hundred

professional people", including
doctors, psychologists, and
educators, will be hired at the
school next week.
"We've reached the point this

week where the issues are so well
defined that, within one week, we
will be able to provide some
documentation of a decree or order
coming from the court," said
Cohen.
"This does not mean we're going

to conclude the case," he added.
"The case is just beginning. We
are at the end of one stage and at
the beginning of another. There's a
great deal more to be done," he
said.

The 21-month-long court case
has been highlighted by "legal
maneuvers to dismiss it or water it

down," according to Cohen, who
said that he was continuously
"faced with a definited uphill
battle."

Cohen cited the retirement of
three judges, the re-appointment of
a fourth judge, and motions to

dismiss the case or remove it to
state court as major obstacles.
Cohen will soon be meeting with

U.S. District Court Judge Joseph^
L. Tauro, who has been handling
the case since May, to discuss
other areas in which improved
conditions will be requested. These
include: the record keeping
system. dental program,
prohibition of seclustion, review of

rehabilitation plans, food services,
exploitive labor, recreation
program, and safety and hygiene.

In other business at Sunday
night's meeting, the University
Women, a service organization of
UMass female faculty and wives of
faculty, requested help in

establishing a non-profit general
store at the school, for the benefit
of the residents.

A spokesman for the
organization indicated that they
have received the full support of
the school's staff and Dr. Benjamin
Ricci, president of Belchertown
Friends Association.

"It will be a chance for the
community to get to know
Belchertown better," said the
group's spokesman, "as well as
being helpful to Belchertown's
residents."

University Women said they are
requesting donations of clothing,
jewelery, cosmetics, plants,
radios, records, etc. to get the store
off the ground.
Dr Ricci announced that the

second annual Superbowl of Music,
an international drum and bugle
corps competition, held August 13
for the benefit of the school at

UMass Alumni Stadium, was
responsible for contributing almost
$10,000 to Belchertown. Last year,
he said, the Superbowl of Music
brought in $2,000.

'MIX Staff I'hotoi

A slight logistics problem arises on the way to a l:M class. There is
:• formal and an informal education to be learned.

...Impeach Nixon

• Stuff I'hotn John Stewart'

It is going to be a long, cold winter according to many of the ex-
perts. There is no doubt any longer as to whether or not there will be
a fuel shortage in the coining months It has alre.irh been frit in

man> parts of the world, even in our small hidc-a -way line in
Amherst. People are being urged to conserve their use of fuel in any
way possible. Don't dri\e your car unless it is really necessary. Turn
the temperature down in your house or apartment and wear warmer
clothes. \Ve are going to have to learn that we can not keep bleeding
the earth of its resources without putting something back.

(Continued from P. 1)

He said, "You cant talk just
about impeachment. You haven't
won until you've changed the whole
system, including the laws."
Doug Phelps, a Harvard law

student, stressed concentration on
local activities involving all groups
of people-students, religious
groups, civic groups, and business
groups
He felt the campaign to impeach

should focus on two issues, l. -to

pressure Congress to demonstrate
the feeling that Nixon should be
impeached; and 2. -to keep the
pressure on even if Congress
doesn't respond.
He also suggested a national

moratorium to be held on
February 18, Washington's bir-

thday.

He explained. "A moratorium on
this day would dramatize the
contrast between everything
Washington stood for with
everything Nixon stands for. For
example. Washington never told a
lie, and Nixon never tells the
truth."

Phelps' suggestion was met with
enthusiasm. although some
students uuestioned the validity of
holding a moratorium on a holiday.

Many felt that since a moratorium
included work stoppage, the
moratorium would lose its ef-

fectiveness if held on a day no one
works
The suggestion was tabled to be

discussed at the next meeting.
At 3 p.m.. three workshops were

held. Two hours later, reports were
issued by the spokesman of each
group
Mike Silard. a student at

Hampshire College, reported his

committee's suggestions on how to

bring a congressman home.
He said, "Contact local political,

business, religious, and civic

groups lor their support. Set up a
meeting in the form of a hearing in

which citizens would testify their

cases against the president before
the congressman."
Mimi Beit, also from Hampshire,

described different petitioning
techniques. She said. "Personal
letters and mailgrams are the best

way to push. Hit the shopping
tenters with petitions."

She added that postcard cam
paigns can also he eltective.

Norma Beit of ACLU suggested
that, "Students assess the most
eltective way of getting the most
signatures in a community. Do

most petitioning off-campus."
She recommended a door-to-door

campaign in smaller communities.
Garth Miano, a student at

Queens College, announced a city-
wide demonstration which is to be
held in New York City on
November 10. He urged all present
to attend, and suggested that rallys
and demonstrations be held
throughout New England on a
more local level.

At 6 p.m. an exhausted con-
ference voted to hold a follow-up
conference at UMass on Saturday.
December 1. Progress reports will

be given at this time, and plans for
the moratorium will be discussed.

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

(54)5-2671

Gallup Poll

...Join A Growing Club
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PRINCETON. N.J. < AP) — The latest Gallup Poll
shows an increase in those who think President Nixon
should be impeached and a decrease in Nixon's
popularity.

Twenty-seven per cent of those polled approved of

Nixon's performance in office — the lowest since he
took office five years ago and the second lowest of any
president since Gallup began the popularity poll

during the Franklin D Roosevelt administration.

The poll said 33 per cent believed Nixon should be
impeached and compelled to leave the presidency.
The poll was taken Oct. 19-22. the weekend that

Archibald Cox was fired as the special Watergate
prosecutor. The polling organization noted a marked
difference in replies before and after Cox's firing.

The three-quarters of the survey completed before
Cox's dismissal Oct. 20 showed 31 per cent approving
Nixon's performance. In the interviews after the

firing. 17 per cent approved of the way Nixon was
doing his job.

Before Cox was fired. 30 per rent of those polled

favored impeachment. After the firing, 45 per cent
favored it.

The 1,583 adults surveyed were asked: "Do you
approve or disapprove of the way Nixon is handling
his job as president?"

In addition to the 27 per cent who approved, 60 per
cent disapproved and 13 per cent had no opinion.
Those interviewed were also asked: "Do you think

President Nixon should be impeached and compelled
to leave the presidency or not?"
Thirty-three per cent replied that Nixon should be

impeached and forced out of office. 52 per cent said
he should not and 15 per cent had no opinion.

In an Aug. 3-6 poll asking the same question on
impeachment, 26 per cent favored it, 61 per cent were
opposed and 13 per cent had no opinion.
The latest presidential popularity percentage is

only four points above the lowest figure ever recorded
by the Gallup organization. That was the 23 per cent
approval given President Harry S. Truman in 1961
during the Korean war.
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In The Nation And The World
Both Sides Warn

Mideast War Could Rise Anew
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Israel and Egypt warned simultaneously Sunday
that the Middle East war could explode anew over the
Egyptian demand that Israeli forces pull back to the

Oct. 22 cease-fire lines.

The warnings came as the Tel Aviv military
command said Israeli and Egyptian soldiers blazed
away at one another with small arms fire for about an
hour near Ismalia in the central sector of the Suez
Canal and near Bur Taufiq at the waterway's
southern end.

The Israeli defense minister, Moshe Dayan, said
Egypt is concentrating its forces and can "definitely"
be expected to renew fighting because of

dissatifaction with the Oct. 24 truce lines.

"We have to realize the war is not yet over," Dayan
declared in an interview on the Israeli state radio.

Egypt warned meanwhile that it might resume the
war unless Israel withdraws to the Oct. 22 lines as
required by the UN. truce resolution.

And in Damascus, the Syrian radio said Arabs will

accept nothing less than complete Israeli withdrawal
from the Arab land occupied in 1967 and during last

month's war.
"Any continuing fooling around by Golda Meir will

only lead to a resumption of the fighting," the Syrian
commentator added.
The talk of possible renewed fighting came amid

intense diplomatic activity in several capitals and
was perhaps aimed at the big-power officials trying
to arrange a peace settlement.

Efforts to reinforce the cease-fire and get
negotiations started have stalled so far on Israel's

insistence on getting a prisoner exchange before
moving back, and Egypt's equally adamant in-

sistence that the pullback must come before anything
else.

U. S. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger departs
Monday for a trip that includes a tour of Arab capitals
as part of his efforts to bring the Arabs and Israelis

together in some peace formula.
Against this background. Egyptian government

spokesman Ahmad Anis was asked at a Cairo news
conference whether Egypt had set a deadline for the
Israeli pullback to the Oct. 22 lines.

"The withdrawal to the lines of Oct. 22 is supposed
to be carried out immediately," Anis said. "The
evasion of the implementations of the resolution do

constitute a very serious situation, the results of
which could again indeed be very serious with
regards to the peace of the area."
Asked whether this meant Egypt might go back to

war, he replied: "It could of course mean that Egypt
will go back to war. We cannot sit with our hands tied
in lace of these violations."

But Anis avoided setting any deadline or time limit
after which Egypt would resume the fighting. His
comments were interpreted as signals to U.S. Sec-
retary of State Henry A. Kissinger, due in Cairo
Tuesday night on a peacemaking mission.

Kissinger's visit is eagerly awaited in Cairo, in

official circles and among people listening to their

radios, in anticipation that his renowned negotiating
skills will come up with something that can be turned
into an acceptable peace.

Israeli Premier Golda Meir prepared to leave
Washington on Sunday after her intensive secret
talks with Kissinger, who also was discussing set-

tlement terms in the American capital with visiting
Egyptian Foreign Minister Ismail Fahmy.
Anis said Egypt expected Kissinger will talk with

President Anwar Sadat about how to carry out the
U.N. cease-fire resolution, including its pull-back
provisions. The resolution was sponsored in the
United Nations by the United States and the Soviet
Union.

The Oct. 24 Security Council truce called on both
sides to return to positions they held as of the Oct. 22
cease-fire that was never respected.

Egypt claims that Israel grabbed a large chunck of

Egyptian land between the two truces. Israel claims
no one really knows where the Oct 22 lines lay, and
insists the pull-back cannot be considered until its

prisoners of war are returned in some exhange with
Egypt and Syria.

Egypt's top military spokesman. Gen. Izzedin
Mukhtar, said at the Cairo news conference that
Egypt began four days ago to honor an agreement
with Israel on the exchange of wounded prisoners.
But he charged that Israel failed to live up to its side
of the bargain.

He and Anis said an unspecified number of Israeli
wounded had actually been handed over under the
auspices of the International Red Cross. They
declined to give the total number of Israeli wounded
in Egyptian hands.

Congress Calender Surprisingly Slack
B\ ( ARLP.LEl BSDORF
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (API - The
House plans action this week on a
Social Security increase, while the
>«nate concentrates on its

inquiries on Watergate, Rep
Gerald R Ford and the firing of
Archibald Cox.
For the fourth straight week, the

Senate calendar is virtually bare
as it awaits conference reports on
bills passed in different form by
the two houses and for the ap-
propriations bills that must be
passed before adjournment.

Despite the light schedule, the
Watergate controversy, delay on
the money bills and the Ford
nomination have assured that once
again the congressional session
will run close to Christmas
The House last week announced

a 12-day Thanksgiving recess, to
start a week from Thursday.
This week, however, it plans

floor action on severa! important
bills, including a six-month ex
tension of the Watergate grand

jurv Tuesday, overriding
President Nixon's veto of the r>ill

limiting his war-making powers
Wednesday and a $1.4-billion
measure to save East Coast
railroads Thursday.
Monday, the House Ways and

Means Committee hopes to put
together a Social Security benefit
package that, unlike one already
approved by the Senate Finance
Committee, will likely include a
payroll tax hike.

The seven percent increase
voted by the Senate committee
would cost $2.7 billion a year.
Acting Ways and Means Com-
mittee Chairman Al Ullman, D-
Or»., said he favors increasing the
Social Security tax and the amount
of income to which it is applied.
A House judiciary sub-

committee, meanwhile, will start
hearings Monday on the recent
firing of Watergate prosecutor
(ox The first witnesses are acting
Atty. Gen Robert H. Bork and Cox,
who spent three days last week
before the Senate Judiciarv

Committee.
That panel is expected to hear

this week from former Atty. Gen.
Elliot L Richardson, who resigned
rather than fire Cox after Cox's
refusal to yield to President
Nixon's directive to limit efforts to

get White House tapes and
documents.
The Watergate hearings resume

Tuesday with the first witness on
campaign contributions, the third
and final phase of its public
hearings. It hopes to finish com-
pletely by Thanksgiving.
Ford testifies Monday for a

second day on his vice presidential

nomination before the Senate
Rules Committee. The House
Judiciary Committee may start its

hearings on Ford later in the week.

WASHINGTON-MEETING ABOUT THE MIDDLE EAST -

President Nixon talks to newsmen Thursday as he poses for pictures

with Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir at the White House. The

meeting with the Israeli leader came one day after Nixon's meeting

with Egyptian Foreign Minister Ismail Fahmy.

Prisoner Issue Unsettled
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — Prime Minister Golda Meir of Israel htaded
for home Sunday with no indication of progress in her bid to win the
release of prisoners held by Egypt and Syria.
Briefing Israeli reporters at Blair House on her talks with President

Nixon, Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger and other U.S. officials
Mrs. Mier said "some things are clearer and others have to be clarified
yet."

Mrs. Meir said she raised the prisoner issue during "every single
conversation." The Israeli leader said a public report of the results would
be made after she returns home.
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Fighting On
In Indochina

By DENNIS NEELD
Associated Press Writer

SAIGON (AP) -North Vietnamese tanks and in-

fantry attacked two government camps close to the
Cambodian border Sunday, the Saigon command
said.

At the same time, the Viet Cong issued a new order
to its forces threatening a further escalation of

fighting in South Vietnam.
The North Vietnamese assault, spearheaded by at

least 20 tanks, touched off one of the fiercest battles
since the Jan. 28 cease-fire, the Saigon command
said.

The command's spokesman, Lt. Col. Le Trung
Hien, said it was .the largest nun, er of tanks the
North Vietnamese have committed to a single battle
since the cease-fire. He claimed that nine of the tanks
were knocked out in eight hours of fighting.

The Communist-led forces occupied a Montagnard
tribal village lying between the two hilltop positions,
but the government camps still were holding out,

Hien said.

The site is two miles from the Cambodian border
and 125 miles northeast of Saigon.

The two government positions are defended by
about 300 troops with armor and artillery, the
spokesman said.

Government artillerymen destroyed several tanks
at a range of 500 yards while other were knocked out
by air strikes, Hien said.

Increased Communist activity was detected in

Quang Due several days ago, and as a result
government reinforcements were dispatched to the
area, Hien told a news briefing.

"Government troops were not taken by surprise in

this battle," Hien said. "We believe the enemy will

take heavy casualties, but the defenders also cannot
avoid heavy casualties."

The battle coincided with an order to Viet Cong
forces in the central provinces of South Vietnam to

launch counterattacks to regain territory lost to

government troops since the cease-fire.
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Nixon Team
Plans Next Move

ByGAYLORDSHAW
Associated Press Writer

KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. (AP) -President Nixon
worked at the Florida White House yesterday while
his lawyers charted the next moves in the case of the
presidential tapes.

Nixon's top two legal advisers, J. Fred Buzhardt
and Leonard Garment, arrived here Saturday, but a
spokesman said at midday Sunday they had not met
with the President.

Indications were that the two were conferring with
White House chief of staff Alexander M. Haig Jr. , who
often acts as a middleman in relaying presidential
views to other White House aides.
The lawyers return to court Tuesday to present

more evidence in the case of the two Watergate-
related conversations that the White House says were
not recorded and thus could not be furnished in
compliance with a subpoena.

In Wichita, Kan., Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz.,
and columnist William F. Buckley, Jr., said Saturday
they expect a startling development in the Watergate
affair in the next few days.
They indicated they expect it to come from the

court investigation into the missing tapes. The two
were having coffee together at the Wichita airport
and talked to a television news crew.
A White House spokesman said Nixon was working

Sunday on the Middle East situation and on future
moves to ease the energy crisis. The President talked
during the day with Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger, who leaves Monday on a diplomatic trip.

The President, who arrived Thursday for a long
weekend in warm and sunny Florida, has been kept
posted on suggestions in newspaper editorials that he
resign, an aide said.

WARNS OFFENSIVE IMPENDING -South Vietnamese Presideni
Nguyen Van Thieu charged that the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
are preparing for a new offensive and said his own forces might
strike first. Thieu spoke during a National Day visit to the Bien lloa
military cemetary near Saigon.

Administrative Freeze

Hits Federal Housing
By JOE HALL

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP; — Democratic efforts to overturn President

Nixon's freeze of major housing programs appear to have bogged down in

confusion and delay for this session of Congress.
The delays, the Democrats concede, play into the hands of the

President. They say the administration is comfortable with
congressional inaction, since this allows the freeze to continue.

But the casualties of congressional failure to act, they say, are poor
families hit by a virtual stoppage of the major subsidy programs
designed to enable them to buy homes or move into low-rent apartments.

Sen. John Sparkman, D-Ala., chairman of the Senate housing sub-

committee, originally set as his goal the passage of an omnibus housing
bill in the 1973 session.

Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., No. 2 Democrat on the subcommittee,
contends that Congress must mandate the President to go ahead with the

subsidy programs for low-income families and community development
programs such as urban renewal and model cities.

But Sen. Edward W. Brooke. R-Mass , argues this would inevitably

lead to a Nixon veto.

The administration's housing proposals seek to end the present subsidy
programs in favor of direct cash payments to the poor.

Democrats contend the administration has killed a section of the 1968

Housing Act designed to make it possible for low-income families to buy
homes.
They say the low-rent apartment program is dying.

And the third major subsidy program, public housing, is moribund,
w ith no big new projects now being funded, they claim.

The administration argues that all of these programs have serious

deficiencies.

The Senate subcommittee's staff expects pressures will soon generate
to liberalize programs such as FHA mortgage insurance that chiefly

benefit the middle class

They point out that housing starts dropped in September to an annual
rate of 1 .7 million, the lowest for a long time.

Most Editorials Challenge,

Criticize Nixon's Standings

Criminal History Files

Could Affect Personal Privacy
By MARGARETGENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Warning
of dangers to personal privacy, i

federal crime commission is

urging tough new limits on the
collection and distribution of

criminal history files.

Criminal justice agencies at all

levels should purge their files of

obsolete, inaccurate and in-

complete information and should
shield computer file centers in

fortresses beyond the reach of

outside snoopers, said a new report
by the National Advisory Com-
mission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals
Through urging the collection ot

more complete statistical data
about crime, the commission
warned against the compilation of

unnecessary information about
individuals.

The 286-page report was
prepared by a commission task
force headed by Col. John R.
Plants, director of the Michigan
State Police.

The report may fuel a long-

running debate over the security
and privacy of criminal records
stored in computers for instant

availabilitv to law enforcement

agencies.

The National Crime Information
(enter maintained by the FBI is

gradually adding criminal history

files from information fed to it by
state and local criminal justice

units

'The citizen's right of privacy is

considerably more vulnerable in

this age of electronic eavesdrop-
ping, recorded lie detector
testings, tapped telephones,
telescopic lenses, long-distance
listening devices, photographic
coverages, and various other
techniques that can effectively

deprive a citizen of his privacy,"
the commission said.

Compounding the risk is "the
permanent storage, rapid retrieval

and national coverage of a com-
puter based criminal justice in-

formation system that will never
suffer from apathy, charity or a

bad memory," the report con-

tinued

The commission urged each
state to establish a Security and
Privacy Council empowered to

regulate computer record systems
in criminal justice and other
government agencies.

Urging a significant departure
from the prevalent practice, the

commission said individuals
should be guaranteed the right to

review their own files and to

challenge any part they considered
inaccurate.

Critics of the computerized
crime records have objected
strongly to the collection of arrest
records without subsequent
notations concerning the
disposition of the case.

1

Tonight! CCA. 8:00

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Several newspapers have called for President

Nixon to resign because of growing entanglements in

the Watergate case, while others have challenged
suggestions that the President is losing the ability to

govern.

The New York Times, citing what it called "the
visible disintegration of President Nixon's moral and
political authority," said Sunday Nixon should resign

before the nation is forced to go through "the
traumatic and divisive process of impeachment."
Others carrying editorials that urged Nixon to

resign included three newspapers which supported
him in the past: the Detroit News, the Denver Post,
and the Atlanta Journal

Meanwhile, the Indianapolis Star and the Omaha
World-Herald were among newspapers disputing

arguments that Nixon has lost the ability to govern.

The New York Times, a frequent administration

critic, said: "The deceitful manipulation of the

presidential warmaking powers, the deliberate

violations of the law in the national security in-

vestigations and the abuse of the impoundment
authority have all created in the minds of the people

the enduring conviction that Mr. Nixon has little

respect for the restraint of the law and no real un-
derstanding of constitutional checks and balances...

"The one last great service that Mr. Nixon can now
perform for his country is to resign... As long as he
clings to office, he keeps the presidency swamped in a
sea of scandal and the American public in a morass of

concern and confusion."
The Detroit News, which supported Nixon in his

three presidential campaigns, said Nixon should
resign after Rep. Gerald R. Ford has been confirmed
as vice president.

"If he does not resign, serious consideration should
be given to his impeachment," the newspaper said.

The Denver Post, which supported Nixon in the

1972 election, said: "If President Nixon chooses to

resign after a qualified successor is in office, it would
be easier for the country and better for him in the
history books..."

The Atlanta Journal, which also supported Nixon
for re-election, has called for Nixon to have the
patriotism to resign from office, saying impeachment
was too divisive a process for the nation.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Graduate Degree Programs in:

— Private (Industrial) Management
— Public Management
— Management Engineering
— Operations Research and Statistics

Prof. D. W. Karger, Ford Foundation
Professor of Management will be on campus

Tuesday, November 13, 1973

Please make appointments at Placement Office
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The Energy Crisis And The Auto

Safety Administration

Moves To Limit Speeds
By G.DAVIDWALLACE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AF> - The
government's highway safety
administration plans to revive its

efforts to limit the speed of
automobiles, agency sources say.
The National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration first

proposed three years ago that 1973

model cars be restricted from
going faster than 95 miles an hour
and that speedometers register no
speeds over 85

But the response — 24,000 mostly
critical formal comments — led

the agency in effect to consign the
proposal to limbo by quietly setting
back the effective date to 1976.

But now, under a new ad-
ministrator, agency sources say
the safety administration is

prepared to move again before the
end of the year by proposing im-
plementation of the speedometer
calibration standard and en-
lertaining further study on the
speed restrictions.

Sen. Charles H Percy, R-Ill.,

prodded Administrator James B.

Gregory in September to eliminate
"the preposterous system of
calibration presently used on most
automobile speedometers in this

country."

"Speedometers marked for
maximum speeds of 120, 140. or 160
miles per hour constitute an ob-
vious safety hazard," Percy said.

Gregory assured Percy of his
•personal and priority interest" in

the matter, but cautioned that
because of the tremendous
response to the original proposal,
"a number of changes were found
to be necessary." He did not
specify the changes.
Although the proposal drew

initially strong criticism as going
too far, an organization of in-

surance industry attorneys

recently urged the agency to go
even further and mandate a 70-

mile-an-hour speed limit on cars.

President Phillip W. Knight of

the Federation of Insurance
Counsel argued that the 70-mile-an-

hour limit would not "create
substantial inconvenience to the
motoring public," yet, according to

Transportation Department staff

studies, the lower limit could mean
4,000 lives saved every year. The

nation b irailic ion is about 55,000

deaths every year.

Knight cited a 1972 Federal
Highway Administration survey as
showing that even on main rural

roads, including interstate high-

ways, only 14 percent of the traffic

goes faster than 70.

The insurance lawyers
suggested exemption from speed
restrictions for vehicles involved in

public health or safety.

As fireplaces

are forced back
into our lifestyle

' \l* Nirrphot..'

CAMBRIDGE, mass —
Barry Caswell, right, and
partner Thomas O'Brien, both
of Revere, unload fireplace
wood at a Harvard dormitory.

In The Netherlands
V

A Sunday Ban
By KEN JACOBSON

(

Associated Press Writer

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands ( \P> - Children roller skated on the
streets and teen-aged cyclists zigzagged down the highways as Dut
chmen turned a Sunday driving ban into an impromptu holiday.
Whole families of cyclists went for rides and forgqt all about traffic or

exhaust fumes. In downtown Amsterdam groups of young people
garlanded their bikes with flowers and rode around in processions
The Sunday ban was serious business-an effort to conserve fuel to heln

offset an oil embargo on the Netherlands by eight Arab nations upstM
about Dutch policy in the Middle East.
But the nation took it in a carnival spirit, and a spokesman for the

national traffic police called it "an outstanding success."
"We always drive out of town on a Sunday." said a telephone technician

with his wife and two daughters in Amsterdam 's Rembrandt Square.
"But this time, we've come in from the suburbs on our bikes. It's the

first time my two girls have ever biked into the center of the city and
we're having a good day So who's angry about the oil embargo?"
Dozens of extra trams and buses were put on the routes of major cities

Trains ran with 30-50 per cent more passengers as only taxis, buses
motorcycles and vehicles with foreign license plates were allowed on the
roads.

Officials said there were probably fewer than 20,000 cars on Dutch
highways, most driven by foreigners or persons in exempted categories
An estimated 800,000 Dutchmen go joyriding on a normal Sunday.
Police reported 15 hours after the ban began at 3 am. that 50 violations

had been logged across the country. Officers in the Hague said they
confiscated two cars from young Dutchmen who defied the ban in the
early-morning hours.

"It appears that they just wanted to see what would happen "
a

spokesman said.

Traffic rules return to normal Monday for the rest of the week The
driving ban will be in effect again next Sunday as part of a Dutch effort to
cut consumption of petroleum products uy 10 per cent

Oil companies estimate the Sunday ban could yield a 19 per cent saving
in gasoline use and a 3 per cent drop in total petroleum use.
Public vehicles - such as those used by police and fire departments

public utilities, maintenance crews and the military - are exempt from
the ban. as are some private vehicles owned by doctors and invalids
But many private vehicles entitled to exemption remained idle. The

National Traffic Inspection Service, which rules on exemptions, has been
deluged by more than 100.000 applications. It was unable to study more
than half before Sunday.

The vast majority of Holland's estimated 3,050,000 privately owned
automobiles thus were garaged. Their owners faced stringent penaltio
for any violations.

Deliberate infringement could bring a jail term of up to $40,000 and
possible permanent loss of the vehicle. Those using motorboats during
the ban are subject to fines of $200.

®
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The trend in transportation. Doubling up on („,• bfevclr 1

walking to save fuel.
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DVP is financed and operated by the
undergraduates of UMass for the pur
pose of keeping the university commumty sensitive to the world in which it
exists. It seeks to bring to campus those
persons whose experiences in domestic
and international affairs, sciences, artsand humanities qualify them to in
terpret, explain and raise questions
about life in all its dimensions.
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SECRET LIFE OF HERNANDO CORTEZ"
film by John chamberlain November cS 1973
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Another Way Of Life:

Student Teaching

Student teachers serve as both facilitators of information for the
students that they teach and as an easy contact to the University for

their sponsoring school.

Student
generation or

food, jammed

teaching is relating to another
two. Remember the times of cafeteria

lockers, and fifth period study halls?

As the sun rises on another week
of classes, for most students this

may mean another 10: 10, a stop at

the Hatch for a cup of coffee in the

morning, and the Bluewall in the

afternoon. There is a group of 52,

however, that has a different way
of life, at least for a semester-the
student teachers.

For some this change begins in

the morning, at 5:45 a.m. The
drive to the sponsoring school can
be as far away as Longmeadow or
Greenfield. The photos you see
here were taken at Greenfield High
School, a public school north of

Amherst.
T here is also an adjustment to be

made in terms of sitting on the

"other side of the desk". Lessons
have to be prepared well in ad-

vance, classes run five days a week
and the average intern load of

classes can be from three to five,

depending upon the subject area of

the student teacher and the
teaching positions available.

Turning your head to meet the

onslaught of varying age groups
can also be a new and different

experience. Facing the kids, the

community, and leaving, for

awhile, the never-never land of

UMass gives the intern a

demanding and rewarding look at

what teaching is all about.

The supervising of the secondary program is

under the direction of Dick Clark and Judith Spidel

from the School of Education. Here interns meet
informally with Fran O'Connor, advisor to the

Greenfield System, to discuss their experiences.

By
KRISTEN R. THOMPSON

Friends To
The End
ORLANDO. Fla. (AP)-An

Orlando physician says he will

leave home Monday to take 12,000

signatures of President Nixon
supporters to the White House,
hopefully collecting more names
on the way.

Dr. E. Michael Gutman says he
collected the names in a little over
a week after founding a non-profit

group, "The President Friends,"
and buying space in Orlando
newspapers to run coupons for

people to sign and send to him.

"We have received 6.000 pieces

of mail in which there were 8.000

coupons containing a total of 12,000

signatures and $1,300 in cash,

Gutman said. "We will use the

money to purchase more ads as we
journey northward."

Gutman said he is hopeful that

by the time he reaches Washington
he'll have 30,000 to 50,000

signatures
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Classes in high schools have changed. Here a sociology student
teaches her own lesson for the day.

All grade levels are represented within most of the school systems.
Here-a Senior class at Greenfield High.

The .

un-dormitones.
( .redt oft-campus living—indoorsand out—at eitherottwomod-

rrn apartment complexes,only minutes away by car or bike from

Amherst College,downtownAmherstor UMavs. Now accepting

applications tor September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
•courtesy bus to UMass
and town

• 1,2,3bedrmapts.
• heat & air conditioning

• watt-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

•l.twrtt for Softball,

football, badminton

HKVT: laKI/MONTH
I utilities included!

I Mi r i I urns r .isl I hid I v Rd.

oppos. Grill Mill off Kte 116

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apfc>.

• heat & air conditioning

• roomy dosets, storage

• wall-to-wall carpetmg

• nwster 7V antenna

• modern kitchen*.

• selt-( leaning ovens

• electnc ranges

• st.iinless-bteel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals

• 2-door refrigeratan

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

No I «»>,. Keauirerf

KKNT. FROM I IRS

CALL 4I3-2S6-R5.14

Directions: «»n Route 47.
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Careers Day In CC
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1973

Reception Lounge, Room 165.8:30 A.M.-4:30
PM

Morning Programs
9:00 AM - Room 163 - PLACEMENT

"Services offered by your placement office."

Mr. Clarkson S. Edwards.
9:00 AM. Room 164 - GENERAL

BUSINESS - FINANCE - "The Potential for

the College Graduate in the Brokerage and
Investment Business" Mr. Dennis Jancsy.
"Employment Expectations and Job Roles in

Real Estate Finance" Mr. John Swart.

10:00 AM -Room 163 MARKETING •

"Opportunities in Marketing" Mr. C. W.
Carriuclo.

10:00 AM Room 164 - ACCOUNTING
"The Big Eight CPA Firm What it offers;

Present and Future" Mr. Fred Stern. "Public
Accounting - Opportunities in Small Firms"
Mr Gerald N Aubrey.

11:00 A.M. - Room 163 MANAGEMENT •

"Production Management" Mr. Edgar
Messing. "Personnel Management in Flux"
Mr. Richard I Weise.

11:00 AM. - Room 164 MARKETING -

Opportunities in Sales" Mr. Donald Eich-
man.

12:00 PM - Room 1009 BUFFET LUN-
CHEON - "Understanding the Recruiter's

M fthods A Guide to Competitive Student
Interviewing" Mr. Harold E. Roush - RCA

Afternoon Program
1:30 PM - Room 163 - GENERAL

BUSINESS-FINANCE - "Urban Regional
Planning & Related Careers in General
Planning" Mr. D. M. Gossland. "Bradley: A
City Within A City" Mr Herbert Preisener
130 PM Room 164 MANAGEMENT

"Personnel Management" Mr Arthur J
Stevens

2 30 PM Room 163 - ACCOUNTING -

Systems Analysis: An Alternative to Public
Accounting" Mr Nathan Hod. "Alternatives to

Public An ik Governmental Accounting" Mr
Thomas Kaminskas

2:30 PM Room 164 - GENERAL
BUSINESS-FINANCE - "Types of Positions
Available in the Financial Area of a Large
Company" Mr Willard R Powell "Banking
A Career Opportunity" Mr James H. Coffey

3 30 P.M Room 163 - GRADUATE SCHOOI

.

Business-Mr R W Kaiser Law-Prof
Samuel Goldman. Sports-Prof. H. J. Van
derzwaag
3:30 PM. - Room 164 - GENERAL

BUSINESS-FINANCE "Women's Careers
in Business" Ms. Sheila Connors Grove.

For the SBA Careers day,
Wednesday, November 7,

prominent leaders from
business and industry have
been invited to provide
students with information that
will be helpful in planning their

educational programs and in

securing appropriate
placement after graduation.
The conference to be held in

the Campus Center is open to

all students. It is sponsored by
the Undergraduate Advisory
Council and the Business Club.
Two seminars are scheduled

for each hour from 8:30 a.m.
until 4:30 p.m.
SBA classes have been

cancelled so that all who wish
might attend.

Sights Three Alternatives

Brooke For Nixon Resigning
NEW YORK ( AP)-Sen. Edward W. Brooke called

upon President Nixon to resign Sunday, saying it

would be for the good of the nation and the

Republican party.

Brooke is the first Republican senator to call openly

for Nixon's resignation.

The Massachusetts Republican said he believed the

President's credibility was so damaged "it might be

impossible for him to recover" it

Brooke said there seemed to him to be only three

possible alternatives to resolution of the current

Watergate-related crisis in the government.
The alternatives, he said on ABC television's

"Issues and Answers" program, are the President's

impeachment, or that he "limp along" in office, or

that he resign.

In favoring resignation, Brooke said he had
"reluctantly come to that conclusion" because he felt

there was "no question President Nixon has lost his

effectiveness as a leader of this country, mainly
because he has lost the confidence of the people of this

country."

"And I think therefore in the interests of this nation

that he loves, that he should step down, should tender

his resignation."

Brooke, who has said in recent weeks that he felt

the House of Representatives should go ahead to

consider impeachment proceedings, told his in-

terviewers that he thought resignation more
desirable.

"Impeachment is a very long and tortuous

process," Brooke said. It could take months and
possibly years." During that time, he said, "the
country could be seriously harmed."
The senator, whose state was the only one of the 50

to vote for Democrat George McGovern against
Nixon last year, said his mail was running against
President Nixon by 7,556 to 441 as of last Wednesday.
They are overwhelmingly for impeachment, he said.

The confirmation of House GOP Leader Gerald
Ford as vice president, Brooke said, should precede
any resignation or impeachment. He said also that it

would be a mistake to hold hostage the nomination of

Sen. William Saxbe, R-Ohio, to be attorney general.

Passenger Lost

At 40,000 Feet
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. ( AP) - Police began an air search Sunday for

a man who, fellow passengers on a jetliner said, was sucked out a window
when an engine blew up Saturday night at an altitude of nearly 40,000 feet.
The passengers on the National Airlines DC 10 said the exploding

engine ripped a hole in the side of the three-engine airliner, and a window
over the right wing popped out.

Mrs. Mark Smith of Las Vegas, Nev., said a sobbing stewardess told

her husband "she had just served the man a drink and saw him go out the
window."
The crippled airliner turned back and made an emergency landing at

the Albuquerque airport. Ten of the 125 persons aboard the plane were
hospitalized, and 15 others were treated and released. Most were injured
sliding out emergency exit ramps.
A New Mexico State Police plane and two National Guard helicopters

searched the mountains and plains area southwest of Albuquerque for the
passenger's body.
The missing man was identified as GF. Gardner of Beaumont, Tex.,

on Flight 57's passenger list, National Airlines said Sunday.
The flight began in Miami and stopped in New Orleans and Houston, en

route to Las Vegas and San Francisco. It carried 113 passengers and 12
crew members.

National made no further statement on the incident. Earlier, in Miami,
National spokesman Kenneth Turpin issued this terse statement: "We
have reports that a male passenger was ejected from the plane as the
result of decompression."
Another passenger, Miami Beach lawyer David Drucker, said he did

not see the man fly out of the window but talked to others who did. "They
said he was hanging by his belt, and they tried to pull him back in, but he
went on out.

CopMurders,
Then Suicide
CLEVELAND. Ohio (AP) - An

off-duty patrolman who reportedly

told his father "everything was
down on him" shot and killed his

wife, daughter, son and four up-
stairs neighbors before taking his

own life Sunday morning, police

said.

Police said Cyril J. Rovansek, 31,

a policeman in suburban
University Heights, apparently
killed his wife and their two
children and then went upstairs in

the two-family house and killed a
husband and wife and their two
children.

In addition to the eight persons
killed in the outburst, a Cleveland
policeman responding to a call was
critically wounded. Cleveland
police said the wounded officer,

Floyd Kidner, was shot in the

stomach
Cleveland detective William

Leppelmeier said Rovansek had
called his father about 8:15 a.m.

Sunday and "complained that

everything was down on him."
Leppelmeier said that the elder

Rovansek heard someone say,

"Sonny, don't shoot." and then

heard a shot. The elder Rovansek
said he immediately went to his

son's home, about 25 blocks away.
Rovansek. who had been a

University Heights patrolman for

10 years. lived in a northeast

section of Cleveland, in an area

composed of two-family homes

with neatly trimmed lawns and

tree-lined streets.

i MIX Photo by Jim Pappa*)
An over-zealous pinball fanatic pays the price for attacking an

innocent pinball machine: cleaning up the mess.
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Did you enjoy these events?

"Slaughterhouse-Five

"Easy Rider"

"The Other"

"Superfly"

"Five Easy Pieces"

..

Last Picture Show
«*

"A Mid-Summer Night's Dream"

Clean Living & NRBQ

John McLaughlin and

Mahavishnu Orchestra

Art Exhibitions in S.U.

Chess - Bridge - Bowling

Have you thought of joining
Program Council?

If you work some programs, you see them free!

Program Council Meeting
Monday, Nov. 5 « p .m . Campus Center 163

In Mercy Killing

No Contest
ByALONZOCANNADY
Associated Press Writer

FREEHOLD. N.J. (AP) - The case of Lester Zygmaniak. the son of
Polish immigrants whose love of family is said bv psychiatrists and
friends to be great, is set to go to the jury Monday.
Lester could spend the rest of his life in prison if the jury returns a

verdict of guilty. The charge is murder. The case is clear-cut as far as the
facts are concerned: Lester killed his brother, his only brother his life-
long buddy.

Lester, 23, admits he killed his brother George, 26. He and others insist
it was a mercy killing, an act of love taken at George's request because
George did not want to live after being paralyzed from the neck down in a
motorcycle accident.

The Superior Court jury of six men and six women is to hear final
arguments Monday, and then is expected to get its final instructions from
Judge M. Raymond McGowan.
There is no provision in New Jersey for mercy killing. The judge has

rejected arguments that the case should be thrown out, and the
prosecution says the jury should consider only the law.

In the testimony completed Friday, Zygmaniak's lawyers attempted to
show their client was innocent because of temporary insanity.
George's wife said George made Lester promise he would not let him go

on living the way he was. "Swear to God for me that vou're not going to let
me life like this," she quoted George as saying.

Eric Splits

NEW HAVEN (AP) — Erich
Segal, the author of "Love Story"
resigned from Yale University last

June 30 according to a list released
over the weekend by the in-

stitution.

An associate professor of
classics, Segal is reportedly
working on a book about comedy at
Stanford University in California.
Segal was on leave of absence

last spring to the University of
Munich.
Segal failed to gain tenure at

Yale after a heated controversy a
year and a half ago.

The university offered Segal a
senior lectureship in April, 1972.

The move was viewed as a com-
promise that would allow Segal to

continue outside activities
precipitated by the success of his

book without the added duties of a
tenured position.
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Not Much To Tell
EAST FALMOUTH, Mass. (API

— After 46 years of staring at the

ocean as the last civilian
lighthouse keepers in New
England, Joseph and Charlotte
Hindley have an observation: It

was all pretty boring.

The years atop the off-shore
beacons were "very uneventful,"
Mrs. Hindley said after her
husband retired last week. "People
always try to romanticize it."

Except for a couple of close calls
in a rowboat and a humorous brush
with a rum runner, the years blend
together for the Hindleys. About
the biggest problem was learning
to live with the fog horn.
"You just talked between the

blasts." Mrs. Hindley said. Her
husband added, "At first, they
used to keep me awake, but now
I'm having a hard time getting to

sleep without them."

Since 1926, Hindley has been a
lighthouse keeper, cleaning the
towers and making sure the
beacons stay lit. Now all the
lighthouses are automated or
manned by Coast Guardsmen.
The rum runner incident still

sets Hindley to chuckling. As he
tells it, he was painting the Butlers
Flat light off New Bedford at the
time. A rum runner sped by and
splashed him with water.
"Be darned if that fella didn't

turn back and come tell me he was
sorry." Hindley said.

The two rowboat incidents also

occurred while Hindley was at
Butlers, a lighthouse without
family living quarters. His wife
lived on shore, and Hindley had to
row in for his two days off each
week.
On one of those trips, he almost

got caught in the ice, but managed
to maneuver his way in. On
another, this time back out to the
light, his rowboat capsized, and he
lost his groceries.

Beyond that, there's not much to
tell, but Mrs. Hindley says she
doesn't regret marrying a
lighthouse keeper.

Michael P. lannucci
PRESENTS

and special guest
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Morrow ion Theatre, r \posit on Park. Vtt-M Springfield. Ma
iiliivi h m Ihm' stamped, self addressed envelope foe return
Ucketv Make checks payable to "TWIt Productions, Inc."

Off everythinq
except f6od<P
Selected '.tents

&6 MAIN St. NoHAomptcw

MS Massachusetts Society of Professors

American Association of University Professors UP

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8th

Speaker David Bartley
(Massachusetts House of Representatives)

Senator John Olver

Representative James Collins

Representative Edward McColgan

at"

CAMPUS CENTER 1003

4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Refreshments will be served
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Let Them Be Heard

Undergraduate newspaper of the University of Massachusetts. The
Staff is responsible for its content and no faculty member or ad-

ministrators read it for accuracy or approval prior to publication..

Unsigned editorials represent the view of this paper. They do not

necessarily reflect the views of the faculty, administration, or student

body as a whole. Signed editorials, columns, reviews, cartoons, and
letters represent the personal views of the authors.

The Collegian subscribes to the Associated Press and the Liberation

News Service. Publication of their material does not constitute en
dorsement.

Nixon Must Resign
President Nixon has almost entirely lost public con-

fidence in his office. Whether or not he is guilty of
misleading the nation is no longer the main issue. It is

becoming increasingly evident that Richard Nixon is no
longer capable of leading the nation.
Even if Mr. Nixon is eventually exonerated of his alleged

wrongdoings, the fact remains that we presently have a
man in the highest office in the country, and perhaps the
world, who lacks the respect and trust of even his formerly
staunches t supporters.

America, and the rest of the world, is going through a
period in history which requires strong leadership. Mr.
Nixon has lost the chance to supply that much needed
leadership.

He repeatedly urges us to turn our attentions away from
Watergate and towards other major national and in-

ternational issues. And we should. But as long as Mr.
Nixon is President, we will not be able to do so.

Those who viewed impeachment as the ultimate solution
are now beginning to realize that the lengthy procedings
will further cripple our nation. The only immediate
remedy, then, is resignation.

Therefore, the Collegian implores Richard Nixon to act
in the best interests of his country. We ask him to resign
the Presidency of the United States.

Charles Camelopard-

Zit Conference

"To refuse a hearing to an
opinion because (people) are sure

that it is false is to assume that

their certain is the same thing as

absolute certainty. All silencing of

discussion is assumptuous of in-

fallibility. Its condemnation may
be allowed to rest on this common
argument, not the worse for being

common."
—J.S. Mill On Liberty

There is a movement of hate and
suppression going around. Clothed
in the garb of enlightenment, it is

being supported by many who
consider themselves libertarian

and progressive individuals. Its

name: The Committee^ Against
Racism (CAR). Its purpose: to

repress any type of debate,
publication, or teaching of a
doctrine which they consider
"racist".

The doctrine in question is one
that is advocated by a small
coterie of Professors around the
country. Briefly, they believe that

genetically white people are more
intelligent than black people. To
prove their theory they point to

tons of research and tests
(measuring I.Q.'s) concerning
intelligence. Despite all their tests

I think that their theory is wor-
thless trash worked up by moot
minds.

However, this is not the central
issue at this time. Rather, what is

at question is whether people,
despite the ignorance of their

ideas; or even the sincerity of their

intentions, have the right to

freedom of expression. The CAR
published a half-page ad in the
iNew York Times two Sundays ago,
entitled "A Resolution against
Racism." In it, various members
of the academic communities
around this country who signed the
ad (including 16 from UMass-
Amherst ) urged their colleagues to

support their ideas concerning
"racism in the academic com-
munity", and agree with the
following four declarations :

"1) Urge their University
Senates to adopt measures
designed to eliminate classroom
racism.
"2) Urge professional

organizations and societies,
academic departments and editors
of scholarly journals to condemn
and REFUSE TO DISSEMINATE
(emphasis my own) racist
research.

The New York Times revealed Sunday that Julie
Nixon Eisenhower has been on a lecture tour
recently. It stated that she had spoken to Republican
Groups, Chambers of Commerce and Little League
Groups.

Insiders in the D.C. area have known this for
sometime, but because we have been so busy running
after the President there has been little time to ob-
serve his daughter swing her political bat in defense
of her father.

I did manage to catch one of these Julie rallies held
in Ecthyma, Nebraska, a town of 2,500 that supports
itself by manufacturing complexion aids for people
over twenty-five Mrs. Eisenhower was there on a
shopping trip and decided to turn it into a political

rally.

She held a press conference for the Ecthyma Zits, a
little league team that has in the past been strong
supporters of President Nixon.

Mrs. Eisenhower wore her traditional pink chiffon

dress and Mary Jane pumps with nicely turned down
white ankle socks. She carried wrist length white
gloves and a patent leather change purse. The first

princess fielded questions from the baseballers after

she made a short introductory speech.

In the speech she said she was glad to be talking to

the Zits and that she always enjoyed her trips to

Ecthyma. She made it perfectly clear that support for

the President from Little League groups was on the

rise and the nation had every right to be proud of their

miniature baseballers, who although only nine to

Iwctvf* \onr* '•''' "mM see through fhr malicious

vicious, and distorted press given the Chief Executive

recently.

She also stressed that Mr. Nixon was going a little

batty from all the telephone calls he was receiving,
and that his friend Bob Abplanalp had called to tell

him he wanted to kiss the TV set. "I guess," she said,
"the pressure is affecting everyone."
The first question came from El rod Ham-

merstringer, shortstop for the Zits:

"You certainly know how to dress for twelve year
olds, Mrs. Eisenhower," said Hammerstringer, "my
first question is what does the President do to keep his
mind off his troubles these days?"
"Thank you for the compliment — these are my

favorite clothes. I have thirty more sets just like this
one. In answer to your question my father, the
President, has been playing the piano a lot lately. He
plays a lot of sad songs like "Oh Where or Where has
my Honesty Gone," or, "NothhV Could Be Finer Than
To Be In Carolina." (Or anywhere else). He also
watches a lot of movies. Just the other night he saw
"Pink Flamingos". It was kind of a gross-out but he
watched it right to the end. He was particularly en-
thused when the star ate a mouthful of dog yukky. He
said he hoped that's what would happen to all the
people that deserted him."
Mrs. Eisenhower answered some other questions

from the ballplayers concerning mostly her plans to
involve Brownies and Girlscouts in supporting the
President.

It must be nice to have a daughter that plays an
important role in her father's work.

Charles Camelopard is the Collegian Washington
D. C correspondent.

"3) Expose the unscientific
character of racist ideas so as to

deny them the appearance of

legitimacy provided by academia.
"4) Organize and support racist

practices and ideas wherever they
occur."

Despite the fact that I share the

indignation of these people, I must
deplore their solution to the
problem. The only demand that is

at all reasonable is to get these
professors out of the classroom. I

say this only because in a situation

where the professor has a captive
audience in students or power over
them (grades) such a situation

could be an abuse of freedom of

expression.

However, when there is a
movement to prohibit people from
debating others who can counter
their theories (such a debate was
called off at Harvard a few weeks
ago after organized threats of
violence made the Administration
regrettably scared.). When a
movement comes up that tries to

deny people the right to print in

University publications, the anger
in my heart beats the tingle of fear
in my spine and causes me in-

dignation towards those whose
memories are so short.

Racism. Racist thought. Racists.
What is racism anyway? It seems
as though "racism" has become a

idiological word in the 70's the
same way "communism" was in

the 50's!

It has become a cliche, overused
and underdefined, abstractly
referred to, and mentioned in-

discriminantly. These days
"racism" is abused as a term to

define all sorts of action that cer-
tain movements find "harmful" or
"useless".

To all of those who signed the
petition I ask boldly: What gives
you the right to determine what I

have a right to read ; who I have a
right to hear? You who are for

censorship (and don't mix it up
with any pretty definitions) ; where
were you twenty years ago during
the Dennis case, during the other
numerous other cases where
people were not permitted to teach
because their doctrines were
"dangerous" because of leftist or
Communist ideas), or their
"sympathies" were suspect?
Don't you understand that you

have no more right to censor these
Professors than the right-winged
red baiters had in getting rid of

leftist Professors twenty years
ago? Some of you will retort, "That
was different .". THERE ID NO
DIFFERENCE. You want to
censor people. If you admit that in

some cases people should be
censored because their thoughts
are "dangerous" then you have
slipped as much into the repressive
forces that for so long you said that

you were fighting against.

PRECEDENCE. That soulful
word. Look at it from a selfish

poUit " of view. If you
"progressives" now go on record
as believing that in some cases
censorship is justified, then what

will you say when the pressure

goes the other way? What will you
do if and when certain com-
munities and some members of the

academic circles try and stop

Herbert Marcuse from writing,

speaking or teaching? Why stop

there? Maybe they'll move to get

rid of Galbraith, start their

crusade once more against the

writing of J.D. Salinger, move to

remove the early writings of

Malcolm X from the University

bookstores because they are
"racist". Don't you see what would
happen? You will have sacrificed

your moral right to fight such
censorship, to talk out against this

kind of "blacklisting".

And what about the refusal of

debate halls to those whose views
you don't like, in this case because
they are "racist"? Or the stopping
(i.e. at Harvard) of those debates
that you have no power to refuse?
Will you be any better than the
scum that stoned Paul Robeson
with big chunks of concrete, when
he tried to perform a concert in

Peekskill N.Y. over a decade ago?
Will you be more moral than the
myriad American Legion Halls
and D.A.R.'s who made life so
miserable for folk singer Pete
Seeger for over twenty years by
denying him a place to perform?
Justice and civil liberties are not

things that you can turn on and off.

The only protection against
repressive policies is to defend
them all the time throughout the
nation. I agree that these
professors are foolish, but let their

ignorance be scored in the trial of
public opinion. Don't try and
cancel their debates. Join them
and beat them at those debates.
They have been accused of abusing
"academic freedom", yet the only
real abuse so far has come from
those disrupting their debates, and
those trying to curtail their
freedom of expression.

Many of the people who signed
that petition to "stop racism"
undoubtedly were fond of quoting
John Stuart Mill when they were
resisting suppression from the
right in the academic world of the
50's and 60's. It is important that
they remember him now. He said,
" if all mankind minus one
were of one opinion, mankind
would be no more justified in

silencing one person than he, if he
had the power, would be justified in

silencing mankind."
At this time when people are

getting carried away with en-
thusiasm and rage, it is important
that they remember the words of
this great libertarian, as well as
the sad precedence of its violation
during the McCarthy period.
Freedom of expression in general,
and academic freedom in par-
ticular, are both too sacred to be
compromised by these zealots,
carried away by the mood of the
moment. Don't compromise
yourself! Stand-up against this
repressive movement.
Fred Weiss is a Collegian

columnist.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all
letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
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per line, and no more than two. pages.
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include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.
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Letters To The Editor

Impeach The President
To The Editor:

I am a past Republican, and worked for Nixon
against John Kennedy in that election. Since that
time I have begun to realize there are many in-

consistencies in what Richard Nixon says, and the
differences between what he says he stands for and
what he really stands for.

It seems that Nixon maintained the Vietnam War
far too long, and never really achieved "peace with
honor."
Nixon has done a satisfactory job with foreign

affairs, but only at the expense of the domestic issues,
and the foundations of law in our country. The
Russian grain deal caused food prices to soar, money
has been cut from most social problems for war uses,
and Nixon has always stood with the large industries
against the working man in virtually every instance.
Agnew, the great patriot who could not see paying

taxes, followed in Nixon's footsteps Nixon exploits
political myths and uses them to convince the middle
class masses of his policies. This was shown by
Nixon's campaign against McGovern's welfare
policies, against Ed Muskic. and the news media

Public opinion works in slow cycles but the American
public is finally starting to see the true side of
Richard Nixon. Nixon does not have a new idea in his
head, so I would lable him a conservative.
Nixon carries out his War on Poverty by crushing

and humiliating the poor, while he and his comrades
reap big dividends.

How can someone be so brazen as to declare himself
a law and order candidate when he has committed
every known type of white collar crime and many
other types as well. Some are afraid to impeach the
President due to the Mideast Conflict, but I see this as
all the more reason to get rid of such a poor leader.
Nixon has never got what he deserves from the

press; he deserves much worse. The press realized
Nixon's trickery in his last campaign but failed to

bring Nixon to task on the issues.

It is time for liberals, who forsee a someday Utopia
in America, and the true conservatives who want to

go back to the real principles of the founding fathers,

to form a holy alliance and impeach the President.

Mark Dlugosz

The Most Destructive Creature

To The Editor:

This letter concerns the legal

killings of Pelham Beavers.
Why must people place them-

selves above all other creatures on
the earth just because of the

superiority of their minds?
Knowing the value of life in a way
which no other animal understands
is a reason in itself for humans to

allow fellow creatures to live

naturally ; governed by the laws of

nature.

Isn't it true that human beings
are the most destructive creatures
on earth? Haven't we polluted the

air and waters to the extent that

our preservation is at stake? Don't
we contain in our power, the ability

to destroy the earth and other
planets with the nuclear arsenal
we have produced? Haven't we

Arab Role In Slave Trade
To The Editor:

In response to Menachen Rosenberger's letter entitled "Blacks Should
Not Support Arabs," the historical facts of the initial role of the Arabs in

the transatlantic "slave" (war captives is the appropriate term ) trade is

elementary.

Human bondage resulting from conquest was not singular to nations

north or south of the Sahara nor was it unique for that matter in the

history of man. But what did make this form of bondage peculiar in all the

history of the world was the nature of the bondage, which began with the

preparation of my foreparents for the Middle Passage by the hands of the

integumented western imperialists. Never before or since have so many
people from one group been destroyed physically or subjected to a

nefarious dehumanizing psychological process of which the decorticating

of my heritage is but one aspect. And it is for this reason among others

that I align myself with my Arab brothers (much of whose writing I have
to thank for preserving my heritage) in the current Mideast crisis to

stamp out the seeds of demogoguery that have begun to sprout in an at-

mosphere reminiscent of that yester in the heritage.

Yvonne Jackson

driven more species of animals to

extinction than any other force on
earth? Haven't we used up most of

the earth's natural resources in

order to live in luxury? Who, in

Hell's name, do we think we are —
God?

"It's purely an aesthetic thing,"

said Professor MacConnell.
"Discolored water is not

pleasing."

Big shit! The water's a little

browner than usual. In order to

keep the water from turning color

( it is probably perfectly safe to

drink), the beavers of Pelham
must be killed. Meanwhile, human
beings continue to pollute the

waters of the world to such an

extent that one cannot even wade
in many, many lakes, rivers,

streams and ponds. A beaver in-

stinctively builds a damn in order

to live in the only manner he knows
of. Human beings kill him because

their ( though it isn't only theirs)

water is a bit orown. Christ, why
don't they cut all the trees down so

that leaves can fall into the water
and decompose. I wouldn't be

surprised if they did just that.

"To Hell with animals; to Hell

with our enemies; to Hell with the

earth's resources; to Hell

with someday it will be our turn.

Peter C.Peterson

Money Talks
By SAMUEL HASSAN

Almost all commentaries, columns and letters I've read since October
6th praising Israel have one thing in commons. They have condemned
and slurred the Arab people for being everything from barbaric to,
"notorious for sitting on their behinds and letting life pass them by." This
can be expected and is a direct result of deceptive newsreporting not
necessarily telling untruths but not telling all of the truth.
There is little question in the minds of Americans as to how the current

outbreak in fighting came about. It is generally assumed and fur-
thermore propagated that the Arabs attacked on the most sacred of holy
days m the Jewish year. In fact, the resumption of fighting was viewed by
most Americans as a sneak attack. This is simply not true

!

For days, and even weeks, and on a broader scope for months and years
the war has continued. Since 1948, whether on the battlefield, in the
briefing room, or at the conference table, the Arab-Israeli conflict has
been fought, strategically.

To say what happened on Yom Kipper was anything but a new outbreak
of fighting is bending the truth. There were new strategic moves on both
sides days, before. When war broke out, it was no surprise to anyone but
Americans who had not been reading of tension building during the
Moslem and Jewish holy days.
Labeling the resumption of hostilities as a ruthless, sacrilegious act is

like calling a kick-off, a pass interception. Bill Cosby paints the picture
well in his, "Toss Of The Coin" cut from his "Bill Cosby Is A Verv Funnv
Fellow" album.
Unlike many other religions, Islam recognizes and respects all other

beliefs in the oneness of God. The tossing around of charges such as
sacrilege is something a good Muslim wouldn't do, and is a display of
disrespect by anyone. But of course how sacred is war and killing''
How religious was it when Israel took over the city of Jerusalem

blowing up Mosques and tearing down buildings? What right does anyone
have to cover the sacred streets of Jerusalem with blacktop*' Why is
westernized civilization replacing the agrarian and nomadic lifestyles of
many Arabs? Why should the automobile replace the Camel? And if he so
chooses to, why can't the Arab sit on his Camel, or his ass for that matter,
and eat dates and Jaffa oranges that, by the way, have been growing
since long before the state of Israel was created?
Why is there war? I can't tell you, but money talks.

Samuel Hassan is a Collegian commentator.

Another World
By TOM G. BRINE

Whether we want to accept it or not, living on a University is like living
in another world. After many years of facing the real world, one easily
becomes enchanted by living on a University. Most of the problems we
had to face in the real world just don't exist when we live here. Are
biggest problems become hassling with a professor, a graduate student,
or getting along with roommates. Soon ordinary problems in the real
world become gigantic affairs here. How soon we forget that this is only a
temporary life for most of us. Soon we will have to go out into the real
world and supposedly become a superordinary being. But unfortunately
the real world does not bend to our needs. We must bend ourselves in
order to survive in the real world. The real world becomes no pattsie for
anyone thinking so.

Getting more to the point, this world that we live in isn't just tainted
because it is deficient, it is also tainted because the two worlds oppose
each other Take the average student that is in a University and you will
find that most of them had a variety of problems to tend to beforecoming
here. In order to cope with these normal pressures, the person had to
have some defenses. But after coming here, it becomes at first very
obvious that most of these pressures simply no longer exists. As a result,
the normal defenses built up by the person dissapates to a degree
depending on the person. When the time comes fro the student to pack up
his things and move on. This is when this unseen growth becomes a living
nightmare. The detenses of the person are so weak that getting use to the
problems of the real world can be a horendous experience.

The ironic point of a school system similiar to I Mass is that one of the
biggest goals is to educate the student menatlly through many ways. But
because of this fake world that we really live in, it tends to contradict and
to some extent, destroy this important goal that all educational in-
stitutions hope to accomplish.
Truly when we finally push ourselves to leave here, hopefully to a

successful life in the real world, we will always be proud of what we have
gained, but can we ever be proud of what we will have lost?

Tom G. Brine is a Collegian commentator.

Conte's Political Dodge
By ROBERTS. WEINER

As a result of President Nixon's firing of Special Prosecutor Archibald
Cox for being as independent as he was told he could be, I sent a telegram
to Congressman Silvio Conte and others. I then and now called for the
impeachment of the President. Nixon has gone beyond all laws and
placed himself above them. This is not a partisan issue, but a grave
national legal crisis. Our system of laws means nothing any more if
Nixon remains.

I received a letter from Congressman Conte in which he included a
statement calling for investigation of the motives for Cox's firing but
completely skirting and avoiding the issue of impeachment.
This is not a time for a political dodge by Congressman Conte or any

other Congressman. President Nixon has shown his desire to go as far as
he can until public pressure against his illegal actions becomes in-
surmountable, when he reverses as he did in surrendering presidential
tapes. Yes, we are in a major international crisis, but recent months have
shown that the legal fiber of our own country has been challenged by the
actions of President Nixon.
This is a system which a frustrated and deceived America can tolerate

no longer.

I am mad that Congressman Conte has decided to play the game of
wait-and-see-what-is-expedient on this central issue, and I call again on
Congressman Conte to come out strongly for the impeachment of
President Nixon.

Robert S. Weiner is former National get-out-the-vote media coordinator
for McGovern Presidential Campaign at Watergate Headquarters in
Washington; currently graduate student at UMass and Western Vice-
President, Young Democrats of Massachusetts.

More Letters, see page 12
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NOW THEN GENTLEMEN,

CONCERN!NC| MY
POSITION ON...

AMNESTY

Withers

Watergate Teach-in
To The Kditor:

The revelations of the past year or so concerning
"Watergate," related events, and various state

scandals have occasioned a growing public

awareness of the extent of corruption and the uses to

which power is put in our system of government. The
Nixon administration, because of its public record of

deception, intrusions on privacy, and its involvement
in everything from burglaries, tax evasion, and
shady real estate transactions to bribery, foreign

adventures, and suspect dealings with ITT and the

Dairy organization, has become the target of the first

large scale investigation since Teapot Dome and of

the first serious attempt at Presidential im-
peachment since Andrew Johnson.
While the Nixon administration certainly is

culpable for its actions, and while there are good
grounds for Nixon's impeachment and removal from
office, it would be extremely unfortunate if we were
to view impeachment and the various other trials of

Administration officials as a catharsis and cure for

our system of government. Despite liberal protests to

the contrary, while the present extent of corruption

and misuse of power may not be a way of life for the

entire government, it is neither a rare occurence, a

sometime thing, or the sole property of the

Republican party. What has been done to the
Democrats and mainstream opponents of the Ad
ministration has been systematically done for years
against the left in this country. "Watergate" is not

remarkable for its existence, but rather for the fact

that its purpose was to deny accepted routes to power
to groups and people who regard as a matter of right

their share in the running of this country.

The significance of "Watergate" and related

events is the public exposure of a way of political life

inherent in the present structure of American
society. The corruption may not apply across the

board to all government officials and social elites.

namely those who are well enough off to resist the
opportunities for bribery that are built into our
system of government, bribery either in the form of

plain brown envelopes or campaign contributions.
The misuse of power does apply across the board,
though, in domestic as well as foreign affairs, to

Democrats as well as Republicans, to the Eastern
Establishment as well as the new money and power of

the West.

In light of recent and not -so-recent events, then, we
are announcing the formation of a committee to co-
ordinate a teach-in on the implication of Watergate.
Especially at a time when the public meaia have
begun to notice and celebrate the political quiescence
of students, it is important to counteract the im-
pression and reinforcement of the situation which the
media create, both by organizing political activity

and by bringing home to students and the public the
implications of Watergate for our politics and for the
kind of moral life we in this country lead.

Among the various workshops tentatively
suggested for the teach-in are: Women and the Nixon
Administration, the Political Rights Defense Fund,
Education and Watergate, Congress and the Politics

of Impeachment, Multinational Corporations and
Watergate, and other workshops relating racism,
labor, and detente to Watergate. There will be a
meeting of the organizaing committee on Tuesday,
November 6, from 11:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in the sixth
floor lounge of Thompson Tower. Any students and
faculty interested in speaking, teaching, or helping to

organize the teach-in are invited to this meeting or
should call 545-0485 for further information; an an-
nouncement of the teach-in date will be made later

on There is a need for action now. and we urge all to

take part in this teach-in.

Kob Higgins.
Watergate Teach-in Committee

What If You Are Wrong?
To The Editor:

I am writing this letter from Israel after a 4 months
stay as a New Immigrant and Professor of the

Hebrew University, as a religious agnostic, a
socialist of long standing and as an active ( twice
imprisoned) opponent of the kind of imperialist war
that was waged in Viet Nam.

I am writing this letter to the members of the

academic and intellectual community who stand at

the Political Left and who have begun to equate the

position of Israel to that of the United States in Viet

Nam and worse and to act politically on that sup-

position

What I have seen in these 4 months has confirmed

my beliefs. Israel is a Democratic State which is

acting responsibly and humanely to improve the

conditions of its disadvantaged citizens, particularly

among the Sephardic Jews and Arabs. It is the fitting

repository of an intellectual, spiritual and ethnic

tradition that has remained viable for thousands of

years and within the space of one century produced a

Marx, a Freud, and an Einstein. It is forging un

breakable links with the people of the occupied

territories — Gaza and the West Bank — and with

Jordan itself, through encouragement of industry and

trade, training in scientific agricultural methods,

organization of trade unions, and encouragement of

unrestricted travel throughout territories and across

the Jordan River. These relationships have already

sparked a true revolution among the Arabs — in

economic status, in the liberation of women, in the
enlargement of economic and cultural horizons.
Given the gift of Peace, they would inevitably lead to
a harmonious community.

But now we are at war. The governments of Egypt
and Syria played an elaborate charade with the
Russians. They mobilized in October of 1973 just as
they had mobilized in June of 1967 and as they were
ready to attack then, they were ready now and did
attack.

We are at war against the governments of 100
million Arabs backed by the Russian Monolith. On the
side lines sit several cynical European governments
who watch the ticker tape of oil prices and equally
cynical African governments who trade Jewish lives
for votes in the U.N.
We say that the leaders of Egypt and Syria, Iraq

and Libya, Algeria and Saudia Arabia really do want
to dismember Israel, wipe its name from the roster of
nations, kill its people and scatter the survivors — as
.Jews have been killed and scattered through the
centuries We say that they mean every word of their
rhetoric

WHAT IF WE ARE RIGHT AND YOU ARE
WRONG?
IF THEY SUCCEED. HOW WILL YOU LIVE

WITH YOURSELF?
Maurice Sussman

Professor of Biology
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Cultural Exchange
To Donald M. Austern:

Re: "Political Music", Nov. 1:

Yes the Leningrad Philharmonic
is coming, "direct from the Soviet

Union", yes "philharmonic"
means lover of harmony, and yes
those unjust things do happen in

the Soviet Union, but what's the big

deal?

You speak as though the U.S.

were a virginal paradise which
should be protected from these
prowling bears, but can you ac-

tually think that your government
doesn't promote wars and ex-

tinguish freedom?
The U.S. has armed South

Vietnam for a war that cost much
more than 50,000 North Viet-

namese lives, the C.I. A. fucked
with Chile and managed to get its

democratically elected govern-
ment taken over by a fascist

military junta, but this is silly! If

you haven't heard this before, then
you're not bound to read my ad-
vice. And if you assume the power
to ignore, then how can I expect to

convince you that musicians are
not politicians, that they don't

represent the state but their music,
and that a Russian does not a
communist make?
A government by its own

definition has to be repressive, be
it theirs or yours, but within all,

under all governments, there are
decent people who are just trying

to live in peace and perhaps enjoy
themselves a little.

But even then, would a little

cultural exchange hurt you so

much? Would a little assimilation

hurt your national identity? Would
a little good will instigate the

Kremlin into more dastardly acts?

And while we're at it, where
were you last year when Carlos

Montoya entertained, surely in the

name of that fascist Franco?
So, when the philharmonic

comes, if you enjoy that type of

music, why don't you go down and
hear them? And if they're good at

their art, why don't you give therrr

an applause as musicians and
bring a smile to their lips?

It might just make the world a

little easier to live in.

Francois A. Bonneville

Nyuk
To The Editor:

I want to see Moe Howard on this

campus. DVP has the chance to

sponsor a speech by one of the

greatest comedians of all time. I

want to hear Moe. Nyuk, nyuk,

nyuk, nyuk.

Bob Esteille

The Best
To The Editor:

I would like to strongly urge the

Distinguished Visitors Program to

bring Moe Howard, of Stooges
fame, to the UMASS campus. One
think that has been severely
lacking on this campus is real

humor, and now it seems that the

UMASS community could get it

from the best there is. If nothing
else, maybe we will all learn to

laugh again.

Paul J. Hamel

Vote Yes For Moe
To The Editor:

An an ardent Three Stooges fan I vote yes for Moe Howard. There is no
doubt in my mind that he is a deserving recipient of the DVP funds.

Last year at Haverhill High School in Haverhill, Mass., a Three Stooges
Film Festival was held. For the entire evening, the capacity audience
filled the air with side-splitting laughter. The evening was highlighted
with a pre-taped interview of Moe Howard in which he expressed his
enthusiasm and his gratitude to the students iwvolved.

One of the coordinators of the Film Festival aired another interview
with Moe over the local radio station. In this interview Moe related some
of the uproarious incidents that the film viewers were never able to see.
Needless to say it was received with great success.

I look forward to seeing him.

Stephen J. Smulski

UNIVERSITY

WOMEN
Kappa Alpha Theta

Good To The Last Drop!

COFFEE HOUSE
TONITE

778 North Pleasant St.

(across from WOPE)

Call 5-2735 for rides

ORQP IN

I-

Amnesty Debate Tonight School Of Ed. News
A film presentation and discussion of Outward Bound will be given by

A. Don Kesselheim on Monday, November 5th at 7 p.m. in rm. 128 at the
School of Education. All members of the School of Education and the
larger University community are welcome.

• »

»

James Reston, Jr. and William Rusher square off tonight under the auspices of the DVP.

position wi!! be
political speech
News reporter,

Amnesty for American deserters and draft

dodgers of the Vietnam War will be the topic of a
debate sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors

Program (DVP) tonight at 8 in the Campus
Center Auditorium.
Featured in the pro-amnesty

James Reston, Jr., a former
writer, former Chicago Daily

three year veteran of U.S. Army Intelligence and
autho; of "The Amnesty of John David Herndon."
Reston strongly contends that, "universal

amnesty for the more than 100,000 Vietnam War
deserters and draft dodgers is founded on the
belief that American guilt over Vietnam rests with
those who planned war policies."

He also feels, "that amnesty is a key factor in

effecting re-unification of the country and a
restoration of faith in government."
Debating for the case against amnesty will be

William A. Rusher who has served for 16 years as

publisher for and contributor to William F.

Buckley's National Review.
Rusher went to National Review in 1957 from the

Internal Security Cubcommittee of the U.S.

Senate, the body charged by the Senate with the

investigation of domestic Communism.
He served for several years as co-chairman of

the American Conservative Union and launched

the draft of Barry Goldwater for the Republican

Presidential nomination in 1961.

Rusher is one of the two regular "Advocates" on

the Emmy-winning educational television-

program of that name. He is one of the three co-

authors of "Amnesty" a hard-cover debate on that

issue.

Rusher will speak at a seminar on "The Press

and Watergate" at 2: 30 this afternoon in the sixth

floor lounge of Thompson Hall.

The Aesthetic Center of the School of Education is sponsoring An
Evening of Making Things: Batik, Masks, Sock Puppets, Musical In-

struments, Creative Cooking, Super-Jink Sculpture, and much much
more.
Come make things, and make things happen! Tuesday, Nov. 6, at 8

p.m. in Farley Lodge. Please bring supplies or a 50 cent donation.
• ••

Applications close November 5 for the Milton C . Davis Freshman prize
which will be awarded to the UMas:; freshman with the best high school
record in Latin. Applications are not restricted to students in the Classics
Program. The $100 reward will be announced in early December. Ap-
plications can be picked up kfl Herter 537.

Study Puerto

Rican Plants

A horticultural expedition to

Puerto Rico is being tentatively

planned for some time during
intercession. The flora and fauna
of the sub-tropical rain forest and
other ecologically significant areas

of the island will be explored.

All agricultural and biology
students who are interested should

inquire to Dr. George Goddard,
French Hall, Telephone, 545-2249.

Hopefully academic credit will be
given for the trip.

PENGUIN BOOK

SALE
6,000 Penquin paperbacks

— all subjects, most titles

Reduced in Price

TO AN UNBELIEVABLE

3 / $1.00

SPECIAL SALE TABLES -

NOW IN PROGRESS

at

The University Store

Campus Center

Your first

tampon
should
be a

Kotex
tampon.

Because only Kotex
tampons have soft.

rounded ends gentle
insertion guides

instead of two bulky
tubes and more
protection than the
leading brand But
the only way to be
convinced is to let a

Kotex tampon be
• test one

wasn't,

here's a
second
chance.

For a trial %ue package of Kotex*
tampons (5 tampons), a pretty purse
container, and a very explanatory
book entitled "Tell It Like It Is",

mail this order form with 2bt in coin
to cover mailing and handling to:

Kotex tampons
Box 551 CN1
Neenah, Wisconsin 54956

Name.

Address.

City.

State. .Zip.

Allow 4 weeks for delivery.
Oiler expires December 31, 1973.
Limit one per customer. «

©Femininity today
Irom K.mberiy-Clarl<
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Of Interest. • •

The Student Development and Career Planning Center is offering a
four-session seminar for students interested in pursuing career ex-
ploration.

The seminar will focus on career goal-setting, resume building, sur-
veying vocational interests, tracking down vocational information, and
other pertinent topics related to career exploration.

The first session will be held on Nov. 8, Thursday morning, from 9 : so-

il :30, in room 218 of Berkshire House. Following sessions will take place
on Nov. 15 and 29, and the final session on Dec. 6th.

The program is under the direction of Don Banks and Susan Krivatsy of
the Center steff. If you are interested in the seminar but can't make the
designated times, call in and indicate the times that would be more
convenient for you. The staff will make every effort to accomodate all

interested students.
* * *

Tonight at 10 P.M., WMUA (UMass radio, 91.1 FM) will broadcast a
preview of tomorrow's area municipal elections.

The program is being presented as a special feature of "Focus,"
WMUA's weekly public affairs series produced and moderated by
Kenneth Mosakowski.
Tonight's live. 60-minute program will highlight races in the Pioneer

Valley cities of Holyoke, Northampton, Springfield, and Westtield.

One segment of the program will include an interview with UMass
graduate student Heriberto Flores, who is a candidate for alderman-at-
large in the city of Holyoke. Other segments will spotlight the subjects of
flouridation and charter review, which will be appearing as referenda on
election ballots in Holyoke and Northampton.

• * *

This year's SWAP Conference is being held the weekend of November
30 through December 1 at the Northfield Inn. General themes for this

conference are Student Services and University Governance, to cover
such topics as Housing and Food Services, Alternative Programming,
and the idea of unicameral government; that is, one governing body
representing the whole campus community, including students, staff, and
faculty, thereby eliminating the now separate governing bodies.
Student delegates to SWAP are being chosen on a decentralized basis;

applicants submit their applications to appropriate areas or
organizations as designated on the application. The areas' own selection
committees make their alloted number of choices and submit the names
to the SWAP Committee

Applications may be picked up at the various Area Government offices,
the Student Union Lobby, the Campus Center Information Desk, and the
Student Activities Office in the Student Union. The fee for SWAP is $7.50
for UMass undergraduates, and $45 for all others. Time is running short,
however, and applications must be submitted by Friday, November 9.

For further information, contact Sheila at 545-2351, Ari at 546-9978, or
Michael at 546-6645.

• • •

A talk by Dr. Edward Teller scheduled for Monday, Nov. 5, at UMass
has been postponed. It will be rescheduled at a date to be announced.

Dr. Teller is one of a number of distinguished speakers visiting the
UMass campus this term through the department of mechanical and
aerospace engineering Seminar Program.
The next speaker in the series is Dr. Edward Saibel, associate director

of the Army Research Office in Durham, N.C. He will talk on
"Tubulence in Lubrication" Thursday, Nov. 8, at 4 p.m in Room 10 of
Gunness Laboratory.
The series is made possible by a grant from the Eastman Kodak

Company. The public is invited.

• • •

On the recommendation of a Five College Committee on Lecture
Coordination, the Directors of Five Colleges. Inc., have authorized the
establishment of an annual joint lecture fund of $5,000 to help a few five
college groups with scarce resources to hold lecture series, organize
symposia, or attract outstanding lecturers to the Valley. The purpose of
the fund is to support five college groups-faculty and student--in
mounting projects together which they could not normally do alone. The
amount of a grant will not usually exceed $1,000 for an individual request.
Events sponsored by the Five College Lecture Fund will be expected to
involve all five colleges by equitable distribution of speakers and
workshops on the 'five campuses and-or demonstration of full par-
ticipation in planning and access to all events for those interested people
from the other colleges. The Five College Committee on Lecture coor-
dination would welcome application from qualified groups for the
academic year 1973-74.

For further information concerning the fund and application in-

formation, contact Pat Crosson, Provost's Office. 545-2181.

• • •

The Commuter Lounge will open officially today. It is located in the
basement (Hatch Level) of the Student Union behind the Games Room
The Commuter Assembly (C.A.) hopes that commuters will use the

lounge as a study area and equally as important as a place to meet other
commuters. Future plans include painting a large wall mural, in
stallation of a gas operated fireplace, adding more furniture, and in
general, warming its present austere features.

Located in the front of the lounge is the C.A. office where commuters
with problems, questions and even answers can come to talk with their
representatives. Office hours are posted on the front window.
C.A. meetings are held in the lounge area Wednesdays at 5:30. Some of

the more important business discussed this semester has been: the ex-
panding the bus system, purchasing additional lockers, financial
assistance for the North Village Day Care Center, and how to improve
communications between the Commuter Assembly as an area govern-
ment and its over 7.000 constituents. Everyone is welcome to attendthese
meetings and to join in the discussions.

The C.A. Executive Council will be maktng appointments to several
University and Student Committees in the near future. These com-
mittees are: the Student Union Campus Center Governing Board, the
Public Safety Policy Council, the Commuter Assembly Ways and Means
Committee, and the C A Housing Committee. If you are interested in any
facet of commuter life and in voicing your opinions on your own future,
come down and talk to one of the members of the C.A. Executive Council!
Minutes of the meetings and other nnouncements will be posted outside

the lounge If you come down and no one is there, leave any questions,
comments, suggestions, or four letter words in the box on the outside
wall.

• • •

The Philadelphia Composers' Forum will present a concert at 8: 15 p.m.
Tuesday. Nov. 6 in the Buckley Recital Hall in the Music Building at
Amherst College. The concert is open to the public without charge
The program will consist of the following works, which have been

recorded by this distinguished group: "Songs, Drones. Refrains of
I)«>;ith" by Crumb. "Aria'' and Fontana Mix" by Cage, and "Time
Spans " by Joel Thome, who directs the group.
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Effective
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Center Cut Chuck

Steak or Roast
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CHOICE

Bone

In

Cut just the way you and

your family like it. .

.

So tender and juicy!

1st Cut California

Chuck Steak Steak or Roast
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Boneless
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Maharaj Ji

Is The Guru
In contradistinction to the chaos

and confusion which engulfs the

world today, the youth of America
have turned toward various
meditative techniques for a new
sense of significance. One such
phenomenon which has swept
across this country is that of Guru
Maharaj Ji who, besides amassing
a huge discipleship, has aroused a

great deal of interest within the

press, college campuses and
homes of America. Consequently a
film was prepared which was
subsequently honored at the

Atlanta Film Festival as the best

documentary and best religious

film for 1973.

The film which is presently
playing in Boston movie theatres,

has been procured and will be
shown for the benefit of the Five-

College community today at 7:30

in Merril Science Center, Amherst
College. Whether from a
phenomenolgical, religious or
personal perspective the event

should be a rewarding experience
for all who attend

Rio Study
All Set
One of the highpoints of the

study-tour to Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, which will take place this

January, will be a visit to the

Museum of Sound and Images to

contemplate the special collection

of Carmen Miranda memorabilia.
The Portuguese-born Hollywood
entertainer made several films
with Brazilian settings in the 1940s
and set the popular image of

Brazilian women in the American
mind. Ever since "Flying Down to

Rio" most Americans think
Brazilian ladies wear bananas on
their heads. The special collection

consists of the films, recordings
and photographs of the actress
during her entire career.

The study-tour will consist of a
charter flight to Rio de Janeiro
leaving from New York on January
1 and returning on January 22,

hotel and breakfast, and a three
credit Multidisciplinary In-

troduction to Brazilian
Civilization. The price of the
charter flight is $280, hotel rooms
cost $140 for twenty-one days, and
tuition for the course is $75.

Professor Roberto White is

organizing the venture and will be
showing slides in the Main Lounge
of Grayson House at Orchard Hill

on Tuesday, November 6. at 9:00
p.m. All interested students are
invited to attend

Poco Coming
To N.A.S.C.
Pocco will be in concert at North

Adams State College on Friday.
November 9 at 8 p.m. Appearing
with Poco will be Chad Stewart,
formerly of Chad and Jeremy.
Tickets are $4.50 and are on sale at

the New Record Store in Amherst.
and on the North Adams campus

TOMTE
Penny

Kite
with

Daddy
Long

Legs
at tin*

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rt<\ 47, Sunderland

665-4937

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAA <

The Sagittarian succeeds by following
dictates of "inner voice." These persons
seem capable of sensing trends, of being
prescient about cycles, of knowing how to

prepare for the future But too often
Sagittarius gets "talked out" of beliefs,

becomes sidetracked, falls into trap of

trying to be "practical." Sagittarius
definitely is better at telling rather than
being told what to do.

AKIES (March 21 April 19): Your
concern about long-distance com-
munication could be waste of emotional
energy Much is being decided in way which
will not directly involve you. Key is to

maintain independent stance without being
arrogant. Cycle favors success.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Intuitive

intellect is active. You get hunch about
people, places Efforts to close deal may be
temporarily delayed Use that time to tie

loose ends Check for loopholes. Friend may
not have all necessary information. Do
some personal checking.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Don't be in

loo much of a hurry to affix signature to

document, agreement Leave self room to

investigate. Highlight versatility There is

more than one way, more than one op-
portunity Know it — and expect additional
offers

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Go slow
Check details. Soft-sell approach is now
likely to achieve best results. Aquarius. Leo
and Scorpio persons could figure*
prominently You may be doing some
revising, rebuilding Get priorities in order
LEO i July 23-Aug 22) : Creative abilities

are accented. Your ability to analyze also is

brought to forefront Gemini. Virgo persons
are likely to be involved You need balance.
Awnd extremes Don't change merely for

sake of change And don't expect perfection
Irom loved one
VIRGO (Auk 23 Sept 22): You may be

seeking through rose-colored glasses. Be
optimistic without becoming a Pollyanna
Kamily member seeks more harmonious
atmosphere Be considerate, rwepttve.
Otherwise, vou could lose what means

most Make concession in order to make
home a happier place.

LIBRA ( Sept 23-()ct . 22 ) : Perceive subtle
nuances Take nothing for granted Double-
check, especially where services are
concerned. One who makes promises may
be whistling in dark Know it and review
information Relative may be completely
misinformed.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Don't spend

for something which is "too breakable."
Tendency exixts for you to act on impulse
and to have later regrets Money is in-

volved Fragility seems in picture Go for
the solid, in products and persons
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21): You

are seeing only partway You are seeing the
smoothness while the rough edges and
scaping your view. Get rid of proposition
which is weighty, deceptive and costs and
costs Stop procrastinating.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): New
ways of looking, seeing and perceiving are
necessary. Some around you are tired, lack
enthusiasm and sing the blues But you can
snap out of doldrums Do so individually,
not as part of a group Retain identity.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Peb 18): You make
right moves: result is gain, collection, the
obtaining of what you need Leo could be in

picture Accent is on evaluating, summing
up. perceiving and detecting what might be
obscured Good money news indicated
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) : You may be

telegraphing punches Means try not to be
too obvious. A bit of discretion now becomes
your ally Give yourself choices. Refuse to
Im- painted into corner One in authority
pulls strings to your advantage
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

dynamic, active, attractive and have a
temper You seldom do things halfway — it

is all or nothing Social activity accelerates
in December Many born under Gemini and
Virgo gravitate lo you You are attracted to

writing, drama and to general conflict
When things are too easy, you lose interest

Teacher has had a great influence on you
and perhaps changed direction of your life

Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Friday's puzzle

ACROSS

1 Distant

4 Shakespearian
character

9 Man's
nickname

1? Exist

13 Benefit

14 Macaw
15 Testify

17 Checked

19 Ingress

21 Inquire

22 Word of sorrow

24 Number
26 Liquety

29 Distance
measure (pi.)

31 Seed

33 Click beetle

34 Part of 'to be"

35 Scottish cap

37 Cheer

39 Compass point

40 Pose for

portrait

42 Remuneration

44 Portions of

medicine

46 Let it stand

48 Caress

50 Possessive
pronoun
Catch (colloq.)

53 Lure

55 Cushioned

58 Passageways

61 Beverage

62 Condescending
looks

64 Period of time

65 Cover
66 Smallest

number
67 Communist

10
11

16
18
20
22
23
25
27
28
30
32
36
38

Amend
Rage
A|ip.uent

Parent (colloq.)

Goddess of

healing

Genus of olives

Inclined

laterally, as
airplane

Native metal
Evil

Beginning
Doctrine
Affirmative

Collect

Boundary
Conjunction
One defeated
Lock of hair

Weaken
Small lump
Chart
Basketba! 1

targets

Cared for

Still

45 One who follows

an army and
sells provisions

to troops

47 Youngster
49 Rips
52 Warning device

54 Light rain

55 Crony (colloq.)

56 Mohammedan
name

57 River in Scotland
59 Before
60 Mournful
63 Babylonian

dei'y

51

DOWN

Novelty

Exist
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Visitors

PEANUTS
She wanted to live

in Canada.

He wanted to live

in Mexico. Thus,
they parted.

Years later, when
asked the reason,
she replied simply,

"I just didn't like

his latitude!"

B.C. by Johnny hart
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Notices

ATTENTION NURSES
The Hartford Hospital will be on

campus on 11-9 to talk to interested

nursing students. If interest 3d, come
to the Career Planning Office,

Berkshire House and sign for an
interview.

BUILDING COMMITTEE OF THE
BOG
Meeting today at 1:00 in 802 C.C.

CHRISTIANS
Come and fellowship with us.

I.V.C.F. Rm. 903 every Mon. night in

C.C. at 7:30.

COCKTAIL PARTY
Political Science Majors are invited

to a social hour 117 T.O.C. starting at

400 p.m.

COUNSELING TASK FORCE
All interested persons are invited to

today's meeting at 3:00 p.m. in 319

Hampshire House.

ECOLOGY SLIDE SHOW
Tonight at 6 p.m. in 428 S.U., C.E.Q.

will have a slide show "Nature's

Beauty" before the regular meeting.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
C.E.Q. will meet tonight in 426 D
S.U.B. Discussion of possible new
projects to follow the Alternate

Energy Converence. New people and
ideas welcome.

FENCING CLUB MEETING
Meeting Monday night 7 9, WOPE,
Rm. 8. Everyone come! Let's get

going! Fencing every Mon. and
Thurs.

FINANCE COMMITTEE OF BOG
Meeting today in 809 C.C.

FOOD SERVICES COMMITTEE OF
BOG
Meeting today at 3.00 in 805 C.C.

FREE MOVIE
Satre's "No Exit", 7:15 Thompson
102, Tues. 116. Discussion on movie
Thurs., 11 8, 8:30 Greenough House
downstairs.

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Veterans Affairs Office needs more
veteran grad students to tutor un

dergrad veterans. Standard rates

paid. Apply 241 Whitmore.

GSS MEETING
Meeting tonight, 6:30 Memorial Hall.

Pledges will meet at 7:15, same
place. All members please attend.

INTERNATIONAL FOLKDANCING
Folkdancing today in the Cape Cod
Lounge. Teaching starts at 7:30.

Open international folkdancing until

11 p.m. Beginners are as welcome as
others. Note new location.

JOE. PAROLE VOLUNTEERS
Important meeting for all volunteers,

Tuesday at 7:00 in 103 C.C. Please
attend for we can begin to assign kids

to you!

OH RESIDENTS
May pick up SWAP applications in

the Area Gov't Office, 103 Dickinson.
Deadline: Nov. 9.

OHAG MEETING
Area Gov't meeting gonight, 9:30 pm
in Dickinson Main Lounge. All should
attend.

OUTING CLUB
General meeting tonight 6:30, 168

C.C. Trips going out Nov. 10-11: Mt.

Chocohua backpack. Long Trail

backpack. More information at the

meeting. New Locker phone number
5453131. Call during locker hours

only.

PHILOSOPHY MAJORS
Meet faculty and discuss radical

changes in Dept. concerning you.

Tues. 11-6, 4 p.m., Rm. 2601 Library.

Refreshments.

OPEN RUSH
All UMass men invited to an open

rush at Phi Mu Delta, Fraternity-

Sorority Park. Tuesday, 11-6 at 8:30

p.m.

POETRY AND FICTION
Tuesday 11 6 Colonial Lounge,
SUB., 8:00 p.m. poets Larry Russ

and Marcia Hastie and writer Monte
Loreneet read their work. Everyone
invited. Free.

(Continued on P. 17)

A Butterfield Production

NIGHT of Hie

LIVING PEAP
Nov. 6 I 1> 8:3°> 10 P-.m.

"A JOY! STUNNING! BEAUTIFUL! GREAT!
PICTURE OF THE MONTH ! PASSIONATE!
PERFECT! ^MMMTIFUL! BREATHTAKING!'

A Mm m mm
•§•!• ••• •!•! . . .

IV

KkavoZkkhkki.i.1

, ,
- .__ — Komi o

IPS I Jj^^ ^ |l 1.11,1 —

6, Wed., Thur . Sun.

At 8 00 Only
***********
Frt 8 30 Only
***********
Sat., mon., Tue

7 1549 45

V *

ACADEMY
AT THE GATES

OF SMITH COLLEGE
IT ENDS TUESDAY

(Mi Screen
7 (MIA, <l:00 I

NORTHAMPTON MASS 584-8435

De Broca s •*

Crowning
Touch'

TMTi MOVIf

ALAN BATES

I BUJOLO

ONE WEEK OUT!

"THE
WHISTLE
BLOWERS"
7:15 I 9:15

RATED I

HELD OVER • OON't MISS ET!

•t X Campus
jlV /7'tu»ro4 \f

AMHINST HAD! f V LINK

DOLLAR NIGHTS!
MON. & TUES

Amission $1.00

m

IS NOW IN ITS IJ*o «fF* At TMC
< AMMIOGC ClNNUt TWIN CMfMA

Remember ...TONIGHT & Tl ESDAY — HOLLAR NIGHT!

3 Shows
7: 15 8:40

10.Q0

**v

5*vfc
1)1

mmiHTTTiTTTmiixJ
FOR SALE

/rnith 21" console color. II.W; K( \

hl.it k A. while console l.v RR, Television

I »-iil<-r H V Pleasant M \mherst 25.1-

MINI

RIM

Zenith .'I ( mtsole < ..lor TV MM. Philcn

•Klark & White Console T\ I.VI. TV Crater •

•>:. Pleasant St.. Vuihrrsl 253 5100.

til 1-5

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

stereo M wall Lafayette, i.an.inl IHH.

( rilt-rion .!.'. Speakers, turn <> best offer

Paul -'.VI -97INI. N Ml-4: 30 Mon Fri

RlM

ma wa
HVH,

vs jeep with plow IIMNI 25ti-

tfll *

Stereo Huffs! If vou Hani name, brand
stereo equip malt her) and sold' to you at
wholesale prices < all DM al 253-27Hfi.

after S.

tfll-t

I a|>e deck Vinv T( Ififi. new

. ..nil . 1 1 wi . nio\ ie camera — Vashica

sillier himiI- new t nnd . I«« X4 ountrv

skis. |H»les for person fi ft., new cond

|3S. \-( ounlr\ hoots 'l 1/2. new cond

112. Sneakers — ( onverse. hi. black,

new till Hike hoots — Dunham Tvrnl

new cond . 1 1« Ml prices negotiable

Call Kith, w: -2*m
if 1 1 ;

Pot bellv stove 1 1. lobe i. in perfect

i mid it ion with removable top plate & loot

warmer lip. I ft high, cast iron, tall afler

I p m . 5J»fi-2»20.

tfll 7

...mm Penlax Spot malic camera —
'.".mm FI I lens. Weston light meter, case

lop condition. I'., \earsold. IIKO. Stuart. I-

•si '17 II

tfll 9

Iom. s track recorder-player with 'i push

buttons. _• \ I meters, auto-level MM,
list SI 39. will sell for $*» 25fi-fi27l evenings

til 1-9

LOST & FOUND

Man's wedding band. Ifik white gold

KFK -KM. k-2K-7I Contact Hob. them
lower I II I or call MUM). Reward!

tfll-H

t an t find a film that make* sense
1'

('Ntf found the answer I \rt III.

If 1 1-5

AUTO FOR SALE

19*7 \ \\ Viuarehack. Needs tran-
smission, will sell for parts, has in

spe< (ions sinker, good engine and body.
Make offer, call Dave 549-0353

til 1-7

i.l \ustin llealv Sprite, good mech.
cond.. new trans and brakes. f.VHl. in

Ksted Ko or $:hni. Jack MMM
tfll-:.

INSTRUCTION

S A I. Camera Imports has new

cameras, lenses Jb other photo equip, at

slashed prices Full warranty, all makes

and models Call Ken. B-9723.

tfll XI

Panasonic receiver A Mrack I2W *

I2WHMS. I wo A Harmon Kardon cassette

neck, model t MM. 175 or both for 1150

Mi. MM. left

tflM

iria 12 string, vr old. escel.. good case

Want l-'Vi Make oiler t all Hob a I 7 p.m..

I.-I..VM.

triM

Tbe \rms Itace: \ I credit Minicourse.

I'hvics I'NlD No prereq \IHK 11:1.'.. II \S

l.'l. Nov 13 Dei It. f all Prof, tiuyer. Mt-
ifill lor details

tfll II

I. rani to love going to thr movies — just

like old limes only better. I . Vt III

If II-.'.

WANTED

."• in i. bedroom house in \\ ended. I kitch-

ens, i bathrooms, full cellar with
fireplace .'.'»« KWIfi.

triiiz

late tin's \ alianl or Darl. pref. i. ryl..

must he in exiellenl condition, up to tl.iNNi

lor right car. >lfi-t:.72 MM

ISK7 t hevrolet His. Mechanicall> compl.

devised new lires $«I0. Keasonahle! t all

:«i7 after I p m
HIM

dNW Kord (ML; •» cyl. IW engine good

condition Must sell, (all Bruce BMatt.
tfll-*

I'Ha, Dodge Dart, h < > I . r. A h.. sticker,

standard trans . i good snows, very

economical. I MHl t all Halph. MS-MI.
HIM

MM \H Squareback. excellent con-

dition, recent engine and brake work, (all

MaViaJR).

tfll 6

H passenger Dodge. 1970 wagon,
doorgale. air. MM \ -x. M.non mi., excellent

tnech A hodv Musi see. tl.700. will

bargain MMM
tfll 7

fi Harracuda. smashed front end. 3K3 4

sp. Mallorv distributor. I barrel car-

buratoi . new starter, motor. 1225 take* It.

Sandv :.HI-.iil'i MM

l!N>9 I in tina. new shocks, rebuilt trans.,

needs brake work 1.100. 34S-tS72.

tfll-t

Stick six I'ontiac good heater, sticker.

MM; I'm s. he conv.. needs work, best

offer. Saab 9ti5. 1400. :»23-7327

tf 1 1-8

I96H \ \\ Hug. many miles but runs well,

isking lino -.19-01112 at dinnertime

tfll-*

1972 Datsun Mt, 2 dr.. aulo. radio, lj.000

mi., rustproofed. snowtires with rims.

SI.7IMI or best offer, tall after S p.m.. Mf-
I'lKI

tfll-7

I 'Mil \\\ good condition.

Tom. -.19 IM after :. p.m.
1 1.VI. Ask for

mi I.,

ENTERTAINMENT

Need a band? (all Stan s Band*,
represents all area groups. For musical
entertainment call 236-0316.

tfll-7

Hey groovy guys and gals — I can play
your favorite musk just the way you like
it. (all Steve the D.J. for votir party. 4«7-

2H42.

till*

M vocalist wanted immediately for
recording date. ( ontact 773-MM for more
info.

MM

ROOMMATE WANTFD
Km avail Dec. 31. Female to share apt.

with 2 others in Puffton $71 mo includes

heat, (all V49-6I97 bet t-«s keep trying.

tfll 5

1972 .lavelin SST. must sell quickly,
mov ing to NYC. Y-M auto., p.s.. radio-tape.

I new lires and snows. SI..VMI or best offer,

f all MMMB.
MM

I9K7 Harracuda. smashed front end. :w:t

l-speed. Malloi v distributor, new starter,

motor. 1225 takes it. Sandy. 5H4-20I9.

tfll-IS

i'm.i, Toronadn. air. A full power. Also
1'Ma.Juin.ila SS. both in ex. cond. (all after

5. make offer :.t9-n92t Thev must go this

week.
liiJa

fflM Inter. Travelall. new clutch, fi great
tires II snows i . t on floor, huge heater,
new fronl brakes. Incredible deal for 1525
(all 549-132*. David.

tfll-7

doom mate wanted for furnished apt

near campus. 1 100 per month. Lease unti

Max Ml (all 253-9M3.

se until

tfll-7

TRAVEL
1972 M(iB-(iT 2K.IMHI

exhaust. AM-FM stereo,

driving lights. Michelin

127.VI.

miles \barlh
luggage rack.

Xas. 549-07 IK.

MM
t.oing bv air? Let us handle your pre-

flight. in-flight and post-flight
arrangements al no cost to you. (all
campus rep.. 253-1162 evenings.

tfl2-l2

Female to share I bdrm. Presidential

apt. beginning Jan. Semi-furnished. IH7.30

- mon.. incl. utilities, (all 519-4 463.

tfll-16

Roommate to share spacious 4 rm. apt.,

quiet, relaxing atmosphere. 160 per mo.
(all after 6 p.m.. 527 5466

tfll-t

Hoomn ate wanted for furnished apt-

near campus. 1 100 per month, lease until

May hi Call 253-SwM.

MM
Roommates needed— three tingle*, own

entrance, interesting netgabart. Call
Howie. 2M-M43.

MM
ANNOUNCEMENT

Film festivals that make sense. First
run art films and best classic*. Popular
prices. I . Art III.

tfll-7
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Notices Cont.
(Continued from F. 16)

R.N. STUDENTS
Important meeting of RN students
group, with election of officers.

Please come! Monday, 11-5 at 7 p.m.
Morrill IV Converence Rm.

SPECTRUM DEADLINE
is November 17, if you haven't

stopped to see us, S.U. 407 already.

545 2023. How about a call??

TELEVISIONS
Color and B W, Calculators, Electric

typewriters, 10 speed bicycle, Boston

Bruins tickets, Fifths. UMass
Veterans Organization Raffle. C.C.

Tues Fri, 112 p.m.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARIES
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WE'RE ADDING
A NEW CINEMA
WATCH FOR
GALA OPENING

HELP WANTED
Innovative persons to teach under-

educated adults, inner city dropouts.
Spanish speaking and Indian children
in llic I'.S. Musi be able to work out-
side traditional, classroom. If vou're a
senior getting a degree in education.

Fnglish. languages. Sociology, etc.

talk to a VISTX representative in the

'lacemenl Office on Nov. 5-9.

Ifll-K

In your job search, vou'll run across
all kinds of glossy pages and promises
that so-and-so company wants
graduates with liberal arts degrees.
Las! year's seniors who chose either
VISTA or Peace t orps ARF AT
WORK in hundreds of projects both
here and in 59 countries overseas.
Teaching Fnglish as a foreign
language; working in tuberculosis
control programs, smallpox, and
malaria eradication projects: acting
as agricultural extension agents;
developing alternative schools:
counseling in drug crisis centers and
many more. Demand for these
assignments is. of course, great. It's

extremely important for you In apply
before December. To underscore this.

VISTV & Peace t'orps representatives
will he here during this semester only;
on Nov 5-9 from 9 a.m. to I p.m.. go to
the Placement Office and sign up for

an interview.

tfll 9

Teach Math & Science where the
Farth is flat rocks are ev il. and turtles
are sacred \s a Peace f orps teacher,
vou'll gel some lough questions like:
How does Ihe turtle Vishnu swimming
in his sea of milk and pushing up the
tree of life fil into your theories of the
world. \h Hat/? Vou don't put legends
like these down because thev are a
vital part of vour student's culture.
One of the challenges of teaching Math
A Science in a dev loping country is to
create acceptance for these subjects
within the frame work of ancient
traditions \ Pence t orps \ 1ST \

representative will he in the
Placement Office on Nov .

.'.9. Sign up
now for an interview

Mils

I'oster Sluffers for Hampshire ( ountv
;irea. f ar is preferable but not necessary.
< all Dave For Fiidav and Sal M4M

University Judiciaries will be
meeting tonite in 811 C.C. at 7:30. All

advocates and judges are requested
to attend.

WHO IS GURU MAHARAJ Jl?
Honored as the bes? documentary
and religious film for 1973, will be
shown only today at Amherst College
in Merril Science Center at 7:30.

We've seen the posters, we've heard
the rumors, now let's learn the facts.

LOST
One orange flowered case containing
our rings of sentimental value. Call
546 6649 anytime Reward!

Name: Violin, '2 St. Bernard, '?

Golden Retriever. Orangey coat, has
brown leather collar, big black nose,

big smile, and rabies tag (says
Montclair, N.J.) call 584 8605.

FOUND
Detail map of New York in black
plastic bag. Call 5 2773 or come in to
the Textbook Annex.

Last week wandering around
Moore House. A basset hound,
female, about a year old. Call Carl

665 3428

FOLKLORE SOCIETY
The Valley Folklore Society will hold
a Ceilidh on Thursday, November 8,
at 7.00 p m. in 911 915 C.C. Everyone
invited to bring your voices, in-

struments, whatever to join the fun
and sing.

Corrections

The hike for the benefit of residents at Belchertown State School
planned for Saturday, Nov. 17 will be a 20 mile hike; not 25 as reported in
last Friday's COLLKC.IAN.

Due to a mix up in the printing the hours that Amherst Chinese Food.
162 Main Street were incorrect in last Friday's "Poor Richard's".
The restaurant is open

: Monday and Tuesday : from noon till 10:00P.M.
Closed Wednesday. Open Friday and Saturday from 12:00-12:00. ACF is
also open on Sundays from 4:00 till 10:00.

MDC Classifieds

75* first day

50' each

additional day
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Television Tonight
O'TOOI.F "Operation

Met OYS Money In Ihe

Lucy and Bob

'.nil F\SK,\
DwMy." 1 18>

:.::ui tiif RKAI
Bank i ib >

IMF LltY SHOW
Crane "

1 22

1

TIIF FI.FtTKIt tOMI'WY '24) (57)

llot.W s IIFKOFS The Bootv Prize
'27 i

Hot; \VS IIFKOFS "The Flame CJrows
Ihuhei " !30>

M US. NKVIIIFK, SI'OKTS (40)

.v. Mil.VI s HAPPENING I I'OATF cii

li:iNi \F\\S 111 (8) (22i

I SI'Y Tinwhecl " (18)

ZOOM! (Ml i57l

I'FTTItOVr .11 ACTION Spare Thai
('otlane" 1 27

1

TO TFLL TIIK TKl Til (iarry Moore,
host i in

UIU» MILD MFST Nijthl (II Ihe
I'lirieritrounri Terror."

( 40

1

li::MI NFWS Cli (22) (30)

\IM FVFM.Vt. \FMS (8)

< MILDION Utti PFOIM.F. TOO (24»

s\F\Kl to ADVENTURE (27i

LOUS LYONS: NFMS ANDCOMMFNT
(57>

CM NFMSKFXT NFMS .40)

I:« MOVIF In Like Fhnl (tl

TKl III OK CONSFQl FNCFS Boh
B.nki'i. host (8i

DICK \ AN DYKF SHOW S„| and Ihe
S|.onM>r "

( IRi

NFMS. MFATHFK. SI'OKTS 1 22 > (30)

YOl K FI TCKF IS NOW 1 24 i

MOVIE I) (J A ' (27)

\KC FYFNINt. NFWS 1 40

•

TME KFI'OKTFKS 1 57

>

T Ml I'OI |( >: St Kt.FON I8i

(.KFFN \t KFS The Deputy

'401

(40i

TIIF IIOI.IVWOOD
Uttr^Nill fur • '25' OH

(181

StK AKFS Deler

WOMAN "Allernalives to Traditional
MarriaKe." ( 24

1

I'OI.KX With Frank Kni«hl
WALSH'S ANIMALS '571

K:im 1IIF ROOKIES "Caste 261" (8i

NOTKF D\MF FtMITKAI.I. (18)

lots of lick "The Shrimp." (22> (30i

NFWSI'OKI JAZZ FFSTIVAI. NFW
YOKK \ TKIKITF TO LOUS AKM
STKONti '24i (57)

h mi DI\N\ Take My Father. Please!"
(Mi (Ml
:« IIFKF S I.l t'Y (SI

NFL MONDAY NK.IIT FOOTK.AI.I.
liAMK *8i (40>

MOVIF 'Yotsn. Mine and Ours ' (22)

|Mi
TIMFS LOST CIHLDKFN 1 24 ) IS7I

KOKIS KAKI.OFF I'KFSFNTS
I lilt II. I. lit 111,' Poisoner" (27i

CAMPAIGN -

7t c.7i

•i::illTHFl MtKOI.I.O't tINNOK SPFCIAI.
'

'Three For Ihe Cirls (SI

lUNIKKFAT A Ih.Kisaiid Summers '

'24'

I" mi FI.FtTKIN PREVIEW '24'

NFWS <27>

MARTIN XI.KONSKY FXFNINt.
FDITION Iff I

MANTRAP '27i

WOMAN (57i

II (Hi NFWS. WFATIIFK. MNMTIlM H8i
11 i 27 ' ' :«) i

ll:M MOVIF "Trial <:n

JOHNNY ( 'ARSON SHOW ( 22 1 (30i

1 1 : U NFWS. WEATHER. SPOKTS (81 ' 4)1

'

I2:i:. t (II. I. Ft. K FtNITKAII. 7:1 18) (401

NFWS '18i

I in. TOMOKKOW Tom Snyder, host 1 22

>

IMl
II.'. NFWS 'Hi (4l)i

i :. nfws. WEATMRR (Si

!:M NFWS 22 'III'

TONIGHT
t'MVKRSlTY WEEK IN RKVIKW at 6:30 p.m.

I'niversily Week In Review is a weekly capsule look at what s been
happening thai affects ihe UMass Community, whether Ihe event be on

P or off campus

1VOCU8 at 10:00 D.m.

|t Kmus examines issues of local and national interest Featured are
nucsLs and you can call in to ask questions or comment. Host is Ken
M'isakowski

TOMORROW NIGHT
OFF TIIF HOOK at 7:20 p.m.

(.uesi host (.erry Brooks of WMLA Sports talks with John OConnell
Director ..f Alumni Affairs at L'Mass You're invited to call in at 545-
287H

TIIF FOURTH TOWER OF INVERNESS-
WEEKNIGHTS AT MIDNIGHT'

UIMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

HELP WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS PERSONAL PERSONAL

.lobs in Kusiness ConsultinK —
I i •'iiienilv the difference belwi. n a

marxical & .i wnnt; business in the

inability ol the form, in li.i . con-
sultants Itusiness graduates working
li»r YI.STX & I'eac t nips are h.-lpin^

I 1 1 haiiKi- that situation. If v..u lia I

UK A. MM \ or Ml' V vou should Hssh m
!•• \IST\ & Peace (orps its ex

i»i ifiii .' you'll «cl with no ttther

in Kaiii/alion \ i epresentativ > will be
in Ihe Placement Office on October II

A 12 Sign up now for an interview.

tfll-H

Civil I- nxineers. Overseas: to adv ise

on dam construction. irriRation
systems, water works. \t home: to

prepare cost estimates on housing,
develop fundinR proposals, review
archilecl's plans, etc. Peace Corps -

\ ISTA fiiKiui-ei s get rrfuch more
responsiblitv and experience than
their peers who ho to work for private
t-iiKim-ei iiik lirms. Talk to a

r«#resenlalive in the Placement
Office on Nov . 5-9. sign up today for an
interview

.

Ifll-M

HELP WANTED
While organized recreation is

generally regarded as (rivolt is in this

counlrv . the reverse is iru- in most
developing nations \s a IV ice (orps
volunteer vou will develop irograms.
train teachers, teach coaching
techniques, coach national teams.
\ ou'll hr regarded as someone with an
important skill to share, (iel more
information Peace (orps will be in the
Placement Office on Nov. .".-9 sign up
now for an interview

tfll-x

\ Workshop in Varn making and
Natural Plant Dyeing will be held'Nov :t, |
p m al Friends Meeting House Kl KX
Levered (all 549-:«.:i.-i

ifn-:.

• < oil. Canada ski trip - tdavs. Inites
HtKel. breakfaM. dinner Transportation
Apres ski party, all for |R5. Jan M B
Kaggins Travel. 23«-OI4C.

tfll -15

Jobs for French & Spanish Majors -

Spanish speakers to work as VISTA'S
in barrios in the Southwest & as Peace
( orps teachers & resource people in

Latin \merica. French speakers to
work in African Franrhophone
countries with Peace Corps. These are
positions of responsibility and sen-
sitivitv. Talk to a rrpresentaive in the
Placement Office on Nov. 5-9 Sign up
for an interview.

tfll-K

MS i \ & Peace (orps have hun-
dreds of job openings for seniors.

From \griculturr lo Zoology, t.ci

experience vou can find in no other
organization. Keps will he in

Placement Office soon. Sign up now in

Placement for an interview.

lfll-9

Nurses If vou're graduating soon
and want lo break away from the
regiment of training for a vear or two.
talk lo VISTX & Peace Corps, a
representative will he in the
Placement Office on Nov. 5-9. Sign up
lodav for an interview.

tfll x

If Vou Think He's t.uiltv — Honk!
Bumper Slickers - \lso. Kehind
Fvcrv Watergate is \ Mill ll..ii\c

Nixon Has a Staff Infection: Impeach
With Honor. 75c each: :i for 11.75.

Freedom (enter. Ml Rovlston. Boston
021 IK. List available.

tfll -4

I love Fellini. Costa -Gravras. Hogart,
Daffv Duck. Kubrick. Orson W. - I Art
III.

tfll-7

NCI FP/lntegrated Day Teacher Ed.
Program interviews for next semester,
1-n.. Mon . Tues . Nov .'. 5. «. sign up at
Boom Mt, School of Ed.

RIM

SERVICES

Students pi lime & full time available,
apply in person I nited Paper Box. 52X
Water St.. Foot of Cabol. Holyoke. Ma

tfll U'

Impeach The Cox Sacker. Bumper
stickers. Also — One Down - One To
f.o: Don't Blame Me. I'm From Mass:
Impeach Nixon. 75c each; :i for 11.75.
Freedom Center. 355 Kovlston Roston.
"-'in. List available

tfll -4

Photos — passports, visas, etc.. 4ft hour
service! Sires and number negotiable.
Il ini minimum! Call Steve at '.u; Mil

If 1 1-30

WANTED TO RENT

(iel a load off your mind. Truck for hire,
call tiary or Joyce. .*.'.*. fitTfi

tfll-7

Research — thousands of topics. 12.75
per page. Send II for mail order catalog.
Research assistance, inc. ii-hi Wilshire
Rlvd

. Suite t, L.A.. Calif. 90025.

tfl'MZ

Wanted I or I bed room apt. close to
( M. Would like to move in anytime
between now and Jan. ( all MMMaV

tfll-fi

Dream house, three or more bedroom
house, close locampus or bus lines. Jan. or
Feb. (all .'. IK-5 1 :w> or HIM.

tfll 5

Do you spend precious time hitching
lo a pari lime job lo help support a
messy roommate who eats your food,
blasts hard rock, interrupts your
privacy? If vou can be a neat, quiet,
conscientious housekeeper & cook in

an older hohic. vou can change your
environment to a private room with
board HMHI,

tfll 9

nI'I.Uj i iPial
In W ai i'. at t nil. ti.in pi nut i

s ... |. tn I .... ,| iii

t all t h.ill..||i

'm; imhs

FOR RENT
Student Fmplovml in Vellow stone t, all

I S Natl Parks Send for hm.klel 12. \rnold
\gencv \2in; F Main. Kexburg. Idaho,
guaranteed.

lfll-9

\pl for one — \vlbl. imm Ig brm. sm
kit. full bah. storage, pkg 2211 N.
Pleasant I nd fl of Ig house. All utl. incl.
1115. 549-l7:l«. 2.YI-M7I2.

tfll 14

Mom Rrook! Will the guv who has the
bag ol sweaters marked Fllen 7112 Field
Please get in touch with her, MMMM.

(hi-fi

Typing — dissertations, theses, term
papers etc Fast, accurate, references
IRM Selectric. good rates, call Tom :.lfi

IMR
tfll-12

Support vour local bus driver.

lfll-12

Experienced electronic and electrical
repairs Reasonable rates. Call MMM
Mark 115 or Hill mi Keep trying.

tfll 15
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Spyker Leads Booters

< Collegian - \H YYirpphoto)

RUDE?--YOU BET IT'S RIDE!! Three sports giants "deuce" WUMVs Marty Kelley at a recent
conference. Kelley's rude face, dotted with ecthymas. is almost as rude as his red rash. Kellev is

currently in the final semester of his BDIC in Sanitary Engineering.

Sunday Night Football:

"It's Crude...It's Rude"
By MIKE KNEELAND

Sunday night football has struck UMass and most
fans say there has never been a more unique sport's

broadcast in media history.

The varsity uames are aired by WUMV-TV in the

Blue Wall on Sunday nights. The play-by-play action

is tailed b\ none other than the infamous Marty
KeUey, easily the most controversial student on
campus

His "color man" is Karle Barroll. a smooth talking

senior with a good knowledge of the game. He admits,
however, that he hasn't memorized the starting

squad members.
kflley and Barroll provide their spectators with a

better comedy show than the Jonathan Winters
Coined) Hour.

It's the beginning of the I 'Conn game and Kelley is

characterizing the game as a great rivalry. "You've
heard of Army Navy you've heard of Boston
College -Holy Cross and you've heard of St

ph's School For The Blind-Clark School For The
Deaf!"
Many Blue Wall spectators are caught off guard by

Kelley's crude, yet comical comparison. One man is

laughing uncontrollably He spills his beer on his lap

Kelley and Barroll call the game straight until it

becomes apparent that the UMass team is going to

embarrass itself. A high center snap shoots over
punter Andy Dutkanicz's head and he tries to run the
ball to salvage a few yards.

'Oh my Christ." Kelly yells while laughing. "I

don't know if Dutkanicz's parents are off the boat yet
but they'd like to see this!"

k tew plays later a UMass back breaks through the
I Conn defensive line and appears to be on his way to

a l") yard gain

"I don't believe it," quips Kelley. "I think he
gained wait a minute he fumbled! ....he

fumbled!" At this point both Kelley and Barroll are
laughing from their pot-bellies. So aren't the Blue
Wallers.

The game, from a UMie's point of view, is getting

even duller. Yet Barroll and Kelley are getting more
funny and more crude.

Kelley: "I don't think they could draw flies to next

week's Vermont game."
Barroll: "Marty, you're jock rash would draw

more flies."

The game is nearly over. Kelley asks his audience
to excuse him for a minute since he has to urinate.

This game they have"'gone easy" on their favorite

joke, football manager Mike Brophy.
He's a 55-year old man who's actually 20," says

Kelley while off camera. Barroll says that one of the

season's highlights occured during the Harvard game
when Brophy tripped with the water bottles on the 40-

yard line.

During the final tense seconds at Rutgers a time-

out was called Brophy ran to the team with the water
bottles.

"Oh. no!" Barroll yelled. "It's Brophy to the

huddle. What's Brophy doing in there?! Oh my God,
what's he going to say to them?"
At a recent press conference Kelley asked Coach

MacPherson what he tells Brophy to say when he

enters the huddle with the water bottles. "Nothing
you can write about," the coach answered.

In a rare serious moment Kelley and Barroll say
they're very earthy because they're dealing with

Blue Wallers. "We laugh at UMass because it

deserves to get laughed at."

Crew Winds Up Fall Season
B> MARKDLUGOSZ

The spirited UMass (Yew braved
cold winds and rough water on

Sunday in holding their annual

H;idle\ Henley Meet at their

boathouse on the Connecticut

River Sunday afternoon This meet
was M mtersquad contest in-

volving the men's, women's, and

freshmen crews Some UMass
crew alumni were ;dso involved in

the meet
The first race of the day invoked

eight boats representing all the

classes except freshmen, and
Included an alumni boat. It was a

close race between the alumni boat

and the senior boat, and the senior

boat won.
The second race involved three

but the freshmen boat triumphed.

freshmen boats. The Ireshmen who
practiced in the morning made up

Notice
There will be a meeting for all

candidates interested in trying out

tor the Stockbridge basketball

team on November 8th (Thursday)
at .">:3(> p.m. in 249 Hoyden

one boat, while the other two boats
were comprised of afternoon
practicing freshmen. It was a close

race but one Of the afternoon fresh-

men boats won with the morning
DMl close behind One of the
oarsmen in the morning boat had
lost his mobile seat at the start of

the race so he and his com-
plementary oar partner could not

row very hard Since the race was
close anyway, the morning fresh-

men feel they would have won
except for the mishap But they

will have to prove their point in the

spring.

The third race involved the

freshmen with the best practice

attendance 'who by a strange
coincidence turn out to be the best

oarsmen), against the varsity
woman's team. It was a good race

The girls showed better form, but

the Ireshmen more strength.

Coach Vespoli said that this was
one of his "better" groups of fresh

men if not his "best." As far as

physical size goes they are the best

but Coach Vespoli lays that "their

future hard work and practice will

bear out their mettle " The fresh

men had <i stiffer program in their

introduction to rowing and Coach
Vespoli feels it paid off.

The I Mass crew will now train

indoors until March when they will

hit the river again. The object of

any crew is to get good size oar-

smen to start with, and then
develop their maximum strength

per size and increase their skill

with the boats. The winter con-

ditioning is thus an important
aspect of the UMass crew if they
are to repeat as Dad Vail Cham-
pions

1974
Calendar Pads

and
Pate Boob

A. J. Hastings,

Inc.
Newsdealer & Stationer

AMHERST, MASS.

Baba Ram Dass
to speak

Mon., Nov. 5 7:30 p.m

Mahar Aud.

sponsored by Room to Move

(Continued from P. 20)

at the end of the first half. UMass
goaltender Paul Peloquin was
called for charging with under a

minute left, setting up a penalty

shot for Vermont. Time was
running as the free swipe was
being set up. Bob Cleverdon took

the kick and was frustrated as

Peloquin made a diving save. The
goalie could not hang on to the ball

and it came squirting out on the

rebound.

Cleverdon got his foot on the

bound and this time pushed it past

Peloquin who was on the ground
after his initial effort. As fate

would have it, however, tht goal

did not count, as time had run out

just after Peloquin 's first key save.

Vermont did manage to avert a

shutout at 10:41 of the second half

on a tally by Greg Bartlett. On the

play, Doug Rose took the initial

shot and, as Peloquin came out of

the net to grab the roller, he was hit

by Bartlett. The ball slithered

away from his grasp to settle at the

Vermont attackman's foot. With an
open net in front of him, Bartlett

couldn't miss, and he banged it

home.

Again, much of the credit for

victory goes to the defense for its

steady play against almost

overwhelming odds. In the first

half, the wind was almost strictly

cross-field, with a slight advantage

to UMass on several gusts. The
breezes played a different tune in

the second half as a switch in

direction gave Vermont the

decided advantage. With the Cats

bombing away, the defense

maintained its poise consistently

turning away scoring bids.

The game was marred by in-

juries by both UMass goalies.

Starter Carl Vercollone was hurt in

the first half, as he was kicked in

the side while making a save. He
was replaced by Peloquin who was
injured on the UVM scoring play,

bringing Vercollone back into the

fray. Though obviously hurting,

Vercollone was superb, turning
awav 11 shots. Peloquin garnered

four saves in his short appearance,

including the key one on the

penalty kick.

The next game for the booters is

Wednesday when they take the

hike down Route 91 to take on

Springfield College.

» •

staff Photo - Joe Martins)
The steady play of the UMass defense was once again the key

factor in Saturday's 3-1 victory over Vermont. Another important
test for the Minutemen takes place Wednesday when they take on
Springfield College, rated sixth in New England.

Not A Libber
; Just A Nut

NEW HAVEN <AP) - She's not doing it for the sake of the women's
liberation movement. She's doing it because she's a football nut.

Judy Carlson, a 5-foot-4-inch blonde, is Connecticut's first certified
football official.

"I'm about as far away from a Women's Libber as you can get. I still

appreciate a gentleman opening the door for me," said Miss Carlson in

an interview.

The idea of officiating started at her Super Bowl brunch last January
when, she quipped:
"Wouldn't it be fun to be a football official."

Miss Carlson studied hard and this fall the Yale-New Haven Hospital x-

ray technician passed the New Haven Football Official's Association
examinations with perfect scores.

"I think that I will stick with the midget leagues and freshman games
that are assigned to new officials. I've got a lot to learn." said Miss
Carlson, who counts skiing as her only participation sport

"Books tell you the rules, but I think a man's logic for football is much
better than a women's logic for football. Most of the male officials have
played the game."

Officials were concerned that the foul language that often eminated in
the course of bone crushing play on the gridion might be offensive to Miss
Carlson.

"When you x-ray broken bones and work in a doctor's office, the
language you hear isn't always church-like," she answered.

FRANKIE AND THE UMIES Halftime entertainment at the UMass - Vermont was provided by that latest hit rock group

Frankie Mclnerney, left. Randy "Rocco" Bromery, center, and Yogi "Yogo" Berra sang "Sidewalks of New Vnrk" to th«» roar of the 1 Mass crowd

(Staff Photos • Steve Kuggles)

Frankie and the UMies."

Eaglets Prey On Pups, 20-10 Football Scoreboard

By GEOFFREY KURINSKY
Could this be the year the BC

Eagle jinx returns to UMass?
Well, if yesterday's game bet-

ween the two squads' freshman

gridders was any indication, it

may be here already. The score

was 21-10, the Eagles perched on

top.

It must have been the jinx. The

little Minutemen played an ex-

cellent football game, especially

defensively. In fact the Eagles

spent the entire first half (with the

exception of the last play of the

half) on their own side of midfield.

The defense was that good.

The Eagles tallied in the first

half on a blocked punt return and

that was it.

Linebacker John Toner was all

over the field. He was the in-

dividual standout of a standout

unit. If only he had picked up the

towels in the locker room, it could

have been said he did it all. In the

course of the afternoon he in-

tercepted a pass and forced two

fumbles among other things.

Toner got things started for the

Pops as he picked off a Ken Smith

aerial. A few plays later and Bob

Peck can offensive standout of the

afternoon) rambled in from the

five yard-line. Following the

conversion, the score was 7-0.

The Minutemen moved the ball

well in the first half, using screens

and draws to balance off the

defensive rush extremely well.

Ironically, however, the only other

tally of the half was by BC as they

blocked a Brian McNally punt.

Gary Weller picked up the

pigskin at the 20 and was not to be

denied. To be consistent with their

first half offensive performance,

they failed on the two-point con-

version attempt. (Mike Godbolt

couldn't get to the outside.)

The Eagles began flying in the

third period. They got set up in

golden field position after John

Ingram intercepted a Brain

McNally pass at the UM 23. A face-

masking penalty on the in-

terception made things even rosier

(first and ten on the 12). Ken Smith

ran the option to the 1 yardline,

then snuck it into the endzone on the

next play and, after a successful

two-point conversion (Smith-

Godbolt ) the Eagles were ahead to

stay 14-7.

The Minutemen moved again

after kick-off. The biggest chunk of

yardage being chewed up by Bob
Peck's 35 yard burst up the middle,

setting the Minutemen up at the BC
35.

A Brian McNally-Stan Zaksowicz
pass ( 15 yards) put the Minutemen
at the 10. Two short runs and an
incompleted pass later, left fourth-

down. Greg Sprout responded with

a 17 yard fieldgoal.

The fourth quarter was a

nightmare for the Minutemen as

they constantly found themselves
operating from the shadows of

their own endzone. Twice they held

the Eagles on the UMass 2, once on
a fumble recovery and once on a

QB sacking exhibition.

J. R. Mullen was the key on the

back-breaking third BC touch-

down. First he picked off a

McNally pass, literally stealing

the ball from receiver Stan
Zaksewicz on the BC 40. Three
plays later he scampered around
right end for twenty-one yards,

setting the Eagles up with a first

and-goal on the one. From there it

was easy. Kenny Smith burrowed
in to ice the game 21-10.

For the 1-1 Minutemen it's on to

Storrs next Friday afternoon to

face UConn.

Patriots Nipped. . . Giants Zipped
PHILADELPHIA <AP) — Tom Dempsey's 12-

yard field goal with 38 seconds remaining fired the

Philadelphia Eagles to a 24-23 comeback victory over

the New England Patriots Sunday.
The Eagles, however, had to block a 47-yard field

goal attempt by New England's Jeff White with four

seconds left before they could claim victory.

Philadelphia fell behind 17-0 in the third period before

quarterback Roman Gabriel rallied the Eagles of-

fense with a pair of touchdown passes to tight end

Charlie Young.
The Eagles went ahead for the first time at 13: 14 of

the third quarter when defensive end Will Wynn
picked up a fumbled punt attempt and ran 24 yards to

score.

The Patriots, however, got a break when the

Kagles' Kermit Alexander fumbled a punt return and

Brian Stenger recovered for New England at the

Philadelphia 17. On the fourth play, Sam Cunningham
swept around end to score from the four and send the

patriots back in front 23-21.

White's extra point was blocked, however, setting

the stage for the Eagles' field goal victory.

OAKLAND. Calif. < AP) - Ken Stabler threw for

two Oakland touchdowns and Marv Hubbard ran for

two others Sunday, helping the Raiders overpower
the New York Giants 42-0.

The Raiders' defense, which intercepted four

passes, prevented the Giants from moving the ball

over the midfield line until four minuted from the end
of the game.
Oakland made its season record 5-2-1 and stayed on

top in the American Conference West. The hapless

Giants are 1-6-1 and last in the National Conference
East.

Steelers-Skins

On TV Tonite
PITTSBURGH (AP) The

Pittsburgh Steelers will be bidding

lor their 13th consecutive regular

season victory at home when they

host the Washington Redskins
Monday night in a National
Football League game.
"We look upon this as a cham-

pionship game and I'm sure the

Steelers do to," said Redskin
running back Larry Brown, a

Pittsburgh native.

The Steelers. minus two injured

backfield members, take a 6-1

record into the nationally televised

game. They lead Cleveland by l»j

games in the American Football

Conference Central Division

Washington, 5-2 after an upset

loss last week in New Orleans,

holds a one-game edge over Dallas

in the National Conference Eastern
Division.

Though surprised 19-3 at New
Orleans, the Redskins of Coach
George Allen still have the best

road record in the NFL over the

past three seasons They have also

won four straight games on
Monday night television.

Espo s 2 Lift Bruins
BOSTON < AP) — Phil Esposito fired his 15th and 16th goals of the

season, scoring a point in each of Boston's first 12 games, to lead the

Bruins to a 4-1 National Hockey League victory over the California

Golden Seals

Esposito, a left-handed shot, shiftc
-1

his stick to the right side to baffle

California goalie Gilles Meloche for the Bruins' first goal on a power play

in the opening period.

Esposito. who also has 12 assists in 12 games, clicked for his second of

the game with just 43 seconds remaining. He has scored a point in 23

consecutive games dating to last season.

The veteran center, who underwent knee surgery during the playoffs

last spring, leads the NHL in a bid for his fifth scoring championship in

six years.

Chris Oddleifion collected his fifth goal of the season, tipping in Darryl

Edestrand's blast from the point to give Boston a 2-0 lead in the first

period.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30p.m. to 10:30p.m.

(except during league play)

PRO
Philadelphia 24, New England 23

Oakland 42, NY Giants
Dallas 38, Cincinnati 10

Chicago 31, Green Bay 17

Houston 31, Baltimore 27

Denver 17, St. Louis 17 (tie)

Minnesota 26, Cleveland 3

New Orleans 13, Buffalo

Atlanta 15, Los Angeles 13

Miami 24, NY Jets 14

Detroit 30, San Francisco 20

Kansas City 19, San Diego

COLLEGE
UConn 27, Rutgers 19

Harvard 34, Penn 30

Rhode Island 40, New Hampshire
16

Maine 14, Bucknell
BU 30, Northeastern 14

Ohio State 30, Illinois

Michigan 49, Indiana 13

Alabama 35, Mississippi State

LSU 51, Mississippi 14

Oklahoma 34, Iowa State 17

USC 50, California 14

UMass Sportsweek
Monday, November 5

Cross Country vs. New Englands
Tuesday, November 6

Volleyball vs. Nor*h Adams State

Wednesday, November 7

Soccer vs. Springfield

Thursday. Novembers
Volleyball vs. Smith
J.V. Soccer vs. Westfield State

Friday, November 9

J.V. Football vs. Connecticut
Saturday, November 10

Soccer vs. New Hampshire

Ruggers Named All-NE
By MDC STAFF

Four members of the UMass rugby club have been named to the New
England College Rugby All-Star team. Larry Tebo, Bill Wilen, Toby
Lyons, and Brian Skanes will team up with sixteen other college players
from schools such as Norwich, Holy Cross, Boston College, and New
Hampshire, to name a few. Jim Tkaick of UMass has been designated an
alternate.

The team will play the New England Union All stars, a team chosen
from over 33 non-college teams, in Boston on November 8. Another all-

star team will be chosen from that match and will represent New
England in Philadelphia in December.

Boston 1:30

HOME 4:30

Away 2:30

Away
HOME

7:00

2:00

Away 2:00

Away 2:00

Porsche Audi Introduces

New Model

The Porsche 911 Carrera, a street version of the winner
of the Twenty-Four Hours of Daytona and other world
famous road races, has been introduced for sale by the
Porsche Audi Division of Volkswagen of America, Inc

Like the other 1974 models in the much-improved 911

series, the top-of-the-line Carrera is a sports-car-driver's

sports car.

The Carrera can be distinguished immediately from
other Porsche models by a rear 'spoiler', an aerodynamic
device that improves the car's road holding ability, and
distinctive side Carrera lettering. The Carrera offers a
sizable list of standard equipment designed to add to per-

formance or styling. A 2.7 liter (164 cu. in.) engine
developing 167 hp gives the Carrera a top speed of 140 mph.
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Gridders Claw
Cats, 27-7

BvBILLBALLOL
The best-laid plans of mice, men, and football

coaches sometimes go awry, and if you're the

University of Vermont it usually means a loss.

It did Saturday.

The Catamounts, playing strong defense and
scoring on a 65 yard run by running back Sam Blood,

had held the stronger Minutemen to just 13 points in

the first half. They trailed 13-7, and elected to kick off

rather receive starting the second half. This gave
them the wind for the final quarter, and the wind was
blowing.

When UMass, with the ball and the wind, couldn't

score in the third period, things looked bright for the

first Vermont win over UMass since 1954.

But that's when things starting going amiss.

Fred Kelliher took over as UMass quarterback on

the first ulav of the period, as Peil Pennington had
sustained a throat injury on the previous play and
couldn't call signals.

Kelliher, doing the best UMass passing of the

season, hit on four out of four passes throughout the

final period, including two for touchdowns, and led

the Minutemen to their 27-7 victory.

"There's no way this one was any easier than it

looked," said Dick MacPherson after the game. "I'll

tell ya, when we had the ball and the wind and
couldn't score and they had the wind for the fourth

quarter, it looked pretty hairy."

The key to the UMass win, which gives them a 5-4

record, was a tough defense that held Vermont to just

188 yards on total offense, 65 of which came on the

Cats' only scoring play, the Blood sprint in the first

period.

MacPherson and defensive coordinator Bob Pickett

still aren't sure just what happened on the play, a

quarterback option pitch from Bob Bateman. That
play is Vermont's main weapon and the Minutemen
had worked on stopping it all week. Whatever, the

defense buckled down and held the Cats to just 71 net

yards in the second half.

Offensively the Minutemen got an improved per-

formance out of their ground game. In tact they got

about a 55 times better effort Saturday than against

UConn the week before.
They picked up 110 yards on the ground led by Jim

Torrance's 54. MacPherson finally had something to

Thomas & Co. Race NE's Today

latlg (Ciillryian

STAND-OFF --Bookie Kich Jessamy stares at two Vermont i S*P-
defenders as he looks to go around end. The Minuteman running
attack was much improved on Saturday as the backs dashed for 125

yards on the ground. Jessamy. in his first varsity appearance, had 23

yards himself.

smile about. "I'm encouraged by the way we ran,

especially when you consider that, from what we had
seen, Vermont had one of the best defenses against
the run of any of the teams we play."
But again the brunt of the scoring lay with the pass.

Pennington and Kelliher combined to hit on 14 of 30
passes, four of which went for touchdowns ( two from
each) and one for a two point conversion (Pennington
to Tim Berra).
Double coverage on Berra held him to just one

reception, but it left the other receivers open in many
instances. Gary Mika and Ed Hajdusek had five

receptions each, while Bill Wolfe, injured in the first

half, had three. Mika had two TD's, Hajdusek and
Wolfe one apiece.

INCIDENTALLY. "Salute to Yogi Day" drew
11,300 to the game, an excellent crowd. The legen-
dary Berra got a tremendous welcome when in-

troduced to the crowd at halftime...Freshman Rich
Jessamy ran for 23 yards, Vermont's Blood picked up
119. ..UMass is now 3-2 in the Conference.

SPORTS

Spyker's Two
Goals Lead UM
Booters Past Vt.

By STEVE DeCOSTA
If you were awake at 10:30

Saturday morning, you probably

saw the rainbow.

And, if you were at the Boyden
fields at the same time, you would
have seen Bill Spyker find the

proverbial pot of gold.

Spyker, a junior transfer from
Colorado State, making his first

varsity start, netted two goals to

lead the Minutemen past
Catamounts from Vermont, 3-1.

The UMass booters wasted little

time in breaking into the scoring

column. Unlike previous games, in

which they have a tendency to nap
in the early going, the Minutemen
struck quickly. With only 1:18

gone, Al Lomg took a UMass
throw-in and sent it, in the air, to

the front of the UVM net. Spyker
went high in the air, got a head on
it, and pushed it past Jeff Jones,

the Vermont goalie, for goal
number one.

Spyker really hit the jackpot

early in the second half when he
connected on an unassisted goal at

the 8:48 mark. Bill dribbled down
on the right, put himself in almost
an impossible position to score,

and promptly cut the bad angle by
lifting a precision shot into the far

upper corner, for goal number two.

Tom Coburn and Tony King then
took up where Spyker left off. After

sitting out the beginning of the

second half, they were inserted

into the lineup with about twelve
minutes left. Then, at 41:32, King
gathered in a pass at midfield,

manuevered past three defenders,
and tapped a centering pass to

Coburn, who nudged the ball past

Jonas for goal number three.

Scoring aside, the most im-
portant play of the game occurred

(Continued on P. 18)

Earle ETarroll

By SCOTT HAYES
Some thirty-eight cross country teams will line-up

in Boston's Franklin Park at 12 o'clock today, run-

ning for the honor of New England champion.
UMass will be one of those teams, with hopes of

finishing among some of the best teams in New
England.
Yankee Conference individual champion Randy

Thomas will lead the Minutemen harriers in their

quest for their second championship of the season.

Tom Maguire and Bill Gillin will be hoping to finish

right behind Thomas Paul Segersten, who captured
sixth in the Yankee Conference meet nine days ago,
will be trying to get closer to team leader Thomas,
having finished thirty-seven seconds behind him in

the YanCon meet.

Freshmen standouts John McGrail, Paul Doiron,
and Chris Farmer hope to contribute to the success of

the squad
Thomas and company will find stiff competition

from Northeastern, which handed UMass one of its

three losses in a 30-25 decision.

Mike Buckley beat Thomas earlier in the year in

tri-meet competition, but the Huskies' success was a
result of their ability to separate Maguire and Gillin.

Maguire finished third in the NU meet, but Joe
Crowley, Ken Flanders and Bill Rowe finished ahead
of Gillin to give the second-ranked team in New
England the needed advantage.
Northeastern was ranked second in the recent New

England College Poll, gathering 114 first place votes.

UMass was right behind, compiling 112 votes. Har-
vard was top-ranked with 126 votes.

Northeastern and UMass are the favorites in

today's meet, as Harvard will not be competing.
UConn and Dartmouth, ranked fourth and fifth in

New England respectively, will be battling for the

third spot in the meet. Both are new challengers for

the New England title.

Bruce Clarke of UConn will be among the top in-

dividual runners, and another duel between him and
Thomas may develop. So far this season. Clarke won
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PRAYING FOR REIGN - Cross country coach
Ken O'Brien takes his harriers to Boston this af-

ternoon to compete in the New Englands.

in the UConn-UMass meet, but Thomas retaliated by
defeating Garke in the YanCon meet.
Dartmouth will be led by junior Chris Peish and

freshman Dick Axtelle. The Indians are a young
team, similar to UMass, and could be an underrated
contender. '

Providence rounds out five of the top six New
England teams competing in the meet. The Friars
are led by Tom Smith and freshman Mike O'Shea.
UMass will be defending its junior varsity cha-

mpionship of a year ago. Although Northeastern and
Providence are the pre-meet favorites, UMass should
be among the top teams. The JV harriers haven't run
in Franklin Park since the second week of the season,
but are in better condition than at that time. The
favorites for the meet were based on times, and
because UMass hasn't recently run the course, the
pre-meet statistics may be misleading.

(ROSS COUNTRY CORNER - Of the 38 teams
running in the New Englands. about R will enter only
two or three top runners, representing the small
schools

The only difference in today's lineup will be Mike
Gillen, running in place of Tom Wilson. Wilson is the

best JV lunner and will be rested for the IC4A's, a

week from today.

An Impressive Legacy
If you're into basketball you're into this : The date is somewhere around

Christmas 1975 and the place is the War Memorial Auditorium - seats
15,000 - in Buffalo. The event is a holiday basketball tournament and the
fiplH -- the hosts Canisius, last year's NCAA runnersup Memphis State,
Virginia of the Atlantic Coast Conference with Wonderful Wally Walker
if he doesn't sign by then and yes, UMass.

Call it prestige with a capital P. And then get a load of this: That within
the next four years the Minutemen themselves host a holiday tourney at
the Springfield Civic Center featuring Ohio State, Centenary, West
Virginia and Duke for starters. In a word this is BIG, very big. It's the
embodiment of what three N.I.T.'s in four years and the right recruits at
the right time can do for a basketball program.

.

For the Jim Towns, the Steve Mayfields, the Joe Semders, the Mike
Stokes' and the freshmen of the next two years this is boss in basketball.
But for a couple of guys named Skinner and Pitino -well, all they can say
is that they had an awful lot to do with the above mentioned rubbing
elbows with sqme of the best in the game. Their work will have been
completed after this season. And the framework of UMass basketball
excellence past, present and future -can only thank them for the legacy
they will leave behind.

Al Skinner and Rick Pitino are inseperable, period. And to me it seems
only yesterday they were freshmen on an 18-1 Peter Broaca-coached
squad. We've seen them perform, we know their presence on the court.
You mention Pitino, you speak of NYC, circa contemporary City slick
times His floormanship unmatched. Skinner? His artistic grace. The
line: "if he wants the pros bad enough.."
Save that for the Cage.
What has really interested me though about these two is above

basketball. It involves Pitino and Skinner as humans, something this
society too often neglects in looking at athletes. It is why Al Skinner is
now a captain, why Pitino is more than just "the other senior" as he
refers to himself as being.

"I guess I have come a long way since my freshman year," said Pitino
after practice last week. And indeed he has - from unfortunate
associations with a group of seniors who found it very manly to influence
the freshman against the coach "But 111 tell you something," he con-
tinued. "I have built an awful lot of respect for coach Leaman."
Skinner on the other hand never had problems with Leaman. Actually

his only concern was being compared with a guy who turned out to be (a

)

the best influence he had up here and (b) one of the best basketball
players in the world.

"I never listened to the others," he said. "I was fortunate to be
associated with a very successful person in Julius Erving. He told me to
listen to the coach, that I would prosper by that. And he would make me a
better player. He also told me to speak to him man-to-man whenever I
had problems or disagreed with him. To date it's worked out fine."

Off the court Rick and Al have good naturedly been on each other big
since their freshman year. The match was a natural. "We kid each other
on and off the court." explains Pitino, never a man lost for words "For
four years now we've never let up."
"But you have to respect the other person before you kid him," said

Skinner. "We both respect each on the court and it has carried off into our
regular lives." As a captain Al is quiet, assertive only when the case call
for it. He leads by his ability and mere presence and by a complimentary
Pitino who has a unique and effective way with verbiage on the court
And between them they have a unique way in placing UMass in the

same breath with Memphis State, North Carolina, Missouri
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N.E. Champs
The 1973 New England Cross

Country champions display the

plaque symbolizing first place.

Members of the I 'Mass squad
are ( from left to right) Coach
Ken O'Brien, Tom Maguire,
co-captains Bill Gillin and
Handy Thomas and Paul
Segersten. Looking on from
behind are Paul Doiron and
Mike Muska (partially hid-

den) .

Rusher, Reston
Square Off

ByJOANNDOMINICK
"Many people feel discussion of amnesty at this point in time is

surrealistic, unrealistic. We have had to wait for the end of the war, the
P.O.W.'s to return, information on M.I.A.'s and the end of the draft.
These previous conditions are met; how we have to wait for im-
peachment," said James Reston Jr. a former political speech writer and
reporter and author of the recently published book, "The Amnesty of
John David Herdon", Reston spoke against William Rusher in a DVP
sponsored debate to approximately 250 people in the CCA last night.
Rusher who is publisher of the National Review and regular on the PBS

program "The Advocates" opened by stating, "I spoke two weeks ago
before the cadets at the Air Force Academy, at Colorado Springs, against
amnesty. I felt like I was speaking to the college of cardinals on a case of
Catholisism."

Rusher said, "What is the obligation of a person in the country towards
its laws if for reasons of religious or moral scrupples he can't obey?"
Rusher further stated "It may well be a person must come to a moment

when he feels he should disobey. The country doesn't suspend the law in
question or lose the right to punish the person."
Debating for "universal blanket amnesty" Reston said "It is the only

just solution, also the only practical solution. Men are not going to come
back to the country if there is any suggestion that they are at fault or are
criminals, they will not accept an act of grace from a government that
has fallen out of grace."

Reston felt "It is a good time to talk of amnesty. I have great hopes for
President Ford, Albert." He said 'former' President Nixon's amnesty
was a cover-up policy. Nixon said there were fewer than 100 deserters
from the armed services. Yet in 1970, the Pentagon statistics revealed
there were 100,000 deserters."

Reston further stated that in the Vietnam War only 30 percent of
eligible men served as opposed to the 70 per cent during World War II.

Reston also said "Anyone in exile today is in a weak position, not
physically or mentally, but in that he is cut off from the country."

Reston, in writing his book, said that he experienced the loneliness and
the uncertainty of exile, it is not the image many Americans have of a
relaxed life without cares.

Rusher feels there are different types of people in exile: those who
wants out of society and don't want to go home; the rabid U.S. haters, who
wants to come home to promote damage to the U.S., and those who
obeyed the laws of their parents and not the U.S.
Reston also looked back historically, saying "There is no precise

parallel in history for arguing pro-amnesty, but neither is there any
parallel in U.S. history to the Vietnam War."
Countering this point, Rusher said "There has never been in the history

of the U.S. general unconditional amnesty for draft dodgers or deserters
in wartime history. There has been amnesty granted, but it was in

peacetime and that was a manifestly different situation."
In summing up their positions Rusher said "Blanket amnesty which

treats all alike won't work you need an orderly system of juripurdence or
executive clemency. You must pay the price for crimes committed when
you come back, but this cannot be done under blanket amnesty."

• Staff I'h.iin h.niiis (onion i

William Rusher, publisher of the National Review
(left) and James Reston, Jr., author of "The Amnesty
of John David Herdon" (right) held a debate on the
amnesty issue last night in the Campus Center.

BYE MAUREEN THE

GRINDER QUEEN

HEY M0 4- I I"

HATE TO SEE YOU GO

r>JE

m mm

** <Surf Photo-Kevin Mack)
It's all too sad! After four glorious years under her royal wing, the

end has come. She will put down her crown of a corn beef hero and
never grace the Hatch again.

Maureen The Grinder Queen

Queen Steps Down
An era has ended! If you think tradition at UMass took a bag

when they changed Metawampe to a Minuteman you're in for yet
another shock!

For four years, "Maureen the Grinder Queen" reigned over the
front line of the Hatch. She has graduated for the rest of her last
semester to the inner recesses of the Hatch Bakery.
Like all traditions Maureen made people feel a little more secure.

Her name is almost synonymous with, "chili and rice" or a "vegie
sandwich." Being an Art major she always served up a little

creativity with a "hatch special". The menu would often read:
"Don't be tame buy chicken chow mein."
"(let rid of the meanies buy franks and beenies."
or

"After you've smoked your stuff try some beef stroganoff."
This December Maureen will leave the Hatch forever and teach

in her hometown of Ludlow. At UMass nothing remains the same
forever so from the Hatch workers and friends:

"Coodhye Mo. we hate to see you go
"

Rents And Fees
Rejects D.C.Hike

B) ROBERTAMeCANN
The Student Senate Rents and Fees Committee voted unanimously last

night to reject a proposed r leal ticket price increase for next semester. If
accepted, the cost of a ten-meal plan would have increased from $284 75 to
$.104.75. A fifteen-meal plan costing $321 75 this semester would increase
to $341.75 for next semester. Despite the increase in price, present food
services would remain the same.

Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services. Thomas Campion, Ken
Dean, a staff associate to Campion, and Director of Food Services, Joel
Stoneham, presented reasons for the proposed increase to the committee
Campion, who announced the increase told the committee, "I'm con-

vinced that these changes are needed. I know they are distasteful. But we
must do them if we are going to be doing our jobs."
The Rents and Fees Committee cited several reasons for their rejection

• •! a meal ticket price increase including management inefficiency,
inefficient use of labor, failure to communicate with students effectively
and lack of credibility of Food Service personnel.
The meal ticket price increase can still go into effect if the Board of

Trustees approves it over the rejection of the Rents and Fees Committee
Under the Wellman Document passed by the Trustees last Spring any
decisions affecting the student-funded Dining Commons should be ap-
proved by the student government. The Rents and Fees committee will
propose a motion to reject the increase to the entire Student Senate
Wednesday night for passage.
The Food Services are seeking the increase to offset a $289 000 deficit

caused by a failure in projecting the budget to consider the un-
precedented jump in food prices since this Spring, the increases in meal
ticket prices would raise $380,000 in revenues. The Food Services are
seeking ways to eliminate roughly $89,000 from the deficit by efficiency
controls and better management. $200,000 of the $380,000 raised from
student meal ticket revenues would take care of the remaining $200 000
deficit for fiscal year July 1973 to July 1974. The remaining $180,000 would
be expended toward the food Services past debt.
Campion assured the Rents and Fees Committee that, if the proposed

increase was projected too high, the surplus money would be appliedto
any possible increase in the future.
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"J went hystericall"

Car Invades Apartment
By JERRY LAZAR

Linda Guimond thought
was the stove exploding.

it

Lillian LaFrance thought it

was the ceiling caving in.

And the residents of Eugene
Field dorm interrupted their

Saturday night partying at 8: 30
to find out what the hell caused
that deafening noise.

It was an unoccupied car,
which rolled out of a parking

tending their apartment, and
Lillian joined her for supper.

Lillian was in the kitchen
washing the dishes, while
Linda was relaxing with an
after-dinner glass of orange
juice. That's when the car
made its guest appearance.

"I went hysterical!"
recalled Linda. "I just stood up
and yelled."

Linda was less than ten feet

MIX Photo by Jim Kappas'

Lynn Santora, Field's Head of Residence, reveals damage caused
Saturday night by intruding automobile."

lot, down a steep hill, and
crashed into the ground floor

Head of Residence apartment,
shattering two sliding glass
doors and destroying a section

ofthebuilding'sfoundation.

Joseph and Lynn Santora,
Field's heads of residence,

were away for the weekend.
Linda, a floor counselor, was

from the glass doors, but she
didn't notice the car right

away. The curtains were
closed.

"I noticed the curtains were
sticking out about eight feet,"

said Linda. "Then I realized it

was the front half of a car."
Meanwhile, Lillian stopped

washing the dishes, and came

into the living room to see if

Linda was alright. Linda
partially regained her senses
and decided she should call the

police. Even though the police

phone number was next to the

telephone, she couldn't
remember what number to

dial. So she called the operator.

Finally, she got the police.

"A car just came through the

window," she told them.
Lillian went outside to see if

there was anyone in the car.

There wasn't.

The car, owned by Joseph
Smith, a Field resident, was
parked in a lot on a hill above
the dorm. Apparently, it was
pushed out of the lot, and rolled
down the hill. Tracks indicate
that the car was headed for the
recreation room adjacent to

the apartment, but it veered
right halfway down the hill.

Luckily for Linda, the
curtains were closed and
prevented glass projectiles
from hitting her. The car
demolished the radiator,
knocked over a few plants,

bounced around a stereo
speaker, and rolled over a
stack of albums. Glass
splinters were all over the
floor.

Before the car arrived on the
scene, Linda was just deciding
whether or not she would put on
an album.
"I'm glad I didn't," she said.

Within a few hours, the
windows were boarded up, but
the cement foundation is still

badly cracked and the
radiators are grossly twisted.
A general contractor will have
to be found to make the
repairs. The front end of the
car was damaged. Nobody was
injured.

When Joe Santora was in-

formed of the mishap by phone
later that night, his first

reaction was to laugh.

"I didn't know whether or not
to believe it," he said af-

terward. "Well, now at least
we'll finally get our screens
fixed."

Temporary Insanity
Acquittal For Mercy

By JOHN T. McCiOWAN
\ssociated Press Writer

PRBHOLO, N.J. (AP) - A
Superior Court jury acquitted
Lester Zygmaniak of a murder
charge Monday in the "mercy
killing" shooting of his paralyzed
brother

Zygmaniak, 23. was acquitted on
grounds of temporary insanity. He
had admitted shooting his 26-year-

old brother, George, last June as
he lay hospitalized.

Jury Foreman James Clark,

who announced the verdict, said it

reflected the panel's felling that he
was insane at the time of the

shooting. Clark said the jury feels

Zygmaniak now is sane.

Zygmaniak's family, including

his widowed mother, Sonia, and his

brother's widow, wept when the

verdict was announced.
"I feel relieved a little bit,"

Zygmaniak said "I feel much
better That's all I want to say
now."
The jury deliberated for about

2' > hours Superior Court Judge M.
Raymond McGowan thanked the

jurors but made no comment about

the verdict.

McGowan had said before the
verdict that he wanted no outbursts
in the court, and George's mother
and his widow, Jeanette. kept their
weeping silent. George Jr. was also
in the court Monday.
Asked later if he thought the

verdict would have been the same
had a plea of mercy killing been
allowed, defense lawyer Robert
Ansell said it could have gone the
other way. He also said "I don't
know" whether the verdict said
anything about the issue of mercy
killing.

The prosecuting attorney said he
thought the verdict set a dangerous
precedent. He said contradicting
psychiatric testimony could have
allowed the jury to return an in-

nocent or guilty verdict.

Ansell had asked the jury to

release Lester "not on pity, not on
sympathy, but on the evidence."

Ansell said Lester was "crazed
with love" for his brother when he
shot him. "The only crime Lester
is guilty of was having his power to
reason overwhelmed by events,"
Ansell said.

First Asst. Monmouth Cor.ty
Prosecutor Malcolm Carton told
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Means
Killer
the jury he did not believe the
defense had met its obligation of

proving Lester temporarily insane,
while the state had proven
premeditated murder.
Carton asked the jury to "do

what's right. ...do what's honest,"
and he added, "There is nothing in

New Jersey law that says you can
take the law into your own hands."
George lay in the hospital,

paralyzed from the neck down as a
result of a motocycle accident at

the Zygmaniak home in

Perrineville on June 17.

Lester, carrying a concealed,
sawed-off shotgun, walked into the
hospital June 20 and shot and
fatally wounded his brother. Lester
described the killing to the jury
this way:

"I walked over and asked him if

he was in pain. He nodded he was. I

asked, "A lot of pain, George?" He
nodded again.

"I went to him and I said 'Well,
I'm here today to end your pain. Is

that all right with you?' He nodded
yes, and the next I knew I had shot
him."
Lester said he did not remember

pulling the trigger, but he has
admitted shooting his brother "to
end his pain." George died two
days after the shooting.

Lester, the son of Polish im-
migrants, sat quietly listening to
the lawyers' summations and
Judge McGowan s charge.

In that charge, the judge avoided
the term "mercy killing," as it has
been avoided by everyone else in

he trial. He detailed the law on
murder and the possible verdicts
open to the jury, which included
the lesser charge of manslaughter.

Selectmen Ponder
Future Of Bus System

By MIKE ALLAIN
The Amherst Board of Selectmen last night voted to arrange a meeting

with UMass Chancellor Randolph Bromery and William Goss, project

director of the University Transportation System, to discuss the future of

the bus system.

The action came on the recommendation of Robert Rivers, Chairman
of the Public Transportation Committee, who requested the meeting to

determine both the future of the UMass bus system and the possibility of

the town and University working in conjunction on the future bus system.

Selectman Leo Bouchard said the town should find out the "life ex-

pectancy of the demonstration grant", and sugggested that the question

go to Town Meeting for an advisory warrant.

Rivers said that the town should outline its "exact needs" in tran-

sportation in preparation for the meeting with university officials.

Chairman of the Board of Selectmen Michael Sullivan expressed concern
over the near future of the system.

"The latest information we have is that the grant expires in a month or

two," Sullivan said. "We'd like to know what will happen second
semester."
The grant was issued for the implementation of the University bus

system, and is funded by the federal government, the University ad-

ministration, and the Student Senate.

In separate action, the Board voted:

-to approve a petition from New England Telephone and Telegraph to

further extend the present conduit line along Shays Street;

-to approve the change of three temporary bustops to permanent
bustops along North Pleasant Street, including one near Fearing St. and
another near the School of Education driveway;

-to approve proposed parking areas near Cowls and Sunderland Roads;
-to go into executive session to discuss committee appointments to the

Cable Television Advisory Committee and the Recreational Vehicle
Committee;

-to approve an application to sell oriental jade antiques and oriental
paintings of A. Keith Dunker and Ya-Yue J. Van;

-to approve the character approval requests of Rev. Fr. J. Joseph
Quigley of 486 North Pleasant Street, and Fr. Timothy J. Diehl, Eva
Marie Diehl, and Steven Lynn Ruhl of the Community of Reconciliation,
A Free Church.

/rf . .

Jazz Concert Tonight
The UMass Jazz Workshop large ensemble will premier two new works

tonight in concert in the Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.
The concert will feature the first performances of "Blue Express" by

Frederick Tillis, and "Concerto Grosso" by Jake Epstein.
Also on the program will be a small improvisation group directed by

Max Roach and an improvisation workshop ensemble.
The event is part of the department of music's free concert series.
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First All-Rookie Crew
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Sponsored by
UMass. Ski Club

The World's Top
Exhibition Skiers

John Clendenin

1973 National Freestyle
Skiing Champion

"Airborne Eddie"

Ferguson

Skiing Magazine 1973
Hot Dogger
of the year

PLUS

Aerial acrobatics
extravaganza, the
latest in ski

gear and two
great ski

films

All at the

STUDENT UNION
Monday, Nov. 12th

7:30-9:30p.m.
Admission 50c

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Graduate Degree Programs in:

— Private (Industrial) Management
— Public Management
— Management Engineering
— Operations Research and Statistics

Prof. D. W. Karger, Ford Foundation
Professor of Management will be on campus

Tuesday, November 13, 1973

Please make appointments at Placement Office

By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - When the
Skylab 3 rocket lifts off Saturday, it will carry the
first all-rookie American space crew since Gemini 8
in 1966.

But the absence of a seasoned space traveler
doesn't bother Skylab 3 commander Gerald P. Carr,
whose crew faces a record 85-day mission.

"I've always felt that there's no substitute for
experience and I have no doubt that we're going to
wish on occasion that we had a space veteran up there
with us," Carr said in an interview.
"But I'm certain we can carry out the job. I think

the space program has matured to the point where
previous experience is not necessarily mandatory as
long as you can learn from those who proceeded you
and have proper training.

"And I guess someone in NASA agrees with me,"
Carr said. "Otherwise we wouldn't by flying."

^
He said he and crewmates William R. Pogue and

Edward G. Gibson have discussed all aspects of their
flight with the Skylab 1 and 2 astronauts, who spent 28
and 59 days, respectively, aboard the orbiting station.
"We closeted ourselves with them and talked about

every minute detail," Carr reported. "I've been in on
every crew debriefing since early Apollo. So you gain
experience there.

"But 1 think it would be awfully naive to think we
can go up there and not expect any problems caused

OffSc
by inexperience," he said. "I think we'll have to
adjust to certain things that we don't understand and
don't have the experience to understand right now.
But I don't see anything major."
Two veteran space pilots, Charles Conrad Jr. and

Alan L. Bean, both previous moonwalkers, com-
manded the first two Skylab crews. Their experience
proved especially valuable in Skylab repair jobs.
Carr, Pogue and Gibson continued their extensive

training Monday at the Johnson Space Center
Houston, Tex. They'll fly to Cape Canaveral Wed-
nesday to make final preparations for lifting off
Saturday on man's third and final visit to the Skylab
laboratory.

Launch of the Saturn IB rocket is set for 11 40 a m
EST.

For the record, just how did the last all-rookie crew
perform?
Gemini 8 astronauts Neil A. Armstrong and David

R. Scott executed the first docking of a manned
vehicle in space, linking up with an unmanned Agena
satellite on March 16, 1966. But shortly afterwards, a
jet thruster on the Gemini craft stuck open and sent
them tumbling out of control.
Armstrong and Scott were within seconds of

blacking out and possible death when their flying skill
enabled them to disengage from the Agena and bring
their spaceship under control. They made a safe
emergency landing in the Pacific Ocean.

Need Help? CASIAC Can Help
The College of Arts and Sciences Information and

Advising Center, commonly known as CASIAC, is

located in E-20 through E-26 Machmer Hall, (5-0974,
5-2176), and is there to serve you. Many of our ser-
vices may not be known, and as many of you are
suffering from academic anomie, we offer the
following brief description of our various activities.

ADVISING: (This means general academic ad-
vising in addition to card-signing, permission-slip
signing and other paper-pushing work. ) Our advising
staff is composed of trained students, faculty and
Deans from the College of Arts and Sciences.
CASIAC also has liaison with other programs and
schools in the University. Veronica Martineau does
advising for the School of Nursing, Monday, 1 : 30-4: 30
and Friday, 9-11 a.m.; Larry Siddall does pre-social
work advising on Thursday afternoons. John Adams,
our liaison with the School of Education, is in E26 b/c
Monday through Friday, 9:00-4:30. George
Oberlander, the Pre-Med and Pre-Dent advisor, has
office hours 1-3 every Monday. Mary Lou Simpson
and Frank Cruz from the Spanish-speaking com-
ponent of CCEBS are available from 10 to noon on
Wednesdays and other CCEBS counselors and ad-
visors are also available. Bill Lewis, representing the
College of Engineering, is in his office Monday, 10-

noon.

PRE-GRADUATE ADVISING: Carolyn Hicks, our
pre graduate advisor, is available Wednesday and
Thursday mornings and by appointment. She can aid
you in sorting out your graduate and professional
school ambitions. In her office, you will find graduate
school catalogues and general information which
might be of assistance.

TUTORING: Salli Swartz, coordinator of our

tutoring program, is available to find you tutors in
any subject with which you may be having difficulty.
If you feel that you want to share your expertise in a
particular area as a tutor, or if you need a tutor call
or drop by the CASIAC office. Salli's office hours are
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 12:00-1:20 and
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 11:00-2:25
PRELAW ADVISING: Sam Goldman and Harvey

Stone, our pre-law advisors, are here to help you in
applying to law schools. Anyone considering law
school would be wise to make use of their information
and experience concerning, "How to get to law school
from here". Harvey is in CASIAC every morning
except Wednesdays while Sam has office hours on
Thursday afternoons. They will also see you by
appointment.

HAND-OUTS: CASIAC has all sorts of printed
material that you might find useful: majors booklets,
requirement sheets and other general information
SENIOR GRADUATION: Ellen Snyder of the

CASIAC staff clears all Arts and Sciences seniors for
graduation. If you have any questions about your
records in Arts and Sciences come in to see her in E-
24 Machmer. Her office hours are 9.00 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. daily.

WAIVERS: At least two CASIAC deans are
available at all times to discuss exceptions to Arts
and Sciences academic rules and regulations.
CASIAC exists to serve your academic needs. If

you have any questions, please come in and talk with
us at E-20- E-26 Machmer Hall or call, 5-0974, 5-2176.
We are here for you. Any suggestions as to how we
might better meet your advising needs would be
welcome.

Dean Admits
Shredding Evidence

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Fired presidential counsel John W. Dean III
has admitted he shredded some of the Watergate evidence taken from E.
Howard Hunts White House safe, Watergate prosecutors disclosed
Monday.
The disclosure came during court proceedings in which U.S. District

Court Judge John J. Sirica indicated he would deny motions by Hunt and
four other Watergate defendants to withdraw guilty pleas entered in
January's Watergate trial.

Sirica also heard arguments Monday on motions by a sixth defendant
James W. McCord Jr., for acquittal or a new trial.
The judge said he would decide all the motions later this week and, if he

rules against the defendants, will pronounce final sentences no later than
Friday morning.
Five of the men are serving provisional maximum sentences pending

final sentencing, and McCord is free on bail awaiting sentence.
The government has contended for nearly a year that all evidence in

Hunts safe was turned over to the FBI. Some of it was given to then-
acting FBI Director L. Patrick Gray III who said he burned it.

Hunt contended before entering his guilty plea that two notebooks
containing the names of all those he contacted in the so-called Gemstone
political espionage operation were withheld by the government.
Richard Ben Veniste of the special Watergate prosecution force told

Sirica Monday that Dean informed the prosecutors only last week that he
had found the notebooks last January in a White House file containing
President Nison's personal estate plan.
Ben Veniste said there was no indication the President knew the

notebooks were there.

The new information about the notebook was disclosed as attorneys for
Hunt. Bernard L. Barker, Eugenio L. Martinez, Frank E. Sturgis and
Virgilio Gonzalez made a last-ditch plea to Sirica to tree tne men.
Daniel E. Schultz, lawyer for the four Miami men caught inside the

Watergate on June 17. 1972, argued that they had no criminal intent when
they broke into Democratic headquarters and that they thought they
were participating in an official government intelligence operation.

Sirica often interrupted Schultz's impassioned argument to challenge
that contention. The judge condeded that perhaps "someone sold them a
bill of goods" but said the men nonetheless committed the crime to which
they pleaded guilty last January.

Court Says 1972 Ruling
On Lawyers Retroactive
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court Monday said its 1972

decision requiring court-appointed attorneys for defendants charged with
minor offenses should be applied retroactively.
The decision opened the way for constitutional challenges to con-

victions for misdemeanors if defendants were tried without counsel.
The one-page, unsigned opinion indicated the challenge would be

available for those who still suffered the legal consequences of con-
viction, be it a continuing limitation on liberty or some other disability
such as the denial of the right to vote.

New Auto Fraud Squad Protects Consumer
Massachusetts motorists are

driving better bargains these days,
thanks in large part to the new
Auto Fraud Section of Atty. Gen.
Robert H. Quinn's Consumer
Protection Division.

When the section observed the
first anniversary of its existence

Nov. 1, Quinn disclosed that its

operations had already resulted in

a savings of more than $81,000 for

Massachsetts consumers.
That's pretty good money

mileage for the new economy-
minded section, and Quinn predicts

even greater future success as

staff investigators and attorneys

further gear up their attack on
"wheeler dealers."

More than 1800 cases were closed

by the Auto Fraud Section in that

first year, and most of them were
settled in the consumer's favor.

The $81,000 represents cash in

hand for consumers in settlement

of a wide range of automobile
complaints.
One complainant received $200

because a car dealer spinned the

odometer on his used car. The
odometer read 20,000 miles at the

time of purchase but an in-

vestigation by auto fraud experts
revealed that the true-reading was
40,000 miles. After legal action by
the Auto Fraud Section, part of the

purchase price was refunded to the

defrauded consumer.
Another consumer was given a

$300 refund when it was discovered
that the used car he had purchased
had been used by n major car

rental company. The dealer had
failed to disclose this information,
in direct violation of a new law
requiring dealers to tell all.

The hundreds of complaint in-

vestigated by the Auto Fraud
Section cover every shady pracitce
in the book including: Making
unnecessary and unauthorized
repairs. Overcharging on repair

work, refusing to return a deposit
on a new car, failing to honor a
legitimate warranty, installing
defective parts or equipment, or
selling a car that can't pass in-

spection.

If you have an automobile
complaint, contact the Auto Fraud
Section at 727-8400 - you may be
entitled to a refund.
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As Strike Ties

Up Key Services. .

.

. . . Congress Hassles With
It 's Own Energy Crisis

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Walkouts by workers in key services —

among them fire protection, newspapers,
hospital care and air travel — hit a number
of American cities Monday.
A strike deadline by New York City

firemen was reset for 8:30 a.m. Tuesday as
contract negotiations continued under court
order. But in Milwaukee, Wis., National
Guardsmen were called up to deal with what
officials said was an emergency created by
a firemen's work stoppage.
Hope that a strike against the New York

Daily News would come to a quick end was
expressed after the Times reached tentative
agreement with the New York Newspaper
Guild. The agreement was reached hours
after the start of the walkout at the News.
Also in New York, 30,000 non-medical

workers went on strike at 48 private
hospitals and nursing homes over the
government's failure to approve a 7.5
percent wage increase.
Trans World Airlines flights were can-

celed across the country by a walkout of
flight attendants that began at midnight.

In Milwaukee, officials estimated that
about 40 percent of the city's firemen failed
to show up for work Monday, about the same
number as the day before. Their contract

expired Saturday, and the "red flu"
epidemic was seen as a pressure tactic
aimed at city negotiators.
Gov. Patrick J. Lucey, acting at the

request of Mayor Henry Maier, called up
about 350 members of the Guard to take over
some fireman's duties. Officials said fire
protection was normal. There were no
reports of serious fires.
A Circuit Court judge ordered both sides to

negotiate before he considered issuing a
temporary injunction to halt the job action
by the 1,000-member union.
Issues included pay demands and length

of work week. Fire fighters earned $11,070
after four years, but neither side would cite
specifics in this year's negotiations
The "total strike" threatened by New

York's 10,500 firemen was avoided at least
for a while after members of the Uniformed
Firefighters Association reported for work
as scheduled.

A state Supreme Court justice ordered
further talks on the union's demands, which
included a $2,000 pay hike in a one-year
contract.

Base pay currently is $14,300 a year, and
the city has offered $70 o/er an 18-month
period, tying it to increased productivity

By DAVID C.MARTIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - While Congress
ponders ways to defuse the energy crisis, its

own consumption of power is soaring.

The demand for power on Capitol Hill is

rising at a rate of more than three million
kilowatt hours a year, and there is little hope
the trend can be reversed, says Benjamin F.
Markerf, the Capitol's coordinating
engineer.

Energy saving measures have been im-
posed, but these are largely cosmetic,
Markert adds. They include turning off

corridor lights and urging congressional
offices to open window blinds to cut down the
demand for artificial lighting.

There's "no way to cut back," says
Markert. Any significant power reductions
would have to be made at the expense of
congressional efficiency, he says, since
most of the increased demand is attributed
to a growing reliance on data processing
machines.
Turning off corridor lights barely makes a

dent in the Capitol's total energy con-
sumption, the engineer says. Nor, he adds,
does shutting off excess lights in committee
hearing rooms or the offices of individual
members of Congress

New Prosecutor
"Can Go To Court"

By JIM ADAMS
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-Acting Atty. Gen. Robert H. Bork testified
Monday that special Watergate prosecutor Leon Jaworski has White
House assurances he can go to court for anv evidence, including
presidential tapes, if President Nixon refuses to* hand it over
"He's free to go to court," Bork said.
Bork told a House Judiciary subcommittee he believes Asst Atty Gen

Henry E. Petersen has already drawn up a demand for White House
documents not previously produced but said he doesn't know what thev
are. J

Bork also said he believes Jaworski will seek new Watergate in-
dictments in what Bork hopes will be a month or less
Bork said Jaworski was assured of the freedom to go to court for any

evidence during a meeting with White House chief of staff Alexander M
Haig, Jr., and White House laayers J. Fred Buzhardt and Leonard
Garment.
"Everybody agreed to it," Bork testified. "That means to me, that if he

did it. he would not be fired."

But Bork said he personally had not discussed with Nixon the assurance
that Jaworski could go to court for evidence.
Nixon fired Jaworski s predecessor Archibald Cox, when Cox refused

to go along with a presidential order to seek no further White House tapes
or documents.
Bork also said he opposes all five proposals before Congress for

creation of a separate Watergate prosecutor and is against a
congressional hand in naming or confirming the prosecutor.
Word that President Nixon would not fire Jaworski unless at least six of

the eight congressional leaders he had promised to consult agreed was
reported to the House subcommittee by Rep Wiley Mayne R-Iowa
Mayne said presidential adviser Melvin R. Laird told him at lunch that

the President had taken that position.
Former Watergate Prosecutor Archibald Cox told the House hearing he

believes Jaworski will run into the same conflict with the President that
he did-and said that is why Congress should make the prosecutor in-
dependent.

Cox said he believes the presidential papers he said he was fired for
seeking are essential to any Watergate prosecution including Jaworski s
Cox said he believes which way Congress should establish in-

dependence for a Watergate prosecutor is less important than the need
for Congress to act quickly so the prosecution can proceed

"It is time to get on with it," he said.

Even if all the lights were turned off savs
an aide to Rep. Torbert H. Macdonald D
Mass., chairman of the subcommittee on
power, it wouldn't make much difference
because the biggest share of the electricity
bill goes to heating the Capitol Hill complex
in winter and cooling it in summer.
The heating and cooling system will

demand even more electricity in 1977 when
an annex to the Library of Congress is
completed, creating some 65 additional
acres of floor space.

Today's growth in energy demand is due
primarily to an increased use of computers
by Congress trying to streamline its
operating procedures.
The Senate recently installed its second

computer to help with payrolls, inventories
mail and to keep track of the status of bills
and other matters pending before Congress
The House has three computers. Two of

them run an electronic voting system
designed to cut in half the time needed for a
roll call vote.

Congressional energy demand is in-
creasing about four percent a year, about
the same as the rest of the country.

Translated to barrels of oil, that comes out
to about 90,000 barrels for the entire year

Ai> Wirephoto)
CRIPPLED SCOUT FIGHTS ON - George

( asenhiser. a 14-year-old Boy Scout, receives his star
rank in the Boy Scouts Thursday from his hospital
bed in the Detroit Rehabilitation Institute. Presenting
George with his award is fellow scout Brian Mann
• left) and close friend Bill Kennedy (right). With the
help of Kennedy. George earned a merit badge in
scholarship and won his star rank.

Segretti Sentenced
WASHINGTON (AP) - Donald H. Segretti a

political saboteur financed with Nixon campaign
funds, was sentenced Monday to serve six months in aminimum security institution for violating federal
laws in the 1972 presidential campaign

Segretti, who has testified he was recruited for hiswork by former presidential aide Dwight L ChaDin
had pleaded guilty on Oct. 1 to three federai
misdemeanor counts arising from his activities in
lastvears F1°nda Democratic presidential primary

Ford Before Senate

Testimony Ends
ByJOHNBECKLER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice President-designate

Gerald R. Ford completed his testimony before the
Senate Rules Committee Monday with no sign of any
hitch developing on his confirmation as Spiro T.
Agnew's successor.

Ford won praise from the senators for his answers
in two days of questioning on a broad range of sub-
jects, many of them dealing with how he would act if

he became President.

"You have a reputation for openness and honesty in
reply," Sen. Claiborne Pell, DR. I., told the House
Republican leader, "and it appears these hearings
justify it."

The hearings are the first ever held in Congress
on a vice presidential nominee. The procedure for
filling a vacancy in the vice presidency is spelled out
in the 25th amendment.
Sen. Howard W. Cannon, D-Nev., chairman of the

Rules Committee, plans to hear other witnesses, and
the House Judiciary Committee also will hold
hearings before the House and Senate vote on con-
firmation.

Mindful of the events that led to Agnew's
resignation, Cannon asked
"Is there anything in your background, anything

you have ever done or have knowledge of, the ex-
posure of which could possibly subject the American
people to another disappointment or disillusion-
ment?

Not to my knowledge," said Ford. "I have
searched my conscience, my records and myself, and
I know of nothing."
Ford was questioned again about his relationship

with Robert N. Winter-Berger, a former Washington
lobbyist who has written a book he calls "an insider's
view of corruption in Washington."
The book contains numerous references to Ford,

h ord, who told the committee previously he was
duped by Winter-Berger, denied all allegations of

wrongdoing cited in the book.
"It is a completely inaccurate, demagogic bunch of

words that
, in my opinion, don't deserve

publication." Ford said.
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Arabs Huddle On Cease Fire
Kissinger Flies To Morocco

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Arab leaders sought to close ranks in a flurry of

diplomacy Monday as Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger flew to the Arab world in a bid to prevent
more Middle East fighting.
At stake in the comings and goings was the

precarious cease-fire that stopped the fourth Arab-
Israeli war.
The three main parties to the conflict — Israel,

Egypt and Syria — have warned that combat could
erupt anew unless the diplomacy can be made to
work.

Premier Golda Meir returned hoi»;e to Israel and
said her talks with Kissinger and President Nixon
last weekend in Washington allowed her to plead the
Israeli case, but did not resolve all differences bet-
ween Washington and Tel Aviv.

"I greatly appreciate the opportunity that was
given to my colleagues and me for the many hours to
speak frankly and in friendship," she said at the Tel
Aviv airport.

Mrs. Meir called a Cabinet meeting to report on the
talks and promised to inform the Israeli parliament
Wednesday.
Kissinger, following up on the Washington

discussions, headed for Rabat, Morocco, for the first

stop on a tour that also will take him to Tunisia,
Egypt, Jordan and Saudi Arabia in the Arab world
before visits to Iran, Pakistan and China.
As Kissinger flew across the Atlantic, President

Houari Boumedienne of Algeria was in Kuwait after
visits to Cairo, Damascus and Baghdad, the Iraqi
capital. Press reports said he persuaded Egypt and
Syria to attend an Arab summit conference in

Algiers.

The Libyan leader, Col. Moammar Khadafy, was
in Damascus after similar visits to Cairo and Bagh-
dad. He reportedly was trying to consolidate an
anticease-fire bloc for the Arab summit.

Iraq, Libya and Kuwait rejected the U.N. Security
Council cease-fire that was accepted by Israel, Egypt
and Syria.

Fighting Continues

Belgium Tightens Oil Curbs

(AP Wirrphotni

LEAVES BLAIR HOUSE - Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir
waves to people gathered outside Blair House in Washington. The
Israeli leader, who is staying in the house during her visit to
Washington, went to brief the Conference of Presidents of major
American Jewish organizations.

BRUSSELS (AP) - Belgium joined the
Netherlands Monday in adopting a ban on Sunday
driving and other strong measures to meet the Arab
squeeze on oil supplies.

West Germany was said to be contemplating
similar measures.
Common Market foreign ministers met to discuss

the crisis. Market contries get about 80 per cent of
their oil from the Arabs. This supply has been cut
back by about 15 per cent.

Qualified oil sources in Kuwait said further cuts of
about one million barrels a day are likely. Arab oil

exporters announced Monday they were bringing
their total production cut to 25 per cent, on the basis of
September figures, including oil embargoes to the
United States and the Netherlands.
Belgium, which has three months of oil stocks, is in

a difficult situation because the bulk of its crde oil

supplies are transported through the Netherlands, its

neighbor to the north.

Besides the Sunday driving ban, the Belgian
measures to conserve fuel include lower speed limits,
less road transport, a reduction in home heating and
perhaps some extra school closing days. Some steps
are obligatory, others merely recommendations.
The ban on Sunday driving will start Nov. 18.

Prior to Monday's Arab decision to impose further
oil production cuts, sources said the total reductions
had reached about 20 per cent.
A 5 per cent additional cut was to follow in

December. The Arabs have said the cuts will con-
tinue until Israel gives up Arab lands occupied in the
1967 Middle East war.

If the Common Market ministers can agree to help
the Netherlands, which the Arabs accuse of helping
Israel, they would still have to come up with an ap-
proach that would not provoke a further tightening of
the screws by the Arabs.

In Oslo, the Norwegian government and private oil

companies launched a campaign to encourage
customers to make voluntary cuts in their con-
sumption of oil. Officials said no rationing was ex-
pected.

North Viets Seize Base Camps
By DENNIS NEELD

Associated Press Writer
SAIGON (AP) — Dozens of Soviet-built rockets

slammed into Bien Hoa air base near Saigon early
Tuesday for the first time since the Veitnam cease-
fire, the Saigon command reported.

It said two F5 jet fighter-bombers were destroyed
and two others damaged in the attack on the base and
on the nearby 3rd Military Region headquarters.
The command said one home in a nearby military

dependents' camp also was destroyed.
Initial reports indicated that one soldier was killed

and nine persons were wounded.
The Saigon command said 27 rockets were fired,

but military sources in Bien Hoa put the number at
more than 50.

The air base, 15 miles from the capital, is the
largest in South Vietnam. Most of the country's best
jet fighter-bombers are based there.

The rocket attack had been anticipated by military
officials. Two weeks ago, troops at military positions

on or near the base were constructing bunkers and
foxholes.

Military sources said they believed the rockets

Israel Says

12 POWs
Found Shot
TEL AVIV (AP) - Israeli troops

have found the bodies of 12 Israeli

soldiers, bound hand and foot and

buried under rocks near the former

Golan Heights cease-fire line with

Syria, an Israeli military

spokesman said Monday.
Col. Nachman Kami called the

incident a "massacre."

Three Tel Aviv newspapers

reported that the soldiers had been

tied up and then shot, and from the

location it appeared that they were

killed as prisoners in the first Tew

days of the Middle East war when

the Syrian army occupied the area.

Kami declined to give specifics

of the incident, but said Israeli

military authorities had given

details and photographs to the

International Red Cross.

At the United Nations in New
York, Israeli Ambassador Yosef

Tekoah said: "There is in-

formation of another place where
Israeli soldiers were shot after

having been taken prisoner. In one

case, an imprisoned, wounded
Israeli officer who had difficulty

walking was shot to death
"

were fired from Viet Cong-controlled areas in Tan
Uyen district north of Bien Hoa City.

Two weeks ago, the South Vietnamese conducted a
heavy bombing and shelling campaign against
suspected Viet Cong bases north and northeast of

Bien Hoa in what officials then called "preventive
attacks."

In another development, the Saigon command said
the North Vietnamese assault force that seized two
government base camps near the Cambodian border
may have killed or captured most of the 300 defen-
ders.

But the semi-official newspaper Dan Chu said the
government sent up to 3,000 reinforcements to the
battle area, and they were pounding Communist
troop concentrations and supply lines with artillery

and air strikes.

It said South Vietnamese planes were encountering
large numbers of ground-to-air missiles.

Radio Saigon reported the reinforcements made
contact with survivors of the two base camps, who
told them at least 100 North Vietnamese soldiers were
killed in Sunday's battle, one of the most savage since
the Jan. 28 cease-fire.
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Massachusetts Elections

Low Turnout Predicted
By TIIK ASSOCIATED PRKSS

Voters in 39 Massachusetts communities must
decide Tuesday who will manage their local govern-
ments for the next few years. And the outlook is for a
record low turnout in most places.

All voters, except those in Cambridge, wiU know
the results of their balloting Tuesday night or at the
latest Wednesday morning. Cambridge uses the
proportional representation system in which it can
take a week or more to determine the full slate of
those elected.

In Boston, election officials predict no more than 30
per cent of the total registered voters 270,000 will turn
out to cast their ballots among 18 candidates. Nine
seats on the city council and five spots on the school
committee will be filled.

Quincy voters will participate in a primary to
nominate condidates who will compete in the final

election Dec. 4 for Mayor, school committee, and four
of six city councilors. A referendum which changed
the district lines also resulted in a delay of the
election.

The state's Plan E cities- those with appointive city

managers-will elect a full slate of city councilors and
school board members. The mayors of such cities are
elected from among council members after their
inauguration in January. These cities include
Cambridge, Lowell, Medford, Fall River/Gloucester
and Worcester.
Saugus, which will elect selectmen and school

board members, is the only Massachusetts town
holding an election.

In all cities with mayoral contests, voters also will
be electing school committee members, councilors
at-large and ward councilors, or alderman-at-large
and ward alderman.
Everett, the single city in the state with a

bicameral system, will ellect a common council as
well as a board of alderman.
Nearby Chelsea is expected to have an extremely

light voter turnout, partly due to the disastrous fire
last month which destroyed several voting places and
have placed some voters in temporary housing.
Mayor Philip Spelman seeks re-election to a second

term against William A. Palladino
Revere Mayor William Reinstein is expected to win

election to a second term. His opponent is City
Councilor Joseph DiGrosso, whom he defeated by
more than 2-1 in the primary.
The North Shore city of Salem has incumbent

Mayor Jean A. Levesque pitted against Rep. Henry J.

O'Donnell, coming out of a primary in which
Levesque had a bare 300-vote lead. This is Levesque's
first electoral try for the Mayor's spot, since he was
appointed by his council peers last spring when
Mayor Samuel Zoll became a district court judge.
Also in Salem, School Committeeman Ronald

Michaud is seeking re-election to a second four-year
term. His wife. Betty, was an upset winner in Ward 2
council battle to replace Joseph O'Keefe, a school
committee nominee.
The Lynn election will prove a testing ground for

Mayor Antonio Mario Marino, who ran second in the
primary to a newcomer to politics, 34-year-old David
Phillips Phillips appears to have strong Republican

support.

In Peabody, Mayor Nicholas Mavroules is con-
sidered the frontrunner in seeking his fourth suc-
cessive term in that position against Peter Torigan.
Torigan has been trying to get the city administration
to open up its books on certain transactions.
The Woburn mayoral election appears to be clear-

out, with current Mayor Edward Gilgun, who
dropped the city's tax rate by $20 this year the largest
in the state, expected to win easily over John Phelon,
a former ward councilor.
Mayor Lester Ralph is expected to have an easy

time in Somerville against Edward J. Sweeney, who
came in second in the primary, but received less than
half of Ralph's vote. A former official of the housing
authority, Sweeney would add more firemen and beef
up the police force. Ralph claims these moves are
unnecessary.

The apathy of voters in Boston seems to favor the
incumbents. In the primaries, this proved true as
seven of the nine councilmen seeking re-election
landed in the top-nine circle of contestants.
Former U.S. Rep. Louise Day Hicks topped the

primary field in her bid for a council seat and is likely
to repeat that performance when the votes are
tallied. Trailing Mrs. Hicks in the council race in
September were incumbents Albert L. O'Neil,
Christopher A. Iannella, Lawrence S. DiCara,
Frederick C. Langone, Joseph Tierney, Gerald F.
O'Leary and Patrick F. McDonough.
Three of four incumbent school committeemen

landed easily in the top five primary slots, with John
J. Kerrigan again expected to top the election. Only
Committeeman John J. McDonough appears en-
dangered, although pre-primary estimates had Paul
Ellison in trouble. Ellison took fourth place, however.
Newcomer Kathleen Sullivan, who was third, is

expected to gain a school committee spot. Rep
Joseph Kearney and former Councilman William J.
Foley, who took fifth and sixth spots in the primary,
pose a threat to oust one or two incumbents.
Cambridge voters will see 34 names for nine city

council seats and 23 for six on the school committee.
It is believed that a low turnout in Cambridge could
result in a sharp curtailment of local rent control and
a conservative brake on the innovative school policies
favored by schools Supt. Alflorence Cheatham.
Most observers believe that the conservative

Independent slate candidates Walter Sullivan, Alfred
Vellucci, Thomas Denehy and Daniel Clinton will win
a council seat along with the radical Cambridge Civic
Association's Barbara Askermann and Francis
Duehay.
Independent Henry Owens 3d, and Saundra

Graham, endorsed by the radical Grass Roots
Organization, face strong challenges from
Independent Leonard Russell, Don Christofaro, Fred
Arsenault and John Halberstalt CCA and John Brode.
CCA incumbents Charles Pierce and Peter Gesell

and Independent incumbents James Fitzgerald and
Joseph Maynard are seeking re-election to the school
committee. There are five CCA challengers who
strongly back the superintendent and 10 Indepen-
dents who are critical of him.
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HAPPY NEW ENGLANDERS - - Sens. Edmund Muskie, D-
Maine. left, and Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., are obviously in a
happy mood as they leave Blair House Friday.

N.E.
Hit

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A variety of municipal elections and referenda questions will greet New

England voters when they head for the polls Tuesday.
The elections are primarily for mayors, councilmen and school com-

mittee members. The referenda range from property tax exemptions to
the proposed establishment of a public power authority which has stirred
some controversy in Maine.
Only four cities in New Hampshire will have direct elections for mayor

with opposing candidates. In another seven cities, voters will cast their
ballots for city councilmen or for boards of aldermen. Most of these
bodies will then elect a mayor from among their own members.
Voters in Maine will give their views on five public issues and one state

senate seat which is vacant.
The big question for Maine voters is whether they approve of a public

power bill that would set up a Power Authority of Maine, which would be
the first one in New England.
Voters will also decide on a $3 million bond issue for state parks and two

constitutional amendments. One would determine the amount of in-
debtedness a municipality can incur and the other will change Maine's
version of the pocket veto. A fifth referendum question would establish a
state lottery in Maine.
Vermont voters will not make their trip to the polls until next spring
Rhode Island voters must contend with seven constitutional amend-ments and two other proposals to expand the lending powers of the state

industrial and recreational building authorities. They will also vote on
proposals to establish four-year terms for the governor and the attorney
general. *

in MfpRh
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J

S$°° l committee seats and councilmen will be heldin the Rhode Island cities of Woonsocket, Pawtucket, North Providence
Central Falls and North Smithfield.

rroviaence,

North Providence will hold the community's first election for mayor
In Connecticut, two Democratic incumbents and a Republican in-

cumbent mayor face close contests in New Haven, Hartford and
Bridgeport.

Globe Files Suit For Irving Interview
The lighthouse

BOSTON (AP) - Attorneys for
The Boston Globe have filed a civil
complaint in U.S. District Court
here against the Justice Depart
ment and Bureau of Prisons for
being refused an interview with
author Clifford Irving.

Irving is serving a two-year
sentence at the US Penitentiary
at Danbury, Conn., for the $750,000
Howard Hughes "autobiography"
hoax.

In its suit, the Globe describes
Irving as "ready and willing" to be
interviewed.

A spokesman for the Globe said
the paper has tried since March to
arrange an interview with Irving
but the police of the Bureau of
Prisons prohibits such interviews.
Written interviews conducted
through the mails are permitted,
but the (ilobe decided to press for
the personal interview

In seeking an injunction Friday
;igainst the Justice Deaprtment
;ind the Bureaus of Prisons, at-

torneys Thomas H Walsh Jr and
James J McHugh claimed the
policy is unconstitutional, ar-
hrtrary. irrational and capricious
The lawyers said the bureau's

l>olicy violates the First Amend-
ment rights of the Globe, the
public. Irving and reporter
Pichard Connolly, who received
lavorable responses from Irving

.itx)ut the interview. Irving was
convicted of conspiracy and grand

larceny and has served about 13 meantime, he will be released next
months at Danbury, where he June. His wife. Edith, is serving a
distributes clothing to fellow two-year prison term in Swit-
pnsoners If not paroled in the zerland for her role in the case.

Featuring fresh cooked seafood at low prices Thrill to
selecting your own lobster in our pool, or take home fresh
seafood.

ALSO TAKE OUT SERVICE.
Rte. 1 16 Sunderland, on the Amherst town line. Tel. 549-6662.

m UGmm fast delivery c*\w< orjwxfr w
mmus pizz/6 or subs call the wwsfo&L^

PIZZA IttTROL

» • • *

Manpower Shortage
Critical At Walpole
BOSTON (AP) - The manpower situation at the state's maximum

security prison is so critical that "it has been necessary to hire correction
ot icers off the street and put them to work with no training," a report
released Monday by Correction Commissioner Frank A. Hall said.

I he report, prepared by a committee appointed to investigate the
escape of Walpole State Prison inmate Robert Dellelo, said ap-
proximately 95 Walpole guards about one-third of the total compliment,
are untrained.

de
A
s

d

t

^°na|ly. the report said, "Walpole presently is grossly un-

Dellelo, serving a life sentence for first degree murder, escaped from
the custody of two correction officers who brought him to Pondville
Hospital for an examination Oct. 4. He still is at large.
The 17-page report said both officers, Elliott Baker and James Gentle

Jr were on the job only a few months and had no training.
Each carried a gun even though neither had been issued a permit and

neither had ever fired the .38 calibre pistol they carried.
Additionally, the report concluded, the tip to Pondville Hospital in itself

appeared to be against the law.
State law, the report said, does not permit an inmate who is serving a

sentence for a capital crime to be place in any hospital other than the one
at the medium security prison at Norfolk.
As far as the Dellelo situation is concerned, the committee recom-

mended improved medical care for inmates to help reduce the security
risks in providing such services.

It also recommended that Hall "give high priority, immediately, to the
problem of manpower at Walpole "

During the past 18 months, when riots and other forms of violence have
broken out at Walpole, the problem has intensified to "emergency
proportions," the report said.
The fact finding committee was co-chaired by State police Major

Edward Teahan and Leon N. Corsini, Jr., chief training officer for the
Department of Correction. Corsini died Oct. 23, of natural causes
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Federal Team Continues

Boston Crash Investigation San Francisco Expands Transit System
BOSTON (AP) — A federal in-

vestigating team of some 60 per-
sons hopes to finish its in-

vestigation by the middle or end of
this week, but so far the causes of
the Saturday morning crash of a
Pan American 707 freighter at
Logan International Airport
remain a mystery.

All three crew members aboard
the flight perished as the jet
nosedived and disintegrated on
landing. The plane, a N.w York-to
Prestwich, Scotland, flight, was
diverted to Boston when the pilot
reported smoke entering the cock-
pit.

The jet carried a cargo that
included 16,000 pounds of
chemicals, some of them

For Indians...

Thanksgiving?

PLYMOUTH. Mass. (AP) -
Some Indian groups here have
strongly criticized attempts by the
local Plymouth Thanksgiving
committee to present a picture of
early American life.

For the past three years,
Plymouth's Thanksgiving
celebrations have turned into
demonstrations of protest by
Indians who claimed that such
pageantry as a march through
town by costumed pilgrims
carrying muskets and Bibles was
little more than an exhibition of

racism.

"To Indians it's not a day of

celebration,'' said Frank James,
copresident of the United Alliance

of Indians in New England. "We
have nothing to celebrate," he said

Sunday.
Tall Oak. the other president of

the alliance, said he objects to the

image of the commercial Indian.

He criticized the idea in the.

program to have Indians display

crafts and do fold dances.

dangerous acids. The cargo also
included about 5,000 pounds of
mail, 16,000 pounds of electrical

components and materials and
16,000 pounds of other assorted
materials.

The National Transportation
Safety Board team has more
questions than it has answers for.

Among those are: Where did the
smoke leaking into the cockpit
come from? What if any part did
the dangerous chemicals play in

the crash? What was done during
the 30 minutes or so between the
first report of smoke and the
crash? Why did the pilot stop
responding to radio com-
munication from the ground and
why did he stop sending the
secondary radar signal during the
last three minutes of the flight?

The airport was put on
emergency alert before the crash,
after the pilot requested priority
landing at Logan. That request was
made when the jet was near Pease
Air Force Base in New Hampshire.
Standing by at the scene were
ambulances, police cruisers and
fire trucks.

Pan Am identified the crew
members of the Scotland bound
craft as Capt. John J. Zammett, 53,

of Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y.; first

officer Gene W. Ritter of New
Canaan, Conn*, and flight engineer
Davis Melvin, 37, of Ithaca, NY.

By MIKE SILVERMAN
Associated Press Writer

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Bay
Area Rapid Transit system trains
opened their doors Monday to
carry commuters 7!5 miles bet-
ween downtown San Francisco and
suburban Daly City.

Seven underground stations in
San Francisco and an elevated one
at the south end of the line serve
the newest segment of the system,
along which sleek aluminum cars
whiz at speeds up to 80 miles per
hour.

Service began a year ago in
Oakland and east San Francisco
Bay cities, but a tube under the
Bay connecting the lines still is

closed because of safety problems.
"I've been waiting for this for

quite a while," said Ed Reid, a gas
company engineer who boarded
the train in Daly City.

In 13 minutes and for 35 cents he
sped north into San Francisco,
through the Mission District and
under downtown Market Street
into the heart of the financial
district at the other end of the line.

"It took me that long to get to the
bus depot from where I work,"
Reid said. "They've got top
equipment. It's a nice ride."

Fifty-four early birds boarded
the first train our of Daly City just
before 6 a.m., but an hour later
platforms were bustling and some
of the 72-seat cars were standing

room only.

"I figured its worth a try
because the bus takes so long,"
said Sylvia O'Rourke, a telephone
company accountant. "But I

started out early today just in case
something goes wrong."
Nothing did, on Mrs. ORourke's

train, but the system didn't
completely escape the flaws that
have plagued service in the East
Bay.

There, trains sometimes stall
between stations; doors have flown
open while the trains moved at

high speeds, and one train failed to
stop at the end of the line and
plowed off the tracks, injuring
several people.

The worst that happened Mon-
day was that one car went dead
and the entire train had to be
shunted off the tracks. Platform
destination signs erroneously
flashed the East Bay city of "Rich-
mond," an ironic reminder that the
transbay tube linking San Fran-
cisco with Oakland — a crucial
factor in BART's revenue goal —
remains shut.
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Meeting of

ifro American Soc.
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ELECTIONS
All 3rd World Students
invited to attend and
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UMass Football

By Harry Charych
UMass football is much more than football teams,

marching bands, or cheerleaders. UMass football is
people. Some of the people are the loyal fans who
come to the games under any conditions Others are
the proud parents of the players. But most are
common UMies for whom the games provide a good
excuse to get away from studying and spend an af-
ternoon outdoors. For them, a blanket, a warm
companion, a bottle of scotch, a six-pack of beer, a
wine skin, or a few joints insure that, no matter what
the weather or what happens on the field, UMass
football is always great.
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Apply Fo
S.W.A.P.
This year's SWAP Conference is

being held the weekend of
November 30 through December 1

at the Northfield Inn. General
themes for this conference are
Student Services and University
Governance, to cover such topics
as Housing and Food Services,
Alternative Programming, and the
idea of unicameral government;
that is, one governing body
representing the whole campus
community, including students,
staff, and faculty, thereby
eliminating the now separate
governing bodies

Student delegates to SWAP are
being chosen on a decentralized
basis: applicants submit their

applications to appropriate areas
or organizations as designated on
the application The areas' own
selection committees make their
alloted number of choices and
submit the names to the SWAP
Committee Applications may be
picked up at the various Area
Government offices, the Student
Union Lobby, the Campus Center
Information Desk, and the Student
Activities Office in the Student
Union The fee for SWAP is $7.50

for UMass undergraduates and $45

for all others. Time is running
short, however, and applications

must be submitted by Friday.
November 9. For further in-

formation, contact Sheila at 545-

2351, Ari at 546-9978, or Michael at

54H-6645.

BVBUSfOR
GeHoSnow?

Grand Opening

Masse's Fish
of Amherst

(formerly Amherst Seafood Mkt.)

103 N. Pleasant St.

(across from Louis Food Center)

FRESH HADDOCK
FRESH SWORDFISH
FRESH HALIBUT

FRESHmm

•ITS CONVENIENT Busei

leave from or near the

campus several times

daily.

* ITS DIRECT - To wrhtre you

want to go

*IT'S FRIENDLY Meet new

people on every trip

PRJnr Ean
*ri&k:- BUS

% LINES

Hourly service to Boston. New York City. Albany and
everywhere, direct from the University Campus. Extia
express service to Natick and Boston every weekend.
Lobby Campus Center Hotel

Tel 545 2528 Dr 545-2006

SPBCIALS
Lb. Peeled I Deveined SHRIMP

Stuffed Jumbo SHRIMP
,

Stuffed Lobsters

THRO SAT.

lb.

Pea.

ea.

SEAFOOD
FISH & CHIPS

COOKED TO ORDER
Every Friday

li

CLAMS
SCALLOPS
SHRIMP
LOBSTER ROLLS

FISH CAKES
ONION RINGS
STUFFED SOLE
CLAM ROLLS

SALADS: POTATO, COLE SLAW
Open: Wed. thru Sat.
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NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

Top of

the

Campus

634 Chicopee St.

CHICOPEE

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Nov. 6, 7, 8

Special

Steak or Prime Rib
plus all the salad you can eat

only $2.95

Republicans

Of Off-Year
By CARL P. LEUBSDORF

AP Political Writer
Voters in New Jersey and

Virginia elect governors yesterday
in the headline contests of an off-

year election that Republicans
hope will show their party won't be
hurt by the Watergate scandal.
The Nixon administration

scandals haven't been an issue in

either state. However, politicians
and political analysts will be
watching the showing of the parties
in two states the GOP captured
four years ago. New York City and
many other large cities are elec-
ting mayors.

In New Jersey, Democrat
Brendan T. Byrne. 49-year-old
former judge, is heavily favored to

defeat conservative Republican
Rep. Charles W. Sandman Jr., 52.

Sandman ousted GOP Gov.
William Cahill in a June primary
fight whose scars haven't healed
A Byrne landslide could enable

the Democrats to regain control of

the state Senate and retain their

hold on the Assembly.
In Virginia, the competitors are

former Gov. Mills E. Godwin Jr.,

58, a Democrat turned Republican,
and U. Gov. Henry E. Howell Jr .,

~>:5, a Democrat running as an
Independent There is no
Democratic candidate.

Early polls showed Howell, who
has liberal, labor and black sup-

port, running ahead of the con-
servative Godwta. More recent
polls showed Godwin had caught
up and possible gone ahead.

In New York City veteran
Democratic Citv Comptroller
Abraham D. Beame, 87, appears
headed for a landslide victory over
three opponents in the race to

succeed retiring Mayor John V.

Lindsay

PoUa show that Beame, who lost

to Lindsay in IMS, could poll more
than half the vote against state

Sen John J Mard I, 52, the

Republican candidate; Assem-
blyman Albert Blumenthal. 44, the

Liberal party nominee and Rep.
Mario Biaggi, 5fi, the Conservative

candidate

Elsewhere around the country.

Democrats are expected to retain

control ol Kentucky's legislature,

while Detroit may choose its first

black mayor. Democratic state

Sen Coleman Young.
\ Detroit News poll last week

showed Young. 54, leading by 5

percent over former Police Chief

John Nichols, also "vl and white

In Cleveland. Republican Mayor
Ralph Perk, 58, is virtually assured
ol reelection over City Council

( icrk Mercedes I 'otner, a

Democrat

Food Prices Rise

Production Lags

Hon I UN I \P> Food prfc

are rising and production of sub-

stitute loods is lagging becaUSC "I

government price controls, savs

the executive secretary ol the

Massachusetts Retail (iiocers

tssociatiofi

"It is time to end lood price

controls to rescue the consumers

from then financial purgatory."

said Malcolm McCabC at the

association s convention Sunday.

The onl> vvav the nation s lood

producers can offset shortages in

certain foods is to produce a

number ol substitute foods
""

2nd Paul Robeson

Lecture Tomorrow
Professor C L R .lames will

deliver the second lecture in the

Caul Robeson Lecture series

tomorrow night at K on p m at

Herter Hall. 321 This distinguished

Can African Scholar has written

and lectured extensivel> on
history, art and hlerarv criticism

In addition, he has immersed
himself in Marxist philosophy.
economic analysis, problems of

development in Third World
countries, and problems of the

working class m industrialized

Watchful

Elections
Undergrads Meet With Philosophy Dept.

In Minneapolis, former police

detective Charles Stenvig is

favored for a third term as mayor
against a Democrat, former
Councilman Al Hofstede, and a

Republican, Councilwoman Gladys
Brooks

At 4 (Ml CM this afternoon the (JMasS
Undergraduate Philosophers will meet in room 260]

of the library to discuss with the entire philosophy
department various proposals which will affect it as a

whole Topics will include a mandatory universal
advisory scheme, increased utilization of teacher
education resources, and integration of undergrads
into the administration and activities ol the depart-
m*H)|

The Undergraduate Philosophers are a group of

people seeking to encourage and fulfill serious in

teres! in the practice of philosophy on this campus.
Tuesday's meeting will provide an opportunity to find

out about the infant organization, pick up a sheaf of
information handy to the philosophy student, and air
opinions as what it's all about. Refreshments will be
served

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN INVITED TO:

AN OPEN RUSH
at

PHI MU DELT

Come and make your own

decisions on fraternity living

TUESDAY, NOV. 6.

at 8:30 p.m.
FREE BEER

Call for rides 545 2163

PENGUIN BOOK

SALE
6,000 Penquin paperbacks

all subjects most titles

Reduced in Price

T0ANUN8£U€VABLE
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Forgiveness
By TOM G. BRINE

One of the acts of the church that was passed down suppossedly by
Jesus Christ was the act of Confession. It is today one of the few acts in

the church that has not changed it it's form. Many religious hierarchy
will tell you it is one of the most important parts of the Catholic Church.
For any loyal Catholic across the world, going to confession is a nor-
mality. But from what I have seen and heard, I find it to hard to believe
that most layman of the church know the true meaning of Confession and
it's relationship with man.
The main idea that Jesus Christ tries to teach about Confession is that

if we commit any number or any type of sin, venial or mortal, and we
are willing to admit our guilt to the Lord and ask for forgiveness it will be
granted No questions asked! But this is only half of what he tried to teach
us. What Jesus Christ also stated, we should apply the act of confession to
our neighbors and if one person does something to hurt another, he or she
should forgive him as Jesus C hrist did. T his seems to be the hardest idea
lor anyone to accept.

Looking at the world today, it seems very clear that the act of
forgiveness or contrition outside the church is badly missing. Constant
battles ensue between countries, states, and between individuals. It

always seems to be the same problem. One party cannot turn the other
cheek 'Unfortunately," said Jesus Christ, "those who cannot forgive
their neighbors should not axpect to be forgiven by me."
Looking over the large population of this world, and witnessing some of

it's events. I find it very hard to believe even the most religious fanatics
or loyalists, abide by this act of forgiveness. Constant unwanting battles
between man. women or child, result because one or many persons
simply cannot forgive. Those who happen to fall in this catagory should
not be too surprised when judgement day arrives and Jesus Christ also
refuses to forgive!

Tom G. Brine is a Collegian Commentator

In last Saturday's big bout with
the awe-inspiring Vermont
Catamounts, in which the potent
Minutemen, (Minutemen are
always potent, aren't they?),
trounced the hapless Cats, the big

story was not the victory or the

performance of Piel "Go out for a
Pass" Pennington, but the salute

at halftime that Frank Mclnerney,
the Athletic Council, the Trustees
and Jocks of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, gave to

Heimie Gritzkessel. Why Heimie
Gritzkessel? was on everybodies
lips during the last week. After all,

his son Clarence "Hitter" Grit-

zkessel was an important cog in the

Minuteman attack as starting Left

Bench, but of all fathers to honor,
why Gritzkessel 's? Maybe the fact

that Gritzkessel is Chairman of the

Board of Anaconda Rubber had
something to do with it. If they
were going to exploit someone,
why not Yogi Berra, father of

Terrific Tim Berra. I mean why
Gritzkessel? To find out for myself,
I talked to Hitter Gritzkessel

yesterday over a sandwich at the

Greenough Downunder:
Z.N.: "What's the story, Hitter?

A lot of people have been bad-
mouthing your father, Heimie,
saying that the only reason they
did it was for money."

Hitter: "What do ya mean
money?"

Z.N. : "I mean the Gritzkessel

Athletic Complex that Boyden has
in the works. You don't think they
did it was because of you Hitter?"

Hitter: "You been badmouthing
me. you honkey son of a bitch. I

read what that "slick" fella said

about ya, and even though I heard
he's a shithead, I'll bust ya if ya
cross me.

Z.N.: "Take it easy Hitter" (who
was foaming at the mouth). "No
one's badmouthing you or your ole

man. All we're saying is that

Heimie has had his ups and downs
like anybody else, but no better

than anybody else.

Hitter: "Wait a second. My
father built up Anaconda Rubber
from a two bit condom operation to

the largest rubber manufacturer in

the world. Our rubbers are the
best, they'll never wilt or leak. The
world owes a lot to my father,

Heimie Gritzkessel, and its about
time he got some of the recognition
he deserves. And another thing.

13
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I'm the best damn blasted Left

Bench the Minutemen ever had.

Without my services, how could

our potent offense keep its ass

warm?"
Z.N.: The way they been goin'

lately, maybe they should stay on
top of you more, Hitter."

Hitter: "You bet your ass! I can
handle it! So ya see, I'm an in-

tegral part of this operation and
why shouldn't they honor my old

man, for he made me possible,

even though he is gonna build em a

sports complex."
Z.N.: "You know Hitter, I think

I'm coming around to your point of
view. After all, why shouldn't
UMass try to make a quick buck
when a quick buck is to be made.
After all, everybody knows that

intercollegiate varsity athletics is

a ruthless, professional, money -

gubbing, exploitative racket.
Everybody knows that athletes are
recruited into a school only for

their ability to kick someone's ass,

to shoot a basketball or to hit a
baseball, and certainly not for any
ability to think and study. Why just

look at one big name Basketball
player they've already declared
ineligible for academic reasons

before his first ballgame. We
should commend Mclnerney for at

least being honest in this salute to

ole man Gritzkessel, and for

showing us what UMass athletics is

all about."

Hitter: "Ya know, I agree wid
ya, even though I didn't un-

derstand some of dem word-
s like expoition."

Z.N.: "Thats exploitation Hitter.

You got it. Waitress bring my
buddy here another Fresca. He
deserves it."

Hitter: "Gee thanx pal! You're
alright after all. Listen, ya think

we got a half decent team dis

year?"
Z.N.: "Does the Pope shit in the

woods?"
Hitter: "Huh?"
Z.N.: "Skip it Hitter. Listen, I

think I know why UMass picked
your father in particular instead of

some other big named dude."
Hitter: "Hows that?"
Z.N.: "Simple. They want your

father to make them up some
special MINUTEMAN RUBBERS
that they could use as a new
recruitment enticement."

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian
columnist.

Ol' Fudgie
By STEVE FINE

Childhood memories are sweet and perhaps that is why I recollect
them so well.

When I was young, I lived 35 miles east of New York City in the subdued
environment of one of the first delete

When I was young, I lived 35 miles east of New York City in the subdued
environment of one of the first post World War II housing developments
built on Long Island. Travelling through my community was like having
a severe case of double vision. Each side of the street was lined with a
perpetual row of look alike houses spaced equidistant apart from each
other.

Despite the tedium of the surroundings, my old neighborhood had
enough of a collection of different personalities ( young and old) in it to
give me my first lessons about living. A case in point was the person who
lived next door to me.
Emil Werner, ( "Ol* Fudgie as my young friends and I used to call him)

was a married man of about 50 who had an extreme dislike for children.
Not having any of his own he sublimated his paternal instincts into the
gardening that had to be done around his house. He nurtured his plants
with love, taking meticulous care to protect them from the elements. He
watered his lawn each day to guard against drought, fertilized his
arborvitae shubbery to prevent malnutrition and manicured the
branches of his hemlocks so they would grow straight and tall.

After all these precautions were taken however, Emil realized they
stood little chance for survival unless he in some way checked the
movements of our trampling feet on his property. Thus began the "War"
between "01' Fudgie" and us kids.

The "War" itself began on a small scale and escalated into an all out
conflict To guard against our wrath, Emil went out and bought a Ger-
man shephard attack dog named Princess to scare off any intruders. This
worked well for few of us were ever brave enough to fetch a ball that had
haphazardly been kicked into his yard at the risk of having our ankles bit
off

I will never forget the time when two unknowing teenagers fell victim
to his prey. Before the two had not gone much farther than a few feet into
his verdant yard, Emil came charging out with Princess leading the way
"Down Princess down," Emil yelled as the huge black dog felled one of

the boys with a ferocious leap.

"We give up mister, we give up! " screamed the other petrified boy
with his hands shaking high in the air.

"We only wanted to get that frisbee over there. We weren't trying to
steal anything." he pleaded.
"Get out of here now," Emil yelled loudly over Princess's barks. "If I

ever catch you in here again, I'll call the cops."
The boys left quickly without argument. Emil had one another battle.
The hostility between Emil and "Darlings of Dorothea St." subsided

after a number of years. As wc got older we moved our playing fields to
(he community high school, where we vented our frustrations out on
ourselves rather than him.
To me the saddest thing that happened to Emil was the day when

Princess died. As it is not uncommon for animals to become part of a
family. Princess did this and more, for her presence had made Emil and
his wife feel like they were a family. She had become as close a facsimile
to a child than anything I had ever known him to have.
As I said memories of growing up are sweet, and perhaps that is why I

remember them so well.

Steve Fine left UMass last spring, and is now on Long Island,
recovering from 20 3/4 years of living.

More Commentaries
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I'm going to tough it out!"

Perverse And Disgusting
By KEVIN MACK

I don't know, maybe I'm old

fashioned, but somehow I find

nothing funny about a 250 pound
drag queen eating dog shit. In fact,

it seems rather perverse and more
than a bit disgusting.

"Pink Flamingo" is what I am
talking about. It is a movie which
bills itself as the "filthiest movie
ever made' ' ( which it may just be )

.

Last Friday and Saturday nights it

was viewed by several thousand
students in six crowded showings
at the Campus Center Auditorium.
The film concerns a person named
Divine and her attempts to remain
the "filthiest person alive". This

title is contested by a couple

(whose names I forget) who are

into impregnating kidnaped
women in order to sell the infants

to lesbian couples. The husband
also enjoys exposing himself.

My sensibilities are not par-

ticularly insulted by this sort of

thing. There is nothing offensive in

itself about a 250 pound drag
queen. But these people are not at

all funny and when they try to be

humorous, they only become
perverse.

Its hip to say that there is nothing

to the term -perverse. If a man like

Nixon can be President than

nothing is perverse, right? (This

type of reasoning exists, believe

me. I meet it every day.

)

We all have our own little per-

versions, I am told, and, in the

same line of reasoning, how can

one say that a drag queen or an

exhibitionist are perverted when
they are hurting no one except

perhaps themselves?

"Pink Flamingo" tests the limits

of perversity and reaches beyond

them. Unlike other underground-

type films about people whom
society calls perverse (Warhol's
films for example) "Pink
Flamingo" tries to be humorous
rather than just documenting
marginal lifestyles. Its humor is

not basically cynical, as in

Warhol's films, rather, it tries to be
funny in a slapstick sort of way,
almost like a Marx Brother's film.

It fails. (Although I did like the

dancing asshole sequence).

In Warhol's films the characters
may be perverse but they are also

very human and likeable. It's easy
to like Joe, the junkie who can't get

it up in Warhol's "Trash", or even
Holly, the drag queen in the same
film. They know that they are
perverse but they don't try to

proselytize their lifestyles. But
"Pink Flamingo" glorifies per-

versity; it pokes fun at the

audience for not being quite as sick

as the people in the film.

In the last scene, Divine proves
that she is the filthiest person alive

by seemingly eating dogshit. This
is not funny. Sure, she is only doing
it for the money, and several

thousand people paid a buck to see
her this weekend. (Myself, in-

cluded.) But Divine seemed so

arrogant when she ate the shit, as
if to say to us all, "You assholes

paid a buck to see me eat this shit,

you are all no better than I am."
But no one has to eat shit for

money and, if you ever read this,

Divine, I would really rather pay
you a buck not to eat shit.

Kevin Mack
commentator.

is a Collegian

Primitive Beings?
By KAREN A. MONACO

Today is Sunday. Not really today, the present, if you're sitting down
reading this, but today for me. The problem is that when you write
something, people assume when you say "today" that you mean today for

all people at that particular moment. The other problem is that I never
know what day something I've written will be printed in the Collegian and
even if I did I wouldn't lie and say a few days ago if I really meant today.
So today it is. 2:30 Sunday afternoon.

Usually around this time each weekend I find myself at my desk doing
homework or something and looking out my window into the bowl of

Orchard Hill every once in a while for diversion. Right now as I look out I

see the aftermath of another fun night on the Hill. Just in case you are
unaware of what a "fun night" on the Hill consists of, I'll go into it a little.

First, a good deal of preparation goes into a successful fun night. It just

doesn't happen spontaneously. There's a certain ritualistic quality
associated with it. Rolls of toilet paper must be hoarded religiously.

Particularly appropo recordings must be made of train wrecks, organ
music etc. and this takes time. It is also important for anyone hoping to

join in the weekend fun to have walked around during the preceding week
like a semi-mute in order to save their voices for the peak hours ( 11 to 1

o'clock). Firecrackers and other fireworks are also a definite must, for

I've noticed that these usually serve as a stimulus for increased shouting
from the balconies. After they go off successfully everyone begins
screaming and clapping again, which I guess indicates that their con-
fidence in the technological marvels of Japan has been restored or at

least reinforced. There are also other ways for these pleasure-seeking
boys and girls among us to make their presence known. Throwing things
is always a favorite.

Frankly, the whole situation disgusts me. Don't bother trying to explain
to me the need for catharsis on the weekends as a result of academic
pressures felt by the students involved. I hate to generalize but I have the
feeling that the type of moron who hangs nearly suspended out of a
seventh story balcony yelling, "Get the Dickinson queers!", is not the
type of student who is getting bleeding ulcers worrying about how he'll do
on his next Organic Chemistry exam. But then, maybe personal
responsibility and maturity don't enter into a conscious effort to do well
academically.

The same can not be said to hold true for the weekend behavior of some
of the people on the Hill and other residential areas as well. Personal
responsibility and maturity are clearly deficit in each one of them. My
gut reaction is one of disgust. After that initial reaction, I feel scared. Are
people basically "good"? Or is it the "real you" that comes out on a
weekend, the you that let's go, the you that has built up all sorts of
defenses to be used during most of the week that tells others to leave you
alone until Friday so that you can finish what you have to do?
As for me, I've always hated large groups of people. When I was in high

school, we used to have these pep rallies for our nighty Warriors during
which we, the student body were supposed to perform all sorts of innane
behavior designed to spur our boys onto victory. Our behavior was
regulated by eight very attractive women who had to wear these really

short kilts and matching sweaters, even if the town happened to be
middle of a Northeaster. I never quite got the connection between their

little getup and our enthusiasm or between my shouting "Kill Conard (the

other high school in town )

!

" in my most vicious tones and any action that

would result in their winning the game. So there were a few of us who
would leave homeroom, like the rest of the herd destined for the pep rally

except that midway we took a slight turn that they didn't and wound up in

the office of our art teacher, who was a sympathetic supporter of our
apathy. But what do you do if its 2: 00 a.m., you'd really like to get to sleep

only you can't because the inside of your room sounds like the Mardi Gras
revisited? There's no art teacher to run to here.

Something very strange happenswhen people find themselves in groups.
And on the Hill people seem to find themselves in groups on weekends
most often because they have time on their hands. The 19th century
Frenchman LeBon maintained that when men joined a crowd, their in-

telligence was lowered to that of primitive beings. Among those included
in the category of "primitive beings" by LeBon were women, children,

and members of the lower classes. I'm vehemently opposed to the
membership criteria regarding what he terms primitive beings for if it

were true, then I cringe when I think of what he might label women and
the others when they become a crowd. But he makes his point.

Individuals in groups for whatever the reason are not merely the sum of

the individuals in the group.
I'll end this with a request Show a little maturity when next weekend is

upon us or go and play your games elsewhere like in the woods of

Leverett.

Karen A. Monaco is a Collegian commentator.

Impeachment Is Unjustified

By BOB RILEY
It has been over two weeks since

I. like the rest of the nation,

seethed with anger and disgust at

the actions of Richard Nixon in the

now infamous tapes controversy.

Since that time much has been
written and said on all sides of the
political spectrum; much more
commentary will follow. Yet one
thing is certain; if adversity is

supposed to bring out the best in a
nation, then America is in serious

Letters To The Editor,

see page 12

trouble. Forget about Nixon.
Enough has been said concerning
his failures. Rather, take a good
hard look at our other leaders in

Congress, and at our selves, to see
the real flaws in the American
fabric

The firing of Archibald Cox was
a gross betrayal of pub] c trust. In

a matter of hours, Nixo.: was able
to change his credibility "gap" into

a canyon. It was an indefensable

action that deserved public outcry
but not impeachment. The Chief
Executive is perfectly within his

rights to fire anybody within his

branch of government including

(unfortunately) Special
Prosecutors. The decision to

withhold evidence demanded by
(he courts is definitely grounds for

impeachment, but that decision

never really materialized. Yes,
Nixon said he would not obey a

court order but when the moment
of truth came, he backed down.
Thus no grounds for removal. In

fact, despite what many say as of

(his moment there is not one iota of

hard evidence to prove that our

"law and order" president does not
practice what he preaches. (The
Cambodian bombings, etc. are
generally not regarded as grounds
for impeachment except by the
diehard anti-Nixonites). We were
undeniably on the verge of a grave
constitutional crisis last week as
we awaited decision on the tapes
but we were not in one.

Yet, when did the people get
from our leaders in Congress when
the nation most needed leader-
ship? The answer is, very little. We
needed rational thinking to
restrain our national irrationality.

We got emotional rhetoric. We
needed bi-partisan action in

Congress. We got partisan politics.

We needed the emergence of

honest men with conviction. We got
demagogues. When we most
needed to be reminded of the word
and spirit of the constitution. We
had it obscured.

From the American people came
equally disheartening displays, as
if we had forgotten our basic

responsibilities in a democracy.
We allowed our emotions to guide

us instead of our reason. We
twisted the law to serve the pur-

poses of various political groups
when it should have been noted
most strictly. We listened to the

irresponsible in government and
ignored the responsible. We called

for the impeachment of a man who
had broken no law.

The protests were loud and clear

last week, showing that the elec-

torate would not tolerate a
President who failed to obey the

laws, which he was supposed to

uphold. That is how it should be.

But impeachment? At no time was
it justified. The American people,

Congress and President have
shown their true nature and found
themselves to be sadly lacking in

good qualities. Unless a major
change takes place in the makeup
of these institutions, unless all of us
better familiarize ourselves with
the rights, responsibilities and
operations needed in this country,
then America will have seen the
last of its better days.

Bob Riley is a Collegian com-
mentator.
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Letters To The Editor

The Unity Of Arab-African History

To The Editor:

This is a response to Menachen
Rosenberger's letter to the editor

of Nov. 2, a letter which in effect

made a gross assessment to the

fact that blacks should not support

Arabs.

For one thing the area
classification of Africa and
Mideast as suggested by Rosen-

berger, (which I took to be a

suggestion as opposed to

professional oversimplification) on

the ground of racial variations, as

opposed to cultural and ethical

approximation of the people in

question, is one that lends itself to

colonial systematization.

One of the major factors that

actually thwarted movement and
migration that were the prevalent

forces of intergration and
solidarity of cultures and peoples

among precolonial Africa and
Asia, is the partition and
mosaicazation of these continents

by Western colonial rulers, past

and present. Unlike colonial days
this colonial tradition is being

perpetuated, today, by politics and
by direct administration where
possible-ex. South Africa and
Rhodesia. And I might add, Israel

is no exception to this inhuman
atrocity.

I will be the first to accept that

North Africa had been swept by
Arabs who freed the sparse native

population then from the brutal

heat of the Sahara. Take this with a

grain of salt. The Arabs of those

days found North Africa to be an
ecological extension of the Mideast
and Egypt and they became an
integral part of our culture and
political past, to say the least, as

Romans and Greeks could have
been to the west. Rosenberger's
attempt to unfold our history in the

light of Western scholarship is

nothing but something that is at-

tributable to etic and kaleidoscopic

projection of Afro-Asian diversity

as a thing void of unity.

It has been said, time and time
again, that slavery existed in

Africa and Asia since prehistoric

times. But the general consensus is

that slavery in Africa was not a

dehumanizing and despiritualizing

practice until it was handled by the

westerners and their counterparts

the Jews who fled from Iberian

peninsula (during the Spanish

Inquisition) to North Africa. Never
at any time in African history was
slavery based on the "double
standard ethics" of the capitalist

west. We Africans do not regard it

as either the essence of Africa's

past or Arabs' past.

If Rosenberger had made a

Belchertown Walk-a-thon
To The Editor:

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst and its faculty, staff and
students have developed a strong tradition of support and cooperation for

the programs and residents at the Belchertown State School.
I Mass-Amherst students spent more than 2,000 hours working at

Belchertown during the last academic year in programs such as the
Bt »ltwood and Belchertown Volunteers. Several academic departments
have made their resources available to the school. Under the guidance of
I)r Larry Dye of the School of Education, are being trained to fill im-
portant positions at Belchertown. And the University and the school have
established a joint planning committee to work out further avenues of

fruitful cooperation.

The University community has an opportunity November 17 to make a
further important contribution to Belchertown by participation in the
walk a-thon to raise funds for the Adolescent Training Unit. The coor-
dinators of this event hope to raise $15,000 for physical renovation and
implementation of new programs in the trining unit.

I urge members of the University of Massachusetts community to

continue our support to Belchertown by participating in this important
effort, as walkers and as sponsors.

Robert Wood
President. I Mass

Music Bridges Gaps
To The Editor:

In response to Donald Austern's
letter regarding the Leningrad
Symphony Orchestra:
Your attitude toward the

Leningrad Symphony Orchestra
and its upcoming concert here is an
example of one of the kinds of

hatred we don't need any more of

in this world. These artists are
trying to bridge some of the gaps
and misunderstandings between
individuals of different
nationalities that are so prevalent
today The assumption that all

musicians support their
homeland's government is both
irrational and unfair I am only one
of many who are delighted at the
fact that the communication of art

can still happen above and beyond
political differences Would you
think it reasonable for the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, or perhaps
the Grateful Dead to be boycotted
if they were to perform in Russia 9

The government of this country is

certainly no less corrupt than that

of the Soviet Union. I am greatly

angered at your reaction to this

concert, and would ask you to

please let the political differences

in the world remain political, and

leave art and artists out of it.

especially since this is one of the

few ways remaining that all

human beings can come together
in peace.

Christine A. Mudgett

Jelly Bag mn.
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scholastic recall of the past, as he
claimed to have done, he should
have pointed out of the pharoahs of

Egypt and the Akkadians (That of

Sumer) in the Mideast who were
the fathers of the Black race; and
only then it would have been
possible of him to recognize that

the history of the Arabs is a
feedback to African history and
vice versa. Where as the same
would not hold true between Africa
and the tribes of Israel-so much for

history.

We members of the Third World
circle do not accept the notion of

projecting the current Middle East
crisis onto a misconceivably
reconstructed past as portrayed by
Rosenberger.
Be that as it may, today, as of

yesterday, Blacks of the Third
World caliber support the Arabs
not only because they think Arabs
are politically on the right track
but also the Arab-Palestinian
struggle for liberation and
territorial resumption is an in-

tegral part of the Third World's
move against malicious world
powers and their collaborators
(such as the state of Israel) -the

ultimate aim being to establish a
global justice and peace and to

restore the psychic unity of the
African and Arab past in the

present.

Woubishet Adisaw
An Ethiopian student

of Anthropology

Last Chance To See Moe
To The Editor:

I don't know about anyone else but I always thought that Moe Howard
was the first on his block to get a Beatle wig. Anyone like that can't be all

bad.

Eor those in the know, "The Stooges" have been an institution in this

country for all of us with a sick sense of humor. Coming back from school

in my pre-college years wouldn't have been the same without Moe, Larry
and Curly to tune into. Thank God I can still catch them here in Amherst
as well as Boston. (Actually the only time I get depressed watching the

Stooges is when Shemp or worse yet, Joe is on instead of Curly).

So to all of us who care about childhood, mom and apple pie VOTE YES
in bringing Moe Howard to U Mass as a distinguished visitor. After all this

will probably be our only chance to see him in person before he drops
dead.

Laurie L. Levine
< and all of Sigma Delta Tau

)

UMass Needs Moe
To The Editor:

Washington is in a shambles. The Middle East is teetering on the edge
of destruction. Where does this leave the University of Massachusetts? In

the Student Union Ballroom, of course, listening to Moe Howard. He may
have the body of a seventy year old, but he still has the mind of a three
year old! This is more than can be said for certain people in Washington.
In these times of national and world duress, UMass needs Moe Howard!
Go Moe!

Gerry Brooks

Sorry, Moe Fans
To The Editor:

After seeing the appeals to the DVP to bring Moe to campus, I feel that I

should give my opinion concerning humorists I would enjoy seeing and
hearing on campus. Two "institutions" come to my mind - Firesign
Theatre and Groucho Marx. Firesign Theatre has (according to a reliable
source) its live program and, for those of you who did not know it,

Groucho (the only remaining member of the Famous Foursome) is

touring college campuses and receiving tremendous ovations as he
speaks.

Sorry, Moe fans - in comparison to the above two Moe is third-rate. I've
been spoiled by Groucho Marx and Lennon.

NormundStrautin
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Your Head
This Semester

By DRS. ANDREW W. McCASHIN
& STEVEN M.KLEIN

Q. I can't understand what's wrong with me. My first two years
here were good. Yet since the beginning of this semester I can't
seem to get into anything. Mainly, I'm worried about my academic
work. Although I'm still doing alrieht I'm not motivated. I have
trouble concentrating and it's taking too much effort. This bothers

me because I plan to go to graduate school. Am 1 having some kind
of identity crisis?

A. The concept of identity may be quite useful in understanding
your situation. Space and limited information permit us only some
brief and general remarks. "Identity" and "identity crises" are
elusive terms at best. Psychologically they do not describe a static

event or condition but attempt to define a complex dynamic
relationship between man, and the environment he grows in.

Identity refers to the style of one's individuality; a feeling of self-

sameness and synthesis that is shared by those with whom we have
significant relationships.

One hopes that these feelings about who they are and what they
do, are experienced in a consistent way both subjectively and by
those they relate to. This synthesis, however changes and evolves
in the face of new demands.
Culture and biology determine that various stages in one's life

are especially critical in the developmental process. By
adolescence, for example, the needs to mature sexually, to develop
occupational choices, and achieve parental separation are im-
portant areas.

You may well be going through a period of personal re-

evaluation. There are several factors which may relate to your
feeling "unmotivated". To feel motivated about any activity in-

cluding schoolwork, requires that your particular skills and talents
are recognized and valued by the environment in which you work.
Lacking this, a lack of environmental acceptance leads to
discouragement. You may also be doubting that your desire to go to

graduate school is entirely your own. If desire to go to graduate
school is entirely your own. If you are simply imitating or iden-
tifying with other people and what they want you to do then you
might feel dissatisfied or even resentful about your choice.
Perhaps other areas in your life may have become more important
such as, needs for greater autonomy from family or for more social
or interpersonal awareness.
This would certainly effect your investment in academic work.

Most likely, however, it is the possibility that you are experiencing
anxiety as you get closer to realizing your goal, that of taking on
adult responsibility in the form of graduate school.

The 24-Day Course
A 24-day Outward Bound course, designed to focus on issues related to

education, will be offered during the 1974 January inter-session for
persons in the Five-College community. Running from January 4 through
27. the course (H-56t) will be staffed and executed by the Hurricane
Island Outward Bound School. Tuition is $450.

Scholarship help at a significant level is available for some applicants.
Lilly fellowships are obtainable for faculty members. Applications can be
obtained from the local coordinator, Donn Kesselheim (tel. 545-0984; rm.
105, UMass School of Education Building).
Interested persons should apply immediately to Ms. Carol Lyon,

Hurricane Island Outward Bound School, P. O. Box 429, Rockland. Maine
04841.

Notices

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting to be held tonight

Hasbrouk 22 at 7:30.

in

AZ OFFICERS
Meeting of officers today at 6 p.m. in

102 C.C. All members welcome.

BAHA'I FAITH
Miss Magdalene Carney will speak
tonight Tuesday at 8:15 at Dr. Juan
Caban's home, 64 Van Meter Dr All

welcome.

BEEN RIPPEO OFF?
Then sue in Small Claims Court. For
information contact WMPI RG office,

S.UB. 413 A or phone 545 0712.

BEGINNING BOXING
COLLOQUIUM
New SW sponsored colloquium,
possible credit, Tu and Th 7-9, 19th

Washington. Beginners welcomed.
Content: brief history basic

techniques use and care of equip

nenf, two field trips. Call Dana 549

0899 evenings or stop by.

BRIDGE PLAYERS
Duplicate Bridge play at 7 in 113 C.C.

Meet new people and improve your

qame.

JUAN DE LA CRUZ
Boycott Committee meeting tonight,

Tues. in 172 C C. Interested persons
urged to attend. Viva la Causa!!

CHARTER TO RIO OE JANEIRO
Roberto White will be showing slides

and describing the study tour to

Bra/u planned for the winter m
»*iMW*>&M- irVGrAystjn.t^u^,

(Orchard Hill) Main Lounge, Tues.
11 6.

CHESS TOURNAMENT
Round 3 of the club championship
starts tonight, 7:30p.m., C.C. 165 169

Be there if you've signed up.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
At tonight's meeting, members share
their experiences in which they have
used Christian Science to solve
everyday problems. Everyone is

welcome to attend, C.C. 911 at 6:45

p.m.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
There will be a concert committee
meeting on Tues. 116 at 7:30 in the

S.U. Council Chambers. All in

terested persons should attend.

DAILY SERVICES
Services in Rm 302, Wed. 10:00 a.m.,
bring your Tefillin. Eves. 6:45 p.m.
Patterson, Rm 108.

INDIA NIGHT
For an evening to remember, or just

to relax, join us Sunday 11 18, 7:30
p.m., CCA. for a program from the
Mr.d of legend and history.

JAPANESE FILM SERIES
Tonight 7 30 and 9:30, Kuroneko
(Black Cat), Saqe Hall, Smith
College, Admission tee at the door.

KEELE UNIVERSITY EXCHANGE
All interested students considering
applying for the University of Keele
Exchanqe Program to Enqland 1974

( Continue! .wi V: •!•>
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TheStudent Is The Consumer
In August, 1973, after extensive

and continuing discussions in-

volving students, administrators
and providers of service, the
decision was made to merge the
Counseling Center and the Career
Planning and Placement Center,
and by combining their resources
and perhaps developing new ones,
create a new and viable com-
munity facility called the Student
Development and Career Planning
Center, (see Collegian article,

October 15, 1973.)

Since that time a task force
composed of people (see below)
representing the consumers, but
also including providers of ser-

vices, chaired by Ms. Chyrlene
Boyd, has been meeting to define

Make
Things j

l

the mechanisms that could best be
used in developing the overall
orientation, programs, and
practices of this new setting.

The Student Development and
Career Planning Center task force
has decided that only by holding
open hearings can the information
be gathered whereby the con-
sumers' experiences and ideas
could significantly influence the
eventual structure, content and the
form of governance of the new
Student Development and Career
Planning Center, (see below for the
exact dates, times, and places of
the hearings.)

The model of fully open hearings
and consumer determination
adopted by the Student Develop-
ment and Career Planning Center
task force could result in the
development of an incredibly

exciting community center. It

could also set a pattern for future
decision making and program
development in the University as a
whole.

Unfortunately, through apathy,
disinterest or uninvolvement on
the part of the students and other
members of the University com-
munity it could jeopardize the
movement toward consumer
participation.

We urge you to attend the
hearings and make available your
concerns, ideas and experiences.
Hearings will be held on Nov. 12,

3:30-5:30; Nov. 14, 7-9; Nov. 15 7-9;

Nov. 19, 6-8. Place and room
assignments will be made shortly.
For additional information please
contact any member of the task
force or: Charlene Boyd 549-1857,
Ted Slovin or Bob White 545-0333.

TONIGHT! COME ONE, COME
ALL! to an Evening of Making
Things: Batik, Masks, Sock
Puppets, Musical Instruments,
Creative Cooking, Super-Junk
Sculpture, and much much more.
Come make things happen,
tonight, Tuesuay Nov. 6, 8 p.m. at

Farley Lodge.
Please bring supplies or a 50 cent

donation. Sponsored by the
Aesthetics Center of the School of
Ed

ADVERTISE FREE

Western Massachusetts On'V

Super Ad Litf

rXCHAN6
A New Ad Weekly

ArtieIn For Sale

bf Rrivpto Owners

10 per cent of Advertised Price
only IF and WHEN you sell

10,000 ACTIVE Buyers

NO DEALER ADS

! SPECIAL2 WEEK OFFER j

I No Commission Charge 25 l

| word limit —
j
Ads must be received before

j
Mon. noon, Nov. 19 '

| FAIR EXCHANGE '

I

P.O. Box J

. N. Amherst, Mass. 010S9 I

j
CALL 256 0236 |

[_
^Oipa nd M|H

j

BULLETIN
John Morgan

returns

from The Groggerys

in Boston & Cape Cod

to winter

in Amherst

every Tuesday night

at

the PUB
TONIC**

8

Special Drink - Red Russians 50°

(Cranberry Brandy with Vodka)

presents: <s>

BELIEVE IT
OB NOT
WEEK

1. Ripley's Believe It or Not Show and lectures on

2. U.F.O.s

3. Bermuda Triangle

Coming Soon!
»

»

1 1 <
•

. —
,. ... .. .,»

1 » till' HiMi III ' MIM
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'
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Get Thee
To Asylum
The Council of Undergraduate

Students in Psychology is

presenting the critically acclaimed
movie ASYLUM, on Tuesday
night, November 6, at 7:00, 9:00,

and 11:00 p.m. in Mahar
Auditorium.

ASYLUM is a feature-
documentary filmed in the London
haven of noted Psychologist, R.D.
Laing (a development of his

Kingsley Hall community). A
permissive place, til things get out
of hand, til violence forced us to

examine our beliefs. The film

documents the discussions, and the

decision.

Anyone who has ever been un-

certain about life, his place in the

world...who hasn't decided to cop
out of the System...or to cop into

it...who is looking for another
way. ..anyone who is involved
closely with people should see
ASYLUM. ASYLUM raises a wide
range of questions.

A donation of 75 cents will be
charged.

IN CONCERT
impulse I ®>

JAZZON TOUR

Television Tonight

NEWDIMENSIONS

IN CONTEMPORARY

MUSIC

KEITHJARRETT

GATO BARBIERI SAM RIVERS

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11 7:30 p.m.

Amherst College Gymnasium, $3.50

TICKETS: Campus Center, UMass
Shop, For the Record, Amherst.

New Record

l:« KNUON OTOOI.K Operation:
Dinner Party." (18)

5::i0 TIIK RKAL Mct'OYS "A Man Of

Influence" (18)

TIIK LUCY SHOW Lucy, the Robot
"

(22)

TIIK KLKCTRK COMPANY (24)

IHM.AVS IIKROKS (30)

NKWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING I'PDATK (3l

«:lHl NKWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Happy Birthday Everybody."
(18)

MAKING THINGS WORK (24)

TO TELL TIIK TRUTH Garry Moore,
host 130)

WILD, WIMUVKST "Night Of the Death
Masks " (40i

BOOM! (57)

ft: 15 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (24)

fi::tll NKWS (3) (22) (30)

\K( EVENING NKWS (8)

CAPTURE (27)

MH IS LYONS: NKWS AND COMMENT
(57)

l:M NKWSBKAT NKWS (40)

7(H) UNTAMED WORLD (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCE! Bob
Barker, host

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The Curious
ThinK About Women." (18)

NKWS. WKATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Frankenstein's Daughter." (27)

ABU EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

7:30 OZZIKS GIRLS "Silver Threads
Among the Swingers." (3)

LKTS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host
i Si (22)

GREEN ACRES "Double Dnck " (18)

ELKCTION RKTURNS (24)

TREASURE HUNT (30)

DRAGNET "Internal Affairs DR 20" (40)

TIIK OPEN DOOR (57)

h (to MAUDE Maude Findlay is having the

time of her life fixing up blind dates for

Vivian, with every available loser in town.

(3)

NEW TEMPERATURES RISING "The
Mothers " (8) (40)

(AN YOU TOP THIS? (18)

CHASE 'The Dealer-Wheelers." (22)

(30)

MONTSERRAT (57)

M::w HAWAII EIVE-O "Flash Of Color.

Flash Of Death." (3)

MOVIE "The Girl Most Likely To." (8)

(40)

TOWARDS THE YEAR 20M (18)

»:W) THE 7IM CLUB (18)

THE MAGICIAN "Ovation For Murder "

(22> (30) '

IsM HAWKINS "Death and the Maiden."
<3>

in ini MARCUS WELBY, M.D. "The Tall

Tree." (8) (40)

POLICE STORY "The Ho Chi Minh
Trail." (22) (30)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

!()::«) THE LIVING WORD (18)

MANTRAP (27

KLLIOT NORTON RKVIKWS (57)

(I iki NKWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (30) (40)

||:M MOVIK "Decline and Fall of a Bird
watcher." (3)

WIDE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
(8) (40)

ELECTION NIGHT RETURNS (22) (30)

l.'UU JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

I oo NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder (22) (30)

1:15 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

l-.m NEWS (22) (30)
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Five Hour Truckload Sale
Today Only, 1 to 6 p.m.

Behind Beta Kappa Phi
I limited number off Delmonico 4.9 Cubic-Foot refrigerators at GIVE A WAT PRICES Of S65 to $69

A Delmonico 4.9 Cubic- Foot compact refrigerator is

the perfect addition to your room or apartment. This
compact gives that extra convenience that rr. dikes such a
big difference in your comfort.

It's nearly 2V2 times larger than the two cubic foot
mini refrigerators and its low purchase price will let you
and your roommate have all the refrigerator you will ever
need.

It is compact, yet has the organized storage space of
much larger, bulkier refrigerators, including a full-width
freezer at the top.

Check these features .md then decide:
- Push button defrosting
- Full width freezer
- Adjustable temperature control
- Vegetable crisper

Magnetic door gasket
- Interior light

- High resale value
Muted sound mechanism
Only 33' 2" high, 18" wide, 23' 2' deep

These nearly new refrigerators are in excellent condition and tho SUPPLY IS LIMITED.

These units will be available for your inspection

this afternoon in the parking lot at the rear of

Beta Kappa Phi fraternity from 1 to 6 p.m. ONLY.
« - * • • *

UCF Sponsors

Community Night

The first U.C.F. Community
Evening has been scheduled for

Tuesday, November 6 beginning at

7 p.m. in Hills House North 123.

Community Evening will be a

time for all of those persons in-

terested in the support community
and projects available through
United Christian Foundation to

come together.

The evening will include reports

on activities of the Task Forces, a
dessert, an open meeting of the

U.C.F. board, and a time of

celebration.

The seven U.C.F. Task Forces
currently organized include
Religion, Counseling, Peace
Action, Cul t ur na t i ves
Clearinghouse, Racism, Public
Relations and Maintenance.
Further information is available
by visiting 319 Hampshire House or
by telephoning 545-2661 or 545-2789

United Christian Foundation is

an ecumenical ministry sponsored
by several Protestant
denominations. Its programs are
open to all interested persons.

Hillel Sponsors

Film On Europe

"A Brivele der mamen" a film
starring Molly Picon will be
presented on Tuesday (Nov. 6) at

7:30 p.m. at Amherst College in the
Merrill Science Center 1. It is

sponsored by the B'nai B'rith Hillel

Foundation of Smith and Amherst
Colleges. This film is part of a
series entitled "Portraits of a
Vanishing Era : Jewish Life in East
Europe."
The public is invited to attend.

W2 OPEL GT 1900

19,000 miles, orange

$2795.00
1972 TOYOTA CORONA
auto., yellow

1971

4

FORD
cyl std.

PINTO
trans.

$1595.00
1971

4 <

FORD
yl std.

PINTO
trans.

$1595.00
1970 CHEVY

MONTE CARLO
V 8, p.s., Pb„ 27,000 miles.

$2195.00
1970

V 8,

FORD
auto.,

SQUIRE WAGON
air cond , p.s., p.b.

$1795.00
1967 RAMBLER REBEL
V 8, auto

$495.00
1967

Bl

V W BUS
je

$595.00
1966 V.W. BUS
Red

$495.00

Complete sales, service,
parts, body dept. and towing.

Northampton

Yolk $wagon
Your Authorized VVVOeifter

24* King St., RN?. S !

Northampton

FREE Shuttlebus Service
for Amherst Customers

Call 504-8620
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW-

Aries women can be quicktempered,
strong-willed and can insist that their way
is the right way These women also are
attractive and do have a talent for putting
across their ideas Many have difficult
with Aquarius men. although they are at

traded to them. Aries women are drawn to
Ia>o men but the relationship is fiery and
often begins and ends in a flash Taurus and
Libra men find the Aries woman intriguing
and the woman reciprocates. Gloria
Swanson. Joan Crawford and Bette Davis
are three celebrities who exemplify many
characteristics of the classic Aries woman

AK1ES (March 21-April 19): Family
council could be on agenda. You settle
problems, outline programs — much occurs
through spontaneous but secret confab
Means discretion is featured. Cancer in-

dividual plays key role Make concession to
older individual.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Social ac-
tivity is featured Means you make con-
tacts, exchange views and enjoy being with
people Come out of shell. You receive
compliments You gain by experimenting
Sagittarian could figure in prominent way.
(JKMINI (May 21 -June 20): Emphasis is

on getting down to business You deal with
heart of matters. Chips are down and
results are evaluated Be specific and
thorough Scorpio. Leo persons could play
significant roles You get cbance to
demonstrate abilities.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): You are in

position to obtain answers. Key is to ask
questions. Don't limit yourself. Door could
be open to long-range opportunity Promote
self-esteem. Persons who previously were
reticent now will 'open up

."

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): One who cares
attempts to make you comfortable One
who couldn't care less imposes on you You
have choice between intrigue or happiness
What you choose now will determine much
ot your future Be mature!
VIRGO (Aug 2.1 Sept 22): You may be

involved in romantic situation Glamor is

present and the clandestine is featured
This would be great time for TV ap-
pearance Illusion, behind the scenes —
these aNo arc keynoted Pisces is likely to

!>« featured
LIBRA <Sept 23-Oct 22): Practical ef-

forts pay dividends You get what you go
alter you have added pressures,
responsibilities But you also have chance
I" hit jackpot You get credit for what you
do and chips fall in place Success is in
(luated

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21): Nothing is

halfway it is all or nothing You end or
begin a relationship, no in-between You
start or finish Climate is one of extremes
Know it and be ready Don't stall Decide
By the very act of decision, you set positive
vibrations in motion
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): There

is some tearing down for purpose of
reconstruction Nothing is likely to remain
the same Revisions are order of day for
you. Know it and throw aside false pride
Improve Refine Perfect You'll be hap
pier, perhaps wealthier, as result
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19): Family

situation can be loads of laughs but also
complicated. Know when to draw line You
do have life of your own — live it and be
mature Get rid of security blanket
Sucking thumb won't solve grown-up
problems
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): If willing

to experiment, you win, Accent is on per
sonal possessions, investments, valuables
Sagittarius. Gemini persons figure
prominently You will get what is owed. But
many will want you to outline what you give
for value received
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Cycle high
you can get across special view, style

Refuse back seat Come forward. Take
initiative Highlight willingness to take
chance on abilities Aquarius. Leo. Scorpio
persons could figure prominently

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
have unusual voice, you are passionate,
have sweet tooth and seldom do anything in

lukewarm manner You may now be trying
to do too much at once Taurus. Libra
persons are drawn to you You are per-
suasive, somewhat spoiled in sense that you
usually win your way In December, you
will be facing some forthright issues and
you will overcome

I upynght 1973. Gen Fea. Corp.
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Crossword Puzzl<
ACROSS

1

4

9

12

Golf mound
Lessen

Seed

Priest's

vestment

13 Roman date

14 Before

15 Science of life

17 Catlike animal

19 Not one

20 Comfort

21 Wading bird

23 Yelps

27 Spruce
(colloq.)

29 Observes

30 Pronoun
.

31 Devoured

32 Chemical
compound

34 Cry of sheep

35 Negative

36 Peel

37 Smart (slang)

39 Going in

42 Poker stake

43 European
capital

44 Rating

46 Asian capital

48 European
swallows

51 Exist

52 Natural

54 Born

55 Aeriform fluid

56 Strong winds

57 Tibetan gazelle

DOWN

Flap

Man's name
Black variety of

hard rubber

Later

Golf one stroke
over par

8

9

10

11

16

18

20

21

22

24

25

26

28

One, no matter
which

Symbol for

tellurium

Those who get
away

Lucky number
Native metal

Damp
Misplaced

Egyptian
goddess

Fencer's sword

Pointless

Conductor's
stick

Gray •

Massive

Gambler's
capital

Animal one
year old

33
34

36

38
40
41

Group of three

Saving

Unit ot

Spanish
currency

Need

Shades

Somber

45 War god

46 Ugly, old
woman

47 Macaw
48 Wire measure
49 Prefix: new
50 Ocean

Cooled lava

Di»tr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc
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"Notices Cont.
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75. Coffee hour and slides Weds. 7:30
p.m., Thoreaw Dateroom 6 7482. All

welcome.

MINYAN
Daily Minyan Schedule (daily
prayers) Mornings (at Hillel 302
S.U.) M.W.F. 10 00 a.m.; Tues., Th.
11:00a.m. Eves. 6:45 at Patterson
House S.W.

MOVIE
Come and see the dead that won't
stay that way. Night of the Living
Dead, TONIGHT at 7, 8:30 and 10:00
CCA.

MOVIE
AsyHmt, the film based on the work of
psychologist, R.D. Laing. Sponsored
by CUSP and Psych Dept. Mahar
Aud., tonight 7, 9, 11 p.m. Admission
fee,

PRE VET CLUB
Meeting Thurs. 118 at 7:00 p.m. in

CC. 113, Featuring Dr. Edmonds.

RECREATIONAL SOCIETY
MEETING
Meeting in CC 177 at 7:00 tonight to

discuss projects such as Winter
Weekend and set up car pools for the
N.E. Student Recreation Conference
on Nov. 9, 10, 11. This organization is

student run and we'd like your input.

MDC Classifieds

75' first day

50' each

additional day

I

r CAMPUS Cinemas

Jjr Starts Tomorrow!

*^ "Eloctra-Glide '" Bluo" - PLUS:

KUNG-FU
DOUBLE
FUTURE!

"DEEP

THRUST"
I

"SHANGHAI
KILLERS"

SOCIAL HOUR
All political science majors, grad.
and undergraduate are invited.
T.O.C Nov. 7 at 4:00 p.m.

STUDENT STRUGGLE FOR
SOVIET JEWRY
DRINAN is coming, Leningrad is

also coming. Meeting to prepare for
both. Wed. 11-7 Rm. 302 S.U., 9:00
p.m. Let my people go. ..Israel lives!!

S.W.A.P.
There will be a meeting tonight for all
committee members at 7:00 p.m. in
the Board Rm. on the 3rd floor of
Worcester Dining Commons.

TONITE
An Evening of Making Things; Batik,
Sock Puppets, Musical Instruments,
Super Junk Sculpture, Comic Strips
and more. Tues., 8 p.m. in Farley
Lodge. Please bring supplies or a
donation. Come one, come all!!!

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUN-
DATION
Board meeting tonight at 7 :00 p.m. in

123 Hilts North, open to anyone In

terested in meeting the UCF Com
munity.

UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Come test your knowledge, Sigma
Sigma Sigma Quiz show 7:30 call for
rides 253 9066.

WMPIRG
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Duke's
Rm., S.U. Dodie Katzenstein, press
coordinator and researcher from the
Regional Office will be speaking. All

faculty and students welcome.

WOMEN OF THE 30*$ FILM
A 1 credit colloquium which revolves
around the Women of the 30's film
series is being offered. Minimal
requirements. If interested call
Leslie Freschet at 545 2411 or 545
2419.

FOUND
Money found on Sunday between
Library and Chapel. To claim call
546 8533 and give amount. Call within
2 wks. of this date.

Eyeglass at the concessions stand
at Sat.'s football game. Check CC
lost and found. Blue case.
Purple and green diamond scarf 11

4 in Whitmore Parking lot. 6 9791.

ATTHKdATKS
•OF SMITH COLLEGE*

jOOEMY!
•CfcMUSC jNORTHAMPTON

AND!
"LIST
TANGO

IN PARIS"

Tcuchi

Prepare your-
self and
enjoy it!

Alan bates

'MR mov* GENEvive BUJCH.O

8 *°» m m ijm, *,* m mCAMi""* ciNiaai rw* C1NIMA

remember. TONIGHT
IS DOLLAR NIGHT!

HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
Innovative JSm to teach under

educ ated adults, inner cil> dropouts
Spanish speaking and Indian children
in the I S Mtil far able to work out
"•*• traditional. < lassroom l( vou re a
senior net tins a degree in eduratioa.
rnglish. lansmages. Sorioiogv rlr.

talk lo a VMM representative in Ike
"Macemenl Office on Nov 5-9.

___ tfll-K

In MMir jofa search vou II run across
all kinds of gloss \ pages and promises
lhal so and -so rompanv wants
graduates with liberal arts degrees
last vears seniors who chose either
\lsT\ or Peace t orps \HI- XT
WORK in hundreds of projects both
here and in 59 countries overseas
tracking Fnglish as a foreign
language, working in tuberculosis
lonlrol programs smallpox, and
malaria eradication projects: acting
•is aitricullural extension agents:
developing alternative schools:
» ounseling in drug crisis centers and
many more Demand for these
assignments is. o( course, great. It's
extremelx important lor \ou to apply
before December To underscore this.

\ IST\ A Peace (orps representatives
w ill be here during this semester only :

on Nov V9 from Sam lo I p m.. go to
the Placement Office and sign up for
an interview

t r 1 1 -«•

MDC CLASSIFIEDS PERSONAL PERSONAL

Jobs in Kusinrss Consulting —
rreuuently the difference between a
margical ft a going business in the
inability of Ike former to hire con-
sultants. Business graduates working
for VIST \ A Peace Corps are helping
l> rkange tkat situation. If vou kave a
RB A. MB \ or MP A vou should look in
lo VISTA A Peace (orps Its ex
perience vou II gel with no other
organization. A representative will be
in the Placement Office on October II

*. 12. Sign up now for an interview.

tfll-x

Civil Kngineers. Overseas: to advise
on dam construction, irrigation
sv stems, water works. At home: lo
prepare cost estimates on housing,
develop funding proposals, review
architect's plans, etc Peace Corps -

\ 1ST \ engineers get much more
responsiblilv and experience than
their peers who go lo work lor private
engineering firms Talk lo a
representative in the •Marement
of lice on Nov .»-». sign up today for an
interview.

If I IN

HELP WANTED
While organized recreation is

generally regarded as frivolous in this
count rv. the reverse Is true in most
developing nations. As a Peace Corps
volunteer you will develop programs,
train teachers, leach coaching
techniques, coach national teams.
Vou'll be regarded as someone with an
important skill lo share Off more
information. Peace Corps will be in the
Placement Office on Nov. :>-!. Sign up
now for an interview.

Ifll-H

Nlmsv - This it the best way I know to
faring \mkersl to you until you come back
lo Ainkers t I miss you. l-ove. Maureen.

Hi 14)

I love rellini. Costa -Gravras. Bogart.
Daflv Duck. Kubrick. Orson W. — t. Art
III.

tf 1 1-7

l.inda Lines and Kirk Wellington kave
now gone through one tremendous vear —
further away but closer than ever.

HIM

Wend — Thanks tor the happiest 2 years
of my life.

HIM

*********** Day Teacher Ed

Pr?
g
M
M ,

"i!
rv 'ew* '* «*« ".ester.

tfll-4

SERVICES

leach vlath A Silence where the
I .irlh is Mai rocks are rv il. and turtles
are sacred. \s a Peace ( orps teacher.
m.ii II get some lough questions like
Mow does Ihe turtle \ ishnu swimming
in Ins sea of milk and pushing up the
tree ol life fit into voiu theories of the
world. Mi Bob ' \ ou don't put legends
like these down because the, are a
vital part of vour students culture
< »ne ol the challenges of leaching Math
A Science in a dev loping countrv is to
create acceptance for Ihese subjects
wilhin Ihe Irame work of ancient
n .trillions \ Peace t orps
i i prcscnt.ilive will he
Placement Of lice on Nov >

now lor an interview.

\lsl\
in Ihe
sign up

MS i V A Peace Corps have hun
dreds of joh openings for seniors,
from \gric allure to /.oology, t.et

experience vou can find in no other
organization Keps will be in
Hacemenl Office soon Sign up now in
Placement for an interview

ifli-9

Nurses If vou re graduating soonM want to hreak awav from the
regiment of training for a vear or two
''••« l» MST\ A feacr (orps a
lepreseiilalive will he in the
Placement Office on Nov. 5-9. Sign up
today for an interview

Ifll-N

lobs for French A Spanish Majors —
Spanish speakers lo work as VISTA's
in barrios in the Southwest A as Peace
(orps teachers A resource people in
Latin America. French speakers lo
*<>rk in African Pranchophone
countries with Peace (orps. These are
positions of rrsponsihilitv and sen-
sitivity Talk In a represetriaive in Ike
Placement Office on Nov ,-•. Sign up
for an interview.

tfll-N

Sorrv Berk a day late! Hope vou had a
good time. Your Buddy ? Buck.

HUM
Hon minimum! Call Steve at Ittnn.

"

tfll-3*

Mara Becker please
photos John \:»-y: 1

1

call me about

tn 1-7

(jet a load off your mind Truck for hire
call (.ary or Jovce. 256-437C.

ID 1-7

Pulre ( PAs learn how to prepare for the
(PA F.xam. Becker (PA Keview Course
(all collect K| 7-536- 1 no.

If 1 1-22

students pi. time A full lime available
apply m person I sited Paper Box -,»
Water St .. Foot „f < aoo, Holyoke. Ma

tfll-12

-nd or trd vear language major maleneed ft» . „ r worh • ,-„,, lw 2^m
trniii

Kesearch — thousands of topics. 12.75
per page. Send II for mail order catalog.
Kesearch assistance, inc. Il»ll VYilshire
Blvd

. suite 2. LA.. Calif. «*825.

W2-I2

FOR RENT

'*' xmi sn^»nl>rrrTIInTTin^eT?rrhTiT
lo a part lime job to help support a
mrssv roommate who eats vour food
Musts hard rock interrupts vour
Privacy.' If vou can be a neat, quiet
I asm ientimis housekeeper A cook inM older home, you can change vour
environment lo a private room with
hoard MMMI,

Him

M'I.i.d i iViat
In Ware, .it t oil. u ,., u pr|nj|i t

s ."
i> in i as ,i in

< all t h.nloit,

•<«My»N.s

doom for rent 01 in exchange for child
tare five miles from campus ( all loanne
IKMMC

Ifll

Slmiv Itrmik' Will the guv who has thehag ol sweaters marked Pllen KH Field
Please gel in touch with her. |*MMo.

MM

Txping - dissertations, theses, term

VIvTV 1 KaM acc»r««'. references
IBM selectric. good rates, call Tom 548,
I l«i.">

Ifll 12

Ifll-N

Po.tr I stuflers lot Hampshire < ounlv

are. i I ai is prefrrahh- hut mil urcessarv

.

I .ill Dave For Fridav and Sal TVHH*ln

simhiil I oiploMiH in \ellowslone A all
I s Nal I Parks >e„n ,,„ h,^,,., ,_, Srn<tf(f
Xgcncv \.-.* K M ajl) „,. xhurK M h
guaiauleeil

mi

. . •

\pt for one - \vlfal lajaji lg farm, sm
kll. lull hath, storage pkg "•'u N
Pleasant I „d f| ^ |H (^^ x„ „,","

, ,

II IV onMfa, MMttt.
Ifll II

Supp«»rt vour local hus driver.

Ifll-I2

»»*••*•

iMr.
,,,

hrl.;;r'r
K
j,

,r 'p - ,<ta>«' •••"'««

, '
breakiast. dinner. I ransooriaii™•»'ssk,„.„„ ...|„rlH.VJ.nTA^

Bag^ins Travel .*4j|mJ.

III 1-15

I vncrienccd electronic and electrical
repairs Heasonable rales. Call 545-230NMark HI or Bill Ml. Keep trying.

tf 1 1-IS
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SSa^=WBBfeBBMssaaS3
Polish

In America

Speech Topic

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47

Sunderland

665-4937

FOR SALE

Tires - All brands. Radials Snows -
All types, guaranteed lowest prices (all
V4«-h:i82 alter c.

till-12

llalln t afters SW Radio . S-.Tt MHZ. AM.
(As. SSB Mint cond.. orig. cost |2M Make
me an offer (all Fred 2&I-7HM. Keep
Irving.

HIM

stereo 50 wall l^fayetle. (iarrard »uB
(r iterion 25 Speakers, lion or best offer.
Paul 2.vi <*7mi. n tot tn Mon.-Fri.

lfll-«

ih«:i Willy s jeep with plow Ilium. 25«-
NJtati.

HIM

Stereo Buffs! If you want name brand
stereo equip matched and sold to you at
wholesale prices, call Dick at 2.Vl-27H«.

after C.

HIM

Tape deck — Sony TC:I*A, new
cond.. 1

1

km movie camera — Yashica
super MMlK. new cond.. tan. X -Countrv

skis, poles for person « ft., new cond..

1:15. X -Countrv boots. » 1/2. new cond..

1 15. Sneakers — Converse, hi. black,

new I in. Hike boots — Dunham Tyrol,

new cond.. I in. Ml prices negotiable.

( aii Huh an-aam
Ifll 7

S A I Camera Imports has new
cameras, lenses A other photo equip al

slashed prices Full warranty, all makes
and models (all Ken. MTB.

(Ml Wi

Panasonic receiver A N-trark IfM A
l.'WKM.s. Imni A Harmon Kardnn cassette
deck, model C \OI. 175 or both for lias,
Mli Vtrai. Jeff

lfll-«

\ria 12 string, vr old. excel
. good case

Want ISM Make offer ( all Boh al 7pm..
••-I..VPI

Ifll-fi

Panasonic Port t\ Brand new! I.Vl:
Keccivc. M walls ( h Inii t all ,«li...'7l or
"II. "._'M

till -12

I hildrens equipment exchange used
lovs cribs, hikes, carriages, and sports
equipment Open every Tues. <l-_> at i;o
Main St . \mherst

If I Mi

nfTh p . I, ^
0V

^
mber » at 7:3° p M ^ Herter 227. Dr. Franciszek Lyraof the Polish Academy of Sciences and Warsaw University will deliver alecture entitled. "The Polish Language in America "

.J2..SZI*'
Wl?°

1

receiv;^ a Ph.D. in linguistics at Indiana University, is a
specialist in b.lingual.s and is currently at work on a history ofAmerican literature.

""""' OI

His talk should have considerable appeal for anyone interested either in
biiingiialism as a general phenomenon, or in the Polish language as it isspoken in the United States The public is cordiallv invited to attend

oirD»Brriiiuiiieip|, 8iiliH<l|BiB , <i8|||||1| ^

First Deadlines Coming
For Civil Service Jobs
The U.S. Civil Service Commission announced today the filing

deadlines for 1974 summer jobs with Federal agencies/Those who
hie by November 23 will be tested between January 5 and 26; byDecember 28, between February 2 and 16; and bj January 25between February 23 and March 9, at locations convenient to themThe Commission said the earlier a student files and takes the

n .L g-?
ater th* chances for employment. Each summer about

a k .
?°^,0nS are f,1Ied from a P°o1 of more ^n 100,000 eligiblesAbout 8,000 of these are clerical jobs, and approximately 2,000 are

aides in engineering and science occupations
Complete instructions for filing and information on opportunities

available are contained in CSC announcement No. 414 SummerJobs in Federal Agencies, which may be obtained from Federal Job «
Information Centers, most college placement offices, or from the •
Civil Service Commission, Washington, D C 20415 !
Unlike its practice in past years, the Commission will not •

;illtnm:itir>alKr oan^ r*>~_ n »_ il l .... . . . m

»

practice in past years, ,

automatically send forms to those who qualified in 1973 but whomay wish to remain on the lists for consideration in 1974. Those who
qualified for summer employment in 1973 must update their ap-
plications by submitting a form enclosed in the announcement
They are not required to repeat the written test.

The U.S. Postal Service is not participating in the summer
employment examination for 1974.

LX&jlI Ilftiltni ttlMii MMMMAMAMAMiMM.

m
e summer «

UUJ Matlal

n.»MK

ATTENTION:

Season ticket holders for the

"Women of the 30V '

TONIGHT
OFF THE HOOK at 7:20 p.m.

Film

Film dates No's. 9, 11, 13 on your season ticket will be
shown at their scheduled dates and times BUT IN
THE BASEMENT OF BUTTERFIELD HOUSE in the
Central Area. Admission will not be changed against
your card for these films and 3 additional films have
been scheduled for the Campus Center Auditorium
and Student Union Ballroom, including this Tuesday's
"Night of the Living Dead."

^i^rt^T: ]

T
n OT,>nne

"- direc,or of A,umni Affa,rs -«
i Mass (all in and ask questions al 545-2876

THE TOM DELUCA SPECIAL at 8:00 o m
Tarn iHtervitiw several members of the Watergate Teach-in Comm.il«. ..., possible slraleBies for students to present alternatives for IheMSM Omm Vou can call in and ask Questions, raise comments

TOMORROW NIGHT
GAY BREAK at 8:00 p.m

\ PTMC and |>oHrv reading. includuiK Sonus ol Sappho. Mad Songs (a
little nav humor I. Sad Injill little nay pathos). How lo Make Love to
.i Woman it vou re a Woman by Jeanme Orvino. and more! This is
lollovu-d by a rail in discussion of Ihe purpose of the program

UIMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS
Pot-belly stove (Globe), in perfect

condition with removable top plate & foot
warmer lip. t ft. high. raM iron (all after
* p.m.. SMS-Ztzo.

AM

AUTO FOR SALE
ENTERTAINMENT

AUTO FOR SALE

ISR7

:15mm IVntax Sootmatic camera —
V.mm Hi lens. Weston light meter, case,
top condition I ', years old. SlM Stuart I-

2k:i-*7:ii

Ifll -»

\ W Squarebark Needs (ran
sii.issi.,,, Hill sell for parts, has in-
spections sticker good engine and body
Make offer, call Pave VliMCtsa

Ifll -7

"»72 Dauun 510. 2 dr . auto, radio 15 mm
?,

>i™* t*r00,r* ««M>wtires with rims.
II.7H0 or best offer (all after 5 p.m.. 2»7-

til I -7

Need a band? (all sunt Bands
represents all area groups For musical
entertainment call 2SC-«3I«.

til 1-7

Toyo H track recorder-player with 9 push
huttonv 2 Vt meters, auto-level control,
list li:w. will sell for Sxo. 256-«27l evenings.

tfl I -»

I97« Rebel Machine. I speed Hurst I'm
engine, excellent running cond. f IfiOO (all
Ml aafl or HHM,

tfll-12

\ hilar loSmm. f2.K Soligor 200mm. f.1.5
lenses Nikon mount I and I vears old
\sking II", and IV, (all Ben. aaMM,

tfll-tt

IM7('hevrolet his Mechanically compl

7S22 n
.

eH tir" tMm Hwillallli (all
,19-fc.W, after 1 p.m.

HIM

Nony MNi., Keceiver 7« watts BMS per
i hannel. just 7 mos old. I:imi. (all 2.i:i-S:»9:i.

tfll-N

INSTRUCTION

IMM Ford (ial.; 6 cyl. 240 engine good
condition. Must sell, (all Bruce. 2.W-*02I

tfl 1-6

ItW VW. good condition. 1150 Ask for
Tom. '.i'i !-„*, after I p.m.

^^^ Ull-ll

'»« Javelin SST. must sell quickly.
moving to NY(

. V-« auto., p.s.. radio-Upe
I new tires and snows. ll.SoO or best offer'
(all 2.',:i-9WM

tfll-l

I9S7 Barracuda, smashed front end 3K3
(speed. Mallorv distributor, new sUrter
motor. 1225 takes It. Sandy. 584-2011.

tfl 1-1*

Hey groovy guys aad gab — I can play
your favorite music just (be way you like
II. Call Steve the P.J. far your party. 44J7-

ftflM

M. vocalist wanted immediately for
recording date Contact 773-3511 for more
info.

tIll-41

Bring back those great memories,
boogie to your favorite golden oldies. I

have the records and the PA. Call me at

tfll-12

The \rms Bare: \ i credit Minicourse
I'hvics i<mi|i Noprereq MWF 11:15. HAS
124. Nov 12 t>rv. 12. (all Prof. (Juyer. 545-mm lor details.

tfll-ll

l9Wi Dodge Dart. « cyl.. r. A h.. sticker,
standard trans.. | good snows, very
economical. IMNI. (all Halph. »Jfi 7<mi

Ifll-C

l»K« Toronado. air. tt full power Alsol«« Impala SS. bo(h in ex. cond Call after
:.. make offer 549-0924. They must go this
week.

ftflM

ROOMMATE WANTED

WANTED

I9W< \U Squareback. exceUent con-
dition, recent engine and brake work Call
.»*«,- 1 :i.*i.

tfl l-«

1965 Inter Travelall. new clutch. 6 great
(ires (2 snows). 4 on floor, huge heater,
new front brakes. Incredible deal for 1525
Call 549-I52X. David.

tfl 1-7

", lo li bedroom house in Wendell. I kitch-
ens. .' bathrooms, lull cellar with
fireplace. .'".li-HWii,

tfll-12

I passenger Dodge. 1970 wagon
iloorgale. air. :im V-m. W.noi) ml., excellent
•»e«h t, body. Musi see. 1 1.700. will
haiicain 065-.I222.

tfll 7

Koommate wanted for furnished aptnear campus. I loo per month Lease untilMay 30. (all 253-tWU.

,

tlll-7

Female to share I bdrm. Presidential
ap(. beginning Jan. Semi-furnlshed. W7 so

mon.. incl. utilities (all S49-44S3.

tfll-16

TRAVEL

I ate wis \alianl or Dart. pref. K cyl..
must he in excellent condition, up to tl.lMMi

lor right car MMaTZ.
lfll-9

'i7 K.ii i at iiila smashed front end. 3H3 4
sp. Mallorv distributor. I barrel car-
huralor. new starter, motor. 1225 takes It
Samtv •.Mi-iiim

tfll-6

(.oing by air? Let us handle vour pre-
Highl. in-flight and post-flight
arrangements at no cost to you. (all
campus rep . 2.>.l-:llfi2 evenings.

tfl 2- 1

2

Koommate to share spacious 4 rm aptquiet, relaxing atmosphere, tn, per mo'
< all after 6 p.m.. 527-5466.

tfl I -9

< ••iiiniiiler \ssemhlv is now lakmx
i|>|>li<atioiislor its rep tn M (( (,m Hd
seesnmeone in ( onimiiler lounge Behind
Hatch

tfll-'l

BiHiin in house o. apt desired bv senior
woman for next semester I'lease call (.ail
at ill 7 <0i:l-S07:t or call Barbara at MMItt.

lfll-7

mist & FOUND
Mans wedding band. IKk while gold.

KIK !<<.(.« 2»; 71 ( nnlacl Bob. (hem.
lower till I or call A6.',-:i919. Reward!

If I IK

i'i:-' M(.B (.'!' _•« mm miles \harlh
evhausl \M KM stereo luggage rack
driving lights. Mi, helm Xas, ,l»-i»7Hi
$-'7.-,ll.

tfl14

1969 Cortina, new shacks, rebuilt trans.,
needs hrake work. 1300. r>4«-*572.

tfl 1-9

ANNOUNCEMENT

Bnommate wanted for fumUhed apt
near campus. 1100 per month, lease until
May 30. (all 253-ISS3.

tfl 1-7

Stick six I'onliac . good heater, sticker.

MS: I'orsche conv.. needs work, best
oiler; Saab Ma, |4tM). 323-7327.

tfl 1-8

l<MM \\\ Bug. many miles but runs well,
asking lino. MMM at dinnertime.

tfl 1-9

Film festivals that make sense. First
run art films and best classics. Popular
prices I . Art III.

tfl 1-7

WANTED TO RENT

Koommate* needed — three tingles asm
entrance, interesting neighbors. Call
Howie. 256-0643.

t/ll-f

Wanted I or | bed room apt. close loM Would like to move in anytime
between now and Jan. (all 256-0303.

tfll-6

Neat, responsible female wanted to
occupy own room in t bdrm apt., starting
Jan. I. |80-mo incl. utilities. Phoiie 256-
0626 eve.

tfl 1-9

A 1 -H tf S DM ) i\N II IN
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The Finley Saga

Now It's The IRS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1973

Charles 0. Finley, whose
Oakland Athletics won their second
consecutive world championship
last month, is now trying to win a
battle in the tax courts.

Records of the U.S. Tax Court
show that the Internal Revenue
Service is trying to collect more
than $546,000 in back taxes which it

alleges are owed for 1967 and 1968
by Charles O. Finley & Co., Inc.

In a second case, the IRS con-
tends the Finley corporation also
owes taxes on accumulated ear-
nings for 1960, 1963, 1964, 1965 and
1966.

Finley contends his corporation
doesn't owe the money and has
filed a counter-claim against the
IRS for a refund on alleged over-
assessments of $97,889 in 1967 and
237,045 for 1965.

Both cases are to be tried in
Chicago, where the Finley cor-
poration maintains its

headquarters. No date for the trial

has been recorded.
At issue in the two tax cases is

whether Finley owes taxes on
accumulated earnings of his
corporation, which the IRS con-
tended was created to avoid in-

come tax payments.

Also in question is the amor-
tization of contracts of players for
the Kansas City Athletics baseball
team, which was purchased by
Finley in 1961. He later moved the
team to Oakland.
Finley contends the IRS should

have allowed a deduction of
$203,866 for contract amortization
in 1967, but only allowed $150,947.

In addition, Finley says the IRS
denied him an investment credit in
1968 of $68,978 for a million-dollar
scoreboard in Oakland-Alameda
County Coliseum, where the
Athletics play.

There is no estimate in the case
involving Finley's tax statements
for 1960 and 1963 through 1966 of the
amount the IRS contends Finley
owes for those years.
But in that case, the IRS con-

tends the Finley corporation did
not declare a single dividend
during those years to holders of its
stock, all of which was owned by
Finley and members of his im-
mediate family.
Because no dividends were paid

and no taxes were due on them, the
IRS said, the "stockholders
avoided income taxes in sub-
stantial amounts" for those years.

Letters To The Sports Editor

Equal Coverage For Women

To The Sports Editor:
I was disgusted with the amount of coverage given to the women'scampus championship in last Thursday's (Nov. 1) Collegian. You are

supposed to equal coverage to both men and women, yet you failed in this
The men s championship was given a total writeup of 95 lines plus a
picture. The women were given a total of 28 lines without a picture This
amount of coverage speaks for itself.

The women worked just as hard as the men, and yet the article did
not give justice to this fact. If you really believe in equality then theamount of coverage would be equal. The fact cannot be changed as to the
coverage in the past, but in future instances I hope you will follow vourown policy and give justice to the women.

Susan Brophy

Ms. Brophy:
The record does not speak for Itself. You are definitely right, it was

disgusting how little coverage the women'k game received compared to
the mens. The reason for this is the writer and the photographer who
covered the women's game were novices; they had never covered a game
before. They asked me if they could cover the game and I said yes. The
writer and photographer who covered the mens game had the experience
and came through.
When the u omens writer finished her story, her first sports story ever it

just wasn't long enough. And the photographer didn't even capture one
printable picture.

By that time of the evening, it was too late to do anything about either I
accept the responsibility for this error and. although! realize that it is too
late to do anything about it now. I will be more careful how I handle in-
tramurals in the future.

/ Like Marty
Steve Crowe

To The Kditor:

Mart\ Kellev - bigot, jerk-off, an absolute nothing. Manv people would
use any one or all of these adjectives to describe one of the best ( or worst)known student personalities on the UMass campus today. If they have a
personal or professional gripe against Kelley. fine
But the •I-think-Marty-Kelley-sucks" syndrome has gone beyondreason lately Kelley is racist - at times. He insults people - sometimes

but nobody is perfect Anyone who writes with a strong individual
viewpoint is Iwund to be controversial, often in a negative sense. But at
least Kellej doesn't just sit on his dead ass and do nothing; he's involved
and that shows a great deal about him.
Mai t> Kelley is a writer who tries and often succeeds in bringing a

certain flavor to the sports pages of the Collegian. He does write both

cVSvcif, o ?*^vdy at times
-
but tnat D0ES N0T MEAN KELLEY

?". Pe°P,e have turned hatred for the writing into hatred for the
person.

Personally I like Marty Kelley. Sometimes I like his columns (how
about the MT. >. But for those who repeatedly state that "Kelley sucks"
don t you

i

mean that HIS COLUMN SUCKS ! And if his column is so bad"
why in the hell do you keep reading it?

MikeStephano

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY
4:30p.m. to 10:30p.m.

(except during league play)
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A workman dozes in a Yankee Stadium office where memorabilia of "the house that Ruth built" are on
'

a >' P"O
J.

t0 be 'n* so,d bv a demolition company. As progress marches inexorably on bu" dings like£t£E2^^ C H won, matter if£ concrete 8 torn*

Giants: Title Hopes To Humiliation
By BRUCE LOWITT

Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK <AP> - The dream is

dead. What started as exhibition
perfection and began deteriorating
at the start of the regular season,
now lies in shambles. These are the
New York Giants.

"There's nothing I can say. I'm
discouraged," Coach Alex Webster
said Sunday after the Giants
suffered the most humiliating
defeat they've absorbed in this
humiliating 1-6-1 season, their 49th
in the National Football League
and one in which they are con-
sidered solid contenders for the
National Conference East title.

Tight end Bob Tucker, the
team's player representative,
nailed it down emphatically
following the 42-0 shellacking
administered by the Oakland
Raiders. "We're just a bunch of
quitters!"

It didn't look that way eight

weeks ago. New York had played
six preseason games and had won
them all convincingly. The defense
was almost airtight and the offense
was explosive.

Then the regular season began,
and the first crack in the armor
appeared. The Giants won their
opener, but they had to struggle
most of the way before locking up a
34-14 victory over the Houston
Oilers, the worst team in the
league.

The next week, the crack
became a fissure. Against the
Philadelphia Eagles, a
disorganized team, New York
managed to pull out a 23-23 tie on a
last-second field goal
Then the fissure became a

gaping chasm. While the defense
held up more than respectably, the
offense just couldn't match it and
the Giants absorbed losses of 12-10
to Green Bay, 16-14 to Cleveland
and 21-14 to Washington.

Then the offense woke up - but
just as quickly, the defense
collapsed and New York was
beaten 45-28 by Dallas, and 35-27 by
St. Louis. And then came Sunday's
game in Oakland, in which the
Giants managed just 11 first downs
and 188 total yards to the raiders'
28 first downs and whopping 578
yards.

"They just beat us physically,"
said Webster, in his fourth year at
the Giants' helm. "Mentally,
whether we've lost all our desire or
what, I just don't know."

When a team disintegrates as
quickly as the Giants have, the
rumors of a coaching change
naturally crop up. But President
Wellington Mara insists he's
sticking with Webster. "I told Alex
it wasn't his fault," Mara said
after the debacle, "and if I thought
it was, I would have told him."

Jette

Jarvinen

Skilom

WITH ALL X-C0UNTRY SKIS WE GIVE PERSONAL

ATTENTION AND PROFESSIONAL ADVICE.

00R LINE OF NORDIC SKIS AND ACCESSORIES ARE

AMONG THE FINEST SCANDINAVIA PRODUCES.

^fa/e tton£
Amherst Carriage Shops

I

Rugbyers
Win Pair

By W ADIE BAHOU
Those few who bore the cold,

chilling winds this past Saturday to

watch the UMass Rugby team,
served witness to two classic
games of rugby, and were rewarded
with two fine victories, 10-0 and 26-

0. In registering their double
shutouts, the UMass Rugby Club
was at its best, playing an ex-

cellent and exciting brand of

rugby, while mixing this with
every fundamental and hit-em-
hard philosophy.

The "A" team got things rolling

when forward Dan Georgianna
recovered a loose ball in the end
zone after the entire UMass scrum
had helped push the ball into the

"payoff zone." Later Paul
Greenfield added the other try on a

fine individual effort and Burt
Glenn added the conversion for the

ten-point margin. Once again it

was the "A" team defense which
spelled the difference, as the

forwards once again played their

aggressive style of defense, which
continually forced the UConn of-

fense into many mistakes and had
them stymied all afternoon.

The "B" team followed suit but

the win came much easier as

UConn never crossed midfield with

the ball. UMass scored five times
as Andy Pacuilli got them going
with a fine run up the middle, and
then successive tries by Leroy,

Sullivan, and Al Solish, who was
the offensive star of the day with

ten points, closed out the UMass
scoring. A tremendous defensive

effort by the entire UMass squad
helped to assure the win, especially

when the "B's" were forced to play

one man short due to an injury to

fly-half Barney Schneider.

The UMass Rugby Club closes

out its home schedule this Satur
day against the Engineers from
MIT. This will be your last chance
this season to watch UMass Rugby,
so be there. Game time is 1 p.m.

Bill Wolfe strains to reach a pass during Saturdays' 27-7 UMass
triumph over the Catamounts of Vermont. I'm glad the players got
some sum. for the fans it was typical arctic frigidity. Next game for

the IVIinutemen. Nov. 17 at UNH.

Derek Sanderson

Demoted To Braves
BOSTON (AP> - The Boston

Bruins have assigned center Derek
Sanderson to the Boston Braves,
their American Hockey League
affiliate.

Managing Director Harry Sinden
said Monday that Sanderson, who
was a protected player, cleared
waivers by all other National
Hockey League teams. He will

start practicing with the Braves
immediately.
The six-foot, 174-pound San-

derson injured his back in a
scrimmage during training season

Derek Sanderson points the way
assigned to the Boston Braves
trimmed their roster.

Svare Quits

SAN DIBGO (AP) - Harland
Svare resigned Monday as head
coach of the San Diego Chargers,
who have won only one of their first

eight National Football League
games this season.
Ron Waller, assistant coach in

charge of special teams, was
named interim head coach. -

' \l" Niirpholiii

out of the big time. Sanderson was
yesterday as the parent Bruins

this year and was hospitalized for a
time at Massachusetts General
Hospital.

He has not played in any of the
Bruins' 12 games this season.
The Bruins announcement gave

no reason for sending Sanderson
down to the Braves.

But, Sinden told a reporter that.

"Derek's back is okay now.
However he's not in shape to play
in the National Hockey League."
"We hope he'll go down and play

a few games with the Braves and
get into playing condition."
Sinden said Sanderson "cleared

waivers last week. The teams
could have claimed him, but we
had what we call the right of recall

.

"A couple of claims were made,
but in Derek's case, they were
withdrawn before the waiver
period expired."

There had been rumors that
Sanderson would be traded U> the
New York Rangers of the NHL, but
these were never confirmed or
denied by the Bruins.

Sanderson was reported to be in

New York Monday. His attorney
Bob Woolf said Sanderson had no
indication he was to be sent to the
Braves.

It is believed that Sanderson.
Woolf and Sinden will meet
Tuesday.
Sanderson is known as one of the

best face-off players in the NHL
and a defensive star, especially
when his team is shorthanded.

In addition to his sometimes
flamboyant play on the ice, San-
derson was known for a flam-
boyant life style and for his

comments made to the press for

public consumption.
He is long haired and was the

first NHL player in years to wear a
mustache. At one time he had a
weekly television show, has
coauthored two books and ap-
peared in a movie.
He helped the Bruins win two

Stanley Cup championships. He fed
the puck to Bobby Orr who then
scored to win the championship for

the 1969-70 season.

The Unfolding Saga

Of Coburn And King
By STEVE DeCOSTA

The big question remaining after Saturday's soccer victory over
Vermont is what happened to Coburn and King?
Tom Coburn and Tony King, the two high scorers for the Minutemen,

saw limited action in the weekend tilt, but when they did get into" the
game, the duo collaborated for one of the three UMass goals.

But how did it come about that the Minutemen's biggest offensive
threats sat out about three quarters of the game?

Al Rufe explained simply that "some of the other fellows deserved a
chance." We wanted to try a different strategy and I was pleased with the
way it turned out."

Rufe should be pleased. He inserted Bill Spyker and Bob Stanley into
the lineup in place of the dynamic duo, and Spyker responded by
collecting his first goals ever in a UMass uniform.
The coach could not say enough about the junior transfer from Colorado

state. "Spyker has given 125 per cent in hustle since the first day of
practice. He is strong, in great shape, and he likes to run. I think I've
found a new man to fit the mold as a defensive forward."
The idea of the defensive forward is a relatively new concept in the

itinerary of Al Rufe. It came to him after the UConn game in which the
Connecticut forwards gave the UMass defense fits in their soccer
equivalent to back-checking.

In practices and games since the UConn disaster, Rufe has strongly
emphasized this new strategy. "Our offensive line has to play defense.
That is something we will emphasize for the rest of the year. Of all our
forwards, Coburn plays the least defense and King is not far behind."
Rufe also cited discipline and pride as reasons why the two did not see

much playing action. "We have to develop a little more discipline, both on
and off the field. We also are concerned with our players' pride in ap-
pearance, again both on and off the field."

Regardless of what happened Saturday, and regardless of the reasons
given by the coach, Coburn and King will get more playing time against
Springfield on Wednesday.

In the statistics released today, Tom Coburn is still way ahead of the
pack as the team's scoring leader. Coburn has ten goals and two assists
for twelve points. Tony King has accounted for two and two to hold down
second while Bill Spyker and Mike Nugent each have two points to their
credit. Eight other players have contributed one point apiece to the
scoring effort.

In the goal, Carl Vercollone has given up an average of 1.4 goal in his
seven games, while his back-up, Paul Peloquin has been spectacular in

giving up 0.3 goals per game in his three contests played.

Amateurs Ask Federal Aid
By TOM SEPPY

Associated Press Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Olym-

pians Micki King and Ken Moore
asked Congress Monday to use
federal governmental power to end
the organizational disputes in

amateur athletics, especially
concerning international par-
ticipation.

"We, the athletes, are supposed
to win everything but are not given
any help or support." said Miss

Force who won a gold medal in

diving at Munich last year.

Moore, a long-distance runner
who competed in the Olympic
marathons in Mexico City and
Munich, also told a Senate Com-
merce subcommittee that

Congress needs to enact the
revised Amateur Athletic Act of

1973 which, he said, "provides for

King, a captain in the U.S. Air
accountability in sports ad-

ministration."

HATCH
OFFEEHOUSE

anyone

can play!

Call 545-0418
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Harriers Take New Englands
By SCOTT HAYES

Two down and one to go. That is,

the UMass Cross Country team has
already won two championships
this season and needs one more,
the IC4A's, to assure a trip to

Spokane, Washington and a shot at

the NCAA title.

Yesterday in Boston's Franklin
Park, the UMass team ran to their

second championship of the year,

winning the New England title with
a total of 46 points.

Randy Thomas, who was in fifth

place at the two-mile mark and
fourth at the three-mile mark,
came on strong towards the end of

the race and overtook Ken Flan-

Satly (Eullrgian

SPORTS
ders of Northeastern to capture

third place.

The UMass co-captain, who had
been beaten by Bruce Clark of

UConn and Northeastern 's Mike
Buckley earlier in the year, took

his turn yesterday, defeating both

top runners.

Mike O'Shea, a Providence
freshman, ran away with in-

dividual honors. O'Shea finished

the five mile course in 23:44,

establishing a new meet record.

Charley Duggan of Springfield

captured second in 23:55, followed

by Thomas.
Next was Ken Flanders of NU,

who took fourth in 24:07. Bill Gillin.

who was sixth at the two-mile

mark, picked up one position and
finished fifth in 24:16. Clark,

Buckley, UConn's Robert
McCusker and Tom Smith of

Providence took the next four

places to round out the top ten.

Tom Maguire almost beat out

Smith at the finish, but ended up
one second behind the Providence
harrier, in 24:31.

Paul Segersten said goodbye to

his fellow New England harriers

by finishing fourteenth in 24:41.

The UMass senior moved into

sixteenth early and advanced from
the three-mile mark to the finish,

tying Chris Peisch of Dartmouth.
John McGrail came up with

probably his best performance
ever, capturing sixteenth with a

time of 24:43. For the first three

miles of the race, the gutsy fresh-

man was right with Maguire and
held eleventh place. McGrail
wasn't able to hold that spot, and
dropped back five places. Even so,

McGrail's effort was an out-

standing one and vital to the

team's success.

Chris Farmer and Paul Doiron

also completed in the varsity race

for Umass. Farmer took 31st while

Doiron placed 49th.

Thomas and Gillin took the lead

after one and a half miles, but

O'Shea took off just before the two-

mile mark.
UMass put pressure on NU and

made them prove themselves. The
top runners were able to break up
NU's edge in the meet and take

command by the three-mile mark.
The race was even for the first

mile and a half, as UMass and NU
fought for early supremacy.
UMass made its move after three

miles, and had five runners in front

of the first three Northeastern

runners.

Providence took third with 95

points, while Dartmouth, totaling

147 points, captured fourth.

Springfield surprised nearly
everyone and finished ahead of

UConn with 170 points, good for

'Staff Itiotii !.»* Marlins

Coach Ken O'Brien accepts the New England championship plaque
with a smile as his co-captain. Bandy Thomas looks on. Thomas
placed third in yesterday's meet, to lead I 'Mass to the New England
championship. The last time t Mass won the New Englands. in 1962.

O'Brien was a member of the team.

Inside Sports

•Where Were Coburn And King?

•Ruggers Take Pair

•Sanderson Sent To Braves

(Stan Photo-Joe MarUm)

UMass! Tom Maguire (291) shows the way in yesterday's NE Championship victory. John McGrail
< 299) follows Maguire and battles Chris Peisch of Dartmouth for Uth place in the middle of the race.

fifth.

Phil Broughton took first in the

junior varsity race, but Nor-

theastern took the team cham-
pionship with a mere 36 points.

Broughton ran the three mile
course in 15:43 for the honor of top

JV runner in New England. John
Scheer was the second UMass
runner across the finish line,

taking fifth in 16:10.

Phil Broughton came within 12

seconds of the course record.

Broughton has shown great
promise in the past and was ap-

parently ready for the race.

CoachO'Brien commented the that

Broughton "has the potential," but

has to become more consistent.

The tough schedule seems to tire

Broughton, and sitting out the

Yankee Conference meet paid off

for him.
Coach Ken O'Brien had nothing

but praise for his runners and
rightfully so. Of McGrail's
sparkling performance, the
mentor said, "He continues to

amaze me." O'Brien also
remarked that McGrail has been
able to pick his spot in the race and
stay there. The happy coach also

added that McGrail has been able

to stay close to other runners on the

team, and that his consistently

good performances have been a

complete surprise.

McGrail said he felt great for the

first two miles and that the last two
were tough. McGrail stuck in there

and fought off runners as he has
been doing all season long. The
speedy freshmen beat Steve Hamel
of Northeastern by two seconds.

Paul Segersten will attest to

McGrail's fine race. In fact, after

three miles McGrail led "Segs". It

was like the case of the student

beating the teacher, and Segersten

came back to finish ahead of

McGrail.
The last time Umass won the

New England Cross Country
championship, Coach Ken O'Brien
was a member of the team, in 1962.

The team will use the next week
to recover from yesterday's meet.
It will be a week of combined work
and rest, preparing for the IC4A
meet in New York next Monday.
The team was presented with the

championship plaque after the

meet and Coach O'Brien gladly

accepted it, the second one for the

cross country this season. Mr.
O'Brien's office in Boyden sure
must be getting cluttered with all

those plaques.

r*>^V
Marty Kelley

Like Only Yesterday
Alumni Stadium— The winds were swirling furiously. Darkness began

to step in. It was cold, it was barren, it was very listless. An institution

has left me. ..It seemed like only yesterday.

Nature was all I felt on the day I would say goodbye to this pillared

arena that I witnessed the construction of in my youth of 66'. It was Senior
Sendoff for 16 faithfuls (spiced with a surreal salute to Yogi) this

weekend past. They walked their final path in glory over the pastures of

Alumni's terrain, and they felt, and fittingly so, the emotion of victory.

The happiness that followed... I wish I could have felt the same.

But as I walked down her steps for the final time, I felt cold and barren,
and it wasn't the fault of the weatherman. I've lost my love for the game.
It's left me now. The rah, rah is gone. I don't believe in it anymore. I've
turned the college football player aside. Not as an INDIVIDUAL. But as
an ENTITY.

I remember so vividly as darkness completely engulfted Southwest late

the night Mass. was to enhabce its Boardwalk bid with its 28-7 master-
piece of BC

. Now that I think of it, swimming in the Atlantic Ocean the
night of the Boardwalk was rather childish. But it's all a part of
maturation. So is my growth with the UMass football program. I've
matured to look beyond it. I don't need it anymore.

When I left Alumni following the BC win I felt an intrinisic sense of

accomplishment. But that was yesterday. I can kid myself no longer. I

don't really care how many touchdown passes Pennington throws and
Berra catches. I don't believe in that character rap about the game of

football either. I honor the commitment of athletes... But not the cir-

cumstance.
I feel that college football at this campus steals your mind. It teases

your individuality. And in a time when our generation is experimenting
on individual decision, it's difficult to live by someone else's standards for

the "good of the TEAM." College football is a business. The taxes around
here are too high.

An athlete's playbook is more consuming than a three credit course. An
8 semester education turns to 9 & 10 for some and not at all for others. The
$100,000 we spend on coach's salaries alone questions me. I see the day
and the sunset is very near when college football becomes completely
socialistic with no scholarships at all, independent scheduling, Amherst
College back on the slate, all funds going back into university use, no
outlandish spending, no television concentration, no Yogi promotions.
Then the game becomes pure again. The football player gets his mind
back. Right now he doesn't have it.

A football player has a final exam every Saturday afternoon. His
exams are not in the classroom. There are no proctors. The athlete is

alone with physical execution. That can drain a young man who's trying

to get his education. But for many the only education that he gets at the

University of Massachusetts is right there between the 20 yard Tines...And
that's SAD.
For those who find football a learning experience, I don't fault you. A

football player should know his place. And when to take off his letter

sweater. There'sa lot going on beyond that Stadium fence.

But I've left ol' Alumni behind now. As a fan, as a writer as a radio

broadcaster, as a TV telecaster, and a lover. Alumni and Redman
Minuteman football remains in Amherst...not I...An institution has left

me... It seemed like only yesterday...
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Are Belchertown Residents
Ready For Change?

By BARBARA VOORHEES
The Massachusetts state government has passed an edict declaring

that by July 1, 1976, the population of Belchertown State School will be
reduced from over 900 residents to 510.

To many of the school's residents, especially the adolescents ( aged 12-

25) , this will mean moving out of the institution and into family homes or

foster homes within the next few years.

But some residents will not be ready to make the move. Some will not

have learned proper self-care skills and some will not know how to react

to a community from which they have been removed for a period of time.

This lack of preparation will be due, at least in part, to the present ar-

chitectural and programmatic set up at the school.

When Belchertown State School was designed in 1922, the mentally
retarded were generally considered to be something less than human.
These so-called sub-humans could be tucked away in the woods of

Belchertown where they could exist without disturbing or being disturbed
by society. Hopefully, today, attitudes have changed. But Belchertown
State School remains the same.
The set up in the adolescent training unit ( D Building) is as follows:

1

)

There are 16 residents to a bedroom. These bedrooms are large but
offer little if any privacy.

2) At meal time 82 residents eat together in one room. The noise and
activity levels are so high that attendants have difficulty teaching even
basic table manners such as how to eat with a fork, spoon and knife.

3) The toilet stalls in the bathrooms have no doors.

4) In the day hall or recreational area there are a few games, some
chairs and a TV. But it is in the basement and it is cold there. The floor is

hard and cold.

5) Trips to the outside community are generally few and far between.

After years of institutionalization many of the residents of the

adolescent training unit don't know how to brush their teeth properly,

don't know how to groom themselves, don't know how to match pants and
shirt.

If sent out in the community to live they may not fit, they may fail and,

finally, they may be institutionalized again.

Steve Scheibel, an attendant in D Building and chairman of First Step,

a group interested in improving conditions in the adolescent training unit

suggested to the Collegian that a family-type, home atmosphere would
perhaps be the ideal situation for those readying to leave but at present

this is financially impossible.

If enough money is raised during the Nov. 17 walkathon, however, there

are several things Scheibel hopes to see done. They are as follows:

1

)

A folding partition would be set up in the dining hall dividing it into

four sections. This partition could be removed for group meetings.

2) A trust fund would be set up to insure that money would be available

when opportunities do attend outside recreational and social functions

come up.

3) The residents of D Building would receive packets containing

combs, brushes, razors, mirrors and other self-care items.

4) Scheibel doubts that enough money will be raised for his fourth hope
but it is still a need. Partitions could be set up in the bedrooms so that

there would be only three or four to a living space.

t Staff Photo - D»ve Lewi

Morris King and Todd Baumgardt: "VISTA is an opportunity to explore yourself and be yourself."

"ACTION" Speaks Louder
Than Words

By.lOANNDOMlNlCK
"Speaking to the National

Alliance Conference a few weeks
ago, Reverend Jesse Jackson said.

"There isn't anybody who isn't in

the system.'' stated Todd
Baumgardt former VISTA
volunteer to people who feel that

ACTION volunteers are giving into

the "system".
On a week long recruiting drive

for ACTION, representatives of the

Peace Corps and VISTA have set

up a table on the concourse level of

the Campus Center daily from 9 to

5.

All representatives are former
volunteers and willing to answer
any question you have. Also
available are reading materials in

the various job opportunities of-

fered by ACTION.
Morris King, a former Peace

Corps volunteer in Malaysia,
slated "ACTION is a socially

orientated program for people
willing to give their time, to put out

on an individual basis
"

On The Inside:
•She's Champion Of Over 2 Billion!

A present Freshman and future Sorority sister finds fame and fortune twirling a baton.-P. 2

•Take Part In A Marathon!
Why not? It's a good way to lose weight and it's helping a cause.--P. 3

•Nixon's Secretary Receives A Watergate Subpoena
And what do you suppose she knows?--P. 4

•What's The Story?
This week. Debbie Bernstein focuses in on campus restaurants. Perhaps a little goats head soup?--P. 8

•Joyce Kosofsky
She's back! She's out of the infirmary and she's OK. And while the cat's away, the mice will play.-P. 12

•Moe Letters To The Editor!
At least that's what it sez here Nyah ! --P. 14

•British Open University
A unique, less than three-year old institution whose students range from young adults to persons in

their HO's. Bloody good!- P. 15

•Kampus Kapers And UMies!
And Peanuts. B.C.. The Wizard of Id. and our usual crossword. Keepa-tokin'. Kris! -P. 19

•Notices
We have lots of those. -P. 20, 21

He said, "UMass is one of our
largest campus recruiting drives

in the Northeast. We receive a
tremendous amount of aid from the

placement office which helps us
get into the classrooms to spread
the news. As a result we have a

better response and find a lot of

peopi« are accepted from the

university."

When applying for the Peace
Corps or VISTA it is a good idea to

send in your application nine
months before graduation or
availability for duty, due to the

amount of information that must
be processed. Mr. King advises,

"Tell the people you are using them
as references, often they put

references aside, thereby holding

up your application
"

Mr King said, "the applicants

for ACTION must be at least 20

years old and have something they

are able to contribute, such as a

skill, meaning there is more need
for professional people, teachers,

nurses, public health people and
agriculturalists to mention a few."

Further he said "The countries

involved in the Peace Corps are
growing technologically and need
people who are trained to meet the

countries needs."

Mr. Baumgardt said "VISTA
also wants people with college
degrees and the only exception is

individuals who have a mechanical
skill or are experienced in

agriculture."

Mr King explained. "ACTION
lecls 1 college education is im-

portant because it shows a certain

training and educational ability.

Not to mention the stability and
dependence of someone who has
stuck out four years of college."

The length of service for VISTA
is one year, the Peace Corps is two.

Both organizations offer the
possibility of extension of service.

Mr Baumgardt said "VISTA
volunteers are need in four major
regions of the United States, the

Southeast. Southwest. Mid-Atlantic
and Midwest."
"The Peace Corps is in 59

countries and volunteers are
placed upon the request of the

governments of the various
countries," said Mr. King.
Though ACTION does ask for a

preference area, Mr. Baumgardt
felt that "if individuals are in-

terested and sincere in their
volunteering, they wouldn't be

concerned with preferences, only
in going where they are needed."
Mr. Baumgardt said, "VISTA is

to catagorize. motivate and
organize resource matter to

mobilize the people to research
their problems. The basic purpose
is to organize the community;
around the issues, with the com-
munity leaders So when a
volunteer leaves the program it

will continue without depending on
him."
He further said "VISTA is a

community oriented, its in every
state except Mississippi. VISTA is

also in Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, Guam and American
Samoa."

"When communities request
volunteers, they submit the
proposal to Washington and
commit themselves to backing up
the volunteers," according to Mr.
Baumgardt.
Mr. King said. "The Peace Corps

offers people a chance to live in

another culture and travel. It also
makes you realize that people of

the world are not ignorant or
illiterate, despite the image that

we are often given."

He said "There should be no fear
involved in going in to another
culture The Peace Corps provides

you with a three month training

[>oriod in the area you are to serve.
There are cross cultural studies,

you are told of the basic cultural

level and standard of living, as well

as the nature of your duties and
what is expected of you."

In the area of health, Mr. King
said, "every precaution is taken,
you can become a pincushion with
so many shots. ACTION has one of

the best medical plans I know."
To those who feel they are small

time diplomats for the U.S. Mr.
King replies, "The government
doesn't teach in the classrooms it's

you in the classrooms or whatever
situation you are assigned. Yet you
find that it is really an education to

look at the country from the out-

side in and whether you want to

deal with it or not, black, white,
green or orange you are
Americans and you have American
attitudes."

In the area of allowances, both
the Peace Corps and VISTA pay
according to the standard of living

in the area to which you are
assigned.

( Continued on P. 3)
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She's Champion
Of Over 2 Billion

Diane Luciani:

I Staff I'holo l»aw L«»
Even the world's champion must practice.

By MIKE KNEELAND
Freshman Diane Luciani can twirl a baton better than 2 73 billion

people. She is the reigning world's champion.
< >flered scholarships to such schools as 01' Miss, and Texas Tech

Diane chose UMass because of its proximity to her Revere home
and its good physical education department"
She first became interested in twirling at the age of 10 but didn't

start competing until she was 12. "That's very late," she says "I
was competing against girls who'd been twirling for 6 or 8 years

"

Diane performs with the University Marching Band. She prac-
tices « hours each day as she has been for the past 6 years
She says the hardest trick is rolls, a rather complicated

maneuver that sends the baton twirling around the shoulders It
requires pertect balance and complete bodv control.
Diane was barely 17 when she entered the world championship

tournament held at Notre Dame She competed against 20 000
twirlers before 100.000 spectators
"The crowd was with me." the 5-fl. twirler recalls -I looked

really young and I'm small. Crowds like dark horses like Olca
Korbul in Munich."
Diane entered the final round tied for first place with a Japanese

Hul "She had hern working for the title a long time." Diane says
"Competing for a world's championship is something else Vou

can he so nervous that you don't know what you're going to do
next " She won.
Diane will represent the University at the Miss College Majorette

ill America Pageant in Notre Dame this Januarv She will not trv to
retain her world's championship

< \£Z£ s,Mer
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Board Of Governors

Travel Bureau In CC
Bj BRIAN COOK

In a meeting of the Services
Committee of the Campus Center
'CO Board of Governors
yesterday, a move to accept a bid
from the Central Travel Bureau for
space on the third floor level of the
('(' was unanimously accepted.
According to Howard Levin,

chairperson of the services
committee. "This will be a full
service travel agency (land, water,
and air travel) which will bring in
a lot of revenue to the Campus
Center and thus help to keep
student fees down " The Board of
Governors will meet Thursday
evening at 6 30 in room 917 of the
Campus Center to vote on final
acceptance of the bid
"The present bus ticket service

operated by the CC at the third
floor lobby desk will continue."

said Levin, "because we make a
good commission on these tickets."
The new agency, expected to

move in within the next 30 days if

accepted, will offer advantages
such as verified airline tickets,
confirmed airline, hotel, car!
rental, tour. etc. reservations, and
flexible service hours including an
emergency answering service
which will allow members of the
University community to make
travel arrangements at any time of
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Truth In Lending
ByAVIS YUM

The Western Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (WMPIRG) has met with
representatives of the State Bank Commissioner and
the Attorney General in Boston in response to its

release of a study which it said documents
widespread violations of the Massachusetts Truth-in-
Lending Act concerning bank interest rates.
Jonathan Z. Souweine, WMPIRG staff attorney

told the Collegian that WMPIRG had received an
invitation to meet with a representative of State Bank
Commissioner Freda P. Koplow, and a second in-
vitation from Herbert Goodwin, a representative of
the Attorney General.
Of the meeting with the representative of State

Bank Commissioner Koplow, Souweine said,
"Although we were in substantial agreement on
many issues, we were in disagreement on more than
one point and accordingly they've taken the matter
under advisement."

At the meeting with Herbert Goodwin, Souweine
said the Attorney General's representative indicated
his interest in resolving the problem and said that he
would fake it under advisement with his staff.
Presently WMPIRG is waiting to hear further from

both parties.

The Commonwealth's first-in-the-nation Truth-in-
Lendmg Act of 1966. revised in 1969, requires banks to
disclose standard information regarding interest
rates on loans. When discussing a loan with the public
this law requires them to quote the annual percentage
interest rate.

Souweine said it requires banks to communicate
rates using an actuarial method of figuring the cost.
The consumer can thus easily compare interest costs
among banks since they are all in actuarial terms.
He said that banks by quoting a interest rate not

based on the formula specified in the law can seem to
offer cheaper loans than a competitor who uses the
specified method, white actually charging more for

borrowed money.
In late September WMPIRG and its Boston-based

affiliate, the Eastern Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (Mass PIRG East) conducted a
survey of 470 banks.

Their joint report, "Truth-in-Lending in
Massachusetts", showed violations of the law by 25
percent of the banks surveyed in eastern Mass. and of
46 percent of banks canvassed in the state's four
western counties.

The report stated that, "Despite the intention of the
Truth-in-Lending Law the average consumer con-
tinues to be frustrated in attempts to compare in-
terest rates on loans. And those banks which make
the extra effort to comply with the applicable laws
face regular discrimination at the hands of those
banks less scrupulous in this regard."
Robert S. Leadbetter, head of consumer finance for

the State Banking Commission as quoted in Boston
University's "The Daily Free Press", said state law
is not violated when interest rates are stated in other
than actuarial terms.

According to Leadbetter, the law pertains only to
advertised interest rates. Communicating rates in
other than actuarial terms violates "the spirit" of the
Truth-in-Lending law, but does not actually violate
the statute, he said.

In the report the PIRG groups urged the Division of
Banks, the state agency principally charged with
responsibility for enforcing the law, to adopt stronger
remedial measures for violators.

They also recommended dissemination of public
information to alert consumers to possible deception
by banks and suggested legislative review to
determine the need for reforming the current Act.
The survey was conducted by 25 students from

twelve Massachusetts colleges and universities and
by staff members of the two Nader-inspired
organizations.

Tentative Set Of Procedures
Planned For Graduate Grievances

By BILLBROWN
University Graduate Research

Assistants and Teaching
Assistants who feel a problem in
their work situation, and are
stymied in attempts to correct it,

may soon have a written set of
guidelines to protect their rights
and establish procedures to deal
with their grievances. Robert
Chew. Director of Graduate
Student Services, has devised a
tentative set of procedures which
he hopes to have revised and
presented in the near future to the
Graduate Student Senate for ap-
proval.

The plans are based on three

can be solved on a personal level

between the student and the
professor. But, if things can not be
worked out there, the next step is to
work through the department
chairman, the dean, and finally the
particular graduate school.
"These guides are not designed

to be a definitive legal code, but
more of a helpful procedural aid to
both sides in any dispute." said
('hew "I'd like to have them in-

corporated into the Graduate
Student Handbook that this office
publishes every year. If it is ap-
proved soon it could be operational
by this Spring."

It should be remembered that
lundamental rights. The first right we hope that the problems can be
IW •! 1,1... I .... ..I ..... _f •!. .. 1 • .. . _is a presumption of non-guilt. No
one can be fired until all remedies
of appeal have been used and the
person is proven guilty. The second
right involves a speedy completion
of the proceedings. This normally
involves two weeks time for each
step of the appeals process. Finally
the student has a right to be
present at all proceedings and to
have access to legal counsel
Oiew horv>v fhpf rnnul problems

the day.

In addition. Central Travel will

accept personal checks and credit
cards, and offer both on the job and
in classroom student career
training programs in the travel
business. The agency has also
agreed to work with the Hotel.
Restaurant, and Travel Depart-
ment on campus.

In other business, the services

(Continued on P. 3)

resolved on the personal level, but
there should be some way to
protect the rights previously not
written into T.A. and R.A. con-
tracts. Any graduate student who
has ideas on the subject will be
welcome to offer his suggestions.
This is not intended to be a rigid
permanent type of document. Our
main hope is to make this more
aboveboard for Graduate students
doing T.A.'s or R.A.'s; to know
what they are expected to do and
what their rights are under their
contracts."

The idea that Research and
Teaching Assistants needed some
written and concrete assurances of
their rights was brought out lasi
year when a Research Assistant,
Frank Skinner, had his contract

TBring Moe!
Tonight at 6 o'clock in room 901 Campus Center there will be a meeting

of the Distinguished Visitors Program to discuss whether or not to bring

toZJESi
S
i°°

gf «
H
°u

ard t0 UMass A11 interested students "4invited to attend and offer their opinions on the topic.

terminated because of a "per-
sonality conflict". Although he was
entitled to a fair hearing under
terms of his University contract,
he felt that the "due process" was
not as equitable as it could be in

balancing the students interest
with that of the professor's. The
problem was eventually resolved
last Spring, not to anyone's
complete satisfaction. Frank
Skinner received partial com-
pensation for his efforts, and is

doing research at another
university, while the idea of im-
proving Graduate Students' rights
was temporarily left hanging.
A committee of faculty, ad-

ministrators, and graduate
students began work on the writing
of procedural policies, last spring,
and presented a revised article to
Chew. After incorporating the
suggestions of those who have still

to review the tentative plan, it will
be passed on to the Graduate
Student Senate for discussions and
any necessary changes.
"Frank Skinner certainly could

have been helped by these
guidelines." said Chew. "In fact, I

don't think a situation such as his
could exist now using a similar set
of rules. We had a case this sum-
mer that somewhat resembled
Frank's, and although it has not
been completely resolved, the
major hangups have been
eliminated and the process is a lot
smoother."

"Something for Everyone 9 '
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I AST a PERFORMANCES
Thurs.Nov.8. Fri..\ov.9.

Sat.. Nov. 10

"Jacques Brtl It Alive

* Well * lMn9

in Paris"

Music by Jacques Brel
Kartlett Auditorium N p.m.
lor info. & Ticket Res. (all
.")I."i-l'."i7!» .Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m.

presents

JOHN MAYAU
appearing on

Sunday. November 25
with

special guest artist
Bruce Springsteen

appearing on
Monday, November 26

with
special guest artist

Maria Muldaur

Baths shows; 8 :00 p.m. At Curry Hicks Cage
Tickets: I:,..*, Available a, Student Union Lobby Counter

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
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Take Part
In A Walkathon
On Nov. 17, a lot of people who care will walk for the adolescents

of Belchertown State School.
Beginning at Sheldon Field in Northampton a group of

Belchertown volunteers, area college and high school students, and
residents of Amherst and Belchertown and surrounding com-
munities will walk the 20 miles along Route 9 to Belchertown State
School.

The purpose of this walkathon is two-fold: to raise $15,000 to
revitalize structures and programs in the adolescent training unit
at the school (D Building) and to raise awareness about mental
retardation.

Persons wishing to take part in the walkathon will be sponsored
by others who are willing to donate a certain amount of money per
mile walked. Sponsors decide what their donation will be and
walkers will be sponsored by many donors.
There will be refreshments and entertainment on route.
Information about the walkathon can be obtained at a table set up

on the concourse level of the Campus Center or by calling Ken
Spiegelman at 253-7461, Jay Cleary at 253-5897, or Steve Scheibel at
3237611

Northern Educational Services

Helping People In The City

Travel Agency

Will Be Full Service
(Continued from P. 2)

committee considered requests for
tables to sell goods in the Campus
Center complex. Conflict arose
concerning violation of policy in

granting tables.

For instance, a group desiring to

sell home baked items on the
concourse level would be in

competition with the CC Food
Services department and this is not
allowed unless the department has
no objections in which case an
exception to the rule is made.
A student employed at the bus

garage wanted a table for her hand
crafted wares even though her non-
student friend would be manning
the table a majority of the time
which again is in violation of table
policy requiring her to be there
most of the time. Her request was
finally granted on the grounds that

the Campus Center is set up to

serve the students and rules can be
bent when absolutely necessary to

help a student in desperate need.
The table applicant claimed she
could not support herself and
school costs with her present job

alone.

Information concerning the
process of obtaining a table and the

rules involved can be obtained
from Howard Levin or anyone on
the services committee located in

room 817.

In related action, the committee
mentioned the possibility of

opening certain rooms (such as the

Commonwealth Room) to craft

vendors after Thanksgiving.
Consideration of good quality,

large size coin-operated student
lockers will be discussed next
week.

By FRITS GEURTSEN
N.E.S.? National Entomology

Society? Norwegian Emigration
Service? No, actually the letters

stand for Northern Educational
Services. A confusing name,
however, is not the biggest
problem of the Service. They need
twice as many people as they now
have.

NES is a student run tutoring
program which involves UMass
students spending several hours a
week tutoring an inner-city child in

Springfield. The Service is run by a
Coordinating Committee of which
Paula Manning is president. She
recounted the history of NES:
"NES was formed in Springfield

about eight years ago under a
Federal grant. UMass was not
involved with it yet. The Service
consisted of five or six neigh-
borhood centers and storefront
places, which offered tutoring for
school-age children and a day-care
program for pre-schoolers. Its

funds were cut back in '72 so that
they could only maintain one
center, on State Street. Eventually
it closed just like the others and the
Service moved into a church, also
on State Street."

"We at UMass, who have been
with NES for several years now,
decided that this wasn't enough
and so we offered our services to

existing community centers, and
were accepted. We presently
operate four different sites":

North End Community Center -

students at this center work on
Tuesday or Wednesday evenings
from seven to nine. The tutoring
here is for junior and senior high
school students, mostly of Spanish
background, primarily in the fields

of reading improvement and
mathematics.
South End Community Center -

the time involved here is weekdays
from three to five. The children
range from six to twelve years of
age and are tutored either
separately or in small groups.

Hill Recreational Program (De
Berry School) - this is the most
structured and intensive of the
four programs and students
tutoring here do so two days a week
(Tuesdays and Thursdays) from
three to five. A supervisor is on
hand to assist and advise the tutor.

The program, for children between
six and twelve, stresses reading
readiness.

// Takes ACTION To Get Results
(Continued from P. 1)

Mr. King is also recruiting for

minorities he said "Presently
under 1 per cent minorities;
meaning poor white, black,
Spanish surnames and orientals
are in the Peace Corps. I feel

personally this is unfortunate. The
Peace Corps offers avenues for

introduction into a new culture.
VISTA also offers numerous op-
portunities that should be taken
advantage of."

He said "I see minorities caught
up in a "success nuerosis crisis."

They get their degree and think in

terms of mobility, taking the first

job that comes along.

Why not the Peace Corps or
VISTA 9

Its a short time for what
you get out of it and in the long run
you will make your money."
Mr King continued, "More

minorities should except the

challenge and reap the benefits as
whites do You exploit yourself, it's

you in the classroom you are doing
something: not capitalism. Its an
opportunity to explore yourself and
be yourself."

Judy Rosen a former VISTA
volunteer said "The opportunities

after service help in your
professional field. In some cases it

is an aid in getting into graduate
schools who ant practical work to

back your academics."
Mr King said "The Peace Corps

experience shows qualification lot-

jobs in that you have the strength,

will power and patience You are

not so rushed and you have more
understanding. You can get things
done and that's the name of the
game."
Mr. King stated "Its not all ice

cream and cake. Meaningful
change has to take place over time
and be instituted into the culture.
But we can begin to deal with the
problem and work on their

solutions. This is our objective."
The table will remain up to the

end of this week, for people who
have any questions. For those who
need more time to think about
"ACTION" the representatives
will return to campus Feb. 19, 20
and 21, 1974 again setting up a
booth and will conduct personal
interviews April 16 and 17, 1974.

Springfield YWCA - open week-
days from three to five, this center
is geared for children from
Spanish-speaking backgrounds,
between the ages of eight and
thirteen. In additional to normal
tutoring methods, tutors are able
to use arts and crafts, educational
games, sports and so forth.

The South End Center presently
has enough tutors, but the North
End and Hill Program both are in

need of tutors. The YWCA needs
tutors as well as people willing to

help with arts and crafts and
sports.

Two years ago there were three
hundred UMass tutors; last year
this figure dropped to a mere forty
students. Though it has risen to a
hundred students this semester,
the NES would like to see at least

two hundred involved in the
program.
When asked why students get

involved with the tutoring service,
Paula Manning said "About half of
the students are doing it for credit -

either through the Sylvan Area
Colloquium or through various
departments such as Psychology
or Human Development. There are

also quite a few who do the tutoring
to fulfill a requirement for their
major, either as a course in itself

or as a project. And then, of course,
it's a great experience for those
who are interested in going into
education, or think that they might
be."

As far as getting credit for

tutoring, she said "We originally
worked through the School of
Education but that didn't work out
very well. Now we're linked with
the Sylvan Area Colloquia
program, but we're hoping to be
able to offer our own credit next
year."

It is still possible for people to
become involved with NES this
semester. It does not matter what
your major is at UMass; in fact,
tutors don't even have to be
students. A knowledge of Spanish
is helpful, but not necessary.
Anyone interested in tutoring or
wishing more information can call
545-0575 or visit the NES office,
which is located in Room 426A of
the Student Union. Their office is

open Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays in the afternoons.
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Richardson: "Further Probing

Wouldn't Hurt Nixon"
By JOHN CHADWICK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-Elliot L.

Richardson testified yesterday
that even if all of ousted special

Watergate prosecutor Archibald
Cox's investigations had led to

indictments, there would have
been "nothing inflicting any ad-
ditional damage on the White
House or the President.''

"No very shattering impacts
would have occurred," said the

former attorney general, who
resigned rather than carry out
President Nixon's order to fire

Cox.

He testified there was a feeling

among the White House staff that

Cox was "a ravenous beast whose
appetite was insatiable" and said
they were constantly getting
complaints from Republicans
about "why they were letting that

guy Cox roam all over the place."
As a result, Richardson told the

Senate Judiciary Committee, he
received "chronic complaints"
from the White House that Cox was
trying to carry his investigations

beyond his assigned jurisdiction.

Richardson said "the sad
aspect" of it was that a little more
cooperation would have expedited
the investigation, avoided a
cataclysmic upheaval in the
Justice Department and, so far as
he knew, "would not have
significantly affected the over-all

picture of what occurred."
Chairman James O. Eastland, D-

Miss.. asked Richardson if he
thought Cox was fired because he
was on the trail of "some sen-
sational stuff."

"Nothing essentially new or
radically different from what had
publicly emerged was in the works
that I know of," Richardson
replied.

He said the "crunch arose" over
the President's proposal to with-
draw Cox's authority to bring court
challenges to claims of executive

I At* Wirephotoi

GIVING HIS SIDE-Former Watergate special prosecutor Ar-
chibald Cox delivers testimony before a House Judiciary sub-
committee on Capitol Hill.

privilege for White House tapes,
notes and memoranda of
presidential conversations.

Richardson told the committee
that Nixon should waive executive
privilege and commit himself to

making available to a special

prosecutor all tapes and other
materials relevant to the
Watergate and related in-

vestigations.

"I see no other way at this

juncture of providing the
reassurance necessary that the
special prosecutor is going to get to

the bottom of these matters,"
Richardson said.

If Nixon specifically commits
himself to make available
Watergate tapes and documents
and states he will not assert

executive privilege to prevent
access to such materials, then the

manner in which a special
prosecutor is appointed and is

subject to removal becomes
secondary, Richardson said.

He said that on both con-
stitutional and practical grounds,
he favored appointment of a
special prosecutor by the
President, subject to Senate
confirmation, rather than by the

courts as provided in legislation

sponsored by many congressmen.
Richardson testified at the

committee's inquiry into Nixon's
firing of Cox as special prosecutor.

Richardson himself resigned as
attorney general rather than carry
out Nixon's instructions to dismiss
Cox.

Nixon's Secretary Receives

Watergate Subpoena
By HARRY F.ROSENTHAL

\ssociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON < \P)-President

Nixon's long-time personal
secretary. Rose Mary Woods, was
notified yesterday she will be
called to testify about her review of
the subpoenaed Watergate tapes.
Chief CS District Court Judge

John J Sirica, presiding over a
fact finding hearing into two
Watergate-related recordings the
White House says never were
made, interrupted the fourth day of
proceedings to sa\

"As long as we're going into this

detail, will someone please get
word to Miss Woods that she will be
• ailed as a witness in this case?"
Douglas Parker, a White House

lawyer, said he assumes Miss
Woods will be permitted to testify.

The White House deferred
comment and Miss Woods was not
available tor comment.

Presidential aide Stephen V. Hull
testified that Miss Woods reviewed
some of the nine tapes sought in the
subpoenas, frequently typing at -the

same time

But Hull repeatedly refused to

say whether Miss Woods was
making a transcript and said he
didn't even ask

•I intentionally did not do this

because it was not my business.

he said

Meanwhile. the Senate
Watergate committee sought to

determine whether Nixon would
meet with panel members to give

his account of Watergate

Committee chairman Sam .1

Ervin will be willing to mei t with

ll,r ('resident a» the Whiv House

and not require him to testify

under oath.

Sen. Lowell P. Weicker Jr., R-
Conn , who proposed the meeting,
said a public record of such a
meeting should be published af-

terward.
The White House had no direet

comment on the proposed meeting,
but a spokesman said Nixon in-

tends to deal with Watergate
matters "in a clear and fair way."

In another action, the committee
heard public testimony from four

witnesses called by Republican
members to discuss so-called dirty
tricks allegedly perpetrated
against the Nixon re-election
campaign last year.

Bull said Miss Woods began
listening to the tapes and typing
Sept 29 at Camp David, Md., and
continued this work the next week
in Washington and through the
following weekend at Key
Biscayne, Fla., where Nixon has a
home

"REAL TEARS"

in the HATCH

Thurs. & Fri.

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

McGovern Cover-Up

Cited In Hearings
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AP) — The Senate Watergate committee was told

yesterday of a cover-up incident in Sen. George McGovern 's California

campaign organization. The testimony came as the panel probed for

Democratic dirty tricks during the 1972 presidential campaign.

Committee counsel, meanwhile, were instructed to make a renewed

effort to set up a meeting at which members of the committee could

question President Nixon about the Watergate scandal and other com-

paign activities.

Michael Heller, a 19-year-old Mount Hood, Ore., Community College

student, testified that he worked in the Democrats for Nixon headquar-

ters in the Los Angeles Jewish community.

McGovern workers in the same neighborhood helped distribute

numerous anti-Nixon leaflets, he said, including one he termed "as low

and dirty as you can get."

That leaflet, introduced as an exhibit, was headlined "Nixon is Treyf"

and was attributed to the Jewish Campaign to End the Indochina

Holocaust. Treyf is a Yiddish word meaning not kosher, unclean or, as a

later witness interpreted it in context, "Nixon is a no-goodnick."

The leaflet contained a statement that "Nixon brings the ovens to the

people rather than the people to the ovens," a reference to the Nazi

slaughter of Jews during World War II and perhaps, as committee
counsel Samuel Dash suggested, a comparison of American use of

napalm in Indochina with Hitler's use of crematoria.

The committee then called Paul Brindze, a law student at the

University of California at Los Angeles, who testified that he was in

charge of the McGovern campaign headquarters in the same neigh-

borhood where Heller worked for Nixon.

Brindze said a man who identified himself as a member of a radical

Jewish group against the war came to the headquarters and asked to

have duplicated 3,000 copies of the leaflet which was promoting a rally

against a local Jewish candidate who had endorsed Nixon.
Brindze testified he gave permission for the copies to be made on an

office machine, but told the man he was acting unofficially, contrary to

McGovern campaign policy and would not permit his workers to help
distribute the leaflets.

Later, after news reports appeared charging that the McGovern
campaign helped organize the anti-Nixon rally, Brindze was called to

explain his actions to his superiors, he testified.

Brindze said there was some discussion of whether he should be fired

But it was decided later that a 16-year-old McGovern volunteer, who had
operated the duplicating machine when the leaflet was run off, would
"take the rap" for him and stay away from the headquarters for a week
or so, Brindze testified.

McGovern officials then told the press the person responsible had been
dismissed, Brindze said.

Chairman Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C, said after a committee executive
session yesterday morning that panel lawyers would contact White House
counsel to determine whether the President would meet with the com-
mittee.

Nixon would not be made to testify under oath and the panel members
would meet with him at the While House if necessary, Ervin said.
The meeting was called to consider a proposal by Sen. Lowell P.

Weicker Jr., R-Conn., that the committee offer to meet with Nixon at the
White House and publish a record of the proceedings afterward.
Vice chairman Howard H. Baker Jr. R-Tenn., promised at the outset of

the dirty tricks phase of the hearings several weeks ago that the
Republicans would expose a number of cases involving Democrats.
Yesterdays session was the only one set aside for that purpose, and

Baker was the only minority member to question witnesses during the
morning session.

In other Watergate-related developments:
-Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn., introduced 40 affidavits into the

record of the Senate Watergate committee hearings. The affidavits detail
various efforts to disrupt Nixon's re-election campaign.

"WAFFLE-STOMPERS"

by DUNHAM

ft0U£&
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BOOT CELLAR"
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WEST OF PHNOM PEHN. - CAMBODIA REBELS - Cambodian government troops watch three

captured Khmer Rouge soldiers — two of them women — who were taken during fighting along Route 4
west of Phnom Pehn, recently. The embattled Route 4 is Phnom Pehn's vital link to the port city of
Kompong Som

The Mid-East War

Shooting Continues;
Kissinger Arrives In Cairo

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israeli and Egyptian troops traded small-arms fire

across the Suez cease-fire line yesterday, and Syria
reported Israeli jets fired rockets at Syrian positions

on the Golan Heights.

The cracks in the Middle East cease-fire were

reported as Arab leaders worked out arrangements

for a summit conference in Algeria late next week
and envoys from Washington and Moscow toured the

Mideast.
Informed sources in Cairo and sources close to the

U.N. peace effort said there was Egyptian and Israeli

military movement along the Suez Canal front.

In Paris, Egyptian foreign affairs adviser
Mohamed H. el-Zayyat told newsmen at a luncheon
yesterday that "there is a great danger we'll see a
resumption of hostilities" in the Middle East if the
U.N. cease-fire resolution "is not applied."

U. S. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger arrived
yesterday night in Cairo an the third stop of a Mideast
peace mission. The Cairo trip followed stops in

Morocco, where he conferred with King Hassan II,

and in Tunis.

Following a meeting with Tunisian President Habib
Bourguiba, he scheduled meetings with President
Anwar Sadat of Egypt in Cairo today. Egyptian
government spokesman Ahmed Anis said Kissinger's
talks with Sadat would be "of paramount im-
portance."
Soviet Deputy Fireign Minister Vasily Kuznetsov

was also traveling in the search for a peace set-

tlement. He held talks in Damascus with Syrian
leaders amid reports his next stop would be Baghdad.

In Tel Aviv it was announced that Israel had
authorized a 50-truck convoy to carry badly needed
food and water to the 20,000 men of the 3rd Army
stranded behind Israeli lines.

The convoy was in addition to the first 125-truck
supply fleet approved by Israel 10 days ago under
pressure from Washington. Word of the new convoy
reached the tense cease-fire front just as the last

seven trucks of the original convoy were being
unloaded.

Israel announced that 1,854 Israeli soldiers had
been killed in the Middle East fighting, the largest toll

in any conflict with the Arabs since the first fight for
independence in 1948, when nearly 5,000 died.
A spokesman for U.N. peacekeeping forces said U.

N troops had been unable to deploy into Israeli-held
areas of the Sinai Desert because "the Israelis are
still examing the practical aspects of their support to

the U.N. emergency forces." He did not elaborate.
He said Egypt has given the U.N. forces a map

showing positions of Israeli and Egyptian armies
when the first Mideast cease-fire went into effect Oct
22.

Egypt demands that Israel pull back to this position
before there can be any exchange of prisoners or
other steps taken toward a peace settlement. The
Israelis apparently have yet to supply their map of
the Oct. 22 line, which the U.N. forces are under in-,

st ructions to restore.

Election Results

Are In Early
By CARL P. LEUBSDORF

AP Political Writer
Democrat Brendan T. Byrne swept to a landslide victor in New Jersey,

while conservative Republican Mills E. Godwin Jr. maintained a narrow
lead in Virginia as returns poured in yesterday night from the nation's
two off-year governor's races.

In Virginia Godwin moved into the lead over liberal Lt. Gov. Henry E
Howell Jr., his independent opponent.
With politicians and analysts watching for signs of a Watergate impact

Democrats appeared to be making a strong showing.
In New York City, veteran Democratic Comptroller Abraham D.

Beame easily defeated three opponents to win the mayoralty held for
eight years by John V. Lindsay who did not seek re-election. The 67-year-
old Beame will be New York City's first Jewish mayor.

In New Jersey, where Byrne piled up a record-breaking margin and led
Democrats to control both houses of the legislature, a party leader
claimed the victory stemmed from widespread voter dissatisfaction with
President Nixon over Watergate and other matters.
A similar claim came from Kentucky, where Democrats retained the

Louisville mayoralty and swept five offices in neighboring Jefferson
County.

In Philadelphia, Democrats recaptured two major city offices. F.
Emmett Fitzpatrick ousted two-term Republican District Atty. Arlen
Specter after a campaign in which he denounced Specter's role as Nixon's
1972 Pennsylvania campaign head.

In Minneapolis, Democrat A] Hofstede, a 33-year-old former alderman,
upset two-term independent Mayor Charles Stenvig, a former police
detective who was seeking a third term.

In Virginia, the Democrats had no candidate for governor in a state
they had long dominated though both of the contenders had spent most of
their lives in Democratic ranks.
With 1,636 of 1,832 precincts tallied, the vote stood Godwin 466,132,

Howell 455,480

Godwin, 58. was the states Democratic governor from 1965 to 1969 but
backed Nixon in 1972 and switched to the GOP this vear. Howell, 53, won
the state's No. 2 post as a- independent in 1971.
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Mass. Elections Show Mayoral Upsets
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Mayoral upsets in three

Massachusetts cities and two in

Connecticut highlighted municipal
elections in New England
yesterday, while Maine and Rhode
Island voters appeared to favor the

establishment of state lotteries.

A controversial proposal to give
Maine the first state power
authority in New England trailed

by a substantial margin as
counting continued late Tuesday
night and appeared headed for

defeat.

Vermont was the only New
England state without elections

yesterday.

Incumbent mayors in Brockton,
Beverly and Westfield. Mass., lost

re-election bids.

Rhode Island voters rejected
constitutional amendments
proposing a four-year term for the

state's constitutional officers and a

pav hike for legislators.

Five other proposed amend
ments, including one repealing the

ban on a state lottery, were ap-

proved, and three incumbent
mayors seeking re-election were
returned to office.

David E Crosby, a Democrat,
defeated incumbent Republican

Mayor Richard L. Wainwright in

Brockton's municipal election

Tuesday.
Unofficial returns gave Crosby

11.313 votes to 8,280 for Wain-
wright.

Democrats also swept all city

council and school committee
seats.

Wainwright had charged the

council with hampering his efforts

to rejuvinate the city, while the
challenger said the mayor shouia
take a more salesmanlike ap-
proach to the city's problems.
Incumbent Arthur J. Clark won

re-election as mayor over
challenger Joseph T. Maguire in

Waltham's election Tuesday.
The unofficial vote was 8,72 to

4.252.

Maguire, president of the city
council, challenged the mayor's
credibility during the campaign
and alleged conflicts of interest.

James A. Vitale, mayor of
Beverly between 1967 and 1969,

won election over incumbent
Mayor Herbert F. Grimes
Tuesday.

Vitale lost elections to Grimes in

1969 and 1971.

With % per cent of the city's

precincts reporting, former U.S.
Rep Louise Day Hicks topped the
field of candidates for Boston City
Council late Tuesday.
Mrs Hicks had collected 43,164

(Continued on P. 6>
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The Fuel Crisis

Their War-We Need "Wartime" Controls
By STAN BENJAMIN

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

United States is preparing for

"wartime" fuel controls, because
of somebody else's war.

The Arab nations' effort to

separate arch-enemy Israel from
her friends bv cutting off their oil

now threatens to leave the United
States short of 14 to 20 percent of its

petroleum needs within a few
months, government officials

warn.
The loss may force the govern-

ment to ration fuels, to order
businesses to close early, and
curtail pleasure driving. Oil

companies also may be ordered to

increase production, and power
plants told to convert from oil to

coal. Clean-air programs may be
temporarily scrapped to permit
burning of dirtier fuels.

Such measures already have
been proposed by Sen. Henry M.
Jackson, D-Wash. Parallel
proposals are in preparation by the

Nixon administration.

As late as mid-October, when the

United States had only its own
petroleum bottlenecks to worry
about, the administration was
clinging to voluntary fuel-saving as
a reasonable hope for getting

through the winter.

"It's an entirely different

More
Mayoral
Results

(Continued from P. 5)

votes followed by incumbents
Christopher A. Iannella, 40,862;

Lawrences. DiCara, 39,348; Albert
L. ONeil, 37,706; Joseph Tiernev.
32,483; Gerald F. OLeary, 32.214,

and Frederick C Langone, 30, 925;
Thomas M. Connolly Jr., 29,630 and
incumbent patrick F. McDonough
29,115.

With 65 per cent of the returns in,

incumbent school committeeman
John J. Kerrigan led the field for

re-election with 25,643 votes,
followed by Rep. Joseph Kearney,
25,352; newcomer Kathleen
Sullivan, 21,746, and incumbents
John J. McDonough, 18,364. and
Paul Tierney, 16.886.

Mayor Theodore D. Mann of
Newton and Mayor Byron J.

Mathews of Newburyport both won
re-election

In another upset, John Rhodes, a
high school teacher, defeated
three-term Westfield incumbent
Mayor John Palzenski.

New Bedford Mayor John A.

Markey won his second term
Tuesday over challenger Sylvester
Sylvia, housing assistant director
of the state Department of Com-
munity Affairs.

Sylvia challenged the in-

cumbent's tax policies during the

campaign
John Rhodes, a high school

teacher, pulled a major upset
Tuesday be defeating incumbent
Mayor John Palczynski
Rhodes. 28, is a mathematics

teacher-football coach who never
had run for office before.

Palczynski, 44, was seeking his

fourth term
The main issue in the campaign

was planning for the city's growth.
Attleboro Mayor Raymond L.

Macomber won reflection by a
two-to-one margin in unofficial

returns over former City Coun-
cillor John H. Parker, and New
Bedford Mayor John A Markey
won a second term against
challenger Sylvester Sylvia

Holyoke elected Mayor William
S Taupicr.
Mayor John J Buckley won re-

election Tuesday following a

lackluster campaign against

challenger Albert S Previtc.

Buckley received 12.757 votes, with

7.H.')3 for 1'revite

Mayor James K Milano won a

second term in a three-way race

Tuesday
He defeated Richard Marchese.

21, a city alderman and Mary C.

Twomey. a perennial candidate

situation now," says Duke R.

Ligon, director of the Interior

Department's Office of Oil and
Gas. "The level of severity may
certainly be increased.

"Before," he said, "we were
talking about distributing any fuels

that might be available over and
above last year's levels.

"Now, we're talking about
having to cut back on fuel con-
sumption underneath the 1972
levels."

Before the Arab oil cut-off, Ligon
ard other experts predicted the

nation would fall short of its home
heating oil needs by at least 100,000

barrels a day, or possibily as much
as 800,000 barrels a day depending
on cold weather, refinery break-
downs and other factors.

The Arab cut-off, however,
dwarfs the original shortage
estimate, threatening the United
States with loss of some 2 million to

2.5 million barrels of petroleum

each day.

By mid-November, Ligon said,

the effects will begin being felt.

The shortage already has hit

Europe. Belgium and the
Netherlands have banned Sunday
driving to counter reductions of

Arab petroleum Other countries

are contemplating other measures.
Europe's shortage is indirectly

hitting the United States through
the fuel requirements of its 6th

Fleet in the Mediterranean.
Tankers of U.S. petroleum have

sailed from Norfolk, Va., to

replace fuel no longer available to

the fleet from Italian refineries.

The administration announced
last week that the Pentagon, which
normally buys about half its

petroleum abroad, has been given
first priority to purchase U.S.
domestic petroleum, breaking
civilian supply contracts if

necessary.

Europe's North Atlantic Treaty

Organization forces, as well as

their home nations, depend even

more heavily on Arab oil. And so

does Japan.
Interior Secretary Rogers C.B.

Morton says if things get bad
enough for U.S. friends abroad,

this nation may have to "share

their shortage," presumably by

foregoing some available foreign

oil so others can import it.

It all adds up to this : A predicted

shortage of 100,000 to 800,000

barrels a day; a military claim on

domestic oil up to some 340,000 a

day ; the expected loss of 2 million

to 2.5 million barrels of Arab oil;

and the further loss of an unknown
amount of foreign oil to aid Europe
and Japan.
The total possible shortage is

between 2.4 million and 3.6 million

barrels, a loss of 14 to 21 per cent or

more.
That adds up to trouble.

The first fuel to reach shortage

Nixon Plans "A
Of Suggestions

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon, advised
by a key aide that voluntary measures won't be
enough to meet a mounting energy problem, plans to

outline new conservation proposals, possibly in a

television-radio address Wednesday night.

Nixon scheduled a Tuesday afternoon session with

his Cabinet to discuss energy shortages aggravated
by a cut-off of imports of Arab oil. And he will meet
with Democratic and Republican leaders of Congress
on the same subject Wednesday morning.
The White House said Nixon plans "a series of

suggestions and actions" to be accomplished both
administratively and through legislation and might
choose to do so in an address to the nation.

"It could be as early as tomorrow." Deputy Press
Secretary Gerald L. Warren said Tuesday.
The Cabinet meeting, lasting about an hour and 45

minutes, was completely devoted to energy matters.
Warren said.

Warren would not say exactly what steps the

President plans to announce. It was learned that

among possible actions under active consideration
were a 50-mile-an-hour national speed limit, year-
ai ound daylight savings time and certain restrictions

on the hours of operation of nonessential industry.

John A. Love. Nixon's energy policy adviser, has

Series
And Actions"

told the President that in the long run, he does not
believe voluntary curbs on energy consumption
would be enough to meet the problem.
During a Florida weekend and again Tuesday,

Nixon was studying option papers in a search for

ways to curtail usage of gasoline, heating and other
fuels and yet have the least impact on the daily lives

of Americans.
Warren said White House officials, but not

necessarily Nixon, would be holding a series of

meetings on energy matters this week with elected

state and local officials and representatives of

business, labor and consumer groups.
Warren also acknowledged that Nixon is weighing a

variety of potential steps aimed at dealing with his
Watergate problems with the hope of putting him
behind him

Press Secretary Ronald L Ziegler, flying here
trom Florida with Nixon Monday night, told a small
group of newsmen aboard Air Force One that Nixon
Will not resign "no matter how great the criticism

."

At one point. Ziegler said Nixon was devoting a
great deal of time to energy problems and the search
for a Middle East peace, "not to this Watergate
foolishness."

Ziegler said Tuesday he did not intend to suggest
'that the entire Watergate matter was foolishness."

status was propane gas, attacked
by sudden increases in demand
when U.S. natural gas production
stagnated. The administration
imposed mandatory wholesale
allocation last month.
The next set of fuels was the

middle distillate groups including
home heating oil, diesel and jet fuel

and kerosene. In anticipation of
winter shortages, mandatory
allocation was imposed on them
Nov. 1.

Morton said last week man-
datory allocation probably will

have to be extended to crude oil,

gasoline and other petroleum
products.

"I don't see how we can not have
some sort of program that covers
the entire barrel," he said.

Congress is already processing
legislation to require complete
allocation.

"The most critical problem"
Morton warned, "is residual oil for

electric generators on the East
Coast."

If that runs out, the result may
be electrical brownouts.
The administration has begun

efforts to develop new oil fields and
new energy sources, but results
will take years.

For the immediate future, of-

ficials say, the only recourse is to

cut consumption.
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WOODS HOLE — IT WAS ALL PRFTTY BORING 1 — Joseph and
Charlotte Kindle v. the last civilian lighthouse keepers in New
Kngland. visit the Nnhska Light at Woods Hole. Mass. After 46 years
or staring at the ocean, they observe: It was all pretty boring. They
nowlixe in retirement in Last Falmouth.
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INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., - Buildings in downtown Indianapolis explode in flames as fire broke out in the
Grant Building during the noon hour Monday. Flames were spreading to other buildings later in the
afternoon but no one was reported injured.

Maine State Power Proposal

In Early Trouble
By DAVE SWEARINGEN
Associated Press Writer

PORTLAND. Maine <AP>-The
controversial proposal to give
Maine the first state power
authority in New England ap-
peared to be in serious trouble
Tuesday, according to early
returns from statewide voting.

A second referenda question to

have this state join three others in

the region- New Hampshire,
Massachusetts and Connecticut

-

with a state lottery was running
slightly behind, with 1 per cent of

the 639 percincts reporting.

With seven precincts in. the

citizen-initiated legislation to

create a Power Authority of Maine
PAM was running behind 309 137.

The lottery question was being
disapproved by 20 votes-208-lH8.

The earliest returns came from
hamlets in Waldo. Washington.
Piscataquis and Somerset Coun-
ties The largest number of votes
cast in the precincts reporting was
:V2't in Stockton Springs, which
rejected public power 233-92.

Favoring 9-5 the public power
proposal was tiny Lakeview
Plantation in Piscataquis County.
The voting on the public power

issue ended one of the most
acrimonious and tactless cam-
paigns in Maine's political history.

Voter turnout appeared to be light

across the state.

It was a blustery late fall day
across the state-with some snow
falling in central and eastern

sections. The state election

division had predicted earlier that

only one-third of Maine's 800,000

registered voters would show at

the polls.

The power authority issue began
its stormy trail to the ballot box 18

months ago. when the Committee
tor Cheaper Electrical Hates
beaded by State Sen. Peter S.

Kelley. D-Caribou began an
initially',- /yiUum c}ri\r

Traditionally. Democrats have
favored public power while
Republicans oppose it. The
Democrats have been unable to get

the muscle necessary to enact a
power authority bill, despite
several tries in the past decade.
When Kelley appeared before the

GOP-controlled House and Senate
with petitions bearing almost
35.000 valid voter signatures,
Hepublicans initially moved to

discredit the initiated legislation.

Hut. after several weeks of in

vestigation-including the in-

terrogation of several petition

circulators by state police
detectives-the legislative
Judiciary Committee certified the

petitions with reservations, and
declared the bill properly initiated.

I rider the state constitution.

initiated bills must either be

enacted or passed directly to the

people for action, although
alternative proposals may be
placed on the same ballot The 1!<73

M-ssion chose to ignore the initiated

measure, sending it automatically
to the electorate without com-
panion proposals

The proposed Power Authority of

Maine PAM would build
generating facilities to wholesale
power at costs to existing investor-

owned power companies, as well as

federal and local governments.

Kelley's committee-restricted to

a cadre of fellow legislators and
supports-waged a vigorous, but
low-budget campaign, making a
basic claim that PAM would
reduce electric bills while
alleviating the region's growing
energy shortage.

Citizens Against a Power
Authority of Maine CAPAM-
tinanced primarily by $65,000 in

contributions from Maine's three
largest private, profitmaking
electric utilities-unleashed a media
campaign unparalleled in a state

referenda campaign.
CAPAM said PAM would in-

crease electric rates, drive the

private power companies out of

business with an inefficient

operation, and increase local
taxes
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Today Is Troy's

'Day OfReckoning
BOSTON ( AP) - A final decision by the Executive Council on whether

or not to remove Judge Jerome P. Troy from the bench of the Dorchester
District Court is scheduled to be made Wednesday morning.
There has been speculation that Councilor Patrick Sonny McDonough

may motion to postpone the vote if transcripts of the three-week hearings
are not made available, and a spokesman for Lt. Gov. Donald R. Dwight,
who chaired the hearings, said that if the motion to postpone is made, it

will be debated and voted upon.

The hearings, which ended two weeks ago, followed a decision by the
Supreme Judicial Court July 26 disbarring Troy as a lawyer and en-
joining him from sitting on the bench because of six charges of judicial
misconduct.

William G. Young, counsel to Gov. Francis W. Sargent, has said that
even if the council votes in Troy's favor, he could not return to the bench.
Young said Troy could remain a judge in name only, collecting a salary,
but not presiding in a court.
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What's The Story?

Food For Thought On The Camp
By DEBBIE BERNSTEIN

In last week's column I talked
about different academic problems
that students might be having.
Several times I mentioned that

students should see their Academic
dean. I then realized that many
students probably don't know who
their Deans are or which Dean
should be seen for a certain
problem. I've drawn up a rough
road map so that people with
academic problems can at least be
sent in the right direction.

The College of Arts and Sciences
is sub-divided into three are is:

Humanities and Fine Arts — Dean
Jerry Allen, Natural Sciences and
Mathematics — Dean Mac Edds,
and Social and Behavioral
Sciences — Dean Dean Alfange.
Their offices are located in South
College, and they can be reached at

5-2627. These three Deans deal

mainly with faculty problems,
programs, and budgets.

A student in the College of Arts
and Sciences should bring
academic problems to CASIAC.
Jim Shaw (5-0974) is the Associate
Dean of CASIAC and under him are
assistant deans who correspond to

the "faculty" Deans in South
College. They are: Steve Allen -

Science, George Sulzner - Social
and Behavioral Science, Jim
Wozniak - Humanities, and Julia

Fata - Special Programs. They can
be reached at the CASIAC number.
Students not in the College of

Arts and Sciences should bring
academic problems to the dean of

their School The other schools at

UMass are: Business Ad-
ministration - Nelson Pion, 209 SBA
(5-2852); Education - Richard
Clark. 109 Education Building (5-

1574); Engineering - Roscoe Ward,
201 East Engineering (5-0300);

Food and Natural Resources -

Ernest Buck, 116 Stockbridge Hall
(5-2890); Graduate School - Eugene
Piedmont, 217 Graduate Research
Center < 5-0666); Health Sciences
see Advisor or Director of Division
(5-0463); Physical Education -

Margaret Coffey, Curry Hicks (5-

0927).

If a student brings an academic
problem to any of these people and
feels a satisfactory solution has not
been found, the next step is the
Provost's Office.

Question: Why is the cost of food
in the Coffee Shop more expensive
than anywhere elso on campus
when it is located in a student
supported building

Answer: I'm not sure what you
mean by "anywhere else on
campus" is the Coffee Shop
compared to the Blue Wall and
Hatch, the Top of the Campus, or
the snack bars on campus.
According to Tony Leslie,

Assistant Director of Food Ser-
vices for the Campus Center, the
prices for food in the Coffee Shop,
Hatch, and Blue Wall are con-
sistant for the same products. That
is, french fries, twinkies, cokes,
etc., will cost the same — if the size

of the product is the same A
product like a hamburg cost more
in the Coffee Shop and Blue Wall
than in the Hatch because it is

almost twice the size. The reason
that the Hatch serves smaller
portions is to offer students a price

choice.

The cost of food in the Campus
Center Complex is determined by
figuring how much Food Services
has to contribute to the cost of the
building, and then estimating food
(purchasing from the outside) and
labor prices. Once this budget is

worked out, it goes before the
Student Board of Governors.
The only product in the Coffee

Shop that can be compared to the
Top of the Campus are the sand-
wiches offered at the Quickie
Lunch at T.O.C. In this instance,
the T.O.C. sandwiches cost more.
This is because the Quickie Lunch
is offered as a special service to

people who complained about the
atmosphere in the Hatch. Coffee
Shop, and Blue wall. Therefore,
people are paying for the at-

mosphere and the excess labor.
Along with the sandwich, a good
amount of potato chips are offered
at the Quickie Lunch. Tony agrees
that the prices at the Quickie
Lunch are too expensive, and
stated that they are being re-

vamped.
To find out why there is a dif-

ference in food prices between the
Campus center Food Services and
the snack bars (this includes
Whitmore. Hampden, and Wor-
cester) I spoke with Joel
Stoneham, Director of University
Food Services. Stoneham stressed
the importance in understanding
that there is no relationship bet-

ween the snack bars and Campus
Center Food Service. They are
irdependently managed and
staffed and their prices are not
competetive. Perhaps their lack of
relationship can be illustrated by-

looking at familiar restuarants in

the Amherst area. For example,
Friendly's and McManus's are
located in the same vicinity, serve
the same types of food, and cater to

the same range of customers. In

most cases their prices are fairly

close, but the price of their

products is the manager's choice.
Quantity is also a reason for

price difference in the snack bars.
While it is true that a cup of coffee
sells for 10 cents at the snack bars
and 17 cents in the Campus Center,
the size of the coffee cups are 6
ounces and 8 ounces, respectively.
Stoneham stated that the snack
bars are not subsidized, and as
long as they are not operating at a
loss, there is no reason to up the
prices to make these the same as
the Campus Center in all cases.
However, the snack bar prices are
being evaluated, and there may be
some increase by the first of the
year.

Question: Why doesn't the Blue
Wall serve sandwiches or grinders
after 2:00 p.m ?

Answer: I spoke with Dorrit
Kinder. Beverage Manager of the
Campus center, and she told me
that good news is on the way.
Hopefully by the time you read
this, the Blue Wall will be serving
sandwiches at the bar. The sand-

wich selection will start off with
tuna, turkey, and ham and cheese
for the price of 70 cents. Within
this month they will add hot items
to the menu.
The idea of serving food after

2:00 has been in the planning
stages for a while, but has been
delayed due to difficulty in getting

the proper equipment. But a

refrigerator unit has now been
received to store the cold sand-
wiches, and as soon as the radar
range comes in, the hot items will

be served, also.

Food service at the bar will begin
by at least 2:00 p.m. and continue
into the evening when the Blue
Wall opens for entertainment.
Dorrit told me that the emphasis

will not be so much on volume as it

will be on providing a service to the
Blue Wall customers. However, the
food line will be experimental in

menu and Dorritt will be very
receptive to people's suggestions
for menu items. She can be
reached at 545-0418.

"What's the Story?" will be a
regular feature in Wednesday's
Collegian. I will be looking into

various aspects of the University
system that may be of interest to or
need clarification for the
University community. I will also
answer any questions or problems

people are having within the

University. So if you are having a

hard time finding out the answer to

your question, write it down on a

piece of paper and drop it in the

"What's the Story?" box in front of

the Campus Center Store, send it

through Campus Mail to Box 6
Campus Center, or bring it to the
Ombudsman Office in room 919
Campus Center.

Debbie Bernstein is a Student
Assistant to the Ombudsman.
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tVve ALL NEW
T.O.C. SUNDAY

BUFFET
The Steamship Round is returning to the Campus
Center Sunday Buffet at no extra cost to you. As
a matter of fact, U. Mass. Students with a valid

student I.D. will receive a 10% discount on

the $4.50 price.

Sunday 4 - 8 p.m.

GRADUATE
SCHOOL IN

PSYCHOLOGY
ON YOUR MIND?
Let the Graduate Admissions Ad-
visory Piogram help you and your
advisor in the process of select-

ing, the appropriate schools (ol

the 300 + m Nortn America) to

which to apply. This computer-

ass.sted matching program run

by experienced PhD. psycholo-

gists costs about the same as an

average application fee If it saves

you one misguided application it

will save you money and head-

aches Write for free question-

naire and information

Graduate Admission*
Advisory Program
472 Ba, Road
Amherst. Mass 01002

^AP

TIRED OF DINING COMMON'S FOOD
AND LIFE IN THE DORM?
Come to SIGMA ALPHA MU

and experience co-ed living at its finest.

You won't be sorry!

WHEN? Wednesday, Nov. 7th 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 8th 8:00 p.m.

WHERE? 387 N. Pleasant St. 545-0845
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Student Activities

College Union, Entertainment

Conference To Be Held

SKI AMERICA

The UMass Student Activities

department and Campus Center
will host approximately 450
students, college and university
staff members, and represen-
tatives of film, concert, and lecture
agencies at a combined regional
conference of the Association of

College Unions-International and
the National Entertainment
Conference at the University's
Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center
November 8-11. The student and
staff delegates representing
colleges and universities from New
England and the Maritime
Provinces of Canada will par-

ticipate in workshops and
seminars concentrating on
leadership development, con-
temporary issues, student ac-
tivities, activities programming,
and governance and management
of student centers on college and
university campuses.
According to conference com-

mittee members and Hosts, Jill

Cochrane and Jim Riley, of the

UMass Student Activities office,

major highlights of the conference

will include keynote speakers
Shirley Bird Perry, past -President

of the Association of College
Unions International and Director

of the Texas Union, University of

Texas at Austin Robert McCurdy,

Legal Studies

Accepts Majors
The newly-created Legal Studies

Program will be accepting majors
who make application for the

Program. Those interested in

particulars should first go to 112

Hampshire House for information.

The office is open from 9:00 to 5:00

everyday except Wednesday when
it is open only in the afternoon.

Peter d'Errico, Di rector of the

Program, indicated that requests

to major should be completed by
Nov. 13 so that admission can be
determined by Nov. 15.

Political Science

Cocktail Hour
The Political Science Association

will sponsor a cocktail hour for

faculty and students today from 4

to 6 in room 1003 of the Campus
Center. The purpose of the event is

to give studeifts and professors a

chance to meet outside the
classroom. All undergraduates,

graduates and faculty members
are invited to attend.

Mt. Holyoke

Presents Concert
Richard and Frances Hadden,

pianists, will perform music
covering the past 285 years, both

serious and popular, on Saturday.

November 10 at 8:15 p.m. in Pratt

Auditorium. Mount Holyoke
College.

TON IT F,

&
THURSDAY MTE

"Some of my

Best Friends"

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rtr. 17. Sunderland

past Chairman of the Board of

Directors of the National En-
tertainment Conference and
Director of Student Activities at

Carnegie Mellon University in

Pittsburgh and C. Shaw Smith,

President-elect of the Association

of College Unions-International,

past Chairman of the Board of

Directors of the National En-
tertainment Conference, and

Director of College Union at
Davidson College, Davidson, North
Carolina.

Featured also will be
"showcasing" of artists presented
by member representatives of

concerts and lecture agencies
which will be evaluated by
delegates and which delegates will

have the opportunity to book for
their institutions.

1

rJAMES A.

MOKRES

Everything you need to know
to take a small budget and
parlay it into a big time How
to ski. eat and sleep tor less
money in 26 regions and 49
ski areas All the details on
packages and cut-rate tours

and a special section on the
atmosphere in areas and
hotels With 26 maps
$3 95 paper, $7 95 hardcover
At all bookstores

^

u illustrated Book
LITTLE. BROWN and COMPANY

RAHO OP
THURSDAY-N0V. 8

mmu
AT MR. SLACKS YOU'LL FIND A SELECTION OF OVER 10,000
PAIRS OF SLACKS TO CHOOSE FROM , SIZES 27 TO 60 WAIST
UP TO 36" LENGTHS, ALL AT FANTASTIC SAVINGS!!!
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WE GUARANTEE YOU
THE HIGHEST QUALITY
SLACKS AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES'"!

Not a Pair
Over $19.99

\<<?

MR. SLACKS
•BRAINTREE South Shore Plaia

'BROCKTON Weitgate Mall

'CHELSEA Parkway Plata

"DEDHAM Mall

'FALL RIVER Shopping Canter
'HAOLEV Mountain Farms Mall

'HANOVER Mall

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

HADLEY

•HYANNIS Cap* Cod Mall
•NATICK Sherwood Plata
•NORTH DARTMOUTH Mall
•SPRINGFIELD Bayitate Wait
•WORCESTER Center
•BEDFORD Mall. N H
'NASHUA Mall. N.H.
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Boston Airlines

Subject Of Controversy
Logan Crash

Pilots Might Have Known
Of Critical State

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1973

Heads Won't Allow

Service Cutbacks

BOSTON ( AP) - Investigators picking through the wreckage of a Pan
American Airways cargo jet that crashed Saturday at Logan In-

ternational Airport have turned up the first evidence that the crew knew
the plane was in a critical emergency condition.

Rudolph Kapustin. head of an investigating team from the National
Transportation Safety Board, said yesterday the investigators found a
cockpit transmitter dial set to 7700, an internationally recognized
"mayday" code.

The signal is transmitted to ground radar screens under normal con-
ditions, Kapustin said, but was not picked up on radar scopes at Logan
airport as the 707 craft made its approach.
Logan's control tower lost radio communications with the jet about

three minutes before the crash, which killed all three crew members
aboard
Kapustin said the dial had to be set individually to the four-digits of the

emergency code
it isn't just a switch that could have been knocked into place by the

force of the crash,'' he said.

He said the fire reported in the plane could have knocked out the craft's
communications with the ground.
Authorities have said that, before it apparently lost ground com-

munications, the doomed plane had radioed only that it had a fire and
needed priority clearance for a quick landing.

Boston ( \p 1 The director of

the Massachusetts Aeronautics

Commission asked yesterday that

Delta and Allegheny Airlines not

be allowed to completely drop air

service commitments to several

Massachusetts communities

"While we object strenuously to

their petition for deletion, we don't

say that these two airlines should

necessarily provide all the service

at issue." Crocker Snow told the

Civil Aeronautics Board.

"We do insist that they continue

to at least support substitute

service by commuter airlines

which would be more adapted to

the demonstrated need and less

costly," he said.

One of the hardest hit areas

would be Hyannis on Cape Cod and
the Cape Islands of Nantucket and
Martha's Vinevard.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

NOV. 6 TONIGHT 9:30
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"Flavor of
cAmeiica

Howard
Johnson's

Hadley

Daily Specials $1"
Monday: Fish Fry

Tuesday: Spaghetti Spree
Wednesday: Deep Sea Dinner
Thursday: Turkey Gobbler

Friday: Clam Fry
Seconds on us

Five Hour Truckload Sale
Today Only, 1 to 6 p.m.

Behind Beta Kappa Phi
A limited number of Delmonico 4.9 Cubic-Foot refrigerators at GIVE A WAY PRICES Of $65 to $69

C-fCVjrrf

A Delmonico 4.9 Cubic Foot compact refrigerator is

the perfect addition to your room or apartment. This
compact gives that extra convenience that makes such a
big difference in your comfort.

It's nearly 2' 2 times larger than the two cubic foot
mini refrigerators and its low purchase price will let you
and your roommate have all the refrigerator you will ever
need.

It is compact, yet has the organized storage space of
much larger, bulkier refrigerators, including a full-width
freezer at the top.

Check these features
Push button defrosting
Full width freezer

Adjustable temperature control
Vegetable crisper

Magnetic door gasket
Interior light

High resale value
Muted sound mechanism

nd then decide:

Only 33'?" high, 18" wide, 23 1 ?" deep

These nearly new refrigerators are in excellent condition and the SUPPLY IS LIMITED.

These units will be available for your inspection

this afternoon in the parking lot at the rear of

Beta Kappa Phi fraternity from 1 to 6 p.m. ONLY.

Fugitive Financier

Nabbed In Nassau

of his

Police

arrest

an

..NASSAU, BAHAMAS (AP) - Fugitive financier
Robert L. Vesco was arrested yesterday at his

Nassau bank on a federal warrant seeking his ex-

tradition to the United States.

Vesco, 37, was picked up in the offices

Bahamas Commonwealth Bank by Asst.

Commissioner John Crawley on a U.S.

warrant.

Vesco was released on $75,000 cash bond as
extradition hearing was set for next Tuesday.
Vesco's financial documents were confiscated and

he was told not to try to leave the Bahamas without
official permission.
The U.S. attorney's office said the arrest was based

on a July 20 fraud indictment accusing Vesco of

falsifying records of a firm he headed to cover up the

embezzlement of some of the firm's funds.

Vesco is also a codefendant with former U.S. Atty.

Gen. John Mitchell and ex-Commerce Secretary
Maurice Stans in a conspiracy case in which the two
former Cabinet officers are accused of obstructing
justice.

The Bahamian Atty. Gen's office said U.S.
authorities asked for the extradition on Nov. 1 and
swore out the arrest warrant the nnxt day. There was
no explanation for the delay in the arrest.

Ronald Spires, U.S. ambassador to the Bahamas,
said late Tuesday that the U.S. would be represented
by an as yet unselected Nassau attorney at the ex-

tradition hearing.

Bahamian Foreign Minister Paul Adderley said he
signed the extradition warrant after receiving what
he called a "proper" request from Spires last
Thursday.
Adderley said in September that inaction by U.S.

officials, not island officials, was causing a delay in
acting on the possible extradition.
He accused the U.S. Justice Department of not

responding to requests from the Bahamian Chief
Magistrate for more legal information on the U.S.
charges against Vesco.
Adderley said the Bahamas "has been subjected to

a considerable amount of ill-informed comment"
from the press in connection with U.S. efforts in the
extradition. "Most, if not all, this comment has by
accident or design been calculated to convey the
impression that the judiciary in the Bahamas has in
some way been at fault or indeed has improperly
conspired to refuse to have Vesco returned to the
United States," Adderley said in a Sept. 14 press
conference.

Opened only last Wednesday, the fraud indictment
accused him of falsifying records of a firm he headed
to cover up the embezzlement of $50,000 of its funds,
which were sent to a Swiss bank in 1972.

At the heart of the conspiracy case involving
Mitchell amd Stans is Vesco's secret $200,000 con-
tribution to President Nixon's 1972 reelection cam-
paign. The money later was returned.

Strikes Plague New York City
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New York firefighters aban-

doned their picket lines yesterday
and returned to duty after a five-

hour strike that officials said

placed the city "in a condition of

imminent peril."

The first strike in the 108-year

history of the New York City Fire
Department began and ended on a

chilly November day that saw
police and civilians join a fire chief

in battling one blaze and a truck
bearing only two firemen arrive to

cheers at the scene of another. The
city averages 323 fires daily.

"I'm immediately calling off the

action of the firemen," Richard J.

Vizzini, president of the 10,900-

member Uniformed Freighters
Association, said after a con-

ference in state Supreme Court.

Members of the union began
reporting to their firehouses
shortly thereafter.

In Milwaukee, Wis., National

Guardsmen continued to man city

fire stations as a work slowdown
continued for a third day.

Trans World Airlines' entire fleet

of 249 planes remained grounded,
meanwhile, as a strike by the

carrier's 5,000 cabin attendants

entered a second day.

And strikes continued in New
York against 48 private, non-profit

hospitals and nursing homes and
against the Daily News, the
nation's largest selling daily

newspaper.
The New York firemen's walkout

came to an end after the union and
the city agreed to submit their

dispute to an "impasse panel." The
panel is authorized to recommend
a binding settlement.

The walkout was in defiance of a

court order and state law.

The union has been asking for a

$2,000 increase in the fireman's

$14,300 annual base pay. The city

has been offering $700 over an 18-

month period.

New York Mayor John V. Lind-

say, meanwhile, called on the Cost

of Living Council to review its

failure to approve a 7.5 per cent
pay hike granted members of
Local 1199 of the Drug and Hospital

Workers. About 30,000 non-medical
workers went on strike Monday to

protest the council's action.

(AP Wirephoto)
AMSTERDAM -EMPTIED ROADWAYS-A one-day ban on

driving the Netherlands due to an Arab oil embargo on Dutch
shipments presented unusual scenes on Amsterdam streets. Above,
a horse and buggy replaces the automobile on a park tour. Below,
two foreign cars drive on the highway between Amsterdam and
Utrecht, normally one of the busiest roadways. Cars with foreign
plates were among the very few exemptions.

IMPEACHMENT MEETING
Tonight, at 8 p.m., a meeting to organize petitioning for Nixon's im-

peachment will be held at Hampshire College in Academic Building #1,
Room 107. We hope to begin petitioning this weekend. Volunteers are
needed

!
For further information, call Mimi Beit at 545-5512.

Jazz fiddler Stephane
Grappelli has at last met
concert violinist Yehudi
Menuhin. Years of mutual
admiration made the

occasion inevitable.

Their two highly indi-

vidual violinistic worlds
have become one. And
that musical collaboration

has been recorded. On
Angel Records.

Says Menuhin, "I would
call it a conversation ... it is

not necessary when two
friends meet to say
weighty things all the time

—as long as they express

themselves with elegance,

and have a certain style,

and are friendly."

With instrumental trio,

L

they play fifteen pop
standards from the '30's.

Among them: Gershwin's
Lady Be Good and Love Is

Here to Stay. Kern's A Fine
Romance, Porter's Night

and Day and Berlin's

Cheek to Cheek. Rodger's
The Lady IsA Tramp
and - Blue Room. Not

since Ravi Shankar
met Menuhin has there

been so exhilarating a
musical chemistry.

Or a more congenial and
winning alliance.

f)s

xnifrl

SF036968
(LP. Cartridge, Cassette)

"SECRET LIFE OF HERNANDO CORTEZ"/
film by John chamberlain November 8, 1973

JHerter Hall 231 7:30p.m. and 9p.m
Tickets: $.50 to UM a s s Students with IDs, $1 to all othersi

Soon sored by th

Available at the door, or at the

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall

telephone 5450202, MonFri, 9a.m.- 4p.rru
r

f Massachusetts Fine Arts Council
/
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When I first was accepted to this echelon of higher
education, I made the mistake of letting my mother
fill out some very important forms. Oh, she managed
to get my name, age, address, and next of kin right.
But she put down the wrong social security number.

I never noticed until this summer when, for the first
time in two years, I carefully checked the cute little
green and white computor sheet that the Registrar's
office sent me. Right there, under my correct name,
address, age, and next of kin, staring at me, sticking
out like a sore thumb, was my wrong social security
number.

my god, I thought. How will I ever graduate?
How will I ever get a good college-diploma-type
paying job? How will I ever get my tax refund with
the wrong social security number? Luckily, the form
also stated that all innaccuracies should be reported
to the Registrar's office. So, I sent them a letter
explaining the error.

1 never received an acknowledgement of that
correspondence, but I figured that everything was
cool until I received a different computor sheet from
the Registrar's office. There again, like Mt. Everest,
it was there. The wrong social security number, O.K.,'
I thought. I'll just have to go over there myself and
change it.

Just a small matter of running over to Whitmore, I

thought. A small matter of giving the correct in-

formation to the Registrar's office and leaving, I

thought. A five minute ordeal that will insure my
existence as number 014447477, I thought. Boy, did I

think wrong. So wrong, that my prediction of
McGovern winning the election by ten states seemed
trivial.

First of all, I happened to pick the last day in which
course changes were due, so the lines to the
Registrar's office went down to the coffee shop, so it

seemed. After waiting I and waiting, and waiting) to
get to the front of the line, the woman in the office told
me that the Registrar's office was not the place for
such a correction, but she would take care of it,

seeing as her roommate worked in the Record's of-
fice, where they do take such corrections.
With my usual efficiency, I zapped out my number

two pencil and filled out the information necessary to
my future existence. Now, I thought, I can finally put
my mind to rest knowing that my true status will
finally be recognized.
The next week, I received a computor form in the

mail saying "course 014447477-oversubscribed."
I give up
Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist

Zionist Aggression Is Not A Liberation Struggle
By ROCHELLECHANDLER
My immediate reaction to

Marcelo Dascal's letter to the
editor was to scream "HOW DARE
vou compare the zionist
\<,<;ressive acts of Israel
to the liberation
STRUGGLE OF IfOZAM
BIQIE " Instead. I decided to

exercise as much patience as the
author of "Both Sides Now" tried

to exhibit I'll deal with the most
obvious contradictions first

The heroic people of Mozam-
bique are engaged and have been
engaged for years in a struggle to

free their territory- and people
Irom the barbaric colonialist.
Portugal The bloodshed and
battles fought have been on
African territory. The heroic
people of Syria and Egypt
were/are engaged in a struggle to

free their territory and people
from the Zionist oriented
aggression of the State of Israel.

The bloodshed and the battles

fought have been on Arab

territory. There are NO political or
ideological parallels between the
liberation movement of Mozam-
bique to free their land and the
expansionist military policy of
Israel. Quite the contrary, for the
struggle of the Palestinian people
is a liberation struggle in keeping
with the intent of the liberation
struggle in Mozambique
The Resolution adopted by the

Third World community did not at
any lime, suggest, as Mr. Dascal
states, that Israel does not exist.

Only a fool would pretend < worse,
believe) the non-existence of any
enemy. As to whether or not Israel
has the right to exist. I believe that
the following facts speak for
themselves

1. When the Palestine Problem
was created by Britain in 1917.

more than 90% of the population of
Palestine were Arabs, and there
were no more than 56,000 Jews in

Palestine at that time
2. More than half of the Jews

living in Palestine at that time

were recent immigrants, who had
come to Palestine in the preceding
decades in order to escape per-
secution is Europe. < Less than 5%
of the population of Palestine were
native Palestine Jews).

:i. Arabs of Palestine at that time
owned 97 1/2°?, of the land while the
•Jews (native Palestinians and
recent immigrants together)
owned only 2 1/2% of the land.

4. During the thirty years of
British occupation and rule, the
Zionists were able to purchase only
I 1/2% of the land of Palestine, in
spite of the encouragement of the
British Government. And much of
this land was transferred to Zionist
bodies by the British government
directly, and was not sold by Arab
owners

•") When Britain passed the
Palestine Problem to the United
Nations in 1947. Zionists owned no
more than 6% of the total land area
of Palestine.

•1 When the General Assembly of
the U.N. recommended that a

"Jewish State" be established in

Palestine and that the proposed
"state" occupy about 54% of the
total area of the country, Israel
immediately occupied 80.48% of

the total land area of Palestine.

7. This territorial expansion took
place, for the most part, before
May 15. 1948. i.e. BEFORE the
formal end of the British mandate
and the withdrawal of British
forces from Palestine, before the
entry of Arab armies to protect
Palestinian Arabs, and before the
Arab-Israeli war.

8 The 1947 recommendation of
the General Assembly in favor of
the creation of a "Jewish State"
was outside the competence of the
Assembly under the Charter of the
United Nations.

I. All attempts by the Arab
States and some Asian countries to
have the Assembly submit the
question of "constitutionality" of
its recommendation to the In-

ternatioal Court of Justice for an
advisory opinion" by the Court

were rejected or ignored by the
Assembly.

10. When the Assembly began to

experience "second thoughts"
over the matter and convened for
its special session in 1948. it failed
to reaffirm the 1947 recom-
mendation for the partition of
Palestine. thus destroying
whatever dubious legality that
recommendation for the establish-
ment of a "Jewish State" had had.

11. The conditions existing in

Israel following the development
were such that they caused a
majority of Palestinian Arabs to
I lee and/or be evicted from their
homeland

the Palestinians as inanimate
objects that can be moved at will
similar to the way the forced
transportation of African peoples
away from Africa presupposed the
African's classification outside the
definition of "humanity" and
therefore, not worthy of con-
siderations due humans. This
quality argument would
theoretically support the expulsion
of any people from any territory if

there are lands owned by peoples
• of similar descent) to absorb
them Further, there is no question
that the Palestinian's will to return
home is as strong today as it was 19
years ago.

Another argument advanced by
the Zionists is that of forgetting
about the past and starting anew.
Therefore, they attempt to justify
the status quo of the situation in the
Middle East including the
Palestinian refugees. The Zionist
claim to Palestine is based only a
historical tie to this land some 2,000
years ago. yet, they want the
Palestinians to forget about their
ties to the land 19 years ago. Two
facts should be mentioned in
conjunction with this. If we ad-
vance the argument of 'historical
link' then the land is still rightfully
that of the Arab peoples whose
claim to Palestine dates back some
5.000 years Secondly, most Jewish
people claiming historical ties to
Palestine territory are not of
Semitic origin, hut European
converts of Polish and Slavic
origin.

This list could extend on and on;
clearly, these facts point out that
the legitimacy of Israel is seriously
questionable. Mr. Dascal's
argument presented other con-
tradictions Surely, members of
the Third World community would
he one of the first groups to defend
the right of any people to the rights
ol self-defense and self-
determination. However, there are
no "rights" that justify the op-
pression of another people -

specifically, the Palestinian
MAJORITY who occupied the land
that Israel now claims. It is im-
possible for Mr. Dascal or any
other person to logically and
rationally demand justice for the
Palestinian people and
Mimiltaneously support the State of
Israel

One of the most illogical
arguments advanced by Zionists
and the supporters of Israel is that
there is sufficient Arab territory
outside ol Israel to absorb the
Palestinian refugees This is an
inhumane supposition that views

It is indeed unfortunate that the
supporters of Israel do not move
beyond emotionalsim and sen-
timentality, and logically confront
the problems of the Palestinian
people and the contradictions
manifest in the existence of Israel
Neither Mr. Dascal's article or the
other articles appearing in that
issue of the Collegian deal with the
way that the Palestinian Arabs
have been unjustly expelled from
their homeland, and the oppression
of Palestinians remaining in
Israel. The Arab people of
Palestine DID NOT leave their
homes because they wanted to.
They were, indeed, forced to leave!
and the existence of a State that by
definitions seeks to expel a group
of people, and attempts to build a
nation based on race or religion
can never be viewed as humane,
revolutionary, and certainly, not a
liberation struggle
Yes, there can be "no hope for a

durable peace until there is an
understanding and
acknowledgement of the basic
rights and LEGITIMATE
aspirations of both the Jewish and
Palestinian populations."
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Horrible, horrible, monster"

Letters To The Editor

Anti-Israeli, Not Anti-Semitic
To The Kditor:

In response to Menackem Kosenberger s editorial
about the Third World Resolution, some members ol
the Third World community would like to further
clarify its position as articulated in the resolution,
and in the course of so doing, perhaps, provide
Kosenberger and other readers some additional
insights into the truth of the Palestinian struggle and
other factors surrounding the Middle East conflict.

First, the statement presented by Mr Kosenberger
that "not a single African nation, except Egypt, was
involved in a vote against the creation of the Jewish
State", to say the least, is untrue We claim no
monopoly on truth and adequate research would
reveal the following:

"The original 1947 recommendation to create a
'Jewish State' in Palestine was approved at the first
vote, only by European. American and Australian
States every Asian State and every African
State (with the exception of the Union of South
Africa I voted against it and that, when the vote
was cast m plenary session on November 29. 1947.
urgent American pressures (which a member of the
Truman cabinet described as "bordering onto
scandal'' I had succeeded in prev ailing onlv upon one
VMin country (the Phillipinesi and one African
country (Liberia), both of which had special
vulnerability to American pressures, to abandon
their declared opposition."
Second, those countries that are in opposition to the

Inionol South Africa do not deal in rhetoric; instead.
Ihey put their opposition into concrete action We find
that quite similar to the posture of the United States,
a country that verbally opposes apartheid yet
provides the economic backbone of the Union of South

Africa (thereby supporting the continuance of the
exploitation of man by man ). Israel, loo. continues all
diplomatic and trade relations with South Africa. It is
a fact that the South African regime would crumble if
it did not receive diplomatic, monetary, commercial
and military support from outside nations If is a
lurther lad that if you are not part of the solution
then you must be part of the problem' Israel has put
itself, through its own actions in the latter categorv
part ol the problem

Third, in the wake of Israel's aggressions (where
not one shot was fired on the territory called Israel i.

many African. Asain and Latin States have broken
diplomatic ties with Israel, in an attempt to force-
Israel to halt its aggression and return its annexed'
properties to their rightful owners.
Again, the position of the Third World is not anti-

Semitic (most people know that the Palestinian
people are Semitic people). Anti-Semitism is a
western phenomenon created and propelled by
Europeans. By the same token, our position is not
Anti-Jewish. Instead, our position is clearly against
'he displacement and annihilation of Palestinian
people ;i political agenda which arose with the
creation of Israel and thrives with ifs continued
existence

I'he point that Israel's survival is not at stake
should be emphasized The war has alwavs been
(ought on Arab territory, and just as France fought to
liberate her territory from the Germans, so Egypt
and Syna have (ought i,, liberate their territory from
the Zionists. A Luta Confinua'

Joseph Andrews
Bridget Porter

Ted Likes Walk
Dear Mr. Spiegelman:

I appreciate your call to my office to advise me of the Walkathonplanned this month to benefit the Adolescent Training vZin&toi™
My niece Kathleen Kennedy will be married on November 17 so Icannot join you personally for this important event, but I do send my beswishes to success in this meaningful fund drive
Twenty miles may be a long distance to walk, but because of theAdolescent Traming Unit, many young people have come even a longerd.s.ance-from a restricted and non-productive life to the freedom ofcommunity life. May each step of the participating walkers sTg^ify yefurther seps in our compassionate and constructive respond to theneeds of these deserving and promising youngsters.

Edward M. Kennedy
L'.S. Senate

Write On, Zamir
To The Editor:

This is in response to the letter submitted by Jonathan Quick er -

Slick, of the English Department and Central Area Academic Affairs
Committee on Eriday 11-2. Here he calls Zamir Nestelbaum, who is a fine
columnist and an outstanding citizen, a feeble writer, incompetent and
meretricious to boot. First of all I defy Quick, er...Slick to define
meretricious and when he cant it will show us the futility and wor-
fhlessness of a Yale education. Furthermore, my respect for that honky
institution has almost disintegrated into nothingness. I would like to add
again that Zamir is a fine writer and a hell of a guy. I would say this even
if Zamir didn't pay me ten bucks to do it.

Jonathan, if you come up with twentv-five clams. Ill write in a letter
about you.

Don Connors
Central Area Academic Affairs Committee

Movie Rental Not Up
To The Kditor:

This letter speaks to inflated admission prices for movies on campus
Most movies this year cost $.75 as opposed to the $.50 we have paid in
previous years I'd like you all to know that rental prices charged to the
groups showing the movies have not risen 33 percent, and in tact they
have- not risen at all The higher price is realized as an extra one or two
hundred dollars to the sponsoring group. Apparently, the feeling is that
since everything else is more expensive these days, no one will notice a
price increase in any single area: "If vou think we can get 75 cents let's
charge it."

Movies don't have to cost more, they just do.

Steve (ioldberg

Walk, Ladies

Cooperate With Co-op
To The Kditor:

Basically, this letter is a cry for help from the
People's Market people who are. right about now.
worked to a frazzle Business is booming but we're
desperately in need of some input from our customers
and supporters

There are eleven people who are paid for ap-
proximately fen hours of work a week at $2. (Ml an
hour. All the time beyond their ten hours is strictly

volunteer and they volunteer an incredible amount of
time eVery week.

There are two coordinators who do the books,
depositing, meetings and general management and
nine who are each in charge of a specific department
such as dairy or health foods, besides spending ten
hours a week at the register Most of them have

Moe Letters

See Page 14

received excellent suggestions from customers and a
generous amount of critcism of both kinds The
problem is in implementing new ideas and change,
because we don't have the time or energy to do all of
these things Every day goods are delivered. They
have to be priced and shelved. Milk, cheese, yogurt,
and produce arc- in almost every day. Big health food
and canned goods orders arrive every other week.
and cleaning and monthly inventories are also pari of
the vital winkings of the store
As a non-profit coop, the aim of the People's

Market is to offer students low prices on food by onlv
marking up from wholesale enough to cover labor
and maintenance costs Hiring any more workers
would mean raising the markup on goods.
What we are getting at is that we need volunteers.

In order to continue to keep our prices where they
are. we can't afford fo pay. buf the reward is there in
seeing the results of your actions. This Thursday
night we are holding a volunteer orientation meeting
at 7:00 in the Market. Anyone who has any amount of
lime to donate is very welcome And the people who
have volunteered in the pasf are also urged to attend.
Come and make the Peoples Market your market

Carolyn I.. Kcrringno-Lco
The Peoples Market

To The Kditor:

I am writing this letter to you because it seems vour newspaper is
always writing something about the hitch-hiking problem in this town It
seems every time something happens fo a young lady in a hitch-hiking
incident, every one raises a hue and cry and screams that the gentleman
should be hung and quartered at the same time. But what happens when
the young lady pulls a reverse role" NOTHING. Nobody says a damn
thing

A case in point

:

Last Saturday afternoon I was driving through Amherst Center when I

came upon a young lady hitching with a lot of groceries, so I stopped and
Picked her up Opening the car door with a smile on her face, she said
lb and asked where I was going. I told her three or four blocks but

then I asked her where she was going and she replied. "North Leveret!
"

i looked at her groceries, and fhoughf of how difficult it might be for her
to gel a ride and said fo her. Til take you to No Leverett. She said okay
and got into fhe car I started accelerating and she said. "You're really
going to take me to No. Leverett?" I said, "Why not?" Of course. I was
thinking of all the times I had hitch-hiked and I was ten or twelve miles
Irom home and people went out of fheir way and brought me straight to
mv Front door, not asking anything in return So I thought I would return
Hie favor in my own small way
Meanwhile, the young lady is sifting next to me mumbling. "I can't

accept it, I can't accept it." I asked her what it was she couldn't accept "I
can t believe you're taking me to No. Leverett. I didn't say anything, but
continued to drive Af this point, my speed was 35 m.p.h. All of a sudden
the passenger door flew open, and she started alighting from the car
while it was still in motion, saying "YOU'RE GOING TO RAPE ME I'M
GETTING OUT." I applied fhe brakes, let her grab her belongings and
continued on my way. quite hurt by all this. I have done a lot of things inmy hie. buf raping the so called weaker sex is not one of them and never
will be. I am simply not that desperate that I would have to resort to rape
t.. obtain sexual gratification. Every day I sit in the Campus Center or the
Hatch I hear some damn bitch relating to her friends how some guy tried
to rape her while she was hitching. I allow for the fact that rapes douceur
buf I wonder how many women actually do get raped. What I'm saying is
1 thmk some women are lying when they say they've been raped, or some
guy attempted fo rape them.

In closing. I just want to say fo you gallant gents who would pick up awoman hitching out of the goodness of your heart of gold, don't pick the
bitch up unless you know and trust her. It's the best protec n «dr
yourself this way. Some women will gel in a car with a guy rip ,ff her
Clothes, scream rape, jump out. run to the nearest cop, and just ow do
vou tell fhe cop that you didn't fry to rape her?
From now on with me I've instituted a new policy as far as picking

hitch-hiking young ladies is concerned, they don't get into the car unless Iknow them. I don't care if its 100 degrees below zero outside and there'ssome bitch standing there hitch-hiking and I don't know her. she's just
going to have fo stand there and freeze her little ass off. This is my first
and last experience with this sort of thing. In the words of Edgar Allen
Poe: "Quote the raven 'Nevermore'."
Every time I picked a Collegian to read, there's been some young lady

yelping about sexual attack, well now maybe we can change this around
abit too. Guys get shafted just as well as women do. All we ever heard is
one side of the story, the lady's side. How about the man's?

Ciovan Lee < .lover
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To The Kditor:

This letter is addressed to

everyone on the UMass campus
that wants Moe Howard of the

Three Stooges to come and lecture.

I know at times we suffer the

nostalgic pangs of moronic in-

fantilism, longing for the good old

days when we nursed our minds on
one of those 7-inch screens set in a
huge wooden "Futurama" cabinet.

Moe Letters To The Editor
How 'Bout Da Kingfish?

15

It's true, many people never grow
up, and as John Gallagher ob-

served, some are even walking
around in Eddie Haskell T-shirts -

as if he was one of the brighter

spots in our developing media
consicousness. Now some of the

children want Moe Howard to

come visit, to talk about God knows
what, and actully be paid to do so.

Why?

We Want Moe!
To The Kditor:

I would just like to voice my support for the proposal to have Moe
Howard come to UMass as a part of the Distinguished Visitors Program.
I have been a Three Stooges fan practically all my life. They have given
me many hours of laughter and enjoyment, not to mention the memories I

will always have. Not only do I love the Three Stooges but I think they
have much to teach us; namely, to learn to laugh at ourselves. One has
only to remember Moe's impersonation of Hitler in many of their movies
to see how relevant they still are, just change the name to Nixon and try
not to laugh. The Three Stooges will always be popular, and have many
fas here at UMass. If Moe Howard is indeed brought here I can guarantee
that my entire family will be on hand to cheer him.

Maureen Drouin

We Want Moe!
To The Kditor:

We. the undersigned, feel strongly that the University of Mass.
Distinguished Visitors Program should do all it can to bring Moe Howard
to this campus. Moe has been a big factor in bringing comic relief to
millions of Americans. He might even be able to make some of us poor
down-trodden Umies laugh.

Joseph Paczkouski. et al

(21 signatures

)

Listen - if you want to have a
representative from the early era
of TV humor come and wipe the
dribble from your intellectual chin,
there are better choices available
than one of the Three Stooges.
Let's face it, the Stooges show was
usually a bore. What about Queen
For A Day, huh? Remember that
one? Some sobbing widow with
seven kids would win a night on the
town in a '55 Cadillac. Wow! Talk
about campy humor! Or how about
My Little Margie? Who could
forget her? Where do you think
Julie Nixon picked up her flashv
style?

My personal choice for a visitor
though, if he is still alive, would
have to be Freeman Gosden.
Remember him? He played da
Kingfish on Amos and Andy. Now
there was a funny show. Who
could forget those good ole colored
folk? Yes sah, no sah, hold dat
phone! And da Kingfish, shuffling
along, happy-go-lucky, always
trying to make a buck-as a slap
stick character, he puts Moe
Howard to shame. Not only was the
Amos and Andy show funny, it

gave all the white folk an im-
portant sociological peek into the
world of the Negro during the '40's

and '50's.

So forget about Moe Howard and
let's hear it for Freeman Gosden!
As da Kingfish would say, "My,
myaintdatsumpin!"

Kanlon Verdoe

More Letters To The Editor
Winedrinkers : Support U.F.W.

To The Kditor:

Boycotts are a drag. You're tired

of them, just as the farm workers
are tired of striking (and all that
goes with it). But the workers will

not be reduced to chattel again.
Least of all Teamsters chattel.
Cesar Chavez asks consumers to

unite as never before. No less will

cause the growers to grant workers
the simple right to vote, by secret
ballot, on the union to represent
them

: the United Farmworkers or
the Teamsters.
Three years ago a massive

consumer boycott dragged
growers kicking and screaming
into the 20th century. Last spring
when the U.F.W.'s hard-won
contracts were up for renewal
along came Teamster honchos
who. without a word to the
workers, signed a ready-made
contract with the growers. That
Teamster contract reinstitutes the

notorious Labor Contractor hiring
system, reduces the workers'
already minimal pay, imposes no
restrictions on the use of man-
killing pesticides and leaves the
workers without any effective
medical benefits. There are other
cruel inadequacies in the Team-
sters' sweetheart contract, but that
should be enough to make you lose
your taste for grapes.
Consumers are the last line of

defense for the United Farm-
workers Union. You are the one
critical element the Teamsters
cannot control. If you are sickened
by this ignoble attempt to return
farm workers to the status of
cattle, then the workers' cause is

not yet lost.

The growers understand sales.
The memory of the last great
boycott is their recurring night-
mare. Because of the successful
grape boycott many

To The Kditor:

Those who think that the con-
spired food fight at Hampshire
Dining Commons on Halloween
night deserves credit, should
consider a more obvious con-
sequence when evaluating that
"great sport". You don't seem to
realize that the owners of the
commons who had to pay to have it

all cleaned up. paid for only a half
hour of back breaking disgusting
labor on the part of the cafeteria
help, who have virtually nothing to
do with the prices you pay or the
planned meals you eat. Why should
your attacks, in the form of brash
insults and vulgar obscenities
pertaining to the food served in the

Great Sport?
Dining Commons, be accepted by
the cafeteria maintenance, who
have no say, let alone authority,
concerning the prices of substance
of the food. Have some sympathy
for these innocent, victimized
middlemen. I suggest that the next
surprise attack you "revolution-
aries" enact be less of an im-
mature, ineffective act of protest,
and be more rightly directed at
those real instigators at the top
of the food dilemna; not the a-
bused cafeteria help.

Kittv Anderson

*GE,
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OWENBRAH OKTOBERFES

ON DRAFT

Restaurant Opan 'til 2 a.m.

growers have been forced to sell

their grapes to wineries. Now we
must boycott the wines that are
made from the scab grapes. The
Juan de la Cruz Boycott Com-
mittee will be picketing package
stores in the future. You can start
to help the U.F.W. by selecting the
right California wines. Boycott
Gallo wines. Gallo wines includes
Boones Farm, Thunderbird, An-
dre, Spanada. Tyrolia, Ripple, and
Cold Duck. Also boycott any wine
which says "Modesto, California"
on the label. The name Gallo does
not appear on all labels, but Gallo
is the only wine company in

Modesto.
Boycott all Franzia Bros, wines.

Champagne, and Louis Fifth
Brandy. Also boycott any wines
which say "made and bottled in

Rippon, Calif." All Franzia
products have the number BW3654
on the case.

Boycott Guild wines. These in-

clude sparkling wines, table and
dessert wines, brandy and
specialty wines.
The following wines are made

from United Farmworkers grapes;
Italian Swiss Colony, Almaden,
Paul Masson, Christian Brothers,
Novitate of Los Gatos and Vie
DEL
The people of Massachusetts

must unite as consumers to help
the peoples' union, the United
Farmworkers to win again People
interested in picketing should call
546-6620 for information.

Ken Allen
Juan de la Cruz

Boycott Committee

Sundaes 45 c

Between 2 - 5 p.m.

Today

thru

Friday

^^
KK \. Pleasant St. 25:1-2291

Open 6.:io u.m.-lo:J0 p.m.

We Want Moe

!

To The Kditor:

Being one of the thousands, millions, maybe even hundreds of Three
Stooges fans in the world, I would be genuinely excited if Moe Howard
came to this campus. In this day and age of turmoil, war, Nixon, etc. it

would be a great thrill to see good old Moe. And if anyone has a reason
that Moe should not come to UMASS, see me. I'll gouge your eyes out! !

!

I'll tear your tonsils out! !

!

Fans, keep those letters coming. Remember the "Moe" the merrier.

Blaine Sampson, et al

( nineteen signatures)

We Want Moe

!

To The Editor:

We, the undersigned, would find it a most pleasurable and honorable
experience to have Moe Howard speak at UMass. We request that the
DVP bring him here in the interests of the undersigned and for all the
students of UMass.

Bill Santini, etal

(121 signatures)

We Want Moe

!

To The Kditor:
be ee be, be oh bo, be i bikki by, be oh bo, bikki by bo be u be, bikki by bo

boo.

em ee em, em oh MOE, em i mikki my, me oh MOE, mikki my MOE me
u me, mikki WE WANT MOE.

Peter C. Dingle

We Want Moe

!

To The Kditor:

We, the undersigned residents of Dwight
to have Moe Howard of the Three Stooges as
and the University of Massachusetts.

We Want Moe!

House, vote whole-heartedly
the honored guest of the DVP

Allan It Krancois et al,

<7'i signatures)

To The Kditor
If there's one thing we'd like better than a

sandwich, it would be to see Moe Howard
Don't be a coward.
Bring Moe Howard!

baloney and whipped cream
at UMass.

James K. Keehan
Michael Campo

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Graduate Degree Programs in

:

— Private (Industrial) Management
— Public Management
— Management Engineering
— Operations Research and Statistics

Prof. D. W. Karger, Ford Foundation
Professor of Management will be on campus

Tuesday, November 13, 1973

Please make appointments at Placement Office

dormitories
< .real oft-campus living—indoorsandout—at citheroftwo mod

Amh,HsfCol^o,aV^tom»Ainh«storUM^Nowacceot^
applications tor September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST
• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

•1,2,3bedrmapts»
• heat & air conditioning
• wall-to-wall carpeting
• applianced kitchens

•master TV antenna
•laundry facilities

•parting, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

•lawns for Softball,

football, badminton
HKM: IM/MONTN

• utilities included)
Directions: Kasl Dudly Rd.

<»|)|M>s. (,ri»t Mill off Rtf. | |K

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
•2-brdrmapts.
• heat & air rondrrtomng
• roomy closcb, storage
• wall-to-wall carpeting

•master IVantrnn^
• nuxlrrn kitc.rVrK

•m-Ii-c leaning ovens
•electric ranges

•M.iinle.v»-,feel sinks

• Hibhwa^hers/disposals

• 2-donr refrigerator

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

N " I « 1|M . Hr,, u i r< .d
HKVT: FROM llKS
< ai.i. **« tn mi
Pirrctlonx: On Route 17.

Of Interest...

Student Exchange To Keele
If you are plagued by thoughts of foreign yet inexpensive travel, en-

virons of lakes and mountains, and individualized, independent study,
then you might consider the Keele Exchange Program for next fall.

Through the studenl exchange between the University of Massachusetts
and the University of Keele in England, three UMass students can spend
either their junior or senior year at Keele and receive full academic
credit toward the B.A. degree. Likewise, three Keele students come to

Massachusetts on the exchange.
Keele is located about two hours by train, northwest of London and only

six hours from Edinburgh, Scotland. The campus is in a rural setting,

with a varied terrain for hiking. Yet, is just one-half hour from a major
English highway for the less enthusiastic walkers! The village of Keele is

small, but its Pub and General Store fill the immediate needs of the

university student.

The University of Keele is one of England's most innovative, coed
liberal arts universities in England. With only 2,000 students, Keele is

able to maintain an educational philosophy of close student-teacher

contact. This contact is facilitated by the tutorial system and by the

residential living concept where both students and faculty live on cam-
pus. There are a variety of academic and research areas, a well

equipped sports center, and a Student Union that is completely student

directed.

The Faculties of Humanities, Social Sciences and Natural Sciences

make up the Keele curriculum. Among the disciplines taught there are

sociology, geography, economics, philosophy and most of the sciences.

Keele is particularly strong in language and literature, history, politics,

and American studies.

Applicants for the program in Keele should have at least a 3.0

cumulative average. Students should plan to go for their junior or senior

years and for the full academic year rather than one semester. The
program of contempleted study should fit into their degree work at

UMass.
The total estimated cost for a year at Keele is the same as a

corresponding time at the Amherst campus. A limited amount of

financial aid may be available for travel costs which are not included in

the yearly estimate. Students interested in the exchange should, during

the month of November contact Judy Epstein, International Programs
Office. 239 Whitmore.

Indonesian Dance Troupe Coming
On Saturday, November 10th, the Indonesian Dance and Gamelan

Orchestra Troupe will come to the Valley area for a day of workshop,
performance and general cultural exchange.
The Troupe is comprised of Indonesians from their Embassy in

Washington DC, and is brought here through the efforts of a University
of Massachusetts graduate student from Indonisia, Dr. Sajoga, and a
Hampshire College professor, Philip McKean. The orchestra is also from
the Embassy and is composed of thirty members playing such in-

struments as percussion, flute and xylophone.
The dances to be performed are from Bali, Java, and Sumatra, each

created in a distinctive style of the area from which it comes.
The Troupe will begin the day with a free Workshop at 10:30 in the

Hampshire College dance studio. At 4:00 p.m. the Indonesians will
present their major performance in Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst
College. Tickets can be purchased at the door for only 50e with a student
ID. card.

With a view of furthering cultural understanding and exchange, the
sponsors of the program ( Hampshire College, Schools of Humanities and
Social Sciences and Offices of the Dean and President, Smith and
Amherst Colleges' departments of Religion, University of Massachusetts
department of Anthropology and the Five College Asian Studies Faculty
Seminar) have designed an Indonesian Banquet for the Troupe and the
public. It will be held at the Merrill Science Center dining commons,
Amherst College at 6: 30 p.m. The banquet is limited to 100 people, and
reservations can be made by contacting Ms. Kitty Axelson, Warner
House, Hampshire College, telephone 542-4799.

The sponsors of the Indonesian Dance program are seeking hosts and
hostesses for the artists on the nights of November 9 and 10. Interested
persons should call at Hampshire College one of the following: Professor
James McElwaine 542-4872, Professor Philip McKean 542-4797, Ms. Kitty
Axelson 542-4799.

Psych. Dept. Offers Counciling

The Council of Undergraduate
Students in Psychology invites all

students planning on taking
psychology courses next semester,
to its first "Course Counciling

Bonanza" — Tonight from 7.00 to

10:00 p.m Colonial Lounge S.U.

The purpose of this event is to

advise undergraduates about next

semester's course offerings in

psychology, help students in

designing proper programs of

courses in psych (taking into ac-

count individual needs and career

goals), and to answer any
questions or problems that

students have relating to

Psychology Department course
offerings.

The Psychology Dept. un-
dergraduate advising corps,
headed by Prof John Danielson
will be on hand to meet informally
with students.

Refreshments will be served.

Paul V. H. noil

British Open University: SomethingNew
WASHINGTON. D.C. — Perhaps

Jack Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer
couldn't care less, but a growing
number of Americans are in-

dicating deep interest in a new
British Open — the British Open
University, that is.

This unique, less than three-
year-old institution whose students
range from young adults to persons
in their 80's, "probably the most
important innovation in higher
education in the past 20 years —
has pioneered imaginative ap-
proaches to a lifelong learning
conoinuum," two Indiana
University professors report.

Say June Grant Shane and
Harold G. Shane, writing in the
November- December issue of the
National Education Association
journal: "More than a
correspondence school, more of an
electronic wonder, it is a tribute to

human ingenuity — an idea come
of age with important portent for

teaching and learning not only in

the Old World and in the Third
World but in our country as well."
The Today's Education article

by the wife-husband team of
education professors features an
interview with Walter James, dean
of the Faculty of Educational
Studies, on the campus near
Bletchley in Buckinghamshire.
The Open University was

proposed by Harold Wilson, who
later became British prime
minister. Combining broadcast
and instruction with some face-to-

face instruction, it provides "open
access" to its programs for per-
sons over 21 (over 18, starting Jan.
1 ) regardless of applicants' formal
schooling or grades.
Two points were recognized in

setting up the university, James
told the visiting American
professors: "First, a lot of people
with the potential for higher
education had not received it;

second, because of changes caused
by galloping technology, more
people needed more opportunities
for recurrent education at various
stages of their careers than we had
been providing."

To say the Open University has
thrived would be a typically British

understatement. Having opened in

1971 with 25,000 students, it now has
nearly 40,000 in its undergraduate
program, plus smaller numbers in

its postexperience courses for

persons who wish to change oc-

cupations or update their
knowledge and in its postgraduate
program for people studying for a

higher degree.

"Britain's bold new open access
to a university education — like the

brave new ideas in our country —
has its problems and is flawed by
certain defects," the Shanes
comment. "But," they add
glowingly, "for an infant delivered

into a coldly skeptical world but

three years ago, it already is a

huge, handsome, healthy,
educational baby!"
The applicant first meets with an

admissions counselor who
discusses with him whether or not

his application is realistic — but he
is accepted even if it is not,

provided the desired courses are
not filled. However, students are
registered conditionally from
January to April to make up their

minds whether the system is for

them. (About 20 to 25 percent of

FIVE COLLEGE

JANUARY 1974

FLIGHT

Boston Paris January 5-26,

1974. Round-trip $175, Air

France carrier. Contact:
International Programs
239 Whitmore, University
of Mass. 545-2710, payment
deadline Nov. 30.

Student Judiciary

Three Student Judges Needed

Any Undergraduate Student May Apply

Apply at Student Senate Office

Km. \'1\\ Student Union

Applications due Friday Nov. 16th

the students drop out during the
first year.)

The successful applicant is then
assigned a part-time tutor to whom
he sends his assignments and who
offers some face-to-face in-

struction. He is also assigned a
counselor to help him with any
study problems.
The course begins "with a

tremendous thud of a package
coming to his mailbox," James
told the Americans. It contains
instructional notes to the students,
roadcast schedules, and, likely, the
first four units of the course.
"During his study time, he

watches television and listens to

radio programs, reads the
correspondence text sent to him,

and engages in additional reading
and activities," James explained.
There are counselor contacts,

self-help groups with other
students, and about tour to six
hours of face-to-face instruction
during a half-credit course of 170
hours. Finally, students get
together for one week in the year
during the summer schools on a
traditional university campus.
"In October or November,"

James continued, "the student
takes an examination at the end of
the course. Grades, which
determine whether or not students
will be awarded a credit, are based
both on their continuous assign-
ments during the course and on the
final examination."

Grand Opening

Masse's Fish
of Amherst

(formerly Amherst Seafood Mkt.)

103 N. Pleasant St.

(across from Louis Food Center)

FRESH HADDOCK

FRESH SW0RDFISH

FRESH HALIDUT

FRESH SALMON

SEAFOOD COOKED TO ORDER
Every Friday

FISH & CHIPS

CLAMS
SCALLOPS
SHRIMP
LOBSTER ROLLS

SALADS: POTATO,

FISH CAKES
ONION RINGS
STUFFED SOLE
CLAM ROLLS

COLE SLAW

Open: Wed. thru Sat.

MASSE'S FISH
103 N. Pleasant

634 Chicopee St.

CHICOPEE

Colonel
Sanders Big Clam

Fry
Wednesdays and Thursdays, Only

mm————— -—. Feeds 4 6 —

—

m -

Boat of tendersweet
baby clams

Quart of French Fries
Pint of Cole Slaw
Quart of Soda

499 !

Clip the coupon

Chicken-In seating for 54
Chicken-Out Delivery Free

256-8745

K«"to*¥ FKed Ckkki*.
Rte. 9 (across from Zayre's) Hadley

256-8745
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Win big prizes! Be famous!

Enter the Schaefer

Knight & Dragon
write-your-own-

punchline contest.

Help!

Save us

from

hackwriters!

Hey, Kids! You've got 51 chances to win!

- $25.00 cash First Prize, plus

- 50 snazzy and alluring Schaefer Knight

& Dragon T-shirts to the next 50 runners-up.

=OTmrarafl

All you've got to do
is write a socko

punchline for the

Schaefer Knight

& Dragon
cartoon printed

below. Write your

boffer on the handy
coupon below or, if

it's especially long

and boring, use a

separate piece of

paper.

vi/?H

W^o urn

w -%^^y9L P*6>

ONCE A KNIGHT FELT COMPftLEP
TO GET IT CM ANP TELL IT LIKE IT

IS SO HE COULP GET HIS HEAD
STRAIGHT AND PUT DOWN AN/
BAD VIBES THAT MIGHT BE GOING
DOWN BETWEEN HIMSELF ANP
HIS ROOMMATE, A DRAGON.
AND HE DID SAY: "LOOK, MAN,
YOU OWE ME SEVERAL CARLOADS
OF SCHAEFER BEER AND IT'S

ABOUT TIME >OU DID SOMETHING
POR ME. IF YOU GET ME A DATE,

I'LL FOR6ET ABOUT THE BEER."

AND THE DRAGON DID AGREE ANP
DID REPAIR TO THE PHONE BOOTH
OF "THE LOCAL TAVERN WHERE
THE NAMES OF SEVERAL WILLING

MAIDENS WERE LISTED. BUT
ALAS, HE MET WITH LITTLE

SUCCESS FOR THE KNIGHT WAS
KNOWN By ONE AND ALL TO BE,

IN THE PARLANCE OF THE
UNIVERSITAS, AN *IWNySKAY
EEPCRAy.'O)

BUT, NOT WILLING TO FORFEIT
THE CHANCE TO ERADICATE HIS
DEBILITATING DEBT, THE DRAGON
DID REPAIR TO THE CAMPUS
NOVELTY SHOP.

WHERE HE DID ACQUIRE A
SUITABLE MATCH FOR ONE SO
GIFTED AS THE KNIGHT.

(Send to: Schaefer Contest. PO Box 2934.
Grand Central Station. New York. New York 1001

7

I

Name,

Address.

School

T Shirt Size S M L XL

fiBLAME ITON THEBOSSA NOVA ty

J BLUE TAILF&fSORRENTOOO
AS HAWAI I GOES SO GOES THE
NATION . . . BECAUSE IT HAS
HAIR UNDER ITS WINGS. . SO
HE DECIDED TO KEEP THE DOG

SO DR CASEY DECIDES TO RUN AN
ANGIOGRAM OH DR20RBA BECAUSE
THEOLDGUY TRIEDTO DO ATATTOO
TRANSPLANTON A RETIRED
SAILOR WHICH ISA DEFINITE
VIOLATION Of THE HIPPOCRATIC
OATH. HOW OOYA LIKE THE METS?
NICE DAY, HUH? DOYOU KNIT?
MARCEL PROUST? MACRAME?
I ONLY HAVE A WEEK TO LIVE

N

Ml

AMD THE KNIGHT, IN PREPARATION
FOR HlS'RENDEZ-vOUS"f2) DID GROOM
HIMSELF MOST FASTIDIOUSLY AND PIP

PUT ON ICE PLENTY OF SCHAEFER
BEER, LONG KNOWN TO BE THE
PERFECT ELIXIR FOR"TRySTINGT3)
BECAUSE IT HAS FLAVOR THAT

COMES ON BRIGHT & CRISP, EVEN
AS EVENTIDE FADES TO MORN

.

ANP SO HE DID BEGIN TO ENTERTAIN
THE MAID IN HIS CHAMBERS. HE DID

COURT HER WITH"THE BEST IN FOLK

MUSIC,' 'BIG HITS OF THE FORTIES,*

AND THEN DID REGALE HER WITH
HIS POLITICAL WISDOM.

undaunted he went on to recite I Proving once aaain that:
-GREAT MOMENTS IN MEDICINE" AND

,

** ^*
WHISPERED SWEET NOTHINGS.
WHENCE HE DID MAKE HIS MOVE.

*1 INNYSKAV KPCffAV (PIG lAim) NOT SOOAUY PCSiRASlE 2. f?fNPCZ- VOUS (fft.) THE SIMULTANEOUS CONJUNCTION Of TWO SUBJECTS
AT THE SAME POINT IN TIME- rtXJ. 3 TKY5TIN6

I (Ot) THE GETTING Of- IT ON.

I
All entries must be postmarked no later than
November 17. 1973 Entries will be judged solely

I on the basis of humorous content and will be pub
• listed at the discretion of the judges You must be
I at least 18 years old to enter Contest void where
)
prohibited.

^^nMz£mbmsws($Q>
Schaefer Breweries, New >brK. N Y

. Baltimore. Md . Lehigh Valley. Pa

OH Women 's Center

Presents Speakers
The Orchard Hill Women's Center invites the University and Five

College Communities to the first activity of its Fall semester Speakers'
Series.

"I AM WOMAN - READINGS" is a presentation by five area poets -

Wilesse Comissiong, Zoe Best, Gail Hall, Andre McLaughlin and Annette
Townley. The women, who participated in the widely acclaimed "Voices
of New Women" poetry festival held in the Campus Center last Spring,
will be reading primarily original works dealing with the joys, haunts,
aspirations and inspirations of the women of today and for tomorrow.
The reading will take place tonight at 7 p.m. in Eugene Field Main

L ounce. Orchard Hill Residential College, and promises to be one of the
most important experiences tor the area women of the semester.
Refreshments will be provided by the Orchard Hill Women's Center.

< \V Wirrphoto)

CINCINNATI, Ohio--ANGEL ON WHEELS -It appears that five-year-old Angel is a little unhappy
about her new set of wheels. Her owner, Mrs. Marge Ostholthoff of Forest Hills, a Cincinnati suburb,

thought it would be helpful to give her a lift since she is expecting a family soon. With the help of a belt

she attached a roller skate to Angel's underslJe. Angel was last seen rolling down the street.

University Women's Caucus To Meet Tomorrow
The University Women's Caucus

will be holding their first General

Meeting of the Fall semester

tomorrow evening. The Caucus
was established last February, and
met twice last Spring. The idea of a

unified group, which could both

represent and support all of the

smaller women's groups on
campus, arose last

many women began
"What exactly is

action? What does

mean in terms of ACTION?" After

its two large general meetings, the

University Women's Caucus
formed interest groups to study

specific issues — child care,

methods of upgrading the positions

of classified employees, feminist

studies, "affirmative action"
policies of the University ad-

ministration, special student
status, etc. The aim of the Caucus
was to give further support, in

terms of numbers, to other women
on campus who are trying to

upgrade a job title, form an
inexpensive day-care cooperative

for their children, or whatever.
Also, our idea was to pool research
and resources, and avoid
duplication of efforts by women
who previously were unaware of

their common needs and interests.

year when
to question:

affirmative
the phrase

Index Recruitment
md Organizational Meeting

Thursday at 7 p.m.

Index Office

401 Student Union

Selected items

IZC MAIN St. Norfchoinpt"

MS Massachusetts Society of Professors

American Association of University Professors up

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8th

Speaker David Bartley

(Massachusetts House of Representatives)

Senator John Olver

Representative James Collins

Representative Edward McColgan

at

CAMPUS CENTER 1003

4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Refreshments will be served
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AMIIKKST. Mass.-Ramsey Clark, civil libertarian and former

I'.S. Attorney (ieneral, will speak on "Amnesty" at 8:30 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 8 in Johnson Chapel. Amherst College. The event is

open to the public without charge.

Faculty Union To Be Discussed

Larry Ladd, last year's UMass student body president, will speak
tomorrrow noon in the Colonial Lounge on the subject, "A Faculty
Union: Students Are the Victims." The program will begin at 12:15.
Persons are invited to bring a brown bag lunch and eat while they listen

and rap.

The program is the first of a new series of public issues discussions
entitled "The First Amendment," using the First Amendment rights of

the people to free speech and to assembly. The series is being sponsored
by the United Christian Foundation.
UCF is sponsoring the series because, according to Thomas Lindeman,

UCF staff member, "the university needs a place where people can get
together on relatively short notice and discuss important issues with
some expert opinion present." Each week the series will feature an
opening 15 minutes or so of comments by a speaker, followed by 40
minutes or so of discussion and questions and answers.
Persons having suggestions for future topics and/or speakers are in-

vited to contact Lindeman at 319 Hampshire House, 545-2661 or 545-2789.

The second program in the series, on Thursday, November 15, will be
on Arab-Israeli peace talks among U. Mass. Arab and Israeli students
and faculty. On November 29 Fergus Clydesdale of the U. Mass. Food
Scienc° and Technology Dept. will talk on economy diets.

Steak or Roast
USDA
CHOICE

Bone

In

Cut just the way you and

your family like it. .

.

So tender and juicy!

1st Cut

Chuck Sleuk

California

Steuk or Roust

HATCH
COff&HOUSC

brings you fine,
entertainment
every Wednesd&u

^^C^L™ WM,T£ OAK M«OM^liSwtaiw Soys
28£K?*Hlf -nMtim.
Bob oevoo<-0uht- base
C4RI P06ELLO -

f, 66\ e_

p'os others

unfh ,,Henrf"asMC
<L*OOpM.~ 1/OOd.m..
hatcw ca-fe+eria.

free/

Semi-

Boneless

Chuck

;3VAVAVAVAVnAVAVAVAV& i

| Finost *'

| Sweet Butter

g Quarters

I llbpkg

WITH THIS COUPON

and $5 purchase

Limit one

Valid thru Nov. 10

S9AVAVAVAWAVAV

< i

Finast

i

i

i

i

i

gVAVAVAVAVAVAAVAVA~Vfl£j

| Fleischmanns

| Egg Beaters

§ Egg.

Substitute

16 oz pkg

WITH THIS COUPON

and $5 purchase

Limit one

Valid thru Nov 10

59AVAVAVAVAVAV/* Finast

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
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Second Robeson

Lecture Tonight
Professor C. L. R. James will

deliver the second lecture in the

Paul Robeson Lecture Series
tonight at 8:00p.m. at Herter Hall,

231. This distinguished pan
Africanist scholar has written and
lectured extensively on history, art

and literary criticism. In addition,

he has immersed himself in

Marxist philosophy, economic
analysis, problems of development
in Third World countries, and
problems of the working class in

industrialized nations.

Professor James is presently
teaching at Rutgers University in

Newark, and Federal City College
in Washington, D.C. He has been
working on a biography of his long-

time political associate and per-

sonal friend George Padmore, and
his autobiography. Both Mr.
James and Mr. Padmore were
born in Trinidad at the turn of the

century, and they have been
significant forces in the Pan-
African movement. They were
instrumental, together with Dr. W.
E. B. DuBois and Dr. Kwame
Nkhrumah, in organizing the Fifth

Pan-African Congress in 1945 in

Manchester, England.

Mr. James has known Mr. Paul
Robeson since the 1930's and they
have been close associates in the

working class movement and the

struggle against colonialism and
racial injustice. They collaborated

on a play on the life of Toussaint
L'Overture which Mr. James
wrote and Mr. Robeson produced
and played the role of Toussaint.

Professor C. L. R. James has
written several articles on the

man, Paul Robeson, and his in-

sights into Mr. Robeson's
tremendous contribution to our
culture are invaluable. The lecture

promises to be exciting, in-

tellectually stimulating and
provocative as a contemporary of

Paul Robeson will attempt to sift

through the complexities of twelfth

century politics, art and culture.

This lecture is being co-
sponsored by Central Area
Government and the Third World
Center of the Central Area. Their
sponsorship reflects the thrust of

area governments in addressing
peoples. The Paul Robeson lecture

and concert series has been
designed and coordinated by
Professors Max Roach and Archie
Shepp in an effort to delineate Mr.
Robeson's great contribution to the

creative process The public is

invited.

OPENING

SOON

.- ..«•

,

WW
Doiouit

at

MT. FARMS MALL

Rt. 9 (Russell St.)

Hadley

Open 24 hrs. per day
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
The planet Mercury rules the Air sign

Gemini and the Earth sign Virgo. This
relationship may seem paradoxical, but
actually there is a valid reason since both
signs typify thoughts and ideas Gemini has
jurisdiction over abstract and mental
concepts, while Virgo has control over the
concrete and practical application of the
intellect

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Avoid
needless spending. Some things have to be
removed and replaced Demand
verification of facts Key is confidence,
forthright attitude. Cancer and Libra in-

dividuals could play dynamic roles Family
member needs special consideration
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Don t be

sidetracked by a superficial individual
Keep on solid ground, not rose-mist won-
derland. A desire is fulfilled in a roundabout
way Know what to ask for when asked
Come out of shell. Welcome wholesome
challenges.

GEMINI (May 21- June 20): Original
methods are most likely to succeed.
Broaden inspirational horizons Build on a
solid base Gain shown through velvet tact
Trust inner sentinel. You hold the aces
Ghosts of the past should be dismissed
Virgo and Scorpio prominent today
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Taurus and

Pisces people could be in the picture
Persons -'ho try to fox you are in for a sharp
awakening Know the needs of family
Highlight security. Sign no legal
documents Don't press luck Time is your
ally. Look ahead with hope
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Your ability to

overcome trying problems put to the test

Display ingenuity and resourcefulness
Hold gains previously made Prudent ac-
tion protects Revel in self-discovery. The
past is past and the immediate future looks
bright

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Obtain hint
from Taurus message Probe for useful
answers. Reject superficiality in word and
deed News of a legacy may be in offing
Answer belated mail Be expressive but
without arrogance. Take nothing for

SYDNEY OMAtt,
granted. Make up for lost time.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Wait Think
Don't give up something for nothing. Dispel
illusion. If you are tempted to take a flyer in

the stock market, think twice. Though
bored, do not reach for excitement. A
flexible attitude helps negate a troublesome
domestic situation.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): Resist

temptation to nurse old hurts, grudges
Avoid schemes that promise quick success.
Don't seek the limelight, your effectiveness
lies in backing up those in high places.

Glamorization or decoration is better

deferred

SAGITTARIUS ( Nov 22 -Dec. 21 ) : Avoid
one who is dashing with a devil-may-care
approach Real estate comes up for mature
discussion Hold off a trip if you can Learn
by listening Falling out with friends should
be regarded as temporary Love has a price
tag

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19): Your
psychic mind works overtime and ac-
curately Promises are made broken and
revised. Get perspective where ambitions
are involved Older person, perhaps of your
sign, plays a prominent part Relegate the
past to limbo
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Look

forward and backward Avoid wishful
thinking Let others know you are familiar
with score. Get rid of burden not of your
making Follow through on appointments
One who depends on you confides a
dilemma. Expect lo be busy
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Keep health

resolutions If single, question of marriage
could be paramount If marned. domestic
adjustment is highlighted Visit one con-
fined to home, hospital Seek fresh
viewpoints and interests Social pace ac-
celerates.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY this is a
power-plus year with March. July and
November your most significant months in

1974 The opposite sex finds you most at-

tractive. Money will be on the upgrade
Recent setbacks reversed before long
Have confidence.

Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzlt
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1

4

6

11

13

15

16

Fur scarf

Conjunction

Strip of leather

Pressing

Ached

Compass point

Part of flower

(PD
Sun god

19 A state (abbr

)

21 Island off

Ireland

Ireland

Girl's name
Take one's part

Superlative

ending
Give extreme
unction to

Secluded
valley

Pronoun
Hail

Foray

Quiet!

Disturbance
Pertaining to

Norway
Garden tool

47 Chimney
carbon

49 Midday
50 Girl's name

Labor
River m Italy

Teutonic deity

Arbor
A continent
(abbr)
Female
relative

Tour
Portions of

medicine
Compass point

Before

18

22
24
26
28

29

31

33
34
36
38
40
42

45

52
54
55
56
59

61

63
65

4
5
6
7

8
9

10
12
14
17
20
23

24

25

27

30

32
35
37

38

39
41

Pilaster

Heavenly bodies
Squanderer
Sunburn
Ascend
Indefinite

article

Die

Plural ending
Italian poet
Servant
Fish sauce
Note of scale

A state (abbr

)

Winglike

Verve

Ancient district

in Greece

King of beasts

Plunderers

Let fall

Recoils

Frightful

Instrument

43

44

46

48

51

Earlier

Printer's

measure

Printer's

measure
Inclines

Unit of Siamese
currency (pi )

53 Unit of Italian

currency (pi.)

57 Female ruff

58 A continent
(abbr.)

60 Beverage

62 Conjunction

64 Brother of Odin

66
67

DOWN —

k k<
1

1 Baker's product
2 A state

3 Symbol for

silver
Diitr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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AIKIDO
Weds, and Fri. 6:30-8:30 p.m., Sun.

2:304:30 p.m., Boyden Gym,
Wrestling Rm. All welcome.

BAHA'I FIRESIDE
An informal talk on the Baha'i Faith

tonight. Relevent subjects con

cerning today's world and the

teachings of Baha'u'llah. All are

welcome. 7:30 p.m., C.C. 802.

BICYCLE CLUB WORKSHOP
Tonight at 7 p.m. in C.C. 805 809 we'll

have a workshop on changing a tire

-

start simple.

BONNIE AND CLUDE
Will be shown Friday at 7, 9, and 11

p.m. in Mahar. Come on and see it.

You'll enjoy a great movie.

BOXING CLUB
Meeting open to new members,
beginners welcomed. Meets T. and
Th. 7-9, 19th Washington. Planning
trip to Spfld. Th. to observe Golden
Glove Practice. For info call Dana
549 0899 eves, or come to meeting.

CAREERS CONFERENCE
Seminars scheduled hourly from 9-

4:30 p.m. today. Come and hear

Notices
speakers from business and other
organizations talk about oossible
business careers for you. Rm. 163-4

C.C.

CENTRAL AREA COUNSELING
Got an academic problem? Maybe
we can help. Come on down. B2
Gorman House. Mon. Fri. 1-9, Thurs.
109. Call 50894.

CHESS INSTRUCTION
Lecture tonight "Mow to Reason in

Chess" 7:30 in C.C. 165 169. Free!

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB

Meeting tonight in C.C. 803 at 7:30.

Presentation on AC Performance and
Leaning Techniques. Refreshments.

COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
MEETING
Will meet tonight at 5:15 in Com-
muter Lounge. All are welcome.

COMMUTERS
There will be a Happy Hour for

Commuters at Phi Sigma Kappa on
Fri. 11-9. Rock and Roll and Trivia

contests from 1? p.m. Look for ad to

appear later.

JAMES WILLIAM GUERCIOS OUTSTANDING
FIRST FILM ... ONE OF THE
YEAR'S VERY BEST . .

*"»>

ROBERT

BLAKE

7:15

11:15
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The Firesign Theaters Film

ZACHARIAH
a rock western satire with Country Joe & The Fish - New
Ycjrk Rock & Roll Esemble Elvin Jones Doug Kershaw -

Firesiqn Friends - Roadrunner cartoons.

tiff., No*. 10 at 7-9-11 in Mahar M.

HITCHCOCK'S

"THE BIRDS"
THURSDAY, NOV. 8th MAHAR

7:00, 9:15, 11:30 5tV

HELP WANTED
Innovative persons to teach under-

educated adalts. inner cit> dropout*.
Spanish speaking and Indian children

In the IS. Mast be able to work mil

miIi traditional, classroom. If you're a
senior getting a degree in education.

F.agMsa. language*. Sociology, etc.

talk to a VISTA representative in the

"lareroent Office on Nov. S-t.

tfll-H

HELP WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS PERSONAL

In \ our job search, you'll run across
all kinds of glossy pages and promises
that so-and-so company wants
graduates with liberal arts degrees.
I.asi year's seniors who chose either
VISTA or Peace Carps ARK AT
WORK in hundreds of projects both
here and in 51 countries overseas.
Teaching Knglish as a foreiga
language: working in tuberculosis

control programs, smallpox, and
malaria eradication projects: acting
a* agricultural extension agents:
developing alternative schools:
( nunseling in drug crisis centers and
many more. Demand for these
assignments is, of course, great. It's

extremely important for you to apply
before December. To underscore this.

\ 1ST \ \ IVace Corps representatives
w ill be here during this semester only

|

on Nov .vi from 9 a.m. to t p.m.. go to

the Placemen! Office and sign up for

an interview.

tfll-9

Collegian is looking for an Asst.

Advertising Manager. Job iavolves
supervising ad reps A building advt.
revenue. Must be an underclassmen,
with car. A a genuine interest in

newspaper advt. Experience la

marketing A graphics helpful but not
essential. Will have la work hard for
small pay but the rewards In ex-
perience will be invaluable. Person
hired wlli be trained to become the
advertising manager for next year.
For details and information see Brent
Wilkes at the Collegian Office

tfll II

HELP WANTED

Teach Math A Science where the
Faith is flat rocks are e\ il. and turtles

are sacred \s a Peace Corps teacher.
von II net some lough questions like:

How dues ihr lurlle Vishnu swimming
in his sea uf milk and pushing up the
tree of life fil into your theories of the
w in Id. Mr Boh'' Vou don't put legends
like atoaf down because they are a
vital pari of \ uur student's culture.
One of the rhallenges of teaching Math
A Science in a dev loping country is to

create acceptance for these subjects

within Ihe frame work of ancient
traditions \ Peace Corps, v 1STA
i epi isiiit.il iv e will he in Ihe
I'lai cinciil Office on Nov . Vl Sinn up
now for an interview.

tfll x

lolis for French & Spanish Majors —
>li.uiisli speakers to work as \|sf\s
in li.il i-his in Ihe Southwest & as Peace

( ii lis leathers | resource people in

Xmerica. French speakers in

wins in Xfrican Franchnphone

mi iiliies with Peace Corps These art

positions of responsibility and sen

siimlv Talk to a represent.iive in the

Mac .limit Ollice on Nov M Sinn up

foi an inlei view
till x

Jobs in Business Consulting —
I- 1 equentlv the difference between a
margit.il A a going business in the
inability of Ihe former to hire con-

sultants. Business graduates working
for \ IST\ A Peace Corps are helping
1 1 change that situation. If you have a

BBA. MKA or MPA. you should look in

In VISTA Ii Peace Corps. It's ex
perience you'll get with no other
organ i /a lion A representative will be
in Ihe Placement Office on October II

A 12. Sign up now for an interview

Ifll-H

While organized recreation is

generally regarded as frivolous in this
country. Ihe reverse is true in most
developing nations. As a Peace Corps
volunteer you will develop programs,
train teachers, leach caaching
techniques, coach national teams.
Ynn'H be regarded as someone with an
important skill to share. Get more
information. Peace Corps will be in the
Placement Office on Nov. VS. Sign up
now for an interview.

tfll-8

Mara Becker please call me about
photos. John 336-5243.

tf 1 1-7

Futre CPAs learn how to prepare for the
(PA Fxam. Becker CPA Review Course.
Call collect 617-536-1419.

tfll-H

I love Cellini. ( osla-Oravras, Bogart.
Daffy -Duck. Kubrick. Orson W. — If. Art
III.

tri i-7

Students pt. time A full lime available,

apply in person I nited Paper Box. 328

Water St.. Inot of Cabot. Iloiyoke. Ma.
tfll-H

2nd or 3rd year language major male,
need MR I hr work? (all Dave MMaaaV

tfll-M

Do vou spend precioustlmehilfrhTng
In a part lime job to help support a
messy roommate who eats your food,
blasts hard rock, interrupts your
privacy? If vou can be a neat, quirt,
conscientious housekeeper A cook in

an older home, you can change your
environment to a private room with
hoard. 549-0611

tfll*

Civil engineers. Overseas: to advise
on dam construction, irrigation
systems water works. At home: to

prepare cost estimates on housing,
devrlop funding proposals, review
architect's plans, etc. Peace Corps -

VIST\ engineers get much more
lesponsihlity and experience than
Iheir peers who go to work foi private
engineering firms. Talk to a
representative in the Placement
Office on Nov . :,-9. sign up today for an
interview

tfll-M

Student Kmplov ml in Yellowstone A all
I S Nat I Parks Send for booklet Ii. \rnold
\gency UN F. Main. Bexburg Idaho,
guaranteed

tfll 9

support your local bus driver.

tfll-12

\ISi\ & Peace Corps have hint

ilreds of job openings for seniors.
From viniculture lo /oology i.et

experience vou can find in no other
organization Reps will be in
Placement t iff ice •.oon Sign up now in

Placement for an interview.

(Ml 'l

L

Nurses If vou're graduating soon
and want to break awav from Ihe
legiment of training for a year or two
talk lo \ 1ST \ A Peat e ( orps a

i epi rsentative will be in 1'ie

I'l.iceinenl Oflice on Nov 5-9 Sign up
liKlav foi ,in intei v lew

Iff Ml

Poster Stuffers for Hampshire Countv
area. Car is preferable bul not necessary
< all Dave. For Friday and Sat HMm

Waitresses. Doormen apply in person

Timothy's Spirits Company. 30 John St..

Iloiyoke. S3H-97BO.

tfll n

Full lime for Book A Record Store.
Apply in person on Nov. H. a, in at Sound
sope Mountain Farms Mall. Hadley Rt a.

tf 1 1-12

\inlio Dept. mgr. know your audio
lomponenls? See us for Dynamite Position
w /growing chain. Soundscope Mm. tain in

Frm Mall. Rt. 9. II V
tfll-12

Hock Hamls wanted for work im-
mediately, (all 217-5155. ( ounlrv Mouse.

If 1 1-9

Part lime Xerov Machine Opcrr ••

.

\pply at t. minimi ( opv Service. 103 N.

Pirasanl St

tfll-H

I ( oil Canada ski trip — 4 days. .1 nites

Motel, breakfast, dinner Transportation
\prrs ski party, all for Ik.v Jan. 22-25. B.
Kaggins Travel. 256-0146.

MlMl

Hey Pancho I Alia* IIBBP) ! Have I ever
told vou how much I love you? If you pay
vour :i pesos I might. Happy 3rd Love
l.ucy.

tfll-7

I tth Floor Wash, wants to go coed. In-
terested girl floors call 546-9126.

tfll-8

Dearest Wagface ( learhead. Happy
Bday I I hope your 20th year is as fun as
you've made mine. Sorry I'm late. Love.
Pigboy.

tfll-7

Ollie — I knew you had a sore shoulder,
bul why am I getting the cold one?

tfll-7

The Mntlev Crew — Vre you sure you're
living on the right lane" Just wondering . .

tfll-7

I owed mother desires adoption of two
thildre »J*s male and one female, both
tiger angora Will deliver if necessary
(all MMMM

tri i-i3

CO-ED
All University men and women are

invited to informal rushes at SAM,
Weds. 11 7, or Thurs. 11-8 at 8:00 p.m.

387 N. Pleasant St. 545-0845. Refresh

ments.

DAY OF LEARNING
The Catholic and the University is the

theme of the program sponsored by
the Newman Club, Sunday, 11-11

from 2-5 in the afternoon. Talks and
discussions will be followed by a

special liturgy.

(Continued on P. 21)

4TH ANNUAL

NEW ENGLAND

STUDENT

FILM FESTIVAL

The principal forum for

student filmmakers in New
England.
Screenings in Academic
Bldg. I

8:00 Friday and Saturday
evenings
1:30 Saturday afternoon
A special screening of

films selected for
ACADEMY AWARD
nominations and film
touring package to

colleges and museums
throughout the country will

be held on Sunday evening
at 8:00.

T ickets $ 1.50 per show

November 9. 10 I 11

Hampshire College

Amherst. Mass.

SERVICES

Photos — passports, visas, etc.. 48 hour
service! Slies and number negotiable.
$3 oo minimum! Call Steve at 546-54 43.

tfll-M

OH a load off your mind Truck for hire.
call (.ary or Joyce. 254-C376

tfll-7

Research — thousands of topics. 12.75
per page. Send II for mail order catalog.
Research assistance, inc. 11*41 Wilshire
Blvd.. Suite 2. LA.. Calif, 9M25.

tf 12-12

.Nl'r.hU I il'lar
In Ware, at « nUegiaii prm.ci

S .11 | > 111 I INI ,| HI

( all ( h.nl.Mi.

Typing — dissertations, theses, term

75 »?? .*"•, * mU MMMMUMj referencee.
IBM Seleetrtc. good rates, call Tom 54«-
1165.

tfll-12

r vpenenced electronic and electrical
repairs. Reasonable rates. Call 545-2308
Mark Ml or Rill tni Keep trying.

tfll-IS

FOR RENT

Room for rent or in exchange for child
care five miles from campus. Call Joanne
519-0665.

tfll-9

Apt for one - AvIM. imm. Ig hi m sm
kit. full bath, storage, pkg. 220 N
Pleasant. 2 nd D of Ig house. All utl. ind
III.V 549-3736, 253-874Z.

Ull-14

erf apt. ctr Amh.. rest of sem. 187.50 Dee

aflM

( liffside Apt. available now - | bedrm
June lease, call 665-4205. today.

tfll-7

TRAVEL

M.ahT ' '
!? if

U% hand" vour pre-"in-M. in-fl.ght and p ,t.||i«hlarrangements a, no cos , to

P
;

M
«Jrnaaaaaj rep.. Mltm evenings

tfl2-l2

Notices (cont.)
(Continued from F. 20)

DESIGN STUDENTS
Interior design students
organizational meeting Weds. 11 7

Skinner Lounge, 7:30 p.m. Impor
tant. Please attend.

DVP MEETING
Tonight 117 at 6:00 in 901 C.C.

FINNISH LANGUAGE CLUB
Will meet in C.C. 901, Nov 8 7

9:00. Everyone welcome.
30

FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION
CLUB
Meeting on Thurs. at 7:30 p.m. in 217

Chenoweth. Planning Wine and
Cheese Tasting party and Christmas
Party. All Grads and Undergrads
invited.

ISRAELI DANCING
Tonight and every Weds. night-
Israeli Dancing, with instruction,

7:30 10:30 in Cape Cod Lounge of S.U.

JAPANESE AMERICAN CLUB
Planning meeting today, Colonial
Lounge S.U. 3:30 5:30 p.m.

MOTORCYCLIST
Meeting tonight, C.C. 911 at 7 p.m. All

interested in trial riding, enduro's,
motocross or street riding should
come. We'll start discussing plans for

the spring.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Happy hour for all Pol. Sci. Faculty,
Grad students and undergrads, C.C.
1003 Today, 4:00 6:00.

PRE MED
Peter Rappo, a graduate of UMass
and now a senior at U of Vermont
Med. School will be available to

discuss getting into Med. School at

800 p.m. Weds. C.C. 917.

PSYCH STUDENTS
"Course Counseling Bonanza"
tonight. Weds. 7:00 10:00 p.m.
Colonial Lounge S.U. Find out what
Psych courses are right for your
needs.

SCUBA CLUB
Meeting tonight, Curry Hicks Rm. 14,

7 p.m. to plan dive with Lowell Tech
Dive Club. Nomination for officers.

Bring bathing suits.

SKI CLUB MEETING
A movie will be shown and in

AMHERSTC^ta
AMITY ST.

WINNER OF

TNIS YEAR'S

ACADEMY

AWARD

253 5426 EVES
7:00

Charlie Chaplin

"MODERN
TIMES9'

structions will be given on ski care.

You can buy memberships and ski

association passes. The meeting will

be held in Thompson 104 at 8 p.m.
tonight 11 7.

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB
Avalon Hill players; meeting Weds. 6

p.m. in C.C. 103. All newcomers
welcome.

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM
Anyone interested in Ayn Rand's
philosophy is invited to meet in 903

C.C. at 7:30 Thurs.

UMASS CREW CLUB
Meeting of all club members on
Sunday 11-11 at 6:30 p.m. in C.C. 917.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUN-
DATION
Public relations task force meeting
at 9:30 a.m. on Thurs. people in

terested in writing, design, layout
etc. ..invited.

LOST
Organic Chemistry by Morrison and
Boyd, 3rd ed. Reward! Call 545 0620

or 584 9574 and ask for Wells

ATTHECiATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

1 NORTHAMPTON

Magargeal.

FOUND
C.E. statics notebook w. yellow pages
in Phys. Sci. Library on 115, now at

Phys. Sci. Lib. Res. Desk.
Vitamin C termpaper rough draft,

across from Worcester Dining and N.
Pleasant on Monday. Call Sue 549
6690

In Lincoln Apts. orange tabby cat
with white paws and white from nose
to belly. Wearing red leather collar
with bells. Call 253 3254.

B.•••••••—•:•».

StjCHCAM CINEMA/ 1/14 5
M*, H ROUTE 5 RIVEROALE RD

WEST SPFLD 24 HR TEL 733 5131

We Honor MASTER CHARGE and BANK AMERICARD

"»»*»**•»* yy_* * * **_*_*_'

: d • ±r • •

TOGETHER!
Mon.-Kri.

M:JM:N
Sal. -Sun.

l-:i-.*.:(l.
r
>-7:2t>-9:50

PG

MATT
WHEN HE RUNS OUT OF

DUMB LUCK, HE ALWAYS HAS
GENIUS TO FALL BACK ON!v

CHARLEY
^VARRICK

MM., Mat. MMI
Cves 7 ::»»-»:.VI

Sal-Sun I : M -:i. H
.V 2l»-7: :ill- III

PG

Student Discount Cards on Sale $1.00

MONDAY a TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

NOW

1 staring

BERNADETTE

ATbuchOfCLiss

dendaJackson
9

7

;j

'ith Membership Card

NOW - 5 Days (>nl> !

.ii ; i.-. \!» tin

'

H
FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT

film

LAFONT

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS SI 00

This Film KndsSun.
No Dollar Nightniiiimm

L.»n«Sou>a Ar»M>»»I<7»»,W

Vied., Mat. I:M
I ms f:flM:H
Sal. -Sun.

:MI-1:»t.V7-9:45

y. . . .

-j<«* • * • •

PG
DONALD SUTHERLAND ELLIOTT GOULD^JMASH \\<-il Mat l:«

K.es 7 : :MI-9 : 50

Sat. -Sun.

I.:mI-:I:2.>-.>: 2.V7: III III—Trrrm

WERE ADDING A NEW CINEMA
WATCH FOR GALA OPENING

FREE' STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS' SAVE 500 FOR YOURSELF
ANO A GUEST-GET YOUR CARDS NOW AT THE THEATRE!"

FOR SALE FOR SALE

Tires — All brands. KadiaK. Snows
Ml types, guaranteed lowest prices (allMMM after «

tfll-12

llallicrafters SW Kadio . . Ill Mil/. AM.
< As. SSB. Vlinl cond.. orig. cost 120(1. Make
me an offer Call r'red 2.>:t-7K9«. Keep
Irving.

tfll-"*

MDC CLASSIFIEDS ENTERTAINMENT

The \rms Kacr: A I credit Minicourse.
I'hvics I 'HID No prereq. MWI 11:15. IIAS
121. Nov 12 l>e«. 12 < alll'rof t.uyer. >t:»

MB lor details.

tfll-ll

Stereo Buffs! If vou want name brand
stereo equip matched and sold to vou at
wholesale prices, call Dick at 25:i-27H«.
after fi.

tfll-9

S A I. Camera Imports has new
cameras, lenses & other photo equip, at
slashed prices. Full warranty, all makes
and models, (all Ken. S-972:i.

tfll -.10

Panasonic I'ort. TV. Brand new! $7n ;

Keceiver 20 watts Ch. Iho (all »l«i-:.27l or
lit IKI

tfll 12

1 ape deck — Sony T( :»«, new
« HIM . Ilttl ; movie camera — Yashica
sll|>l r siinl

. new cond i" X -Country
skis poles for person • It., new cond..

It.V X-( ountrv boots. » 1/2. new cond..

II". Sneak rrs — Converse . hi. black.

new Sin Hike boots - - Dunham Tyrol.

new ennd . flit All prices negotiable.

(all Mich. :ii;t MM.
lfll-7

I'ot-belly stove i.IhIh in perleti

condition with removable top plate & fool

warmer lip. I ft high, cast iron, (all after

Ii p III W-20211

tni-7

MM I'entax Spotmalic camera —
.'•."»min CI I lens. Weston light meter, case.

lop condition. I' v ears old. Slfto. Stuart. I

Mt-vni.
id i

<>

Kenwood Receiver KH tt mint con-

dition it watts KMS per channel, excellent

tuner section, call Rich K-xuxi after >:30.

Discount stereo equip, and pocket
calculators. Special! 12" 4-way air susp.

speaks. Reg. I urn pi NOW $175 pr. Barry
i. -«ox.-, eve.

tfll-12

Twin bed 4 sale bedboard incl. 665-3821.

after S.

tfll-H

2 Twin Orphan (Goodyear studded snow
tires. 7.tW-i:t. need kind, loving home.
\il 1

1
in urn fee is $15 for pair. Phone I of

\gencv .li. TVf.

tfll-7

Austin llealey nooo. I960 fully restored,

(all i.t. . iisj

tf 1 1-13

AUTO FOR SALE

KM V.W. Squareback. Needs tran-
smission, will sell for parts, has in-

spections sticker, good engine and body
Make offer, call Dave 519-0:153.

tfll-7

AUTO FOR SALE

l»72 Javelin SST. must sell quickly,
moving lo NYC. Y-H auto., p.s.. radio-tape.
I new tires and snows. $1,500 or best offer,

(all BHM
tfll-9

Need a band? (all Man's Bands,
represents all area groups. For musical
entertainment call 256-0316.

tfll-7

Hey MM*] guys and gals — I can play
your favorite music just the way you like

it (all Steve the D.J. for your party. 467-

2H(2.

PMi« Cortina, new shocks, rebuilt trans.,
needs brake work. $300. 546-4572.

tfll »

tfll 9

Stick six Pontiac. good heater, sticker.
$:I2.">; Porsche conv., needs work, best
offer: Saab 965. $400. 323-7327.

tfll-H

I'Mix \ W Bug. many miles but runs well,
asking lioo 549-0102 at dinnertime.

tfll-9

TasuMraru re« order player with 'i push

buttons. I \l meters iiulo-lexel control.

Iist$il'i will sell lor $Hll MHO? 1 evenings
tfll !>

I!l7ii Rebel Machine. I speed Hurst :i!Ml

engine, excellent running cond. Iii.ihi (all
.'.i»i-:.27i or ItSVMH.

tfll-12

!• passenger Dodge. 1970 wagon.
Hooigalc. air. IM \ -H. gl.lHHl mi., excellent
mrch. A body. Must see. $1,700. will

bargain MMBt
tfll-7

1965 Inter. Travelall. new clutch, fi great
tires i2 snows). 4 on floor, huge heater,
new front brakes. Incredible deal for $.'.25

Call 549-I52H. David.

tfll-7

71 Willys Jeep CJ5 w/plow. roll bar.
radio, oversize tires, back seat. $2X00 or
deal on \ W keep trying. 7H2-3WK, I need $.

tfll-9

1'ii.t. ( ullass Supr. p.s, ph. very good
condition, (all 367-2771.

tfll-16

Kor sale — 65 VW Bus reblt. eng.. gas
healer, new bat., starter ect. Must sell

imed. First $325 or best off. 665-23HI aft. 5.

p.s. very clean body.

tfll-9

1967 Volvo 1225. good running condition,
new tires Best offer, (all 1-369-4395. Keep
trying.

tfll-9

WANTED

.". loi. bedroom house in Wendell. 2 kitch-

ens | bathrooms, full cellar with
linplaie MMMM.

tfll-12

2 Male Vocalists, playing acous. A
elec. guitars A flute, seek indiv.

Ms/Mr with good technique A improv.
ability on piano, pref. (not necess >

capable of singing high range har-
monies, to perform orig. A popular
music for al< aud. We have def. op-
portunity for work. If interested call 5-

2925 ask for Peter in 21 " /Sean in 214.

tfll-9

ANNOUNCEMENT

Film festivals that make sense. First
run art films and best classics. Popular
prices. I

. Art III.

tfll-7

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Honda 450 ( B «8 Cherry cond. low ml.,
lugg. rack, chain, signals. Sapd.. elec.
start., helmet. I niv. Sticker. Must sell
$400. (all 6-4055.

tfll-8

WANTED TO RENT
Female grad wants room or apt. tto

share 1 near campus or on bus route
immediately, (all t.ini 6I7-764-8870.

tfll-8

Bring back those great memories,
boogie to your lavorite golden oldies. I

have Ihe records and the PA (all me at
.vi6-«07.v

tfll-12

ROOM TO RENT

See a craiy movie this weekend —
Zachariah — with the Firesign Theater
Nov. 10. Sat. 7-9-11. Mahar.

tfll-f

Room for rent $50/per month, (all 2S«-
06H7.

MlMl

Female w /good singing voice A violin or
recorder" Fairport Convention sound
good? Possible money in local clubs —
Josh. 5H4-223H.

tfll-H

ROOM WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED

\oung working guy needs a room or
would like to share an apt in the Amherst
area. Call Rill. 367-2772.

tfll-8

Roommate wanted for furnished apt.
mar campus I loo per month. Lease until
May 30. (all MMMM.

tfll-7

RIDE WANTED

Female to share I bdrm. Presidential
apt. beginning Jan Semi furnishni $H7.50

mon.. incl. utilities, (all MMMM.
tfll-lfi

(ifld to I Mass. in at 8: 3d, back at 4:».
(.fid (omm. (oil. area. I day a wk
usually Tues (all UM 545-2328. will share
expense.

\ivitar lii.'.nini. (2 s Solium 2iniiiiiii. I :
'.

lenses Nikon mount J .mil
I w.11- old

\skiiiK HI and $.V. (all Ben. MMMM.
tfll-H

s,on\ MM Moctisei T walls KMS per

rhannel. just 7 inns old MM, ( all 2.'..! -."> !'•
'.

till s

IfVl Dalsun .111. 2dr . auto, radio. IMM
mi., iiistiiroolccl. snow tires with rims.
»l TiHior best ofler. (all after :. p.m.. 2B7-
J'lHI

tfll 7

I ate Mi's valiant or Dart. pref. K cyl..
must be in excellent condition, up to Ii.inni

for 1 mlit ear MMftt,
HI I 'l

MHii \\\. giMHl condition. $1,111. safe for
I1.111 :.|9 -1.506 alter :. p m

tfll II.

< oiniiiuier Xssemhly is now taking
applications lor its r.-p to SI -( ( . (,ov Bd .

see someone in ( oniiniilir lounge Behind
Hatch

tfll-9

I'H.T It, 11 i.hikI.i smashed front end. Ml
I spcril Mallorv ilisti ihiilm . new starter,
inolor, $_'_•:, takes il. Sandy. .-.HI-2UI9.

tfll-16

KiMim 111 house or apt desired b\ senior
woman loi neM semester Please c all (.ail
il LIT 'M,

:
siiT t or (.ill tartan at "ilfi-fifi72

tfll-7

RiMimmate to share spacious I rm. apt
quiet, relaxing atmosphere. $60 per mo
Call after K p.m.. 527-5466.

fil 1-9

Roommate wanted for furnished apt.
near campus. $100 per month, lease until
May 30. Call 253-98*3.

tfll-7

Roommates needed — three singles. onrr<

entrance, interesting neighbor.. Call
Howie. 256-0643.

tfll -I

Neat, responsible female wanted to

occupy own room in I bdrm apt., starling

Jan, I Mm incl utilities. Phone 2:>«

iNi2fi eve. |f 1
|.i|

Ride wanted to NIC on Friday or
Saturday, the 9th or 10th. Will share ex-
penses. Please call 253-3139. anytime.

tfll-8

LOST & FOUND

Man's wedding band. 16k white gold.
Kl k m.i. 1; -i. ,1 ( ontact Bob. (hem.
Tower 1311 or call 665-3949. Reward!

tfll-8

A.-Mt/^. 1 > M J i \N IMM
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Harriers Win It For O'B
By WALT POWERS

The date is Monday, November
6, 1972. On a cool, dreary afternoon

at Boston's Franklin Park. A group
of UMass cross-country runners

whom Ken O'Brien has labeled

"the best I've ever coached" is

running in The New England
Championships. At the two mile
mark, a pack of five Northeastern
runners forge boldly into the lead.

Fighting excruciating pain, a pair

of UMass sophomores, Randy
Thomas and Bill Gillin, surge past

them, their momentum carrying
them to fourth and fifth place, and
a state of exhaustion. After a long
recovery period, they speak in

tones of exasperation and disap-

pointment. The rest of the UMass
team had never seriously

( Staff Photo/Joe Martins i

THE YOUTH — Freshmen Paul Doiron, Chris Farmer, and John McGrail have shown exceptional
poise and determination in the UMass drive to the nationals. Here they run in the conference cham-
pionships.

i Staff Photo/Jot Martini i

THE VETERANS— Bill Gillin. Tom Maguire. and Randy Thomas battle UConn's Bruce Clark in the
conference championship. The talented trio, along with senior Paul Segersten, led the Minutemen to
their first New England title in twelve years on Monday.

ADVERTISE FREE

Western Massachusetts Only

Super M List

rXCHAN&
A New Ad Weekly

Artiel$s he Uh
if Print* Owntrs

10 per cent of Advertised Price
only IF and WHEN you sell

10,000 ACTIVE Buyers

Television Tonight

NO DEALER ADS

SPECIAL2WEEK OFFER
No Commission Charge 25

word limit —
Ads must be received before
Mon. noon, Nov. 19

FAIR EXCHANGE
P.O. Box J

N. Amherst, Mass. 01059

CALL 2560236

CI?P f>*Ml *MJ„ BM

• :«i T1IK REAL MfCOYI Back To the

West Virginny " (18)

THK LUC* SHOW "Lucy and Clint

Walker " (22)

IHM.WS IIKKOKS Hogan Gives A
Birthday Party."' <30>

NKWS. WKATIIKR. SPORTS (40>

1:11 WHAT'S HAPPENING I'PDATK (3)

K:0O NKWS <3) (8) 122)

I SPY "Suitable For Framing." (18)

ZOOM! (24) 1ST)

PF.TTK OAT JlACTION Last Tram to

1'ixley " (27)

TO TF.I.I. IWt TRITH Garry Moore,
host (30)

VMI.O WII.I) WF.ST Night Of the

Amnesiac " (40)

S Ml NKWS <3l (22) (30)

\H< KYKNIM. NKWS (8)

MAKING THINGS GROW (24)

INTAMKD WORLD (27)

LOUS LYONS: NKWR AND COMMENT
1 57)

S:M NKWSRKAT NKWS (40)

Mm WHAT IN THE WORLD <3)

TRITH OR ( ONSKQl KNC KS Bob
Barker, host <8>

DMH VAN DYKK SHOW Punch Thy
Neighbor " (18)

NKWS. WKATHKH. SPORTS (22) <30i

VOIR KITIRK IS NOW (Ml
\B< KYKNING NKWS (40)

THK RKPORTKRS (57)

'. :» THK PRICK IS RIGHT 111

VOL VSKKD KOR IT (8)

(iHKKN ACHKS Send A Boy To
College "

1 18

1

THK HOLLYWOOD SOJ ARKS T'eter

Marshall, host « 22

•

THK KHKN( II ( HKK (24) (57)

\NIM \l. WORLD Love. Animal Style

H:«i THK SONNY AND (HER COMKDY
Mill H (3)

DEAL WITH THK ISSl'KS (8)

THK ( HAMPIONS "The Invisible Man "

<I8)

\DAM -12 "Training Division " (22) (30)

BILL MOVERS' JOURNAL (241 (27)

BOB AND CAROL AND TED AND
ALICE "The Bare Truth Hurts (40)

n-.M MOVIE My Darling Daughters
Anniversary." (18) (40)

MYSTERY MOVIE "If Max Is So smart.
Why Doesn t He Tell Us Where He Is'" (22)

(30)

KA.MILY ALBl M (24)

BKIIIND THE LINES (57)

•:M CANNON "Dead Lady's Tears." <3>

THE 7IW (LIB (18)

•:M AT CHESTNIT HILL: MICHIO
MAMIYA (24)

ONE OP A KIND (57)

lomi KOJAK (3)

OWEN MARSHALL. COl NSKLOR AT
LAW "The Sin of Susan Gentry." (8) (40)

LOVE STORY "Mirabelles Summer"
(22) 1 30

1

BKIIIND THK LINKS SPKCIAL "The
Press and Watergate" (24)

KYKNING EDITION WITH MARTIN
W.RONSKY (57)

Hi :io THK LIVING WORD (18)

MANTRAP (27)

BOOK EEAT '57)

II «l NKWS. WKATHKR. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22* 127) (30) (40i

11:38 MOV IK "The Third Day " (3)

RIDE WORLD Of KNTKRTVINMKNT
'8i (401

JOHNNY (\ IISON SHOW (22) (30)

l:M NKWS (8> (4(ii

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host < 22 > (30)

I :!• NKWS. WEATHER Oi

challenged the Northeastern pack
on their way to a second place
finish. For Ken O'Brien, it was a

disappointing afternoon.

Cut. Switch to 1973, same day,
same place, same event. Nor-
theastern is again the favorite, and
they are running almost exactly
the same team that won the New
Englands a year before. UMass is

running three freshmen along with
veterans Paul Segersten, Tom
Maguire, Bill Gillin, and Randy
Thomas. With its infusion of youth,
the team is paradoxically stronger.

But O'Brien isn't saying anything
this time. At the 1 1-2 mile mark, a
pack of five Northeastern runners
forges boldly into the lead.
Fighting excruciating pain, two
UMass juniors, Randy Thomas and
Bill Gillin surge past them. Their
momentum carries them to third

and fifth-place finishes, and a state

of elation. After a long recovery
period, the members of the UMass
cross-country team are laughing
and congratulating themselves.
For Ken O'Brien, learning the
bitter lesson of 1972 has resulted in

victory in the 1973 New Englands.
Just what exactly was that

lesson?

"Aggressiveness wins," said
O'Brien. "Northeastern beat us
last year simply because they took
command early in the race, and we
didn't chase them. This year, we
concentrated our training on
running a fast first three miles. I

figured that by going fast against
Northeastern, and maintaining
contact with them for the first

three miles, we could pull away
from them on the last two. The
results of this strategy were
dramatic."
"We've concentrated on

aggressive teamwork all season,"
said co-captain Thomas, "and in

the last two weeks it's really paid
off. Knowing that we'll have three

or four men right behind us in a
race takes the pressure off of me
and Bill Gillin, and we can run the

way we feel. This year, we've been
concentrating on maximum team
effort at each race, with no set or

expected running order. If John
McGrail or Tom Maguire feels he
can take the lead, he is expected to,

even if he finished fifteenth the

week before. We feel that if

everyone runs his best on a given
day, the numbers will take care of

themselves."
In winning their third New

England championship, the
Minutemen outran Northeastern
with surprising ease, but the
results were no surprise to

O'Brien. "Before the race, I

thought we had the better team.
Unlike last year, we've run con-
sistently all season. We've geared
our training to steady weekly
improvement, and there was no
way we were going to run a poor
race. On the other hand, Nor-
theastern had run very erratically

all season long, and seemed to hit

its peak early in the season.
Harvard clobbered them a week
ago in the Greater Boston's, and I

think they were surprised by the
ease in which we won the Yankee
Conference," O'Brien noted.

Thomas was quick to point out
the significance of Monday's
victory -the first UMass New
England championship since 1961.

"It sets a precedent," he said,

"that will benefit our entire
program. Our inability to beat
Northeastern in the past had
bothered us, but now we know we
can do it." The victory also gave
Thomas and O'Brien a measure of
revenge for last year's second
place finish. "I've been waiting 365
days for this," said Randy, "but
Coach O'Brien's the man we won it

for. He's been waiting twelve years
for it."

MDC Classifieds Sell

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' par string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except during league play)

»*»v

TONIGHT
OFF THE HOOK at 7:20 p.m.

Art Cohen (bless his heart) hosts this open telephone forum Call him
up and raise issues, ask questions, swap tunny stories. Art's at 545-2878

GAY BREAK at 8:00 p.m.
A prose and poetry reading, including Songs of Sappho and How ToMake L ove T o A Woman If You're A Woman, by Jeannie Orvino T his is

followed by a call-in discussion of the purpose of the program
TOMORROW NIGHT
JANET MOULDING REVIEWS at 7:25 pm

• Indians'""
"* * ^ - "* AmherSt Col,ege ***** of

FILM QUOTES AND COMMENTS at 7:30 p.nv
l)r Tom tells the truth about the film in the area

/'

U1MUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

Dave Eibel

I Like Charlie O.

Poor Charlie Finley. If it's not Bowie Kuhn that is on his back, it's the
Internal Revenue Service, or Clarence Campbell or his own players. He's
given Oakland two straight World Championships in baseball, and still

nobody is content. Sure, no one can deny the fact that Finley has done
some crazy things in the past-like trying to get the pocketless glove of
Mike Andrews off the baseball diamond, and getting rid of the nucleus of
a playoff contender in the National Hockey League-but there's something
about him that sets him apart from his fellow owners. You can call it

charisma, you can call it what you may. Let me call it innovative in-

dividualism.

Most owners like to sit on their derrieres and watch the world go by.
Charlie Finley is a twenty-sixth player, an all-purpose utility man.
Without Finley and his mule, we'd be yawning even more at baseball
games, still glaring at pinstriped uniforms. Without Finley, we'd still

watch slugging pitchers whiff three or four times a game without the
designated hitter rule. Guys like Orlando Cepeda, Tommy Davis, and
Frank Robinson would be doing god knows what without the rule that
Finley so strongly advocated. You may laugh at Finley's suggestions to
improve the game of baseball, including colored balls and automatic
intentional walks, but there's nc doubt that his ideas could make baseball
at least a bit more exciting. It was Finley who started the trend in

baseball, whereby teams in pennant contention pick up admittedly aging,
yet useful players to help out in the September stretch drive. So many of
the new ideas in baseball have been originated i:. Charlie's mind that my
mind is boggled.

Few owners in sports can come close to Finley's record as a builder and
innovator. Among the owners in baseball, Finley stands out; and maybe,
that's the reason why few people can stomach him. I don't think that his
fellow entrepreneurs relish the fact the Finley has continuously stood out
and just been, very simply, different.

I don't like the idea of people telling everybody else how to run their
businesses and I don't like everybody telling Charlie Finley how to run
his business. There too many know-it-alls in the world and not many of
them are very knowledgeable, especially the Charlie Finley know-it-all.
Owners, players and fans have told Finley how to run his teams but

seldom does he listen. And I don't blame him. He's talking the financial
risks, and what he does with his teams is nobody's business but his own.
Now I'm talking about simple rights of ownership, but there's more. By
being pegged as a renegade of sorts, Finley has done more for sports in
general and sports in Oakland in particular than anyone else. He is the
promoter par excellence. Sure, he promotes himself but more im-
portantly he promotes sports, and in professional sports his kind is in-

dispensible, because by getting his name in print and getting baseball,
hockey, etc., in print as a result, he draws the fans and adds a little spice
and variety once in a while.
We've established a tradition in our staid society of "keeping up with the

Joneses" but never outdoing them. Because of this idea very few people
attempt to break away from this level of mediocrity, but those who do are
not rewarded but attacked for being rebels of sorts. Charlie Finley is one
of those rebels, one of those courageous few who has the guts to be dif-

ferent. That's why I like Charlie, his mule and all of his crazy ideas; they
may be crazy, but they're original, exciting and just plain different.
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CCA To Sponsor

Hoop Tourney

For Runners-Up

ST. LOUIS (AP)-A basketball

tournament for college conference
runners-up will be held at the St.

Louis Arena in March, it was
announced Tuesday.

St. Louis University was selected

as host school for the first

Collegiate Commissioners
Association tournament, which
will feature eight teams.
The announcement, by Athletic

Director Larry Albus of St. Louis
University and Commissioner
Chuck Neinas of the Big Eight
Conference, said the tournament
will be played at an unspecified

period between March 13 and 18.

The CCA is composed of 10 major
conferences, and a team
representing the Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Association will

also be eligible for the tournament.
Others participating in the

tournament will be selected from
these CCA conferences: Big Eight,

Big Ten, Mid-American, Missouri
Valley, Pacific-8, Southeastern,
Southern, Southwest and Western
Athletic. The only CCA member
not participating in the post -season

event is the Atlantic Coast Con-
ference.

The CCA tourney will conflict

with the post-season National
Invitation Tournament, which has
been held at Madison Square
Garden the past 36 years.

Notices
MOTORCYCLE CLUB -The club
will hold a meeting on Wednesday
Nov. 7 at 7 p.m. in Room 911 of the

Campus Center. They will be
discussing plans for the Winter and
Spring.

STOCKBRIDGE BASKETBALL -

A meeting for all candidates this

Thursday at 5:30 in 249 Boyden.

Yan Con
Football

UConn
URI
UMass
UNH
Maine
BU
UVM

Soccer

UConn
Maine
UMass
UNH
URI
BU
UVM

4-0-1 (9)

3-0-3(9)
3-2 (6)

3-2 (6)

1-2-2(4)
1-3-2(4)
0-6-0(0)

UMass has been to three NIT's in the last four years, but now the
annual New York tournament is in trouble. The new CCA-sponsored
tournament will draw away many of the teams that generally ap-
peared in the NIT.

Letters To The Sports Editor

Rah! Rah! Will Never Die
To The Sports Editor:

I would like very much to take these few moments to sit down and take
the time to respond to Marty Kelley's column of yesterday's Collegian
First of all, he has been a rah! rah! fan of UMass football for so long I

find it hard to believe he can throw a whole lifestyle right out the window
and leave it behind as Kelley says he is going to do.

The reason you can sit at your typewriter and write those words that
amount to nearly nothing is that the football squad is not going to the
Boardwalk Bowl with a remarkably impressive 8-2 record. You have no
bicep to play with this fall and so you pick on Brophy in your broadcasts
behind his back. That is dirty pool and it will get nowhere fast! ! !

!

It's not that you are walking away but rather, probably, that you are
being cast out as you were from Beta Phi. You went on that anti-Greek
kick for awhile claiming it was not the life for you and that you were
leaving under you own power when actually you were booted out on the
seat of your pants.

You do, I think, have a lot of talent but why can't you put it to good use
instead of shitting on everybody from Pennington to Brophy.

Cynthia Flint

"MICH WIGHT" T0HI6HT

Michelob Goblet 40*

M*l after p.m. AW7|
MISS „ MISS

m CHEQUERS

"FREE" Juk. Rsi . p.m . un)i , , am
kit htr tttmtttt ifHr U-.00 p.m.
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Chief Hurdle Faced

By Hopeful Booters
By STEVE DeCOSTA

"We're looking for 7-2-1. "-A1 Rufe

With that thought in mind, the UMass soccer team travels to

Springfield today to try to upset the third-ranked soccer team in New
England, the Chiefs of Springfield College.

The game could possibly result in a tourney invitation for the winner.

The selections will be made this Sunday and UMass, with its 5-2-1 record,

and Springfield at 9-3-1, are prime contenders for the four positions

available.

The Chiefs, who moved from sixth to third in the latest New England

soccer coaches poll, are riding high following last week's 6-2 thrashing of

Connecticut and could be caught looking ahead. They play number one

Bridgeport Friday night in a game that could decide once and for all who
is the best team in New England.

UMass has played Springfield this year but that was in a 25 minute

scrimmage. In the annual jamboree held just before the start of the of-

ficial season, the Minutemen and Chiefs played to a 1-1 tie.

The man to watch for Springfield is middle halfback Ed Goodman.
Always a hustler, Goodman controls midfield play for the Chiefs. He
must also be closely guarded, as he is a very real offensive threat when
Springfield controls the ball.

The man the UMass booters will have to beat is Dave LaPenna, the

Springfield goalie. LaPenna, in his first season as varsity goalie, has

good reflexes, kicks well, and is not afraid to leave the goal to make the

really tough saves.

On the other side of the field, the goalie question is still very much in the

air. Both Carl Vercollone and Paul Peloquin were injured against Ver-

mont and the extent to which both have recovered could be the deciding

factor of the game. Vercollone is nursing a bruised side and did not

practice with the club on Monday. Peloquin is in better shape but is still

bothered by a sore elbow Rufe was contemplating bringing a JV goalie to

Springfield, but this would only be for insurance purposes.

On attack, the defensive forward is a good idea, but it does not, in itself,

put points on the board. The Minutemen will have to score. For this

reason, Tom Coburn and Tony King should see more action for UMass.

All season long, the booters have had trouble on the road. In four road

games to date, the Minutemen are 1-2-1, beating BU, losing to UConn and

Maine, and tying WPI. The only bright spot in all this is that the booters

have won the only game they have played on artificial turf, when they

swamped BU 5-2. This afternoon's contest will mark the second time the

booters will play on Astro-Turf.

About Springfield, Al Rufe said, "We know they're an excellent team
The pressure is definitely on us. We have to play up to our capabilities if

we expect to win this one."

KICKING IT AROUND—Al Rufe will be one of the featured speakers

at today's Varsity M luncheon. He will be joined by Cross Country coach

Ken O'Brien and basketball coach Jack Leaman.
The entire soccer team will also be at the luncheon fur their pre-gair.e

meal

(Staff 1'hotn/Hoh f.amarhf
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The new offense instituted by coach Jody Jensen worked well for

the I Mass women's volleyball team as they defeated North Adams

Inside Sports
•Eibel Opts For Finley

•CCA Hoop Tourney

Minuteman Stats

Harriers Win For Coach

%

<•>• ***#•

%
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staff Photo/ Jo* Martins'

Mark Tyma, master of midfield, leaves opponents strewn about as he plies his trade. Teammate Bill

Belcher is not really holding down the Vermont booter. but cutting upfield in hope of getting a return

pass. Tyma's midfield battle with Springfield halfback Ed Goodman will be one of the keys In today's

important contest.
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SPORTS

Bill Ballou

Selling Football

J

Volleyball Team
Downs NASC For
Pirst Victory

By LINDA MACKLKR
In a quick two games the UMass

women's volleyball team defeated

North Adams State 15-0 and 15-3.

yesterday afternoon in the North

Phys. Ed. gym. The junior varsity

was also victorious by the con-

vincing scores of 15-5 and 15-7.

One reason for this success is the

newly instituted six-two offense.

Whereas there used to be two

setters who never had a chance to

block or spike, and only two
spikers at the net; there are now
three people in the front line and
each players has the opportunity to

spike. This offense requires more
versatility from the squad and
takes advantage of their technical

skills When the extra player at the

net is properly used, there is an

obvious advantage as proved last

night by the UMass victory.

This victory was also sparked by

some skillful serving, particularly

Irom Janice Perkins and Diane
Boucher Few UMass serves hit

the net and the team rotated only

once. Ms. Perkins scored eleven

points in the first game and Ms.

Boucher scored thirteen in the

second.

Both the team and Coach Jody
Jensen seemed extremely pleased

with their performance. Coach
Jensen was especially excited

about the success of the new of-

fense. But one also must be

sympathetic to the cause of North

Adams State. They, too. are a

newly formed team, and they have

had no previous game experience.

Thus Coach Jensen stated, "Our

team was not forced to play as

hard as they have been before.'' So

she is looking forward to the next

match, where she can try her new
offense. UMass will go to Smith on

Thursday for a 7 00 p.m. game.

Getting a football team to play good football is one thing. Getting

someone into the stands to watch them play is another. And until this year

no one at UMass really did much about getting people into the stands.

"A good team will draw" was the attitude, and when the team wasn't so

good, c'est la vie.

After last year's phenomenally successful, both on the field and in the

stands, football season, Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney decided to go
about the whole business scientifically. Ex-head football coach Vic Fusia

got the assignment. "Go out there and tell some people about UMass
foot bill." was more or less what Mclnerney told him to do.

The results of promotional efforts have been encouraging. The
Minutemen drew 67,800 fans to Alumni Stadium for five games, only two
of which could be considered good natural draws.

67,800 is down from last year's record 72,274, but so was the quality of

football. The weather was lousy on three dates, including Homecoming,
and two of the opponents, Maine and Vermont, were traditionally zero

draws.

They sold 1700 season tickets, a jump of 23 per cent from the 1308 of last

year, but most importantly, the increase in sales represented a reversal

of a pattern that had seen season ticket sales decline over the past several

seasons from 1967's record 1,936.

The Holy Cross game, which drew 18,100, was technically a sellout, the

first ever at Alumni Stadium. "Technically" because every ticket

printed up was sold. The temporary stands surrounding the playing area

at ground level were scheduled to be removed before the season started,

but the physical plant never got time to do it. So no tickets were printed up
for those seats. ( However, the temporary stands should be gone by next

September, reducing the Stadium capacity from about 22,000 to 17,034.)

So much for arithmetic. What does it all mean?
Basically it means that the UMass football program has finally ad-

vanced all the way out of the dark ages.

Promotion is no longer a hit-or-miss proposition. Handshakes and "are

you going to the game Saturday?" have been replaced by billboards,

"Family Sports Day." and a statewide radio network.

UMass football must be sold to the public if UMass students can ever

hope to escape the forced burden of the Athletic Fee. Football is THE
SPORT, at least financially, on campus, and with its "most expensive"

tag goes a "most potential for income" label.

Student interest at the present time is high. Almost half the un-

dergraduate student body regularly attends home games. With a couple

of good years, record-wise, it could reach the 65 per cent achieved in the

Landry days. Still, that leaves plenty of seats to be filled in an edifice

students will be paying for, for many more years.

The last two season have been crucial ones for UMass football. In 1971

the university was saddled with a dull, mediocre team that drew only

49,753 fans. 1972 brought high-quality football and record attendance.

This season the home schedule featured, on most Saturdays, a matchup
of two mediocre clubs. Still, attendance stayed high.

The figures might be construed to say, "Get out of the Yankee Con-

ference." Last season we made almost as much money on the BC game
as the other four home games combined. Those other four games were all

YanCon games. And the Athletic Department even gave away 2400

tickets for BC.

But as long as you have to make do with what you've got, the answer
lies in promotion. Something has to get people into the Stadium to see us

beat Maine 20-0, because it sure as hell isn't going to be Maine.
Promotion will continue through the winter, with hockey and basketball

the targets. It won't be aimed at filling the building, because it's already
filled, be it Orr Rink or the Cage. It will be aimed at selling UMass.
Promotion need not, as Marty Kelley suggests, be a dirty game. With

the possible exception of "Salute to Yogi Day", it has not been. It is

healthy, and, above all, it it necessary.
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Energy Crisis Address

Nixon Outlines Conservation Plans
By STAN BENJAMIN

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon

asked Congress Wednesday night for
emergency powers by December to combat
the growing fuel shortage, including lower
speed limits, year-around daylight savings
time and exemptions from anti-pollution
laws.

"We are heading toward the most acute
shortages of energy since World War II,"
Nixon told the nation in a broadcast address.
He cited the Mideast conflict as the cause.
Nixon disclosed he is preparing plans for

gasoline rationing only as a "contingency
plan." He said that users of home-heating oil

will have to get by with 15 percent less fuel

than they used last year.
Nixon asked for, among other things,

authority to reduce business operating
hours, curtail outdoor electrical advertising
and ornamental lighting and impose energy
conservation taxes or fees.

He said he is ordering all federal vehicles
to travel no more than 50 miles per hour.
Legislation would be necessary to make that
provision apply to all drivers.

Noting that the Arab shutoff of oil ship-

ments to the United States had made the
situation acute, Nixon said petroleum
supplies this winter could be as much as 17

percent short.

"The fuel crisis need not mean genuine
suffering for any American," he said. "But
it will require some sacrifice by all

Americans."
In addition to seeking new legislation,

Nixon said he was asking everyone "to

lower the thermostat in his home by at least

six degrees so that we can achieve a
national daytime average of 68 degrees."
Among his proposals is one that is sure to

arouse controversy on Capitol Hill. He asked
for power to explore, develop and produce
from the naval oil reserves at Elk Hills,

Calif. Some powerful congressmen are

against use of the reserves.

Nixon said that stronger actions may be
required if the fuel shortages persist despite
his actions.

Nixon's top energy adviser, John A. Love,
told reporters that mandatory allocation of

propane and heating oil at the wholesale
level will be extended to all petroleum
products, including gasoline.

In calling for a reduction in home-heating
temperatures, Nixon added: "I am direc-

ting that industries and utilises which use
coal — our most abundant resource — be
prevented from converting to oil in the
immediate future." Love said this

regulation will be forthcoming in about 10

days.

—"Efforts will also be made to convert
power plants from the use of oil to the use of

coal."

—"We are allocating reduced quantities
of fuel for aircraft. This will lead to a cut-

back of more than 10 percent in the number

of flights and some rescheduling in arrival
and departure times."
—"There will be reductions of ap-

proximately 15 percent in the supply of
heating oil for homes, offices and other
establishments. To be sure that there is

enough oil to go around for the entire winter,
it will be essential for all of us to live and
work in lower temperatures."
—"In offices, factories and commercial

establishments, we must ask that you
achieve the equivalent of a 10-degree
reduction by either lowering the thermostat
or curtailing working hours."
—"We must be prepared to take ad-

ditional steps and for that purpose, ad-
ditional authorities must be provided by the
Congress." Congress is already considering
an emergency energy act with ad-
ministration cooperation and Nixon said:

"It is imperative for this legislation to be on
my desk for signature before the Congress
recesses in December." *

Alumni Office Phonathon-
The Latest In Fund Raising

(.Mall Photo • JMdv Boucher

>

SBA's Career Conference Day was an astounding success. In this
seminar. Professor Sam Goldman informs the Business School
students about the competitiveness of law school admissions and of
the job shortage in the law field.

Large Turnout Greets
SBA Conference Day

By ALLISON SIMCOX
SBA Careers Conference Day in the Campus Center yesterday

met with capacity crowds both for the seminars and for the buffet
luncheon
Speakers were featured from areas of marketing, accounting,

general business and finance to give business students an op-
portunity to receive "real world" information pertaining to their

fields of interest. Ample question and discussion periods were
provided following each seminar.
Director of College Relations for RCA Harold E. Roush,

scheduled to give a speech entitled; "Understanding the
Recruiter's Methods -A Guide to Competitive Student In-

terviewing" at the luncheon, called from Bradley International
Airport to say he had been detained in Syracuse following a snow
storm. Substituting, ironically, was Herbert Preisener, Bradley
Airport Manager. All other events went smoothly, efficiently and
as planned. The majority of students and all but one speaker were
male. The one female speaker, Sheila Grove, Systems Engineering
Manager for the IBM Corporation, spoke at the end of the con-
ference day (3:30-4:30) on "Women's Careers in Business".

"It ( the conference) brings from the outside world to the isolated

educational experience hard and fast realities that are not dealt
with here" commented one student.

"I don't know why this hasn't been done sooner" was the general
student reaction. There was sentiment expressed that conferences
should be advocated as valid educational experiences and should
be held more frequently here at UMass.
Neal Crowley, member of the SBA Undergraduate Advisory

Council, which in conjunction with the Business Club sponsored the
conference, said that if given a second chance more seminar rooms
and luncheon tables would have been provided to accommodate the

unexpectedly large reception.

As it was, about 100 people attended each of the 20 seminars with
about 175 attending the $2.50/plate luncheon

By KEVIN KITTRFDGE
A phonothon, without Jerry Lewis or Sammy

Davis, is being conducted this week by the Alumni
Office. The phonothon is an attempt to get away from
the usual requests for funds by mail that are
sometimes thrown away with offers "to buy land in

Florida" and other junk mail.

"It's a more personal approach and the next best
thing to eyeball -to eyeball requests," said George
Kichason, Associate Head of Chemistry and a
chairman of the drive.

The proof of this has been the results "This ap-
proach has been four times as effective as the mailing
approach," said Brenda Rau of the Alumni Office.

For fiscal 1971-72 the net money for programs was
$57,000. I^ast years phonothon nearly doubled that

with $110,000.

But why does UMass, which receives tax money
from the legislature, need additional funds from
alumni?
"The legislature pays for the 'bread and butter' of

the university such as faculty salaries and operating
costs, but there are many areas where private sup-
port is needed," said Richason.
One area that needs private support is the Alumni

Scholarship Program. This should be a University's

first priority and on this campus there are 4,400
students who need assistance.

Secondly, the Library also needs private support.
According to the United States Office of Education, a
school the size of UMass should have 2,950,000
volumes. The actual collection is 1,160,771 volumes
and a walk through the stacks will reveal a lot of
dusty, empty shelves.

A third area seeking support are the Faculty and
Student Enrichment Programs. Some of the
programs being helped by the Alumni Fund are the
Honor's Program, BDIC, University Without Walls,
Outreach, Everywoman's Center, Institute for Man
and His Environment, the Teaching Improvement
Program and Art Acquisitions for the new Fine Arts
Center.

The volunteer alumni man 30 Watts lines located in
Memorial Hall and usually work 2-3 hours at night.
"We try to concentrate on the alumni that have been
out for awhile rather than on the recent graduate
because they are more likely to be on their feet
financially," said Richason.
"Out of 289 calls made Monday night, 83 alumni

pledged a donation for a 45 percent ratio. The average
contribution is $25 and so far we have collected
$6,892." added Richason.

(Staff Photo - Steve RnmI**)
jack Dennison, Associate l>ean of the School of Agriculture, is one of the many UMass alumni working

at the annual Alumni Phonothon. Thus far. the volunteer phoners have had a 45 percent success ratio.
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Wolff Seeks Change
By ED GORMAN

Orchard Hill has a new Area Director this
semester who hopes to "unify University services
so they are available in an integrated way for
students." Michael Wolff is a native of London and
he brings to Orchard Hill a new perspective on
education.

Wolff claims that he does not want to make the
Orchard Hill Residential College into a "miniature
Amherst College or Oxford."

"I don't think that the classroom is the best
means of education. I am a believer in in-
terdisciplinary education where the student can
combine classroom work with field work. We
should show the student that there is no conflict
between popular and academic activities."
The new Area Director called the classroom a

"chapel" and drew an analogy between professors
and ministers and students and congregations. He
feels that "we should get away from drilling the
need for excellence into students and realize that
we are working with ordinary people."
Wolff was selected for the position last summer

p;

(8Uff Photo - Judy Hourher i

New Orchard Hill director Michael Wolff: "...we
should get away from drilling the need for ex-
cellence into students and realize that we are
working with ordinary people."

following the shakeup of the Orchard Hill staff
during a spring semester. According to Associate
Provost Robert Woodbury, "We (Vice Chancellors
Robert Gage and Robert Gluckstern and Wood-
bury) selected Michael Wolff because he has a
running head start. He is familiar with the
problems that arise in a residential college and he
has credibility with the staff on Orchard Hill and
in Whitmore. He also is a full professor with
(enure."

Wolff has a stack of credentials a mile high and
an intellectual background more than a mile deep
He did his undergraduate work in English and
Philosophy at Cambridge before coming to
America to pursue his Masters in English at
Western Reserve in Cleveland and his PhD at
Princeton. He graduated from Princeton in 1955
and was a professor of English and Victorian
Studies at Indiana University from 1955 to 1970 He
may be the first person to have the title of
Professor of Victorian Studies in the world. While
he was at Indiana University he became the
faunding_edUor of a journal called "Victorian

Studies." He has had many essays published and
is the co-author of a two volume book entitled "The
Victorian City."

Also while he was in Indiana he conducted a
semester study entitled "Focus: The City" which
was a program devoted to the study of urbanism
and involved all the departments of the Univer-
sity. It was for this reason that Wolff came to
UMass.
The University wanted a similar study done so

Wolff was contacted and he agreed to undertake
the study. While he was working on that project he
was approached by the Orchard Hill Summer
Committee with a contract for flie Area Director's
office. He accepted the job because he felt that his
intellectual background and understanding of
large state universities would be valuable to the
University.

Wolff claims, "I like large universities. I have
always worked in them and always will. I would
never consider working at a small college." He
labels himself as an "intellectual but not a terribly
good teacher." He says that his position at
Orchard Hill will be one of trying to "place ac-
tivities into an intellectual context." He feels that
he can do that because he is "a trained analyst,
thinker and reader."
Wolff claims that the major problem facing

Orchard Hill is lack of space "but if we can get the
spirit of interdisciplinary education going the
problems will be relatively easy to solve." The
new Area Director stressed the fact that he wants
to "avoid conflict and confrontation and look to
collaboration as the key to problem solving."
Wolff has some interesting views on education.

He says that the big intellectual question facing
education in America is the problems involved in
"combining intellectual skills with the respon-
sibilities of democratic education." He says that
the institutions must change to fit the changing
culture instead of trying to force students from
many different backgrounds to fit into the culture
of the institution. He says that educators "must
make democratic education responsible without
diluting it." He feels that we should "humanize
bureaucracy" in order for the students to be able
to integrate it into their education.
Considering the rather bizarre events that oc-

cured on Orchard Hill during the spring semester,
things look as though they may run smoothly with
the new Area Director. Wolff feels that he has the
"full confidence of Whitmore and the Orchard Hill
staff" and considers himself "friends with many
of the factions on the Hill".

Wolff is 46 years old and is married and fathers
three children. His wife, Sarah, has a M.Ed, and is
a counselor in the Everywomen's Center. His
oldest daughter, Jessica, is 15 and .is interested in
pottery, computers and cycling while Judith, age
13, is interested in ballet. Jeremey is 14 and is
currently interested in language and is the
manager of the high school cross country team.
Wolff said that aside from his personal "life his
second favorite sport is squash. He plays three or
four times a week. All his other interests are in-
tegrated into his overall intellectual background.
His home on Pokeberry Ridge is designed with a
curious integration of Victorian design and
Modern design.

The general consensus on Orchard Hill is one of
optimism. This general feeling was summed up by
an Orchard Hill Area Government representative
who said that, "Wolff is very intelligent and I

really think that he cares about the students
"

Student Wins Mayorship
In Gardner Election

By ERNIE KING
In a startling political upset, 21

year old Stephen Erickson, a
senior at UMass. Amherst
defeated incumbent mayor of
Gardner Clarke K. Stedman.
Erickson won by a substantial
majority, receiving 4.526 votes to
Stedman's 3,457. With his victory,
Erickson became the youngest
mayor elected in the history of the
Commonwealth.
Erickson topped Stedman by 300

votes in the primary, placing first
place out of the field of six. During
his campaign. Erickson used both
face to face contact and newspaper
ads to drum up support for himself
throughout th£_community.

According to Erickson, his first

act upon entering office will be to.

"contact all elected city coun-
cillors and department heads and
listen to their views." His goal is to
open up channels of com-
munication between his office and
all other city officials.

With his election Erickson
carried other young people into
office with him. one of them was
his brother Brian Erickson. When
asked how he felt about charges
that he and his brother were
creating a Kennedy-styled team
Steve replied, "That's completely
false." i

A crowd of about two hundred
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Erickson supporters gathered in
the Gardner V.F.W. hall to listen to
the election returns. They gathered
in small pockets about the hall,
eating, drinking, making small
talk and waiting patiently. When
news of his victory broke there
were cheers and applause
throughout the hall.

The language of victory was
heard throughout the hall. Words
such as, "Terrific," "Best thing
that ever happened to the city,"
and "a good change," were heard
in every corner of the room. An off-
duty police officer standing in the
hall told the M.D.C., "It's the best
thing to ever happen to the city.
Now the police department will
have the free hand it should have
There's no place for politics in the
police department."
Clark Stedman, the defeated

incumbent, had little to say. In a
radio interview he congratulated
the young victor and closed with a
promise of "I'll be back."
Erickson is a senior at UMass

and a Bio-Chemistry major. He is a
member of the Air Force R.O.T.C.
program, here on campus and was
class president, for three years in
high school.

Campion To Senate

:

No Meal $ Increase
By BRIAN COYNE

The Student Senate last night heard an announcement from Vice-
Chancellor for Administrative Services Thomas B. Campion that there
would be no increase in the meal ticket price next semester.

In other business, the Senate called on the Commuter Assembly and the
administration to contribute to day care services on campus, and urged
the Distinguished Visitors Program to have Moe Howard as one of their
speakers.

In his statement to the Senate, Campion said that Food Services would
"live within the existing budget" for this year. The present quality and
quantity of food services would be maintained, he said. A proposal to
increase the price of board was introduced Tuesday night at a meeting of
the Rents and Fees Committee, and was turned down by the committee.
Following more negotiation yesterday between the administration and
the committee, the administration decided against asking the Board of
Trustees for the increase.

In reconsidering a $2,500 appropriation to Lincoln University
Cooperative School, the Senate finally decided to give the school $1,500
now and $1,000 on January 2, 1974. Paul Hamel, treasurer of the Senate,
said it was "fiscally unsound" to appropriate all the money now because
the Senate's stabilization account was too low to work with.

In the course of debate, it was decided that since the people who
benefitted from day care services were commuters, the Commuter
Assembly should also bear some of the cost. The Senate also reaffirmed
its position that the administration should likewise commit itself to day
care services with funds.
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Moe:Yeas And Nays
By BILL BALLOU

A boisterous crowd of about 40 Three Stooges fans crowded into
Room 901 of the Campus Center last night to v Dice their desire for
having the Distinguished Visitors Program ( DVP) sponsor a visit
to the campus by Moe Howard.
The crowd, attending a DVP meeting, presented DVP committee

members with several petitions expressing support for Moe's visit.

In all there were nine petitions totalling 1,114 names, including
one containing 795 names.
However the meeting brought no commitment from DVP to

sponsor Moe.
Committee member Barbara Voorhees, who originally contacted

Moe, said that she had written to him again and expected a reply
shortly.

Moe's first letter to the committee was read at the beginning of

the meeting and listed his honorarium and planned schedule of
activities.

He would charge $1600 for a three-day visit, a visit that would
include the showing of a couple of Stooges shorts and a speech by
Moe discussing the Stooges. Also, Moe would stage a few routines
( tried and true) taking the roles of all three Stooges by himself.
Twoanti-Moe voices were heard at the meeting, and neither was

met with enthusiasm by the rowdy crew.
One person called Stooges fans "babies" while the other said that

Firesign Theater would be a better choice. He said that "the humor
found in Firesign Theater requires some intelligence to un-
derstand."
Both speakers were met with cries of "Every time you think you

weaken the nation" and "I'll tear your tonsils out."
The man referring to Stooges fans as babies was invited by one

Moe fan to "step outside and discuss this thing one-on-one." He
declined the invitation.

DVP indicated that if they should decide to invite Moe, they were
aiming for a time in May, and they assured the crowd that they
would keep them posted on further developments via the Collegian.
They also expressed their appreciation for the input they were
receiving.

In other Stooges-related action last night the Student Senate
voted to adopt a motion urging DVP to have Moe as one of their

speakers in "the near future." The motion also included a clause
that would rename Whitmore Administration Building "Whit-Moe"
for the duration of his visit.

(Staff Photo - MarcU Lappln I

"Won't you look down on me Jesus, you got to help me make a stand; just got to see me through
another day..."

UMass Hosting College Unions

John Updike Speaks

Overflow Crowd

J

To
By BRIAN COOK

A guest appearance by the
famous novelist John Updike,
originally planned for 8 p.m. in

Wright Hall at Smith College last

Tuesday was rescheduled a half
hour later and moved to John M
Greene Hall to accomodate an
overflow crowd.
The lecture attracted many

students throughout the five-
college area, swelling the orignally
expected attendance figure of less

than 400 to close to l ,000 people who
could only be seated in Smith's
largest hall. A spokeswoman for

the lecture committee said that

"Updike did not desire a large
crowd, he will only be reading from
his works." As it turned out
however, Updike proved to be very
receptive to his large audience and
fielded questions after his readings
and in a reception following.

Not in the habit of making many
public appearances, Updike's
preliminary remarks made light of
the many attempts by people all

over the country to get in touch
with him. He then read from a
small book of his poems, of which
only a limited 250 copies has been
printed, citing such works as
"Upon Shaving Off One's Beard,"
"On An Island," "Phenomena,"
and others. In reference to poetry,
Updike said "I find it always a help
to see it" implying that a written
account does not quite transmit the
same feeling

Next, he read from his latest

work which he said became "an
unplayable play" when a producer
advised him it would take seven
hours to perform It is based upon a
love affair involving former
president James Buchanan. One
particular passage involving a
remark by Buchanan's lover in

which she says to him, "You are a

man. I am lower than that..", drew
swift reaction from the primarily
female audience. Updike
(iiim/iroiislv ipnrimanHpH himsplf
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for reading the lengthy script even
though the crowd thoroughly en-
joyed it.

Questions asked at the end of the
readings primarily concerned
certain popular characters in the
novelist's works and whether or
not they would reappear in the
future publications. One inquirer
from the audience asked whether
or not Updike and others in his field

felt any obligation to fill the gap
created by the recent deaths of
many literary giants such as Ezra
Pound, Pearl Buck, etc. He
replied, "People in their forties
(like himself) can still hide behind
people in their sixties like Saul
Bellow."

By KATHY FRASER
UMass will be playing host to the

annual conference of the
Association of College Unions -

International and the National
Entertainment Conference (ACU-
I—NEC) (organizations of college
programming services and student
unions) f-om Nov. 8 to Nov. 11 in
the Campus Center.

Four-hundred and fifty delegates
and students representing 71
colleges in New England and
eastern Canada will meet to ex-
change ideas on concerts, activity
programming, student govern-
ments and leadership develop-
ment. Agencies and businesses
which deal with the colleges will
present "Showcase Talent" in an
effort to promote new talent and to
receive feedback from students on
some of the entertainment
programs offered.

Jim Riley of the Registered
Student Organization (RSO) office

described the conference as "an
outgrowth of what students do on
campus" and said that ap-
proximately 250 students will be
attending.

Four major tracks will be of-
fered the delegates who represent
the various food services, com-
mittees, program councils and
student unions Tracks on con-
certs, contemporary issues,
program concerns and alter-
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natives, and leadership develop-
ment, will expand each topic over
four sessions.

For example, the track on
concerts will cover coffee houses to

major concerts, contracting,
dealing with the agency, the artist
and the final details in presenting
the concert. It will finish on Sunday
with final exhibits on booking and
film programs.
The ACU-I—NEC conference is

held every fall at all participating
institutions. Last year at the
University of New Hampshire,
UMass presented a bid to host the
next conference and it was ac-

cepted. The planning for this

conference began last December
when a committee composed of
students and staff from 11 New
England colleges and universities
was formed and began structuring
the conference.

The conference is not open to all

students, but any who wish to at-

tend can register with the RSO
office.
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By H. L. SCHWARTZ III

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (ap) — The

testimony of a presidential aide
Wednesday raised a question of
whether part of yet a third White
House Watergate tape may be
missing or nonexistent.

The testimony followed
notification to U. S. District Court
Judge John J. Sirica that President
Nixon's personal secretay, Rose
Mary Woods, will testify at a

Another Tape Missing?
hearing into a White House claim
that two crucial presidential
conversations on Watergate went
unrecorded.

Sirica had summoned Miss
Woods to appear.
White House aide John C.

Bennett testified before Sirica that
Miss Woods called him into her
office Tuesday to say she had
discovered a "gap" in a tape
recording made of presidential
conversations.

In The Nation

And The World
Mid East War:

Bennett, an aide to White House
chief of staff Alexander M. Haig
Jr., said Miss Woods did not
describe the tape she was listening
to and he did not ask.
Bennett also said she told him

that she was not transcribing
Watergate tapes and that his own
testimony of Tuesday — in which
BenneU said he was told that's
what she was doing — was wrong.
Exactly which tapes Miss Woods

was listening to when she
discovered the gap presumably
will have to await her own
testimony, now expected Thur-
sday.

Douglas Parker, a White House
lawyer, said he expected Miss
Woods will be allowed to appear as
directed.

Bennett previously had testified
that Miss Woods now has in her
possession 14 tapes, eight of them
covering the periods listed in
subpoenas from Jhe special
Watergate prosecution force and
six others delivered to her Monday.

Noting that scores of attorneys White House had to expand its staff
are involved in various Watergate because "you can't deal with 100
probes, the spokesman said the lawyers with five."
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Kissinger Sees Peace
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israel claimed Wednesday that

Egypt is preparing to renew
warfare while Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger was com-
menting after a round of talks in

Cairo that "we are moving toward
peace." Syria reported a clash on
the Golan Heights.

Kissinger made his comment
following a three-hour meeting
with President Anwar Sadat of
Egypt.

A spokesman for the Israeli
military command in Tel Aviv said
Egyptian troops were stepping up
preparations for open warfare.
He refused to elaborate on the

preparations, but Israel radio
broadcast reports that Cairo had
ordered its troops on "high alert."
It quoted an Egyptian news agency
dispatch as saying this.

The Israeli radio said Egypt's 1st
Army, stationed in a defensive
position around Cairo, had
reportedly moved toward the Suez
front, apparently to give it the
possibility to break a corridor
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Egypt's official Middle East
News Agency described the
situation on the Suez front as
"tense and explosive" and said the
Israelis on the west bank of the
canal were in pockets that could
easily be destroyed.
The news agency said the

Israelis had violated the ceasefire

silenced sources of enemy fire.
It was the second incident

reported in two days by the Syrian
army. On Tuesday it said Israeli
planes had fired rockets at its
advance positions.

While Kissinger, with Sadat's
agreement, spoke of moving
toward peace, reports from
Morocco, the secretary of state'ssihrpow *y ,„".»„«», AT J ™»™c™, me secretary of state's

mo« 1 Le a !" atlempt t0 ga,n first st°P »n the Middle East weremore land and destroy all peace less optimistic

hope for an early solution of the
Middle East problem.

And m Beirut, Sadat was
reported to have taken a touch
stand in his talks with Kissinger
Cairo-based correspondents of
several Beirut newspapers said
Sadat s prepared paper for the
talks demanded quick withdrawal
to positions held when the first
cease-fire was declared on Oct 22~«o ut-ndieu on uct. ;

Saigon Bombs Blast Loc Ninh
By DENNIS NEELD

Associated Press Writer
SAIGON (AP) - More than 50

South Vietnamese fighter-bombers
blasted military targets around the
Viet Cong administrative capital of
Loc Ninh Wednesday in the
heaviest air blitz since the cease-
fire, the Saigon military command
announced.

The raid was called a punitive;."~ —.,." 7. "7 ,fcU - *~"mvc uuruer operation and the rocketing
action retaliating for recent Viet Tuesday of the Bien Hoa air base
L/ODC 31 13CKS ICC fit !*%£- n/v«t U A -* SI

troops were reported pressing
attacks against government
outposts on the Cambodian border
Saigon radio reported an im-
portant road junction at Dak Song
has been overrun.

Lt. Col. Le Trung Hien an-
nounced the "punitive raid"
against Loc Ninh was launched in
retaliation for the Communists-
border operation and the rocketing

captured by the South Vietnamese
indicate a general Communist
offensive could come early next
vear.
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Cong attacks

Viet Cong spokesman Capt.
Phuong Nam said 120 bombs hit

Loc Ninh airstrip, a market and
residential areas in the city 76
miles north of Saigon. He said the
bombing killed or wounded more
than 30 civilians and destroyed 40
houses and a hospital.

A Saigon military spokesman
denied the market area was hit and
claimed the closest targets were
more than half a mile from the

town.
North Vietnamese tanks and

15 miles northeast of Saigon.
The bombing marked the

sharpest escalation of fighting
since tlje Jan 27 Paris peace
agreement and increased fears of
Communist sapper and rocket
attacks against Saigon as a return
reprisal in tit-for-tat operations.

In Washington, U.S. intelligence
analysts said they believe in-
tensified Communist attacks in
South Vietnam are aimed
primarily at seizing the important
rice crop.

The sources said that documents

H N. Pleasant St

Amherst

253-3039
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Nixon Veto Overridden
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Congress Passes "War Powers" Bill
By JIM ADAMS

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP> —

Congress handed President Nixon
a major defeat Wednesday by
enacting into law over his veto its
historic bill to curb presidents' war
powers.

The 60-day limit on presidents'
power to commit U.S. combat
troops abroad without Congress'
approval became law immediately
when the Senate overrode the veto.
The Senate vote was 75 to 18, or

13 more than required.
The House overrode the veto

hours earlier 284 to 135, four more
than the two-thirds needed.
The war powers bill was opposed

on the final vote by a coalition of
President Nixon's supporters and
antiwar congresmen.
Senate Armed Services Chair-

man John C. Stennis, D-Miss., and
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-
Minn., said the bill was never in-
tended to restrict presidents' war
powers but instead require that
Congress share the burden of
committing Americans to war.
Sen. John Tower, R-Tex., urged

that the Senate get "not so caught
up in the hysteria of Watergate" as
to enact the war powers bill "to
kick the President while he is

down."
Congress* override of the

President's veto was its first in

nine tries this year and the fifth
since Nixon became President.

Inspired by the Vietnam war, the
bill was intended to prevent the
United States from becoming in-
volved in such a conflict without
Congress' specific approval. Many
congressmen switched from their
traditional positions.

Nixon vetoed the bill two weeks
ago, calling its curbs on
presidential war powers "both
unconstitutional and dangerous."
He particularly criticized two

sections:
,

The first requires a president to
withdraw any U. S. combat forces
he commits abroad on his own
after 60 days unless Congress votes

approval of the commitment by
then.

The president, however, could
extend that period another 30 days
if he told Congress in writing the
time was needed to safely with-
draw the forces he had committed.

The second provides that
Congress can halt the war com-
mitment any time during the 60 or
90 days with a simple House-Senate
concurrent resolution not subject
to a president's veto.

Prices Down Again!
ByBILLNEIKIRK

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Led by

lower costs for farm products,
wholesale prices declined in Oc-
tober for the second month in a
row, the Labor Department said
Wednesday.
The monthly Wholesale Price

Index report showed a 3.3 percent
decline in prices of farm products
and processed foods. That could
mean at least temporary relief for
grocery shoppers if the reduction is

reflected later in retail prices.
Over -all, wholesale prices fell by

three-tenths of one percent after
adjustment for seasonal pricing
patterns following a sharp 1.5

percent decline in September.
Before any adjustment was made
in the index, the report showed that
wholesale prices in October
declined five-tenths of one percent.

Despite these improvements,
there was bad news for consumers,
too. Prices of industrial com-
modities, mainly gasoline and
other fuels and metals, went up a
sharp l.l percent.

That figure reflected an
economy still gripped with in-

flation.

And while the price of food was
down on the farm, wholesale prices
of consumer-finished foods went up
three-tenths of one percent. The

Aiken Warns
Nuclear War
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

ranking Republican on the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee says
the danger of nuclear war over the
Middle East is greater than ever
despite diplomatic gains Wed-
nesday.

Sen. George D. Aiken. R-Vt., in a
telephone interview with radio
station WKVT in Brattleboro. Vt..
said the news that Egypt and the
United States had renewed
diplomatic relations was good, and
he had words of praise for the
efforts of Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger.

But. the dean of the Senate
warned, "we're not out of the
woods yet.

"If it flares up again, with the
shortage of gasoline, it's almost
certain to be nuclear war. and the
danger in that respect is greater
than ever."

figure measures the prices that
wholesalers pay their suppliers for
food products that are ready for
consumer use.

Among consumer-finished
wholesale prices going up were
those for fresh and dried
vegetables, eggs, milk, cereal and
bakery products. But there were
sharp price declines in meat and
poultry in this category.

At the farm level, prices of

livestock, oil seeds, live poultry,
e8gs, grains and fresh fruit were
down. Prices of milk and
vegetables rose.

Just how much and how long the
decline in farm products will je
felt at the retail level was not
certain. Herbert Stein, chairman
of President Nixon's Council of
Economic Advisers, said more
moderate price behavior at the
tarm will probably continue.

1 Howard
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Daily Specials $1"
Monday: Fish Fry

Tuesday: Spaghetti Spree
Wednesday: Deep Sea Dinner
Thursday: Turkey Gobbler

Friday: Clam Fry
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Democrats Top In Elections
By DON McLKOD
AP Political Writer

While the Democrats on balance appear to have
come out on top in Tuesday's elections, the chiefs of

both major parties agree that Watergate had little to

do with it.

Instead, Democratic National Chairman Robert
Strauss and Republican George Bush said in separate
news conferences, the real test was their efforts in

rebuilding troubled parties. Both said Wednesday
they saw evidence of their own success.

"Watergate doesn't appear to have been a deter-

mining factor," said Bush, who has been cam-
paigning to persuade the nation that the party
shouldn't be blamed for scandals at the White House.
And Strauss, who has been warning Democrats

against a false sense of security, said, "I don't think

the elections were a Watergate referendum."
Democrats in general did well, however, especially

in New Jersey, where they recaptured the gover-
norship and controlled the legislature in a record-

breaking performance. Democrat Brendan Byrne
beat Republican rep. Charles W. Sandman Jr. by
some 700,000 votes in the governor's race.

In California, a referendum issue championed by
potential Republican presidential candidate Gov.
Ronald Reagan went down to defeat.

Democrats scored heavily in important municipal
elections across the country, principally in New
York, where Abraham D. Beame led a citywide
Democratic sweep which returned the city to the

party fold it left in electing John V. Lindsay as a
Republican mavor eight years ago.

The closest thing to Republican glee came in

Virginia where the GOP retained the governorship by
a paper-thin margin in a race with no Democratic
nominee. Mills E. Godwin Jr., a former Democratic
governor running as a Republican, beat Henry E.
Howell Jr., a Democrat who ran as an independent,
by about 1 percent of the vote.

Godwin, who succeeds moderate Republican
Linwood Holton, ran a campaign based chiefly on his
opposition to school busing. Howell's platform
featured opposition to the state sales tax on food and
non-prescription drugs.
Bush's confidence about the Watergate issue was

not shared by Gladys Brooks, the Republican can-
didate for mayor of Minneapolis who finished a
distant third. "A great deal f Watergate has carried
over here," she said.

In the Minneapolis race, another possible trend
might be seen in the defeat of Mayor Charles Stenvig,
a tough law and order proponent seeking a third
term, by Democrat-Farmer-Labor candidate Al
Hofstede.

"People know now that law and order doesn't just
come from electing a police chief as mayor. They
know it's got to come from electing people who know
something about the processes of government and
meeting the needs of the people."
Detroit elected its first black mayor, Democratic

State Sen. Coleman A. Young, who defeated former
Police Chief John Nichols in a nonpartisan election.
In Louisville, Dr. Harvey Sloane, a Democratic
newcomer to politics, beat Republican C. J. Hyde, a
former police chief, in the mayor's race.

Is Your Head "Together?"

If Not Come by "The Cellar"

specializing in

Relaxers

Perms

Hairstraighteners

Scalp Massage

189 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst

253-9233
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Audrey Stevens

Only Platters That Matter
By DAVID BURKE
AP Business Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — There will

be plenty of Rolling Stones and
Barbra Streisand in the record
bins this holiday season, but don't
count on finding a copy of
Yugoslavian folk songs or a reissue

. of your favorite vocalist of the '40s.

The reason: The petroleum
shortage is hitting the record in-

dustry.

Alarmed by the growing scarcity
of petroleum -based plastics used in

making records, some companies
have begun cutting back on
production, postponing new

Woman Retains

Maiden Name,
Loses Fame

ByGINNYPITT
Associated Press Writer

LOWELL. Mass. (AP) — Gail
Dunfey went to court to keep her
maiden name after she married
during her first term on the Lowell
City Council, and she attributes her
sound defeat for re-election this

week to the "unpopularity" of her
decision among female voters.
Although she had been told by

any number of people — both male
and female — that it was not
politically wise to refuse to change
her name when she married
Ronald Sinicki five months ago.
Miss Dunfey began to realize the
hostility her decision evoked when
she began door-to-door cam-
paigning with Lowell housewives.
"Many of them took particular

offense and seemed to feel
threatened by the fact that I used
my given name instead of my
married name," Miss Dunfey said
in an interview following her
defeat for re-election Tuesday
night

"They didn't seem to understand
that I am trying to develop a spirit

of tolerance among all women. I'm
not trying to defraud anyone.
"As a matter of fact. I chose to

keep my given name as a matter of
identification. The people of Lowell
knew and elected me as Gail
Dunfey.
"Some people change their

names to deceive to get out of

paying bills or to escape the law.

It's obvious I wasn't doing this. I

was trying to avoid confusion by
continuing to be Gail Dunfey to the

people of Lowell."

Miss Dunfey said she respect!

the decision of some women to

adopt their husbands' names when
they marry, but she believes other

women should be tolerant and
supportive of women who choose to

retain their maiden names

releases and experimenting with

different quality materials.

"The companies don't know
from one day to the next what kind

of supplies they will have," said

Henry Brief, executive director of

the Recording Industry
Association of America, a trade

group. "It could get to be a very,

very critical situation."

PRC Recording Co. of Rich
mond, Ind., which presses records
for several major labels, has
reduced its work week from seven

to five days and is allocating to

customers, said Gerald Sharp,
comptroller.

"The problem began last spring
and has been steadily getting
worse. Right now we're getting
only 70 percent of the vinyl we used
to get," he said.

While there should be no dif-

ficulty in obtaining the latest

Rolling Stones album, for example,
consumers may start feeling the
pinch when it comes to low-priced
or specialty labels.

presented by

'

The University Madrigal Singers
at the Campus Center
December 5th - 9th

for reservations and information
call 545-0418

»>y

4TH ANNUAL

NEW ENGLAND

STUDENT

FILM FESTIVAL

The principal forum for

student filmmakers in New
England.
Screenings in Academic
Bldg. I

8:00 Friday and Saturday
evenings
1

: 30 Saturday afternoon
A special screening of

films selected for
ACADEMY AWARD
nominations and film
touring package to
colleges and museums
throughout the country will
be held on Sunday evening
at 8:00.

Tickets $1.50 per show

November 9, II I 11

Nampshirt Collage

Amherst, Matt.

Celebrate Thanksgiving
at the

TOP OF THE CAMPUS
featuring Tomato Juice or Fruit Cup

or Corn Chowder
Whipped Potato
Butternut Squash
Tossed Salad w/choice of dressing

Prime Rib au jus
or Roast Turkey w/Sage Dressing
or Baked Stuffed Shrimp

Cranberry Nut Bread
Butterflake Rolls

Pumpkin or Mince Pie
or Ice Cream or Hot Apple Pie
Coffee, Tea, Milk

r*

$4.95

children under 12

$2.75

hours 2-6 p.m.

wmmmm fhor. -fri> t sat.

Cracks Delay Skylab
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
- Hairline cracks in an aging rocket
have forced a five-day delay in the
launching of the Skylab 3
astronauts.

The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Wednesday
set a new launch time of 9:37 a.m.
Nov. 15. The shot had been
scheduled Saturday.

Officials said there could be an
additional delay if any problem is

encountered in replacing eight
stabilizing fins on the first stage of
the 22-story Saturn IB rocket.
Tiny cracks were discovered in

each of the fins during a routine
check Tuesday night. They were
around bolts in fittings that attach
the devices to the side of the
rocket. Most were less than an inch
long.

The rocket is to boost astronauts

PANHORA
sweaters
STYLED FOR HER

Gerald P. Carr, William R. Pogue
and Edward G. Gibson toward a
linkup with the Skylab space
station, now orbiting unmanned 270
miles high. They are to spend a
record 85 days aboard on man's
third and final visit to the
laboratory.

Officials said the cracks might
expand under launching stresses,
with a possible break-up of the
rocket. So the decision was made to
replace them.
A NASA spokesman said the

cracks were "due to age, stress
loads and corrosion." He said they
probably were formed during a
countdown test last week when the
fuel tanks were pressurized during
a test.

Family Held Hostage
WADENA, Minn. (AP) The two

fugitives who took a farm family of
six hostage apparently were
scared away from a neighboring
farm after they were told that five
or six men were expected at the
house any moment.
The fugitives, John P. Morgan,

37, Glenwood, Minn., and William
L. Winans, 18, Fergus Falls, Minn.,
look six members of the Elmer
Wegscheid family hostage in their
farm home a mile west of Wadena
shortly after 6 p.m. Tuesday.
The pair held the family while

negotiating with authorities for an
airplance and a flight to freedom,
but bad weather delayed their

escape after authorities agreed to
it.

Morgan was being held awaiting
trial on two first degree murder
charges. Winans was in jail on a
burglary charge.
Before entering the Wegscheid

home, the pair first went into

another house, neighbors said.
Alice Genoch, a 43-year-old

farmwife, said Morgan and Winans
entered her home about 6 p.m.
"He, Morgan, pointed a gun at

my throat, asked me for hard
liquor, guns and ammunition,"
Mrs. Genoch said.

The
un-dormitories.

( .reat off-Campus living—indoorsand out—at either ottwo mod-
or n apartment complexes, only minutesawav by caror bike trom
Amherst College,downtovw Amherstor UMa^s. Now accepting
applications for September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• courtesy bus toUMem
and town

•1,a»,3bedrmapts.
• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• appiianced kitchens

•master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

•lawns for softball,

football, badminton
KKNT: law/MONTH

i ulilitic-s included I

Dirolions Kast I)udl> Kd.

KM. UfW Mill off Kir 1IC*

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

• heat & air rondmonmg
• roomy closetb, Sfo »rage

• wall-to-wall carpeting

•master fV antenna
• 'n<>(iernkit(h» rv,

• selt-( leaning ovens

• ctnuik.nngfi
• 'I. i inless->teel Mnks
• dtshwd^her^cfaposals

• 2-door rerrigoraton

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

V« l.rasp Kpquired
KKNT: KKOM ||H5
• ILL IKMH4MM
Oirct lions: On Kihm> 17

Who's Best?
1. We deliver hot pizzas! Always!
2. We're open from 4 p.m. 'til the wee hours!
3. We have several delivery vehicles complete with OVENS'
4. Our delivery is ALWAYS FREE!
Try us out.

,

DOMINO'S
\ DOMINO'S PIZZA DOMINO'S

FREE DELIVERY 256-8587

Our Superb Cheese Pizza Our Deluxe Pizza

12 - inch Pizza

16 - inch Pizza

Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Green Pepper, Onion

12 - inch Pizza $415

16 - inch Pizza $495

ADDITIONAL ITEMS

Mushrooms
Onions
Green Peppers
Pepperoni
Ground Beef
Fresh Sausage

on

12 - inch Pizza

on

16 - inch Pizza

25 c
Off I

50° Off
Any Small

PIZZA

(ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA)

Any Large

PIZZA

(ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA)

Name, Name.

Address.

Expires Midnight 11-11

— I

I

Address

| Expires Midnight 11-11
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Attorney For Students:

Hey Landlord!
By RICHARD M. HOWLAND
With the November chill winds,

blow tenant complaints of the
second half of the season. There
are a variety of problems which
develop in the cold season and an
array of remedies which both
tenants and landlords should un-
derstand.

The most obvious catastrophe
involves heat and, incidentally, hot
water. Contrary to some tenants'
views, the landlord is as anxious
about loss of heating services as
the occupant. In a very short time,
lack of heat may result in frozen
pipes which, in turn, causes
disastrous leaks and damage to the
property which is very costly to

repair. Consequently, even the
most inconsiderate landlord wants
the heating in order.

Lack of heat is also a code defect
in residential housing which gives
jurisdiction to building and housing
inspectors to promptly identify and
order corrections of heating
problems. Failure to effect prompt
repairs gives the tenant access to a
variety of remedies.
More fundamental associated

problems include insufficient

insulation, late or non-existent

snow plowing or clearing, and
other service deficiencies. Before
undertaking remonstrances or
inordinate vigor, read your lease
over to see if it assigns respon-
sibility for the desired service to

either party. If it does not, and it is

not a landlord's responsibility
under law, sanitary or building
code, then it is probably the
tenant's job if it is to be done. Most
New England towns require
sidewalks and steps to be cleared
within a reasonable time after

snowfall, often twelve hours. It is

also usual for this to be a tenant's

chore.
As with most landlord-tenant

problems, the first step at

is or becomes
are ways to

attack on the

correction is direct contact bet-

ween the parties. If any legal

action is considered in severe
cases, all complaints are better if

made in writing even when a phone
call is made first. If you feel the
landlord is not responding
reasonably to a non-emergency
type of problem, consider going to

the Amherst Landlord-Tenant
Relations Committee (if in

Amherst) or consult the local

building-housing inspector for
advice.

In an emergency situation, if the
landlord does not respond or
cannot be reached, contact the
building-housing inspector for
immediate help.

If the situation

desperate, there

develop a direct

problem by withholding rent. This
is less drastic today than it was
a year ago because of some new
developments in the law. Never-
theless, it is a very tricky step and
should be done with a close at-

tention to the statutes involved.

Obviously, that is easier to do with
the help of a lawyer and one should
be consulted. Also keep in mind
that rent strike or withholding
under the law may be permissable
in the right circumstances if done
by the specific tenants who are
being or claiming injury. In other
words, a tenant can't expect to get
court approval of rent withheld
because of the tenant's neighbor's
problem.
There are two statutory

provisions for rent withholding.
Chapter 239 Section 8A of the

General Laws provides a defense
against eviction for non-payment
of rent only if the premises which
are leased for dwelling purposes
do not meet state "code"
requirements (ask building in-

spector) and the following

(Continued on P. t)
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e ALL NEW
T.O.C. SUNDAY

BUFFET
The Steamship Round is returning to the Campus

Center Sunday Buffet at no extra cost to you. As

a matter of fact, U. Mass. Students with a valid

student I.D. will receive a 10% discount on

the $4.50 price.

Sunday 4 - 8 p.m.

Buythe

BSR710 or 810.
'J

1Jt !<*-»«—

1

"3

foe^ Kjsam

Eitherway you'll

yetthe shaft.
The BSR 810 and 710 have their brains in

their shaft. A carefully machined metal rod
holding eight precision-molded cams. When
the cam shaft twrns, the cams make things
happen. A lock is released, an arm raises and
swings, a record drops, a platter starts spinning,
the arm is lowered, the arm stops, the arm raises
again, it swings back, another record is dropped
onto the platter, the arm is lowered again,
and so on, for as many hours as you like.

Deluxe turntables from other companies do
much the same thing, but they use many
more parts-scads of separate swinging arms,
gears, plates, and springs— in an arrange-
ment that is not nearly as mechanically
elegant, or as quiet or reliable; that produces
considerably more vibration, and is much
more susceptible to mechanical shock than
the BSR sequential cam shaft system.

When you buy a turntable, make sure you
get the shaft. The BSR 710 and 810. From
the world's largest manufacturer of automatic
turntables.

BSR BSR (USA) Ltd..

Blauvell, New York 10913

Landlords And Other Problems
(Continued from P. 8)

procedure is followed:

1. The proper tenant at a time

when rent was fully paid and up to

date gave notice to the landlord;

a. that because of such code
violations all rent would be
withheld until the violations were
corrected

;

b. that a report of such
violations had been issued by

competent authority saying that

the premises were unfit or a

danger to health and safety-;

2. That the violations were not

caused by the tenant;

3. That the conditions causing the

violations can be remedied without

the premises being vacated.

A court may require that the

tenant claiming this defense pay

all rent due into court pending the

outcome.
A recent landmark case, Boston

Housing Authority v. Hemingway
(293 N. E. 2d 831) (Mass. 1973)

holds that while failure to follow

the statutory procedure may
subject the tenant to eviction, there

is an implied warranty of fitness

(habitability) which cannot be

avoided by the landlord regardless

of any lease provision to the con-

trary and if there are defects of a

"code" nature, the landlord may
be unable to collect rent even
though an eviction is lawful.

A second statutory remedy is

found in Chapter 111 section 127 L
of the General Laws. It provides

that where there are "code"
violations that may endanger the

health, safety or well-being of a

residential tenant and written
notice to that effect has been given

by appropriate authority to the

landlord, repairs must be started

and finished within a specific time
not in excess of 21 days. Failure of

the landlord to comply results in

the tenant gaining the right to

withhold up to two month's rent for

the purpose of effecting the

necessary repairs or alternatively,

to abate the rent preparatory to

rescinding the tenancy and
vacating.

As in all cases, the defect or

violation must not be of the

tenant's making.

(Continued on P. 10)

Bonnie & Clyde

50
Friday, Nov. 9th

7
y 9f 11 — at Mahar

I

&rn*tt.r*

"REAL TEARS"

in the HATCH

Thurs. & Fri.

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

(235)
E*rnTcrodlT»donnQ inttrsossion

Call 6-2101

TIRED OF DINING COMMON'S FOOD
AND LIFE IN THE DORM?
Come to SIGMA ALPHA MU

and experience co-ed living at its finest.

You won't be sorry!

WHEN? Wednesday. Nov. 7th 0:00 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. Oth 0:00 p.m.

WHERE? 307 N. Pleasant St. 545-0045

REFRESHMENTS

Ripley's Believe It Or Not

with Head of Ripley's Organization

N. Pearlroth

Mon. f Nov. 12 f CCA. 8 p.m.

dvp's

Limbo of the Lost

With Expert on Bermuda Triangle

o

U.F.O.'s

Founder of International

Bureau of Investigation

of U.F.O.'s

Hayden Hewes

'*
Fri., Nov. 16, S.U.B.

Ai
8 p.m.

John Wallace Spencer

Mon., Nov. 19, S.U.B. 8 p.m.

Or
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Landlords . .

.

Gaining By Helping Others
(Continued from P. 9)

If you believe that some aspect of

your tenancy is defective such that

health, safety or well-being is ad-

versely affected, contact the
landlord or agent both orally and in

writing. If the response is not

adequate to correct the situation in

a reasonable time, contact the

local building or housing inspector

or local government. Before
withholding any rent, it is best to

review the situation with an at-

torney. In any event, be alert to the
statutory requirements before
embarking on such a course in

order to avoid misery to yourself
later.

By the way, ALL TENANTS are
URGED to pay their rent by
CHECK or to insist upon a
RECEIPT before paying cash.
Many complaints have been made
lately about improper accounting
by Landlords of funds paid to them
by check - all in Franklin County,
if anyone cares.

Sue Goncarovs and Donna
Stephenson have a very special

story to tell. Sue and Donna cared
enough that they chose to act

rather than talk. They responded
to the call for Volunteers by the
Arts Extension Service of the
Division of Continuing Education.

Both now conduct workshops in the

Amherst Nursing Home, one in

poetry, the other in charcoal

drawing. They find their work
really challenging, really difficult,

but neither would trade it for

anything.

Are you talented and interested

in the Arts? Would you like to see
how they help people in hospitals?
Nursing homes? Prisons? Schools?
Orphanages? Would you like to

learn by living? Earn credit by
giving? Call Ricki at the Arts
Extension Service NOW. 545-2013
(2014).

School Of Ed Offers
New Learning Program

UNIVERSITY OF MASSAC HUSET T

S

BEETLE
SERVICE

a segycc ,

The School of Education is
currently operating under a
curriculum process called Flexible
Curriculum whereby learning
experiences do not necessarily
conform to the three hour a week
semester long University stan-
dard.

Below are listed those learning
experiences which are starting
next wek (Nov. 12-16) and which
still have space available for ad-
ditional enrollment. Students
desiring to sign up for these
learning experiences or get more
information about them should
contact The School of Education
Registration and Advising Offices

4258 - Media and the Teacher - 3
Issues; Communications: Con-
ditioning & Consciousness, Wed 7-

9:30. Nov. 14, 21, 28, Dec. 5, 12, 100
mods, Liane Brandon, Media
Center. TRANS.
8328 - Understanding the Micro

Teaching Concept: Micro
Teaching Material Development,
10:00-12:00 & 1-3 hrs-wk by
arrangement. Nov. 13, 20, 27, Dec

4, 11, 100-200 mods. Robert Miltz
TBA TRANS.

4127 - Focus on the Human Being,
Fri., Nov. 16 4:00-10:00, Sat., Nov!
17 All Day, 100 mods, Arthur

Hilson, Hills 323 TRANS.
7820 - Education and Develop-

ment in East Asia and the South
Pacific. Fri, Mornings, 9:00 a.m. to

10:30 a.m. Nov. 16 ,

Sundaes 45
Between 2-5 p.m.

Today

thru

Friday

168 N. Pleasant St. 253-2291

Open H::W a.m.-IO: :h» p.m.

BEETLE SERVICE • 2 Hampton Ift., Northampton 584-9758

Next to Peter Pan Bus Terminal
- Expert Service for Good Prices -

Massachusetts Society of Professors

American Association of University Professors

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8th

Speaker David Bartley
(Massachusetts House of Representatives)

1

Senator John Olver

Representative James Collins

Representative Edward McColgan

at

CAMPUS CENTER 1003

4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Refreshments will be served

Of
omherst

The Full Line
Audio Center In

Hampshire County
•STIM9 COMPONfNT SYSTEMS
•COMPACT STEtEO UNITS
•PORTABLE CASSETTE RECORDERS
•PORTABLE TABLE MODEL RADIOS
•STEREO HEADPHONES
•CITIZENS BAND •2-WAY RADIO
•TELEVISIONS (color 4 D/W)
oELECTlONIC PARTS
AND MORE - MUCH MORE
LOCALLY OWNED A OffIATED

Wf SERVICE WHAT WE SBU
STOP4Y - We r« at

t1ltbio«oft. (Rt«.9)

AMHERST - on the UMom but rout.

fRm^'iij^vmmk ajl - s wjl

Trucking isirt

just fortruck
drivers.

It's also for college graduates.
The American trucking industry is

a vast, complex, sophisticated trans-

portation network. A network that moves
almost anything you can think of. Almost
anyplace you can think of.

And to keep things running smoothly, it

needs people. All kinds of people. From
computer analysts to cost accountants.
Traffic controllers to communications
specialists. People like you.

In return, trucking offers

you good pay.
Plus a chance to grow fast

and go as high as you want to.

Because trucking is booming. And
it's already the largest and fastest

growing segment of the transportation

industry. So you can start to contribute
some mighty important things to the
cause. Now. Not ten years from now.

How do you start a career in this

dynamic business?
It's easy, if you know where to look.

First, try your placement office. See if

there are any trucking concerns in-

terviewing. Next, check out your college
placement manual for names and ad-
dresses. Finally, look to the surrounding
area for companies in operation.

Find out for yourself what a great

career trucking can be. Even if you
don't drive.

BEGoodrich

AMERICAS PREMIER RADIAL TIRE MAKER.

B.F.Goodrich has brought you this message because
we'ie proud to be a part of the American trucking

industry. And, as a maior developer of radial

truck tires, torsilastic springs, caliper disc

brakes and skid control systems, we know our future

developments - and those of the trucking industry -

will depend on people like you
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Editorial Points
There are some important issues which are able to unite a campus, and

there are other important issues which tend to divide a campus. The
Vietnam war, for example, brought together a great many students who
had a common cause—ending it. The Middle East war, on the other hand,
has split the University community in two. But now, there is an important
contemporary social and political matter for which students from all

walks of life, of all ideologies, have bound together toward a common
goal getting Moe Howard to speak on campus.

*•• ••
Moe Howard. Undoubtedly, many are wondering what the man will do

when he gets on stage, especially without the aid of those other two
stooges. We're willing to bet that he'll poke his own eyes out. Amidst
enthusiastic applause, no less.

What prompted somebody to even dream up the idea of getting Moe
Howard here anyway? We understand that a survey was conducted last

semester, in which students were given a list of "distinguished" names to

select from, to decide who would speak on campus this year. Moe
Howard's name wasn't on the list, of course, but at the top of the list it

said: "Pick two!

"

Could you imagine Moe Howard running this place for a few weeks?
After all, the guy's practically a genius. At least he's full of good advice.

"Every time ^ou think, you weaken the nation," says Moe. Are you
listening, Mr. Nixon?

*****

Hey, all you women's libbers out there! Have you noticed the pajamas
at the Infirmary 9 The boys get blue, and the girls get pink! Whadda ya
think of that?

• ••••

Rumor has it that there's going to be an Administration crackdown on
coed bathrooms in dormitories. Are we to assume that things on campus
are going so smoothly that they have nothing better to worry about than
where you take a shower, or who you take it with?

The recurrence of hostilities in

the Middle East has been ac-

companied by a barrage" of anti-

Israel propaganda on this campus.
The outpouring of hostile sen-

timent against Israel, which has

not necessarily been devoid of anti-

Jewish undertones, usually
emanates from one or more of

three major sources: Marxist
oriented Leftists, largely white and
usually congregating around
organizations such as the Young
Workers Liberation League (a

youth affiliate of the U.S. Com-
munist Party) and the Young
Socialist Alliance (Trotskyist)

;

Arab students and faculty mem-
bers; and Ideologists, largely of

Afro-American stock, who claim

the title of spokesmen for the Third
World.

The first, and most frequent

source of ant i -Israel propaganda
comes to us from the Leftist

organizations. There has never
been any love affair between
Marxism and Zionism. Although
many Zionists proclaim them-
selves to be in sympathy with the

tenets of Marx and Engels, most
non-Jewish Marxists regard
Zionism with antipathy. Marx
himself, who is usually referred to

as having been a Jew (his parents

converted to a Lutheran af-

I iliation >. was in fact bitterly

hostile toward Judaism, which he
believed to be a pseudo-religious

front for monetary interests. He
even went so far as to refer to

Ferdinand Lasalle, a French
socialist of the sydicalist school, as

a 'dirty Jew of Negro blood."'

Although Marx's blatant anti-

Jewish tendencies have been ef-

fectively covered up by his

spiritual descendents, the legacy
has extended beyond Marx's
grave The Soviet government in

Russia, which proudly proclaims
its devotion to Marxism, has been
historically hostile towards
Zionism, partly because the great

majority of Jews in Russia chose
not to donate their lives to the

cause of Bolshevism, but instead

opted for emigration to Palestine
or the United States, or for the

preservation of a distinctly Jewish
culture in the midst of a new
Communist system which was
openly hostile to alternative
allegiances. And for most of the

fifty-six years of the Soviet Dic-

tatorship, the government has

* THERE
ARE NO
TAPES."

I WILL
NOT HAND
OVER THE
TA PES.

"

attempted to eradicate all forms of

Jewish identity. This drive has

been particularly intense in the

light of the Soviet drive to achieve

de facto hegemony in the Arab
nations. As a result of this

historical tension between
Marxists and Zionism, communist
sympathizers, regardless of the

degree of allegiance to Soviet

objectives, have consistently

parroted an anti-Israel line.

The second major source of

sentiment against Israel has come,
as expected, from the numerous
Arabs who study or teach at this

University. What is surprising is

the relative moderation of the most

vocal Arab spokesmen. One could

only hope that there is a sincerity

in their expressions and that such

apparent sobriety be shared by

their compatriots in Arab lands

who must now work for a final

peace settlement with the Israelis.

The third, and perhaps the more
vehement, source of anti-Zionism

comes from the so-called Third

World spokesmen. The exact
definition of Third World has at

times been nebulous, but it

generally is referred to as con-

sisting of anybody who views White
European civilization as being the

main culprit of inhumanity in the

modern era. The developers of the

Third World ideology have focused

their attentions on African politics,

particularly Black African politics.

Since the wai in 1967, many Black
African politicians have openly
criticized Israel and aligned
themselves with the Arab cause.

The exac' cause of the split bet-

ween Black African nations and
Israel is hard to determine. It is

very likely that economics played
a greater part in the break in

relations with Israel than did

ideology Typical of the shift in
'

African sentiment is General Idi

Amin, who several years ago
achieved the distinction of being
the first head of state of Islamic

faith to make a state visit to Israel.

After being bought over to the Arab
side by the monetary overtures of

Colonel Quadaffi, the leader of oil-

rich Libya, Amin sent a letter to U
Thant proclaiming that his shift in

policy was prompted by Allah (the

God of Islam), who came to Amin
in a dream and informed him that

Hitler pursued the best historical

policy vis-a-vis the Jews.

In line with the pronouncements
of African leaders such as Amin,
the ideologists of the Third World
have sought to characterize Israel

as an outpost of White European
Imperialism. Their proclamations

of solidarity with Egypt and the

Arab states on the grounds that

Arabia is African and the Jews are

European is not only absurd, but

racist. Arab civilization is entirely

distinct from African culture. To
say that Egypt is a cradle of

African culture is to completely

ignore the facts of history. The
Pyramids of the great Pharoahs
were built with the sweat of

Hebrew and Black African slaves.

To say that the Jewish descendants

of the original Hebrews have no
legitimate ties to the African

continent because their stock was
"diluted" by European blood while

they lived in Europe, is to ignore

the fact that most Afro-Americans,
including those who proclaim their

ties to their ancestral continent,

are similarly "diluted". The dif-

ference is merely genetic, since

Black genes and character traits

are less susceptible to erosion than

are other races, including the

Semitic race.

Matt Tackeff is a Collegian

Columnist.

UMass For Sale

By BOB ROSSMAN
The new trend in higher education seems to be the lack of it. Since so

many people nowadays have their degrees, a college education today is

less valuable than it was ten years ago. Many high school students are
being encouraged to prepare themselves for a trade rather than go to

college. Applications to the nation's universities have dropped off sharply
in the last year or two, and this will probably continue for a while.

This could present a problem. What happens if so many people get

discouraged from going on with their education that there are only a
handful of college bound students left? It could conceivably "get to tne
point where a whole new approach is needed to draw people to your
school.

For years, football and basketball coaches have been wining and dining
athletes with the hopes of luring them to their shcool. Picture, instead, a
bright high school senior sitting in his house one Sunday afternoon. The
doorbell rings. He opens the door to see a distinguished looking gen-
tleman standing there. The gentleman begins speaking, "Hello there. My
name is Randolph Bromery, and I'm the Chancellor at the University of

Massachusetts. We have a fine school over in Amherst, and I was won-
dering if I could take a little of your time • discuss..." When Mr.
Bromery finally leaves, the kid calls up his friend to tell him what hap-
pened, only to find out that some guy named Wood just did the same to

him.
UMass could also approach the situation through advertising.

However, it would probably need two different ads. To impress the
parents, this ad could be in a paper like the Boston Globe:
Are you looking for a fine institution of higher education? The

University of Massachusetts is an established college with a fine
reputation. We offer a broad range of educational opportunities, in-

cluding renown departments such as liberal arts, engineering, and
education. We even offer programs in which students can design and
fulfill their own major. There is also a wide range of interest groups and
social activities designed so that there is something available to every
student for his liesure time.
Then there is the ad that would appear in papers like the Boston

Phoenix (probably in the Personal's column):
Gotta go to college? Why not enjoy your four years? Try the University

of Massachusetts in Amherst. You've all heard stories of what goes on at
UMass. all those nasty things. Well, they're all true! The bars at the
Campus (enter sell more beer than any other establishment in the state.
Actually, drinking and drugs abound all over the campus, without the
hassles you get everywhere else. (And is this ever an institution for
higher education!) There are about twenty thousand people at UMass.
and ten thousand of them are of the opposite sex, and you don't have to
bring a single one home to meet Mommy and Daddy. Also, there are
educational opportunities available at UMass.
With competition being the name of the game, we've got to get people

here, so little tricks are necessary. We all get screwed by the ad-
ministration some time up here, but just think, this is major step in
UMass history. The administration actually gets to screw the students
before they even get here.

j

Bob Rossman is a Collegian commentator.
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Letters To The Editor

Protest Plight Of Soviet Jews
To The Editor:

In Nov. 7 edition of the Collegian there appeared an
article and a letter having to do with the current
crisis in the Mid East. Both of these were so false, so
unfactual. and so malaligned that they do not warrant
an answer. To answer the material put out by
Chandler, Andrews and Porter, would be to lower
myself to a very inane, uninformed level.

To devote my energies to a more positive field, on
Nov. 19 the Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra will

be coming to UMass. On Nov. 18, Congressman
Father Robert Drinan will be speaking on "Will
Detente Devastate Jews of Russia and Israel". On
Nov. 19, there will be a peaceful, meaningful protest

outside of the Philharmonic to bear witness to the

Plight of Russian Jewry.
The Soviet Union does not separate Politics from

culture. This is pointed out by such facts as the

dismissal of Valerv Panov from the Leningrad Kirov
Ballet , because of his desire to emigrate to Israel ; the
dismissal of all Jewish members of the Soviet
Radio and Television Orchestra, after their Jewish
conductor. Yuri Aronovich. left for Israel; also the
dismissal of Frida Lemberg. as administrator of the
State Philharmonic Society of Latvia, after she ap-
plied for exit visa to go to Israel.

All of these people are either in a Siberian labor
camp, or undergoing "mental reconstructioning".
The Drinan speech will take place on Nov. 18 at 7.30

p.m. in Bowker Aud. The protest will take place at
7:15 outside of the main entrance of Curry Hicks
Cage, on Nov. 19.

II s a lot easier to help a Soviet Jew than to be one.

Lawrence A. Cohen
Western Mass. Student Struggle

for Soviet Jewry

There's More To Life Than Studying
To The Editor:

In response to the article by Karen Monaco in the
Collegian of Tuesday, Nov. 6, I would like to say that
Ms. Monaco is slinging a little mud that she has no
right to have her hands in. Most people would agree
with me that a little emotional release is a good thing.
After a long week of studying and attending classes
the pressures build pretty high, and some outlet is

needed. I happen to think a little Saturday night
yelling is good for me, and contrary to Ms. Monaco's
sentiments I do have some tough courses I must work
with during the week. Like Circuit Analysis, Physics
and Calculus. She has no right to generalize about

Unfair Ticketing

To The Editor:

I had my car towed last Wednesday from lot 11 (V
lot). Allegedly I had parked in an access lane. I did
park next to an access lane but not in or blocking one.

I don't want to belabor my innocence, but I'd like to

know how they can tow someone for parking in an
access lane when tbey don't tell you where the access
lane begins or ends. I mean c'mon guys, let's be fair.

Put up some sort of signs, markers, traffic islands,

etc. to tell us stupid students where to park.

The police told me that all it takes is a little com-
mon sense to figure out where to and where not to

park. I agree I parked leaving plenty of room for

others cars to get by, but look what happened to me.
The present system allows too much leeway for the

police to determine our common sense. I propose
some form of marking off allowable places to park, so
that the fate of our cars are not left up to a judgement
call by a tow-happy cop.

Glen Manseau

various types of "morons" until she knows something
about them.
As for primitive beings I would hate to say that if

Ms Monaco has even been to a sports event of any
kind she fits right in with the rest of us, because if a
sports event isn't a form of emotional release than
I'm Spiro Agnew.

If Ms. Monaco thinks she has to study every night of
the week, I pity her for the boorish vegetable she
must be. I might also point out that she has come to

the wrong place if she wants to study Saturdays. The
majority of UMass students have nothing further
from their minds than academics on Saturdays.
Yes, Ms. Monaco, people are basically good, but if

you are going to sit like a stuffed shirt and deny an
emotional release to them they are going to be
something else. Like basically nuts.

By the way, in case you wish to pursue your career
as a stuffed shirt there's a nice new red brick building

that you go to to help you do it in peace and quiet. I

think it's called the library.

Steven II. Oardner

Nixon Speech
By JOHN L. DONOVAN

Nixon's speech on the energy crisis was predictable. It also makes me
wonder if the cure will be worse than the disease. It was predictable in

that he used it as a ploy to refuel the waning fervor of his devotees,
regarding his honesty, courage etc ad nauseum. Secondly some of

the solutions he proposes are as dangerous as the problem itself.

He proposes for one, to speed up the construction of atomic energy
plants, which have neither been proven safe or practical and which many
scientists consider to be dangerous. In addition he wants a bill, enabling
the President to relax environmenial standard when necessary, so as to
permit the companies to continue supplying power as needed. All the
hard years of fighting to keep us from choking to death, from raping the
land indiscriminately, in essence to save ourselves, will have been
worthless; and let no one delude themselves into thinking that this bit of
executive power will not become another source of corruption, as large
powerful companies, ignoring the will of the people affected, destroy the
environment with impunity, as the companies, by contributing to
presidential campaign coffers, lick the hand that feeds them.
Finally he proposes, as part of this package, a tax (in case of

emergency of course) on gasoline. What, pray tell, prevents this tax from
being extended to other things once he has the power? My objection is not
only that this is taxation without representation, but, how will we be
taxed? Will it be regressive, i.e. a percentage increase, so that the poor
and the middle class end up bearing the burden, or will it be based on
income, and thus burden the wealthy? I have my suspicions.

In short this crisis is the deus ex machina needed by the president and
the large power companies, chafing under public scrutiny, to use as
leverage for a carte blanche to do what they damn well please with the
environment, and with all of us.

I do not deny the existence of the problem. I do not deny that it is not
grave. But if solving it means giving these already too powerful people
more power, I would rather read by candle light and freeze than have my
comfort come from those who are used to screwing in more than just

lightbulbs.

John Donovan is a Collegian Commentator.

Film Prices Are Up
To The Editor:

Steve Goldberg's statement in a letter (11-7) that film rental has not
increased is misleading. If he is at all aware of general film rental now
compared with two years ago; he would know that although certain
minimum rental figures have decreased, but the general trend is for their
increase. For example, two years ago the film "Woodstock" became
available non-theatrically for the outrageous rental price of $400 against
SO percent of the gross receipts. In time, prices drop, as this did. It is now
offered for $300 against 50 percent. But this year, a comparable film
became available: "Easy Rider," for a rental price of $600 against 65
percent of the gross receipts. The average film of two years ago became
avilable lor about $250 or so. Now the average is at least $350. Then, too,
there is the added problem that some film distributors are eager to see us
raise our prices, giving them more money, and stipulate that instead of 65
percent of the receipts, they require 65 cents per person in the audience.
Obviously, a group cannot risk an admission price of even 75 cents, since
there are other expenses which must be met.

I will admit, however, that groups take advantage of the public's
ignorance in this area, and charge whatever they think they can get.
Often, though, this is not with malicious intent, but necessary for the
group's existence. But do not pass judgement on the fairness of admission
prices unless you know the facts.

Alison S. Walker

Marx Not Moe
To The Editor:

Congratulations, Normund Strautin!

Your idea to bring Groucho Marx to UMass instead of Moe Howard is

an excellent idea. If the Distinguished Visitors Program is interested in
bringing in a really great comedian ( Who would dare put the 3 Stooges on
the same plain as the Marx Bros? ) then Groucho's the one you want.

Glen Manseau

i iWhitmoe" For A Day
To The Editor:

No matter how many times Atty. Gen. Richardson may resign, or Ozzie
Nelson's reruns are shown on TV, we can still see Moe Howard in the 3

Stooges.

I strongly urge Senate passage of motion #74-S44, in their attempt to get
Moe Howard on Campus, and while on Campus have the name of Whit-
changed to the "Whit-Moe" administration building.

I also urge CC/SU Board of Governors motion 73-168-AH17 supporting
the above Senate motion.

The Peoples Voice must be heard!

More Moe
William A. Worden

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for reference
purposes

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed

To The Editor:

When I was in my early school years, I was forbidden from watching
the Three Stooges. To my pleas I was answered, that there was just too
much violence and that it would affect me. BULLSHIT. I used to sneak
downstairs at 7 : 00 on Saturday mornings to watch them anyway.

I'll be sitting in the front row when he comes.

Matthew Kravitz

And More Moe
To The Editor:

I am writing in regards to your article in last weeks Collegian which
asked for student support for the legendary humorist Moe Howard. I am
an avid supporter and fan of the Three Stooges, and I offer my complete
support and encouragement. If there are any people who have not had the
opportunity to see the great trio they are the ones that should get their
eyes poked. Anyone who would discourage' the appearance of Moe
Howard is in my mind a true IGNORAMUS.

Geoffrey W. Eekler
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Commentary

The Future Of Palestinian Leadership
By MARCELODASCAL

There is some confusion and

obscurity in the account
(Collegian, Nov. 2) of what I said

in the Middle East Teach-in of last

Thursday night. Since my main
purpose in participating in the

ongoing debates on the Middle

East is to help clarify the issues

and to put forward some ideas that

may be useful in bringing about

peace to the region, it is very

important for me to have the

record as clear and unambiguous
as possible. Let me then recall

briefly the major points I wanted to

make, and add some remarks

connected with recent develop-

ments.
All Arab leaders have con-

sistently stated that their purpose

in this, as in the preceding wars

waged against Israel, is not merely

to get back the territories occupied

by Israel in 1967, but also — and

mainly — to "restore the rights of

the Palestinian people". I see no

reason not to take this statement of

aims at its face value, in view of

the fact that wars were waged
against Israel by the Arab states

before 1967, and in 1967, when the

problem of the "occupied
territories" did not exist. The
crucial question, then, is: what

does the conveniently ambiguous

phrase, "restoration of the rights

of the Palestinian people" mean?
One authoritative interpretation

is that offered by the Palestinian

Liberation Organization, headed

by Yasir Arafat, and backed by the

Arab League and by all Arab
States. For Mr. Arafat, the only

way to restore the rights of the

Palestinians" is to destroy the

state of Israel with all its in-

stitutions, "replacing" it with a

"democratic, secular state", with

an Arab majority. ( Let me point

out in passing that, except for the

clause requiring an Arab majority,

Isr el fulfills all these

requirements: Israel is a

democratic state, and it is also

"secular", if this term is taken to

mean, as suggested by Dr.

Mohammed Mehdi — N.Y. Times,

October 23, 1973 — a "multi-

religious and pluralistic society")

.

To use Mr. Arafat's own words:"

our basic aim is to liberate

the land from the ( Mediterranean)

Sea to the (Jordan) River, and
from Naqoura (to the North) to

Aaba (to the south). (Free
Palestine. September 1970). This

covers the whole territory of Israel

in the pre-1967 borders. It is this

territory, and not the territories

occupied by Israel in June 1967 that

should be "liberated" according to

Mr. Arafat: "We are not con-

cerned with what took place in

June 1967 nor in eliminating the

consequences of the June war. The
Palestinian Revolution's basic

concern is the uprooting of the

Zionist entity (i.e., the state of

Israel) from our land, the land of

our ancestors, and liberating it"

(Ibid.)

These aims have been con-

sistently endorsed by the leaders of

the Arab states, not only through

their economic, military, and
political support of Mr. Arafat's

group, but also through their

formal statements. This is true of

'irresponsible" leaders like

Colonel Khadaffi ' "for me, the

essential is not to take back from
Israel the territories it won in 1967,

but to liberate the Palestinians, all

the Palestinians, from the Zionist

yoke" — N.Y. Times, October 23,

1973), as well as of "moderates",
like President Sadat ( "The Zionist

invasion, as I have said, will not be

ended with the return of our

conquered lands. This invasion has

gone on during the lifetime of our

children as well. Israeli aggression

will continue even after the most

urgent task has been ac-

complished, which is the liberation

of the land", Speech to the Nation,

June 10. 1971. as reported by the

Middle Fast News Agency Cairo)

It is obvious that no Israeli could

accept a "peace" based on the

withdrawal of Israeli forces from

the Sinai Peninsula, for example, if

it were not coupled with an ex-

plicit, unambiguous, public and
forceful "withdrawal" by
President Sadat from his support

of the above mentioned aims of the

Palestinian Liberation
Organization. This "withdrawal"
could be made clear and public by,

among other things, ousting the

PLO from the Egyptian dominated
Arab League, forbidding military

or economic support to that

organization, etc. Such acts could

be eventually taken as an in-

dication of Egypt's truly

"peaceful" intentions. Similar
steps should be required from all

other Arab states, in accordance
with resolution 242 of the Security

Council (Nov. 22, 1967) which calls

for "termination of all claims or

states of belligerency and respect

for and acknowledgment of the

sovereignty, territorial integrity

and political independence of

every state in the area and their

right to live in peace within secure

and recognized boundaries free

from threats or acts of force."

To require the public rejection of

the destructive aims of the

Palestinian Liberation
Organization does not mean
necessarily to require the rejection

of any solution whatsoever to the

Palestinian problem. This problem
must be solved, if peace is to come
to the Middle East. But it must be

solved without re-creating the old

Jewish problem that the State of

Israel has begun to solve. What we
need now are constructive, and not

purely destructive proposals for

the solution to the Palestinian

problem. ( see my first letter to the

Collegian, a month ago) One such

proposal is that of the creation of

an independent Palestinian state,

beside Israel, on the West bank of

the Jordan and the Gaza strip, and
eventually also the East Bank of

the Jordan river. Whereas
Palestinian leaders in the West
Bank and in Gaza have manifested

support for this idea, the PLO has

refused, up to now, even to discuss

it. As a matter of fact, the

terrorists of the PLO have adopted

the view that any Palestinian whb
would accept publicly such a

proposal, would be considered a

"traitor", and would be summarily
"executed". In many cases such

executions were indeed carried

out. This raises the fundamental

question of who represents the

Palestinians: the PLO, the Arab
states, the elected municipal of-

ficials in the West Bank and Gaza?
Up to now, the Palestinian people

has never been consulted in

matters concerning its own
destiny. Decisions of vital im-

portance ( the rejection of the 1947

UN partition plan, for example)
have been taken for them by non-

elected leaders, like the Mufti of

Jerusalem, Haj Amin Al-Husseini,

or by the heads of the Arab States.

The PLO itself is nothing but a

federation of five different

terrorist groups, who "represent",

at best, a few thousand terrorists

each, and impose their will on the

population of the refugee camps by
the sheer force of terror. The PLO
pretends to be a "revolutionary"

and "progressive" force. How
''revolutionary'' and
"progressive" is it in fact? These
"revolutionaries" are allied with

the most reactionary Arab
governments, Saudi Arabia,

Lybia, Kuweit, from which they

receive all the money for their

"revolution". Their "guerrilla

warfare" is waged either abroad
( Munich, Rome, Amsterdam...) or

from bases abroad; (Syria,

Lebanon, Egypt) . In their rare

incursions inside the territories

occupied by Israel, they do not

receive any support from the local

Palestinian population as is shown
by the big amounts of food and
water found with those captured.

Their struggle, therefore, is not a

"guerrilla" struggle, neither

according to Mao's definition nor

to Che Guevara's, and any com-
parison between them and the

Vietcong is an insult to the Viet-

cong. Their major technique is

indiscriminate terrorism, not only

against innocent Jews, but mainly

against the Arab population itself

( every grenade thrown in Gaza
usually kills several Arab citizens,

and practically no Israeli soldiers)

In the three years (1967-70) 79

Arabs were killed and 640 injured

by the terrorists themselves. They
have, in fact, incited pogroms
against the Jewish population,

merely using the Fascist methods
of the Mufti, who systematically

mudered all the Palestinian and
Arab leaders who dared to come to

any sort of agreement with the

The lighthouse

Featuring fresh cooked seafood at low prices. Thrill to

selecting your own lobster in our pool, or take home fresh

seafood.

ALSO TAKE OUT SERVICE.

Rte. 1 16 Sunderland, on the Amherst town line. Tel. 549 6662.

The

isa modern

ot today

working for

tomorrow
seeking answers

to the problems
that beset us

in cities and
suburbs

in parishes and
on campus

praying

sharing

counseling

celebrating

The Paulists

modern priests

on the move
serving Christ

throughout
North America

For more information about the

Paulists, send for THE PAUUST
PAPERS—a new vocation kit of

posters, articles and
recordings.

Write lo:

father Donald C Campbell,

Room 101

Paulist

415 West 5*tfi St., New York, N.Y.1001*

Jewish population in Palestine,

and who finally became the most

enthusiastic Arab ally of Hitler,

urging the accomplishment of the

"final solution" to the Jewish

problem. All these facts indicate

the true nature of this

"revolutionary" and "socialist"

movement. It is strange to see

groups around the world and on

this campus calling for support for

such a movement.
I believe that most Palestinians

do not support the views, aims, and

methods of Yasir Arafat, and his

men. His "leadership" is

irresponsible and, ultimately, not a

real political leadership. For it sets

up aims which are purely

destructive and realistically

unattainable. This is only a source

of severe frustrations for the

Palestinian people. I believe and I

hope that when the moment for

peace negotiations comes, a

responsible and representative

Palestinian leadership will

emerge, with the courage, the

power and the consciousness

necessary for taking the crucial

step — recognition of the

legitimate rights of Israel — which

will lead to the fulfillment of the

legitimate and realistic aspirations

of the Palestinian people.

Dr. Dascal is a Visiting
L inguistics Professor.
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on CHRISTMAS

COUNTDOWN (7)

Now, just a minute! Don't throw rocks, or snowballs, if the

weatherman can be believed. Hear me out! A glance at the

calendar will tell you that I haven't lost my senses. Christmas is

less than seven weeks away, thirty-eight shopping days to be exact.

If you think that that's a long time, watch how quickly the days fly.

You'll find yourself with less than a week to go and your shopping

lists not even complete.

You can be certain that I wouldn't be telling you all of this unless I

had a solution, right? Trust me to come up with something. The
answer is simple. Now that I've reminded you that Christmas is

acomin', sit down right now and make a list of all the folks you'd

like to remember this year. Then, before you've made up your
mind what to give Aunt Josie or your favorite niece, talk with one of

the gals at Stewart's College Towne. They're full of fresh new gifty

ideas for 1973, from inexpensive little stocking stuffers to out-of-

this-world ensembles for that special someone.

If it's new for Christmas, in Northampton, you'll find it first at. . .

STEWARTS COLLEGE TOWNE
% Main Street. Northampton

hiking boots

camping boots

backpacking boots

mountaineering boots

<»**»*Mft

for guys

and girls

•-%,/ -

CONTINENTAL
TYROLEANS

SHOE
STORE

S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Open Fridays 'til 9
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Notices
ALPHA ZETA
Meeting next T^es., Nov. 13 featuring

Dean Denison of Stockbridge. All

members and guest cordially invited.

CARNIVAL NIGHT
At Alpha Chi Ometa on Nutting Ave.
at 7: 30 tonight. Comedown and clown
around with us. Call 545 2152 for rides
and info.

COIN CLUB
Meeting Thurs., Nov. 15, 805 C.C.
7:30-10:00 p.m. We're in the money!
Come to our meeting and you will be
too!

CONCERT COMMITTEE
Security, Marshalls: Pay is being
held up by bureaucratic and com-
puter hassles. So hang in there.

CONCERT COMMI.TEE
All members of the Oct. 28 concerts
stage crew and all members of the S-

A Committee report to the Cage on
Nov. 8 from 4-6 p.m. Be prepared.

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS
To meet Thurs., Nov. 8 at 7:30, 4 East
Dickinson Lounge, discussion of
funds and further direction and a
little music. All women welcome.

HELP!
Orientation meeting for all potential
volunteers tonight at 7:00 in the
People's Market. Please come we
need you.

HEYMAKERS
Club and class workshops tonight 8-10

Cape Cod Lounge. Beginners who are
behind or have missed classes are
urged to come.

JEWISH WOMEN
Women this is your chance to meet
informally and talk. The group
cannot exist without your support.
Come tonight to Hillel (302 S.U.) at
8:30.

JEWISH ARTS AND CRAFT
Tonight come test your skill at

baking challah. Everyone's
welcome. Bake in will be held in

Hillel at 6:30.

MEETING FOR U.G. ART AND
B.F.A. MAJORS
Meeting of undergraduate Art and
BFA Majors and Art Faculty, Mon.
Nov. 12, 7:309:30 p.m. in C.C. Rm.
163 complex. Gen. discussion of new
department structure, procedures,
and special programs. Gen. meeting

adjourn to 1003 C.C. cocktail lounge
at 9:15.

LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS CLUB
Meeting Nov. 8, Thurs. 7:00, room 803

C.C. Please be on time.

NON TRADITIONAL STUDENTS
MEET
Come share each Thursday at noon.
Old Chapel (library).

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The Northampton bus will leave at

6: 30 from in front of Hasbrouk, it also
stops at Paterson House (Sunset Ave
side) at 6:35. Be ready to decorate.
Everyone is welcome.

PARACHUTE CLASS FORMS
TONIGHT
Come to C.C. 811 815 tonight to get all

the info, and see a parachute flick.

Last class till Spring; remember we
get large discounts. Come to Turner
Falls Airport some weekend and
watch You might just get the Rush!

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS
Gen. meeting of Political Science
majors concerning Spring semester
registration and related matters

(Continued on P. 17)

IN CONCERT
impulse! S
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JAZZON TOUR
NEWDIMENSIONS

IN CONTEMPORARY

MUSIC

KEITHJARRETT
~£SR

GATOBARBIERI SAM RIVERS

. WithTWA
it pays tobeyoung

. We save you money when you fly.

Prom Boston,
round trip to:

Winter's a great time to visit Europe. The crowds are gone.
The prices are down. And TWA's Youth fares are even lower
than they are during the summer.

lb qualify, you have to be between 12 and 23 and make your
reservations within seven days ofyour departure.

Airfare does not include local airport tax or security charges

London
Paris
Madrid
Geneva
Rome
Athens

$221
$233
$233
$238
$238
$323

We save you money when you land.

International airfares change Jan. 1, 74

You'll getguaranteed accommodations without
advance reservations at a student hotel forjust $5.20
a night, in 50 European cities.That includes breakfast,
tips, service charges and, believe it or not, even some
sightseeing. Nobody else gives you anything like it.

Pick up your Stutelpass* Coupon Books at anyTWA
office or see your Campus Rep.

When you land, take your boarding pass or tickett
to anyTWA Ticket Office in London, Paris, Frankfurt,
Rome, Madrid, Athens or Amsterdam, and you'll get
a book ofbonus coupons good for all kinds offree things
as well as discounted extras like bicycles, theater
tickets, sightseeing, meals and lots, lots more.

Stutelpass is a service mark owned exclusively by TWA.
Any airline ticket is acceptable.

TWAiswhat travel should be.
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On March 2, 1972

Colonel Sanders introduced

"The Student Special"
Well Folks, it's back again

at that special price of

JUST FOR STUDENTS, and here's what you get.

2 pc's of Kentucky Fried Chicken

Colonel's Hot Boke Beans
Colonel's Special Cole Slaw

i One Hot Roll

i One Pre-Pack

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

99 c

* Student I.D. Required

RESTAURANT AND TAKE-HOME

For variety

-

READ OUR MENU.

v:

m

>AII chicken items available in Colonel Sanders' original recipe
and his extra crispy, world famous H. Salt Fish & Chips.

H. Salt fish are tender, golden fillets — the authentic English
style, tender, sweet clams, jumbo fried Shrimp.

The above items are available in units of Snacks, Dinners,
Jumbo Packs.

Colonel Burger — 1/4 lb. of Charcoal Grilled Beef, with the
Colonel's special sauce.

All kinds of Salads and Fixin's. Cole Slaw, Hot Baked Beans,
Macaroni, Green Beans, Potato Salad, Corn on Cob, Creamy
Potatoes with Cracklin Gravy. All items are prepared in our
kitchen — individual, pint, gallon units.

Selected Desserts, Chocolate, Vanilla, Butterscotch Puddings.
Brownies, warm and cold Beverages.

^ (^\ America loves what the Colonel cooks «^ )/
"it'sfingerlickin'good: J^^

Rentiiikij fried Ctokn ®

256-8745 Hadley
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Notices (cont.)
(Continued from P. 15)

Thurs. 7:30 Thompson 106.

PRE-VET CLUB
Meetings 7:00 p.m. rm. 113 C.C. Nov.
8 featuring Dr. Edmunds.

SCIENCE FICTION LIBRARY
Hello! We exist, 5000 volumes. 434
S.U.

SKI PATROL
Meeting tonight in Rm. 151

Goessman at 6:30. First aid refresher
(Nov. 11) will be discussed and
practiced with guest speaker.

SIGMA ALPHA MU
Informal rushes on Thurs., Nov. 8, at
8:00 p.m. All university men and
women invited. 387 N. Pleasant St.

545 0845. Refreshments served.

SOKO-LOK MOI
Soko Lok Moi will meet Thurs. to

discuss the principles of Ming LA
Hoi. Usual place, usual time.

SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS
There is a paid reporter open in SW to

cover all the area centers for the
Collegian. Pick up applications in

JQA lobby (Assembly office.)

Meetings Held For

Counseling Center

Steps are being made towards
dealing with the complex anxieties
students experience today. The
Student Development and Career
Planning Center task force (a
student coalition) is attempting to

motivate a higher ltvel of
relevence and effectiveness in the
delivery of human services.

The schedule for open hearings
is: November 12 Whitmore third
floor Board Room 3:30-5:30;
November 14 Campus Center -

Student Senate Meeting 7:00-9:00;

November 15 New Africa House -

Second floor Lounge 7:00-9:00;
November 19 Colonial Lounge -

Student Union 6:00-8:00.

All students are invited to relate
their experiences and opinions
about counseling and career
planning at the university.

For any additional information
please contact any member of the
task force or : Chyrlene Boyd 549-

1857, Ted Slovin or Bob White 545-

0333.

Invitation To

Women's Caucas

The first general meeting of the

UN'VERSITY WOMEN'S
CAUCUS will be held tonight at

7:30 in the Colonial Lounge (first

floor of the Student Union).
Established last semester, the
Caucus has formed interest groups
to study such issues as child care,

feminist studies, methods of

upgrading the positions of
classified employees, and "af-

firmative action" policies of the

University. The aim of the Caucus
is to give further support to women
on campus and to pool research
and resources with other women.
Students, professional and
classified staff are welcome.

Jelly Bag ""ltd.

W!ter&£ds

neuters • liners

FRAMES

5 Year Guarantee

ALL SIZES

Call 584-5136

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM
Anyone interested in Ayn Rand's
philosophy is invited to meet in Rm
902 C.C. at 7:30 tongiht

VISITING PHILOSOPHER
Professor J.N. Findlay of Boston
University will give a paper entitled
"Hegel's Conception of Sub
iectivity," Fri., Nov. 9 at 3:30 p.m.,
804 808, C.C.

WANT HELP!
Wondering what you're doing here?
Are these four years worth it? What
does it all mean? Let us help you help
yourself. Central Area Counseling
Cenltr B 2 Gorman, 5 0894

WMPIRG
All students who volunteered to help
with the Toy Safety Project please
attend the training session tonight at
7 p.m. in Rms. 805 809 C.C

FOUND
In Gorman House black cat with
white belly and white paws. Please
call 546 6449 or 546 6450.

Harpo you left your horn in my car
on 10 31 Halloween. Call 549 3720.

Trickman, 3 subject notebook
found at Whitmore. Pick up at C.C.
lost and found.

(Tripod's $424.00 stereo system)

More
than you expect

for less than you
expected.

APPEARING

at the

Country House

Art Steele

Blues Band

8: 30 to 12:30

Thdrtday Night

River Road
HATFIELD, MASS.

Stereo systems in the $400 price range, while
not unpleasant to listen to, have not as a rule
provided that last bit of musical accuracy for
those who take their listening very seriously. Our
$424.00 Advent Sony BSR ADC stereo system has
changed all that, as many of our critical and
satisfied customers who own it will testify.

The Smaller Advent loudspeakers are a star-
tling speaker bargain, of which highly-respected
Stereo Review Magazine said, "Any precon-
ceived ideas you may have about the limitations
of sub-compact speaker systems will, we think,
be shattered." The Sony STR 6046A AM/FM

stereo receiver provides sufficient power ( over
40 RMS watts of it) to handle the most tortuous
musical passages in the average living room,
and its sensitive tuner will capture your favorite
radio stations with clarity. The BSR 510 AXE
automatic turntable with a ADC K7E cartridge
and diamond stylus will treat your records
gently and add no unpleasant sounds of its own.

Together, these remarkable components cost
just $424.00 a saving of $72.00 over their usual
individual prices. If you've thought that a stereo
system in this price range couldn't provide quite
enough sonic satisfaction, we invite you to visit
Tripod's and learn otherwise.

TRIPOD
98 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst. Mass. 01002

AUDIO
219 Main Street

Northampton, Mass. 01060

TH6 PIOflEER COflCGRT
fTlott The Hoople • noy.ll

Blood Suueot& Tear/. Dec. 9
Jofinny f)a/fi • Jon. 13

^^hCtO pioimccr
v-7 engineered to go.
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Converse All Star & Pro Ked
Basketball Sneakers

Our
Reg.
10.959.88

Super Purchase!

Ladies'

Acrylic Knit Tops

Fantastic
Value!

and^r?h
C
^Snnrtf^SPkk'

cust
;

,on
f
d insol

P Sleeveless U-neck and button front style in^^^Tri^^^l^ J*} I
P°Pular «** "o'K-y color.

Warm, Handsome Chill Chasers —
Men's

Woven Flannel Sport Shirts

Our
Reg.
5.99 4.88

Top quality cotton woven Tartan
plaids, expertly tailored and
matched. Tails; sizes small to
extra large.

Mens Heavyweight Crew Sweatshirt Our Reg. 2.99

Cotton, assorted colors; crew neck, S-XL 9 97

Oldie But
Goodie . . .

Washout
and

Embroidered
Jeans

|Jj
Our Reg. 11.99 to 13.99

A touch of nostalgia! Pro-
fessionally washed out
denims in novelty styles,
some embroidered! Hurry
for best choice.

Rhinestone Fashion Leader
Embroidered Sweaters

8.88
Long sleeve, turtleneck ribs with as-
sorted rhinestone appliques. Be first with
this fashion! S, M, L.

Panasonic

Flip 'N Style
Hair Dryer Styler

Our
Reg.
9 88 7.88
3-way thermostatic heat con-
trol; 350 watts for fast drying.
Compact— folds and unfolds
for travel.

Hi-Lo
Intensity Lamp

Our
Reg.
6.99 *5

Polished chrome arm and
trim; arm adjusts to any posi-
tion. Includes bulb. Brown or
black finish.

Aqua Net
Hair Spray

l

39
13 oz. $1.09 Size

Gleem Toothpaste

68
7oz. $1.13 Size

Miranda
SensomatREF/1.8

Our
Reg.
179.99

$139
Built-in CDS meter. 1 to
1/1000 of a second. 3 year
guarantee. Maximum value
for your investment. Only 8.

Men's Deluxe 27"
10 Speed Racer

Our
Reg.
79.99 6340

Centerpull brakes, shimano derailleur.
Lugged frame construction, gumwall tires
Exceptional value!

Our
Reg.
10.99

Ladies' and Men's
Figure Skates

8.77
Hardened tempered silver brazed blades,
long orthopedic arch supporting counters.
Mens black, ladies' white.

Boys' and Girls'

Figure Skates, Reg. 9.99 7.87

Completely
Washable

Coleman
Sleeping

Bag

Our
Reg.
16.99 1277

Durable nylon outershell with full 100
inch zipper. Warmly filled with 3 lbs of
polyester fiberfill. . . made by Coleman.
Famous Make
Tennis Balls Our Reg. 2.37 | .97

3 WAYS TO CHARGE

180 North Kings St.
SALE: THURS. thru SAT.

Mon. thru Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
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Information

On Water
"Everything you wanted to know

about Amherst watersource,
distribution, purity - but didn't

know who to ask." That is the

subject of the Amherst League of

Women Voters open meeting on
Wednesday, November 14 at 8:00 in

the Junior High School
Auditorium.

The League's environmental
quality committee will present a
program designed to inform
Amherst citizens about their
water: source, testing, treatment,
distribution, and consumption
patterns. Significant findings of the

1973 Tighe and Bond report, a
study of present supply, and future
alternatives for new water sources
will be discussed.

Representatives from the
Amherst Board of Selectmen will

be present to talk about planning to

furnish additional water for the
town. Experts on the technical

aspects of the system will be on
hand to answer questions during
the discussion to follow the
presentation. All citizens are urged
to attend to become informed of

one of our basic resources.

Members of the committee are:
Margaret Birney, Jane Garvey,
Marilyn Gonter, Eileen Simonson,
Sidney Treyz, Ellen Wolfe, and
Melanie Smith, chairman.

Laing To Speak

R. D. Laing, noted "anti-
psychiatrist," will speak in the
Campus Center Auditorium at the
University of Massachusetts-
Amherst Sunday, Nov. 11, at 8 p.m.
The talk is sponsored by the

UMass psychology department.
Institute for Governmental Ser-
vices, Room to Move, doctoral

program in Mental Health Systems
Design, and the Campus Center
Program Council.

Dr. Laing, a Scottish physician
and existentialist psychoanalyst, is

the founder of the London-based
Philadelphia Association which
supports the growth of communes
for people who might be judged
"mad" by others. He maintains
that what is often labeled madness
is rather a sane response to en-

vironment, and that schizophrenia

is a therapeutic means to tran-
scendent values.

OPENING

SOON

Mister
Doruxt

at

NT. FARMS MALL

Rt. 9 (Outsell St.)

Hadley

Open 24 hrs. per aay

i»

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAW*.

Taurus, like Leo, is a social animal. Put
Taurus and Leo together and you are likely
to have a party. The relationship has dif-

ficulties; both are stubborn and have an
abundance of pride Natives of these signs
enjoy the spotlight and the question is,

"Who is going to give in or make con-
cessions?" There is an undercurrent of
suspicion, apprehension However, the two
are fascinated by each other and there
seldom is a dull moment.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): You over
come obstacles. You say right thing at right
time. Friend is erratic but effective Know
it and give yourself room for change,
revision. Aquarius figures prominently
Your desires may overcome logic. Protect
self in clinches

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): What
seemed restricted, suppressed, makes
"break" for freedom. You hear inner voice
loud and clear. You shake off lethargy. You
deal successfully with one connected with
club, group, institution. You untangle red
tape

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Lovers'
quarrel could be on agenda You may also
have to combat "sweet tooth." Adjustment
in domestic area is indicated You could
give or receive gift Taurus, Libra persons
might figure in important ways.
CANCER (June 21 July 22) : You are able

now to perceive trends. You detect subtle
nuances. Pisces could be involved. Accent
is on general shake-up which finds you
better able to express yourself. See in light

of reality. Push aside wishful thinking

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Travel plans
subject to sudden change. Agreements also
are flexible. Relatives express uncertainty.
You may find yourself depending on older
individuals who are not family members
Aid from unorthodox sources is featured.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): You can find

ways of improving services, products
Refuse to be content with status quo. You
have right to independent view, action. Get
rM of Nirdrn no» your rw" Br familinr with

legal aspects, potential for distribution,

publicity

LIBRA (Sept. 23-October 22): Spon
taneous actions, reactions bring best
results Studies plans are likely now to go
away Highlight originality, independence,
creativity. Hear sound of your own voice
Refuse to be dictated to by "big brother."
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov 21): You find

ways of circumventing rules. Don't bend
too far-know when you have reached
breaking point Aquarius. Leo persons
could be in picture What is supposed to be
confidential could be the opposite. Know it

and prepare accordingly.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21): Swift

changes occur, including possibility of
travel. Member of opposite sex figures
prominently. Avoid speculating-get valid
information. One who advises that you
"take the plunge" is whistling in the dark.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19): Stick to

basic course Slay with the familiar Rely
on experience Aquarius. Leo and Scorpio
persons are in picture Question of buying,
selling or improving is spotlighted. Don't
give up something for nothing
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18) Hold off on

journey, if possible You need more in-

formation. Be analytical See picture as a
whole The bits, pieces could be deceptive.
Gemini. Virgo persons could figure
prominently Overcome restlessness
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): One behind

the scenes could be manipulating prices
Protect your interests Remember promise
to family member Gift purchase would be
appropriate Investment plan requires
additional thought -and could cost more
than anticipated.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
draw to your persons born under Cancer
and Capricorn You are good at organizing -

you also are capable of handling respon-
sibility You could succeed in business for

yourself Change in domestic picture is

indicated for December You convictions
are strong. You seldom desert principles
Oarrrlgh' 'r"! r "~ ^cv C->r=

Ko-mvus fCo.f>*/*5

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1

6

11

10
12

13

16
19
21
23

25
27
29
31
33

Vapor

Box

The next day
(poet.)

Person who
bails out water

Plural ending

Underwater
explosive

Symbol for

tantalum

Snake

Caudal
appendages

Bitter vetch

Harvest

Fondle

Scottish-

hillside

Break suddenly

Esteem

30 Snare

32 Girl's name
33 Black eye

(slang)

35 Wild buffalo
of India

Imitates

Succor

40 Girl's name
42 Malay gibbon

Body of

soldiers

Saints (abbr.)

46 Conjunction

47 Nooses

49 Legal seal

(abbr.)

50 Hollywood
prizes

52 Wild revelry

54 Senses

55 Game

DOWN

1 Besmirch

2 Hurls

3 Teutonic deity

UfliES

14

15

17

18

20

21

22
24

25

26
28

37

38

43

45

Skill

Debatable
Uncouth
persons
Spanish for

"river''

Man's
nickname
Collection of

four

Wipe out
Enclose with
paper
Struck hard
(slang)

Dock
Leopard
Commissions
European
capital

City in Vermont
Shallow vessel

Tibetan gazelle

Gems
Thinly

scattered

34

36
37

39
41

43

Disturbance

Deer's horn

Reserved

Performs

Item of

property

Sailors

(colloq.)

44 Those in favor

47 Man's
nickname

48 Drink slowly

51 Symbol for

cerium

53 Artificial

language

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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Interested In ...

Ethnomethodology?
Course Description - Spring 1974 -

Enthnomethodology
Sociology 290E,

Ethnomethodology, Th 9:05-12:00,
Machmer E-33, Prof. David
Sudnow, Hampshire College.
This course will be designed to

review both the antecedents to as
well as contemporary work in so-
called "Ethnomethodology"
Sociology.- Basically, we shall be
concerned with the writings of
Alfred Schutz and Harold Gar-
finkel, most of whose work we shall
read. Approximately half way
through the course, we will un-
dertake a review of research by
Sacks, Schegloff, Sudnow, Cicourel
and Bittner. The focus in the latter
half of the course will be primarily
directed toward the various kinds
of conversational analyses that
have been stimulated by the
ethnomethodological perspective.
A term paper will be required.
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Student Discount Cards on Sale $1.00
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1 ATouch Of Class

George SegaiGlendaJackson
Students Membership

The Chequers
University Drive u Amity Street Amherst 256-8189

Enjoy a great dinner and a movie
Thursday night at one fantastic price .

\J two persons

This Thursday: Baked Ravioli,

oven baked garlic bread,

fresh garden salad
Then on to CAMPUS CINEMAS to enjoy the movie of

your choice at one of the three luxurious
CAMPUS CINEMAS

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN KITES ALL SEATS SI 00

Hitchcock's Greatest Thriller!!

BIRDS
TONIGHTI

Mahar 7:00 - 9:15 - 11:30 Only 50

FOR SALE

Tire* - All brands. Kadials. Snows
Ml tvpes guaranteed lowest prices. (' g|IMI aIter «

MM 12

IUMk rafters SW Radio .5-30 MM/ Wl
I W SSB. Mint < ond . orig. cost I2M. Make
me an oflrr (all Fred 2S3-7890. Keep
Irving

tfll-9

Stereo Ruffs: If you want name brand
stereo equip matched and sold to you at
wholesale prices, call Dick at 253-2786
after ft.

tfll-9

S 4 I. ( amera Imports has new
cameras, lenses a other photo equip, at
slashed prices. Kull warranty, all makes
and models (all Ken. 64)723.

tfll-30

Panasonic Port. T\ Krand new' $;„
Heceivcr 20 watts Cb. Imo. (all 546-5271 ^
51*-5261.

tfll-12

.".Him I'entax Spotmatir camera —
. .mm Kl.l lens. Ueston light meter, case,
lop condition. I

1
. yrars old. $160. Stuart. |.

2H3-973I.

if 1 1-9

TnvnN-lrack recorder-pla>er with 9 push
buttons. 2 \l meters. auto level control,

list ll It will sell lor $ho. 256-6271 evenings
tfll II

\ivilar m.mni. fi'.x Solifior 2Wlmm. CU
lenses Nikon mount I and I >ears old.

\sking $1". and 155 (ill Ben. M4M&
MlM

Sonv mn;:> Receiver 70 walls RMS per
channel jus) 7 mm ..Id. * too (nil 253-5393.

MlHI

The \rms Hare: A I credit Miniroursr
I'hvics 1 till 1 No prereq. MWF 11:11 II \s
121 Nov 12 llec. 12. (all Prof (.over 515
MH lor details.

tfll-ll

Kenwood Receiver KR-77. mint con-
dition M watts RMS per channel, excellent
tuner section, call Rich MMI after •:.-».

una
Discount stereo equip, and pocket

calculators Special! 12" 4 way air susp
speaks Ren Imipr NOW fl7Spr. Barr\
6-60N5 e\e.

tfll-12

Twin bed 4 sale bedboard inrl. 6*5-3>m
after J.

If II *

Olin Murk II skis, brand new n>\rr been
used. 110 binding holes. I'lT 1 Model priced
reasonablx ( all Stan M BMR ixcmnKs

tfll 1

:

FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

I BSR :,io.\X turntable — |so full>
guaranteed, other stereo equipment at
wholesale prices, (all .»ni:'k;2 _
preferably eves.

tfll-ll

AUTO FOR SALE

t'l.i I- mil (;alaxie. running condition,
needs work. Wo. Negotiable. >IK-7700. after
l:M p.m

MlMl

ENTERTAINMENT

llrv groovv guys and gals — I can play
your favorite music just the way you like
it. (all Steve the O.J. for vour party. 4«7-
2X42.

MlM
<;«itar Mossman 1. siring: BR,\2

Hosewimd. Mahogneck. Kbony Board.
I sed ft mo., retail H.jo sell for 1450. in. I

hardshell case, (all n.'i 1111.'

tfll-lt

I»ft7 \ olvo Rail snow tires. Asking W7S.
( all HMamft,

tfll-ll

Need warmth? (ilobe (ioose Down
I'arka. M-V. large, new condition |:r,.oo.
(all Maureen. «-7:uo anytime

tfll-12

llealthwavs J-Valve lank. Scuhair reg.
IS diver backpack and Scubapro pressure
gauge. II III (all :>lft-<M»|.

tfll <»

M.nie Makers - Bolex lite meter w
mntg shoe, direct read dial, calibrated
infps. ractory rerndd. new condition. 12".

1-TnVW kp iryg.

MlMl

lt;n Austin AM. Yellow, nice condition,
new battery, th-es. muffler Studded
snows. \uli»-siick option. Runs well. fcCVO.

(all i.i;w>; ;i,ji

tfll-!»

INTKRKSTKI) IN MAKINC. KVKN
TRADK? I have a l<«7. (2K (.ran Prix and
wiMild like to exchange for a smaller auto,
(all 2:. I 71X2

tfll-12

I'i7(i \\\ sunroof, excellent mechanical
condition. Best offer, need to sell, license
revoked, (all IMMft after five thirty

tfll-ll

2 Male Vocalists, playing acous. a
elec. guitars a flute, seek iudiv.
Ms,"Mr with good technique a Improv.
ability on piano, pref. (not necess)
capable of singing high mage har-
monies, to perform orig. a popular
music for all aud. We have def. op-
portunity for work. If interested call .V

21125 ask for Peter In 217/Sean In 214.

tfll-9

Bring back those great memories,
boogie to your favorite golden oldies. I

have the records and the PA. Call me at

tfll-12

I pair snow tires K.25-IIV good tread
with studs |:to. Phone 5I»-I7u2.

tfll-9

See a craiy movie this weekend —
/achariah - with the I iresign Theater
Nov. |«. Sat. 7-f-li. Mahar.

MlM

TllrSI-: WE mm THAT TRY
MKNS SOILS in these days of
d.ukness and doubt, of crisis and
• •Mifusion what the world needs is a
truly great store P \l I.S OI.OTIMKH KNITl III is (hat store. We feature
hurt-aits desks, pictures, nostalgia
spiritual, guidance, the entire range of
human emotion at the lowest prices
Xmhersl behind \uhin hon 25:1:1.511.

iff I?

tias sipping wonder. K5 VV» Bus
miles 011 rebuilt eng. M mpg XM-r'M. ii

insulated, many extras (all anvtime. 5IK-
i'ltui.

tfll 12

Kemale w /good singing voice a violin or
recorder? Fairport Conventiou sound
go«»d- Possible money in local club* —
.tosh. 5H4-22.W.

MlM

l%9 ( ortina. new shocks, rebuilt trans.,
needs brake work. I.iimi 5lfi 4572.

tfll-9

Stick six Pontiar. good heater, sticker.
1323; Porsche conv.. needs work, best
offer Saab <»«5. 1400. .123-7:127.

MlM

AUTO FOR SALE

NHf Rebel Machine. I speed Hurst t'xi

engine, excellent running rond. Ilftoo. (all
".Mi 5271 or 5Mi-52»il

tfll-12

IHKI \W. good condition. 1150. Ask for
Tom. MMSM after 5 p.m.

tfll IS

I'hji \ v\ Hug. many miles but runs well
asking turn. 519-0102 at dinnertime.

tfll-9

Kor sale — ft.5 VW Bus reblt. eng.. gas
heater, new bat., starter ect. Must sell
imed. Kirst 1 .125 01 best off. 6«5-2:wi aft. S.

p.s. very clean body.

tfll-l

I9»i7 Barracuda, smashed front end. ;IX3

t speed. Mallory distributor, new starter,
motor. 1225 takes il. Sandv. 5X1-2019.

Ifll-lfi

NMI Javelin SST. must sell quickly,
loving lo NY( . \ -Xauto.. pv. radio-tape.
I new tires and snows. 11.500 or best offer
( all OMR

MlM
71 Willys Jeep ( J5 w/plow. roll bar.

radio, ovrrsiir tires, barb seat 12X00 nr

deal on \A\ keep Irving. 7H2-:iXON. I need I.

If 1 1-9

l'".<. ( ullass Supr. p.s. ph. very good
rondition. (all JH7-Z77I

tfll-ll

I9ft7 Volvo 1225. good running rondition.
new tires. Best offer. Call l-3tt-43»S. Keep
trying.

tflM

5 toft bedroom house in Wendell. 2 bitch-
ens. 2 bathrooms, full cellar with
lir.-l.latr 25fi-XX»«

tfll-12

ROOMMATE WANTED

Wanted: Female to apartment hunt with
for Jan. I. (all l.iuda after ft p.m. 25:1-7752

tfll-ll

Room Ixo or share apt., |>er 15. lion.

(all MMMM, ft 30.

tfll-9

Roommate to share spacious I rm. apt
quiet, relaxing atmosphere. IfiO per mo
Call after ft p.m.. 527-S46C.

tfll-9

Kemale to share 1 bdrm. Presidential
apt. beginning Jan. Semi-furnished. |X7.50

- mon.. incl. utilities. Call 5-49-4463.

MiMa

Neal. responsible female wanted to
occupy own room in I bdrm apt., starting

I lxo-mo. incl. utilities. Phone 25ft-
Jan.
mi2K eve.

Late «0s Valiant or Hart. pref. • cyl.
must he in excellent condition, up to ll.oon
lor right car. 546-4572

tfl l-9

( oinmuter \sseinhh is now taking
ipiiht ilionsfor its rep. toSI .( ( . (, (n Bd..
see someone in Commuter l.t.unge Behind
Hatch

tfll-9

tfll-9

.
Roommates needed — three slaglea *wi

entrance, interestlag neighbors Call
Howie. 256-OM3.

MlM

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

TRAVEL
(.oing hv air" Let us handle xour pre-

flight. in-flight and post-High)
.iii.ingenienls al no cost to vou. (all
campus rep.. 253-:iift_> evenings.

tfl2 12

Honda ISO ( B 6X ( herry cond. low mi .

lugg. rack, chaih. signals. Sapd.. elec
start helmet. I nlv. Sticker Must sell
I too (all R-4055.

MlM

WANTED TO RENT

i.iatl student wants room or apt near
campus or on bus route for Jan. Call Sue
Peterson 546-99M4. Prince House.

tfll-12

I

female grad wanU room or apt. (to
share) near campus or on bus route,
immediately. Call (.tni ftl7-7l4-«87».

MlM

ROOM TO RENT
Room for rent ISO /per month. Call 25*-

0CH7.

tn 1-13

ROOM WANTED
Young working guy aeeds a room or

would like to share an apt la the Amherst
area, (all Bill. M7-2772.

MlM

RIDE WANTED

(.fid to 1 Mais. In at ft: 31. back at 4:».
(.fid (omm. Coll. area. I day a wk..
usually Toes. Call Lisa 545-2328. will share
rXP™*

tfll^

Ride wanted to N Y( on Friday or
Saturday the 9th or 10th. Will share ex-
penses. Please call 253-31M. anytime.

MlM
Hide needed to (;t. Barrington. Mass

area Nov 9 around | p.m. (all Larry at
-.16-6007

J
'

tfll-9

WANTED

KKK-K(.(,-«,2a,7i. ( ontacl Bob. (hemTower 1311 or call ||gS-j,49 R,.w,rd .

MlM

APARTMENT FOR RENT

I bedroom apt at (liffshle. all utilities
included 1170 per month Furniture op-
tional, lease upto ft-l-74. Call »R5-35M.

tfll-9

APARTMENT WANTED

1 bdrm apt near bus rte to campus
wanted for 2nd semester Call 6 -4 1 4ft a.
1147. (MI4X. «-4U9 W> need to know soon.

tfll-9

LOST

Organic (hem 3rd Fd. Morrison Boyd
Reward for return, needed desperately
Call 515-0260 or come to H0ft(;.H.T Ask for
Mark.

tfll-12

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Salvation Army Needs Funds
Christmas is coming, perhaps taster than you

might wish. A visit to shopping centers and depart-

ment stores will prove this as one will find Christmas
decorations and merchandise everywhere at-

tractively displayed.

For The Salvation Army. Christmas started

several months ago with the first planning stages for

the 1973 Christmas Mail Appeal, that speical annual
drive to make Christmas gifts and dinners available

to more than 150,000 men, women, and children in

Massachusetts.
To speed up the distribution of contributed funds

and eliminate the problems caused by duplicate
appeals. Salvation Army officials have moved to a
central return address for each county. Mail will be
picked up, processed and the checks deposited in

21

banks much sooner than ever before, thus making the

money available to Salvation Army units quicker
than other years. This will also enable us to help a
greater number of people than before.

Another by-product of the modernization is that

reminders need not be sent to those who have already
contributed, a very important cost cutting factor.

Salvation Army state leader, Brigadier Maro
Smith, has noted that costs this year are higher than
ever before and a preliminary analysis seems to

indicate that there will be more people with more
needs than ever before coming to The Salvation Army
lor help with Thanksgiving and Christmas plans. "We
must turn once again to the citizens of Massachusetts
lor the dollars we need for the job." Brigadier Smith
said.

Science Seminar

To Be Presented

Professor Joel Selbin from
Louisiana State University will

present a seminar entitled
"Uranium (V) Chemistry and
Recent Biological Implications" to

be held Thursday. December 13,

1973 at 11:15 a.m.. Room 101,

Graduate Research Tower 1,

UMass.

LAST 3 PERFORMANCES
Thurs.. Nov. 8, Fri.. Nov. 9.

Sat., Nov. 10

"JteqiM Brtl It Alto

* Will ft IMM
l« Paris"

Music by Jacques Brel

Kartlett Auditorium 8 p.m.

For into & Ticket Res. Call

545-2579 Mon. -Fri. 1-5 p.m.

Earn 2 credits during intersession

Call 5-2801

HELP WANTED

Innoyatiye persons to teach under-
educated adults, inner city dropouts.

Spanish speaking and Indian children

in the l.S. Must be able to work nut

side traditional, classroom. If you're a

senior getting a degree in education.

F.nglish. languages.- Sociology, etc.

talk to a VISTA representaliye in the

"lacement Office on \o\. 5-9.

MlM

In your job search, you'll run across
all kinds of glossy pages and promises
that so-and-so company wants
graduates with liberal arts degrees
last year's seniors who chose either

VISTA or Peace Corps ARF \T
WORK in hundreds of projects both
here and in 59 countries overseas.
Teaching Fnglish as a foreign
language: working in tuberculosis

control programs, smallpox and
malaria eradication projects, acting
.is agricultural extension agents;
developing alternative schools:
counseling in drug crisis centers and
mam more. Demand for these
assignments is. of course, great. It's

extremely important for you to applx
before December. To underscore this.

VIST\ A Peace Corps representati\es
w ill be here during this semester only :

on Not . 5-9 from 9 a.m. to I p.m.. go to

the Placement Office and sign up for

an interview.

tfll-9

Teach Math A Science where the
Faith is flat rocks are e\ il. and turtles
arr sacred. \s a Peace ( orps teacher.
w»u II gel some lough questions like:

How does the turtle Vishnu swimming
in his sea of milk and pushing up Ihe
tree ol life fit into your theories of Ihe
world. Mr. Bohr You don't put legends
like these down because they are a
tilal pari of xour student's culture
One of Ihe challenges of teaching Math
A Science in a dev loping country is In

create acceptance for these subjects
within Ihe frame work of ancient
h.Millions v Peace (orps. \ISTA
representative will be in Ihe
Placement Office on Vox M Sign up
now (or an interxiew.

MlM

Jobs in Business ( onsulling —
I i)'<|iienlly the difference between a
niaigical & a going business in the
inahilitx oi the former to hire con-
sultants Business graduates working
lor \ IST\ & Peace ( orps aie helpiiiK

I > change that situation II \ou haw- a

KB V MB \ or MP \ xou should look in

to \IST\ & Peace ( orps It's ex-
IKiieme \ on II g,t with no other
organization \ tepresenlatixe will he
in Ihe Placement Office on October II

A 12. Sign up now for an inlerx lew

Ifll-N

2nd or ad xear language inajni male
need 120 I hi work' ( all D.ixe UMMQ

till in

The Firesign Theater's Film

ZACHARIAN
A rock Western satire with Country Joe

& The Fish - New York Rock & Roll

Ensemble - Elvin Jones - Doug Kershaw
- James Gang & the Firesign Theater.

plus ROADRUNNER CARTOONS

Sat., Nov. 10 at 7-9-11 in

Mahar Aud.

Television Tonight
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THK ;mi ( l.l'H i IH

THK MKN WHO M \DK THK MOYIKS
Kaoul Walsh IMI
BORIS KXRLOFF PRKSKNTS

IHRII.I.KR Child i Play "
< 27

)

MASS MISK (57>

Mi imi STRKKTS OK S\\ KR\N( IS((»
Die Twenlv four Karal Plague (8i (4tn

NXMMVi IIAVtfl STARRINt. IN THK
MM KOI.I.IKS IS) (30i
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MXRTIN M.RONSKY: RVKNINC
I IMI ION IS7I
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11:05 NKWS. WKATHKR. SPORTS (3l

ll:lii WIDK WORLD OK KN
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I M NKWS III '40'

TOMORROW Tom Snyder. hoM 1 22 • (30)

1: 35 NKWS. WKATHKR <3>

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONAL

HELP WANTED HELP WANTED HELP WANTED

Jobs (or I Mini' & Spanish Majors —
Spanish speakers to work as YISTVs
in barrios in the Southwest & as Peace
( orps teachers & resource people in

I .ii in America. Krench speakers tn

work in Xfriran Kranchophone
countries with Peace (orps. These are
positions of responsibility and sen

sitiwlv Talk to a rrpresentaixe in the

Placement Office on No\ . 5-9. Sign up
for an interview.

tfll-N

While organised recreation is

Kcncrall> regarded as Irixolous in this

« oiiuii \ the reverse is true in most
il<- » elopinx nations \s a Peace (orps
volmiieei \<iii will develop programs,

train teachers leach coachinx
lechniuues. coach national teams.

You'll be regarded as someone with an

important skill lo share, (.et more
information. Peace Corps will be in the

Placement Office on Nov .
5-». Sign up

now for an interview

tfll-N

Collegian is looking for an Astl.

Advertising Manager. Job involves

supervising ad reps & building advt.

revenue. Must be an underclassmen,
with car. 4 a genuine interest in

newspaper advl. Ksperirnce in

marketing \ graphics helpful but not

essential. Will have to work hard for

small pay but the rewards in ex-

perience will be invaluable. Person
hired will be trained lo become the

advertising manager for next year.

Kor details and information see Brent

Wilkes at the Collegian Office.

tfll-IC

( ivil I.ngineers. Overseas: to advise
on dam construction, irrigation
svslems. water works. At home: to

prepare nrsl estimates on housing,
develop funding proposals, review
architect's plans, etc. Peace (orps •

\ 1ST \ engineers gel much more
responsiblily and experience than
Iheir peers who go to work for privalr
engineering firms. Talk lo a
representative in the Placement
Olfice ihi Nov . 5-». sign up lodav for an
interview

tfll-N

siudenl t mplovml in Yellowstone & all

I s N.il I Parks Send lor booklet 12. \rnold
\gencv \2tMi I Main. Bexburg. Idaho,

guaranteed
If 1 1-9

Poster Stuffers for Hampshire County
area. ( ar is preferable but not necessary,
(all Dave Kor Kridav and Sal. 25fi-02Ui

Waitresses, Doormen apply in person
I imothy's Spirits Company. 30 John St..

Holvoke. MMMB.
tf 11-13

Kull time for Book & Record Store
\pply in person on Nov . 8. ». Id at Sound
sope Mountain Karms Mall. Hadley Rt 9.

tfll-12

Bus Drivers wanted, need (lass 2 Lie.

Pari lime MM hrs per wk \pplv Student
>s«'ii.ite Bus. I niv Hus darage. MMI or 5-

20Nli

tfll 12

Drivers and helpers to deliver posters.

Kri. I to-H p m . Sal 9 12 noon. Pay plus

mileage (all Dave. 25(i-02:iti.

tfll-12

Dependable person I work as full lime
gas station attendant v*usl have car 12 15

p-h t all HMM belw o 5 & %,

tfll-9

PERSONAL
Kulret P \'s learn how lo prepare foe the

( P\ Kxam Becker (PA Review ( ourse
< .ill rolled ttTttJ Hit

If 1 1-22

Hi \al — Hope vour studies are coming
along fine Have a nice weekend. Peter T.

tfll 9

Ii.
.
.nl male seeks sensuous female lo

get together Write: Tom P.O. Box III.
Xmhersl.

Ill 1-13

Happy Birthday D II With l.ove. Miss
Lav erne.

Ifll-N

SERVICES

Do vou spenTprcciou^TmeTiiiching
lo a part lime job to help support a
niessv roommate who eats vour food,
blasts hard rock, interrupts vour
privacy'' If vou can he a neal. quiet,
conscientious housekeeper & cook in
an older home, vou can change your
environment to a privalr room with
board. MMMI.

tfll-9

Typing: dissertation, theses, term
papers etc. Fast, accurate, references.
IBM Seleclric. low rates, (all Tom 54*-

Ils5 Save this ad.

tfll-l

Photos — passports, visas, etc.. 4N hour
service! Siies and number negotiable.
1:1.00 minimum! (all Steve at .u. .u :

tfll -30

Research — thousands of topics. 12. .i
per page. Send II for mail order catalog.
Research assistance, inc. 1 1941 Wilshirr
Blvd Suite 2. LA.. Calif 90025

tf 12-12

M'l.l.U I ids I

In W .ii r .it ( ollrgi.io prin. ri

S .11 |> III I IHI ,| HI

( .ill ( ll.ll loll.

M,; i.xss

Audio Dept. mgr. know your audio
components" See us for Dynamite Position
w /growing chain. Sounds, ope Mountain in
I i in Mall. RI. 9. HA.

* tfll-12

support vour local bus driver.

tfll-12

YISi'X & Peace (orps have hnn
dreds of job openings for seniors
I i oni Xgriculture lo /otology . I .el

experience vou can find in no other
organisation Reps will be in
Placement Office soon. Sign up now in

Placemen) for an interview.

till 'I

Nurses. If vou're graduating soon

and want lo break awav from the
regiuieni of training for a vear or two.

lalk to \IST\ & Peace (orps. a
representative will be in Ihe
Placemen! Office on Nov Vi Sign up
lodav lor an interview

Ifll-N

5 ( oil. ( anada ski trip — I days. I nites
Hotel, breakfast, dinner. Transportation
\pres ski party, all for Ik.. Jan. 22-25. B.
Baggins Travel. 25*>-0ll(i.

tfll-15

Tvping — dissertations, theses, term
papers etc. Kasl. accurate, references.
IRM Selectric good rates, call Tom 544S-

IIB5

tfll-12

Kxperienced electronic and electrical

repairs. Reasonable rates. Call 545-2308.

Mark H5 or Bill (01. Keep trying.

tfll-15

Need a job lo get miii thru srhmd''
Timetostudv while working we might
havr what vou are looking for. Night
\uditor al Howard Johnson's Motor
Lodge. Iladlrv. Mass. Musi he ac-
ini ale with figures. Please applv in

person

tfll-ll

I nwed mother desires adoption of two
children One male and one female, both
tiger j i, ...I j Will deliver if necessary
(all 253-9S4M.

tfll-13

llth Kloor Wash, wants to go coed. In-

terested girl floors call 546-91 2C.

tfll-8

\ reliable drivers, must havr car. I-

dav route delivery. NTIamp. Xmhersl.
(.reenfield Start Tues . Nov 20 (.nod
pay also each Wednesdav following
( all MtdHm, Kair Kxchangr

tfll 9

llappv Birthdav to the Duck who
couldn't get his quack up! (.uess you
just couldn't make it Kuhlin

tfll-8

Xltenlion Datsun owners. I perform
all phases of major and minor
maintenance and repairs on Datsun at

less than ', dealership price. I have
over 13000 in equipment. 4 years
automotive experience. 2 of which

were at a Datsun Dealership,

specialiiing in Datsun. Tele. 25.1-7454!.

Russell Baca.

tri 1-19

FOR RENT

Minimis pi lime A full time available,
applv in person I nited Paper Box. 52n

Water S| . Knot of (a not Holvoke. Ma.
Ifll-I2

Part lime Xerox Machine Operator.
\ppl> at (.nomon ( opv Service. 103 N.
Pleasant SI.

tfll-8

Projei llonlsl Wanted for local
theatre complex. Must have Mass.
Operatoi 's License. (.immI pav and
'i uige benefits Pari Iime jobs
availabh • ( all Jim Merck al 5NI-9I5I.

tfll-15

\i r there anv barbershop enthusiasts at

I Mass.' \ lead singer away from his

chapter is lonely for Ihe old songs. Dave
Yarg. IM4MM

tfll-9

Belrherlown (enter folk & lo those along
ihe bus route: I'm awfully sorry I was so
lale Tues. morn, the Driver. Dale.

tfll-8

Boom for rent or in exchange for child

care five miles from campus. Call Joanne
5l9-OMi5.

If 1 1-9

Apt for one — Avlbl. imm. Ig brm. sm
kit. lull bath, storage, pkg. 220 N.
Pleasant. 2 nd fl of Ig house. Ail utl. incl.
1145. 549-373*. 253-8742.

tn i-i4

Rock Bands wanted for work im-
mediately ( all 247-515.".. ( ountrv House.

tf 1141

N \R( S yes folks there over 250 narcotic
agents on I Mass Amherst Campus posing
as students, bartenders, kitchen personel
and etc So RKWARK.

tfll-12

Free rent for Nov.. if take my p'ace in
eff

.
apt. clr Amh., rest of sem . 167.50 De«..

two weeks Jan.. share w/one woman 2S«-
05*1. no deposit

tfl!4

t.arage space, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. 11.11. Jones 541-3700.

tfll 29

Ai-MV^ ( )M J i \N II I M
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Palmer Wins Cy Young Award
PITTSBURGH (AP) Jim

Palmer's penchant for pancakes
has waned but his pitching prowess
hasn't, and that's why he was
named Wednesday as the
American League's Cy Young
Award winner for 1973.

The 28-year-old Baltimore Oriole
right-hander didn't fork down
nearly as many pancakes last

season as he did in years past when
he made it a pregame ritual and
earned the nickname "Pancake."
Yet he still stacked up 22 wins
against 9 losses, and his 2.40

earned run average was the best in

the league.

That impressed the Baseball
Writers Association of America
enough to give Palmer the nod over
California's strikeout machine,
Nolan Ryan, and the pitching

mainstay of the Oakland A's, Jim
"Catfish" Hunter.
Last season was Palmer's fourth

straight with 20 wins or better, and
his overall record over the past
five season is 99-32.

The baseball writers gave
Palmer 14 first-place votes and six

for second for a total of 88 points,

awarded on the basis of five for a
first-place nod, three for second
and one for third

"I actually felt that I was the
best pitcher in 1973," he
acknowledged. "I don't know
exactly what the criteria is for the
Cy Young winner, but I guess in my
case it went to a balanced per-
formance."
Runnerup Ryan, also a 20-game

winner, established an all-time

major league strikeout record last

season with 383 and pitched two no-
hitters. But he finished 26 points
shy of Palmer in the voting, and he
had a slightly higher 2.87 ERA.
Ryan's 62 points, came on nine

first-place votes, three for second
and eight for third. Twenty-four
writers, two from each American
League city, did the voting.

Hunter, 21-5, was named on 22
ballots, more than any other
player, but he fell short with 52
points. The writers gave him one
first-place vote, 13 for second and
eight for third.

Detroit's John Hiller, only relief

pitcher among the nine players
receiving votes, was a distant
fourth with six points. He saved a
record 38 games and won 10.
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Tom Coburn: A True Leader
By BOB ESTELLE

We often hear of the rah-rah
athlete, the guy who chugs down
the beer, etc. This type of person is

portrayed as a stereotype
superstar. But not Tom Coburn,
star center forward of the UMass
soccer team. Coburn is the leading

scorer for the Minutemen with ten

goals and two assists. He has given
his team the scoring punch it has
needed to win.

Soccer mentor Al Rufe has
stated, "While we're not a one man
team. Tom's scoring ability has
kept us in contention for a post

season playoff bid. What helps him
is that the rest of the team can get

the ball to him. His skills are
tremendous and he's a smart
player."

Coburn, a junior HRTA major, is

a quiet type of athlete. But he does
do his job. Rufe acknowledges that

this is all part of a team effort. His
scoring, the fine defensive play,

and the improvement of the other
forwards all indicate this.

The soccer program has suffered
in one aspect. In Tom Coburn's
time, there have been three

coaches. His comment on this is

that, "everyone has their own style

of coaching and it's hard to build a
team with a new coach every year.
Gerry Redmond was the best

coach we had here but Al Rufe is

doing a good job."

This year's team is out of the
YanCon race but there still is a
possibility of a post season tour-

nament bid. Coburn feels that the
team has the potential to be one of
the top teams in New England. The
needed entity is a victory over
Springfield.

But next year lies ahead. A good
percentage of the team will return,
including Tom Coburn. Coach Rufe
says, "Tom needs strength to be
able to play defense as well as
offense. Compared to his offensive
play, his defense is weak. But he
realizes this and is working on it."

This is Tom Coburn. He is not
only the leading scorer for UMass
soccer over the past two years, but
he is a quiet, reserved athlete who
contributes to a team effort and is

trying to improve himself as a
player. Tom Coburn

Dickey Tops In NFL joe 's Back
BOSTON <AP) - When Lynn

Dickey went down with a
dislocated hip prior to last season,
there were whispers that he might
never walk again.

When he started hobbling around
first on crutches and then with a
painful limp, there were whispers
that his days as a quarterback for

the Houston Oilers were over.
There were shouts, however, for

Lynn Dickey last Sunday when he
completed 20 of 32 passes for 340

Notice
University women: Interested in

a dynamic chance to meet and help
some of the hardest working
athletes on campus? The UMass
men's Varsity Swim Team is

looking for two female team
managers. If interested, come
down to the Boyden Pool any af-

ternoon between 3 : 30 and 6 : 00 p.m

.

Earn a letter. Find out what it's

like.

TONITE

yards and three touchdowns and
led the Oilers to a 31-27 victory over
Baltimore, breaking an 18-game
losing streak.

The feat earned Dickey the

Associated Press National Foot-
ball League Offensive Player of the
Week honor.

Starting only his third game as a
pro, Dickey replaced Dan
Pastorini as the quarterback and
lifted the Oilers to their first vic-
tory tf the season to complete his
long road back.

"Only one time did I ever doubt
that I had a chance to make it

back," said Dickey, flanked by his
wife. Sherry. "I had been in the
hospital in Boston six weeks, two
more weeks here and then I got out
for a week. I went through hell. I

hurt so bad I finally admitted to

Sherry that I didn't think I could
make it."

But with plenty of help from
Sherry. Dickey kept fighting and
finally, in February, lelt he had
won the battle.

NKW YORK (AP) - There's a
possibility that New York Jet
quarterback Joe Namath will play
in Sunday's National Football
League game with the New
England Patriots.

"If he's 100 per cent healthy. I'll

start him." New York Coach Weeb
Ewbank said Wednesday.
The star quarterback has been

out of action since the second game
of the season, when he injured his
right shoulder against the
Baltimore Colts.

Ewbank said that Namath's
appearance in Sunday's game
depends on "a lot of ifs."

"If he keeps making progress
like he has and if we feel he is

mended properly, then we would
start him." Ewbank said.

Namath suffered a shoulder
separation but the injury has
mended more quickly than ex-
pected. In a recent practice,
Namath threw the football with
some discomfort.

Some

my
Best
Friends

*

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Ktr. 47, Sunderland

665-1937

"Something for Everyone»

the concent committee
presents

JOHN MAVALl

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except durina league play)

satoroav
5:00PM- 1:<MWA

A* '**-

F0R UGHTA/IN0 FAST DELIVERY 0N/W Of.
DELICIOUS PIZZAS OR SUB5 CALL TJE

HZZA

appearing on
Sunday, November 25

with

special guest artist

Bt*C9 $prln§it$iti

appearing on
Monday, November 26

with

special guest artist

Maria Maliaat

Koths shows: I: ft p.m. At Curry Hicks Cage

Tickets: %1M Available at Student I'nion Lobby Counter

III: (Ml a.m. - 4: (HI p.m.

Timothy's

Spirits Co.

Grand Opening Fri., Nov. 9

Featuring

John Morgan

Good Drinks, Good Food

Good Entertainment

and Good Times
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Joyce Kosofsky

Why I Hate Sports
I really don't hate sports. I just hate competitive sports. The luea that

"to the victors go the spoils" is a bunch of bull.

I really don't understand competitive sports. Take football, (I wish
someone would take it to the South Pacific, or anywhere awav from me)
it's too confusing. I mean, the idea is ridiculous. If I saw some 250 pound
gorilla running as fast as he can toward me, there is no way that I'm
going to run right at him. My first instinct would be to get the hell out of
that situation. But what do those stupid football players do? They run
right into the guy, get themselves knocked down, and have weak knees
(and Lord knows what else) for the rest of their lives. For what? For the
chance of a quick feel of some lousy pigskin. Yecch. I'd rather go to a
Wesson oil party if I wanted to slither with a bunch of people.

Or baseball. When I was a little kid, my elders told me that running in
circles will get me nowhere. And if I ever came home with mud all over
my nice clean pants, I'd get the hell beaten out of me. But here we see
grown men, with families of their own running around throwing balls at
each other. I remember once I got suspended from school for throwing a
ball in the school yard. And they make their living out of this nonsense.

Or basketball. Why on Earth would anyone want to be as greedy as to
take the ball away from the person who has it. I was always taught to
share and share alike. I always had to wait my turn for the use of the ball.
Why can't they? And this crap about running all the way to the basket
with the ball only to have some schmow steal it away is just too
frustrating. Everyone will get their turn if they learn a little patience.

Or hockey. If men want to fight, why do they have to do it in the middle
of the game? I think that it's extremely impolite. Anyone with any
manners would have the decency to step outside, or at least out of the
way. And those sticks that they use are dangerous. Where I come from, if

anyone needed to use a stick to fight with, they were considered dirty-
fighters. Perhaps if the hockey players didn't have those stupid sticks,
they wouldn't need all that padding to protect them. And then they
wouldn't be able to play hockey either, which would be just fine and
dandy with me.

Or tennis. Just watching that stupid ball going back and forth, and back
and forth, and back and forth, gives me a headache and eyestrain.

Or any competitive sport. The idea of one person competing against
another is a contradiction to the word sport. Sports should be played for
the beauty of the body, not for the "beauty" of seeing your opponent
cringe.

New York Ends Bad Streak

Rangers Bomb Bruins 7-3

A Cornerback At Work
By SCOTT HAYES

The responsibilities of a cor-

nerback are threefold. To be able
to : 1 ) Read offenses as a result cf

learning from game films; 2)

Defend against the pass suc-

cessfully; and 3) Tackle.
According to Earl Brown, an

Elmira, New York native, those
are the major requirements
needed to play the position of

cornerback.
Brown, a 6'1", 190 pound senior,

feels that a cornerback has the
three responsibilities. "Reading
offenses includes not only your
man, but the quarterback, backs,
and so on," stated Brown.
The senior, who won his starting

role back in the third game of the
season, also said that by learning
from the films you can anticipate

what the receiver will do. Brown
commented that if you read the

NEW YORK (AP) - Brad Park
scored two goals and assisted on
another Wednesday night, helping
the New York Rangers beat the

Boston Bruins 7-3 and end a seven-

game National Hockey League
winless streak.

Park helped New York build a 3-1

lead in the second period when his

second slapshot goal from 50 feet

beat Boston goaltender (lilies

Gilbert.

He had opened the scoring at 5 : 31

of the first period, and Pete
Stemkowski upped the margin to 2-

at 11:05.

Boston's Phil Esposito scored his

first of two goals at 1:42 of the

second period, then Park scored

and Ted Irvine made it 4-1 at 3:39.

Three minutes later, Park set up
Rod Gilbert's 272nd career goal
with New York, tying Andy
Bathgate as the all-time Rangers'
goal scorer.

Esposito netted his 18th of the
season at 8:47 of the^econd period,

before Walt Tkazcuk converted a
pass from Bill Fairbairn at 19:25.

Boston's Bobby Orr and Jean
Ratelle traded third-period goals.

In the third period, Rangers'
goalie Ed Giacomin was forced to

leave the game after suffering a
head injury in a goal-mouth
collision with Boston defenseman
Al Sims. He was replaced by
Gilles Villemure.

Earl Brown
films well, it may help you in the

game.
Tackling has been a big part of

the defensive back's game this

year. The cornerbacks and safeties

were forced to make many tackles

this season.

Brown explained that ends set up
differently. Some use a stand-up
stance, some come off the line fast,

and others give a fake. Being able

to read their stances as a result of

watching films gives the cor-

nerback the help of knowing where
the receiver is going.

Brown, who has already
received two questionnaires from
the Cincinnati Bengals over the

last two years, claims that the

cornerback position is easier to

play if you listen to the coaches.

The UMass cornerback ex-

plained that the players are given a

sheet on their opponents each week
and that the proper reading of

pass-run keys (indications from
the tight end, players in the back-

field, etc.) is vital to success.

"Your job is finished if you do all

that, except tackling. You'll have
problems if you don't because if a
team finds a weakness, they'll pick

on you," said the senior who still

has one year of eligibility left at

UMass.
Brown said ne feels that the

reason for the mediocre season so

ADVERTISE FREE

Western Massachusetts Only

Super Ad List

XCHANG
A New Ad Weekly

Article* For Sale

kf Private Omnert

10 per cent of Advertised Price

only JF and WHEN you sell

10,000 ACTIVE Buyers

NO DEALER ADS

* SPECIAL2WEEK OFFER
j

I No Commission Charge 25 I

| word limit — .

j Ads must be received before I

j
Mon. noon, Nov. It '

I FAIR EXCHANGE
j
P.O. Box J i

! N. Amherst, Mass. 01059 j

CALL . 25*0236
jr Clinjnd^ajl^ j

far this year, has been the non-
consistency of players at certain
positions. "The team is better than
it has played, but the players
haven't produced." He also ex-
plained that you value the game all

the more when you're playing,

especially starting.

"You play better if you have no
conflicts with other players.
Conflicts cause individualism
which makes the difference bet
ween a great team and a good
team."
Brown, who plans to attend grad

school and has hopes for making it

in professional football, believes
that team spirit can help a team on
the field. "You realize what you
have to do, and go out and do it," he
said.

The speedy cornerback stated
that he will not try out for the pros

for another two years. Brown
realizes what he has to do to play in

the pros. One year of semi-pro
football and maybe another year of

college competition before that,

may prepare Earl for the NFL.
Brown commented that he might
take advantage of his added year of

eligibility. He added that it's going
to take two years of hard work and
determination. He hopes to in-

crease his speed and build himself
up, trying to keep in top shape.
Earl Brown isn't there yet, but he
is on his way.

Earn 2 credits curing intersesston

Call 6-2101

TONIGHT
Parachute Club

Meeting

oo p.m.

HK(. 1ST HAT ION for Nov. 15

First .lumpC ourse

Last Chance Till Spring

To Get Your Hush:
Open to 5-C'ollege students & staff

c.c . xn-xi;>

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Graduate Degree Programs in:

— Private (Industrial) Management
— Public Management
— Management Engineering
— Operations Research and Statistics

Prof. D. W. Karger, Ford Foundation
Professor of Management will be on campus

Tuesday, November 13, 1973

Please make appointments at Placement Office

WESTERN VILLAGE
SKI SHOP
Downstairs at Western Auto

Now is the time to think about ski

equipment.

SKIS: Spaldings

K-2

Northland

Volke

Kastle

SKI BOOTS

BINDINGS:

Caber Nordica

Lastinger

Salomon
MarKer
Tyrol ia

Look

Americana

WESTERN AUTO
MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
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Springfield Kicks Booters Out Of Top
4-0.

By STEVE DeCOSTA

Undoubtedly there have been
more lopsided scores in soccer
games than yesterday's 4-0 rout by
Springfield College, but the score
does not give a full indication of the
Chief's dominance of the game.

Springfield amassed 35 shots in

the contest, compared to a mere
four for the Minutemen. The Chiefs
also had 11 corner kicks on their

side of the ledger while UMass
could chalk up only one.

Not once did the Minutemen even
threaten to score. All four shots
were weak and Springfield goalie
Lou LaPenna had no difficulty in

picking up his third shutout of the
campaign.
UMass was plagued by the ar-

tificial surface on the Chief's home
field. The ball has a tendency to

roll further on Astro-Turf and time
and time again the Minutemen
were caught dribbling too far
ahead or losing traps that simply
got away from them.
The defense, so steady all season

long, just couldn't stop the
Springfield onslaught. The Chiefs
knocked on the door all afternoon
long and only some fine saves by
goaltenders Paul Peloquin and
Buddy Butler kept the score within
reason.

Scott Bridgeman initiated the
scoring at 11:45 of the first half.

Mike Conte slammed a shot that
forced Peloquin to make a diving
save. The rebound came off to the
foot of Bridgeman, who sent it past
the prone UMass goalie.

Conte made it 2-0 at 36:26. Pete
Chandler let loose with a centering
pass that brought Peloquin out of

the net. Conte got to the ball first,

however, dribbled past Peloquin
and two-tapped it into the goal.

UMass was saved further em-
barrasment at the end of the first

half when Bridgeman misfired on
two penalty kicks. On the first, the

Springfield high scorer hit the post

but was given another swipe when
Peloquin moved prior to the kick.

On the second attempt, Bridgeman
kicked it straight at the goalie, and
Peloquin didn't have to move to

make the save.

The second half saw Buddy
Butler in the goal as Peloquin was
bothered by several bumps and
bruises sustained in the first

period. The Chiefs wasted little

time in testing the rookie and
pushed one past him after only
6:47. Freshman Pete Halley sent a
cross pass to the middle that

squibbed through the hands of

Butler right to the foot of Dennis
Lukens who found the open net.

Four minutes later, Curt Syer
was called for charging just out-

side the penalty area, giving the
Chiefs a direct kick. Mike Stubens
lofted the ball toward the middle
where Pete Halley hit a header
that struck the post and bounded
into the net to close out the scoring
for the day.

Butler was tough for the rest of

the way and collected eight saves
in his stint in the net. Peloquin was
credited with nine in the first half.

The loss virtually killed any

hopes the Minutemen had for a
post-season tourney invitation and
any chance for a top ten ranking in

New England.

KICKING IT AROUND - The
game turned into little more than a
warm-up for Springfield as the
Chiefs are prepping for what ttwM

be the biggest game of their

season. They host Bridgeport
Friday night that could determine
who gets the top ranking in New
England soccer this season.
Bridgeport is presently the top

rated team while Springfield holds
down the third spot.

The Minutemen, with a record of

5-3-1, are assured of a winning
season. The year's finale is set for

Saturday when the booters travel

to Durham to take on the Wildcats
of New Hampshiie in a 2:30 game.
The contest will decide third place
in the Yankee Conference as
UMass and UNH are presently tied

for that spot with six points apiece.

i Staff Photo - Joe Martins)

In earlier games, letting a goal in was a rare occurrence for Mlnuteman netminder Paul Peloquin. His
luck wasn't as good yesterday as the Booters bowed to Springfield College 4-0.

Let The Girl Play
NEWARK (AP)-New Jersey became the first state in the nation

Wednesday to permit girls to play on Little League baseball teams by
order of a state civil rights division hearing examiner.
"The institution of Little League is as American as the hotdog and

apple pie," declared hearing examiner Sylvia Pressler. "There is no
reason why that part of Americana should be withheld from girls."
The ruling, which applies only to New Jersey youngsters, was based on

a complaint brought by a Hoboken girl against Little League Baseball,
Inc, of Williamsport, Pa. after the girl was ejected from a team whose
charter had been threatened by the national organization.
The complaint by Maria Pepe, 12, was prepared by the National

Organization of Women.
Attorneys for Little League Baseball said they would appeal to the

State Supreme Court if necessary.
Creighton Hale, president of Little League Baseball, Inc. would not

comment on the decision.
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Al Rufe's Double

Kiernan Named Defensive Star
By GLENN POSTER

Dennis Kiernan, Minuteman linebacker, was
chosen Yankee Conference defensive player of the
week for his performance last Saturday. Kiernan, a
6'2"-207 lb. junior, was a demon as the Minutemen
throttled Vermont 27-7. In addition to sacking the
Catamount quarterback four times, Kiernan blocked
two punts and also recovered a fumble in the last

period that set the stage for the game's final touch-
down.
Coach Dick MacPherson, who earlier stated that

Bob Parrott was the most consistently excellent
player on the team, had this to say about Kiernan -

'It's great. I would have to say the same things about
him. (as he said about Parrott) He does so much for
the team and deserved it. I'm just thrilled for him.
He's done everything for us for two years in a row
now."
Rhode Island halfback Sylvester "Molly" McGee

was chosen the top offensive player in the conference,
while Maine halfback Mark DeGregorio was chosen
as the top rookie this past weekend.
McGee, a 5'10"-200 lb. senior, gained 162 yards

rushing in 20 carries and scored a touchdown on a 42
yard jaunt as the Rams kept themselves in contention
for the conference crown with a 40-16 triumph over
New Hampshire. Molly had four other runs over ten
yards during the afternoon to pace the winners solid

ground attack.

DeGregorio, a 5'8 "180 lb. freshman, gained 81

yards rushing and scoring both touchdowns as the
Black Bears recorded their first home win of the

Inside Sports
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HENMS KIERNAN

year, a 14-0 shutout over Bucknell In addition to his
touchdown runs of three and one yard, DeGregorio
caught a 17 yard pass to keep one of the scoring drives
alive. .

Other nominations were: Offense — HB-Eric
Torkelson (Connecticut) and Minuteman tight end
Gary Mika; Defense — LB-Don Thompson (Con-
necticut) and Safety Jack ORourke (Maine);
Rookies — WR-A1 MacLellan ( Connecticut) , Safety
Mark Etro (New Hampshire), QB-Steve Crone
(Rhode Island), and HB-Sam Blood (Vermont).

Tarver Out
FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) - The

New England Patriots learned
Wednesday that running hack John
Tarver has a hairline fracture in

the right shoulder and will miss
Sunday's National Football League
game with the Jets in New York.
Tarver has been dressed but kept

on the sidelines the last two games
with what was believed only a
severe bruise. However, additional
X-ray disclosed the fracture

A guy who looked just like soccer coach Al rufe stole the show at the
Varsity M luncheon yesterday.
When Al Rufe was asked to stand up and talk about his soccer program

at the Varsity M luncheon, two people rose to their feet.

Both wore dark rimmed glasses, both had the high forehead, the
receding hairline, the pointed nose, the straight mouth.
One of the men was Al Rufe, the other was Ken O'Brien, UMass cross-

country coach. There had been some talk of the look-alikes in the
Collegian and the two coaches had been waiting all week to sit next to

each other at the luncheon.

"The first time I noticed how much we looked alike," said O'Brien,
"was last spring when I went to see Mr. Mclnemey (athletic director) to

ask for more money for the cross country program. .new uniforms, etc... I

talked to him for about an hour and he just kept nodding while Al spoke
and everything seemed fine. But then, a week later, I saw that there was
a $2000 increase in the soccer budget."
O'Brien is as smooth as Johnny Carson.
"I went out to dinner at a restaurant with my wife the other night and

when we were seated, I noticed one of the waitresses smiling at me. I,

naturally, smiled back. Then I noticed her waving at me, so I waved
back. She came over to the table and said, "How are you, coach?' I said,

'fine.' ...Finally, when my wife and I were leaving the place, the waitress
whispered in my ear, 'We'll have to get together again sometime.'"

All this time, Al Rufe was turning different shades of red. The story was
obviously another example of how being Al Rufe's look-alike has affected
O'Brien's life.

Al Rufe did get a chance to talk about his soccer program. He in-

troduced his entire team, one by one, and saic" "I feel we deserve to be
chosen as one of the top four spots in the New England tournament if we
can win today and Saturday.what do ya say, fellas?"

O'Brien, in a more serious mood, credited his co-captains as being the
major factor for the team's winning the New England cross country meet
Monday. It was due to the commitment the team made to themselves this
fall "Randy (Thomas) and Bill (Gillin) are the best team since Erlich-
mann and Haldemann," he said.

"Last year we were tenth in the IC4A's," O'Brien noted, "but this year
we will finish better than that."

O'Brien had earlier introduced Thomas as 'the guy who makes all those
predictions in the paper.' Thomas had made the comment that "no fresh-
man ever beats me twice in a row" before an earlier meet. But now
O'Brien has put himself on the spot.

When football coach Dick MacPherson arrived a little later, O'Brien
quipped, "I've never seen a guy go through so much trouble, so much
promotion and publicity (as 'Mac' did last Saturday) just to get Yogi
Berra's autograph."
O'Brien's show was a tough act to follow, but the next speaker was one

who was accustomed to working under alot of pressure, basketball coach
Jack Leaman.
"This is the worst time of the year for our people," he said. "These

people have been playing against each other in practice for so long that
they all know each other's moves by now."
When sports "personality" (I guess that's the word you use to describe

this type - he's sort of the Henry Morgan of the UMass Sports World)
Marty Kelley tried to interupt Leaman in the middle of his speech,
Leaman looked around the room, and said, "Did someone open the door?
I thought I felt a breeze."

The Varsity M luncheons are held every Wednesday at 12:00 noon in the
Newman Center. If you're interested in finding out what kind of people
run the UMass sports teams don't miss the next one. They are a real zoo.

Look In All The Nooks And Crannies
By MIKE KNEELAND

There is something intrinsically
funny about cockroaches, but not
to some UMass commuters living
in Sunderland's Mt. Sugarloaf
Apts.

"The other day I opened a
drawer and there were 8 or 10

cockroaches there," complained
Peter Maloney. "they're in the
dishwasher, they're in the
closets. ..they're everywhere!"
Tenants contacted by the MDC

said the cockroaches have been in

their apartments since they moved
there in Sept. and that they were
also there with previous tenants.
Initial complaints to the
management proved futile they
say.

"Right after we moved in I saw
bugs, but I didn't know what they
were," said UMie Mary Reed, "the
bugs got bigger and bigger and
there were more of them. Then I

found out they were cockroaches."
Tenants say the management

took no action until they grouped
together. Since then, apartments
have been sprayed.
"The management claims we

brought the cockroaches in," said

Maloney. "I know the cockroaches
were here before I moved in

New England 's
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"They're in the diswashers, they're in the closets...they 're
everywhere."

because I talked to the people who
used to live here and they had
cockroaches, too."

Richard Cooper, owner of the

apartments, said Mt. Sugarloaf
has had management problems.
He said a Ralph Judd was fired as

apartment manager and reduced

£hr JHaaBarhuspttB

to a janitorial position because of
his "lack of response" to tenants'
complaints.

Cooper said he wants to be
responsive to the student tenants.
"I find that (excessive
cockroaches) disgusting," he said.

"I wouldn't want any
i cockroaches) in my home."

But Judd acknowledges no
cockroach problem. "We keep on
getting called over but I've only
seen one live cockroach," he said.
Upon reconsideration, Judd said he
once saw "two dead baby
cockroaches."

He said, however, that some
apartments have been sprayed as
much as eight times. Tenants say
this is evidence in itself that a
cockroach problem exists.

In | later statement, apparently
acknowledging the existence of the
cockroaches, Judd said the insects

entered the apartments because
some of the tenants have "garbage
on the floors".

Edward Kopeck, the new
manager, recently visited one of

the sprayed apts. He told the

tenants lie was going to have the

Hoard of Health inspect the
apartments. A Sunderland town
spokesman said she knew of no
such request.

Kopeck accused the tenants of

trying to create an issue so that

they might break their lease.

"We want to break our lease

because of the cockroaches!"
shouted Ms Reed.
Judd said the young tenants want

to break their lease because a
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former manager, a friend of theirs

who "is young too." was fired.

UMass Professor of Entomology.
Joe Lilly, said it takes at least four

or five months for a new cockroach
generation lo appear. "And many
are slower than that." he added.
Kopeck told the tenants it only

takes three weeks for a new
cockroach generation to appear.
Professor Lilly characterized

cockroaches as "scroungers"
saying housekeepers need not be
sloppy to have the pests. He said

cockroach eggs may enter an
apartment on grocery bags He
said it is also easy for cockroaches
lo go from one apartment to

another nearby apartment
Lilly said it's difficult to ex-

terminate cockroaches because
the population may develop a

resistance to a particular

chemical. "They're awfully hard
to knock-out." he said.

Sugarloaf tenants say their
exterminator must be having a
tough time knocking-out their
cockroaches.
So residents might have to learn

to live with the cockroaches. And
with the price of meat going
up...who knows.

Weather

"Its awfully hard
with those cockroaches
watching us on these

dark and stormy
nights," she complained
in his arms.
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Solons Back Collective Bargaining Bill
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State Rep. Edward Mi
Clogan, appearing for Speaker
Bartley

ByJUDYFRIEDLAND
Working "to further strengthen the role of the

educator in the structure of government," the

Massachusetts Legislature, according to Speaker
David M. Bartley of the House of Representatives, is

considering the passage of a strong collective

bargaining bill concerning all public employees.

A late session of the legislature concerning this bill

prevented Speaker Bartley from attending a meeting

to inform faculty of their role in government. The
meeting, sponsored by the Massachusetts Society of

Professors-American Association of University
Professors ( MSP-AAUP), a union that is hoping to

become the bargaining agent for UMass faculty, was
held yesterday in the Campus Center. Represen-

tative Edward McColgan of Northampton came from
Boston with a statement prepared by Bartley.

Senator John Olver and Representative Jim Collins,

both from Amherst were also unable to attend.

McColgan voiced his support of the collective

bargaining bill, which will, he said, "give general
collective bargaining rights to people in higher

education."

Passage of the bill will enable faculty to negotiate

wages and hours and working conditions, said

Sheridan Carey, a member of the legislative staff of

the Massachusetts Teachers Association (MTA), a
statewide organization affiliated with the MSP-
AAUP
"However, they could only negotiate if represented

by a bargaining agent," Carey said.

A gubernatorial commission first began drafting
the bill in 1969. Harvey Friedman, director of the

Labor Relations and Research Center at UMass was
a member of the commission.
The bill, according to Friedman, began as a

revision of laws concerning state employees. Within a
few months, Friedman said, it expanded to include all

employees in the public sector: state, county and
municipal. The Senate and House both passed the bill

with several changes. Presently they are trying to

settle their disputes about the bill.

"They might well resolve the bill in about three or
four weeks," Friedman said, "although that's only an
educated guess."

In his statement, Bartley also said that so called
taxpayer groups which have newly sprung up in

Massachusetts may in fact be cover organizations
created to peddle the same type of regressive
legislation just rejected by the California electorate.

Bartley referred to Governor Ronald Reagan's
"phony and regressive" tax ceiling proposition. He
said "that type of legislation would almost certainly
hurt any state's ability to finance the type of

educational opportunity needed in a modern society."
Bartley pledged his support for public higher

education. And said the legislatures' support for

higher education has increased by more than 600
percent in the past decade.
The faculty will vote on collective bargaining next

Thursday and Friday.

Staff I'hoto/Knimrtl Stimarsim

Howard Brogan. Chairman
of the MSP-AAUP.

% The nation started to wind down fuel

consumption yesterday. Cooler public

buildings, lower speed limits on

highways, and unlit Christmas

decorations led the way to energy

curtailment. The national scene can

be found on page four, the regional

scene on page six.

UMass Readies Energy Plans

To Meet With Fuel Shortage
By BOBSCHEIER

UMass will face slightly colder
classrooms, dormitories and of-

fices this winter as a result of

President Nixon's appeal to the
nation Wednesday night to con-
serve energy.

The UMass administration has
ordered the temperatures in most
of the 250 buildings on campus to be
lowered to 65-68 degrees, according
to UMass director of public affairs

Daniel M. Melley.

In addition, Melley said, state-

owned cars based on campus will

be limited to 50 miles per hour, and
(he administration will study ways
lo prolong use of the current oil and
coal burning power plant, located
in the Physical Plant.

The plant had been scheduled to

be replaced next Spring by a new
oil burning plant, currently under
construction at Tillson Farm.
Melley said maintenance per-

sonnel had already begun to turn

down the 7,000 thermostats in-

volved before the President's

speech, urging Americans to cut

fuel consumption by turning down
thermostats and driving slower.

Some buildings which must
maintain a constant temperature -

such as some labs-would not be

affected by the cutback, Melley

said.

An Energy Conservation
Commission, made up of faculty,

staff, and students, will also begin

a campaign of "education and

awareness" on the energy crisis,

according to Richard B. Shanor,

another UMass spokesman.

It is too early to tell how much
fuel--or money -the university
would be saving through the
temperature cutbacks, Shanor
said. He did say that before the

cutbacks, UMass burned between
5,000 and 5,500 tons of coal, and
between 350,000 and 400.000 gallons

of oil in an average winter month.
Melley said the decision whether

to postpone the transfer to the new
power plant would depend on many
factors determining whether tht

shift to the new plant would save
money and cut down on pollution.
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School Of Ed. To Hold Marathon In Jan. 74
ByJOANNDOMINICK

"We thought ot moving fall to

January to have the leaves turning

red and the sun shining during the

marathon," said Sheila Davis
Inderlied, coordinator of the School

of Education "Marathon 74."

Though the weather won't
cooperate, the marathon that is

usually held in November will be
moved to January of 1974.

The dates of "Marathon 74" are
January 14-25 and April 15-19 of

1974.

According to Ms. Inderlied, "The
reason for holding the Marathon in

January instead of November are
manifold. It's our means of

seducing the students to stay on
campus or return here for credit,

and more important, for fun."

Ms. Inderlied said "Holding the

marathon in January gives us a

chance to take advantage of the

January activities put on by the

other departments in the
university. Also, we will have
better use of the facilities. We can
get more people from the outside,

teachers, administrators and
others to participate."

"The idea of the Marathon came
about in 1969 when a graduate
student in Foundations, of

Education, which was known as
the "most terrible course" in the

School of Ed., brought the idea of

the Marathon to instructors Bob
Woodbury and Tom Clark to get

the whole course over within 24

hours. They decided to divide the

course into two 12 hour periods.

Other course professors said they

would join to give a choice. The
whole idea of the marathon ex-

panded from there," said Ms
Inderlied.

The marathon will be offering

many events:

—Sid Simon, a faculty member
in the School of Ed., well known
for his work in the area of Value
Clarification, will offer "Wad-
jaget: The Grading System in

Education". He will also sponsor
"Sexuality and Sensuality".

—Mike Melink, an instructor in

the School of Ed. wil offer

"Development of Clinic to Improve
University Teaching."

—The Woman's Caucus in the

School of Ed. will offer the event

"Creative Expression, By, For and
About Women."
—Al Livy and Norma Gluckstern

will offer a "Demonstration
Workshop in Counseling".

Ml Inderlied said. "We are
hoping to have as speaker
Jonathan Kozal, author of "Death
at an Early Age."
Other events offered will be a

mini-film marathon on Jan. 18 and
19, offering such films as Jean Paul
Relmando's "Breathless" and
"Repulsion". There will also be
underground flicks and other films

throughout the week
Ms. Inderlied said. "We will be

co-sponsoring some events with the

School of Business in the form of

•workshops and other presen-

tations."

"We have invited the

Shakespeare Theatre Co. of

Stratford. Conn, who have agreed

to put on workshops, with the

possibility of a performance," she

said.

Ms. Inderlied said, "The
marathon will run from 9 in the

morning to 10 at night with the

exception of Saturday and Sunday
when we will run the film

Gerald Weinstien < center) takes part in last years spring marathon.

By SUE ADLEY
There will be no increase in the

cost of meal tickets next semester
announced Vice Chancellor for

Administrative Services Thomas
B Campion yesterday. But the
fight against poor food and inef-

ficient service in the dining
commons goes on!
Charles Goodreau, a sophomore

living in Central, is trying to

organize a boycott in protest of

what he considers generally poor
conditions in the Dining Commons,
and he is asking for student sup-
port.

"I've drawn up a petition, and
now I'm in the process of spreading
them all over campus," he said

OH Student Organizes Meal Ticket Boycott

Marathon."
Dorms will be open and there

will also be a day care center set up
lor students who will be staying
here in January for the Marathon
Said Ms. Inderlied. "There is no
charge for events of the marathon,
in fact it is our way of letting
students get more education for
their money."
Ms. Inderlied said the program

is open to anybody and everybody,
not just the people in the School of
Education.

She added. "People from the
university and the five college
community will sign the roster at
the events they are taking and this
will be the way of receiving credit
for their courses."
She said. "Other people not in the

five college community will sign
the roster with the continuing
education division, who will have a
table set up. At that time they will

pay the proper fee".

"Also, a preliminary schedule
will be published in the Collegian
the first of December with many of
the events listed."

Ms Inderlied is also in the
process of putting together a five
college bulletin on all the activities
of January intercession which will

be made available later this year.
Ms. Inderlied said that if anyone

is interested in helping with the
marathon in any way, from an-
swering telephone to typing letters,

they can contact one of her
assistants, Pat Alger or Chris
Polomshi at 5-1585 or come up to

room 225c in the School of Ed.

"My biggest problem right now,
though, is not enough contacts. I'd

also like to set up a committee to

work through to organize some
physical' support among the
students, such as walkouts in the
Dining Commons Letters written
to the Collegian in protest are also
good. It's importatn that we don't
let the University get away with
this. If they intimidate us now. who
knows what they'll do to us next? I

want everyone to support this in

their areas and dorms, and get
petitions circulated. We need
people plugging it."

Goodreau's petition reads: "In
view of the poor standards of food,

inefficient service, and high meal

ticket prices, we, the members of

(name of dorm) have no other
recourse than to boycott the
payment of meal tickets next
semester (Jan. 1974) until the
mandatory portion of the plan is

omitted If the food is improved,
then we feel that the convenience
of owning a meal ticket would
attract enough students to make it

worthwhile for the Food Services
lo operate. But. one who is in such
a secure position as the Food
Services (with an assured
patronage) are not as receptive to

student needs. This is why we must
organise the campus in an all-out

boycott of the mandatory meal
ticket The students pay for this

Status Report On Parking System
By SUSAN R. HUBBARD

H.J. Littlefield, UMass Planning Director, spoke
on the present status of the new parking system
before a meeting of the Faculty Senate yesterday
afternoon.

Pedestrian safety and enviornmental concerns
were two of the objectives Littlefield said were in-

corporated in the new system.
"We tried to provide many options," said Lit-

tlefield. "An open and free system was devised, but
this still has drawbacks."

Littlefield's term open and free system' referred
to the first come, first served manner in which the
parking spaces were assigned for the fall semester.
Questions had been raised by a faculty senator

concerning this policy of treating staff and students
equally in regards to lot assignments.
"Since 11,000 students commute daily to the

Amherst campus, approximately two-thirds of the
12,000 available spaces were assigned to students,"
stated Littlefield. The remaining spaces were
reserved for staff members who number about 4,000.

In core or central lots of the campus, 69% of the
spaces are assigned to staff, while students occupy
66% of the edge and periphery lots according to

Littlefield's figures.

In student residential areas 71% of the available
parking spaces were student assigned.
When the present parking system was devised

Littlefield said it was suggested that freshmen and
sophomores be prohibited from registering a car on
campus, but this was not found to be a viable solution.

Also. Littlefield emphasized that this is a daytime
and weekday system. Only such regulations az fire

lanes and specially designated spaces are still in

effect at night or on the weekends.
In other business, Chancellor Randolph W.

Bromery announced an election will be held in the
Campus Center on Nov. 15, 16 to determine what
percent of professors and teachers favor collective

bargaining.

"The worst that could happen would be that a small
number of the faculty would turn out to vote, and that
the decision would be made by a simple majority,"
stated Bromery in reference to the collective
bargaining vote.

Elections were held during the Fac-Sen meeting to

select an alternative delegate to the Board of

Trustees. Stanley Young, of SBA, won the majority's
support for the positon

Three motions from the Academic Matters
Committee also received approval. They were:

-to transfer Home Economics to the College of

Food and Natural Resources
-to transfer the Department of Textiles, Clothing

and Environmental Art to the Art Department and
-to recommend the affiliation of the Department of

Human Development with the School of Ed. for a two
year trial period.

University; if we say that

something changes, then change it

must. To this, we the members of

(name of dorm) lend our names
and support:

"

Goodreau talked about a
proposed increase. "I'm not trying

to screw them," he said. "I'm in

favor of having a Dining Commons
if the food and the service are good.
However, we're being forced to

pay for poor food and service, and I

don't like that. The students are
paying plenty here as it is."

In reference to the boycott, Joel
Stoneham. Director of the
University Food Services, said,

"Our responsibility is to operate
within a budget. If alternatives are
not given to us to evaluate and
possioly implement, then there is

no other recourse than to boost
fees. If students have any other
alternatives to negate the increase,
we'd be pleased to implement
them." Stoneham also said that he
didn't know what effect the boycott
and petitions would have on the
Board of Trustees. "When board
price increases were proposed, we
expected unpopularity. We don't
like them any more than the
students do," he said.

Goodreau said that anyone who
eats in the Dining Commons can
easily come up with reasons to

boycott it. "The meals were bad
last semester, and they're worse
now. I told my dorm that I wasn't
coming back next semester if I had
to buy a meal ticket. Trying to lead
an active life on that food is hard
when it is mostly all starches and
carbohydrates. One example of
how we're being snowed' by the
Food Services in this respect are

the table tents' they had at dinner
a while ago. They showed protein
percentages in some of the foods
they serve as found in the USDA
handbook. This didn't mean a
thing. They don't test for protein
percentages themselves, and they
don't take into account protein
losses when the food is left in the
warming pans," he said.

Goodreau claimed that Food
Service Personnel feel that as long
as they can force you to eat there,
they can do anything they want.
"The students are suffering due to

the food shortage. This University
is not for the students. We get
hassled every inch of the way with
bureaucratic bullshit. Even as an
academic counselor in Brett
House, I'm learning quite a bit

about how people are being in-

timidated by the University — it's

not responsive enough to the
students. If enough people get
together they can do something."

On the topic of the September
Food Service referendum,
Goodreau said, "The students were
taken advantage of needlessly in

the referendum. It would have
been better for possible referen-

dum choices to be presented to the

student body first for investigation

and comment, then to have the

vote next semester. The presen-

tation of the whole thing was a

surpise and had a lot to do with how
the students voted."

"It's up to Joel Stoneham,"
Goodreau said, "to come up with

better standards — not the
students. That's his job. We're
paying for his salary and the food.

Just call me at 6-9533."
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"The best American movie
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film."
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Agreement Reached

In Belchertown Suit
ByDAVEGREENSUT

Representatives for the Belchertown Friends
Association and the state of Massachusetts agreed
yesterday upon measures to improve conditions at

Ihe Belchertown Slate School.
Both sides signed a "consent decree" yesterday

afternoon at the Lord Jeffrey Inn in Amherst. The
consent decree spells out specific changes to take
place at Belchertown, as well as funds to be ap-
propriated by the legislature.
The decree has been sent to U.S. District Court

Judge Joseph Tauro in Boston. Specific details of
Ihe decree were not made public, according to Dr.
Benjamin Kicci. president of the Belchertown
Friends Association, on the orders of Judge Tauro.

Ricci said he expects Tauro to release a court

decree within days. All of the specifics for

Belchertown improvements will be made public in

Ihe court decree, Ricci said.

The agreement came 21 months after the
Belchertown Friends sued the state because of

allegedly inhumane conditions at the school.

According to Ricci, agreement has been reached
on three broad issues:

1-increasing the number of professional
positions at the school;

2-improving residential quarters; and,

3-placing some residents in community homes.

These improvements are just the beginning,
Ricci said. He said the Belchertown Friends plan
to bring their "laundry list" to the state in

January. This calls for the abolition of seclusion,
increased education, and improved diet, clothing,
record keeping, and recreation programs.

Ricci said the Belchertown decision will have
"spinoff gains" for similar institutions throughout
the nation and the world. Residents of mental
institutions, he said, will no longer have their "Bill

of Rights flaunted."

In a related development, the state Senate has
passed a bill requiring all physicians in the
Department of Mental Health to be registered to
practice medicine in Massachusetts, according to

a press release from Senator John W. Olver,
Senate Chairman of the Special Commission
Investigating the Belchertown State School.
Physicians are now only required to have what

the press release called "a limited license." The
bill calls for limited license physicians to become
fully licensed within five years of their em-
ployment and that they complete three and one-
half years of medical school.

Phelps Charged In Riot Case
By STEVE TRIPOLI

New developments have oc-

curred in the case of Douglas
Phelps, an employee of the Student
Center for Educational Research
at UMass. Phelps has been
charged with conspiracy to aid and
abet a riot at Wounded Knee, South
Dakota, last April. Also named on
the indictment are Vernon
Bellecourt, a national director of

the American Indian Movement
(AIM), and Indian woman activist

Tonian Ackerman.
At a hearing held last month in

New York City, where Phelps
turned himself in on September
26th, oral arguments were

presented to the magistrate, who
ordered a wait until legal briefs

were received from the US
Attorneys for New York and
Wyoming. The government hopes

to have the trial moved to

Wyoming, where the trio were
arrested last April. A legal brief

was also awaited from the

American Civil Liberties Union,

which is representing Phelps.

All three briefs were submitted

as of last week, and a decision is

expected "any day", according to

Phelps.

The magistrate's decision will

consist of a recommendation to a

United States District Judge in

New York, and that judge will base

the decision on whether or not to

remove the trial to Wyoming either

on the briefs previously preseiited

or on a hearing which he will

request

.

Phelps expects an appeal
regardless of which side wins. If

the Government loses the case and
the subsequent appeal, he feels

that there is a chance that it will go
to the Supreme Court.

At the present time, both
Bellecourt and Ackerman have
been removed to Wyoming for the

trial. The case has been stayed

there "until they get me", ac-

cording to Phelps

Hall Files Grass Legalization Bill
ByMARYLAWSON

"In democracy if people want
marijuana they have a right to it.

It's getting back to a pure

democracy," said Dana Owens,
administrative assistant to Senator

Robert Hall in a Collegian in-

terview.

Senator Robert Hall (
R-

Lunenburg) has recently filed

legislation which if passed by the

Senate, would enable people in

Massachusetts to vote on the

'egalization of marijuana at the

next state election.

Owens said that Hall has no
strong convictions about

marijuana. His strong conviction is

that the decisions should come
from the people.

Owens explained that when an
earlier bill filed by Senator Back-
man to legalize marijuana in

January 1974 was defeated, the 27-

year-old, UMass graduate Hall

offered an amendment to the bill

that it be put on the ballot for the

voters' opinions in 1974.

Owens said with regard to Hall's

legislation, "If you get the people's

votes the politicians will go along
with them. If they vote against the

popular opinion, there's a good
chance they won't be re-elected."

Dr. Laing To Speak

In Sunday Lecture

The Psychology Dept., Room to

Move. Institute for Governmental

Services, Program in Mental

Health Services, and Campus
Center Program Council, are

pleased to announce the personal

appearance of noted psychologist

R. D. Laing, on Sunday, November
11th. at 8.00 p.m. in the CC Audit.

Dr. Laing was born in Glasgow

and graduated from the University

there. He is currently chairman of

the Philadelphia Association, a

charity concerned with developing

practical social intervention from

theories expounded in his book -The

Politics of Experience. As a

Psychiatrist and Psychologist, his

I AMHERST CHINESE FOOD
I 62 Main St., Amherst
I Tel. 253-7835
I IAT IN OR TAKE-OUT

| LUNCH SPECIALS 99c & u|

itMMafCM is particularly concerned
with schizophrenia, families and
varieties of human experience

including mind-expanding drugs.

His other books include The
Divided Seir, Self and Others,

Knots, Reason and Violence (with

David Cooper), Interpersonal

Perception (with H. Phillipson and
A.R. Lee), and Sanity. Madness.
andtheFamilv (with A. Esterson).

He said that there will be an open
hearing on the bill probably in

February or March. They are

hoping to get many people at the

hearing.

Owens said that people should

write to newspapers, Senators, and
Representatives supporting
Senator Hall's bill which will let

the people decide on this issue.

He said, "It's about time young
people at UMass showed an in-

terest in what the state is doing,

because it's affecting them very

much."
"I feel there is a good chance for

the bill to be adopted if the people

back it." he added.

Ethiopians

To Rally

Ethopia is now in the midst of a

terrible famine. According to

reliable sources, an average of 500

Ethopians die of starvation and
related diseases every week.
Ethopian students in the area

have decided to do something
about this situation. Today there

will be a rally held by these
students in front of the Springfield

Civic Center, corner of Main and
State Streets, beginning at 12 noon.

Everyone is invited to attend.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30p.m. to 10:30p.m.

(except during league play)

CC Board Approves
Central Travel Bid

By SHARON HUGHES
The Campus Outer Board of

Governors last night approved the

Central Travel Agency's bid for

travd agency space in the CC over
Peter Pan's bid.

They denied a request from
llillel to waive rental fee for using
the Student Union Ballroom to hold

8 rally for Israel and approved
waiver request from the
Psychology Department.

In other business the Board
allocated $530 for the purchase of

blackout shades for eighth and
nineth floor meeting rooms in the

CC, announced plans for recon-
sideration of its concourse table
policy, named Philip Amico as
Manager of CC Food Services, and
tabled a motion to urge DV'P to

contract Moe Howard.
Howard Levin, chairperson of

the Board's services committee,
noted several superior aspects in

the Central Travel Bureau's bid.

They offered about $3000 in flat

rental fee more than Peter Pan.
agreed to give refunds on tickets

without qualification, and to accept
both personal checks and credit

cards at all times. Also, it will offer

on the job training and will operate
their own travel school with three
free enrollments.

Hillel's request for a fee waiver
for the rally for Israel held last

month in the Student Union
Ballroom provoked much debate.
An RSO group (Registered Student
Organization) as Hillel is, may use
a room in the CC or the SU without
charge provided thev do not collect

funds at the event
Board member John Hays

argued against Hillel's request
hecause. They obviously were
engaged in fund raising and these
retroactive waiver requests are
becoming commonplace. They've
got to be stopped." Hays said.

"They used it to make money but
they didn't charge admission, in

other words, while funds were
raised, they weren't for Hillel's

benefit." said Levin.

They based approval for the

purchase of blackout shades for the
Kth and 9th floor meeting rooms on
a memo from CC Director John
Corker. The memo stated that the
design of the blinds made it im-
possible to adequately darken
rooms when audio visual equip-
ment is required

It reported 15 requests for
blackout material from committee
chairpersons since September.
Many requests came from
irritated conference groups who
financially support the CC. Solving
the problem on a temporary basis
wastes manpower and adds to the
general disorganization of the CC,
read the memo.
Levin said the "hard line" ap-

proach of the policy setting rules
for tables on the concourse will be
reconsidered by Services Com-
mittee. Two requests for exemp
lion were denied by the committee
last week. One was from a woman
whose partner was a non-student;
the other from two men whose
goods competed with similar items
sold by the University Store.

Energy Outlooks Dim
NEW YORK ( AP) - Oilmen and

energy experts say President
Nixon's immediate energy
proposals probably did not go far

enough, and rationing might be
needed sooner than expected to get

the country through the winter.

And for the longer term, they
agreed, energy conservation
measures are going to become a

fact of life in the United States.

In his address Wednesday night.

Nixon called for a voluntary cut-

back in home-heating oil use, a

reduction in highway speed limits,

a temporary relaxation of an-

tipollution requirements to be

determined on a case-by-case
basis.
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Mideast Peace Talks In The Future

Nation Gears For Low Fuel
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Thermostats were lower in

homes and public buildings
throughout the nation Thursday as
private citizens and government
officials alike sought ways to

implement President Nixon's
suggestions for conserving energy.
The Nixon administration

spokesmen Thursday sought

quarters of the saving was due to

voluntary reductions in power use.
No problems were reported at

scores of public and private public
buildings where thermostats were
reduced to 68 degrees or lower.
Many individual home owners

said they also reduced thermos
readings in their homes, but some
found it difficult to keep the

blanket powers to suspend clean- resolve. A teen-age girl in Illinois
air requirements and shorten
licensing procedures of nuclear
power plants.

The requests went far beyond
those in an emergency energy
package proposed by Sen. Henry
M. Jackson, D-Wash., chairman of
the Senate Interior Committee.
State and local officials were

quick to instruct drivers of
government-owned vehicles not to
drive faster than 50 miles per hour,
but most foresaw little chance that
speed limits for private cars could
be reduced without federal action.
The more popular projects to

reduce gasoline consumption in-

volved attempts to form car pools
and government promises to begin
shifting to smaller cars.
The spirit behind many of the

public and private efforts was an
"every little bit helps" philosophy.
The savings that approach could
yield already were being shown in
the state of Oregon, where an in-

tensive campaign to save electric
power began more than a month
ago.

Consumption of electric power in

Oregon during October was 8.1 per

said her father had turned the
family thermostat to 70 degrees
after the President's speech, "but
he got so cold during the night he
got up and put it back to 75."

Speed limits were cut to 50
m.p.h. on both the New Jersey
Turnpike and the Garden State
Parkway, but Gov. Wendell
Anderson of Minnesota typified the
reaction in many other states when
he said speed limits would not be
reduced there until there was a
uniform national move to do so.

Many law enforcement officials

also saw little chance that drivers
would voluntarily reduce their
speeds, but in Maine a state police
spokesman said a radar check was
made on U.S. Route 1 in Scar-
borough and "we were surprised
that drivers really are cutting
back-

In Georgia, the state patrol said
it would try to conserve fuel and
reduce car speeds in one step - by
having its car concentrate more on
observing instead of patroling.
"We feel that by putting a patrol
car in plain sight alongside a high-
way, motorists will slow down and

are being given preferred parking
places. And the state government
said it has already asked for bids
on compact and subcompact cars
for official use.

In Ohio, Gov. John Gilligan

ordered all state agencies to turn
down their lights and their ther-

mostats, and announced that he
would replace his limousine with a
smaller car when the current lease
runs out.

Also in Ohio, representatives
attending a meeting in Columbus
of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals urged
a cutback in the use of student
cars. Carey M. Pace Jr. of

Columbus, the association
president, said hundreds of
thousands of gallons of gasoline
could be conserved each day if

students would use available buses
anrl n»hpr miblic transportation.

At the White House, a spokesman
said Nixon had asked governors,
mayors and county officials to
consider shortening school hours
during the winter and extending
the term into the summer to help

cope with the energy crisis.

In Maryland, Gov. Marvin
Mandel said he would ask for

broad, temporary emergency
powers when the legislature

convenes Friday for a special

session scheduled earlier to elect a

new speaker. Mandel said the

Chicago.

Plans to cut back on electric
lights on Christmas displays
already under way in many areas
were stepped up. In Wisconsin'
Stanley York, named last week to
head the state's new Office of
Emergency Energy Assistance

powers could include the authority said the office will "shoot for heavy
to set hours for the public and
commercial buildings, suspend air

quality controls, and reduce speed
limits to 50 m.p.h.

In West Virginia, Gov. Arch A.

Moore Jr. ordered state agencies
to phase out 10 per cent of their

motor vehicle fleets. He added that

he is developing a plan for other
energy conservation measures but

wants to "see what the other states

are going to do" because "there's

no point in our instituting a broad-
based program if the energy we
save is going to be wasted in

Pennsylvania or New York."
Efforts to reduce the con-

sumption of electricity included a
decision by William Wrigley to

turn off the 1,300,000-candle power
lights on his Wrigley Building in

Harvard Pays Cambridge

Extra $4,000 To Be Neat

— • "«*,7, mviuiiJli) mil .->u»w UUWM dill
cent below the power industry's thus save fuel," Mai. Hugh Har
load estimates" based on dison said

previous experience. Industry in Tennessee, employes coming
spokesmen said about three- to work at the capitol in car pools

* • •
Nixon Seeks Controls
WASHINGTON <AP> - President

Nixon formally asked Congress
Thursday to blend his emergency
energy proposals into pending
legislation and to give him standby
authority to impose fuel and
gasoline rationing.

The five-page message sent to
Capitol Hill late Thursday followed

plan "be drawn up and held in
reserve."

Without giving specifics, Nixon
asked also for additional authority
to make greater use of federal
highway funds for mass transit
capital improvements.

CAMBRIDGE (AP) Harvard
Univeristy likes to keep things
neat, even if its costs $4,000.

According to a plan by which the
University pays the city of Cam-
bridge money in lieu of taxes on its

tax-exempt property. Harvard was
to have paid the city $496,000 this
year.

But, according to Donald C.
Moulton, the University's vice
president for community affairs,
Harvard decided to round that
figure off to $500,000 for this year's
payment.

In addition to the voluntary
payment, Harvard, and its sister
college Radcliffe, paid the city
$913,967.83 this year in taxes "for
properties on the tax rolls, either
because the law requires them to
be on the rolls or, in some cases
because Harvard has voluntarily
left them on the rolls," Moulton
said.

The university's voluntary
payment was $283,095 in 1971 and
$410,000 last year, Moulton said.

Harvard, along with
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, owns about 46 per cent
of Cambridge's land area.
MIT paid the city $315,000 in lieu

of taxes in 1972 and has not an-
nounced what its payment will be
this year.

Harvard has been making
payments in lieu of taxes to

Cambridge since 1928.

reduction of decorative lighting."
In Pompano Beach, Fla., the city

commission cancelled the annual
Christmas boat parade that
features vessels brightly decorated
as waterborne floats.

And in North Brunswick, N.J.,
the National Headquarters of the
Boy Scouts of America announced
a program to send its 6.5 million
members knocking on doors across
the nation to urge householders to
lower their thermostats by three
degrees.

The administration has provided
the committee with only a rough
draft version of its energy
legislation. A committee source
said it contains other provisions
unlikely to be approved by the
Senate.

The committee planned to begin
voting on the Jackson bill Friday
after receiving any additional
recommendations from the White
House.

The powers granted the
president by the Jackson bill would
expire one year after passage of
the legislation.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5-0400
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i apitol Hill late Thursday followed n rs m
up on his televised report to the lommon Cause May Watch SareentFunds
nation WpriruvsHav nivhf nn tiiiu< hi^ n«—m i /-.__. ^ ... .... "nation Wednesday night on how his

administration tends to cope with
the energy shortages.
"The energy crisis that once

seemed a distant threat to many
people is now closing upon us
quickly," Nixon told Congress.
Because of the Middle East war, he
said, "we must face up to the stark
fact" that petroleum supplies
could fall as much as 17 per cent
short of demand this winter."
Nixon announced Wednesday

night the listed steps he wants
included in legislation now before
Congress

BOSTON ( AP) - Gov. Francis W
Sargent announced Thursday that
as a part of an attempt to restore
public confidence in public of-
ficials, he is asking Common
Cause, the Massachusetts citizens
lobby, to monitor his campaign
fund-raising.

"The most repugnant part of
running for public office is this
business of passing the hat,"
Sargent said. "It seems so shady,
so shaded in gray areas of law and
cynical custom."
The ultimate answer, Sargent

said, wil probably be public

imposing certain rules on himself
and asking Common Cause to
monitor him and any other can-
didate who is willing.

They include authorization to cut financing of political campaigns,
government and industry business
hours, reduce highway speed
limits to 50 miles per hour, tem-
porarily relax antipollution laws,
adjust air and other transportation
schedules, allow nuclear power
plants to operate for 18 months
without public hearings on license
applications, permit year-around
Daylight Saving Time and
authorize full production form
government oil reserves.

In addition, Nixon asked for

congressional anactment before
December of standby authority to

allocate and ration energy sup-
plies.

"It is my hope that rationing of

energy products will never be
required," Nixon said, "but if

circumstances dictate it, there

should be no impediment to swift

action."

He reported that "for con-
tingency purposes" he had
directed that a gasoline-rationing

but in the meantime, he said he is
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israel and Egypt both have

agreed to a five-point cease-fire
agreement that could produce
peace talks on a Middle east set-
tlement by the end of the year, U.
S. officials said.

The officials, with Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger in Saudi
Arabia on the last leg of a Mideast
trip, met with newsmen early
Friday and siad the agreement still

had to be submitted to U.N.
Secretary-General Kurt

\F Mirrphoto Via ( ablr From Cairo)
MOSCOW.-TYPE USED IN MIDEAST-Soviet SAM6 antiaircraft

rockets, of the type used by the Egyptians in the recent Mideast war,
are shown in Red Square at Moscow in Wednesday's military
parade. It was reportedly the first time they were publicly displayed.

Possible Muskie
Campaign Violations
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The General Accounting Office has referred to

the Justice Department what GAO called an apparent violation of the
Federal Election Campaign Act by the Jewish Chronicle, a Pittsburgh
newspaper, in connection with Sen. Edmund S. Muskies presidential
campaign.
A report by GAO's Office of Federal Elections said the Chronicle

published a $400 advertisement for Muskie in 1972 without having on file a
certification that the payment does not exceed the limits specified in the
act for campaign spending in media.
The act prohibits publishers from accepting paid advertising unless the

candidate or his representative makes such a certification, GAO said
The report said a number of irregularities in the report filed by the

Muskie Election Committee of Pittsburgh were corrected by amend-
ments when the elections office pointed them out.
The committee was set up in behalf of the Maine Democrat's candidacy

in the April 25, 1972, Pennsylvania presidential primary.

Waldheim.
The agreement, the officials

said, would ease tensions by
providing an exchange of prisoner!
and giving the Egyptians access to
I heir encircled Army on the east
bank of the Suez Canal and to the
city of Suez on the west bank.
The officials said the agreement

calls for readjustment of the cease-
fire line to conform with terms of
the Oct. 22 U. N. ceasefire
resolution.

Israeli and Egyptian officers
met Thursday to discuss a new
cease-fire line in accordance with
the reported cease-fire plan.
Israeli Defense Ministry sources
said Thursday in Tel Aviv.
The U.S. officials, describing

Washington as "the trustee" of the
new cease-fire agreement, said
action to implement the agreement
could begin in a matter of days.

At the United Nations in New
York, it was learned that U.S.
Ambassador John A. Scali had an
appointment with Waldheim

Friday morning, apparently to
give him a copy of the agreement.
The U.S. officials said it was

understood that the agreement
;ilsu would provide for the lifting of
a blockade that has barred Israeli
ships from going from the Red Sea
lo the Persian Gulf.

Announcement of the agreement
followed Kissinger's trip to
Morocco. Tunisia. Egypt. Jordan
and Saudi Arabia, where he con-
ferred with Arab leaders.
An assistant secretary of state,

Joseph J. Sisco. flew to Tel Aviv
Wednesday to tell Mrs. Meir of
Kissinger's talks with President
Anwar Sadat of Egypt.
Kissinger met for 90 minutes

Thursday night with King Faisal of
Saudi Arabia, the largest Mideast
oil-producing nation. The Arabs
have cut off oil shipments to the
United States and the Netherlands
and have cut back shipments to
other countries by as much as 25
|>ercent.

The U.S. officials with Kissinger

said Syria had not endorsed the
agreement.

U. S. officials were so certain of
Cairo*! approval of the new
agreement that they said the
package did not have to be sub-
mitted to Sadat now that Israel has
accepted it.

President Sadat and Syrian
officials have said in the past that
I hey would never bargain directly
with representatives of Israel".

Washington has taken an am-
biguous stand, suggesting at times
the United States favors face-to-
lace negotiating and at other
limes suggesting that negotiations
bo conducted through an in
lermediary while the two sides
"were under the same roof."
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BUFFET
The Steamship Round is returning to the Campus
Center Sunday Buffet at no extra cost to you. As
a matter of factf U. Mass. Students with a valid

student I.D. will receive a 10% discount on

the $4.50 price.

Sunday 4 - 8 p.m.

presents:

BELIEVE IT
OR NOT
WEEK

1. Ripley's Believe It or Not Show and lectures on

2. U.F.O.s

3. Bermuda Triangle

Coming Soon!
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New England States

Call For Cutbacks
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

New England states reacted quickly yesterday to President Nixon's
speech of Wednesday night calling for a sharp cutback in fuel and elec-

tricity consumption to meet an anticipated energy shortage this winter.
Gov. Philip Noel of Rhode Island said his state will begin immediately

to draw up a contingency plan for gasoline rationing, and a call for a
similar plan came from Eric P. Stauffer, the federal-state coordinator in

Maine.
"I feel we're headed into gasoline rationing," Noel told a news con-

ference. "We want to be in a position of readiness."
Noel, who was among several governors who attended a briefing on the

energy crisis with Nixon Wednesday, said the President told the group
the price of gasoline will increase about eight cents a gallon within a
month.
An energy conservation committee in Maine, appointed last summer

by Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis, has been reported to be working along lines
suggested by Nixon in the speech.
The committee's report is expected shortly.

Stauffer, who heads the committee, said Thursday a contingency plan
for gasoline rationing should be prepared and he urged people to begin
using car pools to get to work.
Massachusetts Secretary of Public Safety Richard E. McLaughlin said

there was "a pretty good chance" the state would reduce its highway
speeds to 50 .m.p.h., in accordance with Nixon's suggestion.
"The sooner the better," he said, adding that reduced highway speed

would help save lives.

No legislative action is required in Massachusetts to post lower high-
way speeds. Gov. Francis W. Sargent would have to Issue a policy
declaration that would be implemented by the Registrar of Motor
Vehicles and the Department of Public Works.
Massachusetts began in October to lower temperatures in state

buildings and has begun a program of doing custodial work, normally
done at night, during the day to preserve fuel and electricity.

Some Massachusetts schools already have programs to conserve fuel
and electricity and further action is expected to be suggested Nov. 17
during meetings with school officials and parents in the state's six
regional school districts.

Laconia was one of the first New Hampshire cities to react to Nixon's
speech.

City Manager Kenneth Boehner said routine patrols by the police and
fire departments will be reduced.
He said that in past winters the snow plows were out when there was an

accumulation of two inches. This winter, he said, the plows won't go out
until there is an accumulation of 4-5 inches.
Laconia city office thermostats were set at 68 degrees Thursday.
Most New England officials appeared to agree with Rhode Island Gov.

Noel, who told newsmen: "Everybody's life style is going to have to
change. We've got to give up the least essential things-excessive speed
and excessive use of lighting."

Officials at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst directed
thermostats at the school 250 campus buildings to be lowered 65-68
degrees and imposed a 50 m.p.h. speed limit on all university vehicles.
The university said it would extend the use of a coal burning power

plant on campus. The plant was to have been replaced in the spring by an
oil-burning facility currently under construction.
The six New England governors were scheduled to meet it on the

question of energy conservation.

R.I. Urges Gas Rationing
By TERRENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer

PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP) - Gov.
Philip Noel ordered his staff

Thursday to begin drawing up
contingency plans for gasoline
rationing in Rhode Island and
urged motorists to voluntarily curb
their highway speed.

Noel, who met with President
Nixon in an energy briefing
Wednesday, said he came away
from the session with the feeling

that mandatory fuel allocation is

probable rather than just a
possibility.

He also said he was certain the
federal government eventually
would impose a 50 mile an hour
speed limit on highways.
"Everybody's lifestyle is going

to have to change. We've got to

give up the least essential things-

excessive speed and excessive use
of lighting," Noel said at a news
conference.

The governor said the con-
tingency plans for gas rationing

would put the state in a position of

readiness for federal action

Noel said the President told him
and other governors at the
Washington briefing the cost of

home heating oil and gasoline

probably will increase eight cents

,i gallon within a month.

In addition. Nixon said the nation

U -cs a fuel shortage of at least 15

New York Pushes 50 MPH Speed Limit

per cent under present supply
conditions, and 10' 2 per cent even
if the Mideast war ends im-
mediately, the governor said.
The New England governors will

meet Nov. 14 to consider adoption
of a regional energy control
program. Noel said, and he in-

dicated one step might be a move
toward Daylight Saving Time
year-round.

He noted he already has ordered
state vehicles to maintain highway
speeds of less than 50 miles an hour
and has directed that thermostats
in state buildings be lowered. In
addition, he urged Rhode Islanders
and merchants to be conservative
in their holiday season decoration
lights.

He raised the possibility of
shutting down schools during
periods of extreme cold in order to
save fuel, but said efforts will be
made to keep them open.

He urged motorists to curtail

recreational driving and said all

residents "have a responsibility"
to install storm windows by this

weekend.

By DAVID SHAFFER
Associated Press Writer

ALBANY. N.Y. (AP) - State

officials prepared Thursday to

order an immediate reduction in

speed limits statewide to 50 miles

an hour.

Lawyers in Gov. Nelson A.

Rockefeller's office researched the

statute books through the morning
and determined, they said, that the

administration has the authority to

order the cuts without legislative

approval.

In his energy message Wed-
nesday night. President Nixon
asked states to cut speed limits and
take other actions to meet what he

said was the worst energy crisis

since World War II.

Rockefeller had been urging his

fellow governors to cut speed
limits since last summer, but he

nad taken no direct action on the

idea until Nixon's formal request.

The planned speed limit

reduction was the most dramatic
of a series of state actions Thur-
sday designed to comply with

Nixon's pleas for an energy con-

servation program.
The Office of General Services

set a meeting of state agency heads
for Friday to discuss progress in

implementing Rockefeller's orders
of last month for reducing the

consumption of electricity in state

buildings.

The state Public Service Com-
mission planned to pres? major
utilities for their plans to en-
courage energy conservation by
their customers. The PSC's first

orders on that subject went out a
weok ago.

The state Interdepartmental
Fuel and Energy Committee, in an
action not directly related to

Nixon's message. set up
procedures for insuring that
owners of new homes can get
shipments of heating oil. Those
users might otherwise have been
left out under the allocation
scheme for fuel oil.

State Education Commissioner
Ewald Nyquist called on all

educational institutions to do
whatever they could to conserve
fuel. He did not suggest any
specific steps, but lowered tem-
peratures and revised schedules
were among the possibilities.

Aides to Rockefeller said other
steps were "under consideration,"
but they would not say what they
were.

One major impact of the
President's energy moves on New
Yorkers, state officials said, would
be to slow the air pollution clean-
up, especially in New York City
and Buffalo.

The state regulations requiring
low-sulfur fuel have reduced the

UMass

low Emergency

lumber

5-3111

sulfur dioxide content in New York

City's air to about a seventh of one-

seventh of what it was in 1964. and

to a little more than half what it

was in Buffalo.

A key feature of the air cleanup

now underway has been a switch to

low-sulfur fuels in the New York

City metropolitan area, and in the

Buffalo area.

Low-sulfur oil. however, comes
mainly from the Middle East, and
the supplies of it was threatened by

the Arab oil cutbacks.

Nixon said he would present

legislation allowing him to "relax

environmental regulations" in

such cases, and state officials

predicted that one result could be a

return to the high pollution levels

of the 1960s in New York and
Buffalo

The state regulations requiring

low sulfur fuel have reduced the
sulfur dioxide content in New York
City's air to about a seventh of one-
seventh of what it was in 1964, and
to a little more than half what it

was in Buffalo.

It was not clear how much of a
relaxation in environmental rules
President Nixon wanted Congress
lo improve, and its impact on the
slates air quality was therefore
unclear.

But state officials pointed out
that the current rules have only
recently brought the sulfur dioxide
content of the air below or close to

the federal standards which are
considered necessary for human
health.

Any significant weakening of the

pollution rules would therefore
mean a return to unhealthful air
conditions, they said.
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CAIRO. KISSINGER WITH SADAT — Egypt's President Anwar Sadat gestures with Seeretarv of
State Henry Kissinger at his side during their meeting on the Mideast in Cairo Wednesday. They met for
more than three hours.

Watergate In The Classroom
By JERRY HARKAVY
Associated Press Writer

SCARBOROUGH. Maine (AP) — Eighth grader
Charles Jacques believes the CIA was involved in the

Watergate burglary.

His classmate, Sue O'Donal, says President Nixon
fired special prosecutor Archibald Cox because "he
was getting to know too much about the in-

vestigation."

Peter Powers suggests that Senate investigators or

federal prosecutors attempt to sneak the President's
tape recordings out of the White House.
The three youngsters are among a hundred 12-to 14-

year-olds at Scarborough Junior High School who are
using the Watergate scandal to gain insights into the
way American government works.
Their social studies teacher, Eugene Graves,

believes that Watergate provides a unique vehicle to

teach students some of the basic principles of

government and the Constitution, without using a
dry, historical approach.
"You try to find topics that the students will be

interested in, that will encourage them to par-
ticipate," said Graves. "It's hard to convince them
that there's any need to study the past, so you have to

start with the present and try to lead back.

"The students are all talking about Watergate. It's

the biggest 'hing to come along in my teaching
career."

Graves, 35, now in his eighth year of teaching, gets
the classroom discussion of Watergate started by
referring to articles in Scholastic Search, a weekly
student magazine which recently came out with an
edition devoted almost entirely to various aspects of
the scandal.

From there, he and his students guide the dialogue
so that current events serve as a springboard to

topics that the teacher wants to cover.
Each of Graves' five social studies sections pursue

different areas as the discussion focuses on the
cabinet system, separation of powers, political

parties, the court system and procedures for im-
l>eachment.

In one class, a lesson on wiretapping triggered a
lively dialogue on whether government officials

should, under some circumstances, be allowed to

break the law.

Charles Jacques insisted that if federal agents got

wind of a conspiracy to assassinate the President,
"they should have the right to bug telephone to find

out what's going on."
Lori Steeves disagreed, cautioning that "if you let

them break the law once, they'll think they can do it

again."

After five minutes of debate. Graves put the issue
to a vote. With heads planted on their desks to insure
a secret ballot, pupils in Class 8R voted 20-2 against

allowing government to break the law.

In all five classes students appeared interested and
knowledgeable about Watergate, and showed little

reluctance about expressing their points of view.
"At this age they'll still tell you what they really

think," said Graves. "In my experience in high
school, they take into account other considerations,

like what they think the teacher wants to hear."
Throughout the discussions. Graves refrained from

imposing his own moral or political viewpoints.

"I feel secure in teaching the subject as long as I

use good judgment." he said.

Actoss the state of Maine, more and more teachers
are being encouraged to use Watergate in civics and
social studies classrooms.

Two weeks ago. the Main Teachers Association
cosponsoi ed a New England conference here on the
educational implications of Watergate, with
workshops on how to use the crisis as a teaching tool.

I)i John H. Marvin. MTA executive secretary, said

many teachers at the session "feel real insecurity in

i andling the basic political and moral issues in terms
of the current controversy

"However, they recognized that recent develop-
ments constitute a gold mine of opportunities for

making education meaningful."

"Believe It Or Not Week"
Begins November 12
Amidst the recent controversy

over Moe Howard, let us not forget

that this coming week is D.V.P.'s
"Believe It or Not Week." On
Monday Nov. 12th in the CCA we
are presenting the "Ripley's
Believe It or Not Show" by the

President of Ripley's. N.
Pearl roth. He has traveled all over
the world gathering the interesting

menagerie of information we read
about in the books his company has
published

Our second speaker has a lot to

talk about. He is Hayden Hewes.
the founder of the International
Bureau of U.F.O. Investigation.
With all the recent sightings I'm
sure he will have a lot of up-to-date
information. He brings a slide

show with him so all you skeptics,
come see him blow all YOUR
explanations to pieces. Remem-
ber. U.F.O. 's are real — it is the
Ait Force that is a figment of our
imaginations! Mr. Hewes will

speak in the SUB. on Friday Nov
Kith at 8 p.m.
Our third and final speaker also

deals with what some skeptics call

fiction. John Wallace Spencer,
author of the book Limbo of the

Lost, is an expert on the mysteries
surrounding the strange hap-
penings that occur in the so called

"Bermuda Triangle." His book
deals with documented stories

concerning strange disap-
pearances of ships and planes in

this zone. If you're planning on
taking a Carribean cruise, read his

hook after you come back, that is

assuming you do come back He
will speak Mon. Nov. 19 at 8 p.m. in

the SUB
We hope that at least one of these

subjects will interest you. I'm sure

any of these lectures will provide
food for thought We hope you will

take advantage of this un-

paralleled opportunity and attend

as many of the programs as you
dare.

Room To Move
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CAPE CANAVERAL. FLA., — ROCKET SHOT CALL OFF FOR NOW — Technicians huddle around
Che base of the Saturn I B rocket at Cape Canaveral today after a routine check showed cracks in all eight
stabilizing fins on the rocket at the spot where the fins are bolted to the rocket side. Thus the Saturday
launch of Skvlab : on this rocket has been postponed for at least five days.

Agnew : A Month Later
By JEAN HELLER

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AP> — In the

month since he quit as vice

president. Spiro T. Agnew has been
sifting the relics of his mutilated
political career and preparing to

meet an uncertain future. A basic

question is how he will make a

living

On Saturday, it will be exactly
one month since Oct. 10 when
Agnew resigned and pleaded no
contest to a charge of evading
$13,551 in 1967 federal income tax.

He was fined $10,000 and sentenced
to three years probation.

Agnew has no job, no known
income. He is threatened with

losing his rigiit to practice law and
faces possible Internal Revenue
Service suits for thousands of

dollars in back taxes.

Associates who were asked how
Agnew would make a living said

they did not know.
Yet they say he shows no sign of

depression

.

"He had his whole staff out to his

house last Saturday night for a
buffet dinner and he was just

amazing," one friend said.

"He looked fit. He was calm and
strong as ever. Judy Mrs. Agnew

looked terrific, if anything, better
than I've seen her. You couldn't
call it a wake at all. It was a very
pleasant time of renewing old
acquaintances."
Several less-pleasant prospects

confront Agnew, however.
—In Maryland, the Baltimore

County Bar Association is in-

vestigating the possibility of
bringing disciplinary action
against Agnew based on his con-
viction on a federal felony charge.
If any such action is recommended
and approved by the courts, Agnew
could be disbarred.
— Baltimore City, Baltimore

County and Anne Arundel County
prosecutors may launch in-

vestigations to decide if Agnew
should be prosecuted on the local
level for alleged crimes committed
while he was chief executive of
Baltimore County and later as
Maryland governor.
—Agnew faces mounting bills in

the wake of his legal troubles. A
defense fund set up under Chicago
insurance magnate Clement Stone
is not expected to raise enough
money to pay Agnew's current
legal costs and if further action is

brought against him, those costs
will continue to mount.

SW Theatre
An open dress rehearsal of Gary

Stuart's play Offending the
Audience, will be held Monday
night at 8 p.m. in Hampden Student
Center in Southwest. This is an

audience participation play put on
by the University Theatre Dept.,
and is open to all students free of
charge.

Let's Stop Kidding Around!

MINOLTA 102
$309°°

ALSO
*

24 hour service on
Custom Processing
Develop & Contact
24 hour Passports

Best in town

Lang's Photo Studio
^253-3m*. 460 West St.

—The Internal Kevenue Service
is believed to be auditing Agnew's
back tax returns with an eye to

collecting what could amount to

tens of thousands of dollars in back
taxes.

A 40-page exposition of evidence
against Agnew released by the
Justice Department at Agnew's
court appearance alleged that
between 1966 and 1972 Agnew
received payments of $50,000 from
contractor Allen I. Green, $37,500
from contractor Lester Matz,
$1,250 from contractor Jerome
Wolff and half of what was
described only as a substantial
sum from seven other contractors
and one bank.
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MDC
NEWS HOTLINE

S-2550

Sundaes 45 c

Between 2 - 5 p.m.

Today

thru

Friday

IKK N. Pleasant St. 253-2291

Open K:3u a.m. -Id: 30 p.m.

Celebrate Thanksgiving
at the

TOP OF THE CAMPUS
featuring Tomato Juice or Fruit Cup

or Corn Chowder
Whipped Potato
Butternut Squash
Tossed Salad w/choice of dressing

Prime Rib au jus
or Roast Turkey w/Sage Dressing
or Baked Stuffed Shrimp

Cranberry Nut Bread
Butterflake Rolls

Pumpkin or Mince Pie
or Ice Cream or Hot Apple Pie
Coffee, Tea, Milk

hours 2-6 p.m.$4.95

children under 12

Walpole Spokesman
Hints At Tensions
WALPOLE, Mass. (AP)-The

president of the National Prison
Reform Association at Walpole
Prison has called for a meeting
with representatives of Walpole,
state officials and an independent
body to discuss what he calls
growing tensions at the prison.
John Kerrigan, NPRA president,

said in a letter to Correction
Commissioner Frank Hall at
Walpole prison that the NPRA
feels dissatisfaction with a series
of negotiation failures could lead to

future uprisings at the prison.

He said the NPRA leaders
earlier this week "narrowly
averted a massive sit-down strike

through persuasion and appeals to

fellow prisoners."

Kerrigan said the crucial issue

for inmates is Walpole Supt.

Douglas Vinzant's unwillingness to

make any agreements with the
NPRA, which he said was
recognized and sanctioned on July
25 by Lt. Gov. Donald Dwight and
Human Services Secretary Peter
Goldmark.
"Because Vinzant has claimed

he doesn't have the authority to

make agreements for the
Department of Corrections, in-

mates feel the present impasse
calls for joint meeting on or before
Nov. 12," said Kerrigan.

In a letter to Vinzant, Kerrigan
said the inmates have complained
about poor sanitation and food,
lack of sheets and blankets,
harassment of visitors, ever-
changing rules and the lack of any
industrial programs.

Several National Groups
ToMonitor Revenue Fund
WASHINGTON (AP) -Several

national organizations launched on
Thursday a two-year study to

determine whether state and local

governments are spending a fair

share of their revenue sharing
funds on poverty and minority
programs.
The organizations formed the

National Clearinghouse on
Revenue Sharing and announced
that volunteers working for the
clearing house will monitor
revenue sharing spending at the
state and local levels.

Asked the reason for the
program, William L. Taylor of the
Center National Policy Review,
said he is "deeply skeptical" that

the $30 billion in general revenue
sharing funds will be split fairly^

To be monitored:

-State governments: Texas,
California, Iowa. Michigan.
Tennessee, Massachusetts.
-County governments: Los

Angeles, St. Louis. Dekalb, Ga.,
Holmes, Miss., and one county
each, to be named, in Texas and
Alabama.

-City governments: Buffalo:
Cleveland; Greenville. Miss.;
Phoenix; Little Rock; Los
Angeles; San Antonio; Denver;
Nashville; Memphis; Louisville;

New Orleans; Richmond. Va.;
Seattle; Syracuse; Albuquerque;
Bridgeport, Conn.; Detroit;
Minneapolis; New Bedford and
Pittsfield. Mass.; Pasadena,
Calif.; Philadelphia; Racine, Wis.;

Winston-Salem. N.C.; Des Moines
and 28 other Iowa cities.

Papa Gino's is

NOW OPEN
in the Mountain
Farms Mall.

Now \our appetite for pizza, pasta and sandwiches has a new
place to go. Its the new Papa Gino's in the Mountain Farms
Mall, Hadlev Come on in and enjo\ a delicious Papa Gino's
pizza. It all goes great with a frost> mug of draft beer. And
Papa's menu also features his famous spaghetti, ravioli,

manicotti, burgers, hotdogs. salad, french fries and murh
more. That's wh> we sa>, when you're hungn for something
more . . . bring your appetite to the new Papa Gino's Restaurant.

Store Hours: Vlon.-Sat. 1 1 AM to 12 Midnight

Sun. 12 Noon to 12 Midnight

Papa Qinos
PIZZA - PASTA - SANDWICHES

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL, HADLEY
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OUR
CORDUROY
JACKET

For the Fall week-ends ahead
we strongly urge that you
get into one of our lush

Corduroy jackets. Cut on
ourown soft-shoulder moael
it offers unparalleled com-
fort and good-looks when
worn with plaid slacks and
sweaters. Perfect with tur-

tleneqks, and simply super
with button-down shirts and
wool ties. We've got them
in the right colors and at a
right price. Come on over
and get into Corduroy, %6b
Corduroy slacks, $20

A.OWHITE
104 RUSSELL ST. (ON RT. 9)

HAOLEY, MASS.
(NEXT TO WINE CHARIOT RESTAURANT)

OPEN DAILY
9:30 TO 5:30 P.M.

THURSDAY TO 9 P.M.

tlO CHARLES st

BOSTON Ma (617)227-5135
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AMHERST Ma (413) 253-5135i
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AP News Analysis

Veto Override Caps

Anti-Nixon Moods

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1973

FIi|e ^rteCa«Hfil

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
congressional repudiation of
President Nixon over his war
powers caps a three-week tide of
anti-Nixon mail and Republican
setbacks in Tuesday's scattered
off-year elections.

It demonstrates increased GOP
independence and portends future

troubles for the beleaguered
Nixon.

With the Democratic majorities
well short of the two-thirds needed
to override a veto, it was the White
House inability to hold normally
loyal Republicans that decided the
war powers issue Wednesday.

In the House, where party
loyalty has usually prevailed,
Nixon lost 86 of 192 Republicans. In
the Senate, He lost 25 of 40.

"1 think it was the atmosphere
and the issue," ooe Senate
Republican said later.

He said the notion of curbing
presidential powers to commit the

nation to war has powerful national
support in the wake of the Vietnam
war and the White House abuses
known as Watergate.
Other GOP lawmakers insisted,

as did Rep. John Anderson, R-Ill.,

that "The President wasn't the
issue. The powers of Congress was
the issue."

The White House was known to

feel that it stood in greater danger
of losing a veto test on an in-

stitutional issue involving the
powers of Congress than on a
purely economic one such as the
earlier vetoes of bills affecting
rural sewer grants and hospital

closings.

However, a Democrat com-
mented that "it wouldn't have
happened three weeks ago," im-
plying strongly that the outcry
over dismissal of Archibald Cox,
the resignation of Atty. Gen. Elliot

L. Richardson and the two non-
existent Watergate tapes had
helped tip the scales.

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 15, 1973

BOWKER AUDITORIUM 8 p.m.
RESERVED TICKETS: $1 50 UM/A students $3.00 all others

Pentagon To Investigate

More C5 Airplane Purchase

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1973-8:00 p.m.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tickets $1.50 UM/A Students $3.00 Others

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Pentagon acknowledged Thursday
it is considering a possible move
toward producing more giant C5
transport planes whose per-
formance in the Israel supply
airlift has impressed top officials.

A Defense Department
spokesman confirmed reports that
the Pentagon is looking at the
possibility of reopening the C5
production line to strengthen U.S.
military airlift.

He stressed that "we are con-
sidering a lot of things" to improve
U.S. military readiness in the light
of the experience in the emergency
airlift to Israel and in view of
Israeli experience in using U.S.-
provided weapons against
Hussian-made equipment.
Any actual new construction of

( 7>s would require a vote of money
from Congress and this is likely to
meet stiff opposition because of the
C5'» price.

It costs the Air Force $56 million
a plane to acquire 81 C5s and the
program was under constant at-
tack on Capitol Hill from
congressmen and senators who
claimed the price was too high
Defense officials feel that the

C5's performance in the Israeli

airlift, even under load limits

because of wing stress problems,
has disproved congressional
claims that the C5, world's biggest
transport plane, is "a lemon".
According to Pentagon figures,

C5s flew 125 flights to Israel from
the United States from the start of

the emergency airlift Oct. 14

through Wednesday and carried
more than 9.000 tons of military
cargo into Israel.

Ai the same time, 356 smaller
C141 transports hauled nearly 9,000

Ions during the same period.

CURRY HICKS CAGE
Monday, November 19, 1973 at 8:00 P.M.

Tickets: UM A Students $3.00; Others $6.00

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE, 125 Herter Hall 545-0202

Sacramento
Fugitives

Arrested

SACRAMENTO. Calif. <AP>
Two fugitives sought for
questioning in the execution-style
slaying of nine persons ir. a central
California home were arrested in
Sacramento Thursday.
Douglas Gretzler, 22. of New

York City, was apprehended
during a search of the Clunie Hotel
four blocks from the state Capitol.
Officers said they were tipped by

a clerk who saw the fugitives'
pictures in the Sacramento Union.
GretSler'S companion, Willie

Luther Steelman, 28, of Lodi,
Calif., surrendered at an apart-
ment house 90 minutes later after
police fired tear gas into the
shabby frame building.

• officers had assured Steelman in

a broadcast message over a
Sacramento rock music station

i hat he would not be harmed, but

he did not surrender until the tear
gas was fired.

Then Steelman emerged
following a slim blonde acquin-

Jance. not identified.

Timothy's Spirits Co.
— OFFERS AN ALTERNATIVE —

A quiet Pub and Speakeasy Bar on the first floor, eomplete with fireplace.

The second floor sports a sophisticated game room with the latest in

electrical entertainment. Sandwiches of the Giant Pub variety are also

served until 2 a.m.

Top Rock Groups, Folk Singers, and an oldies revival are the various

entertainments found at the top of the staircase.

Good Drinks, Good Food, Good Entertainment and Good Times.

Featuring John Morgan Fri., Nov. 9th.

Located at 30 John St., Holyoke 538-9700
( Right across from City Hall)

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

The Mood
n

Israel Emerges Troubled

I'hutu-Kmnirll Schmarvnw

The last time you went by the library, did it look like this? It may
not look like anything soon with the energy shortage.

Viet Cong Claim Victories

By DENIS GRAY
Associated Press Writer

SAIGON (AP) - The Viet Cong
claimed Thursday their forces
mauled government troops along
the Cambodian border and accused
the Saigon government of inflicting

more than 100 civilian casualties
during an air strike.

A spokesman for the Viet Cong
delegation to the Joint Military
Commission said three battalions

wounded when bombs dropped on
principally nonmilitary targets.

But Lt. Col. Le Trung Hien, chief
military spokesman for the Saigon
command, denied any civilian

targets were hit and said the
nearest bombs fell more than half
a mile from Loc Ninh, 75 miles
north of Saigon.
Military observers said the at-

tacks on the outposts were
probably designed to clear the last

supply route along the Vietnamese
side of the border from Com-
munist-held areas below the
demilitarized zone to their
stronghold around Loc Ninh.

of government troops were put out barriers to the opening of a new
of action. He said 20 military
vehicles and hundreds of assorted
weapons were captured in fighting

Sunday around two government
outposts along the Cambodian
frontier in Quang Due Province.
Government outposts at Bu Bong

and Bu Prang, about 125 miles
northeast of Saigon, were seized by
North Vietnamese tanks and
troops. Saigon forces have with-
drawn from a nearby road junc-
tion.

Referring to a big government
air attack Wednesday on the Viet

Cong administrative capital of Loc
Ninh, the spokesman said 32

civilians were killed and 70 others

By EDITH M. LEDERER
Associated Press Writer

TEL AVIV (AP) - Israel has
emerged from the latest Mideast
war a nation of tense, troubled and
uncertain people capable of "very
irrational reactions" in the future
unless permanent peace comes
soon, say top psychologists.

The war dispelled the comforting
view held by many Israelis, these
psychologists say, of "seeing
themselves as supermen and the
other side as permanently inferior

and destroyed their ideas of
security.

Since the war began Oct. 6 the
number of depressed Israeli
civilians seeking treatment at the
country's 20 community mental
heal.th centers has increased by 10

percent, said Dr. Ludwig Tramer.
Israel's mental health director, in

an interview.

He refused to disclose anv other
Statistic* but said: "There is very
great tension among people in the
country. Unless it is reduced by a
desirable development, our cen-
ters will continue to be very
heavily overloaded in the future

"

Dr. Hans Kreitler, who founded
the psychology department at Tel
Aviv University, said in a separate
interview: "It's a war with a bad
taste — so bad a taste that even
when there is good news, the
people are not very happy."

In 1967. when Israeli forces

conquered Jerusalem, the Golan
Heights and Sinai, there was a
feeling that "the motherland had
been redeemed," he said. "In fact,

there was very little left to conquer
in the sense of conquering the

fatherland, so this war, which was
forced on us. had no meaning, no
aim.

"We could only crush the armies
of our enemies because we can't

conquer their countries and we
couldn't be enthusiastic about such
an aim." Kreitler said. "We fought

for our existence. We didn't even
fight for peace. Therefore, all our
reactions were rather sobering."

Achi Yotan, a counseling
psychologist in the Department of

Social Welfare, said the war
brought home something that

Israelis have always known but

chosen to ignore in the past — the

fact that they live in a small
country surrounded by enemies.
"People thought we were so

strong, so brave that nothing could
touch us." he said. "Many people
would smile when they'd say Israel

was a small nation surrounded by
enemies. Now they all talk about

Hostages Escape From Sleep

Publishers Elect
BOSTON (AP) The

Massachusetts Newspaper
Publishers Association has re-

elected Gerald T. Tache of the New
Bedford Standard-Times as
president.

The association also elected K.

Prescott Low of the Quincy Patriot

Ledger as first vice-president

APPEARING

at the

NEW
Country House

This Friday Night

Night Watch

8: 30 to 12: 30

River Road
HATFIELD, MASS.

247-5155

WADENA. Minn. < AP) — A farm
family held prisoner escaped
Thursday after the two jail

fugitives who held them captive
fell asleep

Elmer and Joyce Wegscheid and
their eldest son, Ed, 15, fled from
their home with two of the
escapees' three weapons about

4:15 a.m.
Three other Wegscheid children

were released Wednesday. The
Wegscheids said they were in

continual fear for their lives

despite assurances by the fugitives

that they did not want to harm
them.

32* AWKI&.1
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presented by

'

The University Madrigal Singers
at the Campus Center

December 5th - 9th

for reservations and information
call 545-0418

»v

danger coming to be a reality in the
last few weeks."
A public opinion survey con-

ducted by the Israel Institute for

Applied Social Research and by
Hebrew University's Com-
munications Institute found 80

percent of the public supporting
the government throughout the
war.

But there was a slight shift in the

degree of satisfaction with fewer
people saying it was* doing a very
Hood job.

Someone Ripped Off

the Purple and Gold Velvet Pall used to cover the
casket at funerals. It is of a great sentimental value
as well as being functional.

It can be returned anytime to GRACE CHURCH —
no questions asked. Information as to its

whereabouts can be phoned to Grace Church office,

2566754. REWARD.

GRACE CHURCH ON THE TOWN COMMON

"AHORA"
REUNION

Fecha — Lunes 12 de Nov. 1973

Lugar — Campus Center

Hora — 7:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Cuar To — 165

NO FALTES

"Something for Everyone"

the concent committee

JOHN MAYAU
appearing on

Sunday, November 25

with

special guest artist

Bruce Strinjttetn

appearing on
Monday, November 26

with

special guest artist

Maria MilJaar

Boths shows: 8: (Ml p.m. At Curry Hicks Cage

Tickets: $:i.50 Available at Student Union Lobby Counter

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

amherstcw**
AMITY ST.

WINNER OF

THIS YEAR'S

ACADEMY

AWARI

253 5426 EVES.
7:00

Chaihe Chaplin
M

"MODERN
TIMES"

Student Discount

MONDAY ft TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS SI .00

CALVlNj&ie
kINf, ST NORTHAMPTON

Tilt flMlttt

low tfory of Hit

ATouch Of
GlendaJackson

NOW

Class

MONDAY ft TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00
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Slowing Down

A New Style Of Life

There is no question that President Nixon capitalized on
the energy crisis Wednesday. He needs a bipartisan cause
to rescue him from the depths of unpopularity among
middle Americans. It is obvious that he didn't just realize
last Wednesday that we are short on energy. His advisors
have been saying what he said for months. Whether or not
his motivations were political, what he said was true.

It is impossible to believe that the answer to the energy
crisis is stop gap and cut back measures. The real answer
lies in a new life style for the American people.

Is it really necessary to have electric canopeners,
electric combs, electric makeup mirrors, pinball
machines, electric back scratchers, electric clocks? No.
We propose a ban on their manufacture and sale for
private use. Have we really come to the point where we are
too busy to wind a clock?
There are other cases of energy gluttony that, although

unenforceable by the government, could be controlled by a
willing public. Some people will bake a potato and nothing
else in their oven. Others will wash a few dishes in their
machines. Some will electrically dry a pair of dungarees
alone. These overuses of energy are inherent to the UMass
off-campus sweller who often pays no specific fee for his
electricity but has it figured in a blanket rent.
Furthermore, we call on all people to complete their

shopping before eight in the evening. It is possible that the
display of porcine energy use in shopping areas such as
Route 9 in Hadley could be stopped if people didn't shop
after eight, making the stores' operation unprofitable for
those hours. They just might close earlier.

It would be nice to see them do so voluntarily, but it is

much too evident that businessmen leave their patriotism
and obligation to the citizenry at home...as long as the cash
registers keep playing music.
We ask that fully one half of the defense budget be

shifted to the Department of Transportation for more
expeditious completion of Amtrak and other mass transit
programs. We ask that Richard Nixon close one of his
southern White Houses. Isn't one house in a warm climate
enough for anyone to find surcease from the cold? A
tangible sign of leadership would do more to restore the
confidence of the public than deliver another mouthful of
rhetoric.

Lastly, we ask that the double standard in automobile
manufacturing be eliminated. President Nixon asked that
states set speed limits at 50 m.p.h. just as all government
vehicles must now observe. Why not maximize the number
of horsepower of American-made passenger cars at one
hundred? Why allow the manufacture of behemoth cars
that although will only legally travel 50 m.p.h. will use
more fuel to do so. Is there really a case for size and power
being synonymous with class and luxury?
The answer is not to cut back on energy use now so that

we can be hoggish again when new sources are found for

energy. The answer is slowing down our life style now for

good, so that we have no more crisis of power to face when
the next supply of energy is exhausted.

Gerry Cataldo

Another Crisis
We were informed by our fearless leader Wed-

nesday evening that we won't have Arab oil to kick
around anymore. It seems that 6% of the world's
population is consuming 30% of the world's energy,
and as any fifth grade mathematician can tell you,
that is extremely unacceptable. I mean what the hell

are we, an affluent society or something? This latest

crisis did not develop overnight, as some would have
you believe. Certainly the war in the Mideast brought
the Problem to immense proportions, but Nixon's
acting like he found out about it yesterday. But of

course if that be the case, then it is understandable,
considering the way this administration operates.
The fact is that we are facing an energy shortage

now, because the leadership of this country has not
been willing to admit that measures should be taken
to render the United States self sufficient. There was
no mention in Nixon's speech of John Foster Dulles,
and the post World War Two policy makers who in-

sisted on oil depletion allowances; stagnation of our
own energy resources; big business making profits
from foreign policy; and the general cold war
theories that have brought us down the road to

dependence. And there was no mention of why the
situation was allowed to get out of hand, to the extent
that we are now shutting the barn door after the horse
has run away. But I suppose that this method has
become a way of life in this country, and we should
expect no less from Richard Nixon.
Considering that our backs are against the wall, we

probably have little choice but to accept some of the
proposals. We certainly could use a Project In-

dependence, and our goal should be nothing less than
complete self reliance by 1980. We can afford to lower

'

thermostats 6 degrees, and drive at 50 mph. Work and
school schedules can be shifted, and daylight savings
time can surely be re-instated year round. We can, in

short, bail ourselves out of this mess; and that is the

tragedy of the thing. Once again the people must
rescue the country from the inept hands of near
sighted leadership.

One of the best suggestions that I have heard is that

Nixon shut down his two homes, at Key Biscayne and
San Clemente, and spend the winter in Washington.
He would be saving jet fuel for one thing, and the

heated swimming pools could be drained. And if he
went one step further and shipped Bebe Rebozzo to

Washington, think of the energy he'd save there. But
the rumor that all the electricity will be shut off in

Massachusetts just isn't true. yet, anyway. And lest

Nixon get the wrong idea, someone should make it

perfectly clear to him that the nation's cooperation in

this effort has nothing to do with him personally. He
gave the impression of actually being a President,

Wednesday, but then he blew it with the remarks on
"peace" in Vietnam, the economy, unemployment,
etc. He was the same old Nixon, trying desperately to

believe in himself, while all those around him have
long since given up. It won't work. He can pile crisis

on top of crisis, but it won't work; he's lost his ability

and credibility. I still think he should resign, lights on
or off.

And so a nation dims its lights; slows down its cars;
and turns down its heat. It sends Johnny off to school
in July, and sets back the clock. And it dreams. It

dreams of a time when the news from Washington
was good. A time when the President was a leader, to

be believed. A time when the most prosperous nation
on the earth did not sell itself short. A time when
people were willing to sacrifice because of faith in

their government. A time when it was not necessary
for the President to end a speech with the words, "I
will not resign". A time when trust was more com-
mon than distrust, and confidence was the rule rather
than the exception.
Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian Columnist.

Steve Anderson

Conserving Energy
The chance of a fuel shortage has

forced the University to take some
steps to conserve energy. These
steps could have been taken years
ago as a part of economy measures
but it took a fuel scare to force the
administration into action.

At present there are two power
plants at UMass one behind the
library; the other is in the final

stages of construction at Tillson

Farm, The plant near the library
burns coal although it does have
some oil consuming capacities.
One of the reasons for building the
new plant at Tillson Farm was to

pollute less by using oil. The new
facility will only use oil when it

opens The power plant generates
twenty percent of the University's
electricity and all of its steam. The
steam is used for heating and
cooling buildings. The remaining
eighty percent of our electric
power comes from Western
Massachusetts Electric Company.
There is evidence that there may
be difficulty finding the fuel
necessary to generate power.
The old power plant will remain

in operation this winter for three
official reasons. First, the new
plant is not yet ready to be fired.

Second, it is customary to have
standby facilities available when a
new plant goes into use; just in

case some major difficulty
develops. Third, Nixon has issued
an order prohibiting the conversion
of coal burning facilities. I suspect
that one other important reason is

that there is no guarantee that
there will be enough oil to run it. A
spokesperson for C. H. Sprague,
our oil supplier, said that while it

might be difficult to get oil for
UMass this winter, he did not
anticipate any serious problems.
He went on to say that all

predictions about fuel were related
to the weather and that if this is a
very severe winter it might be
necessary to close non-essential
places like schools. There is

enough coal at UMass to last for a
couple of months but next week the
state will be looking for someone to

provide us with fuel for the rest of
the winter.

Coal may keep us warm but it

will also keep us dirty, it is

generally dirtier than oil. Since the

United States began its great
environmental conversion from
coal to oil we have been selling

most of our high grade stuff to

Japan and Europe. The fuel we
receive will be of a lower grade
than the Japanese and European
supplies; it will have a higher
sulfer content. Western Mass
Electric is seeking permission to

burn coal this winter, too. If they
get permission and the coal there
shouid be no problem generating
electricity. So, why the crisis if we
can burn coal? No one is absolutely
sure that they can get it. Suddenly,
there is a fantastic demand and
some people question if it can be
mined and transported fast enough
to reach us.

In line with President Nixon's
speech two nights ago the
University will order all its cars to

obey the new fifty mph speed limit.

Next, they are embarking on a
program to lower the heat to 68.

This measure could have been
enacted years ago. Dorms
(especially the towers in South-
west) are notoriously overheated.
People open their windows just to

make their rooms livable; this

energy loss will be curtailed with
the reduction in temperature.
Turning down the heat is a major
project at this school as there is no
central control. Workers must go

to each of the six thousand ther-

mostats; it will take 1,000 person
hours and cost about $6,500 (this

includes more than salaries). In
academic buildings thermostats
will be closely monitored so that
we won't heat empty buildings
over the weekends. Janitors will be
instructed to turn off the lights in

the halls and empty rooms at night.
Some attempts will be made to

double up on night classes; so that
we won't heat a whole building for
one class.

Beyond this there is voluntary
action that we must take to con-
serve energy. First, turn off lights
that aren't really needed; lights in

the bathrooms and halls late at
night just waste money and
energy. If your room gets too
warm don't open the window all the
way; instead open the door and let

the heat flow to where it can be
used. If your room gets cold open
the curtains during the day to let

the heat of the sun in and close
them at night to prevent heat from
escaping. We may not need to save
fuel this winter; there just might
be enough coal at UMass. But if

there isn't, and we really don't
know, we're going to have to
conserve. The monetary savings
alone are worth the effort.

Steve Anderson is a Collegian
Columnist.

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.
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The Big Lie

"Don't rush me! You don't want this model to have to be recalled
like the last one, do you?

Letters To The Editor

How Faculty Unions Affect Students
(Editor's note: The following letter is in response

to recent requests for an explanation of how campus
faculty unions will affect students.

)

Though faculty and students do not agree on all

issues, collective bargaining by the faculty will be
advantageous in several important respects to all

students, and particularly to graduate students. For
example, our faculty has repeatedly expressed
strong support for keeping tuition low, for providing
generous financial aids, including as many graduate
assistantships and fellowships as possible, and for
acquiring and keeping an adequate staff of highly
qualified and dedicated scholar-teachers.
As faculty agent we will certainly reflect such

faculty concerns. In addition we will vigorously
oppose the drastic cut-back in numbers of graduate
students that has been proposed in the Graduate
Program Review initiated by President Wood. This
Review calls for reductions in most graduate
programs and huge cuts in several: 107 fewer
students in History, 254 in English, 660 in Education?
MSP/AAUP worked very closely with represen-

tatives of students as well as of other campus groups
in opposing and in securing a reduction of a proposed
steep rise in parking fees. Our support reflected
widespread faculty sentiment, even though faculty
members-being better able to pay the higher fees
than others concerned-would be given more of an
advantage than they had previously had in securing
preferable parking privileges.

Unfortunately the faculty cannot exert an effective
influence in behalf of student interests in such
matters when it has to work under a governance
document which gives us only an advisory function.
Even our right to advise may be unilaterally denied,

as President Wood denied what we thought to be our
right to be consulted on the appointment of his chief
academic adviser; and, moreover, the governance
document is subject at any time to modification or
withdrawal by the Board, in part or as a whole.
Whatever agreement we may come to by collective

bargaining cannot be set aside by one of the parties,

but in cases of disagreement is adjudicable by law.
Thus we will be able to work much more effectively
toward achieving those goals which faculty and
students have in common.
Students will participate in collective bargaining

through their representatives on the Board, which is

our employer. The lack of true collegiality in our
governance is indicated by the faculty's being denied
a seat on the Board specifically because of our lowly
status as employees. The administration will speak
for the Board, including its student representatives,
in negotiating with us. Because we share many ob-
jectives, we would hope students would play a con-
structive role in urging the administration to come to

an early agreement on a contract.

Many graduate students do serve as teaching
assistants and associates, and I personally would like

to have them in the bargaining unit. The National
Labor Relations Board has ruled, however, that,

because of their divided interests, they should have
their own organization. The faculty seems certain to

want us to represent their interests until they do
organize and we hope they may affiliate as a separate
entity with MSP/MTA/AAUP, and in this way enable
the two groups to work together in close cooperation
in building a greater University.

Howard O. Brogan
President, MSP

To The Editor:

It seems that Rochelle Chandler,
for whatever reasons, would like to

perpetrate the BIG LIE upon the

UMass community. That is, if you
repeat the words "Zionist
aggressors'' enough times, people

begin to believe the lie. The central
irony is that Rochelle Chandler and
her ideological compatriots sit

comfortably in Amherst, Mass.,
and decide that a sovereign state,

recognized by the community of
nations does not have the right to

exist? I propose to answer her
charges point by point:

One thru five-attempt to prove
that Palestine "belonged" to the
Arabs. Here are the facts. On the
eve of the establishment of Israel,

8.6 per cent of the land was owned
by Jews, 3.3 per cent by Israeli

Arabs and 16.5 per cent by Arabs
who fled. The land acquired by the
Jews was purchased, at an ar-
tifically high price by the Jewish
people. One very important fact

"overlooked" by Ms. Chandler is

that more than 70 per cent of

Palestine was public land which
passed from the Ottoman Empire
o the British Mandatory govern-
ment. The bulk of the territory of
Palestine did not belong to in-

dividual Arabs at all. It was in the
public domain, and passed from
government to government.

Six - "Israel immediately oc-
cupied 80.48 per cent of total

area..." - The facts are as follows.
The day after the U.N. decision
was announced, the Arabs began
their guerrilla warfare. (See
Rodinson, Israel and the Arabs, p.

37 and Sykes. Crossroads to Israel,

pp. 332ff ). On April 16, 1948, Jamal
Husseini. spokesman for the
Higher Committee of Palestine
told the U.N. Security Council,
"The representative of the Jewish
Agency told us yesterday that they
were not the attackers, that the
Arabs had begun the fighting. We
did not deny this, (my emphasis).
We told the whole world that we
were go.ng to fight " The Arab
states - five of them - invaded
Palestine on May 15. 1948. Azzam
Pasha, then Secretary-General of
the Arab League, announced:
"This will be a war of ex-
termination and a momentous
massacre which will be spoken of

like the Mongolian massacres and
the Crusades." The Jews surprised
everyone by surviving.

Point seven. It was not before (as
Ms. Chandler claims) but AFTER
the Arab invasion of May 15. 1948,

and the subsequent Israeli victory
that purported "territorial ex-
pansion" of Israel took place. Not
Israel, but the Arab states suc-
ceeded in preventing the proposed

Arab State of Palestine from
coming into being. Much of the
land that was to comprise the state
was taken by King Abdullah of
Jordan (now referred to as the
West Bank"), part came under
Kgyptian administration (the Gaza
Strip) and part by Israel. (Tran-
sjordan increased its area by
approximately 1600 square miles
and tripled its population.)
Under the 1949 Armistice

agreements, Israel, Egypt ami
Jordan had identical rights to the
territories obtained. Yet it is

Israel, precisely because it has
been victorious in battle, which is

branded as "expansionist" and
aggressive". This superim

position of moral categories on
matters which are morally neutral
victory or defeat, for example - is

grossly misleading at best.
Judgments of good and evil, in-

nocence and guilt, do not have
direct relationship to victors and
vanquished The loss of a war may
be a catastrophe, but it is not a
mark of righteousness. If moral
categories are to be applied to the
Middle East, it is relevant to ac-
cept that no country should be
permitted to profit from its own
wrongdoings. Yet in 1949 Israel
benefited from a war it neither
initiated nor desired, which it

fought and won to save itself from
total annihilation, while Egypt and
Jordan benefited from an
aggressive war whose announced
purpose was not only to destroy an
independent state but to massacre
its population.

Nine Ms. Chandler contends
that all attempts to "have the
(General) Assembly submit the
question of 'constitutionality' of its

recommendation to the Inter-
national Court of Justice were
rejected or ignored by the
Assembly". Why were these at-
tempts ignored? Apparently the
I.C.J, recognized the legality of
Israel's right to statehood.
Ten. The U.N. General Assembly

never nullified or destroyed the
"dubious legality" of its own
decision. There is absolutely no
record that the Assembly ex-
perienced "second thoughts" and
Ms. Chandler does not make the
point merely by creating the fic-

tion

Eleven. This point is a well-taken
one Ms. Chandler does not say that
the Jews forced the Palestinians
from their homeland. She speaks of
"conditions existing in Israel"
causing a majority of Palestinian
Arabs to flee and-or be evicted.
Why did the Arabs leave Israel in

1948? The evidence is persuasive
that it was not at the en-

< Continued on P. 14)

Clarification 3 Minutes Appropriate
To The Editor:

To clarify a point made in an

article in Wednesday's Collegian

on the Campus Center Table

Policy, the primary reason behind

prohibiting the sale of food on the

Concourse, besides the fact that it

represents competition to the

student owned CC Food Services

Department, is that to Health

Officials, the Campus Center
maintains liability for any ill ef-

fects caused by food sold in the

Complex. Therefore, the Campus
Center cannot afford to allow food

not prepared in its own kitchens to

be sold in the building.

Howard L. Levin,

Chairperson
Services Committee

Campus Center
Board of Governors

To The Editor:

It's not true, it's not true, I'm
telling you...

Once again the film called
Zachariah is coming to this
campus. Once again I am writing
to tell you that the Firesign
Theater wrote perhaps three
minutes of the film, and that is the
total extent of their involvement.

I'm sure that the group
presenting this film is not trying to

deceive anyone, but rather are
acting on the misinformation that
is in the film rental catalogue.

Mike Kostek

To The Editor:

At Wednesday night's Student
Senate meeting, the chairman of
the DVP expressed concern that it

might not be "appropriate" for the
DVP to bring Moe Howard to

UMass. Surely Mr. Howard would
be a distinguished visitor.

I am curious where the line

would be drawn between the ap-,

propriate and the inappropriate. I

defy the DVP to draw that line

between Mr. Howard and Gahan
Wilson, who appeared here two
semesters ago, or for that matter
between Mr. Howard and the
"Houdini" character presented
earlier this semester. It can't be
done.

I join the thousands of other
UMass students in imploring the

DVP to bring Moe to campus.
Frits Geurtsen

DVP Should Get Moe
To The Editor:

The performance of the DVP committee at Wednesday nights meeting
must be described as less than impressed by the student turnout.
Since last week's Collegian letters about a possible Moe Howard visit to

campus, students have rallied in support of such a speaker. Petitions and
letters circuited immediately. Along with three other friends I began our
own petition. In a little over two hours of soliciting, we collected 800
signatures ( not 795 as reported by Bill Ballou) from the Southwest area.
The reaction was spontaneous and unusually unified in favor of Moe.
When we submitted the petition to the committee, Roger Lewenberg's

( head of the committee) initial reaction was to question the "validity" of
the signatures. Obviously a rather immature biased comment. His
reaction drew unfavorable comments from those attending. It appears
that most committee members do not feel that Moe would qualify to be a
good speaker. My personal feeling is that he would be a welcomed change
from the usual type speakers, those being political, religious, and other
related people. The reason is quite basic.

Student identity with the Three Stooges' routine is phenomenal. There
are undoubtedly few who cannot recite one of the famous lines. Moe has
spoken on talk shows, for both t.v. and radio. He speaks of his earliest
days in Vaudeville and his gradual movement into his famous acts with
Curly, Larry and later Shemp. Though considerably older now, a speech
by Moe to the UMass community would be a very nostalgic vervng.
Contrary to preconceived notions, he offers more than just pok.ng eyes
out

One editorial suggested Firesign Theatre. This is a relatively new
group. Their roots into the past fall far short of Moe's. We do not advocate
Moe's appearance for merely a humorous time. He is one of the very few
remaining entertainers of that era. The committee's job is to act in favor
of student sentiment. Surely they will vote in favor of Moe's appearance. I

hope they will do everything possible to bring him to campus this
academic year. So far they claim that it will be hard to locate an
available hall to hear him speak. They reported that rights to a hall are
often obtained a year in advance. Imagine this campus running out of
lecture halls.

Robert S. Herman
(800 signatures)
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couragement or insistence of the

Israeli government - which, urged
them to stay - but rather as a result

of the powerful pressures to leave
exerted by the Arab states. By
radio newspaper and leaflet, by
word of mouth and by every means
in which rumors are spread in the
Arab world, the Arab states made
it perfectly plain that those who
left Israel would soon return with
the conquering Arab army, while
any who stayed would be either

massacred by the Jews or, should
they survive the debacle, be
branded as traitors by the vic-

torious Arabs.

Many sources support Arab
responsibility for the exodus from
Palestine, Al-Urdun, the Jordanian
daily newspaper, on April 9, 1953

said, "For the flight and fall of the
other villages, it is our leaders who
are responsible because of their

dissemination of rumors
exaggerating Jewish crime and
describing them as atrocities in

order to inflame the Arabs...By
spreading rumors of Jewish
atrocities, killings of women and
children, etc., they instilled fear
and terror in the hearts of the
Arabs in Palestine until they fled,

leaving their homes and property
to the enemy."
Kenneth Bilby in the "New Star

in the Near East" (New York,
1950) puts it this way, "The Arab
exodus, initially at least, was
encouraged by many Arab leaders
such as Haj Amin el-Husseini, the
exiled pro-Nazi Mufti of Jerusalem,
and by the Arab Higher Committee
of Palestine."

In the Bulletin of the Research
Group for Eruopean Migration
Problems, in the January-March
1957 issue (pp. 10-11), it was found
that "...As early as the first

months of 1948 the Arab League
issued orders exhorting the people
to seek temporary refuge in the
neighboring countries, later to

return to their abodes in the wake
of the victorious Arab armies and
obtain their share of abandoned
Jewish property..."
Furthermore, in a U.S. Public

Affairs Institute publication,
'Regional Development for
Regional Peace', it holds. "The
main burden of evidence now
available indicates that the
evacuation of Palestine was
primarily in response to urgings
from the military or political

leaders of the Arab states them-
selves."

On the other hand, numerous
appeals made by Israeli
spokesmen to Arab residents
imporing them not to leave Israel
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Perpetrating The Big Lie
and pledging to protect their

person and their property.

I do nut assert that all the

refugees left at the specific

direction of Arab leadership. It is

natural, and perhaps predictable

that during any military upheaval,
many civilians will evacuate the

area by their own decision. But if

this indeed was the case, the choice
to quit Israel during the time of

difficulty was freely made by the

Arabs themselves; it was in no
sense an act of expulsion. The
fiction that Arabs were impelled to

leave under Israeli duress emerges
not from the history of that time
but from the exertions of Arab

propagandists in the years since.
Two final points - Ms. Chandler's

attempt to prove that the Arab
claim rests on 5000 years on the
land is very far from the truth.
Only a small part of the population
of Palestine consisted of families
that had lived on the land since
ancient times. Most of Palestine's
Arabs are the descendants of
immigrants of the 19th and 20th
centuries from Syria and other
Arab areas. As late as 1920, Arab
leaders referred to Palestine as
southern Syria. The growth of the
Jewish national movement
spurred the emergence of
Palestinian Arab nationalism.

Finally, to say that "most Jewish
people...are not of Semitic origin,

but (are) European converts of

Polish and Slavic origin," is in-

comprehensible to anyone with
even an elementary knowledge of

Jewish history. Jews fought and
died to preserve their ethnic
identity. The taboo against in-

termarriage succeeded to a great
extent in preserving the Semitic
identity of Jews.
The State of Israel is a homeland

for the Jewish people and a
democratic state with complete
freedom for all citizens (Israeli

Arabs are citizens). The State is

not based on race or religion (there

is no established religion) as are
many of the Arab states.

I want to close with the following

quote from a pamphlet of the

British Communist party written
by Bert Ramelson. "It is wrong",
says Ramelson, "to describe the

war for the establishment of Israel
as the first war between the Jews
and the Arabs... It was a war of

liberation waged by the Jewish
people in Palestine against British

imperialism, which used Arab
armies commanded by British

officers taking their instructions

from Whitehall Am Yisroel
Chai!!! The Jewish people live.

Rabbi Arveh Mm

RAND OPENUMB;
THURSDAY-NOV 8

AT MR. SLACKS YOU'LL FIND A SELECTION OF OVER 10 000
PAIRS OF SLACKS TO CHOOSE FROM , SIZES 27 TO 60 WAIST
UP TO 36" LENGTHS, ALL AT FANTASTIC SAVINGS!!!
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Trucking Official Asks For Logan Growth

1W Wirephotoi

boston 1 API - A trucking In-

dustry executive said Thursday a
major expansion at Logan
International Airport will be
needed by 1980 if the airport is to

keep up with the growth of air

traffic.

David Porcaro Jr., president of

Dave's Motor Transportation. Inc..

told a public hearing by the

Massachusetts Port Authority
"Our air freight terminal facilities

are inadequate to handle the

present freight volume and I fear

Boston will be religated to second
class status, only to rely on the

spillover air freight crumbs that

New York airports can't handle."
"Air freight has been doubling

every five years and indications

are that the future of air freight is

bring and promising despite the

energy crisis and the Arabian oil

situation," he said.

Ho said air freight passing
through Logan increased from 270

million pounds in 1971 to 310 million

pounds last year.

"Through the first six months of

this year," he said, "air freight

shipments are running about 15 per
cent ahead of last year's record
volume, and there's every in-

dication that pace is continuing
this half."

Ho said Logan is a major ter-

minal for overseas shipments to

the U.S. because "European and
Far Eastern markets, which are
major suppliers of high value, low

density goods like electronic

equipment, medical equipment their products to the technology
and other commodities, see air oriented New England markets

'

freight as the fastest method to get
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..YOUNGEST MAYOR A
STUDENT - Stephen Erickson.

a 21 year old biology student at

the University of Mass.. in

Amherst stops to receive
contrats from fellow student on
his way to classes this m> ruing

after being elected Mayor of

(Gardner. Mass., a central
Mass. city of some 21.000

people.
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WE GUARANTEE YOU
THE HIGHEST QUALITY
SLACKS AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES"!!

Get your Applications ai:

Not a Pair
Over $19.99
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Local Area Government Offices

Student Activities

Campus Center Information Desk

APPLICATIONS DUE TODAY!
'BRAINTREE South Shore Plan
'BROCKTON Westgate Mall
'CHELSEA Parkway Plata
'OEOHAMMall
•FALL RIVER Shopping Canter
•HAOLEV Mountain Farms Mall
'HANOV c R Mall

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

HADLEY

'HYANNISXape Cod Mall
•NATICK Sherwood Plata
•NORTH DARTMOUTH Mall
•SPRINGFIELD Baystate We«
•WORCESTER Center
'BEDFORD Mall N H
•NASHUA Mall. N H

Any questions, please call Ari (546-9978), Mike (546-6645), Sheila 545-2351
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Southwest Creates New Funding Methods
By FRAN BROCK

This year, Southwest Residential

College has devised a different

means of handling budgets.

In previous years, three groups
of people controlled the budgeting
of monies. The Business Manager
appropriated project funds; South-
west Assembly appropriated
Student Activities Tax Fund
(SATF); Area Directors Office

appropriated Cultural Enrichment
Funds, funds from the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs and
funds from the Provost.

This year all the money is under
one Budget Committee. The
Committee is composed of the
Area Director, one representative
from Central Staff, one
representative from each cluster

(a cluster being a group of Houses
there are three clusters), the

Business Manager, six students
(one of which is the treasurer of

SW Assembly), and a represen-
tative from each of the Centers.

Last year, when the decision was
made to change the structure of the
Budget Committee, it was decided
that there would be one
representative for the five Centers.
The Centers are the Women's
Center. Center for Racial
Understanding, Malcolm X Center,

Resource Center and the
Instructional Center.

At the meeting held this week,
the Committee decided that such
representation was not enough and
changed the rule to one
representative from each Center.
They also added a representative
from the Academic Advisory
Board.

Bill Brown. Director of Services

and the representative from
Central Staff, objected to this

change because he feared the

representatives might represent

their Center first and be concerned
with the over-all budget second.

Brown also commented on the

philosophy of SW which says that

students are the reason for the

College. He felt that there is a

tendency for more staff

representation than student
representation and that is "in-

consistent with the philosophy."

It is hoped by all the Committee
that the Centers will choose
carefully when deciding on a

representative. As Brown pointed

out. if the representative is too

concerned with his or her Center, it

could cause internal rivalries.

Such conflicts of interest could
slow down and cause the Budget
Committee to be ineffective.

This Committee holds meetings
each week to decide how the

monies can be spent to the best

advantage in relation to the
priorities of SW. The priorities are
"combating racism and sexism."
SW Assembly receives the SATF

money. The money from the Vice-

(hancellor for Student Affairs and
the Provost goes to salaries,

security, and single course fees.

The CEF money and the Project
fund money are distributed bet-

ween the Centers, and the Houses.
C.E.F., V.C. Student Affairs and

Provost money originates from
tuition and state money. Project
fund money is from room rent,

after mortgages. These monies are
distributed among the residential

areas, according to population.

The dutv of this new Central

Budget Committee, according to

acting chairperson, Ray Muise, "is

to know where the money is

going."

"One hand didn't know what the
other was doing last year," said
Muise. "With one group of people
with a knowledge of all the aspects
of SW, things will be better coor-
dinated."

Despite the simple facade of
having one committee. SW
residence still have to know where
to get the money they need. For
example. Houses get between $200
and $400 of the Project fund,
depending on population. There is

also $200-$300 set aside from the
Cultural Enrichment Fund for

each House. And. there is a
remainder of $12,000 of Project
Fund money for use by the Houses
for changes needed or wanted in

the House.
The main thing for Houses to

remember, when requesting the
funds is what funds they can use
and when. Before a House can get

any money, they must prove they
have used up the money from their

Project fund. Then they can use the

CEF money. However, if the

money is to be used for House
changes, then one does not use the
CEF money, but the remainder of

the Project money. If Houses want
any of the Project money, they
must apply by November 16.

Anyone can also ask the SW
Assembly for money. The SW
Assembly works out of the SATF1

money. This semster, they have
approximately $7000 left. Their
money is to be used for "SW
oriented projects."

The Finance Committee of the

SW Assembly has also changed its

Students Who Know Spanish

To Teach English In Colombia
Are you a junior or senior,

bilingual in Spanish and studying
education, with a desire for change
from the University atmosphere
and an inclination toward warmer
weather'' If so, the Centro
Colombo -Americano in
Bucaramanga, Colombia, is of
fering you a position teaching
English as a second language to

Colombians of all ages.

Buracamanga is a beautiful and
clean city with a perennial spring-
like temperature throughout the
year The city is famous for its

friendly people, a characteristic
that the teachers and students at

the Center try to enhance.
Teachers in the Center will work

in such classes as those for high
school students, for bilingual
secretaries, children's classes and
the like The Center tries to

maintain classes between 10 and 12

Hiring Not Deal
BOSTON ( \P)-Rep. Francis J.

Bevilacqua. D-Haverhill. said
Thursday the hiring of his son.
Frederick, by Northern Essex
Community College was not part of
a deal worked out with the
legislature's Ways and Means
Committee.
"Ways and Means has nothing to

do with hirng at the college,"
Bevilacqua said. "Look, I've got
five kids. Aren't they supposed to

work''"

students although the total

enrollment at the Center is ap-

proximately 500 students.
Teachers coming to the Center are
committed to a one year, part-time
term at twenty to thirty hours per
week. The salary is approximately
$1.20 and is sufficient for living

expenses in a country where an
individual can live on $30 a month
for food, and where a bus ride costs
only 2 1-2 cents.

Aside from the class facilities.

Centra Colombo-Americano has a

library for its associates, students

and the public. The Center also

offers various cultural programs of

films, conferences, concerts and
art expositions. It is expected and
mutually profitable for the

teachers at the Center to par-

ticipate in these programs and
offer ideas to the general cultural

exchange.
Applicants must be prepared to

leave at the end of January. 1974
and remain until the following
January. Seniors can leave this

January and receive their
diplomas in the mail while com-
pleting their teaching term.
Participants will be expected to

provide their own transportation
fares and to find their desired
living arrangements. However,
accommodations for those
students who wish to live with a
Colombian family can be made
through the Center.

Interested candidates see. as
soon as possible, Mrs. Barbara
Burn, Director International
Programs Office in 239 Whitmore
for further information on the
program and its application
procedural.

,The
un-dormitories.
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• 2 swimming pools with
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structure. Last year it was a

standing committee. This year,

new people are chosen each week
to serve on the committee.
According to Muise. this was done
"to break up powers."
The general consensus seems to

favor the new structure; Bill

Brown feels the "system has
potential" but questions whether it

will reach that full potential.

He said that emphasis must be
made to receive student feedback
and the students must be aware of
M-h-i« rffttnrJ on.

He continued by saying that his

budget from Services, "will be

presented to SW Budget Com-
mittee before it is presented to

Rents and Fees." The reason
being, he feels that SW students

should know what is being done
with their money.
Hopefully. with equal

representation from all of South-

west on a single Budget Com-
mittee, the students will be able to

get a clearer and more complete
picture of how their money is being

put to use.

&3J £
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APPEARING NOW THRU SUNDAY

The Ralph Hammer Group
( the band behind Stevie Wonder)

Sunday Matinee at 4 p.m.

COMING NOVEMBER 12-18

advance reservations accepted

COMING ATTRACTIONS

Stan Getz

Celebration

.lames Cotton

Muddy Waters
Brian Auger

Hound Dog Taylor

Sound Track
Abraham

Students with college I.D. admitted half price Sun. and Mon.
.".iic off with this ad Tues. thru Sat.
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looking for
o straight leg

that fits as good
as it looks?

JEANS **

K0DSE
201 n. pleasant st. amherst
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I'liolo lailin Woodruff. Il.iuuii Visitors Hureau)Shown at their booth are a few of the several dozen students from CMass who attended the recent
annual conference of Discover America travel organizations at Lake Placid. Students are encouraged to
participate in the walk-in conversation display booth which appears at a half-dozen different association
conferences each year under the joint sponsorship of the department of hotel, restaurant and travel
administration and the student club. Innkeepers.

Rewald To Present Lecture At Amherst
Art historian and educator John

Rewald will present an illustrated
lecture entitled "Visits with
European Artists: Maillol to
Calder" at 8 p.m. Monday, Nov. 12
in the auditorium of the Mead Art
Building, Amherst College. The
event is open to the public without

AHORA
Reunion 7:30

C.C. 165.

10:00 p.m., Nov. 12,

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
The bus to Belchertown will leave

at 12:45 in front of Haigis Mall. New
people welcome. For questions, call

Mary Jo 6 6953.

BIKE TRAINING RIDE
25 Mile training ride leaves from

front of S.U. at 2 p.m. Sunday. For
info call Mark 256 8723.

COLLEGE CHURCH BUS
Ride the bus to College Church

leaves Newman Center at 8:46,
Waiting Station at 8:47, Hamlin at
8:48, SW Horseshoe at 8:50.

DANCE FREE
Those in.erested in creative

movement improvisation and free
dancing come join us fonite af 8:30.
Check C.C. Info Desk for Room
number.

DVP APPLICATIONS
Applications for fhe Distinguished

Visitors Program Committee may be
picked up in Rm. 416 (Student Ac
tivities) and Rm. 426 (DVP) of the
S.U.B. Membership is open to Fresh
men and Transfer students. Deadline
11 12.

EYEGLASSES
The C.C. Lost and Found has about

30 prs. of glasses just waiting to be
claimed. If you've lost yours' since
Sept. 1 come down and check if

they're here. We don't want them!!

FLIPPER FREAKS!
Anyone interested in participating

in the World Pinball Championships
in Wash. DC. 11 23 24, call Tony at

546 4648

GRAD STUDENTS
Veterans Office needs tutors,

particularly those in SBA! Grad
students are urged to register as

possible tutors for veteran un
dergrads. Rm. 241, Whitmore.
Standard rates paid.

HERE COMES THE JUDGE
Want to be a Judge? Student Senate

is now taking applications in Rm. 420

S.U.

• OKllC'ONl "»

LAST 2 PERFORMANCES

Fn , Nov. 9, Sat., Nov. 10

Maeqits Brtl It Alive ft

Well ft LM119 In Paris"

Music by Jacques Brel

Bartlett Auditorium, 8 p.m.
For info & ticket res. call

545 2579, Mon. Fri., 1-5 p.m.

charge.

Professor Rewald is currently
leaching at the City College of New
York (CCNY). Born in Berlin and
educated at the Universities of
Hamburg, Frankfurt, and Paris,
he came to the United States in 1941
and was naturalized in 1947. Since

Notices

then he has been associated with
the Museum of Modern Art in New
York City and with the private
collection of John Hay Whitney. He
also has taught at Princeton
University and the University of

Chicago.

HUNGRY?
The needy of Springfield are. Bring

can goods and other non perishables
the Newman Center the weekend of

Nov. 16.

INDIA NITE 1972 POSTER
Anyone having 1972 "India Nite"

posters, pleas contact Hari, 223
Draper, 5 2491. Important needed
for India Assocn. Programming
Material will be returned.

JOB OPENING
All SW residents pick up ap

plications for paid reporter in

Assembly Office in JQA Lobby. They
are due back by Fri. 11 16.

MATH MAJORS
You must have your advisor's

signature on your pre registration
form. Find out who your advisor is

and his her office hours in Rm. 218,

Arnold.

MELVILLE COFFEEHOUSE
Coffeehouse in Melville Rec. Rm.

on Sat. 11-10 starting at 8 p.m. Come
listen to many fine performers.

PC. SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Meeting Sunday Night at 7 in Rm.

801 C.C. Election of new chairman.
Please show up.

PLANT & SOIL SCIENCE
We offer a multitude of courses

next semester. Talk to upperclasmen
6:30-7:30; the Profs explain courses
and answer ques. 7 30 9: 00 Monday,
French 209. Everyone welcome.

SAW. IS OPEN
Tu, W, Th 3-11 p.m., Sat. 9 5, Sun.

104.

STAR TREK LIVES!
Informal meeting Mon. 11 12, at

7:30 C.C. 803. Everyone invited.

UNITARIAN SOCIETY
Dr. David Inglis, nuclear physicist

and UMass professor, will address
fhe meeting on Sun. 1111 at 11 a.m.
on the topic "The Moral Issue of

Energy Conservation". Open forum
and coffee hour at 12.

WOMEN'S X COUNTRY RACE
Come run 3 mile race. Women's

regional championships. Sun. 11 U,
behind WOPE, 2 p.m. Everyone
welcome.

LOST
On Peter Pan bus returning from

New York Hotel Show, 1 yellow
Parka and Management Book

A pr. of half galsses lost in Central
Area, in a red clasp case. Please
return, if you find. Thanks. Sal 417
U MS 546 1421

1974 UMass ring in C.C. men's
room located next to the Lost and
Found. Please call 586 2562 after 6
P.m. Ask for Charlie. Reward.

UMass blue coil-bound 5 Subj.

notebook. Pufftor address, please

call 549 3539

Round, gold, rimmed glasses in dk.

green case, between SW. and Bar
tlett. Call 546 7395.

Eyeglasses, tan case, Waltham
Optical on outside, yicinity of C.C.
and Crinell Arena. Contact Eleanor
H., Dwight House. 545 2304.

ENGAGEMENT
Linda J. Miller, Class '75 of KAT to

Joseph F. Barboza, Class '74 of SAE.

PINNING
Debbie Menard, Class '76 of KAT to

Tom Swed, Class '75 of EAM.
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PhD Candidates & Recipients

All Disciplines

MBA's and PhD Candidates in Business

All advanced graduate students and faculty in-

terested in university teaching positions and/or
corporate internships in Latin America are invited to
meet with Mr. Oscar Porter of the Latin American
Teaching Fellowships on Monday, November 12, 1973,
at Room 102, Berkshire House, from 3: 00 p.m. to 5: 00
p.m.

_ — ' -
• TT TT

Campus Carousel

Feminism Takes Turn
BvTONY GRANITE

LADY 1.1KBKKS take notice ..from Connecticut to Florida, coeds are
invading the bastions of male chauvanism.
At UConn. according to a recent Connecticut Daily Camus, the fresh-

man football manager is Martha Sibor. She runs errands for the coach,
carries equipment and keeps statistics at games. Her reason for wanting
the job.'

"I want to learn about sports and sports teams, and I can't think of a
better way to do it."

Meanwhile, at USoFla, chem major Mary Duncan does her thing as a
folunteer firefighter. She has told The Oracle that she "usually gets along
well with the I male) firefighters I although) sometimes they find it hard
to look at me as another guy."
Both coeds deny they joined the all-male units to promote the Women's

Lib movement.
***

MEANEST THIEF story comes out of Central Mich U., where the
campus newspaper, CM Life, reports the theft of $25 contributed in a
Korean Orphanage Drive.

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK appears in the Miami-Dade JC Falcon
Times over a story about a new course for male airline stewards
"Coffee, tea or he as men take to air."

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

(raduate Degree Programs in:

— Private (Industrial) Management
— Public Management
— Management Engineering
— Operations Research and Statistics

Prof. I). W. Karger, Ford Foundation
Professor of Management will be on campus

Tuesday, November 13, 1973

Please make appointments at Placement Office
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Goto Barbieri

KEITH JXRKF.TT

THE IMPULSE TOUR
featuring

Gato Barbieri, Keith

Jarret and Sam Rivers

is coming to

Amherst College

Sunday, November 11,

at the Alumni Gym at 7:30.

Tickets $3.50 at the door.

Sam Rivers

On Sale

&*

5982 15

also included

SAM RIVERS: Recorded in Performance 9251
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State College

Enrollment
Predicted
BOSTON (AP) - Trustees of the

11 state colleges in Massachusetts
Thursday approved a report which
predicted total enrollment in the
schools of 42,000 students by 1980
with a budget of more than $100
million.

The report called for a task force
to look for alternatives to the
program of granting teachers
tenure because , it said, tenure
restricts curriculum flexibility.

The first draft of the report
contained recommendations for
restrictions on tenure, but this was
withdrawn because of opposition
from faculty members of the
planning group wwhich prepared
the report.

The planning group said its goal
is to provide "all citizens of
Massachusetts with the broadest
possible access to the educational
opportunities within the state
college system."
The report called for increased

coordination within the state
college system, limitations on
graduate programs, expansion of
off-campus education and a shift

away from teacher training.

Fellowships

Awarded
WASHINGTON (AP) - Five

medical researchers have been
awarded fellowships by the Joseph
P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation for
research in the neurosciences and
medical sciences.

The foundation announced that
the recipients will receive training
and will conduct neurobiological
research at their own universities.

And they will attend an intensive
two-week ethics course created by
the Kennedy Foundation, the
Kennedy Institute at Georgetown
University and the Interfaculty
Program at Harvard.
The recipients are Dr. Ellen K.

Silbergold of Johns Hopkins
University; Dr. Edward A. Berger,
Stanford University; Dr. Peter S.

Spencer, Albert Einstein College of
Medicine; Dr. John J. Hopwood.
University of Chicago; and Dr.
Roger S. Williams, Harvard
University.

Berger will receive $11,000. The
other recipients will receive $15,000
each.

4TH ANNUAL

NEW ENGLAND

STUDENT

FILM FESTIVAL

The principal forum for
student filmmakers in New
England.
Screenings in Academic
Bldg. I

8:00 Friday and Saturday
evenings
1 1 30 Saturday afternoon
A special screening of
films selected for
ACADEMY AWARD
nominations and film
touring package to
colleges and museums
throughout the country will

be held on Sunday evening
at 8:00.

T ickets $ 1 .50 per show

November 9, 10 ft 11

Hampshire College

Amherst, Mats.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
When Leo siuiirs. iw room iTSTUs up

these natives can make or break a party
The same is basically true of Capricorn, but
in a different way The style of Capricorn is

more direct, to the point, slightly "heavy."
Capricorn can be dour, somewhat cynical in
contrast to the Leo happy-so-lucky way
Gemini can look at Leo and Capricorn arid
dub them the "odd couple " Gemini has a
sense of self-interest Leo has self-esteem
Capricorn has self-awareness Capricorn
and Leo find Gemini a great audience and
Gemini views Leo and Capricorn as
"something else " Get these three together
and you have the Sun, Mercury and Saturn
and a misture which leaves a lasting
taste for better or worse

ARIES (March 21-April 19): You may
want too much too soon and for a price that
is out of line. Obviously, patience and
restraint become twin allies. Without them,
you will spend and get nothing of value for
plenty of effort and money.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Cycle is high

but one in authority refuses to let you have a
"cakewalk " Means obstacles, challenges
are thrown in your path You may also have
'"deal with Aries on a rampage Be specific,
controlled and observant.
GEMINI (May 21-Jum 20): Make

changes but don't discard proved methods,
values Deal gingerly with Virgo One who
confides in you wants approval Know it and
don't make mistake of offering anything
else You will understand.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Friend who

may* seem to oppose you is merely going
through cycle of temperament Know it and
don't make a big thing of it. Ride with
emotional tide Family member proves
staunch ally. Throw aside false pride
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Opportunity is

present but it is necessary to be realistic
Don't sec through rose-colored haze
Pisces, Virgo persons tend to exaggerate
Prestige is in picture but so is tendency
toward self-deception
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) What you do

now will have long-range effect Be ready to
organize Get facts filed and ready for use
Accept challenge. responsibility
Capricorn. Cancer persons are in picture
Commiinir-aiion received from one at a

SYDNEY OMAJW,
distance is highlighted

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22' : You are able to

finish, to put final touches on project Aries
aids Money affecting co-operative effort is

questioned Fresh creative energy comes to
loi e--ynu imprint your style You are due la

emerge a winner
SCORPIO (Oct, 23-Nov. 2D: What you

own is apt to increase in value. Be patient
Don't jump at first offer Open horizons.
Perceive potential Refuse to be painted
into corner You have more to offer than
might be apparent on surface Know it, act
like you are aware of it

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) What
appears to be a weight, an impossible
aspiration, will settle into constructive
groove Cancer. Capricorn persons figure
prominently Maintain balance, steady
pace Improve property Remodel Build on
base that is solid.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19): You
spread out -your interests multiply
Curiosity is stimulated -Sagittarian could
be in picture Accent is on change and
special relationship Advocate creativity
Young person wants to serve vour interests
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Solid

results are featured Those who demanded
results are now likely to express
satisfaction Your approach is thorough and
you detect flaws Quality becomes your
ally You will receive meaningful com-
pliment

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Movement,
travel and visits could be featured Gemini.
Virgo figure prominently You are
provided with valuable information Key is
to use it wisely Relative asks you to be
discreet Comply You are on brink of
discovery

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
draw people to you with their problems
Many persons confide in you and accept
your counsel You deal many times with
Aries. Libra individuals Travel indicated
for December You are ambitious, active
and fond of faraway places You perceive
future trends and you are an accurate
pn«ni6licator Ym aid the underdog and
are actually better at helping others than
when it comes to aiding yourself
Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1

4

9

12

13

14

15

17

20

21

22

23

24

Ko-f7)?US f(o.f>erS fa

Hnt

*f**» ton

Uppermost
part

Graceful birds

Music: as
written

Exist

Part of |acket

Flap

Pertaining to

the teeth

Likeness

19 City in Alaska

20 River in

England

21 Having wings

23 Slim

26 Accomplished

27 Evade an
obligation

28 Roman gods
29 A month

(abbr.)

30 Twirls

31 Outfit

32 College degree
(abbr.)

33 Think

34 Food fish

35 Raise

37 Leases

38 Tardy

39 Transaction

40 I on • legged
bird

42 Natives of

Buckeye State

45 Succor

46 Church
official

48 Insect egg
49 Tiny

50 Highways

51 Secret agent

DOWN

1 Youngster

2 Native metal

unSes

3 }

4 Sticky mud
5 Decrease

6 Simian

7 Compass point

8 Splinters

9 Remain erect

10 Label

1

1

Man's
nickname

16 Carry

18 Religious

devotee

Place in line

Sun dried

brick

Restricted

Glisten

Roman official

25 Ceremonies

27 Malice
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30 Splash

31 Asians

33 Egg shaped
34 Storage bin

36 Omit from
pronunciation

37 Filaments

39 lean to

40 Carpenter's
tool

Cravat

Room in

harem

Pinch

Pigpen

Behold 1

41
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43
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47
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Jazz Festival Features Barbieri
Hot Tin Roof To Open Today

A jazz festival concert featuring

Gato Barbieri, Keith Jarret, and
Sam Rivers will be held at 7:30

Sunday night in the Amherst
College Alumni Gymnasium.
Tickets for the performance are
$3.50.

Barbieri, who will perform at

Amherst with his ten-piece band, is

best known as composer of the

soundtrack for Bertolucci's "Last
Tango in Paris." Though the tenor

saxophonist 's style is deeply rooted

in Latin America and the
traditional inspiration that the

Argentine tango brings him, he
feels that he has achieved the

proper balance of this heritage

with the essential energy of jazz

music.

After a concert at Yale
University, the New Haven
Registrar had only praise for the

talents of Keith Jarrett: "He is a

genius. A real, honest-to-goodness

genius. He is, without question, one
of the most original, exciting, and
sensitive pianists I have ever
heard." The Keith Jarrett Quartet
was awarded a French Grand Prix

for the best jazz album of the year.

clarinet, piano, flute, and viola. His
group includes Cecil McBee, one of
flie most highly regarded bassists
in jazz circles. Jazz critic Nat
Hentoff has labeled Rivers "a
complete tenor man. His technique
is remarkable; and the depth and
fullness of his tone recall the
vibrant amplitude of the older
tradition of jazz tenor playing."
The concert, the third in the

"Music for a Sunday Evening"
series, is presented by the Amherst
College Entertainment Committee
in cooperation with Impulse! ABC
Records, Inc.

WKST SPKINGFIKLI) <AP> -

Playwright Tennessee Williams is

scheduled to be among the
members of the opening night

audience of a new production of

"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" here
Friday.

The production includes a new
third act written by Williams with
director John Ulmer. and the
playwright is interested in a
possible New York revival of the
play, according to a spokeswoman
at Stage-West, the resident com-
pany producing the play.

Williams began work on the new
act after learning of the production
because he was never happy with
changes written into his original

version by Elia Kazan in 1955. the

spokeswoman said.

Gato Barbieri
Though principally known as a

tenor saxophonist, Sam Rivers also

plays the soprano saxophone, bass

Art Extension Service Formed
Interested in People? Interested in the Arts? Interested in what the

Arts can do for People? Join the Arts Extension Volunteer Task Force.
Elderly care facilities, orphanages, hospitals, prisons, etc. all want our
concern and help. Help others help themselves through the Arts. Call
Ricki at the Arts Extension Service Now. 545-2013 ( 2014)

DANCO
Route 9 Florence

Phone 586-3620

Well board your

horses

549-1677 or 549-6945

f
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FOR SALE

Tirrs — Ml brands. Radials. snows —
\ll types, guaranteed lowest prices. Call

MMMI after 6.

mi 12

FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

Need warmth' Globe Goose
Parka. M-W large, new condition
( all Maureen MM anytime

llallicralters SW Kadiu .5-30 MHZ. \M
t U MM Mint . mid orig. cost S2M Make
me an offer, (all r red 253-7890. Keep
trying.

tf 1 1 -9

Stereo Buffs! If >uu want name brand
stereo equip matched and sold to you al
wholesale prices, call Oick al 2S3-27M.
after ti.

tfll-9

Down
135.00.

IflMl

llealthways l-Valve tank. Scubair reg.
t di\er backpack and Scubapro pressure
Kauxe. tlin (all ttft-Mtl.

If I in

AUTO FOR SALE

Mil It. ImI Machine. I speed Hurst 390

engine excellent running cond. 11600 (allM "..'71 or 5I6-:MM.
lfll-12

* I Camera Imports has new
cameras, lenses it other photo equip, at
slashed prices full warranty, all makes
and models (all Ken. 6-9723.

tfll-34)

Movie Makers - Kolex lite meter w-
mntg shoe, direct read dial, calibrated
infps Factory reendd. new condition $25MMM kp Iryg

tfll-9

MM VW. good condition. km Ask for

Tom. MMM after 5 p.m.
in -It

Ml Barracuda, smashed front end. 183

l speed Mallory distributor new starter.

motor 1225 lake* it. Sandy. MMM.
Ifl -16

Panasonic Port T\ . Brand new! $;a
Receive. M watts Ch »-.. (all .-,16-5271 orMMM.

tf 1 1-12

ISmm Penlax Spotmatic camera —
.'.mm Kit lens. Weston light meter, case,

lop condition. I'.. years old. $160 Stuart. I-

283-9731.

tfll*

ToyoH-lrack recorder-player with 9 push
buttons. | VI meters, auto level control,

list Sim. will sell for $80. 256-6271 evenings

MM

TIIFSF \BF TIMED THAT TBV
MFNS NKULI in these days of
darkness and doubt, of crisis and
confusion what the world needs is a
truly great store P \l I.S OLDTIMF
H BMTl HI- is that store We feature
bureaus, desks, pictures. nostalRia.
spiritual, guidance the entire range of

human emotion at the lowest prices.

\mherst behind Nubuchon. BMill.^ tfll-12

1972 .l.i v elm SST. must sell quickly,

moving to SY( \ * auto . p.s.. radio-tape.
I new lire* and snows. II,M or best offer,

(all KMM,
tfll *

AUTO FOR SALE

For sale — 65 VW Bus rehlt eng.. gai
heater, new bat., starter ei i Musi sell

imed Pirsl I 325 or best off. 665-2381 aft. 5.

p.s. very clean body.

tfll-*

I'm. 7 Volvo 1225. good running condition,

new tires. Best offer, tall imir> Keep
trying.

till-*

• !"••• bedroom house in Wendell. 2 kitch-

ens. 2 bathrooms, full cellar with

fireplace. 2SS-8896.

tr t i-i2

APARTMENT FOR RENT

1 bedroom in 4 bedroom apt., spring
semester only, no lease required. IH0 per
month, utilities paid, (all 253-7850. I may
even let you use my water bed'

lfll-13

Available immediately — 2 room fur-

nished apt., for female or couple, near
center of Amherst. 1130. heal included,
(all 256-0303.

Ifl 1-12

2 bedroom apt at ( liffside. all utilities

included. 1171) per month. Furniture op-
tional, lease upto 6-1-71. (all 665-3584

Ifl 1-9

Late Hit's Valiant or Dart. pref. i; cyl..
must be in excellent condition, up to f l.oao

for right car. 546-4572.

tfll-*

ROOMMATE WANTED

71 Willys Jeep CJ5 w plow roll bar.
radio, oversiie tires, back seat. I2HM or
deal on VW keep trying. 782-3808. I need I

tfll*

1966 ( ullass Supr. p.s. p.b.
condition Call 3S7-277I.

very good

ifii-ia

The Arms Kace: \ I credit Minicourse.
Phyks IMI). Noprereq. MWF 11:15, HAS
121. Nov 12 Dec 12 (all Prof Guyer. 545-

MM for details

tfll It

Kenwood Receiver KB 77. mint con-
dition It watts BMS per channel, excellent

tuner section, call Bich 6-8981 after 6: 30

till-*

Disc mint stereo equip, and pocket
calculators. Special! 12" 4-way air susp.

speaks Beg. lion pr. NOW 1 175 pr. Barry
6-6085 eve.

tfll-ll

< Hut Mark II skis, brand new never been

used, no binding holes. 1973 Model priced

reasonably. ( all Stan al 256-4,902 evenings

lfti-i :i

I BM< 5lo\X turntable - $50 fully

guaranteed Other slereo equipment al

wholesale prices, (all 584 2672 —
prefei ihly eves.

Ill 1-9

\ M car radio, push button, trans.,
perfect condition, you can mount it in your
dashboard or glove comp., 12*. Call 2S4V-

Ml.'t. keep trying.

tfll-12

Ampex tape deck. :i heads for sound on
sound, hardly used. IKM new, asking 1200.
256-OtiS. keep trying.

tfll 12

Mobile home — 2 bedroom on nice lot. 10

miles, avail, now or 2nd semester. 12, son
(all 323-4428. except weekends.

tf 1 1-13

1961 Pord (•ataxic, running condition,

needs work. I'm Negotiable 516-7700. after

I no p.m.

tfll-12

1970 \usiin \M. Vellow. nice condition,
new hallerv tires, mulfler Studded
snows \uto-stick option. Buns well. $850.
(ail NMM-MM.

tfll*

Austin llealev :wm. it4». fully restored,
(all 6SS-4I82.

i.'h II

Snow tires — 2 used 7.35x11. studded. 4

ply nylon, General winter cleat sip." —
best offer over 120 (all 549-3885.

lfll-13

Cuitn Mossman 6 siring; BR \2

Rosewood Mahognech. Fhonv Board

t se<l I MM ictail $«>20 sell for MM incl

hardshell case I all —MM
^

tfll-ll

I pair, snow tires 8.25 lis good tread

with studs $.10. Phone MMfK
till 'i

B.t A. Mack and white l.v.. 17" screen,
VHP. good condition. 175. (all anytime
.46-71 1»

tfll-9

Por sale — alto saxopr (.nr. 1135; cello.

t:wo. .xi t._'7'i ask for Tom.
tfii-m

Live Christmas trees, select and tag
now. any site Id .31. I.. Bliiniak, 13.1 Bav
Bd . Iladlev

tr 12-12

I* fool Tipl for sale made by
llomailn s Tipis II o*. cover. 10 ot.
canvas liner, door flap and poles, 1 150
(all .Ion. 2.VI -2113.

tfll 13

INTPBPSTP.I) IN MAKING P.VPN
TKADP" I have a MM), I2K (.ran Prix and
would like lo exchange for a smaller auto,

(all 253-7 IK2

tfll 12

MM \W sunroof, excellent mechanical
condition Best offer, need lo sell, license

revoked (all IMM1M. after five thirty.

tfll-ll

Hodge ( oionet. I'M*. 273. aid. trans
good tires, new battery, starter,
generator, exhaust, runs very well, and la

dependable Asking 1375. (all 54S-34S40.

tfll-15

ni.* ( hevelle Malibu. p.s.. ph.. V-«
auto., excel, condition, selling for new car.
(all Dan. 250-4UW3. leave number, keep
trying.

tfll-14

I'm. I Buirk Skylark, good condition. 1 125.

Paul Cole. 542-S007. Hampshire College.

till 13

I'Mii Comet, standard. * cylinder, needs
battery . I KM. 3271-7372 evenings.

tfll-12

IM5 Mustang, good running condition,

slicker, best offer. Call 544VIOI7 or 545-

032*. Ashvin.

Ull-13

1*70 Plymouth Duster, standard trans.. 8

cyl.. save gas. 70 series tire spec, wheels,
tape deck, new snows, ex. cond.. sell mkt..
need 1 1 1*5. 254V-O40I.

-r tlll-14

ROOM TO RENT
Boom for rent 150/per month Call ZS4V

(MM7.

lfll-13

WANTFI)

2 male P.ng. grad students want mature
hip m/f lo share 3 bedroom apt. in
Amherst, old house. 107 plus. 253-5275.

tfll 15

Wanted: Pemale lo apartment hunt with
for Jan. I. (all Linda after fi p.m. 253-7752.

tfll Ifi

Boom Iwi or share apt.. Dec. is. Sinn
(all >l*-4>:i5fi. h in

tfll-*

Roommate to share spacious 4 rm apt
quiet, relaxing atmosphere, tut per mo
( all after C p.m.. 527-54M.

till-*

Roommates needed — three singles „, ,.

entrance, interesting neighbors Call
Howie. 25C-0C43.

^^ tfll^

Pemale to share I bdrm Presidential
apt. beginning Jan. Semi-furnished. IK7.S0

- mon.. incl. utilities. Call 549-44C3.

Ifll-ln

Neat, responsible female wanted to
occupy own room in I bdrm apt . starting
Jan. I. iMO-mo. incl. utilities. Phone 25*-
IW2K eve. tfll*

(•as sipping wonder. M \W Bus isinni

miles on rebuilt eng 2K mpg. \M-PM. inl.

insulated, many extras, (all anytime. Slfi-

','IKfi

tfll-12

Mag wheels til" ml chrome wheels
for (..M cars, cost I Ml, sell for I Ml 0-453H

tfll I.'.

liNi<M ortina. new shmks. rebuilt trans.,
needs brake work. 1300 Slfi-1572.

tfll*

l*KJI \ W Bug. manv miles but runs well,

asking IHHi MMMI at dinnrrtime.

tfll*

Commuter Assembly is now taking
applications for its rep. to SI -C( . (,ov Bd..
see someone in Commuter Lounge. Behind
Hatch

tfll -A

Utrartive liberal open-minded female
who likes leather, biiarre. etc. for
modeling, good pay. KB.. Box 2«2
llnlyoke. Ma. illlllo

tfll-12

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1*72 (B350 Honda. 3.000 miles, cosmetic
flaws, mint mechanical condition. 54t-
1173. keep trying. 1800 firm.

tflt-13

APARTMENT WANTED

3 bdrm apt near bus rte lo campus
wanted for 2nd semester. Call 6-1146. 6-

1117. fi-ll I*. 6- HI*. We need to know soon

tfll*

LOST

Medical technologist or equivalent for

li.itl time position Hours I in p nt. lo II INI

P m weekends ( all 113-771 II II. e\| Bar

tfll Ifi

organic (hem 3rd P.d Morrison Boyd.
Reward for return, needed desperately
f all M". 021^1 or come to unfit. R.T Ask for
Mack

tfll 12
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Students Eligible For Spanish Tutoring Credits
Any student who has completed

Spanish 140 is eligible to sign up for

Spanish 302 - Tutoring Spanish
Speaking Students (formerly
Holyoke Tutorial) (3 credits). It is

not necessary to be a Spanish
major; there are over ten non-
majors participating in the
program this semester. Students
will go to Holyoke Monday and
Wednesday mornings to tutor

Puerto Rican children in the

Holyoke public schools, as well as
mothers in the homes. Tutoring
sessions are generally conducted
on a one-to-one basis, with the

content of the tutoring sessions

being determined by the specific
needs of the tutee involved. In the

Spring the bus to Holyoke will

leave the campus at 8:30 and
return about 11:45 A.M., so that

students who wish to participate in

the program must have these
mornings completely free of
classes. Tutors generally meet on
Friday mornings to discuss then-
progress or to hear occasional
speakers. Students in the course
are asked to keep a running journal
of their experiences, which then
serves as the basis for a final

paper.

Any students who arc interested
ill this course should contact

Professor Nina Scott in the

Department of Hispanic
Languages and Literatures. 421

Herter Hall (54)613). Enrollment
will be limited to 20-25 students.

"WALKING
TALL"

"A vicious
fable."

right wing

— N.Y. Times

Starts Wed.,

Nof. 14

Campus Cinemas

Earn 2 credits during intersession

Call 5-2801

HAPPY HOUR
at

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
510 N. Pleasant St.

Tel. No. — 5-0174 or 256-6863

Rock N' Roll, Trivia Contests

Special Drink for Commuters.

1 — ? p.m.

Friday, Nov. 9, 1973

You've heard Advent, Bose,

EPI and Heil. Now,

COME GET YOUR ROCKS OFFII

and listen to Cervvin - Vega

Model 24

ebwin-Veca 9995

We also have the bigger Cervvin - Vega

speakers which will very likely blow your pants off

LOONEY TUNES — located at

64 East Street Hadley off Route 9

HELP WANTED

In your job srarch. you'll run across
all kinds of glossy pagrs and promises
that so-and-so company wants
graduates with liberal arts c1.-kh-.-v

l..«sl year's seniors who chose either
VISTA or Peace Corps ARK AT
HORK in hundreds of projects both
here and in 59 countries oversea*.
Teaching Knglish as a foreign
language; working in tuberculosis

control programs, smallpox, and
malaria eradication projects: acting
as agricultural extension agents;
developing alternative schools:
counseling in drug crisis centers and
many more. Demand for these
assignments is. of course, great. It's

extremely important for you to apply
before December. To underscore this.

VISTA & Peace Corps representatives
will be here during this semester only ;

on Nov. ". » from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., go to

the Placement Office and sign up for

an interview.

tfll-9

HELP WANTED
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

PERSONAL
SPKKDTVPISTS

In Hare at Collegian Printer

X::mp.m.lo 4a.m.
(all Charlotte

MIMtTOMI

TRAVEL

Audio Dept. mgr. know your audio
components? See us for Dynamite Position
w/growing chain. Soundscope Mountain in
Krm Mall. Rt. 9. HA.

lfll-12

Need a job to get you thru school"
Time to study while working, we might
have what you are looking for. Night
\uditor at Howard Johnson's Motor
Lodge. Hadley. Mass Must be ac-
curate with figures Please apply in
person.

tfll-i:i

«..mm by air? Let us handle your pre
flight. in-flight and pust-flight
arrangements at no cost to you Call
campus rep.. L'.Vl-iue:' evenings.

Ifl2-U>

PERSONAL
l»ear Pie — happy birthday. M.P.

tfll-9

r ulre CPAs learn !.ow to prepare for the
CP\ Kxam Becker ( PA Review Course
Call collect KIT-.VMM 440

tf 1 1-22

hftid out what coming out is all about,
see the play direct from Boston. Nov. |«
and 17. Worcester Dining Commons. 9:09
p.m.

tfll-K

Room lor rent or in exchange for child

care five miles from campus. Call Joanne
SIMM.

tfll-9

To the masters of the bull mastiff — just
how obedient is he!

tfll-9

\pt for one - \vlbl mini Ik brm. sm
kit. full h..ih storage, pkg. jjii V
Pleasant. | nd II of Ig house. All utl. incl
lit:. :.4»-:i7:w5. 2.M-K742.

tfll-14

Collegian is looking for an Astt.

Advertising Manager. Job involves

supervising ad reps & building advt.

revenue. Must be an underclassmen,
with car. A a genuine interest in

newspaper advt. Experience in

marketing & graphics helpful but not

essential. Will have to work hard for

small pay but the rewards in ex-

perience will be invaluable. Person
hired will be trained to become the

advertising manager for next year.
For details and information see Brent
Wilkes at the Collegian Office.

tf 1 1-16

reliable drivers, must have car. I-

day route delivery. N'llamp. Amherst.
Greenfield. Start Tues.. Nov. 2tl. Good
pay also each Wednesday following,

(all MMM, Fair Fxchange
tfll-9

Do vou spend precious time hitching
to a part time job lo help support a
messy roommate who eats your food,
blasts hard rock, interrupts your
privacy? If you can be a neat, quiet,
conscientious housekeeper & cook in
an older home, you can change your
environment to a private room with
board. MMMI.

tfll-9

I inrl ..hi what coming out is all about
See the pl.i\ direel from Boston. Nov IK &
17. \Wcesler Dining Commons. 9:M p.m

tfll IK

The arms race: \ I credit minicourse
I'livsics l'Ml|» Noprereq MWF ll:I.V II \S
121. Nov IMMr. 12. (all Prof (.uver. MS-
NO. For details.

Free rent for Nov.. if take my place in
•II apt .tr Amh.restof tern 1(7 M Dec.,
two weeks Jan.. share w/one woman ZSt-
' ''••! no deposit.

tfll-9

(•arage space,

and inexpensive
central Amherst. Safe
D II Jones HMM

tfll 29

II II I I

SERVICES

Support your local bus driver

tfll-12

Typing: dissertation, theses, term
papers etc. Fast, accurate, references.
IBM Selectric. low rates. Call Tom 54S-
III.:. Save this ad.

Ifl is

VISi A & Peace Corps have hun-
dreds of job openings for seniors.
From Agriculture to Zoology. Get
experience you can find in no other
organization. Reps will be in
Placement Office soon. Sign up now in

Placement for an interview.

tfll-9

Projectionist: Wanted for local
theatre complex Must have Mass.
Operator's License. Good pay and
fringe benefits Part time jobs
available (all Jim Merck at .-.Ml -ill.II.

tfll I".

'•Coll. Canada ski trip — (days. :ini(es.
Hotel, liir.iki.isi dinner. Transportation
Apres ski party, all for IM. Jan. 22-25. B.
Baggins Travel. 254MII46.

IflMl
I nwed mother desires adoption of two

children One male and one female, both
tiger angora. Will deliver if necessary
(all .'. mm**

tfll-13

2nd or :trd year language major male
need $2«. I hr work? Call Dave BMMt

tfll in

Student Fmplnymt in Yellowstone & all
IS Natl Parks. Send for booklet $2, Arnold
\gency \20« I Main. Rexburg. Idaho,
guaranteed.

tfll-9

Poster Stuffers for Hampshire County-
area. Car is preferable but not necessary.
Call Dave. For Friday and Sat. : .'. u: :i.

Waitresses. Doormen apply in person
Timothy's Spirits Company. .10 John St.,

Holyoke. 5.141-9700.

tfll-13

Full time for Book A Record Store.

Apply in person on Nov. ft. 9, 10 at Sound
sope Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley Rt 9.

tfll-12

Rock Bands wanted for work im-
mediately. Call 247-5155. Country House.

tfll-9

Bus Drivers wanted, need Class 2 Lie.

Part lime 10-20 hrs. per wk Apply Student
Senate Bus. I niv Bus (.arage. ". oo.'.i; or 5-

MM.
tfll-12

Drivers and helpers (o deliver posters.

Fri. I:JM p.m.. Sat. 9-12 noon. Pay plus

mileage, (all Dave. BMW.
tfll-12

Dependable person to work as full time
gas station attendant. Must have car. I2.:i.>

ph. (all MMMI between 5 & fi

tfll-9

Amherst Ballet Centre seeks temp,
piano accompanist. Monday 4: 15 to 5:30
and Tues., :i:.10to 6:00. Nov. 12 to Dec. 18.

I loo per hour. Donohue, 256-S027.

tfll-12

\re there any barbershop enthusiasts at
I Mass? A lead singer away from his
chapter is lonely for Ihe old songs Dave
Varg. HMM.

tfll-9

Mtention Datsun owners. I perform
all phases of major and minor
maintenance and repairs on Datsun al

less than '.. dealership price. I have
over 1 iniMi in equipment. 4 years
automotive experience. I of which
were al a Datsun Dealership,
specializing in Datsun Tele. 2.VI-74SS.

Kussell Baca

Ifl I 19

Someone to share 3 bedroom house,
female or couple. 527-5171. Fasthampton.

tfll-12

2 bedroom, lop Boor Brittany Manor
apt . Jan. I to May 31. S230. no summer
obligation, some furniture. 2SO-0405.

tfll-12

WANTED TO RENT

Grad student wants room or apl near
campus or on bus route for Jan. (all Sue
Peterson MMM4, Prince House

lfll-12

RIDE WANTED
Hide needed to G| Barrington. Mass.

area Nov. •» around I p.m. (all Larry at
'.Ifi-WKIT

tfll-9

Photos — passports, visas, etc.. 4H hour
service! Sizes and number negotiable
l:ino minimum: (all Steve al r.lfi :,»|[

tfll Ui

ENTERTAINMENT

Students pt time & full lime avaiL'de
applv in person Cnited Paper Box 528
Mater SI . Foot of Cabot. Holyoke. Ma.

tfll-12

V Utl S yes folks there over 250 narcotic
agents on I Mass Amherst Campus posing
as students, bartenders, kitchen personel
and etc So RFWARK.

tfll-12

Research — thousands of topics. |2.;.j
per page. Send $1 for mail order catalog.
Besearch assistance, inc 1 1941 Wilshire
Blvd Suite 2. L.V. Calif MM*

1112-12

Hey groovy guys and gals — I can play
your favorite music just the way you like
it. (all Sieve the D.J. for your party. 467-
2X12

tfll 9

Hi \al — Hope vour studies are coming
along fine Have a nice weekend. Peter T.

Ifl 1-9

Decent male seeks sensuous l.-m.ilr to
gel together Write Tom I'D Box 144
\mherst.

tfll l:t

To Kathy and Casey — happy bir-

thdayis). and best of luck always from all

your old 2S Knowlton buddies.

tr 1 1 -is

Typing — dissertations, theses, term
papers etc. Fast, accurate, references.
IBM Selectric good rales, call Tom 546-
I I6.V

tfll-12

Fxperienced electronic and electrical
repairs Reasonable rales. Call 545-2.108.
Mark III or Bill 401. Keep trying.

tfll-15

2 Male Vocalists, playing acous. It

elec. guitars & flute, seek indiv.

Ms/Mr with good technique & improv.
ability on piano, pref. (not necess)
capable of singing high range har-
monies, to perform orig. & popular
music for all aud. We have def. op-
portunity for work. If interested call 5-

2925 ask for Peter in 217/Sean in 214.

tfll-9

Get a load off your mind, truck for hire.
Call Gary or Joyce. 256-6376

tr i i-2i

Part or full time clerical or research
work for intersession. experienced,
references, own transportation. Call
Donna. 665-4137.

tfll-13

Bring hack those great memories,
boogie to your favorile golden oldies. I

have the records and the PA (all me at

536-6075.

tfll-12

See a crazy movie this weekend —
/..• ii.ii Mil — with the Firesign Theater.
Nov. 10. Sat. 7-9-11. Mahar

tfll-9
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HOW ARE YOU GONNA KEEP'IM DOWN ON THE FARM?-
Derek Sanderson's now on the Braves-but he doesn't plan a long

stay.

Glenn Poster

Champ Foreman Almost Broke

Another Trip For The Turk

In the last couple of years, due to the advent of the World Hockey
Association, many more millionaires have burst on the American ( and

Canadian) scene. When we think of rich magnates, names such as J.

Paul Getty, H.L. Hunt, Nelson Rockefeller, Howard Hughes, and Bob
Hope come to mind. Add one more name to the list — Derek Sanderson,

the richest player in minor league sports history. How did Derek come to

acquire this "status?"
In the fall of 1967, the Boston Bruins reported to training camp at

Treasure Island Gardens in London, Ontario. The Bruins had been the

doormats in the National Hockey League for a number of years. They
came out of that camp with a new look and three centers who hadn't been

with them during the "dark ages" — Phil Esposito, Fred Stanfield, and

Derek Sanderson.

Derek, however, could do other things. He was a penalty killer par

excellence. And during his years with the Bruins, he developed into one of

the best face-off men in all of professional hockey. He was colorful on and

off the ice. He was the first hockey player to wear a mustache in recent

times. At one time he toyed with the idea of wearing white skates. He
excited the crowd with such things as his one-handed golf shot and other

acrobatics. At times, when an opponent would be holding the puck in back

of his own net, Derek would put one hand on the crossbar, ( moving the

goalie aside) hurdle up on the net and take a swipe at the puck. And let's

not forget it was the "Turk" who assisted on Bobby Orr's dramatic

overtime goal to win the Stanley Cup for the Bruins over the St. Louis

Blues in 1970.

In the summer of 1972 a new league was born. Bobby Hull was the first

"name" player to jump. Suddenly the NHLers had an option. Because the

WHA had a draft to obtain the player's rights — each player belonged to a

team in each league. If the player's contract had expired, he naturally

could choose the better offer.

Johnny McKenzie, a close friend of the Turk's, went to the Philadelphia

Blazers in the multiple role of player-coach-general manager. He also

persuaded Blazer management to make Derek an offer he couldn't

refuse Derek jumped. Derek bought a purple Rolls Royce. Derek hurt his

back after playing in a few games. Derek was in the hospital. The Blazers

lost interest in Derek.

A cash settlement was made between Derek and Blazer management.
He was a free man. He had loyalties in Boston and eventually signed on

with the Bruins. He appeared in a Boston uniform in February to make
his comeback. But the Bruins had a new center in Greg Sheppard who
was their candidate for the NHL's C alder Trophy — Rookie of the year

( an award Derek had won his first season)

.

A couple months ago, th*» Bruins reported to training camp at the

Wallace Civic Center at Fitchburg. On the first day of practice an eager

Derek Sanderson, who was going all out to win a spot on the team, injured

his back.

Derek Sanderson is recuperating now. He will play his way back into

shape with the Bruins' top farm team, the Boston Braves. The main
purpose of a farm team is to get players ready for the parent club. You can

train in the minor leagues, but not in the NHL. Two years ago, Don
Awrey and Don Marcotte played for the Braves in a similar capacity.

If they could do it, so can Derek.

By WILLGRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent

NEW YORK (AP) — "It's not anything like I

thought it would be," a disillusioned George Foreman
lamented Thursday, saying the heavyweight boxing

championship had brought him more grief than

glory.

"I'm not starving but I don't have any money —I'm
about broke. I can't get any of the money I've won.

I'm trying to keep up three homes. I'm the champion
but I can't get any fights.

"It's a shame, but it's true." Foreman spoke by

telephone to The Associated Press from a pay booth

in the Houston airport just before catching a plane

back to his home base in Hayward, Calif.

The 6-foot-3, 217-pounder who smashed Joe Frazier

to the floor six times in the space of 4 minutes, 35

seconds last Jan. 22 in Kingston, Jamaica, said law

suits, financial problems and idleness had turned his

boyhood dream into a nightmare.
"Before I was champion, I fought four times a

month," he said. "I didn't make a lot of money but I

kept busy and always had enough to live on. Since I

won the championship, I've had one fight and been in

the ring two minutes.

"I haven't got paid for that." The reference was to

the Tokyo bout with Joe Roman in Toyko Aug. 31,

which Foreman won with a first-round knockout.

The champion was supposed to receive $250,000 but

the purse was held up because of a pending law suit

involving Martin Erlichman and David Miller,

general partners in George Foreman Associates of

Philadelphia.

Erlichman signed a 10-year contract last year with

Foreman under which the Philadelphia group would

pay the boxer $500,000 for 50 percent of all future

ancillary rights to Foreman's earnings.

Foreman and his manager then, Dick Sadler, later

sued to have the contract nullified. In December 1972,

a settlement was made giving the Philadelphia group

25 percent of all ancillary rights and the gate.

Foreman later went to court to have this contract

also thrown out. The Philadelphia group filed counter

action and this constitutes the dispute now before the

1st District Court in San Francisco.

Mrs. Ludene Gilliam of Houston is suing the same
COUli on the contention that Foreman signed a con-

tract with her. Foreman contends no contract was
ever signed although his signature is on the

document.
"The trouble is I've got all these expenses and no

money to pay them with," Foreman said. "A fighter's

got to fight to survive."

Foreman, 1968 Olympic champion, fought for

virtual peanuts, scoring 37 pro victories, before he
finally got a shot at Frazier and the championship in

Kingston last January.
His part of the purse was $375,000.

"I didn't get much of that," he said. "My contract

with Sadler called for him to get 33' > percent off the

top The Philadelphia people got 25 percent from

what I made outside.

"I wound up with about $100,000. But from that I

had to pay all my training expenses, my travel and

other things. It didn't leave me much. And I've still

got to pay my taxes."

Foreman's contract with Sadler expired July 1 of

this year and was not renewed. "I still work with Dick

same as ever but we just don't have a contract,"

Foreman said.

Foreman has been married two years and he has a

daughter, born just before the Frazier fight.

"My wife. Adrienne. anjdelete

"My wife, Adrienne, and my daughter live in

Minneapolis." the heavyweight champion said. "My

training quarters are in Hayward and the rest of my
family lives in Houston, where I grew up.

"I'm planning on closing up the place in Min-
neapolis and moving my family back to Houston.

Right now it's expensive for me to travel back and
iortn and I spend a fortune on telephone calls.

"A man has got to keep track of his wife and
daughter."
Foreman's financial difficulties cannot be traced to

high living, an affliction which has befallen other

champions in the past. A family man who is deeply
religious, the champ is reputed to be one of sport's

most conservative "squares."
"I've got no debts." he said. "But I've got a lot of

expenses. "As champion, I have an obligation to go
around and say 'hello' to the kids and the fans.

"I don't care about making movies and television

commercials. I don't believe in lying about some
product just so I can make money. I'm a fighter. I

think I ought to make money fighting."

Pats Sign Safety

FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) — The
New England Patriots filled their

47-man roster Thursday by signing

safety Greg Boyd of Arizona as a

free agent.

The spot was opened by the

release of safety Honor Jackson
early this week. Boyd was the

Miami Dolphins' 14th round draft

choice this year. Cut late in pre-

season practice, he returned to

school.

Coach Chuck Fairbanks did not

indicate whether Boyd would be

placed on the 40-player roster for

Sunday's game with the Jets in

New York.

The Patriots also announced that

their home game with the Green
Bay Packers Nov. 18 is a sellout of

more than 61,000 and the action will

be televised live within a 75-mile

radius, including Boston. It marks
only the second sellout this year at

Schaefer Stadium.

BART AUTO
Paint & Body Specialists
When you
make contact —

contact us.

Foreign & domestic
collision work
•Windshields replaced
* State license

insurance estimates

Rte. 9, Belchertown

256-8712

2 1/2 miles past

Scupper on the left

Rusty

Notices
SKI TEAM — There will be a

meeting for all candidates for the

(Mass Ski Team on Thursday

November 15 at 7 p.m. in room 305

Holdsworth Hall for the purpose of

organizing dry land training.

SWIM MANAGERS
University Women: Interested in a

dynamic chance to meet and help

some of the hardest working

athletes on campus? The UMass

men's Varsity Swim Team is

looking for two female team

managers. If interested, come

down to the Boyden Pool any af-

ternoon between 3:30 and 6:00 p.m.

Earn a letter. Find out what it's

like.

J?
S
rSl,

EX^ India
^

India
50% Reduction

*K&
SHIRTS
TOPS

BLOUSES

%.
v.

DATE: Saturday, Nov. 10

TIME: 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

PLACE: 576 Main St., Amherst

Robert & Johnetta Cole's House

Gmrnttpn

"REAL TEARS"
in the HATCH

Yhurs. & Fri.

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
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UM Hosts Women's
X-Country Tourney

It. \1IW Wi'lL'L' 'PL „ . W

, 122 SSSSSfrl-i Edmonds """* " *""">*" '">» quarterback Fred uSH^T^HS"

Letters To The Sports Editor Women's WP
Commending Ms. Kosofsky Club Loses

Tough One
To The Sports Editor

I'd like to commend Joyce Kosofsky on her idea of noncompetitive
sports. Certainly 10,000 people would pay to see basketball players take
turns shooting foul shots without the hassle of 'some schmo' possibly
stealing it. T his would make the game a lot easier for her to follow not to
mention the wear and tear it would save on sneakers!
Football would also be a much simpler game if the opposing players cot

out of the fullback's way as he charged toward the goal line. Why bother
watching the beauty of a good brokenfield runner when another less-
talented player can trot unchallenged into the end zone?
Striving for excellence, whether it be in basketball, wrestling or ping-

pong, is the real beauty in any sport. How can you tell how far you have
progressed if you don't compete against others? Let's face it that
stupid tennis ball would give her a headache even if the came weren't
competitive..

Perhaps in line with Ms Miss Kosofsky s thinking, the NHL will modify
some of it's rules for the coming seasons. Instead of shooting the puck
with stupid' sticks, maybe the players should placidly skate around
observing the beauty of their opponent's bodies. Not only would it prevent
numerous injuries, but think of the money the NHL would save by not
having to hire any referees!

Jerome L. Packard

1

'Equal Coverage
'

' Part II
To The Sports Editor:
Regarding your reply to my letter ( Nov. 6), I wish to emphasize the

fact that two novice reporters were sent to cover the women's cham-
pionship game. If this game had been the men's championship, I'm sure
you would not have sent two new reporters. The point I'm trying to make
is that you sent a reporter and photographer with no previous experience
yet you sent an experienced reporter and photographer to the mens
championship. This type of reporting has continued long enough and I

feel it's time for it to stop. The women deserve equal coverage and it's ud
to you to see that it happens.
The Collegian fails to recognize the fact that sports are just as im-

portant to the women as they are to the men. Perhaps women's athletics
aren't pictured as colorful as the men's, but remember that there are
female athletes and sport fans who are just as interested, if not more in
women's athletics than in men's athletics.

Susan Brophy

B\ CARLZUUCK
The Umass women's water polo

club was upset at Wellesley College
Wednesday night in a seat
squimer, 7-6. Kim Cole, an All-
American, led agressive Wellesley
lo the victory.

UMass dominated the game
from the beginning, but a slow
third quarter allowed Wellesley to
score three successive goals to
jump two points into the lead. The
fourth quarter marked UMass
finest performance to date, but it

was ;t r;ise of too little, too late as
the swimmers failed to overcome
the strong Wellesley players.
Kathy McDonald and Betsy East

each scored three goals for UMass.
Defensively, goalie Patty lleslam
and defensive players Judy Day
and Jean Abrahamson stopped
Wellesley s Kim Cole from scoring,
at least until the second quarter,
and held the team to only sewn
goals, low for Wellesley.
(each Bill McCafferfy kept the

I Mass learn together with nifty
lineup juggling in the final six
minutes. His changed lineup
allowed no goals over that period,
but the offense failed to make up a
two point deficit, although it did
score once
The team will take on the

Hadcliffe women next Wednesday
at Cambridge to close the fall

season.

B\ MIX STAFF
"Last year we didn't have a full

team and this year we have our
hands full." says senior Charlotte
Lett is. leader of the UMass
Sugarloaf women's cross country
team, the host of the Women's
Regional Championship this
Sunday

Last year there were only 20
women in (he open division race in

Albany, so the Sugarloaf team
decided to host the championship
and found themselves inundated
with over 100 entries in the open
division alone.

"In Albany." Charlotte says,
"we finished 1st, 16th and 17th but
this year we've gained many new
runners and all of us are in better
shape. But so is everyone else in

the region."

The major competition should
come from New York. Nina
Kuscsik. running for the Suffolk
AC

, won the Boston Marathon two
years ago and has run along with
two of her teammates and Cathy
Shrader of the Electric City Club of
Albany in the recent Puerto Rican
women's international 10,000
meter roadrace.

Doreen Knnis of the Nutley T.C.
and Katie Schilly from the
Syracuse Chargers have both run
under five minutes for the mile.
Ann McRae of the Suffolk A.C.

ran second last year and could be
an upset winner. The Suffolk A.C.
won the team title last year and is

favored to rt«« so again

The team competition will be
very close, however. Since women
are improving their running so
rapidly there will be many sur-
prises.

Mai ion Kulick of UMass will run
her lust cross-country race of the
season She recently ran a five
mile roadrace in an impressive 33
minutes.
Sue (Jills and Judy Kline will

probably provide the backbone of
the Sugarloaf team kick with
marathoner Merry Gushing and
Lynda Laakso.

Linda Kadwanski.a fairly recent
recruit, is expected to improve on
her 11th place finish in the New
England Championships

Phyllis Olrich, a UMass senior
will run for her home town club,
the Cambridge Sports Union. She
recently placed 3rd in the
Hoadrunner's club National
Championships in NYC.
The course was laid out to be as

challenging as possible and con-
tains a brook, some mud. and one
monster hill. Members of the
UMass men's team that won the
New Englands said they would
never consider running on this
course because it is too hilly.

The meet will begin at 2:00
behind the Northeast Phys. Ed.
building and is open to any women
who would like to run. There will be
five races, divided by age. Most of
the race will be visable from the
orchard area.

B'sTopHabs, 2-1
B08TON (AP)-Rookie Dave

Forbes tapped in Bobby Orr's
rebound late in the third period
Thursday night, lifting the Boston
Bruins to I 2-l victory over the
Montreal Canadians and snapping
goalie Wayne Thomas' unbeaten
streak at eight games

Montreal, the National Hockey
Leagues defending Stanley Cup
champions, had not lost since
Thomas took over in goal from
Bunny LsRocqua Oct. 20. The
Canadians had six victories and
two ties in the streak
Chuck Lefley gave Montreal a 1-0

lead on a power play goal in the
lust period, batting in a rebound
after Jacques Lemaire had circled

the Boston net for a close-up shot

on goalie (Jilles Oilbert

Johnny Bucyt tied the score,
also on a power play, in the third
period It was the 457th goal of
Bucyk's NHL career. He took a
pass from Phil Esposito from
behind the net and rammed the
puck through an opening in
Thomas' pads.

Both goalies turned in out-
standing performances. Gilbert
making two fine saves on Steve
Shutls' shot and rebound in the
second period and Thomas stan-
ding off Bucyt and Fred o'Donnell
with only the butt end of a broken
stick in the third.

The victory moved the Bruins
into first place in the NHL East, a
point ahead of Montreal.

Celts Over Knicks

WUMV To Show Fall Special Sunday
Thp Univprsitv nf MaccQf>hnci»ttc * * i_j .. . . ........ ..... *The University of Massachusetts

football team has a week off. ..But

WUMV-TV doesn't The Sunday
nite Bluewall show will still go on.
Do you remember Ail-American

J. J. Jennings being stopped six

inches from victory by Mike
McNiff in New Brunswick? Would
you like to relive Peil Pennington's
dramatic comeback flury with Tim
Berra to nearly turnback Rhode
Island 9 How bout Mollv McGee's

crushing touchdown run in the last

minute of play?
Is Julius Erving forgotten on this

campus? Marty Kelley provides an
interesting 10 minute interview
with Dr. J. Prior to the New York
Nets-Virginia Squire basketball
game played earlier this fall at the
Springfield Civic Center. Also
WUMV-TV Sports will present
exclusive footage from the Nassau
County Colesium in Long Island

with the Nets and Knicks meeting
for the mythical championship of
New York City.

Seven frosh football players have
been elevated to the varsity. See
some of them in action with taped
highlights from the Boston College

frosh football game. If you didn't

see it this fall, you still have
another chance - 9.00 p.m. Sunday.
The only thing missing will be Bob
Estelle

M W YORK ( API-John
Havlicek lead the balanced Boston
attack with 20 points and the
Celtics methodically turned back
the New York Knicks Thursday
night 94 84 in the National
Basketball Association.

The Celtics led all the way and
boosted their lead in the Atlantic
Division to three games over the
second-place Knicks
Don Nelson scored the first six

points of the game to begin the
Boston rout. Nelson. Jo Jo White
and Paul Silas scored and wound
up with six points apiece as Boston
led 30-16 after the first quarter.
The Celtic lead grew to 20 points

at 52-32 on a Havlicek lay-up with
4:11 left in the first half. Boston led
56-44 at intermission.

The Knicks made their only real
threat of the evening by running off
six straight points at the start of
the third period, four of them by
Jerry Lucas, to cut the Boston lead
to five points. But a pair of fouls
shots by Dave Cowens and a lay-up
by Silas ended the Knick hopes.
White finished with 19 points.

Silas 14 and Cowens 12. Walt
Frazier paced the Knicks with 18
points and Phil Jackson added 12.

v^

mm
OWENBRAM OKTOBERFES,

ON DRAFT

Restaurant Optn 'til 2 a.m.

Student Judiciary

Three Student Judges Needed

Any Undergraduate Student May Apply

Apply at Student Senate Office
Rm.42t> Student In ion

Applications due Friday Nov. Kith

fcarn 2 crtdits turTng int.rMssionl

Call t-2101

A
ITS

^Elavoiof
(^America

Howard
Johnson's

Hadley

Daily Specials $ 1"
Monday: Fish Fry

Tuesday: Spaghetti Spree
Wednesday: Deep Sea Dinner
Thursday: Turkey Gobbler

Friday: Clam Fry
Seconds on us
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It's UMass-UNH For 3rd Place

Soccer Season Ends Today
By STEVE DeCOSTA

Soccer bows out of the UMass
picture tomorrow, and the only

thing at stake is third place in the

Yankee Conference.

The Minutemen travel to

Durham for a 2:00 contest against

conference rival New Hampshire.
The Wildcats have a 3-2 conference

record, the same as UMass.

The high-scoring Wildcats have a

6-4-0 mark overall, but they have
out scored their opponents 25-16.

UNH sports the high scorer in the

conference it Bob Black Twice
named lineman of the week in the

VanCon, Black has collected ten

Dave Vanderwater Challenging The East

-R5M>/ IjfcMftS 416 Bill QlUlN

t&fa&fe tie letA

rue y&*> &l£° a f̂iSS
^
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Ailing Minutemen Take Break

By BILL BALLOU
There will not be a football game tomorrow. Or

Sunday, or Monday, or any day for that matter. It's

one of those rare open days.

And an open day is something UMass can use.

The Minutemen, with a 5-4 record, were a hurting

team after last week's win over Vermont. They had
gone into the game suffering badly from injuries, and
they came out in even worse condition.

The wounded list included tackle Tom Harris,

running back Bob Wolfe, end Bill Wolfe, running back
Paul St. Onge, center Kevin Moran, and quarterback
Peil Pennington (only temporary).

So, next Saturday UMass travels to Durham, New
Hampshire, to play a good University of New
Hampshire team. The Wildcats have beaten
perennial New England and Ivy League power

Dartmouth already this year. UMass will need lots of

healthy bodies to beat them.

»**•••

A report in Wednesday's Providence Journal that

UMass and Grambling would meet in a black

charities game next season in Schaefer Stadium

apparently isn't accurate. A spokesman for the

Stadium said that the UMass-Grambling matchup
was one of several in the works. Others were BC-
Texas. which has already been scheduled for Sept. 14

in Massachusetts (somewhere), and a Yankee
Conference-Ivy League "bowl'' game.
Assistant Athletic Director Robert O'Connell said

last night that the UMass schedule, all 11 games of it,

had already been set for next year and Grambling
wasn't on it. O'Connell didn't rule out a future

possibility, but said that nothing was in the works.
•••*•*

Inside Sports
Champ Foreman Almost Broke

Women Runners Host Tourney

•Celts, Bruins Win

•Letters To The Sports Editor

The idea of the an Ivy-YanCon title game sounds

nice. Especially after the way the YanCon has

handled itself against the Ivies this season. New
Hampshire beat Dartmouth, Connecticut beat Yale,

and an unusually strong Brown team had to score in

the dying moments of the ball game to tie Rhode
Island. UMass ripped by Harvard, but that's about

the only black mark in the various rivalries.
*•***•

Dennis Kiernan, last Saturday's Yankee Con-

ference defensive player-of-the-week, has deserved

the award for quite a while. Kiernan's tremendous,

steady weekly play has already been noted by Dick

MacPherson; it just took the award-pickers longer to

notice. Kiernan was more visible against Vermont

because of the success of the UMass blitz, of which he

was the most visible and effective member, and it

was virtually impossible to deny him the award.

It would seem that an award for cornerback Bob

Parrott should be forthcoming sometime, although

the overall weakness of the UMass secondary makes

it seem unlikely.

goal* and four assists so far this

year

Another offensive threat for the

Wildcats is Don Curtis. A native of

the Buy State. Curtis has seven
Hoals lo his credit, tying him for

lathi (CflUrgtan

SPORTS
third in the conference in that

category
Jim Mueller will start in goal for

I'NH. The leading goalie in the

conference last year. Mueller had
Irouble getting started this season

but has since settled down. He has

a goals against average of 1.6 goals

per game.
Tlu- Mintuemen are still

recovering from a 4-0 thrashing by

Springfield on Wednesday. An
almost tola -eversal of form will

be necessai . *f the txxrters hope to

overcome Ums Wildcats.

The first problem will be in

generating an offense. The hooters

will have to improve in the shots on

goal column as only tour in a game
is simply not enough Bill Spyker.

one of the few Minutemen who
looked good against the Chiefs, will

probably start in the middle but

coach Al Rufe is still undecided

about the other two positions.

The situation in goal is still

troublesome. Wednesday's starter

Paul Peloquin seems to have
recovered after his first half or-

deal, hut only time will Icll whether
he will be ready to face the Wild-

cats. Carl Vei collone did not dress

for the Chiefs and again there is no

way of knowing if he will be ready

by Saturday.
If neither of the two regulars are

healed by game time, the task of

stopping the Wildcats will fall on

Buddy Butler. Having spent most
of the year with the JV squad.

Butler saw his first varsity action

against Springfield and performed
admirably.
UMass and UNH have the same

conference record and. oddly
enough, have the same verdicts

against the same teams. They both

have beaten BU, Vermont, and
URI, and fallen to Maine and
Connecticut en route to their 3-2

records.

After their disappointment in

Springfield, the hooters will need
new inspiration against the

Wildcats. As it stands, they will be
battling only for pride and third

place in the conference.

Al Rufe is shooting for that third

spot "It would be nice to be
number three in the Yankee
Conference. Rufe also stated that

"it's better to be 6-3-1 than 5-4-1."

Maybe so, but by now it's only a

matter of prestige.

ccer On The Move
In 1967, two professional soccer leagues were initiated in this country

and cries of the next great American sport spread across the land. But,

for all the publicity, money, and hard work that were sunk into the

project, the boom never did quite materialize.

Soccer is the most popular sport in more than 130 countires, but it has

had extreme difficulty in making inroads with the average American
sports fan.

The sport has always been relatively popular around the St. Louis area

( where St. Louis University has been a college power for many years)

and in urban pockets of foreign immigrants who carried the sport with

them from their native countries.

There is reason to believe that this pattern is starting to change. The
American public is starting to attend games more frequently and display

a better knowledge of the sport.

This can be witnessed right here in the New England area, although not

on this campus. A UMass home soccer game draws on the average of 100

fans, although, when the weather is good and the competition promises to

be tough, the number has exceeded 500.

Compare this to the attendance at Wednesday's game at Springfield

College. An estimated crowd of over 1200 persons attended the game,
despite the fact that the temperature hovered near the freezing mark and
the wind literally whipped across the stands

Even that number was dwarfed by the attendance at the recent UConn-
l Mass contest at Storrs. On that Saturday, an estimated 2300 persons

came out to watch the intercollegiate rivalry. Granted, it was
homecoming on the UConn campus, but 2300 is still almost an unheard of

sum to watch a regular season soccer game.
The new shift of popularity is even now spreading into the pro ranks.

The North American Soccer League ( which came about in 1968 after the

merger of the two failing leagues which started in the previous year) has
had growing success since its inception.

When the league started, as few as 200 people turned up to view a game.
As a result of new enthusiasm in the sport, the league now draws an
average of over 400 spectators to its matches.
The key to popularity of the sport in this country is in getting American

players on the rosters of the teams. A league rule states that each NASL
team must have at least three American or Canadian citizens on its

roster.

The growing trend in the league has been to have more and more
Americans. The St. Louis entry has a majority of Americans on its

roster, while the Philadelphia Atoms won the league's championship in

their expansion year with a majority of Americans and the only

American coach in the circuit.

The best known American player in the loop is Kyle Rote Jr., son of the

former New York Giants football star. Last season, Rote was named the

NASL's rookie of the year.

The hope is that eventually the teams will all be made up of a majority

of Americans. If this is to be accomplished, then colleges and universities

must be used as a proving ground for future pro material.

But the program must go deeper than this if soccer is to succeed in this

country. It must spread down through the colleges to the high schools and

even down to the grammar school level.

It's easy to laugh at ail this. People in this country have been laughing

at the world's most popular sport for years. But someday it will hit you.

Maybe it won't be until your son asks you for a soccer ball for his birthday

instead of the baseball glove you had planned on giving him, but it will hit

you. Soccer is on the move.
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Up the Camel's Hump
November 9, 1973

'hulo l>\ John K.i|iM/k\

by Bonnie Asselin
I can smile now. It's over. My first

backpacking trip is all over. The days
of October 20, 21, and 22 are past and
the sight of me crawling up and down
mountains in northern Vermont with a
20 to 25 pound pack is only a memory.
They were the most exhausting and
painful three days of my life, but the
ecstasy on Camel's Hump, our
destination, 4,083 feet superior to the
world, now makes it all seem worth-
while. I did it ... along with nine
others of the UMass Outing Club.
Smiling was not always so easy. We

each, .in turn, had rough times. Al
Howcroft, our fearless leader, and
Heather MacConell, a super-hiker,
roamed steep rocky trails through the
night, in seach of six lost. Barry
Cummings, the last man to arrive on
the 20th, had his pack filled with the
remainder of the food, pots and pans.
The last man always carries the
burden. Ellen Regal and Ruthann
Shapiro woke up to discover they were
in a puddle ( it rained Saturday night)

.

Sylvan Menezes's eight mile sprint fell

short just below the summit. Scott
Hunter's sliding antics profited with a
piece of ice jabbing his hand. Mary
Tougher revealed her major problem,
"One thing, my body doesn't do what
my mind tells it to do." The will to
climb does not necessarily mean to
actually climb. I had mushy legs, foot
blisters, and mysteriously swollen
fingers, to mention a few. John
Kapitzky never complained, took lots

of great pictures and thoroughly en-
joyed the ordeal ( I think).
This needs some explanation.
We began on Saturday, a dreary

drizzly day. Fog pervaded the forest
making visibility beyond 30 feet im-
possible. It was absurd to be so
oblivious to the beautiful scenery just

beyond. The only clue to our altitude
was the degree our muscles ached from
climbing. Would a monster emerge
from these murky woods? Yes, Al

assured me of intrigue.

In spite of the weather, we felt

confident and enthusiastic. Our packs
felt right,we were clean and had lots of

energy. We hadn't anticipated the raw
shoulders, the filth and the fatigue.
Great fun was downhill acrobats,
hurdling over rocks and tree stumps,
ducking under limbs, and leaping over
rivers of mud. Skid marks of wipe-outs
along the way were a warning.
"Snickers" made you fall, Al informed
me. They were mischievous little

creatures who tripped people and then
scurried away, snickering. It was all

part of mountaineering. We were
conquering the wilderness.

It soon grew dark and we stopped two
miles short of our original destination,
setting us back for the next two days.

That was our first mistake. The
campsite, on a slope of wet leaves,
wasn't very inviting, though a camp-
fire and hot chocolate made it seem
better. That night excitement kept me
awake. Voices in the dark said, "We're
upstream from you ... we're down-
stream!" In the morning, sleeping
bags hung out to dry.
Sunday brought sunny skies and our

first glimpses of surrounding Vermont,
New Hampshire and New York.
Without an alarm clock, we didn't get
hiking until 10, forgetting about the two
mile setback. That was our second
mistake. Agreeing to meet for lunch at
Montclair Glen Lodge, eight miles
away, we set off at our own speeds, our
third mistake. Heather, Scott and
Sylvan lead, practically jogging with 25
pound packs. The were soon miles
ahead and we never saw then until ...

well ... you'll see.

Basically, we traveled along a ridge
leading to Camel's Hump. It brought
all sorts of obstacles: crevices,
boulders and ledges. "Do you feel like a
dwarf?" "Yeah, Dumpy." I felt

smaller, like an ant that carries a load
twice its weight. Montclair Glen Lodge
was a mountain top beyond and the
first three of our entourage had long
disappeared. Noontime passed and
hunger followed. So, on the top of Burnt
Rock Mt. we ate cheese and crackers,
drank lemonade and gazed at snow
capped Mt. Washington and Lake
Champlain.
The straggling seven finally made it

to the lodge at 4: 30. Heather, Scott, and
Sylvan hadn't waited there and pushed
on to Gorham Lodge, another two
miles on the other side of Camel's
Hump. I w-»s a physical wreck. It was
masochistic. Every muscle ached. The
last two miles had been torture, but Al
assured me that I could go on. He had
this remarkable idea and was always
successful in convincing me. We
trucked onward, our fourth mistake. Al
went quickly ahead in an effort to get
dinner started at Gorham Lodge and
then backtrack to relieve one of us of
our packs. Two hikers were between Al
and four at the end of the line.

I was part of that weary four who
never quite made it to Camel's Hump
on Sunday. We traveled until sunset
knowing we'd kill ourselves if we kept
on in the dark. We quickly made a fire

and set up the tents even though
camping is illegal on that side of the
mountain. Would the mounty police
discover our crime? "It was an
emergency fire, it saved our lives," we
hypothetically pleaded. It was a cozy
place. We were quite happy though the
wind sounded like animals trudging in

the darkness and snickers mocked
Please turn to Page 9

Features:
Fiction

Creative UMies have
once again showed
that there is originality

flowing around. See
the Fiction section on
Page ^

The Biggest Mind
Drain of them All

Sherm Boyson likes to

argue. Sherm
Boyson's friends like

to argue. Sherm
Boyson doesn't argue
about his friends' but
he does tell us how
they do it on Page a

The Living Presidency
There's another book
out on the strangest

job in the world. Fred
Weiss explains it all on
Page A
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Women And Exploration

by Denny Matteau
I: A Conversation Between Almost

Any Wise ass Ten year-old and
Her Mother

W.A.T.Y.O.:Ma, I'm going over to

the woods behind Jones's house
with Billy, ok?

Mother . . .: No.

W.A.T.Y.O.: But, why not? We'll be
back in time for supper . . .

Mother , . .: Oh, come on, what do

you want to go there for?

W.A.T.Y.O.: . . . Well . . . because.

Besides, Billy was there
yesterday, and he said it's a

really neat place . . .

Mother . . .: You can't go.

W.A.T.Y.O.: But . . . But . .

to go! Billy said I'm a

I HAVE
scaredy

cat if I don't . . . just 'cause I'm a

girl he said . .

Mother . . .: You know what I told

you about taking dares!

W.A.T.Y.O.: Yes'm (silence) . . .

well, if I wasn't taking a dare,

could I go?
Mother . . .: Now, what's there to see

in those old woods?
W.A.T.Y.O: What's there to see?!

There's WOODS, that's what!
Anyway, you didn't ask Billy

what's there to see. He didn't

have to see anything, he just had
to be back for supper!

Mother . . .: Young lady, you're

trying my patience, if your
father heard you using that tone

of voice to me . . .

W.A.T.Y.O.: You let Billy do
whatever he wants! You don't let

me do ANYTHING!
Mother . ... Go to your room.
W.A.T.Y.O.: What . . .

GO TO YOUR ROOM!
stomp . . stomp . . .

Mother . . .

(stomp .

SLAM!

II: A Small Matter Regarding
Exploration of The Universe
+ "National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Tests have recently
been completed which indicate that

women seem as well suited as men for

long space flight . .
."

+ 4- in 1959, after testing many men,
Dr. W. Randolph Lovelace (of the
Lovelace Foundation in Albequerque,
New Mexico), decided to see if women
might also be suitable for spaceflight . .

"Dr. David Winter, deputy director

of the Office of Life Sciences, says

there's no reason to think there is any

inherent problem with women in

Space. But he said that doesn't mean
NASA is committed to adding any

women to the space program . .
."

After thirteen women, out of twenty-

five candidates, successfully com-
pleted Phase I of the Mercury
Astronaut Testing Program, and Jerrie

Cobb, a pilot, was specifically

recommended for Phases II and III,

NASA cancelled all further testing of

women in July, 1961 ...

"Twelve Air Force nurses were
tested for five weeks to determine the

effects of weightlessness and re-entry

stress. Scientists sought to determine

how well they resisted the tendency of

blood to pool in the legs, in space, and
to determine their tolerance of re-entry

forces and to measure physiological

changes."
under M.A.C.T.P. Phase I, the

women had been found to be com-
fortable at temperatures 16 to 26

degrees higher than men, and had
required less food, simpler spacesuits,
and usually weighed less than men . .

and important consideration when
realizing that each pound sent into

space costs thousands of dollars.
"The nurses agreed that they look

forward to the day when a woman is

permitted to join the space program..."
4- Taken from V.P.I, teletype, Nov. 73

+ + Information from MS magazine

Dear Poor Richards:
How's your music director gonna do

it? A jackknife with a double twist from
the top of KENNEDY or cyanide?
Because the album of the year will not
be Quadrophenia by the Who. It will be
a thing called RINGO by Ringo Starr
and a couple of very, VERY close
friends.

Nick Minotti

Ed & Nellie Housafire Reply:
Pardon our nit-picking, but you'll

note that we called Quadrophenia the

'rock' album of the year and not simply
the album of the year. Let's face it:

Ringo is not rock; besides, the year's

not over yet. Maybe Bobby Goldsboro
is planning a comeback that will wow
us all. We've tried to be fair; Lord
knows it don't come easy.
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Reality Sings in I

Lighter Thoughts
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"A SONG IN MIDDLE
OF THE ABYSM"

To — Janet William
But here, your eyes reek

of the hunt,

two eyeballs
that drilled into mine
and bolted me there
by the ground.

Pablo Neruda

When I open the door
Df life,

to gather my form
from its palpitation,

I saw the years that

are in every woman,
the age in which blood,

boils and bubbles in the veins,

like volcanic lava in eruption.

Because, you are
like u wild lily

in perpetual gestation.

The tomb of all pleasures,

and the long stagnation

of forgetfulness.

And I, I am the petrified fire

that cures the wound that

does not heal.

The eternal memory
of each destiny in confusion.

The substantial ruin of

all the silences,

dripping plenty

in this obscurity, Then, . . .

Why do you do not melt
in your breast

all the distances between us?
Therefore, take my striped space
full it, because only like that,

we will be roots, and
avid quintessences of living,

today and forever unmaking,
and making between us.

"UN CANTO EN
MEDIO DEL ABISMO"

— Para Janet William
Pero, ahi estan tus ojos

oliendo a caceria
dos ojos

que entraron a los mios
clavandome
a la tierra.

Pablo Neruda

Cuando abri la puerta
de la vida,

para tomar mi forma
en su palpitacion,

vi tus anos
que en cada mujer
es la edad en que
la sangre hierbe y
bulle en las venas como
laba volcanica an erupcion.
Y tu, eres como
un lirio silvestre

en perpetua gestacion.

La tumba de todos los placeres
El largo remanso del olvido.

Y yo, soy como
el fuego petrificado

que cura las heridas

que no cicatrizan.

**••••••************

La eterna memoria *

de todos los destinos en confusion

La ruina substancial

de todos los silencios,

goteando plenitud

en esta oscuridad. Entonces, . . .

Porque no funde en tu pecho
todas las distancias

entre nosotros? Luego, . . .

toma mi deshojado espacio y
llenalo, porque solo asi

seremos raices, esencia vital

para siempre destruyendose y
construyendose entre nosotros

Armando Morales M.
- 'Ahora' Member -

LIGHTER THOUGHTS II

The wind told me a secret as it

tossed my hair about. It whispered

sweet words through the winter

leaves which clung fast to

the sleeping trees. The snow
that crunched beneath my feet

echoed the song of the wind,

flowing fast and free, whipping my cheeks with its cold, hard

tongue,

but it left some of its free

spirit with me and I ran.
Tyla L. Michelove

WHEN WE NIGHT AWAKEN
Early morning reveries awaken our senses
to the sea that engenders our becoming.
A birth of beginnings that Proust's time un

derstands.
Walking through our selves wrecking walls

that separate us
from those who once. ..and once again... and no

more can.
Time imposed on us by who and for what

human purpose complied?
Ask no more what rules the night. The day will

circumscribe
what it began and night will take it up again.

Mr. Pound has proposed a toast to prophecy.
Florid usurers know only coin's ethic and

measure
while mandarins demand a mode more

suitable to being.
Right reason a better religion than most

and more exacting of its saints.
Find a line that will ennoble us
and bound away from greed.

Bound no more. ..by measure's false respon
sibility.

A saint that can act and see.

Yeats' twilight gestures slowly feast

while cosmic whorls pursue their end.
And dusk will bide its bitter winds
asking no more of the night than day's hare

clarity.

Clamor for a shaft of sound that will guide us

through the ambiguous night. RIDE....
Rhythmic embraces and daring men
and the embers of Pater's flame.

Joyce's night voice resonates near our ear
and each receptacle for thought and act

becomes
in his hand, a word anew. A bony hand that

dares...

Downtown Nighttown's song his, when dinner
has been
cleared away and Molly's nod to sleep

our Yes to enter our lost bodies
And make the world a self made place.

John S. Parker

It was the n us^c that drew me to the lounge
thatnight. Straining toward the direction of

Boogie I entered and sat — close by the piano,

without disturbing the player.

He did not look much older than twelve. A
puny twelve at that, hunched small over the

scuffed cigarbox spinet in the corner. A half

finished Coke vibrated on the bench beside

him; a cigarette consumed itself on the music
rack, as I watched, he languidly lifted his right

hand from the keyboard and took the butt to his

mouth. Eyes closed, left hand still beating a

strong bass rhythm, he inhaled slowly, ex
pansively. A precocious twelve.

Flipping the cigarette away, he drew both

hands up almost to shoulder level. Curled like

claws, they arched — then sunk into a blues

progression, fortissimo. His fingers scurried

across the keys with a clicking sound, as each
long and dirty fingernail struck the plastic

caps.

I stood silently behind him, smelling the

smoke and sweat that clung to his stained

woolen sweater. He smelled musty, as if he had
lived always in an airless attic, never stepping

out into sunlight and air. The back of his neck,

exposed from just under the fall of hair, was
waxen white and glistening. It seemed a most
vulnerable part of him — I imagined it lying

taut and still on some butcher's block, a cold

steel blade poised right above it.

He pounded a few diminished sevenths and
swung into rhythm and blues. Underneath, a

small sneakered foot pumped the pedals

vigorously — as though he were playing the

Mighty Wurlitzer. The flat Coke beside him
churned and slapped around in its paper tub

and through the soles of my shoes I felt the

floor shake. I stared down again at his neck and
at the damp, blond strings of hair that now,
shaken loose, obscured it. I was so close to him
now, surely he could sense my presence, no
matter how absorbed in his music.
As if on cue, the chords stopped and the floor

beneath me stilled. Slowly and deliberately, he
turned around. I looked into his white face and
winced at the smirk I saw there.

"You like jazz?" The challenge came in a

much lower voice than I had expected. He
watched me intently, almost as if he was
feeding on my individual features. The spider

and the fly. I noticed a redness in his eyes even
when I stepped back a bit and admitted yes, I

happened to like jazz very much.
"You like it now?" he asked quickly and

intensely, his face pinched.
"You know it."

"And you know shit!" and his chapped lips

twisted in smile. I forced myself to smile back
I'd heard of the rather limited tact of jazzmen.
"Hey, you got a cigarette?" I produced one.

He took it from me soundlessly and struck a
match to it. The flame played briefly around
the hollows of his face and flickered, reflected,
in the eyes that stared ahead. He looked like an
empty container, waiting to be tossed aside.

After several deep drags he threw the
cigarette down and turned once more to the
piano. Honky tonk. I sat and listened and
watched the cigarette slowly burn itself out.

After several bars I heard the door open and,
turning, watched a girl in low slung jeans
enter. She too seemed drawn by the music. I

looked back. Apparently he had heard nothing
for the chords kept coming, loud and staccato.
Cynically, I watched her advance, carelessly
brushing back a long, blond lock that never
really got in her way. Now she halted, took the
Coke off the bench and sat down next to him.
He managed to get a few more chords out

before stopping. He turned and smiled at her,
baring an expanse of crooked, yellowed teeth I

hadn't noticed before.

"Hi," he said. Suddenly, I felt embarrassed
for him. I squirmed inwardly, wanting to leave,
yet fascinated enough to stay.
"Hi," she replied quickly.
"The name's Ken."
"Hi," she repeated. "Keep playing, huh?"

He shrugged and tossed off a few quick riffs,

then stopped. He smiled again.
"What's your name?"
"Marsha." She said it as if it bored her

terribly. "Have you finished playing, or
what?"
"Marsha," he repeated dreamily, gently

shutting the piano case.
She looked at him then, incredulously.

"Christ," she murmured, as she got off the
bench and walked out. He stared dumbly after
her, his hands quiet upon his thighs. Then they
clenched into fists.

"Bitch," he muttered. He seemed to

remember then that I was in the room.
Blinking furiously, he choked, "Get out! Now,
dammit!" Covering his face with his hands, he
bent over the shut piano.

I left the room quietly.

— David Freid

The doubts of life

Although the facts of life are
true

The doubts are also many too

We live to learn in life it's true

But what we do come far and
few.

This is the story of you see.

As we are the ones who live in

misery.

We rise each morning to live in

peace
But what we do is live to weep.
I'm told that life is sweet to me
Though if it's true I can not see.

live to work and be with thee
But all you do is toy with me.

We live to give and take it's

true

But all like to take and give
none to you.
This is how it is to me
A lonely soul with no memory.
I live to love that's all with me
But in this life I find no har-

mony.

These are the doubts of you see

As they are as real as can be.

I live not to be as rich as thee

But only to live in tranquility.

This is my life it's hard to see

Why I should continue to live

and be.

Though many have told how
life is serene
I cannot see it to be part of my
being.

This is the way of life for me

I faced reality now look what I

see.

Although this is not how I want
it to be
This is the way it is for me.

I feel like Bonnie and Clyde it's

true

But this is life for me and you.
I'm not a poet it's plain to see
But what I feel is real to me.

We all know real Women are
far and few
But even those are not really

true.

Though it's not easy to see
Just how life should be.

I appeal to you to listen to me
As I have faced reality.

—John P. Gessimondo
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The Biggest Mind Drain Of Them All
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Minor League Hockey

by Sherman Boyson
Debate tournaments are

mind drainers. When I was a

debator I always tigured the

biggest mind drain was on the

debator s who had to go through
six to ten rounds ot debate in

two days. When I ran a tour-

nament myself, I learned the
drain is even harder on the
tournament director. Now that

I'm an "educated college
person" I have learned the real

truth. The biggest drain is on
the mind ot the idiot who tries

to cover a tournament tor Poor
Richard's.

If you are still reading this

article the big question you
have is not "why is a debate
tournament a mind drain?"
but "What the hell is a debate
tournament?" Well, if you
were one of those stalwarts
who stayed on campus last

weekend, you might have seen
the 13th Annual UAAass Debate
Tournament, featuring 500

high school kids running
around with file boxes,
briefcases, and about 1,500

index cards each. The tour-

nament was based around
Herter, Mahar, SBA, South
College, and Bartlett Hall.

Debate tournaments are
comparable to golf tour-

naments. Anyone who wants to

can come. If you win you get

big trophies. The big dif-

ference is that you debate how
America should solve her
poverty problem, instead of

golfing. UAAass has always
been a big tourney. The work
for it starts early.

May, 1973: The present
debate season isn't even over
yet, but Tim Hynes, Debate
Coach at UAAass, is already
starting to prepare for the

upcoming fall tournament.
Things like reserving
buildings, arranging with food

services for a meal, and setting

up proofs for invitations must
be done far in advance. The
tournament is always the
biggest in New England. Its

three levels of debate attract

about 500 persons from eight

states on the eastern seaboard.
Not too many college debate
teams run tournaments. It is a

lot of work, and if you're lucky

you just might break even
financially. Tim Hynes ex-

plains it as a "debate priority.

The UAAass program is a

learning one. This is an
educational service we provide
for the high schools."
Tuesday, October 30th:

Amherst Regional High School

is just a few blocks from the

campus on Triangle Street.

AAs. AAarlene Pressman is the

debate coach there. Amherst
has always been a good school

in debating. In 1972 they were
the state champions.

AAarlene is working with the

debators, Ed Ford and Paul

Filios, on the case they will use

as affirmatives at the UAAass

tourney. Affirmatives support

a change in the present

system, while a negative team

will have to defend the status

quo. Up until the day before Ed

was a negative. Now he has to

learn affirmative. He doesn't

know if he is going to be the

first or second affirmative
speaker. He asks, but Paul
tells him they'll talk about it

later. AAs. Pressman reads the
case that Paul has written. She
laughs out loud and her pencil

starts crossing away at the
speech. Paul and Ed know that
their speech has just been
improved by dropping one of

the weaker points. "Do you
have any evidence for this?"
she asks. Shrugs and mumbles
indicate no. Ed starts writing
down things he has to get.

"You know you'll need
evidence for this." Ed writes
down a little more. "You're
going to get creamed if you
can't defend this point." Ed
writes down a lot more. After
an hour and a half the case is

stronger, and Ed has a long
list. He still doesn't know what
speaker he will be. "Don't
worry about it." reassures
Paul. "We'll work it out later."

Wednesday night, October
31st: Halloween is a night
when most kids would rather
be out spraying cars with
shaving cream, but four
Amherst novices are at the
high school having a practice
debate. AAichelle Wolf, an
intern at the high school, and
myself are judging the debate.
They start at seven o'clock and
work straight through until

nine thirty. It's a long night of

debating, critiquing, and
advising. When they leave they
are all pretty serious, until

they see my car. Some kids

still know how to use their

father's shaving cream.
Saturday, November 3rd:

It's eight-thirty in the morning
as I walk from Southwest to

Herter. I start noticing the

debators as I cross the Whit-
more parking lot. Suitcoats.

Ties. Dresses. Jackets that

match the pants. And even
nylons. It looks like trick or

treat four days late. Ap-
pearance in debate can be
important so Sunday dress is in

order. It just looks pretty funny
to see people dressed up on this

campus.
8: 45 — Registration for the

tournament is in Herter Hall.

Registration for the cham-
pionship division, the cream of

the varsity, is first. Old faces I

haven't seen in a long time
appear. Barb is a junior from
Rhode Island. Last year she
was a novice, a beginning
debator. This year she is

taking the big step up to top
varsity. She looks over the list

of participating schools and
starts haming off the ones she
wants to debate against. She
looks up and smiles. Each
school she's named is known as
an easy win. "If you had to

mark yourself in nervousness
on a scale of one to four hun-

dred, where would you be?"
"That's easy" she says, "four

hundred."
A few schools just make the

registration deadline, in-

cluding my old school AAelrose.

It's super nostalgia time for

me as I see all my old novices

again. I was the novice coach
at AAelrose for two years. Now
one of my old novices, Leo, is

the novice coach. He tells me
how good his novices are. I'm

hit with a divided loyalty. I'm

now working with Amherst,
but my memories lie with

AAelrose. Who do I cheer for?

It's selfish, but I sort of wish
that AAelrose would bomb out.

Then I could say "See what
you are without me." But I also

want Leo to be proud of his

novices like I was proud of

him. I don't know who to cheer
for.

The championship division

gets through with just a few
problems and the registration

desk prepares for the next two
levels — novice and junior

varsity. Then a guy runs up
and announces he has just

arrived for the championship
division and would like to

register. He doesn't realize

that the teams are already
debating.

1:10 p.m.: The rounds for

varsity and novice are sup-

posed to start but there are no
ballots in the'rooms. One of the

tournament workers runs up to

a girl waiting outside Herter
auditorium. "Jill! Where are
the ballots?" "They haven't
brought them to me yet." "But
you're supposed to get them."
"No way, I'm supposed to wait
for them." Times like this are
normal for in a debate tourney.

1:30p.m.: In round one, two
of my old novices, Annette and
Anita, are debating another
school. Annette is questioning
the girl from the other team
and is taking her apart. An
nette looks the other way and
the girl looks to her partner
with a face of doom. Annette
looks back up and the girl

starts smiling again. She
smiles like the way Fay Wraye
did as King Kong's arm came
through the window. The old

"don't let them know you're
worried" look.

The girls talk with a real

important sounding
vocabulary. Too often
debators have been stereo-

typed as intellectuals and
brains. Sure they talk big

words and subjects like

malnutrition, budget sur-
passes, non-tax fees, and
marginal firms. But debators
are people, and definitely not
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Amherst

all brains. I was one tor four

years. That should disprove

any theory about brains and

debators.

4:30 p.m.: The tournament
is running late and most people

haven't eaten yet. With a few

bologna sandwiches, some
chocolate milk, and a bag of

cookies, I suddenly become
very popular. A lot of people

don't eat on tournaments. The
pressure is big and the

stomachs are too tense to eat.

5: 15 p.m.: Tabulation is the

heart of a debate tournament.
This is where all the records

are kept, points are totaled,

schedules made, and problems
solved. Remembering what it

was like when I ran a tour

nament, I figured I could get

some good news story here. I

figured to see Tim Hynes
pulling his hair out and Prof.

AAatlon swearing his head off.

To my surprise everything was
peaceful. No swearing, no hair

pulling. As tournament
director John Adams put it

"Hynes and AAatlon are just

super efficient". That was
obvious.

8:30 p.m.: Day one of the
tournament is over for the
debators and judges, but not
for the tabulation people. One
of the workers comes up to the
hallway in Herter where just a
few people are left. "Has
anyone seen the AAalden
Catholic judge? Not only
hasn't that idiot signed the
ballot, but he didn't even give a
decision. That shithead." and
the kid goes off hoping to find
him.

11:00 p.m.: Nights for
debators are often a free for
all. For kids staying in dorms
or motels, the opportunity to do
all the things they can't do at
home is utopia. Don
Witkowski, manager of the
Campus Center Hotel reports
that "in past years the kids

have done some drinking.
They get loud, but if you ask
them to quiet down, they
usually will."

Sunday, November 5th: A lot

of the AAelrose kids stayed with
me and I start waking them up
for the second day of debating.

We head for the student union
where food service is

presenting one of their famous
brunches. Having been making
my own meals for two weeks, I

had forgotten why I had gotten
out my meal ticket. I

remember now. The brunch is

where they announce the
championship teams that
qualify for the elimination
rounds. There is a definite

tenseness as everyone
speculates on how they have
done. Results of debates are
not released until the whole
thing is over.
The people of the UAAass

debate team who have worked
on the tournament are in-

troduced. Special recognition

is given to Jill Peltin. "You
want to know why?" she asks.

"It's because I told someone I

was tired of all the shit I've

been getting." She smiles. She
knows it's a lot of work, but in

the end they appreciate her.

A novice from a Catholic

school near Boston is on the

phone. "AAa? This is Jimmy. I

think we're 5 and 0. 5 and 0. If

we can win just one more
round we'll win the whole
tournament."

5:30 p.m.: The tournament
is finally over and the crowds
wait for the announcements for

who has won.

Prof. AAatlon arrives and the
announcements start. When
the dust clears, Amherst
Regional has walked away
with everything in sight in the
novice division. All four first

places and five other awards
with them. Kevyn was top
speaker over 120 other
debators. Ed, the kid who kept
writing things down, won a

speaker award in the junior

varsity division, along with a
perfect ballot, which is like a
no hitter in baseball.

One last thing to do. I go to

Prof. AAatlon to see if I could

get out of a ticket I got while

illegally parked in front of

SBA. "What can I do with it?" I

asked. "The same thing I have
to do", he says, "pay it."
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by Steve Tripoli

The cult of the fan in sports is a B. DRIVER (RAY ROY) : B is the bus
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e^ue driver on the Reds road tr 'PS, and has

d
been for the last four or five years. He
works for the Bonanza bus company,
owned by Reds owner Sage. Instantly
recognizable with his famous "face
carved out of granite." Stays com
pletely expressionless during games,
but has a lot of hockey knowledge. Was
heard to make the astute observation
when the Reds were down five goals
one night that "There's something

SWEATHOG: The Reds' biggest fan
weighing in at 250. "A big man for a big
job", or so goes the saying. Sweats
profusely during games, but is really
one hell of a nice guy. Executes the job
of being the Reds's number one fan

sports the cult is a whole different thing
from what the average major league
fan sees, and for my money, at least,
it's a hell of a lot more enjoyable. What
follows is the story of a team I've been
watching for a while, followed by an
account of fandom at game, which
found me and two friends on the road,
rooting against the crowd.
The Providence Rhode Island Reds

of the American Hockey League are, in definitely wronq toniaht "
their 48th season, the oldest minor
league franchise in professional sports
(and only two years younger than the
Boston Bruins)

. The people who are the
organization are a story in themselves,
and a reason why the minor leagues
are good leagues for the fan. Here's a
rundown of some of the biggies, and
why they're famous, roughly in order
of rank.

GEORGE SAGE: Owner of the Reds
since the 1969-70 season, known as the
"Sage of Providence". One of George's
strong points is that you can see him,
yes, even debate him, at almost any
Reds game. At opening night this year
in Boston my roommate, Bill Ballou,
and I ran into George, where we
debated him on strategy and told him
how we feel he should run his team. Try
doing that with Weston Adams, Jr. of
the Bruins, if you can find him.

GEORGE PATRICK DUFFY: The
face is as Irish as the name. George,
now Assistant General Manager of the
Reds, was for eighteen years prior to
this the Dean of AHL broadcasters.
Duffy always opened his broadcasts
with the famed "Well, hi there,
ever'body" and closed with the more
famed "Remember, you can keep the
sports parade moving by being — a
good sport". George is always there,
too, and he'll talk to anyone who wants
to talk, especially on the road. An all
around great guy.

EDDIE "AHH-DEE-AHH" McCON-
NELL: Ahh dee ahh is a goal judge in
Providence, and has been since the
1930's. The origin of the "ahh dee ahh"
is -,nknow, but everyone in Providence
knows that if you see Eddie, point ai
him, and say "ahh dee ahh", Eddie
will point back and do the same. It may
sound insane here, but it's an in-
stitution in Providence.

JACK CLEARY: Controlled the public
address system in the Rhode Island
Auditorium for <\/ years before the
Reds moved to the new Providence
Civic Center. The reason he controlled
it was simple. He owned it. Famous for
his drawl of "Onnnnne minute left in

the period." Towards the end of his
career he'd miss his cue, usually end
ing up by saying something like

"eighttteeeen seconds left in the
period." He still goes to games, and is a
bona fide member of the Rhode Island
Reds Hall of Fame.

Wednesday, October 24th, was a
normal day for most people, but not for
Reds fans. This was the day of their
first confrontation of the year with the
Springfield Kings, their archrivals
("the hated Queens", to quote my
roommate.) The game was in
Springfield, for years a place of
frustation for the Reds. In fourteen
years as a fan, Ballou had only seen
them win there twice. And the fans
there not only hate the Reds, they hate
Reds fans. And that was us.

Oct. 24 was a good day for most
normal people ... But what
about them?

with class, dignity, and a sense of
purpose. I've witheld his real name
because I feel the nickname's cruel,
but the fans who use it do so af
fectionately.

JIMMY: Allegedly a fan since the first
days of the Reds. He, along with
Sweathog, is a past president of the
Rhode Island Reds Booster Club, Inc.
His most famous move was the night he
called the referee at a Reds game over
to his seat, wanting to give him
something. When the ret arrived
Jimmy placed a pair of binoculars in

his hands.

TEX: Another big fan. Used to have a
season's ticket in the same section as
my roommate. Hands down winner of
the Stupidest Fan in the AHL Award
year after year after year. Always
wears a ten gallon hat to games.
Rumor has it that you can look through
his ears and see the game going on for
lack of grey matter between.
INGRID: An usherette at the Civic
Center and a girlfriend of Gerry
Teeple, the worst player on the team.
Walks around the Civic Center acting
beautiful.

Well, that's a rundown of the people.
Now on to the business of the fans as a
whole.

It was myself, my roommate Ballou,
and Poor Richard's staffer and mutual
friend Barbara Voorhees who
descended on the Springfield Civic
Center that Wenesday night. We didn't
know at the time that a bus full of
'Rooster Boosters", from the booster
club was also headed that way, and we
didn't see much of them till after the
game, so we went it alone most of the
way in a hostile crowd.

This year the Reds are supposed to
have one of the strongest teams in the
league, the Kings one of the weakest.
But the curse of Springfield was in our
minds, and we weren't at all sure of

I
victory.

We got more than a few looks as we
! walked into the Civic Center, all

: wearing Reds pins, and Ballou wearing
a straw hat with a Reds bumper sticker

I plastered across the front, Voorhees

|

carrying Harry, a rubber Rooster,
(and presumably a Rhode Island Red
Rooster) and myself carrying a Reds
pennant. We got to our seats just before
the first period, and when the Reds
came out on the ice (the visiting team
is always first) the three of us stood
and cheered, while the other 3,000 fans
either remained seated or remained
seated and booed. We were marked
people from that point on, intruders on
the Springfield fans' celebration of the
home team.
The first period was a disaster. The

Kings scored five unanswered goals,
and with each one the fans rose,
cheered, and laughed at us. A well
dressed guy two rows in front of us
leaned over during the worst of it and
said loudly to his girlfriend "How's the
Providence team doing?" Ballou
taking the bait, hollered down, they're
in first place." The battle of Springfield
had begun. At the end of the period the
girls seated in front of me left her seat.
Turning around, she told me that, in

view of the score, I ought to "fold up
my pennant and go home." I was
speechless. They had the laugh on us.
Between periods Voorhees and I went

down to get a beer at one of the con
cession stands. Hostility reigned even
there, as the man behind the counter,
eyeing our Reds pins, called over to his
partner "Give the girl a Gansett",
which is the chief beer served in

Providence. They were exploiting the
5 lead for all its ridicule value.
The second period started better,

with the Reds hitting for two quick
goals in the first four minutes. It was

our turn to stand and cheer now, and
we picked up new enemies for it. On the
second goal I noticed a girl a row in

front of me and a few seats to left who
cast a withering glare at me as I

cheered the second Reds goal. This
prompted me to wave my pennant in

her face, and after that she kept her
head turned and flashed me the finger
without looking at me.

Fate intervened once again. The
puck hit the clumsy referee as the Reds
broke out of their own end. The Kings
picked it up and turned it into a goal. It

was 6-2, and the glory belonged to the
Kings fans again.

It was about this time that Ballou,
with nothing better to do, started
ridiculing the Kings' yellow uniforms.
He hollered out "Hey Queens, when are
you going to Jake your pajamas off?" A
new face emerged from this, as an
elderly woman about five rows in front
of us turned around and told Ballou that
if he "took his off there'd probably be a
slip underneath." Roars of approval
from the rest of the fans on that one.
By the end of the oeriod, the Reds

had struck two more times, making the
score going into the final period 6 4
Kings. There was a chance.
At the beginning of the third period

we cheered as the Reds skated onto the
ice. It just so happened that as I stood,
our friend from two rows up (How's the
Providence team doing?) was coming
back to his seat. He smiled snidely and
said, "Gee, you didn't have to stand up
just for me." I wanted to tell him that I

always stood up for Queens, but I blew
the line.

As far as the game goes, the rest is

history. The Reds scored six unan
swered goals in the third period, and
the final was Providence 10,
Springfield 6 in one of the great
comebacks in AHL history.

After the seventh goal, which broke a
66 tie, Ballou commented aloud to
everyone in general, "Gee, it's awful
quiet in here." When he tried the same
thing the period before our friend from
two rows up had turned around and
said "that's because your mother's
breath's so bad." He didn't even turn
around this time.
As we walked out we heard a few

people curse, and one young kid waited
for Ballou at the bottom of the steps.
"Hey, Maggot," he called out. Ballou
walked up to him menacingly and said
Tough to lose, isn't it?" The fan knew

that we had the last, irreversible
laugh ; he had to give in. He put his arm
around Ballou and said, "Yup, it sure
is."

On the way out we met the Booster
club, and I'll never forget the last
words I heard as I walked out of the
Civic Center. I held my Reds banner
above my head, and the voice of
Sweathog, directed at me, came from
behind. "That's it kid, wave it nice and
high." The Battle of Springfield was
over.
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COLOR

CABLE TV
Monday nite football

Bruins Hockey

BRING YOUR OWN!

EVERYONE WELCOME

PAPA'S PIZZA
If Mama doesn't feed you

Papa will

FEARING ST. across from Southwest
Open 5-1 a.m. weekdays 12-312 3a.m. weekends P'J>J>o
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Redemption At Chapin Hall Sin9in9 Ink

by M. B. Citron-

In Concert:

Jesse Colin Young
Chapin Hall, Mount Holyoke
November 2

catalysis to affect the change
from the stereotyped prep,
giggling, debutante ladden Mt.
Holyoke concert crowd to the
volatile group gathered there
that evening.

Last Friday night's concert
at Mt. Holyoke's Chapin Hall
was more than an event. It was
historic. There can be no doubt
that the concert succeeded.
But more importantly, it

showed that you could have fun
ai a Mt. Holyoke concert.

I don't mean entertaining,
stimulating or refreshing
"fun". The people at the
concert that night were
stamping, raging, roaring,
raving — I mean those people
came to participate in the
joyful nonsense that a good
rock concert should be. And
Jesse Colin Young (ex-leader
of the Youngbloods) with his

high-flying hand provided the

Sitting downstairs in Chapin
Hall's snack bar we talked to
Jesse before the concert. It's

difficult to imagine the down
home, foot stomping scenes of
the concert when I think about
the easy, unassuming Jesse
Colin Young we spoke to. But
maybe that's the point; the

unpretentious character of the
performer carried through to
the audience.

Jesse talked about the music
he listens to — Coltrane, Miles
Davis. He talked about his

family background, which is

academic, not musical. He
spoke about the tour he's on
now; two months on the road
and another one yet to come.
Then he finished the beer he
had been drinking, set it down
on the table with finality,

excused himself, and walked
off to the Winnebago like home
he's using to travel from show
to show.

The group Jesse has
surrounded himself with now
has the advantage of Jim
Rothermel playing horns.
Rothermel played the
saxophone, clarinet, flute and
harmonica. His skill was
consummate as he stole the

show two or three times during
the concert. The crowd was
stomping in the aisles during

his "Jambalaya" sax solo.
Rothermel flew in marked
comparison to the old
Youngbloods who would often
bog down on instrumental
solos. I suspect Rothermel's
training was classical. The
tones and execution were
expressive and skillful.

Comparison of this group to

the Youngbloods was
automatic as they opened with
Euphoria' and played many of

the defunct groups standards.
Percussion and bass were
adequate, but the keyboards
sounded like the caliope at
Barnum and Bailey's.

The rest of the concert was
lifted from Jesse's two solo

albums, doing especially well

with his new 'Song for Jul i'.

Ann Hart, Mt. Holyoke
organizer of the concert, said

that the sell out concert that

night was the first since Chuck
Berry played a few months
ago. 'Even the Band didn't sell-

out' Hart said.

Vinyl Times

SONG FOR JUL I

JESSE COLIN YOUNG
(Warner Brothers)

When I spoke to Jesse Colin
Young last week at Mount
Holyoke College, I was sur-

prised to hear him tell me that
he has been listening to a lot of

old Miles Davis and John
Coltrane, lately. "They knew
how to make a melody fit",

Jesse said of them.
Not until I listened to Jesse's

new album did I realize what
Jesse, the folk singer, meant
when he said that he was in-

fluenced by those two jazz

geniuses. Jesse is preoccupied
with making beautiful
melodies and on this album,
Song for Juli, Jesse has written
several very beautiful
melodies. Say what you will

about Jesse as a guitarist (he
is competent and he knows his

limitations) ; as a songwriter
he is exceptional.

On this album, Jesse is

reaching into new musical
regions (for him, anyway).
The most noticeable example
is his addition of horns and
woodwinds. He has added to

his band Jim Rothermel, who
plays sax, clarinet and flute.

Jim's roots are in the field of

jazz, so he adds a more vibrant

aspect to Jesse's folksy music.
Rothermal can produce a

purity of tone from a flute

usually met only in classical

flutists.

Some of the songs, such as
the title cut and Country Home
are sweet but forgettable.
Others, like Evenin and
Mornin Sun are in the same
quiet, unobtrusive mood as the
best of Jesse's older music.
Jesse also tries to sing the

blues with T Bone Walker's T-
Bone Shuffle, but his voice just

isn't suited for this.

The best song on the album
is Ridgetop and it is unlike
anything Jesse has done in the
past. It begins with an atonal,
arythmic piano and saxophone
intro, segued into a more
structured, funky guitar solo,

with Jesse's voice brought in

afterwards. His voice shows a
sensitivity unheard previously.
He wails, rather than whines,
coating his sacharrine voice
with a layer of harshness. The
song ends, as it begins,
featuring the sax and the
piano, only now they are fading
away over Jesse's haunting
voice.

— Kevin Mack

We're Entertaining
Every Weekend At

THE CHEQUERS
FRI. EVE.
SAT. EVE. -

9-12:30 a.m.

Bob Jeffway Quartet — 9-12:30 a.m.
AL BEAUPRE TRIO with Vickie Phillips

?
£

-
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MIND GAMES
JOHN LENNON
(Apple SW-3414)

Prior to its release, Yoko
described Mind Games as
being like Imagine, only bigger

and better, and that sums it

up well. Imagine's un-
dercurrent of optimism has
blossomed in Mind Games and
the flowering makes for one of

the most convincing musical

statements of this, or any,
year.
With Mind Games, Lennon

dispels all doubts brought
about by Some Time In New
York City, and
reassures us of

his ability to

mastermind
what is on all

accounts an
exceptionally

brilliant

record.

Moreover, our
"intellectual

Beatle" has
given us an
album with not

one bad song and this
shows, in yet another way, how
much of a rarity Mind Games
really is.

Thematically, there are
three distinct types of songs:
first, Yoko-inspired love songs
( "Aisumasen", with a touch of

Japanese vocabulary; "One
Day (At A Time)", which has
Lennon in a high falsetto,

singing a verse akin to "Love"
coupled with a delightfully
refreshing chorus; "Out The
Blue", another lilting ballad;
"I Know (I Know)", with
prime Lennonesque harmonies
that bear an uncanny
resemblance to mid- Beatles;
and "You Are Here", liberally

seasoned with major-sixth
chording as his previous "Sun
K ing" and "Hold On Yoko").

Secondly, there are more "I
Found Ouf'-type lyrics, ex-
pressing Lennon's hard-won
belief in himself: "Meat City",
a multi-syllabic diatribe which
is both ebullient and inspired;
"Intuition", which as the feel

of a Broadway showtune; and
"Tight As", which holds the
spot "Crippled Inside" did on
Imagine and is musically
comparable.
And thirdly, there is Len-

non's outer hostility which is

projected through the usual
nebulous politics against
Government, perhaps John's
biggest enemy at the moment.

The
word-play title

of "Bring On
The Lucie
( Freda
People)

"

provides for

jubilant

moments, and
"Only People"
is a rocking
celebration of

faith in
mankind.

As a singer, John is all over
the place and his ready tenor
has never been better. On
many songs his voice is

overdubbed several times
over, while others feature
female back ups. His up-tempo
rockers have improved im-
mensely; the rough edges
being softened by minor chords
in between the l-IV-V-VII
formula. And John as
arranger/producer has never
come through with such verve,
intensity and sensitivity.

Mind Games is the
mellowest Lennon album ever.
The emphasis is on melody,
and the results are perfect. It's

an album that, sooner or later,

everyone will want to own.
— Steve Feld

University Dr. at Amity St.

3 PLUS 3

THE ISLEY BROTHERS
(T. Neck K2 32453)
Currently riding the crest of what is possibly their all-time

greatest hit "That Lady", The Brothers Isley are also having a
good deal of success with their current album. With the same
flair which makes "That Lady" so infectious, the other Isley
compositions on this album have a driving, mellow quality which
should make one wonder what compelled them to alternate their
own material with their renditions of big white hits such as
"Don't Let Me Be Lonely Tonight", "Summer Breeze" and
" L isten to the Music". Not that the Isley's don't stylize and even
improve upon the originals, but there's only so much that can be
done with a James Taylor song. Dig? Ernie Isley's inspired
guitar work shines throughout as do the amazing Isley vocals
Still, the best cuts on 3 PL US 3 are "If You Were There", "That
Lady" and "What It Comes Down To", all Isley orioinals. This
fine electric album will further establish the Isley Brothers as
fine cover versionists, but more important as excellent com-
|posers and musicians. Non-stop Solid Rock.

— Solid Vodka

GENESIS LIVE
GENESIS (B&C)
Time 47: 10

Genesis Live is another of
those tasty English imports
showing up in American disc
shops recently. Like King
Crimson's live import, this
album probably will not be
released here in the States.

Genesis, though not that well
known on these shores, are
very big back in England. This
album shows why. Audience
enthusiasm is surprising due to
the fact that they're given
sizable ovations just for
announcing the songs,
Material is usually extended
just enough for well thought
out solos and the like.

Lyrically, Genesis is sur-
prisingly strong.

Side One, with an un-
believable twenty-six minutes
of music, opens up with the
enthralling "Watcher of the
Skies". "Watcher" is ex-
cellent, and one of the group's
standbys. "Get 'em Out By
Friday" and "The Return of
the Giant Hogweed" round out
the side with more of the same
good music. The guitar/
keyboard patterns are espe-
cially good.
The second side is my

favorite. "Musical Box" picks
off where "Hogweed" left off.
A little bit slower than the
other material, but just as
strong. Closing out the album
is "The Knife". This is
perhaps one of Genesis' best
songs lyrically. Roughly, it is

about revolution.

Genesis freaks shouldn't be
without this gem. With a little

more exposure here in the
streets, Genesis could become
very big. (A) (A new studio
album should be released in
the near future)

.

— David Santos

PULVER RISING
JUDI PULVER
(MGM SE-4904)

Good thing most of the songs
were short because I doubt I

could take anything over four
minutes of Janis Joplin
imitations teamed with music
that just wouldn't let up. I'm
sorry Judi, but another Janis
you could never be.

— Lori Ann Yes low

by Mike Kostek.

(at least)

QUADROPHENIA/
WHO (MCA2-10004)
time: 82: 14

Personnel:
John Entwistle: Bass,

Horns, Vocals
Roger Daltrey: Lead Vocals
Keith Moon: Percussion,

Vocals
Pete Townshend:

Remainder (guitar, vocals,
synthesizer, keyboards,
anything else I missed)
Chris Stainton: Piano (on

three cuts)

THIS ONE'S guaranteed.
But you knew that. You knew
that Townshend had been
doing something the last two
years, and whatever it was, it

was bound to be incredible.
And is there anything better
than having the highest ex-
pectations for something and
having them exceeded when it

finally comes out?

Quadrophenia washes away
whatever qualms you've been
accumulating about The Who,
and their various solo efforts.

This one simply blows away
anything released so far this

year, and might just possibly
bring about public realization
of what's been apparent since
Tommy: when it comes to

getting something Jone,
nobody does it as well as The
Who.

Quadrophenia's all Town
shend in terms of
progenetation. He conceived,
wrote, pre produced and
produced (along with The
Who) this two record 'opera'
concerning the puberty rites of
an English teenager growing
up crazy in London during the
middle sixties. Quadrophenia's
all Who in terms of per-
formance, though. From the
way the album hangs together,
it sounds like Pete's been doing
nothing for the last two years
but arranging every single
note and word.

There's never been an album
like this. Certainly no rock

album has ever been as full or
as rich. Quadrophenia is that
rarity of rarities, the double

THE album that's worth its weight.
It is with no little thought that I

label Quadrophenia The Who's
finest achievement, and
certainly one of the five best
rock albums ever released. It

is the best album released in
the Seventies, and might just
be the finest ever. Now how
long has it been since you've
thought of any new album in
those terms?

Growing up in England in the
middle Sixties was a unique
experience. Suffocation of
sorts was almost total for the
unleavened soul who couldn't
find him/herself in any of the
existing norms. Keeping up
with one's peers in fashion ( the
Mods were much fiercer a
force than any here, as
everyone in England was a
Mod or a Rocker), street-
fighting, and status sex is

always a negative and useless
use of energy. Quadrophenia is

Pete Townshend looking back
on those days, wondering how
and why he could have been
involved in anything like that.
No one lived the Sixties more
intensely and more in-

trospectively than Peter
Townshend did, and it's all

here. He seems amazed at the
incredibly powerful forces that
pushed him and the rest of
English Youth into such
narrow and wasteful forms of
'rebellion'.

The main character in the
story, Jimmy, is not
schizophrenic, as his parents
and psychiatrist tell him, he's
bleedin' quadrophenic. Each
part of Jimmy's character is

represented by a theme, and
"each character part is

reflected by a member of The
Who."

Each of the themes swirls
round and round as Jimmy
runs out of possibilities. He
finds accepted "guidance
counselors" (doctor, minister,
psychiatrist, parents) useless,
and runs into life on the streets.

The men who do the "Dirty

Jobs" let him down when
they're afraid to even strike for
more pay. They are certainly
caught in the system, but who
isn't? "In the battle on the
streets/You fight computers
and receipts/And when a man
is trying to change/ But only
causes further pain/You
realize that all along
something in us is going
wrong/... You stop dancing."
Jimmy rails at his own

passions: "I'm finished with

"Helpless Danger". This
one's verbalized by "Can you
see the real me? Can ya? Can
ya?", and is a call to his peers
to identify him. He dares them,
taunts them into telling him
who he is. The thing is, he
really doesn't know, and this is

certainly the easiest way to
'find out'. He eventually grows
tired of being a helpless
dancer, putting himself
through social motions to
establish himself as Someone.

the fashions/And acting like
I'm tough/ I'm bored with hate
and passion/ I've had enough of
trying to love". He realizes his
friends offer no shelter, and his
dream girl is as shallow as
everyone else. His job
naturally doesn't work out, and
he retires to a world of pills and
the sea.

Townshend's four themes
are these:

"Bell Boy". A droning,
nagging, poking call to work
that will hang onto the back of
your neck like a chain. Here's
the perfect embodiment of the
young man at work ex-
perience. The bloody lunatic
will even carry your bags.

Tough Guy. A Personality.
Himself. But Jimmy is ob-
viously deeper than GS
scooters and zoot suits.

"Is It Me (For A Mo
rnent)?" Is Jimmy's emerging
self being discovered? The
romantic side. 'Was that me?'
he wonders desperately. 'Will

that be me? Will I be like that?
Can I afford to follow into that
manner of acting, of existing?
Can I even trust my judgment
to tell me who I really am?' So
it is during his life, he hits on
several extremely affecting
experiences and can only
wonder who he really is.

"Love Reign O'er Me" is

what he wants most

desperately of all. He wants
love to rule him and rain over
him and set him in a per
manent frieze of love. He longs
for love, and the reoccuring
water sounds (water, in

Freudian terms, is a symbol of

love/womanhood), symbolize
this. Unfortunately the various
girls in his life are trapped
also, and, as always, as
everywhere, to a far greater
extent. Jimmy cannot live in a
world as cold and tough as
1960's England. Such was the
similar case in America from
1966 1970 when we merely
expected to ring down a life of
love by invoking the word and
waiting for it to happen. We
didn't act positively enough to
make it work. More than
anything else, love takes a
conscious effort to make it

work. Jimmy's been made into
a beggar, a hypocrite, all for
love.

Everywhere the music is

incredible. Quadrophenia's a
ton of power. Townshend's set
up the right forms to say what
he wants to in no uncertain
terms, with a clear
sightedness rare in rock.
Entwhistle's bass playing has
never been better, with his
round sounding notes giving
perfect support to the varied
music. Daltrey's vocals are
superb; he fills the album on
power and skill alo.ie. It is

inconceivable to imagine any
other singer being able to fit

this role. And Moon: yes, at
long last we can hear him, all

of him on drums, and there are
few finer. Keith's vocal parts
on "Bell Boy" also deserve
some sort of Special Mention.
And Pete Townshend. What

can you say about a man who
works miracles? He sings and
plays on the album with an
ease, grace and precision all

too deceptive.

No matter how deep you get
into the record, there's always
more — Quadrophenia is

limitless. Townshend has
made the album as unbounded
as life itself. This, fellow rods
and mockers, is more than the
album of the year. It's

something for us. All of us.
From someone WHO knows.

Culture Amid The Mass
In Concert:
Yale String Quartet
Bowker Auditorium
October 29

The Fine Arts Council's
Chamber Music Series got off

on a high note Monday night
with a rare performance by the
celebrated Yale String
Quartet. The Quartet is

comprised of four interna-

tionally known soloists, who
merged nine years ago, to be
come one of the finest quartets
in the world. Displaying great
dynamic control, the Quartet
presented a program of
complementary stalwarts of

the repertoire — the Debussey
Quartet in G. minor, Op. 10,

Haydn's Quartet in Eb major,
Op. 33, No. 2 ("The Joke"), and
Schubert's Quartet in D Minor,
D. 810 ("Death and the
Maiden").
As often as I hear the

Debussey, it never fails to

move me. This is an early work
of Debussey, Op. 10, but
already possessed of the
flowing colorations of his later

works. The playing of the piece
began a little tightly, but
quickly settled to one of the
finer interpretations I have
heard. I do not recall hearing

the third movement ever
played so slowly, or
dynamically low. The solo

playing here was inspired,

expecially of Walter Trampler
on viola, giving an in-

trospective mood. The second
movement scherzo was light

and playful; however, the
pizzicato playing could have
been a little more sharp.

The Haydn Quartets, Op. 33,

offered an entirely new style of
music to the world. The
relation between principal and
accompanying voices was
transformed as never before,
and the dynamic conceptions
were just as monumental. The
brilliance of this conception
comes from the fact that each
successive stage is an echo of a
beat and not a beat itself so
that the weight of the beat is

felt in the silence and reflected
in the sound. The Yale Quartet
executed this concept
brilliantly, as well as providing
the sharp, crisp, and singing
qualities of the Classical
Style.

The highlight of the evening
was the Schubert. This is

anything but a lightweight
work. The mood is sombre,
even tragic. It is often abrupt
in expression and makes

defiant gestures. The first

movement play was slightly
interrupted as the string on
Broadus Erie's violin snapped
and had to be replaced. This
was not to have its effect,
however, as the Quartet
finished the movement in cool
style. In the slow second

INCONCERT
impulse! $

movement, the low level of
dynamics produced a sombre
mood. This is the movement
from which the piece gets its

name from Schubert's lied'

Der tod und das Madchen'.
Here the sure voiced Death
assures, and reassures, the
maiden of her fate. The playing

of The Yale String Quartet
here and the effect they
produced showed the hands of
very mature artists. It was an
enjoyable night of music.

Daniel Sweeney

JAZZON TOUR
NEW DIMENSIONS

IN CONTEMPORARY

MUSIC

KEITH JARRETT

1

Downstairs at

GATOBARBIERI

/*

Friday t Saturday Night

Live Entertainment

The Bonnie Hoyd Revue"

Band starts at 8: 30 p.m.

No Cover — No Minimum

Rt. 9 and University Drive

a mt/^ c j m j
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The Living Presidency
The Living Presidency, by Emmett
John Hughes
Coward, McCann, & Geoghagen, Inc.

N.Y. P. 377 $10.50

by Frederic C. Weiss
Emmett Hughes has given us a very

timely and thorough study ot the

American Presidency: its history
dating from its vague origins to its

growing complexities; and his ob-

servations concerning the institution of

the Presidency in the present and

future judging, from its mysterious
past.

This word — mystery, remains
prevalent throughout Hughes' study of
the Presidency. Hughes writes; "to
speak of the office as a mystery
moreover, is not to voice awe or give
homage: it is only to observe a political
fact, that as the dictionary says
'arouses wonder by being difficult to
understand or solve.' This does not
sound like too romantic or sentimental
a description of the place of a President
in the American system."
While it is hard to state just what

makes up an effective Presidential
style, Hughes gives several specific
"senses" that are of paramount im-
portance in the performance of the
duties of the Presidency, and whose
presence or absence "set the tone and
decide the forces of all Presidential
leadership." They are:
A Sense of Confidence: Any show of

hesitation can be deadly; the Kennedy
Presidency showed that an abundance
of confidence can compensate for
mediocre accomplishments in gaining
public popularity.

A Sense of Proportion: Not building

things up to become heroic crusades
(most recently President Nixons

gaudy "New American Revolution" —
by the way does anyone remember just

what it was?) . Presidents caught up in

what they build up to be personal

crusades often end in disaster (i.e.

Woodrow Wilson and Lyndon John-

son).

A Sense of Drama: All great

Presidents especially F.D.R. had it:

Timing, of which Abraham Lincolns

holding of the release of the eman-
cipation proclamation until after the

victory at Antietam is most notable:

and Humanity.
Concerning a sense of Humanity,

Hughes writes; "There is an in-

calculable price to be paid by any
Presidency that gives the appearance
of comprehending — or caring — not

quite enough." The author's greatest

example of this is Herbert Hoover, who
looked to solutions "abstractly" rather

than with the warmth and "sense of

humanity" that Lincoln was planning

to handle reconstruction with.

Perhaps Hughes' ideas on a Sense of

Constancy were most relevent in this

age of Watergate. He writes, "With no
necessary loss of popular trust, (the

President) may vary his methods, but
he must not appear to waver. A
Washington or a Jefferson, like an
Abraham Lincoln or a Franklin
Roosevelt knew the critical distinction

between changing course and changing
conscience."
Hughes pictures the role of the

President as an "unparalleled and
unending act of reconciliation. For he
must find and hold a kind of balance
between modes of action that seem
contradictory and casts of belief that

seem alien."

The author stresses the importance
of a "sense of leadership" in

Presidents as well as other statesman.

They must take up issues head on, and

not wait for the issue to fall upon their

shoulders.

At a time when people seem to be
screaming for a weakening of the

Executive, Hughes does not see any
instant panacea in transferring more
power to the Congress citing that,

"..there does not follow. ..a corrective

in anything so simple as a broad
reassertion of Congressional power.
Out of eight wars that the Republic has
known since its creation, the force of

opinion within the walls of Congress
may be credited as decisive with

respect to two: the War of 1812 and the

1898 War with Spain. These were not

glorious or rational encounters."
What does Hughes recommend? In

the book he is against giving Congress
greater power to limit Presidential

perrogatives. Even though the book
was written before the increasing

Nixonite Watergate folly, in a con-

versation over the phone Emmett
Hughes stayed with his original

assumption that the Congress was not

"all knowing", that there were many
benefits to a strong Executive. "There
is a great temptation to take away the

power of the Presidency because of

Watergate," said Hughes "But that

would be punishing the office because
of the mistakes of one man."

Yet he does feel that improvements
can be made to try and put the

Presidency back in its proper per

spective. Hughes would like to see a
more exact definition concerning the

doctrine of Executive Privilege. He
also feels that the State Department
should be in charge of Foreign policy

once again; opening the way to

Congressional consultation, and

putting the power back in the hands of

those who might tend more to be

concerned with policy than politics.

While Hughes, as a Presidential

speech writer (for Eisenhower),
journalist, and Professor (at Rutgers)

has excellent credentials in the field of

Presidential politics, he* sees the

danger in having one man give his

interpretation of the "Presidency".

Therefore in his book he has included a

section entitled: "The Presidency as I

Have Seen It", with brief epistles by

twelve associates of various Presidents

(Theodore Sorenson, Nelson
Rockefeller to name a few) and their

concept of the office itself.

Hughes' book is humorous as well as

intriguing. Well documented .as much
as well written. The absence of

references to Watergate in this book
was perhaps a blessing in disguise, for

Hughes retains historical perspective

avoiding the immediacy of emotion. He
states his theory of Executive power,

without having to feel defensive about

its abuse in the Nixon Administration.

While that abuse makes people

suspicious of the powers of the

Presidency, Hughes can point out in his

book the accomplishment of F.D.R.
during the depression, or Thomas
Jefferson making the Louisiana
purchase. The book is blatantly par-

tisan towards the Executive Branch;
its drama, individuals and growth. The
Living Presidency is also excellent — a
masterpiece that should be read by
anyone interested in government or

fond of advocating quick found
solutions to contemporary problems.

The Living Presidency is available

in The University Bookstore.

books
The National Football Lottery

National Football Lottery —
Larry Merchant
Holt, Rinerart and Winston New York
P. 325 $7.50

by Bill Ballou

Before I tell you about Larry Mer
chant's advice for betting on the

National Football Lottery, let me give

you some of my own.
Use the money you save by not

buying this book to bet on the Patriots

in the Super Bowl. It'll be a most
worthwhile expenditure, com-
paratively speaking.
Now, Merchant is supposedly a fine

sportswriter. Occasionally you get

glimpses of his talent, though they are
usually confined to descriptions of

weeks when he's winning money. But
too often his account of his betting

exploits turns into a narrative of his

private life, which is none too in-

teresting.

Here's how the book is set up:

Merchant was given a $30,000 ad
vance from the publisher to use as a
stake in betting on the week's pro
football games. He could use it as he
wished, and he didn't have to win to

write the book.

He describes, week-by-week up to

and including the Super Bowl, how he
does. Also included are things like how
he places his bet, how the line (like

Colts by 3 over the Patriots) is figured,

how he goes about picking a bet and the
winners.

He goes into the internal mechanics
of the national system of setting the
line and goes all the way to Las Vegas
and interviews the Mr. Big of football
betting, along the way stopping to burst
the Jimmy the Greek myth.

His discussion of the mechanics of

the whole deal is unquestionably the

best of the book, and if he had spent

more time on that it would have been
better reading.

What bugged me most about this

trash, though, was the occasional tale

of the sex life he throws in for good
measure. He has this apparently
lovely, and somewhat young, lady
named Gail with whom he has an off-

and-on affair. Great, I'm happy for

him. And he has these occasional flings

with other misses (one of whom he
calls the rookie quarterback). And I

bet that if you read it you'll be as bored
as I was.

Merchant eventually turns out a
winner. He ends the season betting on
the Dolphins in the Super Bowl, though
he doesn't risk all his earnings on them.

For the year he wins something in the
neighborhood of $20,000.

He wins 12 out of 16 weeks in the
season, and the better he does at bet
ting, the better he does at writing. And,
in the eno, that may be the fatal flaw in

the book. He is not able to consistently
produce an interesting and enjoyable
style. He is forced too often, especially
in bad weeks to fall back on vulgarity
and crass humor to save his "writing"

Larry Merchant could do better by
reducing the number of pages in his

book by about 60 per cent. He could cut
out his day by day description of his
betting week, and reduce it to the day
he bets and the day of the game.
He could concentrate more on the

mechanics of betting and less on the
details of his own experience.
And he could give up on Gail.

GOOD
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books

Come

Ninevah,

Come Tyre

Come Nineveh, Come Tyre
Allen Drury
Doubleday & Company, Inc.

481 pages, $8.95

Come Nineveh, Come Tyre is available
at the University Bookstore.

Up the Camel's
Hump ( cont.)

Continued from Page 1

faintly in the distance. Was everyone
else okay?
Our pride compelled an early rising

at 4 a.m. So we stumbled along in the
darkness with a flashlight to find the
white blazes. Then, triumphantly at
sunrise, we were on Camel's Hump. It

was absolutely insance. It was like Mt.
Everest. The sign said, "Welcome to
Camel's Hump-Artie Climbing con
ditions." Thanks. Looking out on the
distance we had traveled in the past
two days, I marveled. We had
conquered the wilderness. The cold
forced early departure and we began
sliding down the icy trail. At 8 a.m. we
knocked on Gorham Lodge's door to
learn that not everyone was safely
there. Two were still missing. They
had never come. Al and Heather had
searched in vain. "I heard that on Al's
trips no one ever gets lost," someone
meekly offered.

Well, someone did. Search parties
was the answer. Splitting up into
smaller groups, we took different trails
home, hoping to find them. They
couldn't be far. Later, we learned of
their fate when they reunited with one

NtvTMti

at

CROHOMOS BOOKS

11 N. Pleasant, Amherst

Open Kye. Open Heart
Ferlinghetti

Knglish Sunrise

Fear of Flying
Erica Jong

Vaginal Politics

Frankfort

Kubsistenee I'.S.A.

Wisconsin Death Trip

Healing Oursehcs
Muramoto

By Jon Carr
With this book Allen Drury concludes

his monumental Advise and Consent
epic of the highest Washington political
and social circles. While of course the
characters and events are fictitious,
Drury has accurately captured the
atmosphere and physical appearance
of the capitol city.

The thread of continuity between this
book and his previous works has been
maintained as the characters from the
previous books come back once again
to conclude the intricate webs they
wove in the first four novels of the
series.

The times have not treated some of
the characters well. Harley Hudson,
the Vice President of Advise and
Consent, is dead, brutally murdered in
the midst of the Presidency he attained
in Preserve and Protect. Orrin Knox is
also dead, assassinated at the
Washington Monument while at the
height of a bitter Presidential race.

But there are survivors — Bill
Abbott, ex-Speaker of the House and
ex President; Edward Jason, the
ambitious and opportunist left wing
candidate for President, and Bob
Leffingwell, the honest public servant
and unconfirmed Secretary of State
from Advise and Consent.
Drury wields these characters into a

brilliantly imaginative plot. The man's
mind weaves a deliciously complex
story line which, while it moves
logically from crisis to crisis, at the
same time presents options, although
unutilized, to escape the predicaments.
The book opens with the double

assassination of Presidential nominee
Orrin Knox and the wife of Vice
Presidential nominee Edward Jason.
Jason, an anti war liberal supported by
the leftist organization NAWAC (the
National Anti War Congress), then
becomes the nominee for President and
is elected. His campaign for peace,
calling for the withdrawal of American
forces from the embattled African
nation of Gorotoland and from
Panama, is marred only by the
sometimes ruthless tactics which
NAWAC directs against his political
opponents.

At the Inauguration, Jason makes a
stunning announcement — the im
mediate withdrawal of American
forces not only from Gorotoland and
Panama, but from every American
outpost — the Mediterranean, the
Indian Ocean, and Southeast Asia. His
declaration is met with wild en
thusiasm by a war weary American
nation.

The joy is short-lived, however, for at
midnight of the same day the Russians

launch a massive offensive, occupying
the deserted American bases,
harassing the wirthdrawing American
forces, and even going so far as to
attack Alaska.
Jason mppfs these threats not with

armed resistance, but with attempts at
appeasing the Russians, whose leader,
Vasily Tashikov, Jason believes to be
peace loving and a captive of a Russian
military cabal.
At the same time as the foreign

crisis, the American domestic scene
becomes increasingly violent as
NAWAC organizes a group of black
shirted thugs who stifle all opposition to
the President, as well as intimidating
the media into submission.

After a blundering series of further
crises, America falls to Russia,
betrayed by u weak and misguided
President and the fascist tactics of the
leftist group NAWAC.
Drury has thus offered us his

projection of the trends which he
believes could destory America — an
increasing permissiveness which
allows the use of violent political
methods, a shirking of international
responsibility in favor of an out moded
isolationism, and the failure of
America's nerve in opposing Com-
munism. His position as stated in the
book's opening note is that there runs
through our times "the argument
between those who would use
responsible firmness to maintain or
derly social progress and oppose
Communist imperialism in its drive for
world dominion; and those who believe
that in a reluctance to be firm, in

permissiveness and in the steady
erosion of the law lie the surest path to
world peace and a stable society."

It is ironic that the tactics which
Drury has projected onto the American
left have actually I een the tactics of
Richard M. Nixon s revealed by the
Watergate scand Intimidation of
the press the har^sment of political
opponents and the formation of a secret
police can all be charged to the right
wing and conservative Mr. Nixon. But
Come Nineveh was completed in
February of this year, before the full

scope of the Watergate was apparent.
Despite this the situation is still very
ironic.

Drury has promised us an alter
native ending to the Advise and Con-
sent epic, which he will call The
Promise of Joy: The Presidency of
Orrin Knox, to appear in 1975. So if you
are dissatisfied by the conclusion
which Come Nineveh, Come Tyre
reaches, another and more hopeful
choice will soon be out.

of the search parties. They were okay
and hadn't met catastrophe. Wan
dering off the trail in the darkness, they
settled down in a ravine. Psychological
support was used when one was scared,
the other was brave and vice-versa. A
relief!

Then, deliverance! At about four we
all met and rehashed the events. It

sounds cool to say, "I'm going

mountain climbing," but when it ends
up with pains, search parties, crawling
in the dark stumbling down rocks, two
lost overnight on a 4,000 foot mountain,
four huddling somewhere below, two
nestled in a lodge, and two roaming the
trails in the night, you begin to woncer
what possessed you from the start.

I wouldn't have missed it or
anything.

M 're a
full service
travel agency!

• Alrtlfi? Tlckota
• Steamship Tickets
• Railroad Tlckota
• Hotola
• Resorts
• Cmlaoa
• Honeymoons
• Vacation*
• Car Rentals

Aro foo Hrod of compis food?

Horn obott $ food homo eookod moot?

5T.f\E&l5
AESTAURANf

Mon.-Sat.

6a.m. -9p.m.
Sun.

8a.m.-9p.m

The place that serves breakfast from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to 9 p.m.).

Take a Friend To Dinner:

EeJErEan
(ORLD
(AVEL

79 SOUTH PLEASANT ST
TEL. 256-6704

AMHERST

FRIED CHICKENand SPAGHETTI
BREADED VEAL CUTLETand SPAGHETTI
GRILLED PORK CHOPS with choice of
2 vegetables, bread and butter
FRIED CLAMS with Tartar Sauce
French Fries & cole slaw
GRILLED MINUTE STEAK with onion rings
choice of 2 vegetables, bread and butter

$2.50

$2.25

$2.50

$2.45

?3.25

Left at the Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5 Downtown Northampton

28 PLEASANT ST. * NORTHAMP.O
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By CAROL MacBAREN
Presently we are in an age of rapidly

growing and evolving technology.
Hardley a day goes by when we aren't

confronted in some way by that

epitomy of technology, the computer.
From the deluges of propagandist
effluent inflicted upon us by the ad-

vertising industry, to the silent swit-

ching done each time we use the

communications network of Ma Bell.

Even here at UMass, we have that

infamous beast deep within the bowels
of Whitmore, where we dump all the

blame for being dropped from courses

such as Psych 101 or Food Science 101.

It appears to me, that (whether
consciously or not) we are being

processed, and not just by a computer
in Whitmore. How many of us have
fallen into the television rut? That is,

how many of us go home, turn on the

tube, and watch whatever is on even if

we don't care anything at all about the

program? Or how many of us do the

same thing day in, day out, or get

drunk or stoned or both on the weekend
just because it is the thing to do?

Let's face it, most of us have allowed
ourselves to be like the preregistration

forms that we fill out each semester,
neatly filled in with a Number 2 pencil

and processed. As completely as any
piece of data for a computer program,
we have been processed by and molded
to that which the University and
society have come to expect of us. We
have allowed ourselves to be put into

our own little niche. We find the easiest

way out. What gut couse can I take next

semester?
But why a niche? Should we allow all

the conveniences that have been
supplied by our technology cause us to

forget exactly who we are and what we
are?
Does it make us feel a little more

comfortable with life? Is if a life? I

suppose it is, but I can't feel quite

comfortable with preprocessed, un

demanding program that most of us

tend to call life.

I can't accept that definition of life.

To quote Zenna Henderson in her tales

of The People when they were forced to

leave because of the impending
destruction of The Home.

---"so if you were Called to the

Presence right now and were asked,

'What do you know of My Creation?' all

you could say would be, ' I know all that

my Befores knew-my immediate
Befores that is I mean, my father-'"

David opened his hands and poured out

emptiness. "Oh, MoTher! What we
have forgotten! And how content we
have been with so little!"

"But some other way." Chell cried.

"This so-so drastic and cruel!"

"All baby birds shiver," said David,

clasping her cold hands. "Sprout a pin

feather 'Chell! "-
There are so many things that WE

have forgotten, and there is so much
beauty in the simple things, that it is a

shame that we have allowed ourselves

to be put into a niche, and miss so

much. But you say that it is your life,

and you can live it the way you feel.

Right? Well in a sense, your right, but

not completely. It is OUR lives and
OUR world and we should get out and
learn and grow. We should go out and
feel the earth and air. We must not let

ourselves fall into the trap that we have
laid for ourselve. Technology is but a

tool for us to use, and when we let it

rule over us and we become slaves to it,

then we are truly lost.

Hot Ooggin!!!
U. MASS. SKI TEAM sponsors

2 Ski Shows Nov. 12th
7:30 I 9:30 S.U. Ballroom

professional ski racing film with Jean
Claude Killey 00*

demonstration of G.L.M. skiing and X
country skiing

hot new ski fashions

aerial acrobatics

Admission 50 e

World Renowned Artists At UMass
A trio of the world's most

acclaimed performing groups
is coming to the UMass
Campus during the coming
week under the sponsorship of

the Fine Arts Council.

undergo a rigorous training

from childhood, learning to

perform the great Hindu epics.

In addition to its vigorous
acting and hypnotic music,
Kathakali is especially noted

Curry Hicks Cage on Monday
evening November 19. The
concert at the Amherst
campus will conclude the
celebrated orcheslra's tour of

the U.S it's first in ten

The Juilliard String Quartet,
the official First Family of

Chamber Music in the United
States, will offer a program of

Mozart, Bartok and Brahams
during their concert here on
November 15, 1973. This will

mark the Quartet's tenth visit

to the Amherst campus.
The following evening,

Friday, November 16, The
Kathakali Dance Theaire of

India, this country's greatest
theatrical group, will perform
Ramayana, the Sacred Dance
Drama of Kerala. Because the
actors must be masters of

dance, mime and gesture, they

The Juilliard String Quartet

for its elaborate make-up,
colorful costumes and
bejewelled headdresses. Since
the make up process for some
characters can take up to four
hours, the Company often must
begin preparations for an
evening performance as early
as 1 p.m. Both of these events
will take place in Bowker
Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall.

The Leningrad Philharmonic
Orchestra, acclaimed during
its last U.S. tour as "one of the
best in the world" (Time
Magazine) will appear under
the direction of the Young and
brilliant Maris Janssens in

years.

Tickets for all of these events
are now on sale at the Fine
Arts Council Box Office, 125

Herter Hall (545 0202)

Admission price for the
Juilliard String Quartet
Concert and the Kathakali
Dance Theatre will be $1.50 for

UMass students with IDs, $3.00

for others. Tickets for the
Leningrad Philharmonic
concert are priced at $3.00 for

UMass students with Ids, $6.00

for others.

All Fine Arts Council events
begin at 8 p.m.

no. sh..i.(
CAMp||S CINEMAS

«y
#j

256-6411,

JAMES WILLIAM GUERCIO S

Electra-glide in Blue

7:15 & 9:15

NOW AT POPULAR PRICES!

was presented for the first time
October 14. 1972; that dateshould
become a landmark in movie history.

A fi'm that has made the strongest
impression on me in almost twenty
years of reviewing." a t7:i5&9:45

—Pauline Kael. New Yorker

GET YOUR HEAD
SET AND SETTLE
BACK!

KUNG-FU
DOUBLE
FEATURE!
•Deep Thrust" t

"Shanghai Killtrs"

Lots of Action —
Lots of Laughs!

R
SHOWSTARTS 7:15

Kathakali Dance Co of India

Maestro Janssen of the
Leningrad Philharmonic

ATTHEciATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

!O0EMY:
jQrMUSfC •

\ NORTHAMPTON

Only

\rvn Showing

This Film Must

Knd Sunday ...

7: 15 & 9:00

a FRANCOIS
TRUFFAUTfilm
BERNADETTE
LAFONT

R tllTIKTID

aGoigeousK<
j 14teMe

(Subtitles)

PLEASE NOTE! No Dollar Night On This Program
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WEEKEND
compiled by Bob Nesti

BANANAS (1971)

Woody Allen's best feature to date is this

furtive blend of gags centered on the exploits of

a New York bred schmeil who becomes a South

American revolutionist. Allen's fantasy world

is that of the movies — his dreams evolve about

the images and situations exploited by films.

He experiences them and the resulting

dichotomy is the source of his humor. It works
best here: the crazy quilt narrative has the

endearing qualities usually associated with

great farcists, like the Marx Brothers. With

Allen and Louise Lasser. Sage Hall, Smith

College, Saturday, 11 10, 7:30 and 9,30.

BONNIE AND CLYDE (1968)

The depression gangster as superstar. An
impossible film not to like, due mainly to the

extremely likeable presences of Warren Beatty

and Faye Dunaway in the title roles and the

nifty direction of Arthur Penn. Penn is ex

tremely effective at conveying the word; when
the script lacks substance, so usually does the

film. Luckily two of the depression's most
fascinating criminals are made a couple of

crazy, mixed up kids by two of Hollywood's

best young screenwriters Robert Benton and
David Newman. All of Penn's expressionistic

touches make sense, only the film is a bit too

clever and all but evaporates a minute after its

viewing. Gene Hadkman and Estelle Parsons

are featured, the latter won an Oscar. Mahar,
Friday, 119, 7,9, and 11.

COME BACK CHARLESTON BLUE (1969)

A funny caper picture involving the

misadventures of two Harlem detectives. With

Godfrey Cambridge. Student Union Ballroom,

Sunday 1111, 7 and 9.

DAVID COPPERFIELD (1935)

George Cukor's film of Dicken's classic st'ry

captures the essential elements of the

characters and story without dilluting then !n

a wealth of Hollywood oversimplificat.?r,s.

Gavin Lambert has written the film is "the

truest Dickens film ever made." It is certainly

a fine representation of the quality stamp worn

by MGM films in the Thirties and of George

Cukor's career in the Thirties. Cukor and his

collaborators captured the rambling quality of

the story in realizing its vitality. W.C. Fields is

Micawber in a part which Cukor has said he

was born to play, Freddie Bartholemew, the

most likeable of child actors in the Thirties,

played David. Lrvyutr Toom One, Merrill

Science Center, Ahmerst College, Saturday, 11

10, 7:30 and 10.

DEEP THRUST
Is i» true the widow of Bruce Lee now resides

in Sunderland? Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

DESTRY RIDES AGAIN (1939)

The film which saved Marlene Dietrich's

lagging career. It slipped in the mid Thirties

when her films became lavish showcases for

her undeniable beauty, in doing so her acting

was reduced to a series of poses. In this

western — satire effectively satirized her early

glarourous image. As Frenchie, the barroom
music hall performer, she is in Arthur Knight's

words "A sleazy, sexy hussy." It is a comic
performance of warmth and charm. The film

itself if great fun, probably the best of western

satires. With James Stewart as the sheriff who
falls in love with her. Hampden Dining Com
mons, Southwest, Sunday, 11 15, 7:30 and 9:30.

THE DETECTIVE (1968)

Frank Sinatra plays a harried New York
police detective in this murder melodrama of

little interest beyond the sensational. Lee

Remick plays his nymphomaniac wife, the

murder involves homosexuals, take it from

there. Lurid. Student Union Ballroom, Wed
nesday, 11 13, 7, 9, and 11.

ELECTRA GLIDE IN BLUE
The director as self proclaimed superstar.

James William Guercio was the man behind

those Foster Grants in all those half page ads

in the New York Times this past summer that

announced his directorial debut as if a new
Orson Welles was suddenly upon us. That's

hardly the case; the film concerns a motor

cycle cop in the Southwest who is a victim of

sociological circumstances. The picture is

something of a mystery, something of a

comedy, something of youth message picture,

and all a bloody bore. Robert Blake plays the

motorcycle cop and the bloom of method acting

certainly has wilted. Mr. Guercio should stick

with managing Chicago, that commodity is

much easier to handle. Campus Cinemas,

Hadley.

FAT CITY (1972)

John Huston's best film in recent years is this

rough and exuberant drama about boxing on a

third rate circuit. An aging boxer attempts to

make a comeback, his young protege is trying

to break into the circuit. This is patterned
against the waste of too many years of hanging
on to dreams. A superb performance by Susan
Tyrell; with Stacey Keach. Student Union
Ballroom, Thursday, 11 15, 7 and 9.

A lucky man indeed Malcolm McDowell in "O LUCKY MAN"

Smile while you're making it . .

.

Even though you're fakin it . .

Marlon Brando

study
adapted

m non
his own

HARPER (1965)

Paul Newman as a Bogart — like private eye
in this attempt to ressurect those great Warner
Brothers melodramas of the Forties. It just

doesn't congeal and becomes a bit perverse, as

if some sort of dirty joke. The cast includes

Julie Harris and Lauren Bacall as a spidery

reminder of the past. Gamble Auditorium, Mt.

Holyoke College, Saturday, 11 10, 7.

LAST TANGO IN PARIS
Bertolucci's film, with

Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

A THOUSAND CLOWNS
An extremely likeable

conformity. Herb Gardner
Broadway play about a social worker at

tempting to gain custody of a young boy from
his father. The father's life philosophy pivots

on happiness without responsibility. He is a
former Madison Avenue ad man who gave up

his wife, job, and family for himself. His

hassles with the bureaucrats involves a

romantic entanglement with a young social

worker. Jason Robards and Barbara Harris

star. Amherst Cinema.
THE WAY WE WERE
Barbra Streisand, gawky and unpredictable,

Robert Redford, cool and unapproachable,
they are opposites who somehow mismatch for

a marriage of political intrique and romantic
incompatibility. A film of high spirits and loose

ends, sustained by the irresistable combination
of is stars. It spans decades in the marriage of

conservative turned liberal writer and his

radical turned liberal wife. Showcase
Cmemas, West Springfield.

KIND HEARTS AND CORONETS (1949)

At the turn of the century, a young man vows
vengance on the d'Ascoyne family, who had
spurned his mother when she married a

commoner. He murders the eight heirs (all

roles played by Alec Guinness) who stand

between him and the Dukedom of Chalfont.

Without doubt, this is the best British comedy
produced at the Ealing Studios under Michael
Balcon The story is told in a series of flash

backs as the hero writes his memoirs. This

satire on the British aristocracy is largely

based on "nonsense" humor, but is story

evolves with a rigorous logic. Each murder
produces its own irresistibly funny gag; the

explosion in the laboratory, the priest's

poisoned port, the suffragette's balloon shot

down by an arrow, the stubborness of the ad
miral who goes down with his ship, the plastic

bomb in a pot of caviar, etc. Herter 227,

Tuesday, 11 13, 7 and 9:30.

MASCULIN FEMININ (1966)

Paul comes home from his military service

to Paris in December 1965, when presidential

elections are being held. He loves Madeleine,

who finds him a job with a popular show. She is

a singer and makes her first record.

According to Scott Burton: "In Masculin
Feminin, Godard compiles a natural history

o» this period (adolescence). His film is also a

version of Kulturroman, very much about a

particular society at a particular time and
place, and about how its issues and obsessions

touch its young — now intimately, now
peripherally Godard's movie is full of

dualities, of ambivalence and opposition. But

the termsof its antitheses are as shifting as the

loyalties of its characters, who are themselves

described as the product of an extraordinary

dialectic, they are 'the children of Marx and
Coca Cola' The form of the film shifts

back and forth between inclusive, open im
provisation and considered articulated
design." With Jean Pierre Leaud. Thompson
104, Friday, 119, see ad for times.

MODERN TIMES (1936)

Charlie is a worker in a big factory, goes to

jail, has various other jobs, and becomes
unemployed; but he refuses to be defeated.

The theme is automation, the assembly line,

unemployment and the world crisis — in brief

"modern times" in the early Thirties. The most
outstanding «cene is that involving the feeding

machine for which Charlie is both guinea pig

and victim.

Based directly as it was on the world

situation in the early Thirties, one might

assume that it would later lose some of its

forcefulness and sense of actuality. However,
when it was re released in the Fifties, a period

of full employment and automation, it had lost

none of its freshness. The passing years have
only increased its power and affirmed its

brilliant structure. Amherst Cinemas,
Amherst.

SUCH A GORGEOUS KID LIKE ME
Truffaut's most recent black comedy is a

gem. The footloose story involves the mur
derous misadventures of a young woman who
longs to be a pop star. She becomes the subject

of a young sociologist's keen mind and he, of

course, falls in love with her as he visits her

daily. Her story unwinds in flashbacks. Ber

nadette LaFonte is the heroine. Academy Of

Musir. NortharrtDton.

Concerts & Local Music
CONCERTS
UMASS

Juilliard String Quartet — Nov. 15,

Bowker ($1,50 3.00)

Leningrad Philharmonic — Nov. 19,

Curry Hicks Cage ($3-6)

John Mayall Bruce Springsteen — Nov.

25, Curry Hicks Cage
John Mayall Maria Muldaur — Nov. 26,

Curry Hicks Cage
AMHERST

Sam Rivers Gato Barbieri Keith

Jarrett — Nov. 11, Amherst College

Gym
SPRINGFIELD

George Carlin — Nov. 15, Municipal

Auditorium
poco _ Nov. 28, Municipal Auditorium

WILLIAMSTOWN
New Riders of the Purple Sage - Nov.

16, Williams College, 7:30 and 10:30

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

Mongo Santamaria — Nov. 10,

Wesleyan College

BOSTON
Sam Rivers Gato Barbieri Keith
Jarrett — Nov. 9, Symphony Hall

Strollers — Nov. 9-11, Garage
Powerhouse Band — Nov. 9 & 10,

Zircon
Dr. John — Nov. 9, the Cricket,
Ashland
Biff Rose-Tom Willets — Nov. 9 11,

Passim Coffeeshop
Willie Dixon — Nov. 9-11, Joe's Place
Bloodstone — Nov. 9 11, Sugar Shack
Tracy Nelson & Mother Earth — Nov.
9-11, Paul's Mall
Bobby Hutcherson — Nov. 9 11, Jazz
Workshop
Big Screamin' MacGrew — Nov. 9-11,

Speakeasy
Taj Mahal-Blue-Chris Rhodes Band —
Nov. 11, Tufts
Herbie Hancock — Nov. 12-18, Jazz
Workshop
Blue Notes — Nov. 12-18, Sugar Shack
Focus-Wishbone Ash — Nov. 13,

Orpheum ^^^

Billy Preston-Z.Z. Top-Osibisa — Nov.
13, Music Hall

Bette Midler — Nov. 14, Music Hall

John Martyn — Nov. 15-18, Passim
Coffeeshop
John Prine — Nov. 16, Jordan Hall

Martin Mull-Pointer Sisters — Nov. 17,

Symphony Hall

Roy Buchanan — Nov. 18, Symphony
Hall

Hot Tuna-Argent — Nov. 18, Orpheum
Genesis — Nov. 17, Tufts ($1.00)

Neil Young — Nov. 16, Music Hall

Franki Valli & the 4 Seasons — Nov. 21,

Symphony Hall

Richard Harris & a 50 Piece Orchestra
& J. L. Seagull — Nov. 21, Orpheum
Osmonds-Springfield Revival — Nov.
24, Boston Garden
Loggins & Messina-Jesse Colin Young
— Nov. 29, (7 and 10 p.m.) Music Hall

Grateful Dead— Dec. 1 & 2, Music Hall

THE WHO - Dec. 3, Boston Garden

LOCAL MUSIC
NRBQ — Nov. 9-11, Rusty Nail

Seagull— Nov. 10, Deerfield Academy,
Deerfield

Fat — Nov. 10, Hatch
Real Tears — Nov. 9, Hatch; Nov. 13,

Rusty Nail

Sweet Pie — Nov. 14 & 15, Bluewall

Jonah — Nov. 9 & 10, Bluewall
Big Screamin' MacGrew — Nov. 16 8.

17, Bluewall
Topper-Carew — Nov. 15-17, Hatch
Deadly Nightshade — Nov. 10, Pub
Ed Vadas Big City Blues Band — Nov.

11, Pub; Nov. 14 & 15, Rusty Nail

Doc Sullivan — Nov. 9 (3-6), 11 (4-8), 15,

16 (3-6)

D. J. — Nov. 9 (9:30-1), 16 (9:30-1)

John Morgan — Nov. 13, Pub
Billy Whyte — Nov. 14, Pub
Daddy Longlegs — Nov. 12, Rusty Nail
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Meet Pete the dog. Man has always regarded dogs as his best
friend; in Pete's case it is true. Saturday, November 17, Pete will be
walking 20 miles in behalf of the Belchertown Adolescent Training
Unit of the Belchertown State School. The walk will begin at Sheldon
Field, Northampton, at 8 a.m. this Saturday. At the end of the 20 mile
track, buses will be waiting for the people ( and dogs) who finish the
route. If you do not intend to walk, why not call 256-0463 and help
Pete the dog help his best friend?

Games Room

Not Just A Place Of Refuge
By DANA IRLBACHER

Winter winds may be playing havoc with
your coats and hats, but they are also

blowing at least 300 students into the Games
Room every day.

"When there's cold weather, everyone
jams in here," said Mary Margola,
equipment attendent and cashier. The
Games Room, chock full of pool tables, ping-

pong tables and a new red rug, is located

across from the Hatch in the Student Union.

The rug was installed last summer and
"adds to the relaxed atmosphere of the

room." said Bud Wilkes, retail sales

manager for Recreation and Services. He
said he hopes the study presently being done
by a design firm to renovate the entire

Student Union building will bring some new

changes for the Games Room within a year.
Richard Davies, manager of recreation

and services, pointed out that some
paneling, a new paint job, and extra sturdy
furniture could lend more warmth to the
room.
Davies added that presently he is con-

sidering the addition of a new table game
called "air hockey". "We could use five

more billiard tables," he said. "I wish we
had more room."
This will be the Games Room's second full

year of operation since its move from the
Commuter Lounge in 1972. Despite a 90
cents hourly charge per pool table and long
waiting lists, the Room "just broke even" in

finances last year, said Davies. During

(Continued o.. P. 2)

Youth Falls 15 Floors

To Death In SW Dorm
By JERRY LAZAR
AND MDC STAFF

A 20-year-old Northeastern University
student fell fifteen floors to his death
Saturday night after walking into an open
elevator shaft in John F. Kennedy dor-
mitory.

William Markussen, of 205 Belmont St.,

Belmont, was pronounced dead at 10:05
p.m. of "multiple skull fractures" by county
medical examiner Dr Sheldon Clapp.
"All I know is that the elevator door was

kicked open," said Clapp, "but by whom I

don't know."
"Campus police are investigating the fact

that the door mechanism had been in-

terfered with," said UMass spokesman.
Markussen was visiting friends on the

fourteenth floor of the dorm this weekend,
and was with "ten to fifteen kids from
Belmont" in the fourteenth floor lobby
immediately prior to the incident, according
to an eyewitness who requested to remain
unidentified

The lights in the elevator were broken the
night before, said the eyewitness, who
described the broken lights as a "standard
Southwest thing." There were no lobby
lights on, either, he said.

The door was kicked open, added the
eyewitness, and Markussen was in back of

the crowd, saw the door open, walked up to
the elevator, but apparently did not see
inside the shaft...

The eyewitness emphasized that the door
was "not kicked brutally," but declined to

reveal who kicked it

"A properly placed kick will make the
door slide open very easily," he said.

"Everyone in the dorm knows how to kick
open the door. It's something to show
visitors."

Markussen hit the elevator car "about
three flights below," according to the
eyewitness, and then continued to fall to the
basement through the adjacent shaft.

Police were called at 9: 14 p.m.
"The door was definitely forced open,"

said Kennedy Head of Residence Richard
St. George, who admitted that the elevator
doors can be opened without the car being at

the floor. The situation has previously been
discussed with dorm residents, according to

St. George, who noted that problems of

"endangering behavior" were talked about
at a floor counselors' meeting last week, at

which "the inherent dangers of elevators"
was a topic.

All dorm residents received a letter dated
September3, according to St. George, which
contained a warning against tampering with
the elevators. A sign in the elevator reads:
"Students are warned not to lean on elevator
doors at any time."

According to St. George, there was an
incident earlier in the semester when an
elevator door was kicked open, and the car
was stuck between floors.

"Whether or not it was done as a prank, I

don't know." said St. George. "I think the

elevators are like that in all Southwest
towers," he added.

St. George confirmed that the elevator
lights had been broken the night before, and
added that he usually has to replace the

elevator lights every weekend. According to

his wife, Diane, "You can tell if the elevator

is there even if the lights are out."

According to a resident of the fourteenth
floor, most of the students on the floor were
away for the weekend, and the only people
around the elevator at the time of the in-

cident were the victim and his friends from
Belmont. When asked if the elevator door
ever opens without the elevator car there,

several students casually replied, "Sure, it

happened just the other night."

i

Stuff I'hoin/.lohn Stewart

There was no immediate evidence of

alcohol or drugs surrounding the incident,

according to a UMass spokesman, but tests

will be conducted to determine whether
alcohol or drugs were a factor.

According to the eyewitness, who had
been with Markussen and his friends during
the evening, they had been drinking, "but it

was too early in the night to be drunk," he
said. "I think the University is definitely at

fault," he added, citing the malfunctioning
door mechanism and the broken lights.

"There's only so much you can do to

babysit students," responded St. George.
"They have to account for their own ac-

tions." St. George noted that "dorm
situations promote rowdy behavior on
weekends. As far as drinking goes, there's

no policy about drinking in the rooms," he
said.

A resident on the floor indicated that the

victim and his friends "were not very
rowdy" at the time of the incident.

Campus police and the district attorney's

office are investigating the incident.

Markussen's body was taken to Douglass
funeral home in Amherst, and transferred to

Stanton funeral home in Watertown for

Tuesday burial.
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summer break, with fewer operating hours
and less student usage, the Room's income
is lower than during fall and spring
semesters.

Last year the operation made $1500, a
figure slightly under annual upkeeping costs
of the room and equipment.

"It's more of a service than anything
else," added Davies.

For the number of students using the
Games Room, damages are very few, said
Margola. She added that the game-players
usually take good care of pool sticks and
equipment and are careful with their
cigarettes.

Margola mentioned that many "regulars"
use the Room's facilities. One student

cashier had remarked earlier, "You wonder
if they ever go to classes...some come every
afternoon and Sunday night."

Most of the student game-players are
men, but Wilkes said that more and more
women are playing ping-pong. Hopefully,
with time and renovations more men and
women will frequent the Room more often,
he added.

A pocket biliard tournament is presently
going on in the Games Room, sponsored by
the Campus Center Recreation and Ser-
vices Department. Out of 55 players, the
winner and runner-up will represent UMass
in the New England finals next February.
They will take place at Central Connecticut
State College in New Britain.

.or that mix sun rtioto

Mortarboard Is An Honor
By CHRIS WALTER

"Leadership, scholarship, and service" are the
ideals" which Mortarboard tries to promote, ac-

cording to Margaret Kennedy, president of the
organization. Mortarboard is an Honor Sorority open
to senior women.
Prospective members, who must be in the upper

third of their class, are sent applications and invited
to apply for membership, Ms. Kennedy said. Ap-
plicants are then judged by the present members of
the sorority on their scholastic acheivements and
their activities and contributions to whatever clubs or
service organizations they may have belonged to
The types of people Mortarboard is interested in
according to Ms Kennedy are those "who have
contributed most to the organizations to which they
belong."

"Mortarboard is the only national honor sorority
for senior women in the country," said Ms Kennedy.

"There are about 160 chapters nationwide." Each
chapter may have up to 35 members, she added
Mortarboard at UMass presently has 21 members,
and has been on campus for 20 years.

Although known primarily as an honor sorority,
Mortarboard also performs services by aiding groups
and activities in which Mortarboard members are
involved in, and by sponsoring one major project per
year This year's project is a "media presentation of
different occupational fields for Senior women.

This year's sorority officers are: Margaret Ken-
nedy. President; Edwina Porter, Vice President
( ynthia Collman, Treasurer; and Christine Ric-
ciaidone. Secretary. Applications will be sent out in
early spring. According to Ms. Kennedy. "Anyone
who feels she is qualified because of the organizations
she belongs to may request an application if she is not
sent one."

R.D. Laing Speaks

To Large CC Crowd
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The problems in raising a family.
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Blue Cross

For Cats?
B\ MIKE KNEELAM)

If there was a Blue Cross for

animals. UMass senior Andre
LaFlamme would be the first to

subscribe To date, his two pet cats
have cost him more than $400 in

medical expenses.

Sneakers, his two-year old cat.
WM the recent victim of a hit and
run Sneakers suffered multiple
compound fractures in his upper
lemur < thighbone)

Dr. John Hilt of the Amherst
Medical Clinic operated on
Sneakers for 90 minutes. The
veterinarian said it will take
Sneakers two months to recover.
This operation cost LaFlamme
$120.

A short while ago. Sneaker's jaw
was ripped out in another auto
accident This cost LaFlamme
$175 in medical expenses.

Mutfet. Andre's other cat was
bitten on the ass last week by a
neighbor's dog. Muffet survived
the shocking experience, but it cost
its owner $28.

Although LaFlamme doesn't
enjoy paying medical bills, he says
it's an "owners responsibility" to

care for his animals.

Andre is getting married the 23rd
of this month. His pretty wife-to-be
says she doesn't mind Andre's
devotion to his animals.

If Andre's luck continues as it

hasn't been he might end up being
married in Dr. Hilt's waiting room.

By SHERMAN BOYSON
"This man is big stuff. To ac-

tually see and hear someone that
you've studied about is really

something." This Umie's view of

Dr. R. D. Laing, noted
psychologist, was shared by about
3.000 persons who crammed into

the Campus Center Auditorium
last night to hear the doctor speak.

The auditorium was 100 percent
filled There wasn't even a trace of
floor space for sitting left by eight
clock. The unexpected size of the

crowd forced the sponsors of the
lecture to turn to WMUA to

broadcast the lecture live to the
campus. The waiting crowds were
informed that if they were too
uncomfortable they could go home
and listen to the lecture on the
radio

The lecture was also broadcast
throughout the campus center, but
this did not discourage the crowd
from personally seeing Dr. Laing.
Thus, when the doctor arrived he
was faced with a very full house of
anxious fans.

Seated on the stage, and
surrounded by students who could
find no other place to sit. the doctor
gave a preliminary speech and
dealt with audience questions. A
native of Glasgow, he first spoke
for an hour in a very definite
Scottish accent. His preliminary
discussion dealt with states of
mind, such as paranoia. "It is
interesting to note ". he said, "that
while the term paranoia has been
applied to feeling persecuted when
one actually isn't; there is no term
for not feeling persecuted when one
actually is".

He also dealt with the areas of
anxiety, and how humans relate to
each other in today's world.

After his opening remarks,
microhpones in the middle of the
aisles allowed the audience to have
the chance to directly question the
doctor

The lecture and proceeding
discussions were on a high level of
psychology Anyone without a
background of the subject was
completely lost by the terms and
relations discussed. Even the
questions brought up by members
of the audience dealt with areas too
intellectual for the layman to
follow.

The inability of the audience to
follow the lecture wus compounded
by the extreme overcrowdedness
of the auditorium. Many sitting on
the floor found themselves bdXed in

and unable to move. Before long a
general restlessness came over the
crowd as cramped legs ached for a
chance to move to a new position.
During the question period, the

speakers had difficulty with the PA

I
Stall I'hirtn/Ki-vin Mark

R.D. Laing

These two factors eventually led

to a dimishing crowd, as many left

the lecture early.

system. One microphone didn t

work at all — forcing the
questioners to shout. The other
microphone was constantly filled

with static pops, making com-
prehension of the speaker difficult.

The lecture was co-sponsored by
the Psychology Department and
several related campus groups.
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What's New In Hairstyles
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Trying out one of the CC barbers in keeping with the fashion.

By BONNIE ASSEL IN
Change is constant. It can be so swift and in-

discriminate that many of its indications go by
unnoticed. However, one particular social
phenomena will not escape documentation —
those ever-changing hairstyles.
The long disheveled hair fashion of the late

sixties and early seventies may be on the decline.
Either long hair is not the symbol of defiance it

once was or people care less to express it through
appearance. Men in particular, are wearing their
hair shorter and neater.
Current trends in area barber shops justify the

theory. Their business is gradually increasing.
More and more long-haired customers enter and
then leave with short hair. It appears generally,
that people are concerned with a neat appearance.
Nelson Major, owner of the Campus Center

Barber Shop and a third generation barber,
testified to the influx of business. He feels op-
timistic and estimates a 12% increase of
customers over recent months. "It's a lot better
than it was a few years ago," he said, referring to
the era of campus unrest. "It was very slow then."
He reflected with fondness on the crew cut craze

of the fifties and sixties. "It'll never be like in the
sixties when business was really good. It was the
military posture. People from ROTC got a haircut
because they needed one," he recalled.
"Primarily, people with the real long hair are

changing to medium length, even with the chin or
thereabouts," said Ernest Paulin of the same

The Selling Of The Pentagon

barber shop, specifying" his latest customer
demands.
Lester Brigham, owner of The Executive Hair

Salon in Northhampton, estimated one or two
more customers per day. He attributed the in-
crease to more advertising, the latest styling
trend, and stressed "word of mouth" as his
greatest advertiser.

"Shorter hair, even with the ear lobe, but full" is
in vogue he said. Mr. Brigham specializes in the
avante" hair cut and styled the hair of Jim
Plunkett, the Patriot quarterback, in its fashion
He describes the style as "full, natural and
masculine."
The prevailing taste in the College Town

Barbershop of Amherst is also in creative style
haircuts. Owner John Ritter said the layered look
is dominant. "It looks long," he said, "but each
hair is short, a few inches long." The afro is
popular, also.

Why the change? People are concerned with a
neater appearance. "It's back to the neater look,"
Mr. Ritter affirmed and added, "not necessarily a
crew cut, but neater." One person having his hair
cut said it was easier to keep. Another is looking
for a job and wants to make a good impression.
While still another feels the opposite sex is at-
tracted by shorter neater hair.
You, with long hair, you are obsolete!

Remember Ovid's immortal words: "We are
charmed by neatness of a person, let not thy hair
be out of order." Or is he obsolete?

ByMARKVOGLER
SPECIAL TO THE COLLEGIAN

WASHINGTON - Congress sets national policy —
the Defense Department merely follows orders and
makes sure that the country's combat capability is
equal to the task in times of crisis.
Such is the role of DOD as recently explained by

two Pentagon officials to a group of University of
Massachusetts interns placed here by the Outreach
program.
Major General L. Gordon Hill, Chief of Public

Information and Dr. John F. Ahearne, Deputy
Director (General Purpose Programs) attempted to
justify an 85-billion-dollar defense budget while
fielding several 'touchy' questions ranging from
President Nixon's rationale for the 24-hour alert to
DOD's version of the Pentagon Papers.
"One thing that bothers people all over the country

is the perception that the cost of defense is enormous
and always rising." Hill conceded.
"Compared to 1964 (50-billion), the last peace-

time meal, that 85 billion dollars seems exorbitant
today — but if we strip out inflation and pay raises it

comes down to about $50 billion. The long and the
short of it is the budget is the same as it was in '64."

In his brief lecture, Hill prevented a barrage of
questions on the defense budget by reciting his
repetoire of budget figures to the UMass
interns.

"You might think detense takes in most of the tax
payers money well HEW ( Health. Education and
Welfare) has the largest budget. Theirs is $92-to 94
billion a year," he said.

He reasoned that based on the increased cost of
living, the defense budget is a "relatively modest
one." In 1964 29 cents out of every tax dollar went for
defense while the total tax dollar average today is 19
cents, he said.

Hill turned his discussion to the status of the
ail-volunteer army and pointed out some of the
problems encountered in the wake of the draft's
termination.

One third of the 18 to 19 year-olds who don't have "a
firm plan in life" must be recruited to fill present
quotas — "and that's a pretty tall order," he
suggested.

"The Amercian people don't want the draft
anymore, so what can we do? The Armed Forces
problem isn't bugging Congress to pass it. The only
way it's going to work in the long run is for society to
favor it."

In view of the concern raised by many people in
government bureaucracies over the turmoil created
by Watergate and the chance that the President
might act irrationally, Hill was asked whether such a
concern was indicated when the Defense Department
might act irrationally. Hill was asked whether the

NE Editors
Lambaste Nixon
WORCESTER. Mass. ( AP) — ^resident Kichard Nixon "is totally in

control, strong, able to understand the multi-polar world we live in," the
chairman of the Republican National Committee said Saturday night.
George Bush told delegates to the 19th annual meeting of the New

England Society of Newspaper Editors that cries for the President's
resignation represent "a copout approach" to problems of government
and "are not in order when you have a constitutional system that is

working
"

Bush discounted speculation that the recent mideast crisis was con-
trived by the White House to draw attention away from domestic con-
troversy.

It is "not worthy of the decency of the American people to give
currency to that kind of rumor when you have a life or death situation and
a big power confrontation," he said.

At the conclusion of the meeting. Joseph a. Kelly, a reporter and
bureau manager for the Providence Journal, was presented the society's
Master Reporter Award.

concern had increased in the Defense Department
and whether such a concern was indicated when
the President put all defense personnel on a 24-
hour alert last Thursday.

He avoided mentioning Watergate in the same
manner in which he had evaded an inquiry of the
Defense Department s version ot tne Pentagon
Papers and the Daniel Elsberg episode.
Defending the President's rationale, Hill said the

decision had been made with "the advice and consent
of the National Security Council, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and the Secretaries of Defense and State."
"A lot of people are involved in that type of decision

and are very much concerned when the matter of
national security comes before the country."

Hill added that the director of the CIA "had come to
the conclusion 11 : 30 that morning that the U.S. had to
do something to prevent the situation."
He said the alert was "no mistake" and reiterated

President Nixon's view that it "helped to ease some
of the tension in the Middle East."
Thomas Blanchette, a political science major in his

senior year at UMass, quizzed Dr. Ahearne on the
criteria used for determining whether a weapon
system will be built, tested or purchased.

Tower Renovation Tops
SW Budget Proposals
A major tower renovation McKimmie House requests

proposal in Kennedy Middle and a money for appliances to improve
request to sponsor a project
environmental living in Kennedy
Lower will be among the major
items considered by the Southwest
Budget Committee when they
meet next week to allocate $12,000
in SW Project Funds.
Kennedy Middle is asking for

Project Funds in order to establish
their twelfth floor lounge into a

living conditions in the dorm.
Among the materials which would
be bought are vacuum cleaners, a
sewing machine, and weights for
the weight room. McKimmie also
requested money for lounge car-
peting, to be installed in the
basement, the third and fourth
floors, and in the amphitheatre.
Patterson House stated thatW - — -»"»-- ww. . «WUw^ .TiailU UlCl I

community center. Several twelfth since its lounge is a major meeting
floor walls would be torn down and
replaced by folding dividers in

order to provide more space at
parties. One of the rooms on the
floor would be converted into a
Black Cultural Center and another
into a pool room. It is hoped, stated
the proposal submitted by StevenAhearne explained that when a new weapon system ?
e P^P083

.

SUD™»ed by Steven flower bulbs throughout the SW
first devised DOD will present its research to ?J°

P
u
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'
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u
g res,dence nead of area They say the bulbs help tois first devised DOD will present its research to

Congress with favorable recommendations.
Blanchette then referred to an instance where $400-

million was appropriated to the Cheyenne Tactical
Armed Project which was later scrapped.
Ahearne contended that there were many other

comparable wastes in other branches of the govern-
ment.

Geoff Stewart, also a senior majoring in political
science, pursued Blanchette's question by asking if

place for colloques and other ac-
tivities, they would like funds to
buy lounge equipment, including
lights and chairs.

The Southwest Environmental
Concerns 392 Course will request
approximately $1000 to plant
flower bulbs throughout the SW

the house, that money will be offset the "coldness" of the area"
allocated to purchase furniture, The Southwest Community
cabinets, and bureaus for these Resource Center, located in
rooms. Allotted money would in- Hampden, concentrated its budget
crease motivation among the request on security measures
residents to fix up the dorm. They asked that a security barrier
Kennedy Lower wishes money to be installed, since many items

start an experiment in en- including ten bean bag chairs
vironmental living. Thy are have been stolen. They also
requesting funds for combination requested money to replace theDOD or Congree decides what weapons will be |"

C(
I
ues»n8 Iunfls Ior combination requested money to replace the

developed - and who's to blame for the waste in this !°?. i °L,°°! I™?*
6
*: new

,
8* F

hairs - and funds for a ™w bulletin

area.

Ahearne credited the Department of Defense with
decision-making process in weapon development and
Congress with the approving power.
As far as money being wasted, he tried to com-

promise the matter as a joint responsibilit. "The
Department of Defense ought to decide whether
something is necessary before it goes to Congress;
and Congree ought to decide whether it's necessary
before they fund it," he said.

In response to a grilling by Howard Spier — an
intern in Shirley Chisolm's office — as to whether
DOD had learned it's lesson from the Vietnam War,
Ahearne passed the buck to Congress and the
Executive Branch.
"In handling the Mid East crisis, Congress and the

Executive have been much more cautious — and in a
sense you can actually say they learned a lesson."

niture, and paint. It is hoped that board.
floor painting projects can be Southwest Project Funds comes
established throughout the dorm at from the rents and fees Daid bv
the start of the semester.
These renovations would

hopefully create a new floor en-
vironment. If granted the money
for the project. Kennedy Lower
would study the effects of the
changes in regard to academics,
social life, and floor stability.

Southwest residents.
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PROVISIONS CHECK-Three armed Israeli soldeirs help an Egyptian soldier, right, check crates ol
oranges that will be passed through Israeli lines on the west bank of the Suez Canal near Suez City. The
supplies are headed for the Egyptian Third Army encircled on the east bank of the Suez. Crates are
inspected to insure that no arms are passed to the Egyptians.

Kissinger Woos Chinese Head
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer

PEKING (AP) - Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger and Premier Chou En-lai met again Sun-
day amid speculation their discussions may lead to

Chou's first visit to the United States or some other
clear sign of closer U.S. -Chinese ties.

Later the two attended the ballet of "The White-
Haired Girl." a tribute to the Chinese Revolution.
No details were disclosed of their 3-1/2 hour

session in the Great Hall of the People, the second
since Kissinger arrived in Peking Saturday from his

whirlwind Middle East peacemaking mission.
Before hand. Kissinger and Chou called in

photographers and newsmen to record their smiles
and friendly banter. Chou told Kissinger, a non-
smoker, he encourages smoking because its good for

the Chinese economy.
But the Chinese premier said he doesn't approve of

drinking very much. "I drank from 1935 to 1965, for 30
years." he said. "That's quite enough." Kissinger
replied: "Mr. Premier, that's going to make quite a
headline in America."
Kissinger is known to be eager to step up relations

between Peking and Washington, and to come awav

from his sixth trip to China with solid achievements
in this regard.

Kissinger believes that in the case of China, a
diplomatic relationship is built more on face-to-face

contact than through channels. This is the main
reason he has been such a frequent visitor to Peking
since his path-clearing secret trip in July.

Also, there is speculation fueled by a comment
Kissinger made in a banquet toast Saturday night.

"We are determined to do much to complete the
process we started two years ago as rapidly as
possible." he said, apparently predicting that Peking
and Washington might upgrade the liaison offices

they have in rach ether's countries to full-fledged

embassies.

U.S. officials traveling with Kissinger said that
such a move is highly unlikely before the Secretary of
State leaves Peking for Japan on Tuesday morning.
But the same officials also advised against expecting
spectaculars during Kissinger's peacemaking swing
through the Middle East last week - and out of that
came a cease-fire agreement between Egypt and
Israel and an exchange of ambassadors between
Egypt and the United States.

Coronary Bypass

eart Operation Most Common
By BRIAN SULLIVAN

\P Science Writer
ATLANTIC CITY. N.J. (AP) An operation in

troduced only five years ago and still somewhat
controversial has become the most common heart
operation in this country.
The technique is called coronary bypass surgery

and it has been shown, heart experts said here, to be
clearly effective in relieving the painful symptoms of
angina pectoris.

Whether the relatively new operation will also
prolong life or prevent heart attacks is not yet clear
and nationwide studies are being started in hopes of
finding out

The bypass surgery was one of the most intensely
discussed subjects at the 1973 scientific sessions of
the American Heart Association, which ended Sun-
day
Dr Richard S Ross of Jens Hopkins Hospital in

Baltimore told reporters that 25.000 bypass
operations were performed in 1972 and 40.000 are
expected for 1973

muscle does not get enough blood. There may also be
pain in the left arm and shoulder.
To step up the flow of blood to the oxygen-starved

heart, surgeons are making use of the saphenous
vein, a blood vessel in the leg, to contruct a new
pipeline around the obstruction.
The surgeons attach one end of the grafted vessel to

the aorta, the body's main artery, and the other end
to a spot on the coronary artery that is beyond the
obstruction

The procedure is still controversial, and stan-
dards for selecting patients for bypass continue to be
argued by medical specialists," the heart association
said

Dr Gerald Austin of Harvard Medical School ana
Massachusetts General Hospital said the answer is
an "emphatic no" to the question of whether all
surgeons should be allowed to do it.

Bypass surgery should be done only in large
medical centers which handle a large number of
cases and have necessary backup facilities, he said.

Congratulations

To Our Brother

STEVE ERICKSON
Mayor Elect of Gardner
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U.S. Inspires

Truce In Mideast
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israeli and Egyptian generals

met amid the rubble of war Sunday

and in a matter of minutes signed a

U.S. -inspired truce aimed at

bringing peace to their troubled

lands.

The milestone pact marked the

first such formal Arab-Israeli

accord since the 1949 Rhodes ar-

mistice. It strengthened the fragile

cease-fire on the Suez Canal and
opened the way for an in-

ternational conference designed to

bring permanent peace to the

Middle East. Arabs and Israelis

have fought four wars since the

birth of Israel in 1948.

Maj. Gen. Aharon Yariv,
assistant Israeli chief of staff and
adviser to Premier Golda Meir,

signed for the Jewish state. The
signer for Egypt was Maj. Gen.
Mahammed Abdul Ghani Gamazy,
second-ranking officer in the

Egyptian army.
"We have taken the first step on

the long and difficult road that

leads to a settlement of the conflict

with our neighbors, and to peace
with them," Yariv declared af-

terward.

Syria, the other major com-
batant in the October war, snubbed
the new truce deal, put together by
the diplomacy of U.S. Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger during
his tour of five Arab capitals last

week.

By the time the signing took
place, the fast-traveling Kissinger
had moved on to Peking on
diplomatic business with the
Chinese.

The Egyptian and Israeli

representatives put their
signatures to the English-language
document on a U-shaped table
covered with gray cloth at about 3
p.m. -8 a.m. EST. They shook hands
but did not exchange salutes.

Looking on inside the United
Nations tent was Gen. Ensio
Siilasvuo, Finnish commander of
U.N. peacekeeping forces.

The accord said Israel and Egypt
agree:

-To observe the cease-fire issued
by the U.N. Security Council Oct.
22 and renewed Oct. 23.

-To start discussions on the
cease-fire lines of Oct. 22 in the
framework of agreement on
disengagement and separation of
forces under U.N. auspices.
-To get daily supplies of food,

water and medicine to the town of
Suez and evacuate wounded Suez
civilians.

-To avoid any impediment to the
movement of non-military supplies
to the east bank of the Suez Canal,
where Israel says the Egyptian 3rd
Army is encircled.

To replace Israeli checkpoints
on the Cairo-Suez road by U.N.
points, with Israeli officers

checking supply movements.
-To exchange all prisoners of war

"as soon as the U.N. checkpoints
are established."

The pact was accepted by Cairo
after Kissinger's talks there with
Anwar Sadat last Wednesday.
Israel accepted it in principle
Friday but held back final ap-
proval for an extra day as Mrs.
Meir sought additional
clarification from Washington on
how it would work.
The 75-year-old Israeli premier

announced her final okay Saturday
night. She apparently got
assurances in two meetings with
U.S. Ambassador Kenneth B.
Keating that the new truce won't
force Israel to relinquish its bat-
tlefield advantages before the
over-all peace talks expected as
the next step of the new truce
Mrs. Meir appealed for backing

Sunday from fellow Socialists at a
London meeting of the Socialist

International. The gathering was
arranged at her initiative in an
apparent bid for the peace con-
ference. She calls it "the next big
step".

The editor of the semi-official
Cairo newspaper Al Ahram
predicted the peace conference
will be held the second week of
December in Geneva. Mohammed
Hassanein Heikal, a Sadat con-
fidante, wrote that an Arab
summit conference must be
convened Before then to forge a
common Arab position against
Israel.

But Heikal said tha during a 2-1/2

hour meeting last week with
Kissinger, the American secretary
told him that six months to a year
are needed to bring genuine peace
to the Middle East.
"What I am asking for now is

patience," Heikal quoted Kissinger
assaying. "I am afraid of the Arab
romantic. I am apprehensive you
believe that the solution will be at
the first crossroads."
The new American ambassador

to Egypt, Hermann F. Eilts,

arrived in Cairo to become the first

ambassador-level U.S. envoy to

Egypt since Cairo broke
diplomatic relations with
Washington over the 1967 war.
Another arrival in the Egyptian

capital was Palestinian guerrilla
leader Yasir Arafat, who conferred
with Sadat in what was assumed to

be an explanation of the new truce
The Egyptian leader has said the
Palestinians should attend the
peace conference.
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In the three-year period which followed the murder of President^
Kennedy and Lee Harvey Oswald, eighteen material witnesses
died - six by gunfire, three in motor accidents, two bv suicide, one
torn ;. i ut throat, one from a karate chop to the neck, three from
heart attacks, and two from natural causes.

An actual y. engaged by the London Sunday Times concluded thatM November 22. 1*3, the odds against these witnesses being dead
by February. l«»«7. were one hundred thousand trillion to one.

Burt Lancaster • Robert Ryan • Will Geer

Executive Action
Opened To Rave Reviews In New York

Last Wed. • DON'T MISS IT! PG

The Growing Energy Crisis

STRIirTin^ » f « J
1

" °
V 8"FLEL »"**"'"'AUK WLfcS DAM CON-

S.?5 \l0N-Between 45 and 50 earth movers at the Clinton dam construction site were
£

died Wednesday by a lack of diesel fuel. The shortage apparently came about when the
distributer supplying the construction company reported he was out of fuel.

The States Crack Down
By JIM WILLSE

Associated Press Writer
From turning down thermostats in

Minnesota to shutting off air conditioning on
buses in Hawaii, officials in every state are
moving to counter this winter's energy
crunch.

Four days after President Nixon outlined
a series of steps designed to ease the fuel
shortage, an Associated Press survey of
officials in each of the 50 states showed most
had followed or were about to follow at least
some of the President's recommendations
Among other things, Nixon suggested on

Wednesday that speed limits be lowered to
50 miles per hour, that thermostats be
lowered 6-10 degrees and that unnecessary
outdoor lighting be extinguished.
Several Northern states, accustomed to

chilly winters, already had acted alone
those lines. A great many others have found
themselves preparing legislation or forming
advisory councils to help them tighten their
energy belts.

According to the AP survey, 31 states have
directed government employes to drive at
reduced speeds, usually 50 m.p.h., and have
urged private motorists to follow suit.

Thirty-four states have deliberately
cooled down their office buildings, most to
65-68 degrees, and 25 states have ordered
cutbacks in office or ornamental lighting.
Seven states have imposed lower speed

limits on their roadways, and governors of a
number of others say they expect similar

action if Congress doesn't act first to make
the reduction nationwide.
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,

Washington, Rhode Island and Vermont set
speed limits of 50 miles an hour. California
previously had ordered a 65 m.p.h. limit on
roads posted at 70.

In Georgia, Gov. Jimmy Carter forbade
state vehicles to exceed 50 m.p.h. and told
police to stop motorists who exceed the
state's 60 m.p.h., no matter how slightly.
Of the states reducing lighting, some

altered nighttime cleanup schedules, some
simply removed light bulbs and some shut
off floodlights that had illuminated capitol
domes and memorials.

In the Washington, D.C., area, the
General Services Administration removed
750,000 florescent light bulbs - about 22 per
cent - in 87 buildings, a pattern followed at

most federal buildings in other cities The
lights at the Washington Monument and
Lincoln and Jefferson Memorials are
doused after 9 p.m., although the Capitol
remains lighted later.

New Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thomson
said he is considering asking state

businesses to convert to a four-day week to

save on heating bills. Alabama Gov. George
C. Wallace created a special Energy
Management Board

In Honolulu, officials estimated that

turning off air conditioning on city buses
would cut fuel consumption 15-20 per cent.

( OOLIMi || -John K. White of Cranston. R.I.. custodian at the National Guard Ar-mory in Providence, adjusts the oil pressure for a lower temperature in the armory after
listening to President Nixon's message on conserving energy.

Congress Looks For Relief
By EDMOND LeBRETON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress sets to

work this week on legislation dealing with
the energy crisis.

Committees scheduled hearings on
various proposals by President Nixon to
deal with the immediate problem, and quick
action is expected.
On a related subject, with long range

effect, the House is to vote Monday on the
compromise version of legislation to clear
the way for the Alaska pipeline. If the House
votes to approve, the Senate is expected to
follow promptly.
Also still under study in Congress is the

nomination of Gerald R. Ford to be vice
president. The Senate Rules Committee
plans to complete its work on the subject by
the end of the week. The House Judiciary
Committee will begin hearings Thursday.
Votes on Ford are expected in the Senate

before Thanksgiving and in the House by
Dec 6.

The Senate Watergate committee
resumes hearings Tuesday.
Legislation to return the nation to

Daylight Saving Time will be considered by
the Senate Commerce Committee on
Monday and by the House Commerce
Committee on Tuesday.
An emergency bill will be before the

Senate Interior Committee Monday and the
House Commerce Committee on Wed-
nesday.

A Senate public works subcommittee
turns to a bill Monday to authorize tem-
porary waiver of clean air standards to
permit prompt conversion to high sulphur
fuels.

The House has set a vote Thursday on a
two-step 11 per cent increase in Social
Security benefits, with an accompanying
increase in the payroll tax base.

Its Judiciary Committee, which heard
testimony last week on proposals to
establish a Watergate prosecutor's office
independent of the executive branch, begins
work in subcommittee Monday shaping a
bill.

The House Ways and Means Committee,
still hoping to complete work before
Congress' adjournment on pension reform
legislation, returns to that subject Monday.
Two appropriations bills, containing funds

for the State, Justice and Commerce
departments and for the Labor and Health,
Education and Welfare departments, are
expected to be enacted in compromise form
by the end of the week.

At the end of business Thursday, the
House, over the continuing protests of a few
of its members, begins a recess until Nov.
26 The Senate is confining its break to the
long Thanksgiving weekend.

If all goes well, House leaders told their
colleagues at the end of last week, Congress
should be able to adjourn by Dec. 15,

returning Jan. 21 for its second session.

Oil Tap Closed For Ever?
By MOLGER JENSEN
Associated Press Writer

KIYAII. Saudi Arabia <AP) —
King Faisal, having shut the Arab
oil tap. may never open it again to

the level required by an energy-
hungry world
The Saudi Arabian monarch has

linked the flow of oil to a per-

manent settlement of the Middle
East conflict As the leader of oil

policy in the world's biggest
reservoir, the Arabian peninsula

and the Persian Gulf, he has the
power to make it stick.

l.S. diplomats here say it might
take years rather than months to

satisfy the kings withdrawal from
occupied Arab lands and a per-

manent resolution of the Palestine
question, including the status of

Jerusalem Even this year will

only insure a return to prewar
production levels, the amount of

Arab oil reaching the world before
the fourth Arab-Israeli war of

October.

The Arabs' oil customers will

have to come up with some pretty

convincing economic arguments to

get future production increases

they so desperately need. So far

they don't have one, and Faisal

isn't prepared to listen anyway
until Wabiungton changes its pro-

Israeli stance

Thus the outlook for the con-

sumer is bleak. Gasoline rationing,

and the shortage of heating oil and
industrial energy will get worse
before it gets better unless an
alternative energy source is found.

'We're not talking about one
told winter but many cold winters

to come.'' warned newly appointed

U.S. Ambassador James E Akins,
a leading American oil expert who
formerly headed the office of fuels

and energy in the State Depart-
ment.

Akins, who has long warned
Washington not to underestimate
the Arab oil weapon, endured a

blistering one-hour diatribe from
the king when he presented his

credentials last week. It was, he
reported later, "not entirely a

pleasant experience for me."

Faisal emphasized three points:

The Arab oil embargo against
the Inited States and production
cuts affecting Europe and Japan
will continue until Israel with-
draws from all occupied Arab
lands.

— Future production increases

Practice What You Preach
will be discussed only in the "right
political atmosphere," after all

Arab lands have been recovered,
the Palestinian question resolved
and an Arab flag flies over the
Arab quarter of Jerusalem.

The 69-year-old king, a devout
Moslem, told Akins! "I am an old
man Before I die, I want to pray in

the Mosque of Omar," in

Jerusalem. He has rejected
proposals to internationalize the
holy city.

WASHINGTON (AP) Rep
CharlesB Rangel, D-N Y.sayshe
will ask the General Accounting
Office to determine how much fuel

is consumed by President Nixon on
trips to his homes in Florida and
California

"I think it only fair that the
American people, asked by the
President to make substantial
sacrifices to save fuel, know how
much fuel the President consumes
when he decides to fly away from
the White House for a weekend in

Key Biscayne for Camp David or a
longer stay in San Clemente,"
Rangel said in a statement Sunday.
Rangel said the President should

show his own willingness to
sacrifice.

(fig)
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MUA Discusses

B'town Walk
Tonight at 10 P.M., WMUA (UMass radio, 91.1 FM) will broadcast a

discussion on preparations for the Belchertown State School benefit
walkathon which is scheduled for Saturday, November 17th.
The program is being presented as a special feature of "Focus,"

WMUA's weekly public affairs series moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.
Mosakowski's guests for the first half of the live, 60-minute forum will

be walkathon publicity coordinators Kenneth Spiegelman and Jay
Cleary.

The second half of the program will feature a discussion with an area
organizer for the United Farm Workers Union. The Farm Workers are
continuing their efforts to boycott western Massachusetts stores which
they say are selling non-union lettuce and grapes.
Interested listeners are invited to call in questions during the live

broadcast.

Video Tape For Filling Jobs
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Stop Action Interviews?

Congress Watch Security Groups

Ripon Society Sponsors

Anti-Secret Police Bill
\\ tSHINGTON (AP)-The Ripon Society has proposed that Congress

pass legislation to prevent the White House from using government
secnv\ "as a tactical, political weapon to prevent legitimate
democratic challenge to its international policies."
The legislation should "establish the principle that the intelligence

gathering agencies of the federal government have the responsibility to
provide information to the Congress and the public as well as to "the
executive branch." the society said in an editorial accompanying
publication of a report on government secrecy
The Ripon Society, based in Cambridge. Mass . describes itself as

progressive Republican
Congress' need to know is defined by its need for information essential

to its function of determining and influencing foreign policv The publics
need to know is denned by its need for information to be able to determine
the policies its government has pursued." the editorial said
Government secrecy "is a creature of the executive branch." it con-

cluded

The legislation proposed by the society would ensure that four
< ongressional committees concerned with national securitv "have ac-
cess to all top secret information-without anv access controls imposed by
the executive branch-and that these committees, not the executive
branch, control access of the remaining members of Congress to top
secret information

." H

The editorial identified the four committees as the armed services and
foreign affairs committees of the House and Senate

By JEAN BRAUCHER
Associated Press Writer

(MONO, Maine (AP) - In a rapidly expanding job
placement program developed at the University of

Maine here, poise in front of a camera has been added
to such traditional job-hunting skills as being able to

type a neat resume and look presentable at an in-

terview.

The video-taped interview has become a regular
part of the placement office's services with about 150
tapes of interviews with seniors and graduate
students expected to be offered this year to 100 em-
ployers in industry, business, education and research
work.

The director of Career Planning and Placement
says the taped interview program he has developed
over the last two years has generated interest from
more than 50 other schools which are consulting with
him on setting up such programs.
Philip Brockway, a 39-year veteran of placement

work at the campus here, says he got into the taping
business because "we were disturbed at the way
campus interviews dropped off by a half with the
recession."

Sending taped interviews to the employers, located
from Maine to the West Coast, saves the time and
money expenditure of a trip, he said.
Last year, taped interviews played a part in 15 per

cent of the university's job placements.
The 15-minute video tape is made in a small studio

right in the placement office. Brockway says camera
shyness is a minimal problem.

Sargent To Make

Energy Statement

BOSTON < AP) - Gov Francis W.
Sargent is expected to announce
energy conservation measures in a
special message to the public
Tuesday, state officials said.

A spokesman for the governor
indicated Sargent would recom
mend changing public school
children's spring vacation to the
winter months so that consumption
of heating oil in school buildings
would be reduced during the
coldest months
John R Verani. state secretary

of consumer affairs, said other
measures the governor is expected
to announce include a 50-mile-an-
hour speed limit for all

Massachusetts roads, sharp cuts in

unnecessary lighting including
Christmas displays, and reduced
use of state cars.

Sargent was scheduled to confer
with federal officials Monday on
curbs needed to conserve the
nation's energy supply.

Even with an intense con
Nervation effort and with a mile
winter, there will be disruption and
inconvenience but there will not be
any full fledged catastrophe."
Verani said.

"But if people don't do their part
to save energy, all of New England
will be in trouble The day of
c heap, readily available energy is

over." he said

From now on. people will have
to change their life styles to meet
the changing conditions

."

"Of the 60 interviews we've taped so far this year
only one has been a total failure," he said "In that
one, the student got so uptight, so nervous that hP
couldn't express himself at all. We gave up by mutual

Since the tapes go to more than one prospective
employer, the interview is kept broad, focusing on the
student's general interests and plans, the kind of jobs
he is interested in, his summer jobs and college ac-
tivities and "what kind of person he thinks he is."
The interviews are not rehearsed, though oc-

casionally a student will make a second one if the first
comes out poorly.

"But the interviews don't get a great deal better
with repetition They lose their freshness and it

shows," Brockway said.

"Mostly, the students do very well. I admire them
And they love to see themselves afterwards. Most are
rathersurprisedathowwell they do," he said.

The video tape interview is not expected "to clinch
an offer," and is supplemented with a resume and
sometimes followed up with a personal interview But
it is a valuable "preselection tool," Brockway said
The university received a $25,000 grant for its video

taping program from an insurance company that
relies heavily on campus interviewing for finding
employes and is therefore interested in the more
efficient approach of using the tapes, he said.
The grant has made it possible for the placement

office to hire an extra person to administer the
program, but Brockway said this isn't essential

tVit-riiL-iw ...,,..„, Stall I'holo/Kf'vin MackANOTHER ( ASK OF THE DC BLLES-The above entree which
was actually served to a student in the Berkshire commons, con-
sisted of tuna -noodle caserole. spinach, tomato, and one raw hornet,
shown dining is Tatanka. a resident of .Mildred Pierpont house, who
was reportedly ill all evening after dinner

.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5 0400
24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Gentlemen,

start

our
engines.

J

UPPER DIVISION PHYSICS COURSES
For Biological & Physical Science Majors

301 Concepts of Modern Physics

319 Electronic Instrumentation

320 Radiation Physics & Nuclear Medicine
386 Special Problems

391 Seminar on Molecular Bio-physics

For details, see course description guide or inquire in Hasbrouck 1 10.

For the man that has almost everything.

Test drive our 1974 Porsches.

JONES
PORSCHE AUDI INC.

721 WORTHINGTON STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01101

TELEPHONE 413-781-1820

Stull niiito/J.riintr Withers
(iet serious about your carburetor. John Law is seen here crouching behind his cruiser and waits for

the signal from his radar unit to inform him of an infraction of the Sunderland speed limit.

Judge For Yerself!
For the past few days, the Collegian has run an ad

requesting interested undergraduates to submit their
names as candidates for Student Judges. The
positions available are on a student run court system.
This judicial system operates University wide and
has jurisdiction over all undergraduates. A wide
range of cases may be brought to University
Judiciary. They can range from individual offenses
such as shoplifting or removing University property
from dorms to complaints against RSO groups.

At present there exist three vacancies on this court.
These positions are designed to insure minority

representation and candidates are to be interviewed
and selected by a committee of the Senate. Interested
applicants should see James Pappas, Student At-
torney General in room 422c in the Student Union.
Our judicial system is at present in the earlv stages

of reorganization and applicants need not have any
legal training or experience. An important
qualification is however, a genuine interest and
willingness to put some work into something with
tangible results.

Contact James Pappas, 422c Student Union, at 5-
0716 for more information.

Women, Get What

You Are Worth

WELLB8LEY, Mass. (AP)
About 400.000 American women
are entitled to at least $162 million
in back pay because they have
been illegally paid less than their
male counterparts for the same
work, feminist author Caroline
Bird said Saturday.
Ms. Bird, author of "Everything

a Woman Needs to Know to Get
Paid What She's Worth," told a
symposium on women's issues at
Wellesley College that most
women will have to go to work
after they marry because "Prince
Charming often doesn't earn
enough money and many families
need two pavchecks

."

She said a study showed 86 2

percent of recently graduated and
married college women had joined
the work force.

"For good pay, women should
first avoid the female job ghetto
jobs, such as teaching and
secretarial work, and go where the
men are." Ms. Bird said

"We have too many teachers
now. and with the declining birth

rate, a third less will be needed in a
few years.

"Secondly, women should take
full advantage of the Equal Pay
Act."

Conserve Your $,

Don 7 Speed
BOSTON

McLaughlin
(AP)-Massachusetts Public Safety Secretary Richard
has called for stiffer fines for motorists convicted ofspeeding in light of the nation's energy crisis.

conviciea ot

"I think what might be needed is a stiffer scale of fines, in other words
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"It becomes a pretty irresponsible person who will speed."
McLaughlin made his remarks on radio station WEEI's "Bav Staterorum ' program.

HUD Funds NE Housing
BOSTON ( AP I About 6,000 units

of subsidized multi-family housing
will be built in New England with
funds recently released by the
federal Department of Housing
and Urban Development. James J
Barry. HUD regional ad
ministrator, announced Sundav.

Barry said the units will be in

addition to project applications
that received initial approval prior
to the subsidized housing
moratorium announced last Jan. 5.

The new units will be designed to
meet relocation housing
requirements for urban renewal
project commitments in
Massachusetts. Rhode Island and
Connecticut, Barry said.

Look Who's Talkin'
AMHERST. Mass. (AP)-Student newspapers at 84 colleges and

universities across the nation have called for the impeachment of
President Nixon in a joint editorial to be mailed to members of Congress
Monday.
The editorial was drafted by the editors of the Amherst Student of

Amherst College here.

"Richard Nixon now rules by fiat and force," the editorial says "He is
no longer a legitimate leader. The President must be impeached No
amount of legal double-talk or political timidity can obscure this fact "

In a letter to Congress accompanying the editorial, the student editors
said "the outrage of the late 1960's" has been rekindled on campuses
throughout the nation.

"The impeachment of Richard Nixon is a prerequisite to the
restoration of confidence in our system of government," the editors
wrote.

Student newspaper editors at the following schools endorsed the
editorial:

Amherst College, American University, Barrington College, Boston
Co lege, Bowdoin College, Brooklyn College, Bucknell University
California Institute of Technology, Carleton College, Carnegie-Mellon
University, University of Chicago, City College of New York Clark
University, Colby College, Colorado State University, Columbia
University.

Cornell University, Dartmouth College, University of Delaware
Denison University, Dickinson College, Duke University, East Tennessee
State University, Fairleigh Dickinson University-Madison, Fairleigh
Dickinson University-Teaneck, Fordham University Georgetown
University, George Washington University, Goucher College, Grinnell
College, Hamilton College, Hampshire College, Harvard University
Haverford College, Bryn Mawr College, Holy Cross College, Hunter

College, Iowa State University, Kansas State University, Kent State
University, University of Kentucky, Loyola University, Marquette
University, University of Massachusetts, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, University of Michigan, Middlebury College, University of
Montana. University of Minnesota, Montana State University
State University of New York at Albany, State University of New York

at Oswego. North Dakota State University, Northern Illinois University
Notre Dame Univeristy, Oregon State University, University of Penn-
sylvania. Princeton University, Reed College, University of Rhode
Island. University of Rochester, Sarah Lawrence College. Smith College
Southern Methodist University, Southwest Texas State University'
Stanford University. Stephen F. Austin State University.
Syracuse University, University of Tennessee. Texas A&I University

Trinity College. Union College, Vanderbilt University. Vassar College'
University of Virginia, University of Washington. Washington Univer-
sity, Wesleyan University, Wichita State University, Williams College
University of Wisconsin-Madison. University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
Xavier University, Yale University.

MDC Classifieds

CONCERT

featuring Chase

Sai, Nov 17, 1973 8:00 p.m.

Memorial Hall, Athol

Tiebfe '3 00 In Advance

MOO at Hit Poor

For tickets send a stamped
Tickets, P.O. Box 435, Athol,
Gnbbons Music Store, Main St., Greenfield.

Sponsored by Athol High School Band

self-addressed envelope
Mass. 01331 or pick up

PhD Candidates & Recipients

All Disciplines

MBA's and PhD Candidates in

All advanced graduate students and faculty in-

terested in university teaching positions and/or
corporate internships in Latin America are invited to

meet with Mr. Oscar Porter of the Latin American
Teaching Fellowships on Monday/ November 12, 1973,

at Room 102, Berkshire House, from 3: 00 p.m. to 5: 00
p.m.

PHYSICS FOR
MAJORS NON-SCIENCE
100 The World Beyond Our Senses

100A The World Beyond Our Senses (in Spanish)
1 15 Physics of Music
1 17 Nuclear Energy & Its Social Challenge
118 Quantum Worlds
122 Concepts of Physics, II

123 Problems in Physics

130 Physics for Elem. Ed Majors
386 Special Problems

For details, see course description guide

or inquire in Hasbrouck 110.
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Yea! More Buses
Effective 11/13/73: Additional outbound bus runs will be made daily to

South Deerfield, leaving Stockbridge Road 10:25 p.m., and to Belcher-
town Center, leaving Grad Research Center 10:39 p.m.
Effective 11/13/73: "13" Lot Express Bus will be extended to serve the

School of Business, Hampshire House, and Boyden Gym (East side of
Comm. Ave.) bus stops, in addition to the Campus Center Circle. Service
will be continuous from 2:30 until 5:30 p.m. daily at 15 minute intervals.

Hey! Human
Dev. Majors
AH pre-registration forms must

be picked-up in 158 Hills South
between 9-4 Monday through
Friday They will not be mailed.

Wives Club

Meets Tonight
The Round the World Wives'

announces an evening meeting on
Novemer 12th, at the Amherst
Woman's Club, 35 Triangle Street,

at 7:30 p.m. Members are asked
to bring about five photographic
color slides or any other momento
that will help to acquaint the other
members with their country and
their family. Mrs. Gita Srinivasan
will sing classical Indian songs
during intermission. Mrs. Isabelle

Little of the University Women will

serve refreshments. Anybody in

need of a ride should contact Sally

Hafner. Tel. 256-8420.

Dress Rehearsal

In SW Open
An open dress rehearsal of Gary

Stuart's play Offending the
Audience will be held tonight at 8
p.m. in Hampden Student Center in

Southwest The play, put on by the
University Theatre Department, is

an audience participation project,
and admission is free for students.

Fewer Flights At Logan
BOSTON < AP )-The energy crisis will eventually result in about a 10 per

cent reduction of the number of flights in and out of Logan International
Airport here, Edward King, executive director of the Massachusetts Port
Authority, said Sunday.
King said there were "some cutbacks in airline service'' prior to

President Nixon's energy speech to the nation
"As a result of what the President said, I believe there is going to be a

cut in fuel allocations, which will in effect reduce the number of flights by
about 10 per cent," King said.
on another topic, King denied speculation that he would run for

governor next year against Gov. Francis W. Sargent.
im positively sure as I sit here right now that I have no present in-

tention of running for governor," King said.
His comments were made on WNAC-TV's "Newsmakers" program

Union College Reps

To Be On Campus
ATTENTION: Union College Institute of Administration and

Management, Schenectady, New York, will be on campus to talk to in-

terested students on November 16, 1973. They will be here for general
information purposes and are scheduled to arrive around 10:00. If in-

terested contact the Career Planning Office, Berkshire House.

FROM THE PEOPLES' REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Work Jackets for Men and Women. Sturdy blue
cotton outer jackets, worn by Chinese workers

and peasants, constructed for hard wear.

Quilt lined

$25. PPD
Unlined

$12.95 PPD
Please state

your size

Matching peaked
cap $2.75 PPD

Women's
strap shoe

black canvas
skid-proof

composition
sole $4.95 PPD

Men's black
canvas work
shoe, elastic

side step-in

$4.95 PPD
Please state shoe

size when ordering

CHINESE ACUPUNCTURE POSTERS
Three panels with color and diagrams.
Each panel 30" x 14". Complete set
$3.95 PPD.

Check or Money order please, no C. O. D.

&m .
PA.A9103
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Fii|e iVls Couijell

string quartet
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 15 1973
BOWKER AUDITORIUM 8 p.m.
RESERVED TICKETS: $1.50 UM/A students $3.00 all others

THE KERALA KALAMANDALAM COMPANY

hfhthff
The Sacred Dance Drama of Kerala

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1973-8:00 p.m.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tickets $1.50 UM/A Students $3.00 Others

J
clip coupon for

!*3€€i

I

I

I

OFF

on pair
J

of baggie
jeans I

• 4 . .

CURRY HICKS CAGE
Monday, November 19, 1973 at 8:00 P.M.

Tickets: UM A Students $3.00; Others $6.00

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE, 125 Herter Hall 545-0202
I'SJ'J I ' iltllll

Pianist Weissenberg To
Solo In Springfield

Pianist Alexis Weissenberg will be piano soloist with the Springfield
Symphony Orchestra on Tuesday, November 20 at 8 p.m. in the Municipal
Auditorium. This marks a return appearance by Mr. Weissenberg who
first performed with the SSO in 1971.

Now a French citizien, Weissenberg was born in Sofia, Bulgaria where
he began piano studies at an early age and made his professional debut at
14. The young artist continued to concertize in his native land as well as
touring in Turkey, Palestine, Egypt and South America. Weissenberg left

the concert circuit for several years, then made a dramatic comeback in

1948 when he won the Leventritt Competition. The pianist now concertizes
internationally, and is acknowledged as one of the outstanding keyboard
giants of our time.

Alexis Weissenberg will be featured in Chopin's Piano Concerto No. 1 in

e minor. Balance of the program, under the baton of Robert Gutter, in-

cludes Weber's Oberon Overture, Variations for Orchestra by
Dallapiccola. and Ravel's LaValse.
Tickets to the November 20th performance are now available by

contacting the Symphony Office at 739-4728.

ESP Discussed

In CC Lecture

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Sci Fi Contest

To Be Held
All university people are invited

to enter a Science Fiction/Fantasy
Art Contest sponsored by the

UMass Science Fiction Society.

The first prize winner gets $10. All

entries must be in black and white
and no larger than 17" by 22". The
contest ends Nov. 20. Entry fee is a
quarter. We'd like to see what you
can do!

For further information visit the

club library in the Student Union,
Rm 434.

Ethel DeLoach, writer, lecturer
and teacher in the field of ESP, and
internationally known spiritual
healer, will appear at the
University of Massachusetts
campus Wednesday, Nov. 24, at 8

p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

Founder and executive secretary

of the Jersey Society of Parap-
sychology Inc., she will discuss the

act of spiritual healing and explain

how she is aided in her work by
"spirit doctors." Parapsychology
is an alternative approach to in-

vestigating mental resources
inherent in the human mind.

Tickets are available by mail in

advance from the Division of

Continuing Education, 920 Campus
Center, or at the door. Admission is

$2 for the general public and $1 for

students.

Earn 2 credits Coring intersession

Call 5-2801

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Graduate Degree Programs in:

— Private (Industrial) Management
— Public Management
— Management Engineering
— Operations Research and Statistics

Prof. D. W. Karger, Ford Foundation
Professor of Management will be on campus

Tuesday, November 13, 1973

Please make appointments at Placement Office

ENTERTAINMENT
HATCH

BLUEWALL

T.O.C.

WED.
COFFEEHOUSE

THUR., FRI.Ii SAT.
"Topper Carew"

MON.
Football

TUES.
Movie: "Mutiny on the Bounty"

WED.
"Sweet Pie"

THUR.
"Frisco and the Killers"

FRI. & SAT.
"Big Screamin McGrew"

FRI. & SAT.
"Jimmy"

ENTERTAINMENT

'«'«*.. . _•

of PogginHi
U. MASS. SKI TEAM sponsors

2 Ski Shows Nov. 12th
7:30 & 9:30 S.U. Ballroom

professional ski racing film with Jean
Claude Killey

demonstration of G.L.M. skiing and X
country skiing

hot new ski fashions

aerial acrobatics

Admission 50°
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Undergraduate newspaper of the University of Massachusetts. The
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body as a whole. Signed editorials, columns, reviews, cartoons, and
letters represent the personal views of the authors
The Collegian subscribes to the Associated Press and the Liberation

News Service. Publication of their material does not constitute en
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Campaign $ Control
By MARK VOGLER

WASHINGTON, D.C.-'Today. at a time when all our institutions are
under question over Watergate, the millions of private dollars pouring
into election campaigns have given politics the air of dirty business. The
abuses breed cynicism among our citizens and dropouts from our
democracy. "Sen. Edward M. Kennedy

Political skeptics are not kidding when they call American democracy
an illusion conjured by big business.
True, the American people have a free choice at the polls to elect who

they consider the most capable candidate. Yet, the cost of campaigns-
win or lose-is phenominal Big business contributes a substantial amount
of money to foot the bill

Naturally, the executives of the large corporations do not view their
donations as going to a charitable cause. The disheartening thing is that
they have uncontestedly negated the spirit of American democracy by
buying off a politician. Their campaign contribution will later be obliged
with a favor bearing possible influence on government policy.
Consider the abuses campaign finance which characterized the 1972

presidential election Those who gave modest contributions with no in-
tention of "back scratching" have by now. lost all confidence in that
svstem

Those who contribute to election campaigns take it as a matter of faith
that the funds they give will be used to further the election of the can-
didates," says Sen. John V. Tunney (D-Calif i.

And I believe that those whose contributions allegedly aided the
defense in the Watergate case, if they knew the full facts and the purpose
to which their funds were put. wouid be just as outraged as any other
American to know that their contributions were used to defend a gang of
political burglars."

Tunney has submitted legislation to amend the Federal Election
Campaign Act which would impose strong sanctions against candidates
and their underlings who commit acts of sabotage in election campaigns

Cnfortunately, Tunney's legislation can do little to halt the other in-
justices of our present campaign fiance system which occurred in 1972:

-The Republican party collected millions of dollars before the effective
date of the Campaign Financing Act of 1971 -unreported and unreceipted

Huge sums of money in virtually untraceable cash floated around the
country and the world, never reaching its intended destination To track
it down now would only unveil further scandals: what contributor would
like to think that he financed John Dean's honeymoon''

-In violation of federal law. several corporations did not report their
illegal contributions out of corporate funds. What impact will they have
on national policy-making decisions'7

With the flaws of present campaign finance methods apparent the
I'nited States has no excuse for further Watergates. The onlv responsible
alternative of Congress would be to initiate major reform in this area
One favorable route being carefully scrutinized is to prohibit private

campaign contributions in all Presidential, Senate and House elections-
switching entirely to a system of public financing
Senators Kennedy and Hugh Scott I R-Penn I have already launched a

bi-partisan effort in this direction.
Under the terms of the legislation they have introduced, public funds

would be available to candidates of major parties in Presidential. Senate
and House elections, based on a general formula allocating 15« per voter
in Presidential elections

In Senate elections. 15« per voter cf $175.000 -whichever is greater-
would be allowed For House campaign expenditures. $90,000 or the
average expenditure in the two preceeding elections -whichever is

greater- would be available

While the proposed legislation prohibits private financing by major
party candidates, it enables minor party candidates to use private funds
to reach the level of spending of major party candidates
The Kennedy-Scott bill is a wise and a fair one and merits every con

sideration of both Houses Its defeat would prolong the demise of

American democracy. By eliminating private donations as campaign
contributions, the electoral process would be greatly dignified

Mark Vogler is a Collegian commentator.

DVP Suggestions
There has been much talk lately about bringing

Moe Howard to UMass to speak; and while I can un-

derstand the nostalgic value of the "pie-throwing"

genius of the Three Stooges, it made me think of some
other speakers that would be worth hearing. Here are

some:
**William O. Douglas - Supreme Court Justice.

Appointed by FDR. over three decades ago, Douglas
is an anachronism - as he gets older his views become
more tolerant, and more libertarian. While in most
cases, the Nixon court has moved to the right these

past few years; Douglas' dissents have been eloquent
reminders of the powers of the Constitution in the

broadest sense. A firm ecologist, as well as a premier
libertarian, Douglas has greater natural appeal than
most speakers. Despite his advanced years (he is in

his 70's), William O. Douglas is still fairly robust.

Getting him to speak on campus is something worth
looking into.

**Groucho Marx - Out of the three most active
Marx brothers, only Groucho is still alive. While
there has been some talk that Groucho has
deteriorated both mentally and physically these past
few years, I feel that such reports are exaggerated.
On late night shows his wit is still sharp; and last year
in New York, his Carnegie Hall "engagement" was a
sellout. Except for some technical problems (they
couldn't get the projector working to show one of his

films) most everyone there seemed satisfied. Of
course if one expects to see the same Groucho Marx
that waltzed around in "Duck Soup" they will be a bit

disappointed; while it is a sad fact of life, even people
like Groucho Marx get older. Yet. listening to him
reminisce about his life would be fascinating; and to

hear him give side comments about ...say "Monkey
business", while it is playing on the screen would
really be a treat.

In the end Moe Howard probably couldn't even
carry Groucho Marx's cigar. This is not a knock on
the "Stooges" ™- Mnp rfor I too was brought up

watching their zany shows
) ; rather it is a tribute to a

superior entertainer - Groucho Marx.
** Archibald Cox - Fresh from his experience with

the Watergate debacle, Cox could probably add in-

sight and intelligence to the most controversial issue

in the nation today. Since he is returning to Harvard,
perhaps it will not take that much to get him to come
down the road a bit to UMass.

** John Dean - As Nixon botches up the tapes again
and again; the words of John Dean last spring seem
more and more accurate. Again, like Cox he could
add a very interesting angle to the Watergate case.

** Bella Abzug - The gutsy Congresswoman from
New York. She is a forceful speaker, who always says
what is on her mind. When you think of it, that is quite

a lot for a politician to be doing these days.
** Dick Gregory - Once known as a great comedian,

he is now known as well for his deep commitments to

humanitarian causes, and his fetish for "natural
foods" as his funny lines. Gregory is really worth
hearing.

This list is obviously incomplete. The names of

other interesting speakers come to mind in a constant
flow: Mary McGrory, William F. Buckley,
Muhammad Ali, J. D. Salinger ( if you can get him out
of his isolation), Ted Kennedy, Jack Anderson, Pete
Hamell, Mrs. Martin Luther King, George McGovern
i one year after his disaster - his observations could
be very interesting indeed ) . I could keep going on and
on, but perhaps you have to stop somewhere.
No doubt, some people in DVP will be a bit upset;

citing the fact that some of the speakers mentioned
have appeared in recent years. If so, I congratulate
them on their taste. You see, I wasn't here last year,
and this list is just a personal one. In this day when
Moe Howard is getting so much press, I just felt that a
few other names should have been mentioned. I'd like
to know some of your favorites as well.

Fred Weiss is a Cnliogian Columnist.
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Every once in a while it does a political com-

mentator good to make predictions about the men he
is covering at the present I had an opportunity to do
this over the weekend.
After Presideni Nixon moves out of his suite of cells

in Leavenworth he will return to citizenship as the
operator of a fast service food chain, McNixons His
company's slogan: "give me a break today."
Featured on the menu will be the detente burger
served ala Breznev with Kissinger sauce and
potatoes Chou En Lai. His daughter Tricia will
manage the Public Relations end of the business as
she is ideally suited mentally to attract the average
twelve year old diner, who by 1997 will be a part of
the labor force under phase 345 of Nixon's plan to ease
inflation

Speaking of inflation Former Attorney General
John Mitchell will be president of the Sing Sing
chapter of Fatso's Anonymous, a weight reduction
organization The ex AG will form undercover
without telling anyone.
His wife Martha will be. you guessed it, a telephone

operator at a major southern distillery.

Ron Ziegler will make a fortune in the toy business
by posing for a tackling dummy model. The outfit he
will eventually market will include a mask of the face
of President Nixon that up and coming child

politicians can wear when giving the dummy a hard
rear approacn snove in the true Nixon style.

Spiro Agnew will emerge the richest of the fallen
politicos. Sports equipment will be a big money
maker for the former VP. He will design and market
the first golf safety helmet to be worn by people who
must precede linksmen that duplicate his now famous
beanball from the tee. He will also design a similar
piece of head gear for tennis players.
The original Watergate six will form a barber shop

quartet known as the Six Thieves minus two plus four.
Their music will be reminiscient of the famous early
1970s. Among their notorious hits will be "I Didn't
Want to Do It." "Dick Dick Dickie Goodbye". John
Dean will occasionally solo with the group doing his
sensitive rendition of "No More Mr. Nice Guy "

Henry Kissinger is ill-fated. My vision tells me that
he will be the victim of a airplane hijacking which
will keep him contiuously continent hopping. Mr
Kissinger's hard times will come when he develops
chronic nausea from eating frozen caviar that
airlines serve. He will develop an ulcer from main-
taining himself on Russian Vodka, and lastly he will
suffer a nervous breakdown when he finds out that
Raquel Welch, who he dated occasionally married
Abbie Hoffman in a major Hanoi social event
Charles Camelopard is the Collegian's Washington.DC. correspondent.

Newtism
By RtSSELSETHER

Man is a simple mouse, he leaves his coat on. What
I mean is. we are always expecting a situation to
present itself, as if we forget that people are
situations in themselves We'll walk into a club or
party and look around to find out what scene we
should conform to, or not to conform to. Basing our
behavioral responses to the existing superficial at-
mosphere instead of establishing our own actions
objectively to the atmosphere. in this way simplv
by walking into a dark room and waiting to see how
were "expected" to fit in, opposes and contradicts
the unique quality of our human nature The unique
and beautiful characteristic of being able to perceive
and determine ourselves as one single entity
seperate and independent upon the momentary"
situations which surround us.

What might be termed conformity is nothing more
than subjecting our psyches to a limited and stagnant
dictation of extremely stale and uninspiring roles

Is isolation perhaps the means towards personal
intellectual and spiritual objectivity'' Isolation im
plies a seperated existence from the environment the
psychological atmosphere. It implies a close

mindedness. But it does not mean that at all
Isolationism means intellectual meditation An in-
corporating and analysis of as many ideas and
teelings that exist in the atmosphere, the world and
society, and taking none to heart, viewing the world
as though looking through the opposite lens of a
elescope. and seeing our self-being as a unique en-
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Russel Sether is a Collegian commentator.
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Care to reconsider, sir?"

Letters To The Editor

Thank You Bromery

Dear Chancellor Bromery:
I wanted to write and thank you for the new parking

system Unlike many others, I have grown to love it.

Why. last year when I merely climbed in my VW and
drove to old lot 11 from Crown Point Apartments, it

was a dull ten minute trip. But you have turned it into
a 45 minute adventure. Since the little yellow buses
don't come by my house and the commercial buses
are so irregular in their trips, I have to undertake this
wonderful journey, and believe me, I appreciate and
understand the adventure as few others might.

At first. I was angry when I was denied a lot

assignment at the edge lots across from Whitmore. I

felt especially angry when I continued to see empty
spaces in those lots after the parking people had
insisted they were over-subscribed. In fact, I was
downright suspicious, especially after I had received
my parking application nine days after every staff
member I knew. I certainly thought there was
something "funny'' going on over in that clever Mr.
Lambert's office. But now I understand. You have
always been a proponent of community outreach, and
the new parking system is the perfect way to get
thoce elitist faculty members and students out into

the community. Why, every day. hundreds of us go to

Sunderland, toward Belchertown, from East to South
Amherst, just to get a bus. I bet all those people out
there didn't even know there were so many of us.

That's the way to strengthen community relations for

sure It's a pity all those who got parking spaces
won't be out there with the rest of us. I've explained to

classes that, when I'm late or unable to carry all their

papers to them at once because I can't get a bus or

carry heavy bags from car-to-bus-to office, that it's

all for the community And when I'm unable to park
up at Northeast living area for an 8 a.m. Academic
Affairs meeting because the men in green and their

relatives who own the tow truck business will tow me,
the students will understand. Believe me, I won't take

doing what I'm paid to do for granted anymore. Of
course, the University is paying me even for all those
hours wasted trying to negotiate the parking system,
so I guess you believe it's worth it for all that com-
munity outreach. Too, it may seem strange to tax-
payers that so many policemen spend all their time
enforcing parking regulations, but surely they'll

understand when you explain.
One of my colleagues said it would be easier to live

in the Bronx and commute to N.Y.U., but that must
be just sour grapes. You've brought the city to us in so
many ways that we don't need to move to New York
at all, and the parking system certainly makes
Amherst seem less rural Actually, I plan to hitchhike
down to school from now on-even though I think the
multiple vehicle-pedestrian trips would be wonderful
and healthful in the winter. I'm having a "take-a-
professor-to-school" sign made up for my briefcase,
and I'll explain to the various taxpayers who give me
rides about the system you've thought up for us.
So don't worry that the buses run irregularly and

that bad weather will complicate the flow of traffic
for the staff member's cars and the three cars
registered just for you in lot 71 Those of us who are
fortunate enough to have been denied access to
parking love the system and understand it.

In fact, I think those of us who really appreciate the
system should hold a park-in soon to show you our
support and appreciation. We can thank all those
hard-working policemen and tow truck operators too.
We could hold it at Whitmore lot and at the Whitmore
edge lots. Perhaps those who feel as I do should get in
touch with me to see what can be done. If any of you-
especially you. Chancellor Bromery -should try to call

me. don't worry if I'm not in my ottice wnen you call.
I'll be there as soon as I can get to school.

Rayna Green
English Dept.

To The Editor:

The Gay movement has finally moved its way into Western Mass The
Gays are here, marching with six foot banners to Washington and em-
barrassing the liberals, taking over Mayor Aliotos office, staining the
good names of War resistors League and Women's Liberation by refusing
to pass for straight anymore. We've got chapters in NY., San Francisco
San Jose, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Wisconsin, and Detroit, to mention
a few.-I am personally sick of liberals who say that they don't care who
sleeps with whom, its what you do outside of bed that counts This is what
homosexuals have been trying to get straights to understand for years
Well, it's too late for liberalism. Because what I do outside my bed may
have nothing to do with what I do inside-but my consciousness is branded
is permeated with Homosexuality For years I have been branded with
your label for me. The result is that when I am among gays or in bed with
another woman, I am a person, not a Lesbian.When I am observable to
the straight world, I become Gay. You are my litmus paper. We want
something more now, something more than the tolerance you never gave
us. But to understand that you must understand who we are. We are the
extursions of your unconscious mind-your worst fears made flesh From
the beautiful boys to the aging queens the taxi-driving dykes, the iesbian
fashion model, and the very ordinary very un-lurid gays...we are the sort
of people everyone was taught to despise-and now we are shaking off the
chains of self-hatred and marching on your citadels of repression.
Liberalism isn't good enough for us. And we are just beginning to
discover that. Your friendly smile of acceptance-from the safe position of
heterosexuality isn't enough. As long as you cherish that secret belief that
you are a little bit better because you sleep with the opposite sex. you are
still asleep in your cradle and we will be the nightmare that awakens you.
Understand this, that the worst part of being a Homosexual is having to
keep it a secret. Not the occasional murders by police or teenage queer-
beaters, not the loss of jobs or expulsion from schools, or dishonorable
discharges, but the daily knowledge that what you are is so awful to the
straight world, it cannot be revealed. Most of us are not affected. But the
eternal violence of being made to carry-or choosing to carry-the load of
your straight society's unconscious guilt, this is what tears us apart what
makes us want to stand up in the offices, in the factories and schools and
shout out our true identities. We were rebels from our earliest days,
somewhere, maybe just about the time we started to go to school, we
rejected straight society, unconsciously Then, later society rejected us
as we came into full bloom. The homosexuals who hide, who play it

straight or pretend that the issue of homosexuality is unimportant, are
only hiding the truth from themselves They are trying to become a part
of a society that they rejected instinctively when they were five years old,
to pretend that it is the result of heredity, or a bad mother, or anything
but a gut reaction of nausea against the roles forced on is. And you
straights, look down the street, at the person whose sex is not readily-
apparent Are you uneasy Or are you made more uneasy by the
stereotype gay, the flamming faggot or diesel dyke Or mos. uneasy by
the friend you thought was straight-and isn't? True, some Gays play the
same role-games among themselves that straights do Isn't every
minority group fucked over by the values of the majcrity culture? But the
really important thing about being gay is that you are forced to notice
how much sex-role differentiation is pure artifice, is nothing but a game.
The roles are beginning to wear thin. The make-up is cracking. The roles-
breadwinner, little wife, screaming fag, bull dyke, James Bond, are the
cardboard characters we are always trying to fit into, as if bei.ig human
and spontaneous were so horrible that we each have to pick on a
character out of a third rate novel, and try to cut ourselves down to size.
And you cut off your homosexuality, and we cut off our hetrosexuality
We want you to understand what it is to be our kind of outcast, but to also
understand our kind of love, to hunger for your own sex Because, unless
you understand this, you will continue to look at us with un-
comprehending eyes fake, liberal smiles: you will be incapable of loving
us We will never go straight, until you go Gay As long as you divide
yourselves, we will be divided from you, separated by a mirror trick of
your mind We will no longer allow you to drop us, or the homosexual in
yourselves, into the reject bin, labelled sick, childish or perverted And
because we will not wait, your awakening may be a rude one. It's your
choice You will never be rid of us. because we reproduce ourselves out of
your bodies, and out of your minds We are one with you.

Martha Shelley

New D.C. Hassle

Flea Bags Dine At D.C.
To The Kditor:

There is nothing more disgusting than allowing
dogs into the dining hall. The poor quality of the food
makes eating in these places difficult as it is. There is

no reason I can think of to make it any more un-

bearable.

Perhaps it doesn't bother you to be forcing your
food down while having to deal with a mangy mut
looking over your arm emitting a squadron of fleas to

check out your food It does bother me
Maybe you are glad these dogs are around because

then this s<» ..ulled food won't have to go to waste. -

you could always give it to them

But I don t care to be constantly pestered with these
flea-bags. And I am sure there must be people that
feel the same way as I do. As long as we are out here I

believe our wishes should be respected and heeded.
I know that a dog is man's best friend - or so they

say. And up here ir. the city' one needs all the friends
he can get But if these dogs are your friends don't
you think that that is all the more reason to keep the
dogs out, preventing them from being subjected to
the food we are forced to eat.

Lot's keep the dogs out and make the dining halls a
bit more bearable than they are now

Brvan Srhult*

To The Editor:

I have just encountered a new hassle at the DC. No longer do they
hassle about I.D.'s only.

Upon entering the D.C. for lunch today and waiting in a line for about
10-15 minutes I finally reached the front of the line with 2 friends I was
going to eat with The lady that takes the tickets noticed that my ticket
had a #45 and not #40 as it ought to have. After taking a closer look at my
book she reached the conclusion that a page was missing. So off I'm sent
to the office to get a pass for the week ( 10 meals)

.

When I had finally got to the office and explained what had happened to
the manager she said that this has been happening too often and that it

must be a game that the students are playing, so something will have to
be done.

After signing my name, student #, and meal ticket f she gave me a 2 day
pass (4 meals), and tells me I'll have to come back and see her. She's
going to find out what to do and that students may have to start paying.

Seeing how we're not supposed to be able to use any ticket that isn't
attached to the book, and that it has been happening so oft' i, and it
shouldn't benefit the student any, I wondered what might be the cause.

I could only reach two possible explanations The first was that one
page was stuck to the other and that both pages were being used at once.
The other was that, due to some error, a page here and there never got
printed, which seems fairly likely.

Therefore if these are the cases, as they most probably are, we the
student shouldn't have to pay for these errors.

James W. Leavitt
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More Letters To The Editor

Moe We Want Moe's
Editor's Note: The Collegian has received many letters urging the

Distinguished Visitors Program to bring Moe Howard to UMass. We will

keep count of the number of signatures on letters received and announce

the tally daily. To date we have fifty Moe mongers who have written us on

9 letters.

Che La Luna
To The Editor:

,
. ., _ .

For hunnets of years, people have wanted to see a man like Louie

Prima on campus. I am one of them. Mr. Howard may be entertaining,

but Mr Prima can provide this campus with a genuinely significant

presentation of American and European culture. He would fill the cage,

singing his "50 Great Italian Love Hits on Two Long Playing Albums Only

$4 95 " and of course, my favorite on the two album set, "Che le Luna .

Karl Piculin

Moe Than Just Moe

Just one word about Moe. I'm a little bit distressed by the company
being made between Moe, Groucho Marx, and the Firesign Theater

These comparisons seem to assume that the humor of these three is

basically thVsame and can actually be put on some kind of scale relative

to each other, when in fact this is hardly the case. All three are quite

different from each other, in terms of style, content, the social climate

they came out of, etc., and they are all three equally worthy of our

resDect however much that might be.

Statements like "the humor found in Firesign Theater requires some

intelligence to understand" are, aside from being probably iriot teue

pretty snotty and definitely not in the Firesign spirit. (And I m an avid

FirWign freak, don't misunderstand me.) Moe- Groucho- Firesign- let s

get them all here.
David Miller

Who's An Ignoramus

To The Editor:
, imT . „

"Hey onion head, ya see that? "BOOM-CONK! "Ow ! "Nyuck-nyuck

PLINK-SLAP! "Aaoow!" "Ga'wan, get outta my way orl'll moider ya."

"WHUP-SLAM!
Last Spring, a movie depicting civilian casualties in North and soutn

Vietnam waa shown in Thompson. Attendance: about 40. At the same

time some Stooges flicks were being shown in Mahar. Attendance:

overflowing. Ya see anything there Moe?
"Ooooee-ah-ah-ah-ah-ah!" RRRIP-WHAM-PLINK-BONK! "Every

time you think, you weaken the nation." SLAP-SLAP-BOOM-ZONK!
"Woo-WHOOH-woo-wwob-woob-woob!" "Hey, Porcupine, com'eah"

FLAP FWAP! "Oooo. What'ja do that for?" "That's in case I'm not

looking." PLPLINK! "Now get outta heah!"

At the D.V.P. meeting the other night those who were against bringing

Moe in were theatened with physical violence. HA-HA, hilarious slap em

plink em beat em stooge comedy. Now really.

Just stop and look at the HA-HA violence HA-HA around you always.

Moe Howard, really! Who's an IGNORAMUS?
Clem Allen

Step Into The Rain

Those of you who've seen the ads for the "un-dormitories" of Brittany

Manor may have been wondering just what you've been missing by not

enlisting.

Briefly, you probably have a way to get to campus and back home

which is fairly reliable. So, by not living in Brittany Manor, you're

missing a great opportunity to sharpen your thumbing expertise. Don't

get me wrong. If you've called Brittany Manor for info or, sadly, as I did

came to rent somewhere other than prefab Puffton, you've probably

been told the great news: Brittany Manor has a courtesy bus for the

•convenience"' of its lucky residents. And, indeed, so it has. This fabulous

vehicle is a little yellow van holding no more than 11 passengers and the

driver. Now, just to throw in some figures...There are 400 apartments in

Brittany Manor, an assortment of 1. 2, & 3 bedroom ones, (basically 2 &

3's) I'd say there'd easily be 800-1000 residents!

One can begin to imagine the service provided by this "convenience ".

After waiting for the 3:40 run only to meet the lovely "FULL" sign. I

kicked the interior of the 5 college waiting station around for 40 mins. or

so until the next run. At 4:25 as I struggled through the elbows heading in

the direction of the van, I managed to place my body on board, & was

informed that there had only been two available seats. I was the third to

climb in. As I acquiesced and backed back out into the rain in disap-

pointment and rage, I landed on the toes of those still trying to shove their

way onto the bus. Needless to say. I thumbed, arriving home just as the

bus left for its 5:00 run.

Another tenant reality at Brittany Manor being missed by some is the

novelty of "he who comes last gets first place". Being hard up for ren-

tees Brittany Manor has begun the policy of "tenancy -at-will"in other

words no lease, only 60 days notice as to when you're moving out. This

little piece of inequality flabergasts me, as I'm saddled with a lease until

August 31. (which by the way. after two months, I'm one of the few

"fortunates" who have just received a copy of his lease, others are still

waiting )
, ...

Although vou've missed the opportunity to get a lease like mine, you

could still practice your thumbing. ..All joking aside, however. Brittany

Manor has enough students to deserve a UMass bus run, but unless and

imtil this miracle arrives, avoid renting at Brittany Manor if you a
)
don t

have a car b) cant afford the obnoxious parking fees. The Student Senate

hasn't vet gifted us with transportation and Hancock Management co.

which owns this place is one some untouchable place high up on Olympus,

hst once I'd like to see how a Hancock Management person likes being

number 12. and hence, asked to step back into the rain
""" Judith ( owley

Suspicion Reflexes
To Govan Lee Glover:

Your letter of Nov. 7 motivates me to respond

publicly to an attitude that appears to be spawning

and spreading into our minds, threatening to

anesthetize our sensitivity to the point of callousness.

I don't mean to react specifically to the issue of rape,

although it is one cause of man and woman's

defensive suspicion of each other. When a woman
accuses a man of raping her, she must undergo ex-

tensive questioning by a qualified policewoman in

addition to being subject to the often insinuating and

incriminatory questions of a defense lawyer,. Hardly

a very pleasant experience to undergo, if only for the

sick pleasure of "man raping".

Let's ask ourselves however, what causes the

reflex suspicion between men and women that i«s

socially glossed over and woven into silk-glovea

insults thrown back and forth between the sexes. Is

the Don Juan or the femme fatal behavior designed to

protect our soft egos from the hurt we experienced

from being the "good egg" who got cracked by the

careless insult of someone defensive and blind?

We've all experienced hurt and the loss of self

worth to some extent by another's numbness. I've

often quoted the words of Edgar Allen Poe:

"Quote the raven 'Nevermore'." I've set in my lonely

room many nights thinking myself content because I

didn't let myself be "used" that day. It's an empty

satisfaction that can grow into the indifferent

defensive actions that propagates and hurts others in

turn.

It's easier to call other people names and

categorize them into bitches, bastards, rapists, pigs,

queers etc.; we reduce each individual to the iden-

tifying characteristics of a dog, cat, rat, etc. And we

get from others what we expect ot them.
*

I feel bad for that woman who insisted she was

going to be raped by a gentleman with only honorable

intensions. I do not think her remarks were personal;

her prejudice caused her to forfeit a ride and a

possible friend. Something even more tragic

resulted; you are reacting to this emotional slap in

the face with the same prejudice and generalizations.

I don't want to preach, but to share my feelings

with others, using your letter as an excuse and

illustration. Your feelings struck a familiar cord with

my feelings.
.

Until we can react to life's hurts realistically and

not blow crosswinds into hurricanes born merelv to

prevoke us, we will never acquire the strenth to deal

with people as unique persons, good and bad, rather

than antagonistic groups.

Life is hurting, getting angry, failing, loving, and

joy. As long as we fight and keep truckin' we're alive.

Pain isn't the worst thing to fear, it's not feeling

anything and passing life by with our eyes closed.

Let's make every experience the one that sharpens

our understanding and makes us open to the joy of

healthy involvement.
Phyllis A. Brown

A People's Food Mart
* bovcott. The market also

To The Editor:

Throughout the last two months since the lettuce

and grape boycott moved into Western

Massachusetts the People's Market has consistently

sold United Farmworkers lettuce. In September

when the Juan de la Cruz Committee first started

picketing local grocery stores the People's Market

was the only store carrying United Farmworkers

produce. This was a big help to our committee and the

boycott. The market also consistently helps the labor

movement by selling other types of United Farm-

workers produce.

The Juan de la Cruz Boycott Committee urges all

brothers and sisters supporting Cesar Chavez and the

United Farmworkers to buy their food at a true

peoples' food store, the People's Market, in the

student union.

Juan de la Cruz Boycott Committee

Munchies : Lack Of Respect
To The Editor: . ...,.,-
On Thursday, the first of November, I went into the

Southwest Munchies to purchase a hall gaUon of milk,

(price 77c ) The prices are high but having worked m
such places before I am aware of the high overhead

and slim profit margins in an enterprise such as

Munchies. Upon returning to my room I noticed the

date stamped on the carton was October 27. From 2

years of Stop & Shop experience I know the practice

of selling merchandise past its period of expected

wholesomeness is illegal.

Upon promptly returning the milk to Munchies for

exchange I told the manager about the expired date

and I was greeted with almost open hostility.

I am sure the milk was drinkable but the fact that

this practice is going on cannot be ignored. It is bad

enough that this situation exists but the lack of

respect for students »or whom Munchies is run is

unexcusable and should not be tolerated.

Phillip Surp»-enant

Throw The Bum Out
To The Editor:

Elver since Nixon's most recent

blunder, the cry of impeachment

has become a boisterous and

echoing one. Everywhere you go

you encounter signs reading —
"Impeach Nixon" or "Throw the

Bum Out". It has become a central

theme of conversation. The

country has finally come to realize,

a year too late, that they made a

mistake in their selection of

president. Perhaps if

Massachusetts had been listened

to, we would have a "man" in

office now who could be trusted.

Perhaps not!

!

Why was Nixon able to get this

far'' What made him think that he

could get away with such an

audacious move as defying the

court system, even going so far as

to fire his own prosecutor? Who
gave him this inane miscon-

ception?

We. the people of the United

States, did. Yes, this man alone is

not to blame. It is our respon-

sibility to accept the blame as

much as it is his.

After all, what would cause him

to think we would react now when

we never did before. Oh sure, some

of us did react to some extent. But

the fact of the matter is we allowed

him to get this far. We spoke out

against some of his policies, but

never prevented him from making

them We gave him the power that

he now possesses. We were the only

ones capable of giving it to him,

and thus we have no one to blame

but ourselves.

When we knew he was isolating

himself from the people we spoke

out against it, but did we act?

When we saw that he was ignoring

Congress we complained, but did

we act? When he took more and

more power into his domain we
complained again, but did we act?

At no time did we act sufficiently

to stop him. Either we lost interest

before we did any good or we
allowed ourselves to be overthrown

by his supporters.

We, the people, are now tired of

his gross disregard of the people,

and law and order. We now want to

stop him. We may succeed in doing

this. But unless we take back the

power that we have allowed to be

taken from us. we cannot possibly

prevent it's recurrance.

Nixon has been allowed to go too

far. Perhaps the only way we can
get him to submit to the people is to

get ride of him. throw him out of

office. I do not believe there is any
other way. The means of doing this

is impeachment.

r
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For anyone else to acquire the

extent of power that Nixon

possesses, we cannot allow. The
only step presently remaining

before Nixon becomes a dictator is

for him to proclaim himself one. If

we are able to put in in check, we
may not be so lucky next time. The
old belief that we don't have to

watch over our government
because they will automatically

look out for our best interests has

never been true. Now there is

living proof of that.

It is not enough to simply im-

peach Nixon. We must re-establish

our old form of givernment — that

of. for and by the people.

Bryan Schultz

LSAT

Review Course
Extensive 20 hour review for

December 15 L.S.A.T.

Taught by attorneys

It Will Help

This course has been ih

operation since 1967 and is the

most ' effective means
preparation for the L.S.A.T.

Ask students at your school who

have taken this course their

opinions, or call us with your

own questions.

Register now — $85.00

tuition (total cost). Classes

begin Thursday evening, Nov.

29, 1973, 7 11 p.m., Colonial

Hilton, Northampton.

For information call ( 413) 256-

6072, Amherst, (617) 262 9161,

Boston

or write

L SAT Review Course
419 Boylston St.

Room 312

Boston. Mass 02116

ALPHA PHI OMEGA:
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Chapter
Rm., Memorial Hall. All brothers
and pledges invited.

ALPHA ZETA:
Meeting Tues. 11/13, CC. 163, 6:15
p.m. featuring Dean Denison of

Stockbridge speaking on "A Look at

'he Future of Agriculture". All are
welcome.

BOOK AND RECORD SALE:
E.A.M. is going to hold a sale to raise

money for the Heart Fund. If anyone
has books or records they would be
willing to donate, please bring them
to EAM on 387 N. Pleasant St. or call

545 0845.

CHRISTIANS:
Come and fellowship with us 7:30
Mon. nights 903 CC.

ECOLOGY GROUP:
C.E.Q. is sponsoring a slide show by
John Green of the Massachusetts
Forestry Dept , a» 6: 30 today in 426

S.U.

FIGURE SKATING:
Everyone enrolled in Figure Skating
P E G 51 should contact Karen
Gordon at 665 4219 to arrange for

lesson times. Classes begin 11/12,

10:00 a.m. at Orr Rink, Amherst
College.

GRENOBLE:
There will be a reunion of all

Grenoble students — from last year
and «he coming semester, 6th fl,

Herter Lounge, 7 p.m., Tues. 11/13.

Refreshments will be served.

GSS:
Spaghetti Supper, tonight, 19th floor

of JQA at 5: 00 p.m. Please bring your
own drink. Sisterhood and Pledge
meetings will be held after dinner.

All members please attend.

FIRE:
Fire marshals, detail assignments
now posted outside of Mr. Goetzl's

office, 2nd floor, Brooks House. Any
questions call BRUCE.

INFORMATION HOTLINE:
Organizational meeting tonite for

ADVERTISE FREE

Western Massachusetts Only

Super Ad List

rXCHANG
A New Ad Weekly

Articles ht Sale

bf Pri¥ate Owners

10 per cent of Advertised Price
only IF and WHEN you sell

10,000 ACTIVE Buyers

NO DEALER ADS

SPECIAL2 WEEK OFFER
j

I No Commission Charge 25 l

| word limit —
|
Ads must be received before

,

I Mon. noon, Nov. 19

FAIR EXCHANGE
j
P.O. Box J

J
N. Amherst, Mass. 01059

j

j
CALL 256-0236

j

^CMpand Man _ _|

"WALKING
TALL"

"A vicious right wing
fable."

— N.Y. Times

Starts Wed.,

Nov. 14

Campus Cinemas

Notices
Environmental Policy Studies

Center Established Here
anyone interested in organizing an
academic information hotline for the

use of undergraduates. 8th fir, C .C . 7

p.m.

MATH MAJORS:
You must have your advisor's
signature on your preregistration

form. Find out who your advisor is

and her/his office hours in 218 Ar
nold.

MENTAL RETARDATION
COURSE:
Psychology 389A for Spring. In

formation available at Tobin 511.

Check before preregistering.

MINYAN:
Daily Minyan Schedule (daily
prayers) Mornings (at Hillel 302

S.U.) M, W, F. 10:00 a.m., T. TH
11 00 am. Evenings in Patterson at

6: 45 p.m

OUTINC CLUB:
General meeting tonight, 6: 30 162

CC. Prof. Stidham to talk on safety

and First Aid. Adirondack Hike, pre

The Fuel Crisis

-rip meeting 11/13, 8 p.m. in locker,
UConn Mirror Lake, Check board.
Locker'phone 545 3131.

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE:
We offer a multitude of courses next
semester. Talk to upperclassmen
6 30 7: 30, The Profs explain courses
and answer questions 7:30-9:00
Monday, French 209. Everyone
welcome.

PROGRAM COUNCIL:
Meeting of Program Council tonight
in 172. Please attend. We will vote on
releasing our funds from the Board
and mending our constitution.

SOPHOMORE ART MAJORS
MEETING:
On Tuesday 11/13, 7:30 9:00 p.m.,
Bartiett Hall 61. The first of the in-

formational meetings. Focus will be
on aspects of the art program, a
'crash course'' in survival for
UMass Art Majors. Faculty from
each area will present samples of

'heir work.

(Continued on P. 16)

A (enter for Environmental
Policy Studies that will work
closely with state agencies on
environmental problems has been
established at UMass.
The center is part of the UMass

Institute for Man and His En-
vironment and is funded by the
state Executive Office of En-
vironmental Affairs. Initial plans
call for four main areas of em
phasis:

—the review of selected en-

vironmental impact reports for the
Office of Environmental Affairs in

Boston;

—the development of intensive

short courses for government
personnel employed by the
Department of Natural Resources,
the Metropolitan District Com-
mission, and the Department of

Agriculture;

-in conjunction with the
Executive Office of Environmental
Affairs, the development and
conduct of studies relating to long-

term environmental policy
alternatives for the Com-
monwealth;

During its first year of operation,
the center will concentrate mainly
on the development of a process for
the review of the state en-
vironmental impact reports. Both
faculty and graduate students
from a wide variety of disciplines
will be involved in this important
public service task.

Named as the Director of CEPS
is Dr. Hugh C. Davis, who has for
the past year and a half served in

the joint role of assistant secretary
of the state Executive Office of

Environmental Affairs and
associate director of the UMass
Institute for Man and His En-
vironment. He wil continue to hold
these appointments. Dr. Davis
says: "CEPS is a natural con-
sequence of the University's
growing efforts to work more
closely with state government as
part of its utmost importance that

we maintain our academic and
intellectual freedom, we should at

the same time apply some of our
talents to the very real en-

vironmental problems of the
Commonwealth."

Here's What The States Are Doing
Here is a breakdown of what energy-saving measures are being taken

in each state. The letters correspond to the following.

A — Reduced speed limit on state roads, usually 50 m.p.h.; B — speed
limit on state vehicles, usually 50 m.p.h.; C — reduced heating in state
buildings; D — reduced lighting in state buildings.

ALABAMA - B, C, D. Gov. George C. Wallace created Energy
Management Board which has recommended that the public take buses
or organize car pools and urged state employes to substitute telephone
calls or letters for trips whenever possible. ALASKA — B, C, D. Gov.
William A. Egan asked state workers to voluntarily form car pools and
keep driving speeds below 45 m.p.h. He also plans to name a statewide
energy commission to handle mandatory allocation should it become
necessary.

ARIZONA — B, C, D. Legislation being prepared to allow governor to

take action alone "to prevent an electric power system failure."

ARKANSAS — C, D. Gov. Dale Bumpers to deliver energy message
Sunday night and is expected to urge state employes to form car pools.

Study of state's fuel reserves to be conducted, and state capitol buildings
operating with reduced heat and light. CALIFORNIA — A. Before
President Nixon's address. Gov. Ronald Reagan ordered reduction to 65

m.p.h. on stretches of state road with 70 m.p.h. limits. No 50 m.p.h.
taken yet Los Angeles city employes told to turn down lights and ther-

mostats COLORADO - B, C, D Gov. John Vanderhoof directed that all

new state cars be subcompacts or compacts, that office cleaning be done
during daylight hours and that his Cadillac limousine be traded in for a
Plymouth.

CONNECTICUT - B. Gov. Thomas Meskill also urged motorists to

stay under M m.p.h.. but police along the Connecticut Turnpike reported
no slowdown during the weekend. DELAWARE — B, C, D. Gov. Sherman
Tribbitt also urged citizens to cut back on heat and light and to form car
pools.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA - B. C. D. Most speed limits in the capital
already 50 m.p.h. Report that administration considering four-day work
week lor federal employes called "just wishful thinking" by Budget
Director Roy L. Ash
FLORIDA C. D. Motorists urged to drive at slower speeds

GEORGIA — B.C. D. Gov. Jimmy Carter instructed police to ticket

motorists who exceed state 60 m.p.h. speed limit by even one mile an hour
and created three-man board to allocate fuel. HAWAII — B, C, D. Air
conditioners shut off on city buses in Honolulu, estimated to save 15-20 per
cent of fuel consumption IDAHO — B, C, D. Gov. Cecil D Andrus asked
citizens to follow lead of state employes and drive no faster than 60 m.p.h.
As in several other northern states, heat and lighting cutbacks began
several months ago ILLINOIS— B.C. D. The 50 m. ph. imposed on state
police did not appear to carry over to motorists — on Interstate 55 one
trooper clocked 35 cars at an average of about 77 m.p.h. The road is

posted at 70.

INDIANA — B. Public asked to lower thermostats, but officials say
lurther action awaiting clarification of what nationwide controls will be.

State Commerce Department has special unit to handle fuel shortage
complaints.

IOWA B. C. D. Gov. Robert Ray also instructed police to stop
motorists traveling more than 50 m.p.h and give them a "friendly
reminder" to slow down and save fuel

KANSAS — B, C. Governor considering asking legislature for

statewide jo m.p.h limit.

KENTUCKY — A number of cities, including Ashland and Bowling
Green, imposed 50 m.p.h. limits on city-owned vehicles. Gov. Wendell
Ford said he expects the action to be taken statewide within 30 days.
LOUISIANA — Gov. Edwin Edwards in considering calling a special

session of ihe legislature to discuss ways of keeping more state-produced
natural gas inside the state. No special cutbacks. MAINE — State Turn-
pike Authority has posted a 50 m.p.h. speed limit "advisory" and is

studying way to make it legal limit. Education commissioner has called
on schools to extend Christmas vacation by three days, to be made up in

April MARYLAND — B. C, D. House of Delegates considering
legislation that would give governor authority to suspend virtually any
state law to help ease energy shortage, including imposing 50 m.p.h.
limit MASSACHUSETTS — Gov. Francis Sargent is to announce energy
measures Tuesday based on recommendations of special task force,

including 50 m.p.h. speed limit, reduced heating in schools and cutbacks
in outdoor lighting Also under consideration is a four-day work week for

the state's 72,000 employes.
MICHIGAN — C, D. Among the lighting cutbacks are the state Capitol

dome, blacked out for the first time in memory.
MINNESOTA— C, D. Gov. Wendell Anderson says speed limit will not

be reduced until there's a national move to do so, but he is expected to

announce this week a 50 m.p.h. limit on state cars. MISSISSIPPI — D.
Lights turned off at off-hours and on weekends. MISSOURI — C, C.
Governor considering asking legislature for statewide 50 m.p.h. limit.

MONTANA — B. C, D. Gov. Thomas L. Judge ordered cutback measures
six months ago The state Public Service Commission has ordered
utilities to turn down requests for power to illuminate outdoor advertising
displays.

NEBRASKA — B. C, D. Gov. J.J. Exon asked public gas companies to

shut off ornamental lighting and urged businesses to follow state actions.

NEVADA — B. Gov. Mike O'Callaghan said the state would follow the
President's recommendations so long as they are "practical and legal."

I lc ordered use of state cars cut back as much as possible.

NEW HAMPSHIRE — Gov. Meldrim Thomson is considering
possibility of converting business and industry on four-day. 40-hour work
week. A special one-day legislative session may be called to deal with the
shortages NEW JERSEY — A, B. The reduced speed limit includes the
New Jersey Turnpike, the nation's busiest toll road. NEW MEXICO — B,
C Government employes also were urged to form car pools.

NEW YORK A. B. C. D. Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller ordered the 50

mph limit Saturday and urged local government officials to follow suit.

A similar limit already was in effect in New York City.

NORTH CAROLINA — Gov. Jim Holshouser is expected to announce
energy saving measures Tuesday. NORTH DAKOTA — Gov. Arthur A.

Link is studying energy-saving measures but has not specified which
ones OHIO B. C, D. Ohio Board of Education met Sunday to consider
energy saving measures; in planning are manuals advising schools what
le do in case buildings must be closed due to lack of heat

OKLAHOMA - Gov David Hall considering proposals for reduced
speed limit, lighting and heat in state buildings. Also proposed by
i iklahoma Energy Council is tax plan to encourage purchase of smaller
cars OREGON - C. D. Gov. Tom McCall declared energy emergency
last August and limited state vehicles iO 55 m.p.h. speed limit. No action
yet on statwide speed limits Tough restrictions on outdoor signs, with
businesses allowed only one lighted sign to identify name or business and
none during day PENNSYLVANIA - A, B, C, D. Speed limit cut to 50
mph on the Pennsylvania Turnpike, but Gov Milton Sharp said Friday
study is underway on whether excessive traffic jams will result.

RHODE ISLAND - A, B, C. Gov. Philip Noel issued verbal
proclamation lowering speed limit to 50 m.p.h. and said he planned to
draw up a contingency plan for gasoline rationing.

SOUTH CAROLINA - B, C. Gov. John C. West told employes to drive
state cars 10-15 mph under the speed limit.

SOUTH DAKOTA — B, C. Gov. Richard Kneip asked governing bodies
of all cities, counties and school districts to meet and adopt by Dec. 1 a
measure to reduce fuel consumption by 15 per cent.

TENNESSEE -- B, C, D. Gov. Winfield Dunn will introduce bill in

January to make 50 m.p.h speed limit official — in meantime has asked
motorists to observe it. He's also told state police to cite any state em-
ploye exceeding it TEXAS — B, C, D. State Highway Commission
Chairman Reagan Houston says decision on whether to reduce statewide
speed limit probably won't come before January. Dallas County com-
missioners ordered end to all outside lighting on county buildings except
lor John F. Kennedy Memorial.
UTAH B, C. D. Gov. Calvin Rampton put a 60 m.p.h. limit on state

vehicles several weeks ago but says he won't drop lower unless it

becomes nationwide policy. VERMONT — A, B, C. Gov. Thomas P.
Salmon also called on the State's congressional delegation to support a
>ear round daylight-savings plan. VIRGINIA — C. Gov. Linwood Holton
requested motorists to keep to 50 m.p.h. voluntarily. WASHINGTON — A,
B, ('. I) Gov. Dan Evans ordered a steam-electric plant at Centralia to

produce l .200 instead of 1 ,000 megawatts, even though increase will violate
clean air standards Smaller ferries being used on some runs in Puget
Sound by order of state. WEST VIRGINIA - B. Gov. Arch A. Moore said
he will propose a plan to save heating fuel but discounted reduced lighting
in state buildings. "Our shortages are gasoline, diesel fuel and heating
oil. which we do not use to light the Capitol," he said. WISCONSIN —
Director of the Wisconsin Office of Emergency Energy Assistance.
Stanley York, says reduced speed limits and home and office heatinc
cutbacks under consideration. Gov. Patrick Lucey says he's decided
against 50 m.p.h. limit for state cars unless legislature applies the limit at
all vehicles.

WYOMING — B, C. Gov. Stan Hathaway restricted state vehicles to 65

m p h on interstate highways and 60 m.p.h. on other roads, saying he

( ould not accept the President recommended 50 m.p.h. limit.
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Reflections of a Concerned Faculty Sympathi:

at Oakland University

TO: Howard Brogan, Chairman
MSP-AAUP Joint Executive Board

FROM: Robert R. Dyer
Protessor ot Classics
University of Massachusetts/Amherst

Dear Professor Brogan:
In Oakland University as a new chairman of a small department, apparently dependent for survival on

my Dean's admiration of the Classics, I was strongly opposed to collective bargaining during 1970-71 and voiced
many of the same fears, innuendoes and emotional appeals with which the Committee of Concerned Faculty is

trying to sway undecided faculty on this campus. However, collective bargaining there proved, in the opinion of

almost everyone concerned, a great success. My fears proved largely — not, of course, wholly — groundless,
and, had I grasped the positive implications of collective bargaining for academic freedom, I would not have left

Oakland. The observation of collective bargaining at Oakland has made me a convinced supporter of it on this

campus.
I see the following unquestioned successes of the process at Oakland. The agent (a local chapter of

AAUP) achieved an excellent package of fringe benefits (university contributions to retirement, medical and
other insurance, etc.) and high guaranteed minimum salaries at each rank. The negotiations which followed
establishment of collective bargaining brought to the fore the most respected voices on the faculty — both for-

mer supporters and former opponents of collective bargaining — as the spokesmen and leaders of the various
bargaining units and support committees, so that the faculty now speaks through men and women it trusts and
elects for just that purpose. As for the feared polarization between faculty and administration, it now appears
that the deans and chairmen are the chief, and most grateful, beneficiaries of a more intelligible, less Byzantine
system of personnel decisions and relationships.

It may be useful if I run through some of the benefits expected on this campus and apply the lessons of

Oakland to them:
The Faculty Senate will not be undermined
The agent will surely consider making the Senate the chief voice of faculty in academic and budget

matters, and, if it accepts that principle, take as its most inflexible stand that more autonomy in curriculum
matters, merit rewards, recommendations for administrative appointments, etc., be lodged with the Senate,
and guaranteed in the legal contract drawn up through collective negotiation.

The present advantages secured by faculty in governance and benefits would not be lost

During the period after the faculty votes for collective bargaining and before the contract is signed, the
status quo is legally frozen and neither side may alter any practice accepted as of the day of the vote. Although
the Administration might, as a bargaining position, attempt to cut back on the academic freedoms and benefits
in effect on the day of the vote, the faculty, through its bargaining representatives, would clearly make the
maintenance of all those freedoms and benefits the very minimum that it would accept in the legally binding
contract.

Academic and professional departments and programs which are not popular with the mass of the faculty
would not suffer

By virtue of their electorate, agency officers have no right to discriminate against any program. They
must support the goals and academic freedom of every department and every member of the faculty, and
protect those interests in contractual bargaining. Politically, support by any two of the three major segments of
the university — faculty, students, administration — outweighs the opposition of the third, and programs
strongly supported by the administration and students will find their case vigorously made by the ad-
ministration during collective bargaining.

Deans, heads, and chairmen would not lose their flexibility and become subject to rigid legal principles
This is true only in that contractual agreements remove the opportunity for Byzantine power intrigues.

Administrators who enjoy political power plays should oppose collective bargaining, and those who are more
interested in evolving a sensible set of legal rules and contracts, to which major decisions on hiring, firing,
allotting teaching loads and duties, etc., might be subject, should join the dialogue on devising an acceptable set
of contracts as the basis of collective bargaining. Administrators are judged, under collective bargaining on
efficiency rather than on their political ability to maintain power, and I believe most would welcome this
change.

Collective bargaining will not undermine campus autonomy
Since efficient administration is one of the prime concerns of faculty (and student) welfare, I trust the

agent will bargain for greater autonomy for all aspects of campus governance, and for strengthening the role of
the campus administration particularly in budget matters and the continued development of a strong graduate
school.

The move to collective bargaining is not run by hotheads
The energy to promote something like collective bargaining must come from the frustrated and those who

enjoy being fall guys for new ideas, and there is continuing function for such people. However, the faculty, once
collective bargaining is approved, must select as its representatives on the bargaining team and responsible
committees those it most trusts to speak for its collective will. It is thus usual for strong faculty voices who have
opposed unionization to find themselves elected as faculty representatives for collective bargaining Perhaps
the first name I would nominate for a collective bargaining unit, if collective bargaining is approved on
November 15, would be that of Robert Wellman, currently its chief critic.

While I still have qualms about faculty's having to engage in collective bargaining, I should have trusted
the intelligence of the faculty and administration in pursuing collective bargaining towards ends which were in
the best interests of Oakland University. I have confidence that our faculty and administration will do iust as
well. '

Sincerely yours,
Robert R. Dyer
Professor of Classics
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Tutor? For
Veterans

Veterans, taking a course that's
getting you down? Attend every
class and some of the material still

hasn't sunk in? Required to take
Gobbily-Gook 101 and your gobbily
background isn't too strone?
Aced Intro 101, now taking Ad-
vanced Intro and the cum is going
down? Think some personalized
instruction would help?

If you're an undergraduate
student and a veteran presently
receiving monthly educational
benefits under the provisions of a
G.I. Bill, the Office of Veterans
Affairs has an offer you shouldn't
refuse. It's the Veteran Ad-
ministration Tutorial Assistance
Program. You get extra in-
struction on a one to one student-
teacher relationship and the
Veterans Administration picks up
the tab. This is in addition to your
regular monthly benefits.

There are some requirements,
and of course paper work, but
these are relatively minor. The
Office of Veterans Affairs. Room
-Ml, Whitmore has the form <s)
available to obtain tutorial
assistance, names of tutors, and
will be happy to answer any
questions you have concerning this
or any veteran program.
For you veteran graduate

students, why not stop by and sign
up to become a tutor? You'll be
able to earn some extra money and
help another veteran. More tutors
arc needed in every- subject so stop
in todav.

Loeb
Grounds
Nixon
MANCHESTER, .VII. (AP) -

The publisher of the Manchester
Union Leader and the New
Hampshire Sunday News has
called for President Nixon to stop
Hying to vacation homes in
California and Florida because of
the energy crisis.

Publisher William Loeb has sent

Nixon a telegram pointing out that

round-trip fuel consumption bet-

ween Washington and San
Clemente. Calif., is 20.000 gallons

and round-trip consumption bet-

ween Washington and Key
Biscayne, Fla., is 7,000 gallons.

"Respectfully request that you
set a national example in fuel

conservation by cancelling all your
trips to San Clemente or Key
Biscayne until the energy crisis is

over." Loeb's telegram said.

The publisher said he had
received inquiries from readers
wanting to know why they should
reduce their highway driving
speed to 50 m.p.h. when the
President was consuming large
amounts of fuel traveling back and
forth to his vacation homes

TONITE

Penny Nite

with

Daddy
Long

Legs

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47, Sunderland
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAM<

15

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Saturday's Pu?7le

ACROSS

Persons born on the 4th, 13th. 22nd and
ilsi of any month, but especially under Leo.
Aquarius and Scorpio, and frank, fluent,

willing lo tear down in order to rebuild and.
very often, are separated emotionally or
psychologically from parents and peers

ARIES I March 21-April 19) : You now
have greater freedom of Ihought and ac
Hon. Roadblock is removed Journey
becomes more plausible Creative en-
deavors are likely to succeed Give of

yourself Your own style, intent is a
paramount importance.

TAURUS i April 2ti May 20 > : Questions
about who owns what will be clarified. You
get more concise picture of budget, lax
problems You also get rid of burden you
have been carrying for no good reason
Ancs. Libra persons may be involved

GEMINI I May 21 June 20>
: Lunar cycle

is at peak get started on project Highlight
independence, original approach Strive for
new contacts, outlook Judgment, intuition

will be on target Trust yourself Leo plays
key role.

CANCER 'June 21 July 22): Follow
through apply knowledge Put theory into

practice One who taught you in past could
make surprise reapperance What was a
secret can now be openly discussed Toss
aside fears, suspicions You're on right

track

LEO 'July 23-Aug 22»: Accent is on
octal activity, fulfillment on some desires
You receive llallery. compliments
Maintain balance Keep perspective in

foctM Sagittarius. Gemini persons figure in

prominent ways
VIRGO I Aug 23 Sept 22' : Civic project

could lend prestige Co-operate Assign
meal will pay dividends One in authority
will press button for green light Know it

and proceed with confidence Y>>u will be
dealing from position of greater strength

LIBRA Sept B-Oct Bl Yauaaewtth
t'iarii) You discern reasons Your

philosophy is reinforced You plan travel
You want lo learn and a language
lascinaies you Write to one at a distance
Ask questions You can obtain valuable
information

SCORPIO i Oct 23-Nov 21) . Money may
be on the line Purchases, time plans could
lie leatured Family member makes
request Acquiesce Peace at home is now
more importan than usual Know it and
don't rock domestic boat Taurus is in
picture

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-I)ec 21)
Judgment may be slightly off base Know it

and hold back on definite commitment Co-
operate with partner, mate Be open to
suggestion without being naive Strive for
realistic appraisal Leave pie in-sky
dreams tor others

CAPRICORN
I Dec 22-Jan 19) : You get

io heart of matters -production and costs
In personal matters, you also find where
\"ii stand One born under your sign could
play significant role Pressure is on and you
will have to find ways lo relax

AQUARIUS 'Jan 2o-Feb is >

Relationship is put to lest Settle dif
lcren.es through frank discussion Aries
individual could have temper tantrum
Don't compound error Finish tasks Round
out plans Creative changes are in offing
PISCES 'Feb 19 March 20c Cut

'hrough lo basic issues Beating about bush
will not provide answers Direct approach
brings results Leo, Aquarius persons
might ligure in important ways New
contact leads loward goal Know it; act
according!)

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHD.<n you
Rave sense o| huni.ir and must be aware of
diet You have man) admirers and also
'hose who envy >ou January and October
wen- significant months In December you
get chance tor new start Romantic in-

eretta will be Simulated Sagittarius.
Gemini persons are drawn to you

<'"P> right I97;t (Jen Fea Corp
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Drinking vessel

Part of

church (pi.)

Suffer internal

excitement

Wanted

14 Teutonic deity

15 Piece cut to

fit mortise

Tissue

Danish land
division

I .wishes

fondness on

22 Openwork

fabric

23 Sailors

(colloq
)

25 La

27 Symbol for

cerium

28 Breaks

suddenly

30 Stor.i

places

32 Clever

34 Satiate

35 Sponsors

38 Europeans

41 Hebrew month
42 Memoranda
44 Irritate

45 Ethiopian title

47 Natives of

I atvia

49 Organ of

'ing

50 Short |acket

5? Wading birds

54 A state labbr.)

55 Calm
57 Free from

binding
59 Spirited horse
60 W.rm

DOWN

1 European

2 Irench article

3 Unit of Siamese
currency

4 I ean to

5 Spanish title

6 Toughens

7 Hebrew letter

8 Place

9 Paradise

10 Choose

11 Chairs

13 Tropical

fruit (pi.)

16 Pertaining to

the ear

19 Pamphlet

21 Porticos

24 Reiect

26 Showy flower

29 Backless
seat

3] Weird
33 Went in
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35 Peels

36 I essens

37 Bristle

39 Sounded
loudl-
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bird

46 Classify

48 Plumhkf

51 Bern

53 Soak up
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(Continued from P. 13)

STAR TREK LIVES! :

Informal meeting tonite! 803

Everyone invited.

Meditation
Education.

and Humanistic

Smith To Hold Bazarre

c.c.

THEATRE PREREGIST RAT ION

:

Nov. 14, 15, 16 for undergraduates.
All courses except 115 and 155 must
be approved by counselor. 4th floor,

Machmer.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARIES:
Important meeting tomite at 9, in

Rm. 811 C.C. All judges and ad
vocates requested to attend. Goals
and new trials will be discussed.

UNIVERSITY WOMEN:
Chopping Block demonstration 7:45,
406 N. Pleasant s. Come and bring
your friends

WORLD PLAN WEEK SEMINARS:
Sidney B. Simon, professor at the
Sch. of Ed. & pioneer in the
humanistic education movement,
will be speaking at 7:30 p.m. in

Morrill, Lecture #3 at Amherst
College on Transcendental

FOUND:
Male's self winding wrist watch in

SB A Aud. Call 6 8583.

LOST:
One red, white, blue knitted mitten.

Handmade and great sentimental

value. Call 549 6538. Reward.

LOST:
On Peter Pan Bus returning from
New York Hotel Show, 1 yellow parka
and management book. Need both

desperately. 584 8605.

LOST:
Sm. gold ring with 2 diamonds,
sapphire in middle. Great sen
'imental value. Please return, no
questions asked. Call 253 7668 week
day evenings.

LOST:
A pair of octagonal wire rim glasses
at Clark Hall. Sunday 10/26. I'm

desperate. Karen 404 Mary Lyon.
5492516.

Smith College celebrates In-

ternational Students Day this year
on Wednesday, November 14, by
holding a bazaar. All monies raised
that day will go to foreign student
scholarships. It is on annual
project sponsored by the Service
Organizations of Smith which will

be held in Scott Gymnasium from
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

In November of 1939, a
Czechoslovakian student protested
against the repressive Nazi
regime. He was executed and other
Czechoslovakian students joined in
the struggle for human freedom
and were massacred by German
troops.

International Sudents Day
commemorates the massacre of
those Czechoslovakian students

who endeavored to keep their

people free. International Students
Day is celebrated universally to

remind us of that sacrifice so that

we may also work together to

foster peace and unity in the world.

This year's theme is "Festivities
Around the World". Fourteen
countries will be represented.
Each booth will be decorated with
merchandise characteristic of the
country and the people. Among the
articles for sale are: figurines

from Africa, woven bedspreads
from India, bamboo planters
from the Far East,
leather pocketbooks from the
Middle East, silver-plated jewelry
from Greece, Christmas
decorations from Scandinavia,
mezuzahs from Israel and

Christmas tree ornaments from
Austria and Germany.

Most of the merchandise is

handmade by the people of the

country. Food will be served all

day and foreign recipes will be
featured.

On November 14, let us celebrate
together, remembering that there

is a reason for an Internatinal

Students Day.

AMHERSTC^^
AMITY ST.

WINNER Of

TNIS YEAR'S

ACADEMY

AWARD

253 5426
EVES.
7:00

Charlie Chaplin
M

"MODERN
TIMES"

Student Discount Cards on Sale SI.00

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS SI 00

CALVlNjKae
kl\G ST.. NORTHAMPTON

NOW

584 2310

Tilt ftonltrt

Iwt tfory of tilt ytir

ATouch Of Class

GlendaJackson
Students Sl.OO All Times with Membership Card

MONDAY a TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES. ALL SEATS SI 00

* *AT

'

OF SMITH COLLEGE

iACADEMY
iGfcMJSC

I NORTHAMPTON

Monday & Tuesday
Nov. 12 & 13

at 2: 00 & 8: 00 p.m.

THE
AMERICAN
FILM
THEATRE

Harold Pinter's

THE HOMECOMING
Starring Cyril Cusack Ian Holm.
Michael Jayston, Vivien Merchant.
Terence Rigby, Paul Rogers. Directed

by Peter Hall

(irtALPMABf TlCM. UROtR )

tickets available

all perfor

Matinee. 2

Kvening

forma nces M
2p.m. $4

Sp.m. S5 Q

Tires — Ml hi .mils Kadials Snows -

Ml txpes. guaranteed lowest prices. ( .ill

(MM after ii

till I.'

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS WANTED

s ,\ l i inner a Imports has new
cameras, lenses a. other photo equip, at

slashed prices lull warranty all makes
and models < all Ken. MIJJ

HiMl

I'.m.isonii Port. TV Krand new' *7l);

Receiver .Ml watts t h Ihii I all 5IK-527I or

.H. .261

Discount stereo equip, and pocket

calculators. Special! 12" twax air susp.

•peaks Keg I. Mm pr NOW Il75pr. Barr\
6-60*5 exe

Ull-U

iilin M;irk II skis hr.iml new never heen
used, no hindiiiK holes I '17 t Model priced

rrasnuahlx I all st.in .it 256-69112 exenings

tfll-13

(.iiilar M us milin i. strum Kit \2

Rosewood Mahogneik. I hum Board

I si'd l. mo retail Ml sell lor MM, mil

haiilshell case < all MMMI
till II

Ihe \inis Ratf \ I i redil Mhikouim-
Phxirs HMD Noprcreu MW1 1 1 IV II \s

121. \o\ I.' Dei 12 ( all Prof (.uxer 515-

Ml lor details

tfll-lt

Need warmth'' (.lobe Loose Down
I'.iika M-W large new condition MLM,
t all Maureen i. 7 '.Ml anvlimc

till I

J

ITIKSK IRK TIMKS Til \T TBI
MEN* WH IS in these da\s of

darkness and douhl. of crisis and

1 1 >n I iisum what the world needs is a

Unix ureal store I'M IS III D1IMK
ft KM 1 1 Kr is that store We featuic

hui cans desks, pictures, nostalgia

spiritual guidance Ihe entire range of

hum.in emotion at the lowest prices

Mnhcist behind \iibuchon. 253:1511

tfM 12

I- or sale — alto saxophone. IMi; cello.

S ion 5*4-6279. ask for Tom.
tfll-16

l.i\e ( hnstmas trees, select and tag
now. anx sire 16.31. I Hli/niak 133 Rax
ltd lladlex

tf 12 12

IK tool Tipi for sale — made b>
llomadic's Tipis. 14 oz. cover, in oz.

canxas liner, door flap and poles. I rm
t all Jon. BMM

tr 1 1-13

Mag wheels — »-ll" ml. chrome wheels
for (.M cars, cost SlOd. sell for 140. fi-t.'.W

If 1 1-15

A.M. car radio, push button, trans.,

perfect condition, xou can mount it in your
dashboard or gloxe comp.. $31 (all 256-

niil.V keep trying.

if 1 1-12

\mpe\ tape deck. 3 heads for sound on
sound, hardlx used. t.UNinew. asking 1200

MB4MM, keep trxing.

tf 1 1-12

Nikon KTN bodx Sol Igor, 2Hmm andMM lens. 1275 (all 665-3902.

tf

1

1-12

Ski equipment — Olxmpia. like new
Imm.Is and rack, size III. clip style carrier
and poles For information call 5X6- 1 36*

Ifll 14

I'i7n Rebel Maihine. I speed Hurst i'Ml

engine, excellent iiiuning <mid Jli.no t all

.Hi .'..'71 or 516 -."•.'lit

tfll-12

MM \» good . ondiiion tl.ii \sk for

loin. '. I'i-

l

mm; after ."> p.m.

tfll-16

IM] Karracuda. smashed front end. MS
l-spced. Mallorx distributor, new starter,
motor KB takes it Sandx 5*1-2019

Ifll Iti

AUTO FOR SALE

\ustin ll.al. v . :hmni. i960 fully restored.
I all Mi.'. 1 1X2.

tf

1

1-14

INTKKKSIKI) IN MAKING EVEN
TRADE? I *iaxe a MM, 12* (.ran Prix and
would like to exchange for a smaller auto,

(all 23.1 71*2

MlMl

MM \W sunroof, excellent mechanical
condition Kest offer, need In sell, license

revoked (all MMMI, after fixe thirty.

Ifll II

(.as sipping wonder. 65 \W Kus isimhi

miles on rebuilt eng. 26 mpg. WIKM int.

insulated, many extras (all anytime. 546-

t«M««.

tfll-12

Dodge ( oronet. I mm,. 2*3. std. trans.,
good tires, new battery, starter,
generator, exhaust, runs xery well, and is

dependable Asking 137%. (all 519-3669.

tf 1 1-15

MM ( hexelle Malibu. p.s.. p.h . V-8
auto., excel, condition, selling for new car.
(all Dan. MB4MH, leave number, keep
trxing.

tf I l-t

«

MM Kuick Skylark, good condition. 1125
Caul Cole. 512-56(17. Hampshire College

tf 1 1-13

I mi. j
( 'omel. standard, li cxlinder. needs

hatterx. tllNI. 323-7372 evenings.

tfll-12

MM Mustang, good running condition,
sticker, best offer (all IM Mil or 545-

iil.1i Ashxin.

HI 1-13

Attractive liberal open-minded female
who likes leather, bizarre, etc. for

modeling, good pay. KB.. Box 262.

Ilolxoke. Ma. 01040.

tfll-12

Medical lechnotogisl or equivalent for

part time position. Hours 2:30 p in to II :M
|i in weekends, (all 113-771-31 1 1, ext. M or

tfll-lt

N.K .S. needs any kind of scrap material
(fabric) for kids' collages. Bring your
scraps to I26A Student I nion before
Thurs . Nox IS.

tf 1 1-14

(.rage to store small car for winter
months or info about one. (all 549-1263. Kd
Cook

tn l-it

APARTMENT FOR RENT

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

MM ( 'BBS Honda. 3.000 miles, cosmetic
flaws, mint mechanical condition. 549-

1473. keep trying. 1600 firm.

tf 1 1-13

750 Honda. 3 inch over tubes, custom
paint, many extras, must be seen. 1 1.500 or
best offer* Phone 586-3952 evenings.

tfll-lt

LOST

Organic (hem 3rd Kd. Morrison Boyd.
Beward for return, needed desperately.
Call 5 15-0260 or come lo I lor, I..R.T. \sk for
Mack.

tfll-12

I lost my drivers license. Please bring to
the Collegian, to Pedro Hernandez.

tf 1 1-15

I bedroom in I bedroom apt., spring
semester only, no lease required. I so per
month, utilities paid, (all 253-7*50. I may
exen let you use my water bed'

tfll 13

Available immediately — 2 room fur-
nished apt., for female or couple, near
center of Amherst. Slim, heat included,
(all 256-0303.

tfll-12

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 male Kng. grad students want mature
hip m i to share 3 bedroom apt. in

\mhersl. old house. 167 plus. 253-5275.

t r i i-i5

197 1 I Mass ring in mens room next to
( ( Lost and Pound. If found, please call
Charlie. 5H6-2562 after 6 p.m. Beward!

tfll-12

Black and white cat in the vicinity of
Brittany Manor. Please call 253-5922 if

found.

tf 1 1-13

INSTRUCTION

seed mature female roommate for Dec
I or Ian 1 Own room. ( llffside on bus
roule. mainly furnished. ||H5 per mo
mi hides utilities. 665-4:155.

Ifll 16

I pper division Physics courses for
Biological and Physical Science
majors: 30l-('oncepts of Modern
Physics; 319-Kleelronic In-
strumentation: 320-Badiation Physics
& Nuclear Medicine: 3H6 Special
Problems: ni Seminar on Molecular
Bio-Physics. For details, see course
description guide or inquire in

llasbrnuck 110.

tfll-l«

Mobile home — 2 bedroom on nice lot. in

miles, ax ail. now or 2nd semester. 12.600

( all 123-112*. except weekends
tf 1 1-13

Snow tires — 2 used 7.35x14. studded. I

plx n x Ion . (teneral winter cleat sip." —
best offer oxer 120 (all S49-3H65

Ifll I I

IMM, ( utlass Supr ps. p.b.. xerx good
• ondition (all 367-2771.

tfll-lt

l'».l foul (.alaxie running condition
needs x»„rk t'Hi Negotiable Mt>7Nl after
I ini |l in

tfll-12

Vm sale — 1970 (hexelle. 4 speed 302,
llnisi shifter, reasonable I'hone 546-4554.

tfll 14

1962 pickup in good condition, new
sticker. ( all between 5-7 p.m.. 564-5123.

tfll 12

xA anied Kemale to apartment hunt with
for Jan. I. ( all l.inda after K p.m. 253-7752.

Ifll-I6

Kemale to share I ho, „, Presidential
«PI beginning |jn Semi-furnished. 1X7 :,o

mon
. incl. utilities, (all 549-446.3.

tfll-16

Phx sits for non-science major' xo«.
World Beyond (lur Senses; IO0A-IUO In
Spanish; 115-Physics of Music; 117-
Nuclear Knergy A iu Social
( hallenge; IIH-Quantum Worlds 122-
( oncepts of Physics. 2; 123-Problems
•n Physics; 130-Physlcs for Elem Ed
Majors; :IH6-Special Problems. Details- see course description guide or
inquire in Hasbrouck no.

Ull-lt
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Need $ Aid?

Second semester financial aid

applications will be accepted from
Monday, November 12, 1973 to

Friday, November 23, 1973. Funds
are estremely limited and priority

consideration will be given to

students demonstrating ex-
ceptional financial need. Students
denied assistance for the first

semester who wish reconsideration

should fill our a reconsideration

form in the Financial Aid Office -

243 Whitmore. New applicants

must fill out both a University
application and the appropriate
financial statement.

< i

Believe It Or Not"
Researcher At DVP
Norbert Pearlroth, main researcher for Robert Ripley's "Believe It Or

Not'* organization, will speak tonight at 8 in the Campus Center
Auditorium. The program is a presentation of the Distinguished Visitors
Program and the first of three programs scheduled for DVP's Believe It
Or Not series.

Fifty years ago, Robert Ripley complained to a friend that he was
having trouble finding usable items for his newspaper feature, par-
ticularly because of his ignorance of foreign language. The friend
recommended Norbert Pearlroth, a young clerk from Austria who knew
13 languages. Pearlroth has been with the organization ever since.
Ripley illustrated his features while Pearlroth researched up until

Ripley's death in 1949, after which Pearlroth carried on the main work of
the organization.

"•••:•.•.•-•.•_•.•.*-•-•-•-•-*-•-.•-.
m * • * * • • t>. •__•_».

JAMES WILLIAM GUERCIO'S OUTSTANDING
FIRST FILM ... 01

YEAR'S VERY REST

I )id von know
thill n ir .mil

4l.inl.i(l.l

SHOWCASE i INI HV I 12345
ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RD

WEST SPFLO 24HR TEL 733-5131

A* « ER CHARGE

lYVtl^xTlOfc^l Wed. Mat - Mm

**(9 bxxy MftM f bggg^
YH P*kf*ar*4T't| W tf W 9 V+'W 9 wf VW^^ WW »** —* "f i I r • •

------- ------*«*> •*• »'.*.*.*.*.

Sal. At Sun. - \ Mi-

aBEDFORD PG

Mon Kri - 2-7: :MI-

I : M
Sal. & Sun. • I-

:l-.'>:II.V7:a»-»:S«

:W?o

1

1

1 1

1

r,--••••••••••
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

C'l.

Wed. Mat. - 2. Ml

Pxes. - l:3M:fJ
Sal. & Sun. • I :«»•

:t: M4i 211-7: 311- HI

..inn li.i. i .i

DONALD SUTHERLAND ELLIOTT GOULD

" MASH Wed Mat. - 2:11(1

Kxes. - 7::UI-»:S(I

Sat. \ Sun. - l::tu-

1 : I j-.'t : 25-7 : 411- III

'

Y^-n

IN^LUE
llmled A rli l

starring

ROBERT

BLAKE

7:15

ft 9:15

wen .-\. H tl\

tli* «*.nn<- Ikiu'H'

ri\

6ET YOUR NEAI SET AID

k
DI6 TNIS R-RATEO KUN6-FU
[DOUBLE FEATURE! LOTS OF
.ACTION-LOTS OF LAU6NS!

SNOW STANTS 7:15

UWSrOPPAiLE!

TUf

SUANGMJ
KIUER?

c»

PLUS

i Cftmptis ,

AlvtHCflfiT-4tAOt.IV LlNI

DOLLIR NITES

MON. ft TUES.

ADMISSION $1.00

Television Tonight

NOW AT

POPULAR PRICES!

At 7:15 A 1:30

I$st
cJ2m& in/parts

is not about sex and it is not about inhumanity It is about the

thmqs that a man lives by There s just nothing to compare
with it in recent experience It is vory much worth seeing

"

liffl Crist Today S h^w

itnTi
'/:

is a genuine masterpiece of

staggering proportions
xartf Behr, Nensweek

FOR CROUP SALES OR SPECIAL SNOWINCS
CONTICT MANAGER IN PERSON OR CALL 256-6411

S:M KNSK.V OTOOLC I 18)

HOCAN 'I HBHOBI "The General
Svx;ip i 22i

MISIIK UtK.KHS NKK.IIBORHOOI)
•24>

BEVERLY Mil I Bll I IKS A Bundle
For Bniam "

I HI
HOMED PYI.K The Secrel Life Of

(iiimer I'yle "
< 40

>

•.3ii THE REAL MeCOYI Kates
(onipetiiion i IS

i

THE II (V SHOW Lucy and Pat
Collins "

i 22

*

NIK ELECTRIC COMPANY 24) < 57

1

IKK.W s HEROES l Ml
NEWS. WEATHER. SI'obts 40>

:.:.>.-> WHAT S HAPPENING I I'OATK i 3i

i. iki NEWS I SI < H> i 22 >

I SPY Apollo '

i 18i

Z(H»M: < 24 ' <57i

TO TELL THE TH1 TH (i.irrx Miwre
In is i III

Wll OWH DWKST Nighl (H iheUealh
maker "

I Ml
i;:mi nkws i tl < 22> I Ml

\B( KVENING NKWS < 8>

MAKING THINGI WORK • 24 >

l.oi is LYONS: NEWS INO COM-
MENT
I M NKWSBKXT NEW! Ml
7 mi MOVIE Fhm Flam Man" IS)

11(1111 oil CONSBQIENCES Bob
H.irkrr hot) I II

Hit K \ \\ OVKK SHOW A Word A
h.i\

I IB'

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS 22) >30>

Mil B n Tl KB is now Ml
\B( KVENING NKWS 1 57

1

7 hi poi It K SI RGEON i Hi

GREEN \( BKS NcxtT LtMl a (Jifl

T racier in ihe Mmiih '

< 1 H

<

THE HOLLYWOOD SOJ ARBS Peter
Marshall, host 22 to

WOMAN "Sudden Infant Death Syn-

dront " '24i

POI.KA With Frank Knight <40)

W \I.SHS ANIMALS < 57)

h:imi THE H(M>KIKS "Prayers I'nan-

swered. Prayers I 'nheard " (8> < 40

1

NOTRE DAME HNlTBALL ih

I.OTSA LICK "The New Stan" 1 22>

in.

WRINKLES, BIRTHDAYS AND
OTHER FABLES < 24 >

SPECIAL OP THE WEBB The Royal
Family." 1 57

»

N:3ti DIANA You Can'l Go Back" < 22 >

I .to i

:M IIKBKS LI CY ':«'

nki MoNhw NIGHT rOOTBALL <8i

< 4(1 >

THE '<*> t I.I B 1 18)

MOVIE BarefiKii In ihe Park" 1 22)

in

BORIS KARLOPP PBKsknts
I 111(11 I KB Lale Dale . 27)

•i Mi NKW l)l( K VAN DYKK. SHOW < 3)

SMALL CITY GARDEN 1 87)

hi imi MKDIt \l. CENTER Child Of
Violence "

i 3)

CHANGING OTHER FABLES < 24)

NKWS '27 >

MARTIN AGRONSRT: BVBNING
KDITION i57)

in M THE LIVING Word i ih>

BOOB BEAT 24

M XNIBAP i 27)

WOMAN I Ml
II mi NKWS. WKATHKR. SPORTS (3)

I I8i < 22) i27) i30)

M mi MOVIE Along Came A Spider " (3>

HIIINNN ( \RSON SHOW 22' IMI

HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
Collegian is looking for an AskI.

•\tl\ rrtising Manager Job involves

superxising ad reps & building advt.

rexenue. Must be an underclassmen.
with car. & a genuine interest in

newspaper advt. Experience in

marketing & graphics he!pful bul not

rssrntial. Will have to work hard for

small t>. ix hut the rewards in ex-

perience will be inxaluable. Person
hired will be trained to become the

adxertising manager for next year.

I in details and information see Brent

Wilkes at the (ollegian Office

tfll-16

MDC CLASSIFIEDS SERVICES FOR RENT

Bus Diixers wanted, newl (lass | l.ii

Pari time III-20 hrs. per wk. \pplx Student
Senate Bus. t nix Bus Oarage. .V(mi:,»; gf V
SMI

tfll-12

PERSONAL

2nd or 3rd xrar language major male,
need I2ii I hr xvork ? (all Daxe MS4HM

Ifll III

Poster Stutters lor Hampshire (iiuntt

area. ( ar is preferable bul no( neressarx
( all Daxe. Knr Kridax and Sal. MMEH

Waitresses. Doormen apply in person
Timothxs Spirits l ompanx

. 30 John SI..

Ilolxoke. MSSfM,
tf 11-13

I nil time lor Book & Becord Store.

\pplx in person on Nox . s 9, in at Sound

-

sope Mountain Farms Mall, lladlex Rt 9.

tfll-12

Amherst Ballet Centre seeks temp,
piano accompanist. Mondax 4: 15 to 5:30
and Tues.. 3: 311 to fi.Ofl. Nox. 12 to Dec. IH.

$:i,IHl per hour Donohue. 25«-H027.

tfll-12

Audio Dept. mgr know your •urli..

components? See us for Dynamite Pc.ition
xx /growing chain Soundscope Mountain in

Kim Mall. Bt. 9. HA.
tfll 12

PERSONAL

Kind out what coming out is all about,
see the plax direct from Boston. Nov. It

and 17. Worcester Dining Commons. 9:00
p.m.

tfll 16

Mlention Dalsun oxxners. I perlorm
all phases ,.l major and minor
maintenance and repairs on Datsun at

U-ss than 1 1 dealership price. I haxe
oxer $;|imhi in equipment. I xears
.iiilomotixe experience. .' of which
were at a Malsun Dealership,
specializing in Datsun Tele Ml TIM.
Bussed Baca.

tfll 19

\pt (or one \xlbl iinm lg hrm. sm
kit. lull bath storage, pkg 220 N.

Pleasant. 2 nd II of lg house Ml utl. incl.

III:. 519-3736. 253 -K7 12

tf

1

1-14

Oarage .pare, central Amherst Safe
and inexpensixe D II Jones ,49 170(1

lfll-29-

Someone to share 3 bedroom house
lemale or couple. 527-5171. Kasthampton

tfll-12

Ihe arms race \ I credit minicourse
Phxsics I 'Mil) S„ prereq MWK II I, II \s
121. Nox I2-Dec. 12. (all Prof (.uxer. :,|-,

mm. r or details.

till II

Photos passports, visas, etc.. IN hour
serxin-' Si/es and number negotiable.
$3 imi minimum! ( all Stexe at IM IIP.

tfll 30

Support m.iii local bus drixer

tfll-12

Nei'd a job to get xou thru st hool '

Time to studx while working, we might
haxe what xou are liHiking for. Night
\iidilor at Howard Johnson's Motor
Lodge, lladlex Mass Must he ac-

ini ate with ligures Please applx in

person.

(fill I

". ( oil ( anaita ski trip — Idaxx, miles
llolel. breakfast, dinner. Transportation
\pres ski parlx. all lor |H5. Jan. 22-25. B.
Baggins Traxel. 256-0116.

tfll l

I nwed mother desires adoption of two
children One male and one female, both

liger angora. Will deliver if necessary.

( all 253-966M.

tfll-13

Kriendly couple want to share
hahx sitting load with another. Our kids are
22 and 7 months old. Let's cooperate, (all
Ml MM.

tf 11-14

To Bubbie — my favorite alumnus,
happx annixersarx! Two years isn't
enough time to (ell xou how much I loxe
xou Tiger.

tfll-12

Wanl (o be a judge" Apply in Boom 420
student I nion ASAP:

tfll-15

Research — thousands ol topics. 12. '.j

per page .vnd tl lor mail order catalog.
Research assistance, inc ll'UI Wilshire
Blxd Suite 2, I. \ . ( alif 9002.V

tf 12-12

1 bedroom, top floor Brittanv Manor
apt Jan I to May 31. 1230. no summer
obligation, some furniture. 256-0405.

tfll-12

*. lo 6 bedroom house in Wendell. 2 kitch
ens. I bathrooms, full cellar with
fireplace 256-HH96

tfll-12

ENTERTAINMENT

I x ping dissertations, theses, term
papers elc Kast. accurate, references.
IBM Selectric good rates, call Tom 546^
1165

tfll-12

Bring back those great memories.
biMigie to xour faxorite golden oldies. I

haxe the records and the PA. Call me at
VI6-6075

tfll-12

I xperienced electronic and electrical
repairs Beasonable rates (all 5 15 23(1X
Mark 115 or Bill to I Keep Irving

tfll-15

1

(

Kutre CP
P\ Kxam
all colled

Vs learn

Beckei
617 vm;-

how t

(PA
II III

prepare for Ihe
Rexiew (nurse

If 11-22

| 'rojectionisl : Wiiik•d or local
(In aire i oniplex Must haxe Mass
Op Tatar' s License (.ood pax and
fringe benefits Par -lime jobs
ax illahle ( .ill Jim Men k a ( :.mi-'ii:.i

If 11-15

Students pt time A full time axailahle.
applx in person I nited Paper Box. |sl
Water St KimiI of ( ahol. Ilolxoke. Ma.

HTM!

to mx loxer with the haunting eyes — it

has been a most wonderful month. Much
love frorr • our star of the morning.

tfll-12

Mannx — happx 19th. the award was
xerx appropriate! ! "Charlie".

tf11-11

(•el a load off xour mind, truck for hire
(all (.arx or Joyce. 256-6376.

tf 1 1-21

Part or full lime clerical or research
work for intersession. experienced,
references, own transportation, (all
Donna. 665-1137.

tfll-13

SPKKD TYPISTS
In Ware at (ollegian Printer

Hi 30p.m. (o 4 a.m.
(all Charlotte
i_u i-u*- minx

N \B( S xes folks there oxer 250 narcotic
agents on I Mass \mherst ( ampus posing
as students, bartenders, kitchen personel
and etc So BKW \BK

Ifll 12

Winter Outdoor Living Skills and
Whitewater Canoeing courses offered bx
ID Nature Lab I live on campus and have
info. 516-6131.

tfll-24

I wing — dissertations, theses, term
papers, etc. Kast. accurate, references.
IBM Seleclric. low rates, (all Tom 54^
1165. pref evenings

tfLI 13

TRAVEL

Decent male seeks sensuous female tn

gel together Write: Tom P.O. Box III.

\mliersl

Ifll-ll

Diixers am helpei s (O delixer posleis

K ii > hi 'i p m . Sal •l- 1

1

noon. Pa.x plus
ii ileme ( all Daxe. 256-02:«i.

tfll-12

To Kalhx and (a sex — happx bir-

thday i s i
. and best of lurk alwaxs from all

xour old 2S Know Hon buddies

tfll-19

(.oing hx air- Let us handle xour pre-
Higbl. inflight and post flight
arrangements at no cost to xou (allcampus rep MMtM exenings

Ifl2-I2

ROOMS FOR RENT

Rooms — bx arrangemenl. free parking,
no utilities, next lo campus, (all al 253-

MM or see Duncan at 401 N. Pleasant.

tfll-16

< .-nii.il Area Counseling Center. B-2
(.orman. 5-0K9t wants lo help you find

direction, self-confidence, etc. Info
aplenlx ., come! !

If 1 1-30

Mark it on xour calendar — INDIA
NIGHT on Nox IH. Sundax. 7:30 p.m..
C.C. Aud Knjoy classical, folk dan-
ces, music and a lot more, plus
authentic Indian snacks after show.
Adm. II. Tickets at C.C. Concourse.
Ft* more information call VUay
Arora. Sec. LA.. 5-0«l2. Don't miss It!

You will like it.

tfll-16

Berkshire Kast Poster Contest.
Prizes are: 1st prize - a 10-week
seasons pass at Berkshire: 2nd priie
is a weekend pass : 3rd prize is a day
pass. Rules are: size IH"x24". leave
I "xl" space in upper -left corner. Ski
related design. Leave lots of room for
event, date, place. Bring to Mahar.
Nox 2H at H p.m. Will be judged Dec. I

at C.C. Aud. Snow dance at 9 p.m.
tfll-17

WANTED TO RENT
FREE

(.rad student wants room or apt near
campus or on bus route for Jan (all Sue
Pelerson IfBMBt, Prince House

If 1 1-12

We haxe lo give away attractive female
cat that is pregnant. Very gentle, trl-
colored. needs warm home and food (all
519-6391

tfll-13
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A Letter To Yogi
(Ed. Note: The following column appeared in the Greenfield Recorder
(Nov. 8). Below is a copy of the reply from the student press which is

being sent to the columnist.)

By JOHN HAYWOOD
Greenfield Record's Sports Columnist

Dear Yogi:

Just want to take you away from your busy schedule for a moment to
say thanks for your appearance at the University of Massachusetts...

I know it was a thrill foi a good many baseball fans here in western
Massachusetts to finally see, in person, the man whom they had read and
heard about for so many years...

It must have been a real treat for you to watch your son Timmy in
action and the Minutemen slamming Vermont, 27-7. Timmy, to be sure,
has had better days offensively, but Vermont was double-teaming him,
which kind of slowed him down. Still you must have been proud when Tim
opened the game with a dazzling 64-yard kickoff return.

I understand you were a little bit upset about all the fuss that was
caused by the student newspaper about your appearance at UM. But I'm
sure you realize there was no harm intended. The paper's staff just
couldn't understand why there should be a Yogi Day and not a day for all
the football players' dads. A nice idea, but not very practical.
I'm sure that Ed Hajdusek would be honored if his dad were to be

singled out for special honors. But can you imagine a Mr. Hajdusek Day?
Another gripe of some of the kids was that they felt the whole idea was a

publicity stunt the administration dreamed up, and I tend to agree. And it

worked, too. Someone said there were 12,000 fans on hand for the game.
But when you think about it, UM can use a publicity gimmick because

there won't be any Boardwalk Bowl this year to spread UM's name
around the country.
Please don't have any hard feelings, Yogi. And don't be too harsh with

the students. Remember that they are only kids and have a tendency to
type first and think later.

Maybe we should be happy that these youngsters are planning to
become journalists rather than police officers.

...Think Again, Haywood
Dear John Haywood:
You forgot to say "Amen" at the end of your column of November 8,

1973.

It was obviously a prayer to the god of your youth, Yogi Berra, asking
Him to forgive the kids who work on the student newspaper for making
such a fuss about the Salute to Yogi Day at Alumni Stadium last Satur-
day. "Please don't have any hard feelings, Yogi. And don't be too harsh
with the students," you said.

Well, Mr. Haywood, thanks for the prayer but it really wasn't
necessary.

In fact, sir, you are guilty of the same act you accused the student
press, that we are "only kids and have a tendency to type first and think
later." But I think your column showed very little thinking at all.

Seeing that you either did not see a copy of the columns that you were
referring to, or if you did, you had trouble reading it, I am going to outline
the major points for you:

1.) You said that the "paper's staff just couldn't understand why there
should be a Yogi Day and not a day for all the football players' dads'."
True, but we did not suggest, as you inferred, that Ed Hajdusek's dad (or
anyone else's day) be "singled out" for special honors.
That sir, is just what we did not want. We felt that Yogi is just another

father, granted-the number one father because he is so well known.
2. ) The main point we were making in our commentary, entitled "This

isn't the way to do it," was illustrated in the next to last paragraph.
"It seems more appropriate to us, that this Saturday should have been

reserved for the seniors. Yogi Berra could have helped honor them. And
Yogi could have more properly helped honor than be honored."
We felt that Yogi Berra giving out awards to the seniors, rather than

being saluted by the University, would have been much more ap-
propriate. He still would have been a feature attraction at the game, but
he would not have been the main attraction.

3.) You made the point that we criticized this salute for being a
publicity stunt"...Well, the University insisted that it was not. It was

simply intended to be a "fun thing". They admitted, however, that there
*ould be "certain kick-backs" from the whole thing, but this was not the
reason they were doing it, they told us.

So, in your column, you are as "wrong" as we were supposed to have
seen.

Mr Haywood, maybe you should think a little before you type. Or have
/ou thought about leaving journalism and becoming a policeman?

Steve Crowe
Steve DeCosta
Gerry Brooks

,The
un-dormitories,

< .mmI ott-ojinpus living—indoorsand out—at ntherottwo mod-
«*fn apartment complexes, only minutes awav by car or bike from
Amln >rst College, downtownAmherstor UMavs. Now accepting
applications for September.

Letters To The Sports Editor

Ms. Brophy's Misinformed Tirade
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NFL Wrapup
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETT

• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

•1,2,3bedrmarj&.

• heat & ah* conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianred kitchens

• master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softbalJ,

football, badminton
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SUNDERLAND
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• heal & air condfhomng
•

»
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• ouster I Vant( tma
• modern kite Ik ns

•'clt-i leaning ovens

•electric: ranges
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• di-hwa^hcwdisposals

• 2-door refrigerator*

•Idiindryiaalitiix

• swimming pool
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To The Sports Editor:
The shortage of newsprint is becoming daily more

acute, and if Ms. Sue Brophy continues her misin-
formed tirade against the editorial practices of the
UMass Daily Collegian sports department, I feel that
the UMass public will soon be reading the news from
the back of used Add-Drop cards. So for the sake of
the environment, the Daily Collegian readership, and
myself, I'd like to arrest this growth in the benign
stage.

In reply to Ms. Brophy's paper and time wasting
complaints

1. The women's IM football finals were covered by
an EXPERIENCED and QUALIFIED reporter who
happens to be the assistant news editor.

2. The reporter who covered the mens game had
NEVER covered a football game in his life, but was
simply better prepared and more verbose.

3. "This kind of reporting has continued long
enough". What kind are you referring to, Ms Brophy?
The women's story received back-page coverage, the
rough equivalent of video prime time, and if you look
back over the past two semesters, I think you'll find
this to be a fairly consistent policy. Would you like
this to stop?

4. I sense, Sue votir ignorance of staff assignment

policy. Staff assignments are more a result of
repotitorial initiative than editorial compulsion. The
Men's football finals received the kind of coverage it

did, only because the reporter had decided well
beforehand to cover the event and write the kind of
article he did. Because Collegian writers are unpaid,
it is impossible to compel even experienced sports
writers to cover events against their will.

5. Finally, picturing the women's events "as
colorfully as the men's," depends on the writing style
of the individual reporter, not editorial policy.
Women's sports have, for the most part, come into
prominance only recently, on this campus, and their
reporters, mainly women, are working an area
without stylistic precedents. As women's sports
become more popular and competitive, this situation
will improve. So take off your paranoia hat, Sue and
face the facts. The "Daily Collegian" is dedicated to
serving all members of the UMass community, both
male and female. You, and all other members of the
Community, are encouraged to work for the Collegian
to improve it. Sour grapes make bitter wine, Sue, and
if you're not part of the solution you're part of the
problem.

W.J. Powers III

More Letters To Joyce Kosofsky
To The Sports Editor

I cannot find words to express my jubilation over
the "Why I Hate Sports" article by Joyce Kosofsky in
the Thursday, November 8, issue of the Collegian.
Once again the ignorance and utter confusion of
today's woman was brought to the surface.

It was amazing how she managed to conclusively
discredit sport after sport with logical, factual
analyses and proved to millions of fans how wrong
they are to enjoy themselves. It is obvious she wrote
this article on toilet paper while in the bathroom and
undoubtedly she should have flushed it.

An entourage of attacks was made on "competitive
sports "

; another good point. Just think how exciting a
football game with one team on the field or a one
player tennis match would be to watch or participate
in. At least you would know who to bet on. (I'll wager
that she couldn't figure it out, though.)

I suggest that in the future, the Collegian con-
centrate on printing articles by capable writers with
minds. Miss Kosofsky should be put where she
belongs and assigned to cover and research such
events as the repainting of the Dining Coomons'
bathrooms.

_^_^^^___^_^__ Christopher Fuchs

EDITORS NOTE— The "Why I Hate Sports" Column
is a regular feature of the COLLEGIAN sports sec-
tion, submitted each week by a different guest
columnist.

To The Miss Joyce Kosofsky:
For 23 years to this day, I have never met anyone

with such a STRANGE way of thinking about sports.
Being an able bodied JOCK, I totally disagree with
your article. I find it strange that even a so-called
liberated women could make a comment such as the
one you made the other day.
You have the right to think the way you do (? ) but

think about the other people who love sports, those
that enjoy the true beauty of seeing a skillful running
back, a no-hitter thrown in a do or die game for the
pennant or even Bobby Orr slamming in his winning
goal a couple of years ago. Think about how these
sports fans felt witnessing these events. To end,
forget about being a sports writer and go home and
clean the house.

Rodney D. Burkes

Football Scoreboard

COLLEGE
Boston College 25, West
Virginia 13

UConn 19, Boston University 10
Delaware 28, Maine 12
Harvard 19, Princeton 14

Amherst College 40, Trinity 7
Springfield 51, UNH
Syracuse 5, Holy Cross 3
Ohio State 35, Michigan State
Michigan 21, Illinois 6
Notre Dame 31, Pitt 10
USC 27, Stanford 26
UCLA 24, Oregon 7

PRO
Jets 33, Patriot 13

Falcons 44, Eagles 27
Bengals 16, Bills 13

Cowboys 23, Giants 10

Redskins 33, 49'ers 9
Packers 25, Cards 21

Vikings 28, Lions 7

Browns 23, Oilers 13

Steelers 17, Raiders 9
Dolphins 44, Colts
Broncos 30, Chargers 19

Rams 29, Saints 7

Mister Donut

never knows

when to quit.

«
he's open 24 hrs. per day)

g
Mt. Farms

Mall

Kt.9

•Russell St.)

HADLEY

Wister
Doruxt

If all the Chinese in the world
were to march four abreast

past a given point, they would
never finish passing, though they

marched forever and ever!!!

®
NORBERT PEARLROTH

main researcher for the Ripley's organization on

Ripley's

Believe It Or Not!
TONITE at 8
CCA.

Part of dvp
Believe It or
Not Series.

Vikings Move Step Closer
By ANDY LIPMAN

Associated Press Sports Writer
The Minnesota Vikings thrashed the Detroit Lions

28-7 Sunday to clinch at least a tie for the National
Football Conference Central title.

Running backs Bill Brown and Dave Osborn
collected 101 and 79 yards respectively, to help the
Vikings win their 14 straight game, including 5-0 in
preseason, and 12th in a row over the Lions.
Wally Hilgenberg recovered a blocked punt and

walked into the end zone to give Minnesota a 14-7 lead
with 1:28 left in the first half.

The Vikings need only one more victory in their
remaining five games to clinch the title outright A
loss or tie by Green Bay and Chicago would also give
them the title.

6

Mercury Morris streaked 48 and 53 yards for touch-
downs, while cornerback Tim Foley's two scores
were too much for Baltimore as the Dolphins won
their 17th straight in regular season play at home.
Buffalo lost ground on the Dolphins in the American

Conference East race when Horst Muhlmann's field
goal with three seconds remaining broke a 13-13 tie.

O.J. Simpson picked up 99 yards on 20 carries and
until the final seconds it appeared his 32-yard third-
quarter touchdown sprint would prevent a Buffalo
defeat.

The Browns exploded for 17 points in the first
quarter, including a 53-yard touchdown run by rookie
Greg Pruitt. The Browns collected 195 yards total
offense in that period but the Oilers' defense stiffened
and held for 18 net yards in the second quarter and 15
in the third.

Bobby Howfield kicked four field goals and John
Riggins and Emerson Boozer each scored one touch-
down to boost the Jets to a 3-6 record and keep New
England in the AFC East basement along with
Baltimore.

Both Bill Kilmer and Sonny Jurgenson,
Washington's ailing quarterback duo. came out

throwing against San Francisco-Kilmer connecting
for two touchdowns and Jurgensen for one. Curt
Knight kicked field goals of 42, 32, 24 and 41 yards for
the Redskins who are now 6-3 and remain in a first-
place tie with Dallas in the NFC East.
The Cowboys had some difficulty keeping their

share of the tie. but the Dallas defense forced the
Giants to give up the ball eight times. New York
suffered its seventh straight defeat.
The Packers built up a 22-7 halftime lead behind the

running of John Brockington and rookie Les Good-
man and then held off a St. Louis comeback in the
fourth quarter led by quarterback Jim Hart, who
threw a 23-yard touchdown pass to Ahmad Rashad
and then led a 58-yard touchdown march midway
through the closing quarter.
The Falcons took advantage of a perfect punt, an

intercepted pass and a long punt return to score a
pair of fourth-quarter touchdown and battle back
from a 20-20 tie with the Eagles.
The victory was Atlanta's fifth straight and kept

them in the NFC West race with a 6-3 record.
The Rams ruined New Oceans' chances of winning

its third straight game as they surged ahead on the
running of Lawrence McCutcheon after trailing 7-0
early in the game. McCutcheon scored once and
played a key role in four other scores.
Floyd Little ran for two touchdowns and Charley

Johnson threw for two more to spoil the debut of San
Diego's new coach, Ron Waller.
The Broncos rebounded from a second quarter in

which they turned the ball over three times and drove
over from the one for the clincher with 46 seconds
remaining in the game.
Defensive end Dwight White had two of the Pitt-

sburgh interceptions off Daryle Lamonica, who took
over after Raider starter Ken Stabler hurt his right
leg early in the second quarter. Safety Mike Wagner
recovered a fumble on the Oakland eight to set up the
second Steeler touchdown.

Regionals Hoopster Dies At Practice
(Continued from P. 20)

Mexico on November 24th.

"Charlotte has never really been
tested." said husband — Coach
Tom Derderian, an ex-UMass
track and cross-country stand-out
himself, "For two years now, she
has beaten everybody on the East
Coast. She doesn't know just how
good she is. There's no way to tell

until she races against the best in

the country."
But a trip to the Nationals means

money. A few hundred dollars will

be needed for air fare, food, and
lodging. Right now. the Sugarloaf
Mt. Club does not have it. A money
drive of some sort will be launched
in the near future.

BACK TO THE RACE: O.K..

enough for Charlotte Lettis; there
were others in the race, too.

The Cambridge Sports Union
won the team prize, Suffolk AC. of

New York City finished second and
the Sugarloaf Mt. Club < comprised
of mostly UMass students and
alumni) came in third.

There were five races on the
day The first was a one mile trek

for girls 9 yrs. old and under; the
high school race was won by Katie
Schilly of Syracuse. N.Y.

Fifty-two women ran in the open
race; fifty in the high school; and
150 in all the races combined.
Phillys Olrich, a senior at UMass

but a member of the Cambridge
Sports Union, ran the best of her
life and finished fourth.

Other UMass runners were Mary
Cushing (20th). Marion Kulick
| 24). Sue Gill (28), Linda Laakso
• 29). Judy Kline (30). Linda
Radwanski (38). Cynthia Flint

• 42). Loretta Eiben (48). and
Karen Fiske (49)

.

MEADVILLK. Pa. (AP) —
Richard Yeckley, a promising
sophomore member of the
Allegheny College basketball

team, collapsed and died after

leaving the practice floor during a
workout Sunday, a school
spokesman said.

Yeckley, a 6-foot-3 forward who
led the Allegheny junior varsity
team in scoring last season, played
basketball and golf at South Hills

High School in the Pittsburgh
suburb of Mt. Lebanon.
An autopsy was to be performed

Sunday night to determine the
cause of death.

The school said Yeckley had

complained to a teammate of
feeling ill just before leaving the
practice floor about 2:45 p.m.
His body, still clothed in practice

garb, was found sprawled on the
locker room floor about 15 minutes
later.

MDC
Sports Hotline

5-0344

Top Ten

1. Lettis ( UMass-Sugarloaf) 18:03
2. Schrader (Albany) 18:16
3. Ennis ( Nutley N.J.)
4. Olrich (Cambridge)
5. Andrade (Suffolk A.C.)
6. Taylor (Cambridge)
7. Peish (Green Mt. A. A.)
K. Scrandurra (Suffolk AC.)
9 Berman (Cambridge)
10. Court (Connecticut)

Notice
All candidates for the Women's

Basketball Team should report to
the Women's Physical Education
Building Gym at 4:30 on Monday.
Nov !2 or 4:00. Tuesday. Nov. 13.

1 M.ill Photo/Jar Marlins iwn. .. • ~.... . .-. "*" • >"»«<»/><m' MarlinsDOW N IN THE CITY - Hopefully, the I Mass runners will be able
to handle the polluted atmosphere in the city this afternoon. If they
can't, they might wind up like this guy.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30p.m. to 10:30p.m.

(except during league play)

< AP Wirrph.Uo )

ALLEN'S BACK - White Sox first baseman Dick Allen talks
with newsmen following his first workout since he broke his lee onJune 28. Allen was confident about the upcoming season, saving "Idon t even like to watch baseball, the only thing about the game I
like is playing." s

Bruins Topple Canucks 4-2
BOSTON <AP) — A four-goal

second period triggered by Bobby
Orr and capped by Phil Esposito
carried the Boston Bruins to a 4-2

National Hockey League victory
over the Vancouver Canucks
Sunday night.

Joe Guevremont put the
Canucks ahead with a slap shot
from the point late in the first

period while Boston had two men in

the penalty box and Vancouver
one.

Then the Bruins struck back,
hiking their record to 10-4-1 and
improving their hold on first place
in the NHL East.

On the give-and-go, Orr took a
return pass from Dave Forbes and
tied the score with his eighth goal
at 4 : 30 of the second period. Rookie
Andre Savard batted in a rebound

to put Boston in front to stay at

7:30.

Darryl Edestrand made it 3-1

when he was credited w.th a power
play goal on a shot which was
tipped in by a Vancou-er player,
and Esposito capped the surge at
13:59 with his 19th goal of the
season from the slot while the
Bruins were shorthanded.

Esposito has 15 assists to go with
his 19 goals in 15 games this
season. At the same stage when he
shattered all NHL records in the
1970-71 campaign he had 11 goals
and 18 assists.

Call 6-2801

V/ear after year, semester
X after semester, the

CoHegeMaster from
Fidelity Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all overAmerica.

Find out whv.

Call the Fidelity Union
CoHegeMaster
Field Associate
in your area:

747 Main St., Amherst

Tel.: 256 8351

CoHegeMaster

A I -M t/ S C ) A ) i \N II I M
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Hope To Qualify For Nationals

Runners Race IC4A's Today
By SCOTT HAYES

Spokane, Washington. Today's
meet at Van Cortland Park in New
York boils down to one thing — a
trip to Spokane Washington and a

shot at the NCAA title.

The UMass cross country team,
which has been improving with
every meet, will be running in

today's meet in an effort to better

last year's tenth place finish. In
last year's IC4A's ( Intercollegiate

Amateur Athletic Association of

America), Bill Gillen took 20th

i , •* titan <n

Umlg (Holbgtan

SPORTS
while Randy Thomas finished 41st.

Thomas said about his 1972 IC4A
performance, "I had a bad race, I

felt tired about this time last

year." The UMass co-captain
stated that he's ready for the meet
this year, and feels that he and his

teammates are capable of a second
place finish. "We still haven't run
our best race yet," explained
Thomas.

It seems as though there is going
to be quite a battle for the second to

fifth spots in the team finishes.

Manhattan, defending IC4A

champions, has last year's winning
team intact, and have to be the

favorites in today's meet.
Mike Keough, individual winner

of last year's meet, will lead the

strong Manhattan team. Four
members of Manhattan's cross
country squad set a world record
for the distance medley relay

during last track season.

Other teams to watch are
Pennsylvania, which won the
Heptagonal meet earlier this year,

and Penn State, led by Charlie
Maguire. Maguire, the older
brother of UMass' Tom Maguire,
will be leading a team that cap-

tured third in last year's com-
petition. Villanova and Columbia
are two more topnotch teams that

should be right up front.

The Van Cortland Park course
starts off in the open fields, but,

after the first mile, narrows down
to a bridle path through the woods.
According to Coach Ken O'Brien,
good position after the first mile is

vital.

Randy Thomas hopes to "go out

hard and keep up there," and
explained that he and Bill Gillen

have to run together. Thomas said

that the team will be running the

race the same way it has run races
all year. "There can't be big gaps
between the runners," commented
Thomas, "we have to stick
together."

Although Manhattan should run
away with the meet, the battle for

the next four places should be
something to watch. UMass,
hoping for a trip to Washington,
will be trying to improve last

year's tenth place finish and be the
top team from New England to

finish.

Cross Country Corner-Phil
Broughton and Tom Wilson get
their big chance today. Broughton
and Wilson replaced Chris Farmer

and Paul Doiron on the varsity

squad. It's not that Doiron and
Farmer were running poorly, but

Broughton and Wilson have been
working hard all season long, and
Coach O'Brien is giving them a

chance to prove themselves today.

Charlotte Lettis

Wins Women's
East Regionals

By STEVE CROWE
Was there ever any doubt?

Charlotte Lettis took the lead

after the first turn and, except for a

mid-course stumble, was never

threatened as she ran away with

her second straight Northeast
Regional women's cross-country

championship here yesterday
afternoon. (The Regionals tour-

nament, by the way, is the

women's equivalent to the men's
IC4A's)

Winning cross-country races is

nothing new for Charlotte Lettis.

She has been dominating women's
cross-country in the East for the

past three years now.

The only unusual thing about this

race for Lettis was when she
tripped and fell going into the

woods behind Sylvan Dorms,
scraping her thigh and losing the

big lead she had built up.

Kathy Schrader, from Albany
AC, closed to within eight yards
of her. before Lettis could get back
into her original stride. That didn't

lake too long, however, and she

went on to win by 13 seconds and 90

yards.

The only challenge left for

Charlotte Lettis is to go to the

Nationals in Alburquerque, New
(Continued on P. 19)

Booters Thrash UNH In Finale
B> STEVE DeCOST

A

Putting recent disasters and
disappointments aside, the UMass
booters came up with their best

team effort of the season Saturday
as they pounded the Wildcats of

New Hampshire 5-1.

The game was never in doubt as

the Minutemen put together a
pleasing display of individual skills

and team unity that completely
overwhelmed their opponents.

The UNH field was in atrocious

conditions, ranging from frozen to

mushy, grass-covered to barren,

but even these inconsistencies

couldn't stop the Minutemen
The wind was another important
factor, but when UMass won the

toss and got the advantage the rout

began
Using a 4-2-4 alignment to try to

capitalize on the wind and the

injuries of UNH goalie Jim
Mueller, the Minutemen struck

quickly. At the four minute mark, a

Wildcat fullback tapped an easy
roller to Mueller, who let it slip

through his hands. Bill Spyker
bolted in from the left and hit the

open net.

Tom Coburn collected his first of

two scores at 15:45. Jim Vollinger
dribbled through the middle to the
top of the penalty box, where he set
up the high scoring forward with a
drop pass to the left. Coburn beat
the hobbling Mueller with a bullet
to put UMass up 2-0.

At this point, Mueller was
replaced by Bruce Feidel. but his
luck in shutting off the Minutemen
was no better than that of his

predecessor.

Reidel's initiation came at 22: 20.

Spyker lifted a cross pass to the
middle that was miskicked by a
Wildcat defender. Reidel came
away from his post but was beaten
to the ball by a hustling Coburn,
who dribbled around the netminder
to close out the first half scoring.

With the wind at their backs in

the second half, UNH put the
pressure on early. Their efforts

culminated at 6:15 when Carl
Vercollone couldn't hang on to a
Ken Pasqual shot and Bob Black
hit on a bad angle rebound.
Charlie Palano broke the

Wildcats back ten minutes later.

The senior winger darted in from
his outside spot, sliced between two
defenders, and put the icing on the
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cake with a rocket past Reidel.

Bob McChesney completed the

afternoon by breaking the Wildcats

goalposts. Mike Nugent was given

a direct kick following a pushing
penalty and he crossed the ball to

the front of the UNH goal. Mc-
Chesney, flying toward the box,

headed it home. His momentum
carried him into the bet, and the

pressure on the twine pulled the

crossbar off the upright.

The Minutemen executed every
phase of their game with near
perfection. The attackmen played
both ways, using crunching tackles
and intelligent anticipation on
defense and fluid passing and
bulls-eye shooting on offense.

The UMass fullbacks blanketed
the field, kicking away passes and
shots in effectively controlling

UNH's high-scoring duo of Bob
Black and Don Curtis.

But the key to the victory was the
play of the halfback line. Mark
Tyma, Mike Nugent, and Jim
Vollinger dominated play at

midfield and the rest of the team
parlayed this control into the 5-1,

final game victory.

KICKING IT AROUND-Unless
the Minutemen are invited to a
post-season tourney, which is

unlikely, five seniors closed out

their UMass soccer careers
Saturday. Mark Tyma, Kurt Syer,

Bob Merrill, Mike Nugent, and Dan
Smith have, at least, the
satisfaction of bowing out on a
winning note.

Tom Coburn. with his two goals,

wrapped up the Yankee Con-
ference goal scoring cham-
pionship. He edged out Bob Black,

whose single tally on Saturday left

him one short, 12-11.

The battle for the number one
ranking in New England is, or at

least should be. over. Springfield

College, rated third in the last poll,

soundly defeated number one
Bridgeport 3-1 Friday night at

Springfield Bridgeport had earlier

defeated number two Brown, so

Springfield's weekend win should

propel the Chiefs to the top of the

heap

Physical Plant Superintendent:

Stilff rinrfn/C.cotKi Withers

NO SWEAT —Charlotte Lettis, completely at ease moments after
finishing the Women's Northeast Regionals, shows no sign of fatigue.
She won the race with no sweat.

E^rle Barroll

A Matter Of Pride

Does Dick MacPherson have to line his field on Saturday mornings?
Does Dick Bergquist likewise the basepaths at Lorden Field? Does Jack
Leaman have to polish the floors at the Cage?
They don't and they shouldn't. Then why does Ken O'Brien have to line

his cross country course from 7-9: 30 a.m. on Saturday mornings of home
meets? Further, why does he have to take up his time in public relations
work when supposedly we have a sports information department in the
Boyden Building?

And for that matter why doesn't someone in the athletic department
wake up and realize that a first rate program is not getting treated as
such. It gets a bit sickening to hear people tell you "what do they bring in
monetarily'' although it's a basic fact of life in sports.
Somehow it doesn't register right that superior athletes -harriers

gymnasts-who dedicate themselves 365 days of the year find their per-
suits predicated by what they can add to the purse. But, again, that's life.

In about two hours the UMass cross country team will begin its biggest
quest for recognition in the East at the IC4A's in Van Cortland Park, New
York City. "We're not going down there to stare at Villanova uniforms
and get awed," said one of these superiors, co-captain Bill Gillen.

"We've put in an entire season of running and that's what we should be
down there for - to run a race. I don't expect to go down to New York and
say 'Gee, look at that Manahattan uniform' and I don't anticipate going to
the nationals and see a Kansas uniform and get choked up because Jim
Ryun once ran for them and forgot about the race."

Gillen along with fellow co-captain Randy Thomas are expected to
finish in the top ten and the team itself possibly as high as second with the
emphasis on at least fifth or better to have leverage in the bargaining for
a trip to the nationals next week in Washington.

"When I first came to this place as a freshman," said Thomas who
finished third in the New England's, "we started aiming towards being a
New England power and now that we've reached this level we should be
striving for something outside of the region."

Like the IC's, the nationals and a meet with Penn State to open the
season next fall that has been apparently vetoed. The reasoning can be
money but it appears to me that two Vans full of harriers to Penn State
would cost less than a Peter Pan trip to Boston. And if the reason is you
can't let the cross country team compete against Penn State until the
football team does — then dream, dream on.

"It's about time," said Gillen, "that we look beyond the Rhode Island's
and New Hampshire's. We should have a schedule that has only five or six
dual meets - but against the likes of Penn State, Pitt, Villanova,
Manahattan and the service academies."
These are teams that represent "national". We're talking here of

possible top ten in the country for at least two of that group this year. And
O'Brien insists that his program is only another Thomas or Gillen or
sophomore Tom McGuire away from commensuration with the heavies
in the East. "Last year we were only seventy places behind second place
Villanova." he said. "If we had another runner as good as Bill or Randy
that would have made the difference."

O'Brien was at the state high school meet on Saturday "looking for only
number one runners" and it appears that in time - possibly today - the
barriers between UMass. and the biggest will be negated.

In the meantime the harriers will have to exist within their fiscal
limitations. "We know the athletic department holds us back," said
Gillen. "it makes us try harder. We have a good program without
scholarships For us it's all a matter of pride."

'Elevators Safe Unless Tampered With'
By MICHAEL ALLAIN

The Superintendent of the
Physical Plant said Monday that
"elevator inspectors have in-

dicated that there was forced
tampering with safety devices"
prior to the death of a 20-year-old
Northeastern University student in

John F. Kennedy dormitory
Saturday night.

William Markussen of Belmont,
fell to his death through an open
elevator shaft from the fourteenth
floor Saturday shortly after 9 p.m.
He was visiting friends in

Kennedy when he fell into the
shaft, after the sliding elevator
doors on the fourteenth floor were
allegedly kicked open.
"To open the elevator doors from

the lobby when the cab is not there
requires a forceful kick," said
Physical Plant Superintendent
Richard T. Burke.

See Related
Editorial, Page 10

"All the elevators in Southwest
have electromechanical interlocks
which prevent the doors from
opening unless the cab is at the
landing," he said.

The Physical Plant looked into

the problem of elevator doors
opening too easily "three or four

years ago," said Burke.
Westinghouse Elevator Com-

pany was contracted to install the

"strongest springs available" on
the sliding doors at each entry, he
said.

These strong springs insure that

the doors do not open accidently,

he continued.

"The elevator doors are very
safe, unless they are tampered
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with," he said. "And if we were to

put stronger springs on the doors,
it would be impossible to open
them, even for regular usage."
Paul Lawler, an elevator repair

specialist from the Physical Plant,
said that the safety devices on the
elevator doors are inspected an-
nually by the Department of Public
Safety.

In addition to these inspections,

he said, the Physical Plant has a
man who checks the safety devices
"intermittently".

The locks were inspected
recently, Lawler added.
Burke said that since the in-

cident, elevator inspectors have
asked him for recommendations to

improve safety measures in

dormitory elevators. But he doubts
that Physical Plant authorities can
improve present safety devices, he
said.

'There won't be any
modifications made to the
equipment," said Burke. "The
equipment we have now has been
found to be safe in thousands of

installations. But it can be broken
with steady abuse."
One resident of Kennedy,

questioned yesterday, said that

kicking open the elevator doors "is

pretty common around here."
"People do it just for kicks, I

guess," he said.

The resident, who claimed he
was not present at the time of the

incident Saturday night, said he
was "not surprised" when he
learned about the death.

"An accident was bound to

happen sooner or later, with all the

fooling around that goes on," he
said.

On Sunday night, two residents

£hr fflanfiarhtuirttri
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of Kennedy's fourteenth floor were
asked if the practice of "kicking
open" elevator doors was common
in the dorm.
The students, who said they had

been instructed "not to talk" about
the incident, replied only, "it

happened last night."
Yesterday Lawler frequently

referred to the futility of efforts by

Physical Plant personnel to make
students aware of the dangers of
the elevators.

Lawler said he has arranged
meetings in the past to discuss
safety measures in Southwest, but
found little interest among
residents.

"I've been very concerned with
elevator safety," he said. "I've set

(Stall Photo-Kich Harding'

To open the elevator doors from the lobby when the
cab is not there simply requires a forceful kick.

up meetings, and gone to South-
west, only to find the Head of
Residence and one or two strdents.
I've done that three or four iimes,
but nobody shows up. So if they
don't care, why should I care?" he
asked.

Burke added that the Physical
Plant can do no more to guarantee
safety in the elevators.

"If we could do something else,

we certainly would," Burke said.

"But we just don't know what we
can do to make the elevators
completely tamper-proof."
Burke says he has heard reports

of students riding on top of elevator
cabs after breaking through the
"escape hatches."
Each elevator cab has two of

these hatches, one located in the
ceiling, the other on a wall inside
the cab. A state law which
prohibited locking these hatches
was recently relaxe !, said Burke,
permitting Physical Plant per-
sonnel to bolt and lock them from
outside the cab.

But, Lawler said. these
locks are ineffective - since
students have "smashed the
hatches open with barbell rods
and two-by-fours," enabling them
to ride on top of the cab.
Doors are frequently kicked open

- "a recurrent problem", said
Lawler, and destruction is very
common also.

"We can spend a Monday
morning putting in a set of push-
buttons broken over the weekend,"
said Lawler, "and then have to go
back and do the same thing on
Tuesday.
"Why*' I mean, what is the point

of it? I don't understand it," he
said.

Weather
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"And it's all over now.
Don't you worry no
more.
Gonna go west to the
sea."
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Handy Thomas (243 in foreground) and Bill Gillin (229 in the rear finished 15th
and 20th in the IC4A's yesterday, leading the IMass cross country team to its best
finish ever in that event.

Stoneham's Contract

Not To Be Renewed
By SHARON HUGHES AND ROBERTA Met ANN

Director of Food Services Joel Stoneham was notified Friday that his
contract with the University will not be renewed, the Collegian learned
yesterday

"I communicated to him orally that his contract will not be renewed
when it expires September 14, 1974". said his direct superior, Thomas B.
Campion, vice-chancellor for Administrative Affairs.

In response to questions about Campion's action, Stoneham replied,
"No comment."

A professional employee working on a one year contract, as is

Stoneham, is entitled to six months notice before his dismissal or non-
renewal of contract, according to a spokesman from the University
Personnell Office.

Stoneham has been director of Food Services since 1966.

Campion said he will not publicly state the reasons for his action at this
time. "However. I plan to communicate my reasons to him in writing,
sometime in the future," he said.

"For the remainder of his tenure, he will be given a job commensurate
with his ability in my office", said Campion.

As far as recruiting a new food services director, Campion said that no
final decisions have been made. Conceivably, he said, an acting director
may be appointed until a search committee is established to find a new
director.

But the Senate Rents and Fees Committee last night voted to authorize
a student search committee. Acting on a suggestion bv Senate President
Nick Apostola the committee gave power to find Stoneham's
replacement to the Food Services Advisory Board ( FSAB) . The motion
will be brought before the full senate for approval on Wednesday.

The FSAB was established last March as a student voice in making
policy decisions for Food Services. Its nine member board consists of one
representative from the graduate senate, three from the undergraduate
senate, and one from each of the five area governments. Appointments to
the FSAB will be complete by next week.
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Mike Lund, well-known aerial skier, dazzled a

crowd at the ballroom last night by performing jumps
as part of a "Building a Better Way to Ski the USA"
program. Alleee..,

ooop.
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Washington Interns

Will Nixon Stay?

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

ByMARKVOGLER
WASHINGTON, D.C.--A majority of University

of Massachusetts students interning in congressional
offices and government agencies say President Nixon
will not remain in office to complete his second term.

In a poll taken of 30 students placed here under the
University Outreach Program, 47 percent said Nixon
would resign while another 10 percent predicted his
impeachment.

Only 33 percent of those questioned said they felt

the President would remain in office-though most
hoped for impeachment or resignation. Ten percent
of the interns said they were too confused to speculate
Nixon's status.

"Resignation seems to be his only sensible course,"
said Thomas Blanchette who is interning in the office
of the New England Regional Commission.

"Since Nixon announced he would not resign, by
necessity, I think you would have to say he has
considered resignation... for the time being he has
rejected the idea. But I wouldn't say it's impossible.
Resignation is a very likely possibility."

Dante Quercio, an intern in the Smithsonian In-
stitute, suggested that Nixon "will resign under
pressure."

"He'll definitely resign as opposed to im-
peachment. I doubt the Republican Party would let
him go that far. If he were impeached, the
Republicans wouldn't get elected for the next 12
years,'' Quercio said.

"It's the GOP that's turning against him now. He'll
resign after Ford's confirmation."

Steven Lesser, an intern in Sen. Edward Brooke's
office, said he did not wish to comment on the status
of President Nixon because: "What I hear in my
office is privileged information."

Charles Houlihan of Cong. Michael Harrington's
office said the House of Representatives "isn't
together enough to impeach him," but added the
chances of Nixon remaining in office are "slim".

Once there's a Vice President to buffer the
chances of Carl Albert and the Democrats taking
over the executive branch, then I think he will
resign."

An intern from Cong. Sparky Matsunaga's office,
Steven Brush, said that while Nixon "should resign,
hell remain in office." "But I hope he is impeached "

he added.

"If impeachment proceedings are initiated in the

House, then he probably will resign. But unless

enough evidence can be gathered against him, then

impeachment proceedings are dead. However, there

are some who say there is enough evidence being

uncovered by the Senate Judiciary to point to im-

peachable offenses."

"I don't think Congress has the guts enough to

impeach him," declared John McCarthy of Cong.
Silvio O. Conte's office.

"...And as far as him resigning, I just don't think
it's his way of doing things. He's just not a quitter
type person, and that's all there's to it."

Francis C anavan, an intern in Cong. Joseph
Moakley's office, said he hoped for impeachment but
thought Nixon would remain in office.

"If they didn't impeach him or begin impeachment
proceedings the Monday following his firing of Cox, I

can see very little chance of impeaching him now."

Mark Halperin, interning in Cong Robert Drinan's

office where the initial impeachment resolution was
drafted, called resignation a "myth...something too

good for Nixon."

"There's just no basis for resignation. Nixon is not
that type of person. He's let the nation go down the
drain before he'd resign," Halperin said.

"The chances for impeachment seem to be growing
every day, and it looks very possible that the House
might come through with impeachment-but I don't
see it within this session of Congress.

"If they impeach Nixon, they better do it after
Ford's confirmation. I don't think this country could
stand taking Nixon out and putting in another
problem."

Peter Deveau. of the Environmental Protection
Agency, said impeachment was probable, "providing
Congress acts now."

"The House should act now or forget the issue. If

the grounds are there for impeachment, then the
House should halt the botany and get with it," he said.

"Resignation would leave Nixon the alternative to
say that he was persecuted by the press -which would
be too good for the man."

One intern, who wished to remain anonymous, said
that a rumor had been dispelled from one
Congressional office that the President might "steep
to the deep end", using suicide as an alternative.

Racial Protestors

March For Justice
Four hikers stopped in Hanover

overnight Friday and addressed
the Afro-American Society, in the
course of a march from Goddard
College in Vermont to Boston,
which they called a journey for

justice.

The four, who include a former
professor, a former counselor, and
two suspended students from
Goddard, are walking to dramatize
what their leader termed, "in-

stitutional racist insensitivity" at

Goddard. Otis McRae. former
counselor of the Non-resident
Trimester program, said their

reasons for walking are "a very
heavy question," including "what
appears to be an attempt at

decimation" of the Third-world
Program by the Goddard ad-
ministration.

Goddard President Gerald
Witherspoon said of the marchers'

charges, "I've heard the rhetoric,
but it's so wide-ranging and in-

flammatory in style, it's not the
sort of thing one would respond
to.' He denied the marchers'
allegations of racism, saying that
he "tried to deal with (the
situation) in a responsible way."
The dissension at Goddard is now

culminating in the march, an in-

tended rally in Harvard Yard on
November 16. after many months
of turmoil, which saw two extended
seizures of the President's office, a
hunger strike, and 13 students
suspended. 5 banned from campus,
and 3 alumni censured. The
problems seem to stem from the
non-renewal of the contracts of
former Professor Charles Johnson
and McRae, and drastic cutbacks
in financial aid and Third-world
Program funding. Goddard
Director of Information Ben

Collins attributed Johnson's and
McRae's troubles with the ad-
ministration to "ineptmess yes,
(but) racisism no." He said that
although "People have indeed
suffered (from the college's casual
way of doing things), but not to the
degree Otis McRae indicated."
To Johnson there was "no

justification on earth" for the
suspensions. In response to the
seizure of the president Y office,
Johnson claims Witherspoon
"ferreted out the five most ar-
ticulate and intelligent members of
the student body."
After the rally at Cambridge, the

hikers plan to go to New York (not
on foot

) to attend a "Conference e-
Institutional Racism" at New Yont
University's Loeb Center.

Reprinted from The Dartmouth.

Grad Senate Takes Up
Revenue Sharing Plan

By JAMNE DEVLIN
The Revenue Sharing Plan was the principal concern of last

night's meeting of the Graduate Student Senate.
The debate over the plan as proposed by the Revenue Sharing

Committee I composed of seven members of the Senate) began at
the Senate's last meeting and was continued throughout this ex-
traordinary long meeting.
Once amended to the general satisfaction of the Senate, the plan

was adopted
The plan details the criteria which degree-granting

organizations must fulfill in order to obtain a financial grant from
the Graduate Senate
Two hundred dollars, to be used for office and art supplies im-

plemented by the day care children, was granted to the University
Day School with little dissension from the members of the Senate

GRADUATE
SCHOOL IN
PSYCHOLOGY
ON YOUR MIND?
Let the Graduate Admissions Ad-
visory Program help you and your
advisor in the process of select-
ing the appropriate schools (of
the 300 + in North America) to
which to apply. This computer-
ass. sted matching program, run
by experienced PhD. psycholo-
gists costs about the same as an
average application fee. If it saves
you one misguided application, it

will save you money and head-
aches Write for free question-
naire and information

Gradual* Admissions
Advisory Program
472 Bay Road
Amherst, Mass. 01002
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And Would You Believe...?
By KEVIN KITTREDGK

"Ripley's Believe It Or Not!",
sometimes the best part of the
Sunday funnies, came to campus
last night. The main researcher for

the last fifty years of "Believe It

or Not," Norbert Pearlroth, was
the speaker for last night's DVP
series and he came equipped with
an array of useless, but delightful

information.

For Pearlroth, the incredible is

commonplace. His
astonishingfacts appear in over 320

newspapers and the paperback
book is in its 21st printing.

The most obvious question,
"What is the most unbelievable
Believe It or

swered early.

Not! was an-

"The strangest "Believe It or

Not!" happened on a mountain in

Columbia, South America. Some
monks, who ran a school for

training teachers, were in danger
of losing the school because the

well was running dry. After
seeking help from engineers and
other qualified people, they met
with no success. Desperate, they

contacted Father Alexis Mermet, a

famous water witch who lived in

Geneva, Switzerland.

"Mermet told the monks that he

couldn't travel to South America,
but if they sent him a map of the

area he would tell them if there

was any water there.

"He returned the map, ex-

plaining in a letter that where he
marked the X they would find

water at a depth of 88 feet, 9 inches,

and a flow rate of 500 quarts a

minute. The monks followed in-

structions and the water was there

at the exact depth and flow rate as

predicted."

A big crowd pleaser and one of

the most ironic stories concerned

the history of DaVinci's "Last

Supper". The painter was looking

for a model to pose for Christ and

he had to have "a bearded, serene

face." The painter found his moded
and painted his Christ.

Next, Da Vinci finished all of the

apostles and was now in search of a

model for Judas. Ten years had
passed since he had first started

the painting. He needed a face the
was "hateful and vile," and he
found his model in a pub one night.

Buying the man a drink, he told

him of his painting and asked if he
would pose. The man replied that

he had already posed ten years
earlier for the face of Christ.

(Mali Photo Mis.in < ;<>ldbaum

"Last night at the CCA. I met Pearlroth. ...Strange
things happen in this world." Now, would you believe
I can't find my sweater?

By BRIAN COYNE
Norbert Pearlroth has spent most of his life searching for the most

obscure, incredible facts in the world.

Pearlroth is the research director of "Ripley's Believe It Or Not! ". He
is now in his 50th year of service for the newspaper feature, and at the age
of 76, is the only researcher on the staff. He is reponsible for producing 24
facts each week, and, by his own account, has never failed to come up
with them on time. He estimates he has found over 60,000 items, "all
incredible, all true."

"I am a great believer in the law of averages," Pearlroth says, "I know
that if I cannot find anything usable for two or three days, I'll make up for
it the next day."
Pearlroth is an ideal employee for Ripley's. He speaks 12 languages. In

fact, this ability resulted in his joining Ripley's in the first place. Robert
Ripley, originator of the column, complained to a friend in 1923 that he
could not find many facts from foreign countries because he could not
read books in other languages. His friend directed him to Pearlroth, then
working as a bank teller. From 1923 until Ripley's death in 1949, they were
the backbone of the organization.

Today, Pearlroth heads a staff of six in producing the column, which is

syndicated in 330 newspapers in 32 countries. At the height of the column's
popularity. Ripley also had a "Believe It Or Not! " radio show and movie
shorts.

Pearlroth does all his research in the New York Public Library. Each
day he walks into the library, picks a card catalog tray at random, and
selects about 30 books which look promising. He spends the rest of the day
perusing them for usable oddities.

There have been 21 Ripley's books published. Pearlroth used to write
the entire book, but now it is only a collection of the cartoons that have
been published. Pearlroth writes the prefaces, which deal with the
number of the book in the series. He is currently researching items about
the number 22 for the next book.

Pearlroth said that he has only been caught in error one time. He once
ran an item about a man named Seaborn, whom he claimed was born at
sea. The man soon wrote to him, saying that he was born on a ship, but
that it was in harborat the time, and not at sea.

Pearlroth was also the man responsible for having "The Star Spangled
Banner" declared our national anthem. In 1929, he discovered that the
song was set to the tune of an old English drinking song, and was never
officially declared the national anthem. This resulted in five million
letters to Congress within a week and appropriate legislation soon
thereafter.

Selectmen Approve New Election Dates
By JOAN FASSNACHT

Amherst selectmen voted last

night to tentatively approve
revised town election dates for

1974. The new schedule is subject to

Governor's approval of bill

allowing for such a change to oc-

cur.

The major dates in the timetable

are:

-Official Publication Notice:

Wednesday, December 5

--Last day to file for Certification

with Registrars: Tuesday,
January 25

--Last day to File with Town
Clerk: Friday, February 1

-Caucus Call: Monday,
February 4

-Town Caucus: Tuesday,
February 12

-Last day to File For Town
Meeting Member with Town Clerk

:

Friday, February 15

--Last Day to Register for Town
Election: Wednesday, February 27

-Town Election: Tuesday,
March 19

-Annual Town Meeting: Mon-

day, May 6

Election dates were revised due
to the number of students in the
five-college area who are
registered voters and wish to run
for office and vote in the elections.

Due to vacation periods, when
many students are not in Amherst,
a new set of election dates had to be
drawn so that the greatest number
of students and town residents will

be in Amherst during the above-
mentioned dates.

The Board decided to serve
notice of the upcoming elections on
December 5 instead of in January,
as is customary.
Chairman Michael Sullivan

explained, "Although we can give

The University of Massachusetts Student Government Association is offering the
following items for your bid:

(3) Ultrablitz meteor SPGH strobes

(5) Minolta Srls 35mm cameras w-55mm fl. 7 lens

(1) Soligor 180mm f3.5 preset lens for Minolta

(1) Pentax Hla 35mm camera u -clip-on meter & 55mm fl.81ens

( 1 ) Pentax Hla 35mm camera w-clip-on meter & 55 mm f2.0 lens

(needs repair)

(1) Omega Printing Densitometer model 7485

The above items may be inspected on Nov. 14 & 16 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in room
402 Student Union. Your written sealed bids should be in the RSO office no later

than 3 p.m. Nov. 21, 1973.

The Right is reserved to reject any or all bids.

notice in January, it would not be

in the best interests of the students

to do so, since most are away on
January breaks. December 5 gives

everyone concerned adequate
notice."

Because classes at I 'Mass end
May 12, the Selectmen also voted to

hold the annual town meeting on

May 6 so that students will be able

to attend.

The move to tentatively approve
the new schedule is subject to

revision depending on town
residents' reaction.

In other business, the Selectmen
moved to allow town manager Alan

Torrey to prepare a report for the

next meeting and make recom-
mendations concerning a citizens'

petition to ban students and faculty

from parking on Cosby Avenue
near Sunset Ave. The signers of the

petition contend that cars parked

on both sides of the road create

numerous traffic hazards.

The Selectmen also passed a

motion to submit a proposal to the

Department of Public Works to

consider installing a new
crosswalk on Kellogg Street to

make crossing there and across
Pleasant Street safer. The motion
was passed after testimony was
heard from three elderly citizens

concerning the hazardous street

crossing conditions. In the interim,

police officers will be on duty there

to help citizens cross the streets.

NEED HELP

- LISTENING -

CONCERNED PEOPLE

Central Area

Counseling Center

B-2 Gorman 5-0894

Mon., Fri. 1-9 p.m.
Thurs. 10-9 p.m.

.The
un-domirtories.

< .real on<ampus Uving—indooisandout—at eitherottwo mod-
ern apartment complexes,only minutesaway by car or btketrom
Amherst College, downtc >wn Ajnhetstor UMavs. Now accepting
d I >p licaiions for September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• courtesy bus toUMm
and town

• 1

,

2, 3 bedrrn apts.

• heat& air conditioning

• waft-towall carpeting

• appfianced kitchens

• master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

•lawns for Softball,

footbalU
KP.NT: SOW/MONTH

< utilities inc luded

)

Directions: East Dudlv Kd
oppm. Grift Mill off Rle. nt

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
•2-bedrmapts.

• heat & air conditioning

• toomy closets, st> >raj;e

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• master TVantrnn*
• modern kite h»n*.

• srll-cleaning ovens
• elm rx: ranges

• st»inless-sfeel sinks

• dr,hwashcrs/dfsposais

• 2-door refrigerator*

• laundry feaJitics

• swimming pool

Mo l.ea»e Required
MCMTi prom l iks

I'ALL UMM4MM
Directions: On Route 47.

'
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Nixon To Submit Unsubpoenaed Files

In The Mideast

European
Confidence
Restored

By ENDRE MARTON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
United States, by its action in

the Middle East conflict, has
regained the confidence of

some European nations, a high

European diplomat says.

"By acting quickly and ef-

fectively in the Middle East
you have regained the con-

fidence of those allies in

Europe who had some doubts

that you would come to their

assistance in an emergency,"
he said.

The diplomat, who
represents one of the countries

which annoyed the Nixon
administration during the
Middle East conflict, insisted

on anonymity.
The rift is not permanent and

can be healed, American ob-

servers of the European scene
maintain. It can be done, they

say, by writing down a list of

general principles to which all

allies can subscribe, to be
incorporated in the

declarations of principles
Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger proposed last April.

The United States, he then

said, "has global interests and
responsibilities, our European
allies have regional interests.

These are not necessarily in

conflict, but in the new era

neither are thev automatically

identical."

Some eyebrows were raised

in Europe
Yet, the ambassador

acknowledged, events six

months after the speech
confirmed that Kissinger was
right, that the "interests and
the responsibilities" of the

allies were not automatically
identical.

"It was a painful experience,

to stand by helplessly Let's

face it: we are not equal, and
that is the problem," the

diplomat said.

The answer to this problem,
he went on, is the political

unification of Europe.
"There was a moment two

weeks ago when Western
Europe went neutral.'' one
high-ranking American
specialist of NATO affairs said

This, he explained, raises the

question: 'What does
collective security mean?"

It certainly should mean
more than military
preparations for a hypothetical

aggression from the East, the

official went on. He said the

Europeans were mistaken
when they thought the primary
reason for American an-

noyailCC was the "neutral"

attitude of the Europeans when
the United States made frantic

efforts to resupply Israel,

several days after the Soviet

Union started to do the same
for its Arab allies.

But then came the dav of the

I S. alert

"The day of the alert became
the day of the ostriches in

Western Europe." an
American observer noted more
in sorrow than in anger
Legally the ailiei could

remain aloof when the crisis

broke eul outside Nato'i
geographical area, hut conflict

between the United states and

the Soviet Union is "a matter

affecting every member of the

alliance, whether they like it or

not." the official said.

The rift, as far as the United

States is concerned, is over.

Official! declare The

Europeans seem to

acknowledge 'hat in this

nuclear age there is rarelv

lime tor advance consultations

in case of*ari emergeric)

(AP Photo.

PACT-SIGNING GROUP-Egyptian delegation, right, sits across from Israeli group Sunday inside
tent 60 miles east of Cairo on the border of Israeli- occupied Egypt where they signed a cease-fire pact to
end their Middle East fighting. Israel's Maj. Gen. Aharon Yariv, left, and Maj. Shmuel Eyal, second
from left, met with Egypt's Lt. Gen. Mohammed Gamazy, third from right, under United Nations
officials headed by Maj. Gen. Ensio Siilvasvuo, to right of post with hand on chin. Others are uniden-
tified.

UN Sets Up House Near Suez
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

U.N. truce-watchers moved into a bleak Israeli checkpoint on the
Cairo-Suez road Monday but were forced out of another as they took the
first practical steps toward carrying out the new Suez truce.
The Israeli state radio said Austrian and Swedish troops of the U.N.

Emergency Eorce manned the Israeli barriers at Kilometer 101, where
the irregular cease-fire line crosses the highway about 60 miles east of
Cairo.

The Israeli military declined comment on the U.N. takeover, a tender
political subject in Israel But U.N. officials in Jerusalem and Cairo
confirmed that their troops had assumed control as stipulated in the new
cease-fire.

The Tel Aviv command said later, however, that its troops dismantled
a second checkpoint on the approaches to Suez city because the blue-
bereted U.N. troops had set it up "contrary to Israeli agreement."
There was no report of violence. The Israelis said they took down the

U.N. barrier after the peacekeeping troops disregarded a request to take
it down themselves.
A U.N. spokesman in New York said Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim

had made a "strong protest'' to the Israeli mission.
Egyptian and Israeli generals negotiated, meanwhile, in a desert tent

Kissinger-Mao Parley

supplied by the United Nations, trying to implement the rest of the day-
old pact. It is designed to strengthen the cease-fire and open the way for
an international Middle East peace conference next month.
The six-point cease-fire provides for a U.N. takeover of the Israeli

highway checkpoints as a preliminary step toward supplying the
Egyptian 3rd Army in the Sinai and civilians in Suez city.

This in turn is to lead to an exchange of war prisoners, a key Israeli
demand in the diplomatic contacts conducted by Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger in his swift tour of Arab capitals.

By BARKY SCHVYKID
\ssociated Press Writer

PEKING <AP) - Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger met for

nearly three hours Monday night
with Chairman Mao Tse-tung on
ways to improve relations between
the United States and China.
A State Department spokesman

declined to discuss the substance
or details of the session at Mao's
home But the indications were
that Kissinger's sixth visit to China
would produce stronger ties with
the United States, perhaps in the
form of broader cultural ex-
changes or a visit to the United
States by a Chinese leader,
possibly Premier Chou En-lai.

The Secretary of State was
whisked to Mao's home at Chung
Nan Hal following a three-hour

session with Chou.With Kissinger

wen! David K E Bruce, head of

the 1'S liaison office in Peking,

and Winston Lord, director of

planning and coordination in the

State Department.
With Mao were Chou. Foreign

Minister Chi Peng-fei and other

assistants Afterward. Kissinger

attended a dinner given by Chou
The State Department

spokesiv n, Robert .1 MeCloske>

.

read an announcement prepared

with the Chinese and then dechmec
to elaborate on it He said

Kissinger and Mao discussed "a

wide range of subjects in I friendly

atmosphere

China's official Hsinhua New:
Agency reported that Assistant
Foreign Minister Wang Haijunf
and two others - Tang Wen-shenj
and Shen Jo-yun - also took part ii

the meeting.
Kissinger has met twice befon

with Mao. last February and ii

February 1972. On both occasion;
the meetings were briefer than th(

one Monday night

Kissinger, having jetted on to other diplomatic business, said in Peking
Monday night that the United States is cons lering a treaty or some other
formal guarantee to safeguard Israeli security if the Israelis withdraw
from occupied Arab lands.

The U.N. takeover at Kilometer 101 followed the nearby tent meeting
between the signatories of Sunday's cease-fire pact, Maj. Gen. Aharon
Yariv of Israel and Maj. Gen. Mohammed Abdul Ghani Gamazy of

Egypt They had met first Sunday soon after putting their names to the
agreement, the first such formal accord between Israel and the Arabs
since 1949.

Student Judiciary

Three Student Judges Needed

Any Undergraduate Student May Apply

Apply at Student Senate Office
Km. 420 Student Union

Applications due Friday Nov. lfith

UPPER DIVISION PHYSICS COURSES
For Biological & Physical Science Majors

301

319

320

386

391

Concepts of Modern Physics

Electronic Instrumentation

Radiation Physics & Nuclear Medicine

Special Problems

Seminar on Molecular Bio-physics

For details, see course description guide or inquire in Hasbrouck 1 10.

Part Of Subpoenaed Tapes Missing
By GAYLORD SHAW

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) - President Nixon

announced Monday he will give a federal
judge unsubpoenaed White House tape
recordings and portions of his personal
diary file, but said he cant locate one dic-
tation machine belt subpoenaed by
Watergate prosecutors.

Meanwhile, the White House agreed in the
federal court that it will deliver by Nov. 20
subpoenaed Watergate tape recordings and
the other material promised by Nixon. U.S.
District Court Judge John J. Sirica said
duplicates of the tapes and other material
would be made and originals stored in White
House vaults.

The dictation belt is the third piece of
subpoenaed Watergate evidence the White
House said does not exist. Earlier, it an-
nounced that two key conversations went
unrecorded by a presidential taping system.
Seeking to "clear up once and for

all" the controversy about the Watergate
conversations, Nixon said in a written
statement that he will:

—Voluntarily submit recordings of two
April 16, 1973, conversations with then-

counsel John W. Dean III, saying they

"covered much of the same subject matter"

as an April 15 meeting with Dean that the

White House said went unrecorded.
—Allow the court to listen to other un-

subpoenaed reels of tapes to demonstrate
that no recordings were made of the sub-

poenaed April 15 Dean meeting or of a
subpoenaed June 20, 1972, telephone con-
versation with former Atty. Gen. John N.
Mitchell.

—Agree that "court-approved in-

dependent experts employing the most
advanced technological methods" examine
all tapes in question "for any evidence of

alterations
"

—Supply portions of his personal dairy file

subpoenaed by prosecutors, including
dictation belts containing his recollections

of the Mitchell telephone call and hand-
written notes of his April 15 meeting with
Dean.
Nixon said a search of his personal dairy

file a week ago failed to turn up a dictation

belt of his recollections of the April 15

meeting with Dean. He said he thought he
had dictated his recollections after that

meeting and White House spokesmen said

as recently as Nov. 2 that such a dictation

belt existed.

"I have made a diligent search "

Nixon said in a statement. "Other than mv
contemporaneous notes of that

meeting , I have found no such
evidence."

Dean has testified that in the April 15

meeting the President admitted discussing
executive clemency as part of the
Watergate cover-up and that Nixon said he
had only been joking earlier when he said it

would be no problem to raise $1 million in

hush money.
Two weeks ago, the White House disclosed

in court that the April 15 meeting was not

recorded because an untended tape
recorder ran out of tape. Disclosure about
that meeting and the Mitchell one prompted
Sirica to begin a hearing on the tape
recordings.

Just moments before the White House
released Nixon's statement, presidential

lawyer J. Fred Buzhardt testified in Sirica's

court that the dictation recording of Nixon's

April 15 recollections could not be located.

Later in the day, Sirica adjourned the

hearing until Friday when a final witness,
Alexander P. Butterfield, will be heard.
Butterfield first publicly disclosed existence
of the White House taping system.

Sirica said both sides also agreed to

submit to the court a set of procedures to be
followed by experts who may be called "for

the purpose of reporting to the court" on any

questions concerning the tapes' authen-
ticity.

After distributing the president's
statement. White House Press Secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler said the President is

considering a meeting with Senate
Watergate committee members as part of
his effort to clear up the Watergate con-
troversy.

A request for such a session "is something
we would consider," Ziegler said. The
committee already has asked for a meeting
with Nixon.

The President discussed his latest moves
at a private White House breakfast with 21
members of the Republican Coordinating
Committee. He plans six other meetings this
week, including two on Tuesday, to present
to all 234 Republican members of Congress
his side of the Watergate controversy.

In his four-page statement, Nixon
acknowledged there are public doubts about
what happened to the Dean and Mitchell
conversations. He said he wanted to "dispel
those doubts and to spell out certain steps

that will help determine the sub-
stance" of nine conversations subpoenaed
by Watergate prosecutors.
"There are no missing tapes," the

President said.

The Energy Crisis

House Passes Alaska

Pipeline Bill 361-14
By W. DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The House passed the Alaska pipeline bill by
an overwhelming margin Monday and sent it to the Senate, which is

expected to approve it Tuesday.
Before the final 361-14 vote, the House turned down, 213 to 162, a motion

to return the bill to a House-Senate conference committee for removal of
sections which broaden the authority of government regulatory agencies.
Roy Ash, director of the Office of Management and Budget, has said

that he will recommend the President veto the bill with the disputed
features in it.

But Secretary of the Interior Rogers C B. Morton, who conferred with
pipeline backers on the floor of the House just before Monday's action,
has said he will recommend the President sign it in any event.
The White House has not commented, although it strongly supports

construction of the pipeline The line would bring oil from Alaska's North
Slope to tanker connections at the ice free port of Valdez on the Gulf of
Alaska.

Rep. Don Young, R-Alaska, said the Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., a
consortium of oil companies formed to build the pipeline, expects to begin
construction in mid-March if the bill 4 approved promptly.
But he said a delay in passage of the bill could force postponement of

the project by a full year because of the short Arctic construction season.
Construction is expected to take three years.
The challenged sections of the bill were in the version originally passed

by the Senate and were accepted by the conferees, although they had not
been in the House version.

Rep. Sam Steiger, R-Ariz., who made the motion to recommit the bill to
the conference, said the matter could be cleared up in a day or two.

50's The Limit

Senate Committee Approves
Emergency Powers Bill

By JOHN T. McGOWAN
Associated Press Writer

<AP) - Drivers on the New
Jersey Turnpike praised the new
50-mile-per-hour speed limit

Monday, but few of them obeyed it

strictly. Diesel truck drivers said if

they kept to 50 they would use more
fuel, and the whole idea of the

lower speed limit was to conserve
fuel.

On a 10-mile run on the toll road
that links New York with
Philadelphia and points south, a
car going 50 was passed by 15 other
vehicles, including 10 trucks and
two state police cars.

The car was able, at 50, to pass

one other vehicle, a car driven by

an elderly woman who was doing

40 and clutching the wheel as if her

life depended on it.

The 50-mile limit, down from the

turnpike's usual 60. and 65 in some
places, has been in force since

Thursday after President Nixon

recommended lower speeds to

save gas. But drivers have been

given time to get used to the idea,

and state police said they were just

starting to enforce the new limit

Turnpike police reported "ex-
cellent compliance," and traffic

had slowed noticeably, but not to

50. The 50 seemed to be levelling off

at 55 to 60 although police said they
were enforcing the limit at 50.

At a turnpike pullout, one
motorist who climbed out of an old

sedan and stretched, said, "To me
it doesn't matter. My car no longer

goes any faster than 50."

By WILLIAM L. CHAZE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) A bill

giving President Nixon emergency
powers to deal with the energy
crisis was approved by a Senate

committee Monday as Congress

grappled with the problem of

energy shortages.

The emergency powers bill gives

Nixon most of the authority he says

he needs to handle the energy
crisis, written largely by Sen.

Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., the

measure provides for the rationing

of scarce fuels by priority.

It also would allow Nixon to:

-Restrict fuel from such
nonessential uses as outdoor ad-

vertising and recreation.

-Limit operating hours of

commercial establishments and
public services, including schools,

to save fuel.

-Reduce speed limits while en-

couraging the use of public tran-

sportation through the use of mass
transit fare subsidies and other

means.
-Require electric generating

plants to cover to coal if possible.

-Adjust the schedules of airlines

and railroads and other public

carriers.

Jackson expects the bill to reach

the Senate floor Wednesday after

the Senate votes on the Alaska

pipeline bill passed Monday by the

House.
The pipeline measure, whose

passage was sough by Nixon,

allows the Interior Department to

grant a right-of-way permit for

construction of a pipeline to carry

North Slope oil to the port of Valdez
on the Gulf of Alaska. The pipeline
would be about 800 miles long.
The Senate is expected to pass

the bill Tuesday.
In another energy-related move,

two House subcommittees ap-
proved a bill to regulate the
surface raining of coal. The bill

now goes to the full Interior
Committee, but by agreement it

will not be taken up until Jan. 27 at

the earliest.

The Senate Commerce Com-
mittee, meanwhile, wound up
hearings on legislation for year
'Round Daylight Saving Time
during the energy crisis. Winter
DST was endorsed by represen-
tatives of the cities of New York
and Los Angeles and the National

cooperativeRural Electric
Association.

Also in the Senate, a sub-
committee was urged by the Nixon
administration to approve a bill

authorizing temporary suspension
of clean air standards for in-

dividual power plants and fac-
tories. Russell Train, head of the
Environmental Protection Agency,
said the bill should be approved
because the energy crisis may
force i dustry and utilities to burn
dirty fuels.

The proposal, introduced by Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie, D Maine,
would allow suspension of all clean
air standards, including those
designed to safeguard public
health and safety.
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CALCULATORS
With 12 different models we can match nearly

everyone's needs and budget. However, they are in

limited supply. To assure yourself of one place a

deposit with us. They will all be in soon ... in-

cluding the

NEW MODELS
SR-U * MX100*HP-46
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UMISS. SKI CLUB PRESENTS:

BERKSHIRE EAST

POSTER CONTEST

RULES:

1. Size: 18" x 24"
2. Berkshire East emblem must be in upper
left hand corner. ( Leave 4"x4" space and
get the emblem at Ski Club meeting, Nov. 28
at Mahar. 8 p.m.
3. Ski related graphic design.
4. Leave considerable space for other in-
formation ( Event, Date, Location)

PRIZES:

1st prize is a mid-week seasons pass for
Berkshire East.
2nd prize is a weekend pass (worth $16)
3rd prize is a day pass ($8 value)

Judging and prizes will be awarded at Ski

Club Snow Dance, Dec. 1st at the Campus
Center Auditorium at 9 p.m. Entries due
Wed., Nov. 28 at Mahar - 8 p.m.
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Princess Anne:

She's No Libber

By RONALD THOMSON
Associated Press Writer

LONDON (AP) — Princess Anne
says she has no liking for women's
lib and regards herself as just an
old-fashioned girl — which is why
she will promise to obey Capt.
Mark Phillips when they marry
Wednesday in Westminster Abbey.

In a nationwide television in-

terview Monday night the young
man who will soon have Queen
Elizabeth II for a mother-in-law
said the world is interested in the
royal wedding as a change from
scandal and disaster.

"I think people are really rather
relieved to read about something
that is genuinely happy and good,"
Phillips said.

The interview with the couple —
a confident Anne but an ill-at-ease

Mark — was recorded at

Buckingham Palace and carried
by the two main TV networds to

whet appetites for the pomp and
pageantry of Britain's first great
royal ceremony of the 1970s.

The 23-year-old princess, in a
simultaneous interview for British

newspapers, insisted her chosen
vow of obedience does not mean
that the royal bridegroom will

become her matrimonial boss.

"I think it means that we are
going to be husband and wife," she
said.

As the couple's pre-wedding
thoughts were broadcast and
printed throughout the nation, the
queen invited 1,500 guests to a
reception at the palace for the
bride and her husband-to-be.

It was the last party they would
attend before going to the altar

Wednesday.
Phillips, a 25-year-old cavalry

officer, already has had his stag
party in secret with his best man,
Capt. Eric Grounds, and a few
friends. It was probably held last

Saturday, but no one at the court
was saying.

The palace did announce,
however, that President Nixon's
wedding gift to the couple was a
crystal bowl and four golden
candlesticks. It said the 15-inch

Steuben bowl, supported by four
gold eagles symbolizing both
royalty and the United States, and
the candlesticks were sent in the
name of the American people.

The Nixon family was not invited

to the wedding, which was sup-
posed to be something of a private
affair for family and friends. But
about 1,500 guests will be in the
abbey and the ceremony will be
watched on television by an
estimated audience of 580 million
around the world
"The priority was really to our

friends," the princess said in

discussing the wedding guests.

Energy Affects

Air Standards
WASHINGTON <AP) — The

head of the Environmental
Protection Agency ga"e his sup-
port today to a proposed
authorizing temporary suspension
of clean air standards for in-
dividual power plants and fac-
tories.

Administrator Russell Train said
such an amendment is necessary
to cope with specific fuel
emergencies.
Testifying on the bill before the

Senate Air and Water Pollution
subcommittee, Train said
variances from the standards
should be considered on a case-by-
case basis.

The subcommittee was hearing
testimony on an amendment in-

troduced last Friday by its

chairman, Sen. Edmund S.

Muskie, D-Maine, who was one of

the initiators of the 1970 Clean Air
Act.

Opening the hearing, Muskie
said his proposed amendment
would provide authority for

variances for only six months and
would allow the administrator of

EPA to issue them quickly.

But Train could also extend the

timetable for clean air im
plementation plans until 1977

r
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ARRIVES FOR BICENTENNIAL-Crewmen of the replica of the brig Beaver II furls sails and a
helicopter flies nearby, as the vessel arrives in Boston harbor. Replica of one of the English vessels
sacked while it lay at Griffin's Wharf on the night of Dec. 16, 1773, it will be used in re-enactment of the
Boston Tea Party, the first major happening of the nation's bicentennial.

Couple Are 'Parents'

Of 120 Children
BOSTON (AP) - A white-haired

Boston couple has powdered,
diapered and cuddled 120 newly
born illegitimate children while an
adoption agency finds them per-
manent homes.
"We usually get them when

they're five days old," Mrs. Walter
Desmond said. "They stay an
average of three months - just long
enough for us to fall in love with
them."
For the last 26 years, Walter and

Florence Desmond have worked
with a foster child program of the
Catholic Charitable Bureau.
After they have an infant for a

short time, there is the inevitable
phone call from the bureau "They
say they'll be by to pick up the
baby the next day," Mrs. Desmond
said. "We know it's coming, but it

still hits us pretty hard."
"We've had black babies and

Chinese babies and every other
kind," said Desmond, a retired
hospital janitor who has made the
infants his life's work. "To us, a
baby's color is not important - onlv
his life."

"The happiness of the baby is the
important thing." Mrs. Desmond
said. "You can't be heartbroken
when you know someone you love
is getting a chance at happiness."
When he was working, Desmond

never made as much as $6,000 a
year. And now the couple finds the
weekly stipend from the bureau is

not enough to pay for the toys and
other extras they like to shower on
the babies. So they've never owned
a car or a color television set.

Their five-room apartment in the
city's Dorchester section is filled

with photographs of the babies
they've cared for.

Mrs Desmond pointed to a

framed picture of a mongoloid
child and said, "He's the one we
loved most, because he was with us
for 19 months, and he needed love
more than any of the others."
"Four years ago, a naval officer

and his wife who had adopted
another mongoloid child adopted
him, too," she said. "Wasn't that
wonderful?"

GLENDALE COLLEGE
T OF LAW

• A Degree Program Qualifying Graduates For Calif Bar Exam
• 5 Mm. From Downtown Los Angeles In A Suburban Community
• Enrollment Now Being Accepted for March Term
• Inquiries Are Invited By The Oean Of Admissions:

GLENDALE COLLEGE OF LAW
220 NO. GLENDALE AVE
GLENDALE, CA. 91206 (213)2470770

UMass. Third World Cultural
Series Presents

UMass Police

New Emergency

Number

5-3111

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1973-8:00 p.m.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tickets $1.50 UM/A Students

Telephone 545-0202
Sponsored by the Fine Arts Council

S3.00 Others

NE Caucus
Warns Nixon
WASHINGTON (AP) - New

England congressmen have
warned President Nixon that the

energy shortage could have its

most serious impact on the nation's

employment rate, Rep. William S.

Cohen. R-Maine, said Monday.

Cohen said that last winter,

without the Mideast war, "many
New England factories had to close

or lay off workers. Reducing
energy consumption and demand
will automatically affect

thousands of jobs, so we must plan

to minimize the losses."

Cohen said a letter from the New
England congressional caucus
urged the President to "set fuel

allocation priorities in the future so

that comfort and convenience uses

to fuel do not take precedence over
the maintenance of job op-
portunities and income for working
people."

The letter also asked Nixon to

"direct economists in the

Treasury, at the Council of

Economic Advisers and at the

Bureau of Labor Statistics to begin

work immediately on an analysis

of the job situation.

"Congress should have such a

report in hand by Jan. 1 so it may
begin work as soon as possible on

any legislative support which such

a program would demand."

U' Photo)

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — SLAIN OPRY STAR —
Grand Ole Opry and Hee Haw star Stringbean, whose
name was really David Akeman, shows off the
costume and down-home country humor that made
him famous with country music fans around the
world. Stringbean and his wife were found shot to
death at their home in Goodlettsville, a Nashville
suburb, early Sunday. Police said the house had been
ransacked.

White Man Burned
In Racial Slaying
FORT LAUDERDALE. Fla. (AP)-A gang of black men abducted a

white man and his black wife, doused the husband with an inflammable
fluid and set him afire, police said Monday.
Brian Barfield, 33, of Fort Lauderdale, was in intensive care at Holy

Cross Hospital, suffering from third degree burns to his arm, right leg
and back.

"It was obviously racially motivated," a police spokesman said. "The
wife was not physically harmed although she was very shaken up."

Police said Barfield and his wife Jeraldine, 26, were driving along a city
street Sunday evening when a car carrying six black men pulled
alongside and a man pointed a gun at them, forcing them to stop.
Another car, with five blacks inside, pulled up behind the Barfields and

the couple was blindfolded before being driven to an apartment, police
said.

At the apartment, Mrs. Barfield said, her husband was bound with
electrical cord, doused with an unidentified liquid and set ablaze.
She said both she and her husband were threatened by their abductors

and she was told to "get out of town."
After Barfield was set afire, Mrs. Barfield said, their attackers

released the couple and ordered them to leave.
She said she helped her husband out of the apartment and they found

their car outside.

Mrs. Barfield told police she drove her husband to the hospital where he
was admitted in serious condition.

Officers said Mrs. Barfield was unable to pinpoint the location of the
apartment where she and her husband were held.

Last month, a young white woman died after being attacked and set
afire by a gang of black youths in Boston, and a black derelict died in
Miami after he was set on fire by three young blacks.

•

POWs Recover
Exceptionally Well

By FRED S. HOFFMAN
AP Military Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-Defense officials say former U.S. war prisoners
have recovered "exceptionally well" from the physical and emotional
effects of their captivity, with nearly 80 per cent of them back on military
duty.

"They came through better than we expected." one official said Monday
in discussing recently analyzed results of medical and psychiatric
examinations and treatment since release of 566 American POWs from
Communist Vietnamese prisons last February and March.
The anxieties and confusions involved in readjusting are now behind

the former POWs, the official said.

"So far, they appear to be handling the situation very well." he added
"These men are back in the mainstream."

Officials emphasized that to date, more than half of the returned Navy
and Air Force pilots have been recertified for flying.

Last spring Pentagon medical authorities said all 566 freed POWs
showed signs during preliminary check-ups that they have suffered
"stress reaction," including depression, after coming home.
But now officials said mental anu emotional problems have turned out

to be "far less than we got ready for."

Only one man has been discharged for a psychosis and two others still

are hospitalized for the same reason. However, these two men are
described as "coming along very well."
Only about 20 men were diagnosed as having neuroses and "most of

these conditions have been resolved by now." officials said.
On the physical side, officials said that former POWs have been purged

of various kinds of worms and there should be no further recurrence of
malaria. No cases of tuberculosis were found.
Most of the men are said to have regained their normal weight

.

There apparently will be lasting physical effects for some, including
arthritis developed in prison and damage to knees, elbows and shoulders
suffered by air crewmen who ejected from their planes and made bad
parachute landings. But few of these will be disabling, officials said.
Where possible, military surgeons are correcting the results of frac-

tures and other injuries, which accounts for many of the 32 former POWs
still hospitalized and 23 who are convalescing.
Two men committed suicide several months ago, causing Pentagon

officials to wonder whether former POWs of the Vietnam war might
experience a high rate of violent death.

Truck Commission
Hits Road Blocks

By MARY THORNTON
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — A special commission studying problems of truck
over-loading in the state has run into a series of roadblocks and its

chairman says they have been put there not only by the trucking industry
hut also by state officials.

State Rep Richard McGrath. D-Watertown, said he hoped his Com-
mission on Truck Overloading would lead to improved laws regulating
trucks and to improved enforcement, but he discovered "a much bigger
mess than we ever expected."
Since the overload laws were adopted 10 years ago setting an absolute

maximum of 73,000 pounds for a truck and its load, the laws have been
blatantly ignored, he said, and his efforts to study and correct the
situation have been opposed.
As evidence, he cites:

The legislature's failure to fund his commission
-The failure of the legislature to approve a bill giving immunity to

witnesses appearing before his commission.
-The governor's delay in appointing commission members.
-The unavailability of. weight records for loads carried hy the

Massachusetts trucking industrv

n
TONITE

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47. Sunderland

665-4937

"WAFFLE-STOMPERS"

by DUNHAM

&0LLE&
SHOES
8 MAIN ST.

AMHERST

"HOME OF THE

BOOT CELLAR"

$199 a week in the sand, sea, and sun paradise of EUROPE

for LESS THAN the cost of PUERTO RICO or the BAHAMAS,
Jan. 6th to 13th in swinging MASPALOMAS on grand Canary

Island (Spain), COMPLETE PACKAGE $199 & $29 taxes &

services. Also some Hawaii space still available

Call Leslie Halfond — 546-6861.

PHYSICS FOR
NON-SCIENCE MAJORS

100 The World Beyond Our Senses

100A The World Beyond Our Senses (in Spanish)

1 15 Physics of Music
1 17 Nuclear Energy & Its Social Challenge

118 Quantum Worlds

122 Concepts of Physics, II

. -, i -.

123 Problems in Physics

130 Physics for Elem. Ed Majors

386 Special Problems

For details, see course description guide

or inquire in Hasbrouck 110.
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Openings Limited

For Study In Britain Spiritual Healer To Speak
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1973

Students who plan to study in

Great Britain for the academic
year 1974-75 should start their

planning now to avoid disap-

pointment.
Available opportunities in fully

accredited Programs sponsored by
American colleges and universities

remain limited. Early application
is essential to participate in

Programs cooperating with British

Universities and offering regular
degree course enrollment.
Information on accredited study

at the Universities of Edinburgh,

School Of Ed.
Registration

The School of Education is

holding pre-registration for Spring
courses this week - Mon.-Fri. 9 - 4
in the room connecting Hills North
and South.

i v
Lancaster, London, Southampton,
Surrey and Wales is now available
through the Center for In-
ternational Programs, Beaver
College-Franklin and Marshall
College, Glenside, Pa. 19038.

Pol Sci Students

To Hold Meeting

Students in the Political Science
Department have too long been
excluded from making important
policy decisions within the
department.
On Thursday, Nov. 15, at 7 p.m.,

in Machmer W-24, there will be a
meeting of all concerned political
science majors to discuss possible
actions to remedy the present
situation.

Ethel DeLoach, writer, lecturer

and teacher in the field of ESP, and
internationally known spiritual
healer, will appear at UMass
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium.
Founder and executive secretary

of the Jersey Society of Parap-
sychology Inc., she will discuss the
act of spiritual healing and explain
how she is aided in her work by
"spirit doctors." Parapsychology
is an alternative approach to in-

vestigating mental resources
inherent in the human mind.
Tickets are available by mail in

advance from the Division of

Continuing Education, 920 Campus

American Workshop Coming Up
The Latin American-North American Cross Cultural Workshop will be

held this coming weekend, Nov. 17-18, in the Farley Lodge! across the
S.W., behind parking lots 21 & 22) from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day.
One pass-fail credit is offered. There is a fee of $3 for food.
For more information contact: Ms. Susan Thompson History

Department, 545-0991.

Santa: Who Put
The Lights Out?
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Santa Claus will have fewer

Christmas lights to guide him on
his way this year.
Chambers of commerce are

cancelling Christmas lighting
contests and merchants are cutting
back on electric displays in an
effort to conserve energy this Yule
season, according to an Associated

Press survey.

For the first time the National
Christmas Tree on the White House
Eclipse will be a live tree, a 40-foot
Colorado blue spruce. The National
Park Service says it will cut back
by 80 per cent the 100,000 watts
usually used to light the tree, the
Pageant of Peace and the trees of
the states.

Papa Gino's is

NOW OPEN
in the Mountain
Farms Mall.

V»w yam apptliu- for pi// ;l . p;isia and samluiihis has a new
plan- to yo. lis flu- im |»ap;i (,jno\ in fht.

fit!! I arms
Mall. Iladk>. Come on in and onjo> a delicious Papa (.inn's
pi//a. It all mm ureal uith a fros|> nine «>f draft hetr. \nd
I'apa's menu also features his tamous spauhelti. nmoli.
manuolti. lingers, hotdo^s. salad, ireiuh tries and nuuh
mort. I hat's «h> we sa>. »hen >ou"re rumen for somelhinK
more... hriim>onr appetite to the neu Papa C.inos Restaurant.

Store Hours: Mon.-Sai. I I AM to 12 Midnight

Sun. 12 Noon to 12 Midnight

Papa Qinos
hi/./ v - I* vsi \ swim i< ms

MOl \ I Al\ FARMS MALL. HADLLV

Images
Images, an exhibition of

Photography, Silkscreens, and
Photo-silkscreens, is now on
display on the corridor wall

behind the Student Union
lobby. See it.

Center, or at the door. Admission is

$2 for the general public and $i for
students.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5 0400
24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

\slil Heusen puts
it all together

When Van Heusen puts together a

shirt collection, you can bet it's right in

touch with your times . . . with
the kind of bold styling, super

comfort, and great new designs

that really turn you on. Stand
apart from the rest of the herd,

and assert your lifestyle in a Van
Heusen ... the one shirt that

puts you altogether in fashion

!

;.
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UMASS CELEBRITY SERIES PRESENTS

This freshman, while unable to get a drink himself,
was perfectly willing to pass out free water.

VAIN HEUSEN 9

i Staff Photo- Dennis (onion

i

?»»«f«r ky «••(*

He later had second thoughts about being
photographed, a problem shared by many important
men.
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ENTERTAINMENT
HATCH

BLUEWALL

WED.
COFFEEHOUSE

THUR., FRI.&SAT.
"Topper Carew"

MON.
Football

TUES.
Movie: "Mutiny on the Bounty"

WED.
"Sweet Pie"

THUR.
"Frisco and the Killers"

FRI. & SAT.
"Big Screamin McGrew"

T.O.C. FRI. 8- SAT.
"Jimmy"

ENTERTAINMENT

string quartet
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 15, 1973

BOWKER AUDITORIUM 8 p.m.
RESERVED TICKETS: $1.50 UM/A students $3.00 all others

THE KERALA KALAMANDALAM COMPANY

kathakali
The Sacred Dance Drama of Kerala

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1973-8:00 p.m.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tickets $1.50 UM/A Students $3.00 Others

CURRY HICKS CAGE
Monday, November 19, 1973 at 8:00 P.M.

Tickets: UM A Students $3.00; Others $6.00

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE, 125 Herter Hall 545 0202
I
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There has been, in recent weeks,
a tremendous controversy raging
on this campus. The fact that the
campus media, in its usual Eastern
effete Kennedy liberal snobbism,
has refused to publicize this great
issue has not dimmed its im-
portance from the hearts of those
concerned. That the truth will

always win out, and that the clean
homespun silent Americans that
comprise the backbone of this

great American campus will
triumph in the end is not in doubt.
And that is why, being an ail-

American type, I have decided to

bring this issue before the broad
masses. The Great Issue which has
come to be called "The After
Dinner Mint Affair," centers
around whether the Dining
Commons should provide after
dinner mints, perhaps an oc-
casional cool after dinner cigar,
and other after dinner condiments.
There are many schools of

thought regarding "The After
Dinner Mint Affair." First I will

look at those groups who came out
in favor of them. Leading the
charge has been the student

telle

1 Worst TV Shows
A lot of people watch the boob

tube. Trite comedy shows, until a
few years ago, were the main of-

fering of the networks. Some shows
weren't bad, but most stunk, which
is why most of them aren't on the
air anymore. But let us look back
at some nostalgia and recount the
worse of these shows.
MY MOTHER THE

CAR lasted for only one year,
it was so bad. For those of you who
remember, it was about Jerry Van
Dyke's mother who died and came
back reincarnated as a 1928 Porter.
The pair were reunited and en-

joyed many zany adventures.
Jerry now sells used cars in Baja
California.

BATMAN probably the
worst show of all. Starred Adam
West and Burt Ward as two dinks
who prevented crime despite their

idiocy. Adam now acts as a crime
prevention advisor to Ronald
Regan and Burt plays a stud in X-
rated movies.

PETTICOAT JUNC-
TION starred three nice
looking all-American girls, a sleeze
to top all sleezes, and an overly
protective mother It was situated
in a hick town and too many
strange things happened all the
time The sleeze is now on welfare,
the overly protective mother is

dead and the three fraulines are all

married with three chubby
children

GREEN ACRES situated
in the same place Starred Eddie

Albert as Oliver Wendell Douglas,
a lawyer turned farmer, and Eva
Gabor as his wife. Was more of the
same junk as Petticoat Junction.
Oliver Wendell now works for the
UFW while Eva is a stand-in for
sister Zsa Zsa in the movies.
THAT GIRL In this one,

Mario Thomas played a young
starlet in New York who had a
horny boyfriend and an overly
protective father who was a spy.
The three all had many hangups
that nobody could take. The
boyfriend is Burt Ward's stag
partner, the father has been
confined to an insane asylum, and
Mario just had plastic surgery to

get her father's nose.

MY FAVORITE MAR-
TIAN this was about a
martian who made life miserable
for the people surrounding him. He
was murdered by the CIA as a spy
for Nationalist Mars. They could
tell because of his presence in

"Damn Yankees."
DOBIE GILLIS the typical

teenager who was a greaser of the
fifties. Had too much narration and
too little humor that wasn't non-
sense, to be polite. Dobie is now
Teen Angel in the 7UP com-
mercials.

I'M DICKENS, HE'S FEN-
STER this was about two
struggling carpenters. One tried to
be the straight man (John Astin)
and the other (Marty Ingles) tried
to be a swingin' bachelor humorist.
They did not succeed. Ingles now

makes TV commercials. Astin

went on to

THE ADDAMS FAMILY ...the

tritiest of all trite shows, Astin,

Carolyn Jones and Jackie Coogan
starred in this one as a bunch of

wierdoes trying to subvert normal
living. Astin now makes cigar

commercials, Jones is a
liberationist (for ghouls) and
Coogan is trying to make a

comeback as a child prodigy.

CAPTAIN NICE of, by and
for dinks who were inept at not only

fighting crime but at acting.

Captain Nice is now Superman's
stand in.

TV, sure as hell, ain't what it

used to be.

Bob Estelle is a Collegian
columnist.

Senate. I recently talked to Nick

Apostola, who assured me that as

long as he was SGA President, the

Senate would unfailingly pursue

this lofty goal. True to his word,

Nick and his Senate have just

ratified a resolution calling for

mints in assorted colors and
varieties. The Area Government of

UMass, especially Orchard Hill's,

(having nothing better to do), also

jumped on the bandwagon for

mints. Perhaps the main group —
Students for After Dinner Mint

Society — S.D.S. a radical group
willing to pull out all the stops to

achieve their aims. Their goal is

nothing less than the presence of

After Dinner Mints, cigars,

cocktails, and scantily clad
waitresses about every table used

for eating on this campus. I talked

to Mark Dudd, the National
Leader, and he remarked that

nothing less than a total

sociological revolution could
achieve these aims. He then
assured me that SDS will use

whatever means necessary:
bombs, strikes, rallies, in order to

get what the People want —
MINTS! Perhaps a more moderate
Pro-Mint group has been the

campus-wide Mobe For Mints. The
Mobe has probably attracted the

broadest base, as especially
evident (as you are probably so

well aware), at the Moratorium for

Mints called last Thursday.
Thousand of bright-eyed U-Mies
boycotted their classes en masse
and attended rallies at the Student
Union Ballroom and Cage, on this

balmy Indian Summer day.
However, the Pro-Mintists have by
no means been dominated by only
Leftist groups. This is a bipartisan,

biracial, crossectional movement.
Other groups who have joined the

clamor for their favorite snack are
the Campus Crusade for Mints who
have put on another Josh-like

advertising campaign, flooding the
campus with "I Like Mints" and
"Vote Mint" on every classroom
blackboard and wall. The more
distinguished After Dinner Mint
Society of America, comprised of

many University faculty, have
waged an intensive letter-writing

campaign to politicians, ad-
ministrators, their wives, and
anybody that will listen to them.
And miracle upon miracles, even
the Students for Apathy, a glorious

UMass institution, was heard to

have been leaning toward mints,

although admittedly and un-
derstandably reluctantly. And, of

course, on the seamy side of the

issue, the After Dinner Mint In-

dustry, has been active
everywhere, lobbying for more
mints, all the while holding back
mint production, to create a
greater demand and heighten the

uproar.

It's hard to imagine how any
group or individuals be opposed to

this great pro-Mint conflagration.

And, yet, Food Services has taken
an anti-Mint stand. A source close

to me has reported that Joel

Stoneham was overheard to have
said that "The institution of this

new program would cost the
Dining Commons a Mint!" Oh!!!
The agony of it all. Furthermore,
the same people who pushed so
hard for fluoridation have taken up
the anti-mint cause as if it were a

cause celebre. '"MINTS ROT
YOUR TEETH" bumper stickers

can be seen everywhere. And, as
expected, Whitmore has again
come out against the Students and,
of course, against Mints. The
Chancellor was heard to have
remarked that "There shall be no
After Dinner Mint program as long
as I am here. If the Trustees pass
it, well then they won't have Randy
to kick around anymore."
However, the real reason for the

lack of mints on this campus is not
a local one, but a national one. No,
not a One World Communist
Conspiracy to Dominate the World
Mint Market as some of us would
like to believe, but one involving
the already teetering Nixon Ad-
ministration. You see, I have it

from secret sources that someone
in Nixon's highest echelons has
just completed a Great Mint Deal,
similar to the Great Russian Wheat
Deal, with the Republic of
Banglar'^sh, strangely enough.
Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian

columnist.

SW Lifestyle Caused Tragic Death

hEY, ALi DID YOU KNOW

<* THERESA FUEL 5H0RTAG
*

QING OH RIGHT NOW?
||G

By BOB RILEY
"Hey, what are all those black marks on the

elevator doors?"
"Just prints from the people kicking it open."
"What! ! Why?"
"Who knows? Why the vandalism? Why the

ripoffs'' Why anything in Southwest?"
Why did a twenty year old visitor to campus fall to

his death Saturday night? Perhaps because he
became too quickly accustomed to ways of life in our
largest residential area. Perhaps because he wasn't
so lucky as many others. Anyway you look at it, the
death of William Markussen was an inevitable result
of the lifestyle in Southwest. It is upon the students
who live there I and the students alone) , that blame
must rest. Saturday night someone tried to get their
kicks one to often.

Don't try to blame the elavators or anyone in the
physical plant They have performed above and
beyond the call of duty. A visibly concerned Richard
Burke, director of the physical plant, strongly
maintains that the elevators on campus are as safe as
is structurally possible. They are constantly being
checked and repaired. The doors which so many
enjoy prying and kicking open are secured with the

j—J heaviest springs and latches available, according to
Burke

Indeed. Burke contends that if they were any
stronger the doors wouldn't open at all. As of Sunday
night, state elevator inspectors said that they just
didn't know what could be done to further secure the
cars Director Burke points out that Westinghouse
I the producers of the system) has never had any
problems with the system installed in Southwest
when used normally and not excessively abused. Yet,
the vandalism, riding on top of cars, and "kicking
open of doors'' arc daily occurences. Now we may
also add a death.

"Its like warfare." says Paul Lawler. an elevator

repairman, "attack and counter-attack" Yet in spite
ol their efforts Richard Burke wonders aloud two
days after the accident "How much more can you

do?" One really has to wonder.
Don't try to blame the heads or residence either.

They've tried to bring some semblance of civilization
to the dorms. They've warned students, established
rules to protect everyone, held meetings, printed
information sheets, with little results. They more
than anyone else tried to keep the events of Saturday
from becoming a reality. All to no avail.

Who is to blame? Maybe afterall it was a freak
accident? Such is hardly the case. As I have said
before, the death of William Markussen was a result
of the type of society which exists in Southwest. He
could just as easily been anyone of us. A human being
died Saturday because the people who populate our
largest residential area maintain an atmosphere
which defies all common sense and decency. It's the
people who turned Southwest into a zoo. It's the

See Related Story, Page 1

people of Southwest who fail to maintain any degree
of orderliness. It's the people of Southwest, who by
their apathy tolerate such disgusting behavior in the
area which they live. The blame for all that goes on
certainly doesn't rest with a small fraction of the
population.

So a person has violently died. Unless things are
changed it will certainly occur again and again. It
won't be limited to Southwest, either. The physical
plant reports that tampering with elevators and
security mechanisms takes place in Sylvan and
Orchard Hill in addition to Southwest. The events of
Saturday could have easily happened there. William
Markussen's death was an incredible shock and
tradgedy. Let's learn from it. It's time to practice the
very simple rules of logic and safety difficult as it
may be for some. Let's assume some degree of
responsibility for our own actions and the actions of
those about us and let's do so now. Or do we wait for
more «uch headlines in the Collegian?

Bob Riley is a Collegian Commentator.
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Sacrifice The Beavers
To The Editor:

The cartoon on page 13 of last Wednesday's
Collegian misinterpreted the recent killing of
beavers at Hill Reservoir. The cartoon implies that it

was wrong for the state to authorize the removal by
killing of the beavers. I disagree. I will not argue the
question of whether it is morally or ethically correct
to kill an animal. That question must be left up the
individual and should not be dictated by anyone else.
This recent killing arises from the fact that the

beavers were causing the discoloration of the
Amherst water supply. Because of aesthetic values
and human nature no one enjoys or wants brown
water coming out of their faucets. Would you like to
take a bath in brown water? I think not. Thus there
was a need to remove the beavers from the reservoir
area. Live trapping of beavers is quite difficult, time
consuming, and costly. And even if the beavers had
been live trapped where could the state release
them''

The beaver is quite unique in one respect, for it is

the only other animal besides man which can change
the environment to suit their own needs. But in doing
this the beaver is quite destructive and can literally
ruin an area of substanial acreage. They cut down
trees, especially red maple and birch, and their dams
back up streams so that the water may flood

desirable land or wash out small back roads. So,
because of this fact and the fact that they "pollute"
water with a brown coloration, large populations of
beavers are usually not welcome on state, county, or
local lands being managed for timber production or a
small watershed area.

Some might say transplant the beavers up into the
wilderness areas of Maine or New Hampshire. This
would have required co-operation and co-ordination
between two states and a suitable plan would have
taken months to work out. Besides such an operation
would be prohibitive for economic reasons.
What the question in essence is: "Which do we as a

society want to sacrifice, forested land and our

Moe Tally
Editor's note: Yesterday we received seven let-

ters, with a total of 115 signatures, urging the
Distinguished Visitors Program to get Moe Howard
to speak on campus

More Letters,

See Page 12

aesthetic values of drinking water or a few beavers?"
I believe we should sacrifice the beavers at Hill

Reservoir since there is already a high beaver
population in the state. In fact in 1972, 1358 beavers
were legally trapped for their pelts in Massachusetts.
It is not as if they were killing an endangered species.

Thus the cartoon took a cheap shot at the Division

of Pish and Game and society in general which was
not justified.

Glen K. Mahoney

Historical Link
To The Editor:

In response to several letters last week in which the
"historical heritage" of Arab-Black African relations

was raised, I'd like to bring out some facts which
were probably forgotten or intentionally ignored.

It is estimated that 50.000-600,000 Black Africans
have been slaughtered in Sudan in the war which the
Arab North pursued against the South since Sudan
gained independence in 1959. Despite heavy
casualties, the Blacks refused to give up their

struggle for liberation. As one Black leader said in an
interview with Lawrence Fellows, which appeared in

the New York Times on April 15, 1968: "With the
Arabs we are dead anyway."
Sudan has closed the south to the outside world and

has tried to ban reporters. U.N. figures in the Journal
de Geneve (Sept. 9, 1967) indicated that 33,000
Sudanese refugees had fled to the Congo, 55,000 to

Uganda, and 27,000 to Gambia.
The Times article, however, pointed out that Sudan

has had some success in persuading her neighbors to

help her clamp down and trap the refugees, leaving
them no escape Sudan's attitude toward Blacks is far
from unique in the Arab world The Arabs, who ran
the world's Black slave trade for centuries, continue
to indulge in slave trade for regional consumption to

this very moment, especially in the Sheikhdoms of

the Persian Gulf (which support Arab "guerilla"
movements).
The U.N. Economic and Soc ; il Council has been

concerned with this problem and Britain's Anti-

Slavery Society has been instrumental in focusing
public attention on it. Incidents of chattel slavery
have been cited in Saudi Arabia -which "abolished" it

years ago — and in Aden, Kuwait, Yemen. Muscat,
Qatar, and the Sudan according to British

correspondents and impartial observers.

The existence of cooperation and understanding
between nations and ethnic groups is a positive

phenomenon However, to raionalize the linkage
between the Arabs and the Third World by
"historical heritage" is simply misleading due to the

fact that the nature of this heritage and the present
reality is negative in its essence.

A good case in point is the "historical link" that

developed between Uganda and the Arab world when
Libyan money began to flow into that African
country Free oil and money opened the eyes of Idi

Amin. Uganda's leader, to the realization of who the

real "agressor" in the Middle East conflict actually

is.

J. (ireener

Dear Mr. Gardner:
First, I would like to thank you for your response to my Nov. 6 column

regarding what I consider to be the irresponsibility of some of the
residents of Orchard Hill. There are a few things however on which we do
not seem to agree, some due in part to misinterpretation of my sen-
timents that I would like to expound on.
You seem to believe that I equate yelling with stupidity. I do not. You

use vour own courses which vou label "tough" (Circuit Analysis
Physics, and Calculus) as a case in point. Am I to conclude on the basis of
this information that since yelling supposedly denotes stupidity and
stupidity and tough courses are mutually exclusive entities that you in the
dual role of yeller and academic masochist therefore disprove my con-
tention? The fact that an individual happens to be enrolled in a particular
course does not necessarily denote anything about the basic values and
motivations of that person. But while the act of yelling is not symptomatic
of an ignorant person, it is symptomatic of an individual lacking in
meaningful outlets. And more practically, even if my hypotheses is
inaccurate, there is the question of the value of such activity for the in-
dividual's well-being. I've been concentrating on yelling but I needn't for
there are a host of other equally as puerile acts as well as some verv
malicious ones. I refer to cases where people have been physically in-
jured as a result of some of the little games that these youngsters engage
themselves in.

Mr. Gardner, you say that you find yelling to be "good for you" but
pause here to consider how ridiculous an activity it really is. I do not think
I'm being particularly thick if I fail to understand what qualitative
pleasure can be derived from standing on a balcony on a cold night
screaming that Dickinson or another of the dorms suck. Why do we suck?
What does the quality of "suckiness" entail? Why nov yell during the
daylight? Or is there a certain security derived from knowing that no one
can see you at night If you were the only one who wanted to do it, would
you continue your verbal epithets I am not picking on you. I hope that
you realize that.

You
?.
0I

\|
end tnat People denied emotional release turn into "nuts" as

you call them. The act of yelling you say is a tension release. I can not
find fault with this basically. Within the individual there may be a drive
which acts to maintain a state of emotional equilibrium. There is also
another need which requires fulfillment, this being the need to sleep.
Sleep in no wav transgresses the attainment of emotional stability
through tension-releasing mechanisms but the opposite is not true for
yelling, fire crackers, and excessively loud stereos I the latter two being
passive tension-releasing mechanisms) They do inhibit my attempts to
slee,> I repeat — sleep. In no part of my column did I mention any at-
tempts made at studying being halted as a result of the afore-mentioned
conditions.

You then say. "If Ms. Monaco thinks she has to study every night of the
week. I pity her for the boorish vegetable she must be." Pardon my
defensiveness but where did you get the impression from my column that
I study every night? I think in your assumption as to my studying habits
that you are applying an unjustified stereotype. Someone who ap-
preciates a degree ot quiescense is automatically labeled a "bookworm".
So please, no pity. Honest, I have my own tension-releasing mechanisms
and they are effective too. And me, a "boorish vegetable"? First, I am
not of Boorish origin. Rather, I am a second generation American-Italian-
Irishwoman And I am not a vegetable. Perhaps you misunderstood
someone who knows me. The proper term is "vegetarian". Also,
regarding another title which you chose to bestow upon me, namely
"stuffed shirt". Mr. Gardner, here again you have erred noticably. There
are those of us females who feel no need to stuff our shirts and I assure
you that even if I did notice such a need to stuff, I wouldn't. Finally, you
tell me that if I wish to "pursue my career as a stuffed shirt there's a nice
new red brick building..." But because I am not a stuffed shirt or
currently in possession of one as I just pointed out, I don't think I have a
use for that either. But thank-you for pointing it out to me. I've noticed it

once or twice since the semester began bui I figured it was just a figment
of my imagination, probably due to anxiety and all. And oh yes, you were
right. It is called a library. Isn't that a funny name?
Mr. Gardner, you also contend that "if a sports event isn't a form of

emotional release than I'm Spiro Agnew." Well, Mr. Agnew, if you
resurrect your old Psvch 101 books, you will find that this statement isn't
completely true I direct you especially to material relating to studies
done on the social learning theory ot aggression, modeling behavior,
imitation, etc.

It would be very irresponsible of me to end this without mentioning an
alternative or what I see as an alternative. Those of you who feel the need
to let loose on a Sat. night or any other nite need not converge upon the
woods of Leverett as I sugested in my earlier column this week Just
carry on with some restraint, discontinue at a reasonable hour, and don't
harm anything or anyone. And if it happens to be a night before classes,
stop a moment and think of me, a poor soul ( Get out your violin, Steven)
whose schedule at the beginning of the semester was such a mess that I

had to sign up for all 8: OO's. ( Don't put it away yet) Not only do I have
five, yes five 8: OO's on the other side of campus, I also have a 3-meal
ticket. So I guess you aren't the only academic masochist around. ( New
you can put it away.)

Karen A. .Vlona ;o

Not A Cockroach
To The Kditor:

This is unfortunately, a response to the apparent misrepresentation of
the Collegian staff by publishing the photograph on the top of tl • fror'
page of the Friday, Nov. 9 issue.

I say "unfortunately" because, with the large amount of dot :>t and
mistrust which apparently exists in the country today, it is an ext a :

ick
in the pants to find my own "free and responsible press" turn ,ig out
material which is not only untrue but also plagiarized as well.
The insect pictured is a male Rhinocerous beetle, order: Coleoptera,

family: Scarabaeidae. It is not in any way, shape or form, oth' - ,vian
being an insect, related to the Roaches; order: Orthoptera, subon ?r
Blattaria.

After reading and rereading the article and photo caption, I did not of
course, find anywhere any sentence which stated the animal in the
photograph was indeed a roach. But be reasonable — or at least finest!
If your looking for sensationalism, then I have less regard for u ^ow
than ever. If it was a mistake, correct it.

As for the plagiarism, I can direct anyone to the entrance ha >f ^er-
nald Hall to see the actual photograph of the insect, k staff
"photographer" went to the Entomology department requesting to see
the roaches. He went down, equipment and all, and found the individuals
behind two sets of glass cases. Whether or not he attempted this difficult
photo is not known to me, but I do know a roach was not in the picture;
and that upstairs is a more impressive looking insect photograph, which
is easier to capture on film In fact the creases and wrinkles of the
original show up nicely in your reproduction.

All I can say is; get what you can by yourself, if that's too difficult, give
credit where it's due. Please stop mininforming your "informed public"
— we have enough problems as it is.

Thomas Tyning
member: HOMO SAPIENS

A I H A \] ^ I i A 1 . WW I i M A
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Life , Not Death
To The Editor:

Your article on the death of a student could have done so many things
could have presented a human portrait, could have shown loving concern'
for the conditions in SW, cculd have been oriented to awaken concern in
others but no, it came from the journalistic mold that encourages us to
see each human event as just another headline.
The Boston Globe reported the woman who was burned to death in

Boston in the same manner, while the Phoenix and Real Paper presented
a living sense both of her and the people and environment around her in
which the awful thing happened. I hope you will take the trouble
(trouble??) to do something in that line and thereby put yourselves on the
side of life instead of death.

Carolyn Peck
Legal Studies Dept.

Thanks For The Blood
To The Editor:

The entire University community owes its thanks to those who made
our just completed Blood Drive a great success with 1,221 pints collected
The success was due to the cooperative effort of many individuals Red
Cross professionals, volunteer nurses and doctors, senior citizens faculty
donors, members of the University Women and most of all the students
Thanks to the students of Gamma Sigma Sigma and Alpha Phi Omega

who worked many hours before and during the drive (most of whom cave
their blood also).

Thanks to the student nurses who took pulses and temperatures.
Thanks to the staff of Collegian whose good publicity brought many

Thanks last but by no means least to the more than 1,000 students who
gave their blood which will save many lives in the weeks to come
Those in charge of the drive regret that some would-be donors had to be

turned away because of limited time and facility. We hope they will make
an appointment with us in the week preceding the drive in early May.

.Mrs. Robert Livingston
Blood Drive chairman for I'niv . Women

Gardner Narrow Minded
To The Editor:

RE. Steve Gardner letter 11-8-73

I believe Mr. Gardner must be a very narrow-
minded selfish person. Just because he enjoys yelling
he thinks other people enjoy his voice, I might add the
comments that are used in the screaming that goes on
in Orchard Hill leave a bit to be desired.
May I point out to Mr. Gardner that some people

attending UMass also work and they have to study
evenings and weekends; and I know I study better in
my room where I have most of the information and
materials needed right on hand.
As to "a little emotional release being a good thing"

is it a good th>~rr .hn, ^H,irs buckets, mops, hockey

sticks and trash of all sorts is thrown from balconies,
just for a little release?

It might be acceptable if these instances of mob
insanity took place only on weekends, before mid-
night, but they often occur during the middle of the
week, or on Monday mornings at about 1 .00 A.M.
As to Ms. Monaco's statement about morons, I

must agree on this basis. Anyone who is willing to
annoy and disturb others just to satisfy their own
whims is a social moron. Anyone who starts a
disturbance and then disclaims responsibility for
subsequent actions is an intellectual moron.

Keith E. Loescher

Photograph A Cockroach
To The Editor:

This letter is in response to the front page article
"Look in all the nooks and crannies" (Nov. 9, 1973).
Since the major objective of the article is to point out
the abundance of cockroaches in the Mt. Sugarloaf
Apts. I should think that with such an abundance of

roaches it would be quite easy to obtain a photograph
of one. The pictured insect is either an ox beetle or a
Unicorn beetle. Roaches are yellow-brown and they
are not anything like the picture.

NickGambale

Trees Pay For Concert

To The Editor:

I believe free concerts are good. They allow many students a chance for
some entertainment without draining their pocketbooks.
A free concert this Saturday night produced by Sky Productions

featuring 'Homegrown", sponsored by Sylvan and Northeast, actually is
not free. Something is paying for it. The trees on campus Maybe the
people that put up those posters should be reminded that trees are living
individuals. Objects driven into living things injure them. Immediately
beneath the bark is the phloem tissue through which runs the sap If the
injury is severe the tree may die from girdling. Beneath the phloem is the
cambium

,
the living, growing part of the tree. When this is injured growthmay be impaired producing an ugly scarred tree.

These posters probably won't injure the trees very much but why take
the chance'' Nails may follow staples. There are plenty of bulletin boards
and sign posts on campus that can be used for such announcements I
would like to see the posters removed, and future sponsors of anything
refrain from using our renewable resource as a billboard.

Walter Kennedy

Consolidating The Bond
To The Editor:

I am a Jew and I have been to Israel. But, believe it or not Samuel
Hassan. I do not necessarily support every action initiated by the Israeli
government.

It is no secret that many people in the Christian Western World
associate, in the negative, The Jewish People and monev. So when pro-Arab writers such as Mr. Hassan (who slyly entitles his'article-"Money
lalks

)
use this scurrilous association to promote their viewpoint, it has

naturally enough a backlash affect on the Jewish Community
There are more than a few American Jews who are apathetic or just

confused concerning the muddled Middle Eastern conflict. However
there are no Jews who are ignorant of the potential, immediate and
distant, that anti-semitism holds Consequently, when "enlightened
commentators'' such as Mr Hassan, attempt to injure the American-
Israeli connection, they only succeed in further consolidating the bond.

Stephen (iarhouit

Amherst Towing : F Lot
To The Editor:

I am writing in regards to Glen Manseau's letter of Thurs Nov 8 in
which he complained of the lack of markings in V lot (11) Though not
towed, my car also received a ticket for parking in an access lane At thesame time, my roommate's car was towed for the same infraction
Though I consider myself lucky that there were no towtrucks around
when my car was tagged. I think its time this shit stopped
We went to Amherst Towing this morning to pick up his car Their lot

looked like F lot. There were more cars there than there is in the campus
garage. They seem to own more tow trucks than the City of Boston How
many of you have been out late on a weekend night ? One Sun morning
about three a.m. I personally watched the towing of 12 cars from the
vicinity of the horseshoe within an hour. Someone is making money and
it's the students who are getting ripped off!

I s ly it's time to put the security guards back on security and and let
Amherst Towing get their money from all these "other sources" they so
conveniently quote.

John Manning

To The Editor:

It seems at this point that the
issue of Arab slave-trading has
become secondary to that of in-

tellectual honesty; i.e., the un-
willingness tffsacrifice the truth of
history in order to satisfy the
politics of the moment. I believe
Woubishet Adisaw was guilty of a
lack of intellectual honesty in his
reply to my initial letter.

No intellectual acrobatics on his
part, no matter how intricate, will
obscure the fact that the trade in
Black African slaves moved in one
direction - towards Arabia.
Although he asserts the univer-
sality of slavery. I know of no in-

stances of Arabs being enslaved by
Black Africans. And there is no
reason to suppose that the in-

stitution of slavery as practiced in

Arab lands was not
dehumanizing'' and

"despiritualizing". Surviving legal
documents show that the slave was
not equal to his master before the
law.

All of this has very little to do
with the current Mideast crisis, but
it does have a great deal to do with
the willingness of people to falsify
history for the sake of their
political goals.

Some examples from letters to
the Collegian (paraphrased where
memory fails):

"Israel has blown up Moslem
mosques." The fact is that Israel
has preserved and protected the
holy places of all religions. When
Jerusalem was under Jordanian
rule, however, the desecration of
Jewish cemetaries and holy places
was a common occurence.
The implication that all of Africa

and Asia was against the creation
of a Jewish state. The truth is that
in the vote to determine the
creation of the State of Israel
Egypt was the only African state to
vote against Israel. Phrasing that
fact in any other way does not alter
its validity.

The myth of the unity of Arabia
and Black Africa The Black
people of the Sudan have been
violently suppressed by that
country's Arab minority in much
the same way that the Portuguese
have suppressed the people of
Mozambique, yet this fact is never
brought lo light by Third World
groups.

"Most Jews who claim an"
historical link to Palestine are
descendants of Poles who con-
verted to Judaism." This is sheer
nonsense. The ancestors of most
Jews never set foot in Poland.
Those Jews whose families did live
in Poland are the descendants of
Jews who fled there in the 15th
century to escape the anti-Semitic
riots in Germany at that time.
These people lived apart from their
non-Jewish (and often hostile)
neighbors, preserving their own
unique culture and heritage. In
addition, most Israeli Jews are
descendants of people who have
lived for centuries in the Middle
East and North Africa
"Jews who support Israel are

unconcerned with the problems of
the Palestinian refugees." Most

People Falsifying History
Jews are very much concerned
with the problems of the
Palestinians. However, as long as
Israel's existence is threatened,
and the various Palestinian groups
refuse to recognize the right of
Jews to live in their own state in
the Middle East, Israel's first
priority must be her own survival.
The strain on Israel's manpower
and resources which these con-
tinuing conflicts entail permit no
other recourse.

To Ms. Rochelle Chandler's
statement that "...the legitimacy
of Israel is seriously
questionable," let me say, as a
Jew, that your judgment on the
legitimacy or illeg ;timacy of Israel
is irrelevant. The definition of

Jewish peoplehood is not one for
you to make. As a non-Jew, it lies
beyond your grasp.
The People of Israel have sur-

vived for thousands of years
against impossible odds. They
have seen many other nations and
many political philosophies appear
and disappear. Their survival isn't
"logical" nor is it "rational", but
then, the forces of history rarely
are logical or rational, eluding one
most at the moment of their un-
folding. »

I'm certain, however, of one
thing in all this. Israel will live on
as she always has, long after the
voices of her enemies have died in
the wind.

Menachem Rosenberger

APPLICATIONS now being

accepted for:

^Student Senate Committees. (Acad AffairsStudent Matters, Rents 8. Fees, Women's)
Publ.c Safety Policy Council
CC/SU Board of Governors

All interested commuters ( Undergrad) - AddIv atCommuter Lounge, S.U. (in back of Hatch)

PS. The Lounge is now open! •

Hou.ly serv.ce to Boston. New York City, Albany and
everywhere, d.rect from the Umvers.ty Campus Extra
express se,v,ce to Nat.ck and Boston every weekendCampus Center, Hotel Lobby
Tel 545-2528 or 545-2006

—- __

OH Women's Center

Pocahontas, Pandora And Princesses
The Orchard Hill Women's

Center presents the second event of
its Speaker and Film Series
tonight. It features Karen Baldwin,
who will be speaking on
"Pocahontas, Pandora, and

A Course...
Sociology 700C - Sociology of
Evaluation
Course Description: In-

troduction to the principles and
techniques of evaluation of social

programs and policies. Beginning
with a brief review of social

planning processes, case studies

are used to develop understanding
of the concepts and techniques for

the following topics: program and
evaluation objectives
specifications; performance
criteria; social context of
evaluation; program impact,
component and monitoring
strategies; and integration of
evaluation in the planning process.
MWF 9:05.

Professor G. Sutton, Thompson
632, 545-0817.

A Colloq...
David Bluestein, author of the

"No-Sweat Study Guide", is of-

fering a colloquia through the

Central Area Academic Affairs

Office. The title of this 1-credit

colloq. is "How to Make the Most of

the Little Time You Devote to Your
Studies". David, who is a UMass
Senior, will testify to that, and of-

fers interested students practical

tips for getting higher grades and
learning more, yet not dying
trying. The first meeting of this

colloq. will be at 8:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, November 14, in the

Chadbourne seminar room. For
more information, call David at

546-9397.

Corrections
Economics 192A, Seminar-For

Introductory Students should be
Economics 192A, Seminar-Women
in the Economy; Economics 203,

Section 2 will meet Tu Th 4:00-5:15
in Machmer E35.

G 26 BALLET III

SCHEDULE KBROR
G26 Ballet III for Spring "74"

Semester will meet Monday,
Wednesday, & Friday at 9:05 in-

stead of Monday, Wednesday &
Friday at 2:30.

Princesses: Women in Folklore"
at 8:30 p.m. in the Grayson Main
Lounge. Ms. Baldwin is currently
an instructor in the UMass English
Department, whose field of con-
centration is Folklore Studies.
The Speaker Series being con-

ducted this semester is an attempt
by the women of Orchard Hill to
bring to the attention of the Hill
and campus communities aspects
of the women's movement not
usually focused upon by the mass
media.
On Wednesday evening the

scrips win ho presenting Ms. Jane

Zapka, a health educator from the
UMass Health Services staff. Jane
will be speaking on birth control
and women's health care. The talk,
entitled "For Women Only," will

begin at 8:00 p.m. in the Grayson
Main Lounge.

All University women are cor-
dially invited to attend both of
these events.

If you have any questions con-
cerning either of these events or
have ideas for future programs,
please call the Orchard Hill
Women's Center, 5-0707.

Mister Donut

never knows

when to quit.
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START TOMORROW at

CAMPUS Cinemas
RT. 9 HADLEY 256-6411

The murder of Prat. Kennedy . .

.

"A NATIONAL TRAUMA HAS
BECOME A THRILLER.

A cool, skillful argument for conspiracy/
NEW YORK TIMES

"A sequence of events that seems
frighteningly plausable. Sobering proof of

American naivete and gullibility."
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

// /EXECUTIVE ACT ION' will hit you with
|the impact of a 6.5 mm bullit . . . may shake
iyou, anger you or surprise you, but in every
case, the film will make you wonder like

|crazy!

"

GROUP W NEWS

"EXECUTIVE ACTION"

"Best
American

year."
- Rolling Stone

WALKING
TALL

"Dazzles you . . .

Beautifully done!"

VILLAGE VOICE

"My favorite movie
of the year! "

PHIL OCHS.

LA FREE PRESS

"Marvelous . . .

Charged with the

languid heat of the

tropics."

NY TIMES

"Fresher than Spring
Rain."

PLAYBOY

"Exceptional . . . One
of the land-marks of

Black Cinema."

LA TIMES

"THE HARDER

THET COME"

juilliard

quartet

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1973

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
8 p.m.

RESERVED TICKETS: $1.50 UM'A students $3.00 all others

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE, 125 Herter Hall 545-0202

Presented by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council
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ONLY THE FACULTY CAN PROTECT

CAMPUS DECISION-MAKING

The faculty is the only independent body which can protect

and expand the decision-making autonomy of the Amherst

campus. This is why the MSP-AAUP has petitioned for a local

bargaining unit and why it has negotiated election guidelines

with the campus administration. The Chancellor and other

campus administrators may help to maintain campus autonomy,

but as employees of the President and the Trustees, their

effectiveness is limited. As it was demonstrated in the cases

of Chancellor Tippo and Chancellor Broderick, the good will and

personal resolve of local administrators is not sufficient when

pitted against the power of the President's office.

Only a strong independent faculty

voice will provide effective protection that

campus autonomy will not be eroded by the

President's office.

MSP-AAUP
YES

i i

Study
In Sunny
San Juan
During this year's winter term,

the Department of Hispanic
Languages at UMass will be of-

fering a three-week, three credit

course entitled "Field Study in

Bilingualism and Biculturalism in

Puerto Rico."

Students enrolled in the course
will leave from New York for San
Juan on January 2, returning on
January 24; while in Puerto Rico
they will visit many places of

cultural and historic interest, not

only in San Juan but also on a five-

day bus tour to other parts of the

island. The group will attend a
series of lectures on Puerto Rican
history, public health, language,
art and politics, and will be of-

ficially received by the Mayor of

San Juan and the Governor of

Puerto Rico.

Arrangements have also been
made to tour a number of urban
and rural schools, both public and
private.

The fee for the program is $325,

which includes round-trip air-

fare, all accomodations and travel

while on the island; it does not

include food and personal ex-

penses. Prerequisite for ad-
mission: three years of college-

level Spanish or permission of the

Director. For information and
application please contact Mrs.
Fresia Bradford, 422 Herter Hall,

University of Mass., (telephone:

545-0541). Deadline for admission
to the program is December 3.

If You're
Walking...
BKLCHERTOWN WALKATHON

INFORMATION
1. Pre-registration for all

walkers will be held at table set up
in the Campus Center Concourse
between 10:00 and 4:00 on Thur-
sday and Friday, November 15 and
16. Walkers must bring sponsor
sheets. Sponsors may be obtained
after this time. If you cannot make
any of these two dates - pre-

register at Sheldon Field on
Saturday morning.

2. Buses will leave the Campus
Center Bus Circle on Saturday
morning, November 17, at 7:30

a.m. to take walkers to Sheldon
Field. Transportation will also be
provided to take walkers back to

UMass after the walk.

3. Wafers should deposit their

contributed money at the Hamp-
shire National Bank in Amherst.

4. Questions? Call Ken - 253-7461

or Jay - 253-5897.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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ADVERTISE FREE

Western Massachusetts

Super U List

XCHANG
A New Ad Weekly

Articles For Sib

bf Private Owners

10 per cent of Advertised Price

only IF and WHEN you sell

10,000 ACTIVE Buyers

NO DEALER ADS

SPECIAL2WEEK OFFER
No Commission Charge 25

word limit —
Ads must be received before
Mon. noon, Nov. 1?

FAIR EXCHANGE
P.O Box J

N. Amherst, Mass. 01059

CALL 256 0236

Clip ?nd Mail

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM.

Personal acknowledgement: My thanks
and appreciation to Ruth Buchanan,
president of the Sydney Omarr Fan Club,
headquarters in Muncie, Indiana. Her
publication. "The Venturian," is a gem and
especially helpful to beginning students of
astrology For additional information,
write to "Venturian," P.O. Box 1282,

Muncie, Indiana 47305. You could be
opening the door to a fascinating study and
creative hobby That's true, even if you are
not a "fan."

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Contractual
and other obligations grab spotlight.
Climax of efforts is featured You will

handle more responsibility. One who failed
to grow with you may drift. Decision is

made. Don't feel problems can be swept
under proverbial rug.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Relative
may be overbearing Ride with tide Refuse
to upset yourself over trivials. Leo.
Aquarius persons may display tem-
perament Permit your own creative
abilities to surface Balance and humor are
now your twin allies. .

GEMINI (May 21-June 22): Financial
pressure is indicated But "relief" comes as
you move from under and get on top of
situation Skip the petty rise to potential
Unorthodox methods will achieve best
results Steer clear of long range money
commitment.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Don't be

afraid of test or challenge You will know
the answers. Persons who seem indifferent
will turn out to be friendly Relationship
that is explosive is also constructive in that
you learn and grow
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) : Delay may occur

due to illness of close associate Don't
panic Condition is but temporary Check
various details, options Aquarius. Leo,
Scorpio persons could be in picture
Decision is likely to be made behind the
scenes.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22): Older friend
may test you. even make demands Key is

to analyze Find reasons Someone is trying
to tell you something about valuables.

money Be open enough to listen and learn
But be open without being gullible.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) : Your intentions
may be fine but you may have to find new
procedures Family considerations move
into spotlight There are obligations which
must be met Know it and start planning
accordingly You are "reawakened."
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21): Avoid ten-

dency to see only as you wish. Accent
maturity, reality Pisces. Virgo persons
could be in picture You gain insights. You
get glimpse of what can be. Key now is to
line up program Do something about what
you know.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21): You

get involved. Member of opposite sex could
be in picture. What you do, you do all the
way Know it and make no idle promises.
Cancer, Capricorn individuals could figure
prominently. Money situation untangles
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): In-

volvement with Sagittanan could be on
agenda Accent is on settling up, resolving
money question You finish You leave an
old project and begin taking steps for future
adventure. Get going Momentum is on
your side

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Friendly
tip could result in profit. Take chance on
your judgment Give full play to creative
urge Leo might play important role
Remember health resolutions Don't tempt
fate Means get more rest and be aware
of nutritional requirements.
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) : You may be

reaching too far, too fast. One you wish to

impress needs affection more than flash
Message will be clarified Trust hunch You
learn and teach Cancer, Aquarius persons
could play prominent roles

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
direct, passionate, impulsive and capable
of organizing large groups This has been
one of your most significant months and
September should have been a key month
You will be more secure in December You
draw to you persons born under Aquarius.
I.#o and Scorpio You are an innovator and
do best in business for yourself.

Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp

f(©W& fCo.f>*rS

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Metal fastener

4 Boxing matches
9 Drink slowly

12 Nai e metal
13 Beginning
14 Macaw
15 Gossip
17 Golf club
19 Make lace

20 Keener
21 Tiller of boat

23 Concealed
24 Diplomacy
27 Compass point

28 Toll

29 Fond desires

30 Coniunction
31 Cover
32 Emerged

victorious

33 Sun god
34 North African

capital

36 Baker's product

37 Weight of India

38 Juncture

39 Temporary bed

40 Girl's nickname

41 Indian tent

43 Pale

44 Stopped
temporarily

46 Analyzes, as
sentence

49 Be mistaken

50 Ranted

52 Antlered
animal

53 Command to

horse

54 Jogs

55 Period of time

DOWN

1 Vessel

2 Man's name
3 Vex

4 Dart off

5 Number
6 Pronoun

7 Warm
8 Stupefy
9 Petty ruler

10 Anger
11 Equality

16 Scottish cap
18 Mountain

range in

Wyoming
20 Mend
21 Warms
22 Follow

23 Possessed
25 Goddess of

vegetation
26 Former

Russian rulers

28 Common
contraction

29 Garden tool

31 Citrus fruit

' (Pi.)

32 Intellect

35 Innate

character

Answer o Yesterday s 3uzzle

6 LA S s APS E
s EE T

T
H
E
E NEE O E O

E R N N T E L A
A M T o O T E S N E T
T AR 5 R 1 A T A C E
N A p S c L O

A
5^

T
E
E
T S

C u T E Is
P
A
A^ R O N S S e R 8 S
*l N O T E S R 1 L E

R A S| L E T T S E A R
e T N [R A 1 L sji R 1

s e RE N
e
eHl O S E N

s T|fi o T £ IE 1 ?
36 American

essayist

37 Perceived

through the

senses

39 Evergreen tree

40 Tavern

42 Saucy

43 Small lumps '

44 Wooden pin

45 Exist

46 Fondle

47 Guido's high

note

48 The firmament

5 1 Proceed

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 'J

UriiCS? .bq,n
cGivRRv

UMAX UJE NEED 15 A GOOD
OLD- FASHIONED OPEN-600K
TEST... I'M GOOD AT THOSE. ..

VOU TELL ME WHAT
dOOK TO OPEN, ANP
I'LL OPEN IT!!!

B. C by Johnny hart

>vV ^RANPfWHER L£PT \A£ ALL 1

TH6 REVENUES FROA HIS NATURAL
6A*S HOL-DIN6*S

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart

Mr rfc*J&£

U'13 mmmmm
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Notices—
AMATEUR RADIO:
Meeting tomorrow night in C.C. 909

at 6:30. Problems with Drane order,
bring suggestions for new equipment.

ALL VETS!:
Hearings during next 4 weeks to

revise and improve UMass coun-
seling and career planning
operations. Suggestions and
criticisms must be heard if revisions
are to fit your needs. Hearing
schedules posted throughout campus.

ANY VETERAN:
Looking for part time work please

contact John Petell at VA Office, 241

Whitmore.

ATTENTION ORCHARD HILLERS:
Anyone wishing to have an item

placed on the OHAG agenda, the
deadline is Wednesday evening.

BRIDGE PLAYERS:
Duplicate Bridge Play, C.C. 174 at

7. Come and let us know about
changes.

COLLOQUIUM:
Tomorrow at 11:45. The Dept. of

Comparative Literature is spon-
soring a colloquium on Aspects of the
Grotesque, 6th fir Lounge, Thompson
Tower

.

FREE:
In concert, Maggi Pierce,

traditional Irish singer, tomorrow, 8
p.m. in Public Health Auditorium,
Morrill Science Center. Reception
and Ceilidh following — in the S.U.
Colonial Lounge. All welcome.

HEYMAKERS
Lessons tonight, C.C. 113, 8 10 p.m.

J.O.E.:

Volunteers, meeting tomorrow,
6:30 in C.C. 173.

N.E.S. TUTORING:
There will be no tutoring tonight at

the North End Community Center.

SPECTRUM DEADLINE:
Is 11 17. Bring your fiction, poetry,

artwork, non-fiction, and
photography up to S.U. 407.

TCEA MAJORS:
Butterick Fashion Rep. needs your

help and ideas. Come to meeting in

Skinner 317, today at 4.

WMPIRG:
General meeting tonight at 7:30 ,n

the Duke's Room, S.U. All interested
students and faculty welcome.

FOUND.
Accidentally took Navy P. Coat

from C.C. Thurs. nite. If it is yours
call 545 2412 and ask for Steve in 224.

FOUND:
On Friday, 11 9 at Whitmore, a

small hiark and brown puppy, part

dachsund. Has collar with rabies
vaccine tag no fJOTi rail 6 7464.

FOUND:
Money found between chapel and

library Sun., 11-4. To claim and
describe call 546-8533.

LOST:
Army Field Jacket in the Bluewall.

Wish keys to be returned at Lost and
Found or call Dana 549 0899.

LOST:
A tan cap was lost in the C.C. or the

S.U. around 9 p.m., Friday. Please
call Mark 549 4514.

LOST.
Black wire rimmed glasses (eye

drop style) hard black case. Please
call 546 6536 early morning or late at
night. Thanks.

LOST:
Blue orange lined snorkel jacket

with gloves and glasses in pockets at
Worcester, Sat. night. Please return
to C.C. Lost and Found. Glasses
needed badly.

"Something for Everyone 99

the concent committee
presents

Two nights of Entertainment with

JOHN MAYALl

appearing on
Sunday, November 25

with

special guest artist

Bruce Springsteen# appearing on
Monday, November 26

with

special guest artist

Maria Muldaur

V

Hoths shows: 8:00 p.m. At Curry Hicks Cage

Tickets: $:$.50 Available at Student Union Lobby Counter

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Alpha Zeta Presents

Agricultural Speaker
As a part of its meeting tonight

the Fraternity of Alpha Zeta will be
presenting Dean Denison of the
Stockbridge School of Agriculture.
He will be speaking on "A Look at

the Future of Agriculture."
Alpha Zeta is the national

agricultural honor fraternity of the
College of Food and Natural

Resources. The goals of the
fraternity are service to the
community and the promotion of
agriculture.

In the future Alpha Zeta is

planning to present several career
symposiums of interest to majors
in the College of Food and Natural
Resources.

clogs

'for guys
& girls'

"Little Big Man"
with

DUSTIN HOFFMAN

Fri., NOV. 16 MAHAR AUD.

6:30 9:00 11:30

HELP WANTED
I

187 n- pleasant jt amherrt

( otlegian it looting far an Aitt.
Advertising Manager Job involves
supervising ad reps J, building advt
revenue Musi be an underclassmen,
wilfc car. A a genuine interest in
newspaper advt. Experience in
marketing A graphics helpful but not
essential. Hill have to work hard for
small pa\ but the rewards in ex-
perieme will be invaluable Person
hired will be trained to become the
advertising manager for next year.
Kor details and information see Brent
Wilkes at the t ollegian Office

HELP WANTED

I nwed mother desires adoption of two
children One male and one female, both
tiger angora Hill deliver if necessary
(all rU-MAM.

tfll-13

MDC CLASSIFIEDS SERVICES ENTERTAINMENT

PERSONAL

• ( oil t anada ski trip - I days. :i mtes
Hotel, breakfast, dinner Transportation
\prrs ski party, all for SH.V Jan. 22-25 H
Haggins Travel. 256-41116

If 1 1-15

(.el a dale, meet new people, friends for
lun or serious relation Write Hox l«l
Hartley M \ MSM,

trn-ia

Poster Stutters for Hampshire Count v

area ( at is preferable hut not necessary
(all Dave I- or rridav and Hal OMCM

rind out what coming out is all about,
see the pla\ direct from Hoston Nov. |«
and 17. Hon ester Inning ( om minis 4 ini

i' m
aftMl

(.oing home for Intercession? I'll uke
nx er v our job w hiie v ou re aw ay and giv e it

back when vou return. Kd Major Julie 617-
MMBM,

If 1 1 15

Mit-iitiim Datsun owners. I perform
all phases of major and minor
maintenance and repairs »n Datsun at
less than •, dealership price I have
over S.UNM in equipment I vrars
automotive experience | aj wn iih
Here at a Datsun Dealership
specializing in Datsun Tele. MMSM
Hussell Baca

tri lis

Mark it on your calendar — INDIA
NM.IIT on Nov I M. Sunday. 7:3a p.m..
( ( \ud. Knjoy classical, folk dan-
ces, music and a lot more, plus
authentic Indian snacks after show.
\dm ll. Tickets at C.C. Concourse.
Kor more Information call Vijay
Arora. Sec. LA.. 5-MI2. Don t miss it!

You will like it.

Ifll-ll

Waitresses. Doormen appl> in person
Timothv s Spirits Company. :» John St
IM yoke. HHM,

tfll-13

Hull lime for Book A Record Store
\pplv in person on Nov . H. t. la at Sound
sope Mountain I- army Mall. Iladley Rt 9.

IfIMl

Need a ban to get Mm thru s< bajaj
'

llllH In vlllilv while working ue might
have what vou are ItMikiiig lor Night
viiililiu .,| Howard Johnsons \|..|,„

I adbjr, Hartley M USs Must he at
.in. Hi «nh ligurcs IMease BjaadJ) in

IHISIHI

tfn I

:

I litre ( I* \\ lean, how to prepare lor the
t P \ r vain Becker ( P \ Rev iew ( ourse
t all iiHI.rl 1,17 > 16 HIM

aftMS

Derenl male seeks sensuous female to
g<l together Write Tom > «• Boy m
\ in heist

___ tfll-13

l<> Kathv and Casey — happy bir-
thday is >. and best of luck always from all

\our old .'s Know lion buddies.

Ifll-ll

iii. ,.ii„s rarv \ t credit mtotkmnr
IMnsus MMI \„ ,„,.,„, \m(.

,, ,-
,, vs

III Nov I.' Dei n. I all Prof Guver .IV
"•• :

; I »i rlel.iils

till II

( offee w ith :i sugars — I miss v ou . Plain
Tea.

tfn it

I Urn .1 Happy Birthday . Kllen .1. Ilappv

Birthday, Kllen .1 Happy Birthday. Kllen

I Happy Birthday. Kllen J. Happy Bir

today . love \lw\ I'aul.

tfll-13

TRAVEL

Photos — passports, visas. etc.. IK hour
service! Sires and number negotiable.
13. Wl minimum Call Steve a t Mb* Ha.

tfn :n

!<«•-.,. >,.|> thousands of Iopus. |2...
tier page s.ml tl lor mail order catalog.
Research assistance, inc. inn Hilshire
Bly«l Suite 2. |. V. (alif Mots

If 1 2- 1

2

Berkshire Kasl Roster Contest.
Priie* are: 1st prise • a to » rek
season's pass at Berkshire: 2nd priie
is a weekend pass: .Trd priie is a day
pass Rules are: siie I8"»24". leave
l"xl" np,,.,. ^ upper -left corner. Ski
related design. Leave lots of room for
eyent. date, place. Bring to Mahar
Km 2k at I p.m. Hill be judged Dec. I

A \n«l Snow dance at 9 p.m.
ATI 1-17

rriendly couple want to share
hahy sitting load vy ith another < »„ r k\As are
22 and 7 months old I els cooperate (all
MI-XS7I.

If II II

,
'
, "»' « ' Wanted lot lor a|

theatre rumpley \| llM ,,„,. Mj|ss
npeiiloi s | „,.„„,. ,„„„, |MX ii||d

•iinur l.enelits p „,. ))i|(N

.m.iiI.iI.i. i .id i lm Mrrra .h MHH3I
• flit-.

Want to he a judge"
student I ninn \S \l"

\pply in Room J2H

•-'iiig by air' let us handle your pre
High!. inflight and post flight
arrangements at no cost to you (all
..i minis rep 2Vt-:ttB2 eyenings

DM

TO SUBLET

I bedroom apt at Brandy wine. I

Irom I M on bus Rte |ar „,. rmv ( pn , ri||
\/( W/W carpeting Jan. I • \ug :|| (an
I. nil .111- NIK

aftMl

l\|Miirnii-d He. (i.inir and electrical
i .pairs Reasonable rates, (all 5IS-Z»g
Mark It:, or Rill tin Keep trying

aftMl

(>et a ksad off your mind, true k lor hire.
( all (.ary or Joyce. 25fi-*:i7».

tf 1 1-21

IflMI

Carl or full time clerical or research
work for inlersession. experienced,
references, own transportation, (all
D.niii.1 Mir.-t it?

Ifll-CI

little Big Man is coming Kri Nov |«
Mahar «::w. • mi A ll:3t.

tfll-M

Solid i .old memories as I spin your
iayorite disks for your dancing pleasure.
( all Boogie Bob at 5:HMH>75 today for info.

tf 11-15

Winter Outdoor living Skills and
Whitewater ( anoeing r nurses offered by
III Viturr I ah I liyerw campus and have
into llllli,

lfll-21

HELP WANTED

sI'KKD IMMsl s

In Wan' at t ollegian I'nntei
« top in to la m

( .lilt harl'illc

i . 1 1 i.o.:~ auwi

I < »H ( anaila ski Trip I days. | niles
''

' ''l>'sl din lianspi. .,„i,-s ski party
•II loi Is;, Jan. .......;. B Baggins Irayel
- •••hi ll.

If 1 1 2«

I inn 1M |M-i inn S»nd t M lor your
own ama/ingly profitable part time
employ mint business Test it with a
ini.nix hark guaranteed during the
lirsl m.laxs \t | KIRST National
llesmiie Seryi.e |»|| Box 1 1|5.

I'rniia Illinois MM
tlni:

typing - dissertations, theses, term
papers etc. Kasl. accurate, references
IBM Sclectric. low rales (all Tom 54«J
IIK5. pref. eyenings

tfll-13

Your kind of music played the way you
like it I produce record hops that vou will
truely enjoy (all Steve the DJ at I17-M42.

aftMl

ROOMS FOR RENT
( entral \rea ( ounseling (enter. B-2

(.oruian MMM wants to help vou find
direction, self-confidence, etc. Info
aplenty . come' !

tru-m

aJtSSr b> rran««,
»"«'nl. free parking

W or see Duncan at Mi 1J, Pleasant.

tfll-IH
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UMass-Freiburg: Good Program, Nice View
If during these blustery

November days, you miss the

bustle of a lively university

town, you should look into the

possibility of spending the

next academic year in

Freiburg, Germany. Or you
might spend next summer in

the summer Freiburg
Program. The Freiburg year
program offers to students the

opportunity to enroll as regular
students of the University of

Freiburg.

The fall semester in

Freiburg starts about October
15 and ends February 15, while
the spring term is somewhat
shorter, lasting from mid April

to early July. Life in Freiburg
is largely clustered around the

university, with its contingent
of 12,000 students, of whom
nearly one thousand are non-
German.
The town offers many

cultural diversions: frequent

concerts, two repretory

theaters, several museums and
about a dozen cinemas, but it is

probably the 'genius loci' that
adds most to the charm of
Freiburg. The town is nestled
against the mountains of the
Black Forest and within a few
miles of the center, thanks to a
cable car, one can be several
thousand feet above sea level
and enjoy a magnificent Alpine
panorama. There is excellent
skiing less than an hour's drive
away -and rates are
remarkably low.

German students are among
the friendliest in Europe and
there is very little anti-
American feeling in this most
Americanized of western
countries. Living conditions
are comfortable, public
transportation is excellent and
there are close to one hundred
restaurants in town offering a
wide choice of succulent
menus.
Although the Freiburg

Coin Labs
Students interested in taking

COINS 101: PLEASE SIGN UP
FOR 1 EVEN AND 1 ODD-
NUMBERED LAB SECTION
when you register. TWO LAB
SECTIONS ARE PART OF
THIS COURSE!

Program is not restricted to

students concentrating in

German language and
liturature, the University of

Freiburg requires all foreign
students to pass its language
proficiency test. During the
current spring semester the
German Department will offer

a three credit Freiburg
Preparatory Course to enable
students to gain more
proficiency in German. The
Freiburg Program begins next
September with a several week
orientation program which
also stresses the German
language. Courses offered
during the year program in-

clude the social sciences, arts

and humanities, including
comparative liturature,
political science, philosophy,

history, music, English,
economics, and German
language and literature.

Scholarships are available to

outstanding students, and

Fulbright scholarships may be
applied to participate in the
Freiburg program. University
of Massachusetts un-
dergraduate students who
receive financial aid may
apply it towards their expenses
in Freiburg.

The estimated $2,600 cost

includes round-trip travel,
room and board, tuition and
fees. Not included are books.

travel within Europe and
miscellaneous fees. Ap-
plications and additional in-

formation are available from
Mrs. Jean Shepard, In-

ternational Programs Office,

Whitmore Administration
Building. For information on
the summer program contact
Professor Frank Hugus in the
German Department, Herter
Hall.

The Lighthouse
Featuring fresh cooked seafood at low prices. Thrill to selecting
vour own lobster in our pond, or take home fresh seafood

Fish & Chips 99 c

ALSO TAKE OUT SERVICE
Rle. 1 18 Sunderland, on the Amherst town line. Tel. 549-6662.

Mister Donut

never knows

when to quit.

<
he's open 24 hrs. per dav)

g
Alt. harms

Mall

Rt.!l

i KussellSt.)

HAOI.KY

mister
DoioujL

Television Tonight
S:M ENSIGN OTOOLE 1 1B>

HOGWS IIKROKS -Information.
Please " (22)

MISTKRrUXiKKS \KI(.IIBOKll(M)l)

(24) (57)

BKVKKIA III! I Ml I III The Ghost Of

Clampett " (30)

GOMEM PYI.K. 'You Bet Your Won
Ton." (40)

5:3© THE RK.M. MctOYS Lost and
Found (18)

THK l.KY SHOW "Lucy and the

Monkey " (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

HOGWS IIKROKS "The Battle Of

Stalag 13 " (30)

NKWS. WEATHKR. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPKMNG I'PDATK (3)

6:0(1 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SI»Y "The Spy Business ." <18)

MAKING THINGS WORK (24)

PETTUOAT JUNCTION Dear
Minerva " (27)

TO TELL THK TRl'TH Garry Moore,

host (30)

WILD WILD WKST Night Of the Dan
cing Death." (40)

ZOOM! (57)

6:30 NKWS (3) (22) (30)

\H< EVENING NKWS (8)

CAFTUME (27)

l.Ol IS LYONS: NKWS AND COMMENT
(57)

7 110 I NTAMKD WORLD Bighorn Sheep"
13)

TRl'TH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob

Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKK SHOW "The Talented
Neighborhood." (18)

NKWS. WKATHKR. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOl R ft TIRK IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "War Of the Planets " (27)

ABC EVENING NKWS (40)

THK REPORTER! 57)

7:im OZZIK-S GIRLS "Harriet Leaves
Home " (3)

LKT-S MARK A DKAL Monty Hall, host
(30)

GREEN ACRKS "Horse'' What Horse."
(18)

THK FOURTH KSTATK (24)

TREASURE HINT Geoff Edwards, host
(30)

DRAGNET (40)

THK OPEN DOOR (57)

K:oo MAUDE (3)

NKW TEMPERATURES RISING
"Gonna Getcha." (8) (40)

CAN YOl TOP THIS? (18)

SNOOPY DIRKCTS THK l( K KOLI.IKS
(22) (30)

RKDDICK (24) (57)

k::mi HAWAII KIVK-O "A Bullet for El
Diablo " (3)

MOVIE "The Cowboys." (8) (40)

TOWARDS THK TEAR 2000 1 18)

S:00 THK 7(Ml (Ll B (18)

THK BOB HOPK SPECIAL (22) (30)

BORIS KARI.OKK PRESENTS
THRILLER Yours Truly. Jack the Rip
per " (27)

9:3ii HAWKINS "A Life For A Life " (3)

TONIGHT
OFF THE WAIL at 7 20 p.m.
Marty Waters talks with Stan Rosenberg of the Arts Extension Office
> ou can call in questions and comments at 545-2876

THK WOMAN'S SHOW at 8:00 p.m.

I u'u,'
K
v

,S S
!l

0W fea,ures an 'nterv.ew with Dinah Vapnn. formerly ofM WBCN in Boston |

tk TOMORROW NIGHT
OFF THK HOOK at 7:20 p.m.
Another wide open telephone forum hosted hv An Cohen

GAY BRKAK at 8:00 p.m.
Another evening of humor and pathos from your friends at the Student
llomophile League For people of every persuasion'

WMUfl
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

VJ

aaaaa^ Ww

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

S & I. Camera Imports has new
cameras. Irnsrs & other photo equip, at

- 1. r sherl prices Full warranty, all makes
.nut models. Call Ken. S-HT.'l

MDC CLASSIFIEDS ROOMMATE WANTED INSTRUCTION

in 1 Ml

L ive ( hrist mas trees, select and tag
nou . any sue 1611 1 Hlimiak. 133 Bav
Hi. . Dudley

.

tf 2-12

IK IimiI I ipi lor sale — made hy

Hnmadic's Tipis 1 1 M. coyer. Ill M
canyas liner, door flap and poles. Si.Mi

(all Ion KMMS.
tfll-ll

Man u heels

for G \l. cars.

— I-II" ml. chrome
rrisl S Kill, sell for Sill

wheels
K-I.VIM.

tfll-15

Ml in Mark 1

used, no liinrl

ii'.isoii.ilily 1

1 skis, brand new neyei lo-rn

llilt holes ISfl '• Model pi i< erl

all Man at EMMM8 eyenings

IflMI

(.tiil.ii Moss in. i ll li siring: RKAI
KiiscwimmI MalinKitcck. I lion \ Ko.inl

I si-rl i, mo id. ill Sli.'ii sell for MM. in< I

hiirdshr-ll rasr ( .ill ;ii'i Hit.'

IflMI

Bus: MM while motor school bus
slightly remodeled, excellent condition.
frill t all •,:'7-:i7:i7 all. .» p.m.

HIMR
Head skis 6' H" with marker bindings.

I adomolile Sin hoots. Scigt poles :i'; need
S make me an offer (all MMM after 5.

lfll-16

ror sale — Good in speed bicycle. Want
S-mi t all MMRS, \sk for Dave.

tfll-15

Kenwood Iteiejyer KR-77. mint condition
II watts It M»s pet . h.nun I excellent tuner
seilion f all Rich K-MHMI. Let it ring, must
sell.

tfll-ll

(•real Dane puppies for sale. A.K.C.
Hen . males A females. «l wks old Very
le.isonahly priced, (all M4-MM,

till II

AUTO FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

«!l Toyota Corona, rebuilt engine, many
new pts Mulfler. tires etc Good running
tnnd. Body is fair to good 1750. Call Jon
MMSM,

lfll-16

•ix Dart conv.. 6 cyl. new innards, fine
machine, needs loy ( . St Ml or BMW.

tfll-15

I'M* Packard. kinmI running condition,
sli.ugh! - n with oyerdriye. interior good
otilside fair Good tires, new battery :.lt;

KliHN

lfll-15

.' male Kng. grad students want mature
hip m I to share :i bedroom apt. in

Amhersl. old house. 167 plus. 253-5275.

tfll-15

Need mature female roommate for Dec.
I or Jan. I. Own room. ( liffside on bus
route, mainly furnished. SK5. per mo. in-

cludes utilities. MMSM.
tfll-16

Wauled I-'finale lo apartment hum with
lor Jan I ( all Linda alter ti p in HM7tt

till It,

Kemale to share I bdrm I'tesideiiti:!!
apt. bfKinning Jan Semi furnished. SxT.n

- moil
.
mil utilities t all "• 111- 1 163.

lfll-16

Phy su s lor MMcMtm majors : 100-
World Beyond Our Senses: I00A-I00 In
AJNMMH 115-Physics of Music: 117-
Nuclear Knergy & | (t Social
(hallenge: UN-Quantum Worlds: 122-
• onrepts of Physics, 2; I -M Problems
inl'hysics. i:w-Physics for Klem Kd
Majors, m SpP, ial Problems. Details

see iniirse description guide or
inquire in llashrnuck 110.

lfll-16

WANTED

\tislin llealey. UMHi. fiiiii. fully restored
( all MMM

tfn n

I he \t tns Bare \ I iredil Minironise
I'lnirs i'Mi|l No pt ftri, \HH 11:1.1. II \>

IIS, Nov I.'Dec 12 (
'all Prof, (.ityer. ril.i-

n'll I lor details

till II

I'lTn \ W stimool fvirllftit mfcliann.il
iniiililion Hist offri. neerl to sell lit ruse
teMilMil f all il'im.iH. after fiye thirty

till II

Mobile home - J In drmim on nice lot. Ill

miles avail, now oi :»nd semester. II.IM.
( all MMWH. except wei-kfnds

tfll-13

Snow tires - J tisrd 7 l.xll. studdfd. I

ply nylon. General winlrr ileal sip." —
bfst offer omi S2n Call HMMt,

Ifll-ll

For sale — alio saxophone. IfMi cello.

ItlMl .-.Hl-ii27'i aslr for lorn.

IflMI

s>ki eiiuipnieni - olMtipia like new
limits ,iutl raik. si/r hi. clip style carrier
ami poles. For information tall .*iH6-t:t6K

IflMI

Dodge (oronel. 1MB, .'71. std trans,
good tires, new battery, starter,
generator, exhaust, runs very well, and is

dependable \sking S37.V ( all ."iltl-.l66»

(fill:,

ItiiiN ( hevelle Malibu ps. p.b.. \ -H

aulo.. excel, rondition. selling for new car.
( all Dan. MMBB, leave number, keep
Irving

tfll-ll

I'M,) Ilm, K Skylark, good iiindition. 1 125.

P.uil ( olf. Ill MIT, llampshirf ( ollege.

Ifll II

|MU Mustang. giHMl nmning iiindition.

slirkei. hesl oflet ( all .'illi-l(H7 or .'il.V

i>\."> \shvin

tfn 1

1

(•arage lo store small car for winter
months or into about one Call .VI9-I263. Kd
( link

tfll II

N.K.S needs an.v kind of scrap material
i labile i lor kids' collages. Bring your
snaps to MM Student I nion before
I hurs.. Nov 15.

tfll-ll

Medical technologist or equivalent for

p.nl time position Hours .'in p in to 1 1 mi

pill weekends (all 113-771-3111, Ml. MOT
:s

tfll-16

2 b.r. apt to share Private room, no
deposit S inn mn all util incl. (all "BMBM
\vail Dei I - le.ise to May .

tfll-16

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1*711 B3M Honda. I.ikmi miles, cosmetic
Maws, mint merhanical condition. .">»<»-

1173. keep trying. SMNi firm.

tfll-13

7MI Honda. I inch over lubes, r tistoni
paint, many extras, must be seen. S I. ."inn or
best offer Phone IBMMI evenings

tfll-16

t pper division Physics courses for
Biological and Physical Science
majors: 30l-( n.icepls of Modern
Phvsns :tl<l electronic In-
strumentation iLti Radiation Physics
A Nuclear Medicine: 3N6-Special
Problems. I'll Seminar on Molecular
Bio-Physics. For details, see course
description guide or inquire in

llashrnuck 110.

tfll-16

APARTMENT FOR RENT

I hed loom in I bedroom apt., spring
semester only, no lease required. SHO per
month, utilities paid, (all HMMt. I may
even let you use my waterbed!

tfll-13

FOR RENT

\pl for one - Ulbl imm. Ig brm sm
kit lull bath, storage, pkg. L'L'li \
Pleasant. :• nd ll of Ig house All utl incl
1141. MB-37M, MM74I.

tfll-ll

FREE

LOST

' IflMI
1 oi ile — I'i7u ( hevelle. 1 speed BR,

lluisl shiflft . teasonahle Phone IM IMI
Ifll-ll

IMi Bairaiiida. smashed Iront end. M
1 speed Mallotv disti iliulni nr-vv stattet

motor SJ.'.'i takes it Sandv ".M Jni'i

till ll. MM \W Beetle, low mileage, verv gimrl

ItiWi t ullass Supr ^.s. ph.. very gm>d
nindilinn (all :iii7-J77l

tfl 1 li,

londttion ( all ', I'l-i.'i ll

till II

I lost mv drivers license Please bring In

the I ollegian. to Pedro Hernandez
IflMI

Black and white rat in (he vicinity of

Biillativ Manor Please tall RMBM if

(oiind

tflMl

We have In give away attractive female
cat that is pregnant. Very gentle, tri-

r rilorr-d needs warm home and (nod I all

MMSM.
tfll-13

HUM needs a friend. Give your playful
kitten a plav mate Stat is a white & ui MMM
Persian :t mns. old. affectionate. Julie 617-

III IBM.

tfl 1/14

tiara* spare, central \mherst Safe
and inexpensive I > 11 Jones MMM*.

tfll-M

RIDER WANTED

From Boston (Brighton) to Amherst.
Leave every Monday at 7:30p.m. (all .il'i-
013.-1 or I1I7-7H2-HHH.

tfn it
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Raiders Accused Of
"Dirty Tricks"
PITTSBURGH <AP) - The

Pittsburgh Steelers said Monday
they had asked the National

Football League office to look into

possible "dirty tricks" played on

them in Sunday's 17-9 win over the

Oakland Raiders.

Steeler Vice President Dan
Rooney outlined the following

allegations made by his coaches

and players:

—That there were unexplained

lags in the official clock, including

one which helped Oakland kick a

field goal on the last play of the

first half.

—That Raider offensive linemen

had a greasy substance smeared
on the tops of their shoulders,

making them difficult to grab.

—That a partially deflated ball

was handed to Steeler center Ray
Mansfield before a field goal at-

tempt, though Mansfield refused to

use it.

CFL Runs
Out Of Balls
TORONTO (AP) - When Johnny

Rodgers joyously threw the

football into the crowd Sunday
after scoring a touchdown, he

probably didn't think his action

would bring a premature end to an

Eastern Football Conference
semifinal playoff game.
With 13 seconds left in the

overtime, Rodgers caught a pass

from George Mira in the Toronto
Argonauts' end zone, giving the

Montreal Alouettes a 32-10 lead.

The clubs lined up for the con-

version attempt, but officials

discovered there was no ball to

kick. The one Rodgers threw into

the stands was the last one
available.

So the game had to be called.

Greg Fulton of the Canadian
Football League said six new balls

are supplied for each game, and in

the Montreal -Toronto game they'd

all been used.

—That an obscenity was printed

in ink on the strings of another ball

handed Mansfield.

"I talked this morning with Art

McNally, supervisor of officials,

and I informed him of the

situation," Rooney said.

"We're not saying this as a

matter for forfeit, because we won.

All we're really doing is trying to

improve our game."
Steeler Coach Chuck Noll was

particularly miffed by the

allegedly slow clock, which was the

responsibility of the league
timekeeper at the game.
"There were 12 seconds left in

the second quarter when Raider
quarterback Daryle Lamonica
threw a pass to wide receiver Mike
Siani and he was tackled in the

middle of the field at the 16-yard

line," Noll said.

"We thought time had run out,

but the clock was stopped on a

supposed time-out," he added.

"We didn't see anybody on the field

call it, and if it was called from the

bench it was illegal."

Steeler defensive tackle Joe
Greene complained to officials

during the game about the alleged

greasy jerseys.

Aaron To Wed
ATLANTA (AP) - Baseball star

Hank Aaron and his fiancee, Billye

Williams, were to be married
today in Jamaica in a private
ceremony.
Aaron, 39, who needs only one

home run to tie the legendary Babe
Ruth's career record of 714
homers, flew with Mrs. Williams,
33, an Atlanta television per-

sonality, to Jamaica over the
weekend.
Aaron, who is divorced, has two

sons and two daughters. Mrs.
Williams is the widow of the Rev.
Samuel Williams, a well-known
Atlanta minister and civil rights

leader They have one daughter, 6-

year-old Deidre.

I \V Wirpphoto)

Mack Herron blurs past a fallen Jet defender in one of his dazzling punt returns. The kick returns of

the miniature Patriot back was one of the few bright spots of the day as the Pats were lambasted by their

New York foes.

Can't Anybody Here Play This Game?
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Why

does Swarthmore College keep
playing football?

The team has won only one game
in two years - and that was a 2-0

forfeit victory over Haverford,
which had dropped the sport. And
this year, seven opponents have
racked up 313 points to just 39 for

Swarthmore.
Swarthmore has only 1,200

students, half of them men. This
year it fielded a team with only 30

players, but that was up from 23

last year. There are no scholar-

ships, no special privileges for the

players and not much glory in a

team that sets records only in

How The Pros Stand
National Football League NBA

Eastern Division AMERICAN CONFERENCE EASTERN CONFERENCE
W L T Pet. Eastern Division Atlantic Division

Dallas 6 3 .667 W L T Pet. W L Pet GB
BOSTON 10 3 .769 —
New York 8 7 .533 3

Buffalo 6 10 .375 5%
Phila. 4 9 .308 6

Washington 6 3 .667

Philadelphia 3 9 I .389

St. Louis 3 S 1 .389

N.Y. Giants I 7 1 .167

Miami 8 1 .889

Buffalo ... 5 4 .556

N.Y. Jets .360 .333

Baltmiore .270 .222

Central Division New England 2 7 .222
Central Division

Minnesota . .9 1.000 Central Division W L Pet GB
Green Bay 3 4 2 .444 Pittsburgh 8 1 .889 Atlanta 9 6 .600 —
Detroit 3 5 1 .389 Cleveland .5 3 1 .611 Capital 7 6 .538 1

Chicago ...3 5 .375 Cincinnati .5 4 .556 Cleveland 4 12 .333 5

Western Division Houston ...1 8 .111> Houston 4 11 .267 5

Los Angeles 7 2 .778 Western Division WESTERN CONFERENCE
Atlanta . ...6 3 .667 Oakland ...5 3 1 .611 Midwest Division
New Orleans 4 5 .444 Kansas City 4 3 1 .563 W L Pet GB

Milwaukee 14 I .933 —San Francisco 3 6 .333 Denver 4 3 2 .556

San Diego . 1 7 1 .167
Chicago 12 2 .857 1%
Detroit 9 6 .600 5

KC-Omaha 5 10 .333 9

NHL WHA Pacific Division

W L Pet GB
Los Any. 9 fi .600 —

East Division
East Division Portland 7 H .583 %

W I. TPT«~,rGA

BOSTON 10 4 1 21 68 45
W 1. TPHGFGA

NEW LN'G. fi 1 19 61 47

Golden St. 7 8 .583 4
Seattle S 11 .313 4' 2

Montreal 8 4 2 18 41 32

Buffalo 8 S 1 17 47 40
Quebec 9 8 1 19 67 59 Phoenix 2 12 .143 I*

Toronto « S 4 16 52 38

Ranger.« 8 fi 3 13 45 ?~

Vancouver > fi 111 32 3fi

Cntcafo 8 4 1 17 51 11

Cleveland 7 4 2 16 50 44

Toronto 5 10 3 13 58 87

New York 9 10 2 12 3871
ABA

Islanders -' » 7 II 31 42 EASTERN DIVISION
Detroit 4 ') i 9 43 63 West Division Kentucky 12 2 .857

West Di\ision W t, TPlCfCA Carolina 12 5 .706 Itt

ft l 1 P'«G* l.

A

Edmonton 12 1 24 64 34 Memphis 5 9 .357 7

Phila. 10 .") 204621 Minnesota 8 5 1 17 54 40 Virginia 4 9 .308 7' 2

Atlanta 7 3 4 18 40 32 Winnipeg 6 7 2 14 51 52 New York 4 10 .286 8

•Chicago 4 4 5 13 33 23 Houston 6 4 11 3 47 32 WESTERN DIVISION

St. Louis 5 5 3 13 34 32 Los Angeles 5 1 1 10 42 61 Utan 8 6 .571

*Los Ang. 5 7 2 12 37 46 Vancouver 3 13 6 41 76 Indiana 7 g 533 4
Pittsburgh 4 6 3 11 32 54

Minnesota 2 6 6 10 36 47

California 4 9 1 9 34 56

Denver 7 6 538 *
San Antonio

8 10 444 2

San Diego* 5 9 357 3

fumbles lost.

But Swarthmore plays football

for the fun, not the glory, and even
in defeat is able to salvage some
joy.

There is the problem of prac-

tices. Football players are ex-

pected to attend all their classes

and must sandwich their playing

time between the end of classes

and dinner.

"It's always close to 5 p.m. by
the time we get started practicing

and we have to be done by 6:30

because the kids have to get to the

cafeteria by 7 before the food line

closes," Coach Millard Robinson
says.

Turnout at practice is also a

major question, according to

Robinson. "Last Tuesday we had
our best practice. It was the first

time all year we have had two left

halfbacks at the same practice.

Some of the teams Swarthmore
plays-mostly other small colleges-

seem to take special delight in

heaping humiliation on the team.
"We were playing at Johns
Hopkins," recalls Robinson, "and
they were leading something like

50-7 and with 20 seconds left in the

game they took timeout to stop the

clock so they could score another
touchdown. Then they tried an
onside kick with about 10 seconds
left."

What is surprising is the support
the team receives from the school

and many alumni.
"In the middle of the season,"

the coach says, "we even had two
more students come out for the

team. "Maybe it sounds corny, but

this is what football should be
about."

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except during league play)

m \Mmm fast delivery ohahy or out*
miaous pizzas orc subs call the Ipftrcv,

TOwnw.

Ruggers Take
Pair From Tough
MIT Squads

By WADIE It \ I mi
The UMass Rugby team closed

out its home season on a winning
note this past Saturday as they
beat MIT, by scores of 7-0 and 10-4,

in what may have been the two
roughest games of the year. Both
squads played an excellent quality
of rugby, relying mostly on their
defensive prowess, however
UMass displayed a better and
more-disciplined offense.

The "A" team, in registering its

second consecutive shutout played
brilliantly. The backfield, with
some fine passes, moved the ball

upfield very easily on numerous
occasions, while the forwards
played their typically aggressive
gamewhich also featured some
fine running. Fly-half Brian Kane
got them going with a penalty kick
to give the ruggers a three point
lead after a scoreless first half, and
All-New England scrum -half Larry
Tebo iced the win with a try in the
same half.

The "B" team, after surviving a
threat by MIT very early in the
game, engineered a drive which
propelled them into a 3-0 lead, on a
peanlty kick by Al Solish. They
padded their lead to seven points
as scrum -half Paul Micheli scored
his first try of the season on a fine
ten-yard "Keeper" up the middle.
The most impressive part of this 7-

half-time lead, however, was that
UMass was forced to play one man
short for the entire half due to an
injury to their fly-half The slack
was taken up by the forwards, who
played a very fine game, not only
moving the ball upfield, but. more
importantly, keeping MIT from
marching toward the UMass end.
Al Solish connected for another
penalty kick late in the second half
to account for the UMass scoring.
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(SUf( t*hoto-Stt\e Kugglrsi
bar? Mika is about to be tackled by a Catamount defender in this
photo flashback to the Wind Bowl of just over a week ago. The
Minutemen close out their Yankee Conference schedule against New
Hampshire, this Saturday.

Artificial Turf Decried

So, the UMass Rugby team, in
closing out its home season with
two impressive wins, upped its

record to 11-8, and winds up its

season next Saturday with two
games against Boston College.
Game time at Boston will be 1 p.m.

By TOM SEPPY
Associated Press Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - John

Brodie of the San Francisco 49ers
said Monday artificial turf gets too
hot. Brig Owens of the Washington
Redskins said it causes too many
injuries.

In fact, leaders of the National
Football League Players
Association say most of the pro
players don't like it.

The players' union held a one-
day conference Monday in order,
according to NFLPA President Bill

Curry of the Houston Oilers, to put
the focus on the dangers of syn-
thetic turf. The association had
apeakers who gave talks on
alternatives to artificial grass.
The basic complaint voiced by

the players was that the hardness
and the heat increases the
probability of injury. "It's like
playing on a concrete yard," said
Keating.
Brodie said Roman Gabriel,

Last Gasp Awards

when with Los Angeles, fell down
without being hit and knocked
himself out. Owens said the same
thing happened to Leroy Kelly of
the Cleveland Browns.

Brodie also said he played in

Miami against the Dolphins in the
opening game of the season and
suffered heat prostration during
the first half.

"I put a towel on my head and
didn't play the second half," he
said. "A coach talked to me in the
third quarter. He was doing a
dance on the turf because it was so
hot and asked me if I could go in for
a few plays. I had to laugh."
Brodie said at least six 49ers

suffered from heat prostration
because the temperature hit 120
degrees on the field.

"They had to have people
standing up on the plane because
six of us had to lay down on the
way home," he said. "I'd hate to

see that repeated, because we
might lose a couple of guys."
Curry said the conference was

not held as a self-serving
mechanism for the some 1,300 pro
players who are members of the
association, but "for the more than
a million kids who play on the stuff
in colleges and high schools.

"It's not a pleasant thing to go
through," he said, pointing to his
broken leg. "I certainly wouldn't
want a 13-year-old kid to go
through what I had to go through."

By MILLER t'.WIAZCOGY
Since the UMass football season ended three weeks ago ( lets face it if

you blow the Beanpot there's not much to look forward to) I think it's
appropriate that the first annual Last Gasp Awards be presented
THE dick CUMMINGS STEEL HELMET This award is given in

honor of the player who most often used his head to advance UMass
football This year it goes to Peil Pennington. Anyone who gets hurt as
often as Peil deserves some extra protection.
THE VK PUNA LEAD PLAYBOOK Fusia became a UMass legend

(luring the Landry era for his exciting and innovative playmaking Fusia
always outdid himself against the B.C. Eagles when he repeatedly in-
structed his team to punt on third and long yardage. This year the award
goes to Coach MacPherson who ordered Bob Wolfe to run 30-yards
laterally to kill the half-time clock in the Harvard game Inspite of this A A J
inspiring strategy, the UMass team rolled over even more in the second Are Announced
half, giving the Crimson a 24-7 win.
THE PAUL METAL LO MERCURY SLIPPERS Goes to Bob Wolfe,

whose 30-yard lateral run with five Harvard linemen close behind was the
fastest thing in the UMass backfield.
THE CONNIE COED CHEERLEADER AWARD Given to the fastest

girl in the UMass locker room -the one who keeps morale up. No recipient
this year.

THE SILVER SIEVE This year six sieves are awarded to the entire
UMass offensive line which had more leaks than twenty-two winoes
THE DUCK, CHARLIE. HERE HE COMES AGAIN AWARD Goes to

Earl Brown. Earl's aggressive play in the UMass secondary was a
pleasure to watch this year
THE TWENTY-THREE-SECOND STOP WATCH Four watches go to

the home game officials who constantly penalize UMass for delay of
game. What goes on in those huddles, guys?
THE PAT KEENAN RUSTY RAZOR BLADE Goes to the UMass

player who incites the opposition by underhanded tactics. This year's
recipient is Andy Dutkanicz. who almost brought 20,000 Cambridge
residents onto the field by refusing a helping hand by a Harvard player
after his punt was blocked.
THE EDGAR CAYCE NEVER-SAY-DIE CLIP-ON MEDALLION

Awarded annually to the Collegian sports writer who gets lost in his own
fantasy world. Marty Kelley is the sole recipient for dreaming of the
Boardwalk Bowl after losses to Holy Cross and Harvard.
THE WHICH WAY DID-HE-GO WOODEN ROADMAP Goes to the

UMass team that let Molly McGee run 35-yards for a Rhode Island
winning touchdown.
THE STEVE SOU BERT EXTRA STEP AWARD. A concrete step

left over from the construction of the Campus Center will be placed on
Tim Berra's front lawn. This is something Tim never had on his deep
patterns

New England

Soccer Pairings

Bridgeport drew the number one
seed, and UConn grabbed the
second spot in the NCAA New
England soccer tournament, in
pairings which were announced
yesterday by chairman of the
selection committee and UConn
head coach Joe Morrone.
Bridgeport (10-3-2) will meet

Yale (5-3-3) in New Haven on
Monday and Uronn (11-3-2) will

host Brown (7-3-1) on Tuesday in

Division One play.

The pairings for the Division
Two England championships were
announced last week. Top-seeded
Springfield plays Westfield State
and second seeded Babson will be
tested by Hartford College.

Correction

John Bock

The Shape Of Things To Come

All basketball fans, hockey addicts, and pro sports buffs - stop reading
right here because you'll not run across anything relating to the
aforementioned categories of sports in this column. ...or any of my future
columns.
This column is going to deal almost exclusively with collegiate athletics

that have been relegated to the position of "minor" sports. For the winter
season that means wrestling, gymnastics (men's and women's), and
swimming. The fact is that all sports were once minor. When Naismith
nailed that peach basket to a board there weren't five thousand paying
spectators waiting to see who would take the first shot.
There is and has been a lot of commotion about what makes a sport

"minor." Generally some kind of direct relationship has been made
between income and the importance a sport occupies on a college cam-
pus. In New England the sports that pack them in and make money are
basketball and hockey. Go south to the Penn State University campus and
gymnastics reigns as the number one winter sport, with wrestling a close
second, and basketball third. For years they would hold the basketball
games after the wrestling matches so they could count on some of the
spectators sticking around to cheer basketball.

In the Big 8 the number one winter sport is wrestling while the Big 10
sees swimming a good draw behind basketball and wresting. That is one
thing that I hope to be able to do this winter season - put some of the
"minor" sports at UMass into perspective, first, in the East and, second,
in the nation. ...I hope to be able to quantify what makes some kids better
wrestlers or gymnasts than others, and why some really good talent goes
to waste while some average kids become really good college athletes.
About a week ago Bill Ballou ran a column about how the University

intends to sell athletics. He said that Umass basketball and hockey are
going to be given the hard sell, not because they have to fill the cage or
Orr Rink but because they are the easiest to sell. This is nice, but it isn't
fair. If you are going to sell UMass athletics you sell the program as a
package - NIT Basketball, New England Wrestling Champs, National
Women's Gymnastic Champs, et. al. If you do you are going to find that
you will alleviate some of the ignorance that surrounds some of the sports
and that might bring attendance up to the point where they could become
financial contributors to the UMass Athletic program.
Along with treating the sport like it is part of the program, it would be

justifiable to treat the participants like first class athletes and respect the
coaches for the job they do and the time they spend doing it Everyone
knows that Jack Leaman was Captain of the Boston University basketball
team, but now many people are aware that Homer Barr was three time
All American wrestler at Penn State, or that Gymnastics coach Tom
Dunn was the NCAA Parallel Bars Champion for Penn State in 1969 9

Also the Varsity M Club luncheons feature basketball and hockey
several times during the season, but wrestling and gymnastics twice at
most and women's gymnastics not at a''. Even though Varsity 'M' is not
attached to the University Athletic Department they could help establish
a move to recognize the minor sports by including them on the program
for more than a token appearance.

I would like to hear comments on my column and would be more than
appreciative if readers responded with some questions about the sport or
schedule. These sports are "big time" on other campuses and at UMass,
with their rising success, they could be the shape of things to come.

Beckert Sent To Padres

Miller Wiazcogv is a Collegian Sports commentator.

In yesterday's edition of the
Collegian it was reported that

there were five seniors on the
UMass soccer team. Actually,
there are seven. The two not
acknowledged are Brian
McKenney and Charlie Palano,
both offensive linemen. The
reporter regrets the omission.

By JERRY LISKA
CHICAGO (AP) — Second

baseman Glenn Beckert, whose
string of four consecutive All-Star
seasons was snapped by injury this

year, was traded by the Chicago
Cubs Monday to the San Diego
Padres for outfielder Jerry
Morales.

The swap of Beckert, 33, a nine-
season Cub fixture, for Morales, 24,

marked the second trade of a long-
time Cub star in 17 days.
On Oct. 26, the Cubs dealt star

pitcher Ferguson Jenkins, a 20-

game winner for six straight
seasons until this year, to the
Texas Rangers for young fielders
Bill Madlock and Vic Harris.
Beckert underwent surgery Oct.

31 for removal of a bone spur on his
left heel, which confined him to a
pinch-hitting role most of the final

two months of the 1973 season,
when he batted .255 in 114 games.

Notices
BASKETBALL - All candidates

for the women's basketball team
should report to the North Physical
Education Building gym at 4:00
today.

SKI TEAM - There will be a
meeting for all candidates for the
UMass ski team on Thursday at 7
p.m. in room 305 Holdsworth for
the purpose of organizing dryland
training.

SOCCER - There will be a
meeting for all varsity soccer
players Wednesday at 4:00 for the
purpose of electing captains for

next year's team. The number of
the room where the meeting will be
held will be posted on the bulletin

board in the locker room of
Boyden

Morales, also a right-handed
hitter, batted .281 in 122 games
with the Padres last season after
hitting 239 in 1972, his first full

season with San Diego.
Beckert was limited to pinch-

hitting the remainder of the season
because of chronic trouble with his
left heel and ankle.

Beckert s peak season was 1971,
when he batted a career high of
.342.
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Harriers Finish Third In East

'Staff Photo-Jo* Martins)

A wave of close to 200 runners line up at the starting block for the IC4A championship meet. UMass
finished third among the best teams in the East. The Minutemen were the first New England runners to

finish, beating such Eastern powers as Villanova, Navy, and Penn.

Runners Complete Best

Showing In UMass History

By SCOTT HAYES
It was 11 :00 Sunday morning. An

optimistic UMass Cross Country
team was preparing to leave for

New York and the IC4A meet to be
held the following day in Van
Cortland Park.

It was 9:00 Monday night. An
elateu UMass Cross Country team
filed into the Curry Hicks cage,

having captured the third place in

the Intercollegiate Association of

Amateur Athletes of America
Cross Country Championships,
better known as the IC4A's.

In the midst of Yonkers, with all

its dented cars and corner
delicatessens, was Van Cortlandt

Park named after the famous Van
Cortlandt family, whose burial plo*

lies on the hilly part of the course

which is known by runners as

'Cemetery Hill." "Cemetery Hill

"

is a testing part of the course,

coming right after the four mile

mark, forcing the runners to call

on all their resources. The runners
have to battle both the terrain and
the top runners from the East
Against the top schools in the East,

UMass came through finishing

behind only Manhattan and Penn
State Manhattan, defending IC4A
champions, once again ran away
with team honors with a meet low

of 87 points. Penn State took second

with 155 points, then UMass. an

"unknown" school among such well

knowns as Notre Dame. Penn
State, Army, and Villanova cap-

tured third. The Minutemen, led by

Randy Thomas, nipped Penn-
sylvania for the third spot, 164-165.

Navy wound up fifth with 191

points.

The race itself was simply
"beautiful" A field of about 200

runners lined up across a huge
field and moved out as a mass of

colors at the start of the race.

Timers, fans, reporters, and
teammates ran off to chosen spots

on the course to cheer for their

teams. Standing atop of

"Cemetery Hill", the immense
field of runners in the distance

looked like a marching band,

running in unison. Hundreds of legs

moved the mass toward the place

where about a hundred followers

had gone, the one mile mark. As
the runners went by, the ground
actually shook and a feeling of

excitement filled the air as

screams and shouts went up for the

harriers.

As the runners entered the

woods, observers started back to

the finish line, but many ventured

up to or remained on "Cemetery
Hill", taking a chance that they

might not reach the finish line in

time to watch the finish.

What a finish it was. as

thousands of screaming fans stood

along the last 400 yards of the

course. A roar went up when John
Hartnett of Villanova was sighted,

and continued through the first

group of finishers. Hartnett set a

new course record, breaking the

old course record by 3.4 seconds.

Hartnett 's 24:00 was good for in-

dividual honors. David Merrick of

Penn took second, Peter Squires

and Matthew Centrowitz, both of

Manhattan, took third and fourth.

Charlie Maguire of Penn State,

captured fifth, Denis Fikes of Penn
ran sixth, and Ronald Vander
Krats of Princeton finished

seventh. Nick Martin of Pitt, Kim
Nutter of West Virginia, and David
Reinhart of American rounded out

the top ten.

Inside Sports

•Ruggers Take Two From MIT

•Last Gasp Awards

•Shape Of Things To Come

•Steelers Charge Fraud
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SPORTS
UMass surprised everyone

except Coach O'Brien and UMass
Cross Country followers. The of-

ficials didn't even have UMass
listed as a possible top finisher on

the unofficial blackboard until one

of the team members yelled, "Hey,

what about Umass 9 '' Coach
O'Brien knew that the team could

finish as high as second, and the

third place finish was a "pleasant

surprise," if any. It was the highest

finish ever for a UMass team, the

previous best, having been in 1962

when a team with Ken O'Brien as a

runner took seventh.

In taking third, UMass' Randy
Thomas finished 15th, overcoming
two Northeastern runners toward
the end of the race. Thomas held
16th at "Cemetery Hill" and picked
up one more position in the last

mile. Thomas was timed in 24:50.

Bill Gillin finished 20th, the

second UMass runner across the

finish line. Gillin was able to hold

on to 20th from the four mile mark,
to finish with a time of 24:57.

Tom Maguire also ran a great

race, capturing 27th in 25:08.

Maguire, who was 32nd after four

miles, passed five runners in the

home stretch, picking up five

points for UMass

John McGrail, running in his

first IC4A meet, took 50th. Paul

Segersten, running in his last IC4A

meet captured 59th. McGrail
completed the course in 25:31,

while Segersten ran it in 25:40.

Tom Wilson was the sixth UMass
harrier across the line, taking

119th. Wilson was timed in 26:42.

Phil Broughton wound up in 172nd,

running the race in 27:35.

UMass finished third out of

twenty-eight teams, and belted

Harvard in being the first New
Engalnd team to finish. In fact,

Providence also beat Harvard,

having a good day with 251 points,

while the Ivy Leaguers totaled 345

points.

''.'•
' v

Running in his first IC4A meet, John McGrail was able to stand up
to the test, placing 50th and helping UMass toward a shot at the

NCAA title as a result of a third place team finish.

un Marty Kelley

The Pulse Of Sport

Out of Consciousness — We live in a world that will never be at peace, is

constantly changing, and which for us will never end. We travel in circles,

spirals, patterns, and developed ideologies A troubled time has no im-
mediate answers, just swift concern. But amidst the chaos and the ex-

treme pestilence of the day, sport continues. It's an unassuming
reality The eternal heartbeat.

Sport will outlive your lifetime and mine. It's a classic. She doesn't

have the literary expertise of a Milton, the gall of a Socrates, the ex-

cellence of a Picasso. But sport is a viable microcosm of American
society She will continue undaunted against an energy crisis, inflation,

any Nixon Administration, an Arab argument, and Charley "O". Sport is

a reality all her own in her created world. She has an uncanny ability to

blot out the paralleled stage of life which is all to real . We can look out the

porthole of sport and forget at times that ugly world. Even at the
University of Massachusetts.

It's all too easy to hide in sport. To forget. At 10:05 p.m. Saturday night

William Markussen of 205 Belmont St., Belmont was pronounced dead at

the bottom of an innocent but suspicious elevator shaft at Kennedy tower.

Life here continued. The pulse of sport went on Markussen's didn't.

Somehow out of the ugliness of that grotesque turn of events we still

thought of the IC4A's, a New Hampshire soccer game, another Giants'

loss, a harmless Senate football conclave. The pulse of sport went on.

Sport and society are two worlds interlocked in one. Of course at times

they clash. They walk the same paths but on different sides of the street.

At a UMass football game you can forget your rent, forget about
graduation, forget about a job, forget about a death at Kennedy. Sport is

entertainment. It will never cure a societal ill. When you really think

about it, a Pennington touchdown is pretty meaningless

I'm not saying that the inevitable sports parade should stop and mourn.
I'm saying be aware. Don't cover up in sport. Enjoy sport for what it is

Know it has a place in our society. A vast and undeterminable one. Bui

look around you. Be aware. There's more to life than beating Rutgers.

Got to be
Maybe incidents such as those at Kennedy Tower should not be con-

nected with sport. But sport is the society is the university. Examine as

you will. I stopped and thought.

When Bobby Kennedy was slain, the morning after Howard Cosell

could not "Speak of Sports". I sympathize. But the nation didn't.

Thousands of hate letters followed. People were not interested with a

Kennedy commentary by Cosell. They wanted their ball score. Just what
kind of an emotional lock does sport have our society in? Please realize

that sport is society. Sport has to be flexible. It has to mourn. I believe

this to be true. But that pulse will go on won't it.

We've set aside identification for ourselves in sport. We're everything
from a loyal loser at the track, Rugby fanatics, authors of pompous "Why
I hate Sports Columns", or simply joggers. Since most of us read we all

come face to a face confrontation with sport at one time. It touches
everyone. To some it's an epidemic forcing the afflicted to lapse with real

contact. But there's a world outside the 20 yardline Just gotta'

be

You can find a lot of comfort in sport. I do. But don't bury yourself

there. Remember, there's more to your body than simply admiration,

more to your mind than X's and O's, more to your total being than
Saturday at the Stadia, more to your culture than "Ball Four" -

There's Kennedy tower.

The pulse of sport continues

Former Student Dies In Apparent Suicide Jump
By SHERM BOYSON AND

JOANN DOMINICK
A former UMass student was

killed yesterday in an apparent
suicide leap from the 19th floor of
George Washington dormitory
yesterday afternoon.

Edward T. Waddington, 19, of 94
Harlow Drive, Amherst was
pronounced dead at 4:35 p.m. by
county medical examiner Dr. R.
Sheldon Clapp.

Dedtective Lieutenant George
W. Powers of the District Attor-
ney's office termed Waddington's
death "a suicide". He said Wad-
dington was found crying on the
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balcony of the 19th floor lounge
Monday night by a Washington
head of residence. At that time, the
youth was contemplating suicide,
but was talked out of it by the head
of residence, according to Powers.

Shortly after 4:30 p.m. yester-
day, Waddington jumped from the
19th floor balcony to the pavement
on the northeast side of the South-
west dorm. Two students walking
across the mall checked his pulse
and covered him with a jacket.

Campus police arrived in

minutes. They drove four cars
from the Fearing Street side of
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Washington into the pass between
that tower and Cance dorm. The
parked vehicles blocked the street

exist and flooded the SW Mall with
their headlights.

Police roped off the area around
the body while patrolmen and
janitors pushed back the crowd of

about 500 onlookers. Investigators

photographed the area around
Washington, the mall and the
balcony of the 19th floor.

Accounts from two eyewitnesses
led police to determine Wad-
dington leaped from the 19th floor.

Only two other floors of the 22-story
tower have balconies adjacent to

the lounge -the 5th and 12th floors.

Witnesses said he jumped from one
of the upper middle floors, thus
eliminating the 5th and 12th floors
as possibilities.

Investigators blocked the en-
trance to the lounge photographed
and fingerprinted the room. They
also examined the large locked
window leading to the balcony. The
window is kept locked on the inside
but can be easily opened according
to SW residents.

The lounge barricade was
removed after 45 minutes and floor

residents were questioned about

A FREE AND RESPONSIBLE PRESS

Waddington. They were given a
description of him, asked if they
had seen him, or had knowledge
about his state of mind that af-

ternoon.

Waddington is listed with
Student Information as "with-
drawn from UMass as of
December of 1972", said an
operator. He planned to enroll in

Greenfield Community College
later this year, said Powers.
The body was taken to Douglass

Funeral Home in Amherst last
night and will be transferred today
to Cooley. Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton for an autopsy.

Weather

Who will love Alladin
Sane?

Recyclable
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The New Energy Symbol

Gordon Gillette is a student
intern working as a member of

The Energy Conservation
Committee.

Energy Conservation Comm.
Formed On Campus

Bv KAREN GORDON
"The American energy crisis,

unlike most national issues, is not

transitory. It is not going to be
limited to 'this winter' or 'this

year' or even 'this administration'.

Instead it clearly is the greatest
issue facing the American people
during the next decade." -- rogers

C. B. Morton, Secretary of the

Interior

The energy crisis is everywhere
and UMass is no exception. A new
committee has been set up to look
into the excess use of electricity,

steam and water on campus. The
Energy Conservation Committee
was set up in response to a request
by UMass President, Robert Wood.
It consists of students, faculty and
administrative personnel. The
committee is looking into various
practical solutions to the energy
problem.
Conservation of steam (heat) is a

major concern of the committee.
All of the 60,000 pounds of steam
used by the campus are generated
at the physical plant. Although coal
is the major fuel used, the physical
plant does use an average of 10,968

gallons of oil per day. The daily

cost of this oil alone has gone up
over $400. Further compounding
the problem, is the new Tilson

Farms plant which is presently
under construction. It is scheduled
to be completed sometime in April

and will run completely on oil. The
increase in cost of this changeover
as well as the problem of obtaining
the oil could be phenomenal
On the other hand, the original

pollution problem of the present
plant still remains serious. With
the opening of the new librar> it

could become worse. It is possible,

if the wind blows in that direction,

for the pollution from the power
plant to be drawn in through the

library's ventilation system.
Cutting down on electricity is

another major problem. The power
plant generates only 15 per cent of
the electricity required by the
University. The rest is purchased
from Western Massachusetts
Electric Company. Cutting down
on electricity would mean dollar
savings as well as conservation of
our resources. The Committee
stresses that dollar saving in

electricity in the dorms will
eventually be reflected in dorm
rents.

Ken Dean, Chairman of the
Committee said that, "The
greatest potential for energy
conservation on campus is with the
individual turning off lights and
electrical equipment."
Water is another serious

problem. The Amherst sewerage
treatment plant doesn't completely
cleanse the sewerage. From 7:00 to

9:00 in the morning and 4:00 to 6:00
in the afternoon it overflows,
dumping raw scwarage in the
Hadley Pond, which eventually
flows to the Connecticut River.

The Committee has already
moved to save steam this winter.
The thermostats in the dor-
mitories, classrooms and office

buildings are being lowered to 68
degrees, a reduction of 4 or 5

degrees. This is an enormous
endeavor, requiring two men
working full time for three months
to set and calibrate the 7000

thermostats on campus.
Another major problem is open

windows If a window is left open in

a room with an open door or a
window in a hallway is left open it

can cause overheating of an entire
floor.

other plans for steam con-

servation include reduction of heat
in large auditoriums during the

early morning hours, shutting

down of the fans in the campus
center garage during the early
morning, and possible closing
down of some dorms during the

semester break. In addition all

state vehicles based on campus
have been ordered to stay under a
50 MPH speed limit.

The Committee has found that

most of the modern buildings on
campus have too many lights.

However, because of the way the

lights are set up. the only way to

reduce this overlighting is to ac-

tually remove the lightbulbs. The
committee is planning to conduct a
lighting survey looking at the

necessity and feasability of this

plan.

Some of the things that in-

dividuals can do to help conserve
energy are:

1. Shut off lights when not using a

room. Check when leaving dorm
that all lights and equipment are
turned off especially in bathrooms
and lounges.

2. Don't leave windows open near
thermostats. DON'T TAMPER
WITH THERMOSTATS This could

cause extensive damage and loss

of heat.

3. Don't waste water. Cut down
especially during the hours of 7:00-

9:00 a.m. and 4:00-6.00 p.m. Use
cold water instead of hot whenever
possible

4. Ride the bus instead of driving

a car. When driving stav below 50

MPH
5. Think about energy con-

servation.

The Energy Conservation
Committee welcomes any
suggestions. They may be sent c-o

the Committee to 341B Whitmore
Administration Building.
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. Mass

United Farm Workers

Task Force, Local Action

Announced At Conference
Bv BILL BROWN

An announcement of the creation
of a task force to work for "justice
for farm workers", along with a
discussion of a pre-holiday step up
on community action highlighted
yesterday's United Farm Workers'
press conference held at the AFL—
CIO headquarters in Springfield.
Charles March, U.F.W. co-
ordinator for the Holyoke-
Springfield area, along with
several members of the newly
formed task force, outlined their
proposals before a sparse turnout
of area news people and a few
movement supporters.
The task force is made up of

many varied individuals from the
Western Mass area, including
Herman Greenberg. President of
the Pioneer Valley AFL-CIO
council - Barbara Garvey and
Vincent DiMonaco of the
Springfield City Council, Frances
Crow of the American Friends
Service Committee, and Frank
Dorman of Clergy and Laity
Concerned
"We feel compelled to continue

our boycott of non-union lettuce
and grapes. And bring growers to

the bargaining table to negotiate
directly with the workers." March
said. He explained that
negotiations with the Teamsters on
a U.F.W. return to the California
fields, have fallen through and
Ceasar Chevez will return to the
picket lines.

In Western Mass., according to

union estimates, close to 75 per
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cent of the major chain stores had
been committed to some sort of
support for the farm workers.
However many of these stores are
reneging their promise and
stocking non-UFW items for pre-
holiday sales. The Big Y and Food
Mart stores were, up to this week,
selling non UFW lettuce, but were
stocking grapes. They were joined
last week by the First National
Stores which have stocked some
non UFW lettuce and, in some
stores have non UFW grapes.

Listing the local operations to

begin Thursday, March said,
"We'll be picketing all the stores
that have gone back on their
committments, and that includes
the Big Y, Food Mart, and the
Finast stores in the area, for the
next six business days. We hope to

have those committments renewed
by then. Already another chain, the
Stop & Shop, has promised to have
their non-union grapes out of their
stores by today (Tuesday)."
Susan Garvey, press relations

director for the UFW local, and a
UMass student, was asked about
the activities this week in the five-

college area. "We already have
firm support from four of the area
schools, and we're working to get
that same sort of backing from
Smith College.

Many volunteers from the
colleges will be on the picket lines

for the next week, but more can
always be used."
"We've planned a farmworkers

celebration for next Wednesday, to

be held outside one of the stores we
will be picketing for the week; one
that hasn't made a committment to

us by then," she added.
The press conference took on a

kind of good news-bad news air

when March talked about hopes for

success in bringing the growers to
the bargaining table.

"We expect sure results by the
next harvest season. The growers
should have enough respect for the
workers to leave off their efforts to

destroy the union," he said. He
added, however, that "currently
the U.F.W. is almost broke, and
we're definitely going to have to

tighten our belts."

Reiterating his feeling of the
importance of the UFW efforts in
Western Mass, March said, "The
farmworkers depend on the East
for boycott support, and could
easily win this fight if the boycott is

strong enough in just eight major
cities and market areas, and this

and the Boston area are one of
them. That is why it is so im-
portant to get firm promises from
these large chains now and work to

continue to educate the people of
the still unrelieved problems of the
migrant laborers."
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The BDIC Program

Flexibility In Education
By MICHAEL ALLAIN

The BDIC department, now in its second year as a

full-fledged academic major, is showing more and
more students how to go through UMass on their own
terms.

Stanley Moss, an associate professor of psychology
and the new director of the Bachelors Degree with
Individual Concentration program, recently
discussed BDIC as an academic alternative for

students unable to meet their needs in existing
programs.
"There is a tremendous amount of flexibility

available to students, although many are not aware of
it," Moss said in a 90 minute interview last Wed-
nesday. "With BDIC, we hope to make students more
aware of the vast potential of the academic en-
vironment."
Moss says he is hoping that BDIC will encourage

more interaction between departments and also, by
necessity, give departments an opportunity to

examine themselves.
"Many existing departments tend to be extremely

parochial," Moss explained. "I'm hoping that with
BDIC we can open the doors and spur cross talk

between departments and make them truly in-

terdisciplinary.

"This will also involve self evaluation by the vrious
departments. As more students refuse to take the
departments as they are, these departments will be
forced to look at themselves."

See Related Editorial

On Page 12
BDIC was approved for a two year trial period in

May, 1970, and in the spring of 1972 the Board of

Trustees gave it a permanent endorsement.
Moss, in his first semester as the program's

director, succeeds Arthur Kinney who is presently on
sabbatical in California. Also on the five person
Supervisory Committee with Moss are Professor
Grace Hoi la son of the Zoology Dept., Professor
William Rosenau of Plant and Soil Sciences,

Professor Jonathon Quick of the English Dept., and
Professor Grace Craig of the Human Development
and Education Depts.

"The present committee gives us one of the best

cross-sections we can get of the whole university,"

says Moss.
The BDIC program has been attacked in the past.

One student called it a "haven or major dodgers",

while an unidentified faculty member once told Moss
that all students going to BDIC want to rip-off the
system."
Moss denies this. He emphasizes that acceptance

into BDIC requires "legitimate" proof from the
students that existing programs are not suitable for
their academic needs.

"It is true that many students are not running
toward BDIC but away from other majors," Moss
says. "But we don't want students who are unsure
about their programs, and such students aren't ac-
cepted into BDIC."
Students are carefully screened to determine the

legitimacy of their requests, Moss says.
"We welcome students who have questions about

the program, and we have three academic councilors
to answer any questions students might have", he
said.

If the student is found to be interested in a course of
study available in any other department or depart-

ments per se, he or she can then draw up a deatailed,

specific, and coherent program proposal, with the

help of a faculty sponsor and possibly BDIC files, if

there are similar programs on record.

This proposal is then subject to approval by
members of the Supervisory Committee, following an
interview of both the student and faculty sponsor.

"The student really must show a certain integrity

to follow a legitimate academic pursuit before we
allow him in the program," said Moss, "because if we
let down our controls and opened up the floodgates,

BDIC would become meaningless.
"We must maintain the quality of the program," he

added.

The BDIC major is not free of requirements, either.

BDIC students must fulfill all university core
requirements, successfully complete 120 class hours,

and maintain a 2.0 cumulative average.
In addition to these, the BDIC major must write two

reports each semester — one at midterm, and
another at the semester's end.

These provide the opportunity for the students to

"sit down and evaluate their programs periodically,

which I think is critical," says Moss.
"We also require a final summary near the end of

the student's final semester in the program," says
Moss, "that is a reflection of their experiences in the
program. In this summary we find out if we have
provided an atmosphere for growth."
Moss says that most BDIC majors, which currently

number about 375, "are career oriented rather than
graduate school oriented."

Both types of students are accomodated by the
program. Most, if not all students seeking career-
sufter graduation serve internships as part of their

curriculum, and those with graduate school am-
bitions incorporate the necessary required courses
into their programs.

An offshoot of the BDIC program has been the birth
of new majors. Several popular BDIC majors such as
legal studies, women's studies, and computor studies
have enough people to exist as independent depart-
ments.

"If students and faculty members involved in such
programs want to take the initiative to implement
them as departments, the university has shown it is

responsive," says Moss.
A department of legal studies has already began

operating, and it appears that a computor science
department will be instituted soon, he said.

Perhaps BDIC's biggest problem is a lack of faculy
sponsors. Moss says.

"Presently there are not enough to go around,"
says the tall, bearded Moss. "We have about 275 to 300
sponsors, but we don't want each faculty member to
sponsor more than one or two students, since it's very
time consuming", he said.

Moss says he feels that the university's emphasis
on research and publication by faculty members is

unfortunate for BDIC, since many potential sponsors
can't — or don't — find time to sponsor a student.

"It's a shame, too, because many professors find
BDIC the most exciting and rewarding experience to
be had with undergraduates." Moss said.

Moss said he would like to believe that BDIC is the
"wave of the future ", but presently he hopes that the
program can continue to make students aware of the
many alternativesavailable to themat UMass.
"We are encouraging students to sit down and talk

with their teachers, to get a slant on academic options
more responsive to their needs." he says

"I'd like to see students take full advantage of all

the programs offered at the university."

SW OK'S
Humanity House Funding

3 Mass Colleges

To Sit In On
How does one involve students in

collective bargaining between
colleges and their faculties?

That has been a major question

raised by the growth of faculty

unionism. Many students fear they

will be left out of more and more
campus decisions if those decisions

are made at the bargaining table,

where only faculty members and
administrators are present, in-

stead of through the usual
governance systems, where
students won a greatly increased

role in the 1960's.

A partial answer to the question

may be found at three
Massachusetts state colleges,

where students have been sitting at

the bargaining table with faculty

members and administrators for

several months. The three
colleges—Fitchburg State, Salem
State, and North Adams State—are
the only institutions in the country
where students have participated

in collective bargaining.

Students were permitted to sit in

on some bargaining sessions at the

Brooklyn Center of Long Island

University, but only as observers.
The Massachusetts students

have been full participants in the
negotiations with one big ex-

ception: they cannot prevent the
other two parties from reaching an
agreement.

Students Have 'Swing Vote'

Despite that lack of veto over the
contract, the students have
exercised considerable power
during the negotiations. Both the
faculty union and the board of
trustees have sought student
support for their positions, giving

the students an often-powerful
"swing vote" at the table.

"Each side would present its

views and then look to us for
support," says Jim Sheehan,
student-body president at Salem
State and head of the student
bargaining team there. "That was
a role we enjoyed."
Their presence at the bargaining

table "gives students a chance to
act in a judge-like fasion," says
Arnold M. Schneider of the
Massachusetts Teacher
Association, the union that
represents the faculties of the
three campuses.

'Ultimate Power of Disruption'
Eduardo Robreno of the M.T.A.,

which is an affiliate of the National
Education Association, says
students have that power because
of their influence on the trustees
and their "ultimate power of
disruption."

That attitude toward the
students is surprising, since the
Massachusetts state colleges can
hardly be considered major cen-
ters of student activism. The
Massachusetts experience
suggests that students on more
activist campuses might have even
more bargaining power, since they
could realistically threaten
protests and strikes.

Both Sides Sought Students
No disruption was required to get

the students to the bargaining table
in Massachusetts because both the
union and the board of trustees
wanted them there. Both sides
thought a student presence would
improve their negotiating positions
and the students used that desire to
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With ovei fifty MacKimmie
supporters, Gary Hartley, Steven

Ryan and Patty Murphy came
armed to combat a hostile South-

west Assembly, their request-
$1,700 to cover the costs of two 3-

credit courses which would be

offered as part of the MacKimmie
Humanity House Inter-session
Program.
To the surprise of the petitioners,

the Assembly passed the motion
with very little discussion, and no
debate.

MacKimmie held a similar
program last January for the four

weeks. Five, three-credit courses

and five one-credit colloquia were
offered.

The subject of these classes.

attended by 100 students last year,
dealt with the priorities of SW
combating racism and sexism.
According to MacKimmie, "Each
course was encouraged to find

ways to do things outside the class
together and emphasis was placed
on the closeness of the com-
munity."
Both Hartley and Ryan said this

year's program will be similar to

last year's. But finances have been
harder to get.

One course is paid for by John
Hunt, director of SW with the
permission of Dean Woodbury.
Another course is funded by the
Center for Racial Understanding,
and the SW Women's Center and

(Continued nn P. 3)
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The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip
code 01002. Telephones: 545-2550 (news); 545 0344 (sports); 545-0731
(business).

Second class postage .s paid in Amherst and additional mailing in
Ware, Mass. 01082. THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,
exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of

an act of March 8, 1879; as amended by an act of June 11, 1943. Sub-
scription rates are $4.00 per semester of $10.00 per year.

The University of Massachusetts Student Government Association is offering the
following items for your bid:

(3) I lira blitz meteor SPGH strobes

(5) Minolta Srls 35mm cameras w-55mm fl. 7 lens

(1) Soligor 180mm f3.5 preset lens for Minolta

( 1 ) Pentax Hla 35mm camera w-clip-on meter & 55mm fl.8 lens

( 1 ) Pentax Hla 35mm camera w-clip-on meter & 55 mm f2.0 lens
(needs repair)

(1) Omega Printing Densitometer model 7485

J^l£g>JftM ™ay be insPected on N»v. 14 & 16 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in room
402 Student Union. Your written sealed bids should be in the RSO office no later
than 3 p.m. Nov. 21, 1973.

The Right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
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Allow Students

Faculty Bargaining
win an independent role at the
table.

The student participation began
last January at Fitchburg State,

where collective-bargaining
sessions had been going on for

several months.
Students at Fitchburg had

petitioned the faculty the
preceding spring to join the
negotiating sessions, but they were
turned down. Then Donald
Walters, deputy director of the
state-college system and chief

bargainer for the trustees, an-

nounced that the board was willing

to have students at the table.

"The board has historically
screwed the students," Mr.
Robreno says. "We felt the board
was trying to turn that around and
use the students against the
faculty."

So the teachers' association
decided to get the students on their

side by asking them to join the

faculty bargaining team. The
students accepted.

When Mr. Walters walked into

the next bargaining session at

Fitchburg, he found students
sitting around the table, He said he
was willing to have them there but

not as part of the faculty team. He
asked the students to leave so that

he and Mr. Robreno, as the chief

negotiator for the faculty, could

talk about it.

Mr. Robreno replied, no, the

students can stay because they're

part of the faculty team.
Full Participation Wanted

At that point, Alice Seagull, the

Fitchburg student-body president,

said, no, the students weren't part

of the faculty team. They wanted
an independent place at the table.

Mr. Robreno again offered them
the right to membership on the
faculty bargaining team.
Mr. Walters suggested that the

students sit in on the bargaining
sessions without participating.
After each session, he said, both
sides would meet with the students
in a kind of seminar where they
could get student reaction to what
was discussed.

Ms. Seagull rejected both offers.

She said the students wanted full,

independent participation in the

bargaining, including a veto over
the contract.

Mr. Walters agreed to that,

except for the veto.

"At that point," he says, "Ed
was mousetrapped. He'd made so
much out of bringing them in that

he couldn't very well refuse."

Other Campuses Added
Soon after that, students were

also included in the bargaining
sessions already under way at

Salem State. When bargaining
began at North Adams last spring,

students were included there, too.

The students have been most
concerned about governance and
evaluation of faculty members. On
other issues that don't concern
them as much, such as faculty

grievance procedures or fringe

benefits, they sit back and whisper
among themselves while the other
two sides work it out.

The students have won a good
deal at the bargaining table. They
have gained a voting role in

departmental meetings at both

(Continued on P. 11)

Humanity House Receives
Southwest Funding

(Continued from P. 2)

the MacKimmie Academic
Committee have indicated support

for other courses.

University faculty, either

professors or graduate students,

will teach these courses. Students

enrolling in the program will have
to pay a fee, primarily to go
towards social functions.

Students eligible for the program
are any SW resident.

Ray Muise, treasurer and
chairperson of the Budget Com-
mittee, said he did not anticipate

any opposition to the bill. The
Budget Committee had approved it

9-0-0.

But, Patty Murphy did anticipate

trouble and said, "I wasn't sure

where it would come from." She
said there were possible personal

conflicts between her committee
and the Assembly and they might
stand in the way. She was glad to

see that they did not.

Patterson Dorm also had a

motion asking for money for in-

tersession courses that they plan
on giving. This was tabled until an
ad hoc committee reviewed it. But,
according to Larry Sinewitz, both a
representative in the Assembly
and a resident of Patterson, he
"doesn't see how the Assembly
can't pass it."

Brought up as special business,

Muise presented a motion which
would use $2,290 of the money
originally allocated to the
Broadside (now defunct), to pay
the deficit in the Vice Chancellor
for Student Affairs account. The
remainder of the Broadside
money, $580, would go back into the
SW Assembly treasury.

It was then requested that $493.06

would be appropriated to the
Southwest Arts Center. Both
motions were passed.

The final two motions passed
involved the appropriation of
$1 12.50 to send 15 residents of SW to

the SWAP Conference in

December and the changing of

committee titles.

The
un-dormitories.

( .reat oft-cimpus living—indoorsand out—at eithero*two mod-
rrn apartment complexes,only minutesaway by caror bikefrom
Amhert College,downtownAinheistor UMa^s. Nowaccepting
applications for beptemUx.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

•courtesy bus toUMm
and town

•1,2,3bedrmapts.

• heat& air conditioning

• applianred kitchens

• master TV antenna

• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

•lawns for softbalt

tootball, badrninton

ItKNT: law/MOMII
< utilities Included I

i»irr. lion* East Dudly Kd.

OPPM. OJM Mill off Kir ll«

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrmapts.

• heat & air conditioning

• foomy closets, st' >rage

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• master 1V antmn*
• modern kite h»n*.

• sell-cleaning ovens

•electric ranges

• M.iinloss-steel sinks

• dishwashers/daposals

• 2-door refrigeraton

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

No Lease Kequired
MBNTi mOM ii«-.

CALL IIMMOM
Directions: On Houle 47.

Staff Photo-David I .ess

...and then the first bird turned to the other and asked: "How tall is this library anyway?"

Ski Club Stresses Reorganization
By ROBERTA MARTONE

Reorganization is the key word
for the UMass Ski Club this year,

according to its president, Harry
Charych.

In previous years, Charych said,

the Ski Club stressed mostly five

day trips, causing the club to

become almost a "travel bureau".
Currently, the Ski Gub is focusing

on one-night activities that are less

expensive for the members.
Charych said, "The purpose of

the Ski Club is, first, to provide an
opportunity for people with a

common interest to get to know
each other, in a large university

situation. The club also cuts the

cost of skiing and provides free

Peter Pan bus transportation for

its members."
The club's many activities in-

clude day trips to Vermont at

major ski areas such as Killington

and Pico Peak in Vermont and
weekly night skiing at Berkshire
East, Charlemont, Mass. Guest
speakers, ski movies, dances, and

ski races for club members are
also sponsored by the club.

A yearly event is the used ski

sale sponsored by the club, on Dec.
4 and 5. This year, there will be
$150,000 worth of used mer-
chandise, said Charych.
Other activities for the coming

season include an eight day trip to

Innsbruch, Austria, and possible

trips to Canada or Sugarbush
These trips will be sponsored
during intersession.

According to Charych, mem-
bership in the club runs anywhere
from 200 to 600 persons in a given
year. "Even though the group is

large, we try to run the meetings
informally. We are always open to

new suggestions," Charych said.

There are weekly Monday night

meetings dunng the ski season,
which usually include a ski movie
or a guest speaker.

Funds for the club do not come
from an outside source. Mem-
bership costs $5 per person for the

year. The lift rate is reduced to $3

and there is a 15 percent discount
on ski equipment at the Ski Inn,

Three Rivers, or the Berkshire
East Ski Shop
This semester the Ski Club is

offering a one-credit course in ski

instruction beginning Nov. 19 and
continuing through Dec. 16. It will

be taught by Hans Auer, the Ski

School Director of Berkshire East,
and a graduate of the Austrian Ski

Academy. The course will entail

three 2 1-2 hour lectures and two
full days on the slopes, said

Charych. The fee will be $10 for ski

club members and $15 for non-
members. There is a possibility

that those taking the course will be
eligible for employment at

Berkshire East.

Si
Earn 2 credits during intersession

Call 5-2801
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In The Nation And The World Administration Considers Home Heating Rationing

U.S.-China Meetings;
Forever Friendship

By BARRY SCHWEID *
Associated Press Writer

PEKING ( AP) - Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger assured
Chinese leaders Tuesday that friendship with China is permanent
American policy no matter what the political tides in Washington
Kissinger's toast at a dinner for Premier Chou En-lai promised

that "the normalization of our relationship will proceed con-
tinuously."

The Secretary of State then left with Chou to complete work on a
communique to be issued Wednesday after he leaves for Japan It
is expected to call for stronger cultural and other ties between the
United States and China in the spirit of the Shanghai communique
signed by President Nixon in February 1972.
"No matter what happens in the United States in the future

friendship with the People's Republic of China is one of the con-
stant factors of American foreign policy," he said.
Asked whether Kissinger was referring to the Nixon ad-

ministration's Watergate scandals, a high-ranking U.S. official told
American newsmen that Kissinger was not suggesting to the
C hinese that the administration is in trouble at home.
This official, who declined use of his name, said Kissinger onlv

meant to say that the U.S. policy of broader contacts with China
has the support of the Democratic and Republican parties

XI* V\ir<-ph»lo

Chairman Mao Tsetung met Dr. Henry A.
Kissinger, I nited States Secretary of State and
Assistant to the President for National Security Af-
fairs, at (hungnanhai.

Nixon Meets With Republican Senators

No, He's Not Going To Resign
B> FRANCES LEWINE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) President
Nixon met for more than two hours
tonight with 15 Republican
senators and, several of them said
Nixon told them he had no intention
of resigning over Watergate.

It was the third in a series of
meetings Nixon is holding with all
the Republicans in Congress and
some Democrats to take the of-
fensive in overcoming the
problems his administration is
facing because of Watergate.
Several of the senators told

reporters Nixon did not give them
assurances he would appear as
requested before the Senate
Watergate Committee
Sen Howard Baker of Ten

nessee, a member of the Watergate
committee, who was at Tuesday
night's meeting, said the
discussion did not get into a
decision on that.

The Senate Watergate Com-
mittee voted earlier Tuesday to

request such a meeting with the
President.

Sen. Edward Brooke of
Massachusetts, who has called for

Nixon's 1°eMgna(ioii. siiul it was 'a

good give-and-take" meeting, that

suggestions were made to the

President and "he was very
grateful to us for our suggestions."

Sen. Robert Dole of Kansas said

Nixon declined to outline specific

steps he would take.

Dole said. "He reaffirmed that
he has no intention of resigning.'

The President got suggestions
from the group as to what he
should do about Watergate, Brooke
said, but "not by any means a
consensus."

Brooke said nothing he heard at
the meeting changed his opinion
that the President should resign.
Nixon plans to finish the

meetings by the end of the week.

Health Takes Command
Over Britain's Crisis

By LOUIS NEVIN
Associated Press Writer

LONDON 4 AP) - Prime Minister Edward Heath declared a state ofemergency Tuesday to meet Britain's menacing fuel crisis and institutedan unprecedented credit squeeze to avert a run on the pound
Heath's drastic action will give his Conservative government thenecessary power to deal with a threat of power shortages and the worst

foreign trade deficit in the nation's history
Home Secretary Robert Carr told the House of Commons the state ofemergency was set for midnight. He said the move had been forced bv aban on overtime by the nation's 270.000 coal miners and the 18 000workers in the state-owned electricity generating industry
The first move under the emergency powers was a ban beginningWednesday on display advertising and floodlighting and controls onheating in commercial premises. All government departments and state-owned industries were ordered to reduce their consumption of power and

The administration also appealed to the public for economy in the use
of gasoline and fuel oil for heating.
The government simultaneously announced the worst deficit in British

trading history last month and raised its basic lending rate nearly 2 oer
tent to 13 per cent, the highest level ever

y m
The credit squeeze was backed up with an order to all commercialbanks to hand over 2 per cent of their deposits to the Bank of England
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ated *»» billion out of the reach of the spending

public The Bank of England is already holding $2.76 billion of suchforced deposits

The government said the sharp increase in the cost of imported oilsupplies put into effect by the Arab producers was partly responsible forthe October trade deficit of $715.2 million.

Gold-Dual Price Ended
WASHINGTON

( \P) - Chairman Arthur F. Burns of the Federal
Reserve Board announced Tuesday night the termination of the worlds
dual price system for gold.

The practical effect of the action may be a sharp drop m the market
price of gold, which has been above $100 an ounce for a number of
months.
Under the dual price system for gold, there has been an official price

set by government central banks and a free market price for trading bv
private persons. B J

Israeli

,

UN Forces

Clash
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israel refused to relinquish its

checkpoints on the Cairo-Suez
highway Tuesday and Premier
Golda Meir declared she would not
pull Israeli forces back to the Oct
22 cease-fire lines as demanded bv
Egypt.
The commander of U.N

peacekeeping forces. Finnish Maj.
Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo, flew to Tel
Aviv after a visit to a disputed
checkpoint on the highway to Suez
A U.N. spokesman said Israelis

had a fist fight Monday with U.N.
peacekeepers trying to take over
the checkpoint. The U.N. post was
later permitted to remain, but an
Israeli control point continued in

operation nearby.
High Israeli officials said the

Israeli checkpoints would be
turned over to the United Nations
only simultaneously with a
prisoner exchange.
Mrs. Meir, in a policy address to

parliament, declined to pull Israeli
troops back to their positions of
Oct. 22, when a cease-fire was first

called. Instead she proposed that
Israeli and Egyptian troops with-
draw to the 1967 Suez Canal lines.

This suggestion had been made
before by the Israelis and would
mean Egyptian withdrawal from
the east bank of the Suez Canal at

the same time Israel gives up
territory it occupied on the west
bank during the October war.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In Center

CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

UMass. Third World Cultural
Series Presents

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1973-8:00 p.m.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tickets 81.50 UM/A Students 83.00 Others

Telephone 545-0202
Sponsored b V »he Fine Arts Council

By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer

Administration officials yesterday in-
dicated they are considering rationing home
heating oil as well as gasoline, but one
Cabinet official said he strongly opposes
gasoline rationing.

Treasury Secretary George P. Schultz
said gasoline rationing should be "ab-
solutely the last resort."

Officials said they are working on
rationing plans but no decision has been
made on the amounts of fuel an individual
consumer may receive.

Kenneth Lay, a deputy undersecretary of
the interior, said, however, a basic in-

dividual ration of 10 to 15 gallons of gasoline
per week for motorists "is the most likely
range, at this point."

Several administration officials have said
gasoline rationing may be needed next
spring.

One administration official suggested that
heating oil may be rationed through the
sales by retail suppliers to their customers
based on past sales. This would not require
issuing fuel -oil ration coupons.
Legislation requiring President Nixon to

impose across-the-board mandatory
allocation of fuel was passed by the House
and sent to the Senate.

Supporters conceded it would not
eliminate the energy crisis, but would insure
that all sections of the country share the
shortage burden equally.

The Senate is expected to approve the
measure today.

Shultz, discussing his opposition to
rationing, said he was concerned that many
Americans, including some administration
officials, were overreacting to the energy
problems.

"I have seen what some administration
officials have said about gasoline
rationing," Shultz told a conference of
financial writers in Washington.

"I say to you that rationing should be
absolutely the last resort. If we're in-

telligent about it, we should be able to avoid
it."

Interior Secretary Rogers C. B. Morton
said over the weekend it may be necessary
to impose gasoline rationing within the next
two or three months.
Shultz said that to save energy, the

government should lower speed limits and

"arrest a few people when they go over 50
miles an hour."

In other energy-related developments:

-The Beirut, Lebanon, newspaper Al
Anwar reported yesterday that Saudi
Arabia has decided to demand immediately
a 51 per cent share in the oil companies
operating within its borders. The report was
based on an interview with King Faisal's

son, Prince Saud al Faisal, undersecretary
of the Oil Ministry.

-The U.S. Senate approved a bill yester-
day for private construction of an oil

pipeline across Alaska to carry oil from the
Alaskan North Slope oil fields to the port city

of Valdez. The measure goes to President
Nixon for his signature.

-The House Commerce Committee ap-
proved a bill authorizing a return to

Daylight Saving Time after being told year-
around DST would reduce power con-
sumption by one or two per cent, but might
require children to go to school before
daylight

-A House Armed Services subcommittee,
bending partly to Nixon's request, said
Navy oil should be tapped to help meet the

fuel crisis, but only if all other measures
fail. If reserves at Elk Hills, Calif., are used,
the fuel should go to the military or to in-

dustry "engaged in direct support of the
military," the subcommittee said.

-Sen. Jennings Randolph, D-W. Va., told
the American Petroleum Institute in
Houston that "unless price regulation in its

present form is removed no new coal mine
capacity will come about."
-The Department of Transportation an-

nounced it is setting up an Office of Energy
Policy to oversee and coordinate energy
conservation efforts in the nation's tran-
sportation system.
-Commerce Secretary Frederick B. Dent

said he felt that the energy shortage would
force some businesses to close.

Dent said in Boston that most companies
can learn to live with the shortages and
some may flourish, "while others will fail

because of their impact."
He said that private industry uses 70 per

cent of the nation's energy and "if there is to

be a reduction in the per capita con-
sumption, a substantial portion of it will

have to come from the business sector."

Congress Clears Bill

ToTap Alaskan Oil
By W.DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Nearly six years after
America's richest pool of oil was discovered on
Alaska's North Slope, a bill authorizing a pipeline to
tap it cleared Congress yesterday.
A Senate vote of 80 to 5 sent the measure to

President Nixon. Backers predicted he'll sign it,

despite administration misgivings over sections
giving regulatory agencies greater powers. The
House passed the bill Monday.
The $4.5 billion pipeline, long delayed in Congress

and the courts by environmentalists who feared dam-
age from oil spills, would be the largest construc-
tion job ever undertaken by private enterprise.

Sen. Henry K. Jackson, D-Wash.. warned en-
vironmentalists that if they again tie the project up
with lawsuits, he will offer a bill in January to have
the federal government build it.

Jackson said work must begin by May on the 789-

mile line so that oil can begin flowing to the ice-free

port of Valdez and thence by ship to West Coast ports.

Reserves in the Prudhoe Bay area of Alaska,
discovered in February 1968, are estimated at 10

billion to 30 billion barrels

Atlantic Richfield. Exxon. British Petroleum and
four firms which hold smaller shares of the oil formed
a consortium to build the pipeline

After prolonged courtroom delays, a federal ap-
peals court blocked the project in Fecruary The
court said it violated limits on the width of rights of

way which Congress laid down in 1920.

The bill sent to Nixon revises the right of way
limitations, authorizes a construction permit and
bans most lawsuits which could delay the project.

Environmentalists have 60 days in which to

challenge the constitutionality of the bill's prohibition
of lawsuits against the permit.
Elsewhere on the energy front

:

—Power company spokesmen and government
officials told the House Commerce Committee that

year-round Daylight Saving Time could cut power
consumption by one or two percent, but might require
school children to travel to school in the dark.
—The National Education Association urged the

Nixon administration not to disrupt schools to save
energy.

Gulf Oil Pleads Guilty

To Illegal Campaign Contributions
By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)
Revelations of illegal campaign
gifts hit Democrats and
Republicans alike yesterday as
two corporations pleaded guilty to

federal charges and a third was
accused in Senate testimony of a
cover-up conspiracy.

Gulf Oil Corp., which previously
admitted making an illegal

$100,000 gift to President Nixon's
re-election campaign, pleaded
guilty to that violation yesterday
and to illegally donating $10,000 to

the campaigns of Sen Henry M.
Jackson of Washington and $15,000

to Rep. Wilbur D. Mills of

Arkansas.

Spokesmen said Jackson and
Mills, both of whom tried un-

successfully last year for the

Democratic presidential
nomination, had been unaware the

Gulf money was illegal.

Mills offered to return his money
and Jackson said he would give his

back
Also yesterday, a subsidiary of

Ashland Oil Inc. pleaded guilty in

federal court in Kentucky to

making an illegal $100,000 gift to

Nixon's campaign. The subsidiary,

Ashland Petroleum Gabon, had
previously admitted the Nixon gift.

Gulf and Ashland both were fined

$5,000 and two company officials

also were fined an additional $1,000

but escaped jail terms because
they had volunteered their co-

operation to the special Watergate
prosecution force.

In testimony before the Senate

Watergate committee, two em-
ployes of the American Ship
Building Co. of Cleveland, Ohio,
said they and six other employes
had been given bonuses and or-

dered to give the after-tax
proceeds to political campaigns.

Gulf and its Washington lobbyist,

Claude C. Wild Jr., pleaded guilty

to separate federal counts in

Washington.
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Energy Crisis To Raise

Danger Of Recession
ByBILLNEIKIRK

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The energy crisis has suddenly chilled the

Nixon administration's hopes of bringing the U.S. economy to a "soft
landing" next year and increased the danger of a recession.
Government economists, busy trying to assess the impact of the Arab

oil cutoff, said they expect temporary job layoffs in some industries and
sharply rising prices of products that depend heavily on energy.
The situation could develop into a recession if the administration

bungles the job of allocating fuel supplies and the consumer decides to
buy much less, said one highly placed economist who asked that his name
not be used.

"If it changes the psychology of the consumer, and is badly enough
handled, the economy could lose momentum," he said.
The administration had been banking on the economy slowing this year

and in 1974 to about a 4 per cent growth rate, a level considered normal.
This is the so called "soft landing" from 1973*s high growth rates. It was
supposed to mean a lower rate of inflation and little or no increase in
unemployment.
"How much impact there is on aggregate economic activity depends on

how long the oil cutoff is and how deep it is," said Edgar Fielder, assistant
secretary in charge of economic policy for the Treasury Department.
Fielder said, however, he does not see a recession developing.
A recession occurs when the Broadest measure of the economy, Gross

National Product, declines for two straight quarters. The last recession
was in late 1970 after Nixon tried to cool inflation with tight money and a
tight budget, causing unemployment to go up to 6 per cent.
The energy crisis also will make it difficult for the administration to

shed wage-price controls, as it hoped to do next year, said the unnamed
economist.

He said the administration needs to talk calmly about the situation and
avoid scaring the people. "I think everything is a little hysterical now,"
he said, noting government reaction to the crisis.

APPEARING AT THE

NEW Country House

Wed.

in Hatfield

That New Band
In Town

Thurs. - BHANG

. - Night Watch

SPECIAL ATTRACTION
$2 cover charge but all draught

beverages 1* a glass.

Sat. — Tex Overstreet &
The Country Boys

Sun. — Tex Overstreet &
The Country Boys.

247-5155 River Rd., Hatfield
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Britain Feels

Fuel Crisis
By LOUIS NEVIN

Associated Press Writer
LONDON < AP) - Prime Minister Edward Heath declared a state of

emergency today to meet Britain's menacing fuel crisis. He also laun-
ched an unprecedented credit squeeze to head off any run on the nation's
currency.

The initial reaction was dismay at the depth and extent of the crisis.
"Full blast of power and trade crisis hits Britain," said the Evening
News.
Prices plunged on the London stock exchange, wiping billions of pounds

off market values.

Preparations for the wedding of Princess Anne and Capt. Mark Phillips
today went ahead despite the shouts of opposition legislators in the House
of Commons to "cancel the wedding."
Royal court informants said there was no possibility of any change in

plans for the wedding, which is costing British taxpayers nearly a quarter
of a million dollars.

The government decreed a state of emergency for 30 days to meet a
ban on overtime by 270,000 coaJ miners and 18,000 workers in the state-
owned electricity generating industry, Home Secretary Robert Carr told
the Commons.
The overtime ban was already hitting the nation's stocks of coal, the

administration said.

Workers in both industries perform maintenance duties on an overtime
basis on weekends. A ban on overtime meant maintenance work had to be
done in normal time, thus cutting the amount of coal that could be mined
The overtime ban also meant that power industry generators had to be

shut for repairs and servicing during normal-day working hours instead
of weekends and early morning hours when the power demand was
minimal.
Carr said the state of emergency would begin at midnight
T he program gives Heath the power to deal with a three-pronged threat

of power shortages and the worst foreign trade deficit in the nations
history.

The first move under the emergency powers was a ban beginning today
on display advertising and floodlighting and controls on heating in
commercial premises. All government departments and state-owned
industries were ordered to reduce power and fuel consumption 10 per
cent. r^

State Senate Approves

Campaign Financing Bill
BOSTON

( AP) -The Massachusetts Senategave initial approval Monday
to a major reform of the state's system of campaign financing The bill
advanced on a unanimous roll call vote of 34-0.
The bill, which received overwhelming approval in the House, makes

several important changes in existing law:
-It would lower the maximum individual contribution from $3,000 to

-It would prohioit candidates from accepting cash contributions over
*25 and of spending cash amounts of more than $25

-It would tighten regulations governing contributions at testimonial
dinners.

-It would require candidates to report their contributions and ex-
penditures three times a year-eight days before the primary, eight days
before the election and the following January 10.
The Senate went through a five-hour debate on the bill, rejecting all but

three of a series of 14 proposed amendments.
The adopted amendments, which must still be accepted by the House

would bring the maximum cash contribution and expenditure down to $25
from the House version which allowed cash contributions of up to $100 and
cash expenditures of up to $50.

-Robert R. Taylor of Winnipeg took this aerial photo as the sun litup the unique pond built in the shape of a duck in a bird refuge just

™H 2 stonewall. Man. The pond is 400 yards long. 150 yards Hideand 18 feet deep. Another pond-also developed bv the provincialgovernment and Ducks Unlimited, an international conservationgroup-was built in the shape of a goose nearby.

Opening Sunday
GOTEN OF JAPAN

Steak House
Dining in the Tradition of

Japanese Nobility

Rte. 116 Sunderland, Ma.

Fuel Crisis

Sargent Orders Speed Limit,

Outdoor Advertising Reduction

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By STEVEN COHEN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — Gov. Francis
W. Sargent ordered the speed limit

throughout Massachusetts lowered
to 50 miles per hour yesterday and
announced that he has ordered a
reduction in lighted outdoor ad-
vertising.

Warning that New England could
be faced with a 30 percent fuel

shortage this winter, the governor
said he has asked the Public Health
Council to further ease its strict

sulphur standards for small and
medium fuel users.

At a news conference called to

announce steps he is taking to
combat the energy shortage in

Massachusetts. Sargent also said
he is creating a cabinet level task
force to examine the possibility of
a four day work week for the state
and private industry.

He said he has directed state
Education Secretary Joseph
Cronin to consider moving the
April school vacation to an earlier
month, and he has ordered the
state superintendent of buildings to

reduce Christmas lighting by 95
percent

The governor, who previously
ordered a temperature reduction
in state buildings, announced the
second phase of his energy con-
servation program at a press
conference attended by U.S.
Commerce Secretarv Frederick B
Dent.

Sargent said he will seek
emergency powers from the
legislature to deal with unforseen
emergencies which might arise our
of the energy crisis.

The governor said he has
directed state Public Works
Commissioner Bruce Campbell
and the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority to reduce the speed limit
statewide to 50 miles per hour in

order to conserve gasoline.

The action will save 100 million

gallons of fuel a year, he said.

Buses, which operate more ef-

ficiently at higher speeds, will be

subject to a 60 miles per hour limit.

Sargent said state agencies are

in the process of changing speed
limit signs now, and aides in-

dicated that while the new limit is

effective immediately it isn't

enforcable until new signs are up.

Sargent told newsmen that he
has directed the Outdoor Adver-
tising Board and the state
Alcoholic Beverages Control
Commission "to take steps im-
mediately to end the use of un-
necessary advertising lighting."

Dent, at the news conference,
said there is a possibility of a 7

percent fuel shortage nationwide if

the Middle East oil embargo
continues. While conceding that

the crunch will be worse in New
England than in the rest of the
nation, he said he hoped the federal
illocatinn nrogram "won't permit

a shortage in this region as high as
the governor suggested."
Sargent, who met earlier in the

day with Dent, said he has asked
for the creation of an emergency
technical assistance program on
the federal level to provide in-
dustry the expertise it needs to cut
energy without laying off workers.

• He said he also asked for an
emergency assistance program
aimed at helping companies install

anti-pollution and energy con-
servation equipment.

"Only a short time ago we were
told that the energy shortage this
winter would be 6 percent," he
said. "Then we were told that the
shortage would be closer to 15
percent. Now I am informed that if

the Middle East oil cutoff con-
tinues, the shortfall could be as
much as 30 percent."
The governor said he is asking

Massachusetts residents to survive
the short term crisis of this win-
ter."

NOV. 14 TONIGHT

Qlht English flub
Amherst

STAR WILL BE ON CAMPUS December 4. .973
If you are unable to see us on campus contact

Kathy MacKinnon. Personnel Manager

^^3^°- 625 Mt. Auburn St.. Cambridge

Energy Crisis Worries

Maine's Ski Areas
By JERRY HARKAVY
Associated Press Writer

CARRABASSETT, Maine-The energy crisis has supplanted the
weather as the No. 1 problem facing Maine's ski areas.

Ski operators throughout the state are more concerned about shortages
of gasoline and other fuels than about the perennial question of whether
Mother Nature provides enough snow.
The problems created by the energy crunch are most acute at major

resort areas like Sugarloaf, the largest in Maine, which attracts most of
its business from out-of-state skiers.
"We're really concerned," said public relations director Wendy

Frutchy. "Most of our major market is in Boston, and it's 4 1-2 hours in
driving time from Boston to Sugarloaf.
"A 50 mile-per-hour speed limit would probably bring it up to six hours,

and that's prohibitive to most skiers who take a weekend trip."
As a result, Sugarloaf is working with Boston-area travel agencies and

ski shops to arrange charter bus service at $11 a person.
"It's cheaper by the dozen, and you don't use that much fuel," she said.
Sugarloaf is planning a minibus shuttle service between the mountain

and local hostelries. The area is also attempting to line up similar service
from airports in such Maine cities as Portland, Augusta, Watervilie and
Bangor.

At Squaw Mountain, spokesman Bruce Taylor said "we're taking a
wait-and-see attitude about fuel rationing to see to what extent we're
going to be affected.

"There's the possibility that we could be asked to close," he said.
Taylor and spokesmen at other major resorts warned that shutdown

would have a disastrous impact on the economies of their areas, which
are largely dependent on the winter recreation and forestry industries.

In the Greenville area, the closing of Squaw Mountain would put 20 per
cent of the labor force out of work, Taylor said.
"Obviously, the areas that will be hardest hit will be the ones in the

rural mountain regions, the ones farthest from the big urban centers " he
said.

Squaw, too, has been exploring charter bus service, but Taylor said
some bus lines are worried about meeting their existing commitments
and are reluctant to take on new business.
At Saddleback, John Christie said he planned a "share-a-ride" in-

formation center that would encourage car pooling by those who ski
regularly at the Rangeley area.
Like other areas, Saddleback is also emphasizing special bargain

package plans for skiers who sign up for extended stays.
The problems are different at the state's smaller ski areas which

depend on local skiers for the overwhelming proportion of their clientele.
Some industry sources acknowledged that these smaller areas, such as

Auburn's Lost Valley and Pleasant Mountain in Bridgton, stand to gain
additional business at the expense of the more prestigious, but more
distant, mountains.

SBA Charged With
Alleged Corruption

Bv PEGGY SIMPSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The alleged corruption within the Small
Business Administration loan practices extends far beyond the Rich-
mond, Va., SBA office and may be nationwide, congressional sources said
Tuesday.
"This thing is pervasive throughout the entire nation," said Rep. Henry

B. Gonzalez, D-Tex., a member of the House Banking subcommittee on
small business which reported on the alleged criminal abuses in SBA field

offices.

"It goes from top to bottom," said an official close to the congressional
investigation.

Gonzalez said that in addition to the probe of the Richmond office,

subcommittee investigators and the Justice Depatment are looking into

SBA operations in Philadelphia, Baltimore, Detroit, Albuquerque,
Chicago, New York, Miami and Los Angeles.

In Alburquerque, the former SBA minority enterprises chief. Moses L.

Sanchez, is serving a three-year prison sentence after pleaded no contest

to charges of soliciting and accepting bribes. His indictment alleged he
received three bribes totaling $10,500 from men who later received SBA
loans totaling $81,500.

It was not known if the Sanchez case was under investigation by the

House subcommittee.
In Detroit, acting SBA District Director Charles Lockwood said the

Detroit office was not involved in the current House probe.
Comments from other cities were not immediately available.

Organized crime influenced loan practices in at least some cities,

resulting in millions of dollars of defaulted loans, Gonzalez charged.
He described as conservative one published estimate that bad debts in

Richmond SBA office alone may total $11 million.

Gonzales said that apparently the pattern is one of out and out conflict

or interest by SBA administrators; of corrupt influences in 'kiting' loans -

getting a loan to cover another loan - and a systematic and apparently
nationwide abuse of the lease guarantee loan pogram

In 1969, Gonzalez exposed an attempt by a special assistant to then-SBA
Admnistrator Hillary Sandoval to get kickbacks from a San Antonio loan

applicant in exchange for guaranteeing the loan.

In that case, the special assistant tried to persuade the San Antonio
businessman to apply for a $100,000 loan instead of a $10,000 one and said

he would guarantee his getting it - but he wanted a guarantee of 49 per
cent of the man's business.

The assistant. Albert Fuentes, was convicted and jailed.

Gonzalez also said there appeared to be a widespread tie-in with other

loan programs in the Department of Housing and Urban Development. In

those cases, persons used SBA loans to snare further loans from HUD for

subsidized construction projects.

Enjoy the

DOWN
UNDER

Snack Bar at Greenough

Good Food Reasonable Prices

The emptiness of the campus pond will be overcome with people.. ..The accompanied bridge,
however, will be taken down. The fence, which separates the Fine Art Center, will go with the bridge!
Thus, there leaves the newly born Fine Art Center, which, hopefully, to be completed and opened to
public next semester. By spring the ground will be spread with greenish grass.

Skylab 3 Cleared For Friday Lift-Off
By HOWARD BENEDICT

AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP)

- The space agency last night

cleared the Skylab 3 rocket for

launching and set 9:01 a.m. EST
Friday as the liftoff time for the

three astronauts on a record 85-day
space mission

The decision was announced
after experts had met throughout
the day to assess the seriousness of

cracks found in the Saturn IB
rocket.

They concluded that solid
repairs had been completed, and
Skylab program director William
C. Schneider gave the go-ahead to

start the final countdown this

morning.
He said the condition of the

rocket would be routinely
evaluated again today, but officials

said they were confident the rocket
was in good shape.

Discovery of cracks in two dif-

ferent sections of the rocket had
caused two postponements totaling

six days. And Schneider earlier

said a launch Friday was "iffy."

But Skylab 3 Commander Gerald
P. Carr told newsmen earlier he
felt sure that he and his crewmates

would be launched Friday.
Carr, William R. Pogue and

Edward G. Gibson concluded their

training at Houston's Johnson
Space Center and flew here
Tuesday in separate T38 jet planes.

CONCERT

featuring Chase

Sat ., Nov 17, 1973 8:00 p.

m

Memorial Hall, Athol

Tlakati (3.00 la Maaaaa

'4 00 at Ida Oaar

For tickets send a stamped self-addressed envelope to
Tickets, P.O. Box 435, Athol, Mass. 01331 or pick up at
Gnbbons Music Store, Main St., Greenfield.

Sponsored by Athol High School Band

UMASS CELEBRITY SERIES PRESENTS
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Staff Photo/David Lett

Moe Howard takes a break from a busy campus-speaking schedule in order to catch up on a few jokes.

Larry is shown taking a shot at Moe. ..when will it be our turn?
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Bromery Comments
On Energy Crisis
(Statement by UMass-Amherst

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
on energy conservation.

)

In accordance with President
Nixon's statement, Wednesday,
November 7, 1973 concerning the

energy crisis, the following action

will be taken at UMass:
1. Temperatures in all buildings

on campus wi'l be reduced in ac-

cordance with the guidelines stated

by the President. ( Work has
already begun on this project, but
it will take some time to make all

the adjustments. Meanwhile,
members of the University com-
munity are asked not to make
adjustments to individual ther-

mostats.)

2. Vehicles owned by the
University of Massachusetts-
Amhers t are to be driven so as not
to exceed a speed limit of 50 miles
per hour. Users are directed to

confine trips to only tue most
necessary, and to make every
effort to share vehicles with others.

3. Members of the University

community are urged to become
more aware of open doors and
windows, unnecessary lights

burning and individual radiators

operating at high temperatures,
and to take steps so that maximum
savings of energy can be achieved.

4. Steps are being taken to ex-

tend, if possible, the use of the coal-

fired boiler plant and to delay
opening of the new oil-fired power
plant on the Tillson Farm. The
University's objective had been to

open the new plant as soon as
possible. Now the benefits of

opening this plant as an anti-

pollution measure will be weighed
against the problem of the energy
conservation before action is

taken.

5. Members of the University

community are reminded than an
Energy Conservation Committee
has been formed and is functioning

under the chairmanship of Ken-
neth Dean, Office of the Vice
Chancellor for Administrative

Services, Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building. The com-
mittee is composed of members
from all segments of the Univer-

sity community. Hits major func-

tions at this time are to conduct an
"awareness campaign'' on campus
and to study every possible way in

which the University can conserve

energy. Anyone with suggestions

on ways to economize is urged to

forward this information to the

Chairman, Rm. 341, Whitmore.
The energy problem facing this

nation is a serious one, and affects

all of us both at work and at home.
I am sure that by cooperating, we
can make a significant con-

tribution toward conserving the

nation's resources for the good of

all. Thank you for your
cooperation.

LSAT

Review Course
Extensive 20-hour review for

December 15 L.S.A.T.

Taught by attorneys

It Will Help

This course has been m
operation since 1967 and is the

most effective means
preparation for the L.S.A.T.

Ask students at your school who
have taken this course . their

opinions, or call us with your

own questions.

Register now — $85.00

tuition (total cost). Classes

begin Thursday evening, Nov.

29, 1973, 7-11 p.m., Colonial

Hilton, Northampton.

For information call ( 413) 25*-

6072, Amherst; (617) 262-9161,

Boston.

or write.

L SAT . Review Course
419 Boylston St

Room 312

Boston, Mass. 02116

DONALD SUTHERLAND ELLIOTT GOULDNll

MASH VNrd . Mat. 2:00

Mon.-Thura.. Eve.
7:00-9:20
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WALKING

Celebrate Thanksgiving
at the

Mister Donut

never knows

when to quit.

< he's open t\ hrs. per day >

g
Ml. Farms

Mall

HI. I

i ItussrllSt.)

HADLKY

Doruxt

TOP OF THE CAMPUS
reservations 549-6000

featuring

Tomato Juice or Fruit Cup
or Corn Chowder
Whipped Potato
Butternut Squash
Tossed Salad w/choice of dressing

Prime Rib an jus $4.95
Roast Turkey w/Sage Dressing f4.45
Raked Staffed Shrimp $4.95
Cranberry Nut Bread

*~~$

Butterflake Rolls

Pumpkin or Mince Pie
or Ice Cream or Hot Apple Pie
Coffee, Tea, Milk

hours 2-6 p.m.
children under 12

$2.75

What's The Story?

The Age Of Majority, Superman And Modern Romance
By DEBBIE BERNSTEIN

With the onset of cold weather
it's nice to have as many con-
viences as possible to home. Most
of you probably know the closest
place to buy cigarettes, beer, and
milk, but how many of you know
the closest place to get help or
advice with a problem? The
Ombudsman Office has Area
Representatives in most of the
dormitory areas on campus for

just this purpose.

The Area Reps serve as a liason

to the Ombudsman Office for

students in particular areas.
However, faculty and staff can also

consult with them, too. Some of the
problems that Area Reps have
dealt with or can deal with are
meal ticket exemptions, room
priorities, parking tickets, heating
problems, advice on room rent

refunds, and personal dorm
problems that you might not want
to talk to your counselor about. If

the Area Reps can't help you with
your problem they can suggest
someone who can, or refer you to

the Ombudsman Office.

The Area Reps are: John Bohn —
306 CI Brown, 546-5693 (Sylvan

Area); Marcus Buckley — Head of

Residence Apt., 546-4534 (Central

Area); Jim Maltz — 103 Dickinson

(Tues. night 9-11, 545-2680), 549-

4598 (Greek and O.H. Area); Jim
Prelack — 421 Crabtree, 545-2302,

545-2303 (Northeast Area)

Question: Since the age of

majority is changing, effective

January, can the University
legally force students to live on-

campus?

Answer: Yes. That's the answer
from Bruce Cochrane, director of

on-campus housing. According to

Bruce, the age for moving off-

campus is not set at 21 because it is

the age of majority, but because it

is a convient cui-off date. So
changing the age of majority from
21 to 18 has nothing to do with the

Housing Office policy. To put it

another way, the requirement for

students to live on-campus until

they are 21 is a Trustee policy.

When students accept their

admission to UMass they enter into

a contract. This means that the

University sets certain regulations

which students must abide by. One
of these regulations is that students

will live on-campus unless they are

21, married, a senior, commute
from their home within a 40 mile
radius, or receive an exemption to

move off-campus. Therefore, the

requirement for a student to live in

a dorm does not violate the

student's freedom of choice
because the rule was in effect at

the time of admission and the

student chose to come to this school

and accept the regulations of the

contract.

A student can bring this matter
to court, however, precedent cases

in Indiana, Illinois, and Kansas
have ruled in favor of the

university. The on-campus housing

requirement was proved con-

Your Head
(Continued from P. 10)

It may be that you genuinely

"loved" your girl-friend. Cer-

tainly, intense feelings of anger are

not in themselves incompatible

with feelings of love. The tone of

your letter, however, suggests that

your ego and pride is more the

loser than your heart. It may well

be that the manner in which the

relationship ended tapped longer

standing feelings of inadequacy. If

thinking about it in this way
doesn't help, a consultation with

one of our staff would seem a

logical next step. Although there

appears little danger that you

would actually hurt someone it

does sound like you may need some

help in sorting out your feelings.

Send, bring or call in your

questions to 303 Machmer Hall.

!i45-233i All inquiries confidential

stitutionally valid because it was
-

necessary to the function and
existence of the university. This
necessity lies in two areas. It is

financially necessary to require
students to live on-campus, and it

is considered a necessary part of a

student's educational process to

live on-campus. Bruce said that he
cannot foresee the Trustees
reviewing the policy.

I then contacted Senator Robert
Hall, a recent graduate of UMass,
whose office has taken an interest

in this matter. Hall's office has
spoken with Dr. Gage whose
comment was that the matter is

still being looked into — but that

nothing can be done for January.
In looking into the matter, I think

the University has to consider
many implications of lowering the

required on-campus age from 21. If

more students were allowed to

move off-campus the dorms would
not reach their occupancy quota.

This would mean a great financial

loss to the University, as well as an
increase in the rent for students

that did live in the dorms. Higher
room rent would act as a deterence
for students to move on-campus.
Lowering the age would also

have great implications on the

town of Amherst as well as
surrounding towns. There would
not be enough off-campus housing
available to accommodate the

influx of students. Certain towns
have declared a moratorium on
building new apartment com-
plexes, while other towns, like

Hadley, will not allow any apart-

ment complexes at all. Even this

past semester many students who
were allowed to move off-campus
could not find housing and
therefore, tried to get back on
campus.

If the age was lowered the

existing apartment complexes
would be in more demand so that

they would probably raise their

rents a considerable amount. This

would be unfair to students, but

even more unfair to couples or
families who don't have income
from several sources.

Transportation might also be an
important problem. UMass is

trying to reduce not increase the

number of cars on campus. It

seems logical that the more people

who live off-campus, the more cars

there would be coming onto
campus. The current transit

system, as good as it is, would not

be adequate to handle the large

number of students who would use

the busses if the age was lowered.

I also spoke with Dick Howland,
Student Attorney, to find out if he
had any further information on this

matter. He felt that because the

change in the age of majority has

not gone into effect vet. the

Trustees have not had the time to

consider changing the housing
policy. At this time he could not

offer any advice or information,
but felt that the best attitude was a
wait and see one.

I agree that the Board of

Trustees has to weigh all these

considerations before making a
decision, but I hope that "We're
still looking into the matter", will

not be a long term put-off to

students who deserve an answer by
a definite date. If nothing can be
done for January, then some an-

swer, one way or the other, should
be reached soon after. This is in all

fairness to students who want to

plan their living situation for the

following semester.
Question: Why doesn't the

University Store carry comic
books, particularv Marvel and
DC?
Answer: Two years ago the

Campus Center Bookstore did sell

comic books, but according to Joe
(iilmartin. Trade Book Manager,
this product did not work out.

A main problem was theft.

Because of the size of comic books,
it was easy for people to slip them
in their notebooks or other books.

When the comic books were
grouped in twos or threes and
wrapped in cellophane, people

sometimes broke the wrapping and
slipped more comic books inside

before buying them Also, grouping
the comic books together made it

difficult for people to see what they

were buying.

Another problem was people
reading the comic books at the

magazine stand and then not

buying the books Because comics
are shorter in length, this was a
greater problem than with books or

other magazines. The paper that

comics are printed on is not as

sturdy as paper used for other

magazines, so if a large number of

people leafed through the comics,
they often became unsalable. Also

a large number of people using the

magazine stand as a reading
library blocks the way for others to

see what's available and blocks the

aisle for people walking past that

area.

Distribution was another
problem. Traditional comics, like

Superman and Modern Romance,
were not that difficult to order, but

underground comics, like Zap,

presented a problem. The
distribution agency that un-
derground comics had to be or-

dered from fouled the billing up
and in general made ordering the

comics difficult. They also
required a large quantity of comics
to be ordered, so that it was not

profitable for the book store to

continue dealing with that com-
pany.

from 3x5- $2.50
to 8x10-$11.95

Genuine Hand Carved
wooden boxes fro™ India

ivory A brass inlaid

felt lined interiors

FACES
EARTH

larger sizes

include compartments

Joe saw two possible options for

selling comics. First was an in-

dependent person setting up a table

in the selling area. Second was the

Campus Center Store setting up
some kind of stand at the check-out

counter.

"What's the Story?" will be a

regular feature in Wednesday's
Collegian. I will be looking into

various aspects of the University

system that may be of interest to or

need clarification for the

University community. I will also

answer any questions or problems
people are having within the

University. So if you are having a

hard time finding the answer to

your question, write it down on a

piece of papei and drop it in the

'What's the Story?" box outside

the Campus Center Store, send it

through campus mail to box 6.

Campus Center, or bring it to the
Ombudsman Office, room 919
Campus Center.

Debbie Bernstein is Student
Assistant to the Ombudsman.

Address Books
and

Date Books

A. J. Hastings,

Inc.
Newsdealer & Stationer

Amherst, Mass.

UMASS DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE

Offending THE
Outraging THE
Insulting THE
Ridiculing —— THE
Violating THE

A Theatre Piece by Peter Handke

TICKETS $1.00 — LIMIT 40 PERSONS
On sale at door I hour before show lime

STUDIO THEATRE SOUTH COLLEGE
Nov. 15. 8 p.m. Nov. 16 & 17. 7 & 9:30 p.m.

AUDIENCE
AUDIENCE
AUDIENCE
AUDIENCE
AUDIENCE
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Your Head
,

The Painful Experience Of Losing Someone
JL » .. ,!.....,.<. Koine* pmnl irtnflll v Ipss

By DRS. ANDREW W. McCASHIN
and STEPHEN M. KLEIN

During the last two weeks I have
become very worried about
myself. My girl-friend broke up
with me three weeks ago and told

me that it wasn't another guy.

Things weren't too good between
us and I actually took it all pretty

well for the first week. Then I

started seeing her around with

another guy, the same guy, all the

time. Pretty soon I realized that

there was someone else and then

something snapped. I started

wishing that she had died. Then I

began to fantasize about killing

both of them. I know I would never

do anything like that but it scares

me that I can feel that kind of hate

towards someone I used to love.

What can I do to stop feeling this

way?
Answer.
Losing someone with whom one

has been intimately involved is

nearly always a painful ex-

perience. This is especially so

when one feels, as you seem to,

that he-she has been betrayed in

the process. The first week ap-

pears to have been too easy,

perhaps suspiciously so. It could

well be that it took some time to

realize just how much the loss

meant to you. But it is also quite

possible that it is not so much that

you miss her (you never say

anything about missing her) as

that you cannot tolerate being

abandoned for someone else. You

appear convinced that your ex-girl-

friend left you for another and lied

to you about her intentions. The

question is what all of this may
suggest about how you think of

yourself.

The fantasy of killing her

satisfies several needs. Revenge is

the obvious but not necessarily

most important of these. Had she

died things might have been

emotionally less complicated for

you. It would be easier (in the short

run, not necessarily in the long) to

blame fate rather than either

yourself or you girl-friend. As
things now stand you have to deal

with feelings of loss, betrayal and
inadequacy. It is the feeling of

having lost an important com-
petitive struggle which is most
Jikely eased by your fantasies of

violence.
(Continued on P. 9)
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Collective Bargaining
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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"Students Are The Faculty's Bosses"
(Continued from P. 3)

Fitchburg and Salem and a larger
voice in the evaluation of faculty
members.
They also have won equal

representation on the campus-wide
governing councils of both colleges
and significant representation on
most committees.

It is not clear, however, how
much of the campus-wide
governance role is due to students'
being at the bargaining table. Even
before students won a place there,
the faculty and the board were
writing students into campus
governance systems. At Worcester
State, for example, where students
did not sit at the bargaining table,
they were still given equal
representation on the all-campus
governing council.

Method of Learning
The students also feel they have

learned a lot from their par-
ticipation.

"You learn far more from being
at the table than you could learn in

any political science course," Ms.
Seagull says.

Mr. Sheehan at Salem State
agrees: "You begin to learn what
education is all about. You become
aware of the relationship between
the faculty and the board."
But Mr. Sheehan says he's also

somewhat disillusioned by the lack
of trust he sees in collective
bargaining. "I don't like collective
bargaining," he says, "but that's
the way the world is. Everything
has to be written down and spelled
out."

In general, both the students and
the administrators are pleased
with the student presence. "I think
they've been a productive part of

the negotiations," says Frank L.

Keegan, the president of Salem
State. "They've brought up a
number of good points."

The union isn't so sure about
that.

"It takes twice as long to resolve
issues with the students there,"
says Mr. Robreno. "It's hard to

schedule meetings. And the
students have a turnover problem.
There's no continuity."

Mr. Robreno is also unhappy

with the power that has accrued to

the students as a result of their

"swing vote" position. "There we
are," he says. "12 grown adults
catering to these students."

Often Side with Board
As far as Mr. Robreno is con-

cerned, the only reason to have
students at the table is to

strengthen the faculty's position.

The students haven't always done
that in Massachusetts. Even some
of the students themselves are
surprised at how often they end up
siding with Mr. Walters and the
board.

At North Adams and Fitchburg,
for example, the students have
sided with the administration in

demanding a higher workload
standard than the faculty wants.
The faculty argues that the
students will get a better education
if professors teach fewer and
smaller classes, but the students
don't see it that way. They fear
that a lower workload standard
will mean that some courses
simply won't be offered.

Random Notes

Coming Out!
COMING OUT! consists of

scenes about homosexual life,

oppression and liberation in this

country. The play's vignettes are
drawn from newspaper reports,
personal accounts, journals, fiction

and poetry. Among the writers and
historical figures represented are
Walt Whitman. Gertrude Stein.
Merle Miller, Kate Millett, Allen
Ginsberg, Willa Cather and
Horatio Alger.

Although based on last spring's
highly successful production in

Boston, much of the play has been
rewritten and new material has
been added. Director Nicholas
Deutsh has restaged the produc-
tion and the company — with one
exception — is new to the show.
An off-Broadway production of

COMING OUT! just finished a 5

month run to enthusiastic, packed
audiences. The Boston-based
company recently opened to
standing-room only crowds at the
Charles Street Meeting House.
This production performs every

Monday night, through December
17, at the Meeting House. On
weekends the company performs
for interested groups around New
England.
For more information, please

contact: Bruce McKeon 545-0154.

New French Course
Franco-Americans who wish to

re-establish contact with their
language and culture can now take
a course designed especially for
them. French 130C is an in-

termediate French course which
will help them develop their
perhaps latent native language
skills in a context which addresses
itself directly to their own specific
needs.

Textbook Notice
After the Thanksgiving recess,

the Textbook Annex can no longer
guarantee that your textbook will

be on our shelves.

If you have put off buying any of
your textbooks, please do so now to

be assured of its availability.

Thank you.

Auction Coming
Tonight. 8 p.m. in the Farley 4-H

House next to Alumni Stadium
UMass DAMES CLUB will sponsor
an auction with most items
donated by area shops,
restaurants, theaters, etc. There
will be many good buys; for in-

stance, last year there were two
fur coats that were sold for under
$20.00 each! Restaurants have in

the past offered dinners for two
and theaters offer tickets for two.
New Clothing quite often is sold for
only half the retail value. This can
be a lot of fun for only a little

money and we hope to see you
there on Wednesday night. Come
and look over the merchandise and
we are sure you will see something
that strikes your fancy. There is a
small admission fee of a quarter
but you are sure to get this back on
your first purchase. Our auc-
tioneers have been practicing for

weeks — give them a challange!
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tV»« ALL NEW
T.O.C. SUNDAY

BUFFET
The Steamship Round is returning to the

Campus Center Sunday Buffet at no extra cost to you.

As a matter of fact, U. Mass. Students with a valid

student I.D. will receive a 10% discount on the

$4.50 price.

Sunday 4 - 8 p.m.

"If students are involved where
they don't have a preponderance of
interest, then they're going to be a
tool of the board," says Mr.
Schneider of the teachers'
association.

Mr. Robreno now feels students
should be excluded from
bargaining on subjects where they
don't have that "preponderance of
interest"— such as evaluation of
faculty, tenure and promotion,
fringe benefits, and workload—and
involved only on subjects that do
concern them, mainly governance.
The Massachusetts affiliate of

the American Federation of
Teachers—which, like the M.T.A.,
represents four of the state
colleges—takes an even harder
line: it has so far refused to let

students come to the bargaining
table.

New Bargaining
Law Possible

Exacerbating the two unions'
concerns is a new collective
bargaining law now making its

way through the Massachusetts

legislature. It would let college
faculties and other public em-
ployees bargain over wages and
salaries, something they cannot do
now.
Already concerned about the

student impact on such issues as
workload, the teachers' unions are
not likely to want students involved
in bargaining over something even
more important to faculty mem-
bers.

On the management side, Mr.
Walters says, "I don't think I'd

kick up my heels too much" if

students were excluded from
bargaining over salaries.

The students know that is a real
possibility. "I don't think any
faculty member is going to say
'Alice Seagull has a right to judge
how much I make,' " Ms. Seagull
says. "I think students do have the
right. What the faculty keeps
forgetting is that students are their
bosses."

From THE CHRONICLE OF
HIGHER EDUCATION. October

29, 1973

PLACE TOUR BETS ON

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA

Come to our Casino Might

T0HIGHT

Fraternity/Sorority Park — 8:00 p.m

Call for rides - 253-9066

YOU CAN'T LOSE!

Be a LaSalette Missionary.

The LaSalettes are a religious community of men
committed to living God's word through service to

HIS PEOPLE.
We search for ever more creative ways to serve the

People of God. To bring the Peace and Joy of Christ to His
People. To extend the hand of friendship and love
to all His People.

We search to find ever newer ways to promote our
community life. To strengthen the bonds to pull us together.

To forge that unity which is our difference and our strength.
We search, finally, for God, through prayer, through

liturgy, through our work and our being we seek Him who
gives ultimate meaning to our lives.

If you are thinking of serving those in need in a special
way, of being part of a vital community, of reaching out to

your God, then perhaps, you «_____M_
are Called tO join OUr People I Information Director

r*Virne *n fva a J xcai c ; ~ I LaSalottB Center lor

Church Missions end Vocations
Corps, to be a LASALETTE
MISSIONARY.

For information write or
call: Information Director,

11 Massachusetts Avenue,
Worcester, Mass. 01609
(617) 754-7259

1 11 Massachusetts Avenue

I
Worcester, Mass. 01609

Yes, I would like to learn more

I

about trying the LaSalette lite.

Please get in touch with me.

Name

1 Address

\city_ .State. Zip-

I Phone Number |

m i

.
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Watergate Poem
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This is the story of seventy-two,
that fateful election year,
when all of the Democrats entered the race
as primary time grew near.

There were Yorty and Lindsay and Hartke and Coll,

Jackson, McCarthy and Mills,

and each had a promise to give to us all

and a cure for all of our ills.

There was lovable Hubert and someone named
Wallace,

whose support was growing quite husky.
There was Georgie McGovern, who hadn't a chance,
and of course, there was "Honest Ed" Muskie.

On the other side, as everyone knew,
Dick Nixon would get it again.
I wish they had known, back in seventy-two,
what Tricky the Dick would do then.

As into New Hampshire the primaries came,
Ed Muskie was still the top-seater,
but all of his efforts went down with his tears
on the steps of the Union Leader.

As primary time went further along.
McGovern and Wallace were hot,

till one fateful day in a Maryland crowd
when Governor Wallace was shot.

But on went McGovern to the big golden state
of Hollywood, Berkely, and Watts.
Humphrey and he were still fighting it out
as to who would be calling the shots.

It was winner-take-all on the sixth day of June,
and George would need this one to win.
When the battle had ceased and the tallies had come,
it appeared that McGovern was in.
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Students Will Lose
Tomorrow and Friday, one of the most important

decisions affecting the future of this University will be
made when the faculty vote on whether or not to unionize
themselves.
The faculty should vote unionization down. From a

student perspective unionization will be tantamount to
declaring open war on students and the rest of the
University. If the faculty unionizes they will become a
power unto themselves, unanswerable to the rest of the
community for their actions. The spirit of the Wellman and despite the poiiticos' fear,

document, which promises students a voice in the
governance of this University, will wither and die, as
students are pushed away from the bargaining tables and
conference rooms to which they have sought entrance for
so long.

We also fear the effects of unionization on special
programs on this campus such as the BDIC, Outreach and
Orchard Hill programs. If the money which funds these
programs must instead be used to pay increased faculty
salaries, a logical outgrowth of unionization, then students
will lose again.
We realize that not all faculty are for unionization The

Committee of Concerned Faculty exemplifies this. We call
faculty members who would vote against unionization to
go to the polls, and not allow it to go through because
union organizers will get "their" people to the polls in
large enough numbers to carry the vote.
The issue is crucial. The time is now. For the sake of

students and everyone else concerned with the future of
the University, the faculty should go to the polls Thursday
and Friday and VOTE AGAINST UNIONIZATION

The convention was hot and the voting was long,
and despite the poiiticos' fea
the smoke in the rooms had a new kind of smell,
and the New Politics was here.

But up on a hill in a gleaming white house
sat a man with his counsel and aides.
They were planning a scheme that would ruin a
dream,
with a series of illegal raids.

The Democrats missed when they sanctioned a man
who would run to be Vice President.

\ Joyce Kosofsky

And McGovern 's mistake was supporting that fake,

with a hearty one thousand per cent.

Now the campaign was hot but McGovern was not
and the race took a turn for the worse.
And that colorless whammy that sent George to

Miami
had now become all but a curse.

If the nation had thought when the burglars were
caught,
on that frightening Watergate eve,
they'd have filled in the holes with a show at the polls
that would force Richard Nixon to leave.

But the voters were slow and they couldn't quite know
that their president wasn't so great.
So they put him back in to the place where he'd been
and forgot all about Watergate.

But the Congress was mad at the bills that they had
that were vetoed and vetoed again,
and the courts made a ruling that Nixon was fooling
around with the wrong bunch of men.

And slowly but surely, they all resigned early
as Nixon just couldn't afford
to turn back and hide and to let it all slide
when there's someone around like McCord.

The Watergate Show was then put on the air,

with Ervin and Dean as the stars.
All over America, people were watching
from offices, houses and bar.

And just as the hearings were getting quite dull,
and nothing important was said,
a mention of tapes sent the world on its ears
and we knew that Dick Nixon was dead.

Now most of the people all over the world
want President Dick to resign,
but there he still sits in his gleaming white house,
pretending that everything's fine.

The moral of this is so hard to explain
that I just don't know what to suggest.
It's foolish to think that a man can say "no"
while the rest of the nation says "yes".

If Richard M. Nixon decides to resign,
the nation may once again breathe.
But if he refuses, it's up to us all

to make our dear president leave.

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist (and part-
time poet!)

It's that time of year again.
When all thoughts of term papers
and vacations are put aside for that
one great moment of decision,
what to take for courses next
semester.

Welcome back, pre-registration.

The Mad Rush
It's an odd time of year. With the Its that time of year when you

catalogue in your hand, you feel as play Russian Roulette through the

BDIC: A Workable Alternative
By BOB RILEY

Just when this commentator had given up any
semblance hope for the bureaucratic attempt at
education at massive UMass, a ray of optimism has
appeared in the form of the University's growing
Bachelors Degree with Individual Concentration
(BDIC) program In this comparatively small but
excellent facet of the LMass system, exists a means
of attaining education in a highly personalized and
exciting form. It is truly what education should (and
hopefully will) be. taking place here and now at the
University.

The basic philosophy behind BDIC is that "not all
individuals can or should conform to the established
patterns of hi|her education." The program thus
allows the individual who is looking for more from the
University, a chance to originate and develop his own
program Roughly, upon acceptance to the BDIC

See Related Story,

Page Two

program a student works in conjunction with a
faculty advisor. The faculty member aids the student
in formulating a program which will best meet the
needs of the individual. Upon completion of the
tentative program of studies, it is submitted to the
BDIC review board for final approval The guideline
placed upon the student are both rational and
minimal They are there to protect the integrity of the
program and in no way inhibit anyone from best

fulfilling their needs

Thus, we have at UMass a major step forward* in

education, a program which acknowledges that the
college student is a rational entity who just might
know what he wants out of both an educational
system and out of life. It allows the student to be more
than just a seven digit number forced into highly
structured programs which are applicable to the
needs of all but serve the needs of none. It allows an
individual to be an individual, in command of his own
future Finally, and perhaps most important the
BDIC program allows its members to fully take
advantage of the great diversity of programs the
University has, but seldom fully offers.
Yet, the real crux of BDIC rests less with the

University and most with those students who com-
prise the program. This is perhaps what makes it so
exciting. BDIC requires special people. Not "special"
in the sense of high academic standing or possessing
any particular talent, but rather special in the sense
that tiiisstudent has definite ideas about his education
and future and is willing to work toward turning these
ideas into reality. In essence, the success or failure of
the Bachelors Degree with Individual Concentration
rests upon those in the program. It allows maximum
committment BDIC offers unlimited opportunity for
a person to best serve himself and his needs and
certainly such opportunities are rare in today's
educational system
BDIC first appeared on this campus in the fall

semester of 1970. It has come a long wav since then Is
BDIC 'he new wave of the future in education 9

In that
matter, only time will tell The structure and needs ofBDK and the typical university both complement
and seriously conflict However, one fact is certain.
rhe BDIC program is providing a workable alter-
native to students whose needs are presently not
being met by the University.

Bob Riley is a Collegian Commentator.

though you have the whole
University at your fingertips. That
is, until you realize that you still

are deficient in University Core
Requirements.

"I need a gut 'E' course."
"Anyone know of a good English
course?" "I need one course to
graduate, and it's not being offered
this semester." All common
problems, but still they're
problems indeed.

It's that time of year when you
speak to your advisor. That person
who is supposed to help you on your
way through this University and
eventually into real life. That
person who gives you five minutes
of departmental requirements and
three weeks of total confusion.

It's that time of year when you
stock up on your number two
pencils. God forbid you should fill

out your computor form with a felt

pen The computor could list you as
a non-entity.

It's that time of year, where the
Registrar's office becomes a
bigger hangout than the Campus
Center.

It's that time of year you finally
find a course that has nothing to do
with your major, nothing to do with
core requirements, everything to
do with just your interest and the
only time it's offered is a 8 o'clock
in the morning.

catalogue and pray the course you
picked isn't advanced electrical
engineering.

It's that time of year when the
lines to Whitmore start at the back
of the Hatch.

It's that time of year when you
find out that to take a certain upper
level course you need three
prerequisites that are open only
to departmental majors, of which
you aren't.

It's that time of year when you
decide if you're going to fulfill your
P.E. requirement.

It's that time of year when you
seriously think of taking advance
placement exams so that you won't
have to take certain bullshit
courses next semester.

It's that time of year when you
realize that you can't take Food
Science again, but you sure wish
you could.

It's that time of year when you
start thinking about what
professors will give you in-
dependent studies for doing
nothing.

It's that time of year when you
wish that it wasn't. But it's here
Good luck in choosing your life
next semester.
Does anyone know of a cut 'E' I

can take"'
K

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collinear
Collocutor.
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Letters To The Editor

Spinach Laced With Dead Bugs
To The Editor:

My gripe is a common one, so I'll try to make this
letter as short but as to the point as possible.
I'm sick of the Dining Commons. I'm sick of going

into Worcester Dining Commons around 10 o'clock
and being forced to eat off tables that I wouldn't let a
pig eat from. Have you seen them? Plastered with
egg yoke, donut crumbs, pancake syrup and all other
sorts of garbage, the best that they can be labeled are
pig stys. I mean that they are utterly gross
I'm sick of the dogs, cats and all the other stray

animals begging from me while I'm trying to eat my
so called, "full and sufficient meal'. Last week, I

counted 2 dogs and a cat with one blue eye and one
pink eye during one of my dinners. With this and the
fact that the place was covered with litter i.e. dirty
newspapers and unwashed plates and silverware all

over the place. I felt as though I was in Franklin Park
Zoo.

Finally, I'm sick of the incompetence and apathy in
the Dining Common Staff For example, when I

reported to the supervisor of a Dining Commons that
I had found a dead bug in my spinach (no joking, I

really did) I was appalled by the fact that he could
give a damn. He acted as though it was no big deal,

Childish Displays
To The Editor:

I have just come from Berkshire Dining Commons
where I witnessed one of the most childish displays I

have seen in some time While trying to enjoy my
meal, one self-proclaimed spokesman of the students
took it upon himself to show his dislike of the food by
dumping his tray on the rug With a look of apparent
satisfaction, he then sauntered out of the commons,
without a glance back at the mess on the floor. I

cannot understand why scenes like this one must take
place in our dining commons Admittedly, the food
could stand improvement, but perhaps if this over-
zealous student went about protesting through the
proper channels, instead of ruining what scanty
pleasure we can get from our neals, something may
be accomplished.

Donna Ovian

Worthless Cartoon
To The Editor:

What's the point 9 Not only was McGilbray's
"contribution" (a graphic portrayal of a person in the
act of puking) in Monday's paper disgusting, but it

said nothing Everyone knows the Dining Commons
food is lousy. The statement has been made many
times before, and more effectively at that Why does
McGilvray shatter his own integrity with something
as totally worthless as this If you re not feeling up to

it. please spare us

Michael King

and assured me that there was nothing to worry
about How could he make such a suggestion since the
thing was nearly 2 inches long As I think back upon
the situation. I should have made him eat the spinach
to see if he still held the same opinion
What I'm really trying to say is that the Dining

Commons have got to change I think that for the
price we pay. we are not getting our money's worth
considering the service and quality of food

Michael T. Rounds

Double Tragedy
To The Editor:

A double tragedy occured in Southwest on Saturday
night when that guy plunged 15 stories to his death
The first tragedy has been talked about in the campus
papers for several days now. So senseless.
Meaningless
The second tragedy is the anguish and the guilt felt

by the person or persons responsible for that door
being opened on the 14th floor. No charges need be
brought against the people responsible The debt has
been paid, for it is a burden they must carry the rest
of their lives. Few of us would want to live out our
lives in the knowledge that in a moment of
exuberance we had caused a person's end. I pray for
you.

Jim Prelack

Luxury Items

To The Kditor:

With the energy squeeze getting tighter and tighter.
I wonder why some uncalled-for sources of fuel
consumption go overlooked. In not one state of the
fifty has fuel allocation for recreation vehicles been
considered. The noise and pollution factors alone
should be enough to limit the use of "mechanized
monsters'' such as power-boats and, especially,
snowmobiles, but now with fuel at a low point I see no
other alternative but to totally discontinue
recreational use and to look for future banning of
their manufacture

I know things will have to act fast, but we're
traveling 50 m.p.h today where we were going 65
m.p h last week, so things such as restrictions can be
implemented when the pressure's on. We will, no
doubt, hear the excuses of the users for the
recreational relaxation the machines provide always
being careful to avoid the polluting facets of them
What must be realized by those users now is that
snowmobiles, trailbikes. ad nauseam are a luxury
item and must be considered as such. As anyone who
manages his monies knows, the luxury item's go first
if something must This is so true with these
machines and we should act accordingly and act
last to save what little fuel we seen to have left

Kenneth .1. Stuart

It's Oil Gone

!

.. By SAMUEL HASSAN
If not for the President of the United States, then for the American

people, I am writing this by candlelight.
I don't know whether to feel sorry for Mr. Nixon or to be my generally

angry. After all, he never could've imagined it'd get this cold, dark, and
dreary, it being the worldwide political scene, let alone real life.

During the Nixon Administration, and in a different way than with
President Johnson, the Pentagon has waged the most inhumane war
ever, that being massive air bombardment wasting most of Southeast
Asia. Forgetting, as many have, the murderous acts committed by
America against the Vietnamese, Cambodians, and Laotians, I would
like to focus on the physical aspects of the war.
The complete devastation and poisoning of the land in itself was a

murderous act so we can forget that too. What I am most interested in,
during this time of the energy crisis, is how it was done. Let us remove
the bullet and see just where it came from, observe the crater and see
how it got there.

The Army has an electrically powered gun the men call, "Puff the
Magic Dragon." It fires 18,000 rounds per minute or 300 bullets per
second The M-16 fires 12 rounds per second from short clips of 20 so as
not to melt the gun barrel. Artillery guns, trucks, tanks, and jeeps,
rockets, handgrenades, flamethrowers, bazookas, M-l's, M-16's, 357
magnums and 44 s to mention a few are all weapons of controlled ground
war

In view of persistent technological advancement in warfare, the
weapons mentioned are artifacts. They are produced from what now
appear as very limited resources by seemingly boundless human labor in
lactones and plants throughout America. The exact figures on how many
of these weapons have been used seem to have slipped my mind. So has
the amound of voltage used to run every machine in the heated, well-lit
lactory that does defense contracts or sub-contracts. I have no idea how
much gasoline, oil, and electricity has been used in collecting and tran-
sporting raw materials to mills and refineries, then to factory after
lactory until the final product is shipped to wherever. How much energy
did the executives consume in setting it all up? It's all very mind boggling
and simply our American lifestyle. As Mr. Nixon said, there are 6% of the
worlds people in the United States, and we use 30% of the worlds energy.
The war machine can't simply be shut off. When Nixon was elected in

1968 he promised to bring peace to the world. Having no intention of
slowing production and finally pulling out of our World War II, Korean,
French-Indochina. Vietnam, and now Middle East war economy, the
President is merely trying to drag it out.

It is similar to an automobile traveling down a mountain. When
Richard Nixon got in the car, which was in an 80mph 4 wheel slide, he hit
the gas and pulled out at about HOmph. For five long years we've been
sliding around hairpin curves, having accidents, speed-shifting, and
going through tunnels that never even existed. And now in a time when we
should stop and rebuild the engine, Nixon wants to downshift, having been
edged on by big business sitting comfortably in the backseat. He's only
doing it so he can powershift later only to either blow the engine or take
necessary controls. After all, he is right. We must conserve our energy'
Why should about 100.000 lights burn all night at the University?
About the air war:
For many months and at times very illegally, the United States Air

Force was flying up to 200 air strikes daily over North Vietnam, parts of
South Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos. An air strike or mission generally
consists of about five B-52's flying from Guam or Thailand possibly being
accompanied by smaller fighter-bombers coming from air-craft carriers
cruising the South China Sea or Pacific Ocean. How the hell much fuel
does it take to fly 1000 B-52's a day carrying tons of bombs? In fact we've
dropped over 100,000 tons in one month on three different countries
amounting to over 2 1/2 million tons of bombs. Heavy!
Considering the laws of cause and effect, and gravity, one must assume

t has taken an incredible amount of energy to carry out the Indochina
War Now, we must stop production for destruction, convert our fac-
tories, and exert our energy constructively. During the Nixon Ad-
ministration up to 50% of our annual budget has been allocated for
defense spending This has amounted to tremendous human and en-
vironmental waste. "But now we have won peace." (RMN 11-7-73.)
Now during our peacetime ( Middle East) economy, the highest official

in the land wants us to turn down the thermostat 6 to 8 degrees and not
drive over 50mph. He's right, we should, and we will. You cant turn up
the heat if there's no oil in the burner!

If it wasn't being used to make war against them, the Arabs would sell
their oil But it looks like we're in for a cold war unlike any we have ex-
perienced With Nixon calling for increased coal usage, we should be
seeing a little less, and possibly breathing a bit harder. There should be a
devastating overconsumption of firewood this winter, wiping out our
remaining forest resources. Be prepared for massive distribution of
speeding tickets, and for us in New England, there may be oil dericts off
the coast. While Nixon's in office he will do whatever he seems
necessary; thus, he must be removed from office, even if it takes 16
months.

In summary, we need a man the American people can trust to take
strict measures required to save our economy, our environment, and our
government. Richard M. Nixon is not now. and never can be that man.
But it looks like were in for at least 16 more months and probably 3 more
years of Nixon. I hope we can make it, and if we act diligently, we can.
Skip the movies Friday night, go out and buy a blanket, some candles,

and a Bic Banana. Turn off the thermostat, build a blazing fire, ( if yoii
have a fireplace) and write a letter to your congressman. If the mailtruck
doesn't run out of gas, he might get it.

Samuel P. Hassan is a Collegian Commentator.
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What's Third World? Reaction To SW Deaths
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS IS

By MICHAEL PATTERSON
It seems as if people have various and conflicting ideas as to what the

exact definition of the term, "Third World", is. The First World consists

of the United States and the Western European nations that align

themselves with the U.S. It is Third World peoples contention that these

nations are the main oppressive powers in the World.

The second world consists of Soviet Russia and her sattelites. While
these countries are as a rule not as oppressive as first world countries

they have yet to prove their sincerity to the oppressed nations of the

world.

The Third World consists of those countries and people who have been
ground under the heel of imperialism, the oppressed peoples and coun-

tries of the world.

The overwhelming majority of these people are people of color. It

seems as if the imperialist nations of the world decided that it's okay to

oppress people as long as their not white.

The term "Third World," is an attempt by those of us who seek com-
plete liberation of all oppressed peoples to unite and struggle together

against a common enemy.
Divide and conquer and conquer is a tactic used extensively by im-

perialist today. So, instead of classifying ourselves in separate groups,

ie., Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, American Indians, Africans, etc.,

we use the term third world.

Asians are very much a part of the Third World although, in this

country many seem extremely slow at realizing it. Perhaps they have
forgotten that when the U.S. wanted to test out an atom bomb, Japan, an
oriental country was the first to know. Or maybe they've forgotten the

sorry plight of the peoples of mainland China before Mao took over and
ran the U.S., England and other imperialist pigs out of their country. And
maybe they've forgotten that the capital of this country is the "White
House".
The majority of the Third World community in Amherst is composed of

Afro-Americans. It is natural that we should align ourselves with the

liberation struggles of African nations. We realize that the nations of the

first world will never cease their unwarranted acts of aggression on
Third World countries until we have a strong power base.

We of the Third World Community realize that Africa is ideally suited

to be that base of power. The rulers of the imperialistic oppressive,

nations paricularly the U.S. also realize this fact as do Africans. African
Liberation struggle leaders feel that Third World people in the U.S. can
help their liberation struggles greatly because we, "Live in the very
heart of the beast."

The United States is truly the beast. The U.S. openly supports the

racist, inhuman government of South Africa. This country gives aid and
sends the Portuguese arms to perpetuate nameless atrocities in the

African nations of Angola and Mozambique. The U.S. aids and supports
Israel in her war in the Middle East.

All praises are due to the improved methods of transportation and mass
communications for making us aware of the treachery of the United
States Government. Twenty, even ten years ago it was impossible for the

general public to know what events were transpiring in the eastern

hemisphere. Perhaps this is why Nixon and other government have
recently been criticizing the media. The media has been educating the

common people far too much for these inhuman racist dogs to bear.

We of the Third World community in the world, must begin to realize

that njw is the time for liberation. We must realize that the oppressors
time has run out The world is switching hands. As the U.S. and her allies

fall victim to the decadence predicted by Carl Marx and his followers we
have to work together to build a new world. A world based on freedom and
love of fellow man rather than a world run by racism and aggression.

I would like to ask my fellow students to refrain from criticizing Third
World policies without even fully knowing the meaning of "Third World."
Michael Patterson is a Collegian Commentator.

Student Courts
ByJAMES PAPPAS

For the past two weeks some
thirty people have been involved in

the first meetings of a University,

wide court system. Acting as
judges and advocates these people
have put more time and effort into

setting up a functioning court

system than most people put into

classes

Their efforts haven t gone in

vain. Court has met twice in the

past few weeks and in each in-

stance both judges and advocates
have shown more professionalism

and competance than ever before
This didn't just happen, this year's

staff of judges was selected very
cautiously by each ar»a govern
ment, Stockbridgc Senate, and the

Commuter Assembly There
people are highly qualified and
entirely committed to the idea of

establishing a Student Court
System. In my meetings with these

people throughout the training

period they've consistently in
pressed me with an eagerness ' >

hear cases.

Since this system was
established by the SGA, the type

ot litigation that may be brought

before this court is restricted to

anything dealing with Mn-
dergraduates. At present .« e

University Store brings any yn-

dergraduate charged with

shoplifting to the Student Cou ts

System. Any faculty or staff

member may bring an un

dergraduate to court and similarly

any undergraduate may bring

another undergraduate to cour

RSO groups may also be helu

accountable in court for their ac-

tions.

In the past, the court dealt

almost solely with shoplifting This

is not the situation this year

V n tually any interpersonal dispute

or grievance against a student run

group (RSO) may be heard in

court. The charges need not be
highly legalistic. The benefit of

bringing disputes of this nature to

court is that you can be assured
that you will be treated equally and
fairly by this court, and that your
interest will be represented by
people well trained inthe
procedures of this system.

In the past years University
Judiciaries have lost crediblity as
an effective group simply because
judges and advocates lacked
sufficient training and direction.

Having remedied that situation,

our court system has become an
excellen forum for resolving
personal disputes as well as for

holding student organizations
accountable for their actions.

James Pappas is Student
Attorney General. His office is

room 422C in the Student Union.

By SHERMAN BOYSON
I got real pissed when I saw that editorial in this

morning's Collegian. It put all the blame for that
death in Kennedy on Southwest. I had had it with
people calling this place a zoo. I was tired of the
blame for everything being put on us. But after

watching how my neighbors reacted to tonight's

death, I am ready to turn my back on my beloved
Southwest and never have a regret.

A kid died last night. What does it take to get that

through your heads? Wasn't the body lying under a
glare of headlights enough to make you realize it?

Didn't the sirens and barricades make you think a

tragedy had happened? Why the hell was it nothing
more than another spectacle to talk about, and be the
first person on your floor to know?

I had to help report this story. Not a desirable
assignment; death isn't a fun subject to write about.
But I live in Washington. I was there when it hap-
pened. I saw what was going on, and I didn't like it

one bit.

I've never seen a dead body before. Maybe I'm not

used to it. but I can't understand the thrill the crowd
got when the police lifted the blanket so they could
take pictures of the body. A kid just died, but he didn't

die in vain. He gives us all a free show, that is if you
can get close enough to see.

Okay, curiosity is natural. I should know, I'm a
reporter But to mob around the body just to get a
glimpse of the blood And then there were the

speculations. Everyone had the story figured out long

before the police even started. He was spaced out, he

was a high school kid, he was pushed, he was inspired

by the other death. There sure were a lot of instant

experts. Then when the body was taken away the

crowd lost its reason to stay. They left, looking for a
reporter or camera, hoping they could get in the

newspaper.
But worst of all were the jokes I heard. I was in the

elevator a few minutes after it happened. "Did you
hear a kid jumped off the nineteenth floor?" "He
should have jumped from the twenty-second floor.

Shit, if you're gonna go, go in style." "Maybe he
found he couldn't get into Food Science 101 and
couldn't take it." "I would have made sure I could fly

before I tried leaping out a window."
What really tears me is that this conversation was

going on while the body was still lying under the
words "George Washington Tower" outside the
building.

Okay, not everyone in Southwest is like this. But I

have to try to sleep in this dorm tonight. It's going to

be a long time before I can forget seeing that body.
And it's going to be a lot longer before I can forget
those reactions.

I lost a lot of respect for Southwest tonight. It can't
compare to the loss that Ed Waddington suffered
tonight. He lost his life. Or had you forgotten that in

the excitement?
Sherman Boyson is a Collegian reporter.

Congress Is Playing Chess
B\ MARK V4MSLKH

WASHINGTON, D.C. It may take a Bobby
Fischer or a Boris Spatsky to contemplate the course
of this country for the next six months. For while
President Nixon cautiously considers his next move,
Americans have become too confused and frustrated

to anticipate the future

Congress with power to impeach can
inevitably checkmate Nixon However, in the past

few weeki there's ben no such consensus of

congressional members even though constituent mail
continues to flood the Hill, urging for the President's
removal.

At this point in time Congress is obviously playing
its own game ot chess Democrats are trying to

project the likel) impact impeachment would have on
the '7<i election. To a greater extent, the present
advantages are carefully being considered — A Nixon
ouster before Ford's confirmation would
automatically put a Democrat in the White House
yet, this could seriously handicap them if a weak
Democrat inherits the presidency

There are also advantages in allowing Nixon to

remain if office. A crippled Nixon for three more
yean would tarnish whatever image remains to the
Republican party. This would insure a landslide
victory for Democrats in '76.

The GOP leadership in Congress is gauging the
crystal ball for partisan purposes too. "Cleaning
house" would be the appropriate move at this point.

Since Sen. Brooke advocated Nixon's resignation
two weeks ago. more Republicans are inclined to

favor resignation over impeachment. Nixon's
stepping down voluntarily would greatly lessen the
blow on credibility for future years and leave
unanswered the serious allegations made against the
Nixon administration. But an impeachment is as
good as a verdict

Unfortunately, it seems that Congress is unable to

come together on the question of impeachment
because they are too busy pondering the party
ramifications. In the meantime other issues of

national concern are being neglected.

The Nixon game plan is unpredictable — but ad-
mirably logical when viewed in the historical context.
He gave Archibald Cox ultimate authority to

pursue a rigerous investigation — then fired him
when Cox demanded the tapes. The country was
outraged.

But Nixon asserted his innocence by surrendering
evidence which — at worse — could prove in-

criminating. Many began to interpret Nixon's act as
one done by an innocent man Nixon surely would not

indict himself or so it seemed.
Then the surprise that the only two important tapes

didn't exist further distorted the puzzle. The only
impeachable evidence has been destroyed. So what
will he do next?
While Nixon says he'll never resign and many

doubt but vainly hope for his resignation — it's a very
likely out at this point. Nixon may have this in mind.
To bow out after the Ford confirmation would be an
escape to the demoralization of impeachment and it

would close the door of Pandora's Box (White House
Horrors) in an honorable manner. You can be sure
that a Nixon good-bye would have more class and
pomp than Agnew's swan song.

Resignation would be done as a gesture of devout
patriotism. Nixon would be very careful to maintain
an honorable image in the eyes of the American
people and just wouldn't allow his resigning to be
viewed as "quitting in the face of catastrophe". Nor
would he allow it to be interpreted as an admission of
guilt.

But the Nixon mind is as confusing as a maze.
Ouiting — while having its advantages — would not
be consistent with the Nixon way. Nixon has often
said that he is crisis oriented. His present status in

the wake of Watergate is his biggest crisis. To throw
in the towel now ould only blur his accomplishments
of ending a war and establishing a rapport with
Russian and Communist Chinese leaders.

To welcome the challenge of impeachment and to
emerge from such an ordeal vindicated could restore
the President's credibility while at the same time
lowering the credibility of his adversaries — those
wanting his removal.
Being one who has always had delusions of gran-

deur Nixon may physically turn the country away
from Watergate with a explosive political decision.
Such strategy has its dangers for the coun-
try especially if we were to be involved in

another war. But thinking Nixonomically, a military
victory is something to behold — certainly more
relishing than the Redskins winning a superbowl.

It is this writer's view that no man — no matter how
strong — can maintain his mental stability for an
indefinite length of time when pressured as Nixon has
been pressured. When the protective insulation is

stripped from Richard Nixon, when his demise
becomes apparent to him, when he can no longer cope
with reality — then he'll resign.

Nixon holds the future in his hands the country's
too

Mark Vogler is a Collegian Commentator.

Letters Pelfcy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor They must Designed, and include
the author s address and phone number. Also, all

tetters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due 10 space limitations, there is no guarantee that

all letters received will be printed.

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE
turned productivity right side up. It has done the same for sales. RE.
DeWolf & Co., Inc introduces the book. Sequential Modular Per
suasion A scientific approach to the sales process. Persuasion has
always led destiny And, created every fortune Create yours.
Retail price $27.50. Special student price $18.50. Postpaid. .Send to: RE.
6eWo(f S, Co ., Inc., Dept. 28-M, P.O Box 201, Whitlier, Calif. 90606.

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
NOT OVEN GRINDERS

FREE DELIVERY
ON CAMPUS

"People either ask for Bell's or they
ask for Pizza!

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
Tel. 256-8011

Tel. 2539051

John Mayall

Springsteen And Muldaur, Too!

John Mayall Coming
To Curry Hicks Cage
On Sunday, November 25 and Monday, November 26 at 8:00 P.M.

the legendary blues star, John Mayall will appear in a two night

performance at the Curry Hicks Cage. Featured along with Mayall

on Sunday night will be Bruce Springsteen and on Monday night,

Maria Muldaur.
Mayall's uniqueness lies in the manner in which he fuses

American blues and jazz. He is a skilled artist of the harmonica, the

electric piano and the guitar. Mayall is accompanied by four

talented sidemen. The saxophone honors go to Red Holloway who
adds his soulful sounds to compliment Blue Mitchell's trumpet. The
rhythm section team of string bassist Victor Gaskin and drummer
Keef Hartley will lay down the foundations and front the guitar in

the brilliant control of Freddy Robinson. These combined talents

behind Mayall's lead should prove to be an exciting concert.

Bruce Springsteen, a newly accomplished artist, will be Sunday
night's special guest star. Springsteen should be recognized by the

UMass audience as he made an outstanding performance at last

year's spring concert. Maria Muldaur, appearing on Monday night

is also expected to command a sterling performance. Muldaur
presently has the number 1 selling album in Amherst.
The Mayall concert is the second concert in a series of five to be

presented by the UMass Concert Committee. Student support is

needed if these major concerts are to be continued.

Bruce Springsteen Maria Muldaur

Of Interest...

Women Voters To Raise Funds
The Equal Rights Amendment passed by Congress

reads: Equality of rights under the law shall not De
denied or abridged by the United States or by any
State on account of sex. One of the principles of the
League of Women Voters is, "No person or group
should suffer legal, economic or administrative
discrimination.

To help pass the ERA. thereby giving action to its

principle, the League of Women Voters of Amherst
are selling the E.R.A. bracelet. Funds raised will be
used for ratification activities in non-ratified states.

A total of thirty states have passed the amendment

including Massachusetts. Ratification by eight more
states is needed before the Amendment can become
law.

The bracelet is a band of nickel silver with the
letters "E.R.A." pierced into it. It is purposely
neutral in design so it can be worn by both men and
women. The bracelet can be ordered from Connie
Bunker, 549-6159 for $3.09 (tax included).
The fight for the Equal Rights Amendment is

forging a new solidarity among women that fosters

self-confidence and the courage to use rights already
theirs but not claimed because of fears.

Grad School Night Tonight

The Annual Grad School Night, sponsored by the Psychology Dept. and
CUSP, The Council of Undergraduate Students in Psychology, will be
held tonight from 7 : 30 to 9 :30 p.m. in Herter 231.

Representatives from the various areas within the Dept., e.g. -bio-

psych, clinical, educational, social, etc., will be on hand to present the
general picture of Graduate Study in the various areas of specialization
that they represent. Along with this, will be a candid appraisal of the
problems of admission to Grad Schools.

All Psych majors who are planning to go on to Graduate School are
advised to attend. Though this program is designed primarily for seniors,
all students planning to go on to Grad School are invited to attend. Plan
ahead, come and find out about Grad School before you reach the point
where you are boxed in and have little or no leeway left in choosing a
Grad School to apply to.

Don't forget! -Tonight 7:30 to 9:30 in Herter 231. It could be the single
most important thing you do that determines the rest of your career.

Everywoman's Center To Celebrate
Everywoman'l Center will be celebrating its first birthday and its

recent move into larger quarters with an open house tomorrow from 4:30
to 7 :00 p.m. The celebration will be held in Rm. 506 of Goodell Hall and is

open to the public.

The Center was born a year ago to serve the needs of women in the
University community. Today, Everywoman's Center, with a full and
part time staff of 32, provides short and long term counselling on per-

sonal, vocational and academic problems as well as counselling and
referral on employment discrimination, housing, jobs, abortion and
birth control.

E.W.C. sponsors a series of one credit workshops called Project Self

and efforts are being made to set up a Women's Studies Program that will

lead to a Bachelor's Degree. In January, during the five week semester
break, the Center runs another series of seminars and workshops
directed at faculty and staff women, but open to the University com-
munity. This project is called Everywomen's University and will run
from January 7 through January 25, 1974. Another child of the Center has
been the Poor Women's Task Force which has been helping poor women
to gain admission and work towards a degree within the University. The
Feminist Arts Center has also been functioning through E.W.C. to

provide an outlet for women in the arts.

APPLICATIONS now being

accepted for:

Student Senate Committees: (Acad. Affairs,
Student Matters, Rents & Fees, Women's)
Public Safety Policy Council
CC/SU Board of Governors

All interested commuters ( Undergrad) — Apply at
Commuter Lounge, S.U. (in back of Hatch)

P.S. The Lounge is now open!

!

Mister Donut

never knows

when to quit.

< he's open U hrs. per day

)

2
Ml. Farms

Mall

Kt.»

< Russell St.)

IIAOLEY

DOKVLLt

For the who, what,

when where & how of

5 College

Registration

Call 256-8316

10 - 4 Nov. 12 - 16

TONITE
&

Tommorrow Nite

Ed Vadas

Big City

Blues
Band

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47. Sunderland

665-4937

Vi&*-

«$2j~» SHRUe
OPENS

Next To The Pub
Tel. 253-9082

Amherst 1 Pray St.

Opening with a Giant Sale...The

Rite Equipment & Clothing at the Rite Price
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ROCK
R 2147 NEIL YOUNG

Harvest

Ft 2153 THE WHO
Tommy (Pt. 1)

R 108 SANTANA
Abraxas

R 2079 DOORS
Waiting for the Sun

R 304 CAROLE KING
Some Kind of Wonderful

R 2032 JANIS JOPLIN
Cheap Thrills

R 2156 GRAND FUNK
E. Plunbus Funk

R 249 JONI MITCHELL
Blue

R-246 MOODY BLUES
Every Good Boy Deserves a Favor

R 128 STEPPENWOLF
Gold

R 2141 CARLY SIMON
Anticipation

R 2179 BREAD
Baby, I'm a Want You

R 171 CARPENTERS
Rainy Days and Mondays

C 2204 GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
Closer to Home

R 258 DEEP PURPLE
Fireball

R 257 BLACK SABBATH
Master of Reality

R 255 GUESS WHO
So Long Bannatyne

R 2052 DOORS
Soft Parade

R 2026 URIAH HEEP
Look at Yourself

R 221 STEPHEN STILLS
Marianne

R 2018 LED ZIPPELIN IV
Misty Mtn. Hop

R-2127 JETHRO TULL
Benefit

R 2019 NEIL DIAMOND
Stones

R 111 BREWER & SHIPLEY
Tarkio

R-2175 THE WHO
Meaty Beaty Big & Bouncy

S393 JIMI HENDRIX
Foxey Lady

R 2040 TRAFFIC
Low Spark of High Hee'ed Boys

R 436 JANIS JOPLIN
Me & Bobby McGee

R-21 16 CREAM
Sunshine of Your Love

R 180 SIMON & GARFUNKEL
At the Zoo

R 265 MOTHERS
Mud Shark. Willie the Pimp

R 2163 JOE COCKER
Lawdy Miss Clawdy

R 402 CROSBY, STILLS. NASH &
YOUNG Marrakesh Express

R 107 GORDON LIGHTFOOT
If You Could R«ad My Muni

R 400 CREEDENCE CLEARWA1 LR
Proud Maiy

R-443 LED ZEPPELIN
Immigiiint Song

R-302 THE DOORS & THE BAND
MEET HEAD ON

R 125 JAMES TAYLOR
Mud Slide Slim & Blue Hoi i/un

R 2038 CHUCK BERRY
School Days

R-264 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
Bark

R-2017 EVERLY BROTHERS
Bye Bye Love

R 2082 CAT STEVENS
Cat Stevens & America

R-2120 CROSBY, STILLS & NASH
Sweet Judy Blue Eyes

R 2002 THREE DOG NIGHT
Harmony

R 259 LEE MICHAELS
Lee Michaels 5th

R 347 ELVIS PRESLEY
Love Me Tender

R 2037 BOB DYLA\ 3 GREATEST
Lay Lady Lay

COUNTRY & WESTERN

Collegiate Consumer Coop — An association to provide members
discounts through volume purchasing.

8-TRACK
Stereo Tapes

plus Free Service Catalog (Your Choice)

C203

C-2105

C 2011

G-2107

C408

C519

C-2104

SOUL
S321

RAY PRICE
For the Good Times

MERLE HAGGARD
Son of Hickory Holler's Tramp
HANK WILLIAMS
Your Cheatin' Heart

MERLE HAGGARD
Merle Haggard & The Strangers

LORETTA LYNN
The Morning After

TAMMY WYNETTE
Divorce

BUCK OWENS
Bridge Over Troubled Watei

(POSTAGE AND
HANDLING INCLUDED)

• NO OBLIGATION TO BUY MORE
• ALL TAPES BY ORIGINAL ARTISTS

Hundreds of selections in Rock, Soul, Country and Western, Blue Grass
Jazz, Easy Listening, Gospel.

• EXCELLENT QUALITY • MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
• You may purchase tapes thereafter for $2.95 Each (Limit 5

per month). A total of 8 may be purchased with your first order.
(Your original $5 makes you a lifetime member of the CCC Tape Service)

All recordings have been produced in full compliance with section 101(e), Title 17, US Code
(US Copyright Act. amended October, 1971).

CCC TAPE SERVICE ORDER FORM

Name

ISAAC HAYES
Our Day Will Come

S-323 CURTIS MAYFIELD
People Get Ready

S-213 MARVIN GAYE
What's Going On

S-485 DIANA ROSS & SUPREMES
Then and Now

S 322 SMOKEY ROBINSON & THE
MIRACLES
Ceciha, The Tears of a Clown

EASY LISTENING
E 2154 TOM JONES

I Who Have Nothing
E 487 B.J.THOMAS

Hooked on a Feeling

S 242 PERCY SLEDGE
When a Man Loves a Woman

E 2206 PETER NERO & H. MANCINI
E-439 AL HIRT

Java

Catalog No. Selection

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Address

City State Zip

Please send my selection of tapes immediately. I have ordered 3 tapes for
$5 and «xtra tapes @ $2.95 each. I enclose check, or

money order for $

Please send me information about making extra money as a Collegiate
Consumer Coop Representative on my campus.

Send check or money order to:

Collegiate Consumer Coop • P.O. Box 4659 • Boulder, Colorado 80302

AIKIDO
Meetings Weds, and Fri. 6:30 8:30

p.m.. Sun. 2:30 - 4:30 p.m., Boyden
Gym, Wrestling Rm. All welcome.

AUCTION
Nov. 14, 8 p.m. in the Farley 4H

House next to Alumni Stadium.
Sponsored by Dames Club.

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING
Meeting tonight at 7 in C.C. (Rm.

No. on Bldg. Schedule). We'll be

discussing new laws just passed

concerning bicycles on public -oads,

also bicycle bulk purchase.

BLACK MOVEMENT TODAY
Norman Oliver, Socialist Workers

Party candidate for mayor of New
York City will discuss the current

state of the black liberation

movement. Tonight at 8 in 803 C.C.

Sponsored by Y.S.A.

BOXING CLUB MEETING
Regular meetings T. and Th. 7

p.m., 19th Washington. New mem-
bers always welcomed. Beginners

try it-you'll like it! We can teach

anyone! We visit local boxing

programs regularly, if interested call

Dana 549 0899.

CENTRAL AREA COUNSELING
CENTER
Wonder what you're doing here?

Maybe we can help you figure out.

Come in and rap. B2 Gorman House,

Mon. Fri., 19, Thurs. 10 9. Call 5

0894.

CHESS INSTRUCTIONS
New lecturer on "Middle Game

Tactics", C.C. 165 169. Free.

COMMITTEE ON POVERTY
Meeting in c.C. L77. 6 p.m. Weds,

concentration on National Welfare
Rights Organization.

COMMUTERS
Commuter Assembly will meet

today at 5:15. All are welcome. PS.
Lounge is open.

ECONOMICS OEPT
Economics 1V2A, Seminar For

Introductory Students should be
Economics 192A, Seminar Women in

the Economy; Economics 203,
Section 2 will meet Tu, Th 4:00 5:15 in

Machmer E35.

FINNISH CLUB
Will meet in C.C. 911 on 11 15, 7:30

9:00 p.m. Possibility of outing, will be
discussed.

HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
The board will meet today at 4:30,

911 C.C.

HERE COMES THE JUDGE
Want to be a Judge? Student Senate

is now taking applications in Rm. 420

SUB.

ICE CREAM PARLOR
Come to a musical icecream

parlor at Sigma Delta Tau at 7 p.m.
tonight at 409 N. Pleasant St. Meet
our sisters and pledges! Be sure to

call 545 0527 for rides.

INDIA NITE 1972 POSTER
Anyone having 1972 "India Nite"

posters, please contact Hari or Kaul
(223 or 219 Draper) Important needed
for programming. Material will be
returned.

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
All UMass women cordially invited

to an informal get together, 7 p.m., at

406 N. Pleasant St for rides 546 0082.

ISRAELI DANCING
Tra La. Everyone is welcome to

dance in the Cape Cod Lounge at 8

p.m. tonight.

JAPANESE FILM SERIES
Tonight -Sanjuro, Directed by

Akira Kurisawa, Tashiro Mifune's
most fabulous samurai film! 7:30,

9:30 Thompson 104. Admission fee at

the door.

MOVIE
Come see a great detective flick,

with a greater chase scene. Bullitt: 7,

8, 9, 11 CCA.

DAVID NYHAN
David Nyhan, Labor Editor at The

Boston Globe will speak Thurs. 11 15

in 105 C.C. at 2:30p.m. His topic is "A
Reportorial View of Labor in the

1970's".

POL. SCI. MAJORS MEETING
There will be a meeting of all

Political Science Undergraduate
Majors interested in forming a Pol.

Sci. Under grad Majors Student
Union on Thur. 11 15 at 7 pm in

Machmer W 24.

PSYCH MAJORS
Annual Grad School Night, tonight,

7:30 9:30 pm Herter 231 Reps from
various areas of the dept. will be on
hand info., candid appraisal Re
admissions

SCUBA CLUB
There will be a meeting tonight to

discuss dive for the weekend. Pool

from 7:30 10:00 Curry Hicks Rm. 14

at 7 p.m. Everyone invited to attend

SKI CLUB MOVIE
The Ski Club is showing "Evel

Knievel" tonite at 8 and 10 p.m. in

Mahar Along with that is a 10 min.
W.C Field's movie, "The Fatal Glass
of Beer".

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB
Avalon Hill players meeting Wed

night 11 14, 6 p.m. in C.C 103. All

newcomers welcome.

ADVERTISE FREE

Western Massachusetts

Super Id List

rXCHAN6
A New Ad Weekly

ArtieUs he Sals

if Privets Owners

10 per cent of Advertised Price

only IF and WHEN you sell

10,000 ACTIVE Buyers

NO DEALER ADS

SPECIAL2WEEK OFFER j

No Commission Charge 25 I

word limit —
Ads must be received before
Mon. noon, Nov. 19

FAIR EXCHANGE
P.O. Box J

| N. Amherst, Mass. 01059

{ CALL 256-0236

!_ _Cli|»and Majj _

Notices
TEXTBOOK NOTICE
After Thanksgiving, the Textbook

Annex can no longer guarantee that

your textbook will be on our shelves.
If you have put off buying any of your
textbooks, please do so now to be
assured of its availability.

GEOGRAPHY ASSOCIATION
Meeting on Thur 11 15, 8 p.m. C.C.

811.

LOST
Female beagle, on Montague Rd.,

Sunderland. Answers to "Brandy"
665 3288, Dennis Ryan, Mt. Toby Apt.
15.

Silver wire rimmed glasses in

Bartlett on Wed. 117 Reward, please
call 665 3483.

Large manila envelope containing
poetry, essays, short stories etc...

Call Carolyn 6 6857. 6 7100.

At Concert Wore. DC. Sat., blue
orange snorkel parka, w key, ID. All

needed desperately. Call Kit 546 5943

or leave in C.C lost and found.
Loft on a campus bus, 1 canvas in a

brown paper wrapping plus a folder
with a semester's work in it. Please
return the folder it's very much
needed Call 253 9066 or 549 4500, C

Cheever.

Spiral notebook: titled Public
Health. Call Sarah 549 4529.

FOUND
Medium sized golden dog, nursing

female, Wilmington. Vermont dog

tag, collar, found at Puffton Sat. p.m.
549 4503.

Wore. DC. after Sat. Concert;
brown knit cap, blue windbreaker, b-

w pin striped jacket. See C.C lost

and found.

WRr
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Middle East
Emergency
Aid Fund

The renewed eruption into all-out war of the complex conflicts in the Middle East has
already resulted in immeasurable human suffering. When the battles cease, as we hope
they soon will, thousands of lives will have been lost and many thousands more will

carry scars for years to come. Yet the political conflict will still be there, unresolved in

spite of the battles and the destroyed human lives. It will be there until the people in-

volved search together, cooperatively, for solutions that deal with the deep roots of this

conflict, and that recognize the basic human needs and rights of all parties.

Meanwhile, there is a vast need for aid to all the civilian victims of this emotion-laden
and tragic war, aid designed to ease suffering rather than to provide new resources for
the continuation of armed conflict. We, the undersigned, hereby establish the MIDDLE
EAST EMERGENCY AID FUND for aid to tiie civilian victims on all sides of this war.
The American Friends Service Committee has consented to receive this fund and will

administer it impartially in accordance with need, following the AFSC's long-standing
tradition. We call on everyone to join us in contributing generously to this emergency
fund and in a search for a just and lasting peace.

CONTRIBUTIONS should be mailed directly to American Friends Service Committee
160 North 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19102. Checks should be made out to AFSC-
MEEAF.

For more information, please call or write to: David Gil, Heller School, Brandeis
University, Waltham, Mass. 02154, telephone 617-647-2927 or 862-6037.

(This statement was written by the founders of the Middle East Emergency Aid
Fund, which is sponsored by over 70 concerned Americans. Among the sponsors are
biologist George Wald, sociologist David Riesman, Dr. Irene Gendzier, professor of
history at Boston University, Dr. Noam Chomsky Professor of Linguistics of MIT and
Professor Roger Fisher of Harvard Law School).

juilliard

quartet

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15. 1973

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
8 p.m.

RESERVED TICKETS: $1.50 UMM students $3.00 all others

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE, 125 Herter Hall 545-0202

Presented by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council
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THE LEGISLATURE, THE TRUSTEES AND

THE ADMINISTRATION ARE WAITING:

Over the past eighteen months the MSP-AAUP has strongly objected to the

imposition of quotas on tenure, merit and promotions. THE MSP-AAUP has also voiced

strong opposition to curtailment of the Graduate School and other research oriented

programs. This collective bargaining election represents a referendum on the

issues. The Legislature, the Board of Trustees and the Administration are awaiting

the faculty's decision.

A large majority for the MSP-AAUP will mean

a faculty mandate against quotas on tenure,

merit and promotion. A clear MSP-AAUP faculty

victory signifies the faculty's will to participate

in the decision-making process which affects the

academic and personal lives of each of us.

MSP-AAUP FOR A STRONG, INDEPENDENT FACULTY VOICE

YES

ALPS
AUSTRIA* FRANCE

£69
1-week, per
person, dou-
ble, from
New York
or Nassau.
Add $98
from Chica-
go. Singles
add Six.

Features round-trip jet to
Luxembourg, RT bus to Kitz-

buhel, 2 meals daily, double
room in chalet, Dec. 14 and
weekly in Jan. Add $10 Feb.
and March. Also, 1-week ski

tours to Chamonix and 2
weeks to Kitzbuhel or Chamo-
nix. Lowest-cost ski tours to

Europe of any scheduled air-

line.

$250 Car or Rail Tour*
One week, per person, double,
features round-trip jet from
New York to Luxembourg and
car with unlimited mileage—
or $260* unlimited rail travel

in 13 European countries for

singles. Add $98 from Chica-
go. Offered Nov. thru March.

SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
All prices subject to change.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST

To: ICELANDIC AIRLINES
(212) 757-8585
630 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10020
Outside N.Y. State: Toll Free
(800) 221-9760

Send folder CN on tours to Europe
from N.Y. , from Chicago D,
from Miami/ Nassau D.

Name.

SYDNEY OMAJW*

Pisces and Libra persons are said to be
indecisive. But, if the truth be known, it is

taht natives of these signs often reflect and
meditate Libra seeks balance and is a
mediator. Pisces is sensitive and "picks
up" trends, moods. Pisces is activated in

finances by Libra. Libra finds ways of

accomplishing tasks with Pisces. Together,
there may be a kind of bogging down but , as
a pair, these sians achieve and persist until

obstacles fall by the wayside. Mere we have
Neptune (Pisces) and venus (Libra) and
the combination can be beautiful illusion

and a swinging away from the mainstream
Pisces and Libra appreciate each other hut

there could be a sameness, a pattern which
causes each to look elsewhere for at least a
temporary change of pace.

ARIES (March 21 April 19) : Seek what is

solid — bypass promises made on spur of
moment. Assert your needs. Express
yourself Strike a more independent stance.
Check property values Don't sell product
or yourself short. Leo, Aquarius could be
involved.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Accent
versatility Experiment. Try new dining
place See and be seen Come out of shell

Older individual changes tune. You gain co-

operation where, in recent past, there were
obstacles. Relative plays key role

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Study Taurus
message. Money roadblock can be
removed You will have greater freedom of

movement You can try various methods
You feel less restricted Accept social in-

vitation. Surprise gift may be on agenda
CANCER (June 21-July 22' Vitality

makes comeback. Your sense of purpose in

reinformed Individuality shines through
persons become more aware of your style,

ability Timing improves You get second
chance Be forthright, direct

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Emphasis is on
how you function within group,
organization Make suggestions but don't

insist on only your own way Some com
promises may be necessary Important now
to be discreet Play cards close to chest

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 221 Friendship,
gift, romantic interlude these could be
highlighted Be diplomatic, receptiv.-

Remodel Beautify surroundings Check
tendency to give in to "sweet tooth ." You do
pay the price and it might be too high.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Be selective.

One who can pull strings wants to know how
realistic you are — act accordingly. Pisces,
Virgo persons might play prominent roles
Emphasis is on ambition, goal, ability to get
to heart of matters.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): Good lunar

aspect coincides now with long-range plans,
travel, language, higher education. You
find out where you are going and why you
are here. Some metaphysical con-
templation may be involved. Don't fear
looking inward.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):
Concern with the hidden or occult is in-

dicated You may be held accountable for
funds which only pass through your hands
Don't take part in "dirty tricks." Your own
image need not be tarnished by one who is

childish, churlish and lacks taste
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Take it

easy, lie low Absorb information while
playing passive role Means don't insist,

push or show your hand Permit one close to
you to have last say You get surprise but it

is given rather than earned Know it and be
willing to wait Leo is involved

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Emphasis
on how you "digest " Includes information,
experience as well as food Basics are
accented Get machinery in working order
Check those who are supposedly per-
lornunu hasu- funtions One born under
your sign could play key role

PISCKS .Feb 19 March 20" Favorable
lunar aspect coincides now with creative
endeavors and relationships with opposite
sex You express v outsell md make some
key changes You nunc out of rut and come
alive Young person plays significant role

IF TODAY IS YOl R BIRTHDAY you are
creative, restless, lond of I ravel and you get
involved in emotional dilemmas Very few
.ispectsol vour hie remain uncomplicated
Sou usuallv take cold plunge but end up in

hot vv;itci You're ( apahlc however, ol

cxIim ating vourselt front complications
AugUBl was very important and December
could lie a delight

Copy right I97:i Gen Fea Coip
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Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1

6

11

Ko-t7)?uS fCo.f>e/*S

Melodies

Collect

Feel indignant

at

12 Seasoned

14 Teutonic deity

15 Twist

17 Affection

18 Pose for

portrait

20 Goes by water

23 Writing
implement

Biblical weed

Piece of

dinnerware

Football

position

(abbr.)

Incline

Comes into

view

Mental image

Ladle water
from

Mollifies

Jumps
42 Three toed

sloth

43 Playthings

45 Break suddenly

46 Possessive
pronoun

48 Laughing

50 Expire

51 Vessel

53 Brought into

existence

55 Sun god

56 Weirder

59 Awe
61 Leases

62 Spirited

horse

DOWN

1 Continued story

? Bone

24

26

28

29

31

33
35

36

39

3 Seine
4 African

antelopes
5 Strip of

leather

Conjunction
Parent (colloq.)

Everyone

Cease

Strict

Remains at

ease

Depressions

River in Africa

19 Spoor

21 Young sheep

Take
unlawfully

Finished

Iroquoian

Indians

30 Singing voice

32 Secreting
organ

6
7

8

9

10

11

13

16

22

25
27

RBGH HHO IDGEE
eigqqe nrara

p A ulsle oJHp
A|G|E

AlRlS e S
e R rUri P|E L K
G e e|t RIOIT sHt? A r

34 Husband of

Gudrun
36 Lift

37 Conjunction

38 Thick slice

40 Coupled

41 Lance

44 Overwhelms

47 Father

49 Jog

52 Metal fastener

54 Compass point

57 Latin

conjunction

58 Rupees (abbr.)

60 Prefix: down
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Chile Teach-in To Be Held
Two eyewitnesses to the ac-

complishments of the socialist

government led by Salvador
Allende and to the military coup

that overthrew it will speak at a

teach-in tomorrow, at Hampshire
College.

Adam Schesch spent three years

in Chile studying the Popular

Unity government. When the

government was overthrown,
Schesch was one of several

thousand people imprisoned in the

National Sports Arena, which the

junta converted into a con-

centration camp. He was one of the

more fortunate ones - he got out of

the Sports Arena and out of Chile,

alive and with a great deal to tell

about what he saw.

Edward Boorstein, an economist

who had previously advised on the

Cuban economy and written a book

about it (The Economic Tran-

sformation of Cuba: A First-Hand

Account) , worked with the Popular

Unity government from the

beginning.

Schesch and Boorstein will

speak, and a film about a working
class/peasant shantytown outside

Santiago will be shown, in the Main
Lecture Hall, Academic Building I

at Hampshire, Thursday at 8:00.

SHOW MOE HOWARD THAT WE WANT HIM!

COME TO THE 3 STOOGES FILM FEST

5 FLICKS WITH THE REAL CURLY

Fri., Not. 16

Only 50*

C.C. Aud.

7, 9, 11 p.m.

UAAass. Ski Club presents:

"EVIL KNIEVEL"

Plus, a 10 min. W.C. Fields Flick,

"The Fatal Class off Beer"

To-iite, Nov. 14 at Mahar

two showings, 8 and 10 p.m.

50c for Ski Club Members

75c for General Public

0PEBEI TO STIIIIIS MOM ONLY II NEW T0RK

"A RATIONAL TRAUMA

HAS BECOME A THRILLER

A cool, skillful argument for con-
spiracy. Those with an affection for

suspense can enjoy the build-up of the
plotting."

- The New York Times

"WILL NIT TIN WITH TNE

IMPACT IF a 8.5mm BULLET!"

Group W Radio

PREMIERE AREI SHOWING

7:15 ft 9:00

Was
President

Kennedy's
Assasination

An...

is a genuine masterpiece of

staggering proportions.
—Ed*ard Behr News*eek

± Campus jl

AMHCMST-MAOLCV UNt

7:15

t 9:45

"Best
American
movie

of

the
year."

Onitrd Artists

DOLLAR NITES!

M0N. A TUES

ADMISSION
$1.00

Audiences are standing up and ap-
plauding . . . shouldn't you find out,
why? «.SB.ri

VICIOUS

right-

wing
fable."

New York
Times

WALKING
I

7:15 i 9:30

TONIGHT
STEVE _
1VICCLE£TM

BULLITT
WED. NOV 14

S U B.

7* 9 + 11.00

75<t

FOR SALE FOR SALE

S A I. Camera Imports has new
cameras, lense* It other photo equip, at

slashed price* Full warrant), all make*
.mil models (all Ken. *-*723.

If 1 1-»

Live ( hrixtmas tree*, select and tag

now. an> site 1131. I.. Rlimiak. 133 Bay
ltd . Hadlev

UIM2

Ma»( wheels — l-lt" ml. chrome wheels
lor (. M . cars, cost I IM. sell for t M. MSM.

tfll-IS

(.uitar Mnssman b siring BftAl
Rosewood. MahoRneck. Khonx Hoard.

I sed i. mo retail fciJii sell lor ll'.n incl

hitrdshell case (all wi mi.'

(Ml It

Ihr \rms Race \ I credit Minirourse
I'hvics MO, \o prereq MWK III... HAS
121. No* . I.'- I)er. 12. (all Prof (.uver. VI.V

MBS lor details

If lit I

For sale - alto saxophone. IIXV cello.

t.m .'.xi-MTH. ash lor Tom
(fill*

Shi equipment — Olympia. like new
boots and rack, size in. clip style carrier

and poles, for information call SHC-I3M.

tfll-lt

MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

Kenwood Receiver KR-77. mini condition

II waits RMS per channel excellent tuner

section (all Itich K-MHI. Let it ring, must
sell.

Ull-lt

t.it-.ii Dune puppies (or sale. A.K.I'.

Reg., males & females. • wks. old. Very
rrasonahlv priced, (all MM-IS2S.

lfll-14

l.ange Pro Ski Boots almost new con-
dition, must sell last IW or best offer. Call
544-S373. atk for Stu.

tfll-l*

Photo equip. Prof darkroom. Kronira S-

2a system. Minolta Srtioi body, dry
mounter, all mint condition. 6M-340I.

tfll-IS

Panasonic SK-2030 KM-AM Stereo with
stereo automatic turntable also has
Quadraplex unit. Best offer 253-2746. ask
for Mike.

lfll-16

Skiis — cheap. Pfe -her Al.l 20Scm.
brand new IMi (all (hip. 6-4S5I.

tf 1 1-15

AUTO FOR SALE

Austin llraley .

:

( all SSMMB.
mm. fully restored.

tf 1 1-14

MI7H \\\ sunriMil. excellent mechanical
condition Kest ofler. need lu sell, license

revoked, (all -.l9m;iK after fi\e thirty.

Ifll-ll

Dodge ( nronel. I'iM. 273. sld. trans.,

good tires, new battery, starter,
generator, exhaust, runs \rry well, and is

dependable. Asking ISIS, (all VI9 IMS
tf 1 1-13

i-ii.s t hrvrlle Malibu. p.s . p.b.. V-g
auto., excel, condition, selling for new car.
(all Dan. 2.V>-«MU. leave number, keep
Irving.

tfll-U

1966 oldsmobile Toronado. stylish,

automatic, power steering, brake, new
front tires. 1350. tall M94I32.

till 15

tii Ply Duster, stan trans 8 cyl. save gas.

IS series lire, spec wheels, tape dech. new
snows exc cond. Sell below mkt. only $1195
- 25K-4MCI.

HiMS

ROOMMATE WANTED
2 male Kng. grad students want mature

hip m/f to share 3 bedroom apt. in

Amherst, old house. $«7 plus. 253-5275.

tri lis

Need mature female roommate for Dec.
I or Jan. 1. Own room. ( liffside on bus
route, mainly furnished. |X5. per mo. In-

cludes utilities. CH5-4355.

tfli-M

WANTED
Wanted: Female to apartment hunt with

for Jan. I. (all l.inda after li p.m 25:1-7752.

lfll-16

For sale — I97U ( hevelle. I speed 3112.

Hurst shiller. reasonable. Phone ,tt> i ,,i

tfll-lt

I'NO \W H)md condition, lew \sk for
Tom. ISMSN after :. p.m.

Ifll-lg

rit,; Itarr.tcuda. smashed Ironl end. :s ;

(speed. Wallorv distributor, new starter,

motor 12.'.". takes it. Sand*. SM-SMS.
tfll-IK

New stereo tape cassette player-
recorder with Dolby system. Akai with
ADR System. Invertomatic. 120" or best
offer (all 5H6-22I5.

HIMS

Temple PA.
columns. 1 yea

100 watts

r old. 1350

HI 2 in speakers 2

or best offer. 532

tfll -27

FOR RENT
MSS ( utlass Supr „.». p.b.. very good

condition, (all 3*7-2771.

tfll-lt

Kus ISM white motor school bus.

slighllv remodeled, excellent condition.

IJ-ai ( all 527-5737 all I p.m.

tfll/2o

\pt lor one — \\lbl imm Ig brm mii

kit. lull hath, storage, pkg. .'.Ml N.

1'lcasanl. | nd II of iu. house. Ml utl incl.

1115 5i»-:t7:ii;. 2:.i-M7i2.

till II

Head skis R' K" with marker bindings

I adnnmlitr Silt boots. Scott poles 3'; need

I make me an offer (all 233 -5920 after 5

tfll IS

l.u.igc space central \mhers| Sale
and inexpensive I) II lones ,l'l- iTmi

tfll -29

RIDER WANTED

hot sale — (.ood III speed hiv vele Want

I'M) ( all OBSSSS, Ask for Have
If IMl

From lto> Ion i Knghtoni lo Amherst
1 cue e\er\ Mnndav at 7: :»i p.m (all 515

II 135 oi KI7-" X2*ll IN.

till II

li'i Toxota Corona, rebuilt engine, many
new pis. Mulilei tires etc. (.ood running
loml Rodv is fair In gmid 175H. (all Jon

Ifll IS

RN Dart con\ .. S cyl. new innards, fine

machine, needs love. IISO or J'iSoVi:

If 1 1-15

I'iin Packard, good running condition,
straight - N with overdrive, interior good
outside fair. I.ood tires, new hattrrv . 5IS-

NSNN

If 1 1-15

i.i Pontiac t atalina white, w-hlue lop

exc. cond. slicker, snow tires, new shocks.

just tuned a real buy. $250. call 5IS-S21I

Ifll II

1961 Ford <• .i la >ie dependable, it runs

runs, runs Two snow tires also. 1150. Call

5 -2304 keep Irving \sk (or Ken in 322.

tfll-IS

(..ii age '-> store small car for winter

months or mlo about one. Call 5I9-I2S3. Kd
( iMik.

tfll 14

NFS. needs any kind of scrap material
i.iliiic for kids' collages. Bring your
scraps to 426 \ Student I nion before
Thurs., Nov . 15.

tf 1 1-14

Medical technologist or equivalent for

pan lime iiositiiHi Hours .'in pni to II IHI

p in weekends. ( all In 771- !l 1 1, exl "lorm
tfll-IS

Wanted ski bindings Marker Simplex Dl.
and Kotomat FD. good money for used
bindings (all Rick R-5IN1. keep trying.

tfll It

Female lo share I bdrm. Presidential
apt. beginning Jan. Semi furnished. 187.50

- mon.. incl. utilities. Call 549-4463.

tfll IS

I b.r. apt. lo share Private room, no
deposit } loo mo. all util incl Call 6*5-2R5H.
Avail Dec. I - lease lo May.

tfll-lt

LOST

lion reward for any information leading
to the recovery of my stolen Bultarn Race
Bike. I just want it back. Call 545-2172.

tfll-IS

Roommate wanted to share completely
furnished apartment, available im-
mediately. Iiot-mo. Call 253-9H63, lease
runs till May 30.

tfll -27

Female Grad Student or faculty. Own
room, on bus ro N Amherst 185 A util. Dec.
I or Jan. I. 545-2274 davs 549-6155 eve. D.
Miller

tfll It

I or 2 females wanted to share 2 bedroom
Brandywine apt. (N. Amherst) starting
Jan. Call 549-0734 evenings.

HiMS

I lost m\ drivers license. Please bring lo

the ( ollegian. to Pedro Hernandez.

tfll-15

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Dirl - 1973 Bultaco Pursang 125 MX.
never raced. 2 hrs on engine must be seen
lo appr 256-8391

.

tfll-15

TO SUBLET

m Honda. 3 inch over lubes, custom
paint, main extras, must be seen. 1 1.500 ormm offer Phone SSMSSI evenings.

tfll-IS

I hedriMim apt at Brandy wine. I 1/2 mi
liom I M on bus lite., large rms. Central
\/( \\ /\\ carpeting Jan. I - Aug. 31. Can
renii. ".in. tin,

tfll 21

star needs a friend, (iive vour plavful
kitten a play mate. Star is a white & orange

1. 1 mos. old. affectionate. Julie tl7-

Ifll/ll
5||-:i:is2
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Central Area

Survey Almost

Complete
Completed Needs Surveys are

now being returned to the Central
Area Counseling Center. The vast
majority of those being returned
indicate the needs and concerns of

the people of Central Area are
many and diverse.

Thpre is a sense of indirection
stemming from lack of clear goals,

and a sense of alienation that
results from unsatisfying contacts
with various aspects of the UMass
academic institution in atte. ^pts to

define those goals. Many seem to
feel they really don't know why
they're here, or what the role of a
student is. From these concerns
there follows questions of self-

worth and utilization of self-

potential.

Many are concerned with their
living situations; the conflict
between the dormitories as
communities and dormitories as
hotels is very real. It is the conflict
between those who want to com-
municate in constructive ways
with those who don't, complicated
by most people not knowing where
to start and how. Cut off from the
support of others, the problems of
finding one's place and meaning in

life at school are weighted un-
necessarily by the sinking feeling
of isolation.

When all the surveys are in,

programs from the Center will

begin in dormitories dealing with
the concerns evidenced by the
people in the Area. Some, like a
workshop in Communication
Skills, are already being planned.
If there are any suggestions for
programs that people were not
able to put on the survey, feel free
to call the Center. We're in B2
Gorman, and we're open 1 p.m. to 9
p.m. Mon. through Fri., and 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. on Thur. Stop by!

UMass Police

New Emergency

Number

5-3111

EarnTcrTaitsrurTi^rnersession

Call 6-2101

HELP WANTED
( ollegian is looking for an Asst.

\d\erlising Manager Job in\o'.es
super\ising ad reps & building advl.
revenue. Must be an underclassmen,
with car. & a genuine interest in
newspaper ad\t Kxperienre in
marketing & graphics helpful but not
essential Will hate to work hard for
small pat hut the rewards in ex-
perience will be invaluable. Person
hired will be (rained to become the
adveitising manager for next year,
for details and information see Brent
Wilkes at the (ollegian Office.

tfll-IS

Pull or part time help days or
evenings, hours arranged Kd>
students, excellent working conditions
& benefits apply at Burger King
Mountain farms Mall Hadlev. apply
8.on a.m. to loo p.m.

tfll-21

••ojcilionisl Wauled lor lo. ., I

theatre iiiiupliv \|„ s( ],,,,,. M |Ks
•''""'- license (.ood p.,, .,,„(

'""«• lici.cl.ls Pan ,,„„. j(l((s

'".lil.ililc t ,i|| |j„, \|,. nl> ,„ -Al ..,|-,,

till 15

si'c.i : ITVPW1 N
In W area! ( ollc Kian Printer

s ) n lo 1 .1 in

( all li.ulotle
in in, - i:uhw

> ( oil ( .in, (1., »ki (rip lll.IVs 1 nit •s
llolel. Ill, akl iM dinner. 1 i .iiispoilalion
\|ires ski par V. .ill lor In: Ian. .EMS II

ll.iKKins ravel. .'M,-iil li,

llll 1 '

I- ind out what coming out is all ahum
sre Iter plav direct Iron, Hnslon Nov H,
and IT. Worcester Dining ( ominous. <i im>

|i in

Ifll ;•;

Want to he a judge '

Miidenl I uion \S\|"
\|i|ilv in Minimi i>

Ifll-ll
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Television Tonight
5:on ENSIGN OTOOLE <18>

HOGAN'S HEROE8 'Art For iiogans
Sake." (22)

MUTER ROGERS NKKiliKOKllooi)
i 24

i (57»

ADVENTURES OP SI PKB.MAN (27)

BEVERLY HII.I.BII.I IKS Granny (Joes
To lioolerville " (30)

S:M THK REAL McCOYB ' Firsl Love."
(18)

THK I.KV SHOW "Lucy and Phil
Silvers." (22)

THK BLECTRJC (OMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYI.K The Wild Bull Returns
"

(27)

HOGAN'S HEROES The rise and Fall
'II Sorneant -Sehult/ " (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS 40)

5 55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

ti:oo NEWS (3) (8> (22)

I SPY •Turnahout for Traitors." (18i

iBOOSII (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "The Baffling
Raffle "

1 27

1

TO TELL THK TBI Til (Jarry Moore.
IIISl ill!

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the Rfld
Eyed Mailman "

1 40

>

ii:in NKWS (31 1 22 1 (301

\Kt EVENING NEWS <8i

M\KI\(, THINGS GROW (24>

l VI \MI l> WOULD (27)

l(H WLVONS: NEWS WIXOMMKNT

i. .:. VKWSIIK \l NKWS (40)

: ihi wil VI IN THE WORLD 131

MM III o|< CON8EQUENCE8 Bnl.
I '.I i ki'l lllist 'Hi

OK K \ \\ OYKK SHOW ' Father ()1 The
W.i k I IH'

\l Ws Wl sTHER. SPOUTS (22i (30)

M»l It II II KK IS NOW 1 27

1

MOMK Ten Sei nmls to Hell ' (24'

MM I \KNIN(. NKWS (40)

llll 111 I'OKTKKS 1571

7 to IHK PRICE IS KKJHT (3)

DEAL WITH THK ISSUES (8)

GREEN ACRES Culture" (18)
THK HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter

Marshall, host (22)

THK PRENCH CHEF (24) (57/

\NIMA1. WORLD (30)

DRAGNET (40)

H (Ml THK SONNY AND ( ||KH (OMKDY
HOI K (3)

MOVIE "Brian's Song " (8) (40)

THK CHAMPIONS "The Mission " (18)

ADAM— 12 "Capture." (22) (30)
Bill. MOVER'S JOURNAL (24) (57)

h:io ELVIS: ALOHA PROM HAWAII (22)
(30)

9:00 CANNON "The Limping Man." (3)

THK 700 (LIB (18)

THK MUD BUNCH (24)

BOBIS KARLOPP PRESENTS
IHKII l.KK "The Devils Ticket " (27)

THK DIKKCTOK (57)

:« MOVIE "Trapped " (8) (40)

A CHESTNUT llll I. (24)

IO:(Nl KOJAK "KiHH'kover " (3)

THK BLUE KNIGHT (22) (30)

GOVERNOR'S REPORT (24)

NKWS 127)

MARTIN AGRONBRY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

to:to THK LIVING WORD 18)

CPTV PRESIDENTS REPORT (24)

MANTRAP <27)

BOOKBEAT <57i

n ihi nkws. WEATHER, SPORTS 3) (8)

< 1H (22) (27) (301 140)

II III CBS NKWS SPECIAL HKPOBT (3)
WIDI WORLD OP ENTERTAINMENT

181 (4(1)

JOHNNY CARBON SHOW (22) (30)

II mi MOVIE "Agent Kighl and Three
QHMrtcrv" 1 3

»

1 ihi NKWS 1 8l (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22) (30)
i H NKWS. WEATHER (3) (22) (30)

MDC Classifieds m
AMITY ST. . AMHERST

Film:

They Shoot Horses.

Don't They?

Starring Jane Fonda, Gig Young,

Susannah York and Michael Sarrazin

Thurs., Nov. 15th 7, 9, 11 p.m.

Mahar Aud.

The Fall oi the Roman Empire
Wi-io-?

mm®.
-FELLINIS ROMA

MON. A TUES. ADMISSION $1.00

HELP WANTED
I ii.-niliv i ouplr want (o sha

halivsitling load with aimlhirOur kids art-

JJ .ind 7 iminths old. let's cooperate, (all
".Ml -J.hI.

tf 11-14

I litre ( I' \ s Iimiii hovv In iirip.irc Im Ihe
( l'\ I \iiiii Itcrker t I" \ Itivievv ( ourse.
( ill nilleit 1,17 :, II,- 1 mi

Ifll-.'.'

MDC CLASSIFIEDS SERVICES ENTERTAINMENT

PERSONAL

Ihi .inns i .ii < \ | , mill mMIl—llll

I'lnsMs I'liill No pi< in, \|\\| || |-, || m
121 \m I.'Or. || t .ill Pm|. |.„m., .,|.v

"'i
I I I or del.uls.

llll II

Winler Outdoor living Skills

t.i I ,i d;ite mill new people. It lends for
Inn oi serious reUliou Write llo\ ii,i

" ullev MA. "MO IV

tfll-IK

doing hoiiie lor llilert i-ssion'' I'll take
over void |oh while Miu'ie iiwav and give it

li.n k vvlien \ no r el urn Kd Major. Julie «I7
.11 I.M.J

Ifll I'.

Whileu.iln (

and
anoeing (nurses offered bv

lONaluri I ,,h | liveon.ampus and have
mlo Miiiicn

tfll -.'I

o in. Mm. «-H H IMSM, Irav,,

To Kathv and ( asev — happv bir-

Ihdav (si. and best of luck alvvavs Irom all

vour old M Know lion buddies

HIl«M
t ollee with I sugars - I miss vou Plain

I r.i

KM II

To l.inda in Northeast (.ood lurk in the
Midwest from someone in Southwest I

know vou ran do it

tfll II

Xltrnlioii Oalsiin owners. I perlorm
.ill iili.iscs ol majoi and miiim
iii.iiiiIim.hu v and repairs on Oalsun .ii

less than ' .. dealership pine. I have
over S'.lMMi in <-t|ii tpni •nt | vcars
automotive experienre | of which
"ere al a Oalsun Oealership.
spei i.ili/mu m Oatsun lele 233-7 IM.
Klissill It.n .

|

^iaaHiaa^

Marn it on vour calendar — INDIA
NK.HT on Nov IK. Suudav. 7:mi p.m..
< t \ud Knjov dassical. folk dan-
ces music and a I.. I more, plus
authentic Indian snacks afler show.
\dm ll Tickets al ( ( ( oncnurse.
rm more information call \ ijav
\ror.i. Nrr. I A.. :> -ti«i2 fJMl miss iir

S on will like it.

tfll-lti

rinilos passpmis visas, cic .
|s hour

service' si/cs and miinlxr m miiiahle.
%\ ihi iiiiuimuur 1 all Steve at ".Hi -.".11:1.

Ifll III

Ifll .'li

RiOERS WANTED
Bide needed to I.I. or NV( Wed Nov ft

Will share expenses (all r(fi-%|H

Ifll -'I

\nvoiie (ommuting from Soulhbridge
area .'nil sim needing a rider ca'l tMMQII
ask for Mike.

tfll-IK

•»ki \uslria - Jan K-IK Might, hotel.
breakfast, dinner, trans., between slops —
Onlv H«v few spaces left, (all SSMSM
siHin

Ifll I".

Interested in making a handicapped
person's Xmas holidav happv'' If vou can
work Xmas & New > ears, call BM4SII
anvtime.

tfll .'I

l'i si,mli I linns, iiids ol lupus $.' .

pel p.iuc vend $1 loi mail older catalog
Resi-.iii li .issistanci-. inc ll'ill Wilshirr
ISlvd Mule .'. I. \ I .1 III 'HHir,

1112-12

( eiilral \rea ( ounseling ( enter. B-2
l. in man ".^ihiiI wauls lo help vou find

direction. self-< nnlidc ncc. etc. Inlo
,i|ilrilt\ . come' '

rfn :ui

INSTRUCTION

hi i ks mi i Kast Cosier ( ontest
l'(i'i> are 1st prije a 10-week
season s pass at Kerkshlie: .'nd prize
is a weekend pass; :ird pri/e is a d.iv

pass. Rules are: siie IH"xL'l". leave
I'xl'' space in upper-lefl corner. Ski
i< laled desimi leave lots ol room lor
.vent. date, place Hring lo Mahar.
Nov .'x al N p m Will be judged Dec. I

il ( ( \ud Snow dance at •» p.m.
tfll 17

n.
I iltle Itig Man is coming Kri Nov

\|,lh.il | III. 'I IHI S II : III

tfll H

Solid I.old memories M I spin vour
lav i.i He disks l,„ vour dancing pleasure
« all Hoogn llob at MS Bill todav for info.

tfll-U

TRAVEL

To The Shadow, mav vou experience
man', more but rot as happv as this. —
Happv _>ls| MR Shadow

Ifll II

t.oinu l.v an ' l.i „s handle vour pi.
Hiulil in Ihuht .,,,,| pnst ||i utl ,

'iiiiiuiiii.iiis .,( ,,„ ,„N( ,„ WM| , ,

t(|
( .impiis i, |t _ ; ;!,,. ,. X ,.MIMKS

III.' I.

( ini!>. M joke, everv thing is OK
tfn-ir.

Il»fl: \ week in the sand, sea and
sun paradise of Kl ROI'K for I KSS
111 \N the cost of P| KRTO Klin or
the BAHAMAS, Jan Kth to nth in
swinging M\S|'\ |.o\|\s on (.rand
t anarv Island ' Spain ' ( OMI'I KTK
P.M K\(.K IIWS .'« taxes & services
Mso some Hawaii space still available
mi Oec .»l A Jan 7 ( all Leslie Halfond
Mli-KNKI.

Ifil-.'H

To Roland The Roadie — ( ome live with
me and he mv Roadie! Happv \n
niversarv! (.ertrude (he (.roupie!

Ifll-ll

I'nv sit sun non -science majors iihi-

Worlri ItiMinil liui Senses; IIMI\ kni In
Spanish ll.l'hvsics nl MmB 117-
Niiclear Kiicikv \ Ms Social
I halleiine: I IH.(,ii,inlimi Worlds. |22-
< nniepls ul I'hvsics |; l.'l-l'rubleins
ml'hvsus. I in- I'hvsics lor Klem VA
\lajors; WK-Special I'lohlems Oelails

see i nurse ilesi riplino guide in
miliiiie in Hasbrnuck Mil

tfll Hi

^ulll kind ul music plaved the wav vou
like il I priMliice record hops that vou will
Iruelv eujov ( all Sieve Ihe 1)1 at 1117 L'HIL'.

If 1 1 -.1'

ROOMS FOR RENT

SERVICES

(>e( a load off vour mind, li m k tor hire.

( all t.arv or Jovce. MS4SM,
tfll-21

Ixpeiienied eleclionii and electrical
repairs. Reasonable rates, (all ISMSW,
Mark llior Mill nil. Keep Irving.

mill

t i.|u i division I'livsics courses lor

llioluuit.il and I'hvsical Science
in.ijois llll ( oncepls oi Modern
I'lnsits U'l flit Ironic In

striimenlaliou . l.'n It.itliallnn I'hvsics

\ Nuclear Medicine; IHIi-Spei ial

I'liihlems . I'll Seminar on Molecular
Kio I'hvsics for details, see course
description guide or inquire in

llasliroiick Mil

Ifll. Hi

Knums - h> arrangement, free parking
"" ». '""I to campus, (all al 'VI-
•him or see hunt an a( |,M N Heasanl.

tfll IK

APARTMENT FOR RENT

I bedrm apt.. I . |»k. apis, bus roul.
ennvnt to I . Mass avalabl next month
Oec '71. li ii. mii inrlude all util. (all 2.1
INS or Stfii.

tfll IK
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Jackson Sweeps AL MVP Honors

IT'S NEVER TOO LATE - He may never get that long-hoped for

shot at the ICA cross-country championship, but that doesn't keep 80-

year old Edward P. Dahms from trying. Here the retired gym
teacher from Milwaukee runs the mile.

OJ Runs Downhill..,

Toward NFL Record
By BRUCE LOWITT

Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — O.J. Simpson is trying to follow Jim Brown's

footsteps into the record books. And he'd like to follow Brown another
way. too. ..mainly out of pro football while he's still at the top.

"My main goal, of course, is to be in the Super Bowl, to win the whole
thing,*' the star runi.ing back of the Buffalo Bills said Tuesday before
being honored at a luncheon. "But I figure I'd like to play maybe two or
three more years. Then I'd like to get out, the way Jim did.

"I don't want to be one of those guys who hangs on, you know, just for
the money. It's tough to leave those big contracts, but I don't want to still

be playing when I'm going downhill."

Simpson, in the first year of a three-year contract, looks like he's
running downhill-like an av: lanche-almost every weekend.

The 26-year-old former Heisman Trophy winner from Southern
California, last year's National Football League rushing champion with
1,251 yards, has already amassed 1,203 in this season's nine games.
That puts him within striking distance of one of the NFL's greatest

records, Brown's 1963 single-season mark of 1,863 yards. If he averages
132 yards in his remaining five games, he'll match it.

"I rarely think of records, I only hope we win,'' insists the muscular,
soft-spoken Simpson, who set one NFL mark in the opening game this
year when he stampeded for 250 yards against New England, a team he'll
face again Dec. 9.

What I mean is. records are a very nice thing to have. But I don't think
they're all that important."
The rest of the teams have gotten smart to the fact that the Bills don't

have anything resembling a passing attack, so they're throwing
everything they've got at O.J.

"It's getting to be like running against a stacked deck." he said.
The last few weeks they've been putting eight men up on the line and

the teams haven't been shooting in. They've been sort oi sliding off in the
direction of the play One thing, though-its the linebackers who've been
getting to me most of the time, not the guys on the line When the linemen
tackle you, it means your own line isn't doing its job. Our's has."
The next three weeks will probably determine whether Simpson breaks

Brown's record. On Sunday the Bills play Miami again. Then, after
facing the Baltimore Colts, against whom Simpson rushed for 166 yards
earlier this year. Buffalo plays another defensive power in Atlanta before
finishing with games against New England and the New York Jets

By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Power-

hitting Reggie Jackson of the
Oakland A's was unanimously
chosen Tuesday at the 1973
American League's Most Valuable
Player by the Baseball Writers
Association of America. Jackson,
who hit. 293 and led the league with
32 home runs and 117 runs batted
in, was a clear winner over Jim
Palmer of Baltimore, who recently
won the Cy Young Award as the
league's best pitcher.

Of the 35 players named by a
committee of two writers from
each league city, Jackson was the
only one mentioned on all ballots.

His 24 first-place votes were worth
336 points, almost double Palmer's
172.

Kansas City outfielder Amos Otis

was third with 112 points. Second
baseman Hod (arew of Minnesota,
relief pitcher John Hiller of Detroit
and third baseman Sal Bando of
Oakland were tied for fourth with
83 each
The National League MVP will

be named next Wednesday.
Jackson is the sixth American
League player to be a unanimous
choice in the 42 years the BBWA
has given the award The others
were Hank Greenberg of Detroit,

1935, Al Rosen of Cleveland, 1953;
Mickey Mantle of New York. 1956;
Frank Robinson of Detroit, 1966,

and Denny McLain of Detroit, 1968.

"It's a culmination of things that

makes this my most exciting
moment," Jackson said at a news
conference in Oakland. "It's icing

on the cake-to win the world
championship, to be named the
Most Valuable Player in the World
Series, then to be named
unanimously for this. It's sweet!"
Jackson who now has play-

ed on two straight World

Small College
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Abilene Christian, which has

been scoring many points on the

field, made enough to join The
Associated Press' Top Fifteen

College Division football teams.
The Texas school, which

whipped Sam Houston 46-23 for its

eight consecutive victory after a
season-opening loss, got one first-

place vote and 126 points in

nationwide balloting to move into

13th place in the poll, which is

topped by Tennessee State.

Abilene Christian has 329 points

in nine games. The Wildcats'

highest output came in a 58-50

victory over Stephan F. Austin.

Their loss was 56-46 to Arkansas
State.

There were no changes in the

first six places, with Tennessee
State, 45-7 winner over Central
State of Ohio, getting 26 first-place

votes and 777 points.

Hawaii continued second with
669 points and was followed by
Western Kentucky, California
Poly-San Luis Obispo, Louisiana
Tech and Wittenberg.

Grambling moved from eighth
place to seventh, switching places
with Elon. Nevada-Las Vegas
remained ninth and Boise State

moved from 11th to 10th, changing
places with North Dakota State,

which has ended its season.
The last four places went to

South Dakota, Abilene Christian.

Delaware and McNeese State.

McNeese also was a new
member of the Top Fifteen

Frustration
YANKTON. S.I). (API Many

bowlers have been known to kick
chairs or break pencils to show
their outrage over a poor game,
but a Yankton bowler has gone way
beyond that.

This week's Yankton County
Lanes newsletter has a note ad
drei-sed to "The owner of the

bowling ball found in the rest room
stool."

The note said: "Don't lake your

game so seriously."

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except during league play)

Series champions, also said

he felt he and pitcher Jim "Cat-

fish" Hunter would become
Oakland's first $100,000 players

next year, hinting that he would
like a one-year contract in the

neighborhood of $150,000. He and
Hunter reportedly each made
around $75,000 in 1973.

The best all-around year for the

27-year-old left-handed hitter, a
former Arizona State star from
Wyncotte, Pa., came in his fifth full

major-league season, all of them
with Oakland.

Palmer posted a 22-9 record in

winning the Cy Young and
finishing second in the MVP.
Pitchers to win the AL MVP were
Lefty Grove of Philadelphia, 1931

Spud Chandler of New York, 1943

Hal Newhouser, Detroit, 1944-45

Bobby Shantz, Philadelphia, 1952

Denny McLain of Detroit, 1968, and
Blue.

The voting was done by a

committee of 24 writers - two from
each league city. A first-place vote
was worth 14 points, with nine for a
second, eight for a third, etc.

Aaron Ties The Knot
KINGSTON, Jamaica ( AP) — Hank Aaron, the second-leading home

run hitter in baseball history, was married Monday night to television
talk-show hostess Billye Williams at the University of the West Indies
Chapel
The couple flew to Jamaica Monday afternoon from Atlanta for the

marriage, as Aaron said he wanted "a quiet wedding, far from the
crowds of baseball fans and the press."
Aaron, 39, who broke into the major leagues in 1954, has hit 713 home

runs in his illustrious career, just one short of the legendary Babe Ruth's
career record.

The couple was married in a short ceremony officiated by the Rev.
Horace Russell, a local baptist minister, without the traditional music
and hymns.
The marriage is the second for both. Aaron, who was married to

Barbara Lucas for 14 years, has four children. His bride was a widow
with one child.

The wedding was attended by Gaile, 20, the eldest of Aaron's children,
who flew in from college in Nashville, Tenn. Ceci, 6, Mrs. Aaron's
daughter, also attended.

Players Of The Week
College Pro

"Captain Crunch and the Wild
Dogs" sounds like a kiddie cartoon,

but Danny Kepley & Co. were no
laughing matter to the Richmond
Spiders last Saturday.
Playing despite a fractured

breastbone and twisted knee.
"Captain Crunch," alias middle
linebacker Kepley, paced East
Carolina's "Wild Dogs" defensive
unit that held Richmond to 89 yards
rushing as the Pirates rolled to a
44-14 victory and nailed down their

second consecutive Southern
Conference football crown.
Kepley made 15 individual

tackles, assisted on six others,

broke up two key passes and keyed
on Barty Smith, Richmond's 235-

pound fullback, limiting him to 24

yards in seven carries. For that

performance, the 6-foot, 204-pound
junior from Goldsboro, N.C., was
named National College Lineman
of the Week by The Associated
Press.

NEW YORK (AP) - "Age is just

a figure and that doesn't tell me a
whole hell of a lot," says Bill

Brown. "It's how you feel."

Minnesota's 35-year-old running
back felt pretty good last Sunday,
the best he's felt all year. Until

then, he'd carried the ball only five

times for a paltry 24 yards,
relegated to reserve and special-
team status with the emergence of

rookie star Chuck Foreman.
But Foreman was on the bench

with an injury when the Vikings
took on Detroit and Brown was on
the field...and all over it.

Minnesota called on him to carry
the ball 19 times. He responded by
rushing for 101 punishing yards
and one touchdown to pave the way
to a 28-7 victory, the ninth in a row
for the unbeaten Vikes.

Brown was picked Tuesday as
The Associated Press Offensive
Player of the Week in the National
Football League.

Finley Granted Hearing
NEW YORK (AP) - Baseball

Commissioner Bowie Kuhn has
granted a hearing to Charles O.

Finley, controversial owner of the

world champion Oakland A's,

regarding $6,000 in fines levied on
him for his handling of the Mike
Andrews' incident during the
World Series.

Finley was quoted in Tuesdays
San Francisco Chronicle as saying
he would get the hearing on the
basis of his claim the fine "was
unjust." Finley, in Chicago, said
an additional fine of $1 ,000 for other
World Series conduct would not be

appealed.

After Andrews made two errors
in the second game, which the A's
lost to the New York Mets 10-7,

Finley tried to put the second
baseman on the disabled list. Kuhn
stopped the action.
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TAKING THE HARD ROAD*-Paul Segersten. the only senior on the IM.H cn^LSR'u.'Z
Zixssfessr'

"

hf churns up ceme"ry hi" in v an vor,""M" p»rk " ssnrxitta

Cubs Can Keenan Bime jean
By BILL BALLOU

The last UMie left in the pro
hockey ranks, Pat Keenan, is left
no more.
Keenan was cut recently by the

Cape Cod Cubs of the North
American Hockey League and is

currently home in Ontario looking
to hook on with someone else.
"Not tough enough" was the

reason coach Bronco Horvath gave
Keenan for his release.
Keenan said he found out that he

FAT KEENAN — Not tough
was cut when he came to the arena

enouSh

for a game and his jersey wasn't in Anyway, Keenan | hoping tohis locker. At the time of his land a spot on another NAHL team

^on^r!£""" ^^ K he
'

n C0St them ,he ^00 waTvTr

Wavne BH. Cnt< k I™* If he Cant make il back toWayne Bell Cubs number one the NAHL he says hell try thegoaltender sa.d "I don't really International Hockey Leagueknow why he was cut. He was doing "That's two teams now "saysreal well with the puck. He didn't Keenan, "that said I wasn't tough

was it vZ'vl^JT
1,™^ that en°Ugh Maybe

'
ou*ht t0 8* thewas it. Youve got to play two message and put on about 30wavs pounds."

Sanderson Impressive

In AHL Debut
BOSTON (AP,

-
Derek San- Bruins for a bundle of cash in 1972derson a high-salaried center sent but rejoined Boston after workingdown by the parent Boston Bruins out a settlement with Philadelph"!

o play his way into shape, made an of the world Hockey AssoaKn
impressive debut Tuesday night in last January

association

leading the Boston Braves to a 4-1 He helped break a scoreless tieAmerican Hockey League victory by assisting on a goal by Bobbyover the Rochester Americans. Gryp late in the second periodSanderson, appearing one week Rochester tied the score onafter being dropped by the Francis Ouimets goal inthe'hi^National Hockey League Bruins period, but Dave Hynes, and J Pfor condi loning, scored one goal Burgoyne retaliated for the

T^p
SSn^r 3rther

,

BraVeS ^ Sander*>n aSded anThe flamboyant center, who insurance tally, scoring on asuffered a back ailment in the rebound with a 20-foot shot duringBruins first preseason practice in a power play with l :22 remainingSeptember, took a regular turn,
played on the power play and killed
penalties. He must spend two
weeks with the Braves before
being eligible to return to the
Bruins.

Sanderson, a one-time, NHL
rookie of the year, jumped the

Correction
The runner in one of the cross

country photos in yesterday's
Collegian was wrongly identified
Number 235 was Tom Maguire, not
John McGrail. Maguire placed 27th
in the IC4A's.

Notices
Co-Rec Swim meet entry sheets

are due on November 19th in I-M
Office, Boyden.
Basketball Clinic - All students

interested in Intramural of-
ficiating, should report to the
Boyden Auxiliary Gymnasium
November 15th at 7:30.

MDC
Sportsline

5-0344

Against Any
Riggs Rematches

NEW YORK (AP) - Billie Jean
King said Tuesday she was
disappointed that Margaret Court
and Rosemary Casals might take
up challenges to meet Bobby Riggs
on the tennis court.

"So far as I'm concerned, the
issue is closed." she said at a
luncheon in New York. "I beat him
and that's the end."

"It's money and recognition for
Margaret and Rosie and they say
'you won $100,000 so who are you to
talk,' but I turned him down twice.
He forced me into it."

"I also know that Rosie is looking
for a lot of attention right now, but
I think playing Bobby might be the
wrong avenue. Besides that, we'd
just be helping him and if one of
them lost we'd be right back where
we started

"

It was reported earlier that
Riggs had set up a rematch with
Mrs. Court in Australia in
February and was negotiating a
match with Miss Casals
Mrs. Court was beaten by Riggs

in his first battle of the sexes tennis
hustle on Mothers Day
Miss Casals, a constant critic of

the 55 year-old Riggs. gave him a
good tongue lashing as a television
color commentator for the Riggs
King match

St. Louis No. 1

NEW YORK (AIM st Louis
Lmversity regained lh* No l spoim the Intercollegiate Soccer
Football Association ol America
ratings announced Tuesday by
upsetting previoush top rated
Southern Illinois Kvansville i-o
last week

St. Louis. 9-1-2 on the season
received 16 first place votes for 430
points in the poll Southern Illinois-
Evansville, 10-1-1, received no first
place votes but got 397 points

Dave Eibel -

The Polish Flash
ofS^^
harder hitting than the great Polak himself, Bronco Plecziglazy who
,h?rtTp

ed
R
P tHe l6ft Side in Chicag0 Stadium in the ™gh and tumble

oil Z hSEI
C
h°p

3S 3 gFeat h
°u
Ckey player

'
but he had °"e fatal vice, alust for distilled Poznan wine, the way Mamma Plecziglazy used to make

HavTZt? fiSftS^ draft Pick
'

n0t 0f ^e Rangers orSl^cknawKs, but the Illinois Pen s 'A team

riDD^H likP^h
WUh

,
th
f
mUSCU

i
ar bui,d 0f a Greek &<*, with muscles that

PolS nil
e wake 'rom aGreat Lak<* Steamer, looked just like his

w£2 pr
f
de

,

cessor in the Penitentiary. But he didn't like Poznan wine orWarsaw Vintage 1939. or any other Polish partition grape juice He just

used asTnf^"
6 d l

°?V l 6Ver SmCe he« off tta boat and was

Pier 44 Pacifies
* Waterfront game between the Pier 42 Killers and the

Th^t"
S Pa

Ji
entS

^.
ere

'
what else

-
successful Polish pickle producers

n^n
y
.^H "J

/** exc,usive suburt> of Oak Lawn and built Danny his

hI».
Ue n

?
k t0 P,rouette on hke his Polish predecessor. Dannydeveloped into quite a hockey player. and quite a beaver shooter

aSy«Tr k
;TL

Why
Sf

Was always the first Plaver t0 get dressed after

edue^ion °Si
°Ck
ly

llU
,

°an
?aS 0Ut gettin* an education, quite an

education He m*y have known how to slap a puck, but now he learned
finesse, and it wasn t the finesse that people use to deke goaltenders

rl^M
°W Dan"y made the big jump to the Windy City Co-Eds from S.M.

ZZEJlESSf* t
gh He g0t int0 the University of Chicago and

established himself as one of the Midwest's steadiest hockey players In
his first game against Northwestern he scored twice and assisted on five

the £m h"
8"3 U

,H°
f Chicagrin And W0W

'
how those g™P*s mobbedthe team bus on the wav back to the Holiday Inn. And how they mobbedDanny Stracinsky as he tried to get into his room and get a hard-earned

hareLtftLnS
°rtUna

,:

e,v
. ?icag0 is s« ™dy, a"d the wind blew To

L
^at Dan Stracinsky had a tough time getting to sleep that night

JJL^SiJSISs
°annV Straci"sky had a weakness for beautifulwomen, and they had a weakness for him. But groupies weren't his tvoeMaybe hey were alright for the bench-warmers, but not for Big DanX

o ^mi
ead

'r
g SC°rer V

y
hen ha,f the team sufferred from windburn dueto some gir s overzealousness, Dan Stracinsky didn't get involvedbecause he like his sex in absolute privac.v. The swinging s^ne and thepost-game awards session, just weren't for him

On Dans last night in a Chicago uniform he played in front of nine

ia^rClnT
1

?
8fS£ P6°ria "e^"^ SCOred a hat-trick in hiscareer but in the first thirty minutes of play, he scored twice and came

h^
a
H
nUmber ° *52 to

u
comP'eting his hat-trick. Once he went in^nhe Indiana goalie drew h.m out. and with an open net beckoningDanny shot it over the net. The same thing happened again later but hist.me the Polish flash hit the goal-post It didn't slem like he d score ha ttour du chapeau'

,
as the French say. As if he didn't have enough incent.ve a pouting Peoria peach screamed out from the end blues ''Hev

Stracinsky! Get another goal and you'll score after the game "

seor
a

e
n
rh,ff

r

i

a
n
C
a

,

.

nSky
,SU g0t nis hat-trick that night I bet he couldn'tscore that final, cataclysmic goal

rftottf!
d>ing g3

lP °f a on
,

cedashing Don Juan or the admissionof defea that happens when you least expect it. In ihe case of Dannv

S|S when .he broke in all alone on the goalie and the Polish Flashafter the game with his Peoria peach, it was simple, he couldn't get it up

Women Swimmers
Sponsor Swim-a-thon

pool... in two
Could you swim 200 lengths of the North PE

hours?

Could you swim 5,000 yards... in two hours?
How about three miles. ..in two hours?
Its all the same distance and this Saturday each member of the

V\ omens Swim Team has two hours to swim up to 200 lengths of the
pool The splashing begins at 8. 00 a.m. and will continue until 1 00p.m. So, what is this watery madness all about? Why would anvsane woman attempt to do this? Each swimmer has been collecting
pledges from I/* to several dollars per length that she will swim
,u/??Sfy

co,,ected win he "sed to send swimmers who qualify tothe AIAW'National Swimming and Diving Championships at Penn
State in March.

So. support the Women's Swim Team to Nationals! Pledge apenny a length or whatever you can afford on your favorite womanswimmer and then come on Saturday morning to cheer her on

Speakeasy Lounge
at

TMESSIMMMr

"Something for Everyone"

the concept committee
presents

Two nights of Entertainment with

JOHN MAYAU

Now Featuring

'The Bonnie Floyd Re«ue"
WEDNESDAY SATURDAY

#Wf tm 4:30 - 7:00 Oaify

Rt. 9 and Univ. Drive.

appearing on
Sunday, November 25

with

special guest artist

Bruce Springtteen# appearing on
Monday, November 26

with
special guest artist

M$rl$ Mufdaur

Boths shows: 8:00 p.m. At Curry Hicks Cage

Tickets: %%M Available at Student Union Lobby Counter

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
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Looking Towards National.'! On Monday

Harriers Ripped Up The Record Book
By SCOTT HAYES

The UMass Cross Country team
was able to capture third place in

the IC4A championships on
Monday, despite wearing "ugly
sweatsuits" at the meet.
While the varsity members of the

team were jogging to warm up, a
few Villanova runners ran by and
commented on the "sweats". They
told Bill Gillin and his teammates
how bad the "sweats" looked. The
Villanovans added that they were
surprised UMass had even brought
spikes to the meet, seeing that the
uniforms were so bad.
Gillin, commenting on the

sweatsuits said, "Our regular
sweats are outdated and too
heavy." The maroon-colored
sweatsuits were used in 1962 when
Coach Ken O'Brien was a runner
for UMass. Many of the runners
complained that the team
"sweats" are too small and un-
comfortable to run in.

The team now wears regular
gray sweatsuits with a red, hooded
windbreaker for warm up purposes
at the meets. Good looking or not,

the "sweats" serve their purpose,
and as Villanova found out, good
looks aren't everything.
By the way, UMass finished third

in the meet, while "pretty"
Villanova placed sixth.

Going into the IC4A's, the New
England Cross Country Poll had
Harvard in first place, with a total

of 179 votes. Harvard totaled 11

first place votes to 9 for UMass.
Northeastern was third with 116

votes. Hopefully for UMass
followers, Monday's sparkling
performance will win the team top

ranking in New England.
The top twenty-five finishers in

the IC4A meet qualify for All East
IC4A honors. Randy Thomas and
Bill Gillin won spots on the team by
finishing 15th and 20th respectively

in the meet which was held in New
York. Thomas' time was the

fastest ever run by a UMass
harrier. Only one runner finished

lower than Thomas, and that was
Bob Brouillet in 1963 with an eighth
place finish. Gillin also made the
All IC4A team last year with a

finish of 20th.

The times for the top three

UMass runners were the three
fastest on the Van Cortland Park
course. Thomas and Gillin were
time in 24:50 and 24:57. Tom
Maguire was clocked in 25:08,

tying Bill Gillin's time of 1972. The
only other runner in recent years to

come close to this year's times was
Ron Wayne, who ran a 25:29 in 1970

for a 23rd place. John McGrail ran
the course in 25:31, while Paul
Segersten's 25:40 was good for 59th

place.

Teamwise, the 1973 harriers

fared better than all previous
UMass cross country teams. In

1962, a team wich Coach O'Brien as
a runner, placed seventh in the

IC4A's with 240 points. In 1970 and
1972, UMass finished tenth,

amassing 288 and 284 points in each
of those years.

The team members ran closer
Monday than during the regular
season. Only 18 seconds separated
Thomas and Maguire, the first and
third Minutemen to finish.

The squad has improved with
every meet, and Coach O'Brien
feels that the team can run even
better than Monday's per-
formance. O'Brien commented
about Harvard's lower than ex-

pected finish in the IC4A's, saying
that they may not have been "up"
for the meet, or that they may have
peaked too early in the season. He
added that Harvard is much better

than the team that scored 345

points in Monday's meet.

Bill Gillin said that he feels

UMass has a chance, if sent to

Spokane, to finish among the top

ten teams in the NCAA's. Penn
State, which finished third in the

IC4A's last year, went on to place
tenth in the nationals. A few years
ago, UConn took fourth in the

IC4A's and was able to garner
eleventh in the NCAA's.
With its best race of this season,

the UMass cross country team
may finish as high as eighth in the

NCAA's. Who knows, maybe they
might even take the NCAA title.

The only way to tell is to give the
team a chance by sending them to

Spokane to compete against the
best runners in the country.

An outstanding performance by
Chris Farmer won him third spot

in the JV race at the IC4A's. The
race was a non-championship race,

but Farmer ran a 25:46, only seven
seconds off the first place finisher.

Paul Doiron also had a good day,
capturing fifth in 25:58. John
Scheer was the only other UMass
runner competing in the JV race,

and he wound up in 52nd. CROSS
COUNTRY CORNER — The
UMass Cross Country team won
the mythical "Ricardo Rojas"
Trophy, symbolic of the first New
England team to finish in the

IC4A's, as a result of its third place

performance on Monday.
The Rojas trophy was named

after the once famous Ricardo
"Chico" Rojas. who supposedly
ran all the way from the Alamo to

Cambridge, non-stop.

UMass won the first annual
prize, and was presented with the

statuette which shows the
moustached harrier running with
his gun and ammo belt around him.

staff Photo/Joe Martins
BATTLE OF CHAMPIONS—Yankee Conference Champion Randy Thomas duels last years IC4A

champ Mike Keough. near the end of the IC4A meet. Keough, an Olympian from Ireland, finished just
ahead of Thomas in Nth place ^m__mmmmr_
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t Bill Ballou

| Football Wife
Last Saturday, for the first time since early September, Dick Mac-

Pherson didn't have to coach a football game. The Collegian installed a
taping device in the MacPherson household to discover how "Mac", his

wife Sandra, and their two daughters spend a normal Saturday.

Ken Coleman To Speak Tonite
By MDC STAFF

"So you want to be a Sport-

scaster?"
If you think you would like to

become the "voice" of a
professional sports organization
such as the Providence Reds or the

Boston Red Sox or if you're just

curious about sports broadcasting,
you won't want to miss this lecture.

Tonight at 8:15, in room 20
Hasbrouck, you can learn from one
of the best sportscasters around
what it's really like.

No, we're not talking about a
Marty Kelley lecture.

Ken Coleman, voice of the
Boston Red Sox for WBZ, will be
lecturing on his new book, "So you

want to be
Coleman

a sportscaster?"

came to the Red Sox
from Cleveland, where he did the

play-by-play for the Indians and
the Browns (NFL). This year he is

also contracted to NBC. doing

regional coverage of NFL football

games.
Coleman wrote his book to an-

swer the hundreds of letters he has
received over the years asking him
about the sportscasting field.

Have you ever wondered how
Johnny Pesky ever got a job in

radio?... Or what it's like working
for Tom Yawkey? Coleman was
with the "Impossible Dream"
team of '67... What's happened to

the Sox since then?

Inside Sports
•Cubs Can Keenan

•Jackson Sweeps MVP

•Simpson Runs For Record

•Eibel Column

What kind of life does a sport-

scaster lead'' How much does the
job pay° How are interviews
arranged, and how are they
carried through And most im-
portantly, what do you have to go
through to become the voice of the
Boston Red Sox?
Ken Coleman will be on hand

tonight to answer all these
questions and any others that are
presented.

So, if you want to be a sport-

scaster, or if you're still just

thinking about it, don't miss this

lecture.

Li'l Minutemen

Stuff UConn
By MDC STAFF

The Freshman football squad,
coming off a tough loss to Boston
College came back to edge a

"Good morning, coach. What would you like for breakfast?"
"You can call me Mac, Sandra. I'll have an orange."
"Do you want me to peel it?"

"Peil! ! ! !
! What are you starting on him for? The poor guy gets

abused by the press and booed by the fans and now you're on his back.
You ought to know better than that. I think he's the best quarterback in
the East."

"Now don't get upset, coach, enrr, Mac."
"Upset! ! ! !

!
I know we got upset. We got upset by Rhode Island and

Connecticut and Harvard. But we upset Rutgers. Why don't you mention
that 9 You sound like Marty Kelley."
"Please, calm down Mac. Why don't you finish your orange. Then you

can relax and go outside with the girls."
"Go outside with girls! ! ! ! ! I cant even go outside with my halfbacks

How are they gonna do any better? I've changed backs, I've brought up
freshmen, I've had Bob Lord put bees in my guards thigh pads and
nothing works. Now you want me to risk my own daughters' lives?
Haven't I heard enough about the running game?"
"Really, dear, all I'm suggesting is you do something to pass the time."
"Pass all the time! ! ! ! ! What do expect me to do. You just said we

couldn't run the ball. What can you do besides pass and run -dribble?
Why, we've got two top-notch quarterbacks, one of the best receivers in
the nation, and a couple of great tight ends. It's the only way we're able to
score."

"But coach, Mac, dear, I'm on your side. I'm not trying to make life
hard. You're the one doing all the kicking."
"Kicking! ! ! !

! What do you mean I should do all the kicking. Here
we've got one of the best feet in New England, Andy Dutkaniwitz, and
you're making snide remarks about him. Let me tell you something--if it

wasn't for him we might not be where we are today."
"Mac, dear, you don't seem right this morning. I think you should go

back to bed without delay."
"Delay! ! ! !

!
Don't you think I tell them to speed it up in the huddle?

Those Delay of Game penalties have been killing us. I've told the tackles
a hundred times that if the guards don't have any "fours" they just have
to go fish."

'Dick, you manage to twist around everything I say."
"Will you leave tnose managers alone! ! ! ! ! I can't pick up a paper

anymore without reading about Marty KeUey cracking some joke on
rugged UConn freshman squad 14- M«ke Brophy. And when Mike Pomerleau predicted at the Varsity M that
12 in a game played last Friday we'd win our next seven straight-it was the kiss of death

"

afternoon at Storrs. "Listen, dear, I have a thought. Why don't we go for a nice quiet drive
The little Minutemen fought an UP to Vermont or New Hampshire?"

uphill battle all the way, in the "Vermont or New Hampshire! ! ! ! ! We've been trying to get out of the
Yankee Conference for years and now you're trying to force me to spend
extra time with them. Vermont hasn't beaten us for 25 years. If they
catch me up there they'll turn me into pancake syrup."
"Why don't we just forget football?"
"I'd love to. I just wish you'd let me forget."
"I think I'll go outside with the girls."

process improving their record to
2-0.

The frosh have one game
remaining on their schedule, they
host New Hampshire this Friday
afternoon at 1:30.
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- What's MSP/AAUP All About, Anyway?
ByBOBSCHEIER

Tomorrow night at ten, while
most UMass students are enjoying
the start of the weekend, a group of
faculty members, professional
union organizers, and reporters
will be clustering anxiously on the
tenth floor of the Campus Center.
The occasion? The counting of

the ballots for the election deter-
mining whether the Massachusetts
Society of Professors-Association
of American University Professors
(MSP-AAUP) will represent
between 1300 and 1400 faculty
members in collective bargaining.
So what?
The counting of the ballots will

be the end of a two-year campaign
by the affiliated unions o
represent UMass-Amherst faculty,
with both the outcome of the vote
and the effect of a positive vote
uncertain.

A yes vote by 51 percent of those
voting in the elections, which are
held by the State Labor Relations
Commission, is required for ap-
proval. Some union officials said
they were confident of winning,
while other observers said the
union had a 50-50 chance of win-
ning.

Union supporters disagree on the
order of importance, but agree
issues leading to the election in-

cluded faculty fears thev are being
left out of the governing process in

an increasingly complex univer-
sity, and concerns over alleged
tuition, merit pay, and promotion
quotas.

Some studenjs fear that if the
union passes, it will be bad news
for students, with faculty and
administration bargaining with no
provision for student input.

The union has come out against
quotas on tenure, merit, and
faculty promotions, and for in-

creased faculty say in university
governance.
While the issue has been sim-

mering for over two years, it has
come out in the open this week as
the union and administration put
up posters aound campus — the
administration posters urging
faculty to vote, the union posters
urging a vote for the union.
Earlier this week, the union also

bitterly attacked a letter sent to
faculty members by Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery, urging
faculty to vote against the union.

In his letter, the Chancellor said
he "doubted the compatibility" of
the present form of faculty
governance with faculty unionism,
claiming the faculty senate has
significant decision making
powers under a recently initiated
governance system.
He also claimed that under

collective bargaining, faculty
members would be forced to work
through the union to process a
grievance, and claimed "scholarly
distinction yields to seniority and
standardization" under collective
bargaining.

He also denied charges that
there was a quota on tenure for
UMass faculty.

The union, however, claimed a
memo from Provost Robert W.
Gluckstern directed all depart-
ments to adhere to "fixed per-
centages of faculty within each
rank," which the union says are
"implicit quotas."

It also claimed the ad-
ministration, despite the gover-
nance document, " does not
listen to the faculty."

What does the outcome of the
fight mean for students?

"It will leave students out in the
cold," said Student Senate
treasurer Paul Hamel. "It will be
the faculty union versus the ad-
ministration, with no provision for
concrete student input."

"It excludes students from
governance, said Student
Government Association president
Nick Apostola. "The long range
effect will be a stifling one for
students."

One union leader — asst. prof, in

economics Cadwell Ray —
disagreed.

"I see no conflict between
faculty and student interests," he
said. "We're both interested in
quality education."
Ray, who is the president of the

AAUP and the secretary-treasurer
of the joint board of the MSP and
AAUP, said the main issue

probably comes to how
much say-so the faculty has in the
decision making process, for
whatever issue

He said the long range effect of a
faculty union would probably be a

broader participation by faculty
members in university gover-
nance.

"As a split faculty," he said, "it

is at the mercy of outside forces."
The director of the Labor

Relations and Research Center —
Prof. Harvey L. Friedman — said
one issue was decreased com-
munication between various
groups on campus.
He said that as the campus gets

larger, "the faculty feel they are
less likely to be seen and heard."
He said some faculty were also

insecure about the value of the
governance document mentioned
by Bromery, because faculty
"don't see it working."
"We have a good faculty here,

concerned with quality education,"
said Friedman. "They don't have
the feeling the route is open for
them to contribute."

SGA Responds To Unionization
(Editors Note: The following is a

statement by the Student Senate
addressing itself to the question of
faculty unionization. The vote over
unionization is being held today
through Friday afternoon.)

"Mr. Robreno is also unhappy with
the power that has accrued to

students as a result of their 'swing
vote' position. 'There we are,' he
says. 'Twelve grown adults
catering to these students.'

Chronicle of

Higher Education
10-29-73

We in the leadership of the
Student Government Association
have been quietly watching the
development where we finally

must speak out. We have held back
so that we wouldn't create an
emotional atmosphere over such a
delicate issue. However, our fears
have become so great that we can
no longer remain silent. Here are
some of the possibilities for
unionization of faculty on this

campus.

(1) SPECIAL PROGRAMS - It is

possible that the Massachusetts
Teacher's Association will be able
to negotiate wages with the ad-
ministration. It is the Union's
interest to push for larger salaries.

It is the function of the Union.
They will be shooting for a large
increase. However, there is little

reason to believe that the
legislature of the commonwealth
will appropriate very much money
just to pay professors. The
legislature has already said that

the faculty makes too much money
and they aren't going to encourage
them to try for more.

Where will the money come
from? The University has large
siush accounts from which
Teaching Assistant and student
employee money is taken, tem-
porary staff positions are funded,
and all Special Programs are
supported. These are the most
likely source from which to pay
these higher salaries. Therefore,
as faculty salaries go up. Special
Programs like Bachelr 's Degree
with Individual Concentration,
Orchard Hill, University Without
Walls, and Outreach will be
systematically wiped out. After
many years of trying to get these
programs instituted, we would be
most unhappy to have them
eliminated.

(2) GOVERNANCE » The Union
organizers say that they support
the American Association of
University Professor's 1970
Statement on Student Par-
ticipation in College and Univer-
sity Governance. Let us quote a
sample paragraph from this
document:

Academic Environ-
ment. The scheduling of
classes, class size,
distribution of night and
day classes, calendar
arrangements and
services affect the
ability of students to do
academic work. They
should share in the
formation of policies in

these matters.

What about student control?
It is clear to us that this might be

appropriate for 1970 somewhere,
but it is not appropriate for 1973 at

the University of Massachusetts.
Further, several members of the

Executive Committee of the union
have stated that they will not allow
students to sit at the bargaining
table when the contract is

negotiated. We can only hope that
the administration will protect
student interests since there is no
legal way we can independently sit

at the bargaining table as a full

partner. Frankly, our hopes for
this are not very high. If the ad-
ministration has a choice between
bargaining away teacher
evaluation or raises for all faculty
salaries, what do you think will go?

3. Independent Study. It is also
possible for the faculty to be able to
bargain for the hours a faculty
member will work. For example,
the average number of hours that a
professor would work in a
classroom would be 6 hours or 2
courses. That's it. No more, no
less. The Union has vested in-
terests in seeing that its members
don't work more than it says in the
contract. If professors decided to
devote a large amount of time to
independent study students or
Project 10 courses, they will be
pressured by the union to stop
because when the next contract is

negotiated the union would be in a
much weaker position. As a result,
slowly but surely, independent
study will be eliminated.

4. Legislature. Unionization
opens another way for the
legislature to get its hooks into the
University Community. The
legislation which created the

Staff Photo-Steve Kuggle*)

Yes, Mr. Nixon, we at UMass are doing our part to
conserve energy. Our buses never go over 50 miles
per hour, are clean and pollution free and use a bare
minimum of gas. P.S. Do you think we could be
federally funded?

University is considered sacred
and is never touched. However, the
labor laws aren't. Playing with the
labor laws might become a
favorite way of manipulating the
University in order to lower the
University's budget.

5. Degrees. No University of
prestige has ever voted for a
faculty union. Unionization has
happened only at state colleges,
community colleges, and
universities of lower stature. There
is a strong possibility that the
national stature, including the
intangable prestige of our degrees,
will be irrepairably damaged if the
faculty unionizes.

Regardless of how the vote goes,
we wish to emphasize that the

students of this institution adhere
to the principles of student par-
ticipation in governance and
diversity of educational options as
embodied in programs such as
Southwest, Bachelor's Degree with
Individual Concentration, Orchard
Hill, Project 10. and others. Any
bodies, be they unions, ad-
ministration, the legislature, or
others which wish to deprive us of
these opportunities can only be
thought of as being anti-student.

These are not our only tears
related to the process of faculty
unionization. God knows what
could happen once we've been cut
out of the governance processes of
the University. Your guess is as
good as ours.

On The Inside

:

Final Exam Schedule
Pages 9 and 10
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FBI Defends Hoover's Image
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Ethel Deloach, writer, lecturer and teacher in the field of ESP, and
internationally known spiritual healer, spoke to an audience of about
KM) people last night in the Campus Center Auditorium.

IC.C. Employees Need

I
Responsible Rep

ByKATHYFRASER
Candidates for the student employee representative on the Campus

Center Board of Governors, the only elected position on the Board of
Governors, are being accepted now.
The elected representive will have authority on many activities and

services in the Campus Center, primarily by acting as mediator between
the management and the student employees. The prime responsibilities
of the student representive wili be to handle any complaints from student
employees and to make suggestions for change to the management.
To be eligible for the 1974 term, a student must be a full-time graduate

or undergraduate and presently be employed at the Campus Center.
Don Sullivan, the present student employee representative, stated, "I

feel it is really a responsible position. There is a lot of room to work and
learn, and it is as well as a benefit to the students at large." He urged
interested students to contact him at 817 Campus Center or call him at
545-0194.

Tho&e interested will then meet in early DecemL»er to discuss the
responsibilities of the position, after which a ballot with a list of the
candidates will be given to all student employees who will be asked to
vote right on the spot. Sullivan will then work with his successor for two to
three weeks before Christmas to review the budget and various projects.
One project Sullivan is presently working on is giving job priority to

financially needy students. Any student wishing to apply for a job in the
Campus Center would first be required to file a financial aid application.
A list of those with the greatest financial need would then be compiled and
used as a basis for hiring.

Active on the Food Services Committee, Sullivan also worked to
establish the bar in the Hatch.

Sullivan was elected to the Board of Governors while he worked as a
bouncer at the Bluewall. The disorganization among the departments of
the Campus Center prompted him to run last December, and he said he
feels there is now greater cooperation between the workers and the
management. He stated, "This is one place where the students really are
boss."

ByMARKVOGLER
WASHINGTON, DC— -With Clarence Kelley as

its director, the FBI "forsees no real moral

problems" which plagued the bureau during the

height of the Watergate scandal, says one official.

According to Inspector George T. Quinn, a local

agent, "Kelly should put us back on the right track

because of the type of experience he has had.

"

"He's a true professional in every sense and won't

be susceptible to the kind of pressures that hindered

L. Patrick Gray. Having been chief of the Kansas

City Police Department, he knows both sides of law

enforcement... he has an understanding of the type of

animal we are."

Quinn recently lectured to a group of UMass
students placed here on the Outreach program.
He responded to questions concerning L. Patrick

Gray, J. Edgar Hoover's dislike for Martin Luther

King and his love for peach ice cream, and the

Warren Commission's Report on the assassination of

President Kennedy.
Pressed by Peter Malone ( intern of Cong. Joseph

Moakley's office) on the L. Patrick Gray issue, Quinn

asked "What are the qualifications of submarine
director to be director of the FBI?

"

He referred to Gray as a "decent man with good

intentions," but added that he was "too susceptible to

administrative pressures."

Asked whether bureau members resented the offer

of the FBI directorship to Judge W. Matthew Byrne,
Jr. who was presiding over the trial of Daniel
Ellsberg, Quinn said there was "no such feeling" that

he knew of.

"I heard the rumor... but Byrne's name was never
mentioned as far as I knew. Clarence Kelly was the

choice to be director, I'm sure."
Based on testimony before the Senate Watergate

Committee, former chief domestic affairs adviser
John Erlichman has already admitted that he made
such an offer to Byrne in April.

Quinn noted that "what resentment the bureau
had" was based on the publicity of Watergate related
events.

"We were accused of leaking information to the
press. More than likely the leaks came from someone
in the Justice Department," he said.

"The nature of the beast is such that it's kind of

strange that we went all these years without a leak.
And now it's been alleged that we don't have leaks

-

but a running faucet."

Quinn was questioned by Brian Barry, an intern in

the New England Regional Commission, whpther

there was any truth to the story that J. Edgar Hoover
had labeled Martin Luther King a "hypocrite"
because of an arsenal the FBI had discovered in his
cellar.

Quinn said he was unfamiliar with the arsenal
report, but added Hoover "definitely didn't like
King."
"Hoover had a real obsession of the truth. The

basis of his dislike for King was a statement King
made about the FBI's inability to conduct a straight
Civil Rights investigation in Albany, Georgia
'because all the agents were Southerners.'," he said.
"The fact was that most of the FBI agents in

Albany, Georgia were New Yorkers. Hoover was
pumping Northern Agents into the South as fast as he
could. Even if they were Southerners, the allegation
was a serious one."

Quinn confirmed Hoover's love for peach ice
cream, but denied that special air plane trips were
made to deliver it to him.

As far as Hoover lying on the floor of his limosine
with a dummy propped on his seat as a decoy to

snipers, the inspector claimed he never heard of
"that one."

"I heard a story similar to that where Mr. Hoover
would place a tall black hat on the head rest of his
seat," he said.

Steven Brush, an intern in Cong. Sparky Mat-
sunaga's office, quizzed the agent on the possibilities
of conspiracy in the assassination of President
Kennedy and the conclusiveness of the Warren
Commission's Report.

"We've pursued it almost to infinity and couldn't
find any evidence of conspiracy. Despite the asser-
tions that nobodv could shoot as fast as Oswald was
supposed to have, it was a simple task," Quinn said.
"Oswald only had to cock the gun twice, and it was

merely a direct line of 160 feet from the barrel of the
gund to the President's head. He was clinically dead
on the second hit."

Intern Malone argued that documents and other
evidence which would indicate that two different
types of bullets were fired were locked up from the
public in the National Archives.
"That was a misinterpretation on the part of the

press," Quinn countered.
"Autopsy photographs of the President have been

locked up in the archives. The story of two different
guns being used developed when police identified the
original murder weapon by two different names with
different actions."

Silvio Conte Denounces
Oil Companies As Parasitic

By MARK B. CITRON
Congressman Silvio Conte (Rep-

Mass) told a crowd of about 100 at

Hampshire College Wednesday
night that consumers are being
overcharged $100 Billion by energy
corporations.

Calling it the 'energy grab".
Conte said that the Justice
Department refuses to break the
hold of the energy monopolies and
predicted umemployment and a
business recession for the Nor-

theast because of the energy crisis.
"The President is un-Constitutional Investigation Initiated

Senate Has A Busy Night

derestimating the situation,"
Conte said. He went on to say that

he foresaw no end of the crisis for

at least five years and that we
must "junk the Detroit gas mon-
sters".

Conte died the local problem of

Belchertown residents who have
already been notified their only oil

supplier will soon be out of sup-
plies.

The question of Presidential
impeachment was brought up after
the speech, but Conte refused
comment pending the report of the
House Judiciary Committee.
However, Conte did say, "I'm for
Jerry Ford. I support him, and I

think he will make a good

say that

too much

President."

Conte went on to

Congress has given

power to the Presidency on setting

up oil policy. Conte said he opposed
the oil depletion allowance set up
under Eisenhower, and the great

irony was the allowance "sub-

sidized pumping America dry."

Conte also refused comment on
Nuclear generator site being
planned for Montague pending a

report by the Federal Power
Commission. Conte did voice his

opposition to President Nixon's

energy statement that would repel

public hearings on nuclear power
plants.

By BRIAN COYNE
The Student Senate voted unanimously last night to

issue a statement in opposition to faculty
unionization.

The vote by the faculty over whether they will
unionize starts today and will end Friday afternoon.
The statement issued by the Senate expressed fears
that programs such as Bachelors Degree in In-
dividualized Concentration (BDIC) and University
Without Walls I UWW) would suffer in the event of
faculty unionization. Student control of their
education process would be dealt a severe setback,
the statement says

See Related Story, P. 1

In other business, the Senate appropriated $2,000 to
the Student Senate Transit Service for the con-
tinuation of night service for the remainder of the
semester The money will go toward the payment of
drivers' salaries. If the money had not been ap-
propriated, night service would have been discon-
tinued as of tonight

Motions creating a Constitutional Steering Com-

mittee to investigate a new student government
constitution, and facilitating budgeting procedures
for student groups were also passed.
The steering committee will look into various

constitutional models for student government, and
determine the feasibility of merging the Student
Government Association and th:> Graduate Student
Senate.

The composition of the committee will be as
follows. 2 Senators not having previously held a
Senatorial seat, appointed by the Speaker with the
consent of the Senate; 2 Students representing the
Third World Community appointed by the various
Third World Organizations in a manner of their
choosing; 2 Students representing the area govern-
ments appointed by the seven area government
Presidents; 2 Persons not presently involved in
formal governmental agencies appointed by the
President with the consent of the Senate; 2 Persons
representing the Graduate Student Senate appointed
in accordance with their procedures; 1 Senator ex-
perienced in student government procedures, ap-
pointed by the Speaker with the consent of the Senate.
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By STEVE TRIPOLI
"Rome wasn't built in a day," and it will take more than a day to im-

plement a campus wide lowering of thermostats, according to John
Hoffman of the Physical Plant.

Identifying himself as "the new monster on campus," Hoffman went on
to explain how his office has been besieged by telephone calls from irate
people on campus wondering when someone is going to lower their
thermostats in compliance with energy conservation guidelines laid down
by President Nixon and Governor Sargent in the last few days
According to Hoffman, Physical Plant personnel are going about the
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Eric Walgren Is Alive, Well And Nagging The LESC
ByMIKEALLAIN

Eric Walgren and the town of
Amherst may be going to court
again.

Walgren currently has a suit

pending against the Board of
Selectmen over the last town
election. After becoming a can-
didate for a spot on the Board,
Walgren filed suit when the town
held the elections over January
intersession, when most University
students were out of town.
Walgren lost the election while

the students, assumed to be a large
part of his constituency, were
away on vacation. Walgren con-
tends that the town acted illegally

in staging the election in January.
Now Walgren, a 34 year old

practicing but unlicensed lawyer,
with a shaggy beard and a mane of

hair extending nearly to the small
of his back, is disputing another
alleged illegality with the town.
Walgren says that he should be

appointed to the Law Enforcement
Study Committee.
The LESC was formed to study

police-community relations in

Amherst, a particularly sensitive

subject in a community with a
large student population, ac-
cording to a study by John Herder
Associates released in July, 1972.

Town meeting passed an article

authored by Walgren earlier this

year, calling for the formation of a
"representative" LESC. One
designation specifies that a person
with a "diverse life style" be ap-
pointed to the committee.

"I've got three categories of

qualification," says Walgren.
"First, I'm a hippie, second, I'm a
political radical, and third, I'm
competent and qualified.

"I've got the education (in-

cluding a Rutgers law degree), the
experience, and I'm alienated
from the cultural mainstream. It

would be hard to find anybody
more suitable for the committee
than me," he said.

Walgren has been continually

frustrated in his efforts for an
appointment. And if he is not ap-
pointed within the next few weeks,
Walgren says he will sue the town
on grounds of discrimination due to

"cultural life style and political

belief."

Walgren has been applying
pressure for an appointment since
the LESC was born. So much
pressure, in fact, that one iJCSC
member, Jay Savereid, the
University Ombidsman, resigned
in protest to Walgren 's "coercive
threats" to sue the town if not

appointed.

Originally, the LESC was formed
as a subcommittee of the Citizen's

Review Commission, which is a
five person committee that acts

"to assure the benefits of equal
opportunity to all", ac-

cording to a Town Hall brochure
prepared by the League of Women
Voters.

Walgren disputed the legality of

the LESC's existence as a sub-

committee. He appeared at a

LESC meeting on July 30, 1972, and
protested that the committee was
not "legitimate".

Town Meeting, Walgren said,

had voted to establish a law en-

forcement study committee and
that Selectmen than rejected it

"illegally". Instead, he said, the

selectmen asked the CRC to create
a subcommittee rather than the

independent committee specified

by Town Meeting.

The CRC later cut ties with the

LESC, and the membership
remained the same. The nine

original members had been ap-
pointed by Savereid — "a search
committee of one," says Walgren.
The Selectmen made Savereid's

earlier CRC subcommittee ap-
pointments official on September
8, after the LESC was given status
as a standing Town Meeting
committee.
Walgren calls this "rubber

stamping an illegal act", since the
members were not originally
appointed by Selectmen.
But that's all history. Now

Walgren is fighting to be appointed
to the LESC.

"I know more about that com-
mittee than anyone else on it, and
all the members combined," says
Walgren, who has been acting as
an "informal member", appearing
at LESC meetings while trying for

an appointment.
The LESC has given vocal

support to Walgren. Chairwoman
Barbara Miles petitioned the
Selectmen, on behalf of the com-
mittee, in a letter calling for

Walgren's appointment.
Walgren himself has petitioned

the Selectmen for his appointment.
He appeared at a Selectmen's
meeting on October 23 with eight
backers, all requesting Walgren's
appointment to the LESC.
Selectmen met in executive session
later that night and appointed John
Adams to the LESC position
vacated by Savereid's resignation,
instead of Walgren.
"The Selectmen don't recognize

the hippie category," says
Walgren. "They don't think it's a
valid social category. But hippies,
along with greasers, are the
largest category of people with
grievances against the police."

School, resgins from the com-
mittee. The Board is waiting for

Aldrich's letter of resignation.

Walgren plans to petition
Selectmen one more time, this

time hopefully with the testimony
of John Herder, whose company
authored the research report. That
is one option, although Walgren is

almost certain he won't be ap-
pointed in this way, he says.

Another option is that the LESC,
which officially endorses
Walgren's appointment, could
expand the size of the committee
without the authorization of the
Selectmen. Walgren says the LESC
has the power to do this, in a
"liberal interpretation of Article
44."

In contrast, a "strict reading" of
the article, says Walgren, would
hold that Selectmen not only make
the original appointments to the
LESC, but later appointments as
well.

Walgren claims that there are no
restrictions in town or state law
forbidding the LESC from ex-
panding independantly. The ap-
parent ambiguity of the LESC
centers around whether or not a
Town Meeting Study Committee
can act independantly of the town's
highest board — the Selectman.
"The gut feeling of the LESC

right now is that it is proper for

them to expand," says Walgren.
"The committee knows what's
right, but it is too mousy to do
anything about it."

Walgren advised the LESC on
what to do at their last meeting.
"Fuck em! Fuck the Selectmen

and take the control over your
membership that is rightfully due
you," Walgren said.

Walgren says that Selectwoman
Nancy Eddy told him in a
telephone conversation that the
Selectmen were seeking a "white,
middle-class, middle-aged, liberal
male," for the LESC appointment.
The LESC membership now

includes three black persons, three
women, two high school students,
and a member with Japanese
ancestry, but no "hippies", says
Walgren.

Walgren is now seeking an ap-
pointment for the opening to be
created when Jerry Aldrich, a
student at Amherst Regional High

If they don't, the town of

Amherst will have to come up with
more legal fees on top of the $30,000

already spent or appropriated on
the first suit. For Walgren is

prepared to go to court — and this

time Federal Court — once more.

The Good (side photo) and Bad (above photo) sides of one of
Amherst's most f.imous citiiens. namely Eric Walgren, alias Eric
the Rat. He's at it again trying to get the Amherst City Government
to appoint him to a special committee because he's a representative
of the hippies in this area. Who would argue?

Olver SupportsNew
Medical Standards

By DAVE GREENSLIT
Two bills to improve medical service and establish "adequate" safety

standards for residents of state institutions for the mentally retarded
have been sent to the Governor's desk.
One bill requires graduates of foreign medical schools to pass an exam

to insure "sufficient command" of the English language and to insure
"that they have the minimum medical knowledge of a graduate of an
American medical school," according to a press release from Senator
John W. Olver's office.

The release stated that physicians in the Department of Mental Health
are presently not required to be fully licensed by the State Board of
Registry in Medicine. Senator Olver is co-chairman of the Special
Commission on the Belchertown State School and Monson State Hospital.
The seconu bill rquires health, safety, and care standards at such in-

stitutions to meet national standards. If this bill becomes law, facilities
such as Belchertown and Monson will be periodically evaluated by the
Accreditation Council of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
hospitals. Evaluations will be made public and plans for reforming
"deficiencies" will be forwarded to the Department of Mental Health.
"This legislation is necessary," Senator Olver said, "because the

Department of Mental Health has never established inspection
procedures or minimum health and care standards for Belchertown and
similar facilities." Four deaths at Belchertown last year proved this he
said.

Senator Olver added, "These two pieces of legislation will end the
special status of the Department of Mental Health facilities which has
meant second rate care for the retarded."
Governor Sargent is expected to act on the legislation by the middle of

next week, according to a spokesman for Senator Olver.

Special Sale
Everything 20% Off
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63 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
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ST. f\ECJ5
RESTAURANT

Open
Mon. Sat.

6a.m. -9p.m.

Sun.
8a.m. -9p.m.

The place that serves breakfast trom 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to 9 p.m.).

Take a Friend To Dinner:
FRIED CHICKEN and SPAGHETTI
BREADED VEAL CUTLETand SPAGHETTI
GRILLED PORK CHOPS with choice of
2 vegetables/ bread and butter

Also featuring during winter months Old Fashioned French Canadian
MEAT PIE choice of 2 vegetables & bread and butter

Individual Baked CHICKEN PIE
with choice of 2 veaetables, bread and butter

$2.50

$2.25

$2.50

$2.00

$1.6*

|28 PLEASANT ST. Left at the Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5 Downtown Northampton. NORTHAMPTON
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Nixon Not To Resign
By JANET STAIIIAK

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON <AP> President Nixon firmly told

Republican congressmen Wednesday that his

resignation is not the way out of the Watergate
dilemma and he is willing to face impeachment and
fight it if necessary.

"If it comes to impeachment, so be it. We'll present
our facts," Nixon was quoted by Rep. Mark Andrews
of North Dakota as saying.
But congressmen present at a two-hour breakfast

meeting at the White House said Nixon made it clear
he was not going to resign. Instead, they said, he
would "start very soon with full disclosure of the
facts."

The President also was quoted as saying he would
not go before the full Senate Watergate committee
but might agree to some other method of responding
to its questions and requests for information.
Rep. Silvio O. Conte of Massachusetts said Nixon

"definitely left open the possibility" of talking with
committee chairman Sam J. Ervin Jr. D-N.C. and
vice chairman Howard H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn.
Nixon also reportedly turned thumbs down on the

suggestion that he make an appearance before
Congress as a whole to state his case on the
Watergate controversy.

Rep. Marvin L. Esch, R-Mich., "The Democrats
would say he's a lying son of a bitch and the
Republicans would say, he's probably lying, but he's
our son of a bitch."

Nixon also was quoted by Andrews as saying some
news stories about his family's personal financial
affairs were "damn lies".

The White House announced that 50 to 60 House
Democrats will have lunch with Nixon Thursday to
discuss Watergate, energy problems and the world
situation. Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren
said the guest list was being compiled by Rep Joe
Waggoner D-La., in collaboration with chief White
House lobbyist William Timmons.
"As we move along," Warren said, "there will be

other Democrat members of the House and Senate
coming."

Tennessee Gov. Winfield Dunn announced that
Nixon will meet with the nation's Republican
governors at their winter conference in Memphis
next Tuesday.

<AP Wirephotoi
BEFORE WATERGATE COMMITTEE-Matthew E. Clark Jr

purchasing director of Gulf Oil's Amship division testifies during
Tuesdays session of the Senate Watergate Committee in
Washington. He holds his hands in front of his face to show the
committee how he visualized himself behind bars as a result of his
involvement in campaign contributions toward President Nixon's re-
election.

Energy Planners To Propose
National Gas Rationing Plan

IU SI Will \ll\ll\ u- _ -j ...... ...

Oil Exeputive Testifies

Pressure Applied In
Nixon Campaign Funding
By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - A senior

Gulf Oil Corp. executive told the
Senate Watergate committee
Wednesday that President Nixon's

Wild said a $10,000 donation from
Gulf was first mentioned in early
1971 by Lee Nunn, a fund raiser for
the Nixon re-election committee.
Wild said he checked out Nunn's
credentials in a face-to-face

re-election campaign set a $ 100,000 meeting with Mitchellminimum mmta f**~ Jn _ n *: e a* * *.. .....minimum quota for donations from
the nations largest corporations.
Claude C. Wild Jr., Gulfs chief

Washington lobbyist, and Orin E.
Atkins, chairman and chief
executive officer of the Ashland Oil
Co. testified their corporations
each illegally donated $100,000 in subsidiary companies
cash, which was raised discreetly

After thinking the matter over
— and hindsight tells me it was a
mistake — I gave them $50,000,"
Wild said.

He said he got the money from
the comptroller of Bahamas
Exploration LTD., one of Gulf's 400

from corporate sources overseas
The two men said they fed under

considerable pressure to make the
contributions to the Nixon cam-
paign but claimed they did not do
so in return for any specific
government favors.

In both cases, the executive said,
great efforts were made by Nixon
fund raisers to assure the money
was received before the April 6,
1972, expiration date of a cam-
paign-financing law which allowed
contributions to be made
anonymously.
Both companies were fined

$5,000 and both executives received
$1,000 fines in separate federal
court actions Tuesday.
Wild, who is Gulf's vice president

for public relations, said the
negotiations which led to Gulf's
contribution involved both Com-
merce Secretary Maurice H.
Stans, soon to become chairman of
Nixon's campaign finance com-
mittee, and Atty. Gen. John N.
Mitchell, who later became the re-
election committee's first director.
"I certainly considered it

pressure when two Cabinet officers
asked me for funds," Wild said.
"It's different than someone
collecting for the Boy Scout-
s I thought I got a message."

By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Energy
planners may send the President in
about one month proposals for
rationing gasoline, a key official
said Wednesday.
He said the planners intend to

submit proposals within two or
three weeks for immediate
rationing of home-heating oil.

The administration has been
developing a gasoline rationing
plan using ration coupons
managed through some 6,000 local
boards.

Gasoline ration levels have not
been determined but government
officials have been thinking, so far,
in terms of about 10 to 15 gallons
per week, per motorist, a range
which may change drastically once
all the calculations are finished.
At a press briefing Wednesday,

the White House repeated that
President Nixon and Treasury
Secretary George P. Shultz view
gasoline rationing only as a last
resort.

An official who declined to be
mdentified also said President
Nixon "would like us to avoid a
rationing system if we could." But

he said "most of the senior ad
visers agree there should be a
rationing plan," at least for home-
heating oil, which he called "the
real problem."
He said an interagency task

force hastily activated last week
was trying to develop recom-
mendations for the president on
these basic energy policy
questions :

—Additional gasoline taxes and

fuel conservation of businesses,
industries and the public; and
projecting economic impacts of the
energy crisis.

This official said it would not
take long to put heating-oil
rationing into effect once a
decision is reached.

It probably would not require
ration coupons as would gasoline
rationing, he explained.

Instead, he said, heating oil
perhaps surcharges on electricity would be rationed by requiring oilann natural nar „.;it, _ j__i . . * .

6
with recom
"within one

and natural gas,

mendations sought
week."

—Extension of wholesale fuel
allocation to all petroleum
products, with recommendations
due, as with home-heating oil
rationing, within two to three
weeks. Home heating oil, diesel
and jet fuel and kerosene are
already un^er mandatory
wholesale allocation.

—Gasoline rationing, recom-
mendations due within one month.
—And, with no deadline set, the

questions of allocating residual oil
among power plants; requiring
some power plants to switch to
coal ; reducing

£^1 ^ ^ ^^^
" "ut consumption

; applying mam

akylab 3 Countdown Begins

dealers to reduce sales to their
customers.
The basic guideline, he said,

would probably be heating oil sales
in proportion to previous sales to
the same customers.
But the official said this would

have to be adjusted to allow for
geographical differences and the
time of year.

Thus, heating oil sales would be
limited according to some "sliding
formula" rather than a fixed
ration.

The official said this approach
probably would require that
customers be "locked into a single
dealer" and be barred from
switching dealers during the

airline jet fuel
consumption

;
applying mandatory rationing program

This, in turn, would

By ERIC SHARP
Associated Press Writer

CAPE CANAVERAL. Ela. (AP)
— Engineers activated the Saturn
IB rocket Wednesday that is to hurl
the Skylab 3 astronauts into space
Friday on an 85-day mission,

fhe countdown clock started

in the last week while launch will be in July 1975 when anmetallurgists and technicians ran American Apollo MMtdnftto to

SKTJE ? %£*"" 22 *?«« S~ aVsia^yizcracks posed a hazard to the
astronauts.

Officials believe the cracks in the
eight-year-old rocket resulted as a
combination of salt-air corrosion

SS*X 2i %£&& 22" fuel ,ank "*«
first stage of the Saturn booster
was filled with 41,500 gallons of fuel
for the 9:01 a.m. launch Friday.
William C. Schneider, Skylab

program director, gave the go-

The Skylab 3 astronauts Gerald
P. Carr, William R. Pogue and
Edward G. Gibson — attended a
briefing Wednesday on ex-
periments they will make to studyahead for the .aunch Tuesday „ igh, K'« *,SS "he r n Hafter enmneprs saiH ihura „,. ™, . .

e
. '

W,R" 1

ship to test docking devices. They
would enhance the rescue
capabilities for spacemen by
allowing craft from both nations to
mate and transfer astronauts in
space.

As had been true with the two
previous Skylab launchings, the
Cape Canaveral area exhibited
only a shadow of the public interest
that surrounded the manned moon
launchings.

after engineers said there ap-
peared to be no danger from
cracks found in some aluminum
structural parts of the Saturn IB.
The launch was postponed twice

Their launch will mark the
beginning of an 18-month hiatus in
manned spacecraft firings at the
Kennedy Space Center.
The next scheduled manned

require
continued price control on home-
heating oil to prevent dealers from
charging exorbitant prices to
captive customers, he added.
The official said major policy

decisions on rationing, allocation,
taxes and other issues have yet to
be made.
The various task force sub-

committees, headed by the Office
of Management and Budget, would
recommend complete programs
and alternative options, and the
policy decisions would then be
made by the White House, he said.
John A. Love, director of the

White House Energy Policy Office
would review them before sub-
mitting them to Nixon.
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lo work in a unique summer slrppawa>
program for emnlionalh disturbed and
mentally retarded children and
adolescents Sponsored b\ Maimonides
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under Jewish auspices conducting
schools, residential treatment renters,

da> treatment centers and summer
camps for special children Interviews
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Kissinger Completes
4-Day China Talk

By JOHN RODERICK
Associated Press Writer

TOKYO (AP) - The United States and China declared Wed-

+ZS5LPB tSfi oppose any eflorts b>' one or m<>re nations todominate the Middle East or any other part of the world
The pledge, apparently designed to reassure China about Soviet

Union in light of its detente with the United States, was part of acommunique summing up the four-day talks in Peking between
U.S. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger and Chinese leaders,
including Communist party Chairman Mao Tse-tung and Premier
Chou En-lai.

The document also indicated the two former enemies have takennew steps to broaden the basis of their relations, but without setting
a timetable for actual diplomatic recognition.
Nearing the end of a globe-circling diplomatic trip, during which

he helped put together a Middle East cease-fire agreement
Kissinger met with Japanese leaders for talks centering chiefly on
Japan s oil shortages resulting from Middle East cutbacks.

The Japanese, faced with an economic recession because of Arab
cutback in oil. want Kissinger's assessment of how long the boycott
will last and American understanding of any moves they make to
mollify the Arab countries.

APPLAUD TOAST-Secretary of State Henry Kissinger joins Premier Chou En-lai of the'peTpTeT'
Republic of China in applauding a toast by Chinese foreign minister during dinner in Great Hall of thepeople in Peking. In a toast at the same dinner Kissinger said friendship with the Peoples Republic
or China is one of the constant factors of American foreign policy.

Pomp And Pageantry Highlight Royal Nuptials
By FRED COLEMAN

Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) - While the

world watched on television,
Princess Anne and her dashing
cavalry captain were married
Wednesday in a glittering West-
minster Abbey ceremony. Then
they feasted on lobster and par-
tridge at Buckingham Palace and
slipped off to a secret wedding-
night hideway.
Queen Elizabeth's only daughter

and Mark Phillips, son of a sausage
company executive, planned to fly

Thursday to Barbados in the West
Indies to begin a 18-day cruising
honeymoon in the Caribbean and
the Pacific on the plush royal yacht
Britannia.

There were no public kisses or
tears as the 23-year-old princess
became Mrs. Mark Phillips in the
historic Abbey on London's biggest
royal day in more than a decade.
Trumpets blared, drums rolled

and choirs sang in the 900-year-old
church before 1,800 invited guests,
and the televised solemnity took
England's attention briefly away

from threatened oil shortages and
economic crisis.

In firm voices, the couple ex-
changed vows. Television
cameras, permitted to show no
more than Anne's veiled profile,

carried the scene around the
world.

Anne wore a white silk gown and
diamond tiata. Mark wore a red
dress uniform, spurs and sword.
The princess, fourth in line to the

British throne, looked straight into

the eyes of her commoner
husband-to-be. Asked if she would

The Latest On
Mideast... Labor... Gold...
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Egyptian and Israeli

negotiators, meeting at a desert
outpost on the Middle East cease-
fire line, have agreed to start
exchanging prisoners of war
Thursday, the Red Cross an
nounced.
The agreement announced

Wednesday in Tel Aviv ended a
stalemate that had threatened to
break down the shaky US-
sponsored Middle East truce
agreement.
The Israeli state radio an-

nounced that the prisoner ex-
change would be accompanied by a
transfer of checkpoints on the
strategic Cairo-Suez road from
Israeli to U.N. control.
The road is the route for sup-

plying the Egyptian city of Suez
and the Egyptian 3rd Army,
isolated across the Suez Canal in
the Sinai Desert. Israel had
refused to turn over the highway
checkpoints and allow supplies to
pass until agreement was reached
on a prisoner return.

The Red Cross representative in

Israel, Michel Convaire, said the
prisoner exchange would be ac-
complished by direct flights bet-
ween Egypt and Israel. The
Egyptian government previously
had barred direct flights to the
Jewish state.

Israel says it holds about 7,000
Arab prisoners, of which 6,900 are
Egyptians and 100 are Syrians,
Moroccans, Iraqis and Jordanians.
It figures that Egypt has about 350
Israeli POWs and Syria holds
another 100.

By JONATHAN WOLMAN
Associated Pre«s Writer

DETROIT (AP) - The United
Auto Workers will re-negotiate an
overtime provision in a contract
rejected by skilled trades workers
at Ford Motor Co., union president
Leonard Woodcock said Wed-
nesday.

A contract covering 185,000
workers has been ratified by an
over-all vote of the union's Ford
members, and ther decision will

stand, Woodcock said.

He said that the unprecedented
rejection of the pact by 28,000
skilled tradesmen required that
some of their part of the pact be
rewritten.

A strike will not be needed to
« jsolve the problem, he added.
Woodcock said the union's 26-

member International Executive
Board met Wednesday and turned
down suggestions that the skilled
trades' vote invalidated the entire
agreement.
He said decision on whether to

stick with a Monday strike
deadline at General Motors Corp.
will be made in consultation with
the union's GM Council.
Woodcock said the board directed

UAW Vice President Ken Bannon
and the national Ford bargaining
committee to renegotiate only the
provision of the new voluntary
overtime agreement that would
have allowed Ford to use unskilled
workers to fill in for tradesmen
who refuse extra work.

By LOUIS KEVIN
Associated Press Writer

LONDON ( AP) - - European gold
markets were plunged into con-
fusion and gold prices dropped
sharply Wednesday after the
American and six European
governments took the right to sell

gold on the open market.
The announcement of an end to

the two-tier marketing system for
gold was made in Washington
Tuesday night by Arthur F. Burns,
chairman of the Federal Reserve.
He also spoke on behalf of
Belguim, Britain, West Germany,
Italy, the Netherlands and Swit-
zerland.

Bullion markets in Europe
opened in confusion over im-
plications of the surprise move.
Since March 1968, trading in gold
had been separated into official

dealings with a fixed price between
governments only and a free
market for industrial buyers and
speculators.

Should the governments decide
to sell their large supplies on the
free market, that would swamp the
free dealers with sell orders. The
presumed result would be a drop in

prices. The slumping prices
Wednesday reflected selling by
dealers who feared such a
development.

love, honor and obey him "so long
as ye both shall live," Anne
replied. "I will."

Phillips was not given a title, at
his request Anne will now be
known as "The Princess Anne,
Mrs. Mark Phillips."

After the ceremony the young
couple beamed as they walked arm
in arm down the blue-carpeted 450
steps from the Abbey. They
boarded the glass coach for a ride
past 45,000 cheering, flag-waving
Britons back to Buckingham
Palace and the wedding feast.

Liveried coachmen in powdered
wigs, and horsemen in armored
breastplate mounted the royal
escort with the pomp and
pageantry only the British provide
these days. It was a rare warm and
sunny winter day.
Nine horse-drawn carriages and

landaus were in the procession
from the Abbey ko the palace,
taking with them a broadly smilinj

Queen Elizabeth II — in blue silk

coat and dress; her husband
Prince Phillip — in admiral of the
fleet's uniform; and other mem-
bers of the royal family.
Some spectators camped out all

night and schoolchildren had the
day off to watch the wedding.

It was the biggest royal occasion
here since the wedding of the
queen's sister, Princess Margaret,
in 1960. Crowds then were more
than twice as large in those days
before color television.

Most London streets were
deserted as Londoners watched the
proceedings on television. The
worldwide audience was estimated
by the British Broadcasting Corp
at possibly 580 million.

Parliament adjourned for the
day and Conservative Prime
Minister Edward Heath and for-
mer Labor Prime Minister Harold
Wilson attended the wedding.
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Winterizing

Yourself
By ALTON BLAKESLEE

AP Science Editor
NEW YORK (AP) - With the fuel shortage and

predictions of severe cold in the months ahead, here
are some scientific tips to winterize yourself for
health and comfort.
—Wear loose clothing, creating an insulating layer

of air between the skin and clothes. Layers of clothing
can be added or removed as necessary.
—For a bit of extra warmth, put your coat over a

warm radiator before going outdoors.
This could help not because the coat is warm, but

because it is dry. It will soak up moisture from the
outdoor air, and gain heat. This is reverse
evaporation. The coat won't feel wet because the
moisture is taken up inside the fibers of cloth.
A heavy suit and coat, well dried out, will generate as

much heat in a short time this way as your body
normally produces in an hour or two, by one estimate.
—Keep house temperature under 70. A good deal of

research shows the 65 to 70 range is best for a feeling
of well-being.

—The recommended bedroom temperature is 50 to
65 degrees. In some tests, volunteers said they felt
more refreshed after sleep in that range rather than
warmer or colder rooms.
Opening windows wide so the bedroom tem-

perature drops to 30 to 40 degrees doesn't bring any
additional benefit. And it takes more fuel to warm up
the room during the day.;—Keep relative humidity
indoors at about 50 percent. Volunteers said they felt
better and functioned better at middle humiditv.
And this humidity is tougher on germs riding

around on droplets of moisture. The salt con-
centration of water droplets then becomes more
discouraging to bacterial life.

—Food is your fuel for body heat. Protein and fat
are turned into heat fairly quickly, so meals con-
taining large amounts of them can be helpful during
severe cold spells.

—You also produce heat by physical activity and
exercise. But don't overdo it if you're not used to it.

—For skin comfort, you might have to cut down on
number of baths. Your skin is drier, and more likely
to itch in winter. Oil and sweat glands are less active.

What Do You
Think Of It?

By JEFFREY D. ALDERMAN
Associated Press Writer

"There's too many shortages for it to be real
Everything you go to buy they holler there's a
shortage. Then they raise the prices and there seems
to be an excess of it."

Mrs. Howard M. King of Philadelphia was ex-
pressing her doubts about the energy crisis "I think
the oil companies are saying there is a shortage so
they can raise prices and make a bigger profit

"

But despite her doubts, Mrs. King is not entirely
ignoring President Nixon's recent plea for individual
Americans to conserve energy. She says her family
turns off unneccessary lights and avoids excessive
driving. But she stops short of turning down the
thermostat to Nixon's recommended 68-deeree
average. "We've kept that at 72."
A random check a week after Nixon addressed the

nation turned up a few doubters like Mrs King But
most said they believe the energy crisis is real And
most said they are doing what they can to help ease it
There wont be any Cristmas light display at the St

Louis home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert FDoehring
rheir thermostat is at 68, and thev haven't been
driving their car as much.
An East Detroit. Mich., family has been brushing

their teeth and talking on the phone in the dark for
about a year now. Dr. Richard F Ward, a geology
professor at Wayne State University, said it all
started after he made a speech on the energy crisis
The Wards decided to see if it was possible to cut
consumption of electricity without lowering the
family s standard of living" The answer: YesPower consumption has been nearly halved Thev do
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Energy Crisis

ENERGY CRISIS MAY FORCE SHUTDOWNS^CommTrce'
Secretary Frederick B. Dent tells newsmen in Boston the energy
crisis may force some businesses to cease operations and that
private industry will have to make major sacrifices. At left is
Massachusetts Gov. Francis W. Sargent who announced a top speed
of 50 miles an hour in the state and is seeking a reduction of outdoor
advertising using lights.

Congress Prepares

Oil Allocation Act
By DAVID C.MARTIN
Associated Press Writer
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Consumers Bypass

Gas-Guzzling Cars
By BOB GREENE

Associated Press Writer
Detuits high-priced, chrome-laden, gas-guzzling

monsters are being bypassed by Maine car buyers
who are looking for transportation that will be easier
on the nation's rapidly dwindling fuel supply
"The sales of the bigger cars have dropped con

siderably," said Roland Marcotte, owner of Marcotte
Chevy in Auburn.
His comment was echoed by dealers and sales

managers across the state.

While the full-size Chevrolets, Fords and
Plymouths sit in dealer showrooms, Maine buyers
are seeking out the compacts and sub-compacts tha
are stingy on fuel.

"We have felt the public turn toward smaller cars "

said John Johnson, sales manager at Northeast
Chrysler-Plymouth in Brewer. "We are maintaining
fairly good sales, but we are selling mostly compacts
in both new and used cars."
The trend, which started in the nation's big cities

because of limited parking space, has been ac-
celerated because of the energy crisis.
The shortage of oil and gasoline is "having a

definite effect on us on all our lines," said Water
ville's Charlie Gaunce, owner of Central Maine
Motors, a Cadillac and Pontiac dealer. "Our sales are
50 percent off on standard-size, medium-priced
cars."

Sheldon Scott, owner of Caribou Motor Co a Ford
Mercury dealer in Caribou, said his customers are
asking for "mostly small cars and pickups The
market's turned completely over.
"The whole trend has gone to the small cars "

Scott
said. "I think people have been thinking about'buying
a smaller car for some time. The fuel shortage iust
gave them an excuse to do it."

Scott said he's selling 10 to 12 full-sized cars a
month now, compared to 25 to 30 a year ago
Most of the dealers complained that the small car

trend was ignored by the car makers, however
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England Dims
Streetlights

By LOUIS NEVIN
Associated Press Writer

LONDON (AP) - Britain dimmed its street-
hghting and cut heating in public buildings
Wednesday in emergency moves to meet a"'- ^J shortage of energy.
The government's ban on street-and flood-

lighting was effective at midnight but many firms
simply turned off their advertising signs at closing
time. Movies and theaters, however, kept their
marquee-lighting on until the deadline
Piccadilly Circus, the crossroads in the heart of

^ne capital was dim in the early evening but far
from the blackout level of World War II
The government ordered the ban on lighting and I

a 10 per cent cut in heating in all public buildings
and state-owned industries after declaring a state
ot national emergency Tuesday.
The action was taken to give the administration

necessary powers to deal with a refusal by coal
miners and workers in the electricity-generating
industry to work overtime. The refusal is part of a
protest against wage freezes
Infringement of the lighting and heating

restrictions, a government spokesman said, wouldmean maximum jail sentences of three months,
fines up to $240 or both.
The government apparently held off on the

lighting ban until midnight because of the
festivities involved with the wedding of Princess
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rkers are Protesting the government's

anti-inflation curbs on pay raises.
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Union Given 50/50 Chance
By PHILLIP W.SEMAS

The Chronicle of
Higher Education

A collective bargaining election
at the University of
Massachusetts* main campus here
this week will test a much-debated
proposition about unionizing
professors: that a faculty can be
organized in much the same way
as an automobile factory.

In an automobile factory, a union
will send in organizers to "talk-up"
collective bargaining among the
workers. The workers, it is hoped,
will join the union and eventually
vote for collective bargaining.
On a college campus, that ap-

proach isn't supposed to work
Professors are considered to be too
independent to be organized that
way.

Faculty members themselves,
the theory goes, must decide on
their own that they want a union.
Then the union people will come in.

That approach has been used by
all three of the national
organizations that seek to
represent college facilities.

The National Education
Association, which lacks a base on
most campuses, usually allies
itself with an existing local
organization, such as the Senate
Professional Association in the
State University of New York.
The American Federation of

Teachers (A.F.L.-C.I.O.) is often
more aggressive, but it lacks the
resources to do much grassroots
organizing.

The smaller but more
prestigious American Association
of University Professors is even
more strapped for resources. The
A.A.U.P. is also limited by its

philosophy; that collective
bargaining is only one of many
means of reaching the goals of the
professoriate. The local A.A.U.P.
chapter decides whether it wants
to use collective bargaining or
something else. To persuade an
uncertain faculty to unionize would
be unseemly, in the A.A.U.P. s
view.

Just such an attempt of per-
suasion, however, has been made
here in Amherst by the
Massachusetts Teachers
Association, the state affiliate of
the N.E.A. and representative of
most of Massachusetts' school
teachers.

Vote Could Go Cither Way
The M.T.A. has spent 18 months

and an unknown amount of money
to organize "UMass." When the
M.T.A. effort began, only about a
dozen faculty members even knew
much about collective bargaining.
Now, the odds are about 50-50 that
the faculty will vote for cbllective
bargaining this week.
Besides being a test of grass-

roots organizing, the election here

will also give some indication of
the effect that mergers may have
on faculty unionization. The group
seeking recognition is an
amalgamation of the local
A.A.U.P. chapter and the
Massachusetts Society of
Professors, the local creation of
the M.T.A.
Leaders of the coalition believe it

gives them an advantage, com-
bining the financial power and
statewide clout of the M.T.A. with
the academic prestige of the
A.A.U.P.
The M.T.A. did not, however,

simply arrive on campus and stir
up happy, contented workers. No
union could do that, even in an
automobile factory.

Faculty members at UMass are
relatively well-paid and have
recently been given an increased
role in running the institution.

Even so, there is a underlying
disquiet among them.
Much of that disquiet is the result

of the end of the era of growth for
the university. During the 1960's,

Massachusetts was expanding its

public system of higher education,
and the Amherst campus, as the
"flagship" of the state system,
grew most rapidly of all -adding as
many as 150 faculty members and
1.500 students a year.

In the 1970's, that changed. The
growth of enrollments slowed, and
it was decided to stabilize the
Amherst campus at 25,000
students.

New Campus at Boston
The university opened a new

campus in Boston, the state's
population center, and enrollment
there began to increase rapidly.
The medical school went to Wor-
cester, not Amherst.
The university's new president,

Robert Wood - who had already
created a lot of anxiety here by
bumping heads repeatedly with
then-Chancellor Oswald Tippo-
moved his office from Amherst to
Boston. He left Randolph W.
Bromery, a new and little-known
chancellor, in charge here.
The governor's office proposed

that the Amherst campus become
primarily a regional university for

the western part of Massachusetts
- instead of the major prestigious
public university in New England,
as many faculty members would
like it to be.

The end of growth also brought a
tenure squeeze to Amherst.
Faculty members who were hired
during the boom days of the 1960's
are coming up for tenure now.
Many know they won't get it.

President Wood even hinted that
the university might impose tenure
quotas. The trustees rejected the
idea, but tenure remains tight here
and the faculty remains uneasy.

Still, it is unlikely that that
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unease would have been translated
into a collective bargaining
election this fall if M.T.A.
organizers had not come into the
campus.
The M.T.A. 's efforts began in the

spring of 1972 when the
association's leaders heard a
rumor-untrue, as it turned out-
that the rival American Federation
of Teachers was organizing the
UMass faculty.

The M.T.A. sent Eduardo
Robreno, its top higher education
operative, to Amherst to check
out the interest in collective
bargaining. He estimated that it

would take at least three years to
organize the UMass faculty.
But he also found out that the

local A.A.U.P. chapter, with a
minimum of effort, had got 5 per
cent of the faculty to mail in cards
saying they would like to have a
collective bargaining election.
Full-Time Organizer Needed
Mr. Robreno went back to Boston

and told the M.T.A. that UMass
cculd be organized, but that it

would mean putting someone on
the campus full-time. The M.T.A.
decided to go ahead
The man Mr. Robreno sent to

UMass was Cyril Solomons, a
biochemist from Pennsylvania.
Mr. Solomons has a doctorate from
Pennsylvania. Mr. Solomons has a
doctorate from the University of
London, an accent to match, and
the ability to make the
Massachusetts Society of
Professors sound like an
organization that has existed for
years. He planned to stay eight
weeks.

Mr. Solomons started with the
names of about 10 UMass faculty
members. He began knocking on
professors' office doors and
chatting about what a union could
do for them.
The M.T.A. also sponsored din-

ners, sending fancy invitations to
faculty members believed to have
some interest in collective
bargaining. It did not always
work; at one dinner no one showed
up.

By June, 1972, Mr. Solomons had
support for collective bargaining
from 42 faculty members. He
announced the formation of the
Massachusetts Society of
Professors. Its purpose, he an-
nounced, was to explore the
possibilities of unionization for the
UMass faculty

A Unified Group Emerged
In reality, the organization was

the creation of Mr. Solomons.
Many of its members did not know
one other. But they met frequently
during the summer of 1972 to write
a constitution.

The result of those gatherings-in
addition to a hopelessly com-
plicated governing document-was
that the members of the
Massachusetts Society of
Professors came together, got to
know each other, and emerged as a
unified, purposeful group.
That summer the M.T.A. added a

second staff member to help Mr.
Solomons: Arnold M. Schneider, a
research assistant in water
resources who wandered into the
M.T.A. s Boston office one day to
find out something about collective
bargaining. Mr. Robreno ended up
hiring him. He had the advantage
of knowing a lot of people on the
campus.
When classes resumed in Sep-

tember, 1972, things began to

coalesce.

The Massachusetts Society of
Professors was publishing a series
of professional-looking
publications, including position
papers and a newsletter called
MaSProf. The union opened a
grievance center where faculty
members could get help with
complaints about anything from
promotion to parking. A mem-
bership drive brought 10 per cent of
the faculty into the organization.
By October, the rival American

Federation of Teachers gave up.
Unable to get much help from its

regional and national
organizations, the AFT local
disbanded, and most of its mem-
bers joined the M.T.A. local,
providing it with some much-
needed militance. and com-
mitment to unionism

In December, the leaders of the
local A.A.U.P. chapter contacted
the M.T.A. staff. They wanted help
in organizing the campus.
The M.T.A. leaders were not

especially receptive. They felt they
could win a collective bargaining
election without the A.A.U.P. Their
staff finally convinced them that
the A.A.U.P. had much to offer,

especially its academic respec-
tability.

A Merger Negotiated
The two groups began

negotiating a merger. By
February, they thought they had
an acceptable agreement. Under
it, a local faculty member could
join either of the local groups and
its national affiliate, but all would

(Continued on P. 8)
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A Party

For Nancy
NORTH ABINGTON, Mass.

(AP)-At New England Deaconess
Hospital in Boston they list the
condition of Nancy Dombrowski,
30, as "fair," but in North Abington
they're planning a "Night Out for
Nancy Party" this Friday.
Even if the party has to be

postponed, the important thing is

that Miss Dombrowski 's death also
has been postponed.
A victim of juvenile diabetes for

20 years, Miss Dombrowski's
kidneys failed, and she no longer
responded to treatment such as
that given by a dialysis, or ar-
tificial kidney, machine.
But, last Sept. 30, the kidney of a

19-year-old youth killed in an
automobile accident that day was
transplanted into Miss Dom-
browski, and now her friends and
neighbors can think of having a
party for her.

"She was dying. If she hadn't
received the kidney when she did,
Nancy could not have gone on,"
said Dr.

. John Libertino, chief
surgeon and director of the team
that performed the transplant at
the New England Deaconess
Hospital with the co-operation of
the Lahey Clinic and the Joslin
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After mid-terms a walk in the
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woods Cor peace of mind.(or pt

Clinic.

"I'm a fighter, but I had given
up," Miss Dombrowski said
recently. "When the doctor Dr.
Libertino suddenly appeared at
my bedside and said, 'Nancy, I

have a kidney for you,' I couldn't

Unionizing
(Continued from P. 7)

join the M.T.A. The pact was
rejected by the A.A.U.P.'s national
office, which said it couldn't
require its members to join
another organization.
The M.T.A. then decided to

proceed with bargaining on its

own. By March, the group had the
signatures of 40 per cent of the
faculty on cards saying they
wanted a collective bargaining
election - well over the 30 per cent
required.

That success quickly brought
about the merger. It was arranged
that a faculty member could join
the local organization and the
national A.A.U.P. without joining
the M.T.A. Even so, the national
A.A.U.P. remains unhappy with
the arrangement.
By last spring, the

Massachusetts Society of
Professors had moved out of Mr.
Solomon's room at the Wind-
jammer Motel and into an old
warehouse. Mr. Solomons-who had
stayed about a year instead of the
eight weeks he had originally
planned -had departed. His public
presence as an organLer was no
longer needed.
The union is now run by the

faculty members themselves, with
behind-the-scenes expertise and
supporting services from Mr.
Schneider and, part of the time,
Mr. Robreno. The faculty mem-
bers, not the staff, are carrying on
the debate over collective
bargaining.

Debate is Typical
That debate is typical of faculty

collective-bargaining elections.
The pro-union faculty members
argue that a union is needed to
protect the faculty from the tenure
squeeze and to deal with an in-

creasingly distant administration.
The opponents of bargaining

-

loosely organized as the Com-

mittee of Cnnpprned Faculty-
contend that the faculty has a
sufficient role in decision-making
through the faculty senate, which
has been delegated more and more
authority by the trustees in recent
years.

The union also emphasizes the
M.T.A. 's well-known effectiveness
with the state legislature. Anti-
union professors, however, fear
they will be lost amid the 50,000
school teachers in the M.T.A.
The union says the alternative is

for the faculty to be represented by
the administration. "The issue
isn't collective bargaining," Mr.
Robreno says. "Vs who can
represent the faculty best. If you
think Bob Wood can represent the
faculty, then vote no."
That has been the union's main

strategy: to pummel the ad-
ministration.

So far, however, the ad-
ministration has not been an easy
target. President Wood and
Chancellor Bromery have made it

clear that they think collective
bargaining is a bad idea. But they
say it's the faculty's decision and
they won't interfere with the
election.

So far, they have kept clear of
the arguments, although the ad-
ministration has balked at some of
the technical arrangements for the
election. Generally, however, the
administration has avoided major
errors that might give the union an
additional issue.

Despite the lack of a dispute with
the administration, the faculty
may still vote for collective
bargaining.

A poll taken last April showed
the faculty almost evenly split, and
the union believes it has gained
support since then.

Reprint from The Chronicle of
Higher Education November 12
1973

react. I just heard words.
"I couldn't believe it when I

survived the operation. I find it

unbelievable that I'm alive today.
It has made me believe in

miracles-this was one."
"It's like God had said, 'This girl

has had enough suffering,' and
made available a kidney at a time I

most needed it. It's as though He
worked things out in a proper,
smooth way."
Following the operation, Nancy

was home for several days She
returned to the hospital when she
developed a blood clot in the lung
area. Blood clots are not- un-
common in people who have been
in bed a long time and have had
such drastic surgery.

If she makes it to the party,
planned for Friday from 8 p.m. to
midnight, it will be her first night
out in more than two years. A 33-

member committee has been
planning the event

Peter Max Lives!
By MALCOLM N. CARTER
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK (API - He was Madison Avenue's wuntierkind of the earlv
1960s, who led the advertising industry from snowy toothpaste smiles to

the nostalgia of art nouveau and sepia-toned daguerrotypes.

His delicately styled cartoon figures tumbling through rainbow-hued
space spurred a popular art form that some called psychedelic and that
he terms cosmic.

He is Peter Max, a 36-year-old bearded artist whose latest ventures
include the art gallery he is opening Thursday night, decoration of 26
billboards in Times Square and renovation plans for a 17-story building
"Now I have the artistic freedom to do what I want," Max said the

other day as he daubed a streak of shocking pink acrylic paint on the
canvas before him.

That freedom came from a string of commercial successes in mer-
chandising, product design and poster art. More than a million neckties
bore his designs, and myriad other items were sold in his name.
His eyes glimmering with the recollection of scores of garment workers

producing apparel he designed in throbbing colors, Max referred to the
period of "mass media art" when he had employed 47 persons.
"Now I'm working with such a small group because I'm not into such

hyperactivity," he said. "I'm being very, very selective in what I do. It's

got to be fun. The fun causes me to be supercreative."
Bobbing to the rock music that booms in a 16-room aerie overlooking

the Hudson River, he frowns at the monocled clown he has created in
uncharacteristically broad, sweeping strokes.

"I'm working myself up to paint around the clock," Max is saying
"That would be my biggest thrill - just eat, sleep and paint."
Typical of the "sort of impressionist renaissance I'm going through,"

the painting is finished in minutes, and he begins another one. Sometimes
he works like this for hours, sometimes through the night.
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Final Examination Schedule
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UNIVERSITY OK MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
DECEMBER 1973

Io!l^i;g°ch.rt:
n,lnatl°n Perl °d

" *" ldentlfl 'd b* cod < «-**• according to the

PR I SAT HON TUE WED THU
DEC 14 DEC 15 DEC 17 DEC 18 DEC 19 DEC 20

8:00 a. a.

10:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

COURSE
ACCTC 110

ACCTC 220

SECTION

9

10

11

12

/;

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

COURSE

HEM

SECTION PD COURSF

1.2

3.4 G
FRENCH 261 2 15

y>

Film:

They Shoot Horses.

Don't They?

Starring Jane Fonda, Gig Young,

Susannah York and Michael Sarrazin

Thurs., Not. 15th 7, 9, 11 p.m.

Mahar Aud.

Implies that «U aectlona of ACCTC 110 will be
examined at the same time, HON DEC 17 4:00 p.m.
Implies that sections 1 and 2, ACCTC 220, will be
examined PRI DEC 14 1:30 p.m., and that aectlona
3 and 4 will be examined SAT DEC 15 10:30 a.m.
lmpllea that only aectlon 2 of FRENCH 261 la scheduled
to be examined, TUE DEC 18 1:30 p.m. (aee NOTE, below)

mg%
XJSKFL.'ZSS, WITHIN * C0URSE ARE LISTED

.
ASSUME THAT AMY UNLISTEDSECTION IS NOT SCHEDULED FOR A PINAL EXAMINATION.

"'
fht.Tf

lM"UCt° r for lnf°~tlon on the £!££. of examination. He will NOT hav.tnia information BEFORE Thanksgiving.

111
"

I!!!,?"
101

!!

1 •C*d<Blc •»•** ^r 1973-1974 provid.a for examination parioda tocontinu. through Saturday, December 22. The achedul. on the n.xt page. doe. notinvolve formally scheduled examination beyond period 23, THU DEC 20 1-30 p m -
Friday and Saturday, Dacber 21 and 22, are available for maka-up examination,
if othar alterantlve. fail.

IV. CONFLICTS or MORE THAN TWO EXAMINATIONS IN ONE DAY

Student, who have conflict, in their examination .chedule (a. publl.hed herein)
or who have more than two examinations scheduied for one calendar day may report
to the Schedule Office (168 Whltmore) for reaolution of these problem..

THE SCHEDULE OFFICE WILL NOT ASSIST IN RESOLVINC PROBLEMS UNLESS THEY ARE
REPORTED BEFORE SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1.

cuimsF SECTION PD COURSE SECTION PD COURSE

JL«J\vquC Open Friday Nights

SPICY

HOLIDAY
DRESSING

for the
Partying

Season

...and they'll light up you too!

Just arnved-the newest fashion allure— mar-

velous, radiant you. We've just received a fine

collection of the newest styles for the holidays

-all ready for your selection at special low

prices.

*P.S. . .

For the party circuit —
we hpve a great selection
of Cocktail dresses too!

sJwJhuplfc*

A&F EC 110 11
33u
353

6 3C

177 1

2

4

14
358

361

23
21

7

8

17

101A
125

3 17 387
175 1

235
261

22

23
ANTH lu2 1A

2B

2

190

265 11 lo3
10 211

385B 2 lo4 1A
20 221

ACCTC llu 12 2B
3

4

9 222

txo 1-3,5-16 3
22 226

4 3
19 240

130

21u
211

1,5.6
2.3
8

7,9 7

21

8

1

14

ANTH

105

19UB
252
260
261

2

11

21
6

11

6
C E

291

301

311

385C
101

220 1.2

3.4
3

6
267
290A

10

15

102

140

221 1

2.3
4

b

340
373

1

19

141

142

180

210
220
230
232

257

260
2 70

230

263
320
340

1,2

3

22

1

19

6

3

ART
375
115

285
291

1

2

3

19

20
23

16
360

3 70 1.2.3
13

11

ASIANS
ASTRON

150

100 1.2
20
4 C E

4 21 3.4 2 275
371 5 5A 6 305

AIRSCI 111 1A 22 101 22 331
2B 13 190 7 333
3A 2 B IOCKM 19o 9 360
4B 16 220 13 375

121 1A 17 220A 13 385A
2B 8 223 14 CA S HI

231 11 225 16 CH E 125
23 * 18 BOTANY 100 1A 22 255

AN SCI 219 2 2B 7 290
121 12 101 1A 1 358

SKTION PD

18

18

8

18

5

1

6

20

3

23

19

15

3

22

15

12

13

15

9

7

8

18
14

11

16

22

2

1

19

15

14

21

3

14

9

2o

3

8

1

3 70

380

101

111

til

113

127

lbO

162

165

210

213
24b

2blA
261B
261C
262

2 72

281
285

294
CHINSE 12b

190

251
275

326

350
CLSICS loo

228
261

COINS 101

202
232

COMLIT 101B
201

202

231

251

2 90A
385D
126

141

142

201

202

204

210
241

257

258
265
266
278
292
294
34*

360

368

394

COMLIT
DANISH
ECE

rCON

lit 3

104

121

131

141

4

S

1A

2B

3

il

6

18

1

lb

23

12

11

16

1

19

12

lo

1

20

1

22

22

-*

3

21
<.

2

22

22

5

16

13

7

8

5

10

16

11

17

22

17

10

9

13

16

3

13

11

19

13

10

16

2

b

20
18

5

23

1

10

4

b

4

16

18

b

11

4

9

11

lb

13

16

22

8

12

19

4

21

4

8

2

ENCIN

ENGL

SJ-.CTllN

2«l

2 >2

2*2
26b
2 71

281

321

34 7

372

383

1

:5i
125 2

3

4,b
5

1

1

2

3

7

1-1 4,5
141H
152 1,2.3
153 1

lbl

101
203 1

213

221

126

131

233

236
241

251

253

253H
261 ,2

PD i: TRSE

5

h

14

18

A

J

12

19

9

7

2

2.i

r
20

16

5

1

b

17

19

lb

4

3

7

4

1

9

8

lb

16

7

11

19

12

2 FD&A E

23 FISH
3 FOREST

20

7

3

4

23 FRENCH 110
22

1' 111
14 120
20

COURSE

ENT

ENVDES

ENVDES
EXCSCI

FD SCI

261M
2t)
2b?

! M
275

289

321

331

It]

381A

382B

383B

38<.C

341D

12b

380
2-<

2T\
34 7

204

205
2 59

278
190
275
3 52

361

366
371

380

384

393B
281

265
212

223
225
226
235

1.2

3,4

1 .2

3

!b

21

21

18

1

18

22

23

b

7

12

15

b

19

13

10

11

7

1

17

16

3

6

9

2o

15

1

3

4

2

12

12

7

21

13

19

8

5

2

18

15

15

17

3

15

12 I

132

143

144

149

Ub
147

150

lbl

171

172

SECTION PD

17

22

1^

13

12

15

5

U
b

12

2

is

1

1

21

.

2ft]

FRENCH 263
290
303
314

322
334
340
346

355
CB FIN 201

1A

2B

3C

1

.

3

4

1

2

2

1.2

.A.

5

202
204
210
220
230

13

15

10

12

17

14

IS
10

20
12

9

9

3

14

9

2

20

23

5

9

22

17

3

10

13

7

IP

COURSE SE(moN PD

231 18
233

1

CENBUS 240 21
2 50 2 14

3.4 8
253 8

255 14
265 3,4 1

270 1 16
4 23
5 20
6.7 8

2 72 11
273 21
2 74 4
275 10

CEOC 135 s

155 9
260 7

2 70 18
386A 8

386B 22
CEOL 100 6

105 8
192 10
220 5

230 23
240 14
2 50 6
311 21
332 5
351 5

355 21
360 17

CEOL 390 21
GERMAN 110 15

112 1A 12

2B 8
120 17

122 23
130 1 1

2 15

3 10

4 23

(Continued on P. 101

SWISSAIR

Beat your friends to thelbp.
The Swiss Alps, top of the world for

skiers, and Swissair Jets you to the slopes
SOFA gives you your pick of the peaks

Davos, Klosters, Leysin, Scouls, Verbier,
Zermatt Top mountains. Top conditions.
Top lodgings. Spend a week with >«kn
students from all over the world. ##*/' «= ™ " ""* ™ »

Breakfasts and dinners to keep ^|MA#||7|CM^|^||^^fl
you going day and night I wff II mUwl IVpfl .rWI
Transfers, taxes and tips, too.

A top-flight deal for as low
as $313. Stay a second week
for as little as $50. Details in

The Student Skier.

Rush coupon today.

IhSOFlV.
^ Ski SOFA: 136 East 57 Street# New York 10022 (212) PL 1 -8000

Attention

SKIERS
/ Sell Brand-New

1974 SKI EQUIPMENT
at

2©<5©Off

.„,.». - <d

LIST PRICE
ALL BRAND NEW

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED
ALMOST ALL BRANDS

You only lose by not calling

or contacting:

Chuck Berman
Chi Psi Fraternity

Amherst College

256-0476
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Final Examination Schedule (cont.)

n

(Continued from P. 9)

COURSE SECTION TO COURSE SECTION PD COURSE SECTION

132

138

140

142

148

201

221

231

283
285
301

312
321

334

385

385A

CREEK 1 10

113

150
210

HIST 100

110

115
120

120A

141

150

HIST

HRTA

151

152

185

186

190
190B
200
202
205
209
214
220
228
229

230
290A
290C
301

304
307

316
318
319
320
324
325

326
334

339

341

386

3908

390C
3901

100

102

120

156

1A

2B

3C

1A

2B

1A.4C

5D

6E

7F.11

8C
1A

2B

1

4

11

15

11

8

7

13

13

16

2

4

23

3

20

13

8

18

22
7

12

22

23
14

3

6

1

13

13

1

7

11

13

13

2

21

9

19

7

20
19

15

19

9

22
12

16

20

2

15

5

9

12

8

7

17

22

11

17

13

11

2

17

8

21

5

4

I

12

13

14

1

12

7

10

16

1

HUMDEV
I E

ITAL

JAPAN

JS

200
201

203
204
211
367

300

151

261

271

286
354
360
378
379

385
110
126
161

126

190
290
201

392

LAT AM 392
LATIN 110

140

142

215
LING 101

101

H

LS&S 101

111

2 30

313

320
354

Ml
H&A E 102

144

145
163
167
22u

235
246
264
265
282
283
284
285
308
315
39<J

MARSCI 225

1A

,4

,3

MATH 100

no

1

2

3

3

4

6,8
1.3

2,4,12,14
5,6

110E

11UJ

112

11

17

1

2

3

4

20
8

8

14

13

8

17

1

4

2

7

22

9

17

10

12

16

15

11

17

14
3

15

4

8

23

19

14

12

9

13

14

2

17

17

12

15
19

8

14

3

13

21

20
4

8

12

11

14

23

1

5

19

9

10

15

12

20

5

9

3

1

6

22

3

9
17

5

1

3

16

5

7

10

17

MATH 115

116
117

118

119

127

128

131

11

lb

10

132

135

136

143

146

151

151E
165

MATH

MEDTEC

MTE

167

167A
187

211

225

226
241

247
251

255
261

311

325
331

345
101

301

302

303

304

305
307

385

211

2.4,6
3.5
1.2.4
3

1

2

1

2

5

1.12
2

3

4

b

7

8

9

13

14

15

1,9,16
2

3

4.5.14
6.8
13

1

2

1.2

3

4

5

6.13
11.12
1

J

4

1

2,5.6
4

1

2

1

3

1

2

2

PD COURSE

17 MCT

16

16

22

16

17

19

5

3

10

7

2

11

5

22
20

13

4

10

3

19 MICBIO
14

18

21

21

18

3 HKTC

20

16
4

5

21

I

7

19

23

10

19

14

7

5

6

11

20
18 NAREST

9 HEAST

18 Kt

5

18

6

13

23

11

18

20
14

5

19

9

12

12

6

13

6

15

21

10

17

ii r t

MCTC

MUSIC

NURSE

9

19

5

21

10

2

15

SECTION TO COURSE SECTION P'-> COURSE

llu 12 P E 4 10
201 18 203 19 POLISH

214 1 20 206 1 14 POLSCI

2 19 2 12

3 6 253 17

4 9 263 23
230 13 275 23
231 1 10 276 1 20

2 18 2 2

247 8 277 19

265 4 290B 15

341 6 354 21

342 21 370 1 8

344 1 3 2 1

2 9 3 21

J48 9 PHIL 105 U 6

371 11 5,6 19

390 22 9 4

391 18 110 1 21

392 7 2 9

140 19 3 5

250 f> * 12

260 8 5 10

280 11 7 11

320 7 125 1. 5

390 20 2 23

201 1,2 1 161 21

3.4,12 14 201 19

5,14 13 230 1

6 23 240 6

9,10 2 263 4

11.13 19 290A 1

16,17 7 346 14
1,2 10 350 3

1 383 11

4 21 390A 20
3 23 390B 14

18 391 13

1 5 PHYSIC 100 9 fOLSCI

2 21 100A 11
16 114 20
23 116 14

1 3 121 23
2 18 141 i«

IS 161 2
22 162 10
21 172 9
IS 181 8 PSYCH

5 183 2
17 190 7

4 190A I)
6 190B 5

12 190C 21
4 190D 6
7 190E 18

15 200 20
1 251 11

16 255 23
17 271 23
8 285 19
7 29" 4

12 2V0A 12
16 PHYSIC 302 3
1 PK ADM 241 22

17 263 19
18PLPATH 251 23
22'LSOIL 110 12

15 llOA 12

5 115 4

6 200 15
14 205 10

3 225 21

2.5A 18 255 4

4 21 260 2

11 265 13

15 275 7

13 285 20

SECTION

38 5B

110

100

150

161

201
202

203

218
219

220
222

236
237
243
245
254

2 72

277
290

A.

2

PD COURSE

17
~

23

10

6

21

14

20
10

2

8

17

3

IB

18

7

17 RHET
RUSS

265
28uA

SECTION

1

2

3

PUB HL

301

A

305

311

325

263

330A

330B
340

210
212
216
222
237
101

113
201

211

100

100

240
290
312

340
344
385

290A

1.2

291

292

306
320
321

322

355
358
359

361

374

385
39 1A

39 IB

39 ID

391E
101A 2,4,8

5

290C

300

301

304

200

201

202

101E

101P
145 1A

2B

3C

40

201

210
220A

220B
230
250
252 1

1

260 1

2A
4

263

7

22

4

14

17

11

16
9 SOCIOL

13

18

2

20
4

21

6

15

10

23
14

19

16
4
9

5

7

8

3

5

18

12

1

14

5

11

20

2

17

1 SPAN

22

2

14

4

18

14 SPEECH

17

20

15

9

5

15

10

14

13

361

390E
175
110

119

129

130

261

281

291
101 IA.2B.3C

11,1 JD

4

7

8

9

222
224

233
247 1

2

251

253
254

255
256
259
261 1

2

266
270
272

275

2 78

280
282

286
110

120

126

130

304

375
121

182

190

203

210
225
227

228
232

1

2A

1

2.3

1

2

PD

11

6

17

4

22

10

2

11

3

7

21

8

2.2

16

3

2

15

18

18

12

1

2

13
23

4

7

12

10

7

6

22

3

1

2

5

1

9

9

3

23
4

19

11

8

22

13

21

23
16

18

20

5

15

16

3

12

16

8

22

1

2

17

3

21

16

12

10

14

6

CROUP

250
283
284
285
286
287
29S

STATIS 111
231

290
315
316

316B
SWEDSH 126

TCEA 240

2 59

THEATR 385A

385B
385C

WDTECH 201

208
211

SECTION PD CtOPP SECTION
15 WILDLP 261A
22 261B
12 YIDDSH 110
8 ZOOL 101

PD

2,3

5

10

22
3

15

20
15

16

11

22

12

13

21

10

21

6

15

135

137

150

161

176

221

223
240

281

285A
300
306
337
350
360

360A
366

10

1.2
3

2o

Coal Needed

BOSTON (API - The New
England Electric system an-
nounced Wednesday that its

subsidiary, New England Power
Co., has taken options on coal for

approximately 25 per cent of the
company's anticipated British
Thermal Units BTU needs for next
year
A spokesman said the coal under

option is the equivalent of ap-
proximately five million barrels of

residual fuel oil. He said the

company expects 60,000 tons of

coal will be delivered for analysis
and testing next month.

FIVE COLLEGE

JANUARY 1974

FLIGHT

Boston- Paris January 5 26,

1974. Round-trip $175, Air

France carrier. Contact:
International Programs
239 Whitmore, University
of Mass. 545-2710, payment
deadline Nov. 30.

UMass. Third World Cultural
Series Presents

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1973-8:00 p.m.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tickets $1.50 UM/A Students 83.00 Others

Telephone 545-0202

Sponsored by the Fine Arts Council

TRUCKIN'

BASS SPORTS

LISm
Used by the U.S. Ski Team

FROM THE SKIER'S FRIEND

%mm at iUablj, Ittr,

Amfyfrst, &aB0art}iu>rtt0

Till' m1ti l*jt^^a&;.>Ii^w^^w^.^.a>- -
fcfrwna

Visiting Classicist

Lectures On Reason
Jonathan Barnes, visiting professor of Classical Humanities at UMass

will give three public lectures titled The Springs of Reasoni"
I he lectures, which will deal with the Greek origins of rational thought

about man and his place in the universe, will be in various rooms in the
I Mass ( ampus ("enter at 8 p.m. successive Wednesdays Nov 28 in
room 917. the topic will be The Soul;" Dec. 5, room 162, '"Knowledge "

and D^c. 12. room 917. "Morality."
•Jonathan Barnes is the first UMass Visiting Professor of Classical

Humanities, a position shared by the departments of art Classics
comparative literature, history, and philosophy. He is a philosopher
whose regular position is as a fellow of Oriel College and lecturer in
philosophy at Oxford. His published articles are on such topics as ancient
philosophy, and he is the translator and editor of Aristotle's "Posterior
Analytics • tor the Clarendon Aristotle Series, and the author of "The
Ontological Argument."

'Siaff I'holo- Kob (.amacho

Need
Information?
Anyone can begin to make the

information explosion a personal
asset, according to a new report by
Unisource-Intersource, an in-
formation service organization at
2480 16th Street. Washington. DC
20009.

Titled The Best 12 Information
Sources in the World, the report is

for students, researchers, and
businessmen. Price is $6.00.
student discounted price $3.00.

Unisource-Intersource is a non-
profit organization dedicated to the
solution of the information
problem. Emphasis is on those
systems which provide a
customized response to the in-

formation needs and wants of
individuals at low cost. Useful,
relevant information, flowing
freely and quickly from sources to
users, is becoming a necessity for
the solution of pressing world
problems.

Unless you hibernate

all winter . . .

You '11 want

SUNGLASSES
for

Winter Glare
from

aoh c
56 MAIN ST

ca
Amherst's First Optician

II

253-7002

con/ewe
natural
energy

No need to exert yourself. The bus is going

there anyway, so do yourself a favor and hop
ahoard

'

PRJer/fPaTi
BUS
LINES

Hourly service to Boston, New York City, Albany and
everywhere, direct trom the University Campus
Extra express service to Natick and Boston every
weekend.
Lobby Campus Center Hotel
Tel. 545 2528 or 545-2006

On March 2, 1972

Colonel Sanders introduced

The Student Special' 9

Well Folks, it's back again
at that special price of

fy I

JUST FOR STUDENTS, and here's what yon get.

r

Kentucky
Fried

Chicken

• 2 pc's of Kentucky Fried Chicken

• Colonel's Hot Bake Beans

• Colonel's Special Cole Slaw

• One Hot Roll

• One Pre-Pack

* Student I.D. Required

K*ntaIcy fried Ckiekn ®
Route 9 256-8745 Hadley
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Life On
The 'Inside'
The School of Education offers a

series of practicum experiences
through the sponsorship of faculty
members. Currently one is being
offered that centers around a
student's involvement at the
Berkshire County House of
Corrections through the Model
Educational Rehabilitation
Program. In its simplest form, the
practicum experience is a
voluntary committment of a
student to spend 90 days in-

carcerated within the jail. The
student "inmates" would reside in

individual cells and would be
subject to all the rights,
priviledges and limitations of the
rest of the population. As such, the
internship will allow the student to

experience incarceration firsthand
while providing him or her with an
in-depth perspective of the overall
correctional system.
The internship involves more

than just "doing time", for each
student will be required to work
closely with the Model Educational
Rehabilitation Program.
Administered by the University of
Massachusetts under a grant from
the Fund for the Improvement of
Post-Secondary Education, the
program seeks to transform the
jail into an educational center for
inmates and guards. A com-
prehensive and individualized
program, it will hopefully serve as
a national model for the coor-
dinating and delivery of services to
inmate needs.

The internship has already been
experimented with on a trial basis.

Five UMass students spent their
summer in the program and one
student is currently residing within
the jail. For those persons who are
interested in finding out more
about the internships, there will be
a general meeting on Tuesday,
November 20 in room 808 of the
Campus Center. Anyone unable to

attend the meeting is advised to

contact Andy at 6-5460.

Getting Head And Books Together
A gathering will be held by the

Center for Integration of
Meditative & Academic
Disciplines (CIMAD) Friday, at 12

p.m., in Pierpont, room 119.

Paradoxes of trying to measure
emotional and spiritual growth in

the University context were
discussed at the last inter-
disciplinary faculty-staff
colloquium in Thatcher House.
Jack Richardson, faculty resident,
presented seven stages or
categories by which to judge "non-
cognitive learning".

These ranged from emotional
growing-up as reflected, for

example, in outgrowing self-pity,

to realization of "non-ordinary

reality" and awareness of cosmic
frameworks in immediate con-

crete experience. He assumes that

different religious traditions are
working with the same psycho-

physical stages but impose varying
interpretations on them. He
stressed the value of indentifying

one's own particular
psychosomatic type, as a coun-

terforce to competitive one-up-

manship tendencies among both
academic and spiritual zealots. For
example, if you're the gut-

dominated type (viscerotonic).

don't try to measure yourself

against a brain-oriented

(cerebrotonic) type.

Peter Park, UMass Sociologist

and student of communes, played

devil's advocate by inquiring:

"Why evaluate? It just reinforces
achievement motivation. Do we
always have to have some parent
to show what we've done? Get
people away from evaluation!"
For information call 545-2166.

Thanksgiving

COAT ft JACKET Sale
LEATHERS
RAINCOATS
SPORTCOATS
SKI JACKETS

&
All Regular Quality Outerwear

20% to 40%
All sales cash, Bank Americard

or Mastercharge.

THOMPSON'S
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

OPEN 9-5:30, 8 on Friday

WESTERN VILLAGE
SKI SHOP
Downstairs at Western Auto

Now is the time to think about ski

equipment.

SKIS:

SKI BOOTS:

BINDINGS:

Spaldings

K-2

Northland

Volke

Kastle

Caber Nordica

Lastinger

Salomon
Marker
Tyrolia

Look

Americana

WESTERN AUTO
MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON

Who's Best?
1. We deliver hot pizzas! Always!
2. We're open from 4 p.m. 'til the wee hours'
3. We have several delivery vehicles complete with OVENS'
4. Our delivery is ALWAYS FREE!

y

Try us out.

MINOS
PIZZA

• !•

DOMINO'S

FREE DELIVERY 256-8587

Our Superb Cheese Pizza

12 - inch Pizza $ 1 75

IS - inch Pizza

ADDITIONAL ITEMS

Mushrooms
Onions
Green Peppers
Pepperoni
Ground Beef
Fresh Sausage

on

12 - inch Pizza

on

16 - inch Pizza

Our Deluxe Pizza
Pepperoni, Mushrooms.

Ham, Green PeDDer, Onion

12 - inch Pizza *Q15
II - inch Pizza |495

1

M'iff I 50' Off
Any Small

PIZZA
(ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA)

Any Largo

PIZZA

(ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA)

a me.

Expires Midnight ii-ie

I N
Im I Address

I

| Expires Midnight 11-18
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Enjoy A Summer In

The Land Of The Basques

13

UMass is sponsoring a
summer program of studies in

French at Pau, in southwest
France. The 1974 academic
program will run from July 7 to

August 18. Up to six un-
dergraduate or graduate
University of Massachusetts
credits in French can be
earned for the six-weeks
course of studies.

A year of college French or
the equivalent is the minimal
prerequisite on the un-
dergraduate level, and an
undergraduate major in
French (with the B.A. or
equivalent degree) for the
graduate level. Students will be
placed according to their
background, competence in
French, and interest. Courses
are offered in language,
stylistics, literature, and
civilization. The courses are
taught by professors from the
French University system,
particularly from the faculties

of Pau, Bordeaux, Toulouse,
and Paris. There are, in ad-
dition, series of lectures (op-

tional attendance) on, tor
example, French music,
politics, regional culture.

Cost to the student is ap-
proximately $700 (the cost may
fluctuate somewhat depending
on the value of the dollar).
Included are tuition and text-
books, medical services during
the school period, room and
board for the six weeks at Pau,
and excursions planned as part
of the program. Not included
are the costs of international
and independent travel and
miscellaneous personal ex-
penses. (Advice will be
provided on arranging for
travel.)

The deadline for submitting
completed applications is

February 28. Early application
is recommended.
Application forms and

further information are
available from: French
Studies at Pau, Department of
French and Italian, University
of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Mass. 01002.

CAB Prepares To Axe
Student Fare Privileges
Although th<> (' IV ll \criin:iiif ice Rrtorrl ,.,11 .,... .., .1... •,.. .. . S^. .Although the Civil Aeronautics Board will not make

a final decision on the future of student/youth fares of
international travel in 1974 for several weeks, it

appears likely that they will be eliminated.' A
statement issued by the CAB several weeks ago
seems to suggest that "discriminatory" fares, for
example those which have offered special ad-
vantages to students and young people, should be
abolished. Other fares offering concessions for in-
ternational travel will probably go up, for example,
the special 2245 day rates. Even if student/youth
fai*es are continued for 1974, they are likely to rise.

Whereas the student fare to Paris was $263 round-trip
in 1973, if student fares are permitted next year the
rate tc Paris will probably be $296.

Five College students, faculty and staff wanting to
travel to Europe in January can still do so at bargain
rates by flying on the Five College Charter Boston-
Paris. The round-trip fare will be only $175. Dates are
January 5-26. Interested persons should contact the
International Programs Office, 239 Whitmore (549-
2710) as soon as possible. The flight is filling ud
quickly.

*

WRITINGSAND
DRAWINGS

G99
(1).

Course Schedule Notices
Sport Appreciation is offered for two ( 2) credits instead of one

Clarification of two Comparative Literature Courses listed in the
spring course description guide: The Function of Literature in our world,
101-A, Science Fiction in Film and Literature should be distinguished
from a course by the same title but with a section number of 290-C. The
latter course is limited to 100 students and has a $ 10 lab fee. 290-C is open
to Mass Communications majors, and Film majors who have received a
grade of B or better in two previous film courses.

His lyrics, poems, prose, art.
A large, beautiful book of 332 pages, size 8 5/lc x 10V4, printed in two
colors. $6.95 at all bookstores. Published by Knopf ^r<

mrajOTra«B

ONCE, A KNIGHT, IN ORDER TO
GET CLOSER TO THE EARTH,
EAT TOMATOES, AND PICK UP A
FEW CREDITS, DID JOIN THE

MEDIEVAL U. AGRICULTURAL
COMMUNE,

WHERE HE TOOK TO THE CHORES
AT HAND WITH DETERMINATION

AND COURAGE AMD DISPLAYED A KEEN MIND
FOR INNOVATION.

HIS MUSICAL ABILITY WON HIM A
?LACE IN THE BARNYARD CHORUS,

AND HE OID JOIN HIS FELLOW
STUDENT FARMERS ON AN
EVENINGS HAYRiDE ( THEIR

//AGON STOCKED WITH PLENTY
OF FROSTY- COLD SCHAEFER
BEER, THE BEER MTH FLAVOR
XHEY COULD DEPEND ON 0T
TO FADE THE vVHOLE NIGHT LONG;

AND SOON, HE DID COMPLETE.
HIS TRAINING AND WAS ASSIGNED
TO THE TASKS MOST SUITED TO
HIS ABILITIES.

rasamfcsramcass^dDoem
NewVbrk, N.Y.,1 M, i .Leh *h Valley. Pa
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Senseless Deaths

Steve Anderson

IsSW
Now that Southwest has mellowed for a while, it

would be a good idea to look at its reputation an J see
if it is justified. Southwest has the reputation ot a zoo.
So does UMass, but SW is supposed to be the "zooest"
section of campus with the possible exception of
Sylvan.

Things happen in SW that wouldn't happen any
other place on campus. I remember a friend telling
me that when he visited UMass someone pissed down
the stairwell on him in one of the towers. This just
doesn't happen in other sections of campus or it

happens considerably less. The stairwells of the
towers are constantly full of broken beer bottles,
garbage and general trash. Early this semester the
Heads of Residence in SW sent the heads of security a
memo in which they detailed the crimes that had
been committed in just three weeks. They listed: two
muggings, two money rip-offs, a beating, threats to a
security guard, strangers sleeping in lounges, tires
being slashed, people trying to tear down the stalls in
bathrooms and others. SW is also famous for its

shouting matches between Adams and Washington
Towers. A few years ago the residents of JQA were
subjected to almost nightly bomb scares.
Some of these same things happen in other

residential areas. Sylvan's favorite night time phrase
is "What color is Shit 9 Brown!" The Quad also has
battles between a few dorms but these sprees are
usually confined to the warm weather and are very
infrequent. Every section of the campus has noise but
in Southwest a very few can d ;sturb very many.
Part of the problem with fun city is its size. With

over five thousand people crowded into that small
area there are bound to be more rowdies. SW also
helps make people rowdier because of the high

Zoo?

President Nixon should not be
impeached. Judging from the most
recent pronouncements by key
members of the House and Senate
(Sorry. Dinan, Abzug, Studds, and

Whenever there are unusual circumstances surrounding
a tragic death, it seems to be a natural tendency to want to
place blame. Such is the case with two senseless deaths
this week, both involving the loss of young lives.
When William Markussen, 19, plummeted fifteen floors

down an open elevator shaft Saturday, some said it was the
fault of the person that kicked the door open; others
blamed it on the elevator mechanism; still others blamed
it on the living conditions in Southwest, or the University
for permitting Southwest to be designed and built in the
first place.

In an unrelated incident, Edward Waddington jumped
from the nineteenth floor of Washington tower Tuesday,
once again caus ng most UMass students to pause a few H^^^^iSTiS'
minutes and ask themselves why such things happen, this particular category), the
particularly in a university setting.
We are daily bombarded with murders, suicides, fatal

traffic accidents and fires, by the media, to the point
where it is easy to become callous to disaster. Yet, when it

is brought close to home, it has a new meaning and, hence,
more of an effect on our lives, whether because of morbid
curiosity or true emotional involvement.

It is worthless to place blame for either of these in-
cidents. Neither was the fault of any one person, nor were
they direct symptoms of environmental conditions, either
in Southwest or the University. Rather, they were both
most likely a result of a variety of factors.
Death in any community is always unpleasant, but when

it occurs at a university and involves young lives and
shudderingly ghastly forms, death takes on a different
dimension.
Here at UMass, it is something that every one of us

should learn to live with, cope with, and mos* importantly,
deal with. An accident and a suicide. Both could have been
prevented. Let's pray it won't happen here again. It's ud to
you

population concentration. Rip-offs are easier because
of the high density. If you wanted to rip-off a stereo
you'd look for a place where there are a lot of sets.

Next, you'd need access to many rooms in case the
first door didn't open. If the area has a strong sense of

community (where everyone knows everyone else
and cares what happens to common property)
chances of a successful rip-off are reduced. Last,
after the crime the artist will need to make a quick
exit. Sylvan and SW lend themselves to many of these
prerequisits. In small dorms everyone knows the
residents and the exhibit more concern about com-
munity property. In the high rises you just can't know
everyone; the size makes it impossible.
SW doesn't make rowdies or force people to van-

dalize; it creates a situation where it is easier to be a
rowdy or a vandal. If you're not a potential rowdy, no
situation will make you one, but if you have those
leanings, crowded areas will bring them out.
Colombia Point in Boston is a prime example of what
happens when you force people to live on top of each
other in rows and rows of sameness.

Is SW a zoo? Not to many of the people who live
there. Its reputation is fostered by visitors who don't
live in city environments, or former residences who
moved to the suburbs. The physical surroundings
lend themselves to craziness. but not any more than
other places with a large number of people. The
people who move into SW aren't any different than
those who move into the Quad. The University doesn't
put one type of person in "fun city" and another on
Orchard Hill. If you don't like the big city en-
vironment, SW is hell; if you appreciate city living,
it's a fine place.

Steve Anderson is a Collegian Columnist.

Impeachment? No!

chances of the President being
impeached at this particular time
are rather slim. And judging from
the most recent pronouncements
by President Nixon himself, he
won't resign, either. Pronoun-
cements aside, it should be
remembered that most politicians
are quite prone to sudden, and
seemingly inexplicable policy
reversals. So tomorrow the
situation may be different.

Regardless of the instability of
the state of affairs in Washington,
the case for impeachment, at this
time, does not amount to very
much. This does not mean that
there is not a very strong desire oh
the part of the Democratic
Congress to oust Nixon. There
most certainly is. But the currently
cautious postures of many staunch
anti-Nixonites is due not to a lack
of intestinal fortitude, but rather to
a fear that any impeachment at-

tempt may be foiled by a
precipitous, ill-timed assault on the
Chief Executive. Whether or not
Nixon played an active part with
his subordinates in the plotting or
the cover-up of the various
wrongdoings remains to be sub-
stantiated. With a Constitutional
Crisis of this magnitude, jumping
to conclusions can be fatal not only
to Nixon, but to the entire system.
The various local activities by
students and professors in pursuit
of an immediate impeachment do
little to substantiate the case
against the President, since many
of them were for impeachment as
soon as Nixon entered office in

1969. The attitudes of the majority
of Americans, who re-elected
Nixon by a devastating landslide in

1972, are likely to be less disposed
towards removing Nixon from
office.

Nixon's personal incompetance
has resulted in the compromising
of the power of the Chief Executive
office, which he has repeatedly
proclaimed his dedication towards
preserving. Furthermore, he has
compromised the greatest man-
date ever granted to a Presidential
candidate by the electorate. These
two consequences of Nixon's
ineptitude are perhaps greater
travesties than all of the crimes
perpetrated by his yes-men in the
'72 campaign Most liberals and
former McGovern supporters are
probably unable to estimate the
amount of anguish that the
average "silent majority"
member is experiencing at this
time. The anguish is not over the
fact that Nixon may be impeached,
but rather that the vanquished
liberals of '72 may use the entire
situation to stage a counter-coup. If

Public attitudes on impeachment that happens, it will be the fault of

By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
Last summer, nine North American kids of the

Venceremitos Brigade, broke the U.S.A. blockade
against Cuba, and participated in the International
Children's Camp in that country.
Some of the richest and most diverse experiences

that the brigadists had are explained by David Cole in
a letter that he wrote to his parents and relatives
after his return.

David Cole, 11 years old in 6th grade at Fort River
Elementary School in Amherst, made different ob-
servations that show that we much change some of
our concepts of education.

His observations about the language barrier show
that the American Educational system must develop
better ways to teach a second language in the
elementary schools.

"When I got to Cuba" David said, "I was worried
about the language barrier. I am taking French in
school and we worked on some Spanish phrases
before I went, but I don't really speak any language
except English .We had an advantage in having
Hector in our delegation. He's Puerto Rican and so he
could speak Spanish and help us out in Mexico and in
Cuba. I made good friends with a boy from Bulgaria.
Ht's twelve years old and he can speak three
languages quite well: Bulgarian, Russian and
English."

David also wrote that the sessions of criticism-self
criticism gave him an opportunity to encounter new
feelings and observations.

Probably this is one strength of Cuba in educating

Los Venceremitos
people by starting with the kids, to achieve success by
overcoming their underdevelopment, common
problems to all the Latin American countries. For
example; lack of capital and technicians,
maldistribution of wealth, rigid social stratification
and to much dependency from United States. Some of
the questions that most of us have is knowing what
kind of motivation and organization skills the Cuban
People have to create a new society and to overcome
multiple problems that they were facing but looked
practically impossible to overcome.

"All the children in Cuba have free schools and free
lunches and free medical care. Of course the children
and the adults also work a lot to help make it possible
for all of the people to have these things," David said.
The Venceremitos Brigade was exposure to

another kind of education system and organization
and culture. The emphasis received in the solidarity
with other children of different countries could be a
good basis to prepare the youth, in this changing
society in which the fallacies of the racial
superiorities are being descarded, to think in new
solutions of the world problems in terms of racial
equality. And it's nice to know that the Venceremitos
ambassadors while they were breaking the blockade,
as well as the adults' brigades, had done, they were
conscious that they must re-establish the U.S.A. -

Cuba relations.

(David Cole is the son of Robert and Johaneta Cole
Both parents had been in Cuba.)

Luis Manuel Medina is a Collegian commentator.

may have a bearing on the future
of congressional attitudes on that
particular course of action. But the
position of Congress can have little

bearing on public opinion with
regards to the very credibility of
the Chief Executive. Enlisting the
support of die-hard Republican
loyalists may achieve a very
superficial increase in the
President's credibility rating. But
the primary responsibility for the
recovery of public confidence rests
with the President himself, and
only by his actions can this be
accomplished. Fireside chats on
Prime-Time television just won't
do the trick.

Richard Nixon. But the inevitable
backlash that will follow an im-
peachment of Nixon won't be
directed against Republicans,
should the liberals stage such a
counter-coup of the '72 mandate. If

a counter-coup is really the
motivation of Nixon's current
detractors, they should play it safe
and wait for the results of the '74

and '76 national elections. Using
impeachment as a counter-coup
tactic would be a dirty trick
greater than all of the Donald
Segretti shenanigans

Matt Tackett
Columnist.

is a Collegian

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

etters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
he author s address and phone number. Also all
letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editorsDue to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.
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'Oh, this is going to hurt me more than you, kid..."

Letters To The Editor

SW Residents Not To Blame For Deaths
To The Editor:

Tragedy has struck our campus twice in the last
few days. And as we are all aware, both have occured
in Southwest. It seems that some have chosen this as
an opportunity to attack its residents. I speak of Bob
Riley and Sherm Boyson. Riley's commentary in

Tuesday's Collegian was cruel and shallow. He
condemned the area's lifestyle and put the respon-
sibility of a young man's death squarely on our
shoulders. I refuse to accept this burden for neither I

nor the overwhelming majority of Southwest
residents condone vandalism as such and dislike
innuendos cast in that destruction is a part of our
lives.

I quote from your editorial Mr. Riley, "A human
being died Saturday night because the people who
populate our largest residential area maintain an
atmosphere which defies all common sense and
decency...The blame for all that goes on certainly
doesn't rest with a small fraction of the population."
You self-righteous snob. The blame does rest with a
small portion of the population. This seems to be a
clear attempt on your part to absolve yourself of any
wrongdoing. You are a resident of Southwest, are you
not? I do not write for the same purpose. I write
because my integrity as well as hundreds of others is

threatened as a result of your article. Those
responsible need not be reminded of their act for

Stereotypes
To Mr. Riley:

As were the other residents of Southwest, we too
were shocked and grieved over the merciless death of
William Markussen. We, however, refuse to take the
blame for his death in any stretch of the imagination.
To begin with, consider that "someone" you

mentioned who "tried to get their kicks once too of-

ten" possibly being the visitors themselves not yet
mature enough to handle the new found freedom of
the University itself.

We find it difficult if not impossible to define one
type of lifestyle for the 7,000 or so men and women
living in SW. As with any other large group of people,
it takes all kinds, some good, some bad, and some
negligent. It must have taken some nerve to

publically decide it was in fact not an accidental
death, and then assign the blame to such a large
population as S.W. And if in fact SW. is an area
defying all "common sense and decency, failing to

maintain any degree of orderliness, and in need of
civilization" explain to us why we all haven't
managed to kill one another off? The group to whom
you have referred is that of an isolated few.
Therefore, through lack of a better description, I can
only conclude that you're either an established
stereotyper or a frustrated commentator groping
around for words to fill up space.

Forgive our arrogance, but an article such as
your's, polluted with thoughtless generalizations is

not only injustifiable but deserving of apology to the

majority of residents in SW
Marilyn Bourque
Larraine Gandolfi

theirs is a pain worse than death itself. Sherm Boyson
on the other hand felt genuine sorrow and disgust at
the conduct of a few mindless students in the wake of
Tuesday's apparent suicide. And rightfully so
because I heard the same comments. But really
Sherm, these people don't deserve the ink. Like Riley
you made a generalization with regards to the con-
duct of a smaller number of individuals.
Grave misconceptions can be made because of

these articles We are not sick! We do not delight
upon a broken body lying before us. We stayed yes,
and searched our souls. For what I don't know,
because there was nothing there. Good commentary
is not realized through generalizations and you have
failed. Not only that, you have caused irrepairable
damage to the reputations of a good many people. It

is unfortunate that I too have used these events to
make a point but then that seems to be the only way
we learn.

James P. Purcell

Unfair

To The Editor:

I have just completed reading a grossly unfair
article, in this morning's Collegian. One of your
reporters, Sherman Boyson, attacked Southwest as a
whole for being excitement seekers. According to Mr.
Boyson, yesterday's events were nothing more than a
spectacle of excitement.
True, he did mention, once, in his letter that not all

Southwest residents are like this. But this statement
was obscure as a result of his constant reference to
'everyone' being to blame. In my opinion, this is

being grossly unfair. To speak of all of us as being
crass-oeing with no true human feelings is to be very
close-minded indeed.

Yes, I too was there with approximately 500 others.
We watched as the police carried out their necessary,
yet dehumanizing, tasks over the body. But to say all

we were after was a glimpse of blood is to be very
unfair to all of us. This was not the case of anyone who
stood near me, as many of us glanced away as they
lifted the sheet from the body. We were not vampires.
Devastation was ours, rather than thrills from the
sight. Each and every one of the people I talked with
were seeing this event as what it was - something that
could have happened to any of us if we had no one who
cared, or at a particularly weak moment. This was a
human being who tore himself from life and living.

With this, one could sense an eerie feeling of loss and
defeat going through the crowd. To have allowed this

to happen overtook not only Ed Waddington by
defeat, but all of us.

Yes, we too - the residents of Southwest - are human
and possess very human feelings.

I would be more inclined to belive that those jokes
you overheard weren't meant as being funny. Rather
they were metacommunication for saying "I ex-
perienced this horror with you, and need to be
cheered up before I too go nuts."

Bryan Schultz

Letter To Dr. Gage
Dear Dr. Gage:
This letter is in reference to the current controversy over the Resident

Director/Head of Residence problem in Grayson House, Orchard Hill.
Looking back over the past few years one can easily see how this house
has been impaired in its attempt to function as a living-learning com-
munity, as more than just a place to sleep for its residents The
Residence Directorship which has existed in the past few years has
resulted in a wave of apathy in the house, due perhaps solely to the non-
continuity and unavailability of our Residence Directors. One cannot put
the blame on the Directors themselves for they are students, hired on a
part-time basis, and whose academic commitments preclude their ability
to devote enough time and is paid a salary more commensurate with the
work required of the position. Our current loss of Arlene Turner, due to
physical exhaustion, supports our contention that a house of this size ( 300-
320 residents) needs more than a Residence Director; it needs a Head of
Residence!
Again, reflecting on the past, we cannot ignore the large turnover of

Residence Directors in Grayson House since the Head of Residence
position was replaced. We have had no fewer than six directors during the
past two and one half years and find ourselves in the position of searching
for another replacement before this semester is even ended. It is indeed
frustrating, if not impossible, to form a sense of community in this house
where there has been such a lack of continuity in its directorship.

In addition, the ideals and goals of Orchard Hill Residential College
make a Head of Residence position mandatory in order for the entire
residence area and its counseling staff to function effectively. At present
Grayson House is experiencing much difficulty in this respect due to the
fact tha the Residence Hall Counseling Staff is burdened with many of the
tasks normally performed by a Head of Residence, such as: dormitory
security, room choosing, counselor selection and evaluation, main-
tenance, business, emergencies, and other matters. We counselors, being
students too, find that counseling and working with our residents on the
floors consumes significant amounts of our time. Further, to require or
expect the counselors to assume "Head of Residence" responsibilities is
unreasonable and unfair to the counseling staff and the residents of the
house The other three houses in this area which have had Head of
Residence positions throughout the years have experienced a very
tangible living-learning community.
This letter, in addition to being an expression of our definite need for a

Head of Residence position in Grayson House, is also a statement of the
counselors' willingness to work toward a solution in this matter, and of
our interest in the house and the Residential College. We want to work as
counselors supporting residence hall programs and activities, and if
given your support by assigning to Grayson House a Head of Residence
position we will be able to work toward molding this house into an integral
part of the Orchard Hill Residential CoUege. We want to express our need
for an immediate response from you on this matter, for we feel it
deserves your utmost attention and action.

Grayson House Counselors
Orchard Hill Residential College

Taking It Seriously
To The Editor:

In response to Sherman Boyson's article in yesterday's Collegian, I

would like to say he aid a very good job in expressing his feelings. When I

learned of the suicide I was shocked, physically and emotionally shocked.
That such a tragic incident could occur in the midst of such a populous
place as the university just seemed too unreal, too crazy — almost un-
believable. I was very upset to realize that a person valued his life so little
as to end it. No matter how frustrated, troubled or out of it he was, it's
absurd to think you can solve your problems by putting an end to your life
when everyday changes occur and you never know what's around the
corner The incident disturbed me in such a way that I was unable to eat
dinner As I looked around everyone was laughing and talking and fooling
around. You could never tell such a tragedy occured a little more than an
hour before. I really don't know what I expected certainly not everyone
being distressed cr quietly reflective, but I was bothered that such a thing
seemed treated so lightly.

I was also disturbed at the crowd of people that had gathered around
the body. Such a strong influx of morbid curiosity didn't seem to have a
right place in this situation. That people actually wanted to view him as a
spectacle was to me really revolting. I realize that you can't ignore such a
situation but to gawk at the body-ugh! !

!

Being a resident of Washington, in particular in a corner room on the
side fro.n which he jumped and just thinking about the incident I was
unable to fall asleep very readily. To make matters worse, from one of
the lounges on my side of the building there was a group of fellow students
who were screaming and pretending they were jumping. I found this was
very nerve-wracking, being totally obnoxious, showing no respect for the
dead and in general insensitivity to the death of a fellow human being.
Maybe I'm taking his death too seriously. Maybe I should just shrug

and forget about it. After all I didn't know him. Maybe other people can,
but I can't. I care to much.

Dawn Sheppard

Generalizations
To The Editor:

In reference to the article by Sherman Boyson entitled "Reaction to SW
Deaths" I have the following comments and questions: How is it that at
the beginning of the article Mr. Boyson can declare, "I was tired of the
blame for everything being put on us", an obvious resentment of the
generalizations of others, and then follow that comment, at the end of the
article, with "I lost a lot of respect for Southwest last night", a statement
highly indicative of Mr. Boyson's own generalizations? Why did he lost
respect for Southwest as opposed to, say, losing some respect for the few
individuals whom he actually encountered?
Was it because a very small group of people in an elevator rr ide some

very bad jokes?

Was it because a crowd of people were as naturally curious ibout the
tragedy as are people anywhere else in the world? Was it bec<> ise a few
individuals that Boyson encountered were naturally trying to hj pothesize
about the nature of the circumstances surrounding the death? Or was it

because Mr. Boyson, like so many other half wits, does not see the error
of moving from the specific to the general in cases like these and is
naturally inclined to blame the good people of Southwest as a whole for
everything? In order for any of us to operate in this world some
generalizations are inevitable, but a reconsideration of Mr. Boyson's
generalizations and those made by other Collegian reporters recently is
definitely in order. The people of Southwest may deserve an apology.

G.B. LaFleur
former director

THE SOUTHWEST BROADSIDE
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More Letters To The Editor
Why I Resigned

To The Editor:

As a member of the Central Area Academic Affairs Committee I

promised not to divulge matters of concern of the committee to the public.

The heavy-handed manner in which my resignation was forced by two of

the faculty members though makes me consider this obligation no longer

binding.

1 deeply regret that my letter of Wednesday, Nov. 7 was misconstrued
as anvthing but an effort at humor by these committee members. Thev
felt that my letter so impugned the integrity of the committee that I

should no longer be accepted as a member.
These faculty members threatened to resign with the possible im-

plication that the Central Area Colloquia Program would lose its ac-

credidationdue to the repressive policy of the Faculty Senate, that states

the faculty membership of colloquia approval committees must con-

stitute a voting majority.

The faculty members' actions during this meeting are indicative of

their preponderance on this committee. Three times the two of them
steadfastly refused to return to the business of the committee. For an
hour and a half the faculty members ignored the other members' desire

to get to the agenda. This is one example of how student input into the

colloquia program is minimized from the administrative viewpoint.

Colloquia are usually taught by students and staff and seldomly by
professors It is a completely student oriented activity which the faculty

has put a choke-hold on by its restrictive and vociferous actions on the

Area Academic Affairs Committees. I contend that it is not my
resignation that should have been requested but those of the faculty

members! A student oriented program should be evaluated by capable
and responsible students.

I regret that the faculty members of the CAAAffC felt threatened by a
few sentences in the Collegian.

Don Connors

The Walking Dead
To The Editor:

The dead, it seems, are never allowed to rest in peace... allow me to

expand on that.

The "Reaction to Southwest Deaths'' by Mr. Boyson was very ob-

servant, and right on the spot. He might be interested to know that three

years ago. a similar "ghoulish feast'' was indulged in when, yes, another
student decided to take his life by jumping off Washington tower. And
yes. YES. the SAME occurences you described happened in Southwest
THAT time. Mr Boyson. Your article was accurate, but it was guilty of

the sin of omission. the sin of omission of "defense mechanisms", natural

curiosity I of the "Wow-far out! " variety), and the ail-too human ten-

dency to make light of the tragedy of the situation. One has to realize that

this type of thing is a genuine bomb to the mind and will not be taken to

seriously by people if they want to keep on functioning without that

thought popping into their heads.

Southwest is a strange place, granted. But not until every angle of

Southwest is checked out-the deadening atmosphere, the city block with
5,000 people in it. will continue to give that reaction.

Another, more sobering aspect of this picture will present itself to us if

we look below the surface. Think of the assholes on your floor talking

about flying", etc When they understand what this society has done to

them, what the University has done to them, and what they have done
to their humanity. I wonder about one thing:

Will these turkeys, who actually share the curse of the walking dead,
be the next ones to jump

So. let us pray... for ourselves.

Gary Gomes

An Open Letter To Nixon
Dear Mr. \i\on:
Now that you have grossly betrayed the trust of

millions who had blessed you with a 49-state man-
date; now that your administration has committeed
unethical campaign acts incomparable to any other
election period; now that you have flaunted the law
with your impoundments and unjustified bombings in

South East Asia; now that you have successfully
tainted every institution of our American political
system excluding Congress; and now that you have
lowered the image of our country in the eyes of the
entire world, please resign.

Three months ago I was bounced from the Blue
Wall after bellowing out demands of your im-
peachment over a microphone. Three weeks ago I

was ticketed for honking my horn in front of the White
House--a fine I don't intend to pay -unless you resign.

If George Allen's groupies can honk their horns in a
victory procession after the Redskins win a biggie,
then I have every right to honk my horn. In both in-

stances freedom of expression can be claimed.
It's odd that I'm one who has been classified as

"lawbreaker" when you as President have gone to
great lengths in claiming executive priviledge in

order to avoid answering to the many violations of
constitutional law that you are responsible for.

You <<lectively perverted the American political
system while making countless non believers in our
democratic form of government.
Your future is at stake just as is the country's. In

order to avoid "waddling in Watergate any longer,"
as you often have suggested, please resign.

Impeachment is too lengthy a process and would
just further divert the country from pressing issues.
And even if you remained in office, your credibility is

so near zero now that you would be incapable of doing
the job you were elected to do.

So resign now in an honorable manner before
you're forced to do so in great humiliation. You
successfully avoided being the first president to lose a
war. Avoid being the first president to be removed by
impeachment. Resign and I'll pay my fine.

You have made some great accomplishments
during your presidency, but fumbled with Watergate.
It's apparent that you can no longer quarterback.
Don't throw away the season. Go to the side lines and
let someone else do the passing.

Mark Vogler

I Still Love Southwest
To The Editor:

Well, Bob Riley has made the big time. The
Hampshire Gazette and the Boston Globe saw fit to

quote his commentary on how Southwest is to blame
for the Saturday night death in Kennedy. He had to

step on a few thousand residents of Southwest on his

way to the top, but as long as his scrapbook is filled,

does it matter?
While the police are still investigating the death,

Mr. Riley has already passed judgement on who is to

blame. "It's the people of Southwest who fail to

maintain any degree of orderliness. It's the people of

Southwest who tolerate such behavior". He put us all

on a level of murder, or at least second degree
manslaughter.
Sure, vandalism and stupidity could very well be

the reason that Markussen fell down the elevator

shaft. But to blame the majority of the population for

the acts of a few, to condemn us all for our misguided
neighbors, that is unjust.

You mention that Orchard Hill and Sylvan have
similar troubles. But you say that after seven
paragraphs of condemning us and a blaring title of

"SW Lifestyle Caused Tragic Death". I get the

impression that Southwest is the only wrong-doer,
and that the majority of the population must bear the

burden of shame.
But then, I have been accused of the same thing. I

have received two different reactions to my comment
on how Southwest reacted to the suicide Tuesday
night Those who like my article seem to get the

impression I was trying to convey. Those who didn't

A Superficial Little Non-Joke?
To The Editor:

To accuse the Collegian of undercutting the
students" fight for dignity on this campus in this year
of indifference would be somewhat like prosecuting
Ronald Reagan for high crimes of fascism against the
American people Certainly neither can be absolved
from guilt, but both cases represent extreme
narrowness of vision. Nevertheless, when the op-
portunity arises for a student newspaper to strike a
relatively effective and forceful blow against an
institution that is infuriatingly detrimental to each
and every student's well-being, one would hope that
that publication would take advantage of that op-
portunity The "insect in the spinach" incident of last

Wednesday is evidence of your failure to do so
On Wednesday, November 7, while eating at

Hampshire Dining Commons, a UMass Freshwoman
named Marcia McConnell discovered in her spinach
a large, intact hornet. Now, I am not foolish enough to
hope that even the most widely-spread publicity
possible of this incident could begin to produce even
the slightest hint of change in our eating conditions
But it would still have said something very powerful
about our dinine conditions if the ( ollegian had at

least included a small article on the incident, or even
a moderately effective photograph This was not the

case On the contrary, the Collegian made it into

nothing more important than a superficial little non
joke, consisting of a photo of a cat eating out of the

plate, with the caption, "Another case of the DC.
Blues ....Shown eating is Tatanka .... a resident, of

Mildred Pierpont house, who was reportedly ill all

evening after dinner." I mean, you have taken a

situation that is potentially extremely injurious to

almost everyone's physical health, ( And I'm not

talking about only hornets. I'm talking about small

portions, indistinguishable alternatives, meatless
meat, cheap chemical-filled food substitute, and
meals utterly lacking in even a token attempt at

protein .) and turned it into an immature, fatuous,

narrow minded joke. Naturally, I'm not blaming the

rollegian for the lack of activity against Dining
Commons oppression, ( Perhaps if this were an ac-

tivist year like 1970 things would be different,

although I'm not even sure about that. ) but I think it

would help if the most powerful organ of social

change on this campus were at least on our side.

Michael Peppe

like it mention the word "generalism". The people I

wrote about are in no way the majority of Southwest.
I didn't say they were. I said that I had lost a lot of

respect for Southwest. I have. Whether you like to

admit it or not, those people are a part of the South-
west culture. And yes I have lost respect for South-
west after meeting them. But this does not say I am
losing respect for a 11. 1 still love Southwest. I will stay
here next semester. But I am not going to be naive
and say that bad people don't live here, or that those
persons are not a part of Southwest.

It just grieves me to be compared to the thinking of

Mr. Riley.

Sherm Boyson

Commendation
To The Editor:

The Attorney General has asked me to commend
you for the excellent article on "Legalities of Con-

sumer Protection" by Richard M. Howland which
appeared in your November 1st issue. As you are
probably aware, Attorney General Quinn has long

been a leader in the Consumer Field. His Consumer
Protection Division handle's over 15,000 complaints a

year. If this office can be of assistance to any of your
staff for future article's on Consumer Protection

please don't hesitate to give us a call. Our number is

727-4538 or 4539.

Martin A. Burke,
Public Information and

Education Division

fri. + Sdt.
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BOWKER AUDITORIUM
8 p.m.

RESERVED TICKETS: $1.50 UM A students $3.00 all others

FINE ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE, 125 Herter Hall 545-0202

Presented by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

The Arts At UMass
Community Arts CouncilsTravel With

UJYlaSS Dancers A series of free Tuesday evening workshops for people who want to get

The Universitv Danr-pr* u/iii h» involved in the arts in their own communities is being held at UMass
•on tour from January 5 i and are

be
|
inning N™ f . „

•seeking a person who would like to
sP°nsored bv the Arts Extension Service of the Division of Continuing

travel with them to either run the
Education - the three-hour workshops are designed to inspire, support and

sound equipment or to act as stace 8enerallv help anyone who wants to establish a vigorous and imaginative

manager. Any persons wishing to
artS organization witnin tneir own community.

'gain experience in dance-theatre
The senes begins Nov 20 witn "Community Arts Councils-How and

^performances in either of these
Why Dy Winnie Scott

-
executive director of the Weston-Westport Arts

capacities should contact Marilyn
Council in Connecticut. Subsequent workshops will run through January

Patton, 11 North P e Building 454-
of next year

'
on a wide range of community arts topics-organization,

"2413. Credit may be earned through Pubncitv '
arts festivals, arts in schools, arts and community service and

this experience. others.

After nine workshops, a series ot four all-day planning sessions will

t-F JL D /
give arts 'eaders lrom communities across the state a chance to meet and

11 anUK e flay exchange ideas and techniques. All sessions will be at the UMass C ampus

D Center.

rresen ted "The series is designed to provide people who are interested in kindling
local creative fires with the basic information they'll need to found their

On November 15-17 the UMass own community arts councils," according to Arts Extension Director
Department of Theatre will Stan Rosenberg. "The only prerequisite for attending is a sincere
produce Peter Handke's Offending commitment to the establishment of a community arts council in the
the Audience. Performances will participant's home town."
be at 8:00 p.m. on Thursday the A brochure with full details and a schedule of workshops is available
15lh and at 7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. from Arts Extension Service, Division of Continuing Education, 920
on Friday the 16th and Saturday Campus Center, UMass Amherst 01002.
the 17th in the Studio Theatre in

t+2SS.
A
£r£2£?l Auditions For "A Macbeth"

young Austrian playwright who AUDITIONS: for Charles
and Marowitz's "A Macbeth", a new
bis adaptation of Shakespeare's

tragedy at the Hampshire College
Theatre, Academic Building II,

Hampshire College, November 29.

(has alternately outraged,
Iconverted theatre-goers by
I unusual theatre pieces.

Objects &...

At Herter

6 p.m. - 10 p.m., November 30 9
a.m. - 2 p.m. Rehearsal January 3 -

February 3. Performances Feb. 4,

S 6, 7, 8, 9. For further information
call 542-4865 or 542-4620.

"Objects & "an exhibition!
'of the work of eight women!
realists, will run at the Herter Hall!
•Gallery of UMass from Nov. is]

through Dec. 16.

The show, open to the public]
'without charge, includes paintings, *

' drawings and ceramics focusing on<
an objective view of our en-
vironment from landscapes to*

'interiors.

The New York, Boston and]
'Philadelphia artists include Diane,
•Burko, James Fish, Audrey Flack,
'Mags Harries, Yvonne Jacquette,*
•Sylvia Mangold, Marina Stern and,
'Dalia Ramanauskas.

Gallery hours are Wednesday^
'through Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.;

'

'Saturday and Sunday 2 to 5 p.m.;
and Friday evenings from 7 to 9.

Baird To Open
Abortion Center
BOSTON ( AP)-Birth control advocate William R. Baird of Hempstead,

NY., said Wednesday he will open an abortion center in Boston and filed
a suit in U.S. District Court to prevent the state from stopping him.

Baird, who operates an abortion center in Hempstead, said in the suit
that Massachusetts laws restricting abortion "are presently inflicting
grave and irreparable injury."
A spokesma.. for Baird's office in Boston said the abortion center was

scheduled to open this week in a converted apartment building at 673
Boylston Street.

In the suit, Baird said the abortion regulations in Massachusetts are
"sexist" in intent and are a "flagrant denial of a patient's freedom of
choice and a doctor's freedom to practice medicine."
He added that the regulations are contrary to the abortion ruling of the

U.S. Supreme Court

UMass Sees The Light
Alan Light, whose 18-year career in the arts includes acting, producing*

and concert management, has been named Fine Arts Council manager at
UMass.
The Fine Arts Council brings outstanding professional cultural*

programs to the Amherst campus for an audience that includes students,
the University community and residents of the area. This year the*
council is presenting a calendar of more than 30 music, dance, theatre,

<

and visual arts events. <

As an actor-singer, Alan Light appeared in stock and off-Broadwayj
theatre in the late 1950's, tourmg Europe with a show in 1956. Beginning in^
1960 he spent three years in San Diego, first as producer and one of the^
founders of the Circle Arts Theatre and then as producer-director of
Service Theatre Productions, a professional touring company.
m 1964 he became director of Festival Attractions of Beverly Hills/

which produced and staged concert attractions in major California cities.*
After a year as managing director of the Bakersfield Communitj
Theatre, he went to Arena Stage of Washington, DC. under a Fordl
Foundation Fellowship in Administration. After a year at Purdue
University as general manager of the professional theatre company, he
became concert manager at Mankato State College in Minnesota in 1968.J
leaving there this year to come to UMass.
He studied theatre at Santa Monica City College, has a B.A. in theatre

arts and music from the University of California at Los Angeles and ar
jVLA^from UCLA in theatre arts production and management.

I'm Gonna Climb
That Mountain

By JERRY HARKAVY
Associated Press Writer

BAXTER STATE PARK. Maine (AP)-When late autumn snows come
flying through the mountains and the ground gets hard with frost, the last

of the northbound "end-to-enders" are winding up their 2,025-mile

journey to the summit of Katahdin.
This rugged, mile-high mountain in the heart of Maine's North Woods is

the northern terminus of the Appalachian Trail, the nation's longest and
best-known footpath.

Each year, more men and women are joining the elite of the nation's
hiking fraternity-the end-to-enders who complete the entire trail between
Georgia's Springer Mountain and Katahdin.
Although this year's final tally isn't in, a record 70 hikers have thus far

completed the grueling trek, compared to 34 finishers In 1972 and 21 the
year before.

By contrast, there were only 57 through -hikers between the time the
trail officially ••>ened in the mid 1920's and 1970.

"There's been more than we like to talk about," says Lester L. Holmes,
executive director of the Appalachian Trail Conference. ATC, a private,
non-profit organization charged with preserving and maintaining the
trail.

"But this year, they're an entirely different breed of cat." he said. "We
had four grandmothers, three grandfathers and a lot of younger folks,

some of whom are students who are hiking the trail to get credits from
their respective colleges."

Die end-to-enders. or "2.000-milers" as Holmes prefers to call them,

Bob Antil, Southwest Social

Advisor, announced today that

free beer will be offered at a

party, to be held Saturday
night, November 17, in

Hampden Commons.
Admission to the party will

be one dollar, and music will be

provided by Ed Vada's Big City

Blues Band.

nrHPr ,, a h^r»i«« <>h*>*~.A ..., . u r
eet tneir names recorded at ATC headquarters, overlooking the con-in oraer to nave an abortion, he said, you have to go to a specific fjuenc

kind of hospital or clinic and you have to have sophisticated medical
equipment.

No Solution Seen For

Honolulu Prison Unrest
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By ROBERT Ml RPI1Y
Associated Press Writer

HONOLULU <AP> Fift.v armed
National Guardsmen stool by
Wednesday after an inconclusive

meeting between prison officials

and a representative of rebellious

inmates holding the main
cellblock.

The Guardmen were called in

early Wednesday after an un-

determined number of inmates

took control of the 200-man block

After a bout with tear gas, the

inmates asked for the meeting with

prison officials However, officials

said nothing was resolved during

the meeting and the situation

remained unchanged.
Prison officials said they didn't

know if the prisoners had weapons
Six handguns have been found

inside the prison in the last month
The mood within the walls had

been one of "extreme tenseness,"

said Jack Kellner a spokesman for

the prison

Tuesday afternoon, an inmate in

the maximum security section
,it ipmninH ompMp hj«; third trv t^ :-

month.
Later in the day, two inmates

decided to testify in conne tion

with the shooting death of a fellow
inmate Sept. 27.

Last week a prisoner convicted
of killing underworld boss
was shot to death while sitting in

his maximum security cell, ap
parently by another prisoner.

Late Tuesday night some in-

mates in the main cellblock started
burning mattresses and shaking
their cell bars. Kellner said.

Sgt. George Pattison. officer in

charge of the block, said he
decided to abandon the housing
area when the prisoners were
about to break out of their cells. He
said he wanted to avoid a con-
frontation with the inmates.
The guards escaped foom the

cellblock minutes before the
prisoners broke out of their cells,

he said

Guards sealed off the area and
called Honolulu police to form a

perimeter around the prison.
Kellner said.

The Lighthouse
Featuring fresh cooked seafood at low prices. Thrill to selecting
your own lobster in our pond, or take home fresh seafood.

Fish & Chips 99 e

ALSO TAKE OUT SERVICE
Rte. 1 16 Sunderland, on the Amherst town line. Tel. 549-6662.

e of the Potomac and Shenandoah Rivers at Harpers Ferry, W. Va.
Much of the increase can be attributed to the backpacking boom of

recent years, sparked in part by the environmental movement and the
development of compact, lightweight camping gear.
Holmes, who doesn't encourage through-hikers, says most who attempt

the entire trail do so for the challenge and feeling of accomplishment.
"They're searching for something," he says.
His roster of 2,000-milers includes a 72-year-old grandmother, a 9-year-

old boy, and an 82-year-old physician who hiked on weekends and
vacations, taking 14 years to complete the trek.

Hikers who want to set out in the early spring prefer to head from south
to north, arriving at Katahdin in the late summer or early fall. Those who
opt for the north-to-south route usually begin in June or July, arriving in

Georgia just before winter.

Most average 15 miles a day, finishing the trip in 120 to 130 days.
Until this year, the swiftest time was recorded by an ex-paratrooper

who covered the trail in 70 days. But Holmes said the record was eclipsed
by a graduate student who wore a miner's lantern helmet that enabled
him to hike at night and was resupplied at road junctions by his father,
who 'tagged along in a station wagon.
A different approach was taken by another one of this year's 2.000-

milers. who stretched the trip out to eight months "because there was so
much to see."

The AT. as the trail is familiarly known, demands that hikers be in

sound physical shape. It's also wise to make arrangements ahead of time
to pick up caches of food and mail along the route.

Besides a good pair of boots-a minimum of two pairs are generally
needed to complete the trip-most through-hikers tote a 30-to 40-pound
pack filled with a sleeping bag. a portable stove and a supply of tood and
clothing.

Although the AT has nearly 240 three-sided wooden shelters, spread
about a day's hike apart along the route, it's a good idea to carry a nylon
tarp or backpacking tent to use on peak summer weekends when most of
the lean-tos are occupied.
The trail, marked with white paint blazes, is as varied as the 14 states

through which it passes, from the Great Smokies of Tennessee and North
Carolina, the farmlands of New York and New Jersey, and the 4,000-foot
peaks that dot New Hampshire and Maine.
A hiker finds extremes of wilderness and civilization, whether strolling

past a home or along a highway in New York, or trying to slog through
beaver ponds or bushwhack around blown-down trees in the wilds of
Maine.

Through-hikers, of course, make up only a tiny percentage of trail
users Each year, thousands of individuals and families take up back-
packing and hike the AT for a day, a week or a fortnight to escape urban
hassles and get a taste of the wilderness.
Holmes foresees a need for more side trails and loop routes to ac-

COmmodate increasing numbers of day and weekend hikers
But, as a result, many hikers have begun to complain about over-

crowding and some of the side effects it lea es behind: litter, erosion and
encroaching civilization

Trail clubs and state forestry departments urge hikers to camp only in
designated campsites and pack out everything they pack

"

in.
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Attorney For Students

Another Frustration : Getting Towed
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By RICHARD M. HOWLAND
The chief problem of towing

illegally parked cars is that it is so
frustrating to the drivers of them.
Ever since the new parking
program was instituted towing has
become a major feature of daily

University life. There are several
aspects of the towing policy which
should be reviewed and understood
by drivers and by the University

administration.
First, the procedure of

responsibility for towing should be
clarified. Amherst Towing is

nothing more than a lawful and
fairly closely regulated business. It

has a contract to tow cars
whenever called to do so. It does
not initiate the towing of any car on
University property.
A police officer or other

authorized officer tickets cars
subject to towing and then calls for

the cars to be towed by Amherst
Towing. On his log, the officer

notes the condition of the car to be
towed, particularly dents, marks
and scratches, to protect the tow
company from false claims. The
entire responsibility for the
decision to tow cars rests with
University employees and never
with the tow company.

If the tow truck is called it is not
entitled to any payment until a car
is hooked up. Once the hook is on
the car, the tow company has the
legal right to collect the full

regulated fee, which is $15. If a
driver arrives at the car after it is

hooked up, the fee must be paid or
the car may be towed and held
until it is, including storage
charges. Obstructing the tow may
lead to an arrest if police are
present or called. Try to remember
that the tow company does not
choose which cars to tow.

If a car is actually damaged by
the tow truck, the tow company
may be held responsible for the

damage. In all fairness, in hun-
dreds of tows that Amherst Towing
has performed no damage was
done or claimed. In other cases the
police officer's log has been used to

disprove claims of damage that
existed prior to the tow. In still

other cases the company has
promptly admitted and repaired
damage.
Then there are those that are

damaged and the tow company
denies liability. If you are certain
that your claim is just, obtain a
reliable estimate of the damage by
a mechanic If the tow company
has already denied liability, since
it has no prodecure for handling
claims, a claim in Small Claims
Court should be filed. (Before next
year's tow contract is bid, the
University should require that the
tow company provide a procedure
by which claims against it can be
promptly settled.)

Another aspect of the problem of
towing is the University's policy of
towing cars that pose no threat to

traffic or emergency vehicles
coupled with its refusal to be sued
for unlawful towing (which it can
get away with presently).

I believe that there is no cogent
argument against towing vehicles
that are parked in fire lanes or in

access roads such that other
vehicles are blocked. However,
lanes should be clearly marked in

all lots and signs should be
prominently displayed. It would .

also help if the signs were ac-
curate. "No parking this side"
implies that, in the absence of
another sign, it is okay to park on
the other side.

During snowstorms it is also a
regrettable but undeniably
necessary requirement that cars in

roads and lots that block plows be
towed so that the way can be made
clear.

Improperly parked cars which

away
Let us help you plan your
get-away . . . and return.
We're a full service travel
agency!

airline tickets
steamship tickets
railroad tickets
hotels
resorts
cruises

honeymoons
tours

vacations
car rentals

PjElErPan.

'St

fit

[ORLD
IAVEL

79 SOUTH PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST • TEL. 256-6704

do not impede the flow of traffic or
the access of necessary vehicles
should not be subject to towing
unless they collect a surplus of
tickets.

Some cars are towed (and
ticketed) when it is clearly an
error by the officer. Perhaps this is

rare, but in any event, the
University refuses to submit to an
impartial judge on the issue of
whether the expense forced on the
driver should be recoverable if the
tow was unjustified.

There is a procedure by which
such expenses can be recovered
through the Parking Appeals
Committee. However, there is only
$200 in the budget for reim-
bursement of wrongly towed
vehicles. The administration, to
date, has apparently not made
clear to the Parking Appeals
Committee that funds can be added
to the account at any time and
from time to time should it be
warranted. It would seem that the
Committee should reimburse the
tow charges at any time that it

finds that the ticket is un-
warranted If its budget is

exhausted it should continue the

awards and requisition additional

funds to meet them. I do n M mean
to suggest that the Committee
should act improperly. But, if the

underlying ticket was unjustified

for any reason (officer error,

improper signs or lines or
whatever) the tow charge would be
equally unwarranted and should be
reimbursed.
There is much about the parking

policy which should be reviewed.

(Continued on P. 19)

Gay Dance
With "LILITH"

Benefit Dance for the

Gay Women's Caucus

Nov. 17 9:00

Dickinson Main Lounge

Orchard Hill

Getting Towed Snowmobile Clinic Offered
(Continued from P. 18)

I'm sure that such a review is in

progress. It should reflect the need
for enforcement of the regulations

in a reasonable manner calculated

to make the system work. It must
also include wise use of towing as
an instrument of the policy, but not

a club to buldgeon compliance,
particularly when the basic plan
has not been implemented com-
pletely or without error.

Finally, there must be an in-

sistence that the systems em-
ployed include sound and workable
procedures for the reimbursement
of fees for unjustifiably towed
vehicles and for damaged vehicles.

Neither students, faculty, staff,

workers or visitors can long afford

the high cost of being towed
without right or wrecked in the

process.

Whenever or wherever your car

is towed, keep in mind that:

1

)

the tow company didn't do it to

you, some authority of state or

local government did;

2) the charges are set by state

regulation

3) you must pay cash before you
take the car and taking the car
without paying may be any of

several different crimes (as is

hitting a tow truck operator or the

truck); and
4) the best advice is to get the car

back, paying now before storage
charges increase, and then fight

about it with the proper
authorities.

If the tow company has caused
damage to your vehicle or per-
mitted damage to occur while in its

custody, and it refuses to effect the
repair or pay for such repair, a
claim may be filed with its in-

surance company and with the
Department of Public Utilities,

Supervising Inspector (Mr. Rolf
Caspersen) Division of Motor
Vehicles, 100 Cambridge Street,

Boston, Massachusetts 02202. The
name of the insurer may be ob-
tained by calling 617-727-3559.
Refusing to cooperate is con-
sidered a violation of Rule 1 of

rules and regulations pursuant to

Chapter 159B, section 16.

A snowmobile clinic will be given at the
Massachusetts 4-H Youth Center in Ashland Satur-
day, Nov. 17, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
For 4-H agents, leaders and others, the clinic will

cover such topics as laws, safety, ethics, repairs,
maintenance, and operation.

Instructors include Agent Russell Cleary of the
Registry of Motor Vehicles Marine and Recreation

Vehicle Division, James Toffing of the state
Department of Natural Resources, and represen-
tatives from the snowmobile industry and
associations.

The $4.75 fee includes luncheon. Full information is

available from G. Joseph Gribouski at the
Massachusetts 4-H Youth Center, 466 Chestnut St.,

Ashland 01721.

Celebrate Thanksgiving
at the

TOP OF THE CAMPUS
reservations 549-6000

Classical Guitar Society
The first meeting of the Amherst

Classical Guitar Society will be

held on Sunday, November 17, at 2

p.m. at 88 Woodside, Amherst
(located off Route 9 near the center

of town).

Tentatively planned are in-

formal meetings every 2 weeks
where guitarists (at all levels of

ability) may play for each other

and hear new music. The aim of

these get-togethers is to encourage
amateur guitarists.

The first meeting is being held to

gather guitarists to meet and
discuss future activities. Several

people have volunteered to per-

form and refreshments will be
served. (Listeners are as welcome
as players.)

To be put on the society mailing
list or for further information call

Steve Toplitz at The Guitar
Workshop, 549-1728.

For the who, what,

whon whoro I how of

5 College

Registration

Call 256-8316

10 - 4 Nov. 12 - 16

featuring

Tomato Juice or Fruit Cup
or Corn Chowder
Whipped Potato
Butternut Squash
Tossed Salad w/choice of dressing

Prime Rib an jus $4.95
Roast Turkey w/Sage Dressing $4.45
Raked Staffed Shrimp $4.95
Cranberry Nut Bread
Butterflake Rolls

Pumpkin or Mince Pie
or Ice Cream or Hot Apple Pie
Coffee, Tea, Milk

hours 2-6 p.m.

children under 12

$2.75 _

Something for Everyone

concent committee
presents

Two nights of Entertainment withmheh
appearing on

Sunday, November 25

with

special guest artist

Brace Springsteen

appearing on
Monday, November 26

with

special guest artist

Marl* Maldaur

Boths shows: 8:00^.m. At Curry Hicks Cage

Tickets: $3.50 Available at Student Union Lobby Counter

10:00 a P
m. - 4:00 p.m.
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School Of Ed. Offers New Learning Experiences
The School of Education is

currently operating a curriculum
process called Flexible
Curriculum where learning ex-

periences do not necessarily
conform to the three hour a week
long University standard. Below
are listed those learning ex-

periences which start the week of

Nov. 26-30 and still have space for

additional enrollment. For more
information contact the School of

Education Kegistration and Ad-

vising Offices on the First floor of

Hills House South.

:tHio — Humanistic Education for

Minorities, Nov. 26 Mon. 7:30-

10: 30, 5 Sessions. 100 mods, Gerald

Weinstein/Bailey Jackson Hills

473.

AIM: "Open to Graduate
students in the School of Education

with experience in conducting

Humanistic Relations programs,

workshops, or courses with

minority groups. The seminars

will examine the relevance of

Humanistic Education
methodology for minority con-

cerns. Specific questions and

Labor Grievances
Under Discussion
Management and labor officials

from local governments
throughout Massachusetts will

attend programs in Grievance

Procedures and in Contract
Negotiations from November
through January. The Institute for

Governmental Services of the

University of Massachusetts is

sponsoring the Labor Relations

programs.
The programs will be offered in

three formats-evening, Saturday,

and three-day workshops. A
registration fee is involved only

with the three-day sessions, to

cover cost of meals.

Registration for any of the Labor
Relations programs may be made
through the Institute for Govern-

mental Services, here at UMass.
Funds for all sessions are provided

through the federal In-

tergovernmental Personnel Act of

1970, administered by the

Massachusetts Bureau of Per-

sonnel and Standardization.

Dates, places, and formats of the

sessions:

Evening workshops, eight weeks
duration; all are "Grievance
Workshop Series." Beginning Nov.

14, and continuing each Wed-

nesday, at Brandeis University,

Waltham. Beginning Jan. 7,

continuing each Monday, Quin-

sigamond Community College,

Worcester. Beginning Jan. 30 and

continuing Wednesday evenings,

Dean Jr. College, Franklin.

Saturday sessions, two meetings

each. Negotiation Workshop, Dec.

1 and 8, Campus Center, UMass-
Amherst. Grievance Workshop,

Jan. 5 and 12, Middlesex Com-
munity College, Bedford.

Three-day meetings. All at the

Colonial Hilton Inn, Lynnfield.

Negotiation Workshop, Nov. 12-14.

Grievance Workshops, Nov. 26-28,

and Dec. 3-5.

The University Publicists

Project needs students to talk

to high school and civic groups

about life at UMass.
Interested? Come to South

College Rm. Nc . 131 at 7:30

Thursday.

Drop yourselfinto a mailbox.

I** a, ctiMfkf*\,bod

t*1

U/of<fl

With an 8$ stamp on your back, you can travel almost
anyplace in the country. That's if your back also

happens to be the back of a Pocket

picture. A Pocket picture,

by the way comes from a

little Kodak pocket Insta-

matic camera and it just

happens to be postcard

size. Flip it over, address

it, stamp it and off you go.

Kodat^ pocket Instamatic cameras. S
TRIPOD

Six models to choose from.

219 Main St.

Northampton

584-6040

98 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

253-3039

problems about the relevance of

Humanistic Education to

minorities will be generated.

Conceptual and technological

solutions and answers will be

developed to address the questions

and problems.

3270 — Alternatives & Diversity

in Higher Education, Nov. 27, 28,

3:30-5:30 mods, Earl Seid-

man/Carolyn Peeile/Byrd Jones,

TBA. ED. PLAN. & MANAGE.
AIM: To explore the issue of

alternatives and diversity in

Higher Education. 1. Explore
tensions between traditionally

conceived purposes of university

and societal pressures of 1960's-

70's. 2. Examine the role of the

university as a gate-keeper and its

implications for serving a diverse

population. 3. Examine alter-

natives possible within higher
education that support goals of
*">sponding to contemporary social

pressures. Areas to be examined:
1. Admissions 2. Personnel policy &
practice 3. Governance 4. Alter-

native programs.

Amherst 1 Pray St.

Opening with a Giant Sale ... The

Rite Equipment & Clothing at the Rite Price.

Open Mon.-Fri., 9-9 ; Sat., 9-5 : 30

OSSIGNOL
1973 *

Roc 550

Reg.

$200
'88

ONES•••

Reg.

$120.00

HANSON
Internationals

Reg. 109
95

$ 1 75.00

HEAD SKIS
73 MODELS

Reg. Now

GK0 3 $120.00 7750

HRP 155.00
J99M

ITALIAN

N0RDICA
Shell Boot

Flo

'795

This Week

OLIN
Mark 1

Reg.w 99
s0

TRAPPEUR

Cosmos Ski Boot
Foam 1973

Reg. Price
N0W

440. 7700

K2
Three Skis

*

Reg.

16000
|95

KNEISSL
Skis

Red

Stars , _ _„
$185.00 10995

CABER
Ski Boots

Reg. $60.00 3g»
Comp.

$160.00 89s5

HART

COMPS
Reg.

$175.00 84**

MARKER
BINDINGS

Toe &
Now |95

Ski Pants and

Parkas

Values to
Now Priced

$7500 At COO
UP

Fd Heel Reg. 55.00

ALLS0P

Ski Poles
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Urban Ecology Topic Of Springfield Symposium
Ecology of Urban Dogs, Motor Hotel will attract an The kevnn.P aHH,_ ...„, u„ . .. _ .

J *

21

The Ecology of Urban Dogs,
Robins in West Newton, Park
Mallards and Use of Cemeteries by
Wildlife are some of the topics on
the agenda at a pioneering Sym-
posium on Wildlife in an
Urbanizing Environment in
Springfield Nov. 27 through 29.

Sessions at the Baystate West

Tutors Needed
The Poor Women's Task

Force (PWTF) is looking for
experienced tutors to help us
without pay. Many PWTF
members are welfare mothers
who just enrolled in school this
semester and have problems
with courses. Most are older
women who have been out of
school for many years.
Courses in which we need

help are Intro Spanish, Speech
Communication, Zoology, and
Botany. If interested, call
Teresa Marales, at 545-0883 or
stop by her office at
Everywomen's Center.

UIMUA
Tonight at 6:00 p.m. WMUA will

air an hour long program on
Campus Security. The program
dialogue was produced by Anne
Mary DesFosses and Mary Far-
nell. Guests will include Saul
Chafin, assistant director of
security on this campus; Mike
Grabiec, a patrolman; Tim
O'Brien, vice-president of the
Central Area Council and Gerry
Morrissey, security coordinator
for Washington Tower. Moderator
for the program will be Anne Mary
DesFosses. The general areas to be
covered will include — what has
been done to make campus
security more effective — what
hasn't been done but should be —
and finally, what are the
limitations facing the ad-
ministration in trying to cope with
the security problems.

Motor Hotel will attract at
audience from many parts of the
country — conservationists,
wildlife biologists, landscape
architects, land use planners and
environmentalists.
The purpose is to discuss the role

and future of wildlife in areas of
increasing urbanization and
population densities. Management
aspects of wildlife habitat will be
discussed as well as the attitudes
and constraints the public may
have toward management. The
program will consist of ap-
proximately 30 papers covering a
wide range of topics pertaining to
wildlife and people.

The keynote address will be
given by Dr. Durward L. Allen,
department of forestry and con-
servation, Purdue University.
Other internationally known
speakers will include Nathaniel P.
Reed, assistant secretary, U.S.
Department of the Interior; John
S. Gottschalk, executive vice-
president, International
Association of Game, Fish and
Conservation Commissions; Dr
Walter Howard, University of
California at Davis; Dr. Fred G.
Evenden, executive director, The
Wildlife Society; Dr. Lynton
Caldwell, School of Public and
Environmental Affairs. Indiana

University; Dr. Anne Innis Dagg,
Department of Zoology, University
of Guelph, Ontario; Thomas C.
Kimball, executive director, The
National Wildlife Federation; and
Dr. Roland C. Clement, executive
vice-president, National Audubon
Society

The event will be sponsored
jointly by the Massachusetts

Cooperative Extension Service;
the U. S. Forest Service; the
Massachusetts Audubon Society;
the Massachusetts Division of
Fisheries and Game; the
Department of Forestry and
Wildlife at the University of
Massachusetts; the Massachusetts
Cooperative Wildlife Research
Unit (USDI); and The Wildlife
Society.

wsss radioshack
STORE HOURS:

MON.-THURS. 10 A.M. - 3:30 P.M
FRIDAYS TIL 9 P.M.

mmmwm'

SATURDAYS 9 A.M. - 3 P.M.

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

STOP by - We re at

318 College St. (Rte. 9)
Amherst - on the umass bus route

256-8368
Your Lorally Owned & Operated

radioshack
Of

amherst

a documentary play

about gay life & liberation

in the U.S.A.

by Jonathan Katz

with a cast of 5 women & 5 men

November 16 & 17 9:00 p.m.

Worcester Dinin

Commons UMass.

$1*50 Amherst

Reminiscent of a 16th Century English Feast,

the Yorkshire pudding, roast heef and plum
pudding compliment the authentic recreation

of Renaissance madrigal singing Jesters and jug-

gler!, the March of the Comestibles and the

sparkling wassail bowl comprise this delightful

once a year evening.

d *±-<C\
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 545 0418

W w • • CAMPUS CENTER FOOD SERVICES
ROOM 82?
CAMPUS CENTER UNIV OF MASS
AMHERST, MASS 01002

..ii»i ..
i

.

Sfc 95 mn pertoi 'O discount to groups of 20 or more
-- i --

-\
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"What other
shoe store

getsnewstyles
everyday?

And Fayva has
importsfrom
Spain, Italy
and Brazil!"

"Where else
can a girl who's

wild aboutshoes
tryon hundreds

of styles
inmy size?

OnlyatFayva!"

Fayva shoes
are really
put together.

Quality like

thiscosts a
good five

dollarsmore
at otherstores!"

"Mom used
to dragme
allovertown
lookingfor
shoes.Now
wejustgo
to Fayva!"

Everything you've been hearing about Fayva is true.

Incredible selection. Savings of two to five dollars or
more per pair on the same quality sold elsewhere.

But don't take our word for it. Come see why we're so different.

HADLEY
Mountain Farms Mall

Russell St (Rte. 9)

(Near Woolco)

(NT KIND OF SHOE STORE

Also located in Chicopee

Of

Interest
New Sociology

Course Offered
Sociology 700C - Sociology of

Evaluation

Course Description: In-

troduction to the principles and
techniques of evaluation of social

programs and policies. Beginning
with a brief review of social

planning processes, case studies
are used to develop understanding
of the concepts and techniques for

the following topics: program and
evaluation objectives
specifications; performance
criteria; social context of

evaluation; program impact,
component and monitoring
strategies; and integration of

evaluation in the planning process.

Some consideration is given to

levels of effort and quality of

evaluative efforts in federal and
state agencies. MWF 9:05
Professor G. Sutton, Thompson
632, 545-0817.

Internships

For Women
Internships for undergraduate

women are being made available

through a Carnegie Foundation
Grant, WOMEN AND CAREER
OPTIONS. Interns will have an
opportunity to develop new skills,

to explore and to contribute to

fields that need the participation of

women, to try a career before they
leave school, and to earn from one
to 15 credits as well as some
financial reward. Full-time or
part-time positions will exist
during the academic year and/or
the summer.
Interested undergraduate

women, preferably sophomores or
juniors, are urged to attend an
information meeting to be held
Monday, November 19, at 7:30
p.m. in the School of Business
Administration. Room 116. Further
information can be obtained
thereafter from OUTREACH,
Goodell, 5-2021.

Course Correction
fc.conomics 192A, Seminar-For

Introductory Students (listed in

the Spring Course Description
Guide) should be Economics 192A,
Seminar-Women in the Economy;
Economics 203, Section 2 will meet
TuTh 4:00-5:15 in Machmer E35.

Educational
Planning
The Division of Educational

Planning and Management
urgently needs a quorum to elect a
chairperson and division director.
Deadline is tomorrow, at 4 p.m.
Send or bring votes to Pat Gordon,
412 Hills North; ballots can be
obtained from her.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
-O—By SYDNEY OMAWt ^.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): You will be
given choice of consolidating or expanding
Key is to be sure that what you have is on
solid base. Cancer. Capricorn persons could
be in picture. What appears to be a
disagreement could fall into lovers' quarrel
category.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You break
loose from restriction. You have more
chance to express yourself. Welcome op-
portunity for social contacts. Give full play
to intellectual curiosity One who seemed
out-of-reach will become accessible

GEMINI ( May 21-June 20) : Check details
oefore embarking on any journey.
Relatives, neighbors tend to overlook
basics. Depending on others now could be
an error Deal with Aquarius, Leo and
Scorpio individuals. Special message
provides incentive

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Money
picture is brighter due to change oi

procedure You are able to analyze and
come up with answers Gemini. Virgo
persons could figure prominently One who
co-operates with you also could provide
finances.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Lunar cycle
promises advancement, creative activity
and more independence, question of
marriage arises. Married or single, you
may be concerned with co-operative effort,
a unique kind of partnership Deal with
Taurus. Libra persons
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): See clearly,

not through haze of self-deception One who
is confined or handicapped makes request
Fulfill it What you give will be returned,
with dividends. Places may be in picture.
Restriction, confinement is but temporary
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Accent is on

hopes, wishes You take steps toward
lulfillment. Persons you respect pay
•iieaningful compliments You are granted
opportunity to put ideas into action Accept
responsibility Reward is highlighted

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21): Finish
rather than begin; emphasize ac-
complishment Review basics. Take
nothing for granted Round out picture
Broaden horizons. Be aware of potential.
Find better ways of distribution Get
product before public

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): You
have opportunity to be more independent in
thought, action Dynamic individual ex-
presses confidence Ego gets a boost. News
from a distance is constructive Submit
plan, concept, manuscript. Don't limit
yourself.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) con
solidate Pull in reins -take second look
Survey money situation You have more to
offer than might be apparent on surface
One who schemes might get "smell'' of
money-at your expense Protect self in

clinches

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): Tern
porary setback is due to rebound in your
favor Know it and don't despair Sagit-
tarius, Gemini persons are in picture
Accent is on co-operation, partnership,
public relations Popularity rating will

zoom upward!
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): You receive

benefit of doubt Peers judge you "in-
nocent " One who makes threats does so out
of fear, frustration Stick to principles -and
the facts Don't be swayed by whispered
promises. Insist on collateral Highlight
what actually occurred, not fantasy
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRV1IDAY you

have fine voice, a sweet tooth, a pleasant
nature and a tendency to be attracted to
persons who take advantage of you You
made new start this year and you will be on
more solid footing in December Leo.
Aquarius. Taurus and Scorpio persons play
major roles in your life Avoid excess where
«ting. drinking enter picture You will

understand.

Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Shade tree

4 Semi precious
stone

9 Article of

furniture

12 Brown kiwi

13 Enthusiastic
14 Time gone by
15 Shoots
17 Colorful bird
19 Parcels of land
21 Parent

(colloq )

22 Trash
25 Take unlawfully
27 Batch of

cloth

31 Number
32 Satisfactory

34 Cyprinoid fish

35 Uppermost
part

36 Large tub
37 Conjunction
38 Florida Indians
41 Danish land

division

42 Jog

43 Click beetle

44 Moist earth

45 Indefinite

article

47 Festive

49 Prohibited

53 Chance

57 Female sheep
58 Old musical

instruments

60 Ventilate

61 Spread for

drying

62 Smallest
number

6 Hebrew month
7 Gratuity

8 Kind of cheese
9 Prohibit

10 The self

11 Speck
16 Kind
18 Cle'ic.i '-ollar

20 The sun
22 Beam
23 Beneath
24 Compass

point

26 Drinks
28 River in

Siberia

29 South American
animal

30 Snappish
•' Measure of

weight

33 Ethiopian title

35 Powerful
person

39 Astate(abbr)

Answer o Yesterday 's Puzzle
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40
41

44

46

48

49

Piece of timber

Man's
nickname

Moving part of

motor

Girl's nickname

Final

Wager

50 Reverence
51 Man's

nickname

52 Change color of

54 Flying mammal
55 Falsehood

56 Sea eagle

59 Sun god

If

[ PEANUTS 1
PRINCIPAL'S

OFFICE

O

/

^-tfS* -

1IE5, 3ft... I'p LIKE TO
PROTEST A GRADE THAT
MV TEACHER GAVE ME
ON OUR LAST TEST...

(j-aX...A''Z MINUS''.'
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Of Interest

Writers

Reading
Three promising young writers

will read from their recent works
in Colonial Lounge (S.U.) Tuesday
at 8 p.m.
The writers, Christopher Howell,

Floyce Alexander (both poets),
and Robert Abel (a fiction writer)
are all veterans of the 1968-1970

Revolution, no strangers to bard
luck and trouble, broadly
published, and determined to sing
in the Monster's teeth.

Howell's poetry has been
characterized by an intense
lyricism, and a very close ob-
servation of nature and natural
events. Alexander is a poet of
politics and personal relationships
and the contemporary scene in

general. Abel's prose fiction has
been described in workshops here
as "derivative," "masturbatory,"
"slick but empty," and "tricky."
Mr. Abel says these charges do not
even scratch the surface.

Labor Speaker WMPIRG Workshop
For the second of its

Colloqium Series, the
Student
Labor

Relations & Research Center will

have David Nyhan of the Boston
Globe as the Speaker. Nyhan will

speak on "A Reportorial View of

Labor in the 1970's" at 2:30 p.m. on
Thursday, November 15th in Room
105 Campus Center.

"E" Credit
To all students':

Math 101, 102, and 103 (all one
credit courses) have NOT yet
received E core designation.
CASIAC.

History 395
On page 18 of the Pre-

Registration Course Listing -

recently distributed - there is an
error under History 395.

The correct time for the class
meeting is 1 : 00 to 3:30 on Thursday
rather than 2:30 to 5:30 on Monday.

Chile Teach-in
Eyewitness reports from Adam

Schesch and Edward Boorstein on
the accomplishments and over-
throw of the Popular Unity
government. Thursday, 8:00, Main
Lecture Hall, Academic Building I,

Hampshire College.

^ firwu Dimension menTERTOinmcnT

ON-A-ROCK SHOW

ONSCREEN
» -. AaaaaaT.dW

-ft" '« h«pp«md tofidmH
»nd a btach c apitgiiti

caught ba>t«r—jn revolution
andmonty

IN PERSON

MUSIC
FESTIVAL

INTRODUCING SENSATIONAL

WITH JIMI HENOHIX MOUNTAIN VAN MORRISON STEPPENW0LF...0R JOHN

V ( 1 .
•

.

* POWERFUL NEW MOVIE AND A DYNAMITE LIVE ROCK FESTIVAL
UNITE TO BRING YOU A TOTAL EXPERIENCE

i nan's rMasioooKouwoat., . ><p.

» ii w»ii «—. 'm «t m ft sjuh aaa
THEATRE DATES. ETC

The Western Massachusetts
Public Interest Research Group
(WMPIRG) & E.P.A. will co-

sponsor a workshop on the new
federal Water Pollution Control
Act at 10 a.m., Thursday,
November 15, in room 917 of the
Campus Center, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst.
The workshop is designed to

encourage citizen participation in

eliminating water pollution under
the new legislation. Lunch will be
provided, and speakers will in-

clude Catherine Farrell and Carol
Wood from the Environmental
Protection Agency, Gloria Fry of
Massachusetts Division of Water
Pollution Control, and other
speakers addressing possibilities

for citizen participation are David
Zwick, Director of Ralph Nader's
Clean Water Action Project and
author of Water Wasteland.
Contact WMPIRG, 256-6434, for

more information.

TONITE
Ed
Vadas

Big

City

Blues

Arabs And Jews
"Learning to Make Peace: Arabs and Jews at U. Mass, " is the topic of

a noon discussion this Thursday in the Colonial Lounge of the Student
Union.
The program will feature speakers from a UMass movement which has

received widespread attention from the media. Said Khouri, an Arab
trom Lebanon and u .. -ohing associate in the Government Department
wrote a Collegian letter calling on Arabs and Jews to stop shooting and
start talking about the issues which could be settled to bring peace to the
Mideast. Dr. Marcelo Dascal, a professor at Tel Aviv University and U
Mass. Visiting Professor in Linguistics and Philosophy, promptly
responded. The resulting Joint Committee for Peace in the Middle East
is a demonstration of how peace can be achieved between enemies.
The discussion is sponsored by the United Christian Foundation as one

of its regular public issues series, "The First Amendment " The
program will begin at 12: 15 and end by 1 : 15. Persons are invited to bring
a brown bag lunch, if they wish.

CO&AAAAwmmrmrasssaflgi
MICWCASf CINEMA/ 12345

ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RD
WEST SPFLD 24 HR TEL 733 5131 ] !

We Honor MASTER CHARGE
>**•••••<

isf>EAP
STARTS
FRI.

gggvEnds Thurs. - "O L ucky Man"- 7 & 9: 45W^t

Band
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Wed Mai. - 2:00
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7: 30-9: 40
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at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47. Suiiilerland

665-4937

DONALD SUTHERLAND ELLIOTT GOULD

m MASH Wed. Mat. — 2:00

Mon. -Thurs. Kve. —
7 : Hi 'i : III
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Wed. Mai. — 2:00
Mon Thurs. Kve. —

lit tttiitii.

PG
Wed Mal. — Z:

Mon. -Thurs. Kve.
7:30-9. B

HELP WANTED
( oilegian is looking for an Asst.

\dvertising Manager Job involves
super w.ing ad reps 4 building advt
revenue Must be an underclassmen,
with car. & a genuine interest in

newspaper advt. Experience In

marketing a graphics helpful but not

essential. Will have to work hard for

small pay but the rewards in ex-
perience will be invaluable. Person
hired will be trained to become the
advertising manager for next year.
For details and information see Brent
Wilkes at the ( oilegian Office.

tfll-16

MDC CLASSIFIEDS SERVICES
INSTRUCTION

PERSONAL
HELP WANTED

( inematographer wanted to work with
B.D.I.C. filmmaker en independent
documentary after Jan. I. Involves travel,
write: M. Cramer. Salisbury Rd.. Shef-
field. MA.

tfll-16

Full or part time help days or
evenings, hours arranged Fdi
students, excellent working conditions
It benefits apply at Burger King
Mountain Farms Mall. Hadley. apply
8:00 am to 1:00 p.m.

If 1 1-21

The Kd Vadas Big City Blues Band is

looking for a M. or f. Bass Player. < iood
money, steady work. Call 584-S279.

tfll-21

RIDERS WANTED

Piojc. iionisl Wanted for local
thealre complex Musi have Mass.
Operator s license i.mwl pav and
fringe benefits Pari lime jobs
available < ..II lim Merck al .Hl-'ir.l

1 1 1 1 I '.

Ride needed to L.I. or NYC Wed. Nov 21.
Will share expenses. Call 2SS-06I8.

tfll-21

\nvone commuting from Southbridge
area 2nd sem. needing a rider call .'.'»« iriifi

ask for Mike.

tfll-l«

TRAVEL

SPFFD TYPISTS
In Ware al t oilegian Printer

8::»ip m In I a.m.
( all t harlottr

I -4 13-967-6888

l.fiinx hv air' l.el us handle vour pre
flight. in-flight and post flight
arrangements al no cosl lo vou (all
campus rep . _\V| illi.' evenings.

tfl2-l2

firf a date, meet new people, friends for
fun itr serious relation. Write Box Itl.

Il.irilev MA 1110:1.1.

tfll-16

l.mng home for Intercession? Ill take
over vour job while you're away and give it

back when vou return Kd Major. Julie 617-

tfll-IS

To Kathy and Casey — happy bir
Ihdav isi. and best or lurk always from all
your old 2S Knowlton buddies.

tfll-IS

5 < oil Canada Ski Trip. 4 days. 3 niles.
hotel bkfsl. din., transpo. apres^ ski party,
all for $85 Jan. 22-2.-,. B. Baggins Travel
iwim.

tfll-26

Ski Austria — Jan. S-IS. Flight, hotel,

breakfast, dinner, trans., between stops —
Only $365. Few spares left. Call 665-4067
soon.

tfll-15

Interested in making a handicapped
person's Xmas holiday happy? If vou can
work Xmas a New Years, call 256-8*19
anytime.

tfll-21

(et a load off your mind, truck for hire.
Call tiary or Joyce. 256-6376.

tfll-21

experienced electronic and electrical
repairs Krasonahle rales, (all 545-2308
Mark II", or Bill Ml. Keep trying.

tfll-15

Miiniioii Dalsun owners. I perform
all phases of major and minor
maintenance and repairs on Dalsun al
less than '. dealership price. I have
over Ilium in equipment. I years
automotive experience. 2 of which
were al a Dalsun Dealership,
specializing in Datsun Tele 8$*T4gg,
Russell Baca.

tfll-19

Phvsicsfornon-srience majors: 100-
VWId Bevond Our Senses: KMA-IM In
Spanish: 1 15 Physics of Music; 117-
Nurlear Knergy a its Social
Challenge: IIK-Quantum Worlds: 122-

» 011. tpls of Physics. 2; 12.1 Problems
in Physks: i:»-Physics for Klem. Kd
Majors; 38*-Sperial Problems Details
— see rourse description guide or
inquire in llasbrourk 116.

tfll-16

1 pper division Physics courses for

Biological and Physical Science
majors: .tot -Concepts of Moderr
I'hvsics: 319-Klectronic In-
strumentation: 120 Radiation Physks
& Nuclear Medicine: 186 Special
Problems: 39 1 -Seminar on Molecular
Bio I'hvsics lor details, see rourse
description uide or inquire in

llasbrourk 110.

tfll-lfi

Photos — passports, visas, etc.. IN hour
service' Sizes and number negotiable
13.00 minimum! (all Sieve at 546-5443.

tfll 10

ENTERTAINMENT

Research — thousands of topics. $.'.'..,

per page Send tl lor mail order catalog.
Ki'vcaich assistance, inc. 1

1
'l| I Wilshire

HKd suiie 2. LA,. ( alif !H»o2:>

If I 2 12

Cindy, no joke, everything Is OK.

'. ( oil ( anaria ski trip - I days, miles
Hotel, breakfast, dinner Transportation
\pres ski partv. all fur 1*5 Jan 22-25 B
H.igitins Travel. 2.Mi-0llii

tfll -15

Find out whal coming out is all about,
see the plav direct from Boston. Vov. 16
and 17. Worcester Dining Commons. 9:00
p.m

tfll-16

Want lo be a judge ? Apply in Boom 120

studinl I mon VSAP"
ifll 15

I 11I ••• < I' \'s learn how lo prepare lor the

( l'\ I v.iiii Beckei (P\ Keview (nurse
( all tolled M7-VIK llio

Ifll 22

Winter Outdoor Living Skills and
Whitewater Canoeing courses offered by

.ID Nature Lab I live on campus and have
info. 51641131.

tfll-21

|IW: A week in the sand. sea. and
sun paradise of EUROPE for LESS
THAN the cosl of PUERTO RICO or
the lAHAMAtt, Jan. filh to 13th in

swinging M ASP \ I.OMAS on (.rand
( anary Island 'Spain). COMPLKTF
P ITKAGE $199 & 29 taxes ft services.
Also some Hawaii space still available
on Dec 29 ft Jan. 7. Call Leslie Halfond
MMMI.

tfll-2H

Ifll 15

ROOMS FOR RENT
Room, near campus, woman only. IHO

(all after K ini. MMM
tfll 19

I pslairs bdrm available w-bath. Bdrm
unfurnished, resl of apt is. Stereo, color
TV 190. incl utilities. Call MMM. John

lfll-19

R.Kims — hv arrangrmenl. free parking,
no utilities, next to campus (all at 253-

9JM or see D11111 an at 101 N Pleasant.

tfll-16

Tonite — Farley l.odge. Roulette Black
jack. ( hug A luck ft more. Try your luck.

Be a winner, big prires. no cover.

tfll-15

Leslie R Happy Birthday. Love Jon.

tfll-15

To the person who folded my clothes in

the (.rayson Laundry Room on Saturday
— Thank You.

tfll-15

Ski in Colorado — Looking for a female
traveling (onr-.nion lo ski the big ones,
must be ready o hoi dog it (all Dan at
516-6172.

tfll-16

llappv 21st Birthday Samson. I.k.
always. Delilah

tfll-15

Ian - happy hirthdav. Knowlton lota
Thela < ( hadhonrne. Lewis. Squire
Milage Weslfieldi Have a happy 21st:

11-15

Tvping — Fast ft accurate — 50c p. Free
pickup and delivery Call Dody 323-4377
after to p.m.

tfll-21

Mark it on your calendar — INDIA
NK.IIT on Nov. IN. Sunday. 7:30 p.m..
C.C. Aud. F.njoy classical, folk dan-
ces, music and a lot more, plus
aulhenlk Indian snacks after show.
\dm tl. Tickets al C.C. Concourse.
For more information call Vljay
\rora, Sec. LA. 34I612. Don't miss it:

Vou will like it.

tfll-16

( intral Area Counseling (enter. B-2
(.orman. 5-0N1II wants lo help you find
direction, self-confidence, etc. Info
aplenty .. come!

!

tfll-30

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Berkshire Fast Poster Contest
Prizes are: 1st prite - a 10-week
si>ason s p;iss at Berkshire: 2nd prize
is a weekend pass: 3rd prize is a day
pass Rules are: slue IN"x24 ". leave
'"<•" space in upper -left corner. Ski
related design. Leave lots of room for
event, dale, place. Bring to Mahar.
Nov 2N at N p.m Will be judged Dec. I

at C.C. Aud Snow dance at 9 p.m.
lfll-17

Dirt 1973 Bultaro Pursang 125 MX
never raced. 2 hrs on engine must be seen
lo appr 256-N39I

.

tfll-15

750 Honda. 3 inch over tubes, custom
painl. many extras, must be seen. 1 1.500 or
hesl offer. Phone 5N6-3952 evenings.

tfll-16

Solid (.old memories as I spin your
favorite disks (or your dancing pleasure,
(all Boogie Bob al 536-6075 today for info.

tfll-15

TO SUBLET

Vour kind of music played the way you
like it 1 produrr record hops that you will
triiely enjov (all Steve the DJ at 467-2X42.

tfll-21)

I bedroom apt at Brandvwinr. I III mi
liom I M on bus Rte . large rms Central
\/( . W/W 1 articling Jan I \ug :u ( an
lenn M'l-Pili;

tfll-21

FREE
To give away 1950 Pontiar

rly wheel, must tow. 253-9X04.
bent

tfll-15
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Discover The
Magic Of India
The India Student Association of

the University of Mass. will be
presenting 'India Night" on
Sunday November 18, 1973 at 7:30
p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium. The program, a
traditional event, is sponsored by
the university students and the
Indian community of Amherst and
the surrounding areas. The basic
ideology of the program is to
present the cultural image of India
to the Amherst and nearL com-
munities.

Distinctive performances which
reflect the different facets of In-
dian culture along with classical,
folk, and popular dances and in-

strumental and vocal music, will
be depicted. The classical dances,
an ancient heritage of India, have
always attracted people of the
western world. The uniqueness of
the dances is reflected in the
movements of the different parts of
the body which can be appreciated

VI E GATES *
Oh SMITH COLLEGE

;ACADEMY!
•QrlMUSIC i

9 J NORTHAMPTON

NOW ends TUESDAY
at 7: 00 & 9: 00

only by seeing a live perlormance
on stage. Folk dances from dif-

ferent regions of India have their
own particular charm. These
dances reflect the expressions of
joy and happiness of the Indian
people An attractive feature is the
colorful costumes worn by the
dancers.

Admission is $1.00 per person
and tickets are available at the
C&*"PUi Center Concourse. For
more information- concerning this
event, please contact Vijay Arora.
Secretary of the India Association,

25

at 5-0612.

Sti-ie Senator John < liver
admires the UK. A. bracelet
presented to him by League of
Women Voters President.
Kathy Masalski. Sta'e
Representative James Collin*
is already wearing his. Tie
League is selling tne bracelet
to raise funds for ratification
activities in non-ratified states
Orders can be placed with
Connie Bunker. 54M159 for
t3.09.

Television Tonight
M(.\ O TOOl | IH ,,,

^"*5:00 h'NSM.N O'TOOI.F
I IH

IIKTvOKS Klmk s K.Kkt'l

NKM.IIKomiooi)

4l«

II

re©
Produced and Directed by I

JAMES WILLIAM GUtHCKOl

soon — "O' Lucky Man"ran.

rrri^;

IHM.W S

a
MUSTEK ROGERS

J4 (57)

ADVENTURES OF si I'KKM \\ 10)
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "The Italian

t'.Hik "
i id

COMER PYi.K "Su<- Th.- Pants on
Km " i40i

-. :to THE real NcCOVfl "liassie'i
Kuropcan Tup " ih

thf i.icv snow "UKjr'i Substitute
Secretory 1221

TIIF FI.F(TKI( COMPANY (Ml 57.
COMER PYLE "A Utile Chicken Saup

VAouldn't Hurl." (27)

IKK. ,\\ s HEROES TloKan Sprmiis
in

NEWS, WKATIIFK. SI'OKTS (SSI
. .5 wiiats HAPPENING UPDATE (3)
K:00 NEWS 13) (8) (22)

I SPY ' Carmi'lita Is One of l's " (18)
MAKING THINGS WORK (24)

I'KTTKoat JUNCTION Thi. !),,«
I urns I'la.vboy "

(fjj

TO TELL THK TRl Til (Jarrv Moore.
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST Ni8ht of ih.-

EcceMikj " (40)

ZOOM! (57)

ii 15 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT »24i
k:io NEWS <3) (22) (30)

\B( KVKMNt, NEWS (8)

AMMAI. WOKI.D 127'

l.oi IS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

H 55 NEWSBEAT NKWS (40)

7:00 TIIF STARLOST "Circuit Of Death
"

(3)

TKl'TII OK CONSKQl K\( KS
Barker, host (8)

THF 700 (LIB (18)

NKWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22)
VOl R FITIRK IS NOW (24)

MOVIK "Marco The Magnificent
ABC EVENING ' UWS (40)

Bob

(30)

(27)

THE REPORTERS (57/

7:10 I1IRII LSFFKFRS K

HOLLYWOOD WD THE stars
"Sirens, tymbeJa and Glamour Girls." (22>

WAIT TILL VOIR FATHER GETS
HOME "Alice's ('rush " tM)
DR WSNET (40)

THE OPEN DOOR f.7

Him THE R \I.To\s "The ThanksmvinM
S'orj 1 3i

tom \ "Pramc Up." it) i4tn

\K\ BASKETBALL GAME IH

THE FLU' WILSON SHOK 22 :hi

tiif ADVOCATES "To Solve the Energ)
Crisis, Should We Strip Mine the Western
I'i .lines''" (24) (57)

»:« Kl \(. Fl The Ton« .""
(8) IMl

IRONSIDE Mind For Murder 1 22

)

.30)

TIIF MEN WHO MADE TIIF MOVIES
(24)

BORIS KARIOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "PiSSens From Hell '

1 27 •

DFBl T PHANTOM INDIA (17)
10:00 TIIF ORANGE BLOSSOM SPECIAI
(3)

STREETSOP SAN francMOO (8) (40)

TIIF BLIF KNK.HT (22) .30)

NKWS (27)

MARTIN At.RONSKV EVENING
EDITION (57)

10:10 TIIF LIVING WORD H8)
AT CHESTNUT HILL: MICHIO

MXMIVA (24)

MANTRAP (27)

CAPTIONED FRENCH CHEF (57)
icon NEWS, WEATHER, sports oi <8>
(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

11:30 MOVIK Mr and Mrs Bo Jo Jones
"

(3)

WHME WORLD DP KNTKRTAINMKNT
(8) (40)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (30)
1:00 NKWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22) <30»

1:25 NKWS. WKATHKR (3)

\iV

TONIGHT
DIALOGUE al 6:<X) p m

Dialogue tins week features a discussion on campus tecurit) Guests
are spokesmen from central and southwest residential areas and u<.
spokesmen rrom the campus police

JANET MOULDING REVIEWS al 7:25 p.m.
our Divine Ms M revitsra Tennesase WiBuuns' "CM on Hot Tin

H"
K.H.i currently in production l>\ Stage West of Springfield

TOE FOURTH TOWER OF INVERNESS al
Midnight
Wheel and ,,-el IhmuKh a plaee that s oulsule ..I tm.e and spare Jo,n

Jack Flanders as he seeks the Foi'HTH TOWER <»F INVERNESS'
Kiss \ RAGTIME DUCK TODAY!!'** 1

UIMtlA
STEREO 911 FM

FREE FORM /INFORMATIVE
RADIO

Aj^a^^aSB 9W-4

^*^Bf*lK«S»m^>

A /

FOR SALE

S & I. Camera Imports has new
tameras. lenses & nCher photo equip. ..(

slashed prices. Full warranty, all makes
and models, (all Ken. H-HTl.l.

tru-m

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS ROOMMATE WANTED WANTED
Temple P. A.. 100 watts. 812 in speakers 2

rolumns. I year old. 1350 or best offer. 532-
OHNI

If 1 1-27

AUTO FOR SALE

Live C hrUtmas trees, select and tag
now. any site $B.:il. L. Blizniak. 133 Bav
ltd . Hadlev

tf 12-12

Man wheels — 4-11" ml. chrome wheels
lor (i.M. cars, cost I loo. sell for 140. (W53M.

tfll-15

One pair Unite Pros, mens site 10m.
used m seasons, good shape, asking 150.
tall David in 311. 545-2412. around lunch
time.

tfll-lfi

M TopOta ( nrnna. .< limit engine, many
new pis Muffler, (ires etc. (iood running
mini Itodv is fair lo good 1750. (all Jon
SUMM,

tfll-16

.* male Fng. grad students want mature
hip m/f to share :i bedroom apt. in
\mhi-rsl. old house. |«7 plus. 2M-S275.

tfll 15

Medical technologist or equivalent for

pan HasepaaJMaa HanrsXtstsxai loit:M
p in ui-.ki-nds (all ll:;.;:|.:iill. est .Ml »r

tfll-IS

«H Oarl com.. .. cyl. new innards, fine
machine, needs love 1450 or 25S-05S7.

tfll-15

1 '**•' 'W. good condition. 1150. Ask for
Tom. MMSM after I p.m.

tfll ir

BSR n track tape player $45. Realistic
LAB 12-A Record Player 145: Panasonic
TV 170. (all 54«-526l or 54S-527I.

tfll-21

For sale — alto saxophone. $135; cello.
$:wo HM4BM, ask for Tom.

tfll-16

U string guitar Yamaha, good cond. $K5
Albert 253-9RIM. 2 VW tires. 5.6015. like
new, any reasonable offer. 253-9804.

tfll-15

N IH Packard, good running condition,
straight m with overdrive, interior good
outside fair (.o»d (ires, new batterv 546-
aajBt,

tfll-15

Need mature female roommate for Dec.
I or Jan. I. Own room. Cliffside on bus
route, mainly furnished. $K5. per mo. in-
cludes utilities. 665-4355.

tfll-16

Wanted ski bindings Marker Simplex DL
and Rotomat FD. good monev for used
bindings, (all Rick 6 5481. keep trying.

tfll-16

Manted: Female to apartment hunt with
for Jan. I. (all Linda aflerfi p.m r.:i-77.'..'.

tfll-lfi

( ouples (without children) needed for
Psvch study. Chance to learn more about
yourself and your relationship. Leave mes
545-2077.

tfll-21

IH67 Barracuda, smashed front end. 383
4-speed. Mallorv distributor, new starter,
motor. $225 takes it. Sandy. 584-2019.

tfll-lfi

Fender Twin Reverb AMP. w jbl's —
$375 & Jaztmaster guitar w-case — $175
Call Mark at 584-6183. After 4:15.

tfll- 19

IKidge ( unmet. piM,. 27:i. std. trans.,
good tires, new battery, starter,
generator, exhaust, runs very well, and is

dependable. Asking $375. tall 549-3669.

tfll-15

Female to share I bdrm. Presidential
apt. beginning Jan. Semi-furnished. $87.50

mon
. incl. utilities C all 5l!i-Ufi:i

tfll-lfi

Have '65 Mustang to trade for bike over
300cc of comparable value. Call Jim
evenings. 549-0790.

tfll-19

I96fi Cutlass Supr p.s. p.b.. very good
condition. Call .167-2771.

tfll-lfi

Bus: |95« white motor school bus.
slightly remodeled, excellent condition
MRS, C all 527-5737 aft. I p.m.

tfll/20

Peugeot PX 10 bicycle. Michelin tires 22""

frame, excellent condition, price
negotiable. Asking $IM. 546-4134 or 546-
4129.

tfll-19

1964 Ford Oalaxie dependable, it runs
runs. runs. Two snow tires also. $150. Call
5-2304 keep trying. Ask for Ken in 322.

tf 1 L-16

1966 Oldsmobile Toronado. stylish,
automatic, power steering, brake, new
front tires. $350. Call 549-6132.

tfll-15

I b.r apt lo share Private room, no
deposit $ ion mn all util incl (all MSsMM
\vail Dec | . |Pa se to Mav

tfll-lfi

LOST

Roommate wanted to share completely
furnished apartment, available las.
mediately. Juki-,,,,, Call 253-9863. lease
runs till May 30.

tfll-27

$100 reward for any information leading
to the recovery of my stolen Bultaco Vac*
Bike. I just want it back. Call 545-2172.

tfll-15

I lost my drivers license Please bring (..

the C oilegian. lo Pedro Hernandet.

tfll-15

Head skis 6" 8" with marker bindings.
I.adomolite Sill boots. Scott poles 3"; need
$ make me an offer. Call 253-5920 after 5

tfll-16

Keep warm — Mens st. 44 Ig. *
4 leather

coat, heavy sheep line, and collar w skin
backing. Made in ( tech. $300 value, make
off. Mike 549-0761.

tfll-16

N Ply Duster, stan trans 8 cyl. save gas.
70 series tire, spec wheels, tape deck, new
snows exc cond. Sell below mkt. only $i i«r,

- ' II.!

tfl ii,

Female (irad Student or faculty. Own
room, on bus ro. N Amherst $85 a util. Dec
I or Jan. I, 545-2274 days 549-6155 eve D
Miller.

tfll-16

Red wallet 10-9 at party. I49H Britt.
Man., keep $ return rest no. s and add.
irreplble. How bout "W pin? Leave al CC
L & F. no quests.

tfll-16

For sale — t.ood 10 speed bicvcle. Wanl
$!8i (all 256-0368. Ask for Dave.

tfll-IS

Tires — All brands. RaDIALS. SNOWS
— All types guaranteed, lowest prices. Call
.46-8362 after 6.

tfll-30

1969 l>odge Dart Swinger .140 ci, 4 speed
C all 549-6671, after fi p.m.

tfl 1-20

I or 2 females wanted to share 2 bedroom
Brandywine apt. (V Amherst) starting
Jan. C all 549-0734 evenings.

tfll-15

I .nine Pro Ski Boots almost new con-
dition, must sell fast $40 or best offer. Call
546-5373. ask for Stu.

tfll-lfi

4 sale — Panasonic Taperecordrr. 4

head, autoreverse - stop. Little use $175.
Alt turntable, new Shure Cartridge. $75.
Jake 549-6420.

tfll-lfi

B3 Rambler Amer — l.ow mileage,
mechanically excellent body, good snow
tires, see to believe. Best offer, call Jude
256-8174.

tfll-21

Share apt on N.F. St. Quiet grad student,
available Dec. 15 Siimi c all 549-6356 after
6:00.

tfll-19

Photo equip. Prof, darkroom. Bronica S-
2a system. Minolta-Srtioi body, dry
mounter, all mint condition. 665-3401.

tfll-lfi

Panasonic SF-2030 FM-AM Stereo with
stereo automatic turntable also has
Quadruples unit. Best offer 25l-27lfi. ask
for Mike.

tfll-lfi

Ski Boots. Koflach. plastic I buckle
mens II, $50: 72 Model Rieker 5 buckle
women's I'i used one season. $30. Call
Cliff 6-5448

tfl I -20

1967 Dodge Polara. excellent running
condition. Very dependable Two new
studded snow tires, (all Tom after 6: mi at
519-0866.

tfl 1-20

Female roommate wanted starting Jan.
Big 5 room house edge of campus. Pur-
nished. fireplace, backyard. Call H#»! :»:

tfll-21

Blue snorkel jacket, orange lining, at
Worcester PC. Sat nite. Masses in
pocket, needed desperately ! Return to CC
Lost & Found.

tfll-lfi

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Skiis — cheap. Fischer ALL 205cm
brand new $50. Call Chip. I.-465I.

tfl 1-1.1

New stereo tape cassette plaver-
noirder with Dnlbv svstrm. \kai with
\Dlt System. Invertnmatir. $200 or best
offer C all MMMI,

tfll-16

I9fi!i MOB. fine condUinn. 60.000 mi
Please .ill 256-6241, anytime.

tfll-lfi

FOR RENT

tiarage spare, central \mherst sale
ami inevpensive Oil Jones .»PI-;7ihi

tfll -29

I9«7 (hew I m pa la

hardtop. $625. 665 ! I Hi

283, V-8. | door

tfll-19

Seeking a couple to share quiet, char-
ming I bedr. house in Amherst, (irads
preferred. I,nw rent. Call Ann 256-0481.

tfll-lfi

I bedrm apt., I Pk. apts. bus route
convnt lo I

. Mass. avalabl next month
Dec. "73. Il it, ,„!,. include all util. Call 253-
2705 or 9461.

tfll-16

1966 Merredet. 200 D. new regulator,
alienator, injectors, water pump: exc.
running i ond . $1200. (all MS MM,

tfll-19

Roommate wanted in private home near
campus, kitchen priv., F. preferred Tel
.".86-2815.

tfl I -211

3 bdrm. apt. available for 2nd semester.
Puffton Village, rent $250-mo.. util. in-
cluded, .all Mary 549-4580.

tfll-19

im Dodge Dart, li cyl. R & II. Sticker,
standard trans. | good snows, very
economical SUN) C all Ralph 516-7911.

tfll-19

Need M -F lo share :i bdrm house near
center of \mherst, own bath, Ig kitchen &
storage space $75 plus util Q„jet neigh-
brhd. 2.YI :I568

tfll-19

RIDE WANTED
I need a ride to Springfield or

Longmeadow and back to Amherst Mon.-
Fri., next semester (all 546-7961.

tfll-16
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Letters To The Sports Editor

A Powers-ful Reply
In reply to D.J. Powers letter on Nov. 12, we would just like to comment

on a few of Mr. Power's statements.

Pertaining to his statement listed as *1 we would like to make known
the fact that the woman who covered the women's IM game was indeed

an experienced and qualified reporter, but not in sports. She was inex-

perienced as a sports reporter, as testified by the sports editor of the

Collegian in an issue previous to Ms. Brophy's letter.

In regards to his paragraph listed as #2, it may be true the t the reporter

for the men's game was lacking in football reporting experience but by
reading his report on the game one can see that his knowledge of football

compensated for his inexperience in that type of reporting. In the case of

covering sports what is more important, knowledge of the game or

previous reporting experience?
In paragraph #3 the kind of reporting that Ms. Brophy is refering to is

the terrible coverage on women's athletics found in this and many other

papers. Does giving the women 28 lines on the back page equal the space
( the rest of the page) given to the men? Are women athletes supposed to

be satisfied when only half of their games are reported on?
Open a 1973 Index. How many pages did the women's gymnastics team

receive? These women were national champions but yet still received
only one third the coverage as the men's baseball team. Where are the

pages pertaining to the rest of the women's athletics? Why is it that teams
with just as creditable seasons as those printed go almost entirely

overlooked Can you actually say that one team deserves more than
another? Then why does one receive more than another?
We will agree with you on one point, that this type of reporting has been

a fairly consistent policy. In answer to your question to Ms. Brophy, yes
we would like it to stop.

Finally, women's athletics have not been a recent happening. Women's
intercollegiate sports have been part of UMass for at least 20 years. Mr.
Powers, if you have been lucky enough to attend a UMass women's field

hockey game or any other sport played by the women then you will find

that it is highly competitive and popular to many people. Popularity,

competitiveness, "lack of a stylistic precedent" cannot be used as
justifiable excuses. The fact remains that the Daily Collegian is

dedicated to serve all its members, male and female and it is failing to do
so.

Kristin Lehto
Jane Hopkins

Strictly For The Birds
To The Sports Editor:

All season long I've heard our Football team take verbal abuse one kind
or another because of the up-and-down season it's been having. But,
Miller Wiazcogy's "awards" column the other day is the last straw.
Those awards are strictly for the birds! They represent nothing but a

big insult to the entire team. Also, I'm sure they represent the views of

quite a few other people around here. Let me enlighten these people on a
couple of things: First of all, the team is basically a younger one than last

year's, particularly on offense. That line has only two veterans on it;

center Kevin Moran and tackle Dave Yushinsky. Both have been hurt at
one time or another during the season. The others are inexperienced.
They've never played together as a unit before. They haven't learned to

cover up for one another when one of them makes a mistake. That only
comes with experience.

The running backs are all relatively new. Phil Roland is the only one
with any experience. Sometimes it takes a whole season-sometimes even
longer to get it. Secondly, Mr. Wiazcogy and these others haven't stopped
to think of the effort these guys have been putting out. It's as if they aren't
trying at all. One of the placers told me not long ago that that attitude has
been upsetting to the team. They're hurt that they're getting nothing but
verbal abuse for their efforts.

Personally. I appreciate what the Minutemen have tried to do this

season They're doing their best, and that's nil that can and should be
expected of them.

If the season ended three weeks ago, then I suggest that Mr. Wiazcogy
and anyone else who takes this attitude not bother to watch the
Minutemen play any more football because they aren't needed. Also, if

they think it's easy playing this game, I invite them to go out for the team
starting with Spring Practice.

George Geer

For Lightning Fast Delivery

on any of our Delicious Pizzas

or Subs call the Hungry U.

PIZZA PATROL
256-6350

(AP Photo)

Oh Marvin, we can't go on meeting like this," Chicago Bears
quarterback Bobby Douglass, whispering sweet nothings in the ears of
the Kansas City Chiefs' Marvin I pshaw. However, the Chiefs
prevailed on Monday night, 19-7.

Red Sox Name
Don Zimmer To
Coaching Staff
BOSTON (AP> - Don Zimmer,

42, manager of the San Diego
Padres for the last two years, was
named coach of the Boston Red Sox
Wednesday under new manager
Darrell Johnson.
The signing of Zimmer com-

pleted Johnson's coaching staff.

Johnson, named manager Sept. 30,

retained coaches Eddie Popowski
and Lee Stange while hiring for-

mer assistant at Pawtucket of the
International League, Don Bryant.
Zimmer is a veteran of 12 major

league seasons as an infielder. He
was a teammate oi Johnson's
briefly with the Cincinnati Reds in

1962.

After managing in the minor
leagues, he was a coach with the
Montreal Expos in 1971. He went to

San Diego in the fall of that year
and became manager of the
Padres when Preston Gomez was
fired April 27, 1972.

Gomez recently was named
manager of the Houston Astros.

Archie Active
WASHINGTON (AP) — Archie

Clark, out all season, was ac-

tivated by the Capital Bullets

Wednesday and probably will play
against the Atlanta Hawks in a
National Basketball Association
game Saturday night, a club
spokesman said.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Notices
Co-Rec Swim meet entry sheets

are due on November 19th in I-M
Office, Boyden.
Basketball Clinic - AH students

interested in Intramural of-

ficiating, should report to the
Boyden Auxiliary Gymnasium
November 15th at 7:30.

SNOW MOE HOWARD THAT WE WANT HIM!

COME TO TNE 3 ST00CES FILM FEST

5 FUCKS WITN TNE REAL CURLY

Fri., Not. 16

Only 50'

C.C. Aud.

7, 9, 11 p.m.

(Tripod's $424.00 stereo system)

More
than you expect

for less than you
expected.

Stereo systems in the $400 price range, while
not unpleasant to listen to, have not as a rule
provided that last bit of musical accuracy for
those who take their listening very seriously. Our
$424.00 Advent Sony BSR ADC stereo system has
changed all that, as many of our critical and
satisfied customers who own it will testify.

The Smaller Advent loudspeakers are a star-

tling speaker bargain, of which highly-respected
Stereo Review Magazine said, "Any precon-
ceived ideas you may have about the limitations
of sub-compact speaker systems will, we think,

be shattered." The Sony STR 6046A AM/FM

stereo receiver provides sufficient power ( over
40 RMS watts of it) to handle the most tortuous
musical passages in the average living room,
and its sensitive tuner will capture your favorite
radio stations with clarity. The BSR 510 AXE
automatic turntable with a ADC K7E cartridge
and diamond stylus will treat your records
gently and add no unpleasant sounds of its own.

Together, these remarkable components cost
just $424.00 a saving of $72.00 over their usual
individual prices. If you've thought that a stereo
system in this price range couldn't provide quite
enough sonic satisfaction, we invite you to visit
Tripod's and learn otherwise.

TRIPOD
98 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002

lA A/1

pi AUDIO
219 Main Street

Northampton, Mass. 01060

Tyma Soccer MVP
By STKVK DeCOSTA

The UMass soccer team has chosen Mark Tyma as their most most
valuable player for the 1971 season.
The booters also chose Gary McKenna as the most improved player

and elected Jim Vollinger and Carl Vercollone as co-captains for the '74
season.

Tyma is a senior halfback from Langhorne. Pa. Along with Kurt Syer
he captained the Minutemen to a 6-3-1 record. Of his '73 performance'Tyma is a genuine candidate for the All-Conference and All-New England
all star teams. e

In selecting Tyma, the team bypassed Tom Coburn, the junior from
th.copee who finished this season as the top goal scorer both on the team
and in the Yankee Conference.
McKenna is a sophomore halfback from Northampton who saw limited

action on last year's varsity squad as a freshman. Given a chance to start
this year, he blossomed into one of the team's stars on defense
Vollinger and Vercollor- both juniors, will lead next year's version of

the Minutemen. Vollinger is a halfback from Northampton and was a
vital cog in many of the booters" victories this season
Vercollone hails from Lincoln, Mass. He has been the Minutemen

g0
?u,u

r
7u°

seasons In the la*est YanCon statistics. Vercollone is listed
as the third best goalie in the loop, with a goals against average of 1 4 per
game. r

Al Rufe was pleased with the selections, saying "I think we made some
wise choices here today."

Joan Fassnacht

6 i Why I Hate Sports
'

'

By JOAN FASSNACHT
I like sports, I do, I do, I do,... I really, really do, all you jocks out there.
I'm very sports-minded myself. I do my deep-kneee bends as I put on

my knee socks every morning ( mornings I put on tights are days off) ; I
take deep breaths as I walk around campus ( that's deep breaths, not
pants)

;
and I exercise my facial muscles by talking non-stop 18 hours a

day...

So remember, guys, I'm with you.
HOWEVER.
What I don't like are: ( Sorry, Steve, I just can't say hate)
1. rules

2. statistics

3. sports events on t.v. that pre-empt "Medical Center"
4. commercials that show athletes shaving, doing their hair or showing

off their athlete's foot.

HERE'S WHY:
1. RILES: Why rules??? All I can say is that rules have driven away

one of the world's greatest athletes from the "Wide World of Sports" -

me. In high school, I was only one of the greatest, shortest (
5*2") center

forwards in the basketball business. Rules drove me (a great talent)
away I was unceremoniously kicked off the team after I consistently
Lnded balls in the other team's basket. Of course, the other team lobbied
I unsuccessfully) for my reinstatement...The next fall, my gym teache*-
reluctantly put me on the powderpuff football team, as I was the only
woman who could kick the ball further than two feet, and pass it without
breaking my bra straps. Just because I ran the wrong way with the ball a
few times, is that any reason to crush a great talent? They thought so.

2. STATISTICS: Frankly. Crowe, DeCosta, Ballou, Barroll, and the
assembled great athletes of UMass and the world, I happen not to give a
damn or lose sleep over whether or not Hank Aaron beats Babe Ruth's
record, or how many goals Bobby Orr has made in the last five years. . .or
how many times Joe Namath has ruined his knee... or how many com-
mercials for Dry Control John Havlicek has made... I was never any
good at math anyway....

3. SPORTS VS. "MEDICAL CENTER": Now, I ask you, is there
really any choice here*' Phil Esposito's smashed nose just can't compare
with graphic open-heart surgery, in my humble opinion...

4. COMMERCIALS: How crass. as if they didn't make enough money
already stealing balls and pucks from each other... now they have to
compete for the dough with each other on the tube. What could be more
boring than watching Joe Namath shave off his mustache or more em-
barrassing than watching Yogi Berra spray his feet with Desenex 9

< >t her than this guys. I like sports, I really, really do

This is the third in a series of -Why 1 Hate Sports" columns.

,The
un-dormitories.

< .real ott<«Mnpus living—indoorsand out—at cither of two mod-
ern jpjrtment complexes, only minutesawav by car or bikefrom
Amherst College,downtownAmherstor UMavs. Now accepting
applications for September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• courtesy but toUMH
and town

•1,2,3bedrmapts.
• heat & ik conditioning

• waH-to-waJI carpeting

• appfianced kitchens

• master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softbalL

football, badminton
HKNT. SOU/MONTH

utilities included*
IMwcMMH: Kasl Dudly Kd
oppo* C.nsl Mill off Kir lit

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
•17-bedrmapts.

• he<<f & air rondmonwig
• foomy closets, st< »rage

• vvall-fo-w.il I rarpermg

•master IVant< ntv
• inudrm kite h» rv,

•m«Ii-< leaning ovens
• t 4nci nc ranges

• • t iinles«s-steel Mnkr
• dtshwashots/disposais

• 2-door rirmgeratoJ*

• laundry faalititx

• swimming pool

S'- I r^sr Krq uirpd
KrNT KKOMIIM
« M.I III 25H.NV1I

l»irn linns On Koulr 47

TIM BKRRA - This is an uncommon play for Tim Berra this vear. He still leads tie YankeeVC"
m^v '"

"I?
re

,

Celving ( 47 "^P^ns ^r 621 yards and nine touchdowns ) and in scoring with 64 points
< 10 TI) s and ' extra point catches.

) He is actually the leading kick-off returner, too. with 25 attempts
nbi yards and a 26.0 ave.

'

Rookie & Vet
Lead Bruins

Over Montreal
MONTREAL (AP) - Third

period goals by rookie Andre
Savard and veteran Ken Hodge
carried the Boston Bruins to a 4-3

National Hockey League victory
over the Montreal Canadiens
Wednesday night.

Savard's fourth goal of the
season and Hodges 11th helped the
Bruins strengthen their hold on
first place in the NHL's East
Division.

The Bruins got off quickly, get-
ting first-period scores from
Wayne Cashman and Don Mar-
cotte. Yvan Cournoyer halved
Boston's lead with a power play
goal at 13:51 of the opening period,
his 11th goal of the season.
Frank Mahovlich tied the game

in the second period, converting a
pass from Serge Savard at 15:17.

After Boston took a 4-2 lead in the
third period, Guy Lafleur brought
the Canadiens, now five points
behind Boston in third place, to
within one goal at 14:03.

Sluggish Celts Sink Somes
BOSTON

< AP) - The rebounding pair of Paul Silas and Dave Cowens
. evived the sluggish Celtics in the fourth period Wednesday night and led
Boston to a 1 10-104 National Basketball Association victory over Seattle in
Supersonics' Coach Bill Russell's homecoming.
With Silas and Cowens clearing the boards at both ends, the Celtics

outscored the Supersonics 14-2 over four minutes through the last period
to wrap up what had been a duel of cold shooting and turnovers

Silas and John Havlicek collected four points each in the scoring streak
that moved the Celtics from an 83-80 deficit to a 94-85 lead thev never
relinquished.

HP-35 * HP-45 HP-46 * HP-80 * HP-81

CALCULATORS
With 12 different models we can match nearly
everyone's needs and budget. However, they are in
limited supply. To assure yourself of one place a
deposit with us. They will all be in soon . . . in-
cluding the

NEW MODELS
SR-ll * MX100*HP-46

University Store

Campus Center
MX-20 * MX-40 * MX-50 * MX-70 *MX 100

ro
enOo

TO

70

BEETLE
SERVICE

l

x»
U SERVICE .

BEETLE SERVICE • 2 Hampton Ave., Northampton 584-9758

Next to Peter Pan Bus Terminal

Expert Scnicc for CuhhI Prices

a i h -i u ^ I j A J i \A1 11(1-4
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Eager Prospects
Hear Coleman

By GLENN POSTER
There is no formula for getting a

job in this business," Ken Coleman
told an attentive audience of a
hundred-fifty at Hasbrouck
Auditorium last night. "It is a
small but very competitive in-

dustry," he continued. "But people
should try - thev owe it to them
selves, l started on a small station

in Rutland, Vermont doing
everything including sweeping
floors."

Mr. Coleman, a guest speaker of

the Sports Lecture Series, recently
finished a book entitled, So You
Want To Be A Sportscaster?"

"I wrote it because I found that I

was constantly getting letters from
people wanting to get into the

sportscasting field, so I figured,

Why not I'll give it a shot." So he
wrote the book as a guide for those
who are interested in becoming
sportscasters.

Mr. Coleman distinguished
between broadcasting for radio

and for television. "In radio you
paint the picture. On T.V., you put
captions on those pictures. That's
why I think radio is more fun."

(You can be more imaginative
with the words you use to describe
something taking place.)

Ken Coleman is known around
these parts as the television voice

of the Boston Red Sox. He also does
regional telecasts for the NFL each
Sunday on NBC. Before coming
back to Boston in 1966, Ken, for the

previous fourteen years, had been
doing play-by-play for the
Cleveland Indians and the
Cleveland Browns.
Mr. Coleman started out on a

light note, telling ( what else ) a Yogi
Berra story.

"Mental illness is something that

should not be joked about. Jimmy
Piersall, playing for the Red Sox,
had a breakdown in 1951 and came
back in 1952. One day the Red Sox
were playing the Yankees and
Piersall was in the starting
lineup."

Coleman goes on to say that the

first two batters in the inning (one
of whom was Jackie Jensen) both
had been brushed back by pitches
and eventually each popped up.

Piersall s batting average was
.230.

"As Piersall gets up out of the on
deck circle and moves to the plate,

Berra says to him, 'How ya doin?'
Piersall : 'If I get hit by a pitch, I'm
going to hit you over the head with
my bat, (thinking Berra was
calling these pitches). Then I'm
going to plead temporary insanity.'

to all this Berra replied, 'That's OK
- we don't hit .230 hitters.'"

After his lecture, Mr. Coleman
opened the floor for questions from
the mostly male-dominated
audience.

For openers, Mr. Coleman was
asked if he still gets nervous before
going on the air : "It's an individual

thing. I've been doing so many
games for so long. I don't get
nervous now - a certain flow of

adrenalin comes along."
Othe Coleman quips: "I find

baseball on TV the most difficult

sport to do, filling in between
pitches, saying the right thing."
"One of the best courses, the

most practical one I took in high
school was typing."

"I though Mel Allen and Red
Barber were my favorite broad-
casters, when growing up." (in

response to a question of another
sportscaster, WMUA's Don Gor-
ski)

"The job of play-by-play is to

report. ...Howard Cosell is a
gimmick - but Howard doesn't
know it... I think expansion has
definitely hurt sports. I couldn't
even name five guys on the San
Diego Padres... On the current Red
Sox team. Tommy Harper is a
fellow I admire as a man... You're
not hired to manage, you're hired
to report."

For all the budding sportscasters
in Hasbrouck last night, it truly
was an informative evening.

Allen Says : No Drugs
By TOM SEPPY

Associated Press Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Coach

George Allen vehemently and
angrily denied Wednesday that
there is. what he called, a drug
problem on his Washington Red-
skins.

"I'm positive of it," said Alien in

a heated comment to newsmen. "I
know we don't have a drug
problem on the Redskins I'm sure
we don't and I'm not worried about
it. My only concern is the
Baltimore Colts."

Allen made his comments in

reply to questions about a study
reported by the Washington Post in

which Redskins center Geroge
Burman said nearly one-third of
the team used amphetamines
through last year to charge
themselves up before a game.
Burman also said he believed the

one-third figure would apply to all

the teams in the National Football
League.
Earlier in the day a team

spokesman said Allen would have
no comment on the story, but

newsmen questioned the
Washington coach about the story
on the field after practice.

Allen not only commented but
called newsmen together after he
showered to make sure they un-
derstood his position. He said
angrily, however, that questions
about the story upset his con-
centration on preparations for
Sunday's game against Baltimore
Burman, 30. who has been in the

league since 1964. said National
Football League teams had for
years dispensed pills to the players
but have stopped now. He said,
however, that a significant number
of players still obtain am-
phetamines on their own and use
them before ballgames.

In New York, NFL com
missioner Pete Rozelle issued a
statement through his office in

which he said, "George Burman's
comments confirm what our in-

vestigation has indicated —
namely that amphetamines are not
being dispensed, either directly or
indirectly, by club managements."

Inside Sports

•Letters To The Sports Editor

( «Why I Hate Sports" Column

Celts Sink Sonics

•Bruins Pull Away From Montreal

Staff Photo/Strve Kuggles
This is not a psychology lecture. It's Ken Coleman of WBZ in Boston, or more commonly known as the

telecaster of the Boston Red Sox" games. Mr. Coleman spoke last night about his job. how to get into the
broadcasting field, and told some anecdotes from his career in radio and television.

Daily (Enllrgtatt

SPORTS

Skaters Bow To RPI
By MDC STAFF

The Minutemen pucksters began
their "pre-season" last night in

Troy, NY. as they roughly handled
by a faster and stronger RPI squad
to the tune of 9-4.

You would have to call the RPI
attack a "barrage" on the UMass
net, as the Polytechs drilled 69
shots on the three net-minders. The
Minutemen countered with a
pretty good offensive thrust of
their own, unloading 38 shots on
RPI's All American goalie Don
Cutts.

Coach Jack Caniff did what he
wanted to do (in one sense). He

saw just about everyone on his
squad (21 players) in actual game
conditions.

Coming through with tallies for
the losers were John Muse, Billy

Harris, Kevin Connors, and Carl
Burns.

The Minutemen went with a
different goal-tender in every
period. John Binkoski began the
game guarding the net and was
net-minder supreme, giving up
only one goal in 24 shots. Jeff
McReynolds and Bruce Gledhill
(both sophomores) played the
second and third periods respec-
tively.

Varsity M
Football Blurbs

By BILL BALL Ol!
"Super" is the only way to

describe the players on this year's
freshman football defensive squad.
At least that's the only way fresh-
man defensive coach Jim Reed can
describe them.
Reed, one of the featured

speakers at yesterday's Varsity
"M" Club luncheon, gave a run-
down on some of his men and at

least once, and usually several
more times, called each player
"super". Head coach Dick Mac-
pherson complimented Reed on his
super talk.

Reeds rundown and anecdotes
about his frosh defensive unit were
the bright spots in a dull luncheon.
The only other highlights were a
reunion of MacPherson and his
brother, Father Norman Mac-
pherson, whom he hadn't seer, in a
while, a new Yogi Berra story, and
a prediction by tight end Gary
Mika.

MacPherson related the new
addition to the Yogi Berra legend.
Seems that Yogi and family
wanted to watch Timmy in the
North-South game down in Miami.
They had an offer to stay with
friends, but wanted to make it a
family week, so decided to stay
with Timmy.
They found out what hotel he was

staying in. The name rang a bell

with Yogi.

"Wait a minute," he said, "isn't

that Stan Musial's place?"
His wife Carmen said yes.

"And doesn't Joe Garagiola own
part of it?"

Right again.

"Hey, I think I own part of that

place. Do I, Carmen?" He sure did.

"Then I should be able to get in

there, shouldn't I?"
Mika said he wouldn't go as far

out on a limb as Mike Pomerleau,
who said UMass would win seven
straight games, but he did
guarantee they'd win their next
two.

Looks like BC doesn't stand a
chance

teve Crowe

Energy Crisis Tips
Commissioner of Major League Baseball Bowie Kuhn has announced

that night games may be banned this year due to the ever-growing energy
crisis. It seems only logical that other sports will follow. But what can
colleges do to join the effort to conserve all the energy possible?
Here are a few of my own suggestions for the UMass athletic depart-

ment to consider:

-Put a clear dome over the Campus Pond so the hockey team wont
have to travel all the way to Greenfield or Orr Rink to practice this vear
The saving of money on transportation is obvious, but what is not im-
mediately seen is that lighting would not be needed. The library's 26
super-illuminated floors would provide enough Of course, long games
might have to be called on account of darkness when the library- lights
fade out at fifteen minutes after midnight.
-Take down the lights from the football practice fields. The football

team doesn't need them...They've been playing in the dark all season
long and artificial lighting is not going to brighten their season that much
Beating Boston College on November 24th would. But chances of that
happening are as dim as an F lot street light.

-So far alot of heat energy has been wasted at the UMass basketball
games. For anyone who has gone to a jam-packed home game, you know
what I'm talking about. Instead of opening the doors at halftime and near
the end of the game, the heat should be funnelled into the library to heat
that monstrosity. A side advantage: If you can't get the bookworms out of
the library to see a basketball game, at least you can bring the at-
mosphere of the game to them.
-The Collegian Sports staff can also help by taking the first draft of

Marty Kelleys column and flushing it directly down the toilet before it
goes to print. This would save alot of otherwise wasted print alot of
crucial lighting used to read it, and alot of people the trouble of flushing it
down themselves — approximately 10,000 flushes.
-Run Randy Thomas, Bill Gillen and Co. on a conveyer belt connected

to a generator. This would make maximum use of all the energy the
UMass cross country generates.
-Make the Athletic Department's 500,000 official automobiles travel at

a maximum speed of 50 mph.
-Take the springs out of Al Skinner's legs and use them on the official

athletic department cars that are used when they travel up north to those
backwoods Yankee Conference schools.

..«7j
a
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a11 the wind from certain "Letters to the Sports Editor" andWhy I Hate Sports" columns bag it, and fly Charlotte Lettis to New
Mexico to the Women's National AAU cross-country meet this month
And if there s any left after that, the athletic department could throw
some old "Sail te to Yogi Day" releases into the bag and send them
scattering UMass name and fame all over the country.

.

-Here s something all sports fans can do to save energy : sit in front of
your T V. set on Sunday afternoons, soaking up all the football games and
beers use a straw for maximum conservation. What do you mean, you
already do that?

J

-Finally, don't read sports columns like this - it uses up too much
light energy.
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MSP-AAUP

The Ballots Were Locked Up Last Night
By JUDY FRIEDLAND

The Administration submitted a preliminary ob-
jection to the Massachusetts Labor Relations
Commission last night over the procedure for
safeguarding the ballot boxes being used in the
faculty election for collective bargaining.
Alfonzo D'Apuzzo, Executive Secretary of the

commission, which is conducting the election, ruled
that the two boxes would be sealed and placed
overnight in the personal possession of Francis P.
Hennessy, an agent of the commission who is con-
ducting the election. Hennessy and the boxes stayed
in Room 422 in the Campus Center until this morning,
when the election recommenced.
A spokesman for the Administration said that they

"objected vigorously" to where the boxes were being
kept.

According to the spokesman, there was "a clear,
oral understanding" between the Administration and
the Massachusetts Society of Professors-American
Association of University Professors ( MSP-AAUP),
the union on the ballot wishing to represent the
faculty. The understanding was that the boxes would
be kept in the C C . safe in the hotel lobby on the third
floor. He said that the union was responsible for "a
breach of agreement."

"If the union had said something before 5: 00," the
spokesman said, "we would have been happy to make
arrangements to use a local bank safe."
The union, however, did not recall agreeing to keep

the boxes in the C.C. safe. They denied any previous
arrangements with the Administration, either

written or oral

Arnold Schneider, a staff member of the
Massachusetts Teachers Association (MTA), and
affiliate of MSP-AAUP. said that the union planned to
go along with the commission's ruling, "whatever it

was."
The union examined the safe and questioned its

"suitability." According to Schneider, a suitable
place is one that is "neutral and secure."
D Apuzzo announced his decision to place the boxes

in Hennessy's possession after examining the safe,
which he said "couldn't accomodate the boxes." He
said that he also called the local police station;
however, they didn't know of any suitable places.
The safe, according to the Administration

spokesman, is approximately six feet by five feet.

The boxes are each about twelve inches by eighteen
inches. D'Apuzzo said that there were shelves in the
safe that would have had to have been removed in

order to fit the boxes.
Formal objections to the elections can only be

made after its completion tonight. The spokesman
for the Administration said that "it is reserving its

rights to make objections."

At the end of the first day of elections, 900 out of 1400
eligible faculty members voted, approximately 64%.
Four tables are set up in Rooms 168-172 to ac-

comodate the voting. There is a commission agent,
and an observer from both the MSP-AAUP and the
Administration at each table.

Voting will continue until 7 p.m. tonight.

(SUff Photo-Harry tharych)

"Little Mac" brings McDonald's to campus, or does it bring the campus to
McDonald's? In either case, it's usually a lonely ride.

Munch To The Golden Arches
By MIKE KNEELAND

Things are going so well for McDonald Ham-
burgers that employees are circulating a new
rumor. They say God is considering changing the
"Pearly Gates" to "Golden Arches" to attract
more patrons.

There may be a lack of good souls at UMass, but
McDonald's in Hadley is still doing its best to

increase business. A 72-seat bus, which promises
to take you to and from McDonald's, has
established a route on campus.
"The bus here ran all summer long at Old Or-

chard Beach in Maine," said Hadley franchise
owner Herman Zucherman. A graduate of Mc-
Donald's Hamburger University in Illinois,

Zucherman said the bus was used to ferry the
vacationers to a nearby McDonald's.
"The vacationers didn't know a McDonald's

was in the area. Then they'd see our bus," he said.

When the summer ended and Old Orchard
Beach lost its tourist industry, Zucherman
suggested to his regional office that the bus be

used for the Amherst area.

"I told them of the hazards of students hitch-

hiking around here," he recalled. Zucherman said

the bus arrived in late Sept.

So far, students have not been using the bus as

much as Zucherman would like to see. He says he

doesn't understand why students would rather

drive or "thumb" to McDonald's rather than ride

the bus.

"We even tried having a hostess take riders'

orders for a while," he said.

The round-trip takes 30-minutes. Zucherman
says he doesn't mind if students use the bus to "go
to Zayre's" or other businesses in the area.
The bus will soon lose its yellow color. "We don't

want it to look like a school bus so we're going to

paint it white," he said.

Whatever its color, McDonald's has taken
another step towards replacing Miss American
Pie and St. Peter might need a bus driver's
license.

< Staff Photo-Kmmrtt Schmars<m>

Hopefully, nothing happened to the ballot box
overnight, but just to be sure it was locked up in a safe
place.

ROTC

A Quiet Comeback
Bv DANK SPARLING

ROTC - remember it? You
know, one of the prime objects of

"affection" on the part of college

students in the late 60's and 1970''

Well its alive and kicking here at

UMass. continuing to develop
officers for the Army and the Air

Force.

UMass isn't alone among
America's colleges in finding that,

following the controversy and
tumolt of recent years surrounding

the question of having ROTC on
campus, ROTC has been making a

quiet comeback.
Although nationwide the actual

number of "cadets" is down, the

number of ROTC units on campus
is up.

Here at UMass. the Army ROTC
has 70 students enrolled and the Air

Force ROTC, approximately 100

( and nearby half of them fresh-

men).
Col Baxter M. Bullock ( Army)

.

Military Science professor at

UMass said earlier this week,

"The hostile attitude toward

ROTC at UMass in previous years
simply doesn't exist anymore.

Col. Bullock said that one of the
reasons for this new attitude

(ranging from "neutrality to
warm support ") is "in great part
due to the changing mood of the
country. We don't have an un-
popular war anymore."

Col. Paul H Fisher, Air Force
ROTC professor I specializing in

meteorology) echoed Col.
Bullock's quiet optomism and
mentioned another factor affecting
ROTC
"Now there is a better feel for

the true voluntary set up because
the draft is deactivated," said Col.
Fisher

In years past, many students
joined ROTC because of the draft.
As long as they were enrolled in

ROTC they could not be drafted.
Now there is no draft and students
join ROTC because they want to.

Col. Bullock said that the goal
for their ROTC program is to
provide the Army with "good

(Continued on P. 2)

Claus Adams, rehearsing with the Julliard String
Quartet before their performance in front of an ap-
preciative audience in Bowker Auditorium last night.
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"Glitter, Go Both Ways )9

By DAVID LETTER8
"This was the time for anyone to be Queen For A

Day."
The Divine Miss M.' Bette Midler, offered her

"glitter, go both ways" rock entertainment to a very

partisan crowd at the Music Hall in Boston Wed-
nesday night. The sell-out audience resembled an

open house at an uptown New York massage parlor.

The show was both on the stage and in the

audience. Glitter clothes, shiny skin, and painted

fingernail? adorned many. Shoes elevated off the

floor gave the concert an extra show as Bette's fans

walked, strutted and floated through the Music Hall.

Repeated comments of 'Say D'here' by the Boston

police quickly indicated Bostons' finests likes or

dislikes.

The "at home" crowd of the Other Side, A Bean-

town gay bar, led the front row delegations with

joyfull yells and yips of 'We Luv You Bette' or Say
Bette, You-hoo-Oh Bette!

'

"I nope you're ready to get your rocks off, cause

I'm sure gonna get mine— let's go," said Bette and
was across the stage, running, jumping, roling on the

floor — any movement to accent the sound was
"Kool" for the evening.

The Divine Ms. 'M' presented a show of many
musical eras. Add a few tables and some wine and

she could offer a grand cabaret.

Bette Midler is NOW. Her songs sell. She really

cannot hold a note, but she does not have to — her

power is herself. She darts across the stage, crawls

under the piano, runs tr> *\*of> fmnt. throws a moon

and backs off lo shake her bod. The crowd loved it.

Ms Bette is riding high on the glitter-gay' ac-

ceptance fad. She informs the audience "The best

way to go. is both ways." The audience cheers ap-

proval -as she is their girl.

Fast songs segue into another, and the show moves
quickly as her very tight band seldom misses a cue.

Her band is powerful. Alone they could be a top act.

Bette stops singing only to rap and continue to build

her ever so fine -- oh dear-ry audience rapport.

All jokes are current; she has a pulse on the times

Quickies about Dick Nixon and the gate. Linda

Lovelace and Deep Throat, Gay Happenings, and

local dives repeatedly had the audience going crazy.

Top line of the evening was a continuing joke. She

said. "You see. like the Watergate tapes, ah Dick

Nixon has a copy of Deep Throat Yea. oh. yes. he has

watched it over ten times, and well, ah, well, he wants

to learn-Oh yes deary, sooner or later he is gonna get

it down pat."

"Ah-ah-Ha-KimAH! the show moved quickly as

she sings songs from her first album and introduced

some from her next.

Her trio of three sexy ( ? > I definitely foxy) girls put

fine harmonies and quick dance steps together to

compliment Bette on the trip of the evening. She
covered music styles of days past and present. A little

interprative vocal added to the classic songs. "IN
THE MOOD" sounded like a lover ready to get it on.

Bette really can't sing, but she doesn't need to, as

she personifies movementa nd audience raport.

ROTC-Why Did They Join?
(Continued from P. 1)

managers and leaders." There is a

great need for qualified officers in

the Army, and ROTC, along with

West Point and Officer Candidate

School are the sources.

"Just like any large cor-

poration," Bullock said, "The
Army wants good men with

specific skills and talents."

Col. Fisher agrees — "We want
to train people for specific Air

Force requirements, not just

develop a large pool of recruits as

in the past."

ROTC units have no hold on the

student during their freshman and
sophomore year. The junior year is

when the obligation begins as well

as the benefits.

These benefits come in the form
of $100 a month while school is in

session, and books are paid for.

When asked whether the money-

had any effect on the prospective

recruit, Col. Bullock said, I don't

believe that's had a great inpact,

parents exercise alot of influence."

Bullock said that the money is a

factor that is considered, though

According to Bullock, Military

Science professors are all "highly

qualified". All professors have
masters degrees, have "fine

military records". He also noted

that all faculty and courses have
been approved by the ad-

ministration and the faculty

senate.

( Note — the Faculty Senate in

1972 voted to withdraw from ROTC
courses university credit. In the

spring of 1973 it voted to give

ROTC credit Also last spring the

Student Senate, by one vote,

defeated a motion calling for the SS
to support the Faculty Senate's

granting of credit to ROTC.)

The Air Force ROTC offers four

basic types of training, according

to Col. Fisher

There are "pilot qualified",

'navigator qualified '.

"technically" and "managerial"
qualified programs for the Air

Force ROTC. The determining
factor in what one the cadet takes

can be either personal preference
or physical limits, said Col. Fisher.

( An Air Force pilot needs 20/20

vision just for starters)

So the ROTC units at UMass are
quietly going about their business

Located in Dickenson Hall behind
Goodell building (ex library) with

their small staffs and service issue

furniture they continue, in Col.

Bullock's words, "prepare an
officer corp^ truly representative

of the nation and the nation's

educational system."

The University of Massachusetts Student Government Association is offering the

following items for your bid:

(3) Ultrablitz meteor SPGH strobes

(5) Minolta Srls 35mm cameras w-55mm fl. 7 lens

(1) Soligor 180mm f3.5 preset lens for Minolta

(1) Pentax Hla 35mm camera w-clip-on meter & 55mm fl.8 lens

(1) Pentax Hla 35mm camera w-clip-on meter & 55 mm f2.0 lens

(needs repair)

(1) Omega Printing Densitometer model 7485

The above items may be inspected on Nov. 16 & 19 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in room
402 Student Union. Your written sealed bids should be in the RSO office no later

than 3 p.m. Nov. 21, 1973.

The Right is reserved to reject any or all bids.

*

COFFEE

HOUSE

BROOKS
8-12 p.m.

Free Refreshments
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The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip

code 01002. Telephones: 545 2550 (news); 545 0344 (sports), 545 0731

(business).

Second class postage is paid in Amherst and additional mailing in

Ware, Mass. 01082. THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,

exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of

an act of March 8, 1879, as amended by an act of June 11, 1943. Sub

scripfion rates are $6.00 per semester of $10.00 per year.
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Black History

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Bj CHILIS till 1. 1 VMS
Part 1 of a:? part series*

Author's Note: I In reviewing the

short history of Black Studies at

the live-colleges, we. as a Black

community should examine our

relationship with one another and
ask ourselves "Was the struggle in

vain'"' I will explain the last

sentence, after highlighting some
of the events that made the WEB.
Dubois Department of Afro-

American Studies and the Five

Colleges Black Studies a reality'

Friday Nov. 8. 1968 - 100 Black

UMass Students stage Whitmore

Sit-In; request action on 20

demands.
The Students' Afro-American

Organization issued a list of 20

demands and an ultimatum to the

University Administration. The
action stemmed from the alleged

beating of a black visitor and his

white student companion Thursday
night by five unidentified white

students. The demands listed

were:
1 1 A public apology from the

administration;

2) Police: a minimum of 15 black

policemen; take guns away from
police and fire Chief Blasko and
Officer Shankard; also sensitivity

training for all police;

3) Compulsory meeting of all

students to explain consequences

of any racist behavior;

4) Black curriculum with black

teachers;

5) Black doctors in Infirmary

and in Mental Health;

6) Recruitment of out-of-state

black students disregarding 5

percent rule;

7) Sensitivity training for house
officers, I.F.C., fraternity and
sorority officers; also compulsory
black-white encounters;

8) More money for Student Afro-

American Organization;

9) No black student to flunk out

this semester. Any black student

who misses an exam or class

because of participation in march
is not to be penalized;

10) Afro-Americans will remain

in Mills House with money from

University for refurbishing of Mills

House;
ID Money from University for

black arts festival;

12) More black administrators

and staff (counselors, head of

residence, food services, student

personnel, athletic staff);

13) Sensitivity training for

professors;

14) Representative of Afro-Am

to be on interviewing board for any

blacks; staff and faculty and

reviewing committee for any
outline for any black curriculum;

15) Rooms in the Campus Center

to be named for black heroes;

16) Any staff person who acts in

an offensive manner toward any

black student will be brought

before a reviewing board. If found

guilty, the person will be fired.

This board will include

representation from black

students;

17) Within the area decided on

for housing of C.C.E.N.S. students

in fall, each student will be

required to attend sensitivity

training and black-white encounter

groups;

18) Black students will be in-

volved in freshman orientation and
black freshman will attend a black

orientation;

19) Meeting with Board of

Trustees and black students;

20) Clear explanation of sanc-

tions to be taken against any dorm
or fraternity which shows any form

of racist behavior e.g., suspension

of open house privileges, cutoff of

RSO. funds.

The group also demanded the

apprehension and immediate
expulsion of the five attackers. The
group quietly left the ad-

( Continued on P. 3)
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1 Salon for the two of you
Silvio De Palma : Director

26 Main St., Amherst
253-9293

253-9271

Sat., 9 to 5

Mon.-Fri., 9 to 7:30

We've Moved To Goodell And It's Swell

By Robkrta MeCANN
Wine, bread and cheese were on

hand yesterday afternoon to help
Everywoman's Center celebrate
its first birthday and recent move
to Goodell Hall.

About one hundred people at-

tended the open house. Several
people and groups brought
presents such as plants or wine. A
film of the move of E.W.C from
Munson Hall to Goodell on Oct. 18
was shown.
Last Saturday, in preparation for

the party, the E.W.C. staff worked
on the finishing touches of setting
up the center. The women laid
down red rugs, soundproofed the
counseling rooms and hung up
several art prints donated to the
center.

E.W.C. provides counseling,
referral, and several programs
such as Project Self, The Poor
Women's Task Force, and the
Feminist Arts Center for all

university and community women.

To the first.. .and
(Staff Photo-Janice Cerrone)

many more to come!

Exam
Schedule
Corrections

Black History In The 5-College Area

iSUff Photo-Janice Cerraa*)
Along with the gifts of the plants and art prints

donated to the Everywomen's Center's celebration
was plenty of wine, bread and cheese.

'The Rush Of Relevancy"
. t im a «.«! ?**___ « am*

CftOUP SECT 10* 1 PD

SOCIOL 101 1A.2B.3C
11.13D 23

4 4
7 7

8 12
9 10

222 7

224 6
233 22
247 1 3

2 1

251 2

253 5

254 1

255 9
256 9

259 3

261 1 23
2 4

266 19
2 70 11
272 8
275 1 22

2A 13
2 78 1 21

2.3 23
280 16
282 1 18

2 20
286 5

SPAN 110 15
120 16
126 3
130 12
304 16
375 8

SPEECH 121 22
182 1

190 2

203 1 17
2 3

210 21
225 16
227 12
228 10
232 14
250 6
283 15
284 22
285 12
286 8
287 5

295 10

(Continued from P. 2)

ministration building, after
leaving the list of demands.
President Lederle said the

"dogmatism" of the black students
might destroy the climate in which
we are trying to work things
out. ..but I think they understand
this."

Feb. 18, 1970 - Taken from the
text of Black Studies Proposal. The
committee on Afro-American
Studies, in accordance with tis

mandate from the administration
made the following recom-
mendation: "That a formal
academic department to be known
as the WEB. Debois Department
of Afro-American Studies be
established at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.
"This department will offer a

undergraduate major in Afro-
American Studies as well as
courses of studies essential to non-
majors intending to play a role in
the Black community.

It is our view that detailed and
specific requirements of the
department and the structure of
the program should be left to the
department after it has been
established. This is not all of the
proposal that was submitted for a
Black Studies Dept., but a short
part of the proposal."
The Afro-Am. Studies Com

mittee at that time was:

Michael Thewell, Dept. of
English

Roslyn Walker, Art Dept.
Sidney Kaplan, Dept. of English
Williams J. Wilson, Sociology

Dept.

Bernard Bell, Dept. of English
Ester Terry, Dept. of English,

Black Repertory Theater
Ben Wambari, Linguistics Dept.
Cass Turner, Asst. Director of

C.E.E.B.S.

Visiting Lecturers:
Cherif Guellal

Playthell Benjamin
Ivanhoe Donaldson
Students:

Robyn Chandler 72

Stephan Bowden 72

Steve Moore 72

Charlton E. Brown 72

Rockwood Green 72

Nate Sims Doctoral Student

Feb. 19, 1970 - Members of the
five-college black community
turned Amherst College's Frost
Library into Malcolm X Memorial
Library as they seized four campus
buildings Wednesday: UMass,
Amherst, Smith, and Mt. Holyoke.
Each of the four colleges were
reportedly issued specific
demands.

Statement of Issues

1) "To demonstrate to the five-

college establishment that the
Black Students Community will in

the future be acting in a unified
manner on all issues affecting any
black person in the Five Colleges;

2) To articulate once more the
need and grievances of that part of
the black community which is

located at the University of
Massachusetts. We demand im-
mediate acceptance and im-
plementation of the proposal for an
Afro-American Studies Depart-
ment which is pending action by
the University. There can be no
qualifications for further delay.
"We further demand the im-

mediate establishment of a
cultural center to serve the needs
of the Black Community.
Negotiations on this question have
been dragging on since 1968. We
will accept Mill's House for this

purpose.

We also demand that the
University double its commitment
to the C.C.E.B.S. Program. We call
on the administration and Trustees
of the University to double the
enrollment of Black Students at the
University for the 1971 school year.
Even with this action the black
student representation at the
University will be dispropor-
tionately small as a consequence of
the history of exclusion of Black's
from that institution."

Look for Part II in next Friday's
Collegian.
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House Votes To Increase
Social Security Monies

By CARL C. CRAFT
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House voted Thursdav
to give $2.4 billion more to the 30 million Social
Security recipients next year through a two-step, 11

percent benefit boost designed to offset the rise in
living costs.

By 391 to 20, the House passed the Social Security
and welfare legislation and sent it to the Senate where
the Finance Committee already has agreed in
principle to similar terms.
Financing would come from expanding the taxable

wage base from $10,800 to $13,200. This would mean a
worker and his boss who each paid a top $631 in Social
Security taxes this year would each pay $772 next
year, a 22 percent hike in the maximum levy.
The legislation would provide benefit boosts of 7

percent starting with next April's checks followed by
a 4 percent increase beginning in July's checks.
Thereafter, cost-of-living raises in benefits would

come automatically each June.
The revisions would mean the average old-age

benefit for a single recipient would rise from the
present $167 a month to $178 in April and $186 in July,

while the benefit for an aged couple would go from
$277 at present to $96 in April and $310 in July.

The legislation would replace a 5.9 percent benefit
hike, approved last July, which is due to take effect

next June That boost had been planned as advance
payment of part of the automatic raise currently set

for January 1975.

The measure also provides for a boost in welfare
payments to several million poor aged, blind and
crippled people under the nation's new so-called

Supplemental Security Income program next year.
Present law calls for this new federally ad-

ministered program to take over most of the
responsibility for the former system of federal-state
aid for such needy persons. The current law would
provide monthly benefits of $130 a person and $195 a
couple beginning in January and increasing in July to

$140 and $210.

The House-passed legislation would put the benefits
at $140 and $210 in January and at $146 and $219
beginning in July.

The Senate Finance Committee, meantime, has
agreed in principle on terms close to those approved
by the House

Fuel Cuts

Slow Transport

In The Nation

By BOB MONROE
Associated Press Writer

Fuel allocations are beginning to

pinch public transportation in

several of the nation's cities, and
more transit agencies expect cuts

in December unless they get ad-

ditional supplies.

The shortage is forcing some
companies to search for alternate

sources of fuel supply, often at

higher prices, and to develop

contingency plans for service cuts.

"The irony of this is if we're

going to have gasoline rationing,

and public transportation is cut

back, what are people going to do,"

asked Forrest I. Neal, presiding

officer of the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority.

The MBTA, which operates
buses, subways and trolleys in the

Boston area, says it will start

tutting service Dec. 1 if it doesn't

find new sources of fuel.

In Miami. Fla., four bus routes

will be ejiminated starting

Saturday and the system is

suspending operations between 1

a.m. and 3 a.m.

The city-owned Lincoln Transit
System in Nebraska will cut back
service 40 per cent Sunday to

match a 40 per cent reduction in its

diesel fuel allocation.

Two administration officials in*

Washington gave slightly different

views of the fuel prospects for

public transportation.
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Watergate Surges On
Illegal Contributions Nixon Counter-attacks

\ t m . I * I > « V I ' . ' i «. • ft *•' k _ _ _. -

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
former head of American Airlines
said Thursday he gave $55,000 in

corporate funds to President
Nixon's 1972 re-election campaign
because he was afraid not to.

George A. Spater, who retired as
board chairman and chief
executive officer of the airline

shortly after disclosing the illegal

contribution, told the Senate
Watergate committee that Herbert
W. Kalmbach asked him in late

1971 for $100,000 and said $100,000

contributors "would be considered
in a special class."

At the time, Spater noted,
Kalmbach was the President's
personal attorney and represented
United Air Lines, American's chief

competitor and strongest opponent
of a merger between American and
Western Airlines. Such airline

mergers must be approved by the
President, whose decision is not
subject to court review.

"I think I was motivated by a
host of fears," Spater said. "You
just don't know what's going to

happen to you...sometimes the fear
of the unknown is greater than the
fear of what you know."
Nixon turned down the merger

proposal on the recommendation of

the Civil Aeronautics Board
several months after Spater gave
$75,000 in cash to Nixon's re-

election committee. Of that total,

$55,000 was the illegal money from
corporate funds and the remaining

$20,000 came from a "friend of

mine," Spater said. He did not

identify the contributor.

Spater said a 60-year-old law
against corporate campaign
contributions had never been
enforced before this year.

Sen Lowell P. Weicker Jr., R-

Conn., asked him if it wasn't

customary for corporate
executives to be solicited for large

contributions in presidential

election years.

The former airline chief replied

that the Nixon campaign in 1972

was unique "because of the in-

dividual who made the solicitation

and the amount involved."

Spater said "it never entered my
mind" that Kalmbach was asking
for personal funds "because I

didn't have that kind of money."
But he added the fund raiser never
suggested he use corporate funds

or do anything illegal.

The airlines, Spater noted, are
strictly regulated by the govern-
ment. The present fun-raising
system "places unfair pressures
on candidates and corporate
executives," he added, because the

executives "live in fear of being
placed at a competitive disad-

vantage if they don't contribute."

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon pushed his Watergate
counter-attack in public and
private Thursday and drew
standing cheers from his largest
audience in three months when he
vowed anew to remain in office.

Before an overflow crowd of
several thousand at the National
Association of Realtors con-
vention, Nixon accentuated the
happy developments of the year,
from his standpoint, and soft-

pedaled discussion of the
Watergate scandals, which he
referred to as "the problem of the
campaign of 1972."

Nixon described his election

McCloskey, who challenged
Nixon for the 1972 GOP
presidential nomination as an
opponent of the Vietnam war, said
the President referred to his

decision to make available
selected tapes of conversations "as
a one-shot thin," and added, "I
think the President still does not
realize that there's duty on his part
to make a full disclosure."

Deputy White House Press
Secretary Gerald L. Warren, asked
if Nixon planned to place
limitations on the materials he will

make available to the special
Watergate prosecutor, said the
President will cooperate to the
fullest extent but retains a firmly
held conviction that he must

victory last year as a mandate to defend the principle of presidential
the Vietnar war, pursue a confidentiality.
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permanent peace, build a safe and
beautiful country and achieve "a
new prosperity without war and
without unacceptable inflation."

"I am not going to walk away
until I get that job done," he said.

The President appeared before
the realtors between a marathon
series of private huddles with
members of Congress, most of
them Republicans.
At these week-long sessions.

determined to make a full

disclosure in meeting headon
Watergate-related accusations
aimed at him and his ad-
ministration.

Following Nixon's breakfast
meeting Thursday with 78 House
Republicans, however, Rep. Paul
McClosky of California told
reporters "I don't think any of us
learned anything new... It's going

onlyway
toScjjy

fashion

3 doors from the PUJj

most participants from Congress to be a continuing battle to get the
have emerged to report Nixon is truth."
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Kissinger Talk;
Next Stop: S. Korea

/ * I, v iron -*<AP Photo)
( At*)— U.S. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger,

left, talks with Japanese Foreign Minister Masayoshi
Ohira as he arrives at the Tokyo International Airport
from Peking Wednesday.

And The World
In The Middle East

By JOHN RODERICK
Associated Press Writer

TOKYO ( AP) - After conferring
with Japanese leaders on their
country's critical oil problem,
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger heads to South Korea
Friday on the final stop of his

trouble-shooting mission to the
Middle East and Asia.
Kissinger was expected to give

South Korean President Chung Hee
Park renewed assurances of U.S.
support for the South Korean
position in the U. N. debate on
Korea.
The United Nations is debating

whether to admit North and South
Korea as individual members or as
a single federated delegation.
Park favors the first motion, the
Communists the second.

Kissinger was also expected to
promise that the United States
would keep the remaining
American military division in
South Korea despite demands for
withdrawal by China and North
Korea.

In two days of talks with
Japanese Prime Minister Kakuei
Tanaka and other leaders,
Kissinger was unable to dispel
anxieties over Japan's economic
future in the wake of severe Arab

cutbacks of oil products.
Tanaka had hoped that Kissinger

could give him assurances that a
firm Middle East peace, ac-
companied by an end to the Arab
oil squeeze, could be realized
before the cold weather of winter.
Kissinger, however, could only

offer hope that the oil problem
would be resolved as political and
military differences in the Middle
East are settled, a State Depart-
ment spokesman said.

POW's Come Home

Satisfy your
basic urges

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Prisoners of war came home to

Israel and Egypt yesterday.
Israeli Defense Minister Moshe

Dayan, on hand to welcome
returnees to Tel Aviv, declared:
"At last we have arranged things
by talks, like human beings, in-

stead of by tank fire and exploding
grenades."
The first Red Cross planes

carried wounded prisoners, some
walking and some on stretchers.

The International Red Cross said it

expected the full exchange to take
about a week.

In Cairo informants reported a

major shakeup in the Egyptian
military high command following

Israel's lightning break through
Egypt's Suez line in the last 10 days
of the October war.
They said the military calamity,

which left the Egyptian 3rd Army
cut off in the Sinai Desert, had

resulted in the firing of at least one
army chief and creation of a new
field command. Observers foresaw
the possibility of court-martial
trials in the wake of the failure to

follow up an initial Egyptian
success.

The wrangling in Cairo, hidden
from the public and officially

unconfirmed, is an Egyptian
counterpart to complaints in Israel
that the Israeli armed forces were
unprepared for the Oct. 6 attack
that opened the war.
As part of the POW exchange

Israel agreed to turn over to U. N.
forces its control of the highway
from Cairo to Suez. This gives
Egypt access to the city of Suez
and the isolated 3rd Army without
going through Israeli controls for

the first time since final stages of
the October war.
The deal, worked out by

Egyptian and Israeli generals

under the agreement sponsored by
U.S. Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger, firmed the cease-fire on
the Suez front.
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Ford Denies Back-Scratch
By JIM ADAMS

Associated Press Writer

.
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J'u
GT^N <AP) ~ Vice President-designate Gerald R Ford

testified Thursday that he and two other congressmen did not offer tohelp millionaire Louis Wolfson with his legal problems if he would help
their effort to impeach Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas
r ord testified at his House confirmation hearing that a lawyer working

for the congressmen, Benton L. Becker, offered on his own to help the
financier But Ford said the congressmen did not.
"We never offered any such action," Ford testified under oath
The issue was raised by Rep. Jerome R. Waldie, D-Calif., who read a

file of letters on the offer.

Waldie told newsmen outside the House Judiciary Committee hearingThe inference is that Becker offered the influence of the congressmen
he represented. * «*»"i«i

BiSminlha^wiS^tXM^SL told Wolfson *

s ^er, William O.Bittman^ that Ford and the other two congressmen were looking into
Justice Douglas dealings with Albert Parvin. Becker said it was believed
that a conversation with Wolfson "could shed light upon the inner
workings of the Parvin Dohrman Co."
Becker concluded the letter by saying, "I am personally sympathetic toyour client's present plight and would be anxious to assist him in any way

available to me. J 3
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Schultz Sees No Crisis
By R. GREGORY NOKE8
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-Wheti
Treasury Secretary George P.
Shultz disclosed strong objections
to gasoline rationing, he also ex-
posed some of the administration
infighting and power struggles
over energy policy.

He said some people were over-
reacting to the energy crisis. That
if Americans acted intelligently, he
said, they could avoid gasoline
rationing.

Treasury sources said Shultz
was concerned that some ad-
ministration officials were making
the shortage seem more serious
than it is and were getting carried
away with the idea of gasoline
rationing, without giving adequate
consideration to other alternatives.

But his statement conflicted with
those of Interior Secretary Rogers,
C.B. Morton, and White House
energy adviser John Love, who
were saying rationing was almost
a certainty by the beginning of
1974.

"This Shultz' statement came as

a real surprise," said one Treasury
source. "That alone will put

rationing back until spring at the
earliest if it is needed at all."

There has been considerable
struggling within the ad-
ministration over who is going to

run the energy program and how.
The principals are Morton. Love,
and Deputy Treasury Secretary
William E. Simon.
Shultz said Tuesday he favors

price increases as the classic
solution to controlling demands for
gasoline, with rationing to be used
only as "an absolute last resort."
Proposals are being developed

within the Treasury for a 30-cent
increase in the federal tax on
gasoline, which would boost prices
per gallon to about the 75- to 80-cent
level, depending on the grade of
gasoline.

Consideration is being given to

reducing taxes in other areas, such
as for telephone service, so that
there will be a trade-off of the tax
burden.

There might also be provision for
exemptions or tax refunds for
persons for whom gasoline is

essential in their work, such as taxi
drivers.

Treasury economists also are

Senate Defeats

Gas Rationing Move
By DAVID C.MARTIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The Senate Thursday defeated a Democratic
move to require President Nixon to order gas rationing by Jan. 15 and
then adopted an amendment its sponsor said could slow clean air efforts
by two years.

The clean air amendment to emergency energy legislation, would
allow temporary suspension of emission standards in order to permit the
burning of dirtier fuels.

Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine, the sponsor, said it would "assure
minimum disruption of air quality programs." but acknowledged that it

could "in some instances delay the achievement of the emission reduc-
tion goals of the Clean Air Act by two years." It passed overwhelmingly
The emission standards suspension is one of several powers Nixon says

he neec"s to meet the energy crisis.

A long list of amendments remain to be considered before action on the
emergency energy bill can be completed.
Many of the amendments have been cleared by Interior Committee

chairman Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash.. the floor manager of the bill. But
he was vowed to fight other amendments which he said would turn the bill
into "a Christmas tree."

The move requiring Nixon to order gas rationing was beated 48-40.
Sen. Jesse Helms. R-N.C, has offered an anti-busing amendment

which he says would result in considerable savings of fuel and Sen. James
L Buckley. Ind.-N.Y

. has introduced a measure to abolish wage and
price controls.

The Democrats had hoped to push the bill through in one day. but
Majority Leader Mike Mansfield now says it will be at least Friday
before it comes to a vote. Sen Paul J. Fannin, R-Ariz.. said it would be
"ludicrous" for the Senate to rush itself when the House, which must
approve similar legislation before it can become law, is scheduled to start
a 10-day Thanksgiving recess.

The gasoline rationing amendment offered by Sen. Floyd K. Haskell,
D-Colo

,
was defeated by a combination of 36 Republicans and 12

Democrats who agreed with Fannin that it is too early to be sure that
gasoline rationing is inevitable.

As the energy bill now reads, the President retains the ultimate
authority to decide whether rationing of any scarce fuel is needed — a
step he has said would be taken only as a last resort.
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giving study to various rationing

proposals, as are analysts from
other agencies, but none of these
plans has reached the upper
echelons of the administration
where the decisions will be made.
Shultz said: 'Tm one of those

who long sought to convince people
that we have a major energy
problem. It's been hard to wake
people up to it."

But now, he complained, people
are over-reacting and "scared out
of their wits," and strongly in-

dicated he felt the support of other
administration spokesmen for
gasoline rationing was an example
of this.

Chairman Herbert F. Stein of the
Council of Economic Advisers
followed a day later by saying he
thought the administration would
opt for tax increases on gasoline,
rather than rationing.

Air Travel To Continue
By DAVID BtKKK
AP Business Writer

\K\\ VOKK • AP) - Flight cutbacks and a major strike are likely to

make air travel more inconvenient this Thanksgiving and Christmas, but

major airlines say they expect to get all their customers where they want
to go for the holidays.

"The air carriers will be able to accommodate all holiday travellers,

but maybe not in the manner they would like," said a spokesman for the

Civil Aeronautics Board.

"It's going to be more difficult to get a nonstop flight this year, and
people may have to take connecting flights and be flexible about when
they want to fly."

Because of the energy squeeze, airlines have been cutting back on
flights to stay within their fuel allotments.

Further pressure on the airline system is coming from the flight at-

tendants' strike at Trans World Airlines, which has shut down the
nation'ssecond-largestcarriersinceNov.5.

Eastern Airlines is making flight cutbacks in the early part of
November, when traffic is light, so there will be enough fuel to ac-
commodate traffic during the peak Thanksgiving period, a spokesman
said.

"As of now, we have been able to accommodate everybody who has had
a flight canceled in November," an Eastern spokesman said. December
cutbacks have not yet been announced, but they may be more drastic, he
said.

"Bookings are running heavy for the Thanksgiving period, and we will
not be able to add as many special flights this year as in the past for
Christmas and Thanksgiving," said a spokesman for Braniff Airways.
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Proposed-Power Reduction, Gas Rationing

Governors Predict Winter

'

By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP)-Power reduction,
gasoline rationing and billboard
blackouts were proposed by New
England governors Thursday as
ways of cutting the region's energy
consumption by 15 per cent.
Even if there is cooperation with

voluntary cutbacks, however, the
governors predicted hardship this

winter. They predicted shortages
could be as high as 20 per cent.

"I wouldn't be surprised if

schools were closed for long
periods of time,'' said Gov. Ken-
neth Curtis of Maine. "Some in-

dustries may close. We may even
have a lot of families living in

armories for a short period of
time."

The governors, who attended a
joint meeting of the New England
Council, the New England
Regional Commission and the New
England Governors Conference,
passed n res^'v* 5 -.- *^~» prti'H-

-Adoption of daylight savings
time.

-Nation-wide adoption of 50 mile
an hour speed limits.

-Reduction of voltage by electric
utilities by five per cent during the
peak hours between 4 and 8 p.m.
-Shutting down elevators and

turning off office equipment during
peak hours.

-Eliminating all excessive
outdoor decorative and advertising
lighting.

-Reducing use of home ap-
pliances, such as washers and
dryers, during the peak period.
-Conversion from oil to coal use.
-If gasoline rationing is

necessary, implement it as early
as possible to avoid hording.
-Encouraging car pooling and

use of public transportation.
The sole dissenter to the

resolution was Gov. Meldrim
Thomson of New Hampshire, who
objected to continued enforcement

A smile for the audience is sprewn over the face of
this exotic Indian dancer. No doubt, she as well as the
audience is enjoying her work.

While Others Talk:
Vermont Takes Action

ByPATTILEE
Associated Press Writer

MONTPELIER. Vt. ( AP) - Vermont has taken emergency steps to
reduce its air pollution standards to allow industry to burn oil with a
higher sulfur content.

Environmental Conservation Secretary Martin Johnson said the action
Thursday was in response to a severe fuel shortage crisis

"It's even worse than you're being told now," said Johnson
Vermont has limited fuel oil to a sulfur content of 1.5 per cent The

immediate emergency order would increase the standard limitation to 2 5
per cent sulfur content by weight, with higher percentages reviewed on a
special case basis.

Johnson said the 1.5 per cent fuel was the type used for home heating
and it was hoped the order would allow more of that fuel to go for
residential uses, rather than industry.
He said those using fuel with the higher sulfur content would be

required to notify the agency for monitoring purposes.

"I did not think the resolution
went far enough,'' Thomson said
"We stress unduly the need of
maintaining environmental
restrictions we've had in the past.
We're in the present situation,
because we've gone too far in this
area."

However, Gov. Thomas Salmon
of Vermont said, "New England is

not about to throw in the towel on
environmental sanity."
The governors conceded that the

conservation won't work unless
people are convinced to cooperate
voluntarily.

"We've got to develop an Apollo-
like understanding among our
people that this is a damned
serious crisis," said Salmon.
Gov. Francis Sargent said more

stringent measure might be
considered later.

"Each day that goes by, we're
going to learn" he said. "The whole
question of a 40-hour, four-day
work week should be explored."

Billboard

Blackout
BOSTON (AP) - The state

Outdoor Advertising Board
adopted emergency regulations
Thursday banning the illumination
of outdoor advertising signs.

The action was in response to

Gov. Francis W. Sargent's energy
conversation program announced
Tuesday.
The regulations were effective

immediately and will continue in

effect until May 15.

They provide that "No sign,

including the supporting structure,
over which the board has
jurisdiction shall be operated or

illuminated in any manner which

in any way utilizes electric, neon,
gas, oil, flouresceni or in-

candescent energy...."

The agency said it will permit
the operation of signs which
require energy to be seen during
daylight hours if good cause can be
shown. Signs exempted under this
provision will be able to operate
between sunrise and sunset.
The regulations apply mainly to

billboards. On premise signs do not
come under the control of the
Outdoor Advertising Board.

Officials of the New England m Washington, predicted that by
Council were also pessimistic next vear. unemployment would
about the energy outlook reach seven per cent nationally
Paul A. London, director of the and eight percent in New England,

council's economic research office
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Revere Rides Again
NOIU KSTKK. Mass. < \P> - Paul Revere Life Insurance Co.

said today it is forming another company in Delaware because

taxes in Massachusetts hinder its growth.

George L. Hogeman. president of the company, says the name of

the Delaware company will be Paul Revere Protective Life In-

surance Co
He said the Massachusetts company will remain in Worcester

except for a few operations such as its computer center. The
eompanv employs about 1,000 persons in the state.
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By ANN BLACKMAN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-The young
woman who comes to Washington
with a college degree in her pocket
and stars in her eyes is often in for
a jolt when she hits the job market.
The capital, she finds, is a

secretary-oriented city. Those
well-paid, glamorous positions that
offer an entry into Washington's
social scene are scarce, even if she
"knows somebody."
And if she goes to a private

employment agency to find a non-
secretarial position, often she has
to pay the agency a fat fee to ac-
cept the job.

Take, for example, Kate Healy, a
24-year-old Bostonian who
graduated from Hood College as an
art major. When she came to the
capital almost two years ago, she
spent a week pounding the
pavement for a job before she went
to an employment agency.
The agency. Miss Healy said,

found her a receptionist's job with
a lobbyist for $6,100 The fee was
about $500-more than her first

month's salary.

After nine months, she was bored
with the job and quit

"I wasn't so much of a woman's
libber until I got the secretary
routine in Washington," she said.

"There's a lot of male chauvinism
here."

Finally, an employment agency

found her a $9,500-a-year job as an
assistant editor to a small
publication. But to pay the $950 fee
within three months, as required,
she would have had to dip into her
savings.

Seven months ago, Miss Healy
found a job on her own as an
operation planner for a com-
munications company for $9,700-no
fee.

Unlike 24 states, the District of
Columbia has no law regulating
these fees to applicants.

Labor Department reports show
states with the strictest fee
regulations for clerical jobs paying
$499 a month or less are Alaska,
Nevada, Massachusetts, New
York, Oklahoma, South Dakota
and Washington state. The
maximum fees range from 20 to 60
per cent of the first month's salary.

Washington, D.C., employment
agency managers say 10 per cent
of the yearly salary-which often
works out to 100 per cent of the first

month's salary. is about normal for

a clerical position. "I get
arguments from my members that
they can't operate on 10 per cent,"
one employment agency
spokesman said.

Washington's biggest industry is

the federal government. And
federal law prohibits the govern-
ment from hiring through private
employment agencies unless there
is a written request from the

department or agency official.

"I do feel sorry for girls coming
to Washington these days," said
Myra Lenard, past president of the
capital's personnel association.
"Almost every girl who walks
through that door has a college
degree."
She said she can get women jobs

in which the fee is paid by an
employer. "But it's rare to get a
congressman or a senator to pay a
fee," she said.

Mrs. Lenard, who is president of

the Bob Gray consultants em-
ployment agency, said that if a
young woman is willing to use
clerical skills-typing, shorthand
and dictation-she can almost
always find a job where the fee is

employer-paid.

"Washington is filled with young
women," Mrs. Lenard said, "but
secretaries are at a premium. ..-

nobody today wants to use
secretarial skills. They want a
title, to be recognized."

The U.MASS. Rugby Football Club
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BUFFET
The Steamship Round is returning to the

Campus Center Sunday Buffet at no extra cost to you.

As a matter of fact, U. Mass. Students with a valid

student I.D. will receive a 10% discount on the

$4.50 price.

Sunday 4 - 8 p.m.

Misquotes Spark Furor
AUGUST, Maine I AP) - The chairman of Maine's

Board of Environmental Protection BEP gave a
verbal whipping Thursday to a Pittston Co. attorney
lor "misleading remarks intended to erode the
credibility of the board."
William R. Adams Jr. rebuked Loyall Sewall

because of the Portland lawyer's statements about
BEP which appeared in Bill Caldwell's Maine Sun-
day Teleg-am column last week.
The stern reprimand came at the resumption ot

hearings on Pittston's application to build a $350
million oil refinery in Eastport, a Washington County
fishing community at the Maine-New Brunswick
border.

Sewall claimed that he wasn't talking about Pitt-

ston "but in generalities" and that his remarks had
been "taken out of context."
Adams admonished Sewall for public-ally com-

plaining that the board is taking too much "time to
consider the Pittston proposal. The hearings started
last April and aren't expected to be completed until

December.
Specifically, he took issue with Sewall's remark

that prefiling of testimony should be allowed.
"As things are today, we file 12 volumes; and then

witnesses must read it all aloud to the board day after
day," the lawyer was quoted as saying.

Adams said in fact the testimony can be pre-filed

and he urged the New York-based company to do so.

"That this was, and is, board policy is clearly

evidenced in other recent major hearings where the

applicants took staff advice and substantially

reduced the length of their presentations and the

resulting length of the hearings," he said.

Adams noted that approval was given within 49

days of the initial hearing to Scott Paper Co.'s
proposal to build a new sawmill-pulp plant comples in

Hinckley on the Kennebec River.

By criticizing the board lor the length of time in-

volved in the hearings to date, Adams said Sewall
"chose to ignore efforts by the board to hasten their

completion.

"He seems to have failed to mention that at the

conclusion of the last round of hearings, we scheduled
10 hearing dates in November and December," the
BEP chairman continued.
"That amount to 10 out of the next 24 working days-

scheduled well in advance and long before Mr.
Sewall's visit to the newspaper."
Adams pointed out that several months ago, he had

to admonish Pittston vice president A. F. Kaulakis
lor making statements to a reporter that questioned
"the motives and integrity of the board." He in-

dicated he wouldn't stand for further efforts of Pitt-

ston to influence the board through the news media.
Sewall said he was as surprised as Adams by the

column.
"I thought I made it clear to Caldwell that I was not

talking about Pittston ..and not in any way expected
to be quoted," he scid.

Canada Requests List

Of Priority Oil Users
WASHINGTON (AP) Canada

invited the United States Thursday
to point out priority petroleum
users, to whom Canada might
channel its limited petroleum
exports.

The U.S. government has, so far,

avoided assigning priorities to

specific energy users or categories

in its initial energy-administration
programs, except for its man-
datory allocation of propane gas, a

minor segment of total petroleum
supply.

The Canadian embassy here, in a

note to the U.S. State Department,
indicated that Canada cannot
grant all the pending applications

for petroleum export licenses,

especially for heavy fuel oil.

But it indicated Canada would
welcome some guidance from the

U.S. government, citing priority

users who should be given
preference by Canada's National

Energy Board.

The embassy explained that

Canadian exports of crude oil and
petroleum products have been
under licensing since early this

year, well before the Arab oil cut-

off, to protect Canada's own
energy needs.

Canadian law permits exports of

petroleum only if the Energy
Board decides they are "surplus"
to Canadian needs.

Even so, the embassy noted,

Canada's petroleum exports to the

United States will be higher than
ever in 1973, currently running at

about one million barrels a day.
almost double the 1970 level.

But demand for exports has been
greater than the available "sur-

plus" and the Arab oil embargo
against nations considered friendly

to Israel has increased the
problem, the embassy said.

"As a result," the embassy
reported, "the National Energy
Board has had to deny a high

proportion of recent export ap-

plications" for heavy fuel oil,

it termed "by far the most im-

portant oil product exported from
Canada."
The embassy said Canada's

National Energy Board "is well

aware of the difficulties being

experienced in the Detroit area.

"Meetings have been held with

several of the parties most affected

and the Board expects shortly to be
able to license exports to some of

them," it added.
It said recent talks between

White House energy adviser John
A. Love and Donald S. MacDonald.
Canadian Minister of Energy,
Mines and Resources, led to

arrangements for further con-

sultation.

"In such consultations,"

embassy said, "the Canadian
authorities look forward to

receiving the views of the United
States authorities as to the priority

users to which available export
supplies might be allocated."
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who support Russia, especially in

terms of Detente.

Everyone knows that the Soviet

Union is ;i communist government.
Hut I really don't think that enough
people around here realize that the

Soviet Union is still number one in

repressing dissent and emigration
in their own country. There is an
organization on campus that is

making people aware of what is

going on. This organization is the

Western Mass. Student Struggle

For Soviet Jewry.
Last week, Larry Cohen, a

leader of this group, wrote a Letter

to the Editor of the Collegian which
protested the concert to be held

next Monday night by the
Leningrad Philharmonic
Orchestra. The reason for this is

that the Jewish population of

Russia, which involves 3 million

people, is being repressed. Mr.
Cohen cited examples of this in his

letter. He also stated that Russia
mixes politics with culture. Those
of you who remember the 72
Olympics, I think, would realize

this.

Some Things Never Change
By BILL DENSMORE

MADISON, Wis. — This town is over 800 miles from
Amherst. 7590 of the 36,000 students who attend the

University of Wisconsin campus here come from
Wisconsin — many from Milwaukee, 80 miles to the

east.

One might reasonably assume that most of them
have never been to the East Coast, let alone
Massachusetts or Amherst. A majority have never
heard of the UMass-Amherst, nor are they aware of

the myriad concerns that determine the quality of life

on that campus.
How is it then, that some of the same problems

affecting Amherst, and reflected by The Collegian
over the last year, are being played out on this

campus as well?

The cosmic consciousness of all students?

Or do the gripes, mirrored from campus to campus,
have an ongoing legitimacy that spurn thousands of

miles, traverse the lives of millions of college-age

adults and lodge in the very moral r
'*er of American

society?

Far Fetched. Probably. But the petty little con-

cerns of UMass may not seem so petty when held up
to their Madison counterparts.

Lets run through some examples:
—The University of Wisconsin administration, in

an attempt to streamline minority programs, is

trying to close two ethnic centers for blacks and
Spanish-speaking students. Citing "institutional
racism" and "administrative aims of cultural

mediocrity", minority groups have kept up a 24-hour
vigil occupation of two buildings since September to

stall their closing.

Compare. Twice in the last year and a half minority
groups have closed buildings at the UMass School of

Education, citing "institutional racism" among other
reasons for their action.

—The head of the 97-man Univ. of Wisconsin police

force thinks the most pressing problem for his force

this fall is what to do about the increasing incidence

of rape.

"It's a nightmare for the woman. And when she
tries to go through the courts, that can be a nightmare
too," says campus security chief Ralph E. Hanson.
What is Hanson's solution? Twofold. First he has

detective Karen O'Donahue, one of several women in

his department, going around to dorms at

Editorial

StaffMeeting

Monday, 7 p.m.

J

UWisconsin conducting presentations on rape and
what to do about it.

Second, his department lends some of its cruisers

during the evenings to a community-run "Women's
Transit Authority", a free taxi service for University
women run by women themselves.
Compare. UMass policewoman Diana White, a

Simmons College graduate in sociology, and a special

assistant to Security head David L. Johnston has
been making rounds to UMass dorms for two
semesters, giving similar sermons.
And Everywomans' Center at UMass, working with

other women's groups got the free bus system in

Amherst to begin night runs last spring to save
potential rape victims from walking at night.

—University of Wisconsin teaching assistants
(TA's) (graduate students who serve as paid in-

structors in lower level courses) are complaining of

being underpaid and denied office space. They also
claim there are too few of them.
Compare. A year ago TA's at UMass were con-

cerned over the same problems — no office space, too
little pay. lack of a substantive contract with the
administration. And recently UMass French Dept.
Scheduling officer David O'Connell told The
Collegian that his department has to turn away
students because "we need more teaching
assistants."

—Tenure policies for professors at Madison
preceeded and are much like their counterparts at

UMass. A recent series of articles in a Milwaukee
newspaper examined University of Wisconsin tenure
and suggested that while the concept of a guaranteed
lifetime job still carries weight among older
professors it is being questioned by the younger, non-
tenured ones.

Compare. A similar polarization of interest is

evident at many private colleges in Massachusetts as
they run lean on funds and low on teaching positions

The economics departments at UMass, Amherst and
Smith Colleges have been racked by tenu/e disputes
recently and the concept is central to discussions of

faculty unionization at UMass.
Other cross-campus similarities seem evident. For

instance there are the first murmurings of a move
towards faculty collective bargaining at UWisconsin.
which has traditionally retained a prestigeous faculty
and paid them well. No more.
Students here have an abiding distrust of the ad-

ministration, (personified by campus Chancellor
Edwin Young) which equals and even surpasses the
undercurrent of student helplessness and loss of
individuality felt by UMies.
What do these similarities signal?

The most tempting analysis for one who has viewed
the two campuses chattering over the same issues is

a cynical one:

Some things never change.
There's more to it than that. Viewed as isolated

developments, collective bargaining, minority
awareness or tenure uncertainty may be set aside.

Like concern over rape or distaste for the ruling
powers they can be considered of no lasting im-
portance.

But, viewed in parallel with similar developments
at another campus a thousand miles away they signal

fundamental change in the structure of the American
university that college goers should assume active
responsibility for guiding — if not for themselves then
for future students.

Bill Densmore is a former Collegian reporter, now
attending University of Wisconsin.

Soviet Jewry
The point I'm trying to bring

across is that Russia is involved in

mass genocide of Jewish people by

trying to take away their identity.

There are many Jews who want to

leave Russia and go to Israel. They

are not being permitted to do so.

Instead, they end up in a slave

labor camp in Siberia or going

through a "mind conditioning"

indoctrination. In Russia, the Jews
can't practice their religion. In

short, they are being totally sup-

pressed and are being denied basic

human rights

But let's get back to the Student

Struggle for Soviet Jewry. They
know where it's at. And they have
enough guts to do something about

what they don't like. You have to

admit that not too many people on

campus are resisting the Detente

policy our government is showing
towards the Kremlin Criminals.

These people are. They see that the

Jewish population of Russia is

being denied basic human rights.

They also realize that one cannot

appease the Russians into giving

Jews (or any other minority
group) basic rights. The only thing

that their government will un-

derstand is force. Therefore, as

Mr. Cohen explained to me, they

are against Detente until the Soviet

government allows the Jews to go
to Israel.

Basically, I agree with them. Of
course I go further that I don't

believe in Detente for any reason. I

say get tough with those Russians
and stop all aid and trade with the
Soviet Union and her allies until

they grant minorities in their

country the basic human God
given rights any person should not

be denied.

On Sunday, November 18,

Connressman Robert Drinan will

speak in Bowker Auditorium on the
topic. "Will Detente Devistate
Soviet and Israeli Jewry?" The
speech is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
While I do not think much of
Drinan, Larry Cohen tells me that

the fact that he is a United States
Congressman will give them the
attention they need. The Western
Mass. Student .Struggle for Soviet
Jewry needs this to accomplish
their goal of making the Russians
allow the Jews in that coutnry to

emigrate to Israel. It is a noble
goal. In fact, I feel that it is so
noble that I plan to be present
outside the Cage next Monday
night to join with this group in

picketing the Leningrad
Philharmonic Concert.
Appeasement will not work. Let us
go and force our government to

force theirs into granting their

citizens who may not like them the
basic human rights. It's a step in

the right direction. See you
Monday night.

Bob Estelle is a Collegian
Columnist.

Smokers Be Damned
By BOB ROSSMAN

There are a lot of inconsiderate people around, but the ones that are
probably the worst offenders are cigarette smokers. Their attitude is

what adds to the already obvious problem. Here you are in a crowded
classroom, the NO SMOKING signs are glaring everyone right in the
eyes, and the guy in the seat next to you whips out his trusty pack of
Marlboros. and lights up. As the smoke blissfully rises up into your eyes
and lungs, so does your aggravation with the entire situation. You don't
say anything, but instead try to drop subtle hints that the smoke bothers
you. Subtle hints, in this case, are things like coughing and hacking,
having streams of tears running down your face, and waving frantically
at every wisp of smoke headed in your direction. He finally realizes
what's going on and blows the smoke in the other direction. Whew! But
fifteen minutes later a. id out comes the pack for a return visit, and here
we go again.

Finally the class is over, and it's off to the Bluewall for an afternoon
drink with some friends. You find a nice cozy table with eleven people
sitting around it. Unfortunately, four of them are wielding those mon
sterous little butts you just escaped from. Well, make it a quick drink and
head back to the dorm.
Peace at last? You and your roommate are both in a relaxing mood, so

you put on a couple of records and crawl into your favorite chair and get
into some heavy reading (catching up "with the adventures of
Doonesbury)

.
The door's open, so in walks Mary. Love talking to Mary.

Frank hears voices eminating from your room, so he comes in. A nice
friendly little group T he next one to join the group is Bill. Now, Bill don't,
oh PLEASE DON'T, AW SHIT! He just lit up a cigarette. Bill sticks
around for about three cigarettes worth, then leaves. The room smells
like the aftermath of Hiroshima. Now we have to freeze OUR asses off to
air out HIS smoke, and walk around wearing clothes that smell as moldy
as his.

There is no escape. I have had only one teacher so far with the guts to
not allow smoking in her classroom; a situation far less prevalent than
one in which the teacher smokes. You go to a movie and always end up
sitting next to the person who is out to set the record for the most
cigarettes smoked during a movie on campus. You go to the dining
commons or the Hatch to eat, and there's always someone who lights up
halfway through your meal, enough to kill yourappetite for the other half

I guess I'm a hypocrite. More specifically, I am one of those in-
considerate bastards that this column is all about. I've noticed all these
things, but until very recently none of them sunk in. Other things are
sinking in, too. Things like hacking all day ( especially wheezing for an
hour when I get up) or running out of breath quickly in the middle of a
mild workout. Or realizing that I'm hooked.

I want to quit smoking, but I'm scared. When I started smoking I

weighed 265 pounds. I now weigh 193. I don't want to get fat again. I'm
also scared stiff of the thought of losing the crutch I've had for so long. It's
going to be tough, but I'm going to try. There are a lot of people in my
situation, and a lot more in yours. If we can work together to alleviate
this really miserable problem, this will be a much better place for us all
to live.

Rnh Possman is a Collegian Commentator.

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will he nnnt*»H
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Letters To The Editor

Reinstate OH Area Rovers
To The Editor:

In response to the recent Residential Area Security
cutback, Orchard Hill Area Government has adopted
the position that no action short of reinstatement of

the Area rovers and allottment of additional 0-3

monies for Orchard Hill student security positions
will be acceptable in rectifying this situation.

The apparently misguided priority of placing the
enforcement of the new parking policy above student
safety is intolerable. We cannot and will not live with
this decision.

At a President's Council meeting earlier in the

semester David Johnston stated that as Security
Guards don't have "police powers" they probably
wouldn't do very much in alleviating crime. I

vigorously disagree. The "uniform" is in itself a
significant psychological deterrent to crime. Fur-
thermore, the very prescence of security guards
promotes a sense of well-being and feeling of security

among the students across campus.
Our soured perceptions are reinforced when we

consider the fact that there are anywhere from two to

three nighttime security guards on Whitmore alone,

and until the recent addition of guards in Southwest,
there were only six across campus for the security of

more than 10,000 residents.

The whole situation reeks of improperly ranked
priorities and we will not be satisfied until this is

corrected. Either the security guards must be taken
off ticketing and put back in the residential areas, or

additional security guards, both professional and
student, should be hired.

Immediate action on this matter should be taken by
the Department of Security and the Office of Student
Affairs.

Cindy McGrath
President.

Orchard Hill Area Government

Jeff Long
Secretary.

Orchard Hill Area Gov't.

Credentials Not Accepted
To The Editor:

Last weekend I had a visitor from out-of-state;

Pennsylvania to be exact. She had heard about the

Blue Wall from some friends of hers at Emple
University. So, we decided to have a drink there

Saturday night. But, we could not get in.

I have a T.O.C. card, so I had no trouble getting in.

However, the only identification they would accept

from her was a birth certificate or a driver's license.

Unfortunately, my friend does not carry around a

birth certificate, nor does she drive. She lives in

Philadelphia where public transportation is more
than adequate, she is scared of the responsibility that

goes with a driver's license because she has read

about and witnessed too many irresponsible drivers,

and now with the energy crisis and rationing of

gasoline, she feels that a car just does not make
sense.

Of course, we were still faced with the problem of

proving her age. But we thought it would not be dif-

ficult because she does have a Pennsylvania state
issued Voter's Registration card which: a) has her
age and birth date, and b) can only be issued if you
are 18 or older — it is a federal and state law that one
has to be 18 to vote.

The one problem was that the card did not have her
picture. But she did have a student ID that, like the
UMass ID's, had her picture. What more did we
need?
Well, for some reason, beyond our comprehension,

the Blue Wall would not accept her credentials. I

strongly feel that someone ought to review the rules
because my friend could prove her age without a
driver's license. In times when cars are not so
popular, especially in big cities, and as a result
people are not as anxious to get licenses, the T.O.C.
should accept other forms of identification. If a state
issued voter's registration is not enough, something is

wrong, seriously wrong.

Frances Brock

Disregard For Sensitivities
To The Editor:

The tragic incidents of the past few days have
touched off extremely morbid, tastless discussions

around the campus.
Perhaps there is a need for people to indulge, with

glassy eyes and foaming mouths, in verbal horror
shows. But I feel nothing but despair for the human
race if that is so. A manifestation of horror is

probably natural, but the extremes to which college

students (I am not familiar with other group reac-

tions) gloat with flushed fascination upon the details

of tragedy turns my stomach.

As a future journalist, I am sorry newspapers and
the other forms of mass media often callously, un-

flinchingly present to the public the facts which are

"necessary" for the maintenance of a free press and

an accurate world picture. People cannot digest
many stories with the same objectivity with which
they are presented. If it is here, within the media,
that the problem lies, I should not be aiming my
criticism at its audience.

But, be it for whatever reason, the lack of attention
towards and the disregard for very basic sensitivities
is shocking.

I do not attempt to offer any solutions, but I feel it

would be well for many students of "higher
education" to examine some of their values and
personal sensitivities before subjecting those who do
not wish to be subjected to extended relations of:
"The gore I have seen and heard tell of in my life".

Alison C. Simcox

Don't Ban Pleasures
|'«i The Editor:

In reply to Kenneth J Stuart's letter concerning the ban of recreational
v chicles

What Mr Stuart's letter seems to imply is that recreational vehicles
consume enough gas to cause him an inconvenience. This is a gross
misconception First of all most recreational vehicles get exceptional gas
mileage My trailbike gets over thirty miles to the gallon on the trail and
since a lull day of riding is rarely over fifty miles, two gallons of gas is

sufficient for a day Second is the number of these recreational vehicles. I

would estimate that there is less than twenty-five trailbikes on this
campus which is nothing compared to the number of cars on campus. So
banning recreaticnal vehicles does not save all that much gas.

Practical aspects aside, there is the social question. Is it justified to
eliminate my pleasure just so you can travel fifteen m.p.h. faster Who in
society has the right to ask others to sacrifice their lifestvle in order to
preserve yours'.' I could recommend that we ban skiing since most ski
areas require a substantial drive to get to thus using up precious gas But
this would be ridiculous to suggest this since if a person is willing to buy
the gas he has the right to do with it what he wants If it does come down
to where they ration gas everyone will have to sacrifice. Recreational
vehicle owners, skiiers. and even Mr. Stuart — dread the thought.

Jim Pinsky
Pres. I Mass Motorcycle Club

Unrealistic Attitudes
To The Editor:

I'd like to give my opinion on the letter by Jim Prelack and the article
by Sherman Boyson printed in yesterday's Collegian.
Mr Prelack said that "the person or persons responsible for that door

being opened on the 14th floor" which contributed to a man's death in-

curred "a burden they must carry the rest of their lives. I pray for you
"

It doesn't seem to me that this is either a constructive or a realistic at-
titude. The person or persons didn't cause the death in the sense in which
one man who pulls out a gun and shoots another, causes a death. It cer-
tainly doesn't seem to be cause for everlasting "anguish and guilt." The
important thing is to be more careful in the future-not to spend your life
or lives in saying. "If only..."

I have somewhat the same attitude to Mr. Boyson's article. He
criticizes people for gathering to see Mr. Waddington's body, for
speculating on the reason for his suicide.and for making jokes about it

Now most people consider death a great misfortune and also can't quite
understand it. Aren't these sufficient reasons for wanting to see a person
who thought death would be fortunate and for wanting to see the physical
reality of that state which no one can really comprehend? I'm inclined of

loyalty to life. People stop because they think: "Here is something im-
portant. I must stop and think about this self- inflicted death. Why would
someone want to die? What is death?" This leads to discussion with their
friends, the speculating on the reason for the suicide that Mr. Boyson
overheard. As for the jokes, isn't humor a natural human device for
detaching oneself from suffering, one's own or someone else's? A human
being can't function unless he's able to focus on things other than the
troubles of his fellow men or of himself at least part of the time. For you
can't make things better unless you figure out how to and then focus on
doing so.

I wanted to point these things out because I think perhaps people spend
too much time condemning others, instead of working to understand them
better. For if you consider a person's actions bad or unwise, the best
< perhaps the only) way to get him to change is to show him now he's
defeating his own ends. Both Mr. Prelack and Mr. Boyson seemed to want
to generate compassion and to prevent future tragedies. I think this can
best be done by promoting a realistic, creative attitude, rather than a
condemnatory one.

Sincerely.

Laura Yitto

SW Environment
To The Editor:

Mr Riley in his article entitled "SW Lifestyle Caused Tragic Death"
has made some valid observations concerning student behavior and while
I agree that many people should begin to grow up and assume respon-
sibility for their actions, perhaps the thing which has been overlooked is
the environment presented in Southwest. It seems that who ever planned
the area forgot that people were going to live there and that a human
atmosphere should be provided. In Southwest 5,500 people are packed into
an extremely overcrowded environment, stacked up in towers, put into
small rooms and overcrowded on floors which more resemble institutions
than a living environment. It is my belief that cinder block and
mechanical furniture do not provide a human living environment, but in
fact much more is involved. Therefore, while I am not condoning student
behavior. I think that a primary part of the problem lies in the en-
vironment presented by Southwest. Therefore, I think its time people
opened there eyes to the problems and began thinking of ways to rectify
them. To some extent I believe this has already begun, however it is
obvious that the problems are far from solved.

Steven Dropk in

Assistant Head of Residence
Kennedy Middle

Third World Obscured
To The Editor:

There does exist on the University of Massachusetts Campus a Third
World Community, which was very much alive, fibrant and active in the
school year of 1972-1973. Upon close inspection of the University of
Massachusetts Index Vol. 104, one would think that this Third World
Community was only a obscured fixture.

As a student and a subsidizer of this document which will have some
historical value in years to come, I would like to make the following ob-
servations and recommendations.
From the onset I will state that positive criticism produces progressive

results. In the "31" photos in the first 222 pages, there are pictures
depicting Third World people. But few are from the indigenous Third
World University population.

What I ask for is a more expanded inter and outer reflection of this
Third World Community. In my opinion too much space was alloted to
vacuous materials such as empty beer bottles, chicken heads and
eyeballs. There were a number of events that should have been recorded
such as. Area Government Colloquiums, Black Musician Conference and
Students dealing with contemporary issues that effect their very lives I

would like to think that our stay at this Campus is a very serious four
years.

In ten or twenty years from now or even a hundred, this is the way I feel
the Third World Community should be seen. If for some reason this is not
within the scope or philosophy of the Index, I for one would like to know
for the future issues of the Index. If there is a need for substantial
materials relating to the existence of Third World People in this
University Community, I would suggest you contact the necessary
organizations before going to press. I would not like to see a recurring
issue like 1973 Vol. 104 Index.

Theresa Cooper

A I -M t/ <s ( ) A ) I \N II 114
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Hayden Hewes

Speaks On UFO's

Tonight, at 8:00 in the Student Union Ballroom,
the Distinguished Visitor's Program, as part of it's

Ripley's Believe It Or Not' Series, presents

Hayden Hewes who will be speaking on UFO's
( Unidentified Frying Objects) . This is the second
lecture in the series with the third, John Wallace
Spencer lecturing on "The Bermuda Triangle", on
Monday evening.

Mr. Hewes organized the International UFO
Bureau Inc. in 1957 to collect information on
UFO's. Bureau investigations have been featured
by all national networks, including two UFO
specials for NBC "monitor" and a documentary
UFO film produced by the French Broadcasting
System.
At the present time, Mr. Hewes serves as a

weekly columnist for the million circulation

newspaper Midnight. He is also Midwest Editor
for Beyond Reality magazine and U. S. Con-
tributing Editor for the Canadian UFO Report
magazine.

Interested in Theater?

Roister Doister

MEETING
Sat., Nov. 17 2:00 p.m.

126 C.C.

Free Wine and Cheese

Become A Ski Instructor
By HARRY CHARYCH

How do you become a ski in-

structor? Until now, this has been a

very difficult task, and many good

skiers never had the opportunity to

follow up and get into this field.

This year the UMass Ski Club will

hold a one credit ski instructors

course that will be as complete as

the best professional course in the

country.

The course will be conducted by

Hans Auer, Ski School Director of

Berkshire East Ski Area. Hans is

considered in professional circles

as one of the finest ski technicians

in the country and has years of

experience in the training of ski

instructors. He is certified in the

Central and Eastern Division of the

United States Ski Association, a

member of the Professional Ski

Instructors of America, and a

graduate of the Austrian Ski

Academy.
The course is open to all students

and faculty of UMass and the other

four colleges in the five college

area. All participants must be able

to ski parallel. There is a $10 fee

($15, for non-UMass Ski Club
members) to cover the cost of

instruction and lifts. The structure

of the course will consist of three

IVt hour lectures and two full-day

sessions on the slopes of Berkshire

East. Registration and the first

lecture will be on Monday, Nov. 19

at the Ski Club meeting in Mahar
Aud. at 8:00 p.m. The next two
lectures will be on Nov. 20 and Nov.

27, 7:30-10:00 p.m. (place to be

announced). The two slope

sessions will be on Saturday, Dec. 8

and Sunday, Dec. 16.

After the completion of this

course, employment at the

Berkshire East Ski School and
acceptance for the Professional Ski

Instructors Certification Program
is possible.

Sunday Night Will Be

"India Night" In CCA
The India Student Association of the University of Mass. will be

presenting "India Night" on Sunday November 18, 1973 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Center Auditorium. The program, a traditional event, is spon-
sored by the university students and the Indian community of Amherst
and the surrounding areas. The basic ideology of the program is to

present the cultural image of India to the Amherst and nearby com-
munities.

Admission is $1.00 per person and tickets are available at the Campus
(enter Concourse. For more information concerning this event, please
contact Vijay Arora, Secretary of the India Association, at 5-0612.

WANT TO BE A

SKI INSTRUCTOR

The U.MASS. Ski Club is offering a course

for skiers who want to teach skiing.

— CREDIT — 1 P.E. Credit
— ABILITY — Consistent Parallel Skier
— INSTRUCTOR — Hans Aver, Director of Berkshire East
Ski School
— FEE — $10.00 for Ski Club Members, $15.00 for Non-
Members
— STRUCTURE — 3 1/2 hour lectures, 2 full day sessions

on the slopes of Berkshire East

The first lecture will be held at the Ski Club meeting on
Monday, Nov. 19th in Mahar at 8:00 p.m.

BOOTS FOR EITHER SEX

IN THE BOOT CELLAR

AT

SHOES

8 MAIN ST.

AMHERST

DUNHAM HIKING
BOOTS

FRYE
OLOF DAUGHTERS
REVELATIONS
CONVERSE
RICOLE
FASHION
SPEEN
AND MORE

UMASS CELEBRITY SERIES PRESENTS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Campus Carousel

Love And False Teeth
By TONY GRANITE

( Editor's Note: This is the 100th turn of Campus Carousel, since
Tony Granite contributed his first weekly column to MDC, Sep-
tember 1970.)

••*
FALSE TEETH A DANGER TO LOVING is what the UWis-

Milwaukee Post told its readers, recently. The editors featured this
intelligence in a regular column headed, "Earth News."
"A leading British surgeon has advised couples to remove their

false teeth before making love... says that violent exercise can
cause people to swallow false teeth. They then become impacted in
the laiynx and to be removed require a delicate surgical
operation."

Is no one really safe?
• »**

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK appears in the Clemson U Tiger,
over a story about an escort service formed at the University of
Denver to protect women from rape: "Bod Squad to Protect
Women."

****

INDEPENDENCE of the Indiana Daily Student means enough to
the editors to pay for it. In a recent editorial, campusites were
informed that the student newspaper will pay its own way to the
events and activities they cover.
"By not accepting freebies, our readers will gain a further un-

derstanding of our efforts to cover events in a non-partisan fashion,
free from all restraints or constraints."

• **•

INTERNALLY GRATEFUL is the punch line that was edited
out of an item in last week's CC that destroyed the humor of
"Kudos for Kops." So, we'll try again to bring the latest in campus
graffiti.

In a letter to the editor of the USoFla Oracle, one Sharon L.
Levine wrote about locking her keys inside her car and having the
local gendarmes come to her rescue.
"Two officers spent at least a good hour trying to get into my car.

They finally succeeded and I am internally grateful to them..."
So there.

- « mMm - . .__ . .
*»" I*»i.*o/J.m- Martin*

And 65 begat 67 and '67 begat '68 and it begat '69 and it begat twins-2 '70' all in
two hours!

Conte Recommends

Four-Day Work Week

Gov. Noel Rejects

Thanksgiving Essay
Gov. Philip Noel of Rhode Island has rejected the winning essay in his

Thanksgiving Day proclamation competition because it does not reflect
his own views on the holiday.

A spokesman for the governor said Thursday he plans to write his own
proclamation, ending a 25-year tradition in the state.
Michael Stanton, the governor's press secretary said Noel does not

agree with a 17-year-old girl's contention that Thanksgiving if "a farce,
little more than an outdated tradition no one has yet found the time to
discard."

The author of the essay is Mary Moran, described by her high school
principal as a "very quiet, Christian" girl who just won a $3,200 college
scholarship. "She just wrote from the heart," said Sister Mary Jane, co-
principal of Prout Memorial High School
Stanton said Miss Moran did not want to talk about the governor's

action. "She was distrubed in that people could not accept the truth."
The governor does not think Thanksgiving is a farce. "He is not struck

by the absurdity' of Thanksgiving," Stanton said.

UMass. Third World Cultural
Series Presents

SOUTH DEERFIELD (AP) -

Rep. Silvio O. Conte, R-Mass.,
recommended a 10-hour work day
and a four-day work week Thur-
sday as means of meeting energy
shortages.

He urged members of the
Franklin County Area Chamber of

Commerce to take all steps
possible to conserve fuel and told

them he would support the con-
struction of six Eastern Seaboard
refineries and offshore oil ex-

ploration along the New England
coast.

Conte's appearance here
followed an address to a Hamp-
shire College symposium on
Congress and the energy crisis.

Speaking Wednesday night in

Amherst, Conte accused President
Nixon of withholding $23 million in

congressionally authorized money
for research into new energy
sources.

He said Congress had allowed oil

policy to slip into the hands of the

executive branch, where four
presidents shortsightedly allowed

oil companies to receive special
favors, including tax advantages
and the oil import quota system.
"The result has been one of the

greatest ripoffs in American
history," Conte charged, accusing
oil companies of overcharging the
public by $100 billion over the past
15 years.

FIVE COLLEGE

JANUARY 1974

FLIGHT

Boston- Paris January 5-26,
1974. Round-trip $175, Air
France carrier. Contact:
International Programs
239 Whitmore, University
of Mass. 545-2710, payment
deadline Nov. 30.

SHOWCASE CINEMA/ 1 914,1
ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RD

WEST SPFIO 24 HR TEL 733 5131 [>|
Wp Honor MASTER CHARGE
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WHEN HE RUNS OUT OF

DUMB LUCK. HE ALWAYS HAS
GENIUS TO FALL BACK ON!

VARRICK
Wed. Mat.

I t:«
Mon Thurs.Kve.

I i«(»:40
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1973-8:00 p.m.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Tickets SI.50 UM/A Students $3.00 Others

Telephone 545-0202

Sponsored by the Fine Arts Council

Mon.-Thur.
2:M

7:30-9:50

IpDONALD SUTHERLAND ELLIOTT GOULWlMASH Wed.. Mat. 2:00
Mon.-Thurv, Eve.

7:00-9:20

» "fT'X'X'X*3

WALKING

Wed.. Mat. 2:00
Mon.-Thurt.. Eve.

7:30-9:50
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BAHA'I ASSOCIATION:
A meeting will be held in Cashin

Lounge Sunday, 11 18 at 6 p.m. No
meeting over Thanksgiving
Weekend.
BELCHERTOWN WALKATNON:
Buses for walkers will leave from

CC. Buscircieat 7:30a.m. Sat. 11 17.

Buses will drop walkers off ah dif
ferent points on campus on return
from Belcheriown.
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Bus to Belchertown will leave for

the State School Sat. at 12:45 from
Whitmore. Also don't forget
Colloquia talk Sunday nite at 7:30 on
162 CC. Representative from Mass.
Assn. Retarded Citizens will speak.
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Don't forget the Colloq. on Sunday

night. 7:30 in 162 CC. 546 6953.
BICYCLE CLUB:
There will be no meeting next

week. Next meeting on Weds. 11 28.

BIKE TRAINING RIDE:
25 mile training ride will leave

from front of S U. 2 p.m. Sun. Call
Mark 256 8723.

BOOK AND RECORD SALE:
E.A.M. is having a book sale to

raise money for the Heart Fund. If

you have any books or records to

donate please bring them to E.A.M.
387 N. Pleasant St. or call 545 0845
CATHOLIC COMMUNITY:
Get informed! Get involved! Come

to a general meeting for the entire
Catholic Community on Sunday at 8

p.m. in the Newman front lounge.
COMING OUT:
Consists of scenes aboui

homosexual life, oppression, and
liberation in this country. Among the
writers and historical figures
represented are: Walt Whitman,
Gertrude Stein, Merle Miller and
Kate Nillett.

CHRISTIANS:
You are all invited to family time

for fun and fellowship with your
brothers and sisters in Christ.
Tonight 7 p.m. Colonial Lounge, S.U.
COFFEE HOUSE:
This Friday at Brooks House, from

8-12 p.m. Free refreshments. A great

Notices
way to begin the weekend.
CONCERT COMM. MARSHALS:

Brief meeting for all Marshals on
Mon. 11-19 at 7:00 in 168 CC. It is

important that everyone attend.

DANCE FREE:
Interested in improvisational

dance? Come to the CC Fri. night at

8:30. Ask at information desk for Rm.
no.

DID YOU KNOW THAT:
Economics 192A, Seminar — for

Introductory Students should be
Economics 192A, Seminar — Women
in the Economy; Economics 203,

Section 2 will meet TuTh 4:00 5:15 in

Machmer E35.

FOOD DRIVE:
Nov. 16 18 for the needy of

Springfield. Bring non perishable
items to Newman Center anytime
this weekend.

INDIA NIGHT:
A variety show — classical, folk

dances, music and a lot more, plus

Indian snacks at the end. Sunday 11-

18 at 7:30 p.m. in CC. Aud.
HATHAWAY SECURITY:
Due to processing problems,

security checks won't be in until next
Friday. If you really need the money
before that see Jill Cochran in

Student Activities.

MANAGER NEEDED:
Contact Coach Kidd, Boyden 222, 5

2341. Ice time; exotic trips; hard
work.

MOVIE:
The Marx Brothers in "Hor

sefeathers". Tonight, Thompson 104

at 7:00, 8:15, 9:30 and 10:45. Come
and laugh.

PC. SOCIAL COMMITTEE:
Have a part in putting on some

great events. Small concerts, Jazz,

Blues, Comedy etc Meeting on
Sun. 11-18 at 7:30 p.m. 805 809 CC
Old and new members welcome.
PEOPLE' MARKET:
Short meeting Monday night as

usual. Volunteers and visitors
welcome, in the Market 5 30.

PEOPLE'S MARKET:
Closes Tues, 5:30 for Thanksgiving

Recess. No produce or other
perishables received after Mon., so

please shop early for the holiday.

ROISTER DOISTER:
Meeting Sat. 11 17 2:00 p.m. at 125

CC All interested in theater
welcome. Free wine and cheese.

SAVE SOVIET JEWRY:
Congressman Robert Drinan to

speak on "Will Detente Devastste
Jews of Russia and Israel?" Bowker
Aud. Sun. 11 18, 7:30 p.m.

SAW. IS OPEN:
Tu, W. Th 3-11 p.m., Sat. 9 5, Sun.

104.

THREE STOOGES:
Five films with the real Curly in the

CC Aud. on 11 16 a* 7, 9, 11p.m.
UFO. LECTURE:

Fri. 11-16 Hayden Hewes expert on

UFO'swill speak at 8:00 in SUB. All

invited, coffee hour following.

UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF
AMHERST:
Nov. 18 at 11 a.m. Jeffrey Camp

bell, minister, will speak on
"Unitarian Redemption". All

welcome to the coffee hour at 12.

CONG. ROBERT DRINAN
Cong. Drinan will speak on "Will

detente devestate jews of Russia and
Israel?", Sunday, Nov. 18, Bowker
Auditorium, sponsored by Student

(Continued on F. 16)

GOOD
CLOTHES,
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Rt. 9, Hadley

New and Uted Clothing — Cheap.
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JACKETS , PANTS ^?**'R«iJeer
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FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 5450418

or write CAMPUS CENTER FOOD SERVICES
ROOM 822
CAMPUS CENTER UNIV. OF MASS
AMHERST. MASS 01002

$6 95 per person tO'V discount to groups of 20 or more
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Students To
Test For
Sickle Cell
TROY.N.Y. (AP) - A group of

upstate college students planned to

enter Attica prison Friday and
prick the fingers of some 400 in-

mates in a test for sickle cell

anemia.
The team of black Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute students has
been conducting examinations to

uncover the blood disease for

nearly two years, school officials

said.

The RPI team planned to draw
blood samples which would be
analyzed in a five-minute
examination. Samples with
positive results would be subjected
to a second test with the findings
going to the state health depart-
ment, a spokesman said.

The students started their testing
program under the guidance of
RPI's Urban Environmental
Studies program.
Elementary and high school

students in the Rensselaer County
area were the first subjects of the
college students' examinations.
The tests were conducted with

the cooperation of county and state
officials, a spokesman said.

Sickle cell anemia is a blood
disease that strikes blacks, leaving
its victims with a life expectancy of
25 years, the spokesman explained,
noting that the disease traits can
be carried by healthy adults.

A large percentage of the sub-
jects testing positive in the Troy
area examinations traced their

origins to Greeleyville, S.C., with a
population of 542, the spokesman
said.

The findings have been com-
puterized and turned over to New
York State health officials. Later,
the RPI program expanded with
the cooperation of the state
Correctional Services Department
to include most of the correctional
facilities in the state.

The RPI students have already
conducted 1,100 examinations in

several state prisons with eight per
cent of the tests uncovering sickel
cell anemia traits, he said.

Participative

Research Day
The Beta Zeta chapter of Sigma

Theta Tau will sponsor its first

annual Participative Research
Day on Saturday, November 17, in

the Campus Center.

Registration will be from 9 to

9:45 a.m. on the eighth floor of the
CC. The cost is $2.

Six speakers will present various
research projects dealing with
professional nursing.
Dr. Shirley Smoyak the keynote

speaker, will speak on the "De-
mystification of Research" during
the evening program.

LSAT

Review Course
Extensive 20 hour review for

December 15 LSAT
Taught by attorneys

It Will Nolp

This course has been in

operation since 1967 and is the

most effective means of

preparation for the LSAT
Ask students at your school who
have taken this course their

opinions, or call us with your
own questions

Register now $85.00
tuition (total cost) Classes
begin Thursday evening, Nov.

29, 1973, 7 11 p m., Colonial

Hilton, Northampton.

For information call ( 413) 256
6077 Amherst (617) 262 9161,
Boston

or write

L S AT Review Course
419 Boylston St.

Room 312

Boston, Mass. 02116

UNIVERSITY OP MASSACHUSETTS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW«

"In tin- Third Reich, we have to forbid
astrology Those who contravene the new
regulations must expect to be locked up in a
concentration camp until the war is over "

-

- Ileinrich Uimmler

ARIES (March 21 April 191. You will
experience greater freedom, creative
stimulation Success is indicated by
adhering to your own style Social contacts
multiply The excitement of discovery is
featured Welcome change of pace
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Stick to

facts Those who offer rumors should be
ignored You succeed now by accepting
test, challenge Some, who claim you are in
rut. are merely envious Know it and
maintain balance, humor. Aquarius. Leo
persons might be in picture
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Be ready for

change, travel, variety Also, you may be
asked probing questions by member of
opposite sex Piece together bits of in-
formation you can come up with complete
story Don't be satisfied with superficial
explanations Explore reasons, examine
motives.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22) : Emphasis is
on money and getting full value Household
product, luxury item is spotlighted Family
member wants to talk about budget
allowance Be diplomatic. If you make
intelligent concession, you'll be happier
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) : Go after what you

need-personal magnetism aids You seem
able to attract persons who can now do the
most for you Maintain aura of mystery
glamor Don't tell all Leave plenty to the
imagination Then you're on the right
track!

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Study Leo
message Check behind the scenes for
result of clandestine arrangement
Capricorn. Cancer persons could figure in
important roles Organize Make contacts
through special clubs. groups
organizations

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): You may find

Ko-tn?os fc<

that friend opposes plan which you
promote Key now is to know when to draw
line. If you invite others to sing blues on
.sour shoulders, they will do it You may feel
noble about it but you should feel foolish
Think'

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Go to heart
of matters See person in charge Be direct
and independent without being arrogant
Leo. Aquarius persons figure prominently
Set sights on goal Reaffirm sense of
direction Accept overtime
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21 ): Teach

learn Investigate special study You may
be fascinated by foreign language Writing
and reading take on added importance Do
some reflecting: heed inner voice Intuitive
intellect is sharply honed
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Mate

partner may be reaching too far. too fast
Tighten rem on budget Do so with humor
understanding Sagittarian can aid in
getting ideas into working form Your
creative drive needs outlet and you are on
brink of discovering where and how-and
when
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Slow

pace Listen, observe and check with one
who cares but also is skeptical Means don t

seek out only those who flatter, cajole Find
where weakness lies-then build for
strength Scorpio could figure in important
way
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Inquisitive

individual could cause you to be analytical
Accent is on how you serve, work and
achieve You find ways of bettering
position -and attitude Diet, health and
recreation should be considered
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

spiritual, creative and introspective You
come out of doldrums next month You
express and love and are appreciated You
have carried a heavy burden this year-but
you are about to embark on road to greater
freedom, fun and health Many born under
Pisces and Virgo are drawn to you
copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp
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Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 C til of meat
4 Ornamental

knob
8 Performs
12 Macaw
13 Healthy
14 Ireland

15 Weight of

India

16 A continent
18 Detested
20 Rip
21 Exclamation
22 Through
23 Direction

27 Edible seed
29 Pronoun
30 Showy flower
31 Latin

conjunction

32 Hog
33 otnke

34 Cooled lava

35 Breathe loudly

in sleep
37 Drunkard

38 Shade tree

39 Edible root

40 Deposit

41 Indefinite

article

42 Fruit

44 Spanish pots
47 Amuse
51 Man's name
52 Walk

unsteadily

53 Part of church
54 Transgress
55 The sweet sop
56 Seines

57 Label

DOWN

Make a
mess of

Region

Girl's name
Edible fish

Greek letter

6 County in

Ireland

' Hinder

Musi |m i , , v . ,
1

9 I itiirn ..le

10 Silkworm

I 1 On .ill

1/ Sun :•.,<!

19 H.ihylrmi.m

tit it

y

22 Wooden pin

24 New
25 Fur bearing

mammal
26 English

streetcar

27 Nuisance

2S Sicilian

volcano

29 Hasten

30 River island

32 Drives onward
33 Tornd
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36 Conjunction
37 Mexican shawl

38 Join

40 Meplustopheles

41 Man's
nickname

43 Teutonic deity

44 Units

45 Solo

46 Warbled

4 7 Period of time

48 Openwork
fabric

49 Golf mound
50 Suffix

adherent of

\L
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(Continued from F. 14)
struggle for Soviet Jewry.
SHABBAT SERVICE AND DIN
NER:
Regular shabbat services, followed

by dinner prepaid. Student Union 302,
Friday, Nov. 17.

SATURDAY MORNING SERVICES:
Regular sabbath morning services,

torah portion: chayesarah. Followed
at 5:30 p.m. with seduah shlishit and
havalah. Conclusion of Sabbath.
Student Union 302, Nov. 17.

VISITING PHILOSOPHER:
Russei; Daney of Cornell

University will read a paper entitled
"On Some of Aristotle's First
Thoughts About Substances", Fri. II

16 at 3:30, 103 C.C.
FOUND:
Puppy 4 6 mos, gold. Outside C.C.

on Tues. around 3:30. Call Marilyn
Bourque 546 9849.

LOST:
Blue 4 subject notebook, Tuesday

by the S.U. check cashing windows.
5464358.

LOST:
One 14 x 17 sketch pad containing

design assignments. Please return

all or part or call 549 4583. Very
important to me, and no questions
asked.

LOST:
Plain gold cross without chain; of

great personal value to owner.
Please call 549 0483 or return to 78

Puffton Village.

LOST:
Will the persons who "borrowed"

the UMass Outing Club Trail sign

from the Bulletin Board. Please
return it. Thank you.

Notices
LOST:
Brown rimmed glasses Op

tometrists name on case, Dr. John
Elrftherio, Groton Ma. Call 253 5483
LOST:
Dearly loved crocheted hat of

various brown hues. 5 Granny
squares. Lost Herter Tobin Bartlett

vicinity. Call Joanne in 406, 546 2639.

Reward.
LOST:
Eyeglasses in tan case, Waltham

Optical on outside. Vicinity of C.C.
and Grinnel Arena. Please contact
Eleanor H., Dwight House 545 2304.

PINNING OR ENGAGEMENT:
Paula Schwartz, Class of '74 of 407
Brooks to Edward Willins, Class of
'75 of 310 Brooks.

Claudia Medeiros, Class of '75 of

293 Van Meter No. to David Seward,
Class of '74 of Amherst, Ma.

ANNOl'M KMKNT
Bob Antil, Southwest Social

Advisor, announced today that

free beer will be offered at a

party to be held Saturday
night. November 17, at

Hampden Commons.
Music will be provided by Ed

Vadas Big City Blues Band.
Admission to the party will be
one dollar.

Leather to your Liking

Lothlorien 13 College Street, South Hadley, Mass.

in th« Natch

Thiir., Frf. I Sat.

9 p.m. - 1 a.m. t»tQ">&

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

Rossigjrai Racer Skis lUcm w Soto Mon
44 Holdings I yr old. excellent cond. II2S.

Ztt-Stl* after • p.m
till »

Live Christmas trres. select and tag
now. MB size MUM. I. Blizniak. 133 Bay
Rd.. I ladle v

UlZ-12

ISM VW. good condition. 1150. Ask for
Tom. V49-I506 after | p.m.

tfll-16

Knr sale — alto saxophone. 1 1 35: cello.

I3M. 5*4-6279. ash for Tom.
tMl-U

1987 Barracuda, smashed front end. 3K3
t-speed. Mallory distributor new starter

motor. 122:, tahes It. Sandy. 584-20I9.

aflMi

I'M Cutlass Supr p.s, p.p.. very good
condition Call 3*7-2771.

Ull-I«

s * I. Camera Imports has new
cameras lenses ft other photo equip, at
slashed prices, lull warranty, all makes
and models (all Ken. 6-9723.

tfll-39

Bus: it* while motor school bus.
slightly remodeled, excellent condition.
MM. Call 527-5737 aft I p m

tfll/20

Head skis S' ft" with marker bindings.
Il.adomolite .Mo boots. Scott poles 3"; need
|f make me an offer, (all 253-5920 after 5.

tfll-16

Lange Pro Ski Boots almost new con-

! dilion must sell fast 840 or best offer. Call

|
546-5373. ask for Slu

tfll-IC

Photo equip. Prof, darkroom. Bronka s

1 2a system. Minolta-Srtloi body, dry

I

mounter, all mint condition 665-340).

tfll-16

Panasonic SE-2030 FMAM Stereo with

stereo automatic turntable also has

Quadraplex unit. Best offer 253-2746. ask

I for Mike.
tfll-16

New stereo tape cassette player-

I recorder with Dolby system. Akal with

ADR System. Invertomatlc. 1200 or best

offer C.H 5^22.5.

Temple PA.. IN watte. 812 In speakers 2
columns. I year old. *3S6 or best offer. 532-
6681.

tfll-27

Owe pair Lange Pro's, mens site Itai.

used l'i seasons, good shape, asking ISO.

Call David in 311. 545-2412. around lunch
time.

tfll-U

BSR ft track tape player MS. Realistic
I.AB 12-A Record Player 145; Panasonic
TV 170 Call 546-5261 or 546-5271

tfll-21

Fender Twin Reverb AMP. w JM's —
1375 & lazzmaster guitar w-case — $175.
Call Mark at 584-4183. After 4: IS.

tfll-lt

Peugeot PX 10 bicycle. Michelin tires 22"
frame. excellent condition, price
negotiable. Asking 818*. 544-4134 or 546-

412*.

tfll-l*

Keep warm — Mens si. 44 Ig. *4 leather
coal, heavy sheep line, and collar w skin
backing. Made in Cxech. t340 value, make
off. Mike 54S-47*!.

tfll-IC

Tires — All brands. RaDIALS. SNOWS
— All types guaranteed, lowest prices. Call
544-8342 after *.

If 1 1-3*

I sale — Panasonic Taperecorder. 4

head, autoreverse - stop. Little use 8175.

AR turntable, new Shure Cartridge. 175.

Jake 54*4420.

tfll-l*

Ski Boots. Koflach. plastic 5 buckle
men's II. 850; 72 Model Rieker 5 buckle
women's 7', used one season. 830. Call
(lift 4-5448.

tfll-20

1*49 MOB. fine condition. 40.000 mi.
Please call 254-4241. anytime.

tfll-U

Hart Javelin Skis. 200cm with Tyrolia
2000 ft 3000 bindings, all in good condition,

flflo (all \ndy at 4-5440

tfll-l*

Dynccn SCAHOQ AMP. 10x40 watts RMS.
Can synthesize 4 channel sound from 2

viMiiiiei source, seea some work. Call

Steve :> 164.190

tfll-19

4* VW Station wagon. Old. but plausible.
New Ures. tune-up. S3**. Jones 54*4496

tfll 21

"Major" record player. 2 speakers, good
condition 549-4474. evenings.

tfll-l*

1*49 Renault 10. 33**0 miles, excellent
condition. 845*. can be seen after »:*0 a.m.,
Nov. 17. 253-5501.

tfll-l*

ROOMMATE WANTED

Waterproof boots, woman's ... si 8M.
brown like new. 870. Red wool pullover,
woman's si small. 830. Call Joyce. 254-4251
or 545-0580

tfll-l*

AUTO FOR SALE

69 1 1. v.. id Corona, rebuilt engine, many
new pis. Muffler, tires etc. Good running
<ond liodv is fair to good 8750. Call JonMM,

tfll-l*

1*44 Ford Galaxie dependable, it runs
runs. runs. Two snow tires also. 8150. Call
5-23*4 keep trying. Ask for Ken In 322.

tfll-l*

7* Ply Duster, stan trans 8 cyl, save gas.
7* series tire, spec wheels, tape deck, new
snows exc cond. Sell below mkt. only $11*6
- 254-04*1.

tfll-l*

1*49 Dodge Dart Swinger 34* cl. 4 speed.
Call 549-447I. after 6 p.m.

tfll-20

43 Rambler Amer — I <>u mileage,
mechanically excellent body, good snow
tires, see to believe. Best offer, call Jude
254-8174.

tfll-21

4 wheel drive, 1*71 Toyota, land
< miser i.nw mileage, good cond. Best
offer. *l 7-489-221*.

tfll-21

ROOMMATE WANTED
Need mature female roommate for Dec.

I or Jan. I. Own room. Cliffside on bus
route, mainly furnished. 885. per mo. in-
cludes utilities. 485-4355.

tfll-l*

Need quiet nominate for Jan. I. Cliff-
side apt., on bus route 87. 854 per mo
including utilities Call (45-4I98 ask for
Doug.

tfll-2*

Prefer male to share house close to
I Mass with 2 grad F. and I M. Own room
•75 mo. plus elec. avail, immed. 253-28*1
after 6.

tfll-21

Wanted: Female to apartment hunt with
for Jan. I. Call Linda after 6 p.m. 253-7752.

If 1 1-16

WANTED

Female to share I bdrm. Presidential
apt. beginning Jan. Semi-furnished. $87.50

- mon.. incl. utilities. Call 549-4463.

tfll-16

Medical technologist or equivalent for

pari time position. Hours 2:10 p.m. to 11:00
p.m. weekends. Call 111-771 .11 1 1, exl 29 or
:tx.

tfll-l*

2 hx. apt. to share Private room, no
deposit 8 100 mo. all util incl. Call 665-2858.
\vail Dec. I - lease to May.

tfll-l*

Roommate wanted to share completely
furnished apartment, available im-
mediately, lino mo Call 253-9863 lease
runs till May 30.

tfll-27

1967 Dodge Polara. excellent running
condition. Very dependable. Two new
studded snow tires. Call Tom after *:00. at
549-0866

tfll-20

Female Grad Student or faculty. Own
room, on bus ro. N Amherst 885 ft util Dec
I or Jan. 1. 545-2274 days 549-6155 eve D
Miller.

tfll-l*

Wanted ski bladings Marker Simplex DL
and Rotomat FD. good money for used
bindings Call Rick 4-5481. keep trying.

tfll-l*

Couples (without children) needed for
Psych study. Chance to learn more about
yourself and your relationship. Leave mes
545-2*77.

tfll-21

Have '45 Mustang to trade for bike over
3*0cc of comparable value. Call Jim
evenings. 549-0790.

tfll-l*

Share apt on N.E. St. Quiet grad student,
available Dec 15 8100. (all 549-4356 after
6:00.

tfll-19

1967 Chevy Impala 2H3. V-8. 2 door
hardtop. 8625. 665-3410.

tfll-19

1966 Men rile/ 200 I), new regulator,
alienator, injectors, .water pump; exc.
running cond.. 81200. fall 549-3539.

tfll-19

1966 l>odge Dart. 6 cyl. R ft II, Sticker,
standard trans. 2 good snows, very
economical. 1400. (all Ralph 544-7941.

tfll-19

Female roommate wanted starting Jan.
Big I room house edge of campus. Fur-
nished, fireplace, backyard. Call 549-1312.

tfll-21

Small second-hand electric piano in good
condition. Call after 5:*0 p.m. 323-4848.

tfll-21

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Seeking a couple to share quiet, char-
ming 2-bedr. house in Amherst. Grads
preferred. Uw rent. Call Ann 254-0481.

tfll-16

Roommate wanted in private home near
campus, kitchen priv.. F. preferred. Tel
586-2815.

tfll-20

3 bdrm. apt. available for 2nd semester.
Puffton Village, rent 1250 mo util. in-
cluded. Call Mary 549-4580.

tfll-19

1 bedrm apt., t. Pk. apts. bus route,
convnt to L. Mass. avalabi next month
Dec. '73. II 16 mh. include all util. Call 253-
2705 or 9461.

tfll-16
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More Courses To Choose From
17

Classics? How About Anthro?
AMITY ST.. AMHERST

The Department of Classics
would like to announce two in-

novative new Classics courses to

be offered during spring semester
1974.

CLASSICS 290A. Greek
Archaeology: the Bronze Age. 3

credits. Tu 4:00-6:30 p.m.
Dickinson 216.

A survey of terrestrial ex-
plorations of Bronze-Age
Mycenaean and Cretan
civilizations. Attention to the
cultures themselves, as well as to

the methods with which excavators
have reconstructed those cultures.

All lectures illustrated with
colored slides.

CLASSICS 390B-700B. Underwater
Archaelogy. 3 credits. Tu 4:00-6:00

p.m. TBA.
A survey of the development and
progress of underwater ar-

chaeology. Attention to current
explorations, problems, and
developments which will affect

future underwater studies. All

lectures illustrated with colored
slides.

Teaching these courses will be

Professor Niki P. Stavrolakes,

Visiting Associate Professor of the

Classical Humanities, and a

professional underwater ar-

chaeologist. Prof. Stavrolakes has
specialized in ancient Greek ex-

plorations, participating in or
supervising underwater ex-

cavations off Cyprus, Gythion
(harbor of ancient Sparta) and the

island of Kefallinia. She is the

Director of the Aegean Institute,

located near the island of Poros,

Greece, where she regularly
teaches underwater archaeology.

(General Anthropology: Human adaptation and cultural diversity
Anthropology 104. Lecture 3C 074882 TuTh 1:25-2:15 Thompson 102
(meets Core D requirement); Instructor: Dr. Ralph H. Faulkingham.
Anthropology 104, Lecture 3C (together with discussion sections 21C-

28C), is a new course, especially designed for the non-major interested in
acquiring a general anthropology background. The number indicates that
the course is cultural anthropology; in fact, the content will range over
the entire spectrum of contemporary anthropological concerns.
The format of the course is based on presentations by various an-

thropologists of their special areas of competence and interest. These
presentations will be organized in a coherent framework by Professor
Faulkingham who will provide occasional integrative and interpretative
lectures. Such a format permits the student to acquire not only a good
foundation in general anthropology, but also a sampling of the* kinds of
problems anthropologists work with (and of the kinds of teaching styles in
the Department of Anthropology).
This course cannot be counted toward credit for a major in

Anthropology.

Anthropology 104 Introduction to Cultural Anthropoloev offerings
during Spring 1974 semester:
Lecture 1A 074844 TuTh 10:10 Thompson 102 Dr. Oriol Pi-Sunyer

Majors in anthropology are especially encouraged to take this section of
104.

Lecture 2B 074868 MW 11:15 Thompson 104 Mr William Kaschak
Lecture 3C 074882 TuTh 1 .25 Thompson 102 Dr. Faulkingham. This is a

general anthropology course, especially for non-majors
Lecture 4 07902 W 7:30-10 p.m. Machmer E-37 (staff).

TIk- Fall tit the Roman Empire
Nit- |M72

»^'«s»«r

FELLINI S ROMA

MON. ft TUES. ADMISSION $1.00

We Goofed
The Collegian regrets that

the Notices section was ac-
cidentally deleted from
Thursday's issue.

"Something for Everyone"

the concGnt committee
presents

Two nights of Entertainment with

JOHN MAYAU

Earn 2 credits during intersession

Call 5-2801

appearing on
Sunday, November 25

with

special guest artist

Bmm $>rfn§rtem

appearing on
Monday. November 26

with

special guest artist

Maria Maldaar

Television Tonight

J i

Boths shows: 8:00 p.m. At Curry Hicks Cage

Tickets: $:..50 Available at Student Lnion Lobby Counter

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

HELP WANTED

• ini ENSIGN O'TOOLE ih

BEVERLY Hill Kit I.IKS The Great
Cook-Off." (3oi

GONER PYLE To Re Enlist or Not To
Re Knlist '"

< 40

)

Tin: i.k y snow v,\ Visits Lues
I H -

tiik electric COMPANY 24> (MI
HOGAN1 HEROES A Klink. A Bomb

and A Short Fuse " i30»

NKWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)
:..».-. WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE III
6:00 NKWS (3l <8l ( 22 >

AMERICA •The Promise Fulfilled and
Mi Promise Broken "

< 18 •

ZOOM! (24) (57)

TO TELL TIIK TRCTH Garry Moore,
host (301

WILD WILD WKST "Night Of the Golden
Cobra " (40)

6:30 NKWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NKWS >8)

BOOK BKAT (24)

CHALLENGING SKA (27)

I.Ol IS LYONS NKWS AND COMMENT
(57)

R:S5 NEWSBEAT NKWS (40)

7:00 WORLD AT WAR (3)

TRITH OR CONSEQUENCE! Bob
Barker, host (8)

NKWS. WKATHKH. SPORTS (22) (30)

THK CHAN-KSK WAY IMJ
ABC EVENING NKWS I4U>

THK REPORTERS (07)

7:30 DATING GAMK (8)

LKT'S MARK A DEAL Monty Mall, host
(22)

WALL STREET WKKK <24>

TIIK HOLLYWOOD sgi \KES Peter
Marshall, host (30)

NANNY AND THK PROFESSOR The
Great Broadcast of 1936 " (40)

THK OPKN DOOR (57)

( \l ( It < I * III |>

TIIK BEADY Bt'NCM Tr, Try Again
<8> -Hi

IANPOEO \ND SON (22) (30)

W \SHIN(.TON WEEK IN REVIEW <24>

iMl
X ;lll ROLL OCT: "Sweet (3)

THK ODD (Ol PLK TV Pig Who Came
In Dinner " i8> (40)

GENERAL BUM TRIC PRKSKNTS
SAMMY DAVIS JR. (22) (30)

THK SKSSION (24)

WALL STRKKT WKKK (57)

» imi MOVIK 'Escape From the Planet of

(he Apes " (3)

ROOM 222 "Pi in the Sky " (8) (40)

WKST VIRGINIA STAVE FOLIK
FKSTIVAI. (Ml
MASTERPIECE THEATRE The Man

Who Was Hunting Himself " (57)

• 30 ADAM'S RIB Murder'" (8) (40)

BRIAN KEITH SHOW The Big Build
Up " (22) (30)

I0:M LOVE. AMERICAN STYLE "Love
and the Big Top " (8* (40)

THE BLl E KNIGHT (22) (30)

FREE FOR ALL 24)

THE MEN WHO MADE THE MOVIES
(57)

III 30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

THE MILD BENCH (24i

MANTRAP (27

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER SPOHTS It) (8)

(18) (22) (27) (301 (40)

1130 MOVIE Harper " (3)

DON KIKSIIINEKS R(K K (OVERT
<8>

JOHNNY < \KSON SHOW (22) (30)

WIDE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
(40)

100 NEWS H (40)

THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL (22) (30)

1:45 MOVIE "Brief Encounter" (3>

2:30 NEWS < 22 1 (30)

". 7-, \|'W« "T"\TTTrr» s

Collegian is looking for an Asst
Advertising Manager. Job involves
supervising ad reps ft building advt.
revenue. Musi be an underclassmen,
with car. ft a genuine interest in

newspaper advt. Experience in
marketing & graphics helpful but not
essential. Will have to work hard for
small pay but the rewards in ex-
perience will be invaluable. Person
hired will be trained to become the
advertising manager for next year.
For details and information see Brent
Wilkes at the Collegian Office.

tfll-16

LOST MDC CLASSIFIEDS SERVICES

Full or part time help days or
evenings, hours arranged Fdi
students, excellent working conditions
& benefits apply at Burger King
Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley. apply
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

tfll-21

Blue snorkel jacket, orange lining, at
Worcester PC. Sat. nite. Glasses in
pocket, needed desperately I Return t« CC
I "M & Found.

tfll IS

PERSONAL

Red wallet 10-9 at party. 14911 Britt.
Man., keep I return rest no. s and add.
irreplble. How bout "W" pin? Leave at ('(

I * F. no quests.

tfll-16

Gel it dale, meet new people, friends for
fun or serious relation. Write Box 161
II... II. •» MA. 01035.

tfll-16

Get a load off your mind, truck for hire
( all Gary or Joyce 256-6376.

tfll-21

To Kathy and Casey — happy bir-
lhda\ ( s i

. and best of luck always from all
\nur old 2S Knowlton buddies.

tfll-19

24 hr. service — Passports, ling's Photo
Studio. 460 West St.. South Amherst. 2S3
:ii4M.

tf 12-12

INSTRUCTION
Hinsi, s |„r non-science majors dm.

World Bewtnd Our Senses; lOOA-lOO In
Spanish: 115-Physics of Music 117-
Nuclear Energy A ,„ SocU|
( hallenge IIH-Ou,„tum Worlds 122-
• oncrpis of Physics. 2; 123-Problems
«n rins.es. Ito-Physics for Elem Fd
Majors m-Special Problems Details- see course description guide or
inquire in llasbrouck 116.

Ull-16

'

FOR RENT
Garage space, central Amherst. Safe

and inexpensive. D.H. Jones VI»-:I7imi

If 1 1-29

Interested in making a handicapped
person's Xmas holiday happy? If you can
work Xmas ft New Years, call 256-H819
anytime.

tfll-21

RIDERS WANTED

SPEED TYPISTS
In Ware at Collegian Printer

h :30p.m. to 4 a.m.
( all Charlotte
MI3-967-6MKM

Ride needed to L.I. or NYC Wed. Nov 21
Will share expenses. Call 256-0618.

tfll-21

."•Coll Canada Ski Trip. 4 days. I nites.
hotel hklsl. din., transpn. apres^ski party,
all lor IK.V Jan. 22-25. B. Baggins Travel.RMM

tfll -26

\t trillion Dalsun owners. I perform
all phases of major and minor
maintenance and repairs on Datsun at
less than •_. dealership price I hate
over S:iooo in equipment. I vcars
automotive experience. .' of which
were at a Dalsun Dealership.
specializing in Dalsun Tele 2.YI 7i:*.
Itussrtl Haca.

I pper division Physics courses for

Biological and Physical Science
majors: till < onrepls of Modern
I'hvsics; :H9-Electronic In-

strumentation; 320-Radiation Physics
6. Nuclear Medicine; imi; Special
1'ioblcms; tin -Seminar on Molecular
Kio-I'hvsics For details, see course
description guide or inquire in

llasbrouck Mil

tfll-l«

ENTERTAINMENT
Anyone commuting from Southbridge

area 2nd sem. needing a rider call 256-0316
ask for Mike.

tfll-16

Find out what coming out is all about,
see the play direct from Boston. Nov. 16
and 17. Worcester Dining Commons. 9:00
p.m.

tfll-16

TRAVEL

Ski in Colorado — looking for a female
traveling companion to ski the big ones,
must be ready to hot dog it. Call Dan at
546-6172.

Ull-16

I'hoios — passports, visas, etc.. IK hour
service: Sizes and number negotiable
l:i.«o minimum' (all Steve at lit HtL

tfll :io

Fulre ( PAs learn how to prepare for the(PA Exam Becker (PA Review Course
( all collect 617-536-11111

If 1 1-22

Going by air? Let us handle your pre-
Hight. in flight and post-flight
arrangements at no cost to vou. Call
campus rep.. 2.Vt-:il62 evenings.

tf 12-12

Amy — May all your dreams come true.
Hope your life as a sheepdog is as fulfilling
as your last was. Happy Birthday. Love
us.

tfll-16

JSZ °" ,door Uvi"« Skill, andWhu^ater ( anoeing courses offered by

tfll-24

( inematographer wanted to work with
B.D.I.C. Hlmmaker on independent
documentary after Jan. I. Involves travel,
write: M. Cramer. Salisbury Rd , Shef-
field. MA.

tfll-16

1199: A week in the sand. sea. and
sun paradise of EUROPE for LESS
THAN the cost of PLERTO RICO or
the BAHAMAS. Jan. 6th to 13th in

swinging MASPA LOMAS on Grand
Canary Island (Spain). COMPLETE
PACKAGE 8199 ft 29 taxes ft services.
Also some Hawaii space still available
on Dec. 29 & Jan. 7. (all l^eslie llalfond
.'•46-6861.

tfl 1-2H

For Sandra — Just a thought — Love
Joj.

Ull-16

Mesearch — thousands of topics. |j ; ,

per page Send f I for mail order catalog.
Research assistance, inc. 1 191 1 Wilshire
Klvd Suite t IV. Calif 9H02.V

tfl 2-12

Typing — Fast ft accurate — 50c p. Free
pickup and delivery. Call Dody 323-4377
after 10 p.m.

tfll-21

Mark h on your calendar — INDIA
NIGHT on Nov IK. Sunday. 7:39 p.m..
( ( \ud Enjoy classical, folk dan-
ces, music and a lot more, plus
authentic Indian snacks after show
\dm 1

1 Tickets at VI Concourse.
Kor more information call V'ljay
\rora. See LA.. S-4WI2. Don't miss it:

Vou will like it.

tfll-16

Happy Birthday Nurdk - From Kath
Warren and the Cuban

tfll-16

Central Area ( ounseling ( >nter. B-2
Gorman. I4MN wanU ^ hHp >ou f||)d
direction, self-confidence, etc. Info
aplenty., cornel !

tfll -30

Base ft Keyboard Players wanted for
Band (all Kevin at 323-7249 or Alan at 549-
627.V

tfl 2-5

ROOMS FOR RENT APARTMENT FOR RENT

Going home for Intercession'' III lake
over your job while you're away and give it

back when vou return Ed. Major Julie
617-544-3362.

tfll-16

Room, near campus, woman onlv. 1X0
Call after 6:00. 549-6X56.

tfll-19

The Ed Vadas Big ( Ity Blues Band is
looking for a M. or F Bass Player Good
money, steady work. Call 584-6279.

tfll-21

I bdrm. apt. l> 2 baths, w-w carpeting,
dishwasher, disposal ft air conditioning
Minutes from I Mass on bus line. MMMt,

tfll-26

t pstairs bdrm. available w -bath. Bdrm
unfurnished, rest of apt. is. Stereo, color
TV. 190. incl. utilities. Call 549-4581. John

tfll-19

RIDE WANTED
I need a ride to Springfield or

I oiiKiiii-adou and back to Amherst Mon.-
Fri.. next semester. Call 546-7961. tfll-16

It.M.nis — bv arrangement, free parking,
no utilities, next to campus, (all at 253-
W3K or see Duncan at 101 N. Pleasant.

tfll-16

PIANO TUNING
Pianos tuned and put in order at the

shortest notice, (all 26K-7HK0

tfl2-:i

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE
750 Honda. I inch over tubes, custom

painl. many extras, must be seen. 1 1.500 or
bes| offer Phone 586-3952 evenings.

tfll i6

Berkshire East Poster t ontest
Prires are: 1st prize • a to- week
season s |.., s s a I Berkshire: 2nd prize
is a weekend pass: 3rd prize is a day
Mass Rules are: size I8"x24". leave
I "xl ' space in upper-left comer. Ski
related design. Leave lots of room for
'•vent. date, place. Bring to Mahar
Nov 2H at K p.m. Will be judged Dec. I

at C.C. Aud. Snow dance at 9 p.m.
tfl 1-17

Solid Gold memories as I spin v

avorite disks for y„ur dancing pleasure.
( all Itoog.e Rob al 336-6075 today for info.

. tf 1 1-15

Your kind of music played the way vou
like it | produce record hops that you will
Iruely enjov (all Steve the DJ at 467-2KI2

tfll-20

TO SUBLET

REWARD
For I lost knitted mitten Red. white,

blue Please call MMHR tfll-20

I bedroom apt at Krandvwine. I 1/2 mi
Honi I \l on bus Rte

. large rms. Central
\/( W/W < -arpeling. Jan. I - Aug. .11 ( an
renii '.I'l-nnii.

tfll-21

The'r" ^ .,

NOV l6
'
" Ni"h « W »'<-h" «l

-«' -.1 ... All the beer you you want for 12.

. . t/ll-16

.!""...
NoV l7,h danc •' t0 Kd v«««as Rig

t itv Blues Band al Hampden Commons in
Southwest, free beer, admission Si imi
9:00-1:00 p m . in ,., fi
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Ernie's "D" Target

Of Opposing Teams
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Derek Sanderson has gotten off to a winning start with this new team, the Boston
Braves. In his first game since being demoted to the AHL, Sanderson garnered a
goal and an assist in leading the Braves to a 4-1 victory over Rochester.

Retreads Revamp Ram Defense
By JACK STEVENSON

Associated Press Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) - He's 29

and they call Charlie Stukes the
"old man" of the Los Angeles
Rams defensive backfield, the
quarter that was suspect when the
1973 season began.
Last Sunday after beating New

Orleans 29-7, the Rams voted the
game ball to Stukes, who had been
traded by Baltimore to Minnesota
for a draft choice last July.

The Rams paid the same price to

get him to Los Angeles and he's
proved a bargain.

"He's made some great plays for

us and his tackles forced two
fumbles," said Merlin Olsen,
tackle and defensive captain of the
club. "Overall, he's played some
inspirational football for us."
The defensive secondary proved

a major problem for the new
coach, Chuck Knox. Back from
1972 was Dave Elmendorf, the
strong safety. The Rams No. 1

draft choice was Cullen Bryant
from Colorado, expected to be a
starter as a rookie. He wasn't.
On the fourth round, Los Angeles

drafted Eddie McMillan from

Poll Shows Fans Satisfied
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Football fans are happy with the lifting of pro football's television
blackout-but if it starts to hurt home attendance, they would be willing to
see the blackout reinstated. And they're happy with the amount of foot-
ball being televised now.
The lifting of the blackout on sold-out home games is in the first year of

a three-year experiment, the result of congressional legislation. NFL
Commissioner Pete Rozelle contends it will hurt the game by cutting
sharply into attendance.

A copyrighted Chicago Tribune story Thursday, reporting on the
results of a Louis Harris poll, said the early reports on "no-shows" — fans
who purchase tickets but fail to attend games — are spotty and that the
real test will come when winter's cold and snow grips the National
Football League's northern cities.

In the nationwide poll, a cross-section of 1,761 fans was asked, in part:
"Do you favor or oppose the lifting of the blackout on home pro football

games in the areas where the games are being played?"
Sixty-eight per cent of the fans said they favored lifting the blackout, 23

per cent said they opposed it and the remaining 9 per cent said they were
not sure.

Then they were asked: "Suppose the recently lifted blackout on pro
football telecasts does result in a substantial decrease in attendance at
the actual games. Would you favor or oppose reinstating the blackout on
home pro football games in the areas where the games are played?"
To this, 45 per cent said they would favor restoring the blackout, 35 per

cent they would oppose a return to the pre-1973 blackout policy and 20 per
cent had no opinion.

The fans were also asked: "Do you feel there is too much, too little, or
about the right amount of exposure of pro-football on television right
now?"

Fifty percent said there was about the right amount, 28 per cent said
there was too much, 11 per cent said there wasn't enough and 2 per cent
said they weren't sure.

LOOKING FOR A SCIENCE CORE ELECTIVE?

M.A.E. 101
ENERGY AND

Florida State and he proved a
major surprise by earning a
starting job as the right cor-

nerback. The Rams then picked up
Stukes and Steve Preece, both
former college quarterbacks.
Preece had been cut by three clubs
but now starts at free safety.

"The basic thing about playing
defense is working together as a
unit," said Stukes, who has in-

tercepted two passes this season to

run his career total to 22.

"I think we have worked to

gether well but I also feel we have
a lot to learn, because professional
football is a learning process all

the way," he added. "There is no
room for anyone to be com-
placent."

Stukes admits the defenders
were bothered by fans who won-
dered about their competence at
the start of the season.

"I think it would bother any
athlete," he declared. "But that's
part of football. People have the
right to say what they desire. It

just made us work harder."

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK ( AP ) - The whispers

all around the National Basketball

Association say that the "D" in

Ernie DiGregorio doesn't exactly

stand for defense.

The word is that opposing guards
look forward to matchups that pit

them against Buffalo's high-priced

rookie backcourtman.
DiGregorio smiles when you

mention the criticism.

AL Heads Weigh
New Designated

Runner Rule
BOSTON (AP) - American

League owners are considering
adoption of a designated runner
rule for the 1974 season that would
be similar to this year's designated
hitter rule.

"I know it was discussed at

Tuesday's meeting in Chicago,"
Thomas S. Monahan, a league
spokesman, said Thursday. "I
don't know of any concrete move
on it yet. It will come up at the
December meeting in Houston."
Earlier, the Cleveland Plain

Dealer reported that the owners
had secretly approved the rule.

It was proposed by Charles 0.
Finley, owner of the Oakland A's,
the newspaper said, and approved
by owners of the Cleveland
Indians, New York Yankees,
Kansas City Royals, Minnesota
Twins, Milwaukee Brewers and
Texas Rangers.
Opposed were the Baltimore

Orioles, Detroit Tigers, Boston Red
Sox, California Angels and Chicago
White Sox.

Expansion
NEW YORK ( AP) - The Board of

Governors of the National
Basketball Association Thursday
directed Commissioner Walter
Kennedy to make a detailed study
for possible expansion of the
league.

No cities were mentioned but the
governors indicated they were
prepared to add one team for the
1974-75 season. Kennedy will report
to the governors at their All-Star
Game meeting in Seattle in
January.

"There's no question in my
mind," says DiGregorio, "that I

have what it takes to be one of the
very best guards in this league."
What it takes is playmaking, the

ability to score points, and defense.
Ernie has had no trouble in the

first department. He's leading the
league in playmaking with close to

eight assists a game and set a
Buffalo club record with 14 in his

first game with the team.
His scoring has been adequate

with an average of better than 17

points per game.
That leaves defense...a problem

for DiGregorio so far.

"Sure I've heard the talk about
my defense," he says. "Anytime
anybody says something about it, it

offends you. But look, we've only
played 17 games. I'm still going
around the league for the first

time. There's a lot to learn. I'll be a
lot better the second time around."
DiGregorio is a mere mortal-

sized 6-footer which is all right
walking down the street but can be
a problem living in the giant world
of the NBA. He tries to overlook his

relative shrimp size.

"You play on your talents and
the things you do best," he says.
"If you're good enough, that'll

carry you."
DeGregorio signed for a bundle

of Buffalo bucks and often hears
about that large-sized contract.

"I'm a marked man because of

the publicity," he says.

"When you're making a lot of
money, they seem to give that little

extra effort against you. I've been
bumped around a little bit. But it

doesn't really bug me. I expect
people to say things."

His statistics haven't been bad,
but Ernie isn't satisfied. "I can
play better," he says, "much
better."

. ! . I

SNOW MOE HOWIRD THAT WE WANT HIM!

COME TO TNE 3 STOOGES FILM FEST

5 FLICKS WITH TNE REAL CURLY

Fri., No?. 16

Only 50*

C.C. Aud.

7, 9, 11 p.m.

MAN
— Learn about the energy crisis —
— Hear experts discuss energy situation —
— Emphasis on energy conservation —

—————^M

cover-all with 1

LEE
OVERALLS

Get Into the spirit of what's happening

The New World Gospel Chorus

will definitely take you there this Sunday, Nov. 18, 1973, 3: 00 p.m. at
Wesleyan Methodist Church, North Pleasant St., Amherst, Mass.
U.M. students, S1.00; others $1.50.

sizes for

little guys too

t£«L»mmi

Volleyball Ends
For Women On
Victorious Note

By LINDA VVAC KLKK
The women's volleyball season

ended Tuesday night with a con-
vincing victory and a right hope
for next year. Both the varsity and
junior varsity teams defeated
American International College by
scores of 15-9; 15-10 and 15-2; 16-14

respectively.

In an outstanding effort, the
team effectively used all three of
their major defensive and of-

fensive weapons - the bump, the
set, and the spike. For the first

time, each player reached her
maximum potential in the same
game. Nancy Caruso found her
timing on her spikes, as they
skimmed the top of the net and
drove into the opposing court. The
players responded well to each
other. Their game was consistent
and they supported each other's
plays. The 6-2 defense worked
beautifully, as did the new defense
they acquired for blockers and
spikers.

The junior varsity team had to

work a bit harder for their victory.
They did not seem to adapt to the
new defense as well as the varsity
team, but their serving was ex-
cellent. Nancy Eismann served ten
consecutive points.

Coach Jody Jensen and the
players were jubilant over their
victory. It was a final assessment
of what the team had been working
towards all season. As a first year
team, inexperienced in com-
petitive ball, they faced many
obstacles. They had to come
together as a team - one unit in-

stead of six separate players. They
steadily improved as the season
progressed. The players coor-
dinated the timing and rhythm of
their defense and offense. This last

game was a proof of the harmony
of the team. They could feel how
well they played and are ready and
anxiously looking forward to next
year.
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i SUff Photo-Bob i.amache'
The ball hangs lazily above the net. while both sides await a

possible spike. This is UMass volleyball in the premier season of the
sport.

Women Swimmers 2nd
Wednesday night the women's

swim team traveled to South
Hadley to swim against Mt.
Holyoke College and Smith College
in the team's first meet of the year.
The Mt. Holyoke team showed
surprising strength and depth in

amassing 111 points to dominate
the meet, while UMass outscored
Smith 55-50.

Outstanding UMass per-
formances were turned in by junior
Laurie Seluk in winning the 200

yard freestyle in a time of 1:04.1

and Sophomore Mary Ellen Dash
who won the 100 yard individual

medley in 1:08.4, the 100 yard

Going Big Time WUMV
By MDC STAFF

Is Vermont going big time
basketball???

When you look down their 1973-74

schedule and the names North
Carolina, N.C. State. Vanderbilt,
and Georgia jump out at you, you
have to stop and wonder.
On December 7th and 8th, they

go to North Carolina on their first

southern swing and then return on
December 29 and 31st to play the
other two teams again down south.
UMass basketball coach Jack

Leaman sees this move as an at-

tempt by Vermont to bring some
money into their program. This is

one of the ways to do it, he said.
But why would North Carolina

State want to bring Vermont (the
perennial cellar-dwellars of the
Yankee Conference) into their
arenas?

"State doesn't mind playing a
team like Vermont,'' said Leaman.
"and let's face it, they're going to

sell out that place no matter who
they play."

North Carolina State plays
U.C.L.A. one week later, on
December 15th in St. Louis on
national TV. (in living color). And
it looks like scheduling "tough"
Vermont the week before may
have been a great strategic move
on the part of N.C. State to get the
team ready for this big game.

butterfly in 1:07.1, and set a pool

record in the 400 yard freestyle

with a time of 4:51.5.

The next meet for the women
swimmers will be November 28 at

the Wellesley College Relays.
Coach Pat Griffin commented
after the meet, "The meet was a

good start for the season, we
needed the competition to find out

what we need to work on. Now we
know, starts and turns."

WMUA
Time heals wounded pride and

wounded bodies. The Minutemen
have had plenty of time to heal
both, so they should be ready to

take on the Wildcats of New
Hampshire this Saturday at
Durham. Both of these teams have
had their problems, but one thing's
for sure: WMUA will be there to
bring you all the action live. Game
time is 1:30; air time 1:20, so join
the team that is consistent: Don
Gorski and Larry Convoy. That's
WMUA 91.1 FM.

Orr's 7 Pts. Pace Bruins
BOSTON ( AF) - Bobby Orr fired three power play goals and had four

assists as the Boston Bruins walloped the New York Rangers 10-2
Thursday to widen their lead in the National Hockey League East to five
points.

The Bruins struck for three goals in the first period, including Gregg
Sheppard's first of the season, and the Rangers never got back in the
game.
Don Marcotte popped in an Orr rebound for the Bruins' first goal, Orr

converted a pass from Phil Esposito for the second, and Orr fed Sheppard
on a break-away to give Boston a 3-0 lead after the first period.
Steve Vickers, the 1973 rookie of the year, got one back for New York in

the opening minutes of the second period, but Wayne Cashman canned a
rebound and Ken Hodge scored on a power play to give Boston a 5-1 lead
at the end of two.

Orr got his second goal unassisted in the opening minutes of the third
period, and his third midway through the session, both while New York
was short-handed.

It might be dull. It might lack a
few necessary variables for ex-
citement. But it will be an event.
And WUMV-TV will be there.

For all the action from Durham,
New Hampshire, be at the
Bluewall this Sunday night at 9
p.m. for a Yankee Conference
replay between UMass and the
doormats, the host Wildcats from
New Hampshire.

BART AUTO
Paint & Body Specialists

NEED HELP

- LISTENING -

CONCERNED PEOPLE

Central Area

Counseling Center

B-2 Gorman 5-0894

Mon., Fri. 1-9 p.m.
Thurs. 10-9 p.m.

When you
make contact

contact us.

* Foreign & domestic
collision work

* Windshields replaced
* State license

insurance estimates

Hit. 9. Belchertown

256-8712

2 1/2 miles past Rusty
Scupper on the left

Glenn 'Poster

Less "Foot" In Football
The prohk-m u ith watching the NFL on television on weekends is that

the games have become too dull, too stereotvped. too boring You can
predict just about every play. You now know each team's game plan You
are no longer what has been referred to as the '-armchair quarterback

"

You are now an armchair coach. The exciting plavs have gone by the
wayside Because of the popularity of the zone defense, it is a rare oc-
currence when the quarterback drops back in the pocket to throw the
bomb And the number one thing that usually decides the final scores in
games these days is the field goal.

The placekickers in today's modern game come in all shapes and sizes.
As a matter of fact, during the off-season coaches make expeditions to
places that you only heard about from seeing dirtv pictures of in National
(ieographic when you were a kid. A coach thinks. "So what if the guy's
from Antartica and has no idea of what American pro football is like. So
long as he can split those uprights from fifty-nine yards out."

Jan Stenerud was the first of the new breed. Now. all you Chief fans,
I m not trying to take anything away from Jan's ability because he
certainly is one of the best. Jan came to the Chiefs from Norway. His
lavonte pastime then was sking. He had no idea then I and still might
not

)

of the strategies of NFL football. The football game is sixty minutes
long Out of those sixty minutes. Jan must spend at most, a minute and a
half, maybe two minutes of playing time actually out on the field. I don't
see why he even needs to take a shower after the game.

I liked the old style placekicker who could do double duty for his team
by playing at another position. Take George Blanda. Although he isn't
used there much anymore, he still can play quarterback And JimO Bnen of Detroit is also a wide receiver. But these new sideways
placekickers

< called soccer style) cant do anything else like passing the
lootball. Garo Yepremian has already proved that.

This breed of placekickers also has some colorful names. Who could
ever forget such immortals as: Bobby Howfield. Boris Schlapak, ( played
briefly for the Colts last year) Horst Mulhmann, Dennis Wersching
Mirro Roder, and Nick Mike-Mayer?
Then we come to Jeff White, the best reason why the NFL should

return to the option of going for the two-point conversion.

But. the two-point conversion could change the results of ballgames.
For example, if a team is down 21-14 and has the ball with little time left
in the game, they don't go for a field goal, they go for a touchdown. But
what good does that do them'' In most cases they say the point after is
automatic < I said most cases, thus taking into account the Patriots) So
the team that was trailing in the score only comes out of the game with a
tie despite all their heroic efforts of trying to get a quick, sustained drive
down the field. If they had the two-point conversion, that team would have
a chance to win. It is more of a challenge trying to run or throw from the
three-yard line than to have one guy stand by himself and kick the ball
from ten.

There were some exciting games back in the good old days of the old
AFL The reason is simple — the game didn't revolve around the field
goal in determining the outcome. They had use of the two-point con-
version.

MDC
Sports Hotline

5-0344
Earn 2 credits rorin^ntersession

Call 5-2801

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30p.m. to 10:30p.m.

(except during league play)
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UMass Finishes Yan Con

Slate Against Wildcats

By BILL BALLOU
Somewhere between a 10-9 upset

win over Dartmouth and a 51-0

fiasco loss to Springfield lies the
real University of new Hampshire
football team.
The problem for UMass is fin-

ding out where.
The Minutemen head up to the

forest primeval (Durham, N.H.)
tomorrow to play the Wildcats in.

statistically at least, a "so what"
Yankee Conference game.
New Hampshire started out the

year with a bang, keeping the good
people of Durham up past ten
celebrating the win over Dart-

Satht (CflUrqian

SPORTS
mouth. It was the second game of

the year for the Cats and good
things portended. Unfortunately,

things never developed much
beyond that and UNH stands at 4-4

on the season with this their last

game.
Springfield embarrassed them

last week and Rhode Island scored
40 points against them the week
before so lately they've been poor.

But aside from those two games,
the Wildcats have boasted a strong

defense and have Dick Mac-
pherson concerned.

"I have the highest regard for

Bill Bowes, their coach. He knows
how to get the best performance
out of his athletes and I'm sure
they'll be prepared for us."

The Cats have been weak
passing throughout the season, so

it appears if they're going to make
any kind of offensive hay with

UMass it'll have to be against the

Minuteman defensive strength --

the run.

UMass is finally healthy (more
or less), after a two week span that

had the Infirmary posting "No
Vacancy" signs.

Key returnees are fullback Paul
St Onge and center Kevin Moran.
The loss of Moran was deadly at

Connecticut and with St. Onge back
Peil Pennington may once again
expei <ence the pleasures of pocket
passing.

Defensive tackle Tom Bradshaw
is still hobbled by a shoulder in-

jury, and while he won't be right

again this season, will play.

The two-week layoff, while
possibly taking some of the edge
off the UMass game, was badly
needed because of the injury

situation. It also changed the

Minutemen practice routine
around. Practices were shortened
and MacPherson gave his men the

week-end off.

UMass stands, for the moment,
at 5-4 overall and 3-2 in the con-

ference. New Hampshire is 4-4

overall and 2-2 in the conference.

The big action, conference-wise,
is taking place in Kingston, Rhode
Island, where URI and Connecticut
will be fighting for the Beanpot
Connecticut is 5-0 in the Yan

Con; Rhode Island 4-1.

A UConn win or tie gives them
undisputed possession of the title,

while a Rhode Island victory

makes it a shared championship.

Brushing Up

Inside Sports

•Ernie's "D" NBA Target

Less "Foot" In Football

•Bruins Top Rangers

•Women's Volleyball Team Wins

Hopefully, Bob Verolini will elude as many Ucklers against New Hampshire as he did here last week
vs. Vermont. Brad Calnan (73) watches in the background.

Harriers Go To Spokane For Nationals
By SCOTT HAYKS

"Like a dream." Those were
Tom Maguire's words describing
his feelings about the UMass Cross
Country team's upcoming trip to

Spokane, Washington to compete
in the NCAA meet.
Yesterday, the Athletic

Department allocated enough
money to send six team members
to Spokane, Washington for
Monday's NCAA championships. It

will be the first time that a UMass
Cross Country team has gone to the
nationals. In the past, only out-
standing individuals were sent to

the NCAA's.
UMass will be up against the best

teams in the country. Tennessee,
national champions of a year ago,
should be among the top con-
tenders. East Tennessee State,

sometimes known as the "Irish
Brigade" because of its five Irish

runners, placed second last year.
Oregon and Washington State, two
Pacific Eight teams, may also be
considered favorites, based on
their third and fourth place
finishes in 1972.

Representing the Mid-American
Conference will be Bowling Green
and Miami of Ohio. Only one point
separated these two teams last

season, with Miami of Ohio placing
fifth and Bowling Green right

behind.

Indiana, a ninth place finisher

last season should be up there
again this year. Representing the
South will be Duke, and William
and Mary. Oklahoma State and
Brigham Young look to be two
more strong teams from the Mid-
West.

Penn State, which took third in

the 1972 IC4A's and twelfth in the
NCAA's can be used for a gauge for

this year's UMass team, who also

took third in the IC4A's. The team
hopes to finish lower than Penn
State did in 1972, and prove worthy
of the honor of being sent to the
nationals.

Individually, Steve Prefontaine
of Oregon is the favorite. "Pre", as
he was known to thousands of
Americans in the 1972 Olympics, is

a two-time NCAA Cross Country
champion. Prefontaine took last

season off, because of his Olympic
training.

Doug Brown, an Olympian in the

5,000 meter steeplechase, and Neil
Cusack, last year's NCAA champ,
may challenge Prefontaine for top
honors in the nation. Brown is the
American record holder in the
5,000 meter steeplechase.

Other prospects include Edward
Leddy of East Tennessee State,
Dan Murphy of Washington State
and Mike Keough of Manhattan.
Murphy placed fifth in 1972, while
Keough took seventh place.

Dick Reed of Brigham Young.
Nick Rowes of Western Kentucky,
and Tony Waldrop of North
Carolina will also be trying for

recognition on the Hangman's
Valley Golf Course. Reed, Rowes
and Waldrop finished eighth, ninth
and tenth respectively. Overall, 16

of last season's top 20 runners in

the nation return for another shot
this year.

Coach Ken O'Brien expressed his

thanks to the Athletic Department
for having faith in the cross
country team. "We're extremely
appreciative that they (the
Athletic Department) feel we can

represent the University in the
nationals," said the mentor.
O'Brien stated that this year's
team may be one of the best teams
ever to come out of New England.
As standout Tom Maguire put it,

"The meet will tell us how good we
really are, but we'll have to prove
ourselves.' The chance to run in

the NCAA championships, which
may have been just a dream at the
start of the season, is now reality
for the UMass Cross Country team.

Hoop Is Best Bet
You're a real sports freak. You wouldn't miss the seventh game of the

World Series if your life depended on it. The Stanley Cup playoffs give you
shivers. The Super Bowl puts you in another world.
You're also a television addict. How else could you watch a football

game from Miami, hockey from Vancouver, or baseball from Oakland?
You're a weekend regular. You sit in front of the tube from Saturday

noon to midnight on Monday, soaking up college and pro football NHL
hockey, NBA basketball, Wide World of Sports, and maybe even some
horse racing, bowling, or tennis. And don't forget all those weekly wrap-
up shows that let you catch a second glimpse of something you have
already seen three times.

Times used to be easy for you. You turned on the TV and switched
channels until you found the only sporting event on at the time, sat in your
favorite chair, and absorbed everything that flowed from the screen.
But now things have changed. Run-over is what it's called. For two

weeks in October you could have watched baseball, football, hockey,
basketball. Riggs-King, plus all those other little fillers that flood the
airwaves.

So now you have to be selective. You change channels and every station
has something you would like to see. Suddenly you have to make a choice
And you start to think about just what it is that has enthralled you for all
this time.

After being such a faithful fan for so long, you finally have to step back
to take a critical look at what the medium of television is bombarding you
with.

You realize that baseball is too slow and tedious. Football has its
moments of excitement but it lacks continuity of action. Hockey has its
relative merits but the size and speed of the puck make it difficult to
follow.

More than any other major sport, basketball can become real on a
television set. The compact playing area allows the camera to catch
nearly everything that transpires. The continuity of play provides for
fast-paced, constant excitement. The size and skill of the players provide
for a graceful and smooth game which is colored with body contact and
rugged competition.

But even basketball has its faults. At times, in certain locales high
school games, mostly state tournaments and the like, have received
television coverage. At that level the game has a tendency to turn into a
one or two man show, lacking many of the fine points that make the sport
intrinsically watchable.
The pro version of the game also has its flaws. All the pros ever seem to

do is run and gun, scoot and shoot. Someone once said the only real
competition in a pro game comes in the last five minutes The criticism
even went so far as to suggest that each team be spotted 100 points and
then play a five minute game.
But basketball on the college level is something nearly everyone can

enjoy. The teams are generally composed of at least competent players
although there are usually one or two stars that control the game but
seldom steal the whole show. The pride and motivation that drives teams
to great accomplishments is readily apparent. The college game allows
for more strategy than the pro version, where zone defenses and stalling
are prohibited.

Through some apparent scheduling fluke, UMass will not appear on
television this season. Though the ECAC presents a game every Satur-
day, they have excluded one of the top teams in the East in the
Minutemen. So while you can't see them on the tube, the Cage is only a
short walk away and college basketball is still your best bet for the up-
coming winter season.
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by Joyce Kosofsky
I have never stood up straight in my

life. My back hurts constantly. Yoga
and other forms of exercise have
helped somewhat, but I still walk like a
camel. Twenty years of hearing that I

walk funny has only made me more
self-conscious of my bad posture.
And then I stepped into a pair of

Earth Shoes. Those clutzy looking
shoes that have no heels. The most
comfortable pair of shoes I've had
since the puppy chewed up my rubber
ones.

Did you ever walk barefoot in the
sand and notice that your heel sank
lower than any other part of your foot?
Anna Kelso did. The discovery led her
fo develop the Earth Shoe. Those clutzy
looking shoes with the wide square
toes.

Ms. Kelso visited the Amherst Area
recently. She is here from Denmark,
fouring her 30 Earth Shoe stores all
over the country. I spoke with Ms.
Kelso Tuesday about her shoes, her
work, and her interests. She's a small,
vibrant woman with an enormous
abundance of energy. Yet, to look at
her, you'd never notice that she has
started a revolution.

riut she has. Her preoccupation with
proper respiratory habits found that if
you flex your foot upward, your pelvis
straightens accordingly. By lowering
your heel, she discovered, you can
achieve the same skeletal stability that
is obtained in the Yoga Lotus Position.
When the pelvis is in its proper
position, respiration is enhanced. And
proper breathing is essential to proper
living, not only for its physical benefits,
but its emotional benefits as well.
"Women tell me that they feel less

depressed when they wear my shoes,"
Ms. Kelso said. "The shoes are
designed so that after bending and
reaching the pelvis is always returned

^^^/^ Anna Kelso: Does she look like a revolutionary?

«g*W The Walking Revolution
to its most natural position. Circulation
is better. Respiration is better. Balance
is better. Work seems to go easier for
them."

I demonstrated this theory for
myself. With a pair of Earth Shoes on, I

touched the floor with my hands,
reached as high as I could. I felt no
strain on my back. In fact, it felt good.
And I was standing up straighter than I

have ever been able to before. All
because of her clutzy looking shoes.
She's a woman of many interests, yet

they all seem to coincide with her
Earth Shoes.

"I invented the shoes during the Age
of Pisces," she said. ( Pisces, according
to the world of Astrology, is a foot

I oriented sign) "But they are more
limportant during this Age of Aquarius

(the ankle orientated sign). Sure,
they're good for the feet, but their main
importance lies on the ankle. They're
an ankle support."

"I stopped practicing Yoga ten years
ago. The flexibility that I once at-
tained in Yoga exercise has been
maintained because of my shoes. My
shoes are exercise. They keep me fit."
To show this, Ms. Kelso went into a full
headstand.

I asked Ms. Kelso, a vegetarian, why
her shoes were made out of leather. She
said that this did bother her, but un
fortunately leather is the only practical
material for her design. The hard
rubber soles made it impossible for the
shoes to be made out of anything softer.
However, plans are being worked out
for a softer yet durable rubber sole so

that the shoes can be made out of
canvass.
The shoes are designed with the heel

lower than the rest of the foot. Ms
Kelso explained that's because that's
the most natural way to walk. High
heeled shoes throw the body out of line,
causing strain on the back and the foot
arches. The toe of the Earth Shoe is
wide because when standing or
walking, the toes should be al.owed to
spread, to insure good circulation
When walking with Earth Shoes, the
heel of the foot comes in contact with
the ground first, then do the toes. The
effect is a sense of rolling forward as
you walk, instead of hitting the ground
all ai once. It's quite invigorating. Her
design has been guided and tested by
doctors. Now, the Earth Shoe is

McGilvray
Who is that blond
haired wonder in
UM.es? No, he
couldn't be... But he
is! And he is revealed
to us by Pat Coffey on
Page <%

recommended by physicians and or-
thopedic clinics.

The response for her work has been
tremendous. Letters to Ms. Kelso are
full of praise. She is modest when you
tell her that the shoes feel good. She
just smiles ai you, and says thank you,
the way a mother would when someone
compliments her child.

"I want to make people happy. When
fhe body is happy, the mind is happy
My shoes can help people."

Kelso Earth Shoes might be a
walking revolution. If only they weren't
so clutzy looking...

(There's an Earth Shoe Store right
here in A mherst. It 's at 264 N. Pleasant
St. where Elliot, Randy, Nina, et all.
will give you the lowdown on the dif-
ferent way to walk.)

AFTRA ^

Coseli by Cosell by
Kelley

What happens when
the face with the big
mouth reads a book by
the big mouth with the
face? Read Marty
Kelley's review of
Howard Cosell's
autobiography on
Page m

Executive Action
They say the
assassination of JFK
couldn't have been
done by one man. And
someone made quite a
startling movie to
prove it. Marion
Prokop reviews the
film on Page

11
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Coke: The Real Stuff

i

by Sherman Boyson
The following story is all lies. The

names have been used to confound the
innocent.

Debbie is an addict.
You wouldn't know it. She's five feet

five inches of beauty. Long brown hair.
A face out of a Camay soap com-
mercial. Two beautiful brown eyes
reaching out with warmth. But behind
those eyes is a constant craving to
escape the harsh realities of life at
UMass. Her soft hands reach for the
crutch to get her through another day.
She wanders around the campus in a
daze, not really aware of what goos on
around her. Spaced out most of the
time, she lives from day to day holding
on to her chains of addiction. Debbie is

addicted to cola.

Debbie was born at an early age into
a life of pleasure. Scituate is a com-
munity where all the people spend their
summers lying in the sun on their
private beaches. As Debbie put it, "I
was raised on country sunshine, I was
happy with the simple things." But
winter leaves a mass feeling of
boredom over the cold and then
deserted resort town. Some turn to
alcohol. Others try narcotics. Debbie
turned to cola, it was all very innocent
in the beginning. Here a sip, there a sip,
everywhere a sip-sip. But now it has
turned into addiction.
She tries to hide it, but it is obvious.

Her room is filled with empty cola
cans. "I'm gonna melt them down and
build an aircraft carrier" she tries to
explain, but her floor knows the truth.
What she can't explain is the things
that happen when she gets off on cola.

Like the last time. The pressure of

exams was too much and she o.d.'d on
Pepsi. We caught her just in time. She
was at Logan Airport buying a ticket to
Miami. She w3s planning on
assasinating Anita Bryant by spiking
her orange juice. The time before that
she tried to take over Houston Control
to convince the Apollo mission to give
up Tang in favor of Coco-Cola. Before
that she tried to substitute the grass at
a dairy farm with astro turf.

"

Each day she has to renew her
system with the vile liquid she so
desperately needs. On a campus like

UMass a supplier isn't hard to find. In

fact, her meal ticket gives her access to

an unlimited source. And when the

Dining Commons are closed, cola is

openly sold in the lobby of her dor
mitory. I considered it slightly illegal

when the Campus Center provides
rolling papers. My Catholicism tells me
it is immoral to openly sell con
traceptives. The college experience
has enabled me to accept these things.

But I have nothing but disgust for a

campus that openly supplies a fallen

girl with the substance her habit
requires. This provides an irresistable

temptation which makes the breaking
of her habit impossible.

Who is to blame? Was it permissive
parents that should have forced her to

drink nutritious Ovaltine in the mor-
ning instead of coke? Was it hero
worship as she saw Linus, Snoopy and
the rest of the gang endorsing the stuff

on television? Was it friends who ap
plied too much peer pressure to explore
the wonders of cola? Was she afraid
that if she didn't join the Pepsi
genera* on she wouldn't be able to

think young?

The answers are irrelevant now.
Whu. is important is to save Debbie
and others like her. What happens
when cola isn't enough? What about
when she realizes that coke isn't the

real thing? Now that her resistance is

down, can she avoid the temptation to

try Tab or Diet- Pepsi? I have enough
grey hairs without worrying about the

big crisis. What will she do when
someone comes up to her and says
"Want to try some Moxie?" Then we
lose her forever. Another soul lost to

the curse of carbonation.
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by Carol MacBaren
Look sometime at the way we UMies

carry our books around. Apart from
using a knapsack, we have invariably
chosen one of two methods: one is to
sling them in one hand, down at the
side, the other is to cradle them in front
in one or both arms. Most of the men
have chosen the first method, and nc
one but the women seems to use the
second.

The central theme of the women's
movement is that the desirable human
qualities are found in equal abundance
on both sides of the sex line. From this
the conclusion follows that there is no
inherent justification for making
distinctions based on sex.

If such virtues as courage, ingenuity,
and aggressiveness are virtues in men,
then not only are they virtues in

women, but they occur in equal
proportion.

Femininity, if such a thing exists,
must be what women are, not what •<

they used to be, and not what anyone
wants them to be. For a long time,
"femininity" meant knowing that
women had a place and staying there.
It meant acknowledging that non-
feminine traits had to be suppressed,
no matter how much simpler it made
things. Bobbie Jean Sox used to wonder
whether it wouldn't be easier to call up
her boyfriend D.A. and ask about a
date, so she could go knitting with her
friends after school. "No", suggested

the learned opinion of the times. Such
behavior could only be interpreted as
forward, and forwardness is simply
unfeminine.

It was necessary in those days to be
constantly aware of one's social duty to
be masculine or feminine. These
qualities had to be lived constantly to
be maintained, and any task became
an opportunity to prove masculinity or
femininity. In Billie Jean's case, one
false move, one forward action, one
"unladylike" indiscretion, could
shatter the fragile edifice which was
her only guarantee of a married future.
School provided ample opportunity for
displaying the range of a person's
talents. Laughing and giggling at a
table in the corner of the cafeteria was
an occasion of pure feminine ex-
citement. Carrying her books down the
hall, she could give them just that
slight movement to accompany the coy
glance she saved for D.A. when he
.smiled at her. And so D.A., would
spend hours in the washroom getting
his black hair to have just the right
amount of shine. Everyone thought his
black jacket was so tough, and his Bel
Air was the loudest when it revved up
after school. With such an image,
downfall would be all the more com-
plete if for so much as an instant he
were to cradle his books in front.
We the little kids could sense the

meaning of the position of the books.
When we were old enough to have

homework, we carried them the way
we had seen our elders do it, adding
subtle nuances of our own. As our at-

tention was drawn to other things,
choice became habit. In the Old World,
there seems to be little need for the
expression of self through book
carrying. All the satchels have a
similar look, and the work is con-
siderable, and there are plenty of other
ways, including the social structure
itself to prove oneself.

In modern-day UMass, we continue,
the tradition handed down from one
generation of scholars to the next. But
in the past few years there has come
another way which is perhaps more
efficient in a mechanical sense, and
which recognizes a common ground for
both sexes. Knapsacks are used by
thousands for the most prosaic
reasons. They allow freedom for the
arms to hold a newspaper, to steer a
bicycle, or to thumb a ride. If such an
innovation had come in the days of
Bobbie Jean Sox, it is doubtful that both
she and D.A. would have had one. The
men might have considered it too much
like a pocketbook, while if the guys had
used them first anyway, no girl would
have so forward as to use a boy's
symbol.
Perhaps our consciousness has been

changed enough by the examples of
Women's movement, that we are ready
to accept a change in the very habits
which were once the very embodiment
of masculinity and femininity.
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Don, a junior now, still remembers his shell-shocked in-
troduction to UMass. He was nice enough to warn incoming
freshmen this year to the way it is in UMie land
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Like a lot of UMies, poor Herbie has a meal ticket. Unlike
most UMies, he can hold his plate sideways and not have the
slop slip.
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Don McGilvray Does It!

by Patrick Coffey
Collegian cartoonist, Don

McGilvray first won notice
for his artistic bent at an
early age when Sister
Sophia complemented his
remarkable skill at
drawing straight margins,
without the aid of a ruler.
He was in second grade
then. If countless who hold
his daily cartoon strip
"UMIES" dear to heart are
any measure, Donald has
more than over-shadowed
his auspicious, early art
start.

"UMIES" for Don is,

"reflecting UMass as I see
it." He pictures everyday
UMass scenes alternately
with a wry humor or a
sharp candor. "It's a
communication of how I see
it here," and added, "I'm
not trying to say anything
that is ultimately profound,
their just cartoons."
Don can most simply be

described as a 6' and 175
pound real life version of
Herbie, his most frequent
cartoon character.
Don disclaims li'l blond

Herbie was made in his
image, but when pushed, he
conceeds a resemblance.

His schooling was strictly
Catholic, and included four
years at Don Bosco
Technical High School,
where he studied elec-
tronics and "learned ab-
solutely nothing."
He's now a Junior

working toward a B.F.A. in

cartooning. His curriculum
includes making an
animated movie and
teaching a colloquia in the
history and drawing of
cartoons.

Cartoons, he says, are an
escape route to a fantasy
world. Drawing them has
always been his gift, "as
important to me than
sleeping or eating."

"Ideally, I would like to
do something with cartoons
that no one has done
before," said he. "The
newspapers have been full

of four panel cartoons like
'Mutt and Jeff started it

about 1900. I'm trying
different approaches dif-

ferent styles. I certainly
haven't hit on anything
revolutionary, but I'm
working on it."

Unruffled by responses to
his cartoons, "sometimes
they read things into them
that I certainly never put
there." Don has a quiet,
self-assured optimism
about the future he plans in

cartooning. "Even though
I'm satisfied with my work
so far, I know the best is yet
to come."
Sealed bids for the signed

McGilvray original of your
choice, (please specify
publication date) are being
accepted in the Poor
Richard's office until
dinner time Thanksgiving
Day. Suitable for framing,
limited supply only. So,
avoid the rush. Buy the
collector's item of
tomorrow, today.

This one caused a howl of sexism and chauvinism charges
and a few discreet inquiries about who his model is.

Photo by Steve Ruule*
If you see this man do not take action yourself. Notify the

proper authorities.

OttaCS b^ Dc
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Here we have McGilvray 's favorite to date, and it's a fine
example of his "Kosmic Visions." We wonder where, oh
where, does he find his inspiration?

DcGTlvaftij J
In a rare act of poetic justice, the Friday morning this

cartoon appeared with a lengthy feature in Poor Richard's,
Amherst Towing did their thing and hauled away the editor's
car.
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Of Fall and Central
America

Leaves,
Yellow green banana shaped,
Toss to a staccato wind.
Lapis blue fills the gaps left by leaves
Loosened from their cordy limbs
By the harassing breeze.
It is only a fall day.

But say the scope were Panama —
Where no wind plucks fingered forms
From their aerie —
But rather a native,

Bronzed in sunlight,

Standing in some Equatorial banana
grove,

Hugs the solid waist of a trunk,

And swinging it from side to side

Coaxes pendulous hands of

Yellow-green fruit

To fall into his bare brown arms.
From one
He peels a leopard skin,

And tosses it at the base of the tree

Which has not recovered its pose
In the perpetual noon sun.

—Nancy Spinner

True Love and Friendship
at the Drake

He walks with a limp on his right
foot, then limps on his left. He stops and
peers around, wondering if anyone has
noticed the contradiction. No.
Everything is in its place. No-one has
noticed his deceit. He tries to
remember again which foot he has
decided to limp on.
Renata Royal appears suddenly on

the upstairs porch of the Drake Village
Inn. Her ankle-length blue coat blows
open (below the waist) revealing a
slice of long, bare leg. The coat flaps
and the slice of leg strobes in Mitchell's
consciousness. Renata Royal holds an
umbrella in her left hand and a dozen
or so oranges in a green net bag in her
right. She tries to open the umbrella,
but the wind is very strong and the bag
of oranges get in the way and she is also
apparently drunk, or stoned, though it

is only about four o'clock. Mitchel
cannot understand why anyone would
drink early in the day (a few beers
before five p.m. always give him a
crashing nineo'clock headache) or why
Renata Royal has always been so cold
towards him. She is looking directly at
Mitchell now, but apparently does not
recognize him at all. Mitchell's brain
makes a disagreeable noise, like
squealing subway brakes, or what he
imagines a young swine shot in the ass
would sound like. It is the third time
this week that his brain has made such
a noise. It worries him. He tries to
calm himself by looking very carefully
and analytically at Renata Royal's at-
tempts to open the umbrella in the wind
with the bag or oranges hanging from
her waist and the slice of her wonderful
leg flashing under the coat.

"Renata! " he calls out firmly. "Let
me help you with that."

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16,' 1973

Tell me.
What do you feel when we get like that

in the cold silence that pursues the off-

key note

are you really sorry

I pound my fists and speed the car and
sigh,

muttering barbs with hope
of bursting the bubble you look through
then I listen again to the silence em-

bracing us

do you wait til I'm through
until I'm ready to go on believing
or as you hold me to your breast
do you chalk another for your side

Neither,

i Instead I'm shown it's different this

time
with sobs releasing demons
you love me as if I died and have

come back
this time we went far enough to see the

dead
and now we thank God for our life.

—Christopher Leighton

"Would you, please?" She smiles at
him, shakes her long, black hair from
her eyes, which are green, Mitchell
knows, though he is really too far away
from her to make such an observation.
He has always considered it a mystery
that Renata's eyes could be green while
her hair was black, and he has even
asked her once before if she dyed her
eyes.

"If you'd just take these oranges a
second," Renata calls out. She holds
the oranges at arm's length.

"I'd be glad to." Mitchell tries to
remember which foot he is limping on.
Then he tries to remember the formula
he used to remember which foot was to
be game for the day. He discovers a
pack of matches in the left pocket of his

coat and a screwdriver in his right one.
One of these objects, he reasons, holds,
symbolically, the clue to the mystery
he is struggling with.

"Well?" Renata calls again. "What's
the matter?"

"Just a minute," Mitchell says. He
associates the matches with a burning
sensation, pain, cause for a limp, the
screwdriver with some need for
repairs, and if his foot needed repairs,
certainly he would be justified in

limping on it. Therefore, either object
could signify a limp, and he must
penetrate further into his clothes,
which he does, discovering in his
pockets on the left, a battered lottery
ticket, a door key, thirty-seven cents in

change, his wallet, and, on the right, a

soiled handkerchief, an empty ciga-
rette wrapper, a crumpled computer
card (the edges apparently damp from
the sweat of his body), and a note
reminding himself to buy a dozen eggs
and a 200 Watt light bulb. As related to
his limp, he can find no meaning in
these things.

Renata drops the bag of oranges on
the floor of the porch. They land with
the sound of a head bumping against a
wall. The plastic umbrella, green-
trimmed, pops open, Renata picks up
her oranges and clambers down the
steps. Behind the plastic veil, Renata's
face is a pink smear. She walks directly
up to Mitchell and holds the umbrella
over his head, too, stares into his eyes.
At least her face is clearly visible now.

"Mitchell, what's wrong?" she asks.
'You look terrified, or something."
"Why have you slept with everybody
know and not with me?" Mitchell

bursts out.

"Why?" Renata blinks three or four
times. "It's because your brain makes
too much noise. I'm sorry, but that
really bothers me."

"It bothers me, too," Mitchell says.
"But what the hell can I do about it?"
"Limp on your left foot," Renata

says.

"My left?" Mitchell feels as if a coat
of ice has fallen from his body. He can
even breathe. "Thank you, Renata,"
he says. "Thank you, thank you."
Renata lifts the umbrella and walks

away. Mitchell limps on his left foot.
His left foot, he keeps reminding
himself. If his memory holds, he will
get through the day beautifully. Left.
Left. Left.

—Robert Abel
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by Kelley

by Marty Kelley
Munich by way of New York —

There's a time in everyone's life when
he needs to believe. Whether it be
religion; companionship; an ol' adage;
an institution; or just, plain home, we
all need a place to turn to. Many times
our faith is based in people: Unfor
tunately to many Howard Cosell is

"people" to turn to. He's an institution
in American thought. It's nice to
believe in something self-made...
Especially if you can lower yourself.
There's no need to place Howard

Cosell above a great American novel,
but there is need to respect him. And in

"Cosell by Cosell" you not only learn
about the Jew who changed his name
and the living habits of millions of
Americans, but you learn of a life style.
The microcosm of American society —
SPORT. The subculture; the playpen of
reality within games that Cosell has
pioneered in only a way that is his
deserves at least respect, not scholarly
attention. "Cosell by Cosell" will not be
a classic... Humble Howard will,
however. We won't forget him. He
made it so we can't...

If you can brave the bookjacket, you
can weather the book. 390 pages is

more "Howard" than you'll ever get on
a Monday night from Atlanta, St.

Louis, or Philadelphia. But anydne
who's paraphrased as "Arrogant,
pompous, obnoxious, vain, cruel,
verbose, a show-off" and admittedly
says "I am all of these" deserves to be
heard. Especially in light of what the
man has been through. And just then
after this diet of sport personality with
"Cosell by Cosell", you just may
believe.

If you've doubted him in the past,
swallow this (with at least some degree
of pride). When the world was stunned
with the inhumane slaughter of the two
Israelis athletes, the 20th Olympiad
scarred for all historians to speak of,

the man in which an international
audience turned to was none other than
Howard Cosell. In the wee hours of the
morning his phone would not be
silenced. All over the world people
called "Cosell" to find the story. The
man is an institution. He's something to

believe in. He did not sleep that tragic
night in Munich.
The world of sport is not a statistic. It

took a Cosell to point that out. And
unlike Daniel Boone, Cosell suffered

much from his pioneering. He walked
into the darkened sea of the con
troversial: His reviews there are end
less. But in another sense, a much
warmer sense, a much more human
sense, a much more personal sense, his
world of sport is people: Their stories,
tragedies, triumphs, and concerns,
replace the so-called stats over ABC's
Information radio's "Speaking of
Sports." It's a more personal world of
sport that Howard has created. A sport
with real actors.

His principal stagehands are
Lombardi, Robinson, Toomey, and of
course AN. He felt close to these men;
lived with them as each ascended a
level of fame in sport that Cosell would
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Cosell before he was idolized by
Kelley.

r

be the shadow of. But with Cassius
Marcellus Clay, a name carved from
the bonds of slavery, he was much
more than a shadow. He went inside his
soul. He made Muhammed Ali. He'll
stand by that statement as firmly today
as he did in 1965 when he stood by the
man who shook the nation with his
Muslim Minister line "I won't go He
didn't go. Neither did Cosell as the
"Nigger loving Jew" was threatened
coast to coast.

"In the book you'll find a similar
parallel between the man who was
robbed of 3'/2 years of his fight skills by
the Federal Court and a man who
sprinted after a broken Jim Ryan for
an Olympic interview. .. They both

Kelley before he idolized Cosel

were ahead of their time.
Cosell is the master experimenter

His role in Monday night football
behind the genius of Roone Arledge is a
tribute to this technique of finesse and
courage that has made this man more
popular than the President, nearly as
controversial, but not as underhanded.
But Howard didn't reach fame quietly
and with the ease of an Erich Segal who
runs the Boston Marathon with a seven
pound power pack on his back at
Howard's request (last line of the book— "Have you ever tried to say no to
Howard Cosell"). The man has suf
fered much., much too much.

Yes, indeed Monday night football
forced Carol Burnett to move to a
different night; the Elks Club to change
their meeting night; restaurants to
close early; the whole American
economy to shake; and at the very best
have the American Boradcasting
Company sellout every possible spot
for $65,000 a minute (and a year later
up that count to 85 grand) for an add
with "Howard". But such success that
found Danderoo Meredith with an
emmy after 9 months and the entire
scope of sportscasting, with a new
repertoire and style, wasn't easy to
establish. It was a year of that, first

year of that Monday night love affair,
was a year of emotional, physical, and
mental agony for the former lawyer
that had to be endured. It was. Now
he's an institution.

Cosell as an institution has
established himself to the American
public. He sold himself before he sold
his product because inversely by
selling more of "himself" he's sold
more of his product than he ever
thought he could at the outset. It's a
simple philosophy. It's mine. I don't
want to be pompous and say it's

manifested in this book. But it is. Cosell
is a better salesman than God. And in

certain parts of the world, infinitely
more popular. And he's Jewish...
Reading Cosell by Cosell is like

taking the Eurorail through Europe.
Instead of passing through nostalgic
countryside, you pass through the life

of Jackie Robinson the myth behind
Sonny Liston; the tragedy of Munich;
that precarious night in a Philadelphia
broadcast booth; the mental torment of

Roger Maris; Mara's insane moving of
the Giants to the Jersey plains; the Ali

blacklash; that memorable piece of

film called "Run To Daylight" ("Run
to Daylight may still be the most highly
regarded sports documentary ever
done"), and the countless times that
Cosell was merely Cosell. Those times
are precious.

Cosell will admit now that he kind of

wishes he was in news. That's if he had
it to do all over again. He might want to

be a United States Senator; I wouldn't
argue with him. But the sports business

has afforded much more luxury not
only financial but emotional. His story
is people: Not events, Not statistic!

"I've learned that age old lesson —
people are what matter — and without
question, in my mind, there are many
great people in sports. The events are
transitory; they come and go. And
fame is indeed fleeting." Howard
Cosell is not fleeting. He does indeed
matter. You know he exists. He doesn't
let you forget.

Cosell is full of theories and
philosophies such as the one I quoted on
Tuesday. He feels sport is a pleasant
diversion, but is nothing to have an
orgasm over. Life doesn't end at
Yankee Stadium. If it does, those you
absently let in, are indeed in trouble.
And when Bobby Kennedy was
maliciously slain Cosell the morning
after would not and could not, "Speak
of Sport." Sport is human drama, it's

emotional drama, it's everyday life.

We need a Howard Cosell. We need a
fresh diversion from the hum drum
world of sameness that many plagued,
hard hat Americans live within. At
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The rude face meets the rude mouth.

first we want to treat him like John
Waters' Pink Flamingos, an insult to
our intelligence, a negligent, bullshit
artist, pest. We need that loud mouth
Jew more than he needs us. We need
someone to throw a punch at us, fire a
slur at a national hero that we're weak
enough to exonerate. Cosell is a good
doctor. He tells of what ails us, but the
prescription is left up to us. Not
Howard Cosell. He cares not what we
think, But he defies us. He insults to
entertain. It's a theatre so lacking in a
sick society... so lacking.

Cosell is on a wave out at sea. He's
that flagship with no end in sight. We
won't catch him; We can't fault him;
We can't change him; We can't belittle
him; Not now, because we tried. He
escaped and conquered us; he's made
fools of us all. We threatened his life,

kicked him off ABC-TV for five years,
flooded his desk with hate mail and
malicious columns, but it didn't break
him. He only got stronger. You see (and
you will read) that Howard Cosell has
seen a lot, and been through much.
He's been through Munich; lied on a
slope just yards away from Israelis
hostages; he's fought with Ali; defied
Liston; cried for Jackie Robinson; and
screamed for Bill Toomey in the wind;
rain, and impersonal altitude of
Mexico City. Yes indeed Howard Cosell
has learned from men like Robinson,
Ali, and Lombardi and Curt Flood. For
these men and their stories in Cosell by
Cosell will go down in history.

So will Howard Cosell. He's an in-
stitution. Something to believe in...
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Big Doin's In The Gym Sin3in3 Ink

By UMan Gomes &
Ken Blanchard

IN CONCERT:
Keith Jarrett, Gato Barbien,
Sam Rivers
11 November 1973

Keith Jarrett opened last

Sunday's concert with a 42-

minute piano solo, teeling his
way through melodic em-
belishments of a simple
opening theme. Constantly in

Edison! After the solo, a
mesmerized audience rose as
one to deliver a well-earned
ovation.

Gato Barbieri and his men
took stage next, bringing with
them their interpretations of

the music of Argentina. The
band's unique sounds caught
on in a flash wifh the crowd,
and a number of people felt

compelled by the Latin
rhythms to respond in an orgy
of dance. (It had to be seen to

motion, and dripping with
perspiration, Jarrett managed
to sustain a phenomenal flow of
ideas throughout his musical
journey. And with ideas like
that, his "brain-batteries"
must have been charged at Con

be believed — Gato was in their

blood). Gato's grating tenor
sax style takes getting used to,

but once you get into the feel of

it, you want more.
Part of the uniqueness of

Gato's eight piece group is due

to the inclusion of a harp
player (that's harp, not har-

monica) and an older guy that

sat to the far right of the stage
playing a variety of bizarre
musical instruments (in-

cluding even a bird whistle).

Gato Barbieri seemed to be
the man everybody wanted to

hear (probably because of his
fame for the Last Tango in

Paris score), but the best was
yet to come, for climaxing the
evening of jazz the best was the
Sam Rivers Trio, featuring
Cecil McBeeon bass and Larry
Altschul on drums.
Sam Rivers? Let's just say

he blew the top off Amherst.
The estimable Mr. Rivers, in

case you're wondering who he
is, has been making music for

a long time. He's played with
Cecil Taylor, and worked on
dates with Tony Williams and
George Russell, among
others,). And, he's one of the
most versatile and unique
saxophone virtuosos around.

His bass player, Cecil
McBee, has a truly monstrous
technical ability and an in-

ventive touch. Drummer
Barry Altschul, is a startling,
energetic and creative per-
cussionist (former Chick

Corea-Anthony Braxton lad).

Question: "Why did ABC -

Impulse sign you?"
Answer: "I have this long

list of credentials . .
."

True enough — but they are
well-earned, as was demon-
strated when Rivers, Altschul
and McBee took the stage.

They set to work almost in-

stantaneously, Altschul a
bundle of kinetic energy,
AAcBee making the bass sing,

and Rivers twisting notes
inside out on the Soprano sax,

making the disjunct flow of

notes wail through the
audience — by now awesturck
with the massive power of

Rivers' talent.

Rivers moves onto flute,

singing along with the pure
round tone he evokes from it.

Rivers sits down to take the
helm at piano, playing chords
that would make most
keyboardists blush with envy.
He moves onto tenor, and
shrieks the walls down. Alt-

schul moves in jumping
rhythms and layers of sound
across the drums. AAcBee
wields the bass with con-

summate skill.and dexterity —
a master. I am trying to catch
my breath.

Any plans for the future? He
tells us (the reporters) that
he'd like to bring his 35-piece
orchestra up here sometime
Imagine the energy that would
result from that experience! I

can only hope he can do it.

There is no question about it,

ladies and gentlemen — SAAA
RIVERS IS A GIANT. Truly
awesome. Pick up on him —
FAST!

Post Coitum Omnia Animal Tristes Est
JONATHAN LIVINGSTON
SEAGULL (Original Soundtrack) —
NEIL DIAMOND
(COLUMBIA KS 32550) Time: 42:21

If you've been having troubles
going to sleep lately, I have an in
stant cure. It is guaranteed to bore
you into a coma and get rid of any
unwanted company in your room.
Neil Diamond's original musical
narrative for the movie Jonathan
Livingston Seagull has been
released. I can promise that once you
put this record on, you'll be asleep
before the forth band of "Be." "Dear
Father" is only on here three times,
with both "Skybird" and "Lonely
Looking Sky" only getting on twice.

This may add to the continuity of the
movie, but it sure doesn't make it as
an album.
Tne album has its redeeming

qualities, though. Lee Heldridgedid a
good job in orchestrating the music
— not great, simply good. The lyrics
to "Be" are beautifully poetic.
"Skybird" is truly worth listening to
at least once. It has a different tempo
than the rest of the album and the
lyrics aren't too bad. Great violin,
piano and harpsichord parts appear
now and then, and in the "Prologue"
and the part called "The Odyssey"
there is some enchanting French
horn.

Still, these good aspects can not
outweigh the boring characteristics
of the album as a whole. I was
amazed that the album didn't stick to
my hands as I took it off the turn-
table, it was so sickeningly sweet.

—Tyla Michelove

MOTT — MOTT THE
(COLUMBIA KC 3242S)
MOTT

HOOPLE

1972 Zurich)" we get an authentic
picture of a group on the verge of

demise.
Get Mott and find out what the

present English rock scene is all

about. You may not agree with
everything they say, and you may
find them a sordid bunch of rascals to

look at, but the music will get you off

your seat.

—Steve Feld

Side one of Mott is excellent. "All
the Way from Memphis" has been
released as a single and has the clout
to win the band the following it

deserves. "Whizz Kidd" is the first of
a few songs that use various studio
devices to perk the song up and make
it memorable. "Hymn for the Dudes"
is an affirmative musical ode that
shows the bands newfound con
fidence to be their strongest musical
and lyrical asset.

"Honaloochie Boogie" and
"Violence" are both great. The
former is a rockin' and reelin' tribute
to music, while the latter, undeniably
subversive in nature, glorifies the
street fight into something viable and
conclusive.

Side two, unfortunately, is not as
even or uniformly entertaining as its

frontside, but with the significantly
titled "Ballad of Mott (26th March
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SIX—SOFT MACHINE (Columbia)

The sixth (obviously) in a series of

albums released by some of the finest

musicians out of England, under the
rule of super organist Mike Ratledge.
Mr. Ratledge has probably gone the
farthest of most organists as far as
'he capabilities of the instrument are
concerned (he's developed the most
unique organ tone around, rivalling
John McLaughlin's tone on guitar
and Ornetfe Coleman's on saxophone
for originality and human voice
quality on the instrument). The
group also consists of Karl Jenkins
(replacing Elton Dean on soprano
sax and electric piano), and John
Marshall (replacing Robert Wyatt
who's now in Matching Mole) on
drums, and while they aren't quite as
good as the old Machine line-up, they
do fine. Machine veteran composer
bass player Hugh Hopper ( really one
of 'he finest composers around —
listen to "Facelift" on Soft Machine
Third) is excellent on the bass.
Despite the creative impulses of
Ratledge and Hopper, the band
seems to be falling into a bit of a rut,
but this album is still some of the
most awe inspiring stuff I've heard
outside of my favorites (Cecil
Taylor, etc.). A warning, though:
his isn't easy listening stuff. Matter

of fact, Ratledgeis like an ice cube as
far as emotions go. But what happens
if you accept the idea of cold
emotions being as important as
warm emotions — or that cold
emotions are just another state?
Ra'ledge plays with about as much
pure unadulterated energy as
McLaughlin does — he's just working
hrough a different medium — and all

mediums in music have to be taken
into consideration. One "live" disc,
which shows what they can do in

person, and one studio. Both lovely.
A

—Uman Gomes

l must admit to being reminded of

machines when I listen to this

album: Technically almost flawless,
capable of performing immensely
complex functions, and totally devoid
of life or feeling.

The group is somewhat un-
dermanned on this album due to

shifts in personnel and the four
present members only one of whom
is left from the original band, have
produced a very academic kind of

jazz. Composition and musicianship
bordering on virtuosity, but with
about as much heart as a nuclear
equation. B

—Zomby Woof

SENATOR SAM AT HOME
(Columbia KC32756)
Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr.

Easily the best album by a United
States Senator I've heard all week.
The liner notes say, "The Conscience
of the Nation, Sen. Sam. J. Ervin, Jr.,
would probably rather be known as
the husband of Margaret Bruce Bell
(whom he married 49 years ago) and
as a father, grandfather and a great
friend to all who know him", but I

guess the folks at Columbia figured
that wouldn't exactly be a sales
booster and was too long to be put on
the album cover anyway.

This collection of Senator Sam's
favorite anecdotes, poems, and songs
(and believe me, you haven't lived
until you've heard Senator Sam
grumble his way through 'Bridge
Over Troubled Waters') will un
doubtedly be in great demand during
the coming season — to carve the
turkey on, for example. I wonder if

the trend started by Senator Dlrksen
so long ago is finally beginning to
pick up . . . Hey! That's why Mr.
Nixon was so reluctant to give up the
Watergate tapes: I'll betcha he was
going to put them out as a three
record set for Christmas. Notice how
tastefully I avoided punning about
the Congressional Record.

— Lincoln Wept

THE ADVENTURES OF PANAMA
RED
NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE
SAGE
(COLUMBIA KC 32450)

There are only two excuses for
buying this album. (1) you're a New
Riders addict or (2) you like music
only to stomp your feet to it. If you
really want to hear what the New
Rdersof the Purple Sage can do, buy
on*» of their previous albums.
The eleven riediocre cuts com

pnsing The Adventures of Panama
Red make the album an exercise in

musical and lyrical cliches. Even the
titles of some of these tunes give you
an idea of what to expect: "One Too
Many Stories", "Lonesome LA.
Cowboy", "You Should Have Seen
Mo Runnin'", "Teardrops in My

Eyes". If you've ever heard a
country band, you've heard it all

before.

Even Buddy Cage, the pedal steel

player who made the New Riders'
Powerglide album such a joy, fails to
breathe life (if you've heard the
album, this one more cliche won't
hurt) into the group, as he never
seems to rise above mediocrity
himself.

Neither does the addition of the
memphis Horns to several songs
make any difference — it only makes
the New Riders sound like a typical
country rock and roll band with
horns.

Surely you can do better things
with- your money than buy this
album.

— Ken Blanchard

BACK DOOR
8TH STREET NITES
(WARNER BROS. BS 2753)

These lads from Britain have been
called a cross between Ornette
Coleman and Robert Johnson (you
remember Robert Johnson, don't
you? One of Eric 'God' Clapton's fave
raves, wasn't he? Yeah...), even
though it isn't true. Even though they
(or bass player Hodgkinson all by
himself) do a Robert Johnson song on
this album.

We

What Back Door does essentially is

adapt old blues compositions to a trio
format of Ron Aspery on alto or
soprano saxophone or flute or
electric piano, Colin Hodgkinson on
electric- bass, and Tony Hicks on
tasty percussion. They have claim to
being fine composers and in

strumentalists, and, although they're
just British lads, they provide a good
feel for the music they play. New
forms out of old forms and the like.

They have a really fine command of
the trio form, mostly due to the fact
that bass player Hodgkinson isn't

afraid to utilize the bass as a chord
device. This one was produced by ex
Mountain Cream studio person Felix
Pappalardi, and makes out just fine,
thank you Excellent stuff. Rating
(not really necessary, but...) A
minus. Good fcr clearing up
congestion

UMan Gomes

by David Sokor—
and Mike Kostek

In Concert:
Frank Zappa & The Mothers
Of Invention

Orpheum Theater, Boston
7 November 1973

Just The Facts, Man

The Players:
Frank Zappa: guitar,

vocals, a bit of percussion and
wrote and directed the
evening.
Napoleon . we didn't

get his last name, but he sang
lead vocals, played sax and
flute and exuded a new feel in

his almost funky presence.
Tom Fowler: bass
Bob Fowler: trombone,

vocals, slopped-out dancing.
Ralph Humphrey: neat

appearance & drumset #1.
Ruth Underwood: marimba,

vibes, various percussion and
general good nature.
Chester Thompson:

drumset #2.

George Duke: controlled the
little corner of keyboards
synthesizers etc. and did in-'

deed sing a bit.

The Music (with words from
Frank)

"Pigmeat Twilight" — "a
song about drug abuses, a
subject which I'm sure most of
you know most of all there is to
know".

"Idiot Bastard Son" — "he
(Nixon) was on TV tonight.

You could even see the drool on
his upper lip."

"Cheapness" — "about
rubber foam caves, plastic
deserts and paper mache
mountains in horror films".

"Village Of The Sun" — "a
song about turkey farmers"."
"Exetrifical Forts"? —

"about a truck that turns
sporting equipment into
musical instruments".

"Don't You Ever Wash That
Thing?" - "about keeping a
clean ween... 'don't you ever
wash that thing? Please wash
it, just rinse it one time...' "

Kong" and
Revenge".

"Chunga's

The Perception:

There was the unmistakable
feeling that we had all been
fransported back a few years
in the time continuum. During
fhe lafe sixties, the Fillmores
and even the Boston Tea Party

(another title we didn't
catch) — "from the old school
of flying saucers. Those
reported 40,000 years ago on
the plains of Nazca in Peru and
all those funny lines on the
ground that might be landing
fields".

"Penguin In Bondage" —
For perverts only. Straights
will get off, but not as much".

"Tamerchine Dowie"
(spelling guess is ours), "Dog
Breath Variations", "Uncle
Meat", "Redunzle", "Mon-
tana", "Dupree's Paradise",
"Cosmic Debris" — "About
gurus and why they're crap-
py", "San Clemente Magnetic
Deviations ( Dickie's Such An
Asshole) " — "and he deserves
every one of us", and a final

long instrumental that quoted
such famous phrases as "Son
Of Mr. Green Genes", "King

housed a cultural togetherness
and consciousness which has
since withered and died in the
face of more recent musical
and general apathy. Perhaps
the counter-culture was felt

strongest during the musical
events which, among other
things provided the op
portunity for at least a self-

fulfilling show of long-hair
unity. Rarely did a concert
pass without some mention on
somebody's part of our general
resistance to the blatant
warlike atmosphere, created
and perpetrated by our misled
corporate counterparts. Back
then, bands like the Jefferson
Airplane, the Grateful Dead,
and the Mothers of Invention
represented our resistance
toward a society with which
many found it impossible to
cope. The subversiveness
which then extended beyond
drugs, sex, and light shows and

into politics and revolution
united the Fillmore in a
manner which today is only
barely imaginable.

It is the genius of Frank
Zappa which brought back
those times, as he created the
images, resulting in an evening
of deja vus at Boston's Or
pheum theater. This time, L BJ
and Vietnam weren't the
targets, Nixon and plastic
America were. RMN's Energy

I
Crisis speech of earlier that

1 evening was only the latest in

J
the series of Presidential

5 blunders which Zappa chose to

; commemorate durinq the

J
evening's finale, "The San

f Clemente Magnetic
| Deviation", in which audience
* participation was encouraged
during the choral line "Dicky's
such an asshole, sincerely Dick
we mean it,weeeooooo."

At one point, Zappa turned to
the band reminding them that
"We used to do this for a
living", lest we forget their

anti-business business. His
constant rapport with his
audience was quite in op-
position to that during his

Boston concert last fall where
he and the audience took turns
turning each other off. But
here, Zappa conducted his first

audience demography, asking
members of the crowd to ap
plaud when various vital
statistics which he mentioned
(male, female, stoned, gay)
pertained. Among other things
it was determined that the
make up of the audience was
30% "college oriented", 10%
"high school oriented", and
60% "out of school and working
for a living". "Hey", Zappa
exclaimed, "we're 'The
working man's band' ". Later,
following Unity's (the light

man's) light solo, the audience
was asked to clap, shout, and
feign pucking as the rotating
lights shone on them. Yes, the
Boston Rotary Barf Routine.

The show consisted
primarily of new, or at least

unrecorded material, an in-

dication of Zappa's incredible

capacity to compose and
perform a great variety of

musical pieces. (Recall the 45

minute versions of "Billy The
Mountain" which never made
a record.) Only Montana"
was from their latest record,
while the remainder of the
concert consisted of six
medleys, each lyrically and
musically complex and
astoundingly tight. "Pigmy
Twilight" coupled with "Idiot

Bastard Son" opened the show,
the first, a drug abuse song and
the latter, one of establishment
disgust. Zappa prefaced the

piece by calling attention to

the obvious drool on the idiot

bastard son's lips as he ad
dressed the nation that very
night. An Our Gang type
tribute to Nixon's partial
mortality.

The concert was a catharsis,

a cleansing of our collective

mind. Only once did the hyp-

notic effect of the performance
get interrupted, and that,

during the collapse of the P. A.

columns into the front rows,
even this afforded those in the

elite, upper-class seats of the

mezzanine a chance to see and
hear better.

Woman Dances With Gynecologist, Lives
SPECTRUM — Billv Cobham
(Atlantic SD 7268)

Billy Cobham, most recently of
Mahavishnu Orchestra fame, and
long known for his drumming
capabilities, has proven himself a
fair to middling composer on his first
solo release. Nothing spectacular,
mind you, but certainly sufficient to
showcase his talents and those of his
band. Among the band members is

Mahavishnu keyboardist Jan
Hammer, who carries most of the
weight of the compositions by means
of various overdubs, with some
assistance from guitarist Tommy
Bolin, a name I seem to be hearing a
lot lately. Lee Sklar (is he with The
Section?) plays bass, and there are a
couple of guests who play flute,

flugel horn and saxes on two of the
cuts.

The style of the album is of course
somewhat reminiscent of the
Mahavishnu Orchestra, but a lot more
rock and soul oriented, and not
nearly so intense — perhaps a little

more accessible to the average
listener. A good but not great album.
C+

— Zeep's Folly

THE MAGIC'S IN THE MUSIC
KEN TOBIAS (MGM)
Ken Tobias' The Magic's In The

Music unfortunately falls short of
having magic in the music. It is

however full of good stuff. It only
lacks the one or two songs that make
an album. "My Songs Are Sleeping"
is the closest anything comes to being
outstanding, but even this is just a
pleasant song to listen to. The best
thing that can be said about the
album is that it can't be described in

terms of someone else. Ken Tobias
doesn't sound like Loggins and
Messina, Grateful Dead, or anyone
else. Ken Tobias is some good in-

strumental work, good harmony, and
good time music. In short, The
Magic's In The Music is just one song
away from being an excellent album.
Talk the person next door into buying
a copy so you can borrow it.

— Dave Wiley

In Concert:
Real Tears
The Hatch
Nov. 9

Beyond a doubt the best local band
I've seen at U. Mass. I'm only sorry
that they're still playing dances
instead of a concert format where
they could really break loose. I'm
sure they'll become a very capable
jazz band in time, if they're not
already, I remember seeing at least

three of the band members per
forming in the jazz workshop in the
SUB. last week. They're the only
band I've seen around here who've
even heard of Les McCann, never
mind played any of his stuff. I'd

really like to hear them someplace
where they're not required to play
boogie at all times.

— Tyrone Shoes

Who
it's happened
i''s here
and now 'hey are all

chained *o 'heir stereos
by 'heir headphones
you can see 'he energy
flowing 'hrough 'heir minds,
bodies, fingers
wri'hing in sheer pleasure
once isn'' enough so

hey do it again and again
a daily fix

black disc flashing as it turns
around, around, around
it never stops once it starts

because M's here
i
( 's happened
Who's here
again

—Tyla Michelove

EVERYBODY LIKES
Billy Preston
A&M (SP 3526)

There is enough variation on this,

Billy Preston's seventh album, to

please even those

who didn't like the
first six. As well
as producing, he
does a complete
about face, and
either arranges
or co arranges
every song with
'he exception of
one.

The longest
and strongest on
he album is

probably, "I'm
So Tired," where
a synthesizer
uniquely acts as a

bridge for
Preston's voice
and 'he

instrumentation. Billy's vocai range
5'ands out in this album In Dylan's,
"l''s Alright Ma," he sounds mean
and pissed off, then goes to the
smooth brand of vocals, a la Nat King

SOME KIND OF MUSIC

Cole, in "How Long Has the Train
Been Gone," a jazz gospel mixture of
sorts, backed up by the Church of
Divine Guidance Youth Choir.

Billy plays his

own bass on this

album, replacing

Louis Johnson,
who played bass
on his last album.
Billy also adds
another key man,
Ken L upper, and
all but ooes away
with the formerly
strong horn
section. Preston's
real strength is in

'he keys, shown
in 'he short, self

explanatory,
"Minuet For
Me."

Billy Preston has improved con
siderably since leaving Apple and
Producer G?orge Harrison behind.
That may have been all he needed

—Scott Bacherman

Live Music:
NRBQ At The Rusty Nail, Nov. 9

Each time I hear NR BQ I like them
even more than the last time.

Terry Adams' hands are like magic
wands, he seems to just wave them
over the clavinet and great sounds
appear. The way his face and feet
move are just as amazing. It is

almost as much fun to watch him as it

is to listen and dance to NRBQ. The
band includes Al Anderson, formerly
of the Wildweeds (remember
them?), on guitar and vocals. His
vocals can get pretty incredible. Tom
"Rock Baby Rock" Staley plays little

better than mediocre drums, though
Friday night he was more energetic
than usual, for some reason. Joseph
Spampinato is on bass and vocals,
and you would never guess simply by
looking at him the energy he can
evoke. Donn Adams plays trombone
and also gets to play various per-
cussion instruments. 'Chance Wayne'

of "Give Chance a Piece" fame does
occasional trumpet, but mostly he
sits behind the controls boogying in

his own special way.

The Rusty Nail was a full house as
more and more people become 'BQ
followers. The reasons they are
packing places like the Nail are that
they have so much clean energy and
do very danceable numbers like

"Shake that Thing", older numbers
such as "Ac cent tchu ate the
Positive", and mellow ones like

"Magnet". They are funny and they
are serious, but basically they're a
tight group whose main goal is to give
you a good time while they them
selves are having a good time.
They'll probably be around here
again, so if you can, go see them.
Only you and no one else will lose out
if you don't.

—Tyla Michelove
(and David DeFacto)

Pictured here are the five members of John Mayall's latest 'Jazz Blues
fusion', who will indeed be appearing here Nov 25 A 26.
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RMS AUDIO SERVICES

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
(above Labels for Less)

WILL REPAIR ALL POPULAR BRANDS

OF STEREO COMPONENTS

FAST SERVICE - REASONABLE PRICES

30 DAYS GUARANTEE.

NOW! WALK-IN T.Y. SERVICE TOO -

COLOR OR BLACK 6 WNITE

MASS. LICENSE ^52404

MON.-SAT.,10:00-5:30

549-0949

Breakfast
Fresh Frozen Orange

or

Grapefruit Juice

Two eggs; Nome fries

Toast with jelly

Coffee

99
— Sandwiches

— Ice Cream

168 N. Pleasant St. 253-2291
Open 6:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
NIGHT

SOME

MY BEST

FRIENDS
9.30 - 1

SUNDAY

BLUES

NIGHT
with The

Ed Vadas

Big CHy

Blues Band

l - 12:30

GJhr EngltflJ? flub

We're Entertaining

Every Weekend At

THE CHEQUERS
FRI. EVE. — Bob Jeffway Quartet — 9-12:30 a.m.

SAT. EVE.
9-12:30 a.m.

"THE CHECKMATES"

He's A Pinball Wizard
by Lori Yeslow

In an average day you might
go through the campus center

three or tour times, past the

candle displays, past the Sha
Na Na video, and lastly past

the rows ot pinball machines.
And some of you might shake
your heads and wonder how
anyone could be so addicted as
to spend half the day feeding a

machine money just to see a

few silver balls shoot out and
playing with red buttons; a

very serious button fetish you
might say. But to those of you
who have put your first quarter
into a pinball machine and
have suddenly found yourself

at their mercy; you are not

alone.

Tony Yantosca is a Wizard.
No its, ands or buts about it,

according to the International
Pinball Association, of which
he is a member, he is a cer
tified Wizard. There are five
ratings recognized by the I PA,
they are: Wizard, Tournament
Wizard, Grand Wizard,
Supreme Wizard, and World
Champion Wizard. Tony, a
native of East Boston, will earn

the rank Tournament Wizard
by participating in IPA's
World Pinball Championship
scheduled for November 23 and
24 in Washington, D.C. By
spending many hours at the
machines he has reportedly
broke a world record on the

2001 machine with a 7,726,

which was formerly held by
Jim Begin of Bangor, Maine
with a 6,469. When this score is

finally verified it will not only

name Tony Grand Wizard, but

it would be sent to Guiness for

their Book of World Records.

"A lot of people think it's a

joke but it's not. It's a skill; the

key is concentration." So it

was explained to me that

nothing, absolutely nothing can
be on your mind while you're
playing except that silver ball.

On Saturday, November 23,

right in the middle of our
Thanksgiving break Tony will

be at the World Pinball
Championship meeting with all

the other flipper freaks,
who've come to test their skill,

some from as far as England.
And although most of us will be
home, a little part of us will

travel down the eastern coast
with this UMass junior on his

journey, and we will be hoping
with our hearts that he might
return a little higher on the
prestigious Pinball Wizardry
Ladder.

University Dr. at Amity St.

by Kathi Coleman

The reason for my being at

UMass was revealed last week.
I was walking through Bartlett

classroom center, the words
"John Updike" jumped off the
wall at me. He was to read
publically at Smith College in

Northampton. Immediately a
barrage of mental pictures of

one of my top ten favorite

authors bombarded me. I knew
I had to see him.

I arrived at Wright Hall at

Smith on Tuesday, November
6, exactly at eight p.m. when
the reading was to begin.

Students overflowed the hall. I

assumed the lecture room was
full and people were being
turned away.

Investigating further, I

descended the stairs and saw a
group of older people,of whom
John Updike was one, to the
left. The group exited to a
small hallway through a set of

firedoors. I followed.
I had come prepared for the

reading with a camera,
notebook and a copy of

Poorhouse Fair to be
autographed. The crowd
dispersed and the Man himself
asked me, "Where is everyone
going? Are they all leaving?"
Before I could answer,
someone came to inform
Updike that the reading was to

be pcstponed for one half hour
to find a large enough room to

accommodate the crowd. The
informant suggested they go
for coffee.

Looking back I marvel at my
nerve. I joined their party of

ten without invitation as they
entered the faculty lounge. I

rationalized, how many times
in one's life can they touch one
of their top ten favorite
authors.

Meanwhile, I could not figure
out how to work my father's
ancient German camera in-

doors. I sought assistance

among the Updike followers.
They were apparently as
unknowledgeable as I was. In

desparation I asked Updike for

help. He came over and sat

directly beside me on the
couch.

It seems that I should
have been nervous, hav-
ing just barged in on their

intimate circle of literary
celebrities and he would have
been arrogant and calm.

F

:
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John

Updike

and

Me
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Wrong. He commented on
having a severe case of the
shakes in anticipation of the
reading. I was calm, cool and
thrilled.

With a warm hand, he took
the camera and advised me on
several shots. After we got the
shutter speed and light meter
synchronized, I discovered the
film was not rolling properly. I

had put it in wrong. I felt like
the typical, bubbling female
stereotype I detest. Rather
than make a snide comment or
expression of impatience, he
recited an incident about his
trip to Russia when he was
given a camera he could not
manage. When he got back to
the U.S. he discovered that all

the photos were over-exposed.
Imagine, John Updike em-
pathising with me!
My next move was to request

an autograph on the book I had
brought, which I was going to

give my mother for Christmas.
He wrote "Merry Christmas
Ann" (that's her name) and
drew a Santa Claus captioned
"ho ho". He said she would
prefer "woolies" for Christ-

mas.

In the presence of my
literary god I searched my
cluttered mind for some
brilliant comment or question.
I knew the most recent New
Yorker carried one of his

stories. With typical jour-
nalistic style, I asked him to

comment. He looked vague,
said he had forgotten which
story it was and asked if I

would describe it to him. Much
to my horror, I had to admit
that I had not read it yet. He
consoled me by saying,
"That's o.k. the publisher
didn't like it anyway."

At this point, V.S. Pritchett,

writer in residence at Smith
and author of The Living
Novel, and Upkike entered into

a conversation on the trials and
tribulations of writing
magazine stories.

A messenger informed
Updike that the auditorium
was ready. Updike made ex-
cuses about having an asthma
or appendicitus attack and
humourously asked if any of us
would read for him. He put on
his big, black overcoat, held
the door open for me (isn't life

great? ! ) and we walked over to
the auditorium with the party.

I appreciated the readings
more, because I could now
appreciate the man. I shared a
brief moment with John
Updike. He was a real and
warm person.

The trend toward pessimism
is strong today and here was a
refreshing glimpse into op-
timism furnished by a writer
who's favorite novel is Centaur
because "it has a fair amount
of love in it."

I radiated all the way back to

UMass.
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Selling Talent
by Michael Kostek II

and David Sokol

If talent is really as great a
commodity as it was made out
to be at the ACU-I-NEC con-
ference, then a lot can be said
for those who cover up this

ugly fact. The conference,
which extended from
November 8 through
November 11, brought
Representatives (delegates)
here from some 71 colleges
throughout New England and
Canada together for various
concerts, presentations, and
displays in an attempt to

literally 'sell talent' of all kinds
to the various institutions of

higher learning. Our own
Campus Center Auditorium
was the site of a vast array of

exhibits, all attempts to

merchandise specific
programs of student interest

such as musical acts,
programs packages (such as
one dealing with the Kennedy
assassination) and film series.

If you want to make money,
you have to sell yourself. As an
artist or lecturer appealing to

the college audience, you need
an agency or promoter to get
you across to the 'college talent

representatives'. And to do
that, you have to appeal to

their Basic Interests. Saturday
night, after the last showcase
in Bowker (true talent shows
they were), the Campus Center
Auditorium became a grab bag
circus of Talent On Display.
And was it any surprise that
those tables best attended
were those featuring to the
Lowest Common
Denominator?

— 000 —
His name is Irv Weiner and

he calls himself "Mr. Fingers"
professionally. He'll write
down a number from zero to

nine and ask you to name a

number in the same range.
You do, and he'll show you
what he wrote, and it's the
same number. Every time.
Well, 95 per cent any way. He
works with letters too. He also

does zippy card tricks that are
bewildering. A few press
reprint handouts, some gim
micky buttons, fake money and
cans of promotion, and his

audience is wowed, even your
two confirmed skeptics. "How
much are you?" asks the

snappily dressed black couple.

"During the conference $425,

afterwards, $500.", answers
Irv, a bit embarrassed. He
quickly refers them to the

small but prominent sign
behind him that conveys the

same prices. Irv's not afraid to

talk money, but 3omehow the

mention of it dampens the

man's magic.
Mr. Fingers is a happy fifty

five year old who says he really

doesn't mind 'selling himself
and feels "twenty-five-years
younger every time he comes
to campus". He said he felt

twenty-five years younger just

talking to one of your

correspondents, and was very
glad to get the Old Student
Power Handshake when he
proffered his hand. It was
strangely moving the feeling
that Irv was a sorely human
spot in a room that should have
been brimming with vitality

and overpowering in its

compilation of human ex-
pression, but what did instead
overwhelm was the money,
money, money drone.

Irv was smiling, but he was
drawn and sadly steeled to the
fact that the geeks he was
selling himself to were just as
likely to turn away in the
middle of one of his personable
raps as not.

Everybody's got to earn a
living, and in a society in which
a great many talented people
get overlooked, it is really

quite said that it becomes
necessary for talent agencies
and specific talent itself to

prostitute themselves in order
to gain recognition. Equally
unfortunate were the attitudes

which seemed to prevail on the
parts of those delegates who
chose to view the whole con-
ference as an elitist gathering
for the purpose of partying
rather than for the more
blatent reasons of becoming
familiar with the various talent
and agencies which exist. It's

not hard to see how fabricated
a situation can get when the
talent sellers are thinking of

only one thing (dollars) and the
delegates another (partying).

— 000 —
"This one's kinda stupid. I

was just down at one of these
conventions in New York, and
it was a lot better. In New
York, everyone knew what
they were there for, and we
could really do business. Here
it's like one big party. Trouble
is, most colleges send down
three or four people, which
means that usually two of them
don't know what the fuck
they're doing — they're just

here for the party." Speaking
is Shaun Burke, manager of

Clean Living. He sits with a
close friend at the Clean Livinq
table, while a decrepit but
portable phonograph grinds
away at the two Clean Living
albums. A set of headphones is

the link for the interested
delegate to get into the
swaying world of the Livers.

But many delegates weren't
interested.

Stanley Olchowski, a newly-
joined member of the UMass
Concert Committee, sees it a

different way: "What's wrong
with this convention is the

parties. UMass has a

reputation as a real party

school, but so far the parties

haven't been much. At U.N.H.
last year I heard they had
bathtubs full of gin and
champagne and shit like that.

Really wild."

The two kegs of Falstaff beer
that were being glassed out to

the conventioneers seemed to

go away mighty fast, and with
their passing followed a
noticeable drop-cff in the
number of humans circling the
floor. This occurrence
dominated conversation above
all else: "Shit man, I told them
that two kegs wouldn't be
enough, but they said 'Oh,

they'll be plenty . .
.' ".

A large guy from Worcester
Community College passed by
with a friend, moaning and
groaning, "See? See? I told

you. I told you. We missed out.

We missed out. All the beer's
gone."

In fact, the most emotion we
saw all night stemmed from
the acute disappointment at

the end of the beer.

While UMass was partying to

Fat, Johah and NRBQ, let it be
known that in our midst were
such musical acts as Batteaux,
Mason Williams, and the
Persuasions. They all came to

play for those fortunate enough
to be part of the conference.
Our cynicism began to surface
only after hearing no en-
thusiasm or even mention of

these performances by those
delegates present. Had James
Montgomery or Aerosmith
been there, the people would
have been buzzing, but who are
the Persuasions anyway? Only
excellent unknown talent

which has to be heard and not

doled out in packages.
As we were ushered out at

1 : 30 a.m. so they could "Secure
the hall", the Auditorium bore
a striking resemblance to a

circus after midnight when
they were taking down the

tents. The glitter was gone,
strewn about the floor like

broken toys now useless. Here
was where 'Art' had offered

itself up for money. Here was
where we had seen music
made base, wisdom sold by the

pound, and sex, as always,
made cheap.

This isn't to say that there is

necessarily a better way of

promoting relatively unknown
talent than via a kind of plastic

show and tell, but there must
be. Vermont folksinger Tom
Eslick was one of the artists

represented with a display

featuring a recording of a few
of his songs and a series of

news clippings discussing his

success at various concerts.

His music sounded awfully
nice and his agent was quick to

point out that Tom was not

your ordinary folk singer while
simultaneously writing down
how much his show cost.

Nevertheless, he is the kind of

artist who deserves
recognition (his agent
suggested that he may go
somewhat commercial to
achieve this) and it's a pity

that a sales pitch is necessary
to preclude such recogntion.
There's got to be a better way.
MORE???

Speakeasy Lounge

NOW FEATURING

The Bonnie Floyd Revue
n

FRIDAY SATURDAY

Heppy Hour 4:30 - 7:00 Petty

Dancing - no cover no minimum

Rt. 9 and Univ. Drive.

We're a
full service
travel agency

!

• Alrlln* TJcket*
• Steamship Tickets
• Railroad Tickets
• Hotel.
• Resorts
• Cruises
• Honeymoon*
• Vacations
• Car Rentals

PpfprEan.
I0RL0
IAVEL

79 SOUTH PLEASANT ST
TEL 256-6704

AMHERST

£>3J l\

c eve
i:w (.rem Street Worcester, Ma 753-4376

APPEARING NOW THRl SUNDAY

STAN GETZ
NKXT WEEK:

ABRAHAM
COMING ATTRACTIONS:

CELEBRATION JAMES COTTON
MUDDY WATERS

$ 1 .00 off with this ad Sunday thru Thursday

e

©br lEngltab Pub

$1.00 quart of Bud waiter
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Black

Play

at Smith

by Pat Grundy
Funny House of a Negro, a one act

play, written by celebrated playwright,
Adrienne Kennedy, and directed by
Emlee Hilliard played to a sell out
crowd last weekened in the arena stage
at Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre at
Smith College.
Ms. Kennedy's play lends to a

definitive and revealing account as to
the confusion and torment in the m ind of
a young, Black woman, Sarah, (played
by Yolanda King) who was born of a
Black man and a white woman. The
obvious conflicts here lie in the fact
that Sarah cannot resolve the fact that
she is part Black, and therefore hates
her father. But there are other conflicts
exposed by the playwright in that
Sarah truly believes she will be able to
overcome her Blackness by
surrounding herself with white friends,
European furnishings and other Anglo-
Saxon qualities. This, however, does
not work because looking in the mirror
as she does constantly throughout the
play, tells another story. Not only does
the mirror serve as a reminder of her
Negroid features, but Ms. Kennedy
uses the technique of multiple
characters, through Sarah, to depict
the many changes that she was going
through because of her being the
daughter of a Black man. In the final

scene, Sarah resolves her confusion by
committing suicide.

The strongest characterization
achieved was by Yolanda King through
her portrayal of Sarah. She did a fine

job of acting but I kept getting the
feeling she was holding back the
natural powers of a Black woman in

her monologues. But then this could
have been the intent of the director as
the character she played was diluted

by birth.

theatre
The arena stage seemed quite

complimentary to the play in that the

actors were able to talk directly to

people in the audience as though they

were participating in the play.

As a study of role-playing, the drama
is perhaps even more pertinent today

than in the 60's, when it was written, as

there is still evidence in the 70's where
some Blacks still find themselves

emulating Anglo-Saxon standards.
However, I am hoping that in these

times, Blacks faced with similar

problems will not find it necessary to

resolve their conflicts through death

( mental or physical) as Sarah did. But

seek to find reinforcement through the

spiritual forces of our own African

ancestry.

The Kerala Kalamandalam was
organized in 1930 to preserve and en

courage the growth of Kathakali. It has
become the leading teaching institution

for Kathakali and also maintains the

finest touring company. It includes the

most famous actors, drummers,
singers and make-up artists in Kerala.

Tickets for this Third World Cultural
Series event are now on sale at the Fine
Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter
Hall, telephone 545-0202, and are priced
at $1.50 for UMass-Amherst students
with IDs, $3 for others.

India's

Greatest
India's greatest theatrical group, the

Kerala Kalamandalam Kathakali
Company, consisting of 15 actor-
dancers, musicians and other artists,

will perform the story of Ramayana
Friday, Nov. 16, at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst under the
sponsorship of the University's Fine
Arts Council.

Indigenous to Kerala in the extreme
southwest of the Indian peninsula,

Kathakali dates from the 16th century,
although it has its roots in much older
forms of theater. Most performances in

Kerala are all-night affairs presented
in the precincts of temples. Because
the actors must be masters of dance,
mime and gesture, they undergo a
rigorous training from childhood,
learning to perform the great Hindu
epics.

Coming
Out
by Bruce McKeon
"Coming Out", was first done in

N.Y.C. 5 months ago. It is the first play
to deal with homosexuality in an
honest, and realistic view. There have
been many types of avant-garde
theatre in the last few years, Guerrilla
Theatre, Black theatre, Womens
theatre, and now there is Gay theatre.
There have been many films with
homosexual connotations, "Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof," "Reflections in a
Golden Eye", "The Killing of Sister
George", "The Childrens Hour" and
"Sunday Bloody Sunday", to mention a
few.

Then "The Boys in the Band" came
along. It was applauded by
hetrosexuals and homosexuals alike.

Then we began to think about what the
movie was saying, what ideas it was
perpetrating. We initially became
excited about the movie, because it was
the first time we had seen the subject of

male homosexuality on the legitimate
screen. We did not have to go to slime
square or the dark alleys of Boston to

see a film dealing with'h'oYndsexualHy.

In the same vein, I am sure that a great

number of lesbians were very happy

when The Childrens Hour first ap-

peared on the screen. By no means did

it endorse lesbianism, quite the con-

trary. But it was a film that at least

discussed the subject, no matter how
vague. As with the Boys in the Band, it

is unfortunate that Mort Crowley did

not make it clearer that his play and
movie was about a certain group of

male homosexuals. Instead it appeared
that he was making a generalization

about an entire mass of people, and
their life style. It would be as

ludricrous to say that George and
Martha from "Who's afraid of Virginia

Woolf", represented the majority of the

hetrosexual world. There is no reason

now why homosexuality cannot be

portrayed as what it is — a full-life.

The Play "Coming Out", consists of

scenes about homosexual life, op-

pression and liberation in this country.

The play vignettes are drawn from
newspaper reports, personal accounts,

journals, fiction and poetry. Among the

writers and historical figures
represented are Walt Whitman,
Gertrude Stein, Merle Miller, Kate
Millet, Allen Ginsberg, Willa Cather,

and Horatio Alger.

Although based on last spring's

highly successful production in Boston,

much of the play has been rewritten

and new material has been added.
Director Nicholas Deutsch has
restaged the production and the
company — with one exception — is a
new show.
The Boston-based company recently

opened to standing room only crowds at

the Charles St. Meeting house. Coming
Out! can be seen with the Boston
Company Friday and Saturday nights,

Nov. 16 & 17, at 9:00 p.m., at the

Worcester Dining Commons. Ad-
mission is $1.50, at the door.
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SOUND IDEAS
Soaad Idoat (hr tkoso if pa who han't hm *m if at sahs pi,) b fka ftnt i*4 kit fka k §§
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Save MOO00 on a EPI - Pioneer - Glenborn - Mac Donald system.
List price for this excellent component system is $399.95, but is now available

as a Sound Idea for $299.95. Offer Limited.

ANOTHER SOUND IDEAS USED EQUIPMENT SALE
People who know of these sales wait weeks, months

missed the last one — don't miss this one.

FRIDAY SPECIALS:
KLH 24 Loudspeakers
WOLLENSAK Cassette Deck

GARRARD 42 Amp.
SONY TC 252 Tapedeck
SONY TC 255 Tapedeck
GARRARD and BSR Turntables

VIKING TELEX 8 Track

AKAI 8 Track system

DUAL 1214 Turntable
WOLLENSAK Reel to Reel Tape Recorder

KENWOOD 606P 60 watts RMS Compact w/Pe Turntabl

AMPEX MICRO 14 Stereo Cassette Deck
DYNACO monophone Pre-Amp.
SANSUI QSI 4 Channel Synthesizer

for the next one. If you

Sound Idea

$105.00 $60.00 pr.

$179.00 $70.00
$90.00 $50.00

? $110.00
• $125.00
• $20.00 $60.00

$250.00 $75.00
$250.00 $75.00

$139.00 $65.00
? $65.00

9 $349.95 $190.00

$159.95 $49.00
9
• $10.00

$219.95 '*V9.00

Film Executive Action
11

by Marian Prokop
When the Warren Report

came out in 1964, it was con-
sidered the last word regard
ing the investigation ot the
assassination ot President
Kennedy on November 22, 1963.

Atter collecting enormous
volumes ot exhibits and
testimony, it concluded that
Lee Harvey Oswald, acting
alone, was JFK's assassin.
However a new challenge to
this judgment has emei jed in

a film called Executive Action
which is based on solid facts
that contradict the Warren
Reports's findings. This film
strongly suggests that not only
was Oswald innocent, but that
he was framed by an in-

fluential right wing conspiracy
which was convinced that
Kennedy's foreign and
domestic policies were a threat
to their own powers.
The uniqueness of the film

lies in the fact that director
David Miller focused on the
whole strategy behind the plot
which gives the film the tempo
of a highly suspenseful crime
movie, but its well-documented
evidence, including actual film
footage and newsreels of
Kennedy makes it not only
credible, but controversial.
Instead of a surprising
denouement (since everyone
knows how the movie will end),
it is Miller's dramatic and
technical skill along with a
perfectly developed screen-
play by Dalton Trumbo (also
screenwriter for "Johnny Got
His Gun," "Spartacus,"
"Papillon," and "Hawaii")
which keeps the film moving
and intense until its inevitable
end. The ingenious methods of
the wealthy conspirators
concerning the planning,

It was Burt Lancaster who killed Kennedy.

execution, and aftermath of
the assassination and its

combination with historical
evidence are so strategically
logical, that this interpretation
after the facts becomes an
emotional thriller with the
special twist of possibly being
true.

The situation of Lee Harvey
Oswald, for example, is given a
totally new outlook. He is

shown as the patsy for the
conspirators: chosen because
of his leftist "cover" while
working with the F.B.I., which
allowed him to infiltrate left

wing organizations. By
renouncing his American
citizenship, he gained the
confidence of the Russians and

was used as an agent there,
while also divulging top secret
data so that the Russians
would continue to trust him.
Because of his "double agent"
identity, he was the perfect
selection of a traitor who could
be incriminated for the
murder, and be a scapegoat to
satisfy angry citizens as well.
The film emphasizes

Oswald's frame-up
specifically by showing the
incompetency of the in

vestigators who neglected to
record his twelve hours of
rigorous investigation but
would "remember everything
they needed to know." This
lack of justification runs
through the film as the most

important evidence against the
Warren Report. While the
Warren investigation con-
cluded Oswald was guilty, the
film stresses his innocence so
convincingly that the final
judgment as to which is true
lies with the spectator.

Despite the dramatic ten
sions, the documentary form
remains throughout so that the
fictional characters are
somewhat sideswiped in
credibility. They are types
rather than people, so that all

our sympathies go with the
real people in the newsreels.
We believe the newsreel
footages because we know they
are real. This makes the acting
in the film appear more con-

trived, though it really isn't

bad. Burt Lancaster as the
head conspirator, Farrington,
is believable enough, playing
the role with appropriate
authority but bizarre passivity
in regard to the seriousness of
his actions. Another con
spirator, Foster, was played by
the late Robert Ryan who
conveyed a much more sinister
attitude that Farrington, or
perhaps it was his horrifying
ideas of reducing the world's
population to five hundred and
fifty million. Other adequately
performed roles were by Will
Geer as Ferguson, John
Anderson as Halliday, and
James MacColl as Oswald's
Imposter. Again, however, one
feels nothing for these
characters because we are
constantly confronted with real
people and we know what is

going to happen to them. All

our emotions lie with the
people in the newsreel: JFK
playing golf, Adlai Stevenson
being humiliated by a hostile
Texas audience, Jackie
demurely sitting next to JFK
as they begin the drive through
Dallas, and Oswald being shot
by a fanatical Kennedy sup
porter, Jack Ruby, who slips
through police and FBI agents
without credentials or per-
mission .

Besides being a well
structured and perfectly
precisioned film, it is also very
important especially in light of
the Watergate investigations.
It dramatizes actions on the
official level that are not
always in the best interests of
the American people. It just
shows us again, the effects of
power in a chosen few and how
this exploitation of power
manipulates the majority.

Foreign Car Going to Pieces??
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We've got the"Pieces"you need to get it together:
— Brake Parts

— Tune-up Parts

— Mufflers

— Filters

— Cables

— Gaskets

- Clutches - Metric Tools

- Bearings — Etc.

- VW Parts - (Lots of Etc.)

HADLEY IMPORTED CAR PARTS
9 to 5 Weekdays

9 to 1 Saturday

206 Russel St. (Rte. 9), Hadley

(Next door to Old Weird Harold's) Phono: 584-3988
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WEEKEND

Kennedy
Trumbo.

compiled by Robert Nesti

BEN (1972)

The sequel to "Willard" about a boy and his
love affair with a rat. Together they conquer
Beverly Hills. Camp horror, with a nice title

tune. Campus Center Auditorium, Saturday,
11-7, 7. 8:45, and 10:30.

CHARLEY VARRICK
Dot. Seigal's latest thriller, with Walter

Mattheau. Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield.

ELECTRA GLIDE IN BLUE
The director as self proclaimed superstar.

James William Guercio was the man behind
those Foster Grants in all those half page ads
in the New York Times this past summer that

announced his directorial debut as if a new
Orson Welles was suddenly upon us. That's
hardly the case; the film concerns a motor
cycle cop in the Southwest who is a victim of

sociological circumstances. The picture is

something of a mystery, something of a
comedy, something of youth message picture,
and all a bloody bore. Robert Blake plays the
motorcycle cop and the bloom of method acting
certainly has wilted. Mr. Guercio should stick

with managing Chicago, that commodity is

much easier to handle. Campus Cinemas,
Hadley.

EXECUTIVE ACTION
A dramatic re enactment of the

assassination. Written by Dalton
Campus Cinemas, Hadley.
FELLINI ROMA (1972)

Fellini's chronicle, both real and imagined,
past and present of the city he came to at the
age of twenty and adopted as his own. Fellini

here extends the documentary mode he used
with such beauty in "The Clowns". It's a bit

overripe for this self proclaimed valentine;
you are continually reminded of sequences
from earlier Fellini films which work on much
simpler and more effective levels. Fellini's

hometown is a cookie jar filled with
exaggerations usually reserved for the worst
tourist guides. The Roman citizens behave in

such a bustle and hysteria that one suspects
King Kong is stalking the Pines of Rome. The
picture is divided into sections: an introductory
autobiograhical record of Fellini's associations
with the city, his arrival as a young man and
his first night at an outdoor cafe; a huge, rainy
traffic jam on the highways which circle the
metropolis; a vaudeville house during the War;
the construction of an underground rail system
which reveals an ancient Patrician home;
Rome in the early hours of morning as
motorcyclists tear through it like con
temporary Huns, etc. The film has many ex
traordinary moments, such as the long pan of a
city slum during a hot summer night and a
dreamy, terrifying air raid, and one ex
traordinary sequence: a visit to an aging
Roman contessa who hosts an Eclessiastical

fashion show which sparks with an audacity
that the rest of the film halfheartedly
suggests. Amherst Cinema, Amherst
FELLINI SATYRICON (1970)

Fellini's interpretation of antiquity. A
terrific pagan spectacle which follows the
varied adventures of three young Romans in

Nero's time. The production design is dazzling

:

a Roman market built as a cut away of a
skyscraper, a huge, outdoor bath on what
seems a cosmic plateau. The film is Fellini's

first interpretation of the documentary; he
internalizes the mode and expresses it in a
surreal fantasy. Fellini appears to compose
postcard images in the style of Bosch. Amherst
Cinema, Amherst
GIANT (1956)

Based on Edna Ferber's sprawling novel of

Texas: a rich landowner marries a beautiful

woman who falls in love with an ill treated

adolescent. He is left some land, discovers oil,

and becomes rich.

This film has the failings that similar

adaptations of best sellers usually have, but

despite its cliched story, it paints a colorful and
true picture of life in Texas and the United

States during the twenty and thirty years

'Gee, Toto, I don't think this is Kansas.

between the Old West, with its great herds of

cattle, and the advent of industry, oil, and
millionaires.

The landscape plays a role in the drama.
James Dean died before the film was released;

although perfect in the first part of the film as a

problem adolescent, he is out of his depth later

as an older, successful man who has become an
contemptible drunkard. Herter 227, Tuesday,
11 20, 7 and 9.

GOLDDIGGERS OF 1933

Warner Brother's follow up to their

phenomically successful "42nd Street". Again
a backstage story, this time with a much
greater emphasis on the poor economic con
ditions which faced not only chorus girls and
millionaires but those of the working class.

This is most dramatically portrayed in the

film's finale, a stirring piece of social com
mentary called "Remember My Forgotten

Man" which covers the entire historical gamut
from World War One to draftees marching
happily off to war to veteran riots in the

Washington Streets. The film opens with the

chorus girls singing "We're In The Money"
dressed as giant coins. Ginger Rogers steps out

and sings a verse in pig Latin. Dick Powell

plays the rich Bostonian who longs to be a

songwriter and produces his own hit show to do
so, Ruby Keeler plays his girlfriend, Joan
Blondell and Aline MacMahon play her gold

digging roommates. The plot evolves around
Powell's older brother who comes to New York
to close the show his brother produces. The
musical numbers by Harry Dubin and Al

Warren are swell, they are staged by that great

niave surealist Busby Berkeley. He turns a

simple love song into a free association of

spectacular effects. Butterfield, Tuesday, 11

20, 10.

GONE ARE THE DAYS (1961)

Ossie Davis's pleasant adaptation of his

Broadway comedy "Purlie Victorious".
Mahar, Saturday, 11 17, 7:15 and 9:15

GO WEST YOUNG MAN (1937)

Mae West in one of her films scoured down by
the Hays Office. A Manhattan college broad
side wrote of West: she was "the very per

sonification of sex in its lowest connotation"
polluting "the sacred precincts of homes with

shady stories, four obscenity, smutty
suggestions and horrible blasphemy." But

terfield, Tuesday, 11 20, 7 and 8:30.

THE HARDER THEY COME
A most attractive, Jamaican based, ad

venture film which is quickly becoming the cult

film of the season. The reggae music is great

and Jimmy Cliff is the dynamic lead. Campus
Cinemas, Hadley.

JEREMY
The first love of two New York teenagers; a

high school "Love Story" relationship

Pleasant enough entertainment. Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield.

JOHNNY GUITAR (1956)

Johnny Guitar a reformed gunfighter,

defends Vienna a saloon owner, against the

Marshall (Bond), a female banker (McCam
bridge) who hates her and wants her run out of

town, and an attempted lynching. The film's

unexpected success undoubtedly played a part

in the development of the "intellectual"

western. "This film has a certain depth, a

certain point of view. We were using a com
pletely valueless novel. Phil Yordan and I

worked like hell on the script to stress the time
factor. I would have liked our ideas on the love

hate relationship to have been expressed more
clearly" (Nicholas Ray). Ray now thinks of the

film as "baroque, very baroque." With Sterling

Hayden, Ernest Borgnine, and Mercedes
MacCambridge. Hampden Dining Commons,
Sunday 11 18, 8.

LITTLE BIG MAN (1970)

The demise of the Western myth fashioned

into the exploits of white man brought up by a

benevolent Indian tribe in the middle
Nineteenth century. The film attempts a
Dickenesque portrayal of character and
situation: a fine sense of comic exaggeration
and tragic constriction is suggested in Arthur
Penn's juggling of disparate tempers. It's all a

bit disjointed, and, at times, simply offensive-

still probably the best American film released
its year. Dustin Hoffman is the renegade hero
of this epic which never quite coheses but has
enough verve and substance to make its in

tentions viable. A superb supporting per
formance by Chief Dan George as Hoffman's
surrogate father Mahar, Friday, 11 16, see ad

MASH (1970)

Robert Airman's bitter service comedy is a

college fraternity boy's good time transferred

to the Korean War. Three Army medics turn

their grisly duties into a series of hysterically

funny vignettes Altman is audacious enough to

let every gag play to an extreme and it keeps

the film from becoming either too mild or too

brittle. The conclusion of the film brilliantly

frames it. With Elliot Gould, Sally Kellerman,

and Donald Sutherland. Showcase Cinemas,

West Springfield.

1984 (1956)

George Orwell's harrowing vision of

totalitarian control is only partly successful on

the screen. This is due partly to the huge,

cement block appearance of the design and the

too careful not to offend approach of the script.

There are some fine moments and good per

formances from Jan Sterling and Arthur

Kennedy. Student Union Ballroom, Tuesday,

11-20, 730 and 9:30.

PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT (1972)

Ernest Lehman, who made his mark as a

scriptwriter for "West Side Story" and "The
Sound Of Music", made his directorial debut

with this portentous and offensive comedy
adapted from Philip Roth's novel. Richard

Ben jam ic plays Portnoy, the young man who
could teach Julia Child a few things about the

preparation of liver, and leads you to wonder
just why, why Lehman homogenized him so.

With Karen Black. Student Union Ballroom,

Sunday, 11-18, 7 and 9:30.

SHANGHAI EXPRESS (1932)

On the express train from Peking to

Shanghai are Captain Harvey, Shanghai Lily,

with whom Harvey had had an affair five years

before, a Chinese girl, Huie Fei on her way to

be married, and several other passengers. On
the way, the train is stopped by a rebellious

Chinese war lord, Henry Chang. Director

Joseph Von Sternburg has said that he "took

great pleasure in recreating China in

Hollywood according to may imagination.

Later on (1934) I went there I took the

Shanghai Express and it was quite different.

That is why I'm glad I made this film before

following my fancy. I'm sort of a poet." Cer

tainly, his portrait of China, despite its visual

evocativeness, is a conventional one. The best

episode in the film is the opening in Peking

station with the crowds and the various

passengers preparing for their departure.

When the train finally departs, it puffs its way
slowly down a street teeming with coolies,

shopkeepers, hucksters, and women shoppers

and is held up by a cow in the middle of the

track. After this the plot becomes
melodramatic. Marlene Dietrich's ex-

traordinary clothes were designed by Travis

Banton as they had been for Morocco and The
Scarlet Express. Hampden Dining Commons,
Tuesday, 11 20, 8.

SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS
(1937)

The Disney Cartoon in black and white.
Campus Center Auditorium, Tuesday, 11 20, 7,

8 30, 10.

THREE STOOGES
A group of short comedy films. Campus

Center Auditorium, Friday, 11-16, 7 and 9.

THE WAY WE WERE
Barbra Streisand, gawky and unpredictable,

Robert Redford, cool and unapproachable,

they are opposites wh somehow mismatch for a

marriage of political intrigue and romantic

incompatibility. A film of high spirits and loose

ends, sustained by the irresistable combination

of its stars. It spans decades in the marriage of

conservative turned-liberal writer and his

radical turned liberal wife. Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield.

Concerts & Local Music
CONCERTS
UMASS
Leningrad Philharmonic — Nov. 19,

Curry Hicks Cage ($3-6)

John Mayall — Bruce Springsteen —
Nov. 25, Curry Hicks Cage
John Mayall - Maria Muldaur — Nov.
26, Curry Hicks Cage
AMHERST
Larry Coryell — Dec. 2, Amherst
College Gym
SPRINGFIELD
CINE ROCK: Fat- & Firewater (with
the Randall Is. rock testival movie
FREE) Nov. 21-24, Julia Sanderson
Theatre
Poco — Nov. 28, Municipal Auditorium
McKendree Spring - Dennis Stover —
Nov. 30, Western N.E. College

WILLIAMSTOWN
New Ridetof the Purple Sage — Nov.
16, William College, 7:30 and 10:30

BOSTON
Herbie Hancock — Nov. 17 & 18, Jazz
Workshop
McKendree Spring — Nov. 17 & 18,

Paul's Mall
NRBQ — Nov. 16, the Cricket, Ashland
Genesis — Nov. 17, Tutts ($1.00)

Dovells — Nov. 17-19, King's Row
Martin Mull - Pointer Sister — Nov. 17,

Symphony Hall

Hot Tuna - Argent — Nov. 18, Orpheum
Roy Buchanan — Nov. 18, Symphony
Hall

Linda Lewis — Nov. 19 25, Paul's Mall

Gabor Szabo — Nov. 19 25, Jazz

Workshop
Belmonts — Nov. 19 25, King's Row II

Richard Harris & 50 piece orchestra &

J.L. Seagull — Nov. 21, Orpheum
Frankie Valli & The 4 Seasons — Nov.
21, Symphony Hall

Osmonds - Springfield Revival — Nov.
24, Boston Garden
Loggins & Messina - Jesse Colin Young— Nov. 29, Music Hall
Grateful Dead — Dec. 1 & 2, Music Hall
Gordon Lightfoot — Dec. 2, Symphony
Hall

Gary Burton — Nov. 30, E.M. Lowe
National Theater
Edger Winter — Dec. 2, Orpheum
THE WHO — Dec. 3, Boston Garden
(sold out)

Beach Boys — Dec. 8, Music Hall
Emerson, Lake & Palmer — Dec. 10,

Boston Garden
LOCAL MUSIC
Chase — Nov. 17, Athol Memorial Hall
($3 & $4)

Seagull — Nov. 18, Riverview; 19-21,

Hideaway; 29, Bluewall
Hound Dog Taylor & The Houserockers
— Nov. 28 8. 29, Rusty Nail

Clean Living — Nov. 20, Rusty Nail

Home Cooking — Nov. 17 & 18, Rusty

Nail

Some Of My Best Friends — Nov. 21 &
27, Rusty Nail; 23 & 24, Pub
Allston Allstars — Nov. 23-25, Rusty
Nail; 28, Bluewall
Big Screamin' MacGrew — Nov. 16 &
17, Bluewall
Doc Sullivan — Nov. 16 (3 6), 18(4-8),

23(3-6), 25(4-8), 29, Pub
John Morgan — 20 & 27, Pub
Billy Whyte — Nov. 21 8, 28, Pub
Night Watch — Nov. 16, Country House,

Hattield

Drinan Speaks Of Jewish Struggle
By KAREN LYNCH

The audience was small and intent.

The Congressman was punctual.
Shortly after 7: 30 last night, Fr. Robert F. Drinan,

congressman from Massachusetts, walked down the
aisle in Bowker Auditorium where he was to talk on
the matter of detente in the Mideast.
He was taller than one imagined from his pictures,

and the eyes were less wild.

After an introduction by Larry Cohen of the
Western Mass. Struggle for Soviet Jewry, and Rabbi
Aryeh Meir of the Hillel Foundation, Rep. Drinan
proceeded to talk about the plight of Jewish people in

the Mideast and in Russia.
Drinan said that the situation is more awesome

than ever before, and that her future is not bright.

Friends for Israel are hard to find.

Drinan then listed the countries of the United
Nations who take an anti-Israel position: 12 in the
Soviet bloc, 18 of ths Arab bloc, 41 of the African bloc,

and 75 in the non-alined group.
The oil lobby in this country, indeed in the entire

world is calling for a tempering of U.S. policy

towards Israel, Drinan said, and warning that

otherwise it will be a cold winter.

Though Congress is currently considering the

Administration's proposed grant of $2.2 billion for

Israel, until this time Israel has always bought its

military equipment from the U.S., Drinan said.

But the U.S. has given $55 billion in military aid to

many other nations of the world, with the exceptance

of Israel, he said.

The Arab nations, on the other hand, had received
openly from the U.S. $2.7 billion until 1972, plus the
billions of dollars worth of equipment from the
Soviets in the last decade. Drinan said.

According to Drinan, Israel does not want war, but
rather wants Russia deterred from the area.
"The Israelis want to give some land back, because

they want a Jewish state, not a mixed state," said
Drinan, referring to the lard seized by Israel in 1967.
The U.S. course of action now, Drinan said, should

not be to boycott the Arab nations, but rather to take a
firm stand on its moral committments to protect
Israel.

In regard to the Soviet Jews in Russia who are
being detained, Drinan referred to the Jackson-Vanik
amendment which may be enacted by this Christ-
mas-time.
The amendment, which then would have to be

passed by the Senate, would give the Soviet Union
favored nation trade status with the U.S.
Hopefully, Drinan said, enactment of this amend-

ment the Soviet Union to slacken its emigration
policy in regard to Soviet Jews.
Drinan, former dean of Boston College Law School,

is the congressman from Massachusetts' fourth
district and was the first congressman to propose a
resolution for the impeachment of President Nixon.
Drinan 's appearance last night was sponsored by

the Western Mass. Struggle for Soviet Jewry and
Hillel Foundation.
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The Question Is Settled

Collective Bargaining Nixed
ty JUDY FR1EDLAND

UMass faculty defeated collective bargaining last

Friday by a margin of approximately 200 votes. Of
the 1404 ballots cast, there were 718 votes (58%)
against unionization. 510 (42%) in favor, 174

challenged and 2 void.

Ninety-six per cent of the 1449 faculty members
eligible voted in last week's election. 1336 faculty

voted Thursday and Friday. There were 68 absentee
ballots cast.

Professor Zina Tillona. special assistant to the

Chancellor for faculty relations, attributed the large

turnout to the "vigorous" campaign waged by both

sides.

President Robert Wood issued a statement Friday
saying that he was pleased that the faculty had
"expressed confidence in established governance
procedures."

Both sides have until Wednesday to protest the

election.

Professor Howard Brogan of the English Depart-

ment, chairman of the executive board of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors-American
Association of University Professors (MSP-AAUP),
the union on the ballot to represent the faculty, said

that he noticed "irregularities in the election." Ac-

cording to Brogan, the union had not yet made a

decision on whether or not to submit a formal ob-

jection.

The 174 challenged votes were not included in the

tallying The bulk of them were cast by a group
consisting of department heads, program chairman
and librarians IV and V. The union and Ad-

ministration nau previously agreed to have the

groups status clarified by the Massachusetts Labor
Relations Board, who is conducting the election. The
union also challenged several votes cast by lecturers.
Of the 1404 votes tallied, 17 were protested. Ac-

cording to an agent for the commission, a protested
VOte is one that is not challenged, but whose marking
is questionable, such as an erasure. These votes were
not crucial to the election.

Professor Seymour Shapiro of the Botany
Department, a member of the Committee of Con-
cerned Faculty, a group opposed to the union, said
that "the CCF is over, but it's not permanently
dead."
According to Shapiro, people usually come out and

vote when they want to change something. He feels

that the campaign brought out those who didn't want
to change anything, and whose voice wouldn't have
been heard otherwise.

I inion members, however, do not see the election as
total defeat.

"A force representing 42% of the faculty is very
powerful ' said Eduardo Robreno, a higher
education consultant for The Massachusetts
Teachers Association, an affiliate of MSP-AAUP.

Robreno said that he felt that the union conducted a
tremendous educational campaign which ac-

complished many beneficial things."

The MSP-AAUP will remain active on campus.
Arnold Schneider, a staff member of the MTA sup-

port

A twelve month interval between elections is

required by law.

"No one's going to go and hide, " Schneider said.

India Nite a representation of the song, dance, and
customs of India, proved to be one of the more en-

tertaining cultural events offered on campus. Various

artists performed native Indian dance and offered

excellent musical performances before a large

audience of youngsters fascinated by the customs of a

foreign land.
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Mixed Crowd Makes Belchertown Walk

(Stan Photo/John Stewart)

A few of the one thousand people who walked for

Belchertown are seen here trucking down an
Amherst road.

By JERRY LAZAR
About 560 marchers were greeted by Belchertown State School

residents Saturday after hiking twenty miles from Northampton for the
benefit of the Adolescent Training Unit at the school.
A group of almost 800 left Sheldon Field in Northampton at 8 a.m. on a

route which took them along Route 9 to Amherst Common, and down
Metacomet and Stebbins Streets.

Approximately 75 percent of the participants in the walk-a-thon
completed the twenty-mile stretch, arriving at the school grounds bet-

ween 10 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Money collected from the marchers' pledges will be applied to a

program of revitalization of structures and programs for the adolescent
residents of the school. The amount will be added up early this week.
The announced goal of the campaign was $15,000.
Nine check points were set up along the route, and first aid patrols were

on duty. No accidents were reported. A small band of high school-age
instrumentalists accompanied the walkers on a flat truck.
The march was sponsored by "The First Step", a charitable

organization that helps support the Adolescent Training Unit, which
teaches teenage residents at the school to become adjusted to life outside
the school

Among those walking for the fund raising project were several local
elected officials, including District Attorney John Callahan and Senator
John Olver of Amherst.
The marchers ranged in age from seven to mid-fifties. The first to

arrive in Belchertown were two college men who ran the route in two
hours. Shortly after, one jogger made it to the school grounds, and then
ran back to Amherst.
The last to arrive at 6: 30 p.m. were two elderly women who repeatedly

turned down offers to ride the remainder of the route, and continued to
walk after sunset with a car's headlights guiding their way

.

Southwest Reactions Continue
The recent deaths of two young

people in Southwest has affected
many students. It has also affected
Southwest staff members whose
jobs involve working with students.

"I don't doubt that it was a shock
to all Southwest residents," said
Floyd Martin, assistant Southwest
Director. "People will say that it

didn't affect them, but you can bet
that everyone thought about it."

An Assistant Area Director,
Martin works closely with student
centers and organizations. "It has
affected my job in that it has made
me more sensitive to some of the
student's problems, such as the
area of endangering behavior," he
said.

This area has been an em-
phasized topic in Southwest this

year. "Apparently there are no

emotional outlets where people can
express their feelings, aside from
endangering behavior," stated

Vaughn Jeffries, Staff Assistant

For Student Affairs. "Living in a

high-density area such as South-

west can result in a lot of cooped up
frustration."

Martin concurs, stating that

programs in various dorms and
centers have been trying, even
more so lately, to encourage a

sense of community within the

area.

But it seems that there are some
things that "programs" cannot
confront, such as death. "People
could identify with the death of a

young person," said Jeffries. "I

feel that it was healthy for people

to gather around the body like they

did last Tuesday. It's healthy for

Student Bootlegger
Found Guilty
A UMass sophomore was found guilty on charges of unlawful sale of

alcohol and fined $500 in District Court Friday.
Gary J. Shuster, 19. of New Bedford, pleaded innocent to the charge

when he was arraigned October 31.

Shuster was arrested in his room in Noah Webster dormitory on Oc-
tober M by campus police. Police seized seventeen cases of beer which
was allegedly to be sold to students.
Shuster indicated he will appeal to superior court.

Olver On B'town Case
Senator John W. Olver, Chairman of the Special Commission on the

Belchertown State School and the Monson State Hospital, issued a
statement today commending federal judge Joseph Tauro for the consent
decree he worked out in a court suit against state officials by parents of
children in Belchertown
Senator Olver agreed with Judge Tauro's comment that we must be in

a 'constant state of review" with respect to conditions at Belchertown.
The Senator pledged the Belchertown Commission to a continuing role as
a legislative monitor of conditions at Belchertown and Monson State
Hospital.

Needed:
A group of musicians to put on a music night for some residents at

Northampton State Hospital If you could help, please call: 253-5941 after
ti (K) p.m. and ask for Jan.

abr MaHBarhufirtta Battg (Cnllrgfan
The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, lip

code 01002 Telephones: 54S 2S50 (news); 545 0344 (sports); 545 0731

(business).

Second class postage is paid In Amherst and additional mailing in

Ware, Mass. 01082. THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,

exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of

an act of March 8, 1879, as amended by an act of June 11, 1943 Sub
scription rates are S600 per semester of $10.00 per year

them to really get in touch with this

basic thing. Strangers were talking

to each other. People weren't
isolated, they were a community.
Its unfortunate that it takes
something like death to achieve
something like that. For once,
people weren't running the rat
race. They were dealing with a
very raw thing. You can bet that

people were going through changes
thai night." "Southwest was a
morgue for four hours," added
Martin.

What would happen if another
death occured in the near future?

"It would be traumatic. One more
time would be too much.
Especially if it was a resident,

someone who had friends and was
popular," said Jeffries.

"Obviously, we can't have
policemen on constant patrol,"

said Martin. Both Martin and
Jeffries agreed that it is now up to

Southwest residents to use peer
pressure to stop possible en-
dangering behavior. Both also

agree that it should be everyone's

job to clean up the "zoo image"
that has been hung over the South-

west area.

I Starr Photo/John Stewart

)

Scott Bickerton a UMass student, ran
the whole route in two hours and fifteen

minutes. He was sponsored for fifty

dollars.

"I think we've just discovered where all those obscene phone calls
are coming from."
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The University of Massachusetts Student Government Association is offering the
following items for your bid:

(3) Ultrablitz meteor SPGH strobes

(5) Minolta Srls 35mm cameras w-55mm fl. 7 lens

(1) Soligor 180mm f3.5 preset lens for Minolta

( 1 ) Pentax Hla 35mm camera w-clip-on meter & 55mm fl.8 lens

( 1
)
Pentax Hla 35mm camera w-clip-on meter & 55 mm f2.0 lens

(needs repair)
(1) Omega Printing Densitometer model 7485

™? "JwvHtems ™av be inspected on Nov. 16 & 19 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in room
402 Student tmon. Your written sealed bids should be in the RSO office no later
than 3 p.m. Nov. 21, 1973.

The Right is reserved to reject any or all bids.

Today is the last day for inspection.

Hayden Hewes Tells All About UFOs
The Interview The Speech

By ROBERTA McCANN
"I have seen two objects. One in 1965 and one this

year. I have never seen what you call a flying saucer.
I'm still waiting for that one case when its still sitting

on the ground. U.F.O.'s do exist. Exactly what they
are, where they come from, this is what our
organization is all about."
Hayden Hewes, organizer of the International

UFO. Bureau Inc., is a subdued man who since 1957
has been investigating reported sightings of U.F.O.s.

"We're not trying to prove anything. We're just

trying to collect information and disseminate it to the

public", the thirty year old Oklahoman said in an
MDC interview Friday afternoon.

Hewes first became interested in U.F.O.s when he
was 14. He collected information from newspaper
reports and contacted people who reported U.F.O.s.

"To my surprise, I found that there were many
people all over the world who were concerned also",

Hewes, the author of several articles for U.F.O.
related magazines, said.

Speaking softly and directly, Hewes recounted the
change in public opinion toward U.F.O. sightings in
the past few years. "What was severe ridicule in the
50's and early 60's is changing into a serious interest
and concern. The joke about little green men has
changed to maybe something is out there. U.F.O.s
are always in the back of people's minds but they
underplay it."

Hewes noted that a 1966 Gallup Poll projected that
about five million Americans had sighted U.F.O.s. He
asked the question, "What of the world-how many
people have sighted U.F.O.s?"
The International U.F.O. Bureau, Inc., organized

in Oklahoma by Hewes, is a non-profit organization
which collects information on U.F.O. sightings
around the world. If a high concentration of

unidentified reports occur in a specific area, the
Bureau sends an investigator to the area.

The Bureau compiles the information and attempts
to inform the public through appearances by the
eleven staff members at colleges, conventions, civic

clubs and other organizations.

"I just want to get people to think", Hewes said,
"Through the release of information to the public, we
are not trying to prove any one theory."
The U.F.O. Bureau has contacts with about 5,000

people all over the world who clip U.F.O. sightings
out of local newspapers. Hewes notes that this is

necessary because the news wires rarely carry

stories of U.F.O. sightings.

As for the individuals who report U.F.O. sightings.
Hewes said. "People are fascinating and sincere. But
there are also crackpots. The majority are honest
people."

According to Hewes, a U.F.O. is a conglomerate of

many things. It is an object a person observes and
within his/her educational background, cannot ex-

plain it.

"We have found that approximately 80% of U.F.O.s
can be identified, so we are dealing with 20%.",
Hewes said.

65% of U.F.O. sightings occur at night while 35%
occur during the day. There are more sightings
reported during the summer and in rural areas.
There are about 30 basic shapes reported. The most
common is the domed-shape.
Hewes said that the official government in-

vestigation of U.F.O. sightings, called Project
Bluebook, was discontinued in 1969.

"Since 1969, there has been no official investigation
of U.F.O.s by the government. I believe they still do it

undercover. The burden of U.F.O. research is on
civilian organizations."

When asked about constant government reports
repudiating U.F.O. reports, Hewes said, "The
government denies the existence of U.F.O.'s because
it does not know the full solution."

Explaining the high occurances of U.F.O. sightings
near power plants and water reservoirs. Hewes said,

"They may be hiding or drawing on the energy
source."

Hewes. who wears a Skylab sticker on his label,
said he is for the space program 100%. "Astronauts
have seen things. This may be the reason for the
space program."

Why are U.F.O.'s here?

Hewes said that he has received reports of alien
beings who resemble humans. He speculated that
they come from an environment like earth's outside
of our solar system. Hewes believes that they are
superior to our race.

"I think they're here on a peaceful reconnaissance.
They are afraid that we are going to bring war to
them. They are concerned and have stepped up
reconnaissance in recent years due to our space
program It is a feasible thought but it is theory. If we
do get one. we will know the facts, one way or
another."

By ROBERTA MCCANN
"U.F.O.'s exist. Fact. Where they come from, I do not know. Why they

are here, I do not know."
So spoke Hayden Hewes, organizer of the International U.F.O. Bureau

to a capacity crowd in the Student Union Ballroom last Friday night.
For the next hour, the soft-spoken Hewes bombarded his audience with

stories, hoaxes, illustrations, and the historv of those strange inex-
plicable things we call "UFO's".

Some stories -A farm boy was blinded and paralyzed as one UFO took
off from earth. After the high-pitched noise of the ship had subsided, the
boy's vision and use of his legs returned. The 8-foot circular hole in which
the craft landed can still be seen. Since that time, the soil in the hole has
become dehydrated, and nothing will grow there. A soil analysis revealed
an unknown and unidentifiable white substance.
On October 11. 1973, two men were fishing on a river in Texas when they

saw a bluish-white light hovering near them. Soon after, three alien
beings floated across the water. One of the men fainted, while the other
was suspended at a 45 degree angle. They described the aliens' language
as "humming." The man felt that he was being photographed. The two
men were questioned and give a lie detector test, which they passed
easily.

Hoaxes -Hewes said. "Eighty per cent of all UFO citings can be
identified. It's those 20 per cent that can't be explained that I'm con-
cerned with."

One of the most famous hoaxes occurred in 1953 when one man bet
another that he could get his name in the paper by shaving a monkey and
saying that he had seen a flying saucer and captured an alien. The man
won his bet when he received national media coverage. As a result, a
mass reaction occurred, as thousands of Americans reported seeing
aliens resembling shaved monkeys. His bluff was soon found out.

Illustrations -Hewes brought about 40 slides with him to show the types
of saucers and alien beings which have been seen. There are 30 reported
shapes of UFO's ranging from the cigar-shape to the traditional saucer-

shape The three most common beings reported were: the creepy critter,

which resembled an ape; the man next door, who resembled a human;
and the most common, the enlarged head The "enlarged head" alien

was most commonly described as 3 1/2 ftct tall, with long arms and a

stinging weapon.
History -Hewes has been concerned with UFO sightings for the past 25

years. He said that when World War II pilots began sighting crescent-

shaped saucers, the government became interested and established the

"Project Bluebook" to see if UFO's really existed.

Hewes said, "During the late 1940s through the mid 60s. the U.S. Air

Force under the "Project Bluebook" explained away as many sightings

of UFO's as they could
."

Hewes concluded. "The point is, the general public has been minin-
lormed and the Air Force has been caught misinforming.

"

UFO's. Fact or fiction? Real or imagined? While Hayden Hewes is a
confirmed believer, he is not a missionary seeking believers. He says, "I
am not here to convert you to believe. I am here to give you food for
thought Come to your own conclusions and think with an open mind."

And Now The Schools Cut Down r

By JEFFREY D. ALDERMAN
Associated Press Writer

The postgame shower in the sh-

cool locker room may be a little

cooler, winter vacations a bit

longer and field trips less frequent
as the energy crunch comes to

campus.
Already facing a money crisis

that has forced both secondary and
college level schools to cut
educational trimmings from their

budgets, many schools were trying
to save energy costs when
President Nixon made his plea for

Americans to conserve energy.
The Los Angeles School District

is no longer using its buses to take
youngsters on field trips. The buses
are only used to shuttle students to

and from school and athletic

contests. No more field trips until

the system is sure it has enough
fuel.

Other measures taken by the
district : lowering thermostats to 60

degrees, no air conditioning until

the temperature hits 78 and fewer

lights in the classroom.
Similarly, the Parkland, Pa.,

school board has decided to cut late

afternoon school bus runs tran-
sporting pupils home from ex-
tracurricular activities.

Students at the four Vermont
state colleges are getting a bonus:
an extended Christmas vacation.
It's part of a state effort to con-
serve fuel. The vacation will be
three or four weeks longer and
stretch from mid December
through January.
The time will be made up in the

warmer spring months.
Lengthening vacations is one of

the most popular techniques used
by schools to conserve energy.

In Colorado, where the winters

are even colder than in Vermont,
public school officials in Aurora
are thinking about shortening
school days this winter. They have
been told their heating fuel supply
will be at least 10 per cent less than
last year.

A fuel shortage is already upon
the Medical College of Virginia in

Richmond. The heating plant has
run out of oil and is being operated
on two-standby coal-fired boilers.

The school's supplier said it used
up its November and December
heaing oil allotments and was cut
off.

As for lowering thermostats,
plant director William Wilcox of
the University of Texas told a
meeting he felt that would make

"putrooms too cold and would
people in the hospital."

In Denver, a sweaty afternoon on
the playing field may be followed
by a chilly bout with the shower.
Asst. Supt. Joseph Brzeinski said

one fuel-saving measur? under
consideration is reducing the
amount of hot water in the locker
rooms.

UMass Police

Now Emergency

Numbor

5-3111

Earn 2 credits (taring inttrsession

Call 5-2801

v

GRADUATE
SCHOOL IN
PSYCHOLOGY
ON YOUR MIND?
Let the Graduate Admissions Ad-
visory Piogram help you and your
advisor in the process ot select-

ing the appropriate schools (ot

the 300+ in North America) to

which to apply. This comouter-
ass.sted matching program run

by experienced Ph D. psycholo-
gists costs about the same as an
average application fee If it saves
you one misguided application, it

will save you money and head-
aches Write for free question-
naire and information

Graduate Admissions
Advisory Program GAAP
472 Bay Road jSL M
Amherst. Mass 01002 I BlJI
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WANT TO BE A

SKI INSTRUCTOR

The U.MASS. Ski Club is offering a course

for skiers who want to teach skiing.

— CREDIT — 1 P.E. Credit
— ABILITY — Consistent Parallel Skier
— INSTRUCTOR — Hans Aver, Director of Berkshire East
Ski School
— FEE — $10.00 for Ski Club Members, $15.00 for Non-
Members
— STRUCTURE — 3 1/2 hour lectures, 2 full day sessions
on the slopes of Berkshire East

The first lecture will be held at the Ski Club meeting on
Monday, Nov. 19th in Mahar at 8:00 p.m.

Thanksgiving

GOAT ft JACKET Sale
LEATHERS
RAINCOATS
SPORTCOATS
SKI JACKETS

&
All Regular Quality Outerwear

20% to 40%
All sales cash, Bank Americard

or Mastercharge.

THOMPSON'S
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

OPEN 9-5:30, 8 on Friday
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The Comeback

Nixon Offensive Heading South As Congress Works
ByGAYLORDSHAW

Associated Press Writer
MACON, Ga. (AP) - President

Nixon marched his Watergate
counter offensive into a Southern
stronghold Sunday, collecting
cheers and petitions of support as
well as boos and shouts for

resignation.

Nixon was in Georgia to salute a
retired congressman but unof-
ficially it was a part of Nixon's
concerted effort to overcome the

Watergate scandal.

The journey had the earmarks of

a campaign appearance. At the

airport, an estimated 15,000 sup-
porters cheered, waved flats and
hoisted signs urging the President
to'Hang In There."
Nixon responded, "I'm terribly

grateful..."

Crowds along the motorcade
route into Macon were generally
friendly, too. But signs and shouts
of opposition grew as Nixon's
limousine pulled onto the Mercer
University campus.
There, a chorus of boos rang out

from a mostly young crowd of

several thousand as Nixon stepped
towards a chapel for the ceremony
honoring retired Democratic Rep.
Carl Vinson and the university's

Walter F. George Law School.

"Resign," urged several signs.

"Impeach the President," said

others.

Nixon clearly viewed the ap-
pearance as another step in his

public battle to overcome the

still swirling Watergate scandal.

The first major public step came
Saturday night with a nationally

televised news conference where
the President strongly defended
his personal integrity with a

declaration: "I'm not a crook."
Nixon appeared before the

Associated Press Managing
Editors Association.

A crowd estimated by police

officials at from 10,000 to more
than 20,000 cheered Nixon's arrival

at Robbins Air Force Base outside

Macon.
After stepping from his plane,

Nixon received from local sup-

porters petitions of support
bearing more than 37,000
signatures. "I am terribly grateful

to you. ..It's a great job," he said.

Then the President plunged into

a round of campaign-style hand-
shaking along the fringes of the

crowd. Twice he was stopped with

hugs and kisses from pretty girls.

Signs sprinkled through the
crowd proclaimed support, some of

them "Hang In There." "Nixon is

Our Man," and "We Love You, Mr.
President

"

White House advance men had
worked with local Nixon backers in

efforts to promote a show of sup-

port for the President.

Addressing the crowd, Nixon
made no direct reference to

Watergate, concentrating instead

LSAT

Review Course
Extensive 20-hour review for

December 15 L.S.A.T.

Taught by attorneys

It Will Ntlp

This course has been in

operation since 19*7 and is the

most effective means of

preparation for the L.S.A.T.

Ask students at your school who
have taken this course their

opinions, or call us with your

own questions.

Register now — $85.00

tuition (total cost). Classes

begin Thursday evening, Nov.

29, 1973, 7-11 p.m., Colonist

Hilton, Northampton.

For information call (413) 254.

6072, Amherst; (»17) 762 9161,

Boston.

or write.

L SAT . Review Course
419 Boylston St.

Room 312

Boston, Mass. 02116

(AP Wlreptioioi

THE PRESIDENTS SWINGER — President Nixon playfully
bangs a gift gavel presented him by the National Association of
Realtors. The President, addressing their convention, told them that
he had done no wrong and was not going to leave office because of the
misdeeds of subordinates.

on his accomplishments in foreign

policy.

He said the communications he
opened with the Soviet Union
helped defuse the Middle East
Crisis, saying the two superpowers
had decided to talk about their

differences rather than fight about
them.
Because of better relations with

Moscow and Peking, Nixon said, "I

believe we can build a peace that

lasts... for a generation or more to

come."
But he added that America must

remain strong "in spirit,

patriotism and love of the greatest
civilization in history."

From the air base, Nixon
motorcaded to the campus,
standing in his open-topped car
occasionally to wave at the crowd
lining the route.

As his motorcade neared the

university campus, a few signs of

dissent appeared. One placard held
by a young man said, "Let Me
Make It Perfectly Clear, Resign."
Boos and s.iouts for resignation
were mingled with cheers as Nixon
drove onto tne campus.

The President was described as
buoyed by reaction to his Saturday
news conference and with results

of his series of private meetings
with Congressmen last week.
On the presidential jet en route to

Georgia, presidential chief of staff

Alexander M. Haig Jr. said,
"There had been tremendous
reaction to the news conference."
He said, in reference to Nixon's
Watergate problems, "We've got

to take them on. ..We can't go on
the way we are," with the whole
world watching events in the

United States.
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ThePaulists
tare trying
to meet the
challenge

of toddy's world
in city streets

dnd suburban homes
Ofl the campus
and in the parish

facing the issues

of poverty ano peace
injitstK e and war
and listening

for sounds ol love

and signs ot hope

using their own talents

in their own way
to achieve their mission:

to help Christ

communicate
the ideas

from His mind
to the minds
of all men
For more information about the

Pjulists, America's first religious

(ommunity, send for the PAULIST
PAPERS— a new vocation kit of

articles, posters and recordings.

Write l(<

Falhrr Donald C. Campbell,
Room 104
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By EDMOND LeBRETON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — House Democratic leaders say Watergate has

grabbed the headlines this year, but Congress has produced significant

and far-reaching legislation.

Among important actions are the Alaska pipeline bill enacted into law,

House passage of a Social Security benefit increase and override of

President Nixon's vote of limits on presidential war powers.

In the coming week, energy bills head the Senate calendar, while the

House takes a 10-day recess.

The Senate scheduled a final vote Monday on legislation giving the

President power to deal with the energy crisis.

The Senate Rules Committee plans a vote Tuesday on confirming Rep.
Ceroid R. Ford, R-Mich., to be vice president.

The House Judiciary Committee will continue its hearings on Ford
during the House recess. The recess began at the close of business

Thursday and ends at noon Nov. 26.

The Democratic whip office issued one of its periodic summaries of

legislative actions accomplished and pending, saying:

"Congress...has in less than a year produced a body of legislation that

would equal or exceed that of many previous full Congresses."

Emphasizing especially work done in a busy two weeks before the

recess, the advisory lists the Alaska pipeline bill, House approval of $1

million for expenses of its Judiciary Committee's impeachment inquiry,

House vote to extend the life of the Watergate grand jury, override of

President Nixon's veto of limits on presidential war powers, House
passage of an 11 percent Social Security benefit increase and of relief

measures for financially distressed key railroads.

Setting Dec. 15 as a target date for adjourning this year's session, the

whip report held out hope that by then the House will have acted on
compromise legislation for home rule in the District of Columbia,
congressional budget reform and curbs on presidential impoundment of

funds, better regulation of private pension plans and remaining ap-

propriation bills.

Meanwhile, despite congressional views to stay within President

Nixon's original $268.7-billion budget total, it now appears the legislators

may exceed that target by $5 billion.

The final outcome is uncertain because additional Nixon vetoes may be
interposed to hold down the budget overrun.

Latest Gallup Poll
PRINCETON, N.J. ( AP) - The latest Gallup Poll reports 80 percent of

Americans approve in principle the new law enacted over a presidential
veto that limits the President's power to send U.S. troops into action
overseas.

The poll was taken Nov. 2-5, before Congress voted Nov. 7 to override
President Nixon's veto of a war powers bill. It requires the President to
explain any act of war to Congress within 48 hours.
Under the new law, if Congress does not accept the President's reasons

he could continue the fighting for 60 days and have another 30 days to
withdraw the troops. However, Congress could order immediate with-
drawal by a concurrent resolution.
The Gallup organization said a key factor in the results of the survey

was the public's desire to avoid future conflicts similar to the Vietnam
war. It said surveys as early as 1966 showed six in 10 Americans felt U S
troops should not be sent overseas if a Vietnam -like situation arose
elsewhere.

FROM THE PEOPLES' REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Work Jackets fcr Men and Women. Sturdy blue
cotton outer jackets, worn by Chinese workers

and peasants, instructed for hard wear.
Quilt lined

$25. PPD
Unlined

$12.95 PPD
Please state

your size

Matching peaked
cap $2.75 PPD

Women's
strap shoe

black canvas
skid-proof

composition
sole $4.95 PPD

Men's black
canvas work
shoe, elastic

side step-in

$4.95 PPD
Please stale shoe

Size when ordering

415 West 59th St., New York.N.Y 10U19

CHINESE ACUPUNCTURE POSTERS
Three panels with color and diagrams.
Each panel 30" x 14". Complete set
$3.95 PPD.

Check or Money order pleate, no C. O. D.

tfdflf? PK 19A03
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Chilean Junta Mandate

Martial Law In Greece Farewell Long Hair
bv PHILIP DOPOULOS
Associated Press Writer

ATHENS (AP) - The Greek
armed forces were placed on full

alert Sunday and marines in battle
dress moved into the capital to

quell sporadic anti-government
demonstrations.
As dusk fell and a martial law

curfew went into effect, no
disturbances were reported
following a day of hit-and-run
rioting by thousands of students
near the Athens Polytechnic In-

stitute, where the unrest began
Friday after a four-day sit-in.

About 50 armored personnel
carriers rolled into the city,
doubling the number already on
riot patrol duty in the main
avenues and squares.
An army soucre said the alert

was called as a "precautionary
measure." He added that
"theoretically, the situation had
not gotten out of control."

The alert, he said, meant that
Greek forces were ordered to be
battle-ready.

Some of the roughest police-

student skirmishes took place
Sunday in ront of the mayor's
office, where troops used rifle butts
to clear the area of bands of youths
who taunted them, witnesses said.

Numerous demonstrators were
injured and many were arrested.

No exact figures were available.

The government said five per-
sons have died and more than 300
have been injured since Friday,
when about 15,000 students and
workers took to the streets in an
attempt to topple the regime of

President George Papadopoulos.
The street fighting was triggered

by the student sit-in at the institute,

which ended early Saturday when
police and troops raided the
campus and drove out about 3,000
students in bloody skirmishes.

Official statements reported
several hundred arrests, but
reliable sources reported that the
arrests totaled nearly 2,000.

Tanks and troops guarded all

squares and public buildings

Sunday, ringing the parliament
building in Constitution Square
where Papadopoulos has his office.

At dusk they were replaced by
fresh troops armed with sub-
machine guns.
Several times, troops and police

fired warning shots into the air to

frighten the demonstrators. Only
persons with special passes were
permitted to walk on the deserted

streets between 7 p.m. and 5 a.m.
To emphasize that the army had

the situation in hand, the martial
law command announced that all

hunting rifles would be returned to

their owners. Possession of
firearms by citizens was restricted
when martial law was reinstated
by Papadopoulos Saturday.

By ANTONIO SALGADO
Associated Press Writer

SANTIAGO. Chile, (AP) — "Bye-bye miniskirt,
farewell long hair, here comes the junta, sit straight
in your chair."

Those are the lyrics to a sad song circulating
among teenagers in Santiago schools. It grew from a
press edict put out by the Education Ministry of the
military junta that seized control of the government
in September.
The edict advises teachers that school unifroms are

"the prescribed dress for pupils" and the children
"should acquire habits and attitudes of austerity,
cleanliness and order."
School administrators have translated the order to

mean that girls must lower the hemlines of their
miniskirts, avoid makeup and discard their popular
clog shoes with inch-high soles.

Many boys are visiting barber shops for shearing of
their neck-length hair and are giving up their blue
jeans with embroidered slogans of love and peace.

Instead, they are wearing gray slacks.

The transition has been difficult for many.
"We're going to look like old women of 80 with our

skirts down to our knees," said 15-year-old Carmen
Gloria Moretie.

Her girl friend, wearing the traditional blue blouse
but with a matching miniskirt, asked, "Does this

mean we can't even wear rings to class?"
A 6-year-old boy with long locks returned from

kindergarten and nervously told his mother, "Mama,
if I don't have my hair cut immediately, the teacher
said I can't go back to school."
The family said a telephone call to the school

confirmed the directive and the youngster went to the
local barber shop to join his waiting friends.
Some parents also complained. One father noted

that blue jeans cost less and lasted longer than the
wool slacks and that the prices of school uniforms
nearly tripled this month under the junta's new free
market policy.

But the order didn't make everyone unhappy.

MOONRISE OVER ANCHORAGE — Nike missile site near
Anchorage was bathed in moonshine at sundown recently. The
Army installation is perched atop the Chugach Mountains
overlooking Anchorage. This photo by Henry Peck of the Anchorage
Daily News was shot with a telescopic eye after a 10-mile chase to
position the moon next to the missile site and its nearby rugged
landscape.

Arabs Give Europe An Oil Reprieve
VIENNA. Austria (AP) - Ten

Arab oil nations decided Sunday to

give most of Europe a one-month
reprieve in petroleum cutbacks in

recognition of a Common Market
political stand generally in-

terpreted as pro-Arab.

The United States, Japan and the

Netherlands were excluded from
the pause in the Arab oil cutback,
imposed in conjunction with the

October Middle East war as a

means of pressure against Israel

and its supporters.

That means that unless some
new political developments in-

tervene, the pinch of oil deliveries

to Americans, Japanese and
Dutchmen will continue unabated.
The United States gets only

about 10 per cent of its petroleum
from the Middle East. But with the

general energy crisis, that margin
has become increasingly im-
portant.

Europe and Japan depend
heavily on the Arabs for oil,

however, and the cutback has
raised fears of a serious fuel

shortage this winter.

The 10 Arab oil-producing
nations announced after a surprise
meeting here that the additional 5

per cent reduction in production
that had been planned for
December will not be carried out
with regard to sales to the
European countries.

The decision means that supplies
of oil to Europe, with the exception
of the Netherlands, should be the
same in December as in Novem-
ber, when they already were
sharplv reduced.
The Arabs said they were taking

this step "in appreciation of the

political stand taken by the
Common Market countries in their

communique regarding the Middle
East crisis."

The Common Market statement
called on Israel to withdraw im-
mediately to the Oct. 22 cease-fire

lines, recognize the rights of the
Palestinian people ana accept in

negotiations a pullback from Arab
lands captured in 1967.

But the Arab communique said
the production cuts of 5 per cent a
mont to Europe will resume nor-
mally in January. The relaxation
thus will do almost nothing to ease
the fuel shortages becoming more
acute around Europe.
Various countries, especially the

Netherlands, estimate their

shortages of incoming crude oil

exceed 15 per cent

Israeli Populace Petulant

Commission Analyzes

Start Of The War
Inquiry By MARCUS ELIASON

Associated Press Writer
JERUSALEM (AP) — The Israeli government announced Sunday a

full-scale judicial inquiry into alleged mishandling of the opening stages
of the October war against Egypt and Syria.

The decision on a five-man independent commission came as public
attacks on the government and military command continued unabated
over Israel's initial losses in the war.
The commission will conduct its probe in secrecy, a cabinet spokesman

said. But its findings will be published unless ruled militarily sensitive.

A cabinet statement said the probe will take in "the army's deployment
for war in general, its preparedeness in the days prior to the Yom kippur
war and its actions until ih held back the enemy."
The statement also said the commission would investigate what in-

telligence Israel had on Arab war preparations, and added

:

"These today are matters of vital public importance which require
clarification."

Defense Minister Moshe Dayan has said Israel had no inkling of im-
pending war until Yom Kippur morning Oct. 6, when the fighting broke
out against Egypt along the Suez Canal and Syria in the Golan Heights.
The inquiry looked like it might turn into the biggest Israel has un-

dertaken into its own faults since it won independence in 1948. As far as
the Israeli public was concerned, the question was the ability of the

country to defend itself against foes.

This kind of commissio has been set up three times in the past four
years, to investigate widely differing controversies, a fire in Jerusalem's
sacred Moslem mosque of Al Aqsa. game-fixing in the national soccer
league and mismanagement of an oil-drilling company in the Israeli held
Egyptian Sinai.
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Chalk-In At School Of Ed

Experimental Group

By JOHN STEWART
In fhe past several years, our

campus has experienced
numerous sit-ins, walk-outs,
freak-outs and teach-ins. Well,
we now have a new "in".
Last week, under the

supervision of Mary Beaven,
Director of the Aesthetics
Center in the School of
Education, a "Chalk-In" was
held at the Marks Meadow
Elementary School About
seventy-five, fourth and fifth

graders and fifteen future
teachers participated in the
Happening.
A chalk-in is a gathering of

any number of people, who get
together anytime and draw
with chalk. It can be held
almost anywhere desired, have
rigid rules or it can be totally

unstructured.

The coordinators of the
chalk-in and the future
teachers held a meeting before
the big event at which they
discussed the purposes and
hopeful outcomes of the
project.

One of the main purposes
was to benefit the children
participating. The kids
hopefully were to develop a
better appreciation for art, and
to learn that art can be fun and
interesting. The chalk-in also
would expand their idea of
what art is, and would
illustrate that it is not just
something one would see in a
museum. Instead, it is a
process that anyone can
achieve.

The teachers, on the other
hand, were given a chance to
observe young people's
behaviour while being
creative.

Each chalk-in has its own
rules, depending on what its

purpose is. Eew rules were

utilized at the one for the

Marks Meadow students. The
kids were divided into fifteen

groups, one student teacher for

every five young people.

The control groups, which
comprised about half of the

children, were encouraged to

plan their drawings in ad-

Lone Group

vance. The control groups were
directed to draw a large square
and work around that. They
could draw inside the square
outside of it, or both.
The other groups were not

encouraged to plan ahead,
instead they were directed to
"do their own thing". The
experimental group could work
individually, as a group, with a
goal, or without one.
The kids had a lot of fun and

the teachers seemed to enjoy
the chalk-in just as much, if not
more.
After the activity was over,

the participating student
teachers and the coordinators
of the project got together for a
discussion. Every one felt the
chalk-in was a success. They
all had fun and gained a
positive feeling toward art.
Many of the kids were eager to
dr. .t again.

Of all the "ins" and "outs"
that exist, the chalk-in seems
to be one of the most fun and
creative. Try one if you get a
chance, they are rewarding.

LOOKING FOR A SCIENCE CORE ELECTIVE?

M.A.E. 101
ENERGY AND
MAN (E)

— Learn about the energy crisis —
— Hear experts discuss energy situation —— Emphasis on energy conservation —

CHARGE
WOOICO

IUV WITH CflNllO'it !

SiriSUCIlON GUAMn HO

bARTlett

:

Most of us go through life not noticing things that we
see every day. The only time we notice anything
apart from the initial peek, is if we are forced to take
notice of it. A prime example of this is the art
displayed on the walls of Bartlett Hall. As you pass
hrough the building you may notice that there exists
a wide variety of artwork.
The subjects displayed there range from the

modern to the more traditional floral murals. Which
ever one catches your eye, you'll quickly notice that
someone has put a lot of time and work into it. If you
have the lime, it can really be enjoyable to go iooking
for some of this work. Apart from the displays in the
entrance, paintings are tucked away in some more
obscure places. So next time you are running up the
stairs to meet a professor or are on the way to a class,
stop and take a look at the wall. You may see
something you never notice before.

Faculty Opinion About

January Break

Academic Matters has appointed a

sub-committee to study the academic

implications of the January break.

The sub-committee must report in

December. If you would like to

contribute your opinion, please

contact me.

PROFESSOR CYNTHIA WOLFF
Honors Office

Machmer E-23

Student Artwork At A Glance

w

By

Jim

Pappas

UMASS CELEBRITY SERIES PRESENTS
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Black Careers
The Black Scientist Society of UMass will sponsor a

lecture tonight by Ms. Sandra Oyewole of Hampshire
College. Ms. Oyewole, who holds a Ph.D. in
microbiology, will be giving an address entitled
"Careers in Microbiology". Ms. Oyewole is the first
of many distinguished personages to be presented by
the B.S.S. this year. The presentation will take place
at 7.30 p.m. sharp, with refreshments being offered
at 7:00 p.m., in Room 413 New Africa House. While all
B.S.S. members are required to attend, the entire
University and Five College community is welcomed
and urged to attend.

Veteran Bonus...
The long awaited Massachusetts Viet Nam bonus

payment was recently mailed! Some 18,000 checks
were mailed during early September, 2,500 by the end
of September, and the remaining 2,000 in mid-
October. Of the initial 18,000 mailed, some 500 were
returned as undeliverable. In addition to the checks
returned because of incorrect addresses, the bonus
division indicates a substantial number of ap-
plications are being held up because it needs to verify
the military service or residence of the applicants.
Viet Nam veterans who applied for their bonus before
January, 1973 and still haven't heard from
Massachusetts are asked to contact the Viet Nam
Bonus Division, 23 Beacon Street, Boston
Massachusetts 02133.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

OPENING

For Career & Life Planning Counselor

in Dwight House

Applications accepted until Tues. 11-20-73 at 6 p.m.

For information concerning established criteria con

tact Sally Majewski 546-4535.

Bicultural Courses Offered

Student Struggle For Soviet Jewry
The Western Mass. Student

Struggle for Soviet Jewry will be
present at the performance of the
Leningrad Philharmonic Or-
chestra. There will be a peaceful
protest outside of the Curry Hicks
Cage, to bear witness to the plight

of Soviet Jewry. This protest is

being staged in conjunction with
the Hillel Foundation at the
University.

Why are we protesting this even?
Let us explain. You may not see
any connection between this

concert and the plight of Soviet
Jewry, but there is one.

The Soviet Government's policy

of Anti-Semitism (in the disguise of

Anti-Zionism) effects all areas of
Jewish life, including cultural life.

For example:
1. Valery Panov was dismissed

from Lenigrad's Kirov Ballet, in

April 1972, after having applied to

emigrate to Israel.

2. All Jewish members of Soviet
Radio and Television Orchestra
dismissed.

3. Edward Gorwin, musician,
allowed to leave for Israel, wife
Sofia permission, she remains
unemployed, alone, and in a
desperate condition.

4. Stella Goldberg, a pianist;

husband Victor, allowed to leave,
she and her son forbidden exit.

And Veteran Benefits
Based on a recent class action, it has been declared unconstitutional for

the Veterans Administration to refuse eligibility to those who have
completed alternative service. The government is appealing this de-
cision to the Supreme Court and has obtained a stay of the judgement,
pending the appeal However, all those interested and eligible should
apply now.
Conscientious objectors who have completed alternate service and who

wish to apply for veterans educational benefits should obtain Form 21 E-
1990 at any VA office or from the UMass Office of Veterans Affairs,
Whitmore, Rm 241. By filing this application immediately you wili
establish a VA file number, and establish a date of eligibility. This is

important because if the case is upheld the VA may be obligated to pay
benefits retroactively to date of application.
Only those who completed more than 180 days of satisfactory alter-

native service are eligible, and certain documentation and information is

needed when filing the application. You will need your Selective Service
number, dates of alternative service, and Certificate of Release from
Alternative Service. For further information contact: Office of Veterans
Affairs (Don Ryan), Whitmore. Rm 421. 5-1346.

Thanksgiving

at the

Top of the Campus

featuring

Tomato Juice, Fruit Cup
or Corn Chowder
Whipped Potato

Butternut Squash

Tossed Salad with

choice of dressing

Prime Rib of Beef it jus '4.95

Roast Turkey */Sajo Dressing 14 4S

11 Baked Stuffed Shrimp 14.9s

Cranberry Nut Bread
Butterflake Rolls

Pumpkin or Mince Pie
Ice Cream, or Hot Apple Pie
Coffee, Tea, Milk

Hours: 2-6 p.m.

Enjoy the concert, but while you
do, remember the plight of these
and other Soviet Jews. The protest
will start at 7:15 p.m. Monday,
Nov. 19 in ront of the main en-

trance of the Cage. Ail concerned
people are asked to come to a
meeting in Hillel Rm. 302 S.U. at

6:30 p.m. that same day.

3 "THREE STOOGES" Shorts

3 "MARX BROTHERS" Shorts

C.C. Aud. Mon., Nov. 19 7. 9, 11

Show Your Support tor MoeU!

60' 50'

CCDCI?
The James Gang
Tht- Fifth Dimension
Tim Buckley
Cr.;am
John Mayall
Mountain
Arrth.i r Mnklm
The Who

Dave Brubeck
Ramsey Lewis
Cannonball Adderly
Ella Fitzgerald

Stan Kenton
Dizzy Gillespie

Gerry Mulligan
Alice Coltrane

CLASSICAL
Pittsburgh Symphony
London Symphony
Colin Davis

Sag;

B&UES-POiK
'field Blues Band

Joan Baez
Woody Guthne
Muddy Waters

Mot }ya
Julian Br

Joset Kr,s

Lightnin H ipkins

John Lee Hooker
Leadbeliy
B1II11 Holiiday

BCA Sine Qua Non
Atlantic Nonesuch
Elektra Vanguard
Columbia and many more
Philips

PLUS THUMMMOS
VALUES Mi MX SiTS!
TMt CLASSICAL GUITAR
Seqovia
Almeida
Williams

Montoya
and many others
Value to S25 00 5 record t*i

yse »••
BEETHOVEN
The Nine Compieie
Symphon es
William Steinberg
and the

Pittsburgh

Symphony
Ochpst'a
Valu* to $44 SO • record tat

9»8

THE BEST OF THE BLUES
Leadbeliy

Josh While

Memphis Slim

Otis Spann
and many others
Value tu $15 00 3 record tet

MOZART
PIANO CONCERTOS
(Limited Edition)

teatu'mq
Es< henhach
Bad* <r a -Skoda
Rrendei
Klien and others
Value to $15 00

CLASSICAL BALLET
(Limited Edition;

Nutrrat ker Suite

S*3" Lake Su-te
Coppelia S •

MlltP

Les Sylph, rjej
. . .

Valu- In SI' 00 )iko"I ifl

STRAVINSKY
HIS FINEST MUSIC
(Limited Edition i

Petrouchka
Firebird Suite

and OllMMl
irtng

t "

V»'u.- to $20 00 4 record tet

3 record tet

UNIVERSITY STORE
record,

soles

new records added each day
campus center

Lex No. nee - Student Teaching
in Bilingual Education - All
morning &-or afternoon M-F - 600-
1200 Mod Credit - Viera-Rivera
Instructor.

Lex No. 3650 - Spec. Prob. in Ed.

:

Issues in Teaching Bilingual
Children in Public Schools - Mon. -

Fri.4:00-5:30p.m.,Jan.-Apr. -Mod
Credit 150-300 - Silvia Viera In-

structor - 21B.

Lex No. 3655 Teaching Spanish
as Vernacular to Elementary
School Children - Friday, 9:05-
12:05 - Mod Credit 100-500 - Viera

-

Staff Instructor - 128 Sch. of Ed.

Lex No. 3656 - Teaching Spanish
(Vernacular) to Elm. School
Children: The Acquisition of
Language Stages - Friday, 9:05-

12:05 1st three Fri's. Spring
Semester Feb. 1, 8, & 15. Mod
credit - 100 - Silvia Viera.

Lex No. 3657 - - Teaching Spanish
(Vernacular) to Elem. School
Children: Contexts & Roles of

Infantile Communication - Friday,
9:05-12:05, Next three Fri's. Feb.
22, Mar. 1, 8 - Mod Credit - 100 -

Silvia Viera.

I -ex No. 3657 - Teaching Spanish
as Vernacular to Elementary
School Children: Methods and
Materials - Friday, 9:05 - 12:05
Every Fri. after Mar. 8 - Mod
Credit - 300 - Viera-Reyes In-

structor.

Earn2c^cnt^?urtnginter$e$$ion

Call 5-2801

Letusgivethanks this festiveHolidav

Enast *1
we niDtia

i'AKil >00() blAMPS Save 13
ALL OUR STORES WILL BE OPEN LATE Mon . Tm. Wd .

Nov 19-20-21

'——'anas

Finns! Fruit Cokes

21 oi

pkg

Fruit Cake Fruit Cake
Bar Rmg

129 „ D |59

Luxury Fruit

Cake

32 0!

pkg 2 19

2 !.? 69

Pumpkin Pies

Finast Stuffing Bread

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL - Hadley
Choose from Finast's Wide Variety of Quality Turkeys tor Your Dinner 1

" TURKEYS "
Finast Prime US Grade A

• gAUflVftUAUAVAVMAV«VA«
19 Maxwell House

Coffee

one 1 lb can
With This Coupon94

Valid thru Nov 24
VEN 13

On«n Frtsh From

Our In Sliri

tut Ship ?!> •/

Ml
• li'ljl • I* SlI'H

«<f« iMi S*tl 0"|

Young Toms 18 to 22 lbs Young Toms 18 to 22 lbs

ivnvnvnvnvnvfffifil

Ocean Spray

Victory Cherries

Turkey Brown n' Bags
Bordens Mince Meat Lona"'i"'

Vlosic Pickles

,"39
"49

. o /

wiiti

lamoosF'"*4 '

\ pOp-l)P
r\ --H.inner

Young Hens

75
Tiilir almna irni
Iriuiil ulicl Unit kr«<

Itr ncif lieml liifirmi mi
Minor plump III Mill)

trouitg, larki|i U $ Gonn
••I Grill A Hi Im (hi
HI) Cll ttf A Minn, cil

lirpuci tor four limily liiir>

Young Hens

65
Cranberry Juice

Cocktail

Muellers Lasagne
Finast Soda * mm*

Princella Yams

• 51

bin I

39
19 01

cm

Swifts

Premium ButterballsT Fresh Turkeys 1 f Alcoa Alum. Wrap

Lindsay Ripe Olives

Finast Stuffed Olives "**•

La Rosa Rib Lasagne

51

96
51

16 07
pfcg

Toms 18 to 22 lbs

Hins

10 to 14 lbs

Turkey

Turkey Roust

Young Toms 16

to 20 lbs

young Hers

10 to 14 lbs

Hiavy Duty 25 ft

Super Strength roll

Cranberry Sauce

53:

1"

California

Steaks or Roasts

uHtfM .

PUS \

Frozen Food
Favorites From Finast

Cut Corn

Sweet Peas

Mixed Vegetables

Finast Frozen
Vegetables

# bags Qf^

89

Turkey BreustAft
Suusuge Meut 79:

Chuck

teaks or Roasts
Chuck Steak

59

FmislSweet Potatoes

Finast Apple Cider

Ocean Spray Cranberry Sauce

Viva Napkins

Jumbo Oecorilor

Assorted Colors

W 01

c«n

4 :

tug

35
V
28

Holiday Favorite

Sura Lee
Birds Eye Squash

Finast Melon Balls

Finast Shrimp

Smuckers Mince Pie

Pumpkin 32 oz

Pies p"9

Pe*-f 1

6 £$ 1
C D'l'J*/

i

London Broil SS ft
Top Chuck Steuk I !

Porterhouse s
K.

lr l
8
!

Club Steuk ' 2 s
!

1st 4 Ribs Only '149
Oven Heady 1 n

Onnrter Loin
Pork Chops

1

Bib Boost

Shoulder tr I
4
!

Beef Short Bibs &,ft
Stew Beef — l

39

Fresh From Finasti

Florida

efruiti

Equal Amoul Of

Swiotn mp and
Can tar Cut Chops

Center Cat
Pork Chops

1
)»o/109

Holiday Dairy Favoirtes!

pSSS, Margarine
c

Quarters

***»"

1 lb

pkg 39

Fresh American Lamb

Loin Lamb Chops I
89

Bib Lamb Chops ft
Shoulder ^cm* i

29

I fllTtn Combination

llllllllf Stew 4 Shoulder Chops

Fresh Chicken Parts

Chicken Legs is 59;

Chicken Thighs 59
Chicken 69

Chicken Breusts 79

sweer source of Vitamin C 4 A ? lbs

Sweet Potatoes
Boil Mash Cheese 4 Bake

Yellow Turnip
For Delicious Cream o» Onions

Finast 100% Pure

Orange Juice
tO :» f l|

Brookside Farms **•*»

Bordens Dip ft-"**

Breakstone Ricotta

C&F Mozzarella

Finast Cream Cheese

Finast Sour Cream

59
v; 69

69
. 67

.%M 45

j Individually Quick Frozen

Buy Scallops

pfiffil Jumbo Shrimp

(^ Oysters

«Wi.lt

UStl

,49

,2 89

Casino Clams s

8"^ ';? 99
' ri,, s i.

Onions 29
Oranges ««• 10 69
Tangerines 12 69'

Blend tx 79*
Whole or Hall lb 1 99 '1 flQ

Baked Ham 1

Genoa Salami * t 69

Pro volone ;.. 69

Mr Deli Bologna " 75

Oscar Mayer Sliced Bacon-. V
Oscar Mayer Sliced Bacon 1'

Oscar Mayer Pork Sausage
Finast Bologna m

1"

p*g'99

Brownie

Mix
\

67

A* P.-,* •,. ••» p .

Pillsbury
J
Hfl Polish W Glad |7W| Joy

j
jraB

JfV
Flour ltH,» S P ears PrSf Wra P "rV^* Detergent I |iUl Ourkee t*JQ

ss {DI 49jEf 35 ;BDjjT 65;Ehp*« :BQ/ .j
SSSSt l2lDt——-.BfiBlL-----CfiJIi fSSlL fSSSL GfiBl

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL - Nadley

Wisk !

Detergent I

133 I

,

.
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EDITOR IN CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
FINE ARTS EDITOR

BOARD OF EDITORS
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ADVERTISING MANAGER
ASST. MANAGING EDITOR
ASST. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
ASST PHOTO EDITOR
ASST. FINE ARTS EDITOR

TODAY'S STAFF
ISSUE EDITOR
NIGHT STAFF
EDITORIAL
DARKROOM
SPORTS
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Stephen G. Tripoli

Mary T. Vorderer
Gilbert W. Fullerton

Jerald H. Lazar
Joan Fassnacht

Stephen W. Crowe
Alan H. Chapman

Patrick Coffey

Brent A. Wilkes
Geoffrey L. Kurinsky

Dean P. Tucker
Sharon Hughes
Steven DeCosta

Stephen A. Ruggles
Joyce Kosofsky
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Singles Parties?
By THOMAS BRINE

After two and one half months of living on a University, I find myself in
a position of not knowing many girls. In trying to reason why I come to the
realization that the approach to this process is only by using extreme
methods.
Let me give you some examples of what I mean. One of the ways to

meet new girls is to attend a party. At first you really get excited when
you see so many attractive girls at the party. Usually, there is a dance
there to help you get to know some girls. However, after looking for
prospective girls to ask, you find out something unfortunate A large
portion of the girls are either assisted by another guy or the remainder of
the girls are grouped together. If you haven't tried to ask a girl while she
was with a group ot girls, you are missing an experience. So what are you
to do? You have to use an extreme method. You have to ask a girl that's in
a group Depending on how experienced you are, it can be an em-
barrassing situation.

The Blue Wall and the Hatch are exactly the same. The girls are split
up into the same two catagories. Without using extreme methods similar
to going to a party, the chance of meeting a single girl is pretty dim.
Meeting girls at the your local dining commons is again a good

example Most of the girls will either sit with their girlfriends or with a
boyfriend You again must sit with a group of girls and somehow strike up
a conversation depending on how much it is worth to you

If you are a guy that happens to live in a co-ed dorm, the chances of
getting to meet different girls is obviously a lot better. In fact I think it's
the best way to get to know girls. However, co-ed dorms do have a few
difficulties. Only a small minority of guys get to live on a co-ed dorm and
the number of girls in a co-ed is limited.
What it really amounts to is that the ability to meet different girls is not

very good In my opinion, most guys that have been here the same
amount of time as I have, are in the same boat. The social activities do
not tailor the desires of the single guy or the single girl for that matter

I have a suggestion For guys who feel the way I do, for girls that irh
terested. and for social organizers who want a change, I would recom-
mend a party with dancing in which only singles of both sex can attend
Then the single guy has a great chance of meeting some girls and vice
versa.

Some people might argue that this is being restrictive and unatural
However, I feel that the idea of a party or any other social outing is to
enjoy yourselves. Certainly, it will accomplish that. It sure is more
natural to meet girls in this atmosphere. It not only is a better at-
mosphere in which to meet girls at, but it undoubtedly will increase the
amount of guys and girls going which makes it better for just about
everybody.

Thomas Brine is a Collegian Commentator.
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There he stood. A clenched fist in the air; drooping
jowls and opened lips, the President looked like he
was almost moaning. Behind him stood a gigantic
American flag consisting of different colored light

bulbs. With the Presidential insignia in front of him
on the podium, and the flag behind him, he almost
looked like a scene out of Hollywood. Perhaps it

wasn't an accident.

And he spoke. Told a crowd of 3000 Realtors that he
was the President. He exclaimed "I was elected to do
a job. I'm not going to walk away until I get that job
done." And they cheered. These 3000 Realtors in

Washington for a convention cheered. It was as if the
President was a side-show. Somewhere between the
booze and talk of business there was the President's
speech. It was under these kind of conditions that the
President made his first move to take his case "to the
people". The Realtors... representatives of the public
opinion of the United States.

As I read the Springfield Union on Friday, and saw
the picture of this desperate man in front of the
electronic flag... fist clenched and in the air. . jowls
drooping and the Presidential insignia ...I read the
banner- REALTORS CHEER DEFENSE OF ROLE
BY PRESIDENT. The storv described these
cheering realtors as a "sympathetic audience".
Somehow the entire scene seemed a bit bazarre. The
President was "coming out" and "fighting". Yet it

was a phantom fight... to be won with a phantom
punch. If Nixon does succeed in pumping up his
pathetic popularity quota ( at last count it was 27% in
favor of the President - the rest unsure or against
him), it will be a "tribute" to the mass media
technicians, the PR. men, and the advertising agents
who got him elected in the first place. For anyone who
ever read The Selling of the President, it must be
clear that what we are seeing is these same
techniques being used again; mob manipulation,
phantom cheering; and "picking out" sympathetic
crowds to give the illusion of Presidential "popularity,
it is clear that the President does not want to meet the
people. he wants the people to see him cheered by
"others"; to see him being "loved by the people" and
say to themselves, "maybe he's not such a bad guy
after all. ..maybe it is my imagination." It is the
same technique that is used to sell soap!
But who are these "others" who cheer the

President? Last Thursday he spoke to the Realtors;
over the weekend he went down south; first to
Florida, then Georgia. For his televised "Question
and Answer" period with the News Media, he picked
the Associated Press managing editors in Orlando

I Charles Camelopard

Selling
Florida. Wow, what a big break for them. Do you
think that these local newsmen asked the real tough
questions? The kind of questions that would have
been asked by a Dan Rather or a Roger Mudd. A
Walter Cronkite or a John Chancellor? But of course
they never really had a chance to talk to the Pres-
ident. They know the issues. The President knows
this and probably they will never get a chance to

ask any of their questions to the President in public.

And as the President talks to friendly crowds the

scandals grow and grow: The number of companies
that have admitted their guilt in donating corporate
money illegally to the "Committee for the Re-
election of the President", has risen to seven.
Company officials have said that they were
protecting themselves; the implication being that if

these corporations did not donate money to the
President's re-election they would be "low man" on
the Executive totempole. The implication was that it

would be a very bad thing to be the "low man" on the
totempole. Add extortion to the lists of break and
entry as some of the "functions" performed by the
President and his cronies.

While people talk about "the tapes" there are other
things to consider; the President talks of "energy
crisis" then flies all over the country (Florida,
California, the White House and Camp David) in

search of the "perfect lounge chair" in which to
watch the Sunday Football games; the Milk in-

dustries were not granted an audience with the
President, or a subsequent permission to raise prices
until they kicked in a substantial amount of money to
(he "Committee to Re-elect the President". While the
President talks of "ending the Vietnam War", ac-
tually he was President for the longest time of any
President before it ended; and settled for little more
than the North Vietnamese offered was in the first

place when he first took office. And consider that Dita
Beard is still a very relevant name in America today,
and that before all this Watergate mumbo jumbo the
IT&T scandal was considered quite significant in
itself.

On Friday afternoon I walked around this campus,
and though of the man with his hand clenched in the
air. surrounded by an electric American Flag behind
him...and a band of enthusiasts in front of him.
Between the man and the enthusiasts stood only the
Presidential insignia. "I was elected to do a job." he
seemed to moan. "I'm not going to walk away until I

get that job done." His words sounded no less
repulsive, and no less sickening the second time
around.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist.

Nixon To Tour
President Nixon is preparing a speech to give to

Northern Michigan Society of Colored Toilet Bowl
Manufacturers later this week, while on tour trying to
regain public confidence lost over Watergate and the
upcoming possibility of fuel rationing. Other biggies
on this week's agenda are a press conference with
Society for the Prevention of Pneumatic Wheeled
Skate Boards and a splinter group of the In-
ternational Billiard Ball Polishers who wish to retain
their identity as a strictly right handed organization.

White House press releasers have included
briefings of the upcoming political events and among
the released information were the President's
statements concerning his role in the energy cut-
backs and of course denials of progiteering from
political office.

Here are some of the tricks Mr. Nixon will use to
regain the confidence of his audiences A federal
purchase order for thirty-four pairs of bright red
union made long Johns for Presidential use has been
made public. Mr. Nixon claims that he will wear the
underthings this winter. He has said that at anytime
he will make public his use of the federally purchased
drawers. This is one time, the release claims Mr
Nixon won't mind being caught with his pants down.

He has further stated that all federal employees
will be required to wear and display their reds so that

all branches of the federal government can set an
example for the public to follow.
The President will maintain that he needs four

houses to conduct his business from. He will
however, reveal that at times the residents in San
Clemente, Key Biscayne, Washington, and Camp
Davie have been used for social purposes.
In the future, Mr. Nixon plans to travel vigorously
from house to house looking for tapes and other
hidden goodies of his terms.

Mrs. Nixon will accompany the president in one of
her respectable Republican cloth coats, as will Ron
Z.egler who will be wearing hip and shoulder pads in
case the President gives him a friendly shoveVr two
while on th<- road.

Elliot Richardson has been invited to go along too
as long as he maintains voluntary silence for the
weeklong swing through middle America. Rumor has
it that George Meany will attempt to interrupt the
president by presenting him with a bag of brains to
replace the ones Mr. Nixon has lost.

Sony Radio Corporation has offered the President
the use of tape recorders to protect forever the words
of our leader as he tours the America he loves.

Charle. Camelopard is the Collegian'* Washington.
D.C. correspondent.
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Letters To The Editor

Death Taken Casually
To The Editor:

Death is a rather difficult subject to deal with,
violent death even more so. As a resident of South-
west I was deeply distraught over the recent
tragedies, and the feel the question of blame is totally

irrelevant. What is relevant is to understand why
people reacted in the ways they did, rather than
condemning them for being excitement seekers.

I was sitting in the laundry room ofmy dorm when I

was informed about the suicide from Washington. I

was stunned, and returned to my room, on the way
running into people returning from the scene. The
remark that most disturbed me was from a man who
said, "Oh well, another Umie bites the dust". I really
couldn't believe the calousness and lack of com-
passion among my fellow students. For two hours I

sat in my room, wondering what I was doing at a
place where these things were taken so casually.

Then I realized that every person was affected by this

death. It's just that many couldn't deal with it, so they
had to laugh and joke. The people who gathered
around the body were not blood lovers. I am sure each
person felt pain, confusion, anguish over what they
were experiencing. It was not a sick crowd, but
rather a concerned group of people trying to cope
with something that was difficult to understand.
Some could not express their feelings in a concerned
emotional way, which is not to say that they didn't
feel these things.

The people who live in Southwest are no different
from people in any other area of campus. We hurt,
some of us cry, some can't. We have our own
inhibitions and capabilities. We all care. We just all

have different ways of expressing our caring.

Wendy Zimmer

To The Editor:

I live in Southwest. I saw a young man dead on the
concrete pavement. For the past week I've heard
much talk of life, death and Southwest; some of it

makes sense, some of it doesn't. At this point the
question seems to be what is wrong with Southwest
and the people ( or had you forgotten we are people)
who live there. Maybe those of you who are so quick
to pass judgment can help me understand how things
should have been. Should I have shut my eyes and
pretended the body lying outside my window really
wasn't there at all? Should I have denied myself the
right to question and think of that mysterious and

We Are People
awesome state of being what we call death? Or
maybe I should have taken one small glance and then
bemoaned the fate of an innocently misguided youth.
Should I have cried, should I have laughed, should I

have cared at all?... Before you who pretend to know,
rtart with your criticisms and insults just remember
one thing, we are people, people who face the same
trips the rest of the world faces, people who live and
learn, just like the rest of the world lives and learns.
Things are hard enough for us as they are so just
spare us your contempt. We will not let you take our
dignity.

Robert Dobrow

Trash Makes Money
To The Editor:

This is meant as a joint reply to the article on PINK FLAMINGOS by
Kevin Mack and the letter on movie admission increases by Steve
Goldberg. The two situations described and condemned are caused by
general student apathy to good film on this campus. While I don't applaud
the showing of FLAMINGOS, I can recognize the necessity for showing
the film to make money -money that was lost from poor attendances for
better films. If Misters Mack & Goldberg and perhaps the Collegian itself
would look beyond the surface they would see a very nasty trend over-
taking this campus. I've never had much respect for the UMass film
audience and it seems a bitter uphill struggle at times to educate this
community to the fine films that are ignored in favor of NIGHT OF THE
LIVING DEAD or REEFER MADNESS. The commercial tinge that is

beginning to show up more often at film showings bothers me further.
Posters are getting to sound like Madison Avenue copy and programming
is beginning to look like the huckster's dream come true-pack em in and
give them as little for their money as you can. The battle for space on the
Mezzanine in the Student Union is taking on the character of a price war.
I'm not even sure Mr. Goldberg is complaining enough when more movie
programs are charging $1 for a seat now.

1 think the situation arises out of two basic conditions. First is the fact
that well-meaning groups can't make money on good films to they hype
bad ones. With rentals going up on Bogart films and other popular stars
(despite Mr. Goldberg's opinion, I cite two good examples:
FRANKENSTEIN'S rental price rose from $25 to $85 in two years,
Bogart-Hawks' THE BIG SLEEP went from $25 to $75 in one year and
these two are only a few ) the programmer has to turn toward trash that is

still overpriced but comes with assurances that the group will make
money. The same people who sign petitions to bring Moe Howard to
campus and ignore the other fine DVP presentations bring down film
quality also.

It's a good bet that this situation could turn UMass into the play-place of
the East but I wonder if that's what all this physical plant was built for.
It's a well-known psychological/anthropological fact that surroundings
have a great effect on an individuals' or group's behavior. In this way the
University powers-t hat-be are very much responsible for making the
students here into a mindless mass that drifts from the Bluewall to their
rooms and back without very much else than a peripheral awareness of
the world and its pleasures about them. The creation of a university city
with its self-enclosed, self-serving conveniences makes it possible for the
inhabitant to even forget he's got other options. The creation of the
Campus (enter and its endless crippling bureaucracies, pin-ball
machine! and plastic entertainment put the cap on any creativity that
might have generated from student groups.
My letters on film always seem to come out as propoganda for the

Amherst Film Cooperative, but this tirr I'll resist that temptation. But
there are groups on this campus trying to do some very commendable
things and they meet resistance from that great mob out there and the
petty bureaucrats in there until, their energies are sapped and they resort
to the easiest approach, "Let them eat cake".

If you really care. Mr. Goldberg; if you really care Mr. Mack, then do
something about changing priorities around here. Man at play is a
wonderful thing to behold if the games he plays elevate and sensitize him
to the beauty of himself and his creations. It may be easy to say "there
are more important things to worry about", but work, politics, food,
survival and play are part of a chain of life. If one link in that chain fails

there may be little hope for the other links. Think hard about the quality
of your life here and those who are responsible to you for allowing you to
grow

John D. Morrison
Program Director

Amherst Film Cooperative

Murder Has No Place

To The Editor:

We are writing this letter to inform Col. Bullock that in fact there are
those on the UMass campus that are still vehemently opposed to ROTC,
the Army, Air Force, Navy and Marines and all that they stand for. There
are indeed those that still believe that murder indoctrination, under
whatever course title you wish to use, has absolutely no place in an
academic community or anywhere else.

True, there are no more demonstrations, but maybe there is still hope
— hope in the power of the mind over hatred; hope in the power of right
over might; and hope in the possibility that the next time a President or
anyone else tries to send men to destroy human beings, those men will
say: "I refuse to shoot at my brother."

Lester C. Sea fidi

Francois A. Bonneville

Want A Nice Juicy Story
To The Editor:

I am writing in regard to the recent apparent
suicide death of a former UMass student, Ed Wad-
dington.

I know how tragic deaths affect certain people,
especially those who have no respect for the dead. In
an event such as this one, besides being obstacles for

authorities, police, and medical examiners, spec-
tators generally portray an overall ignorant and
inconsiderate attitude. I agree that curiosity is a
human trait ( as well as an animalistic one) , but
really, to gawk at a dead body. I myself can see no
satisfaction in the viewing of a corpse, i.e. the corpse
of a nineteen year old who was evidently having
problems with life, and decided to put an end to it We
should all feel a deep sense of tragic loss for this

person, even though the majority of us never even
knew him. The fact is, a person died, died because he
may have thought that he wasn't worthy of walking
the face of this earth. So do some have the right to

jokeaboutsucha tragedy'' Some joke alright .Whether
or not these people's "Jokes " were just to mask their

inner feelings, I see no reason for such poor taste.

The majority of people, <I hope) would react to a
'Situation such as this, iittbe form of great ;iv\e and

empathy for the victim( s> involved. And just this

week I heard a line that really galled me to no end. It

went as follows: "Hey, why did that kid jump from
Washington, the library would have been a lot more
effective." I v.ould say that that person has a

humanitarian problem — a bad one.

It seems that some people even hope for a nice juicy

story to accompany the incident like: "Yeah, he was
stoned-out, and had a bad trip." I can almost bet that

some people were disappointed in the true story.

Let's face it, with all the violence that surrounds us
everyday, i.e. movies, television, and oooks, then
wouldn t it be a natural thing for people to go their

jollies at other's expenses'?

I am not speaking about just the residents of South-

west — HELL NO. I'm speaking about those of ynq
who made fools out of yourselves by gawking at the

body of Ed Waddington, and those who succeeded in

bringing forth distasteful remarks. Is that any
respect for the dead''

I would like to end this by saying that I feel sorry

lor those of you who don't possess genuine, human
feelings

Debbe Marchetto

We Are The State

To The Editor:

We feel that the forced resignation of Don Connors as the Central Area
Academic Affairs Counselor, was an outrageous violation of his right of
free speech.

That the two faculty members ( who remain anonymous) , had the balls
to threaten the Central Area Colloquia Program with loss of ac-
credidation because of their dislike for a few sentences in the Collegian, is

an excellent indication that the two faculty members are totally callous
and unaware of the student's wants and needs. That these two individuals
would threaten a loss of accredidation that Mould affect many students,
shows that these faculty members should nut be influential in matters
relating to the Central Area Coloquia Program. We therefore agree with
Don Connors in that it should have been the two faculty members who
should have been asked to resign.
We call for a complete reform between administration and student

relationships. Obviously the administration and some faculty are in-
sensitive to the student bodv.

We, the students, should have a voice in matters such as this; a voice
that is herii'.l UMass is a state institution: we, the voters, are the State.

H. Michael Berman
K. Dennis Hall
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Commentary

Let My People Come Home
ByALlALlE

In response to Dr. Marcelo
Dascal's commentary of Nov. 8,

"THE FUTURE OF
PALESTINIAN LEADERSHIP",
I prefer to take into discussion a
few points and issues from his

intended scattered-over
discussions.

First of all, Mr. Dascal's going
over tens of issues fails to justify

his ESCAPE from facing criticism

of his articles an talks lately.

Reading about your ideas and
listening to your contradictions, I

believe your ideas lack the con-

sciousness of sincerity. In my
opinion, your thinking is typically

conservative and reactionary as
long as you take the intitiative.

"Since my main purpose in par-
ticipating...on mid-east is to help
clarify the issues and to put
foreward some ideas that may be
useful in bringing peace", and as
long as you treat realities and
issues in a completely different

manner.
The recognition of the State of

Israel. I with guaranteed secular
borders), by the Adelete
The recognition of the State of

Israel, < with guaranteed secular
borders ) , by the Arab States has
not been an issue since Nov. 1967

when the Arabs accepted
resolution 242 of the Security
Council and the "Roger Plan" of

the U.S. in 1970. Both resolutions

insisted on Israel's acceptance to

withdraw from occupied Arab
territories in order to achieve a

permanent peace. But not too long
ago. and up until weeks before the
latest war started, Golda Meir and
Moshe Dayan, along with other

Israeli leaders declared that the
Arabic Sector of Jerusalem is "not
negotiable", the West Bank is "not

negotiable", Sinai, the Golans and
Gaza are "not negotiable." and
how many times did they say to the

world "Palestinians do not exist"?

Then what are the Arab States to

negotiate, their defeat?

It is natural, under such and
many other contradicting
situations, for the PLO to declare
for liberation of Palestine and for

one democratic secular State from
the Mediterranean to the Jordan.
even though I am sure that the
PLO knows it is impossible to do
so But realistically and logically

speaking, they had to say this to

get the Meirs, Dayans, and the
Israeli people to admit that
Palestinians EXIST, exist as an
usurped nation, culture and
society. Dr. Dascal is blind when
he says, "The PLO itself is nothing
but a federation of 5 different

terrorist groups, who represent at

best, a few thousand terrorists

each, and impose their will on the
population of the refugees by the
sheer force of terror. The PLO
pretends to be a revolutionary and

progressive force".

In fact, 1967 made the
Palestinians see themselves and
their situation in a new light. Over
half of the Palestinians were living

und^r Israeli rule. The
Palestinians have now become the
"Jews of the Jews". But unlike the
Jews, who were in their homeland,
a stirring spectacle in the eyes of

the world, the Palestinians' loss of

a homeland was of little moment.
They suddenly saw themselves for

what they were in the eyes of the

"civilized" world, another species

of Third World sub-humanity,
existing outside history, the new
Red Indians, the Blacks of Israel.

The new conditions under which
the Palestinian masses ( in-

tellectuals, workers, peasants)
now lived were, like their former
conditions. Living on international

charity, exploited as cheap labor
by the expropriators of their land,

the Palestinian masses ex-
perienced only an extension of

their former exploitation and
misery. The pursuit since 1967 of a
revolutionary conception has
produced not only an impressive
body of literature, but practice in

the Palestinian experience has
tended to develop largely in-

dependent of systematic theory,

which, as expressed in institutions

and behavior, lagged behind.
Theory and rhetoric were in-

distinguishable, and practice
mostly took the form of spon-

taneous, disorganized activity.

To be sure, picking up the gun
demonstrated lessons which no
theory alone could have taught.

The first day of resistance showed
not only what human will could
generate, but also affirmed
revolutionary action as the only

way to self-transformation. It

become clear that nothing could
tree society from the shackles that

bound it except the force stored in

its oppressed and exploited
masses We saw the new Arab Man
emerging in the shape of the

Palestinian fedayeerf. We en-
visaged the Arab revolution being
born from the Palestinian
resistance movement.
The immediate aftermath of the

1%7 defeat was the heroic period of

Palestinian resistance. The
courage and determination of the

tedayeen injected new life in the

Palestinian and all the Arab
masses. Never before in their

history did the Palestinian feel so
strongly bound together. The
tedayeen crossed the river and for

the first time in 20 years were able

to hit back at the oppressor. But,

precisely at the moment when the

movement seemed about to enter
its decisive stage, it was seized by
crippling contradictions, both
internal and external. Unable to

unite around a common strategy,

the movement now become ?
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victim of the forces of con-

terrevolution. Blow after painful

blow by "friendly" and unfriendly

regimes began to fall upon it, until

the crushing assault of September
70 in Jordan. Friends and sup-

portors began to disperse and the

period of euphoria was over.
Suddenly the Palestinians found
themselves isolated again,
alienated from their Arab hosts
and confronting the enemy alone.

The Palestinians, however, see
no option other than to continue the

struggle. Their fight is for their full

human rights, including the fun-

damental right to live in a

democratic freedom in their own
homeland. To the Palestinians,

Israel today is nothing more than
what it has taken away from them,
"Israeli happiness is made of

Palestinian tears". If today the
Israelis are people with a country,

it is because the Palestinians are
people without a country.

Objectively, the Palestinians
have no choice but to fight against

domination as such a struggle

cannot be viewed as an aquixotic

venture, or "destructive", but as a
matter of survival. Nor can the

Palestinians be a party to any
"partial" solution under
prevailing conditions. Every
"partial" solution is in fact a total

solution in as much as it involves

all the fundamental national and
human rights of the Palestinians.

Dr. Dascal claims that the PLO is

the over all representative of the
Palestinian people, but there is the

Central Committee and the
Palestine National Congress which
broadly represents the Palestinian

people including both commando
and civilian groups. I am sure in

ease of peace talks, a represen-

tative Palestinian Government in

exile would be formed. The
Palestinians of the West Bank and
the Gaza could not be represented
in such a government in the exile,

while the Israeli occupation of

their territories continues.

It is untrue as Dr. Dascal claims
that the guerillas "do not receive
any support from the local

Palestinians" of the West Bank
and Gaza. How about the 16,000

stone houses w'lich have been
destroyed by Israeli forces after

the evacuation of their residents

between '67-70 because those
people gave shelter to guerillas

How about the mass arrests,

collective punishment, con-
centration camps, interrogation,

and destruction of villages in oc-

cupied territories? Was that
l>ecause people were sitting in their

homes accepting Israeli military

rule and persecution or because
they were resisting the oppressor?

( Mentioned Israeli atrocities have
been documented and condemned
specifically by the U.N.).

It is untrue as Dr. Dascal claims

that the PLO have "adopted the

view that any Palestinian who
would accept" an establishment of

Palestinian State on the West Bank
"would be considered a traitor and
be executed". How about those

Palestinians who are calling for

such a State-people as Dr. Hamdi
Taji, Attorney Aziz Shehaden, Mr.

Sini Bitar, Mr. M. Abo-Shilpayah,

and many other Palestinians who
say their views publicly and have
already published books of them.

With respect to Arabs getting

killed in Gaza by grenades
"ihrown by guerillas", I am ready
to present to Mr. Dascal
documents about the Israelis

throwing those grenades at Arab
crowds in Gaza. Let's face it.

Israel was born by force and
continues to maintain itself by
force. Israel lacks political or

juridicial foundations. The
mythological tenet to which
Zionism lays claim has no meaning
or validity outside the religious or

psychological subjectivity of

Zionists and their supporters. The
State has only empirical existence,

with no more than an emirical

validity. True, Israel offers peace,

but it can only offer it without

options: it is a peace predicted on
DOMINATION. Zionist leaders
today cannot see any form of

Palestinian-Jewish linkage. They
consider this possibility rather

remote, like every settler state

creates its own grave diggers. This
in part, because the Zionest
ideology is unable to see its own
contradictions

The vision of Zionism is limited

by repressive mechanisms which

block vital aspects of self-

knowledge of how Israel came into

being, knowledge of the

Palestinian.. But these aspects

cannot be indefinitely hidden or

repressed. The veil which hides

colonial reality from itself is

ruptured by the thrust of struggle

and the emergence of radical in-

ternal criticism. When the

Palestinians picked up the gun in

1967 and organized for armed
struggle, the beginning of self-

doubt for the first time set in some
Israeli minds: the Jewish state

looked less Utopian and more
colonial. Many Jews inside and
outside Israel -Zionist settlers,

Zionist and non-Zionist supporters

of Israel -felt somewhat ill-at-ease.

They had either consciously to

ignore the facts or to suppress their

moral instincts or to rationalize the

new knowledge away. Self-doubt,

suppressing moral feelings,

rationalizing the sense of guilt are

among the first signs of ripening

internal contradictions. Finally

about the Palestinian Revolution

as Jean Genet puts it, "A
revolution which does not aim at

changing me by changing relations

between people does not interest

me; what is more, I doubt whether
a revolution which does not affect

me enough to transform me is

really a revolution at all. The
Palestinian resolution has
established new kinds of relations

which have changed me, and in

this sense the Palestinian revoltion

is my revolution".

Ali Alie is an engineering student
at the University.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters recived will be printed.

More than a thousand people,

over a hundred ships and planes,

swallowed up into the sea

without a trace! (§)

John Wallace Spencer
speaking on

"LIMBO
OF THE

LOST"
"The Bermuda Triangle"

Rep. Conte On MUA
~~

Energy Crisis Talk
Tonight at 10 p.m., WMUA (UMass radio, 91.1 FM) will broadcast a

SSS 2\
th
? »

nergy
P
risis delivered ^ Congressman Silvio O. Conte (

R-
Pittsfield) at Hampshire College last Wednesday

,««.? A^
r°adc

??
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u
e

.

ing Presented as a special feature of "Focus "

? V« CeI
?
y P

.

UbhC affairs series Prod"ced and moderated by
Kenneth Mosakowski. y

Tonight's taped broadcast includes the Republican Congressman's
remarks on impeachment, American aid to the Thieu government in
South Vie nam and other matters - in a question-and-answer exchange
which followed the speech.
Conte's appearance was part of a Five College Science and SocietySymposium at Hampshire College.

Don 't Forget Mayall

This is a reminder to UMass students that upon returning from
vacation on Sunday, November 25 and Monday November 26 John
Mayall will be appearing in concert at the Curry Hicks Cage at 8 00 p m
Appearing with Mayall on Sunday night will be special guest artist Bruce
Springsteen and on Monday night the voice of Maria Mulduar will
resound through the Cage. Tickets for the concerts are now on sale at the
student Union Lobby counter from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m Tickets will
also be sold the days of the concerts at the counter from 3:00 p m to 9 00
p.m., however it is advised to pick up tickets early.
The Mayall concert is one in a series of five concerts to be presented

this year by the UMass Concert Committee. Student support is needed if
these major concerts are to be continued, so see you at the Cage

!

PSE For Greeks
The final meeting of the fall semester for the Greek area Peer Sex

Education Program Series will be held at Phi Mu Delta in Fraternity-
Sorority Park on Monday, Nov. 19th at 7 p.m. The topic for discussion will
be "Alternative Lifestyles" and the guest speaker will be Ron Mazur, a
member of the Health Education staff at the Infirmary. Ron is currently
the co-director of the PSE program on campus and has been working
hard for the establishment of the program in areas outside the residence
halls. He is also the author of two books, Commonsense Sex and The New
Intimacy. All Greek men and women are invited! Come and experience
PSE, it will be a pleasant surprise!

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Speak
Out
Steps are being made towards

dealing with the complex anxieties
students experience today. The
Student Development and Career
Planning Center task force (a
student coalition is attempting to
motivate a higher level of
relevence and effectiveness in the
delivery of human services.
The next open hearing is:

November 19, Colonial Lounge -

Student Union - 6:00-8:00.

All students are invited to relate
their experiences and opinions
about counseling and career
planning at the university.

&$m?f>

TONITE at 8

S.U.B.

Part of dvp
Believe It or

Not Series

NOW

Color Cable TV
Bring Your Own!
Everyone Welcome
Fearing St. across
from Southwest
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EVERY LP* & STEREO TAPE IN OUR GIGANTIC
«

STOCK IS INCLUDED IN THIS STORE WIDE SALE

ONE DAY ONLY! Today — Mon., Nov. 19

s_

** --

PRICE
ON THESE

SUPER HITS

EACH

r ^~ LIST

"I'WjtL

GRATEFUL DEAD
In the Wake of the Flood

GRATEFUL DEAD RECORDS
GO 01

DIANA ROSS

MOTOWN
MARVIN GAYf

Moondog Matinee

THE BAND

,J00& joint -'n

SW 11214 Moondog Matinee

THE BAND

4.98
LIST

$Q.69
\J 5.98

LIST

Uii
'•».*.».«.<»»

tMllk

6.98
STEREO
TAPES

DAVE MASON
ITS UKE YOU NEVER LEFT

•nctudmg

Baby na*MjH**dKMp*f
Mrsty Morrwng Strang**

Thm Longrfy Onm H * L*• Vou Novo* L aft

MOTT
MOTTTHEHOOPLE

n< ludmq
All Jt>m Way F*t»m Memphis

Monatoot htr B<MKj<r Hymn Fur Th«Oud*>*
Drtv-n Sister Ballad Of Motl Th#Hoop*a

LIST
$6.98

DAVE MASON
It's Like You Never Left

COLUMBIA KC 31721

Harold Mcivin
& The Blue Notes

Black & Blue
Featuring Thr love I Lost

in, UkMkj
Cati'i'«*< In m

I ,lh.-„ A I'll. ,.|,«Mi- ( o I'. il' ll

S.il'-.l.i' ' Hi'-

MOTT THE HOOPLE
MOTT
COLUMBIA KC 32425

THE O'JAYS SHIP AHOY
I

i'"i i •.'
.

,

|
Oi.n I I .ill Mi Ml. Irn < v..., ' - In Ml'

N.» Ih.llhVi l"..i"ll ..

/? ^Wll

[<€&!

A
HAROLD MELVIN 8,

THE BLUE NOTES
Black and Blue

PHIL. INT KZ 32407

THE O'JAYS
Ship Ahoy
PHIL. INT. KZ 32408

All New On Philadelphia International Records 1= and Tapes

it .'r

<t«T%

including

nsAu.gMW.IhM* T<» (VocMinM < Er*l
" ' ''.IIMI1 IlnoHMlDll I » L«(l>

•lov
RINGO

•a ^r- -a,

%

I

A M.i W.iiBi I

••
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Witness

SPOOKY TOOTH

I

NEW RIDERS ISSAC HAYES
The Adventures of Panama Red joy
COLUMBIA KC 32450 ENTERPRISE ENS 5007

RINGO STARR
Photograph
APPLE SWAL 3413

aocie records

a
w

HANDUV
VER

Vff ss»/«

^af
IMAICM MAVIS

SPOOKY TOOTH
rVitness

I HR1S1 MAS IIHATOHIO

EUGKN KH'Hl'M W-:-X :,

tt\

I rl

„SS&5v. ^"StfJBfc

SHOSTAKOVICH THE EXECUTION
OF STEPAN RASIN. OP 1 19
KHATCHATURIAN SPARTACUS
I rip/iq and Montr Carlo On hi»^ri.ts

Kpgen Van R*moortel, conductors
6585 01?

HANDEL MESSIAH
Warn. alto. Wakefield, ttnor. Harper,
soprano. Shirley Quirk, baritone.

London Symphony Orchettra/Devit
SC71AX300
13 Record Sell

BACH: CHRISTMAS ORATORIO
Amehng. F astnaender, Laubenthal. Prry.
Bavarian Radio Chorus & Orchrstra/
F uQi'n Jochum
6703037
(3 Record Sell

Fidis
V, vRRiNI K

BACH BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS
(FIRST RECORDING OF THE
ORIGINAL VERSION)
Academy of St Martmin the Fields/

Marriner

6700 045
I? Record Set)

Any Job

Volunteers

JOE VOLUNTEERS (Westfield)
are asked to attend a meeting
tonight, November 19, at 6 p.m. in
rm. 904 in the Campus Center.
There will be a question and an-
swer session about Westfield
Detention Center with two West-
field staff members. The effect on
volunteers will also be discussed.

Library T-Day
Open Hours
Main Library
Wednesday, November 21 - 8:00

a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 22 -

CLOSED
Friday, November 23 -8:00a m -

6:00 p.m.
Saturday, November 24 - 8:00

a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sunday, November 25 - 1 .00 p m

- 12:00 midnight.

Morrill Library
Wednesday, November 21 - 8:30

a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 22

CLOSED
Friday, November 23 -8:30 a.m. -

5:00 p.m.
Saturday, November 24 - 8:30

a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday, November 25 - 2.00 -

11:00 p.m.

Music Library
Wednesday, November 21 - 8:30

a.m. - 5.00 p.m.

Thursday, November 22 -

CLOSED
Friday, November 23 - CLOSED
Saturday, November 24 -

CLOSED
Sunday, November 25 - 2:00 p.m.

-5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. -9:00p.m.

Physical Sciences Library
Wednesday, November 21 - 8:00

a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 22 -

CLOSED
Friday, November 23 8:30a.m. -

5:00 p.m.
Saturday, November 24 - 8:3(1

a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday, November 25 12 noon -

12:00 midnight.

Physics Library
Wednesday. November 21 - 8:30

a.m. - r>:oo p.m.
Thursday. November 22 -

CLOSED
Friday, November 23 - CLOSED
Saturday. November 24 -

CLOSED
Sunday, November 25 - CLOSED

SPECIAL MAJOR LP LABEL PURCHASE
Thousands of LPs - All Categories $ |

"8
Pop-Rock-Classics-Jazz-Shows-Blues Per Disc

s
»^ ASAWrVc,

275
Store Houi

#EXCEP1 IMPORTS & BUDGETS 3

iscount records
Triangle St. off E. Pleasant. Amherst 549-4433
s: Mon. Sat. 10 a.m. 9 p.m. Free Parking in RearMm — m »-»-tm - ----------

TONITE
Penny iVite

with

Daddy
Long

Legs
at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAR,

When I want a balanced, impartial view I

usually seek Libra These persons seem
capable of evaluating, of putting together
the pieces and of bringing opposing factions
away from conflict and into areas of har-
mony Libra can also be tempermental
artistic and ready to stand tall for prin-
ciples A key word for the Libra woman is
"elegance " Par the Libra man. the word is
"justice."

ARIES i March 21-April 19): Push forth
plan to make home more comfortable
[amity member more contented Accent is
on co-operative efforts, partnership
marriage Legal papers are in picture You
may be asked to sign papers relating to
special payments
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Low-ke>

approach serves your best interests Know
it and be a shrewd listener, observer Leave
direct action for another time Pisces.
Virgo persons could figure prominently'
Remember diet, health resolutions
GEMINI i May 21-June 20) You get

results Applies to professional and per
sonal activities Style, creativity and
significant changes are featured You gain
recognition -and money Added respon-
sibility adds to prestige Member of op-
posite sex is involved
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Completion

of assignment, project is indicated You get
decision regarding home, property What
does occur is likely to have long-range
implications Aries. Libra persons could
figure prominently Focus on values
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): New actions are

featured in connection with neighbors
relatives Get ideas before public Highlight
independence, originality You can make
important contacts Check copyrights,
patents Story or product concept might
result in ultimate profit

VIRG<
) ( Aug 23-Sept 22 1 : What had been

''•wed'' is likely to be repaid You collect,
add to possessions Conservative approach
assures that you don't rock boat Aquarian
is likely to be in picture Take stock of
valuable Be aware of prices
LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Efforts

now attr.irt favorable attention .(orisons

expand Timing improves Judgment is on
(argot You shake off emotional rut Humor
i- featured You are able to laugh at foibles,
others' and your own Take lead. Be a self

tailor
SCORPIO (Oct, 23-Nov 21) You feel

restricted What appeared a "cakewalk"
may now seem slightly more hazardous
lv\ is to be thorough, aware of details
Don't delegate duties. Gain co-operation of
group, special organisation. Deal with
Aquarius, Leo individuals

SAGITTARIUS (Not 22 Dec 21): Accent
is on how you relate to friends who are
restless, somewhat impatient Do some
analyzing -discover reasons. Take nothing
for granted Aid one who is temporarily
incapacitated You will be rewarded,
gratified

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19):
Emphasise goal Speak to one who pulls
strings Be diplomatic but insist on getting
credit for achievements Steer clear of
excess in any celebration -and this includes
sweets Taurus. Libra persons mav be
involved

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18) Good lunar
aspect now coincides with long trips.

philosophical concepts, plans for future
You learn and teach: you share knowledge
You are somewhat introspective but this is

all to the good Find out what's going on
"inside " (Jet to know yourself
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Get ac-

counting Check statements One who
reassures yw may be taking too much tor
granted Insist on facts, no' promises.
Mate, partner wants to talk money Review
investment portfolio Become
knowledgeable about hidden clauses
IFTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

dynamic, independent, somewhat arrogaut
and vei v creative. Your drives are strong
You get Involved all the way and there are
embarrassing moments But thai is you and
most persons who know you wouldn't have
M an) other way Leo. Aquarius persons
figure prominently in your life December
will be one of IBO most important months nl

this year for you.

Copyright 1973, Gen Fea Corp
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Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1

4

12

26

29
31

Moccasin
Piece of bed
linen

High
mountain
Fuss

13 Quadruped
14 Cravat

15 Braided cord
(naut

)

17 Wooden
shoes

19 Struggles
with

21 Male

22 Boxing match
24 Part of face

Bird's home
Entices

Catch
(colloq

)

33 Bishopric

34 Coniunction

35 Soak up
37 Existed

39 A state

(abbr.)

40 Communist
42 Damp

Cupolas

Verve

Uppermost
part

Sand hill

Shallow

vessel

Engine

Metal

Cook slowly

Exist

Bet

Caoutchouc
tree

65 Equality

66 European

67 Knock

DOWN

1 Dance step

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

16

18

20

22

23

25
27

28

30
32

Fruit drink
Agree

Vessel

Hostelry

Teutonic
deity

Worm
Athletic

group
Makes amends
Illuminated

Foot I ike part

Memoranda
Prohibit

Transgress

Sound loudly

European
blackbird

Animal's foot

Number
Plague

Seed
Evil

36 Fondle
38 Biblical city

41 Spruce
43 Man's

nickname
45 Whisper
4 7 Short sleep

54 Weary
55 Headgear
56 Anglo Saxon

money
57 Uncooked
59 Guido's high

n its

49 Sat for portrait 60 Corded cloth
52 Tidings 6? Earth goddess

44
46
48

50

51

53

55

58

61

62
64

) 2 3 w 5 6 7 8 10 1 1

12 >.\ 13 8Si4
. .

15 16
•'.''•

17 18

\i'\'

20 :::: 21
.

.

::"

22 23 :•:•: 24 tTTT!" 26 27 28

29 30 .;.;.'
.".'.'

31 32 ;:
:
:

:
; 33

34
1 1

35 36
i . 1 37 38

:

:
:

:
:-
39

L
40 41 i

• •
, 42 43 B8J 44 45

47 • i 48 49
> >

.

50

55

51 52 ::: 53 54
x>

56 57 *.*.'
58 5V 60

61 62 63 > • 64

65

J
::•
M

1 « . 1 a
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. In L / 4

K+tirtUS fevers
Tn 5 IS REAllV A/*lAZi>J<?- ' -.

TH£ STRONGEST POLITICAL /"Wt/EMENT
ONCfWus is 0N£ TO GET /*VJF
,M0Wr>RTj ASA DVP SPEAKER.
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Notices
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Chapter

Rm, Memorial Hall. All Brothers and
Pledges invited.

C.E.O.
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in 426D. All

interested in what they can do and to

find out what the University is doing
for energy conservation. Officers

must attend.

CHINESE STUDENT CLUB
Thanksgiving Party, Tue.

7:30 p.m., C.C. Rm. 168 172.

11 20,

CHRISTIANS
Come and fellowship with us in

Rm. 903 Mon. nights at 7:30 in C.C.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
The checks are in the RSO Office

for all those who worked at the 10 28

concert.

FENCING CLUB MEETING
Tonight in WOPE, Rm. 8, 7 9 p.m.

Fencing every Mon. and Thurs.

night.

GSS
Meeting tonight Memorial Hall at

6:30. Pledge meeting will be held
same place at 7:15. All members
please attend.

INNER WORLD OF CHABAD
Film and discussion with Hasinic

Chabad Rabbi Student Union 302

Mon. 11 19 Open to the Student
public.

INPUT
There will be a discussion among

all those interested in improving the

counseling and career planning
operations of the Student Develop
ment and Career Planning Center,

Mon. 11 19 at 6 8, Colonial Lounge.

MOVIE
Show your support for Moe! Come

see 3 Three Stooges and 3 Marx
Brothers shorts Mon. night in the

C.C. Aud. 7,9, and 11. Support Moe.

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTORS
The Forrest Park School, E.

Longmeadow desperately needs
Grad. or Undergrad. tutors on
Computer Science for un-
derpriviledged students. A com-
mitment of 2 hrs. a week 2 days a
week is needed. Must have some
knowledge of "Cobalt", fortran,
terminal. Call Outreach 5 2021.

OUTING CLUB
General meeting tonight, 6:30 p.m.,

Rm 168 C.C. C E.Q film on "The
Wasted Woods" to be shown. Trips:

Adirondacks Backpack, Presidential

traverse and Main "Rangeluy Trip",

check board for times.

PEOPLE'S MARKET
The Market is closed for

Thanksgiving as of Tuesday night.

Stock up on goodies now. We hope to

sell out all perishables Tues.

SKI CLUB
Meeting tonight in Mahar at 8:00.

There will be more good movies and
registration for the instructors

course will be starting. The first

lecture of the course will follow the

meeting.

SNOW WHITE

Come see the original "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs" in black and
white. Cartoons, too. Tuesday 11 20 at

7, 8:30, 10:00 p.m. CCA.

SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
Over Thanksgiving vacation our

members will be at the National
Collegiate Parachute Championships
held at Southern III. University
representing UMass. We're hopeing
for the best. Happy trails to all!

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUN-
DATION
Counseling Task Force meeting at

3 p.m. in 319 Hampshire House All

are welcome.

Television Tonight

MDC Classifieds

Vim ENSIGN OTOOLK "Operation: Model
T." (18)

mistkrrocfrs neighborhood
(24) (57)

BKVEHLY HILLBILLIES The Court
ship Of Homer Noodleman." (30)

GONER PYLK "Lou-Ann Poovie Sings

Again. " '40)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS "Luke In The Ivy

League" (18)

I LOVE LL'CY "Lucy, the Baby Sitter
"

(22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

IHXiAVS HEROES "Thanks For the

Memory " (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING CPDATE (3)

6:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Shana." (18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

TO TELL THE TRCTH Garry Moore.
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night of the

Haven " (40)

«:3U NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

MAKING THINGS GROW (24)

SAEARI TO ADVENTURE (27)

LOLLS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

TIM) MOVIE "The War Wagon " (3)

TRCTH OH CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW The Foul
Weather Girl " (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

VOIR El TIRE IS NOW (24)

ABC EVENING NEWS <40>

THE REPORTERS (57)

73ii POLICE SURGEON (8)

(.KEEN ACRES The Rains Came" (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQI AHF.S Fata

(24)

Marshall, iiost 139) (30)

WOMAN "The Battered Child

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

SPECIAL "Godspel Goes to Plymouth."

(57)

K:(M) THE ROOKIES "Down Home Boy."
i8> (40)

NOTRE DAME FOOTBALL (18)

THE FIRST THANKSGIVING «22) (30)

THE KILLERS "Heart Disease: The 20th

Century Epidemic " '24) (57)

8:30 CLEROW WILSON AND THE
MIRACLE OF P.S. '„'* An animated
special about Flip Wilson's childhood trials,

tribulations and triumphs (22) (30)

9:0(1 HERE'S LL'CY (3)

NFL MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL (8)

(40)

THE Mi (LIB (8)

MOVIE "Cotton Comes to Harlem." (22)

lg)|

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
&30 NEW DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (3)

KILLERS (LINK (24) (57)

»:« MEDICAL (ENTER "Woman For
Hire." (3)

FESTIVAL OF THE DANCE (24)

NEWS (27)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

THE JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

WOMAN (57)

1 1 ini NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) ( 18)

(22) .27) (30)

11:31 MOVIE "Mister Jerico." (3)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1 1 : 15 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (8) (40)

12:11 COLLEGE EOOTBALL 13 <8> (40)

I im NEWS. WEATHER (3>

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22) (30)

1:11 NEWS (8) (40i

-Mm NFWS '22) (30)
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SHOWCASE CINEMA/ 12345
TONIGHT
UNIVERSITY WEEK IN REVIEW at 6:30 p.m.

University Week in Review is a recap of all events this past week
which affect the UMass community

FOCUS at 10.00 p.m.

Tonight s program features Congressman Sylvio Conte's speech on
the HMg) crisis, taped last Wednesday at Hampshire College Your
host is Ken Mosakowski.

TOMORROW NIGHT
TOM DELUCA PRESENTS at 8:00 p.m.

Various perspectives of the Women's Liberation Movement are *
examined Co-host is Pat Rector from the Women's caucus

BIG MAC SHAKES. RATTLES AND ROLLS WITH
OLDIES — TONIGHT AT 11:30!
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"A NATIONAL TRAUMA

HAS BECOME A THRILLER

OPENED TO STAMIN6 ROOM ONLY IN NEW YORK

"WILL NIT TON WITN TNE

A cool, skillful argument for con-
spiracy. Those with an affection for
suspense can enjoy the build-up of the
plotting."

- The New York Times

IMPACT OF a 6.6mm BULLET!"

Group W Radio

PNEMIENE AREA SN0WIN0 I

Tmm 7:15 & 9:00
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Hie Fall of the Roman Empire
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is a genuine masterpiece of

staggering proportions.
— Ecl*a'd Behr Ne#s*eek
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right

wing
fable."

New YorK
/Times

Audiences are standing up and ap
plauding

. . shouldn't you find out
why?

9 WALKING
TALL jT*J

7:15 A 9:30

Third In DVP Series Tonight
17

John Wallace Spencer, author of the book "Limbo Of The Lost" will
speak tonight at 8 in the Student Union Ballroom. The program is the final
ecture in the Believe It Or Not Series sponsored by the Distinguished
Visitors Program.
"Limbo Of The Lost" is Mr. Spencer's book about the Bermuda

triangle, an area of the Atlantic off the southeastern coast of the U Swhere many people, ships, and planes have mysteriously disappeared

.u .,°,
U
I ^

many exP,anati<>ns have been given, Mr. Spencer concludes
thatU.F.O.activityistoblame.

John W. Spencer

Earn 2 credits r!urmg intersess

Call 5-2801
ion

1

The
un-(lbrmitories.

< .reat oft-cjmpus living—indoorsand out—at eitheroftwo mod-
w n apartment complexes,only minutesaway by car or biketrom
Amherst College,downtownAsnberstoi UMa^s. Now accepting
jf>plications for September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• courtesy bus to UMass
and town

•1,i3rjedrrnapts»

• heat & air ax^ruontrtg

•wal to wsJ carpeting

• apptianced kitchens

• masterTV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for sortbafl,

(

football, bacWiinton

HF.NT: taw/MONTH
l utilities Included

)

Directions: Fast Dudly Kd.
oppoa. Grill Mill off Kir IIS

FOR SALE

Mount Sugarioaf
SUNDERLAND
•2-bedrmapb.
• heat & a'rr oondfrionmg
• toomy closets, st< >rage

• walMo-w.il! carpetmg

• nwster IVstRrnna
• mock^rnkitth^rK

• m 'It-clcdnin^ ovens
• flixinc ranges

• M.iinloss-steel sinks

• dbhwa^h^s/deposak
• 2-door rdrigeratars

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

No Irasr Required
KKNT: FROM I INS

I MA. 4I3-2SC-ms:u

IMrectloMt: On Route 47.

Rossignol Racer Skis 188cm w Solo Mon
444 Bindings. I yr old. excellent cond. 1125.
.'.VI-.win after 6 p.m.

If 1 1-20

Live Christmas trees, select and tag
now. any size $fi.:il I.. Hlizniak. CM Ra\
K.I lladley

tf 12-12

S & I. Camera Imports has new
cameras, lenses & other photo equip, at

clashed prices, hull warranty, all makes
and models, t all Ken. 6-972:1.

tfll-W

Hun I'i'iti white motor school bus.

slightly remodeled, excellent condition.

I2.VI. (all .27-5737 aft. 5 p.m.
lfll/20

BSR 8 track tape player 145. Realistic
LAB 12 A Record Player $45: Panasonic
TV 170. Call 54«-5261 or 546-5271.

tf 11-21

Fender Twin Reverb AMP. w JWs —
1:175 a Jaximaster guitar w-case — $175.
Call Mark at 584-4M83. After 4:15.

tfll-19

Peugeot PX 10 bicycle. Michelin tires 22"
frame, excellent condition, price
negotiable. Asking $180. 546-4134 or 546-
4129.

tfll-19

Tires — All brands. RaDIALS. SNOWS
— All types guaranteed, lowest prices. Call
546-8362 after «.

tfll-39

Temple P.A.. 199 watts. 812 in speakers 2

columns. I year old. $350 or best offer. 532-
"§T.

tfll-27

Ski Boots. Koflach. plastic 5 buckle
men s II. $54): 72 Model Rieker 5 buckle
women's 7', used one season. $30. Call

( liff 6-5448

tfll-29

Dynaco St A89Q AMP 40x40 watts RMS
Can synthesize t channel sound from 2

iiitfiinri source, .seen some work. Call
Steve 5466390

tfll-19

'» VH Station wagon Old. but plausible
New tires, tune-up $300. Jones 519-6696

tfll-21

'Major'' record player. 2 speakers, good
condition. 549-6474. evenings

tfll-19

Ualerprraif boots, woman's s/ HVI. brown
like new $70 Hcd wiml puIIomt woman's
n/ Ninall. $:«i (all lovce. SWStH or 545
II5N4I.

tf 11-11

I pr. Kneissl white star racers with
Marker bndsg. 210cm. exc cond.. $80. size
10m: Raichle fiberglas boots. $30. Craig.
580-2956

tfll-21

Homemade 8' camper shell, panelled
mt

. curtains, lights, olive & clear wood
ext.. $45 firm. Craig. 586-2»5fi. leave
number.

tfll-21

I studded snow tires, excellent tread.
7 35x14 (.oodyear. $20 for both of the tires,
(all 580-2800 after p.m

tfll-21

Yamaha guitar. M.-I80 six siring folk,
new condition with case. $»o. (all 5I0-421.'.

tfll-21

RIDERS WANTED

Hide needed to II or \V( Wed \o\ .'I

Will share expenses, (all 250-0618

tfll 21

Hide open to Philadelphia. Iea\e Weds
aflernonn (all Kd. 54K-HI25

tf 1 1-2(1

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE

1969 Dodge Dart Swinger 340 ci. 4 speed,
(all 549-6671. after 6 p.m.

tfll-20

63 Rambler Amer — Low mileage,
mechanically excellent body, good snow
tires, see to believe. Best offer, call Jude
256-8174.

tfll-21

1967 Dodge Polara. excellent running
condition. Very dependable. Two new
studded snow tires, (all Tom after 6:00. at
549-0866.

tfll-20

1967 Chevy Impala 283.

hardtop. $625. 665-3410.

V-8. 2 door

tfll-19

1966 Mercedez. 200 I), new regulator,
alienator, injectors, water pump: exc.
running cond.. $1200. Call 549-3539.

tfll-19

1966 Dodge Dart. 6 cyl R & H. Sticker,
standard trans, 2 good snows, very

• economical. $400. (all Ralph 546-7941.

tfll-19

4 wheel drive. 1971 Toyota, land
( miser. I ow mileage, good cond. Best
offer. 617-489-2210.

tfll-21

1970 Alfa Romero Berlins 5 speed fuel

injected. Michelin 2X, approx. 20 mpg.
good condition. $2,000. Call 498-2X55 after 5

p.m.

tfll-21

IM7 GMC Handivan. heavy duty susp..

new tires. C cyl. std . good cond.. $70*. 546-

H6» or can be seen at University Park
Apt*. No. 41.

11-21

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted to share completely
furnished apartment, available im-
mediately. $lOO-mo. (all 253-9K63. lease
runs till May 30.

tfll-27

Share apt on \.K. St Quiet grad student,
available Dec 15 $100 (all 549-6356 after
6 00

tfll-19

Female roommate wanted starting Jan.
Rig 5 room house edge of campus. Fur-
nished, fireplace, backyard, (all 549-1312.

tfll-21

Roommate wanted in private home near
campus, kitchen pri%.. F. preferred. Tel
586-28 1

5

tfll-20

Roommate wanted for 3 bedroom apt.,
second semester, (all 549-4565 nights, ask
for Wes.

tfll-20

Roommatei s i wanted for Dec. I to share
Brittany Manor Apt., no lease security
deposit. I per $80, 2 people. $52. (all 527-

5921 or 253-9214.

tfll-21

Own room, lladley, $75. No deposit or
lease, heat and electricity included.
\\3liable Jan., male preferred. Phone 586-

0734.

tfll-20

Female roommate wanted Brittany
Manor for Dec. 1 or Jan I. $50 per month
(all Margaret. 253-5161.

tfll-27

Need qiiiel nmmiuale lor Jan I ( SflkMr
ipl on bus route Is; ,n pi r mo inc ludinic
ulililMN ( .ill MMfM. Xsh for Douk

If 1 1 2(1

Prefer male to Nhare house close to

I M;inn with .' iu.mI F and I M Own room
$75 mn plus elec. avail mimed 25:|-28«|

after ft,

tfll-21

WANTED

Couples (without children I needed for
Psych study Chance to learn more about
yourself and your relationship. I.eave mes
545-2077.

tfll 21

Have •«.'. Mustang to trade for bike over
30OCC of comparable value, (all Jim
evenings. 549-0790.

tfll-19

Small second-hand electric piano in good
condition (all after 5:00 p.m. 323-4848

tfll 21

APARTMENT FOR RENT
3 lull in apt available for 2nd semester.

PufRon Village, rent $250-mo.. util. in-

cluded, (all Mary 549-4580.

tfll-19

TO SUBLET
I bedroom apt al Brandvwinr. I 1/2 mi

from I M on bus Rte.. large rms ( entral
\/( . W/W carpeting. Jan. I - Aug. 31 (an
Itnu 549-J94K.

tfll-21

HELP WANTED

Full or part time help days or
evenings, hours arranged Fdi
students, excellent working conditions
* benefits apply at Burger King
Mountain Farms Mall, lladley. apply
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

tfll-21

SPK.KI) TYPISTS
In Ware al Collegian Printer

s Uip m in la in

Call Charlotte
1-413-9676888

FutreCPA's learn how lo prepare for the
(PA Fxam. Becker CP\ Review Course,
(all colled «I7 536-1 1 Ml

tfll-22

Winter Outdoor Living Skills and
Whitewater Canoeing courses offered by
JD Nature Lab. I live on campus and have
info. 546-6131.

tn i-24

Help wanted — semi-mechanic to install
brake line in Chevy. Must have tools. Call
549-0885.

tfll-20

Bar maid A cocktail waitress for new
lounge opening at the Slurbridge House.
For information call 617-347-9819 or 413-
967-3681.

tfll-19

FOR RENT
Oarage space, central \mherst. Safe

and inexpensive D II Jones M I7IMI.

tfll _"i

Ski house. Killington, VI.. furnished 12

person co-ed log cabin. 2 mi. from Mt. Dec.
I to May 15. share $290. Call Dave 256-0591.

tfll-21

For rent — one bedroom apt., $115 in-

cludes all utilities, on free bus line. Call
665-3669 after 6:00 p.m.

tfll-27

TRAVEL

Ooine h\ air" I el us handle vour pre
lliHhl in-Might and post-flight

,ii rannemriilN al no cost tn you. Call

lampiiN rep.. J'. I- III..' eveniiiKN

MZ-lz

$199: \ week in the sand. sea. and
sun paradise of Fl HOPF for LESS
TH\N the cost of PUERTO RICO ,.r

the BAHAMAS, Jan. 6th to nth in

swinging MASPA I.OMVS on (.rand
Canarv Isufnd iSpaim. COMPLETE
P W K \(.K $199 & 29 taxes & services.
\lso some Hawaii space still available
M l»e< II & Jan 7 (all Leslie llalfond
.16-6861.

tfll -28

ROOMS FOR RENT

Room, near campus, woman only. $80.
(all after 6:00. 549-6156.

tfll-19

I pslairs bdrm. available w-bath. Bdrm
unfurnished, rest of apt. is. Stereo, color
TV. $90, incl. utilities. Call 549-4581. John.

tfll-19

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bdrm. apt. I'; baths, w-w carpeting,
dishwasher, disposal & air conditioning.
Minutes from I Mass on bus line. 549-3993.

tfll -26

PIANO TUNING
Pianos tuned and put in order at the

shortest notice. Call 268-7880.

If 1 2-3

REWARD

For I lost knitted mitten. Red. white,
blue. Please call 549-6538. tfll-20

SERVICES

(iel a load off your mind, truck for hire.
( all (iary or Joyce. 256-6376.

tfll-21

24 hr. service— Passports. Langs Photo
Studio, 460 West St . South Amherst. 253-
3148.

IM2-I2

Mieniiiiii Datsun owners. I perform
all phases of major and nnn.i

maintenance and repairs on Dal un at

less than '_. dealership price I have
over $31881 in equipment. I years
automotive experience. 2 ol which
were al a Datsun Dealership,
specializing in Datsun Tele 25 1-7156.

Kussell Kaca.

tfll 19

I'hotos - paNNpoitN. visas etc . 18 hour
service: Sizes and numhc negotiable.
$3,181 minimum: (all Steve at If! HO,

tfll 3(1

Research — thousands of topics, $2.75

per page. Send $1 for mail order catalog.
Research Assistance. Inc., 1 1941 Wilshire
Blvd . Suite 2. LA. Calif. 90025.

tf 12-12

Typing — Fast & accurate — 50c p. Free
pickup and delivery. Call Dody 323-4377
after 10 p.m.

tfll-21

( entral Area Counseling (enter, B-2
Oorman. 5-41891 wants lo help you find
direction, self-confidence, etc. Info
aplenty .. come! '.

If 1 1-3(1

Quality black and white photo
processing. $1.00 per roll, contact in-

cluded, (all 665-4290 evenings.

tfll-21

Bicycle repairs of all kinds cheap,
reasonable charge, no repair will cost
more than 15 dollars Contact Kevin at 323-

Tll'i after 6 p.m.

tfll-21

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1971

miles.

.iNkinii

Tom.

Kawasaki 350 A7. under MR
rebuilt engine, perfect condition.
Sttt or trade for equal car. (all

K-K7HI.

tfll-21

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Corning. N Y and
return. Leave Tuesday or Wednesday
Nov. 20 or 21. Karla 546-7629.

tfll-20

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to (it. Rarrington. Mass.
area on November 21 around 3 p.m. Call
Larry at 546-6007. will share expenses.

tfll-21

Ride wanted to Kingston. NY. or
vicinity on Wed.. Nov. 21 and returning on
Sun. the 25th. Will share expenses. Please
call Lisa. 253-3139.

tfll-20

LOST

Rlue snorkel jacket, orange lining, at
Wore. DC. Sat. night. 11-10. Glasses in
pocket, needed desperately: Return to
C.C. I on i & Found.

tfll-19

Please return folder lost on l.C. bus with
painting wrapped in brown paper — it

contains my semester's work. Call 253-9066
or 549-4500.

Ifll-lt

ENTERTAINMENT

Berkshire Fast Poster Contest.
Prizes are: 1st prize - a 10-week
season's pass at Berkshire. 2nd prize
is a weekend pass: 3rd prize it a day
pass Rules are: size I8"x24". leave
4"x4" space in upper -left corner. Ski
related design. Leave lots of room for
event, date, place. Bring to Mahar.
Nov 28 at 8 p.m. Will be judged Dec. I

at C.C. Aud. Snow dance at 9 p.m.
tf 1 1-17

Vour kind of music played the way you
like it. I produce record hops that you will

truely enjoy . (all Steve the DJ at 4*7-2842.

tfll-20

Science fiction classic. 1-9-8-4 tomorrow
night. Student In ion Ballroom, 7, 9. II
p.m. Only 75c. Big Brother Is watching:

tfll-19

PERSONAL

To Kalhy and Casey — happy bir-

thdav isi. and best of luck always from all

vour old 2S Know Hon buddies.

tfll-19

Interested in making a handicapped
person's Xmas holiday happy? If you can
work Xmas & New Years, call 256-8819
anytime.

tfll-21

14 oil Canada Ski Trip. I days. I nites.
hotel bkfst. din., transpo. apres# ski party,
all lor 185. Jan. 22-25. B. Baggins Travel.
ISM i N

tn i-26

Base & Keyboard Players wanted for
Band, (all Kevin at 323-7249 or Alan at 549
6275.

tf!2-5

Tommy — happy nineteenth. Love you
forever. Can't wait till June '76. Mary.

tfll-19

Happy birthday Honda'" From your
Fan Club.

tfll-19

John — now it's flower power? I thought
you were as regular as clock work.

tfll-19

(iood morning Chip — is it true that dogs
are mans best friends? . and I don't
mean the l-legged kind. Little Schoolgirl.

tfll-19

Career & life planning counselor needed
in Dwight House. Call 546-4535 im-
mediately.

tfll-20
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Pats Put Packers

In Place, 33-24
ByDAVEOHARA

Associated Press Sports Writer
FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) — Quarterback Jim Plunkett threw a pass

interception, the New England Patriots fell behind 24-9, and he would like

to have shot himself. "I was just wishing I had a gun on me," Plunkett
said.

"However, that interception at the start of the second half made me
bear down more," he added.
Plunkett bore down all right. He picked apart Green Bay defenses with

brilliant passes and the Patriots rallied for a 33-24 victory over the once-
mighty Green Bay Packers Sunday in a National Football League upset.

"You wonder why we can't do this every week," Plunkett said. "We
had both the blocking and the running game to make our passing go. I had
time to pass out there. I was surprised because Green Bay does have a

very good pass rush."

Plunkett admitted that he played while hurt. He said he suffered
aggravation of an old right leg injury when sacked in the first period after

the Packers had taken a 14-0 lead. However, it didn't show in the field.

"The key was second effort and determination, on the part of every
player," New England coach Chuck Fairbanks said.

"Today's game is an indication of the type of capabilities that Jim
Plunkett has. He did a really fine job. He did a fine job, he was very
poised. We also gave him a lot of help out there. He had time to pass.

"It was a great day for us, a great victory for us."

"It was a day of missed opportunities, both offensively and defen-

sively," Green Bay Coach Dan Devine said. "We had some mental break-
downs. That's what it's been all year."

Pairings Announced

For Major Bowls

(AP Photo)

Detroit Lion quarterback and former I Muss star Greg Landry underwent knee surgery last Wed-
nesday to correct an injury sustained against the Packers on October 28. Landry will be sidelined for the
remainder of the season.

Falcons In "Must Win" Vs. Vikings
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON

( AP) - The bowl lineup came into

focus over the weekend, and the

nation's top college football teams
now can get down to the business of

settling the muddled national
championship picture.

Top-rated Ohio State visits No. 4

Michigan to decide the Big Ten
title and one berth in the Rose
Bowl, and second-ranked Alabama
visits No. 7 Louisiana State to

settle Sotheastern Conference
honors
The Pacific-8 Conference

champion and the Rose Bowl host

will be decided when eighth-ranked
UCLA and No. 9 Southern
California tangle in Los Angeles.

In weekend action, Ohio State
pounded winless Iowa 55-13,

Michigan trimmed Purdue 34-9,

UCLA blasted Oregon State 56-14

and Southern Cal whipped
Washington 42-19.

Alabama trounced Miami of

Florida 43-13 and accepted a bid to

play Notre Dame in the Sugar
Bowl Penn State, rated sixth,

drubbed Ohio University 49-10 and
signed for the Orange Bowl against
Louisiana State, a 26-7 winner over
Mississippi State.

Nebraska, ranked 10th, accepted
a Cotton Bowl bid following a 50-21

hammering of Kansas State. The
Cornhuskers will face 11th ranked
Texas, which earned its sixth

consecutive Cotton Bowl trip and
clinched a tie for the Southwest
Conference crown, walloping
Texas Christian 52-7.

Meanwhile. third-ranked
Oklahoma, ineligible for post-
MMson play, trounced Liberty
Bowl bound Kansas 48-20

"It sure does feel good to be
beating so many bowl teams." said
Coach Barry Switzer. whose club
also has beaten Texas and
Missouri and gets a shot at

Nebraska on Friday
Kansas opponent in the Liberty

Bowl will be No 20 North Carolina
State, which beat Duke 21-3.

The Gator Bowl lined up 12th-

ranked Texas Tech. a 55-24 winner
over Baylor, to meet No 16 Ten-
nessee, even though the Vels lost to

Mississippi 28-18.

Arizona State, rated 13th.
crushed Texas El Paso 54 -13 and
will represent the Western Athletic

Conference in the Fiesta Bowl if it

beats No. 19 Arizona next Satur-
day.

Arizona lost a non-league 27-26

game to Air Force. The visiting

team will be Pitt, which blanked
winless Army 34-0.

The Sun Bowl wound up with two
of Saturday's losers-No. 14

Missouri, which bowed to Iowa
State 17-7, and Auburn, which fell

to Georgia 28-14 and still must face
Alabama.
The Bluebonnet Bowl will pair

No. 15 Houston, idle Saturday,
against Tulane, which knocked off

Vanderbilt 24-3 after accepting the
invitation.

Miami of Ohio, ranked 17th,

officially will be named Monday to

play in the Tangerine Bowl. The
Redskins completed a perfect by
shading Cincinnati 6-0 when Larry
Harper returned the opening
kickoff 95 yards for the only score.

Maryland made it to the Peach
Bowl with a 28-13 decision over
Clemson

By ED SHEARER
Associated Press Sports Writer

ATLANTA (AP) - Minnesota and
Atlanta, two Of the National
Football League's hottest teams,
collide Monday night in a

nationally televised game that is

pivotal to the Falcon's hopes of

reaching the playoffs.

Minnesota, 9-0, the only un-

defeated team in the NFL, already
has clinched the National Football

Conference Central Division
championship, while the Falcons,
6-3, have a five-game winning
streak and are in strong contention

for the NFC's West Division title.

"We have great respect for the

Vikings, because they earned it,"

says Atlanta Coach Norm Van
Brocklin, who laid the groundwork
of Viking power while serving as
Minnesota's coach for its first six

seasons beginning in i961.

"They have great personnel and
Coach Bud Grant has done a fine

job of molding things," added Van
Brocklin.

"Atlanta is a contending team
and we're catching them at their

peak." said Grant. "I've said it

before, a lot depends on when you
play a particular team on your
schedule."

The starting quarterbacks, Fran
Tarkenton of Minnesota and Bob
Lee of Atlanta, have had tenures

under both coaches. Tarkenton and
Van Brocklin became involved in a

feud when each was at Minnesota.
The coach benched his quar-
terback because of Tarkenton's
scrambling style of play.

Lee, undefeated since becoming
Atlanta's starter five weeks ago,
was acquired in an offseason deal

with the Vikings.

Tarkenton, who hasn't thrown an
interception in his last 90 pass
attempts, will be throwing against
the NFC's leading pass defense.

Over-all, he has connected on 112 of

185 passes for 1,456 yards and 10

touchdowns.
Lee, who missed Atlanta's first

three games because of an injury,

is 79 of 132 for 1,091 yards and six

touchdowns.

However, each is expected to
have ready for action outstanding
running backs who have been
nursing injuries-No. 1 draft choice
Chuck Foreman for the Vikings
and Art Malone for the Falcons

Football Scoreboard
Pro

New England 33, Green Bay 24

NY Giants 24, St. Louis 13

Denver 23, Pittsburgh 13

Washington 22, Baltimore 14

Miami 17, Buffalo
Cincinnati 20. NY Jets 14

Dallas 31. Philadelphia 10

Detroit 30. Chicago 7

Kansas City 38, Houston 10

San Diego 17, New Orleans 14

Cleveland 7. Oakland 3
Los Angeles 31, San Francisco 13

College

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30p.m. to 10:30p.m.

(except during league play)

Syracuse 24, BC 13

Harvard 35, Brown 32

BU 3, Colgate
Rutgers 27, Holy Cross 7

UConn 7. URI 7 (tie)

Williams 30, Amherst 14

Penn State 49. Ohio 10

Ohio State 55. Iowa 13

Michigan 34, Purdue 9

Alabama 43. Miami-Fla. 13

UCLA 56, Oregon State 14

USC 42, Washington 19

Nebraska 50. Kansas State 21

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD

Authentic Chinese

EAT IN TAKE OUT
62 Main Street, Amherst

253 7835

Munis M I I It . II l«|i "i In >ii<

Ul-'jiin . Minita*. l-IMp.ni i litsed \\c<U

Winter Rays
mean

SUNGLASSES
for

— Skiing

— I)ri\ in«r

— Hiking

Come in and see our wide selection of styles and
shades

at

4©f. ca II

><; M \i\ si

Amherst's First Optician

_ )..-,IM;.

Gentlemen,
start

our
engines.

For the man that has almost everything.

Test drive our 1974 Porsches.

JONES
PORSCHE AUDI INC.

721 WORTHINGTON STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01101

TELEPHONE 413-781-1820

Lawson Leaving For

Full Scholarship
ByBETH O'BRIEN

If you saw UMass's first lady of track around campus, her face would
probably be crinkled in a broad grin. And it's no wonder, for things have
been going great these days for Kathy Lawson; UMass junior, Olympic
track hopeful and the best thing to hit the Amherst campus since Julius

Erving.

After spreading the name of UMass through national and world-wide
competition, come January, Kathy will depart for California on a full

scholarship to pursue her track career with the Lajoila track club under a

new coach. Her reason? "It's the best offer I've received", says Kathy,
who also emphasizes, "I am coming back next fall because I want to

graduate from UMass."

Kathy was drawn to UMass from New Hampshire with a false pro-

mise of a scholarship from someone not even connected with the

athletic department. But she loved the campus and facilities so much
that she decided to stay even though there would be no money. She

credits track coach Ken O'Brien not only with getting her into the

University, but with providing every possible aid to further her

running career.

"The way it worked out", says Kathy now, "it was better for me to go
here. I've had the training and facilities, all the help I've needed. The
money situation worked out, and I'm getting a better education here."

Kathy isn't bitter in the least about broken promises or lack of financial

assistance from the University, for as she will tell you, again with that big

smile, "Women don't get the athletic scholarships here!

"

"I'm not leaving because of that" she states emphatically. "And I'm
not quitting at all. I just want to train all spring and find out if I can run
well in future meets. But in order to train well and work on my technique,

I have to be with a coach and a team now."
Kathy has set a goal for herself, to make the 1976 Olympics, and is going

all out to accomplish it. She's bounced back after bad luck and bad knees
kept her off the 1972 Olympic team; determined to try again.

When Kathy Lawson leaves, UMass will be losing more than a valuable
resource. And for those who know her, it's a shame to see her go. But if

her attitude and personality are any indication of future success, UMass
will be boasting an Olympic champion among their alumni.

TOUCHDOWN — Ed Hajdusek grabs an over the shoulder touch-
down pass from Peil Pennington as I'NH safety Brad Yurek dives in

vain. Yurek batted down several other UMass passes, but three big
ones still got by. UMass won the game. 28-13.

Bruins Notch 6th Straight
BOSTON (AP) — Phil Esposito

backhanded his 21st goal and

Sports Quiz: UMass Cross Country
By SCOTT HAYES

The following quiz will indicate

how well you have followed UMass
Cross Country this season.

GRADES
18-20 Runner
15-17 Avid Cross Country Fan
12-14 Intermediate Cross Country

Fan
Novice Cross Country Fan

Football Follower
Typical UMass Student

Never Read A Scott Hayes
Article

9-11

6-8

3-5

0-2

1. UMass compiled a

record for the 1973 Cross
Country season,

a. 10-0 b. 8-3 c. 6-5

2. Co-captains for the 1973 UMass
Cross Country squad were:

a. Randy Thomas and Mike
Gillen b. Paul Segersten and
Bill Gillin c. Randy Thomas and
Bill Gillin

3. The first loss of the season was to

this team.
a. Boston College b. Har-

vard c. Springfield

4 , the coach of the

cross country team, also ran for

UMass when he was a student in

1962.

a. Ken O'Brien b. Al
Rufe c. Mike Muska
5. This UMass runner won the

Yankee Conference individual
championship.

a. Bruce Clark b. Tom
Maguire c. Randy Thomas
6. The UMass course record was
broken by

Notice
Do you really know what the

Boston College game is all about?
U>me to the Varsity M Club lun-

cheon this Wednesday at noon to

hear the Men of MacPherson talk

about it. The food, coffee, lines,

and napkins aren't bad either.

a. Bruce Clark b. Mike
McCusker c. Bill Cantin

7. The group of three freshmen
runners which broke into the

varsity lineup consists of:

a. McGrail, Farmer and
Doiron b. Hunt, Levey and
Lawlor c. Hawkes, Dickson and
Mysliwicz
8. UMass totaled points in

winning the New Englands.

a. 95 b. 134 c.49

9. The top freshman runner for the

1973 cross country season was:

a. Jim Hunt b. John
McGrail c.Paul Doiron

10. UMass took in the IC4A
meet held in New York.

a. third b. first c. fifth

11. The 1973 finish in the IC4A's was
the best ever by a UMass Cross

Country team. True or false?

12. Randy Thomas captured in

the IC4A's, overcoming two
Northeastern runners toward the

end of the race.

a. 7th b. 10th c. 15th

13. This senior is the only runner on

the varsity squad who won't be

returning next season.

a. Paul Segersten b Bill

Gillin c. Tom Maguire
14. UMass rested its top seven

runners in a 40-19 loss to

Springfield. True or false?

15. These two UMass runners tied

for first place in the meet against

New Hampshire.
a. Thomas and Gillin b.

Maguire and Segersten c. Wilson

and Broughton
16. UMass set a YanCon record by
winning straight Yankee
Conference championships.

a. two b. six c. four

17. These two teams were the only

two ahead of UMass in the IC4A
championship meet.

a. Harvard and Villanova b.

Manhattan and Penn state c.

Pennsylvania and Notre Dame
18. These two UMass runners

qualified for the All East IC4A
team by finishing in the top 25 in

the IC4A meet.

a. Gillin and Thomas b.

Maguire and McGrail c.

Segersten and Doiron

19. UMass was ranked in the

latest New England Cross Country
Poll.

a. second b. first c. third

20. Today's NCAA championships
are being held in

a. Miami, Honda b. Oakland.
California c. Spokane, Wash.

Answers to cross country quiz.

lb, 2-c, 3-b, 4-a, 5-c, 6-a, 7-a, 8-c,

9-b, 10-a, 11-True, 12-c, 13-a, 14-

True. 15-b, 16-c. 17-b. 18-a. 19-a. 20

c.

added two assists to run his

National Hockey League leading

point total to 43 in just 19 games
Sunday night as the Boston Bruins

whipped the Atlanta Flames 5-2.

The victory was the sixth in a

row for the Bruins and widened
their lead in the NHL East.

The Bruins, who had won their

last two games by 10-2 and 8-0

scores, got on the board at 1:44 of

the first period when Wayne Cash-

man flipped in an Esposito
rebound.
Carol Vadnais and Johnny Bucyk

got power play goals around an
Atlanta score by Larry Roman-
chych for a 3-1 lead at the end of the

first period.

Rookie Tom Lysiak batted in a

rebound of a shot by Leon
Rochefort for Atlanta's second

goal in the second period, but

Esposito got the advantage back
for Boston moments after Bruins

goalie Gilles Gilbert came up with

four spectacular saves.

Ken Hodge would up the scoring

with his 14th goal in the finale.

Peck & Frosh

Flip UNH In

Season Finale
By GEOFFREY KURINSKY
The Freshman football squad

completed their limited five game
schedule Friday afternoon on the

upbeat, as they yawned their way
to a 26-16 victory over the New
Hampshire Frosh, in the cold at

Alumni Stadium.
26-16. Sounds like a reasonably

close game, but not really. The
Minutemen dominated all but a 48

second stretch of the affair (late in

the fourth period) in which time,

the little Wildcats scored two
touchdowns against the Freshman
reserves.

Bob Peck got things started;

well, he even finished things. He
made the little UNH'ers bid
goodbye to any possible victory

hopes they may have had, as he
tallied three times, twice on
ground rampages (runs of 43 and
15 yards) and once as the recipient

of a Frank DeFillipo aerial (of 32

yards).

Steve Jabout finished the scoring

out for the little Minutemen as he
scored via the ground route from
five yards out. The score was 26-0,

it was time for a coffee break.

Scott Seere found his split-end

John Baudin for a 39 yard touch-

down play to put UNH on the

scoreboard, and after three in-

completed passes by UMass,
Warren Ellock rambled 86 yards
on the next play to turn a rout (26-

0) turn into a respectable score.

It's getting to the point where
freshman games are not really

indicative of anything, because of

the various number of freshman
dres; /ig and playing with the

varsities. The future of freshman
football programs may be in

jeopardy.

The frosh concluded their season
at the 3-1 mark. Starting with a

victory over URI, the Pups were
downed by BC, before finishing

strong with victories over UConn &
UNH

Hopefully the experience was
incremental for the Freshman
involved on this year's program.
Where the majority of the guys will

go (in their UMass football

careers) only time will tell.
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"Something for Everyone"

the concent committee
presents

Two nights of Entertainment with

WESTERN CUT

£? .

Leisure

(mn-waIe
coitduRy
BROWN
BLUE
GRAY
PUMKIN

JOHN MAVAU
appearing on

Sunday, November 25

with

special guest artist

Bract Spriaftttfa

appearing on
Monday, November 26

with

special guest artist

Koths shows: 8:00 p.m. At Curry Hicks Cage

Tickets: $3.50 Available at Student Union Lobby Counter

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
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Thomas & Co. Vs. The "Prefontaines
99

Students, Workers Arrested

By SCOTT HAYES
Randy Thomas, UMass' premier cross

country runner, may not be running up there
with the greats like Steve Prefontaine, but
you can bet he and the rest of the UMass
Cross Country team will go all out in an
effort to finish among the ten best teams in

the country in today's NCAA cham-
pionships.

Thomas and company will be running in

Spokane, Washington in the meet which will

determine the top cross country teams in the
country. The meet will take place in

Hangman's Valley Golf Course.
Thomas regarded the trip to Spokane as

"a chance to see where I stand in the
country." The junior harrier explained that
the team will be out there to give it

everything they have, the same as they have
been doing all season long.

"Our team is out to represent the
University as best we can," he said, "We've
worked hard as a team this year, and that's

helped us a lot."

Tom Maguire said he thought the trip to

Spokane would be a good experience.
Maguire and his teammates will be running
against the best runners in the nation.

Commenting on the six-mile course which
is standard in NCAA competition, Maguire
said, "It won't matter to me, but it might
help other members of the team." Maguire
feels that Paul Segersten will be helped by
the added mile, which makes the race a
little less dependent on speed, and more
focused on endurance. Maguire also stated
that the experience will help his future
running. "It will be an enormous help for

next year," said the sophomore runner.
Thomas said that he hopes to see a little of

Prefontaine in today's race. Prefontaine,
the pre-meet favorite, is in a class of his

own. As a freshman, in 1970, he ac-
complished the following: 1) beat Gerry
Lindgen, his idol, by 27 seconds in a six-mile
crosscountry race; 2) ran two miles in 8:40,

the third fastest time for the first half of
1970; 3) ran three miles in 13:12.8, the
fastest in the world for the first half of 1970;
4) ran six miles in practice in 28:20 which is

at a remarkable pace of about 4:42 a mile.
He did all these while a 19 year-old running
for the University of Oregon.

Oregon will be up there in today's NCAA
meet. In Eugene, babies are teethed on
stopwatches, and at most any hour from
dawn to until dusk, the streets are jammed
with joggers, their wheezing in tune with the
rumble of passing log trucks, each perhaps
pretending for a moment that he is one of
Bill Bowerman's (Oregon Track Coach)
track stars, such as a Prefontaine.
Prefontaine is a prime example of the kid

who was too light for football and too short
for basketball. In eighth grade, at less than
five feet and 100 pounds, he went out for
football and basketball.

It was during a physical education class
that "Pre" found the sport he was to excel
in. Everyone had to run a mile a day. During
the second week, "Pre" finished second and
discovered that he loved to run.

Since then, he has developed into probably
the best cross country runner in the United
States. He is blessed with a cardiovascular
system that is so superior to the average
human, that it is almost unbelievable.
"Pre" took part in the 1972 Olympics, but he
didn't fare as well as he had hoped to against
the best runners in the world.

Thomas and the entire UMass Cross
Country team will be competing against
"Pre" and many other great performers.
Thomas may not finish ahead of Steve
Prefontaine in today's meet, but you know
that he'll give it all he's got. When you're
running against a man as remarkable as
"Pre", all you can do is go out there and run
the best race you possibly can.
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SPORTS

WUMV
The University of Massachusetts

football team has a chance to atone
for their prior sins this Saturday
afternoon against Boston College.
The Minutemen should be in a
more poised frame of mind
following last Saturdav's ad-
ventures at Cowell Stadium. To
replay the brilliance of Pen-
nington, Berra, and the electricity
of rookie Rich Jessamy, join Marty
Kelley and Earle Barroll for all the
action at the Bluewall TONIGHT at

7:30 prior to Monday night football
for the UMass-New Hampshire
replay.

iSlatf I'hoto/C.ib Kullerton >

Gridders Tuned-Up For B.C.
RvKTPVE<runwr ....

Earle Barroll

Jack & Julius

By STEVE CROWE
UMass and Boston College were involved in

sparring matches over the weekend in preparation
for their anticlimatic bout in Newton this Saturday.
UMass had a good turnout; B.C. got sucker-punched.
Last year, when UMass stunned B.C. 28-7 at

Alumni Stadium, the Eagles were coming off a 38-26
loss to Penn State and as UMass coach Dick Mac-
Pherson said, "they thought they were a good football
team and they didn't think we were that good."
"Now." said Coach MacPherson, "they must prove

themselves. Not only will they be out to avenge last
year's loss to us, but now because they lost to
Syracuse (24-13) they have the extra incentive to
prove to everyone they're a good team That loss to
Syracuse didn't help us at all."

The UMass defense simply straight-armed the New
Hampshire boys like a big kid holding off the futile
swings of a determined punk for most of the game.
The only time the hometown fans had anything to
wave their scarfs and toss beanies over was a 55 yard
touchdown on a fullback draw play early in the third
quarter.

But the UMass offense, which scored on its first two
drives, was left crippled when center, Kevin Moran
limped off the field.

That was with 3: 45 left in the first quarter for the
next 30 minutes of play, UMass could not get back on
track Pennington was intercepted on the very next
play (the only time all afternoon), he was sacked
three times, and completed only one first down at-
tempt in seven sets of downs.

Finally, with 3:06 to go in the third quarter, Peil
Jennmgton hit Tim Berra for a 44 yd touchdown pass

Inside Sports

•Lawson Leaving

•Bruins Notch 6th Straight

•Pats Pulverize Pack

Football Scoreboard

UMass was now over their shock of losing Moran and
began to dominate the match again with freshman
Rich Jessamy sprinting 83 yards for a TD on a draw
play and then on eight yard TD pass from Pennington
to Berra.

The game was characterized by UMass' depen-
dence on the big play. Except for the opening drive
which featured Jim Torrance running 6 times for 35
yards and Pennington keeping for 22, it was the big
plays like the 83 yard sprint by Jessamy, a 28 yard
TD pass to Ed Hajdusek, the 44 yard TD pass to
Berra, and a 61 yard pass to Berra setting up the final
score, that made up the bulk of the UMass offense.
Tim Berra had a fine day, but unfortunately half

his performance was wiped off the record book. He
had six receptions for 172 yards, two touchdowns ( his
13th and 14th of the year) . But his opening 100 yard
kickoff return and later 52 yard punt return were
called back on clipping violations.

Meanwhile, out at Syracuse, the Orangemen were
demoralizing the Boston College Eagles. At about the
same time Andy Dutkanitz was kicking a 67 yard punt
through the air for UMass. Syracuse ( heard over the
radio) was letting the air out of the Eagle attack by
stopping B.C. star running back Mike Esposito on a
4th and 1 1/2 yard plunge.

Later, after B.C. recovered a Syracuse fumble
(their first turnover of the day), B.C. came right
back and dropped the ball. too. on the very next play.
That was their fourth fumble of the day.
But the crucial blow came when a B.C. 86 yard

touchdown pass play was called back on a clipping
charge. The clip was made on a player who the
receiver (Briggs) had already passed. Thus B.C.'s
sparring partner went on to knock the Eagles out of
any possible bowl hopes and into an "I'll prove that
I'm really good" situation at their Alumni Stadium
this Saturday.
INCIDENTALLY: Rich Jessamy. who ran that 83

yard TD play, wound up with 83 net yards in 8
carries... so he went nowhere for seven attempts. It

was. however, the most total yards gained for a
UMass runner this year. Ed McAleney was the
defensive standout for UMass. He was in the back-
field most of the afternoon. At one point, b* sacked
the quarterback three plays in a row. ..UMass is now
(4-2 in the conference) 6-4 overall, thus assuring
them of a winning season. UNH finished their season
at 4-5.

The UNH crowd of 9035 at Cowell Stadium stayed
right to the end of the game, which must have been
frustrating for manv of them.

UConn won the Yankee Conference cham-
pionship by tying URI, 7-7. URI's conference record
is 4-1-1; UConn finishes at 5-0-1; and is being con-
sidered for a Boardwalk Bowl bid. which come out
later this week.

Jack Leaman used to get all sorts of phone calls from all over the ABA
where Julius Erving would be appearing. "When he first left here " said
Leaman, "they figured I'd be controversial. They figured I'd be mad "

'But. heck, one day I was figuring it out." he said. "And here was
Julius making in four years what a guy named Leaman would make in 38
I think I'd leave on those odds."
Expectantly the volume of calls has diminished. "Since Julius went to

the Nets," said Leaman, "I've received only one call and that was for
lilms of him while he was in college."
Leaman still gets to speak with Erving quite frequentlv considering the

busy schedules both maintain. The coach also speaks a great deal with"75% of Erving's success", his mother.
When you mention Erving to Leaman the coach immediately lights

up. And why not. At Springfield earlier in the fall when the Nets were in
town for a game with the Virginia Squires Leaman came into the Civic
Center while Erving was warming up. They embraced at center court
"He s the last hope >f the ABA for parity with the NBA," said an always

proud Leaman. "Bnr ging him to New York was great for him as far as
getting publicity was concerned. But realistically it was a business move
to keep the league healthy."
Regardless of the motives, the fact remains with me that publicity

alone will not predicate the effectiveness of the merger. Rather the
ability of the ABA to play the Erving game, which involves a simple and
basic concept of basketball - the game of fundamentals
Behind all the Erving gyrations and stories of him taking dollar bills off

the top of a backboard and leaving change, there is and will always be the
sound game of basketball he learned here at UMass That's whv he's
so far ahead of the rest.

"He learned self discipline while he was here." said Leaman "He
learned how to move without the basketball. He learned the values of
conditioning and what it was like to be a team player."
And so while the ABA continues to stockpile the free-wrist and over-the-nm generation players; the "Mad Bombers", the Dwight Lamars who

Pu
ay

» ^/ V
the Genes,s for merger will remain only a thought. Until

the ABA produces the sound-multi-versatile players a la Erving ( and
they re trying with the application of former NBA veterans in their
coaching ranks) the ABA can stay where it is, regardless of the Ervinc
publicity gimmick. 6

"I've seen players who can shoot better than Julius," said Leaman
I ve seen guys who can pass the ball better. There are some who can

rebound a little bit better. But there is no one in that league and very few
in the NBA who can do all the things as well as Julius can. " That includes
defense.

Did Leaman realize what he had when Julius was here** "We thought
he d be good when we first saw him." he said. "He had the flexibility the
quickness and the jumping ability. But we never thought he'd be doing it

court
" W3S nCVer chal,enRed wnile B was here on the

In those days while Erving had all the too! ; to deal with anyone in thecountry ( including you Sydney Wicks and Mlis Gilmore freaks) he stmdidn t have the backing he needed outside of New England His exDosurewas practically nil. His competition likewise
exposure

,,7^ #£2? between ^e pros and college basketball is like nightand day he told me at Springfield. "The play is wide open here whichallows all the players to utilize their skills (vs. the college rules thatcramped his style) In college ball maybe two players can do it andTherest are fringe players, but in the pros everybody can do it out there
"

No one does it like the Dr. As his former high school coach and now
assistant here at UMass Ray Wilson says, "I wis the smartest oneofaV
All I did was get out of the way and watch the show."

Demonstrators Held In Athens Stadium
By PHILIP DOPOULOS
Associated Press Writer

ATHENS (AP)-Soldiers and troops
rounded up scores of youths and workers in
a soccer stadium Monday following student-
led riots that left 11 persons dead and at
least 148 persons injured.
Those apprehended-halt of them con-

struction workers and local union leaders,
according to one high official-were taken to

the stadium for questioning, then released
or taken to jails.

The number jailed was undisclosed.
The arrests appeared to indicate students

won at least some support from workers in

their bid last week to topple the army-
backed regime led by President George
Papadopoulos.

Troops and tanks patrolled in Greece's
three largest cities-Athens, Salonica and
Patras-enforcing the martial law declared
Saturday after bloody clashes between
police, troops and dissidents.

Army tanks smashed into the Athens
Polytechnic Institute yard early Saturday to

end a sit-in. The campus was still littered

Monday with broken chairs, socks, shoes,
blankets, steel pipes, wooden clubs and
broken bottles.

Four construction workers in their 20's

convicted of violating a ban on gatherings of
five or more people were each sentenced to

four years in jail. A fifth man was acquitted
and set free.

The construction workers were politically

active before the coup but since then have
been quiet. They have won hefty pay in-

creases to as much as $30 a day. one of the
highest wage scales in Greece.
The Federation of Builders and Related

Trades of Greece condemned the
Polytechnic incidents of Friday and claimed
the students had been led astray "by ex-
tremist elements."
The federation said its 250.000 member

had nothing to do with the lisiu-bances.

The undersecretary to the premier,
Spyridon Zournatzis, told journalists Sun-
day night that some politicians had acted
"irresponsibly." He was referring chiefly to

statements made in support of the student
cause Friday by Former Premier Panayotis

Canellopoulos.

On Monday, Canellopoulos said the
government was insulting "those oppressed
for so many years and who desire freedom"
by calling them anarchists.
He called for a government of national

unity to re-establish calm and "prepare the
country for a normal transition to
democracy."

Salonica University was reopened
Monday, but Patras University and colleges
in Athens have been closed indefinitely
following the bloody disturbances at Athens
Polytechnic Institute.

Zournatzis said that 866 persons including
150 women had been taken into custody
during the disturbances.

New England 's

Largest

College Daily
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You know they took my
memory lane
And made it a six lane
freeway.

Baby, it's cheaper to
fly...

"
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The Leningrad Philharmonic, under the direction of Maris Janssens, performed last night for a full house in Curry Hicks Cage.

Rep. Collins Plans Controls For Nuclear Power Plants

By MARK CITRON
AMHERST—-A state representative

wants to spread the tax benefits from $1.3-

billion nuclear power plants to several

towns that would share the "accident risk"

State Rep. James Collins, D-Amherst,
announced Sunday he is preparing
legislation that will affect the Northeast
Utilities if it decides to erect twin nuclear
plants in Montague. The utility has said it

will decide between Montague and Mid-
dletown, Conn., around the first of the year.

Collins' legislation would:

--Spread the tax revenues to all com-
munities that could be affected by the plant,

the amounts to be determined by an in-

dependent study;

-Establish minimum safety requirements

on storage and transportation of nuclear
wastes, nuclear plant construction, and the
core cooling systems of nuclear plants.

His announcement came on the heels of a
report from Northeast Utilities that it has
taken a buy -sell option on 1.500 acres at
Montague.

In contrast to the Ralph Nader group that
intends to use Massachusetts as a spearhead
in a national moratorium drive on all

nuclear plants. Collins said he would rather
define safety standards and then work with
all interested parties to see the standards
met.

Collins felt chat while President Nixon's
energy statement called for the speeding up
of nuclear power development, any position
that reduces public hearings on nuclear

plants is "irresponsible", and that he plans
not to allow nuclear plants unless certain

safety guarantees can be met.

"I don't think the utilities are trying to

blackmail people into accepting nuclear
plants because of the energy crisis," said

Collins, "but up to this point the people of

Massachusetts haven't been given the full

story from the utilities."

David R. Inglis of the UMass Physics
department and past chairman of the
Federation of American Scientists said,

"Peopl" who build nuclear power plants
claim there is no danger, but there have
been serious accidents. We don't know that

one of these plants won't have a

catastrophic accident. If one did happen,
thousands would die."

Allan Hoffman, also of the UMass Physics
department and science advisor to the New
England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution said
that the public has a right to demand
nuclear power be safe, but that nuclear
safety programs have not been handled as
well as they should.

"All the taxes from the plant go back to

Montague, but the risks go beyond Mon-
tague.'' he continued. Montague might
not be so desirous of the plant without the

tax revenues
"

Robert Walker of the Montague Nuclear
Concerned Group said he was surprised a lot

of Montague people are remaining neutral
on the plant, but "it's better than them being
for the plant just because of the lowered tax
rate." he said.
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
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The two-hour examination period* are Identified by code number* according to the
following chart
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FRI SAT MON TUE WED THU
DEC 14 DEC 15 DEC 1 7 DEC 18 DEC 19 DEC 20

SECTION PD COURSE SECTION PD COURSE
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\ examined at the tame time, MON DEC 17 4:00 p.m.
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*-6

|
examined FRI DEC 14 1:30 p.m., and that section*

^>3 and 4 will be examined SAT DEC 15 10:30 a.m.
15 - Implies that only aectlon 2 of FRENCH 261 la acheduled

to ba examined, TUE DEC 18 1:30 p.m. (ace NOTE, below)

NOTE: WHEN SECTION NUMBERS WITHIN A COURSE ARE LISTED, ASSUME THAT ANY UNLISTED
SECTION IS NOT SCHEDULED FOR A FIHAL EXAMINATION.

II. Sac your inatructor for Information on the place of examination. He will NOT have
thl* Information BEFORE Thankaglvlog.

III. Tha official academic calendar for 1973-1974 provldea for examination perloda to
continue through Saturday, December 22. The achedule on the next pagea doea not
involve formally acheduled examination* beyond period 23, THU DEC 20 1-30 p m -
Friday and Saturday. December 2. and 22, arc available for make-up examination*
if other alterantivea fall.

IV. CONFLICTS or MORE THAN TWO EXAMINATIONS IN ONE DAY

Student* who have conflict* in their examination achedule (a* publlahcd herein)
or who have more than two examination* scheduled for one calendar day may report
to the Schedule Office (168 Whltmore) for resolution of thcae problem*.

THE SCHEDULE OFFICE WILL NOT ASSIST IN RESOLVINC PROBLEMS UNLESS THEY ARE
REPOTTED BEFORE SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1.
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Bermuda Triangle: Limbo Of The Lost
"Not From This World..."

By DEB GOGLEN
"Knowing is believing about

U.F.O.'s," stated John Wallace
Spencer, author of the book
"Limbo of the Lost" and member
of the National Investigation
Commission on Aerial
Phenomenon, during his speech in
the Student Union Ballroom last

Spencer. "These events have been
going on for at least 100 years. It's
nothing new." He then added, 'By
the way, is anybody planning a trip
to Bermuda?"
He acknowledged that the U.S.

government does not officially
recognize the existence of U.F.O.'s
because of the lack of what it calls

John Wallace SpenceT
Photo/,VBn,s <•—'

night about Unidentified Flyine
Objects.

B

This lecture was the final one of
the Believe It or Not series spon-
sored by the Distinguished Visitors
Program
Spencer gave many detailed

accounts of mysterious disap-
pearances of ships and planes in
the Bermuda Triangle, which was
the subject of his book. He told of
the disappearance of five fighter
planes in 1945, three commercial
airliners in 1948, 39 crew members
of a ship in 1972 and many other
such occurrences which have not
been solved by numerous boards of
inquiries.

"All seamen know about the
Bermuda Triangle." maintained

positive proof, but a Public
Information Officer for the Coast
Guard who was in the audience
explained that when people called
to inquire about the Bermuda
Triangle, his bureau usually ad-
vised them to read Spencer's book.
"Limbo of the Lost".
At one point, Spencer asked the

audience in the crowded Student
Union Ballroom to raise their
hands if they had ever seen what
they honestly believed to be a
U.F.O., and about one-fifth of the
people present responded by
raising their hands. When he asked
how many of these people had
reported sighting a U.F.O., only
three raised their hands.
He commented that in a peak

year about 1500 to 2000 sightings
are reported, but that there are
normally only about 500
sightings within a given year
Since this is a peak vear, he
maintains, about all you have to do
is to watch the sky during three
good clear nights, and in the space
of that time you will probably sight
a U.F.O.

K

In December of this year, he
added, there will be a telephone
number that anyone can call from
anywhere in the country to report
UFO. activity and an investigator
will be sent to the spot within a few
hours.

Spencer claims that he is "a
down core realist" but he also
states that after studying U.F.O.
reports, "we realize rather quickly
that these things are not from this
world"

In Rebuttal
ByMIKEKNEELAND

John Spencer made some in-
teresting observations. No doubt
there have been some peculiar
incidents in what he calls the
Bermuda Triangle. But he carried
his point to the extreme in an at-
tempt to convert the audience's
non-believers.

Spencer failed to consider the
following

:

-That the waters off Cape
Hatteras. N.C. are known by
manners to be among the most
treacherous waters to sail. Even in
calm weather, nasty seas are not
uncommon.
-That many accidents at sea

happen so quickly that the
mariners go down with the ship
before they can don lifejackets.

-Any fortunate mariners who
escape with their lifejackets will
probably be eaten by sharks. There
will be no sign of survivors. The
ship's debris may scatter quickly
and this debris is virtually im-
possible to sight from the air.

-That the Coast Guard, as
Spencer maintains, has never
attempted to "cover-up" a
mysterious incident at sea in order
to mislead the public. A few
marine board of investigations are
kept secret by the Coast Guard as a
matter of law, not their personal
preference.

The objections could continue
but the point has been made.
Surely the public must approach
such phenomenon with an ob-
jective mind. But they shouldn't be
misled by exaggerations.

About Mr. Spencer...
... ,. . ByJOANNDOMlMCK
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is the darkest investigation in the annals of Navalhistory, we are simply baffled by the loss."
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"Something for Everyone"

tYm concent committee
presents

Tuo nights of Entertainment with

JOHN MAYAU

OPENING
]

For Career & Life Planning Counselor

in Dwight House

Applications accepted until Tues. 11-20-73 at 6 p.m.

For information concerning established criteria con
tact Sally Majewski 546-4535.

appearing on
Sunda\
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uith

special guest artist

Bract Sprffifttttn

appearing on
Monday. November 26

with

special guest artist

Moths shows: s oo p.m \t ( „rr> Hicks (age
Tickets

$ !
,o Available at Student I nion Lobby Counter

!•»: iHi a.m. I oo p.m
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Cambodians Bomb Presidential Palace
by MATT FRANJOLA
Associated Press Writer

PHNOM PENH (AP) - The palace com-
pound of Cambodian President Lon Nol was
bombed Monday tor the second time in nine
months by one of his own fighter planes, but
he and his family were reported unharmed.
Three other persons were killed and 10

injured, witnesses said.

Cambodian guards in bunkers and at the
U.S. Embassy about 300 yards away fired
wildly in all directions. Young girls strolling

on the sidewalk in front of the embassy,
screamed and ran when the firing broke out.

The bombs were dropped by a Cambodian
air force fighter on a bombing mission to
Phnom Penh's southern perimeter, 10 miles

south of the capital, military sources at
Cambodian headquarters said.

The informants said the pilot, Lt. Pech
Lim Kuong, radioed during his mission that
his bombs would not release. He broke away
from his formation, heading for the palace
as the other planes prepared to land, they
added.

Most witnesses said four bombs were
dropped around the palace grounds, but only
two explosions were heard. The Cambodian
national radio said Lon Nol was uninjured
but did not say where he was at the time of
the attack.

There was no word on the pilot's
whereabouts or the reasons for the bombing.
His plane flew low after dropping its last

r WITH

« IT

bomb and then headed east, said an-
tiaircraft gunners stationed around the
palace.

A large conference hall inside the
presidential compound was hit in the first

explosion. The next followed a minute later.
Last March 17, a renegade Cambodian air

force officer dropped two bombs in the
vicinity of the presidential palace, striking a
barracks compound nearby and killing 36
persons and injuring dozens more.
Lon Nol was not in the palace it the time.
The pilot flew his stolei plane to Com-

munist-held territory. A month later, he
appeared in Peking.

In other Cambodian action, Khmer Rouge
ground attacks declined but insurgent

shelling increased on Kompong Tralach and
Trapeang Trey Ros villages, 41 miles north
of the capital on Highway 5, military
sources said.

The fighter planes were called in to bomb
a Khmer Rouge concentration on Highway 5
north of Sala Lek Pram, 39 miles north of
Phnom Penh. No further details were
known. Insurgent forces occupy a five-mile
section of the highway beginning two miles
north of Sala Lak Pram. The highway has
been closed since Sept. 6.

Shelling continued in the insurgent attack
of three government positions at Talat, 41
miles west-southwest of Phnom Penh on
Highway 4, the capital's route to the seaport
at Kompong Som.
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Welcome, Mr. Nixon
1 \l' \\ irephmo

'

-Hundred of well-wishers welcome President Nixon to Georgia Sunday upon his
arrival at Robins A.F.B. near Macon. The President came to Macon to celebrate
the 90th birthday of former Georgia Congressman Carl Vinson and the 100th an-
niversary of the Mercer University Law School.

How Much Will Vets Get?

Home From War '""",™° l

-Two brothers join in a brief reunion Sunday,
during a return of Israeli POWs from Egypt at Lod
Airport in Israel. The returning prisoners were being
rushed away in buses for debriefing before meeting
with their families, when a brother of one of the POWs
rushed to the bus window for the encounter.

Bjr WILLIAM DICKE
Xssociated Press Writer

M ISHINGTON (AP) Vietnam
veterans probably will receive an
increase this year in educational
benefits, but it won't be as much as
expected, says the chairman of (he
Mouse Veterans Affairs Com-
mittee

Hep William Jennings Bryan
Dorn, D-S.C, chairman of the
committee, says he wants to pare
the boost to GI Bill benefits from
13.6 per cent to 8 per cent.

"I have doubts about 13 per cent
becoming law - certainly not
anytime soon.'' Dorn said.

"I think that eight per cent is

reasonable and can become law."
Dorn said his committee soon

will consider a bill raising monthly
payments to single veterans at-
tending school from $225 to $250 per
month, with proportional increases
to other veterans
The Veterans Administration

has opposed any increase but Dorn
said in an interview he does not

expect President Nixon to veto the
smaller increase.

i think we can get that through
it we don't get hung up on 13 per-

cent and then make an attempt to

pass it over an expected veto, he
said.

The 13 per cent hike followed an
independent study which con-

cluded that Vietnam-era veterans

are worse off than their World War
II predecessors

Rep. William F. Walsh of New
York, a Republican member of the

committee, has reintroduced a

companion bill that would add

tuition grants to the monthly

stipend. college
Walsh's hill uould pay the Dorn has introduced a bill in

amount of a veterans's tuition over creasing compensation for
$419 per year, with a maximum disabled veterans bv 15 per cent
payment of $600 He said $419 is the and savs the committee will hold
average tuition per year at the hearings on this proposal in
nation s public two- and four-year January

Satisfy /our
basic urges

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

(54)5-2671

STUDENT
INMATES?

General Meeting

about Jail Internships

TODAY

7:00 p.m. 800 CO.

D

YOULL RAVISH Our PIZZASA SUBS
TWE HUNGRYU 103 N. PLEA?vANT ST.

^-^thebus-
Here s the .deal way to travel on your next weekend
jaunt - Peter Pan Bus. It .eaves near campus when
you want to leave - goes where you want to goand you can make lots of new friends along the m
too

way.

Hourly serv.ee to Boston. New York C.ty. Albany and
eve-ywhe.e. d.rect from the Umversity Campus. Extra
express se.v.ce to Nat,ck and Boston every weekend.
Lobby Campus Center Hotel

Tel. 545-2523 Cf 545-2006
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The Energy Crisis

No More Sunday Drivers?
By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -

Congress was told Monday that
a ban on Sunday driving and
closing of public parks to
automobiles are steps being
considered to help meet the
energy problem.

Charles DiBona, the
President's special
assistant for fuel
policies, also said New
England and the East
Coast could run 50 per
cent short of fuels this
winter if voluntary and
mandatory controls are
not quick successes.

DiBona said one of the steps
the administration is con-
sidering to assure home
heating thermostats are set no
higher than 68 degrees is an
immediate 20 per cent
reduction on the deliveries of
home heating fuels.

DiBona told a congressional
joint economic committee that
rationing is being considered
seriously and said. "Knocking
out Sunday driving is a real
possibility."

He said other options include
a ban on fuels for private and
corporate airplanes and boats
and an immediate ban on the

use of natural gas to fuel

decorative outside gas lamps.

DiBona said a Sunday
driving ban would save
660,000 barrels of
gasoline a day. The ban
may be partial so people
could go to church.

A group of more than 80
persons with the help of the
Office of Management and
Budget is "aggressively"
considering a fuel rationing
plan, DiBona said.

DiBona said a sufficient
supply of fuel is now on hand to

permit the nation to continue
its normal patterns of energy
consumption through
December.

He predicted the
nation's fuel supply this

winter will run about 17

to 18 per cent short,
based on a normal
winter and continued
cutbacks by the Arabs.

He said the shortage will

amount to about three million

barrels of fuel a day less than
are needed. Current man-
datory and voluntary
restrictions on fuel use and
increased U.S. oil production
will produce only about 2.35

million barrels a day. he said.

DiBona said a 25 per cent
shortage predicted recently by
the American Petroleum
Institute is based on a more
severe winter and less
voluntary cooperation than the
administration thinks is

realistic.

But he said estimates of a
shortage of up to 50 per cent for
the first quarter of next year,
particularly along the Atlantic
seaboard and in the Northeast,
are realistic if large cuts in the
use of fuels don't begin im-
mediately.

DiBona said the
United States is taking
these steps to increase
domestic production or
to save petroleum.

-Reopening the naval
petroleum reserve at Elk Hills,

Calif., with an estimated yield
of 160,000 barrels a day.

'

-Increasing pumping in

certain American oil fields

with an estimated increased
yield of up to 250.000 barrels a
day

-The identification of 46
electric generating plants
across the country that could
be converted from oil to coal at

a savings of up to 430.000
barrels a day.

Senate Passes Bill

That OKs Rationing
Bv W.DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer

WASH \GlON (AP) - A bill declaring a one-year nationwide fuel
emergencv passed the Senate Monday and was sent to the House
The bill authorizes, but does not require, rationing
The House cannot take the bill up until at least Nov. 26, the day it

returns from its Thanksgiving recess.
The Senate deleted a provision to tap the nation's naval petroleum

reserves but rejected most other amendments, including one its sponsors

balance" ^ by prohibitin« busin8 scno01 children for racial

Another amendment adopted would permit Congress to terminate theem
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the President to set up a system of fuel rationing
within 15 days, although it would be up to him when or whether to put it
into effect. Nixon has said he hopes to avoid rationing
The Senate voted 48 to 39 to table an amendment offered by Sen. Jesse

l. Helms. R-N.C, to ban the busing of school children for desegregation
purposes. 6 6

Rep. Brock Adams. D-Wash., issued a statement on the bill, saying "Ihave grave doubts about giving the President a free hand to continue
pursuing his policies of making the average American bear the full
burden of inflation and the energy shortage." He said the measure would
enrich the wealthy fuel interests."
Helms said his antibusing amendment would save substantial amounts

"onrdistanc
1

^
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"Why keep busing in effect when we are talking about closing schools
and limiting the hours of schools?" he asked.

German, Danish Motorists "Grounded"

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The car-loving nations of Ger-

many and Denmark have banned
Sunday pleasure driving because
of the Arab oil squeeze in Europe.
The orders issued Monday made

the Germans and the Danes the

third and fourth nations of
European motorists, after the
Dutch and the Belgians, to be
deprived of their Sunday drives in

a growing effort to economize on
petroleum products.
West Germany also ordered

tougher speed limits already in

force in Denmark and Belgium to

save scarce fuel.

Bonn urged Germans to lower
room temperatures and save
heating oil. The Danish govern-
ment ordered a 25 per cent cutback
in heating oil sales and a curb on
electricity use that will darken
Christmas street lighting.

Britain asked motorists to
reduce weekend driving volun-
tarily and slow down to less than 50
miles per hour. London said it will

order oil companies to cut by 10 per
cent deliveries of all main oil

products.

Scandinavian Airlines System
suspended its daily Stockholm-
New York flight from Wednesday
until Dec. 12.

Holland, totally cut off from
Arab oil. urged ' its Common
Market partners to share their oil

with the Dutch or face a cutback in

Dutch natural gas deliveries.
Common Market foreign ministers
meet Tuesday in Copenhagen to

discuss the situation.

The European moves to further
save oil came despite Sunday's
announcement by Arab oil coun-
tries meeting in Vienna that they
will give eight of the nine Common
Market members a one-month
exemption from a planned 5 per
cent monthly oil cutback.
The 10 Arab oil-exporting states

said their slight relaxation, for

December only, was "in ap-
preciation" of the Common Market

I

stand on the Middle East. They
excluded Holland, which is under a
total oil embargo for a Middle East
policy seen by the Arabs as pro-
Israeli.

The total blockade against the

United States and Holland will

continue and the planned 5 per cent

cutback in January will apply to all

countries, the Arab oil states have
said.

The fuel-saving moves by
Germany and Denmark came
titer earlier steps in which
Belgium and Holland banned
Sunday pleasure driving

in the
carriage
shops
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Thanksgiving

at the

Top of the Campus

featuring

Tomato Juice, Fruit Cup
or Corn Chowder
Whipped Potato
Butternut Squash

Tossed Salad with

choice of dressing

Prime Rib of Beef au jus *4.95

Roast Turkey «/Sage Dressing 14.4s

Baked Stuffed Shrimp

Cranberry Nut Bread
Butterflahe Rolls
Pumpkin or Mince Pie
Ice Cream, or Hot Apple Pie
Coffee, Tea, Milk

Hours: 2-6 p.m.

GoodjjntiI N<>y-3^ -j
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(AH Wirepkoto)

Greetings

-Libya's President Moammer El Khadafy, right, is

given a warm welcome by Yugoslav President Tito
on his five-day state visit Sunday in Belgrade.
Yugoslavia.

MR. SLACKS
MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL-HADLEY

•BRAINTREC South Shorr Pla/.i

•BROCKTON Wstq-ti* Mill
'CHELSEA Pj.kwHv PUi*
'DEOHAM M<ii

'FAIL RIVER Shopomq Center
'HADLE V Mount*. n ^ „m\ M..II

•HANOVER Mill

•HVANNISCape CoilMill
'NATICK She, wood Pl*/i
•NORTH DARTMOUTH Mill
•SPRINGFIELD Biystiete West
WORCESTER Center
'BEDFORD M*ll N H
'NASHUA Mill N H

The Student Senate Budgets Committee is now accepting funding proposals for the

fiscal year 1974-1975. Any RSO organization may apply to the committee for

funding next year.

IF YOU WISH TO SUBMIT A PROPOSAL TO
THE BUDGETS COMMITTEE YOU MUST
FIRST PICK UP A "BUDGETS INFORMATION
PACKET" IN THE STUDENT SENATE OFFICE,
ROOM 420 STUDENT UNION.

THE DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING PROPOSALS TO
THE COMMITTEE IS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1973,

at 5:00 p.m., in the student senate office.

For more information, call the Student Senate Office at 545-0342.
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Your Head
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Turned OffAnd Turning On
By DR. *S ANDREW

W. McCASHIN
and STEPHEN M. KLEIN

Q. What does it mean wtvn
someone is really turned on at the
beginning of a relationship but
when they get the other person to
like them they lose interest?
A. It sounds like that "someone"

mostly likes seduction.

Q. Isn't masturbation one of the
best ways of relieving emotional
tension?

A. No, viewing masturbation this
way denies the fact that it's

primarily a means to experience
sexual pleasure.

Q. Don't people have to tran-
scend and compromise their
personal motivations in order to
achieve good communication in a
relationship?

A. You seem to be saying in an
abstract way that you are having
an argument with your partner. It

would be more useful if you looked
at the specifics involved.

Q. You've written that "growing-
up" means emotionally rejecting
your parents. My mother is the
best friend I have. Am I supposed
to reject her?
A. Certainly not on our account.
Q. I'm really frustrated. I'm

Support

Our Vets!
A number of legislative bills are

presently in committee in the
House and Senate to improve
veterans benefits. Some of the
educational provisions are: ex-
tension of the eight-year eligibility
period; cost of living increase for
veterans basic entitlement; ex-
tension of the entitlement period
beyond 36 months; direct student
loan program for veterans; and
direct payment to institutions. To
hasten these bills out of committee
and to improve their chances of
passage, vets, students, and
faculty are urged to write their
Congressman endorsing passage of
bills to raise Vietnam era veterans
benefits to a level at least com-
parable to those enjoyed by their
counterparts from WW II and
Korea and their adversaries
from North Vietnam.

UMass Police

New Emergency

Number

5-3111

TONITE

CLEAN

LIVING
at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47

Sunderland

665-4937.

having a "platonic" relationship
but I'd like it to be more than that.
How can I do it without being
rejected?

A. You will have to give up the
pretense of "just being friends". Of
course this will involve choosing
between frustration and the
anxiety of possible rejection. There
are no guarantees.

Q My roommate is always
trying to get me to wrestle with
her. Lately it has been getting out
of hand and I'm getting pretty
bruised up. Should I get a single
room?

A. A single room might help but
it's likely that your bruising
confrontations will continue on a
home and away basis unless you
make it clear to your athletic
cohort that you are retiring from
action and that she should pursue
her ambitions at the gym.
Q. I experience strange sen-

sations when I begin to drift off to
sleep at night. Because of this I've
been taking a long time to go to
sleep. Do I have a sleep disorder?

A. You are experiencing the
natural hypnogogic trance-like
state that preceeds sleep. Anxiety
about this "altered state" of
consciousness and the loss of
control that is involved keeps
many people awake. Instead of
worrying, float through it, enjoy
the experience and you will fail
asleep.

Send, bring or call in your
questions or comments to 303
Machmer Hall, 545-2337. All
inquiries are confidential.

4-
Beat your friends Id the Top.

The Swiss Alps top of the world tor

skiers, and Swissair Jets you to the slopes
SOFA qivos you your pick of II

Leysin, Scouts, Verbier, J
lit Top mountains Top conditions M

Top lodging I a week with ^*t%^
its from all over the world w£K. I

^^ "l" ™
Breakfasts and dinners to keep ^AA/llTICM^iMllVl
you going day and night I WWW II Lvl l^ll IV!
Transfers, taxes and tips, too ^"* m tf^^^JP'Ok.
A top-flight deal for .is low J af|U|v ^tli^iailEI^
as S313 Stay a second w.vk^VlF I 1 ^J^i^Wi LW^.
for as little as S50 Deta s , . Xw w "" " " ^^^^m •
The Student Skier f Ski SOFA: 136 East 57 Street
Rush coupon tod-> W New York 10022 (212) PL 1-8000

\( «-n / B2J

OOIO #Name

3p-|j|lJ /\ ^Address

£? -^S Cl|y/State/Zip

J Date o Birth

Mr$ fos find $f csmset food?

r\E^I5
How okott $ oood home cooked moot?

Earn 2 cr onng intersessionl

Call 6-2801 I

Open
Mon. Sat.

T
RESTAURANT -ivl

The place that serves breakfast from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to 9 p.m.).

Takt a Friend To Dinner:
FRIED CHICKENand SPAGHETTI
BREADED VEAL CUTLETand SPAGHETTI
? R,LI-Ep PORK CHOPS with choice of
2 vegetables, bread and butter
Also featuring during winter months Old Fashioned French CanadianMEAT PIE choice of 2 vegetables & bread and butter
Individual Baked CHICKEN PIE
with choice of 2 vegetables, bread and butter

$2.50

$2.25

$2.50

$2.00

[28 PLEASANT ST. Left at the Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5 Downtown Northampton.

$1.65

NORTHAMPTON

RAILROAD SALVAGE
CANAL ST., TURNERS FALLS, MASS.

Rte. 5 E. Windsor, Conn.

Rte. 184 Groton, Conn

401 Boston Pott Rd. Orange, Conn.

Tra Tapes
ues

each

Such ARTISTS as: Grand Funk, The Rolling Stones,

Aretha Franklin, John Lennon . . . and many, many

more to choose from.

Featuring: Rock, Blues, Jazz, Country & Western, Solid Gold,

and Contemporary Music plus much, much more.

As Ruby Vino would soy 7/ we Met buy it for less, wo don't tell ft"

RAILROAD SALVAGE Buys:

* Mfgrs. Closeouts

• Insurance Co's Loses

• Fire and Water Damage

* Freight Claims

RAILROAD

SALVAGE

Closed ^at.

Open Daily m Sun.

10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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Newt-Think
ByRUSSSETHER

Men, I ask, do you ever sit there and wonder whether you should buy
her a drink or let her get it herself? And women, do you ever sit there
after finishing a drink, in subdued apprehension because you can't decide
if you should get yourself another or wait until he buys you one?
What I mean to say is that lately, being within the last hundred years,

we as human populace seem to regard death and dying with more ap-
prehension and anticipation than we ever feel towards birth. People
dying in the desert, in the jungles, dying off of towers, down elevator
shafts, and death in the family in the form of impeachment. We think and
talk and wait for death to come, spending most of our time thinking of
ways not to think about it, and "doing our best to deny it".

What comes virtually unnoticed within the frame of our self-indulged
vision is the miracle of Birth. There is really nothing miraculous about
Death. As children we could watch for the first time a mother give birth to
her kittens... seeing them mysteriously squeeze out into the world one by
one like tootsie-rolls shining with suck, or a calf emerge frightening our
young minds because we weren't quite sure that it would walk. ..until

majestically by some occult phenomenon it wabbles its way to its feet and
begins a life... Life from Life...and as children we saw Birth as a miracle.
Unexplained and beautiful because it was. Then we were spared the
superficial explanations of it all: scientific, philosophic, and theologic. It

was something we could barely think about without at times gazing
unknowingly at the sky.

I believe Birth can only be comprehended in terms of the Spiritual, the
Theosophical. I derive this perception out of the knowledge that Death, as
we know it, is the result of the material world... technology, literature,
theurgy, and Churchianity and that Birth is a source and emanation of
the non-material world ....i.e. The Deity, Nature, the Supernatural, and
the Occult. We "understand" science, technology, and the other so-called
objectivist doctrines concerning creation, but we only understand them
on the physical plane, a material interpretation. On the other hand, or out
of what I prefer to call the "secret knowledge", we are historically
astounded and emotionally swept up in awe by what we cannot define,
explain, or determine on the Spiritual plane.
This is because through time and "the ages" we, individually and

collectively, have unconsciously archived our perceptions of the Spiritual
world away from our technological consciousness, therefore in a sense,
filing such "data" under a grouping designated as "esoteric", "un-
scientific", or "unexplained phenomena" according to our sophisticated
comprehension of the material world.

Birth does not emerge out of the material, whereas Death does. This
material world is irrelevant, therefore Death and dying are existentially
irrelevant Birth is our only direct link with the Spiritual, and therefore
the Deity, and should exist as the center point of all our lifelong con-
siderations "Only those who foolishly concern themselves with death,
are the ones who die " (Mercier).
Think of Birth, and touch Life. Life from the Living. Miraculous.

Beautiful Real Alive. Think about it ...getting born, witnessing Birth,
and being Alive! We need not concern ourselves with Death, for thinking
so will tear a human down. Preoccupation with the reality and splendor of
Birth will insure a lifelong renewal of body, mind and spirit.

Don't wait around for someone to buy you a drink, and at the same
time, don't be uptight about buying one for a friend. The attraction may
be physical, but the giving, whether to yourself or to others, can only be
soulfully rewarding

Russ Sether la the founder of the Theosophical Society ofNewtopia.
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As part of my new role as Mr. Clean — the seeker of

prestilent conspiracies at large on this University

Community, it is my duty as an investigative reporter

to expose another malicious organization that had
infiltrated UMass. This organization, though very

active and very much alive to the especially ob-

servant, is a secret one not evident to the disinclined.

Yes this Committee To Keep Moe Away has '>een

active in just that regard, that despite the tre.i.'n

dous pressure to bring Moe Howard to UMass in the

last few weeks, it has not been done. However, thanks
to an informant with whom I conversed yesterday, we
are ready to blow the lid open on this sordid affair.

Keeping his indentity a secret is a necessity for his

life would be in danger otherwise.
Z.N.: "How long has the Committee To Keep Moe

Away been active?

Mr. X.: "In its present form, the Committee has
been together for six months.

Z.N.: "Tell me, Mr. X, why do you want to keep
Moe Howard away?
Mr. X.: "Well, the way we see it is that Moe

Howard and the Three Stooges are part of the One
World Conspiracy for Foolery and Amusement, the
pinko OWCFA whose base of organization is the
United Nations Security Council. We believe that by
keeping people like Moe Howard from the public eye,
the world would keep to its serious business, and the
democracy of the little guy that is sacred in this

country would be preserved."
Z.N.: "Do you mean to say you are against

laughter. What about Spiro Agnew? What about King
Dick and Missing Tapes? What about the Boston Red
Sox? Thse are truly laughible and farcical.

Mr. X.: "Aha! But they're not. If you really think
about them long and hard enough, your initial

laughter will turn into anguish and heart rendering
tears. Moe Howard on the other hand is always
funny!"

Z.N.: "I see your point. Tell me, who exactly is

running the Committee?"
Mr. X.: "The National Office is run out of

Philadelphia, the Great Leader himself being Mayor
Prank Ri*7n with his Pigs as accomplices. There are

district and regional leaders that report directly to

him. Here on this campus Mr. Big is Dr. Heinrich
Nimbletree of the School of Abnormal Psychology."
Z.N.: "How much exactly has the Committee in-

filtrated UMass?"
Mr. X. . "We have infiltrated the area to the point of

saturation. We have agents in every dorm, fraternity,

sorority, R.S.O. group. We have a block of votes in the
Student, Graduate and Faculty Senates, people in

Whitmore, ladies in the Dining Commons and even
two elevators in the Library — all belonging to the
Committee. They report to Dr. Nimbletree's secret
office in the bell tower at the Old Chapel."

Z.N.: "How effective has the Committee been?"
Mr. X.: "Very effective, very effective indeed. You

recall the flood of mail the OWCFA flooded the
presses with? Well we first diverted attention away
from Moe Howard with letters for other speakers,
and then we stifled our opposition completely. You
don't see hear any more about it, do you?"

Z.N.: "Frankly, no!"
Mr. X.: "Our next step was to infiltrate the

Distinguished Visitors Program with our agents and
to keep it from acting on Moe Howard, which it has
been successful in avoiding, despite tremendous
pressure. And then together with our net of people
everywhere, we have returned UMass into what it

likes so well — a hotbed of Apathy where no one gives
a shit about anything. And finally, for those few so
inclined for agitation, we engineered other strikes
and controversies. We had the energy crisis trumped
up and we set up the defeat of the Faculty Union."
Z.N.: "Why the defeat of the Faculty Union?"
Mr. X.: "Simple the Union was for Moe Howard.

This of course is consistent with their philosophy that
education is a joke."

Z.N.: "Wow! I never knew that. Tell me Mr. X, as a
final question, why did you defect?"
Mr. X.: "Its simple. I'm defecting because I'm

convinced that life here is sad enough and that UMass
deserved the visitation of a true clown, not any ole

stooge. How about Ron Ziegler?"

Zamir Nestlebaum is a Collegian Columnist.

The War Is Not Over

By DENNIS SIMKOWSKI
"Sing! Let us sing out.

Sing out so that our hearts may burst into flame
and our burning blood may finally melt these

chains.

So that in the depth of the blackest night
The sun forever shines." — song from Con Son

Prison

Eyewitness accounts in south Vietnam report a
normal early-morning occurence of no-knock raids
which are carried out by thousands of police as a
standard operating procedure of the Thieu regime.
Warrants are not used and explanations are not given
by the US-funded intruders of the Vietnamese night.
One checks under the bed, in the bathroom, and rifles

papers, while the other demands identification from
the American journalist who is staying in a modest
room within a large apartment house. At the break of
dawn, uniformed, sunglassed police is the street-
corner rule, who (in order not to be cheated out of
spreading darkness) mechanically stop motorists
and check their I.D. cards which are required by
decree and must be carried at all times. Each is

plugged into a dull metalic brain. This computer
currently houses over 11 million bio-dossiers for all

Vietnamese over 15. Whether by sunlight, moonlight
or no ight. the Vietnamese are not as fortuna. e as our
American journalist They are arrested at anytime
and in anyspace — home, workplace, school,
market. ...

What the police call interrogation of suspects (the
time between arrest and imprisonment) the
prisoners call torture. Fred Branfman, Director of
the Indochina Resource Center in Washington and the
author of Voices from the Plain of Jars, spent many
years in Indochina, and shares part of his experience
in December's Hamparts Magazine.

Trial is held in a fashion one would expect from
Thieu. Five military men are the judges. There is no
jury Should the victim attempt a defense, any judge
present will rant and rave about the defendant's
insubordination. In south Vietnam, the military is
supreme Case closed

The prison system includes over 1,000 structures
financed with American tax dollars. (Washington
supplies Thieu. Inc. 9<) percent of Saigon's budget
overall.) That includes the abominable Tiger Cages
built by American Korporations, and the caustic lime
that's Ihrown on men, women and children as a
disciplinary measure" The police and security

lorce numbers about 300.000. Amnesty International
conservatively estimates that south Vietnam has
100.000 political detainees. A truer estimate doubles
thai figure Many political prisoners were taken

during U.S. Army operations. Wholesale arrests of

villagers were not infrequent. And the beat goes on....

The regime claims in its official "White Paper" on
prisons that "Periodically... the International Red
Cross send inspection teams which visit the centers
and subsequently submit reports about their
respective conditions." Fred Branfman visited the
International Red Cross building in Saigon on July 3.

he was given a press release which states in part:
"Because of the restrictions imposed by the govern-
ment of Saigon on the visits of its delegates in the
places of civilian detention... (the Red Cross) decided
in March 1972 to suspend these visits."
The Paris Accords are being flagrantly violated by

the barbaric Saigon government through its use of

torture and imprisonment of peasants, priests,
teachers and doctors, and the U.S. has donated $150.
million plus towards this end. Senator Kennedy un-
covered the Pentagon plan that would funnel an
additional $14.8 million for that purpose if approved
by Congress. Thieu also has what may be called cash
reserves, at our expense, on tap. His Army will be the
recipient of a $140. million grant, courtesy of Food for
Peace, which is a small part of the $200,000,000-
$1,200,000,000 package plan. (Ever wonder where
INFLATION comes from?) (Energy crisis?)
On the war front, Thieu regime planes — courtesy

of Nixon — bombed a town on the Cambodian border.
Last weekend's attack devastated a hospital among
other buildings, and killed and wounded an un-
determined number of civilians. Meanwhile, Hanoi
has accused the U.S. of illegally shipping arms to
south Vietnam in large quantities, illegally sending
reconnaissance flights over North Vietna, AND
THREATENING TO RESUME BOMBING OF THE
NORTH. Moneywise, the U.S. Administration con-
tinued to extend MILITARY aid of more than
$3,000,000,000 to the Saigon Administration in the 1973-
1974 fiscal year. Apparently, the "cease-fire" is being
crudely and systematically violated by both
Washington and Saigon.
"People are tired of the war now. They don't want

to thjnk about it anymore. They want it to be over."
The Senatorial aide who said that a short time ago,
was the one who had drawn up the first stop-the-
bombing amendment back in March of 1971. He said
his Senator was not interested in doing something on
political prisoners now. But the war is NOT over.
Contact your congressional representative now!

Ask for a deletion of funds for Thieu's prison-police
system, for "Emergency" Cambodia Nixon requests,
and ask that no funds be granted to countries
violating the Paris Accords. Say yes to Life...

Dennis Simkowski is a Collegian Commentator.

Letters To The Editor

Pay Without Return
To The Editor:

Every semester when we receive our bill for going
to school here, we find a lot of little catagories that
buck ($) us to death. For example, parking fees,

athletic fees, health fee, and probably the most
maligned of all, the Campus Center fee. Most people
feel that they pay their 52 dollar or so Campus Center
fee and never see the money again. That's not
necessarily true.

I think a large part of this feeling, and a general air
of apathy on this campus is due to the tact that very
few people actually know little, if anything, about
such groups as the Concert Committee, RSO, Student
Activities, the Distinguished Visitors Program, and
the Program Council. Of the Campus Center fee we
pay, some of it is returned to us students by way of the

Campus Center Program Council. The Council is

Hmmmm...
To The Editor:

I wonder if McDonald's really needs or deserves
front page coverage?

Daniel Friedman

In Appreciation

To The Editor:

I would like to commend the UMass bus drivers.
They are friendly and courteous. I know they must
get tired of answering the same questions, "Where
does this bus go?" (even though it is written on the
front of the bus), "Where do you stop?", etc. There
have been times when a bus driver will pick me up
even though I am not quite at the stop, or honk for the
bus in front of him or her to wait, so I can make a
connection. Greyhound and Peter Pan could certainly
take a lesson from these people.

Bruce McKeon

Please Leave
To The Editor:

I am addressing this letter to the four gentlemen
who were playing cards at a table in the Blue Wall

between 11:45 and 12:10 yesterday (Monday) mor-
ning. You had obviously been at the Wall for your

lunch break which is fine and dandy but when you
finish your meal it would be most considerate of you
to leave the area so other hungry people could make
use of the tables that are in great demand during the

luncheon hours.

If you must persist in playing cards on lunch break

then please have the courtesy to retire to one of the

many lounging areas in the Campus Center or

Student Union. Let the people who have purchased
food be able to sit to eat ii.

William M. Brophy

composed of several committees which are granted
sums of money to plan events for the campus.
Concert Committee, DVP, RSO, and Student

Activities are separate organizations but do in-

terelate). Hopefully, these are events the students
would like to see here. There's no way for the plan-
ning committees to know what people want here
unless they come to committee meetings and express
their ideas. Interests on the Program Council include
an Art Committee, a Film Committee, a Recreation
Committee, a Special Events Committee, and a
Social Committee. In addition, there is a large
amount of dough set aside for a Winter Carnival. But
we need ideas. When was that last Winter Carnival at

UMass that you remember?
The concert situation on this campus is slowly

returning to a "restrictedly" normal state. The
Concert Committee is responsible for planning large
concerts and some small ones, while the Social
Committee of the Program Council is primarily
concerned with small but musically decent shows.

It seems strange that after such a long drought of

music, that only 1/22 of the student body came to see
Hathaway ; a dance with two decent bands did not sell

out, nor did a concert with the Mahavishnu
Orchestra. Is it right for a college to sponsor concerts
when it can't supply the audience from among its own
people?

It's also pretty amazing how people write and
complain about the Campus Center fee, yet don't

have the time to either write to the committee, work
on a committee to help spend the money, or even go to

the event. And it doesn't take a heck of alot of time or
effort. All it takes is that you come to meetings of the
committee of your interest, signing up, and ex-

pressing your ideas. The committees are generally so
small that everybody is going to be listened to and
weighed into planning of events. Notices are put into

the Collegian about upcoming meetings, times and
places. So what do you say, folks. How about some
interest?

Steve Barone
Chairman, Social Committee

Program Council (SO

Unclear Parallel

To The Editor:

Concerning the "artistic" covers of the Course
Description Books —What do gravestones have to do
with choosing a course? At first I thought the cover
was supposed to depict the buildings in Southwest,
and maybe the person who designed the cover feels

that Southwest is in fact a gravestone, or that

education itself reflects death and depression.

Whatever the intent of the designer, I feel that he was
attempting to inflict his own opinions upon the

Student Body. Death was played with in poor taste. In

any event I fail to see the parallel between death and
education.

Sandi Beren

Open Letter To Dr. Gage
Dear Dr. Gage,
The resignation of the Grayson House Residence Director has imposed

an unfair and intolerable burden on its residents. It is imperative that a
replacement be found as soon as possible. Furthermore we feel that the
continued refusal of the Administration to appoint a full time Head of
Residence, results from an unrealistic assessment of the needs of the
students concerned.

It is unreasonable to expect a part-time residence director to
adequately deal with the multitude of problems which arise in a dor-
mitory of this size (320 students). Since the house had 'it's Head of
Residence position taken away three years ago, there has been a
noticeable lack of commun.ty spirit in Grayson. One only has to look at
the other three dorms v.n Orchard Hill, to see just how much a Head of
Residen< t> position means if a house is meant to be something more than
a studeni barracks. To expect a graduate student to administer the
business, security, and maintenance of the house is asking quite a bit. But
to also expect that person to be involved in house social and cultural
activities, as well as personal counselling is totally unreasonable.
No better evidence can be given to verify these contentions, than

Graysons inability to maintain a Residence Director. The job has been so
demanding that six individuals have filled the position in Grayson House
over the past two and one half years. Moreover the last Residence
Director was forced to resign because of physical exhaustion, which can
undoubtably be attributed to the excessive demands of her duties.

In light of this situation, we hope that you are concerned enough with
improving the quality of life in UMass dormitories, to assign a high
priority to the appointment of a Head of Residence to Grayson House.

Gordon R. Gillett, President
Bruce P. Reusch, Vice President

Grayson House Council

What Would You Do?
To The Editor:

November 14, 1974...Richard Nixon announced today that due to the
failure of all present drug control programs he had ordered a legal house
by house search for illegal drugs. He further stated that the search would
be conducted by locally appointed officials and that no one would be
hassled. However the national guard would be called in if necessary.
Why? Because it would be effective.
What would you do?
The McNamara House Council was faced with a difficult problem, the

disappearance of hundreds of dollars of dorm furniture. They could
either purchase new furniture using house funds or conduct a room by
room search. They voted for the search. Not because it was right but
because it would be effective. The rooms are to be checked between the
16th and 19th of November by members of the house council, "the police
may be called if necessary."
This is not meant as a criticism of the House Council, They are hard

working people, but this time I don't think they realized what they were
doing. I'm asking you to do something they didn't, think about what their
dicision means.
What would you do?

John ( hisholm

Give Us A Call

To Amherst-Northampton Area Tenants:
The Valley Tenant Association has been trying to get in touch with

other tenant unions but has not had too much luck because the list we
have does not have all the tenant unions in the area.

If you belong to a tenant union or know someone that does belong to one
we'd appreciate it if you would call us and give the name, address, ana
telephone mrnber of the tenant union. You can reach us by dialing 549-

4524. If the line is constantly busy or if there's no answer, don't give up,
just try again later.

The Valley Tenant Association

An Essay On The Elderly

To The Editor:

I hope that in writing this prose composition that I will propagate; to
help spread the knowledge, and to instruct and pursuade all of you to
share my feelings and opinions through experience, about the world of
geriatrics.

'Vfter working in nursing homes for almost three years, and func-
tioning, learning, feeling, L.derstanding, and growing, I feel it is

necessary to share and reveal a few things that I feel everyone should
know.

It seems to me that when we approach the elderly people we are all too
likely to be self-conscious and on the defensive, forgetting that it is they
that have helped and pleased us, and not we who are trying to please
them.
We need to relate to the minds of the old as well as care for and tend to

their physical needs. There is a great deal they also have to contribute to
us if we would give them half a chance.
Old people do not set out to be mysterious but, rather to reveal

mysteries. They do not seek to lock doors against us, but to open them. As
people get old, we recognize their physical weaknesses and emotions, but
become oblivious to their intellect. Therefore, we are shutting them off
and not giving them this chance to open up.

Alot of people preach about the old people needing us, how we should
help them, how they need friends at this time in their lives, and how they
need to be needed. Well, does anyone ever think about how we need them?
That our life styles evolved from their culture; that is their knowledge
has helped us to deal with many contemporary problems.
The old people are history in themselves and it is important to let them

know how significant they are as a group, generation, or as individuals
How worthy and fulfilled do the old people feel their lives were and how
much do they feel needed if we are not even concerned enough to ask?

If we all care so much about this culture we live in today, then we
should all be deeply concerned and interested in how it came about. That
information is in the past, and the past is right here to learn about.
Thus historical and cultural insights can be found in the minds of the

old We need to engage in more than token interaction with the elderly to
gain these insights ourselves.

Debbie Sandole
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More Letters To The Editor

Support The Palestinian-Arab Struggle
To The Editor:

This letter from the Committee
in Defense of the Palestinian Arab

Struggle formed by the Arab
Student Organization, the Third

World Students, the Association of

African Students, the Union of

Black American Students, the

Young Socialist Alliance and the

Young Workers League, is mainly

to make available to the UMass
community a number of facts.

1. The members of the Com-
mittee were shocked by the

Collegian's biased attitude. Our
statement submitted to the

Collegian was published Oct. 31

with a whole part missing. At first

we thought there was a mistake but

we were only too naive. When a

member of the Committee went to

the Collegian and asked for the

original copy he found that a part

had been crossed out. He asked

about the reason and the answer
was that there was not enough

space. The crossed out part was
very essential to our statement. It

ran as follows "The Arab-Jewish

friendship is a long tradition which

should be preserved and made to

flourish. Anti-semitism is a purely

Western phenomenon. For
example, the Jews in Moslem
Spain flourished and had the

necessary security to exercise and

develop their thought and culture

until they were persecuted, from

the inquisitions onwards, by the

Europeans. " We ask in whose
interest should a statement

stressing Arab-Jewish friendship

be crossed out? We asked for a

correction. Two days later, there

was an apology from the Collegian.

the missing part was printed but

AGAIN with a missing sentence,

which made the statement con-

fusing and meaningless.

2. A number of letters and

commentaries from the Zionist

point of view, were recently

published in the Collegian. The
Committee would like to point out

to the readers the many
falsifications included in them,

a. It was said that the Palestine

Liberation Organization did not

represent the Palestinian people

and that it was a number of

terrorist groups joined together.

The Palestinian people have an

elected National Council which

represents them. The different

Resistance Organizations (called

terrorist groups) constitute the

main body of this elected council.

In April, 1973 three Palestinian

Resistance leaders were
assassinated in their houses in the

middle of the night by Israeli

guerrillas in Beirut. The response

of the Arab people, Palestinian and

otherwise, was as follows: big

demonstration-funerals filled the

streets of all the Arab cities on the

same day. In Lebanon alone, one of

the smallest Arab countries, more
than a quarter of a million people

participated in these demon-
strations. The masses chanted

Palestinian and Arab popular

songs, and their slogans stressed

the necessity of continuing the

struggle and liberating the land.

The Palestinian Revolution has

changed the refugee camps to

revolution camps. There are health

and education campaigns. The
Palestinian Revolution is a rebirth

of the Palestinian people. If it was
a terrorist movement why then has

it been acknowledged by all

liberation movements in the

world? Why did Ho Chi Minh and
Chairman Mao receive the

representatives of the Palestian

Revolution? Moshe Dayan, on the

other hand, went to South Viet

Nam for a period of training! The
Palestinian Revolution is a

liberation movement whose aim is

the survival of the Palestinians not

as refugees but as a people.

b. It was said that the

Palestinians inside Israel and the

occupied territories do not support

the Palestinian Resistance. Why
then are the people of occupied

Gaza subjected to Israeli

aggression, terrorism and group
punishment? They do not only

support the Resistance, they are

the Resistance. The Committee

would also like to point out that the

first resistance against the Israeli

colonialist settler-state took place

in 1955 when Palestinians inside

Israel started a movement called

"Al-Ard", "The Earth". The
present Resistance Movement
which started in 1965 is a con-

tinuation of "Al-Ard" Movement
inside the state of Israel.

c. Many people talk of

Palestinian terrorism. The com-
mittee would like to warn the

readers not to fall into the racist

pitfalls which seem to be
everywhere. When the Americans,

French or Portuguese subject the

African and Asian natives to the

worst kinds of torture, the West

tends to forget about it. People

there also tend to forget that the

Israelis killed 250 Palestinians in

1948 in the Deir Yassin Massacre

and 48 Palestinian workers in the

Massacre of Kafr Kassem. In 1969

Israeli-American phantoms
bombed an Egyptian elementary

school and a factory during

working hours. However, it seems

that African and Asian lives do not

really count, do they?!

d. There were a number of let-

ters published in the Collegian

which went into a very funny sort

of debate. The Egyptians are not

Africans, these letters said. The
Sudanese are not Arabs...etc..The

division of Africa into the North of

the Sahara and Black Africa is part

of the old colonialist game: divide

and rule. The Arab peoples, which

should not be identified with the

Arab governments, are Third
World peoples and their struggle

is a liberation struggle. Is Israel a

Third World country? Is it trying to

liberate itself by means of driving

the Palestinians out of their land

and occupying Egyptian, Syrian

and Palestinian territories? Israel

is allying itself with the imperialist

powers, exporting intelligence

experts to the Shah's reactionary

government in Iran and supporting

the genocide government of South

Africa. During this war U.S. planes

carrying military supplies to Israel

The Agony Of Politics

To The Editor:

Rosenberger said, 'I believe Woubishet Adisaw

was guilty of a lack of intellectual honesty in his reply

to my initial letter " And I plead not guilty. It is true

that "reason" that is not expressed with emotion is

worth nothing. However, a prophetic statement as

"Israel will live on as she always has, long after the

voices of her enemies have died in the wind," is in the

way of where history is going to be a witness, and the

agony of politics is to be unfolded

I condon my ideas to be referred not as intellectual

but native to me only where my nativity fails me I am
intellectual as I have appeared to be to Rosenberger.

I am glad that Rosenberger has disclosed his in-

nocence by saying, "I know of no instances of Arabs

being enslaved by Black Africans." I would like to

inform him that in one of the roles of history, in the

Axumite kingdom of Ethiopia, being one of many
other instances in Afro-Asian history, Arabs had

come under Ethiopian domination. Nevertheless, this

is besides the point. It is definitely an insult to Blacks

in particular to talk about their history as a con-

tinuous reflection of the "curse of Ham."
It is ironic that Rosenberger cited the case of Sudan

Civil War as an example of the disunity of Arabs and

Blacks I have been in direct contact with the Anna

Anna (as southern Sudan Civil War leaders were

tailed) in 1966 and 1987 in the bush, as a

teacher— Philip Adak. a Nuer. Joseph Uteya, an

Anuak. to name a couple of the leaders then. One of

the main causes of the war according to these civil

war celebrities, was the ideological gap created by

the American Presbytarian Missionaries before they

were expelled from the south, where they had been

the educators I was also in touch with these same

missionaries who established themselves at the

Ethio-Sudan border in South western part of Ethiopia

to run refugee camps along with supplying arms in

disguise At that moment in time the Ethiopian

government entertained what the missionaries were

conducting since Sudan had been sheltering Eritrean

liberationalists cf Ethiopia in the North In the final

iinalvsis. Ethiopia and Sudan ironed out their

political differences at the expense of driving out the

refugees from their respective frontiers. Now we find

some of the Anna Anna in Amin's l/ganda as mer-

cenaries And Haile Selassie. Yesteryears public

celebritv in this country until he denounced Israels

aggression, despite of his worship of Judea, who is

also one of the reactionary ( for lack of a better ter-

minology) elements in the politics of the Horn of

Africa throws out his wisdom at an opening of a

special session of the United Nations Security Council

in Addis Ababa by saying:

"Throughout history it has been the inaction of

those who could have acted, the indifference of those

who should have known better, the silence of the voice

of justice when it mattered most, that has made it

possible for evil to triumph." (CCT-January 31,

l!»72>.

This is again a mini-illustration of the agony of

politics. In western politics, "might" could be

"right". In Africa politics is a reality. This was the

objective I wanted to point out in my previous letter

to the failure of those who did not understand it.

Yakubu Gowon of Nigeria had this to say:

"Until Southern Africa is free, the rest of Africa is

in bondage. The blacks of Southern Africa are our

brothers. We must sink or swim with them." < Boston

(ilobe. November 13. 1973).

And in the same edition Randell Robinson, a

member of the Pan African Liberation Committee
stated that the North African Arab Nations have over

the years cont~ibuted generously to the liberation

campaigns in the South, realizing the geopolitical and
moral implications for all of Africa and increasingly

Black Africa perceives the Palestinian struggles in

the same light. It is for this and other reasons that the

so called. "Third World Entity" or "ordered Anar-

chists" in anthropoligical jargon, if you wish, support

the cause of the Palestinian-Arab struggle. I per-

sonally think that Israel is not our enemy, she is not

our friend either. But while my own back is itching

me. I find it unquestionably difficult to scratch

Israels back As an African, the jungle in me tells me
that I do not have to monkey with Israel. As one of the

generals of Persian invaders to ancient Athens

boasted about his military might over Athenians and

said that Persians shall cover the sky with arrows

and block out the sun on Athenians. And an Athenian

general answered by saving that Athenians shall

light hack under the shadow This is to say, if

everything else fails, the Palestinian-Arabs too could

right it out under the shadow of Israel missiles.

Wotihishet Xdisaw

were allowed to land for fueling in

only one European country which

is Portugal. The significance is

obvious and can be easily un-

derstood.

e. It was said that the Arab

students were numerous on

campus. The Arab students are

very few. Only 10 Arab students

are in this Committee. They are

effect e rot because they are

numerous out because they are

allied and supported by all

progressive powers on campus.

The Arab students are Third World

students and African students and

it is only as such that they are

strong and numerous.

3. The Committee, its members
have decided, will not go into any

more debates. It is a vicious circle

and the Zionist and progressive

people will never meet. People

interested in the Middle East

conflict have the library and the

works of Zionist leaders such as

Herzl, Ben Gurion, Begin... etc.

Their books very well show who is

the oppressor and who is the op-

pressed. Also there are the works

of progressive Jewish thinkers like

Lilienthal and Rodinson who give

the perfect example of scholarly

objectivity.

The Committee calls upon all

people concerned in the Arab-

Palestinian struggle for liberation

and a just peace in the Middle East

to come and join. There will be

weekly meetings at 6:00 p.m. every

Tuesday in the Campus Center and

a number of teach-ins in the five

colleges are being planned.

Support the Palestinian-Arab

Struggle.

The Committee in Defense
of the

Palestinian-Arab Struggle

/WILD

~T carriage /hop/*

Masse's Fish
of Amherst

103 N. Pleasant St.

(Across from Louis Food Center)

SPECIALS
WED. thru SAT.

Stuffed Jumbo Shrimp

Fresh Oyster

EA.

•1 19
Vi pt.

* Try Our Delicious Selections

. . . SHRIMP • LOBSTERS • CLAMS . . .

. . STUFFED LOBSTERS • FRESH FISH .

Every Friday . . . The Finest Selections

of Fish & Chips anywhere!

;

i

Cook And
Economize

Are you interested in some new
ideas for stretching your food

dollar?

You can learn how to prepare
some low-cost, high protein main
dishes when the Hampshire County
Extension Service presents
"Money Saving Main Dishes" in

the Berkshire Room, Student
Union, University of

Massachusetts on Thursday, Nov.

29, 10 - 12 noon, in cooperation with

the University Health Services.

The program is open to the public

and free of charge.

Several meals using soybeans,
lentils and split peas will be
demonstrated and discussed by
Rachel Swicker, Regional
Extension Home Economist in

foods and nutrition.

Participants will be able to taste

the appealing, nutritionally well-

balanced money saving meals
after the demonstration-
discussion. Recipes, menu plans

and other bulletins will be
available.

Are You
A Parasite?
A new course entitled "Concepts

of Human Parasitism" will be
offered next semester by the

Department of Public Health. This

course will be most rewarding for

people with a science background
who are interested in the concepts

involved in the spread of human
diseases. Selected topics on
communicable, chronic and en-

vironmentally caused diseases will

be discussed for their historical,

current and future value. Each
selected topic will be discussed in

relation to the host-defense
mechanisms, how parasites have
affected the host (infectivity),

what the present status of the host-

parasite relationship is and what
could happen if the present
barriers are broken. The course
will be offered in a seminar fashion

with guest speakers, Tuesday and
Thursday mornings 9:30-10:45.

fQ> <»«r«.V\t e*. i Love* v^

WED.

ALL YOU CAN

EAT

THURS.

Prime Ribs

$595

Polynesian

Band

Kt. 9 Amherst

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDr*Y OMARR-

Persons born on the 7th, 16th, or 25th of
any month tend to be introspective, have a
desire for perfection, can be moody and
often brood about the past. This is

especially applicable to individuals born on
those dates in July or March. These are the
people who become involved in clandestine
activities, often work behind the scenes and
deal in illusions, law and religion

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Caution,
patience now are twin allies. Hold off on
legal commitments. Look beyond surface
indications for hidden meanings. One who
spins tales of romance may have ulterior
motive. Protect yourself in emotional
clinches.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Stick to

mainstream. Leave sensationalism to
others. Display ability to handle respon-
sibility. Older individual could open door of
major opportunity. Maintain steady pace.
Capricorn, Cancer persons could figure
prominently.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): What was
smooth emotional ailing could run into a
squall. No one promised you a rose garden.
Know that and act grown-up. Member of
opposite sex tests, wants assurance and
would love to be "spoiled." If wise, you
won't settle for role which makes you a
substitute parent.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Don't fear
revision. Polish your work. Get rid of the
superfluous Tear down for purpose of
rebuilding. Get on more solid ground. Don't
fool yourself. See situations, individuals as
they are, not merely as you with they might
be
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Accent is on

development of ideas. What appears a mere
whim could be developed into viable con-
cept. Aquarian is likely to be in picture
Relative who has hunch should be heeded
Be receptive. You get chance for solid

advance.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Opportunities
may be plentiful but you can't be
everywhere at once Know it and don't
scatter forces Money now exhibits way of

slipping away Pull in financial reins. Put
stop order on extravagance.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl 22): You may

receive unorthodox assignment Scorpio
person could be involved. Feeling of

restriction could actually be a test or
challenge. Indications point to successful
conclusion of efforts. Check with money
adviser.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You could
gain access to privileged information. Key
is to analyze. Piece together bits until whole
picture emerges. Utilize natural ability to

analyze. Gemini, Virgo persons could play
prominent roles.

SAGITTARIUS (NOv. 22 Dec 21): Make
peace on domestic front. Check possibility

of remodeling Make home a more com-
fortable place Family member does
deserve extra consideration. Remember
resolution about "nerves " Don't create
tense situation out of pique.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Key now
is selectivity. See in light of reality.

Overcome temptation to romanticize.
Pisces, Virgo persons could be in picture.

One who holds rein of authority is likely to

be confused. Don't cast first stone.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): What
seems far away is closer than might be
apparent on surface Plan ahead for travel,

educational project. You could have op-
portunity tossed in your lap Be ready and
show you can handle pressure.
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Finish

rather than initiate project. Study Aquarius
message. You have chance to get ideas,

products before more persons Money
backing could come from one close to you
Dig beneath surface indications

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY many
feel you are "two persons." Means you
don't always know your own mind and you
show it You are sensitive, basically truth-

ful and abhor deceit Persons born under
Cancer and Capricorn are drawn into your
sphere. Domestic adjustment made this

year will be rid of burden in December.
Copyright 1973, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Sink in middle
4 Spreads for

drying

8 Detent
12 Ventilate

13 Region
14 Mixture
15 Girl's name
16 Surrounding
18 Amount at

which a person
is rated

20 Organs of

hearing
21 Babylonian

deity

22 Conjunction
23 Verve
27 Worm
29 Er ipm
30 Si Mi In 'ian

31 A itcib ,o.)br.)

32 Attempt
33 Dance step
34 Pronoun
35 Hawaiian

greeting

37 Flying

mammal
38 Spanish

plural article

39 Solitary

40 Ship channel
41 Symbol for

tantalum
42 Solar disk
44 Liquid

measure (pi.)

47 Claimant to a
throne

51 Obscure
52 Be borne
53 City in

Nevada
54 Before
55 River in

Germany
56 Icelandic

writing

57 Condensed
moisture

DOWN

1 District in

Germany

2 Opera by Verdi
3 Rasps
4 Unit of

Chinese
currency

5 Sea eagle

6 Proper
7 Dinner course
8 Own
9 Mohammedan

name
10 Emerge

victorious

1

1

Piece of cut
timber

17 Conjunction

19 Cooled lava

22 One. no
matte which

24 M te >f scale

25 L«..iange

premium
26 Seines
27 Pertaining to

an era

28 Storage pit

oars

HEDGE QUE EEH
Bg HiagnnH innERE GEO BEERE
Rranrc hee sefjib

HDLT1 KEQEG

4329 Macaw
30 Grain

32 Playhouse
33 Stroke

36 Preposition

37 Gathered
38 Alighted

40 Style of painting 49
41 Note of scale 50

44

45
46
4/

41

Symbol foi

tellurium

Malay canoe
Weary
Merganser
In favor of

Free of

Dutch town
Goal

10

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. «.«
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BC by johnny hart

17THANKSGIVING
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THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parkar and Johnny hart
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Notices
ASTRONOMY CLUB:
There will.be a meeting tonight at

7:30 in Hasbrouck, Rm. 22. Slides of

Mercury Transit will be shown.

BAHA'I FAITH:
Robyn Smith will speak tonight at

8:15 at Dr. Juan Caban's home, 64

Van Meter Dr. All welcome.

BOLTWOOO BELCHERTOWN
VOLUNTEERS:
There is going to be a get-together

for all volunteers and their guests 11-

30 in the C.C. Aud. Band and refresh

ments. Time 8 p.m.!

BRIDGE PLAYERS:
Duplicate Bridge Play tonite at 7 in

C.C. 164. Come.

COIN CLUB:
Meeting in 804 C.C. at 7:30 10 p.m.,

11-29. We need new members!

CONCERT COMMITTEE:
Meeting to complete plans for

Mayall concerts, all members please

attend, very important.

CONCERT COMMITTEE:
Will be a meeting for the Concert

Committee tonight at 7:30 in the S.U.

Council Chambers. All members aro
requested to attend.

CONTRACEPTION CLINIC:
Contraception Clinic Educational

Clinic cancelled tomorrow at the

Health Services.

HEART FUND WALKERS:
Oct. 27 Walkers please return

money sponsored to you, at C.C. table

on Nov. 26-28 from 10 4.

INNKEEPERS:
Important meeting tonight at 7:30

in 105 C.C. Details of ski ticket raffle

will be discussed.

JAIL INTERNSHIP:
Students wishing to find out more

about the jail internship should at-

tend the general meeting tonight at 7,

808 C.C.

N.E.S. TUTORING:
No Tutoring today or tomorrow at

the North End Community Center. come.

PARKING:
Friday, the day after

Thanksgiving, will be considered a

holiday as far as parking regulations

are concerned. No bus service will be
provided on that day.

PUBLIC HEALTH COURSE:
Bob Padgett's P.H. course will

have class on Tues. 12-4 instead of 12-

6. Same time, same place. We will

have a quiz on this night as well as

guest speakers.

P.H. UNOERGRADS:
P.H. Undergrad meeting, 4 p.m.

today, Draper 122.

PRE VET CLUB:
Meeting tonight 7 10 in room 162

C.C. For all members. Important you

SNOW WHITE:
The original "Snow White and the

Seven Dwarfs", in black and white
will be shown, TODAY at 7, 8:30 and
10 in CCA.

SPECTRUM DEADLINE:
has been extended to 12 3. All you

UMass undergrads, *rad> and
faculty are oegcjed to come op to S.U.

407 to it. <<e -,his magazine into

something this year.

THANKSGIVING:
The entire community is invited to

share in the annual Thanksgiving
service of the Christian Science Org.

Readings from the Bible and Science

Health will be followed by
Testimonies of Thanksgiving.
Tonight at 6:45 C.C. 911.

WMPIRG:
Meeting tonite at 7:30 in the Duke's

Rm. S.U. All interested students and
faculty welcome to attend.

(Continued on P. 13)

NEED HELP

- LISTENING -

CONCERNED PEOPLE

Central Area

Counseling Center

B 2 Gorman 5-0894

Mon., Fri. 19 p.m.

Thurs. 10-9 p.m.

TONIGHT

Walt Disney's "Snow White ft The Seven Dwarfs"
(IN BLACK
AND WHITE)

TUES., NOV. 20 7, 8:30, 10:00 CCA.
CHILDREN ARE FREE

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS
KosMKniil Racer Skis IKHcm w Solo Mon

Ml Bindings I >r old. excellent cond. II2S.

253-5010 after ft p.m.
tf 1 1-20

live < hristmas trees. srlr< ( and tag
now. an> siie $6 31. I. Hlimiak. 133 Rav
ltd . Hadley.

tf 12-12

FOR SALE

S & I. ( amrra Imports has new
i.mifi.is lenses & other photo equip at

clashed liners Kull warranty, all makrs
and models (all Ken. 6-9723.

tfl 1-30

Bus i<i5tt while motor school bus,
slighllv remodeled, excellent condition.

|m (all 527-:<;:iT aft. '. p.m.
trii/za

RSK h track tape player lt:». Realistic

LAB 12 A Record Player 145: Panasonic
TV 170. (all 546-5261 or 546-5271

tf 1 1-21

Tires — All brands. RaDIALS. SNOWS
— All types guaranteed, lowest prices. Call

V46-H362 after C.

If 11-30

Temple PA.. 100 watt*. 812 in speakers 2

columns. I year old. $350 or best offer. 532-

OfWI.
tfll-27

Ski Boots. Koflach. plastic 5 buckle
men's II. 150: 72 Model Rieker 5 buckle
women's 7' , used one season. 130. (all

Miff .. .us

tfll-20

1 pr. Kneissl white star racers with

Marker bndsg. 210cm. exc. cond.. IKO. size

10m: Rai« hie fiberglas boots. t30. Craig.

NMNt,
tri 1-21

Homemade H' camper shell, panelled

int.. curtains, lights, olive A clear wood
ext., 145 firm. Craig. 5H6-2956, leave

number.
tf 1 1-21

2 studded snow tires, excellent tread.

7.35x14 Goodyear. 120 for both of the tires,

(all 5H6-2H60 after fi p m
tf 11-21

Yamaha guitar. F(i-I80 six string folk,

new condition with case. 190. (all 546-4212.

tfll-21

Raichle "Red-Hot" Fiberjet Ski Hoots

9' i. Vendremenl Ski Roots Si. 12,

originally 1120. and 140. asking 125 and $15.

Roth pair excellent.

tf 1 1 -21

One pr. men's Nordica Ski Roots, size

Hi', used four times excellent condt. Call

Jim 256-0451.

tfll-21

RIDERS WANTED

Ride needed to I.. I. or NYC Wed. Nov 21.

Will share expenses. Call 256-06 IX

tfll-21

Ride open to Philadelphia. Iea\e Weds,
afternoon (all K.d 540-1025.

tfll-21)

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate to share Puffton apartment,
own room $50 mo. 549-0415.

tfll-26

AUTO FOR SALE

1969 Dodge Hart Swinger 340 ci. 4 speed.
Call mm w.7i after 6 p.m.

If 1 1-20

63 Rambler Amer — lx>w mileage,
mechanically excellent body, good snow
tires, see to believe. Rest offer, call Jude
256-8174.

tfll-21

1967 Dodge Polara. excellent running
condition. Very dependable. Two new
studded snow tires. Call Tom after 6:00. at
549-0866

tf 11 -20

4 wheel drive. 1971 Toyota. Land
Cruiser Low mileage, good cond. Best
offer. 617-489-2210.

tfll-21

Roommate wanted to share completely
furnished apartment, available im-
mediately. $ I ini. mn Call 253-9863. lease
runs till May 30.

til I -27

Female roommate wanted starting Jan.
Rig 5 room house edge of campus. Fur-
nished, fireplace, backyard. Call 549-1312.

tf l 1-21

Roommate wanted in private home near
campus, kitchen priv.. F. preferred Tel
586-2815.

tfl 1-20

WANTED
Couples (without children) needed for

Psych study. Chance to learn more about
yourself and your relationship. Leave mes.
.15-2077.

tfll-21

Small second-hand electric piano in good
condition, (all after 5:00 p.m. 323-4848.

tfll-21

Non-trad, family of I or more seeks
home in Montague. Buy or rent or share.
Call 367-2796 Seth or Carolyn

tfll-26

VW Van — Without windows. Prefer
early 60 to 65 van as money is a con-
sideration. Even if it does not run. call

Hank 25641710.

tfl I -20

Roommate wanted for 3 bedroom apt.,
second semester. Call 549-4565 nights, ask
for Wes.

tfl I -20

Roommate) s) wanted for Dec. 1 to share
Brittany Manor Apt., no lease security
deposit. I per $80. 2 people. $52. Call 527-
5921 or 253-9214.

tfll-21

Responsible person to accompany 3
boys, ages 3. 4. 6. on flight from
Rradley Airport to Salt Lake City
between Dec. 7-15. return Jan. 2-Jan.
9. Will pay round trip fare. 54941273.

tfl 1-30

i* \ W Station wagon Old. hut plausible.

New tires, tune-up. $3iM>. Jones \ n uni,

tfll-21

Waterproof boots, woman's s» KM. brown

like new 170 Red wool pullover, woman s

s/ small. 130. Call Joyce. 256-6215 or .'.»:.

n'.xr
tf 11-2"

Do you need lo\e. spiritual
guidance, furniture. PAIL'S OLD-
T1MF FCRNITCRF. ten month old

perfect master store is your answer.
Costumes, antiques, pictures, chairs

etc. All blessed with good karma and
low prices. PULS. SPIRITl AL
HARMONY \ND FCRNITCRF. in

downtown Amherst behind Auhuchons
IN THE ALLEY. HMMt.

tfl 1-2-*

1970 AUa Romero Rerlina. 5 speed fuel
injected. Michelin 2X. approx. 20 mpg
good condition. $2,000 (all 498-2855 after 5
p.m.

tfll-21

Own room, Hadley, $75. No deposit or
lease, heat and electricity included.
Available Jan.. male preferred. Phone 586-
0734.

tfl

PIANO TUNING
Pianos tuned and put In order at the

shortest notice. Call 268-7880.

MM
FOR RENT

1967 (iM( Handivan. heavy duty susp..
new tires, 6 cyl. std., good cond.. $700. 54fr
1169 or can be seen at Cniversity Park
Apts. No. 41.

11-21

REWARD

For I lost knitted mitten. Red. white,

blue. Please call MHM, tf 11-20

Female roommate wanted Rrittany
Manor for Dec. 1 or Jan. I, $50 per month.
Call Margaret. 253-5161.

tfll-27

Need iiiiiet riMimmate for Jan. I. ( liffside
apt. on bus mute $87.50 per mn. KM lurfing
utilities « all 665-II9H. Ask for Doug

tfll-21)

Prefer male to share house close to
I Mass with 2 grad F. and 1 M. Own room
$75 mn. plus elec. avail, immed. 253-2861
after 6.

tfll-21

Ski house. Killington, Vt , furnished 12
person co-ed log cabin. 2 mi. from Mt. Dec.
I to May 15. share $2M. Call Dave 2564)591.

tfll-21

For rent — one bedroom apt., $145 in-

cludes all utilities, on free bus line. Call
665-3669 after 6:00 p.m.

tfll-27

fiaragjt space, central \mhersl. Safe
and inexpensive. 11.11. Jones 519:1700.

tfl I -2D

4 bedroom house in country 25 mi. from
Amherst-Orange. Furnished, quiet, land
$250 will neg. 617-249-2398, 617-544-7184.

tfl 1-29

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1973

Notices

(Continued from P. 12)

WRITERS TO READ:
Tonight poets Chris Howell and

Floyce Alexander and fiction writer

Robert Abel will read from their

works at 8 in Colonial Lounge, S.U.

Free.

LOST AND FOUND:
In Hampden D.C. Sat. night. You

took the wrong green snorkel jacket

with my glasses in it. I have yours, I

need the glasses. 6 7707.

LOST AND FOUND:
Person who took wrong jacket out

of Bluewall 11-17 night I have yours.

Call 5-0174 and ask for Bob.

LOST:
Brown knit mitten, Sat. morning

between O.H. and Skinner parking lot

(VS/orc. hill and shortcut) Please
return to C.C. Lost and Found.

LOST:
A gold round faced watch, missing

its crystal. Please return, 6 8260. Lost
sometime late Sat. night.
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Earn2ciTdii^?o^ii^fitersession

Call 6-2101 I

TONITE!
ONLY-75^

7.7,11 SUB.

TO SUBLET

I bedroom apt. at Brandvwine. I 1/2 mi
Irom I M on bus Rle.. large rms. Central
A/C. W/W carpeting Jan. I Aug II Can
itnu IMMM,

tfll-21

HELP WANTED

Full or part time help days or
evenings, hours arranged Fdi
students, excellent working conditions
& benefits apply at Rurger King
Mountain Farms Mall. Hadley. applv
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

tfll-21

SPFFDTVPISTS
In Ware at Collegian Printer

8: Mp m lo I a.m.
Call Charlotte

i ll l •)»,; 6mm*

I tide t P \'s learn hnw In prepare for the

CP\ F.sain. Becker CP \ He\iew Course,

(all collect 017-536 MID
tfl 1-22

Winter Outdoor Living Skills and
Whitewater Canoeing courses offered b>

.ID Nature Lab. I li\e on campus and have
info 516-6131.

tfl 1-24

Part time janitorial work. 8:00-10:30

a.m., Mon. -Sat.. 5 min from campus. Call

Dick at 527 5796, any time after 6:00 p.m.
tfl 1-28

Help wanted — semi-mechanic to install

brake line In Chevy. Must have tools. Call

5494)885.

tfl 1-20

BEGINS FRIDAY
NEWS BULLETIN GAZETTE

y^JSMFR^^^
Hadley, Mass.

Today, it was reported

that thousands of peo-

ple in this area were just

too busy preparing for

the "Quarter Days" Cele-

bration and overlooked

the traditional Thanks-

giving Dinner, so says

Mrs. lma Byrd.

She went on to say

that because of the mass

excitement in town her

cousin Mrs. Minnie Tur-

keys and several of their

good friends were all

saved from certain death.

Thanks to the Moun-

tainFarmsFourTheatres

Quarter Days" both lma

Byrd and MinnieTurkeys

invite you to come on

out and join in the

fun and Grand

Opening Fes

tivities Fri.

thru Nov. 27

w^W«/ayfJ
» ^c*w. . ...... w FRI. thru TUES.

d can you remember when you could see a MOVIE
f for a QUARTER with NICKEL popcorn and drinks?

limn.Ti.u riniiA ronn T..r- . -rev r-rv

THOSE
600V OLE i
MJ?JFSMORS OPEN 12:00 TO 9:00m

MOVIES 250
come on out andjoin in the FUN/

BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY AND SEE
THIS BRAND NEW ENTERTAINMENT CENTER •

ROUTE 9

HADLEY

*rt>- ."% CUFF

>-7
/
*-/"'—\V-<-_^s.

BfjllCE,

Lee

CUFF
#08£R750aJ

PC

yl&r (^fountain
'LfMk. A beautiful film,
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TRAVEL MDC CLASSIFIEDS ENTERTAINMENT

tinirtK by air" Let handle \oiir pre-

flighl. in 1 1 iuli t and post-flight

.irrjiiKiiiKiils it no cosl in sou (all

rumpus rrp . BKKHfB evenings

tflI-12

SERVICES

$199: A urrk in the sand. sra. and
sun paradisr of hi ROPK for LKSS
THAN the cost of PUERTO RICO or

the BAHAMAS. Jan. 6th to nth in

swinging MASPA I.OMAS on (.rand

Canary Island (Spain). COMPLKTK
I'M KAtiK 1199 & 29 taxes & services.

Also some Hawaii spare still available

on Dec. 29 & Jan. 7. (all Leslie Halfond
MHM,

tfl 1-28

(•el a load off \our mind, truck for hire,
t all (iary or Joyce. 256-6376.

tfll-21

24 hr.

Studio.

:ti!H.

service — Passports. Lang's Photo
Ifio West St.. South Amherst. 253-

tfl2-!2

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 hdrm. apt. I
1
, baths, w-w carpeting,

dishwasher, disposal & air conditioning.

Minutes from I Mass on bus line. 549-3993.

tfll-26

WORKSHOPS

Primal F.xperience Marathon — 36

hours Dec. I. Two trained leaders.

Pee: 1100 (also follow-up groups
available) offering a group dynamic
that provides an emotional en-
vironment in which the individual can
re-create the primary experiences of

his or her life. Call 256-0503 (eves) or
253-9421 (24 hours) for further in-

formation.

tfl 1-29

Photos — passports, visas, etc.. IK hour
service! Si/es and number negotiable.

MUM minimum' (all Ste\e at IfjfUP.

tfl I -30

Research — thousands of topics. 12.75

per page. Send ll for mail order catalog.
Research Assistance. Inc.. 1 1941 Wllshire
Blvd.. Suite 2. L.A.. Calif. 90025.

tfl 2-1

2

Typing — Past & accurate — 50c p Lree
pickup and delivery (all Itody 323-4377

after 10 p.m.

tfll-21

< rntral Area ( nunseling (enter. B-2
Cm man. ,>-owm wants to help you find

direclion. self-confidence, etc. Info
aplenlv .. come! !

tfl 1-30

Quality black and white photo
processing. ll.OO per roll, contact in-

cluded (all 665-4290 evenings.

tfll-21

Bicycle repairs of all kinds cheap,
reasonable charge, no repair will cost
more than 15 dollars. Contact Kevin at 323-

7449 after 6 p.m.

tfll-21

MOTORCYCLES FOR SAL E
1971 Kawasaki XV) A7. under 3.000

miles, rebuilt engine, perfect condition,
asking !K2.> or trade for equal car. Call
Tom. ««7H1.

tfll-21

Ml 151MB Honda. IMNi miles, cnsmelii
flaws mechanically perfect 1550. firm. 549-

1473. keep trying

tfll-26

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Corning. VY. and
return. Leave Tuesday or Wednesday.
Nov. 20 or 21. Karla 546-7629.

tfl 1-20

PERSONAL

This is your last teen, so make it happy
llene. We love you. Lainey. Sherry. Bea
and Sandy.

tfl 1-20

Linda in Bll. I am detestable, you
convinced me of that, but please talk to me
— (iil.

tfl 1-20

World take notice! Tim Bartlett. who
found and returned my purse with money
intact vet. is a beautiful person!

tfl 1-20

vnni kind nl music plaved the ».i\ vnu
like H I prmtiK •• record hops lh.il vnu will

trui Iv injnv ( all St«\e the 1)1 at MI4Mt
Ull 20

Interested in making a handicapped
person's Xmas holiday happy" If you can
work Xmas & New Years, call 256-HHI9

anytime.

tfll-21

To dertrude The (iroupie and Roland
The Roadie . . Lets get it on. Signed;

Marvin 6

tfl I -20

To i. .-it i mti The t.roupie — I'll in-

troduce you to all the Beatles and Stones!

Love. Roland The Roadie.

tfl I -20

1 1 nil ( .iii.hI.i Ski Trip. I davs. | nites.

hotel hkfsl. din . transpn. apresf ski party
.

all for IK5. Jan 22-25. B Baggins Travel.
MfMNM,

tfll-26

Base & Keyboard Players wanted for
Band (all Kevin at 323-7249 or Alan at 549-

6275.

tfl 2-5

Career & life planning counselor needed

in Dwight House. Call 546-4535 im-
mediately.

tfl 1-20

Need a band for your Christmas party?
(all Alhambra. fine rock music at

reasonable rates. Jeff (in 102). 5-2642. Jim
256-0493.

tfl 1-28

RIDE WANTED
Bide needed to (it. Barrington, Mass.

area on November 21 around 3 p.m. Call
I arrv at 546-6007. will share expenses.

tfll-21

Ride wanted to Kingston. N.Y. or
vicinity on Wed.. Nov. 21 and returning on
Sun. the 25th. Will share expenses. Please
call Lisa. 253-3139.

tfl 1-20
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HERE, TAKE II Patriot Reggie Rucker offers ball to Green Bay's Ken Ellis, who climbs all over him
to block a touchdown pass in the end zone. The Patriots came back from a 14 point deficit in the fourth

quarter Sunday to beat the Packers :t:i-26.

Namath: Flair For Dramatic
By ALEX SACHARE

Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK ( AP) — Joe Namath returned to the

football wars Sunday and showed that his flair for the

dramatic remains as strong as ever.

Relegated to the sidelines with a separated

shoulder the past seven weeks, Namath came off the

bench in the closing minutes at Cincinnati and moved
the New York Jets the length of the field before being

stopped by the Bengals' defense — and the clock —
just one foot shy of a game-tying touchdown.
Even though the story-book comeback fell short

and Cincinnati won 20-14, Namath proved he remains

the most magnetic force in the game.
Man. the things he can do when he's in there,"

said Bill Bergey, the middle linebacker and leader of

the Bengals' defense, shaking his head in admiration.

Tv?got to hand it to Namath,*' added Paul Brown,
the Bengals' astute coach. "It's a rare quarterback

who can throw time after time and take his team right

down the field."

Jets Coach Weeb Ewbank said he did not want to

use his fragile passer, who separated his shoulder in

the second game of the season But starting quar-

terback Al Woodall was knocked out ot the game after

being kicked in the head, leaving rookie Bill Demory
as the only other quarterback.

Namath — who came out of the game with no ill

effects and is expected to start next week against

Atlanta — completed consecutive passes of 21, 16 and
31 yards to move the Jets from their 21 to the Bengals'

11.

He completed two more passes, both to tight end
Rich Caster — but Caster was ruled out of bounds
outside the end zone on the first, and was tackled

short of the goal line on the second.

Caster contended he was in the end zone both times

and a TD should have been allowed.

After Caster's second near TD, the Jets had the

ball inside the one. A running play failed and Namath
tried to get off another play with five seconds left, but

penalty flags were dropped as the gun sounded.

The referees said the penalty was against the Jets

for illegal procedure, and that the game was over.

Amidst the confusion, Bergey ran over to Namath
after the game and hugged him. Why?

"Because it was such a great game, and, well, he's

such a great competitor."

How The Pros Stand
National Football League NBA
NATIONAL CONFERENCE AMERICAN CONFERENCE EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division
Eastern Division Eastern Division

W L T Pet. W L T Pet. W L Pet GB
Dallas 7 3 .700 X-Miaml 9 1 .900 BOSTON 13 3 .813 —
Washington .7 3 .700 Buffalo 5 5 .500 New York 11 7 .611 3

St. Louis 3 6 1 .350 NYJeta 3 7 .300 Buffalo 8 12 .400 7

Philadelphia 3 6 1 .350 N^w England 3 7 .300 Phila. 5 11 .313 8

NY Giants .2 7 1 .250 Baltimore . . .2 8 .200
Central Division

Central Division Central Division W L Pet GBW L T Pet.

X-Mii nesota .9 1.000

W L T Pet.

Pittsburgh . . 8 2 .800
Atlanta 10 8 .556 —
Capital 8 7 .533 %
Houston 5 13 .278 5

Cleveland 4 14 .222 6

Det:ojt 4 4 1 .450

Grc?n Bay . .3 5 2 .400

Chicago 3 7 .300

Cleveland .6 3 1 .650

Cincinnati . . .6 4 .600

Houston 1 9 .100

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Western Diviison

W L T Pet.

Western Division

W L T Pet.
Midwest Division

Los Angeles .8 2 .800 Kansas City 6 3 1 .650
W L Pet GB

Milw. 15 3 .833 —
Atlanta 6 3 .667 Denver 5 3 2 .600

New Orleans 4 6 .400 Oakland ... 5 4 1 .550
Chicago 14 4 .778 1

San Francisco 3 7 .300 San Diego . . .2 7 1 .250
Detroit 11 8 .579 4»*

KC-O. 6 12 .333 9

NHL WHA Pacific Division

W L Pet GB
Los Ang. 11 6 .647 -—

East Division
w l TPmrcA

BOSTON 14 4 1 29 95 52 East Division

Golden St. 8 6 .571 1 V&

Portland 9 7 .563 lift

Toronto 8 5 5 2163 45

Montreal 9 6 2 20 56 47

w l TPur.rcA
N. ENG. 11 7 123 73 62

Quebec 11 9 1238871

Seattle 6 14 .300 6 4
Phoenix 4 13 .235 7

Buffalo 9 7 1 19 55 57

Rangers 7 7 4 18 64 54
Chicago 10 6 1 21 64 55

Cleveland 9 5 2 20 61 57 ABA
Vancouver 5 8 3 13 41 53 New York 6 12 2 14 47 80 EASTERN DIVISION
Islanders 2 7 7 12 34 50 Toronto 6 11 3 15 66 75 W L Pet. OB
Detroit 6 10 1 13 53 81

Kentucky 13 3 813

West Division ( arolina 16 5 762

W L TPIiGrGA New York 7 11 389 7

Thi'a. 12 5 1 25 55 29 West Division
W L TP'tCFOA Memphis 6 12 333 8

Chicagd '
. 7 4 6 20 50 29 Kdmonton 12 2 24 69 37 Virginia 5 n 313 8

Ahanta., i 6 4 18 44 46 Winnipeg 8 9 2 18 63 68 WESTERN DIVISION

St. Louik,* 8 5 3 IP 49 36 Minnc sola 8 7 1 17 HI 52 W 1. Pet. OB
P;!t,tWim 5 9 ;< 13 41 72 Houston 8 6- 1 17 60 47 Denver 1«» 1 625

LosA«% 5 10 2 12 44 58 Vancouver 6 13 12 61 86 Ltah 1<> K 556 l

Minneljfc' 3 8
r

12 47 60 Los Ang. 5 14 iO 47 75 Indiana K k 625 21/2

CaliforH 5 11 1 1138 62 San Antonio 1 13 409 4

San Antonio 12 429 31/2

Dolphins Clincher

Was "Expected"
MIAMI (AP) — The Miami

Dolphins had clinched the

American Football Conference
East Division title and a spot in the

playoffs, but you couldn't tell it in

the dressing room.
"This place is like a morgue,"

Dolphin lineba -ker Nick
Buonir<>nh as the Dolphins dressed
at Bui Erie County Stadium
and prepared to return to Miami
after shutting out the Buffalo Bills

17-0 Sunday.
No one was splashing cham-

pagne, no one was turning cart-

wheels, and no one seemed par-

ticularly excited that the world
champion Dolphins had assured
themselves another shot at

reaching the Super Bowl.
"It's just another of those

games," said running back
Mercury Morris. "This puts us

through Phase 1. Now we've got to

get ready for Phase 2 in a three-

phase pattern — the playoffs and
then the Super Bowl."
The Dolphins clinched their

divisional championship with a 9-1

record, and wide receiver Paul
Warfield commented matter-of-

factly that winning that title was
"something we expected to do."
Many of the players were

thinking about Thursday's battle

against the Dallas Cowboys.
"When I got to the locker room I

was looking for champagne, but I

didn't hear any corks popping,"
said running back Larry Csonka.
"Just as well. We've got to get

ready for Dallas right away,
anyway."
"You can bet Coach Don Shula is

not relaxing just because we got

the division clinched. He'll be
working us hard in practice
tomorrow," Csonka added.
But if Csonka didn't mind the

lack of champagne in the locker

room — where all alcoholic
beverages are banned by National

Football League rules — defensive

tackle Manny Fernadez was a little

irked.

'Baseball players can have beer
in the locker room after every
game. But you see, we're animals.
We can't cope with alcohol," he
said. "We go through four years of

college to get in the pros, but we
can't be trusted with alcoholic

beverages. They're afraid we migh
say something to the press. What
they don't realize is we say it

anyway."

Penn State

Still Leads In

Lambert Voting

NEW YORK ( AP) — Penn State,

en route to the Orange Bowl after a
49-10 rout of Ohio University last

Saturday, has the Lambert Trophy
wrapped up for the third straight

year — if the Nittany Lions can get

past Pitt this weekend.
Penn State, 10-0, received all

eight first-place votes in the
weekly balloting to determine at

season's end the top major college

football team in the East.

Pitt, 6-3-1 after marching over
Army 34-0, is runner-up with 66

points and headed for the Fiesta

Bowl. Temple, 8-1, dropped from
second to third with 64 points.

Harvard, tied with Dartmouth for

the Ivy League crown, was fourth,

followed by Rutgers, which moved
up from seventh to fifth after a 27-7

triumph over Holy Cross for a 6-3

record.

In the second five are Dart-
mouth, West Virginia, Connecticut,
Boston College and Yale.

(Sad
Earn 2 credits ^urin^ntersession

Call 5-2801

TONIGHT

JOHN MORGAN
Special Drink

SOMBREROS 50'
at

Uht iatgltHlr Pub

Colon*Big.
Chicken

Feed*
___Momtoy and Tuesday Only

Feeds 4 to 6 "II ""Feeds"toT

Big Chicken

Feed *4"
i

i

i

i

I — Twelxe lender

I linn, r lit kin good Kentuckx rrled

lasl\ pieces of I

!!
I

I

|
< hii kin

— One pint of Ihe ( nltmel s special
J

• i "li slaw !i nil slaw

I-
One pint of mashed potatoes

— thie pint of special tcrav>

I — Si\ hot hisi iik
• ••——clip the coupon

Chicken In

Chicken-Out

i

I

.1

__JL

Super Chicken

Feed $6"
— fmhleen tender. la«ly piece* of

finffer-lickhV Rood Kentucky Fried
< hit ken
— Two pints of the Colonel's special
cole slaw

— Two pints of mashed potatoes
— One pint of spriral gravy

Nine hot biscuits

"•""clip th« coupon

Seating for 54

Free Delivery
254-8745

__J

Ktntudof fried Ckickt*.
Rte. 9 (across from Zayre's) Hadley

236*745

Orr Sets 3

Scoring Marks
MONTREAL ( AP) - Defenseman

Bobby Orr set three scoring
records and provided much of the
firepower last week as the Boston
Bruins erupted for 27 goals in four
games.
Orr connected for three goals

and four assists in a 10-2 romp over
the New York Rangers,
establishing a National Hockey
League record for most points by a
defenseman. All three goals came
on power piays-another first for a
backliner.

Orr's assist on Andre Savard's
goal in Saturday night's 8-0 rout of
the Detroit Red Wings was a 453rd
of his career, breaking the NHL
career mark of Doug Harvey.

Orr, who later added to his
assists record, currently has 458 in

486 regular-season games. Harvey
played in 1,113 games over 18

seasons.

Despite Orr's big week, team-
mate Phil Esposito continues to

lead the scoring list, according to

figures released Monday by the
NHL.
Esposito has scored a

phenomenal 43 points in just 19

games, with a league-high 21 goals
plus 22 assists. Orr, the assists

leader with 26, in second overall
with 37 points.

Ken Hodge, another Bruin, is

third with 30 points, five more than
Richard Martin of Buffalo and
Wayne Cashman of Boston.

15

i.Starr Photo/Joe Martins)

John M« (.rail grimaces here in a meet earlier this season. The
freshman was the third UMass harrier to finish at Spokane despite
falling down once over the six mile course.Big E Leads

NBAReboundersMilwaukee Bucks Mere
NEW YORK (AP) - Elvin Hayes

of the Capital Bullets, who hauled
down 32 rebounds at Atlanta Nov.
17 for a single-game high in the
National Basketball Association
this season, continues to lead the
league in rebounding with an
average of 18.5 per game, ac-
cording to statistics released
Monday.
Hayes has a substantial lead

over Dave Cowens of Boston, the
NBA's most valuable player last

year, who is second with an
average of 15.4 rebounds per game.
Bob McAdoo of Buffalo and Nate
Thurmond of Golden State are next
at 15.3.

Atlanta's Pete Maravich con-
tinues as the NBA scoring leader
with an average of 29.2 points per
game McAdoo, the rookie of the
year last season, is second at 27.9,

with Lou Hudson of Atlanta and
Gail Goodrich of Los Angeles at
26.6.

In other categories, Chicago's
Cliff Ray leads in field goal per-
centage at 582; Jeff Mullins of
Golden State is the free throw
percentage leader at .959; rookie
Ernie DiGregorio of Buffalo is tops
in assists with 7.7 per game;
Atlanta's Herm Gilliam leads in

steals with an average of 2.92 per
game, and Elmore Smith of Los
Angeles is first in blocked shots
with 7.06 per game.

Putty In Hands Of Knicks

An Attempt

To Appease..
NEW ORLEANS (AP) Six

blacks turned down appointments
to a Sugar Bowl advisory com
mittee Monday, saying the posts
would not constitute meaningful
representation for the black
community.
A joint statement was issued by

the six after the president of the

New Orleans chapter of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
tc.med the appointments "an
attempt lo appease the black

commuiiiiy."
The new 23 member committee

which included the blacks was
announced by the Sugar Bowl
Thursday it would have marked
the first time in its 40-year history

for the Sugar Bowl to delude
blacks in its organization

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - The

Milwaukee Bucks are among the
terrors of the National Basketball
Association, but putty in the hands
of the New York Knicks at Madison
Square Garden.
New York's Walt Prazier ex-

plains why the Knicks have
maintained their superiority over
the powerful Bucks at the Garden,
winning 10 of their 11 regular
season meetings in New York.
"They sort of choke in the

Garden," says New York's
premier backcourt player. "They
seem to feel the pressure more
than we do. It seems the Bucks
never come up with a key basket
here.

"Most of the games, they've
made it close. But in the last few
seconds, when it counts, they get
the percentage shot - and miss."
Literally, Frazier's "choke"

theory would seem to be the only
explanation of the Bucks'
mysterious failure to win their

share of games in New York.
They've won six of 13 regular
season games in Milwaukee
against the Knicks since coming
into the NBA six seasons ago.
But the Bucks have had

numerous opportunities to beat
New York in New York - and just

haven't.

"Kareem Abdul-Jabbar the
Milwaukee center gets psyched up
in Milwaukee," observed Frazier
after the Knicks had beaten the

Bucks 100-93 last Saturday night at

the Garden. "He just kills us there.

But here
"

That old crowd magic's on the

Knicks' side as well. The Garden is

filled with nearly 18,000 roaring
fans whenever the Bucks are in

town. In Milwaukee, the games are
played in a much smaller arena.
Does the crowd affect the pros?

Yes, according to Frazier.

"As far as I'm concerned, when I

hear the crowd call, 'Come on,
Clyde,' it turns me on," said
Frazier.

Frazier said certain player
matchups are a point in New
York's favor. He says the Knicks'
forwards have an advantage there.

"Dave DeBusschere contains
Bob Dandridge," said Frazier, and
he added that Bill Bradley is better
than anyone else the Bucks use at

the other forward spot.

The Knicks also gang up on the 7-

foot-2 Jabbar and never give him a
moment's rest.

Also, Frazier pointed out: "The
Bucks have no bench, no depth."

Miller's Hi Life

NEW YORK (AP) - Miller
Barber's record $100,000 payday in

the World Open Golf Championship
vaulted him into the top 10 money
winners on the pro golf tour and
boosted his season earnings to a
personal high
Barber, a 42-year-old tour

veteran who had never won a
tournament, wrapped up the two-
week, 144 hole event in Pinehurst,
N.C., Saturday with a total of 570.

With the six-figure first prize, he
jumped from 30th place to sixth on
the PGA money list

John Bock-Mat Minutes

A Caviar Sport
I don't like Chris Taylor anymore. There I said it. I didn't think I would

be able to after all the contributions he made to amateur wrestling. I gave
that guy a lot of ink last year. But he deserved it; two time NCAA
Heavyweight Champion for Iowa State, World Games medalist and
Olympic bronze medalist.

After all when a guy is 6*5" and weights 400 pounds he is bound to at-
tract a little attention no matter what he does. But big Chris chose
wrestling and all that glorious publicity that came with that bulk did more
to publicize amateur wrest'ing than the success of ten Dan Gables.
So why don't I like Ch s anymore? Because he went and committed the

most unp 1

1
durable of sins for the amateur wrestler. He turned "pro".

Soon he » !• yrace the TV screens across the nation as the "Mad
Mongolian" or some other equally ludicrous name and he will proceed to
"unmercifully beat" or be "beaten" by other so-called "wrestlers".
The truth of the matter is amateur wrestling bears absolutely no

resemblance to "professional wrestling". No how, no way. "Pro"
wrestling follows a script, uses holds that would definitely injure if

pushed far enough, and creates myths of goodness and badness about
otherwise normal people.

Amateur wrestling, I was informed by a former participant the other
day, is in that class of sports known as "caviar" sports. It is extraneous to
the world of athletics that supposedly sees its ultimate perfection in
participation at a professional level. Amateur wrestling, whether it be
collegiate, freestyle, or Greco-Roman, ends after an Olympic medal.
There are always open tournaments, or special exchange teams that go
all over the world, but television and stadiums full of people-never.

I like amateur wrestling in its pure form. It is all around the most
physically and mentally demanding sport in the collegiate sports scene.
It is one of the few sports where the excellent warm-up by running ten
miles a day. That is just to get the cardiovascular system ready for the
shock of wrestling. For the uninitiated, I offer a simple demonstration.
Go find someone about the same weight and face them standing. Then by
any means except biting, punching, kicking, or gouging, try and bring
that person to his-her back and hold them there. Make sure your opponent
is trying to keep you from doing that to him, while he is trying to do it to
you. Keep it up for a couple of minutes. Then lay down on your back and
have that person hold you down and keep you there, while you try to get
over to your stomach or your feet. That is what wrestling is all about. It is

going full tilt for eight minutes against someone else going full tilt. It is

taking your normal body weight and cutting anywhere from ten to forty
pounds off and keeping it off from November to March.

It is mentally tough because it is an individual sport that sees one man
walk on the mat to face another with no help from his teammates or
coach. If he gets pinned in thirty seconds or he pins his man in thirty
seconds, it is his own doing and he comes off the mat-alone in victory or
defeat.

Most of us will be heading home for some kind of Thanksgiving repast.
The collegiate wrestler heads home to run every day over the holiday and
eat next to nothing to keep his weight down. All of this for the pure sake of
sport. If wrestling is a caviar sport it is one that is rich only in sacrifice.

Freshman Rich
Jessamy (41) eludes
the last gasp effort of
his I Ml number-
counterpart Brad
Yurek on his way to

an M3-yard TO run
last Saturday.

' Start fhoto '(,ih Kullerlon I

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except during league play)

Speakeasy Lounge

Top 10 Runners
RUNNER TEAM
1. Steve Prefontaine ( )regon

2 Nick Rose Western Kent
\ Gordon Minty East Mich
4 NeilCusack Eiist Tenn.
"). Wilson Waigwa UTKF
(i Pat Mandera Indiana

7. Doug Brown Tennessee

K. (iarv Bentley s. Dakota
11 John Ngeno Wiish St

in Craig Virgin Illinois

TIME
28:14

28:19

28:21

28:27

28:32

28:38

28:40

28:44

28:45

28:47

at

iraasmEeffi<i>w
NOW FEATURING

"FIRST LIGHT'
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

HatH Hoar 4:30 - 7:00 P$Hy

Rt. 9 and Univ. Drive.
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McGrail Stumbles, Thomas Runs Shoeless

Handicapped Harriers Finish 15th
By SCOTT HAYES

What does a championship cross

country season depend on? What
does all the hard work and agony
ride on? A lost shoe and a fallen

runner?
Yesterday in Spokane,

Washington, the UMass Cross
Country team took 15th place

against the best teams in the

United States. That is quite an

accomplishment in itself, com-
peting against AU-American
runners and harriers who have run
in the Olympics. It is a remarkable
feat when you realize exactly what
happened at the NCAA cham-
pionships.

Hangman's Valley Golf Course
was the setting for a meet in which
nothing seemed to go right for

UMass. When the team arrived, it

was snowing, but by race time it

had cleared up and ideal conditions
for running prevailed.

Randy Thomas, who had enjoyed
a highly successful year, somehow
lost his shoe at the start of the race.
He ran the rest of the race ~ close
to six miles, wearing only one shoe.
You have to admire dedication and
courage like that. Thomas
probably knew that his chances for
garnering a top spot were slim
once he lost his shoe, but he knew
that this year's UMass team had
come much too far to let something
like a lost shoe stand in its way.
Courage - that's what com-

petition is all about, and that's

what makes the difference bet-

ween a good and an outstanding
runner. Like John McGrail -- a
freshman who has amazed all

UMass cross country followers,

and has improved almost un-
believably with every meet.
McGrail was the second UMass
runner with one and a half miles to

go. He was where he wasn't ex-
pected to be - in front of teammate
Tom Maguire. Then he fell - and
all the hard work and suffering

went down with him. But McGrail
also knew that his teammates had
worked too hard to be let down.
McGrail dug down deep, got up,

and gave it all he had. Truly, John
McGrail ran yesterday's race not

M^

i Staff I'hiiln .Iih> Martins i

Bandy Thomas finished 78th in the nationals, best for I Mass, even
though he lost a shoe early in the six mile course.

Satly (Eflllrgtan

SPORTS

Soccer Squad Never Gave Up
B> STEVE DtCMTA

Technically, the soccer season
ended in Durham. Actually, it

ended earlier than that, in

Springfield And Storrs. And
Orono.

Those cities and towns proved
the downfall for the Minutemen en
route to a 6-3-1 season record. Each
one of them dashed the hooters'
hopes, which had originally in-

cluded ideas of a conference
championship and a berth in the
NCAA New England soccer
regionals

And Orono. The Black Bears of

Maine completed their best season
ever in 73, and stuck it to the
Minutemen in the process. It was a
1-0 deal, one of those crazy games
in which each team played well but
somebody had to win, so why not
Maine
And S>orrs If the Minutemen s

conference dreams had been jolted

at Maine, they were completely
crushed at UConn. The Huskies
had been ranked between second
and fourth in New England all

season long and they showed the
UMass booters that they deserved
the recognition

And Springfield The Minutemen

travelled down the road to the big
city with hopes of grabbing the
fourth and last spot in the regional
tournament. But 4-0 killed that

hope as both the game and the
season faded into the artificial

turf.

But there were bright spots for

the team that refused to quit.

There was Tufts. A sub goalie
made a name for himself by
shutting out the Jumbos, a team
which was rated sixth and had
their own delusions of grandeur
There was URI. The defending

conference champion Rams did
nothing right and the Minutemen
did nothing wrong.
There was Vermont. It was the

game following the crunching at

UConn and the Catamounts
provided the perfect medicine.
And then there was New Hamp-

shire. The team had nothing to

gain. It was only a case of the
seniors ending their careers and
the others simply winding up the
long, and in many ways frustrating

season. But, the way it turned out.

the Minutemen played their best
game of the season in the cold and
wind that is Durham in the fall.

The road the UMass booters

Inside Sports

Dolphins Clinching Was Routine

•Namath Has Same Old Flair

Buck "Choke' * In New York

travelled was studded with all-

stars. Among the best along the
way were Alan King of WHI, Franz
Innocent and Tim Hunter of

Connecticut. Tim Fenton of Rhode
Island, Bob Black of New Hamp-
shire, and Tom Goodman and Pete
Chandler of Springfield.

But somehow the smoothest
players to watch were in the
maroon and white uniforms of the
home team

There was Mark "One-time"
Tyma, the master of the midfield.

There was Tom Coburn, who found
the net so often that his shots must
have been tracked by radar. There
was the battered Carl Vercollone
who dove and slid to save after

save. There was Kurt Syer who
glided around in the UMass
defense like he forgot what season
it was and kept on his skis. And
there were countless other in-

dividual heroes.

But the big hero was the team.
They wouldn't quit. They proved
that in Durham. They went out a
winner. They generated a positive

feeling toward seasons yet to

come.
And hope springs eternal.

WMUA
By GEMOT BROOKS

It's on the road again for the
grand finale of the not-so-grand
Minuteman football season. But
Boston College is always a game to

get up for, ..r>d WMUA will be
there So if you're going to be
around after Thanksgiving, tune in

as the two biggest turkey around,
Don Gorski and Larry Convoy
bring you all the action live. Game
time is 1:30: air time 1:20. That's
Minuteman football on
WMUA. ...91. 1 FM

as a freshman, but as a seasoned
veteran. What was so remarkable
was that McGrail was still able to

come within four seconds of Tom
Maguire.
Thomas took 78th in 30:02,

leading the Minutemen Maguire
captured 97th with a tme of 30:18,

followed closely bv McGrail's
30:22. Bin Gillin, who^e health was
not up i pa i put on some show for
the first uuk or so. Gillin was 25th
after the first mile, in an attempt to

go right out, but the course took its

toll on the junior co-captain, and
Gillin wound up 127th in 30:33. Paul
Segersten ran the course in 31:03,

good for 160th, while Paul Doiron
was just five seconds behind in

:<l:08, taking 165th. Chris Farmer
was able to finish 190th with a
clocking of 31:52.

Steve Prefontaine, as expected,
won the meet, but not as easily as
he was supposed to. "Pre" ran the
six mile course in 28:14, good for
his third NCAA championship in

four years. The senior did not
compete in last year's NCAA's
because of his Olympic training
schedule.

Nick Rose of Western Kentucky
was five seconds behind "Pre", in

28:19. Rose led a group of four
foreign-born harriers who
dominated the top five. Two Irish-

men. Gordon Minty of Eastern
Michigan and Neil Cusack of East
Tennessee State, took the next two
positions. Minty was timed in 28:21
while Cusack ran the course in

28:27. Wilson Waigwa of UTEP
(University of Texas at El Paso)
was fifth. Pat Mandera of Indiana
look sixth, and Doug Brown was
seventh in 28:40. Gary Bentley of
South Dakota, John Ngeno of
Washington State and Craig Virgin
of Illinois placed eighth, ninth, and
tenth, to round out the top ten.

Oregon, paced by Prefontaine.
easily won team honors. The
winners totaled only 89 points,
while runner-up UTEP scored 158

points. Washington State was

third, William and Mary took
fourth, and Oklahoma State placed
fifth. Colorado's 217 points were
good for a sixth place finish, while
Western Kentucky was right

behind with 218. East Tennesse
State, last year's runner-up
managed only an eighth place
finish. Wisconsin took ninth, while
Penn State, led by Charlie
Maguire, took tenth. Maguire
fared better than his younger
brother, Tom, and made the All-

American Cross Country squad by
placing 23rd. Maguire was the first

runner from the East to finish the
race.

In all, twenty-two teams ran for

the NCAA University Division title,

while 74 schools were represented.
The number of runners taking part
in the meet was close to 300.

In finishing 15th, UMass was two
spots behind the defending
champions, Tennessee. The
Minutemen did beat such powerful

teams as Alabama, the 1973
Southeast Conference Champions,
and Minnesota, the Big 10 runner-
up.

NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
Team Finishers

1. Oregon 89
2. UTEP 158
3. Washington St. 166

4. William and Mary 174

5. Oklahoma St. 194

6. Colorado 217
7 West Kentucky 218
8. East Tennessee 246
9. Wisconsin 250
10. Penn State 252
11. Indiana 255
12. East. Michigan 277
13. Tennessee 286
14. Oregon St. 307
15. UMass 327
16. Alabama 351

17. Boise State 354
18. Wichita State 357
19. Minnesota 381
20. Weber State 506
21. McNeese State 518

22. Fresno State 585

Bill Ballou

V \ Double Trouble
In past seasons a sports weekend like the one coming up for UMass

might have been billed "Clem Kaddidlehopper Relives the Little Big
Horn" or "Bonzo goes to Boston College."
The Aggies were supposed to make their annual pilgrimmage to the

Big Town to get their lesson in humility.
Last year's 28-7 win by the Boardwalk Bowl-bound Minutemen changed

it all. It took a long time, but the pitchfork jokes emanating from
Chestnut Hill subsided.

Hopefully they \e subsided for good, but if things go like they might on
Saturday, the Henny Youngmans of Newton could return.
Two UMass teams play at BC Saturday, and both are decided un-

derdogs.

The football team, of course, plays the Eagles at 1:30. In between the
upset win lor UMass predicted by a few I mostly inmates at various in-
stitutions) and the three-figure annihilation forecast by a few more, lies
what looks like a Boston College win.
Though upset in the past three weeks has become a more likely result

than annihilation, the Eagles should have little trouble with UMass.
The other game follows immediately after the football game. This

one's an exhibition between the Division I powerhouse Eagles and the
who knows how good Division II Minutemen.
BC should kill the skaters. But still, the past couple of years have

proven that the BC scrimmage is a good indicator of things to come.
Two years ago, the year UMass won its first and only divisional title

they tied BC 4-4 in a game called early on account of the figure skaters
had the building rented out starting at six o'clock.
Last year, on their way to a not-so-good season, the hockey team

allowed more points in their game than the football team and lost by a
ridiculous score.

It's a big day for both teams for different reasons.
For tootball its a chance to make 1973 respectable. What went down the

drain during the embarrassing five seconds it took for Molly McGee to
run into the end zone can't be recovered. But team pride can
The opponent immediately following UMass on the BC schedule is

I exas. Granted. i»'s ten months away, but it proves the Minutemen are
playing in some pretty good company.
The BC hockey team is rated, in preseason, as second in the East and

ninth in the nation. The Eagles are one of several Eastern powers UMass
plays, and one of a couple of national powers.
A win would do wonders for what is now an underconfident UMass

team Even a loss will give Jack Canniff an excellent chance to evaluate
his talent against tough competition.

But as lopsided as the scores may be, BC is really the team behind the
eight ball They're in a "damned if vou do, damned if you don't"
situation If they win. people will say "so what?" They were supposed to.
But if they lose, you'll hear the moaning all the way to Hadley.
The Eagles wont take these games lightly either. For them it's a

matter of pride too. But it isn't a matter of life and death.
Neither is it a matter of life and death for UMass. But for one team it's

an end. another a beginning, and for both, an opportunity. It should be an
interesting afternoon
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Students Feel
Energy Crisis

By DENNY MATTEAU
The energy crisis has been on for a few weeks now, and most

students seem to be making at least minor changes in their
lifestyles to adjust to it.

While walking through Southwest, I noticed that less than a third
of the windows were open. That's quite a change from a year ago
when all the windows were open. I spoke to some students in
MacKimmie about it, and they said that the Physical Plant has
indeed turned the temperatures down.
A student named Vicci said "People have been more careful

about turning their lights out when they don't need them. That's
about the most they can do, since very few dorm residents own
cars."

Down in Pierpont, the attitude is a bit lighter. One student said
"Well, I'M not electric anymore!" He asked not to be named,'
saying "I'm a professional paranoid." A guy named Rod entered
the room and pointed out that lovemaking wastes less energy than
warmaking. "And we all must take showers together!" he said.

I left him with the professional paranoid and grabbed a bus for
Central. Very few windows were open there Gary Gomes of
Greenough said, "I haven't been turning my heat on at night, but
I'm not sure if that really makes a difference as far as the output of
the Physical Plant is concerned."
John Hoffman, of the Maintenance Dept. of the Physical Plant

said that it does make a difference. "If the heat can be turned low
even 50 per cent of the time," he said, "the power load can be
changed to as little as two pounds, instead of four or five pounds.

"

The off-campus students have been doing their share of ad-
justing, too. Jim Matteau, of Cliffside Apartments in Sunderland
said that he and his wife, Lucy, have cut down on the use of their
car. "We use the bus whenever we can," he said, "And I don't drive
over fifty. That makes a difference." They've turned their ther-
mostat down to the "cool side of comfortable" and have managed
to completely eliminate the use of their air conditioner, he said.

Kris Jackson, another commuter, said he isn't doing anything
about the energy crisis, but that's a lie. This reporter knows for a
fact that the thermostats in the house he shares with three people in
Belchertown are always turned down to 65 degrees or 68 degrees,
and down to 50 degrees when nobody but the dog is home.
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CC Board Of Governors

Upcoming Concerts Planned
By SHARON HUGHES

The Program Council announced
the following upcoming concerts:
December 10, Muddy Waters and
Babe Rino (Student Union
Ballroom) ; January 30, Leo Kottke
and Ellen Mcllwaine (Student
Union Ballroom); February 10,

Linda Lewis and Bonnie Raitt (CC
Auditorium); February 21, Bill

Staine and Proctor and Bergman
(CC Auditorium).
They announced tentative plans

for seven, one man art exhibits to

run for one or two days. They also
plan a photography exhibit of

photographs of women from Die
Speigle in the music-reading room.
A Christmas party for children of

UMass students and any needy
child is being planned by the
Council. Santa will attend; gifts,

ice cream, and cake will be
available.

Coin operated, self service
lockers will be installed in the
Campus Center (CC) and the
Student Union (SU) per order of a
motion passed last night by the CC
Board of Governors.
The Board's Program Council

announced some of its upcoming
musical concerts, photography
exhibits, and a Christmas party for

children of UMass students.

The student governing body with
jurisdiction over the CC & SU
waived two rental fees for Hillel;

one for a future art exhibit and one
for a past rally for Israel.

The purchase of lockers was
termed a response to increased
demand in a memo from Bernard
Wilkes to CC Director John Corker.
The demand called for secure
public storage facilities for hotel
guests and for general student use
e.g. (books, clothing, cycle
helmets).

Tentative locations for the
lockers are the CC concourse,
outside the Hatch, on the 1st floor
of the CC, and in the Hotel, ac-
cording to the memo.
Corker suggested that a definite

decision about the color and
location of the lockers be worked
out in co-ordination with the design
firm renovating the SU.

According to the memo, two
types of lockers are needed: extra
large ones to hold suitcases and
large parcels and smaller ones to
hold articles the size of books.
Large lockers will cost 25 cents

and small ones will either cost 10
cents or be operated on a coin
return basis i.e. students and the
general public would receive the
service at no cost.

The Board approved two
waivers. One is for an art
exhibition and sale featuring work
of both local and Israeli artists
with proceeds going to the United
Jewish appeal.
They also waived a rental fee for

a rally for Israel sponsored by
Hillel in the beginning of the
semester.

Pentagon Correspondent

WarnsPressOn Watergate
By MARK VOGLER

Special To The Collegian

WASHINGTON, D.C.-'Agnews
got a point. ..Watergate, think
again. ..We have a problem — the
preoccupation of exposing scan-
dals. ..there's a great danger that
we can contribute to this crisis." —
John Pinny - New York Times

"Cobble, gobble, my ass! I'm Keltm
1

outta here while the tfettins uood!
" m.i 1 1 n>. .in n.iwii i rw, i

The press has never looked
better during the Watergate
Scandal; but there is a danger that

it might become "overzealous"
and indiscriminantly expose
scandals for scandal's sake says a
New York Times reporter.

"There's a danger that we can
give the public the wrong im-
pression of the nature of govern-
ment — a distortion that
everything is wrong and corrupt
down here," John Pinny recently
told a group of UMass interns
placed here by the Outreach
program.
"And while the press is caught

up in Watergate they're missing an
awful lot of substantial news
stories."

Besides cautioning the press in

its pursuit of scandal stories, the
Pentagon correspondent discussed
news leaks, accused Henry
Kissinger of manipulating the
news media, and criticized the
Boston Globe for "going off an a
great tangent."
Pinny said the role of leaks in

Washington has been exagerated
and added that it is a matter of
"just good journalistic digging."

"Someway, leaks make the town
go around and the news business go
on. ..Many times it's a case of a
reporter not being intelligent in

piecing his facts together —
releasing his information in little

kernals of knowledge, bits at a
time," he said.

Howard Spier, an intern in

Congresswoman Shirley Chisolm's
office, questioned Pinny on the
nature of investigative reporting
during the Watergate and Agnew
stories.

"Agnew's got a point. In quoting
anonymous sources, aren't we
prejudicing the case? Aren't we
indicting him before the grand jury
does? The press is going have to

examine this," he said.

"We have opposing values. The
energetic digging of the press led
to the Watergate case; yet all

anonymous sources. I don't think it

would be fair for anonymous
source stories to come out against
a youth in Amherst accused of
murder.
"But maybe we should use a

different standard with politicians.

Perhaps they're fair game... In
such a muckraking expose, all of
the emphasis should be on ex-
posing wrong doing."

Pinny said that President Nixon

(Continued on P. 3)
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The Next Fire Extinguished
May Be Yours!

By RICHARD MEEKINS
Probably one of the most time

consuming jobs on campus is the
inspection of all fire extinguishers.
The responsibility falls under the
University Department of

Environmental and Public Health.
The Department is headed by
Director Gleason. The job of in-

specting the extinguishers falls

i Staff Photo - Larry Strin I

under the supervision of Unv-
versity Fire Marshall Ed Goetzal.
All fire extinguishers are

required under state law to be
inspected once a year. Gleason
said that there are roughly 3,000

fire extinguishers on campus.
There is only one man from the
Department assigned to the job of

inspection, he said.

Gleason cited the limited amount
of funds available as the reason
why there are not more personnel
hired.

In addition to the limited amount
of personnel, theft and vandalism
problems exist. These two crimes
are also on the increase. Gleason
said that from July 1972 to October
1972 144 extinguishers had been
tampered with. During the same
four months, a year later, 264

extinguishers have been tampered
with. He also said that during a
year an average of seven ex-
tinguishers are stolen each month.

"It's discouraging to find fire

extinguishers tampered with and
stolen," Gleason said.

The number of extinguishers to

be inspected is increasing due to

the continuing construction of new
buildings. Gleason said that during
the last three years the Graduate
Research, Tobin Hall, and the
University Library have been
added to the list. Soon the new Fine
Arts Center will be added.
He also said that the duties of the

Department have expanded in

recent years. From the once lone
duty of inspecting fire ex-
tinguishers they now include
conducting fire drills, building
inspections, fire fighting training
programs and approving all

Physical Plant building
modifications.

Gleason said much of the in-

spection is done during the sum-

mer when most of the campus is

deserted. In addition, all fire

alarms, emergency lights, exits

and passage ways are inspected.

Fire Marshall Goetzal said that

the extinguishers into an in-

spection shop. It may take one or
two hours to inspect and repair one
extinguisher. The Fire Marshall
also said it would cost roughly 15

(Staff Photo - l.arry Strin)

dollars an extinguisher if outsiders
were called in to do the job.

Director Gleason said, "A
commendable job is being done by
the Fire Marshall and his subor-
dinates."

Dickinson Starts Escort Service
By ED GORMAN

Emily Dickinson House has
started an Escort Service for
women of the dorm who do not wish
to walk up Orchard Hill alone at
night. According to Susan Web-
man, director of the service,
"many women are afraid to walk
alone at night even though no rapes
in the area have been reported this

year."

All Dickinson House women will

find a page in their mailboxes
containing the names of 15 students
who have volunteered to escort
women from campus after dark.
The list contains addresses,
telephone numbers, and times
available of the volunteers. The
women may call the volunteers at

the specified time or make
arrangements with them earlier in

the day to meet at a specified point.
Ms. Webman said that a similar

service was extended to Dickinson
women about six years ago. She
added that the volunteers are from
the sixth and seventh floors of

Dickinson only. She said that an
extension of the service to all

Orchard Hill women would not be
feasible unless more volunteers
came forward.

The volunteers are primarily
males although four women have
agreed to work in pairs.

(Staff Photo/David Less)

"And the man said they would keep me up all night !

"

UMies Are Thankful

By MIKE KNEELAND
With Thanksgiving upon us, unknowledgable administration sources

say UMies should be happy that:

-Sweet Pie doesn't date your sister

-Marty Kelley has not shown you his jock rash
-Physics 141 exams are scaled
-President Nixon is not a UMass graduate
-The football team only has one more game to play
-No one has placed a bottle of Scope on your bed
-The energy crisis has provided a good excuse to turn off the lights
-Not everyone is invited to the Collegian wazygoose
-Channel 22 gives the Tampax stock listing on Big News 90
-A.J. Cruddypecker, noted fingernail expert, has not been invited to

speak on "mysticism and big-nosed people".
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"And when daddy gets home, well eat the turkey that's on pace

one." r
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Thanksgiving Travel

The New Modes - Bus, Train
By JAY PERKINS

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-Holiday

travelers, faced with cutbacks in

airline flights, apparently are
turning to trains and buses in an
effort to get home for
Thanksgiving.

Amtrak, the nation's rail

passenger corporation, reports the
number of calls at its eastern
reservation center Monday totaled

more than 26,000. The rail com-
pany had been getting an average
of 14,000 calls per day in October.

The Southern Railroad, which
operates passenger trains in the

South, said it has been receiving

"calls asking about train service to

places we haven't served for a long

time."

The Greyhound bus line, which
doesn't take reservations, says
demand apparently will be heavy
throughout the Thanksgiving
holidays.

Almost all of the nation's airlines

report their flights on Wednesday
and Sunday-the two most popular
days for Thanksgiving travel-are

booked solid with waiting lists for

the most popular departure times.

"Anyone who hasn't a seat
reservation by now had better plan
on spending the holiday at home,"
said an American Airlines
spokesman in Philadelphia.

The cutback in airline flights and
the strike against Trans World
Airlines were cited by several
spokesmen as contributing to the
problems.
The airlines have been required

to cut back 10 per cent of their

flights in order to get within
President Nixon's fuel allocation

Would You Believe?

program. However, most airlines

say they compensated for the
holiday seasons by cutting back on
flights earlier this month and
adding additional departures
during the Thanksgiving holidays.

TWA has been idled since Nov. 4 by
a strike of 5,300 airline stewar-
desses.

fThey Stole His Tank!

Norman Leger, who owns Norm's Shell Station, says he discovered
Tuesday that someone had stolen 1,970 gallons of regular gasoline from
one of his underground tanks.

"This never happened to me in my 12 years in the business," he said.

The tank was not locked.

"The way I figure it. the thieves are using a regular oil truck. We get
night drops regularly, so a passing police cruiser wouldn't pay much
attention if he saw a tank truck at a station."

At 43 9 cents per gallon, the gasoline was worth $864.83.

*•*••

MDC
Classifieds

Pay

75* first day

50* each

additional day

The Golden Gate Bridge was only half as bright Monday night, as every
other light was turned off to conserve fuel

Bridge manager Dale Luehring said the one-night experiment was
designed to see whether the conservation measure was safe for driving.

All lights will be turned on in heavy fog. he said.

"There's still a lot of visibility out there and we don't have any traffic

problems." said Lt. Al Dubrin of the highway patrol at the bridge office.

He said the bridge uses powerful sodium vapor lamps.

Police are looking for an unknown Mercedes limousine driver who
insisted on buying a full tank of gasoline Tuesday at a service station.

Told he could get only four gallons, due to the current shortage, the driver
drew a pistol and forced the attendant to fill the tank.

He paid his bill of about $22 and raced away, his tank filled with about
18 gallons of gas.
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The Great Danger
Of Watergate

(Continued from P. l)

is choosing his audienced wisely,
referring to his recent address
begore the Associated Press
Managing Editors Association and
the National Association of
Realtors.

"If you ever bought a house, you
couldn't meet a more conservative
group that realtors," he said.

"And the editors are so caught
up in their own knowledge that
Nixon has nothing to fear.
Reporters never kick him, they're
all being glorious individuals
thinking about that one question
they'll ask...most of the time
they don't listen to the answer.
He added that while Washington

Press Corps make their living

asking questions, "Editors make
their living feeling important."
Secretary of State Kissinger uses

the press as an arm of diplomacy,
"very cleverly, too cleverly,"
according to Pinny.
He said the press is so over-

whelmed by Kissinger's image
that they don't do a thorough and
critical enough job in examing his

policies.

"His policy bothers me too

much. It's a matter of time to see
how Henry Kissinger stands up. If

he gets peace in the Middle East,
then he deserves his Nobel Peace

Prize." Pinny said.

Criticizing the Boston Globe for

"going off on a tangent," he said
the editors are making a mistake
in trying to shape the paper into

one that would be recognized
nationally. In so doing, the Globe is

leaving its main body of reader-
ship, he added.
The Globe should concentrate

more on regional problems of New
England and cover in more detail

the Massachusetts Delegation in

Washington, Pinny suggested.
"I think they're missing the boat

in neglecting local stories... there's
a good corruption story a day
coming out of Sommerville," he
said.

Explaining one of the few virtues
of the Watergate Scandal, Pinny
said there had been a previous
inclination of reporters to believe
what the government told them.
"Not anymore, though. There's a

Marie Antoinette syndrome
associated with the present ad-
ministration, a let them eat cake
attitude — 'let the ordinary slob
suffer.'," he said.

If the press doesn't prick them,
they'll get away with it. It really
irks me. You got to prick the
bastards. One of the rewards of

being a reporter is that you can be
impertinent."

I M«ff Pholo/Oan Smith i

"And when I'm through working here, it's down to the Bluewall for
a couple bowls of beer!"

"Something for Everyone"

the concent committee
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Two nights of Entertainment with

JOHN MAYAU
appearing on

Sunday. November 25

with

special guest artist

Briet SpriftfitM

appearing on
Monday. November 26

with

special guest artist

Iffr/t MtUiir

Boths shows. X:00 p.m. At Carry Hicks Cage

Tickets: $:i.54J Available at Student Union Lobby Counter

10.00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
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In The Nation And The World

Senate Rules Committee
Unanimously OK's Ford

By LAWRENCE L. KNlTSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) -The nomination of Gerald R.
Ford to be vice president cleared its first hurdle
yesterday and headed for an early confirmation vote
in the Senate.

All nine members of the Senate Rules Committee
voted to recommend approval of the nomination to
the Senate, where a vote is set for next week.
The action followed weeks of investigations and

hearings into Ford's personal, political and financial
background that began after President Nixon named
him to replace former Vice President Spiro T
Agnew, who resigned Oct. 10.

Rules Committee chairman Howard W. Cannon D-
Nev., said the panel conducted "an inquiry of historic
proportions" on Ford, a Michigan congressman ant
House Republican leader.

Reporting the nomination to the Senate floor, he
siad the five Democrats and four Republicans acted
with the "very real possibility that the nominee could
become President of the United States."
Hearings on the Ford nomination continue in the

House Judiciary Committee with a vote expected
there sometime next week.
A House vote is scheduled for no later than Dec. 6
Meanwhile, Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., said the

President's decision late last week to sign a medical
services bill he had previously vetoed "could be a
significant indication of the salutary influence that
Gerry Ford is having on the White House."
Cranston said Ford intervened with the President

on behalf of the bill.

In another development, Cannon made public
Ford's financial statement showing he had a total net
worth of $256:378 aa of last Sept. 30

Nixon Tells Rep. Governors:
"No Further Embarrassments"

Bv DON McLEOD
AP Political Writer

MEMPHIS. Tenn. (AP) —
President Nixon told the nation's
Republican governors yesterday
he knew of no further em-
barrassing revelations which could
come out of the Watergate scan-
dals and said he was sorry for the
problems he had caused them.
Nixon huddled for almost two

hours with the governors at their
winter conference, and several
governors said later the President
promised them full revelations
about Watergate.
"The President looked at us

around the room and said, "I'm
sorry if I have added to your
burden," Tennessee Gov. Winfield
Dunn said.

Dunn added that Nixon assured
them he knew of no more painful
facts about the Watergate still to
come to light.

"He said if there are, he is not
aware of them," Dunn told a news
conference. "If there's anything
waiting yet to be revealed he's not
aware of it."

Deputy White House Press
Secretary Gerold L Warren said
Nixon "felt it was a very good
session..."

Warren said Nixon told the
governors he would "cooperate
with the courts and with the special
prosecutor...that he was deter-
mined to make the facts known."
However, Warren said he had no

further details on precisely how the
facts will be presented, saying
those decisions will be made known
"as soon as we can."
Dunn said Nixon answered the

governors' questions extensively
and gave the strongest indication
yet that full disclosure on all

aspects of the various White House
scandals will be forthcoming.
"He indicated a number of

papers will be issued clearly
responsing to the questions which
have been raised," Dunn said.

Dunn, newly installed chairman
of the Republican Governors
Association, said Nixon mentioned
his personal finances, the ITT case
and the milk case as potential
subjects of the papers.
Nixon, making his third Southern

appearance in four days, spoke
before the meeting to a crowd of
several thousand near the Mem-
phis river bluffs.

"Part of the greatness of
America is that when we have
problems we just get out and solve
them," Nixon told the banner-
waving crowd

While not referring directly to
Watergate in his public speech,
Nixon made several references to
being able to solve other problems
from the Middle East to the energy
crisis.

Referring to a placard which
said "I Believe in Nixon And
America," the President said, "I
believe in you, every one of you."
Nixon also drew a few boos and

jeers from the crowds estimated
by local officials at about 5,000.

Some signs read "Impeachment
Now More Than Ever" and "Free
Democracy, Resign."
The Memphis appearance

followed weekend appearances at
Macon, Ga., and Florida, including
a televised news conference at The
Associated Press Managing
Editors Association meeting in

Orlando Saturday night.

The meeting with the governors
was similar to sessions Nixon had
held in private at the White House
last week with congressional
leaders.

It followed several days of
discussion among the GOP
governors about the impact of
Watergate on the Republican
party's future.

The Republican governors
adopted a resolution Monday
generally praising Nixon's record
in foreign and domestic programs
but indirectly urging him to clear
up the Watergate problem.
Republican party chairman

George Bush told the governors
yesterday that Watergate will not
hurt them in the 1974 elections

"These haven't been easy
times," Bush said, "but the thing
that is so greatly encouraging is

seeing the Watergate matter
turned around rather dramatically
as a result of the President's ac-
tions in the last few days."
He said the party machinery is

running smoothly toward the 1974
elections.

"Anybody who takes any look at
history is going to discover that

not harm party,'scandal does
Bush said.

Also yesterday, the governors
heard Nixon's top energy adviser,
former Colorado Gov. John A.
Love, say the current oil shortage
is, "the worst problem we have
faced other than wartime."
Both Love and Interior Secretary

Rogers C.B. Morton said they
believe that gasoline rationing
may come but only as a last resort
if the present system of allocations
and voluntary cutbacks in fuel
don't work.

In related developments
yesterday

:

—Sen. John G. Tower, R-Tex.,
chairman of the Senate Republican
Policy Committee, told newsmen
in Washington he is confident
Nixon will soon make public copies
of all relevant tapes and
documents bearing on Watergate.
—Sen. James L. Buckley, Cons-

N.Y., said Nixon is "still short" of
what he has to do to regain public
confidence because of Watergate.
Buckley said it is too early to
assess the impact of Nixon's public
talks in recent weeks on the
American people.

—The Americans
Democratic Action called
Congress to investigate 73
cidents which it said amount to
criminality on Nixon's part. The
list, which it said covered men
under Nixon's direction too, in-
cludes financier Howard Hughes,
businessman Robert Vesco, dairy
and carpet industry campaign
contributions.

—Sen. Lloyd M. Bentsen of
Texas, chairman of the Senate
Democratic Campaign Committee,
said Nixon's problem can be the
credibility issue "IfheNixon makes
a series of appearances across the
country and is candid in his an
swers he can make a gain, but
depends on whether the public
feels that they are candid The
people will decide." Bentsen spoke
on NBC TVs "Today" show
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BEK CHAN. CAMBODIA -INTERROGATION SESSION-

Cambodian soldier holds pistol in front of frightened young Khmer
Rouge insurgent captured during fighting along Cambodia's High-
way 4. The boy talked and was not shot. Khmer Rouge forces occupy
a four-mile stretch of road beginning at Trapeang Kralowung 37
miles from the capital, and ending at Talat.

Cambodian President
u
Determined To Win"

By MATT ERANJOLA
Associated Press Writer

PHNOM PENH. Cambodia (AP) - President Lon Nol, whosepa ace compound was bombed by one of his own pilots, told the
nation in a radio address yesterday, "I am determined to lead thenation until final victory."
Referring to Monday's bombing, in which he escaped injury butthree others were killed and 10 wounded, Lon Nol saioV'There wil
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Gasoline Crisis

Independent Stations

Are Hurting Most
By BOB MONROE

Associated Press Writer
Independent gasoline station chains are taking the brunt of the impact

of tight gasoline supplies and by one estimate mav have lost as much as
zv per cent of the business volume nationally
One recent survey said members of a national independent retailers

group have closed nearly 3,200 of their 20,000 stations this vear, almost
nail of them permanently.
The shortage has abruptly reversed a 10-year trend during which in-

dependent chains selling private brand gasoline grew to the point that
they pumped 25 out of every 100 gallons sold to motorists at retail
Many independents today have been forced to raise prices to the point

that they are nearly equal to major brand stations.
Unable to secure sufficient gasoline, one independent company after

another has closed stations. Some smaller chains have virtually gone out
ot business. Several major oil companies checked reported no similar
permanent shutdowns.

In a complaint last July, the Federal Trade Commission accused eight
major oil companies of manipulating the existence of a shortage to the
competitive disadvantage of independent refiners and marketers.
The charge, which the companies denied, was based on an FTC staff

study which estimated that 1.200 independent stations closed in the first
live months of this year.
Recently the Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America —

SIGMA - surveyed its 212 members, whom it estimates operate about
one-third of the private brand gasoline stations in the country
The survey concluded that nearly 1,500 of the members' 20,000 stations

were closed permanently, another 1,700 were temporarily shut down and
He estimated that the independents' share of the 100-billion-gallon-a-

year retail market had declined from 25 per cent in 1972 to "less than 20
per cent,'' — a 20 per cent drop in the independents' volume.

Judiciary Comm. Starts Bill To Make
Saxbe Eligible For Att. General

WASHINGTON,-PIPELINE
ceremony for the Alaska Pipeline
three years late, but better late

1 AP Wirepholn >

BILL SIGNING-President Nixon gestures during the signing
Bill at the White House Friday. The President said the bill was "about
than never."

ByJOHNCHADWICK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Without making a recom-
mendation, the Senate Judiciary Committee turned
over to the Senate a bill intended to make Sen.
William B. Saxbe, R-Ohio, eligible for appointment as
attorney general.

The effect of the unanimous vote yesterday was to
refer to the Senate the controversy over whether the
administration-proposed bill can remove Saxbe's
constitutional disqualification for the Cabinet post.
The bill is slated to be brought up in the Senate after

it votes next Tuesday on the nomination of Rep.
Gerald R. Ford, R-Mich., to be vice president.
Saxbe's nomination has been held up because the

Constitution prohibits the appointment of a Congress
member during the term for which he was elected, to
an office for which the salary has been increased in

that time.

Saxbe, whose term does not expire until Jan. 3,

1975, was a member of the Senate in 1969 when the
salary of the attorney general and other Cabinet
members was increased form $35,000 to $60,000 a
year.

The administration has submitted a bill to roll back

the attorney general's pay to $35,000 in an effort to
overcome Saxbe's ineligibility for the post.

The bill was approved by the Senate Post Office and
Civil Service Committee last week but then was
referred to the Judiciary Committee, all of whose
members are lawyers, to pass on its constitutionality.

However, with the committee divided and some of
the members reportedly still trying to make up their
minds, the bill was sent back to the Senate without
recommendation

Chairman James O. Eastland, D-Miss., said he is

satisfied that passage of the bill would clear away the
constitutional barrier to Saxbe's nomination.
He told a reporter that, if a vote had been taken, he

believed that a committee majority would have
supported it.

Sen. Robert C. Byrd, D-W. Va., a committee
member and the Democratic whip in the Senate, took
the lead in arguing that the constitutional ineligibility

clause is so clear-cut that no legislation could waive
it.

Saxbe's nomination will not be submitted to the
Senate until the measure to cut the attorney general's
salary of $35,000 is passed by Congress.

Pediatrician Trouble In Virginia
CLARKSBURG. W. Va. (AP) -

Dr. Phillip Hall, one of two
pediatricians in this central West
Virginia city, sat behind bars on a
back alimony charge yesterday
while parents threatened to bring
their children to the jail for
treatment.

"I couldn't begin to tell you how
many calls we've gotten," said
Angelo Second of the Harrison
County Sheriff's Department.
"They call and say their baby is

sick and they want to see the

doctor. I tell them they'll just have
to call his office, there's nothing I

can do."

Hall went to jail last Thursday.
Women and children picketed City

Hall Saturday and Monday for his

release. The town has a population

of 24.800

"The town is very much divided
on this, you could talk to 49 people
and get 49 different opinions," said
John Martin, editor of the
Clarksburg Telegram.
The town's only other

pediatrician is Dr. Robert Marks.
Hall's partner. He joined the
pickets Saturday, maintaining he
was unable to keep up with the
work load thrust upon him by his

partner's incarceration.

Judge Robert Ziegler found Hall
in contempt and ordered him jailed

after the 43-year-old physician
refused to pay $4,000 in back
alimony to his former wife. He had
been given 15 days to comply with
the judge's order.

Hall, who has kept up with his

$600-a-month child support
payments for his three children by
marriage, said he refused to pay
because it was a matter of prin-
ciple. He said that his wife had
refused him visiting privileges
since they were divorced in 1971

and that he would not pay the back
alimony until she met the
stipulations of the divorce decree.
The former Mrs. Hall could not

be reached for comment but a
hearing on the case was scheduled
for Friday before Zeigler.

WILD
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In Mid-East News
POW Exchange,

Cease-Fire
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The prisoner of war airlift shuttled more Egyptian and Israeli POWs
home yesterday, and the United Nations announced plans to add
Americans and Russians to its cease-fire observer force.
A U.N. spokesman in Cairo also said observers had reported three

violations of the Middle East cease-fire over the weekend.
The prisoner exchange, part of the cease-fire agreement worked out

with the help of U.S. Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, brought 20
more Israeli prisoners home, making a total of 182 repatriated so far by
Israeli count.

The Egyptians say they captured 247 during the October war.
The Israeli military command reported it has sent back more than

7.000 of its 8,221 captured Egyptians.
U.N. spokesman Rudolph Stajduhar told a news conference that 36

Americans and 36 Russians will be placed on observer teams. He did not
say when they would be assigned.
Eight Americans are already with the U.N. truce observer

organization, and several Soviet observers are known to be in Egypt in
apparent response to President Anwar Sadat's appeal last month for U.S.
and Soviet troops to assure Israeli compliance with the U.N. cease-fire.
The three cease-fire violations occurred Sunday, Stajduhar said. One

was at Qantara in the northern sector of the Suez Canal front, and
another was a Ismailia near the middle of the front, he said.
The third was some 20 miles from Suez City at the south end of the

canal, where Israeli forces fired machine guns and caused Egyptian
casualties, the spokesman said.

The United Nations reported the highway from Cairo to Suez continued
to be open for non-military supply vehicles. The spokesman said 31 trucks
carrying food and medical supplies reached Suez on Monday and 21
others took relief supplies to the Egyptian 3rd Armv in the Sinai Desert

In Cairo. IS Sen. James McClure. R-Idaho. talked with Economic
Minister Abdel Aziz Hegazy and other officials about American private
investment in postwar Egypt
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Asian Nations Cut Back

In Wake Of Arab Embargo
By PHIL BROWN

Associated Press Writer
TOKYO (AP) - Japan and other

Asian nations are trying to cut
back on fuel consumption because
of the Arab oil squeeze.
The Japanese government began

supervision Tuesday of a 10 per
cent reduction in fuel use by the
giant Japanese industrial
machine, the largest in Asia.

It has already asked steel, auto,

heavy electrical and other key
industries to voluntarily reduce the
amount of oil and electricy they
use. The shortage has raised fears
that the booming Japanese
economy might be braked to zero freezing weather

anything more than that the

matter was under study.

In neighboring South Korea,
dependent on Persian Gulf oil

supplied by American firms also

feeling the pinch, the government
ordered taxis, trucks, buses,

ferries and airliners on domestic

flights to reduce their operations 10

to 30 per cent. Hotels were told to

turn down their heat and
restaurants to reduce their hours.

The emergency measures
followed reports that some
apartment buildings, hospitals,

schools and private homes have
been without heat several days in

(AP Wirephoto)
-LYUIA KIN CLOSES SHOP-Hertnon E. Smith, a great grandson

of Lydia Pinkham. shows old bottles of the patent medicine familiar
to women for generations. Smith, who tasted everv batch, found the
remnants while cleaning out the factory that is closing after 87 years
of producing the vegetable compound in Lynn. Mass. The Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co. has been sold to another concern.

growth.

In Vienna, the Saudi Arabian oil

minister, Ahmed Zaki Yamani,
said the to te classifieds as
friendly, Japan must assist the
Arab cause "in a very significant

manner." He said this could in-

volve sanctions against Israel
including a break in Diplomatic
relations.

Japan has been neutral in the
Arab-Israel dispute, but is

criticized because of its close links
with the United States, the main
supporter of Israel.

The government was expected to

announce a policy leaning more
toward the Arabs this week
although officials declined to say

Moscow Claim Asia

Domination Battle Is On
By WILLIAM L.RYAN
AP Special Correspondent

Moscow's claim that Peking
wants to provoke a Soviet-U S.

military clash, though it has an
ominous sound, seems never
theless a Kremlin gambit in a
contest for dominating influence in

Asia.

The accusation was published
Monday by the government
newspaper Izvestia. a fact that in

itself suggests there might be less

to this seeming escalation of the
verbal war then meets the eye.

Also, it comes only a week in

advance of a scheduled trip by
Leonid I Brezhnev, the Soviet
Communist chief, to India, where
he wants to push the idea that Asia
should join Moscow in a "collective
security" system.
Peking's anti-Soviet posture has

become more irksome than ever to

Moscow lately. The new Middle
East war permitted Peking to

portray the Russians as conniving
with the Americans to rule the
world This fits in with Peking's
own pretensions to lead what it

calls the Third World of "poor"
nations

Peking has maneuvered in-

dustriously against Soviet at-
tempts to set up a collective
security system in Europe.
Moscow can have little doubt that
China would be even more opposed
to a similar Soviet enterprise in

Asia.

It seems Moscow has sought to

lay down a propaganda barrage in

advance of the Breshnev trip,

designed primarily to scare Asians
by portraying the Chinese as eager
for World War III

Soviet propaganda insists the
Chinese opposed a Middle Bast
cease fire because they wanted the
war to go on indefinitely that this
illustrated a Peking urge to profit

from global turmoil from which it

might gain in terms of big power
domination.
A few days ago, a Soviet com-

mentator directly linked such
alleged Chinese aims with Peking
opposition to an Asian securitv

system.

"What." asked the com-
mentator, 'is the true meaning of
Peking's call for colossal distur-
bances if applied to such a region
as South Asia? There is no doubt
that such an appeal is aimed
against the normalization that is

under way there. The Peking
leaders seem to want to throw the
South Asian countrie> hack into the
time of confrontation and con-
flict..."

That was a reference to the
India-Pakistan conflicts, the latest

of which was in 1971 over the
Bangladesh secession from
Pakistan.

Insurance Increase

Is Recommended
BOSTON ( AP) - An $8.7 million increase in auto insurance rates for 1974

was the official recommendation of the states own insurance depart-
ment.
The figure recommended by deputy commissioner Milton G. McDonald

is about one-third the $23 million requested by the insurance industry
McDonald's figures would give the companies a 3.5 per cent rate hike
instead of their requested 10 per cent increase.
McDonald made his recommendation Tuesday at the last hearing on

the proposed new rates held by In.-urance Commissioner John Ryan
Ryan is expected to make his decision on the rates in about two weeks
Referring to the errors made by the insurance companies in reporting

their 1972 statistics, McDonald said "In 30 years in this department I ve

t trrt rrr m r ,
never seen such a poor Presentation by the insurance industry

"

JUSt What We Need
,

He suggested using the 1973 rates and adjusting them for inflation He
also suggested legislation this year to permit rebates to drivers if gas

VANCOUVER. B.C. (AP)-A 28-

ratK>mng^^ ****** "***^^
year-old Vancouver woman,
professing concern for men who
"live alone and unloved," has
applied for a $33,729 government
grant to finance a mobile bordello.

"I've run houses from the red
shores of the Bay of Fundy to the

green slopes of the Kootenays,"
Dominique Danielle wrote in her
application for the "bor-
dellomobile." It would serve
isolated British Columbia areas.

Wages for the staff would total

$24,000-1100 a week for the
proposed 242 weeks the vehicle

ould operate, the application

said.

"The application doesn't even
deserve a response," an official

asserted at a Canadian govern-

ment office.
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In wartorn Cambodia, a
diplomatic source said the military

has been ordered to make a 10 per
cent cut in fuel consumption, but
this was expected to affect only
noncombat vehicles.

Although Taiwan depends on the
Persian Gulf states for almost 90
per cent of its oil, its only order has
been stopping the night sale of
gasoline.

Indonesia, Asia's major oil
producing nation, declared its

readiness to help its neighbors in

the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations. But it said it could offer
them oil only after new wells
are productive, since current
production already is committed.
New oil, if available, would be sold
to the Philippines, Singapore and
Thailand.

Birth Control TV
Shown In Hospital

By JON HALVORSEN
Associated Press Writer

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - Women on the obstetrics ward at Albany
Medical Center Hospital passed up the mid-morning television game
shows this week to watch a new program on birth control.
Some of the women were recovering from childbirth. They watch

anyway as the film, piped into their rooms via closed-circuit TV told
about the rhythm method, the condom, the pill and the intrauterine
device.

The information may have appeared redundant to some of the mothers
But Dr. Donald P. Swartz. chairman of the Albany Medical College
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, didn't see it that way
"We've come to believe that a woman's understanding of birth control

methods has much to do with what method she uses." said the doctor who
started the series of "health care broadcasts" Monday with the aid of a
Rockefeller Foundation grant.
Two other films being shown on closed-circuit TV deal with self-

examination for breast cancer and the Pap test for uterine cancer
The broadcasts are among the first of their kind in the nation, hospital

officials said. Maureen McGuire. producer-director of the film serieswrote to many medical centers and found just one hospital - in Honolulu -

which broadcasts educational films dailv to its patients
They give patients-including women awaiting or recovering from legal

abortions "information we think they should have relating to their own
lives and reproduction." Dr. Swartz said

nemn.'fr.hnr^Th
6 %£ .
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,0° " ,n "* W5,tlnc room ** «ant fathers Then they're mvited to answer questions by pushinibutton below the TV screen.
"Mrs Pen

' . character in the film, has forgotten to take her pill
ree days m a foouW Mrs. Perry double up for the next three daysor lorget aboul it the narrator asks.
A wrong answer produces a sad-faced cartoon figure-in one sequence a

pregnant woman.
Miss McGuire. who is working on a new film about post-delivery careconceded it may be difficult to persuade men to watch such a him Dr

Swartz agreed, noting that women are a more or less captive audienceWe II take the husband whenever we can catch him. but he's less
available to us. We have the women her m bed for four or five davs " he
said • '
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Watergate Hearings

Limited Immunity Delayed

For Former Hughes Employee

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The special Watergate prosecutor's office
yesterday delayed a Senate Watergate committee effort to gain limited
immunity for John H. Meier, a former employe of billionaire Howard
Hughes and long-time associate of President Nixon's brother, F. Donald
Nixon.

The Senate panel had asked Chief U.S. District Court Judge John J.
Sirica to grant Meier immunity from prosecution based on any evidence
he might furnish the committee.
But Sirica granted the prosecutors' request yesterday that he block the

immunity order until Dec. 5, the maximum delay permitted by law. The
prosecutors gave no reason for their request.
Meier, according to several sources, has information relating to

Hughes's $100,000 cash gift to C.G. "Bebe" Rebozo, the President's close
friend and Key Biscayne, Fla., neighbor.
The White House has said the money was intended as a campaign

contribution, Rebozo kept it for three years, and he returned it to a
Hughes lawyer earlier this year.
Meier currently is under federal indictment on charges of evading

income taxes on more than $250,000 he earned in 1968 and 1969 while
overseeing purchase of several thousand Western mining claims for
Hughes.
Hughes is suing Meier and several associates claiming they acquired

marginal mining properties and sold them to Hughes at inflated prices.
Meier has denied the charges, saying they grew out of White House ire

at his refusal to break off his association with the President's brother and
his nephew, Donald A. Nixon.
He also has filed a motion in one of the court cases seeking to learn if

any of his conversations were overheard while the Secret Service was
tapping the telephone of the President's brother.
Watergate committee sources said Meier was involved in the first of

two unsuccessful attempts to deliver the Hughes money in 1968.
In August 1968, the sources said, Rebozo and an old friend and Nixon

campaign worker, Richard G. Danner, met Hughes lawyer Edward P.
Morgan in New York.
Morgan told them Meier and F. Donald Nixon were in New York at the

time and "ready to make the drop," the sources said, but when Rebozo
heard the Nixon brother's name mentioned, he broke off the discussion.

Lochness Monster Hunt

A Pile Of Bones
And Weird Noises

B> PETER Ml CXIM
Associated Press Writer

LONDON ( AP) - A Japanese expedition hunting the Loch Ness monster
suspended the chase yesterday after a two-month search. Net results so
far: a pile of bones and some weird noises.

"We are very disappointed," a spokesman for the 16-man expedition
said. "But we shall be back early next spring to try again."
The expedition arrived in Britain on Sept. 7 with the aim of somehow

driving the elusive "Nessie" to the surface with miniature submarines
and photographing it.

Reports of the monster's periodic appearances in the Scottish lake have
baffled scientists for years and amused skeptical area residents for just

as long.

Dozens of persons claim to have sited the monster over the past 40
years. Several photographs have been produced but have proved tan-
talizingly inconclusive. A popular idea of the animal pictures it as a long-
necked, small-headed reptile with a large hump on its back.
The second phase of the Japanese operation will use a specially built

unmanned computer-operated capsule, the spokesman said This device,
now being built in Japan, will grope around Loch Ness's murky depths
sending out electronic bleeps in a bid to locate the bewildering behemoth.
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Environment Head Stresses

Zero Population Growth
By STAN BENJAMIN

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —

President Nixon's nominee to head
the Council on Environmental
Quality said yesterday the United
States should lead a worldwide
drive to reach zero population

growth as quickly as possible.

Russell W. Peterson, former
governor of Delaware, also urged a

national effort for full em-
ployment, terming "ridiculous"

the economic view that some
unemployment is necessary.

Peterson recommended in-

Economists Warn Against
Yielding To Oil Blackmail

By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Arab oil is not important enough for the
United States to give in to oil blackmail, four Nobel Prize-winning
economists said yesterday.
Even if the United States presses the Israelis to withdraw from oc-

cupied lands, as the Arabs are demanding, the policy change will only
lead to new Arab requirements, the economists said.
The statement was issued by Nobel laureates Paul A. Samuelson of

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Kenneth Arrow, Simon
Kuznets and Wassily Leontief, all of Harvard.
"Our foreign policy should not be deflected in the slightest by the

illusion that giving in to oil blackmail will in fact gain us anything," they
said.

However, they suggested that nations affected by the Arab oil embargo
should consider starting a similar embargo themselves.

creased emphasis on service jobs
rather than material production; a
requirement for business to
recover and recycle or dispose of
used products; and global
regulation of ocean fishing.

But Peterson told a conference
sponsored by the National Science
Foundation that population growth
is "the greatest threat" to
humanity.
At the same time, he said, the

world faces a food shortage for
most of its still-growing
population.

"The protein shortage is of crisis

proportions and ranks well ahead
of the oil crisis in many countries,"
he said.

He urged that developed nations,
which have filled most of their
basic material needs, emphasize a
new form of productivity — service
occupation — which can help
already affluent people satisfy

their higher needs for self-

fulfillment.
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By MARK VOGLER
WASHINGTON, D.C.

President Nixon is awaiting the

verdict. While his innocence or

guilt will be determined by con-

stitutional procedures, the people

are ultimately the final judge —
and the judgement they make will

stand trial in the history book of

future generations.

The status of Richard Nixon in

the days to come will be dictated

by public opinion. Unfortunately

many Americans have become
frustrated by the Tragedy of

Watergate and have compromised
the nation's fate with "whatever
happens."

If public opinion favoring the

President's removal from office

dies — as it has since his release of

the tapes — then the President
would undoubtedly remain in office

for the remainder of his three

years.

The credibility of a President
whose administration has
exemplified such corruption and
public betrayal as Mr. Nixon's is

questionable. His ability to govern
this country and to shape foreign

policy with leaders of rivaling

world powers has declined sharply
— and the image of the American

Inept Counseling
By THOMAS G. BRINE

Probably one of the most unpublicized problems in

college life is the ineptness of guidance counseling.
This problem starts at the high school level in which
the student prepares for his college program through
the eyes of a guidance counselor. Quite often what
happens is the student is either unsure of what he or
she is interested in as a field or does not understand
what program he should enroll in. As a result, the
student is left in the hands of the counselor, which
means the counselor becomes very much an im-
portant factor in the student's future.

Specifically speaking, the student becomes
dependent on the counselor for making the decision
as to what program he should enroll in. Although the
counselor is supposedly very knowledgeable about
the different aspects of counseling, he does not really
know what is the best advice for you. He can only give
you a general feeling of what you might take as a
program. You must in reality make the decision. The
problem arises when the student is in a situation of
not knowing what he really wants and how he should
obtain it. Often what couples with this is that the
counselor puts the student in the wrong program.
Obviously the student is not going to question the
counselor

It isn't until the student uses this advice from the

counselor that he finds he has been crossed. From
this point, the casualties of the inept counseling
become inumerable. One painful casualty is time.
Students end up spending from one semester to up to
two years taking courses they should have taken
previously. In some cases, the student cannot go into
the correct program because he does not have enough
prerequisites. Another casualty is that of money.
The tuition, books, clothes, etc; are enough without
having to spend from $100 to $3000 extra because
there was a misguided decision.

Believe it or not, many students today are affected
by this problem. The thing is the problem is hidden so
well until it affects the student directly. Unfor-
tunately in many cases it is too late. The only alter
native in solving this problem is to cram extra
courses during the semester. Believe me! No one
likes taking more than 15 credits in a semester. In
some cases like physics courses, it is impossible to
take more than one physics course until the junior
year With the increase in tuition, books, clothes,
food, and many other necessities, it is advised that
something be done for the students otherwise the
decline and dropout rates will undoubtedly reach
newer limits.

Thomas G. Brine is a Collegian commentator.

Presidency has been severely

tarnished.

President Nixon — given an
electoral mandate of 49 states a

year ago and having brought the

Vietnam War to and end — can not

undue Watergate.

In recent weeks the President

has made an earnest attempt to

restore his credibility and to regain

the trust of the American people.

His strategy has been clever and
seems effective — on a short term
basis.

His unexpected release of the

tapes has relinquished a sub-

stantial amount of the public

clamor. He purposely exploited the

Energy Crisis Address to sway the

mass in his favor — putting the

blame on Congress for not acting

fast enough while justifying his

own unconcern by declaring
Watergate as a handicap. It seems
that many have bought this — or
feel "What's the use."

President Nixon has expressed a
"sincere" desire to tell the public

all the facts and resolve any
questions of his integrity, he has
met with congressional leaders in

"frank" discussions of how to cope
with the "breach of confidence" in

the nation.

And most recently he has
engaged in public appearances
before influential groups in an
attempt to win their support. It is

all very clever — but much too
late.

To many, allowing the President

to remain in office and to leave
Watergate behind seems to be the
easiest remedy to the country's
crisis. Afterall, the lengthy process
of impeachment would prove
painful — leaving a scar in
American history. The successor
to the President might also travel
on a bridge over troubled waters
and could find himself wound into
the country's crisis.

Yet, to leave a wounded
President in office would leave an
equivalent scar in American
history. Three years of political

turmoil and public apathy could
critically hamper the stability of
this country and lower its image in

the eyes of the world.

Unless American people pressure
Congress for the President's
removal, unless the people make it

understood to Mr. Nixon that his
mandate is no longer valid, the
country's highest office will be
occupied by a lame duck for three
years.

If American forgive and forget,

their verdict — a vote of confidence
in behalf of Mr. Nixon — will be
judged in later years as a reluc-
tance to admit they made an
electoral mistake, a reluctance to

cleanse an administration infested
with corruption. Such a verdict
would be judged as America's
darkest hour.

Mark Vogler is a Collegian
Commentator based in
Washington, D.C.

Greetings, visitor} and enter
INTO THE PRESENCE OF

Spirit Of '76
By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA

I can easily dig the postulates of George Washington, Patrick Henry,
Benjamin Franklin and Jefferson and other Patriots that create the bases
of this country. I can feel in myself what is called The Spirit of 76 Yes
folks. I would like to pay taxes, ( that means have a nice job) , and have
representation ( and that means more opportunities to success being a
minority group' member).

I think that the "minority groups" in this country are more close to the
postulates of the American Revolution than other Americans Right now
we are trying to get the rights that most of the Americans got a long time
ago And we understand that our role is to create the bases of equality in
order that we could compete in even conditions with the rest of society
I he fathers of the Country did the same in relationship with the British

If we look at the United States of 73, we must agree that in order to
resolve the national problems that we are facing the maximum par-
ticipation of the people is needed. But how you can do that if some of their
citizens have not the opportunity to develop themselves and if they have a
lack of educational and economical opportunities? The opportunity of the
so-called minority groups to achieve a successful development will help
find solutions to the country's problems, besides the assurance of a better
understanding of other countries because these minorities' represent the
majority groups' in the world.
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Letters To The Editor

Meeting Girls

To The Editor:

I am writing in regard to the article written by Tom
Brine, "Singles Parties".

It is obvious that his problem is to meet girls, but

the manner in which he chooses to execute the
problem is very contradictory and childlike.

I do agree to the fact that girls, as do guys, seem to

be together in groups, but I fail to realize why there is

anything wrong with this, or even that it can make
one frustrated.

Tom Brine states that one must be experienced to

ask a girl to dance, and also that it is embarrasing.
Who needs to be experienced to ask the simple
question "Would you like to dance'.'" It can be em-
barrasing to a guy to be shot down, but take it in

stride and ask another girl.

In his statement "What it really amounts to is that

the ability to meet different girls is not very good", I

wholly disagree with him. How could this be possible

at such a large university as ours? Just look at the

great concentration of people around and in one's

everyday presence, especially if one lives on campus,
this is the perfect place to meet people.

Must a party be the only place on can meet
someone? I don't think so. Get involved in dorm
activities instead of going home on weekends, make it

a point to say hello and get acquainted with your
classmates. You'll probably find yourself better off

and meeting more people than at a "Singles Party"
where everyone will probably be in groups anyway.
As I sign this letter, Tom, you still probably don't

recognize my name. I'm the girl that lives next door!

Karen Sanchez

Help Greek Students

To The Editor:

The students of Greece are standing alone against
the tanks of George Papadopoulos. In their

courageous efforts to throw off the sham democracy
offered by their government, they need help. Let us
as students disassociate ourselves from our govern-
ment's support of Greece's authoritarian regime and
declare our support of the students fighting for

freedom. As students in Czechoslovakia led the
struggle against abrogation of their liberties, Greek
students fight the same enemy in different guise
loday. In the last week they have courageously taken
to the streets to be heard. It is now more important
than ever that they be aware of the support they have
among their fellow students in America. We strongly

urge the Student Government of UMass to issue a

declaration of support for and solidarity with these

brave people. And we urge that UMass lead a cam-
paign to elicit similar declaration of support from
students across the U.S.A. Let's not let our govern-
ment be the only American voice heard in Greece

Jaymie W. Chernoff
Michael L. Chernoff

Who Benefits?

To The Editor:

Hey, what's going on around here? Are we just
going to sit around and watch our friends at Amherst
Towing with the help of our lovable security officers
tow each and every car one by one, often damaging a
cars steering or brakes. That's the way to get the cars
off campus, break them all.

It pisses me off to see them towing cars from a half
empty lot (49) at 8:00 in the morning, yet when one
attempts to get a sticker for that lot the parking office

claims it's full. Three cheers for the great com-
puter!!!

I can't see who benefits by towing, except Amherst
Towing. Stiffer fines would surely accomplish the
same goals. One can't help wondering what stake the
Administration has in Amherst Towing.

I call on the Student Senate and ask students to

demand freedom from this parasite, Amherst
Towing.
By the way. I have never been towed and have no

personal gripe against Amherst Towing. It's just the
idea of them getting rich on student money in-

voluntarily paid.

Bob Weitz

Remove U.N. Flag

To The Editor:

It is probably known to many of the students at

UMass that a United Nations flag flies on the
Amherst Common. Due to political ignorance, most
students would probably support this. No one in his

right mind would oppose the ideals the UN. is sup-
posed to represent. That flag, however, does not

represent peace, justice, and freedom, goals to which
I am unalterably committed, but the opposite. The
U.N. has betrayed the shining promise that gave it

birth. Since shortly after its inception, it has worked
to promote Communist "wars of national liberation"
in the underdeveloped countries (Its bloody
destruction of the independent Republic of Katanga is

a case in point.) and to foil the legitimate rights of

truly peace-loving countries everywhere. The anti-

Jewish record of the United Nations, marked by her
many condemnations of Israel for exercising her
sacred right of self-defense, is also something to

ponder. Finally, where was the U.N. when our nation
asked it in the 1960s to help bring peace to Vietnam?
This organization, led by its pro-Communist
majority, was laughing itself sick over the shedding
of American blood ! Is this a peacekeeping body? I am
therefore calling for the removal of the U.N. flag

from Amherst Common, until such time as the U.N.
begins living up to its own ideals. All who agree with
me are asked to write to the Amherst City Council.

Donald M. Austern

Heating With Wood
By EDWIN B. CADY, JR.

Are you thinking about using wood as a heat source? Do you own any
land with trees? If the answer to either question is "yes" this article may
be of interest to you.

Ecology:
Trees are one way nature stores the sun's energy. Because trees are a

renewable resource the energy may be harvested on a sustained yield
basis without permanent damage. Properly conducted harvests may
actually increase the value of the remaining trees while encouraging
wildlife.

How can cutting trees improve wildlife? Wildlife need food and cover
which are often unavailable in the forest. Cutting creates slash piles in

which rabbits and other small game may hide. The openings created by
cutting allow the sun to reach the ground encouraging the growth of brush
which provides both food and cover. In addition, if hardwoods are cut the
stumpt will sprout providing buds and tender shoots for small mammals
and deer to feed on.

How can cutting trees improve the forest? Trees must fight for water,
nutrients and sunlight; the losers die. If you picture in your mind a young
stand of trees one and two inches in diameter and an old stand where the
trees are one to two feet in diameter you will quickly realize that most of

the trees in a young stand will die. A forester can select for removal the
trees that will die in the next 10 years. This will allow the remaining trees
to grow faster, while becoming stronger and more vigorous, resulting in

healthier trees better able to fight off attacks by diseases and insects.

What does all this mean? If you own woodland it is possible to harvest
firewood and improve the forest's health and wildlife habitat.

Economics For The Landowner:
A woodlot may be thought of as a garden. Just as a garden may be

thought of as containing crops and weeds, a woodlot contains valuable
trees and weed trees. Just as a farmer must weed his garden to get a good
crop so must a woodland owner remove the poor quality, sick and
diseased trees, if he wishes to have a productive woodlot. For example, a
tree with rot in it may be worthless so is a tree which will soon die. They
should be removed to allow healthy trees to fully utilize the sunlight,

water and nutrients. Moreover, not all species have the same value. A red
oak tree 12" in diameter is worth $4, but the exact same tree would only
be worth $ 1 . 50 if i t were a red maple.
For many years dollar conscious woodland owners have paid to have

their woodlot weeded knowing, just as a farmer knows, that his future
revenues will far surpass current costs. With the current high demand for

firewood a landowner may be able to sell those trees that were formerly
killed and left in the woods.
Practicality Of Wood As A Fuel:
Wood ignities readily and gives a quick hot flame. Modern wood stoves

create very little air pollution as all combustible elements are utilized

and wood contains only trace amounts of sulfur. Wood bums cleanly, and
the small amounts of ash generated may be used as fertilizer in the
garden.

On the other hand wood is bulky to handle and expensive to transport. It

has low heat efficiency for its weight and bulk. High moisture content
greatly reduces wood's heat value, so it must be seasoned and preferably
stored under cover. Unless a modern stove is used wood burns quickly
requiring frequent stoking.

Economics Of Wood As Fuel:

As a rough rule of thumb a seasoned ( 20% moisture content) cord of

hardwood is equal to about 150 gallons of home heating oil while a cord of

white pine equals somewhat less than 100 gallons. Drying the wood to 5%
moisture content would increase its heat value about 20%. The price to

pay for a cord of seasoned hardwood, based only on heat values ignoring
combustion efficiency and the convenience of oil, would be to multiply the
cost per gallon of oil times 150. If home heating oil costs 30t per gaiion, a
cord of seasoned hardwood is worth $45 ( .30 x 150) . A word of caution, a
fireplaces uses 10 times more wood than an efficient stove to produce the
same amount of heat.

If you are willing to do your own cutting and hauling there are many
sources of firewcod. Most sawmills are anxious to have slabs and edgings
removed. Their price in the past has been between $4 and $8 per cord
i higher priced if they deliver) . Loggers or landowners whose land has
been recently logged might give or sell the logging residue I branches,
small logs and cull material). For the landowner this reduces the fire

hazard while improving the appearance of the area. The wood user has
the pleasure of outside exercise, an inexpensive source of fuel and the
knowing that what he is doing is in the best interest of the nation, the
landowner and himself.

\ssistance is Available:

If you need assistance in locating sources of wood residue the forester
for your county will suplly the names of loggers, sawmills and consul.ing
foresters. He will also assist the landowner is selecting trees for removal.
Address your inquiry to your county forester. Massachusetts Department
of Natural Resources. P.O. Box 484, Amherst, Mass. 01002.

Private consulting foresters will, for a fee, select trees for removal and
assist the landowner in finding a reputable firewood operator.

Mr. Cady is Eastern Franklin County State Forester.

Freeze To Death?
To The Editor:

I'd like to just take a few words to answer Kenneth J. Stuart's letter
which appeared in last Wednesday's Collegian. I do tend to agree with
him on the use of recreational vehicles, but not to ban them 100%, but to
limit their use to certain hours, or to maybe weekends only. If you watch
the traffic headed north on 1-91 on a Friday night ( evening) and see all
the New Jersey and New York cars heading north — you'd never realize
that there was any gas shortage. Sure as hell they're not going to work!
Ban them, too That's pleasure.

But. the thing that really isn't even mentioned in all this energy crisis is
the fact that we have 30 million more people now than we had 10 years
ago. Maybe a population crisis instead of an energy crisis?
Just 10 years ago a Buick (full size) wagon would get 19 miles per

gallon on a trip. Detroit could make cars do better mileage wise but then
that would hurt the big gas companies who would like to sell less gas, but
raise the price so that they will make more profits than they are now.
What have the big oil companies been doing with their tax depletion
allowances? Of course through environmental reasons they haven't been
able to drill as they wish either. Let's face facts — either we're all going
together through pollution or by freezing to death. Take your choice —
one is quicker than the other!

Malcolm Siddell
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Campus Carousel

$75-A-Minute
Strip Tease

By TONY GRANITE
A $75-a-MINUTE STRiP TEASE was billed for Homecoming at

Florida State, recently, when Burlesque Queen Tempest Storm was
scheduled for an "adults only" performance at its pep rally.

Billed as a "buxom stripper", Ms. Storm was paid $1,500 for the 20-
minute performance during the traditional Pow Wow that in the past has
been a family affairwith citizens bringing their small children.
Reaction of a member of the Board of Regents was that "With any

program of that nature, one should take a long and hard look at it."

Headline covering the event in the USO Fla Oracle was "Tempest
Brews At Florida State."

Post Coitum...

ESP Course

To Be Repeated

* »»«

LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS ARE FADING AWAY, according to a piece
in the Connecticut Daily Campus, and enrollments in practical and ap-
plied studies are increasing.

Examples of areas of heightened interest, the story says, are phar-
macy, fine arts and business administration. Diminished interest has
been recorded in English, social studies and education.

****

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK appears over a piece in the Wash. State
Daily Evergreen about a psych prof who does his research on simians:
"Faculty member monkeys around."

\ short walk through I'topia to Myopia.

The UMass Continuing
Education Division's short course
in "Explorations in ESP" will be
repeated beginning Nov. 28 by
popular demand, the division has
announced.
The extrasensory perception

course was oversubscribed during
its first session this past Sep-
tember so the same course is being
offered Nov. 28 through Feb. 6. It

meets for two hours each Wed-
nesday evening at the Campus
Center.

The student will study the ex-
periences of others in the area of
psychic phenomena and explore
his or her own potential psychic
ability. Participants will study the
psychical faculty as it operates in

their own lives and in their
relationships. Through lectures
and workshops the instructor will

encourage student participation in

demonstrations of thought control
and concentration techniques.
The instructor, Ms. Claudette L.

Kiely, is a lecturer, teacher, writer
who has experienced ESP since
her teens. She is a member of the
American Society of Psychical
Research I ASPR), ESP Research
»ssociates Foundation. the
Holyoke Speakers Club, and
president of the Associated
Speakers Clubs of Massachusetts
and Connecticut.

Registration ends today; the $75
fee includes text, materials and
instruction. Further information is

available from the Division of
Continuing Education, 920 Campus
Center, UMass, Amherst, 01002,
telephone (413) 545-0905.

Scandinavian Lit,

The Department of Germanic
Languages and Literatures will
offer a unique Scandinavian
literature course during the spring
semester 1974: Danish 251/551,
Dano-Norwegian literature.

The goals of this course are to
give the student some familiarity
with the literatures of Denmark,
Norway (and Sweden) during the
last 150 years. Featured in this
course will be novels ( and excerpts
from novels), short stories and
plays by, among others. J. P.
Jacobsen. Martin Hansen. Hans

Christian Andersen, Knut Ham-
sun, Henrik Ibsen, August Strind-

berg, and Par Lagerkivist.

A reading knowledge of one of

these three Scandinavian
languages is desirable, but not
necessary. All works will be
available in both the original

language and in English tran-

slation. Class discussion, exams,
and papers will be done in English.

Danish 251/551 meets MWF at

10:10 in Herter 546. For further

information, contact Professor
Frank Hugus, Herter 513 (5-0314).

SATF Deadline
The deadline for the submission

of a Program Statement-Budget
Request to receive SATF (Student
Activities Tax Funds) monies for

the fiscal year 1974-1975 is

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1973, at
5:00 p.m. in the Student Senate
Office, Room 420 Student Union.

If there is any organization who
believes that their program (s)

warrant funding they should pick
up a BUDGET INFORMATION
PACKAGE, which is available in

the Student Senate Office.
Organizations who wish to submit
a proposal for funding should pick
up a package as soon as possible.

Proposals must conform to the
specifications stated in the
PACKET before they can be
considered by the Budgets Com-
mittee. Proposals submitted
before the deadline date will be
given preference in their order of
consideration by the Student
Senate.

Harvard Ed.

Grads To Come
The Harvard Graduate School of

Education will be in the Student

Development and Career Planning
Center in Berkshire House on
Wed., Nov. 28 from 10:00 a.m. to

3:00 p.m. to discuss its program
with interested students. Ms.
Eunice Fine, Director of

Admissions, will conduct two
group meetings in the morning
from 10-11 and 11-12 to give in-

formation and then will have in-

dividual interviews in the af-

ternoon. She is interested in seeing

Liberal Arts majors and also

Master Candidates from our
School of Education. Make an
appointment in Berkshire House.

Wiesen To Speak

Prof. David Wiesen, chairman of
the Classics department at
Brandeis University, will speak on
"Ancient Classics and the
American Slavery Controversy,"
Thursday, Nov. 29, at UMass. The
talk, sponsored by the UMass
Classics department, will be at 4
p.m. in room 106 of Thompson Hall.

He is the author of "St. Jerome as
a Satirist" and has translated St.

Augustine's "City of God," books 8-

11, for the Loeb Classical Library,
published by Harvard University
Press. He is working on a book
entitled "Ancient Classics and the
American Slavery Controversy."

MDC
Classifieds

Pay

Thanksgiving

at the

Top of the Campus

Tomato Juice, Fruit Cup
or Corn Chowder
Whipped Potato
Butternut Squash

Tossed Salad with

choice of dressing

Prime Rib of Beef au jus

Roast Turkey w/Sage Dressing *4 45

Baked Staffed Shrimp

Cranberry Nut Bread
futterflake Rolls
Pumpkin or Mince Pie
Ice Cream, or Hot Apple Pie
Coffee, Tea, Milk

Hours: 2-6 p.m.

Wood, Bromery On
Unionization Issue

( Statements by UMass
President Robert Wood and UMass
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
on the collective bargaining
election at UMass-Nov. 15 and 16 in

which faculty turned down union
representation. The vote was 718
against unionization; 510 for; 174

challenges; total votes cast 1404;
faculty eligible about 1450. The
union was the Massachusetts
Teachers Association, working
through a coalition with the local
chapter of the AAUP, American
Association of University
Professors.)

President Wood's Statement:
I am pleased that members of

the faculty of the Amherst campus
have, by their votes, expressed
confidence in established gover-
nance procedures.
The new governance policy

adopted by the Board of Trustees
earlier this year makes explicit the
continuing role of faculty in the
decision-making processes of the
University and insures faculty
members primary responsibility
for development of policy con-
cerning their status.

The effective management of a
University requires that all con-
cerned persons commit them-
selves, in a spirit of good will, to
the preservation of the University
as an institution. I believe that the
governance process can move
strongly to counteract feelings of
alienation and apathy that grew as
the University was developing into

a major multi-campus institution.

The governance has already
demonstrated that University
administration need not be seen as
a series of adversary proceedings.

I made it clear that the
University administration was
committed to a fair and im
partially conducted election on this

matter, and we have carried out
that pledge. I am happy that the
faculty has reaffirmed its belief in

the spirit of collegiality.

Chancellor Bromery'
Statement:

I am extremely pleased by the
large turnout of the faculty for the
vote on this important issue. The
administration considers the
election results a vote of con-
fidence in the new governance
policy and a Faculty Senate torn)
ol faculty representat. We look
forward to a continuing and
strengthening collegia' relation-

ship with the faculty's elected
representatives in the Faculty
Senate. Effective governance
requires participation by all

members of the academic com-
munity and we welcome full

participation by all members of the
faculty on both sides of the
representation question

Naegele Named
Dr. John A. Naegele has been

named associate director of the
Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station and associate
dean of the college and director of

the experiment station.

LSAT

Review Course
Extensive 20 hour review for

December 15 L SAT
Taught by attorneys

It Will Nelp

This course has been in

operation since "67 and is the

most effective means of

preparation for the L.S.A.T.

Ask students at your school who
have taken this course their

opinions, or call us with your

own questions

Register now $85.00

tuition (total cost). Classes

begin Thursday evening, Nov.

29, 1973, 7 11 p m.. Colonial

Hilton, Northampton

For information call ( 413) 256-

6072, Amherst (617) 262-9161,

Boston.

or write:

LSAT Review Course
419 Boylston St.

Room 312

Boston Mass 02116
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM-

Scorpio is the confidential adviser, often
showing a fascination for the hidden, the
occult, an individual who wants to be in-

volved in secret operations and who has a
lusty, creative drive. Scorpio holds lively
discussions with Capricorn, has some fear
of Libra, makes money with Sagittarius,
has differences with Leo Scorpio can be
jealous, possessive and loyal. Scorpio is a
formidable foe but once, the competition is

decided, becomes gracious, even helpful.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Trying to
hold together opposing forces may be too
much to ask — do what you can, not the
impossible Specifically, assert needs
Assume a more authoritative role. If this
means a temporary split from partner, that
will be. But situation is only transitory
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) : Accent is on

revelation: What was kept under cover is
likely to be exposed This makes for a test.
You either finish a relationship or
strengthen it No halfway. Know it and be
grown-up about it Aries. Libra persons are
likely to be in picture.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Emotional

batteries benefit of recharge. You could be
recipient of "second chance" Leo,
Aquarius persons could play important
roles Accent is on expressing feelings to
someone who cares for you. Highlight self
esteem. Don't waste time trying to convert
a hopeless case.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Home,
marriage, base of operations - these are
spotlighted and subject to sudden changes.
You may be caught by surprise as one you
respect acts in quick, impulsive, somewhat
aggressive manner. Ride with tide Rise to
meet challenge You can do it and succeed
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Travel may not

offer a smooth road Means look for
alternatives Check reservations
Destination may be "moving." Where you
think you want to go may not be where you
finally do go Relatives express differences
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22»: Money and

how it gets that way You will be taking
inventory, checking finanical reports and
reviewing budget Aquarius Leo and
Scorpio persons could pla> roles Be

specific and demand the same from others
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) You will be

gaining attention You will be challenged
and stimulated. If single, prospect of
marriage is paramount If married, mate
makes announcement which could startle
Married or single, you will be involved in

whirlwind activity

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Work within
organization Stick to rules. Utilize
available material Don't feel grass is

necessarily greener elsewhere. Job you do
now attracts eye of one who can aid. You
receive meaningful compliment Accept
assignment in gracious manner. Strive for
harmony at home
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): Many

around you express unorthodox views You
may feel somewhat put upon by unusual
statements, requests Key is to heed inner
voice without brooding. Improve without
insisting on impossible goals. Pisces could
figure prominently.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Accent is

on responsibility and prestige. You are able
to display abilities and to illustrate goal
Others understand you to greater extent
than in past. Your ambitions are clarified.
You have solid idea of where to go and how
to arrive

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Get rid of
unwanted burden False altruism has no
place in your sphere Don't hang on to
losing proposition Raise eyes to new, wider
horizons Deal with Aries, Libra persons
Put ideas into action.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) Much oc-
curs behind the scenes and could involve
salary, expenses and other payments and
costs Highlight creative approach Make
intelligent concession without abandoning
principles I^eo could play key role
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have a fine sense of humor, an abundance of
intellectual curiosity and draw to you many
born under Gemini and Sagittarius. You
make new start in December You are fond
of travel and you find writing a constructive
outlet for creative energies You are frank,
tend to neglect diet and might have
somewhat of a weight problem
Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

1 Preposition

5 Man's name
8 Grate

12 Kind of bean

13 Seed container

14 Girl's name
15 Manager
17 Useless

18 Hereditary

factors

19 Sea nymphs

21 Drink slowly

23 Negative prefix

24 Macaw
27 Indicted

32 Genus of

moths

34 Lubricate

35 Comfort

36 Inflammatory

swelling

39 Writing

implement

40 Also

41 Scold

43 Apes

47 Girl's

nickname

51 Comb form:

pertaining to

the soil

52 Those who
gather what is

left by reapers

54 Devastation

55 Vast age

56 Merriment

57 Greek letter

58 River in

Scotland

59 Prophet

DOWN

1 Whip

2 Mature

3 Foretoken

10

11

16

20

22

24

25

26

28

29

30

31

Female horses
Likely

Anon

Heart
stimulant

Vindictive

retaliation

Turkish

regiment
Skidded

Shallow
vessels

A continent

French for

"king"
Extended

Part of circle

Cheer

Southern
blackbird

Inlet

Short sleep

Compass point

Lair
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33

37
38

42
43
44

City in

Pennsylvania
Cry of derision

City in

California

Bands of men
Sharp point

Chills and
fever

45

46
48
49
50

53

Young of

herring

Plumlike fruit

Prefix: distant

Woody plant

River in

Belgium
Compass
point
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Business Communities

for making this our best year ever!
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We are celebrating by making it possible

for a large group of young people from the

J.O.E. and M.A.R.Y. programs to attend

The Greatest Show on Earth next week

in the Springfield Civic Center.

watist
SHOW

fc ON

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1973

ANNOUNCEMENT:
Shane St. Claire Coverdale of

Donald E. and Carolyn A. Coverdale
was born Nov. 14, 1973 at Cooley

Dickinson Hospital.

ATTENTION VETERANS:
Veteran students needed to fill

vacancies p.m Faculty Senate
Subcommittee for Veteran Affairs.
Interested Veterans come to the
Office of Veterans Affairs Rm. 241

Whitmore or phone 545-1346.

BICYCLE CLUB:
No meeting tonight. See you next

Wed. 11 28 at 7 p.m. C.C., Room 902
for a workshop an trueing wheels and
spokes.

CENTRAL AREA COUNSELING:
Need some information on school.

TONITE

Some of my

Best Friends

AT THE

Rusty Nail

Inn
Closed Thanksgiving

Alston All Slurs

FRL. SAT., SUN.

Rte. 47. Sunderland
665-4937

FOR SALE

S tt L Camera Import* has new
cameras, lenses A other photo equip, at
-.lashed prices. Full warranty, all makes
and models, (all Ken. 6-9723.

tf 11-38

Live Christmas trees, select and tag
now. any siie tS.31. I. Bllzniak. 133 Bay
Hd.. I lad lex

tllMZ

BSR 8 track tape player MS. Realistic

LAB 12 A Record Player 145: Panasonic
TV 170. Call 546-5261 or 546-5271.

tfll-21

Tires — All brands. Ra DIALS. SNOWS
— All types guaranteed, lowest prices. Call
54C-OC2 after 6.

tfll-M

Temple PA.. 100 watts. 812 in sneakers 2
columns. I year old. 1350 or best offer 532-
0881.

tfll-27

M VW Station wagon. Old. but plausible.
New tires, tone-up. $300. Jones 549-6096.

tf11-21

1 pr. Kneissl white star racers with
Marker bndsg. 2i0cm. exc. cond.. 180. site
10m: Raichle fiberglas boots. 136. Craig.
586-2956.

tfll-21

Homemade 8' camper shell, panelled
int.. curtains, lights, olive A clear wood
ext.. 145 firm. Craig. 586-2956. leave
number.

tfll-21

2 studded snow tires, excellent tread.
7.35x14 Goodyear. 120 for both of the tires,

(all 586-2860 after 6 p.m.

tfll-21

Yamaha guitar. F(. 180 six string folk,

new condition with case. $90 (all 546-4212.

tfll-21

Raichle "Red Hot" Fiberjet Ski Boots
9' j. Vendremeni Ski Boots Si. 12,

originally 1120. and *40, asking 125 and Sir.

Both pair excellent.

tfll-21

One pr. mens Nordica Ski Boots, siie
Mi'., used four times excellent condt. (all
Jim 256-0451.

tfll-21

On you need love, spiritual
guidance, furniture. PAIL'S OLD-
TIME FIRNITl RE. ten month old

perfect master store is your answer.
Costumes, antiques, pictures, chairs
etc. All blessed with good karma and
low prices. PUIS. SPIRITl AL
HARMONY WD FIRNITl RE. in

downtown Amherst behind \ubuchons
IN THL ALLEY. 2.VI t.-.ll

If 11-27

n Volvo HIS. At. \M-FM excellent
cond.. or trade for comparable \an
Sailboat Jet II with trailer (all 25fi.6W7

tfll-M

sex or academics? Need someone to
talk to We'd like to help. B2 Gorman
House, M F, 19, Thurs. 10 9. Call 5
0894.

COMMUTERS:
The first time Renters Guilde is not

availabe in the Commuters lounge
office and R. 229 Whitmore.
LOW $ MEALS:
Demonstration meals, lost cost,

high protein. Come watch and taste.
Nov. 29. 10 and 12. Berkshire Rm. of

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Notices
Student Union.
MEETING CANCELLED:
A meeting will not be held this

Sunday, 11 25 but will be held 12 2

(Bahai). Happy Thanksgiving.

SOKO-LOK MOI:
Rejoice in the success of Ming La

Moi. Sing of Gemoi. Laugh while it is

Ming La Toi. Next Wednesday
evening usual time.
STUDENT TRANSIT SERVICE:

If any objects have been lost on the

13

UMass busses, they can be found at
the C.C. lost and found
PARKING:
Friday, the day after Thanksgiving

will be considered a holiday as far as
parking regulations are concerned.
No bus service will be provided on
that day.

PUBLIC HEALTH:
Class will not meet on 12-6 but

rather on 12-4 same plane, some

time. We will be a quiz on this night
as well as guest speakers. (Bob
Padgett's course, only.)

OFUNITARIAN SOCIETY
AMHERST:
Nov. 25 at 11 a.m. Jeffrey Camp

bell, minister, will speak on "The
Political Spectrum". Coffee hours
and open forum on "The Energy
Crisis" at 12. All welcome.

Television Tonight
OTOOLE 'Operation

Main

5:00 ENSIGN
Potomac." (18)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS (18)

THE LUCY SHOW Lucy Puts
Street On The Man." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMEK PYLE "Dynamite Diner." (27)

HOGANS HEROES "The Tiger Hunt"
(30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)
6:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "The Barter." (18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION A Doctor In
The house." (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host <30)

WILD WILD WEST Night Of the
Returning Death " (40)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30>

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

MAKING THINGS GROW (24)

UNTAMED WORLD (27)

LOUIS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
1 57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS <40)

7:00 WHAT IN THE WORLD (9)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Ray Mur
clock's X-Ray." (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

VOIR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "The Deerslayer " i27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS i57)

7:30 THE PRICE IS RIGHT (57)

DEAL WITH THE ISSUES (8)

GREEN ACRES "Wings Over Hooter-
ville." (18)

THE HOI .1 VWOOD SQL ARES Peter
Marshall, host (Ml

THE FRENCH CHEF (24) (57)

ANIMAL WORLD "Blanco, The Baby
Burro." (30)

DRAGNET (40)

l:M THE SONNY AND CHER COMEDY
HOUR (3)

MOVIE "Dr. Dolittle." (8) (40)

SPECIAL - SHOOT OUT AT RIO LOBO
(18)

ADAM- 12 "Hollywood Division." (22)

<30)

BILL MOVERS JOURNAL (24) (57)

8:30 MYSTERY MOVIE "The $3 Million
Piracy." (22) i30>

CONFLICTS (24) (57)

9.00 CANNON "Trial by Terror." (3)

THE 700 CLUB (18)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "The Grim Reaper ." (27)

9 30 THE KILLERS (24)

KITCHEN SYNC: A COLLECTION OF
NEW FILMS (57)

10:00 KOJAK "The Girl In the River." (3)

LOVE STORY "The Soft. Kind Brush
."

(22) (30)

NFWS (27)

MARTIN AGKONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

THE JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

BOOKBEAT (57)

11:00 NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

<18) (22) i27> (30) (40)

THE KILLERS (24'

11:30 MOVIE "Two For the Road " (3)

WIDE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
(8) (40)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (301

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22) (30)

1:35 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

l:M NEWS (22) (30)

fctfr

TONIGHT
OFF THE HOOK at 7:20 p.m.
Off the Hook is a wide-open font- forum Call in al 545-2876. ask

questions, raise issues with your host. Art Cohen

SATURDAY .

, UMASS VS. B.C. FOOTBALL at 1.20 p.m.
k The Minutemen take on the Eagles in the last name of the season
L Join Dandy Don and Lewd Larry for their hnal pigskin pjfWMMde!

TUNE IN TO WMUA DURING THIS VACATION ,,

RECE88 FOR THE FINEST SELECTION OF I
MUSIC IN THE PIONEER VALLEY. AND HAPPY
THANKSGIVING FROM ALL THE TURKEYS AT
WMUA!!!!!

UIMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM /INFORMATIVE
RADIO

-A

ROOMS FOR RENT MDC CLASSIFIEDS SERVICES

Furnished room for rent for Dec. only.
H'» in Shutesbury in modern house. 256-
0S07.

tfll-21

WANTED WORKSHOPS

RIDERS WANTED

Ride needed to L.I. or NYC Wed. Nov 21
Will share expenses. Call 256-0818.

tfll-21

Small second-hand electric piano in good
condition. Call after 5:00 p.m. 323-4848.

tfll-21

Non-trad, family of 4 or more seeks
home in Montague. Buy or rent or share
(all 3*7-2796 Seth or Carolyn

tf11-26

AUTO FOR SALE

VW Van — Without windows. Prefer
early 60 to 65 van as money is a con-
sideration. Even if it does not run. call
Hank 256-6710.

tn 1-20

63 Rambler Amer — Ixm mileage,
mechanically excellent body, good snow
tires, see to believe. Best offer, call Jude
256-8174.

tfll-21

Couples (without children) needed for
Psych study. Chance to learn more about
yourself and your relationship. I*ave mes
545-2077.

tfll-21

Oet a load off your mind, truck for hire.
( all (.ar> or Joyce. 256-6376.

tfll-21

Primal Experience Marathon — 36

hours Dec. 1. Two trained leaders.
Fee: $100 (also follow -up groups
available) offering a group dynamic
that provides an emotional en-
vironment in which the Individual can
re-create the primary experiences of
his or her life. Call 256-0503 <eves) or
253-9421 (24 hours) for further in-
formation.

tfll-29

Photos - passports, visas, etc.. 18 hour

!EIn!i *" and numt»r negotiable.
3.00 minimum! (all Steve at 546-5443.

tfll-30

24 Ihr. service- Passports. Lang s Photo
Studio. 460 West St.. South Amherst. 2S3-

tf!2-12

Research — thousands of topics. |2 7s
Per page. Send II for mail order catalog
Research Assistance Inc.. 11941 Wllshire
Blvd.. Suite 2, L.A.. Calif. 90025

tfl2 '2

HELP WANTED

4 wheel drive. 1971 Toyota. Land
Cruiser. Low mileage, good cond. Best
offer. 617-489-2210.

tfll-21

1970 Alfa Romero Berlins. 5 speed fuel
injected. Mkhelin 2X. approx. 20 mpg.
good condition. 12,000. Call 498-2855 after 5
p.m.

tfll-21

Responsible person to accompany 3
boys, ages 3. 4. 6. on Bight from
Bradley Airport to Salt Lake City
between Dec. 7-15. return Jan. 2-Jan.
9. Will pay round trip fare. 5494273.

tfll-30

1967 GMC Handivan. heavy duty susp..
new tires, 6 cyl. std.. good cond.. 1700. 546-
1169 or can be seen at I nfversity Park
Apts. No. 41.

11-21

Triumph OT6 A Spit, parts, 2 engines,
mag wheels, six ply radials A Goodyear*.
Call anytime, ask for Mark 586-3423.

tfll-28

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommate to share Puffton apartment,

own room 150 mo. 549-0415.

tfll-26

Roommate wanted to share completely
furnished apartment, available im-
mediately. tlOO-mo. Call 253-9863, lease
runs till May 30.

tfll-27

PIANO TUNING
Pianos tuned and put in order at the

shortest notice. Call 268-7880.

MM
Ski house. Killington, Vt„ furnished 12

person co-ed log cabin. 2 mi. from M» . Dec.
I to May 15. share 1290. Call Dave 256-0591

.

tfll-21

For rent — one bedroom apt., $145 in-

cludes all utilities, on free bus line. Call
665-3669 after 6:00 p.m.

tfll-27

(iarage spare, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. D.H. Jones 5l!l-:t7Wl.

tfll-29

Full or part Ume help days or
evenings, hours arranged "Fdi
students, excellent working conditions
A benefits apply at Burger King
Mountain Farms Mall. Hadlev. apply
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

tfll-21

Typing _ Fast A accurate - SOc p. Free

afteVV
dHlver> °* ««> KW377

tfll-21

(entral Area Counseling (enter B-2'.orman. 508.4 wants u, help v„u £S
direction, self-confidence, etc | n f„aplenty., come! !

lo

If 11-39

SPEED TYPISTS
In Ware at Collegian Printer

8: JOp.m.to 4a.m.
Call Charlotte
1-413-067-6888

Quality black
processing. Si mi

eluded Call 665-4290 eve'nTngs

and white photo
Pa» roll, contact in

tfll-21

Futre < p \s learn how lo prepare for the
( l'\ Exam Becker (PA Review Course,
(all collect 1 1 7-5.16-1 111)

tfll-22

tfll-21

ENTERTAINMENT

Winter Outdoor Living Skills and
Whitewater Canoeing courses offered by
.ID Nature lab. I live on campus and have
info. 546-6 1 :i I.

If 11-24

Female roommate wanted starting Jan.
Big 5 room house edge of campus. Fur-
nished, fireplace, backyard. Call 549-1312.

tfll-21

Roommate! s ) wanted for Dec. I to share
Brittany Manor Apt., no lease security
deposit. I per 880. 2 people. 152. Call 527-
5921 or 253-9214.

tfll-21

4 bedroom house in country 25 mi. from
Amherst-Orange. Furnished, quiet, land
1250 will neg. 617-249-2398. 617-544-7184.

tfll-29

RIDE WANTED

Part time janitorial work. 8:00-10:30
a.m., Mon.-Sat.. 5 min from campus Call
Dick at 527-5796. any time after 600 p.m.

tfll-28

Interested in making a handicapped
persons Xmas holiday happy? If you can
work Xmas A New Years, call 256-8819
anytime.

tfll-21

'» t "ill ( anada Ski Trip, 4 days, 3 nites.
hotel bkfst. din., transpo. apresv ski party
all for 185. Jan. 22-25. B. Baggins Travel
2.56-41 1 46.

tfll-26

Ride needed to (A. Barrington. Mass.
area on November 21 around I p.m. Call
UaYTf at 546-6007. will share expenses.

tfll-21

PERSONAL

TRAVEL
Prefer male lo share house close to

I Mass with I grad F. and 1 M Own room
175 mo plus elec. avail, immed. 253-2861
after 6.

tfll-21

(.oiiig by air? I.el us handle your pre-
Might. in-flight and post-flight
arrangements at no cost to you. (all
campus rep.. 253:1162 evenings

tf!2-l2

Happy 21st! Tomorrow is your day of
freedom! (May your wedding day be close
away! ) l.ots of love & luck from the CAT &
the MOISE!

tfll-21

Base & Keyboard Players wanted for
Band, (all Kevin at 323-7249 or Alan at 549-
6275.

tfl2-5

Jack when Friday rolls along — Happy
Birthday. Susan. You know the mush.

tfll-21

Need a band for your Christmas party"
(all Alhambra. fine rock music at
reasonable rates. Jeff (in 102), 5-2642 Jim
256-0493.

tfll-28

TO SUBLET

I lii'rirooni ,,pi a i Hianrixwine I 1/2 mi
iioin I M on bus R|e . large rms. (entral
\/( W/W carpeting Jan. I - Aug :i|. (an
reiiu :.i!i :pii«.

tfll-21

1199: \ week in the sand. sea. and
sun paradise of EUROPE for I.FSS
THAN the cost of PCERTO RICO or
the BAHAMAS. Jan. «th lo nth in

swinging M VSp \ I.OMVS on (.rand
Canary Island 'Spain) COMPLETE
PACKAGE UNA 29 taxes & services.
Msosome Hawaii space still available
on Dec 29 & Jan. 7. ( all Leslie Halfond
>lti-«86t.

tfll-28

.lannie! Thanks for the concert! Sure
beats Warsaw Phil. Love. Joannie.

tfll-21

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

APARTMENT FOR RENT
-' tidrm. apt. H, baths, w-w carpeting,

dishwasher, disposal A .u, toiidiUoning
Minutes from I Mass on bus line 774-I«.im
after 5:00 p.m. tfll-26

1971 Kawasaki .i.>» AT, under i ihmi
miles, rebuilt engine, perfect condition
asking $625 or trade for equal car (allTom, 6-6781.

tfll-21

1972 MC| Honda. 3100 miles, cosmetic
flaws mechanically perfect 1550, firm, 54>
1473. keep tr>ing tfll-26

A 1 -. -Ltf S» I J H ) i \N llll^
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Team Handball:

A Growing Sport

By MIKE BROPHY
There is a new sport blossoming

on the UMass campus that is

growing in popularity throughout,
not only the United States, but also
the world. Invented in Continental
Europe neraly one hundred years
ago, team handball is a com-
bination of basketball, soccer, and
hockey to the American who, for

the most part, must compare all

new games to those of prominence
in the country.

Team handball is played three
days a week in a P.E. class that is

taught by student trained Bill

Sangster. Sangster has high hopes
for the growth of the game on
campus. "I feel there is great
potential in this game for
becoming an IM regular and
favorite here on campus," said
Sangster in an interview last week.
The game can be played either

indoors or out but, according to

Sangster, appears to be a much
faster game within a gymnasium
because of the confining spaces in

a gym.
Played on a court about the size

of a basketball court the game is

played with a ball slightly smaller
than a volleyball but weighing
quite a bit more. The ball

resembles a shrunken medicine
ball although it is no where near as
heavy.

A player may dribble the ball

down the court and may take as
many as three steps before passing
the ball off. Failure to pass the ball

off in three steps constitutes a
travelling violation and the op-

position is grant* 1 posession.
When you watch a real good team

play the game," commented
Sangster, "there is hardly any
dribbling at all. The teams are so
well precisioned that they simply
zip passes up and down the court as
though there were nothing to it."

Here on campus. Sangster
recommends the game as a
possible alternative to the regular
conditioning program most
athletes undertake saying, "You
use almost every- muscle in your
body in this sport if you are playing
it correctly and what could be
better conditioning than that" said
Sangster
There will be three sections of

the class being offered this coming
semester and it is hoped that there
will be a successful turnout.

The game in itself is played by
teams of eleven each and is full of

fast action from start to finish.

"We try to keep things moving
during the game to make it more
exciting," said Sangster. "but like

any game things do bog down once
in a while.

Gorden Quits While
Watching Stars Fall

15

Tackle Ann Schragg wasn't home watching somebody else play
football Sunday. She was helping her West Seattle Bosomed Buddies
to a 6-fl victory in the second annual Panty Bowl over the Greenwood
Mod Squad. The league is made up of mothers of Little League
Football players. Profits from the game were used to purchase
equipment for the league.

Ohio State Holds Top Spot
3y THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ** *
Unbeaten Ohio State, which

prepped for Saturday's showdown
against Big Ten co-leader
Michigan with a 55-13 rout of
winless Iowa last week, related the
top spot in The Associated Press
college football ratings, announced
Tuesday.
There was no change among the

positions of the top 13 teams from
last week's poll.

ohm Mate CM > 1.142

Alabama 1 16

1

1.082

Oklahoma 1 1| 973

Michigan i 1

1

M
Noire Dame < 1) 760

I'ciiii Stale 1 1) 672
LSI 577

UCLA 469
SmihernC al 407

Nebraska 391

B-Walk Bowl: Dela. & Grambling
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. <AP) — The University of Delaware and

Grambling College were named Tuesday as opponents in the Boardwalk
Bowl here Dec. 1.

The Student Senate Budgets Committee is rum accepting funding

proposals for the fiscal year 1974 - 1975. Any RSO organization

may submit a request for funding to the Committee.

If your organization wishes to submit a proposal for

funding, you must first pick up a "Budgets Information

Packet" in the Student Senate Office, Room 420

Student Union,

The deadline for submitting proposals for the Committee's

consideration is FRIDAY. DECEMBER 7. l<>7.1. by 5:00 p.m.

For more information call the Student Senate office at 545-0341.

BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP) -

Jack Gordon, the most successful
coach in the brief history of the
Minnesota North Stars, quit the
National Hockey League Tuesday,
saying the pressure got the best of
him.

Parker MacDonald, who played
15 years as a left winger for four
NHL clubs and was a successful
minor league manager, got the job.

And, General Manager Wren
Blair said that if the North Stars-
tied for sixth in the West Division
with only three wins in 17 starts-

said the North Stars had better
start winning or he will start

trading.

"The pressure got to my nerves
more and more the past few
weeks," a grim Gordon told a
hastily called news conference.
"It's been coming for a while. It

was my nerves more than anything
else. The response was not there. I

was not getting the message to the
players. I think the talent was
there."

MacDonald, 40, in his second
year as coach of New Haven in the
American Hockey League, con-
ducted a Tuesday morning
practice and prepared for his debut
as a major league coach against

the Montreal Canadians Wed-
nesday night.

The North Stars, who made the

Stanley Cup playoffs under the 46-

year-old Gordon each of his

previous three years, were rapped
by Blair for their play this year:

"We have to face the reality that if

the guys don't start coming around
and we can make some satisfac-

tory trades, we will. Maybe we
should have made more trades in

the off-season."

Going Down
BOSTON (AP) - The Boston

Bruins announced Tuesday they
are sending two goalies to a minor
league affiliate in alternate two-
week stints in order to give them
more playing time.

Ross Brooks was to report im-
mediately to the Boston Braves of
the American Hockey League and
see action in Thrusday night's
game against the Rhode Island
Reds.

When Brooks returns, Ken
Broderick will join the Braves for
two weeks.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY
4:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except during league play)
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Harriers 73 Season - Most Exciting

tfjlflMb

Thomas and Gillen running in the top twenty at the IC4A's

4 M££>

asT

"The best team since Frlichman and Haldeman" — Thomas and
Gillen

NEW ENGLAND CHAMPIONS — Coach O'Brien poses with his co-captains as they hold up the New
England championship plaque. I Mass placed four runners in the top 20 to win the meet.

YanCon & New England Champs,

Third In East, 15th In Nation

WALKING TALL
Joe Don Baker

W>d.. Thur.. Sat.. Sun.

L
2-4: 15-7:00-9:20

Fri.

I^30-3:30-5:40-IO—*r:
;
:

By SCOTT HAYE8
The 1973 Cross Country season was an exciting one

to follow. The team went 8-3 over the dual meet
portion of the season, bowing to Harvard and
Providence, and then dropping a meet to Springfield
as a result of resting the top seven runners.
The team then went on to win both the Yankee

Conference meet and the New Englands, bettering
Northeastern for the distinction of top team in New
Kngland.
Handy Thomas enjoyed a very successful season

that included winning the Yankee Conference
championship. Thomas did prove his point, as he beat
Bruce Clark and then Mike O'Shea in the New
Knglands to clear up any thoughts about a freshman
beating him two straight times. Thomas' season
started out with a four-way tie for first in the meet
against Boston College and ended up with him run-

ning the NCAA's with only one shoe, and finishing

78th.

Bill Gillin had a sort of "hot and cold" season.
Gillin finished ahead of Thomas in the Harvard meet
and then settled into a spot behind Thomas. Gillin

also started the season in tying for first in the BC
meet, and ended it with a slightly disappointing 127th

in the nationals.

Tom Maguire had a season that won him the
distinction of the most consistent UMass runner.
Maguire was always there in second or third, no
matter what race or who was running ahead of him.
He could be counted on to come through when the
going got tough.

John McGrail had simply "one hell of a year." The
Irishman started as a JV runner and broke into the

varsity lineup, coming up with a clutch performance
in the I'Conn meet and continued to improve with

Photos by Joe Martins

every meet, right up to Monday's gutsy performance
in the nationals with the team for his last meet.
Chris Farmerand Paul Doiron, two more freshmen

who broke into the varsity lineup, battled each other

all season long for the sixth spot on the team, and took

turns in running great races.

The team won two plaques this season, one trophy,

and had its picture on the front page of the Collegian

twice.

Coach Ken O'Brien's program of hard work paid

off for the runners. The team surpassed the goals set

by Bill Gillin at the start of the season. Gillin said the

team wanted to win the New Englands < which they

did* and finish in the top five in the IC4A's. UMass
took third in the IC4A's. and went on to take 15th in

the nationals. At the start of the season, no one
thought that UMass would be going to the NCAA's in

November, but the runners ran better with every

meet, and proved what dedication and desire can do
1973 -the year that UMass sent its first cross

country team to the NCAA's. Among the Oregon's
and the Washington State's. UMass may have gone
unnoticed, but many teams in the East found out who
UMass was, and they had better beware because
Thomas and company will be back next year.

McGuire — most consistent

The old man Segersten and the young rookie McGrail The youth — Doiron. Farmer, and McGrail

»»»».....»
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. . IF.. .IF. ..IF. ..-If Peil Pennington can get this kind of blocking from his offensive line and if Tom Bradshaw (82 - right) and his mates can apply this kind of pressure

on Boston College quarterback Gary Marangi...then maybe UMass will have a chance to achieve a respectable 7-4 season. If not, it'll be a mediocre 6-5 year.

Gridders Face Last Chance To Redeem
By BILL BALLOl

The high hopes fostered in

September's heat have since left

the scene, but chances for a good,
yes even excellent, season remain.
And while the Yankee Con-

ference is lost, a win over Boston
College can leave a pleasant taste

in any UMie's mouth.
6-5. That's what the UMass

record will be if they lose. If they
win, 7-4. That's a helluva dif-

ference.

And there will be a helluva

difference between the quality of

opposition provided by the Eagles
as opposed to New Hampshire.
BC plays a national (more or

less) schedule, and it's improving,

as witnessed by the addition of

Texas next year and Notre Dame
the year after. So the fact that

UMass will be a heavy underdog is

no surprise.

But Boston College has had an
up-and-down season. They ripped

Temple 45-0, Navy 44-7, and Texas
A&M 32-24. They had Miami out-

played and beaten until the final

minute, and lost 15-10.

Inside Sports

Cross Country Special

•PE 88 - Team Handball

•Gordon Quits As Stars Fall

Satly (Enlbgtan

SPORTS

Dave Vanderwater "Turkey Shoot
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By the same token they lost to

Syracuse last week 24-13, a game
they had no business losing, they

just squeaked by Villa-nova 11-7,

and were wracked by Pitt 28-14.

So the inconsistensies of BC
make them hard to figure. Cer-

tainly they have a more high-

pwered program but their per-

formances against Syracuse and
Villanova make them appear
vulnerable.

UMass should be at an emotional

peak. There's the factor of playing

the "big boys on the block," and
they're on an emotional and
physical rebound. The loss to

Connecticut was the low point of

the season for the Minutemen, and
while the wins over Vermont and
New Hampshire won't send the

bowl folks into conniptions, they

proved UMass can play winning

football.

It's too early to say who'll be
fit to play and who won't but it

seems certain that being the last

game of the season for all, and the

last game of a career for some, if a
guy shows waves on his en-

cephalogram, he'll play.

There are three teams you can
play the comparative score game
with.

BC beat Temple 45-0, Temple
beat Holy Cross 63-34, and Holy
Cross beat UMass 30-28. (BC
should be 76 point favorites.)

UMass beat Villanova 21-20 and
BC beat them 11-7. Holy Cross lost

to Syracuse 5-3 (on the strength of

Frank Howard's three-run homer),
and BC lost to Syracuse 24-13.

The Eagles, their pride hurt by
last year's almost certainly be
ridiculous favorites, something
like 17 points. A win would assure
them of a winning season (they're

5^ right now). They lose to UMass
as often as a total eclipse appears.
But didn't the Patroits beat the

Packers last week?

*»*•* Marty Kelley

UMass And Goliath
The 11th Hour On - David had an unfortunate scheduling appearance

with Goliath. His attitude overshadowed his physical stature. According
to notable sources he accepted his assignment and forthcoming bout with
fate with unassuming calm. And in the Book of Kings we learn how to
confront life. They're saying such about Boston College football games.
But you have to be a Minuteman to appreciate that rap...
And so David, the son of Jesse of Bethlehem, soon to be crowned King of

all Israel by Samuel, slew that sloppy Philistine. And in a performance
viewed not by thousands but read by all mankind, the boy who was to rule
over shepard for forty years, had to be questioned. His feat was super-
natural, not of human origin. That point will be debated. So will a possible
UMass win over BC this Saturday. Like David and his gargantuous feat,
it shouldn't happen .I'm afraid it might.
UMass has no business beating the spread with BC this Saturday af-

ternoon. But like an untold depression in seven vears, it may happen.
Both thoughts frighten me. But we live in an age that is so unpredictably
governed by time. And with this thought in mind and with ten weeks of
frustration behind, the UMass footballers could bring the historic pages
of the Kings right before the very scoreboard at Alumni Stadium in the
Heights. It's going to be a Redemption of sorts.
Yes, those ghostly galleons of MacPherson who'll remember the day

when they haunted only themselves with their performance short of the
Boardwalk Bowl, have one more shot at respectability. And in the past
ability was not the answer. Neither was injury nor opportunity. Those
darling Minutemen have been given an opportunity to atone for the
cardinal sin of sport. This same sin allowed ravage at UConn, mockery
with Rhode Island These two won't be forgotten. And perhaps a win with
the Eagles can't wash that indelible mark. The most telling loss of the
autumn came with a matchup with emotion...neither time nor BC can
repair...

Sport, within the plastic playpen it permeates, not only allows one to
create, explore and exhibit knowledge, technique, and personality, it also
allows for growth And for ten weeks through any excuse you may sur-
face, the UMass footballers at times became more progressively
disarayed and somewhat ludicrous. And with the many hours of
execution already in the well of their 6-4 mark, the teaching has not hit
home. Ten straight games and not a complete team effort. Someone has
to pick up the tab. And it ain't gonna be MacPherson or the press .Don't
look beyond the bridge of your helmet.
But Saturday will say much for their portfolio of '73, the year of Pen-

nington, Berra and nothing else. But I think if for once this prostrate fall
more than two can collaborate, more than two can be remembered.
Sport has given the footballers one more chance, the precious chance of

a lifetime Redemption. It's a battle the must wage with themselves, not
BC Not Pennington, not Berra. will win this one. Only that psychological
confrontation with emotion, that peripheral element, will this one be
decided Asking BC admist the bruises of Miami, Tulane Texas A&M
and the like to get ready for the Yancons is like putting a suit on a hobo
and asking him to have social graces.Just cant be done
And so the world of sport allows for failure; allows for the completion of

work undone; allows for revenge; the reparation of disaster And in the
( ;ise of the Boston College football game, sport has given a selective few
one more chance. ..perhaps one they don't deserve.
And as so m the Book of Kings, an opportunity becomes history..

Bloodless Coup In Greece: Papadopoulos
Ousted, "Friend" Of King Installed

By PHILIP DOPOULOS
Associated Press Writer

ATHENS (AP) - Lt. Gen. Phaedon
Gizikis, described as a rightist and friend of

ex-King Constantine, overthrew President
Geroge Papadopoulos in a bloodless coup
Sunday, eight days after antigovernment
student uprisings in which 13 persons were
killed.

A communique said Papadopoulos was
ousted because he was pushing Greece
toward parliamentary rule too fast and
straying from the goals of the 1967 coup that

put the former colonel in power.
Andreas Papandreou, son of former

Greek Premier George Papandreou and a
frequent critic of the Papadopoulos regime,
said in Stockholm that the new military

regime was "entirely the work of the United
States," and "just a change of facade"
founded on American initiatives.

Gizikis was immediately sworn in as
president in a nationally televised
ceremony. He said in a subsequent
nationwide address that he accepted the job
"through duty to the motherland and the
voice of national conscience."
Gizikis promised to exercise his duties

"with a spirit of moderation, modesty and
impartiality" and said his sole ambition was
to "contribute to the smooth operation of the
political system."
As dusk settled over the country, units of

the Greek navy sailed into Phaleron Bay,
within sight of the capital. Most of them
were destroyers and submarine chasers.

New England's <M|* flaBBarhUBfttB

They dropped anchor near the U.S. 6th Fleet
carrier Independence, which uses Athens as
its home port.

Later, Greek air force jets buzzed the
outskirts of the city. Their intentions were
not immediately known.
Diplomatic sources said Gizikis, about 55,

was a conservative and a friend of Con-
stantine, who is residing temporarily in

Britain. There was no immediate comment
from the king but a source in his London
entourage professed surprise.

Papadopoulos abolished the constitutional
monarchy June 1 and declared Greece a
republic. There was no indication whether
the new military government wanted the
exiled king back.

But a passible indication of the officers'

sentiments was seen in the fact that the title

"royal" was attached to an air force
communique issued after the coup.
Papadopoulos, 54, was reported under

arrest at his suburban seaside villa. Athens,
the capital, and Salonica, the country's
second largest city, were described as calm.

But most communications were cut off
within Greece and at times between Greece
and the rest of the world. Troops, tanks and
armored personnel carriers ringed Athens
and guarded state buildings.

Communiques broadcast by the Greek
armed forces radio network indicated that
the parliamentary elections Papadopoulos
promised to hold sometime next year will be
postponed.
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With Muldaur, Tonight

Mayall, Springsteen

Rock The Cage
By STEVE FELD

It was an evening of the old: the distinguished presence of John Mayall.
father and forefather to countless contemporary musicians; and the
new: the exciting, dynamic Bruce Springsteen, at the Cage last night.

Two-thirds of the gym was filled to see the first of what will be two shows.
Tomorrow, Mayall will be featured again with Cambridge's own Maria
Muldaur replacing Springsteen at the opening spot

For Bruce Springsteen, the concert marked his second appearance at

UMass. Opening for Cold Blood and It's a Beautiful Day at last May's
Spring Concert, he proceeded to impress virtually everybody who ven-
tured into Alumni Stadium that day. Backed by his five-man entourage,
he played a stunning set of good, solid material.

He has gone on to release a new Ip, The Wild, The Innocent, and The E.
Street Shuffle, some of which he played at last night's show.

What the people got to see last night was not Bob Dylan, not Van
Morrison, but Bruce Springsteen, a polished, convincing performer in his

own right. Bruce was energetic and overflowing with stage charisma.
Onstage, in between mumblings introducing the songs, he displayed his

best modified-Mick Jagger rooster walk and spasmodic Joe Cocker
grimaces. He has adopted a slick streetfighter pose that's just this side of

Sha Na Na, sans the theatrics and Fifties hokum -pokum. which has added
a new dimension to his act since last spring.

Clarence, the alto sax player, was back with Bruce. He was the dude
Bruce credited with supplementing "that R&B feeling" which is so much
the magic of Springsteen's music. "He once played with James Brown,
y know

"

And Clarence looked dapper! Sporting a white suit, paisley shirt, and
gold-rimmed straw-brimmed fedora hat. he and Springsteen led the band
in another impressive performance. Encore!

And there was one. They all came back, including the bass player that
looked like Leon Russell. The band rocked on and, amidst wild applause
which almost drowned out one of Springsteen's high decibel leads, they
made a graceful exit.

Mayall took the stage with his five-member group, after a half-hour
break, and promptly thanked everybody who allowed him to play at

"Amherst College". Amherst College? That's UMass, John. He sported a

Panama hat and a new shaven appearance which made him look gaunt
and rather much like a pilgrim.

Sitting down at his electric piano he introduced his band, to remind us
we were in very good company. Guitarist Freddie Robinson was a
favorite with the crowd. Prior to his slow blooze solo, he asked the
audience for some herbacial substance, got none, and satisfied himself
with a hand-rolled cigarette which prompted him to shy away from the
spotlight when was being introduced. "Help the Kid", he mock-pleaded to
the crowd's enjoyment.

Mayall stressed the improvisational aspect ot his music and how no two
concerts of his are the same. "Some time we sound like shit, but some
time we are something else...", he told a staid, obedient crowd that, for

all but the first row, stayed in their seats and were content with either

tapping their toe or shaking a foot to Mayall's 12-bar blues. "Everything
we do is new ". he added.

The high point came when, with people yelling for his classic "Room
To Move", he introduced just that. .."Room To Move". They played it

magnificently. Drummer Keef Hatley looked quite colorful. He resem-

bled a character out of the Eagles' "Desperado" and the New Riders's

"Gypsy Cowboy". Very western he was. but his Cockney accent gave
him away. He read "Melody Maker" in between songs

Red Holloway, Blue Mitchell, and Victor Gaskin. Mayall's remaining
members, lent the evening a high-brow authenticity.

If it's what you want, there should be some fine music with Mayall and
Muldaur tonight at the Cage.

JOHN MAYALL 'Mali Photo Ki-mii Mack>

Students React To Nixon 's Speech
By MIKEKNEELAND

Most students interviewed in the Campus
(enter after President Nixon's energy crisis

speech last night said they believe he is acting too

late and has "gone easy" on business.

Senior Joann Simpson echoed many students'

reactions saying she has no confidence in Nixon's

decisions. "He should have detected the problem a

long time ago," she said. Ms. Simpson said it is

obvious Nixon's measures to deal with the crisis

are favoring business.

Nick Apostola, President of the Student

Government Association, agrees with Ms. Simp-
son "What makes me mad is that he didn't make
businesses like McDonald's shut off their big

signs."

Apostola pointed out that Arab nations have only

supplied 6% of the nation's oil in the past but that

Nixon is predicting a 17% shortage this winter.

Sophomore Jeff Carlson supports Nixon's ap-

parent laxness towards business. He says it is

essential to the economy that business are "kept
going."

Steve Tripoli. Collegian Editor-in-Chief, said he
thought Nixon's speech basically sound. He added
however that the energy problem should have
been "seen before now."
Most students said they do not think closing gas

stations from 9 p.m. Saturday to midnight Sunday,
as the President proposed, will serve a purpose.
Alumnus Terry Gender said she believes people

will simply stock up on gas during the week.
Few people interviewed believe Mr. Nixon is

fabricating a problem to take the Watergate
pressures away.
Many students said they did not see the

President's speech due to its untimely airing, 7
p.m
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Further Action Necessary

Nixon Starts Rationing OfHome Fuel
WASHINGTON (AP) — President

Nixon Sunday night announced the
rationing of home heating oil starting
Jan. l and asked for a voluntary halt to

Sunday sales of gasoline beginning Dec.
1, pending authorization of a mandatory
ban.

Nixon said gasoline will be brought
under a mandatory allocation program
cutting deliveries to wholesale and retail
dealers 15 per cent.

And he said petroleum production must
be adjusted, reducing gasoline output
and increasing production of heating oil.

The President said in a television and
radio address to the nation, "We have
now developed final plans for allocating
reduced quantities of heating oil this

winter."

"These plans, to be published
Tuesday, will call for an average
reduction of 10 percent of heating oil for
industrial use, 15 per cent for home use,
and 25 per cent for commercial use."
Nixon did not spell it out but his top

energy adviser, John A. Love told
newsmen at a White House briefing that
dealers would be legally required to
impose those percentage reductions upon
the home heating oil delivered to their
customers.
Nixon said householders must lower

their thermostats by six degrees and
"those who fail to adopt such a cutback
risk running out of fuel before the winter
is over."

Once Congress gives him the
authority, Nixon said, "gas stations will

be required to close" on weekends bet-

ween 9 p.m. Saturdays and midnight
Sunday night.

Meanwhile, he asked all service
stations to stop selling gasoline between
those hours beginning Dec. 1 on a
voluntary basis.

Nixon also announced "a phased
reduction of an additional 15 per cent in

the consumption of jet fuel for airplane
passenger flights, bringing the total

reduction to approximately 25 per cent."
And he said he would establish, when

Congress permits, nationwide speed
limits of 50 miles per hour for

automobiles and 55 miles per hour for
long distance buses and trucks.

Upon receiving authorization, he said,
"I shall order the curtailment of or-
namental outdoor lighting for homes and
the elimination of all commercial
lighting except that which indentifies
places of business.

"In the meantime," he said, "we are
already planning to curtail such lighting

at the White House this Christmas, and I

am asking that all of you act now on a
voluntary basis to reduce or eliminate
unnecessary lighting."

The President said additional actions
will be necessary.
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Learning To Survive
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Arts Workshops Look Minority Report Sights Faults,

To Student Input Blasts Proposed Rhet Program
By BARBARA VOORHEES

Community arts workshops will be held in the Campus Center at
various dates between November 27 and January 29.

The workshops, open to all and geared toward the establishment of 100
arts councils in surrounding neighborhoods and communities, are a
presentation of the Arts Extension Service of the Division of Continuing
Education.

Stan Rosenberg, director of the Extension Service, told the Collegian
that those attending the workshops will be taught the organizational
techniques necessary to set up independent, self-supporting councils of
the arts.

The initial project of each new council will be to plan and carry out an
arts festival.

A Community Arts Development Advisor from the University Ex-
tension Service will serve as a consultant to the newly established
councils.

Rosenberg said that he hopes enough students will be interested in
setting up a council on campus which would be concerned with or-
chestras, choruses, dance groups and all arts groups within the
University.

Interested persons should contact Rosenbere at 545-2013. Those at-
tending must make a commitment to attend all nine of the workshops
which will be held Irom 7-10 on consecutive Tuesday nights.
The following is a list of workshops. Names of leaders for all of the

workshops and locations for each workshop are not known at this time.
The first workshop was held on November 20. Subsequent workshops to

be held are.

Workshop II Nov. 27; Getting Started; Room 113 C.C.
Workshop III Dec. 4; Publicity and Public Relations, led by Marian

Freeman. Executive Director Middletown, NY., Arts Council.
Workshop IV Dec 11; Working With Business and Civic Organizations

Koom 101 C.C.

Workshop V-Dec. 18; The Arts and Local Government; Room 113 C CWorkshop V'l-Jan. 8: Arts in School, led by Ross Headley. Superin-
enden of Schools. School Union 42 Mass. and Diane Perkins. Mass

( ouncil on Arts and Humanities; Room 113 C C
Workshop Vll-Jan 15; Arts and Community Service Institution
Workshop Wll-Jan. 22; Helping the Creative Artist
Workshop IX-Jan 29; Ideas Galore.
Four additional workshops will be presented on consecutive Saturdaysirom 9 a .m -5 p.m. to help in setting up arts festivals.

UFW

BvC'IIKIS WALTER
"It is my conviction that the proposed Rhetoric

program would be educationally disastrous for both
students and faculty..." stated Howard Gadlin in a
recently released Minority Report of the Oampus
Committee on Communication Skills, (CCCS).
Gadlin, who is the only dissenting member of

CCCS, centers his criticisms upon recommendation
of the CCCS that a competency exam be instituted.
This exam would be used both as a filtering device to
allow students not needing Rhetoric to avoid it, and as
an exit device which students would have to pass in
order to fulfill the Rhetoric requirement.

Gadlin faults the competency exam as being
reductionist and punitive. "The committees guiding
principle has been a reductionist conception - "to
teach people to explain simple things clearly" - that
seems condescending and inappropriate for college
education," he states in the minority report. By for-
cing students to pass an exam in order to fulfill a
requirement. Gadlin sees the CCCS as "misun-
derstanding our educational task and then settling on
requiring a minimum level of competence...The
committee inadvertently sets the minimum as the
maximum."

Gadlin further states that "within its stated goal of
achieving minimum competence, the committee has
created a program that would be punitive at its best
and blatantly discriminatory at its worst." Gadlin
leels that an attempt to define "competence in terms
of common devices' and accepted standards'
reflects the class and racial biases inherent in the
standardization process." Gadlin feels that by
"separating communication skills from substantive
topics of concern, familiarity, interest or relevance to
non-white, non-middle class students." these students
would be discriminated against. Gadlin goes on to
state that since the CCCS program requires all

students to pass the exam "no matter how
satisfactory their performance, no matter how often
they passed... courses... In this feature the program is

punitive."

Gadlin also states that "the teaching situation
created by this proposal is equally unattractive for
graduate students and ill-suited to their teacher
training." Gadlin goes on to say that "the final
Committee proposal - that the Rhetoric handbook
printed for each student is to be the contract between
the student and the Rhetoric program' - ignores the
primary relation between an individual teacher and
his or her class." Gadlin feels that a lack of trust by
the committee in graduate instructors has caused
them to make an unnecessarily restrictive program
which denies both teachers and students courses
which are "challenging."

Gadlin concludes his report by questioning the
great amount of authority given to Director of
Rhetoric and the Rhetoric board which CCCS
proposed. According to Gadlin, "The various
dilemmas created by this program are further
confounded by the inordinate power given to the
director of Rhetoric, and the board with minimal
provisions for checks and controls of that power."

Gadlin includes in his report the following
recommendations: first, that the committee proposal
be rejected with the exception of the Communication
Skills ( enter; second, that the Rhetoric requirement
be reconsidered by the Faculty Senate; third, that if
(he Rhetoric requirement be retained, the com-
petency exam should be used only as a screening
device, and not as a requirement for graduation, and
that a variety of different courses be offered mat-
ching student interests.
This report will be presented to the Academic

Matters ( ouncil in response to the CCCS report

But Sure
B> Bill. BROWN

Last Wednesday while most people were
making last minute preparations to enjoy
their Thanksgiving holiday, a small band of
t mted Farm Worker supporters held a
celebration of their own outside a
Springfield supermarket; a Workers
Festival A testival to celebrate the gains
made on behalf of the farm workers, and to
reaffirm the promise to continue with all
that still needs to be done in their uphill
struggle

Twenty or so people gathered in the
parking lot of the Food Mart store on Cooley
Street. Springfield, culminating a week of
picketing in the Western Mass area that saw
the I FW gain renewed commitments
Irom some ot the major area chain stores.
According to Charles March, the U.F.W. co-
ordinator lor the Holyoke-Springfield area,
the Big Y stores had agreed to remove their
non union lettuce by the end of last week;
the management of the Finast stores had

refused to talk to anyone from the union, but
had cleaned their shelves of non-union
lettuce and grapes; and the Food Mart
stores were carrying union lettuce, but were
being picketed for continuing to have scab
grapes in the stores.

When he was asked just how successf'U
the entire campaign has -een to boycott the
use of non union produce, March said. "With
all the commitments we have, it still

represents only 25% of the sales of lettuce.
But, once we have the large chain stores
committed, the smaller independent stores
should be easier to sign, since they're much
more susceptible to public reaction to their
policies. That is where we're heading next.
We hope to begin to talk to the smaller stores
and some of the institutions, such as
hospitals .hhI nursing homes that also buy
much ot the California produce

."

The particular Food Mart store that was
being picketed was still a very busy store on

that final day before the holiday, but the
U.F.W.'l press spokesman, Susan Garvey
lelt that their work there had been suc-
cessful nonetheless.
She said, "Last night ( Tuesday) we were

here lor an hour and a half, and we turned
away 2() cars. At the price they're selling the
grapes we figure they'll have to sell over
1,000 pounds to make up for just that lost
business Also, many other people have said
that they wouldn't buy any grapes in the
store

"

Talking to some of the shoppers leaving
the store did seem to show that most were
not buying any grapes and seemed
somewhat sympathetic to the U.F.W.
supporters who were passing out literature
in trout of the store. One comment that was
also mentioned often by the shoppers was
the leeling that while they did favor the sale
of union produce they should be entitled to
make a choice on buying non-union produce
it the alternative was stocking none of that
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item at all.

Of the group of people standing in the cold
ol the evening in the far end of the parking
lot. many planned to travel to Boston later
that evening to take part in a 24 hour fast
and vigil in front of the A & P headquarters.
A & P was being singled out for their

retusal to do anything at all in the way of
making any commitments with the Farm-
workers

Standing off to one side, the festival
gathering seemed small when compared
with the numbers of people swirling around
I hem looking for parking spaces and
marching m and out of the store, and it is
also true that the struggle to gain
widespread support for their boycott has
been slow and hard to obtain. But. the fact
remains that many of the major chains are
now dealing in union produce in Western
.Mass So. where the Big Y goes, can Louis
he lar behind.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50 e
per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY
4:30p.m. to 10:30p.m.

(except during league play)

GSP Making The Grade
By DAVE LETTERS

Participants in the newly-formed UMass Global
Survival Program (GSP) are reportedly surviving
very well, as they tune up for finals and the end of a
very interesting and unique semester.
The Global Survival Program is designed to in-

troduce freshmen to college life and to prepare them
to deal with the problems which confront men in
today's world. The Program began this semester
with a freshmen class of 82 students. Only one student
has dropped out. Faculty and students in the program
have attributed the low drop-out rate to the
"relevancy of the program".
GSP. is offered to freshmen as a special, in-

novative method of college life. Members of the group
live and eat together, and attend he same small
classes together. The classes are usually short blocks
of instruction which cover aspects of the total en-
vironment. Some topics covered include: computers
and their implications for man; and pollution and its

problems and possible solutions. Overpopulation and
its related problems, of famine, poverty, and poor
housing are also discussed.
The Global Survival Program has a core faculty of

five professors, with additional instructors for special
topics. Lectures, films, open discussions, and small
classes are also integral parts of the program.
Because the participants in the program live and

work together so closely, a strong, cohesive, group
feeling exists among the members.
The group recently went on a weekend camping

trip to Conway, New Hampshire. Students and
faculty together prepared the camp site, cut wood,
cooked meals, and lived together. The students

voiced their approval of such activities, saying that
communication between themselves and faculty
members greatly increased.
Student reaction to the program ranges from

•'good" to "great" with little dissent. Their biggest
gripe is that the group is expected to cover much
more work than the average freshman work load.
Some of the students disapprove of the extra work,

while others feel they are receiving a bonus in terms
of additional learning and a variety of living ex-
periences.

Members of the Program deal with such modern-
day problems as cancer, computers, communism,
class struggle, and corruption. The purpose of the
group is to try to understand these problems and offer
rational solutions to them. In dealing with such
topics, students study outside material in preparation
to class discussion.

Intensive counseling and academic planning are
extra bonuses for those enrolled in the program. All
students have individual counselors.
Although the program lasts for an entire academic

year (two semesters), some students may be ad-
mitted to the program for only the second semester.
This decision rests with the students already enrolled
in the program If an increased enrollment is decided
upon, present members will determine who and why
a prospective student will be admitted. Students
caution any prospective participants that the work
load is more than the average freshman experiences
at UMass. Any second-semester freshman who is

interested in joining the program should contact the
Global Survival Program Office, located in Hills
North.

Bomb Scare

Closes Mall
By MDC STAFF

A bomb scare last Friday
delayed the grand opening of
Mountain Farms Mall on Route 9
for an hour and a half.

Police ordered the multi-million
dollar complex closed shortly
before 6 p.m. after an unidentified
young woman phoned in the bomb
threat to Northampton radio
station WHMP.
A station spokesman said the

young woman was "probably in
her late teens." He said the woman
told the station that a bomb was
set to explode at the mall
"because of the energy crisis".
The spokesman also speculated
that she might have been objecting
to the large amount of electricity
used in lighting the mall.
About 2000 people were

evacuated from 35 stores and 4
theaters in the mall. Hadley and
state police arrived on the scene,
along with two Hadley fire trucks
and 25 policemen.
The mall reopened at 7:30 that

same night.

MUA Airs

Impeachment
Talk Tonight
Tonight at 10 p.m.. WMUA

(University of Massachusetts
radio, 91.1 FM) will air a
discussion on local efforts to bring
about the impeachemnt of
President Richard M. Nixon.
The program is being presented

as a special feature of "Focus,"
WMUA's weekly public affairs
series moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.
Mosakowski's guests for the live,

60-minute forum will be members
of the regional Committee to
Impeach Nixon and the Five
College Ad Hoc Committee to
Impeach Nixon.

Interested listeners are invited
to call in questions during tonight's
live broadcast.

_l 'MIX n,„i„ jim Happasi
President Nixon addressed the nation last night on

the energy crisis. In his usual verbal flamboyance,
Mr. Nixon asked for increased voluntary energy cut-
backs. Dick also announced a plan (Project In-
dependence), which would make the United States
independent of the other energy producing nations, in
that we would produce all the energy we need.
Unimpressed by pie-in-the-sky promises, some
Amherst residents have taken matters into their own
hands.

SW Assembly Issues Rocked By Debate
Unanticipated debate occurred at the last Southwest Assembly meeting

when a bill was brought forth asking for $320.00 for a project sponsored by
the Resouce Center of Hampden Commons. The project involved the
making of Christmas cards by any SW resident.

"It would provide a service for students to utilize." said Maureen
Mitchell, a member of the Social and Cultural Programming Committee
which is in charge of activities in Hampden.

But, Larry Sinewitz felt that the term "Christmas cards" did not
adhere to the separation of state and church policy. Because of his ob-
jection, the first of a series of amendments was passed - that of changing
the words to "any cards."
A serious complaint to the bill was brought up by Steven Dropkin He

proposed that the Social and Cultural Programming Committee retain
the $3000 given to them at the beginning of the year, but with the
stipulation that the Assembly approve their spending. This stemmed
from the fact that the committee could give the money without per-
mission of the Assembly.
The rational behind this motion dealt with the fact that the SCP

Committee was a subsidary of the Assembly- and the money originated in
the Assembly and, therefore, the Assembly should have control over its
money.
Ms. Mitchell, although she disapproved of the "immediate emotional

response by the Assembly to the craft service, did agree to this amend-
ment. She felt that it was a "compromised solution and acceptable to the
Committee."
The motion did pass which means that the Assembly now has control

Women, Speak Up
Many women who are University students have felt for a long time that

their special needs are not being met through the existing counseling and
career planning centers. Too often, they are encouraged to give up
aspirations in favor of becoming wives and mothers. Or if they insist onsome guidance in planning a career, they are channeled into the nursing
or teaching professions.

In an attempt to address these and other grievances, the Student
Development Task Force is currently holding hearings. These hearings
are open to everyone. Out of them, the task force hopes to come up withsome concrete recommendations for the future development of the nowmerged counseling and career planning offices. Your input could be
critical as to how this new Student Development Center will operate

It is hoped that all women, will stop in at the hearings listed below and
express your opinions and experiences about the counseling and career
planning services at the University and also offer suggestions and
criticisms as to how to revise them. We need to hear from you all' The
hearings are: Nov. 27, C npus Center 903, 7: 00-9: 00, Nov. 29, Campus
Center 162. 12:00-2:00. Dec. 1, Campus Center 106, 3: 00-5- 00 Dec 5
C ampus Center 105. 12:00-5:00.

ternoon. could no longer give that money.
It also means that the $50 given to the dorms who are sponsoring the

party in Hampden this weekend for SW will not be able to have that
money How the Assembly can get the money back is being discussed
The $320 for the project will return next week for approval by the

Assembly But this time. Ms. Mitchell plans to present it as a craft shop
rather than the making of Christmas cards.
The other major issue discussed at the meeting was the allocation of

$850 to Patterson House for intersession courses and colloquia. The idea
is the same as MacKimmie Humanity Houses intersession program
The question did arise as to whether the two Houses could join

programs because of housing of students and the energy problem but
MiicKimmie representatives said that they would not have the room to
house Patterson people

Also, the Patterson people were opposed to the idea because they felt
their program offered different things than MacKimmie. The two major
courses that are different are a course in Human Relations and one in
Theater. Helen Fellows, presenter of the proposal did not comment on
any other major differences
Dot Burke. Head of Resident for Patterson did say that as far as the

housing was concerned, the money asked for had no effect on dorm
payments. The money would go only to the instructors.
The motion was passed 14-0-4.

Defeated at the meeting was a bill asking for $144 for the Christian
Children's Fund Inc The money would have sponsored one child for the
period of one year It was defeated primarily because the Assembly is
running low on funds and choose to work in SW first.

All COLLEGIAN Staff members interested in
attending the Christmas Wayzgoose must see Gib for
tickets soon. It is in the Campus Center December
7th. Tickets are $5.

un-dormitories.
< .re*! oH-otmpus living—indoorsandout—at eitherottwo mod-
orn apartment complexes,only minutesawav by caror biketram
Amherst College,***********or UMa^s. Now accepting
applications for Scptcmbtf.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

There will be a free

E a rn 2crTaTt^unn7nter$e $ $ ion

Call 5-2801

WINTER EQUIPMENT SEMINAR
Presented By

THE t MASS Ol TING (LI Band
EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS

Eeaturing: X-C'Ol NTHY SKI

SNOW-SHOEING
WINTER CAMPING

Wed., Nov. 28 at 7 p.m. C.C. Room 113
Everyone is Welcome

• courtesy but to
and town

• 1 , 2, 3 bedrm apts.

• beat &* conditioning

• appTunced kitchens

• master TV antenna
• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sunder ks

• 2 pro tennis courts

•lawns for softbaJl,

football, badminton
RKMTi taw/MONTH

(irtlllUr* Included)
Kim lions K»u Dudly Kd.
oppon. (.rut Mill off Kir lit.

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
•2-bedrmapts.

• heat & air conditioning

• toomy closet* st< wage
• wall-to-wall carpetmg

•master IV antenna
• 'nooVrnkit<n»TK

• s« 'It-rleaning ovens
• Hennc ranges

• sttinless-steel sinks

• drshWdshrrvdoposak
• 2-door refrigerator

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

No Umt Mrquiird
MCNT: KROM ISM.
CALL IfMMaMM
IMrrflton*: On Houtt 47.
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In The Nation And The World
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Nixon Takes

Next Step

By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Nixon prepared Sunday
to divert the flow of shortage-
stricken petroleum away from the
family car and into the furnaces of
households and industries.

Nixon scheduled a 7 p.m. EST
national broadcast to announce
steps to alter the fuel pattern and
head off an economic crisis now
threatened by the energy crisis.

Administration sources said
Nixon planned:
—To close all gasoline stations

from 9 p.m. Saturday night to

midnight Sunday night.

—To urge refineries to make less

gasoline and more home heating
oil, diesel and jet fuel, and residual
oil, which is burned by power
plants and industries.

—To direct a speed limit of 50
miles an hour for passenger cars
and 55 miles an hour for trucks and
buses on interstate highways.
—To ask the states to adopt

similar speed limits.

—To reduce the wholesale
allocation of home heating oil by 15
per cent for residences, by 25 per
cent for commercial buildings, and
by 10 per cent for industries.

The President was not expected
to adopt direct consumer rationing
of fuel, or to seek new fuel taxes or
price increases.

Holding a fuel rationing in

reserve as a last resort, the ad-
ministration was following a two-
part strategy to narrow the
growing gap between supply and
demand.
The Interior Department's

( )ffice of Energy Data and Analysis
reported on Nov. 19 that the
petroleum shortage would reach
almost 3.5 million barrels a day in
the first quarter of 1974, almost 18
per cent of the potential demand.
Unless corrective action was

taken quickly, the report warned,
shortages of residual oil would
begin developing as early as Dec. 3
and would increase by early next
year to more than 29 per cent.

Interior Secretary Rogers C. B.
Morton warned that such a shor-
tage could result in electrical
brownouts or blackouts, par-
ticularly in New England and the
Middle Atlantic states.

The strategy outlined by the
report and now being followed by
the White House calls for reduction
of gasoline production from the
current 47 per cent of refinery
output to about 41 3 per cent.

U a result, the report said an
expected 11 per cent gasoline
shortage would jump to 21 per cent.
The missing gasoline must come

out of the tank of the family car;
the report said private driving
must be reduced 50 per cent,
permitting emergency and
business vehicles to keep moving.
Hut the refineries then could

make more residual oil to keep
power plants and industry running
and save jobs They could also
produce more home heating oil and
diesel and jet fuel

Energy Crisis

Here Are The Options

**\V YVirephoto)
TRY IN(, TO KEEP UP WITH DEMAND -Floyd

Colby of llenniker. a wood cutter, busy at work
tutting hard wood, as the demand increases from
the energ\ crisis. A cord of wood-a pile eight feet
long, four feet high, and four feet wide-has risen
from $15-40 early this fall to $«0-80 in some cases.
said Paul Bofinger of the Society for the Protection
of \>w Hampshire Forests.

ByNICKTATRO
Associated Press Writer

Hydrogen-fueled cars, flower-powered
utilities and peat-driven generators are

being suggested as alternatives to

petroleum power.
With oil and gas in short supply and the cost

of petroleum products steadily rising, even
some of the more unusual proposals can no
longer be brushed aside as science fiction.

One substitute explored by Stanford

Research Institute would be to tap plants as

a fuel.

Dr. Robert E. Inman, manager of the

institute's plant biology department, ex-

plained:

"We're talking about growing and har-

vesting plants and using plant tissue in dry
form to be burned as coai to generate steam
to generate electricity, or to chemically
convert the dry plant material to natural
gas."

Cost of this method would be competitive
with other fuels and plants such as sun-
flowers or sugar cane could yield up to 500
times as much energy as would be required
to harvest them, he said.

The hitch: it would take a lot of land.

About 70 million acres, roughly as much
as that devoted to corn production in the
United States, would be needed to satisfy 95

Truman Called Nixon
Goddamn Liar"

per cent of the nation's current natural gas
needs, they said.

John A. Duffie, head of the University of
Wisconsin Solar Energy Laboratory, says
solar heating systems for the home could be
available commercially in about a year.
"Rising energy costs have made solar

heat competitive with conventional fuels
and it is now an economical alternative in
new buildings in many parts of the United
States," he said.

Such systems, preferably built in the roof,
would have a number of flat solar panels to
collect sun rays.

The hitch: They would cost betwee
$2,000 and $3,000 for an average three-
bedroom home in a northern state and a
conventional furnace would be needed fa
heat during severe cold spells and long
periods of overcast skies.

Douglas Fraser, a United Auto Workers
union vice president, recently suggested
peat as a source of fuel.

The problem: "It's not a question of how
you're going to run an engine off hydrogen

but how you're going to bring enough of it

with you. Gasoline is a nice condensed fuel.

Hydrogen is not," said one researcher.

A 50-gallon tank of hydrogen would be

required to produce as much energy as a 20-

gallon tank of gasoline.

Gallop Poll

PRINCETON. N.J. < AP) - Sen
Edward M. Kennedy of
Massachusetts is the leading
choice of Democrats for their
party's presidential nomination,
according to the latest Gallup Poll

The poll also shows that if

Kennedy decided not to seek the
nomination. Gov George C
Wallace of Alabama and Sens.

Edmund Muskie of Maine and
George McGovern of South Dakota
would be the leading contenders.

The late President Harry S. Truman once said Richard Nixon was a
•shifty-eyed, goddamn liar." whom he detested, according to a new book
Writer Merle Millers latest book. "Plain Speaking" included a series

of interviews with Truman at Independence. Mo., in which Truman said
Nixon could be defeated easily in any presidential election
Asked why, Truman replied:
"Because Nixon is a shiftyeyed. goddamn liar, and people know it

"

Truman replied.

"I cant figure out how he came so close to getting elected President in
1%0 They say young Kennedy deserves a lot of cr?dit for licking him but
l just can t see it. I cant see how the son of a bitch even carried' one
state.

Truman, who was 77 years old at the time of the interviews some of
which were tape-recorded, said Nixon and former Gov. Lloyd C Stark of
Missouri were the "only two men the whole history of the country that I
can t stand."

In the book, Truman was quoted as calling former Supreme Court
Justice Tom Clark a "damn fool from Texas" whose appointment was"my biggest mistake" as President.
He said Eisenhower, his successor as President, was a weak fieldcommander in the Army and was "nothing but a damn coward" during

the early 1950s when the late Sen. Joseph McCarthy R-Wis was
charging widespread Communist infiltration in the government
As lor MacArthur, whom he dismissed from command for in-

subordination during the Korean war.. Truman said. "There were timeswhen he well I'm afraid when he wasn't right in the head
"

Truman said he fired MacArthur "because he wouldn't respect the
authority ol the President. I didn't fire him because he was a dumb son ol
.i bitch, .ilthough he was "

Thanksgiving

COAT & JACKET Sale
LEATHERS
RAINCOATS
SPORTCOATS
SKI JACKETS

&
All Regular Quality Outerwear

20% to 40%
All sales cash, Bank Americard

or Mastercharge.

'THOMPSON'S
13 N. Pleasont St., Amherst

OPEN 9-5.30, 8 on Friday

Germany Joins Sun.

Driving Ban
By OTTO DUELLING
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFURT, Germany (AP) - West Germany, Europe's largest
industrial nation, joined five of its neighbors in enforcing a ban on Sundav
pleasure driving. The atmosphere in some areas was like a carnival
Throngs of hikers, including small children, trekked along the edges of

autobahns, a 2,000-plus mile network of superhighways
On the transit routes to West Berlin. 125 miles inside East Germany

traffic was practically at a standstill since the divided city was included
in the Sunday driving ban.

It marked the first time since the 1SM8-49 blockade that Communist
harassment was not responsible for the sharp cutdown on traffic

lns.de West Berlin, a carnival atmosphere reigned with bicyclists and
even horseback riders claiming their right to the Kurfuerstendamm themam street. Some revellers lit a bonfire in the middle of the roadway.'
Angered by government and oil company energy policies 200 Com-

munists took to the streets of Essen in the industrial heartland of the
Kuhr They tugged small cars behind them after authorities had banned
a motorized procession.

Demonstrating for nationalization of private oil companies the
( ommunists broke the unaccustomed Sunday silence with such chants

: ' T lie big shots can drive. The little people are told to save
"

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Final Okay Next Month

Israel Coy With Conference

i \t' \\ irrphulo

>

ALMOST SWEET SIXTEEN-Caroline Kennedy, daughter of the
late President John F. Kennedy who will be 16 years old on Nov '7
sits in a car outside Holy Trinity Church after being a bridesmaid in
the wedding of ht.- cousin, Kathleen Kennedy, in Washington

Crime Commission
Makes Final Report

By MARGARET GENTRY taxpayer, and the existence of
Associated Press Writer corruption breeds further crime byWASHINGTON (AP) — providing for the citizen a model of

Government corruption skims official lawlessness that un-
milhons from the public treasury dermines any acceptable rule of
and nourishes the growth of street law," the report stated
crime, says a federal crime
commission in a summons for
citizen action.

"Without deliberate,
courageous citizen participation,
the criminal justice system will be
unable to deal with the serious
crimes committed by those who
hold positions of public trust," said

"The direct costs are in-
calculable, but they are believed to
be astronomical," the commission
continued.

As remedies, the commission
proposed these steps:

—States should adopt an ethics
code and create an ethics board of
private citizens. The board should

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Premier Golda Meir's government announced

Sunday that Israel is willing in principle to attend a
history-making conference opening Dec. 18 aimed at
working out a long-term peace settlement with the
Arabs.

An Egyptian official in Algiers, where Arab leaders
were gathering for summit talks, said the timing of
the Israeli acceptance was an obvious attempt to sow
discord among the Arabs and prevent them from
fashioning a unified strategy.
A communique issued after a Cabinet meeting in

Jerusalem said Mrs. Meir would give her final
decision on next month's Geneva peace parley after
Israel receives a formal invitation to attend."
The Israelis had been pushing for delay because of

national elections scheduled Dec. 31. Officials in
Jerusalem said Mrs. Meir had agreed "in principle"
to the Dec. 18 opening date because Israel expected
substantive negotiations to begin only after the
Israeli elections.

The Geneva conference will mark the first time
Arabs and Israelis formally attend a high-level in-
ternational conference designed to settle their 25-
year-old dispute peacefully.
The Arab kings and presidents in Algiers for the

summit opening Monday were trying to forge a
unified Arab position for the negotiations.
Egypt and Syria, the main Arab combatants in the

October war. already have expressed their
willingness to participate and are eager to get solid
backing from their Arab bretheren.
But the Egyptian official in Algiers said President

Anwar Sadat is reluctant to have Egypt attend the
Geneva talks unless there has been some withdrawal
of Israeli forces along the Suez Canal.
He said Egypt has come under fire from some Arab

quarters lor signing the cease-fire and charged the
Israelis with trying to capitalize on this.

"They know that some Arab states do not un-
derstand our position and our acceptance of the
cease-fire." he said, "and the Israelis are trying to
create further misunderstandings."
A high Iraqi oil official called for nationalization of

American oil interests in the Arab world and with-
drawal of Arab money from U.S. banks to force the
United States to temper its support of Israel.
An Israeli-Egyptian negotiating session on prac-

tical steps to reinforce the Suez cease-fire was can-
celed, meanwhile, and reset for Monday.
The two weeks of military talks at Kilometer 101, 60

miles east of Cairo, have bogged down in
disagreement over troop withdrawals.
Mrs. Meir's cabinet session in Jerusalem was

reported to have possible compromises on the
agenda.

The chief Israeli negotiator, Maj. Gen. Aharon
^ ariv, was summoned to Tel Aviv presumably to
report on his two weeks of talks with Egyptian Maj
Gen. Mohamed Abdel Ghany el-Gamasy.

Unofficial reports said the two sides have agreed to
an Israeli withdrawal from Egyptian territory
captured in the October war to a line several miles
from the Suez Canal, but that the talks bogged down
over what kind of Egyptian force should remain on
the canal's east bank, held by the Israelis since 1967.
The Egyptians, these reports said, demand a full

military force, but Israel was prepared to allow only
a lightly armed police force.
Yariv and Gamasy have met six times since they

signed a six-point cease-fire agreement Nov. 11
worked out with the aid of Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger.

the National Advisory Commission have subpoena powers and should
on Criminal Justice Standards and be required to conduct public
Goa,s hearings when there is evidence of

In its sixth and final report, the official wrongdoing,
commission said the givernment —Public officials should be
battle against crime is doomed required to disclose their financial

Quick Profile

New Greek Head ' 'Hard-Core Military
'

'

without citizen participation in

efforts ranging from youth
recreation to enlightened scrutiny
of politicians.

Much of the report was drafted
before the Watergate scandal
developed. It is the result of a two-
year study financed by a $1.75
million grant from the federal Law
Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration.

The report said "most people in

public service are honest and
dedicated," but showing that the
public believes government
corruption is widespread.

Official wrongdoing "results in a
staggering cost to the American

and professional interests.

—States should adopt campaign
finance laws "at least as
stringent" as the 1971 Federal
Election Campaign Act, which
requires regular public reports of
campaign committees and all

funds received and spent by the
committees and candidates.
—States should set ceilings on

campaign spending and should ban
political contributions by in-

dividuals who regularly do
business with the state

By PAUL ANASTASSIADES
Associated Press Writer

ATHENS (AP) - Most Greeks
had never heard of Lt. Gen.
Phaedon Gizikis until he took over
the Greek presidency after a
military coup.

Gizikis, about 55, was the
commander of the powerful Greek
1st Army. He is described as a
rightist and a strong supporter of
the Atlantic /lliance.

An exiled Greek newspaper
publisher said in London that
Gizikis was unmarried and a
classmate of former President
George Papadopoulos — "the
same age, the same school."

"He seems to be hardcore
military.'' the anti-Papadopoulos

publisher
, Helen Vlachos, said.

As Gizikis was sworn in on a
nationwide television broadcast.

the graying
overcome by
events.

Gizikis appeared
the swiftness of

ORIENTAL GIFTS
Every Monday Only

10:00a.m. to 8.00 p.m. till Christmas
at

Chin Chinese Restaurant
203 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON 586 1775

RESTAURANT HOURS: TUES., to SAT., 11:30 a.m. to 10.00 p m
SUNDAYS, 1:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Gift Certificates

***! OP H nn *&

Mon. and Tues.

p can you remember when you could see a MOVIE
for a QUARTER with NICKEL popcorn and drinks?

74
Takes Off!!

Tonite at 7 p.m.

in Index Office

8$ Thtn

THOSE
GOOD OLE %
D
i
y
/Jf

£SU00^s 0PEN K:00 to 9:66

MOVIES 250
come on out andjoin in the FUN!

BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY AND SEE
THIS BRAND NEW ENTERTAINMENT CENTER^

pmr&
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An enclosed mall
ofover30stores
locatedon Rt.9
in Hadley, Mass.

mountain
mans mnii

oPEiyim ALMYS

RIX

Santa's open for business in our
fully enclosed, climatized mall

of 33 stores.

We're on Route 9 just 4 miles

east of 1-91, between
Hadley and Amherst.

PUPPY
CENTER

I *

PARTY
BASKET
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FAYVA
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SLACKS

MR.
DONUT
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REGIS
BEAUTY
SALON
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PITCHES—
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FIRST
NATIONAL
STORES

SOUNDSCOPE

ICE CREAM
GALLERY
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GLORIA
STEVENS
FIGURE
SALON

AMERICAN
MULTI-
CINEMA

•L FO's are real. Where do they come from? I do not know. Why are they here* IZLSXLSw^T
'

they here? I do not know...'- Hayden Hewes. Maybe they are here to get Jn education
*

Smorgasbord Again Cue-Tep
Last year's gastronomic suc-

cess, the International
Smorgasbord, is being repeated
this year December l (Saturday)
from 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. in the
large Worcester Dining Commons.
Tickets will cost $2.00 each, and
$1.00 for children under 12.

The event is being co-sponsored
this year by the Central Area and
the International Student
Association. Central has made a
substantial commitment to the
smorgasbord budget, in the in-

terest of supporting the In-
ternational Student Association
and the Foreign Student
Emergency Fund, and as a result
will be favored with the sale of
tickets in the Central Area from 4-6

p.m. Monday through Friday.
The menu will include an ex-

citing variety of dishes from many
parts of the world, including the
United States. Such offerings as
"moin-moin," fried plantain,
Chinese egg roll, "akara balls,''

fish-with-tomato, chicken, salads,

bread and more will be ready on
the Worcester Dining Common
steam tables.

"We will avoid some of the

problems we had last year, of long
waiting lines and tasty but cold
food," said Sridhar Ramadas,
President of the International
Student Association. "The Wor-
cester Dining Common will hold all

ticketholders at once, and steam
tables will assure that the food is

piping hot. We will have two ser-

ving lines compared to last year's
one, and to avoid jam-ups, no
tickets will be negotiated at the
door."

In addition to offering food, the
co-sponsors have arranged for a
folk 1dance presentation by the
Five College Area folk-dance
group, starting at 8.00 p.m.

Teach-in
The Cue-Tep students who plan

to do their practice teaching during
the spring semester '74 are
requested to be present at the Pre-

Intern Placement Workshop that

will be held November 27th at the

University of Massachusetts,
Campus Center in Room 102 at

7:30 to 10:30 p.m.

Television Tonight

UMass Police

New Emergency

Number

5-3111

l:M ENSIGN OTOOLK Operation:
(it'isha." ( 18)

l:W Till REAL MeCOYI Three Strikes

and Out "
i 18)

TIIK LUCY SHOW Lucy Gets Mooney
Fired " (22)

TIIK ELECTRIC COMPANY <24> (57)

HOGAN1 HEROBI The General
Swap " (30)

NKWS. WEATHER, SI'ORTS <40>

I: .:> nil at s HAPPENING UPDATE II
K (Ml NKWS

I 3) (8) (22)

I SI'V "Carry Me Back To Old Tsing
Tao "

( 18)

ZOOM! i 24 i (57)

PETTH'OAY JUNCTION Betty Jo
Goes To New York." (27)

TO TELL TIIK TRITH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD. RflLO WKST Night Of the
Bottomless PR." (40)

i. \KWS - :t> (22) (30)

UN EVENING NEW! i40i

M \KIM. TIIIM.S GROW (24)

l.ons LYONS: NEW! AND COM-
MENT I Ml
I ".:. NEWRREAY NKWS <40i

; (MiMOVIK Night Of the Following Day "

TBI Til OH CONSEQUENCE! Bob
Barker, host h

NKWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR PUTURE is Now < 24*

MOVIE "Breaking The Ice" (27)

MM EVENING NKWS <40>

THE REPORTER! (57)

7::m POLICE MJRGEON (8)

GREEN \< KK.s The Ugly Duckling
"

' 18)

TIIK HOLLYWOOD SQl ARKS Peter
Marshall, host <22) (30)

WOMAN "Birth Control For the Sexually
Active Teenager " (24>

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

WAI.sil-.s ANIMAL! IWI
M (Ml \H( NEW! ( I.OSK IP ON KIRKS
l!l IWI
RH.LV GRAHAM UPPER MID-WKST

CRI BADE i 22

)

\ (ONVKHSATION WITH WKRKLI.
IIARRIMAN 24i IWl
I.OTSA LUCK (30)

s hi DIANA IVst In ihe House" (30)
'i "Mi MERE'S II ( V ||

NKI. MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL (8)

(40)

TIIK 7«l (LIB I IH

MOVIE l.ovinn Ym (22) (30)

HILLY GRAHAM UPPER MID WKST
< RUSADE 27)

MPECIAL OF TIIK WKKK The Trial of

Henry Flipper I 57)

• m NEW DK'R \ \N RYES SHOW (3)

BOOK BEAT (24)

hi imi MEDICAL CENTER A life At
Siake III

PHANTOM INDIA (Ml
NKWS I Ml
EVENING EDITION: MXHTIN

M.RONSKY (57)

in Hi TIIK LIVING WORD I I8>

TIIK JOANNE (ARSON SHOW (27)

WOMAN "Birth Control For the Sexually
Active Teenager " (57)

II imi NKWS. WEATHER, SPORTS III

ii imi nkws. WEATHER, sports (3)

i IH' i 22 1 ( 27 1 (30)

II: 31 MOVIE 'Honeymoon Machine." (3)

JOHNNY < \RSON SHOW (22) (30)

II:W nkws. WEATHER, sports i8>

(40)

IX: MCOLLBGE FOOTBALL 73(8) (40)

I imi TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host < 22 >

i 30)

1:11 NKWS. WEATHER 111 (8) (40)

l:M NKWS i 22 ' (30)

Help The Vet
Here are some "official policies" concerning Vietnam veterans you

may not be fully familiar with.

"Official policy has been established that while waiting for work they
will receive the same salary they got in service. ..suitable jobs are to be
reserved ( I repeat) reserved for Vietnam veterans...state agencies must
reserve places for wounded veterans.and log jams must be cleared by
opening new classes to teach special skills... enterprises set up by
veterans are to get extra state aid-and loans at the lowest interest rate
( living conditions of families of veterans are to be at least as good as the
rest of the population) -dependents are entitled to direct financial aid-
and children of dead or wounded veterans are to receive educational
privileges and special attention throughout their schooling." ...These
are the official policies of the North Vietnamese toward their returning
veterans!

Senator Alan Cranston (D-Calif) recently summarized the plight of
U.S. Vietnam veterans: "I have been most concerned about these men
who have lost years in education, job training, and work experience. In
addition to the basic difficulties of readjustment, they have returned to an
inflated economy where jobs are scarce and educational costs keep
rising, as well as an administration that continues to attempt to cut-back
on veterans' assistance programs."
The House Veterans' Affairs Committee is presently considering a

number of proposals that will help bring into line current benefits with
thoe provided for World War II veterans. If you wish to help; write, phone
or telegram you Congressional Representative.

Orchard Hill Offers More
Applications for students wanting to move to Orchard Hill next

semester are available at the Orchard Hill Student Affairs Office, 103
(Jrayson House.
Orchard Hill is in the process of becoming a Residential College and

offers a unique academic and educational experience. The "Hill" offers a
wide variety of courses and activities consistent with the philosophy that
the process of education pervades the residence hallsas much, if not more,
than it does the actual classroom setting.

Special Interest Corridors, such as Third World Corridors and a
Liberation Corridor, are also a part of the Orchard Hill residence halls.
Additional Special Interest Corridors may be established where suf-
ficient interest exists.

Applications must be in by Saturday, December 1. If you want to move
to the Hill and have not submitted an application subsequent to Sep-
tember I. 1973 you must submit one to the Orchard Hill Student Affairs
office by the December 1st deadline. It is then the applicants respon-
sibility to personally sign up for a room in the Orchard Hill residence hall
of his/her choice on Wednesday. December5, from7p.m. tolOp.m.

Notetakers, Typists, and Experienced Printer

Needed for Next Semester

Notetakers needed for all areas. Prefer Jrs., Srs., and grad

students. Typists needed to type and edit notes.

Apply Student Senate Lecture Note Program

Room 328 Student Union
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Fred Weiss

Let Me Know
Now that the turkey is digested and most of you are well rested, it's

time to think about the place we eat our "turkey" everyday — The Dining
Commons. The food is often poor; the portions too small; the atmosphere
harried; and most students in the Commons are dissatisfied In recent
weeks it has become so poor that after one very "tough" steak a group
of students announced that if the Commons ever put on such a repeat
performance they would make boots out of the meat and march on the
various Administration buildings.
What is wrong with the food services on this campus? The ad-

ministration points at rising food costs as reasons for "cuts" in size and
the quality of the meals. The workers say that they're not in control of
policy, yet very often their unions block < at least indirectly) moves that
could improve things in the DC. In most cases we students get a deal as
raw as the steak served is tough. What can we do to make the Dining
Commons better places to eat?
While the Student Government is not totally inactive, its power is

limited. Unions can call for a walkout of workers if the leadership thinks
that they're getting screwed; the Administration can fire someone yet we
students are limited to the fine art of "rational appeals" to make things
better; write angry letters; and when frustration overcomes rationality
foolishly dump bad food on the floor of the dining halls. While I think that
such acts are a bit "sick", looking over the things that have happened this
year I can see how a student can get so frustrated!
A few months ago we were given a referendum concerning the future

Food Service policy! We were told that we could chose between having
"second" portions of a single main dish; or only a "single" portion, with a
choice of variable main dishes. The implication was clear — it would cost
more to expand the choice of foods, and provide diversity. The students
chose the first option, and so far the entire thing has been a sham' As
recently as last week a representative from Food Services said that
concerning breakfast it cost no more to have various portions than just
eggs served alone I asked, "then why were seconds cut at breakfast9 "

The answer: "Because we wanted to make the cutting of seconds a
standard thing to avoid confusion."
Clearly there was a choice between making things "simple" (cut

seconds outright) or making a "fair policy". At that time those in Food
Services had to make a choice ( sort of their own referendum ) they chose
the former, and stopped all seconds — even when it was not financially
necessary Because of the deceptive referendum, seconds during break-
fast should be returned as soon as possible. Food Services should also
look into the possibility of reinstating "seconds" for as many other meals
as feasible

There are other policy decisions that are equally irrational and unjust
If you have to pay for seconds because of rising food cost, then why do you
have to pay for the cost of labor as well as food when you "buy" seconds'7

Yet at this time the price of seconds is estimated to cover all such costs as
well as food costs. The price of "seconds " < if such a policy remains)
should be restricted to the food costs only, since that was the reason that
it was initiated in the first place.
Another change that would help everyone involved would be to start a

few workers fifteen minutes late every meal; then have them remain on
duty fifteen minutes after the lines close down to keep items such as tea,
desert, and other "secondary" foods (salads and soups) available for
students coming near the end of the meal to go back for at their leisure. At
this lime when the lines close, everything is taken away; and even those
sitting at the tables aren't spared the "evil eye" of the workers, wash
rages in hand, who want to finish cleaning and go home. "Staggered"
schedules could help solve the problem.
There are other problems, in this column I just wanted to state a few

that particularly irked me. You students must let Food Services know
what irks you Either write them a letter, or get in touch with me, and 111
be glad to relay your feelings on to them Many things are going on within
Food Services these days. Many officials involved have said that they are
more than willing to listen and consider eventual reforms bases on a
review of present policy Let us test their sincerity for change. Together
with their cooperation and that of the unions, perhaps we can create
reforms to make things better It is easy to just get disgusted and throw
food on the floor The challenge is to work to change things; it's a
challenge worth taking on!

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist.

By KAREN A. MONACO

Please, when I am wrong.

Make me willing to change;
When I am right.

Make me easy to live with.

So strengthen me that the,

*power of my example will far
exceed the authority of my rank.

—Pauline H. Peters

No, the preceding was not a directive sent out by
the Girl Scouts of America. Would you believe it

appeared in a book called Effective Secretarial
Practices by the same Pauline H. Peters that was
published in 1962? Ms. Peters calls it the "Super-
visor's and Employee's Prayer." For maximum
effect, I think you are supposed to recite it im-
mediately upon waking up in the morning. But if for
some reason you forget (That's no excuse. Try
putting your shoes under your bed at night. When you
kneel down to get them in the morning, you'll
remember. Ah, the lasting effects of parochial
school.) there's always the coffee break, a time
when you can all gather around the water bubbler
and say it aloud. I haven't figured out yet who it is

supposed to be directed at though, but I guess the
great supervisor in the sky is someone who would
listen to the secretarial pool's prayers. If we already
have politics, economics, etc. in the office, why not a
little religion too?

Pauline Peter's prayer also appears on page two of
the Secretarial Reference Manual of the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts, a manual which is

currently being sent out to all state-controlled offices
and which was compiled by the Bureau of Personnel
and Standardization. It's a rather large manual < 157
pages) and it is divided into about 15 or 20 sections.
But before I go into those, back to religion for a
moment. Not only is there a prayer on the second
page of the manual, there is also a new rendition of
Moses' Ten Commandments. Bear in mind that these
Commandments as well as the manual as a whole is

to be followed by office workers, the outstanding
majority of whom are women.

1. Thou shalt make every effort to arrive at the
office ON TIME, (their capitals, incidentally
Woman as idiot.)

6. Thou shalt not spread false rumors about thy
fellow workers, nor shalt thou spread encouragement
for such or engage in gossip. ( Woman as the supreme
yenta.)

7. Thou shalt not abuse thy privilege of morning
and afternoon breaks by overstaying thy alloted time.
( whilst thy bosses can taketh as much time as thev
liketh.

)

*

«. Thou shalt always bear in mind that phones are
for business purposes, and shalt limit thy personal
calls to those which are necessary. ( Thou shalt also
bear in mind that thy bosses' phone calls are never
unnecessary or personal.)

9. Thou shalt not plan thy evening meal, polish thy
fingernails, nor otherwise entertain thyself when thou
are not busy, but shalt make thyself available for
those who need thy help. (Taketh for example thy
boss who may needeth a back rub.

)

10. Thou shalt give eight hours work for eight hours
pay. thus remaining on the job until quitting time
I Thou shalt not considered the fact that thy boss is
getting thrice times thy pay even wheneth he feels he

must take leaveth after only four hours of work to
goeth to playeth golfeth.)

And now for the remainder of the manual. The
first section is called "Thou, ug...or rather, You and
Your Career" and contains such things as everything
you always wanted to know but were afraid to ask
about what emotional maturity is ( There are 12 rules
for that which is odd because if anyone had ever
asked me, I would have said there were only 11. ) , and
what to wear (called the "ABC's of Fashion", a.
Action Skirts. They have to be as short as the
designer makes them...B. Belts... If your waistline is
not what it should be, how about a little bit of exer-
cise? D. Dresses. The shirtwaist is back. Yippie. E.
Elegant suits. Always feminine. G. Gimmicks.
Feathers at the hemline ? —For the office, forget it! I.

Interesting Details. Flower pins are exciting this
year. P. Petite sizes. This is the SLIM season. Need
we say more? X. Xtras. Scarves, pins, panels that
float, capes that glide, and the little girl looks. Y and
Z. Another year of ZEST Y fashion. Plan to be part of
it.

BOSSES LIKE WELL-DRESSED WOMEN IN
THEIR OFFICES. ( I wonder what happened to the
little girl looks. ) There are also a host of other things
that are always "nice to know", like how to take
criticism from the boss who incidentally is always
right.

J

"Efficient Desk Arrangement" follows the "You
and Your Career" section and is pregnant with all
sorts of little gems of information for the secretary to
utilize. There is a small area that concerns the office
workers' (They seldom use the word "secretary".)
"office do's". But before they even consider how she
is supposed to arrange her own work area, they in-
form her of what she must do for the executive's
office. First, she is supposed to dust his desk for him
I Maybe the Newman Center is still in need of dusters
and could use her services too. ) You would have to
read it to get the full appreciation so 1.) Dust the
executives' desk - even though a janitorial staff may
take care of it, they may have done it early in the
evening and dust can accumulate. ( Could ya puke?

)

After this temporary (?) change in roles she is
supposed to change his calendar and sharpen his
pencils.

A section called "Folding Outgoing Mail" follows
later and consists of just what you'd expect un-
fortunately complete with diagrams. (Woman as
Idiot again.) The picture that opens up the section
portrays a woman in an absolute flurry trying to fold
a letter. Or at least I think that's what she is doing
Its hard to tell because there are so many added lines
around her hands to show action and, more im-
portantly, designed to show utter confusion. As a
matter of fact, nearly every picture that introduces a
section shows a woman with these same lines and
they usually have placed few question marks above
her head I brain)

. Another delightful section is titled
"Confusing Words".

In the introduction, the author says, "This manual
has been compiled in keeping with the most common
business practices of correspondence to allow you to
standardize" your office procedures. Use it and feel
free to make suggestions for its improvement and
revision." Well, considering it's content can only be
improved on at this point makes me feel a little
better.

Karen A. Monaco is a Collegian Commentator.

ties Camelopard

Bv CHARLES CAMELOPARD
It is with great regret that I announce this to be my

last column for the Massachusetts Daily Collegian A
series of unfortunate experiences has befallen me
here in Washington that make my departure
necessary.

The most recent horror of my life here was the
eviction notice I received from my landlord at the
Watergate Apartment Complex. He has instituted
action against me for bringing down his property
value by helping to expose some of the corrupt ex-
government officials that lived there. He told me that
he worked hard to get where he is and if an occasion
thief should rent from him it is nothing for me tomake an issue over. "I haven't had any trouble
renting since this whole burglary affair was airednow you're trying to destroy all that good PR Senator
Ervin and his boys have given me, so you'll have to
leave."

But that was nothing. I could have stayed at
Shennanigan House, which isn't as prestigious but
quite nice.

The big scare I had was last week when I was at anImpeach the President Rally held on the mall of the
Washington Monument It was a routine assignment
as lar as reportage is concerned so I thought I could
lake some time to scream and yell at the rally like I
had done during the anti-war era. So off I went in
raggy dungarees, a few joints in my lungs and a sign
saying Hang the Bum" to wave during the effigy
hanging lhat was scheduled.

On Leaving D.C.
Mil ADIDn

As political rallias go this was as I had predicted
the usual fare. I took part in the shouting and became
particularly involved when the effigy hanging began

I waved my sign. I sang songs and did the chant,
Hang the dummy, hang the dummy, hang thedummy. The crowd became intense. I was their

leader thought until suddenly I felt a rope go aroundmy neck and my feet come off the ground
"What's going on," I gasped as I rose higher and

higher e

" You tool Camelopard said one of my fellow
marchers Were all from the CIA, FBI, and the
Secret Service This whole deal was just a plot to get

^JFtXVIS&S t0 han8 a dummy too just like
you did. WE GOT OUR DUMMY.

"Help," I screamed, "Reston, Baker. Mollenhoff,
McGrory, Cronkite. Tripoli, Gorenstein, Where are

L
vl the

(k
re ^"ging the wrong dummy, they're

hanging the wrong dummy, it's Nixon we want.
I hey re hanging the wrong dummy'

1 1

1

I looked into the crowd for a friendly face, and
Imally I saw Howard Ziff my main man on the UMass
campus.

"Howard they're hanging the wrong dummy," I
screamed.

tJS J"
St
!S2* back< si,ent

' P'Pe hanging out of his
leeth r mally he spoke, but to me not the government
men. no there not." he said. Not at all."

Charles Camelopard has gone to ponder giraffes.
He was the MDC Washington Correspondent.

Letters To The Editor

Poli. Sci. Union Formed
To The Editor:

The political science department isn't bad; it's

mediocore. Most of the professors are likeable; so is

Gerald Ford. A variety of courses is offerred;
quantity, not quality, seem to be the motto.
The political science department is a very snug and

secure institution. Two-thirds of the faculty is

tenured. An excecutive committee, composed en-
tirely of faculty members, is responsible for making
all personnel decisions: new faculty appointments,
promotions, and tenure. An undergraduate sub-
committee is composed of six faculty members, one
graduate student, and two undergraduates — both
undergraduates are arbitrarily choosen from the
senior honors seminar by the faculty. Faculty
members claim that there is little undergraduate
input because undergraduates have not organized
and asked for it They're right.

But no longer! Students have organized and
demands are going to be made. A political science
student union has been formed. The crayon
carricitures and toy soldiers have to to. The
ridiculous number of requirements has to go. The
whole stifling atmosphere of a stagnant system has to
go Student representation in all personnel decisions
must be made a reality. Truly represenative student
voice in curriculum decisions must be made a reality.
Expanded intership program; in off-campus prac-
ticality must be made a reality.

And the faculty is right to be smug. We, the
students, are the ones who have allowed the stagnant
atmosphere to pervade. And we, the students, are the
ones who must demand change. We have organized
and we intend to make demands.

Political Science Student Union

Teamsters Trick UFW
To The Editor:

On Sept. 28th, AFL-CIO President George Meany
announced he had reached an agreement "in prin-
ciple" with International Brotherhood of Teamsters
president Frank Fitzsimmons to settle the dispute in

the farm fields. This was another of the Teamster
tricks to try and make "the general public think the
problems of the farm workers have been settled,"

according to United Farmworkers AFL-CIO
President Caesar Chavez. At a press conference on
Nov. 7th Caesar promised "more strikes next spring,
summer, and fall" after Teamster President Fitz-

simmons statement that the peace pact was off.

The Teamsters Union is clearly not the union to

represent farmworkers The Teamsters show open
racism with regard to non-white workers. Einar
Mohn, the Western Conference head of the Team-
sters has said, "farmworkers will not be permitted to

have union meetings for at least two years under the

contracts the Teamsters Union has signed with the
growers. Maybe, as agriculture becomes more
sophisticated and more mechanized, with fewer
transients, fewer carders, and as jobs become more
attractive to white, then we can build a union that can
have strucure and that can negotiate from strength
and have membership participation." He says it will

take some years before the farm workers are
"ready" to have such rights.

This racism must be fought. The Teamster-grower
alliance would like to keep the poor workers of

California split apart with the tool of racism. But the
poor workers have joined together in one union, the
United Farmworkers, encompassing Filipinos,
Arabs. Chicanos. Blacks. Native Americans and
Anglos. Support of all peoples that are fighting
racism should go to the United Farmworkers
The Teamster-grower alliance has millions of

dollars available on its side. The growers of
California are supported by the Farm Bureau with $4
billion assets. This tax-exempt group sponsored bills
in several states to ban consumer boycotts, the most
powerful non-violent tool used by the farmworkers to
win union contracts. The farmworkers have no
million dollar backers. They rely on small donations
Irom people all over the country. Farmworkers
organizing for the union receive only five dollars a
week, and room-and-board. The union is nearly
always in need of money. If you can donate money
please send it to:

United Farmworkers ALF-CIO
173 Harvard St

Dorchester. Mass. 02124

Locally. Stop and Shop stores. Big Y. and the
People's Market are sticking to committments made
with the UFW Shop at these stores af let the
managers know that you shop there in support of the
UFW

Ken Allen
Juan do la Cruz Boycott Comm.

Chisholm : Attend Meetings
To The Editor:

This is a response to John Chisholm's letter con-
cerning the decision of McNamara's House Council to

conduct a search for missing furniture Now really
John, we think that if you had attended the meeting
concerning this matter or any of the others, you
would realize that you are focusing on the wrong
point It is not a question of effectiveness I'm sure
you must have noticed several signs which gave a 24

hour notice to put back the stolen furniture, then a
search would lake place

Why bother with signs 9 Because we don't care who
look the furniture or how it got there. It is a matter of
(he furniture belonging to the dorm as a whole and not
to just an individual-and we want it back. By the way
John, we don't mean to "criticize", but if there is any
further comment on this issue, bring it to the House
Council and see what it's all about.

Teri Gottschalk
Linda Shaw

Members. McNamara House Council

What Is TPCC?
To The Editor:

Recently. I received a TPPC Survey from the School of Education at
UMass. I am sending you my comments given at the end of the survey
because I feel they are pertinent to undergraduates who are in a situation
I was once in, myself.
"The only valuable part of the program, for me, was my student

teaching experience. This was conducted through the English Dept. I

have no knowledge of who runs TPPC, or of what part it played in my
undergraduate teaching experience. To me this is indicative of the
confusion and lack of communication that exists between the School of
Ed. at UMass and other academic departments.

I can truly say that my supervisor, or supervising teacher, and the
English Ed. staff were extremely helpful to me with my program. One
goal of the School of Ed. at UMass should be to establish effective
channels of communication to other departments: not literature, not
computer forms, but persons who represent TPPC, ( whatever it is) and
will meet with and assist students on a group and one to one basis.
Every undergraduate in the English Secondary Ed. program, and those

who aspire to be accepted into it, knows the frustration of running around
the School of Ed. during his/her freshman and sophomore years trying to
get information.

Furthermore, courses in foundations, educational research,
educational measurement, test design, administration, epistemology]
etc., should all be made available to students from other departments
when they are offered. To my own chagrin, I never realized that such
courses existed or were important when I was an undergraduate
English major.
You are the people who know the value of these courses. Why not

promote them; sell them; publicize them to students of other depart-
ments? My own opinion is that a course in education for the inner-city
child should be required. Whether or not the teacher ever uses the con-
tent, the sensitivity and insight gained in the course will be beneficial in
any situation.

Finally, let me say. it is up to you people to provide the students in other
departments with an awareness of the courses in the School of Education
lhat can broaden a teacher's perceptions and abilities. I never would
have knownliow deficient I was in these skills, perceptions, and abilities
had I not decided to attend graduate school in Education. Both you and I

have the responsibility not to let other students graduate with the same
ignorance about education that I had when I graduated.

II Michael Sokolow
Graduate Student
Ohio State Univ.

Shoot Leaders
To The Editors:

I am writing in regards to Glen Mahoney's letter of Nov. 13. In his letter
he argues that the killing of the Hill Reservoir beavers is justified
because the beavers are polluting the water and it's too expensive and
time consuming to trap and move them. If this is a just reason to kill, then
lets shoot the industry leaders who pollute our rivers and air! Certainly
Mr. Mahoney cannot object, for it was he who said, "That question
( killing) must be left up to the individual and should not be dictated by
anyone else." To think that people, such as Mr. Mahoney. feel that money
is more important than life is sickening.
I'm sure that many people, game officials included, will agree with Mr.

Mahoney when he said that beavers are not an endangered species so it is

therefore alright to kill them Well sir. we had plenty of buffalo, we had
plenty of mountain lions, and we had plenty of every animal that i« now
extinr-t or near extinction!

Its strange, I thought that our generation was supposed to be aim«>d at
PEACE and LOVE. Aren't we the ones that are going to save the en-
vironment for future generations?
KILLING ANIMALS IS A HELL OF A WAY TO DO IT! ! »!

Bradford (. DuPont

V-Lot Ripoff
To The Editor:

May the person who stole my car battery rot in hell

!

And may the University of Massachusetts wise-up!
V Lot, the parking lot way out yonder in the sticks, was all I could af-

lord to purchase this semester. If the University can charge outrageous
parking fees, then the least they can do is tighten the security in these
distant forgotten lots.

It is unfortunate that so many hours must be spent ticketing and towing
cars that belong to the criminals who commit the unforgivable sins of

"illegal parking ", while others are ripping off bikes and car batteries and
other such trivial objects' and getting away with it.

Chalk one more up for UMass.
And to the person who stole my car battery, I hope it doesn't work! ! ! !

Vinny Peruzzi

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor They must Designed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.

M««v.'
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If you can't find the frame you want at Bottomley,

you'd better have your eyes cheeked.

3fr"'

71".»'/

I. Back in 1948. ihe house of Dior introduced
ihe New Look. Now they've designed these

frames: Ihe New Look-Through

2. Very space-age grey metal frame from
Germany Make you look like an astronaut
Or a space ship

I

i

:i. Shell-rims that may be described as
in u< ho Costa Brava, very Easthampton,
ultra-Davis Park, loo Jones Beach, or roof

>op specials

4. Another arresting metallic frame from
Germany A giant leap forward from
lederhosen and those funny little hats.

5. Mottled horn rims in the currently popular

pilot shape Nice for executives with Piper

Cubs

«. From England, metal rims covered in

maroon plastic They have a very Scrooge or
Bob Cralchit look depending on your state of

7. These slightly-squeezed octagon shell

rims give you a narrower, but many-sided
point of view

8. Classic horn rims for 1950s Liberal in-

lellectuals. You may not look hip. but you
won't look dumb

». French frame that squares off at bottom
after a voluptuous start The French are full

of surprises

io. Peer over ihe rim and look piercingly at

people in these half glasses. It scares

everybody

II. Metal octagons especially popular with
ihose who are anti-plastic and anti-round

12. Frosty white plastic studded with
rhinestones Wear with teased, lacquered
hairdo 2 feet high

i:i. Octagons, this time in shell rims and with
round glass shape Very subtle combination
i hat nobody will notice

14. Another in our new group of Dior designs
They certainly haven't lost their sense of
• iiuiuri- Or have they 1

15. A neat, golden metal frame that is quite
modest in appearance Lets you get away
with a lot of things

16. Our Easy Riders with polished chrome
lops for riding 20 cc machines to Bear
Mountain. Or rented Raleighs to Bethesda
Fountain

IT Perfectly round Grannies Beloved rims

• if rock musicians and Flushing school

leachers alike Not to mention Merrill Lynch
trainees

ih Middled i he-road shells for daily wear
mi Wall Street or 7th Avenue Change them
at 5 o'clock

ih Metal Martians for a very outer-space
but let's gel-down-lo-business look

3». Irrationally expensive lorgnettes Solid
gold, they fold up into that diamond clasp
| The very rich are different from you and
me i

.'I More half-glasses to make you look Ike

>ou ve jus! finished reading Das Kapital or

the * Mil Testament in Aramaic

-'-' A incky horn rim with metal stems Part
of a group of new frames we call our Tricky
Collection

-M < lassie metal rims a lot like the ones they
issued in the Army Who's to account for
people's lastes

-1

M. Immense rectangles with double joiners
Preferred I lo l by clientele at leading
singles bars

B. We call these I'na Merkels or Edward
\inolcN ii|, i Movie Bulls will know why

-V Another rirnth frame full of subtleties
that ma) hard) (*• worth describing

-•; Half Grannies for rock musicians who
have io read music

1 -
Polished golden rims for mountain

(limbing The sun glinting of them will

signal your rescue parly

. This year's frame at Cozumel. Ibiza.
Corfu. Tampico and Grossinger's

m Hard lo-classify metal nms that we sell a

!oi of for reasons we can't determine

it Big round shells for ihe people who like
• 17 but don' i like metal

St, Rhinestone studded plastic grannies for
wear to Bette Midler concerts.

X\. Lorgnettes Holier than thou but func
i tonal

:w. Elliptical metal frames with unusual
polished moon silver tops They look belter
ihan they sound.

r.. Super sized shells in the military shape
Wear with tinted lenses and high-heeled
combat boots

w. Rounded edge hexagons tor wnoever's
Ured of octagons and Pentagons

XI. What s lo say about these"' Wear them
because they're ihere

:w. Horn rims Reddish in color and good
conversation starters — but have a
comeback ready

:». Big squarish horn rims that will work at
Maxwells Plum I the back, not the front I . or
La Grenouille I ihe front, not Ihe backi

V*l£-",W"«y py*'

II Euh -shaped metal frame that reeks o|

nm-nitm, forthritcJHnna. intelligence and
nther characteristics we all wish we had

I:'. Neat sunglass rims for accountants, with

Hell's Angel fantasies

m. The classic military sunglass frame
Popularized by war heroes like Marlon
Brando in ihe Young Lions and Douglas
MacArthur

Great looking medicine

for your eyes.

HOUSE OF VISION
"For people who value their vision"

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
Rte. 9 HADLEY
(413) 584-8324

Notices
The Collegian regrets that It

cannot print personal messages in

the NOTICE section of the paper.

ATTN: VETERANS:
Veteran students needed to fill

vacancies on Faculty Senate Sub-

committee on Veterans Affairs.

Interested Veterans come to the

Office of Veterans Affairs, 241

Whitmore, 5-1346.

C. C. STUDENT EMPLOYEES:
All persons interested in running

for position as elected student em-
ployees representative on Board of

Governors contact Don Sullivan in

CC. 817 this week.

GSS:
Very important meeting tonight

6: 30 Memorial Hall. Nominations of

officers and important projects will

be discussed. Pledges will meet at

7: 15, same place. All members must
attend.

OUTING CLUB:
General meeting tonight 6: 30 in 162

C.C.I Professor Stidham will speak
on safety and first aid; pretrip

meeting for Mexico right after

meeting. Upcoming trips to be an-

nounced.

WUMV:
Management Board Position Open

nominations open until Fri. — see
Joe. Election Mon. 8 p.m.

FOUND:
Hat found in 1984 movie last

Wednesday. Will be in the S.F.

Library SU 434 for one week.

LOST:
At Student Union Craft Shope last

Friday. Brown leather wallet w/gold
engraving. Keep S please return

wallet and l.D. to C .C . lost and found.

549 4414. No questions asked.

LOST:
If you have lost an article on the

UMass busses, please check the CC.
lost and found to claim.

Into Law?
There will be a meeting for all

students and staff interested in

attending law schools. Thompson
Auditorium Rm. 104 at 7: 30 p.m. on
November 27th. Present at this

meeting will be the Deans of Ad-
mission from the Law School at
Boston University, Boston College,
Northeastern University, Suffolk
University, and Western New
England College. They will be
discussing the programs offered by
their respective institutions as well
as issues relating to law schools
admissions policies. After a panel
discussion, questions from the
floor will be answered. All in-

terested students are urged at
attend.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 1!

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM.

Pisces persons work well within groups,
organizations and are often found in
hospitals, especially in connection with X
rays. The Pisces individual can be active in
films, television and radio. These persons
seem also to have the secret of functioning
alone, of creating and of turning 'he stuff of
dreams into reality. Writers, such as
Lawrence Durrell and Anais Nin, are but
two examples. The Piscean is somewhat of
a hypnotist, often psychic and almost
always sensitive enough to detect
character, trends and cycles
Star Break
ARIES ( March 21-April 19) : Emphasis is

on providing material necessary to shake
off obstacles, to change pace You have
solid opportunity to present your case.
Submit concepts, formats. Show that you
have a "better way." Many will be listening
and in a receptive mood
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) : Questions

are answered. What you do with in-
formation received is what counts. Means
this is not the time lo procrastinate. Con-
front one who may be "acting funny" with
money. Get an accounting: take inventory.
GEMINI i May 21-June 20) : Emphasis is

on conditions at home, legal settlements,
partnership or marriage proposals
Maintain low profile. Do plenty of listening
Concern is shown with Taurus. Libra in-
dividuals. Obtain valid financial hint from
Taurus message.
CANCER (June21-July 22): Pace should

be slow, steady Avoid skipping details See
in light of reality. Pisces individual may be
romanticizing Key is to be receptive
without being gullible. Avoid extremes,
especially where diet is concerned
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Accent is on

achievement through individual style.
Creative forces are accented. You make
significant changes. Personal magnetism is

a factor Members of opposite sex are
drawn to you. You could sell anything!
VIRGO ( Aug 23 Sept 22) : Emphasis is

on putting an end to what has been a losing
proposition. Could apply to both
professional and personal life. Aries. Libra

persons play prominent roles. You could
make settlement involving home, property.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): New start

indicated and could feature travel, dealings
with relatives Leo. Aquarius might be
involved. Original concepts will be en-
couraged. Don't be afraid of what is new.
untried Take pioneering stance.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Emphasis

is on money. Protect assets. Stick with the
familiar Avoid unnecessary financial
risks One who advocates unorthodox
course is willing to take a chance with your
valuables. Draw back and observe. Be
conservative.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Accent is on independence, timing. Study
Libra message. Highlight personality,
appearance. Come out of shell Lunar
position coincides with chance to try new
ideas Some key views are vindicated. You
gain popularity.

CAPRICORN ( Dec 22-Jan 19) : Activity
may be confined. You may find that details
have multiplied Take slow, sure steps. Co-
operate with group, club, organization. You
may be appointed spokesman. Throw off

groundless fears

AQUARIUS i Jan 20-Feb 18): Pleasure
principle is magnified. You get reward for
doing what comes naturally Socialize
Make new contacts Exchange ideas Show
that you can win friends and influence
people Spark a public relations program.
PISCES ( Feb 19-March 20) Obtain hint

from Aquarius message. Ingratiate
yourself with professional superior
Remember special anniversary Family
member pays meaningful compliment. You
are due for surprise—of pleasant variety
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are an organizer, capable of handling
responsibility -and money. You attract

Cancer. Capricorn persons Your social life

will accelerate in December You are a
dynamic person, a natural executive. Your
interests are wide ranging: you seldom do
things in halfway manner. Project begun in

1971 is beginning to bear fruit.

Copyright 1973. Gen. Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
Answer to Last Wednesday's Puzzle

l

4
9
12

13
14
15

17
19
21
22
24
26
29
31
33

34

35
37

39

40
42
44

46

48
50

51

53

55

58

61

62

64

65
66

67

ACROSS

Edible seed
Glistened

Recent
High
mountain
Tramped
Before
One who
catches
Loss
Dined
Bow
Budge term
Speck
Lease
Europeans
Rocky hill

River in

Scotland

Pronoun

Deposit

Armed
conflict

Indefinite

article

Greek letter

Beam
Vital organ

Mild

Footlike part

Young girl

Tibetan
gazelle

Metal

Detests

Spin

Meadow
Feeble minded
person

At pi "sent

Number
Breaks
suddenly

Change
color of

3 Beg
4 Discha'ged a

gun
5 Rented
6 Stamp of

approval

7 Man's
nickname
Paradisa
W.mted
Peiiod of time

Damp
Domesticates

Preposition

Negative

Secret agents

Numbers game
Drag

27 Approaches

28 Temporary
shelter (pi.)

30 Weight of India

32 Cheer

36 Hit lightly

8
9
10
11
16

18

20

22

23

25

uhh ona
1a O|0[N 5 UFA T T y
A G R n h L e|AN £ « S
R u 1 nMl ONI L E E

P E T B £5 e E ft

38

41

43
45

47
49

Rent again

Worsted
blanket

Affirmative

Island in Gulf

of Bothnia

Also

Sharpen

26
52 I imbs
54 Vast anes
55 In music, high

56 Insect

57 Offspring

59 Plaything

60 Female sheep

63 Sun i>od

J

Ro-tT)?US fCV^erS

DOWN

1 Moccasin
2 Guido's high

note

UttiCS

12

15

22

29

34

40

46

61

65

23

mi
55 56

wi

19

m
41

16

35

£mJ
4 7

JOB

13

30

42

:-:

52

62

66

24

36

48

~^7
.V,

20

31

«i
43

63

17

25

37

49

58

21

32

44
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18
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38
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33

45
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m
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»
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THAT5 IT, CHARLIE BROWN...
FROM NOW ON, ALL SNOWMEN
HAVE TO 66 MADE l/NDEK
ADULT SUPERVISION ...REAP THIS..

1

'SNOW LEAGUES' NOlU BEING
FORMED..RI/LES ANP REGULATIONS..

.TEAMS... AGE BRACKETS....
ELIGIBILITY FOR PLAYOFFS...."

PLMOFFS?'

^o&*»
BC

by johnny hau-t

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brmt p*rkdr and Johnny hart
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Psych Dept. Hosts
TV/Children Talk
Children and television will be discussed Monday, Nov. 26, when the

UMass psychology department hosts four experts on the subjects
"Psychological Research and Public Policy: The Case Of Children's

Television," is the title of the discussion, which will be at 2 p.m. in the
Commonwealth Room of the Student Union.
Participants will be: Dr. Eli Rubinstein, former vice chairman of the

Surgeon General's Commission of the Effects of Televised Violence on
Children; Dr. Robert M. Liebert, author of "The Early Window: The
Effects of Television on Children and Youth;" Dr. Barbara Fowles,
associate director of research for the "Electric Company" television
show; and Dr. Seymour Banks, vice president in charge of media and
program analysis of the Leo Burnett Advertising Corporation.

AMHERSTCm**

13

Gordon Lightfoot
8:00 p.m. December 7th

John M. Green — Smith College.

Reserved Seats — College I.D.

Tickets $4.00 & $4.50

Go on sale Monday— November 26th

at U. Mass Campus Center

Main Concourse — 11:00-2:00

SEE

The
Summer

of 42
Tues. & Wed.

7&9:15 CCA.

• • <

• i

*}iuu J-"* *j?t1iuttil&

6JJK1STT,
AND i :.

BIUY
THE

AMITY ST.

NOW SHOWING

|VJB

hat— %• |
"it*****!

— ;

TUES.

Tttr*
"00 (bargain

NITES

All Seals
j

100

FOR SALE

S A I. Camera Imports has new
< .iiiu-i .is lenses A other photo equip, at
slashed prices, hull warranty, all makes
and models, (all Ken. 6-9723.

tlll-30

MDC CLASSIFIEDS SERVICES

AUTO FOR SALE

Live Christmas trees, select and tan
now. an> size 16.31. I.. Blizniak. 133 Bay
K.i lladley.

1(12-12

Tires — All brands. RaDI Al S. SNOWS
— All types guaranteed, lowest prices, (all
546-8362 after 6.

tfll -30

Temple PA., 100 watts. 812 in speakers |
columns. I year old. $330 or best offer. 532-
0X81

tfn-27

73 Volvo I44S. At. A.M-KM. excellent
cond., or trade for comparable van
Sailboat Jet U with trailer, (all 256-6407

tfll-26

!><> >ou need love, spiritual
Kuidanre. furniture l'\l LS OLD-
TIME HKMTIRK. ten month old
perfect master store is your answer
(ostumes. antiques, pictures chafer]
etc. All blessed with Rood karma and
low prices. PAULS, SIMKITt XI
HARMONY AND FURNITURE, in
downtown Amherst behind \uhuchons
IN TME il.l.KV. 253 3511.

tf II 27

Triumph (;T6 A Spit, parts. 2 engines,
mag wheels, six ply radials A (ioodyear*.
(all anytime, ask for Mark 586-3423.

tfll-2*

1972 Pinto. 2.000cc engine, auto, trans.,

excellent condition, (all after 5 p.m.. 58*-

3547

tfll-28

Hargain time — 1971 Toyota Mark 2.

21,000 miles, driven by old woman of SO.

\M/KM radio, all tint, (all John Mc-
Manus. 549-41925. please leave number.

tfll-2»

1968 Malibu ( hevelle. 6cy I., auto, trans.,

green with black vinyl lop. 2 door. gd.
cond.. needs valve job. 4 new tires. 47

thousand miles, bargain, negotiable.
Marsha, r. I 731

7

tf 11-30

1966 Mustang 2 plus 2. fastback. new
engine, new i.iili new radiator, etc., 4

new shocks A lircs 3 speed 289. only 4.000

miles Itesl offer 6-6185

Ml 1-30

WANTED
Non-trad, family of I or more seeks

home in Montague Buy or rent or share

(all 367-27% Seth or Carolyn
tfll-26

ROOMMATE WANTED

I'.oommate wanted to share completely
furnished apartment, available im
mediately. Sioo-mo. (all 253-9863. lease
runs till May 30.

Ull 27

I i ion i in .ite own room in Squire
Village on bus rt . $80 plus elec.. lease till

8-31. deposit, Call 665-4246.

tfll 28

Kemale roommate wanted to share 2

bedroom apt for Jan. I. 1974. (irad student
preferred. $75 mo. 549-6122.

tf 1 1-27

Roommate wanted lo share furnished
house fur Dec 1st $80 month (all 253-

2 4419. Holly or Matthew

tfll-29

(•raduale studenl lo share furn. apl
from Jan. 1st. Call Krank at Rolling (.reen
evenings. 256-8817 about $95 per month

til 1-30

ljuiel m or f to share 2 bedroom apt., on
Inis route, rent negotiable, (all 665-3162
evenings

tfll-28

WANTED TO RENT

WORKSHOPS

Primal Experience Marathon — 36

hours l>ec. I. Two trained leaders
tee: $100 (also follow-up groups
available) offering a group dynamic
that provides an emotional en-
vironment in which the individual can
re-create the primary experiences of
his or her life, (all 256-4SU (eves) or
253-9421 (24 hours) for further in-

formation.

tfll-2*

I'holos - passports, visas, etc.. 48 hour
scivue' Si/es and number negotiable.
$UHi minimum: (all Steve at 101143

If 1 1-30

ROOM WANTED

21 hr serv ice - Passports. Langs PfmCo
Studio. ti.M Wesl St.. south \mhersl
3148.

MI2-I2

Boom wanted for couple A child I ow
<»M rimming with easy going folk Kor
l»ec 1st. (all 253-2409. Holly or Matthew

tfll 28

FOR RENT

Research — thousands of topics. $2.75
per page. Send $1 for mail order catalog.
Research Assistance. Inc.. 1 1941 Wllshire
Blvd.. Suite 2. LA.. Calif. 90025.

,

tf!2-12

Typing, dissertations, theses, papers.
etc. Kast. accurate, references. I it M
Mleelrir good rates (all Tom. 516-1165
avoid Xmas rush '

tfll-27

I rm. apt. in the country, partly furn.. I

hdr
.

2ti minutes to campus. $125 plus.
Ilernardston. 648-9718

tfll-27

< riilral \rea Counseling (enter. B-2
l.orman. 5-0891 wants to help vnu find
direction, self confidence, etc Info
aplenty

. ionic! !

tfll 341

Kor rent — one bedroom apt , $145 in

eludes all utilities, on free bus line CallM MM after 6: (Mi p.m.

tfll-27

t.ar.ige sp.M i << nli.il \m|,iisl iajf
.mil im MM-nsive I4|| Joins ,1'iiTiMl

III I M

PIANO TUNING
I'l.inos tuned .mil pul in order at the

shot test notice (all 268-788(1

Ml 2-3

Panasonic rggltorgel. I heads, dual
caps. ton. autorgugrsestop. accepts xtrnl

spkrs . Al cond . $175. arturnlbl new
Shure ctg . $75. 549-6420.

tfll-27

1971 Capri. I.6O0 miles, silver. 28 mpg.
ex. cond. $1,600 firm, (an be seen daily at

Hak ( it go. King St., Northampton or call

owner. 584-7741 after I p.m.
tfll -30

I pr . 1.-21 skis. Marker bindings. $75. I

complete Kress waterbed. mattress,
frame, pedestal headboard, table. $150.
113-596-6767.

tf 11-30

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Responsible person to accompany 3

huvs. ages 3. t. 6. on flight from
Bradley Airport to Salt Lake ( ity

between Dec. 7-15. return Jan. 2-Jan.

9 Will pay round trip fare MMR]
If 1

1 -30

Kemale seeks lo share apt., house
with other females near campus or on
bus rt. 4>wn room a musl. rent up to

$11(1 nig inc. util.i. I "i i«- iid I

\

living, willing to pay dnwnpayment
now Call Linda mites.. 2512981.

trit.tn

I bedroom house in country 25 mi from
\mhcrst Orange. Furnished quiet, land
MM will neg MT-M1IM1, 617-514-7184

tfll-29

ENTERTAINMENT
I < oil ( anada ski I up | days. I ni4es.

holel hklsl dm. transitu. aprcs9 ski party,
.ill fin IM Ian SMS, B Baggins Travel
256-111 16

tfll-26

HELP WANTED

Base A Keyboard Players wanted for
Band (all Kevin at 323-7219 or Alan al 519
6275

Ml 2 5

PERSONAL
ROOMS FOR RENT

SPI ID I VPiSTS
In Mare al Collegian Printer

8. :«ip in to I a.m.
i ill ( ii.n I. in.

I -4 1 3-967 -41888

Need a band for your Christmas party"
(all Alhambra. fine rock music at
reasonable rales. Jeff <in 102). 5-2612. Jim
256-44493

tfll-28

I bdrm. apt. i< t baths, w-w carpeting,
dishwasher, disposal A air condilioniag.
Minute- from I Mass on bus line 771-3638
fter 5:00 p.m. If 1 1-26

TO SUBLET

Happy late birthday Kurt. Love from
r redds Bimbo. He. She or It and Me.

tfll-27

To (he girl from Mary Lyon who has my
Webster. I'll call you Mon.. Wed.. Nov. 26.

28 at 12 30 and 9:30 p m
11-26

\. \. A

la. \.ii

\aron. \ainn
Xarun's-beard

Large room in large farmhouse. scenic

area in Sunderland near ( liffside $75 a

month, all included, available Dec. 1. 665-

1116.

11-26

TRAVEL

I Hire I P Vs learn how lo prepare '
ir Ihe

( l'\ K\am Becker (PA Heview ( ourse
( .ill nilleel 61 7 -536- 1 1 III

If 1 1 22

\ \ A \ \ \. A. A. A. A. \.

\am. \ard-vark. Vard-wolf.

Aaronic. Aaronical.

11-26

t.oing hv air ' Let us handle vour pre-

llighl. in Might and post Might
arrangements a» no <osl lo you (all

i ampus rep . JYUtlii-' evenings
Ifi2-12

Special I bedroom apt. lo sublet at
Puffton Milage. 1st month, rent only $75.
avail. Jan. 1st lo Sept. (all anytime. 549-
:w5:i

If 12-7

4 herie Ulen — happy 19th. Love Ihe 2S

( i .mi pi mi I.nats

11-26

What's in the I'AD from Millenia

'

Watch for its offering Thursday in your

Dailv 4 ollegian
11-26

$199: \ week in Ihe sand. sea. and
sun paradise of EUROPE for I KSS
THAN the cost of PUERTO Rl( <) or

tht B\H\M\S. Jan 6th lo 13th in

swinging MASPX LOMAS on (.rand
( anary Island I Spain). ( OMPI.KTK
PACRAGE $199 A 29 taxes A services.

\lsn some Hawaii space still available
on Dec 29 & Jan. 7. (all Leslie Halfnnd
516-6861.

tfll-28

Winter (nudum Living Skills and
Whitewater ( anoeing ilWrses offered by
.11) Nature Lab I live on campus and have
inlo. 546-6131.

tf 1 1-24

Part time janitorial work. 8.00-10:30

a.m.. Mon. -Sat.. 5 min from campus, ('all

Dick at 527-57%. any time after 6:00 p.m.
tfll-28

Need someone with drafting experience
using ink. Leroy lettering, etc.. ell

equipment supplied. Price for work
negotiable. MMR

tfll-28

We have good stuff and we need you to

sell it on campus, up to $ 15 for three hours
work The Hungry I , 256-6350, 103 V
Pleasant St

Krank Zappa A The Mothers A Ringo A
Horescent Leech A Kddie in -2481 Motels."
Sat

. Dec I at 7-9 II in SIB. It is a fringe
flick:

tfll -30

Professional magician will perfoim. all

occasions! Also lessons, beautiful magic
hy Kory Johnston: 253-3887. see the im-
possible: :

:

Mil 341

FREE
Kree pooch — II mo. old. 1/2 Shepherd.

1/2 Lab., 75 lb., spayed female, obedient,
good watchdog, potential landlord trouble,
beautiful animal. 549-1812.

Ml 1-30

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

19,2 3.54KB Honda. 31(81 miles, cosmeticMaws mechanically perfect $550. firm -,|>
n«3. keep Irving tlll-M
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Streaking Patriots

Drain Oilers, 32-0
Rv MICHAEL A. LUTZ

HOUSTON (AP) — The New
England Patriots didn't need a

second-half comeback to wipe out

the Houston Oilers 32-0 Sunday.
They did it all in the first half 'his

time.

Last Sunday, Jim Plunkett
whipped the Patriots from a 24-9

halftime deficit to a 33 24 upset

of the (ireen Bay Packers

The third-year quarterback
from Stanford rifled touchdown
passes of five yards to Bob Windsor
and eight yards to Reggie Rucker

Weekend Results

Cloud Race For

Nation's No. 1

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Similar to 1966, a 10-10 tie is

going to have quite a bearing on
college football's national
championship. And once again a
team from Michigan in involved.

Seven years ago, Notre Dame
won the title following its infamous
10-10 deadlock with Michigan
State. Saturday, it was top-rated

Ohio State and fourth-ranked
Michigan who tied 10-10 and failed

to settle the Big Ten Conference
race.

While the two teams will be co-

champions, the Big Ten athletic

directors voted Sunday to have
Ohio State represent the con-

ference in the Rose Bowl.

The Buckeyes will face Southern
California's defending national
champions, ranked eighth this

year, who nailed down the host

berth and the Pacific-8 crown
Saturday with a 23-13 triumph over
nmth-ranked UCLA.

It remains to be seen, however,
what bearing the weekend holiday

results will have on the national

championship.
No. 2 Alabama beat seventh-

ranked Louisiana State 21-7

T hursday night, and it remains for

the voters in The Associated Press
poll to decide who's No. 1, and
whether Ohio State and Michigan
still are in the title picture

'I don't know about us being No.
1." Alabama's Bear Bryant said

Saturday "That is for other people
to decide.'"

Also on Thursday, fifth-ranked

Notre Dame shelled the Air Force
48-15 and No. 11 Texas won its sixth

consecutive Southwest Conference
crown, whipping Texas A&M 42-13.

Friday, third-rated Oklahoma
blanked Nebraska 27-0.

Penn State, the other member of

last week's group of seven con-
tenders, wiped out a 13-3 halftime
deficit Saturday and trounced Pitt

3*-13 The resurgent Panthers
were tied for 20th.

In other Saturday action, No. 12

Texas Tech shaded Arkansas 24-

17. and No. 13 Arizona routed
Arizona 55-19. winning its fifth

straight Western Athletic Con-
ference title and a spot in the
Fiesta Bowl as Danny White threw
four touchdown passes to give him
a major college career record of 73
scoring passes.

Houston, rated 14th. blanked
Wyoming 35-0, No. 16 North
Carolina State crushed Wake
Forest 52-13, Maryland trimmed
No 17 Tulane 42-9, Iowa State

upset No 18 Oklahoma State 21-12

and Kansas, tied with Pitt for 20th,

nipped Missouri 14-13. Miami of

Ohio. No. 15. completed a 10-0

regular season earlier.

Dartmouth, unheralded at the

start of the season and loser of its

first three games, took the Ivy

League title for the fifth year in a

row The Big Green downed
Princeton 42 24 while co-leader

Harvard lost to Yale 35-0

Sunday, sending the Oilers to their

first shutout defeat of the season

and a 1-10 record.

It was a pleasing second-week

effort for Pats' Coach Chuck
Fairbanks.

"Its particularly good for us to

have played so good today in view

of our good game against Green
Bay a week ago. We are young and
inexperienced and putting two

games together like this is ex-

tremely important in raising our

level of confidence."

While Oiler fans wondered if it

was Houston's worst performance
of the year, Oiler general

manager-coach Sid Gilman
cleared any doubt.

"This was by far the worst game
we ever played," Gilman said.

"They beat us in every aspect of

the game. I didn't see a single good

thing happen today. We've just got

a lot of work ahead of us..."

Plunkett staked New England to

a 24-0 halftime lead over the inept

Oilers by picking apart Houston's

secondary with his passing.

The Patriots, now 4-7 with two
consecutive victories, sat on their

lead in the second half as Jeff

White kicked field goals of 36 and
46 yards to go with a 48 yarder in

the first quarter. Patriots

linebacker Steve Kiner tackled

Dan Pastorini in the end zone for

a safety with 4: 08 left of play.

Plunkett hit four of five passes in

New England's first touchdown
drive, including the five-yard

touchdown to Windsor. A short

punt by Houston's Skip Butler and
pass receptions of 18 and 14 yards

by Randy Vataha keyed the drive.

White booted a 48-yard field goal

in a first quarter that was set up

when Houston's Bob Gresham
tumbled at the Oiler 46.

Five-foot-five running back
Mack Herron of New England
rammed across a one-yard touch-

down in the second quarter.

i Staff Photo - (>ib Fulkrton i

Ed Hajdusek grabs one of the
Saturday.

17 complete passes thrown by Peil Pennington at Boston College

Ohio State Rose Bowl Bound
Rv JOE MOOSHIL

CHICAGO ( AP) — Ohio State's

top-ranked Buckeyes, who let a 10-

point lead slip from their grasp
Saturday and were tied by
Michigan 10-10, were selected
Sunday to represent the Big Ten
Conference in the Rose Bowl.

The decision was announced by
Big Ten Commissioner Wayne
Duke following a special balloting

of conference athletic directors.

Originally, the athletic directors

had voted that the winner of the

game between Ohio State and
fourth-ranked Michigan would
make the trip but that in a case of a
tie a special vote would be taken.

Ohio State, with a 9-0-1 record

Football Scoreboard
PRO

New England 32, Houston
Cleveland 21, Pittsburgh 16

Cincinnati 42, St. Louis 24

Philadelphia 20, NY Giants 16

Los Angeles 24, New Orleans 13

Atlanta 28. NY Jets 20

Oakland 31, San Diego 3

Denver 14, Kansas City 10

Buffalo 24, Baltimore 17

Minnesota 31, Chicago 13

COLLEGE
Yale 35, Harvard
Connecticut 10. Holy Cross 9

Penn State 35, Pittsburgh 13

Alabama 21. LSU 7

Michigan 10, Ohio State

(tie)

Notre Dame 48. Air Force
Oklahoma 27, Nebraska
Texas 42, Texas A & M 13

USC 23, UCLA 13

10

15

and a title share with Michigan,
goes up against Southern
California, which has a 9-1-1 mark.
Ohio State will be entrusted with

breaking a four-game Big Ten
losing streak in the Rose Bowl. The
game will match up last season's
foes. Last year Southern Cal rolled

over the Buckeyes 42-17 to nail

down the national championship.
The last Big Ten team to win in

the Rose Bowl was Ohio State by a
27-16 score over Southern Cal in the
1969 contest.

Ohio State's selection came
somewhat as a surprise but could
very well have hinged on the fact

Michigan lost quarterback Dennis
Franklin in the closing minutes of
Saturday's game with a broken
collarbone.

Hungry for a victory, the athletic

directors apparently decided to go
with the team which they figure
has the best chance of winning

Without Franklin, Michigan would
be at a disadvantage.
Michigan Coach Bo Schem-

bechler, his voice quivering with
anger, blasted Big Ten officials for

selecting Ohio State instead of

Michigan to represent the con-
ference.

"I'm very bitter. I regret it. It's a
tragic thing for Big Ten football,''

Schembechler said in an interview-

following a television show in

Detroit.

"Big Ten administration hasn't
been very tough and it hasn't been
very good," he said.
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Call 5-2801

G&302S
CAPS& HATS,
LADIES KNIT HATS

3. 95 & up

ORLON & WOOL
WATCH CAPS
1.50 & 99c

colors& navy

GLOVES
IN LEATHER
& KNITS

for men
and women

FACES

IARTH

Gentlemen,
start

our
engines.

next to the post office

in amherst 9:30 -6:30 fri til 9:00 J

For the man that has almost everything.

Test drive our 1974 Porsches.

JONES
PORSCHE AUDI INC.

721 WORTHINGTON STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01101

TELEPHONE 413-781-1820

s

,
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°, ONCE UPON A TIME

Loone's
AMHERST FILM COOP

THE WEST

Mon., Nov. 26 Student Union Ballroom 7 ft 10 p.m.

"Along with Kubrick's Space
Odyssey, one of 'he 'wo grra'
visionary/mystical films of the
60s one looking <o the future,
he o'her 'o 'he past."

Film Comment

I Tues.» Nov. 27
| Katherine Hepburn in

I
BILL OF DIVORCEMENT«8 p.m.

Hamden Commons Southwest

Hodge, Esposito Pace

Bruins To 8th Straight
BOSTON ( AP) - Ken Hodge collected his 15th and 16th goals both on

power plays, and Phil Esposito ran his National Hockey League scoring
point total to 49 with three assists as the Boston Bruins romped to their
eighth straight win, 3-1 over Los Angeles.
The Bruins spotted the Kings a goal at 1 : 54 of the first period by Frank

St. Marseilles, a freaky score that hit the far post and bounced in behind
Boston goalie Gilles Gilbert.

Hodge evened it up at 1-1 late in the period flipping in the remains of an
Lsposito shot as the puck trickled between the pads of Kings' goalie Garv
Edwards. *

Bobby Orr made it 2-1 at 55 seconds into the second session firing a 50-
footer under Edwards while Boston's Don Marcotte and Los Angeles*
Mike Corrigan were sitting out slashing penalties.
Hodge's second goal was a tipin of Carl Vadnais's backhander as the

Kings' Bob Verry was in the penalty box for holding.
Gilbert, playing his eighth straight game, had only 22 saves in the

Boston nets. Edwards stopped 25 Boston shots.

First Period-1, Los Angeles, St. Marseille 4 Nevin, 1:54 2 Boston
Hodge 15 Esposito, 18: 07. Penalties-Marcotte, LA, 3: 16 Orr Bo'st 3- 49

•

Rota, LA, 17: 32; Marcotte, Bos., 19: 41 ; Corrigan, LA 19 41
Second Period-3, Boston, Orr 12 Cashman, Esposito, 0:55 4 Boston

Hodge 16 Esposito, Vadnais, 18:01. Penalties-C ashman, Bos.,' miscon-
duct, 11:35; Sanderson, Bos., 12:20; Berry, LA, 16 06
Third Period-none, Penalties-C orrigan, LA, major, 3: 12; Oddleifson

Bos., Major, 3: 12; Harper, LA, 4: 11; Vadnais, Bos., 12: 43
Shots on goal: Los Angeles 5-7-11-23 Boston 8-9-11-28.
Goalies-Los Angeles, Edwards. Boston, Gilbert.

Los Angeles 100-1
Boston 120_3

Celts Can Cavs For
12th Win In A Row

CLEVELAND (AP) — Boston's John Havlicek went on a third auarter
shooting spree and led the Celtics to a 107-101 National Basketball

Association victory, their twelfth win in a row, over the Cleveland
Cavaliers Sunday night.

Boston had taken a 57-52 half-time lead, but Cleveland battled back to

tie the score 70-70 on a 10-foot jumper by Dwight Davis with a 4 : 51 to go in

the third period.

The game was tied three more times, the last at 76-76 with 2: 42 to go in

the third period.

Havlicek, who finished with 25 points, broke the tie with three straight
baskets to give the Celtics an 82-76 lead.

Cleveland rallied again in the fourth quarter, pulling to 92-91 with 5: 08
to play, and to 96-93 a minute later.

But JoJo White and Dave Cowens scored successive baskets to put the
game out of reach.

High scorer was Cleveland's Austin Carr, who totaled 26 points. His
back court mate, Lenny Wilkens finished with 23.

Cowens' 21 points and White's 20 backed up Havlicek for Boston.

Packers - 49ers Play

Tonight In Boredom Bowl
By ERIC PREWITT

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The
Green Bay Packers and San
Francisco 49ers will try to salvage
something from disappointing
seasons in Monday night's
nationally televised meeting of
deposed National Football Con-
ference division champions.
The Green Bay offense, one of

the best in the National Football
League last season, now is last in

the NFC. San Francisco's
defensive unit has collapsed to a
lOth-place conference ranking, and
the offense has relied mostly on
Bruce Gossett's field goals for

points lately.

The Packers, 3-5-2, at least have
a chance for a winning season
They won the NFC Central crown
with a 10-4 record last year.

The 49ers, after three straight
NFC West titles, are out of con-
tention now with a 3-7 mark. They
have lost four straight games for

the first time under Coach Dick
Nolan, who has been on the job
since 1968.

Jerry Tagge of the Packers and
Joe Reed of the 49ers, two young
quarterbacks, each will be making
a third straight start Monday-
night.

Tagge led the Packers to a
victory over St. Louis in his first

NFL start and completed 17 of 23

passes for 268 yards in a Nov. 18

loss to New England.

Reed has passed for 361 yards in

his two starts-losses to NFC East
leader Washington and NFC West
leader Los Angeles.

The foimer Mississippi State

signal-caller has been handicapped
by the sub-par condition of Gene
Washington, one of the best
receivers in the NFL.
San Francisco quarterback John

Brodie, who will retire at the end of
the season, hasn't played since
throwing six interceptions in a loss

to Detroit three weeks ago.
Despite John Brockington's 715

yards, the Packers rank only ninth
in the NFC in rushing. Brockington
gained only 35 yards on 16 carries
last week, damaging his hopes for

a third season.

'SlafT PWo . c.jb Kullertoni
NO OAIN — Bernie Street tries to go around end but is swarmed under by the Boston College defense

Peil Pennington ( center) . Jim Shea, and Bill Hale ( 70) look on.

Miller, USA Win World Cup Golf Tourney
tn
f* u

m in tne second round. He slipped
After a first-round 73, Miller to 72 in Saturday's third roundcame back to shoot a course record missing a number of short putts.'

All-Yankee Conference

MARBELLA, Spain (AP) —
Johnny Miller regained his birdie
touch Sunday, shooting a five-

under-par 67 to capture the in-

dividual championship at the
World Cup Golf Tournament and
lead the United States to its 12th

team title in the 21-year-old
competition.

Miller, the U.S. Open champion,
birdied the first hole of the 6,905-

yard Nueva Andalucia course and
kept charging right up to the end.
He finished with a 72-hole total of

277, 11 under par, for a three-stroke
margin over Gary Player of South
Africa and individual honors.
Jack Nicklaus, Miller's U.S.

teammate, struggled against an
unruly hook throughout the round
and needed a six-foot birdie putt at

the 18th hole to finish one under par
at 71.

That tied him with Taiwan's Lu
Liang-Huan for third place in the
individual standings at 281. Liang-
Huan also took a final round 71.

The U.S. team total was 558, six

strokes ahead of South Africa.
Taiwan, the defending champion,
was third at 568. Argentina and
Spain tied for fourth at 582 and
Japan was sixth at 583.

Hugh Baiocchi of South African,

with a final-round 72, and Randall
Wines of Australia, with a 69, tied

for fifth place among the in-

dividuals from 49 nations at 284.

A crowd of about 10,000 watched
the final round on this course,

which is dotted with water
hazards, olive groves and palm

(Selected by Head Conference Foolbell Coacnea)

OFFENS E

UK Tim Berra
WR Tony Jonea
TE Al MacLellan
0T Henry Hill
OT Jim Bailey
OC Dave Gtguere
OC Boh Bundy
C Rich I

QB Pe i 1 Pennington
RB Eric Tnrkelaon
RB Holly McCee

DEFEHSF

DE F.d McAieney
PF Andy Me II . w

DT Manny Bg.ejejf

PT Tom Brad.haw
LB Dennis Kiernan
LB Rick Lengloia
LB Gary Driama
CB Bruce Thomp.on
CB Bob P.irrott

S Crvg Pemberton
S Steve Garafalo

(Man.)
(Vermont

)

(Conn
.

)

(Rhode Iiland)
(Conn

.

)

(New Heme, hi,,)
(Conn.

)

(Conn.

)

(Mm..)
(Conn.

)

(Rhode Ialand)

(Meee.)
(lame)
(Conn.

)

(Maaa.)
(K»aa. )

<N. Haapehlre)
(Boaton V. )

u '.nn. )

(Haaa.)

(Boaton U.)
(Rhode Ialand)

Sr.

Sr.

So.

Sr.

Jr.

Sr.

Sr.

Sr.

Sr.

Sr

Sr

Jr.

Sr.

Ji

Jr.

Jr

Sr.

Jr.

Sr.

Jr.

Sr.

Sr.

I'll

I'll
e'3
6'2

b'i,

6'1

b'4

b'l

b'5
6'2

5'tl

6'3

b'l

5M1
62
*':

b'l

b'O
5" 10
6'0

b'O
i'10

185

IbS

195

2!0

225
235

225
230

215
1<>>.

195

242

230
208

212

165

18(

180

170

Montclalr. NJ
» ' 1 1 itaore , Hd
Te jksbury , Naae .

St eel ton. Pa.

Pi k'vn. NY
Ml

Nor j I. h. Conn.
New London, Conn.
New Canaan, Conn,
furnt Mil., NY

NY

Ttland, Mr.
rid, Haaa

Conn.
Taunton, Haaa.
Sew koi IwlU, NY

RarVMfcf.il, See..
Fr tr

, , ham, Mesa.
B.>galu*a, La.

Met rut hen,

Ptov. 1. n. e, RI

Warwick, RI

SECOND TEAM OFFENSE: Wide Receiver. - Billy Looker (Vt.). Kim Conlee (Rhode Ialand);

Tight End Gary Mlka (Haaa.); Tackle. - Cary Wi.on (Boaton 0.), Jin Duwlmg (Boaton U. )

Cuarda - Peter Trono (Venaont). John Gouln (URI), Center - Don QartWM (B.-.ton B

Quarterback - Steve Crone (Rhode Ialand), Running Backa - Dan Whltaker Ifhode Ialand;.

Monte Marrocco (New Hasp. hi re >

.

5{COND TEAM DEFENSE: Fnd. Barry Krcaa (Conn >, Don taj-lM (Rhode I. land). T.ckU, -

John Hemphill (Vt). Jta, Snead (Rhode Ialand). Linebackers - Don Thompeon (Conn

Younia Zubchevlch (Rhode Ialand), Joe Corbo (Conn ) ; Defensive Halfback. - Ray Br mo
(Rhode lal.ind). Gary Guerln (Boaton II); Sif.tle. - Paul Hans, n (Mas. ), Jo^! O'Rourke

(Maine).
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The B.C. Game - "Just Awful"
By BILL BALLOU

59-14.

It was the worst disaster to befall

New England since the death of

Calvin Coolidge, the worst
defensive collapse since the days of

Dick Stuart, the biggest sporting

mismatch since Bobby Orr broke

in alone on Helen Keller.

59-14 For those of you who
haven't heard ( ignorance is bliss)

,

Boston College won.

How?
Who cares?

It's enough to note that the

Eagles picked 603 total offensive

iatlg dnltegtan

SPORTS
yards, ran the ball 73 times tor 518

yards, and averaged 7.1 yards per

carry. And for almost half the

game they were playing second
and third-stringers.

The nasty bullies never gave the

Minutemen a chance to play as

they ran 88 offensive plays to

UMass' 55. In the first period

UMass ran just four plays from
scrimmage ( one a punt) and the

Eagles, playing keep away, threw

just one pass.

Just For

The Record
NEW ENGLAND UNIVERSITY

DIVISION RECORDS BROKEN
SATURDAY BY UMASS
PLAYERS:
—Career passing yardage: 4555,

Frank Harris < BC '70
> ; broken by

Peil Pennington, 4669.

—Career yards total offense:

4763. Greg Landry (Mass '67);

broken by Pennington, 4888

—Kick-off returns in a season:

26, Steve Parnell (Mass '68 >;

broken by Tim Berra, 33.

—Kick-off returns in a career:

51, Parnell. broken by Berra, 53.

—Touchdown passes received in

a season: 11, Ed Woodson (Yale
'52i ; broken by Berra. 12.

—Receptions in a season. 55,

Gene Banner ( Maine '59
> ; broken

by Berra, 62.

—Yards gained receiving in a

season: 901. Steve Schubert ( Mass
'72 > . broken by Berra. 919.

NEW ENGLAND UNIVERSITY
DIVISION RECORDS TIED
SATURDAY BY UMASS
PLAYERS:
—Touchdown passes received in

a career: 15, John Turco; tied by
•'.na

-Kick-offs returned in a game:
set by Berra in Rhode Island

me

It wasn't as though the

Minutemen didn't have any of-

fensive punch of their own. They
passed extraordinarily well,

picking up 380 yards through the

air. Peil Pennington was 17-34 for

299 yards and two touchdowns,

while Fred Keliiher was 6-9 for 81

yards. Unfortunately the running

game stayed back in Amherst,
netting 19 yards in 12 attempts.

In fact, defense was treated like

the 20th century equivalent of

leprosy by both teams. Together
they racked up 964 yards in total

offense, which, for Humanities
majors, comes out to more than a

half-mile.

Among the few bright spots for

the Minutemen were record-
breaking final performances by
Tim Berra and Peil Pennington
( see related story, this page)

.

Between them they broke seven

and tied two New England
university division records.

A disgusted, dejected, and
dissappointed Dick MacPherson
couldn't hide his anger after the

game.
"Just awful, just awful,"

he repeated, shaking his head.

•After we beat them last year they

played Holy Cross and just stuffed

it down their throats running. We
figured they'd try to do the same to

us - but we didn't expect they'd be

able to do it."

"We can't run and we can't stop

the run. What can we do? Our
option defense was rediculous."

And MacPherson couldn't help

but remember last time he visited

Boston College, when the Eagles
shut out UMass 35-0. "This is two
years in a row that we've come
down here and ended up looking

like jerks."

Even the mention of the fine

I Staff Photo - ( .ib Fuller-ton I

BREAKING THE RECORD — Tim Berra cutting across field on one of his seven kick-off returns of

the day. Berra broke two New England kickoff return records Saturday afternoon: most returns in a

season (31) and in a career (53).

UMass passing attack couldn't

make him smile. "Sure our passing

and receiving were excellent," he
said, "but they would have been a

lot more effective if we had a

running game to go with them.

Hell, that isn't football. You can't

win just by throwing."

One play just after the start of

the second half demonstrated the

kind of day it was for UMass. With
the score 28-7 Bill Wolfe got behind

the BC secondary and Pennington

lead him perfectly for what ap-

peared to be a 62-yard touchdown.
Then Wolfe, on the BC 20, dropped
the ball in full stride. The Eagles
recovered the fumble on their 11

and in three running plays made it

35-7.

It was that kind of day. 59-14. And
for MacPherson "the worst thing

I've ever been associated with."

INCIDENTALLY: UMass

finishes at 6-5; BC stands at 6-4

with Holy Cross left -

MacPherson's three-year record
now is 19-11-1. .Leading BC rusher
was Phil Bennett with 199 yards
and four TD's. Mike Esposito had
135 yards and two TD's Leading
UMass rusher was Rich Jessamy
with two yards Game was at-

tended by 19,227 sado-
masochists

«c
Sill ItiiHo/t.ib Kullrrtnu

THE PLYING EAGLE — Boston College's Phil Bennett drives
past the I Mass secondary on his way to a total 199 yards rushing
Saturday . K.C . gained lit yards on the ground alone in the game.

UMass Places 6 On All-YC
By MDC STAFF

Led by offensive standouts Tim
Berra and Peil Pennington, UMass
placed six men on the 1973 All

Yankee Conference football team.
Named along with the two record

breakers were defensive linemen

Inside Sports

*Pats Drain Oilers

oo tball Scoreboard

•Celts, Bruins Win

Si re Goes Rose Bowl

i'.-«

Ed McAleney and Tom Bradshaw.
linebacker Dennis Kieman, and
cornerback Bob Parrott.

Two other Minutemen, tight end
Gary Mika and safety Paul Han-
sen, were named to the second

team.
Connecticut led all teams in

players named by placing seven
Huskies on the mythical all-star

team.

McAleney was the top vote-

getter on defense, while Berra and
two UConn stars, center Rich Eoye
and running back Eric Torkelson
were the top offensive choices.

Pennington. Parrott, and
McAleney were also named to last

year's YanCon dream team The
only other repeaters on the 1973

squad wore Fcye and Bruce
Thompson, a cornerback from
Connecticut.

Rhode Island placed three
players on the first team while BU
and New Hampshire had two and
Maine and Vermont one apiece.

Earle BarroU

Out Of Our League
Period by period. Make that minute by minute the score mounted and

there was really nothing Boston College coach Joe Yukica could do about
it Me went to his bench, all of it. He didn't go for the two-point conversion
when his team had reached 58. He could have looked to the stands for the
B.C. intramural champs and even that wouldn't have made much of a
difference on this particular Saturday.

"I had no one else to substitute," he said after the preceeding three
hours had left UMass a ravaged and spent 59-14 loser. "I had already used
17 freshmen and even on Bennett's ( Phil) touchdown run ( 25 yarder - 59-

14) I was using an offensive tackle who hadn't even practiced in two
weeks."

In a word it spells depth. In a word it spells out-of-our- league. This was
a Boston College team that was coming back home a maligned victim to

Syracuse the week before. It was likewise a team that had had the longest
bus ride of its life last year after a football game in Amherst.
"This is the type of football we can play," Yukica said. "When you

fumble as much as we did last week at Syracuse you can't expect to win.
Today we played our game — run. That's us."

Its also B.C. that's playing Texas next year at home, Notre Dame in

two years and perhaps some more biggies in three, four and five. Yukica
doesn't fool himself and believe that his team is on a par with the
Longhorns and Irish.

"We'll be competitive," he said. "Not commensurate yet. We showed
that we could play with national teams this year. We lost by five points,
twice down South toTulane and Miami." Still, you have to play the Notre
Dames, the Penn States and Longhorns to justify your apparent quest for
out of New England.
That means recruiting. "We've got to recruit,'' Yukica emphasized.

"We have our problems when we recruit. Of course we expect to get the
best football players in New England. But it gets a bit difficult when you
go to Pennsylvania and try to get those athletes away from Penn State
and Pitt."

You scan the B.C. game program and find that indeed only a hand full

are out of the New England and New York area. But they are the best in
the region. Yukica loses only five seniors from his starting 22. And there
doesn't appear to be too many problems looking ahead in filling the voids
next year after witnessing what second and third string youngsters did to
the Minutemen.

< )ur young kids have come a long way this year," Yukica said. "Last
year when we played UMass we were very young and hurting defen-
sively." Does it make such a difference in one year?

When you look at UMass last year, it does" he said. When I told him
that it appeared that only a hand full of Minutemen this year could play
on BC he said, "Last year there were quite a few who could have played
for us." And yes. when looking at B.C. this year it's apparent that
everyone on that squad could play and possibly start for UMass.

In another lockerroom under the Stadium the losing coach was holding
his own forum And while Yukica's team had the luxury of a broadloomed
lockerroom. the granite environs that surrounded MacPherson and his
men only accented the already greyish afternoon.

"I expected B.C. to try to put it to us on the ground," a worn Mac-
Pherson told the tilted and sympathetic heads of the press. "But I didn't
expect them to do it like they did. " Some awesome 518 yards worth.
"As high as I was last year at this time," he said, "I'm just as low this

year." With this the final drag on his cigarette. "The biggest problem
now." he concluded, "is having to wait an entire year to put the pieces
together."
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Ken Dean, acting Food Services Director

Dean, Stoneham
Then And Now

By ROBERTA McCANN
Ken Dean was appointed Acting Director of Food Services last

week by Thomas B. Campion, vice-chancellor for Administrative
Affairs. The appointment will go into effect December 3.

Joel Stoneham, who has been Director of Food Services since
1966, will assume a position in Administrative Affairs.
Dean was hired by Campion last May as an internal consultant in

Administrative Services. Dean was Acting Director of the Campus
Center from late June to Sept. 14 this year.
Stoneham was notified Nov. 9 by Campion that his contract as

Director of Food Services would not be renewed when it expires
Sept. 14, 1974.

Campion said in an MDC interview yesterday that Stoneham will
assume a "variety of special assignments" within the
Administrative Affairs office. The "special assignments" would
not necessarily deal with food services.
A search committee for a new director has not been considered

yet according to Campion. Campion anticipates student in-

volvement in the search committee.
The Student Senate Rents and Fees committee passed a motion

several weeks ago for an all student search committee in the form
of the new Food Services Advisory Board.
Concerning the Food Services Department, Dean said, "It's a

tough situation. I'm going to do the best job I can."
Dean has been working with food services on budgeting and cost

control for the last month.
Dean intends to increase student input in food service decisions.

He believes the Food Services Advisory Board will represent
student interest.

The Food Services Department has been confronted with
financial problems this semester due to the high cost of food.
A proposed board plan price increase for Spring semester was

unanimously rejected by the Student Senate Rents and Fees
committee on Nov. 5. Vice-chancellor Campion withdrew the
proposed increase on Nov. 7.

In explaining the withdrawal of the proposed increase. Campion
said. "We decided it was better to embark on a program of
economy than it was to raise cost."
Campion also announced yesterday that a food service firm will

do a consulting survey of the UMass board program starting Dec. 3.

The A-R-A Food Service Company of White Plains, New York has
been contracted to do an "operational study" to suggest possible
improvements in management and service.
According to Dean, the A-R-A has not been contracted to present

a proposal to take over the UMass food service operation.
"All we want is a consulting report to see ways to improve the

operation of the Food Services," Dean aid.

Dean said one of the major problems facing Food Services is the
high cost of food. The Food Services have begun to use a computer
to pre-cost meals.
Dean said the pre-cost system is a "bright spot in trying to

control food cost."

Dean has a B.S. in industrial management from Flordia State
University and received an MBA at the University of Connecticut.
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Nixon Seeks Support
To Insure Energy Lifeline

ByGAYLORDSHAW
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon said
Monday that America's energy crisis is "a tem-
porary problem" that can be overcome by making
the nation self-sufficient and "in a position where
nobody can cut our lifeline."

Addressing the Seafarers International Union, the
President sought to enlist he support of the 400
delegates for the program he announced in a
broadcast Sunday night.

In other developments on the energy front:
-Senate Democratic leader Mike Mansfield of

Montana told reporters that Nixon's energy program
was "a small step forward" but inadequate. "I fear a
recession if we don't take the steps we must,"
Mansfield said. Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott
said the program should be given a fair chance to
work.

—The American Petroleum Institute said it agreed
with Nixon on efforts to reduce demand for petroleum
products.

In his talk to the union convention, Nixon discussed
ways he wants to cope with what he called "a tem-
porary problem, a problem that is going to exist for
this year, perhaps somewhat longer. We trust not
much longer, depending upon what happens in the

international scene."
After referring to the mideast war and oil imports

from Arab countries, Nixon said. "The United States
should never have a situation where we are depen-
dent on any other country for our lifeline."
He said this does not mean the country will become

isolationist.

"The United States will always continue to play its

part in the world, but the United States will never be
dependent on any other part of the world whenever
there's a crisis," he said.

"That is all there is to it. ..but we want to be in a
position so that nobody can cut our lifeline."
After Nixon returned to the White House, Deputy

Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren was asked
whether the President would follow up his suggestion
that Americans spend "a little more time at home"
by changing his pattern of spending most weekends
away from the White House.

"I think the President will and has spent con-
siderable time at home," Warren responded. "The
President has taken steps to reduce the fuel con-
sumption on Air Force One when travel is

necessary ..." referring to reduced cruising speed of
his jetliner Warren added, "I think he will be
spending more time around here...Just as all people
will be conserving, the President will."

Nixon's Energy Plans

May Be Anti-Anti-Trust
By BILL NKIKIRK

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP> - President Nixon's plan to

draft 250 oil industry executives to help run his
emergency energy programs is running afoul of
antitrust and conflict of-interest laws.
But the administration is moving to try to get

Congress to exempt the executives from the laws so
that they can come to work for the government as
soon as possible.

President Nixon announced Sunday he will activate
250 of the more than 400 oil executives who signed up
long ago to take on government posts in case of a
national emergency.
At the Interior Department, officials were un-

certain how soon the executives would be coming to
work and in precisely what capacity.
"We expect some difficulty in getting them on

board." said Ben Tafoya, an official in the Oil and
Gas Division who is in charge of keeping the
executive list up to date.

"You have to make sure the conflict-of-interest and
antitrust problems are resolved to the individuals'

satisfaction," he said. "Most people in the oil in-
dustry are very sensitive to that."
Under the government's emergency planning

programs, the executives were supposed to be made
the key officials in the Emergency Petroleum and
Gas Administration, an agency that would regulate
the industry from top to bottom in case of a national
emergency.
Up to now. that agency existed onlv on paper. But

the White House said it will be "partially activated"
to help run Nixon's new oil-allocation programs.
The oil industry is pressing for a general exemption

from antitrust laws for any executives who take a
government post, either to help with rationing,
allocation or other program.
White House energy adviser John A. Love said he

supports the exemption.
Rawleigh Warner Jr., chairman of the American

Petroleum Institute and chief executive of Mobil Oil
Corp

. said, "This is a highly specialized industry on
the supply side and a rationing program without
people with basic knowledge could be in real
trouble."
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The work going on around The New Africa is not the construction of a moat but
rather the renovation of the campus steam system, which provides us with heat and
hot water. Weilding the welder and sealing the seams is Pat Mormon
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Enroll

For SW
Intercession

Intercession programs will

be offered again this year in

Patterson House and
McKimmie House in South-
west.

People take intercession
programs for a variety of
reasons, according to Helen
Fellows, chief organizer of
Patterson's project. Some
enroll because the courses are
interesting, others because
they can use the credits. "A lot

of people can't get jobs over the
semester break, so they come
back to school instead of
staying home and vegetating,"
she said.

Patterson will offer courses
in White Racism, Theatre,
Human Relations, and Sexism,
among others.

McKimmie's intercession
program is a bit more
elaborate, according to Steve
Ryan, one of McKimmie's
student organizers. He said,
"The approach this year will
be somewhat similar to what
happened last year. Last year,
we offered five 3-credit courses
and five colloqs." Ryan said
that these courses dealt with
the problems of the Third
World.

Both houses are still not
absolutely certain as to the
exact details of their
programs For one thing, both
are still in search of operating
funds. Petterson's program,
according to Ms. Fellows, has
received money from the
dorm, from Southwest, and is

hoping for help from the South-
west Assembly. McKimmie's
program has received money
from the Center For Racial
Understanding, from South-
west January Session Funds,
and from Southwest Course
Fees. Ryan is hoping for help
from the Women's Center and
possibly from Whitmore.

There were also rumors
circulating for a while that all
houses would be closed over
the semester break in order to
conserve energy However, it

is almost certain at this point
that Patterson and McKimmie
will remain open.

Both Helen Fellows and
Steve Ryan dislike charging
students for the program, but
admit that the possibility could
be likely this year If forced to,

Patterson would probably
charge a $10 per credit fee.
McKimmie might also require
a $5-$l0 fee from participants.

Ryan expects about one
hundred students to enroll in

the program; a majority will
be McKimmie residents.
Patterson already has forty
residents tentatively enrolled.
According to Ms Fellows, pre
registration for the program
has been tentatively set for the
first week in December. All
Southwest students are
eligible, and those wishing
information can go to the
Southwest Academic Affairs
office in John Adams.
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Worth the wait??? Many students would think not,
but waiting isn't so bad if you can read the local rag.

BySUEADLEY
Those frustrating long

lines!!! As all meal ticket

holders know, they're just one
more unpopular aspect of the

dining commons. What's the
story behind the long lines?

Michael Netto, manager of

the Worcester dining commons
said, "Long lines are not
primarily caused by any
aspect of student help, as some
people have heard.
Occasionally, however, the
lines might be slowed down and
eventually lengthened by a
slight shortage of help when
students don't notify us when
they aren't reporting for work.
If they tell us, I can arrange for

substitute workers."

Netto spoke of the problem
existing at certain times.
"Breakfast lines may be long
due to a late student rush, and
also, breakfast is four hours
long. What this means is that
part of the morning crew, at
the end of the four hours, must
get some things ready for
lunch," he said. "At lunch, the
women often have a double
amount of work when, for
example, they have to make
two sandwiches for everyone
instead of one. This may be a
cause."

Special meals seemed to be a
factor, too, according to Netto.
"Turkey is a harH meal to get
out. There are so many things
to serve," he said. "We open
the five lines on days like that
as early as possible, and close
as late as possible, but the lines
tend to still be long at times."

Netto continued, and said
that the students could remedy

Your Head

What's Wrong?
By DRS. ANDREW W. McCASHIN

and STEPHEN M. KLEIN
Q. I am the wife of a second year

graduate student who has become
increasingly withdrawn since
September. The intense interest
for his studies and the consequent
hard work he gave them has
generally come to a complete
standstill. Since I work to support
both of us I don't have the time or
energy to quiz him for answers,
when all this does is provoke him
into leaving our apartment as soon
as we've had dinner. I don't know
where he goes or what friends he
has now because he takes our one
car and won't discuss anything
when he comes home near mid-
night. I think I genuinely still love
my husband but he's turning into a
surly stranger. What should I do?

A. The unfortunate situation you
describe is an all too familiar one.
A marriage where one partner
works ( often an unrewarding job)
to support the other's higher in-

tellectual pursuits is fraught with
danger. The working partner, who
is usually the wife, often ex-
periences what we might define as
"primary'' resentment. She,
realizing the importance of her
sacrifice which allows her husband
to climb the educational and socio-
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economic ladder, expects
gratitude for her selflessness. Her
graduate student husband, on the
other hand, feels pressured by his
program and begins to remind his
spouse that on his success rides
"both of their futures". His wife's
job is seen as "non-anxious" work
and he develops "secondary"
resentment, based on envy of her
position. Marital discord for
couples like this is frequent. Of
course your husband could be lazy,
selfish, and unappreciative, using
you to sustain his needs, while
unwilling to respect your needs. If

this is so than the problem is that
you made a bad choice and should
see a lawyer. Usually, however,
there are no clear villains in a
relationship. If the situation is

ambiguous there are some
frequently encountered
possibilities:

1

)

Your husband is in academic
difficulty of some sort, real or
imagined, which for some reason
he fears sharing with you.

2) Your husband is reacting to
some deeper personal problem
which he is unable to share with
you

3) Your resentment and lack of
"time and energy" have led,
(rightly or wrongly) your husband
to seek companionship elsewhere.
He probably wouldn't want to talk
about this.

It is likely that difficulties in

your relationship such as fear,
anger and resentment have eroded
the lines of communication. Tell
him directly that now is the time
for both of you to take the time and
energy to seriously discuss your
marriage (with help if necessary)

Walkers-

Pay Up
Those who participated in the

Belchertown Walkathon on
Saturday November 27 are
requested to turn in their monetary
pledges as soon as possible. In
Amherst, hikers may turn their
money and sponsor sheets to the
Hampshire National Bank which is

located on 25 East Pleasant Street
in Amherst (next to the Pub).
Checks are to be made out to "The
First Step Inc.".

The first Step, the organizers of
the Walkathon are listed as a
charitable organization for tax
purposes and contributions are tax
deductible. Please try to turn in all
pledges NO LATER THAN
DECEMBER 1, 1973

Other banks which have
volunteered their services to act as
collection points for money raised
from the Walkathon are the Hadley
Branch of the First National Bank
of Amherst located at 140 Russell
Street, Hadley; the main office of
The First National Bank located at
1 King Street in Northampton, and
the South Hadley branch of the
Hampshire National Bank. Any
questions concerning procedures
of turning in money raised during
the Walkathon may be answered
by calling Jay at 253-5897 or Ken at
253-7461

There will be a meeting
tonight at 8:30 of the Political
Science Student Association in
room 917 Campus Center The
agenda for tonight's meeting
includes, (l) election of of
ficers: (2) ratification of the
Political Science Student
Association Constitution; (3)
major requirements reform
Come! We need your help

the situation. "Often students
refuse to move to another line
when we ask them," he said.
"Also, the kids hold up the lines
by dilly-dallying. They take a
long time deciding what to
take, or just taking it."

A former UMass graduate,
Netto said that lines years ago
were even longer than now. "If
the students think that these
lines are long, they should have
stood in them when I was here
in '65," he said. "At that time,
the only dining commons were
Franklin and Worcester, and
each served 3,500 students. The
lines at Franklin used to go out
the door and across parking lot

No. 65, and on the other side, up
between the dorms."

Arthur Warren is the
assistant director of dining hall
operations at Worcester. About
the lines he said, "There are
many reasons for the long
lines, and we just have to keep
working on it. We don't like it

any more than the students do.
We're working on solutions for
it now," he said.

UMass Police

Haw Emergency

L

Number

5-3111

NEED HELP

- LISTENING -

CONCERNED PEOPLE

Central Area
Counseling Center

B 2 Gorman 5-0894

Mon., Fri. 1-9 p.m.
Thurs. 10-9 p.m.

*• ****** M. No«ak |

Chiropractor

Wishes to announce the

Relocation of his office to

293 Russell St. (Rte.9)
Hadley

Office Hours Telephone
By Appointment 584-8976

Fa.. ^VV-For

Christmas
a huge

assortment

OPTICAL
GOODIES

binoculars

magnifiers
contact lens fluids

and more
at

&>n~ call
Amherst's First Optician

56 Main St. 253-7002

Maria Muldaur wooed the crowd (and almost stole the show) last night at the Cage.
'Mall Photo - Kiel) Hardline

Maria Was "Enchanting"

"Never Trust A John
By STEVE FELD

Towards the end of John
Mayall's second, and final, per-
formance at the Cage last night, he
told the audience what they
already found out from witnessing
the band in action: "You should
never trust a John Mayall concert.
It's like a circus or a carnival,
y'know. Anything can happen!"

What did happen was a lot of
foolin' around in the form of
Collegian readings, Freddie "The
Kid" Robinson album plugs, Keef
"The Lancashire Hustler" Hartley
horseplay, and general mayhem.
The result was a lighter, looser
show than the previous night, but
still a dynamite exposition of his
patented jazz-blues fusion.

Maria Muldaur was enchanting.
She walked on-stage carrying a
bouquet of roses, one of which she
placed in her gloriously frizzed
ebony hair. Her material borrowed
from a variety of sources ranging
from Billie Holliday to the Staple
Singers, and took the form of blues,
rock, and even Tennessee
mountain shindigging. Unlike

many of her contemporaries,
Maria sings; she doesn't screech,
wail, or yell. What transpired was
an alluring hour with an ac-
complished, multi-faceted
songstress.

Overall, both Sunday's and last
night's concerts provided for lots of
good times, happy people and great
music.

World's Tallest Library

Is Not Quite Perfect

By DAVID PAQUETTE
The new library is already taking its toll in damage and rip-offs.

Some of the damage is a direct reaction to poor elevator operation,
but there are other reasons according to Wright, deputy associate
director for public relations. He explained the reasons something
like this:

"The elevators are a prime source for abuse because of their
frequency of use and their need by everyone. The damage that can
be incurred to the elevators is minimal because of their design, but
some people can find someway to destroy anything. The damage
done to the elevators are as follow: writing on the signs, tearing
down the signs, breaking lights, calling in fake alarms and
scratching the doors. The two most important are the tearing down
of the signs and calling in fake alarms. The signs direct you in the
use of the elevators and the library, which we all need. The calling
of fake alarms (which runs up to two or three times a day on
weekends) is just creating a hassle and wasting someone's time in
the library and the physical plant. The alarms register at the
physical plant and then they call the library. The emergency
alarms have been dealt with by quick response and he also assured
me that even though many are fake they will always be promptly
acted on."

Maybe knowing more about the elevators will help ease your
frustrations, so listen to Wright. You can travel to every floor by
elevator, but not every elevator goes to every floor. This resulted
from a lack of equipment. All floors in the future will be able to call
elevators, but not until the equipment is installed. These elevators
also won't stop to pick up more people if it is overloaded. So if you
hear an elevator pass by your floor don't get upset because there
probably wasn't room for you anyway thus making the elevator
more efficient by not making a needless stop. Also if you're the only
one standing in the elevator and the door is open and you're waiting
for it to close, hit the door close button and you'll be on your way
faster than waiting for the normal time cycle of the elevator. So you
see, the elevators are pretty efficient and if there is a problem, call
in the emergency and there will be plenty of people to help you
almost instantly.

"Besides the elevators," I asked, "are there any other
damages?"
Wright replied, "Right now. there are a lot of annoyances, but big

things haven't hit us."

The annoyances cover a wide range; the coin operated copiers
are being broken for the hell of it (they are being moved to areas
where there is better supervision ). pencil sharpeners and exit signs
are being ripped-off, the phones used for reference help are being
taken apart, and finally on the study floors, the furniture is being
moved into the halls I which are very narrow I causing a problem in

case of an emergency according to Wright.

Wright ended by saying, "Wish nothing happened, but things are
better than expected."

The point is though, none of the above is needed. There are
enough shortcomings in the world and the destruction of 4. perfectly

useful and peaceful building such as the library is not needed.

Town Election Date Still Debated
By MIKE ALLAIN

The Amherst Board of Selectmen
last night called a special public
conference for 4:15 p.m. this
Thursday afternoon in Town Hall
to discuss election dates for the
1974 elections.

The conference was prompted by
an alternate election date schedule
offered by Eric Walgren at last

night's meeting.
Two weeks ago the Board ten-

tatively approved a revised
election schedule and left it open to
citizen review. Walgren, objecting
to the Selectmen's calendar,
presented a schedule which
proposes to move the primary
election back to March fifth, as
opposed to the Selectmen's
February 12 date.

Walgren 's schedule also calls for
a February 13 deadline for voters
to register for the primary. The
Selectmen's schedule designates
January 25 as the last day of voter
registration.

"My set of priorities is to have
the election so as to maximize
participation," said Walgren in

reference to the new dates, which
are designed to encourage student
voting.

Selectwoman Nancy Eddy ob-
jected to the increased "ad-
ministrative work" involved in

Walgren's proposal, since it calls
for the town election to be held on
April 9 instead of March 19 as
proposed by Selectmen.
Town Clerk Estelle M. Matusko

offered a memorandum in

agreement with Eddy, citing the
administrative difficulties, voter
confusion, and the limitations of
voting machines as complications
that would result from Walgren's
later dates. These problems would
arise particularly in Presidential
Election years.

Walgren also presented a
detailed proposal for "Universal
Franchise" on behalf of the Tea
Party New Law Fund, a radical
Amherst political group. This
proposal calls for complete elec-
tion reform, says Walgren.
The proposal calls for a new

Election Board, "representative of
the broad cross-section of all

residents", to administer all en-

franchisement procedures.
It further calls for thirteen areas

of reform, dealing with both voters
and candidates, including a plan
for reapportionment which would
give all residents, including
children, equal representation in

Town Meeting.
It also stipulates that public

notice of all "electoral process
dates shall be clear and broad,
employing posters, newspaper ads
in all newspapers circulating
within the town, and a Voter's
Calendar mailed to each
household."

Equal campaign spending,
central voting places, and
universal registration, in which
each neighborhood would have a
Deputy Registrar actively seeking
the registration of every resident

over 16 years old, are also included
in the plan.

Walgren and the Selectmen
discussed the proposal point by
point, but took no action, other than
specify the Thursday meeting in
Town Hall.

Leaders of Student Governments
at local colleges and the chair-
person of the Town Meeting Study
Committee will be invited to the
conference, which is open to the
public.

"It is unworthy of
excellent men
to lose hours like

slaves in the
labor of

calculation'.'

Gottfried WiOtebn Leibniz (Hi46

Come in and try all our calculators.

We have one to fit

your needs and budget.

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center



Locking Up On Sundays?
( SeeRelatedStories, Pagel

)

By DUDLEY LEHEW
Associated Press Writer

Most service station operators
are expected to lock up their gas
pumps on Sundays, although some
say such a move will mean 10 to 30
per cent less in their cash
registers.

An Associated Press survey
Monday showed many dealers
undecided about ending Sunday
gasoline sales voluntarily, but
willing to close if competitors do.
With few exceptions, most of the

owners and operators also
predicted there would be little, if

any, savings in gasoline supplies
by following President Nixon's call

for a halt of gas sales from 9 p.m.
Saturday to midnight Sunday.

In Georgia, where many dealers
said they expected losses up to 30
per cent, Atlanta Gulf operator
John Wall said, "Sunday is one of
our biggest days, but if President
Nixon directs us not to sell gas, we
won't."

Like Leonard Drake of Nash-
ville, who operates a Texaco
station, many dealers noted that
they already suffered from an
economic pinch created by
reduced allocations and price
controls.

"I might as well shut down if

they reduce my gas allocation any
more," he said. "My supplier cut
my allocation 20 per cent not more
than 10 days ago. If they cut any
more 111 be in real trouble."
"That's our bread and butter

you're talking about," said
Michael A. Roberti, manager of a

Gulf station near an interstate

highway in Montgomery, Ala.,

adding he expects a 20 per cent

drop in business.

One of Roberti's competitors,

Fred Wilkerson, said he expects a

10 per cent cut in sales, but will

close up "if it will help the coun-

try."

Tom Washer, an Indianapolis

Marathon dealer said "The
government should release the

price freeze on station owners so

they could raise the cost per gallon

a cent or two in order to keep up
with the rising cost of living. If

things keep going the way they are,
it looks like I might have to get out
of the business."

"I don't think anyone should
make a profit from the crisis, but it

would help if we could at least
break even," said John Cave, a
Richmond, Va., Hess operator.
Cave said he expected a 17 per cent
drop in business by closing on
Sunday and a one-third cut because
of his new hours.

Before and after in Frankfort. Sweeps Are

Cleaning Up
This is how a Frankfurt street looked Saturday,

below, and Sunday after West Germany's first
Sunday driving ban went into effect because of the oil
crisis. Excepted from the ban are persons who have
special permits to drive to work on Sunday. Also
excluded are buses, taxis, police and ambulances.

Collegian Staff:

There will be a meeting of the

entire staff Thursday night at 7:30.

If your name is not on the staff

list on page 8 and you feel it should

be, consult the appropriate depart-

mental editor.

Check tomorrow's Collegian

for more details.

HARTFORD (AP) - The fuel
shortage, a source of gloom and
frustration to the average
American, is bringing prosperity
to chimney sweeps.
Chimney-cleaning firms in

Connecticut report a huge increase
in jobs from home-owners who are
relying more on their fireplaces
because of the fuel oil shortage.
"Were getting calls to clean

chimneys that haven't been
cleaned since the Civil War," said
Mrs. Marcel Gelinas, wife of the
proprietor of an East Granby
company. She estimated their
business has about doubled since
last year.

Be a LaSalette Missionary.

The LaSalettes are a religious community of men
committed to living God's word through service to

HIS PEOPLE.
We search for ever more creative ways to serve the

People of God. To bring the Peace and Joy of Christ to His
People. To extend the hand of friendship and love
to ail His People.

We search to find ever newer ways to promote our
community life. To strengthen the bonds to pull us together.
To forge that unity which is our difference and our strength.

We search, finally, for God, through prayer, through
liturgy, through our work and our being we seek Him who
gives ultimate meaning to our lives.

If ycu are thinking of serving those in need in a special
way, of being part of a vital community, of reaching out to
your God, then perhaps, you _ «——_ __
are Called tO join OUr People I Information Director

mlOOlUNAHY. En Massachusetts Avenue

For information write or
call: Information Director,

11 Massachusetts Avenue,
Worcester, Mass. 01609
(647) 754-7259

I

Worcester, Mass. 01609
Yes, I would like to leatn more

I

about trying the LaSalette lite.

Please get in touch with me.

Name.
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Pushed Button Accidentally

Nixon's Secretary Testifies To Tape Erasure
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Nixon's

personal secretary testified Monday she
accidentally pushed a recording button
while listening to a White House tape. A
prosecutor said the erased portion covered
all discussion of the Watergate scandal
during a presidential conversation.

'.Tie disclosures were made in federal
court after Nixon's lawyers turned over
seven subpoenaed White House tape
recordings and asked that all or portions of
three of them be withheld from the
Watergate grand jury.
Rose Mary Woods, Nixon's secretary of 23

years, was questioned at a hearing called to
determine what had happened to the tape of

when she turned to answer her telephone
while working on the June 20 tape last Oct. 1

.

She testified that she immediately told
Nixon about pushing the button and he
replied, "No problem, that is not a sub-
poenaed tape.

panicked.

Mrs. Volner, referring to Haldeman's
notes of the June 20 meeting, said they in-
dicated that the missing portion was a
discussion of the Watergate affair.
White House counsel Leonard Garment

the June 20

between the

But Miss Woods stopped short of saying objected, saying the prosecutor "can't make
she erased part of the tape. such a categorical statement."
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an erasure'" "* object very strenuously to summaries

Volner of the Watergate of testimony of witnesses who are not here
prosecutor's staff.

"I don't know there ever was anything on
that portion... I didn't edit or change what
was on the tape... I might have. I'm not sure
I caused that gap and I'm not sure now," she
said.

Miss Woods said she was certain she did
not talk on the telephone for 18 minutes, the

20

a conversation between the President' and
m. K. Haldeman on June 20, 1972. The White amount of time of the gap on the June
House says there is an 18-minute gap in the tape.
re
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When she nun8 UP the Phone and saw that
Miss Woods told the court she believes she the record button rather than the stop button

inadvertently pushed the recording button had been depressed, she said she nearly

DeSalvo
Slain

In Cell
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer

WALPOLE, Mass. (AP)-Albert
DeSalvo, who confessed to the
Boston strangler sex murders a
decade ago, was found dead in his
prison cell Monday. He had been
stabbed 16 times, officials said.

DeSalvo, 42, said he killed 13

women in the Boston area between
1962 and 1964 but later retracted
the statement and was never
convicted of any of the slayings.
The former handman was ser-

ving a life term at maximum
security Walpole State Prison on
convictions of burglary, robbery
and molestation involving four
women.
A medical examiner said

DeSalvo was stabbed 16 times-six
times in the heart-and it appeared
from the size of the wounds that a
surgical instrument was used.
A janitor found DeSalvo's

pajama-clad body on the bed of his
cell in the prison hospital, where
DeSalvo worked as a maintenance
man.
Authorities said they had no

immediate suspects.

"The only problem we had with
Albert DeSalvo was his trafficking
in drugs," said Dist. Atty. George
Burke. "We don't know if this

murder is drug-connected. It's

possible...anyone who deals in

drugs has enemies, because it's

competitive."

Burke said investigators
believed DeSalvo was stabbed
about 9:30 p.m. Sunday, just before
prisoners were locked in their cells

for the night.

The 18-month rampage of
strangler killings in the early 1960s
triggered near hysteria in the
Boston area.

Victims, ranging in age from 19

to 75, were sexually mauled and
left sprawled in grotesque
positions. Some were decorated
with carefully knotted bows tied

from their underwear.
Although DeSalvo said he was

the strangler, former
Massachusetts authorities were
not convinced. DeSalvo was never
charged.

Bailey has said he believed
DeSalvo was the Boston strangler:
"In something like 50 hours of
taped confessions to the attorney
general, he had details that he
couldn't have known if he hadn't
been there."

DeSalvo once told Bailey he
feared for his life in Walpole.
But Bailey said Monday:
"I wouldn't have been surprised

if this happened when he first got

into the general prison population

about five years ago. At that time,

someone might have taken it upon
himself to carry out the death
penalty, but it seems unlikely

now."

at the moment," Garment said, referring to
the Haldeman notes.

Miss Woods' attorney, Charles S. Rhyne,
also objected, saying that the whole matter
could better be resolved by listening to the
tapes now in the possession of the judge.
Sirica indicated he would resolve it that

way before Miss Woods finishes her
testimony, which could last several days.
She was due in court again Tuesday.
The White House says the 18-minute gap in

the tape was discovered Nov. 14.

The White House claims that only part of

tape-that of a conversation
President and aide John D.

Ehrlichman-was subpoenaed, and that the
Haldeman coversation was not sought by
Watergate prosecutors.

In a summary and analysis submitted
with the tapes to U.S. District Judge John J.
Sirica, White House lawyers said the
President was claiming executive privilege
for two tapes and portions of a third which
they contended were unrelated to the
Watergate investigation.

The tapes and summary were delivered
during a recess of a hearing at which Miss
Woods was being questioned about the 18-
minute segment.
Handing over of the tapes climaxed a

battle that began when Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox subpoenaed them
in July. Monday, the White House accused
Cox's successor, Leon Jaworski, of
responsibility for what it termed two recent
news leaks.

I

Greek Junta Relaxes Muscles, Rolls Up Sleeves
By PHILIP DOPOULOS
Associated Press Writer

ATHENS (AP)-Greece's new
military junta relaxed its stringent
takeover measures Monday and
began tackling pressing social and
economic problems.
With no opposition to the light-

ning coup apparent, the generals
abolished the curfew in Athens and
freed three former politicians
under house arrest for supporting
the student demonstrations of 10
days ago.

Tanks, armored personnel
carriers and troops pulled out of
the capital's streets and returned
to their bases in the suburbs.
The coup was welcomed by the

entire Greek press. One paper
praised the army for toppling
President George Papadopoulos
and ending "six years, seven
months and four days" of one-man
rule.

The new president, Lt. Gen.
Phaedon Gizikis, presided over a
three-hour cabinet session. The
fate of 304 persons jailed in the
wake of the violent anti-
Papadopoulos disturbances was
one of the subjects discussed.

Israeli, Arab
Leaders
Stalemate
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israeli and Egyptian generals

meeting in a sandswept tent
studied detailed maps of the Suez
Canal zone Monday in stalemated
efforts to separate their forces
along the October battle lines.

Explosions boomed in the
distance as they talked, un-
derscoring the urgency of their
discussions on a desert highway
about 60 miles east of Cairo.
Arab kings and presidents

assembled in Algiers for a summit-
level effort to forge a unified Arab
strategy for the Arab-Israeli peace
negotiations scheduled to begin
Dec. 18 in Geneva.

Palestinian

Hijackers

State Terms
By FRED BARRY

Associated Press Writer
VALLETTA, Malta <AP>-

Palestinian guerrillas promised to
release 247 passengers on a
hijacked Dutch jumbo jet Monday
evening if Maltese officials
refueled the plane, airline
spokesmen said.

Sharpshooters surrounded the
plane while the hijackers
negotiated with Egyptian
authorities on undisclosed
demands.

It was not known whether the
hijackers had agreed to release the
17 crew members.
The passengers included 159

Japanese, a few Americans and
others of a dozen nationalities.

The plans for attention to
Greece's social and economic
ailments were underscored by the
appointment of Adamantios
Androutsopoulos as premier. A
lawyer trained in the United
States, he is the former finance
minister and is known as an
economist.

Papadopoulos. arrested at his
seaside villa when the army moved
against him early Sunday,
remained a prisoner. Armored
personnel carriers and troops in
full battle dress ringed his villa 20
miles from Athens.
The ruling junta gave no in-

dication what it planned to do with
him.

In an apparent move to em-
phasize the junta's relaxed ap-
proach, Gizikis arrived for the
cabinet session without guards. It

was in sharp contrast to

Papadopoulos, who never moved in

public without his personal guards.
Tlhe coup appeared generally

accepted by many Greeks with an
air of relief and hopes of better
days ahead. Many others however,
expressed pessimism over the
newest military takeover because
snmp of the army officers reported

backing
ultrarightists.

Gizikis were

Most prominently mentioned as
the leading power behind the 57-

year-old Gizikis was Brig.
Dimitrios Ioannides, chief of the
2,000-man army police in the
Athens area.

There will be a free

WINTER EQUIPMENT SEMINAR
Presented By

THE t IMASSORTING CLl Band
EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS

Featuring: X-C'Ol NTRY SKIING
SNOW-SHOEING
WINTER CAMPING

Wed., Nov. 28 at 7 p.m. C.C. Room 113
Everyone is Welcome
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Actor Laurence Harvey Dead At 45

By PETER MUCCINI
Associated Press Writer

LONDON (AP) — Laurence
Harvey, the British movie star who
brought a touch of elegant menace
to many of his roles, is dead at the

age of 45 after an 18-month fight

against cancer.

Harvey, who died Sunday night

at his London home, began his

career as a drama student living

on $16 a week. He became a movie
star noted for style, a sense of fun

and versatility.

"I've never played myself in

films and I've never used my own

(AP ttirrphotoi

Ben Franklin, Ladies Man
..A poster distributed by Salve Regina College,

Newport, R.I., says, "Next to Ben Franklin, Henry
Kissinger is a choir boy." The college plans to

examine the nation's founding fathers in personal

terms as part of a unique set of seminars, offering

college credit, that are designed to spark interest in

the nation's bicentennial in 1976.

voice," he said. "I've played a New
Yorker, a Southerner, a Virginian,

a sort of Bostonian, a Cockney and

a North Country Englishman."
Harvey was noted for his antics.

He once spent $5,000 lining the

complete interior of a diminutive

minicar in black leather and
embossing his initials on the doors

in gold. The refurbishing came to

more than three times the cost of

the car.

During gasoline rationing here in

1956, Harvey rode around London
on a chauffer-driven motor
scooter.

Born in Lithuania and brought

up in South Africa, Harvey came to

Britain in 1946. He began in stock

companies and later played

Shakespearean roles with the Old

Vic theater in London.
Major stardom came to him with

"Room at the Top," a 1959 film in

which he played a ruthlessley

ambitious young man who clawed

his way to wealth and power at the

expense of his friends and the

woman he loved.

His first Hollywood movie was
"King Richard and the

Crusaders." He played opposite

Elizabeth Taylor in "Butterfield
8" and appeared with her again in

the recent "Night Watch."

Miss Taylor was one of the many
stars who visited him toward the

end of his illness.

His first two marriages — to

British actress Margaret Leighton
and Joan Cohn ended in divorce.

His third wife, model Paulene
Stone, was with him when he died.

His bride of less than a year, she
was the mother of his 3-year-old

daughter Domino.
Harvey was born Larushka

Mischa Skikne. He acquired his

English surname from the
fashionable Harvey Nichols
department store in London.

keep your toes warm- .
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Be Above the
Hassle

Judge Rules Automakers Can Not
Be Forced To Solve Polution Problem

By LINDA DEL TSCH
Associated Press Writer

LOS ANGELES <AP) - A federal judge ruled in a

decision released Monday that U.S. automakers can't

be forced under antitrust laws to provide "equitable

relief for air pollution damages.
U. S. District Court Judge Manuel Real dismissed

34 of 38 cases against the nation's major auto

manufacturers. He said that although smog has

become a serious problem, anti-trust laws do not give

him the power to force auto manufacturers to find a

solution for it.

The suits were brought by 28 states, as well as

numerous cities and counties.

The plaintiffs asked that the auto companies be
ordered to take several steps to eliminate smog,
including making large contributions toward the

establishment of mass transit systems.
The suits asked that the firms be required to place

proper smog devices in cars sold without them add to

provide free emission tests.

Judge Real's decision was made last week but

disclosed Monday.
"Certainly, in the battle against smog, the hour is

late," he said, but added the requests of the plaintiffs

"go beyond the power of this court to grant."

Staying in New York can be a hassle

—and an expensive one.

Avoid the hassles -stay at

Sloane House YMCA. Convenient to

everything, coed facilities, cafeteria,

complete information center,

gymnasium.

And the $5 student rate

makes this trip

inexpensive.

Come to the City!

slcJane
HQUSE

the coeducational YMCA
356 West 34th Street.

New York City 10001

(212) 69b 5000

n American Youth Hostel. Inc facility
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POST-THANKSGIVING DAY SKI SALE

NOV. 26 - DEC. 1

EMS MAO SHU S 12000 (MOHAIR)
w boots and bindings

BLASKIA TURUHGREHN
w boots and bindings

EMS ASHES TURLANGRENN
w -boots and bindings

BONNA 1800 TURLANGRENN
w boots and bindings

EMS MADSHUS 2000
w boots and bindings

Mfg.

Suq. List

112.00

102.00

90.50

95.50

93.50

Package

Price

69.50

74.50

49.50

54.50

59.50

69.50MADSHUS BIRKE SEINER w.m
w boots and bindings

Waxes and accessories 50 percent off

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS/AMHERST
Rte. 9 Amherst Hadley Line - 253-9504

( Specialists in quality lightweight backpacking, mountaineering and ski-touring equipment.
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Those of you out there in Reader Land are by now
no doubt well aware of that tragic demise of a great
man. Death is no easy subject at a time like this,

especially when death claims one with so much
potential if little else. Yes, Charles Camelopard, the
late great Collegian Washington D.C. Correspondent,
was a man noted for the ambiguity of his life. No one
knew whether he truly existed, or whether he was
merely a figment of Martha Mitchell's fertile

imagination. But yet, some of us knew Charles
Camelopard. We knew him for what he was. The
somberness of the occasion dictates that we omit
what he was and concentrate on what he might have
been. CC (known as such to his intimates) could have
been a reporter. He could have sought the truth out,
and reported it, letting neither rain, snow or even
sleet get in his way. In truth, God Help Me, any
corner bar prevented this. CC's best friend was the
bottle and he constantly sought its truth. Last
Thursday was a sad day for the Ripple Wine Com-
pany as they lost half of their UMass sales. But in
fact, the bottle was an integral part of Camelopard's
reporting without which it was garbage. It lent a
distinctive flavor to his objectivity. It clouded the
facts with such a fine bravado. It turned one's mind
from the grim tragedy of the world's gruesome
reality, and instead of vomiting from the utter heart-
rendering horridness of it all, the reader would vomit
from the stink of Camelopard's muckracking.

As it has been reported, Camelopard's death was a

tragedy. There we were standing in front of the White

House holding our weekly Impeach Dick rally, a

thousand people strong, when the cry went out —
STRING THE BUM UP IN EFFIGY!!! For twenty

minutes, the crowd chanted HANG THE DUMMY!

!

HANG THE DUMMY!! HANG THE DUMMY!!
whilst several of us prepared the actual dummy for

the hanging, over to one side. Unfortunately

Camelopard, being enthusiastic in these affairs, was
one of those preparing the dummy. Then things

happened so fast no one really knows what happened.
We picked up the dummy and hung him. Twenty
minutes later, when the dummy had just stopped
twitching, I turned to congratulate Camelopard for a

job well done. Well I couldn't find him and then I

noticed the utter travesty of the situation. FOR
THERE WAS CAMELOPARD HANGING FROM
THE TREE!! Someone had switched him for the

dummy!! People seemed unconcerned. They didn't

care. Southwest revisited. "One dummy for another
— Big Shit!" was all I heard. I was hysterical and I

had to be carried off. Who killed Camelopard?? I'll

not rest til I find the culprit.

Next week: an interview with the spirit of Charles

Camelopard, straight from his grave in a McDonald's
back lot in northern Swaziland.

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist.
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By BOB ROSSMAN
I tried. I really tried. But I just can't buy it. This 50

miles per hour speed limit seems like a good idea, but
it has too many bad points for me to accept it. The
idea that it saves fuel is possible, but it seems to me
that it would only do so in the case where you do a lot

of long distance driving. There aren't that many
people that do, and for those people who must, it

would be much more feasable to take some form of
mass transportation because if you have to go fifty

the whole way, you can drive forever.

I took mileage readings for my trip to and from
Boston this past weekend. I usually go on the Mass.
Pike at about 75 m.p.h. This weekend I observed the
new limit of 50. One way it took me just barely less

gas than usual, but the other way it actually took
more. Granted, my car is a tank, but little cars
develop their own problems. For the past couple of

years, little cars have been advertising what great
gas mileage they get, and how they operate at peak
efficiency at a speed of 60 m.p.h. I don't claim to know
an awful lot about cars, but talking to people who do,

it seems that if these cars consistantly go fifty, it

hurts their performance, and in the long run actually
causes them to burn up more fuel. This isn't so
unlikely when you consider that buses were exempted
and allowed to go 60 because they burn up less fuel at
that speed than 50.

Worse than all that, I think it's really dangerous
when almost everybody is suddenly forced to go 50,

from going at a normal highway speed. Traffic seems
to bunch up, and it gets a bit hairy driving in a crowd
at a fairly fast speed. For example, you're going 50
and the guy in front of you is going 45. So you have to

suddenly drop to 45 and there's a guy coming up fast

behind you (you may have noticed that some people
evidentally never heard of the new law or something
like that) and the cars in the lane to your left are
going 50, so there's nowhere to go. I drive a cab in

Boston, and driving very rarely scares me, but I do
get nervous in a situation like this when there's
nothing I can do except rely on the driving ability of
others. So, by law, you can't drive aggressively and
speed up to avoid the situation, and vou also can't

drive defensively because there's nowhere to go to

avoid trouble. This scares me.
I have been given a new fear. Trucks will be

allowed to go faster than cars. Theoretically they can
only go five miles an hour faster, but they will be
going a lot faster than that. After all, have you ever
seen a cop pull over a truck for speeding? I sym-
pathize with the trucking industry, but I've driven
trucks and I know that there is a lot of danger in this

situation. On a road like the Mass Pike you struggle to
get your truck uphill, and then you let 'er roll going
downhill. This often amounts to speeds in excess of
eighty. Now, if you are halfway down that hill and you
want to pass a few cars that are going 45, you zap into
the left lane doing 50-55, and my truck is coming up
behind you doing 85, I can't stop and you can't get
over in time, and
The signs on the road say, "Your highway taxes at

work," and you know there's something wrong with
going 50 on a road that was designed (and paid for
with our money) for going safely at speeds far in
excess of that. It is my contention, and I don't see
much wrong with this logic, that it is much safer to be
going 70 m.p.h. on these roads than 50.

I said before that I tried to like this new law, even
with all these arguments, but Sunday finally con-
vinced me that my current position is the right one.
Before then I had never seen a traffic jam on the
Mass. Pike, but when it takes four hours to get from
Boston to Amherst via a great superhighway because
of this dumb speed limit, forget it. I guess they figure
that if you can get great gas mileage going 50 on the
highway, imagine the mileage you can get going 11
m.p.h.

A more realistic approach to the problem would be
to strictly enforce all the previously existing speed
limits. 60 or 65 is not that much faster than the speed
most people are now going, and a lot safer. I know
that when I see somebody get bagged, I slow down.
And if I knew there was a good chance I would see a
cop every few miles, I could easily live with the
system.

Bob Rossman is a Collegian Commentator.

Confusing Future Generations?
By DENNY MATTEAU

Names... epithets, labels, id. s...what's in a rose?
"Hey, Missus Jackson..."
"It's MIZ!"
"Oh. Uh, Miz Jackson ..."

"Jackson is my husband's name He was born a
Jackson, not me."
"Oh. Well, Miz what, then?"
"Miz 5833558. Or 011-44-6048, that's my full title

You can call me 01, though."
"OK. Owen, aren't you going to confuse future

generations?"
"Wuh?"
"You support women keeping their maiden names,

don't you?"
"Yes."
"Even when they're not MAIDENS?!"
"Uh...well, I didn't think it had anything to do with

being a maiden. I've never advocated being a
maiden, myself. "I mean, if a maiden name is at-

tached to the state of maidenhood, the issue tends to

get somewhat lost, doesn't it?"

"You know what the issue really is, you can't avoid
it. its YOUR CHILDREN!"
"But I don't have any children."

"That's beside the point!"

"It is?"

"What about your husband's children?"

"He doesn't have any children, either
"

"I mean, what are you going to call your children?"

"I DON'T HAVE ANY CHILDREN!"
"What are you going to call YOUR FUTURE

CHILDREN?!"
"BILLY OR JANE. ANYTHING BUT SUE!"
"Alright, Owen, you're just trying to obscure the

issues. If all women keep their maiden names, how
will we insure that our progeny will know who thev
are?" J

"Isn't it customary in this country to give children
their fathers' names? and how many people know
their grandmothers' original names?"

"I don't see where—"
"Children don't take their mothers' names now so

by having my own name, who am I going to affect
besides ME?"
Denny Matteau is a Collegian Commentator.

Collegian Staff:

Please turn

to page four.

< t

Erase a letter, Miss Woods..."

Letters To The Editor

Grin And Bear It No Longer
To The Editor:

Should I grin and bear it? Should
I try to convince myself that life is

like that? No! Not anymore! I

would like to share with others,
especially other women a recent
experience I had that made me not
grin and bear it anymore.
At the beginning of the semester,

I needed a job very badly and came
up early to get one. After much
searching I did obtain one as a
waitress at Campus Pizza. My first

impression was what nice people
they were to help me. I appreciated
it very much. At first they seemed
very friendly and we used to joke
and have wiat I thought was a
good time . After a while, however I

realized that the jokes and the
comments were not so funny af-

terall . you see the jokes were
about me. I couldn't understand
them all the time because they
spoke in Greek. Fortunately, I hau
a Greek girlfriend who translated

Precarious Analogy
To The Editor:

In response to Mr. Chisholm's letter of Nov. 20 in condemning Mc-
Namara House Council for wanting to conduct a furniture search, I found
an interesting analogy. He compared McNamara House Council's con-
cern over lost furniture with Richard Nixon's drug enforcement policies,
a very precarious analogy at best.

This search would involve the residents of the room being present and
people concerned over about the furniture just taking a look in the room.
That's all. nobody would be hasseled if they didn't have the lounge fur-
niture. It doesn't involve a raiding party smashing down the door and
turning everything upside-down, looking for grass as Mr. Chisholm
wishes to imply.

There is a problem. Because of the disappearance of a substantial
amount of furniture (tables and chairs) from our two main lounges,
people are forced to sit on a cold floor during meetings, classes, parties
and even watching T . V. Also if Area Money has to be used to replaced this

"borrowed" furniture there won't be enough money left to implement
other recreational projects which the house voted for in a referendum. It

doesn't seem fair that a select few should enjoy what was originally in-

tended for all. So, What Would You Do?
Joseph Carter

\l« Vamara llniKP Treasurer

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that

all letters received will be printed.

some of the jokes and comments
that had been said. I found out that
he jokes and the comments were
often about me, my body, and sex.
It all seemed to fall into per-
spective when I realized that what
I thought were their friendly looks
were rather stares at certain parts
of my body...staring at me as if I

were an object.

I continued working there telling

myself that it was probably my
imagination and that perhaps I

was blowing everything out of
proportion. One night however I

was finally convinced. One Friday
night from 5-2:30 I experienced
nothing but degradation. I was
called into the back room of the
restaurant to wash pans that did
not have to be done. I was really
needed to wait on tables, however
since I was told to wash the pans I

went back and began to do them. It

just so happened that one of the
owners and some of his friends
were sitting there. They proceeded
to make comments about me, look
at me, laugh, look at me, laugh
until I was ready to scream. I

turned toward them with a look on
my face that begged them to stop
their comments but they continued
totally disregarding my feelings
and my embarrassment. I should
have thrown the pans at them all

and walked out. I didn't however
because I didn't want to embarrass
them in front of their customers. It

was really absurd of me to con-
sider their feelings after they had
torn mine apart. I told them after
work how I felt and they looked at
me as if to say it's okay, you'll get
over it or she must be getting her
period because she is so sensitive.

I did not go to work the following
night that I was scheduled and I did
not notify them. I called a day later
to politely tell them I no longer
wished to work for them. The own-
er proceeded to tell me how in-

considerate of his feelings I had
been not to call. I thought to myself
how absurd for him to talk of

feelings when he had refused to

recognize the fact that I had any
feelings. My respect for myself and
other women prompted me to write
this letter. Remember as I did that

your pride and value as a woman is

not worth all the money in the
world

!

Meg Allen

16 Stabs At A Time
By MARGIE COMBS

My first encounter with the mysteries of acupuncture was about five
years ago in a Life magazine. After observing the photos of faces and
skulls jabbed with countless silver needles, I thanked myself for being an
American under the safety of the AMA and away from all that oriental
voodoo. I quickly decided that all the pricks and pierces I'd received from
blood tests, vaccinations, and anesthetics weren't so bad. At least they
meant only one stab at a time.

In the years following, I diligently pursued gymnastics, graduated
from high school, flew off to college, and contracted tendonitis in both
shoulders.

For every persistent athlete, a chronic injury or malfunction can
become a dreaded enemy, and tendonitis is one of the most stubborn. It's
not the least bit selective about its victims, as it strikes baseball players
in the pitching arm, tennis players in the elbow, runners in the ankles,
and gymnasts in the hip joints and shoulders. It's also not predictable, as
it proves curable in some people, treatable in others, and hopeless in all
the rest.

I figure I'm good for the last category. The last two years have con-
sisted of battling these tendons with just about every weapon known to
medicine; progressing from simply ignoring the pain, to ultra-sound
treatments, to ice, heat packs, and whirlpools, to butazolidin treatments
and finally to cortizone. Thanks to the last addition, I blew up like a
helium balloon, and experienced a nasty sensation of zero adrenalin for
an entire season, having to practically slap myself to stay awake during
competition. The last choice was surgery with perhaps a 50 percent
chance of maintaining full motion and strength, which I decided were
lousy odds, especially considering my luck with medicine.

So, about the time I was throwing eight years of gymnastics out the
window, and dusting off my place on the bench, I bumped into acupunc-
ture again. Before I could think it over I found myself stretched out in a
small room, smelling smokey herbs and listening to Chinese dialogue
with 16 needles in my shoulders, elbows, and hands. I can't say that I

honestly expected it to work, but after three treatments I could lift both
arms painlessly, after five I could stretch them over my head, and after
seven I began working out for the first time since stopping the cortizone
No drugs, no side affects, and plenty of adrenalin.
Sounds too good to be true? Well, don't be disappointed, because, true to

the University's habits, there is a catch. The Infirmary Insurance does
not recognize acupuncture, and likewise won't pay for any treatments.
Good luck paying for it!

Margie Combs is a Collegian Commentator.

Students' Kids
To The Editor:

The house is quiet now, so I am writing to the Daily Collegian about our
plight. You see, I am the wife of a Graduate Assistant, and I am the
mother of a 2 1/2 year old boy. I have him in the North Village Parent
Cooperative Nursery for a few hours a day so that I can do some of the
things that I like to do such as reading, sewing, writing letters, etc. The
other mothers take courses, study, or go to work during that time.
Meanwhile, my boy is playing and learning with other children.
This blissful situation may come to an end next semester. The

University has cut our funds. They have done the same to the University
Day School. The North Village Nursery is a cooperative with parents
doing a lot of the supervision and clean up. We are located in the J-16
apartment of North Village Married Student Housing. Children of UMass
students living elsewhere are accepted also. We have 2 professional
teachers to give the children quality education. It is a small school, only
about 25 kids. We all feel that it is a cozy little school for preschoolers. I'd
rather my child go there than to some large school where he might feel
like a number before he can even count.

We are in the process of requesting money from the Undergraduate and
the Graduate Senate. We are writing to the University, to our
representatives, and to our congressmen. We aren't asking for much,
only for about $3,500 for 1974. We parents are taking on most of the cost,
about $5,500, by paying tuition for our children.
This is a small plight, but I am sure that this big University of

Massachusetts will be able to come up with the funds to help the little

children of their students.

Alice Schulaner

Syrian Cruelty
To The Editor:

The following is an excerpt from an article that appeared in the Boston
Globe on Thanksgiving Day:

"...In December 1963, Syria returned 11 Israeli POWs. All but one of
them had to be confined to a mental hospital as a result of the inhumane
treatment received in Syria. Earlier this year, three Israeli pilots were
returned and, too, are still undergoing care for physical and mental
problems stemming from their incarceration in Syria. And there have
been several reports of the discovery of tortured Israeli soldiers found
when the Golan Heights were regained after Syrian advances in the early
moments of the current outbreak of hostilities. ..Israel has listed over 350
captured Syrians, but the International Red Cross has been unable to
obtain a corresponding compilation from Syria. The consequences of this
lack of information are substantial in the light of Syria's spotty history on
the treatment of prisoners..."

It would serve no purpose to describe the methods of torture that have
been used on these human beings. It is fair to say, however, that they
compare in every way in cruelty and inhumanity to the Nazi use of tor-
ture on Jews during the Second World War. Anyone doing research into
Syrian treatment of Israeli prisoners will agree that this comparison is

truthful and unexaggerated.
Two ironies in the situation are that 1) Syria is a signatory to the

Geneva Conventions that protect the rights of POWs, and that 2) a
number of those subjected to Syrian cruelty were not even POWs, as we
understand the term, but were actually Jewish farmers who had been
captured in Arab guerilla raids and dragged across the border into Syria.
A few questions to those students who support the Arab role in the

Mideast conflict:

Healthy and sane men have been tortured to death or driven to insanity
and physical debilitation by the deliberate use of torture. Where is your
sense of outrage? Does your support of the Arab position implv a moral
blindness where Jews are concerned? Why are you so quick to condemn
Israel for every imaginable evil while remaining silent in the face of
continuing Syrian war crimes?

Menachem Rocemberger

-/
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Single Parents

Meet Other PWPs

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1973

Parents Without Partners
(PWP) invites all single parents to

share an evening getting
acquainted, tonight, at 8, at "The
Gables" on Rte. 5 in South Deer-
field.

This "dutch treat" will open with
introductions and a short talk by
Ms. Barbara Wilkinson, mem-
bership director, about the easy
ways to meet people and other
benefits of PWP. Dancing and
chatting by candlelight while
exploring common interests will

highlight the evening.

Commuters
Come Rap
The Commuter Assembly will

hold its general meeting tomorrow
at 5:15 in the Commuter Lounge.
The grand opening celebration of
the Lounge will be held at that
time.

Some of the topics on the agenda
will be the possibility of
redecorating and refurnishing the
lounge, buses, an amendment to

the constitution and the opening of
the Lounge.
Mr. Corker, Director of the

Campus Center and Student Union,
will speak and answer questions
about the CC and SU. Also, any
problems or suggestions brought
up by commuters will be
discussed.

All commuters are invited to
attend and refreshments will be
served. This is a good time to find
out what the Commuter Assembly
is and what it's doing for you.

Get Some Tips

On Food

And Money
"How to Eat Well on $1.50 a Day"

will be the topic of a discussion this

Thursday at 12:15 in the Colonial
Lounge of the Student Union.
Speaker will be Fergus

Clydesdale, professor of the very
popular Food Science 101.

The program is one of the con-
temporary events series, "The
First Amendment," sponsored by
the Christian Foundation as a
means of giving the UMass
community a chance to discuss
major public issues with expert
opinion present.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug
Drop-In <Center

CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

(PWP) Inc., is an international
non-profit, nonsectarian
organization devoted to the in-

terests of single parents and the'r

children. Custody and age are not
membership limitations.

Vietnam
War's 007
To Speak
Don Luce, discoverer of "tiger

cages" on a South Vietnamese
prison island, will speak tonight at

8:30 in Mahar Auditorium.
His topic will be "Political

Prisoners in South Vietnam."
A journalist and agriculturalist,

he has been described as the
"James Bond of the Vietnam
War." And "Time" magazine has
noted, "Don Luce is to the South
Vietnamese government what
Ralph Nader is to General Motors.
He knows the culture and the
people better than any
correspondent or U.S. government
employee."
His talk at UMass will be his first

public appearance after an official

trip to the Peoples Revolutionary
Government zone in Vietnam, as a
representative for NBC News. The
visit is co-sponsored by the UMass
Sylvan Area Residential College
and the Five-College Legal Studies
Program.

ALL HEART FUND WALKERS
Money will be collected today and

Wed. on the Concourse. Please turn
your money in by Wed., Nov. 28.

BAHA'I FAITH
Truitt White will speak tonight at

8:15 at the Caban's home, 64 Van
Meter Dr. All welcome.
BOLTWOOD MOVIE
"Graduation" -what happens to

retarded adults as they grow older.

Will be shown tonight at 9 in

Thompson 106.

BRIDGE PLAYERS
Duplicate Bridge in CC. 164 tonight

at 7.

CHESS CLUB
Tournament winners; Sorry, the

trophies aren't in yet. Don't call us,

we'll call you.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Find out how Christian Science c jn

be used to solve all types of problems.
Selected readings on a topic of

current interest will also be read.
Tonight CC. 911 at 6:45.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting tonight at

the SU. Council Chambers. All

members must attend because it is a
very important meeting.
CONTEMPLATIVE LITERATURE
Colloquium on Contemplative Lit.

and Suffering, tomorrow, 12:15, 6th

floor lounge, Thompson Hall. Panel
members: Prof. E. Martin, L. Miller

(Comp. Lit): Prof. R. Thurman
(Religion, Amherst College)
Refreshments.
FASHION, TEXTILES, CLOTHING
Career opportunities. Butterick,

Marketing and Education Division
representative to speak tonight at 7 in

Skinner 300. Everyone welcome.
FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
The benefit movie, Fiddler on the

Roof, has been postponed until Dec.
12; same time and place. Those who
have already purchased tickets come
to Hillel Office 302 S.U. as soon as
possible. Thank you.

Notices
GREEK PEER SEX EDUCATION

Interested Greek Area men,
women are invited to a program
tonight at 7 at Delta Chi, to discuss

peer sex education in the Greek
system.

HEYMAKERS
Very important square dance

lesson. All class and club members
must attend. Tonight at 8, Cape Cod
Lounge.

MARILYN MONROE MOVIE
Marilyn in Bus Stop, tomorrow at 7,

9, 10:30 S.U.B. Her best effort!!!

N.E.S. TUTORING
There will be no tutoring this af

ternoon at the DeBerry School.

PH. UNDERGRADS
Undergrad t»ub Health meeting 122

Draper, today at 4.

PINS AND CERTIFICATES
Anyone who has not received her

Alpha Lambda Delta pin and cer-

tificate can pick them up in the

Student Affairs Office Dr. Hill's

Office. See Judy, Secretary.

POL. SCI. S.U.

There will bean important meeting
of the Political Science Student Union
tonight in Rm. 917 CC at 8:30.

WMPIRG
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in the

Duke's Room, S.U. B. All interested

students and faculty welcome.
WRITERS TO READ
Tonight at 8, Colonial Lounge,

Roberta Gordon will read fiction.

Steve Gizitsky and Joel Arsenault
will read poetry. Free.

LOST
Gold oval locket engraved with the

letter, "C", inside there is a picture.

Please return, a reward is offered.

Cheryl 6 5395.

HILLEL
People needed at 8 tonight to

organize "Israel Week" publicity.

We need your ideas and suggestions.

See Jennifer O'Neil

in

SUMMER OF '42

Tonight 8 Wed.

76'

CCA.

7 I 9:15

CREArt AN ARTIST
give art supplies
for Christmas mfrom

SHOP
233 n. pleasant st. the carriage shops j
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Notetakers, Typists, and Experienced Printer

Needed for Next Semester

Notetakers needed for all areas. Prefer Jrs., Srs., and grad

students. Typists needed to type and edit notes.

Apply Student Senate Lecture Note Program
Room 328 Student Union

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1973

Wanted...
As part of a survey on drug use

among undergraduates here at the

University, randomly selected
students will be contacted before
the end of the semester and asked
to complete an anonymous
questionnaire. The project is being
conducted by students enrolled in

Sociology 276, "Drugs and
Society," under the direction of

Professor Peter Park. The
cooperation of the participants will

be fully appreciated and all replies

held in the strictest confidence.

For Sale...
Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity will

hold a used book and record sale on
December 5 and 6 on the Concourse
level of the Campus Center.

All proceeds from the sale will be
donated to the Heart Fund.
Any used books or records which

students wish to donate can be left

at the Information desk in the

Campus Center or at the fraternity

at 387 N. Pleasant Street until Dec.
1. Anyone wishing to have their

donations picked up by members of

the fraternity can call 545-0845.

Writers

Read
Three young writers will read

from their own works tonight at 8

in the Colonial Lounge. Roberta
Gordon will read fiction, Steve
Gizitsky and Joel Arsenault will

read poetry.

Free, and refreshments will be
served.
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The

HP-35
Scientific
Pocket Calculator

Don't confuse the HP-35 with those
limited function pocket calculators
that don't do much beyond add,
subtract, multiply and divide. The
HP-35 can help you boost your
grades because . . .

• It solves a wide variety of scien-
tific and engineering math prob-
lems!
Performs log, trig and math func
tions. Calculates square roots,
reciprocals and powers. Has auto-
matic n constant.

• It replaces log and trig tables!

They're pre-programmed in. No in-

terpolation required.

• Its 4-register operational stack
remembers intermediate solutions
for recall at appropriate time!

Unique stack design permits roll-

down of any entry to the display
for review or other operation. Elimi-
nates paper-and-pencil calcu-
lations!

• Its accuracy—up to 10 digits

—

surpasses that of slide rules and
most other calculators!
Handles numbers as small as 10 "

as large as 10

'

7—200 decades'
And it reduces mistakes!

• It o*fers computer-like power!
At a fraction of the cost. And
there's no waiting to use it.

• It saves time!
Up to 50 times faster than a slide
rule. Solves complex problems in

seconds

• It operates silently ... anywhere!
Perfect for classroom, library or
dorm Runs on rechargeable bat
lenes or AC.

Come in and try it!

UNIVERSITY STORE

Campus Center

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJUV

Astrology Hall of Fame: Carl Jung,
Copernicus, Kepler. Alan Leo, Grant Lewi,
Paul G Clancy, Llewellyn George. The
list, of course, can be extended and will be
and. every so often. I will include it and
expand it and expound on it in this space.
Starting right now. I will add perhaps the

most revered name in American astrology,

that of Evangeline Adams.
Star Break
ARIES (March 21 April 19): One you

admire professionally may be having legal

difficulties. Know it and don't press

demands. Be flexible Do some in-

vestigating. Analyze proposition. Gemini.
Virgo and Capricorn could be in picture.

You are in the running!

TAURUS ( April 20-May 20) : Light touch
wins. Accent diplomacy. Look ahead Be
aware of potential. Deal with Libra. Mix-up
in communications, calls or correspon-

dence is indicated. Double-check Confide
in family member. You will receive sup-

port.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): You may
have to backtrack. Emotional response
could be opposite from logical move. Know
what is actual, what is wishful, what is

illusion. Means act in grown-up fashion
otherwise, you pay dearly for what could be
a childish tantrum
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Lie low.

Gather forces Seek report, counsel of

older, experienced individual. Accent the

practical Take nothing for granted Be a
newsman. Means check your facts, figures.

Home and property values might be
featured.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22) : Finish what you
start. Deal with Libra. Aries persons. Find
ways of getting message across. Distribute,

publish and advertise. Work procedures
may need revision. Keep open mind
Remember lesson taught by one you
respect.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Take a
chance but don't be reckless. Means be
independent, confident, creative-but don't
throw caution to winds. Leo figures

prominently. Member of opposite sex may
act in rebellious manner. Don't take it too
seriously

!

LIBRA ( Sept. 23-Oct. 22) : Much of what
was routine is overhauled Plenty of the
past is tossed aside as habit patterns are
smashed. Sagittarius, Gemini persons
could be involved. Accent is on uprooting
problem which is not really your own.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Avoid

tendency to scatter forces. Relative is

confused Know it and experiment. Refuse
to be painted into corner Highlight ver-
satility. Short trip could be wild-goose
chase unless you check facts.

SAGITTARIUS ( Nov. 22-Dec. 21) : Don't
mix money and friends. You could lose

both. Key now is practical approach. Take
stock. Size up situation and act accordingly
Aquarius. Leo and Scorpio persons could be
in picture. Fantasy is reviewed and revised.

CAPRICORN ( Dec. 22-Jan. 19) : Cycle is

such that you can make beneficial changes.
You are capable now of analyzing and
coming up with constructive answers. One
you formerly depended upon could be
removed from scene. Be a self-starter.

AQUARIUS ( Jan 20-Feb. 18) : Trying to

keep a secret now could prove a major task
Applies especially where family is con-

cerned. Questions about money and budget
appear almost certain to arise. Purchase of

luxury item could be in question
PISCES ( Feb 19-March20) : Open line of

communication with one who can aid in

professional endeavors. Give full play to

intuitive intellect. You know without
knowing: you are able to detect, perceive
without formal method or procedure. Trust
yourself!

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
are capable of being aggressive when
necessary: you also fight for fair play. You
have way of almost communicating with
animals You draw to you people bom
under Aries and Libra You will be more
popular in 1974 and March and December
will be your significant months in that year
Copyright 1973, Gen Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Advantage
5 Parent teacher

group (abbr.)

8 Confront
12 Disturbance
13 Deposit
14 Winglike

15 Peer Gynt's
mother

16 Having ears
18 Bitter vetch
19 Army officer

(abbr.)

20 Facial

expression
21 King of 3ashan
23 Symbol for

tellurium

24 Expect
26 Muse of poetry
28 Cuts
29 Dance step
30 Decay
32 Skin ailment
33 River island

34 Rational

35 Tiny
36 Perform
37 Aromatic herb
38 Wise person
40 Reach across
41 Preposition
43 Babylonian

deity

44 Coarse,
matted hair

45 Near

4 7 Macaw
49 Tooth

51 Greek letter

52 Act of sharing
in

55 One opposed

56 Devoured

57 Weapons

5

6
7

8
9
10
11
16

17
20

22
25

26
27
28

29
31
33
34

36

Fold

Mountain lake
Affirmative

vote

Note of scale

Beverage
Funny pictures
Gaelic

Goddess of

discord
Click beetles
Stare
open mouthed
A state (abbr.)
Alcoholic

beverages
Dine
Instruct

Carpenter's
tool

Fruit seed
Golf mound
High card
Projecting

tooth

Trumpeter bird
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45

Three banded
armadillo
Diphthong
Form
Bark cloth

Algerian

seaport
Narrow opening
Tiny particle

46 Makes into

leather

48 Skill

50 Tuberous root

51 Goddess of

healing

53 Note of scale

54 Symbol for

tantalum

27

DOWN

Spoken

Space between
two objects

Female deer

Saint (abbr.)
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. •7
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Gum arteed * RepUcerneirt or Money Refunded

, „i tons »•

ser. 'oc0,tns a"d

STUDENT
SPECIALS

FOR GIFTS AND YOU
/=--,

No (lash

batteries needed

Includes:

film and one

Magicube

TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY

Kodak
Pocket Instamatic

Model 20
New . . . Slim

Kodak Pocket Instamatic.

Great gift idea for everyone.

Now! Big sharp pictures with a camera small enough to fit

in your pocket! Drop-in film, shoot 31/2" x 4 1/2" pictures.

Magicube flash.

t..r b«.t •»•*;,

camera kit
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Reg. $99.95

Auto-electric
exposure pro-

""-'•-•r-rr"

SS&
includes

ralual

tronic flash unit.

W-r

your cholco

99

Men's Hockey Skates reg. 12.99
*9"

Cooper Hockey Gloves reg. 15.99fir
Hockey Skate Laces 69 c

pr.

Reg. $21.95

The fabulous Good time'

camera with built-in

flash. 3 element lens,

drop-in load colorpak.

Big 3%"x 3'/2 " color

pictures in 60 seconds.

Bicycle Close-Out!!
METRO 10 SPEED BIKE

$Afl00WW Reg. $79.99
10 speed

Hockey Pucks 25
Skate Sharpeners 69
Tight Lace Hook 54
Skate Guards 99
25% OFF NORTHLAND and VICTORIA

Hockey Sticks 99* - $6.99

75% WOOL SKI A
SKATING SOCKS

only OO

WIGWAM SKI HATS

27"

center pull brakes
Shamano Derailer
The cartons have been
slightly damaged but the bikes
are in perfect condition.

99 $439 $5?7

EAR BAHDS
only QQ C

110 POUND
OLYMPIC
BARBELL SET

'1477

HARVARD TABLE 6 Bail

TENNIS BALLS per pk9 Z Pkg I

HARVARD DELUXE

PIN6 P0N6 BALLS
pkg. of 6 77

SPORTCRAFT TABLE TENNIS

PADDLES
$3" and

$5"
HARVARD TABLE

TENNIS PADDLES reg. 3.19ft
MINNESOTA FATS 2 PIECE POOL COE

$3
99

and

iust $*»

CHARGE IT!

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
337 Russell St., Route 9, Hadley

SHOP WOOLCO & SAVE MOM THRU SAT 10 A.M. TO l,,PM

BUY MITH CONHl, «.

SATISFACTION GUAM* UQ

J

Starring Computers...

The distinguished computer scientist and film-maker Kenneth
Knowlton will show and discuss a series of computer films made by
himself and co-workers at the Bell Telephone Laboratories at UMass.
Dr. Knowlton will also conduct a seminar and participate in a series of

informal discussions with faculty and students during his two-day visit to
the campus.

Hear Of Africa

Organization

And The Arts
Organizing Community Arts

Councils will be the topic of the
second in a series of free Com-
munity Arts Leadership
Workshops sponsored by the
UMass. Division of Continuing
Education.
The workshop will be held

tonight from 7 to 10 in Campus
Center 113.

These workshops are open to the
public free of charge and the series
runs through January.

Black Professor

To Speak
The "Black Psychology Theory

of Personality Development" will

be the topic ot a lecture to be given
tonight at Amherst College by
Distinguished Visiting Professor of
Black Studies Basil S. Matthews.

Prof. Matthews will speak at 8
p.m. in the Converse Hall
Assembly Room. The event is open
to the public.

An "African Holiday" will be
presented Wednesday afternoon in

Hasbrouck 20 from 4 to 5.

Admission is free but the number
of seats is limited.

TOM IK

Some

of 111 >

BEST
FRIENDS

AT THE

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

Wed. & Thurs.
Hounddog Taylor

& Houserockers

Television Tonight
5:00 ENSIGN OTOOLE "Operation:
Sabotage." (18)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS "Pepino's
Inheritance." (18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy Sues Mooney."
(22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Information.
Please." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

8:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY (18)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the Watery
Death." (40)

ZOOM! (57)

6:15 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (24)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

CAPTURE (24)

LOUIS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 UNTAMED WORLD "The Everglades
II." (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The Last
Chapter " (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "My Gun Is Quick " (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

7:30 OZZIES GIRLS "Best Laid Plans
"

(3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host
(8) (22)

GREEN ACRES "Water. Water
Everywhere." (18)

THE FOURTH ESTATE (24)

THE SUN: THEIR ENEMY (30)

DRAGNET (40)

OPEN DOOR (57)

8:00 MAUDE (3)

TEXACO PRESENTS THE AMERICAN
HERITAGE "The World Turned Upside
Down." (8) (40)

CAN YOU TOP THIS? (18)

BILLY GRAHAM UPPER MIDWEST
CRUSADE (22)

WAR AND PEACE (24) (57)

CHASE "The Garbage Man." (30)

8:30 HAWAII FIVE-O "Anybody Can Build
a Bomb." (3)

TOWARD THE YEAR 2000 (18)

9:00 SHOW BUSINESS SALUTES MILTON
BERLE (8) (40)

THE 700 CLUB ( 18)

THE MAGICIAN "Lady in a Trap " (22)

(30)

9:30 MOVIE "Cry Rape " (3)

CPTV SPECIAL (24)

PERFORMANCE "The Maryland Trio."
(57)

looo MARCUS WELBY. M.D. "Nguyen ."

)8) (40)

POLICE STORY "Death on Credit " (22)

(30)

OPEN LINE (24)

EVENING EDITION: MARTIN
AGRONSKY (57)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS (57)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

11:30 MOVIE "Kissin' Cousins." (3)

WIDE WORLD OF 'ENTERTAINMENT
(8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22) (30)

1:20 NEWS (3)

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

All Collegian Staff

Going To

Christmas Wayzgoose

See Gib

For Tickets Soon — $5

FOR SALE

SAL Camera Imports hat new
cameras, lenses It other photo equip, at

slashed prices. Full warranty, all makes
and models, Call Ken. 6-0723.

tfll-30

Live Christmas trees, select and tag

now. any site 16.31. L. Blltnlak. 133 Bay
ltd Hadley.

1112-12

Tires — All brands. RaDIALS. SNOWS
— All types guaranteed, lowest prices. Call

546-8362 after 6.

tfll-30

Temple P. A.. 100 watts. 812 in speakers 2

columns. I year old. 8350 or best offer. 532-

0881.

tfll-27

AUTO FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

SERVICES

Do you need love, spiritual
guidance, furniture. PAUL'S OLD-
TIME FURNITURE, ten month old
perfect master store is your answer.
Costumes, antiques, pictures, chairs
etc. All blessed with good karma and
low prices. PAULS. SPIRITUAL
HARMONY AND FURNITURE, in

downtown Amherst behind Aubuchons
IN THE ALLEY. 253-3511.

tf 11-27

Triumph GT6 It Spit, parts. 2 engines,

mag wheels, six ply radials & Goodyears.

Call anytime, ask for Mark 586-3423.

tf11-28

1072 Pinto. 2,000cc engine, auto, trans.,

excellent condition. Call after 5 p.m.. 586-

3547.

tfll-28

Bargain lime — 1871 Toyota Mark 2.

21.000 miles, driven by old woman of 60,

AM/FM radio, all tint. Call John Mc-
Manus. 549-0925. please leave number.

If 1 1 29

1968 Malibut hrxelle K<xl . auto, trans.,

green with Mack vinyl top. 2 door. gd.

cond., needs valve job. 4 new tires, 47

thousand miles, bargain, negotiable.
Marsha. 253-7207.

tfll-30

1966 Mustang 2 pi us 2. fastback. new
engine, new carb.. new radiator, etc., 4

new shocks It tires. 3 speed 289. only 4.000

miles. Best offer. 6-6185.

tfll-30

1965 Valiant, vy gd rn cond. slant 6. gd
mpg. nd 8 for school 1300 neg. Call Gordon
at 256-8198 after 6 p.m.

tfll-30

WANTED
WANTED TO RENT

Responsible person to accompany 3

boys, ages 3. 4. 6. on flight from

Bradley Airport to Salt I ak. City

between Dec. 7-15. return Jan. 2 Jan

9. Will pay round trip fare 549-6273.

tfll-30

Panasonic reeltoreel, 4 heads,
dualcapston. autoeuersestop. accepts
xtrnl spkrs.. A-l cond., 1175, arturntbl

new Shure ctg.. 175. 549-6420.

tfll-27

PERSONAL

Paul Ginnetti. please call Howie.
0643 urgent!

256-

tfl 1-30

1971 Capri. 1.600 miles, silver. 28 mpg.
ex. cond. .11.600 firm. Can be seen dally at
Bak < itK<> King St.. Northampton or call
owner. 584-7741 after 5 p.m.

tfll-30

• Pr . I- 21 skis. Marker bindings. 175. I

complete Kress waterbed, mattress,
frame, pedestal headboard, table. 1150.
HMMMMt,

tfll-30

Cheap stuff — TV 115 alum, folding cot
120; sm wet suit It Ig fins 120: sunlamp tlO.

Call 256-0481.

tfll-29

Women's ."> speed exc cond. 150. ALSO
Kl.ll System Model 21. good cond. 3 xrs

old I2O0 or best offer needs needle and

cleaning NHM
tfll-30

Speakers 2 brand new J HI ssl" Speakers
list Si :n or I II mouth old Pioneer CS'i'i \

speakers, list 1460 both on warranto $:no
.19-OI.VI

tfll-29

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Bozo . . . have a Happy 22nd Birthday!!

Always remember I love you! From your
Class A No. I Simeon Type Monk.

tfll-27

The Sisters. Boarders It Pledges of SDT.
love Peter Ross, Hooper Ijiwrence, Todd
Plaxco. Steve Newell It Jim Messier.

tfll-27

Please return my lost cat. Me jumped
from my car in SW last Saturday. White,

angora with white flea collar. C all 467-2842.

reward.
tfll-29

All hot tickets and real live wires are

listing in the Campus Action Directory.

tfll-27

NEEDED: A date for a well known rude
sports journalist, to attend Xmas
Wax rgoosc Dec 7th. Inquire at MDC
Sports Desk or WUMV-TV.

tfl2-7

llappx late hirthda> Kurt. l.oxe from
Frrddx

. Him bo He. She or It and Me
tfll-27

ROOMMATE WANTED
Poommate wanted to share completely

furnished apartment, available im-
mediately. Iioo mo Call 253-9863. lease
runs till May 30.

tfll-27

F roommate, own room in Squire
Village, on bus rt. .180 plus elec. lease till

8-31. deposit. Call 665-4246.

tfll-28

Female roommate wanted to share 2

bedroom apt. for Jan. I, 1974. Grad student
preferred. 175 mo. 549-6122.

tfll-27

Koommale wanted to share furnished
house for Dec. 1st. 180 month. Call 253-

2 109, Holly or Matthew.
tfll-29

i.i .Kin. it.- student to share furn. apt.
from Jan. 1st. Call Frank at Rolling Green
exenings. 256-8817 about 195 per month.

tfll-30

Ouiet m or f to share 2 bedroom apt., on
bus route, rent negotiable. Call 665-3462
exenings.

tfll-28

.1 roommates needed, single rooms own
entrance, utilities included. Call Howie.
256-0643.

tfll-30

Need quiet person to share 2 bedroom
Hillside apt. on bus route. 887.50 per mo.
including util. avail immediately. 665-4198

ask for Doug.
tfll-30

Boommate — Graduate student, female
to share apartment on bus route. Dec. I.

Jan. I. 885 & utilities. Call 549-6155

evenings.

tfll-29

Female wishes to share apartment
spring semester. Call 549-6155 evenings.

tfll-29

Female seeks to share apt., house
with other females near campus or on
bus rt. Own room a must, rent up to

190 (neg.. inc. util.). Friendly
living...wiling to pay downpayment
now (all Linda mites). 253-2981.

III I -30

( ouple w ishes

cheap place near
peaceful environs.
Chris. 253-2831.

to lease-share quiet.

Amherst, looking for

any Ideas? Call Bob -

tfll-28

TRAVEL

Photos — passports, visas, etc . 48 hour
service! Sizes and number negotiable.
13. oo minimum' Call Steve at 546-5443.

tfll-30

24 hr. service — Passports. Lang's Photo
Studio. 460 West St.. South Amherst. 253-

3148.

tfl2-l2

Research — thousands of topics. 82.75

per page. Send 11 for mail order catalog.

Besearch Assistance. Inc.. 11941 WUshlre
Blvd.. Suite 2. LA.. Calif. 90025

tf12-12

Typing, dissertations, theses, papers,
etc. Fast, accurate, references. I.B.M.
Selectric. good rates. Call Tom. 544-1165.
a\ oid Xmas rush!

tfll-27

Going by air? Let us handle your pre-
flight. in-flight and post-flight
arrangements at no cost to you. Call
campus rep . 25:1-3162 evenings

UI2-I?

Central Area Counseling tenter. B-2
i.«o man 5-41894 wants to help you find

dirrrtion. self-confidence, etc. Info
aplenty., come!

!

tfll-30

1199: A week in the sand. sea. and
sun paradise of EUROPE for LESS
THAN the cost of PUERTO RICO or

the BAHAMAS. Jan. 6th to 13th in

swinging MASPA LOMAS on Grand
Canary Island (Spain). COMPLETE
PACKAGE 1199 It 29 Uxes & services.

Also some Hawaii space still available

on Dec. 29 It Jan. 7. Call 1*8888 Halfond
546-6861.

tfll-28

PIANO TUNING
Pianos tuned and put in order al the

shortest notice. Call 268-7880

tfl2-3

WORKSHOPS

Primal Experience Marathon — 36

hours Dec. I. Two trained leaders.

Fee: 1100 (also follow-up groups

available) offering a group dynamic
that provides an emotional en-

vironment in which the individual can

re-create the primary experiences of

his or her life. Call 256-0503 (eves) or

253-9421 (24 hours) for further in-

formation.
tfll-29

ENTERTAINMENT
I ha\r kept some Dec. dates open just for

you. (all me today for a great Xmas party.
My name is Steve the DJ my no. 467-2842.

tfl2-3

Xmas parties are coming, and I can
bring back all those old Xmas memories
with great oldies, (all Boogie Bob at 536-

6075.

tfl2-3

Base It Keyboard Players wanted for
Hand (all Kevin at 323-7249 or Alan at 549-
6275.

U12*S

Need a band for your Christmas party?
(all Alhambra. fine rock music at
reasonable rates. Jeff (in 102). 5-2642. Jim
256-0491

'Ul-28

HELP WANTED

SUBLET

Special I bedroom apl . to sublet at
I'ullioii Village. 1st month, rent only 175.
.nail Jan 1st lo Sepl (all anytime. 549-

M,
tf 12-7

I hdrm apt. ( Ifside \pts. on bus route axail
appro* Jan 15. Sl.~i5-mo. incl. utils. dish-
washer (all Mark 5-0479 days. 665-2700
exes.

tfll-30

Part time janitorial work. H:00-I0:",n

a.m.. Mon.-Sat.. I min from campus (all
Dick at 527-5796. any time after l:M p.m.

tfll-28

Need someone with drafting experience
using ink. I.eroy lettering, etc.. all

equipment supplied. Price for work
negotiable. I4M

tfll-28

We ha\e good stuff and »xe need you to
sell il on campus, up to 1 15 for three hours
work The Hungry I . 256-6350, 103 N.
Pleasant St.

llll

FOR RENT
I i» ili •«.m house in country 25 mi. from

\mherst-Orange Furnished, quiet, land

8250 will neg 617-249-2398. 617-514-7184.

tfll-29

I i m apl. in (he country
. partly furn., I

hdr . 2n minutes to campus. 8125 plus.

Hemardston. 648-9718.

tfll-27

For rent — one bedroom apt., tn. in-

cludes all utilities, on free bus line. Call
665-3669 after 6:00 p.m

tfll-27

Garage space, central Xmlirrsl s.ilc

and inexpensixe. I) II Jones 5I9-:I7ini.

If 1
1-2'

Spacious top rioor 2 hdrm apt 1230 mo. no
summer ohlig. Jan. I Max 31. some furn

ax ail. Brit Manor Apts inc. bus trans. 256-

0405.

tfll-28

Frank Zappa & The Mothers & Bingo It

Horrsrenl Leech It Eddie in "200 Motels "

Sat
. Dec I at 7-9-11 in SIB. It is a fringe

flick!

tfll-30

Professional magician will perform, all
occasions' \|so lessons, beautiful magic
bx Itorx Johnston: 253:1887. see the im-
possible ! ! !

tfll-30

ROOM WANTED
Boom wanted for couple It child. Low

cost rooming with easy going folk for
MC. 1st (all 253-2409. Holly or Matthew.

tfll-28

FREE
Fro* pooch — II mo. old. 1/2 Shepherd.

1/2 Lab., 75 lb., spayed female, obedient,

good watchdog, potential landlord trouble,
beautiful animal. 549-1812.

tfll-30

J

L.
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In Denver

Playoff Fever

Is Mile High
By KENNETH T. WALSH
Associated Press Writer

DENVER (AP) — Playoff fever,

to which Denver fans previously
have been immune, has struck.
The Broncos, who've never had a

winning season in their 14 year
National Football League history,

climbed to first place in the
American Conference's Western
Division with a 14-10 triumph over
Kansas City Sunday.
Most of the 51,331 fans at Mile

High Stadium chanted "We're No.
1." There was hugging and
cheering in the parking lot, and
even the team doctor trotted into

the dressing room with a raised
index finger indicating Denver's
top spot in the standings.

The victory gave Denver a 6-3-2

record. Kansas City and Oakland
are tied for second with 6-4-1

marks.
However, the fever may be

short-lived. Denver takes on the

tough Dallas Cowboys this week
while the Chiefs face Cleveland
and the Raiders tackle the hapless
Houston Oilers. But the Broncos
think they can go all the way.

"It was our biggest game yet and
our defense was outstanding," said
running back Floyd Little, who's
been one of the league's top per-
formers despite his team's past
dismal record.

"Now if we can take care of

Dallas it'll be all our hill." he said.
"We've got to get together and play

the best football of our lives next
week. That's what it will take to

win.'

Denver's explosive passing
attack, the best in the conference,
came through Sunday as quar-
terback Charley Johnson threw
touchdown passes of 18 and 40
yards to Haven Moses within 81

seconds in the second period.

The scoring flurry proved
enough. Kansas City could manage
only a second period 15-yard field

goal by Jan Stenerud until late in

the game.
The Chiefs rallied for a touch-

down in the final minutes, scoring
on a seven-yard pass from Mike
Livingston to Otis Taylor.
Kansas City got the ball again

after a Bronco drive stalled, but
Bronco safety Charles Greer
picked off a tipped pass with 40
seconds left to preserve the vic-

tory.

"We got the big plays when we
needed them, both offensively and
defensively," Denver Coach John
Ralston said. "Charlie Greer's
interception was the key."
Kansas City Coach Hank Stram

said, "I'm almost glad to see this

Denver franchise come along.
They've worked so hard and their

fans have been so loyal over all

these losing seasons."

WFL May Lure

Many NFL'ers

MIAMI (AP) - Miami Dolphins
linebacker Doug Swift says as
many as 15 members of the
defending National Football
League champions could be signed
by the proposed rival World
Football League if enough money
were offered.

"If they had the money, maybe a
dozen to 15," said Swift.

Defensive tackle Manny Fer-
nandez thinks the new league will

have its biggest effect on other
NFL clubs where salaries are not
as high. "A lot of the players would
go... because the money in the NFL
is so limited." he said.

"You've got to make the money
while you can. But the NFL has us

over a barrel. Take the Super
Bowl. The TV money has gone up
every year, ticket prices have gone

up ...but the player money hasn't

gone up a cent.

"When somebody talks like I'm

talking, people might wonder
about my loyalty to the ball club.

But what about their loyalty to (he

ball players. If you're not able to

produce here, you're down the

road. That's as far as their loyalty

goes."

Matthews Named NL
Rookie Of The Year

(AP Wirephoto)

Suspended in midair is New England Patriot wide-receiver Randy
Vataha during first-quarter action Sunday afternoon at the Houston
Astrodome. For the Patriots, the 32-0 victory was their second in a
row, while for the Oilers it was yet another disgrace to NFL football.

WHA Wants To Move Knights
BALTIMORE ( AP) — The World Hockey Association wants to move

the Jersey Knights franchise to Baltimore this season, the Baltimore
News American reported in its Monday editions.

"We have three or four cities pursuing franchises," the newspaper
quoted Dennis Murphy, WHA president, as saying "but our preference is

Baltimore. This city meets every requirement."
Murphy, who recently replaced Gary Davidson as president, said

Milwaukee, Montreal, Miami and Calgary also were interested in WHA
franchises.

"We are ready to make a deal," Murphy said. "I plan to talk with the
parties in other cities as a matter of courtesy."
Murphy said Baltimore could have a franchise within three weeks. The

New York Golden Blades, now playing in Cherry Hill, N.J., as the Jersey
Knights, would be the franchise available.

By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Gary

Matthews, who hit .300 as a regular
outfielder for the San Francisco
Giants, was named Monday the

National League's Rookie of the
Year for 1973.

Matthews received 11 votes from
a 24-man committee of the
Baseball Writers Association of

America. He easily beat out
Montreal pitcher Steve Rogers, the
runner-up with 3V2 votes.

Catcher Bob Boone of

Philadelphia, relief pitcher Elias
Sosa of San Francisco and third

baseman Dan Driessen of Cin-

cinnati drew two votes apiece.

Los Angeles infielders Ron Cey
and Dave Lopes and San Diego
outfielder Johnny Grubb each
received one vote. Outfielder
Richie Zisk of the Pittsburgh
Pirates received the other one half

vote.

The 23-year-old Matthews is the
fourth Giants player to win Rookie
of the Year honors. The others are

Willie Mays, 1951; Orlando
Cepeda, 1958 and Willie McCovey,
1959.

Matthews, who lives in Pacoima,
Calif., appeared in 148 games for

the Giants, batting an even .300

with 12 home runs and 58 runs

batted in. He teamed with Bobby
Bonds and Garry Maddox to give

the Giants one of the fastest out-

fields in the major leagues.

He had 22 doubles, 10 triples and
17 stolen bases.

San Francisco's No. 1 choice in

the 1968 free agent draft, the 6-foot-

2, 200-pound Matthews earned his

starting berth in a brief ap-

pearance with the Giants late in

1972.

After batting .313 for Phoenix in

the Pacific Coast League, Mat-
thews was promoted to the Giants
in September and hit .290 in 20

games.

AF Outjumped
CARBONDALE. 111. (AP) —

West Point beat the Air Force
Academy in this weekend's
National Collegiate Parachuting
Association championships.
When the final jumper landed

late Sunday, the U.S. Military
Academy team had 109 points and
the Air Force had 103.

Southern Illinois University,
which hosted the four-day meet,
was third with 88 points.

AMHERSTC^^
STARTS

In
< lltnan AMITY ST.

INGMAR BERGMANS

CRIESAND .

WHISPERS
¥ ndv Tonight Pal (.trrrl A HiIIn ihr Ktd Plu. Tkf WiM RtuK-h

MONDAY ft TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

Mudrnl
IlKTOUKt

I jcds

The lighthouse
Featuring fresh cooked seafood at low prices. Thrill to selecting your
own lobster in our pool, or take home fresh seafood.

Special this week
LIVE BOILED LOBSTER DINNER S3.95

Shrimp Littlenecks Lobsters
Scallops Steamers Crabmeat

Also Take Out Service
Rte. 116 Sunderland, on the Amherst town line.

Tel. 549-6662

Fresh Fish
Fried Clams

CALVlNjSae
KING ST NORTHAMPTON

Ob
Sal*

"An absolute gem of a film. Unique,

touching, often hoivlingly funny.

Don't miss this marvel of a movie."

-HolhsAliH-rt
amount Pictures I
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MINIMI! I LR Ufil O Mon. and Tues.

can you remember when you could see a MOVIE
for a QUARTER with NICKEL popcorn and drinks?

THOSE
** GOOD OLE i.

WfJFSMORS OPEN 12:00 TO 9:00

"MOVIES 250
come on out andjoin in the FUN!

BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY AND SEE
THIS BRAND NEW ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
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Peil Pennington: Runner And Passer

(SUff Photo <.ib Kullertoni

The 1973 season was satisfying to no one connected with the University of Massachusetts. Due to of-
fensive line weaknesses and the lack of a decent running game, quarterback Peil Pennington was either
sacked or forced to run for his life with alarming regularity. However, with all that going against him.
Peil broke New England University records for career passing yardage and career yards in total of-
fense.

'Bama Cops Top Spot In Poll
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Crimson Tide of Alabama

replaced Ohio State Monday as the
nation's top-ranked college football

team.
Ohio States 10-10 tie with

Michigan shook things up in The
Associated Press' next-to-'ast
regular-season poll. Oklahoma,
which had been third, moved into

the runner-up position while Ohio
State dropped to third and
Michigan held onto fourth place.

Ohio State had been No. 1 since
the fourth week of the season when
Southern California's defending
national champions were held to a
7-7 tie by Oklahoma.
Notre Dame and Penn State, like

Alabama unbeaten and untied,

remained fifth and sixth,

respectively, and stayed in con-
tention for the national title, which
will be decided following New
Year's Day bowl games.
Alabama, which defeated

previously unbeaten Louisiana
State 21-7 last Thursday, received

36 first-place votes and 1,176 points

from the AP panel of 63 sports

writers and broadcasters. The
Crimson Tide had been in second
place for six weeks.
Twenty first-place ballots and

1,095 points went to Oklahoma,
which blanked Nebraska 27-0 on
Friday and dropped the Corn-

huskers from 10th to 13th.

Ohio State and Michigan were
almost as close in the voting as
they were in Saturday's now-
famous deadlock. The Buckeyes
received two first-place votes and
892 points while Michigan earned
one top vote and 876 points.

Notre Dame, a 48-15 winner over
the Air Force on Thanksgiving
Day, received two first-place votes
and 832 points while Penn State,

which completed its first-ever 11-0

regular season by defeating Pitt 35-

13, pulled down the remaining two
No. 1 votes and 726 points.

Southern Cal climbed from ninth
to seventh by trimming UCLA 23-13

in their Pacific 8 Conference
showdown. The setback dropped
the Bruins from eighth to 10th.

LSU's loss to Alabama nudged
the Tigers from seventh to eighth
while Texas leaped from 11th to

ninth with a 42-13 rout of Texas
A&M.

Top Twenty
The Top Twenty, with first-place

votes in parentheses and season
records

:

1. Alabama (36) 10-0-0

2. Oklahoma (20) 9-0-1

3. Ohio State (2) 9-0-1

4. Michigan (1) 10-0-1

5. Notre Dame (2) 9-0-0

6. Penn State (2) ll-u-o

7. So. California 9-1-1

8. Louisiana State 9-1-1

9. Texas 8-2-0

10. UCLA 9-2-0

11. Arizona State 10-1-0

12. Texas Tech 10-1-0

13. Nebraska 8-2-1

14. Houston 9-1-0

15. Miami, Ohio 10-0-0

16. No. Carolina St. 8-3-0

17. Kansas 7-3-1

18. Maryland 8-3-0

19. Tennessee 7-3-0

20. Missouri 7-4-0

Others receiving votes, listed

alphabetically: Auburn, East
Carolina. Georgia, Kent State,
Tulane.

John Bock

About Scheduling
I was reading about the recent football debauchery at Boston College

and the thing that all reports seemed to imply was that UMass was on the
field with a team that they had no business playing.
One thing that Boston College definitely does not have is supermen

playing for them. Football, like anv other sDort involves athletes that all
possess the same equipment, i.e., a pair of arms, two legs, a head, etc.

Granted some individuals are more highly developed in these areas than
others, but in most cases individuals play fairly evenly equipped.
The thing that Boston College had on UMass was the advantage of

playing a tougher schedule against teams whose football skills were
honed a little finer.

If you think that scheduling can make a difference in a team sport, you
ought to see what it will do to a sport whose emphasis is personal. And I

am talking about wrestling and gymnastics in particular.
The Thanksgiving holiday found me back in Pennsylvania talking with

some people who keep their eye on the area where so much great
wrestling is spawned. I found out that little Clarion State College is going
to take a trip out West and wresUe two long standing national wrestling
powers, Iowa and Oklahoma, plus participate in a tournament being
hosted by Penn State that will see the Big 10 ( Michigan) and the Pacific 8
(Oregon State also NCAA Runners-Up) Champions as participants.
When I say Clarion State is small, I mean the whole College could be put
in Central Area and just barely spill over to Orchard Hill. In the last few
years, however, Clarion has come up with five National Champions —
and three of them are back this year. They built to this potential by
continually scheduling tougher and tougher schools. One time the
toughest school on their schedule was Pitt ( always in the top five in the
EIWA) and now I to guess they worry more about Slippery Rock State
College beating them.
There is a good chance that the Golden Eagles of Clarion State will get

blown off the mat when they go out West. But they will get a chance to
wrestle against teams who have wrestlers that are the very best at what
they do. The Clarion wrestler will get a chance to try his favorite
takedown against Dan Gable's Proteges and see how they counter or fall.
If they get pinned they will know how and why — not that the kid was just
better, but why he was better. Was it strength, endurance, a new move, a
psychological edge?
Much the same can be said for gymnastics both men's and women's.

Penn State, the defending NCAA Runner-up, is on the schedule of the
UMass Minutemen. The gymnasts look forward to this meet for what it

will hold in terms of learning. What new routine will the Lions have on
floor exercise? Is the man on the parallel bars so good because he times
his release just so or the way he puts his hand on the dismount? By ob-
servation and competition they will learn so when they participate
against weaker teams on the schedule it will show, just as it will when
they are in the League Tournament battling for a chance to participate in
the Nationals.

The women have a decent schedule, more by luck than good
scheduling. The toughest team they face every year is Springfield
College and that is because they are just down the road. The women are
the defending National Champions — but one championship does not
constitute a dynasty. For the women to remain on top they have to see
names like Southern Illinois, Indiana State, and Kent State appear on
their schedule. It is only from teams like this that can see what originality
will look like when they go to the Nationals, see what new routines can do
for the same performer, and see what makes for poise and concentration.

"You migrate to your competition". An aphorism worn old by constant
usage but one that yearly sees itself borne out by the Clarion State's,
Penn State's, and the Boston College's.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except during league play)

The
un-dormitories.

( .r<»«jt oH-o*mpus living—indooisandout—at eitherortwomod-
orn apartment complexes,only minutesaway by car or bikefrom
Amherst College,dmmur*mAmherst or UM^s, Now accepting
applications for September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

•courtesy buttoUMM
and town

• 1,2,3bedrmapts.

•heatA* conditioning

•wal la wall carpeting

• appfianeed kitchens

• master TV antenna

• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns fan suftbaJL

football badminton
KKNT; ISM/MONTH

lotllKlet included)
IMrecUom: East Oudly Kd
oppos. Grist Mill oil Rte. u«

Mount Sugarloai
SUNDERLAND
•2-bedrmapts.

• heat& air conditioning

• roomy dost** st» irage

• walMo-watl rarpetmg
• master 7V antrnn*

•modern kitchen*.

• sflt-clcaning ovens
• drxinc ranges

• M-»ink»y»-sted sinks

• dr>hwashpri/dopowU
• 2-door rt-frrgcratan

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

No l-esse Required
KKNT: I- ROM 12041

I*ALL «u 2S4-xs:u

Directions. On House IT.
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Coburn And Nugent

Named Yan-Con Stars

by STEVE DECOSTA
Tom Coburn and Mike Nugent,

two standouts for the UMass
booters, have been named to the

1973 All Yankee Conference soccer
team.
For Coburn, the leading goal

sccrer in the conference, it was the

second naming to the YanCon
team. Nugent cracked the select

circle for the first time.

The voting was conducted by the

seven conference soccer coaches,
and Coburn's name appeared on
all the ballots. The only other

unanimous choice was Tim Hunter
of Connecticut.

Repeaters from last year's All

Conference team were Coburn,
Hunter, and Franz Innocent, a

forward from Connecticut. Hunter
was also chosen as an Ail-

American last season.

Connecticut, the conference
champions, and New Hampshire
led the balloting with three players

nai \ed. UMass and Maine were
represented by two players while

Rhode Island placed one. Vermont
and BU failed to place a player on
the team.

In other all star balloting, the
New England soccer coaches
association has chosen Coburn and
halfback Jim Vollinger from
UMass to compete in their annual
all-star game The game will be
held in Springfield on December 2

in the format of University vs.

College Division all-stars.

KICKING IT AROUND - Yale
and Brown will meet this weekend
to decide the New England
university division soccer
championship. Yale advanced to

the finals by defeating No. 1 ranked
Bridgeport 3-1, while Brown
needed an overtime period to beat

Connecticut 1-0.

Springfield won the College
Division crown last weekend by
defeating Babson 4-0. Springfield

now hopes to advance to the

national tournament, which they

will host on the weekend of

December 6.

Carl Vercollone now owns the

UMass record for career's saves.

His 87 this season gives him 185 in

three years, pushing him way past

the 120 of John Kiah, the old record

holder.

Tom Coburn moved from ninth to

third place in career goal scoring

and from sixth to a second place tie

in the category of career point

scoring. Coburn now has 28 goals in

his three seasons, which places

him behind Clarence Simpson (34

goals) and Alfred Hoezel (30).

Coburn also has a total of 34 points

which places only three behind the

record held by Arelindo Alves.

All Yan-Con

Charlotte Lettis

GOALIE
Jon Demeter UConn
BACKS
Ted Woodbrey Maine
Pete Schneider URI
Kim Shepard Maine
Larry McFaddin UNH
Mike Nugent UMass
LINEMEN
Tim Hunter UConn
Tom Coburn UMass
Franz Innocent UConn
Bob Black UNH
Don Curtis UNH

Uathj (ttnllrgtan

SPORTS
• •

< Staff Photo* - Joe Martin*)

Turn Coburn deft) and Mike Nugent (above) were
the only members of the I Mass soccer team to be
named to the l»7:i All Yankee Conference soccer
team. In addition. Coburn and teammate Jim
Yoliuger have been chosen to appear in the New
Kngland soccer coach's all-star game this Sunday

Inside Sports

Bock On Scheduling

Crimson Tide No. 1

•WFL Threatens NFL

•Matthews NL's Top Rookie

WMUA
WMUA's listener call-in

program "Off the Hook" features a

preview of the upcoming
basketball and hockey seasons

tonight at 7:20 Host Gerry Brooks

welcomes renowned basketball

expert Don Gorski, the self

proclaimed authority on anything

that has to do with ice Bill Ballou.

and. last but not least, the

redoubtable Russ Small Calls to

these wizards of sport will be taken

at 545-2876 That's "Off the Hook"
tonight at 7 20 on WML A. 91 1 PM
And remember. WMUA will bring

you the season opening hockey
game Wednesday night, live from
On Rink on the campus of

Amherst College.

Charlotte Lettis

15th In Nationals
By STEVE CROWE

Running in the Nationals in

Alburquerque, New Mexico was
a whole new experience for

Charlotte Lettis.

The course was on a golf links

some 6000 feet above sea level, and
it was flat. Nothing like the Or-
chard Hill terrain which Charlotte
Lettis claims is the best type of

training area. That was one ex-

perience — running for three miles
in the desert and making it in good
enough time co finish 16th. Out of

the 120 announced starters, only 94

finished the race.

"After the race, almost everyone
was collapsing on the ground,"
said Ms. Lettis. "While I was
running I passed two women
walking ahead of me, and one girl

was bent over choking."
"My whole body felt like lead,

extremely heavy," continued Ms.
Lettis. "The thing that was painful

was my stomach knotting up and
my lungs from not getting enough
oxygen."
That's the kind of race it was.

And the Northeast regional cross

country champ wasn't entirely

pleased with the event.

"The Nationals should have been
held in an environment equal to

everyone," she said. "And having
it that far west was a disadvantage
for the Eastern runners. There
were only five runners from here.

Most of them came from
California, Oregon, or Arizona."
But for the first mile, Charlotte

Lettis was in no pain at all — in

fact she was leading the pack and
another Easterner, Doreen Ennis,

was close behind. But that was
when the altitude got to both of

them. Ms. Ennis dropped all the

way back to 36th.

For Charlotte Lettis, it was the

first time she ever ran in a pack —
she is so accustomed to finishing

comfortably ahead of the rest. For
her the experience was the
greatest because she ran with the

best female runners in the country.
Two former U.S. Olympians

finished in the top 26, including
Francie Larrieu-('72)-the winner
of this race, and Kathy Gibbons
( '68) who was 12th. Three women
who have run an under-three hour
marathon I 26 miles, 385 yards)

:

Vicki Foltz (7th), Cheryl Bridges
(8), and Terry Anderson (25).

Two members of the U.S.
national team that went to Russia
this summer, Wendy Koenig and
Debbie Held (the winner over
there who set the indoor track
record for the mile) came in 13th

and 26th respectively.

If the meet were to be held in the
East, under normal conditions,
would Charlotte Lettis do any
better?

"I have no idea how I would do
then," she said, "but I probably
wouldn't do that much better."

TOP 15

1. Francie Larrieu
2. Claire Choate
3. Julie Brown
4. Debbie Quartier
5. Kathy Mclntyre
6. Brenda Webb
7. Vicki Foltz

8. Cheryl Bridges
9. Tina Anex
10. Terry Johnson
11 Jane Smith
12 Kathy Gibbons
13 Wendy Koenig
14. Carolyn Walker
15. Charlotte Lettis

Marty Kelley

A Boston Massacre
From Perspective-He had a very tired look on his face. Sort of drawn.

Sort of disappointed. As he lunched at the Bluewall he didn't want to
talk, about IT. But looking back to IT. Dennis Kiernan went out with
class. So did Pennington So did Bcrra. But class can be a very temporary
thing. With Boston College football, its rather sustaining. But that class
doesn't have to be matched on someone's scoreboard. I hope Dennis
Kiernan knows that. I just hope.

Sifting through the Daily News. Dennis sipped a slow Screwdriver. He
said the drink at this precarious noon hour would ease his pains. And with
14 tackles and five assists with BC, I'm sure he had some. But the pain
that Dennis Kiernan and the rest of the Minutemen now endure is not of a
physical nature. A whirlpool would take care of that. They say time will
cure the emotional unrest rendered Massachusetts football. I say not.
Time will only show how ludicrous the BC UMass matchup really is. So

such in your price Kiernan and Co Read what happened to the early
Christians with those lions. Might as well schedule the next BC game in
a Roman arena. The result could be that fatal. At least the Christians had
a prayer.

But the Minutemen themselves are not to blame. Expecting Mac
Pherson and his Minutemen to stop Esposito, Bennett and crowd that day
was like asking Helen Keller for directions. Don't try it. Individually it's
not their fault. Collectively, they suffered. But today it is over. You get
Skinner and the boys at the Cage on Saturday. Let's forget the Boston
Massacre. But like an event in history it needs proper perspective.
To those who got their asses whailed all over the field on Satur-

day. forget it. Your world doesn t end on the dark side of the BC
scoreboard At least I hope it doesn't. Mine won't. I can't let it

What does losing to BC really mean anyway** And what the hell did you
really expect? BC paid more money for that football game. Their actors
were taller, stronger, quicker, and with what happened a year ago (28-
7 humiliation), very much more determined. I bet they even recite the
national anthem faster. You just cant stop a locomotive with the sign of
the cross But 111 give the credit where its due. Dennis Kiernan tried..
Only an electric storm could have stopped it. But it's done. The

statistics speak for itself. So does the talent. But of '73 we shouldn't
remember what happened at Boston College. Nor should we forget the
exploits of Berra and Pennington, lost seniors. The situation created at
Boston College was mock reality. It wasn't real. If it were, we'd ask
why and ponder ..but instead we'll simply forget I hope.

There was to be no Boardwalk walk on clouds. There were no speeches.
No plaques. No toasts to the Minutemen. But in a way what happened at
BC and at Atlantic City. N.J. last year are very much synonymous. Both
events were very much in the public eye. Both events are history. Both
events involve UMass football Both events are forgotten.
And that is exactly how the world of sport should be taken.
Sport is people And at Chestnut Hill on Saturday you saw some that

were better than others. So what. What does that prove? What will it ever
prove:
Like a theatre company the performance moves to another city. For

MacPnerson there'll be another season. The world won't cry for the
Minutemen It doesn't have time. And if they want to waste their time
feeling sorry for themselves, they can. But don't point to BC. Remember
when you failed your intentions with Holy Cross and because of your own
inability to cope with emotion on that day, the slow decav began.
And under a darkened steeple overlooking barren BC stadium... it

ended
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"Americans have become apathetic, and 200,000 Vietnamese will

die in the next two years because of this."

Luce Stresses

Vietnamese Suppression
By RICHARD MEEKINS

"We, as Americans, have become apathetic. And because of that at-

titude, as many as 200,000 Vietnamese will die in the next two years", said
Don Luce, discoverer of "tiger cages" on a South Vietnamese island last

night in a speech to about 150 people.

Luce spent 15 years in Vietnam, first serving as a volunteer with the

International Voluntary Service ( IVS) . He went to Vietnam with pro-

Saigon views but upon discovering the "cages", he became radically

anti-Thieu.

"Continued American support of the Saigon government will lead to

continued suppression of the Vietnamese people", Luce said.

"Thereare as many as200,000 political prisoners in South Vietnam. Most
of them are not even members of the Peoples Revolutionary Government
but people opposed to the Saigon povernment," he said.

Luce, an agriculturalist and muckracker journalist, was one of the few
Americans in Vietnam who could speak Vietnamese fluently. He recently

spent time touring North Vietnam and the P R G zone in South Vietnam.

"Since the Paris Peace Treaty 50,000 Vietnamese soldiers have died

and the number of civilian deaths is not known."

He said that the killing stems from Thieu Government's attempts to

sieze P R G land. Since the end of the war the P.R.G. has lost five per cent
of its land.

"Prisoners during the Vietnam War were taken to prison camps and
placed in "tiger cages". Many of the "cages" were not even large enough
for a man to stand up in. Many prisoners became paralyzed as a result of
this." said Luce. These types of persons still exist today as a result of
American money which supports them, according to Luce.

"The biggest disease in the PRG zone is mines. Another large
problem is defoliation due to bombings. Also, there are concurrent
genetic problems as well." said Luce.

Asked what would happen if U.S. aid to the Saigon government ceased.
Luce replied that there would be a three-part coalition government
consisting of elements from the PRG. Saigon and neutralists.

"The most effective way of making Americans aware of what is

happening in South Vietnam is through the fuel crisis. Americans are not
aware that hugh amounts of American fuel is supplied to the South
Vietnamese government for military purposes," said Luce.

When asked who to contact on this issue. Luce replied. "The most
effective man in Congress is Rep. Paul Conte of Massachusetts who is

Chairman of the Congressional Fuel Appropriations Committee."

File A Complaint
With The Student Judiciary

By DANA IRLBACHKR
Suppose a fellow student tosses garbage out a dorm

window, hitting you (a passerby) squarely on the
head with it.

What to do?
You could forget the incident, knock the kid's teeth

out, call the police, or .... file a complaint with the
University Student Judiciary.

According to Jim Pappas, Student Attorney
General, you best recourse might be the last. Yet, in

any situation, due to a general unawareness of how
the student court system works, said Pappas, many
campus members, students and staff, ignore the
Judiciary's power.

Legally the court can penalize convicted students in

various ways - by sending a "letter of censure"
(described by one judicial advocate as a "slap on the

wrist"), fixing reasonable fees, conducting a form of

probation, and recommending suspension or ex-

pulsion. These latter two sanctions have never been
used, and could only be done so under guidelines of

the Student Government Association (SGA).
Written records and-or tape recordings are kept of

each court hearing. These records remain intact and
strictly confidential to the Attorney General's Office.

Then when four years pass, or all student parties to a
hearing receive their UMass degree, the records and
tapes are destroyed.

The attitude of the court, particularly this

semester, Pappas said, "is not inclined towards
undue punishment." Cruel and unusual penalties are
forbidden by the Judicial Policy Act in the SGA
Constitution of June, 1973.

Under the Act, undergraduates, the ad-

ministration. Heads of Residences, add UMass staff

members may bring action against any un-

dergraduates. Pappas pointed out that students could

petition the court to issue an injunction against the

Student Senate, area governments or any RSO group.

Unlike court hearings out of Perry Mason TV
repeats, Pappas said this semester's unviersity

student court has no "your honor" type of at-

mosphere. The court is into its fourth operating year
now, but Pappas described the last two years as
"grossly ineffective", and "a farce." Earlier this

year the court disbanded until Fall semester due to

what Pappas saw as several reasons.

One reason given was the lack of training received

by the student judges and advocates (lawyers). This

semester, the Attorney General said, judges are not

selected or trained as "legal scholars". Candidates
for the 19 available judge seats are asked to freely

admit their biases and do not need any legal

background or knowledge.

Advocates, positions any student may hold, are

taught along with judges the basic legal principles.

To aid in their training, both advocates and judges

were given opportunities to participate in "mock
trials" earlier this semester. As in the normal court

proceedings, two advocates assigned to cover
defense, and two for prosecution, would present

evidence and arguments. Three judges would hear
the case, determine the decision and describe the

penalty, if given. If a petitioned appeal was granted,

another trial before three different judges would
occur.

Pappas, once an advocate, said that shoplifting

cases "swamping" the court last year helped to cause
its demise. The judges and advocates, he said, having
to handle 50-60 shoplifting hearings, would, after a

while become frustrated with their similarity. Such
cases are now mostly handled out of court.

In a proposal now under consideration, shoplifting

fines collected by the court would be placed in an RSO
account. Pappas said the funds would then be tran-

sferred to an account in the Financial Aid Office. The.

Office would use the money as it wishes. In the case of

shoplifting, the University Store would be reimbursed
for the exact amount of goods damaged and no more.
The Judicial Policy Act provides for recognized

lower courts to exist, such as area or dorm
judiciaries, pappas said that no Area court systems
are in operation, but some dorms do have judiciaries.

Dorm court systems are seen by the Attorney
General as "ineffective" due to burdens placed on the

Heads of Residences overseeing the proceedings. One
of the 25-30 advocates this semester, Craig Mignone,
described dorm hearings as "next-door-neighbor"
trials. A danger exists, he said, of friends or enemies
hearing a particular student's case.

Another advocate, Tony Battista, agreed with
Pappas and Mignone that students "get a fairer deal"
in the university student court

The main "problem" existing with the University

Judiciary now, said Pappas, is the "lack of cases"
coming in.

"This court is not being used to full advantage," he
said, "and it should be."

On The Inside:

•Finnish Exchange Student Marvels At UMass
Helkka l.ukka is from the University of Helsinki. She loves UMass. and will be sad when finnished-P.2

•The Student Union Gets A Facelift

The Union was beginning loshow its age. but a touch here, a touch there, and presto, it's beautiful! —P. 3

"What's The Story?
5 5

Meal tickets MMl other rip-offs are tackled this week by Debbie Bernstein. That's the story. —P. 7

•Pas De Merde...
The latest of a wide variety of announcements and releases. Something for everyone!—P. 15

•Campus Nudes: The "In" Thing

Might on. ei . off! —P. Hi

•Marijuana Dealers Finance Operation

little .!od\ i-iHmh will get a \ital heart operation thanks to your friends and mine. —P. 17

•Notices

Found: A ring in mens washroom. 2nd floor Student Union. Can be found in COLLEGIAN office.

Identify it and it's yours.—P. 17
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Walgren Sues Amherst
For Intersession Elections

By MIKE ALL AIN
Eric Walgren has released a statement expressing

his confidence that "the Federal Court will compel
the town of Amherst to follow truly open-process,
democratic election procedures" when his current
court suit with the town is resolved.

Walgren's statement comes after a November 9

pretrial conference at First District Court in Boston
when, U. S. District Court Judge W. Arthur Garrity,
Jr., acknowledge and filed expansions of the original

suit.

Walgren is sueing the town for holding last

January's primary during intersession when
Hampshire and Amherst Colleges and UMass were
not in regular session, and about 30% of registered
voters were not in town.

Walgren was running for the selectman seat won by
incumbent Merle Howes. Howes received about 1,000

votes compared to Walgren's 200.

The revised suit now states that the current Caucus
Act which the town operated under in last January's
primary fails to provide broad public notice of the

deadline for filing nomination papers.
The revision also stipulates that the Caucus Act

fails to provide sufficient public notice of "time and
place" for voting in the primary election.

Garrity also acknowledged another amendment
requested by Walgren, who is representing himself
along with co-counsel Richard Whittier, that will

make the January primary "unlawful and null" if

Walgren wins the suit.

If Walgren wins, the court will issue a permanent
injunction restraining the town from holding the 1974

elections without establishing dates that "permit and
encourage" the student and faculty vote, according to

the expanded suit.

"What I want is complete election reform", says
Walgren, "and I won't settle for anything but."

Walgren termed the new election date schedule,
recently announced by Selectmen, as "a piece of

shit," and has drawn up an alternate proposal which
will be discussed at an open conference at 4: 15 p.m.
on Thursday in Town Hall.

The Selectmen's schedule calls for a primary
election February 12, "which is less than two weeks
after the university resumes classes," says Walgren.

This does not provide enough time for the can-

didates to campaign in front of the students, nor is it

sufficient time to register the voters, he says.

Besides complete election reform, Walgren is also

seeking an invalidation of the January primary and a

re-election in place of it.

Garrity suggested the possibility of an out-of-court

settlement at the pre-trial conference, but Walgren
refused.

"Which such a trade-off, the town would never

agree to complete election reform," says Walgren.

"So we're going to trial."

Walgren released an election reform proposal of

the Tea Party, a radical Amherst political group, at

Monday night's meeting of the Selectmen.
The plan includes neighborhood voting

registration, "clear and broad public notice" of

elections, equal campaign spending, polling places

located at the demographic center of the precinct,

revised election dates, and the "one-resident, one-

vote" reapportionment.
The "one-resident, one-vote" plan would in effect

give parents more "enfranchisement", Walgren
says, because "the more children they have, the

more power they would have."
Garrity announced that the trial will be held on

either Dec. 26, 27, and 28 or Jan. 2, 3, and 4. Walgren
will choose one of these sets of dates as he pleases.

Walgren's statement:
"Garrity took a number of steps at the pre-trial

conference that make me confident that the federal

court will compel the town of Amherst to follow truely

open-process, democratic election procedures.
1. He was receptive to expanding the scope of the

case to include bad public notice to voters of the

election date and location of polling places.

2. He set a definite date and allotted three days for

trial on whether last year's election should be
overturned and reheld.

3. He directed the town's lawyers to concede all

undisputed facts contrary to the tight-assed, meager
stipulations the town has made to date.

4. He urged the town to settle out of court on a

procedure for setting election dates so as to en-

franchise students in the future in accordance with
the opinion of the United States Court of Appeals.

Black Science : "A Necessary Society"

By CHILLY WILLIAMS
Dr. Saundra Oyewole, a microbiologist from

Washington, D.C. spoke before a meeting of the
Black Science Society last week. Dr. Oyewole
received her B.S. from Howard University, her M.S.
from the University of Chicago, and a Ph.D. from
UMass.
Dr. Oyewole said the Black Science Society is, "a

veiy necessary organization that should be used both
by science and non-science majors." She said the
Society can provide the necessary information for
those interested in the different fields of science.
Dr. Oyewole also said that schools must improve

upon the primary and secondary levels if the third
world people are to survive as a nation. Third world
people, she said, must also reach out to those who are
interested in science but don't have the proper
training. She said the third world must make sure
they do get the right training by supporting different
programs. A tutoring program should also be
available to those who need it.

A question and answer period followed her speech.

involving an exchange of ideas as to what the Black
Scientists of tomorrow should do.

One brother, Keith Woodeard informed the meeting
about the "Society of Scientists and Technologists for

African Development". Mr. Woodard said "the sixth
Pan African Congress has outlined six areas of
focus". They are agriculture, health and nutrition,

research in science and technology, communication,
political cooperation, and support for the Liberation
Movements in Africa.

Dr. Oyewole applauded Mr. Woodard for bringing
this up, and said it a known fact that there's an
abundance of scientists in the Western World, but not
enough in the Third World. She alsb said. "You will

be more than welcome if you are a third world
scientist who wants to help the underdeveloped and
developing third world countries".

Just before the meeting adjourned the Black
Science Society thanked the beautiful sister for

speaking before them. All in all, it was a very in-

teresting meeting that was well attended and very
educational.

The Tow Trucks Are Coming

Commencing 7 : 00 a. m. , Thursday November 29, the
Department of Public Safety will tow all vehicles
which have accrued five or more unpaid parking
tickets, per authority of Article 5, Section l, par-
pgraph 12B of the University Parking Rules and
Regulations passed by the Board of Trustees, 1973.

—David L. Johnston
Director of UMass Dept.

of Public Safety

More CC Tables
Due to the increased number

of arts and crafts tables
wishing to sell their wares
during this holiday season, 25
additional tables will be set up
from now until Christmas on
the first level of the Campus
Center (directly under the
Concourse level) near room
163.

Issue Editors

Meeting Tonight

7:00 p.m.

Collegian Office

Finnish Exchange Student

Marvels At UMass Life
By ROBERTA MARTONE

"The American life style is

different from the Finnish in every

sense," said Hilkka Lukka, a

Finnish exchange student from the

University of Helsinki. Ms. Lukka

is doing graduate studies in the

UMass English department, and

will remain in the United States

throughout the summer.
In an MDC interview, Ms. Lukka

explained the differences of

campus life between Finland and

the U.S. "The University of

Helsinki has more students than

UMass., but you would never

believe it because it's so spread

out," she said.

Ms. Lukka said only about 10 per

cent of the students live in dorms,

while the majority live "off

campus" in large houses.

Ms. Lukka, who lives in Prince

House in Southwest, says it is alot

noisier than the dorms in Finland.

But, she said, people seem more
friendly in the United States. "At

the University of Helsinki, I would
probably know my next-door-

neighbor, but never the whole
floor!"

The informal atmosphere of the

classrooms at UMass was a big

surprise to Ms. Lukka. "In
Finland, we have mostly large,

formal lectures, and we never talk

to the teachers," she said.

In the Finnish school system,

there is a hierarchy of professors.

Ms. Lukka said, at each university

there are usually only two teachers

with the title of "professor", and
two assistant professors. The rest

of the teachers are known as

"lecturers".

A student at the University of

Helsinki must have one major and
two minors. "80 to 90 per cent of the

students study English as a foreign

language," said Ms. Lukka.
The high cost of tuition at UMass

was a surprise to Ms. Lukka. In

Finland, tuition is approximately
$40.00, and room and board is

$600.00, for the entire year.
"Everyone must be wealthier here
because I see so many cars. At
home, only one of my friends has a
car," said Ms. Lukka.
She added also that the food in

America is very expensive. "I live

on hamburgers here."
In Finland, the students take

care of certain affairs at the
university, but the university is run
largely by the professors. Ac-
cording to Ms. Lukka, the Student
Union is both a local and national
organization. Each university has
their own Student Union, but the
various Student unions of the six

universities in Finland form an
organization also.

The Student Union is responsible
for the construction of dorms,
dorm libraries, and a special
student travel agency. Funds for
the Student Union activities are
taken from the regular fees paid by
the students, Ms. Lukka explained.
At the University of Finland,

students conduct their own houses
for entertainment, such as, student
theaters, films, or clubs.

"The students at the University
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of Helsinki are more politically

active than here. There is a
movement towards socialism, but

it changes all the time," Ms. Lukka
explained. Ms. Lukka also said she
was amazed at how people "feel

things here", citing the Middle
East crisis as an example.
When asked if the Women's

Movement was active in Finland,

Ms. Lukka said, "I don't think we
need it, because we are already
liberated. You don't really hear
much about it."

According to Ms. Lukka, the

women in Finland are very in-

dependent. Most married women
work because they want to
although some work because they
have to.

Ms. Lukka is the first Finnish
exchange student to attend UMass.
The exchange was made possible

through the International Club.
The actual Finnish Club was

formed in 1969 by Nancy Stark
Hamrahan, now a graduate
student at UMass. During 1969, the
Finnish Club promoted a few non-
credit Finnish Studies courses.
These courses were in the form of

honors colloquias at Orchard Hill,

and concerned mainly the Finnish
language. Due to lack of funds, the
courses were discontinued for
several semesters. As of this

semester, the courses have been
re-established and expanded.
According tp Paul Saagpakk, an

English professor at UMass, and
advisor to the Finnish Club, next
semester a three credit course on
the Finnish Language will be
taught by Ms. Lukka.
"Our dream is that, through

these courses, American students
will learn something of the Finnish
culture and language," said David
Stark, another member of the
Finnish Club. There is also an
opportunity for U.S. students to

study in Finland, through the
exchange program.
The Finnish Club will be

celebrating Finnish Independence
Day, December 6, 1973 on campus.
Saagpakk said the main purpose of
the celebration is to create interest
in the Finnish Club. Events will

include speeches and films on
Finland. The place for the
celebration has not been deter-
mined.

EuroMed

in oiler u via

overseas training

For the session starting Fall. 1974.

Euromed will assist qualified Amer

ican students in gaining admission

to recognized overseas medical

schools

And that's just the beginning.

Since the language barrier constitutes

the preponderate difficulty m succeed
mg at a foreign school the Euromed
program also includes an intensive

12 week medical and conversational

language course mandatory for all

students. Five hours daily 5 days per

week (12-16 creeks' the course is

given m the country where the student

will attend medical school

In addition Euromed provides stu-

dents with a 12 week intensive cul

tural orientation program with
American students now studying medi

cme m that particular country serving

as counselors

Senior or graduate students currently

enrolled in an American university ire

eligible to participate in the (uromed
program

For application and further

information, phone toll tree

(800)645 1234

or write,

Euromed. Ltd.
1 70 Old Country Road

Mmeola N Y f 1 501

The Student Union Gets A Facelift
By FRITS GEURTSEN

"The Student Union building
strikes me as an example of early
Fascist architecture. The lounges
now look like they were furnished
with Salvation Army furniture,"

said Dr. Arnold Friedmann of the
design department.
Apparently quite a few people

agree with him because the Union
will be revamped during the next
three years to make it "warmer
and less institutional."

Friedmann, a member of the
committee to renovate the
building, (Student Union Task
Force) described the full extent of

the redesigning project.

"What we are trying to ac-

complish is to bring the facilities of

the Student Union (SU) up to par
with those of the newer Campus
Center (CC). We feel that the

present building doesn't even begin
to meet the needs and wants of

students."

"The plans include a retail area
with assorted shops, color
coordination of the entire building,

and the optimal use of all available
space. Eventually it's all meant to

be one complex but right now
there's very little that links the two
buildings," he continutd.
The Task Force, which has been

the driving force behind renovation
all along, is comprised of students,
CC-SU Governing Board Members.
CC administration, and Dr.
Friedmann.

Professional Design Firm
Realizing the project was beyond

their capabilities, the Task Force
contracted a professional design
firm. Bill Worden. secretary-
treasurer of the CC Governing
Board and a member of the Task
Force, said "We interviewed five

different firms and finally chose
Ferguson and Sorentino of New
York City because their ideas
seemed closest to our own interest

and because we got the feeing that

they were genuinely interested m
who was using the building and for

what purposes. The contract with
them will be signed in January

."

When asked about the firm.

Friedmann said he was familiar

with their work and had confidence
that student's interest would be
respected. "They're a relatively

young firm attuned to students and
interested in working with students
on the project," he said.

The firm describes itself as
"thoroughly experienced in all

disciplines: architectural; space
planning; interior, industrial, and
graphics design."

History of the Project
Last summer Friedmann, one

undergraduate and twelve
graduate students in a Design
Seminar focused on the problem of

the Union's condition. The students

represented the departments of

Design, Art, and Landscape Ar-

"We're trying to make the Student Union warmer and less institutional."

Staff Photo: Dan Smith

Staff photo: Dan Smith

"The present building
doesn't even begin to meet the

needs and wants of students."

Interested in the

Study of Law?

A representative of the

Washington University School

of Law (St. Louis) will be on

campus Tuesday, December
4, 1973 to talk to students
planning to enter law school

upon graduation, or thinking

about it. Make appointments

at Room 112 Berkshire House.
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chitecture Alter three weeks of

intensive examination of the
facilities, they issued a short paper
containing numerous suggestions
as to w hat could and should be done
about the Union.

Friedmann said "Our purpose
was to come up with a conceptual
idea with student input. What we
did was done purely from the
viewpoint of design and not
governed by budget."
According to Worden, when the

Task Force was established, the
suggestions were submitted to

them. All expenditures for
renovation by organizations in the
building were immediately frozen
so that work wouldn't be
duplicated

Finances
Worden estimated that the

project "in the long run would cost

perhaps a million dollars." The CC
Governing Board, however, has
only $200,000 in its annual capital

outlay budget.

When asked where the rest of the

money would come from, Worden
answered "From the general
budget. That's made up of the
Campus Center's income plus
student fees. We get as much as we
can from the CC income and then
the students pay the difference."

The designers will be paid by the

hour. Since there will be students
working with them either for pay
or credit the costs will be
somewhat lower than they would
be otherwise, said Worden.

The Three Stages

The porject has been divided into

three stages. Each is scheduled to

take roughly a year to complete.

All plans and times are tentative

and subject to change.
Stage 1 — will be primarily

concerned with the lobby and retail

areas. According to the Design
Seminar the main problem in the

lobby is the daily traffic

congestion. This will be changed by
widening the access to it and in-

creasing the number of entrances

to the Union. Color-coded direc-

tories will be strategically placed

to help people find their way more
easily.

The most novel idea in the plan is

the establishing of a retail area in

the mezzanine. Students would be
provided with services that they

either have to go downtown for now
or don't have at all.

This includes: a package store, a

Health Food store, a bank, a

hairdresser, a CVs store, and a

stereo shop. These shops will be

run by outside interests. The rents

collected should lower the CC fee,

which is among the highest in the

country.

Another aspect of the first stage

considered essential by all con-

cerned is the opening of a new
interconnect between the two
buildings. The present setup is

called "drab, narrow, and scarcely

adequate."

Friedmann said another area

that deserved top priority was the

lounges. The plan call for more of

them, and for the present ones to

be remodeled so that they aren't so

large and impersonal.

The Hatch area is due for

complete renovation. The present

ventilation is poor, the food lines

are badly-planned, and the place

has absolutely no atmosphere, the

Seminar paper stated.

Stage II — will concern itself

primarily with the office areas in

the Union. The offices, now tem-
porary, are characterized by the

poor additive remodeling phases of

past years The corridors leading

up to them are dismal and poorly-

lit. The space will be remodeled to

allow flexibility in the coming
years as different groups use it.

For example, the Collegian offices

will move to the back of the

building.

The art gallery now on the first

floor will move to the Fine Arts

building when it is complete. The
walls of the SU and in particular

the Ballroom will continue to be

used for display of exhibits.

The dining rooms, cafeteria, and
kitchen will remain unless it is

determined that they are no longer

serving their purposes.

Stage III — will involve the

Ballroom and the exterior of the

SU. The plan calls for the Ballroom
to become a truly multipurpose
room, to be used for movies,

concerts, conferences, etc. A
shopping mall will be set up here to

take some of the load off of the

Campus Center lobby Fried-

mann's group suggested that a

balconey be constructed in the

ballroom, but that doesn't appear
in the design firm's plans.

People involved in the

renovation planning said the open

spaces outside the two buildings

should remain but that more
shrubbery should be planted and

sculpture placed in various spots.

The exterior of the Union was also

due for a facelift, but the extent of

this was not yet decided.

The entire building at the end of

the three year period will be color-

coordinated. Air conditioning and

other such facilities will also be

brought up to par.

"Not Another Breuer"
One of the greatest concerns of

the Task Force was that mistakes

made with the planning and
building of the CC don't reoccur.

Bill Worden said "We made sure

that the design firm didn't get a

blank check like the University

gave to Marcel Breuer when he

was contracted to design the

Campus Center building. We've
learned our lesson. He originally

estimated that it would cost seven

to eight million dollars The final

cost was 21 million. We can't afford

to make mistakes like that again."

Friedmann said "Breuer 's not

too popular around this campus but

in all fairness it must be realized

that he was given a somewhat
impossible task. It's not intirely his

fault. The Trustees and others

decided what the building should

consist of and he had to take it from

there."

According to all concerned,

many mistakes will be avoided

because student input is finally

starting to be taken into account.

99c STUDENT SPECIAL

Kentucky Fried

Chicken

Rt. 9, Hadley

every Wed., Night No Cover
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Another UMASS.

SKI CLUB MEETING

Come find out about upcoming activities:

Snow dance with a band and bar.

The ski sale with $150,000 worth of

new and used ski equipment.

We will have a movie, so come and get

"psyched" for skiing.
L i. .» » . i . i , ... i . i
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In The Nation
First Tape Heard In Public

Committee Probes Secretary's Credibility
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — One of

the famed White House tapes was
played in public for the first time
yesterday but the only question it

settled is that there is indeed a
humdinger of a hum.

It lasted, as the White House
said, 18 minutes and 15 seconds.

To straining ears in U.S. District

Judge John J. Sirica's crowded
courtroom, it sounded like electric

clippers in a barber shop. Here and
there, before and after the hum,
the voices of President Nixon and
aides John D. Ehrlichman and H.

R. Haldeman could be heard in

snatches of conversation.

"What the hell does that show
you" a voice like the President's

said once. "I'd like a little of that

consomme today." The President

again.

There was some whistling —
tune and whistler unidentified.

Then the long buzz, loud at first,

then a little lower and then loud

again.

The tape, of a meeting in Nixon's

Executive Office Building suite on
June 20, 1972 — involving first

Ehrlichman and then Haldeman —
was played as the President's

secretary, Rose Mary Woods, was
on the stand.

It was the 10th day of a hearing

that began as an inquiry into two
subpoenaed Watergate tapes the

White House said were
nonexistent It changed in

character after the White House
disclosure last week that the

Haldeman conversation was
missing the 18-minute segment.
Special Watergate prosecution

force lawyers say that the part

obliterated was conversation about
the Watergate break-in that oc-

curred only three days before the

conversation was recorded.

While the tapes hearing was in

progress, the Senate Watergate
committee acknowledged major

investigations weren't going well
and postponed further hearings
until at least January.
Committee senators attributed

the delay to witnesses who have
ignored committee subpoenas, as
staff admission that it wasn't
ready to proceed and White House
refusal to turn over some

out of existence next year without

further public hearings.

Meanwhile, the White House
pictured Nixon as being undecided

about making some of his income
tax returns public. Sen. J. Bennett
Johnston Jr., D-La., said Nixon
promised him and five other

senators Monday night that he

yesterday the President will make
available complete information

about his personal finances but

would not say if release of tax

forms would be part of this

disclosure.

Miss Woods testified she was
listening on the June 20 tape for

signs of Ehrlichman leaving

(AP Wirephoto)
WASHINGTON, Nov. 27 — ANOTHER DAY IN COURT — Rose Mary Woods. President Nixon's

personal secretary, is flanked by attorneys Charles II. Rhyne. left, and William II. Khyne. father and
son. as she arrives at I'.S. District Court Tuesday for another appearance regarding the presidential
tapes. Monday she testified that she thinks she accidentia pushed the wrong button on a recorder that
obliterated an IK-minute period on a tape of a June 20. 1972. meeting between President Nixon and II. R.
Haldeman.

documents. would open some of his tax returns Nixon's office - and that the
The possibility was left open by to public review. Haldeman conversation had

the senators that panel would go A White House spokesman said already stated — when her

Senate OK's Ford; House Approval Expected
By CARL P. LEUBSDORF
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate overwhelmingly approved
Rep. Gerald R. Ford yesterday as
the nation's 40th vice president.

House approval, expected next
week, would complete
congressional confirmation as
required by the 25fh Amendment,
ratified in 1967

The vote was 92 to 3 in favor of

the Michigan Republican. All the

opponents were Democrats.
The Senate vote had been

scheduled just less than seven
weeks after Spiro T. Agnew
resigned the nation's second
highest office and pleaded no

(AP YMrrphoto >

WASHINGTON. NOV. 27 —
PONDERS A QIESTION —
Vice President Gerald R. Ford
thinks over a question during

his last day of testimony before

the House Judiciary Com-
mittee in Washington.

contest to a single count of income
tax evasion.

Two days later, President Nixon
chose Ford, a 25-year-House
veteran who has been the House
Republican leader since 1965.

In what members said was
probably the most searching
scrutiny of any presidential
nominee in history, Senate and
House committees sent hundreds
of investigators looking into Ford's
background and studied 2,000
pages of raw FBI files.

Ford spent six days before
Senate and House panels, an-
swering detailed questions about
his financial dealings, handling of

campaign funds and philosophy,
winning congressional praise for

openness and candor.
Members of both the Senate and

House stressed that the
proceedings were especially
important because of the start of

preliminary impeachment
proceedings in the House against
Nixon.

Ford, 60, was strongly pushed for

the nomination by his House
Republican colleagues. A number
of Democrats are likely to vote
against him, however, because of
his conservative voting record and
some allegations he is unsuited for

the vice presidency or presidency.
The House Judiciary Committee,

which wound up its hearings
Monday, is expected to vote on the

nomination Thursday. Action by
the full House is scheduled before
Dec. 6.

"If I have any merit," Ford said,

"it is that I can sit down with
people I disagree with, perhaps
philosophically, and work out
answers."
Ford told a convention of the

Seafarers International Union that
his job as vice president will be to

work with the Democratic
Congress and "to give an input at
the White House from some 25
years of basic experience" in

Congress.

Ford spoke in both nautical and
sports terms in describing his

expected relationship with the

President, noting that "you don't
tackle your own quarterback" and
that the "mate doesn't undercut
the captain."

Ford said the country has
weathered 200 years of often-
stormy weather and said it

currently has "a fine skipper" with
a good record.

"And I think he'll have a good

habitat

record for the next three years,"
said Ford, whose nomination was
expected to win approval in the
Senate later today. The House is

expected to approve the
nomination next week.
House Majority Leader Thomas

"Tip" O'Neill followed Ford to the
platform and said that, while he
agreed with Ford that the "ship of
state was on storm-tossed seas,"
he disagreed "as far as the skipper
is concerned."

However, O'Neill said he thought
Ford was an excellent choice for
vice president.

President Nixon spoke to the
Seafarers on Monday.

************

Vice President-designate Gerald
Ford said yesterday that he
sometimes differs with President
Nixon but will work side-by-side

with the President in trying to

solve the nation's problems.

Tools

for

Casual

Living

Unique gourmet cookware,
glassware, stoneware and
specialty items

OPENING SOON
AT THE

Amherst Carriage Shops

STARTS
thurs.

telephone rang. As she reached for

the phone — to the left and behind
her — she said she accidentally

pushed the record button. At the
same time, she said, her foot must
have been on the foot switch that

starts the tape machine.
After the telephone con-

versation, she said, she noticed the

record button down, listened to the

tape and discovered the hum.
Then, she said, she told the
President who said not to worry
because only the Ehrlichman
conversation tape was under
subpoena. This was an erroneous
impression according to

prosecutors.

On Nov. 14, as the National
Security Agency was making
copies of that tape for the judge,

the 18-minute gap was discovered.

Miss Woods said the President told

her of the length of obliterated

conversation.

"I couldn't believe there could be
something like that unless there

was a malfunction in the tape," the

red-haired Miss Woods said. "I told

him Nixon I didn't think that in any
way my hitting the record button

could cause that long a gap...

I

think I would have remembered
that long a telephone con-
versation."

That left at least 13 minutes of

obliterated conversation unex-
plained. Experts will assist Sirica

in determining the cause.

The White House claims the

entire erasure was caused by the
pushed record button, "possibly
while the recorder was in the
proximity of an electric typewriter
and a high intensity lamp.''

The typewriter and lamp will be
brought to court and tested.

What was heard in court
yesterday was 38 minutes of a copy
of a copy of the original tape.
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Gas Supplies Could Be Reduced 30%
Strict Regulation Will Be Necessary

WASHINGTON-CALLS FOR SUPPOHT -President Nixon

speaks to a convention of the Seafarers International Union in

Washington. The President called for support of his previously an-

nounced energy policies.

By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government tapped civilian and
domestic supplies yesterday to

assure adequate fuel for the
Defense Department, and sources
said consumer gasoline supplies

may soon be reduced by up to 30
per cent.

The cutback would be twice that

announced by President Nixon
Sunday night.

President Nixon's Emergency
Energy Action Group, which met
yesterday was reportedly con-
sidering rationing gasoline, im-
posing a supplemental tax of 30 to

40 cents, or both.

Meanwhile, Nixon signed a bill

requiring him to carry out man-
datory allocation of all petroleum
products within 30 days. The law,
governing allotments to

distributors, is designed to assure
adequate supplies of fuel for all

sections of the country.

The White House also proposed
regulation yesterday that would
require home owners who use oil

for heat to lower their thermostats
six degrees below last year's
settings.

Alternate Energy, Heating Methods

Can Increase Personal Danger
By DUDLEY LEHEW
Associated Press Writer

That spare gallon can of gasoline

you've stored in anticipation of an

emergency is a "liquid bomb"
equal to 14 sticks of dynamite.

Those charcoal briquettes can

keep you warm - but they also can

take your life. So can that antique

stove you've dusted off and set up.

With the reported increases in

gasoline hoarding, and as people

try alternative eneigy and heating

methods, the possibility of per-

sonal danger has soared, experts

say.

"We expect a great increase in

fire deaths this winter because of

this," said Richard Peacock,
director of public affairs for the

national Fire Protection

Association in Boston, "There have

been deaths already."

"We expect that more people will

die trying to keep warm than every

before," he said. The most im-

mediate potential hazard concerns

motorists who have been reported

flocking to gasoline stations for

spare cans of gasoline since

President Nixon announced
energy-saving steps.

"The explosive power of one

gallon of gasoline is approximately

that of 14 sticks of dynamite," said

Phil Dykstra, manager of the

National Safety Council's home
department in Chicago.

Peacock agrees: "If you put it in

your car and someone hits you,

there's just one hell of an ex-

plosion. You're really carrying

around a liquid bomb."
"Any kind of an impact from a

car, even from a sharp tool in the

trunk, can puncture these cans,"

he said. "Gasoline vapors come out

of gasoline cans, even at cold

temperatures. It's not the gasoline

that explodes, it's the vapors."

"Any smell of gasoline in a

storage room or an automobile

trunk is good evidence that there's

a vapor leak in the container,"

Peacock said.

"Never store it in a room with

hot water heating equipment. You

set off an explosion with ac-

cumulated vapors."

Many states forbid storage of

gasoline.

Officials also are concerned over

potential dangers involved in in-

creased usage of fireplaces and
substitute methods of heating.

Many people have been buying

wood and coal-burning stoves.

Some dealers have reported a run

on charcoal briquettes.

"Cast iron stoves are par-

ticularly dangerous," Peacock
said. "They get hot and people

don't know how to adjust the flues

and gases collect in the fules and
they blow up. The way to install

one of those stoves is to get advice

from an expert."

"Ventilate the house enough to

get a good supply of fresh air if

you're going to use a charcoal

burner or a hibachi," he said. "It

can cause death by asphyxiation."

He said his office had received a

report on the recent death of a

family of six, caused by improper
use of briquettes. "They had a

brazier in their living room. They
never woke up."

"Briquettes in themselves are

not dangerous, no more dangerous

than burning wood or coal, or any
other type fuel, if you have proper

ventilation and proper equipment
to burn them in," said Dykstra.

"One of the things we are

worried about is that people will

begin to use inadequate heating

equipment."
Both Dykstra and Peacock said

electrical systems of oilheated

homes might not be able to handle

the burden of added sup-

plementary electric heaters. They
also said some electric heaters can

present dangers if accidentally

tipped over or if left on too long

near combustible material.

"Briquettes in a fireplace are

okay, if the vent or the flues are

open. The same situation exists for

gas heaters, which still present the

same hazard as briquettes. As long

as it's a combustible energy, it's a

potential hazard." Dykstra said.

it gives off carbon monoxide."
But fireplace chimneys also can

be unsafe, according to Eugene F.

O'Connell of Stamford, Conn., who
builds, repairs and cleans them.
"If a chimney is used five or six

times a week, it should be cleaned
once a year. If it has been used only
once or twice a week, it should
need cleaning every three or four

years."

A potential hazard exists if the

fireplace user burns soft woods,

which O'Connell says give off tars

and resins which cling to the walls.

The sap can be absorbed into the

masonry and it is combustible.

"We recommend hard woods
because they have less resins and
pitch that cling to the inside of the

fireplace," said Dykstra. "We
recommend that those who have
fireplaces either have their

chimneys, before they really start

to use it for the winter season,

professionally checked or at the

very least check it out them-
selves."

"We also recommend that

fireplace owners have a good
approved all pupose fire ex-

tinguisher."

Announcing the heating oil ac-

tion in the Federal Register, the

White House said the regulations

would be revised after public

comment and would go into

operation Dec. 27. But they do not

provide enforcement mechanism,
and the penalty for failing to

cooperate would be running out of

fuel.

In its first use of the 23-year-old

Defense Production Act, the
government commandeered 825.9

million gallons of gasoline and
other fuels from 22 major oil

companies, ordering delivery by
Jan. 16. The Pentagon estimates

the fuel is sufficient for about one
month.
The Interior Department is

assigning the quotas, based on the

Defense Department's estimates

of requirements, and placed the

biggest levy on Shell Oil Co., which
must come up with 108.1 million

gallons.

By invoking the Production Act,

the Defense Department
authorizes oil companies to break
delivery contracts with civilian

customers.
The Pentagon said the Arab oil

embargo had cut off about 300,000

barrels of oil each day that would
normally reach the Defense
Department.
Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger indicated in a briefing

with Nixon and 22 senators and
House members that the embargo
is unlikely to end until progress
emerges from Middle East peace
talks, which he said he hopes will

be under way Dec. 18.

Among actions b^ing considered
to help control the use of gasoline,

in the face of the shortage, is a
mandatory cutback.

* We're looking for gasoline cuts

of about 30 per cent" over the next
several months, an administration

source said.

One proposal reportedly ad-

vanced by the Treasury Depart-
ment would impose a gasoline tax

of 30 to 40 cents, in addition to the

present levy of 4 cents. It could be
coupled with a weekly allowance of

10 to 15 gallons of gasoline, free of

the added tax.

At a Senate finance sub-
committee hearing, White House
energy adviser John A. Love
testified that he favors a free

market regarding petroleum
prices, but opposes immediate
decontrol.

One more designed to cut down
the need for fuel - year-around
Daylight Saving Time - was ap-

proved by a vote of 311 to 88 in the

House. The White House has said

electricity and heating demands
can be cut by as much as three per
cent by pushing the clocks ahead
one hour, but House members were
cautious about predicting potential

savings.

In other energy-related
developments

:

-The White House issued final

regulations prohibiting electric

power plants that burn coal from
switching to oil. The rules permit
plants burning natural gas, a fuel

in critically short supply, to switch

to oil.

-The Office of Petroleum
Allocation ordered priorities on the

sale of fuel for marine use, giving

preference to boats and land
facilities involved in harvesting
and processing fish and other
seafood. Pleasure vessels, in-

cluding those operated com-
mercially, may buy marine fuels

only if adequate supplies are on
hand after commercial fishing

boats and seafood processors have
bought their supplies.

-House Commerce Committee
Chairman Harley O. Staggers, D-
W. Va., said he hopes to finish work
on emergency energy legislation

by the end of the week.
-Rep. Chet Holifield, D-Calif.,

chairman of the House Govern-
ment Operations Committee, said

he will speed consideration of an
administration-backed bill

creating an agency to consolidate

research efforts and administer a
five-year, $10-billion research
program proposed by President
Nixon.

KAPPA

KAPPA

GAMMA
Tonight Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. we'll be having an

informal party at our house, 32 Nutting Avenue. We

want you to come and meet us, the pledges and sisters

of KKG. Call 5-0321 or 5-0320 and ask for Sue for rides.

See you tonight.

DEPT. OF THEATRE

"The Home Life of a Buffalo"
by Richard Harrity

"Red Peppers"
by Noel Coward

STUDIO THEATRE, SOUTH COLLEGE

Wed. Sat., Nov. 28, 29, 30, Dec. 1

All Seats $1.00— Limit 40 persons

8p.m.

Tickets at Studio Door 1 hr before performance.
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Hijacked Dutch Jet
Returns To Dubai
DUBAI ( AP) — A commandeered Dutch jumbo jet returned to Dubai

Tuesday night and officials offered the three Palestinian hijackers safe
conduct if the others aboard were freed, an airline spokesman said.
The Boeing 747 took off from Dubai earlier Tuesday and flew around

the Mideast for hours in search of a place to land before returning to the
tiny Persian Gulf sheikdom.
The terrorist-commanded jet had been shunned by at least seven

countries as it meandered around the Mideast since being taken over
Sunday night in an effort to win freedom for imprisoned Palestinians on
Cyprus and as a protest against alleged Dutch support of Israel.
The jetliner already had logged 4,600 miles under hijack command

when it left Dubai with a crew of 10 and and official of the Dutch airline
KLM aboard. The plane headed for the South Yemen capital of Aden,
where authorities said the airstrip was not big enough for the giant plane.
The Aden authorities said they told the pilot the plane could land to

refuel in an emergency, but that the hijackers would have to accept
responsibility for any accident.
The plane circled the Aden airport for two hours and 10 minutes and

then left, the authorities said.

A KLM spokesman in Amsterdam reported the Dubai safe conduct
proposal. An airline spokesman said earlier Aden had refused a
guarantee of safe conduct out of the country.

Official sources in the Turkish capital of Ankara said the jetliner had
asked permission to land at Istanbul, Turkey, during the Dubai-to-Dubai
flight.

The second stop in Dubai made six landings for the hijacked jet an
apparent record. An Argentine airliner hijacked last July 4 touched down
five times while -nder air pirates' orders.
Passengers and stewardesses from the hijacked Dutch airliner arrived

Tuesday night in Amsterdam.
At Malta, the stop before Dubai, the hijackers had allowed 244

passengers and eight hostesses to leave the plane. An extra pilot was
taken aboard to join the nine-man crew and AW. Witholt, a vice president
of KLM who remained aboard the plane as hostage.
En route to Dubai the plane flew over Cyprus and the Arab states of

Lebanon, Syria and Iraq. Those Arab countries, as well as Egypt,
Kuwait. Saudi Arabia and Bahrain, refused to grant permission for
landing in apparent disapproval of such terrorist tactics.
The gunmen seized the $37 million plane Sunday night on a flight from

Beirut to Tokyo to protest alleged pro-Israeli policies of the Netherlands
and to bargain for release ofcomrades imprisoned in Cyprus.
They said they and their jailed friends belonged to a little-known

guerrilla group called the Arab Youth Organization for the Liberation of
Palestine.

The hijackers were reported armed with plastic explosives, had
grenades and a pistol.

The released passengers left Malta Tuesday night aboard a plane sent
to pick them up.

One passenger, H.N. Hassan of Sudan, said he and his fellow
passengers remained calm throughout their 32-hour ordeal.

House Votes Daylight Saving
WASHINGTON ( AP)-The House today voted to put the nation on year-

round Daylight Saving Time.
The bill approved by a vote of 311 to 88 is one tf several pieces of

legislation President Nixon has said he needs to deal with the energy
crisis.

Year-round DST could reduce electricity and heating demands by as
much as three per cent, according to the White House.

NEW SCHEDULE
Clip out and save!

FREE
SHUTTLEBUS

ALL TIMES ARE PAST THE HOUR
x : 15 and x :45 Melville & Kennedy on Mass. Ave.
x:18 and x:48 Chadborne in Central Area.
x:20 and x:50 Webster House in Orchard Hill.

x:24 and x:54 Brown in Sylvan Area.
x:25 and x:55 WOPE across from Northeast Area.
x:30 and x:00 Campus Center Circle.

SCHEDULE WILL APPLY FOR MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 P.M. TO 10:30 P.M.
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY FROM 11:00 A.M. TO 10:30 P.M.

You deserve a break, today,

(and we'll help you get it.)

377 RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

Arabs Lift Oil Restrictions

Against Japan, Common Market
By ELIASANTAR

Associated Press Writer
ALGIERS (AP) Arab

foreign ministers approved a
Saudi Arabia proposal that oil

restrictions against Japan and
all European Common Market
countries except the
Netherlands be lifted, reliable
sources reported here
yesterday.

The sources said the foreign
ministers approved the
proposal at a meeting in
Algiers before a summit
conference of Arab leaders
convened on Monday.
The summit conference is to

act on the ministers'
resolutions.

The proposal by Saudi
Arabia, the Mideast's largest
oil producer, apparently did
not include any change in the
Arab embargo of oil for the
United States. The Netherlands
also is under a total embargo.
The Saudi proposal seeks to

reward Europe and Japan for
recent declarations indicating
a tilt in policy more favorable
to the Arabs, the sources said.
The Netherlands was not

included in the proposed shift
because the Arabs consider the
Dutch government to be
committed to Israel, the
sources said.

(AP Wirephoto)

FAISAL AT CONFERENCE — King Faisal of Saudi Arabia, left,

flanked by Saudi Arabian Deputy Premier Ibn Fahd. attends the
opening session of the Arab summit conference in Algiers.

The summit conference in

Algiers sought on Tuesday to

reconcile rival Jordanian and
guerrilla claims to the
allegiance of the Palestinian

people - an explosive issue the

leaders feel must be resolved
before any peace conference
with Israel.

Kings and presidents from 16

countries met in a closed
summit session to hear reports
from Presidents Anwar Sadat

of Egypt and Hafaz Assad of

Syria, the two chief Arab
combatants in last month's
Middle East war.
The reports were understood

to have covered the conduct of
the fighting.

Tuesday's main summit
business, however, was the
silent struggle between Jor-
dan's King Hussein and the
Palestinian guerrilla
leadership under Yasir Arafat.

Music for a Sunday Evening
The Amherst College Entertainment Committee

J5e.

Larry

Coryell

Tickets $350.
7:30 p.m. Sunday, December 2 in the Amherst College Gymnasium

Tickets will be available in advance at : Faces ot Earth, Amherst;
The New Record Shop, Amherst; Del Padre Music, Northampton,
UMass Campus Center; Uroborm Book Shop, Hampshire ColleRe;

and will jfeo be available at the door.
This concert is presented in ...-operation with H-T Productions.

What's The Story?"

Meal Tickets, And Other Rip-Offs

By DKBBIK BKK.VSTKIN
Question: I would like to know why the University

deems it necessary to put a mandatory status on meal
tickets and for that matter, restrictions on the
housing (on campus living for underclassmen, un-
marrieds. and those under 21). What's the rationale
behind these rules?
Answer: We've all heard stories about people who

return to visit UMass after being away for many
years, and remark in astonishment how much this
place has changed. Well, if their memory dates back
to around 1953 they can remember when Draper Hall,
Greenough, and Butterfield were all buildings that
served as dorms and dining commons in one. But then
the University started to get larger. The Board of
Trustees felt that because Amherst was such a small
town, located way out in the western part of the state,
they had an obligation to house and feed the great
number of students that were now coming to UMass.
So to more efficiently serve the students, large dorms
and dining commons were built. And with the con-
struction of these buildings came the responsibility to
pay for them. The Board of Trustees further feels
that there is not enough electricity for a large amount
of in-dorm cooking, not enough places to eat off-
campus, and not enough stores to buy food from to
allow for students not to have meal tickets. These
facts, according to Joel Stoneham. Director of
University Food Services, are the rationale behind
the rules.

Question: In light of the 18-20 year olds new found
adulthood, and the fact that a person 21 years or older
doesn't have to buy a meal ticket; will we ( 18-20 year
olds) be forced to purchase a meal ticket for Spring
semester 1U7J?

Answer: In last week's column I answered this
same type of question regarding the effect lowering
the age of majority will have on the Housing Office
requirement of students to live on campus until they
are 21 < or meet other standards for exemptions). The
answer for the honsinp rpnnirement is the same as

the answer for the meal ticket. yes. you will still
have to purchase one. even if you are over 18. The
reasons behind this were discussed in detail last
week, but III briefly explain the main reason again.
The age lor not having to buy a meal ticket is not set
at 21 because it is the age of majority, but because it

is a convenient cut-off date So changing the age of
majority from 18 to 21 will have nothing to do with
changing the meal ticket policy, because the policy is
set down by the Board of Trustees.

Question: 1 lost a it cent piece in the (ampus
t enter Post Office change machine. I decided to
report it to \ou instead of damaging the machine.
IMease send me .">« cents.
Answer: I checked with Building Operations at the

Campus Center and they said the best thing to do
when this happens is to pick up the phone located at
the automatic Post Office This phone is directly
connected to the Amherst Post Office, and they're the
ones who will refund your money. The Campus
Center has nothing to do with this post office's
operation When money is lost in the machine during
the Amherst Post Office's off hours, a report should
be made as soon as possible. Since you did not report
the loss immediately, I would suggest that you
contact them now

"What's the Story?" will be a regular feature in
Wednesday's Collegian. I will be looking into various
aspects of the University system that may be of in-
terest to or need clarification for the University
community. I will also answer any questions or
problems people are having within the University. So
if >ou are having a hard time finding the answer to
>our question, write it down on a piece of paper and
drop it in the "What's the Story?" box outside the
(ampus (enter Store, send it through campus mail
to Box t. Campus Center, or bring it to the Om-
budsman Office, room 919 Campus Center.
Debbie Bernstein is Student Assistant to the Om-
budsman.

BLIND DANE AND HER
NEW FRIEND - Anne Lise
Hansen of Odense, Denmark,
hugs her seeing-eye dog.
Baron, while waiting in Detroit
Metropolitan Airport for flight

hack to Denmark.

5% Daily Voltage Cutback
Leaves Energy Consumption Uneffected
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. <AP) - A

five per cent voltage cutback in

effect for four hours daily across
New England was seen as having
little effect on energy consumption
in a sampling of expert opinion.

"The effect of a brownout is so

small that it's probably not worth
it," Gerald L. Wilson of the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology said Tuesday.
Wilson and several others told

the Springfield Daily News that

while the voltage reductions result

in an immediate reduction in

energy consumption. many
electrical appliances and motors
draw more current to make up for

the loss of voltage.

Daily voltage reductions bet-

ween 4-8 p.m. began Monday. They
were ordered by the New England

Power Exchange NEPEX. an
organization which coordinates 23

area power companies. NEPEX
estimated a monthly saving of 1.8

million gallons of fuel.

Allen Rowlings, of the power
exchange, announced that NEPEX
saved about 60.000 gallons of fuel

from the reduction Monday
evening.

The findings of the newspaper's
sampling were challenged by
NEPEX spokesman James Lydon,
who said in a telephone interview
from his Boston office that "we
know the savings that we've
measured are real."

Lydon said the key factor in

estimating fuel savings was in the
equipment used.

"Any reduction means that we
will not run our least efficient

equipment," he said.

He explained that the cutbacks in

voltage directly affect older oil-

burning facilities, which either go
off line or undergo voltage
reductions.

Newer equipment, apt to burn
fuel more efficiently, is unaffected,

he said.

Lydon said some of the units

affected by the reductions only are
used during the peak evening
hours.

Wilson, an associate professor of

energy processing and director of
MIT's power systems engineering
laboratory, contended that the
prime energy saving in a brownout
was in lighting, which dims slightly

when the power is cut.

He said most electric motors do
not reduce speed or power in a

voltage reduction. Instead they
draw more current. Ther-
mostatically controlled ap-
pliances do not produce less heat,
but instead take longer to reach
desired temperatures. Wilson said.

Wilson said a 5 per cent voltage
reduction results in an immediate
1.8 per cent reduction in the use of
electricity.

However, as motors begin to

compensate for the loss and
thermostats continue to seek their

set temperature, power con-
sumption begins to increase, he
said.

"The benefits in reduced load
are not there," he said.

Wilson and others warned that

the voltage reduction could
damage some electrical equip-
ment.
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Government Reports

Trade Surplus
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-The United States reported another half-billion-
dollar surplus in its foreign trade in October, putting the country closer to
its first annual trade surplus since 1970.

The October surplus was $527 million and placed the trade surplus for
the first 10 months of the year at $680 million. At the same time a year
ago, there was a trade deficit of $5.2 billion.

The big improvement in the country's foreign trade is attributed by
economists to the effect of two devaluations of the dollar, which have
made U.S. goods cheaper overseas and foreign goods more expensive at

home.
Treasury Secretary George P. Shultz said Monday he feels the dollar

now is correctly valued in relation to the currencies of the United States'

major trading partners.

The change in value has resulted in a repatriation of some of the billions

of U.S. dollars that flowed out of the country during the years of big
deficits in U.S. trade and balance of payments.
The second dollar devaluation occurred in February of this year, and

the United States had its first surplus in 1973 in April.

It also has had surpluses in July, September and October, with the

September surplus of $873 million being the biggest monthly surplus in

eight years.

The country had trade deficits of $2 billion in 1971 and $6 billion in 1972,

but seems headed now for a surplus trade year, according to government
economists.

The country's balance of payments, which includes the flow of dollars

for such things as investment and defense purposes also has shown a

marked improvement since the first quarter of this year, but still has an

overall deficit

UMass Third World Cultural Series
presents

WARFIELD
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paid Each buckle
sent with copies
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disclosure, and
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8 p.mSaturday, December 8
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

Tickets. UM-a students $1.50, others $3.00. 125 Herter HallPhone 5450202

Sponsored by the Fine Arts Council as part of the Paul
Robeson Series
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DeSalvo Murder
Shakedown Begins
WALPOLE, Mass. (AP) — Guards launched a shakedown search

yesterday at Walpole state prison for the weapon that was used to stab to
death Albert DeSalvo, the self-professed Boston Strangler, the Correction
Department said.

Meanwhile, Norfolk Dist. Atty . George Burke continued to investigate a
suspect in the case. But he declined to identify the person or reveal a
motive.

A correction official said inmates in the maximum security section of
the prison were locked up while guards went from cell to cell, stripping
inmates and searching their cells for contraband.
The shakedown, to include all sections of the institution, was to be

finished today, the spokesman said.

DeSalvo was serving a life sentence imposed in 1967 for sexual assaults
on four women. The conviction was not connected with the exploits of the
Boston Strangler, and no one has been brought to trial in that case.

< AP Wlrrphoto )

STRANGLER* SHOWS CHOKERS-Albert DeSalvo. who ad-
mitted but was never convicted of being the Boston Strangler. shows
choker necklaces he made in prison at Walpole. Mass., last March.
DeSalvo was found stabbed to death in the prison Monday. The
chokers were sold at the prison shop and by mail.

Burke said he was investigating the possibility that DeSalvo's killing
might have been linked with drug traffic in the prison.

DeSalvo, 42, a former handyman, was found in his cell bed stabbed 16
times Monday morning. Police theorized that he was killed shortly before
the inmates were locked in their cells Sunday night.

DeSalvo was the chief orderly in the prison hospital. Burke said he
appeared to be stabbed with a surgical instrument.
The Boston Strangler is attributed with slaying 13 women in an 18-

month period between 1962 and 1964. Authorities have never brought
charges in those killings, because they say they lack sufficient evidence.

I HAVE WHAT IT TAKES . . .

Yes, Richard Nixon has what it takes The extent to which he

has violated his trust to the American people, has completely

eroded his influence as a leader that people are able to believe

and hence to follow.

If you have what it takes, send the coupon below along with

$2 99 and let others know where you stand By return mail you
will receive the certificate illustrated above 18'/, x 11) suitable

for framing.

I

HAVt
WHAT
IT

TAKES

Triple Q Co.

P. O. Box 43
East White Plains, New York 10604

Please send by return mail "The Record Stands"
certificate (Enclose check or money order for $2 99.

Nanv*

I

All. !

City

St.i'.- /'P.
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Backed By Mideast Oil

Onassis' Company To Build U.S. Refinery

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By ALEXANDER G. HIGGINS
Associated Press Writer

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - An oil

company owned by Aristotle
Onassis plans to build its first U.S.
refinery near the New Hampshire
seacoast, backed by guaranteed
shipments of Mideast oil.

In a State House news con-
ference Tuesday, Gov. Meldrim
Thomson and businessman Peter
J. Booras of Keene, coordinator of

the $600 million project, said the
facility would provide ample
petroleum for New Hampshire and
one quarter of the amount used by
New England.

It was the second refinery to be
announced in recent weeks for the
six-state region, currently without
any such facility. Booras and
consultants to the firm, Olympic
Refineries, Inc., outlined plans to

build a marine terminal on the
leeward side of the Isles of Shoals
and to lay a pipeline about 15 miles
underwater and underground to

Durham Point.

As rumors grew in recent weeks
about the proposed construction,
about 50 residents of the Durham
area formed an ad hoc committee
to block the building of the plant in

the town.

White
Considers
$1 Per House
BOSTON (AP) - The mayor is

considering a plan that would let

neighborhood people take over
abandoned houses for $1, fix them
up and live tax-free for five years.

The urban homestead plan,
passed by the city council on
Monday, is similar to programs in

other cities.

However, Mayor Kevin H. White
is reported hesitant about the
scheme because of possible legal

problems. His approval is

necessary before it could take
effect.

Under the plan, title to the

property would be transferred
from the city to the resident after

five years.

It passed the council over the

objection of Councilor Frederick C.

Langone, who said the city's

lawyer questioned the city's right
to waive taxes without state
legislative approval. He also
questioned the legality of leasing
property without benefit of auction
sale.

Booras and state officials ex-

pressed confidence that the
company would alleviate fears of

residents and cause "no significant

disruption to the environment."
"We hope to convince the people

of that area that a refinery will be
an asset and will in no way be
detrimental," Booras said.

Thomas Bonner, president of the

University of New Hampshire, said

the university would investigate

the environmental aspects of the

project "to serve that public in-

terest."

Thomson, a long-time supporter
of an oil refinery, said he was
releasing his chief administrative

aide, Fred Goode, for the next six

months to concentrate on clearing

objections to the oil refinery and to

a nuclear plant proposed for the

seacoast area.

Booras said the company hoped
to have all the necessary permits
within the next few months and to

have the refinery built by the
summer of 1976.

"If the company didn't think
they could win the necessary ap-
proval, they wouldn't have com-
mitted themselves," he said.

Booras said more detailed plans
would be presented to the state and
local officials by mid-January.
A report issued by Booras said

the refinery would produce 375,000
barrels a day of heating oil,

gasoline and propane. New
Hampshire consumes 80,000
barrels daily, and New England as
a whole requires about 1.3 million
barrels, a spokesman said.

Booras, who declined to discuss
specifics about the company, said
it is an international firm with
"contracts" that assure it of a
continuing supply of crude oil from
Saudi Arabia.

Although the company will rely
on the oil imports, Thomson said
the project is in support of
President Nixon's goal of making
the United States self-sufficient for
energy by 1980.

There will be a free

WINTER EQUIPMENT SEMINAR
Presented By

THE I MASS OUTING CLUB and

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS

Featuring: X-COCNTRY SKIING
SNOW-SHOEING
WINTER CAMPING

Wed., No?. 28 at 7 p.m. C.C. Room 113
Everyone is Welcome

fly for

$18000

EUROPE FOR HOLIDAYS

SKI
leave New York, Dec. 22 or 27

TRAVEL
return Jan. 8 or 10

study and attend International Federation of
Learning Disabilities conference, Amsterdam
Jan. 4, 5 & 7.

Reservation forms at newspaper office or
contact:

Rimed P. Johnsen
International Federation of Learning Disabilities
4934 East 21st. St., Indianapolis. Indiana 462 18

(317) 356 6323

Stettin TtfaiHtcitt SfrwU, *}uc.

SPKIAUSTS l\ QUAIITY IK.HT WEIGHT
BACKPA< MNG AND MOUNTAIN!* RING fQUIPMENT

POST-THANKSGIVING DAY SKI SALE
NOV. 26 - DEC. 1

EMS MAD SHU S 12000 (MOHAIR)
w boots and bindings

BLASKI* TURLMGRENN
w boots and bindings

EMS ASHES TURLAHGREHH
w boots and bindings

B0HHA 1000 TURLAHGREHH
w boots and bindings

EMS MADSHUS 2000
w boots and bindings

Mfg.

Sug. List

112.00

102.00

90.50

95.50

93.50

96.50

Package

Price

69.50

74.50

49.50

54.50

59.50

69.50
MADSHUS BIRKE BEIHER
w boots and bindings

Waxes and accessories 50 percent off

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS/AMHERST
Rle. » Amherst Hadley Line • 253-9504

'
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Mass. State Colleges

React To Fuel Crisis

1 \l" H II c|>liol<i i

AMERICAN RICE IN VIETNAM - A South Vietnamrsr Air Force
plan*' unloads American rite at (Wa NgMa Airstrip in Qm*R Due
Province. Vietnam. This area has heen the scene of leienl heaw
righting after North Vietnamese troops overran three tfo\ eminent
outposts. The town's road link has heen cut with the outside world
and all supplies must he airlifted in.

Mass. Turnpike Stations

Ordered To Stay Open
BURTON (Al») The chairman of the Massachusetts Turnpike

Authority ordered the 11 service stations on the state turnpike yesterday
to ignore President Nixon's requested ban on Sunday gasoline sales.

'The gasoline stations on the Massachusetts Turnpike are open 24
hours per day. seven days per week, under requirements established bv
the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority, and anv changes in these
requirements must be authorized" by the authority," said Chairman John
T Driscoll in a letter to the oil companies that operate the stations.

Driscoll said that turnpike operations "are not comparable to those of
interstate highways, state highways or other local public ways."
On Sunday. President Nixon asked the service stations to voluntarily

refrain from selling gasoline between 9 p.m. Saturday and midnight
Sunday.

Jack Dixon, a turnpike spokesman, said the authority was worried
about declining patronage on the toll road.

'With a 50 mile an hour limit, why snould you travel on a turnpike when
you can go on a parallel road and keep up the same speed?" Dixon said.
"This could wipe us out."
The turnpike stations are operated by Mobil. Citgo. and Exxon
The 135-mile-long, limited access road runs from downtown Boston in

eastern Massachusetts to New York state on the western border.
The stations "have a contract and can't make any changes," Dixon

said "They have to sell gas."

ANDOVER, Mass. CAP) The
presidents of the Massachusetts
Mate colleges discussed the
possibility yesterday of shutting
down for a month this winter to

save fuel, a spokesman said
Closing for a month 'could

happen with some colleges,
because they're going to reshuffle
schedules,'" said James Ham-
mond, president of Fitehburg State
College.

Some were considering closing in
January, while others might
choose other months. Hammond
said.

Hammond is chairman ol the
State College Presidents Council,
which held its monthly meeting
yesterday
The presidents also discussed

technical means of saving fuel,

such as improving heating con-
trols. The building personnel of the
state colleges plan to meet
tomorrow to discuss these
measures.
Meetings among academic

deans of the colleges were also
planned. Hammond said.

Hammond said, however, that
the state colleges were not con-
sidering uniform action.

"Each campus will have to
consider its own setup." he said.
"Everyone is aware of the gravity
of the situation."

The University of Massachusetts
said yesterday it was cutting short
its voluntary intersession program
of seminars at its Amherst campus
by one week.

Instead of running from Jan. 7 to
Jan 25, the program will not begin
until Jan. 14. The university will
also close some dorms during the
period, when many students are off
campus, a spokesman said.

The university was also con-
sidering changes in its sports
schedule so that trains would play
doubleheadi

: "«;fead of in-
dividual games, and cut down on

travel

Also under consideration was
rescheduling maintenance work
and classes so that buildings can be
closed earlier in the day.

Southeastern Massachusetts
University, another state school,

said its students had organized a
computerized car pool to help cope

rntine shortage.;«v> «h«

The registrar's office will send
letters to students in early January
listing the names of fellow students
who live within easy carpooling
distance, a spokesman said.

Phillips Exeter Academy, a prep
school in Exeter. N.H., said that it

would extend its Christmas
vacation bv five davs.

Appearing al the NEW

C00NTRY HOUSE
in Hatfield

Wed SEAGULL

That. SEAGULL

Frl PAW LOHG LEGS

Sat. TEX 0VERSTREET AND

THE COUNTRY BOYS

Sun. afternoon 4-8 p.m.

Special Country Jamboree.

Everyone with an instrument

welcome to pla;.

No Cover
Charge

No Cover
Charge

River Rd., Hatfield, 24T-5155

Collegian Staff

There will be a meeting of the entire staff tomorrow

at 7:30 P.M. in Room 165 Campus Center. Chancellor Bromery

will be in attendance to answer questions. Other topics to be

discussed are:

—Staff Elections

—Some questions about coverage

—Suggestions for experimentation from adviser Al Oickle

If your name is not listed in the staff listing on page

12 please consult the appropriate departmental editor.

But most of all please

COME TO THE MEETING!
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THE MENAGERIE OF GLASS — An old barn on the edge of the University
of Kansas in Lawrence, Kan., has been converted into a glass blowing studio.

$1.3 Billion And Harvard's Hurting
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - The endowment of

Harvard University, the largest of any university,
stood at $1.36 billion last June 30, and the university
operated in the black for the second straight year, the
university reported Monday
The endowment was $1.7 million above the

previous year's, an increase made possible by gifts

since a decline in the stock market cost Harvard 2.5

per cent of its June 30, 1972 portfolio.

Private gifts and bequests for capital totalled $24.6

million in the year ended June 30, up 72 per cent from
the year before. Gifts for current use rose 1.5 per cent
of $25.7 million.

Total university operating expenses rose only 4.9

per cent to $217 million, leaving a surplus of $2.1

million.

Financial Vice-President Hale Champion said the
university's financial position was one of "fragile
stability" and noted recent inflation was not reflected
in the 1972-73 accounts.

Park Plaza-OneMore Try
BOSTON (AP) - Community mission.

Affairs Commissioner Lewis S. W. The business-residential
rampton invited developers development would be in Boston's

Tuesday to submit a fourth Park
Plaza urban renewal proposal that
he said appears to meet financial
and environmental objections
raised to earlier plans
State officials had outlined the

conditions last September when
they rejected the Boston
Redevelopment Authority's BRA
third proposal.

Park Square area and border on
Boston Common.

Inmates-

You'd Better

Come Back
BOSTON (AP) - Prison inmatesIn a letter to BRA Director -.«~.. ....

Robert T. Kenney, Crampton said
w

!l? !
ai1 t(

?
ret"rn from Ploughs

he P*npw« nnhiio h™„2L" 7u° Wl11 be subject to up to 10 yearshe expects public hearings on the
fourth Park Plaza plan to begin
within 10 days of its official sub-

UMass Police

Now Emergency

Number

5-3111

years
imprisonment under a bill signed
into law by Gov. Francis W.
Sargent Tuesday.
The new law follows a recent

court case in which a Superior
Court judge dismissed escape
charges against an inmate who
failed to return from a furlough.
The judge said no escape was in-

volved and that the state's furlough
law did not provide penalties for
not returning.

Help Is

On The Way
For Near Poor
BOSTON (AP) - Legal help for

the near-poor, too well-off for
poverty lawyers, is being made
available by the Massachusetts
Bar Association.

Seventy lawyers are working
part time in the program, which
gives legal assistance to tenants
and landlords with housing
problems.

It was available to people whose
income after taxes and medical
insurance is under $6,000, plus $750
for each dependent. Single,
childless people with income less
than $8,250 also qualify.

Legal help costs $20 an hour, but
the total bill does not exceed $200.
Private lawyers in Boston charge
$30 to $35 an hour, a bar association
spokesman said.

w
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BYBlKfOR _
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•ITS CONVENIENT Buie>

lejve from oi near the

campus several times

daily

* IT'S DIRECT To where you

want to go

"> ' IT'S FRIENDLY Meet new

people on every trip

jletp.r Ean
g*£fik BUS
1 \ LINES

Houily setvice to Boston. New Yotk City. Albany and

everywhere, direct from the Umveisity Campus. Extia

expiess service to Nattck and Boston every weekend.

Lobby Shop, Student Union

Tel 545-2528 or 545-2006

rB? PENGUIN PRESENTS 13i

ANY OLD WAY YOU CHOOSE IT: Rock and Other Pop Music
1967-1973. Robert Christgau. All about all kinds of rock music
and rock-music performers. Newsday s music critic looks at the
beginnings of rock, the extra-musical themes (like sexism and
politics) that surround it, the meaning of current rock trends, the
significance of outstanding groups and individual artists and
much more. $2.50

OTHER NEW PENGUINS:

A WHALE FOR THE KILLING. Farley Mowat. The heartrending
story of Farley Mowat's efforts to save a cruelly endangered
Fin Whale. $1.50

GIMME SOMETHING TO FEEL. Jane Wood A book of things
to do-how to create metal wheat fields, hairy cherries, hot and
cold books, and more — that take your mind off academic pres-
sures, make you feel good, and refresh your senses. $2.95

EGO AND ARCHETYPE. Edward F Edinger. A lucid synthesis
of C. G Jung's basic ideas $3.45

THE UNIVERSAL MEANING OF THE KABBALAH. Leo Schaya.
This masterful study of the Kabbalah uncovers deep and uni-
versal meanings in the esoteric doctrines of Jewish mysti-
cism. $1.50

TROTSKY: A DOCUMENTARY. Francis Wyndham and David
King. A biography of Leon Trotsky in words and pictures. $4 95

GOTHIC TALES OF TERROR, Volume 2: Classic Horror Stories
from Europe and the United States. Edited by Peter Haming.
"The Hall of Blood.'' The Strange Guests," The Fiend of the
Moor.'' and twenty-seven others $2.75

These and other entertaining, informative Penguin paperbacks are on
sale now at your campus bookstore.

Get your Volkswagen

painted FREE!

You can earn easy m ry month during school,
for domg ne;--

, Wl( |

paint your car FREI . ,hion and pay yon
lord' iSij.il That 's praciically ail there

is to it. Tor the full story, wle immediately to

Beetleboards of America Inc.

7785 Sunset Blvd

Los Angeles, California 90046
Or Call (213) 876 7517 Collect

n the Hatch thur.frivsat 9m.- 1^m
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A Close Call

For The Minuteman
CONCORD, Mass. ( AP) — A wandering tourist who heard a strange

ticking sound emanaging from a brown paper bag lying near the
Minuteman statue may have saved the Revolutionary War monument
from oblivion.

The tourist, unidentified by police, called authorities, who opened the
paper bag to gind four sticks of dynamite, a detonator and a clock.
The device was dismantled at 10: 55 a.m. Monday, five minutes before

it was due to explode.
If it had gone off, it probably would have put the statue right into orbit,"

said Concord police chief William J. Costello.
The famed statue, nearly 100 years old, depicts a Minuteman holding a

rifle. It stand near the Old North Bridge, which was not threatened by the
bomb.

"MICH NIGHT" TONIGHT

i Al* Wirephoto >

This photo, released by NASA Monday, shows the planet Jupiter and was taken
by the Pioneer 10 Spacecraft and was transmitted to a television monitor screen on
Earth. The spacecraft is expected to fly by Jupiter on Dec. 3 at a distance of 81,000
miles when the best photos are expected to be taken.

Michelob Goblet 40*

**? after 9 p.m. MM1\

MISS „ MISS

TEE CHEQUERS

"FREE" Juki Box 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.

hot kor i$$mff§s ifbr 11:00 p.m.

Campus Carousel

Studies, Shutdown
And That Stadium

By TONY GRANITE
COLLEGE IS UNSAFE AT ANY SPEED, writes a staffer of the Daily

Evergreen of Wash. State U.
Citing the fact that a third of the semester had "whizzed by despite

road blocks set out by evil profs," the writer proposed a "What Is Your
Professional Student Quotient" test to relieve students' tensions over
passing courses.

Sample multiple choice question: "When a beautiful (or for that
matter, a handsome) classmate says to you, "Let's study together', the
first question you ask yourself is A. Why? B. Will your roommate be
there? C. What's in it for me? D What's on tv that night? E. Do I really
need to pass this test?

GAYS BE GONE FROM UNII CAMPUS is what the governor of that
state has been saying, after he learned that the Gay Student Organization
had sponsored a campus dance.
"The university should not be run for the benefit of persons who suffer

from the social disabilities of the gays," the New Hampshire Governor
has declared

He is renewing efforts to get the Trustees to kick the organization of
homosexual students off campus.

^W K I
-•••
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THE MOC SHOPPE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

25 DIFFEREHT STYLES

COMPLEMENTARY HOLIDAY TRAY
WITH ANY PURCHASE OF MOCS.
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Kator, Ernie King, Kevin Kittredge, Mike Kneeland, Mary
Lawson, Shelley Lauzon, David Letters, Roberta Martone,
Denny Matteau, Roberta McCann, Chris Rossomondo, Steve
Seche, Kathy Sheehan, Alison Simcox, David Sparling, Buffy
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Gonet, Luis Medina, Debbie Bernstein.
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Steve Crowe, Steve DeCosta, Bill Ballou, John Bock, Mike
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Law And Order?
On the night of Tuesday, October

30, a man walked into 725 Webster
and asked to buy a case of beer.

Gary Schuster had been selling

beer in Webster for some time and
found nothing unusual about
selling a case to this apparently
young man dressed in jeans and a

flannel shirt. However, the
moment this transaction was
completed, four armed UMass
Campus Policemen entered the

room and proceeded to place Gary,
his roommate, and his roommate's
girlfriend against the wall. The
police then continued by frisking

the three and searching the room,
during which time, one officer told

them all that they were under
arrest. Gary protested and
declared that he was the only

responsible party, and the police

released the other two captives.

As the ensemble continued out of

Gary's room, five more armed
Campus Police officers arrived on
the scene. Assured that the
prisoner was now well-guarded,
the nine armed campus policemen
escorted Gary to the cruiser in

which he was placed to make his

journey down to the station.
Throughout the ride from Webster
to the Campus Police Station, one
officer kept a firm grip on Gary's
arm to make sure the dangerous
criminal wouldn't escape.
Upon arriving at the station,

Gary was charged with ( 1 ) storing
of alcoholic beverages with intent
to sell, and (2) sale of alcoholic
beverages without a license.

On Thursday, November 1, an
article in the .Massachusetts Daily
Collegian read that a police
"spokesman went on to say, i
would like to emphasize that what
transpired was an investigation
and a resultant arrest. It was not a
raid.'" However, in the words of
Gary Schuster, "When five cops
storm into your room, put you up
against the wall, frisk you and
search your room, I call that a

raid."

Continuing along the same train

of thought, let's travel to one
Friday night at 11:30 p.m., around
the same date as the previous
incident. A student whom I shall

refer to as Tom was standing
outside his dorm, Baker House,
with a few friends. They were
somewhat drunk, and they
proceeded to become involved in a
heated, and fairly obscene,
dialogue with certain residents of
Greenough House. The verbal
battle continued for about ten
minutes, at which time, three
Campus Police cruisers came
rolling across the courtyard.
Aware of the possible dangers of
remaining on the scene, Tom and
his cronies scampered up the stairs

of Baker. On arriving at the second
floor landing, Tom stopped to shout
one final obscentity at the ap-
proaching cruisers, and then
continued to walk up the last flight

of stairs to his corridor.

Entering his room, Tom turned
to find his key which would enable
him to lock his door. (All the doors
in Baker must be locked with a
key.) While fumbling for his key,
Tom felt a hand gripping his arm,
and before he realized what was
happening, he was being whisked
down the stairs with his arm
pinned tightly against his back.
Still being abruptly assisted by the
officer, Tom arrived at the second
floor in time to find the other two
officers barreling up the stairs to

join their colleague. One officer

exclaimed, "Are there any more
up there?", and after receiving a
negative response, he grabbed
Tom's other arm, and the three
campus policemen escorted Tom
outside.

Once outside, Tom asked the
officers if he was under arrest, and
they explained to him that he was
under protective custody and that
they would keep him for the night
and release him in the morning.
They frisked him, handcuffed him,
gave him his rights and hustled
him off to the Campus Police
Station.

Still amazed at the rapid
sequence of events, Tom then

realized that he was the proud
owner of three fat joints in a
cigarette case in his front pocket,

which, because of the handcuffs,
was out of his reach. Tom pleaded
his case to the young officer at the

wheel and asked if he could throw
out the three joints The driver
calmed him and they continued to

their appointed destiny.

Once in the Campus Police
Station. Tom's handcuffs were
removed and he was instructed to

empty his pockets on the desk.
Picking up the cigarette pack and
feeling its contents, the officer at

the desk was heard to say, "I think
we've got another charge coming
up." Having emptied the cigarette
pack onto the desk, the officer

verified his remarks by saying.
"It's now 'possession of
marijuana'".
Tom was then taken out on a

venture to the Amherst Police
Station, where he was to be locked
up and held. The campus police
officer now in charge handcuffed
Tom above his elbows and behind
his back, and attempted to guide
him with an occassional twist of

the chain between the cuffs. Then
the officer told Tom, "Learn how to

live with them Don't fight them.
(referring to the handcuffs)." On
the ride to the Amherst Police
Station, the officer continued to

harass Tom by asking if it was
"dynamite weed" that he was
busted for. Tom refused to answer.
Tom was then taken by the same

campus policeman into a room in

the Amherst Police Station in order
to be fingerprinted. After making a
mistake on the first attempt, the
officer came to the last finger of his
second attempt and grabbed for
the wrong finger. Tom pointed out
the officer's mistake, and the
apparently frustrated officer
slammed his elbow into Tom's jaw,
sending him into the wall. The
policeman had established his
authority.

The reason behind the presen-
tation of these two stories is readily
apparent. It now appears that the
Campus Police are getting out of
hand, and that certain campus
policemen are allowing power to
affect their thinking to the point
that while trying to enforce the
law, they are actually mocking it.

Whether or not Tom or Gary were
guilty is another question, but even
if their guilt was established, it

could not be interpreted as a
license for overly harsh treatment
by the police.

If the wish of the Campus Police
was to close up Gary's business,
the raid would have been more
than sufficient. However, their
actual purpose became evident
when they continued with in-

timidating treatment and the
pressing of charges. It was no
longer the case of a college kid
making a slight value mistake and
getting caught. It was now a clear

case of the police against a
criminal.

Gary Schuster is the president of

Webster House, and until this time,
his slate was clean. However, on
November 16, 1973, Gary Schuster
was found guilty of both charges
and was fined $500, subject to

appeal. He is now the proud owner
of a criminal record.

On the other hand, Tom's only
real mistake was getting caught
drunk on a Friday night, a con-
dition which most of us often share.
However, neither this nor any
other condition could possibly have
been sufficient cause for the
treatment he received. Not only
was he arrested and humiliated,
but he was physically abused by
the officers involved. Tom will be
going to court as this article is

being written.

In both cases involved, the
Campus Police overreacted to the

situation. As one of the nine
arresting officers told Gary,
"While we were up there arresting
you, there were two assaults on
campus." Ridiculously enough, it

didn't seem unusual to this officer

that nine policemen were
dispatched to arrest one student. In

short, the stories of Gary and Tom
are only two — there are more.
They all only serve to reinforce the
theory that authority ceases to

remain just, when power becomes
a factor.

If there are campus police of-

ficers who consider this criticism
unjust, don't bring your appeals to

me. Rather, take your comments
to your colleagues who persist in

making a mockery of justice. Make
sure they realize that it isn't their

name that they risk, but the name
of the Campus Police and those of
any and all low enforcement of-

ficials throughout the nation.
These few officers cast dispersions
on the very foundations of justice
and the American judiciary
system, and their actions should be
curtailed.

If we allow these few unjust
officers to function in our society,
then we will be discarding the
student efforts of 1968, and the
overall striving for student par-
ticipation throughout the years will

have been to no avail. An
educational institution is designed
to assist and educate the students
of that institution. When it ceases
to conduct these two functions, it no
longer serves any useful purpose.

If the UMass Campus Police
continue with escapades similar to

those stated previously, then they
will be defeating the goals of the
University and the overall cause of
justice. If "law and order" means
the arrest and conviction of every
student at UMass that commits one
minor crime or another, then "law
and order" is no longer congruent
with justice.

Reid Fishman is a Collegian
Columnist.

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

etters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
he author s address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed
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So what's wrong with government wiretapping or burglary?"

Letters To The Editor

Subtle Discrimination Against Fatsos
To The Editor:

I am writing about a very large and generally very
silent group on this campus, those people who are fat
— oohps! — overweight. The kind of "subtle"
discrimination directed toward us is different from
other kinds of prejudice precisely because nobody
feels guilty about it — to the contrary, everyone who
practices it is extremely righteous and proper about
it.

A fantastic number of nondescript people feel
perfectly free to come up to my table at the coffee
shop and without any introduction whatsoever say to
me: "In all honesty let me give you a piece of advice
as a friend" (mind you, I've never even met the guy)
"why don't you lose some weight — go jogging, it

always works." Having so generously shared his
accumulated wisdom with me, the fellow usually
proceeds to converse normally (i.e., the usual coffee-
shop bull ) with the rest of the people at the table.
Women are even more "subtle." They assume a

priori that a fat guy is mentally retarded, sexually
impotent and emotionally vacuous. My basic funtion
vis a vis them is that of a garbage can to dump into.

This is generally accomplished in two steps. The first

goes something like, "I'm sick of all this sex and
physical bullshit, what I want is someone who is just a
friend" (I certainly do not know why friend is

modified by just! Does it mean that her partner in

sex and physical bullshit' is not her friend?). Now,
having established just the kind of relationship that is

desired and knowing full well that I am going home
alone this Friday night, this little lady starts out be
telling me about her boyfriend (who happens to be
dancing with someone else at the moment) in all the
gory detail imaginable. Ot course she sould never say
that to a guy — but since she is talking to what must
obviously be an eunuch — she is confident that she is

really doing me a favor by keeping me in this

delightful form of company.
Amos N. Gileadi

An Ancient Greek On Watergate
To The Editor:

An ancient Greek was heard to say that, with
respect to Watergate and other nefarious acts of the
present Administration (I'm sure) "love of power,
operating through greed and through personal am-
bition, was the cause of all these evils. To this must be
added the violent fanaticism which came into play
once the struggle had broken out. Leaders of parties
in the cities had programs which appeared admirable
— on one side political equality for the masses, on the
other the safe and sound government of the
aristocracy — but in professing to serve the public
interest they were seeking to win the prizes for
themselves. In their struggn - for ascendancy
nothing was barred; terrible indeed were the actions
to which they committed themselves, and in taking
revenge they went farther still Here they were

deterred neither by claims of justice nor by the in-
terests of the state; their one standard was the
pleasure of their own party at that particular
moment, and so, either by means of condemning their
enemies on an illegal vote or by violently usurping
power over them, they were always ready to satisfy
the hatreds of the hour. Thus neither side had any use
for conscientious motives; more interest was shown
in those who could produce attractive arguments to
justify some disgraceful action. As for the citizens
who held moderate views, they were destroyed by
both the extreme parties, either for not taking part in
the struggle or in envy at the possibility that they
might survive

"

Thucydides — The Peloponnesian War, Book
Three, Chapter 5.

Qrtf Vaut

By ERNIE REIS
Two years ago Attica was still a

topic of conversation. This year we
have the volitile situations that
currently exist in many of the
major penal institutions in
Massachusetts. Individuals who
are close to the prison scene seem
to be waiting for another Attica to

occur but some place else.
For those who concern them-

selves with discussions about and
for prison reform are often left

hanging like the inmate by the
casual observer. Reformers are
looked at with a sense of isolation

as is the inherent nature of their
subject. The idea that prisoners
and the institutions that hold them
are out of sight and out of mind
make prison reform a difficult task
at the start.

However, people have started
the task of prison reform often
taking some very misguided steps.
Programs have been initiated
which ultimately take up the time
of inmates while they are in-

carcerated and do nothing for them
when an inmate is set free back in

the community. The problems of
the "criminal" remain.

In discussing the problem Attica
is a logical focal point. The casual
observer sees the violence of Attica
and this only reinforces the violent
myth people have about prison and
prisoners. Lost in Attica were the
issues of dehumanizing treatment
of inmates, the lack of any
rehabilitative treatment and the
continuation of the cycle of
criminal behavior. Caught in the
middle of society's need for in-

carceration of "criminals" and the
inmates need for humane treat-
ment are the guarus.

The hard part about discussing
the roles of guards or correction
officials is that one does not know
who they are. Inmates call them
screws while those who view
prisons as one form of political

oppression call them stooges-
puppets of the establishment. With
labels such as these it is hard to

vie* these men and women as
human.

Attica is two years behind us and
these labels and the problem of
prison remain virtually untouched.
They will remain untouched if

people do not get involved. It would
seem then that there would be a
call for volunteers to work
feverishly for prison reform. That
is not the case-this article would
not make such a shallow
presumption.
Instead we are calling out for

students who think they want to
become involved with the problem
of prison relorm by becoming a
part of prison reform. The School
of Education through the Model
Education Rehabilitation Program
at the Berkshire County House of
Correction is sponsoring a 90 day
learning experience for 15 credits
dealing with prisons.

The learning experience keys
itself on one basic course
requirement-that the students

participating voluntarily spend 90
days locked up and treated as
inmates at the Berkshire County
House of Correction. This is not a
new idea as six students, one
during this semester, have
volunteered for this experience.
One of the revelations these

students have discovered is that
none of the inmates look like
James Cagney or Humphrey
Bogart. Instead some are only
seventeen and can't read. The
main purpose then of the learning

Diane LeBlanc is currently a
freshman at UMass. She and
four others did 90 days in jail

during the summer while most
of us enjoyed the freedom of
the vacation. Upon getting out
Diane said, "It wasn't hard.
Just boring."

experience is to get by the violent
tough guy image to get at a teenage
learning problem. However, as a
volunteeer inmate you are not
visiting to tutor twice a week you
are there immeshed in the total
character of the prisoners and
their needs.

If Attica still jars the memory
banks and stirs the fires of in-

dignation please attend a meeting
being held in Rm. 803 of the
Campus Center at 7:30 p.m. this
Wednesday on November 28th.
Details concerning your voluntary
incarceration will be explained.
Students should understand that
basically this is an off campus
academic program and has all the
necessary waivers for students to
participate without losing out
academically durirg the semester.
Instead campus activity is

restricted to that time when an
inmate is allowed to receive
visitors.

Ernie Reis is an advisor to

students interested in persuing
careers in adult corrections. His
office is 466 Hills South, phone 545-

0636.

Superficial Level Of Communication
To The Editor:
As regards the commentary by Thomas Brine on

1119. though I'll leave the singles parties solution to
him without comment, it is indeed true that UMass
has a peculiar social community. Having returned to
school after five years of moving about. I came here
expecting a considerably more mature and outgoing
environment than the one I found, but now my
illusions are shattered and I sometimes have the
feeling of being in the midst of a curious science
fiction machination masses of people rushing
anxiously back and forth from one clique to the next,
coming and going according to schedule with the
same tired banalities, most of them jealously
guarding both role and anonymity Maybe because I

live off campus I've missed some vital unifying factor

in the dorm and dining commons community ; lessons
in social awareness perhaps
Equally distressing is that many of those among us

are apparently still in the throes of their high school
passions, and worse, are often very unsure and
uneasy about human contact beyond the most
superficial level. I recall with amusement asking one
girl if she would review some lecture material with
me. she looked shocked at this invasion and stam-
mered out something about going home, lots of
reading, and so on but I was merely guilty of using
the wrong vernacular. "How ya been, man''", "So
whatcha been doin' ". "Well, see ya around, huh?"
seem so much more consistent with the general level
of communication I'll just have to learn

.1. Reals

Peace, But No Holocaust
To The Editor:

Deep concern should have arisen when the Soviets began putting their
missies into the Middle Ea«?t. Israel a small nation trying to survive
wants to live in peace and have communication with her Arabs neighbors
Before the war in 1948, The Hagannah "Israel Defense Force" went door
to door and asked the Palestinians to stay. The El Fatah, the Arab
League, told them to leave for they would see Jewish blood bath. So the
Palestinians left and the next day Israel won the war for Independence in
1948 There the refugee problem started and could have easilv been
solved for the Arabs are rich with oil but they want to use their poor
refugee brothers as an anti-Israeli tool for propaganda instead.

Israel is a small nation surrounded by hostile enemies that want to
destroy her. Who in history has heard that a nation that won four wars has
to give her land back'' Has Russia given back Hungary or
Czechoslovakia'' Israel wants peace but not at the cost of her sons blood
Israel wants peace but will never, again allow another h -iocaustNEVER—AGAIN!
PEACE -SHALOM

Ruth Gileadi

Th,

Collegian Staff Meeting

urs. 7:30 p.m. CC Room 165

(see page 9 for details)
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NEW CASTLE. N.H.. FUEL TANK EXPLODES-Flames shoot
up from a 30-foot cabin cruiser off New Castle. N.H., as the fuel tank
erupts. No one was aboard the craft, owned bv Lester Stevens of
Rye. Perry Taylor. Portsmouth Herald photographer, captured the
explosion which severly damaged the boat.

HUM To Hold
Israeli Week
The Jewish communities of the Pioneer Valley will be coordinating a

series of discussions, films, lectures, and entertainment for the first week
in December. This events will center on many aspects of Israeli and
Jewish life.

Starting off 'Israel Week" will be Siege, an Israeli film that has been
very well received by critics in both Israel and the United States It is a
rare glimpse into the lives of people under the stress of war This film will
be shown on Saturday. December 1st at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. in Mahar
Auditorium, UMass.
On Sunday. December 2nd at 8: 00 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium there will

be a memorial service for those killed in the mideast fighting to be
followed by a lecture by Ruth Kluger, author of The Last Escape, who
will speak on "From Holocaust to Independence"
On Monday at 8: 00 p.m. in Johnson Chapel at Amherst College Zeidan

Atashi will speak on the "Role of Minority Communities in Israel" Mr
Atashi is the Israeli Consul in New York, and a Druze Arab. In addition
on Monday and Tuesday, December 3rd and 4th, The excellent film "A
Wall in Jerusalem" will be shown, gratis, in the Campus Center ( room
101 on Monday and 169 on Tuesday) at UMass.
At 8: 00 p.m. on Tuesday. December 4th in Room 120 of the School of

Business Administration at the University there will be a lecture on
Social Structure and Change in Israel" by Mr. Nahum Guttman after

which the film The Living Wall" will be shown. A discussion of the
issues raised by the film will follow.
Wednesday morning. December 5th. will see the start of an "Art and

C rafts Lxh.bit and Sale" in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union atMass The exhibit will include many well-known Israeli and American
artists whose works cover a variety of mediums. The art of Sharir Bak
and Moreh will be on display, along with the works of such local artists as
Leonard Baskin. Elliot Offner. and Barry Moser. In addition, art prints
ceramics, jewelry, weavings, and many other items contributed by ar-
tists and craftsmen from the Pioneer Valley will be offered for sale The
exhibit will be from 10: 00 a.m. to 10: 00 p.m. Also, on Wednesday at 2 00
p_
m tJ re will be a question and answer session on Israel in Room 113 of

the University campus center. Everyone will be invited to take part in the
discussion. K

un-dormitories.
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Former Vietnam Prisoner To Speak

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETT

Jean Pierre Debris, former
Vietnam schoolteacher who
spent two years in a Saigon
prison, will speak Thursday
night at 8:00 in Hasbrouck 20.

He will also show a film

Vietnam: A Question of Tor-
ture. A coffee hour in the
Colonial Lounge will follow the
lecture.

Jean Pierre went to Vietnam
in 1968 to teach school. After
witnessing grave injustices
inflicted upon the Vietnamese
people by General Thieu and
his government Jean Pierre
and a friend protested by
climbing on top of a mountain
and passing out "Peace"
leaflets. The protest led to their

arrest in July 1970. Jean Pierre
spent two years in a Saigon
prison. He said that his release
was due to people on the out-
side demanding it. He also said
Thieu was afraid to have
westerners witness the ex-
tremely cruel torture inflicted

on the prisoners.

Since his release in 1972,

Jean Pierre has been a full

time peace activist. He has
traveled with the Indochina
Peace Campaign on a speaking
tour with Jane Fonda and Tom
Hayden. Jean Pierre talks
about the cruelties of the
Saigon prison and gives
descriptions of eyewitness
accounts. One prisoner, he
said, was a pregnant woman
who was tortured with elec-
tricity until she had epileptic
fits and then could not nurse
her baby after he was born.
Another prisoner was a seven
year old boy who was burned
by cigarettes because he would
not reveal where his father's
friends were.
Jean Pierre also emphasizes

that American money is being
spent to aid General Thieu and
thus, is being used against the

agreements of the Paris Peace
Treaty. American companies
are also aiding in building the
"tiger cages" the small torture
cells into which the prisoners
are thrown.

Thus, although American
troops may be out of Vietnam,
American involvement has not
ceased.

Debris's visit is being co-
sponsored by the Distinguished
Visitors Program and the
United Christian Foundation.

Achtung ! Study In Germany

!

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst is
taking applications for its 1974-75 study program at
the University of Freiburg in Germany.
Graduate and senior level undergraduate students

from all colleges and universities are invited to ap-
ply. Although the program is not restricted to
students concentrating in German language and
literature, the University of Freiburg requires all
foreign students to pass its language proficiency test.
The program begins with a several week orientation
program which stresses the German languages.
Courses are offered in the social sciences, arts and

humanities, including comparative literature
political science, philosophy, history, music. English,
economics, and German language and literature
Scholarships are available to outstanding students!

and Fulbright scholarships may be applied to par-
ticipation in the Freiburg program. UMass students
who receive financial aid may apply it towards their
expenses in Freiburg.

The basic $2600 cost includes round-trip travel
room and board, tuition and fees. Not included are
books, travel within Europe and miscellaneous fees
Between the foothills of the Black Forest and the
Rhine Valley in southwest Germany, Freiburg is
renowned for its 12th century cathedral and open
market.

Applications and additional information are
available from Dr. Barbara B. Burn, director if in-
ternational programs, Whitmore Administration
Building, UMass Amherst 01002.

Prisoner in Saigon — 2 years

Jean Pierre Debris

speaking on

OUTRAGE IN

INDOCHINA

8:00 p.m.

Hasbrouk 20

Thursday

November 29

1 is

Pas De Merde...

Ski Raffle

The Innkeepers Club is spon-

soring a raffle beginning Thursday
and continuing until final exam
week in which they will offer 5 first

prizes of 2 ski lift passes and 10

second prizes of 1 lift pass each.

Tickets will go on sale in the

Campus Center concourse level at

25 cents apiece, or 5 for $1.00 A
great Xmas present for any skier.

Spend some of your vaction time
in the ski capital of Vermont
without being situated amidst
crowds of glaring skiers. Stratton

Mountain, located less than 50

miles north of Amherst has
guaranteed snow till mid-spring.

This vacation paradise offers 54

miles of trails, including 9 slopes,

32 trails, 6 double chairs, 2 t-bars,

and 1 Poma.

University

Women To Meet

block south of Route 9 on South
Pleasant Street (Route 116) and
follow the one-way road around the
Quadrangle. The Art Building is

adjacent to Stearns Tower, bet-
ween James Dormitory and
Stearns Dormitory.

Scholarships For

Foreign Students

The Tuition Scholarships Sub-
Committee of the Faculty Senate
Committee on Foreign Student
Affairs is pleased to announce the
availability of applications for
tuition scholarships to be awarded
to eligible foreign students on the
basis of academic excellence and
financial need. Several of these
scholarships will be available for
the second semester and all non-
immigrant foreign students are
encouraged to apply.

Applications are available from
the Foreign Student Office,
Whitmore 239, and must be
returned with two supporting
letters of recommendation prior to
December 20.

Tonight at 7:30 p.m., at the First

Congregational Church, Amherst,
the American Association of
University Women will hold their

November meeting. Mr. John
Caldwell, Director of Channel 57,

will be the speaker.

The subject of discussion at the

November meeting v/ill be Com-
munication and the Mass Media.
The quality of life and the extent of

freedom may well depend on th<

invisible environment created b
the mass media. How the content
of communication is shaped effects

our perceptions of reality, our
attitudes, and even our fantasies.

Our concerns will include the

following

:

1) responsibility of the media
2) impact of communication on

cultural change
3) the arts-graphic and per-

forming
4) children's programs
5) quality of programs vs. needs

of people.

Art Exhibitions

Two exhibitions will be offered at

the Mead Art Building, Amherst
College, from Nov. 26 to Dec. 20.

One of these will be a display of

works by American artists John
Steuart Curry and Sidney Waugh.
Both men reached artistic
maturity in the 1930s and continued
working through the next decades.
Their art differs greatly: Curry is

most often associated with the
American regionalist artists and
Waugh is remembered for his

sculpture and designs for the

Steuben Glass Company.
The Mead Art Building is open 9

a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Saturday, and from 11 :30 a.m. to 5

p.m. on Sundays. Visitors to the

Art Building should take the
Amherst College entrance a half-

WMPIRG 's

New Service
The Western Mass. Public In-

terest Research Group (WMPIRG I

has announced the formation of a
new service designed to help
UMass students with common
consumer problems. The Small
Claims Court Citizens' Advisory
Service will encourage use of the

court as a fast, effective way to

settle disputes without the aid of a
lawyer. The Advisory Service will

open centers this week in the

WMPIRG local office, 2nd floor of

the Student Union at UMass.
WMPIRG has also published a

consumer information booklet on
"How to Sue in Small Claims Court
in Western Massachusetts." Both
the booklet and the service centers
are intended to aid victims of

unfair business practice in use of

the small claims court.

The 20-page booklet, "How to Sue
in Small Claims Court," outlines

basic procedures for filing small
claims court actions. It lists court

addresses, clerks and schedules
for Berkshire, Hampden, Franklin
and Hampshire counties. It also

contains examples of forms
required for small claims court

action and helpful tips for

preparing testimony, appearance
in court and carrying out the suit.

Office hours at UMass are
Wednesday, 1-3 p.m. and Thur-
sday, 7-10 p.m., telephone 545-0712.

Office hours at the WMPIRG
Regional Office are Monday, 7-10

p.m. and Wednesday 7-10 p.m.
Copies of the booklet and further

information on the Advisory
Service are available from the
WMPIRG Regional Office, 233

North Pleasant St., Amherst,
Mass. 01002, telephone 256-6434.

Profs. Awarded
UMass-Amherst Professors Joan

Bean (Psychology) and Marv
Barber (SBA) have been awarded
fellowships from the Carnegie
Corporation Grant, "Women and
Career Options." Provided with
"release time" from a part of their
spring semester, 1974 duties, Drs.
Barber and Bean will encourage
women to become full-fledged
professionals and leaders in fields
that have rarely been chosen by
women; and they will study why
women compromise or become
discouraged from their original
career aspirations.

Nursing Recruits
Application must be made to the

Division of Nursing for acceptance
into the major. This can be done in

the sophomore year. Students who
want to apply for September 1974
may pick up applications in the
CASIAC office or in Morrill IV,
Room 414.

An Open Meeting will be held on
Wednesday, November 28 at 7:00
p.m. in the Colonial Lounge (Room
314) of the Student Union to

discuss the revised curriculum of
the Division of Nursing. Anyone
interested is welcome.

Science Speaker
William E. Heronemus will be

the guest speaker for the Five
College Science and Society
Symposium tonight. "U.S. Energy
Policy: The Need for Greater
Emphasis on Solar Alternatives"
will be the subject of his talk,
which will be presented at 8:30
p.m. in the Main Lecture Hall of
Franklin Patterson Hall at
Hampshire College The public is

cordially invited. For the past
three years, Professor Heronemus
has been conducting research on
alternative energy sources, par-
ticularly those which require
ocean-sited power plants. His
recent publications include "The
United States Energy Crisis. Some
Proposed Gentle Solutions" and
"Power from Offshore Winds."

' 'Mikado
'

' Try-Outs
There is a need for orchestral

talent and male singers especially

tenors, for a Winter Term
Production of Gilbert & Sullivan's

The Mikado to be presented at

Mount Holyoke College February 9

& 10. Try-outs will be held at

Chapin Auditorium, Mount
Holyoke College, on Wednesday,
Nov. 28 and Thursday, Nov. 29

from 2-6 & 7-10 p.m. Call Phyllis

Riley, 538-2048, for further in-

formation and audition ap-
pointments.

S9ti${y your
basic urges

^

you'll ravish our pizzasasubs
TI4E HUNGRY U 103 N. PLEASANT ST.

TUES., Nov. 27 thru SUN., Dec. 2

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
ALL NEW!

nc

103rd EDITION

I

»»00ucf o it IHVIN FELO
S'AGIO t DiMCTipiir RICHARD BARSTOW

NEW 1

UNIQUE!

UNPARALLELED!

SEE 25 FANTASTIC ACTS
NEVER BEFORE SEEN IN AMERICA'

• WED.(Nov.28) 4:00A8.O0p.m

• THURS (Nov. 29) 4:004 8:00p.m

• FRI.(Nov. 30) 10.00a.m. (Special Mid Day MATINEE —
All Seats $3.00) A 7.30 p.m

• SAT. (Dec. 1)

• SUN. (Dec. 2)

n :00 a.m., 3:00 A 7: 30 p.m

1.00 AS'OOp.m

ALL SEATS RESERVED
S3.50 S4.50 SS.S0

Tax Included

SAVE \) .00 ON KIDS UNDER 12

• Wed , & Thurs., 400 & 8.00 p.m.
• Sat., Morning at 11:00 a.m.

TICKETS ON SALE AT SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
BOX OFFICE • INFORMATION PHONE 781 7086

GOOD SEATS AS LATE AS SHOW TIME

The Student Senate Budgets Committee is rum accepting funding

proposals far the fiscal year 1974 • 1975. Any RSO organization

may submit a request for funding to the Committee.

If your organization wishes to submit a proposal for

funding, you must first pick up a "Budgets Information

Packet' 9

in the Student Senate Office, Room 420

Student Union.

The deadline for submit ting proposals for the Committee's

consideration is FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7. 1973. by .1:00 p.m.

For more information call the Student Senate office at 545-0341.
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Campus Nudes: The "In" Thing
COLLEGE PARK, Md. (AP) - The latest

collegiate caper is shedding clothes and some
students at the University of Maryland are making
spirited efforts to out-bare each other.

Instead of eating goldfish or piling into telephone
booths, naked students are taking part in foot races,
basketball games, parades and even one mock
wedding.
Campus Police Chief Jerrold L. Witsil said that

only one nude runner has been arrested so far this

year.

The runner, who was not identified, was charged
with assault and disorderly conduct after hitting a
resident director who tried to make him go inside.

Richard Davidoff, one of the resident directors
charges with keeping peace in the dormitories, said
the festive atmosphere accompanying the nude ac-

tivities "is pretty disruptive to the students who don't

want to be involved.''

Any attempt to stop the activities, which usually

last an hour or two, night cause a lot of trouble,

Davidoff said.

Davidson said he had received dozens of com-
plaints. Student enrollment at the College Park
campus near Washington is 33,299.

Students said the record for mass running in the

nude was set at midnight Nov. 15 by about 125

sprinters — mostly male — who circled a dining hall

while spectators urged then on with shouts, music
and firecrackers.

A group of coeds claimed the distinction of holding

the most bizarre event. They staged a mock wedding
in which the participants wore only hats and head-
dresses.

One student said he started the nude activities by
taking off his pants in front of a girls' dormitory.
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^S GERMAN *4q
i* WE'VE GOT A PART FOR YOU! *

and if we don't, we'll get it.
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ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA:
There will bean important meeting

for all members on Thurs. 11 29 at 4

p.m. 917 C.C.

ART HISTORY GROUP:
Very important meeting Thurs.,

29th at 7 p.m. C.C. 901. Election of

officers and important projects to be
discussed anyone interested in Art
History welcome.

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING:
Everyone invited to a wheel

trueing and spoke workshop tonight
at 7 p.m. in C.C. (Rm. no. is posted on
C.C. schedule)

BOLTWOOD BELCH ERTOWN
VOLUNTEERS:
Sorry to say, due to problems,

volunteer party for Friday has been
cancelled.

CANCELLATION:
Congressman Cronin's lecture and

the rap session originally scheduled
for 11 29 has been postponed. Coor
dinator, G. Horvay.

DVP MEETING:
There will be a meeting tonight

Weds. 11 28 at 6:00 in C.C. 911-915.

CENTRAL AREA COUNSELING
CENTER:
How would you like us to help you?

Programs in the dorm? Let us know.
B2 Gorman House. Call 5 0894.

CHESS LECTURE:
Tonight's beginners' chess lecture

starts 7:30 C.C. 165 169. Topic:
"Opening Strategy, or How to Last at

Least Ten Moves."

COMMUTERS:
General meeting tonight at 5:15 in

the lounge. Door prizes, free refresh
ments and entertainment will be
provided. The Commuter Assembly
needs you more than Uncle Sam
does.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA:
We're having a party, tonight at

7:00. Come meet the pledges and
sisters of KKG. Call 5 0320 or 5 0321
for rides. 32 Nutting Ave.

KNOWLEDGE YOU CAN'T GET:
The Knowledge of the map to the

Kingdom of heaven which lies within,
an inner experience of peace and joy
will be described. Join us tonight at
7:30 in C.C. 163.

LOW COST NUTRITION:
Demonstration meals; low cost,

high protein. Watch and taste.
Tomorrow, 10 a.m. to 12. Berkshire of
S.U.

NURSING:
An open meeting will be held on

Weds. 11 28 at 7 p.m. in the Colonial
Lounge Rm. 314 of the S.U. to discuss
the revised curriculum of the
Division of Nursing. Anyone in-

terested is welcome.

POSITION OPEN:
Any student wishing to participate

on the Orchard Hill Advisory Board,
Personnel Committee or Curriculum
Committee please see Cindy
McGrath, 103 Dickinson.

Marijuana Dealers
Finance Operation
DAVIE, Fla. (AP) Little Jody Dietrich will get a vital heart

operation thanks to a $2,000 donation from a group calling itself the
"Broward County Marijuana Dealers Association."
"This puts us over the top for the hospital bill," Jeanette Allie, chair-

man of the "Jody Dietrich Heart Surgery Fund," said Tuesday.
A slim woman in her early 20s walked into the Sterling National Bank

Monday with an envelope stuffed with $100, $50 and $20 bills for the 6-year-
old boy, who is suffering from a congenital heart valve defect.
"She just walked in, handed the envelope to my secretary and left,"

said bank president Bob Ruckman. "Incredible but true."
The money was accompanied by a blistering letter which condemned

"the people in the system which made this action on our part necessary."
The trust fund for Jody was established last week by the Theta Sigma

Chi women's service sorority after a hospital refused to admit the boy
because his parents did not have insurance or the $3,000 to cover the cost
of the operation. Mrs. Allie said.

Mrs. Allie said Variety Childrens Hospital in Miami told her and the
Dietrichs that the child "could not be admitted without the estimated
balance for the operation."
But a Variety spokeswoman said family had "misunderstood" hospital

officials. The Dietrichs were told that a deposit would be required
because they did not have insurance, but no specific amount was men-
tioned, the spokeswoman said.

The letter that accompanied the contribution said: "What the hell is

happening in this country when a 6-year-old child needs life-saving
surgery and is denied treatment because some hospital demands a down
payment on the inherent right he was born with to health and happiness''

"It is apparently the same sickness that has caused thousands of our
young people to be branded as criminals and put in prisons for using a
drug proven far less dangerous than the deadly amounts of alcohol
consumed by their parents..."

The letter was signed, "Cannabis Rex for the Broward County
Marijuana Dealers Association."
Mrs. Allie said Jody's father, Henry, worked part time as a horse

trainer at Calder Race Course and could not afford the operations.
Sheriff Edward Stack said he did not know of the existence of a dope

dealers association in his county. He speculated the idea may have come
from a similar incident last September in which a "Gainesville
Marijuana Dealers Association'' donated $10,000 to a telethon.
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Notices —
PRE-VET CLUB:
Committee meetings in 904 and 908

C.C. at 7:30 tonight.

SKI CLUB MEETING:
?COME and find out what's going

on for Ski Club Activities, like the
Snowdance with Band and Bar and
the new and used ski sale coming up.
We will have movies too. Meeting is

tonite in Mahar at 8 p.m.

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM:
Anyone interested in Ayn Rand's

novels is invited to meet in 902 C.C. at
7:00 Thursday.

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB:
Avalon Hill players; Meeting Wed.

nite 6:00 in C.C. 103. All newcomers
welcome.

SU-CC STUDENT EMPLOYEES:
Student Employee Representative

to Board of Gov. is holding interviews
in C.C. 817 from 4 6 for all interested
in election to the board.

T'AI CHI FILM:
Free showing of Master T.T. Liang

in Pierpont Lounge 8:30 p.m. Thurs.
11 29.

TRAVELOGUE:
Free on Weds., Hasbrouck 20,

African bird calls 4:00 p.m., Kenya
eclipse and wild life color slides 5:00
p.m.

TRY OUTS:
11 28, 11 29, 2 to 6 and 7 to 10 p.m.,

Chapin Aud. Mt. Holyoke Coll. for

Winter term production of The

\z

Arthur C.

Clarke

Childhood's End

TONITE
&

Tomorrow Nite

Hound 00$

Arthur C.

Clarke

Expedition
to Earth

Mikado. Male singers and in-

strumentalists esp! ! Call 538 2048 for
info.

LOST:
Beige, felt old fashioned hat on

Tues. nite 11 22 in Bluewall by pinball
machines — irreplaceable! Please
call 5467171.

Please return red wallet borrowed

at Craft Center last Monday to C.C.
lost and found; 337 Pierpont. Keep
money. I want other contents. No
questions.

FOUND:
A ring in men's washroom, 2nd

floor Student Union. Can be found in

Collegian office. Identify it and it's

yours.

flREAL TEARS"

in the BLUEWALL

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

9:00 p.m. • 1:00 a.m.

Have you

missed these

CLASSICS
by the author of

Rendezvous with Rama
and 2001?

Arthur C.

Clarke

$1.25 each from

BALLANTINE BOOKS

rr

Arthur C.

Clarke

Earthflight

=1

Arthur C.

Clarke

Reach for

Tomorrow

On sale now ai

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

at thf:

Rusty Nail

Inn

Kh\ 17. Sunderland

665-1937

-(rt,, our oua tfau QsnJrnA&jM <*v-

UAoJt <*c yot<. ^vuCAn uMji ** ^

CORDuROV-t- DENIM
a n.^ pianino rhoar TACK£TS . PANTS '^^^ReirHiW
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PrictS Elite liv* thru Saturday DtctmlMf I J
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Study In Paris

Ztlr ^f' 5e un,versity has been offering this opportunity and a

sZuZZV'fT iS n°W being recruited for the next academic yea?starting in September 1974.

^Zlfl^*^ St
u
dentS take ha,f their courses at the Sorbonne orat other approved F rench institutions and the other half with the UMass

Sn^t?"
^^^'stant who are also the program directors in Paris.Mudents are lodged with carefully selected French families in order toinsure exposure to French life and to avoid the dormitory experience

1
.on majors as well as majors in French are invited to participate Inthe past abovt one third of the students elected French as a minor but inact tl e important requirement -egarding language ability is that the

Wilder, hrive some rudimentary grasp of conversational French whichcan b«> :mp re \ ed while studying and living in France
Sine, th s Paris program is organized and sponsored by the Bostoncampus o UMass, two of its representatives will be here in Amherst on

I hursda> November 29 to explain its goals and interview interested
students. This meeting will take place this Thursday at 2: 00 p.m in the
h.rd floor lounge of Herter Hall. Professors MacCombie and Volpe of
UMass/Boston will be glad to interview students and answer their
questions. Any student unable to attend this meeting should contact
r rofessor Busi of the Amherst campus in room 328 of Herter Hall.

Greenough People

New Ed. Course

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1973

Next semester, the Aesthetics
and Humanities Program of the
Transdisciplinary Education
Cluster will be offering a course
entitled, Explorations in the Arts,
an introdution to the arts in basic
education open to both un-
dergraduates and graduates. The
course will be modularized and will
be divided into the following four
main units:

I. Experiential Introduction to
Multi-Arts (including the
philosophy and psychology of
aesthetic education) Tuesdays and
Thursdays, weeks of Jan. 31 -Feb
18 1-4 p.m.

II Development of Imagination
and Sensory Awareness Tuesdays
and Thursdays, weeks of Feb. 25-

Mar. 4 1-4 p.m.
III Workshops in the Arts Weeks

of March 12-April 19.

IV. Curriculum Building with the
Arts Tuesdays and Thursdays
weeks of April 22-May 6 1-4 p.m.
The workshops will be open to

everyone. Some of the workshops
planned are:

Creative Movement in the
Classroom - Phyllis Krakauer. Tu
and Thurs. 1-4 Mar. 12-April n
Arts and Crafts in the Classroom

- Lynda Mclntyre Mon 4-6

In and Out of Tunes - Mary
Beaven. Tu. and Thurs. 1-2:30 Mar
12-April 11

Poetry in the Classroom - Mary
Beaven Tues 3-5 Mar 12-April 11

Developing Visual Displays for
the Classroom - Aino Jarvesco.
Mon and Wed. 1-4 Mar. 11-April 12

^ Improvisation Through Theatre
Games - Ginia Allison. Tu. and
Thurs 1-4 Mar 12- April 11

Environmental Design - Yuji
Kishimoto. 3 or 4 days during week
of March 11

Puppetry - Sydney Happ Tu. and
Thurs. 1-4 Mar. 12-April 11

Creative Dramatics - Rickey
Mazor Mar. 14 1-4.

Conceptual Learning Through
Movement - Steve Kenney. Thurs
Mar 14 1-4.

The Psychology of the Arts -

Frank Siccone. Tu. and Thur. 1-4

Mar. 12-21.

Art and the Gestalt Experience
for the Classroom - Peller Marion
Mon. Mar. 18 all day.
The course will be under the

direction of Mary Beaven with the
help of other faculty members and
graduate students.

Ed. Requests...

Students taking Education
courses for Fall 1973 are requested
to pick up copies of their
registration schedules in Room 151

Hills South. This is an opportunity
for students to be certain that their

semester record will be correct.

The absolute deadline for sub-
mitting School of Education In-

dependent Study Contracts for Fall

1973 is Monday, December 3.

Completed contracts should be
returned to Room 151 Hills South.

All people interested in living in
Greenough House for spring 1974,
please note: Application forms will
be available at Greenough on
Wednesday, Dec. 5 and Thursday,
Dec. 6 from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. A
lottery will be held Thursday
evening to fill available spaces.
Openings are severely limited!

(Staff Photo-Dan Smith)

Signs, signs everywhere a sign blocking up the scenery, messing up my mind.

YOUR MONEY'S WELL SPENT AT AHcfcc* «*&

Low Cost

Nutrition
Commuters-are you paying

more and eating less? Less quality

and less quantity?

Come and watch Rachel
Swicker, Regional Extension
Home Economist, prepare several
entrees. Taste Ms. Swicker's
variations, and pick up recipes and
menu plans for your personal use.

The main dishes will include

various uses of ham, fish, lentils,

and soybeans. Tasting sessions are
not designed to fill you up, but
should tell you whether you want to

try cooking these dishes yourself.

"Money Saving Main Dishes" is

sponsored by the Hampshire
County Extension Service, in co-

operation with the University
Health Services. It will be held in

the Berkshire Room of the Student
Union, 10:00 a.m., Thursday,
November 29th. Admission is free,

and the public is welcome. Come
on time. Admission will be limited.

Check the keys...

you'll know why
the professionals
choose
Hewlett-Packard
pocket
calculators

!

The

HP-45
Advanced Scientific
Pocket Calculator
Want better grades in science, en-
eineerine or math? Th* HP-45 can
help, because . . .

• It solves all types of scientific
and engineering math problems!
Does vector arithmetic. Calculates
the mean and standard deviation,
factorials, powers, square roots and
reciprocals. Automatically converts
US. metric constants, and polar'
rectangular coordinates Performs
log, trig and math functions. And
it does so much more!

• It displays answers in fixed or
scientific notation!

Has selective roundoff capability
(0 to 9 places).

• • It replaces log and trig tables!

They're pre-programmed in. No in

terpolation required

• Its 14 registers remember inter-
mediate solutions!

9 of them are addressable for se-
lective storage and retrieval of
data. Register arithmetic is fast
and easy . . it eliminates pencil
and paper calculations!

• Its accuracy—up to 10 digits

—

surpasses that of slide rules and
most other calculators!

it reduces mistakes Handler num
hers as small as 10 . as larp.e

as 10 —200 decades!

• It offers computer-like power!
At a fraction of the cost And
there's no waiting to use it

• M saves time!

Up to 50 times faster than a slide
rule. Solves complex problems in

seconds.

• It operates silently .. .anywhere!

Perfect for classroom, library or
dorm. Runs on rechargeable bat
lories or AC

It's as easy to use as an
ordinary pocket calculator
—but it's like having your
own computer!

Come in and try It!

UNIVERSITY STORE

Campus Center

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
If 1 wanted to be negative. I would say

inal the most unpleasant Sagittarian I have
met would be singer John Davidson and
inat the most obtuse Libran 1 have en-
countered would be quiz show psychologist
Dr Joyce Brothers.
Star Break
ARIES ( March 21-April 19) : Accent now

is on elevating your position Strive to make
room for yourself at top. You gain plaudits
door of opportunity opens for possible
advancement Key is to diplomatically
weave and win Don't force. Gentle per-
suasion will accomplish purpose
TAURUS (April 20-May 20).

Publication, distribution opportunities
increase. You are able to sharpen point of
view. Travel could be high on agenda
Accent language, education. Be selective
Highlight integrity See situation as it really
exists.

GEMINI
( May 21 June 20) : Emphasis is

<>n money handled by others. Check
savings, investment programs. Get on top
of financial situation Leave nothing to
wishful thinking. You can deal from
position of strength. Gain co-operation of
partner, male.
CANCER ( June 21-July 22): Obtain hint

from Gemini message. Do plenty of
listening, observing. Permit mate, partner
10 take initiative. You lack sufficient
"evidence '• Legal affairs may be
spotlighted Aries. Libra persons could
figure in important ways.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Accent is on

work, basic issues and general vitality
Nutritional requirements should be given
special attention You could embark on
project which is demanding. Give yourself
every edge Leo, Aquarius persons may be
in picture.

VIRGO ( Aug. 23-Sept 22) : You may be
dealing with children Considerations of
security are of paramount importance
Where and how you live is spotlighted
Make changes You need not feel there is
only one way Experiment Ask questions
Answers are obtainable
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Study Virgo

By SYDNEY OMAJW—J&.
message Build on solid structure Choose
course which is familiar Going loo far
afield now would be an error Emphasize
security. Older individual does have your
best interests at heart Know it and respond
accordingly

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21): People
seem determined to "tell you stories." You
receive numerous reports, many con-
cerning neighbors and relatives. Maintain
emotional equilibrium Take time to check
details Realize no one is giving up
something for nothing. Assess costs
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21): Put

ideas to work. Merely talking is not enough
Key now is to test. Invest in your own
abilities. Pay and collect. Balance budget
and books Gemini, Virgo persons could
figure prominently. Timing remains sharp
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Spotlight is on personality, personal ap-
pearance Take lead. Insist on quality. You
gain added recognition Be confident and let

others know you intend to go all the way
Vitality makes comeback You receive
compliments, recognition -and cash
AQUARIUS t Jan 20-Feb 18) : Period of

solitude is indicated Remember (hat being
alone is not necessarily the same as being
lonely. Build spiritual resources Heed
inner voice Pisces, Virgo persons could
figure prominently
PISCES ( Feb 19-March 20 1 : Accent now

is on friendship, hopes, desires You get
what you want-choose wisely. Relation-
ships are intensified Nothing happens
halfway It is all or nothing Know it and
don't play games with emotions You could
be a big winner.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

are active, dynamic and independent. You
create and break rules You set your own
pace and attract envy. You are con-
troversial and every inch the individual
You may change residence in 1974-
February and November will be significant
months Many born under Leo and
Aquarius are drawn to you.
Copyright 1973. Gen Fea. Corp
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Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

A( ROSS

1

6

|]

12

14

Bumless cap

Cuts of meat
Fruit

Inflate

Man's
nickname

Polish

Periods of time

Rotating piece

20 Plunges

23 Likely

Pertaining to

the ear

Harvests

French article

Pertaining to

birth

Instrument for

pounding

Black

Po.tico

Buccaneers

39 Slashes

42 Indefinite

article

43 Ghastly

45 Woody plant

46 Cyprinoid fish

48 Deep sleep

Weaken
Unit of Italian

currency

Mast

A continent
(abbr.)

Seaman
59 Glossy paint

61 Approaches
62 Coins

15

17

18

24

26

28

29

31

33

35

36

5 Nocturnal

mammal
6 Symbol for

calcium
7 Pronoun
8 Native metal
9 Brazilian

estuary
10 Metal fasten. t

11 Prize (colloq)

13 Chemical
compound

16 Night before
(pl)

19 Bishop's hat

21 Dines

22 Quarrels

25 Conspiracy

27 Twoyearold
salmon

30 Tree of

forgetfulness

32 Couples

34 Roman tyrant

36

37

38

40

41

44

Buckets

Native

American

Drinks slowly

Plagues

Part of flower

Injected with

narcotic

47 Great Lake

49 Hindu queen
52 A state (abbr

)

54 Male sheep

57 Conjunction

58 Rupees (abbr

)

60 Pronoun

50

51

53

55

56

DOWN

bullyJuice of

tree

Printer's

measure

Uncooked
Wife of Geraint

AJU

2 3 4 5 r^6 7 8 9 10
'.'.-,

.-.•,

11 1? 13

14 15 16
\\'\

17

18 19 20 21 72 23

24 25 26 27 .;.;.; 28

29 30 • «

31 32

i^ 33 34 35 u&
36 37 38 39 40 41

42 :•::
.•'*.'

43 44 :•:
<

46 47
* ft i

48 49 ::-; 50

51 52 .'.* ' ""•" 53 54 55
1

56 57 58
• ',

59 60

V-; 6i

1

62
m.

Distr. h y United Feature Syndicate. Inc. i f

f(©WS fCo-perS Hey HtKBit, j Jujr RtAO
6RLAT ToKtV WHY CAM
9t ciRcumcisco?

tinies b^n c G?LvRHt/

PEANUTS
DO 1OU MEAN TO
SM I CANT 0UILD
A SNOWMAN IN MY
OUN BACK YARD 7

U)HV (J0ULP WOU UANT
TO, CHARLIE 6f?0u)N?.'
DON'T 0£ SO 5TDPID

!

IN ADULT-ORGANlZED SWu)
LEAGUES, U)E HAVE TEAMS. AND
STANDING AND AkJARDS AND
special fields ..u/E even •

HAVE A NEWSLETTER!

r
50MEH0U. I

EXPECTED
WU WOULD

THERE'S NO
NEED TO I3E

SARCASTIC
CHARLIE PROuJN .'

^a

B.C.

WHATis. THE
WEATHER

VcX)R£ L0OKW&
AT IT.

by johnny hart

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

• r .m t -..<»-« la* If!
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Maharaj Ji Says...
Most people have heard about Guru Maharaj Ji and

the various claims made about him Few people
however, are aware of his essential message, which
is the Knowledge he has to offer.
Guru Maharaj Ji's Knowledge teaches us how to

meditate on the source of love, growth and creativity
inside us. It is not the sort of knowledge we can find in
libraries, for it is a direct experience of something
within us, not a theory. That is why Guru Maharaj Ji
says, "this is the Knowledge you can't get in college."
Guru Maharaj Ji literally shows us how to see the
soul, how to bathe in its purifying and health-giving
light. This concrete experience of inner peace and joy

eradicates hatred, greed and fear. It eases the
pressures of daily life, and leaves us free to act un-
selfishly and effectively at all times. Medically
speaking it is an evolution of the human species. It

contains a solution to every problem at present facing
humanity. And it is practical. One hundred per cent.
It works.

The Knowledge is shown to people by close
disciples of Guru Maharaj Ji known as Mahatmas. It

is revealed free of charge to those who come with an
open heart. For further information, come to
tonight's program which begins at 7:30 in room 163 of
the Campus Center or call 773-7436.

Ancient History On WFCR
A highly original look at ancient history and its relevance to our own

times and problems is the format of "The Uncensored Past," a series
starting on FM station WFCR Sunday, Dec. 2 and running for 13 weeks.
The half-hour programs will be built around readings from the classics

and other works by Professor Francis Glasheen of Central Connecticut
State College and commentary by author and broadcaster Sidney Walton
from his unpublished manuscript "The History of Freedom."

J0%
•?s

THE

HARDER

THEU

com.

You'ys Been Anxiously Awaiting The

Triumphant Return . . . IT'S MERE NOW!
"INFINITELY MORE INTELLIGENT „..
THAN^ST TAJSPO INPARIS'" l,"a't

SrwMinoitt t.-m: Exuberant!"

" ".i« COOM4N ymw
* *i|« #0«iO Oft t *St

"1 Biting and Harshly

Haunting Film that

tots off like dry gunpowder!"
Rex Reed, NY Daily News

"Exceptional ... on* of the

landmarks in black cinema!"
L.A. Times

Time Magazine

"Pazxlas Tom . .

.

Beautifully

Dan* " Vil,a9e"• Vo.ce

7:15 ft 9:00

t>:

"Best
American
movie rj|ht .

of R

the

year."

It's happening . . . People

are talking about ...

WALKING
TALL

• . . and aro they

talking!
wing

fable."

N.Y. Times 7:15 I t:3l

i Compus ^
<netna± u
S ^S6b4ll

AMMf RST HAOlf V LINE

DOLLAR NITES

MON. ft TUES.

ADMISSION 'J
1

Ten years after Pros. Kennedy was

assassinated, it's time you knew
the truth ... you must see

EXECUTIVE ACTION
"Will hit you with the impact of a 1.5 mm bullet!"

| 7:15 ft 9:00
'

Group W News

roommate, own room in Squire
Village, on bus rt.. 189 plus elec.. lease till
H-31. deposit Call 645-1244

, ,
tfll-a

Roommate wanted to share furnished
house for Dec. 1st. IW month. Call 253-
2499. Holly or Matthew.

tin a

HELP WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS HOUSE FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT

Part time Janitorial work. 8:0*-iO:M
a.m.. Mon Sal 5 nun from campus. Call
Dick at 527 5796, any time after 409 p.m.

una

TRAVEL

Graduate student to share furn. apt.
from Jan 1st. Call Frank at Boiling Green
evenings. 254 wti: about S95 per month.

tfll-a

Need someone with drafting experience
using ink. Leroy lettering, etc.. all
equipment supplied Price for work
negotiable. 54086

tfll-a

Quiet m or f to share 2 bedroom apt., on
bus route, rent negotiable Call 445-3442
evenings.

, tm-a
3 roommates needed, single rooms own
entrance, utilities included Call Howie
254-0*43.

tfn-a

We have good stuff and we need you to
sell it oa campus, up to I IS for three hours
work. The Hungry C. 254-«3a. 103 N
Pleasant st

trii-a

WANTED TO RENT

Going by air? Let u> handle your pre-
fliglit. in-flight and post-flight
arrangements at no cost to vou. CaH
campus rep.. 253-3142 evenings.

tf 12-12— «

1199 A week in the sand. sea. and
sun paradise of Kl'ROPE for LESS
THAN the cost of PUERTO RICO or
the BAHAMAS. Jan. 6th to 13th in

swinging MASPA LOMAS on Grand
Canary Island (Spain) COMPLETE
PACKAGE fM 4 a taxes A services.
Also some Hawaii space still available
on Dec. a 4 Jan. 7. Call Leslie Halfond

II.

trn-a

I bedroom house for rent Jan. 1st 1225
month. Call 584-1141 evenings

tfll/a

Room available in Puffton after 1st of
Jan. 178 per mo. CaU 549-1378

tfii/a

PIANO TUNING

Pianos tuned and put in
shortest notice (all 268-7880

at the

tf!2-3

Need an apt. a few days a wk? Own rm
for female. Quiet, walk t. univ. k town
Call Barb 254-8684 moms. 8-9. eves. 9-7.

tfll/a

WANTED TO BUY

ENTERTAINMENT

Need quiet person to share 2 bedroom
Cliffside apt. on bus route. $87.50 per mo
including util. avail immediately. 465-4198
ask for Doug.

If 1 1-39

Roommate — Graduate student, female
to share apartment on bus route. Dec I

Jan. I. S85 * utilities Call 549-4155
evenings.

till a

l-emale seeks to share apt., house
with other females near campus or on
bus rt. Own room a must, rent up to
»»•» <neg i„ c util... Friendly
living willing to pay downpaymenl
now. ( a || una, <„„>,,, 253.3,1.

If 1 1 -19

Bermuda Spring Vacation — deposits
for reservations must be in soon Trips
start at I in. Call Steve 665-3737.

tfu/a

I have.kept some Dec. dates open just for
vou. t all me today for a great Xmas partyMy name is Steve the DJ my no. 4*7-2842.

tf!2-3

WORKSHOPS

Female wishes to share apartment
spring semester. Call 540-6155 evenings.

tfll-a

Couple wishes to lease-share quietcheap place near Amherst lookln. for

trn-a
People wanted to share warm house

near campus - on bus route; Jan. I; own
room. 147 plus utilities. Call 253-0*08.

tfll/a

i females looking for 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment within walking distance of CM
"isVT

rowte for Jan r"" M*' 1 '" 2S3-

Quiet senior seeks m or f to share 2
bdrm. River Glade Apt 256-0554 after 5.

tf 12/3

tfn/a

Primal Experience Marathon — 36
hours Dec. I. Two trained leaders
Fee: 1 100 (also follow-up groups
available) offering a group dynamic
that provides an emotional en-
vironment in which the individual can
re-create the primary experiences of
his or her life. Call 256-0543 (eves) or
253-0421 (24 hours) for further in-
formation.

till 29

FOR RENT

Xmas parties are coming, and I can
bring back all those old Xmas memor ts
with great oldies. Call Boogie Bob at 53*-

tf!2-3

Csed ski equipment — all kinds TheCM m Club will sell your equipment,

on No!' 2T1
4
ni

S COn" to Ub,« E CCon Nov. a 4 Dec. 3, 10-4.

tfl2/3

PHOTO EQUIPMENT

aSTViSfel
P,ayen

' *««» 'orBand ( all Kevin at 323-7240 or Alan at 540-

U12-5

rJlTlawSi
fW y0Mr ""«»»•"« Party?(»H Alhambra. fine rock music atmmmm rates. Jeff,,, „,. figj*

tfu-a

Pentax Super Takumar 79 - |» mmloom FI4-5. Never used Call 253-5*02.

tf!2/l

SUBLET

F roommate, own rcom in Townehouse
apts.. on bus rt. 178 plus elec . available
during Jan. (all 549-4647 evenings.

tf 12/4

We need people to apt. hunt with for sec
sem Best Bet 4 and 6 Call 546-4184. 4182.

tfu/a

I bdrm apt. Clfside Apts or. bus route avail
approx Jan (5. ll55-mo. incl. util*. dish
washer Call Mark 5-0470 days. 6*5 2700
eves.

lfll-30

Spacious top floor 2 bdrm apt I230 mo. nosummer obllg J,„. ,.M.y 31. some furn
avail Brit Manor Apt, inc bus Iran, 256-

tfu-a

<•.....««• spi„e. central \mherst sa i,.
•mi koramoali*. >. innes sahaiee.

If 1 1-29

Girl to share beaut, new apt. on rip.

Haiti) , begin now or Januart . Rent is

III. .25 plus util. No car or pets, (all 58*-

ftJM. if 11/311

I bedroom modern apt at Rrandvwlne
;-n bus rle \/( . »/w carpeting, big bed A
living rms 1205/monlh plus electric .549-
(916.

tf 12/12

1 bedroom house in country 25 mi. from
Amherst-tlrange Furnished, quiet. V. nd
1234 will neg 617-219-2398. 617-514-7181.

tfna
Room, woman only, near campus. $80

( all noon or fi.ui p m 519 6.156.

(ill /.111

Frank Zappa & The Mothers A R|„g„ 4

S-C.Dec l.l74!.,,,BS .l .B. I,,safringe

tfna

Professional magician will perform all
occasions! Also lessons, beautiful magic
h> Rorv Johnston! 253-3887. see the im-
possible : !

:

tfll-M

WANTED

shl r VV"d ,n The SlreeU". oneshow only Hampden DC. 8: a Fri Mm
<««.th laurel and Hardy short

tfn/a

Responsible person to acrompanv 3
hovv ages 3. 4. «. on flight from
Hradlev Airport to Salt I nk, City
between Dec. 7-15. return Jan 2-Jan.
9 Will pay round trip fare. 10*4073.

tfll-30
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Paying student jobs in ski and
other winter resorts are still

available in Europe. Jobs are

given out on a first come, first

served, basis to any full or part

time student who applies im-
mediately. Most of the jobs are in

Alpine ski resorts in Switzerland,

Austria, Germany and France.
There are also openings in hotels

and restaurants in larger cities.

A paying job provides the op-
portunity to see Europe while
earning some money. Standard
wages are paid, but the big saver is

the free room and board which is

provided with each job and
arranged in advance.

Winter Jobs In Europe
21

All job arrangements are made
on a non-profit basis by Student
Overseas Services (SOS) a
student run organization for' the
past 15 years. SOS charges only for
the actual paper work involved in
confirming the job and room and
board arrangements. A 5-day
orientation is also provided to give
students a brief introduction to
Europe before going to their jobs
Students wishing to remain in
Europe longer can be placed in
second jobs.

Any student between the ages of
17 and 27 may obtain a job ap-
plication form, job listings and
descriptions, and the SOS Hand-

book on earning your way in
Europe by sending their name,
address, education institution, and
$1 (for printing, postage, ad-
dressing and handling) to either
SOS - Student Overseas Services,
Box 5173, Santa Barbara, Calif.

93108 or to S.O.S. - 22 Ave. de la

Liberte, Luxembourg - Europe.

FRANK ZAPPA
THE MOTHERS

RINGO

IN

200 Motels

SAT., DEC. 1

7-9-11 S.U.B.

NOW

I IN

I llman

AMHERSTtVna NOW

AMITY ST. 253 5426

INGMAR BERGMANS

CRIESAND
WHISPERS

Screenings at 7:15 & 9:00 Wed.-Tues

StuOrnl

Duemini

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES AIL SEATS SI 00

CALVlNlJSie
MM, SI NORTHAMPTON

"An abejolutfj gem of a film. Unique,
touching, often howlingly funny.

Don't miss this marvel of a movie."

HollisAhi

Bang the drum slowly
Show Times: 7:00 & 9:00

MONDAY I TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR 584-9153 MOUNTAIN FARMS MALLOOH- JIOO ROUTE 9-HADLEY. MASS

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION!

IT'S
*TI

WE ARE DEDICATED TO BR1MQ YOU THE VERY BEST
selectioh immmmm emtertahiment at

UASOHABLE niCES Mi WEWE 2 WAYS TO SAVE
YOU MOHEY «rt 1^—-"OUR EXCUfoftyi-TWI-LTTE HOUR"

* 'Twl-Ute Hour" b de*#y and it the half

cm0§ #f ##? hour periodJuat prior to the lata afternoon

y i#a /oVfrW or early evening feature. During this half-

I 191 W/ hour any adult may attend for $1 2 5

FOR YOW GUIDE - OUR PRICE SCHEDULE

AOUITSS2.00 STUDENTS ft SR. CITIZENS* l .50
1

TWILITE HOUR tl.25 CHILDREN 90C ANYTIME

HIHE 5 OUR OPENIMG VARIETY RACKED
SHOWCASE of ENTER!AIHMI HI f„ YOU

'S***m,
DISCOUNT CMOS —

Ernitles^y •-•

bearer to a special

discount for one year 1
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1

FOR SALE
SOL Camera Import! hat .

cameras, lenae* A other photo equip at
slashed prices hull warranty, all makes
and models, (all Ken. 6-97Z3

tfll-M

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE
PERSONAL

Live i hristmaa trees, select and tag
now. any siie M.ll. L. Bllxniak. 133 Bay
Kd lladley.

tm-iz

Refrigerator; • cu. ft., i yr. old. •rig
coat IM. excellent condition. Only |M.
(all 2S4-S42f. rst. 30

atit/a

AUTO FOR SALE

Tires — All brands. RaDIALS. SNOWS
— All types guaranteed, lowest prices. Call
M4-83C2 after 6

tfll-M

tl Capri itM. Silver, a MPG. er.
cond. I leva Firm Can be seen daily at Bar
Cltgo. King St.. N Hampton or call owner
"UM 7741 after S.

tfll-M

I pr.. L-ZI skis. Marker bindings. I7S. I

complete Kress waterbed. mattress,
frame, pedestal headboard, table. I ISO
m-S»4-47«7

tfll-M

Cheap stuff — TV IIS alum, folding cot
120: sm wet suit a Ig fins 120. sunlamp 110.

Call 254-04KI

tfll-2t

Women's S-speed exc cond. ISO. ALSO
KLH System Model 24. good cond. 3 yrs.
old 1200 or best offer needs needle and
cleaning 5M-S9M.

tfll-30

Speakers 2 brand new JBL 88P Speakers
list 1430 or 2 II month old Pioneer CSMA
speakers, list 1460 both on warrantv. 1340.
Moeojo.

tfll-29

Hart Skiis Langr Boots. 205 Hart Kings,

exc. cond. 1 100. l.ange Standards. Siie

MM, IW (all Dave 6-4514 Brooks.
tfll/2»

Must Sell . Handmade knee length cape.

Brown suede with brass buckles, fully

lined hxcellent buv.Call 6-<WIKaft. fip.m.

tfll/29

One pr site 10 Bauer Supreme Us Ised

Iwicr Musi sell. the> are too big List

price $Ml). will sacrifice lor 160 (all 546-

T56((

tfll/29

Ski equip.. IIOMM worth of new. used.

lefto\er skies, boots, clothing \l I M Ski

( luh sale Oer. I&5. 1st Moor ( ( 12 P m -

« p.m.
HI2/6

K2 ( ompetHion Skis. MO cm with Look
Nevada bindings, good cond. I7S. S44-M40
after 7 p.m.

tfll/28

Ski Boots — Rosemont Kastback. 8 med.
Can be reinjected lo fit perfectly. I yr . old.
gd. cond. New 1 1 75. Atk 17*. Call S40-SM7
an. «

t/12/10

New Fischer Glass skis, great for

novice/intermediate. 195 rm unused. Must
sell cheap. Call Lionel 2S«-045i

tlll/M

One pair men's Nordica Ski Boots, site
10-1/2. excellent cond. Call Jim 254-0451

tfll/M

2 G7HxlS tires, one mounted Call 253-

5374 between 5 and • p.m.

tfll/29

Bossignol Racer Skis. IM cm. w
Solomon 444 bdgs.. excell. cond.. I yr. old.
1 100 256-0166 after C p.m.

tfll/M

koflach Buckle Ski Boots, ladles 7.

excellent condition. Best offer. Call 546-

675*.

tfll/29

Triumph GT* a Spit, parts. 2 engines,
mag wheels, six ply radials a Goodyears.
Call anytime, ask for Mark 5*6-3423.

tfll-28

1964 MGB Roadster for sale. Spare
parts. Must sell befor.- the snow flies. 24
(owls Kd Amherst.

tfll/M

Dating Free Social Club Volunt. Meet
new people 4 friends in sm . parties before
dating. No blind dts . no chrg. Write Box
l«i. Hadley.

tfll/29

1972 Pinto. 2.090CC engine, auto, trans
excellent condition. Call after 5 p m 584-
.3547.

tfll-28

1971 Super Bee.le. perfect condition,
only 14.000 miles. Complete service
records, true economy. Best offer over
1.790. (all 549-66M2

tfll/M

Tag Sale - many, many pieces of good
furniture - lamps, tables, chairs - Dec. 2.
9: 00 till dark. Townhouse of Amherst. Apt
It. More info 549-4682.

tfll/M

Bargain time - 1971 Toyota Mark 2.
21.060 miles, driven by old woman of so
XM/FM radio, all tint. Call John Mc-
Manus. 549-4925. please leave number.

tfll-M

19ft) Nova SS 4 spd. 359 cubic Inch, dk
blue 45.390 plus miles. Asking 11299. Call
665-4189

tflZ/7

Sue - Make this birthday the one to
remember. Love Fred. Sine quo non.

11/28

1948 Mallbu Chevelle. »cyl . auto, trans.,
green with Mack vinyl top. 2 door. gd.
cond.. needs valve job. 4 new tires. 47
thousand miles, bargain, negotiable
Marsha. 253-7207

tfll-M

Volks. 1966 Bug. Runs fine, good transp
.

save gas
: Drive a small car. 1 250. Call 549-

'282 after 6 p.m

tfll/M

All Heart Fund Walkers : Money will be
collected today on the Concourse. Please
turn all money In by 4 p.m. today.

11/28

1966 Mustang 2 plus 2. fastbark. new
engine, new carb.. new radiator, etc.. 4
new shocks a tires. 3 speed 289. only 4.000
miles. Best offer. 6-6185

tfll-30

Van for sale. 1948 Chev. Super Van 6
cyl.. excellent cond . new tires, panelled
w /jalousie windows (all Bob evngs 253-
9483.11090.

tfll/29

SERVICES

PERSONAL

I'hotos - passports, visas, etc., 48 hour
service! Sues and number negotiable
1.1.00 minimum! (all Steve at 546-5443.

tfll-30

1965 Valiant, vy gd rn cond. slant 6. gd
mpg, nd I for school 1300 neg Call Gordon
at 256-8198 after 6 p.m.

tfll-30

Paul (.innetti. please call Howie. 256-
0643 urgent!

tfll-30

24 hr service- Passports, l.a„g's Photo
Studio. 460 West St.. South Amherst. 253-
.1I4K.

tri2-i2

»<\\K THIS XDD! !! If you are
thinking of purchasing stereo
equipment in the near future. All

major brands at huge discounts! All

units delivered in factors sealed
cartons and are fulls guaranteed. I

operate with a small o\erhead so thai
rm prices are extremels low. If in

leresled. call Hon at OJMBft, usuall>
home in exes.

11/28

l»6N Volvo l44Sin v. good cond. Recently
rebuilt eng

. s b radials. fact. air. Asking
11200. (all 545-2223. ask for Curt Chase in
.107

If 1 1/30

I lease return my lost cat He jumped
from my car in SW last Salurdav White
angora with white flea collar (all 467'842
reward.

tfll-29

Research — thousands of topics 12 75
per page. Send |l for mail order catalog
Research Assistance. Inc.. 11941 Wilshlre
Blvd.. Suite 2. LA.. Calif. 90025.

tfl2-l2

Auto for sale 1969 MGB \M-FM stereo.
\barlh muffler, fine condition (all 256-
6211.

If 1 1 /.TO

NEEDED: \ date for a well known rude
sports journalist, to attend Xmas
Uavzgoose. Dec. 7th. Inquire at MDC
Sports Desk or Wl MV-TV.

lf!2-7

dj •«<ion. self.lnfiH
10 he,p vou "nd

«»•'«•"«>. come:: '

drnre
'

p,c """

Hum.

m -l.is.-lin hardtop. 6 cylinders, stan-
dard, cm client condition. 1800. (all Nabih
after .'. at 32.1-7823.

If 12/4

APARTMENT FOR RENT

We love vou Shirley because your hair is
t url> At the end of the term, please get a
new perm

11/28

Canadian certified instructor avail, for
ski lessons. Avail, anytime, reasonable
rales (all .'.84-8605. Scott.

tfll/30

•I I'onl l.emans p/s. p/b. a/I - ll ft -,m|.
tuMI

tfll/30

To

spinal I bedroom apt to sublet at
I'ufflon \illage. Isl month renl onl> I;:.

;nail Ian 1st lo Sepl (all anslime. Sft-MM
him

t* Dodge ( oronei. I spd std. Irans. in
exiellenl condition and runs \er\ well.
\skin* ISI a bargain at ans price (all
%n n.t.'i

HI2/7

Buffalo Bill Cody. Waller Cun-
ningham. Busty Russell, The Sundance
Boob, and (.onber (.uinea : Thanks for the
ride' |.o\e Beulah Banana.

11/28

Photographers! Quality black and white
photo processing at low. low rales. tl.UO
per roll including contact, (all 665-4290
eves

tfll/30

ROOM WANTED
Boost >nui social life through the

I ampus \« lion Directory being offered by
Millenia in tomorrow's issue.

11/28

Boom wanted for couple A child. Low
• ost rooming wilh easy going folk. For
l>e« 1st. (all 25.1-2409. Holly or Matthew

tfll-28

V
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Judge Declares BU
Pucksters Eligible

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON < API - A U.S. District
Court judge ruled Tuesday in favor
of two Canadian hockey players in
their suit against the NCAA, the
Eastern College Athletic con-
ference and Boston University
trustees.

In a decision which could have
far reaching effects on U.S. in-

tercollegiate hockey. Judge Joseph
L. Tauro issued a restraining or-
der, making Bill Buckton and
Peter Carzo eligible to play for BU
The two admitted they accepted

room, board and expense money
while attending high school and
playing Junior B hockey in On-
tario. However, they contended
they did not accept money to play
hockey and brought suit against
the NCAA and ECAC, with BU
trustees becoming part of the
action to get a legal ruling
The NCAA and ECAC rules bar

Canadian hockey players who have
accepted expense money in Junior
B play. A player was declared
inedible at BU last season, and
the team had to forfeit several
games.
Judge Tauro restrained the

NCAA and ECAC from declaring
Buckton and Carzo ineligible and
from imposing any sanctions
against BU. An appeal is expected,
but the judge ruled the two players
eligible immediately.

Eagle Sullivan

Cited As NFL

Offensive Star

By BRUCE LOWITT
NEW YORK (AP) New York

Giants Coach Alex Webster was
glancing at the statistics. He got to

Tom Sullivan's name and mut-
tered "That's your story right
there."

It was about the only time
anybody on the Giants got to
Sullivan all day Most of the time,
Philadelphia's top running back
stampeded them into submission,
rushing for a career-high 156
yards.

But what really locked up the
Eagles' 20-16 victory Sunday was
his pass reception and ensuing run
in the game's fading minutes.
His rushing, which included a

three -yard dash for the decisive
touchdown and several crucial
third-down carries, plus that
game-saving pass play, earned the
second-year pro from Miami the
selection Tuesday as The
Associated Press Offensive Player
of the Week in the National
Football League
His big catch came after New

York had cut a 20-6 Philadelphia
lead to just four points and, with a
stiffened defense, had forced the
Eagles into a third-and-20 situation
on their own 22-yard line with
about three minutes to play. If the
Eagles had to punt, the Giants
would get the chance to drive for a
go-ahead touchdown.
They never got it. Roman

Gabriel faded back, found both his
wide receivers with double
coverage, then spotted Sullivan
over the middle.
Gabe rifled a 10-yard pass,

Sullivan caught it, slipped between
two converging defenders,
bounced off linebacker Pat Hughes
and rumbled 19 yards more to the
New York 49 before being tackled.
From then on it was just a

matter of eating up the clock-which
the Eagles did as Sullivan carried
on six of the remaining eight plays.
Other offensive stars included

Larry McCutcheon of Los Angeles,
who rushed for 152 yards and
caught five passes for 51 yards,
Cincinnati's Ken Anderson, who
passed for three touchdowns,
Buffalo's O. J. Simpson, who
rushed for 124 yards - 58 of them on
a touchdown scamper and Min-
nesota's John Gilliam, who caught
five passes for 139 yards including

touchdowns of 54 and 30 yards

He said the NCAA and ECAC
rules imposed on BU conflict-one
set for student-athletes who have
played in this country, another for

those who have played in Canada
"What concerns me is that we have
a set of rules that are arbitrary.

"

Judge Tauro said. "We can "all

agree that we don't have a flagrant
case of professionalism. Suppose
these boys went to Andover, Mass.
Academy and got board, room and
tuition. What's the difference."
BU Athletic Director Warren

Schmakel said that Buckton and
Carzo would continue to play with
the Terriers.

"The only thing I was concerned
about was the kids and the rest of
the team," Schmakel said. "The
last part of the ruling is important
because the NCAA undoubtedly
will appeal the finding If it's

decided the other way later, the BU
team won't be penalized for having
played these kids."

• pilot • I

MHsinan Trophy candidate Roosevelt Leaks is

helped off the field after injuring his knee against
Texan \&M. It is hoped he will be able to return in
time to pla> in the Cotton Bowl.
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Coach Censured
For Using Women

B> GEORGESTRODE
(OLl'MBl'S. Ohio (AP) The Ohio Conference

called Oberlin Coach Dick Michaels on the carpet
Tuesday lor using women in men's intercollegiate
competition lor the second time this year.
The league prohibits women from competing in any

sport.

Ohio Wesleyan University Athletic Director Bob
Strimer charged Michaels with using two coeds in a
cross-country meet against his school this fall.

Michaels had faced similar charges last spring for
using women in a conference swimming meet. He
was censured by the Ohio Conference Grievance
Committee at that time.
Conference Commissioner Mike Cleary, one of six

grievance committee members, said. "It's a pretty
clear case They've broken a conference rule."
The two women, whose names have not been

disclosed, ran against Ohio Wesleyan, but Michaels
contended they were only doing it as an exhibition. He
said their finishes did not count in the team points.
Michaels said his 15-man squad voted unanimously

to let coeds compete with them this season.
Cleary countered by saying, "Oberlin said they

were running with the men because there was no
women's programs at the school. That's their
problem, not the conference's."
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How The Pros Stand
NBA NHL

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

East

BOSTON
New York
Buffalo

Phila.

W
15

12

10

7

L
3

10

12

14

Pet

.833

.545

.455

.333

Central Division

Capital

Atlanta

Cleveland
Houston

W
10

10

6

5

L
8

11

16

15

Pet

.556

.476

.273

.250

GB

5

7

9' 2

GB

14
6

6

16

12

10

9

Division
W L TPHGrCA

1 33 102 55

2 26 71 56

5 25

5 23

1 19

1 19

3 13

7 13

West Division
W L T Pti GF GA

BOSTON
Montreal
Rangers
Toronto
Buffalo

Detroit

Vancouver 5 11

Islanders 3 9

9 10

9 11

84 65

70 54

66 71

71 94

46 67

45 63

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

W L Pet

Milw. 18

Chicago 16

Detroit 12

KC-Omaha 6

4

5

9

17

.818

.762

.571

.261

Pacific Division

W L Pet
Los Ang.

Golden St.

Portland

Seattle

Phoenix

15

12

10

9

5

7

6

11

15

15

.682

.667

.476

.375

.250

GB

\Vz

12ft

GB

1

4Vi
7

9

Phila. 13 6

Atlanta 10 6

Chicago 9 5

St. Louis 9 7

Pittsburgh 7 10

Minnesota 4 10

Los Angeles 5 12

California 5 14

1 27 58 33

4 24 55 52

6 24 61 37

3 21 52 42

3 17 52 83

6 14 57 70

3 13 55 72

1 11 43 74

WHA

ABA
EASTEBN DIVISION

«... W U Pet.
Kentucky 15 4 .780
Carolina ...... If 8 .680
New York 10 VI 4...i

Virginia 7 11 .388
Mtmpr.i* 8 "4 ,o4

WESTERN DIVISION
W L Pet

Denver 11 9 .3.10
San Antonio 11 12 .478
Indiana 10 11 476
Utah 10 12 4S5
San Diego 8 13 38

1

East

N. ENG.
Quebec
Chicago
Cleveland
Toronto

Jersey

Division
W L T Pt» OF GA

13 9 1 27 88 77
12 11 125 94 80

11 7 123 72 63

10 8 2 22 70 72

8 12 3 19 74 80

7 13 2 16 52 85

GB
r
k*
8
8"a

GB
l'»
l'a
2
3'»

Edmonton
Minnesota
Houston
Winnipeg
Vancouver

West Division
W L TPUGrGA
14 6

11 8

11 6

911
8 14

Los Angeles 7 16

28 78 56

1 23 80 68

1 23 71 52

2 20 77 77

16 74 93

14 60 86

LAST CHANCE TO SEE

SUMMER OF '42

National Football League
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Eastern Division

Washington
Dallas

Philadelphia

St. Louis

N. Y. Giants

W
8

I

4

3

2

L
3

4

6

7

8

T

1

1

1

Pet.

.727

.636

.409

.318

.227

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Eastern Division

W
'Miami 10

Buffalo . 6

New England 4

Central

'Minnesota
Detroit

Green Bay
Chicago

W
10

4

3

3

L
1

6

6

8

Division

T Pet.

1

2

.909

.382

.364

.273

Western
W L

Los Angeles 9 2

Atlanta . 8 3

New Orleans 4 7

S. Francisco 4 7

Division

T Pet.

.818

.727

.364

.364

N.Y. Jets

Baltimore

Pittsburgh

Cleveland

Cincinnati

Houston

3

2

1

5

7

8

9

T Pet.

.909

.545

.364

.273

.182

Central

W L
8

Division

T Pet.

7

7

1

3

3

4

10

1

.727

.682

.636

.091

•Clinched division title.

Denver . .

.

Oakland
Kansas City

San Diego

Western

W L
6 3

6 4

6 4

2 8

Division

T Pet.

.636

.591

.591

.227

2

1

1

1

Come up and see Mae West

and W. C. Fields

in

MY LITTLE CHICKADEE

Thurs.. Nov. 29th

7. 9. 11 p.m.

Mahar Aud.

Admission 75*

ATTENTION

Fiddler On The Roof

A benefit performance of Fiddler on the Roof will be shown
on December 12 at 7 & 10 p.m. at the Campus Cinemas, Rte
9 in Hadley.

DOOR PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED and ALL
PROCEEDS WILL GO TO THE ISRAEL EMERGENCY
FUND FOR HUMANITARIAN PURPOSES. DONATION-
$2.50

«nvrn.

Tickets may be purchased at the Hillel Office (S.U. 302), by
calling 545-2526 or at our Campus Center Concourse Table.

NOTE: ALL THOSE WHO HAVE PURCHASED TICKETS
TS

R
Tu^

E
Un?^EMBER 28th LOWING, PLEASE COMETO THE HILLEL OFFICE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE' 1

1 •
|
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<AI» Wirephotoi
Iowa State quarterback Buddy Hardeman (No. 8) doesn't see what's about to happen as Oklahoma

State's Deacon Stephens, in a desperation maneuver, streaks in from the bench to make a TI)-sa\ in«
tackle. The official was watching, however, and Hardeman was given nedit for a touchdown

I
Senate Uncovers

] Evidence Of

I Drug Abuse
WASHINGTON (AP) - A Senate

subcommittee has found
"distressing evidence" of drug
abuse among athletes, it as an-
nounced Monday.
Sen. Birch Bayh, chairman of the

subcommittee to investigate
juvenile delinquency, said that

amphetamines-also known as
"speed" and "pep pills"-and
steroids appear to be the drugs
most commonly used by athletes.

"Our hearings and other reports
make it clear that athletes, in-

cluding amateur athletes, are not
immune from the drug abuse
epidemic confronting the nation,"
he said, on releasing 840 pages of

testimony on the subject.

He said reasons for drug abuse
among athletes included group
pressure to perform better, and
fear that failure to use drugs would
give their competitors the edge
during games.
But the Indiana Democrat

contended that "there is no
therapeutic basis to justify their
use by healthy individuals.

However, the subcommittee said
it found little evidence that team
officials made drugs available for

athletes. Rather, it noted that

educators, coaches and team
physicians were concerned in-

creasingly over the harmful effects
drugs have on athletes, par-
ticularly the young.

TONITE
&

Tomorrow Nite

ff

Letters To The Sports Editor

Cross Country: "Inner

Drive, Spirit, And Guts
To The Sports Kditor:

Randy Thomas, Bill Gillin, Tom McGuire; the names might not ring a
bell, but this is the name of the game in the gruelling sport of cross-
country here at UMass. These three runners made-up the nucleus of one
of if not the greatest cross-country teams in UMass history. Last year,
the listed runners were good, and they knew it, but it took them, with an
even higher level of achievement, one year to make the campus recognize
Heir efforts.

As a former teammate in Indoor and Outdoor track of the runners, I

p rsonally can testify that these athletes have chosen an event in a sport
which critically demands the utmost of tie inner drive and spirit as well
as g«<ts to accomplish satisfying results. These guys have always had the
will to accomplish goals, personal and team, which made it easy for a
great distance coach such as Ken O'Brien to put togetner, not only '*«?

best team in the Yankee Conference or New England, but one of the ti *e

best teams on the entire east coast as well as one of the countries better
teams.
Knowing that sports such as football, soccer, and lacrosse have

domino*ec! the fall sports scene I want to personally congratulate first,

the Daily Collegian and Scott hayes for finally giving more publicity to a
team that greatly deserves it; secondly, the runners, who have shown the
spirit cf success by working together as a team, and finally. Coach
O'Brien, who doesn't get as much satisfaction winning as he geis in

seeing the personal success and recognition his runners earn and
iese: vc.

Steven Levine

Television Tonight

Dave Eibel

One And Two Man Teams
It all started in 1909, way up in Dawson City. The Miners were still

digging the yellow ore and the dance hall girls were still showing their
garters every night at the Yellow Barrel Saloon. The Dawson City
Klondike* made the Stanley Cup that year and even though they were
royally deuced hy the ( Utawa Capitals, to the tune of 22-2 they went out in
style Just getting there by dogsled was bad enough.
You see even in the nether-nether days, when men were men and

contusion was an unknown quantity, hockev writers and fans had the
pernicious habit of defaming hockey teams bv claiming that success was
due to one or two blade-tw irlers. In hockevs halcyon davs of the '40s and
SO s. when Montreal ruled the hockey wars. Maurice "the Rocket''
Hichard caused many supposedly knowledgeable sportsmen to brand the
< anadiens as a one-man team People forgot about the Blakes. the
Lachs, the Reardons. the Reays. ad infinitum. To everyone Montreal was
a teamot one; "une equip dun seul patineur."
Today the pattern has continued. Teams that win seldom receive all

the credit when full credit is due The detractors of winning teams have
always taken great relish in inventing flurries of acrid excuses for a
team's hard-earned laurels and the Boston Bruins affair is no exception

It all started the day before the Bruins were set to face the Flying
Frenchmen at the Garden, in a game they won two to one on Davey
Forbes' loul tip Claude Ruel. Canadiens chief scout, accused the Bruins
ol being a disgrace to NHL hockey. As he classically put it. "The Bruin
she aye a bad ockey team. She got Espositoand Horr and dat's it." Bep
Guidolin lashed back at Ruel like you would lash back at any overgrown
Frenchman, if I didn't know better,'' said Guidolin, "Id say that Ruel is
making up for missing the playoffs. Anyway, those stupid Montreal
papers would print anything." It's amazing the wav people are like
sheep, because since then everyone's been saying the same thing the
Bruins are a two-man team.
Well, there's no doubt that Orr and Esposito are the stars of the Bruins

but when you rationalize a team's successes in that manner, it's just like
excusing a loss with remarks like "if only they hadn't hit the goal post
three times." In other words, once it's done it's done. The Bruins have
Orr and Esposito, there's no use or logic involved in discussing non-facts
or asking why the sun rises every day. To discuss the Bruins with the
assumption that Orr and Esposito didn't play for them is as foolish as
discussing the world situation with the assumption that the United States,
or better yet. the American continent was never discovered They are
there, it's as simple as that.

Team sports really are an illusion of sorts; at least to the onlooker.
Championship teams win because a group of human beings has busted
their butts to emerge at the top of the sports mountain. But sadly, in the
end, only a few of the media audience and those who produce the media
on paper or in broadcasting who fail to realize that in team efforts a
winner is created only when everyone produces at the peak of his
capability. The Bruins proved that last season: no team can win with
only one or two men producing.

Collegian Staffers

Attending Wayzgoose

Must See Gib For $5 Tickets

Hound Dog

Taylor

House Rockers

acthe

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-49:17

».

I:M ENSIGN OTOOLI Operation
Souvenir ."

I 18

1

:. .Ml THE REAL McCOYS How re You
Gonna Keep Em Down On ihe Farm''"
i 18)

TIIK LIN V SHOW "Lucy Gets In-

volved" i 22

1

THK ELECTRIC COMPANY (Ml (57)

IKHiAVS HEROES Art For Hogan's
Sake" (30)

NEW* WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

It H WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)
fi:oo NEWS <3i (8) <22)

I SPY ( 18)

BOOM! (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION 'The Crowded
Wedding Ring" (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host i 30)

WILD WILD WEST Night Of the Green
Terror ." (40)

B::m NEWS (3) i 22) (30)

\IJ( EVENING NEWS (8)

MARING THINGS (.ROW < 24)

I NT IMED WORLD (27)

I. Oils LYONS: NEWS AND COM
ME NT 57i

1:11 NEWBREAT NEWS (40)

7IMI WHAT IN THE WORLD (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Boh
Marker. Imsl I Bi

DK'H VAN DYKE snow "The Gun
sliiiKer "

' 18

1

NEWS. WEATHER, sports 22)

NEWS WEATHER, SPORTS 22» (30)

YOUR FUTURE is now 24)

MOVIE Ride Out For Revenge." (27)

\l«( EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

7 : :•» THE PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

VOl ASKED FOR IT (8)

GREEK \( RES How To See South
America Hy Bus "

1 18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter

Marshall, host (22)

RILL MOVERS JOURNAL (24) (57)

\NIMAL WORLD "Alien Animals." (30)

DRAGNET '40)

HIMI THE SONNY \ND (HER COMEDY
HOUR III

DEAL WITH THE ISSUES (8)

WINNIE THE POOH AND THE
BLUSTERY DAYS (22) (30)

DICK CLARK PRESENTS THE ROCK
\ND ROLL YEARS 40)

K:.w MOVIE "Outrage" (8) (40)

MOVIE Lisa. Bright and Dark " (22)

i30)

CONFLICTS "Me " (24) (57)

I:MCANNON "Murder By the Numbers."

(3)

THE 7(10 (LIB i 18)

THE BILLY (iHAIIAM UPPER MID-
WEST CRUSADE (27)

i mi THE FRENCH CHRP (24)

KITCHEN SYNC A Collection Of New
Films " (57i

Hi: ini KO.IAK Requiem For A Cop " (3)

HILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE (8) ( 22)

PRISONS: INSIDE OUT (24)

NEWS '27>

LOVE STORY "Beginners Luck" (30)

OWEN MARSHALL. COUNSELOR AT
I \W Child of Wednesday " (40)

EVENING EDITION: MARTIN
M.KONSKY i 57)

I0::w THE LIVING WORD ' IB

»

JOANNE ( \Rson SHOW i 27)

BOORREAT 1ST)

II mi NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS ( 3) (8)

I IB > >22> r 27 ) (30) (40)

11:31 MOVIE Garden of Evil." IS)

WIDE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
I 8 i i 40 '

JOHNNY ( \HSON SHOW (22) <30»

I: (Ml NEWS (8) (40)

lOMORRow Tom Snyder, host <22>

(30)

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30p.m. to 10:30p.m.

(except during league play)

TONIGHT
I.MASS VS. SALEM ITATE HOCKEY at 7:50

p.m

Tin- Minutemen 'ake on ihe Salem State Vikings at Orr Rink Join
Kihald Russ Small and Bill Rallou for the live action, with player in
ervtan hy Paul Alien

TOMORROW NIGHT
ft WMIA SPECIAL REPORTS at 6:00 p.m.

The WMIA Special Reports team presents a documentary on ser
vices available Ui the student at UMass Tune in to find out what UMass
can do (or YOU!

FILM QUOTES AND COMMENTS at 7:30 p.m.
I)r Tom Bohn of (he Communications Studies Dept takes a critical

look at 'he films in (he Amherst Area

(.ET LAUNCHED WITH ROCKET RICK
TODAY!! !!!

STEREO 91 .1 FM
FREE FORM /INFORMATIVE

RADIO

*««••••*'• i ... • •
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Skaters Open At Home With Salem State
By BILL BALLOU

"Coach," I asked Jack Canniff
last night at practice, "the entire

campus community, and myself,
would like to know who's starting
in goal for you tomorrow night."

"So would I." he replied.

And that, friends, is the first

question of many that have to be
answered before anyone knows
what kind of season to expect from
the UMass hockey team.

It will be one of three men. Chick
Rheault, John Binkoski, or Jeff

McReynolds. Rheault, a star last

year till he was hurt in a motor-
cycle accident, will be the regular
once he's healthy. He may be
healthy tonight, but it would seem
more likely that either Binkoski or

McReynolds will get the nod.

Both Binkoski, a senior, and
McReynolds, a sophomore, have
looked good in preseason.
Of rather significant import is

the UMass opponent. It's Salem

Satlg (ftoUtgian

State, a team that has never beaten
UMass, but gave them fits in a 5-4

loss last year at the Lynn Arena.
The Vikings are in much the

same boat as UMass. They're
young, inexperienced, but
potentially quite talented. They're
always well-coached by Barry
Urbanski and should be a tough
opponent. They were 10-9 and
made the playoffs last year.

Canniff plans to play six fresh-

men tonight, including one line

composed entirely of frosh. That'll

be the fourth line centered by Mike
Merchant with wings Carl Burns
and Jim Scanlon.

Other freshmen up front are Jim
Dillon and Mark Sullivan.

Defensively, Canniff will go with
one freshman, Tim Howes, who
should fit right in with the inex-

perienced crew. Mike Ellis, a

junior is the only backliner with
any appreciable varsity ex-
perience. Robbie Quinlan played a

little last year, but sophomore
Dave Alesandroni and junior Bill

Mintiens have no varsity ex-

perience at all.

Off pie-season performances it

seems that UMass will score plenty
of goals. They beat RPI's Ail-

American Don Cutts four times,

and scored five against BC's Ned
Yetten. Both schools are tough
Division I teams, so nine goals
against them is a healthy output.

However they gave up 15 goals in

the two games, and the pre-pre-

season fear that the defense would
be weak has thus far materialized.

Sticking with one goalie, whoever

it is, will help, since Canniff used a

different goalie every period in the

scrimmages.
The defense will be helped when

Brian Mulcahy returns after

Christmas, but the Minutemen are
going to have to survive until that

time.

So, if you're looking for the

answer to question No. 1, or any of

the others that this year's edition of

UMass hockey promises to pose,

tonight's a good chance to find out.

Game time at Orr Rink is 8:00

p.m.

'Staff Photo-Al Chapman)
DON'T JUST STAND THERE! — SHOOT!. ...OR PASS? That's the ultimate question here. It's thesis

vs. antithesis, and over the past two seasons the Minutemen have synthesized enough goals to become
one of the top two teams in division two.

The Bookie And The Bettors
By RICH SEVIERI

First round draft picks, their lawyers, and the

concessioners (stand owners) at Schaffer Stadium
are not the only ones making money out of sports. Nor
are expansion team owners, and the BU football

program the only ones losing it. The following is a

two-part article, continued in tomorrow's Collegian,

about the others who make money on sport out of the

real national past-time in our cities-Gambling.
Jimmy is a bookie in a residential area just north ot

Boston. There are according to Jimmy, more than a
hundred bookmakers among the forty thousand
people living in his district. To the clientele in the bar
where he books he is seen as a legitimate
businessman, like the corner druggist or neigh-

borhood barber.

Thanksgiving week means a lot of action for Jim.
His 25 to 35 regular "customers" will wager around
five thousand dollars on various football and hockey
games as well as on a few horses and the number
pool.

"My average customers," says Jim, "bet about
$50-75 bucks a week. This may be one of my biggest
weekends. It rates right up there with New Years and
the Superbowl."
Jimmy's cut is 25 per cent of the action, the money

bet that is lost. A bookmaker can also work for 50 per
cent of all the money wagered, but he would also be
responsible for paying off the winners.
Jim asks for a scrap of paper from my notebook

and quickly does some mathematics. "So far this

week" said Jim. pointing to the numbers on the
paper. "1845 has been lost, that means my cut is 465."

With the heavy weekend betting coming up that's

good money "Yeah", said Jim, "But I bet alot

myself
"

"I can't lose money myself", says Jim, "its im-
possible while working on 25 per cent of the losses."

"I started booking," he continues, "because I was a
heavy bettor and got to meet some influential

people." Jim makes a gesture towards a heavyset
man standing at the bar and explains that through
this man he made his initial contacts.

Inside Sports

•One And Two Man Teams

•Drug Abuse In Sports

BU Skaters Eligible

•How The Pros Stand

•Letter To The Sports Editor

Friday is payoff day for Jimmy as he accepts bets

on the cuff most of the week. Two of his customers
approach the table we are sitting at, money in their

hands. Jim extracts a large roll of money from his

pants pocket, takes the money handed to him, adds
the new bills to the roll and puts it back in his pocket.
The two customers sit at the table and join in the
conversation.

One of the customers. Larry, had his holiday cider
soured by dropping both the Dallas-Miami and
Bruins-Philly games. The 1> 2 - 2 odds on the Bruins
game meant that Philly was spotted a goal and a half

and the Bruins had to win by two. The Bruins 4-2

victory is a "no winners" for the bookie. Philly lost by
more than 14 goals and the Bruins failed to win by
more than 2 goals to beat the spread. The bookie
always wins on ties.

Most of Jim's action after the football season will

shift to hockey. According to Jim. "The Bruins are
always favored at the Garden no matter who they are
playing or how they have been playing themselves.
" He knows of no lines that are issued on the WHA or
AHL
Chris Shenckel on television remarking "how cute

that Oklahoma cheerleader is," interrupts our
conversation. Thanks to ABC Jimmy will get extra
weekday "action" Both bettors and bookies agree
that televising a sporting event increases bettor in-

terest. Cosell's mouth may not be the only reason 30
million watch Monday night football. "Monday night
is always my biggest night," said Jim, "Its the big
bail out," added Larry.

Another of Jim's customers s 'ends at the bar ogling
the Sooner "cutie". He has $90 riding on Oklahoma
and hopes to equal his best week of the season of 250 in

winning's. The line on the Oklahoma-Nebraska at the
beginning of the week was Oklahoma by 7. Alot of
money goes on Oklahoma and at game-time
Oklahoma is a 14 point favorite with the bookies.
"The amount of money bet determines the line."

explains Jim. "It's the same as at the track where the
amount wagered determines the odds on a horse. The
home team is given 3 points automatically. Take the
Ohio St Michigan game this weekend, the line is Ohio
St by 4 but they are actually a 7 point favorite,

Michigan gets 3 points for being at home The money
wagered in each office determines the spread. It's

usually within one or two points everywhere." he
added.

Continued in tomorrow's Collegian.

Bill BallouMHHi

Super Salesman

WMUA
It's the time of the season for Minuteman hockey

Coach Jack Caniff's skaters are a young, inex-

perienced group, but they looked good at the B.C.

scrimmage and they should provide for exciting

hockey action WMUA will be bringing you the best

games of this squad starting tonight against Salem
State Game time is 8:00; air time 7:50. Join Russ
Small, Bill Ballou and Paul Allen for all the action

live That's Minuteman hockey on WMUA. . .91.1 FM.

Every year around the middle of December, Russ Kidd steps into a
phone booth outside Boyden, sheds his hockey coaching garb, gets into a
car and becomes Super Salesman.
Kidd's the JV hockey coach and leg man for the hockey recruiting

program.
"Jack ( head coach Canniff's) the guy who controls the purse strings

and takes care of the details and paperwork," Kidd explains, "I'm the

guy who has to get out there and sell the kids on the idea of coming here."
He's been doing some pretty good selling, if this year's freshman crop

is any indication. Six frosh will be playing for the varisty in tonight's

opener with Salem State. Some were the result of Kidd's digging, others
Canniff's. But together they've produced one of the best freshmen crops
UMass hockey's had.

It's not easy. UMass has to compete against other schools, and lots of

them, with more elaborate programs, better facilities, and a higher grade
of competition. The toughest recruiting opponent is BC.
"We've never beaten out BC for a player they really wanted since I've

been here." says Kidd, and that includes plenty of bodies. The programs
are similar, except on different levels. Both go after local talent.

"We're a state university and I think we have an obligation to kids from
Massachusetts. Take a look a» Bowling Green in Ohio; they've got like all

Canadians and a couple of kids from New York. As far as kids from Ohio
are concerned it might as well not be a state university."
"Besides, we've got to recruit on a shoestring. We just can't afford to go

out of state."

Even so, it's tough to get the cream of the Massachusetts crop. Kidd
and Canniff have to build up the UMass good points ( which for a pro-
minded hockey player are few) and brush over the bad.

"I hate even to have to mention the rink," says Kidd, "because when
you tell a kid you can see the reaction. What I try to do is tell them what a
good opportunity UMass is. It gives them a chance to play, the op-
portunity for a good education, and a good social life. You know this place
has quite a reputation."

Unfortunately the reputation hasn't extended all the way up into
Canada The hockey program has at the present time just one Canadian
in it, Paul Bannock, a defenseman who's currently on the JV roster.
"I'd like to see a couple, just a couple, of Canadians on the team." says

Kidd. This is the first varsity team in quite a few years without at least
one Canadian on it. Pat Keenan, UMass" all-time leading scorer, is a
Canadian and Eric Scrafield, a forward of not much distinction a couple
of seasons back was also a Canadian.
"We get lots of letters from Canadians," says Kidd, "and we always

reply, but they generally want more than we can afford to give them."
The correspondence, though, pays off. Every so often a ringer walks

through the door unexpectedly I somewhat less often than July snow) . A
good example is Jim Lyons, a sophomore forward who'll be playing
tonight.

And something eventually comes of the 200 or so high school games
Kidd sees every year. A Mike Merchant, for instance. "Now there's a
guy." Kidd says, "who probably, because he was on a lousy team, didn't
get the look he should have." Merchant, a freshman center, will play
tonight on a line with two other frosh, Mike Scanlon and Carl Bums. He's
a lot like Don Riley and could be a "find."
Kidd will add the two new junior leagues in New England to his

itinerary, but doesn't think they're going to be very fertile.
There aren't that many good high school players in them right now,

and I don't think many will go. What will probably happen is most of the
players will be guys out of high school who aren't playing anywhere

With a rink of their own I privately owned, though) past the "dream"
into the "possible" stage, the recruiting picture would seem brighter. But
even if things don't improve, facility-wise, Kidd doesn't have to worry. He
could always sell vacuum cleaners.
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UMass: Molding The Growth
By MARSHA VENL'TI

While the past 10 years have seen
tremendous physical growth at
UMass, those days are over. The
direction of the University will

soon be towards remodeling,
renovation, and making this a
pedestrian campus.
H. Jack Littlefied, Director of

Planning, told the Collegian that
the decision to limit enrollment at
the Amherst campus at 25,000
stopped building short. He said
that after the four building projects
that are now in progress are
completed, all energies will be
toward "the continuing need for
campus improvements".
Right now construction con-

tinues on a new power plant, the
Infirmiry addition, the Fine Arts
Center, and Phase II of the
Graduate Research Center which
is two more towers.

"Our future will be renovation
and remodeling older buildings
rather than asking appropriations
for new buildings," Littlefield said.
"But we will build a modular
project to house the people who are
scheduled in a building that is

being renovated." He said that
there are plans for 60,000 gross
square feet of modular facilities

for this purpose
"There is a long-standing plan

for a pedestrian core to the cam
pus," Littlefield told the Collegian
"The key point of this plan is to

close North Pleasant Street to

motor traffic from the Newman
Center to the Graduate Research
Center.'* By doing this, and
eliminating all central parking
lots, we can achieve that
pedestrian core, he said.

In order to close North Pleasant
Street, a replacement road must be
provided and surrounding roads
must be improved to absorb the
redirected traffic, Littlefield said

The town of Amherst has chosen
a road that will connect with Rt.
116, allowing people to come from
South Amherst to the University
without using Main Street and
going through the center of town.
When this road is completed, the
town will give UMass the deed to

North Pleasant Street and it will be
closed to traffic.

Another part of the plan to

achieve a pedestrian core to the
campus involves the elimination of

all central parking lots, an im-
provement in the bus service, and
increased safety of pedestrians,
Littlefield said.

"Only one-third of the total of
commuters use the off-campus bus
service," he said. "We want to

bring the bus to more doorsteps to

encourage commuters not to bring
their cars on campus at all." He
said the total plan would mean the
bus would bring the student or
employee closer to any building

than he could get his car
Therefore the bus service from the
peripheral parking lots will also
have to be improved, he said.

Littlefield said that in 1962 a land
use plan for the campus was drawn
up by the firm of Sasaki, Dawson,
and DeMay. This plan, which
stresses a pedestrian and
academic core for the campus, has
been the guideline for growth.
"The point of the plan was to use

the land so as to retain as much
open space as possible," Littlefield
said. "Which is why we have so
many high rise buildings.

"They may give you funny
feelings about the horizon, but they
give you more grass and trees," he
said.

"Many of the things that we want
are conflicting." Littlefield ex-
plained He said that all 25 floors of
the library could have been built in
two floors the size of the main
level, but all the open space by the
pond would have had to be
sacrificed.

"The area by the pond adds a
quarter of a mile on to anyone's
walk on this campus," Littlefield
said. "But I think the students
think it is worth it. I know the
Trustees think it is worth it."

Littlefield said the Southwest is

another example of conflicting
interests. There was a desire to
make the residential area near the
core of the campus but also to
house a large number of students.
It was a question of building up or
out, and each way answers some
problems and not others, ac-
cording to Littlefield

"Looking in retrospect." he said
about Southwest. "I think we
should have provided for more
variety, more changes, more
options."

Littlefield has been here since
1964. He explained that the
University has gotten one major
building appropriation and some
support money per year from the
state. As a result the school grew
and took on more students. Now
the State College system had
developed to the point where it can
absorb a larger share of state
students and a ceiling could be put
on UMass enrollment and growth.

DuBois Papers Treasured
By M.G. COLLINS

Since May, the University has
become the owner of a vast amount
of material accumulated by the
late W.E. B. Dubois, one of the
greatest minds of the twentieth
century and the leading black
intellectual of his time. This legacy
has become generally known as the
"DuBois Papers".

"I don't know of anything I've
done in my life that I'm most proud
of as this," Chancellor Bromery
said of his role in acquiring of the
papers.

Herbert Aptheker, historian and
executor of the DuBois estate,

stated in a press release to the New
Yorker magazine, "The University
of Massachusetts will be a Mecca
for scholars in DuBois for years to
come - as long as the Unviersity
lasts."

The American Legion has
censured the University for paying
$150,000 for the papers of an
avowed Communist.
What are the DuBois papers?
William Edward Burghardt

DuBois was the foremost black
intellectual of his time. An
educator, sociologist, philosopher,
editor and author, DuBois
pioneered the development of

Black Studies in the United States.

He was one of the founders of the

NAACP and an impassioned
exponent of complete equality for
black Americans.
Disgusted with the racial and

political situation in the United
States, his later years were spent
in Ghana collating materials for
the Encyclopedia Africana at the
invitation of Kwame Nkrumah. In
Africa, DuBois verbally renounced
his U. S. citizenship and gradually
adopted a Communist ideology.
DuBois died in 1963 at the age of
ninety-five.

The DuBois collection now at
UMass consists of over 75,000 items
manuscripts, correspondence,

medals, tapes, degrees, citations
and photographs - an aggregate of
information compiled by DuBois
since he was nine. The importance
of this collection is incalculable not
only from the standpoint (.f black
history but because DuBois'
papers span the entire field of
historical achievement from 1890
to 1963

Correspondence in the collection
includes letters from such world
figures as Sherwood Anderson,
Pearl Buck. Ralph Bunche, Cal-
vin Coolidge, Albert Einstein,
Mahatma Ghandi, Marcus Garvey,
Sinclair Lewis, Eugene O'Neill,
Paul Robeson, George Bernard
Shaw, Upton Sinclair and H. G.

Wells to name but a few. The
collection also includes many
complete manuscripts never
published before by DuBois.
These papers are now in the

custody of the library's Archives
and acquisitions section where they
are maintained in a special room
at a specific temperature and
humidity. Many of the papers, says
Ms. Katherine Emerson of Ar-
chives and Acquisitions, are
carbons or written on cheap paper
and are very frail due to their age.
The appraised value of the

collection is in excess of 400,000
dollars, according to Chancellor
Bromery.
Ms. Leone Stein, director of the

University of Massachusetts
Press, became aware of the
availability of the papers at a
conference co-sponsored by the
Association of American
University Press and the National
Endowment for the Humanities in

1968. Chancellor Bromery con-
tacted DuBois' widow to inquire
about the papers. He discussed
them with her on and off, for two
years until Ms. DuBois came to
UMass to dedicate the Department
of Black Studies in honor of her late
husband.
The actual contract with Ms.

(Continued on P. 2)

Frank Blasts Apostola

At Senate Meeting
By BRIAN COYNE

Joseph Frank, chairman of the English department, read a letter
to the Student Senate last night castigating SGA President Nick
Apostola for his support of a committee report of the Faculty
Senate which called for an alternative to the Rhetoric requirement
and questioning Apostolas ability to continue as president.
The senate took no action on Frank's letter, nor was there any

discussion of impeachment of Apostola.
The reason for Frank's displeasure with Apostola was that

during the entire Rhetoric requirement controversy last year,
Apostola went on record as opposed to any type of requirement for
students. The proposal to abolish the rhetoric requirement was
defeated by the Faculty Senate last year. This year, the Academic
Matters Committee of the Faculty Senate issued a minority report
calling for a written English competency test for incoming Fresh-
men as a substituion for the rhetoric requirement, which Apostola
concurred with.

In his letter, Frank said Apostola "sacrificed his own principles
to political expediency," in reversing his position and supporting
the competency test Apostola replied that he did support the
committee report for the sake of political expediency, and went on
to say that he did not trust the English department's promise to
advocate the abolition of the rhetoric requirement this year

In other business, the senate appointed the Food Services
Governing Board as the official student representative in the
search for a new Food Services Director; recommended a change
in the election schedule of the Town of Amherst to better coincide
with the schedules of UMass, and Hampshire Colleges; recom
mended to the Chancellor that the University remain open during
intersession. B

The senate heard a presentation from Eric Walgren, a local
political activist which would move back registration deadlines and
town primaries about two weeks. This would provide more cam-
paign time while the universities were in session. Last year
Amherst held town elections while UMass was in spring recess
The elections are scheduled about ten days after students return,
which, in Walgren's opinion, is not enough time for adequate
campaigning. The senate voted unanimously in favor of Walgren's
revised timetable.
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AIAW And Women's Sports

Involve Every UMass Woman
ii. \i iiuiv wimi mv " \thl»>tu •«< ( (iiincil The committee has nol yiv«>r

I Mass. now has women's varsity field hockey, swim, ski.
hasketball, softball, gymnastics, and volleyball teams.

Motorists Ignore

Speed Limits
ByMARKVOGLER

Many motorists are not observing newly posted speed limits to cope
with the current energy crisis.

On a strip of 420 miles of turnpikes and major highways from Amherst
to Wash. DC. Sunday, 618 cars were observed "speeding".
While enroute to the nation's capitol, the Collegian noted the number of

vehicles that passed a staff car which was travelling approximately 50
mph
Kven though speeding violations were apparent, there were several

motorists who demonstrated a concern for conserving fuel. The
Collegian passed 170 vehicles while going at the posted speed limits.
The speed limit was most noticeably ignored on a 27 mile stretch from

Route 91 in Northampton to the Connecticut state line where 61 autos
exceeded the lawful speed.

Fifty six miles later in New Haven, Connecticut. 138 cars had been
observed over the speed limit. 195 had passed the Collegian at Green-
wich.

While the greater number of motorists were observed traveling over
the speed limits on the Garden State Parkway and New Jersey Turnpike,
a greater number of cars were abiding by the established speed limits!
Many of the passing vehicles stayed in line with Collegian car before

accelerating and passing, possibly indicating feeling of guilt on the part
of speeding motorists.

Other motorists tail-gated slower cars traveling in the outer lanes,
high-beaming and horn-blow ing before moving on. Some of the motorists
who were observing limits warned passing vehicles of recent energy
crisis measures by returning a few horn blasts.
Sunday marked what could be the final day of uninhibited weekend

traveling. President Nixon then ordered a nation-wide ban on the Sunday
sale of gasoline to go into effect when Congress enacts emergency
legislation

B> ALISON SIMCOX
I Mass has been a charter member of the AIAW
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for

Women i since its formation in January of 1972 This

organization, which runs all national championships,

is the same as the NCAA < National Collegiate

Athletic Association) for men An Eastern
Association for Women's Athletics lEIAWt en-

compassing the middle atlantic and Northeastern
states runs regional championships.

In many sports such as gymnastics, qualification in

regional championships is required before an athlete

is eligible for the national championships. UMass
now holds the national championship for women's
gymnastics.
The organization originally prohibited all athletic

scholarships and recruitment programs Although
recruitment is still prohibited, they were forced to

change their position on scholarships when brought
under suit last January. That suit came as a result of

claims from some students in Florida that they were
not being allowed to compete in intercollege sports
because they were on athelic scholarships.
Three years ago L'Mass established the Women's

Sports Committee, composed of one elected student
representative and coach from each sport to

recommend policy and procedures to Dr. Spears,
head of the Women's Athletic Department and Mr.
Frank Mclnerney. head of the Department of

Athletics This committee is housed in the Depart
ment of Physical Education under the Department of

Athletics.

This year two sub-committees of the Women's
Sports Committee have been formed, the Scholarship
Committee and the Awards Committee.
The Scholarship Committee is comprised of four

members. Jean Abrahamson is the only student
member. Its purpose is to research national stan-

dards, AIAW and the two other main organizations of

women's sports's policies and positions on scholar-
ships and •" ™->ke suggestions to the Women's

Athletics Council The committee has not given out

any scholarships yet. Ms Abrahamson emphasized
that it is all just in the making'

The Awards Committee was set up to propose to

the council types of awards, if any. and to whom
awards should be given. At present men are given a

choice between three awards - a mug. I'Mass jacket

or letter sweater Women receive no awards
Funds lor scholarship programs will come largely

from gate receipts, which in the past were only

brought in from men's sporting events.

Jane Fan* coach of the women's basketball team
and an active member on the Women's Sports

Committee, said that admission policies will remain
comparable to the men's, free for all L'Mass students

and specified for others Last spring admission was
charged for some basketball games, gymnastics and
the swim team are beginning to charge Just about all

sports have the perogative and. according to Ms.
Farr. it seems to be only a matter of time before they

tollow suit

The AIAW is against active recuitment so I' Mass
will have to get along without it. To compensate,
clinics have been set up. and will continue to be. to
bring local high school teams into contact with the
university's athletic teams Exhibitions are also
given at various high schools.

L'Mass now has women's varsity field hockey,
swim. ski. basketball, softball. gymnastics, and
volleyball teams. Volleyball is new to varsity this

year
Ms Pat Griffin, coach of the swim team, sees

"more talent in the water this year than we have ever
had" and "a general growth motivation for women's
sports."

Jane Farr, speaking on behalf of the council, said
"we will continue to have women athletes choose a
college or university because of their program of-

ferings, not because of any financial rewards we can
give them"

Papers With A History
< Continued from P. 1)

DuBois for the papers was signed
last May. The contract stipulates
that Ms. DuBois receive $150,000
for the papers over the next ten
years. Chancellor Bromery em-
phasizes that Ms. DuBois did not
personally demand enumeration
for the collection but her lawyers
requested the fee to protect her
interests. The Chancellor also
specified that the money for the fee
came out of special univeristy
funds attached to the Chancellory
and not out of the taxpayers
pocket.

Only $7,500 of the contract has
been paid so far and there is an
active search for a private in-

stitution to pick up the tab.
Specifically, a grant to cover
restoration and indexing of the
collection has been filed with the
National Endowment for the
Humanities. The Chancellor insists
that payment for a collection of
this magnitude is not unusual and
does not necessarily set a
precedent.

Nor does he anticipate the
$150,000 fee will block future
donations to the University ar-

Kleindienst: No Hand In
4Knee' Arrests

By TOM BRETT INGEN
Associated Press Writer

SIOUX FALLS. S.D. (AP) — Former U.S. Atty.
Gen. Richard Kleindienst testified Wednesday that he
had no personal hand in determining who was in-

dicted as a result of the armed confrontation last year
at Wounded Kneee, S.D.

Kleindienst. who resigned as attorney general last
June during the Watergate disclosures, also denied
telling newsmen that the Justice Department was
using sealed indictments to spur negotiations with the
Indian activists.

The testimony came during a pretrial hearing in

federal court on a defense motion seeking dismissal
of all indictments against the Wounded Knee
defendants. More than 100 persons are charged with
crimes ranging from assault to conspiracy in the 71-

day occupation of the South Dakota reservation
village

Kleindienst was subpoenaed by the defense
because of a quotation attributed to him in news
reports March 28 from Phoenix, Ariz. He was quoted
as saying the government was using the threat of

indictments as a bargaining tool.

The defense contends this reflects the govern-
ment's "bad faith prosecution," one of several
grounds listed in its motion for dismissal.
The defense maintains the government is

prosecuting selectively against American Indian
Movement members, and is prosecuting them in an
effort to hinder the group's activities.

"I made no decisions regarding the issuance of
indictments with respect to persons at the Wounded
Knee site." Kleindienst said.

chives collection. Bromery is

confident he will have funds to

support the restoration of the
papers in "three to five months"
Why did Ms. DuBois choose

UMass as the depository for
collection? DuBois' connection
with the school is tenuous.
Educated at Fisk and Harvard,
DuBois taught at Wilberforce and
Atlanta Universities DuBois' only
connection with UMass is that he is

a Massachusetts native, born in

nearby Great Barrington.
Chancellor Bromery cited this as

one reason why Ms. DuBois wanted
the collection here. Since the Black
Studies Department was named
after her husband and that state
universities have more perman-
ence than privateinstitutionsalsoin-
fluenced Ms. DuBois decision.

When the contract with Ms.
DuBois was signed, two thirds of
the material to be transferred here
was with Dr Aptheker in New
York. Chancellor Bromery
traveled to Egypt last summer to
retrieve the other third and after
much difficulty with the Egyptian
authorities he took the material out
of Egypt and to the UMass ar-
chives.

According to Bromery, the
Egyptian government is extremely
sensitive about manuscripts and
antiquities leaving the country and
it was only
implied that

DuBois did the Egyptians release
the documents.

Still to be acquired for the
DuBois collection, is a bust of

DuBois which is with the sculptor
in London and DuBois' library,

containing many first editions,

which are located in Ghana
Neither Bromery nor Ms. DuBois
know if the library still exists and
inquries are currently being made.
The acquisition of the library is,

along with the bust, a gift of Ms.
DuBois to the University outside
the terms of the contract. The
Chancellor plans to meet with Ms.
DuBois in Ghana and negotiate for

the library's release if it can be
found and is still intact.

Future plans for the collection
are centered on restoring the
documents which will cost ap-
proximately $60,000 and take two
years. The papers will be
microfilmed for display as they are
catalogued. The University Press
has recently released the first

volume of the projected twelve
editions. It consists of unpublished
correspondence from the DuBois
collection and a compilation of ten
of his speeches on black education.
Dr. Bromery, in his quest for

funds hopes the endowment is

large enough to pay for the
acquisition and restoration of the

wellpapers as well as a display of
when Dr. Bromery DuBois memorabilia and scholarly
he was related tc studies of the collection.

Are We Next?
PLYMOUTH. Mass. (AP) -

Plymouth State College said
Wednesday it would delay the start
of its spring semester from Jan. 28
to Feb. 4 to save fuel.

President Harold E. Hyde said
the "winterim" session between-
term activities would go on as
planned from Jan. 2 through Jan.

25 as long as enough students took
part.
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I Mass is made of many things, but mostly it's just plain mud...

New England Hurts
For Local Vet Schools

If you are a student at UMass with at least average intelligence, a
cumulative average of 3.0 or better, and a desire to attend graduate
school, then you probably have a better than 50-50 chance of going on to
higher education.

That is, unless you are a pre-veterinarian major in the Animal Science
Dept In that case, the odds are 40 to 1 against you.
While there are only 18 colleges of veterinary medicine in the United

States, none are located in New England. In 1970-71, 73 per cent of first-

year veterinary students were residents of states with a veterinary
college; 21 per cent were residents of states having regional agreements
with other states, and 2.4 percent I 35 students) were from New England.
Therefore, pre-vet students from New England must apply to

veterinary colleges which can only accept a token number of out-of-state
applicants.

At t Mass, pre-vet majors are no longer willing to accept what they
consider to be tokenism. Realizing the odds for higher education are
getting tougher each year, over 100 students have already joined the
UMass Pre Vet Club this year.

The club is actively supporting the passage of Massachusetts Senate
Bill S 92 If passed, the bill would provide land and buildings for the ex-
tablishment of a regional school of veterinary medicine. It would be
located near the UMass Medical School at Worcester, and be used by the
six New England States.

According to Jim Fleming, club president, the club has contacted State
Senator John Conte, originator of bill S-92, to discover what can be done
to ensure passage of the bill.

Presently, the club is circulating a petition in the Amherst area to

support Senate Bill S-92. Club members are contacting their represen-
tatives to urge passage of the bill.

The problem facing many New England pre-vet majors is stated by the
New England Board of Higher Education.
"Among the 18 colleges, only two have regularly offered much hope for

aspiring New England veterinarians, those at Cornell University and the
University of Pennsylvania. Tl.e result is that countless interested
students are discouraged from even applying to veterinary school;
students whose only disqualification is the fact that they are from New
England"

I

Rumors, Rumors!
In a effort to deal with the inordinate number of rumors plaguing

UMass these days ( remember the one about the library sinking? )

,

the COLLEGIAN is establishing a "Rumor Box". Just drop your
rumors off any week-day between 9a.m. and 4 p.m. in the Collegian
Business Office (2nd floor of the Student Union) . All rumors that
aren't blatantly facetious will be checked out and either explained
or laid to rest in a weekly column. Everyone's invited to con-
tribute!

Fine Instruments

at Reasonable Prices

Repairs and

Resorations

vifarn^ortishof,

Complete Selection of Scores and Sheet Music

Specializing in

Handmade Guitars and Vintage Instruments
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

OPEN: 9:30-5:30, Mon.-Sat. 549-1728

Food Services Investigated
In response to the outrageous

number of student complaints
dtaank, *>iit t the Lmvei <iity Food
Scr i:cs, c 3-pcri Jtlfoi .'.as been
prompted.
During the past three months.

Mike Kneeland. Mark Citron,
Jerry Lazar, Scott Bacherman and
Cindy Gonet have been in-

vestigating various aspects of the
Food Service.

Below, the first of their reports is

filed.

That Joel Stoneham would lose
his job as food director seemed
inevitable.

The signs were there: wide-
spread student discontent with the
quantity and quality of dining
commons food; reports of the
University administration's
dissatisfaction with Stoneham 's

managing abilities; and a well-
liked man named Ken Dean who
had "worked with" Stoneham on a
study of his department.
Nevertheless, when Stoneham

was recently notified that his
contract would not be renewed, he
was admittedly surprised and
visibly shaken. His supervisor.
Vice Chancellor Thomas Campion,
did not publicly state the reasons
for his actions.

Joel Stoneham was not a perfect
administrator; he had certain
inadequacies.

In the aftermath of Stoneham's
"firing", however, many ob-
servers are asking if it was due to

his individual performance of
duties, or if he was a victim of
uncontrollable circumstances.
Stoneham himself would argue

the latter. Indeed his modest office

in the Worcester dining Commons
reinforced his positions. Hanging
from the walls were large graphs

titled "Food Crisis. 1973." The
wavy lines, which traced the cost

of food by each month, pointed up
and up
When students visited the easily

accessible Stoneham. and com-
plained about the service they

were getting for the price, he had

Joel Stoneham

merely to point to the ominous
graphs. For the students, it was
hard to argue with such reality
staring them in the face.

Other Stoneham sympathizers
point to the students' present at

titudes to advance their "victim of

circumstances" defense. They say
that with the end of the Vietnam
War, attentions could more easily
focus on matters closer to home,
matters which would have seemed
trivial to them while thousands
were dying in Southeast Asia.
Students were dissatisfied

further through an unusual source,
the courts. With the voting and
drinking age being lowered to 18,

students felt, and still feel, that
they can not be legally forced to

buy meal tickets. Current legal
precedence, though, does not seem
to support them The result...more
vocal complaints concerning a
circumstance Stoneham could
probably not control.

Anti Stonchamists say only he is

to blame for his present cir-

cumstance. Although ad-
ministrators say Stoneham had
remarkable purchasing abilities,

such people as Rick Sevini.
Chairman of Rents and Fees, say
there were certain budget
deficiencies.

Stoneham initially maintained
that he was illegally fired He said
that although Vice Chancellor
Campion gave him at least six

months notice as required by law,
the reasons for the non-renewal of

his contract were communicated
verbally, not written as required.
Behind the scenes at the Faculty

Club, Stoneham decided to fight

the administration He attempted
to solicit the aid of former
bigwheels Dean Field and Warren
Gulcko. The two men decided not
to actively support Stoneham.
Thus, Stoneham's bid to keep his

job of seven years had failed. He is

now resolved to accept his present
position as a "handy-man" until

his contract officially expires next
year.

An affable man who is active
with community youth. Stoneham
also felt that a prolonged fight by
him might jeopardize the jobs of
some of his subordinates. This he
did not want.

But Stoneham's future is far
from bleak. Already some com-
panies have offered him positions,

^flying they have confidence in his

abilities.

< Staff Itwio/Zrkr Trout Jr.i

Rainy days can be depressing, but it ain't so bad if you got someone to walk with...

Attention News Staff
Important meeting of News Staff, Monday Dec. 3, at 7:30 p.m., in

COLLEGIAN office to discuss: What's happened, What's happening,
and what will happen. COME! And. ..e-x-p-e-r-i-m-e-n-t

TOM IK

Hound Dog

WANT TO SELL YOUR SKI EQUIP.?

SKI SWAP
Sponsored by UMASS Ski Club

Bring your equip, to:

Ski Club Tables - Campus Center Concourse
FRL, NOV. 30, 10-4 p.m.
MON., DEC. .3, 10-4 p.m.

SALE DATES:
$150,000 worth of fantastic bargains

DEC. 4, 12-10p.m.

DEC. 5, 1010p.m., IsttloorC.C.

at ili.-

Rusty Nail

Inn

Kir. IT. Sunderland

665-4937
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Watergate Tapes:

No New Erasures
Kv HARRY F. ROSENTHAL

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AH) - A White House lawyer said Wednesday

technicians told him there are other conversationless spots oil

subpoenaed White House Watergate tapes, but the spots
represented no new erasures in the tapes
Lawyer J. Fred Buzhardt told a federal court that the spots were

discovered by technicians using an oscilloscope while making
copies of the tapes for the court.

It was Buzhardt who last week disclosed to U. S. District Judge
John J. Sirica that an 18-minute gap existed on a crucial Watergate
tape.

He testified Wednesday after Rose Mary Woods. Nixon's per-
sonal secretary for 23 years, completed three days on the stand
without shedding further light on how the 18 minutes of con-
versation vanished from the tape.

Buzhardt said also that it was three months after he received a
memorandum from the special Watergate prosecutor on the
subpoena of presidential tapes before he read it carefully enough to

determine the subpoena included the tape of the June 20
presidential conversation with H R. Haldeman.
He said the spots were not surprising because White House tape

machines once used to record Nixon's conversations were actuated
by sound, but not necessarily by conversation only.
Leonard Garment, who represented the White House told the

court he was concerned that Buzhardt's reply to questions about
the spots might be misconstrued by newsmen to mean there were
additional gaps on the subpoenaed tapes.

Buzhardt was asked if he knew of any new "erasure, mutilation,
alteration, obliteration, gap, missing conversation or any deletion''

on any of the tapes.

"No, I do not,'' he replied.

"There are times that the tape is running but there is no iden
tifiable sound," Buzhardt said. Tape-recording machines could be
kept running by the rumbling of a nearby truck or a ticking clock
and the instruments on the machine would show no voice" he said.
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THROUGH FOR THE YKAR-Senate Watergate Committee Chairman Sam Ervin. D-N.C. and Vice
( hairman Howard Baker, R-Tenn., tell newsmen on Capitol Hill Tuesday the committee has voted to
cancel all further public hearings this year. The committee decided to broaden its investigation*h>
seeking to subpoena a new list of presidential tape recordings.

Senate Votes Saxbe Attorney General
By JOHN CHADWICK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
Wednesday passed, 75 to 16, a bill intended
to make Sen. William B. Saxbe, R-Ohio,
constitutionally eligible for appointment as
attorney general.

President Nixon has held up submission of

Saxbe's nomination awaiting passage of the
legislation, which now goes to the House.
Saxbe now is ineligible because in 1969,

shortly after he came to the Senate, the

salary of the attorney general and other
Cabinet members was increased from
$35,000 a year to $60,000.

The Constitution provides that no member
of Congress shall, during the term for which
he was elected, be appointed to an office for

which the salary was increased during that
time.

The bill the Senate passed attempts to

clear this barrier to Saxbe's nomination by
rolling the salary of the attorney general
back to $35,000.

Sen. Robert C. Byrd, D-W. Va., the
assistant majority leader, argued the ad-
ministration measure is an indirect attempt
to amend the Constitution.

"The constitutional prohibition against

the appointment of Mr. Saxbe is complete,
final, absolute, and beyond remedy by
legislation," he said.

Sens. Roman L. Hruska, R-Neb., Hiram L.

Fong, R-Hawaii, Alan Cranston, D-Calif.,

and others countered that the bill meets the

intent and the spirit of the constitutional

provision.

With the salary of the attorney general
rolled back, they said, Saxbe does not stand
to benefit from the increase provided in

1969.

However, Byrd won adoption by an 87-0

vote of an amendment under which a

challenge to the constitutionality of Saxbe's
appointment would be heard by a three-
judge court with a direct appeal to the
Supreme Court.

Byrd said there is little doubt of a court
test of Saxbe's appointment, if he is con-
firmed by the Senate, and this would cast a
shadow over his actions as attorney general.
Nixon announced on his intention to

nominate Saxbe on Nov. l, after Elliot L.
Richardson resigned as attorney general
rather than carry out the President's order
to fire special Watergate prosecutor Ar-
chibald Cox.

In Greece...

Business As Usual
By PAUL ANASTASSIADES

Associated Press Writer
ATHENS ( AP) — Governments come and go in Greece, but life in the

noisy tavernas and bouzouki clubs scarcely misses a beat.
"What difference does it make to us who is in power?" asked a mer-

chant seaman on leave in Athens. "They're all the same bunch of
profiteers, and all we should care about is our pay. our soccer, our eating
and drinking, and our women."
Drink had mellowed the thoughts of the seaman, but a look around

showed many others shared his casual view of the military coup Sunday
that ousted President George Papadopoulos and installed Lt. Gen
Phaedon Gizikis as president.

In the picturesque taverna and bouzouki club center of Plaka at the foot
of the Acropolis in the old city of Athens, the music blared, the tables
were full and the dancers made Zorba look like a novice.
Night life in the capital had been in rare hibernation with a week of

curfews imposed during the antigovernment rioting that preceded the
coup. But one taverna owner said Monday night: "They've all poured
back as if they haven't eaten in a year."
Many Greeks seemed delighted by the coup, not so much out of fond-

ness for the still mysterious new rulers but out of discontent with the
Papadopoulos regime.
"The dirty old...," said an expressive taxi driver. "They got him with

the same medicine he got others."
Work and pay remained the major question for others.

The Chequers
University Drive *t Amity Street. Amherst 236-8189

Enjoy a great dinner and a movie
Thursday night at one fantastic price . .

%P two persons
This Thursday: Spaghetti w/meat sauce

oven baked garlic bread,

fresh garden salad
Then on to CAMPUS CINEMAS to enjoy the movie of

your choice at one of the three luxurious
CAMPUS CINEMAS

House Balks On
Campaign Financing

By CARL C. CRAFT
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
House Rules Committee voted
Wednesday that the House should
in effect reject a Senate - passed
plan for federal financing of
presidential and congressional
campaigns.
Later, several top House

Democrats huddled in an effort to

work toward a compromise with
the Senate that would keep the
presidential portion while
eliminating the congressional part.
It was understood that Senate and
House Democratic leaders planned
to meet on a compromise approach
Thursday before the scheduled
House vote.

The Rules Committee urged that

the House simply refuse even to go
to a compromise seeking con-
ference with the Senate on the full

debt ceiling bill because the Senate
put campaign financing amend-
ments on it.

Fast growing bank needs part
time employees to work in

new operations center. Office
located in Sunderland.

Apply

First Pioneer Bancorp

1 Federal Street
Greenfield, Mass. 01301

or call 772-0281

The Lighthouse
Featuring fresh cooked seafood at low prices. Thrill to selecting your
own lobster in our pool, or take home fresh seafood.

Special this week
LIVE BOILED LOBSTER DINNER S3 95

Shrimp Littlenecks Lobsters
Scallops Steamers Crabmeat

Also Take Out Service
Rte. 1 14 Sunderland, on the Amherst town line.

Tel. 549-6642

Fresh Fish

Fried Clams

From here

to hear
With Superex Stereophones. you ve got the best seat in Philharmonic

Han You re m the control room at every recording session And you can change
seats simply oy changing the volume

Transport yourself to the center of the brass section,
or see what it feels like to sit under the cymbals

The Superex PEP 79 will carry you there Accord
mg to Stereo Review. " though one of the lowest
price electro static headsets we know of. sounds
about as good as the best and most expensive ones
we've tested thus far and that is no small
achievement " Write for a complete report

You'll have a pair of Superex Stereophones
with a 10 22,000 H; ^^^
frequency response a ^k *S ML 4
handsome console that ^^^MPi^^^^^^^T ^B ^M *
works off any amplifier,

and a one year guarantee

PEP 79

I

Si.gR P»M.I Pr.. < IflbOO

Superex Stereophones. Feel whit yon hear
Fo- (w litetaluro Writ* S'iD*'«'» f I li i.orp Dppl

In Canart.i. Superior Electronics. Inr

1SI ludlow SI . Yonkors N Y 1070S
Montreal

Hijackers

Arrested
By HOLGER JENSEN
Associated Press Writer

DUBAI (AP) - Three Arab
hijackers who flew around the
eastern Mediterranean for 68 hours
in a commandeered Dutch jumbo
jet released their 11 hostages
Wednesday and walked into the
arms of waiting police.

Authorities said later they were
"in custody" but their fate
remained unclear.

The surrender ended an erratic
trip that began Sunday when the
three young pirates took command
of the plane over Iraq. Their
hopscotch search for refuge
covered 7,000 air miles and un-
derscored the Arab world's new
hostility to hijackers.

Most governments refused to
allow the KLM Boeing 747 to land
at their airports and denied sanc-
tuary to the hijackers. They forced
the plane to land in Syria, Cyprus,
Libya, Malta - where they released
the passengers and stewardesses -

and twice in Dubai on the Persian
Gulf.

They were denounced by
Palestinian guerrilla leaders, even
though their stated goal was to

strike a blow against Israel and
halt Dutch support of the Jewish
state.

Responding to their demands,
the Dutch government pledged
that KLM would not fly war sup-
plies to Israel and that Dutch
volunteers in the Israeli army
risked losing their citizenship.

An announcement from Am-
sterdam said the surrender was
negotiated on a three-way
telephone link between Dubai
airport, XLM headquarters in

Amsterdam and the Dutch Foreign
Ministry in The Hague.
The Dubai government said the

hijackers asked to be treated

kindly, not imprisoned and not sent
out of the country. Sources said
Dubai had agreed to let them talk

with a representative of the Dutch
government, but gave no other
details.

Officials refused to divulge what
kind of deal, if any, had been made
for the release of 10 Dutch crew
members and A.W. Witholt, a vice

president of KLM who had boarded
the plane in Malta as an additional

hostage.

Airport officials said the $37

million jumbo jet appeared un-
damaged and a fresh KLM crew
was on its way to fly it out of this

small sheikdom.
In Amsterdam, KLM President

Sergio Orlandini told newsmen the

crew members were "in
reasonably good condition."

Nine of them had been on the

plane since it took off from Am-
sterdam Sunday bound for Tokyo.
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RELEASED PASSENGERS LEAVE-A Maltese official waves to

busload of released passengers from a hijacked Dutch jumbo jet

Tuesday after the plane refuelled on Valletta, Malta, for a flight to a
still-secret destination. The passengers. 250 including crew mem-
bers, were released in exchange for two hostages-a vice-president of

the airlines and an Egyptian charge d'affaires in Malta.

Govt. To Hire
250 Oil Execs

Uil Embargo Continues

Arabs Adamant
B> El. IAS AVI AR

Associated Press Writer
U.t.lKRS t AIM Arab kings and presidents decided Wednesday to

UM* every meant ;it then disposal, including the oil squeeze, to win their
confrontation with Israel

The leaders said there will never be peace in the Middle East until two
basic conditions are met - "'Israeli withdrawal from all occupied Arab
territory, especially Jerusalem, and restoration of the legitimate rights
of the Palestinian people."

Israel has consistently rejected both demands.
The demands were included in a statement ending the three-day

summit, the first such parley since the end of the October Middle East
war. The summit was meant to tighten Arab ranks for a peace con-
ference with Israel tentatively scheduled for Dec. 18 in Geneva.
But Iraq and Libya boycotted the meeting because they oppose peace

uith Israel, and King Hussein of Jordan only sent envoys because he
wanted to avoid face-to-face disagreement with the Palestinian guerrilla
leaders

The leaders kept their resolutions secret but gave maximum publicity
to their resolve to continue holding back oil from countries they consider
unfriendly - and to open the taps for pro-Arab nations.
T he Arab oil-producing nations have cut back production 25-30 per cent,

raising fears of a fuel crisis this winter in the United States, Japan and
Europe Moreover, they have slapped a total embargo on the United
States and Holland because of policies considered particularly pro-
Israeli

In a move designed to put addition pressure on those who support
Israel, they decided to cut production at least 5 per cent more each
month But the oil sheiks have granted a one-month suspension of this
measure for Japan, the Philippines and the Common Market countries,
except Holland, in recognition for pro-Arab statements.

The Real Weather
By STAN BENJAMIN

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Interior

Secretary Rogers C.B. Morton said

Wednesday petroleum executives

will be called to government
services in December as the ad-

ministration prepares to exercise

wide-ranging control program
over the nation's fuel distribution.

Morton said he still hopes direct

gasoline rationing can be avoided,

but he said the expertise of the

industry executives is needed "in

petroleum distribution planning"

for the next six months.
Morton said about 250 executives

would be recruited to become
"special government employes"
early in December.
The House Commerce Com-

mittee completed its hearings
Wednesday on legislation to give

President Nixon emergency
powers to impose rationing, speed
limits and shorter workdays to

save the nation's fuel and keep the

energy shortage from creating an
economic recession.

In his news conference, Morton
announced two steps his depart-

ment has taken to increase the

nation's fuel supplies over the long

run:

-The leasing of six tracts of

federal lands, two each in

Colorado, Wyoming and Utah, for

commercial development of oil

from shale, a type of rock.

-Asked the Justice Department
to take the final legal steps in

preparation for issuing federal

UMass Third World Cultural Series
presents

WARFIELD
Baritone

permits to build the long-delayed
trans-Alaska oil pipeline.

He said the pipeline permits may
be available in about 14 days. The
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., a
consortium of seven oil companies
building the pipeline, can get the

permits as soon as it pays the costs

of the government's environmental
study of the project.

But Morton warned that Japan,
hard hit by the sudden cutoff of oil

from Arab nations, must not ex-

pect to get much oil from Alaska.
"We are absolutely dedicated to

the proposition that U.S. oil exports
woud continue at the historical

level, which has been a very, very
small per cent, like two-
hundredths of one per cent,"
Morton said.

Asked about his earlier
prediction of gasoline rationing
by January, Morton said: "We are
making better progress than I

though we would" on conservation
of gasoline and home heating oil.

He also credited unusually warm
weather.

Morton declined comment on
published reports that the
President's Cabinet-level energy
group, of which he is a member,
was losing interest in the idea of a
high gasoline tax and leaning

toward rationing.

After the group met Tuesday
night, its members were reported
nearing the conclusion that a tax

could not be legislated or applied
quickly enough to cut gasoline use
the 30 per cent deemed necessary.
Morton said gasoline is already

being conserved to some extent,

particularly on the highways.
His remark was supported by

news that some states are halting

Sunday gasoline sales, as
requested by the President, along
their major turnpikes.

By FRANK CAREY
AP Science Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) Depen-
ding upon where you live, the
National Weather Service issued
both good and bad news about the
upcoming winter's weather for a
nation facing major fuel restric-

tions.

"The Midwest, much of the
South, and parts of the Northeast
are estimated to have a 60 per cent
chance of enjoying a milder winter
than normal."
"Temperatures along the East

Coast, in the Central Great Plains,
and in the deserts of the Great
Basin are rated a toss-up, with an
equal likelihood of going either

way."
But scientists of the agency - an

arm of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration -

admitted they couldn't say how
much colder or milder the winter
might be in the areas listed.

NEED HELP

- LISTENING -

CONCERNED PEOPLE

Central Area

Counseling Center

B-2 Gorman 5-0894

Mon., Fri. 1-9 p.m.
Thurs. 10-9 p.m.

get into the

Campus Action Directory

Don't be left alone in the cold because the only one who
knows what you like is you. Get the CAD. Send the name and
address or phone number you wish to appear in the CAD
along with a brief description of your special interest. The
CAD will be double-indexed by name and interest. Sub-
scribers will receive a CAD containing names of all the
listees from your university.

boys $2.00

girls 2 for $3.00

non-listee $3.50

with

return

address

to:

Millenia

Box 69

Windham, Ct.

06280

dunlxim

Saturday, December 8 8 p.m.
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

Tickets: UM-a students $1.50, others $3.00. 125 Herter Hall
Phone 545-02U2

Sponsored by the Fine Arts Council as part of the Paul
Robeson Series

WAFFLE-SfOMPERS
— your boot center for either sex

BDLLU Shoes
8 Main St., Amherst

Daily 9:00 - 5:30

Fri. till 9:00

HOME OF THE DOWNSTAIRS BOOT CELLAR it
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Slow...

But Alive

CHICAGO (AP) - The National

Safety Council says President
Nixon's proposals to conserve
gasoline could save as many as

14,000 lives a year on the nation's

highways.
Vincent L. Tofany, Safety

Council president, said Wednesday
the proposed 15 per cent cutback in

the availability of gasoline and
lower speed limits could reduce the

annual traffic fatality toll by as

much as 20 to 25 per cent.

The safety council said 56,600

persons were killed in traffic ac-

cidents last year.

Tofany said that Safety Council

statistics indicate that speed limits

lowered to 50 miles per hour for

cars and 55 for trucks could save as

many as 9,000 lives.

"Coupled with the 5,000 lives that

could be saved from a 10 per cent

reduction in mileage,'' said Tofany,

"about 14,000 lives could be saved
next year as a result of the two
gasoline conservation proposals."

The 9,000 life-saving figure, he
said, assumes 75 per cent com-
pliance with new speed limits.

City Trash:

What A Gas

ByC.G. McDANIEL
AP Science Writer

CHICAGO (AP) - University of

Illinois scientists say they have
developed a process cities can use

to convert garbage into methane
gas at a profit.

The process could provide 5 to 10

per cent of a city's gas needs, said

Dr. John T. Pfeffer, professor of

sanitary engineering at the unv
versity's Urbana campus.
He said in an interview that such

a plant could be built within two
years.

Environmental engineers John
C. Liebman and Edward S.K
Chian worked with Pfeffer on the

process which they demonstrated
in their laboratories.

Under their method cities would
shred municipal garbage and then

remove glass, metal and other

inert materials, some of which can
be recycled.

The remaining garbage would be
fermented, producing methane gas
which can be used for fuel and
carbon dioxide which can be sold

for making dry ice.

If municipalities provide their

collected garbage free to a con-

version plant, sale of the gas could
produce a profit of between 50

cents and $1 per ton of garbage,
Pfeffer estimates.
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SIGNS OF SHORT AGE-Whether or not its due to the gas shor-

tage, one New York City car owner decided to sell his gas burner
Monday, top photo. A Queens gasoline station had to put up a sign

because it ran out of gasoline again Monday, left, and a man carries

six gasoline cans from store in Queens.

Top-Level Advice:

Proper Allocation

Stations Lock-Up

Never On Sunday
H> THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Sunday drivers using state turnpike systems will be faced with closed

fuel pumps in many areas starting this weekend.

An Associated Press survey showed that turnpike service stations in at

least tour states Maine. Pennsylvania. New York and Florida — will

sell no gas between 9 p.m. Saturday and midnight Sunday and fuel will be

rationed in a fifth state. New Jersey.

The closing plans are in response to President Nixon's request for a

voluntary ban on Sunday sales of gasoline. The Emergency Allocation

Act now pending in Congress \vould empower Nixon to make such

closings mandatory
A spokesman for the Maine Turnpike Authority, which has six service

stations along its 100-mile length, said stations would stay open to provide

emergency services on Sunday "but will bag their pumps and not sell

gas."

The story was the same in Pennsylvania. A 'turnpike commission
spokesman said Wednesday that the 28 service stations on the road will

close their pumps between 9 p.m. Saturday and midnight Sunday
beginning this weekend.

Any vehicle running out of fuel on the 470-mile toll road will be given

enough gasoline or diesel fuel to reach the next turnpike exit, the

spokesman said.

The New York State Thruway authority banned all gas sales from 9

p.m. Saturday to midnight Sunday and said any motorist who runs out

will have to pay for an emergency supply instead of getting it free as had
been the practice.

The Florida Department of Transportation said service stations on the

state's 265-mile turnpike will remain open for repair service only on
Sundays and that if a motorist runs out of gas, he'll be given only enough
to get to the next exit.

In Massachusetts, turnpike authority chairman John T. Driscoll said

all 1 1 service stations on the highway will be open 24 hours a day, seven
days a week as usual

Driscoll told the oil companies which operate the stations that turnpike

authority regulations require that the stations stay open.

Service stations on the 236-mile Kansas Turnpike also will remain open
for the time being, a spokesman said.

By BILL NEIKIRK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) A high

level government assessment of

the fuel shortage's economic
impact concludes that a recession

can be avoided next year with

proper fuel-allocation policies.

Nixon administration
economists see the unemployment
rate going up from its present 4.5

per cent but falling short of the 6

per cent rate forecast widely by
private economists.

"There are some difficult days
ahead on unemployment," said one
government study. He refused to

give a precise estimate but said the

jobless rate would be under 6 per

cent.

The 1974 picture on inflation is

cloudier. The economic slowdown
expected next year will help
moderate some price increases,

but fuel prices will probably ad-

vance sharply, the government
economists believe.

With the stock market in a,

tailspin, the administration will trv

to calm some of the uncertainty at I

a news conference Thursday
scheduled by Herbert Stein,

chairman of the Council of
I

Economic Advisers. The un-

certainty has been fueled by fears I

the economy will slide into a

recession next year with the

jobless rate going to 8 per cent.

Only if the consumer bears the

heaviest burden of the shortage

can a recession be avoided, the

economists concluded. A decline in

economic production is possible if

industry is cut back any more, they

say.

So far, the energy crisis has had
its toll on jobs, putting thousands

out of work in the auto, chemical,

construction and textile industries.

Travel and recreation industries

also are expected to be hard hit.

Interior Secretary Rogers C. B.

Morton tried to allay the fears at a

news conference Wednesday,
saying the stock market "in its

normal, over-sensitive way is

overreacting."

Morton said that if the nation

cooperates in the fuel-conservation

measures announced by the

government, "we will minimize
the impact on jobs."

IIREAL TEARS II

In the BLUEWALL

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Nominations now being received for

$

WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN

AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

Anyone may nominate any undergraduate who is:

y

1

.

a senior or junior

2. in good academic standing

3. active in student related services or organizations

within the University or University community

Nomination papers are due 400 p.m. Dec. 10, 1^73

and must include the name, class, and list of activities

of the nominee Please relurn nominations to the

STUDENT SENATE OFFICE, 420 Student Union.

Govt. May Enforce
Use Of Seat Belts

By JAY PERKINS
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Department of Transportation
Wednesday proposed giving in-

centive payments to states that
require automobile drivers and
passengers to use their seat belts.
The grants would range from 10

per cent to 25 per cent of a state's
regular federal haighway safety
appropriation, the National High-
way Traffic Safety Administration
said.

That appropriation is deter-
mined by a state's population and
by its road mileage. California
traditionally gets the largest
amount - it is eligible for $6.1
million in fiscal year 1974 - while
several states qualify for the
lowest amount of $381,000.

One law would require all front
seat occupants to use lap belts.

States with this law would get a 10

per cent incentive payment.
The second law would require all

front seat occupants to use all

available belts and all rear seat
occupants to use lap belts. States
opting for this law would receive a
15 per cent incentive payment.
The third law would require all

occupants to use all available seat
belts. States with this law would
get a 25 per cent payment.
Passengers in those states with

mandatory seat belt usage laws
who were caught not wearing their

belts would be subject to a minor
fine, the safety administration
said. It said it would recommend
against any state adopting a jail

sentence penalty for failure to

wear seat belts.

The safety administration long
has been under pressure from
some advocates of seat belts to

'Sliill rhuio/lhih (.amarhn
He lay there, begging for succor. But, alas, no one could spare him a cup of petrol. "Please. I only

want a...", then he fell on his side, was covered with the December snows and lay forgotten.

require mandatory use of the belts.

Australia, which has such a law,

reports its fatality rate dropped 20
per cent the first year after the law
was passed.

GOPs Attack Brooke
WALTHAM. Mass. (AP) - The

Republican City Committee has
asked Sen. Edward W. Brooke, R-
Mass., to resign from the party.

Passage of the resolution, ap-
proved unanimously by the group's
executive committee, came on a
voice vote with some dissent at a
meeting Tuesday night.

The resolution said GOP
"grassroots workers" felt

"betrayed by Sen. Brooke's unfair
attacks on President Nixon at this

time when the President needs
encouragement and support."
The group said Brooke had op-

posed many key policies and
programs of the Administration.

Brooke has told President Nixon
he believes the President should
resign.
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OIL FOR NEW ENGLAND HEAT-The tanker Baltimore Trader is at dock in South Boston after
bringing a third of a million barrels of No. 2 heating oil and kerosine from a Texas refinery to New
England which has no oil refinery. The heating oil is the type to be rationed under President Nixon's
proposals. Smokestacks in background are of power plants for the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority, left, and Boston Edison Company which use other types of fuel oil.

Shale Mining Raises Ruckus
From Western Conservationists

By KENNETH T. WALSH
Associated Press Writer

DENVER (AP) - Wildlife would
be destroyed and environmental
resources devastated under a
government program to lease
federal lands for commercial
development of shale oil in three
Western states, ecologists said

Wednesday.
They reacted to Interior

Secretary Rogers C.B. Morton's
announcement that 20-year leases

on six federal tracts in Colorado,
Utah and Wyoming will be offered

in competitive bidding between
Jan. 8 and June 4.

"Oil shale development is years
away and it's a very damaging
process." said Carolyn Johnson of

the Colorado Open Space Council, a
coalition of 30 environmental

groups including the Audubon
Society and Sierra Club.

Mrs. Johnson said the leasing
was "a giveaway to the oil industry
under the label of energy crisis"

and "represents a commitment for

destruction of great environmental
resources for a drop in the bucket
of oil."

She said mining shale in western
Colorado's Piceance Basin could
destroy 75 per cent of the region s

30,000 deer.

Vegetation would be destroyed,
roads would interrupt wildlife
migratory patterns and humans
would flood the area seeking jobs.

William Viavant, an en-
vironmentalist in Utah, said
judgment of the project should be
deferred until an environmental
impact report is made.

If it shows shale oil can be

developed without degrading the

land, "we would say, go ahead and
try it."

Tom Bell, publisher of an en-

vironmental weekly newspaper in

Lander, Wyo., said the leasing was
premature.

Morton said, "The leasing
program I have approved will

encourage oil shale development
and allow us to learn whether our
600-billion-barrel shale oil reserves

can be developed at acceptable
economic and environmental
costs."

The
un-doimitories.

(.real ott-oimpus living—indoorsand out—at eitherottwomod-
ern apartment complexes,only minutes awdv by car or bikenam
Amherst CoMejp,downtownAmbentor UMav,.Now accepting

jj >pUcations for Scptontm.

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
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• heat & air conditioning
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• walMn-wall carpeting
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• modern kitchens
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• rimnc ranges
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Brittany Manor
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• neat & air conditioning
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• master TV antenna
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So why not travel by Peter Pan Bus

on your next trip?

Hourly service to Boston, New Yoik City, Albany and

eveiywhete, direct from the Univeisity Campus. Extia

express seivice to Nadck and Boston evety weekend.

Lobby, Campus Center Hotel

Tel. 545 2528 o. 545-2006
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SUGGESTED AS REGIONAL PRISON -This is the Portsmouth Naval Prison at Kittery. Maine,
called "The Castle." which was to be closed under Defense Department cutbacks last April. It was
recommended to be the site of a Northern New England regional prison to treat disruptive inmates. It

was built in iH98on Seavey Island. The subject was discussed Monday in Concord. Mass.

Newsworthy Shorts
Economy... Layoffs... Brutality...

By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AP) - A
government index that forecasts

future economic performance took

its biggest drop in over 13 years in

September, then increased slightly

the following month, the Com-
merce Department reported
Wednesday.
But a government economist

warned against concluding that the

September decline of 1.6 per cent in

the so-called composite index of

leading indicators heralded a
business recession.

In othe economic developments
Wednesday

:

-The Cost of Living Council said

it will announce its decision Friday
or Saturday on a proposed new
round of price increases for 1974

automobiles.

-The council indicated it might
hold public hearings on a proposed
6.5 per cent price increase on many
steel products by U.S. Steel Corp.,

but will not decide on them until it

knows what other steel producers
plan price increases.

DETROIT <AP) - General
Motors plants began ordering
additional layoffs Wednesday as
the impact of a major production
slowdown rippled through the giant

auto firm.

Slack demand for most larger

cars, partly as a result of gasoline
shortages, has been cited as the

cause of the assembly line layoffs.

A spokesman for GM's Fisher
Body Division confirmed its plants
were ordering temporary and
indefinite layoffs affecting
thousands of workers.
GM last week announced the

assembly lines producing full-size

and intermediate cars at 16 plants
would shut Dec. 17 for one week,
idling an undetermined number of

workers.

A GM spokesman said Wed-
nesday that there was still no data
on how many of the firm's 415,000

production and maintenance
workers in the United States would
be affected by the assembly line

shutdown.
Spokesmen also said GM did not

yet know how many employees
would be laid off in plants that

supply the assembly operation

MIAMI, Fla. <AP) - Police said
Wednesday they were searching
for the daughter of poet-playwright
Mary McDougal Axelson, 82, who
died after being beaten in her
hospital bed.

Mrs. Axelson died Tuesday, 22
hours after a nurse heard the
woman cry for help and found her
bleeding from the mouth.
The playwright's daughter - 44-

year-old Mary Axelson Cropper of
New York City - visited the hospital

Monday about the time of the
beating, police said.

Joseph McAloon, administrator
at Doctor's Hospital, said "before
she died Mrs. Axelson told police
and hospital officials that her
daughter had hit her. She died
before she could tell us how it

happened and why."
The Dade County Medical

Examiner's Office said an autopsy
showed she died froma brain
hemorrhage caused by a blow to
the head.

Mrs Axelson wrote the
Broadway play, "Life Begins,"
which was later made into a film
starring Loretta Young. Her first

novel, "A Child Is Born," was
published in 1940.

She was admitted to the hospital
on Nov. 11, suffering from
leukemia - an often-fatal blood
disease

To Move Or
Not To Move
Koom-choosing tor the Spring

Semester will be held the week of

December 3-7. 1973. The following

general schedule will be followed

by residence halls. Check with the

head of residence of the residence

hall you wish to reside in for more

complete room-choosing in-

formation.

Monday. December 3 - Students

who wish to remain in the rooms

they are currently occupying may
sign up with their heads of

residence on this day.

Tuesday, December 4 - Students

who wish to move to available

space within the residence hall

they are currently residing in may
sign up with their heads of

residence on this day.

Wednesday and Thursday

December 5 and 6 - Students

currently residing on campus who
wish to move to available space in

residence halls other than the ones

in which they are currently

residing may sign up with the

heads of residence of the residence

halls to which they wish to move on
this day.

Friday, December 7 - Students
currently residing off-campus who
wish to live in residence halls for
the spring semester may sign up

All people interested in living

in Greenough House for spring

1974, please note: Application

forms will be available at

Greenough on Wednesday,
Dec. 5 and Thursday, Dec. 6«

from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. A lot-

tery will be held Thursday
evening

STARTS
thurs.
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TRUSTED NAME BRANDS
AND

PERSONAL SERVICE TOO!
• PANASONIC
• TDK
• ELECTROPHONIC

• REALISTIC
• TOSHIBA T.V.

• MUNTZ-CLAR ION
• UTAH

YOUR LOCALLY OWNID AND OPERATED

radiostock
Of

amherst
3 1 8 College St. (Rte. 9) Amherst

(on the UMati But Rout*)
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

STORE HOURS: MON.-THURS. 10 A.M. - 5 30 PM
FRIDAYS TIL 9 P.M. SATURDAYS 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

College Drug Store

Bonne Bell - Representative - "Lianne Cook

Sat. - Dec. 1st - 10 a.m. - 4 p.

Total Face Care:

Make-up Base, Cleanser, Moisturizer

m

Eye Make-up - Lashes, Liner, Shadows

4 Main St., Amherst 253-2523
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The Collegian may be slow reading, but hopefully it moves faster than the readers...

Experts Gather For

Prison Conference
One ol the country's most innovative prison rehabilitation programs

will be the subject o! a two day conference in Pittslield. Friday and
Saturday. Nov. Ml and Dee 1

The conference will bring the National Advisor) Board of the Model
Kducational Rehabilitation Program to the Berkshire County House of

Correction for a series ol workshops and other sessions that will evaluate
the program, which has the Berkshire Jail as an education laboratory.

The program includes the development ot vocational training for

residents and guards at Belchertown State School, a master of science
degree program in criminal justice at American International College
and study programs at Berkshire Community College.

Among those attending will be Massachusetts Commissioner of
Corrections Frank Hall. Director J Douglas Grant of the Social Action
Research Center in California; Vernon H. James, chief of the New
Careers Training Branch of the federal manpow er training program ; and
Leonard W. Stern of the National Association of Social Workers

Practical Engineers Program
A new experimental engineering

curriculum built around solving

actual problems in industry is

being developed by the mechanical
and aerospace engineering
department at the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst.
Called Practice-Directed

Engineering Education, the
program's central feature is an
engineering extension service to

industry. "Through this we get real

engineering problems and we use
these problems as vehicles for

educating the students in how to do
engineering and how to learn

engineering science," according to

Professor John R. Dixon.

Called ESIC, the Engineering
Service to Industry and Com-
munity, the extension service has
received cooperation from
Kollmorgen in Northampton,
Excel Manufacturing of

Springfield, Hardig Industries of

South Deerfield, Union
Manufacturing of South Hadley,
Northampton Cutlery, Monsanto of

Springfield and others.

"Industry has been cooperative
and we are able to perform a real

service for them. We find we can
do work that companies need done
and can't get done any other way."
Dr. Dixon commented.
The course content stresses two

main areas — learning to learn and
learning to do engineering.
Students learn to learn by studying

the engineering science fun-

damentals. They learn to do
engineering by tackling a series of

real problems for industrial

clients, and with faculty audit,

finding solutions.

"In our final examination, the

student must take a whole, new,

real, industry-type problem, learn

Fri., Nov. 30 Sat., Dec. 1

12-5 p.m.

beseler

COLOR

PRINTING

DEMO
Northampton Store Only

bring your favorite

negative to be printed

TRIPOD
CAMIRtA SHOP^^^ IMC

MAIN ST., Northampton

what he needs to know to solve it,

and present and defend his solution

before a panel of industry and
faculty people," Dr. Dixon ex-

plained.

Students are told that graduation
will be not only when they gather
128 credit hours but when they can
satisfactorily pass the final

problem examination, he added
There are now six students in the

program, with plans to expand to

13 next fall. The six, two
sophomores, two juniors and two
seniors, are Diane Bradford of

Southwick, Steve Kalenik of

Peabody, Dave Miles of Nor-
thborough, Steve Rider of St.

Louis, Mo.. David Stamps of

Chesterfield and Ron Wormser of

New Milford, N.J.

Star Gazing
There will be an open house

at the Amherst College Ob-
servatory on the first clear

night of Friday, Nov. 30, or

Saturday, Dec. 1. The viewing

through the Clark 18" refractor

telescope will begin at 7 p.m.

The Bassett Planetarium at

Amherst College will present a

sky show on the evening of

Thursday, Nov. 29 at 7 p.m. -

Sunday, Dec. 2 at 3 p.m. -

Friday, Dec. 7 at 7 p.m. - and
Sunday, Dec. 9 at 3 p.m
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WaitingTime
Waiting is probably one of our favorite pastimes here at UMass. By the

time you leave you're an expert at waiting for food, classes, money and
elevators. Recently with the aid of Russell Zub I conducted a survey on
just how long UMies do wait and it's almost eight days in a four year
period. In an average week, according to the survey, Joe or Jane Umie
will wait about an hour and forty minutes. Ove a thirteen week semester
this comes out to about a day.

The principle offender was the Dining Commons. On the weeks we
measured, more time was spent waiting for meals than all other things
combined. Dinner was the longest wait — about six or seven minutes a
day — and when turkey was served the wait was even worse. Lunch was
next, with about a five minute endurance test, followed by breakfast with
barely a two minute delay. One of the factors attributed to the long lines is

the system of collecting meal tickets twice. It takes a worker out of cir-

culation and makes collection more time consuming. People wouldn't
mind waiting in line so long if the food was worth it

Surprise, surprise! Professors keep us waiting the longest after the
DC. Almost seventeen minutes was spent in one week waiting for profs to
begin classes after their starting time and end them at finishing time.
The new library with its express elevators and instant answer telephones
came next. In two trips to the library almost eleven precious minutes
were wasted Most of the lost ime was due to the elevators. Finally, check
cashing takes five minutes on Friday ( this day was chosen because my
pay check came out). Last year the men who run the check cashing
service promised to change the system so they would not run out of

money on weekends. They simply reduced the hours you can cash checks.
This was no solution to the problem: it was more of a way of ending an
administrative hassle than providing students with service.

It's no major crime that we wait five minutes to cash a check or five

minutes for a class to begin. What's a shame is that when you add it all up
you've wasted days. Unless you've been doing something while you stood
in line that time is really wasted. We did not include registration, waiting
for Student Senate busses, or going to the Infirmary which would make
the wait even longer. I suggest that on the application form to UMass
potenial students be warned that they'll spend part of the "best four
years" of their life standing in line.

• • • • •

Some people don't seem to understand how the fifty m.p.h. speed limit
works. Gas mileage doesn't increase the slower you go; it peaks around
forty or fifty m.p.h. Since it is not feasible to ask motorists to increase
their speed on secondary roads to fifty, we have to lower the speed limits
on highways to save gas. Next you will notice a savings in gas but it will

not be a tremendous savings, which means that our individual efforts will

only save gas if everyone slows down. Driving at fifty is safer than higher
speeds. At fifty you have more time to react and brake; accidents are not
as fatal at slow speeds either. Disadvantages are numerous, but not
serious enough to revise the maximum speed. First, there will be more
cars on the road because traveling times will be lengthened which would
result in traffic jams. This can be solved by car pools. Anyway the threat
of massive traffic jams will not be realized because the places that have
tie-ups are places where people don't travel at fifty. If we slow down
maybe we can avoid rationing and high gas prices. After Watergate, can
we trust the Nixon administration to run a fair rationing program?

Steve Anderson is a Collegian Columnist,

The TV is on the blink The lights seem a trifle

dimmer. The toaster is aggravatingly slow. And the

sub-7i) degree room temperature seems a little

unreasonable
You can drive on Sunday, but you probably won't

get very far. And there won't be any decent Christ-

mas decorations. You are annoyed at all of this, but it

seems to be nothing more than a temporary in-

convenience. Alter all, Japan and Holland are on the

verge of economic collapse, so things could be worse.

But you are told that this is a major crisis, and as
soon as a good cold snap comes, you'll come out

fightin' mad. But at whom?
Many are pointing the finger of blame at Big

Business, for conspiring along with the major Oil

companies in order to rake off the consumers. And
after all, Industry uses up more oil than anybody else.

But then come the cutbacks and layoffs. Better to find

another villain. A recession hurts "little folks" as
much as Big Business.
Others are blaming Nixon. So what else is new? Or

perhaps the birdwatchers and Caribou lovers who
allegedly held up construction of the much-needed
Alaska pipeline. The list of scapegoats goes on and on
until we reach one name which we didn't expect to see
there on the list. And that name is Israel.

Most Americans aren't about to join in any witch-

hunts for Fuel Shortage Conspirators. But the shrill

cries of the opportunists who seek to exploit our in-

conveniences for their own political advantages will

be heard increasingly. And if the Arab Oil Boycott
against the United States continues, there are bound
to be more and more attacks against Israel as the

source of energy woes.
Israel, after initially faltering in the face of an

unpredicated assault, successfully drove back the

Arab armies to an even greater distance from the

Israeli heartland. And since the Arab governments
have never formally retracted their long standing
policy of seeking to destroy Israel, the Israelis are not

likely to allow the Arab armies to get any closer to

Israel At least not without some recognition from the

Arab governments of the legitimacy of Jewish
nationhood

But negotiations with the Israelis is not something

the Arabs relish Certainly, a return of the territories

now occupied as buffer zones by the Israelis would be

a desirable goal, but apparently the Arab leaders feel

that a recognition of any sovereignty of Israeli

nationhood would be two great a concession. For
someone who hasn't followed political developments

in Israel, such intransigence on the part of the Arabs
may seem irrational. But that is not necessarily the

case.

The current appearance of Arab unity is a very

infrequent occurance. In fact, there really never has
been any all-encompassing unity of purpose in the

Arab world. But there is one issue that evokes
unanimity. Israel is the only issue. But even that

unanimity is suspect.

The Arab nations which share common borders
with Israel have nothing to gain by continued
hostilities. Israel can't be driven into the sea. Un-
fortunately, any sense of moderation with regards to

Israel is swiftly and resoundingly supressed. There
is, has been, and will always be a power vacuum in

the Arab world. And only by keeping the hostilities

going can the vacuum be filled. Nationalist fanatics

view the Oil boycott as a means to inherit the throne
that was briefly held by the late Gamal Abdul Nasser.
And the Soviets look on gleefully as the Americans
are isolated from their allies in Europe and Japan.
The fanatics who seek to use oil as a weapon may

achieve some initial success in causing tensions in

U.S. — European relations. But the much hoped for

backlash against Israel in the United States might
backfire against the Arabs. After all, Israel isn't

cutting off oil shipments. The Sheiks are.

The U.S. still has considerable leverage in the
Middle East. The Israelis and Arabs are now being
convinced by Secretary of State Kissinger that the big
winner in the event of prolonged hostilities will be the
Soviets. Certainly, the Israelis are aware of that

danger And there is a growing segment of influential

Arabs who are concerned over Soviet ambitions.
Even some of the militant Arab leaders would like to

avoid dependency on Russia. The price of such
dependency is dangerously high.

Matt Tackeff is a Collegian columnist.

w Joyce Kosofsky

Vaseline Junkies
The energy crisis is not the fault of the car owner

who takes his Sunday drive at 65 m.p.h., nor the home
owner who keeps his house at 72 degrees, nor the
factory owner who keeps his plant open 24 hours a
day. No, friends, the present energy crisis is not the
fault of the every day person trying to survive in our
modern if - you - don't - want - to - do -it - yourself - a -

machine - will world. It is the fault of that grease
loving maniac, the Vaseline freak

Yes, friends, it's Vaseline, our favorite brand of

petroleum jelly with its 1001 uses, that is depleting
our vital resources. A chapped lip here, a rough elbow
there, a-God-knows-what-else where. If things keep
at the present speed: not only will the demand exceed
the supply, but there might not be any Vaseline left by
next Wednesday.

Do you know who the real culprits are? Well,
contrary to popular belief, they are not your average
apple-pie and mother-loving upstanding citizens. No,
the real criminals behind this whole energy crisis are
the babies of the world. Oh, they may look quite in-

nocent and naive to you. I was once fooled by them
myself. But it is the babies of the world that are our
natural resources' natural enemy. Those assholes.
They are at the bottom of this mess. Or should I say,
this mess is at the bottom of them?

Stop babies and we will be able to stop the energy
crisis. But the problem goes deeper than this. There
is one man who must 1« stopped in his work to stop
the growth of the baby population. That man is the
Pope. He's at the bottom of this crisis and his plan is

obvious The Pope wants to see more male babies in

this world so they too may grow up to be Popes. If

there is such a thing as a female child born, her only
purpose is to bear other children in the hope that they
will be males, to grow up and become Popes. Those
males who aren't Popes will become Bishops or
Priests to advocate that more babies should be
produced. So what do we end up with? Armies and
armies of Priests and Bishops, all old Vaseline
junkies. There will be so many of them, using so
much Vaseline that the supply will soon run out.

But where do they go from there? Once the
Vaseline supply becomes extinct, those grease
junkies will start dipping into our other vital

resources. Once the petroleum jelly is gone what's
left Butter? Lard? Crisco? Ohmigod. Pretty soon
they'll be using peanut butteras their last resort. And
when that's gone we'll all be gone, to that great
greaser's palace in the sky. That's the Pope's
ultimate goal, to see us all in Heaven. How cruel.

Don't fall for this plan. Don't support a man who
won't even go out of his way to do his own dirty work.
Don't have or be the cause of male babies. After all,

you don't see the Pope having any of his own. If we
really want to nip this problem right in the butt, we
shouldn't have babies at all. We should definitely
screw the Pope and his ideas.

Maybe then we can return to a more normal way of

life, like driving down the highway at 80 m.p.h.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian columnist.

Collegian Staff Meeting

Tonight, 7:30 p.m., CC Room 165

n

1

1

Better start digging, kid."

Revise And Conquer?
We are in the midst of the blooming of a creature

known as the revisionist historian. He is the fellow
who takes up where the history books leave off, and
proceeds to rewrite events. He may appear in the
form of an author, or a commentator, a book
reviewer, or even a full fledged historian. He can
usually be detected by the cynicism in his speech. He
is often articulate, always challenging, and for the
most part, convincing. He is all of these things
because he relates historical events to present day
developments. Things are much easier to understand
if we take the consequences and work backward,
noting all the mistakes along the way. It is easier,
also, to avoid these mistakes when using this method,
and harder to understand how anyone could have
been so stupid to have made them in the first place.
The current best seller. Burr, by Gore Vidal, fits

into this revisionist category quite nicely. The author
has attempted to make the events of an historical
period more understandable by placing them in the
modern mind No longer, supposedly, are the men of
the past strangers in the vacuum of time, to be
viewed through a bell jar in the museum. No, they are
living beings, that history has designated major
figures in the rise of our republic They were subject
to many of the distractions and limitations that
plague modern man. What makes them great, sup-
posedly, is the myths that time has attached to them.
Once removed from their environment, they are
reduced to mortals, to rank with the Haldemans and
Ehrlichmans. Thus, they become vulnerable to the
criticism of modern times, and this, to some at least,

is too tempting a proposition to pass up. The
revisionists, while working under the guise of
humanization, are in fact de-humanizing history, and
in many cases to an irresponsible degree.
But we do not have to return to the days of Aaron

Burr to catch a glimpse of the revisionist historian in

action. We need only go back ten years, to that brief

period when American became young again. The
Kennedy years have fascinated the revisionists for

quite some time, and there they stand, pen in hand,
typewriter at the ready, publisher's advance
payment in their pockets. Write a book, or a series of

articles, about the Kennedy Presidency, minus
Camelot, and you've got an instant audience. Last
week marked the tenth anniversary of a tragedy.
Many took advantage of the remembrance to "put in

perspective" the Kennedy contribution to history.

Newspapers and magazines ran articles by close
friends, and published "never before seen photos",
remembering the man, and not the policy maker.
Television went a step further, and joined the ranks of

the Halberstams. Laskvs. and Vidals. CBS News
showed a documentary titled "JFK: One Thousand
Days and Ten Years", narrated and written by John
Hart. It was probably the best example of the

revisionist approach that has appeared on the tube to

date. According to Mr. Hart, the legacy of John
Kennedy is little more than a man on the moon, a test

ban treaty, and the inevitable. Vietnam.

There are those among us, I am sure, who do not
really remember the Kennedy years. And there are
also those among us who would agree with the
assessment of Kennedy as the instigator of the
Vietnam War. But there also exists those who know
better The road to our involvement in Asia cannot be
defined accurately enough to place the ultimate
blame on any one man. But that is what this cult of
revisionism has come to, the never ending search for
blame-worthy men of our past Start with the present
problem and work your way back. The procedure is

like checking a complicated math problem, to see if

the answer is correct. It sounds good, but it is not that
simple, because about half way through the problem
the language changes, and it keeps changing the
further back we go. And as the language changes, so
do ideas, and so do we. But we cannot chide the past,
simply because we know better now. If we hadn't
lived through the past, then there would be no basis
for knowing better To reduce John Kennedy to un-
filled promises, is akin to saying that Ted Williams is

just another ball player, because he didn't break the
Babe's record. And anyone who has ever seen
number nine swagger to the plate, and with grace and
precision send the cowhide flying to Kenmore Square,
knows better. Don't let anyone kid you, you can't tell

what someone was like by just looking at the record
book. It's that feeling you get deep inside when you
experience greatness, nobody has to come along and
tell you, it's just there, and you know it.

I wrote to John Hart at CBS, and discussed this
problem of revisionism. I received a letter in return,
and a transcript of the documentary in question. In
going over the transcript, I came across a statement
that is interesting in light of the conclusions that Mr.
Hart arrived at. It reads: "The trouble with the past
is that from a distance we can organize it, whereas at
the time, events in progress were still subject to
caprice. No picture of the past is accurate, no
judgement fair. And our reflections of the Kennedy
years are in a trick mirror corrugated by Vietnam."
The Kennedy years will perplex historians for

years to come, for there can be no definite answers.
And this uncertainty is the fodder on which the
revisionists feed. It's just too tempting for them to
resist. And at the risk of sounding too too Bostonian,
what those years meant to the people who lived them
is more important than what they become in

retrospect. You cannot feel young, proud, or hopeful
in retrospect. You cannot wish with all your heart
that you could do something for your country, in

retrospect You cannot be willing to follow a man
anywhere, in retrospect. And you cannot watch
grown men cry in the streets, in retrospect. The
revisionists can do what they please, but they can
never take away those brief years, They can never
rekindle the Hame, or recapture the past, as it truly
was, to those who lived it.

Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian Columnist.

Recession Or Progression ?

H\ /OK BEST
The oil shortage resulted from the Arab-Israel War and the IS

government's immediate aid to Israel in weaponry, supplies, am
munition and money, all unauthorized congressiona'.lv and undisclosed
publicly regarding amounts. On "Face the Nation" October 7. Senator J
W ilham Fulbnght of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee noted how
an 'utterly unprecedented" action took place when Senator Jackson
ottered an amendment giving $500 million to Israel "without hearings of
any kind," two years ago IS cargo planes during the recent war made
daily flights to supplv Israel until some European countries objected to
the stop-overs within their boundaries Most of the Arab states I except
Iran who suffered a Dulles designed, CIA coup in 1954 and still remains
under jurisdiction of Washington I have countered the intrusion of US
money and supplies into the conflict with the current oil embargo

Nixon, who needed a cover-up issue grabbed the oil embargo to
promote an "energy crisis" to deflect public attention from his bovcott of
the "public interest" in the "tape crisis " In addition, he has nullified
years of effort from conservationists to prevent off-shore drilling, the
laying of the Alaskan pipeline and the lifting of air pollution controls
The energy crisis has revealed a hierarchy of energy users, comprised of
military, industrial and civiliam sectors As to the military, on November
1. invoking a provision of the 1950 Defense Production Act. the Pentagon
ordered 300.000 barrels of oil a day to be taken from the civilian share On
November 15 Arthur I. Mendolia. Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Installations and Logistics announced that the military requires 650.000
barrels a day, half of which has been cut off by the Arab oil embargo. It
was not until November 28 that the New York Times reported this action
of the Pentagon: "The Defense Department ordered 22 oil companies to
deliver 826 million gallons of fuel to the military by January 16. . Thus far,
officials said, the oil shortage had not interfered with 'essential
operations' of the military."

Singapore is the third or fourth largest oil refinery center in the world
The Arab countries have refused to supply Singapore with oil for two
reasons: First, to enforce an effective oil embargo against the U.S., oil
shipments to Singapore would have to be stopped as the U.S. is the major
user of Singapore oil. Secondly, it could be assumed that the Arab
countries took this opportunity to act on behalf of those forces in
Indochina that are seeking political-economic independence, free from
U.S. intervention, or in more concrete terms, to force the U.S. to suspend
its military operations in Vietnam.

Don Luce, who recently returned from a month's journey throughout
Vietnam insists that the Saigon government conducts several hundred
bombing missions everyday and personally witnessed the bombing of a
market area in a PRG tow n. On page 2 of the New York Times. November
28. is printed charges from a PRG official concerning the Saigon attacks
Who supplies the fuel for these bombing attacks, pays for the fuel'' We do!
Saigon has a million-man army. Who supplies it, moves it <bv vehicle, by
air), feeds it. clothes it and pays for if We do! Saigon stili holds more
than 200.000 political prisoners and who pays for the maintenance of the
prisons .' We do! Since the Paris Peace Accords over 50.000 PRG soldiers
i not including civilians > have been killed. Saigon has waged this post-war
war with the advice from 20.000 U.S. advisors still in South Vietnam and
Thieu expects continuance of U.S. funds and supplies on top of the $100
billion U.S. taxpayers have already invested in Vietnam

Before looking at the method of oil allocation to the industrial sector, it

is important to note the following: The Gross National Product, total U.S.
production output, will total $1300 billion this year. This country has 6
percent of the world's population and uses 60 percent of the world's
resources and must control 60 percent of the world to perpetuate this
pattern. In response to the Arab oil embargo, along with other Wallstreet
Corporation interests, David Rockerfeller. Chairman of the Board of the
Chase Manhatten Bank is seeking a formalized gas and oil rationing
system. This proposed rationing would cut into the civilian share of fuel
again, in addition to the cut the military took. To counter reduced supply
of fuel to the industrial sector, rationing would guarantee industry their
fuel requirements to maintain production and profits The industrial
sector will utilize lay-offs, slow-downs and cut-backs in production if

rationing is not enacted. Even though production may be reduced
resulting in massive unemployment, corporations still can maintain their
current profif rates by continuing to raise prices.

Thus the civilian sector is subject to having their fuel quota portioned to
the military and industrial sectors to sustain their "essential operations"
while the masses of people are requested to stay home on weekends, to
endure the cold, to accept unemployment and food shortages, higher
costs, school closures and a "recession." However, some civilians appear
to be exempt from the repercussions of the oil embargo.

Ronald Reagan, governor of Cailfornia, was to visit Australia to make a
fund raising speech for the Victoria State Red Cross. According the the
New York Times. November 28. "On short notice last week, he persuaded
Mr Nixon to furnish him a government jet to take his party of 14 to
Australia and to Singapore and Jakarta on a 'trade mission"' This trip
will consume an estimated 65,000 gallons of jet fuel.

Nixon himself, to escape inquiries into tape erasures, campaign con-
tributors, his income tax records, can fly 475 mph to San Clemente
I meanwhile we are driving 50 mph) which would use over 14,000 gallons
of jet fuel, the equivalent of which could heat a dozen homes all winter.

If the civilian sector were to act in their own interests and demand that
the U.S. withdraw military aid from Thieu, demand compliance by the
U.S. government to the Vietnam Peace Accords, the outflow of tax money
as well as fuel would be greatly reduced. Congresspeople should be
written insisting that they seek from the Pentagon, figures of present-day
appropriations in fuel to the Saigon government.

It is just and timely that we accept reapportionment of resources to
initiate a more ecologically balanced standard-of-living. The military has
already made its move to insure its cut of civilian fuels; the industrial
sector will push for enactment of rationing to also insure its cut of civilian
fuels and 1 to 2 percent of the civilian sector will continue their luxurious
living fed by excessive profit rates. Nixon, who is dependent on these
sectors as Watergate proves, then asks us to voluntarily accept "hard-
ships" when it is highly doubtful that the advocates of rationing will
ration voluntarily in their sectors, i.e. to de-monopolize the economy and
to de-executize domestic and foreign policy. The real "energy crisis" is

the lack of alertness and active pressure from the majority of people. The
oil embargo can initiate a recession or a progression It is up to us.

Zoe Best is a Collegian Commentator.
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Boy that looks good, maybe if I ask her for a bite she'll let me have
some. No I guess I'd better not. It would spoil my appetite for supper.

Broadening Horizons

Asian Studies Program

A UMass student who is not majoring in either Chinese or Japanese but
would like to receive recognition for the inter-disciplinary work he
completes in the field of Asian Studies may enroll in the University's
Asian Studies Certificate Program. The Certificate Program does not
constitute a major, but the student who fulfill the requirements of the
Program will be awarded a Certificate in Asian Studies attesting to his
attainment in area studies. The Certificate Program requirements in-

clude the successful completion of 24 credits selected from the Asian
Studies course list, although no more than 6 credits in an Asian language
may be counted toward the necessary 24 credits. Relevant information
about the Certificate Program, as well as the B.A. programs in Chinese
and Japanese, may be obtained from the Asian Studies office. 809
Thompson Hall. 545-0886

Winterim: Ski For Credit

Dartmouth Outward Bound Center announces a 17-day Winterim Course
(January 3-19. 1973 > suitable for the January Term requirements of
participating colleges. The Course will be conducted in the northeast
region of Vermont and the Connecticut Lakes-Dartmouth College Grant
areas of New Hampshire. Activities will include light ski-touring, ex-
peditioning on skis, winter camping snow shelter construction, basic
emergency care, orienteering, and solo. The Course will conclude with a
seminar at the Dartmouth College Grant focusing on academic areas
related to the experience. The seminar in addition to a bibliography of
suggested readings will assist participants in developing topics for
papers required by the Non-Resident or January Term program. Credit
arrangements must be made with the participating institution.

Outward Bound is an educational process of self-discovery and an in-

tense experience in group living. Participants are presented with a series
of progressively difficult challenges and problems, wherein nature, self,

companion and professional instructors combine as interrelating to.

Cost for the course is $350. For further information contact DOBC.

For Lightning Fast Delivery

on any of our Delicious Pizzas

or Subs call the Hungry U.

PIZZA PATROL
256-6350

ulture Around ers
Gut tars Unite

The Second Meeting of the
Amherst Classical Guitar
Society will be held Sunday,
December 2, at 21 Massasoit
St., Northampton (located off

Rt. 9 near Smith College).
Activities at this meeting will

include an informal recital by
Guitar Society members and
the first in a series of
workshops entitled "Music
Theory for Guitarists" taught
by Kevin Collins.

The purpose of the Classical
Guitar Society is to promote
the tradition of the guitar,
provide support and en-
couragement to beginners and
amateurs, and to give the
Amherst community access to
the classical guitar.
To be put on the Guitar

Society mailing list, for
directions and rides to the
December 2 meeting, and for
further information call Steve
Toplitz at The Guitar
Workshop, 549-1728.

Recorder Soc.
The Amherst Recorder

Society is sponsoring a

Recorder Workshop to be
conducted by La Noue
Davenport on Saturday,
December 1 in the Academic
Lounge, Academic Building 1

at Hampshire College The
workshop will be held from
9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and will

concentrate on ensemble
playing with lecture demon-
stration. The last hour of the

workshop will be devoted to

more advanced music and
techniques. A registration fee

of $4.00 will be charged par-

ticipants registering by
November 28. On December 1

the fee will be $5.00 Checks
should be made payable to

Deborah Hendel, R.R. No. 1,

Amherst, Mass., 01002. Par-
ticipants a:e asked to bring
instruments and music stands.

Music will be available for

purchase at the workshop.
Attendance at the workshop is

open to anyone interested.

Those desiring more details

and-or music in advance may
call Deborah Hendel at 253-5751

or Inge Ackermann at 253-2735.

Art Lectures
The Mount Holyoke College

Department of Art and the

College Lecture Committee
will be sponsoring three art

lectures during the Arts
Weekend. On Thursday,
November 29, Mrs. Susan Bush
will speak on "Literati Pain-
tings in China." On Friday,
November 30, Mr. Philip
Pearlstein will talk about
"Paintings in Progress;" and

on, Monday. December 3. Mr.
John Rewald will talk about
"Forgeries in Modern Art."

All of the lectures will be in

Gamble Auditorium at 8.00

p.m., and are free of charge.

Larry Coryell
Larry Coryell, regarded as

the leading Jazz guitarist in

America today, will perform
on Sunday, Dec. 2 in the
Amherst College Alumni
Gymnasium.
The event is part of the

Amherst College En-
tertainment Committee's
Music for a Sunday Evening
series.

Tickets at $3.50 each for the
concert can be purchased at

the door and in advance at the
following locations: in

Amherst at the new record
shop, Faces of Earth, the
University of Massachusetts
Campus Center Book Store,
and Hampshire College's
Uroboros Book Shop; in

Northampton at Del Padre
Music.

Piano Recital
On Sunday evening,

December 2, at 8.00 o'clock,
The Smith College Department
of Music will sponsor a piano
recital by Eugenie Malek in

Sage Hall on the Smith cam-
pus. The public is invited to
attend, free of charge.
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It's The
Tax Man

!

The Internal Revenue Ser-

vice today advised holders of

tax-free sales registrations,
issued prior to January 23,

1970, that the registrations

have been declared null and
void.

District Director William E.
Williams said that anyone
holding this registration must
re-register using Form 637
before January 1, 1974.

Persons affected by the
revocation must obtain from
the District Director a num-
bered, validated registration
form in order to sell or pur-
chase articles tax-free after

December 31, 1973.

Innkeeper's Club

Raffle

20 Ski Passes
C.C. Concourse

thru Dec. 12

25* ea. — 5 for $1.00

only V* gas tank away

•/
S*AtVt* TfauHtGi* SfUVlU, ftC.

SPKIAIISTS l\ QUAMTY IK.HT WfK.Hl

BUKPACMM. AM) M()UM\INHRI\(, FQl'IPMENT

POST-THANKSGIVING DAY SKI SALE
NOV. 26 - DEC. 1

EMS nUDSHUS 12000 (MOHAIR)
w boots and bindings

8LASKIA TURUNGRENN
w boots and bindings

EMS ASHES TURUN6RENH
w boots and bindings

BORN* 1000 TURUNGRENN
w boots and bindings

EMS MnDSMIS 2000
w boots and bindings

MnDSMIS BIRKE REINER
w boots and bindings

Mfg.

Sug. List

112.00

102.00

90.50

95.50

93.50

96.50

Package

Price

74.50

49.50

54.50

59.50

Wait* and aeeastorias SO percent off

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS/AMHERST
Rte. 9 Amherst Hadley Line - 253-9504

( Socialists in quality lightweight backpacking, mountaineering and ski-tourinq equipment.)

Attorney For Students

:

On Cars And Avoiding Plows
By RICHARD M. HOWLANO

Today's column is aimed at the prudent
and perspicacious UMie who would like to

try to survive the winter in Amherst and ( 1

)

keep his or her car, (2) sleep each night in

their own bed (exceptions understood) and
(3) enjoy Christmas dinner other than in

local jail.

Cars and Winter in Amherst
Last year I reported on the IAPOB My

CaWa To Chowder and Marching Society for

which the signs have been posted all over
town since early this month. The signs read
that ALL CARS PARKED OVERNIGHT IN
TOWN STREETS BETWEEN DECEMBER
1 AND APRIL 1 MAY BE TOWED! The
Society (whose initials stand for "I Am
Pissed Off Because My Car Was Towed")
was founded by a part-time graduate
student in Botany who resided in downtown
Amherst earlier in the century. Members
meet to commiserate weekly in an open field

in North Amherst. They walk to the sessions

barefoot (a penitential devotion) and drink

iced coffee while munching on frosted

bagels.

Historically, it seems, horseless
carriages presented a problem to New
England communities when they impeded
horsedrawn fire wagons or were abandoned
in ruts caused during the Spring thaw.

Towns organized a quasi militia of nor

seteams to draw the chariots out of the way
and the owner was made to sit in the stocks

until the temperature rose above 50 degrees.

When cattle were banned from grazing on
the town common another ordinance was
passed which attempted to deal with the

snow problem. By its tenor, vehicles which

would block snow removal on town bireeut,

if left there overnight, WHETHER OR NOT
IT snowed, could be towed to a place in

North Amherst any night between
December 1 and April 1.

This year the IAPOB My Ca Wa To
Chowder and Marching Society is waiting
for a solid frost before its first meeting
Recent estimates suggest that there will be
thousands of new members from the

University Community. Suffice to say that if

you don't like being towed at home at least

note the warning and never leave your car
parked in downtown Amherst or on a main
street overnight between now and April.

Unless, of course, you are into long barefoot
walks, a $15 or $20 towing fee, iced coffee

and frosty bagels at midnight in an open
field in North Amherst.
Guardians of Christmas
The Boy Scouts of Amherst support their

operations by the sale of Christmas trees

which they vend at the triangular in-

tersection of North and East Pleasant
Streets. Many trees are stuck into the

ground awaiting the warm hands of little

children in their parent's arms come to

purchase and pluck them away.
Each year (in the past) University of

Massachusetts men and women covet these

very same trees! So much so, in fact, that

they have been known to liberate not one or

two but several from the frosty ground that

blinds them - and trees are hard to hide.

Now the several Chiefs of Police, the

Respectively Honorable Francis Hart, Red
Blasko and Donald Maia are known to be
jolly gentlemen in whom virtue veritably

sings. For the first few nights that the much

prized trees adorn the giafek) green locked

in icy firmness, the Boy Scouts and dutiful

police officers maintain a careful watch to

see that all is well.

By the third or fourth night their job is

done. University students apprehended in

their first full flight of liberated evergreen

have taken up the posts vacated by the

scouts who sleep at home in warm and
adequate beds. The first students arrested

have, heretofore, been permitted to do

penance as guards of the trees from mid-

night to morn rather than to celebrate

Christmas as inmates of the Com-
monwealth. Stealing the evergreen is, in the

eyes of some, no unlike stealing Christmas. I

hope the message is not lost.

Purchases Not For Value

The last unhappiness visited this time of

year is the woe of stale bail and hale jail

bestowed upon the hapless who Christmas
shop without benefit of purchase. The
temptations arrayed upon the counters of

the merchants in the Amherst area are

surely great. There is little that can be done
to dissuade the purposeful and deliberate

shoplifter who plans the crime and
methodically carries it out. Perhaps the

high number of court appearances by

shoplifting defendants is a clue to the ef-

ficiency of the store detectives maintained

by most merchants.
Many other people are stopped and

charged with shoplifting who do not plan to

do it or honestly never meant to do it. There
are several suggestions which may help to

avoid the hassle.

1. If shopping with children, keep an eye
on them and prevent the necessity of a mad

sprint through the check out counter to stifle

peril to their limbs and lives.

2. NEVER PUT AN ARTICLE OUT OF
SIGHT UNTIL ITS PAID FOR AND
BAGGED BY STORE PERSONNEL The
crime of shoplifting is completed in several
ways. Obviously, removal from the store
constitutes the crime as does passing
through the checkout counter without
paying It is also completed even if you
never get near the checkout coumter,
merely by putting an article of merchandise
out of sight in a bag, pocketbook, pocket or
inside other merchandise. IT IS LAWFUL
FOR A MERCHANT TO CAUSE A PERSON
TO BE STOPPED AND DETAINED IN A
REASONABLE WAY ON APPROPRIATE
GROUNDS.

3. Upon entering a store where shopping
baskets or carts are provided, use them
This way you will not be tempted to jam
more than you can carry into pockets or
other bags.

4. Avoid as much as possible carrying
earlier purchases into other stores so that

you don't have too much to carry.
5. Carry enough money or credit systems

that you can readily pay for what you intend
to buy.

Being charged with shoplifting is usually a
harrowing first experience. Avoid the
charge by being aware of the kind of conduct
which suggests the crime. Avoid the
resulting criminal record and all that entails

by not engaging in the conduct in the first

place.

I sincerely hope that everyone will enjoy
both the winter in Amherst and Christmas at

home.

Summer Studies In France
The University of Massachusetts is sponsoring a

summer program of studies in French at Pau, in

southwest France. The 1974 academic program
will run from July 7 to August 18. Up to six un-

dergraduate or graduate University of

Massachusetts credits in French can be earned for

the six-weeks course of studies.

A year of college French or the equivalent is the

minimal prerequisite on the undergraduate level,

and an undergraduate major in French (with the

B.A. or equivalent degree) for the graduate level.

Students will be placed according to their

background, competence in French, and interest.

Courses are offered in language, stylistics,

literature, and civilization. The courses are taught
by professors from the French University system,
particularly from the faculties of Pau. Bordeaux.
Toulouse, and Paris. There are, in addition, series

of lectures (optional attendance) on, for example.
French music, politics, regional culture.

The academic levels are premier degre:
elementary, degre moyen: intermediate, degre
superieur: advanced, and hautes etudes:
graduate. In addition, there are courses in

pedagogy and phonetics (for advanced and
graduate students*

Pau is situated at the foot of the snectacular

Pyrenees Mountains. Tours of the city and the

environs are provided as well as excursions to

l^ourdes. the Basque country. Northern Spain, and
the Atlantic coast ( Biarritz, Bayonne, Saint-Jean

de-Luz). The city of Pau is well equipped with

facilities for sports and entertainment, as well as

museums. Libraries include the resources of the

Centres d'Etudes Universitaires de Pau, the

Municipal Libraiy, and the Departmental
Archives of the Lower Pyrenees
Cost to the student is approximately $700 (the

cost may fluctuate somewhat depending on the

value of the dollar). Included are tuition and
textbooks, medical services during the school

period, room and board for the six weeks at Pau.

and excursions planned as part of the program
Not included a^e the costs of international and
independent travel and miscellaneous personal

expenses. (Advice will be provided on arranging

for travel. I

The deadline for submitting completed ap-

plications is February 28. Early application is

recommended
Application forms and further information are

available from French Studies at Pau. Depart-

ment of French and Italian. University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01002.

Tax Course For Assessors
The Institute for Governmental

Services at UMass in cooperation
with the Department of Cor-
porations and Taxation is offering
a course entitled "Massachusetts
Property Tax Laws" for local

assessors and their staffs.

Classes begin this week at 12
locations throughout the Com-
monwealth. The course will be
conducted for eight weeks.
The course is to provide in-

formation and refresh the
memories of local assessors and
their staffs concerning the various
aspects of real estate taxation,

personal property taxation,
assessment administration and
procedure; as well as protests,

appeals and betterments.
Various state and community

colleges throughout the Com-
monwealth have accepted the offer

to host the course for the local

assessors in their respective areas.

Among them are Cap Cod Com-
munity College in Barnstable,

Bristol Community College in Fall

River, Bridgewater State College

in Bridgewater, Massachusetts
Bay Community College in

Watertown, Lowell State College in

Lowell, Worcester State College in

Worcester, Fitchburg State

College in Fitchburg, Greenfield

Community College in Greenfield.

Holyoke Community College in

Holyoke, Berkshire Community
College in Pittsfield, and Salem

State College in Salem. A course

will also be conducted on Martha's

Vineyard.

The Institute tor Governmental
Services at the University of

Massachusetts, under the direc-

torship of Maurice A. Donahue and
Arthur W. Eve, is able to sponsor

this course through a grant
provided by the Intergovernmental

Personnel Act of 1970, U.S. Civil

Service Commission activity

administered in Massachusetts by
the Bureau of Personnel and
Standardization.

Open House

TE0
Thurs.

Nov. 29, 7 - ?

HAPPY H0URf 7 - 9

Cheese Gift Shop
103 N. Pleasant St.

Cheese Gift Packages

Gourmet Packages

Christinas Ornaments

Scandinavian Gifts and Jewelry

We Mail Anywhere

Good Vibes!
At a recent meeting of the so-

called "Meditative Corridor" in

Project 10, discussion of plans for

next term revealed that several

places would probably become
available. For information call 6-

4572

This term the corridor has not

sponsored any group meditations

or programs, but has, according to

some residents, had "vibes" which

do not undercut efforts to meditate

or to engage in creative activity

requiring silence and solitude. The
Corridor Meeting early in the fall

voted to make their lounge
available for meditation. There are

plants, pillows, and SPACE.

Accounting Dept
Receives Gift
The Accounting Department of

the School of Business Ad-
ministration has received a gift

from Ernst & Ernst for support of

student and faculty programs in

public accounting.

Anthony Krzystofik, Chairman
of the Accounting Department
received a check from Mr. A.M.
Schuyler, partner in charge of the

Hartford office of Ernst & Ernst.

Ernst & Ernst, a "Big Eight"
accounting firm has been
providing support to the ac-
counting program at UMass not

only financially but also sponsors
student visitations, provides
educational materials for students
and faculty use and speakers for

the student association

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

(54)5-2671

Dr. Edward M. Nowak

Chiropractor

Wishes to announce the

Relocation of his office to

293 Russell St. (Rte. 9)

Hadley

Office Hours Telephone
By Appointment 584-8976

- i!

AH-ltf^ ( i iH i I WV l . t i i
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AIKIDO:
Meetings Weds, and Fri. 6:308:30

p.m., Sun. 2:304:30 p.m., Boyden
Gym, Wrestling Rm. All welcome.

ALPHA ZETA:
Exec. Board

Rm. 802 C.C.

meeting Tues. 12-4

BUTTERICK FASHION SHOW:
Organizational meeting today, 4:00

p.m. Skinner 317.

CHRISTIANS:
Come and fellowship with us in C.C.

903 at 7: 30 every Monday night. IVCF

COIN CLUB:
Meeting 804 C.C. Thurs. 11 29 7:30

10:00 p.m. New members are
welcome.

THE FIRST AMENDMENT:
"How to Eat Well on SI. 50 per Day"

with Fergus Clydesdale, Food
Science 101 professor. Thursday,
12:15-1:15, Colonial Lounge. Spon
sored by United Christian Foun-

dation.

FIVE COLLEGE NEW FACES:
""tnergy Crisis Party" at C.C, 10th

floor, 9:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m. on Friday,

Nov. 30. Old and new faculty staff and
graduate students — restore your
energies with candles, drinks and
music.

GAY WOMENS' CAUCUS
To discuss support group plan for

next semester. 8:30, 4 East Lounge,
Dickinson.

HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD:
The Board will meet tonight at 4:30

in the Colonial Lounge, Student
Union.

IN GOLDENINTERESTED
GLOVES?
Anyone interested in trying for

their golden gloves contact Dana 549

0899. There are two classes in each
weight class. For beginners (Novice)

under 5 fights and experienced

(Open). Beginning instruction every

T, Th 7 9, Washington 19th.

IT'S YOUR FUTURE:
Super important meeting for

Future studies TPPC people who
expect to do their internship this

Spring. Monday 3:30 p.m. Hills South
Rm. 277. If you can't be there, get in

touch with Mark 253 7538

JEWISH ARTS AND CRAFTS:
Paint a mural for Israel Arts week.

We need you help tonite at 7:30 in

Hiiiel.

LD. OPR. CLUB:
Meeting in 803 C.C. at 7:30 p.m.

Please be prompt.

LECTURE:
"Community Medicine and

Cultural Revolution in China", Dr.

Suzanna Yeh, Nov. 30, 8 p.m. at

Amherst College, Converse Hall, Red
Room.

"LIFE IN SOUTH VIETNAM
PRISONS:"
Jean Pierre Debris, spent 2 yrs. in

S.V. prison, will speak in Hasbrouck,
8 tonight. Potluck dinner, 6:00,

Memorial Hall. Sylvan Hall, Sponsor.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Bus will leave for Northampton at

6:30 in front of Hasbrouck, stopping

at Paterson House at 6:35. All are
welcome. Members think elections.

BAHAI ASSOC:
There will be a meeting this Sun-

day, 6-8 p.m. In first floor lounge of

Cashin Dorm. All Bahai Association

members are encouraged to attend.

PROGRAM COUNCIL WINTER
CARNI:
Winter Carni? Winter Carni! (and

'Nuclear Power'

The next lecture in the University of Massachusetts Mechanical and
Aerospace Seminar Program will be on "Nuclear Power" Thursday.
Nov. i!9, at 4 p.m. in Gunness Lab 10.

The speaker will be Robert A. Evans, manager of mechanical and
nuclear engineering for Northeast Utilities, and the talk is co-sponsored
by the civil engineering department. The next talk in the series is on
freeze-drying, to be given by MAE Department Head J. Edward Sun
derland Thursday, Dec. 6 at 4 p.m. in Gunness Lab.
The series is supported by a grant from the Eastman Kodak Company.

The public is welcome at all lectures.

Be A Cheaper Eater
"How to Eat Well on $1.50 a Day" is the topic of a noon discussion today

in the Colonial Lounge
Speaker will be Fergus Clydesdale, professor of the very popular Food

Science 101.

The program is one of the contemporary events series, "The First
Amendment," sponsored by the United Christian Foundation (UCF) as a
means of giving the UMass community a chance to discuss major public
issues with expert opinion present.

"It seemed like a timely topic," according to Thomas Lindeman, UCF
staff member "Right now, between Thanksgiving and Christmas,
everybody is thinking about the price of food."
Clydesdale's opening remarks on the subject will begin at 12:15. and a

discussion and question and answer period will follow until 1:15.

7 19 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 29

S.U.B. 75'

Notices

the constitution — eccch!) will be

discussed at Monday's meeting
(7:30) Rm. 805 809.

SKI PATROL:
Meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in 903

C.C. Guest speaker will talk on Senior

Test, and relationship with Western
Mass. Ski areas.

SKI:

Ski Stratton Mountain Vermont —
only one quarter gas tank away.
Raffle tickets for ski passes on sale

C.C Concours Nov 29 Dec. 11.

Sponsored by Innkeepers. Come one,

come all.

SOKO-LOK MOI:
The discovery of Riss la tu will

satisfy you. Come to the meeting
Monday at 7:00 and hear tales of

Ming-La Hoi.

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM:
Anyone interested in the novelist

Ayn Rand should meet in Rm. 902 at

7:00 p.m. tonight in the C.C.

TONITE: FILM:
Don't miss Mae West and W.C.

Fields in "My Little Chickadee";
Mahar Aud. 7, 9, 11 p.m. Tonite
Thurs. Nov. 29.

USED BOOK AND RECORD SALE:
E.A.M. is conducting a sale with all

proceeds going to the Heart Fund,
Dec. 5 and 6 councourse level of C.C.

VALLEY FOLKLORE SOCIETY:
The Valley Folklore Society will

present three films, "Delta Blues,"

"Mississippi Fife and Drum," and
"Ray Lum: Horse Trader," on
Thursday, Nov. 29, at 8:00 p.m. in

Herter 227.

LOST:
Quantum Mech. notebook at

housing office, Whitmore, Tues ,

Nov 20. Call 546 1047 or return to

housing office.

LOST.
Large female dog. Short haired,

light brown. No collar. Looks like a

beagle. Please call 586 2368.

LOST:
Gold H.S. ring '73 with blue stone.

Lost in Sylvan area. Please return to

Diane, 215 Emerson, 546 7262.

LOST:
On 11 3 in area of Pub or Moore

House — large silver earring. Sen

timental value. Call Stella 546-5414.

FOUND:
Man's wedding band

"CC.K." Call 253 2779.

inscribed

The Collegian regrets that it cannot

print personal messages in the
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INGMAR BERGMAN S

CRIESAND
WHSPERS

Screenings al 7:15 & 9:00 Wed. -Tues.

MONDAY & TUES0AY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

Miidrnl

hnrounl
( ard»

CALVlNj&e
klS(,Sr NORIHAMPIOS

Naw
Ob
Salt

"An absolute gtmofa film. Unique,

tout hin<{. often houlincjly funny.

Don't miss this nwtrvrl of <t movie."

HolllS/VlHTt
•mount nctures i

Bang the drum slowly
Show Times: 7:00 & »:M

MONDAY ft TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

Music for a Sunday Evening
The Amherst College Entertainment Committee

Larry

Coryell
UxL

I Classics

I & Slavery
Prof. David Wiesen, chairman of

the Classics department at

Brandeis University, will speak on
"Ancient Classics and the
American Slavery Controversy,"

Thursday, Nov. 29, at UMass. The
talk, sponsored by the UMass
Classics department, will be at 4

p.m . in room 106 of Thompson Hall

.

Prof. Wiesen graduated from
Harvard College in 1957, then
studied in Munich on a Fulbright

grant, and in 1961 earned his

doctorate in Classics from Har-
vard University. He has taught at

Cornell, Swathmore, and Brandeis.

He is the author of "St. Jerome
as a Satirist" and has translated

St. Augustine's "City of God,"
books 8-11, for the Loeb Classical

Library, published by Harvard
University Press. He is working on
a book entitled "Ancient Classics

and the American Slavery Con-
troversy."

Travel To
Puerto Rico
From January 2 to 24, the UMass

Department of Hispanic Languages
will offer Five-College students an
opportunity to travel to Puerto
Rico and to earn three credits for

the work done while on the Island

Entitled "Field Study in

Bilingualism and Biculturalism in

Puerto Rico," the course offers

participants a chance to get a first-

hand look at many aspects of the

Island's people and their culture.

The students will spend some time
in San Juan but will also visit many
other parts of the Island on a five-

day bus tour; also included in the

program are visits to various types
of urban and rural schools as well

as a lecture series by Puerto Rican
experts in such fields as language,
history, politics, art and public

health. The group will also be
received by several leading
political figures, including the

Governor of Puerto Rico.

The program fee of $325 covers
round-trip travel, accomodations
and travel while on the island (it

does not include food or other
personal expenses). Some
scholarship aid is available. For
further information and ap-
plication procedure, contact the

Director, Mrs. Fresia Bradford,
422 Herter Hall, UMass (tel. 545-

0541). Application deadline is

December 5.

Tickets $350.
7lJ0 p.m. Sunday, December 2 in the Amherst College Gymnasium
Tickets will he available in advance at : Faces of Earth, Amherst;
The New Record Shop, Amherst; Del Padre Music, Northampton;
UMass Campus Center; Uroboros Book Shop. Hampshire College;

and w ill also be available al the door.

This concert is presented in co-operation with H-T Productions.

UMass Police

New Emergency

Number

5-3111

TONITE

Hound Dog

Taylor

House Rockers

althr

Rusty Nail

Inn
Kte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY

by knowing
literature

OMAIW*
Ai it's who surprised me most

something about American
George Jessel Greatest Capricorn I know
Henry Miller Most beautiful Pisces
celebrity 1 know Anais Nin Most per-
sonable L«0 Buddy Rogers Most pleasant
Capricorn Fernando Lamas Leo I know
with most mystique Mae West
Star Break
ARIES i March 21 April If); You are

able to separate practicality from wishful
thinking You can see what is real, what
must be discarded You can draw line now
between being open-minded and being
gullible Pisces could play significant role
TAURUS 'April 20 May 20>: Respon-

sibility and prestige are featured You do
more and you gel more in return Capricorn
could play significant role Money comes
your way-but you earn it.

GEMINI May 21 June 20 >
: Good lunar

ktped now coincides with long-distance
communication, travel and education You
round out project You appeal to more
persons You succeed with institutional
advertising Your humanitarian instincts
will be appreciated
CANCER I June21-July 22) : Creativity,

special relationships are emphasized
Questions regarding money, investments,
savings, co-operative efforts will surface
Be direct. Get to heart of matters Reach
understanding with mate, partner.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Maintain low

profile Means don't be too obvious about
plans, motives, game procedure Defer to

wishes of one close to you Gather in-

formation Develop philosophical concepts
Those who seem to oppose you may ac-
tually love you!
VIRGO ( Aug 23 Sept 22) : Spotlight is on

health, work, routine, pace Forces lend to

be somewhat scattered You may be
socializing to extent that rest and diet are
neglected Remember resolutions Don't
try to be everywhere at once and all things
to all persons
LIBRA (Sept 23-Ocl 22): Love makes

appearance It is welcome but perhaps may
be bilter«ww Yon h»v» ,. revise some

plans- -anu eraiflcaTp some illusions You
have to be grown-up Obtain hint from
Virgo message If true to yourself, all will
work favorably

SCORPIO (Oct B-Nov.ll): Accent is on
home, property, the conclusion ol matters
You exchange ideas with family member
and emotional sparks could fly Maintain
balance and control Make no promises or
threats Be practical, not stubborn Be firm
but also fair You will understand
SAGITTARIUS 'Nov 22 Dei ID: Seme

family dispute Harmonise domestic-
relations Accent is on clash of opinion You
need not feel all is black or white There is

an in-between ,nea You can make in

telligent concession without abandoning
principles

CAPRICORN Dec 22 Jan 19> One
who approaches with lax dodge scheme
may be honest but misinformed Get head
out of clouds Don't give up money for fast

talk Protect assets Review schedule See
proposition in realistic light Avoid wishful
thinking

AQUARIUS >Jan 2()-Feb 18): Your
position is strong Take lead Highlight
independence, initiative Definite gain is

indicated as you put across your case One
in authority lends support Express views in

unique, original, creative manner Take a
chance on yourself!

PISCES i Feb 19-March 20) : Get rid of
losing proposition See through bragging
claims Check files Peek behind the
scenes Clear clouds of deception Insist on
facts, not rumors or allegations Presence
before court or organization may be
requested

IF TODAY IS YOL'R BIRTHDAY you
are intuitive, a natural teacher, sensitive to

needs of others You have way of
ingratiating yourself with public Domestic
adjustment made this year, especially in

September, proves beneficial You seem to

attract persons born under Aquarius You
are due for inner revolution -and
revelation It will be good
Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp
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PEANUTS
VOV BELONG 10
A SNOu; LEAGUE.
LINU5? I'M

PI6APP01NTEI?!

LiM? IT'S VW COMPETlTlV/E

CHARLIE 0ROU)N...IF YOUf?

TEAM BUILPS THE 0EST
SNOuMAN, YOU WIN !

IT'S WINNING THAT COUNTS!
lUHAT'S THE SENSE Of P0IN6
SOMETHING IF YOU CAN'T LUIN ?

I SURE LIKE TO PLAV
THAT TEAM FROM TAlUJAN !

B.C.

IM View of the eNef^>r
CRISIS,WHAT ARE WE.
6CXN<& T£> DO fOR HEAT
TWlS WINTER ?

by johnny hart

f^OOlA !

THE WIZARD OF ID bj Brant p*rkor and Johnny hart

-<•
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Women: You Can Be Anything You Want To Be
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1973

"The World Out There" is the theme of the
upcoming women's weekend to be held in

the Northeast Area this weekend, Dec. 1 and
2. The weekend is sponsored by the Nor-
theast Area Women's Center. There will be
three workshops each day and three short
films on Saturday night.

The following is the schedule of the

weekend

:

SAT., Dec. 1.

10-12 - Self Defense - Salle Hamilton
iKnowlton)

1-3 - Feminist Counseling - Jan Levine

(Johnson)
3:30-5 - Alternative Lifestyles - Allison

Rossett (Hamlin)
6:30-10:30 -Films: "Got To Push" (about

working conditions for women in the Boston

Garment Industry.) - Anything You Want
to Be" ( "When I was a little girl I wanted to

be a fireman, a cowboy, a mommy, a doc-

tor...my parents bought me dolls ..they said

I could be anything I wanted to be." -

"Sisters" (in trying to warn her younger
sister against the emptiness of female roles,

a woman recognizes some of the patterns in

her own life.

)

SUN. Dec. 2.

10-12 - Career Awareness Terry Rumpf
(Thatcher)

1-3 - Faculty Women Forum - Ula Motekat

(SBA), Mary Barber (SBA), Irene White
(Bio-chemistry), Dee Appley (Psych), and
Emma Cappelluzzo (School of Ed.) - (Mary
Lyons

)

3:30-5 - "Rape" - Diana White (Leach)

Women, Art

& Realism
A gallery talk on "Women and

Realism" will be held at the

University of Massachusetts Art

Gallery in Herter Hall Thursday,

Nov. 29, at 8 p.m. in connection

with the current exhibition on

women realist artists.

The speaker will be Cindy
Nemser, editor of Feminist Art

Journal and the talk is open to the

public without charge. The
exhibition, featuring eight women
realists, runs through Dec. 16.

Come up and see Mae West

and W. C. Fields

in

MY LITTLE CHICKADEE

Thurs.
f
Nov. 29th

7, 9, 11 p.m.

Miliar Aud.

Admission 75*

Vincent Price in

"THE MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH"
|

plus

The Marx Bros, in

"PIGSKIN CAPERS"
Friday, Nov. 30 Mahar Aud.

Only 50' 7, 8, 11

Thompson 104 7:30 I 0:30 p.m.

T0MITE: "BOY" by OS I AAA

Please Note: 'Diary of a Shinjuku Burglar" has been
postponed.

FOR SALE

SAL Camera Import* ha. new
IMMW, lenses A other photo equip, at

slashed prices Full warranty, all make,
ami models (all Ken. 64723.

If 1 1 -3t

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE
PERSONAL

Live Christina, trees select and tag
now. any site M.3I. I.. Btitniak. 133 Bay
Kd . Iladtey.

tf 12-12

Tires — All brands. Ra DIALS. SNOWS
— All types guaranteed, lowest price.. Call
548-8382 after I.

tfll-38

1971 Capri 1888. Silver. 28 MPG. ex.
road. I Ml Firm. Can be seen dally at Bar
< Hgo. King St.. V Hampton or call owner
584-7741 after S.

tlll-38

I pr.. I. -21 .kit. Marker binding.. I7S. I

complete Kres* waterbed. mattrea*.
frame, pedestal headboard, table. I IS*.
113-598-4787

tfll-38

Kossignol Racer Ski*. IBB cm. w
Solomon 444 bdg* . excell cond , I yr old.

lion 258-8486 after • p.m.

tfll/M

Koflach Buckle Ski Boot*, ladies 7.

e *cedent condition. Best offer. Call 548-

tf 11/21

Pioneer SX-42« AM KM Stereo Receiver
12*0. pair Dynaco A-25 Speakers. III*,

(all Jim at 546-7115.

tflM

Han jo 5 string w/case. Roy Shmeck
Model with Bluegras* Resonator, only 170.

(.real for beginner. Call Alan. 545-2558.

If 1 2-3

Hike and Amplifier 10-speed in mint
condition. New paint and parts. Gibson
(.uilar Amp 2 12s fine sound Tom. after S.

584-4985.

tf 12-3

AUTO FOR SALE

Bargain time — 1971 Toyota Mark 2.
2 1.una miles, driven by oM woman of 86
AM /KM radio, all tint. Call John Mc-
Manuv 549-8825. please leave number.

tfiia

1987 Saab M, runs dry. warm plus two
Saab, for your own parts supply. Make
offer to Kelly. 542-4828 or 1-467-2195

tfl2-4

List by nickname, phone number, and
special interest in the double-indexed
< irn pus Action Directory. See today's
display ad.

til 1-29

i»CN Malibu ( hevelle. 8cyl., auto, trans
green with Mack vinyl top. 2 door. gd.
cond.. needs valve Job. 4 new tires, 47
thousand miles, bargain, negotiable
Marsha. 253-7287,

tlll-38

l»M Buick OS. new tires, brakes.
muffler transmission, car is really in good
condition. I need money to go to school
(all 548-65K3.

The INtk Moor GWV wants to go co-ed
with a women's floor. If interested call
Tim Donelan. 548-9188.

tlll-38

til 2-3

IMS Mustang 2 plus 2. fastback. new
engine, new carb.. new radiator, etc. 4
new shocks * tires. 3 speed 288. only 4.at*
miles. Best offer. 6-6185.

tlll-38

1965 Pont ( atalina, running condition
with snows, best offer. Call S4S-23M. ask
for Joe 311.

til 2-5

Couples without children) needed for
Psych study. Learning experience, plus
S25 per couple. Leave aseaaage at 545-2877.

tlll-38

("heap stuff — TV lis alum, folding cot
124): sm wet suit A Ig fins $28; sunlamp lin

(all 256-0481

tfll-29

K ft Vs TV lift (all 655-2625. after 5

IKS Valiant, vy gd rn cond. slant (, gd
mpg. nd t for school S300 neg. Call Gordon
at 256-8198 after ( p.m.

til 1-3*

tf!2 l

Women's S-speed exc cond. $56. ALSO
KLH System Model 24. good cond. 3 yrs.

old 12*0 or best offer needs needle and
cleaning 584-5988.

tfll-M

Speakers 2 brand new JBL MP Speakers
last $438 or 2 1 1 month old Pioneer CS99A
speakers, list 8488 both on warranty. $348.NMM

tfll-29

Hart Skiis Lange Boot*. 28S Hart Kings,
exc. cond. lino Lange Standards. Site
iaM. $SS. (all Dave 8-4544. Brooks.

til 1/28

Must Sell
: Handmade knee length cape.

Brown suede with bra*, buckles, fully

lined. Kxcellenl buy. Call 8-8818 aft. 8p.m.
til 1/28

Onepr.sixe 18 Bauer Supreme IT*. Used
twice. Must sell, tney are too big. List

price $80. will sacrifice for $88. Call 546-

7588.

til 1/28

Ski equip.. $158,800 worth of new, used,

leftover skies, boots, clothing. At I'M Ski

( lub sale Dec. 4ft 5. 1st KloorCC. 12p.m. -

8 p.m.
tflZ/t

Refrigerator; 6 ru. ft.. I yr. old, orig.

cost $K. excellent condition, Only $58.

(all 258-8428. ext. 30.

If 1 1/30

Ski Boot* — Rosemont Kastback. 8 med.
(an be reinjected to IH perfectly. I yr. old,

Kd cond New $175. Ask $78. Call 548-5837

all. 8.

1112/18

New Fischer Glass skis, great for

novice /intermediate. 115 cm unused. Must

sell cheap. Call Lionel 258-0451.

tfll/30

One pair men'. Nordic a Ski Boots, size

18-i/Z. excellent cond. Call Jim 2544451.

til 1/38

2 <.78xl.n tires, one mounted. Call 253-

.VI74 between I and 8 p.m. til 1/28

Two new 888x13 inch snow tires on
Toyota rims. Hardly used one season. $35.

(ome to 24 (owl* Rd.. V Amherst.
til I -38

Hoof Rack lor a VW Van. new $118.

being sold for $38. (all Marc. 323-7812.

tfll-38

Pentax Mt. 28mm 12.8 Hanlmar 135mm
f:i .5 $38; Super Takumar $55. both with
rase ft len*. hood mint cond. Ph 548-8817.

tflZ-3

Gibson K.B-* Bass. $258 or best offer,

(all Mark 545-2893 days. 247-5888 nite.

til 2-4

I in coat, genuine rabbit, midi length

w/hood bought new for $188. Never worn
will sell for $95. (all Margie. 546-7184.

(112-3

AKC Registered. Shepherd Pups, all

Mark, male ft female, (all 1-533-7883.

tfll-29

Recording tape*. Scotch 7" reel to reel. 3

hr bargain. Priced 549-8354.

1112-3

Kramus \coustic 12 -string guitar. Exc.
cond.. first $125 (all Peter aft. 5 at 737-

tl«2. Spfld.

It 1 2-3

Ten Speed Srhwinn Supers port good
condition 151 Al. Brittany Manor or call

253-7C2I.

tfll-38

1988 Volvo I US in v. good cond. Recently
rebuilt eng.. s.b. radial., fact. ah*. Asking
$ 1208. (all 545-2223. ask for Curt Chase in
307.

tfll/30

Auto for sale. 1888 MGR AM-KM stereo.
Abarth muffler, fine condition. Call 258-
6241.

tfll/38

HONEST AL KFTCKNS. 84 Chevy
II Compact station wagon. 6 cylinder,
standard trans, always starts, decent
tires, inrl. 2 snows, needs ball joints to

pass inspection $88. WANTED DEAD
or ALIVE Valiants parts ft Lancers in

any condition. 586-3819.

tfl2-3

Doing a paper on (.host* if you've ever
seen one or know any good stories please
call Paula. 6-7361.

til 2-3

SERVICES

Need a job during Intercession — II you
want to leave and need someone to relieve
you for January call Julie 617-544-3362. Ed.
Major.

1112-4

88 Javelin hardtop. 6 cylinder*, stan-
dard, excellent condition. $888. Call Nablh
after 5 at 323-7823.

tf!2/4

Mtention Dalsun owners I perform
all phases of major and minor repair
on l>al*uns at less than half dealership
price I have four years automotive
experience two of which were
specializing in Datsun. I also have an
air-frame and Powerplant License.
I "hone Hussrll Baca 253-7456.

UI2-I2

Photos - passports, visas, etc.. 48 hour

I*"™", SUeS and numb*r "otlable.
8.I.K minimum! Call Steve at 546-5443.

tfll-38

Central Area Counseling Center B-2
(.orman 54884 wants to help you find
direction, self-confidence, etc. Info
aplenty., come!

!

tfll-38

PERSONAL

65 Pont. Lemansp/s.p/b. a/t $158. 584-
6738.

tfll/38

Paul Ginnetti. please call Howie
0643 urgent!

256-

Research — thousands of topics. $2 75
per page Send $1 for mM ^^ c.u|o^
ZSTZ**•»•««*«. I"*.. 11841 WUshire
Blvd.. Suite 2, LA, Calif. 80025.

1112-12

86 Dodge Coronet. 3 spd. std. trans, in
excellent condition and runs very well.
Asking $225 - a bargain at any price. Call
549-3608.

til 2/7

if 1 1 in

Please return my lost cat. He jumped
from m\ car in SW last Saturday. White,
angora with white Ilea cMlar. (all 467-2842.
reward.

tfll-29

Canadian certified instructor avail, for
ski lessons. Avail, anytime, reasonable
rates. Call 584-8885. Scott.

tfll/30

i« I MGB Roadster lor sale. Spare
parts. Must sell before the snow files. 24
(owls Rd.. Amherst.

tfll/30

1871 Super Beetle, perfect condition,
only 14.000 miles. Complete service
records, true economy. Best offer over
1.700. Call 519-6682.

tfll/30

1969 Nova SS I spd. 350 cubic inch. dk.
blue. 15.300 plus miles Asking $1200. Call
865-4188

tfl2/7

SUBLET

I bdrm apt. ( Ifside Apts. on bus route avail
approx Jan 15. ll.Wmn. incl. utils. dish-
washer. Call Mark 54479 days. 665-2700
eves.

til 1-30

Volks. I960 Bug. Runs fine, good transp .

save gas! Drive a small car. $250. Call 549-

1282 after 6 p m .

tfll/30

NEEDED: A date for a well known rude
sports journalist, to attend Xmas
Wayzgoose. Dec. 7th. Inquire at MDC
Sports Desk or WUMV-TV.

tf!2-7

Dating Free Social Club Volunt. Meet
new people ft friends in sm . parties before
dating. No Mind dts.. no chrg. Write Box
161. Hadley.

tfll/29

Tag Sale - many, many pieces of good
furniture - lamps, tables, chairs - Dec. 2.

9
;
00 till dark . Townhouse of Amherst . Apt

.

06. More info 549-4682.

tfll/30

Photographers! Quality Mack and white
photo processing at low. low rates. $1.08
per roll including con* act. Call 665-42M
eves.

til 1/38

24 hr. service— Passports. Lang's Photo
Studio. 460 West St.. South Amherst. 253

3148.

1112-12

Special I bedroom apt. to sublet at
I'ii .'ft on Village. 1st month, rent only $75
avail. Jan. 1st to Sept. Call anytime. 549-
3953.

tf 12-7

I bedroom modern apt. at Brandywine
on bus rte. A/C. w/w carpeting. Mg bed ft

living rms. $205/month plus electric. 549-
1916.

1112/12

Van for sale. 1868 Chev. Super Van. 6
cyl.. excellent cond . new tires, panelled
« jalousie windows. Call Bob evngs. 253-
9483. $1000

tfll/29

1988 Triumph (.T« plus, super condition
esp. mechanicals. Many new parts, ex-
cellent on gas. $1200. Call Larry $42-5408.

If 12-5

To the most well known student on
campus, the one with the worst rash,
the shiftiest columns, and the ex-
tremely rude and puffy face, (ntod
luck you asshole, you'll need It. You
have no class, so why in hell should
this ad?

tfll-29

LOST

Book; Psych as Social Science or will
buy the same book used. Need
desperately. Call S44-7487.

tfll-38
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Need A Change Of Place?
"Applications are available until

February 15, 1974, in the Ad-
missions Office, Whitmore Hall,

for Undergraduate Students in-

terested in going on exchange
either semester next year. The
participating institutions for 1974-

75 are:

State College,

Illinois State
Montana State
Moorhead State

College (Minn), Morgan State

College (MD), Ohio University,

Oregon State University, Rutgers
College, Rutgers University, South
Dakota State University, Towson

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

California
Bakersfield,
University,
University,

State College (MD), West Chester
State College (PA), William
Paterson College of New Jersey,
University of Alabama, University
of Hawaii at Manoa, University of
Idaho, University of Maine at Fort
Kent, University of Maine at

Portland-Gorham, University of
Massachusetts-Amherst, Uni-
versity of Montana, University
of Nevada, Reno, University of
Oregon, University of South
Florida, University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay.
The student applying for an

exchange should be a sophomore.
The exchange would be during his

584-91*>^ MOUNTAIN MUMS MALI"')J .QUTi g-HAOLiV MASS

junior year. The student must have
at least a 2.5 cumulative grade
point average. Students who are
interested in participating in the

program next year must complete
an application and return it to Mr.
Loder, Office of the Registrar, no
later than the deadline of February
15, 1974. Final selections, including
a list of alternates, are expected to

be completed by March 31, 1974."

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION!
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ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted to (hare furnished
house lor Dec. 1st. S8B month. Call 253-

2489. Holly or Matthew
tfll-28

Graduate student to share furn. apt.
from Jan. 1st. Call I- rank at Railing Greea
evenings. 258-8817 about 185 per month.

tfll-38

3 roommates needed, single rooms own
entrance, utilities included. Call Howie.
258-8843.

tfll-38

Need quiet person to share 2 bedroom
Clillside apt. on bus route. 88* .58 per mo.
including utll. avail immediately. 885-4198
ask for Doug.

til 1-38

Roommate — Graduate student, female
to share apartment on bus route, Dec. 1.

Jan. I. 185 A utilities. Call 549-8155
evenings.

tfll-29

Female wishes to share apartment
spring semester. Call 549-8155 evenings.

tfll-29

People wanted to share warm house
near campus - on bus route; Jan. I; own
room. 847 plus utilities. Call 253-8888.

tfll/30

HELP WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS

< a *^*.» ........

ENTERTAINMENT ROOM FOR RENT

Nurses Aides, weekends only 7 a.m. -3

p.m. Amherst Nursing Home 158 I'nlv. Dr.
Apply in Person.
Fxperience prelerred.

til 2-3

FOR RENT

Assi.lanlship open lor student with
experience in firsl aid education Red
( ri.ss First Aid Instrui torship
required. Equal opportunity em-
ployer. Contact Ms. Duslon. I Mass
Health Services: 545-2842.

HI2-4

WANTED TO RENT

Room, woman only, near campus, tSS.
Call noon or 6:38 p.m. 548-8358.

Ill 1/30

4 bedroom house in country 25 mi. from
Amherst-Orange. Furnished, quiet, land
$250 will neg. 817-249-2388. 617-544-7184.

tfll-29

Garage space, central Amherst. Safe
and inexpensive. D II. Jones :>!»-I7IMI.

tf I !-.><•

I have kept some Dec. dates open Just for

you. Call me today for a great Xmas party.
My name is Steve the DJ my no. 487-2842.

til 2-3

Xmas parties are coming, and I can
bring back all those old Xmas memories
with great oldies. Call Boogie Bob at 538-

8875.

til 2-3

Base A Keyboard Players wanted for

Band. Call Kevin at 323-7248 or Alan at 548-

6275.
tf 1 2-5

Boom available in Puflton after 1st of
Jan. |7M per mo (all 549-1378.

tfll/38

Need an apt a few day. a wk? Own rm.
for female, quiet, walk to unit * town,
(all Barb 258-8884 morn*. 84). evea. 8-7.

tfll/38

2 bdrms avail. Dec. I in t bdrm house in
country Kent 885. looking for woman 23
plus, into vegetarian-natural food M 24
(owls Kd.. V Amherst.

tfll-38

Female seeks to share apt., house
with other females near campus or on
bus It, Own room a must, rent up to
»•" <neg.. inc. utll.). Friendly
living. ..willing to pay downpayment
now. (all Linda mites). 253-2981.

til I -TO

Quiet senior seeks m
bdrm. River Glade Apt.

or I to share 2

256-8554 after 5.

U12/3

F roommate, own room in Townehouse
apts.. on bus It.. 1 78 plus elec.. available
during Jan. Call 549-8847 evenings.

1112/4

We need people to apt . hunt with for sec

.

sem. Best Bet 4 and 6. Call 548-4184. 4182.

tfll/30

Girl to share beaut, new apt. on rte. 9

lladlex . begin now or January. Rent is

f 18.25 plus util. No car or pets. Call 586-

0852 tfll'w

2 females looking for 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment within walking di.tance of CM
or on bus route for Jan. Call 546-1 177 or 253-

3571.

tfll/38

2 females seek to share house or apart-
ment with other females near campus or
on bus route. Call Mary in 218 at 545-2418.

til 1-30

150 yr old restored colonial. 3-4 bdrms.
garage A pond, family or grad student
preferred. New Salem. Likely Listings
.TO - e*. n ' » >

,

If 12-5

Spacious Cambridge style I bdrm apt in

Millers Falls, easy ride to Amherst on Kt.

63. 1 150/mo.. w /heat A hot water. 258-8896

iff-5

Frank Zappa A The Mothers A Bingo A
Florescenl Leech A Eddie In "aBO Motels."
Sal.. l>ec I at 7-B-li in SIB. II is a fringe
flick!

tfll-38

Professional magician will perform, all

o rastons! Also lessons, beautiful magic
Say Kor> Johnston' 25:1-3887. see the im-
possible: :

:

tfll-30

TRAVEL

I or 2 roommates. F.. wanl/d starting
Jan. Brandy wine Apts. V Amherst. Call
548-07:11. evenings. •

tfll-30

I or 2 females to share a Colonial
Village, furnished — from Jan. I to June I.

On bus route. 1x7 /mo. or 143/mo. if 2. (all
MBJBJ, nite

tfll-30

I or 2 females wanted to share apart-
ment in Brittany Manor for 2nd semester.
No lease necessary, (all Cheri. 256-0231.

If 1 2-4

l.oing by air? Let us handle your pre
Might. in-flight and post-flight
arrangements at no cost to you. (all
campus rep.. 25:t-:n«2 evenings

tf!2-l2

Bermuda Spring Vacation — deposits
for reservations must be in soon. Trips
start at 1199. (all Steve 665-3737.

tfll/29

Huge Country Home with Sauna, all
remodeled. 2 baths. 2 kitchens. 2 living. 5
bdrms. 2 lofts. Likely Listings 256-8896

If 1 2-5

I bdrm Ranch in country w/2 acres,
garage, family room and work room.
Storage area. Likely Listings. 258-8886.

tf 12-5

HOUSE FOR RENT

:i bedroom house for rent Jan. 1st. $225.

month (all 586-1 III evenings.

If 1 1/30

The kids go Wild In The Streets . one
show only Hampden D.C 8.10 Fri. Nov.
m with Laurel and Hardy short.

tfll/30

Male or female, your own room in
Hadle> larmhouse 5 miles from campus.
$80 includes all utilities 584-8848. Bill

tfll-38

HiMim in I bedroom house available Dec.
I. rent $85 per mo. A utilities North-
ampton ( all Mark 588-2942.

tflZ-3

WANTED TO BUY

WANTED

l sed ski equipment — all kinds. The
I M Ski (lub will sell your equipment at
our sale Dec. 4 A 5. t ome to tables In CC
on Nov 38 A Dec. 3. 18-4.

If 1 2/3

ROOM WANTED

Responsible person to accompany 3

boys, ages :i, t. 6, on flight from
Bradley Airport to Salt Ijike City
between Dec. 7-15. return Jan. 2-Jan.
8. Will pay round trip lare. 549-6273.

tfll-30

I ndergrad male needs a place to live
Spring Sem Hopefully to share a house
near campus, (all Paul. 546-5487.

tfll-30

WORKSHOPS

Roommate Wanted for :i Bedroom Appt
Call 548-4565 nights Ask for Wet.

Il/2<i ||/38

HELP WANTED

We Han- good stuff and we need you to

sell it on campus, up to $ 15 for three hours
work. The Hungry I. 256-8350. 103 V
Pleasant SI.

tfll-.tfl

Primal Fxperience Marathon — :ifc

hours Dec. I. Two trained leaders
Fee: $100 i also follow-up groups
a\ailahle> offering a group dynamic
that pro\ides an emotional en-
\ironment in which the individual can
re-create the primary experiences of

his or her life, (all M4M9 <evesi or
253-8421 (24 hours) for further in-

formation.

tfll-29

PIANO TUNING

I'liinns u ii I n I ,i,
. is i, .1 i a. (.it

shortest notice ( all 2ti»-;Mii

tfl2-:i

PHOTO EQUIPMENT

Presidential ( ampaign Buttons wanted
lo bu\ or trade (all 516-4743.

tfll-30

Needed One ticket for The Who concert
in Boston will pay Ml (II $. VFRY
I IH.FNT: (all Jim 6-7519. keep trying.

lfll-30

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to I Penn-Phila. on Fri.
II /Ml anytime ( all 6-4729 or 6-4749 Ask forJason Also could use ride back on Sat orSun.

tfll-29

PREE
Pentax Super Takumar TO-i.iOmm loom

KII5. ne\er used (all 25.1-5002

tf!2-;i

I i it piHM h II inn old. 1/2 Shepherd.

1/2 Lrfh .
"5 lb., spayed female, obedient,

« i .oil watchdog, potential landlord trouble,

beautilul animal. 5491812.
tfll-30

Needed ride daily, between I Mass A
Millers Falls in by 8: 30 out 4: 30. Will pay.

call Kalhy. 659-3K90

tfll-30

. - « • . .

• at*.'
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Varsity M
The Rick Pitino Show

B> MIKE BKOFIIY
Rick Pitino was the guest of

honor and his cohort, Al Skinner,
didn't even make it out of a
meeting with his advisor in time to

make the luncheon. Such was the

luck of the captain as he missed the

show of his life.

Coach Jack Leaman introduced

Pitino and the stories from within
the depths of the team's past
started flowing forth over the

menu of hot meatballs and Italian

salad. Pitino talked of his great
popularity on the campus as he has
been mistaken for the likes of Paul
Metallo. Leaman intervened that

they must all look alike. And then
Pitino continued.

He talked of how close-knit the

ball club was and made reference
to th fact that "We don't go after

each other with lead pipes like

some guys on this campus do. The
ball team lives and plays together

all through the year and this is

why we are so close through the

long season."
Leaman and Pitino both said that

thev were pleased with the
progress the team has made and
felt that they were ready to handle

Harvard on Saturday. "We have a
lot of work ahead before the NIT is

going to be coming at us," said
Leaman at the luncheon
Coach MacPherson won the

tickets for the Rhode Island game
after walking to the back of the
room to retrieve his ticket from the
coat at the rack.

For those of you who like to at-

tend the Wednesday meals... the

affair is moving to Chequers where
there will be a hot buffet and drinks
will be available. The move has
been made to solve the parking
situation that has netted nearly
twenty parking tickets at Newman
Center throughout this semester.

Kings Name Johnson
New Man On Throne
KANSAS CITY I API Phil

Johnson, an assistant coach and
scout for the Chicago Bulls, was
selected Wednesday to take over
the head coaching chores of the
slumping Kansas City-Omaha
Kings in the National Basketball
Association.

Johnson, 32, signed a contract for
the remainder of the season and
the next two years. Terms were not
disclosed.

General Manager Joe Axelson
announced Johnson's appointment
at a news conference.

Johnson succeeds Bob Cousy,
former superstar at Holy Cross
and with the NBA Boston Celtics,

who resigned recently, saying he
was quitting for personal reasons.
Johnson, taking over the Kings,

who are in an eight -game losing

streak, said his first objective

would be to 'try to make an at-

titude change" in the Kings, who
are 6-18 and in last place in the

NBAs Midwest Division.

No Lights
A.NAIIKI.M ( Al') - The California

Angels, acting to conserve energy,
said Wednesday they had reduced
by 12.3 per cent the number of

home games requiring lights at

Anaheim Stadium for the 1974

baseball season.

The American League team said
it had eliminated 6 p.m PDT late-

summer Sunday starts, added a
mid-week afternoon game and a
Monday doubleheader beginning at

4 p.m PDT.
The Angels list 64 dates with

starting times at 6p.m PDT or
later and 15 starting at 1, 2 or 4.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1973

Television Tonight
:.:ui TIIK KKAI. McCOYS Cupid Wore A
Tail " il8i

TIIK IKY SHOW Lucy and Carol
Kurnetl " Part I « 22

1

THE KI.KCTRIl COMPANY (24) (57)

(iOMKH PYLB -Goodbye Camp Hen
ilcrson. Hello Sgt Carter " (27)

IKM.AN S HEROES ' Klink s Pocket
(Ml
\KW.v WEATHER, sports i40>

. v. WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE '3)

t:SS NKWS cli (8i (22)

I SI'i M8>
MAKING THINGS WORK (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION Uncle Jot-

Plays Post Office " (27)

TO TELL TIIK TRITII Garry Moore.
host <30>

WILDWILDWERT Ninhl 04 the Ready
Made Corpse "

< 40 >

ZOOM! (57)

I r. nation \| GOVERNMENT (24)

ti :Ki NKWS 131 (22) (30)

UN EVENING NKWS (8)

ANIMAL WORLD l»)
LOUS LYONS NKWS AND COMMENT

i :>7

)

ti V, NKWSHKAT NKWS (40)

7: Ml TIIK STARI.OST Mr Smith Of
Manchester " (3)

TRl TH or CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barter, host (8)

TIIK 7IN) CLUE 18'

NKWS. WEATHER, SPORTS <22) (30)

VOIR FUTURE IS NOW « 24 >

MOVIE "The Captive City i27

\BI EVENING NKWS H)
TIIK REPORTERS ' 57

1

: id THRILL8EERER8 II

HOLLYWOOD \ND TIIK STARS In

ii of Kim Novak " (22)

WAIT TILL YOIR I \ I lint (.Kts

IIOMK Mamas Chanty IJSl

DHAGNKT <40>

TIIK OPEN DOOR (57)

xtHt TIIK WALTONS The Bequest (3)

INDKRSKA WORLD OP JACQUES
COlSTKAl (8i (40i

MIL HOCKEY (18)

TIIK KLIP WILSON SHOW (22) (30)

HKIIIND THE LINKS Free Press Fair

Trial ' (24i (57)

»:« ( RS PLAYHOUSE m» Catholics " (3)

RUNG n "The Soldier " (8) ( 40

•

IRONSIDE. The Hidden Man " (22) (30)

TIIK MEN WHO MADE TIIK MOVIES
Ml
HORIS RARLOPP PRKSKNTS

IIIKII.I.KK What Beckoning Ghosf " (27)

PHANTOM INTRA The Indians and the

Sacred " (57)

HitNi BILLY GRAHAM UPPER MID
WEST CRUSADE i8>

SAMMY DAVIS STARRIM. IN TIIK
NBC COLLI KS (22) (30)

PHANTOM INDIA (24)

NKWS 1 27)

STRKKTS OK SAN KKAM ISC O The
Victims (40)

EVENING EDITION: MARTIN
\GHONSKY (57)

111:30 CHS NKWS SPECIAL <3l

TIIK LIVING WORD il8)

THE JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

CAPTIONED FRENCH CHEF i57>

ii mi NKWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)
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Collegian Staff

There will be a meeting of the entire staff tonight

at 7:30 P.M. in Room 165 Campus Center. Chancellor Bromery

will be in attendance to answer questions. Other topics to be

discussed are:

—Staff Elections

—Some questions about coverage

—Suggestions for experimentation from adviser Al Oickle

If your name is not listed in the staff listing on page

12 of yesterday's Collegian please consult the appropriate

departmental editor.

But most of all please

COME TO THE MEETING!
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Flying high for the Minutemen is captain Al Skinner. The All-New
Kngland forward will lead the hoopsters into action against Satch
Sander's Harvard Crimson in the opening game of the season
Saturday night at Curry Hicks Cage.

Celts Streak At 12
BOSTON (AP) — The Boston

Celtics streaked to their 12th

consecutive National Basketball
Association victory by belting the

Capital Bullets 111-104 Wednesday
night spoiling former Boston star

K.C. Jones' return to the Garden
as a head coach.

Jones, one of the Celtics' all-time

greats and favorite among fans.

was saluted in halftime
ceremonies, but his former Boston
team left him wilted as Capital's

coach.

The Celtics, now 16-3, spurted to

a 24-8 lead in the first seven
minutes, shook off a Capital rally

which closed the gap to within 42-41

in the second period and then

pulled away.
Jo Jo White ignited a 12-point

outburst and the Celtics charged to

a 58-45 halftime lead. Boston
outscored the Bullets 32-22 in the
third period for a 90-67 advantage
and Capital couldn't catch up.

Avenging a 96-87 upset by the
Bullets in Maryland last month,
the Celtics employed a balanced
attack. John Havlicek scored 22
points White 21, Don Chaney 20,

Dave Cowens 18 and Don Nelson It.

The Bullets, dropping to 10-9 as

leader in the NBA's Central
Division, were led by Elvin Hayes
with 23 points and Archie Clark

with 22.

Bumbry Top Rookie
By GORDON BEARD

BALTIMORE (AP) — Al

Bumbry appreciates his selection

as the American League's Rookie
of the Year for 1973, but he's

already working to improve
himself for next season.

"It's a motivation point for me to

do better," Bumbry said of the

award Wednesday in a telephone

interview from Venezuela, where
he is playing winter baseball.

"Once I do well. I want to do bet-

ter."

The speedy outfielder, a left-

handed batter, hit .337 last season

while playing mostly against right-

handed batters, and stole 23 bases.

He hopes by next year the

platooning will be dropped.

In Baltimore, Manager Earl

Weaver applauded the vote by the

24-man committee of the Baseball

Writers Association of America
and offered some long-distance

encouragement for Bumbry in

1974.

"He more than likely will get a
chance to play both ways next
year," Weaver said.

Pitchers George Medich of the

New York Yankees and Steve

Busby of the Kansas City Royals,

and Milwaukee catcher Carrell

Porter each had two points.

RESEARCH
$2 PER PAGE
FREE CATALOG

Our up to date mail order catalog list

mg thousands of t >pics is available

absolutely free- we'll even pay the

postage' Delivery takes 1 to 2 days

Write

NAT'L RESEARCH BANK
420 No Palm Dr Bev Hills Ca! 90210

TELEPHONE (213) 271 5439

Material is sold for

'(search purposes only

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' per string

MONDAY FRIDAY

4:30p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except during league play)

Campy Mad
\K\\ YORK I API Berl

Campaneris of the World Cham-
pion Oakland As believes he
should have been named the World
Series hero rather than teammate
Hoggie Jackson.

"I played seven good games I

expected to win it Most of my
teammates told me 1 would win it.

so it was the biggest disap-

pointment ot my life,** Cam-
paneris, who hit 258 in the series

and scored six runs, said Wed
nesday.

The World Series hero award is

made by Sport Magazine. Cam
paneris* two-run homer off Jon
Matlack in the final game of the

seven-game series with the New
York Mets started the As on their

way to a 5-2 victory.

The 29-year-old shortstop said he
would like to renegotiate his 1974

contract with the As.

Fern-Track
The I' Mass women's track club

is busily preparing for the coming
indoor season. Their first meet will

be December 8th in Burlington,
Vermont and the second will be the

Eastern USTFF meet at Dart
mouth College on January 5th.

The squad will field a two-mile
relay team for the Eastern In-

vitational event. (4x880 yards)
where they hope to break ten

minutes for the distance. This
event has never been held for

women in the east before.

There are still many openings on
the team for the high jump, long
jump, shot put, and sprints. Any
interested women are invited to

contact Judy Kline at 546-5841 to

find out details on practice times.

Bruins Tie

CHICAGO ( AP> — Dale Tallons
second goal of the game at 13:46 of

the final period pulled the Chicago
Black Hawks into a 3-3 tie with the

Boston Bruins in a National
Hockey League game Wednesday
night.

The goal, which came oil a

rebound of a shot by Chico Maki.

touched off a violent argument in

which Bruin defenseman Bobby
Orr was given a 10 minute
misconduct penalty.

The Bruins claimed that the puck
had gone over the blue line before

Maki gained control of it and fired

on Boston goalie Gilles Gilbert.

The tie left the Bruins six points

ahead of second-place Montreal in

the Eastern Division while Chicago
moved within two points of the

Philadelphia Flyers in their race

for first place in the Western
Division.

Phil Esposito's 24th goal of the

year on a power play got the Bruins

out front, 1-0, at 7:36 of the first

period. Ken Hodge and Dallas

Smith got the two other Bruin

goals. Jim Pappin was the other

Chicago scorer.

Jets-Colts Sellout

Denied On Local TV
M.N YORK I M»l For the

lirst time this season, a local

television station is blacking out a

sold-out National Football League
game in order to give armchair
tans a chance to see a game with
the 'greatest viewing interest."

Carl Lindemann Jr., vice
president of NBC Sports, said

Wednesday that Sunday's
Baltimore Colts-New York Jets

game, starting at 1 p.m. EST at

Shea stadium will be blacked out in

the New York area so home
v levers will be able to see the

Cleveland Browns-Kansas City
Chiefs game at 4 p.m. EST

"The Browns-Chiefs game is the

most significant contest on our
schedule Sunday since it matches
two title contenders,"* Lindemann
said

"We would like to present both

games to the New York audience,
hut our contract with the NFL
requires that we choose between
them."

Lindemann said NBC "con-
tinues to endorse the congressional

legislation which allows the

horadcast of local home games
which are sold out

He also noted the decision to

telecast the Browns-Chiefs game
will give New York ians a chance
lo see two games in their entirety

Both the Jets and the New York
Giants, who play the Redskins in

Washington, begin play at 1 p.m.
Thus the New York fans will be
able to see the Giants' game at 1

p.m. and the Browns-Chiefs at 4

p.m., rather than having to choose
between two 1 p.m. games with
none at 4 p.m.
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Icemen Drop Opener
Bj Kll.l , BAI I <»(

Those rumors going around
about UMass being long on offense

and short on defense aren't rumors
any more.
They're the truth.

The Minutemen were woefully
short on defense ( last night,

anyway,) as they dropped an 11

(that's right) to 7 opening night

decision to Salem State at Orr
Rink.

The Vikings fired 52 shots, in-

cluding 26 in a third period that

saw the two teams combine for 11

goals, in giving two (.'Mass goalies

seeing their first varsity action a

rude introduction to Division II

hockey.

Salem State scored five straight

goals in the first ten minutes of that

wild third period and ran a 5-2

second period lead to 10-2 before

UMass came back with five

meaningless goals of their own.
The State attack featured four

goals (including three in a row and
all in the third period) by center

John Griffin, two by defenseman
Rich Lamby (one a shorthanded
goal with the score 4-2 that broke
all UMass resistance), and two by
Tom Tabb.
UMass got two goals each from

freshman Carl Burns and Mike
Ellis, a junior defenseman who just

missed a hat trick late in the game.
Jack Canniff employed two

goalies, Jeff McReynolds who
started, and John Binkoski who
came on after State had built their

lead to 8 2 in the third period
While both McReynolds and

Binkoski had their bad moments,
both could make a killing suing the

people in front of them for non-
support

The young Minutemen had an
obvious case of opening night
jitters as they stood around a good
portion of the time, gave the puck
away near their own net, and had
trouble getting the puck out of their

defensive zone
To make matters worse UMass

lost defenseman Dave Alesandroni
with an arm injury in the second
period He was one of the four
regular defensemen and the extent
of the injury wasn't known im-

mediately after the game
For a while ii teemed as though

the Minutemen. though badly
outplayed, might be able to make a
goof it Despite being outshot 15-10,

they only trailed 2-1 after one
period. McReynolds was sharp,
getting beaten by Lamby and Tabb.
but looking good on several tough
shots from Salem people parked in

the slot.

UMass counted on a fine in-

dividual effort by Billy Harris, but

that was as close as they'd get.

Tabb and Mark Boudreau made
it 4-1 halfway through the second
period before Jim Lyons scored
with the Vikings two men down.
But just 25 seconds later, with
State still a man short, Lamby
stole the puck away from Robbie
Quintan at center ice and beat
McReynolds badly on a
breakaway.
The roof came down in that final

period. Griffin scored three goals
in the first six minutes, and Jim
Baldassaris and Hal Lahey added
a couple more before John Muse
tucked one home to make it 10-3.

Ellis followed with his first, but

Griffin hit again for the final

Viking goal. Burns got his two and
Ellis his second within a span of 39

seconds and that was it, thank
goodness.

The final period was marred by a
lot of stick swinging between the
t wo teams, including one potentially

explosive duel between UMass'
Tim Howes and Salem's Jay
O'Leary that sent four players to

the penalty box.

INCIDENTALLY: The win was
the first ever for Salem State over

UMass, making the series now 2-

1 Rich Lamby, probably the

best State player, almost came to

(Mass He said he had "a lot of

problems" concerning his ad-
mission, so chose Salem
State. ..Counting the 9-3 drubbing
by Bowdoin in the last game of last

season, UMass has now given up 20

goals in its two most recent home
games. ...The Minutemen's next

opponent is Merrimack, in An-
doveron Saturday. Merrimack has
already beaten Providence College
and Vermont

Curt Gowdy Saluted

At Boston Luncheon
BOSTON <AP> — Curt Gowdy

was honored as "the nation's No. 1

sportscaster" Wednesday by the

Greater Boston Council of Boy
Scouts at a luncheon attended by
sports and civic leaders

Gowdy, former voice of the

Boston Red Sox and now a national

television sportscaster. received
the annual "Good Scout Award" at

a luncheon attended by more than
500 persons who contributed $25,000

to the Boy Scouts.

Gowdy also received a citation

along with several other former
well-known sports figures from the

Boston area. Gowdy is a resident of

a Boston suburb and owner of radio

stations in New England and
Wyoming.
Also honored Wednesday were

Red Sox General Manager Dick

O'Connell; Celtics President and
General Manager Red Auerbach;
Celtics Coach Tommy Heinsohn;
former Red Sox Don DiMaggio,
and Charley O'Rourke. leader of

Boston College's 1941 Sugar Bowl
champions.
Former heavyweight champion

Jack Sharkey and former defen-

seman Eddie Shore of the Boston
Bruins were honored but could not

attend. Sharkey's wife was ill and
Shore is recuperating from the

latest in a series of heart attacks.

Others introduced included Billy

Sullivan, president of the New-
England Patroits, and former
Bruins star and General Manager
of the Washington National Hockey
League franchise, due to start play
next season.

Inside Sports
•Kings Name Johnson Coach

Varsity M Luncheon

•Angels Help Energy Crisis

•Bumbry AL Top Rookie

Man rii)iio/« .cuntc WMmwi
Although being outscored in the opening game, the Minutemen saw plenty of action around the Salem

Slate net. Freshman center Jim Dillon is taking a shot here while left winger Jim Lynch holds off Viking
defenseman Jav O'Leary.

Wanna Make A Bet?
By KU HSFVlhKl
Continued from

yesterday's Collegian

Football is the big action sport

for Jim. Football betting cards
entitled Touchdown or Las Vegas
Bowl, or whatever the office

issuing them desires have fallen in

popularity. Many bettors have
voices dissatisfaction with the

cards as wins pay considerably
less than a few years ago and the

least amount of picks has risen

from 3 to 4 winners for a payoff.

The placing of Thanksgiving high
school football games on the card
last year turned many bettors off.

"The office or the bookie never
loses money on the card," said

Jim.

Jim also covers such football

bets as the tease, the parlay, the

action bet. and the reverse action

bet.

"The two team tease' is a good
bet." says Jim, nodding from his

shoulders up. "It's the best bet,"

interrupts Larry. The tease works
like this, you like the Redskins who
are a six point favorite over Detroit

and Miami who is a two point

underdog to Dallas. The bookie
gives each of your teams six

points, making the Redskins even
and the Dolphins a 8 point un-

derdog. Both of your teams must
win for you to collect on this even
money bet. There is also a three

team tease where each of the three

teams you pick gets 9 points and a 4

team tease where each gets 124
points.

Jim observed that in football

betting. Kansas City goes off the

board quite a bit since the Dawson
investigation, that USC seldom
beats the spread, and that few
people bet on Houston.

If you wanted to make a bet on
Tom Seaver to beat Holtzman in

the series you might have been
quoted odds by the bookie,
something like 5'£ to 64. This

means on a fifty dollar bet you'd
have to put up sixty-five bucks on
the Mets to make fifty.

"In baseball," explains Jim,
"the best bet is to go with the iron,

guys like Palmer, Seaver, and
Hunter."
The amount of money wagered

on the daily number pool has gone
down since the Record American
discontinued publishing it, ac-

cording to Jim. Tr*' four digit

number for Boston is figured from
the seven race mutuals at Suffolk

Downs except on Tuesdays and
Thursdays when it is closed and
Acqueduct results are used. The
first digit is taken from combining
the mutuals from the 1, 2, 6, and 7,

the second from the 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7

Sports

Hotline
5-0344

and the third and fourth from the

combined mutuals of all seven
races.

Why do people bet?

"Some people like to go on the

roller coaster", said Larry. "It's

excitement and it gives you
something to watch the game for."

I have different types of bettors,

said Jim. "Some guys are smart
bettors and others are compulsive
gamblers. They'll take every
different line you offer them. It's a
sickness."

Jim surveyed the bar and tables

around us and said, "the more they

have to drink the more they want to

ber," and with a slight grin on his

face said, "in the long run the

bookie will always win."

iatly (Cnllrntan

SPORTS

4 Steve Crowe

Pick A Sport
UMie fans are licking their chops again as they look over the '73'74

Winter Sports schedule You see, this is the best time of the year for the
sport lovers on this campus: the time to stand in line in the bitter cold
weather waiting for the doors of the Cage to open for the start of the J.V.
basketball team, the time to start griping about the lack of a hockey rink
of our own so we don't have to go all the way down to Amherst College to

see UMass play
Maybe its the bad weather that drives so many people into these

sporting events. Or maybe it's because these sports get underway
towards the end of a long, one-sport Fall season. - that disappointing
football season
But the most logical reason seems to be that the winter season offers

the greatest variety of high level athletics.

There's basketball and hockey for the rowdies from the football stands
to move into.

The basketball team always draws a large crowd and will certainly be
big on campus again this semester since their fine showing in the NIT last

year. Hockey will draw their share also; they're usually tough in Division

There's gymnastics for the lover of the fine arts, the so-called
sophisticates, and even a few body lovers. The women's gymnastics team
is only the defending National Champions. So if you want to see some
gymn routines around this area you'll have to settle for this team. And the
men's team isn't bad either. One of the most exciting sports events on this
campus last year was when the gymnasts beat Temple here. The meet
was nip and tuck all the way with UMass coming back to win it on the
very last event before a very enthusiastic crowd at the Cage.
For the curious, there is the New England championship wrestling

team to check out. They get tougher every year. They weren't around
campus too much last year because their schedule made them travel all

the time Too many people associate this sport with the All Star Wrestling
we've all seen on TV. at one time or another. Collegiate wrestling is not
like that at all (Alright, don't refer me to the photo of the three UMass
wrestlers with a combined weight of 840 lbs in the Sports Special, wise
guy!)

And for the whole family, the UMass athletic department presents the
swimming teams and the women's basketball squad. Unfortunately, up
until now that's the only group that's been attending their meets:
families, friends, and former performers But, it must be noted, that
these sports are also on the rise and with a little promotion, could be
attractive spectator sports — especially swimming.
There are some sports however, that only the die-hardest of sports fans

could follow: indoor track and skiing. The track team doesn't have a
facility of its own, there's never been one except for that "sidewalk"
around the inside of Curry Hicks Cage.
The ski team goes up north to compete. That's where all the big slopes

are, and even if there were the slopes around here, they'd still need snow
— which hasn't stayed around this area for long in the past couple of
years.

Take a look at the Winter Sports Special in today's Collegian and pick a
sport — any sport — and make plans to go see some competition.
Whether you're just looking for a relief from the '73 Fall of Pennington,

Thomas and Coburn; Or you need a break from you demanding school
studies ..Whether you're a jock, a fine arts freak, a freak freak, mom or
dad. there's got to be something in the UMass Winter Sports Schedule
that appeals to you.

Winter Season Offers Most For UMass Fans
This Winter '73-74 Special is a

composite survey of the teams and
individuals that will be part of the
UMass sports scene in the up-
coming winter season. It is the
culmination of an effort by the
sports staff of the Daily Collegian
to bring its readers the best
possible coverage of UMass
athletics.

In this special issue, you can
ponder the outlook for your favorite
team as presented by the writers
who will basically cover that team
in the months ahead. In addition,
you get an inside view to some of
the outstanding individuals you will
see competing, plus some general
comments relating to people,

places, and the feeling that sport
can generate.

WHERE TO FIND IT
BASKETBALL - The

Minutemen have been to three
NIT's in the last four years. Their
goal this season is a fourth ap-
pearance in the tourney . Pages 2-3
HOCKEY — The second seeded

team in Division II last year, the
pucksters face a rebuilding season
in which they could surprise.

Pages 4-5
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS -

Last year's national champions
have everyone returning in an
effort to repeat. Pages 6-7

WRESTLING - The defending
New England University Division
Champs could have the personnel
to return to the top of the heap.

Page 9
COMPLETE SCHEDULES

Pages 10-11
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - A

post season tourney was a let down
last year, but better success is
hoped for in '74. Page 12
INDOOR TRACK - A disap-

pointment last winter, the team
could get a lift from members of
the fall's championship Cross
Country team. Pace 13
WOMEN'S SWIMMING -

Special training techniques could
pay off in the more important

meets. Page 14
JV BASKETBALL - With a new

coach and no scholarship players,
the situation is filled with question
marks. page 15
MEN'S GYMNASTICS - Ac-

cording to the coach, this is his
strongest team ever and could
really go places. Page 16
MEN'S SKIING - The New

England Alpine champs try again
for the title of king of the hill.

WOMEN'S SKIING -^Six
returning veterans hold the hopes
to a successful season . Page 18
MEN'S SWIMMING — New

coach hopes to bring new look.

Page 19
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Kick Pitino, a superb ballhandler, will be called onto co-ordinate the offense. You have to watch
him closely, because you can never tell what he is going to do next.

Curry Hicks: A Love Affair
By MARTY KELLEY

A Love Affair - It will never rival

what Romeo and Juliet had. With
strength of heart she should be able

to stand the pressure of divorce.

Her affection can't be scaled with a

warm kiss. But Curry Hicks Cage
has an emotional feeling all its

own. ..And neither time nor
decadence can take it away.
She's an emotional orgasm The

Cage sleeps with no one in par-

ticular. She identifies with the

motley mob of basketball
panshoners who have given her a

reputation that will far exceed and
outlive the crumbling of her red

bricks. Born out of need and now
stalling for time, Curry Hicks has
taken many wanderers into her
bosom Her scent is too appealing.

She's like a home for the

homeless, an oasis for the thirsty.

She's a playground and her con-

stituents are there to perform
more than enjoy. Unlike a sandbox
the stage is much broader, like a

theatre, so liken her to such. The
actors perform and the gallery

applauds or whatever. But at

Curry Hicks Cage the audience is

indeed part of the cast of

characters... About 10 points worth.

Watching a basketball un-
derneath the fish nets and tar-

nished beams of Curry is a night on
the town. It's a festive event.

There's pomp and pageantry to it.

The environment is as scintilating

as the endline to endline saga it-

self. The product. UMass
basketball, is worthy of attention.

But it's the people that haunt the

caverns that have the Cage...and
that's the love affair.

The Cage has character. It's like

an ol' man waiting making his

peace with God, but willing to hang
on Curry Hicks has outlived ex-

pectations, Her lights are blue, her
forehead leaks, her blood pressure
rises, especially when 18 straight

points are run off against UConn.
In a way Curry Hicks is an
ungracious, rude, and down right

insulting host. But her tenants love

it. It's part of the show.
The Cage drama is like lying

next to someone you love. You're
constantly on top of the action.

You're part cf a phalanx that's all

but mesmerized Jackie Leaman,
the mass hypnotist. For the hours
that you wait in line and from the

time you're within you're en-

tranced by the mystique and the

aura that the Cage exudes. You
become part of that group mind.
But you don't mind losing your
identity for that hour, for you're
caught up in that emotional
trap... that eternal love affair of

Curry Hicks Cage.

It's something you shouldn't

miss. You really don't have to be
into sports to appreciate it. It's a

time to let one reach the extremes
of emotion that we so often desire

within a structured, troubled
society that we operate within.

Next to your fellow student
shoulder to shoulder you feel at

ease and you have a tendency to

forget ...It's too unreal.

But neither time nor decadence
can take it away...

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
HOT OVEN 6RIHDERS

FREE DELIVERY
ON CAMPUS

"People either ask for Bell's or they
ask for Pizza!"

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
Tel. 256-8011

Tel. 253-9051

The Feeling That
Surrounds the Game

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Basketball is at the heart of the

UMass campus. It's the downbeat:

the pause between strokes where

one can relax and enjoy the ex-

ploits of those athletes more gifted

than himself

There is an aura that surrounds

the game; a feeling that en-

compasses the athletes, the

coaches, and the fans.

You can see it at the Cage, the

Civic Center, or even Madison

Square Garden
It is Jack Leaman getting a

standing ovation when he walks

onto the floor at the start of each

contest. It is the rise in the

crescendo of the crowd when the

first Minutemen breaks through

the paper hoop on the way to

warmups. It is Al Skinner twisting

and finessing his way past men
that seem twice his size on the way
to the hoop for what you know will

be a sure score. It is John Murphy
setting up on the baseline for one of

those soft, lazy jumpers that

always seem to find their way
through the twine. It is Bill En-

dicott putting up one of his long

range, sure fire bombers from that

left-hand launching pad of his. It is

Rick Pitino free-lancing his way to

a behind-the-back assist. It is Jim
Burke coming off the bench to do a

job on the opposition's top scorer.

And. it is the cowbell, that ultimate

symbol of the type of basketball

that seems to be played only at

UMass.
That type of basketball has led to

three NIT appearances in the last

four years for the Minutemen. And
you can bet that Leaman and his

charges will be shooting for

another shot at the big one.

While the three invitations in

four years is impressive, the

overall tournament record is not.

In their three NIT appearances,
the Minutemen have twice been
eliminated in the first round, and
have beaten only one team -

Missouri in last year's tourney-in
the annual classic. It is true that

UMass has drawn the iron early in

every tournament, but to be one of

the big boys you have to beat the
fellows who are already there.

But the NIT has had its ad-
vantages in the UMass basketball
program. It has heightened the
interest on campus to the point
where an estimated 7,000 UMies

made the trek to New York to

follow the exploits of their beloved

Minutemen in last year's classic

It has made the name of UMass
basketball known outside the
friendly confines of New England
Believe me. they remember
Skinner. Murphy. Endicott and
company down in Missouri

It has made it easier for Leaman
and assistant coach Ray Wilson to

attract some of the better
ballplayers from not only
Massachusetts but New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
throughout the East as well.

Certainly the NIT appearances
have helped to attract the talented

torsos of such sought after players

as Skinner, Pitino, Endicott, and
the presently ineligible Jim Town.
Jack Leaman has only two arms,

but he already has three Nil
watches. You can bet that he won't
have any trouble finding
someplace to wear the fourth.

Staff Photo - Gib Fullrrton)

John Murphy launches a
long, lazy jumper that you can
bet is headed straight for the
net.

Everything Normal In UMass Basketball
BY EARLE BARROLL

Jack Leaman is an optimist and
therefore revels in the shroud of
pessimism that usually escorts his
basketball team into post-Julius
Erving seasons. "I guess we're not
overly impressive in the eyes of the
basketball experts," he was saying
earlier this week. "But we like it

this way. Now we can sneak up on
them."

Basically, then, everything
appears to be normal with UMass
basketball. And likewise all is well
in the entire scope of New England
hoop.

Providence, of course, is number
one in New England and depending
on your poll and magazine
somewhere between sixth and
tenth in the nation. Boston College
preens excessively over its stock-
pile of "see you at the NCAA
finals" talent. At UConn. they're
still trying to convince people that
they can finally play with one
basketball at a time.

And here at UMass the players
practice daily, the coaches toil at

their trade and the best fans in the
region believe in their team. The
magazines, the polls, the pre-
season forecasts, the hoopla over
the "bona-fides" really don't
matter. What counts are the 20
wins at the end of the season, the
6000 crazies who frequent the Cage
and a coach who candidly says,
"don't worry, we'll be alright."

Leaman is 117 wins, 62 losses and
three N.I T.'s worth of coach as he
enters this, his eighth season at

UMass. He has a solid five man
veteran nucleus to work with, a
sophomore who's small in siie and
big in talent, a puzzling junior who,
if he learns the system, could be
something, two seniors with talent
and smarts and a couple of fresh-
men with potential.

The schedule, on paper, doesn't
appear to be as difficult as last

year's, but nevertheless when you

consider the studs and the horrors
that await on the road. i.e.. home
court advantage, that doesn't leave
much room for calculating per-
spective schedules.

The Minutemen will face two
teams in Sports Illustrated's top

twenty — P.C. (tenth) and
Syracuse 1 12th) and one other
among the five to watch after the
top 20 — Boston College All these
are on the road, not to mention a

season ending trip to Fordham and
the annual road excursion around
the Yankee Conference.
Then there's the super talent

they'll be up against: P.C.'sKevin
Stacom and Marvin Barnes,
Syracuse's Dennis (Sweet D)
Duval who's supposed to be the
sweetest thing this side of citrus

juice. There's Andy Walker of

visiting Niagara, touted as the best

pro prospect from that school since

Calvin Murphy. And, of course, the

Boston over the nm three: Bob
Carrington, Bill Collins and Will

Morrison of B.C. not to forget the
best player on that team. Mel
Weldon of junior college All-

American and World University
(lames (in Moscow) fame.
During the course of this season,

you'll get your share of Leaman's
talented bunch. They play
patented basketball accented with
a fast break and a ferocious full

court and half court press. They're
not big this year up front but rely

on positioning and superior con-
ditioning which over the years has
proven more than once that it wins
ball games.

Individually, there's Al Skinner
who in Leaman's opinion is the

best basketball player in New
England, an All-East pick, possibly

an Ail-American and smooth as
silk when he lets his 6'4" frame
unwind. John Murphy is a 6'8"

center who shoots and handles like

a guard, frequently dishing out

some of his stuff from 25 feet or

Names To Watch For
• Rick Pitino, playmaker

• Bill Endicott, long-range scorer

• Jim Burke, defensive standout

• Al Skinner, captain and high scorer

• John Murphy, big man in the middle

(Staff Photo - i.ih Fullrrton >
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That's two thirds of the front
line. 'The problem for us this

year." Leaman admits, "is finding
the third guy who can do the job."
Translated: Situational play
revolving around the idiosyn-
cracies of Greg Duarte I the
junior), John Olsen (the senior)
and the two frosh. Joe Semder and
Steve Mayfield.

The buckeourt is the best in the
region lor quantity with quality.
Right down the line. Rick Pitino.

Bill Endicott. Jim Burke and Mike
Stokes i the sophomore). "No
problem.'' says Leaman. "We
might even use Burke up front if

we want to press with a speedy
third forward."

And finally, Peter Trow, who

apparently had given up basketball
lor football, returned to the team
on Monday of this week. Another
body, i talented one at that

someone w ho can help if he gets his
repetoire back. "He looked pretty
good on Monday." said Leaman.
"But couldn't practice on Tuesday
because of blisters." Everything
is, indeed, normal.

'Stall I'hoto Lib Kullrrtoni

Smooth as silk and the sweetest thing in New England. That's Al Skinner, a pre-season All-East
choice and captain of the '7.V74 version of the I Mass Minutemen.

KENTFIELD HARDWARE, INC.
63 South Pleasant Street

lf=t_J Quality Tl7Quality

Sporting Equipment

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 8 A.M.-5:30 P.M.

Friday night

'til 9 P.M.

sun nioto/f.jh Kullprtoi.

Bill Endicott, the left-handed flash, can be counted on for scoring
from all over the court. His accuracy from the 20-25 ft. range is, at

times, uncannv.

The people at Kentfield Hardware are good sports.
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Exhibitions No Clue
To Skaters' Ability

BY HOY LYONS
Pre-season scrimmage games

have always been what one might
call kibitzer's delight. Armed with
enough exhibition stats to choke a
computer, the oft' heard but
seldom seen "experts" can always
give you the straight poop before
any team opens the season of-
ficially.

Well, almost always
Consider the UMass hockey

team's two preseason tune-ups.
Trying to predict anything on the
basis of those outings would be
enough to give Jimmy "The
Greek" more gray hair. Jeanne
Dixon an ulcer, or Howard Cosell a
chance to think instead of talk.
For openers. Jack Canniff's

Minutemen journeyed to upstate
New York to lock horns with RPI, a
perennial Division One also-ran
They left town licking their wounds
on the very short end of a 9-4 route
Now it only remained for Boston

College to chase them un-
cerimoniously out of McHugh
Forum in a match-up that took
place last Saturday afternoon and
we could all start to bemoan the
loss of Pat "Red Light*' Keenan -

OMa&s uun numot-i lour.
To be sure, the stage was set.

The Eagles had just blown the
doors off the football team, so, BC
rooters had to be thinking, why not
make a day of it

9 And if the
thought of seeing UMass trounced
twice in one day wasn't enough of a
draw, the UMass-BC hockey
scrimmage featured a couple other
enticements — it was a freebee and
the rink abutted the stadium.
Besides, the hot dogs that went for
half a buck in the stadium were
only two bits in the rink
Enter the icemen from Amherst

and exit part two of the game plan
Oh. BC won it, 6-5. but think about
it for a minute. The tradition-rich
Eagles were among the top four
teams in the country last year and
have been one of the greatest
shows on ice in college circles since
the day Snooks Kelly agreed to
build the Jesuits a hockey
machine.
UMass, meanwhile continues to

play the role of rinkless
vagabonds, its confinement to
Division Two virtually assured
unless — someday, some how,
some way — it can get a rink of its

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 29, 1973
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ONE MAN TO BEAT — Billy Harris slows briefly to grip the puck, fakes a pass — and seconds
later, scores. Harris was a linemate of record-setting center Pat Keenan last year, and finished third on
the team in scoring.

own
At any rate, the team's abrupt

about-face at the Heights means
you can throw the preseason
gauge out the window. The
questions marks, big enough
before the RPI game, now loom
even bigger. And on the eve of the
'73-74 season, no less.

The JV's : UpAnd Down
In The UMass Program

(Ml Photo - \l Chapman)
TRIPPING. THE BEST DEFENSE - Pat Keenan .as hard to stop last season, and his absence

leaves a hole in the I Mass offense as wide as the goalmouth. lonnie Averv <5> looks on as a de-
fenseman s tripping attempt backfires.

Records - Tapes - Headgear
Sole* Program now thru Christmas

$5.98 list prices for - - ,

$
3

U/28 - 12/1

Todd Rungren
New Mothers

Jesse C. Young
Loggins & Messina
New Riders

12/12 - 12/15
James Montgomery
Fleetwood Mac
J. Giels

Pat Garrett & Biily the Kidd
Dave Mason

12/5 - 12/8

Alice Cooper
Liv Taylor

Bette Midler

Rick Derringer

Art Garfunkle
12/19 - 12/24

Greg Allman

Bonnie Raift

America

Poco

Taj Mahal
146 MAIN ST.. NORTHAMPTON
% h fou'll h §M fm did.

BY MIKE BKOPHY
Eor the junior icemen the season

starts in the middle of October and
will not end until the waining days
of March when the final switch is

thrown at Orr Rink to melt the ice.

Yet they are not the varsity
skaters of Pat Keenan fame. They
are, perhaps, the most underrated
group of hockey players west of
Boston and yet they continue to
play throughout the entire winter
and have a five week layoff while
on intersession. Then they have to
come back and skate right into a
pair of games with only three
practices under their belts since
before Christmas.
Well why don't they practice

over the intersession 9 one may
ask. The answer is simple To do
so. the ice would require renting
and the dorms would have to be
opened early for the athletes and

* fiNv#
*>

Staff Photo- meManrra,
FOILED — Graduated

winger Lonnie Avery lines up
phantom shot as the puck gets
poked between his skates.

there simply is not the money to do
that in the hockey budget.
The J.V.'s have played two

scrimmage games and have yet to
lose while boasting a 1-0-1 record
They were tied 6-6 by the Wesleyan
University varsity after having a
6-4 lead with less than two minutes
to go in the third and final period of
play. Three days later they battled
the Fitchburg Wallace Wallopers
of the New England Junior Hockey
League (NEJHL) and came out 13-

4 winners as Jon Archer, a product
of Amherst High School, tallied
seven points with four goals and
three assists. Archer also had two
goals and one assist against the
Wesleyan Cardinals while playing
both the center and wing slots for
Coach Russ Kidd.
"Most anyone of these men could

move up to the varisty at any
moment they are called upon,"
commented Kidd, "They are that
good." "Seven Freshman are now
up with the varsity," he continued,
"and will come down when I need
them to round out my squad."

"It should be a good season for us
as we have a returning group from
tst year mixed with some good

atmg newcomers," he said.
The goalie situation for UMass in

the future seems to be in good
shape as there are four on the J V
squad and Kidd would not hesitate
to use any one of them in the nets.

In the nets Kidd will have John
Kiley. Dana Redmond. Andrew
Pelley, Douglas Janik, and
Lawrence Tympanick as he needs
them.

Stephen Dee, who led the JV's in
scoring last season will return to
lead the first line at the center post
Dee had ten goals and seven assists
on the season last year that saw
the Minutemen play 17 games
without ever filling Orr Rink.

Untried Freshmen KeyTo Hockey Season
By BILL BALLOL

Only God knows what to expect
from UMass in the 1973-74 hockey
season, and he isn't telling Jack
Canniff.

Canniff is faced with a mon-
strous rebuilding job, and much of
the season is going to revolve
around how well a slew of untried
ireshmen perform.
The key to the year lies

somewhere in the six games before
the Merrimack Christmas
Tournament. The schedule, which
includes two games with
Merrimack and a two-game trip to
Vermont, is tough as it stands, but
to make matters worse the
Minutemen will be playing the six
games without one, and maybe
two, of their best players.
Defenseman Brian Mulcahy, a

junior and the best of last year's
defense, is on academic probation
and can't play until the Merrimack
Tournament.. Goaltender Chick
Rheault, who might very well be
the best in the East when he gets
back in shape, is recovering from a
shoulder operation and it's going to
be a day-to-day thing as to when
he's ready.

So, if the rest of the team doesn't
pull through, they could find
themselves spicing their Christ-
mas eggnog with six losses. A
realistic hope for the first six
games, though, would be a 3-3

record, since UMass is playing
three at home. Anything better
could auger well for the future;
worse and the Minutemen may
have dug a hole too deep to escape
Irom.

The Hockey Newsletter, which is

the major publication in college
hockey, picks UMass for third in
Division II behind Vermont ( their
last year in the Division) and
Bowdoin.

Don't bet on it.

A more realistic prediction
would have them behind Vermont,
Bowdoin. Merrimack, St. Anselm's
and Norwich. However, a healthy
Rheault and a studious Mulcahy
could boost their hopes.
Off an early season 3-2 win over

Vermont, Merrimack would ap-
pear" to be the team to beat in the
Division. Vermont won't be as
strong and Norwich could be a
sleeper.

Here's a position-by-position
outlook:

GOAL -Rheault is obviously the
number one man when he returns,
and when he does UMass will be
solid in goal. Until then either
senior John Binkoski or
sophomores Jeff McReynolds and
Bruce Gledhill will have to do the
job. From preseason performance
Binkoski would seem to be the
man.

DEFENSE -This is where

Names To Watch For
• Chick Rheault, goalie & key to play-

off hopes

• Mike Ellis, most experienced defenseman

• Tim Howes, freshman defenseman

• Billy Harris, 3rd leading scorer

—-__ < Staff Photo - Al Chapman

i

SHOT. ...SC...SAVE! - Mike Ellis whirls to pounce on the puck
after goalie Chick Rheault's save. A late season accident spoiled an
outstanding season for Rheault as goalie: This year, a bad
shoulder makes the senior a question mark.

SKIING
means

SUN GLASSES
in a variety

of styles and shades

We've got the

photo-grays that

change color surprise*
lenses by Corning

£>n~call
Amherst's First Optician

54 MAIN ST. 253-7002

UMaM seems the weakest Canniff
has just two skaters, besides
Mulcahy. that he can count on.
Junior Mike Ellis played well last
season and will be a mainstay and
freshman Tim Howes has looked
impressive in preseason But after
these guys is a gaping hole that no
one has yet been able to fill. Dave
Alesandroni, Dave Keough, Bill
Mmtiens. and Robbie Quinlan have
been trying Canniff will only dress
live, so after Mulcahy returns only
two of those four will stick.
Quinlan, who has some varsity
experience, and Alesandroni seem
the best bets.

FOKW ARDS-There will be five-
-count'em -five freshmen in the
lour lines Canniff plans to use. The
lourth line will be composed en-
tirely of freshmen Another line is

composed of three sophomores and
looks like UMass' best. It's cen-
tered by Billy Harris, a high-scorer
as a freshman on Pat Keenan's
line. Scott Stuart, who played
varsity last season, and Jim
Lyons. Another line has junior
Kevin Conners centering John
Muse, a junior, and freshman
Mark Sullivan. The only senior
forward. Jim Lynch, plays on a
line centered by freshman Jim
Dillon with Steve Nims the other
winger.

Conners and Harris are
potentially high scorers, as is

Lynch. Dillon. Sullivan, and Lyons
are unproven and Nims, Stuart,
and Muse are particularly strong
defensively.

The Minutemen are definitely
going to miss the 43 goals of Pat
Keenan and the leadership of Don
Riley. And with only two seniors
playing (Lynch and Rheault)
they'll definitely make mistakes.
But it seems certain that they

will score plenty of goals. They're
just going to have tc allow fewer,
and that could be a problem.
Rheault and ???. the two goalies,
will see plenty of rubber and will

have to be tough if the Minutemen
are to do anything.

(Staff Photo-Al Chapman)

HIGH STICK — But no penalty. Jim Coleman gives the crowd
the goal salute. It could have been one of his last, because the junior
forward has left school.

V/ear after year, semester
X after semester, the

CollegeMaster from
Fidelity Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all overAmerica.

Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster
Field Associate
in your area:

747 Main St., Amherst

Tel.: 256-8351

CblleaeMcister
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Call HerAnne Or Ms. Vex;

Her Routine is Amazing
BY JOHN BOCK

Some people call her Anne, some people call her Vex, but if you watch
her on a floor rountine you would call her amazing. Last year Ms. Vexler
finished fourth in the Ail-Around, fourth in the Floor Exercise, seventh in

the Balance Beam, ninth in the Uneven Bars, and was named to the Ail-

American Women Gymnastics team
She is back this year for one more performance as an amateur

collegiate gymnast and she desperately wants to help her teammates
repeat as National Champions.

As a participant in the 1973 World University Games, held last

summer in Moscow, Anne "learned some things that might help her
achieve that desire. Characterizing it as 'the best thing that ever hap-
pened to me in gymnastics," Ms. Vex went on to say. i learned a lot

about gymnastics from everybody. I learned about how they work out.

their routines, and other ways of doing things all over the world.

"

Were the gymnasts treated well on their visit to the Soviet Union?
"Were we ever, it was like we were movie stars in this country ." In a
more serious vein she talked about the fact that the U.S. team's passports
were mysteriously "lost" and they were confined to a hotel where they
had to practice beam routines in the hall. By the time the passports were
found they had hardly anv time to practice.

Early in the fall Anne hurt her shoulder working on some vaulting

routines and it is only recently that she has been back at close to full

strength This year she plans to keep the same routine on floor exercise,
but will add some new tricks to her bars and balanct beam activities.

Besides participating in gymnastics, Anne teaches it in Amherst and
at her mother's school in East Brunswick, New Jersey.

As Co-captain, along with Thanne Poth, Ms. Vexler is known to be a
good motivator and very conscientious about problems that women have
with weight and routines. Yet she can always be counted on for comic
relief as she purposely botches a floor routine or just bursts out laughing
at a really serious moment.

Dedicated and delightful - that's Ms. Vex.

\\ I \ROUTINE ROUTINE is performed bv Betsv East on
uneven parallel bars. Ms. East reached the finals in this event at the
AlAW championships, and was named to the All-America team.
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The 197:5-74 I Mass women's gymnastics team. Front row: (from left to right) Heidi Armstrong.
Linda Nelljgan. Diane Cantwell. Thanne Poth (co-captain). Anne Vexler (co-captain). Jeannine Burger.
Marion Kulick. (.ail McCarthy.

Back row: Ass't. Coach Mike Kasavana, Margie Combs. Jody llitt. Betsy East. Alicia (ioode. Jill

King, (iail llannan. Coach Virginia Evans.

1 SCaff PhoCo Ross M.rli It Gib Fulltrton

)

MS. VEX — She s back from competing on the IS. national team to Moscow with a lot of new
tricks for her gymnastics routines.

When you know it's for keeps
Choose

;

, diamond .is perfect as your love. A Kwp^kv perfectdamond preasdy cut, and set in a wide variety^ beSst\les. Keepsake..
. there is no Hner diamond rini.

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

J. Cifarelli, Jeweler
Diamonds - Watches - Jewelry
Jewelry and Watch Repair

586-1083
ill If. I. M „i II.
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Women Gymnasts Defend National Title
By CANDY GROSS

"California here we come!", so
says the UMass women's gym-
nastics team. Being the reigning
AIAW National Intercollegiate
Champions of 1973, and UMass's
first national team in 50 years, they
have every expectation of main-
taining that title this spring at the
Nationals in Sacramento.
California. Coach Virginia Evans
says, "The entire team is working
to accomplish this goal, having
been training and improving since
the first day of classes in Sep-
tember."

According to assistant coach
Michael Kasavana, "This year the
level of performance has in-

creased, and the routines are more
exciting with higher level tricks.

This is the most talented team in

the history of UMass." And who
could dispute these words, knowing
that of the fifteen women on the
team, four are All-Americans,
eleven are returning members and
the four 'new faces' are not so new
to competitive gymnastics, having
earned various state and national
honors in recent meets.
As Ms. Evans puts it,

"Massachusetts residents won't
have to go to Munich or Moscow to

see international quality routines,
it's right here in Amherst!" Co-
captain Anne Vexler adds some of
this International flair to the team,
having travelled to Moscow this

summer as a member of the
Women's World University Games
team. She's one of the four All-

Americans, as well as having
finished fourth all-around in the
Nationals at Iowa last spring. Keep
your eye on Ms 'Vex' this season.
All-Americans Margie Combs,

Betsy East and Jeanine Burger are
also back, and they should be
better than ever These three
women had superb performances
at the Nationals, Margie placing
tenth all-around and second on the
uneven bars, Betsy earning
seventh on bars, and Jeanine
capturing sixth all-around, fifth

balance beam and seventh
vaulting.

Rounding out last year's
National team were returning
gymnasts Heidi Armstrong,
Marion Kulick and Alicia Goode,
three strong contenders who will

add depth to the team
This year's other co-captain,

Thanne Poth, has recovered from a
reacurring ankle injury which
prevented her from participating
during much of last season's
competition. Thanne's distinct and
pleasing style will once more be
displayed for the pleasure of all

attending. Contributing to the
strength of the uneven bars event
are Gail Hannan and Gail
McCarthy. These two gymnasts
have some new and unique moves
which should really razzle-dazzle'

the audience.

It may be recalled that UMass's
downfall last year was the balance
beam and it is hoped that two new
arrivals will be of particular help
in this area, as well as in other
events. In past meets, Diane
Cantwell has copped top honors on
beam and Jodi Hitt exhibits some
fine poise and control which should
get UMass off the ground. Com-
pleting this year's team are
specialist Jill King and two fine

freshmen, all-around competitor
Linda Nelligan and specialist Carol
Rogers.

Ann Vexler sums it all up, i feel

we're a lot better than last year
and more exciting to watch. I'm
going to love beating Springfield
this year!"
For those who would like a

preview of the excitement to come,
the team will be performing at a
televised exhibition on Dec. 8th in

Westminster, Mass. Also, it should
be noted that the first meet for the
women will be against Trenton
State College, at home in the Cage
on January 26th. So, if you'd like a
break from Intersession, come
back to school a few days early to

see the highest ranked women's
gymnastics team in the nation.

Names To Watch For
• Anne Vexler, best all-around

• Margie Combs, medalist on uneven

bars

• Betsy East, uneven bars finalist

• Jeannine Burger, balance beam

medalist

•Thannie Poth, co-captain

Marion Kulick, Eastern finalist

• SJaff Ph«*o Ross Marii & i.ih Fullrrton*

It ILANCE BEAM BAL I, ET —Multiple exposure shows the fine form of Margie Combs on her balance
In-. i m routine.

WESTERN VILLAGE SKI SHOP
at

WESTERN AUTO
Equipment for your Skiing Pleasure

Skis: Spalding

Kastle Northland

K "2 Volke

Ski Boots: Caber, Nordica,

Lasbinger

Bindings: Salomon, Marker, Tyrolia,

Look, Americana

M4
*

—

\

Ah* in stock for pit hockey neodt:

Cooper Hockey Equipment

SKATES: CCM, Bauer

FIGURE SKATES: Hydes, Bauer

2V2 HOCKEY STICKS: Northland,

Hespeler, Cooper, Jofa

plus Hockey Pants, Gloves, Helmets, Sticks

32 Main St., Northampton
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Boys' Boston Bruins

HOCKEY JERSEY

sale! 5.97
regularly 7 99

#6368. Hand woven virgin acrylic

fabric Brown color scheme. Lace style
neck. Hanger packed in poly bag.
Small, medium, large.

Boys'
Boston
Bruins

HOCKEY PANTS
sale! 5.69 regularly

799

#6515 100% nylon oxford cloth.

Heavy duty molded foam padding.
Linear poly padded hip. kidney, spleen
and thigh protectors. Nylon jersey
insert.

HOCKEY
ACCESSORIES

• Laces qq
regularly 59c

White or black laces, durable cloth, 72'

length.

• Garter Belts 1.49
regularly J 99

#6420 Heavy duty white elastic, four
elastic garters for front and back.
Adjustable.

Suspenders

regularly 1 99

1.39

#6422. Heavy duty cushion back white
elastic Adjustable 36" length.

• Scabbards CO
regularly 89c

#6416. Molded plastic construction.
Adjusts to fit any blade Assorted
colors.

• Pucks 1Q
regularly 29c

Official size and weight pucks.

• Skate Lace Hook ^39
regularly 49c

Metal hook for tight lacing.

<OU*»i **0*tAm „S?

V

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

HOCKEY
EQUIPMENT

PRO, JUNIOR PRO
BOYS, PEE WEE

»V

Famous quality! Lowest Prices! Get Set For The Hockey Season Now !

HOCKEY HELMETS

• 2-Piece 3.49
regularly 4.68

#6229 Lightweight high impact linear

poly shok sorb inside padding.
Assorted colors

• 1-Piece 3.99
regularly 4 89

#6232 Lightweight linear poly molded
plastic, shok sorb padding, contoured
earstraps Various colors

f***ktl

SHIN GUARDS

.: V

• Pro Shin Guards 7.99
regularly 9 99

i Heavy duty felt construction.
plastic molded shin and
Bound and reinforced.

Linear poly

knee parts

Length 14 3 4

• Jr. Pro

regularly 5 99
4.97

#6224. Rugged felt construction with
shin and knee sections of linear poly
plastic. 13" from center of knee cap to
bottom.

ELBOW PADS

• Boys'
2.97

HOCKEY GLOVES

• Pee Wee Gloves 3.97
regularly 4.89

#6701 Pro model Blue and red. Grey
split leather palm, full finger gussets
ventilated palms. 11 1/2 length.

• Rocket Gloves 5.97

regularly 7. 79

regularly 3.99

#6236. "Featherlite" foam padding
contoured shape, molded plastic. Wide
elastic web-straps. 9 1/2" length.

#6703 Black, gold and white Tan
mellow cowhide palm, full finger
gussets. Two-piece reinforced thumb
protector. 12 1/2" length.

• Pee Wee
1.97

regularly 2 99

#6235. Molded plastic, fully foam
padded with elastic web straps 7"
length.

• Pro Gloves 13.99
regularly 18.98

#6712 Full size. Blue, red and white.
14 1/2" length. Tan horsehide palm, full
fingered, gusseted. Ventilated, foam
padded, reinforced

sale!

Reg. 3.99 Deluxe

ANKLE GUARDS

2.97
#6245. Protects ankles and
mstep Back expanded vinyl,

"Featherlite" foam padded,
molded plastic ankle plates and
mstep inserts.

Regular 7.99

SHOULDER PADS

sale! 5.97
#6233 Lightweight nylon
body, shok-sorb padding,
molded linear poly shoulder
caps. Reinforced bicep
protectors.

Regular 6.99,

Pro Model

HOCKEY STICK

4.97
Full si/e protype hockey
st.ck. selected ash handle
rarved elm blade

ALMY'S •
Mountain Farms Mall,

Hadley

Open till 10 p.m..

Mon.-Sat.
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Defending New England Champs

Wrestling "Coming Into Its Home"
By JOHN BOCK

Last season was one of the most
successful for Coach Homer Barr's
Minuteman wrestlers as they
finished 10-4, were ranked in the
Eastern Top 10 and won the
University New Englands. The
problem was that they ac-
complished most of that on the
road and to many people were
somewhat of a mystery team as
they only appeared in Boyden gym
three times.

Coach Barr begins his eighth
season at I Mass and on December
1 will take the wraps off of his 1973-

74 team that will wrestle ten out of

seventeen matches on the home
mats in Boyden Auxiliary Gym-
nasium.
And this year the fans will be

treated to some of the finest teams
in the East as the Minutemen host
among others, Yale, Harvard,
Hofstra, and Wilkes College. Coach
Barr calls the schedule
"representative" because "there
are teams in there that can beat us
as well as we can beat them and
these are schools like Yale, Har-
vard, and Springfield."

The home mats will be a definite

advantage because there are cases
where an away match would mean
an exhausting trip to Pennsylvania
or Long Island. Plus there are two
weeks where the mid-week dual
match has been cut out. This is

important because when a team
like UMass, that pulls a lot of

weight, wrestles twice a week it is

almost impossible to have a

wrestler make that weight twice
and still be able to function off the

mat.

The attrition rate in the
wrestling room this season has
been worse than the past few

years, bearing out the addage that

when the going gets tough the not-
so-tough are asked to close the door
behind them when they leave. The
ten weight classes that have to be
filled will see returning veterans in

six of the weights. Senior Larry
Reynolds, runner-up in both the

Yankee Conference and the New
Englands in 1973 will be back at 126

despite a slight shoulder
separation. Russel Chateauneuf,
1972 New England Champion will

rejoin the squad after a year's
absence due to a knee injury and he
will start the season at 142.

Sophomore Cliff Blom, runner-up
at 150 in the New Englands and
Yankee Conference will return at

158 this season. At Heavyweight
will be George "Showboat"
Ireland, a senior and defending
Yankee Conference and New
England Champion. New England
Runner-up at 177, John Connolly,
will move up to 190 this season in

hopes of winning the Championship
that has eluded him.
Team Captain is Senior Steve

Benson from Valley Stream, Long
Island. Steve is Yankee Conference
Champion and New England
Runner-up at 158. This year he has
moved up to 167 where he feels a
good deal stronger. He placed a
very strong second at the recent

East Stroudsburg State College
Open Tournament, which is

perennially one of the nations

toughest pre-season tournaments.
Muscle and finesse characterize
this transfer from New York
Maritime and this could be his year
to go all the way to the NCAA's.
About those other four weight

classes. "We are going to have
trouble at the lower weight classes,

and we might have freshmen in

Junior John Connolly, New England runner-up at 177. has moved
up to 190 this season and will be putting the wood to opponents in -7.

much the same manner as this.

Names To Watch For
• Larry Reynolds, 126 lbs., Sr.

• Cliff Blom, 158 lbs., Soph.

• Steve Benson, 167 lbs., Sr. Co-Capt.

• George Ireland, Heavyweight, Sr.

HOT FUDGE

Sundaes 45 c

from 2 5 p.m.

today
thru

Friday
and

Monday
thru Friday, Dec. 7th ^T^

168 N. PLEASANT ST.

Opcn6:30a.m. 10:30p.m

three out of four," said Coach
Barr. The Minutemen aren't
settled yet at 118, 134, 150, or 177.

The recruiting year was good. "I

believe that the recruiting I did last

year has resulted in getting
wrestlers that will help keep our
balance."

At 118 sophomore Steve Rugger

i

will really be hustled by two fresh-

men standouts. Gene DiObilda out

of Coatesville, Pennsylvania and
Peter Sachon from New York have
been pushing for the spot. At 134

Long Island freshman Bob Schab
has looked very respectable and
has been pushing junior Dick Muri,
who sat out last year after in-

curring a serious knee injury in the

early dual matches. These two
might be joined by another junior

in the form of Alan Elmont, who
saw limited varsity action last

year, but is one of the more
physically bruising wrestlers on
the team.
The 150 pound class is where the

real competition is going to come.
Right now two freshmen are
battling it out for the December 1

opener. Larry Cecchine, Con-
necticut State Runner Up, and
Sean Cronin, an Indiana regional

titlist, have been beating each
other up. Steve Jabout, another
freshman and the fourth placer in

his class in the New York State

Tournament, will be joining these
two after a brief rest from football.

At 177 Tom O'Connell, a junior

college transfer from Suffolk
Community College on Long
Island, will see competition from
freshman Bob Kenny and another
frosh, Bob Spaulding.

"It is going to be a big year for us
in several ways; first, Rhode
Island and Boston University have
programs that are most likely

going to peak this year and if they
do and we can manage to break
their back a little then we should be
able to maintain a dominant
position in New England wrestling.

Second, we have to do well with a
schedule like this so we can con-
tinue to improve it. And we have to

do well in the New Englands."
Coach Barr continued by saying

K40 pounds of heavyweights. George Ireland (top. defending New
England Heavyweight Champ; 250 pounds). Steve Swartz (bottom
left. 2<M) pounds). Charlie Klein (bottom right. New Kngland fresh-

man champ. 300 pounds).

"The New Englands this year will

be won on a break. The team that

stays healthy is going to win.

Rhode Island is wrestling one of

the best schedules a New England
team has ever wrestled (Navy,
Clarion State, Montclair State,

AIA) and if they come through it

healthy they are going to be a little

tougher than we are."
Wrestling is going to be on

campus this year: the matmen are
going to wrestle really good teams,

and UMass is helping forge a place
for New England wrestling in the
national scene. That is a tall order
to carry off successfully, but to

paraphrase the U. S. Wrestling
Federal ion's slogan, "Teams that

wrestle with their problems come
out on top."

Soft,comfortable,
pigskin anddumb.

- ".j^i

/A

.----.

'*-./

Up ti) your ankles in brushed
pigskin. Underfoot, thick rushy
sole and heel. Inside, warm fleece.

Dumb Yeah. m«n

%

Hush Puppies

4f<8tika&

Why put your feet out in the

cold when you can put them in

nice dumb, soft pigskin with a
cozy fleece lining.

Shoes

So. I'lcu!»;uil Si. XlllllCOl
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Varsity Swimming
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Jan. 31 t in \ of Conn
Feb 2 Northeastern
Feb 5 Keene State
Feb h Central Conn
Feb, 11 Springfield

Feb. IS Univ. of Vermont
Feb im Worcester State
Feb 21 Univ oi N H
Feb Hrid^cwatt-r State

Feb 28 Plymouth State
Mar 2 Southern Conn
Mar 5 Smith College

11 7 30

II J IS

A 6 30

A

H 7 45

\ 5:00
A 6 30

A 4 30

II 7 15

II 8 00

A 4:00

II 7 15

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Mar.

1 M'line
5 Wesleyan

11 W. IV I.

18 Holy Crobi
26 Vermont
81 ' 'oast Ciuard
2 M. I. T.
e

< Rhode Island
13 Tufts
16 New Hampshire
IV Amberst-Cent. Cor;

23 Connecticut
1-2 New Entflarula

Away 1 :00
Home 4 :00

Home 7 :30

Home 1 :30
Away a •00

Away 7 :00

Home 2 00
A w a v t :00
Home 4 :00

Away •>

a 00

Hume I :00

Home 00
Brown

Women's JV Basketball

Women's Swimming

3]

Feb
Feb

8

Feb 11

11

Feb 20

21

2K

Mar

I ni\ of Conn
Northeastern
Keene State

Central Conn
Springfield

Ml Holyoke
West field State
Univ ot .\ H
Bridgewater State
Plymouth State
southern Conn
Smith Coll.

H <; (Hi

H 1:00

\ 6

II

A

H
\

H
H
\

11

7 00

4 30

6:00

4 30

2 IK)

Nov
Nov
.Jan

Feb

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Mar

14 Ml Holyoke
28 Welleslej Relays
;n Univ. of Conn.
7 Ucllesley & Conn

College

ft
1 Vermont College

13 Springfield College
it. Now Englands
21 l niv ot Nil
25 Southern Conn

\
i

A
H 6:30

11

A
1 DO

< Irono, Me
A 4 : 30

A (M)

2 Eastern Regionals Springfield

Women's JV Gymnastics
I eb t* Keene State
Feb 2o Boston State
Feb 27 Salem State4 UNH
Mai S Springfield

A 6:30
II 7.00
11 7:00

A 8:00

Papa Gino's is

NOW OPEN
in the Mountain
Farms Mall.

Now your appetite for pizza, pasta and sandwiches has a new place to go. Its the new
Papa Gino's in the Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley. Come on in and enjoy a delicious
Papa Ginos pizza. And Papas menu also features his famous spaghetti, ravioli
mamcotti. burgers, hotdogs. salad. French fries and much more. That's why we say'
when you're hungry for something more bring your appetite to the new Papa Ginos
Restaurant.

Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. 1? a.m. to 12 Midnight
Sun. 12 Noon to 12 Midnight

TAKE OUT SERVICE TOO

Deo.

I),-, .

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

1

s

11

13
15
28-

7:30
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
7:30

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

8

11

15
17

22
26
29
31

2

6

9
12
14
16
19
23
27

Basketball
Harvard Home
St. An shim's Away
Rhode Island Away
Connecticut Home
Holy Cross Away
Iona Home

-29 Hall of Fame
Tournament *

I'Mau, Brown,
DePaul. St. Peter's

New Hampshire Away 8:00
Boston University Away 7:30
Vermont Away 7 :30
Providence * 8 :00
Maine Away 7 :35
Syracuse Away 8:00
Northeastern Away 8 :00
New Hampshire Home 8:00
Niagara Home 7:30
Boston College Away 7:30
1 nnecticut Away S:00
Boston University Home 8:00
Springfield Home *:00
Rhode Island Home 7 :30
Vermont Home 8 :00
Maine Home 7 :30
Forxlham Away 8:00

Springfield Civic Center

Coach: Jack Leaman
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Varsity Hockey
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

28
1

5

7

8

12
2s-

Salem State
Merrimack
Williams
Norwich
Middlebury
Merrimack

Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home

8:00
8:00
8:30
8:00
7:30
8:30

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

19
20
24

25
29
1

6

9
12

13
1

H

20
23
27

29 Merrimack Tournament
LMass., St. Anselm'8,
Lake Forest, Merrimack

Providenr-e Away 7:30
Boston State Away 8:30
Hamilton Away 3:00
Colgate Away 8:00
Boston University Home 8 :00
Boston State Home 8 :00
Vermont Away 7:30
Yale Away 2:00
Connecticut Away 7:3o
Uolby Home 4:00
Bowdoin Home 7:30
New Hampshire Home 8:30
A. I. C. Away 7:30
Northeastern Home - :<»<>

Coach: Jack Can n iff

Women's Gymnastics

Varsity Wrestling

Trenton Slate Jan. 26
Towson State Feb. 2
Springfield Feb. 22
Southern Conn. Mar. 2
Clarion State Mar. 9
Coach: Virginia Evans

Dec.
!>. c.

Dec,
1 >•• -.

J;. it.

s

15
2 b'

Jan. 29
Feb, 9

Feb. 9

Men's Varsity Gymnastics

Feb.
Feb,
i ' U.

Fob.
M a r

12

16
19
23
1-2

Connecticut-Yale Home
Rhode Island Away
M. I. T.-Wealeyan Homo
fiarvard-Hofstra Home
Cent. Conn., Soton Hall,
C. W. Post Cent. Conn.
Springfield Away
Coast (Juard Home
Yan-Con Championship

Maine
New Hampshire
Wilkes
W. P. I.

Dartmouth
N'PTUWA

Away
Home
Home
Home

Dartmouth

3:0ft

7 :00
7 :30

2:00

2:00
8 :00

7:30

3:00
7:30
7:30
7:30

Coach : Homer Barr

Dec. 1

Dec. 4
Dec. 8
Jan. 19
Jan. 23
Feb. —

Feb. I

Feb. 12
Feb. 16
Feb. 20
Mar. 9

*-

Mar. 7-S

Syracuse
Boston State
Pittsburgh
Army
Temple
Pennsylvania State
So. Connecticut
M. I. T.
Navy
Springfield
Cornell

7-S-9 EIGL Championship
Cornell

Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away

1:30
7:30
2:00
2:00
4:00
2:00
7:30
7:30
1 :30
8:15
2:00

Coach: Tom Dunn

Varsity Ski

Women's Ski

Call us when you're hungry

584-6904

Papa Qino's
l*l//\-l»\Sl \-S\\l>\.|( IIKS

MOUNTAIN FARMS MAM . HADI.KY

Feb. 2-3

Feb. 9-10

Feb. 16-17

March 2-3

March 9-10

Coach: Marcy Wertz

Ski Area

Mt. Tom
Tenney Mountain
Tenney Mountain

Mittersill
Pleasant Mountain

Jan 19

Jan. 26

Jan 27

Feb. 2

Fob 3

Feb 9

Feb. 10

Feb 23

Feb.

Mar

Mir

Mar.

8

9

Sponsor

Edelweiss G. S.

Tufts

Bentley

Amherst

U.Mass

A. I.C.

U.Conn

Northeastern

Boston College

Boston Univ

Ski Area

Mt. Ascutney, Vt

Middlebury, Vt.

Middlebury, Vt.

Lyme, N. H.

Lyme, N. H

Whittier, N. H

Whittier, N H.

Waltham, Mass

Waltham, Mass

Cranmorc, N. H.

NEISC Championship

Cranmore, N H.

Eastern College Championships

Cranmore, N. H

Coach: Bill MacConreil

Visit the House of Walsh SKI SHOP

/

Varsity Track
Away 1 :00

Away 2

H. 1:00
Away 3

Away 1 :00

Dec. 1 Maine
D«e. 5 Rhode Inland
Dec. 8 Conn., Manhattan
Jan. 26 Vermont
Feb. 2 Northeastern
Feb. 8 Dartmouth U. N\ H.

Dartmouth 1:00
Feb. 16 Yan-Con Championship

Vermont
Feb. 23 New Enjflands Oonil.

Coaeh: Kenneth O'lir •

n

JV Basketball

Deo. 1

Dec.
Dec. *

Dec. 12
Feb. >

Feb. 6

Feb. H

9
Feb. 1.1

Feb. 1^

Feb. J'>

Feb 2.1

JV Hockey
Merrimack Away
Williams Home
Harvard Freshmen Away
Merrimack Home
Yale Away
Deerfield Academy Away

• n Ciil'. A •

Harvard J V Home
R. P. I. Away

Prep w , v

Connecticut Home
R. P. I. Home

6:00

2 :00

3 :00

6:00
3.00

Deo.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.

Jan
Feb.
Web.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb

1

5

11
13

IS

31
9

12

14

16
19

23

Rook wood Acad.
St. Anselm's
Connecticut
Holy Cross
North Yarmouth
Academy
St. Thomas More
Connecticut
Rockwood Acad.
Spi ingfleld
A. I. C.
Dartmouth
Dartmouth
Thames Valley
Technical Colleire

Coach Fa n

Home 5 :30
Away 6:00
Home 6 :00
Away 6:00

Home 5 :30
Home 6:00
Away 6:00
Home 6:00
Home 6 :00
Home 5 : 80
Home 6 .00
Away 6:00

Home 5:30

(J.unlette

JV Wrestling

Coach: Ruse Kidd

JV Track
Dec.

Feb.

"nnecticut
2 Northeastern
8 Dartmouth

Away 1:00
Away 1 :00
Away 1 :00

Gideon Ariel

Dec.
I
>•«

-.

J

I Conm ' ut-Yale
« M. 1 T.

I* Harvard
• Id

v\ p. j

h Ho

Hon
Home '

Home 2:30
\ s ay
Hon
Home "

r Be

JV Gymnastics

ymouth State
- \rmy
9 Dartmouth

•well Technical
Springfield

Home 7 :30
Away 4 :00
Home 2 :00
Away 4:00
Away 6 : 1

5

Bob Koenig

*

On March 2. 1972

(iuloiicl Sander* introiluced

"The Student Special"
Well Folks, it 's back again

at that special price of

99*

over 50 years of qualityfrom the skiers friend

**» ot felife fa

Jl ST FOR M I DfM S, Mi here** what >•• get

• a pet of Raaeeeky rri.d CfeMMe
• Colon. I , Hat Sail* •am
• Calonal'i Special Cola Slaw

• On* Hat Roll fl; Q

M ^i run Ml

))U)
Ona Pra-eacb 99

S'udani ID Raquirad

Season 's Greetings From

o(wc&

Kwtiurkij fried Ckkh*
Roul. 9 256-8746 Hadle r

the

store

that

dresses

you
for

the

o
c

c

a

s

i

o

n

I

Store Hours: 10-9 p.m., Mon.-Sat.
Located on Rt. 9 in Hadley, next to Zayre's
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Hoop Women Are

A Seasoned Team

Staff photo — Kevin Mark

The Women's Basketball
team tips off its '74 season on

January 31st with four of its

last five starters returning.

BY LINDA M At KI.KK

"We expect a winning season

with an improvement on last

year's record and tournament
standing.'" Those were the im-

mortal words of Jane Farr ex-

pressing her optimism for the

upcoming women's basketball

season which begins January 31st

In a league which includes all of

New England and New York,

UMass was chosen last year, with

a 7-4 record, .o go to the Regional

Tournament. Sixteen out of an

approximate eighty-five teams are

elected each year, with the two top

teams continuing to a National

Tournament.
Last year UMass lost their first

game at the Regionals and sub-

sequently lost in the consolation

semi-finals. The winner of the

National Tournament was
Immaculata College of Penn-
sylvania. It was the second year in

Names To Watch For
• Jenny Edminster, Leading Scorer

and Rebounder

Pat Glispen, center

• Marilyn Ritz, guard

• Joanne Smith, guard

» Ann Foley, Leading J.V. Scorer

and Rebounder

a row for the small women's

college Queens college of New

York placed second and Southern

Connecticut, third.

UMass Coach Jane Farr,

however, expects Southern Con-

necticut is a better team than

Queens because they have been

one of the top five contenders for

the past five years, while Queens

was consistently knocked out until

last year. Last year UMass fell to

Southern Connecticut by 13 points.

But UMass did have a winning

season. The starting lineup had Pat

Glispin at center; Jenny Edmin-

ster and Beth Fay at forward; and

Marilyn Ritz and Joanne Smith at

guard. Ms. Edminster was the

leading scorer, averaging 14.4

points a game and also the leading

rebounder averaging nine a game.

Pat Glispin scored 8.2 points a

game. Marilyn Ritz, a co-captain

ind Jenny Edminster will return to

ihe team this season. Coach Farr

also expects to bring up her leading

junior varsity scorer and
rebounder - Ann Foley. Ms. Foley

averaged 11 points and 9 rebounds

a game.
The major weakness on the team

this year will be the same as

last year - a lack of height. Pat
Glispin is only 5'7". She will have
to face many other centers who are

over six feet tall. Coach Farr is

hoping to gain some height through

in-coming freshmen.

The team will not be picked until

December 1st, which leaves a week
and a half of practice before in-

tersession. The season will then

begin at home on January 31st at

7:30p.m. against the University of

Connecticut. UMass will also play

its traditional rival, Springfield

College, at home on February 11th.

DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S OOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S nOMlwrvc DOMINO'S HOMINO'S DOMINO'* DOMINO'S

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

For All Your Winter Needs!

HOT! FREE! DELIVERY
253-8587

Our Superb Cheese Pizza

12 - inch Pizza $175

16 - inch Pizza $095

Our Deluxe Pizza
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,

Ham, Green Pepper, Onion

12 - inch Pizza $915

16 - inch Pizza $495

ADDITIONAL ITEMS

Mushrooms
Onions
Green Peppers
Pepperoni
Ground Beef
Fresh Sausage

on

12 - inch Pizza QRc
on

16 - inch Pizza gQc

25° Off
Any Small

PIZZA

(ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA)

I

Any Largo

PIZZA

(ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA)

Name, Name.

Address, Address

Brother Combos Could Bolster UMass Track Attack
By SCOTT HAYES

This year's Indoor Track team
may not have another brother
combination like a Gaylord and
Jim Perry, but it does have three
outstanding pairs of brothers who
should help the team improve on
last year's 1-4 record.
UMass finished third in the

Yankee Conference last season,
behind UConn and Boston
University. The team didn't fare
as well in dual meets, losing to

UConn, Dartmouth, Northeastern
and Adelphi while managing a win
over UNH.
This year the 60-yard dash will

be led by Pendleton once again.
The only difference is that Tony
Pendleton, who set more than one
school record, graduated last year.
His two younger brothers, Mar-
shall and Anthony hope to take
over where Tony left off. Anthony,
a freshman, was the
Massachusetts' state champion in

the 100-yard dash and the long
jump.
Bob and Ken Adamson should

help the team this season. In a
recent practice meet, the brothers
< Bob, a sophomore and Ken. a
freshman) finished 1-2 in the 50-

yard dash. Both were timed in a

speedy 5.4 seconds.
The Beland brothers help bolster

the sprinting corps. Tom, a junior,
was third in the 220 in the New
England meet last year. Larry, a
freshman, took second in the state
in the 220.

Steve Crimmins will return to
the 600-yard dash this season after
a one year layoff. Crimmins ran a
1

:
12.4 in the 600 as a freshman, two

years ago.

Hurdling is one of the strong
points on this year's UMass team.
Top hurdlers in the 60-yard high
hurdles are sophomore Kurt
Stegerwald and senior Jim Hen-
nessey. Stegerwald and Hennessey
finished second and fourth
respectively in the Yankee Con-
ference meet a year ago. Fresh-
men Bruce Stearns and Alan
Supernault will serve as back-up
hurdlers.

The 1,000-yard run will be one of
the strongest events for UMass.
Four runners who hold the school
record in the two-mile relay will
compete in this event. Senior Jack
Maloney, junior Weeden Wetmore,
sophomore Peter Byron, and
Junior Devin Croft. All four run-
ners have run 1 : 55 or better in the
880-yard run. Freshmen Harry

(MIX Staff Photo)
l Mass Marshall Pendleton hopes for many more winning

performances like this one. Pendleton is one of many fine sprinters
who should form a strong point on this year's team.

Kelly and Chet Mysliwicz hope to

challenge the experienced runners.
The team is strongest in the

distance events. Cross Country
runners Randy Thomas, Bill

Gillin, and Tom Maguire join Jack
Maloney in the mile. Thomas ran
the event in 4: 11, Gillin in 4: 12 and
Maguire in 4: 15 last year. Maloney
was timed in 4:15 also. Chris
Farmer, who has bettered his best
mile time of last year already in

practice, might be used as a swing
man for the team Farmer may be
running two or three different
events.

In the two-mile, Randy Thomas
once again leads a fine group of
harriers. Thomas' best time last

year was 8 : 58, while Bill Gillin was
timed 9:08. Tom Maguire ran the
two-mile in 9: 10 a year ago. Fresh-
man cross country runner John
McGrail and junior Tom Wilson
will also be competing in the
longest distance event. Last
season, UMass placed three
runners in the top nine in the New
England two-mile.

In the field events, the long jump
and triple jump look to be the
strongest, as they were last year.
Bob Adamson was the top New
England jumper. He jumped 48'3

1/2" in the triple jump and 23'9

1/2" in the long jump. His brother
Ken was the Class A high school
champion for Massachusetts,
while Anthony Pendleton was the
state winner in the long jump in

high school. Junior Mike Geraghty
was ranked eighth in the triple

jump last season.

Junior Mark Hughes leads the
high jumpers. He was sixth in the
New Englands with a jump of 6'5".

Conrad Gees, Ron Harris, and
Bruce Stearns are three freshmen
who should see their share of ac-

tion this year. Gees and Harris
jumped ti'4" in high school, while

Stearns' best jump was 6'2".

This year's team is weakest in

.he pole vault and the weight

events. Mark Bordne threw 13'6"

in the 35 pound weight throw which

is about the same as the hammer
throw in outdoor track. Shot put-

ters include senior Bob Bocash and

freshman Tom Lonergan who
have both topped 35' in practice. A
35' throw in the shot put was the

best throw last season. Freshman
Scott Hermann rounds out the

group of shot putters

UMass opens its 1973 season with
a meet against Maine on
December 1 Assistant coach Mike
Muska explained that Maine is

going lo be tough to beat, and that

they're usually a well prepared
team Muska "admitted that last

year was a disappointment for
I Mass, but he is looking forward to

this year s schedule. Muska feels

that the team will get a lift from
cross country, since the distance
runners form the backbone of the
team.

<MDO Staff Photo*

Phi> Broughton finishes one of his best races of last season.
Broughton and his teammates hope to improve on last year's 1-4

record when they open their season Saturday at Maine.

Names To Watch For
Bob Adamson-Top New England

Jumper A Year Ago

•Kurt Stegerwald-Hurdles

• Maloney - Wetmore - Byron - Croft

1,000-Yard Run

DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S DOMINO'S

Featuring weekday
COCKTAIL HOUR

All drinks 75c — Free hors d'oeuvres, 4.30-6:30 p.m.
Enjoy live music in our Cocktail Lounge

Diner and anti pasto salad bar served
Tues.-Saf., 5:30-10:00 p.m.

SPECIAL FEATURE! Gourmet dining in our wine cellar
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Women's Swim Team Working to Improve
By MDC STAFF

Every afternoon the swim team
takes over the North P.E. building

pool... as the Naiads leave a "swim
team warm-up with a four hun-
dred" can be heard from third year
veteran Coach Pat Griffin. A
determined UMass Women's Swim
team appears to have set goals,

starting training back in Sep-

tember, swimming and working
out five days a week as well as
weight training and conditioning in

preparation for their meets
beginning in February.
The team, last year, won in the

Albany Invitational and in regular

meets held a 2-4 record, defeating

Middlebury College and URI, and
losing to Southern Conn., UNH, Mt.
Holyoke, and touch contender
Springfield College.

Four swimmers represented
UMass in the Eastern Cham-
pionships last year in Westchester,
Pa. where UMass placed
nin. teenth. Sophomore Mary Ellen
Dash finished 7th in the East in the

50 and 100 yard flv and 11th in the

100 yd. freestyle and junior Laurie
Seluk, also in the Easterns
finished 23rd in the 100 free and 30

fly. It is expected that a much
stronger contingent will be sent to

the Easterns this coming March.
As the competition improves so

will UMass as Ms. Griffin states,

"the team will be definitely
stronger than last year, hoping to

qualify as many swimmers as
possible for the Eastern and
National Championships in

March." Most of last year's team
has returned, including sophomore
diver Carol Canterbury. New-
comers of promise include Cindy
Whiting, a Western Mass. high
school champion, Karen Johnson,
Diana Perry, and diver Karen
Fedora.

The team started the season
officially Nov. 28 in the Wellesley
College relays away, and will

continue their season, after
training over the January recess,

on Feb. 7, in a tri-meet with
Wellesley College and Conn
College at home.

MARY EIXEN (MELON) DASH competes in the butterfly. Last vear she placed seventh in the
Fast in the 50 and the 100 butterfly stroke.

Extra Read All About It!!!! Extra

BLYDA FORD Does It Again.
Blyda's New Indoor Mall Showroom is Now Open

at Mountain Farm's Mall in Hadley.

New England winters can be cold — windy — snowy — in a word, unpredictable. So
Blyda Ford has opened an additional display area inside the AAt. Farms Mall in Hadley. When
it comes to innovations in the displaying & selling ot new cars — in this area Blyda Ford has
always been the leader. The first with the "Big Lot" concept displaying HUNDREDS of new
cars — and now the first in the area with a complete automobile showroom INSIDE a shop-
ping mall. And Blyda Ford invites you to stop in any time you are strolling by. More than a
dozen brand new 1974 Fords are on display. There is a wide choice of video-tapes available to
view at your convenience. And of course, the friendly Blyda Salesmen will be there, too, to
answer any of your questions.

Just one more step to bring more meaning to the phrase.

"You can always do business with Blyda"

BLYDA FORD 584-2400
or

584-4131

KING ST., NORTHAMPTON 536-4048 and now at The Mt. Farm's Mall, Hadley.
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Gymnasts Look
Strongest Ever

By JOHN BOCK
One thing that the UMass men's

gymnastics team has not done this

year is just hang around, tumble
around and vault around Boyden
Auxiliary gym waiting for the

season to come. They can't afford

to because "this should be the

strongest team UMass has ever
had," according to Coach Tom
Dunn.

In his first season as head Coach
last year, Coach Dunn led the

gymnasts to a 9-3 meet record and
a fourth place finish in the Eastern
Intercollegiate Gymnastics
League. UMass is one of ten

schools in the EIGL and they
represent the cream of the crop in

Eastern Gymnastics. At the top of

the ladder is ever present and
always powerful Penn State, the

1973 runner-up. Temple,
Springfield College, Pittsburgh,

Army, Navy, Syracuse, Southern
Connecticut and Cornell are the

rest of the member schools.

The Minutemen have every one
of these teams on the schedule this

season. Last year UMass was tied

for second on the basis of its dual
meet record.

Six events plus an All-Around
competition make up the program
for gymnastics and each man
chooses a specialty or elects to

become an All-Around performer
in which he competes on the

parallel bars, floor exercises,
pommel horse, still rings, long

horse, and horizontal bar and
tallies a score.

The 1973-1974 team has its two
best All Around men back from
last year and they look to do well

this year. Gene Whelan, a junior

from Bedford, New Hampshire and
Steve Scuderi, a senior from

Springfield will lead the team.
They are joined by senior co-

captains Rich Seikunas and Jay
Thomsen. Seikunas is an All
Around competitor and Thomsen a
vaulting and horizontal bar
specialist. He was the best floor

exercise man on the squad but a

recent operation on both knees
leaves his participation in that

even doubtful. Other veterans and
their events are Bill Brouillet and
Roy Johnson on the All Around.
Johnson suffered a severe
dislocation of the elbow in a recent
intrasquad meet and will be out

until next semester.
The freshman recruits will help

balance the team and provide a
push to the upper classmen. UMass
will be able to brag about its Marks
brothers, but will be referring to

Paul and Steve Marks. The
brothers are from Long Island and
they have Paul on the All Around
and Steve competing in four
events. They are good prospects

for a varsity berth along with Peter
Lusk, a frosh from Burlington.

Mass. and the man who has to

replace All American Jay Aron-
stein on the still rings. The starters

are picked on the basis of four

intrasquad meets and if scores are
close. Coach Dunn goes with the

most consistent scorer.

Coach Tom Dunn is very op-

timistic about his team's chances
this season. "I believe we will be

closer to Penn State this year than

we have ever been." If anybody
knows how Penn State works it is

Tom Dunn. A 1971 Penn State grad,

he was twice named to the NCAA
All-American team and won the

NCAA parallel bars championship

in 1971 as the team captain. He is

assisted this vear by Bob Koenig, a

MA. AROl NDS Steve Scuderi and Gene Whalen.

Nantes To Watch For
• Gene Whelan, All Around, Sr.

• Steve Scuderi, All Around, Sr.

• Rich Seikunas, All Around,
Sr. Co-Capt.

•Jay Thomsen, Vaulting and Bar,

Sr. Co-Capt
_J

cove
i:i» lireen Street Worcester. Ma 753-4376

Appearing now thru Saturday

CELEBRATION
Starting Monday, Dec. 3rd

thru Dec. I Oil,

JAMES COTTON

*ff
INTKNSE CONCENTRATION marks the face of one of I'Mass* finest on the parallel bars as the

Minutemen try to improve on last years 9-3 record. They hope to land feet first at the top of the EIGL,
which would put them in a prominent position for an NCAA try.

teammate at Penn State.

The Minuteman gymnasts hope
to see Hicks Cage almost as much
as Boyden Gym as the place their

meets will be held. They have their

toughest meets at home this season
and enjoy the room that the Cage
affords.

Penn State, Southern Con-
necticut, Springfield and Navy are

"Home" and none are pushovers.
Penn State lost All American and
Olympian Marshall Avener to

graduation but they will have
someone quite capable of filling his

shoes and a full house at the Cage
might psyche out the Nittany
Lions. Last year a strong Temple
team was upset as much by the

crowd at the Cage as the stellar

performances given by the
IWinutemen.

For UMass it is an uncertain
season that lies ahead, but the

balance of experience and depth
plus the confidence the Minutemen
have will help reassure them and
just might be the downfall of some
opponent.

IDEAL STOCKING STUFFERS:

Gift Certificates
TO

J«aHH^H^ i

EATING PLACE
Campus Plaza Shopping Center, Amherst-Hodley line

Give them to all your friends and fellow workers.. .A gift

they can enjoy when they want to! Available in amounts
rom

$1.50

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

Treat a Friend and
Yourself at Christmas.
Any pipe or tobacco purchase (or combination) totalling

!.50 or more entitles you to purchase a world famous

COLIBRI Lighter at l/2 price *

* effective thru Dec. 29th

The Colibri lighter reknown

for its flawless mechanical

operation as well as attractive

shape and finish. An

exceptional buy treat

a friend . . . spoil yourself

Other gift ideas:

Pipe Stands

Tobacco Pouches
Sampler Tins

Cigars (single, boxes)

Water Pipes

Foreign Cigarettes

at

AUGIE'S SMOKE
& MAGAZINE SHOP

Open 6:30 a.m. -10.00p.m.
7 days a week

10KN. PLEASANT ST. 2.>:i-7x%
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JV Hoopsters Shoot

for Winning Season
By STEVE SARACENO

The three players flash down the court in a near-perfect rendition of a
three-man-weave. Sharp passes. Fancy footwork. Precise timing... until

they get to the layup. The basketball carreens sharply off the rim into the

shooter's face. JV Coach Chuck Olsen frowns and says, "Try it again".
This is what JV basketball is about.

Coach Olsen is in his first year as a basketball mentor. He's working
with a squad that is composed solely of walk-ons. That is, thee are no
scholarship players on the team. With a team like that, the layups aren't

always going to be made. The JV's can be very good at times, but the
words "Try it again" are bound to be used alot, too.

It's hard to put together a good JV team when the emphasis is on the
varsity program. Two of the expected starters are not even practicing
with them. Billy Santos, a guard, and 6'7" center Arnold Johnson are
working out with the varsity at the moment, but will most likely be
playing for little Minutemen when the season opens December 1.

Rounding out the lineup for the Rockwood Academy opener will be for-

wards Gary Kapinos and Dave Tewhill, along with Mike Reedy at guard.
"We're shooting for a .500 season," says Olsen. "It's my first year, and

I'll be learning along with my players". Last year's squad was less than
500, so a winning season would be quite an accomplishment in Olsen's
premier season.

The three man weaves, fast break drills, foul shooting, and grueling
wind sprints will be standard practice procedure until then for the JV's
...and so will the three-word-phrase Coach Olsen directs to the budding
hoopsterS""Try it again".

I Xaff Wwto Mb Kullrrton
i

GETTING AIRBORNE— Little ( 510") Mike Stokes lifts a Jump
shot in a JV game last season. The flashy fireplug from
Philadelphia, a JV mainstay last season, is now on the varsity.

Boots for Every Occasion

Barefoot Boutique

183 Main Street

Northampton
Open daily 9:30-5:30 p.m.
Thurs. nitetill9 00p.m

( Staff Photo - Gib Fullerton )

THERE'L BE MORE IN '74! — With three trips to the NIT in the past four years, coach
Jack Leaman has made the trek to New York an annual post season event. Here a wild throng of
screaming I'Mies exhort Dr. A and his cohorts to their first NIT victory ever. The date is March
IK. 1973. and the victim is the University of Missouri.
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Best of Luck
Massachusetts Minutemen

Campus Bell's

Cinemas Pizza

Rt 9 University Drive

Hodley Amherst

Gaslite II Wearhouse

N. Pleosonf St N Pleasant St.

Amherst Amherst

A

"JOB3"
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New England Alpine Champ.

Strong Skiers Hope To Repeat
BY WALT POWERS

Coach Bill MacConnell hopes his

ski team doesn't get off to a flying

start.

"Right now, I think our greatest
hazard is peaking in our first

race," he said.

His fear is well-founded, though
hardly pessimistic. Last year
UMass opened its season
avalanche-style, placing eight
skiers in the top eleven (out of

eighty competitors). They
slalomed through the rest of the
season less spectacularly, but still

wound up with their fourth straight

Osborne Division Championship,
their third NEISC title in three
years, and the first National
Collegiate Alpine Invitational
tournament ever held. And barring
a snowless winter or a moratorium
on gasoline sales, UMass is headed
downhill toward a repeat.

MacConnel, entering his thir-

teenth year of coaching, offered a
simple explanation for his success.

We dominate our division simply
because we train harder and are
much more prepared than our
opponents."
The reasons are more complex of

course. For some unfathomable
reason, good skiers gravitate to

UMass. This year MacConnell will

choose a twelve-man team from
thirty candidates, and this team
will be one of the largest and
deepest in New England.
Kurt Syer is the team leader. A

co-captain and team manager, he
joins Dick McWade, Steve Tonelli,
and co-captain Dave Rutter in a
group of potential race-breakers.
Two brother combinations, Dave
and Ben Ferris and Larry and
Gary Peck, along with Bill

Nebesky, will give the Minutemen
the deepest team in the division. It

is this depth, along with rigorous
training and a finely honed espirit

de corps, that should cement
UMass at the top of the New
England hill.

MacConnel sees his toughest
competition coming from
Amherst, Northeastern and BU.
All three teams beat the
Minuteman at one time or another
last year, but none did it con-
sistently. All three have out-
standing individuals, and Amherst
trains three weeks in France. None
of them have quite the training
program UMass does, though, and
this training involves a lot more
than keeping the muscles toned.

"Our long intercession is largely

responsible tor our success"
MacConne! pointed out. "Because
during it, we're able to train at

Haystack Mountain five days a

week. During this time, we live

together, eat together — and ski

together. By the time the season
opens, we have thousands of
slalom gates behind us. We have
timed slaloms and dual slaloms,
and a funny thing happens here.
Going against the stopwatch,
everyone falls into their seeds. But
in head-to-head dual slaloming the
rotation breaks up. This gives the
lower seeded skiers a chance to
move up, and gives everyone a
chance to work out their ner-
vousness BEFORE competition.
By the time the season opens we
are in excellent, competitive
condition, and this has a
demoralizing effect on our op-
position. Our opponents gradually
make up their training disad-
vantage during the season, though,
and that's why I don't want our
skiers to peak so early."

College Ski

Explained

TIGHTROPE WALKING AT
100 MPH — Competitive skiing
is an unforgiving sport. Wasted

inches around the slalom gates

translate into seconds behind

at the finish line, cut the gates

too close, and you fall. Here
Larry Peck begins his turn on a

rutted course.

B.W.J. POWERS III

UMass is the defending Osborne
Division, NEISC, and National
Collegiate Alpine champion.
That all sounds pretty im-

pressive and confusing, especially
if you're unfamiliar with in-

tercollegiate skiing. Basically,
here's what it all means.
There are two varieties of in-

tercollegiate ski competition,
carnival and alpine. Carnival
involves three types of skiing:

j imping, cross-country and alpine
events, such as slaloming. The
better New England schools, such
as Dartmouth and Middlebury,
concentrate on carnival com-
petition.

Most New England schools
compete in alpine competition.
These consist of slaloming or giant
slaloming Each team enters six

skiers in the day's event. Each
skier makes two runs and his score
is the sum time of the two runs The
sum of the lowest four individual
scores are added to make the team
score.

NEISC stands for the New
England Intercollegiate Ski
Conference. This conference is

divided into three divisions, and
UMass is a member of the Osborne
division. To win an Osborne
division race, a team has to post a
lower score than all eight op-
ponents.

The NEISC championships,
unlike the division, are a one-shot
affair involving all three divisions
of the conference.
The national Alpine Cham-

pionships race is an invitational

meet involving college teams from
across the country. It was in-

stituted last year, and held in

conjunction with the New
Englands.

Still confused?

r

lf\i-

I READ YA. COACH! — Sophomore Steve Tonelli leans toward
the slalom Kates as coach Kill MacConnel radios instructions to his
captains in last years NEISC championships. Tonelli is an ex-
perienced sophomore who has trained in France: MacConnell is one
of the most successful ski coaches in New England.

1

The Speakeasy Lounge

at

Names To Watch For 1 WSl SHELLS <VW

Staff I'hotos - Dave Ferris)

A NOT-SO-CANDID-SMILE
— Ben Ferris, last years ski-
team photographer, poses as
he rounds the slalom pole.

•Kurt Syer, team leader

Dick McWade

•Steve Tonelli

•Dave Lutter

Live Entertainment

Tuesday through Saturday

Nappy Hour 4:30 - 7 p.m.

No Cover No Minimum

University Drive & Rt. 9

hour 4:30 p.m. - 1 a.m.

A 1 -i -i tf <s t)H)i\N i i ii a
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UMass. Basketball Records
Muring Field Coal
Career — Julius Erving (72) Career -

1370 Season
Season — Jjlius Erving (72) 727 Kebounds
Game — Bill Tindall (68) 41 Career -

Scoring Average 1049

Career — Julius Erving < 72 ) 26.3 Season -
Season — Julius Erving (72) 26.9 Game —

Field Goals Assists
Career — Clarence Hill ( '66) 565 Career —
Season — Julius Erving 1 72) 286 Season —
Game — Bill Tindall (68) 19 Game -

Percentage
Tim Edwards I '671 .494

- Pete Gayeska ('69)

- Julius Erving <72>

Julius Erving I 72) 527

Julius Erving (72) 32

JoeDiSarcina <'69) 431

Joe DiSarcina ('69) 167

Joe DiSarcina I
'69) IS

Foul Shut's

Career Julius Erving I 72 1 322

r>M Season — Julius Erving < 72) 167

Game - Julius Erving t'72> 19

Consecutive — Kick Vogeley
(72) 24

Foul Shooting Percentage
Career - Bob Eichorn ('60i 792

Season — John Betancourt (72)

.815

Games Played
Career - John Betancourt I 72 1 78

Returnees Bolster

Women Skiers Hopes

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 19

b\ MIX Staff

For the women of Haystack
Mountain the winter season ap-

pears to be one of forthcoming

wealth as they are loaded with six

returning veterans including

SKI CROSS COUNTRY
Complete line of Swix & Rex
waxes and other accessories/
other brands of skis • boots •

bindings.

Personal and friendly service. Base work & repairs,

Empsall's Sport
Shop

84 Green St.,

Northampton, Mass.
Open Daily

9-5:30

Thurs. 7-9 p.m.

584-4003
584-3924

Team Kecords

NEW SCHEDULE
Clip out and save!

FREE
SHUTTLEBUS

ALL TIMES ARE PAST THE HOIK
x:15 and x:45 Melville & Kennedy on Mass. Ave.

X:18 and X:48 C'hadborne in Central Area.

x:20 and x:50 Webster House in Orchard Hill.

x:24 and x:54 Brown in Sylvan Area.

x:25 and x:55 WOPK across from Northeast Area.

x:30 and x:00 Campus Center Circle.

SCHEDULE WILL APPLY FOR MONDAY THRL FRIDAY
7:00 P.M. TO 10:30 P.M.
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY FROM 11:00 A.M. TO 10:30 P.M.

You deserve a break, today,

(and we'll help you get it.)

McDonald*
m

Scoring average, season — 83.8.

1963-64.

Points

Season — 2151. 1970-71

Game — no, vs. Vermont. Feb.
15, 1964; 120, vs. Vermont, Jan. 8,

1965.

Field Goal Percentage
Season — .463, 1971-72

Game — .636 vs. William and
Mary, Dec. 29, 1967

Rebounds
Season — 1375, 1963-64

Game — 81 vs. St. Michaels, Dec.
29. 1970

Foul shot Percentage
Season - .754, 1971-72

Foul Shots

Season — 531, 1954-55

Game — 39 vs. St. Anselm's,
Dec. 1, 1971

captain Heather MacConnell who
is noted lor her combination of

endurance and speed skiing on the

northern slopes.

The team finished third in the

league last year, but they were not

as deep a team as they appear to be
this year. To date Coach Marcey
Wertz. a graduate student in ex-

ercise science, doesn't even know
who is on the squad. The team had
a meeting last week to get

organized. "All the veterans and a

few newcomers showed up But I

still won't know until we actually

hit the slopes in January when we
start training for the big slalom
matches," said the coach.

"This is the year we will do it.

Just wait and see," the coach said,

"as we mop up the league with the

great skiers we have this year."
And mop up well may, because the

other New England schools were
all hit heavily by graduation.

The season opens on February
2nd for the women and will con-

tinue through the latter part of

March with a total of about eight

matches plus the championship
course races.

dhr fLaasarhiifrrte
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New Look, Coach May Lift

Swimmers From Lower Depths
By ROSEMARY WESTON

Rising out of the depths of the
Boyden lagoon comes the UMass
swim team with a brand new look
and philosophy. And after last

years disasterous 1-5 season,
there's no where to go but up.

The new look is sparked by the

confidence of the new coach,

Mahumed 'Bey" Malamed. an
Israeli swimming veteran of the

1972 Olympic team.

Team confidence seems to be the

Mix Mall Photo • John NekOer)

Jeff (rouse, diving star for the UMass mermen concentrates prior
to executing a back-one-ond-one-half-inward dive in competition last
year, ('rouse, former All-State diver in high school, is one of Coach
Malamed's high hopes for a strong comeback after last year's swim
disaster.

Names To Watch For
•Jeff Crouse, top diver

•Bob Kwiecien, backstroke

•Dick Blaisdell, freestyle

•Scott McNabb, backstroke

•Jeff Crooker, freestyle

n rv

K J > '

v y J /

5-1 a.m.
weekdays

12-3 a.m.
weekends

plus -COLOR CABLE T.V.
Bring your own! Everyone welcome

Fearing St. across from Southwest/ 253-9363

key to this year's start. Team CO

captain George Kwiecien sighted

the season's goals as being one of

"no miracles but we are aiming to

do well at the New England! in

March."

Coach Malamed added. "We
have no pretentions about putting

UMass on the swimming map of

the USA at this point."

Perhaps entering the season with
established strong points in diving,

freestyle, and back stroke will

influence victories in the other
events. This is what the coach is

hoping for.

Top diver Jeff Crouse could

break the top 5 in New England this

year. He is backed by Paul Lilito

and Earl McAllister.

Co-Captain Dick Blaisdell and
Jeff Crooker will lead the freestyle

event this year. Blaisdell was the

only UMass swimmer named to

last year's All-Yankee conference
team.

Back strokers Scott McNabb and
Kwiecien should be the best per-

formers in this event.

Also part of the team's new look

is assistant coach Larry Lamm-
bert from Vienna, Austria and
three women managers: Gale
Forman, Jane Loudermilch, and
Pat Magnifico, who should boost

the overall morale of the team.

The team has doubled the
number of meets this season to

twelve. Their number one goal: to

beat arch rival UConn.

Coach Malamed points out that

dedication is what keeps his

swimmers going. "The men are
striving for self-improvement at

this point." he said. "They utilize

their time as best they can and
they receive no scholarships and
little recognition. The only men
that are here are those who are
interested in swimming."
And it's this new philosophy that

just might bring them up from the

depths of that lagoon

(Staff Photo - John Nristeri

Carl Zulick nears the finish in the 200 yard butterfly event last
year. This finish was one of many first recorded by Zulick. The
longer butterfly races are some of the most physically testing events
of swimming as a good butterfly man or woman uses every muscle in
his or her bodv.

Are you tired of campus food?
How about a good home cooked meal?

ST. r\E£IS
RZSXAUHMT

The place that serves breakfast from » a.m. to 9 p.m
daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to 9 p.m.)

Take a Friend To Dinner:
FRIED CHIC KEN and SPAGHETTI

BREADED VEAL C UTLET and SPAGHETT I

GRILLED PORK CHOPS with choice Of

2 vegetables, bread and butter

Also featuring during winter months

Old Fashioned French Canadian MEAT PIE
choice of 2 vegetables & bread and butter

Open
Mon Sat

6a.m. -9p.m.
Sun.

8a.m. -9p.m.

Individual Baked CHICKEN PIE
with choice of J vegetables, bread and butter

28 PLEASANT ST.

S2.50

$2.25

S2.S0

*$2.00

$1.45

Left at the intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5
Downtown Northampton

NORTHAMPTON

Collegian Staff

Don't Forget The Full Staff Meeting

Tonite

7:30 pm Rm. 165 CC
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pfiJFAYETTE
SEidem souND RADIO ELECTRONICS

TEAC DOLBY
CASSETTE
DECK

FOR UNDER 270

QUALITY SPEAKERS AT A
MODERATE COST . • •

$10.00 worth of accessories free with the
purchase of any Sony Tape recorder.

Free pair of Sennheiser HD 414 headphones
with the purchase of any stereo system over
S3S000-

Free pair of Lafayette headphones with the
purchase of a stereo system valued at $50 to
$350

Supershelf.

The new JBL Century L100 It's just

like the compact monitor they make

for recording studios, and then some!

Oiled Walnut. Dimensional qrille in

colors like Ultra Blue or Russet

Brown or Burnt Orange. And

individual controls or :he front that

let you match the sound to the room.

Just the right presence. Just the

right brilliance. See what the new

sound looks like. See the JBL

Century.

PANASONIC
TAPE RECORDER
AC ATTfRT
BUIIT IN CONDENSER
MM
AUTO STOP
All PUSHBUTTON

TEACs n^w 250 .lock comhiiifs
The versatility 0* cossetie lap*
with the sound ul su( xvioniy of

Dolt>> nrxl o ol '' •'•

• Tape selector switch tor regular
r the rievv chromium i

1 imlr
tapes

• Switchoble Dofb*' in record ond
playtuck modes

• Sefwirate VU meters
• Built m quality you'll neve' see
hut will uiipreriute tor years
There's a lot more to T£ AC
thon meets the eor

$
269

95

(W) PIONEER CY.qOC
.-.hf.n ton ,mt someth -in rottc t*F «^\ ^0 Mm mw

The same great JBL Quality in the

less expensive model The L-26 is

a two way speaker system with

individual controls on the Front

that let you match the sound to the

room. This speaker can '

for only

$
129

'ours

95
EA.

XET

72-WATT AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
With 1 tap* men. tart lawdftrtt IwiliK Mta> filter a„d
taaabilrtiai far 1-0 tan el taaafcart

1 Pianeer Praiafl 100 Thraa-way air
i»i#"i,o» taaahar lyilem with
brilliant Hiyh

• it 31 01

REG. LOW PRICE »524.80

NOW S
ONLY 449 95

(SO PiorvicEizn cy.494• when you want something better kjffl ^m mm^m

'*> .0 # 4 •••

'••»«' "raiact 40 T«ra-
Spaaaar SyHam

50 WATT AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
With Taaa aimtir laadnao iwit.h ana* twitch far
#*••» * •mat. tat, •« |M.,„,

REG. PRICE '347.80
way Air tiitHKn

•SR-110X Camalala Tarataala Camplata
»ith •«« Owtf Cavar m-4 Shara M-7J CS
Cartria-ga

S29995

START YOUR

XMAS

LAY-A-WAYS

NOW

The cassette deck
for the shelf with the
wall-to-wall sound
Some sound entertainment centers take up a corner of
house TEACs 210 Cassette Deck takes up just a corner
corner display shelf And it still fills a room with rich wa
wall sound
LIMITED OUANTITY FIRST COME FIRST SERVED

SPECIAL
PRICE

your

of a
l-to

$
159

95

REG. PRICE M89 9i

AYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS
SEIDEN-SOUND

Amherst Store

15 L Pleasant Si
(»•«!• Tfcaraa)

NEW STORE HOURS
9:30 A.M. • 9 P.M.
THRU CHRISTMAS

Jean-Pierre Debris

The Horrors Of Vietnam Still Exist
By SHERMAN BOYSON

"I was driving my motorcycle
through a road in Vietnam one day,
when I saw two bodies lying in a
rice field. I stopped, and started to

take pictures so I could show my
friends the atrocity of the war. A
group of Vietnamese women
mistook me for an American
taking a body count, and they
started to insult me. Before I could
explain what I was doing to them, a
Saigon policeman pulled a gun on
the women and started pushing
them away. Then he spoke to me in

English and told me to keep taking
pictures. I was so ashamed," said
Jean-Pierre Debris, a former
political prisoner in Vietnam.

It was that feeling of shame, and
a general disgust of the cruelties he
saw, that drove Jean-Pierre to

openly protest the Thieu regime in

Vietnam. That protest resulted in

his arrest and two and a half years
imprisonment.
Speaking last night to a crowd of

over one hundred as part of the

Distinguished Visitors Program,
Debris gave vivid personal ac-

counts of the tortures he saw in-

flicted upon political prisoners of

the South Vietnamese government.
A Frenchman by birth, Debris
taught in Vietnam between France
and Vietnam. "It didn't take long,"

Slaff Photo - Kmmetl Srhmarsou

Jean-Pierre Debris

he said, "to learn of the corruption
of the Thieu government." As an
example, he told of how he was
offered as much as three thousand
dollars for copies of the national
exams by generals and senators
who wanted the exams for their
sons.

In his first two years in Vietnam,
Debris learned how the Thieu

government works. "You have
been told", he said, "that the
refugee camps are filled with
communists from the north. The
truth is that they are Vietnamese
villagers that have been driven out
of their homes by the American
army. Because the villagers help
the Viet Cong, the army forces
them to leave their villages and
move to the camps near the city
where the army can watch them.".

Debris went on to say how the
men ended up joining to get money
for their families; and the women
end up in prostitution. "There are
300,000 prostitutes in Saigon, some
as young as 14 or 15, selling

themselves for the price of a pack
of cigarettes."

It was witnessing these events
that finally drove Debris into

p» testing the Thieu regime. He
and another Frenchman passed
out leaflets denouncing the
corruption of the government.
They were quickly arrested and
imprisoned in Chi Hoa prison in

Saigon. It was in Chi Hoa that
Debris learned of the torture that
political prisoners undergo. He
said "the prisoners are tortured for
information and confessions, and
even to get them to salute the
Saigon flag."

Talking last night, Debris proved

himself to be a forceful speaker
who really impresses his listeners

He conveyed his horror and intense

desire for reform to the audience.
Having been traveling in the

United States for only three
months, his French accent was still

very prominent. But his audience
had no trouble understanding him,
or grasping his desire for a change
in the present Vietnam govern-
ment. They listened intently as he
recounted stories of the tortures
used in the prison. Needles placed
under fingernails, rape, electric

shocks, burns, — all are used to get
the political prisoners to co-
operate with the government.
The political prisoners are not all

communist men. "Anyone who is

against Thieu is labeled as a
communist" Debris said, "but that

isn't true. Many are students,
lawyers, women, monks, and even
children." He told of how one seven
year old boy was tortured to get
information about his father's

friends.

Debris was not subject to as
much torture as the native
prisoners were. This was due to the
fact that "Thieu did not want
westerners to learn of the tortures
going on inside the prison" he
explained. Debris also thinks that

this was part of the reason that

finally convinced Thieu to release
him in 1972. He was immediately
sent out of the country and will not
be allowed back in.

Debris emphasized that "while
the prisoners of war have been
released, 200,000 political prisoners
are still in Saigon jails and prisons.

They are bound with handcuffs
made in Springfield,
Massachusetts; gassed with
grenades made in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania; and held in cages
made in Houston, Texas."
American involvement doesn't

stop there, though. Debris reports
that "90 percent of Thieu's budget
comes from the United States."

Since September, Debris has
been traveling with the Indochina
Peace Campaign trying to garnish
support for political reform in

South Vietnam He explained that
the American citizen can contact
the IPC at 2 Brookline Street in

Cambridge if they want to help.
The IPC will supply a list of ad-
dresses to write to. "Public
pressure is a very powerful
weapon" Debris explained. "When
letters started coming in for my
release, the beatings were quickly
stopped. Writing is very effective.

They depend on America for

money, and if it is taken away then
will have to stop."
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"Out, damned spot!",
she said on a dark and
stormy night.
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Janitorial Cutback Attributed

To Orchard Hill Garbage Problem

I Mall I'holo

Outward Bounders in the mountains.
Kml Hmtxangr)

36 To Brave Winter
By MIKE KNEELAND

When some 96 students and faculty members return from the

Outward Bound's course Jan. 27, they might be able to impress a

lap reindeer herdsman.
After completing the 21-day course in north-central Maine, the

participants will have received extensive training in map and
compass work, cross-country skiing, winter camping, snowshoeing
and first aid.

A. Donn Kesselheim. Professor of Education, aid the course is

not designed to "see how tough you are", but to provide ex-

periences designed to promote insight into the nature of one's

personal strengths.

Group harmony is also stressed. "You can't make it alone," says
Kesselheim.

Both men and women will attend the winter course which will

cost them $450. Some will receive academic credit.

By finding strengths not known about, Kesselheim feels

educators and administrators will better perform their jobs.

Instructors feel that such a training course can help develop an
individual's self-confidence in handling various circumstances in

life.

Outward Bound began in 1941 in England as a means for training

young merchant seamen who faced hazardous maritime service.

Today there are 28 Outward Bound schools operating in five con-

tinents.

By ED GORMAN
Orchard Hill residents have been

complaining of a "garbage
problem" in the dorms and two
Heads of Residence have at-

tributed the problem to a janitorial

cutback which was approved by
the Rents and Fees Committee last

spring.

The problem is evident in the
overflowing trash rooms in the
"links" of the dorms and the ever
increasing piles of recyclable
paper that also adorm the links.

According to Steven Stoia, head
of residence in Webster the
problem of too much garbage has
resulted from a cutback in the
number of janitors assigned to

service the four dorms on Orchard
Hill. The cutback followed passage
of a bill by the Rents and Fees
Committee last spring that cut the
number of janitors per dorm from
four to three and ended weekend
service.

Joseph Santuro, head of
residence of Field House, said
"Dorms are designed to be worked
by five janitors not the four that

were assigned and certainly not
three as is the case now. With sick
leave and vacation leave we ac-
tually only have two and a half

janitors and no service on
weekends."
Cindy McGrath, Orchard Hill

Area Government (OHAG) said
that OHAG has a group of people
investigating the possibility of
using the reserve funds to hire
another custodian to relieve the
"janitorial crisis." The emergency
reserve funds are normally used to

finance the caulking of windows or
leaking roofs during the winter and
spring.

The janitorial cutback is most
evident at the end of a weekend.
The garbage has not been collected
for three days. However "weekend
garbage'' is diffferent from
"weekday garbage." With the

dining commons closed on
weekends, many students cook for

themselves and add food waste to

the problem of the overflow.
Santuro said, "The University,

by not answering to the needs of
more janitors, adds to the health,
energy and fire problems."
He said the smell of the trash

rooms at the end of a weekend
gives a good indication of the
health problem involved and that
piled up recyclable papers is a fire

hazard. He also said University
rule prohibits hot plates and other
electrical cooking utensils in the
rooms but because the dining
commons are closed students use
them thus contributing to the
energy problem.

"Let's face it. The Physical
Plant can't help it. The University
grew faster than the Physical
Plant in the past 10 years They are
two or three years behind on some
problems," said Santuro.
Another problem facing Orchard

Hill is the accumulation of
recyclable paper in the links.

Paper has accumulated in the link
corners for as long as a month.
They have been one of the major
eyesores on Orchard Hill.

The Coalition for Environmental
Quality (CEQ) alloted funds for a
recycling bin located behind Field
House a few years ago. According
to Santuro the bin is filled every
three days and many times the
paper is piled all around the bin.

He said the problem is so great that
at times residents of fields are
forced to throw recyclable paper in

the regular garbage.
Santuro said that CEQ and the

Physical Plant are responsible for
the problem. When the bins were
installed, CEQ was told by the
Physical Plant Grounds Crew that
they would remove the recyclable
paper every Wednesday "if they
had the time."

Physical Plant really can't find

the time some weeks because of

the work overload resulting from
the rapid growth of the University,
according to Santuro.

Santuro said the problem can be
solved by installing more bins but
CEQ has failed to allot any funds to

buy them despite appeals from
many influential Hill people.

The unclean environment affects

student's pride in the dorms and
may be a cause of some of the
vandalism in the dormitoris, said

Stoia.

Students in Webster have
complained of "filthy corridors

and dirty sinks" and one student
mentioned "fungi growing in the
showers."
There also have been cases of

elevators being filled with the
recyclable paper and practical

jokes where a person's room was
filled with the papers.
Other times the links resemble

the sides of buildings following a
blizzard with "drifts" of paper
stacked up to the ceiling.

Inside
Women On
Watergate

see page 2

D.C. Investigation

Part 2

see page 3
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Fac-Sen Votes Support
Of Intersession Classes

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1973 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

With coal and oil supplies to the University being
cut, appropriate responses to the energy crisis at
I Mass were discussed at yesterday's meeting of the
Faculty Senate.

Also debated were the Appley Report reviewing
graduate programs and a study to determine how
graduate student quotas are established.

Chancellor Randolph W Bromery addressed the
senate on the UMass/Amherst campus' response to

the fuel shortage.

"Coal deliveries are not guaranteed and the oil

supply may be cut, too,'' stated Bromery.
"Presently we are responsible for heating and

lighting eight million sq. ft. of space including
academic and residential areas. Yet we must find
ways to reduce our fuel consumption by 15%," he
continued.

"A four day work week would be impossible,"
Bromery said, "in view of our previous com-
mitments." As alternative solutions, the Chancellor
proposed lowering thermostats and possibly shor-
tening lunch hours for employees so that offices on
campus could close at an earlier hour.
But these measures would not lower energy con-

sumption a full 15%. To meet this figure. Bromery
said. "We are considering cutting the proposed in-

tercession activities from Jan 7-28 to Jan. 14-28."

By shortening the January term to two weeks,
Bromery hoped that residence halls and certain
academic areas could be shut down lowering the fuel

and electricity usage by the University during the
holiday recess

Presently the University relies largely on coal fired

lurnaces but is in the process of converting to a oil

burning system. Such a change will be delayed ac-

cording to the Chancellor, pending the approval of

continued coal burning by environmental interests.

A motion by the Rules Committee called for the
suspension of all special educational activities
planned for the 1974 January break.
Bromery responded to this motion, saying that a

total shut down of the University would still be im-

possible. "Some faculty, staff and students would still

require access to the University due to ongoing
projects," replied the Chancellor.
The Rules Committee motion was defeated.
In othe business, a motion by Joseph S. Larson to

study the procedures of establishing graduate quotas
was passed.

Also passed were two motions calling for further
review and study of the Graduate Program Review
(the Appley Report) before its implementation.

Watergate: Nixon's Repression

Of Political Moderates?
By ROBERTA McCANN

Is Watergate an unique
development in American politics?

William Connelly, a professor of
Political Science at UMass, said
last night at a Watergate Teach-in
that political intimidation and
repression of leftist groups has
prevailed throughout the history of
the U.S. The only difference, ac-
cording to Connelly, is that
President Richard M. Nixon has
moved repression and intimidation
to centrist more moderate groups.
Connelly, speaking to about 40

people at the Teach-in organized
by the Radical Caucus of the
Political Science Department,
explained Watergate said. "Our
history of intimidation and
repression of leftist groups has
created the possibility of in-

timidation and repression of people
in the middle. Watergate is like the
other break-ins but this time, it

was against the Democratic Party,
not the Black Panthers. The
targets have only changed under
Richard Nixon."
John Powers of the Young

Socialist Alliance attributed
Watergate to the anti-war
movement. Powers, like Connelly,
said Richard Nixon acted against
the Democratic Party because of
its connections with the anti-war
movement Powers said the
movement "petrified Nixon".

"I am in favor of impeaching
Richard Nixon. He is guilty of

many crimes. Watergate is just a
part of those crimes .", Powers
said.

The impeachable crimes of
Nixon, according to Powers, in-

clude the repression of leftist

groups, Vietnam, U.S. involvement
in the overthrow of Allende in

Chile, and the war in the Middle
East.

Pat Rector, a graduate student
in political science at UMass, told

the audience that "Women can

take some comfort in that we have
not been specifically involved in
Watergate."

Speaking on "The Immorality of
Politics: a counter strategy for

women", Ms. Rector offered a

"Guerilla strategy" for women
finding themselves in a male

dominated and defined society.

"Women must blow the whistle

on injustices, make them public,

and sacrifice dog-like loyalty to

moral principles", Ms. Rector

said.

Ms. Rector noted that women
such as Emma Goldman,
Sojourner Truth, and Angela Davis

institutions to "terrorize the left".

2. The use of laws that are

established for one purpose for the

role of intimidating the left.

Connelly cited as an example, the

use of anti-trust laws against labor

groups.

3. The infiltration of groups by

"agent provocators".

The presence of "moderate"

journalist on the "Enemies List"

can be explained, according to

Connelly, by the collapse of the

Cold War Ideology. Journalists

who adhered to the ideology in the

past would have covered up some

U.S. activities. Many liberal

(Slaff I'hoto . ||arr> < 'harychi

John Powers, left, of Young socialist Alliance and Pat Rector
right, PoliSci Grad student, discussed women's involvement inWatergate at a teach-in last night in the Student Union

had to move out of the dominant
system to effect that system.
Professor Connelly said that the

U.S. political system provides for

intimidation and repression of

dissident groups in several ways.
1. The use of established police

Attention News Staff
Important meeting of News Staff, Monday Dec. 3, at 7:30 p.m., in

COLLEGIAN office to discuss. What's happened. What's happening,
and what will happen. COME! And...e-x-p-e-r-i-m-e-n-t

Qty* ftaflBarhuBrttfl Batty (EnlUgtan
The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip
code 01002. Telephones. 545 2550 (news); 545 0344 (sports); 545-0731
(business).

Second class postage is paid in Amherst and additional mailing in
Ware, Mass. 01082. THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,
exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of

an act of March I, 1179, as amended by an act of June 11, 1943. Sub-
scription rates are MOO per semester of S10.00 per year.

journalists without the Cold War
ideology have not been main-
taining the past secrecy.
Connelly cites support for this

theory in the purported reasoning
behind the "Enemies List" — "To
get the message to them."

Correction
An article appearing in Wed-

nesday's Collegian on the Finnish
Exchange Program, said that the
University of Helsinki has two
professors on its staff. Actually,
there are two professors for each
department at the University.
Also, the room and board at the
University is $800.00, not $600.00.
The article also said 80 to 90 per-
cent of the students study English
as a foreign language. This is at the
elementary and high school levels,
not the University level. The ex-
change was made possible by the
UMass Office of International
Affairs, directed by Mrs. Burn.
The exchange program was
initiated by Professor Paul
Saagpakk.

"iSliiff IMiolo/Slrxc lasinski i

A "pickeral" caught in Norwich Lake. Huntington. Mass.

The Flags Are Coming
For Winter Ice Fishers

"Ice is nice." By WILLIAM WIGMORE
Thousands of winter sportsmen think so, who cut six inch holes in

sheets of ice to lower their lines through.

Ice-fishing is a love.

From the boot-deep cranberry bogs of the Cape to the depths of

reservoirs in western counties, Massachusetts is a beautiful state in

which to slip and slide on the ice. In many waters where the ice is at least

4 to 6 inches thick, anglers will redden their fingers, this winter, in pursuit
of pickerel, bass, perch, and sunfish.

The catch from under the ice is usually large. Recent surveys by the
states of Connecticut and Rhode Island have shown that fishermen are
two to five times more successful in this season than in the bug-bitten
days of summer.
But it's surprising how little success is determined by the number of

pounds of fish that are put on the ice.

I've gone ice-fishing on days when two or three flags were sufficient to
give rise to a small celebration.

A flag is a colored piece of felt, atop a thin, metal band, attached to a
crude reel. When a fish bites, the reel spins, the band springs upward, and
the flag waves. Thus, a bite is called a "flag."
The excitement a flag causes is comfortably warming. And two or

three flags at the same time is hot fun. Which is the way this kind of
fishing usually goes — in action-filled spurts.
So there is waiting. This is the time to get together some fire wood to

keep the flames peaking. By the time you get on shore a flag is usually
waving you back.

But if one isn't. I like to sit down by the campfire or hibachi and take my
hands out of their gloves.

If there isn't a tip-up by now. it is a good time to begin a meal.
My friends and I usually take a pot of heavily-spiced chili and a long roll

of bread ( a few feet) for roasting. This combination with lots of strong
coffee is probably the best deterent to cold that there is.

Before we can get our fill, we usually have to make several runs. A cup
of coffee can freeze before you have time to drink it, once the action has
started.

The long green and yellow chain-pickerel, fierce in the chill water,
telegraph thrills up the line. Fat bass can send you cursing when you
can't get them through the small hole in all the excitement and you bump
them free. But then there's another flag and you forget about the one that
got away with the next one that you have on.

It can be fast sport.

But when it isn't, there's much more to enjoy.
On a glacial surface at Billington Sea in the middle of Cape Cod. we had

an almost fishless day. one winter. But it was a June in January kind of
day A glazy sheen on the ice, seeming to melt, reflected large seagul-
shapes over head. A gliderport nearby targeted its sailplanes above us in
the almost breathless air.

We watched the quiet spectacle for hours. Skaters who came by oc-
casionally to check our catch moved on to look for others who might have

'
r<
\
m
f

cmber tnat day as "appily as many that produced a row of wide-
jawed fish.

Fish or no fish, it was a great time out-of-doors.
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DC - No Free Ride
Food Services Investigated

Part Two
The University Dining Commons

has been compared to a low class
hamburger joint, but at least you
can get a free ride to MacDonal's.
Most students feel that the only
ride you get at the Dining Com-
mons is the $300 it costs to eat
there.

While student sentiment against
Food Services mounts, suspicion
and accusations fester. Actions
and reactions have culminated in

the dismissal of Food Services
Director Joel Stoneham.
Dissatisfaction takes many

forms-doubt over the nutritional
value of the product, poor service,
inefficiently scheduled labor,
spiralling meal tickets costs, a
questioning of the entire Dining
Commons operation.

Students have even mobilized
support calling for an all-campus
boycott against the "poor con-
ditions" at the Dining Commons.
Charles Goodreau, student

organizer of the drive, has drawn
up a petition "because students
pay for this University; if we say
something changes, then change it

must,"
Director Stoneham told the

Collegian that his responsibility
was "to operate within a
budget. ..When board price in-

creases were proposed, we ex-
pected unpopularity. We don't like

them any more than the students
do."

He continued by saying that the
boycott's effect was questionable,
"I don't know what effect it'll have
on the Board of Trustees."
According to Nick Apostola,

Student Government President
and Trustee, the Board has taken
no action in this matter.
Countering objections that the

menu selections are not to
students' taste, Food Services has
established an innovative test
panel headed by Marie Cappadona,
a registered dietician. By this

panel, all foods considered for

purchase are submitted for
product acceptability before their

purchase.

Studentsratetheproducts. Oncea
product has been accepted by the
students, bids are sent to various
wholesalers.

"Quality evaluations through our
Test Kitchen have shown that only
25 per cent of products submitted
for testing are deemed acceptable,
"stated a report from the division

of Research and Development, a
branch of UMass Food Service.

"Test panels are scheduled twice
per week and 6-8 products are
considered each time," said
Stoneham. "We've tested between
500-700 products per year with
countless retests."

"After our initial testing
program for utilization of mostly
pre-prepared products, a cost
analysis of these products vs. on
premise made products was
done," read the division's report.

"The food costs of the various pre-

prepared items were easily
calculated by dividing the number
of standardized portions into the
quoted price for the product.
"These figures were then

compared to the food and labor
costs for identical products made
conventionally from our stan-
dardized recipes. The cost analysis
showed that by purchasing pre-
prepared products, the over-all

costs would at least remain con-
stant and would decrease
depending on the wage rate." It

concluded that, "The ability to

decrease staff from 405 to 316 and
increase services illustrated the
cost savings that have been made
by this system."
Pre-prepared products have

been purchased since 1967 because
consistently "they have proven to

to highly justified for large mass
feeding services," said Stoneham.
"Because vastly different results

existed between all the Dining
Commons when we were using
standard recipes, we switched over
to mostly pre-prepared, pro-
portioned, pre-seasoned loods.
We've tested and purchased over
195,000 different products," said
Stoneham.
A partial listing of these products

in comparison to the products used
in 1966 follows:

1966

soups made on premise
potatoes peeled on premise
french fried potatoes on premise
casseroles made on premise
salads made on premise
ice cream bulk served
coffee made on premise
puddings made on premise
pies made on premise
bacon in bulk

1973

canned & dehydrated soup
prepeeled potatoes
preblanched french fries

over ready roasts

casseroles pre-prepared
salads pre-prepared
ice cream prewrapped & sliced

coffee frozen concentrate
puddings canned
pies pre-prepared
bacon pr^e-prepared

"The product, if it has received
an acceptable rating, goes on a bid
list," continued Stoneham, "then
we bid by brand names and take
the lowest price. It's the only way
to guarantee the quality we have to

have... if a product receives an
unacceptable rating we don't say
it's a lousy product. We say it's

unacceptable to our standards."
Buying is done 3-6 months ahead

of time to accommodate the yearly
menu. This purchasing method has
its drawbacks as food prices can't
be predicted ahead of time.

"We don't know what it'll cost 6
months from now. It's hard to

predict," said Stoneham.
For example, Stoneham found

himself in a bind when he was
forced to buy when prices were
extremely inflated. Below are

those items most relevant to F.S.

operations experiencing drastic

percentage increases:

Soybeans 167.5 per cent
Broilers 158.9 per cent
Eggs 132.1 per cent
Sheep 106.2 per cent
Hogs 101.8 per cent
Because of this factor, the

seconds policy for entrees was
discontinued
uproar.

amidst student

Nutritional questions were then
raised by irate students. Peter
Manning, of the Hotel-Restaurant
department, told the COLLEGIAN
that any institutional food, by
virtue of its definition, is okay
nutritionally.

"If students aren't receiving
their nutritional requirements,
then they're not eating all of their
meals," said Manning.
"Nutritional value is lost when

food has been so overheated or so
overcooked that it's unpalatable,
therefore being inedible," said
Manning. "I really don't think the
Dining Commons has reached this

point."

In a study conducted by MB.
Crossmon and E. Ready in 1968,

the nutritional value of UMass food
was studied for 7 days, using less
than 12 students. This study was
done before implementation of the
no seconds policy.

They found:

average number calories
recommended-males 2900, ave.
2745; females 2100, ave. 2130

protein recommended-males 70
gm., ave. 112;females 58 gm., ave.
100

calcium recommended-males 500
mg., ave. 1189; females 400 mg.,
ave. 625

iron recommended-males 10 mg.,
ave. 11.1; females 15 mg., ave. 10.3

ascorbic acid recommended-males
70 mg., ave. 140;females 70 mg.,
ave. 68

fat recommended-males 78-93, ave.
162; females 55-67 gm., ave. 98

vitamin A recommended-males
5000iu, ave. 5293;females 5000iu.,

ave. 3756

It should be noted that different

nutritional experts disagree over
recommended intakes.)

"The food here sucks," many
students exclaim. "The peas don't
taste, the meatloaf looks and
smells like cardboard, the salad's
wilted and the potatoes are cold.

The milk's not bad..."

And with these feelings, students
think that they're being ripped off;

even though Stoneham is gone the
situation will remain the same.
Food Services will be working with
the same inherent problems in the

system.

As Stoneham puts it, "The place
is just too damn big."

"We can't appreciably do with

dunlxim WAFFLE-SfOMPERS
— your boot center for either sex

&0LLU Shoes
8 Main St., Amherst

Daily 9:00 - 5:30

Fri. till 9:00

HOME OF THE DOWNSTAIRS BOOT CELLAR"

less manhours and have the same
standards," explained Stoneham.

In Stoneham 's October report to

Vice-Chancellor Thomas B.
Campion

:

Overview of Services Rendered in
1966

The following services were
rendered by this department to the
University community in 1966:

I.) 7,000 meal ticket holders-405
employees

2.) No choice menu
3. ) Each meal ticket holder was

assigned to a specific dining
commons

4. ) Meal hours per day of five (5)

hours

5.) 15 meal ticket only option
offered to boarding students

6.) Two (2) snack bars in

operation

7.) Board rate of $220.00 per
semester-$440.00 annual
Overview of Services Rendered in

1973

The following services are
presently rendered by this
department to the University
community in 1973:

1) 9,930 meal ticket holders-314
employees

2.) Multi-selective menu
3.) Seconds on all menu items

except entrees with option to

purchase second portions of en-
trees

4.) Complete intertransferability
of serving lines and dining com-
mons

5. ) Meal hours per day of ten and
a half (10 1-2) hours

6. ) Option of 10 or 15 meal ticket
for all boarding students

7.) Three (3) snack bars in
operation

8.) Three (3) retail mini-mart
grocery stores in operation

9. ) Basic Foods menu offered in

two dining commons
10. ) Introduction of dorm dinners-
200 annually

11.) Butterfield living-learning
food service co-op
12.) Introduction of extensive
catering services

13.) 5 day-breakfast, lunch, dinner
tickets for community
14.) Board rate-10 meal ticket

$569.50 annual, 15 meal ticket

$643.50 annual.

The Dining Commons* em-
ployment has been reduced from
405 to 316 workers with the advent
of pre-prepared foods amidst the
growth of the University.
By contract, AFL-CIO union

employees cannot be replaced by
students. Also, there's a high
turnover rate with student em-
ployees.

"A lot of students don't like to

work and there are more students
than regular employees," said
Stoneham. There are 400-500
student employees, working ap-
proximately 10 hours-week.
Stoneham has said that union

contracts do not inhibit any profit-

making abilities. More
specifically, "most employees take
the summer off; we haven't hired
persons in a long time," said
Stoneham

.

"It is my opinion," said
Stoneham, "that the manhours and
the meals served are not out of
balance or out of line and
productivity per manhour is ex-
ceptionally good."
Back at the Dining Commons

there are two employees...one is

handing out the meal stubs which
the other one collects. One is a full

time union worker, the other a
student. Says the student, "Yup, I

think they can do without me. But
I'll just sit on my ass and collect
the tickets that she hands out."

CORRECTION
It was erroneously reported in

yesterday's issue that Joel
Stoneham met with Warren Gulko
at the Faculty Club. Stoneham met
with William Venoman, not Gulko
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The energy crisis
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.as pumps at a discount gas station in Unionville. Ont., just north of Toronto, are covered up Tuesdayafter the tanks ran dry. John Bulnes. head of a company which operates four such stations on TorontoI
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The problem - a solution

I aul Indianer. 43 got rid of his car last week and installed a $2,500 portable telephone and garage dooropener on h.s b.cyc e's handlebars. "This is one of my contributions to helping the energy cris*" sa7dIndianer. who pedals to and from work every day.
en*rB> crisis, said
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Economy Down,
Unemployment Up

ByBILLNEIKIRK
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-The energy crisis will push the nation's
economy down to near-recession levels next year and force the
unemployment rate up to nearly 6 per cent, President Nixon's chief
economist said Thursday.
Herbert Stein, chairman of the President's Council of Economic

Advisers, said the economy will grow very slowly in 1974, with the
fuel shortage directly causing a 2 per cent cutback in economic
output.

Stein said his predictions assume that the Arab oil cutoff con-
tinues next year.

Reporting on a high-level assessment of the assessment of the
shortage's economic impact, Stein told newsmen that Americans
can also expect sharply higher fuel prices. But he said the inflation
picture is too cloudy to make a prediction.

If the jobless rate does rise to the almost 6 per cent level forecast
by the administration, it means that more than a million more
workers will lose jobs. The unemployment rate is now 4.5 per cent
of almost 90 million workers.
The government had predicted the jobless rate would have ex-

ceeded 5 per cent without the Arab oil cutoff.

As Stein reported the administration's view of the economic
impact of the crisis, the White House disclosed that President
Nixon will meet with his Cabinet-level energy group Friday.
Such a move usually means that a decision is near. The energy

group is studying whether gasoline rationing, a stiff increase in
gasoline tax, or both should be imposed to dampen demand.
Stein said no decision had been made either way but sources said

that the energy group is leaning heavily toward recommending
rationing to Nixon. The President, however, views rationing as a
last resort.

Press Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said contingency plans are
being drafted for rationing but added that Nixon hopes the steps he
has already taken will eliminate the need for that move.
The economic assessment, besides accounting for the Arab

cutoff, assumes that Nixon's energy-saving programs would work
said Stein.

This means that the burden of the shortages must be borne
mainly by consumers, who must cut down on nonessential driving
and on thermostat setting in their homes, he said
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Clash On Troop Withdrawals
New Talks Postponed

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Egypt broke off crucial truce talks with Israel and

accused the Israelis yesterday of evading the troop-
withdrawal issue. Fighting erupted between soldiers
of the two sides not far from the conference site.

An Egyptian government spokesman, Ahmmed
Anis, said Egypt has decided to halt military talks
with Israel as a result of Israel's evading "im-
plementation of the second point" of the six-part Nov.
11 ceasefire agreement, Cairo's official Middle East
News Agency reported.

Under point number two, the opposing armies
would pull back to positions held Oct. 22, the date of a
cease-fire declared by the United Nations Security
Council.

Israels top negotiator said he thought the
negotiations would continue despite the impasse on
repositioning the armies along the Egyptian front.

The Israeli negotiator, Maj. Gen. Aharon Yariv,
told an Israeli state radio newsman: "I expect that
the talks will continue, and I hope we shall be able to
solve problems and to improve the mutual un-
derstanding reached until now."
Mortar shells thudded and machine guns chattered

only about two miles from the site of the talks on the
Cairo-Suez road.

The Israeli military command reported the
Egyptians opened up with small-arms fire and an-
titank missiles in three other places along the Suez
Canal front. One Israeli soldier was wounded, the
command said in a Tel Aviv communique.

In London, Saudi Arabia's oil minister promised
that Britain, France and Spain would be exempt in

January from a 5 per cent increase in a cutback of
Arab oil production.

The announcement by Saudi oil minister Sheik
Ahmed Zaki Yamani told a news conference the three
countries were among the nations the Arabs view as
"friendly." He said African countries which broke
relations with Israel would get the same exemption.

Buzhardt On Tapes

The Arabs cut back oil production 25 per cent last

month nrtrk «3iH thnv wn**M t-<->rJnfp prod'Jftin" Hf\

additional 5 per cent a month.
While it was apparent the Arabs felt they were

getting some results with their oil restriction, there
was no indication of a break in the Egyptian-Israeli
standofl in the desert negotiations.

The negotiators met for one hour and 20 minutes.
They were unable to agree on pulling troops back
from the area of the October war along the Suez
Canal front, U.N. spokesmen said.

The generals did not schedule another meeting,
according to one of the spokesmen, the commander of
the U.N. emergency force, Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo of
Finland.

"The situation is very, very bad," Maj. Gen.
Mohamed elGamasy of Egypt was quoted as saying
in a pool news dispatch from Newsweek newsman
Arnaud de Borchgrave.
The mortar and machine-gun fire erupted shortly

before Gamasy and Ma. Gen. Aharon Yariv of Israel
started their talks at Kilometer 101, 60 miles east of
Cairo.

A U.N. spokesman did not say which side started
the shooting. Newsmen could see that both Egyptians
and Israelis were firing.

Success in the talks is generally regarded as
necessary for a more-lasting solution to the Middle
East crisis. The Arabs say they will continue to use
cutbacks in oil production and embargos of
petroleum until the Israelis get out of captured Arab
territory.

Informed sources said the negotiators are focusing
on how far the two armies should pull back and what
kind of weapons the forward elements of the
repositioned armies would be allowed to have.
Yariv has proposed that both sides pull back to

positions they held before the war broke out Oct. 6.

That would leave all Israeli forces on the east side of
the canal and all Egyptian forces on the west bank.

"No Innocent Explanation"
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)

Presidential lawyer J. Fred
Buzhardt said Thursday he thought

there was "no innocent ex-

planation" for an 18-minute voice-

killing buzz in one of the Watergate
tapes until he succeeded in nearly

duplicating the sound.

As the testimony on the flawed

tape contined in federal court,

special Watergate prosecutor Leon
Jaworski said he was studying the

possibility of asking that all White
House tapes — recorded con-

tinuously for more than two years
— be turned over to the court for

safekeeping.

"I think if I were the White
House," Jaworksi said, "I would
like to see them placed in custody

so that there couldn't be anything
happening to them."
The White House said later that

Jaworski 's suggestion that all

tapes be placed in custody was
"just nonsense."
Seven of the tapes required by a

subpoena because they are though.

to bear on the Watergate cover-up
— and three submitted voluntarily

by the White House — already are
in custody of U. S. District Judge
John J. Sirica, who has expressed
fears about their safety.

A White House spokesman said,

meanwhile, that all seven tapes

are intact and claimed that the

staff Jaworski inherited from fired

special prosecutor Archibald Cox,
but not Jaworski, display
"ingrained suspicion and visceral

dislike for this President and this

administration."

Buzhardt said he ran the
recorder used by President
Nixon's secretary, Rose Mary
Woods, next to her switched -on

electric typewriter and a high-

intensity lamp and "we got a very

similar sound" to the 18-minute

buzz.

The White House claims the

segment was obliterated when the

recording button on the machine
was depressed while it was in the

proximity of the typewriter and
lamp. Miss Woods testified she

may have accidentally pushed the

record button, but for about five

minutes and not 18.

Experts selected by the White

House and the Watergate

prosecutor will begin examining
the 10 tapes Monday for possible
alteration, at the same time
seeking the cause of the gap in the
Sept. 20, 1972 tape and new con-
versationless spots disclosed by
Buzhardt Wednesday.
The White House spokesman,

Press Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler,
noted reports of the con-
versationless spots in saying the
seven subpoenaed tapes are intact.

He attributed some of the White
House problems in handling
subpoenaed materials to an
overworked White House staff and
also to "somewhat sloppy" work
on the part of the prosecutor's staff
in preparing subpoenas.
The buzz in the June 20 tape — a

time when the prosecutor believes
Nixon may have discussed the
Watergate affair with aides John

D. Ehrlichman and H. R.
Haldeman — is in two distinct

levels.

Jaworski 's statement was made
outside of court after assistant

Watergate prosecutor Richard
Ben-Veniste brought out in

questioning that Miss Woods had
nine tape recordings in her
possession as late as Monday of

this week. Buzhardt said he hadn't
known about that.

His testimony indicated he was
equally in the dark about many
other times when tapes were
moved about from one office to

another in the White House.
He said he took it upon himself to

conduct the tests on a fresh reel of

tape even though, three nights
before, the panel of experts had
met for the first time to discuss
their forthcoming tests.
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Minutes To Spare For Minuteman
Li. Leo Voight, Massachusetts State Police bomb expert, holds sticks of

dynamite from a bomb he defused Tuesday just five minutes before it was set to go
off at the Minute Man statue in Concord, Mass. A v isitor discovered a ticking box at
the base of the Revolutionary War monument.

Experts Clash Over
Hodgkin's Disease

By BRIAN SULLIVAN
AP Science Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - A
widely known study in Albany,
NY., suggesting that
Hodgkin's disease may be
infectious was challenged
Thursday by a new study of
that form of cancer in Oxford,
England.

"There is no evidence at the
moment," a scientist reported,
to support the idea that a
"cluster" of cases of Hodgkin's

disease in one area necessarily
means the disease is passed
from one person to another.
Hodgkin's disease is a cancer

of the lymph system.
The cluster may be due

merely to chance, Dr. Malcolm
C. Pike of the University of
Southern California School of
Medicine told the National
Conference on Virology and
Immunology in Human Can-
cer, sponsored by the
American Cancer Society and

100 Killed In Japan

In Department Store Blaze
KUMAiMOTO. Japan ( AP) — Fire and smoke stampeded thousands of

panicky shoppers in a department store Thursday, and police said more
than 100 were killed and 100 injured in the worst such blaze in Japan's
history. K

There were conflicting reports, but police said 107 persons, including 67women were killed.

The fire raged for eight hours through the seven storv building in thecenter of this southern provincial city of 480,000. "
8 me

Ironically, the fire occurred on a day when the store normally would
have been closed and when sprinklers weren't working because they were
under repair for Fire Prevention Week, officials said.
Smoke and fumes continued to hamper rescue work as building

materials used in remodeling the 20-year-old Taiyo Department Store
still smouldered.

'It was like an inferno, full of cries of fleeing mothers and children
"

said Junko Nagai, a waitress who survived. "I am lucky to be alive
"

Masatoshi Tsuruya, 22. a university student, said: "I was almost
overwhelmed by smoke before I reached a window from which I escaped
by a ladder." He said he saw many people tumbling down a stairway like
an avalanche.
The store was open for the beginning of the pre-Christmas and year end

sales season and was filled with about 10,000 shoppers. Witnesses said the
shoppers stampeded when someone shouted "fire" at the sight of smoke
The fire broke out in the bedding sales department on the third floor

around 1:20 p.m. and quickly raced up the stairs.
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the National Cancer Institute.

One of the Albany resear-
chers, Dr. Nicholas J. Vianna,
said the two studies were in

agreement that Hodgkin's
disease was not an infectious
one in the classical sense — it is

not transmitted directly from
person to person such as
measles or chicken pox.
Vianna defended the

evidence suggesting in-

fectiousness when factors such
as carriers not themselves ill,

host vulnerability to the illness

and variability in con-
tagiousness are taken into

account.

He said he did not think the
new study upset the Albany
findings but endorsed the idea
of further study.

Scientists in the New York
State Health Department found
31 cases of Hodgkin's disease
among persons who were
related or who were friends or
somehow in contact. The total

of 31 cases was called far above
what would be exptected in a
grouping of that size.
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Drinan Votes
Against Ford

Confirmation
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep.

Robert F. Drinan, D-Mass., was
one of eight Democrats on the
House Judiciary Committee
Thursday to vote against con-
firmation of Gerald R. Ford as vice
president.

"The priorities of Mr. Ford are
neither mine nor those of my
constituents," Drinan said af-
terwards. The Massachusetts
Democrat also cited Ford's 1970
attempted impeachment of
Supreme Court Justice William O.
Douglas and Ford's "ambiguous
position with respect to secrecy in

government" as reasons for voting
against confirmation.
The Judiciary Committee voted

29 to 8 in favor of Ford with
overwhelming approval assured
when the House takes final action
on the nomination next Thursday.
The Senate confirmed Ford last

Tuesday.
In a lengthy statement outlining

the reasons for his opposition,
Drinan cited a long list of social
legislation he said Ford had voted
against, including food stamps, the
anti-poverty program and
Medicare.
Drinan also said Ford had a

"negative record on en-
vironmental issues."

According to Drinan, Ford also
voted against the voting rights law
and fair housing legislation.

Drinan called Ford's effort to

impeach Justice Douglas "strange
and shocking." Ford merely
repeated charges...furnished him
by the Justice Department, Drinan
said.

On secrecy in government,
Drinan said Ford was one of the 14

members of Congress who was
informed of the secret B-52 raids
over Cambodia in 1970. It was the
revelation of those secret raids last

summer which first prompted
Drinan to call for the impeachment
of President Nixon.

Nitric Acid Caused
Pan Am Crash
WASHINGTON (AP) - Some of the nitric acid bottles carried by the

Pan American World Airways cargo jet that crashed in Boston earlier
this month apparently were loaded on their sides, the National Tran-
sportation Safety Board said Thursday.

All three crewmen were killed when the aircraft, its cockpit filled with
smoke, tried to make an emergency landing at Logan International
Airport.

The Federal Aviation Administration said the pilot had radioed the
airport that he had smoke in the cockpit and fire light indicator was on for

the No. 4 hold.

The safety board said tests showed that spillage from the nitric acid
packages would cause smoke within 13 minutes and a fierce fire within 16

minutes.

The acid, the board said, was packed in one-pint, plastic-capped glass
bottles. The bottles were packaged inside wooden boxes and cushioned
with combustable material similar to sawdust.
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House Judiciary Approves Ford
ByJOHNBKCKLKR

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House Judiciary Committee voted 29

to 8 Thursday in favor of House Republican Leader Gerald R.
Ford's nomination to be vice president.
Overwhelming approval is assured when the House takes final

action on the nomination next Thursday. The Senate confirmed
Ford 92 to 3 last Tuesday.
Speaker Carl Albert said it has been tentatively planned to hold a

joint meeting of the House and Senate immediately after next
week's vote to swear Ford in as vice president.
The post has been vacant since Oct. 10 when Spiro T. Agnew

resigned after pleading no contest to a charge of income tax
tension President Nivnn nnminn'ort Ford Oct. 12.

Ford will be the first vice president ever nominated by a
president and confirmed by Congress under the 25th Amendment,
which went into effect in 1967.

The eight Democrats who voted against Ford's nomination ob-
jected to his generally conservative voting record, particularly in
the area of civil rights, and to his leadership of a 1970 impeachment
move against Justice William O. Douglas.

But Rep. Peter W. Rodino. D-N.J., chairman of the Judiciary
( ommittee, said under the 25th Amendment "the President has an
unquestioned right to select a vice president he can work with both
ideologically and politically."
The 60-year old Michigan congressman has been House leader

since 1965.

Sun,

Wind And
Rain House

By RICHARD O'REGAN
Associated Press Writer

CAMBRIDGE, England ( AP) - A
Cambridge University research
team plans to build a house next
year that will be run solely by the
sun, the wind, the rain and the
waste of its occupants.

The team believes the world
faces huge new energy shortages.
So they hope to create a house for
the future that can exist by itself,

generating its own sources of
power from nature alone. The
house - they hope - will be entirely
independent of outside systems of
electricity, gas, oil, water and
sewage.

"We are trying to create a house
that will allow us to maintain our
present standards of living with no
more sacrifices than we will have
to make when we run into future
energy crises in 20 to 30 years,"
says Alexander Pike, head of the
team.

Pioneer 10

Probes Jupiter

By WILLIAM STOCKTON
AP Science Writer

MOUNTAINVIEW, Calif. (AP)-
If you had a compass on Jupiter its

needle would point south instead of
north.

Pioneer 10, the unmanned space
probe hurtling toward man's first

encounter with Jupiter, has con-
firmed the giant planet's magnetic
field points toward the South Pole,
controllers said Thursday.
That's completely opposite the

direction of earth's magnetic field,

which is at the North Pole.
Pioneer scientists said the

discovery by the 570-pound
spacecraft is significant because it

confirms the theories of earth-
bound astronomers.
"We consider this to be probably

the first piece of evidence con-
firming that the inferences about
Jupiter radio astronomers have
drawn over the years probably are
correct," said Dr. E.J. Smith, the
scientist in charge of Pioneer's
magnetometer. The
magnetometer is a sophisticated
compass that measures magnetic
field.

At 4 p.m. PST Wednesday,
Pioneer 10 was 3 million miles
from Jupiter, traveling at 26,200
miles per hour. When the
spacecraft sweeps within 81,000
miles of the planet at 6:24 p.m. PST
next Monday, its velocity will be
73,600 m.p.h.

The spacecraft is sending color
photographs to the Ames Research
Center here across five million
miles of space. Controllers say
they are growing steadily more
revealing.

5-CoIlege New Faces
I x' /' Energy Crisis Party

U. Mass. Campus Center
Friday, November 30

10th Floor

9:00p.m.- 1:00a.m.

Rock Band — $l.oo donation — Cash Bar
All Faculty, Staff and Graduate Students

(8(8) MOVIE CALENDAR

SUNDAY, DEC. 2

"MALCOLM - X"
7&9p.m. S.U.B. 75<

THURSDAY, DEC 6

"HAROLD and MAUDE"

"THE AFRICAN QUEEN"
7 ft 10. IS

8:30

S.U.B. 50c for both!

SUNDAY, DEC. 9

"DAD SISTER"

"CASARLANCA"

7 ftlO.IS

8 30

SUB. 50< for both!

bearing
red tag

187 n. pleasant st. amherst

Steten* TfouHtai* SfwtU, Inc.

SPKIAIISIS l\ QUAII1V IK. HI WEIC.H1

H\(kPA(M\(, AM) MOIM MMIRINC. FQUIPMENT

POST-THANKSeiVme DAY SKI SALE
NOV. 26 - DEC. 1

EMS MADSNUS 12000 (HAIR)
w boots and bindings

ILASKIA TURLARfiRERR
w boots and bindings

EMS ASRES TURLARfiRERR
w boots and bindings

R0RRA 1800 TURLARfiRERR
w boots and bindings

EMS MADSHUS 2RRR
w boots and bindings

MADSHUS RIRKE REIHER
w boots and bindings

Waxes and accessories 50 percent off

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS/AMHERST
Rte. 9 Amherst- Hadley Line - 253-9504

(Specialists in quality lightweight backpacking, mountaineering and ski-touring equipment.)

Mfg.

Sug. List

112.00

Package

Price

69.50

102.00 74.50

90.50 49.50

95.50

93.50

96.50

64.50

. .*.-», «.,
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-Will today's COLLEGIAN end up here?. ..yesterday's did - at Webster's 4th link. Trash is a problem
on Orchard Hill (see story on page 1).

Energy Man To Assess N.E.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal

energy chief John Love will visit

New England "as soon as

possible" to assess the region's

energy crisis. U.S. Rep Robert H.

Steele, R-Conn., said Thursday.
Steele met with President Nixon

for about 40 minutes Thursday
afternoon. He said Nixon agreed to

dispatch Love to make further

recommendations on the northeast

energy plight.

Steele said Nixon expressed

"deep concern" and pledged to

consider "every possible step to

see that New England does not

suffer more from the energy
crunch than the rest of the nation."

Steele told the President that

New England could take the brunt

of the energy crisis because 70 per
cent of its buildings is heated by oil

Edison Seeking
Nuclear Power
BOSTON (AP) - The Boston

Edison Co. is to file an application
Friday with the Atomic Energy
Commission for a construction
permit to build nuclear generating
units 2 and 3 at Pilgrim Station in
Plymouth.
The units are to be pressurized

water reactors and would have a
capacity of 1,150 megawatts.
An Edison spokesman said

Thursday that construction would
not begin until completion of en-
vironmental and safety hearings
and said the projected completion
date for unit 2 is 1980, with unit 3 to
be finished several years later.

and 70 per cent of its electricity is

generated by oil.

Steele said Nixon also agreed to
consider visiting New England
himself. Nixon also said he could
discuss New England with his
White House Energy Policy Office
on Friday.

Steele recommended that New
England's oil allocation be reduced

less than that of warmer areas. He
also suggested diverting electricity
from southern states and shipping
more coal into the area.
Steele said mid-Atlantic states

depend on oil for only 30 per cent of
their electricity, while 23 central
and southwestern states depend on
oil for less than 3 per cent of
generation.

DeSalvo Buried
( IIKI.sk \ ( \P) Private funeral services are to be held here Friday

tor Albert DeSalvo, who once claimed to be the "Boston Strangler."
DeSalvo, 42. who was serving a life sentence for assaults on four women

not connected with the stranglings, was found stabbed dead in his room in
the hospital at Walpole State Prison Monday.
DeSalvo later retracted his statement that he was the "Boston

Strangler," responsible for the deaths of 13 women between 1962 and 1964.
No one has been tried for those killings.

Co-ed Sports

KHOOKLINE. Mass. (AP) - The Brookline School Committee is
seeking approval to allow freshman and sophomore girls to participate
with boys in three inter-scholastic contact sports.
The school committee created a special study group several months

ago to look into the feasibility of girls in grades 1 through 8 joining boys in
contact sports.

The group recently recommended female participation in basketball
baseball and soccer in grades 1 through 10. Student sentiment in
Brookline high school favored extension of the plan to grades 9 and 10
according to the committee.
Representatives from the school committee are now contacting the

Massachusetts secondary school principals association for its official
sanction

Longfellow's House
( AMBRIDGK. Mass. I AP) — Ownership of Longfellow House on

Brattle Street in Cambridge has been transferred to the U.S. Secretary ot

the Interior as a national historical site.

T he transfer document was entered by Longfellow trustees Wednesday
at the Middlesex Registry of Deeds.

Three trustees donated $200,000 for maintenance and improvements to

the mansion, once the home of poet Henry W Longfellow.

I AMHERST CHINESE FOOD
f 62 Main St Amherst
I Tel 253-7835
3 EAT IN OR TAKE-OUT

I LUNCH SPECIALS 99c & u
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TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except during league play)

PRE-CHRISTMAS CLEARANCE

ALL SANYO CAR DECKS

40% OFF
KODAK dark room paper

8x10, single weight, 100 sheets

List $13.00 NOW $9.00

Other SPECIALS available

WWfiW/WA
[VtRYTHIMG PHOTOGRAPHIC

Mon. Wed., 9 -

Tue. - Fri., 9 - 8

Saturday, 10 - 5

West St.

Amherst
253-3148

Fri., Nov. 30 Sat., Dec. 1

12-5 p.m.

beseler

COLOR

PRINTING

DEMO

Northampton Store Only

bring your favorite

negative to be printed

TRIPODCAKinw SHOP
^k NNk. ,nc

mill ST., Northampton

'Irkifications' Minor

...not knowing what's

there in daylight can
trip you up at night.

.losing your limb to a lousy two wheeler.

LOONEY
TUNES
QUALITY, HONESTY AND

INTEGRITY IN THE SALE

OF

AUDIO COMPONENTS

L00NEY TUNES OFFERS:

Stereo Equipment for the student on a
budget as well as for the most critical

audiophile

Free Delivery of any Stereo System

90 Day replacement policy

Looney Tunes' everyday prices are our
competitors' sale prices; so come on down,
pick a system and we will put it on sale for
you, far below our regular low prices.

LOCATED ON EAST ST.

OFF RTE. 9

HADLEY

Come register for our Christmas Giveaway

A Thorens T D-160C turntable

Drawing to be held December 15th

...everyone playing

Lt. Columbo

UMass Police

Now Emergency

Number

5-3111

^^y%( *fff#MU wv"^ <"i> ousts—

-<rz 9
dvr cud iAiu cvrwrnAjfa dU <*v-

... WtmGxz
LEATHER + SDEPE Sth^NlOi IT •© i

Rt. 9, Hadlay CORDuROV 1-DEMlM Utft J&„ , !— -— a,... TACKErS , PANTS ^^"Tfewataer
S<ut^k€tS
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EXECUTIVE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
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Unhelpful Guide

Every semester the students of UMass are more or less
forced to get ahold of a Course Description Guide for pre-
registration.

Usually by the time it comes out we are so sick of our
present courses, or so far behind, that we pour over the
book like parochial school students do the Baltimore
Catechism hoping to find something better for the next
time around.
During the following semester we go to classes, get

bored and behind, await the Course Description Guide and
repeat the whole pre-registration process. And then it

happens again.

Could it be that the Course Description Guide is about as
helpful as a San Diego road map is to someone lost in
Millinocket. Maine?
We think so.

The Course Description Guide as it exists now is a
failure. The concept is viable but the end product of the
writers in many cases does not at all represent the concept
of mass information.

It has for many faculty turned into a Public Relations
vehicle by which they can advertise their courses and gain
enrollees.

The faculty write their own course description submit it

to the Student Senate who compiles the writings. No one
has the time to check on the veracity of the individual

faculty writers so the material is presented just as they
write it.

It is not inconceivable that a sticky fingered student get

a hold of one of the forms meant for the faculty, concoct his

own course and sit back to have some fun.

Imagine reading :

Cinema 100: MWF Ass. Prof. Snodgrass.
Contemporary Cinema: A viewing of contemporary

movies in Bowker Aud. three times a week from 9:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. No papers, no exams. No requirements.
Course limited to 3,000.

OSCAR would go to Bowker and find nothing there as
anticipated.

All too often people are registering for real courses who
have been touted by their teachers in a fallacious and
misleading way. And when students have to get out of the
course and into another one the real hassle begins.
Replacements are oversubscribed or scheduled at times
that conflict with a present schedule, or at (ugh) 8:00 a.m.
[f someone is lucky enough to find something more
suitable to their needs they enter the course with the

disadvantage of missing a few lectures.

There is no easy way to prevent teachers from
bullslinging in the Course Description Guide now. It will

continue. We are responsible to care for ourselves.

The Collegian invites letters from students who enrolled

in a course based on what the Course Description Guide

said, only to find out that they were mislead by pumped-
up rnetonc. Perhaps between now and registration day we
can save ourselves a lot of hassle and disappointment.

A lot of people have written about the United

Nations this semester. It has been pointed out that the

U.N. is useless, etc. I have taken another viewpoint. I

say that the U.N. is dangerous. Last April 27, I wrote

a column on U.S. State Department Document 7277

and the plan for the eventual surrender of our Armed
Forces to the U.N. I also mentioned" that the U.N.

Department that controls any army is under the

auspices of the Undersecretary General for Political

and Security Council Affairs. This office has always

been held by a communist. In his book, In The Cause
of Peace, Trigvie Lie stated that this was agreed upon

at the founding meeting of the U.N. Lie ought to know
this, he was the first permanent Secretary-General.

Last October 19, I wrote a column saying that a

U.N. is not needed and mentioned what world

government means for this time. And last October 26,

I mentioned why one should avoid UNICEF like the

plague.

Unfortunately, there is more to the United Nations
than just these three things. The following three

items involving the U.N. show this.

The first is the Genocide Treaty which is in danger
of being ratified by the U.S. Senate. This allows the

U.N. to stop what it calls genocide. Thus, the treaty

says that any citizen in any country recognizing this

treaty may be prosecuted for doing any physical or
mental harm to any member of any minority group.
This wording is ambiguous as any single human
being is a member of a minority group. But the treaty
also says that the prosecution must occur in a country
other than the one the defendant is from. A good
example of this is that if a policeman arrests someone
committing a crime who may be a member of any
minority, he may be arrested by the U.N. and tran-

sported to the Soviet Union and tried by Soviet
judges. And no mention is made of the Soviet per-
secution of Jews, the 6 million murdered by Com-
munist China or any attrocities committed by Iron
Curtain countries. It is the free world, especially the
United States, that will be forced to comply with this

ridiculous attrocity. If I were you, I would write the
U.N and "ir rn~ * copy f tn js treaty. Then, if you

don't like the terms of this treaty, write your Senators

and urge them not to ratify this treaty.

The next thing is the Seabed Treaty. Believe it or
not, there is a treaty before Congress that if passed,
would give the U.N. Control over all waterways, even
inland waterways. This would give the U.N. control

over 'i of the earth's surface. This would include
mineral rights and oil rights. With the structure of the

U.N. as it is and with their past judgements regarding
the U.S., you can be sure that Iron Curtain countries
will get the lion's share of these. After all, they have
gotten the lion's share of everything else the U.N. has
done. Write your congressman and urge him to vote
against this monstrosity.

The third thing is the Atlantic Union. This has been
called the first step to regional government which will

lead to world government by Henry Kissinger. This is

also dangerous to the U.S. as it is the first step to the
surrender of our sovereignity to the U.N. just as the
U.N. Charter demands.
Of course the U.N. violates their own charter. They

ignore the plight of people imprisoned in communist
nations and they fight anti-communism. Look at what
happened in Katanga in the early sixties. Look at the
U.N.'s throwing Taiwan out of the U.N. and bringing
in the Red Chinese. That, too, was in violation of the
U.N. Charter.

On November 21, a letter to the editor was
published in the Collegian written by Donald M.
Austern. I agree with Mr. Austern wholeheartedly. In
fact, there will be a box in the Collegian office with
my name on it. I am asking those members of the
UMass community who are against the U.N. to write
a letter to the Amherst Town Council and ask them to
reconsider their move that supports the U.N. by the
placing of their flag on the town common. Please
place the letters in the box with my name on it and I

will deliver them to the town council. I want that flag
taken down. The U.N. is the biggest anti United States
organization in the world and no one who is a true
American should support it.

Bob Estelle is a Collegian Columnist.

Oil Blackmail

By DAVID EIBEL
In the modern world, we are seeing a strange

evolution in morals and values. Criminals are
revered to such a great an extent that compassion is

extended more to the wrongdoer than the victim. The
world is completely upside-down when one compares
it with the world as it was a hundred years ago.

The so-called energy crisis has seen many nations
throw honesty and integrity to the wind, in exchange
for oil. The exchange can only be considered the
vilest of recent times, almost as inhuman as the
actions of the United States and other countries prior
to World War Two, when they forgot the values upon
which they had been founded and refused to admit the
oppressed Jews of Europe in the face of imminent
annihilation.

The United States, so far, has stood fast in the face
of Arab blackmail, and has refused to weaken in the
face of Arab threats. Unfortunately, virtually every
Common Market State, plus Japan, have given in to

the Arabs and their Russian directors and traded
human decency for black oil.

In the period when life was simple and things were
black and white, the evil were punished and the good
were rewarded. The machinations of the Arabs can
be called only one thing: simple, uncomplicated
blackmail. The nations that have acceded to the
blackmail threats are almost as guilty as the per-

petrators themselves and both should be punished.

The United States has a moral obligation to torce

the Arabs and more importantly the Soviets to end
their pernicious actions. Whether it is done peacefully

or otherwise, it is clear that blackmailers-must not

get off "scot free." To leave the criminal unpunished
and the victim in ruination would be in direct

violation with all the things that humanity infers. For
to long, honesty, pride, and respect have been thrown
to the wind in exchange for opportunistic hypocrisy.
The tide must turn.

David Eibel is a Collegian commentator.

Infirmary Comfort

By SAMUEL P. HASSAN
Having made an appointment to do so, I dragged

myself into the infirmary at precisely 10:25 last
Monday. Although it was not my original problem, a
slight attack of asthma immediately set in as I groped
my way through the dust. How urgent is the
remodeling that it can't be done during the week-
ends, intercession, or at night.

I had originally made an appointment to avoid
waiting, and was relieved to know I wouldn't have to
sit in the dust filled room. My relief slowly turned to
dismay as I proceeded to wait 45 minutes to see the
doctor. My initial intent was to have a prescription
filled. "We don't carry that stuff. Its too expensive "

said the doctor. He gave me a new bottle of the same
old tetracycline I've developed an immunity to
"Listen kid, I've been in this business for 25 years "

he said. "Well what about my wisdom teeth? I have 2
coming in sideways, and they're killing me," I said
"Are you kidding," he laughed! "Let me show you
the bruise I have on my back. I've been keeping an
antibiotic on it," I said. "Oh, no need to do that Keep
it dry and covered," he advised. Next day, my bruise
took a turn for the worse. I continued applying
Bacitracen and it's fine now.

What's, really bothering me is my digestlve'syste'm.

I keep getting baby heart attacks in between con-

stipation and the runs, and I passed out from gastric
pains the other night. I though my appendix were
bursting. Aside from a touch of colitis, I've never had
any problems with eating. What I'm saying is that I

can't continue my meal plan. How can I get off it?

"Don't look at me kid. You make an appointment
with another doctor if you want. Maybe he'll be able

to help you," said the doctor. "Okay, sorry I bothered
you," I said in departing.

I was so bullshit, stomping to the appointments
desk, thriving on every throb of what became codine
headache no. 151. 1 hadn't slept the night before, and
the doctor must've taken me for a desperate junkie
seeking a last resort before crime.

I'm only trying to make one point. If you've got a
medical problem such as a tender bruise, aching
wisdom teeth, or even digestive problems, save
yourself mounting agony. Buy a half-pint of Southern
Comfort, splash some on the bruise, slosh some
around your mouth, and gulp down the rest. If

anything, you'll at least become so sick that you'll

forget your original problem. George C. Scott would
be proud of you.

Samuel P. Hassan is a Collegian Commentator
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Letters To The Editor
Machiavellian Maneuver

To The Editor:

Joseph Frank, Head of the

English Department, has
demanded the impeachment of

SGA President Nick Apostal a.

because Mr. Apost ol a supports the

recent report of the Campus
Committee on Communications
Skills. Frank charges that
Apost olas support of the report is

"political expediency" and is in-

consistent with the previous
position of the Student Senate (for

abolition of the rhetoric
requirement.) Mr. Frank's
assertions are, at the very least,

unreasonable and unprofessional,

and will only serve to cloud the

fundamental issues surrounding
the Rhetoric Program.
Last year, the Undergraduate

Student Senate, led at the time by
myself as SGA President and Nick

Apostola as Academic Affairs
Chairman, brought before the
Faculty Senate a motion calling for
the abolition of the rhetoric
requirement. We presented that
motion after extensive research
had proven that the Rhetoric
Program had failed in its objective
of teaching effective com-
munications skills to un-
dergraduates. We argued that the
goal could best be achieved by
targetting the program for those
who needed it, and not by forcing
those who didn't need it into a
program designed to give them
skills they already had.
The Faculty Senate declined to

abolish the requirement, primarily
because they saw the Rhetoric
Program, for better or worse, as
the only way available at that time
to insure that all undergraduates

Six Million Neurotics
To The Editor:

After reading a section in Wednesday's Collegian entitled "Maharaj Ji

Says", I found it difficult to suppress a chuckle. There was one particular

sentence declaring that "the concrete experience of inner peace and joy"

that the Guru shares with his followers eradicates hatred, greed, and
fear. I found it difficult to believe that the Guru has truly eradicated
greed from his corpulent little self. This doubt on my part has its basis in

the peculier financial status enjoyed by the little critter. The Guru's life

style consists of Rolls-Royces, Jaguars and a $100,000 townhouse in

London. Defying opulence, the Guru also has two estates in the U.S. Other
worldly possessions include two airplanes, a quadraphonic stereo

system, and a motorcycle. Guru's office building in Denver, rented for a

paltry $3500 a month, houses an IBM computer used to keep track of

converts and rented annually for $28,800. The Guru's conglomerate also

operates two spiritual rock bands, a movie production company, and a
monthly magazine. I'm waiting for the Guru burger to challenge the Bic
Mac. Half of a four page personal questionnaire used for application for

membership into the Guru's gang concentrates on the cash value of the

applicant's insurance policies, mortgages, and trust funds. Inheritances

are routinely signed over to the Guru's organization as are paychecks
from "worldly" jobs. In 1972, in India, the Guru was caught looking by
customs officials with $35,500 in undeclared jewelry and cash.

I have always considered the Guru to be an overweight conniving little

charlatan who should have been put to bed long ago. I have to give the

schmuck credit though. He had the foresight to turn fascination with the

mysterious east into a profitable commodity. If it hadn't have been for

the Beatles rescuing Ravi Shankar from obscurity, the Guru would
probably today be herding cows through the streets of Calcutta. Guru
certainly understood P.T. Bamum's maxim concerning the birth rate of

suckers and as a result, has accumulated a following of six million

neurotic screaming fanclub members. The majority of Guru's raiders

seem to be mindless phenomenons who would follow most anyone as long

as he spoke with a foreign accent, mumbles well, and used certain key

phrases to make it all sound profound.

In essence, Guru-san I think that eradication of greed should start at

home and that you should shuck your pack rat style of living and become
a better fraud. Said without undue malice.

R.J. Baxter

were relatively competent in

communication skills by the time
they graduate. However, realizing

that the Rhetoric Program was not
really capable of such a massive
task, the Senate appointed a
special committee that would
recommend the most appropriate
means for insuring competency.
The student leadership, after many
initial misgivings, withdrew our
opposition to the requirement in

the expectation that the committee
report would be the best means of

addressing the serious issues we
had raised.

That committee, called the
Campus Committee on Com-
munication Skills, has issued its

report after a year of careful study
and deliberations. The committee
recommends the retention of the
requirement, but provides for the
option of a competency exam as a
means for fulfulling that
requirement. Thus, students will

not be forced to take rhetoric
courses, rather they will be free to

choose a variety of means for

acquiring basic competency.
The report offers solutions to the

issues raised by both the Faculty
and Student Senates. It is a
reasonable proposal that is a credit
to the committee of deans,
professors, and students who
prepared it. Nick Apostola
deserves praise, not impeachment,
for his willingness to support it.

Joseph Frank, however, appears
to have become a chameleon on the
issue. Last year, he vehemently
opposed the abolition of the
requirement. This year, he says he
favors abolition. And yet he ad-
monishes Apostola for in-

consistency !

Hopefully, the Faculty Senate
will not be fooled by Joe Frank's
shenanigans and will support the

careful work of its study com-
mittee. The Campus Committee on
Communication Skills represents
one of the few occasions where
students and faculty have been
able to work together effectively
toward the common goal of im-
proving the quality of un-
dergraduate education. To have
that achievement lost because of
Machiavellian maneuvers would
be a discredit to the entire campus
community.

Lawrence R. Ladd

Student Court System
B\ TOW BATT 1ST A

Tucked away in one of the remote corners of the student union in room
422c. lies the office of the student attorney general where Jim Pappas and
.i group of advocates and judges have been working to revise the
university judicial system and somewhat rescue this system from the low
levels of credibility it has occupied in past years The result of all this
work has been a fair and efficient judicial system capable of coping with
most any problem brought before it The problem that remains however.
is persuading the university-at-large. particularly undergraduates, that
it is to their advantage to make use of this system whenever necessary
Any case involving undergraduates may be brought before this court

where a lair and speedy trial is guaranteed All cases are heard and tried
by fellow undergraduates trained in the procedures of this system. At no
lime will any judge be allowed to hear a case in which he or she is per-
sonally involved or had friends involved
This revised system gives rise to endless possibilities. Heads of resi-

dence need no longer be forced to take on the burden of dishing out jus-
lice in the various dorms When displinary action becomes necessary, as
when there is damage done to the dorm, they can place the matter in the
hands of the court. This court will take on the responsibility of deter-
mining a persons guilt or innocense and executing some sort of punish-
ment, if necessary.
Anyone w ho is falsely accused of shoplifting in the university store can

light his case through this court system. Already this year, one such case
has gone through this system where a student unjustly accused of
shoplifting had the charges against him dropped.

At the beginning of the semester, each dorm on campus was visited by
someone from the student attorney general's office to explain this new
system Since than there have been some articles and editorials written
in the ( ollegian. Thus far. the response has seen disheartening. I hope
that after reading this you realize that this judicial body is here to protect
your own interests. For your own sake, if you ever feel you have a reason
to use this new judicial system, stop in at room 422c student union and
inquire about it The system is here to work for vou. Don't let it decline to
nothing.

Tony Battista is an advocate working in the student attorney general's
office.

Face The Facts

Dear McNamara House Council,
Do you know that according to a recent survey taken in McNamara,

which covered about a quarter of the dorm, only 10% attend your
meetings9 More interesting, 52% of these people don't know who your
leaders are. But that's not unusual because 85% of the whole dorm doesn't
know who was elected moderator of the council either Due to a crash
advertising campaign. 55% of the people actually know where and when
the meetings are held. I hope they remember.
On your recent decisions. 50% of the dorm was with you on the pool

table, I hope some of them get to use it. Also 50% approved of the room
search, too bad for the rest.

But rest assured, House Council, for 38% of the dorm thinks your doing
a good job. However, 55% have no opinion on your work. Apparently these
people don't know what you're doing.

I question, is it fair for about 40 people to make all the decisions and
appointments for the dorm? I feel it is your job, House Council, to make
an honest effort to make yourselves known and to encourage more people
to take part in dorm government.

Jim Massidda

Making Concerts A Reality

To The Editor:

The last Cage Concert of the semester is over. The performers, Danny
Hathaway and Chick Corea, John Mayall, Maria Muldaur and Bruce
Springsteen, have all come and gone. They've left their mark on some rn

our community and have gone unnoticed by many more. I would like to
take this opportunity to give much deserved recognition to a group of
people who have gone unnoticed by virtually everyone: those who helped
make the concert a reality. A lot of work goes into putting a concert on;
most of us on the Concert Committee have found that out the hard way. It

involves many, many people and I only wish I could list each and
everyone of them by name. This is impossible, of course, but it doesn't
really matter; they all know who they are.

To the UMass police, the Fire Marshalls, the Red Cross volunteers, the
Amateur Radio Club, the stage crew, the Cage janitors, the Physical
Plant workers and the Student Security force goes my deepest ap-
preciation for jobs well done. I couldn't have asked for a better group of
people to work with nor could I have asked for more satisfactory results.

I'd like to extend a special thanks to the 24 student marshalls of whom I

am inexpressibly proud. These are the people who went through training
to learn how to deal with crowds in concert situations. The proof of their
success lies in the fact that all three concerts ran smoothly and trouble-
free.

I believe that we have proven that Cage concerts can once again be a
part of student life here at the University. All we need now is a lot more
support from the student body. But without the aforementioned people,
we couldn't have gone even this far. To all of you, thanks again.

Sally Gotschall
Security Committee Chairperson

The Concert Committee

Going Over 50
To The Editor:

Mark Vogler, in his article of Thursday "Motorists Ignore Speed
Limits," forgot to mention one important point-how much people were
speeding by. Were they going 60, 70, or 80?
When I drove from home last Sunday night ( with 5 passengers) using

routes 25, 495, and the Mass. pike, I noticed many people going over 50
But they were going 55-60. And this is when everyone is supposedly in a
hurry to get back home. On that 150 mile trip, with holiday traffic I
noticed 3 vehicles going the former speed limit, 65, two Cadillacs and one
Ford van.

When one has been used to going 65-70 it is a difficult thing to slow down
to 50. People have to get used to the idea. I think that people are energy
conscious when the vast majority of them go 55 instead of 65 or 70.

Eric Teal
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DOMINO'S

PIZZA DOMINO'S

FRI., SAT., SUN.

(One coupon per pizza)

Name

I I

Fri., SAT., SUN.

80' Off

Any Large

PIZZA

(One coupon per pizza)

Name

Address Address

(Ovens in Trucks for Hot Delivery)

Expires Midnight 12-2 Expires Midnight 12-2

256-8587

FREE DELIVERY

Domino's Pizza Explains

Domino's Pizza in Amherst is one of 73 Domino
Stores across the country. Domino's is growing and
growing fast. The reason for this is that Domino's
attempts the impossible; FAST - HOT - FREE
DELIVERY of mouthwatering pizza. This is not an
easy task. To accomplish this objective, we presently
have FIVE DELIVERY VEHICLES, each equipped
with PORTABLE OVENS. We employ more than
TWENTY STUDENTS on a part time basis to assist us
in pizza delivery. We attempt to be well organized,
professional and sort of sophisticated in our field.
We're not just another pizza joint.

Domino's Pizza explains:

In September we had a difficult time providing fast
HOT DELIVERY due to the inexperience of our new
employees. Pizzas arrived late, sometimes cold, and
sometimes not too tasty. In the past few weeks we have
been training people in the making and delivery of
pizza. We are now able to provide you with good ser-
vice and a really good tasting pizza. Try us and see for
yourself.

freak, we suggest you try a Domino's Pizza. It's dif-
ferent. It's tangy; it's tasty. Why, because Domino's
makes all pizzas to order, fresh from beginning to end.
We make fresh dough and sauce daily; we blend and
grind our own cheese; we use fresh onions and green
peppers. Many pizza stores use sauce directly from the
can. Domino's blends many different ingredients and
spices to come up with a thick pasty sauce that will
make your mouth water.

Presently we open at 4 p.m. Daily till 1 a.m. and 2

™.t, ..' .

°°r deNvery vehic,es are o" ^e road
constantly from opening to closing. No minimum order
js necessary. We'll gladly deliver one pizza fast and

So, the next time you feel hungry, give Domino's a
break - call us for a fresh, hot pizza delivered free.We II appreciate your support and we think you'll
appreciate our service and product.

MENU
12" Cheese $1.75 Deluxe 12" $3.15

16" Cheese $2.95 Deluxe 16" $4.95

Deluxe pizzas include pepperoni, mushrooms,

sausage, green pepper, onion.

Additional items -

Regular - 35 e each

Anchovies

Mushrooms

Onions

Green peppers

Fresh sausage

Large - 50e each

Pepperoni

Ground beef

256-8587

Free Delivery

(Ovens in Trucks)

ML, TOES., WED. j |
MON., TUES., WED.

I !

with the purchase of any with the purchase of any
Small Pizza Large Pizza

(One coupon per pizza) (0ne

Name_

J

Address.

I

coupon per pizza)

Name

Address

Expires Midnight 12-5

FRI., SAT., SUN.

25c
Off

Any Small

PIZZA
(One coupon per pizza)

Name

Address

Expires Midnight 12 9

MON., TUES., WED.

with the purchase of any
Small Pizza

(One coupon per pizza)

1 -

Expires Midnight 125

FRI., SAT., SON.

50' Off
Any Large

PIZZA
(One coupon per pizza)

Name

Address.

J L
Expires Midnight 12-9

MON., TOES., WED.

with the purchase of any
Large Pizza

(One coupon per pizza)

Domino's Pizza is not an ordinary pizza. If you don't
like pizza, or you're just sick of pizza or you're a sub

Sincerely

DOMINO'S PIZZA

DOmino v5

TD—

a

DOhino'5

X3 a
Name

Address-

Expires Midnight 12-12

Name.

Address

Expires Midnight 12-12
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Folk Dancers And Food

At Smorgasbord
The Saturday night international food smorgasbord will have more

foods and more serving lines than last year. People already holding
tickets are being urged to arrive at Worcester Dining Commons after 6 : 30

p.m. so as to be sure of instant service. Food is being served until 8:00
p.m., at which time the 5-college Folk Dancers will entertain with a
performance and then lead a general folk-dance evening.
Those without tickets may still get them at the Campus Center con-

course until 3:00 p.m. today, at the Foreign Student Office (Whitmore
239) or from the Prince House head of residence, Mrs. Robinson. Tickets
remaining unsold will be sold at the Worcester Dining Commons door.

The two steam-table lines at Worcester will be each divided into two
sections each with a separate food selection. Customers will be able to

choose at a glance which section to approach for serving. All four food
sections will be geographically mixed and contain a balanced full meal.
The event is being co-sponsored this year by the Central Area and the

International Student Association. Central has made a large commitment
to the smorgasbord budget, in support of the Foreign Student Emergency
Fund and the International Student Association. Any profits from the

ticket sales will be divided between those two groups.

Worcester Dining Commons will^be large enough to accomodate all

ticketholders at one time. The food supply will be more than adequate to

give everyone a full plate, and seconds will be allowed after all

ticketholders have been served once.

Women's Info Fair

Indent, mia.

it'sa.

Spaghetti Special

(
ail .you can eat ££>

'ail the sods, hoo can cfcri nlc

-for only Cj)^ £

Gaturdacj
4-: 30 - l.OO

in+be
HATCH

A Women's Information Fair will

be held Saturday, December 1,

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the UMass
Everywoman's Center. All women
are invited to stop by for a cup of

coffee and information-sharing
with other women.
Representatives from area

women's centers, clinics, coun-
seling and action groups will be
present to discuss current
programs and services available to

women.
Women at the Fair will not only

answer questions on what facilities

exist to serve women and their

families, but also what activities

and projects are going on in which
women may themselves wish to

become involved.

What To Do

With Waste
By QUANE KENYON

Associated Press Writer
IDAHO FALLS, Idaho ( AP) —

On a windswept strip of Idaho
desert, workmen unload white

steel barrels from a truck, stack

them four high on sheets of

plywood and wrap them in plastic.

That's the impermanent resting

place for a permanent problem of

the nuclear age — what to do with

radioactive wastes, some of which
are expected to be deadly for the

next 250.000 years.

On an 88-acre corner of the

National Reactor Testing Station,

the Atomic Energy Commission is

storing waste material from its

test laboratories and plants.

Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus and
other state officials say they don't

want the radioactive waste stored

in the state because they fear it

could contaminate a huge un-

derwater acquifer that supplies

drinking water.

AEC officials say there is no
danger but have promised to find a

final resting spot for the long-lived

material somewhere else and start

moving it there before 1980

Radioactive waste-such as water
from nuclear reactors and con-

taminated pipes, rags, tools,

coveralls and gloves-are stored

above ground in steel barrels and
heavy plywood boxes which have
been reinforced with a thick layer

of fiberglass.

It is stored above ground to keep
it away from moisture and to make
it easy to retrieve for moving.

In the years after the reactor test

station opened in 1951, radioactive

wastes were simply sealed in steel

barrels or boxes and buried. Now
some of them have to be exhumed.

"Since some of the barrels

weren't supposed to last more than

20 years, we presume they've lost

their integrity now," says Dr.

Wayne Bills, who is director of

waste management.
That means the AEC faces a

lengthy and costly process of

digging up the "hot" material and

repackaging it. Millions of dollars

will be spent to exhume and

relocate the 200,000 barrels and

boxes.

The Fair is informal ; women are
encouraged to stop by anytime
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Everywoman's Center is newly
located in Goodell Hall (Old
Library) in the center of the

campus — right across the walk
from the tall, new brick library.

Parking is available anywhere on
campus on Saturday.

How you express yourself
depends upon yourcamera

Today almost everybody is getting into photography
And it s not the snapshot variety People are doing
sports stories nature stories portraits -you may
even have a friend who s doing photographs through
a microscope Or a telescope
You also know that everybody has his own idea

about which camera is best That s why it s important
for you to know about the Canon F-1 Because it s the
system camera that s fast becoming the favorite of
professionals And the new status symbol among
photography enthusiasts

The whole F-1 system includes over 40 lenses and
200 accessories It s capable of doing virtually
everything m photography So whatever idea you
have for a picture the F-1 has the equipment to make
sure you get it

Because it was conceived from the beginning as a
system, it works as a system All the elements are
quickly and easily interchangeable No matter which
lens or accessory you use with the F-1 body you won t

have the feeling that something has been
tacked on
What s more the F-1 is comfortable to handle

Years of research went into the design of the F-1 body
and placement of controls so your fingers fall

naturally into place You II appreciate this comfort
when you re on assignment It s also an important
thing to keep in mind if you re investing in a camera
you plan to keep a long time.

Canon has been in the optics industry over 37
years We make microscope equipment amateur and
professional movie cameras and TV lenses It s this
experience that helps make our still cameras the best
selling cameras in Japan In America, it s just a matter
of time

See your dealer for more information He II also
show you Canon s other SLR cameras like the FTb
andTLb Both of which offer accurate metering easy
turn loading, a wide range of lenses and the same
standard of engineering that goes into the F-1

Canon
( .in.mUSA m,

j N,.v .i. I.i I »i v I ,lt-i> but c f •>-. N.'wYork I]c)4()
f .ifiun I JSA I.-, »,'(,, i|, .,(,,,, Avi'imr' t ImhiuM III iffc »} <>.

1 1 .>,

< .in..iHl|,1.,s%Hi....r„.....M... hncsCu If* I .' || .,.., K.ul.ir ,,,o Avonup Costa Mesa Cal.forn,;, Q^OA(..mono,.!.. ,...!<, .,,.., Ml , f „ rlo , ( „,„,,, , ,„ Ont.u.o
Lal.torn.a 92626
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Medicine In China
Today at 8:00 p.m in the Con-

verse Red Room, the Organization
will present Susanna Yap, who will

give her views on China's medical
services and explain her personal
history as a barefoot doctor in a
village commune. Born and raised

in China, Susanna has come to the

United States this year and is

working at a hospital in Boston.

The members of the five-college

area are invited to attend.
****

Lectures

And

Conferences

In The Area

UNIVERSITY OF MASSAC HUSET T S

Watergate And
The Presidency

This weekend. November M) and
December l. Hampshire College
will host a conference "On the
Watergate: The Presidency and
the Constitution in Crisis." The
three guests of the conference--
Raoul Berger, David Dan elski and
Paul Schachter -will speak to this
topic Friday night, November 30,
at 8:00 p.m. in the Main Lecture
Hall of Franklin Patterson Hall.
They will also participate in
workshops which will begin at 9: 00
a.m. on Saturday, December 1, in
Fmily Dickinson Hall, and are
scheduled to continue until 3:30
p.m.

15

* * *

The first lecturer in the Israel

Week series of events will be Ruth
Kluger, who will speak on Sunday
night at 8:00 p.m. in Mahar
auditorium. Ms. Kluger is an ex-

traordinary woman whose
resistance work against the Nazis
during World War II has made her
an almost legendary figure in

Israel. As a twenty five year old

Jewish woman from Palestine, she
set out for Nazi dominated Europe
with one objective; to save the

doomed Jews of that continent.

Through her efforts thousands of

people managed to reach safety in

Palestine. Ms. Kluger, author of

The Last Escape, the story of this

remarkable operation, will speak
on From Holocaust to In-

dependence.

DISCIPLE OF GURU
MAHARAJ JI IN BOSTON
Mahatma Guru Charnanand, a

close disciple of Satguru Maharaj
Ji, will speak Friday night at

Boston College in Campion
Auditorium on Commonweath
Avenue at 7:30 p.m. Also speaking
will be another mahatma and the
head of Divine Light Mission in

India. Knowledge sessions will be
held Saturday morning.

Therapeutic Recreation
The Recreation Society of

UMass has invited Mr. Joe
Williams, instructor of therapeutic
recreation at Northwestern
Connecticut Community College
to speak here on Dec. 3, at 7:30
p.m in room 170-172 of the Campus
Center. Mr. Williams, a past
member of the board of directors
of the National Therapeutic
Recreation Society will be talking
about the philosophy of therapeutic
recreation.

* • • • • •»•

Peddler's Fair
At Mount Holyoke
Displays, discussions and demonstrations will be featured at Mount

Holyoke College's third annual Peddler's Fair Saturday, December 1.

Arts and crafts, all hand-designed and hand-made, will feature the skills

of over 75 craftspeople from six states in the Northeast.
The Peddler's Fair will be held in Mary E. Woolley Hall from 10:00 a.m.

until 5:00 p.m. with no admission charge. This year the quality and
variety of craftspeople participating is very exciting. Over 40 unique
crafts, ranging from candles to batik will be exhibited. Although items
will be available for sale, one of the most important aspects of the fair is

the give-and-take of ideas. The artisans are eager to encourage an ap-
preciation not only for the skill involved in their particular crafts, but also
for the beauty and artistic merits of the finished work. Visitors have
much to gain — including new hobby ideas.

Lampoon's Worst Awards
( WimtllH.i:. Mass. I API The Harvard

Lampoon, which says it is the nation's oldest humor
magazine, said Thursday that actress Linda
Lovelace ol "Deep Throat'" lame will be at the
Lampoon office Saturday to receive an award
The Lampoon said she will be presented with its

"Wilde Oscar" award, given 'annually to that actor
or actress most willing to flout convention and risk

worldly damnation in the pursuit of artistic

fulfillment."

The undergraduate magazine said she also will

accept, on behalf of the makers of "Deep Throat," the
"Piltdown Mandible", which it said is "Awarded
each year for filmdom's most obviously and
unabashedly spurious scientific phenomenon."
The Lampoon said Miss Lovelace's arrival coin-

cides with the presentation oi me magazine's 33rd
annual "worst movies" awards.
The magazine said the various "worst movie"

awards will be accepted by Elmer Green. 77, curator
of the Lampoon Castle, the magazine's building.

Those awards are:

—Worst Picture of the Year. "Last Tango in Paris."
— Worst Performance by an Actor, Robert Redford.
-Worst Performance by an Actress, Ali MacGraw.
—Worst Director, Sam Pekinpah.
-The Bosley "awarded annually to that film critic

whose writing consistently explores the farthest
limits of bad taste". Pauline Kael.

—Worst Film of the Century and Worst Per-
formance by a Cast in Toto, the producers and entire
cast of "The Poseidon Adventure."

FCC Steps On
Prime Time
WASHINGTON (AP-The

Federal Communications Com-
mission took tentative steps
Thursday to ease its controversial
prime-time access rule limiting the

evening hours network
programming can be shown.

It ordered its staff to prepare two
key changes in the rule, which
affects only TV stations in the top
50 markets, and said it expects to

decide on the matter "before the
end of the year."
Under the current rule, which

went into effect in October 1971, the
top 50 network-affiliated stations
are limited to showing only three
hours of network programming
each night.

The proposed changes, an FCC
official said, would:
-Allow network-affiliated

stations an extra hour of network
programming on Sunday night
without restrictions.

-Let the stations use another 30
minutes of prime evening time on
any one of the other six nights for a

variety of programming, including
new network programs-but under
strict conditions.

HANDCRAFTED
LEATHER BAGS
SILVER JEWELRY
WOODEN TOYS
STUFFED TOYS
CANDLES

THE MERCANTILE

9 E. Pleasant St.

Come in and try the new CARTRIDGE RIBBON SYSTEM
by Smith Corona.

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

Don't forget our rental program

!

Timothy's Spirits Company

- often *n alternative -

A fuiet Pub and Speakerif bcr 00 the first floor, complete with

fireplace

Sandwiches of the Giant Pub variety are oho served on this floor until f am

7ko $00004 floor oporto sophisticated game room with the latest In

electronic entertainment

Top Rook Groups, Polk Irish Singers and 00 Oldies Revival oro

the various entertainments found of Ike top of the staircase 7 nights week

B Floors of good drinks, good food, good entertainment 904 good times

Motor 9 cover charge

Now. 27 thru Dae. 2 (EMBRACE) Dae. 4 thru Dae. 9

(NORTHEAST EXPRESSWAY)

£very Mon. Irish Billy Carson

Timothy's Spirits Company

SO John St. Hofyoh (538 9700)

right acroit from City Nail en Rt». 141
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'Chappaquidick Image

May Hurt Kennedy's Chances

v.

.... ir*

"Staff Photo K Kr«l>

Becoming an institution in South West is this glob of vomit on the
stairs outside of Berkshire Commons, which has been there for four

BOSTON l*M*J Most
Democratic leaders in the nation

doubt that Sen. Edward M. Ken-
nedy, D-Mass., will get their

party's presidential nomination in

1976 because of his "Chap-
paquiddick image," the Christian

Science Monitor reported Friday.
Of 98 state committeemen

surveyed by the newspaper, 75 said
Kennedy was the frontrunner for

the nomination. But only 34 said he
would eventually get it, and 18 said

he could win the election.

Although everybody is saying
that Kennedy will be the
Democratic nominee, I have a
feeling that he won't get it, mainly
because of Chappaquiddick," said
one party leader from Maryland.
Some Democrats said that

doubts about Kennedy's car ac-

cident four years ago, when a
young woman was killed after

Kennedy's car plunged off a bridge
on Chappaquiddick Island, are
especially important because of

the Watergate scandal.

"The problem that will face
candidates from both parties is

credibility," said one leader from
Alaska. "People are willing to

forgive mistakes, but they want the trust and who is willing to give

truth. They will be supporting the them the truth no matter what the

candidate whose word they can truth is."

NOW

i it

I lllli.nl

AMHERST(V«*
NOW

AMITY ST. 253 5426

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

CRIESAND
WHISPERS

Screenings at 7:15 & 9:00 Wed.-Tues

Mudrnl
lliscounl

I ards

MONDAY ft TUESOAY.MRGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

CALVIN]®^
KING ST ,

NORTHAMPTON

"An<il>Noliit</«}i'niof a film. I Jnique.

tout hio*}. often hou linojy funny.

Don't miss this marvel of a movie."

-IkMxAliHTt

Bang thedrum slowly

weeks at last count.

NYC School

Dedicated To
R.F. Kennedy

ByPAULSERAFINI
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - The late
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy's special
concern for children was fondly
recalled Thursday by his widow,
his son and others at ceremonies
dedicating a $5 million rebuilt

Manhattan public school that now
bears his name.

"I don't know why, but it was
something Bob was really in-

terested in," said Ethel Kennedy.
She recalled how her late

husband often talked about the
special program for socially and
emotionally maladjusted boys at

the old Public School 169.

The new school, which occupies
the lower floors of a 34-story luxury
apartment tower at East 88th
street, "is a dream come true — it

captures his Kennedy's spirit," she
said.

The guest speaker, who faced an
audience of about 250 persons in

the school's auditorium, was her
son, Robert F. Kennedy Jr., a 19-

year-old Harvard University
student.

"My father knew about his
school and what its purpose was,"
he said.

"He, like you, dreamed of a day
when we would no longer need such
a school."

Robert F. Kennedy possessed "a
quality of profound understanding
and care for people — all people,
especially children," his son said.

Robert Jr. concluded his speech
by recalling the words his father
once used in addressing a school
body.

"Have respect for your school.
Have respect for your teachers.
But above all, have respect for

yourselves," he said.

Show Times: 7:00 & 9:00

MONDAY ft TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

GRADUATE
SCHOOL IN
PSYCHOLOGY
ON YOUR MIND?
Let the Graduate Admissions Ad-
visory Program help you and your
advisor in the process of select-

ing the appropriate schools (of

the 300+ m North America) to

which to apply. This computer-
assisted matching program, run

by experienced Ph.D. psycholo-
gists, costs about the same as an
average application fee If it saves

you one misguided application, it

will save you money and head-

aches. Write for free question-

naire and information.

Gradual* Admission*
Advisory Program
472 Bay Road
Amherst, Mass. 01002

GAAP

GRAND OPENING
Herebvufc

FRIDAY
NOV. 30th

you skouId shop wftK us I

FRIDAY

^^^ M0Y. 30th

I
J 1P«C *8 OKl every^ purchase

AVIN6$

InSteck Values
Thousands of pairs of the very
latest styles always on hand.
Sizes from 4-10 all widths and
colors. We've got what you
want in your size and color.

Self Service
Thousands of shoes to pick from
in leathers, synthetics,
dyeables, evening shoes, sport
shoes, casual shoes, party shoes,
dress shoes, boots ... you name
it, we've got it.

Famous maker, famous brands at
prices way below regular retail,
You can save $10 to $15 on many
styles.

No Salespeople
You shop at your convenience,
your leisure with no pressure
or sales talk. You get help
when you want it.

Mo high-overhead
If you can get what you want
at the price you want to pay
when you want it..

.

WHY SHOP ELSEWHERE ?
Tel: (413)

253-9276
Pick-A-Dilly
Factory Shoe Outlet

255 Triangle St., Amherst, Mass. 01002

Store Hours

Mon.-Sat.

10:00a.m. -9:00 p.m.
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Law Careers: Problems For
Women In Tight Job Market

17

By J. THOMAS FAILLA
Associated Press Writer

WEST HARTFORD, Conn. (AP)— A nationwide law school survey
shows that qualified women can
get a legal education but find it

tough to get a job because of sex
discrimination, a University of
Connecticut law professor said
Thursday.
"There is no difficulty in getting

admitted but once the women start
to get a job in a highly male
profession they find overt and
covert discrimination," said
Professor Shirley R. Bysiewicz,
who compiled the 1972 American
Association of Law School's
questionnaire on women in legal
education.

"Employers involved in these
incidents of discrimination
represented law firms and com-
panies of all sizes," she said.

The results of the four page
questionnaire, sent to the dean ot
146 schools, appeared in the
Journal of Legal Education.
At 40 per cent of the schools there

have been reports of alleged

discrimination against female job
applicants, particularly in the type
of questions asked of women by job
interviewers, she said
The survey showed m about half

the cases, women law 'udents
were subject to questions i»uch as:
"Do you plan to have children 9 " or
"Are you on the pill?" according to
Mrs. Bysiewicz.

"They seem to think that the
minute a woman has a baby that is
the end of her professional
career," said Mrs. Bysiewicz, a
mother of four children, who said
the Internal Revenue Service
rejected her for a job because of
her sex in the 1950s.

After 20 years of schooling,
women aren't going to quit, she
said, adding that the Civil Rights
Act allows women to continue
working and to return to work after
birth.

"But we're still fighting this."
She said that in conversations

with male lawyers she's been told:
"I can't hire her because my wife
will divorce me if I have women
working with me." Other law firms

just don't hire women.
She recommended that conflicts

of motherhood and career could be
remedied with more day care
centers. She said only one of the
answering law schools indicated
they had a day care center for

children of the law students.
"We should have supportative

measures for day care centers to

allow women and men to combine
career with marriage and child
rearing," she said.

Westfield State Censures
New College President
WESTFIELD. Mass. CAP) The Westfield State College Student

Senate has censured the colleges new president, Dr. Robert L. Randolph.
The Tuesday censure vote charged Randolph with making an "in-

sulting characterization of the college community" in a newspaper in-
terview.

The senate objected to a statement by Randolph that the faculty had
been "so busy planting knives in backs that the college stood still for the
past three years."
"I'm sorry I used those words," Randolph said Wednesday
The censure vote also cited Randolph's refusal to discuss campus

problems with a professor who had reportedlv leaked material critical of
Randolph to the press
Randolph became president of the college in July. He succeeded Dean

of Continuing Education Harry A. Becker, who acted as interim president
following the May, 1972. departure of President Leonard J. Savignano.

Northeastern Saves Energy
Plans One-Week Shutdown
BOSTON (AP) — Northeastern University, the largest private

university in the nation, said Thursday it will suspend regular ad-
ministrative and research operations for one week because of the energy
crisis.

e*

President Asas S. Knowies said administrators will stop regular
operations from Dec. 22 through 31. A university spokesman said that in
past year administrative and research offices have remained open.
Students will have a two-week vacation, from Dec. 17 through Jan 1 as

previously planned. The universitv will be closed entirely on Christmas
day, and will be manned only by skeleton crews in "a limited number of
key offices" from Dec. 22 through 31.

A spokesman said the university has approximately 35.000 students in
degree-granting programs and approximately 8.000 more in non-deeree
programs.
The university also said it has reduced room tempera»ures in buildings

to 68 degrees during the day and to 63 degrees at night.
Dormitory rooms are regulated for 65 degrees from midnight to 5 a m

and between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
The university said it also has asked that those connected with it to

eliminate unnecessary use of electrical power and for commuters to use
car pools when possible.
The registrar said he has rescheduled evening and weekend classes to

a limited number of buildings so temperatures can be reduced in the
other facilities.

Cut Down State Cars
BOSTON (AP) — A plan to cut down the number of official state and

local government cars on the road was put before a special legislative
commission Thursday.
The Commission on Air Pollution and Commuter Traffic heard one of

its members, Robert Diozzi, propose two bills to cut down on traffic and
on fuel consumption.

Diozzi, director of the Resources Planning Institute, said one bill would
prohibit public agencies from buying cars with engines of more than four
cylinders.

A companion bill would require agencies with five automobiles or more
to reduce their number by 20 per cent by Jan. 1, 1975.

STAR WILL BE ON CAMPUS December 4. 1973

If you are unable to see us on campus contact:
Kathy MacKinnon, Personnel Manager
Star Market Co., 625 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge
Tel. 491-3000

Trash

presents

a> 1

PAUL MORRISSEY
director of

WARHOL films

Mon., Dec. 3, S.U.B. 8:00 p.m

Heat

««•.'• .
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Next time that you
drive leisurely down
Belchertown Road, look

for signs of yesterday ; if

you wait long enough,
they may appear again

tomorrow.

Interested in the

Study of Law?

A representative of the
Washington University School

of Law (St. Louis) will be on
campus Tuesday, December
4, 1973 to talk to students
planning to enter law school

upon graduation, or thinking

about it. Make appointments
at Room 112 Berkshire House.

THIRD WORLD
ART EXHIBITION

An exhibition of the Third World Artists in the 5

College Area and Springfield will be held at the
Dwight Gallery at Mount Holyoke College, (MHO
from Dec. 2 until Dec. 14. Ms. Naomi Bean, a senior at

MHC, coordinator of the exhibition said, "It's to give
to the Third World Students in the valley the exposure
that they deserve as the artists of tomorrow. Brother
Barry Gaither, from the Afro-American Art Gallery
in Boston will be the principal speaker".
The Dwight Gallery will be open from Dec. 2 until

Dec. 14. On week days will be be open from 7 to 9:30
p.m. and on weekends from 3-5 p.m. and the
exhibition will include paints, wood carving,
photography, silk screen and etchings
ooooooooo oooooo

Wind Ensemble
The University Wind Ensemble

will perform a new work by two
UMasf student composers in a
concert December 2nd at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.
Michael Deren and Roger

LaRocca composed the work,
"Reverse Prolation" in November
when they were taking part in a

CAMBRIDGE SPRING QUARTET
The Cambridge String Quartet will perform in a

special concert sponsored by the UMass department
of music tonight at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.
The members of the Quartet are Roger Shermont

and Leo Panasevich, violins; Robert Karol, viola;
and Robert Ripley, cello. All are veteran members of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
The ensemble was formed several years ago and

performs in the Boston area. On the program for the
Amherst appearance will be Haydn's Quartet in C
Major, Schubert's String Quartet No. 13 in A Minor,
and Ravel's "Quator pour instruments a chordes."
The concert is open to the public without charge.

Art
And
Music\

seminar in individual composition England composer

"(amino Heal"

A musical version of Tennessee
Williams' "Camino Real" will be
presented by the National Theater
Institute's (NTI) Bus Company at 8
p.m. Monday, Dec. 3 in Amherst
College's Kirby Theater. The event
is open to the public without
charge.

*S GERMAN />-

** WE -

VE G0T J p|RT FQR YQU!
**,

and if we don't, we'll get it.

.ALLIED MOTOR PARTS,

INC.

>
>

CO

319 MAIN ST., AMHERST
256-8341

256*8342

m
to
m

*<<*,

Chilton's Repair Manuals

NVDIM3WV
<4&

utilizing new notational devices.
This will be the first time the Wind
Ensemble has performed a
composition by a student in the
Department.
A recently discovered work by

Charles Ives will also be on the
program. "March Intercollegiate"
is an early piece for winds by Ives,
the turn of the century New

Christmas Vespers

Also on the program will be the
first movement of Ingolf Dahl's
"Sinfonietta", Peter Mennins
"Canzona", Haydn Wood's
"Montmartre March", Donald
White's "Miniature Set for Band",
and Felix Mendelssohn's "Over-
ture in C Major".
The concert is open to the public

without charge.

Smith's Annual Service
r

C
A[HTS^eSperS

'
Smith Co,lege's annual service of music and

4 i ££
°r lh

J
SeaS°n

'

Wi" * heW this year on Sund*y, December 9 at
4.00 p.m. and again at 7:30 p.m.. in John M Greene Hall Theecumenical service will include Renaissance Barque and con

ChJS^?
mUS,C< Bib

l

iC
w
aI readingS associated with toe Advent andChristmas seasons, and the traditional candlelighting ceremonv In all

(wSV°T *?*"*»«* Forty-five meSof the farn™ Ha™

d

g^a*-»fl» d,recti°n of F. John Adams, will be special guests ofthe College on this occasion.
«*•«!

rJHSlS^
iVnvited to attend free of charge; however, tickets will berequired for admission. These may be obtained by writing to the Music

S2S2S: flffSfi
Smith C0llege

'
or in*~ at the Box Office nthe Center for the Performing Arts between 12 noon and 5. 00 p.m fromWednesday, December 5 through Friday, December 7

On Sunday the doors will open at 3: 30 p.m. and at 7: 00 p.m. Tickets willbe honored un 1 13. 45 p.m. and 7:15 p.m., when the candlelighting
ceremonies will begin.

»«""»

"Seige"
On Saturday night,

December 1st, the movie Seige
will inaugurate Israel Week, a
week of song, dance, films, art,
dialogue, and lectures, being
presented in the area by
Umass Hillel and the Jewish
communities of the Pioneer
Valley. Seige, an Israeli film
that received much acclaim at
last year's Cannes Film
Festival, presents a rare
glimpse into the lives of people
under the stress of war. It will
have two showings in Mahar
Auditorium, at 7:00 and at 9:00
p.m.

vlfcttrfchop ftf-/728

253 M> Rcasrtt Strmt QmhersL

L*rp ScUctvn of Scorn <W
Shul Wovej* aU lixbtnnnls
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r
fly for

$18000

EUROPE FOR HOLIDAYS

SKI
leave New York, Dec. 22 or 27

,.

TRAVEL ,eturn Jan. 8 or 10

study and attend International Federation of
Learning Disabilities conference, Amsterdam,
Jan. 4, 5& 7.

Reservation forms at newspaper office or
contact:

Russell P Johnsen
International Federation of Learninq Disabilities

4934 East 21st. St.. Indianapolis, Indiana 46218
(317) 356 6323 in the Hatch thur.Wsat 9pm.~ la. m
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FLAP During
Intersession
The Fine, Lively, and Applied

Arts Program (FLAP) is a 3-week

academics program which will be

held during the January in-

tersession term with course of-

ferings in the humanities and fine

arts. Based in the Central
Residence Hall Area, the Program
session dates run January 7-25.

The program will last the entire

three weeks, although other parts

of the University may be shut down
for part of the time.

Course offerings listed each
carry 3 University credits, ( except
where noted), and meet daily at

the specified time.

Courses offered include:

-AfroAm 385A: Blues Survey of

Afro-American Music.

-AfroAm 385B: Voices from
Prison.

-Art 104: Visual Arts Workshop:
The Visual Dialogue.

-Educ. 386: Women in the Arts.

-English 390: Experimental
Seminar in Film-Making.

-English 380: The Short Film
-Music 385A: Music and Art in

the Western World
-Music 385B: Perspectives in

Contemporary American Music.
-Theatre 385: Ac-

ting/Directorship Workshop
Central area residents are given

first priority for course
enrollments with a preregistration

date of December 7. Admission will

be available to all othe University

students on a first-come-first-serve

basis.

Tuition is free.

For further information, contact

Charles Warren, CSA Academics
Program Office, 114 Hills-North, or

phone 5-2041 or 6-4546.

Profs Study

Women's Career
Two UMass professors will

spend part of spring semester
studying why women compromise
or become discouraged with their

original career plans.

Asst. Prof. Joan Bean of the
psychology department and Asst
Prof Mary Barber of the School of
Business have received fellowships
from a Carnegie Corporation
grant which is supporting a two-
year interinstitutional project to

encourage undergraduate women
to select from a wider range of

career options. The project is titled

Women and Career Options.
The six institutions involved with

the $400,000 grant are: Boston
College, Brandeis University,
Hampshire College, M.I.T., and
the Boston and Amherst campuses
of the University of Massachusetts.
Faculty members receiving
fellowships will be paid for release
time to advise undergraduates and
to review their campuses'
academic, administrative and
extracurricular practices which
affect women. Students will also be
given internships to assist and
encourage them to apprentice with
experts in careers presently
considered nontraditional for
women.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS If
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM.

Maki Takata. professor of medicine at
Toho University in Tokyo, has conducted
research which, he reports, indicates that
'he composition of human blood varies with
different planetary positions

Star Break
ARIES (March 21-April 191 You

achieve You make friends and influence
people Accent is on setting what you want -
and on gaining emotional equilibrium
Desires are fulfilled Money situation is

brighter Reward indicated through
professional and creative endeavors
TAURUS (April 20-May 20i: You are

able to finish, complete and round out
projects Persons you respect confide in
you Prestige swings upward Key now is to
perceive potential Don't sell yourself short
Aries. Libra natives could be in picture
GEMINI May 21 June 20 >; Mind and

body co-ordinate Means >ou know what
you ".nit to do and are able to perform
Accenl is on travel, correspondence, being
"in touch" with one at a distance. Leo.
Aquarius persons could figure prominently
CANCER 1 June 21 July 22 > : Build for

security Put assets to work Check interest
rales You might be getting shortchanged
Key is to be on top of financial situation
Aquarian has unorthodox views which
could be constructively utilized
LEO 1 July 23-Aug 22) You are due for

surprise of pleasant variety Good news
indicated in connection with partnership,
legal affairs, marriage Social activity
accelerates You receive compliments
Opportunities abound
VIRGO 1 Aug 23-Sept 22 1: You get

results Answers In questions come in -you
know where you stand and what to do about
it Be specific Frankness now becomes
your ally Stay with the familiar Leave
speculative endeavors to others
LIBRA 1 Sept 23>Oci. 22): Emphasis is

on change, variety, intensified relationship
Emotions dominate Feelings direct-logic
lakes back seat Gemini. Virgo persons are
likely to play significant roles Popularity

HMol iffnt on upswing You can win con-
'esis Element of luck or timing is with you
SCORPIO :Oct 23-Nov 21): Property

value may be greater than first estimated
\ou have chance to hold and increase
Don) be diverted by one who is short-
sighted The way you live, your lifestyle.
family relationships -ihese all count now
lor more than they have in recent past
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21 1 Ycu

•in satisfaction from visits, interpreting of
messages Pisces could play key role
Reject the superficial Go after in-
formation This may not be easy but it will
l>e worth the trouble Know it and go to it

CAPRICORN Dec 22-Jan 19) Accent
Ml security dependability, personal
poeaeaaiona Gaina can be solidified Your
naiural abilities are spotlighted Monev
picture ni bright. You handle more
responsibility, gam greater reward
AQUARIUS Jan 20-Feb 18' Some of

your loudest Uriah* can be transformed
into realities Ride nde to opportunity for
success Timing is on target Stress
originality, independence Imprint your
own style Expand horizons Don't sell

yourself Mori
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20> : Private

conference works to your advantage Study
Aquarius message Highlight new starts in
new directions You may be holding
proverbial ace in hole Leo could play
significant role Special honor could be
given by club, organization, professional
associates

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
have sense of humor and possible weight
problem In 1974. you make financial
headway If single, marriage may be on
horizon Married or single, you are due for
greater success Your abilities are
recognized and you climb higher on social
and financial ladder During this past year.
January and October should have been your
most important months-months to be
remembered.
Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp
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Notices BART AUTO
Paint & Body Specialists

2001 0513 7 pt. lb

ASIAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS
Organizational meeting Dec. 5, 8

p.m., C.C. 903. For info call Bill 549
3857.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaves 12:45 on Sat. in front of

Whitmore. All are welcome.
Questions, call Ken 253 7401.

DANCE FREE
Loosen up to all kinds of music,

stretch and grow through movement.
Come to the C.C. tonight al 8:30 Ask

at info desk for room number.

FREE-HEAT
In conjunction with Mon. night's

Lecture by Director Paul Morrissey-

DVP is showing his film HEAT
FREE tonite in SUB. Showings at

7:00 and 9:00. Starring Joe
Dellasandro Sylvia Miles Pat Ast.

EAT BIG TOMORROW
International smorgasbord

tomorrow 6 8p.m. home cooked food

from around the world at Worcester

commons. 4 serving lines, no waiting.

Tickets at C.C. and Whitmore 239.

Plan to come! 5 College folk dance
entertainment.

FAMILY TIME
All Christians and friends are in-

vited to a time of fun and fellowship

at the Colonial Lounge, tonight at 7

p.m. Miranatha!

FRANK ZAPPA
The Mothers of Invention,

Florescent Leech and Eddie, Ringo
Starr and Theodore Bickel romp in

Frank Zappas "200 Motels" on Sat.

12 1 at 7, 9, and 11 in S.U.

GAY DANCE
The last Gay Dance of the

semester tonite in Farley Lodge at

8:00. Should be the social event of the

semester.

JUDICIARIES
Judges Important meeting

Monday night i2 3 in C.C. 815 at 7.00.

MOVIE
"The Masque of the Red Death"

with Vincent Price, plus a Marx
Bros, short 11-30 in Mahar 7, 9, 11.

OHAG MEETS
OHAG will meet on Monday

evening 12 3 at 9:30 p.m. in Dickinson
Main Lounge. Very important. All

should attend.

"The Point"
An enchanting fantasy with music

by Nillson. Thompson 104 at 7, 9, 11.

PORNO-QUEEN
"Together" starring Marilyn

Chambers, the Ivory Snow Girl who
starred in the porno film "Behind the
Greendoor", rated X, Tues. 12-4

CCA. 7, 8:30, 10.

PROGRAM COUNCIL SOCIAL
COMMITTEE
You have reached your rendezvous

with destiny. Important meeting on
Su 12-2 in 803 C.C New members
needed almost as much as old ones.

ROISTER DOISTER SCRIPTS
Scripts for Roister Doister winter

production will be available in the
Theatre Dept. Main Office, 4th fir. of
Machmer, beginning today on the
bookshelf.

SCIENCE FICTION ART
Will all people who submited art

work to the contest please stop by the
Science Fiction Club library.

SECRET SANTA GIFTS
Get your secret Santa gifts now

The place is at the Colonial Lounge
12-3, 4, 7 and at the Duke Room Dec. 5
and 6 in the Student Union. Get them
early and get them now.

When you
make contact

contact us.

* Foreign & domestic

collision work
* Windshields replaced
* State license

insurance estimates

Kte. I, Belchertown

256-8712

2 1/2 miles past Rusty

Scupper on the left

The
un-dormitories.

C ireat ott-Cdinpus living—indoors and out—at eitheroftwo mod-
ern apartment complexes,onlyminutesaway by car or btkp trom
Amhi'rst Colle^r, downtownAmherstor UMa^s. Now accrpiing

j| 'plications (or September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• courtesy but toUMm
and town

• 1

,

2, 3 bedrm apts*

• heal& air conditioning

• appfianced kitchens

• masterTV antenna

• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• fawns foe softbafl,

football badninion
KKNT: SIM/MONTH

I utilities Include >

DirecOam: East Dudly Kd
oppM. (.rut Mill ofl Rtr lit

ROOMMATE WANTED

(Graduate student to share furn apt.
from Jan 1st. Call Frank at Rolling (.rem
rv min«s. 254W0U7 about 115 per month

If 1 1 30

3 roommates needed, single rooms own
entrance, utilities included, (all Howie.

MM.
tfll-30

Need quiet person to share 2 bedroom
( I iffside apt. on bus route. $87.59 per mo.
including util. avail immediately. 665-4198

ask for Doug
tfll-M

People wanted to share warm house

near campus -on bus route. Jan. 1; own
room 147 plus utilities (all 2S3-9868.

tfll/39

ROOMMATES WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS ENTERTAINMENT

Seeking couple to share two bedroom
house in Amherst, grads preferred, rent

»17 ea. plus utilities, (all 2S6-4M8I

MM
Female to share apt. near campus. $54

per month from Jan. 1st thru May. Call
.!' 6170 after t:30 p.m.

MM

WANTED TO RENT

FOR RENT

Quiet senior seeks m
bdrm Ki\er (Jade Apt.

or f to share 2

256-0534 after S.

tfl2/3

female seeks to share apt., house
with other females near campus or on
bus rt. Own room a must, rent up to
I'mi meg. inc. util > Friendly
living willing to pay downpayment
now (all l.inda mites). 253-2981.

tfll-30

Koom. woman only, near campus. ISO.
(all noon or «:» p.m. 549-4356.

tfll/30

150 yr old restored colonial, 3-4 bdrms.
garage St pond, family or grad student

preferred. New Salem. Likely Listings

MM.
MM

Spacious Cambridge style 1 bdrm apt in

Millers Falls, easy ride to Amherst on Rt.
••

! 1 159/mo.. w/heat A hot water. 256-HH96.

MM

I have kept some Dec. dates open just for

you. Call me today for a great Xmas party.
My name is Steve the DJ my no. 467-2842.

MM

Xmas parties are coming, and I can
bring back all those old Xmas memories
with great oldies. Call Boogie Bob at 536-

C07S.

MM

Base St Keyboard Players wanted for
Band. Call Kevin at 323-7249 or Alan at 549-

6275. MM

Vv r need people to apt . hunt with for sec

.

sent. Best Bet 4 and 6. Call 546-4184. 4182.

Mi/a

i.irl to share beaut, new apt. on rte. 9

lladlev. begin now or January. Rent is

MAM plus util No car or pets. Call 586-

0852. tfll/36

I or 2 roommates. F . wanted starting
Jan Brand>wine Apts. V Amherst. Call
549-0734. evenings

If 1 139

I or 2 females to share a Colonial
Milage, furnished —from Jan I to June I

On bus route. $M7/mo. or !43/mo. if 2. (all
6-MjhW. nite

tfll-39

I or 2 females wanted to share apart-
ment in Brittany Manor for 2nd semester.
No lease necessary. Call Chert. 256-0231

If 1 2-4

Roommate Wanted for I Bedroom Appt.
(all 549-4565 nights Ask for Wet.

M/» 11/39

Roommate wanted to share 2 bedroom
apt. for 2nd semester, rent I person. 163 or

2 for $100 Call Dave at MMM3
11-30

Female roommate to share one bedroom
furnished apt. for spring semester. 180 per

month, includes utilities, on bus route (all

256-0117.

UI2-7

Huge Country Home with Sauna, all

remodeled. 2 baths. 2 kitchens. 2 living. 5
bdrms. 2 lofts. Likely Listings. 256-8896.

MM
I females looking for 2 or 3 bedroom

apartment within walking distance of I'M
or on bus route for Jan. Call 546-1 177 or 253-
157

1

tfll/39

2 females seek to share house or apart-
ment with other females near campus or
on bus route. Call Mary in 218 at 545-2418.

tfll-30

TRAVEL

5 bdrm Ranch in country w/2 acres,
garage, family room and work room.
Storage area. Likely Listings. 256-8896.

MM
Efficiency apartment, all util.. air

< ond pool, parking, 1180 per mo. Amherst
Motel opp Zayre's. 256-8122.

MM

PINNED

Kvie Whitney '76 of Brett to Mark
Nardini '75 also of Brett.

11-39

Frank Zappa St The Mothers St Ringo St

Florescent Leech St Fddiein "200 Motels."
Sat.. Dec. I at 7-9-1 1 In SIB. It is a fringe
flick!

tfll-39

Professional magician will perform, all
occasions! Also lessons, beautiful magic
by Rory Johnston! 253-3887. see the im-
possible!!!

tfll-39

The kids go "Wild In The Streets", one
show only. Hampden D.C. 8:39 Frt Nov
30 with Laurel and Hardy short.

tfll/30

(.oing by air'' Let us handle your pre-
flight. in-flight and post-flight
arrangements at no cost to vou. (all
campus rep.. MMKH evenings

MM!

HELP WANTED

\ssistanlship open for student with
experience in first aid education. Red
( ross First Aid Inslrurtorship
required. Equal opportunity em-
plovcr ( onlact Ms Duston. I Mass
Health Services: 515-2942.

MM

One female roommate for Jan. I. on bus

route, must be willing to share room, rent

Smo 256-0583. evenings.
If 1 2-3

Nurses \ides. weekends only 7 a.m. -3
p.m. \mhersl Nursing Home 150 I'niv. Dr.
\ppl> in Person.
Kxperience preferred.

MM

Sue Favaloro '76 Puffton to Bob Powers
'72 Hanover. Mass.

11-36

HOUSE FOR RENT

:t bedroom house for rent Jan. 1st. 1225.
month, (all 586-1 1 II evenings.

tfll/39

PIANO TUNING

Pianos tuned and put in order at the
shortest notice, (all 268-7880.

MM

WANTED

Responsible person to accompany 3
boys, ages 3. 4. 6. on Right from
Bradley Airport to Salt Lake City
between Dec. 7-15. return Jan. 2-Jan.
9. Will pay round trip fare. 549-6273.

tfll-30

Presidential Campaign Buttons wanted
to buy or trade, (all 546-4743.

tfll-30

Needed One ticket for The Who concert
in Boston will pay Ml'CH | VFRY
I HGKNT! (all Jim 6-7519. keep trying.

tfll-30

PHOTO EQUIPMENT

y\ anted — male roommate. ( liffside

apt., own bedroom. $87.N per month,

avail. Jan I. (all 665-4760 MM

We have good stuff and we need you to
sell it on campus, up to $ 15 for three hours
work The Hungry I . 256-6350. 103 ,N.

Pleasant St.

tfll-so

Pentax Super Takumar 70150mm zoom
FUS. never used. Call 253-5002.

MM

P(M)R RICHARDS s„ symbo, needl ,
giRolo for Xmas Wayzgoose. You got the
money, I got the time. Inquire at P R
Office at Collegian

MM

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrrnapts.

• heat& air rondftioning

• toomy doscts st« wage
• wall-to-wall rarpetmg
• master 1V antenna

• modern kitchen*.

• Nelt-clcanmj; ovens

• electnc ranges

• M.iinless-steel sinks

• dr.hwashetvdopowk
• J-door rerrigeratan

• laundry taaliri*-,

• swimming pool

No I .ease Required
MMTs FROM M»
CALL 412-236-8534

DirectkMt: «»" Houte 47.

ROOM FOR RENT

Room available in Puffton after 1st of
Jan. $78 per mo. Call 549-1378.

tfll/39

Need an apt. a few days a wk? Own rm.
for female. Quiet, walk to univ & town.
Call Barb 256-8684 morns x-9. eves. 6-7.

tfll/39

2 bdrms avail. Dec. I In 4 bdrm house in

country. Rent $65. looking for woman 23
plus, into vegetarian-natural food. At 24
(owls Rd.. N. Amherst.

tfll-30

Furnished rooms on edge of campus,
quiet location, free parking, occupancy
January 1st. Call 549-6397 after 3 p.m.

MM
Male or female, your own room in

Hadley farmhouse 5 miles from campus.
$60 includes all utilities. 584-9846. Bill.

tfll-39

Room in 4 bedroom house available Dec
I. rent $65 per mo. & utilities. North-
ampton. Call Mark 586-2942.

MM

WANTED TO BUY

Ised ski equipment — all kinds. The
t M Ski Club will sell your equipment at
our sale Dec. 4 & 5. Come to tables in CC
on Nov. 39 St Dec. 3, 19-4.

MM

ROOM WANTED

l ndergrad male needs a place to live
Spring Sem. Hopefully to share a house
near campus. Call Paul. 546-5487.

tfll-30

RIOE WANTED
Needed ride daily, between I Mass A

Millers Falls in by 8: 30 out 4: 30. Will pay.
rail Kathy. 659-3890.

tfll-30

FREE
r'rer pooch — II mo. old. 1/2 Shepherd.

1/2 Lab., 75 lb., spayed female, obedient,

good watchdog, potential landlord trouble.

beautiful animal. 549-1812.

___ tfll-30

Cute black puppy, t months old. has
shots, partially house broken, female,
(onlact 256-6119 after I p.m. It is very
friendly.

MM
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Notices
SECURITY-MAYAI.L CONCERTS

All checks Trom the John Mayall

concerts, 11 25 and 11-26 will be in the

RSO office next Fri. 12-7.

STAR TREK LIVES!
Informal meeting Thursday, Dec. 6

in C.C. 904 908 at 7:00. Everyone
invited. Any questions? Call Barbara
after 12 2 at 546 6672.

Second Look at Love"
Fair Dec. 8, 15 p.m.

Christmas

UNITARIAN
AMHERST

SOCIETY

WATER POLO CLUB
Co. Rec. swim meet Mon. nite 7:C.

Call Carl 253 3992 for info. Practice
during free swims. Shirts are in see
Ron Boucher, 324 Dwight.

WHO'S WHO
Nominations are now being taken

>r Who's Who among student in
OF merican Universities and Colleges.

Service at l

hey muSt be brou9h' to the Studentservice at 11 a.m. on 12-2. Jeffrey enate Office by 4 00 p m Dec 10Campbell, minister, will speak on "A

WOMEN'S TRACK PRACTICE
Every Mon, Wed., Fri. at 4:30 pm.

Curry Hicks Cage. For more info call
Charlotte 549 6881 or Judy 546 5841
Everyone welcome especially field
event people.

LOST
Maroon sweater at the John

Mayall Maria Muldaur concert, Mon.
11 26 if found please take to C.C. lost
and found.

"THE BABY MAKER"
Movie being shown Sun. 12 2 C.C.

Aud. at 7, 9 and Mon. 12 3 on
Thompson 104 at 7, 9.

The Collegian cannot print any
mention .on money in the free
NOTICES column. For example, the

price of a movie or a ticket. This
would constitute an advertisement,
no' a NOT ICE

Television Tonight

Public Works Commissioner
Defends Truck Overloading Stand

"peration

Colonel Khnk s

NEIGHBORHOOD

BOSTON (AP)-Commissioner Bruce Campbell of
the state Department of Public Works Thursday
defended his participation in 1972 in a special
governor's Task Force on Truck Overloading.
Campbell's statement came after testimony

Wednesday before the current legislative Com-
mission on Truck overloading by Gerald I Bern
president of the large contracting firm Gil-Bern
Aggregates, Inc., who said that he wrote to Campbell
and other state officials after the task force "fizzled
out" but got no response.
Members of the task force, which also included

Public Safety Secretary Richard McLaughlin and
Secretary of Transportation Alan Altshuler, never
communicated their findings to the current com-
mission.

Campbell, who is also a member of the current
commission, said that the task force was a kind of
unofficial group, appointed by Gov. Francis W.
Sargent at the request of Bern who was representing
a small trucking organization which wanted the state
weight limits for trucks raised from an absolute
maximum of 73,000 pounds to 100,000 pounds.
Asked whether the task force ever made anv

recommendations to the governor, Campbell said "I
can't say that we did ..but the fact that the task force
didn't produce anything is a good thing since its only
purpose was to produce higher weight limits."
Campbell said the DPW resisted the plan to raise

weight limits because of the danger of losing federal
highway aid.

The current commission has been critical of the
governor and state officials on the last force who
recognized the problem of truck overloading in the
state almost two years ago but took no action.
Another DPW employe, Henry Holmes, testified

Thursday that currently "overloads are being ac-
cepted by the DPW at construction sites."
"We in no way tell them they should overload, but

others have said that because we accept it, that's
encouraging them," Holmes said. "I know there are
many laws in the books. but I've never felt it was my
duty to be policeman, judge and jury."
An injunction against an order by Gov. Francis W

Sargent that the DPW refuse delivery from
overloaded trucks is still pending in the state courts.
The commission will continue its hearings into

truck overloading in the state next Wednesday.

'.mi ENSIGN OTOOI.K
Swindle "

i in

HOUAVM IIK Hi IKS
Secret Weapon ' (22)

mlstkhrogkrs
(24i IS7I

ADYENTl RES OK SUPERMAN 1 24

>

BKVKKI.Y HILLBILLIES Jctl.ro
Proposes ' (30i

GOMER I'VI.K The Recruiting Foster
1 40

1

530 TIIK REAL McCOYS The Other Side
< >f the Fence ( IS >

TIIK IKY SHOW Lucy and Carol
Burnett Part II < 22 >

TIIK KI.KCTRIC COMPANY IMI « 57

>

GOMER PVLE Gomel I 'n Trains A
l>og " (27l

HOGAN1 HEROES The Great
Biinksmcycr Robbery " .30)

NEWS, WEATHER sports .40>
S:M WHAT A HAPPENING I I'DATK (3i
VMKRK \ •The First Impact " <18i
ZOOM: (241 (571

PETTICOAT JUNCTION What s A
Trajectory ?" (27i

TO fSLL THK THl TH Garrv Moore
host (8)

WILD WILD WKST Night Of the Man
i-atin« House." (40i

«:»! NEW! (31 (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEW! (8)

BOOK BKAT (24)

CHALLENGING SKA (27)
LOl IS LYONS: NKWS AM) COMMENT

(57)

S55 NKWSBKAT VKWS (40)

I :<» WORLD AT WAR (3)

TRITH OR (ONSKQIKM KS Bob
Barker, host (8)

THK 7011 (LIB (18)

NKWS. WKATHKR. SPORTS .22) (30)
TIIK CHAN-EM! WAY (Ml
MOVIK "Gammera." (27)

ABC EVENING NKWS (40)

THK RKPORTKRS (57)

: t" nkw DATING GAME (8)

LKTS M \KK A DEAL Monty Hall, host
(22'

THK HOLLYWOOD SOI ARKS Peter
M.iinIi.iII. host i to

i

N\N\Y AND TIIK PHOKKSSOK The
India Queen " (4()i

THE OPKN DOOR (37>

>:« ( ALlccis DEPT. (3)

SANTA CL.U S IS COMING To TOWN
'Hi (40)

SXNKORD AND SON Grady, the Star
Boarder "

1 22 > (30)

WASHINGTON WKKK IN RKYIKW .24)
(57)

k:mi ROLL DVT! <3»

NBA BASKKTBALL (18)

THK t.lRI WITH SOMKTHING EXTRA
Sugar and Spice and Quarterback Sneak "

(22) .30)

PERFORMANCE .24)

WALL STREET WKKK (57)
•i mi MOVIE -The Haunting " (3)

ROOM m Mismatch Maker " (8)
'40)

KRANKKNSTKIN THK TRl K STORY
(22) (30)

CHAUTAUQUA symphony or.
(IIKSTRA (24)

COLLEGE BASKKTBALL (27)

MASTKRPIK( K THEATRE "The Man
Who Was Hunting Himself " 157)
I :W ADAMS RIB (8) (40)

(8) (40)

W V! I. -.11.1.1 I
I K

FOR SALE

S 4 I. Camera imports has new
cameras, lenses K o(her pho(o equip, at
-lashed prices I nil Marranlv. all makes
and models, (all Ken. M»72:i.

tfll-30

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

Live Christmas trees, select and tag
now. any size lfi.:u. I. Blizniak. 133 Bay
ltd lladlev

tf 12-12

Banjo :. string w/case. Roy Shmeck
Model with Bluegrass Resonator, only 170.
(ireat lor beginner. Call Alan. MMRR.

HI2-3

AUTO FOR SALE

Tires — All brands. RaDIALS. SNOWS— All types guaranteed, lowest prices Call
MR-K362 after 6.

tfll-30

Bike and Amplifier 10-speed in mint
condition. New paint and parts, (.ibson
Ouilar Amp Mrs fine sound. Tom. after 5
:>mi-I«ik.V

UI2-3

MM Malibu ( hevelle. ficyl. auto, trans .

green with black vinyl top. 2 door. gd.
<ond needs valve job. 4 new tires. 47
thousand miles, bargain, negotiable
Marsha. MMMT.

tfll-30

B & R TV MR Call MMM* after 5

tf 1 2-4

l»7l Capri 1600. Silver. 28 MPG ex
cond. I i.-h. Kirm (an be seen daily at Bar
< «go. King St.. V Hampton or rail owner
SK4-774I after 5.

tfll-30

Two new MMM inch snow tires on
I "m.i.i rims. Hardly used one season $33
Come to :'l (owls Rd.. V Amherst.

tfll-30

I pr.. L-21 skis. Marker bindings. $75. I

complete Kress waterbed. mattress,
frame, pedestal headboard, table I ISO
in Vtfi-fi767.

Roof Rack for a VW Van. new III"
being sold for l:ui (all Marc. 323-7012.

tfll-30

I'im, Mustang 2 plus 2. fastbark. new
engine, new carb.. new radiator, etc.. 4
new shocks & tires. 3 speed 2H9. only 4.000
miles Besl offer. «-*l85.

tfll-30

IKS Valiant, vy gd rn cond. slant 6. gd
mpg. nd I for school $300 neg. (all Gordon
at 256-HI9X after i. p.m.

tfll-30

Kord Kconoline Van. paneled, good
condition, runs wei.. bed. table, carpet,
good for ramping. 1423. ( onlacl Chris at
Bluewall.

11-30

MM Saab Si. runs dry. warm plus two
Saabs (or vour own parts supply. Make
oflrr (o Kelly. MMM or 1-467-2195.

tf 12-4

I'iM. Kuirk OR, new tires, brakes,
muffler, transmission, ear is really in good
i •ndii urn I need money to go to srhool.
(all MMHH

If 12-3

tfll-30

Women's S-speed exr rond. 150. ALSO
KL.H System Model 24. good rond. 3 vrs
old 1200 or best offer needs needle and
rleaning 5H4-59nfi.

tfll-30

Pentax ml. 2* mm f2 J Hanimar IviU>mm f.t.5 Super Takumar Ml Both with
lenshood St rase mint rond Ph 549-6917.

HI2-3

I'M.S Volvo
rebuilt rnx .

$1200. (all 545-2223

307.

I9«5 Pont ( alalina. -tinning rondition
with snows, best offer (all 543-230H. ask
lor Joe 311.

HI2-5
l44Sin v good rond. Rerently
s.b. radials. fart. air. Asking

ask for i mi Chase in

tfll/30

Gibson KB-0 Bass. $250 or best offer.
Call Mark 545-2093 days. 247-50HH nite.

UI2-4

Ski equip.. $130,000 worth of new. used
leftover skies, boots, rlothing. At I'M Ski
( lubsaleDer.4&5. 1st Floor CC. 12 p m -

9 p.m.

tf!2/6

Kefrigerator; | ru. ft.. | yr o|d oriMS s««.
c

;
,

,r
,

3o

cond,Uon •* ,m

,
tfll/30

Kur roat. genuine rabbit, midi length
w/hood bought new for $160. Never worn
will sell for $95. (all Margie. 546-7104.

lfl2-3

Recording tapes. Srotch 7" reel to reel. 3
hr bargain. Prired 549-6334.

UI2-3

Ski Boots — Hosemont Fastback. 8 med
(an be reinjected to fit perfectly. I yr. old
gd. rond. New - $ 175. Ask $70. Call 546-5937
aft. 6.

tfl2/l»

Framus Aroustic 12-string guitar Exc
cond.. first $125. ( «|| prter aft. 5 at 737-
1462. Spfld.

If 1 2-3

New Fischer Glass skis, great for
novice /intermediate. 195 cm unused. Must
sell cheap. Call Lionel 256-0451.

tfll/30

One pair mens Nordica Ski Boots, size
10-1/2. excellent cond. (all Jim 2564)451.

tfll/30

PAILS OLDTIME FURNITURE is
having a clearance sale on specially
marked items. In addition our usual
complement of beds, bureaus, desks,
pictures, brie a brar. costumes, wierrl
stuff. Located in the heart (the left
ventricle to be exact) of downtown
Xmherst behind Aubuchnns. IN THF
MLKY. 253-3511. Open 6 days a week
wood heated.

tfl2-5

Ten Speed Schwinn Supersport. good
condition 151 Al. Brittany Manor or rail
253-7621.

HUM
Rarcoon coat. ex. cond.. large size,

tweed lining, asking $85. Call Emmet. 256-

0259.

tf!2-4

Bargain moving out sale — RCA por-

table stereo. $15: good sleeping bag. $12:

portable 6 ft. folding bed: sun lamps. Call
Tricia. 2S6-04XI.

tf!2-3

JNoneer SX-626 AM-EM Stereo Receiver
$20(1. pair Dynaco A-25 Speakers. $110
Call Jim at 546-7115.

HI2-6

Auto for sale. 1969 M(.T< AM KM stereo.
Abarth muffler, fine rondition. Call 256-

6241.

tfll/30

6» Javelin hardtop. 6 cylinders stan-
dard, excellent rondition. $M00. Call Nabih
after I at 323-7823.

tfl2/4

65 Pont. Lemansp/s.p/b. a A -$150. 584-

MM.
tfll/30

66 Dodge Coronet. 3 spd. std. trans, in

excellent rondition and runs very well.
Asking $225 - a bargain at any price. Call
MMRR,

IM2/7

IIONKST \l. RKI I HNS. 84 ( hev y

II Compact station wagon. '• cylinder,

standard trans, always starts, decent
tires, int I .'snows, nerds hall joints to

pass inspection |M, WANTED DK \l>

or M.IYK \alianls parts & Cancers in

any condition MMMt,
RIM

Mii'iiimn Datsun owners I perform
all phases of major and minor repair
on Datsuns al less than half dealership
price I have four years automotive
experience two of which were
specialising in Datsun. I also have an
.hi h.urn and Powerplant License.
Phone Russell Baca 253-7456.

tr 12-12

PERSONAL

1964 MGB Roadster for sale. Spare
parts. Must sell before the snow flies. 24
Cowls Rd.. Amherst.

tfll/30

Paul Ginnetti. please rail Howie. 256-
0643 urgent!

tfll-30

1971 Super Beetle, perfect condition,
only 14.000 miles. Complete service
records, true economy. Best offer over
1.700. (all 549-6682.

tfll/30

1969 Nova SS 4 spd.
blue. 45.300 plus miles
665-4 IK9.

350 cubic men dk.
Asking $1200. Call

tf!2/7

SUBLET

Kossignol Rarer Skis, IKN rm w
Solomon 144 bdgs , exrell. rond

, 1 yr old
|$iimi 25fi-iii66 after 6 p.m.

tfll/30

I bdrm apt. ( ifsid, Apts. on bus route avail
approx Jan IS. $l55-mo, inel. utils. dish-
washer, (all Mark 5-0479 days, 665-2700
eves.

tfll-30

New stereo tape rassetle. player-
rerorder, Dolby system, adr., in-
vertamatic. glassferritextal head, must
sell, very reasonable, MMtll

If 1 2-

1

I bedroom modern apt. at Brandywine
on bus rte. A/C. w/w carpeting, big bed &
living rms. $205/month plus e'«-rtrir 549-
:i!H«.

tf!2/l2

Riverglade townhnusr. Jan. I, washer
ind dryer hookup, full dry cellar. 25fi-HL'L'h

11-30

I9K9 Triumph OT6 plus, super rondition
esp. mechanicals. Many new parts, ex-
cellent on gas. $1200. Call Larry 542-5408.

tf!2-3

1966 Dodge Dart. 6 ryl.. r. & h.. stirker.
standard trans.. 2 good snows, good gas
mileage. $400. (all Ralph. 546-7»ti

If 1 2-5

\'MX> Oldsmohile Toronado. stylish new
front tires, power steering, power brakes
$175. Call VI!»-«I32.

tfl2-:l

NEEDED: A date for a well known rude
sports journalist, to attend Xmas
Wayzgoose. Dec. 7th. Inquire at Mix
Sports Desk or WUMY-TV.

tf!2-7

Tag Sale - many, many pieces of good
furniture - lamps, tables, chairs - Dec. 2.

9: 00 till dark. Townhouse of Amherst. Apt.
#6. More info 549-6682.

tfll/30

The IWh Floor GWV wants to go co-ed
with a women's floor, if interested call

Tim Donelan. 546-9 IKN.

tfll-30

• 'Miiiles .without children) needed for

Psych study. Learning experienre. plus
$-'.'• per eouple. Leave message at 545-2077.

tfll-30

Doing a paper on (.hosts if you've ever
seen one or know any good stories please
call Paula, ii-7361.

RIM

To the wonderful person who found my
cheek near Kennedy dorm — thank you
Janet.

11-30

10 oo LOVE. AMERICAN STYLK
NEWS .27)

EVENING KDITION MARTIN
AORONSKY .57)

10 30 THK LIVING WORD (18)
FREE FOR ALL (24)

JOANNE (ARSON SHOW (27)
THE MEN WHO MADE THE MOV IKS

(57

1

11 00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)
<18) .22) .27) (30) .40)

M30 MOVIE "The Castihan " (3)
DON KIRSHINERS K(M K CONCERT

18)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW .22) (30)
WIDK WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT

(57)

12:00 MOVIK The Green Helmet" (3)
IMI M'V'S •»> '{«.

PERSONAL

MavThis
mj"»«U«*ln.ent. Mung Bean

11 ,v vi 1" - V m« lf«r"»«« »* «he lastl-ove. Mushmouth Klork & Jasper

11-30

Send name, phone specially. »j«h
return address ,„ Mil.enia. Bo, « W njlham.(,m „. (Ni2H for(A|) Boys$2.„ irls ,

11-30

Su-ie - happy I so.

_^^^ 1130

R» mother of toe kids. *, hasUrd J

,
11-30

R you girls love those curls. In drooKnrrle mv iwirls

11-341

SERVICES
t enlral Area t ounseling (enter. B-2

< .orman vuwu wants to help you find
direction, self-confidence, etc. Info
aplenty .. come! '.

tfll-30

Research — thousands of topics. 12.75
per page. Send $1 for mall order catalog
Research Assistance. Inc.. 1 1941 Wllshlre
Blvd.. Suite 2. LA.. Calif. 90025.

IM2-I2

Canadian certified instructor avail, for

ski lessons. Avail, anytime, reasonable
rates, (all 584-8«05. Scott.

tfll/30

Photographers: Quality Mack and white
photo proressing at low. low rates. 1 1.00
per roll including rontart. Call (W5-4280

eves.

tf 11/30

24 hr. service— Passports. Lang's Photo
Studio. 460 West St.. South Amherst. 253-
3148.

tf 12-12

Special I bedroom apt. to sublet at
Puffton Village. 1st month, rent only $75,
avail. Jan. 1st to Sept. Call anytime. 549-
MML

HTM
Book: Psych as Social Science or will

buy the same book used. Need
desperately. Call 546-7467.

tfll-30

Need a job during Intercession — If you
want to leave and need someone to relieve
you for January call Julie 6I7-S44-3362. Ed
Major.

HTM

Photos — passports, visas, etc., IK hour
icr*lw! Sizes and number negotiable.
$:t.(Ml minimum: Call Steve at 516-5443.

tfll-30

Need a babysitter? I am working up to
Xmas vacation rates negotiated. Call
Nina at 516-5197.

IflM

Wanna
(.ary at

get loaded'.

MMM
Trurk for hire C

M

all I

:mi J

*
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Men Gymnasts Travel

To Syracuse For Opener

By JOHN BOCK
It's a long ride to Syracuse. It's even longer when you have to con-

template the fact that your season is about to open and your team isn't

really at full strength.

That is the though that faces coach Tom Dunn as he takes his

Minuteman Gymnastics team on the road to Syracuse, New York for the

start of the 1973-74 season.

"We expect a really tough meet with Syracuse because they returned

everybody from last year's team and last year we had a close meet." said

Coach Dunn.
Co-Captains Rich Seikunas and Jay Thompsen aren't going to be at full

strength. Seikunas will work only two events due to a shoulder injury and
Thompsen will work the long horse vault, due to a continuing problem
with his knees. ( The problem being that they are good for only one vault a

night).

Not long ago Roy Johnson dislocated his elbow and is doubtful until next

semester at the very least. That leaves a lot of space for deepening the

lineup.

Steve Scuderi and Gene Whelan will anchor the All Around and will be
joined by Bill Brouillet. The floor exercise men will be Phil Aubrey and
Rich Seikunas in addition to the All Around men. The pommel horse has
Brian Hassig and Seikunas as specialists, while Peter Lusk and Aubrey
combine on the Still Rings.

The parallel bars see Tim Beasley and Rich Seikunas as specialists

while Jack Fabbricante has the honors on long horse vault and Dan
Barter on the high bar.

"We will have to hit every time to win this one because three of the

judges are from Syracuse and the other from Elmira, New York. We
didn't have some of the kids round out the way we wanted, but the guys
we've got are the best."

Said Jay Thompsen "We have confidence with a question mark
because we haven't been tried yet. I want to do well because time is

running short for me."
The JV Gymnasts meet Plymouth State's Varsity tonight at 7:00 in

Boyden Auxiliary These performers are all freshmen and sophmores
and they will be led by Jon Brandon. He will be participating in the floor

exercise, long horse vault, parallel bars, and high bar. Guys to watch are
Paul Marks on the All Around, Hammond on the Parallel bars, and Dave
Douglas on the Still Rings.

UCLA Even Better

Loeb Award To
Be Given To
Outstanding DH
MANCHESTER. N.H. <AP> — A

panel of experts — including two
Hall of Famers — has been
selected by Publisher William

Loeb of the Manchester Union
Leader and New Hampshire
Sunday News to select major
league baseball's first Outstanding
Designated Hitter ODH.
The Loeb award will be

presented at the 26th annual
Manchester Union Leader Fund,
Inc. baseball dinner at the Man-
chester state armory on Jan. 23,

1974.

Publisher Loeb announced that

the following will serve on the

board of selectors: for the 1973

American League ODH Award:
—Wick Temple, sports editor of

the Associated Press.

—Mike Hughes, executive sports

editor of United Press In-

ternational.

—Curt Gowdy, NBC sport-
scaster.

—Casey Stengel, former
manager of the NY. Yankees and
NY. Mets and a member of

baseball's Hall of Fame.
—Bob Feller, all-time Cleveland

Indians pitching great and also a
Hall of Famer.
—C. C. Johnson Spink, editor and

publisher of the Sporting News,
often referred to as the "baseball
bible."

—William Leggett, senior writer

for Sports Illustrated.

Winner of the ODH Award will

receive a plaque.
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ON TOP-Eagles player Tom Sullivan relaxes after being named
Offensive Plaver of the Week.

As College Hoop Starts wrestling, Com.

By DAN BERGER
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Bill

Walton is a much better basketball

player, UCLA's full-court zone

press is more tenacious, the Bruins

are finding superb play from last

year's reserves — and college

basketball's mightiest dynasty
rolls along.

Coach John Wooden is bubbling

about the potential of this year's

team.
"There's no question that in the

last year Bill has matured
greatly," Wooden said of Walton,

the 6-foot-ll Player of the Year.

Wooden was asked if he had noted

any improvement in Walton's play.

"How much can he improve
from last year," came the reply,

"His physical ability is about the

same but he has become more
mature in some ways."
The Bruins, winners of 75

straight games, face Arkansas
Maryland this weekend in the

opener of a season in which they

seek an eighth straight NCAA title

and 10th in the last 11 years.

Wooden said the full -court press

"is a little better now than at this

time last year and I believe it \vi"

be better than last year. Maybe it's

because the players understand it

a little more and are more
equipped to play it."

Keith Wilkes has resumed his

position as one starting forward
with 6-8 junior Dave Myers filling

the other spot. Meyers was a late-

blooming reserve for the Bruins

last year.

At the ball-handling "point"

position, guard Tommy Curtis, a 6-

l senior, "is well ahead of any of

the others," Wooden said. "Greg
Lee and Pete Trgovich are fighting

for the swing spot at guard.

"Walton is going to be better this

year and we have better depth than
we've had in some years."

UCLA is ranked No.l in the AP
preseason poll while Maryland is

rated fourth.

No. 11 San Francisco, No. 15

Arizona, No. 16 Penn, No. 17

Jacksonville, No. 18 Alabama and
19th-rated Memphis State also play

Friday night.

San Francisco, picked to repeat

as West Coast Athletic Conference
champion, plays at home against

San Diego University.

This Weekend
Saturday, December 1

Varsity Swimming vs. Maine
JV Basketball vs. Rockwood Acad.
Varsity Basketball vs. Harvard
Men's Gymnastics vs. Syracuse
Varsity Wrestling vs. UConn-Yale
JV. Wrestling vs. UConn-Yale
Varsity Hockey vs. Merrimac
JV. Hockey vs. Merrimac
Varsity Track vs. Maine

Away 1 ; 00

HOME 5: 30
HOME 7: 30
Away 1 : 30
HOME 3: 00

HOME 1 : 30
Away 8: 00

Away 6 .00

Away 1 : 00

England Champ, who is filling in

for George Ireland, (out with some
elbow problems. ) Fenton looks like

a heavyweight should look — ex-

ceptional build; but moves like a

middle weight — fast.

The opponents : one good and one
bad. The bad; well, in three years

UConn has won a total of five out of

40 bouts with the Minutemen. They
won't be much more of a threat this

year.

The good — Yale University.

They finished sixth in the EIWA
last year with a champ and a

fourth placer. Both are in the

lineup this time. The Champ is

Heavyweight Tim Karpoff who
was pretty much untouched in last

years EIWA tourney and was one

of the top seeds at the NCAA's. 190

pounder Neal Brendel is a

sophomore and has some really

good moves that helped him last

year and should also prove to be a

good match. The Eli's have never
been that great in the lightweights

but might surprise this year.

It will be UMass vs. UConn at

2:00 p.m. and then UConn vs. Yale
at 4:30 p.m. The evening bout will

be UMass - Yale at 7:00. JV
matches will be run
simultaneously on the adjoining

mat.

WUMV
Yes, folks, the winter sports

season really gets under way and
there to bring you all the sports

action live on the screen will be
Martino Kellyo and Earlo Barrolo.

They will bring you the play by
play and deuce by deuce with

Leaman's Leapers. See it all on
Sunday evening in the Bluewall.

That's WUMV-TVO.

Rung Fu Academy

253-5602

124 Amity St., Amherst

'fe£* / Bin

187 n. pleasant st. amherst

Fast growing bank needs part

time employees to work in

new operations center. Office

located in Sunderland.

Apply

First Pioneer Bancorp

1 Federal Streel

Greenfield, Mass. 01301

or call 772-0281

Must there be a point to life?

An enchanting fantasy

with Nilsson—

THE POINT
Fri., Nov. 30 Thompson 104

7-0-11 p.m.

WANT TO SELL YOUR SKI EQUIP.?

SKI SWAP
Sponsored by UMASS Ski Club

Bring your equip, to:

Ski Club Tables - Campus Center Concourse
FRI., NOV. 30, 10-4 p.m.
MON., DEC. .3, 10-4 p.m.

SALE DATES:
$150,000 worth of fantastic bargains

DEC. 4, 12-lOp.m.

DEC. 5, 10-10 p.m., 1st floor C.C.

• ." *r— »•»' *.•••

K ->.

23

Glenn Poster

Indoor Track Treks To Orono For Debut
By SCOTT HAYES

The UMass Indoor Track team
will open its season tomorrow,
when the squad travels to Maine.
The Minutemen will be up

against a team that finished fourth
in the Yankee Conference last

year. Over the past few years,
Maine has fared better in dual
meets than in championship
competition. This is due to the fact

that Maine has few outstanding
individuals. The Bears have a
balanced team, with a good
competitor in every event. The fine
indoor facility should result in

some fast times for the first meet
of the season.

Coach Ken O'Brien stated that
UMass is going to have to capture a
good number of seconds and thirds
as well as firsts. "We have to take
nine of the fourteen events to win

the meet," explained O'Brien. The
mentor feels that taking nine first

places is the key to winning, along
with scoring at least 59 points.

Maine's Randy Beaulieu is a shot
putter who threw 56' in the weight
throw last year. Other standouts
for the Bears include pole vaulters
Dave Mason and Harold Jordan.
Mason and Jordan are both 13'6"-

14' vaulters and head a strong
group of Maine pole vaulters.
Jerry Laflamme will see double
duty for the Bears, running both
the mile and the two-mile. Eric
Holmlund finished fourth in the
Conference last year in the 600-

yard run. Although Holmlund is the
favorite for the event, Barron
Littlefield of UMass is expected to

challenge for first place.

Ray Talton and Jim White, both
finalists in the YanCon a year ago,

Hoop Season Opens

Under New Rules
By MIKE KNEELAND

With the basketball season getting underway Saturday, there are a few
new rules and clarifications of old rules fans should note:

-Dunking the ball is illegal and is penalized with a one-shot technical
foul. Dunking in pre-game warm-ups is also illegal. Referees are
required to be on the court 30 minutes prior to tap-off to observe both
teams practicing. For each dunk, a one-shot technical foul is assessed at

the game's beginning. Remember, three technical fouls and a player is

disqualified from not only the game, but the court's vicinity. ( A player is

always disqualified for a flagrant technical foul.)

-On a throw-in following a violation, only the designated thrower-in
may be out of bounds. A second player who decides to throw in the ball

and steps out of bounds is assessed a one-shot technical foul for

unauthorized absense from the court.

-Headbands worn by players must be of one solid color and no more
than two inches wide. A player may not enter the game with an illegal

headband.
-If the referee makes a mistake, such as permitting the wrong man to

shoot a foul shot, the mistake may only be corrected if it is discovered
before the clock becomes alive following the first dead ball.

-When a foul is called on a player, he must immediately raise one, and
only one, hand high above his head. Violators may be assessed a one-shot
technical foul.

-There is no more air dribble. A player may tap the ball in the air
rather than to the ground but he must allow the ball to hit the floor before
he again dribbles the ball.

By the way: a tap-in is not considered a try for field goal. This means
that if a player is fouled while tapping the ball, he only gets one shot at the
foul line. This also means that if the clock sounds while the ball is in flight

following a tap, the game is immediately ended. If the ball should enter
the hoop, it does not count. Contrary, if the horn sounds while the ball is in

flight for a "legal" try, and the ball enters the hoop, the goal is counted.
Speaking of hoops, referees are being told that the hoop will probably

be raised to 11 or 12 feet within two years. Gymnasium designers are also
being warned so that ceilings will be high enough.

Mike Kneeland will soon be a member of the International Association of
Approved Basketball Officials.

pace the Maine hurdling corps.
Jim Vick, also a finalist in the
Conference meet last year, will be
top competitor for the Bears in the
60-yard dash. John Lethe, a 6'6"

high jumper leads a group of good
but inconsistent Maine jumpers.
Greg Kendrick should also be
among the top finishers in the high
jump.

Maine was third in the mile relay
and fifth in the two-mile relay at
the Conference meet last season.
These two relays are the last two
events, and since the meet is ex-
pected to be a close one, they could
easily decide the meet. Each relay
is worth ten points, so a sweep of
the relays would help UMass pick
up its first win of the season.

Competing in the mile relay will

be four of the sprinters, depending
on who is rested after having run
the other events Weeden Wet-
rnore, Ted Bussiere, Francis
O'Keefe and either Harry Kelly or

Peter Byron will run the two-mile
relay for UMass.

In the distance events, UMass
hopes to pick up some important
points. Running the 1,000 will be
Devin Croft, Mike Gillen and Jim
Hunt. Harry Kelly, John Scheer,

Robb Leary and Chet Mysliwicz
will be competing in the mile while

Tom Wilson, Phil Broughton and
Paul Doiron will see action in the

two-mile.

Bob Bocash, Tom Lonergan and
Scott Herman are the top
weightmen.
Tomorrow's meet should be a

close contest, and will be an in-

dicator of what to expect from
UMass in track this winter.

Notices
SWIMMING — The intramural

co-rec swim meet will be held
Monday, Dec. 3 at 7 p.m. in the

Boyden Pool.

VOLLEYBALL - All volleyball

league winners, men, women, and
co-ed, should check with the in-

tramural office to secure campus
championship playoff schedules.

BASKETBALL — All intramural

basketball entries are due at the

intramural office on Thursday,
Dec. 6 before 5 p.m.

That Cagey Feeling
Tii many ot you who are new here, the first time you were in it you

probably thought it v\as a barn. You remember registering in ninety
degree heat The floor was the ground itself. Tomorrow night, it becomes
( urry Hicks (age once again The basketball season is underway.
When I came here as a freshman. I was looking forward to see Julius

hrvmg play his senior year at Curry Hicks. Unfortunately, Dr. J played
his senior year for the Virginia Squires. But it was the Doctor himself who
made being at Curry Hicks a truly unique experience.

I had heard stories told of the long lines through the Southwest Tunnel
which started forming at three o'clock the afternoon of the game. In order
to see the Doctor operate, some brave individuals risked life and limb
hanging from the bars along the side of the balcony.
But once inside the Cage, the story of Redmen-Minutemen basketball

eminence is told. You look at the banners hanging from the rafters
NCAA 1962; NIT 1970. 1971, 1973. The Minutemen now look forward to
their fourth post-season tournament in the past five years.
But what is it like to be part of the crowd inside the Cage? If you've ever

seen the Knick fans in Madison Square Garden, well we can match them
in enthusiasm. I though not in number) Maybe it's the pep band that gets
the adrenalin flowing in the crowd with the "Go, fight, win" routine The
band certainly does its part to lift the team by playing such numbers as
Conquistador and the William Tell Overture.

But, that's not all. There's a lot of emotion at Curry Hicks Cage Who
will ever forget a sad Coach Leaman one night last year as four guys
named Austin. McLaughlin. Olsen, and Peters paraded out to center
court to be honored as seniors who were about to play their last game in
front of the home-town fans.

Next we move on to the cheerleaders. Before each game starts, they
come out with their pompons shaking and kicking their legs high to the
beat of the music. They always line up at the end of the court where the
opposition warms up for the first half. ( I always hope that one of them
will kick the other guys' star center.)
And then there's Joe Paradise. Someone told me recently that Joe is no

longer here. He's the PA announcer, the guy who was always yelling
"Chapter 243 of the general laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
says there's no smoking in Curry Hicks Cage."
Large crowds, naturally, create the atmosphere in the Cage. Who will

ever forget the UConn game last year? And then there was Fordham
There was a member of the Fordham athletic office who had voting
power for the NIT. And as each UMass basket, rebound, steal and
blocked shot occurred, the crowd rose to its feet to begin the chant:

The first victim will be the Harvard Crimson. They are coached by a
disciple of the Red Auerbach School of Coaching, (otherwise known as
the Celtics) Tom "Satch" Sanders. This will be the first game for Satch
as a coach. He must realize that rarely does a visiting team escape from
Curry Hicks with a victory. Only Syracuse could make that claim last
year As a matter of fact, two years ago, one visiting coach became so
frustrated with everything going against him that he challenged Coach
Leaman to a fight.

You can look at all the pictures in the yearbook you want, but you have
to be there to be a part of it. to feel it, to live it.

We start again tomorrow night.

the evolution is coming!

The toi
presents

BI8 MAC
"Oldies t

Goldies Show"

TUES.-SUN.
*-l p.m.

"bhedanta
a college of

NORDENFJORD WORLD UNIVERSr
dedicated to experimental higher education in

the context of a spiritual path

announces its opening semester February 2, 1 974

Write for information

Bhedanta, Fotdaltgaard, 9460 Brovst, Denmark

But don't hold your

breath waiting.

It may take millions

of years for your

body to adapt to

the spine-jarring

concrete world we
live in. If you
can't wait, try

the EARTH SHOE.
Its patented

minus-hoef® design

reproduces the

imprint made by a

healthy footprint

in soft earth. It

returns the body to

a natural posture

and induces a more
graceful walk.

The EARTH SHOE
can ease breathing,

improve blood

circulation and
relieve back
pressure and
fatigue. All this plus

unprecedented
comfort.

Shoes, sandals,

sabots and boots

lor men and women
trom $23 50 to $42 50.

Brochure available.

Mea -sat.. io-.'i::iop.m.

I i id.i \ 11-7

Ji.l V Pleasant Si.

Amherst. Mass. 0I(MIL>

I 113) 256-8911

14 Story Street

Cambridge. Ma'

(617) 492-6C0C
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'Introducing our soft shoe for men &
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Harvard,Satch Meet^
Hoopsters At Cage

By STEVE DeCOSTA
If you've never seen a "Satch" in person, then

tomorrow is your chance.
Tom "Satch" Sanders makes his coaching debut

tomorrow night at the Cage as the Minutemen host
the Crimson from Harvard at 7:30 in the opening
game for both teams.
Sanders is a former Celtic great who retired as a

player after last season to take over the coaching
reigns at the Ivy League school.

And Satch should be able to help the Crimson. In the
past, Harvard, with their bevy of former high school
Ail-Americans, had not trouble putting the ball in the
hoop, but neither did their opponents.
To say that their defense was lacking would be

something of an understatement. It is in this area that
Sanders, one of the better defensive forwards in the
NBA in his prime, should be able to do the most good.
Jack Leaman remarked that "Sanders knows that

defense wins ball games and he should be a great
asset to that team."

If Harvard cannot stop the Minutemen from
scoring, they could be in for a long evening. Most of
their firepower from recent years, James Brown,
Floyd Lewis, Marshall Sanders and others, have
graduated. Add to this the ineligibility of former All
New England guard Jim Fitzsimmons for the first

semester as the result of Ivy League transfer
regulations, and it becomes apparent that the
Crimson are not as well off as they used to be.
One thing Harvard still has is Tony Jerkins, a

second team All-New England and All-Ivy choice
with a 16.9 scoring average last year.
Another returnee is guard Ken Wolfe, who started

off slowly last season but came into his own to be
named the MVP in the annual Beanpot Tournament
in Boston.

Beyond these two, Harvard is thin. Lou Silver is a
starter up front, but nothing else is certain. The
remaining two positions will be filled with players
with little or no varsity experience. They will be
selected from the ranks of Bill Carey, Arnold
Needleman, Ken McLaughlin, Mike Griffin, and Len
Adams.
Leaman will counter with the starting five of Al

Skinner, John Murphy, Rick Pitino. Bill Endicott, and
Greg Duarte.

Look for swing-man Jim Burke to enter the contest
early Leaman says "Burke just might be the best
athlete on the squad. He gives us the most coming off
the bench. I've never felt that the starting team was
most important, but it was the team that finished that
counted. You can bet that Burke will be on the team

Wrestlers At Home
With UConn, Yale

IDENTIFIED FLING OBJECT-The number 30 identifies that
hovering being as Al Skinner. The layups (no dunks the referee is
watching!

) should be many for Skinner if they can successfully meet
the challenge of Satch Sanders Harvard Five tomorrow night at the
Cage.

that finishes."

Opening in the Cage is a blessing for the
Minutemen. Regarded as a "pit" by opposing teams,
Leaman calls his home "one of the finest basketball
facilities around. It almost demands that our per-
sonnel play up to their abilities. There's no telling
how many games it has won for us."
And tomorrow night could up that count by one.

Skaters Regroup
For Merrimac Test

By BILL BALLOl
It may not seem possible, but things will likely get

worse before they get better for the UMass hockey
team.

The Minutemen. still trying to figure out what
happened after Wednesday's 11-7 napalming by
Salem State, take on powerful Merrimac tomorrow
night in Andover.

Merrimac is the early season Division II

powerhouse. They've beaten Vermont. 3-2. and
Providence Colle 8-5. so it's obvious they've got lots of

talent. They're in the second season of playing in

their own rink, where they're awfully tough.

The UMies are going to have to regroup. There's
not much else they can do, because if they don't
improve they won't win a game all year.

Their "defense", the chief villain in Wednesday's
loss, is in dire straits physically, which is not the most
pleasant news for the unfortunate who'll have to start

in goal tomorrow night.

Dave Alesandroni, with a badly injured shoulder, is

out for sure, and Mike Ellis is touch-and-go with a
bruised wrist. It was though at first that Ellis' wrist
might be broken, which would have a disaster of
Titanic proportions for the Minutemen. Ellis played
probably the finest game of his UMass career against
Salem State, and without his steadiness and ex-
perience on defense the score could have reached
basketball levels.

As far as goal is concerned, the guy who has to

stand up to the Merrimac barrage hasn't been sen-
tenced yet by Jack Canniff.

If Chick Rheault is physically fit, chances are it'll

be him, if not probably John Binkoski. Sophomores
Bruce Gledhill and Jeff McReynolds. who started
against Salem, are also possibilities.

McReynolds, making his first varsity start, was a
dejected man after the game.
"You've got to blame me" he said. "After all,

anyone can top the easy ones, the big thing is to stop
the tough ones. That's what a goalie's there for. It's

my job to keep the puck out of the net and I didn't do
it."

McReynolds is being too hard on himself, con-
sidering Binkoski gave up three goals in his ten
minutes and Salem State goalie Gerry Gagnon
allowed seven in his 60. It wasn't a night for defense.
State isn't considered among the Divisional iron,

Merrimac is. Tomorrow night will give a good in-

dication how permanent the poor quality of UMass
play will be.

By JOHN BOCK
Most coaches share mixed

feelings about the beginning of a
season. They lament the loss of
their graduated veterans and
dread the fact that they have to

inject untested youth into the
varsity lineup.

Coach Homer Barr has reached
that time of the year but shouldn't
feel too bad. After all he only lost

two seniors from last year's New
England Championship team.
Well he isn't that happy because

somehow he opens the season with
FIVE freshmen in the varsity
lineup. Yes five "untested youths"
will meet the Huskies of UConn and
the Bulldogs of Yale University
tomorrow in Boyden Auxilary
Gym.
"These five freshmen will make

alot of mistakes, a lot of
mistakes," said Coach Barr
realistically, "but they are some of

the best freshmen we have ever put
on the mat."

It was a long time coming to the
varsity line-up this season, with the
ISO pound and 134 pound class not
being decided until Thursday

night. The veterans pretty much
came into their spots as predicted.
Larry Reynolds will start at 126,

despite the pain from a slight
shoulder separation. He is New
England Runner Up at that weight
class. His weight has come down
fairly well this season and he has
added an improved single leg to
his takedown repetoire.

Cliff Blom, a sophomore and
New England Runner Up at 150,
has moved up to 158 for at least the
first half of the season. The Long
Island native dropped from 190 and
is really an exceptional wrestler on
the mat.

The 167 pound weight class sees
Captain Steve Benson as un-
disputed starter. One of the
toughest wrestlers in all of the East
he combines an agressive take
down attitude with a lot of muscle
on the mat. He is Yankee Con-
ference Champ at 158 and New
England Runner Up at that weight.
John Connolly, who has been

starting varsity since his freshman
year, is at 190 and has blossomed
very nicely at that weight. He

Daily (tnllruian
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doesn't have to worry about the
severe cut to 177 and has recap-
tured much of the strength and
stamina that earned him the
nickname "Dynamo".

Last, but definitely not least, is

Russell Chateauneuf who will
wrestle at 142 pounds. Russ took a
years layoff to recuperate from a
knee injury. His freshman year he
shocked New England wrestling by
becoming the first freshman to win
the Varsity Tournament. He is still

regaining some of his timing but is
otherwise ready to go.
That brings up to the freshmen.

At 118 is Gene DiObilda from
Pennsylvania. Gene has all the
moves and finesse to carry them
off. Bob Schab from Long Island
will come in at 134 with some of the
nicest takedowns you'll see this
year. His mat wrestling should
improve with some experience.
The 150 pound weight class will

most likely see the duties shared
by two freshmen. Sean Cronin,
from Indiana, and Steve Jabaut
from New York will split for the
triangular. Cronin is pretty much a
strong wrestler all around. Jabaut
has the moves and quickness that
could make for an exceptional
college wrestler.

The 177 pound class has Robin
Osborne, one of New Jersey's
finest, and he has strength and a
good eye for mistakes. At
heavyweight, there is footballer
Dennis Fenton, Massachusetts
State High School and New

Steve DeCosta

Also-Rans

Sports is not just a touchdown by Jim Plunkett, a home run by Henry
Aaron, or a goal by Phil Esposito.

It is not just Arnold Dean giving the scores on the WTIC news, Ken
Coleman doing the play-by-play, or Peter Gammons writing about how
the Red Sox fared.

It is not just 14,000 in Boston Garden, 35,000 in Fenway Park, or 65,000 in
Schaefer Stadium.
Too often the American looks to the mere outcome of the game or the

play of their favorite superstar in assessing a game. Thus, they overlook
one of the more exciting aspects of sport, the play of the also-ran, the
marginal pro who draws the minimum salary yet often puts on a better
show than the $100,000 superstar.
The also-rans do have their day. Maybe a game-winning home run or a

last-minute touchdown puts their name in the limelight, but it lasts for
only a day or so. By a week later no one remembers.
Those who toil in obscurity often have the most to lose by a bad per-

formance While a bad year by a Johnny Bench or Fran Tarkenton is
drugged off with a token decrease in pay but the mediocre athlete who
puts on a sub-par showing is usually pointed toward the nearest bus to the
ninor leagues.

The marginal players have more than shares of ups and downs. The
emotional impact of the game seems to hit this kind of athlete with
greater intensity. He knows what it is like to grab a headline, yet he
knows how fleeting the game actually is. He knows that a mistake in a
crucial situation will also grab a banner, but this time the memory will
linger on in the hearts of the fans. A game-blowing error or missed lay-up
often brands the player with a label of "choke" or the like for the rest of
his career.

The mediocre take their chances at the beginning of every training
season They travel, often hundreds of miles, to training camps with hope
eternal, but always holding in the back of their mind the threat of being
hea ten out of their job by a highly paid rookie with no experience but a no-
cut contract to protect his status on the active roster.

hon"^11 there
,

are H* m>"or leagues, almost anybody's definition of
hell Getting sent to Pawtucket, Hartford, or even Pittsfield. But the
marginal pro often has no choice; playing in rat traps that are called

big timT
Population is his only hope of making it back to the

Another cross the also-rans have to bear is the possibility of a trade.
While Reggie Smith can afford to buy a new house in St. Louis, or
anywhere else for that matter, someone living on $ 10,000 a year, which is

i?m^!
minUn

l SOU? wage for a maJ°r **9* baseball player, often

n3y
nh

a
c

n
?h ^i^ 1^ expense of packing his family and bags into a

plane plus the added difficulty and expense of finding a new house or
apartment in his new home town

rJe" tn
f
m«"<*re Player is washed up, there is no graceful exit via

retirement with press conferences and the like. There is only the sad
partmgduty of emptying a locker and not even having to slip out the back
door, because no one would notice anyway

ulriS
the

,
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is Lhe P^008 wh0 deserve th* attention get the
least After all. what would sports be like without them''
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A-Power: Myopia Or Model?
|by John Dean

President Nixon, in a recent
[assessment of energy needs, stated
I

that there must be a "sharp stepup" in
Ithe use of atomic energy to develop
[electric power. Many European
Inations faced with a dwindling supply
of importable fuel oil are turning
towards nuclear energy as the answer
to their present and future energy
heeds. Industrial nations of the world
have, for the past ten years, directed a
power path toward nuclear energy
without paying enough attention to
alternatives which may be more
Idesirable. The town of Montague
(twelve miles from Amherst) is faced

jwith a choice which will have profound
effects upon its people and others in the
region. This decision will be one more
step in our increasing reliance on
[nuclear power as an energy source.

Northeast utilities has decided upon
Montague Plains near Lake Pleasant
as one of two sites for a fission nuclear
reactor which will use uranium as its
main fuel source. The reactor's
[completion date is set for 1980 and the
final decision on the site should be
made some time in December.
Much of the current controversy

[surrounding the construction of
'nuclear power plants centers around
the possibility of an accident causing a
large release of radioactive material
which is harmful to people up to a
hundred miles away. This type of
accident would be caused by a failure
in the cooling system and a consequent
heat up of the fuel rods and release of
radioactivity. The Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) has repeatedly
stated that it has, along with the utility
companies, developed a system which
is for all practical purposes "safe". For
the sake of a particularly credible
argument, we will suppose that the
AEC is correct in this assertion and
that the likelihood of such an accident
is probabilistically very small.
Now that we've eliminated the major

stumbling block which has opposed the radionuc.eot des t decay Most ofTheconstruction of nuclear power plants in gas emitted through the staTk of athe past, let's examine what the people
of Montague and surrounding areas

Th
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has determined are not harmful, nuclear power plants, each in-Kadioact.ve gases are also discharged, dividually emitting small amounts of
for a short time krypton? Will these small doses ac-

cumulate into one large one? The
answer is as yet unclear. Dr. Hoffman
in response to these questions felt that
the routine release problem

" ~~ — - ..-.w .w . a jiiui i nine
before discharged to allow some of the
"nore dangerous short lived

will be facing from the normal daily
operation of a nuclear power plant in
their "backyard".

Dr. Allan Hoffman, a~ristant

E h
nU

u'.^r 1' plant is krVPton associated with nuclear power plants iswhich has a half.|,fe of ten years* . Yes, probably one which is quite susceptiblewe said stack. Although many of the to solution" and as such is not really apictures you ve seen put out by electric major drawback to using nuclearcompanies have deceptively left them energy. So this problem has a solution,nake a black and white com- but the solution will only be imDrofessnr nf nhucirc at +k« i V H ! "TTT u,a «-* <*na wniTe com- out rne solution w only be
of Massachusetts at Amherst has done
extensive research in the area of
nuclear energy and energy alter
natives. According to Dr. Hoffman, a
nuclear reactor puts out a certain
amount of radioactivity in normal
operation. There is a certain amount of
leakage from the reactor vessels into
the water which is used to cool the
vessels. This radioactive material is

removed, condensed, and finally
discharged into a nearby water source
in very dilute amounts which the AEC

sources, nuclear power plants do in
fact have stacks which do emit "clean"
looking gases which happen to be
radioactive in nature. It must however
be emphasized at this point that the
amounts of gases permitted to be
released are not harmful and in most
cases are dispersed by the winds so

One major drawback to today's
nuclear plants is that of a long term
storage plan for high level radioactive
nuclear wastes. A fuel rod in a power
plant normally stays there for twelve to
eighteen months and is then in a con-
dition in which it can no longer be used.
At this point only about six percent ofiu,i ,

'. 7 ,' '*— "via w - Kw...i v/iiijr ouuui 31* percem OTthat very low levels of the radioactive the uranium in it is used up so it is sentmaterial is found in the vicinity of the f° a reprocessing plant where they
pianr i his is the situation today with extract the useable uranium Thevery few nuclear power plants, but reprocessing plant for this region iswhat will happen when there are many located in upstate New York. The fuel

rods are physically and chemically
broken down and more radioactive
krypton is released as well as other
high level radioactive wastes.
Emission standards at these plants are
generally lower and not as good as they
should be. This, according to Dr.
Hoffman, is even admitted by the in-
dustry themselves. The wastes
produced at this site are a major
problem as some of them have half-
lives of more than 24,000 years. Our
present plan consists of surface storage
for an indefinite period of time until a
permanent solution can be found. The
thought which pervades these actions
is an unfailing belief by technicians
without a technique hat technology
will prevail. This past summer at
Hanford, a large concrete and steel
tank containing high level radioactive
wastes leaked 150,000 gallons of high
level wastes into the ground. As of now,
we have 80-90 million gallons of high
level wastes in short-term storage,
most of which comes from the arms

Dung or
Control

Crocodile
Birth
Revisited

If your complaining
about forgetting when
you took your last pill,

or what to do with a
used condom, cheer
up. Things have never
been this good. Yeah,
they really used to

count their chickens so
they wouldn't be
hatched. Carl Mac
Baren delves into the
days of contraception
past on Page J

.

Continued On Pag,* 4

Maya 1 1 Cleans Up the
Cage:
John Mayall spent

two days in what he
thought was Amherst
College. He's a
believer in that if at

first you don't succeed,
try again the next
night. Singing Ink has
it all on page y .

The Harder They
Come:

Yes, folks, Jamaica
has something to offer
besides herbal
essances. The music is

good, but what about
the movie? Can a
Reggae musician
turned movie actor
find fame and fortune
in America? Reid
Fishman answers
these vital questions
on Page \\.

t
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POOR HKIIAKDS welcomes
unsolicited manuscripts,
photographs, and sketches They
must be signed and include the
author's address and phone
number Due to space limitations.

lere is no guarantee that all

material will be printed

All manuscripts must be typed,
double spaced, at sixty spaces per
line, and are subject to editing for

content or length Deadline for the
Friday edition is Wednesday noon

Letters to the editor are ac-

cepted for perusal and or
publication. Sometimes we need a
good chuckle.

The Steak Out In Amherst

POOR RICHARD'S A WEEKlV MAC.A/iNt

by Patrick Coffey

"The Steak Out, yea, that's the place
on the corner I pass on my way to
McDonald's." It's a little outrageous to
mention them in the same breath; they
are on opposite sides of the street.
The Steak Out restaurant, on the

corner of Route 9 and University Drive,
Amherst, is a swank return to the rip

roaring 20's gangster era featuring
Jimmy Cagney, Edward G. Robinson,
and a fine selection of steaks and
Italian dinners.

The 20's era decor and authentic
momentos highlight both the upstairs
restaurant and the downstairs
Speakeasy Lounge. It is quiet, com
fortable, classy and despite all that,
informal. Near life size stills of your
favorite movie gangsters line the walls,
along with an honest to god flapper
dress, period jewelry pieces, and an
assortment of five foot tall poker cards,
each of which is a conversation piece,
because each contains a hidden flaw.
Dinner starts with a self service, all

you can eat, salad and bread bar which
is quite adequate. The salad bar in-

cludes a good selection of dressings, all

neatly labelled. Your meal soon con
tinues on to your selection of entrees
from "the most wanted dinners on
everybody's list", which could be: Big
Al's Chicago Style Sirloin (hearty,
choice aged and lean); The Dutch-
man's Filet Mignon (thick, aged
tenderloin) ; Lucky's New York Sirloin

Strip (boneless and juicy); Jack the
Ripper (rack of barbecued spareribs) ;

Ma Barker's Skirt Steak; John D's
Special Brochette; Lizzie Borden's

Chopped Sirloin; Little Caesar's
Stuffed Shrimp; Pretty Boy's Alaskan
King Crab Legs, and the Bonnie &
Clyde Combination.
The reviewer was among a group of

seven hungry gourmets and gour-

monds which descended on the place

like a mob movin' in on new turf. The
group failed to even ruffle the staff,

although on occasion we were trying.

The service was prompt and went
beyond courtesy and into friendly.

Everyone decided to recommend the

hostess, Wendy, who drops beer bottles

occasionally, but has never hit a

customer yet.

We especially recommend Big Al's

Chicago Style Sirloin at $5.25 and Little

Caesar's Stuffed Shrimp at $5.95. On
Monday and Tuesday nights,
respectively, they are offered as $4.50

specials which include: a mug of beer,

a baked potato, a cup of coffee and all

the bread and salad you can eat. This
brings us to the only complaint of the
evening.
The price on the menu for a chopped

sirloin covers exactly that, a piece of

meat. The baked potato you might
want on the side is going to cost another
S.45, and the hot garlic bread is $.50
extra, etc. A customer at The Steak
Out certainly nets his money's worth in

quality, service, and atmosphere, but
for the sake of quantity it would seem
the potato and bread should be included
with the price of the meal.
A moderately priced Italian line

"from the old country" comes well

recommended and the Anisette or Irish

coffee served in gilded cups, with

mounded whipped cream is a fine fini,

with an excellent Bavarian Cream Pie.

The Spreakeasy lounge downstairs
has a steadily improving schedule of

entertainment, subtle candle and
carpet atmosphere, stiff drinks, and
the man who mixes all those stiff

drinks, bartender UMie John Stock-

bower. The happy hour is a worthwhile
deal, Tuesday through Friday, 4: 30

7: 00, mixed drinks are $.50 and beer is

S.35 or $.50. Bonnie Floyd packed the

place in recent weeks and Asst.

Manager Mike Infintine has committed
himself to booking more and more
area, name bands and quality boogie
and blues groups.
The Steak Out also carries a lun-

cheon line. The menu carries through
with the total twenties theme and in-

cludes: Straight Shooter; Cheeze-it;

St. Louie Blue; George's Raft; Bugsy's
Beef Bar- B- Que; Rocky's Roast Beef;
Jail Bird's Delight; G-Man Original;
Gulf Coast Gang; The Chopper and
The Cheeze Chopper; The Stripper;

The Godmother, and Eggs Diamond.
Hours at The Steak Out are: Lun-

cheon, Mon. Fri. 11: 30 to 2: 00 p.m.;
Sat. 11: 30to2: 00 p.m.; Dinner, Mon. -

Fri. 4: 30 to 10: 00 p.m., Sat. 4: 30 to

11: 00 p.m. Sunday hours 12: 00 p.m. to

9: 00 p.m.
For the average student the down-

stairs lounge is an excellent place to be,

especially during happy hours, or on
Friday and Saturday nights, when the
place is at its peak. For the student
with money in his pocket, The Steak
Out will provide a fine meal.

On Campus Recruitment: P-10
by Roz Marston

Five years ago, Project Ten was
created as an alternative, an extension
of the University, in which concerned
people with some hopes, ideas, and a
lot of energy worked to set and even
tually meet their goals. Their "still
prevailing" goals echo of "living
learning experience"; experimental
college; community; Alternate
lifestyles; and alternative academics.
Today these goals are still heard, in
addition to new ones every P lOer
brings when they come to Pierpont;
such as "tribes"; the Inquiry
Program; special interest corridors;
and Modes of Inquiry.

Pierpont is a "home" for the 300 or so
people living here. Each of the eight
corridors has its own identity; ranging
from an Organic Farming corridor, an
Academic corridor, to a Late-Night
Anarchist corridor. But when members
from each of these corridors come
together, a semblence of community is

formed and the result is; a boogie, a
community dinner, a volleyball game,
a dorm newspaper, a workshop, a
massage parlor, a darkroom, a kit-

chen, or an arts and crafts room.
Individually the energies have resulted
in; a yurt, a kayak, an organic farm,
and a rainbow. This is the first part of a
living learning experience.

An even larger part, is the academic
atmosphere here, formally known as
the Inquiry Program. It was created in

the Spring of '72 and approved for
opening the proceding Fall. The
Inquiry Program consists of 60 Fresh
persons (and a few Sophomores). The
curriculum is student-faculty designed,
draws on the University's resources
while maintaining the intimacy of a
small college, and fosters an op
portunity to be responsible for your
own education. The Program is con
sidered an alternative to standard
University academia because the
student designs his or her own plan of

study with the help of a faculty tutor.
The requirements are to meet
regularly with the tutor for
evaluations; to keep a portfolio (which
is on file in the Project Ten Office) of
all learning activities including grades
from courses or written evaluations of
all campus projects; to take 3 Modes of
Inquiry (the alternative to CORE
requirements); and to have the desire
to be your own education. People in the
Program are exempted from
University and College CORE
requirements, do not have to maintain
a minimum number of courses or
credits for each semester, may do the
Program in as few as 3 or as many as 5
semesters, and are awarded Junior
status (60 credits) upon satisfactory
completion of the Program.
There is also a small staff whose

titles and duties change accordingly.
Right now there is a Director, Charles
Adams; an assistant for
Administrative Development, Robin
Dizard; an assistant for Academic

Development, Dave Hoffman; a Head
of Residence position shared by
Francesca Maltese and Sandy Blount;
as well as an undergraduate ad
ministrative intern and a group of
counselors.

Although Project Ten has many
available alternatives to traditional
University life, it is not completely
autonymous from the University, but
an extension, and experiences similar
ups and downs other educational
systems do. To a degree, there is some
apathy; there is some undirected
talent; there are some who feel the
Inquiry Program is not really an
alternative form of education; there
are some who think it's great; there
are some who enjoy growing pains, but
most everyone has hopes and energy to

make those hopes real.

Do you want to get away from the
University? Do you want to get away to
a lowrise dorm in a far corner of South
west named Pierpont? Do you want to

get away from University
requirements? Do you want a way to be
yourself and share yourself? Come
down to Pierpont next Monday,
Tuesday, or Wednesday, (December 3,

4, and 5) between 7:00 p.m. and 9:00
p.m. and talk to Project members
about living and learning and you.
Students wishing to live here must sign
up with the Heads of Residence by
Thursday, December 6.

LETTERS™ EDITOR,

To The Editor:

Poor Richard's assistant editor,
Joyce Kosofsky, found fit to cover the
16 November issue of Poor Richard's
with sixteen wide column inches of
advertising for earth shoes, and in-

cluded a large photo of their inventor.
Now, I don't want to argue about the

shoes' orthopedic value or their un-
deniably awful appearance. I don't
think that they're a good idea, but I'll

leave that issue alone. My complaint
lies with Ms. Kosofsky and whoever
else is responsible for printing the
article.

Why did Anna Kelso and her shoes
get such a big free plug? I don't know
what a full page advertisement in PR

costs, but I'll bet it's quite a few dollars
more than Anna Kelso paid. What is so
unique and wonderful about the shoes
that they, and no other new products,
deserve front page coverage?
When I first read the article, I

assumed that Ms. Kosofsky was a little

low on ideas for articles and typed this
one up to fill space. That innocent
delusion disappeared when I learned
from another newspaper that this shoe
store had invited many local
newspapers over to try out and wear
home a free pair of their shoes in return
for a kind word in print. Ms. Kosofsky
was obviously more than delighted to
comply.
Well, my newspaper friends chided

me for my naivete. "That kind of thing
happens all the time!" they cried
"That's the business."

I suppose they're right, but their
newspaper didn't come out with sixteen

sugar coated inches. In fact, nobody
went over to get a free pair of shoes.
Joyce, those shoes are expensive.

They cost thirty bucks. Your article
probably meant a significant number
of sales. If you got the shoes free, you
should have said so. Whether you took
the shoes or not, I think that it is

improper to print an article like, "The
Walking Revolution" in a magazine
which has a guaranteed, prepaid circu-
lation of over ten thousand.

David Chastain
Ed. Note:
As editor it was my decision to run

the Anna Kelso story on page one and
accept it in its original form. Kelso, the
designer of an innovative new product,
visiting the area was news. The topic of
payola is indeed a sensitive one in the
journalism field. The possibilities in
this instance did not go unnoticed.

Patrick Coffey

Crocodile Dung
or

Birth Control Revisited

by Carol MacBaren

Because birth control has ieen a
recent newcomer to the arena of public
pugilism, its history has been slightly,
if at all, acknowledged. Garrett Hardin
comments, "...because the subject has
been so long under a taboo, lack of
literature led to a general impression
that birth control was essentially a
modern thing." '

It gives us added insight into today's
controversies when we review the past
history of birth control. There is a
definite "B.C." to contraception.
Examples range from elephant dung
pessaries of ancient Egyptians to the
sponge and string method of Francis
Place. Evidently our ancestors weren't
all that enthused about the,
"...blessedness of children." They
devised immensely imaginative ( if not
particularly effective) methods of
avoiding parenthood.
We in the twentieth century possess a

heritage of vast scientific knowledge.
This advantage may cause us to look
askance at some of the birth control
measures contrived by other cultures
or even our culture in a different time.
Nonetheless, crocodile dung was used
as a pessary by Egyptian women
around 1850 B.C. Many more primitive
cultures practiced elaborate magical
rites, and if all else failed, infanticide.
Whereas some measures had a medical
basis (for example, several herbs,
animal dung and other mixtures have
spermacidal powers in their acidity or
alkalinity) many did not. Un-
fortunately, birth control took a giant
leap backwards during the Greek
through Middle Ages.
Among the preventatives recom-

mended by Pliny the Elder (A.D. 23-

79) were to take, "...two small worms
out of a body of a certain spider and
attach(ing) them in a piece of deer
skin to a woman's body before
sunrise." 3 Things weren't looking up
much in the Middle Ages. Then a
woman was advised to spit three times
into a frogs mouth.
There were rational voices among

the clamor that did not endorse potions,
incantations or the like, but advocated
pessaries, spermacidal agents or
physical contraceptives. However,
Chinese women still burnt moxa balls
on their navels and Japanese men

( before the arrival of rubber condoms)
used hard sheaths made of tor-
toiseshell, horn or leather. As Peter
Fryer, author of The Birth Controllers,
puts it, "One gathers however that,
attached to a stick they made tolerable
dildoes." 4

Folk beliefs of many cultures have
persisted through the ages. Many
European women still sneeze after
coitus believing the action to prevent
conception. One would think that after
myriads of failures that this would not
be a very self reinforcing method. In
Europe, women would sit on the
number of fingers corresponding to the
number of years they wanted to remain
childless. The list is as varied as the
peoples of the earth.

With the advent of rubber the use of
the condom (or rather the widespread
use of the condom) increased involving
the male more in the responsibility of
contraception. Various historical
references show its increasing usage,
but many shared Samuel Boswell's
feeling of being hampered, "...while
wrapped up in a dead skin." 5

Enlightening the masses as to the
benefits of contraception is still an
uphill fight now. In the 1800's when the
movement really got underway, it was
even more difficult. Birth control
proponents were fair game for
everyone.

Richard (the beast) Carlile,

freethinker and proponent of birth
control was called every vile name in
the book. One opponent described him
as, "...a non propagator — an un-
natural sponge of incipient humanity
(this refers to his close affiliation with
Francis Place who advocated the
sponge method. Place was known as
the "sponge".) ! a twaddler in the filth
of Malthus — a despoiler of nature's
essence — a brute — a beat... ".6 This
went on and on. The proponents of birth
control also hed to grapple with "The
Society for the Suppression of Vice" led
by "Madman" Comstock; a man
unrelenting in his pursuit of deviancy.
It must have been poetic justice that he
died from catching a chill at Margaret
Sanger's trial. Comstockery never
kept Carlile down. All told he spent one
third of his adult life in jail for
espousing free-thinking doctrines.

Birth controllers took their share of
abuse in ink too. For every pro-birth
control book written, there was one
penned against. Hot off the presses
following a rally or speech were
pamphlets like, "Conjugal Sin" by Dr.
Gardner; "The Preventative Obstacle
or Conjugal Onanism", "The'
Corruption Now Called Neo-
Malthusianism" by the Moral Reform
Union and "The Physical Evils Arising
From the Prevention of Conception"
which embodied a dreadful list of
medical horrors caused by the use of
contraceptive devices. These articles
spurred on controversy and resulted in

several headline trials that rather than
hurting the movement, helped it by
dissiminating more information.
On the outskirts of the legitimate

methods and proponents of birth
control was what Peter Fryer calls the
"lunatic fringe", or the more radical
members of the move towards
population control. One author named
Marcus came right out and recom-
mended infanticide. He thought that
the problem of populousness could be
solved by killing all the children in a
poor family after the third. "The in-

fants so killed were to b% buried in

beautiful collonades, adorned with
flowers, closed and gently warmed in

winter, and resorted to by all classes as
places of recreation...". A rather

unusual plan for birth control.
Professor A. Weingold (a doctor at

the university of Halle) proposed In-
fibulation. This method involved
drawing the foreskin forward, drilling
two holes in it (top and bottom) and
then passing lead wire through the ends
having them soldered together. Any
tampering with the devise would net a
severe punishment. After reaching the
age of thirty, a man could engage in sex
only if he was wealthy enough to
support a family. Society wasn't ready
for such drastic measures.
The proponents of birth control

throughout the 1800's and early 1900's
were individuals in the original sense of
the word. Most were freethinkers, a
trifle eccentric and exceptionally
brave. We owe them for the extension
of personal freedom through birth
control.
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The Boys

On The Bus
Reviewed by Steve Tripoli
With Watergate, ITT, and the

scandals surrounding the present
administration, people are starting to
get a look into the workings of the
highest levels of the national
bureaucracy. Many people draw their
opinions from the media. The question
is: Does anyone know what makes the
people in the media, who feed us all of
this insight, tick?
Tim Crouse of Rolling Stone

Magazine was on the road with cam-
paign '72, but his objectives were
different from most of the reporters on
the campaign trail. Crouse was
covering the coverage, looking into the
people who write and broadcast the
news. The result is one of the most eye
opening looks at the press and the
forces behind it to appear in quite some
time.

The Boys on the Bus, Riding
With the Campaign Press
Corps

by Timothy Crouse
Random House Price $7.95

Pages 371.

In The Boys on the Bus, Crouse gives
the reader some disturbing insights
into the treatment the press receives
and tolerates, especially in his look into
the campaign of Richard Nixon (which
in reality turned out to be a non-
campaign). A good example is the
blinking light in the White House
pressroom that stops blinking when it's
time for the reporters to go home, in
essence saying that there will be no
more news from the President that
day. There's the chilling, downright
rude treatment that some members of
the press are treated to by Ron Ziegler
if they stop out of line. There's also the
chilling truth that these members of
the press stand for that treatment.
The best thing about this extremely

readable book is the insights that it

gives into these strange people through

The Boys on the Bus is

about the human element
of ambition, exhaustion,
and loyalty that make
"objective" reporting
almost impossible.
Timothy Crouse followed
the press to find the story
behind the stories; what
the reporters were not
able to report; how they
decided what was im-
portant; and why they
sometimes failed to

provide a true picture of

what actually happened.

u

n®

whose eyes and words we see our
government. It's a book that provides a
lot of food for thought for everyone. Is

there any way to cope with the treat-
ment that a President decides will be
his way of handling the press corps?
Did the persecution of the press really
end with Watergate?

Hopefully C rouse's book will provide

non-journalists as well as journalists
(among whom it's already made a
splash) with a little of the aforemen-
tioned food for thought. This reviewer
can capsulize his feelings about the
book in three words. I loved it. The
$7.95 hardcover price is prohibitive,
but hopefully a paperback will be
available soon.
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TROTSKY
IS DEAD

1 ROTSKY: A Documentary
Francis Wyndham and David
King
Praeger Publishers
$12.50 204 pgs.

— Oyinq. Hf Blomrd Stalin

BY SHELLY FITZGERALD
Trotsky uniquely combines

words and pictures to create an
almost cinematic history ot
one ot the ma|or political
figures of this century. The
authors make no attempts to
delve into unexplored areas of
Trotsky's life; instead they
rely on visual effects and an
economy of well-chosen
phrases to present the man
Trotsky.
The story of Trotsky's life is

an enormous tragedy yet his
faith in the spirit of the
revolution never failed him. He
spent his life trying to create a
Communist system in Russia.
Along with Lenin, he might
have succeeded but he lived
long enough to see what he had
built be twisted into a politico-
religious cult of his arch-
enemy, Stalin. He was driven
out of Russia and spent ten
years searching for a place to

live before he settled into

uneasy exile in Mexico. There
he felt the long murderous
claw of Stalin creep closer,
killing his two sons, his

. bodyguard, and his friends
until he himself was caught in

1940. There is something
luridly sensational about the
photograph of Trotsky's body
being cremated but it serves to

emphasize the enormous
moral wrong of his death.
Most of the text is taken from

Trotsky's own voluminous
writings and the photographs
of his later years were taken by
people close to him so there is a
kind of family feel about the
end of the book. This is in

sharp contrast with the image
of Trotsky during the years of
action, 1917-1924, when he was
the main physical force behind
the collection of all the Russian
people into the Bolshevik ring.

There are numerous pictures
of him speaking to crowds of
his Red soldiers and you can
almost hear him infusing them
with his revolutionary fervor.
Trotsky is a worthwhile way

to get a superficial panorama
of the personal history,
achievements, and character
of a man who, despite an
eternally frustrating life,

never lost his hope that
someday there would be a
world where men are truly
created equal.

TROTSKY:
TARY is

University
book will a\

paperback
Publishers

A DOCUMEN
available at the
Bookstore. This
so be available in

by Penguin

COSKLLBY COSELL.the
autobiography of the flam-
boyant and controversial
sportscaster, reviewed in
"Poor Richard's" bv Marty
Kelly two weeks 'ago is
available at The I niversitv
Bookstore.

Poetry

from the

Russian

Undersround

by Christine Dillard
For their expressions of in

d.viduality, these writers have paid
dearly. In the face of censorship and
government control of publication
those unacceptable to the official
Writer's Union went underground. The
self published "samizdat" were
collections of coarse grey paper
cautiously copied and passed hand to
hand. Some such as these here even
tually reached the West.
Certainly this occupation was ex-

tremely dangerous, for the Soviet
Secret Police have been highly suc-
cessful. Besides the fatigue of general

harrassment and surveillance, many
faced kangaroo courts to be sent to
labor camps, insane asylums and
forced emigration. A few have con
tinued their outspokeness with only
their reputation to protect them. A
recent visit by Arab terrorists to the
home of the renowned physicist
Sakharov proved that is not enough. As
Sakharov is under continuous govern
ment surveillance, it is unlikely that
the intruders could have escaped of
ficial notice.

Poetry From the Russian
derground offers selections from
peak years of the post Stalin area,
society known for its repression,
period following Stalin's death
been considered liberal. Rather than
being shot, what's three years in a
mental institution? Following the
period of poetry, the major works were
in the form of prose. By the early 70's
poetry and fiction had slowed to a halt,
and the periodicals were political.
They offered much in the way of
analysis, reviews and direct comment.
Since then, the underground has been
squahsed.

Un
the

In a

the

has

The poems themselves vary. Some
describe the struggles of everyday
reality, while others are political
statements. Many are cynical and
pessimistic, but a few have sprung
from a painful hope. This anthology
leaves a haunting image of what is and
what should never be.
This book has been published in the

United States by Harper and Row due
to the efforts of three University of
Massachusetts faculty. Joseph
Langland and Tamas Aczel are in the
English Department and Lazlo Tikos is
a professor of Russian language and
literature. Both Tamas Aczel and
Lazlo Tikos fled Hungary during the
tumultuous year of 1956. The collec
tion, editing and translating of these
works began in 1968 and is only
recently complete. The significance of
this book for Americans interested in
Russian literature is obvious, while the
poets' plea for the free movement of
people and ideas remains traqicallv
unfulfilled.

J

Sergey Chudakov
DROWNING

When midsea travelers cry,
"Man overboard!

"

the ocean liner, bright as a storied
tower,

plows to a halt

and the submerged man
is fished efficiently out.

But when the soul

falls overboard,
when man is drowning in blue fear
and deep despair,
then not even his humming apartment
house
stops in the troubled wake,
but floats through the anonymous air
and drifts away.

Poetry from the Russian Underground
by Joseph Langland, Tamas Aczel,
Lazlo Tikos
Harper & Row Publishers
P. 249 $8.95

Montague: A-Plant cont'd.
'Continued from page one)

development program. By the year
2000, the situation may be reversed ifwe develop nuclear power plants at an
ever increasing rate. The best plan
thus far suggested is probably that of
using abandoned salt mines as per
manent storage sites for radioactive
wastes. The mines are geologically
stable and have little or no ground
water running into them so that a leak
would probably be contained by the salt
mine itself. There are, however, a few
problems with this proposal such as
being sure that nothing will go wrong in
the next ten or more thousand years
from now. This may seem over
cautious to some unfamiliar with
radioactive materials, but if you take a
given amount of plutonium ( half life of
24,500 years), in a few hundred
thousand years you will still have 1% of
the radioactive plutonium left. The
problem is then one which must be
looked at from the broad perspective of

what will happen in the future to future
generations by our myopic actions of
Today.

The future of our nuclear enemy
program seems to be leading us down

1,
P
^
UO

u
nium path through the so-called breeder reactors. These

fac.l.t.es use plutonium which is "one
of the most toxic substances known to

£ irL.lH
aT^ amount of P'utonium

•
s inhaled into the lungs, it can easily
produce cancer. r

The problem of energy is an in-
ternational problem as has become
clear m recent days and so the nuclearreactor problem is particularly
crucial. Dr Hoffman comments that
if you go to a full nuclear economy,

almost any industrial country with a
reasonable industrial base will qo
nuclear and then each of these coun-
tries will have capabilities to develop
nuclear weapons." The political im
plications of this could easily upset the
laqpole walker like stability of the

balance of power in the world.
There are other problems whose

implications are great, but which have
received little attention during the
developing years of nuclear energy
These include the possibility of an
accident during the transportation of
nuclear materials to and from the
reprocessing plants. With little actual
transport going on at this time because
of the amount of nuclear plants in
operation at this time, the problem is

one similar to the cooling system
problem mentioned earlier in this
article. But with the proposed
proliferation of nuclear power, this will
become an event with a small
probability of occuring, but one which
is quite likely to happen occasionally.
We are currently facing an energy

crisis because we have become too
dependent on oil exclusively. If nothing
else, this should teach us to diversify
our sources of energy. Unfortunately, it

appears that we are again following

our previous mistakes as the big push
is now toward nuclear energy with
token gestures to develop alternative
energy sources. It seems that there are
too many ifs in the nuclear energy
question to move too rapidly until some
of these ifs are solved. Every effort
should be made to find alternatives to
nuclear energy before we become
totally committed to it. If there are
better ways around it we should take
them. If not, we should proceed as
carefully as possible for the sake of the
future.

The only thing which one can say to
the people of Montague and others
faced with similar situations is that
they should be as broad in their outlook
as possible and try to look at as many
implications as possible. Try to get as
many sides of the question and
carefully weigh your decision as it

could effect not only you, but your
children, and many many others.
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By Karen Lynch

Charley Roth, mad-hatted Latin
lecher, a right royal chap and classy as
all hell, had had it. All his life Charley
had been a victim of lousy cir-
cumstance, and now he had had it
Today, he told himself, he would take
his fate in his own hands.
Charley winked at the handsome

young face in the mirror. With his mad-
hat arranged in an appealing manner,
his invention snug under his arm, he set
out for the inner sanctum of the city
He pressed the "down" button just as

the elevator catapulted past his floor
He walked the six flights to the street.

It had stopped raining. The masses
were returning slowly, filling the
streets that were slick and shiny like
newly washed blackboards.
Charley signaled to a cab inching its

way doggedly to the curb. He opened
one door as two supple young things
slid into the backseat by the other.
They smiled at him with professional isten

a£SwaafSS raSawmEHBand other missed ormnrt mifilc -°
.

e to be Pushed - Now like I

Cane, a lwa^V^^ ^/-Tj^W«S

The bartender turned to him slowly
"I think the lady has had enouqh."
he said.

Beauty said, "Go ahead and let him
buy me a drink, Tom. She giggled,'
Besides he's kinda cute."
Tom turned back to her.
"I told you ya had enough." he said
Encouraged by her attention Charley

said, "I don't think it's any of your
business if I buy—"
"Lisa." Beauty piped in.

' — Lisa a drink. After all, you just
work here." Acute pain passed over
Tom's face. "It so happens it is my
business," he said. He tapped his chest
with his finger. "I own this place "

Unimpressed, Charley persisted
"As I see it, this is a matter between
Lisa and myself."
Tom looked at him as if he had been

told this was a lunatic who required
careful handling. He began patiently,

C mon Charley, let's go." she said.
He let her lead him towards the exit

It s the principle of it." he said to

her afterwards.
And Judy said "Yeah Charley, I

know. You're a man of principle."
Charley's bubble of thought burst.

He joined a restless group at a
crosswalk waiting for the light to
change, like race horses waiting for the
gun.
A woman stared, fascinated, at

Charley's hat.

The light turned. They were off!
Charley stood in front of the

skyscraper and craned his neck,
counting the stories. His hat plopped
behind him on the sidewalk.
Across the lobby the elevator man

was grinning at him. The doors slid
shut and he faded like a Cheshire cat
Charley straightened his tie. He

could wait. Yes, sometimes the an-
ticipation was the best part.

"tnrttb anmM»»irigiiin

Because
She

Asked

decided to walk.
One particular such incident came

painfully to mind. She was a redhead, a
long-stemmed American beauty,
propped up against a bar. He was 21
and eaqer.
Normally, Charley would barely

have entertained the possibility of such
a woman, considering girls like Judy to
be his lot, who brought him to her
mother's for dinner and who un-
derstood him too well for comfort
Judy was beside him at that moment,

grinding peanuts with her teeth.
The bartender spoke to the beautv
"O.k. kiddo, that's it."

Beauty pouted.
Judy nudged him. Her quick whisper

irritated his ear, and she slid off the
barstool.

Beauty pleaded with the beast:
"C'mon honey, just one more."
Charley waited until Judy w.is cut of

sight and edged a bill across the bar.
He said, "Give the lady anott er one on
*r\e.

out on your ass!
His breath expired and the sentence

ended abruptly.
Charley had become quite flushed

He was standing with his arms held
stiffly against the bar.

'You can't speak to her like that
"

His voice cracked.
Tom pushed his face up to Charley's.

"I'll speak to her any way I damn well
please, and if you don't quit hustlingmy wife, I'll break your scrawny little
neck."
Charley looked at Lisa, her eyes

popping over the top of her glass She
nodded.

Charley straightened up slowly and
brushed off his suit coat. He was aware
of the other people in the room lookinq
at him.
Judy slipped her arm through his. He

didn t know how long she had been
there.

:

For Roberta Because She Asked

it's been so long since
merlin thoughts and death
my death crossed my mind
and here are songs playing
on your records calling past
back and you ask me about
my merlin dreams and the
old fear seems so distant
but just as real

he stands in my doorway
robes flowing in my fever
whispering my name and calling
me into his vagueness vanishing
when i start to rise warning
me of his return
many years grew by me and

he did not return but i waited
a hot summer day and a
burning body wrapped in sweat soaked
sheets called
him back to my bedside
full in his magical horror
white beard hiding an age worn
face calling soft and trusting
you will die he says sweetly
and leaving my pain i find a
healthy warmth in his words
i move to touch him
next time will be the last and
i will take you home with me
to peace
and he vanished

—Tyla L Michelove
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DON JlIAN TRILOGY
Boxed Set

NO MORE MASKS
Anthology of Poems by

Women

DEAF smith COUNTRY
COOKBOOK

the TRIUMPH tree
Sendak & Segal

MARILYN
Maile

50 YEARS OF MOVIE
POSTERS

Open 10: 30-6: 00

Oh,what
fun it is

to ride,
We've got dozens of

great holiday gifts for

the Kawasaki rider.

Clothing and helmets
for him. Custom-fitted
equipment for his bike.

Lay A Ways & Master Charg

Welcomed.

Valley
Motor Sports
348 King St., Northamph

584-7303
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You, Are; Not; In. Control:
by David Miller

How Time Flys
David Ossman (and the
Firesign Theatre)
Columbia KC 32411

Total Playing Time: 40:05

Postulates; l. It's all en-
tertainment. 2. It it's not en-
tertaining, it's contusing. 3.

Somebody must be responsible
it it's contusing. 4. The black
hole is not entertaining. 5.

Nobody's responsible tor the
black hole. 6. The space
program is not entertaining. 7.

If it's entertaining, it must be
patented or registered. 8. The
memory loops are not patented
or registered. 9. The memory
loops are entertaining. 10. The
memory loops are not en-
tertaining.

Astronaut Mark T. (one of
David Ossman's prime
characters, previously ap-
pearing on I Think We're All
Bozos On This Bus and Dear
Friends) returns from a 20
year exploratory voyage to
Planet X. He is electronically
awakened on the morning of
December 31st, 1999, and
played a taped history of the

last half century- "The Years
In Your Ears", with Poor
Richard's reviewers Jim &
Nellie Houseafire. Upon his
return, he is met by a Tweeny,
an inflatable government
worker, and the two of thpm

"Shortstop" and Manny
Grossero. They battle for the
loops inside the "Gilda", Mr.
Motion's zep, far above
Panoramaland 2000, where all

the wonders of civilization

have been collected in a re-

attena a pre-programmed
"Welcome Home", mainly
featuring people now dead.
Nobody else is there ( P6) . The
memory and dream tapes
which Mark has made of the
trip are sought by two parties
— the government ( P6, 10, 2,

3), and Mr. Motion, a
showman, inventor, hustler,
and connoisseur ( P8, 9) . Mark
and the tapes are captured by
Mr. Motion and his two M. R.'s
(Multiple Rebendables)

,

greened landfill (Pi). | n the
midst of this, everyone is in-

formed by one Dr. Progresso
Sweetheart that a black hole is

collapsing the universe and
will suck up the Earth and
vicinity within a couple of days
( P4,5) . It comes sooner than
that, and everyone gets the
"conclusive answer ... to the
problem of infinity". Mar!;
never finds out what's going
on. (This paragraph doesn't
really reveal the plot.)

Below The Salt
Rmgo/Ringo Starr (Apple SWAL
3413)

You see, Richard Perry (erstwhile
producer of No Secrets and Barbara
S'reisand decided he was going to put
ogether a landmark album. And
what better person(ality) to center it

around 'han that adorable, cute, lost

dog looking little Richie Sfarkey? All

•hose big names decorating the
cover, and 'he spotlight on . . .

RINGO
Let's make it a concept album,

suggested Perry. If it's going to be a
landmark, it's gotta be a concept
alburn Now how in 'he world are
you qoing 'o come up with a
unifying "heme when you've got so
many goddam diverse musicians and
songs?

I've got it, blinked George.
Vaudville We'll make it vaudville.
Tap dancing, a wide selection of
campy songs, background vocals,
horns, clarinets, strings. Vaudville,
indeed!

And so it came to pass. Richard
Perry's dream come true. A well
produced, sharp sounding album
with a variety of nice tunes, ranging
from hardass boogie to thirties folk/-

bluegrass to something which comes
close 'o sounding like an Abbey Road
era Beatles t un e ("Photograph").
Now for some real kitsch, we'll

have Klaus (of Revolver cover

fame) put together some lithographs
for a lyrics book. And for the cover . .

well, we'll make it like Sargeant
Pepper (Ringo was Billy Shears,
af'erall). Ringo surrounded by
friends!

But, won M such an elaborate cover
'ake some 'ime? Of course, retorted
Perry, but the world can wait. The
fans have waited so long for this
masterpiece a few extra months
won" kill 'hem. Besides, there's no
chance of someone else coming out
with a better album than this babv.

Meanwhile, Bob Dylan was still

upstairs, reportedly cnurning out a
une, 'entatively titled "Blowin' in

he Wind".
"Blowin' who?" asked Ringo.

-Jerry Lazar

Rmgo reported that he had a good
ime putting this one together, and
added 'hat he hoped 'he fans would
enjoy it as well.

"Let's call it "Ringo", said Ringo.
"I like 'hat name, you know."

Ifc

TONIGHT
THE FOURTH TOWER OF INVERNESS at

midnight

Venture into a place that is outside of time and space as Jack Flan
ders searches for the Fourth Tower of Inverness' Its Each weekniRht
at midnight with a complete recapof the weeks episodes Sunday niRht
at 9 30

TOMORROW
UMASS VS. HARVARD BASKETBALL at 7 20

p.m.

i,Z!l
Mr^me,

L
,ake °" ,he Crimson

-^ «» the action provided byDandy Don Gorski and Modest Gerry Brooks
SUNDAY
INTERNATIONAL MUSIC at 10:10 p.m.
Ja/v impressions of Japan are featured Joe C s guest is Yoshio

Tubular Bells/ Michael Oldfield
(Virgin Records VR 13-105)
To'al Playing Time: 48:50

Personnel: Oldfield plays Grand
Piano, glokenspiel, Farfisa organ
and amplified organ chord, all

varieties of guitar, flageolet, Lowrey
organ, assorted percussion, Concert
•ympani, Piltdown man, and
Moribund Chorus (digested
ingredien's) , drums — S feve
Broughton, Flutes — Jon Field;
S'ring basses — Lindsay Cooper;
Nasal Chorus - nasal choir. Girlie
Chorus — Sally Oldfield. Mundy
Ellis: AND FEATURING THE
LOVELY Viv Stanshall as Master of

Ceremonies on Side One.
Well, well — and where did this

candidate for notoriety come from?
England? Seems there's a lot of good
s'uff coming ou» of England — the
new Who album. King Crimson, and
Monty Python. Someone
hypothesized that the British seem to

make better use of their creative
freedom than most American rock
musicians do (Black music is

another case). But this album isn't

rock — it's pure composition with a
frill here or there.

Here it is again: the same creative
experience (or an off shoot thereof)
which produced such different (and
similar) groups as Soft Machine and
he Bonzo Dog Band, produced Mr.
Oldfield.

According to the promo sheet
which came with the album, Oldfield,
af'er going 'hrough a couple of years
as a "child prodigy", decided to cut

David Ossman and the
Firesign Theatre have
created, in How Time Flys ,

their most awesome and
apocalyptic work to date. It's

tunny, of course, but it's also a
bit frightening, watching the
end of the world HIT on the
MILLENIUM and all those at

Panoramaland 2000 ( a division
of Waltsdeadnow Enterprises)
just wanting to know who's
going to be responsible (P3).
In the mood, the album
resembles I Think We're All

Bozos On This Bus most, in its

narrative quality, its motif of

the Ultimate Confrontation,
and its strong mythological
sequences ("The Years In

Your Ears'Vthe Wall of
Science tour) — the past,
present, and future all at once.

Ossman turns in a moving
performance as Mark, his
bewilderment and outrage on
Earth contrasting wonderfully
with his joy and amazement on
Planet X. Every member of
the large cast (over 17 people)
does a fine job — particularly
worth mentioning are Philip
Proctor as Tweeny and Freddy
Burns (from TV OR NOT
TV), Peter Bergman as Mr.

he commercial sweetness of the
band he was in with his sister, and
shortly thereafter (at the age of

fifteen, to be exact), was asked by
ex Sof Machiner Kevin Ayers to join
Ayers', Whole World.

Whole World broke up and Oldfield
decided to abduct a studio and
borrow an organ. And it was from the
apes 'hat he made with the organ
'hat this album was born — nine
months later.

How do you describe it? Ever
heard of Terry Riley? Terry is an
'avant garde', 'classical' composer
who 'akes note runs and im
provisations on those note runs and
•urns them into a full work. Oldfield's
structure is different (less im
provisation) , but is still concerned
with 'he different textures of in-

struments — however, Oldfield has
written out certain parts ( such as the
acoustic guitar selections), which
show inventiveness within a fairly

'radi'ional structure. Also
remarkable to behold are Oldfield's
excursions on "guitars that sound
like bagpipes". But perhaps the
single most outstanding trait of this

pablum is that it manages to hold
oge'her as one coherent piece.
For instance, Vivian Stanshall's

(from ' he Bonzo Dog Band)
ringmaster voice is played down, you
can still hear his voice, but his in-

'onations become a part of the music,
rather than fatuous "star" quality.

All things considered, this is one of
'he best I've heard out of England in
a long 'ime (including gems like
Quadrophenia by the Who, and
Larks' Tongues in Aspic by King
Crimson) Mike Oldfield is an out
standing composer, reminiscent of
he well respected Mr. Riley in

finished product form, but different
in approach. Tape loop fade com-
parison.

- UMan Gomes

UIMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

Cine-Rock featuring FREE, Firewater, and Fat
Julius Sanderson Theatre, Springfield
Nov. 21 24

Cine Rock. Mixed media reaches the masses in the combination of
movie and live rock. It works this way:
Movie starts. Freeze scene. Live folksinger comes onstage to

musically introduce the movie against a cinema scope background.
Exi» singer, movie then runs uninterruptedly UNTIL
Freeze final scene. Folksinger reappears to conclude movie, and the

live rock band take the stage. The movie is run once again, this time
without sound and projected onto the band rather than on a screen.
Perhaps 'he idea is functional. Perhaps it is a McLuhanesque

breakthrough in communication. But it certainly didn't seem that way
a' Victor Baker's Springfield theatre last weekend.
The movie, Free, is a semi documentary of the 1970 Randall Island

Concert, a three day rock festival taken over by New York City radicals
in order »o filter the profits back to The People. Unfortunately, the
movie is long on confrontation and short on music. Of the thirty minutes
which appear of the music, only a few segments are really good —
Hendrix on "S'ar Spangled Banner" and Steppenwolf doing "Monster."
But even 'hese performances are sacrificed to the documentary, with
"Monster" interrupted by more scenes of radical pig friction.
And let it be said that the mixed media aspects of this presentation

were shallow at best. The live folksinger who opened and closed the
movie with appropriate songs was a nice, different touch, but the idea of
rerunning 'he film without the soundtrack over the heads of a flaccid
band like Firewater only robs the film of whatever integrity it had.
With a band 'hat can generate some interest and excitement by itself,

such as 'he second band. Fat, the film is simply unnecessary.
Don" blame Victor. He just bought the package to make money. The

true guilt in all this lies with Bert 1 enzer, the C ine Rock producer.
-- John Carr and Mike Kestek

Motion and Dr. Sweetheart,

Phil Austin as the late

President Gazatchorn,
Wolfman Jack (!) as Jim

Dundee at Panoramaland 2000,

Tiny as Chiquita Bandana, and
Harry Shearer and Penny
Nichols as the Houseafires.

Etc. Added goodies are the

Consumer Instruction Section,

the most complete mechanical
euphemism since the Lam-
poon's Bucky Fuller Sex
Manual; the music of Mel
O'Tron and his Mel-O-Tone
Ensemble; the consistency
within the album itself —
everything patented and
registered (P7), a uniform
Fun City. What more can I

say? "You just can't beat on
those mind guerillas"? If

you're depressed about
technocracy, Bozos and TV Or
Not TV are the albums for you;
if you're too optimistic about
technology, How Time
Flys is what you want. "You,
are; not; in. control:

"

Sir^ins Ink

Mayall Cleans Up The Case

Moondog Matinee - The Band
(Capitol SW 11214)

The Band, surely one of this

country's finest, most diligent acts,
has given us, in Moondog Matinee, an
album of unoriginal songs. It seems
as Robbie Robertson, the group's
leader and songwriter, has decided to
pay tribute to the people who have
influenced him and thus the album
consists of songs by Sam Cooke,
Chuck Berry, Leiber Stoller and
others, most of whom date back to
the Fifties. Even the label on the
record is from Capitol's past,
suggesting, perhaps, we don't treat
this as we normally would a new
release by the Band.

It is something that shouldn't have
been entirely unexpected. Last
year's concert album, Rock of Ages,
had two songs dating back well over a
decade, "Don't Do It" and "(I Don't
Want To) Hang Up My Rock 'n' Roll
Shoes," both of which have been
main staples to the group's repetoire
for years.

x

In Concert:
John Mayall
Bruce Springsteen (25th)
Maria Muldaur (26th)
Curry Hicks Cage, UMass
November 25 & 26

First night.

Bruce Springsteen

It's really a pity that Bruce
Springsteen and his band were

i
subjugated to the role of back
up group because their music
and presence is intensly
meaningful and personal.
Springsteen sings of people,
their emotional conflicts, and
their involved street
relationships. Lyrically, his
stories show tremendous
sensitivity and insight.
Musically, his gift of em-
ploying dynamics to create
moods is breathtaking. He'll be
rocking out with saxist
Clarence Clemons wailing,
and suddenly he'll become
erotic with the microphone as
the rest of the band becomes

silent. Each of his songs goes
through several trans-

formations before finally

concluding, and during each
song an individual feeling is

apparent with Springsteen
moving from acoustic or

electric guitar to piano and the
songs blend bits of classical,

folk rock, hard-rock and 'jazz'.

Each of the members of the
band play with amazing
dexterity and versatility, and
together the sound is massive.
Because so much goes on
(musically and lyrically)
while Springsteen is playing, a

lot gets lost in a place as large
as the Cage, and Springsteen
himself feels more com-
fortable in smaller clubs where
he can really be listened to and
heard.
Sunday night Springsteen

drew a heartening reaction
before the obviously Mayall-
gathered crowd. In addition to

performing a couple of songs
from each of his two Columbia
albums (including the
masterful "Kitty's Song" and
"Spirit in the Night")
Springsteen showed off a bit

with his utterly unique ver-

sions of Rufus Thomas'
"Walking the Dog", and "634-

5789" which he did as an en-

core. It wasn't terribly cold in

the Cage that night but
somehow Bruce Springsteen
made it chilling.

-- David Sokol

John Mayall

Personnel: Keef Hartley:
drums and Lancashire
"cheek"; Freddie Robinson:
guitar, advertisements,
choreography; Mayall:

Guitar, clavinette, electric
piano, harmonica, voice and
newspaper readings; Blue
Mitchell -. Fluegelhorn and
pariah to; Red Holloway: alto
and (mostly) tenor sax, flutes
and backstage lechery and
girth; Lester Gaskin: general
bass virtuoso.

First off, we head towards
description of MayaU's concept
— that is, the natural fusion of
"jazz" and blues, being in

essence the same feeling.
Blues Structures provide a
natural springboard for ad
venturous notions, and the
band allows musicians with
enough experience and feeling
to move the mind and body. In

particular, Red Holloway, Blue

Moondog Matinee comes to us at an
inopportune time. Rock of Ages was
little more than a greatest hits album
and had only one Robertson original
that was new to us, and is the only
original Band song to reach us since
Cahoots was released over two years
ago. No matter how entertaining or
professional, Moondog Matinee
becomes a compromise similar to its

predecessor. The best this record can
do is receive mixed reviews from
distraught critics and fans who ex
pected more. The worst it can do is
become immediately forgettable.
As it stands, Moondog Matinee

comes across with considerable
style. There are four songs that sound
remarkably like Band originals and,
as a result, are startingly effective.
The remaining six songs come

across in shades of grey.
Moondog Matinee is not a bad

record, but it is a major let-

down. It notning
else, it shows us
where the Band's
roots are, and
reaffirms that
there was good
music before the
advent of "rock."
It is a record,
however, that
will always be
thought of with
excuses and
consolations.

- • Steve Feld

Second Night:

Maria Muldaur

I first heard of Maria
Muldaur this summer when
her album Maria Muldaur,
started to get aired on Boston
radio. I was immediately
impressed ; she had a voice and
style all her own and she was
good. Her voice was versatile,

ranging from a low, grainy
power to a high, yet sweet and
seductive tone, while main-
taining a consistency
throughout each song. All

kinds of talent played on her
album — Ry Cooder, Bonnie
Raitt's Freebo, Dr. John and a
lot of Cambridge people, that

being her home base.

So, Monday night I rushed to

go see my new found favorite
playing with John Mayall. I

was not disappointed, nor was
the audience. She and her
musicians, Jeff Gushon (?)

(piano), Chris Brown (bass),

Bobby Mason (drums), and
David Nichtern (guitar) were

an excellent mix. From the
album she did Nichtern's
"Midnight at the Oasis," Dr.
John's "Three Dollar Bill,"
Dolly Parton's "In My Ten
nessee Mountain Home" (this
was better on the album as it

has a fantastic mandolin part),
Dan Hicks' "Walking One and

Only" ("there ain't no contest"
Hicks has a better
arrangement), "The Work
Song" (the piano on this was
great!), "Long Hard Climb,"
and "Don't You Feel My Leg"
(this is what the audience had

come to hear and they were
given an exceptional per-
formance). She also did a
Mississippi John Hurt song,
one by Billie Holiday (you
knew she felt that one), a blah
Skip James number. Maria
finished by singing "I'm a
Woman" and almost showed
the audience that this was in

fact true as she started losing
her shirt. She was called back
for an encore, "Nobody's Fault
But Mine" and then the crowd
proceeded to go wild, pounding
the stage for another song (I

love an audience with taste). It

was hard to believe the
audience had come to hear
John Mayall, they were more
than enthusiastic about her.—Tyla L. Michelove

John Mayall

Four excellent musicians
graced the Hicks Cage stage
last Sunday and Monday night.

Freddie Robinson's agile
fingers made the guitar's
strings sing; Blue Mitchell

Mitchell, Freddy Robinson and
Lester Gaskin are masters of
their instruments and their
music.

Mayall and the
rest of the band made and
invented their way through
about six long improvisations,
all of which worked quite well.

Hartley took a solo at one
point, and, as I had discovered
by Monday night when I'd

spoken to him a little about
drums and drummers, I un-
derstand what Hartley means
when he says he made it by
'cheek' rather than technique.
He's very heavy-handed and
steady, but doesn't seem to

detract, and keeps the band on
the ground when Robinson or
Mitchell or Holloway or Gaskin
take off. One really nice aspect
of this set was a bass-drum
interchange between Hartley
and Gaskin. Mayall was ex-

cellent on the revamped
version of "Room to Move", on
which he played harmonica
and clavinette.

— UMan Gomes

didn't have his trumpet, but he
made the flugelhorn blow
sweet; Victor Gaskin is a
monster bass player — he can
play both fast and slow with
taste and imagination; Red
Holloway's sax and flute
playing showed a feeling and
expertise perhaps stemming
from Mitchell's allocation that
Red was "older than dirt". And
John Mayall and Keef Hartley
both seemed like nice guys.

It was a damn good time
spread through the Cage by the
jazz blues fusers, and once
they got off the masturbatory
noddlings of the early going,
they caught afire later in the
show. Hartley, on drums, and

Up The Embar9o

Mayall, on keyboards, har
monica and vocals, certainly
fit into the loosey-goosey at-

mosphere, but both were
dwarfed by the giant presence
of the other four. It was
especially puzzling to watch
Mayall, who insists on messing
around with several in-

struments instead of con
centrating on one. Some of his

harp playing was em
barrassing. Hartley is alsc

competent, but he's actually
quite insensitive for such an
improvisational group. "Some
drummers," confessed Keef tc

a Poor Richard's reporter
"get by on technique, others or

imagination. I get along b>
being cheeky."
This was a strange show in

that most of the excitemenl
was produced not by great
ensemble playing, or Mayall
introducing each member
about twelve times, but rather
by the awesome solos which
made the crowd of 3000 quite
pleased.

-- Mike Kostek

GRANICUS (RCA)
Time: 43:08

This disc isn't any masterpiece by
any means, but good enough for a

respectable first effort. Granicus

excels on songs around the four

minute mark. However, the eleven

minute "Prayer" is almost un
bearable. The other two longer cuts

are all right, but should have been
edited. Lyrically, the band at times

are heavy handed.
— David Santos

Traffic—On The Road ( Island SMAS
9334)

Flush your arsenic down the toilet,

and cancel your date with the local

hit man. First, take your roommate
to some classy joint like the blue

room at Worcester. Then you lure

him or her into your room with a

sealed package from For The
Record. Quickly tie him or her to

their bed and put on Traffic's newest

album, turn your stereo up, and let it

play and play and play. If the

dragging drum solos don't get 'em

nothing will. It's really nothing more
than a live version of songs recorded

on tour in

Germany.
Unless you're

a real Traffic

freak and
must have
everything by
them, there's

no reason to

waste your
money, as all

of these have
been recorded
before.

lorianne yeslow

WITNESS — SPOOKY TOOTH
(ISLAND SW 9337)

Spooky Tooth's main problem is

that they've been written off as 'the
group who did Spooky Two', and little

positive recognition has been given
them since. Last Puff was 'redun
dant' and You Broke My Heart was
'disappointing' considering boosted
expectations following their tern
porary break up. Later Tooth has just
fallen under the shadow of their
earlier tour de force. What is this
shit? Can't a record be taken on its

own merits anymore? Witness
(which will probably be recorded as
another unsuccessful attempt to
duplicate their Spooky Two magic)
turns out to be a damn good album.
Though the sound is typical of their
earlier recordings, the playing is

fighter and in general, the material is

better. Too bad Spooky Tooth tend to
get bogged down by silly lyrics like 'I

can't sleep at night, I can't eat a bite',

but otherwise Witness gets it all

together and fulfills much of their
earlier promise.

Luther Grosvenor's guitar is ob-

viously missing (he split when the

group broke up) but is at least par-

tially compensated for by Mike
Harrfson's parching vocals and some
fine Gary Wright compositions such

as the promising "Wings on My
Heart," "Ocean of Power," and
"Pyramids." Strong from start to

finish, Witness could likely by Spooky
Tooth's most consistant record ever.

Dare I say that it picks up where
Spooky Two left off.

—Solid Vodka

Is This What You Want?
Gash, November 30 all ready to go!

imagine how short it was a long time
ago. Imagine there's no Grand Funk.
It's easy if you try. ..Syphon off a little

gas for me, Esmereld'...

The New Record Shop tells me you
did 'his in October:

1. Wake Of The Flood. Grateful

Dead
2. Takin' My Time/Bonnie Raitt

3. First Time Out'James Mont
gomery Band

4. Quadrophenia The Who
5. Let's Get If On 'Marvin Gaye
6. Innervisions S'evie Wonder
7. Aerosmith
8. Maria Muldaur
9. Brothers & Sisters -Adman

Brothers
10. Marshall Tucker Band

The playing of the Trio wa;
vigorous, and the fugal treatment ir

the Molto allegro was crisp, as it

should be, but the clearness anc
singing qualities, which I fee
Mozart's style demands, wen
missing.

It's Like You Never Left — Dave
Mason (Columbia KC 31721)

It would be easy to say that this is

far from being Mason's best work:
'This is far from being Mason's best
work — I might even go so far as to

say he's flying his flag at half-assed
(but I guess I'd better not, huh?).

It was obviously thrown together in

a hurry, perhaps to meet contract

demands — almost every song is a

lightly reworked version of

something he's done before, and
almost never as good as the original.

There's no real reason to like an
album as anemic as this — but | do.

Even when he's being slack like this

his cheerful style is irresistable, and
he still plays one of the tastiest

guitars in the business. Mason seems
•o have been running in place since
his last album, but it doesn't seem to

be that bad a place. C+
—Sadder Budweiser

In Concert:

The Juilliard String Quartet
Bowker Auditorium
November 15

In talking to Samuel Rhodes, viola

player with the Juilliard String

Quartet, after their concert in

Bowker Auditorium, I asked what he
felt to be the most important aspect a

string quartet must learn in 20 years
of playing. "That's very hard to say,
I don't think it to be any one thing in

particular. I suppose if I had to

choose it would be intonation, the

ability to listen to each other, and
learning to play ensemble." Con
sidering the position the Quartet has
attained in chamber music, not only
in this country, but the world over, I

find this a fair assumption of the
Quartet's accomplishments. The
concert in Bowker was as well

received as it was complimentary,
with the Mozart Quartet in G Major,
k 387, the Bartok Quartet No. 3, and
the Brahms Quartet in C Minor, Op.
51, No. 1.

Some of Mozart's purest music can
be found in the six quartets dedicated
to Haydn, of which the G Major is the

first I asked Mr. Rhodes what at

titudes the Quartet took in ap
proaching a composer's score such
as the Mozart. "Oh, we don't take
specific attitudes," he said, "we
would want to play the Mozart less

rich than the Brahms, and less

driving than the Bartok, but we
simply play the notes."

The playing of the Brahms
however, was quite enjoyable. Ttv

playing here of the Juilliard wa
lyrical, with rich tones, and exac
rhythm. The second movemen
Romanze, was quite poetic, and ttv

open string playing of Earl Carlyss ii

the Allegretto, produced just th

precision the piece was meant t>

convey.

For many the Brahms' was the

highlight of the evening. For me
however, it was the Bartok. In m>
estimation, the Juilliard is the fines'

string quartet in 20th music. The
third quartet of Bartok is considered
to be his most classical one, not in i

historic sense, but in its dominatior
of form over content. It is also con
sidered to be his most difficult ft

play, as well as his shortest, as it it

written in only one movement. The
piece has only two or three brie-

motiffs, which continually change
with new harmonic and rhythmic
patterns. Two tools hold the piece

together: the easily recognizable
rhythmic figures, and the use o
instrumental colors such as piz

zicatos, glissandos, and sol ponticelk
(playing over the bridge). The
execution of these colorations by the

Juilliard are well practiced, and adc
great excitement. The love they have
for this music is quite in evidence, a:

they drive it to a whirlwind finish. I

you have not seen the Juilliard Strinc

Quartet yet, do yourself a favor nex
year, you may like it.

— Daniel Sweeney
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The
Name

by Denny Matteau

"While there is no
specific law on the issue,

married women have been
denied the right to use any
but their husband's name
legally," according to Who
Rules Massachusetts
Women?, a 1972 publication
of the Women's Research
Center of Boston.
The report goes on: "The

only way she can obtain the
right to her own name is for

the married woman to
petition for a name change
from the courts, a time
consuming and often un
successful process.

"In 1971, a bill to allow
certain married women to
use their 'maiden name'
after filing notice of intent
(to wed) was practically
laughed out of the
(Massachusetts Legis
lature's) all-male
Judicial Council, as utterly
trivial and irrelevant. In

1972, a similar bill was sent
with favorable report to the
Judicial Council of the
courts for investigation and
report to the governor.

"The Council's approval
would pave the way for
passage since favorable
interpretation of the law in

the courts would be
assured. Progress, of a
sort."

It's 1973, and the bill is

still "in committee." On
October 15th the bill went to

the Ways and Means
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AMHERST

of the

Committee, where it

remains, after having come
out of the Judicial Council
with a negative report.
The report says, in part,

"In the class action brought
by Ms. Wendy Forbush
(and others similarly
situated) against Gov.
George Wallace of
Alabama, it was held that
an Alabama law requiring
a woman to assume her
husband's surname upon
marriage had a rational
basis and was enacted to

control an area where the
state had a legitimate in

terest.

"We are mindful that a
person may call himself or
herself by any name at all,

unless there is an illegal

aspect to the matter.
"... If a married woman

continued to carry on her
legal affairs under her
maiden name, a great
amount of confusion and
uncertainty would result.

There is a rational basis to
the present system. Some
married women might have
problems conducting
business under their
maiden names if they
sought to pledge the credit
of their husbands.

"... We do not recom
mend this bill."

Rep. James Collins and
Sen. John Olver, both
Amherst Democrats
agreed the protracted
committee studies of the
bill constitute an attempt to

» it) it, a kind of pocket veto.

T<ep. Collins said, in an
interview Nov. 14th, "The
fact that it (Senate Bill

1957) has been held so long

Gome

indicates an ill founded
attempt to quash it. A push
is on to get it to a third
reading, which would be a
good indication that it

might pass the Senate. But
the consensus among sup
porters is that the chances
are not good for this bill to
pass the House."

It hasn't got to the third
reading yet, and there are
only about ten days left to
the legislative session.
Collins said he felt one
problem with the bill is that
there has not been any
extensive lobbying by the
general citizenry, and so
some legislators feel
relatively safe in opposing
the bill.

One of these is Sen. David
Locke, (R) Wellesley, who
said, 'The women who
support this bill won't ever
have to worry about losing
their maiden names,
anyway."

Rep. Collins said "the
bill, if defeated, will simply
be refiled on December 5
and hopefully we can see it

passed next year."
One woman who ex

perienced the strength of
tradition in opposition to
law is Ms. Gail Dunfey, a
former city councillor in

Lowell. She was already in

office when she married
Robert Sinicki. She decided
to retain her maiden name,
and lost the 1973 election. In

a Poor Richard's interview
last Wednesday, she ex-
plained why she felt the
"maiden name" was an
important factor in her
defeat.

She said that two weeks
after her wedding, upon
returning from her
honeymoon, she discovered
that city clerk William
Busby had taken it upon
himself to change her name
to that of her husband by

filling out a change of name
form, and changing her
name on the city payroll.

"The city clerk had
absolutely no authority to

do this," she said, "It

constitutes a basic violation

of the law."

"He (Busby) knew that I

had every intention of

retaining my maiden name,
because he was in the office

when I made that clear,"
she said. When she was
filing her intention to
marry, she was offered the
form used for changing the
name, and Busby was
standing nearby when she
refused it, stating her in-

tention to be known as Gail
Dunfey, she explained.
Also, there were several
pieces in the Lowell Sun
about her decision to
continue using Dunfey.

"There was a meeting of

the City Council scheduled
for 1 later that week (June
12), and I decided to bring
the matter up there," she
said. When the roll was
called, she informed the
other councillors that her
name is not Sinicki, ana bat
would not answer to it. The
use of "Sinicki" was con-
tinued, and she was marked
absent, even though she sat
through the entire meeting.

The City Solicitor was
asked for an opinion on the
matter, and he stated that it

was her right to be known
as Gail Dunfey. At the next
meeting, she was called by

that name, and the record
of the previous meeting was
corrected to show that she
had been present.
On June 26, she obtained

a court restraining order
against Busby's attempts
to record her as Mrs.
Sinicki. Busby refused to

comply, and the case is now
pending.

In relating the issue to
subsequent elections,
Dunfpv «.aiH "Thk wmjld

only have been a private

controversy, between me
and the city clerk, but the

lowell Sun really played it

up. They ran editorials

which made it more than a

personal dispute.

"Because of the way the

issue was dealt with,
women in Lowell had to

take one side or the other.

And unfortunately, my side

was unpopular."

Dunfey said "Many
people don't realize that
there is no law which says
that a woman must or even
should change her name to
her husband's upon
marrying."

In her door to door
campaigning, she found
that many women seemed
to feel that I did not show
enough pride in the title

Mrs.' "They felt

threatened, she said,

because she did not appear
to value 'marriage' as a
life's goal, or fulfillment."

"In fact," she said,
"They are right, marriage

is not the reason I'm alive.

But how can they doubt that
I love him, just two weeks
after my wedding?"

If Senate Bill 1957 were
made law, all people, upon
filing their intentions to

marry, would also have the

opportunity to choose from
five options: Each could
keep the surname brought
into the marriage, or both
could adopt either the
woman's or the man's
surname, or an entirely

new name, or a hyphenated
form of both given names.

Gail Dunfey's decision
affects no one but herself,

and the enactment of this

bill would in no way affect

those people who wish to

continue the custom of

taking the husband's name
as the family name. In view
of this, the hassles a woman
like Gail Dunfey must
undergo are really in-

credible.

Concerts & Local Music
CONCERTS

UMass
Cambridge String Quartet —

Nov. 30, Bowker, free.

University Wind Ensemble
Dec. 2, Bowker, free.

University Symphony Or
chestra — Dec. 5, Bowker,
free.

Voices of New Africa House
Dec. 6, Bowker, free.

William Warfield -- Dec. 8

( Dedicated to the life of Paul
Robeson), Bowker.

Amherst
Larry Coryell — Dec. 2,

Amherst College Gym.
Northampton

Gordon Lightfoot — Dec. 7,

John M. Greene Hall, Smith
College ($4.50)

Boston
Edwin Starr Nov. 30 Dec.

3, Sugar Shack.

James Cotton Blues Band —
Nov. 30 Dec. 6, Joe's Place.
Hamid Hamilton Cam

p/ Richard Johnson — Nov. 30
Dec. 6, Passim Coffeeshop.
Archie Bell & The Drells —

Nov. 30 Dec. 2, King's Row I.

Ashford & Simpson — Dec. 1,

Sanders Theater, Harvard Sq.

Grateful Dead - Dec. 1 & 2,

Music Hall.

Muddy Waters — Dec. 3 9,

Paul's Mall.

The Mothers Of Invention —
Dec. 2, SMU, N. Dartmouth.
THE WHO- Dec. 3, Boston

Garden (Sold Out).
David Bromberg/ Richard

Johnson Dec. 3 & 4, Passim
Coffeeshop.
Chi Lites — Dec. 3 9, Sugar

Shack.
Edgar Winter — Dec. 2,

Orpheum Theater.
Gordon Lightfoot Dec. 2,

Symphony Hall.

Lou Reed — Dec. 5, Music
Hall.

Robert Klein/Richard
Johnson — Dec. 5-8, Passim
Coffeeshop.

Virgil Fox — Dec. 7, Or
pheum Theater.
Larry Coryell — Dec. 3 9,

Jazz Workshop.
Beach Boys — Dec. 8, Music

Hall.

Emerson, Lake and Pulper
Dec. 10, Boston Garden.
Tom Rush/Linda Ronstadt
Dec. 14, Orpheum.

Local Music
Clean Living — Benefit for

Northampton Hotline; Dec. 7,

Hadley Legion Hall.

Fat Nov. 30, Dec. 1 & 2,

Rusty Nail.

NRBQ - Dec. 5 & 6, Rusty
Nail.

Real Tears - Nov. 30, Dec.

1, Bluewall.

Gerald Meacham Quartet —
Dec. 5 & 6, Bluewall.
Ed Vada's Big City Blues

Band Dec. 6, Hatch.
Art Steele — Nov. 30,

Quicksilver.

Entropy Dec. 1,

Quicksilver.

Bang Dec. 3 & 4,

Quicksilver.

New Doggity Oysh Boys —
Dec. 5 & 6, Quicksilver.
Doc Sullivan & Happy Hour
3 6 p.m., Nov. 30, Pub.
Deadly Nightshade — Dec. 1,

Pub.

Doc Sullivan — 4 8 p.m.,
Dec. 2, Pub.
John Morgan — 9: 30 p.m. - 1

a.m., Dec. 4, Pub.
Billy Whyte — 9: 30 1, Dec.

5, Pub.
Doc Sullivan — 9 1, Dec. 6,

Pub.
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Mystic and Sage

Alan W. Watts

1915-1973

I

by Jim LaMacchia

An organic natural order has
its proper correspondence in a
mode of consciousness which is

a total feeling or experiencing.
Where feeling is broken up into

the feeler and the feeling, the
knower and the known, what
lies between the two is not
relationship but mere jux-
taposition. Identified with one
of its terms alone, con-
sciousness feels "out on a
limb" facing an alien world
which it controls only to find it

more and more ungratifying.

—Alan Watts,
Nature, Man And Woman

On Saturday, November 16,

1973 the philosopher and
mystic Alan W. Watts died in

his sleep during the early
morning hours. The news of his
death was received with as
little fanfare by traditiona'
academia as were his writings.
Most philosophy departments
never consider the work of
Alan Watts in their
curriculum, and many
academic philosophers have
either not heard of the man or
accused him of "sloppy
philosophy." Mr. Watts always
wrote with witt and com-
passion, and his works appeal
mostly to those disenchanted
with the mainstream of
analytical Western thought.
Many of Watt's works ad
r.^ss themselves to an ex-

ecration of Eastern thought,
particularly Taoism and Zen
Buddhism. But those works
which seek to integrate

Eastern concepts into the
Western framework are his
most interesting. Nature, Man
And Woman; Psychotherapy
East And West; and The Book
(On The Taboo Against
Knowing Who You Really Are)
all deal in some way with the
alienated Western con-
sciousness and the myth of

separation. Watts sees many
currents in Western thought as
devisive to a point at which
man no longer has a sense of

the cosmic whole and his

relationship to it. Instead of
viewing the universe as one
pattern of energy, Watts
characterizes Western man's
experience of life as
fragmented and alienated. In

many of his books, the phrase
"skin encapsulated ego"
recurs as a description of the
modern Wester experience of
being. Watts sees this lack of
wholeness and isolation
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manifested In man's
relationship to the en
vironment and other human
beings. A consciousness which
views everything outside of
itself as exclusively "other"
and "object" no longer fully

participates in life and being.
Watts' philosophy continuously
argues against dualistic
thinking and the rigid boun
daries often times imposed
upon human experience by
thought systems. This impulse
led Watts to advocate Eastern
"ways of liberation" as paths
to a realization of cosmic
consciousness. As Watts says
in Nature, Man And Woman,
"The mystery of life is not a
problem to be solved, but a
reality to be experienced."

For Alan Watts, eternity is

now and this our moment of
consciousness in a universe
which does not know the linear
time and space constructs of
the human mind. Watts saw
inherent within life a con
tinuous experience of the
sacred. He says in Nature,
Man And Woman,

Mystical vision, as has always
been recognized, does not
remain at the peak of ecstasy.
As in love, its ecstasy leads
into clarify and peace ... For
the mind and senses do not
have to open themselves; they
find themselves naturally
opened, and it appears that the
divine world is no other than
the everyday world. Just as
they come and just as they are,
the simplest sights and sounds
are sufficient, and do not have
to be brushed aside in the
mind's eagerness to find
something more significant.
One is thereby initiated for the
world of clock time to the world
of real time, in which events
come and go of themselves in

unforced succession — timed
by themselves and noi u v the
mind.

For Watts, God is process, or,

as he said in an article written
as a critique of the Jesus
Movement, "that love which
moves the sun and the stars."

In Myth And Ritual In

Christianity and Behold The
Spirit, Watts argues for
Christianity as a mystical
religion. He sees this religious
tradition as a way or path for

experiencing mystical par
ticipation with All. But he fully

recognizes the limitations and
misapprehensions of orthodox
Christian religions. Watts was
himself an ordained Episcopal
priest from 1944 to 1950. His
interpretation of Christianity is

grounded in the nature of myth
and metaphoric language. He
abhors any attempt to
literalize and place within the
realm of history a great and

rich religious mythos. For
Watts, the virtue of
Christianity is its mythic
quality, and he sees the error
of the orthodoxies as their
determination to equate the
outer shell of language with the
inner core of truth that trans
cends any form of expression.

Alan Watts also accepted the
use of psychedelic drugs as a
means of experiencing ego loss
and facilitating mystical ex-
perience. The Joyous
Cosmology is a deeply personal
account by Watts of his ex-
perience with hallucenogenic
material. But Watts also
criticized the escapist misuse
of drugs by Westerners as a
means of obliterating an
alienated consciousness. Watts
was a determined iconoclast
whose goal was the liberation
of human consciousness and
the opportunity for man to
experience himself as both a
spiritual and material
possibility. He abhored the
substitution of the rigidities of
one tradition for another.
Despite the particular path an
individual might choose to
follow, Watts felt, "the main
assistance we can derive from
Eastern man's experience is in
methods for changing human
consciousness so that the in-

dividual can actually feel his
identity as an organism
environment (or man
universe), instead of a lonely
ego sealed in a bag of skin."

Alan Watts spoke twice
during the past four years in

the Amhe I area. I had the
good fortu to hear him speak
on both occasions. He
displayed me warmth, wit, and
intelligence for which his
lectures were so famous. He
will be deeply missed by those
who were touched by his
thought and prolific writing.
His spirit might best be
exemplified in his dedication
for Nature, Man and Woman.

To the beloved company of the
stars, the moon, and the sun;

To the beloved company of the
stars, the moon, and the
sun

;

to ocean, air. and the silence of
space;

to jungle, glacier, and desert,
soft earth, clear water, and

fire on my hearth.
To a certain waterfall in a high

forest;

to night rain upon the roof and
the wide leaves,

grass in the wind, tumult of
sparrows in a brush

and eyes which give light to the
day.
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theatre
UMass Studio Theatre:

Getting It On With The Audience

By MARK CUDDY
Does the term Studio Theatre turn

you ott? Does it make you think ot high
school and amateur community
productions? Of experimental theatre
that only confuses you? Of last minute
set and lighting changes in full view of
the expectant audience? I guess most
everyone gets the same queasy feeling
in their stomachs because they have
seen this type of thing before. Well it

won't happen here I'm glad to report.
The University of Massachussetts
Theatre Department is doing some
very good things in terms of Studio
Tt--»»tre work this semester.
Peter Handke's "Offending The

Audience" was presented November
15, 16, 17 in the Studio Theatre at South
College. Billed usually as "OF-
FENDING The Audience", the original

german can also be translated as
Violating, Joking with, Getting it on
with, Alienating or just plain Saying
Mean Things to, the Audience. Handke
is not your average playwrite. His
treatment of theatre consists of finding
out about yourself without the usual
restrictions. Getting rid of cliches and
doing away with automatic responses
and particularly in this play reversing
the roles of audience and performers
are themes he imploys. Director Gary
Stewart puts it well when he states "In
Offending The Audience" the
audience becomes the center of at-

tention. The sequence of events of an
arranged sequence of audience
analysis by the performers. The
structures of ironies is reversed. Now,
the performers know more about the
events of the action than the spec-

tators."

So when I walked into the Studio
Theatre to see the opening of "Of
fending The Audience" I was ushered
to a seat of my usher's choice in a
strange tranquility. The look on the
ushers' (soon to be performers') face
wasn't a scorn and it wasn't quite a
snicker. It was sort of an expression of
self assurance. An all-knowing glance
that shook me. I wondered why, but
soon shrugged it off and sunk into my
isolated, vicarious world ready to
watch a play. There was a play. The
actors played with the audience. At
first when the actors came on stage and
started throwinq out insults directed at
us I felt prepared enough for this initial

shock treatment, so I thought, "...but
names will never hurt me." Go ahead
actors, I'm prepared. Slowly. Very
slowly, the implying gestures, ex-
pressions of arrogance and the for-
midable Handke language melted
away my layers of defense. They made
us be aware of our sweat, our smell,
our breathing, our thinking, our every
move. I couldn't be just myself in my
shell as they lumped us all together in
the same ball of paranoia. We squimed,
squealed, laughed, looked and listened
to the assault.

Then the transformation of our
potential energy into its static state
surprisingly took another turn. Relief
at last. We had gotten the message to
be aware of ourselves and my senses
were in gear when the actors turned to
themselves. The actors still talked
about us but we were able to be outside
looking in for a moment. It was a
needed break but it actually just set us

up for the finale: a collage of guerdons
followed by mulcts. Pretty impressive
for a bunch of second rate

CHUCKLEHEADS...There...l said it.

For one whole nauseating evening I

had to sit still and take all of their shit

without them ever getting it back. Just

sitting there like a lead balloon (sorry
Mr. Handke but I like cliches) and
actually letting them put me on the
spot when I had come expressly to do
the same thing to them. The nerve...
I'm sorry I had to let go, but now
that we've put everything in their

proper perspective, I think we can go
on.

And on and on and on and the eveninq
of outrageous theatre was a delight
that you shouldn't have missed. If per
chance you did happen to miss it, you
can redeem yourself by taking in the
current offerring at the Studio Theatre
which consists of two lively one-act
plays. "Red Peppers" and "Home Life
of a Buffalo" play tonight and
tomorrow night at 8 p.m. Both
productions are grad student directed
and deal with the good old days of

vaudeville. Tickets go on sale an hour
before performance time.

We end with a quote from Peter
Handke. "Committed theatre today
doesn't happen in theatres (those
falsifying art areas which void all

words and movements) , but in lecture
halls for instance, when the
microphone is snatched away from a
professor, when professors blink
through burst doors, when leaflets
flutter from galleries on to people
assembled below..."

SOUND IDEAS
1 COOK PLACE in the alley

253-5942

Used & Demo Equipment Sale
We ate moving . . . and selling off a lei of demos.

( U — Used N — New D — Demo)

LIST

(N) TAPE DECK SPECIAL
SONY TC 134 SD ferrite heads
Dolby System

(U) SCOTT 387 240 watt
AM/FM Stereo Receiver

(D) ADVENT 201 Cassette

Deck (with Dolby)

(D) Smaller ADVENT
Loudspeakers

(D) DYNACO TAT Pre Amp
(assembled)

(N) NORELCO 790 AM FM

Stereo Receiver

$249.95

$399.95

$289.95

SOUND IDEAS

199"

249*

2ir
$ i nK00

$140.00 lUll
pr.

pr.

$159.95

$249.95

50'94

*129*
*

. *.V < •
. * % v

LIST

(N) NORELCO 591

40 watt RMS Amplifier $179.95

(N) (Limit of 4) New SANSUI

SOUND IDEAS

J 89°°

AS 200 Loudspeakers $125.00
ea.
65

00

(U) KENWOOD 6160 Receiver
100 Watts RMS $420.00

(U) ELECTROVOICE EV1 122 $Amplifier 20 watts RMS $120.00

(D) GARRARD 0100 C
Turntable w/base $275.00

(N) MICROSTATIC FFM1 Loud $AA00
Speakers $150.00 9o ea

$269*

49°°

MOO"
99"

(N) KENWOOD 606P AM/FM
Stereo

60 Watts RMS with PE 2038 Turntable
$399.95 * 1

95°°

Him
II

The Harder They Come
by Reid Fishman

In writing a review of the film, "The
Harder They Come", I'm finding it

somewhat difficult. I feel that the
movie itseif is well-presented, in that it

relates the story of a young man in a
search for importance in a horribly
depressing world. It's a one-man show
and Jimmy Cliff is outstanding in the
role of a young singer searching for
success and recognition, by any means.

However, the movie is a Jamaican
flick, and this is where my greatest
difficulty comes into focus. Jimmy
Cliff is Black, as is everyone else in the
film, and unfortunately for this review,
I am White. Therefore, one must
realize that this is a White man's
review of a Black man's picture, so if

you are White, this article will appear
pertinent, but if you are Black, you
should definitely see the film. Another
difficulty I encountered was un-
derstanding the dialogue, or rather
dialect, involved in a Jamaican film.

Overlooking these two difficulties,
one finds that the film is produced and
directed by Perry Henzell and is billed
as "Roger Corman presents, a New
World Release." Anyhow, Henzell's
direction is excellent and real, and he
uses it well to place a fictional story in
a realistically horrible and depressing
situation.

For the most part, I found myself
comparing the film to "Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid", and "Bonnie
and Clyde". Actually, it's an age old
story about a man's lack of success in
gaining success, and as is usually the
case in the movies, when all else fails,
the hero turns to violence. What ensues
is the hunting down and eventual
demise of our hero.

A one man show in search of im-
portance in a horribly depressinq
world.

The symbolism of the film is ap
parent and continuous, and at one
point, one finds himself watching an
American western in which the hero

singlehandedly shoots down his well-
armed opposition. The symbolism here
doesn't become evident until the movie
progresses further, and we see Jimmy

Cliff, as Ivanhoe Martin, destroying
opposition left and right. Of course,
while his infamous reputation spreads,
his record (which he sold to a big
record producer for twenty bucks)
skyrockets to the top of the charts.

The record referred to is the well-
known theme song, "The Harder They
Fall", and it, as well as the rest of the
soundtrack is superb and, of course,
performed (and written, for the most
part) by Jimmy Cliff. The most ef-
fective song in the soundtrack, "You
Can Get It If You Really Want", is
interjected in the most appropriate
places, and only adds to the impression
of temporary success that is evoked bv
the film.

However, the basic meaning behind
the film lies in the poverty and
depression that leads Ivan Martin too
long for instant success and the
repeated failure that causes him to
resort to crime. It is not my part to
evaluate the degree of depression that
causes a man to commit murder, but
the truth is that it happens. Although
the story involved is fictional, it's not
very far from the truth and the roots
can be found in any oppressed society.

This is the message that must be
conveyed in any review of "The
Harder They Come". The idea that
those who exist in poverty can raise
themselves up through hard work and
dedication has become outdated
Horatio Alger is dead and so is Ivan
Martin, but their messages are
drastically different, and unfortunately
for the American myth, Perry Henzell
has proved his point.
Therefore, I recommend "The

Harder They Come" for those who are
concerned with the truth. Those who
are more concerned with en-
tertainment should stick with "Marv
Poppins". '
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WEEKEND
Compiled by Bob Nesti

THE AFRICAN QUEEN (1951)

Perhaps the most inspired casting in

Hollywood history came wit'i the teaming of

Katherine Hepburn and Humphrey Bogart in

this splendid adaptation of C. S. Forster's

novel. The time is the First World War, the

place is deep in the German held Congo, he's a

hard bitten riverboat captain, she's a prudish

missionary, together they take a dangerous
journey down the river. John Huston shot the

film on location and the quiet danger of the

jungle heightens the adventure Bogart's most
likeable role, it won him an Oscar and it

bristles with salty humor. Hepburn's spinster

turned sabotage expert makes for a delightful

transformation. Huston's direction has a

playfulness and ease which shows itself in the

remarkable alchemy of the principals. Student

Union Ballroom, Thursday, 12 6, check for

times.

ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES ( 1938)

James Cagney plays a gangster who works
with a pastor (Pat O'Brien) in rehabilitating

some street boys in his district. A strong

representation of the tough social melodramas
Warner Brothers capitalized on during the

Thir'ies. Directed by Michael Curtiz With The
Dead End Kids. Lecture Room One, Amherst
College, Saturday, 12 1, 730 and 10.

BANG THE DRUM SLOWLY
A sentimental fictional account of the

friendship between an ace pitcher and the

catcher, who is dying of Hodgkin's disease,

whom he once hated. With Michael Moriarty
and Robert DeNiro, directed by John Hancock
Calvin Theater, Northampton
CHARLEY VARRICK
A crime melodrama, with Walter Mathau.

Directed by Don Seigal. Showcase Cinemas,
West Springfield.

CLAIRE'S KNEE (1971)

Erich Rohmer's fifth moral tale is a moral
comedy of charm and beauty. A young
Parisean visits a Swiss lake resort and finds he
develops a fetish for a beautiful young woman's
knee. Rohmer's characters don't simply make
conversations, they speak tracts. Long
windedness aside, a genial comedy with a

serene, beguiling texture and a lovely young
actress named Beatrice Romand as Claire's

sister. The Globe, Northampton
CLEOPATRA (1934)

Claudette Colbert discreetly smiling in a

milk bath, hundreds of semi nude women, and
Paramount's opulent recreation of Ptolemy's
Alexandria. The tragic love story of Antony
and Cleopatra is told with a meat cutter's

precision by Cecil B. DeMille. Probably the

most enjoyable of all his Thirties films. But

terfield, Tuesday, 12 4, check ad for times.

COPS AND ROBBERS
Two New York cops become robbers, the

business they rob from turns out to be as wily
as they. A comedy with a neat sense of New
York and a relaxed, inviting style. Two funny
men, Cliff Gorman and Joe Bologna, play the
leads Written by Donald E. Westlake, directed
by Aram Avakian. Showcase Cinemas. West
Springfield.

CRIES AND WHISPERS
Ingmar Bergman's devastating portrait of

four women, three sisters and their maid, who
gather together for the death watch of one
sister who is dying of cancer. The film takes
place in the blood red interiors of a Swedish
manor in the early years of this centi"*v as each
woman unravels their own dee. s-Tise of

regret, fear, or contentment. Mus.n of the
beauty and power of this often harrowing
dream play comes with the integrity of
Bergman as an artist. The film is flawlessly
played by its principals, who include Harriet
Anderssonn, Liv Ullmann, and Ingrid Thulin.
Amherst Cinema, Amherst.
DEAR JOHN (1966)

One of the more controversial of the Danish
sex dramas of the past decade, directed by
Lars Lindgren. Herter 227, Tuesday, 12-4, 7 and
9.

THE DON IS DEAD
With Anthony Wuinn, directed by Richard

Fleischer. Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield.

DOWNHILL RACER (1969)

A neat, underrated film about the com-
petition and excitement of professional skiing.

The film benefits from its semi documentary
style, which is especially fine in the sequences
which portray the sport itself. Director Michael
Ritchie plays these sequences for their

grueling worth. Robert Redford plays the
story's main protagonist, Gene Hackman is his

manager Gamble Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke
College, Saturday, 12 1, 7:30

EXECUTIVE ACTION
A fictional account of

assassination, released right

holidays. Directed by David

screenplay by Dalton Trumbo With Burt

Lancaster and Robert Ryan. Campus Cinemas,

Hadley.

the Kennedy
in time for the

Miller, from a

A short stay in one of Zappa's 200 Motels.

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDS (1953)

Marilyn Monroe and Jane Russell,
resplendent in tight fitting sequin costumes,
begin this lovely Howard Hawkes musical on a
staircase in a New York nightclub singing
"We're Just Two Little Girls From Little

Rock." Later Marilyn Monroe has her most
legendary moment in her career as she sings
"Diamonds Are A Girl's Best Friend" on the
floor of a Paris nightspot. The film is a subdued
but sumptious adaptation of the successful

musical comedy about the golddigging ad
ventures of two entertainers in the Twenties
Monroe plays Lorelei Loe and it is one of her
most endearing performances, Russell makes
an excellent foil; they're at their best singing a
down and out blues, "When Love Goes
Wrong.' Hampden Dining Commons, Sunday,
12 2, 7:30 and 9:15.

GUMSHOE (1972)

Albert Finney as a Liverpool, two bit en
tertainer and bingo caller with a hang up for

Bogart in this melodrama with heavy allusions
to the neon underworld found in Hollywood
crime films of the late Forties and early Fif-

ties. This nostalgic displacement gives the
picture another dimension, one which works
both for and against it since the memories it

raises far surpass their new surroundings.
Student Union Ballroom, Wednesday, 12 5,

check for times.

JOHNNY GUITAR (1954)

Nicholas Ray and Pnil Yordan adapted a

cheap novel to the screen with a presump
tuousness that passes for integrity. The story

concerns a reformed gunfighter who defends a

saloon owner against a female banker. The
film reeks with all kinds of Freudian over

tones: director Ray has said of recently it's

"baroque, very baroque " Joan Crawford is the

star but the film is stolen by Mercedes
McCambridge who recorded that when a

technician applauded her, Crawford walked off

the set angry "She was the star of the pic

ture," McCambridge said "I guess if I were
Joan Crawford I'd be mad if some Mamie Glutz

horned in on my territory that way " With
Sterling Hayden and Ernest Borgnine. Lecture

Room One, Merrill Science Center, Amherst
College, Wednesday, 12 5, 4 and 8.

LITTLE CAESAR (1930)

The great gangster film, with Edward G.

Robinson
LOST HORIZON
The musical version of "Shangra La," with

Liv Ullmann, Peter Finch, Michael York, Sally

Kellerman, and James Shigeta. The score is b,

Burt Bacharach and Hal David. Mountain
Farms Mall, Hadley.

MALCOLM X (1972)

A first rate documentary account of the great

black leader's life. Student Union Ballroom,

Sunday, 12 2, 7 and 9.

May bring you Together, an X rated flick starring the Ivory Snow girl.

THE HARDER THEY COME
With Jimmy Cliff. Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

HOLD THE HOUR MAN (1933)
A comedy with Jean Harlow and Clark

Gable. Butterfield, Tuesday, 12 4, check for
times.

HAROLD AND MAUDE (1971)
Bud Cort as a suicidal young man, Ruth

Gordon as an eighty year old lightning bolt;
together they have a strange and touching love
affair This comedy has a greeting card sen
timentality which pervades and ultimately
cheapens its essential strengths, although
there are some high moments of grisly humor.
Student Union Ballroom, Thursday, 12 6, check
for times.

JEREMY
What some have called this year's "Love

Story" is that of two sixteen year olds who live

in New York City Mountain Farms Four,
Hadley

MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH (1962)

Roger Corman's adaptation of the Poe story

makes the whole story utterly sensational in a

campy way. The story is of an insane prince
who locks himself away from the black plague
in what turns out to be a fatal reverie. The film

is full of references to other Poe stories,

"Hopfrog" for instance, and other films,

sepcifically "The Seventh Seal." It keeps its

tongue in a rather coarse cheek throughout,

with Vincent Price as mad Prince Prospero.

Mahar, Friday, 11-30, 7 and 9.

MIDNIGHT COWBOY (1969)

John Shlesinger's film of James Leo
Herhily's novel concerns a young Texan's
Odyssey to New York City with hopes of being a

hustler for wealthy women. As Joe Buck, Jon
Voight makes an impressive debut to com
mercial films; he embodies the naivete, hope,
and eventual panic of a young man displaced

from home and trouhled past Dus*in Hoffman

plays his only friend in New York, a cripple

named Ratso Rizzo, with a great deal of dex

ferity and pathos. Their acting gives the film a

validity its script and direction often lack.

Shlesinger, who works extremely well with

actors, often uses motifs to connote a thematic

whole Here his use of contrasting images of

New York places the story in a glossy never

never land of magazine spreads of urban life.

The film won all sorts of Oscars, including Best

Picture Mountain Farms Four, Hadley.

O LUCKY MAN!
Not as immediately coherent or involving as

his earlier "If ...," Lindsay Anderson's Can

dide like fantasy very persuasively explores

the ideas of an individual's involvement and

responsibilities to his neighbor in our im
mediate future. David Sherwin's script has a

great deal of ingenuity and appreciation of the

absurd and bizarre, Anderson's direction

spurts with more than enough creative energy

to give this lengthy saga drive. Malcolm
McDowell, who is unusually adept at

suggesting the reality of paranoia, plays the

likeable and attractive coffee salesman who
finds himself in a variety of harrowing ad

ventures all over the British Isles. Rachel

Roberts and Ralph Richardson are featured in

a variety of roles, Alan Price wrote the fine

songs. A film of infinite value and fun.

Academy of Music, Northampton.

SIDDHARTHA
From the Herman Hesse novel. Showcase

Cinemas, West Springfield.
SYLVIA SCARLETT (1935)

"Father, I'm going to cut my hair off! I'm
going to be a boy!" announces Katherine
Hepburn in this mildly eccentric tale of a girl

who disguises herself to help out her father. It

is one of Katherine Hepburn's most beguiling
performances and the picture itself has a

lightweight, bizarre charm. A great cast,

featuring Cary Grant and Brian Aherne. The
picture was an unqualified disaster, its preview
was legendary. After a nightmarish showing
with people rushing up the aisles to leave,

Katherine Hepburn turned to a woman and
asked "Was it that bad?" The woman just

raised her eyes up to heaven. Leaving the
theater, Hepburn attempted to climb into

director George Cukor's car and banged her
head. "Thank God I've knocked myself out."
she said. Hampden Dining Commons, Tuesday,
12 4, 8.

TOGETHER
Starring Marilyn Chambers the Ivory Snow

Girl who starred in the porno film "Behind the

Green Door" ... She's ninety nine and forty

four hundreds per cent pure. Rated X. S.U.B.

Tuesday, 12 4, 7:00, 8:30, 10:00.

200 MOTELS (1972)

Frank Zappa's fantasy looks like a cheesy
video tape television special for hippies who
didn't know when to stop. It is silly to belittle

Zappa's talent, but must he make use of it in

such trash? With Theodore Bikel. Student

Union Ballroom, Saturday, 12-1, 7, 9, and 11.

WALKING TALL
A reactionary drama in some quarters, the

best picture of the year in others. Ho hum,
"Billy Jack" returns. Campus Cinemas,
Hadley; Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.

THE WAY WE WERE
Barbra Streisand, determined and infallible-

Robert Redford, the Seventies version of

destiny's child, play at love and marriage in

this odd blend of high blown romance and low
keyed politics. The film travels three decades
as it chronicles the courtship, marriage, and
the crises which face the two from the
Thirties to the Fifties. The film is fairly

uneven, the story is pallid and really goes
nowhere; but there any number of remarkable
sequences and the stars look very good and act

very well together. Directed by Sidney Pollack.

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.

WHITE LIGHTNING
Burt Reynolds as a moonshine runner in the

deep South. .What qualified as a good B picture

in the Fifties; loose, filled with action, some of

it simply padding, and some good acting.

Mountain Farms Four, Hadley.

WITHOUT APPARENT MOTIVE (1972)

A fine imitation of "The Big Sleep" removed
to resplendent Cote D'Azur and featuring an
excellent European cast. The seediness of the
original is lost in the sun drenched beauty and
the frenzied drive gives way to a more civilized

story telling manner It's cleaned up and
sophisticated now. Jean Louis Trintignant
plays a detective who is called in to investigate

a series of murders "without apparent
motive." With Stephane Audran and
Dominique Sanda. Directed by Phillipe Labro.
Student Union Ballroom, Wednesday, 12 5,

check for times.

SWAP Holds Conference

Chancellor Randolph Bromery

By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
UMass Student Workshop Activity

Program (SWAP), held its 15th annual
conference this past weekend in Northfield.
Participants included students and faculty
members, as well as such guest speakers as
President Robert Wood, Chancellor Ran-
dolph Bromery, and Dr. Lawrence Johnson,
President of Roxbury Community College
and last year's CCEBS director at UMass.
Chancellor Bromery said, "This is not a

time to antagonize anyone." He then
proceeded to talk about the parking
problems of the "Harvard of Western
Massachusetts", and the energy crisis. He
encouraged everyone to collaborate to save
energy. As for his own efforts, Bromery
said, "I'm trying to stay at 50 miles on the
road."

In a more serious vein, Dr. Johnson spoke
about the importance of education in order
to help solve the world's problems. He said,
"You must have courage to fail. The
challenge is to accept that we are not happy
in the world. Stop being money-motivated";
dedicate yourself to a cause; marry it; live
with it; and develop it."

On Saturday and Sunday, the SWAP
members held more than 50 workshops
dealing with the analysis of problems and
the creation of new ideas to improve

jG education and services to UMass students.
= Most of the workshops dealt with coun-

| seling, alternative programs, security on
1 campus, food services, uniform student pay
• scales, area government, handicapped
2 students, senate roles in unicameral
_ government, financial aid, and relationships

I
between students and faculty.

5 Ms. Judy Gill, one of President Wood's
office workers, said that the discussion of

New England 's

Largest

College Daily laihj

the role of the faculty toward the students,
teacher assistants, and alumni was a good
innovation.

She said, "SWAP made students and
faculty deal on one level with each other.
There was a lot of honest talk."
Most SWAP members said that the con-

ference in itself was a good weekend in-

vestment of time and energy, which
provided them with many enriching
educational experiences and friendships.
Larry Sinewitz of S.W. Area Government,

said, 'I enjoyed the conference."
Ms. Betty Carlson from Central Area said,

"SWAP was a great experience."
SWAP organizers expressed great faith in

the effectiveness of the annual conference,
although they realize they are working
within the confines of a limited time period.

Michael Flato, co chairperson of SWAP
said, "The conference can't measure and
evaluate until the people go back to campus.
The workshops now have different proposals
to try to implement when they get back."
Ms. Araminda Atencio, another co-

chairperson, said that SWAP is in need of
more funds to work with.

Barney Schneider, treasurer, said. "We
intend to make this the most productive
conference ever. What comes out of this
conference could be very innovative for
UMass." He added that legislators who
came have the opportunity to get closer to
the University and to better understand how
students feel and what they want.
Members of the SWAP conference

returned to UMass yesterday with answers
to problems and new proposals to im-
plement, and hopefully, a feeling of ac-
complishment.

Weathe\
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Whad' a ya say?
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Goodell Has New Life
By BONNIE ASSEL IN

Goodell Library was once a musty book cellar, a
place to spend a few hours rummaging through dimly
lit stacks for that one misplaced book. It meant dusty
snelves.tew empty desks tiny study nooks... books
strewn everywhere... low ceilings... narrow stair-
cases.

The new Goodell is now a makeshift classroom and
office building. The floor by floor description is:

The sixth floor, the uppermost level, poses as
classroom space. Various course sections meet there

The fifth floor, entrance level, houses the Depart-
ment of Communication Disorders in the west wing
They were the first to move, early in July
Everywoman's Center, moving from Munson Hall in

October, Outreach, previously in Arnold House, and
the Audio-Visual department are in the east wing ( old
section)

.

The Accounting and Purchasing department is in

the west wing of the fourth floor BDIC and Student
Volunteer Services are in its east wine

On the third floor are a physical plant maintenance
shop and storage space for the property office,
mainly furniture items

The second floor is physics department storage
space and the first is general university storage.
Paul Meade, assistant director of planning, said the

arrangement is temporary The various departments
and services have only tentative occupancy.

The long range projection is for a totally renovated
classroom building. Meade said "We need money,"
he added Until the money is appropriated,
renovation cannot begin. He could not say when that
time would come.

On a quick tour. Goodell seems barren. Areas of
book stacks, low ceilings, and poor lighting "cannot
be allotted to anyone", said Mr Meade, adding: "It
needs renovation."

Persons working in Goodell are generally satisfied
with their new arrangement which allows them more
space. Yet. they agreed that lighting is poor and the
walls need painting.
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Women "Getting Together'
By JO DOMINIC

There are four undergraduate
women's centers on campus.
Whether or not you agree with
their ideals or their goals and
whether or not you use them, all

students are helping to pay for
them.
The centers are located in South-

west, Central, Orchard Hill and
Northeast areas. Funding which
averages between $500 and $1500
for each area, is received by the
area governments and indirectly
from the student activities fee.

All the centers offer counseling,
colliquies, and a library or resour-

ce center. The centers are design-
ed as a place for women to get

together with other women; a
place to be comfortable
Women "getting together"

averages between 10-25 a week in

each center According to the
centers "there is a certain group
that comes in weekly."
Occasionally the centers sponsor

films and speakers and pot luck
suppers
Southwest, the oldest established

women's center, has 12 3-credit
courses The Center aided in

developing a feminist studies
major, planned for next year.
A female student presently

taking a course at the SWWC told
the Collegian. "The women in the
SWWC are to radical and too
feminist oriented. As a result I felt

they weren't open to an opposite
viewpoint After I finish the course,
I will never set foot in the center
again There is no way I can
identify with the women there."
SWWC Outreach Coordinater

Margie Posner explained that
women feel challanged in this

situation where they present an
opinion in the minority Naturally
they would feel defensive They
might misinterpret the meaning of
what is said to them in their own
head."

Gail Kaplan of the Northeast
Women's Center said. "The dif-

ferences between the centers are
good It is important the centers
comply with the different needs
The contact between the centers is

not as strong as I would like, and I

often have to be the one to take the
initiative There is a closer con-
nection bpfween us and the

Everywomens Center."
The Everywomen's Center,

however, is not specifically
designed to serve undergraduate
needs, said a spokesman at the SW
Women's Center. The EWC is part
of the Divison of Continuing
Education at UMass. The
Everywomen's Center operates
independently of the other area
women's centers.

"The center is not just for
women, but it is a women's center.
There's a distinction there. The
issues we deal with are of concern
to women. The services we provide
are for women. Yet if a man comes
in we are not going to throw him
out, beat him up. or castrate him,"
said Ms. Posner.
She said, "My energy goes into

dealing with women. I'm not about
to take men by the hand and teach
them about the movement Men
should take the initiative, since
they're the ones institutionalized

into their sex roles."

Peggy Cookson, Student Coor-
dinater of SWWC agreed

"I've talked to men on my floor
about becoming active. They seem
to do a lot of criticizing, yet when it

comes down to doing something
about it, there's no response. I

question men's sincerity." said
Maryann Oparowski, another
student coordinater of SWWC.
"There is no way for men to take

an activist role in the center. Let
men get together and they say "it's

you baby that's wrong.'' Some men
may come into the movement
because they fear being ripped off
and having harm done to them-
selves, not others. I wonder how
many are humanist." she added.
"No men have offered anything

to us. They come in to use the
resource material I closed the
colloques to men, because I felt it

was more important to get women
unified, so women would have the
experience of working with other
women.' said Peggy Sablvoo of
Central Women's Center.
"There are men in our center."

said Carol Dolan of Orchard Hill

"Everyone feels the need for men
to be educated to the movement
Then it can evolve, into not only a
women's movement, but a peoples
movement as well."

All centers told the ( 'ollegian the

We wish to thank the UMass department of
microbiology and Professor Reynold B. Czarnecki
for their aid in this article.

Experts from both mathematics and public health
say that it can be shown statistically that a certain

percentage of students who eat at the dining com-
mons ( d.c. ) regularly over a two year period will get
sick because of eating the d.c. food.

While students have complained in the past about
the sanitary quality of the dining commons, it is

nearly impossible to finger any single individual who
has been physically afflicted by eating there. No
cases of food poisoning, gastroenteritis, diarrhea, or
any sickness directly attributable to any condition of

the dining commons have been reported this year, or
in recent history for that matter.
But if no one can bring forward the John Student

whose illness was caused by d.c. meals, statistics
show this person exists. The basis of this statement
lies in probabilities, but a more realistic picture of
d.c. health conditions is by direct examination.
The Collegian ran bacteriolgical tests on the d.c.

this semester to determine if conditions existed that
could literally make one sick from eating the food.
The tests followed US Public Health Service Stan-
dards and gave the d.c. an excellent overall rating,
but showed certain trouble areas did exist.

George Reed, environmental health specialist for
university health services, said that where trouble
areas existed, it wasn't caused by mechanical error,
poor cleaning equipment, etc., but by human error.
"The basic problem," Reed said, "is that d.c.

personnel are not being trained properly."
Karol S. Wisniesky of the UMass School of Public

Health agreed with Reed, and said the Collegian
study was consistent with the results his students
obtain when they use the d.c. for field work in con-
junction with Wisniesky's course on institution
hygiene and sanitation.

Citing the high turnover of employees and student
help, Wisniesky said, "These people might never
have been trained in any manner ' He went on "the
inability to bring minimal human contact with food
by d.c. workers could cause problems."
Wisniesky called these health problems "sub-

clinical epidemics of food poisoning: the occasional
diarrhea or constipation that the students treat by
themselves." He did say there are "problems in
directly correlating food poisoning with insanitary
food handling."

Fred T. DeGregorio, assistant director for food and
drug of Western Mass. Public Health Service
I WMPHS) said the Collegian study showed the d.c.
"in much better shape than most restaurants." He
said the d.c health problems with personnel is "the
same as everyplace ebe, but they I the d.c. ) probably
do a better job handling the problem than other
places."

vices, the environmental health budget comes
strictly from the state of Mass. Reed has no facilities

of his own for testing and relies on the Western Mass.

Public Health labs located in Morrill Science Center.

As to running bacteriological tests on the d.c, Reed
says, "I wouldn't ask the state to do this, and I won't

do these tests until I have the facilities."

DeGregorio said that while Reed regularly submits

milk and water samples, any other samples are

"submitted only after they have a problem." He went
on to say Reed's problem in getting money for per-

sonnel is not unusual, because WMPHS only has four

people to field inspect the entire western part of

Massachusetts, and that "the university is left to the

university" for health regulation.

While DeGregorio leaves the university to monitor
itself, Reed says that he has no enforcement power.

"I'm strictly advisory," Reed said, and "I can only
make recommendations."

George Reed is the environmental health "czar" on
this campus. He is responsible for testing and en-
forcing of health regulations. The important point
here is that Reed does limited testing and essentially
no regulating of the d.c.

"We don't check the dining commons as often as we
like." Reed said, "because we don't have the help."
Reed went on to say the reason behind his "help
problem is the budget."
While onvirnnmontai health is part of health ser-

Joel Stoneham, past director of university food
services, said, "Managers of individual dining
commons are responsible for keeping the place up."
He said this includes inspections for health problems
and training of workers.

Karol Wisniesky says this is not enough. He ad-
vocates a food-health educator who would work with
both the Campus Center and university food ser-

vices. He went on that this position should be financed
at "in-house expense, instead of making the
university pay," and this is the practice at other
universities and institutions.

Stoneham said, "A training program was proposed
for semester break, but because of the economics of
the situation, it was foregone." He pointed out that
there will be general training sessions to be held the
week of Dec. 21, but this is not an extensive program.
George Reed, who feels that insufficient training of

food service workers represents a health problem,
and who is presently responsible that this training be
done, said "You've got to have money to do training,"
and that he just didn't have any funds.
While he said one of his goals is to improve training

for all food services workers, "there are the problems
of part-time student workers, and the unions who
have control of the workers. How can vou manage
this?"

B

Reed said that environmental healths biggest
concern is not the dining commons, but kitchenettes
in dormitories.

Barry Averill. director of university health ser-
vices, said the recent hiring of Judy Sharpe, a nurse
epidemiologist, could be of value fn monitoring any
food-born disease outbreak. He sai J computer checks
could be run on infirmary patients complaining of
diseases indicative of food-borne problems, but this
preventive medicine program is just forming and the
computer programs have yet to be initiated.
The only method to waiver eating in the dining

commons for those undergraduates forced to eat
there is to see Kenneth Warner, a clinical nutritionist
at university health services, where he reviews if
some medical necessity demands a special diet, and
then makes a recommendation if the student should
be excused from the d.c. requirement Judging from
the above average marks the d.c. got from this
Collegian health study, don't say the dining commons
makes you sick - it won't work.
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movement has been mis-
represented by the media, with
the press showing the division and
dissent more than the unity.

Gail Kaplan, student coordinator
of N.E Women's Center said.
"Women may be scared off by the
centers due to the mythology of

press and media. They have given
it many negative connotations,
putting on media shows." She
added, "there are a number of
women who are coming from a
lesbian feminism standpoint, but
many are not. The N.E. center is

trying to solve the problem of
overcoming the fear of
Lesbianism."
Mary Oparowski agreed. She

said. "We are not apologetic nor
deny there are lesbians at the
SWWC We never would. Lesbians
are women and we are dealing with
the concerns of women. If other
women choose to ignore our
resources because there are
lesbians here, it's their own per-
sonal problem. They have to put it

together in their own heads
"

The centers differed as to the
degree to which the women's
movement is a political one The
strongest difference was between

ATTENTION
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the Southwest and Orchard Hill
Centers.

"Politics should be more cen-
tered on women, not on radical
politics. This scares women away
from the center Movement politics
should be kept in the background
and concentration first should be
on facts of women and who we are
as women." said Carol Dolan of
Orchard Hill

Ms Posner of SWWC said, "We
don't separate social and political
change. They can't be divided
We're doing the politics for t^e
social change Perhaps were mo;e
radical than other centers because
were older. We've gotten
notoriety, because we stuck our
necks out."

One of the main goals of the
Centers is to serve as support and
comfort groups; as places for
women to "rap with other
women."
"The center is a support base
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where women can derive strength
to become action-oriented, to
change themselves and also to
effect change," said Ms. Salbvo.
One woman however, disagreed

with this viewpoint. She said, "I
only use the centers because there
is no feminist studies major. If

there were, I wouldn't need the
centers."

UMass Police

New Emergency

Number

5-3111

Five College

January Flight

Boston - London - Paris
January 5-26

Only $175 round-trip,
free under 2 yrs

Immediate sign-up is urgent.

International

Programs Office
239 Whitmore, tel. 545-2710

The only authorized
5 College flight

SW Assembly Funds Paul
Robeson Spring Lecture
Because Southwest Assembly is quickly running

out of funds, last week the Social/Cultural Program
Committee agreed to fund a spring lecture in the
series of lectures offered in the behalf of Paul
Robeson, an outstanding writer, singer, actor,
dramatist and social activist of the Third World
People.

The SW Black Caucus agreed to sponsor the lec-
ture, featuring two poetesses, Mari Evans and
Gwendolyn Brooks, and provide $800 of the $1,600.
The Caucus asked the Assembly to match their
support.

Although the consensus of the Assembly favored
the program, a timidness towards allocating the
funds seemed to exist. The reason for the feeling was
understandable. The Assembly is down to its last

$1000, which must last until May.
Maureen Mitchell, a member of the Social/Cultural

Program Committee, agreed to meet with members
of her committee during a five minute break to

discuss the possibility of that committee funding the
program. It was agreed to and brought before the
Assembly for their approval. The Assembly, who
must approve the Committee's spending of its

money, approved the allocation.

A major conflict developed over the question of

adding representation from each SW Center on the
Budget Committee. As it stood, there was one
representative for all five Centers — Malcolm X
Center, Women's Center, Resource Center, Center
for Racial Understanding, and Instructional Center.
Larry St. Cyr and Craig Sanderson agreed that the

committee was meant to be neutral towards any
particular faction of SW and such representation as
proposed could mean a de-centralization of

representation. The idea was to keep the represen-
tatives open to the interest of Southwest as a whole.
Those supporting the proposal, such as Vice

President Eric Braxton, were not happy with last

year's system Braxton, as a member of the Malcolm
X Center, said he felt he never knew what was going
on. It involved a too diverse responsibility to

represent all five Centers. Therefore, it was the
contention of the supporters, that since the Centers
are a major faction of SW, each should be
represented separately.

After a good half-hour of debate, the motion was
passed, and the Budget Committee, which has
already selected the five new representatives, will
grow from 14 to 18 people.
Jean Morrison Becker, an "artist in residence" for

SW, presented the request of the Social/Cultural
Program Committee to establish the beginnings of a
craft center in Hampden. The Committee asked for
permission to take $320 out of their funds, to set up a
printing press for students interested in making
greeting cards.

The project will be set up in the lobby of Hampden
right outside the meeting room on the first floor. Ms.
Becker felt that this location would open the
operations to the passers-by, and, hopefully, will

induce student participation. The request was ac-

cepted.

The Cance darkroom was allocated $47.85 for

materials needed to operate the room. The darkroom
is used by a colloquim and is also open to all SW
students.

The last three motions passed dealt with allowing
the president of the Assembly to have three, non-
voting advisors; establishing an ad-hoc Finance
Committee to draw up Assembly guidelines for

dealing with funding Christmas parties sponsored by
dorms and non-SW organizations for underprivileged
and disabled people; and urging the staff of SW to

open all offices one night a week so students can have
more access to the offices.

UMass To Hold Intercession

2-Week Program In Southwest
UMass will offer ten colloquia during this year's

January term, according to Walter Silva, SW
Academic Affairs head and director of the in-

tercession program.
Silva said that, due to the energy crisis, the in-

tercession program will not last three weeks, as
originally hoped, but will run two weeks, from
January 14 to January 24. The University had wished
to offer two-credit courses, but the shrunken schedule
made this impossible.

Silva stressed that all colloqs would be taught by
regular University faculty, in reply to an ad-
ministration request that faculty participate in the
intercession program According to Silva, the faculty
members are not being paid extra for working the
January term

'There probably will be an enrollment of 20-25
people in each course.'' said Silva. He added that the
class week during the program will run four days,
three days of lecture and one day of discussion. All
the courses are pass/fail.

Registration for the program will begin Wed-
nesday. December 5th. in the SW Academic Affairs
office, located in John Adams Tower. Persons
wishing to pre register by phone may call 545-2803.
The courses offered by the University are
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS: AMHERST

AND THE CONNECTICUT ^ALLEY: Students
will examine local population expansion, local
development, waste disposal, the Connecticut
River, and nuclear generators in the Connecticut
Valley

THEATRE WORKSHOP: An analysis of the plays
of a contemporary playwright in light of directing,

psychological interpretation, and stagecraft.

CREATING ART: Students will explore several

basic art media, such as clay, plaster, wood, pain-
ting, etc., with the intent of creative interpretation
through a final project.

CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN HISTORY:
Focusing on politics, manipulation of the law, the
party system, the process of becoming a major
political figure, the change over the past few years in
Constitutional interpretation, and the three branches
of the federal government.
AFRICAN CULTURE AND POLITICS OF

CHANGE: Analysis of recent developments on the
African continent through political influence on
cultural anthropology This course will include case
studies of movements and change, the causes of
cultural change, and the foundation of ethnic groups
PERSPECTIVES OF NATIONAL LIBERATION

STRUGGLES IN AFRICA: To introduce students to
the African anti colonist struggle, this course will

include an analysis of European rule over Africa, and
a look at African relations with the UN and the major
world powers.

SYMPOSIUM ON MYTH AND LITERATURE:
This course, taught by several faculty members from
Hampshire College, will include studies of myth as it

relates to among others, modern fiction, Homer,
Christian thought, and the Hero.
JAPAN TODAY: This course will deal with con-

temporary Japan, its economics, goverment
structure, and culture.

THE TWO CHINAS: This course will examine the
changing relationships of the US with both
Nationalist China and the People's Republic of
China.

MOTHERS AND CHILDREN: A reading and
discussion course on child development as pertaining
to liberated mothers who change their life-style.

So, What's New With You?
What's been happening with

YOU this semester? Done anything

interesting that you'd like to write

and tell us about? The Collegian

news department would like to

know, we will publish your article

in our semester-in-review column

to be run in next Tuesday's (Dec.

11) paper
We ask that vou limit your ar-

9?c STUDENT SPEC IAL

tides to 200 words. All copy sub-

mitted must be typewritten and
include your name and address.

Mail or bring them to the news
desk, Collegian office. 406 Student

Union. Thanks.
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Rt. 9, Hadley

ORIENTAL GIFTS
Every Monday Only

10:00a.m. to 8:00 p.m. till Christmas
at

Chin Chinese Restaurant
203 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON 586 1775

RESTAURANT HOURS: TUES.,to SAT., 11:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

SUNDAYS, 1:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
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The Board of Trustees is considering a new official
seal for the University of Massachusetts, so the
rumor goes.

Design And Print

Your Own Cards
In an attempt to establish

Hampden Commons as a student
Arts and Crafts Center, and also to

encourage creativity and potential

art skills, a Southwest artist is

offering all students the op-
portunity to design and print their

own greeting cards
Jean Becker, artist-in-residence

of the SW Resource Center and
teacher of a University Continuing
Ed course, told the Collegian that

her efforts were designed to help

persons who would like to have "an
experience in printing".

Becker, who has served as artist

in residence for the Resource
Center since March, said Hampden
is an ideal place to hold demon-
strations.

"I was very aware of this vast

space which wasn't being used for

anything ", she said. She cited the

large windows in the building as

being very conducive to housing
art displays.

After much search, Ms. Becker
finally received the necessary seed
money from the Southwest
Assembly, which is encouraging
the devlopment and growth of

Hampden. She had previously

gone to the offices of Vice Chan-
cellors Gage and Woodbury, and
also to Student Activities. "They
were all very interested, but none
of them could give me the mont>

,"

she said.

According to the artist, making
greeting cards need not be dif-

ficult. One creates a design and
carves it into a linoleum block.

This block is then cut out and
placed in the pess, where it is inked

and subsequently printed on paper.

The entire operation, which results

in twenty-five cards, would cost

several people working together

around one dollar per person.

"Reaction to ihe project so far

has been fair, considering that

there has been little publicity,"

said Ms. Becker. If enough student

show interest in a crafts program
in Hampden. Ms. Becker would
invite and possibly hire artists and
student paraprofessionals to

oversee projects in ceramics, clay,
and macrame. among others. She
is currently trying to get some
people from Hampshire College to

give a weaving demonstartions.
And if this greeting card project

fails?

"Well, we tried, and we'd have to

move on," she said. And the plans

for reviving Hampden as a com-
munity building would probably
not include a crafts center.

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

RESEARCH
$2 PER PAGE
FREE CATALOG

Our up to date mail orde catalog list

mg thousands of topics is available

absolutely free- we'll even pay the

postage' Delivery takes 1 to 2 days
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NATL RESEARCH BANK
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Drivers Gasp
At Sun. Ban

ByJIMWILLSE
Associated Press Writer

Worried motorists queried police

and searched for gasoline dealers
Sunday as a near-total shutdown of

service station pumps
dramatically altered America's
driving habits.

"We ve had about a thousand
calls from people looking for a gas
station that's open, but there just

aren't any," said a spokesman for

the Massachusetts state police.

"We can tow them someplace
where it's warm, but they're not
going to find gas anywhere."

In his energy address a week
ago, President Nixon called for

voluntary closing of service
stations from 9 p.m. Saturday to

midnight Sunday. A law expected
to reach the White House shortly

would make the closings man-
datory.

An Associated Press survey of

trade associations and government
agencies in each state indicated
the overwhelming majority-90 per
cent in most areas-intended to

comply. That estimate was borne
out in spot checks made Sunday.
Only one service station could be

found open in Miami, Fla., or its

suburbs, and the owner, Omelio
Diaz, reported business was slow
after big lines the day before. The
Minnesota Highway Patrol said it

did not know of any stations doing
business in that state.

Of 30 stations advertising 24-hour
service in the Atlanta area, only
three said they were open. A
similar check of 36 stations in

Chicago turned up only one open
All stations along the 470-mile

Pennsylvania Turnpike turned off

their pumps, although some
remained open to provide
emergency repairs. Stations along
the New Jersey Turnpike, the
nation's busiest toll road, were
open but limiting purchases to five

gallons per customer.
There were scattered reports of

strandings, but for the most part,

motorists appeared to have either
stocked up the day before or
simply were spending Sunday at
home instead of in the driver's
seat.

A spokesman for the 270-mile
Florida Turnpike reported a
"handful" of strandings. In each
case, the driver was charged $6.50
and given enough gas to reach the
next exit, although there was no
guarantee of more fuel when he
arrived.

Lighter than usual traffic was
reported on many major roads.
Dennis Payson, an employe of a
Shell station on Interstate 94 in

Wisconsin, said there were "hardly
any" cars on the road and said the
station might close for want of
business.

New Jersey State Trooper
Robert Barszcz said that special
precautions taken to handle traffic

from the Army-Navy game in

Philadelphia were unnecessary
this year. "You'd hardly know the
game was on," he said.

Some stations which had in-

tended to sell gas Sunday found
tneir tanks dry after the buying
crush Saturday.
Eddie Wells, an attendant at a

station in downtown Seattle.
Wash . said he pumped 100 gallons
an hour-double the normal
Saturday rate-until noon, when the
pumps were closed to save some
fuel forMonday.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

NEW BEDFORD. Mass. .-Mayor John A. Markey rides his bicycle
o work despite clouds and rain. He has been planning daily for ways
to help the city meet the energy crunch, ordered all city vehicles
including his limousine, locked up at night. He plans to ride to CitvHad «n all Kilt Pvtromo upathpr *

Back To The
Horse & Wagon

ByJOIIVT.McGOWAN
\ssociated Press Writer

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) - The
owner of a large hardware and
industrial supplies firm says he'll
use a horse and wagon to make
deliveries in the city starting
Monday.
Melvin Hantman. president of

Abram Yecies & Co., is ex-
perimenting with the old-fashioned
method because of the energy
shortage Right now, he plans to
borrow the wagon.

"If it proves practical and the
gasoline shortage continues," he
said, "I'll buy my own horses and
wagons and start regular daily
runs inside the city."

Hantman said he would continue
to use trucks for deliveries to the
other areas of New Jersey and New-
York and Pennsylvania
Hantman. 46. recalled that when

he was a boy. his father had 35
horses and wagons delivering
laundry around Newark
Hantman rented his rig from a

local stable and is paying $75 a day
for a 16-foot wagon normally used
for hay rides and a matched pair of
strawberry-roan Belgian truck
horses.

Stable owner Richard Write said
the horses weigh a ton each and
can pull 5.000 pounds in the wagon
at a top speed of 35 miles per hour
He said the horses cant go for long
at that pace, however, and
deliveries will be made a a slower
speed.

"That should make President
Nixon happy Its below 50,"
Hantman said The President
requested that motorists cut their
driving speed to 50 miles per hour
to save fuel.

Wright said the horses require 20
gallons of water a day. plus hay
and oats

"As far as I know, they're all in
more plentiful supply than
gasoline." Hantman said, "but
you'll notice I say that with my
lingers crossed

."

WMT TO SELL TOUR SKI EQUIP^?
|

SKI SWAP
Sponsored by UMASS Ski Club

Bring your equip, to:

Ski Club Tables Campus Center Concourse
FRI., NOV. 30, 10-4 p.m.
MON., DEC. 3, 10-4 p.m.

SALE DATES:
$150,000 worth of fantastic bargains

DEC. 4, 12-10p.m.

DEC. 5, 1010p.m., 1st floor C.C.

Food Prices Jump
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer

Grocery prices went up again in November after taking a brief dip

during October, an Associated Press marketbasket survey shows.

The news came amid warnings of more increases and possible shor-

tages because of the fuel crisis.

Eggs led the list of higher-priced items, rising in almost all the cities

surveyed. In most areas, however, the price remained well below the

record dollar-a-dozen level reached in mid-August.

The Associated Press checked the price of 15 food and non-food items in

13 cities on March 1 and has rechecked at the beginning of each month
since.

The Dec. 1 survey showed the total marketbasket bill went up in 9 of the
13 cities during November, with increases averaging three per cent. The
bill went down in the other four cities — declining an average of two per
cent.

In contrast, the Nov. 1 survey showed that the total marketbasket bill

had declined in 9 of 13 cities checked and risen in only four during the
month of October.

A comparison of March 1 and Dec. 1 prices showed the marketbasket
bill was up in every city over the nine-month period. Increases ranged
from two percent in Atlanta, Ga., to 17 per cent in Providence, R.I., and
averaged 10 per cent.

Eggs, which soared to all-time records in early August after controls
were lifted, and then declined when consumers refused to pay the high
prices, started rising again.

The price of a dozen medium eggs was up in 12 of the 13 cities during
November. Increases ranged from four per cent in Boston, where eggs
went from 84 to 87 cents a dozen, to 23 per cent in Miami, where the price
tag went from 69 to 85 cents.

All beef frankfurters also increased in price, despite declines in
wholesale beef prices. A pound of all-beef franks went up during
November in seven of 13 cities.

Shoppers in a few areas found some good news at the hamburger
counter. The price of a pound of ground chuck went down in four cities
decreasing an average of 15 percent. The price went up, however in five
cities, rising an average of 8 per cent, and it stayed the same in the
remaining four citip«i
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In The Nation And The World

(AP WirrphotiH

CONFRONTATION-Stone-hurling students clash with riot police in Seoul. Korea, in front of Yonsei
University. The students were demanding a more democratic government and the release of classmates
who had been arrested earlier.

Nixon's Finances Listed

In "Operation Candor"
By GAYLORD SHAW

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon paid $78,651 in federal in-

come taxes for the years 1969
through 1972. White House
documents showed Sunday.
The still-confidential documents,

being prepared for release this

week as part of the President's
"Operation Candor," list the
biggest payment, $72,686, as being
made for 1969.

Nixon was listed as paying $4,298
for 1972, $878 for 1971 and $789 for

1970-the years he claimed sub-
stantial deductions for state
property taxes, mortgage interest

and donation of his vice
presidential papers.

In addition, the documents in-

dicate that soon after taking office

Nixon paid $38,646 in taxes on his

1968 income. And they show that

the government withheld $30,816

from his paycheck in the first five

months of this year for his yet-to-

be-calculated 1973 taxes.

Nixon's salary is $200,000 a year.

He also receives a tax-free $50,000

annua! expense allowance, and
records indicate he has collected

sizeable profits on real estate

transactions in recent years.

Some data on his federal income
tax payments had emerged
earlier, but the listing obtained by
The Associated Press Sunday was
the first comprehensive disclosure

on the controversial issue.

The documents show Nixon paid

$7,351 in New York state income
tax after taking office in 1969 for

income he earned in 1968 as a

Manhattan lawyer.

Since then, they indicate he has
paid no state or local taxes.

Presidential associates said
District of Columbia law exempts a

president from local income taxes.

They added that Nixon's tax ad-

visers concluded he was not liable

for California state income taxes,

although California is his voting

residence.

A cash flow statement being

prepared for release in the next
few days lists Nixon's total income
tax payments for the period Jan.

1, 1969 to May 31, 1973, as $155,464 a

figure covering earnings before as

well as during his presidency.

According to White House
figures, Nixon has paid $74,423 in

state property taxes for his

California and Florida homes
during his presidency.

Such property tax payments are
deductible in computing federal

income taxes. So are $271,350 in

interest payments listed in the

White House accounting. But
Nixon's largest tax deduction-

about $500,000-came from his

donation of his vice presidential

papers to the National Archives.

Presidential aides have in-

dicated that portions of Nixon's tax

returns may be made public as

part of the White House effort to

answer allegations about his

personal finances.

In addition, one source said

sections of the income tax return of

the President's daughter, Tricia

Nixon Cox, will be disclosed to

prove she paid capital gains tax on

her portion of the profit from a

Florida land investment with her
father.

Recent news reports suggested
that Nixon, because of his larger
deductions, listed the entire profit

on his tax return to spare his

daughter from having to pay
capital gains tax.

The White Houso vehemently
denied the suggestion, and one aide
said: "Of all the charges, this

particular charge was the most
offensive to the first family."

Syria, Israel

Renew Clash
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Syrian tanks, cannons and mortars battled with Israeli artillery and
armor for four hours Sunday in one of the heaviest Golan Heights clashes
since the October war.
The Syrians knocked out three Israeli tanks and silenced five artillery

batteries in the sporadic duels, a Syrian military spokesman said in

Manascus. He said the fighting erupted when an Israeli engineering unit
pushed too close to Syrian front lines.

The Israeli military command in Tel Aviv said two Israeli soldiers were
wounded in the exchanges but had no comment on the Syrian kill claims.
Witnesses in southern Lebanon reported meanwhile that Israelis

lobbed more than 50 artillery shells into Lebanese border villages at
dawn. No casualties were reported.
The reported fighting came as Cairo newspapers warned of possible

new battles along the Suez Canal and questioned the use of peace
negotiations scheduled for Dec. 18 in Geneva if Israel fails to live up to its

commitments.
That was a reference to the breakdown in talks aimed at

disengagement of Israeli and Egyptian forces facing each other in battle
posture along the Suez battle lines.

Egypt broke off the talks — at Kilometer 101 on the Suez-Cairo road —
on Thursday, charging the Israelis with stalling on what Cairo sees as a
withdrawal commitment in the Nov. 4 cease-fire pact.

Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan said in Jerusalem that Israel is

prepared to resume the Kilometer 101 talks and listen to new Egyptian
proposals for withdrawals.
He made the comment after a meeting with Finnish Gen. Ensio

Siilasvuo, commander of United Nations forces in the Middle East who
traveled to Jerusalem in efforts to get the withdrawal talks moving
again.

The breakdown in the talks after 10 meetings between Yariv and
Egyptian Maj. Gen. Mohamed Abdel Ghany el-Gamasy aroused fears
that fighting could explode anew along the 103-mile-long Suez Canal.

"Apparently Israel did not learn any lesson from the October 6 war and
needs another reminder," Egyptian Brig. Gen. Hassan Abou Saada told
newsmen Saturday at the Suez front. "My troops are ready to engage the
Israelis any minute, if we receive an order."
But U.S. peacekeeping officials released figures in Cairo showing

reported incidents along the canal dropped from 27 Tuesday to 11 by
Friday. They said "preliminary indications" were that Saturday was
similarly quiet.

The U.N. officials have sought repeatedly to stress that the cease-fire
remains in effect despite the breakdown in the Kilometer 101 negotiations
and the talk of new fight im?

UMass Police

New Emergency

Number

5-3111

(StySPAIIj)
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Call 5-2801

TONIGHT!

Paul Morrissey

director of Warhol's films

S.U.B. 8:00

SNOW
will be here soon - get ready for it at

UMASS. SKI CLUB'S

$ 150,000

Used Ski Sale
• SKIS — fiberglass, metal, wood
• BOOTS — plastic, leather, tie

• CLOTHING — parkas, warm-ups, sweaters, underwear
• POLES — aluminum, steel, bent
Name brands, not so name brands, unheard of's, mostly used, some leftover, some
new, some worthless, some one of a kind (' 2 price on one of a kind boots & skis), some
of everything.

/ FANTASTIC PRICES !

Below retail, Below wholesale, Below the concourse

— 1st FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER —
Tues., Dec. 4th 12 - 10 p.m.

Wed., Dec. 5th 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
— Come and browse but mostly come and BUY! —
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A waste of energy.

NE Oil Dealers
Sock Clients
New England homeowners who customarily receive a Christmas card

from their local oil dealer may be well-advised this year to send one to

him instead

The fuel oil shortage has resulted in a dramatic turnabout in the home
heating oil business, transforming a buyers' market into a sellers'

market.
The dealers, subject to Phase 4 price controls and complex fuel

allocation regulations, have begun to tighten up on customer credit,

eliminate premiums and sales-building incentives, and cut back on such
services as burner repair and maintenance.
More ominously, buyers of new homes are having a tough time finding

a dealer to serve them, while existing customers are increasingly
becoming a captive clientele of their present oil supplier, whether they
like it or not.

Nowhere is this more evident then in New England, which relies more
heavily on oil heat than any section of the country. Seventy per cent of the
region's homes are heated with oil, compared to 24 per cent nationwide.
The six-state region is also highly dependent upon imported fuel.

For years, when No. 2 oil and kerosene were cheap and plentiful, in-

dividual dealers were in sharp competition in an effort to obtain a
homeowners' business.

Today, it's the homeowner who's worried about whether his dealer will

be able to supply him with enough fuel to get through the region's cold
winter.

"The present situation is an injustice to the customer who is mistreated
by his dealer," said Carl Nigro, vice president of Dudley Fuel Co. in

Arlington, Mass. "He is really locked in and has no recourse for unjust or
unfair treatment. The whole situation stinks."

While some dealers deny that customers are captive, many said they
were being highly selective in taking on new accounts and others replied
with an emphatic "no" when asked whether they would serve a new
customer.
"We can't," said George Santa of Santa Fuel Co. in Bridgeport. Conn.

"We're allocated a certain amount based on 1972 levels. There is no way
to do it."

Robert A. Flynn of the Maine Oil Dealers Association said he is ad-
vising homeowners to stick with their present suppliers, while at the
same time urging dealers to practice good customer relations.

The situation is clouded by the sharp disparity in consumer prices. In

Portland, Maine, for example, a recent survey showed No. 2 oil ranging in

price from 22.1 to 31.5 cents a gallon, depending on what proportion of a
dealer's supply was the more expensive foreign oil.

As a result, said Flynn. "dealers who have had to increase their prices
to a level much higher than the competition have gotten a lot of abusive
phone calls from their customers, acccusing them of gouging."

In some states, local Civil Defense agencies and dealer associations
have helped locate suppliers for new homeowners. Connecticut, for

example, requires a new customer moving into a new home to file an
"extreme hardship" form with the state Office of Civil Preparedness,
which makes sure that shortages are distributed fairly.

In Burlington, Vt., Al Ingalls of Northern Fuels, Inc., cited an example
of a family that moved from California and desperately needed oil.

Ingalls let them have 100 gallons but told them to find another dealer.
Dealers have been tightening up on their credit policies, and some

customers have received letters demanding payment within 10 days.
Others are sticking with the more traditional 30-day policy, but enforcing
it more strictly. The dealers claim that they, in turn, are being squeezed
for payment by their suppliers.

"For years." said Flynn. "many dealers didn't have very stringent
credit practices. And a great many people have gotten into the habit of
paying their fuel dealer last

"

Oil. one dealer noted, is a tough commodity to repossess.
Sharp increases in prices, coupled with tight credit, are causing con-

cern about whether the poor and the elderly on fixed incomes may find
themselves without fuel.

In Maine. Gov. Kenneth M Curtis said he's considering emergency
legislation that would prohibit fuel suppliers from altering their credit
practices as a result of the fuel shortage
Other oil users may find themselves paying more for labor and parts if

their furnaces conk out.

For years, dealers have been providing, at minimal cost. 24-hour-a-da>
service contracts, many of them covering full parts and labor on burners
that need repair

"Furnace service is a money losing proposition which companies
perform as a good will gesture for their customers whose oil purchases
constitute their profit." said Al Kaneb. president of Old Colony Oil Co. in
Hoston.

The Kids ' Got
An Idea There!
WOODBRIDGE, Conn. (AP) - "Don't hold the the door for someone

who's down the block." That's one suggestion, including the repreated

word, that comes from a fourth-grader at Beecher School where the kids

gave their impressions recently of what to do in the face of the energy
crisis.

Their comments echo those they night have heard from the President,

their parents or the six o'clock news but their unique spellings and style

give a cheery-sounding tone to a crucial situation.

"Make a car that runs on v/ater and there would not be so much
polution," said one fourth-grader.

Other car-related comments included:

—"We should not go fast in a car."

—"Make cars that don't use gas."

—"Make cars that run by little electric toobs so they will not use gas."
—One young boy who is asking for a motorcycle kit which uses gasoline

suggested that people should "use biceacules and not cars or anything
that runs on gas."

One youngster lumped his ideas together and came up with "Save
energy by turning off your heater pretty low to go less than fifty miles an
our."

Another student said, simply: "Use cole."

Looking ahead to a more heated time of year a third-grader suggested
that "In the summer if you have an air-cundishiner turn it down."
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Boston Detective Killed

In Loan Office Shooting
By BETTY MILLS

Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) A Boston

police detective whose police of-

ficer brother was slain during a
bank robbery three years ago was
shot in the head and killed while
trying to prevent an armed rob-
bery of a loan office Friday.
The victim was Det. John D

Schroeder, 55, of the Allston sec-
tion. He had been a police office.-

since 1951 and won a department
medal of honor last year.
His brother. Patrolman Walter

Schroeder, was shot dead Sept. 23,

1970. when he and a partner in-

terrupted the robbery of a bank in

the Brighton section. Another
brother is Deputy Police Supt.
Francis Schroeder.
Police said John Schroeder was

shot by one of three men who en-

tered the Suffolk Loan Office at

1904 Washington St., in the Rox-
bury-Jamaica Plain section
shortly before noon and said it was
a holdup.

Police Supt. Jeremiah P.
Sullivan said Schroeder was in

plain clothes and was partly hidden
from the robbers, two of whom
were armed with pistols, by
packing cartons at the rear of the
office.

He said that when Schroeder
heard the men say it was a holdup,
he came forward and said he was a
police officer. One of the three men
fired one shot which struck
Schroeder in the head.
Sullivan said he did not know if

Schroeder had drawn his revolver
when he stepped from behind the

boxes but "assumed" that he had.

Police said Schroeder did not fire

his weapon.
After the shooting the three men

robbed the office, taking three
trays of rings, checks and cash,
which the loan company said
amounted to a total of $25,000 to

$30,000.

One of the three then took
Schroeder's revolver and they fled.

Sullivan said Schroeder had a
wife and four children and lived at

110 Hooker St.
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Timofh/s Spirits Company

- offers an alternative -

A f*ht Pah and Speakeasy bat on tba tint floor, complete with

fireplace

SanMehas of the Giant Pub variety ara also served on this floor until I a.m.

SPECTRUM
Campus Fine Arts Magazine

Deadline is coming up!

Please submit your

ART, POETRY, FICTION &

PHOTOGRAPHY
soon!

If you would like to work on your magazine there is a

Recruitment Meeting

Tues., Dec. 4, 1973 8:00 p.m.

Room 407 S.U. No. 545-2023

Tha second floor sports a sophisticated game room with the latest in

electronic entertainment.

. in

Top Rock Groups, Folk Irish Singers and an Oldies Revival are

the virions entertainments hand at the top of the staircase 7 nights a week.

S Fleers of good drinks, good food, need entertainment and good times.

I/ever a cover charge.

No*. 27 thru Dec. 2 (EMBRACE) Dae. 4 thru Dec. 9

(NORTHEAST EXPRESSWAY)

Beery Man. Irish Billy Carson

Timothy's Spirits Company

SO John Si Hohjoke (538 9700)

rljht across from City Hall on Rto 141

N.E. Roundup
PIKE SUN. GAS SALES

BOSTON (AP) - All gasoline stations on the
Massachusetts Turnpike will halt gasoline sales from
9 p.m. Saturday to midnight Sunday, John T. Driscoll,
chairman of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority
said today.

Earlier in the week, Driscoll said the stations would
remain open during the period, despite President
Nixon's request that all gas stations close during that
period

FOGG MUSEUM THEFT
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - More than 5,000 an-

cient Greek coins valued by police at "from $1 million
up" were stolen from the Fogg Art Museum at

Harvard University early Sunday.
The coins "are irreplaceable. It is a tragic loss for

scholarship," said David G. Mitten, associate curator
of ancient art.

Three or four holdup men knocked on the door of
the museum about 12:30 a.m., and when the night
watchman opened it, they jumped him and tied him
up," police said.

Then they lugged off a green foot safe containing
2,650 Greek coins, most of them bronze and silver.
They also scooped up about 3,000 loose coins from
glass cases, according to a university spokesman.
The coins dated from the 7th Century B.C. to the 4th

Century A.D.

PRIVATE LANDING AT DEVENS
FT. ut. veins, Mass. (AP) - A small private air-

plane that landed without permssion at the Ft.
Devens airstrip Sunday turned out to be a private
flying club's aircraft on a student run, officials said.
The yellow and white Cessna 150 landed without

authorization and waited at the end of the runway
until an unidentified man ran from surrounding
woods and boarded.
The plane then took off, with Army helicopters in

pursuit. The helicopters were unable to overtake the
plane, but recorded the registration number, Army
officials said.

An official from Hanscomb Field in Bedford later
notified Ft. Devens officials that the aircraft
belonged to the flying club and representatives had
forgotten to contact the Ft. Devens tower before
landing.

MASS. LOTTERY TOPS!
BOSTON (AP) - The Massachusetts State Lottery

leads the nation in per capita sales of lotterv tickets,
Lottery Director Dr William E. Perrault said Sun-
day.

Perrault said the dollar volume for the week ending
Nov. 22 was $2,114,840, which figures out to be a .37
per capita rate. Michigan was second in the nation at
.28, followed by Pennsylvania at 25

BICYCLE PATHS
BOSTON (AP) - Bicycle paths along the Charles

River will be expanded and named for the late heart
specialist Dr. Paul Dudley White, who designed
signs used to mark the route, the Metropolitan
District Commission announced Saturday.
White, who died at Massachusetts General Hospital

here last month, was a strong advocate of exercise,
especially bicycling, to combat heart disease.

POLISH SEAMAN HURT
FALMOUTH Mass. <AP) - A Polish seaman from

the fishing vessel Vega was being taken to Falmouth
Hospital for treatment of a hand injury Sunday, the
Coast Guard reported.

Edward Sajenko, 32, suffered three crushed fingers
on his left hand in an accident on the vessel about 150
miles southeast of Cape Cod. a spokesman said

NEW DIRECTOR FOR MGH
BOSTON ( AP) - Dr. Charles E. Huggins, developer

of a system which makes practical the freezing of
blood in volume, was named Sunday as director of the
Massachusetts General Hospital blood bank and
transfusion service.
Dr. Huggins succeeds Dr. Morten Grove-

Rasmussen who died last August.
Founded in 1941, the MGH blood bank and tran-

sfusion service is believed to be the largest hospital-
based blood bank in the world.

MODEL INMATE EMPLOYMENT
BOSTON (AP) - Hampden County Massachusetts,

has been selected to take part in a model inmate
employment program funded by a Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration grant.
The $180,817 grant will be used by the American

Correctional Association to develop systems that will
allow local authorities to offer training and
placement for short-term offenders.

Also taking part in the experiment will be Mont-
gomery County, Md., and Kansas City, Mo.

PLASTIC-WRAPPED HOMES
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. ( AP) - People who wrap oil-

or gas-heated homes in plastic sheeting to save fuel
risk suffocation, an engineer and heating contractor
has warned.
Charles Martin of West Springfield said the danger

lies in sealing houses so tightly that fresh air cannot
easily flow into the house.
When that happens, occupants must compete with

burners for a limited supply of oxygen, he said, ad-
ding: "the oil burner will win every time."

It is safe to use the plastic on electrically heated
houses, Martin said.

CHESTER TRAIN CRASH
CHESTER. Mass. vAPj - A 62-year-oid Drakeman-

conductor was in fair condition Friday after the train
he was riding crashed into a derailed car from a
Springfield-bound freight.

Henry Rubio of Loudville, N.Y., was hospitalized
for observation at Noble Hospital, Westfield,
following the morning collision.

State police said Rubio was working on an Albany-
bound Penn Central freight train that rammed into a
derailed car being dragged along the tracks by an
eastbound Penn Central train.

The impact touched off a series of explosions in the
east-bound train's cargo of new cars, state police
said.

Eight freight cars from the two trains were
derailed in the collision.

LOCKING GAS CAPS
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) - Locking gasoline

tank caps are sold out in the Springfield area, ac-
cording to spokesmen at several auto parts stores.

At the same time, stores report a run on siphoning
hoses and thin garden hoses which can be used to

siphon gas.

RESTAURANT HOLDUP
BOSTON (AP) - Robbers took money from about

100 patrons in a crowded restaurant Sunday but were
captured in a shootout with police minutes later,

police said.

Four men, armed with pistols and a sawed-off
shotgun, forced the noontime crowd at the Old Vienna
Hofbrau to lie on the floor while they took their
valuables. They also forced the manager to turn over
$2,000 from the restaurant office.

However, about 25 policemen converged as they
left the restaurant at 1314 Commonwealth Ave. in the
Allston section.

"It is unworthy of

excellent men
to lose hours like

slaves in the
labor of

calculation'.'

Gottfried Wilhebn Leibniz (1646-1716)

Come in and try all our calculators.

We have one to fit

your needs and budget.

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

Old Man OfN.H.
Left To R.I.P.
By ALEXANDER G. HIGGINS

Associated Press Writer
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) —

Attempts to squeeze an in-

terstate highway through
Franconia Notch far below the
granite face of the Old Man of
the Mountain have been
stalled, perhaps forever.

State Highway Com-
missioner Robert Whitaker
said that his department is

beginning a new en-
vironmental impact study of
the proposal and that
suggestions from con-
servationists are welcome.
"This is what we've been

trying to get them to do for
years," said Paul Bofinger of
the Society for the Protection
of New Hampshire Forests.
Department officials have
indicated, he said, "that they
are going to study alternative
routes" that would bypass the
notch.

The society was joined by the
Appalachian Mountain Club
and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency in asking
for the study.

Environmentalists contend
that the blasting necessary to

make room for a four-lane
highway through the narrow
pass and the heavy traffic that
would follow would jeopardize
the rock formation that forms
Old Man's face, high above on
Cannon Mountain.
The Old Man was discovered

in 1805 and has become a
symbol for the state. It is made

up of a number of rocks which
have shifted over the years and
are now held together by
cables and cement.
Last month the Executive

Council approved a $25,000
project to install sensing
devices in the formation to
record changes, shifts and
weaknesses so that the profile
can be kept intact.

Congress passed an amend-
ment sponsored by Sen. Norris
Cotton, R-N.H., last summer
that permits the state to
change Interstate 93 into a
"parkway" as it passes
through Franconia State Park,
which contains the notch.
The measure, which allows

the road to be more narrow and
curvy than in interstate, was
designed as a concession to
conservationists.

But Bofinger said the society
and others want to be sure that
the parkway plan is used only
after alternative routes are
fully explored.

Commissioner Whitaker said
the department would meet
federal requirements in
making the study, including
section 4F of the Department of
Transportation Act of 1966.

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

Fast growing bank needs part
time employees to work in

new operations center. Office
located in Sunderland.

Apply

First Pioneer Bancorp

l Federal Street
Greenfield, Mass. 01301

or call 772 0281

presentation

Paul Morrissey
director of Warhol's films

TONIGHT
S.U.B. 8:00 /

J

The Student Senate Budgets Committee is now accepting funding

proposals for the fiscal year 1 974 - 1975. Any RSO organization

may submit a request for funding to the Committee.

If your organization wishes to submit a proposal for

funding, you must first pick up a "Budgets Information

Packet" in the Student Senate Office, Room 420

Student Union.

The deadline for submitting proposals for the Committee's

consideration is FRIDAY. DECEMBER 7. 1973, by 5:00 p.m.

For more information ((ill the Student Senate office at 545-0341
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Thousands ofbooks reduced in price
*o£f fur rim^rm* rintiVA^^.. — • _• . Xfor greo f Christmas giving

— NEW STOCK ARRIVING DAILY -

GIFTS
FOR

EVERYONE!

IVERSITY STOREMURRAY D. UNgUIGjgUIi^g^£IU«CHU™
Monday 8:30 a.m. 9 p.m. Tuesday through Friday 8:30 a.m -5 p.m. Selected Saturdays 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Joseph Duchi conducts the University Wind Ensemble in an exciting
Canzona, last night in Bowker Auditorium.

M..II I'huln John Stewart)

rendition of Peter Mennin's

Walpole Reports

Most Homicides
BOSTON (API The Massachusetts state prison at Walpole appears to

have one ot the highest inmate homicide rates in the nation this vear it

was reported Friday
T he Boston G lobe"reported there have been five killings at the prison so

far this hear, the same number for all of last vear, and that the inmate
population has averaged 560 this year.

It said that put the prison's homicide rate per 1,000 population at 8 9
and that is three times higher than the San Quentin prison in California
more than four times higher than the Marion Federal Penitentiary in
Illinois, nine times than the Lucasville Prison in Ohio, and 12 times higher
than the New Jersey State Prison, all maximum security prisons

Prof. Lloyd E. Ohlin, research director at Harvard's Criminal Justice
Center, said, "Walpole has been in a state of high tension and un-
certainty.

"Personal grudges are left for people to settle among themselves
without intervention of prison officials. It was a verv unstable condition."
A five-week inmate lockup, a guard strike, a riot and six months of

temporary leadership at the prison this year were enough to create a
"breakdown in the accepted expectations of how things should be han-
dled." Ohlin said

The Adult Correctional Institution at Cranston. R.I., has reported one
homicide this year None has been reported at state prisons in other New
England States

Hapco Auto Parts

Male Midwife
Enjoys Role
By MICHAELW. MILLIGAN

Associated Press Writer

STORKS, Conn. (AP) - When his

wife delivered their baby, John
Collins played an unusual role: the

father

With his beard and chest poking
out above his hospital smock,
Collins. SI, is the only man in the

nation certified to be a nurse-

midwife.

"I'm used as a role model to

show the father how to pick up the

baby. The new father can learn

how to treat or act around his baby
by watching me." But his job is

much broader
As a nurse-midwife. Collins is

qualified to treat a woman with a

normal pregnancy, deliver her

child and teach the parents how to

care for it at least six months after

birth. He always works under a

doctor's supervision.

"I guess my interest in mid-
wivery stems from being a

fraternal twin, which got me in-

terested in the development of the

fetus," Collins said in an interview.

Collins doesn't resemble the

traditional midwife, usually a

woman trained only by experience

who helped women give birth in

their home. He has a masters
degree from Yale University and
teaches at the University of

Connecticut School of Nursing

He hasn't been the victim of

jokes about his sex and job. But
most women assume he's an ob-

stetrician. They're surprised to

learn otherwise as he makes his

rounds at Backus Hospital in

Norwich.
"I've not run into a patient who

refused care from me." he said.

"And I've had some former
patients ask for me to deliver their

next baby."
Collins said his sex helps him

involve both husband and wife in

the process of having and caring
for a child.

"We like to start with family
planning before conception. The
couple should decide when they
want a child and how it will fit into

their family."

Unless the pregnancy is the one
in 10 with complications. Collins

would treat the woman, show her
exercises to help at birth and help
prepare the expectant father.

"If eveything's normal there's

no need to see a physician." said

Collins, who could deliver the baby
in a hospital or clinic

534 Main St.

corner of High St.

256-6414

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
(on Parts & Accessories for your American or Foreign car)

dunhcin WAFFlE-SfOMPERS
your boot center for either sex

ftdULE&Shoes
8 Main St., Amherst

Daily 9:00 - 5:30

Fri. till 9:00

HOME OF THE DOWNSTAIRS BOOT CELLAR if

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

NOTETAKERS and TYPIST-EDITORS

needed for next Semester

APPLY THIS WEEK

Student Senate Lecture Note Program

328 Student Union

The U of Mass
PROGRAM COUNCIL SOCIAL COMMITTEE

presents

"A TOUCH OF BLUES"
with

MUDDY WATERS

THE BABE PINO BAND
Monday, December 10th, 1973

8:00 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Refreshments Available

5 College Staff, Faculty, or
Student ID Accepted

Tickets: S2. 50 in advance
$2.75 at door

On Sale this Week 10-4:00

on CC Concourse level

DANCE, DRINK, AND HAVE AGOODTIME
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Future Drama: Not So Far Fetched
I can see it now. ..a man drives into a

gas station. ..it is late. Driving a "gas
eating" Oldsmobile *98 (9 miles to a
gallon), he rolls down his window and
asks the attendant to "fill it up".

Noticing that "regular gas" is 55 cents
a gallon, he says to himself softly "not
bad," only to be interrupted by the
monotone of a tired attendant; "Sir. do
you have gas stamps good enough to
cover 10 gallons"?

Opening up his wallet, the man drops a
ten dollar bill on the ground, and says
"Is this what you want?" The attendant,
picks it up and returns it to the man
saying, "No sir, this is a ten dollar bill.

What I want is a ten gallon ration
ticket."

The man perplexed by the naivity (or
integrity) of this young man begins to

get desperate. He says, "look kid, my
wife is in the hospital down in the
southern part of the state. I need some
gas please kid, try and understand."
The young man, pausing responds. "I'm
sorry sir, but rules are rules."
The man smiles, then quickly whips

out a pistol that he had kept in his

bedroom drawer for twenty years, since
the last "great war". Where before it

was kept to guard house against the

"jungle" outside; now he reasons it is

needed for survival outside in the jungle
itself. He wants to survive. .."fill it up
kid, dammit, fill it up." His hand clut-
ching the gun is shaking nervously, like
a junkie needing a fix and stealing to pay
for it. His eyes are weary. The attendant
fills up the tank nervously, saying to
himself that he is quitting tomorrow.
The tank is full. The man storms off in
his gas-eating automobile, throwing out
seven dollars to pay for the gas as he
goes.

A future drama ; less unrealistic than
scary and sad. Nixon's plans to cover
the gas shortage are not sufficient at this
time, and something will have to be done
soon.

As far as gas goes, there are two
different schools of thought that are
dominant in the White House. The first is
that gas rationing is the only way out.
Limii "everyone" to 10 gallons 1 week-
no more. Meanwhile you can be sure
that there will be an "exemption
category" for White House aides,
Military personnel, big-wigs in industry,
and other assorted YTP's. Also, from a
student point of view. 10 gallons might

Turn Off Those
Library Lights

The UMass library and Paris, France are two
locations that have chosen to ignore the energy crisis
France has been friendly with the Arabs of late and

are being duly rewarded for their friendship by not
having their supply of oil cut. A Saturday night
newscast showed the French city ablaze with
Christmas lights that the reporter claimed had been
put up earlier than normal this year.
The UMass library is also ablaze with lights. On

Sunday afternoon I counted approximately 5 000
lights aglow in the building serving approximately
one-tenth that number of studiers.

In one study area on the twenty-sixth floor there
was one girl reading a book. ..by sunlight. There were
two hundred glowing tubes above her, and she didn't
need one of them As a matter of fact, most of the
areas used for study in the daytime receive enough
natural light to work by, and could be left to nature
until near sunset, except on gray days.
The stack areas have individual controls for their

lights and most of them were being used as planned Isaw several people extinguish lights after they had
used them But in several other places there were
rows of lights lit over areas that were devoid of books
There were just empty shelves being lit up
On some of the floors ceilings are construced of a

series of rectangles. Each and every one of these
rectangles has at least one fluorescent tube many
have two. It is rather strange that many of the rec-
tangles that have two tubes are closest to the windows
where they could be empty of lights instead of overlit
The bottom floor where the newspaper room and

reference desk and card catalogue are located has
around two thousand lights burning. Couldn't some ofthem be extinguished, maybe a third or half
Couldn t the same be done in some study areas?

It is too bad that a brand new buiiding must be
changed in appearance because its planners like themen who designed the 1959 Oldsmobile failed to heed
the environmentalist's warnings about diminishing
energy supplies. &

It must. It must because it is unnecessary to use the
power the way it is being used now. It must because
UMass has an obligation to lead society by setting a
practical example to follow. It must because if it
doesn't we may be studying by candlelight yet

1*4
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Dean Tucker is the assistant Executive Editor
of the Collegian.

not even be enough for an out-of-state

student to get his or her car home during
Christmas break. Worse still, printing
counterfeit "gas ration coupons" is

potentially the biggest money maker for

organized crime since prohibition. So,
gas rationing doesn't seem reasonable.
On the other hand, the second plan, a

heavy tax on the consumer to try to

discourage the use of gasoline (some
have suggested as much as 50 cents
more a gallon) is a regressive,
repressive, and aristocratic tax. It will

make it hard for poor people or the
middle class to go anywhere, while the
Rockefellers, DuPonts, and Gettys will

have the "run of the highway" for their
little Sunday rides to the country.
The most logical move to fight the

crisis (briefly explained) would include
two things: One, an instant subsidy, by
the Federal Government making all

mass transit free throughout the
country. This would also include a
setting up of commuter buses to the
suburbs, and from county to county
throughout the state, all of which would
be free. In some cases, military buses,
driven by the national guard would be
reasonable, if there was no other way
that this could be done. (For

precedence, look back to the Truman
Presidency, when he was planning to
have the Army take over the railroads
while they were on strike).

To pay for this, the government would
have to take money from other
programs (suggestion: cut off funds to
the dictatorships in Greece, Chile, and
Vietnam and put them back into this
country). Yet, I feel that most of this
money could be gotten from a "profit
tax". The government should tax up to
80-90 per cent of the profit derived by the
oil company's from the strife of our
country. This money should be split in
half: half of it going to pay for mass
transit; the other half used to pay for
government projects to find ways to
change over from an "oil economy" to
some other economy that has long range
feasability, and at the same time
sponsoring government oil projects to
supply gas for people, independently of
the all too powerful oil interests.

It can be done. The present oil crisis is
a result of lack of forsight . The crisis can
only be overcome by a change in em-
phasis and consciousness. People are
more important than oil interests.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist.

Electronic Gadgets;

Or, Why Do Things

Never Seem To Work?

I'm a mechanical moron.
And that's not an easy thing to confess in this electronic day and age
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That outfit doesn't quite fit..."

Letters To The Editor

Stupid, Immature Students
To The Editor:

I'm in agreement with J. Beal,
whose letter concerning the
stupidity and immaturity of UMass
students on the whole struck me with
a note of truth. Not everyone fits the
following description, but enough do
to make it worth your while to read
it.

They are just too grungy at times
to be believed. Their speech often

Rescheduled

Final Exams
To The Editor:

In three of the courses I'm taking
this fall the professors have decided
to move up the final examination
dates. Instead of holding these tests
on the officially scheduled dates, (as
listed in The Collegian), they have
re-scheduled their finals for the last
day of regular classes. This allows
less time for study and review, as it

eliminates the reading period and
confuses the last days of regular
class assignments with preparation
for the final exams.

In order to allow enough time for
proper study, I hope all professors
will schedule final tests according to
the official, published times.

Mark Mason

Joan Fassnacht is the News Editor of the Collegian.

Editorial

Staff

Meeting,

Dec. 10

7:30 p.m.

comes out in a sort of gutteral
mumble, which it takes practice to

comprehend, let alone to imitate.
They are mary of them (no one
who's reading this, of course) puny
and weak looking and very un-
mannerly, whose cultural
background an objective onlooker
has good reason to question. Some of
the "married" students around here
obviously apparently never con-
sidered birth control, otherwise I

doubt they would be married —
sporting those fancy bands on their
left fourth fingers so suavely and
lording it over the rest of us rejects.
Sometimes I wonder what their

professors must think of them and
then, I realize that by now these
dedicated individuals must be used
to this type of indifferent, un-
motivated student, because the
saddest thing about this whole world
is that it is full of people just like
those described above; the ones J.

Beal incredulously tried to warm up
to and found himself booted out into
the cold by; due to their inability to

make the right response. In the next
world, which I firmly believe in, I

certainly pray that the majority will

consist of semi-superior (for
everyone can't be superior) rather
than unequivocally inferior beings,
like the ones depicted above.

If this is college, I can hardly wait
to see what young adulthood and
marriage will be like, let alone
motherhood, and the types of friends
my children will bring home from
school with them ; let alone the types
I will probably be forced to be
friendly with in my "community",
for lack of any other company. If the
outlook is so dismal, you may ask,
why don't I just end it all now? I

guess as long as I live, I will always
hope that man will go through a
mass awakening, and will at last

become the sensitive, open-minded,
and loving creature he was meant to

be, rather than the selfish, lazy,
boorish slob he is now. When I sec
what type of people we are forced to

live side by side with in an institution

like this one, I am not the least bit

surprised that Ed Waddington took
his own life. He must have felt the
same sort of disillusionment that I

often feel looking and listening to
these sickening specimens of
humanity My condolences to his
parents.

Ann Stoh r
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You Betcha!
To The Editor:

It's wierd. For months, I thought I was getting obscene
phone calls. When I picked up the receiver, I could have
sworn I heard heavy breathing on the other end. But you
know what I found out yesterday? I found out that it was my
friend Lester all along. He was trying to say "hellow" but he
kept stuttering. It's wierd.

Geraldine Page

Looney Tunes
To The Editor:

Two interesting quotes appeared in the MDC of Monday
Nov. 26. The first was from some remarks John Mayall made
at his Sunday night concert: "Sometimes we sound like
shit. The second was one of the quotes from the Band
which have occasionally graced the Weather section of the
Collegian this fall.

When Mayall read the Weather to the audience at Monday
night s concert in the Cage he seemed perplexed that "At the
still-Had my fill-An' I'm fit to kill" seemed to have nothing to
do with rain or shine. And seemingly nothing to do with
music.

Which all goes to show that although Mayall may know
shit

,
he obviously doesn't know Shinola. At least someone

on the MDC staff does however, and that's been enough to
brighten some pretty cloudy days.
"Holy smoke, well it ain't no joke."

Steve Bauer

More On McNamara
To The Editor:

Concerning the recent survey given in McNamara House
certain facts were left out.

(1) Every member of McNamara House is a votingmember of the House Council. All (460) residents have equal
say. If they don't know what's going on it's because they don't
attend the house meeting or can't read. After all. the agenda
and minutes of all the meetings are posted on every floor
each week. J

(2) Concerning knowledge of our leaders. How many of usknow who our state senator or representative is? How many
people know who their congressman is? The moderator in the
house council is more of a parliamentarian than an ad-
ministrator anyway.

(3) The question as to whether or not it is fair for forty
people to make all the decisions concerning the dorm the
answer, it is not. But, we face the problem of realism not
ideology Its not that we restrict participation, its that our
quest for resident participation runs into constant
frustration.

One last point. The survey seemed to have left out the most
important question of all. Do you care what happens inMcNamara? If you do our House Moderator is Scott Hankin
Vice Moderator, John McCarthy, House Treasurer Joe
Carter and House Secretary. Deborah Partington Meetings
are held every Wednesday at 10:00 p.m. in the first floor
lounge If everyone cares, then all (460) residents should
show up and if you think we have problems now. wait until
you see 460 of us try to get into the lounge.

Stephen Sadler

Daniel, Not
Machiavelli

To The Editor:

On Friday you published a letter from Larry Ladd,
headlined "Machiavellian Maneuver," which attacked me. I

would like briefly to answer it.

1.) I did not demand the impeachment of SGA President
Nick Apostola. I did. in a letter to Nick, "raise the question"
that the Student Senate "might want to question his
suitability" to continue in office.

2.
)
He and the Student Senate very graciously and decently

invited me to appear before them on November 28. I ac-
cepted, appeared, read my letter to Nick, and proceeded to
answer all questions that were directed to me. If I had to
characterize my own performance, I feel that it was more
like Daniel in the Lion's Den than Machiavelli in a smoke-
filled room.

3.
)
As to my being a "chamelion" — last year I did fight —

hard and openly — for a Rhetoric Requirement, because I

felt that the current program was a vital part of a liberal
education. For the past month I have been fighting — hard
and openly — against a Rhetoric requirement. Between a
year ago and now the report of the Campus Committee on
Communications Skills appeared. Without questioning the
hard work and good intentions of this Committee, I feel that
the Rhetoric Program it envisages would not be an ap-
propriate part of a liberal education. In fact as I have
publicly stated, I find the report contradictory and
regressive. In short, I will continue to battle for what I

believe to be the principles of a liberal education.

Joseph Frank
Head of English Department
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Speaking Out

DON LUCE
Tonight at 10 p.m., WMUA (UMass radio, 91.1 FM) will broad-

cast journalist Don Luce's speech on the continuing war in Viet-

nam, taped during his visit at UMass last Tuesday.
The program is being presented as a special feature of "Focus,"

WMUA's weekly public affairs series produced and moderated by
Kenneth Mosakowski.
Mr. Luce's speech marks his first public statement on the war to

an American audience, since his return from a month-long tour of

war zone areas in North and South Vietnam.
A later segment of tonight's 60-minute program will offer

editorial commentary on alternative Christmas gift-buying.

PROF JEFFRY KAPLOU
Professor Jerry Kaplou of the University of Paris will speak on

"Aspects of French Working Class History, 1750-1850" at three
p.m., Thursday, December 6th, in the sixth floor lounge of Herter
Hall.

MS. CHRIS GEORGE
Ms. Chris George, a member of the Chicago based organization

"Rising Up Angry" will be the speaker for a seminar sponsored
by Everywoman's Center and the Committee on Poverty. Ms.
George will speak on Tuesday, December 4 at 2:00 p.m. in Rm. 169

Campus Center. She will be speaking primarily about the collective

experiences of Rising Up Angry, organizing women in working
class neighborhoods, problems encountered in consciousness
raising and some of the unique qualities of the oppression of
.vomen.

Rising Up Angry, centered around working women in Chicago,
began with a newspaper in 1969. They were a small group of people
interested in bringing the issues of the war, racism and sexism
back to Chicago's working class neighborhoods.
Today the organization offers a free health clinic that is open 3

nights a week and handles approximately 125 patients a week. The
group runs a legal services program that handles 60 cases a month.

ATASHI
Ziedan Atashi will speak on "The Role of Minority Communities

in Israel" today at 8:00 p.m. in Johnson Chapel at Amherst College.
Atashi was born in the Druze village of Osifiya in 1940. As a young

man he taught and worked in the Druze and Arab community.
Later, he was appointed Deputy Director General of the Arab and
Druze Youth Workers Movement.
Atashi, a Mideast expert and former member of the Political

Science Faculty of Haifa University, now holds the post of consul

with the Consulate General of Israel in New York.

PROF RICHARD FRYE
Professor Richard Frye of Harvard University will speak today

at 5 p.m. on The Continuity of Motifs in Iranian Society, a lecture
with slides, in the Sixth floor lounge of Herter. Professor Frye is

Aga Khan professor of Iranian at Harvard and holds an ap
pointment at the Asia Institute in Persia. The author of several
books on Persian history and archaeology, Professor Frye has just
returned from Iran where the archaelogical work was done at
several ancient Iranian sites. The lecture is sponsered by the five
college committee on Near Eastern studies.

YOGI liii.\.i \ \

Yogi Bhajan. Master of Kundalim Yoga and Tantric Yoga, will
speak on Thursday. December 6, at 7:30 p.m. in Engineering East
Auditorium. This event fs sponsored by Room to Move. The lecture
is part of a three week tour of Eastern cities preceeding a ten-day
course in Tantric Yoga which he will teach to a gathering of 500
people in Florida
Yogi Bhajan. a professor at UCLA, is the spiritual director of

the 3HC) Foundation, an international organization teaching and
Kundalini Yoga in more than 108 cities throughout the United
States, Canada and Europe. In the past four years Yogi Bhajan
thas received much attention for his successful rehabilitation work
with 150.000 drug-dependent young people and his efforts to restore
to the women of America their inherent dignity and grace. He
recently co-hosted Panorama a daily television talk show in
Washington, DC, on which such diverse and controversial sub-
jects as marital sex problems, long hair in the schools and
Women's Lib were discussed.
Touring with Yogi Bhajan and playing a concert immediately

after his lecture will be the Khalsa String Band, a group of
musicians from the 3HO Foundation who recently finished
recording their fourth album of contemporary music.

^* a
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Ice is on the agenda for the Campus pond, f% the Physical Plant employees corraled the ducks.

Thursday, and carted them off to Tilson Farm.

;

i

.The
un-dormitories.

< .reat ott-ounpus living—indoorsand out—at either oftwo morj-
«>r n apartment complexes, only minutesawav by car or bike from
Ainher<f College,downtownAmherstor UMavs. Now accepting
j| <piii.<rt ions for September.

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• courtesy bus toUM»
and town

• 1,2, 3 bedrm apt*.

• heat & ik conditioning

• waB-towaJI carpeting

• appfianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks

• 2 pro terms courts

• lawns for softball,

football, badrninton

IlKNT: laW/MONTH
< utllitlM included >

Direction* K«»» Oudly Kd

oppoft OHM Mill off Kir III

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
•2-bfdrmapts.

• hear & air condfhomng
• roomy closets, st> ir^ge

• walMo-wall r^potmg
• master IV antenna

• modrm kit* tVnv.

•M'll-< lodninj: owt:ns

• fltfinc ranges

• M.iinlcss-steel «>inks

• dtshwashrrs/doposats

• 2-door rc-trigeratori

•laundry facilities

• swimming pool

No I easr Nrquirrd
I'KNT KKOM S.'imi

I Ml in ni tut
IMreclions On Houtc 47

Ex-Cons In
Talk About
Punishment
Two members of the Fortune

Society, an organization of ex
prisoners, will discuss "The Crime
of Punishment" at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 4 in Lecture Room
One of the Merris Science Center,
Amherst College. The event is open
to the public without charge.

Fine Instruments

at Reasonable Prices

Repairs and

Resorations

Vff^lJorfchof,

Complete Selection of Scores and Sheet Music

Specializing in

Handmade Guitars and Vintage Instruments

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
OPEN: 9:30-5:30, Mon-Sat. 549-1728

the most radical improvement in portable
typewriters since electricity ....

the exciting

Coronomatic Cartridge Ribbon System
from Smith-Corona

at prices that can't be beat at

UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER

AT THE
puritan
VM-ffMCfc

SWEATER
VESTS

ALL*2
price

CUSTOMS*
...MANY COLONS

wjuir]
HOUSE

EVERYTHING
MARKED
DOWN!

IFIINAL
DATS-

permanent press

OFF

, LEE
Leesures
pin wale
corduroys

iN BROWN
PUMPKIN

BLUE
S GRAY

OFF

flannel

PICADILLYS
BROWN
NAVY

7-50
LT GREfcN

ALL SALE ITEMS EXCHANGEABLE
TILL 2 WEEKS AFTER CHRISTMAS!!!

Of Interest # • •

JAZZ WORKSHOP
The University Jazz Workshop-Small Ensemble, directed by Archie

Shepp and Reggie Workman will present a lecture/demonstration
Tuesday, December 4th, from 7-10 p.m. in Webster Lounge.
The concert is given in conjunction with "Anthology of African-

American Music" a class taught by Workman. After group plays, they
will discuss the performance with the audience.
This open communication is aimed at giving the listener a better un-

derstanding of how music is created in African-American idiom.
The Ensemble's repetoire includes pieces by Kenny Dorham, Duke

Ellington, Thelonius Monk, Cal Massey, Benny Golson, Tadd Dameron,
and Archie Shepp.

Archie Shepp has recorded under his own name on Impulse Records
and has performed with Cecil Taylor and John Coltrane.
Reggie Workman has performed and recorded with many great Black

musicians including John Coltrane, Yusef Lateef , and Art Blakey.
The concert is open to the public free of charge

LAW CONFERENCE
The second annual law conference, "Before the Law," will be spon-

sored by the Legal Studies Program between January 14 and 25. The
conference will draw together lawyers, students, university professors,
members of the community and guests from outside the Five College
area for discussions of a wide range of topics related to law. Student
participants will be able to earn up to two credits for their work at the
conference.

The two week schedule of events will be arranged in modules offering
from one-sixth to 1 credit each. Students may combine these modules in

any way for a total of two credits or may participate on a non-credit basis.
Each course is limited to an enrollment of 15 students. They include:
Law, Science and Ethics; Filming the Legal Process; Law in Literature;
Public Interest Lawyers; Contemporary Theories of Justice; Land Use
Planning; Capitalism and Prostitution; Union Organizing; Court Wat-
ching; A Day In The Life Of A Legislator.

Registration for students will be held at the Legal Studies Office in 112
Hampshire House on Wednesday, December 5, at 2:30 p.m. Additional
opportunities for the first-come, first serve signup will be on Thursday
from 12:30-5 and Friday from 10-5. A five dollar registration fee will be
charged to cover the costs of materials. Materials describing the course
offerings, times, and other aspects of the conference will be available
beginning Wednesday at 112 Hampshire House

PLAY TRYOUTS
Tryouts for the Roister Doisters' winter production of five one-act plays

by contemporary playwrights will be held Wednesday. December 5, from
4:00-7:00 in CC Rm. 811, and from 7:00-11:00 in Rm* 805; Thursday and
Friday, December H and 7, from 7:00-11:00 in Rms. 805 & 811; and on
Saturday, December 8, from 1:00-5:00 in Rm 101. Tryouts are open to the
public; rehearsals will begin Jan. 2 and run through Intersession. Per-
formances will be held in Bowker Auditorium on the first weekend of the
spring semester The plays being produced are Almost Like Being and
I'm Really Here by Jean Claude Van Itallie, Chicago by Sam Shepard,
Muzeeka by John Guare, and Waiting for the Electrician or Someone Like
Him by the Firesign Theatre. Scripts are available on two hour loan in

the main Theater Dept. office in 401 Machmer.

STUDENT LOBBY ANNUAL ASSEMBLY
MASS.STUDENTLOBBYTOHOLDFIRST ANNUAL ASSEMBLY. On

Saturday, Dec. 8, at 1 : 00 p.m.. students from across the state are meet-
ing at Faneuil Hall in Boston for the first assembly of the Massachusetts
Student Lobby
The assembly culminates a years organizational effort by an ad hoc

group of high school, college, and graduate students from across the
state. The basic structure agreed upon calls for a statewide network of
Campus Lobbying Units, whose activities will be co-ordinated by a
Boston office The Boston office will be staffed by student interns.

The Lobby has already had initial success on Beacon Hill. Because of
its efforts, a quarter of a million dollars in additional work study funds
will be available to student interns. The Lobby expects to concentrate
primarily on educational issues.

NEW SCHEDULE
('lip out and save!

FREE
SHI III till S

ALL TIMES ARK PAST THE HOI H
\ : II and x:4."» Melville & Kenned \ on Mass. \\v.

R:tt and \:tx Chadbornc in Central Area. ,

x:2U and x:.»0 Webster House in Orchard Hill

\:24 and \:.»4 Brown in S>l\an Area.

x:25 and x :.»."> WOI'K across from Northeast Area.

\:'.W and \:O0 Campus Outer Circle.

SCHEDULE Will. APPLY KOlt MO\D\Y mm FHID\Y
7:00 P.M. TO I0::t» P.M.

SATl HI)AY AM) HIM) \Y FROM 1 1 no VM TO Hi in I'M

You deserve a break. to<la\.

(and we'll help you get it.)

McDonald*u LU

377 RUSSELL ST , HADLEY

STUDENT GRANTS
Students still have time to apply

for some of the $122.1 million that is

available in the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants program for

the 1973-74 school year.
Basic Grants, which are funded

by the U.S. Office of Education, are
available to first-time students
who began their post-high school
education or training after July 1,

1973, on a full-time basis. These
grants can be used at any eligible

institution including regular
colleges, universities, community
or junior colleges, vocational or
technical schools, and hospital

schools of nursing - both public
and private, profit and non-profit.

Grants are based on a formula
which takes into account the cost of

tuition, fees, room, board, books,
supplies, and incidental expenses,
and the amount the student and his

or her family can contribute.

John Ottina, U.S. Commissioner
of Education said, "Money that

students receive under this
program is free and clear; it is not
a loan that has to be paid back."
Students may obtain an ap-

plication form for a Basic Grant
through their financial aid officer
or guidance counselor, or by
writing to Box G, Iowa City, Iowa
52240

Campus Carousel
Bv TONY GRANITE

THE NEWEST COED INTRAMURAL SPORT is gaining such
popularity on the west coast that, at one campus, more than 120
teams are active.

T he game is innertube polo and the campus is UCal at Davis.
Inspired by its success at Davis, ten teams are being formed at

Fresno State, where two leagues are planning competitive play.
We read about it in Fresno State's Insight.

DEMISE OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT at Georgetown U is
being urged by the editors of Voice, the student newspaper.

In a recent editorial, the editors described SG as an
"anachronism."
"SG has degenerated into an ineffective nonentity...designed as a

forum for student opinion, now spends 40 minutes debating the
relative price of cookies. What is needed now is the courage and
integrity to admit the bankruptcy of the current structure and to
move to abolish it."

The alternative, Voice says, is a Student Union, "By nature a
service — oriented association of all students at a univer-
sity...supported by mandatory student subscriptions and governed
by a multi-member board...The whole structure is deliberately
anti-politico, pro-student. It is kept loose so that it does not become
a closed clique."

• •*•

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK appears over an obituary ap-
pearing in the St. Bonaventure U Bona Venture. "Multi-talented
athlete passes to big stadium in the sky."

* • * •

ENGINEERING SCHOOL TO (LOSE is the banner headline in
a recent issue of the UDenver Clarion. Lack of students and
unavailability of funds to upgrade the unit and modernize it were
given as reasons.

The College of Engineering had been operating at an annual
deficit of $250,000. with insufficient federal funds to subsidize
private universities. Closing date is June 1975.

MDC Classifieds Pay

ttontinental 26 main itreet Amher* • 253-9293

^ SilvoDsPdlma director
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Clipyourwaytomini-priced savings,getyour

Stop&Shopsworth
ANY OR ALL OF THESE COUPONS MAY BE REDEEMED FOR ANY $5 00 PURCHASE

uW"f5~Wof^
CLOROX

BLEACH
Gal. Jug

i this coupon and a IS purchase.
- Sit.. Dm I- Unit «<• Hi fi cimmw

BOLD
DETERGENT

49 02. Box

TETLEY

TEA BAGS
100 Cooot Pkg.

YUBAN
COFFEE

1 lb. Coo

With this coupon and a $5 purchase.
c*'|£==

w,,h tnl* coupon and a $5 purchase. j mm mis coupon ana a »o purcnase. .

latttt.. Dm. S-SM.. 0k 1-Lialtoiw MaaOi OOMB0O ^_«i|to *»0 »»o» . 0«. 3 - s»t. 0k. I - Limit «• pkg. »«j cuttonw dfclto tat tlm.. Otc J-S»t.. Dm. 0- Limit men > sJbjbj j^_^I

W$M SAVE 15c
l§ #, SAVE 7C Hl^SAVE 59c l!lP^«A\/E 20c li

With this coupon on a 1 lb. pkg. SlSs r** lift
w,th ,n'* couP°n on a 8 oz. jar

BLUE BONNET || fjj YUBAN
SOFT MARGARINE

SmO Mm Ok 1 - Sal
. Dm - LMII m »kg M' n>tMMr ^ mHir-r, «oo< a* . Boe 1 - tat.. Die. I - Llalt mt »0# p« emtoaor ^ _ ' Good Mm . Ok 9 - tat . Ok - Halt BBJ jv SOI eutomi *Md Mm . Ok. 1 - Sot . Ok - limit on* bag iw MMMMf

SAVE 15
With this coupon on a 13 V? oz. pkg.

CHEF-B0Y-AR-DEE

FROZEN PIZZA

f WSAVE 8C

INSTANT COFFEE
K 1-Sii Ok I- Limit mm jv pti cwtMwr

With this coupon on a 10 lb. bag

PILLSBURY

FLOUR

JL^SAVE 12c
=aJ^i^|te»*HP^^ With tnls coupon on three S oz bars

DIAL

W^^*1 AWm\ m Mr wP0m

m

^ m̂m
M\ P-iUI |^ — _ 1 <~~ 1 aW^^fc* mW m jW Br" MWM *^r^^Bk Cj1

1

I

MJWIiftilJrJrJ^

c
1lJS\ SAVE 40c

With this coupon on a 96 oz bottle "=>! Vr> V pintfi-f With this coupon on a 48 oz. bottle—>B V— . -R

DYNAMO
LIQUID DETERGENT

With this coupon on a 24 oz. bottle

WESSON iTWiP DIAL I|i| DOWNY
i:

=

i *y, COOKING OIL Wfr BATH SOAP §1™ FABRIC SOFTENER M- »Vv.- »..««». a ,E SmOMm. Ok l-tat. 0m. I - UMt m* Mitlt mt cmimiw ^^25)0 tao« OJm. Otc l-tat
.
Ok •- Uoiit *••• tart »»r ewtwwr «mM-1

<

_li'to
«Md Mm . Ok 3 - lit

. 0«e I - Halt m» Orttii mc wtOMitr 2S 8Md Mm , Ok 3 - Sst . Ok - Umtt M« Mm. pk CMtMior _J.

Bonus Mini-Priced? Special! w • r» • J<S) c • iwi •. -^ rr o -o i M ^91 starts ma, ok
, 3 itt. Oet. i

Mini-Friced Specials White Gem U.S. Grade A
Salad Tomatoes

FRESH
FROM
FLORIDA

XI
iMBl-fPitSCFflZiol FHi itfl

^ A Quick & Easy Meal!

~
Banquet Fried

Chicken?. 99

2 lb. Ripple French Fries 39
c

SUN GLORY 2 lb. Pkg.

Stop & Shop Spinach x 16
c

The Stop&ShopCompanies

LEAF OR CHOPPED

Cut up or Split .% 45
(

At this low mini-price', you'll come
a'running. When you buy U.S. Grade

"A", White Gem chicKens, you buy the

sweetest tasting chicken that money can
buy. A delicious budget stretching value.

Limit 3 per customer please, either whole, cut-up or split

3 V* -4 lbs

U.S. GRADE "A"

Sara Lee Lasagna with Meat Sauce p*? 89*

Taste O'Sea Krunchee Fish Fillets IS 55c

Macaroni & Cheese howako Johnsons

Taste O'Sea Clam Platter

" ; 65'

X 69*

Stouffer's Broccoli Au Gratin *" 59*

Hawaiian Punch Fruit Juicy Red " " 39*

Morton Danish Sweet Rolls BfiSc& *" 55c

Hendrie's Double Dozen i* count pacmce Mm

Snow Crop Orange Juice

J 12oi CAN i4QC
^? ) 100% FLOPiOA OBANGE JUICE *# jl

John's '•'=> Cheese PizzaK 99°

Morton TV Dinners 2W 'I

White Gem Roasting Chickens

White Gem Chicken Breasts

White Gem Chicken Legs or Thighs

WHOLE OR SPLIT

U.S. GRADE A"

03»

89 hi

U.S.
GRADE "A' 791

"Quality-Protected" U.S.D.A. Choice Beef!

irloin Roast
CHICKEN. TURKEY MEAT LOAF OB SALISBURY STEAK

Hendrie's Ice Cream
v> GAL Si 09
CARTON T

VANILLA MAPLE WALNUT CHOCOLATE CHIP
HARLEQUIN OR BUTTER CRUNCH

I Mini-Priced Dairy Specials

Sun Glory Margarine

J *m

'^35<

'

J"
' ~m Stop A Shop brands

,
» aj " represent meaningful

savingstoyour budget

Stop & Shop Crescent Rolls

Borden Processed Amer Slices wSrVL? 79*

Feature Tasty Bits in Wine Sauce '

v' 89*

Fruit Flavored Drinks K&2» 3 && »1

"Quality-Protected" beef

is extra tender, flavorful,

fresh, juicy and well-

trimmed. With our

"Quality- Protected ' beef

you know your dinner

will be a success.

Sirloin Steak
Quality-Protected" Beef
USD A Choice

Beef Plus •75°o regulai ground beet 25% hydrated teiturpd
vegetable protein Overall fat content not more man 24*„ * "79'

A Florida Gitrus Sale!

XlMswfrYlWl ltealtn I Beauty Aids

4*1
J & J Shampoo

v-a rioriaa i.iirus sale.

- ^Florida Oranges5- 59°

Florida Tangerines or Tangelos 59
c

Indian River •» Seedless Grapefruit 4 59
c

'/* Gal. Jar-Orange or Grapefruit Juice 79°

Commitment totheConsumer

Ronnie Besancon
Store Manager/Hadley

f^^B Get acquainted

\» tf Wjth stop & Shop's

^^ consumer

representative...

YOUR STORE MANAGER
The manager of your Stop & Shop

has always played an important role

in the Stop & Shop Consumer Program,
increasingly so since the establish-

ment in 1967 of our first Consumer
Advisory Board— a trailblazing effort

in consumer relations— at South
Plainfield, New Jersey.

In the six years since, Stop &
Shop's Consumer Board program has
grown to 35 boards in six states, from
Maine to New Jersey.

The 700 members of those boards
represent consumers of every age,
economic situation and living style.

Each and every one of them has some-
thing to say, to us and about us . .

.

when they say it, the Stop & Shop
manager is listening.

-csides participating in the Con-
sumer Board program, the Store
Manager may conduct a tour of his
store for a class from the local schools
or groups. One regular duty is to check
that his "Shopper's Corner" bulletin
board is covered with useful consumer
information.

Backing the Manager is our head-
quarters staff, including the Consumer
Affairs Department. In future columns,
we will be sharing the Store Manager's
"know-how" and "how-to" with you.

As one of our Store Managers put
it at a recent Consumer Board meeting:

"My customers know that today's
food situation has no simple solutions
and they ask me to talk straight. I'd like
to do the same with you."

Store Manager

Its "no more tears formula"

leaves your hair baby-soft.

ItVj oz
bit

POWDER, REGULAR OR UNSCENTEO

Our all week mini-price * gives

you your Stop & Shopsworth.

9 01

CO

99
Arrid Spray Deodorant

79°

Bayer Aspirin— 300 Count Bottle '1

"

Modess Mini Pads— 30 Count Pkg. 79e

Wilkinson Bonded Blades s count package 49*

Stop A Shop Windshield Wash mm jug 59c

Prestone Spray De-icer m « ae«osol can 89*

* Mini-Priced Deli-Nut Specials Mini-Priced sen service Deli

l Nepco Cold Cuts \ ^^feeplonial"-
\ ft»nL.CWr, Exciting deli

selections to

please everyone

Colonial Beef Franks 1 lb

LUNCHEON PiP OLIVE

OR MOCK CHICKEN 59'
Potato Salad or Cole Slaw

s'^T 39*

Colonial Jellied Corned Beef . 89c

White American Cheese 59c

Stop & Shop Kitchen Meat Loaf 89c

Chinese Style Pork Roll ^nT °;
r

69*

Slim Jims—All Varieties' < 0/ package 59*

Franks

89°
Pkg. J

1
w

Sausage Sticks p^'M?
Colonial Sliced Bologna 1 lb. Pkg. T"
Colonial Cold Cuts 1! SJ?sSfl !Z> 69*

Colonial Bacon Sliced

Merit Brand Sliced Bacon

First Prize All Meat Franks

Colonial TIE

" S-J29
Pkg

1 IB

Pkj

1 13

Pkg

> SfU

S-JM

$[jjjijrjtojd from our Meows

Lg. Chicken or Beef Pies M
Meat Lasaona MA0E Wl™ ouauty 14meal Ldidljlld

INGREDIENTS Pkg

Twin Submarine Sandwich ? u 65*

29

M o,
yg.

I MW-PrtCidHttSotClllS

Fried Clams
Haddock Fillets—Frozen

Boston Lite Cod Fillets

AMERICAN ORIGINAL '1SI 39
1ID.

Pkg

J 109
id.

FROZEN 9M

STOP & SHOP in • HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Une. 8:30a.m.-10:30p.m., Mon.Sat
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Notices
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Important meeting tonight in

Chapter Rm. Please attend! 7 30

p.m.

BUILDING COMMITTEE
Board of Governor's of Building

Comm. meeting today 12:30, 803 C.C.

DANCE FREE
Interested in working with im-

provisational creative movement.

Tonight, Monday night at 7:30 in C.C.

Check info desk for Rm. No.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
The Coalition for Environmental

Quality will meet tonight in 426 D
S.U. at 6:30 to discuss next years

budget. All officers must attend.

FILM
"Heartbeat of Africa"--African

Music and the Making of an African

Drum, Rm. 804 C.C, 8 p.m.

FINANCE COMMITTEE OF
BOARD OF G.

Board of Governors meeting today

2:30, 904 C.C. (Finance Committee)

ISRAEL WEEK
As part of Israel Week "A Wall In

Jerusalem", a film by Frederick

Rossif, will be shown in the CC in

room 101 on Mon., 169 on Tues.

FOOD SERVICES COMMITTEE
of Board of Governors meeting today

at 2:30, 908 C.C.

GSS
Important meeting, nomination of

officers and elections will be held

tonight at Memorial Hall 6:30. All

members must attend. Pledges will

meet at 7:15, same place.

JUDICIARIES
Judges-Important

tonight, 815 C.C. at 9:00.

meeting

OHAG MEETING
Tonight will be the last Orchard

Hill Area Gov't Meeting of the

semester. Very important! All should

attend.

OUTING CLUB
General meeting tonight 6:30, 162

C.C. Special slide show of Mexico by

Casey Stengle, Excitement,
Entertainment and unsuspecting
things happen at O. C. meetings. X-C
skiing trips leaving Sat., Sun. Join

AUSTRIA* FRANCE

269
1-week, per
person, dou-
ble, from
New York
or Nassau.
Add $98
from Chica-
go. Singles
add $11

Features round-trip jet to
Luxembourg, RT bus to Kitz-

buhel, 2 meals daily, double
room in chalet, Dec. 14 and
weekly in Jan. Add $10 Feb.
and March. Also, 1-week ski

tours to Chamonix and 2
weeks to Kitzbuhel or Chamo-
nix. Lowest-cost ski tours to

Europe of any scheduled air-

line.

$250 Car or Rail Tour*
One week, per person, double,
features round-trip jet from
New York to Luxembourg and
car with unlimited mileage—
or $260* unlimited rail travel

in 13 European countries for

singles. Add $98 from Chica-

go. Offered Nov. thru March.

SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
All prices subject to change.

To: ICELANDIC AIRLINES
(212) 757-8585
630 Fifth Ave., N.Y., NY. 10020
Outside NY. State: Toll Free
(800) 221-9760

Send folder CN on tours to Europe
from NY. . trom Chicago ,
from Miami/ Nassau Q.

Name

Street.

City

State. .Zip.

My Travel Agent is.

ICELANDIC
UO50
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAAR*

Response continues to come in regarding
persons born on the 22nd of any month The
tendency is direct, definite that persons
born on that date are on their own at a
relatively early age or have lost one of their
parents Why this should be so. I do not
pretend to know However, over the years. I

have found this to be true

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) : You could be
recipient of special assignment or honor
connected with club, group, institution

Plainly, the indications are for greater
recognition. Key is to work quietly, to be
discreet, to avoid extravagant claims.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) : New friends,

experiences are featured. Love is in picture
and so is your ability to express. Your
wishes, to a great extent, come true. This is

not a make-believe, Alice-in-Wonderland
situation, but it is a time when Prince
Charming and Cinderella seem close to

lifelike.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Intuitive

intellect is featured. Some domestic
problems may be blown up out of propor-
tion. Know it and be mature. Your pride
now could be sensitive. But you also have a
responsibility — you can fulfill it with
aplomb.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) : Emphasis is

on movement, expansion, travel and
enlightenment. Your horizons expand. You
seem able to understand what, in recent
past, was a puzzle. Some bitterness

evaporates. Your draw to you one who
confides. You also are on the way to win-
ning popularity contest!

LEO (July 25-Aug. 22): Work at steady
pace. Don't worry about "other person." Do
what you have to do, in your own way and in

thorough manner Your innate skills sur-

face. Your style will be appreciated by
those who recognize quality.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Exchange
ideas Welcome stimulating challenge,

especially from opposite sex. Gemini in-

dividual could figure prominently. Listen,

observe and file information By main-
taining low profile, you could build head of

steam. Let others make mistakes by
showing their hands.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): You may be

talking about moving — you may also be
considering problem of family member
But you also should consider your own
health, personal and work requirements. If

you have been sitting in a draft, do
something about it You have a legitimate
right to comfort.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Some
changes are quick — you may feel that

something is being put over on you. Key is

to perceive and delineate. Make no charges
Surface indications now are apt to be
deceptive. Question Pisces. Virgo in-

dividuals. You'll get honest answers
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21)

Practical issues and hard dollars dominate
Organize Get priorities in order. Deal with
experienced persons Don't accept sub-
stitutes for quality Experiment but don't

be gullible Try for the best — in material,
personal efforts, product Money is very
much in picture.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) : What has
been nagging, hanging on, can be dealt with
and that is what you should do - put foot

down. If relative insists on exploiting

foolish situtation. call bluff You are
stronger than might be apparent on sur-

face.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): New ap-
proach makes money. If you are too timid,

opportunity flits away. Leo individual

figures prominently Highlight in-

dependence, determination to move at right

time. Means don't be punch-shy. Your own
offensive is an equal match to anything on
the market.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You know

what you should do and you should not be
"talked out of it

" Aquarian might make
alarming statements Heed your own
counsel Right now, your cycle is at peak
and your intuition is working overtime.
Rely on you!

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
have humor and ambition and. possibly, a
weight problem September was probably
your most significant month of 1973 You
are versatile, artistic, creative and a fine

teacher. You travel and learn You are
going to be fulfilled You will be rid of

burden — very soon.
Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzler
The answer to Friday's Puzzle.

ACROSS

1 In favor of

4 Greek letter

6 Blemish
11 Hare
13 Expert

15 Symbol for

yttrium

16 Imposes as a

necessary
accompaniment

18 Symbol for

tantalum
19 Exists

21 Amount owed
22 Dines
24 Take a vote

26 Soaks
28 High mountain
29 Vegetable
31 Part of camera
33 Plural ending
34 Malay canoe
36 Memorandum
38 A state (abbr.)

40 Girl's name
42 Yelps

45 Gratuity

47 Cut
49 Article of

jewelry

50 One opposed
52 Southwestern

Indians

54 Compass point

55 Preposition

56 Rigorous
59 Teutonic deity

61 Expose

63 Interstice

between
leaf veins

65 Paper
measure (pi.)

66 French article

67 Worm

6 Struck
7 Hindu cymbals
8 The caama
9 Pronoun

Irritate

Exist

Grates
Son of Adam
Undergarment
Cooled lava

River in Italy

Learning
Supercilious

person
30 Bows

Heavenly
body
Yearly

periodicals

Ireland

A step

39 Repast

41 River islands

Rests on
the knees

10
12

L4

17

20
23
24
25
27

32

35

37

38

43
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46

48

51

'j3

Senior

grade (abbr.)

Liquid

measure
(abbr.)

Part ot tlower

Mental image

Father

b7 Male sheep
58 Symbol for

cerium
60 Ethiopian

title

62 Brother of

Odin
64 Faroe Islands

whirlAinij

DOWN

Lift with lever

Fixed amount
River in Siberia

Intellect

Declare Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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the Winter Activities now.

PORNO-QUEEN
Together, starring Marilyn

Chambers, the Irovery Snow girl who
starred in the Porno-film, "Behind
the Green Door". Tuesday, Dec. 4 ai

7:00,8:30 and 10p.m., CCA. Rated X

SCHOOL OF ED
Today is the last day for submitting

School of Ed Independent Study

contracts for Fall of 1973. Completed
contracts should be returned to the

Flexible curriculum office in room
151 of Hills South.

PROGRAM COUNCIL
TONITE,toplanon a Winter Carni

whether or not and to (hopefully)

finish the Constitution.

PUBLIC SAFETY POLICY
COUNCIL
Very important meeting tonight!

6 30 in C.C. 163. Please attend!

RN STUDENTS
RN students group meeting tonight

at 7 00, Morrill II, Conference room.
Last meeting of this semester.

SECRET SANTA GIFTS
Get your Secret Santa Gifts now.

The Place is at the Colonial Lounge,
Dec 3, 4, 7, and at the Duke Rm.,
Dec. 5 and 6 in the S.U. Get them
early and get them now.

THERAPEUTIC RECREATION
Mr. Joe Williams, instructor in

T.R. will speak tonight at 7:30, C.C.

170 172, "What's Going on Today."

TONIGHT
DVP presents Paul Morrissey,

Director of Heat Trash Co Director

of Women in Revolt Chelsea Girls,

with Andy Warhol Ton.ght, SUB. at

8:00.

VARSITY SOCCER TEAM
The Banquet will be Wed. 12 5 at

7:15p.m. at Phi Mu Delta Fraternity.

Notices Cont.
NOW

I llman

AMHERSTC^ui NOW

AMITY ST

WATER POLO CLUB
Co. Rec. Swim tonite at 615 Boyden.

Shirts are in see Ron Boucher.

to me and I need them desperately

for a project. Call 546 9790 please,
and keep trying.

In the Bluewall last Tues. nite by
WUMV the pinball machines, my beige felt,

Management Board elections old-fashioned hat. Leave it at the C.C.
tonight, 8:00, C.C. 167. lost and found or give me a call 546-

7171. Thank you!

LOST
Last Mon. morning, black deerskin PEOPLE'S MARKET

gloves. Please leave them and your Important meeting tonite. Must
name at C.C. lost and found. Reward. select a new coordinator, volunteers
White envelope containing 3 sets of welcome. Be there at 5:30.

mior p^ofltives. These are important

INGMAR BERGMANS

CRIESAND
WHISPERS

Screenings at 7:15 & 9:00 Wed.-Tues

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS SI 00

Mudrnl
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MOM VM <IMHV\IVl< M

I'X'Mon.

t—^j ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE RD
WEST SPFLD 24 HR TEL 733 5131

We Honor MASTER CHARGE
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CALVlNjrSie
No-
on
Sale

KING ST , NORTHAMPTON

ute gentof <"Ait <ll)St)

touching, often hou'lingly hi

Don't miss ih is m<trvi' I of <i movie.
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Bang thedrum slowly

Eve. 7:40-9:55

Sat. -Sun.

1:30-3:25-5:20

7:10-9:55

Show Times: 7:00 & 9:00

MONDAY t TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS SI 00

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR •iBA Q1R1 MOUNIAI* (ARMS M>>0-+ JUJ ROUTI 9-MADIIV MA
ALL

MASS

Eve. 7:30-9:50

Sal-Sun.
1-3-5-7:20-9:45
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GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION!

Eve. 7:50-10

Sat. -.Sun.

1:30-3:25-5:30

7:50-10

WE ARE DEDICATED TO BRM YOU THE VERY BEST

SiLECTIOM IHmm HCTtK EltTERTAHtKEHl AT
KASOHABIE HICES AM Wi HAVE 2 WAYS TO SAVE
YOU HOMEY

* / »'

PG
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Attention All Students

January Break Information
The energy crisis is here!
In order to facilitate the conservation of energy, the University

of Massachusetts-Amherst will be taking the following steps to
cut back on energy use during the January break period
(December 22, 1973 January 27, 1974). Your cooperation is vital
since we must achieve an average yearly reduction of 15 percent
in our energy consumption for heating purposes.

DORMITORIES:
ALL dorms (except Prince) will be CLOSED, LOCKED, and will

have the heat reduced to 50 degrees from DECEMBER 22
through noon January 6, no one may reside in dorms during this
period; no exceptions.

ALL dorms except Prince, Mackimmie, Patterson, and the
Central Residence Area will remain CLOSED, LOCKED, and
will have the heat reduced to 50 degrees from: noon January 6
through JANUARY 13.

ALL dorms will reopen for students with VALID ACADEMIC
R EASONS from noon on January 13 through January 27.

If it is ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL for you to be housed any
time during this period of December 21 through January 13,

arrangements will be made for you in the Campus Center or
suitable alternate (at no charge) by applying at the DEAN OF
STUDENTS OFFICE (227 Whitmore) by Friday, December 7.

Requests will be honored for the following prioritized reasons:
1. student teachers (certified by the School of Education)
2. recognized athletic teams (approved by the Athletic

Department)
3. too distant homes (foreign or distant states)
4. jobs (at the University or in the area)
5. research that cannot be neglected
6. no home (legally independent)
Notification of approval of the application for housing

(December 22 through January 13) will be mailed to students by
campus mail on December 11.

Anyone wishing to be housed in their dorm room from January
14through January 27 for VALID ACADEMIC REASONS may do
so by making arrangements with their Head of Residence or
Resident Director.

HEALTH SERVICES.
Because of married students, international students, and those

students who now consider Amherst their permanent residence,

fhe University Health Services will remain open from December
22nd through the January Intersession.
The hours will be: Monday thru Friday 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon;

1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
These hours are for routine patient care. We will be open 24

hours a day for emergency service
DINING COMMONS:
Four Dining Commons will be closed with minimal use of

utilities expected. Temperatures will be reduced to 55 degrees.
Worcester Snack Bar and one Munchy will operate on a cash

basis from 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. daily. Whitmore Snack Bar
hours will not change.

All Dining Commons will reopen Monday, January 28, 1974
+ + + CAMPUS CENTER:
The following schedule is planned to conserve maximum

energy:
1. Completely closed December 22, 1973 through December 25,

2. Completely closed December 29, 1973 through January 1

1974.
T

3. Open December 26, 1973 through December 28, 1973 from 7:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. No food service will beavailable.

4. Starting January 2, 1974 and continuing until the end of in-
tersession, operations will be at a reduced level to cover con
ference commitments and extensive coject work.
+ + 4- This schedule may be modified depending on the number of
students authorized to stay in the hotel portion
PHYSICAL PLANT:
When the final examination period ends, Physical Plant will

immediately begin reducing ventilation and heating in most
dormitories, Dining Commons and Campus Center facilities and
other campus buildings as directed. These buildings will be under
surveillance by maintenance personnel
CENTRAL RESIDENTIAL AREA:
The Central Residential Area will be closed, locked and have

the heat reduced to 50 degrees from December 22nd through noon
of January 6th. Any student who must Je housed on campus
during this time should follow the guidelines under "Dor
m.tor.es'' From noon of January 6th through January 27th
Central will open for those participating in the Area's "Fine and
Lively Arts Program" (verified by registration). If you plan tostay in your dorm during this period, please SIGN UP with yourHead of Residence by Friday, December 14th.

Academic Offerings Will Be In Wednesday's Collegian
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Television Tonight
5:00 ENSIGN OTOOLE "Operation :

Geisha." (18)

GOMER PYLE "Beautiful Dreamer."
(40)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS "Little Boy
Blew." (18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy, the Philan-
thropist" (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY '24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Home on the Range."
(27)

HOGANS HEROES "Praise the Fuehrer
and Pass the Ammunition." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

6:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

1 SPY "So Long Patrick Henry." (18)

ZOOM: (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION'The Butler Did
It." (27(

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the In-

fernal Machine." (40)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABU EVENING NEWS (8)

FOLKLIFE "The Dulcimer." (24)

SAFARI TO ADVENTURE (27)

LOUIS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 MOVIE "Istanbul Express." (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Where You
Been, Fassbinder?" (18)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "I. Mobster." (27)

\BU EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

7:30 POLICE SURGEON (8)

GREEN ACRES "I Didn't Raise My Pig
To Be A Soldier " (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter
Marshall, host (22) (30)

WOMAN (24)

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

WALSH'S ANIMALS (57)

8:00 A MAN NAMED LOMBARDI (8)

NOTRE DAME FOOTBALL (18)

LOTSA LUCK (22) (30)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "S Wondernul.
S Marvelous. S Gershwin." (24) (57)

THE HOOKIES "Lots Of Trees and a

Running Stream." (40)

8:30 DIANA "Long Shots and Fat Chan-
ces." (22) (30)

9:00 HERE'S LUCY (3)

NFL FOOTBALL GAME (8) (40)

THE 700 CLUB ( 18)

MOVIE "The Double Man " (22) (30>

SPECIAL "West Meets East " (24) (57

»:30 NEW DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (3)

BOOK BEAT (24)

HOLYOKW BICENTENNIAL (57)

10:00 MEDICAL CENTER "Nightmare "

(3)

PHANTOM INDIA "Things Seen in

Madras." (24)

EVENING EDITION WITH MARTIN
AGRONSKY (57)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

THE JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

WOMAN "Teenagers and Birth Control -

Another View " (57)

1 1 :00 NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (3) ( 18)

(22) (27) (30)

11:30 MOVIE "Gypsy Girl " (3)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

11:45 NKVVS. WEATHER, SPORTS (8) (40)

12:15 COLLEGE FOOTBALL '73 (8) (40)

1:00 TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22)

(30*

FOR SALE
FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS

W

Bankruptcy sale! CAMERA
LENSES — Canon 135 F2.5. & 35 F-2.

both new! Nikon 135 F2.8. used. HEAD
SKIS. 200cm. step in bindings, poles,

buckle boots, sixe IO 1 !. Complete outfit

only 160. WOOD SKIS & poles. 200cm.
115. SKI BOOTS, men's sizes II & 9' 2 .

women's site 84. $10 a pr. SILVER
FLUTE & case, like new. In:, Call
549-0355.

123

SERVICES

PAl 1 AS OLDTIME FURNITURE is

having a clearance sale on specially

marked items. In addition our usual

complement of beds, bureaus, desks,

pictures, brie a brae, costumes, wierd

stuff, located in the heart (the left

ventricle In be exact) of downtown
Amherst behind Aubuchons. IN THE
ALLEY. 253-3511. Open 6 days a we*k.

wood heated.

fcflM

Live Christmas trees, select and tag
now. any size 16.31. L. Blizniak. 133 Bay
Rd.. Hadley.

tf!2-12

Ski equip.. $150,000 worth of new, used,
leftover skies, boots, clothing. At I'M Ski

ClubsaleDec.4l[5. 1st Floor CC. 12p.m. -

9 p.m.

tfL2/$

Ski Boots — Rosemont Fastback. 8 med.
Can be reinjected to fit perfectly. I yr . old.

gd. cond. New - $ 175. Ask $70. Call 546-5937

aft. 6.

MaVM

New stereo tape cassette, player-

recorder. Dolby system, adr.. in-

vertamatic, glassferritexlal head, must
sell, very reasonable. 586-2215.

tf 12-4

Hike and Amplifier 10-speed in mint
condition. New paint and parts. Gibson
Guitar Amp 2-12's fine sound. Tom. after 5.

584-4985.

tnz-3

Quad system AM-FM mpx 20 watt BSR
chgr.. 4 ch. synth.. 2 pr. ex. spkr. & phones,
must be heard. $285 negotiable Call Jon. 6-

5832.

tfl2-5

Snowtires, Firestone Town and Country
tires, size F78-I4. I year old. $40. (all 549-

6647 evenings.

MM
Zenith transoceanic AM-FM-Sw II band

radio. Bushwell custom 7x35 binoculars,
VW roof rack. 665-4744. keep trying.

tf!2-5

Ski boots. Ilenke plastic buck., size 7

woman's, one year old. $25. Ask for Marie
209. 5-2642 or 5-2638.

If 1 2-4

Excellent starter stereo system, rec.
allied 438. 2MC-I000 speakers. 12B turn
tabic any reasonable offer. Call Rob. 546-

8605.

tflZ-4

Hardly worn full length Air Force dress
winter coat. $40. 546-9933.

HIM

B4W TV $50 Call 655-2625. after 5 SUBLET
tf 12-4

Pentax mt 28 mm f2 .8 Hanimar $30

135mm f3.5 Super Takum-r $55 Both with

lenshood A case mint cond. Ph 549-6917.

tfl2-3

Gibson EB-0 Bass. $250 or best offer.

Call Mark 545-2093 days. 247-5088 nlte.

MM
Fur coat, genuine rabbit, midi length

w/hood bought nrw for $160. Never worn
will sell for $95. (all Margie. 546-7104.

MM
Recording tapes, Scotch 7" reel to reel. 3

hr bargain Priced 549-6354.

MM
Framus Acoustic 12-string guitar. Exc.

cond.. first $125. (all Prter aft 5 at 737-

3462. Spfld

IM2-3

Raccoon coat. ex. cond.. large size,

tweed lining, asking $85. Call Emmet. 256-

0259.

MM
Bargain moving out sale — RCA por-

table stereo. $15; good sleeping bag. $12:

portable 6 ft. folding bed: sun lamps. Call

Tricia. 256-0481.

^ l' > 2-3

Pioneer SX-626 AM-FM Stereo Receiver
$200. pair Dynaco A-25 Speakers. $110.
(all Jim at 546-7115.

MM
Console symphonic stereo with AM-FM

radio, good cond. Call Diane. 215 Emerson.
546-7262. $50.

tfl2-7

WANTED TO BUY

I sed ski equipment — all kinds. The
CM Ski Club will sell your equipment at

our sale Dec. 4 & i. Come to tables in CC
on Nov 30 & Dec. 3. 10-4.

Ml/3

2 bedroom apt.. King Philip on free bus
route, lease Jan.-June, $185 per mo. in. I

utilities. Call after 5 p.m.. 665-3283.

MM
I bedroom modern apt. at Brandywine

on bus rte. A/C . w/w carpeting, big bed A
living rms. $205/month plus electric. 549-

:I946.

IM2/12

AUTO FOR SALE
66 Dodge Coronet. 3 spd. std. trans, in

excellent condition and runs very well.

Asking 1225 - a bargain at any price. Call
549-3669

69 Javelin hardtop. 6 cylinders, stan-

dard, excellent condition $800. Call Nabih
after 5 at 323-7823.

1969 Nova SS 4 spd. 350 cubic inch. dk.

blue. 45.300 plus miles. Asking $1200. Call

665-4189.
tf 12/7

1969 Triumph CT6plus. super condition

rsp mechanicals. Many new parts, ex-

cellent on gas. II2O0. (all Larry 542-5408.MM
1966 Dodge Dart. 6 cyl . r. A h.. sticker,

standard trans.. 2 good snows, good gas
mileage, $400. (all Ralph. 546-7941.

UlZ-j

1966 Chevrolet. 2 door. 8 cyl., R. & H.,
low mileage, good gas mileage. $500 or
best offer. Phone Bob. 253-9483 evenings.

MM

WANTED
POOR RICHARDS sp\ s> mbol needs a

gigolo for Xmas \\a\/Kw>s<\ N « >n got the

money. I got Ihe lime. Inquire at P.R.

Office at Collegian.

til 2-4

Must sell — 1969 Chev. Kingswood. new
engine, tires, etc. No reasonable offer
refused, (all 549-0355.

12J
IHK7 Saab ••«. runs dr> . warm plus two

Saabs for >our own parts supplv. Make
offer to Kelly. 54M62X or 1-167-2195.

tf 12-4

l!i«« Huick OS. new tires, brakes.
muffler, transmission, car is really in good
lonrlition | need mone\ to go to school
( all MMMS.

If 1 2-3

FREE
tut)' black i>upp>. I months old. has

shots. partialK house broken, female.

Contact M-MII after :> p.m. It is \er>

friendlx

MM

AUTO FOR SALE
1966 Oldsmobile Toronado. stylish new

front tires, power steering, power brakes.
$175. (all 549-6132.

MM
1965 Pont ( atalina. running condition

with snows. U>sf offer. Call 545-2308. ask
for Joe 311.

MM

Research — thousands of topics. $2.75
per page. Send $1 for mail order catalog.
Research Assistance. Inc., 11941 Wilshire
Blvd.. Suite 2. I A Calif. 90025.

MM!

HONEST AI. RETIRNS. 64 Che\>
II Compact station wai(nn. 6 \ Under,

standard trans, always starts, decent

tires, incl. 2 snows, needs ball joints to

pass inspection $80. WANTED DEAD
or M.IVE Valiants parts & Lancers in

an\ condition. NMStt.
tf!2-:i

M hr. service — Passports. Langs Photo
Studio. 460 West St.. South Amherst. 253-
.1148.

tf 12-12

Special I bedroom apt. to sublet at

I'uffton Village. 1st month, rent only $75.
avail. Jan 1st to Sept. Call anytime. 549-

3953.

tfl2-7

Need a job during Intercession — If you
want to leave and need someone to relieve
\ou for January call Julie 617-544-3362. Ed.
Major.

MM
Attention Datsun owners I perform

all phases of major and minor repair

on Dalsuns at less than half dealership

price I haw four years automotive

experience two of which were
spi-i lali/niK in Datsun. I also have an

air-frame and Powerplant License.

Phone Russell Baca 253-7456.

MMI

Need
Xmas
Nina a

a babysitter " 1

vacation, rales

1 546-5197.

am working
negotiated.

up to

(all

ill.''.

1964 T-Bird Classic, new tires, brakes,
shocks, exhaust, power steering, brakes,
windows, door locks, clean in and out. $750.
Call Bruce. 545-2223.

tfl27

RIDE WANTED

To the Washington. D.C. area. Call Jane.
6-4041. 409 El Cashin.

MMI
Dandy and Sandy need a ride to

Colorado on Dec. 18 or near then. Call 546-

4306. will share driving and expenses.

MM

Photos, passports, visas, ap-

plications, etc. Sizes and number of

photos negotiable. 18 hour service.

$3.00 minimum. Call Steve at 546-5443.

tf 12-12

Chevy \an for hire — hauling or
delivery. $3.50 per hr and gas. 268-3253
evenings. Curt Hamilton

MM
2 girls would like jobs over intercession.

Could type, clean, etc.. willing to take over
someone else's Job. Call 549-4197.

MM
Typing dissertations, theses, term

papers, etc. Fast, accurate, references.
IBM Selectric. 55c per double spared page,
(all Tom. 546-1165.

MM
PERSONAL ROOMMATE WANTED

NEEDED: A date for a well known rude
sports journalist, to attend Xmas
Wavzgoose. Dec. 7th. Inquire at MDC
Sports Desk or WUMV-TV.

UI2-7

Doing a paper on Ohosts if you've ever

seen one or know any good stories pieIM
call Paula. 6-7361.

If 12-3

Hey. Mac! Another year down the

drain and all you do is feed your brain.

Tho' Hogan may have been quite sane.

Mary Kelley's just down the lane ...

but we think you'd rather be in Maine.

We must admit we are a pain — but

we're cute! Imr & kisses.

12-3

PIANO TUNING
Pianos tuned and put in order at the

shortest notice. Call 268-7880.

tfl2-3

PHOTO EQUIPMENT
Pentax Super Takumar 70-150 mm 200m
FI45 Never Used. Call 253-5602.

tf 12-1

TRAVEL
OoinK b> air'.' Let us handle >our pre-

llighl. inflight and post-flight
arrangements at no cost to >ou. Call

campus rep.. BMW evenings.

MMI
HELP WANTED

\sMstanlship open for student with
rvpcricncc in first aid education Red
( ross Kirst Aid instructorship
i <i|iiit cd. Lqual opportunity em-
plover Contact Ms. Duston. t Mass
lliallh Services: MMM1

MM
\uisi". \ides. weekends only 7 a.m.-:i

p m \mhersl NursinK Home IM I niv. Dr.
\ppl\ in Person.

I Micrienrc preferred

tfiL1 -:!

Quiet senior seeks m or f to share 2
bdrm. River (.lade Apt. 256-0554 after 5.

tf 12/3

I or 2 females wanted 10 share apart-
ment in Rritlan> Manor for 2nd semester.
No lease necessary. Call Cheri. 256-0231.

MM
Female roommate to share one bedroom

furnished apt. for spring semester. $80 per

month, includes utilities, on bus route, (all

256-0117.

tf 12 7

One female roommate for Jan. I. on bus

route, must be willing to share room, rent

inn 256-0583. evenings.

tf!2-3

Wanted — male roommate. Cllffside

apt., own bedroom. $87.50 per month,
avail. Jan. I. Call 665-4760.

If 1 2-6

Seeking couple to share two bedroom
house in Amherst, grads preferred, rent

$47 ea. plus utilities (all 256-0481.

MM
I i-iiiale to share apt. near campus. $56

per month from Jan. 1st thru May. Call
519-6170 after 130 p.m.

MM
ENTERTAINMENT

I have kept some Dec. dates open just for

>ou. (all me toda> for a great Xmas party
M> name is Steve the DJ my no. 167-2KU

tfl2-3

Xmas parties are coming, and I can
bring back all those old Xmas memories
with great oldies. Call Boogie Bob at 536-

M17.V

HI2-3

Base | Ki'\lHiard Plavers wanted for

Hand (all Kevin at 323-7249 or Man at 549-

6275
tf!2-:.

ROOMMATES WANTED
Mature female roommate wanted to

share apt. in Puffton. $75 per all

utilities included, bus comes every 10

minutes Suzanne. 549-1405.

MM
Roommate. Jan. I. prefer grad student

for quiet furn. house, own room, $75 per
mo. and utilities, no sec. dep. 584-2839

• after 6 p.m.. Michele).

If 1 2-7

Female only — own room, on bus route,

available Jan. I. $82 per mo. Call 549-1352

and wkends.

MM
Need roommate to share 2 bedroom

Cliffside apt., on bus route. $87.50 inc.

utilities, avail, immediately. 665-4198. ask
for Doug.

tf 12-7

Male for Januarv I thru June, in Sun-
derland. King Philip Apts., on bus rt.. no
drugs, share phone. $92.50 per mo., util.

incl. 665-3501.

MM
Female roommate wanted — N.E. area

iDwight House i. must go home often or
find place to sleep on weekends. Call 545-

0791. ask for Kathy 22t.

If12-4

Female to share small house in country.
25 mi. frorr \mherst Orange with another
female V% m student and small child. $46
plus util. 617-249-4587.

HI2-7

FOR RENT

AshfieM — 2 bedroom ranch. $200
per month. Ashfield — 3 bedroom
ranch & lake frontage. $250 per mo.
Burkland — 3 bedroom farmhouse,
barn. $250 per month. Ashfield Realty.
Rte. 116. So. Ashfield. Ma.. 413-628-

3969.

12-3

150 yr old restored colonial. 3-4 bdrms.
garage & pond, family or grad student

New Salem. Likely Listingspreferred
256-8896.

tf 1 2-5

Spacious Cambridge style I bdrm apt in

Millers Falls, easy ride to Amherst on Rt.
63. $ I50/mo . w /heat & hot water. 256-8896

MM
Huge Country Home with Sauna, all

remodeled. 2 baths. 2 kitchens. 2 living. 5

bdrms. 2 lofts. Likely Listings. 256-8896.

LLtZ-5

"> bdrm Ranch in country w/2 acres,
garage, family room and work room!
Storage area. Likely Listings. 256-8896.

MM
Efficiency apartment, all util.. an

cond.. pool, parking. $180 per mo. Amherst
Motel opp. Zayre's. 256-8122.

MM
Cliffside Apts. — one bedroom, campus

busline, dishwasher, all utilities. 665-4744.

keep trying.

MM
1 ante furnished room, close to campus,

kitchen privileges, possible reduction for

babysitting. Call 549-1213 except 2-4 p.m.
tfl2-5

ROOM FOR RENT
Large furnished room with 'j bath in

private home, $75 per month, (all 256-8948

after 3 p.m.
tfl2-7

Furnished room in modern apt. for rent,

for one month only (Dec). 256-0507.

12-3

Furnished rooms on edge of campus,
quiet location, free parking, occupanrv
lanuarv 1st (all :.l!t-fi:i«7 after :i p.m.

Room in I hedfoom house available Dec
I. renl $6:» per mo A. utilities. North
amplon (all Mark MMM2.

tf 1 2-3
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Bruins Get

Back On
Winning Track
BOSTON (AP) - Bobby Orr set

up the initial goal with a hard slap

shot and then scored on Boston's
28th power play tally of the season
Sunday night in sparking the
Bruins to a 5-3 National Hockey
League victory over the New York
Islanders.

The Islanders, who came out
with the heavy hitting, were out-

skated by the Bruins, who ex-

tended their unbeaten streak to 10

games, 9-0-1 after being held to a
tie in Chicago last Wednesday.
The Bruins jumped in front as

Freddie O'Donnell scored with a
backhander of a rebound on Orr's
slap shot at 7:54 of the first period.
Then Orr struck for his 13th goal,
sixth on a power play, while the
Islanders were shorthanded at

19:35.

Don Marcotte, Phil Esposito, and
Ken Hodge also scored for Boston.

NOT RESTING BUT thinking is UMass Russ Chateauneuf, in his
bout with Yale's Roger Morrow. Thought for the day : Do I pin him or
pound him? The answer: Pound him. 8-4.

Maine Swimmers Stun UMass
By MDC STAFF

The UMass swim team fell to a
strong Maine team 81-30 in Orono
Saturday in their opener. The
Black Bears, which accumulated
nine of 12 first places in the meet,
set five school records and 2 pool
marks in the process.
UMass' performance was

highlighted by the efforts of three
freshmen. Ben Crooker, an
Amherst High graduate, set a new
school record in the 1,000 Free-
style with a time of 11:19.053 -

demolishing the previous record by
50 seconds.

Dave Boucher, a freshmen from
Seekonk, came within 3-10 of a
second of the UMass record on his
way to a 2:28.8 victory in the 200
breaststroke.

Duncan Loomis, a second

semester frosh from Attleboro,
swam the most exciting event of
the day, as he won the 200 in-

dividual medley. He beat one of
Maine's top swimmers with a time
of 2:12.6, winning by 21-100 of a
second.

The 400 freestyle relay was won
by the UMass team of Ron
Boucher. Spencer Sullivan, Dick
Blaisdell, and Loomis with an
overall time of 3:35.7.

Blaisdell and Joe Hebert took
seconds in the 50 freestyle and 200
butterfly, respectively.

The 14 man team took on Maine
without any divers, which
guaranteed Maine an 18 point lead
at the start.

Coach Bay Melamed, a two-time
Olympian and last year's Israeli

Olympic coach, believes the most

UMass Sportsweek

TUESDAY. DECEMBER 4

Men's Varsity Gymnastics vs. Boston State
WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER I
Varsity Basketball vs. St. Anselms
J.V Basketball vs. St. Anselms
Varsity Hockey vs. Williams
J V Hockey vs. Williams
Varsity Track vs. Rhode Island
Varsity Wrestling vs. Rhode Island
Varsity Swimming vs. Wesleyan
FRIDAY. DECEMBER 7

Varsity Hockey vs. Norwich
SATURDAY. CEMBER 8

Varsity Basketball vs. Rhode Island
Varsity Hockey vs. Middlebury
J.V. Hockey vs. Harvard Freshman
Varsity Wrestling vs MIT. -Wesleyan
J V. Wrestling vs. MIT.
Varsity Track vs. UConn/Manhattan
J.V. Track vs. Connecticut
Men's Varsity Gymnastics vs. Pittsburg
Men's J.V. Gymnastics vs. Army

HOME 7: 30

Away 8: 00

Away 8 .00

HOME 8: 30

HOME 8: 30
Away 2: 00

Away 7: 00

HOME 4: 00

Away 8 .00

Away 8 .00

Away 7: 00

Away 2: 00

HOME 7. 30

HOME 7. 30

Away 1:00

Away 1 : 00

HOME 2:00
Away4:00

important goal of the team is that

each individual improves his own
time. He was optimistic about the
future of the team, citing the work
of the freshmen. Assistant coach
Larry Lammert, a swimmer from
Indiana University, thought the
team benefited from the meet
"Many swimmers who had never
swam a meet before had a chance
to prove to themselves the validity
of our workouts and criticisms." he
said.

AROUND THE POOL- The swim
team takes on Wesleyan in the
Boyden Pool on Wednesday at 4:00
p.m. The swim team's next three
meets are at home. After the
Wesleyan meet, it takes on W.P.I,
on December 11, and then Holy
Cross on December 15.

Managers Chief

Topic For

Baseball Owners
HOUSTON (AP) - Baseball's

annual winter meetings open
Monday, and for a change the
spotlight wont be totally on the
trading action It will be on who
will manage whom.
AL President Joe Cronin has

summoned the Detroit Tigers and
New York Yankees to a hearing
Wednesday to discuss which team
Manager Ralph Houk is working
for After that, the Yankees will

meet with the Oakland As and
decide which team Manager Dick
Williams works for.

Houk wants to manage the
Tigers and the Yankees would like
Williams as a replacement. That's
fine with everybody except
Oakland owner Charles O. Finley,
who is balking at letting Williams
out of the last three years of his

contract unless the Yankees
compensate the A's with some
players.

JOAN JONAS
orc-wic Horns
VFRTICflL VOLL : ft

D£C. £~ 8-OOPM
Thompson /06

UfO/fi srwfnrs sc< orneRs'/.oo

Sponsored by Ftne rikt Ccvnd

Plunket Paces Patriots

Past Pacific Patsies
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - Jim

Plunkett passed to Randy Vataha

for the go-ahead touchdown and

then scored twice himself on short

runs Sunday in leading the New
England Patriots to a 30-14

National Football League victory

over the hapless San Diego
Chargers.

Plunkett reversed his role from

goat to hero quickly after the

Chargers had stormed to a 14-3

second period lead by capitalizing

on New England miscues.

With time running out in the first

half, Plunkett passed the Patriots

downfield. Then, on third down and
10 with just 21 seconds left, he hit

Vataha, his old Stanford buddy on

a 14-yard scoring toss that put the

Patriots in front to stay en route to

their third victory in a row.

Plunkett dove one yard for a

touchdown in the third period and
then ran three yards for an in-

surance score midway through the

final quarter. The Patriots sur-

vived a virtual contest of errors in

the first half, which was marked by
five turnovers.

Jeff White booted an 11-yard

field goal late in the first period

before the Chargers bounced back.

Floyd Rice, a linebacker hit

Plunkett hard, forcing a fumble.
Rice picked up the loose ball and
ran 51 yeards for a touchdown at

4:12 of the second period. Plunkett
actually was an innocent victim of

the rules on a play which set up San
Diego's second touchdown. John
Tarver had a pass in his hands, but

could not hang on as he started to

run and the ball was picked off by
San Diego's Doug Wilkerson at the

New England 34. After an official

ruling of a pass interception, the

Chargers went in for a touchdown,
Robert Holmes scoring on a one-
yard smash.
Then the Patriots came alive.

Little Mack Herron took the en-

suing kickoff at the New England
eight and sprinted 92 yards for a
touchdown. Herron outran former
Big Ten champion Ron Smith in

returning the first kickoff for a
touchdown by New England since

1962.

The loss left the chargers with a
2-9 1 record. The Patriots, hoping
for a .500 season, are 5-7 with two
games remaining.

Football Scoreboard
PRO

New England 30, San Diego 14

Washington 27, NY Giants 24

Cincinnati 27, Minnesota
Buffalo 17, Atlanta 6

NY Jets 20, Baltimore 17

Cleveland 20, Kansas City 20

(tie)

San Francisco 38, Philadelphia
28

Los Angeles 26, Chicago
Green Bay 30, New Orleans 10

Oakland 17, Houston 6

Detroit 20, St. Louis 16

Dallas 22, Denver 10

COLLEGE
BC 42, Holy Cross 21

Navy 51. Army
Alabama 35, Auburn
Notre Dame 44. Miami (Fla.)

Oklahoma 45, Oklahoma State
18

Tulane 14, LSU
Georgia 10, Georgia Tech 3

Tampa 34, Rutgers 6

Grambling 17, Delaware 8
Brigham Young 63, Texas El
Paso
Tennessee 20. Vanderbilt 17

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except during league play)

Gentlemen,

start

our
engines.

For the man that has almost everything.

Test drive our 1974 Porsches,

JONES
PORSCHE AUDI INC.

721 WORTHINGTON STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01101

TELEPHONE 413-781-1820
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JV Hoopsters

Bomb Rockwood
In Opener

By STEVE SARACENO
Not every coach making his

debut last Saturday night at the

Cage lost.

In the basketball game directly

preceding Satch's unsuccessful
indoctrination, Coach Chuck Olsen

upped his life-time record to 1-0 as

his JV squad whomped Rockwood
Academy, 87-41.

The UMass fast break ran away
with the game after the first five

minutes. Center Arnie Johnson (13

points, 12 rebounds) continually hit

Bill Santos and Dave Tewhill on fly

patterns that left the Rockwood
defenders wondering what sport

they were playing. Tewhill scored

two touchdowns (12 points) and
Santos led all UMass scorers with

16 points.

Rockwood lost by more points

than they scored, and the 46 point

difference was due in much part to

their meager 29 per cent shooting

from the floor and incredible 39 per

cent from the foul line. Even Rock-
wood's Jim Wilson, high scorer for

the game with 24 points, hit only 9

of 23 field goal attempts and was
under 50 per cent from the line.

UMass was as superb as Rock-
wood was horrendous at shooting.

The Minutemen, accurate as heat-

sensored ICBMs, hit 55 per cent

from the floor and 88 per cent on
freebies.

While shooting indisputably
played an important factor,

playing was almost equally

responsible for the final outcome.
Santos, Tewhill, Johnson, and

the Mikes, Reedy and Healy (both

with 8 points), produced fine set-

ups of teammates and each other.

The most specatcular was a blind

pass by Tewhill as he was falling

out of bounds to a waiting Santos

under the basket. The junior

Minutemen piled up 24 assists

while Rockwood was able to

muster up a sum total of two.
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Bill Endicott strikes a classic pose as he tries to manuever past

Ken Wolfe. Although the Harvard defense was tenacious, Endicott
moved over and around the Crimson, clicking for 24 points in the

process.

The victory was as over-
whelming as the statistics
say. .maybe even more. Fittingly,

the buzzer-shot by Rockwood was
devastatingly stuffed back into the
shooters face.

Coach Olsen puts his undefeated
lifetime-career coaching record on
the line next Wednesday night at

St. Anselms.

Wrestlers Nip Yale
(Continued from P. 20)

handled the duties for UMass and
recorded a fall at 3:20.)

The 158 pound bout saw Yale's

Marty Swarz best Cliff Blom, 12-7,

in one of the evening's most ex-

citing matches. Schwartz is a

headlock specialist and that
generally means four or five points

when it is used correctly and he
used it correctly a few times. The
other times though he was taken
down by Blom and ridden out fairly

well. Blom incurred an injury with
21 seconds in the bout remaining
and in the process of incurring it

fell too far behind to catch up.

Captain Steve Benson continued
his dominance over Yale's Jamie
McEwan with a big 19-9 decision.

Behind 7-1 at one point, Benson
decided to let go with a barrage of

mat work and hit McEwan with
everything but the locker room
door (four near falls, three
takedowns, a reversal).

Another Frosh in the person of

Robin Osborne scored a

methodical 5-2 victory over senior

Tim Harper and put the
Minutemen on the board the last

time. At 190 UMass ran into the

meat of Yale's lineup as John
Connolly got caught in a cradle in

the second period and pinned by
Neil Brendel, fourth in the EIWA
last year. UP to that point it looked
like Connolly would push Bredel to

exhaustion as he hustled him from
the first whistle.

If every UMass needed a break,

some prayers, a Presidential
pardon - it was at heavyweight.

The score stood 19-15; a pin for

Yale would win it, a tie or a win and
UMass would be 2-0. For Yale, at

heavy-defending Eastern Champ.
Senior Tim Karpoff. For UMass
untested freshman Dennis Fenton.

You see, Karpoff was supposed to

go out and wrap Dennis up and call

it an evening- just like that. Instead

he had to settle for a bout where he

couldn't hold Fenton down,
couldn't take him down and by the

third period found himself a little

angry at having to fend off Fen-

ton's advances. Karpoff won 8-2,

but it meant nothing to him. To
UMass it was the best start of a

long season

PIN POINTS DiObilda.
Reynolds, Benson, and Osborne
finished the day at 2-0. Ast. Coach
Mike Welch's charges bested Yale

JV s 25-15 and UConn 48-6 with Eric

Ruth and Wayne Stofko going

undefeated on the day

Lowe Award To Espo
Boston (AP) - Junior tailback Mike Esposito,

Boston College's all-time leading ground-gainer, was
named winner of the 35th annual George Bulger Lowe
Award Sunday as New England's outstanding college
football player in 1973.

Esposito shattered BC records this season,
carrying 244 times for 1,291 yards and scoring 17

ouchdowns. In just two seasons, the flash from
Wilmington. Mass., has carried 426 times for 2,219

yards, both BC records.

Esposito will receive the Lowe Award at the
Gridiron Club of Greater Boston's annual dinner Dec.
11 at Fantasia Restaurant in Cambridge.

Trackers Trap

Bears, 66-52
By SCOTT HAYES

One thing is certain after Saturday's 66-52 track win
over Maine. The UMass Indoor Track team can do no
worse than last year's 1-4 record. In fact, the team
looked impressive in its victory at Orono.
Devin Croft led a sweep of the 1,000-yard run that

gave UMass the lead for the first time in the meet,
and enabled the Minutemen to come out on top of the
exciting contest.

Croft ran his fastest time ever in winning the 1,000.

He was timed in 2: 14.8 while teammate Mike Gillen
took second with a time of 2:15.9. Freshman Jim
Hunt captured third to complete the only sweep of the
day.

Other individual winners for UMass included Bob
Adamson, freshman Scott Herman, Barron Lit-
tlefield. Curt Stegerwald. and Tom Wilson.
Bob and Ken Adamson were called on to perform

the "iron man" trick, running the 60-yard and
competing in the long and triple jumps. Bob took first

in the long jump and Ken captured third in the dash.
Ken won the long jump with a jump of 22'11 3/4" on
his last attempt.
Scott Herman's throw of 45' 1" was good for another

first as the weightmen came up with some important
points and broke up a group of strong Maine per-
formers. Tom Lonergan took third in the shot, an
event in which less than a foot separated the top four
throws.

Barron Littlefield won the 600-yard run in 1: 13.9

and Curt Stegerwald ran the high hurdles in 7.7 to
win the event.

Tom Wison won the two-mile with a time of 9: 08.4.

Wilson led a group of runners that battled Maine to a
9-9 standoff in the distance events. John Scheer ran a
fine race in the mile, completing the event in 4: 20.8.

Going into the final two events of the day the score
was 56-52. and the pressure was on the two relay
teams. As it turned out. the underclassmen came
through and UMass swept the final two relays and
clinched the meet.
Larry and Tom Beland, Barron Littlefield and

Curt Stegerwald combined to win the mile relay in

.5 26.2 while Peter Byron, Weeden Wetmore, Francis
( )'Keefe and Ted Bussiere hitched up to take the two-
mile relay in 8:02.2.

In the mile relay. Curt Stegerwald received the
baton only one stride ahead of Jim Van Peursen of
Maine Van Peursen pulled even with Stegerwald on
the final leg of the relay, but Stegerwald was able to
fight off the challenge and clinch a victory for the
Minutemen.
Coach Ken O'Brien expalined that the per-

formances of the weightmen wer* inportant to the
victory. Bob Bocash was able to garner third in the
weight throw O'Brien stated that the win was a
'Hood team effort", one in which many of the team
members had to compete in more than one event.

Gymnasts Vault Over Yale

Notice
The intramural co-rec swim

meet will be held Monday night

(7 p.m.) Dec. 3 at the Boyden
pool. Spectators are welcome.

By MIK' STAFF
Coach Tom Dunn went into

Syracuse expecting a pretty close

gymnastics meet. And when he
came away, he wasn't disap
pointed. It was indeed a close one
going into the final event, but

UMass came away with a com-
fortable win, 156.4 to 154.8.

Actually, as it ended up, the meet
was a matter of who lost the meet
rather than who won it as both

teams faltered on the last event -

the high bar. UMass had a half

point lead going into that event and
didn't really perform well. But
Syracuse was even less im-
pressive.

UMass won the meet on the

strength of their all-around men -

Gene Whelan, Bill Brouillet. and
Steve Scuderi who combined for

over 150 points.

Syracuse had strong specialists,

winning or tying four of the six

events.

UMass took a ,45 lead after the

first event - floor exercise behind
the clean and dynamic floor

routines thrown by Whelan and
Brouillet. Good Pommel horse
routines were thrown by senior co-

captian Rich Seikunas and Scuderi
for scores of 8.5 and 8.3 However
the other horsemen did not fare so

.3 points.

Syracuse dominated the still

rings event even though Whelan
and Brouillet also did fine routines

here. But Syracuse took a .10 lead

in the meet
Jack Fabbricante showed great

poise as he hit a difficult vault for a

9.2. This combined with co-captain

Jay Thomsen's 8.9 and Whelan s

9.05 put UMass back in front with a

.2 lead.

Whelan, Brouillet, and Scuder

led the Minutemen in the parallel

bar event, picking up .3 points and
widening the team lead to .5 points
going into the last event.

Although UMass' high bar
routines were not that great. Dan
Barter's first varsity routine for an
8:05; Scuderi (8.95) Brouillet (8.3)

Whelan (8.5) - Syracuse fell far

shorter than that. They had scores
of 8.7 and 9.1, but after that the
next man had a miserable 6.8.

Kling Fu Academy
of Amherst

Wing-Chun

Style

Tai-Chi

Style

well and Syracuse closed the

NEED HELP

- LISTENING -

CONCERNED PEOPLE

Central Area

Counseling Center

B-2 Gorman 5 0894

Mon., Fri. 1-9 p.m.

Thurs. 10-9 p.m.

ga£ to

REFUNDS
for

Gordon Lightfoot Concert

Monday — Dec. 3
11:30 - 2:00Tuesday — Dee. 4

U.lHass. Campus Center
Main Concourse

We have moved to

NEW LOCATION

124 Amity St.

come and learn

Chinese Self Defense

at our

10,000 sq. ft. Studio

the only authorized Kung Fu school in Western New
England area

MASTER IN CHARGE: A. CHAN

Tel. 253-5602
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By STEVE DeCOSTA
Tom Sanders, greeted like a

conquering hero in a thunderous
pre-game ovation, overstayed his

welcome and saw his coaching
debut ruined by a group of
determined, defense-minded
Minutemen to the tune of 74-65

Saturday night at the Cage.

Hoopsters Snatch Glory From Satch
.pact t t>u_ o i i • ^ .The Sanders-coached Crimson

from Harvard lived up to their pre-
season billings by playing
tenacious defense that, except for a
four-minute lapse, allowed the
Ivies to keep pace witli the
Minutemen.
But midway through the second

half, leading 40-35 and Dulling

away, Harvard mysteriously
stopped executing. UMass took full
advantage of the temporary lapse
and four minutes later found
themselves in control with a 49-42
lead. The remainder of the contest
was academic, with the UMass
full-court press destroying any
chance of a Crimson comeback.

..... ,. ,
I S»«» Photo - Dan Smith

)

All they could do was stand and watch as Al Skinner put on a show for the capacity crowd at the Cage

victT
1
"

P° co»^ted 12 rebounds at the Minutemen came up with a 74-65 opening-game

Minutemen Iced By Merrimack
By BILL BALLOL'

UMass showed a vastly superior defense, but
vastly inferior offense as compared to Wednesday's
season opener, and the result was just the same-a four
goal loss.

It was a 5-1 defeat Saturday night at Merrimack,
and the Warriors showed why they're the early
season choice to take the Division II championship.
They totally dominted the young Minutemen,

out shooting them 28-16, and shutting them out for the
final fifty minutes of the game.
The UMass goal was scored by John Muse, who hit

on a one-on-one break after taking a pass from
linemate Kevin Conners. Muse's goal, his second of
the season, gave the Minutemen their only lead of the
game

But the lead didn't even make it to the end of the
first period as Merrimack's Randy Cole got two. the
second of which was disputed. UMass goaltender
Chick Rheault was knocked down outside the UMass
net by a Merrimack forward and he contended that
there should have been an interference call. There
wasn't and Cole came from behind the net to slip it

into the open cage.
Kheault, seeing his first game action since

February, showed signs of his old brilliance, but also
showed some rust However, none of the Merrimack

goals could be considered cheap
He cerainly had more help in front of him than Jeff

McReynolds and John Binkoski did Wednesday. The
28 shots Merrimack, a fine offensive team, took was
nowhere near the 52 Salem State had.
The defense was helped by the play cf Mike Ellis,

who had been feared lost because of a wrist injury. He
played in pain, but played. To replace Dave
Alesandroni. who injured his shoulder in the season
opener. Jack Canniff gave fifth defenseman Bill
Mintiens a regular shift and brought up Dave
Keough Mintiens played well.

Unfortunately the offense was so weak as to be
almost non-existant.

The Minutemen had almost no good scoring
chances after Muse's goal, despite having several
power plays. The Warriors back-checked them to
death and when they did have some room their passes
went awry or their shots were blocked. Worst of all
was the second period when they could only manage
three shots on goal.

INCIDENTALLY: Randy Cole has a brother.
Scott, who also plays for Merrimack...Talk around
the arena was about how the Warriors could ever
have lost, 3-2, to AIC. ..The new Merrimack arena is
beautiful, but the ice was soft and sloppy...The JV's
impressed in the preliminary, winning 6-1....

Wrestlers Edge Yale, 19-18
By JOHN BOCK

To those wrestling fans with a
weak heart and-or a tendency to
become highly anxious over the
sport: lay in a supply of your
favorite nerve medicine if you
think that the rest of the season will
be as tight as the beginning.
To those who have not heard, the

UMass grapplers edged Yale
University 19-18 in a down-to-the-
last-bout match on Saturday
evening in Bovden Auxiliary gym.
The match was the third part of a
triangular that saw the University
of Connecticut go home without
scoring a point against UMass or

Vale. In two yawners the
Minutemen demolished the
Huskies 48-0, while Yale handed
them a 42-6 shellacking (the six

points came as Yale forfeited the
118 pound bout.)

The real excitement came in the
evening bout that saw a Yale team
loaded with veterans face a young
Minuteman (5 freshmen) squad.
Yale forfeited 118 to UMass' Gene
DiObilda, who also had it easy in

his debut against UConn as he
clamped his man early in the
second period.

Larry Reynold's match was nip
and tuck with Bill Gamoer and it

Inside Sports

^Trackers Trap Bears

Swimmers Fall To Maine

•Gymnasts Vault Over Syracuse

wasn't until late in the match mat
Reynolds went ahead to win, 4-3.

The 134 pound bout saw frosh Bob
Schab come off the mark with a
quick takedown and look like he
was going to control the bout, but
drop a 5-4 riding time decision to
Yale's Dave Horn.
Russell Chateauneuf, coming

into his first varsity match since
winning the New Englands in 1972,

cleaned house on Roger Morrow.
Chateauneuf had a slight bit of

trouble on his feet but wrapped his
man in a very deliberate cradle in

the second period and then get a
takedown and near fall in the third
for the final 8-4 decision. Freshman
Steve Jabaut really had his work
cut out for him as he met Yale's
Jim Bennett - possibly their best
wrestler. Bennett was a Penn-
sylvania High School State Champ,
had a year's experience on Jabaut
and came out with some very
sophisticated takedowns, but
Jabaut was no slouch either and
countered most very nicely and
threw in a few of his own. In the
end. though, it was conditioning
that won it for Bennett, 10-5. (In the
afternoon bout at 150 Sean Cronin

( Continued on P. |«n

Sanders rationalized his team's
demise by saying, "Our defense
was tough until a shot was taken.
After that we weren't getting in

position to rebound or prevent the
offensive follow-up. That lasted for
about four minutes."

That was all the time the
Minutemen needed to grab the
initiative. Al Skinner and Bill

Endicott netted 24 points apiece
and led the way to a 52.1 accuracy
mark in field goal shooting for
UMass.

The Minutemen also destroyed
Harvard on the boards, gathering
in 46 rebounds to 31 for the
Crimson, including a 20-10 ad-
vantage in the first half.

But the night belonged to the
defense. Using both a man-to-man
press and a 1-3-1 trap in the corner
zone, the Minutemen out-hustled
Harvard into submission.

Consider the job done on Tony
Jenkins. The Crimson's leading
scorer with 21 on the night, Jenkins
netted 15 of his total in the first
half. In the final twenty minutes
the 6'8" center was shut out from
the field and could collect only six
points from the free throw line.

UMass coach Jack Leaman
credited "better team defense" for
stopping Jenkins in the second
stanza. "Everybody was helping
out and the zone worked well when
we used it." he said.

The press also played a major
role in the victory. "We pressed in
the second half to get things
moving," Leaman remarked. "We
thought they were slowing the
game down too much and the press
helped us to speed things up."

The only other double-figure
scorer for Harvard was Lou Silver
who finished with 13, all in the
second half. Arnie Needleman,
Mike Griffin, and Ken Wolfe
collected eight points apiece in the
losing cause.

John Murphy finished with 13
points for the Minutemen, although
two of them came by way of a gift.
In the course of the action Murphy
grabbed an offensive rebound,
went up with the following shot,
and was fouled. The referee, in his
haste to report the infraction to the
scorers table, turned his back to
the play and did not see the ball roll
around the hoop and fall out. The
ref signaled for two. nobody
complained, and that was that.

The Crimson got on the
scoreboard first as the result of a
pre-game technical foul by Al
Skinner for dunking the ball during
warm-ups.

The Minutemen travel to St.

Anselms' on Wednesday night for
their next encounter. St. A's also
won their opening tilt this weekend
as they overcame a 14 point deficit
to beat Springfield 76-71.

Smilin 9

Satch
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"
r ^ally didn't expect the reception I

got. But I didn t have any problems relating to it. I kind of fit in well with
the youth." He smiled, the press smiled. It seemed that everyone whocame in contact with the "Satch" on Saturday night at the Cage smiled

If you were not at the UMass-Harvard game the reception Sanders
speaks of left the 5,000 who jammed their way in an emotional mass
Sanders did not react outwardly, it's not his manner. His gait was slow
methodical. All that was missing were the bandaged knees his head
wrapped in a towel and of course the green uniform.

"It certainly was a nice place to play in." he said in referring to the
Cage. ' But it would have been more enjoyable if we had won " The
record will stand that Harvard lost to UMass. 74-65, thus spoiling San-
ders debut as a coach. But the atmosphere in the Crimson lockerroom
after the game depicted anything other than that of a loser
Sanders had been smooth in his initial coaching assignment And for

the first time in who knows how long Harvard basketball played as ateam set up plays, played defense, had patience and in general gave theMinutemen all they could handle in their first outting
"All that separated us from them," analyzed Sanders, "was one fourminute stretch midway in the second half." That was when UMass wentfrom five back (40-35) to seven in front (49-42). "We made the same

mistakes that Lve seen professionals make who've been in the game ten
years. We didn t block out, we hurried out shots. And when you do that
you pay the price."
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anders apparently transformed the image of Harvard

basketball on the court, but he has also made basketball a moremeaningful experience for his athletes. "He's just tremendous," saidTony Jenkins who scored 21 points and hid in the publicity shadow ofJames Brown and Floyd Lewis for two years.
*>naaow ot

"He's given me a golden opportunity to learn the fundamentals of thegame. He s a great teacher and I'm just lucky to be under his tutelage
"

It was expected that Sanders would put his team through a grind they'venever witnessed before. "We practice three hours /day six days aweek." related Jenkins. Yes. a grind
y

VvOZJ^h?**?
f°r a better team effort He '

s *° bemrlicial to usESty
,

e cr»t«ques my game which allows me to develop my skills
"

Ken Wolfe is a guard who played second fiddle last year to another
publicity-oriented stud. Jim Fitzsimmons. But Saturday nicht he combined with Mike Griffin to not only control the£^^25^3^few Minutemen with doses of fundamental defense
"Coach Sanders is a great man," Wolfe said, his face a picture of totalrespect. "He not only has a great knowledge of the game, but he's sucr.

a

great person that we want to go out and perform for him
'

'

Harvard on paper is not as physically talented as last year's team"Thank God, "smiled Al Skinner who gyrated his springy selfTo 24 wSSiand a dozen[rebounds. "If Sanders had James Brown and Floyd Lew* towork with they'd be some kind of team " y
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ach he did *et Phone ca,ls from BobCousy Bill Sharman. B.ll Russell, the Jones boys, etc. Tom Heinsohn andRed Auerbach were even seen at his practices. "They didn't exactW

ISK^Se?f-lr ^ Said "AS a ma«" <** 55SS
You look at Sanders and realize thai last year at this time he was tlill

p ay.ng profess.onal basketball He denies that he praeticeTwith h"s team
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White House

Will Turn Over

Milk Fund Data

The Mysterious Case

Of The Teacher Award

by MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The White House has
decided to surrender to a federal judge a bundle of
documents in the milk fund case, including a tape
recording of a key meeting between President Nixon
and top administration officials, government lawyers
said Monday.
Irwin Goldblum, the Justice Department attorney

in the case, said the turnover could come as early as
Tuesday. But he added that the White House con-
tinues to claim the materials are protected by
executive privilege and will ask U.S. District Judge
William B. Jones to keep the documents secret.
The materials were demanded by consumer ad-

vocate Ralph Nader in a civil suit charging that the
Nixon administration raised milk price supports in

1971 in exchange for more than $200,000 in secret
contributions from the dairy industry to the Nixon re-

election campaign.
The tape would be the first to be released not

related directly to Watergate.
The tape is of a White House meeting on March 23,

1971 that is one day after the dairy industry made the
first of many secret contributions to the campaign
and two days before the administration reversed a 13-

day-old decision not to increase the federal support
price for milk.

Nader lawyers have said that meeting appeared to

be a critical one in the abrupt policy change which by
industry estimates was worth some $300 million to

$700 million to the nation's dairy farmers.
In the morning, Nixon and his top agricultural and

economic advisers met with dairy industry
representatives to discuss the support program.
There are conflicting reports about whether a tape of
that meeting in the Cabinet Room of the White House
exists.

That same afternoon, the President met with
domestic-affairs adviser John D. Ehrlichman,
Agriculture Secretary Clifford Hardin, Budget
Director George P. Shultz and perhaps some other
aides.

Evidence already made public in the case shows
that some of Nixon's aides knew of the dairy in-

dustry's pledge of large contributions at the time
But Hardin has sworn he changed his mind on the

price support increase solely because of new
economic evidence brought to his attention. Shultz
has said he switched because of congressional
pressure that threatened to increase milk supports by
even more than the administration finally granted.
Sources said some 68 other documents turned up in

an exhaustive file search in the White House and
various government agencies also will be turned over
to the judge with the request that they be withheld.

By SHELLEY M. LAUZON
One of the many mysteries at UMass is the

Distinguished Teacher Award. While most students
are aware of the award, few know who is selected,
how, or why.
The first question concerning the DTA is the source

of the money awarded. Several persons connected
with the award were unable to answer, or referred
the question to someone else who previously had been
asked. One department secretary said she though the
money came from a trust fund under the jurisdiction
of the University Affairs Committee, but requested
that someone else be contacted "to make sure.'

Approximately $31,000.00 has been awarded since
1962 to thirty-one professors and teaching assistants.
This year, six awards will be presented 'o members
of the teaching faculty. As of November 26, more than
twenty nominations had been receiving by the DTAC.
Kinney Thiele, secretary of the 1973-1974 DTAC, said
that most of these nominations came from students,
several came from department chairmen, and one
came from a department secretary.
Although students have nominated persons for the

award, there appears to be little student input, since
very few students are aware they are qualified to
nominate a faculty member or teaching assistant.
The ability of students and faculty to judge

teaching ability is a controversial matter, for a
student's idea of distinguished teaching differs
greatly from a faculty member's.

Students use varying criteria to judge, such as
ability to hold interest, effectiveness of presentation,
and interest in student needs.
Faculty members cannot use any of these criteria,

and apparently judge ability by student information
given to them and personal knowledge. What one
student likes, another may dislike; a professor ot

teaching assistant may be an outstanding teacher yet

fail to receive nomination. Only those faculty
members already nominated are evaluated.

According to the annaul report for 1971 of the
DTAC, the award strives to recognize basic teaching
excellence by assessment of the following criteria:
ability to stimulate students to challenging ideas and
effective communication; a real knowledge of sub-
ject matter; ability to interpret and relate the results
of contemporary scholarship; ability to relate to
students; performance in both large and small
classes; interest in counseling students, and evidence
of a consistently distinguished teaching record over a
number of years.

Letters of recommendation to the committee
constitute a nomination, and can come from any
member of the university community Once a person
has been nominated, a questionnaire with a rating
system is distributed to the personnel committee in
the department where the nominee is employed This
committee in turn distributes these forms as it sees
fit - every member of the nominee's class or only a
few can be asked to fill out the questionnaire, or
faculty members can evaluate their colleague

Among the questions asked are: Can this person
relate ideas and scholarship in teaching? Does this
person show concern for student counseling needs''
All questions are followed by a request for specific
examples.
The recommendations of the committee are sent to

the Provost and Chancellor for final approval.
The amount of the award is a very significant

factor. Apparently the University does not feel

distinguished teaching is worthwhile. A $> 000.00
award, after taxes, becomes a few hundred dollars,
and a few hundred dollars is little honor for out-
standing service to students and the community.

(Staff Photo/Denni* (onion)

If I'd known it was on the 52nd floor I would have
gone some place else...

Hey kid, wanna buy some notes?
By KAREN GORDON

The Student Senate lecture note program
is a rapidly growing organization. It em-
ployes 57 students, more than any other
Registered Student Organization. The
program publishes lecture notes that have
been taken by qualified students. The note
program is designed to allow students to

participate and concentrate more in class
and also to supplement and improve their

own notes.

The lecture note program serves 42

courses. There are 3140 half-term sub-

scribers and many more students who buy
the notes on a daily or weekly basis. Most
courses have a 33 per cent enrollment in the

note program with some having up to a 100

per cent subscription rate.

The Student Senate bought the note ser-

vice from a private company that was
running a somewhat underground
operation. Since then, it has become a non-

profit legitimate operation. The program is

in its second year of operation and is

working towards becoming more well

known and accepted. Approval is always

obtained from the professors before any
course is added to the program. Professors
are sent free copies of the notes so that they
can review them. Some of the professors
don't read them but others actually
recommend them for their students. Some
teachers find that students hand in better
exams, with better answers to essay
questions and ask more informed questions
during class.

The note takers are chosen carefully.
They are usually Juniors or Seniors with at

least a 3.0 cum., and they are mostly majors
in the subject who have taken the course
before with the same professor. Note takers
are paid $7.00 for a short lecture and $10.50
for a long one. Jeff Thompson, manager of
the program, has had trouble with note
takers quitting, but he says, "all the credit
goes to the note takers for how well the
service has been working."
Vast improvements have been made

during the program's two year existence
and attitudes toward the program have been
steadily improving In recently completed
survey, Thompson found that most students

buy the notes either to supplement their
notes or because the notes are better than
their own. According to the survey, very few
students buy the notes so that they can skip
classes. This is substantiated by most
professors who report that there is little or
no drop in attendance with the introduction
of the note program.
Don Degraeve, manager of the print shop,

has tried to tighten up the printing process
to make it more efficient and economical
With profits from last year, they have
purchased an offset press and provided tape
recorders for the note takers. They were
also able to increase the hours that the
distribution centers are open and lower the
cost of the notes from $4.00 to $3.00 and from
$2.75 to $2.00.

More improvements are planned in the
future. Next semester, five new typewriters
will be purchased and typist-editors will be
hired to correct spelling and grammar and
provide a neater copy. Twenty to twenty five
courses will be added for the spring
semester, including more advanced high
level courses. Since average sales per

course are about 50 per cent and it takes
fifty-six subscriptions to pay for the cost of
the note taker alone, only courses with
enrollment of 130 or more make money.
However, they plan to provide notes for

courses with enrollment over 90 and hope
the high Drofit courses will offset the losses.
The no.e service hopes to get permission

to movt their Student Union distribution
center fiom its present location to the ticket
office next to the S.U. Ballroom. If this is

accomplished, they will be able to have two
windows operating at once and speed up
service.

The lecture note program has expanded
its hours and has also opened a distribution
center in JQA lobby. The main distribution
center is in the Student Union across from
the candy counter. It is open from 9:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m and from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. The
JQA center, which gets 15 per cent to 20 per
cent of the business, is open from 11:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. Because of the new evening
hours, it is now possible to pick up a days
notes on the following evening.
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me and my shadow
and me and my shadow
and my shadow and me
and

By DR. S ANDREW
W. McCASHIN AND
STEPHEN M. KLEIN

Q. I feel that the levity with
which you answered the first

question in your Nov. 20th column
in the Collegian does a great in-

justice to a very real problem. I am
one who has found himself really

interested in a relationship at the

beginning, but losing interest once
the other person gets to like me, for

no apparent reason and much
against my conscious wishes Even
if your broaden your definition of

"seduction" to mean enjoying the

chase or the challenge of "win-

ning" someone iwith me it has
never gotten to the sexual meaning
of seduction), that answer is still of

no help in dealing with the problem
and keeping it from recurring in

the relationship I am building now
I would be very interested in

knowing what kirn 1 ol "preventive

Honor Thyself
By DAVID PAQUETTE

Bringing the small school at-

mosphere into the university is

what the Honors Program is all

about. When joining the Honors
Program, a student's relationship

with his professors is on a very
personal level. The Honors
Program classes are kept small,

about 12 to 15 students per class.

The professor is required to fill out

a detailed dossier on each student.

These dossiers are kept on file at

the Honors Program office for

future use such as for letters of

recommendation.
A limited number of six Honor

Program courses must be taken
within the student's stay at the

university in order for the student

to be able to graduate in the Honors
Program. According to Dr. Wolfe
head of the Honors Program, the

Honors Program offers intensive

counseling for its students. Each
student has a precen^'- »hat

SELECTMEN

watches over him. If problems
come up, the preceptor is there to

help. Not only are they there to

help, but they also check to make
sure whether the student heeds
help (by checking the student's

dossier).

A common practice involved in

checking is the student's cum. If it

drops down around 3.0 or below the

student is asked to come in for

counseling. Also by joining the

Honors Program, the student has a
freer hand as to what courses he
wishes to take. The core
requirement obligation of the
university is dropped. The Honors
Program courses are worth from
four credits up to eight, so the

student only has to take 3 courses
per semester to be a full time
student.

According to Wolfe, although
these courses are much harder,
they are planned to be so because
of the extra credits. Wolfe also said

Town Election Dates
Moved Past Intercession

Bv MIKE AL LAIN
The Amherst Board of Selectmen last night approved a final set of

election dates for 1974.

The action comes after an alternate proposal, offered at last week's
meeting by Eric Walgren, and the Selectmen's own schedule, approved
three weeks ago, were discussed at a special meeting at Town Hall on
Thursday.
The schedule approved last night is similar to both the calender

proposed by Walgren at last week's meeting and the original schedule
drawn up but not passed by Selectmen
The new calender calls for a primary election on March 5, as opposed to

the February 12 date tentatively passed earlier by Selectmen, while the
new registration deadline for the primary is February 13, about two
weeks after the university returns from intercession. The earlier
schedule had called for a January 25 deadline for registration.

The Town Election is now scheduled for April 9 instead of March 19, as
voted earlier This means that the town election will be held after
students return from spring vacation, instead of before the vacation.
Walgren had proposed the alternate schedule because he said it

discouraged "maximum participation" among student voters. Student
government leaders from Amherst College, Hampshire College, and
UMass. appearing at last night's meeting, stated their support of
Walgren's schedule, which was ultimately passed.
Walgren expressed his pleasure last night that he and the Board of

Selectmen are finally in "complete agreement on an issue."
The Board also discussed, with members of the Board of Registrars,

the possibility of changing the order of names on the election ballot.

Susan Brynteson, Chairwoman of the Board of Registrars, suggested
that the names either be drawn by lottery or placed in different order on
the different voting machines.
As it stands now, the incumbent's name is placed first on all ballots.

The consensus of both Boards was that the incumbent presently has a
clearcut advantage over other candidates whose names appear farther
down the ballot

How Do I Keep It Alive?

medicine" one can practice to

prevent a good relationship from
dying when the attraction becomes
obviously mutual 9

A. We would like to do justice to

the problem you describe because
for many it is a very real difficulty.

Repeatedly losing interest in

relationships when another begins
to return affection signifies a need
to avoid intimacy. The loss of in-

terest, when looked at closely, is

usually anxiety, anxiety that
blocks being able to feel deeply and
express the richness of that ex-
perience in an intimate relation-

ship. For some the intense "rush"
of emotion, excitement and
euphoria that accompanies the
initial "romantic courtship" stage
of a relationship can obscure this

difficulty until the "novelty" wears
off Conflicts around sex and-or
dependency generate the anxiety
botll intimate relating Risking
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oneself sexually, may conflict with

an inordinate need for privacy, or

may elicit fears about per-

formance, or create guilt about
sexual impulses. Sometimes
concerns about one's sexual or

personal adequacy result in

devaluing the other when he or she
shows interest in becoming closer.

This is expressed in the conscious

or unconscious theme. "How can a

worthless person have someone
who is worthwhile like them?"
When the attraction becomes

obviously mutual, dependency
concerns may be stirred up Fears
about being too dependent,
becoming entrapped, taking on too

much responsibility, being per-

sonally restricted and exploited, or

losing one's sense of separateness
are all common.
Your statement "with me

i winning someone) has never
gotten to the sexual meaning oi

seduction" suggests that you are

feeling sexual discomfort. Try to

evaluate the nature of this anxiety,

examining your feelings as you
move at ;i pace that is comfortable

for yoti Being able to experience

intimacy with another is a com-
plicated task It involves
establishing and sharing a mutual
identity while retaining the
separateness of the partners
Achieving intiniac> is a major
human preoccupatu, i. especially

important in adolescence and

there are more books to be read,

papers to be passed in, and none of

the courses can be taken pass-fail.

According to most of the Honor
Program students the courses

themselves are much more in-

teresting and stimulating. The

students enter the courses wanting

to participate and get involved so

they naturally get more out of the

courses.

Who is allowed into the

program?

Wolfe explained, "Well in the

beginning (8 years ago) the student

had to be asked to join by the

Honors Program, but now anyone
can come down to join. This doesn't

mean that everyone will get in

though."

Wolfe continued and pointed out

that they couldn't stop anyone
from joining. However this is

where their terrific counseling
comes in. The student will be

personally talked tc and his

academic records will be checked

then and an evaluation would be

made as to whether the student can

handle the courses. If the student is

told that it would be in his best

interest not to join but he still

wants to, then he can merely take

an Honors Program Course (as

anyone else can at anytime), and
make his own evaluation of his

competency in the program.
Anyone can try to join, but only the

best survive.

There are about 550 students in

the Honors Program and only

thirty had cums down around 3.0

Wolfe advised freshmen to look

into the Honors Program.
The Honors Program is a in-

teresting educational alternative

who wants to take advantage of it.

If you are interested, truck on
down to Machmer Hall room E23,

for more information.
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By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
The Dwight Art Gallery at

Mount Holyoke College is

currently showing an art
exhibition of Black. Asian-
Americans and Puerto Rican
artists of the 5 College Area
and Springfield College.
Seventeen artists are showing
53 pieces of art. including such
different mediums as paints,

sculptures, etchings and
drawings.
M« Ns*r»n"U Be»" RP art

Come See

My Etchings
senior from Mount Holyoke,
was coordinator of the Gallery
with the collaboration of Rick
Grant, (CCEBS-UMass). Ms.
Bean said that the Independent
Art Funds, The Afro-American
Society and The Friends of Art,

all from Mount Holyoke gave
financial support to the ac-

tivity.

- Mr. Edmund Barry Gaither,

;
curator of the Museum of

2 National Center of Afro-
American Artists in Dor-

| Chester gave a lecture and art

r slide show.
UMass represented by 8

artists, included artists such as

5 Professor Nelson Stevens who
had his paintings printed in

books. magazines and
newspapers, murals and
covers of records. Clay San-
tana, another artist, exhibited
some of his murals. Julio
Torres, a junior, and a
sculptor, said that art is for

him a constant creative ac-
tivity.

The exhibition at the gallery
will be open from Dec. 2 until

Dec. 14, week days from 7 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m., and weekends

young adulthood, for it is a
significant milestone enroute to

maturity.

Send, bring or call in your
questions and-or comments to 303

Machmer Hall or 545-2337. All

inquiries are strictly confidential.

Fast growing bank needs part
time employees to work in

new operations center. Office
located in Sunderland.

Apply

First Pioneer Bancorp

1 Federal Street
Greenfield, Mass. 01301

or call 772-0281

HOT FUDGE

Sundaes 45 c

from ?-5p.m. .

today i
thru $Friday
and

Monday
ru Friday, Dec. 7th

168 N. PLEASANT ST.

Open 6: 30 a.m. 10:30 p.m.

That's Some Grocery List
August is when Mr. Richard

Bongiovanni, Purchasing
Agent for Food Services at the

University, must go shopping
for many food items. This
shopping does not exactly
consist of going downtown to

Louis' for the weekly
groceries. Instead, he shops for

items that all meal ticket

holders will eat for the
academic year.

Bongiovanni was to be in-

volved in perhaps the most
strenuous tug of war in his

seven years with University
Food Services. He would have
to purchase a large quantity of

meat, meat that would pass the

standards set by the University

Dieticians, and get it at the

lowest possible price.

This would indeed be a dif-

ficult task, since the ceiling

price on beef had been
removed four days ahead of

schedule, completely baffling

institutions along the eastern

seaboard. The new food price

controls permitted wholesalers

and retailers to charge the

buyer a greater price.

Independant of where meat
is manufactured, Food Ser-

vices usually purchases all

their fresh meat from local

distributors. If meat is

manufactured in Wyoming, it

is through either a broker or a
distributor that the University

deals with directly.

This procedure also applies

for processed meat and the full

grocery line. Since there are
few resources in New England
where food can be grown on a
yearly basis, most of the

purchasing is done indirectly.

After contacting the usual

meat wholesalers in New
England, i.e.. Swift of

Springfield. Armour of

Waterbury, Lewis Beef of

Springfield, Fulton Packaging
of Boston, and Smith and
Fazzini of Hartford,
Bongiovanni found there was
no purchasable meat. He had
to look elsewhere.

After a long search, he ac-

cepted a bid from Rapid Foods,

a nation-wide distributor in

Miami. A purchase order was
sent out calling for 40,000

pounds of beef at an
astronomical price of $1.70 per
pound. The shipping charge for

this two month order amounted

ficult to obtain information

from local distributors as to the

accuracy of reported
University purchases.

Swift Food Services of

Springfield has been a steady

supplier of several items to the

i.Staff Photo/ Alan Chapman)

Richard Bongiovanni

to $800, bringing the total bill to

$68,800.

Representative Frank Bauer
of Rapid Foods refused to

verify this August purchase,

nor would he divulge the

current wholesale price of

meat.
Bauer said the cost of

transportation is based on a

published tariff, according to

the point of deliverance and the

poundage of the order.

It is unlikely that the

University will deal with Rapid
Foods in the future. It is dif-

University. They take bids on
certain items from large food

companies, just as the
University takes bids from the
distributors.

Swift, like the other
distributors, was hit hard by
the meat shortage. They are
presently bidding with the

University for the supply of

turkey breasts.

When asked about the

transportation cost from local

outlets to Amherst, a Swift

spokesman said the standard
shipping price is two to three

VITA
The Forms Are Coming!
The Forms Are Coming!

By RK H BOCKOL
The informal colloquia styled

training component taught by 1973

Volunteer Income Tax Assistance

(VITA) volunteers is currently in

full swing. From all indications.

UMass VITA's will be among the

most well trained students in the

nation during the 1974 tax
preparation period.

The VITA program, first offeied

to students last semester trains

students in preparing federal and
state tax returns and then gives the

student the opportunity to use his-

her skills to assist people in

western Massachusetts com-
munities. According to last year's

records, VITA volunteers assisted

nearly 2.700 people which meant a
savings of approximately $30,000 to

those who took advantage of the

service.

The colloquia sessions, the first

of a two component training series

set up for the 1974 VITA program,
was set up "to give students a basic

understanding of how to prepare
federal and state tax forms."
according to Dave Geiger. a

colloquia leader and former VITA
volunteer.

"This component will be a

primer for a more intensive

training series to be held in late

.January This series will feature

both Internal Revenue Service and

Mass. Department of Taxation

agents in the classroom dealing

with complex tax problems." he

added.
According to Wayne Williams,

another colloquia leader, "the

sessions are also dealing with the

practical aspects of how a student

should deal with a person when he-

she is trying to solicit certain in-

formation from the client. To me,
this is a very important part of this

training series."

With all ot these commitments,
Swindell projects that VITA
volunteers should assist about 5,000

people and save them ap-

proximately $10,000 that would
otherwise have gone to in-

dependent tax preparers.

Since the colloquia has been

offered to inexperienced tax
people. VITA enrollment will be
restricted to those people who have
already had tax courses, who have
already been VITA volunteers, or
who already have a good un-

derstanding of the basic concepts
of tax preparation.

If you are interested in being a
VITA volunteer and earning up to 2

credits for volunteering in low
income communities in western
Massachusetts, call OUTREACH.

SKIING
means

SUN GLASSES^
in a variety

of styles and shades

We've got the

photo-grays that

change color sunSensor
lenses by Corning

&£ call
Amherst's First Optician

56 MAIN ST. 253-7002

cents per pound. He was un-

familiar with the mileage
costs.

All the local suppliers are

presently well stocked with

meat. Although Bongiovanni
does not expect prices to drop,

he contends they are levelling

off between $1.25-$1.30, the

expected price for the next

meat order.

Changes Needed

In analyzing the future
direction of Food Services,

Bongiovanni sees the first

priority as keeping everyone
satisfied. He outlined two
routes that can be taken. The
University can either deal in

quantity or quality.

Quantity is the route being
presently followed, and is of

course the cheapest way. Five
years ago, when the University

did not have to worry about

feeding so many bodies, they

followed the quality route.

Only one entree and one
desert were served with a

seconds policy, but the meals
were well prepared. Despite

the large increase in meal
ticket holders since that time,

Bongiovanni still feels that

Food Services could prepare
one meal, and prepare it well.

Bongiovanni also feels that

the present meal quality is

partly a reflection on the

Commonwealth. The state does
not fund the dining halls; all

money comes from students,

and a mandatory board must
be paid for. There is a large

mortgage on the building. This

means that students can expect

to pay this mandatory fee for a

long time.

Bongiovanni would like to

see some changes made in the

purchasing of food. For
example, the University buys
their supply of pears at the

wrong time. Pears are har-

vested late in the fall, and
should be bought right after

they are harvested.

The price is at its lowest
point because of the large
surplus. Due to the budget,
Bongiovanni must purchase
the supply of pears a few weeks
prior to the opening of school in

September, when the pears are
not especially good, and the

prices are high.

This type of dealing, explains
Bongiovanni, can be tedious.

All he can really do is get his

two cents in with the higher-

ups, and then get the budget he
will be working with.

He sends several wholesalers
the opportunity to bid for a
certain item. Of prime im-
portance here is the element of

time. The more time
Bongiovanni has, the better

chance he has of getting the

particular purchase at the
lowest price.

Some foods are presently
being purchased without the

total approval of the Pur-
chasing Agent, but because of

the price. Most people say
dining commons apples taste

inferior. These apples are
purchased from the University
because of the price, only $2

per box
Some students ask why the

University does not buy their

vegetables from the 11 a die >

farmer. There would be little

shipping charge and the
University would be receiving
fresh vegetables.

The problem, however, lies

in supply The local farmers
could only keep up the supply
for two months at the most.
The University would then
have to look elsewhere.

spain)
Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

NOTETAKERS and TYPIST-EDITORS

needed for next Semester

APPLY THIS WEEK

Student Senate Lecture Note Program

328 Student Union

The
un-dormitories.

( .re«M oft-oiinpus living—indoorsand out—at either ottwo mod-
fMn apartmrnt complexes,only minutesawav by car or brko from
Amherst College,downtownAmherst or UMa^s. Now accepting

4\ >\ )lic«rtions for September

Brittany Manor
AMHERST

• courtesy bus toUMm
and town

• 1, 2, 3 bedrrn apts*

• heat & air cond'tooning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• appTianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball,

football, badminton

RICNTi law/MoNTH
ulilillrs in< ludrn
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oppov f.ritt Mill off Kir IIS

Mount Sugarloaf
SUNDERLAND
• 2-bedrm apts.

" • heat & air conditioning
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• wall-^o-wall carpeting

•nwster IVantfnn*
• modern kite h»-ns

• m»Ii-( foaninj; ovens
• electnc ranges

• M.unlrss-steel sinks

• dtshwdshets/disposak

• 2-door rcfrigeraton

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

No IMM Required
RKNT: I- ROM •»»
( M.I. IIMMJNM
IMm linns On Koutr 47.
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Mideast

Fighting

Continues
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Syrian tanks, cannons and

missiles dueled with Israeli ar-

tillery at two spots along the Golan
cease-fire line for the second day in

a row Monday.
Syrian guns blasted an Israeli

half-track and bulldozer and killed

or wounded 15 Israeli soldiers, a
Syrian military spokesman
claimed in Damascus.
A military communique issued in

Tel Aviv claimed the exchanges
at Mazrat Beit Jon in the northern
sector and Urn Bittneh in the
central sector left four Israeli

soldiers wounded.
The simultaneous clashes lasted

about three hours, the Israeli

command said. Similar artillery

battles Sunday lasted about four
hours. Each side accused the other
of provoking the fighting on both
days.

The cannons traded fire along
the 60-mile Golan front north of

Israel as Egyptian and Israeli

troops along the jagged Suez battle

lines to the south traded small-
arms fire in three isolated in-

cidents, Tel Aviv reported.

Egypt issued an apparent
warning in Cairo that it may
boycott the proposed peace con-
ference in Geneva unless the
stalled Kilometer 101 talks to

reinforce the cease-fire get
moving.

Israel's semiofficial state radio
claimed nearly all Israeli war
prisoners held by Egypt had been
tortured or bodily harmed during
caDtivitv.

The Israeli radio said officers

are hearing testimony on the
alleged atrocities from returned
war prisoners and that Israel plans
to make a report to the Inter-

national Red Cross and other world
bodies.

Allegations of torture have been
circulating in the Israeli press for
several days. But the government
has declined official comment,
apparently to avoid jeopardizing
the Geneva peace conference.
Egyptian spokesman Ahmed

Anis told a Cairo news conference
that indirect diplomatic contacts
are under way between Egypt and
Israel to foster resumption of the
military-level Kilometer 101 cease-
fire talks

"We can expect a result perhaps
in the immediate future,'' Anis
sa d "We cannot define our stand
regarding the peace conference
before the outcome of these con-
tacts is known."
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Defense Minister Moshe Dayan pays last respects to former Premier David Ben Gurion whose casket
lies in state (background) in Jerusalem, Dec. 2. The former premier died yesterday of a stroke. He was 87.

Ben-Gurion Buried
By MARCUS ELIASON
Associated Press Writer

SDE BOQER. Israel (AP) -
David Ben-Gurion was buried in

the desert on Monday. His only
marker was a simple wooden
plaque that bore his name.
The architect of modern Israel

died Saturday at 87 without ever
witnessing a peace he envisioned
between Israel and the Arabs
He was laid to rest in the Nejjev

Desert beside his wife, Paula, alter
a turbulent career of nation-
building that spanned seven
decades.
True to his usual scorn for

ceremony, Israel's first premier
stipulated a funeral without pomp.
The coffin was of unvarnished
timber, and the only ac-
companiment was the stark, age-
old ritual of Jewish custom.
Premier Golda Meir, who had

been at odds with Ben-Gurion for
many years following his
resignation as premier in 1953,

wept as his only son Amos recited
the prayer for the dead
The funeral began at the

Knesset, Israel's parliament, in

Jerusalem, where Ben-Gurion's
body had lain in state for 24 hours
while 250,000 Israelis paid last

respects.

Past and present leaders of
Israel, diplomats, soldiers and
foreign dignitaries gathered in the
plaza of the Knesset for the
ceremony, while the nation wat-
ched on television

Flags flew at half-staff and

UMass Third World Cultural Series
presents

WARFIELD
Baritone

Saturday, December 8 8 p.m.
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

T.ckets. UM-a students $1.50, others $3.00. 125 Herter Hal.Phone 545 0202
nerier Hall.

Sponsored by the Fine Arts Council as part of the Paul
Robeson Series

sirens wailed as the funeral began.
During the one-minute siren blast,

traffic stopped and Israelis stood

at attention. Under a blue sky
flecked with clouds, Ben-Gurion's
son read the traditional "orphan's
blessing" to the dead father as he
stood beside the coffin, draped in

the flag of Israel.

As stipulated in Ben Gurion's
will, there were no eulogies or
customary gun salutes. An an-

nouncer from the Israeli state

radio recited Israel's declaration
of independence which Ben-Gurion
wrote and delivered on May 14,

1948.

A military cantor chanted the

traditional prayer to "Lord, full of

mercy" to accept the soul of the

first "prime minister and first

defense minister of Israel,

deliverer of the redemption of the

people in the land, whose soul was
devoted to building the state of

Israel."

After the 30-minute ceremony, 10

military and police officers

shouldered the small coffin and
carried it slowly to a helicopter.

The body was flown to Sde
Boqer, the Negev farm settlement

where Ben-Gurion made his home
in 1953, hoping to set an example
that would encourage more
Israelis to populate the wasteland.
His hope has yet to materialize.

At the time of his death, only a few

settlements flourished in the
Negev.
After short prayers and chants, a

six-man burial detail from the
Israeli army removed the Star of
David from the coffin and slowly
lowered it into the grave. It was
covered with earth and topped with
a temporary wooden plaque
bearing the simple inscription
"David Ben-Gurion."

SNOW
will be here soon - get ready for it at

UMASS. SKI CLUB'S

$150,000

Used Ski Sale
• SKIS — fiberglass, metal, wood
• BOOTS - plastic, leather, tie

• CLOTHING — parkas, warm-ups, sweaters, underwear
• POLES — aluminum, steel, bent
Name brands not so-name brands, unheard ofs, mostly used, some leftover some
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I FANTASTIC PRICES I
Below retail, Below wholesale, Below the concourse

— 1st FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER —
Tues., De;. 4th 12 - 10 p.m.

Wed., Dec. 5th 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
"~ Come and hrowse but mostly come and BUY! —

Valiant
Efforts

Or Warm
Weather ?

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer

Consumption of electricity in the
United States declined during
November, but utility spokesmen
say it's hard to tell how much of the
cutback was due to energy-saving
efforts and how much was caused
by warmer weather.
President Nixon urged

Americans Nov. 8 to reduce their

emergy consumption due to the
fuel crisis. There was a sharp drop
in nationwide electricity con-
sumption as the month wore on,

but the reasons were difficult to

determine because of such
variables as weather and
population growth. An Associated
Press survey, however, showed
some indications of efforts to

conserve energy.

Raymond DeForge, a
spokesman for Green Mountain
Power in Vermont, said power
consumption this November was
5.5 percent below that of the same
month in 1972, although the
company anticipated a growth rate
of 7 or 8 per cent.

Deforge said milder weather this

November helped reduce electric

consumption, but added that the
higher temperatures alone would
not account for the whole decline.
He said the reductions came in all

areas — industry, homes and
business and estimated that some
customers reduced usage by as
much as 10 per cent.

The Edison Electric Institute, an
association of investor-owned
utilities which compiles nationwide
statistics, said electricity usage
declined during November, but
noted that the figures do not take
into account population, weather
and other variables.

Nixon To State Energy Plans
By STAN BENJAMIN

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The White

House annoucced Monday that

President Nixon has accepted
"with deep regret" the resignation

of his top energy adviser, John A.

Love.

The announcement also said the

President "will issue a statement
tomorrow Tuesday outlining
future administration plans,"
presumably referring to the ex-

pected reorganization of energy
programs.
A brief White House notice said,

"the President thinks that Gov.
Love has done an outstanding job

under difficult circumstances in

implementing the positive actions

taken thus far by the ad-

ministration to meet the energy
crisis."

"The President looks forward to

drawing upon Gov. Love's expert

advice and counsel in the future,'

the announcement said.

It made no mention of Love's

deputy, Charles J. DiBona, whose
resignation also as reportedly

submitted.

Love issued a statement saying

he agrees that the time has come

for a new structure to deal with the

energy crisis.

"I certainly agree with the

establishment of the new Federal
Energy Administration and expect

TTie heavily-travelled

Brooklyn Belt Parkway
leading into Manhattan
is bare of cars Sunday
on the first day of the

voluntary ban on gas
sales.

that it will be fully staffed and
given sufficient authority to

respond effectively and manage an
energy crisis that is potentially

more serious than any challenge

this nation has faced short of war,"
he said.

Love said he stood ready to help

in any way possible.

Talks with Arabian officials on

the oil situation also were in the

offing. Saudi Arabia's minister of

petroleum and mineral resources

was due in New York Monday and
expected to come here Wednesday.
Secretary of State Henry A.

Kiss Jnger has scheduled another

trip to the Middle East, diplomatic

sources said, with a call on King
Faisal of Saudi Arabia on his

agenda. One purpose of the

projected call would be an attempt
to relax the oil squeeze.

The sudden shift of power over
energy policy to the Treasury
Department may indicate that the

14 other members of a cabinet-

level energy group were outvoted
by Treasury Secretary George
Shultz, one administration source
said Monday.
The move, revealed over the

weekend, takes major energy
programs away from the Interior

Department of Secretary Rogers
C.B. Morton, and could signal a

decision to back off from
preparations for gasoline
rationing.

Informed sources said Morton,
Love, and Transportation
Secretary Claude Brinegar
strongly advocated a decision to

prepare and publish proposed
gasoline regulations.
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UMW Cashing In
By ROBERT A. DOBKIN

AP Labor Writer
PITTSBURGH ( AP) — With the nation once again thirsting for coal,

the head of the United Mine Workders vowed on Monday to cash in at the
bargaining table and end the "pick and shovel davs."
"The energy crisis insured that it will be a sellers' market for years

to come," UMW President Arnold Miller said in opening the union's
46th convention.

The fuel shortage provides the miners with added bargaining leverage
in next year's contract negotiations and Miller made clear he will use it

—
striking of necessary — to win major concessions from the coal
operators.

"The United Mine Workers intends to be reasonable in its negotiating
demands." he said. "But coal miners have a lot of lost ground to make up.
and we intend to recover a good piece of it."

Viet Cong Bomb Oil Depot;

Saigon Faces Fuel Shortage
By DENIS I). GRAY

Associated Press Writer
SAIGON (AP) — Viet Cong saboteurs who sent

much of South Vietnam's biggest oil depot up in

smoke Monday forced the government to impose
more tough measures to conserve already short fuel

supplies.

The dawn rocket and mortar attack at Nha Be six

miles from Saigon was the closest to the capital since
the cease-fire 10 months ago. Military sources
estimated up to half the country's fuel reserves
burned.

Flames still licked into the sky at nightfall and
black clouds from explosions and fires hung over
Saigon.

The government announced in the wake of the
attack that gasoline will be rationed. Gas stations,

ordered closed just after the attack to prevent panic
buying, will reopen Tuesday. But sales were banned
on Saturdays and Sundays.
The minister of trade and irdustry, Nguyen Due

Cuong, announced a wide range of other fuel-

conservation measures, including a 35-mile-per-hour

highway speed limit, a 50 per cent cutback in street
lighting and a ban on advertising lights.

A U.S. source said the raid, which reportedly

destroyed almost all the Shell fuel stored at Nha Be,
will create immense fuel storage problems in the
near future. Shell is by far the largest fuel supplier to

South Vietnam, with 60 per cent of the civilian

market.
But the source said Caltex and Esso storage

facilities at the tank farm were untouched.
Lt. Col. Le Trung Hien, chief spokesman for the

South Vietnamese military command, said the Nha
Be facility stored fuel for civilian use. Other sources
said fuel for military use also was stored there.

Hien acknowledged the loss would affect the armed
forces. But he said the armed forces normally
maintain a reserve fuel supply of 30-60 days.
South Vietnamese military sources said the attack

marked the first phase of what they predicted would
be a general offensive by the Viet Cong and their

North Vietnamese allies during the height of the dry
season early next year.

Unconfirmed reports indicated military fuel
were being shipped directly from the United States. A
U.S. military spokeswoman declined comment,
saying sensitive negotiations were in progress.
The United States funds almost all fuel supplies for

South Vietnam, civilian and military.

Pioneer 10 Plunges Toward Jupiter
By WILLIAM STOCKTON

AP Science Writer

MOUNTAIN VIEW. Calif. (AP) - Pioneer 10

plunged Monday into dangerous radiation belts

circling Jupiter. Scientists couldn't forecast chances
for America's space probe to survive for a closeup

survey of the planet that might be a stillborn star

Accelerating faster and faster in Jupiter's

gravitational pull, at 12 p.m PST the 570 pound un-

manned spacecraft was 320,000 miles from Jupiter

traveling at 50,800 miles per hour. Pioneer controllers

reported the spacecraft functioning perfectly and on

course for a 6:25 p.m sweep past the planet with its

concentric bands of colored clouds.

"There is no room for relaxation. Any prognosis at

this time about the radiation awaiting would be

futile." said James Van Allen, the University of Iowa

scientist who discovered earth's radiation belts

"The radiation is becoming more and more
penetrating the closer we get to the planet." he said

E.J. Smith of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in

Pasadena. Calif., announced that magnetic readings

from the spacecraft indicate the unkown source of

Jupiter's magnetic field is offset from the center of

the planet.

This would tend to support disputed ideas that the

planet has a solid core, perhaps made of metallic

hydrogen existing at pressures never encountered on
earth.

During its sweep within 81,000 miles of the planet,

which is 1.300 times larger than earth. Pioneer will

take color pictures and make scientific

measurements to answer questions about Jupiter's

origins.

Jupiter is 500 millio^ niles from earth, so one-way
radio communication ime between 210-foot dish

antennas on earth to Pioneer's nine foot dish antenna
takes 46 minutes.
Long before reaching Jupiter, Pioneer was locked

in an embrace with Jovian gravity that, after its

closest approach, would hurl the spacecraft out of the
solar system like a stone trom a slingshot

Pioneer will cress the orbit of I o. the outermost
planet, in about 1987, heading on a, a constant 25.000
m.p.h. toward the constellation Taurus. If Taurus
hasn't moved Pioneer might reach it in 11 million
vears.

Hourly service to Boston. New York City. Albany and
everywhere, duett from the University Campus. Extra

express service to Natick and Boston every weekend.

Lobby. Campus Center Hotel

Tel 545 2528 or 545-2006

canvas bags
in many
sizes ft

colors

TACTS

EAXTH next to the post office
in amherst
9:30-6:30 fri. til 9 J
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"AUSTRALIS" ON TRIAL « The 12-meter yacht
with which Australian millionaire Alan Bond hopes to
wrest the America's cup from the United States,
under sail during trials off Yanchep, Western
Australia recently.

Figures Show Nixon

Entitled To Tax Refunds
By GAYLORD SHAW

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON. CAP) -

President Nixon apparently was
entitled to sizeable refunds from
the U.S. Treasury in each of the
past three years for over-
withholding of taxes from his

$200,000 annual salary,
calculations showed Monday.
The independent computations

indicated the refunds could have
ranged upward from about $45,000
for each year. But it was not
learned whether Nixon took the
refunds as a lump sum check, in

the form of U.S. savings bonds, or
applied them to possible future
taxes.

The calculations were based on
the Internal Revenue Service's
standard withholding figures and
on a breakdown of Nixon's tax
payments disclosed last weekend
by the Associated Press.
White House documents being

prepared as part of Nixon's vow to

disprove allegations about his
personal finances list the President
as paying: $72,686 in federal in-

come taxes for 1969, $789 for 1970;

$878 for 1971 ; and $4,298 for 1972.

Deputy Press Secretary Gerald
L. Warren, asked at Monoay's
regular news briefing about the AP
report, said the figures on taxes
paid "appear to be accurate."
But Warren declined more

specific comment, saying, "the
President will make available to

the American people complete
information regarding his finan-

cial records, his property... his

taxes."

He said the goal is to release the
data this week.
The amounts withheld from the

President's paycheck in 1969 ap-

parently were not sufficient to

cover more than $72,000 in taxes
listed for that year — meaning he
probably had to dig into his bank

account to pay the difference.

But during the next three years,
because of big deductions for

donation of his vice presidential
papers and for such items as
property tax and interest, it ap-
pears the President joined the
ranks of 60 million Americans who
annually get refunds because of

over-withholding

Tax law bases the minimum
withholding on a standard formula
encompassing an individual's
salary rate, the number of
dependents he claims and whether
he is paid weekly, bi-weekly or
monthly.

UMass
Buses
Funded

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The U.S.
Dept of Transportaion has
awarded a $191,950 grant to sup-

port the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst's free
bus program. Rep. Silvio O Conte,
R-Mass .. said Monday. The grant
supplements a $475,411 grant to the
university in 1972.

The project, funded by the
department's Urban Mass
Transportaion Administration,
encourages students and other
commuters in the Amherst area to

use free buses instead of private
cars

The additional money will

provide three additional buses and
fund an evaluation of the system's
potential use elsewhere in the
country

rWM KM
WEDNESDAY

ALL YOU CAN EAT $2.99

THURSDAY

PRIME RIBS $5.95

POLYNESIAN BAND

WATERGATE

Sirica Starts Listening
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.

District Judge John J. Sirica began
his self-imposed job of listening to

the White House Watergate tapes
Monday in the solitude of a jury
room heavily guarded by mar-
shals.

Only his law clerk, Todd
Christofferson, was in the room as
the 69-year-old judge reviewed the
recordings to determine which
ones will eventually go to the
Watergate grand jury.

White House lawyer J. Fred
Buzhardt, who prepared an index
and analysis of what the 10 tapes
turned over to Sirica contain, was
there briefly in the morning to
show the judge how to find the start
of conversations on the subpoenaed
tapes.

The White House has asked that
all or part of three tapes be
withheld from the jury "in order to

protect the confidentiality of ad-
vice given to the President."
To these portions, Sirica will give

particular attention. Once he has
heard them, he will listen to

arguments by the White House and
the special Watergate p; ^secutor,
then rule on the issue.

The jury is free to hear lour other
conversations that were sub-
poenaed because the White House
offered no objection. The
prosecutor's office refused to say
whether those recordings have
already been submitted to the
jurors.

There were these other
developments in the Watergate
story

:

—In Los Angeles, state charges
against Egil Krogh Jr. in the
burglary of the office of Daniel
Ellsberg's psychiatrist were
dismissed by a superior court
judge. Krogh, former boss of the
White House plumbers who con-
ducted the burglary, pleaded guilty
in Washington Friday to federal
charges of interfering with the
psychiatrist's civil liberties.

—Congress sent President Nixon
a bill to confirm that the U.S.
District Court here has jurisdiction
to enforce subpoenas or other
orders issued by the Senate
Watergate committee. Sirica had
turned down the committee in its

efforts to enforce a subpoena
against the White House, on
grounds he had no such jurisdic-
tion.

Masse's Fish

of Amherst
SPECIALS

Live Lobsters (cwcktm)

Cooked Shrimp

Fresh Fillet Sole

12 or.

$2.29 ib

$1.79 pkg.

$1.59 ».

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

FRESN FISH ... We have a complete
selection for your satisfaction.

COOKED TO ORDER
EVERT FRIDAY

Fish ft Chips

Clams

Scallops

• Onion Ring?

• Fish Cakes

• Shrimps

. STUFFED SHRIMP .

STUFFED LOBSTERS

JOAN JONAS
ORGM/C HOflO/'S

\JCRTICm ML •'

'»
D£C. 4" 8:00PM
Thompson /06
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SDon* Oreo* 6y FtnQ fids Council

ON
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1973
AUCTION AT 7:30 P.M.

VIEWING FROM 6:30 - 7:30 P.M.

AT
COLONIAL HILTON INN
JUNCTION 91, ROUTE S
NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

AUCTION ORIENTAL RUGS
KAOID BROTHERS. Specialists in Fine Oriental Rugs, will sell at Public Auction a
magnificent collection of genuine all guaranteed Persian and other Oriental Rugs
directly imported from the major weaving centers of the Orient, to be sold directly to
the public, strictly through promotional auctions held only by KAOUD BROTHERS.
If you are attending one of our sales for the first time, please make yourself known!
Fred or Abe Kaoud will be happy to meet you and answer vour questions, or help vou in
any way possible.

We buy old Oriental Rugs. If you have any to sell, please bring them during our
exhibition period, or write:

KAOUD BROTHERS
Specialists in Fine Oriental Rugs

:tll Boston Post Road
Tel: l-2S3»«SS-S2tl

Free Catalogs Available at Time of Sale

Orange, Conn.
Terms: Cash -Check
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The Demise Of The Great Camelopard

I

After the tragedy that was the demise of the great
Charles Camelopard, Collegian Washington D.C.
Correspondent, I was hysterical for days. I was intent

on finding the identity of the culprit, or culprits and
whether it was a conspiracy of some sorts. I wanted
to contact the spirit of Camelopard and communicate
with the other world. I went to seances. I went to

gospel spirituals. I went to Guru Maharaj Ji

recruitment meetings. I went to School of Ed
Academic Meetings. Nothing. No matter how hard I

tried I couldn't make contact. No matter how many
hands I grasped, no matter how many times I con-
torted my face or chanted "Who is Guru Maharaj
Ji"? I couldn't get Comelopard's mug into my head.
But then yesterday, while relieving my bowels at the

Hatch Men's Room, a strange voice called out:

"Zamii ' How can you just sit there at a time like

this9
"

Z.N.: "What! Who? Who said that? I have to!
"

"Zamir, this is Camelopard! Camelopard! I un-

derstand you've been trying to contact
me! ...They've killed me you know."
Z.N.: "Why er, yes! yes! Chuck! I've got to get

some information! " I cried out in a nervous sweat.
Camelopard: "Well shoot! er..fire!e er. you know

what I mean."

Z.N.
: "OK. The most pressing question is.. ..what is

the funniest TV. show you ever saw? A friend wants
to know."
Camelopard. "The Reasoner Report! ...But

they've killed me Zamir."
Z.N.: "I know, I know. Well what do you think of

median strips?"

Camelopard: "I'm all for them. Why just before I

departed from this life, I was active in Wasiiington
forming the United States Association for the
Preservation of Median Strips But they've killed
me."
Z.N.: "Far out? Just a couple more pressing

questions. What do you think of Philadelphia and
along those lines, Does Joe Frank exist?"
Camelopard: "I think that Mayor Frank Rizzo and

Joe Frank should form a new comedy team, The
Flying Leaps. However, on the whole, I prefer
cheesecake! ! ! ! ...But they're trying to kill me."
Z.N.: "Who's trying to kill you?"
Camelopard. "They are. Some one close to the

President."

Z.N.
: "What did you do that would make them want

to rub you out?"
Camelopard: "Why I was moving for legislation

banning the sale of chiffon dresses."

Z.N.: "Why chiffon dresses?"
Camelopard: "You see its imple. If there are no

more chiffon dresses, then Tricia Nixon Cox couldn't

make anymore public appearances and say things

like she would gladly die for President Thieu."
Z.N.: "But how does that relate to your tragic

ending?"
Camelopard: "Easy. If Tricia can't appear, who

would defend our President. And if no one defended
our President, that would mean that Ron Ziegler

would be out of a job, in wnich case Martha Mitchell
would have to stop making phone calls."

Z.N. : "So you think that it was Ma Bell that had you
hung for a common dummy?"
Camelopard: "No!"
Z.N.: "Who was it?"

Camelopard: It might have been Dita Beard, But,

that would have been really wierd. Or....

Z.N : "Yes?"
Camelopard: It could have been Melvin Laird, But

then no-one would have cared.
Z.N.: "Camelopard..."
Camelopard: "Yes?"
Z.N. : "You owe the world a debt. You should have

been aborted."

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian columnist.

How Valid Is SWAP??
The Student Workshop on Activities Problems ( SWAP)

has been under fire for much of its fifteen year history.
Perhaps this year, more than others, the questions arose of
how valid is the exchange of ideas between student,
faculty, and staff delegates and how effective is that ex-
change in implementing progress and change on the
UMass campus.
Behind many of these questions was a weighing of the

worth of possible outcomes of SWAP against the cash cost
to students. That cost to you, an undergraduate, was $.38
The benefits to the University of SWAP are more difficult
to pm down, often because they are as nebulous as ideas
and attitudinal changes. The cash value of a student
learning he or she can cut red tape, or an administrator
learning a new perspective on a university problem is very
difficult to calculate.

There are however some very concrete benefits,
programs which can be attributed to SWAP. They include
BDIC, Holyoke tutorial, banning parietals, and coed
dorms.
These examples of tangible progress speak eloquently

for the benefits that can and do come out of SWAP. We
support SWAP and its ideal of increasing communication
at the University by bringing together students, faculty
and staff in an informal atmosphere, to discuss problems
of mutual concern.
As one student delegate put it, "That personal ex-

perience at SWAP goes a long way. If each one of us can
come back to the University with just one idea to expand
upon, it was all well worth while."

Nixon's Idea Of Xmas
By SAMUEL P. HASSAN

Driving back to school on Sunday after
Thanksgiving, I heard President Nixon give his
follow-up performance to the energy crisis drama. I

couldn't help but picture him as the Grinch that stole
Christmas. On top of everything else, Nixon has now
put coal in everyones' stockings.
For the first time during the Nixon Administration.

American troops are not dying on Christmas day!
Now, with the energy all used and the boys home to
safety, Nixon wants us to refrain from using
Christmas lights. You might be saying so what, but
you've supposedly grown up already. Go ahead,
laugh! Scrooge is laughing right along with you!
Thing is, he's counting profits and you're counting
voltage. What's more, Scrooge is really laughing at
you.

Think of all the gasoline we will save that was
normally consumed by the chain saws of the
Christmas tree suppliers. Furthermore, if trees are
only plugged in for 20 minutes each night, and if

people shovel their snow rather than use
snowblowers, we will save enough energy to fly 360 B-
52s from Guam to Hanoi carrying over 7,000 tons of
bombs. Humbug!
Americans should be prepared for the following

directives or similar ones from the Chief Executive.
If Christmas is not celebrated, and if all

snowstorms confronting heavily populated areas are
turned to rain by heat producing, low yield nuclear
explosions, we can expect great energy savings that
can make Christmas a very real possibility by 1976.
American parents are urged to inform their

children as to the true nature of Santa Claus. After

all, lying just isn't the American way. The irony of the
entire affair should be stressed by stuffing coal in the
traditional stockling. Many people have criticized
your president for selling our wheat to Russia and for
allowing oil exports to increase 187 percent over last
year. These same people must be wondering what
will happen to the millions of toys already produced
for Christmas 1973. Well, in an effort to ensure world
peace, and in a move that I assure you will bring a
truer than Christmas happiness and prosperity to our
new generation, I have ordered 80 percent of all toys
on the market bought by your federal government
The toys are to be given to needy children in Africa,
Asia, Europe, South America, and Australia. To
bolster the economy, we have offered U S Navy
surplus P.T. boats at cut rates to aid in the collection
of toys.

In addition to all of these things, your president has
ordered a 17 cent increase in the cost of letter mailing
to be effective until midnight Saturday night before
the Super Bowl game. This added revenue alone will
pay for 7 miles of the Alaska pipeline.

I have ordered Congress to act immediately on all
of the preceding legislation. Failure to do so could
seriously jeopardize our national security and
Richard Nixon is ready to take adequate measures to
ensure the safety of all people in America; black
white, yellow and red.

I would like to leave you tonight my fellow
Americans with this one thought in mind
Jingle bells, jingle bells, no Santa anyway But it's

no fun a shivering in a one horse, open sleigh.
Thank-you and good evening.

Samuel P. Hassan is a Collegian commentator.
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To The Editor:

On a CBS News special yesterday. Senator William Proxmire laid the whole enerev crisis on tho M— »•

^rittmny Honor, Riverglade andHollister apartments house alot of people; most of them are Universitv affiliated and too many must drive their own cars bach anri forth -»—- -
*7 H

'
J "lvrn are universiiy aj-

would on a bus). Brittany Manor is Zvin* tn hlin a • *2C"dmg ?° per c^t more energy than they

Janet Goode

To The Editor:

/, along with probably 20.000
other UMies read the Collegian
every day. Since the semester
started I have noticed the reoc-
curence of headlines that don't
concur with the article. In Mon-
day's paper there was the
headline. "Stats Show DC. Food
Sickening". The article, however
said nothing to this effect. In fact,
as the last sentence says, "Judging
from the above average marks the
D. C. got from the Collegian Health
study, don't say the dining com-
mons food makes you sicfe".

Let's get it together.

Bruce Corwin

To The Editor:
I'm writing in about a small matter that points up a

not-so-small issue. Library inspection of packs and
briefcases is a minor inconvenience intended to deter
theft. I go in and out of the library quite a bit and my
pack is checked maybe two thirds of the time. The
inspection is always casual. I've never seen hand-
bags, coat linings or typewriter cases checked. If I
Mere in the bookstealing business I could rip off the
library with no trouble.

I think it's senseless to subject people to useless
inspections. Either the library should maintain a
thorough stop-and-search, in which case one hopes
the legality of this procedure would soon be
questioned, or it should do away with the formality
altogether.

As I say. it's merely a nuisance. But put a guard at
the exists of the Campus Center, the Student Union,
the science labs, the health service and the gym, and
the surveillance can create the kind of resentment
that only aggravates the initial problem.

Ed Silver

To The Editor:
' Wi

?
h to^hank my friend Stephen Sadler for writing his letter to the editor which appeared in Mondays

Collegian. He expressed my feelings exactly concerning those people who constantly criticize the McNamaraHouse Council but never attend the meetings.
I also would like to take this opportunity to make it known that any one who has business they would like tobring up at our Wednesday night meetings please let me know by Monday afternoon and I will see that it is puton the agenda. I would like to hear from the House Residents and see you at our meetings.

Deborah Partington
McNamara House Council Secretary

To The Editor:
This evening (27 Nov. 73). I answered the phone and

was asked by someone calling herself Paula Maguire
if my wife was in. Ms. Maguire did not not state her
reason for calling and asked for my wife by her first
name. My wife was in the shower and did not know
Ms. Maguire. I had to ask Ms. Maguire the purpose of
her call and was told that she had written my wife a
letter about the "College Master" life insurance plan.
Ms. Maguire was informed that we had adequate
coverage and were not interested in any more. Ms.
Maguire rang off with a snide remark about my
making my wife's financial decisions, which is totally
asinine since my wife and I maintain separate
checking and savings accounts.

Well, that pissed me off. so I dug around in the trash
and found her letter. It was one of those form things
that starts off "Hi! Friendly-First-Name". We had
gotten two and thrown them both away. The parent
company is Fedelity Union Life Insurance Co. out of
Dallas. The letters were mailed from the Ronald S.
Nathan Agency in Amherst.

It's not often that we find a commercial
organization trying to insinuate itself into our
marriage and financial affairs. We don't like it. I
think about two years ago Consumer Reports
published an article on the college graduate life in-
surance hookers. The pitch then was. "You don't
have to ask your Dad about buying life insurance "
Now I gather the pitch is "You really don't have to
ask your husband."
Watch out for the vultures!

Don Baker

To The Editor:

Thank You, Ginny Tidlund.
I would like to relate to all

Collegian readers an incident that
happened to me last Saturday
night at the Hatch Coffeehouse.
After paying for a spaghetti

special, I uncarefully balanced by
tray on a rack while getting my
condiments. Suddenly - SPLAT! -

my spaghetti was all over the floor.
Needless to say, so were my
spirits.

"That's OK - go ahead and get
another serving," said Ginny
Tidlund, the lady at the register.
She told me to relax and eat.

So, folks, there are people such
as Ginny Tudlund who are con-
cerned and who do their best.

Bob MacKay. Jr.
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to Carlos Santana s soaring guitar and that great, fiery Latin rhythm
section ,s a universal element which takes their mus.c further than ever

CW £ Tor," r if
fe comP°

c

s,,lon* «rom such diverse sources as AntonmDvorak. John Coltrane and Santana himself

( irl. • SiiR.in.i

M.ih.i\ ishiiu jtiiii' W LiuirWin
LOVK DKVUTIDN

SI KkrNIK K

SaniunuK uivwiiM-nii

» m.1. !. Iim^m

CARLOS SANTANA
• buoov metes • uvc

M 68 Battery AC Solid State

CASSETTE RECORDER
• instant on Solid Vn*

• Record »*»«1y .nt»rlocn HOLIDAY PRICE
button
• W<th remote control m.kr AAC

Met l?« f3

WINDSOR
9

(BAND
RADIO

xc ipni4

SANTANA

1**° ..•(•* *******
t. ' |l*-mCn-^0u-»,

ticoaos
L»t *.?t 2 ?7

\ mm 5.47

KC 31610

SANTANA
ABRAXAS

USTEN TO
Foreign Broodost

Police * Eire

Siondord AM
Broodcott

FM Music

Reg $59 95

Battery

and Electric

Great listening for

the economist

KC3130S

KC 30130

UtotDS
Lilt 4 tl 3.
TAPES . «

^Litti.w 4.98/ ST,™

3995

SAVE $20

Welcome," the latest album from Santana
On Columbia Records - and Tapes

ALBANY, N.Y.

79 Central Ave.

462 9501

*LU~~ master charge i

SCHENECTADY, N.Y.

141 Erie Blvd.

346 6111

GLENS FALLS, N.Y.

707 Upper Glen

7929992

PITTSFIELD, MASS. AMHERST, MASS
42 Summer Sf.

499 1420

IS E. Pleasant St.

549 1105

C0L0NIE, N.Y.

Northway Mall

459 7550

UTICA, N.Y.

'415 Oriskony St. West

732-2166

Notices
ALPHA ZETA
Exec, meeting in 802 C.C. at 6:30

tonight. Sorry for the late notice.

ASIAN-AMERICAN STUDIES
Organizational meeting tomorrow

at 8 p.m. in 903 C.C. For information
call Bill 549 3857.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Last meeting of the semester to be

held in Hasbrouck 22, tonight at 7:30.

Be there or else!

!

BOXING CLUB
T. and Th. meeting CANCELLED

this week. Weds, trip to Holyoke
Boys' Club leaving from Washington
about 6:30. Any new members in-

terested in going, call Dana 549 0899.

BAHA'I FAITH
Salomon Atkins will give a talk on

the Baha'i Faith interspersed with
music tonight at 8:15 at the Caban's
home, 64 Van Meter Dr. All are
welcome.

BRIDGE PLAYERS
No duplicate bridge tonight.

Campus championship Friday at 7 in

C.C. 113 to qualify for New Englands.
Be there.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Find out how Christian Science can

be usefully applied to daily problems.
Readings from the Bible and Science
and Health followed by members'
experiences tonight, 6:45, C.C. 804.

COLLEGIATF FLYING CLUB
Monthly meeting tomorrow at 7:30

in 803 C.C. Film, details for flying

meet, refreshments.

COLLEGIATE PARACHUTE
CHAMPIONSHIP

First jump courses will be held in

the Spring, so watch this column.

GREEK AREA ACADEMIC AF-
FAIRS
The Greek Area (Fraternities and

Sororities) is looking for people to
teach 1 credit colloq in our area for

next semester. If interested, please
contact Cindy Waldron at 389 N.
Pleasant St. (Lambda Phi) 545 0939.

HEYMAKERS
Lesson 8 10 p.m. Cape Cod Lounge.

All beginners must attend, if you plan
to graduate.

IMPROVISATION WORKSHOP
The University Jazz Workshop

Small Ensemble directed by Archie
Shepp and Reggie Workman will

present a lecture demonstration
tonight at 7 in Webster Lounge.

PEACE IS AT HAND
Disciples of Guru Maharaj Ji will

conduct a program tonight at

Amherst College 7 30 in Converse
Hall, and tomorrow at Jones Library,
7:30

SKI
Ski Stratton Mountain Raffle

(Continued on P. 12)

PLAID
PANTS
X CUFFED A
A UNCUFFEO
'^

Ll/2

rice

$4QQ
ALL

sweaters^
* vests

* EUROPECRAFT

LEVI'S
PANATELLA
pin-wale cords
NWY MOWN UN

just $790

ftVGAR
ttOtfSB

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Astrology Game: Guess the signs of the

following celebrities Give yourself 20
points for each correct answer: Spiro
Agnew <l). Henry Kissinger (2). George
Foreman* 3 I.Lawrence Welk (4) and Robert
Mitchum (5). If you score 100. vou are
outstanding - or psychic If you score 80
you are excellent. If vour total s W). vou arc
good If you score 40, you are n the right
track If your total is 20 or nrnct
answer, you could become adep> tail
to correctly identify and of the ndttcal
signs, you need practice. Answers: Scorpio
(1), Gemini (2). Capricorn 13), Pisces (4)
andLeo(5).
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Cycle high

but no one is offering you a bed of roses
There are responsibilities and conflicts
You have to face issue which adds up to
experience versus progress, age versus
youth. You will have to be wise You come
through by being true to your own prin-
ciples.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Relative
who complains, sings blues, may merely be
testing. Rise above the petty. Laugh at your
own foibles. What occurs behind the scenes
now is not important Others may try to
magnify events But do what you know is
right — and you emerge victorious
Aquarian is involved
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) : Getting what

you think you want could be costly There
are alternatives. Know it and experiment.
Go places. Test, try — socialize Sagittarian
could figure prominently Ideas abound —
give them a chance to develop
CANCER (June 21-July 22) Respon

sibility is featured. You may feel "put
upon" or "closed in " In actuality, you have
chance to carve niche for yourself. You can
gain recognition by being through and
professional. Improve property.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Tread lightly

Someone may be trying to tell you
something. Gemini. Virgo persons could be
involved. Leave room for revision Avoid
long-range commitment You have right to
ask and analyze. If you persist, you get
answers But don't chide or threaten.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Accounts,

policies, inventories are emphasized.
Maintain balance Avoid extremes. Be

SYDNEY OMAJW.
patient, diplomatic. Family situation will
improve Key is to help by being receptive.
Gift purchase now could boost morale
Taurus, Libra persons may be involved
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Lie low. Study

Virgo message Don't rock emotional boat.
Mate, partner demands attention Give it.

but don't fool yourself This is a waiting
period. You get nothing for nothing
Prepare, plan, get lay of land. Be aware of
legal implications of any situation
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21) You learn

lessons and not all of them can be con-
sidered pleasant But you learn and grow.
Key is not to repeat mistakes You will be
Kiven chance to prove yourself Use past
experience. Older person is on your side
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21): Finish

rather than start — find better ways of
getting ideas, products to more persons
more of the time Emotional responses are
more important than usual. One close to
you may appear stubborn. Be willing to
listen Making minor concession is not the
same as admitting defeat.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19) : You may
be up against roadblock. New directions are
necessary but perhaps not available.
Creative resources will have to be tapped
Take nothing for granted. If you decide to
move, push ahead with force.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Study
Capricorn message. Don't sacrifice quality
for speed. Security should not be
overlooked Cancer individual offers to co-
operate Accept. But don't think anyone is

giving you something for nothing Be
realistic.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20)
Carelessness now causes you to pay a steep
price Guard valuables. Don't try too much
at once Know it and guard against it.

Young person throws problem on your
shoulders

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
on brink of a new cycle, adventure You will
be more independent in 1974 and July could
be your most important month. You are due
to be rid of burden, to be more vital and
perhaps to be madly in love. Persons born
under Leo, Aquarius and Scorpio play key
roles in your life.

Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp
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Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

1 The urial

4 Lantern
8 Lane

12 Equality

13 S shaped
molding

14 Lamb's
pen name

15 Ventilate

16 Meanness
18 Threefold

20 Youngsters
21 Brother

of Odin
Everyone
Egyptian

goddess
Pedal digit

Baker's
product
Avoid
Conjunction
Obstruct
American
essayist

Babylonian
deity

Works at

one's trade
Male
Swiss river

Shortly

Ship channel
Exists

Lubricates
Go in

47 Agreements
51 Southwestern

Indian

52 Musical
instrument

53 Cleaning
substance
Measure of

weight
Emerges
victorious

Remain
Goal

22
23

27
29

30
31
32
33

34

35

37
38
39
40
41
42
44

5
6
7

8

9
10

11
1"

19
22

24

25
26
27
28

29
30
32
33
36

Mature
Courage
Part of flower

Dreamily
thoughtful

Beverage
Common
contraction

Possesses
Cyprinoid fish

Compass point
Direct at

target

A continent

(abbr.)

Mental image
Scorch
Hits lightiy

European
capital

Dance step
Vast age
Signifies

Stroke
Maiden loved

by Zeus

Answer lo festerda) 's Puzzlt 1
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37

38

40

Person

supposed to

bring good
luck

Shrewd

Drinking
vessel

Preposition

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Negative prefix

Discover

Short jacket

Tear
Farm animal
Japanese sash
Negative prefix

Chinese
pagoda

54

55

56
57

DOWN
Quarrel

Filament
Come on
the scene
Run easily Diitr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc

fC©7tfP//S fCo.f'e^s
unies

AW TEAM 15

UINNIN6. die
MOTHER ;U)E'RE

UINNIN6!

SEE ? UE'RE BUHPIN6 A
0ETTER SN0UJMAN THAN
THEH' A£E ! (JEKE (JINNIN6.1

WHAT'S THAT?! 0FF5IPE?!!H0U)CAN
A SNOWMAN K OfF5IPE?.'
YOU STUPIP REFEREE "J

B. C by Johnny hart
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Notices Courses In Health Care

(Continued from P. II)

Tickets on Sale in C.C. Concourse

Dec. 4, 5,6. Drawing Dec. 11.

WRITERS TO READ
Tonight three writers will read

from their own works at 8, Colonial

Lounge. Robert Steiner fiction.

Susan Grant and David Lenson
party.

UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA
University Symphony, conducted

by Ronald Steele, will perform
tomorrow at 8:15 in Bowker Aud.,

Works by Schubert, Williams, and
Tillis will be featured.

WOMEN OF THE 30'S

Tonight, "Cleopatra" at 7, 9. "Hold
Your Man" with Jean Harlow at 11 in

Butterfield House. New Mini-
Theatre.

The Collegian cannot print ad
mission prices, ticket prices or any
mention of money in the NOTICES.
This would make the free NOTICE an
ADVERTISEMENT

FOUND
A gold heart shaped locket near

Bartlett Hall last week.

256 0127 and identify.

Call Joanna

LOST
P'coat and backpack full of books

outside of C.C. Friday nite. If you

found them, call 256 8825. Keep
trying.

A; the Rusty Nail, a red tool box

containing parachute rigging tool

and in irreplaceable parachute
logbook. Reward. Call 617 544 7139.

No questions asked.

FOUND
Tom Brennan, your glass case has

been left at C.C. Lost and Found
desk.

Two short courses for nursing

home people, hospital workers and
other health care personnel will be
offered in December by the UMass
Division of Continuing Education.
"Therapeutic Recreation" will

be given in two all-day Thursday
sessions Dec. 6 and 13 at the Union
Mission Nursing Home in

Haverhill. All aspects of recieation
therapy, including staff training

and administration, will be
covered.

99c STUDENT SPECIAL

"Life Safety Code for Long-Term
Care Facilities" will be given in

two all-day sessions Friday, Dec. 7

and Wednesday, Dec. 12 at the

Sheraton Yankee Drummer Motor
Inn in Auburn. The topic will be the

Occupational Safety and Health
Acl of 1970 and how it affects in-

stitutions.

Cleopatra
7&9p.m.

Hold

Your Man
with Jean Harlow

11 p.m.

Butterfield's New
Mini-Theatre

Kentucky Frlri

Chicken

Rt. 9, Hadley

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

TONITK

Some of mjf

BEST

. FRIBHOS

XT TIIL

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rt«\ IT. Sunderland

665-4937

SERVICES

.Mhr service — Passports. I.anil's Photo

Studio. 160 Wnl St.. South \mherst. 253-

3148.

UI2-12

Special I bedroom apt. to sublet at

I'uftlnn Xillagr 1*1 month, rent only $75.

avail. Jan. 1st to Sept (all anytime. *>»-

39 VI

lflZ-7

Need a job during Intercession — If you

want to leave and need someone to relieve

wiu for January call Julie «l 7-544-3362. Ed.

Major.
UI2-4

Need a babysitter'1
i am working up to

Xmas vacation, rates negotiated, (all

Nina at 546-5197.

•ftM

Research — thousands of topics. 12.75

per page. Send II for mail order catalog.
Research Assistance Inc.. 11941 Wihhlre
Blvd . Suite 2. LA. Calif. 90025

tf!2-12

(hevy van for hire — hauling or

delivery. 13.50 per hr and gas. 268-3253

evenings. Curt Hamilton

AM
2 girls would like jobs over intercession.

Could type, clean, etc.. willing i<> take over
someone else's job. (all 549-6197.

If 1 2-4

Typing dissertations, theses, term
papers, etc. Fast, accurate, references.

IBM Selertric. 55c per double spaced page

(all Tom. 546-1 1«5.

tfl2-l

Pholos. passports, visas a V

plications, etc Sizes and number of

pholos negotiable «H hour semce

|3 ini minimum (all Steve at MM443.
If 12-12

TONIGHT

JOHN MORGAN
New Drink

SLOE BIN FIZZ
at

ht EnyUai? flub

Starts tomorrow six days only

Double Feature

the "Filthiest Show in Town

and "Heat!"

Campus Cinema

Rt. 9, Hadley

256-6411

One night only, Tuesday, Dec. 11,

"ULYSSES" $1

M

NOW AMHERSTt>^a NOW

AMITY ST. 253-5426

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

CRIESAND
WHISPERS

Screening at 7:15 & '» imi Wed. Tues

MONDAY I TUESDAY BARGAIN KITES ALL SEATS SI 00

CALVlN]&ae S«4 1310

MN(. ST NORTHAMPTON

7 00 A I 45

M
from the makers O' FlftX THC C>€**

ENOSTONITE BANG THE DRUM SLOWLY

MONDAY I TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

PERSONAL MDC Classifieds FOR RENT FOR RENT

SeaDog s and Skip's Super Sleate and
Stud Service (.roup rales offered, (all
N«-.ili.i(« at 6-7535 or Skip at 549-1913 for
further info

1 2-4

Met Marty, ya wanna' boogie (all ">».

1066 Sister Mary Flephant

tf!2-»

NFFDFD A date for a well known rude
sport* journalist, to attend Xmas
Wawgoose. Dec. 7th Inquire at MDC
Sport* Desk or Wl MV-TV

tfl2-7

ROOMMATE WANTED

ROOMMATES WANTED

I or 2 females wanted to share apart-
ment in Hriltam Manor for 2nd semester.
No lease necessary (all (heri. 256-0231.

tf 12-4

female roommate to share one hedroom
furnished apt for spring semester. SMI per
month includes utilities, on hus route (all
MMII7.

1112-7

Older M. Vegetarian pref. Co-Op House,
near Amh MiRh School (all ROSSIS, after
.i.

HI2-6

Mature female roommate wanted to
share apt. in PuffIon. 175 per mo., all

utilities included, bus comes every 10

minutes Suzanne. 349-1405.

tf 12-5

Koommate. Jan. I. prefer grad student
for quiet furn. house, own room. 175 per
mo. and utilities, no sec. dep. 3*4-2839
i after 6 p.m.. Mirhelr <

tfl2-7

Female only — own room, on bus route,
available Jan. I. $82 per mo. Call 549-1352
and wkends.

tf 1 2-4

Need roommate to share 2 hedroom
(liffside apt., on bus route. IX7.V0 inc.

utilities, avail, immediately. 665-4198. ask
for Doug.

tfl2-7

III yr old restored colonial. 3-4 bdrms.
garage A pond, family or grad student
preferred. New Salem. Likely Listings
M-ISM,

tf 12-S

I bedrm 1125 mo h. hw. 15 min from
I Mass on Rte. 63 in Millers Falls. High
ceilings, hdwd firs. Quiet, storage area.
659-3846. after 4 p.m.

tfl2-7

spacious Cambridge style I bdrm apt in
Millers Falls, easy ride to Amherst on Rt.
63. 1 1 30 /mo., w/heal A hot water. 256-8896.

If 12-5

Huge Country Home with Sauna all
remodeled. 2 baths. 2 kitchens. 2 living 5
hdrms. 2 lofts. Likely Listings. 256-8896.

tf 12-5

3 bdrm Kanch in country w/2 acres,
garage, family room and work room!
Storage area. Likely Listings. 256-8896.

tf 12-5

(•real opportunity for an ex-
perienced carpenter who'd like to live

in Vt.. share our house and help us
refinish 3 rms. in any spare time
you've got and pay a grand total of

$25 no per mo for rent. You'll have
loads of privacy. Beautiful location,
just over Mass. boarder. 45 min drive
to I Mass. we have a rarpool going
every day. H02-254-9I25.

tf 12-1

ROOM FOR RENT

Wanted — male roommate, (liffside
apt own hedroom 187 >n per month.
rv.nl Jan I (all MMNl

HI2-6

I large rooms. l,n per month, use of
kitchen, halh. etc (all MU-ltM

Ifl 12

Male for January I thru June, in Sun
derland. King Philip Apts.. on bus rt.. no
drugs, share phone. 192 30 per mo., util.

incl 065-3501.

tfl2-7

F.fficiency apartment, all util air-
cond pool, parking. SIM) per mo. Amherst
Motel opp. Zayre's. 250-8122.

tf 12-7

Female roommate wanted — N.F. area
• Dwighl House i. must go home often or
find place to sleep on weekends (all 515
0791. ask for Kathy 220.

tf 12-4

(liffside Xpls. — one bedroom, campus
busline, dishwasher, all utilities. 005-4711.
keep trying.

tf 12-5

Urge furnished room with 4 bath in
private home. 175 per month, (all 256-8948
after I p.m.

tf!27

Female lo share apt near campus. $56

per month from Jan. 1st thru May. (all

'.l'Mil7ii after I 30 p.m
IflM

Female In share small house in country

.

25 mi from \mhersl. Orange with another
female I Mass student and small child. In.
plus util. 6I7-2I9-45H7

in 2-7

Large furnished room, close to campus,
kitchen privileges, possible reduction for
babysitting (all 519-1213 except 2-4 p.m.

tf 12-5

Furnished rooms on edge of campus,
quiel location, free parking, occupancv
January 1st. (all 519-6397 after I p.m.

If 1 2-6
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The Arts

At UMass

A discussion of Bertolucci's film,

"Last Tango in Paris," starring
Marlon Brando, will be held
Thursday between 12: 15 and 1: 15
in the Colonial Lounge of the
Student Union.

Opening comments will be given
by Fred Robinson, English
professor who teaches courses in

film and literature criticism.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Television Tonight

Tonight, at 8 in the Colonial
Lounge, three writers will read
their literary works. David Lenson
and Susan Grant will read poetry,
and Robert Steiner will read fic-

tion.

"Ring Concerto," a work
composed by Frederick Tillis for

the University Symphony
Orchestra of UMass and featuring
jazz percussionist Max Roach, will

be premiered at the orchestra's
concert tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

530 THK REAL McCOYS "The
Incorruptibles." (18)

THK LUCY SHOW Lucys Mystery
i.ut'st

''
(22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

(iOMKK PYLE "Supply Sergeants Never
Die " (27'

KOGANf HFROFS "Hogan and The
Lady Doctor." <30)

NEWS, WEATHER, sports (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING I PDATK (3)
6:00 NEW1 (3) (8) (221

I SPY "Danny Was A Million Laughs
"

(18)

MAKING THINGS WOKK (24)

PKTTKOAT JUNCTION Better Never
Than Late." (27)

TO TELL THK TRITH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night of the Skulls
"

(40)

ZOOM (57)

6:15 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (24)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NKWS (8)

CAPTl'RK (27)

LOUS LYONS: NKWS AND COMMENT
(57)

6:55 NKWSBKAT NKWS (40)

7:00 UNTAMED WORLD "The Arctic and
Man " (3)

TRl TH OR CONRMQUENCH Bob Barker,
host (8)

DICK VAN DYES SHOW "The Bad Old
Days." (18)

NKWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (22) (30)

TOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Alaska Patrol " (27)

ABC EVENING NKWS (40)

THK REPORTER! (57)

7:30 OZZIKS GIRLS (3)

LET'S MAKK A DEAL Monty Hall, host
<8) (22)

Geoff

RISING

On

(8)

PRESENT!
(27)

GREEN ACRES "One Of Our Asscm
blymen is Missing." (18)

THK FOURTH ESTATE (24)

NEW TREASURE III NT
Edward*, host (30)

DRAGNET (40)

OPEN DOOR (57)

H:00 MAUDE (3i

NEW TEMPERATURE!
"Mercy, tie Surgeon." (8) (40)

CAN YOU TOP THIS? (18'

HANS BRINKKR (22) (30)

WAR AND PEACE (24) (57)

8:30 HAWAII FIVE—O "Try To Dit
Time " (3)

MOVIE "A Summer Without Boys.
-

(40)

TOWARDS THK YKAR 2000 (18)

:M THK 700 CLUR (18)

BORIS KAKLOFt
THRILLKR Waxworks
9:30 HAWKINS "Blood Feud." (3)

PERFORMANCE "The Maryland Trio
"

(24) (57)

10:00 THK MANY FACES OF COMEDY
Alan King. Host (8) (40)

FOLKS STORY "The Big Walk " (22)
(30t

OPEN LINK (24)

NKWS (27)

EVENING DITION
AGRONSKY (57)

10:30 THK LIVING WORD (18)

JOANNE (ARSON SHOW (27)

ELLIOT NORTON REVIEW! (57)

11:00 NKWS. WKATHKR. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (30) (40)

11:30 MOVIK "Mozambique" (3)

WIDE WORLD OF KNTKRTA1NMKNT
(8) (40)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NKWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22) (30)
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[GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION!
WE ARE DEDICATED TO BUM YOU THE VERY BEST
SELECTION INmm PICTURE ENTERTAMENT AT

REASONABLE PRICES AMD WE HAVE 2 WAYS TO SAYE
YOU MONEY s«

:

IT'S
AT'

OU* fXCURMfVR-TWt-UT! HOUR
•Twt-Ute HoajTIe (tatfy and it the half

ftgf ftf ft' hour period |uet prior to the lata afternoon

A«e JeVS M or MrtV evening feeture. During this half

'? %is,"
rty evening 1

hour any adult may attend for" $12 5

WITH MARTIN
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Marilyn Chambers the Ivory Snow girl.

Is she 99.44% pure? See for yourself.

The U of Mass
PROGRAM COUNCIL SOCIAL COMMITTEE

presents

"A TOUCH OF BLUES"
with

MUDDY WATERS
A

THE BABE PINO BAND
Monday, December 10th f 1973

8:00 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Refreshments Available

5 College Staff, Faculty, or

Student ID Accepted

Tickets: $2.50 in advance
$2.75 at door

On Sale this Week 10-4:00

on CC Concourse level

DANCE, DRINK, AND HAVE AGOOOTIME

SSfeSierl
TONITE: S.U.B.

7:00, 8:30, 10:00

FOR SALfc

Ski Roots — Rostmont Fallback. 8 med.
(an br reinj«-< ted to fit perfectly. I yr. old.
Kd rond New - 1 1 75. Ask 1 70. (all 546-5937
aft. a.

1112/10

Nrw sttrro tapr cassette, player-
recorder. Dolby system, adr.. in

vertamatic. glassferritextal head, must
sell, very reasonable. .VI6-22I5.

Ill 2-

1

Ski equip.. H5fl.mM worth of new. used,

leftover skies, boots, clothing. At I M Ski

(lub sale Dec. I At, 1st Floor CC 12 p.m. -

» p.m.

tf 12/6

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE
WANTEL

(fuad system AM-FM mpx 20 watt BSR
chgr.. 4 ch. synth.. 2 pr. ex. spkr. & phones,
must he heard. I28.

r
, negotiable. Call Jon. 6-

5K32.

MM
Snowtires. Firestone Town and Country

tires, size F78-I4. I year old. $40. Call 549-
«*47 evenings.

RIM

AUTO FOR SALE

H6 Dodge Coronet. 3 spd. std. trans, in

excellent condition and runs very well.
Asking 1225 - a bargain at any price. Call
.ii«-:i««M

tfl2/7

Zenith transoceanic AM-FM-Sw II band
radio. Bushwell custom 7x35 binoculars
\VV roof rack. K65-I74I. keep trying.

tf 1 2-5

W» .la\elin hardtop. K cylinders, stan-
dard, excellent condition SHOO (all \abih
after .'. at 8MMI

tfl2/4

Xltenlion Datsun owners I perform
.ill phases til major and minor repair

mi Datsuns .ii less than half dealership

price I ha\e lour >ears automotive
experience two of which were
specialiiing in Datsun. I also have an
airframe and I'owerplant License.
I'honi- Itussell Kaca ISfJISR.

If 12- 12

P(M»R Rl( HARDS sex symbol needs a
gigolo for Xmas Wayzgoose. You got the
money. I got the time. Inquire at P R
Office at Collegian.

If 12-4

HELP WANTED

& R TV $50. (all 65.V2K25, after .V

tf 1 2-4

Live ( hristmas trees, select and tag
now. an> size $6.:il L. Hlizniak. 133 Ba\
ltd . Hadley

tf 12-12

Ski boots. Henke plastic buck., size 7

woman's, one year old. $25. Ask for Marie
2"W. .,-2642 or MSm

tfl2-4

IMi Nova SS I spd. IV) cubic inch, dk
blue. t:>..i(Ni plus miles. Asking $1200. (all
6«.'.-IIW(

tfl2/7

«"» VR Hux i.mi engine, sticker,
nasonable. H«r»-I7 1 1. Keep Irving

IM

FOR SALE

\ssisianlship open for student with
experience in first aid education Red
• m.ss First \id Instructorship
required. Fqual opportunity em-
ploxer ( onlacl Ms Duston. I Mass
Health Services: |R Hf|

tf 12-4

(•ibson FB-o Bass. $250 or best offer,

(all Mark HMM days. 217-5088 nite.

tf 12-4

Raccoon coat. ex. cond . large size,
tweed lining, asking 5s:, (all Fmmet. 256-

0259.

RIM

excellent starter stereo svstem. rec
allied t:w. 2M( -llMHl speakers. I2B turn
table, any reasonable offer, (all Rob. 516-
H6o:,.

AM

l»6!» Triumph (.T6 plus, super condition
esp. mechanicals Many new parts, ex-
cellent on gas. $1200 (all Larry 512 :>IHN

IflM

Polaroid 120 Camera with focus flash
less than \ear old $.10. (all Dave .-,16 9108
after 7.

lfl2-6

Console symphonic stereo with AM-FM
radio, good cond ( all Diane. 215 Fmerson.
.-,46-7262. $50.

tf 12-7

Pioneer SX -626 AM-FM Stereo Receiver
$2lMl pair Iimi.ii i, \-25 Speakers. $ 1 10

t all Jim at 516-7115.

IflM

PAl LSOI.DTIMF Ft RMTI RF is

having a clearance sale on specially
marked items. In addition our usual
complement of beds, bureaus, desks.

pictures, brie a brar. costumes, wierd
stuff I .orated in the heart the left

ventricle to be exact i of downtown
\mhersi behind Auburhons. IN III!

XI.I.FV. 253:1511 Open 6 days a week,
wood heated.

IflM

Hardly worn full length Air Force dress
winter coat. 110. 516-9933.

U127

I'holo Fnlarger Durst 7iN»m.. with Nikor
->omm fl lens. Timer, safelight. etc.

Creative 22 speakers, one year old. very
good cond. $18,181 or best offer lakes them.
Must sell' (all Steve at MMSM.

US-IS

SUBLET
2 bedroom apt.. King Philip on free hus

route, lease Jan-June. 1185 per mo. incl.
utilities, (all after I p.m.. 665-3283.

HI2-5

IM Dodge Dart. 6 cyl . r & h.. sticker,
standard trans

. | good snows, good gas
mileage $IIMI. (all Ralph. 516-7941.

tfl2-5

1966 ( hevrolet. 2 dmir. 8 cyl.. R. & II..

low mileage, good gas mileage. $500 or
best offer. I'hone Boh 253 9483 evenings.

tf!2-l

1967 Saab 96. runs drv . warm plus two
Saabs for \oui own parts supply. Make
offer lo Kelly. 512-1628 or 1-167-2195.

tf

1

2-4

TRAVEL
RIDE WANTED

To the Washington. D.(
6-ion. tin K I ( ashin.

I)and\

area, (all Jane.

tf 12-12

IMS Pont ( atalina. running condition
with snows, best offer (all 515-2308. ask
for Joe 311.

tf 12-5

I bedroom modern apt. at Brand>wine
on bus rte. A/( . w/w carpeting, big bed &
living rms. 1205/month plus electric. 549-

1916

tf!2/l2

! bdrm lownhouse apt Jan 1st 12oo
mo . ww carpeting, dishwasher, disposal,
etc New in Sept . spacious (all Pat or
Neil. 2-,:i-26I7. pets OK t,;.| .

1961 T-Bird (lassie, new tires, brakes.
shocks, exhaust, power steering, brakes,
windows, door locks, clean in and nut. 17:,o

Call Brure. 545-2223.

Ifl27

69 Datsun HW, 5-spd. con*., rad..
heater., excel cond. musi sell (all 256-

0522.

III2-6

and Sandy need a ride to
( olorado on Dec. 18 or near then, (all 546-
1306. will share driving and expenses.

tf 12-4

Wanted two gn\s need someone with car
to drive to (olorado to ski during Inter-
session (all Mike, late 516-1159

IflM

Keen bj efr? let us handle pear pre-
flight. in flight and post flight
arrangements at no cost to miu (a If
campus rep.. 253-3162 evenings

If 12-12

HOUSE FOR RENT

In Hatfield can be six bedrooms & kit.,
plus livingroom on 5 acres. Call 247-5462 or
217-5571. .f,^

FREE

X reliable ride needed la Pittsburg
Chicago. Salt Lake City or Points West on
or around Dec 18 ( all Pat at 772-01 19 after
8:30

tf 12-12

lute black puppy. 3 months old. has
shots, partially house broken, female.
Contact 256-6119 after I p.m. It is verv
friendly

tf!2-5

•
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How The Pros Stand
National Football League

NATIONAL CONFERENCE AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Eastern

W
Washington ... 9

Dallas 8

Philadelphia ... 4

St. Louis 3

Giants 2

Central

•Minnesota 10

Detroit 5

Green Bay .... 4

Chicago 3

Western

•Los Angeles . .10

Atlanta 8

San Francisco. . 5

New Orleans . . 4

Division

L T
3

1

Pet

.750

.667

.375

.292

.208

5

7

.909

.583

.417

8 1

9 1

Division

2 .833

6 1 .458

6 2 .417

9 .250

Division

2 .833

4 .667

7 .417

8 .333

8 .333

NHL

Eastern Division

W L T Pet

'Miami 10 1

Buffalo 7

New England . . 5

Jets 4

Baltimore 2 10 .167

Central Division

Pittsburgh .... 8 3 .727

Cincinnati 8 4
Cleveland 7 3

Houston 1 11

Western Division

Oakland 7 4 1 .625

Denver 6 4 2 .583

Kansas City ... 6 4 2 .583

San Diego 2 9 1 .208

•Clinched division championship

2

.667

.667

.083

East Division

W L T Pts GF GA
BOSTON 17 4 2 36110 61

Montreal 14 7 2 30 79 65

Toronto 12 8 5 29 8fi 66

Rangers 11 7 7 29 9 75

Buffalo 12 10 1 25 78 74

Detroit 9 14 1 19 76 108

Islanders 4 117 15 53 72

Vancouver 5 12 4 14 52 74

West Division

W L T Pts GF GA
Phila. 15 5 2 32 67 37
Atlanta 11 8 5 27 64 64
Chicago 11 6 7 29 71 41
St. Louis 9 8 5 23 59 53
Pittsburgh 7 12 4 18 58 91

Minnesota 5 11 7 17 64 80
Los Ang. 5 14 4 14 60 80
California 6 15 1 13 50 78

WHA
East

N. ENG.
Cleveland

Quebec
Toronto

Chicago
Jersey

West

Edmonton
Houston
Minnesota
Winnipeg
Vancouver
L. Angeles

Division
W LTPtsGfGA
15 9 13197 82

12 8 3 27 8178
12 12 2 26 99 87

11 12 3 25 84 84

12 9 1 23 78 72

8 14 2 18 56 89

Division
W LTPtl «r OA
15 8 30 83 65

11 8 3 25 82 69

11 11 1 23 85 77

9 13 3 21 87 91

9 14 18 79 96

10 16 20 74 97

NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

W L Pet GB
BOSTON 17 4 810 —
New York 13 12 .520 6

Buffalo 10 15 .400 9

Phila. 9 15 .375 9Vz
Central Division

W L Pet GB
Capital 12 9 .571 —
Atlanta 13 11 .542 —
Cleveland 9 18 .331 6

Houston 9 16 .360 5

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

W L Pet GB
Milwa'kee 21 4 .840 —
Chicago 18 7 .720 3

•Detroit 13 11 .542 7%
KC-Omaha 6 21 .222 16

Pacific Division

W L Pet GB
•Los Ang. 16 8 .667 —
Golden St. 14 7 .667 %
Portland 11 13 .458 5

Seattle 9 19 .321 9

Phoenix 7 17 .292 9

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

ABA
Eui Division

Carolina
Kentucky
New York
Memphis
Virtina

W
20
16

L
a
R

Wait

Denver ....
Utah
Indiana
San Antonio
San Di"Bo

13 12
9 17
7 IB

DiTlliOB
W L
13 11
13 12
13
12

12
14
is

[

Pet GB
714 —
«67
.520 M|
.346 10
304 10W

Pet. GB
542 —
.520
.520 1
462 2
375 4

'AP Mirephuto'

L utile Mack Herron. he stands onlyIV in a world of giants, is chased by two C hargers as he rips off the
second longest runback in Patriots history. 92 yards. The Pats whipped San Diego 30-14 for their third
straight victory.

Pitt Freshman Named All American
By HKRSCHEI. MSSKNSON

NEW YORK < AP) — Running back Tony Dorsett of
the University of Pittsburgh Monday became the first

freshman in 29 years to be named to The Associated
Press All-American college football team, which also
includes repeaters Randy Gradishar and John Hicks
of Ohio State and Richard Wood of Southern
California.

Gradishar and Wood are linebackers Hicks is an
offensive tackle.

Dorsett, a 5-foot-ll, 175-pound tailback from
Aliquippa, Pa., finished second nationally in rushing
with 1,586 yards in 11 games and was the major
reason Pitt posted its first winning record in a
decade.

The last freshman to win first-team honors was
fullback Doc Blanchard of Army in 1944.

Joining Dorsett in a record-setting backfield are
running backs Roosevelt Leaks of Texas and John
Cappelletti of Penn State, who finished fourth and
fifth in the rushing statistics, and quarterback David
Jaynes of Kansas, who set six Big Eight Conference
passing records.

The AP All-America team will appear on the Bob
Hope Special, to be shown by NBC-TV on Dec. 9 at 9

p.m., EST.
The rest of the offensive team consists of wide

receiver Lynn Swann of Southern California, tight

end Andre Tillman of Texas Tech, tackle Buddy
Brown of Alabama, guards Tyler Lafauci of

Louisiana State and Bill Yoest of North Carolina

State and center Bill Wyman.
Rounding out the defensive team are ends Pat

Donovan of Stanford and Randy White of Maryland,
tackles John Dutton of Nebraska and Dave Gallagher
of Michigan, middle guard Lucious Selmon of
Oklahoma, linebacker Rod Shoate of Oklahoma, and
backs Jimmy Allen of UCLA. Artimus Parker of
Southern California and Mike Townsend of Notre
Dame.
The team consists of one freshman, 16 seniors and

live juniors - Wood, Leaks. Donovan. White and
Shoate.

Penn State Coach Joe Paterno. who has coached
such greats as Lenny Moore, Franco Harris, Lydell
Mitchell, Mike Reid, Ted Kwalick. Jack Ham and
John Hufnagel, calls Cappelletti "the best player I've
ever been around."
The 6-1, 215-pounder carried 286 iimes for 1,522

yards and 16 touchdowns, and in one game he only
appeared for three plays because of an injury and
didn't carry the ball. He also caught 22 passes for 207
yards and a touchdown and completed a pass for 17
yards

Leaks, a bruising 220-pounder, led Texas to its sixth
consecutive Southwest Conference championship
with a league record 1.415 yards, including a brilliant

342-yard game against Southern Methodist That was
only eight yards short of the national one-game mark
Jaynes completed 172 of Ml passes fo»- 2,131 yards

and 13 touchdowns and was intercepted only nine
times, one of the best interception ratios in history.

Trading Brisk At
Baseball Meetings

By HAL BOCK
HOUSTON (AP) — Pitchers

were the top commodity Monday,
with a fistful of trades and an
unusually active player draft
signalling the start of baseball's

annual winter meetings.
Three trades, all involving

pitchers, opened what promised to

be a busy week of bartering. First,

the Philadelphia Phillies acquired
right-hander Ron Schueler from
Atlanta in exchange for Barry
Lersch, another righty, and
shortstop Craig Robinson.
Then, Oakland and the Chicago

Cubs swapped veteran relievers,

with the world champion A's
shipping Horacio Pina to the Cubs
for Bob Locker.

After that, Houston sent reliever

Jim Ray and infielder Gary
Sutherland to Detroit for right-

hander Fred Scherman.
Five of the 12 players selected in

the draft also were pitchers, in-

cluding ex-major leaguers Gary
Ryerson, chosen by the San
Francisco Giants, and Mike
McQueen, grabbed by the Cin-
cinnati Reds.

Philadelphia opened the draft by
choosing shortstop Ed Crosby, who
split last season between Cin-
cinnati and St. Louis. The

acquisition of Crosby plugs the gap
created by the trade of Robinson to

the Braves in the deal for Scheuler.

"We're still looking for another
starter," said Phillies' Manager
Danny Ozark. "Everyone's looking

for pitching."

The deal started a busy day for

the assembled baseball boses.

Next was the player draft-a source
of talent that has yielded little in

recent years. Surprisingly, a dozen
players were plucked, at a total

cost of $300,000.

Besides Ryerson and McQueen,
pitchres chosen were Carl Moran
by the Chicago White Sox, George
Hutson by the Chicago Cubs and
Earl Stephenson by Montreal. Also
picked were Tom Egan by
California, infielder Billy Parker
by the New York Yankees, short-

stop Sergio Ferrer by Minnesota,
catcher Gene Lamont by Detroit,

infielder Larry Milbourne by
Houston and first baseman Tolia
Solaita by Kansas City.

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

REFUNDS
for

Gordon Lightfoot Concert

Monday — Dec. 3
Tuesday - Dec. I

11:30-2:00

I .Mass. Campus Center
Main Concourse

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY
4:30 p.m. to 10:30p.m.

(except during league play)

EVERYTHING DRASTICALLY REDUCED
FOR CLEARANCE
WHY PAY RETAIL?

SLACKS (5.00

WESTERN BLUE JEANS *4.00 ea.

(2prs. (6.00)

BRUSHED DENIM *
CORDS WICUFFS '5.99

BODY SHIRTS

TURTLENECKS

CLOTHES FROM INDIA

- MANY AT WHOLESALE
COME IN & SAVE

\ »

\

Behind P.O.

SP0RTWEAR
BOUTIQUE

An Olympian

Salem State goaltender Gerard (.agnon watches the puck shot by I Mass defenseman Mike Ellis roll
just wide of the goal (see arrow) during action last Wednesday night at Orr Rink. The Minutemen
suffered an opening-night 11-7 defeat in that game and dropped a 5-1 decision to Merrimack on Friday.
The I Mass skaters entertain Williams in their next tilt. Wednesday night at Orr Rink.

Heisman Trophy Wide Open
n. Al I. \ c\/ ii \in. ii /^__i *•
By ALEX SACHARE

NEW YORK ( AP) — The most wide-open Heisman
Trophy race in years will be decided Tuesday when
the winner of the award as "the outstanding college
football player of 1973" will be announced at the
Downtown Athletic Club.
More than a dozen candidates have emerged for the

honor, and while all have their credentials, none
ranks as a commanding favorite.

Although Penn State running back John Cappelletti
appears to have a slight edge, the winner could just as
likely come from among running backs Roosevelt
Leaks of Texas, Archie Griffin of Ohio State and
Tony Dorsett of Pittsburgh; quarterback David
Jaynes of Kansas; offensive tackle John Hicks of

Ohio State; middle guard Lucious Selmon of
Oklahoma, and linebacker Randy Gradishar of Ohio
State.

Quite a few others also will receive support, in-

cluding quarterbacks Jesse Freitas of San Diego
State and Danny White of Arizona State; running
backs Anthony Davis of Southern California and
Woody Green of Arizona State, and center Bill

Wyman of Texas.
The 1,200 sports writers and broadcasters who

participate in the balloting have developed a formula
in making their choices over the years, and the
winner rarely has varied from the pattern.

Seniors have won the award 34 of 38 times. The
winners include 35 backs — and not a single interior

North Amherst

Pro Stats

NBA And NHL
NEW YORK (AP) - Atlanta's

Pete Maravich, bolstered by a 42-

point binge against Buffalo,
regained the National Basketball
Association scoring lead, ac-
cording to statistics released
Monday.
Maravich, raised his average to

29 points a game, replacing last

week's leader. Bob McAdoo of

Buffalo, who slipped to second with
27.8. Lou Hudson of Atlanta was
third with 26.8, followed by Gail
Goodrich of Los Angeles with 26.2

and Geoff Petrie of Portland with
26.

Jim Washington of Atlanta took
the field goal percentage lead with
55.2, Chicago's Jerry Sloan
maintained the steals lead with
2.68 per game and Golden State's
Jeff Mullins retained his free throw
lead with 93.5 per cent.

EspoNo.l|
By MDC SPORTS STAFF

According to NHL statistics
released Monday, Boston's Phil
Esposito. with 53 points on 25 goals
and 28 assists, has built up an
eleven point lead in the scoring
race over teammate Bobby Orr
who leads the league in assists with
29. Bruin left-winger Kenny Hodge
ranks third in the scoring stats
with 18 goals and 20 assists, while
Buffalo's Rick Martin ranks fourth
with 32 points.

Notices
III Basketball -All rosters are

due by 5 p.m. on Thursdav.
December 6 with absolutely no
exceptions.

Volleyball Champs-Team
managers of Men's. Women's, and
Co-Rec volleyball championship
teams are to pick up campus
playoff bracket forms in the IM
office immediately.

lineman. Only one ever has come from a losing team,
and that was Paul Hornung of Notre Dame, the schooi
which leads all others with six Heisman winners.
Other factors which have helped in the past are good
performances in television games; playing for a
prestigious school, preferably in a major conference,
and playing for a well-respected coach.
Last year's winner. Johnny Rodgers of Nebraska,

fit the mold almost perfectly
By those standards. Cappelletti would appear to be

the winner. He gained 1.522 yards and scored 17
touchdowns this season, leading Penn State to an
unbeaten record and a berth in the Orange Bowl. He
is a senior, whereas Leaks. Griffin. Dorsett and
Davis are underclassmen.
But one major factor working against Cappelletti is

geography. It has been lu years since an Eastern
player - Navy's Roger Staubach — won the award.
And if you discount the two service academies, only

one Eastern player Ernie Davis of Syracuse, in
1961 — has received the Heisman Trophv in the past
2() years.

So this could be the year voters decide to break
some of their past habits.
Ohio State's Hicks, a senior, has been called by his

coach. Woody Hayes, "the greatest lineman I have
ever coached, including Jim Parker" He has
received considerable publicity for an offensive
lineman, and could he the first of his position to win.

Winter Bicycle Storage

From Doe. 1 to Fob. 28

Storage fee includes complete bicycle tune-up

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET:
1) Clean front and reir hubs, repack
2) Clean crankset, check bearings, repack
3) Adjust gears
4) Adjust brakes
5) Clean all chrome and frame
6) Wax and polish bike

7) PLUS 3 months storage

For Only $25.00
(all parts for repairs extra)

FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY to all area colleges
(10 mile radius of our shop includes U. Mass, Amherst,
Smith, Hampshire, and Mount Holyoke Colleges)

Does pur bike look 90 years old?

How about a new frame with your reconditioned parts?

New 3 ana* 5 *peed frames- only *20.00

Now 10 fheed frame* only *30.00

Now 10 ipeed frame* with Reynold* 531

Frame Tube* only '35 00

Call 586-3865

for immediate pickup

We can store only 200 bicycles

THE BIKE BROKER, INC.

19 DAMON RD.
NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

The winter sports season is here at last. While the spectators breathe
sighs of relief at having lasted through the purgatorv of the inter-season.
the athlete looks ahead with dread anticipation. Stretching before him
are four months of hard work, constant preparation, and perpetual

,
anxiety.

j

It is during this time that an inspiration is most warmly received. For
some athletes it might be in the form of a sentence whose bombastic

i

rhetoric is worth remembering, for others the quest for a title and
recognition, and for still others inspiration comes from knowing that
someone else received success as a result of diligence and sacrifice.

I I know someone that fits the last description perfectly. His name is

[
Tom Callaghan and he is an Olympian of a very special calibre. Tom is

[ the silver medalist in Greco-Roman wrestling and the bronze medalist in
Freestyle wrestling. The titles he won came as result of his participation
last summer in the World Games for the Deaf held in Malmo, Sweden.
Sometimes called the Deaf Olympics, the Games are held every four
years and parallel the regular Olympics in sports represented for com-
petition.

Tom is a UMass grad of the School of Engineering and the Clarke
School for the Deaf. He is currently working as a civil engineer for the
Northampton firm of Curran Associates. While at UMass Tom wrestled
on and off for the then Redmen. He continued working out upon his
graduation and often gave the heavyweights more than they could
handle

"Tough'' is the best way to describe the way Tom wrestles. What he
lacks in finesse he makes up for in determination and conditioning. To
qualify for the Games he had to win the Trials held in North Carolina the
summer before. Wrestling in the 198 pound class, he arrived at the trials
about ten pounds over and had to run three miles on the last day just to
keep his weight down. The running could only help him, as he was the
gold medalist in both Greco-Roman and freestyle at the trials.

Once in the Olympics, though. Cal found what other Olympic wrestlers
have found - the people to beat are the Russians. It was a member of the
Soviet Union's team each time that forced Tom to take something other
than the gold.

It was a long year to those medals though and it was a year that saw Cal
run almost daily, wrestle in every freestyle and Greco-Roman tour-
nament he could make it to and always watch that weight, trying to keep
it from bulking up to the point where it would be more of an effort to take
it off than to wrestle. The coaching Cal had in the meantime, was not
from the best Olympic coach the country had. but from other wrestlers
who would go over mistakes and holds and run with Cal. UMass Coach
Homer Barr was always available and sometimes pushed Cal if he would
come in to work out with the Minutemen.

But mostly the drive that brought Tom Callaghan two medals came
from within. Any person vvho has a slight bit of deafness is eligible to
participate in the Olympics. In wrestling being deaf means not hearing a
referee's whistle to tell you when to stop wrestling and not being able to
anticipate the opponents move by listening for that sudden, sharp
inhalation that precedes a man making his move. It means having to
really pay attention as a complicated move is being walked through,
knowing that questions are hard to answer for the other person. It means
having to take the same beating that wrestlers of any persuasion take and
not being able to share with others, in the complete fatigue that invades
every part of your person.
But it also means overcoming all of these and winning medals in world

class competition. For Tom Callaghan that means being on Olympian,
period
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UMass Matmen Home
Face Boston State
After coming home with a vic-

tory over Syracuse University this

past weekend, the varsity gym-
nastic team will host Boston State
tonight in the first home meet of

the season. The competition will be
held at 7:30 in the Boyden
Auxiliary Gym.
Emotionally and physically the

team is striving for peak per-
formance at this meet. "This will

be our last pressure meet before
intersession and we're hoping to

score 158," commented Head
Coach Tom Dunn. A score of 158
would match Southern Con-
necticut's winning score over
Temple. Both schools along with
Penn State will be UMass'
strongest competitors this season.
Leading the Minutemen will be

All-around performers, Gene

Hatly (ftallttjiatt

I

SPORTS

Whelan, Steve Scuderi, and Bill

Brouillet. All three men performed
well against Syracuse and are
looking forward to cleaner routines
and higher scores tonight against
Boston State, according to Coach
Dunn.
Event specialists that did well

against Syracuse were Jack
Fabbricante in vaulting, and Dan
Barter on high bar. Other
specialists competing tonight will

be Brian Hassig, pommel horse,

freshman Pete Lusk, still rings,

Phil Aubrey, high bar and parallel

bars; and Tim Beasley, parallel

bars.

Making their first appearances
in varsity competition will be
sophomores Jon Brandon and
Chuck Hall, and freshmen Paul
and Steve Marks. These junior

varsity gymnasts performed well

against Plymouth State's Varsity
team last Friday night.

Now Boston State isn't exactly
the class competition that UMass
needs to get ready for the up-
coming meet with the Nittany
Lions of Penn State University.

However the time was when UMass
wasn't exactly competition and
they were tolerated by schools like

Springfield. Thus Boston State is

on the UMass agenda of teams to

be demolished. This will be,
however, the first year that UMass
will be performing full strength
against a progressively better
Boston State team.

^^
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All-around men Roy Johnson. Gene Whelan, Bill Brouillet, Rich Seikunas, Steve Scuderi
Marks < left to right) will lead the Minutemen gymnasts this winter. It all begins tonight, at 7

the Boyden Auxiliary Gym.

Mass Photo Center)
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Rink Closing To Save Energy

If you were one of those unlucky basketball fans who were turned
away from the Cage on Saturday night, this picture should explain
why. Five thousand rabid, vocal and vociferous fans piled in Hicks
(iym to see I Mass beat Harvard, 74-S5.

By MIKE BKOPIIY
In light of the present energy

crisis Amherst College will be
shutting down the vast majority of
its facilities for a three week period
starting during the Christmas
recess and lasting through the
middle of January.
Although the College has made

no official comment on the
situation, among the facilities
reportedly being shut down is Orr
Rink which serves the UMass
hockey teams.
The College will evidently be

shutting down the rink leaving only
one of three Brine compressors
running. "This is being left running
to keep the bed of ice we presently
have," said Athletic Director Ben
McCabe
The heat in the rink complex has

already been shut off according to
a regular skater at the rink who
returned from a three-hour work

out yesterday noon with "frozen

toes."

When UMass Athletic Director
Frank Mclnerny was asked of the

situation with regard to the UMass
hockey team he said he was not

totally aware of the situation but

felt that "it is not all as serious as it

sounds."

"Amherst College has made no

firm statement as of yet con-
cerning the situation but I am sure
we can get ice elsewhere if Coach
(Jack) Canniff feels he needs it,"

added Mclnerny.
Just how the UMass community

will be affected remains to be seen,
but it seems certain that the
hockey players will lose valuable
ice time.

arty Kelley

"De-energized»

Views From Center Ice...
ByBII.LBALI.Ol'

Things don't look quite as bleak
for UMass after looking at some of
the weekend scores. Boston State
beat second rated Bowdoin. 5-4 in

overtime, Norwich tied Nor-
theastern in Boston. 6-6, and in the
biggest one of all — Vermont beat
BU in Boston in overtime 3-2.

The scores weren't that shocking
to Jack Canniff. "You know," he
said, "there isn't that much dif-

ference between the top teams in

the divisions when you come right
down to it." Merrimack
outshooting the Minutemen on
Saturday night is no disgrace,
they've outshot every team they've
played this season. It's probably
the best Merrimack squad
ever New England Whalers'
attendance is down 41 per cent

from last season. The Whalers
thought they were golden when
they were able to schedule all their
games in the Boston Garden.
Maybe the Bruins have recaptured
the adulation of the city, or maybe
Boston fans are too smart to buy
the "major league" tag the
Whalers are trying to
sell Speaking of sagging at-

tendances, the New York Golden
Blades — Jersey Knights — maybe
Baltimore who-knows-whats have
drawn 1008 and 1091 fans to their
last two games in Cherry Hill,

NJ Expect Jack Canniff to
make a couple — at least, per-
sonnel changes before Wed-
nesdays game with Williams.
Most likely some freshmen will be
involved The New York
Rangers acquisition of Gilles

Inside Sports

>Heisman Possibles
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•All American Picks

The Views Of Bock

'NBA And NHL Stats

Marotte gives them what has to be
the strongest defense in the league.
They've got Park. Rolfe, Selling.

Neilson, Harris, and now Marotte
as well as rookie Larry Sacharuk.
Someone has to go The
Springfield Kings are featuring
"College Night" at their game
against the New Haven
Nighthawks Friday night. All
tickets are half-price upon showing
of your ID It's a little late now,
but the first two Merrimack goals
Saturday night should have been
disallowed. The first was way
offside and the second should have
been blown down by an in-

terference call At least three of
the Merrimack goals came on the
power play Terry O'Reilly is

the poorest excuse for a National
Hockey League player I've ever
seen, and that includes Cliff
Pennington Watch Doug
Gibson, leading scorer on the
Braves, he played on Pat Keenan's
line in tryout camp and promises to
be an excellent center The
Braves are almost surely gone
from Boston next season.
Speculation has them in either
Fitchburg or Cape Cod. but the
Cape would seem more likely.

They've already scheduled a
regular season game in Brain-
tree Derek Sanderson says the
AHL is tougher than the WHA. He
means physically tougher, since he
also says the WHA is faster and
smarter. He did unbelievable
things for AHL attendance when he
was down there. In Springfield the
Kings sold out their building for the
first time ever (7500). the game
before they drew only 2100.

Into Submission — As the mercury dips so seemingly does the fortune
of MAN. Our lives are not left with our maker, but within the very
economic turmoil that we've created. It may get to the point that we 11

bend to petroleum and starve for gas and no one will escape the
calamity, including the world of sport. The pestilence is underway.
Over the very horizon that faces us is a brand new conception of sport

We will no longer be able to look at anything as a national pastime. A
society that has been mesmerized by championships, spoiled by a Boeing
707, spellbound by a New Hampshire ski slope, and lulled bv night football
in Boston now must amend. The awakening will be a rude one.
And so the collective life styles of millions are in jeopardy The energy-

crisis is a coalition much more devastating than the NCAA more
powerful than Bowie Kuhn. more repulsive than Charlie Finley and morereforming han the Inquisition. Its direct affect won't immediately beknown. But it s apparent. The University of Massachustts will be acasualty.

When all is said and done maybe we do owe our souls to the oil man
Sport will soon find out. When life becomes a struggle to live and man has
to compromise, sport will become the legislated. We'll never know
whether the cutback will be a solution. But it's inevitable. Sport will
become a victim. A victim of a crisis man will never be able to analyze
And so our culture is predicated on oil, gas, and plastics. So is sport.

Both will soon be rationed And at the University of Massachusetts both
will be diluted. In the process schedules will change, opponents will have
to regionalize, practice schedules will consolidate, and facilities will lay
dormant and non "energized" for seemingly endless stretches. The
coutenence of sport will wrinkle.
Perhaps the most drastic local measure will be the closing of Amherst's

Orr Rink, parent lodging for our nomadic hockey club. For nearly a
month during the holiday break Orr will be silenced. No practice. No
games. No UMass hockey team And you can bet the ghost of the energy
crisis will make a dramatic dent on Caniff's ( hockey coach Jack) overall
standing But Jackie Leaman. You're to be "de-energized" too.
The Boyden gym closes for Intercession. The Cage will be de-heated

Could you see Dr. A (Skinner) jamming the ball during vacation with
mittens. Dorms will close. All campus pools won't get anywhere near
room temperature. And like alcohol into the bloodstream, the whole pulse
of sport on this campus will be intoxicated. The product may not be the
same With vacation elongated a week could you imagine playing
Niagara at the Cage Feb. 2nd befort a "townie" crowd. The pulse won't
be the same.
We can take Ralph Nader's solution for what it's worth, that of a "solar

a lowance ". That might very well be the only salvation for outdoor, night
athletics We've lived in the push button age and enjoyed football with 18
color cameras and stadium lighting powerful enough to light a hamlet
through a Valley Forge Christmas. But now the mercury dips...and so
does the Wide World of Sport.
Sport will now be described in Gods sunlight. A new recreational

society capitalizing on the aestetics of walking and byicycling will emege
oyer the dollar signs of skiing, mountain climbing, and duck hunting.We re going to stay local Especially on Sunday a jog around the block
win nave to do Besides it won't cost us a killowat.
You talk about that little hustler shooting baskets in the schoolyard till

late in the eve He's no more He's been "de-energized"

New Office Formed
For Handicapped Students
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formation of a new office for
handicapped students, in 229D
Whitmore, under the direction of
Peggy Stevens. The office was
formerly located in Brooks dor-
mitory.

"We are primarily here to ad-
vocate for the rights of the han-
dicapped person. There are alot of

can be accomplished eventually, money for visual aids equipment
but it will take time, and the University needs money to
Improvements are in the making remedy the architectural barriers
riant nn\n" caisl Vf>o Ct>..... • ..right now", said Mrs. Stevens.
She went on to say that there are

no library resources for the
visually handicapped. The Han-
dicapped Students Affairs
Program hopes to establish a low
vision aid center. The center would

campus." said Mrs.

little things that have to be done - have at its disposal : close circm
things that people never think of, TVs, speech compressors, cassette
but they have to be done." Mrs
Stevens said.

The Handicapped Student
Affairs Committee works with the
Massachusetts Rehabilitation
Commission, The Commission for
the Blind, and The Veteran's
Administration.

Mrs. Stevens said that there is no

around
Stevens.

Mrs. Stevens, who is sponsored
by the UMass Health Services,
receives a small operations fund.
She also has the services of two
work-study students.

There is also a Trust Fund for the
program. Last year, the senior
class donated $4,000.00 to the
handicapped program. Some of the
proceeds from last year's Dance
Marathon were also donated to the
program.
Along with Mrs. Stevens, there is

an advisory committee of ten
members, whose chairman is

Marc Gelinas. "They are my

tapes, and Braille readings. "We
are not blaming the library. We
know they'd be more than happy to
oblige us, but there is just not
enough money."
Mrs. Stevens mentioned that the

program wants to establish early
registration, or a "mobility
orientation" for the handicapped
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fer °f- The handicaPPed Student Affairs establishing an officTfor theices to recruit handicapped people Program would also like to explore handicapped students Havingfor the university. "We want to let the possibilites of having tapes

made of the Daily Collegian, and
the University Directions booklet
that is published every semester.
These tapes would be available at
the Handicapped Student Affairs
office, or the Admissions office, or

(Staff Photo/Dan Smith)
Peggy Stevens, director of the Handicapped Student Affairs

t ommittee: "We are primarily here to advocate for the rights of the
handicapped person."

guidance counselors know that
UMass is accesible to the han-
dicapped," she continued.
According to Mrs. Stevens, the

housing at UMass is not adequate
for the handicapped person. The

reached their goal, the com-
mittee's efforts are now directed
towards support of the Han-
dicapped Student Affairs
Program. The committee mem-
bers include physical plant
workers, representatives from

:

the Admissions Office, Health
Services, and Veterans Affairs
Office, and a few handicapped
students.

Publications put out by the
Handicapped Students Affairs
Program will be available in
January of next semester. "Yellow
Pages" is a directory of services
and equipment in Western
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Massachusetts, for the han-
dicapped person. "Handicapped
Persons Campus Accesibility" is a
guide describing the architectural
accesibility of the UMass campus
They will both be available in the
Infirmary, the Admissions Office,
or her office in 229D Whitmore.
Mrs. Stevens urges anyone in-

terested to come to her office in

Whitmore.

Weather

I'm gom a stop

wastin' my time.

Somebody else would
have broken both of her

arms.
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ARA Looks Into
DC Improvements

By GEOFFREY KURINSKY
In case you haven't noticed those men in the dark sportjackets

parading around the dining commons' for the past two days ARA ser-
vices has been invited to UMass throughout this week by the Food Ser-
vices Dept. With a crew of 20 the people involved are strong, going over
the Food Services operation with a fine toothcomb with the aim of im-
proving the total operation, within the bounds of present finances
Four representatives of ARA were on hand at the initial meeting of theFood Services Governing Board last night in Hamlin House. Members of

the senate committee ( chaired by Ken Somers) include representatives
of the residence areas and the hierarchy of the Food Services Depart-
ment, under the temporary direction of Ken Dean.
Although ARA apparently has the facilities to take over a Food Ser-

vices set up such as ours, they have been serving UMass only in a con-
sultant capacity. They will be sticking their noses into everything from
taste testing to what to do with the vacant Hampden Dining Commons in
their week-long search.
At the end of their study, ARA will compile a report ( which will be

available before Christmas) with recommendations for Food Services
ways to improve it, in compliance with the desires of students as well as
trying to cut corners on cost wherever possible.

In conjunction with the study, on Friday at the noon meal ARA will be
conducting a Dining Service Survey at all four commons. The purpose of
the survey is to determine student reaction to our existing dining services
facilities, concept and merchandising techniques.

In the University's release, it contends that the University's objective
is to provide the student body with the finest in food services The an-
swers you offer on the questionnaire at the time of the survey will helD
them do this for you.
Along with its list of recommendation, the results of this survey will be

published

The cost of the week-long search project will be "not in excess of
$5000". Food Services picking up the tab out of its operations budget
As for the Food Services Governing Board itself, the title "governing"

as a bit misleading.

The board will serve as a link between the students and the Food
Services Department. The board will hopefully receive input from
students and pass them on in the form of a recommendation to Food
Services. Whether the body has actual "governing" power is a major
question, but it appears that this will not be a problem, judging by the fact
that the two agencies (the board and Food Services) have a united
purpose— to improve the quality of food services on this campus

( Contrary to public opinion, the brass in Food Services do not go out to
lunch. They eat the same food you and I do, in the same cafeteria Ken
Dean admitted to that.)

In another development, the board attained a change in the times of
'test kitchen" sessions, where various foods are sampled by a group of
15-25 students. ( Dean informed the board that about 60% of the foods
tested never make it to the menu) By a process of experimentation, the
best time will be arrived at with the next testing taking place tomorrow at
12

:
30 on the third floor of Worcester Dining Commons

i Staff Photo/l)an Smith
LI NAR LIGHT FOR THE LIBRARY: Last night a piece of the moon broke off and fell on top of the
irary. A new source of enerev is found'lihrai source of energy is found
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Students Voice Complaints

Against Dining Commons
This is part five of a nine-part series dealing with the Dining Commons

(d.c). Investigating for the Collegian were Cindy Gonet, Mark Citron,

Scott Bacherman, Jerry Lazar and Mike Kneeland.

With the exception of Nixon's policies, nothing seems to be more

criticized on campus than the University Dining Commons.

Not one student interviewed by the Collegian was pleased with the

quality of food served at the d.c. Most students said, however, that they

had no specific suggestion for improvement, but that "something had to

be wrong somewhere."
Junior Matthew Chametzhy said the "firing" of Joel Stoneham as

director of food services appeared to be a "good move." Said Chametzhy,

"I've worked at Amherst College and I've eaten at Hampshire College.

With more money, UMass should provide service equal to those schools."

Chametzhy said that the poor quality and quantity of the food served at

the d.c. means either mismanagement or embezzlement with ad-

ministrators. He said he'd be willing to pay more for better service.

Stuart Simms, a freshman, agrees with Chametzhy. He suggests that

the amount of help be cut down in the d.c. which would in turn lower the

ticket costs. "Joel Stoneham should have been fired a long time ago," he

concludes.

Sophomore Cathy Howes finds the quality of the meat particularly

poor. "The meat's lousy! For what we're paying here, we're getting

ripped off."

Few freshman and sophomores interviewed said they had ever heard of

Joel Stoneham About half of the juniors and seniors knew of Stoneham's

position.

"If he's got anything to do with the food, I'm glad to see him go," said

David Stabile, a sophomore. "The food here is lousy, there's not enough of

it."

Terry Romaniah. also a sophomore, says the problems with the d.c. are

not the result of any one man's influence. "The whole service has to be

changed."
Most students indicated they would be willing to pay more money for

their food if it improved This concensus appears to be somewhat

significant since there is some consideration being given to hiring an

independant caterer

This might mean more cost to the student It therefore appears that

students would not object to the proposal from a fiscal point of view,

provided the caterer improved the food service.

Stoneham, a Navy veteran, is used to criticism He points out that a

favorite pasttime for G.I.s is complaining about the food.

This argument has some merit. Students are used to home-cooking

when they enroll here. It is not surprising, then, that they are not pleased

with the food. Serving a family of five is certainly easier than serving a

"family" of 3,000

Students are not used to waiting in lines; students are not used to being

refused seconds; students are not even used to paying for their food.

Linda Connolly, a sophomore, thinks she has the answer "The best

solution is not to have to buy dining commons tickets."

Bus Announcement
The AP announcement in Tuesday's Collegian about the supplemental

grant for the University's Research and Demonstration Mass Transit

Program, is misleading and should not be interpreted as three additional

buses will be purchased. The three vehicles in question were acquired

last August and have been in service since that time.
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Rise Up In Anger
By DENNY MATTEAU

Ms. Chris George, a member of

the Chicago organization Rising

Up Angry, spoke yesterday in the

Campus Center.

The tak was sponsored by the

Everywoman's Center and the

Committee on Poverty. Ms.
George gave an overview of

'Angry's' experiences in

organizing popular activism in

Chicago around the issues like

police brutality, health care, and

tenents' rights.

Rising Up Angry defines itself as

"A Revolutionary Organization
Committed to Building a New Man,
a New Woman, and a New World",

'according to its newspaper, also

called Rising Up Angry. The group

started about five years ago, with

the newspaper as its main focus of

energy.
"The people came from a variety

of backgrounds," said Ms. George,

"At first, many were from the

student movements, the antiwar

movements, mostly white... The
question of who has power, and of

getting it to the people, can't be

decided on campuses. We realized

we must build among the working
clases, if the movement is to

consist of workers."

Ms. George described herself as

an 'upwardly mobile worker'. I'm

in the working class, and I was able

to go to college."

'Angry' took a neighborhood,

issue-oriented approach, she ex-

plained, and concentrated in the

white and Spanish areas, primarily

around the North and Southwest

sides of Chicago." Chicago is a

very segregated city, she said,

"and in the black neighborhoods,

the Panthers have been very ac-

tive, so we began in the white

neighborhoods with the youth."

We felt this was the most im-

portant group to work with,

especially the 'Greaser's', she

said.

"The greasers are the most
alienated and most brutalized of

the workers, they are the young
gangsters who get thrown in jail so

much, and are upwardly mobile.

Sometimes they seem like the most
reactionary of the workers, but

they are quick to see the changes

that have to be made." she said.

Police brutality was a big

problem and among the first issues

to be attacked. "In most cases,

brutality is a side issued," she

explained, "you get arrested, and

you get beat up. Through our

continued activism, though, a few

cops have been fired, and the

problem of brutality in the neigh-

borhoods has begun to slacken."

The activists consist of a group of

about 30 lawyers who take

anywhere from one to seven cases

a month, without charge and give

strong, comprehensive help to

their clients.

"We follow everything up," said

Ms. George, "and if a lawyer has

been arrogant or indifferent with a

client, he's out of the program."

Ms. George said that the cases

handled through this program
often receive aquittals, "and those

that don't usually get probation, at

least."

Ms. George cited one incident in

which "RUA" was able to mobilize

support: that of Claude Bailey. She

Ms. Chris George

told the story something like this:

"About six months ago, a rob-

bery, or something like that

happened. A description of the

person who did it was given and the

police started chasing Claude. He
did not fit the description and they

beat him up. He lost an eye."

"We did a lot of petitioning and
campaigning around it. The
Tribune picked up on it and it's now
in the courts."

"As a result of this sort of ap-

proach," she said, "public

pressure has been mobilized and
the police know. They're more
careful now."
Ms. George said "You can't

voluntarily leave society. You can
aggressively fight it, but its bad
things will still be in you, it's a

dirty struggle."

She said that problems like

sexism and imperialism are fught

within the issues, "We use the

slogan 'Don't Mourn-Organize'.
You have to be realist i., and do
what you can."
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Offers Artwork
By LYNDA McINTYRE

A pause in the front and back hallways of the school of Education
this Monday brought chances to view works of and create weaving,
potato printing and ceramics. Students of the Crafts in the
Classroom course, under the direction of Lynda Mclntyre from the
Aesthetics and Humanities program, offered a variety of ex-
periencial workshop centers to passers by at the School of
Education. From noon till 5 University professors, students, and
Marks Meadow students took a creative break making cards,
stationery, pots, plaques, belts, wall hangings and various collage
works.

The course on Crafts in the Classroom explores arts and crafts
and their use in education not only as a separate area of study but
as an adjunct to many areas of study. People working at Monday's
free workshops were not only exposed to the technical aspects of
the craft but to educational extensions that could be explored.
Questions about techniques, where to get materials, and new ideas
were heard among exclamations of "this is fun", "where do we do
this again," and "I think I'll build a loom like this when I get
home."

"Arts help develop an inquisitive experimenting way of exploring
life" says one class member. "They can help make education a
"living" learning that is an unending process" says another. "The
arts can help liberate a child from many of his own fears and
inhibitions and if done in the right way can counter the competitive
spirit of student."

A workshop participant queries "What are we doing tomorrow?"
Well, not tomorrow, maybe next semester.

"Arts help develop an inquisitive experimenting way of exploring
life."

Que Pasa?
What's been happening with

YOU this semester? Done anything
interesting that you'd like to write

and tell us about? The Collegian
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Union News & Sweet
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news department would like to

know. We will publish your article

in our semester-in-review column
to be run in next Tuesday's (Dec
11) paper.

We ask that you limit your ar-

ticles to 200 words All copy sub-
mitted must be typewritten and
include your name and address.
Mail or bring them to the news
desk. Collegian office. 406 Student
Union. Thanks.

McKimmie, Patterson Programs
The McKimmie House and Patterson House In-

tercession Programs are in the final phase of plan-
ning for the January session.
As of now five 3-credit courses and five 1-credit

courses will be offered at McKimmie. Patterson will
be offering three 3-credit courses and three 1-credit
courses.

Both programs are offered to the ENTIRE
University Community, with priority given: 1) to
residents of McKimmie and Patterson, and 2)
residents of Southwest. The programs will run from
January 7th to January 24.

There will be vacancies in McKimmie and Pat-
terson for participating students who need housing.
Since there are a limited number of rooms, however,
it is suggested that these people contact the SW
Academic Affairs office in John Adams Tower.
People wishing to pre-register for the programs

can do so at the Academic Affairs office. The last day
for pre-registration is December 12. There will be a
five dollar fee for McKimmie's program.
Patterson's courses include: Improvisation and

Movement in Theatre, Human Relations, Sensitivity,
Sex Roles, Examination of Sex Roles in Con-
temporary Society, and Problems and Politics of
Feminism.
McKimmie's Courses will include: Dynamics of

White Racism, We See Ourselves as The Media See
Us, Review of Math For Third World Students, and
Black Women In America.
The following McKimmie courses are still un-

certain, due to funding: Public Health In the Black
Community, Liberation Movements in Africa, Pan-
Africanism-African Political Systems and Thought,
The Anti-Imperialist Theatre Collective, and Public
Health. Medicine and Colonialism.

Lawyers Rule Out Civil Law Suits

For 1970 Kent State Killing
By MARGRET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Lawyers
for former Ohio Gov. James
Rhodes and his National Guard
chiefs told the Supreme Court
Tuesday their clients are subject to

criminal prosecution but not civil
law suits concerning the 1970 Kent
State University confrontation.
The families of three of the four

students slain during the con-
frontation — Sandra Scheuer,
Allison Krause and Jeffrey Miller
— sued Rhodes, former university
president Robert White and five
men who were National Guard
officials at the time of the con
frontation.

They seek some $12 million in

damages.
Lawyers for the families have

asked the Supreme Court to
overturn lower court decision
dismissing the cases.

The suits were brought under an
1871 law prohibiting state officials

from depriving citizens of their
civil rights.

Charles E. Brown, arguing for
all the officials, asserted that
sovereign immunity protects state
officials from civil suits arising
from their conduct of office.

Justice Byron R. White asked
whether Brown would make the
same claim of immunity against
allegations that officials knowingly
deprived an individual of civil

rights.

those
Brown

"Probably not," if

allegations were proved,
conceded

.

"But would you submit those
allegations to proof in court?"
White questioned, alluding to the
lower court decisions blocking
presentation of evidence in the
Kent State suits.

Brown demurred, finally
suggesting under repeated
questioning that the allegations
themselves would have to contain
some element of proof before
warranting a full-fledged hearing.
White then raised questions

about the applicability of im-
munity to state officials accused of
violating criminal laws protecting
civil rights.

UMass Dr. Wins Carnegie Award
By DEB GOGUEN

Dr. Joan Bean, Ph.D., recently
won a Carnegie Foundation award
for her research and work with
undergraduates in the field of
psychology at UMass.
Bean says that the award

"finally leaves her some much
needed breathing room" in her
tight schedule so that she will be
able to devote more time to

research and writing. She main-
tained that many women who are
teaching at the college level now
need a Carnegie grant.

For instance, she said that the
Psychology Department, in a
positive effort to give women
faculty members a voice, select

new women faculty members for

decision making committees.
However, they are very time
consuming so these women often
have less time for important things
like research and teaching. She
said she was in this dilemma and
it's one of the reasons she
welcomes the award.
She indicated that she tries to

help the people in her courses
become really involved with the
principles they are studying in the
classroom by giving them the
opportunity to apply these prin
ciples to experiences outside the
classroom.
For example, she is now

teaching an educational
psychology course which has an
enrollment of about 300 students.
Still she allows these students the
freedom to experiment with what
they learn in class by arranging
field trips to grammar schools. She
called her large class "a breath of
fresh air" because she says it

affords her the opportunity to hear
the perspectives of students who
are not psychology majors.
Bean, said she worked last

summer with four undergraduate
women on a developmental study
of achievement. She said she en-
joyed working with the un-
dergraduates, because they don't
often have the opportunity to work
with faculty members. Nor, do
they want to risk getting involved
in something that they are afraid
will be too difficult for them, she
said.

Bean said, "It has been critically

important for my own kind of in-

tellectual development to have
fellow women faculty members to
collaborate with on research work

and in courses, and to be involved
in research and in teaching women
graduate and undergraduate
students." She states that
whenever there are women faculty
at a school, "there are a higher
number of women achievers."
She is just beginning a five year

research project on Adolescent
Socialization and Cognitive
Processes, with the aid of a woman
faculty member from Stanford.
This project will include a study of
first born children in the Amherst
area for the first five years of their

lives. They will collect data to

determine the part parental at-

titudes have had in shaping the
different learning perspectives of
males and females.
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In The Nation And Outer Space

Nixon Finances Revealed
B> (.A VI. OKI) SHAW

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon's net

worth has tripled since he took office and now stands
at about $1 million, his lawyers have told Republican
congressional leaders.

Rep. John Anderson, R-Ill., said Tuesday that the
lawyers reported at a White House meeting that the
President's net worth was in "the neighborhood of •

$300,000" on Jan. 1, 1969, and by last May 31 had risen
to about $988,000.

Neither of the figures jibes with previous public
statements by Nixon aides on the President's net
worth. One White House official said this was because
of differences in accounting procedures.
Anderson and others attending the two-hour White

House meeting said the lawyers presented a complex
cash flow chart and other documents to illustrate
Nixon's income and expenditures and show how he
legitimately obtained the increase in net worth.

"They made it sound pretty convincing," Anderson
said.

Sen. John Tower, R-Tex., said the consensus of
those at the session was that "the President had not
done anything that was illegal, or irregular, or
unethical."

Anderson and Tower reported that Nixon's lawyers
said they were willing to let a congressional com-
mittee review Nixon's controversial half-million-
dollar tax deduction for giving his vice-presidential
papers to the National Archives.
Tower said the lawyers, Kenneth Gemmell of

Philadelphia and H. Chapman Rose of Cleveland,
said they were so confident of this and other tax
claims by the President that they would invite a court
test of the validity of his returns
Gemmel and Rose, both long-time friends of the

President, volunteered several weeks ago to help
prepare material intended to refute allegations about
Nixon's personal finances.
The materal is scheduled for release this week and

will include a full audit of Nixon's finances from Jan
1. 1989, to May 31, 1973, Anderson said
This audit was done by the New York accounting

firm of Coopers & Lybrant and a portion dealing with
Nixon's California, and Florida real estate purchases
was released in August.
The dates cited for the net worth figures divulged

by the lawyers at the White House meeting indicated
they had come from theCoopers& Lybrant audit.
When Nixon was campaigning for the White House,

his aides reported that as of Sept. 30, 1988, his net
worth was $515,830. After his election, May 12, 1969,
the White House issued a statement listing his net

worth as $596,900.

The next net worth statement was issued by the
White House on Sept. 16, 1972, giving a figure of
$765,118.

Early in his presidency, Nixon sold his New York
apartment for $326,000. This compared with the
$166,860 he had paid for it in 1963.

He also sold his stock in a Florida real estate firm
for a reported $371,782, about twice the amount he
reportedly paid for it over a period of years.

Profits in these transactions would account for a
portion of the increase in his net worth. The White
House said in its September 1972, statement that the
President's net worth increase is attributable to
income from his salary which has been used for
improvements to his home or deposited in the bank.

Since that statement. Nixon also has sold two
vacant lots in Key Biscayne which the White House
said he owned jointly with his daughter. Tricia Nixon
Cox.

According to the cash flow statement shown to the
White House meeting, Nixon received $89,842 for his
share in the transaction
The cash flow statement also listed him as

receiving $128,611 from his New York law firm after
he took office, as well as smaller amounts from bank
account interest and book royalties.

Tower reported that since the May 31 closing date
of the audit, Nixon has purchased another $50,000
certificate of deposit from the Key Biscayne bank
headed by friend C G. "Bebe" Rebozo.
This, he said, is in addition to the $250,000 in cer-

tificates of deposit he had purchased at the bank
before May 31.

Because of the large tax deduction resulting from
the donation of vice presidential papers. Nixon has
paid less than $6,000 in federal income taxes during
the past three years, the White House figures show.
The donation has been challenged on grounds that

it was not legally completed before July 25, 1969,
when the law was changed to deny big tax deductions
to individuals who make gifts of papers they have
created themselves.
Nixon's lawyers said, according to Anderson, that

without the deduction the President would have had
to pay about $170,000 more in income taxes between
1969 and 1972.

At a Nov. 17 news conference. Nixon said the In-
ternal Revenue Service had audited his returns and
raised noquestions about the deduction. "If they do,"
he added, "...I will be glad to have the paper back and
I will pay the tax because I think they are worth more
than that."

Pioneer 10 Pleases Scientists;
Will Transmit Data Five Years

WASHINGTON.-PROMOTED-Vice Admiral Hyman Klckm> '

gets a hand shake from President Nixon at the White House after
Rickover was promoted to Admiral.

Our Leaders Are Absent
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress' bid to reassert its responsibilities

has provided the opening for some lawmakers to deal with an oid problem— congressional absenteeism.
Calling absenteeism "a thorn in the side of Congress," Rep. Clarence

Miller. R-Ohio, has introduced a constitutional amendment providing for
expulsion of members who miss 40 per cent of the votes during a term
There is nothing new about the proposal. Former Sen. Margaret Chase-

Smith. R-Maine, tried in 1969 to make it possible for delinquent members
to shape up or be shipped out. Her bill was referred to the Senate
Judiciary Committee where it died.
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Presently, four smiliar bills are languishing before the House Judiciary
Committee. Their chances of survival - like other bills seeking to
disqualify members at age 60- are said to be minimal
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By WILLIAM STOCKTON
Associated Press Writer

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. (AP)
— Scientists yesterday praised
Pioneer 10's voyage past Jupiter
and said they hoped the spacecraft
would transmit data for another
five years as it journeys out of the
solar system.

"The Pioneer 10 mission by all

standards is being written down
right now as a 100 per cent suc-
cess," said Dr R S. Kraemer. the
head of planetary programs for the
National Aeronautics and Space
Agency

Hoping for a stream of data in

years ahead. Or John Wolfe said.
"What we d really like to do is go to
HO per cent success if possible."
Scientists said they might

receive data five years from now
when the spacecraft rears the orbit

of Uranua about 2 billion miles
from earth.

The unmanned space probe
survived punishing Jovian
radiation storms Monday and was
still sending data to earth.
The quarter-ton voyager was

traveling at 35.800 miles an hour,
its speed steadily decreasing as it

left Jupiter's gravity

From 300,000 miles beyond
Jupiter early yesterday, Pioneer 10
sent back a dramatic photograph
of sunrise showing the planet as a
long silver crescent — a view
astronomers cannot see from
earth

Computers at the University of
Arizona in Tucson are cleansing
distortion from Pioneer 10's pic-
tures of Jupiter.

Or Tom Gehrels. an Arizona
scientist, said computer-enhanced
versions of a photograph taken
about 100.000 miles from Jupiter's
Great Red Spot promised to be

revealing.

He said they might confirm
theories that the 15,000-mile wide
oval spot on Jupiter's face is a
tower of clouds above the rest of
the colorful and turbulet.t at-
mosphere

Wolfe said an infrared heat-
sensing device aboard the
spacecraft had placed the average
temperature of Jupiter's cloud tops
at minus 208 degrees Fahrenheit.
Variations in temperature could be*
seen, which might be related to
differences in Jupiter's cloud
structure, he said.
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Upsurge OfArab Activity,

Kissinger To Visit Mid-East
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A hand grenade exploded in a crowded street in the
Arab section of Jerusalem yesterday, injuring 18
persons, five of them Israeli women soldiers Police
questioned 50 Arabs detained after the blast.
The explosion, which went off 200 yards from the

traditional burial place of Christ, followed a recent
upsurge of Arab political activity in the west bank of
Jordan in support of Palestinian guerrillas.

It was the first serious incident in a year in the Arab
section of the city, which Israel took from Jordan in
the 1967 war.
On Israel's military fronts, several shells fired

from Lebanon fell near two settlements in northern
Israel.

The military command said it was not known if the
shells were fired by Arab guerrillas or Lebanese
regulars. There were no casualties.
Authoritative sources in Damascus reported that

Syria will attend the Middle East peace talks ten-
tatively scheduled to begin Dec. 18 in Geneva.
Syrian President Hafez Assad has also agreed to a

visit by Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger shortly

before the scheduled peace conference.
Kissinger will visit Syria, Egypt, Saudi Arabia,

Jordan, Lebanon, and Israel from Dec. 13 to 17 to
prepare for the peace talks, a State Department
spokesman announced.
Syrian Ambassador Mwaffak Allaf told a European

conference in Geneva that Europe should take a
leading role in the search for peace in the Middle
East.

The ambassador said Europe should participate in
a Middle East settlement "because every current
affecting this part of the world has its repercussions
in Europe, both in the fields of security and
economy."
The Israeli-Egyptian talks on fixing a cease-fire

line remained stalled, but Egypt's leading newspaper
said the United Nations commander in the Middle
East has proposed they resume today.
But there was no word from either Egypt or Israel

on whether the talks would be reopened this week
They were broken off last Thursday after the two
sides failed to agree on a separation of forces from
the tense desert front.

Hanoi Troops Take S. Vietnamese Town
By DENIS GRAY

Associated Press Writer
SAIGON (AP) - North Viet-

namese troops backed by 20 tanks
captured a South Vietnamese
town, the first taken by Hanoi
troops in the 10 months of the
cease-fire, the Saigon command
said yesterday.

In Cambodia, antigovernment
rebel infiltrators attacked sentry
positions on the outskirts of Phnom
Penh. It was the first attack on the
Cambodian capital's suburbs in
two months.
The North Vietnamese over-

whelmed Saigon government
defenders in their fourth assault
yesterday on Kien Due, near the
Cambodian border, the Saigon
command said.

The town was one of about a
dozen points military sources said
the North Vietnamese attacked
along a 32-mile corridor from Dak
Song southward to Kien Due.
The South Vietnamese govern-

ment continued raids that have
lifted the air war to the highest
level since the cease-fire began.
There was hand-to-hand fighting

at Kien Due. An unspecified
number of North Vietnamese
swept about 1,000 defenders from
the town.

There was no immediate report
on casualties in fighting there.
The command said its forces

took with them a large number of
the town's estimated 5,000
inhabitants and refugees.

Saigon government forces

Energy Experts Expect

Further Fuel Restrictions

knocked out five tanks and killed 75
North Vietnamese soldiers in the
fighting along the 32-mile front
near the Cambodian border, the
Saigon command said.

Initial government reports said
four Saigon government soldiers
were killed and 18 wounded, not
including the casualties at Kien
Due.

In Cambodia, field reports said
antigovernment rebels began
moving in five small canoes
through a swampy area bordering
on the southern rim of Phnom
Penh.
The infiltrators made their way

to a market and opened fire with
automatic weapons and small
rockets on government sentries. At
least 15 Phnom Penh government
troops were wounded, the field

reports said.

Hundreds of South Vietnamese
warplanes raided North Viet-
namese and Viet Cong positions
Monday and yesterday in what the
military command said were
punitive strikes for Viet Cong
attacks on Saigon's fuel reserves.
The intensified fighting was seen

by government military
spokesmen as a prelude to a
general offensive South Viet-
namese officials have been

NEW YORK - WHY GASOLINE DOESN'T BELONg'in'cAR
'

T RUNKS - Two New York City firemen stand by as a car used to
demonstrate why gasoline doesn't belong in the trunks of
automobiles goes up in flames. Although firemen detonated the five-
gallon can of gasoline in the demonstration car's trunk with elec-
tricity and black powder, a spokesman said a rear-end collision will,
in many cases, touch off a similar conflagration.

Daylight Saving Time
Favored By Senate

spokesman for the South Viet-
namese command, said the North
Vietnamese assaults on Kien Due
marked the first time the Com-
munist command had attacked a
district capital since the cease fire
went into effect last Jan. 28.

By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon's newly named energy czar
William E. Simon, said yesterday the Nixon administration is con-
sidering taxes, price increases, rationing or a combination of the three to
cut gasoline consumption by 30 per cent. — i—rrt«iw nave oe<
After President Nixon personally announced Simon's appointment as forecasting for early next year.

head of a new federal energy office, Simon told reporters that a decision Lt Co1 ** ^""K Hien
> chief

on whether to ration gasoline must be made by the end of the month
"We will take whatever action is necessary," Simon, deputy secretary

of the Treasury Department, said. He said rationing has many problems
and he considers it a last resort.
But he said fuel prices will have to rise, not only to help ration supplies

but to give the oil industry an incentive to increase supplies.
As a starter, he said, the Cost of Living Council will announce price

increases in fuel oil Wednesday to encourage more production of the
commodity as opposed to gasoline, which is more profitable to produce
Nixon said he is personally assuming chairmanship of the Cabinet-levei

Energy Emergency Action Group, which was headed by energy adviser
John A. Love until Love's resignation Monday.
Nixon appointed Simon executive director of the Cabinet group thus

giving him the energy controls over policy, programs, and in addition tax
policies relating to energy.
The President said he would seek legislation to create the Federal

Energy Administration, but in the meantime offices now under other
agencies and slated for eventual transfer have been directed to cooperate
with Simon. The House Commerce Committee yesterday voted in favor of
creating such an administration which would institutionalize the energy
office. The bill is in a different form, however, from what the ad-
ministration wants.

Nixon said the White House has been in contact with congressional
leaders whose response to the plan has appeared favorable.
Simon said programs to allocate the distribution of residual oil at the

wholesale level would be adopted soon.
He endorsed government estimates that a 30 per cent reduction in

gasoline consumption is required and he said that only through public
cooperation can the nation "get through an extremely difficult winter

"

WASHINGTON (AP) The
Senate voted yesterday to put the
nation on year-round Daylight
Saving Time for the next 22

months.
The measure, offered as part of

the federal energy conservation
program, will allow a state to

exempt itself from daylight time
during the winter months. A state
with two or more time zones could
exempt any zone.

The vote was 68 to 10. The House
has passed a similar bill, and a
conference committee will come
up with a compromise of the two
versions.

Under the Senate bill, daylight

time would become effective on the

fourtn Sunday after the measure is

signed by President Nixon. The
House version would become ef-

fective within 15 days of enact-

ment. Thus, it seems almost
certain that most of the nation will

return to daylight time by Dec. 30,

with clocks being set forward one
hour.
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NEW YORK - NO SHORTAGE HERE - There may be a shortage of fuel but ther- was no shortage
of cars in the parking lot of Shea Stadium in New York, where fans gathered to watch the New York Jets
play the Baltimore Colts. The Grand Central Parkway, in foreground, is packed with cars, despite the
voluntary ban on Sunday fuel sales during the energy crisis.

Truckers Block Highways In Protest
By WILLIAM KRONHOLM
Associated Press Writer

Truckers angry over higher fuel
prices and lower speed limits
blocked highways in four states
yesterday. Some drivers warned of
a nationwide stoppage.

It was not immediately clear
whether the demonstatrations
were part of a coordinated effort,

although some drivers apparently
were involved in more than one
blockade.

The American Trucking
Association and the Teamsters
Union denied any involvement in

the protests.

An Associated Press spot check
showed officials in most states
knew of no blockades.
Demonstrations were reported

on Interstate 80 near Blakeslee.
Pa., and Blairstown. N. J. r and on
Interstate 70 near -Wheeling, W.
Va., and Cambridge and Hebron
Ohio.

Two arrests were reported
during the initial protests, one in

West Virginia, the other in Ohio
Walter Barclay ot Omaha, Neb.,

one of a group of truckers who
gathered in the afternoon at a
truck stop near Hebron, about 28
miles east of Columbus, said he
had been arrested in Wheeling, W.
Va., early yesterday morning
when he jacked up the front of his
truck on an entrance ramp,
blocking. traffic. Police confirmed
the arrest and said he had been
fined and released.

"Right now truck drivers are
scum,just dirt under people's

feet." complained Barclay who
said he paid his $39.50 fine in

Wheeling, then drove to Ohio to

start the blockade near Cam-
bridge.

The demonstration lasted about
two hours. Authorities said about
60 trucks were involved and at one
point traffic was backed up about
two miles by the blockade in the
westbound lanes of the highway.
Barclay said that at Cambridge

he pretended to be out of fuel.

Other drivers joined him,
pretending to have mechanical
problems.

One of the drivers, Robert
Gallicchio, 25, of Highland Park,
N.J., refused to move off the high-
way and was arrested on a charge

of illegal parking He posted bond
and was released.

The caravan of truckers then
proceeded about 40 miles to the

Hebron area, and briefly staged
another blockade before breaking
for lunch and the truck-stop
meeting.

Barclay said word of the shut-

downs spread from truck to truck

via citizen band radios. He said he
would try to launch other
blockades along Interstate 70 from
Columbus to Indianapolis and
beyond.
Some drivers also complained

about the 55-mile-per-hour speed
limit imposed in many areas in

response to President Nixon's
energy conservation message.

Canada And Mexico
Have Plenty Of Gas

By PETER ARNETT
Associated Press Writer

Gasless Sunday has come to the

United States. But south of the

Mexican border and north into

Canada there is gasoline galore - as

American motorists lucky enough
to live near the borders are finding

out.

Last weekend gas-thirsty

Americans filled their tanks at

Mexican border towns ranging

from Matamoros on the Gulf of

Mexico to Tijuana on the Pacific

side Other Americans drove north

into British Columbia from
Washington State, and crossed into

Canada to gas up at a score of other

points.

An Associated Press survey of 15

border crossings showed gas ap-

petites varied widely An 'old man
in a truck" took home 200 gallons in

several tanks from Tijuana, a L' S.

customs inspector said.

Six U.S. cars served at Williard

Williamson's gas station at Fort

Frances. Ont., just a block from
the border, simply filled their

tanks and returned home.
Both Mexico and Canada have

ample oil supplies. Mexico
nationalized its oil wells in the late

1930s, and has more oil than it

needs Border newsmen said no
local shortages had appeared or
were expected
Canada produces its own oil, and

exports nearly a million barrels a
day to the United States

Gas station attendants in both
countries geared for the U.S.
motorist demand.
Several stations in Nuevo

Laredo, Mex.. opposite Laredo,
Tex., stayed open 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, to ac-
commodate Americans.
Several service stations owners

in Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., said they
not only expected demand from

Americans across the border, but
intended to charge higher than
usual prices.

Canadian gasoline prices are
about the same as American. But
American customers at Mexican
gas stations have an additional

bonus. Mexican premium, which
most American cars need, sells for

about 37 cents a gallon, whereas in

the United States prices for
premium can range up to 50 cents
or more.
Duty varies in various states

Motorists can individually bring
back as much as they like into

California, providing they report
on standard forms amounts over
100 gallons, said Jerry Martin, a
customs inspector, at San Ysidro,

California, across from Tijuana.

Some states adjoining Canada
impose a small duty - roughly 14
cents per gallon - on gasoline
motorists bring back. But customs
inspectors usually don't bother to

collect such a small sum because it

is inconvenient.

There are controls in Canada.
John Gibbs, regional collector of

cutoms at Windsor Ont., said a
person can fill his tank before
leaving Canada but is not allowed
to have any cans or other con-
tainers that are dangerous.

CHRISTMAS

Pottery

Sale
December 10-11

9:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
AAunson Hall Annex

Basement
Reasonable prices

Benefit — UMass Ceramics

The Speakeasy Lounge

Live Entertainment

Tuesday through Saturday

Nappy Hour 4:30 - 7 p.m.

No Cover No Minimum

University Drive & Rt. 9

hour 4:30 p.m. - 1 a.m.

• !•

Anfhro.
Anthro.
Anthro.

Astro.

Biochem.
Bot.

Bot.

Bot.

Chem
Chem.
Ec on

Econ.
Econ.
Food Sci.

Hist.

L t m
N'T FORGET

Lecture Notes ore still available for the second half of this semester from October 29 onWe will be open through December 20 to help with finals
NOTES ARE AVAILABLE FOR THESE COURSES:

102

104A
104B
100

223

100A
100B
101

261A*
261

B

100

103

104

101

150

Oincauze
Forman
Kaschak
Taylor
Little

Walker
Webster

Tippo
Cannon
Rausch

Ray
Kmdahl
Treyz

Clydesdale
Story

We are open M-F

Micro.
Na. Res.
Phys.
Poli.Sci.

Poli.Sci.

Psych.

Psych.
Psych.
Psych.
Psych.
Psych
Psych.
Psych.
Psych.
Psych.

'«<> Lessie
'00 Johnson
,0 ° Chang
100A Gordon
100B Kramer
101 Simonson Donohue
101 Novak
101 Miller
Ml Kamil
201 Kates
2*3 Nelson-Shapiro
265 Kates
270 Gadlin
280 Reisman
301 Royer

Psych.
Psych.
Soc.

Soc.

Soc.

Speech
Zool.

Zool.

Zool.

Zool.

Zool.

Zool.

Zool.

32S

325

101

101

2S6

112

101

101

101

101

101

135

221

Turnet
Strickland

Wilkinson
Stokes
Killian

Peirce
Mrs. Rollason

Kunkle
Mr. Rollason

Moner
O'Connor
Dersham
Coombs

'Answers to problem sets

SU 318 9:00 - 4:00 and 6:30 - 9:00
JOA Lobby 10:00 - 4:00

Notes from a closs can be picked up the night of the doy after the lecture.
eg Mondays notes ore ready Tuesday night.

"What's The Story?'
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

A Cold Library, CC Fees, And The Same OV Song
By DKKKIK BERNSTEIN

It seems evident that the energy
crisis is effecting most every
aspect of our lives, including
UMass. In today's column I was
planning to discuss what effects
cut-hack steps would have on
various aspects of the University
during the semester break ( Dec.
22, 1973-Jan. 27. 1974). However, a
thorough article was printed in
Monday's Collegian covering
dormitories, dining commons,
health services, the Campus
Center, the Physical Plant, and
•residential areas. Today's
Collegian will print an article
covering academic offerings. In
answer to other inquiries about the
possible lenghtening of in-
tersession by a week or two, the
official statement from the
Provost's Office is that the time
span of intersession will remain
the same Classes to be held during
this time have been shortened from
three weeks (Jan. 7-25) to two
weeks (Jan. 14-25), however. No
predictions are being made at this
time about any change in Spring
vacation.

Questions: Why is the library so
cold? I was in there trying to study
hut it was so cold I had to leave.
The fuel shortage may account for
.i little cold air. but Tor it to be as
cold as it is. is ridiculous.

Answer: I spoke to Tony Fusco
at the Physical Plant and we both
agree that it is difficult to answer
your question unless you be more
specific. If it was one certain floor
or area in the library that was
uncomfortably cold, it is possible
that there was a malfunction in

the heating control unit. However,
Tony checked back to the ap-
proximate time of your complaint
and didn't find that any other
people had registered similar
complaints with the Physical
Plant. Every person's body
comfort index is different so it is

hard to make sure that each in-

dividual will always be com-
fortable. No matter what the
temperature, there usually seems
to be someone who is too hot or too
cold. If you realize that you have
this type of tendency (especially
now that the temperature will be a
few degrees lower because of the
energy crisis) it would seem to be
a good idea to plan to wear either
more or less clothing.

However, if someone feels that
the temperature of a building is

unusually abnormal, they should
contact Work Control at the

Physical Plant and a person will be
sent to check out the situation
Question: I pay ;. Campus

(enter fee every semester, and
what do I net for it? Nothing Whv
can't certain rooms inthe Campus
(enter be used as study rooms as
was the case in the past. Id much
rather sudy in the Campus Center
than in the library.

Answer: Lot's deal first with
your concern about the Campus
Center fee and what you get for it.

The cost of the Campus Center is

paid for by two main sources.
These are the Campus Center fee
;ind resources such as the
bookstore, pin ball machines,
conferences, and income from
hotel rooms. Students rightfully
should feel that they are entitled to
various services from the Campus
Center, and do in fact receive the
service of bars, restaurants,
lounges, the Campus Center Store,
and the music room. However.
when I spoke with Bud Wilkes of
the Campus Center staff, he
agreed that right now it doesn't
look like much, but he hopes ser-
vices for students will become
more evident. Bud was optimistic
that the hiring of John Corker to
the position of director of the
Campus Center two months ago is

a positive step toward making the
Campus Center more student
oriented. Plans which are already-
underway or will be instituted
include coin return lockers in the
Campus Center, increased student
employment, a travel agency
which will interact with related
departments on campus and create
more jobs for students, an on
campus refrigerator rental service
and tables to display student's
crafts.

An important point to remember
when looking at the services the
C.itnpus Center offers is that the
Campus ('enter is only three vears
old Much of thes time has "been
spent ironing out problems, and
hopefully now energies can be
directed to student services.
People I've talked with who are
involved in the running of the
('iimpus Center seem very open to
what these new student sen' ices
should be. but in most cases can
only be made aware of these needs
from the students themselves This
brings us to your second concern,
study rooms in the Campus
Center The Board of Governors,
made up of students, sets the
policies for the Campus Center
which the management must

SELECT A
FRAME AS
PERSONAL,
AS YOUR
FACE

MOST
[PRESCRIPTION:
CLAN BE FILLED
SAME DAVI

on
WE DO GOLD
SOLDERING
ON THE

PREMISE^

WE POLISH
CONTACTS
WHILE VOU

WAIT.

^o
HOUSE OF VISION

For people who value their vmon

lollow I spoke with Jim Lindsey.
chairperson of the Board of
Governors, last week and he told

me he would have the matter
'brought up at the Dec. :ird meeting
of the building committee.

I contacted Jim after the
meeting and was told the matter
had been discussed but it had to be
looked into further and then be
brought up to the Board of
Governors for a vote. There are
certain problems which have to be
considered The added main-
tenance and security means
allocation of more funds There is

also the problem of space On most
Tuesday. Wednesday. and
Thursday evenings the meeting
mums are completely fillled and
often requests aren't received until

the last minute. It is hopeful,
however, that as in past years
rooms will be opened up during
final period when available If you
or anyone else is interested in

voicing your opinion or finding out
how the decision on opening rooms
in the Campus Center lor studying
is progressing. I would suggest
Hotting in touch with Jim Lindsey
at the Board of Governor's office
on the eight floor of the Campus
Center

(Question: Tell me wh\ the MMJQi
in the jukehox in the Hatch are
never changed? \n\ normal
establishment with a jukebox

i-hanues their songs at least t\\ ice a

month, so why must I Mass suffer
through the same outdated stones?

\iisuer: The person who is in

charge of the amusement
machines honestly admitted to me
that he was not too up to date with
what songs people who frequent
the Hatch and use the jukebox
would like to hear He was cerj
receptive to the idea thai people
with music suggestions submit
these ideas to the Information
iVsk on the mam floor of the
Campus Center. Although he will
not Ik- able to till everyone's
request ,„• change the selections as
nttenaslwicca month, he Mill take
all the ideas into consideration and
make some changes

In the past few weeks, however
no iiiusii-. old or new. has been
playing on the jukebox Over
Thanksgiving vacation extensive
damage was done to the machine
If is, in the process of being
repaired, and will be back in the

Match in a day or two. it it is not

already there now
•Wh.it s the Story?" will he |

regular .future in Wednesdays
< sMeglaa. I \\ ill he looking into
\arinus aspects ol the I Diversity
s\Nleiu that mat he ol interest to or
need clarification for the
I ui\eisii\ commuuit\. I will also
answer au\ questions or problems
people are saving within the

I ni\eisit>. So it you are having
difficult} finding the answer to
your question, write it down and
drop it in the "What's the Story?"
ho\ outside the Campus Center
Store, send it through the campus
mail to Box t; Campus Center, or
bring it to (he Ombudsman Office,
room ;•!!» Campus Center.

Debbie Bernstein is Student
Assistant to the Ombudsman.

UMass Police

New Emergency

Number

5-3111
o • • • o o

r
Be Above the

Hassle
Staying in New York can be a hassle

— and an expensive one.

Avoid the hassles -stay at

Sloane House YMCA. Convenient to

everything, coed facilities, cafeteria,

complete information center,

gymnasium.

And the $5 student rate

makes this trip

inexpensive.

Come to the City!

SLCWnIE
HOUSE

AT THE GATES
iim • fartjmWxffi

;ACADEMY:
•CbMUSC

j

# 4 NORTHAMPTON #

starts TONIGHT!
at 7 IS & 9:00

u £ ERIC R0HMER
Tie creator cf

My Night ai Mauds & CUiresKnet

Warm, witty and
sophisticated 1

"

coiumb'a pictures Present-,

Chloeinthe
Afternoon

bond YMCA
3S6 irVeil 34th Street

New York Cn> 10001

(?l?l 6% 5000

n American Youth Hotfel. Inc facility

CNQUSH SUITITlfS) R|

this film ends SUN
monday Tuesday

KATHERINE HEPBURN
A DELICATE BALANCE"
Mat. 2p.m. -students

with I.D. S2.S0

Eve. 8 p.m. $5.00

The U of Mass
PROGRAM COUNCIL SOCIAL COMMITTEE

presents

1

1

A TOUCH OF BLUES"
with

MUDDY WATERS

THE BABE PINO BAND
Monday, December 10th, 1973

8:00 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Refreshments Available

5 College Staff, Faculty, or
Student ID Accepted

Tickets: $2.50 in advance
$2.75 at door

On Sale this Week 10-4:00

on CC Concourse level

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL. HAOLEY, MASS. 584-8324 DANCE, DRINK, AND HAVE A GOOD TIME

A H-lt/^ ( i M i i \N I I IN
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The Reward
<!ftV"

by

Jim

Lavrakas

PAUL Ft. ROGERS. HARRY L. MILES
and

ROSEMARY SPRAGUE

announce the dissolution of their partnership,

ROGERS. MILES & SPRAGUE, Attorneys at Law,

effective December I, 1073. As of that date,

their offices will he located as follows:

Paul R. Rogers
Attorney at Law
1 East Pleasant Street

Amherst, Mass. 01002
413 549 6090

Miles & Sprague
Attorneys at Law
233 No. Pleasant Street
Amherst, Mass. 01002
413-549 4540

At the end of an all-nighter, there's not only the satisfaction of a job well
done ( Ha! )

,
there's also a reward: an early morning stroll. It's quiet as

you pass that old family cemetery, the Sugarloaf massif looming behind
On the way through a field you notice the moisture around your shoes
Then you see the microscopic frost crystals on the clover which make
them seem brittle and fragile. The air is great! You relax from that all-
night struggle Further down the road a foal strolls up to mamma for
breakfast. And on the way back the sun finally breaks through the hare in
the east, and vour dav 's even brighter than before.
All photos taken in the outskirts of Deerfield town.

NEED HELP

- LISTENING -

CONCERNED PEOPLE

Central Area

Counseling Center

B 2 Gorman 5-0894

Mon,, Fri. 1-9 p.m.
Thurs. 10-9 p.m.

The
un-dormitories.

< .re« ort-ompus living—indooisandout—at either ot two mod-
ern apartment complexes, only minutesaway by car or biketram
Amherst College,downtownAMbastor UM*>s. Now accepting
applications for September

?^*anX^lanor Mount Sugarloaf
•\mm t km SUNDERLAND

•2-bedrmapts.

• heat & air rondtnoning

• toomy dosets, storage

• waiMo-wall carpeting

• master 1V antrnna

••nodrrnkitt.n*'!*.

•sHt-deaninj: ovens
• t'lrxinr ranges

• M unloswed sinks

• dbhwehers/dapesak
• 3-donr rehigoratuft

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

and town

• 1,2,3 bedrmaptSk

•heat* air conditioning

• appTianeed kitchens

• masterTV antenna

•laundry facilities

• parking, cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with
sundecks

• 2 pro tennk courts
• fawns for softbJl
football, back nilMon

KKNT: IM/MONTH
i aUIIUet IK!**** |

IMrecUam: Ea«l D«4I> K4
HIH. Gritf Mill mil Rtc. H«

N« l*«k«- Required
RKNT: KROM »*••

CALL 4II-2S4-M.VU

IMtkUmm: <*• HomU 47.

"MICH NIGHT" TONIGHT

Arthur C.

Clarke

Childhood's End

-* "
i

POUT

MISS

Michelob Goblet

after 9 p.m.

at

P0MT

MISS

THE CHEQUERS

"FREE" Juk* Boi 9 p.m. until l a.m.

Ut h$r tmtmmi ifhr 11:90 p.m.

Have you

missed these

CLASSICS
by the author of

Rendezvous with Rama
and 2001?

Arthur C.

——————_i.

Arthur C.

Clarke

Earthflight

i i I.

11.25 each from

Arthur C.

Clarke

Reach for

Tomorrow

BUUNTINE BOOKS []_

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Phi Zappa Crappa...

Summer Counseling Quinn Supporters French Speaker

Parking Tickets Add Up

Applications are now being
accepted for student group leader
positions in the 1974-Summer
Counseling Program. The program
will operate from June 2 through
July 26, 1974. Ten sessions for all

entering freshmen will be held,

along with five transfer programs.
Training sessions for the thirty

selected counselors will be held

during the latter part of the spring

semester and the week of May 27

through May 31. All positions

require residence in an assigned
residence hall and meals in the

dining hall for the nine-week
period. Summer counseling
positions require full time par-

ticipation. Summer school courses
cannot be taken.

Interested and qualified students

may obtain an application from the

Student Devlopment and Career
Planning Center, 102 Berkshire
House. Applications must be
returned on or before February,

1974. Selections will be announced
during spring break.

An open meeting will be held
tomorrow night in room 168 CC at

7:30 p.m. by a group of UMass
students supporting the candidacy
of Attorney General Robert H.
Quinn for governor in 1974.

The group will be dealing with a
number of subjects relating to the
Quinn campaign and activities

planned for 1974 at UMass and in

the Amherst area. One part of the
meeting will center on the Quinn
record in the area of civil rights
and liberties, legal reform, en-
vironmental protection and his

position as strong advocate for the
consumers of Mass. The meeting
will also serve as an open forum
dealing with a number of issues
which will be of import to the
voters in the 1974 election.

Anyone interested in par-
ticipating in the Quinn campaign
or simply learning about the Quinn
record is welcome to attend.

Prof. Jeffry Kaplou of' the
University of Paris wil speak on
"Aspects of French Working Class
History, 1750-1850," tomorrow at 3
p.m. in the sixth floor lounge of
Herter Hall.

Law Conference Fee
The five dollar registration fee

for the second annual law con-
ference "Before the Law" between
January 14 and 25 has been
eliminated.

This corrects the announcement
on Monday, December 3. 1973 in

the column of interest "Law
Conference."

XORTII AMOTION. Mass. —
I'Miiss has rented an office here to

help local District Court officials

cope with a flood of parking ticket
cases
The university has issued some

20,000 tickets "at the Amherst
campus so far this term, and the

uuiuuer ot uiKuiiutiuu lines has
caused problems for court officials
who must mail out summonses.
The university has hired three

persons to staff the office.

Officials estimated that un-
collected tickets amount to about
$64,000 in fines.

Amherst Transportation Comt.

To Hold Public Hearings

NOTETAKERS and TYPIST-EDITORS

needed for next Semester

APPLY THIS WEEK

Student Senate Lecture Note Program

328 Student Union

African Liberation

The African Liberation struggle
against Portugese colonialism will

be the subject of a movie-teach in

tonight, at 8 p.m. at the Center for
Racial understanding in South-
west. The movie VIVA FRELIMO
is a study of the Mozambique
Liberation Front which has been
engaged in armed struggle against
Portugal since 1964.

The movie will be followed by an
informed discussion featuring a
number of Africans of the Amherst
community.
Admission is open and free.

Underground Film

Joan Jonas and Her "Organic
Honey's Vertical Roll" are coming
to UMass tonight. The 8 p.m.
performance will take place in

Room 106, Thompson Hall.

This showing is the final one in a
series of Great Underground
Films, sponsored by the Fine Arts
Council and coordinated by
professor Jerry Kearns of the Arts
Department. Tickets are priced at

50 cents for UM Students, others,

$1.00.

At its bi-weekly meeting Monday
night, the Amherst Public Tran-
sportation Committee reaffirmed
its intent to hold a public hearing
on the feasibility of establishing a
mass transit system for the town of

Amherst.
After considerable debate, a

compromise agreement was
reached on proposals by Com-
mittee member Kenneth
Mosakowski and Committee vice-

chairman Duane Cromack. The
compromise provides that the full

Committee will call a public
hearing, possibly in February,
with two separate sub-committees
working out different phases of

preparation.

One sub-committee is charged
with researching a Committee
presentation on various options
and costs for a possible mass
transit system inthe town. This
sub-committee is made up of

Cromack; Robert Rivers, chair-
man of the full Committee; and
Philip McKean.
The task of the second sub-

committee will be to publicize the
hearing, work out the logistical

details, and invite the participation

of public officials; town civic

groups; and organizations
representing students, faculty, and
staff at UMass, Amherst College,
and Hampshire College. The
members of this sub-committee
are Mosakowski; David Horn-
fischer, secretary of the full

/pen

PufprPan

79 S. fUASAHJ ST.

AMHERST

256-6704

All
INCLUSIVE

Jan. 19 -Jan. 26, 1974
•Vagabond Lodge - Twin
bed, includes breakfast
•Lift tickets • ski 4 areas •

includes transportation
between ski areas
•Round trip • airport
transfers from Amherst to
Bradley Field & Grand

|
Junction to Aspen

Committee; Karen Peter, and
Jennie Werbe. Groups or in-

dividuals interested in par-
ticipating in the hearings are urged
to contact Mosakowski at 253-7768

In other business Monday night,

the Committee learned from
chairman Rivers that a meeting
sought with University officials

concerning the future of the no-fare
bus system may take place within
a week. The Committee also
reviewed levels of population
density in Amherst with Dale
Pope, Select Committee on Goals
(SCOG) implementor.
The next regular meeting of the

Amherst Public Transportation
Committee has been scheduled for

Wednesday, December 19th, at

7:30 p.m. in Town Hall.

• % I

R(TIH€RST CRRRIRG6 SHOPS

SNOW
will be here soon • get ready for it at

UMASS. SKI CLUB'S

$150,000

Used Ski Sale
• SKIS — fiberglass, metal, wood
• BOOTS — plastic, leather, tie

• CLOTHING —
- parkas, warm-ups, sweaters, underwear

• POLES — aluminum, steel, bent
Name brands, not so name brands, unheard of's, mostly used, some leftover, some
new, some worthless, some one of a kind (

V

2 price on one of a kind boots & skis), some
of everything.

! FANTASTIC PRICES !

Below retail, Below wholesale. Below the concourse

— 1st FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER —
Tues., Dec. 4th 12-10 p.m.

Wed., Dec. 5th 10 a.m. 10 p.m.
— Come and browse but mostly come and BUY! —
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reid fishman
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Wars: The Second Hundred Years

"Havana, Dec. 4 - Evening - The
'Vos de Cuba' says the leading
merchants of Havana held a
meeting this morning to provide
for the purchase and armament of
a number of fast steamers to act as
cruisers in case of war with the
United States."

Don't be alarmed. The article
above was taken from the 'New
York Times' of Dec. 5, 1873. it's

only history now, but one hundred
years ago, it was an issue in the
minds of a booming nation. It was
this very nation at that very time
that was enveloped by the most
scandalous administration in its

history.

Another article in the same
paper mentioned a man named
Prince Bismarck, who was, of
course, the Chancellor to the
Empire. Now frankly speaking, the
mentions of Cuba, Grant, and
Bismarck have little to do with
each other, aside from the fact that
they were in the same paper. But I

enjoy history, and I thought it

would be interesting to pick a date,
at random, and trace the mood and
events of the nation and the world,
at twenty-five year intervals, over
the past one hundred years. For
mv coiiw j chose the 'New York

Times', and for the specific date,

what would be better than today,
Dec. 5.

From merely eight years after

the Civil War, I'll move ahead
twenty-five years to Dec. 5, 1898.

War in Cuba is no longer a
possibility, but is now a reality,

and it was written in a front page
article that, "Both the Spanish and
American Peace Commissioners
expressed the hope yesterday that
within a week, all the issues bet-

ween them will have been adjusted
and the treaty duly signed."

In that same paper, an article

further down the page read,
"William Griffin, six years old,

who lived at 53 East One Hun-
dredth Street, was poisoned
yesterday by opium pills which he
ate under the impression they were
candy." It's interesting to note the
way the mood and ideas of the time
change, and how wrong im-
pressions are developed in a
historical manner.
Continuing along at equal in-

tervals the paper of Dec. 5, 1923
carried an article about a new
innovation in recording —
something we would refer to as a
tape recorder. By this time, the
paper had doubled in price (It now

cost two cents) and had become a

voice of a growing progressive

nation that had left all its cares and
international troubles behind with

the end of "The World War".
Invention and prosperity were the

mottos of the time, and the nation

experienced its greatest, and sadly

enough, its longest period of peace.

Moving right along, we now find

ourselves in what is termed by
most historians as "recent years".
It's now Dec. 5, 1948, and the "Red
Scare" is hot and heavy. A front

page article of the day read,
"Members of the House Com-
mittee on Un-American Activities

were called to Washington today
for hastily arranged hearings to

bring into the open new
documentary evidence that, a
spokesman said, would show who
gave the State Department secrets
to Whittaker Chambers when he
was a Communist agent in the
Nineteen Thirties. "Later in that

same article, there was a mention
that your friend and mine,
"Representative Richard M.
Nixon, Republican of California,

informed of the Chambers
testimony, ordered a subpoena
served on Mr. Chambers Thur-

sday."

Sharing the same front page was
an article calling for a Palestine
Conciliation Commission to bring
about peace in the Middle East.
Doesn't that sound familiar?
Well, it's today again and most of

us know all too well what the issues
of the day consist of. The past one
hundred years have provided us
with thousands of issues, but they
always seem to be the same. The
most depressing facet of doing an
article such as this is the constant
mention of one war or another that
our illustrious nation has become
involved in. In every case, we've
either just finished a war, or we're
ready to get involved in another,
except for the times when we're in
the midst of a war, and then we
talk about peace.
Dec\ 5, 1873, was only eight years

after the Civil War, twenty-two
years before the Spanish-
American War, and right smack in

the middle of the Indian Wars. Dec
5, 1973 is only nineteen years after
the Korean War and one year after
the Vietnam War. Who knows what
lies in store?

..Reid Fishman is a Collegian
columnist.

Joyce kosofsky

1

There are ways of getting out of a meal ticket. Most
of them are illegal. But when the University fails to
recognize the 18 year old majority age just to pay off
its debts for ill planning or fails to produce food fit for
human consumption, you should think twice about
staying "within the law."

The University says that if the meal plan wasn't
mandatory, the power systems within each dor-
mitory couldn't handle the hot plates and other
cooking devices that the students would use to cook
their meals. How convenient of an excuse. Especially
since we are presently involved in an energy crisis.

However, if you feel that you must get out of the
meal plan, it can be done. There are various reasons
and/or excuses that can be used. Bui don't try false
medical excuses because the infirmary will check
them out Don't tell the doctors that you get sick after
eating at the DC. You might wind up eating at the
Infirmary of with a prescription for Maalox.

Religious Dietary Reasons
If you're Jewish, get a Rabbi's note saying that

you're strictly Kosher. If asked why you've hesitated
this long to get out of your meal ticket, tell them
you've been eating in Basic Foods but you can't eat

there anymore because you want to eat meat. Tell
them you'll buy your meat at the Kosher butcher in
Northampton. If you can't do this before the semester
starts, you can wait until the beginning of next
semester after you've already paid for your ticket.
Don't use it because you have to surrender it to Food
Services. You can use your ID. The refund will take
two months and will go to your parents if they paid
your bill.

Don't say that you're a vegetarian. Food Services
will introduce you to Basic Foods which is their an-
swer to a meatless diet. And that's exactly what it is,

meatless. However, chicken and fish have escaped
the University's definition of dead animals.

Find a religion that adheres to strict dietary codes
which the DC. cannot provide. Join it. Tell that to
Food Services and you're off the meal plan. You may
even become a little enlightened as well.

Financial Reasons
Tell the Financial Aid office that you are in

desperate need of a scholarship. Tell them that your
parents aren't paying your tuition and you can't get a
job because you're a Chemistry major and have six
labs a week When they refuse, tell them that you
can't come back to school because you have no
money. When they refuse you again, tell them that
you might be able to swing it if you could only get out
of your meal plan. Convince them that you just might
be able to ( and you can) survive on less than $15 a
week for food. It's worked before.

Tell Your Area Director You're Getting Married
Not only will this get you out of your meal ticket,

but it will get you off-campus as well. And you really
don't have to get married to do it.

(iet Your Dorm Together
If all else fails, or you don't want to stack up on hot

plates, get your dorm together and build a kitchen A
real one. not a bunch of kitchenettes on every floor
Take a lesson from Butterfield.

Use Your Imagination
Seriously. Think of any excuse. Be bold. The worst

that can happen to you is that your request will be
denied But just about any excuse is valid, if you push
it Tell Food Services your mother doesn't like the
looks of the spinach, if you have to. If you're really
serious enough about getting out of your meal ticket
you can do it It does take a bit of effort, though If
you re too lazy to do it. then you deserve to be on the
meal plan.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian columnist.

II

To The Editor:

7 apologize to the general reading public of the
Collegian for my untimely and perhaps overstated
letter published December 3. Several people objected
to what I wrote about the mental age of SOME of our
fellow students. One boy who called me in response to
the letter described it as "bullshit." That's just one
example of my entire criticism. Why are college-level
people so wanting in good, strong descriptive ad-
jectives in their speech and writing that they are
forced to resort to profanity in expressing them-
selves?

I just wish that when something as profound as a
death occurs in our school that people would react
instead of cloaking themselves in apathy and in-

difference. I just wish that people would realize that
they're not immune to death and wake up and begin
to take life and themselves more seriously. Don't just
think of the theories that you learn in classes as
things to expound to impress other people. Someone
didn't just make up these thoughts to show off around
the world. They thought deeply about certain con-
cepts. ..the great minds of history; the great minds of
today (and there are some, even though some people
are too weak to admit it). I just am asking people to
think about themselves and those around them with
some depth. When Ed Waddington plunged off one of
those big high rises over there to his death, he wasn't
playing around. Those who think he was have a
mental age of zero. I'm not trying to write a paper
and I am not appealing to the intellect. I am ap-
pealing to the emotions. Don't some people have any
feelings? That's really all I am trying to say. Like
others, I have a difficult time expressing myself, but
that's what I really mean.

Anne Stohr

r To The Editor:

The other day as I was dining
alone in the DC, I noticed a four-
footed friend innocently appealing
to those diners around me for some
food. Mistaking my chair for a tree
in its natural surroundings he
proceeded to relieve himself on my
coat. Having saved my coat, but
not the outrage this incident
caused, I would like to present a
plea to all dog-lovers, of which I
am one: If you own a dog, please
either train him adequately, or
limit his personal travels so that he
doesn't become a menace to the
university community. If either
task is too great, then PLEASE
reconsider owning a dog. To
anyone else, if you ever see a dog
joining us at mealtime, please
show him to the door, because a
recurrence of this event is totally
absurd.

Caryn Rabinowitz

"Yes, dear, Anything you want me to do, I'll do...
»

»

To The Editor:
A few responses to your Dec. 4 article on the supposedly "mysterious"

Distinguished Teacher Award:
1. There should have been no problem whatsoever in documenting that

the $1000 for each award are donated by the Standard Oil Company.
( You may make an issue of that, if you want) . This information has been
announced at previous commencement ceremonies and again this year to
great numbers of representatives from the student senate, faculty
senate, department chairmen and campus officials.

2. Speaking subjectively, it seemed true that very few students know
who is selected and why, and who wins the award. While the University
news office may possibly be involved in this neglect. I was placing the
blame on none other than the Daily Collegian! Every newspaper in the
area featured repeated articles with photos on this year's award winners.
Our campus newspaper, the MDC, didn't know what was going on. The
Dec. 4 front page article by Shelley Lauzon documents your continuing
ignorance.

3. The cash award of $1000.-is not taxable and does not become "...a few
hundred dollars" as claimed by writer Lauzon. Personally, I thought this

amount of cash to be of an adequately rewarding quality. Differences of
opinion on this matter may well exist; however, I do not see it as an ob-
vious fact that the amount of $1000.- proves that the University "ap-
parently...does not feel distinguished teaching is worthwhile."

4. 1 do agree with Ms. Lauzon that we could wish for more student input

during the nominating stage. I believe that students should play a major
role in shaping good teaching on campus. Again, this includes the campus
newspaper, which has been conspicuously silent on this matter. The
MDC could report on on-going good teaching (as well as bad), it could

feature debates or thoughts on the teaching process by students,

classroom teachers and educational administrators and theorists. I have
attempted in the past to get some thoughts on good teaching into the

Collegian ~ with no response.

5. I am tempted to join the ranks of those critics who believe that some
of your articles are badly researched, outrageously and negatively

biased and should be an Insult to the intelligence of the student population

who is indoctrinated with such stuff. However, espousing a positive

outlook on all evolutionary happenings, I shall reserve my judgement.
Toni Farrenkopf

I

To The Kditor:

Car pools in this time of crisis have many obvious
advantages: energy is conserved, money is saved,
car life is extended, and who knows what social
benefits may accrue?

If you are a UMass student, faculty, or staff
member living in the Conway area interested in
participating in an informal car pool, now or in the
future, please call me at my home 369-4002 or office 5-
0748and I will forward you a simple form tofill in.

I will collate the data and return to you the names
ind phone numbers of those whose schedule ap-
proximates yours. It will be your responsibility to
finalize the details such as cost sharing, car rotation,
meeting places and other pertinent details.

Simon A. Zatvrka

To The Kditor:

I fail to see the humor in Joyce Kosofsky 's article, 'Vaseline Junkies,"
in Thursday's Collegian. She shouldn't have been born either, then we
wouldn't have to read such ill-humored nonsense. Everybody has a right
to live and bear thefruits orburdens ofthis land, so why blame people you
aren't fond of, or have no use for, I should say. If she can't write about
something worth reading without mentioning certain people who have a
right to live the life the chose to live then she shouldn't write at all.

I subscribed to the Collegian thinking I would help the students'
publication anticipating some good reading. Ugh! I don't expect to renewmy subscription next semester.

Mrs. B. Lashway

To The Editor:

I found It interesting that you should Invite "letters
from students who enrolled in a course based on what
the Course Description Guide said, only to find out
that they were mislead by pumped-up rhetoric." If
the assumption is that most of the discriptions are
accurate and that most students are at least content
with the way in which the course matches the
description, then fine! However, it might also save
students "a lot of hassle and disappointment' • if you
would invite letters from students who enrolled in a
course based on what the Course Description Guide
said, only to find out that the course more than
satisfied the "rhetoric" of the actual description.

Richard L. Weaver. II

To The Dining Comons:
I have no other complaints, but

could you please put a little more
salt on the Hippopotamus dung! ?

Christopher Geiger

To The Editor:
You may already be aware that recently a law was passed making

available state funds to Amherst (or a regional district including
Amherst) for mass transportation. The Amherst Selectmen and the
Amherst Transportation Committee have been studying the feasibility of
a more comprehensive Amherst bus system for some time. It Is possible
that in the next year a decision could be made for or against such an
extended system.

I feel that a decision should be made FOR the extension of the UMass
bus system to include those parts of Amherst not already served. I do not
feel the necessity to justify the bus system for financial or environmental
reasons, for more informed people than I are speaking and writing about
this every day. I do feel, however, that as a daily passenger on the UMass
buses, I can vouch for the systems effectiveness. The buses are clean,
quiet, and the service frequent. The University parking controversy is

yet another story and should be divorced from the success or failure of
the bus system itself.

Those interested in a more extensive bus system in Amherst should
communicate their feelings at once to the Amherst Selectmen and
Chancellor Bromery at the University. We should not wait until a
decision has been made over which we have no control.
Please write and speak up now in favor of a more comprehensive bus

system for Amherst. Too often, negative voices make the greater noise.

Elsa Hornfischer
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Academic Offerings
13

AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD ECONOMICS
Seminar on Energy Crisis.

(t*ntatlv*> Register m Room 332 Draper S5 00 registration fee

ANTHROPOLOGY
Seminar In Photographic Techniques tor Anthropologists
Alan McArdle, Instructor
To teach the use of photography as a tool of research in Anthropology To show how to use
photography as an effective communications device To teach basic darkroom techniques
for processing and printing black and white film

BOTANY
Special Problems
T ime and place to be arranged by student with professor

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Contact instructors

1 3*3. A travel course. Broadcasting in Europe, under the directorship of Professor James
Lynch, will examine broadcast communication systems in England. France and Italy
during the period January 4 27. 1»74 Credit Is « hours and students will receive credit for
'he course in the Spring semester. 1*74 A limit of 11 students has been set No language
requirement Cost to each student Is 1660 00 which includes travel, hotel accommodations.
'axes, gratuities, tours m each city and one meal a day. plus conferences, lectures and
briefings by broadcast system personnel in each country To qualify, students must have
background in international communication Please see Professor L ynch. Department of
Communication Studies for further details

J 1)0. Seminar m Interpersonal Communication, will be 'aught by Professor Vernon Cronen
and Ms Nancy Mihevc Credit is 3 hours Plans art to meet 3 hours a day. J days a week
between January 4 30. 1*74 A list of students taking the course will be submitted to the
Registrars Office for credit In the Spring semester. 1174 Graduate students should
con'ac Professor Cronen or Ms Mihevc

1 An inter department workshop in film (no credit) for teaching assistant, teaching
associates and faculty who currently teach film, will be held in January, 1*74 included m
'he workshop will be screening of little viewed films that could be used in a variety of film
courses Thesponsonng departments are Communication Studies end English Professor
in charge will be Richard Stromgrem. Department of Communication Studies

ECONOMICS
Contact Instructor

I MS. L abor m Developing Countries. Bruce Morris. 3 credits

7 700. American Economic History. Richard Wolff, 3 credits

3 Seminars Ehrenberg Aui Seminar (Lecture) on "Determinants of Religious Par
••cipetlon".

Seminars Thomas Russel Seminar. "Uncertainty and Credit Rationing"

ENGLISH
January 14 25, Contact undergraduate studies off Ice. Bartiett 252 (50311'
1 Autobiography. English, Charles Moran, 11 1} am , Monday, Thursday. Friday Read

some autobiography, but maior work will be own autobiographies which students will

write and critique. ) credit

2 315, independent Study. English individual study of selected problems for qualified
students By arrangement with members of the department I 3 credits

ENTOMOLOGY
1 day field 'rip to New Jersey. Department of Agriculture

For more information, contact Or Barbosa. Department of Entomology

HISPANIC LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
TRIP TO PUERTO RICO
January 2 24, 1*74. sponsored by Spanish Bi Cultural Bi Lingual Studies at the University

Fluency to at least third year college level Spanish required Participants will be involved
with individual research projects while on the island and will attend a series of lectures by
specialists Before departing, they will be expected to do background reading on Puerto
Rican affairs The cost — S325 for all five college students covering transportation,
lodging, tuition and lees, but not including most meals or personal expenses For more
information and application, contec' Mrs Fresla Bradford, Director Puerto Rican Field
Study Program. Department of Hispanic Language and Literature, Herter Hall. UMass
545 0S4I

GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
Contact instructors listed

1 Early plays ol Gerhart Heuptmenn A selection of 10 12 naturalists and neo romantic
plays 10 hours ( Jan 14 25) 1 credit, instructor Henry Lea Prerequisite good reading
knowledge of German

2 W.eiand and 'he versertahiung of the Uth Century 10 hours ( Jan 14 It) 1 credit, in

s'ructors Wolfgang. Paulsen Prerequisite graduate standing in German, or
equivalf"'

3 Gunther Grass als poiitischer Schrlftsteiier intensive discussions of the novel "Aus dem
Taqebush einer Schnecke" and selected essays from the collection "Uber das Selb
stverstandliche " 10 hrs (Jan 2116) 1 credit Instructor Sigrid Beuschinger Pre
requisite good command of German

4 Goethe's Wahlverwandtshetten introduction and distribution of topics for papers on Dec
11. full daily session Jan 27 29 Copies of papers must be provided for all participants by
Jan 20 20 hours. 2 credits Instructor Wilfried Malsch, Prerequisite graduate standing
m German, or equivalent

5 Special Readings in Icelandic lOhours (Jen 14 II) 1 credit instructors James Cafhey
and Frank Hugus Prerequisite previous course or s'udy n Old Icelentic

6 Sanskritt An Introduction to Indo European Grammar 10 hrs (Jan 14 11) I credit
Instructor Carrol Reed Prerequisite graduate standing or permission

1 Mir welia Dei'sch schwetie Pennsylvania German 10 nrs (Jan 14 11) Instructor
Carrol Reed Prerequisite elementary conversational German

LEGAL STUDIES Jan 1174 Law Conference
The second annual law conference. "Before the Law" will be sponsored by the Legal

S'udies Program between Jan IS 25. 1*74 The conference will draw together lawyers,
students, university professors, members of the community, and guests from outside the
F ve College arta for discussions of a wide range of topics related to the law Student par
'icipantswill be able to earn up to two credits for their work at the conference
The 7 week schedule o« events will be arranged so that students may combine events for a

'otal of 'wo credits S'udents may also participate on a non credit basis The courses, which
are limited '0 an enrollment of 15 students each, include such topics as Law. Science, and
E'hics. Fiim.ng the Legal Process Law and Literature. Public interest Lawyers. Con
'emporary Union Organising Court watching and a Day in the L He of a Legislator

Registration for students will be held at the Legal studies office. 112 Hampshire House
beginning Wed . Dec 5, 1*73 at 2 30 p m

MARATHON 74 January 14 25. 1*74

Hills

An offering of over 1 .000 lectures — films — workshops — seminars for a two-week period

on a wide range of subiects The first week will include mostly work shop experiences from ' > to 3

days in length On Friday and Saturday. January It and 1*. the schedule will include a mini

marathon of films. The second week will offer a potpourri of 2 to > hour lectures — events

Registration takes place at the Marathon each day A preliminary schedule of events will be

available after the first week of December The following list of workshops is iust a sample of the

events that will be held

informal Discussion of Bad Classics

Humanistic Experiences in Public Alternative

School Curriculum
Intro Slide Show on Public Alternative Schools

T.M and Humanistic Ed
Biological Determinants in the Release

of Potential of Children

Organizing an Educ Environment ANISA mode
- A Gestalt Art Experience

Values Reconstruction

Christenson

L Smith
NASP

B Granmo

P Raman
N Rambush

B Horn
M Shpimer

Following is a list of offerings by departments or other agencies projected for the period
of the January break. Students should declare their intention to register for any of these of-

ferings by December 9th to the sponsoring agency or department. Credit will be awarded
according to the class list submitted directly to the Registrar at the end of the January Break.
Class lists should contain title of course, credit to be awarded, number — if any, student
names and numbers. These should be forwarded to the Registrar, Whitmore Administration
Building. Credit will be added to each student's first semester record.

Students should be aware as they read this list of offerings that those running three
weeks may require special arrangements for accomodation during the week 7th through 12th.
And those planning to be on campus from the 14-25 should inform their Head of Residence.

January Break

Departmental Course Offerings

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

SECOND ANNUAL
JANUARY LAW CONFERENCE

"Before the Law-
January 14-25. 1*71

Course No Course

1 "Activism and A C L U "

Jan Slickman. Rhode Island A C L U . Friday (25) — I 00 3 00
2 "Biology. Medicine. Ethics and Law"

Johnand Fenna Lee Bonsignore. Tuesday ( IS) thru Thursday ( 17) - 10 00 12 00
3 "Food Coops Utopians in the Marketplace"

Pat Davis. Seth isman. Katie d'Ernco, Amherst Food Coop. Friday (251 10 00 12 00
4. "Lawasa Bleak House. Charles Oickens as Subversive"

Sam McKibben Tuesday (22) — 1 00 3 00

5. "A' What Age Should Legal Education Begin?'
Beverly Katsh, Springfield Technical Community College, Wednesday i 161 end
Thursday (17) — 11 00 12 00

6 "Massachusetts Environmental Protection Act"
Richard Smardon, Tuesday (15) 2 00 5 00

7 "Family Law"
Mark Alport. Northampton L -.-gal Services. Tuesday I22> 10 00 12 00

1 "Filming the Legal Process"
S'eve Arons. Monday ( 14) and Tuesday ( IS) - 3 00 6 00. Wednesday (161 2 00
6 00

» "Forgotten People Law and Mental Institutions"
Oliver Fowlkes. Hampshire College. Thursday ( 17) 3 00 5 00

10 "Hampshire County Court Watching Workshop"
Kav Moran. Amherst Leagueof Women voters. Thursday i I7i 100 4 00 ( Additional
hours to be arranged during first meeting)

11 ' Health Care and Hospital Workers' Unions"
Anne Robinson and Boston Hospital Workers' Organ. t.ng Committee. Friday I Hi 1 00

5 00

12 "Juvenile Probation. For Better or for Worse
Karen Jones. Thursday (24) - 1 00 3 00

13 "Landlord and Tenant I"

Tom Bresnahan. Monday (14) thru Wednesday ( 161 12 00 I 00
14 "Landlord and Tenant II"

S'eveSmifh. Tuesday (22) 'hruFriday (251 - 12.00 1 00
15 "Law and Politics In Land Use Planning"

Rosemary Nichols, SUNY. Albany, Friday I It! 1 00 3 00
16 "Law and Mysticism '

John Bonsiqnor* and L yle Hulsmg. Monday (21) » 00 11 00. Tuesday 1221 » 00
10 00. Wednesday (23) - » 00 n 00

17 "Is Law Obsolete?"
John Bonsignore. Monday ( 14) — » 00 II 00. Tuesday ( IS) -» 00 10 00

II "Law. Power and Trust"
S'eve Arons. Wednesday ( 16) — 10 00 12 00. Thursday ( 171 - 00 12 00 Friday (It)

II 00 4 00
I* "Trial Lawyer Myths and Realities"

George Nasser. Esq , Member Massachusetts Bar Association. Wednesday (23) 3 00
5 00

70 "Five Years in the Legislature Achievement. Frustration and Assessment"

BdwardMcColgan. Massachusetts House of Representatives. Monday (14) I 00 3 00
21 "Future of the U S Military".

Adam Yarmolinsky. Friday (II) — 10 00 12 00
72 "Stopping Nuclear Electric Power"

Portia Weiskei. Montague Coalition. Wednesday (23) - I 00 3 00
23 "Obedience The Milgrim Experiment"

E'han Katsh. Monday (21) 10 00 12 00
24 "Overcome the System"

Herbie Fiores. John Hammond. Mura Pauli. Carlos Vegas. Holyoke. Friday ( 2S) -
I 00

25 "Police .n Profile"
Alan Lawson Tuesday 122) 10 00 12 00

26 Lawyers and 'he Poor The Operation of a Storefront Law Office"
Robert Wamstein. Western Massachusetts Legal Services. Thursday (24) - 3 00 5 00V A Look at Massachusetts Prisons"
Members ot New Enqiand Prisoners' Association. Monday (21) - 1 00 4 00

71 Public interest Law"
Jonathan Souwemeand Ronald Bogard. WMPIRG. Thursday (17) - 1 00 3 00

7* "John Rawls Theory of Justice".
Harry Allen. Syracuse University. Friday ( 111 - » 00 12 00

30 "Sexism in Schools"
Carol Thompson, Rockefeller Fellow, Womens Studies. Sarah Lawrence. Tuesday (IS)
And Wednesday '16) 1 00 3 00

31 Welfare Mothers and the Newly Poor"
Jane'Holiappe, Amherst. Thursday (24) - 10 00 12 00

32 "A Woman's Guide to Amherst Northampton"
Bonnie isman karen Sterling. Jeanne Fleming. Tuesday (22) — 3 00 5 00

PHYSICAL EDUCATION Jan 14 25 Contact Betty Spears. 52323

PE 315 Special Problems. 1 credits Patton Wa'k.ns
Open only 'o members of University Dancers

PE G01 Beginning Swimming, I credit, Jan 14 15 Griffin
Section 1, M.T.W.Th, F 1 2 p.m., Maximum No 15 North P E Pool. Open only to non
swimmers

PE GO* Water Safety instructors. I credit, Jan 14-23 Griffin
Section l M.T W.Th.F 10 em 12 p m Capacity 20 Open only to qualified senior life

savers

PE GS4 Introduction to International Games and Dance Vendien
1 credit. Jan 14 25. M.T.W.Th. F » 11 IS am

Workshop on Movement Education, credit, Riggs
Open to physical education malors assigned to student teaching in elementary schools,
spring 1*74

introduction to American Sport. credit, Jan 14 15 Vendien
Open 'o "Round the World Wives", Dames, and other interested persons Fee. S2 00.
M.T.W.Th 10 12 am

School of Education Marathon

School of Business Administration
January 1*74 Intersessian

1 Accounting Internship Professor Anthony Kriystoflk
A six week internship with public accounting t.rms December 17th January 25, 1*74 No
credi' By arrangement Course closed

2 Accounting Systems for Smaller Organiiatians: Prof John G Burch. Jr Acctg 315

This course is offeree to students who want to learn how to develop ac
coun'mg information systems for smaller orgennations. such as nursing homes,
professional offices, merchants, hospitals, and ski lodges Prerequisites Accounting 120

and210 510 Credit 2 hours January 14 through 25 Times * 00 10 45

3 Massachusetts Taxation Professor James O'Connell Acctg 3*5.

A shor> course ,n Massachusetts taxation covering the law. theory and preparation of

Massachusetts tax forms A comparison between the basis of Massachusetts taxes and
he Federal income 'axes Credit, I Pre requisite Accounting 120 Moots two hours per
day from January 21 inrough Jen 2*. 1*74 Time to be announced

4 Real World Case Workshop Professors Chen and Elkms Mgt MS
Real world case workshop with field study and case writing involving business firms
Credits. 3 Pre requisite SBA Senior Standing January 14 through 25 1*74 Tim* to be
offered 'o be announced

I Wage and Salary Administration: Professor Max Wortmen Mgt 234

To provide students with a basic understanding of modern compensation administration
and 'o provide students with some competence m solving problems in the compensation
administration arta Credits. 3 By arrangement
Campensatien Administration Professor Max Wortmen SBA 700
To provide students with a basic understanding of modern compensation administration
irom oo'h 'heoreticei and applied viewpoints, and to provide students with some com
pe'ence in solving problems >n the compensation administration area Initial moating.
December 17. 1*73 SBA 323

• International Business and Accounting Bryant and Motekat Mgt 316. BA 700
T ne course s designed >o offer students interested m the field of International business a

i >rs> hand experience with business operations outside the United State* Intensive
discussions with the management of various multinational organizations will provide a
focused appreciation for business operations >n Western Europe Credits 3 6. Pre
requisites SBA seniors or graduate students January 3 21. 1*74 Course closed

• international Business and Accounting Motekat and Bryant Acctg MS or BA 700
Same as above

10 Computer Mapping and Spatial Analysis B A 700V Professor C retg Moore
Semmar and workshop 'o teach students and faculty how to use SYMAP and Its related
s'a'is'icai programs for spatial analysis and display Credit. 3 January 14 25, 1*74
Monday Friday 10 17. room SBA 204

ZOOLOGY: Dates as indicated, contact individual instructors
?15 110. Topics M Zoology, Tropical Zoology 3 credits Alastair M Stuart. Professor of

Zoology. Location Barro Colorado island. Panama This is the original laboratory of the
Smithsonian Tropical Research institute Dec 30 Jan 13,1*24 Enrollment Is limited to
10 The course is designed tor advanced undergraduates and graduate maiors m Zoology
Pre requisites Zoology 350. ISO or consent of instructor

Cost. Approximately 1400 For further information call A M Stuart 50*75

ZOOLOGY 215 HO Topics .n Zoology. Coral Reef Associations. 3 credits
Larry S Roberts. Assoc Professor of Zoology
Location University of Puerto Rico Marine Station, La Perguera. Puerto Rico From jan

IS 31. 1*74

L imited to 10 course designed tor advanced undergraduates and gradual* maiors in

Pre requisites Zoology 211 Mil or 2 2/SS2 or equivalent
Cost Transportation, room and meals. 1 300 S3S0. to be paid by each student
This course will provide first hand field experience with a very large number of animals ,n a

habitat of importance and interest No formal lectures are anticipated

ZOOLOGY 215 110 (Coins N5 6151 3 credits Advanced research m Theoretical Population
Biology
f M Scudo. Morrill 142. W L KUmer Gred Res Cntr A265
Purpose ol course s to study m greater depth a number of well formulated problems forwhich precise answers art not available

a Oscillatory behavior in discrete time ecological models
b The population genetics of partially isolated populations
c The evolution of signal patterns m a presently formulated bra-n model network
d A pilot monte carlo simulation c on* selection and the evolution of genetic charac
'eristics that are neutral to their bearers but advantageous to the community of the r
bearer s offspring

The course will mostly consist of original research by the students and will integrate
analytical procedures with numerical investigations The course requirements will in
voive nearly full time work during the January break Course requirements will includeredaction during me spring semester of original research papers which might be subm.tted for publication Enrollment is limited to 5. dependent upon permission of either
instructor, and must beobtamed before the end of the fall semester Prerequisites verygood prior performance m either Zoo 25O/S50 or Corns 2*1/5*1 or equivalent

ZOOLOGY TtS'tlO. Topics m Zoology Workshop on techniques in Electron Microscopy 12
credits

C L F Woodcock, Asst Professor of Zoology. 364 Morr.i 545 2125
Jan 7th 2*th, 1*74 I about 30hrs to be arranged

'

Limited 'o six students Designed primarily for -hose with some experience in electron
microscopy who wish to extend their knowledge of technique However. If a number of
beginners show interest man introduction to me subiecl. 'hi may be Included

Pre requisites permission of the instructor
Topics Co be turther selected according to the requirements of the participants)

1
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0d* I P"*" 1" •"<> negative staining of macromolecules Heavy metalshadowing Protein monolayer spreading (of nucleic acids I

Autoradiography
Electron Diffraction

Image processing via optical diffraction.
Format Short lecture discussion on the theoretical basis of each method, followed by

demonstrations and free lab time as appropriate
Multidisciplinary Course

TRIP TO BRAZIL. January 1 22. 1*74

3 credit, multl disciplinary course on Bratllian culture, taught by Brazilians There will be
lectures, field trips, etc The total cost for flight, tuition, fees and breakfasts isS4*S

For more information, contact Robert White, 5 1364

Composition for Personal Growth
The 2nd Coming or Piaget Where
Were You When I Needed You
Implications for Women Being Leaders
Social Bias in N H Schools
Experimental & Holistic Approaches to
Teaching Science to Non Science

Challenges in the Future of Ed
Science Education for the Non Scientist
How to Move a College from One Campus
to a new Campus
The American Experience Program
Report on Trends in Residential Segregation
Sensory Motor Learning
Aspects of Leadership
Paulo Freire technique Teach Spanish
to Nton Spanish Speakers
Scheduling the Non Traditional in Hiqher Ed
Examples of Affective Ed Using T.U Program

R Hawley

D Crocketto

L Hart
D Maiercik

B Stern

C Dede
C Dede

T. Connell
A Byrne
D Sears
M Riggs

A Kessellhelm

A Aceves
E Anderson
B Cullinane

Teacher Made Game for Reinforcement of Math
A Multi National Discipline Purpose
Process Campus

Slide Talk High School Program
Including Open Space
The Power Play
Video Tap* Discussion Experiential Approach to
Non Traditional Adult Learners
Man A Course of Study
Planning An Alternative School
Decision Making in Alternative Schools
Teaching English in Alternative Schools
A National Survey of Public Alternative Schools
Humanistic Sexuality Education
Panel Presentation or Jencks Inequality
Youth Tutoring Youth Program
improving Classroom Management 4
Teaching Competency
The Partnership Idea

G Burheir

J Lynch

P F arris
T Reade

H Fried
N White

B Marken
T Wolf
T Wolf

S G luck stern
Read. Read a, Munson

Pule, Jones
Polsant

Rumdberg
Gadder Ryan

Colloquia to be ottered during the January Term. 1*74
The following one credit coiioquia will be offered by the residential areas during theJanuary Term They will begin Monday. January 14. and end on Thursday. January 24 These

wloquie are open to all University undergraduates Preregistration for the colloqun will beginW**^!!** V '
D*c,mb#r * ln fn* Academic Affairs Office. John Adams Lobby. Southwest

Residential College You need not proregister In person - you may prereg.ster by phoning the
Southwest Academic Affairs Office at SIS 2M3
JT-tl Environmental Problems Amherst and the Connecticut Veii.y

*" examination of the local environmental problems including
1 The town of Amherst and solid waste disposal .

2. Population expansion, development, the University and their effects upon the community.
3 The Connecticut River
4 Nuclear Power generators in the Connecticut Valley
J T 17 Theatre Workshop

,

*" ,n»«r*sciplin«ry approach to the theatre, focusing upon one or two plays of a contemporary playwrlfe. probably Aibeeor Pinter, and Including elements of
1 Play as literature — analysis of the plays
2 Directing and enactment of the plays
3 A philosophical and psychological interpretation of the plays
4 Stagecraft
5 Reader's Theatre
JT 03 Creating Art

During the two weeks of this course, students will be allowed to explore creative in

IZZ. !°?
mroo°h J '•**» 5» <" »«" »** «rt madia, including clay, plaster, wood and

!Z?
lc " ,p,,n« 0r»"">0" P*tnling and mixed madia. A final project will be required with written

interpretation of intention before the proiecf is started, and a final analysis of what actuallyhappened after the protect is completed
JT-aa Contemporary American History

An examination of what has happened in the United Slates over the past decade with a maior
focus on politics and the manipulation of the law The course will deal with presently manifested

Everywomen s University, sponsored by Everywoman's Center, is a two week series of lac
lure*, workshops and entertainments for staff, student and faculty women

Career Potential Workshops tar Staff Women will meet Mondays from 11 am until 12 30 on

EcTucttlon' Cen^r " °°
m " C*mPO* C~"" L" bV J~" "°™ of m' Occupation"

Career Development Workshops for women choosing or changing careers Meets Tuesday
January IS from 10 a m until 2 p m and on January 22 from noon until 4 p m Both days in

CENTRAL AREA - Fine. Lively. Applied Arts Program (Manor,. Lenn *r Larry Marcus S-

sSSamLmSBBES&S&eesa
mmmmJmXEm?* c#rrv 3 Un"""" v cr"",v *"? *• "*"' —*

Courses offered include

AfroAm 31SA Blues Survey of Afro American Music- AfroAm MSB Voices from Prison
- Art 104 Visual Arts Workshop The Visual Dialogue

Educ 3M Women in the Arts
English 3*0 Experimental Seminar ,n Film Making
English 300 The Short Film

- Music 3ISA Music and Art in the Western World
Music MSB Perspectives ,n Contemporary American Music
Theatre M5 Acting Directorship Workshop

Central arta residents art given first priority for course enrollments with a preregistration
dateof December 7 Admission will be available to all other University students on a first come
irst serve basis

Tuition >s free

For further information, contact Charles Warren. CSA Academics Program Office. 114
Hills North, or phone 5 2041 or 6 4546

ramifications of the party system, and the process ot becomng I ma,or political figure, whowrites the law how has the interpretation of fh. law and the Constitution changed and Zexamination of the three branches of federal government and their changing^ies and by

JT-as African Culture and the Politics of Change

-*..
Th

." r"™*'* Vh^ "iT** 5
°POn r•c'n, <J«v«,<>Pf"ents on the African continent in terms ofwhat ,s happening to the African peoples and why Analysis of these events will be largelythrough examining contemporary political influences upon cultural anthropological andphenomena It will include ^^ •""

Cultural contact, change and acculturation
A Sources—Causes of cultural change

1 Innovation and adaptation
2. Transmission and diffusion

B Case studies ot innovation, revitalliatton. movements, evolution" and directed changeC Ethnic groups, ethnic foundaKms, plural societies - conflict, power and cooperationD What is progress? The politics of change
Wan. Perspectives af National Liberation Struggles in Africa

The goals of this course are to introduce students lo an interdisciplinary analysis ol some
aspects of the ant, colonist struggle in Africa If almost unravelling maior trends of Africa semergence from traditional governments into modern stale systems Thegoals. capebii.i.es and
instruments of African Liberation Movements will be emphasned

A Introduction - Afr.ca as a regional system of nation states and the concept of national
liberation in Africa

dep£KtancVand"A?teV°
r ",d*PW,<Wo" " Fr»™ophone. AnoWphone. and Portugese rule In

C Southern African and Arab Africa
D Global perspectives Africa and the u N Relation with the big powers

JT 17 Symposium on Myth and Literature
The symposium will meet three times a week, at first two meetings, students will hearpresentations by faulcty members on various aspects ot myth and literature The third meeting

Every Women's University

t*S le* Campus Center Movie, si.de show, groups and individual counseling Irom theEverywoman's Center Career Development Task Force

^Icsr^vTn.^-rTr
'r°m "" "" *rt *h«>u'«a * '"* Co.„..,a, Lounge at noon on

X?ZV;2 Coton,^ Lo^Ve'
' "

m ^ "™ '"""* ~" *"*•"•"«-«K

"SSKreOl,^^ Discriminate w,„

Residence Area Programs
PATTERSON - Jan lath 2Sfh

improvisation and Movement Is Theatre Credit 3 -- Inst Elaine Brown
The course will concentrate on movement, voice, improvisation, and acting games All of
these techniques will be combined into a production toward the end of the courseHuman Relations — Credit 3 — insf Deborah Mc intyre
The purpose of this course is to develop a hightened awareness between the individuals m the
class, to explore our relationships with others and to foster community building

Sex Roles Credit 1 - Inst Helen Fellows
The colloquium focuses on women's relation lo their environment and their responses to
forces that influence their lives

Current Politics A Problems of Feminism Credit 1 - Inst Gall Hall
This colloquium explores the various political approaches to Feminism and the problems
which have occurred
MAC KIMMIE Jan 14th 25fh (A certain number of spaces will be available mMecKimmie lor students from other dormitories Application should be made to Academic
Affairs off.ee as above A SS fee will be charged for MacKimmie at the lime of registration)
SI X of the following pro,ected courses will be offered

Dynamics of white Racism — Designed to help students understand Racism both in themselves
and m institutions, and through this understanding to begin effectively to combat Racism
The course will make use of readings and discussion, exercises and simulations, films and
tapes, to achieve these goals (3 credit)

We See Ourselves as the Media See Us Using images of women m media (television, film, rock
music, advertising), the course will consider the extent to which women have internal, ;ed
media images and expectations ot themselves We w.n also examine the alternative media
mages which have grown out of the con temporary women's movement (3 credit)

Dimensions in Design A variety of design elements, such as color, line, shape, and texture
relationships will be explored with an emphasis on creative design and arrangement to arrive
at various visual effects The course will use some or all of the following techniques collage
(two and three dimensional, paper sculpture, design problems and exercises In black and
white, and simple tewelry design 13 credits)

Review in Math tar Third World Students Careful work in Math basics, such as polynomials.
roots and exponents, equations, linear functions, common logarithms, sine and cosine

*£S »*.?* '"••« r«'«" o' »"• MM* presented and subsequent readings conducted by the symposium proctor Participating faculty will be drewrTfrom the ClassicsDepartment ami the Department of Humanities ana Arts at - jr ' DJL^TI ™___?"be available lo both Hampshire and Southwest student, ana topicswilli "ncTud?
1 Mythopoetic Expression Language and feeling
2 Myth and Modern Fiction The Aesthetics ot Loss
3 Myth and Strangerhood
4 Myth and the Heroic Encounter Aspects of Self realization
5 Myth and History Time and Eternity
* Homer and the Odyssean Man
7 Myth and Christian Thought

JT oi Japan Today
Japan ,s economically the third most powerful nation in the world, and continues to gmwThe bas.sot economic power, government structure and other institutions in Japan depend upon

criteria and thinking patterns that are seldom understood by Americans, as our foreign policy mAsia has tragically reflected This colloquium will deal wifh both the phenomena of contemporary Japan and the Japanese cultural responsibility for these remarkable developments

JT *» The Two Chinas
How has our newly formed relationship with the People's Republic ot Chin, effectedNationalist China and the American Chinese community? This colloquium will examine thesechanging relationships and the alternatives for future policies with the two Chinas

JT 10 Mothers and Children
A reading and d,scuss,on course that will look into the impact ot women's liberation on the

children ot mothers who change their life style in various ways Readings will Include favorable
andcnt.cai assessments ot the impact on children ol mother's "liberation" from the traditionalmother s role Study ol child development as it pertains to a mother's impact on her child

''"i""; U S SfSS °* La,,or '«P'-«»«"'»''ve. *'H talk on the Equal Pay Act Ageand Sex O,scr,m,nal,on. Friday. January 7Sat 10a m in room 174 17* Campus Center^

Women s Gymnastic Team Boyden Auxiliary Gym. Tuesday. January 22 from 12 to i p m
roord^.tnT?! T'1 m* V •* ""«""«* for more information, contact Brltt Guttm.n,Coordinator tor Everywoman's University. Everywoman's Center, Goodell 5 00*3

Pan Africanism - African Pontic.
i Systems and Thought The course will introduce students

to the maior themes and problems of political growth and development m post independence
Africa Exploration of nation building, unification, socialism and Pan Africanism

Liberation Movements in Africa - An exploration of the colonial background, the immediateAtncan past, and national liberation struggles In selected African countries Readings toexplore the liberation movements and their objectives, and the effect of these movements on
agriculture and capital ,n the countries involved Consideration of the thought and writings ofmaior liberation writers (Fenon. Friere. Gervey. Che. Malcolm. Mao. and Nkrumeh)

Ideology and Society - Third World Women as Historical Products and as Makers ot History
This course is an effort to construct a clear analysis of the position of Third World women
historically, socially and politically It will examine their position in ancient societies of the
Third World, and will trace the development m changing social contexts Other questions will
include matriarchal and patriarchal social structures and an exploratory examination of
Third World women m the antl. imperialist struggle

A History of Private Property and the City-Stete with a Comparative Analysis of African andAmerican Indian Cultures This course will examine social structure, means of productionand social class in a comparative way It will consider questions of the family, concepts of
lustice. morals, arts, and ideologies

The Antl imperialist Theatre Collective - Participation in a theatre collective dedicated to
heightened awareness and commitment against the status quo The collective will develop
abilities with sets, technical directorship, stage management, costumes and acting in relation
to the overall goals

Other courses might be offered in PUBLIC HEALTH ANO THE BLACK COMMUNITY ANDPUBLIC HEALTH Medicine and colonialism Inquire at the Academe Affairs OfficeTHOREAU Jan 14th 25th
Swimming PE

1
credit sponsored through Phys Ed Inst Ellen Kroff Basic and survivalswimming .emphasis on safety with some first aid

Film Series (on Opression) - 1 credit Inst Jackie Cormier «. Mary Ellen Ryan To showhow the capitalist system promotes oppression Historical v.ewpomt which leads to modern
day oppression ol American Indians. Women. Blacks. Mexican Americans. Puerto Ricans
the aged and the orphaned

NATURAL PHENOMENA 1 credit - Neil Shay and Dennis Woiick Observation of
astrological bodies, explanations for "mysteries" - Black Holes. Loch Ness Monster
Present day Evolution, etc.

'

Five College Continuing Education

In addition to the above January activities at UMass , there are a large number of courses,
workshops, and seminars that will be available in the five college arta Here art only a lew of
the offerings For more complete schedule and registration information pick up a brochure at
The Provost Off ice, CASIAC or Campus Center Information Desk or see your Head of Residence

Symposia

Amherst College

Copeiand Colloquium Creativity" January 20 January 26 Including lectures, drama,
dance, art. and music or about creativity

Symposium on Arms Control and Disarmament January 15 II, Discussion of the SALT
Talks, Superiority vs Sufficiency. Responsibility of Scientists Major outside speakers

Hampshire College:

American Culture in the l*20's and l»30's The View from Middle America

Mount Holyoke College:

Vietnam and American Culture A Civil Military Retrospect Major outside speakers

Arts of All Sorts

The Heroic Strain in Medieval Literature
The Social impact of Science Fiction

Emily Dickinson
The Design & Printing ol the Poster

TV Production
How to Read A Poem

Science of

Anarchists A. Anarchism
The Domains of Patriarchy & Matriarchy In Classical Antiquity
The Future of Economic Growth
Living in Community
Sociology of Popular Culture America in 30*s

Science
Building a High Quality Amplifier from a Kit

Basic Celestial Navigation

Computer Laboratory
Oelivery of Ambulatory Medical Services

An Exploration mto the Psychological Dynamics Affecting the Behavior of Women

Dance Sport

Winter Camping & Hiking

Ballet

Ping Pong Tournament
The Dynamics of Motot Skill Acquisition

AC
HC

M H C
S C
H<

M HC

M.H.C
HC

M H C
s.c

sc
M H C

H C
M.H.C.

SC

M.H.C
HC

MHC
M.H.C.

All Continuing Education courses are available on a cost basis
II you're wondering what to do during the long, cold month of January, the happenings on the

UMass Amherst campus might be for you The Division of Continuing Education is sponsoring a
variety of workshops and credit offerings during Winter Session. January 7 25, 1*74 Talented
area artists and artisans will be on the UMass campus for the first time teaching an exciting
array of topics that range from Exterior Home Maintenance to an introductory cou se in bene'
WHEN During the Winter Session period of January 7 25,1*74.
WHERE On the University of Massachusetts- Amherst campus Participants will be informed

of exact building locations by return mail or at In person registration
REGISTRATION- By mail I Fill in and send us the Registration Form on page 12 of this

newspaper) or in Person Registration will be held on January 7, 1*7*. in Room 205 Hills
North, UMass Amherst from II AM to 6 P M.

LOCAL COLONIAL RESTORATION
Conducted by three highly skilled young artisans from the Shutesbury area Their work

includes the from the around construction of a colonial style American Garrison authentic in
every detail from the central fireplace to the flat cast nails, and the total restoration of both an
1140 Cape and a circa 1160 Cape Through discussion and readings together w'fh trips to the
three completed colonial homes, participants will study the structure and techniques of
authentic Colonial Restoration

Jim Aaron, Nick Lent, and Dick French
Initial meeting January 12,* A.M. 1 P.M (Class will meet for a total of 12 hours
Course Fee: MS

EXTERIOR HOME MAINTENANCE
An introduction to hand tools and portable electric tools, the use of materials including

paint, wood, and masonry are covered Maintenance and repair of roofs, chimneys, gutters,
outer walls and windows will be discussed with special attention to needs of participants

Doug Sena
January 7, 14, and 21

7 - ,0 30 P.M.
Course Fee: S2S

PLANT PROPAGATION
The care and use of house plants, technical skills related to the propagation of plants and the

opportunity to work with plants while learning
Everett Emino
January 7,*, ,4, 21, and 23, 7 it p.m.
106 French Hall
Course Fee: M4
Two credits

INTRODUCTION TO BALLET
Beginning and lower intermediate exercises to gain a basic understanding of classical

ballet

Constance Hoiton

Initial meeting January 7, 1*73

7 P.M. ( Subsequent meetings will be arranged at that time )

Course Fee S47

One credit

KUNOALINI YOGA
An ancient and powerful yoga that strengthens the body and nervous system Not a religion

but a scientifically designed series of tools that will help anyone who practices the technique to

be calm, healthy, and happy Provides a basic understanding of theory and technique and the
opportunity to continue yogic study if the student wishes yoga means "union" our goal is the
unification of powers and abilities within each of us

Guru Didar Singh and David Anderson
January 7, II. 14, 17. 21. and 24
7 » P.M
Course Fee: »7S

THE ART OF STAINED GLASS
An opportunity lor those interested In working with stained glass to learn the basic in

formation and techniques of the art The art of glass staining, cutting and leading
•Sandra Anderson
January 7, It, 14. 17, 21, and 24

7 - » P.M.
Course Fee: S25 plus Materials Fee: tlOtoSIS

The Pioneer Valley Before 1MM
The Pioneer Valley arta in which the University of Massachusetts is located is an un.i....n„
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BU"d m* $,ot,"»-'<»»» Hous. Today - Jim AaronSession VI Jan. 17 - Colonial Literature of the Pioneer Valley - Everett Emerson

Session VIII Jan. 21 — Religion in the Pioneer Valley— Hugh Bell
Session IX Jan 23 - Folklore of the Valley - George Carey

Course" Fee MmT~
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CE " »•• Deigning development and training programsJAN 10 12. Career Opportunities Program CE 74-I16
-v»"usj'«rn.

JAN 14 17, Digital Equipment Corp "A" CS 74-*t
JAN. 14 MARCH II. Winter School for Turf Managers CE 74-1*
JAN 15. Tax Program CS 74-73

JAH M t,'
r

X!XV,TaT*
C
r
" ~' Mini"° an- »»»"»""" W"«t»jan is !», Hospital A Alcoholism CE 74-53

JAN 2t 25. NAMSB CE 74-2*
JAN 23 - 25. Adult Basic Education CS 74-R

j*2 V. ",/*!" En9l,nd »•«•«"•• Media Center for the Deaf CS 7*-*7JAN 25 26, Bicentennial Commission CE 74 lot
JAN 21-31, Digital Equipment Corp "8" CS 74 t*
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Health Education
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Health

Service

Confidentiality

Have you ever thought about
whether your visit to the
University Health Service will be
confidential? Consider the
following situations. Will your
family doctor find out about your
visit to the Contraception Clinic?

Will that letter sent to your draft
board about your knee injury
prevent you from getting the job
you desire? Will a sensitive
problem such as drug or alcohol
abuse be shared with the
University administration? Some
of these questions may cross your
mind as you approach the sign-in

desk at the Health Service. What
these examples point out is a need
for confidentiality in matters of
student health.

Your Health Service is aware of

this need. Health Service policv

places a high priority on respect
for the individual rights of student
patients. The staff observes the
principle of confidentiality as
defined by the code of medical
ethics. The broad application of
this principle to inquiries from
individuals and organizations both
inside and outside the University
acts to protect patient contacts.
When questioned by faculty or

administration, a Health Service
staff member will try to be helpful
but will give out no information
regarding the specific students
health problem. If the request
seems pertinent, it is discussed
with the student. Only with the
student's permission can a more
specific consultation with faculty
or administration take place at a
later time.

In the case of parental inquiries,

no confidential information is

released even if parents have
learned about student contact with

the Health Service from the

student. Questions are answered in

general terms only and parents are
urged to deal directly with students

or are asked to obtain the student's

permission for a more candid
discussion with the Health Ser-

vices. A staff member usually

informs students of the parent's

concern and encourages the
student to initiate communication.
Despite requests from graduate

and professional schools, cor-
porations and government
agencies, confidential information
is not released for use in selection,

admission or evaluation without

the written permission of the

student involved. This practice

extends to situations of "coerced
acquiescence" — that is when
prospective applicants are obliged

to supply written permission
providing access to medical in-

formation. Information is not

released until the student has been
consulted as to whether or not he or

she wants even the minimum
amount of information to be
released.
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Israeli Week Activities U.C.F. Community Evening

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

Israel Week Art and C rafts Kxhibit and Sale —
The exhibit will include many well-known Israeli

and American artists whose works cover a variety of

mediums. The art of Sharir, Bak, and Moreh will be
Ml display, along with the works of such local artists

as Leonard Baskin, Elliot Offner, and Barry Moser.
In addition, art prints, ceramics, jewelry, weavings.
and many other items contributed by artists and
craftsmen from the Pioneer Valley will be offered for

sale. The exhibit will be from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Today.

Israel Wrek Open Panel Discussion —
Today at 2:00 p.m. in room 113 of the Campus

(enter there will be a question and answer session on
Israel. If you have a question on any aspect of Israeli
life, bring it here, and you will be heard.

* * *

An Israeli Cabaret will be presented at 7: 00 tonight
in the Cape Cod Lounge of the Student Union Israeli
folk Jances will be performed, and various Israeli
delicacies will be available at reasonable prices.

A "Community Evening" open to

all persons interested in the sup-
port community and programs
offered by the United Christian
Foundation will be held tonight at 7

p.m. at the Newman Center.
The evening will include dessert.

an Advent celebration, reports on
current activities of UCF Task
Forces, and an open business
meeting of the UCF board. Persons
are welcome to come when they
can and leave when they need to
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ON
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1973

AUCTION AT 7:30 P.M.
VIEWING FROM 6:30 - 7:30 P.M.

AT
COLONIAL HILTON INN
JUNCTION 91, ROUTE 5

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

AUCTION ORIENTAL RUGS
KAOUD BROTHERS, Specialists in Fine Oriental Rugs, will sell at Public Auction a
magnificent collection of genuine all guaranteed Persian and other Oriental Rugs
directly imported from the major weaving centers of the Orient, t> be sold directly to
the public, strictly through promotional auctions held only by KAOUD BROTHERS.
If you are attending one of our sales for the fir ,t time, please make yourself known.
Fred or Abe Kaoud will be happy to meet you and answer your questions, or helo you in
any way possible.

We buy old Oriental Rugs. If you have any to sell, please bring them during our
exhibition period, or write:

KAOUD BROTHERS
Specialists in Fine Oriental Rugs

344 Boston Post Road
Tel: 1 -20:1-795-52W

Orange, Conn.
Terms: Cash -Check

Free Catalogs Available at Time of Sale
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1974 ELECTION NOTICE
The Collegian Publishing Board has set the following dates to apply to the 1974 elections:

Dec. 11, 1973. 4:30 p.m. — Final deadline for candidates for elective office to file a letter
of intention with the chairman, Steve Tripoli.

Jan. 31, 1974, 7:00 p.m. — 1974 annual elections, place to be announced; those elected
to take office with the edition of Feb. 4, 1974.

ELECTION PROCEDURES
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1. The Publishing Board shall submit to the Collegian staff a
list of all candidates identified only as "qualified" or "not
qualified". To qualify, a candidate must have a minimum of
one year's Collegian membership, must be available to
serve the full term of office and must consult prior to the
election with the incumbent in the office to which the can-
didate aspires.

2. The chairman of the board shall submit the list to the
staff. The Publishing Board will not conduct interviews.
3. Nominations shall be open from the floor and are en-
couraged at the direction of the Pub Board.

4. The election for each office shall be conducted as a
separate contest. They will be in the following order:

Editor-in-chief

Managing Editor
Business Manager
Executive Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Fire Arts Editor { Note: This office was added by a staff

vote April 18, 1973)

5. In case of contests, time will be allotted for each candidate
or supporters to speak. The time limit for each candidate
nominated for office shall be five minutes total. After all
candidates for a single office have spoken, a period of 10

minutes will be allotted for general discussion. According to

Collegian tradition, the candidates for the office then under
consideration will be asked to leave the room during the

general discussion. Each speaker then will have a

maximum of two minutes.

6. Upon conclusion of discussion, the tellers will distribute

slips of paper and collect one from each person present and
voting. The chairman will present the absentee ballots for

counting at the appropriate time. Tellers will report the

count to the chair.

Absentee ballots must be submitted in person to the
chairman or to anyone he designates, at any times the
chairman designates, but no later than 5 p.m. on Jan. 31,

1974. Persons who submit absentee ballots will not be
admitted to the voting area at the election.

7. In the event no candidate in a contest receives a majority
(that is, one half of the total votes plus one), then another
ballot will be taken among the top two vote-getters, except
that when two or more candidats receive the same count for

the second highest total all candidates with the two highest
vote figures will go on to a second ballot; and if there is not a
majority for a single candidate there shall be a third ballot

for the top two vote-getters.

8. During the candidates' time or the general discussion,
non-staff members may be permitted to speak upon vote of

the body.
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Notices

HISTORY

COMBAT AIRCRAFT
OF THE WORLD:
1909 to the Present.

Ed by John W R Tay-
lor The on|y com-
plete authoritative

guide to every combat
aircraft in the world,
from the earliest ex-
perimental planes to

the TSR 2 Index,

cross-reterence Pub
at S2000. sale S9.98.

Our Great November Gift-Book Sale
Many other titles

too numerous to mention.
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CIVIL WAR COLLECTOR S ENCYCLOPEDIA:
Arms. Uniforms A Equipment of the Union &
Confederacy. By Francis A Lord The complete
book of Civil War relics, detailed descriptions

of over 800 items used by soldiers sailors &
marines on both sides Over 150 photos & draw-
ings Pub at S17 50 sale $5.9a

THE LONDON TIMES HISTORY OF OUR
TIMES. Ed by Marcus Cunliffe Wide-ranging

survey of the years 1945-70 and the incredibly

rapid changes m attitude posture & ideology

both world-wide and within national bound-
aries Pub at $2000 only $4.98.

PORTRAITS OF NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN
LIFE by Edward S Curtis The monumental
classic capturing the spirit of the Indian life-

style Contains over 80 full-size portraits each
suitable for framing A must for collectors Pub
at $3000 now only $14.96.

LITERATURE & OCCULT
THE COMPLETE WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-
SPEARE. All that Shakespeare ever wrote a
fine, complete edition following the arrange-

ment of the First Folio of 1623 with Pericles

the poems and sonnets appended Special Value

$2 98

PEARL BUCK S AMERICA A Personal Trave-

logue by Pearl S Buck Pulitzer Prize Winner &
Nobel Laureate with 200 photos from Life

Magazine many in full color Pub at $1000
special $4 98

THE TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD. Tians-
lated by E Y Evans-Wentz The great manual
for right living and right dying First time avai'-

able m a popular-priced hardcover ed Pub at

$8 95 only $298.

I CHING BOOK OF CHANGES. Translated by
James Legge Intro by Charles San The stan-

dard translation of I Ching in a complete & un-

abridged edition New introduction provides
clear way to consult the oracle, making this ti ie

most useable I Ching in print Pub at Si000
onry $398

JUVENILE
YOUNG YEARS: Best loved stories & poems tot

little children Ed by Augusta Baker, story-

telling st. acialist. N Y Public Library Lovely
big book with beautiful color illus Over 150
nursery rhymes, stones, fables, fairy tales and
poems Special $2.98.

CHILDREN S STORIES OF THE BIBLE: FROM
THE OLD A NEW TESTAMENTS. Ed by B Brad-
ford with Catholic. Protestant & Jewish religious

consultants BeaL:ifully illus Publ at S4 95 only
$1.98.

CHILDREN S GUIDE TO KNOWLEDGE by L J
Buchner The wonders of pets, domestic ani-

mals, wild animals birds bees, insects, fish

trees, etc With better reading guide and graded
fact and thought ques Only $2.96.

FAIRY TALE POP-UP BOOKS. Action pop-up
adventures JACK 4 THE BEANSTALK. THREE
LITTLE PIGS. GOLDILOCKS 4 THE THREE
BEARS. LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD CINDER-
ELLA. SNOW WHITE Each only $1.00.

SPORTS

THE MACMILLAN BOOK OF BOATING by W
N Wailace 245 illus 103 in full color Super-
lative pictorial history of boats and boating
from Cleopatra s barge tccAmenca s Cup races,

schooners, sandbaggers. palatial yachts, more
Ong pub at 514 9S complete ed only $7.95.

THE CUSTOM BODY
ERA by Hugo Pfau
The fascinating story

of the automobiles &
the usurious' coach-
work of the time, aixf

of the magnificent

chassis upon which
the bodies #wv
mounted the fust

book to reco.d the

history of the expen
ave atitomr>hile Pub
atS20n() sale $6.98

PICTORIAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FOOTBALL.
Ed by Willard Davis The book pro footUill fans

have been waiting for' Complete up-to-date
through the Super Bowl game of 1 9/3 Puh .it

SlOOOsate $4.98.

.

"1

k.

BOOK OF THE BI-

CYCLE by Roger St

Pierre Practical aid to

maximum enjoyment
of the cheap & health-

ful activity that is win-
ning new enthusiasts
by the thousands in

the congestion & pol-

lution of city life to-

day Special $2 98.

PRO FOOTBALL - THE WORLD OF THE NFL
by Mike Rathet & the editors of Pro Quarter-

back magazine Authoritative magnificently il-

lustrated football book that will delight every
football Ian Pub at $14 95 only $6.98.

COUNTRY BEAUTIFUL & OUTDOOR WORLD

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL IN THE WORDS GREAT FIRES OF AMERICA by the Eds of

OF HENRY DAVID THOREAU. Thoreaus rele- Country Beautiful Gripping text & superb

vant reflections as naturalist essayist, social photos etchings & paintings lend insights into

critic & poet, concerning the land, wildlife & more than a score of momentous fires From
man from the classic Walden to his famous fires on ships to fires belching from oil wells'

Journal Pub at $7 95 special S398. Pub at S15% sale $8.96.

THE LIFE OF MAN. The writings of authors

from many times places & cultures offer im-

portant insights into what it means to be young
to be old or to have reached some point along

the way Pub at S14 95 sale $7 98.

THE BEAUTY OF THE OUTDOOR WORLD by
the Eds of Outdoor World Superb photography
plus a wealth of interesting facts about a wide
range of animal & natural wonders Rib at

Si? 95 sale $6.98.

101 WONDERS OF
AMERICA. By the Eds
of Onldooi Wotlil

From Hawaii s nil vol

canic fountains to the

placid transparent

lakes of Maine & ma-
jestic Niagam Falls

excitingly illiistiated

& written Ovei 150
full color |)hotos Pi ib

at S 19 95 sale $9.98

TREES OF AMERICA by the Eds of CXitdooi

World The tree from A to Z the best poetry

tales, thoughts legends & photography inspired

by our forests Includes the Bried Guide to

common species Pub at S12 95 sale $6.98.

THE NATIONAL PARKS OF AMERICA. New
Centennial Edition in which separate i hapters

document the wildlife & wilderness rWriUsan ul

our National Parks Puh at Si 7 95 special S7.98.

THE RIVERS OF NORTH AMERICA. By the Eds
of Outdoor World 34 of Americas rivers from
the mighty Missouri to Alaska s Yukon tWei
lent text & Superb photos rover then history &
NltNjft Mow thev rivers alter ! mi live*; tocl.iv

Pub at S15 95 sale S8.98

THE WONDERS OF WILDLIFE IN AMERICA
By the Eds of Out'joor Worli) Animals of Ai'ien

oa & many other !ar nls capturi*T hy the MX r4 .! >i

Imest photixjiaphers & nature writers satisfyu'o,

the human r.raving to know m< ne alxiut the

animal kingdom Puh at $1?fln sate S6.96

THE SPLENDOR OF
THE SEASONS. Hy
the Eds of OllMuiN
Wrukl The rhanqmu,
i il the Mttl »W & van
I hiS outcli mi activities

I ii -fitting each NflRfi HI

cc il< ii fully portraye.)

hy e*|ier1 phi lit KJI I

phers & nature wnt
ers Puh at Si:'9fi

sale S6 98

THE LURE OF THE GREAT WEST hy Frank
(ietlein l.iige 4 i olodul gallery that portrays

the v.iiiiiiis <!<Mii/ens >l the Old W-st hy such
AmeiH.in masteis as Seth Fastinan George
Cal"h Binghai" A f reileru Herninqti hi Puh it

$»«) sale $12.98.

GRAND
OPENING

GREATGIFT HARDCOVER
SALE NOW 20-80% OFF

paperback booksmith

POPULAR

KERMIT SCHAFER S
THE BEST OF
BLOOPERS. Con-
ceived by the creator

of the Pardon My
Blooper records that

sold in millions, the

hilarious book con-
tains the most famous
and infamous orvthe-
air accidents Only
$1.00.

WARNER BROTHERS
PRESENTS by Ted
Sennett The most ex-

tensive filmography of

Warners & First Na-
tional films ever as-

sembled 976 m all

meticulously listed

with cast, credits, plot

line or genre, with ex-

cerpts from news-
paper reviews Over
100 unique photos
Pub at $1195. *ery

$4 98.

RING BELLS! SING SONGS! Broadway Musicals
of the 1930s By Stanley Green. Intro by Brooks
Atkinson Definitive and extravagantly illus-

trated history of Broadway's most memorable
and tuneful decade Complete casts and credits

for all 175 musicals appearing on Broadway
from 1930-39 Pub at $14 95 now $5.98.

FOUR FABULOUS FACES: Garbo Swanson.
Crawford. Dietrich by tarry Carr The most
sumptuous film book ever published Illus with
over 1000 rare photos, many never before in

print and a 16-page color section of priceless old
magazines Pub at $40 00, now only $14.98.

THE AMERICAN MOVIES: A Pictorial Ency
ctopecta. By Paul Michael. Ed in Chief A pic-
torial guide to over 1000 of the best and most
popular sound films Illustrated compilations of
all the film awards from 1927 to present Over
1000 photos Pub at $1 7 50 only $5.96.

COOKING
THE EVERYTHING COOKBOOK by Betty
Wason Everything you II ever need to know
about food — choosing it. preparing it. enjoying
it, menu planning, gourmet entertaining, wines
and spints plus more than 2000 exating recipes'
Indexed Pub at $8.95. special now $4.98.

POPULAR FREEZER COOKING by Mary Berry
Lavishly illus m fgll color & monochrome Deli-

cious recipes utilizing the convenience of the
modern fraKer Farmhouse Pate Pizza. Crepes
Suzette. many more plus up-to-date information
on buying and preparing food for the freezer,

buying in bulk, etc Extra value import only
$2.98.

THE FOUR SEASONS COOKBOOK by C
Adams Special consultant. James Beard Gour-
met delicacies from one of the world's great
restaurants. The Four Seasons Avocado Shrimp
Louis to Zabaglione with Amarerti aah*
Printed on colored paper a work of art' Pub
at $2500. only $1Z95.

Mountain Farms Mall
Had ley

(413) 584-2045

CHINESE COOKING. Here are the authentic
recipes for Peking Duck. Crab Foo Yong, Tea
eggs, chicken & pineapple. Tung Po pork. Chop
Suey. fried nee. eight precious puddings Illus

throughout in beautiful 4-color photographs
Pub at $695 only $2.98.

ITALIAN REGIONAL COOKING by Ada Bom
144 pages of full color photos Stunning gas-
tronomic tour through 600 tested recipes photo-
graphed in native settings Pub. at $1995. only

r *
THE FAMILY COOK-
BOOK in Color By
Marguente Patten. Fwd
by Ann Seranne Com-
plete guide to cooking
for both expenenced
cooks & hesitant be-

ginners — over 1000 tested recipes for every

occasion - over 100 color photos' Only $2.98.

NATURE
ALL COLORBOOK OF MUSHROOMS A FUNGI
by M Savonius Exotic work) of mushroomsand
fungi Extra value import only $2.98

WHAT FLOWER ISTHAT? By S Macoboy Fore-
word by G Kalmbacher Brooklyn Botanical
Gardens Over 1000 full color photos Desenbes
1 250 varieties of plants, trees, shrubs that can be
grown in the U 5 Exceptional value only $6.95.

INDOOR PLANTS by J Ward & P Peskett The
easiest guide of all to choosing 4 successfully
growing indoor plants Special $3.98.

ART
CHAGALL by L ventun 53 hano-tipped plates

all in delightful full color

MATISSE by J Lassaigne 57 hand-tipped plates

Each pub at S89b Now only S3.95.

IMPRESSIONISM Vol I * Vol II by J Leymane

Onq jiub at S8 95 each New complete ed

only S3.95 each.

NORMAN ROCKWELL ILLUSTRATOR by Ar-

Ihur L Guptill Preface hy Dorothy Canfiek)

F«h« 437 illus 43 in full color Beautiful best-

-ellinq vo'ume which shows the works of Amer-

H as most hritNMl artist Thirty years of Sattn

,l,iv Fw •' "' '<; I < "•' a >ver s. hundreds of at u cdr >tes.

%i<l M««.' Puh at SI7 50 only S7.95.

i

ART TREASURES IN ITALY Ed by Myers &

ART TREASURES IN SPAIN Copplesto.ie

ART TREASURES IN FRANCE. Intro by

iieimain Ra/m Each puh at S6 95 Each S3.98.

CRAFTS
THE COMPLETE BOOK OF MODEL RAIL-

ROADING hy David Sutton Complete guide to

railio.uiinq lore filled with practical ideas and

Knowhiiw Puh at $15.00 sale S5 98

COMPLETE BOOK OF HANDICRAFTS: A Step-

by Step Guide to Popular Handicrafts Ed hy

I Hlake \ J f ishei Ovei HtX) illus only $6.95.

MARY MARTIN S NEEDLEPOINT hy Mary Mai

tin liu In. les illusliateil fust efforts to

salKfyinqly elalxiiate j>ro|ects Puh atS1595.
now only S5.98.

ANTIQUES
GLASS PAPERWEIGHTS OF THE BERG-
STROM ART CENTER hy E C Cloak The first

( omple'e presentation o( worlds most famous
ee^K -titHi Put. at S199'> Only S6.95

THE BOOK OF
BOTTLE COLLECT-
ING hy Down Beck
Lavishly illustrated

book Concentrates
on and illustrates rare

or especially interest-

ing types Over 90
photos 25 full color

Special S2 98

THE ANTIQUES TREASURY OF FURNITURE A
OTHER DECORATIVE ARTS Ed by Alice W n-

chester & staff of Antiques Mag A breath-taking

lour of seven great living' American museums
816 Illus 16 full color plates Pub at $15 00
Only $6.98.

DOLLS by Antonia Fraser Full authoritative

survey of dolls through the ages 120 illus . 32
full color Puo at $5 95 Sate SZ98.

Anthology of Folk Music including more than 50
pieces by Pete Seeger. Woody Guthrie. Rod
McKuen. Leadbelly. John Lee Hooker. Lightnin

Hopkins and others 5 record set Schwann
list $24 98 Now only $7.98

Americana this collection includes Grofe s

Grand Canyon Suite. Gershwin's American in

Pans MacDoweUs Piano Concerto #2. Bern-
stein's Candide Overture Ives 4th of July and
Washington Birthday Suites. Gould's American
Suite and other famous pieces 3 record set

Schwann list $14 96 Now only $5.96

Mozart's Most Famous Piano Music theme from
Elvira Madigan" by Walter Klien. Chnstoph
Eschenbach plays the Concerto in A Major. Paul

Badura Skoda plays the D Minor Concerto. Al-

fred Brendel plays the B Flat Concerto and other

favorites by Haebter and Frankl 3 record set—
Schwann list $14 98 Now only $5.96

The Best of she Blues a superb collection fea-

turing the reknowned Brownie & Sonny. Ray
Charles, Memphis Slim. Otis Spann, Big Bill

Broonsy . Big Joe Williams and others — 3 record
set — Schwann list $1498 - Now only -596

Handel's Messiah the complete oratorio fea-

tures the London Philharmonic Orchestra and
Char under the direction of Sir Adrian BouH —
3 record set Schwann list $1498- Now only

$5.96

The Best ol Johann Strauss His most famous
waltzes and overtures including Blue Danube.
Gypsy Baron. The Emperor and twelve other

favorites featuring Edward Strauss and his Sym-
phonic Orchestra - 3 record set — Schwann list

$14 98 - Now only $5.98

RECORDS
Classical Ballet including Nutcracker Suite.

Swan Lake Suite. Coppelia Suite Sylvia Suite.

Les Sylphides. Giselle 3 record set - Schwann
hstS 14 98 Now only $596

The Baroque and Classical Trumpet works by J
S Bach. Handel Telemann Purcell. Vivaldi.

Torelli. Albinoni. Biber and others of this great

period Performed by the Eastman Brass
Quintet and Europes finest including the Tele-

mann Society Orchestra and the Wurttemberg
Chamber Orchestra - 5 record set Published
at S24 98 Now only $7.96

Tchaikovsky — His Finest Music (Limited Edi-

tion) of the masters piano music includes Con-
certo «1 in B Flat. Concerto »2 in G Concerto
«3 in E Flat. Concerto Fantasy for piano fea-

tures brilliant piano virtuosity of Michael Ponti

3 record set Schwann list $14 98 Now
onry $5 98

Ravel — Debussy outstanding collection of

these great composers' works includes Noc-
turnes, Claire de Lune. La Mer. Mother Goose
Suite. Iberia Arabesque. La Valse and many
other beloved pieces Soloists include Peter
Frankl Abbey Simon. Waiter Klein and orches-
tras include Rochester Philharmonic 5 record
set Schwann list $24 98 Now only $7.96

Bach's Brandenburg Concertos 1 — 6 plus the
well known triple Concerto m A Minor. Harpsi-
chord Concerto »1 in D Minor featuring Bach
Collegium and the Wurttemberg Chamber Or-
chestra 3 record set Schwann list $14 98 -

Now only $5.96

Worlds Greatest Ceifsts featuring Pablo Casals
playing Beethoven Archduke Trio and works by
Pierre Fournier and Janos Starker 3 record
set — Schwann list $14 98 Now only $5.96

BEET1T0VF
waiuM snBNMjk. » rot nrnanui tntrnusv <«rNor»
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SYMniONUS

Beethoven Complete Nine Symphonies
William Steinberg conducting the Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra 8 record set Published
at $44 50 Now only $12.98.

The Classic al Guitar all the great masters in-

cluding Andres Segovia. Montoya, Williams.
DePlata 5 record set - Schwann list $24 98 -

Now only $7.96.

Not responsible for typographical errors

Paperback Booksmith has all the new and best selling hardcover titles, and we have thousands of quality paperbacks from 75c to $5.00, too.

Can't come in? Mark the books you want, then clip and mail this ad to the store nearest you with your check or money order.
Be sure to include 75c per order for postage and handling, plus appropriate sales tax. Hurry, supplies are limited.

Name - - Address - - - — _ Important: No mail orders on record*.

AFRO-AMERICAN VOCAL MUSIC.
The Voices of New Africa will

perform a concert of Afro American
Vocal Music. Thursday, 12 6 at 8: 15 in

Bowker Aud.

ALL VETS:
Rumor control bulletin. Spring

term to start late due to energy
crisis! True of false? Either way,
don't worry, you will still get full

Dec. and Jan. check.

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC:
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in 901 C.C.

Please come and bring suggestions
for spending money.

ARAB-ISRAELI PEACE FORUM:
Open discussion meeting today and

every Weds. 3:30 p.m. C.C. 177.

ART HISTORY GROUP:
Many trips and projects for next

semester. If you might want to attend
any or all, you must attend this

meeting — Thurs. 12 6 In 902 C.C. at 7

p.m. Meeting will be brief.

BOIC STUDENTS AND FACULTY:
Today's cluster party is for

students and faculty interested in the
areas of Environmental and Natural
Sciences from 4 5:30 at 416 Goodell.

BICYCLE CLUB WORKSHOP:
In C.C. 902 at 7 tonight, Wheel

truing and spoke workshop —
everyone invited.

BIKE CLUB MEETING:
The Valley Cycle Club will discuss

last year's racing activities and plan
for this season. Anyone interested in

racing or fast touring is invited. 12 15
at 7:00 p.m., 902 C.C.

BOOK TO READ:
We have books at the Central Area

Counseling Center that are there for
your use. Topics dealing with racism,
sexism, counseling skills and
theories, academic majors booklets
etc...B2 Gorman, 5 0894.

CC-SU STUDENT EMPLOYEES:
Student employee representative

to Board of Governors will be having
office hours 4 6 p.m. in 817 C.C.

CHESS CLUB:
Beginners' lecture tonight 7:30 on

chess openings. Special meeting for

all club members at 8:30 to discuss
selection at team for Pan American

Intercollegiate. If you want to be
considered, but can't come tonight
call Jim 6 9393. Meetings in C.C 165
169.

CHESS LECTURE:
"Opening Strategy — How to

Survive the First Ten Moves".
Tonight in C.C.

COMMUTERS:
Woman's Guide to Amherst and

Northampton and The First Time
Renters Guide are available in the
Lounge, and rm. 229 Whitmore. The
Commuter Assembly will meet
tonight at 5:15 in the Lounge. All

welcome.

QUINN '74 MEETING:
Open meeting Thursday night 12 6

at 7:30 in 168 C C Discussion and
open forum of possible issues, the
Quinn record and plans for 1974
Come to listen, get involved or ask
questions.

SCIENCE POTPOURRI:
Klaus Schultz' Science Methods

Class: due to a last minute conflict,
tonight's class is rescheduled for
tomorrow 6:30, same place. Call me
at 5 2799 if you can't make it. Sorry
for the inconvenience Klaus.

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB:
Avalon Hill Players! Meeting Wed

nite. 12-5. 6:00 p.m. C.C. 103. All
newcomers welcome.

a.m. In the vicinity of Bell's All l

want are the ID'S. Send thru Campus
Mail to 233 Emerson or Call 545 7276
Thanks and peace.
LOST:
Two books Tree Maintenance and

Trees of North America left in car
while hitch hiking on Rte. 2 to
Lunenburg Person (s) from

Tewksbury please return 546 4375,

Randy.
LOST:
Ring — silver band type with

cuttings of triangle, staff, dove, fig

leaf. Sentimental value will give
reward for its swift return. Call 323
7083 any time.

UMass Police

New Emergency

Number

5-3111

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM:
Weekly meeting in 902 C.C. at 7

Thur.
00

DVP:
There will be a DVP

tonight at 6 in 801 C.C.

meeting

GEOGRAPHY ASSOCIATION:
Meeting tonight at 7.30 in 804 C.C.

Slide show, "Summers of Discontent
in S.E. Asia"? Also, discussion of
plans for Christmas Party Please
attend.

INTERCESSION SAILING:
Anyone interested in going with a

group to the Carribean to sail or if

anyone has any information con
cerning boat rentals there please call
Mr. Greenstein 542 2075.

JAPANESE-AMERICAN CLUB:
Planning meeting Thompson

floor Lounge 46:30 p.m. All

terested persons invited.

6th

in-

OUTREACH:
FOREIGN Students Volunteer

program. There will be a meeting of
all foreign students interested in

FSVP. The vent will take place in the
Colonial Lounge at 7:30 p.m. on
Thurs. 12 6. The purpose is to discuss
the various volunteer opportunities
available to foreign students.

STUDENT NURSE
ORGANIZATION:
Attention all nursing students!

Last meeting this semester to review
the plans for the convention. Don't
forget your dues Come to Morrill IV
Conference Rm at 7 p.m.

UCF COMMUNITY EVENING:
The United Christian Foundation

will hold a community evening this

Wed. open to all people, beginning at

7 p.m. in the Newman Center.

USED BOOKS AND RECORD
SALE:
Come on down and browse at the

Used Book and Records today and
tomorrow on Concourse Level. All

monies will go to the Heart Fund.

FOUND:
In vicinity of Central Area — male,

Irish setter, about 2 yrs. old, contact
Barb 546 6031.

FOUND:
Two pair of eyeglasses, found

Sunday morning in front of Crabtree

House. Left with Head of Residence.

SpMEHflERE
IN A GROUP?

M.'. I h l|)
•my si/i:

LOST:
Brown wallet, 3 Dec. at about 1:30

Program On ' 'Living Negotiations
'

'

"Living Negotiations," a three
day program, will be offered local
government department heads
next month by the Institute for
Governmental Services of UMass
The program will be given from 9

a.m. to 5 p.m. each Thursday for
three weeks, Dec. 6, 13, and 20, at
Memorial Building in

Framingham. There is no fee for

participants.

Eligible participants are
department heads and others in

local government who are involved
with negotiation policy.

Topics to be discussed in the
sessions are: statutory respon-
sibility and limits to bargaining,
understanding the issues, defining
goals, preparing for negotiations,

and simulated negotiations an
actual police contract.
The UMass Institute for

Governmental Services offers the
course in cooperation with the
Office of Selectmen, Framingham.
Funds are provided by the In-

tergovernmental Personnel Act of
1970, an activity of the U.S. Civil

Service Commission, which is

administered by the
Massachusetts Bureau of Per-
sonnel and Standardization.
Paul Dorr, an independent

consultant specializing in
management and labor relations
problems of the public sector, will
teach. Mr. Dorr teaches labor
relations and contract ad-
ministration at Boston College and

is a fact finder and arbitrator for

the Massachusetts Board of

Conciliation and Arbitration.

Houily service to Boston, New York City. Albany and
everywhere, direct from the University Campus. Extra
expiess service to Natick and Boston every weekend.
Lobby Campus Center Hotel

Tel. 545-2528 or 545-2006

U.Hass. innual Table Tennis Tournament

to be held Dec. 8 19

in WOPE Gym

from 9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Events will consist of men's singles, women's singles,
men's doubles, women's doubles.

The winner of each event and the runners-up of the
singles events will be eligible to attend an all-expense
paid trip to Central Connecticut College to participate
in the ACU-I Regional championships.

To enter entry blanks must be filled out in the StudentUmon Games Rooms (across from the Hatch) no
later than Thurs., Dec 6, 10:00 p.m.

The very special way to remember

available at

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center
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Listen to Handel's Messiah
on ourSystem$409,

andtakehomethe record
Most people have the pre-

conceived notion that because
a stereo system doesn't cost a
whole lot and because it isn't

the loudest, knobbiest thing
around, then it can't really

be good. So, we've commis-
sioned one of the great

masters to help us sell

our System $409.

And if Handel can't

convince you,

who can?
Believe us.

Nothing in its

price range can +

match our System 1 ^
$409 in pure sound •
quality. It's a carefully- thought-out package;

each component is a good buy in itself.

The Smaller Advent loudspeaker is the
key to our system's sonic excellence.

It's the only speaker costing less than the
larger Advent that can reproduce the entire
musical range, including the lowest notes

of a pipe organ and the bottom string
fundamental of a bass guitar. The Smaller

Advents sound not only as good as you
(or we) could hope, but actually well

beyond reasonable expectations.
The Nikko 5010 AM/FM stereo receiver
supplies more than enough power to

satisfy both you and the Advents: more
than 48 watts RMS. The FM and AM tuner

sections are both sensitive and selective so

for listening

Springfield
2095 Roosevelt Avenue

739-3847

HIMI'CU ^UOIIIM

NIKKO

^Sound
Company

fine stereo components and systems

Old AvonVillage
M mile past the junction of

Rt. 44 and 10

678-0565

All stores open 10-6 Monday through Saturday,
Thursday and Friday,-'til 9.

that weak stations as
well as strong ones will be

received with a minimum of

background hash and with
surprising fullness and

clarity.

To match the level of

quality that the Advents
and Nikko represent,

we include the

Garrard SL40B auto-

matic turntable. It

features Garrard's

Synchro-Lab motor

for unwavering
speed accu-
racy, as well as
a fully-adjustable

counterweight, gentle tonearm cueing,
adjustable antiskating compensation, and
sophisticated suspension system. We
include a dust cover, wood grain base and
Pickering V-15 magnetic cartridge for wide-
range sound and lightweight tracking.
The individual components normally

sell in our stores for $459, but when you buy
the complete system from the Sound
Company you save $50.

So come in and listen to The Messiah on
our System $409. And whether you take the
system home or not, we'd like you to take
home The Messiah Highlightsfwith Colin
Davis conducting the London Symphony
Orchestra, a fine Phillips Stereo recording
...just for listening.

SystemS409
Th« Advenr • rs

N:kko50!0AM FM
tvm imphher

i i:rard40B turntable

complete with Picker ;n i t' ATE
; idge. base and dliftl

•limited quantity

Storrs
Holiday Mall. Rt. 195

429-8231

Study

In England
Why not take a year off from the

dilemmas poised by UMass and
catapult yourself into a very dif-
ferent, flexible, academic
situation; that is, the Exchange
Program between the University
of Massachusetts and the
University of Lancaster in
England?
Because of its relatively recent

establishment, there is still much
room for student initiative and
innovation among the more
traditional courses of study
proposed in its charter. Lancaster
has departments of Natural
Sciences, Social Sciences,
Humanities and Technology. Its

student population of 2,500 lends
itself to more indvidualized and
conentrated classroom situations
than those offered at UMass.
Applicants for the program

should have at least a 3.0

cumulative average. Students
should plan to go during their

junior or senior years, and for the

full academic year. The proposed
program of study should fit into

their degree program.
Tuition and fees at the Univer-

sity of Lancaster are the same as
the cost of a year at the Amherst
campus. A limited amount of
financial aid may be available.
Students interested in applying
should contact Judy Epstein, 239
Whitmore, International
Programs Office.

Professional
Association
Workshop
The Professional Association in

conjunction with SBA Professor
Steve Michaels is contemplating a
program on "Evaluating Yourself
in Your Job" to be held in January.
Participants would learn
techniques for assessing job
performance and will evaluate
their own and other job situations.
The proposed format includes
advance readings, a preliminary
meeting, and then, two weeks
later, an all-day workshop. Before
planning can proceed, PA/UMA is

seeking expressions of interest,
particularly from the professional
staff. Interested persons should
send their names, job titles, and
brief paragraph describing their
jobs to Katie Gillmor, Memorial
Hall by December 15.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Best selling author Jess Siearn. who is

skillful at guessing zodiacal signs by
looking at an individual, tells me that he
finds the most difficult sign to be accurately
chosen is Aquarius "I can get the other
signs." says Taurus born Stearn. "but
Aquarius usually stumps me." Stearn adds.
"The only hint I can offer is that if the
person seems to like people, then I take a
chance and say. Aquarius '' According to
our author-expert, that usually rings the
bell How are you when it comes lo
correctly identifying the signs'1 How do you
score when you play our astrology game9

Let me know!
• * •

ARIES (March 21-April 19 >: Talk over
financial affairs with one close to you. Vou
have opportunity to consolidate efforts
Cycle is such that your judgment, timing
are apt to be on target Cancer. Capricorn
and Scorpio persons could figure
prominently.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You gain
access to opinions which in past have been
withheld You have wider choice. You
become better informed Sagittarius.
Gemini persons could play significant roles
Accent is on what goes on behind closed
doors

GEMINI i May 21-June 20) : Emphasis is
on steering clear of disputes among friends
Don't gel involved- «.n one side or the other
If you are not careful, you might find
yourself in the middle of a lovers' quarrel
Aquarius. Leo and Scorpio persons could be
featured.

CANCER ( June 21-July 22) : Stick to the
basics Review fundamentals. Make
changes based on valid information, not
allegations One who talks a great game
probably doesn't know the rules Don't feel
'he grass is necessarily greener elsewhere
LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Adjustment at

home is indicated Family member makes
known some sharp views, opinions Be
receptive Don't permit pride to create
major dilemma If diplomatic, you even
'ually get your way Take long-range
sighting

VIRGO ( Aug 23 Sept 22 1 : Spotlight is on
financing, investing, paying and collecting
One who talks money, handles policies and

-• — -ifh in nir!;ire S*>e

SYDNEY OMAM fe.
.n light of reality collateral is leatured
Protect self Plug legal loopholes.
LIBRA i Sept 23-Ocl 22) Obtain hint

from Virgo message Be aware of money
and how it gels that way Interest rates now
could be of paramount importance Older
individual could give benefit of experience
if you are receptive Capricorn person
mighi figure in important way
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Much may

be obscured -but this should not deter you
from (aking definite step forward Trying
(o hang on to past will not lead lo security
M.«ve ahead Gel rid of concept which keeps
>ou chasing rayyibow -and losing
proposition.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):
Creative forces coalesce You gain sense of
direction You are also able to do something
about getting lo where you want to go
Highlight individuality Imprint your own
style Be independent, original Member of
opposite sex is involved
CAPRICORN ( Dec. 22-Jan 19): Home,

properly, responsibility and results of
professional endeavors are spotlighted
You are asked to make decision The
requirement is understanding and
maturity Don't skip essentials Shortcut
will not suffice.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 Feb 18): Hold off
on short journeys Take special precautions
in traffic Don't be loo serious in reaction to
statements by relatives, neighbors Forces
tend lo be scattered and confusion could
have field day Be calm in the midst of
sound and fury.

PISCES ( Feb 19-March 20) : Funds may
be blocked Check legal procedures. What
you feel is a setback could boomerang in

your favor Minor points should not be
overlooked One who appears slow is ac-
tually working at a steady pace, in your
behalf

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
are inquisitive, a natural reporter, at-
tractive to opposite sex. fond of travel and a
person who is better at helping others than
when it comes lo self-interest Start you
made this year will begin to bear fruit in

1974. with June a most significant month. If
single, marriage is on horizon.
Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp
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Crossword Puzzler
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ACROSS

1 Part ot flower

6 Semi precious
stone

1 1* Sober

12 Commemorative
disks

14 Negative prefix

15 Classify

1 7 Send forth

18 Cravat

20 Harbors

23 Dutch town

24 Organs of

hearing

26 Molar

28 Spanish article

29 Narrow flat

boards

Wander about
idly (colloq )

Metal fastener

Rise and fall

of ocean

Go
Birds' homes
Note of scale

43 Mik. as dough
45 Pack away

46 Man s name
Go in

Resort

Warbled

Turkish
regiment

Printer's

measure

56 Vapors

59 Mistakes

61 Weird

62 Sows

31

33

35

36
39

42

48

50

51

53

55

3 Dance step
4 Above and

touching
5 European

dormouse
6 Part of "to be'

7 Earth goddess
8 Fruit drink

9 Domesticate

10 Omits from
pronunciation

1

1

Locations

13 Gravestone

16 Jog

19 Muse of

poetry

21 Civil injury

22 Blemish

25 Heap
27 Conceals

30 Part of play

32 Nuisances

34 Sharp
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1 Continued story

2 Man's
nickname
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Newspaper,
collectively

Tell

Facts

Heavy drinkers
Graceful birds

Erases
(printing)

Arrow poison

5 ESSB

49 Unusual

52 Long, slender
fish

54 Anger

57 Note of scale

58 Compass point

60 Hypothetical

force
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Major steps are being taken to

reduce energy consumption at

UMass, President Robert Wood
said recently..

In addition to such steps as
reducing thermostats in Univer-
sity-owned buildings, segments of

the University have moved to

make more efficient use of

buildings and . have rescheduled

j-» y<-? • • meetings and other events to

i*.VL£>Y'0'\1 I ,ff Cf C minimize travel.******&J umw* .., believe that tne University! as
a public institution, has a

responsibility to do all that it can to

Wood

On

employ energy conservation
measures." President Wood said in

a memorandum
Here measures already taken —

including lowering of thermostats
and rescheduling of building use —
may save up to 500.000 gallons of

heating oil or its equivalent in coal,

according to the campus Energy
Conservation Committee
The Campus has also reduced by

one week the length of its formal
Intersession period activities.

Originally scheduled lor January 7

to 25, Intersession programs for

students remaining on campus will

now be held January 14-25.

Between December 21 and
January 14, I Mass will turn off air

handling facilities, lower heat to 55

degrees, and turn off the

maximum number of lights. The
campus will seek to achieve the

equivalent of shutting down 60

percent of its academic plant and
75 percent of its residence hall

facilities

AMHERSTO**
AMITY ST.

iNS
^AtflS :^y

",• monumental
"l Mm of

Starts next Wed. Charlie Ch..plm Review

MONDAY t TUESDAY IAIQAIN KITES ALL SEATS SI M

SS4 2310

FOR SALE

Ski Hoots — KoMmonl t'astback. ft mrd
Can be reinjected to fit perfectly. I yr. old.

gd. rood New - 1 17.1. Ask 170. Call S4«-5»37

aft. «.

Ifl 2/ 10

Ski equip . Ii.iO.MO worth of new. uaed.

leftover skies, booti. clothing At CM Ski

Club sale Dec. 4*5. 1st Floor CC 12 p.m.-
9 p m

tf!2/«

(mmO symphonic stereo with AM-FM
radio, good cond Call Diane. 215 Fmerson.
540-7202. ISO

If 1 2-7

Live ( hrisdnas trees, select and tag
now. any MM 10.31. I.. Klitniak. 133 Ba>
ltd.. 1 ladle %

tf 12-12

Pioneer SX-020 AM-KM Stereo Receiver

la*, pair Dynaco A-25 Speaker*. III*.

( all Jim at 540-71 IV

tfl2-4

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

Male Nude lit; I Calendars. 12 men in

beaut, settings in full color 14.45. Let
llommes. P.O. Box 7*. La Mean. (A 92041.

If 12 7

Romantic nude couple* in beautiful
settings in a full color 1974 Calendar. 1 4.45.

lies Amants. P.O. Hox 79. I. a Mesa. ("A.

»20)ll.

If 12-7

Yamaha FG73 guitar, brand new. not
used, will sack for 150 or best offer. Call
Cat lie 0-1290

tf 12-5

FOR SALE
rot sale 2 VW snows, excellent con-

dition. • rim studded $25: I pair Head
slnds llenbe plstic boots Ifl 1/2 Scott Poles
all for !•»

12-7

Polaroid 4.ii Camera with focus Hash,
less than year old tm (all Dave 546-91011

after 7.

TIM

SUBLET

Itrucr Amplifier, ideal for guitar or
rleclric piano. 20» watts. 2 15" spk.
beautiful lead, sustain 1 25ft. or best offer
005-1705.

tf 12-1

1

PAl I. SOLDTIMF Fl RMTl RF is

having a clearance sale on specially
marked items. In addition our usual
i (implement of beds, bureaus, desks,
pictures, brie a brae, costumes, wierd
stuff I mated in the heart (the left

ventricle to be exact) of downtown
\mherst behind \ubuchons. IN TIIF
XI.I.FV. 253-1511. Open S days a week.
mmmI heated.

If 1 2-5

ror sale — Is Army signal generator. I-
-"»* V 1151. it works (all 549-1865. keep
lr\in«. best nights

If 1 241

2 bedroom apt . King Philip on free bus
route, lease Jan. -June. Iix5 per mo. incl
utilities, (all after 5 p.m.. 665-32JI3.

MM

( loseout: One pair ONLY— 12". 4-way.
air-susp. speaks. Demonstrator*, walnut
cabinet. Was S Mo pr NOW 1175 pr. Barry
MMMJ p.m.

If 1 2- 10

I bedroom modem apt. at Brandywine
on bus He. A/C, w/w carpeting, big bed &
living rms S205/month plus electric 549-
19 10

tf 12/12

Ouad system \.M-FM mpx 20 watt BSR
< hgr .

I ch synth. 2pr. ex. spkr. & phones
must be heard. 12*5 negotiable (all Jon 6-
5K32.

If 1 2-5

Snowtires. Firestone Town and Country
lire*, siie F70-I4. I year old. 140. Call 549-
6647 evenings.

Ifl 2-5

/enitli transoceanic AM FM Sw II band
radio. Bushwell custom 7x35 binocularsVW roof rack. 665-4744. keep trying.

Ifl 2-5

Hardly worn full length Air Force dress
winter coat. 140. 546-99X1.

Ifl 2-7

Photo Kn larger Durst 700m , with Nikor
5«mm fl lens. Timer, safelight. etc.

Creative 22 speakers, one year old. very
good cond. I4H.00 or best offer takes them
Must sell! Call Steve at 546-6:150

tfS-12

Sanvo 2.5 cubic refrigerator 3 months
old I yr. guarantee 150. Call 540-8274 ask
for Joyce Rm 210 JQA.

tf 1 2-7

Single in ( entral available. Call 546-5359
»r flMMk

tf 12-7

Panasonic stereo with turntable and
good speakers was $300, new selling for
lion i all 256-6346. keep trying

tf 12-7

Puppies I. ah/Shep. mixed eight weeks
old I to (all 250-013*. if no answer call 2S6-
01711.

tf 12-12

Tires — Ml brands. Radials. snows —
Ml types guaranteed, lowest prices. Call
5I6-N362. after 6.

1112-12

I IhIi in all util.. dishwasher. on I M bus
rte. li5ii/nio 1st mo. rent 1 125. Avail.
imninl 665-4416.

tfl2-10

\pl to share — Own room in 2 bedroom
tnwnhnuse. prefer female grad.. rent
negotiable (all 545-2697, days Judv. 233-
53111 eves

tf 12/12

I960 Nova SS 4 spd. 350 cubic inch. dk.
blue 15.300 plus mile*. Asking 1 1 2*0. Call
665-41X9.

tru/7

1969 Triumph t.To plus, super condition
esp mechanicals. Many new parts, ex-
cellent on gas. 11240. (all Larry 542-540*.

MM
1966 Dodge Dart. • cyl . r. ft h.. starker,

standard tran« . 2 good snows, good gas
mileage. liOfl (all Ralph. 546-7941.

MM
1965 P.mt ( atallna. running condition

with snows, best offer, (all 54.V230H. ask
for Joe 311.

MM
69 Datsun 2000. 5-spd. conv.. rad .

heater., excel cond. must sell. Call 256-

0522

MM
1964 T-Bird Classic, new tires, brakes,

shocks, exhaust, power steering, brakes,
windows, door locks, clean In and out. 1750
Call Bruce. 545-2223.

Ifl 2-7

66 Dodge Coronet. 3 spd. std. trans, in

excellent condition and runs very well.

Asking 1225 - a bargain at any price. Call
549-1660

UI2/7

AUTO FOR SALE

l!»67 - MfiB inhocc engine in very good
condition. Needs body and other
mechanical work . need money . Best offer
549-1165.

tf IZ-7

HELP WANTED

Oomg by air? |*t u* handle vour pre
'light. in-flight and post flight
arrangements at no cost to von Call
campus rep.. gfMfffj evenings.

IM2-I2

HOUSE FOR RENT

In Hatfield ran be six bedrooms & kit.,

plus livingroom on 5 acres. Call 247 5462 or

247-5571.
tfl2-6

FREE

Mlenlion Datsun owners I perform
all phases of major and minor repair
on Datsuns at less than half dealership
price I have four years automotive
experience two of which were
socializing in Datsun. I also have an
air-frame and Powrrplant License.
Phone Russell liar a 253-7456.

tf 12-12

Cute black puppy. 3 months old. has
shots, partially house broken, female.
Contact 256-6119 after 5 p.m. II is very
friendly.

Ifl 2-5

RIDE WANTED

Sheepskin (oat*, hand made to order,
cheapest prices, more info call 516
m.W. Rossi Ktrato Skis, never mounted 100.

If 1 2-7

To the Washington. D.C. area. Call Jane.
6-4041. 409 El (ashln

MMI

Wanted two guys need someone with car
to drive to Colorado to ski during Inter-
session. Call Mike, late 546-1459.

MM

65 VW Rug. IMS. engine, sticker
reasonable. 665-4741. Keep trying.

12-5

WANTED TO RENT

n Malibu Chevy Wagon paid 4100. Will
sell for 29110 David Wetherbee 6I7-544-336'
New Salem. Mass.

If 12 II

t.rad student would like to rent quiet
Place. Please write Don Dubois. PO Box
17:. West Hatfield. MA. OlOffi.

MM

Photos, passports, vitas, ap

plications, etc. Sixes and number of

photos negotiable. IN hour service.

II no minimum, (all Steve at 546-5ii;i

Dry Mount Press 12x15" Terhnol. like
new' Will handle 20x21" ring. Alan 545-

2550.

If 1 2-5

Fender Straloraster. Natural wood
finish, perfect condition. 1225. Call Mark,
days 5-0179. eves 665-2700.

If 1 2-1

2

A reliable ride needed to Pittsburg.
Chicago. Salt I ake City or Points West on
or around I>ec. I*. (all Pal at 772-0439 after
n:w.

MM]

I96N Ford Cortina (iT 24 A MPG. Konis.
Michrlins. many spare parts two (all
253 2213. after 5 p.m.

tf 12-12 MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

To and from campus Mon.-Fri. from
\tkins Fruit Bowl. Come in for X: 30. leave

al I: XI Will pay. Call 545-2619 and ask for

Stephie.

If 12-7

65 Pontiar l.emans. power slering.
power brakes, automatic trans. 1150. Call
Tom 501-0730.

MMI

KM Chevy 1/2 Ion pick up 1 125. 346
Puffton. after six.

tf 12-12

Motorcycle- 1973 Triumph Daytona 500
-like new. less than 2000 mi. 11200 or best

-,.'/ ' "" J,ck **-«•» °" ^wkend. 256-
K.i:t6.

If 12-1

1

I
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Gylan Kain to appear

at Lumumba Hut.

Tomorrow

Night

NRBQ

VI THK

Rusty Nail

Inn

Kic. I , . Sumlerlaml

665-1937

SERVICES

24 hr service — Passports. Lang's Photo
Studio 460 West St.. South Amherst. 253

314*.

MMI
Special I bedroom apt. to sublet at

Puffton Village. 1st month, rent only ITS.
avail. Jan. 1st to Sept. Call anytime. 540-

30S3.

1112-7

Need a babysitter? I am working up to

Xmas vacation, rates negotiated Call

Nina al 546-3197

If 1 2-6

Research — thousands of topics. 12.75
per page. Send 11 for mall order catalog
Research Assistance Inc.. 11941 W'ilshlre
Blvd.. Suite 2. L.A.. Calif. 90025

tflMZ

Van 4 Driver for hire — Moving,
hauling, delivery. I3.5fl/hr. plus gas. 26H-
3253. Curt Hamilton, evenings.

tfl2-6

PERSONAL

SCIFNCF. POTPOIRRI i Klaus
Schullr) Due to very important conflict
tonight's class changed to tomorrow 8:39,
same place.

Ifl 2-5

5 Coll. Canada Ski Trip. I days. 3nltes.
hotel, hkfsl. din . Iranspo.. apres. ski
party, all for |K3 Jan 22-25. B Baggins
Travel, 256-0116.

Ifl2-I2

X.iion s -Rod. vb. \h. Ah
Xhacinate. vharinalion.
vhacisl. \hack. Aback.
\haekward. \haclinal.

. Mia. Abacft.

Abaciscus.
\backstavs.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

tfl25

loanie & Heidi, good mrk in whatever
comes your way ! We'll be thinking of va!
Keep on Irurkin '! Pat & Max

Ifl 2-5

RDM Majoi in \slrnlogv now accepting
clients. Charts will be done during in-
tersession I all Jeffrey .lawer at 233-53K6

tfl2-IJ

Wink, good luek in Ohio State, have a
memorable lime stay away from The
Black \elvel and stick to the Coke The
"Vid" and 2nd fl

If 1 2-6

NFFDF.D A date for a well known rude
sports journalist, lo attend Xmas
Wayzgoosr. Dec. 7th Inquire al MDC
Sports Desk or WCMV-TV.

MM

2nd Floor's Knowllon Parly was a
success. Thanks for those who helped

• nrl made it better.

If 1 2-5

Actor, Poet And Lecturer
At New Africa House

21

Heart Fund Benefit Sale

Gylan Kain, star of the off-

broadway hit, "Black Terror" will
appear on Friday, December 7, at
10 p.m. at the New Africa House
Lumumba Hut.
The versatile actor, poet and

lecturer will conduct a poetry-rap
session along with the Holy Ghost
Fallout Shelter Musicians, a band
that plays The New Music.
Kain, who played "Keusi" in

Richard Wesley's "Black Terror"
which ran the 1971-1972 season at
New York's Public Theatre, is a
popular lecturer-poet who has
many radio and television ap-

pearances to his credit. He is

founder of the Original Last Poets
which included Felipe Luciano and
David Nelson.

Kain's appearance marks the
first of the Friday Night Series at
the Lumumba Hut which will
present leading poets and
musicians.

Ok

A used book and record sale
benefitting the Heart Fund will be
held Wednesday and Thursday,
December 5th and 6th, on the
concourse level of the Campus
Center.

Sponsoring this event is Sigma
Alpha Mu. This sale is just part of a
year-long effort on the part of SAM
to raise money for the Heart Fund.

Other events planned by Sigr^
Alpha Mu to benefit the He*,..
Fund include raffles, a carnival,
and possibly a concert with name
performers. Join in on the
Christmas spirit and come even if

it's just to browse. Help a worthy
cause — buy a book and-or record

!

No reasonable offer will be
refused !

!

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

>*!»
V*
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Mari|y" Chambers the Ivory Snow girl.

IF It the 99.44% pure? See for yourself.
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ROOMMATE WANTED MDC Classifieds TRAVEL
FOR RENT

Female roommate to share one bedroom
I in inshed apt. for spring semester. tHO per
month. Inrludes utilities on bus route, (all

Linda 250-0117.

(112-7

Wanted — male roommate. Hillside

apt., own bedroom. Ik 7 mi per month,
avail. Jan. I. Call OKS-47W.

MM
'. large rooms. IVi per month, use of

kitchen, bath. etc. Call SK4-5I3*

114-12

ROOMMATES WANTED

female lo share apt. near campus. 1m.
per month from Jan. 1st thru May. (all
M9-MTII after 4:30 p.m.

MM

Older M. Vegetarian pref. ( o-Op House,
near \mh High School, (all 25ft-K24«. after
•V

VIM

Mature female roommate wanted la
share apt in Puffton I7S per mo., all

utilities included, bus comes every 10
minutes. Suzanne. Mi t in".

Ifl 2-5

Roommate. Jan. I, prefer grad student
for quirt furn. house, own room. 175 per
mo and utilities, no sec. dep 5R4-2K.19

• after R p.m . Mirhele).

tf!27

Need roommate to share 2 bedroom
(liffside ap(.. on bus route. IK7.50 inc.

utilities, avail, immediately. B6.VII9K. ask
for Ooug

tf!2-7

Male for January I thru June, in Sun
derland. King I'hilip Apts.. on bus rt no
druxs. share phone. 192.50 per mo., util.

tod, NMHI.
lf!2-7

Hoom mates wanted. 2 females wanted
to share apt. in Hrandywinr. too per mo..
in bus rt.. available Jan. I. (all 54O-0204.

If 1 2-7

Kemale roommate for Jan. sem. King
l*hlllip Ant., own room. 192.50 per month
i in bus route (all A05-34K3.

If 1 2-7

Mnommale own room in 2 br (liffside
••in |m/per month, on bus route (all MS-
3007. after 10 p.m.

1112-11

Housemate lo share farmhouse with
quiet grad student, couple, land,
woods, and bubbling brook in Guilford.
VI. I arpool lo I'Mast. Must love
animals. Henl too plus it" -third

utilities, (all Greg 9-4. S-07HS.
exenings N02-254-9I72.

MM

Kemale only. Own rm. on bus route
avail. Jan. I. Ik- mo (all 549 1352 on
weekends and after 5 p.m.

tf 12-5

Vemale seeks single room in apt. or
house in Kasthampton area, will pay up to

Ml rent (all Paltle. 0-1290.

MM

l-arttr furnished room, close lo campus,
kitchen privileges, possible reduction for
babysitting, (all 549-1213 except 2-4 p.m.

MM

Solid gold weekend in Puerto Rico. Jan.
1-7. 1209. featuring (hubby Checker The
Platters. Skyliners and others. For Info

BI7

MM

I bedrm 1125-mo. h. hw. 15 nun from
I Mass on Rte. S3 in Millers Falls. High
ceilings, hdwd firs. Quiet, storage area.
059-3X40. after 4 p.m.

tfl2-7

150 yr old restored colonial. 3-4 bdrmt.
garage & pond, family or grad student
preferred New Salem. Likely LiningsMH

If 1 2-5

I bdroom apt lit', includes utilities on

bus line, atailable Jan. I. (all 005-3213 or

005-4190. (liffside. ask for Rob.
1/12-11

I l.<li in (liffside Apt. atail. Jan. 1st. 1155
mo., all util.. dishwasher, garbage disp.

(all 005-1002.

MM

oi^l ' ^* 'B lne «rop 'c• , *««-mth
<>l So America. January |-22. | ZHn i

?' J"', n^«- S45-I3W. 54^0«»».

lime * ""mrttatrty if Interestedlime * spare limited.

1/12-7

OVERSEAS JOBS

\uslralia. Furope. S America
\frua StudenU all profession and
occupations 1700 lo 13000 monthly
Ftpense* paid, overtime, sightseeing
Free Information Write: Trans World
Lesearch. P.O. Bo» Mi tor(e
Madera. (A. 94925 Dep(. #4.

tf 12-12

WHO'S WHO SELECTIONS

FOR RENT

Spacious Cambridge style I bdrm apt in

Millers' Falls. ras> ride to Amherst on Rt.

O, Il.Vi/mn . w/heat • hoi water 250-HH96

Ifl 2-5

ROOM FOR RENT

Female to share small house in rountr>
25 mi. from Xmherst. Orange with another
female I Mass student and small child lit.

plus util. 0I7-219-45H7.

HI2-7

Neat responsible irmale — own room in
s»iss \illagr \pt avail Jan. I. 250-0020

MM
Couple m anted lo share 2 bedroom apt

«ilh olher couple Rent 195 total. If in-
terested rail llaxc at 250-045:1. Sandx at
510-7 1

1.»

If 12-7

lluge ( ounlrx Home uith Sauna, all
lemodeled :• baths. 2 kitchens. 2 living. I
bdrms. I lofts. Likely Listings. 2S0-KK9fi

tr 12-.-,

bdrm Ranch in < ntmfrv w 12 acres,
garage, familx room and work room.
Storage area. Likely Listings. 250-KK90

If 1 2-5

I (in urn • apartment, all util.. alr-

tood . n<«»l. parking. lIMn per mo. Amherst
Motel opp. Zayre's. 250-0122.

If 12-7

(liffside Apis — one bedroom, campus
busline, dishwasher, all utilities. 005-4744.
keep trying

If 1 2-5

Large furnished .00m with ',, bath in
private home. 175 per month, (all 250-K94H
after 3 p.m.

Ifl 2-7

WHO'S WHO: Do you know any
senior /junior I Mies who should be in
who's who among students due to their
inxnlvement in Campus/Community
actixilirs To nominate someone all
>ou haxe lo do is drop off a brief
statement including who they are and
what they ha\e done at 1 Mass at the
student Senate Office. 120 SI' bv 4
p.m. 12/10

IflMO

LOST

Furnished rooms on edge of campus,
quiet location, free parking, occupancy
January 1st. Call 549-0397 after I p.m

•M2-0

l.osl at Rusty Nail — Red Tool Rox with
parachute rigging tool & irreplaceable log
book. Reward, call 017-544-7139 on
weekend. 250-0330.

if 1 2-7—s: —
,

ENTERTAINMENT

Room available in Puffton after 1st of
Jan.. I7K per month. Call 549-1378.

If 1 2-7

Crouchn. (hico. A
Marylin Monroe in '

Their underground
released. Sal.. Dec. 0,

llarpo romp with
'Love Happy" —
classic just re-
7-9-11 Mahar.

MM
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Women's

1973

LM.

Track

Champs
SUE GRASSONOVITO —

Individual Champion.

TEAM CHAMPIONS-VAN METER VIKINGS. (From. L-R) Angle I'.duL Joanne
Scanton. Lois (ampenella Sue Graasonovltt. (Back. L-R) Jane Doran. Connie Dear
born. Sally Lamport. Mike Campella

IMHVIDl \l. WINNERS- -Front. L-R» Sue Gra.aonovito. Kathy O Brim Donna
llanman. Karen Winn (Back. L-R) I oi* (ampenella. Joanne Seanlon. Angle Padula
m-hbir Kirchmrr. Judy l.o\rl\

Last Year . Considered Quitting

Cappelletti Cops Heisman
John Cappelletti capped an

outstanding comeback season on
Tuesday when he was named
winner of the 1973 Heisman trophy.
The Award is given annually to the
nation's outstanding college
football player.

The 6-foot-l, 215-pound senior
running back from Upper Darby,
Pa., more than doubled the point
total of runner-up John Hicks, an
offensive tackle from Ohio State.
No interior lineman has ever won
the Heisman Trophy and Hicks
was one of the few ever to finish as
high as second.

Cappelletti received 229 first-

place votes and 1,057 points from
819 Hiesman electors across the
country. Hicks received 114 first-

place votes and 524 points. He was
followed by Texas fullback
Roosevelt Leaks, Kansas • quar-
terback David Jaynes and Ohio
State tailback Archie Griffin.

Cappelletti carried the East,
South and Far West, while the
Midwest went for Hicks and the
Southwest for Leaks.
Cappelletti, a high school

quarterback who played defensive
back as a Penn State sophomore,
said he entertained thoughts of
quitting last year after his third
game as a running back. He failed
to gain 100 yards in any of those
games, although he surpassed that
figure five times later that season
and eight times this year.

"After the Iowa game last year I

was really confused and I felt I just
didn't have it any more," he said.

"I felt maybe tailback wasn't my
position. It was the lowest point I

ever had in college. I had thoughts
about going and seeing Joe
Paterno."

Cappelletti held off, though, and
the next week he gained 124 yards
in only 21 carries against Illinois.

"That game turned me around,"
Cappelletti said. "I learned a
lesson... that if you stick with
something longer than you think
you can, things will work out for

you."

Cappelletti stuck with it and
galloped for 1,117 yards last
season. He increased it this year to

1,522 yards on 286 touchdowns in

leading Penn State to an 11-0

record and a berth in the Orange
Bowl. His career total of 2,639
yards is second only to Lydell
Mitchell's 2,934, and Mitchell
played three years as a running
back.

"I'm pretty excited about

winning the Heisman," Cappelletti

said. "But as a kid, pro ball was
more of a goal than the Heisman
Trophy. I used to watch Gino
Cappelletti play and I'd wonder if

the name meant anything."
The Cappellettis are not related.

Although Paterno calls him "the
best football piayer I've ever been
around," Cappelletti is a modest
voima man who says he doesn't

think he's "so spectacular that the
pros will expect me to burn holes in

the turf. I consider myself a con-
sistent type who gets better as time
goes on."

Cappelletti is majoring in law
enforcement and corrections and
after a professional football career
he hopes to work on the federal
level, possibly as an FBI agent.

Women's Council
OK's Scholarships

By BETH O'BRIEN
Last night, the Women's Athletic Council, consisting of representatives

of the various women's sports teams, and Chaired by Jane Farr, ap-
proved a motion to award scholarships to women participating on a
varsity sport. The motion will now be subjected to approval by Athletic
director, Frank Mclnerny, for possible implementation next year.
The Scholarship Committee, a sub-committee of the Women's Athletic

council, will now get to work on drawing up guidelines as to how the
money should be awarded and to whom. This will be subject to the ap-
proval of the Women's Athletic council and finally, to Mclnerny.
The scholarship committee is uncertain as to what guideline it will

recommend for the awarding of athletic scholarships, and un-
derstandably so. Chairperson Jane Farr explained that both committees
are waiting for the final rulings on policies from the parent organizations,
the AIAW ( Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women) and the
EAIAW ( Eastern Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women)
before proceeding on making policies of their own that may have to be
changed.
But the future of athletic scholarships for women looks bright.

Apartment RATES Reduced

starting Jan. 1, 1974

$20.00 per month reduction

lVa, 2 and 2Va room apartments all utilities included,
parking, pool, air-cond, near shopping, short term lease.

AMHERST MOTEL APARTMENTS
Northampton Rd. — Opp Zayre's

256-8122

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY
4:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except during league play)
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Young Minutemen Grapplers

Face Crucial Match At Rhody
By JOHN BOCK

UMass is 2-0, defending New
England Champions, and has five

freshman wrestling for them.
URI is 0-0, New England Hun

ners-up, and has four New England
Champs and two Runners-up
wrestling for them.
Who is going to win?

On paper it looks like Rhode
Island, because they have the

experience, but they are just

opening and the Minutemen have
two matches under their belt.

Rhody has the home match ad-

vantage and are supposedly going

to draw a good crowd to Keaney
Gymnasium. Because of the

distance to travel, by the time this

paper hits the campus the

Minuteman contingent will be on
their way down to Kingston for the

2:00 PM weigh-in and the 7:00

match.
"The reason we are leaving so

early is that the last two times we
went down there, we arrived about

6:15, ate in less than an hour, and
then wrestled. You just can't do it

that way," emphasized Coach
Homer Barr.

The best way to preview this one
is to list the contestants. At 118 for

UMass frosh Gene DiObilda who
has moved into the spot left vacant
by Dave Amato, who has
graduated and moved on to URI as
an assistant coach. For the Rams,
Richie Adham, New England
Runner-up and a senior with a lot

of experience. At 126 the
Minuteman have Larry Reynolds
and he faces the man who beat him
three times last year - NEUWA
Champ Scott Pucino.

The 134 pound bout might be a
break for UMass as Rhody has a
choice of two JV's while UMass
puts Freshman Bob Schab out
there. At 142 it is a meeting of two
old foes, UMass' Russ Chateauneuf
and URI's Joe Savino. It was
Savino that was demolished in the
New England finals in 1972 as
Chateauneuf racked up his first

New England title. Last year Russ
sat it out and Savino made it to the

finals again-and lost again.

The 150 pound bout sees two
freshmen. UMass has Steve
Jabaut, a very smooth New
Yorker, while URI has Larry

Tracksters Try
For Road Repeat

By SCOTT HAYES
Today's Indoor Track meet at Rhode Island will utilize the same script

as last Saturday's meet with Maine, except for some changes in the cast.
Rhode Island, who gave UConn a battle last year, finished fourth in the

Conference during the winter season and third in outdoor track. URI is
another team that is especially strong at home, and last year the Rams
took UConn down to the last event. UConn went into the meet with 44
straight wins, and barely kept the streak alive by winning 61-57.
URI will be paced by a strong corps of pole vaulters which includes

Bruce McCracken, Mark Jerro and Terry Leonard. McCracken and Jerro
both have cleared 15', while Leonard has vaulted 13'6". UMass will be at a
disadvantage because its vaulters haven't had a chance to get in all the
practice they need. Last Saturday, the team didn't take any pole vaulters
to the meet, which is equal to spotting the opposition nine points.
Kevin Smith, a sophomore high jumper, is one of the best individual

performers for URI. He cleared 6'7" in his freshmen year, but will be a
question mark in today's meet.
URI has a fairly good group of hurdlers. Bob McMahon and Scott

Randall have been timed in 7.7. McMahon and Randall will be backed by
Bill Padgin.
The Rams lack depth in the remaining events, but are well represented

in the middle distances. Bill Baptiste has run 1 : 14.4 in the 600, and Stanley
Trager was timed in 2:16 for the 1,000-yard run. Steve Hague, Rhode
Island's number two man in cross country along with Tom Grundy lead
the distance runners. Grundy had quite a season as a harrier for the
Rams, and should be among the top finishers in the distance events.

In the 35-pound weight throw, Richard Szrom threw 49' last season.
URI's mile and two mile relay teams are on the same level with those of
UMass. The meet could go down to the last two events, as it did on
Saturday.
SHORT SPRINTS - Ron Harris will replace Mark Hughes in the high

jump, while the other competitors in the sprints, hurdles and jumps will
remain nearly the same. Chris Farmer will run either the mile or the
1,000. Other changes include the insertion of Francis O'Keefe and Rick
Fahey in the middle distances and the resting of Tom Wilson. John
McGrail will make his indoor track debut, probably competing in the two-
mile. Larry Whitfield and John McCullough will replace Tom Beland and
Barron Littlefield on the mile relay team.

Television Tonight
l:M KNSKiV OTOOI.K Operation:
Whodunit "

i 18)

IMM.WS IIKIMIKS The Critiendnn
Plan "

i 22

1

I:a TIIK MML MaCOIl "Don't Be
Nosey "

( 18 *

TIIK LUH SHOW Lucy and the Pool
Hustler" » 22>

TIIK KI.KCTRU COMPANY (24»

C.OMKH PVI.K The Blind Dale " (27)

IMM.W S IIKHOKS The Swing Shift
"

I Ml
NKWS. WKATIIKK. SPORTS i 40)

v.". ttll AT S MAPPKNIMi IPDATK (3)

fi:lMI NKWS (3) (8) (22>

I SPY- "A Cup of Kindness "
< 18)

DOM] 124) 157)

PKTTKOAT JtNCTION Betty Jo
Catches ihe Bouquet " (27)

TO TKI.I. TIIK TRITII Garry Moore,
host (30)

Wll.l) Will) WKST Night Of the Lord
of Limbo." (40)

«::*» NKWS (31 (22) (30)

ARC KVKNINK NKWS (8)

MAKING THINGS GROW (24)

INTAMKI) WORLD (27)

I.OUS LYONS: NKWS AND COM-
MKNT (57)

K:."> NKWSHKAT NKWS I 40)

TIKI \UI\T IN TIIK WORLD (3)

TRITII OR C ONSKQIKNC KS Bob
Marker, host (8>

TIIK 'Ml CT.I'H < I8>

NKWS. WKATIIKR. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOI H UTIRK IS NOW * 24)

MOVIK "The Admiral Was A Lady
'

'27i

ARC KVKNING NKWS (40>

TIIK RKPORTKRS la?l

7::» TIIK PRIC K IS RIGHT (3)

YOI ASKKD KOR IT I 8>

TIIK HOLLYWOOD SOI ARKS Peter

Marshall, host
|
22'

TIIK KRKNl II ( IIKK '24) <57)

\NIMAI .WORLD Animalsof i he Arctic
Va " CIO)

OR AGNKT 4()(

H:lMl IC ONN RXSKKTHAI.L (3)

DKAI. WITH TIIK ISSl KS (8)

NR\ RVSKKTRALL I 18)

\DAM-I2 "NnAk Kasl Division" (22)

Ml
HILL MOYKRS IOI RNAI. <24( (57>

DIC K I LARK PRKSKNTS THK ROCK
\ND ROLL YKARS I 40)

x :m MOVIK "Bloodsport " <8i 1401

MYSTKRY MOVIK The Window That
U.isn i

"
i 22 1 IMl

CONKLICTS Incident at Vichy " (24)
I ">7

'

:M HORIS KXRI.OPK PRKSKNTS
IHRII.I.KR The Closed Cabinet ." (27)

nimi Ko.l \K The Corrupter" <3>

OW \N M \RSII ML. C Ol NSKLOR AT
L \W Snatches of a Crazy Song "

I 8' I 40)

JIMMY S\\ U.C.AHT SHOW I 18)

I.OYK STORY '22i
( 30

>

NIC IK U' POWKH DKBATK (241

NKWS 27"

KYKNING KDITION WITH MARTIN
M.RONSKY ' "i7i

1(1 Mi THK LIYINC. WORD ( 18)

JOXNNK C ARSON SHOW ( 27)

HOOK UK AT i 57

1

II ini NKWS. WKATIIKK. SPORTS I SI ' 8i

'18' '22 i ' 27 1 i 3(1 1 (40>

< APTIONKD \HC KYKNINC. NKWS
i :>7

'

11:31 \io\IK Ride the High Country"
c»>

WIDK WORLD OK KNTKRT MNMKNT
'Hi I Ml
JOHNNY ( \RSON SHOW <22> .Till

I: (Ml NKWS ' H' '40'

TOMORROW Tom Snvder host > 22*
tip

Hovey, a very strong Rhode
Islander. At 158 Cliff Blom also

runs into an old enemy - Greg
Gamon. Gamon upset Blom last

year in overtime in the New
England finals, so Cliff will be out
for revenge.

At 167 Steve Benson will meet
Jim Urqhart, the* defending
NEUWA 167 pound champ. The two
have never wrestled, but a close
match is predicted. At 177 fresh-

man Robin Osborne will meet a
fellow New Jersey stater, Stu
Horowitz, the NEUWA Champ.
Horowitz was the only New
England Champ to make it to the
quarter-finals at last year's NCAA
Tourney.

The 190 pound match has
NEUWA Runner-UD John Conolly
wrestling Rhody's Tad Sargent.

The heavyweight bout will see

Minuteman Dennis Fenton wrestle
URI's junior college transfer Tom
Miro. Miro was third placer in the

Junior College Nationals.

Swimmers Take

On Wesleyan
Having dropped their opening

meet with Maine, the swimmers
are playing host to the Cardinals of

Wesleyan University this af-

ternoon at 4 in Boyden Pool.

Notices
PEP BUS - The Varsity M

Club still has a few seats open
for the trip to the URI
basketball game this Saturday
evening. The bus fare, that

includes a game ticket, is $8.50

and the bus will leave from the
Boyden Lot at 4:15 p.m.
Saturday. It should return near
12:30 that same night. Call

Jack Walsh at 253-9375 after 6

tonight.

VOLLEYBALL CHAMPS —
Team Managers of Men's,
Women's, and Co-Rec
volleyball championship teams
are to pick up campus playoff

bracket forms in the IM office
immediately.

Dave Eibel

On The Sidelines
Pats' fans have been too quick to praise their heroes....Chargers,

Packers, and Oilers with combined records of 7-26-3 are not exactly the
class of the NFL...You can unfurl your banners if they beat the
Bills...Felonious Impersonation Award goes to Al Skinner for acting like
a seven-foot center against Harvard... Inside Info. Dept. Mike Marshall,
Expos' brilliant relief man to be traded to an American League club or
retire... Phillies' trade of Lersch and Craig Robinson for Braves' Ron
Schueler ranks with history's worst...But what do you expect from
Philly...With Bruins' charter flights canned after New Year's, look for
Beantowners to take busses at least to NYC, Montreal, Philly, and
possibly Toronto Russkies' cancellation of series with NHL in
December caused not by Russian claims of financial rip-offs but
realization that they'd lose every game...By the way the Soviet Nationals
will be in New Haven for an exhibition with the AHL Nighthawks on
January 8...last year's score was 8-3 for the Bobrov Boys. ..With the NHL
reserve clause being thrown out watch for league to be further
diluted...anyway, can you picture Bobby Orr signing with the California
Not-So-Golden Seals. ..Speed-Up Sports Dept...NHL and hockey in
general is being slowed down by over-abundance of whistles caused by
defensemen freezing the puck, icing the puck, and goalies roaming the ice
to sit on the puck ..why not charge a team with a two-minute penalty for
delay of game after it's stopped the play ten times in a period?..

-

something like foul-shooting in basketball... only after six team
fouls. Can't Understand it Dept. why the hell doesn't this place have a
hockey rink?... is it politics, tight-money policies or what?... In any event,
UMass will never attract any blue-chip skaters until the hockey
Minutemen have a home of their own...Shoulder Pad Dept. Peil Pen-
nington will end up with a bonus contract to play wi^h the Montreal
Allouettes next year... In the Future Dept. NFL will expand to Montreal in
'77 after 75,000 seat domed stadium is completed... Bruins will run away
with NHL Eastern crown this year...Look for Ken Dryden back in the
pros next year...watch for Marcel Dionne to be traded to Montreal with
Wings getting a defenseman and Dryden's negotiation rights in return...

-

Minutemen skaters to win by three over Williams at the Orr Quonset Hut
tonight... the New York Football Pygmies are the worst bunch of chokers
in sports history... they've been playing all season as if they're at a
costume ball...Male Intuition Dept. Pats' John Tanner will be with
Montreal in the Canadian League next year...He's rumored to have
already signed a contract with them.. .NHL 's new European players:
Leafs' Jorge Salming and Inge Hammarstrom along with Detroit's Tord
Lundstrom proving that top European hockey teams could compete at
least on a limited basis with the NHL. ..Story of the Week Dept. Wayne
C ashman, once stopped for drunk driving in Ontario, was allowed to
make the customary one phone call. ..he made it; not to his lav.yer, but to
the local Chinese restaurant...

(StysPAIlft
Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

a* GERMAN

WE'VE GOT A PART FOR TOO!
and if we don't, we'll get it.

AT

V,

a.

co

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS,

INC.
319 MAIN ST., AMHERST

254-8341

256-8342

>
>J
Z
m
c/»

m

Chilton's Repair Manuals

NVDIM3WV

* Th£e s§|perb novels*by

JOHN GARDNER
-now specially gift-boxed

for Christmas! —
^:W

r

•KS=- i» **£"*"""*Wv~Zm. JtiSi„,jT*U*« l

«

./

Ba*

G&nde«

GarS^f

Treat yourself and all the very special people you know
to a priceless "package" of entertainment for only $4.15:

THE SUNLIGHT
DIALOGUES
14 weeks on the N. Y.

Times best seller list.

FIRST TIME IN PAPERBACK.
{Single copy: $1.95)

ALL THREE BOOKS, HANDSOMELY GIFT BOXED: $4.1*
"Available now at the University Bookstore (TjT) BALLANTINE BOOKS, INC

GRENDEL
"A work of extra-
ordinary beauty."
—Saturday Review
(Single copy: 95«)

THE WRECKAGE
OF AGATHON
"Highly original."
—New York Times
(Single eopy: $1.25)
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Whelan Leads UMass
In Gymnastics Rout

By STEVE CROWE
Gene Whelan took first place in

all six events last night to lead the
UMass gymnastics team to a 154.75

to 128.10 win over injury-riddled,

talent dwindled Boston State
College. When a gymnastics team
wins by more than 20 points it's like

a football team winning by a
hundred.
Boston State, usually considered

about the third best team in

Massachusetts (behind Springfield

and UMass), competed without the
services of two of their top all-

around performers. The team's top
three scores are taken in each
event and a team is allowed to put
up as many as six performers.
Boston State, in most events,

competed with only three men. (In

the pommel horse event, they were
forced to register a miserable 3.5

score.)

All-around Star Whelan scored a
9.0 floor exercise, a 9.2 vault, and a
9.35 on the high bar in attaining a
total of 53.50 points. But Coach
Tom Dunn said that Whelan was
"still a little off on everything. He's
still better than he's shown himself
to be," said Coach Dunn.

In the floor exam Bill Brouillet

(8.6), Steve Scuderi (8.2) and
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freshman Paul Marks (8.0) backed
Whelan to give UMass a 25.8 to 22.6

lead.

All five of UMass' competitors
finished ahead of the best Boston
State performer in the pommel
horse event - led by Whelan (8.55),

Scuderi's 8.3 and Brian Hassig's
8.45 to go way out in front, 51.1 to

39.0.

The closest contest was on still

rings where UMass won by 1.35

points. Whelan, Brouillet, and
freshman Peter Lusk (8.45) led the
Minutemen. But it was here that

the first, and only Stater broke the
top three - Ben Ameroso with his

team's highest score of the night -

an 8.4. The running score: UMass
76.75, State 63.3.

In vaulting, Jack Fabbricante
(8.6), Whelan (9.2) and Scuderi
(8.8) leaped the score to 103.35 to

87.7.

Tim Beasley (8.05), Scuderi
(8.5), and again, Whelan (8.7)

helped UMass to win the parallel

bars with ease. The team's final

performer, Bill Brouillet broke on
this routine and could manage only
a 7.0. (UMass 128.6 to 107.05).

In the high bar event, besides
Whelan 's superb performance,
solid routines by Phil Aubrey (8.2)

and Brouillet (8.6) finished the
Minutemen s slaughter of over 26

total team points.

Besides Whelan s 53.50 total, all-

arounds Scuderi and Brouillet

scored 49.65 and 48.65 respectively
for UMass. Boston State's highest
man was John Arsenault with a
23.65.

A fine crowd of over 250 filled the
Auxiliary Gym to watch this less
than exciting contest. The scores
were generally low and, according

to the coaches, the judges were
underscoring on most of the per-
formances. But. as one judge put it

after it was all over, "It's still

early in the year for the gym-
nasts. ..and it's still early in the
year for us, too."

Hoopsters Visit St. A's

In Schools' Final Tilt
By EAMJE BARROLL

There were actually two athletic

events Saturday night involving
Curry Hicks Cage. One took place
inside and 5000 plus watched. A
second had its roots outside and 200
or more participated.

It seems that in the wake of a
packed house some rallied UMies
had their own game of how to get
into the Cage. The resultant
crushed door and two broken
windows led a UMass policeman at

the scene to comment, "UMass
needs a gym very badly."
Hmmmm.
"Some of the parents who came

to the game just before it began,"
said coach Jack Leaman. "told me
it was an un-Godly sight " One
report that's been floating around
has it that a university employee in

the Cage poked his head out a door,
was strong armed by a mob of 40,

neatly deposited to the side and
then witnessed their entrance.

"I guess it just goes to show you
how much of a following we have
on this campus," said Leaman.
"My concern now is where we're
going to put everybody in the
future." Nough said
Tonight (8 p.m.) at Manchester.

N.H. another gymnasium will

probably also receive a tatooing of

some nature when Leaman takes

his hoopsters to St . Anselms for ( 1 >

the last game in that puzzling

series and (2) a good case of the

home' court blues on the road.

"I can remember.'' said
Leaman. "a couple of years back
when Julius Erving played for us

and I had to coach with the crowd's
legs coming through the bench."
That was in the days when Erving
filled 19 consecutive gyms to

capacity. And in fact since that

time all UMass basketball teams
have been one of the major
drawing cards on the road in New
England.
What is a St Anselms? For

starters, they're really a pretty

good basketball team as evidenced
by a 78-71 win at Springfield when
they came from 14 points back.
They've also won another game
and when they're winning in

Manchester the crazied Hawk fans
come in droves.

"They are an aggressive,
physical team." described
Leaman "We'll have to go up
there and get control of the game
right from the outset. We didn't do
it against Harvard until midway in

the second half."

Leaman didn't indicate who'd be
taking St As place next year on
the schedule. "I'll tell you after the
game." he smiled. "I don't want to

give them any more than they need
to get ready for us." Anyway,
maybe we can tell the people of
Manchester coach that you need
this win to equal the UMass career
win total of Kid Gore.
Back in the days of Mass

"Aggie". Harold "Kid" Gore
compiled a vintage 119 wins from
1916-32. And Leaman. after his

Harvard win needs only one more
to achieve that total He'll begin his

quest with the same five that
opened the season - Greg Duarte.
Al Skinner. John Murphy. Bill

Fndicott and Ru-k Pifinn

__ 'Staff Phoio/Oeorge Withers)
I lie UMass hockey offensive attack has mustered a total of eight goals in two games yet has failed to

produce a winning tally. Tonight the Ephmen come to town for an 8: 00 game that could bring about the
turning point in the Minutemen's record.

Williams
By BILL BALLOU

If you could ever call the third
game of any season crucial, then
tonight's hockey game is just that.

The Minutemen, 0-2 so far, face
Williams at Orr Rink tonight and
then head to Vermont Friday for a
two-game series with the always
tough Norwich and Middlebury. So
they've really got to win tonight to

keep their head above water.

Hopefully for Jack Canniff, this

is the night where his team finally

puts it together. Last Wednesday
they were long on offense and short
on defense, while Saturday it was
just the opposite. He's wishing that
some kind of balance can be
synthesized out of those first two
losses.

Chances are Canniff will be
making a few changes, too. He'll

have to at defense, since Dave
Keough has left the team. With
Dave Alesandroni sidelined for a
long time, somebody from the JV's
will have to be brought up.

Up front, he s already made a
couple. Mark Sullivan and Jim
Scan Ion have been sent down, with
Steve Dee and Terry Ryan their

replacements. The JV's and
varsity scrimmaged for two hours
last night and more changes
coming off that workout aren't

beyond the realm of possibility.

Chick Rheault will be in goal,

unless something else happens to

his shoulder, with Jeff McReynolds
his backup.

Williams is a strong team and.
although not figured upon in pre-
season predictions to be a
powerhouse, should be one of the
division's "darkhorse" playoff
contenders.

Last year the Ephmen (that's

their name all right) gave the

Minutemen a hard time, especially

in the Williams Christmas tour-

nament, where tney beat UMass in

the championship game in the

dying moments.
The losses the Minutemen have

already sustained need not be
fatal. Merrimack, for instance,
already has two losses, Bowdoin
and Vermont one each. Since the

divisional defeats,

they can pick it

ceivably get back
for the playoffs.

Game time at Orr
p.m.

the UMies if

up, can con-

in the running

Rink is 8:30

The "Walk-On 99
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Those of you who felt sorry for the slightly chunky guy behind the funny
mask who hopped over the boards to replace Jeff McReynolds in goal
Wednesday night shouldn't have. No matter that the score was 8-2 and
that he was about to subject himself to a brutal bombardment -John
Binkoski was somewhere between paradise and heaven as he skated
toward the net.

Binkoski's the classic "walk-on." Not recruited, not counted on in pre-
season plans to make any contribution, he goes out for the team and
shows enough to stick.

Binkoski couldn't have been anything but a walk-on. He couldn't have
been scouted, because he didn't play a measly minute's worth of varsity
hockey in high school.

He did play in the JV nets, but the regular goalie at Arlington High was
Joe Bertagna. later to go on to fame at Harvard.
He came to UMass to take up engineering. He ended up with classics

and goalie pads.

"I wasn't planning togoout." he relates, "but a friend talked me into it.

He didn't make the first cut, and I ended up backing-up Chickie Rheault
on the JV's."
He played little his freshmen season, and even less first semester

sophomore year But he got his first JV start in a game against Williams
and played every game after that

His junior year he got a shot at the varsity for the first time. "I played
pretty well, but I guess it was a matter of numbers," he says about get-
ting sent back to the JV's, "since they had two seniors ( John Kiah and
Peter EricKson) and Chickie."
Jack Canniff had some freshmen who needed ice time down on the

JV's. so Binkoski didn't get to play much. But this fall, with the shoulder
injury to Rheault. Binkoski had his first good shot at the varsity.
"I was really nervous at RPI. It was my first time ever wearing a

varsity jersey." But he played well, making 23 saves in his period and
only permitting a goal.

At BC. he was "even more nervous. It was like home ice. I had prac-
ticed there in high school and a lot of my friends were there " But he
played well again, giving up just two goals. Problem was Jeff
McReynolds was spectacular, shutting the Eagles out in his period.
So McReynolds got the call, and Binkoski watched until he finally got

his chance. "Its tough coming in after sitting down for two hours " he
says, "but it was really a dream come true for me. I'd tried so hard to do
so well."

He gave up three goals in his ten minutes, but he'll live. "It bothered me
because it was my tirst time, but it didn't destroy me."
Why in Gods name would anyone play back-up goalie on a JV hockey

team for three years when it was apparent that he wasn't involved too
heavily in future plans

"I guess I must love it." he says, "because if I don't then it means I
must be sick. I re- ly don't know why I do it

"

He does it pretty well. Right now he's one of three varsity goaltenders
< McReynolds and Rheault the others) . and if UMass wasn't so deep in
goal he might be playing regularly.
He's not a stylish goalie. He flops, slides, kicks, and snatches. He

describes it this way - "It doesn't matter if you stand on your head as
long as you keep it out of the net."

It doesn't seem like the future contains too much hope for Binkoski
keeping the puck out of the net on a regular basis. For one thing, Rheault
is one of the best goalies around and, unless he gets hurt again, not about
to be displaced And when it comes down to who's going to be Rheault's
number one backup, it seems that C anniff would have to look to the future
and go with sophomore McReynolds.
But he's not about to give up after finally playing in a varsity game.He i got the final dream -playing professionally.
Id like to give the pros a try when I get out. It's a once-in-a-lifetime

t hing. and I ve just got to know if I could do it."
If the pros allow walk-ons he'll be all set
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Energy Affects

Crime And Fraud
By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation may face an increase in
street crime and consumer fraud as a result of the energy crisis,

the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration said Wednesday.
LEAA Administrator Donald E. Santarelli said the agency is

taking "urgent priority" measures to help state and local law
enforcement officials deal with the threat.

Santarelli told a news conference that if Dower brownouts curtail
street lighting, such crimes as muggings and purse-snatchings are
"likely to go up." But he would not predict the extent of the in-

crease.

Moreover, he said, brownouts could tamper police com-
munications systems. "Police response time to trouble calls would
be reduced significantly.

If the World War II experience with gasoline rationing is any
guide, he said, a new rationing plan could lead to an extensive black
market.

"One obvious area concerns organized crime attempting to reap
huge profits — through counterfeiting coupons or stealing coupons
— if some form of gasoline rationing is imposed," he asserted.
He warned that "whether rationing comes or not, we can be

virtually certain that organized criminal activity will center on
hijacking or other theft of gasoline and oil supplies."

Electric Cars

Sales Are Up
BEDFORD, Mass ( AP) —With the energy crisis alarming many

motorists, Electromotion Inc., is doing a thriving business on
orders for its electric-powered automobiles.
The T-3 manufactured by the firm costs $8,500 and runs only 35

miles between battery charges, at top speeds of 45 to 55 miles per
hour. But it has several advantages in these energy-conscious
times.

Maintenance is minimal, with the driver simply getting a quick
battery change at a special service station or plugging into an
electric outlet at the home overnight.
The vehicle has four-wheel drive at 3,200 pounds should drive

easily through snow and ice that stalls smaller vehicles.

Charles F. Myers, president of Electromotion, said the average
driver can operate an electric car "for about a half a cent a mile,
with maintenance costs practically non-existent." Water must be
added to the 14 six-volt batteries every six weeks, the motor must
be lubricated annually and brushes must be changed every two
years.

The T-3 is designed to last 400,000 miles, he said.

The car is ugly, its designer admits, but Electromotion sales
prove that consumers today prefer saving fuel, money and the
environement to driving a flashy car.

The U.S Postal Service is using the electric cars and has placed
orders for 350 more.
Postman Jim Everett drives a T-3 on a daily 15-mile route with

325 stops in Dracut , carrying about 700 pounds of mail.
"I like the electric just as well as any I've ever used," the 12-year

veteran of the Post Office said. "It's well-built, there's plenty of
room and the visibility is the best of any truck I've seen."

It's In The Wind
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. ( AP) — If inventor Robert A. Lyons has

his way, a 65-foot, wind-powered Christmas tree will grace the
White House grounds this month as a symbol of American in-
ventiveness in the face of the energy crisis.

Lyons has designed a tree that lights up, rotates, and plays
Christmas music-all through wind action.

His design consists of 50 tiers of triangular shaped air foils. Inside
each tier would be a wind powered electric generator that would
burn lights located inside each individual foil. Wind action would
move each layer in the opposite direction of the ones above and
bellow it and would also activate chimes to play seasonal music.
A backup system of three batteries store power generated by the

wind for times when the wind is calm.
Two problems stand in the way of the Lyons tree. First the 45-

year-old inventor is looking for someone to build the tree. Second if
the tree is built, the National Tree Commission in Washington
would have to give permission for it to be erected at the White
House
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AUTOBAHN HUNTERS —What do you do on a car-less Sunday in December? Pursue your hobby in

peace and quiet, as do these pheasant hunters crossing the Hamburg-Bremen Autobahn during the
driving ban imposed because of the Arab oil cut. Any other day of the week the silent superhighway
would be bumper-to-bumper full of speeding vehicles.
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Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - Saudi

Arabian Oil Minister Ahmed Zaki
Yamani is the Arabs' Kissinger.
When King Faisal aims the oil

weapon, Yamani pulls the trigger.

The soft-spoken man has the

most powerful voice in Arab oil

policy, now directed against
Washington for its support of

Israel. Yet he considers himself a

friend of the American people
despite differences with their
government.

When Yamani last visited the

United States in April, he warned
President Nixon that the Arabs
would fire their oil weapon unless
Washington changed its pro-Israeli
stance

"Unfortunately, no one believed
me," he said in a recent interview.

Yamani was puzzled and a little
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hurt. Now American homes are a
bit colder and buying gasoline on
Sundays is a little more difficult.

Educated at New York
Unviersity and Harvard, the 43
year-old Yamani is an Ivy Leaguer
who can step out of his flowing
robes and traditional Arab
headdress into a Pierre Cardin
business suit without the slightest
discomfort
He is a businessman-diplomat at

home in both East anfTWe'strin the
Moslem austerity of Saudi
Arabia's desert wastes or the
European cocktail circuit He
handles the Byzantine intricacies
of Arab politics with the same ease
as hard headed American oil
company executives or frothy
MKiety hostesses.

The walls of Yamani's sump-
tuous office in Riyadh are lined
with shelves containing samples of
Saudi crude, the black gold" that
has made his homeland a rich

country and given it undreamed-of
political clout.

He relaxes from the complexities
of international law by writing
Arabic poetry.

Diplomats who have had to deal
with Yamani say he is wie of the
coolest and most persuasive Arabs
in the Middle East
Handsome, well-dressed and

sporting a Van Dyke beard, the

minister toys constantly with a

string of worry beads and never
looks worried.

Yamani pioneered participation

agreements that will give the

Arabs eventual control of the vast

Western oil concessions on their

soil. These, he said, were "a dream
come true."
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By NICK TATRO
Associated Press Writer

The birth of a stay-at-home era of energy saving
has brought widespread layoffs and production cuts
to the motor home industry which thrived for a
decade on the get-away-from-it-all vacation.

Industry officials say many firms are switching to
smaller vehicles to lure the energy-conscious con-
sumer.
There are 4.5 million recreational vehicles on

America's roadways, according to industry figures.
They range from the $400 tent camper to the $25,'000
motor home that comes complete with electric range
and disposal system.
Last year, sales totaled almost $3 billion. Three

million people worked in some phase of the industry,
which has been booming since the early 1960s. But
sales have nose-dived in recent weeks.
"The industry as a whole is really in trouble," said

Alan Robin, president of Open Road Industries Inc.,
one of the three largest recreation vehicle makers.

"If the administration doesn't come up with a
workable solution to gas allocation in the next 30
days, it could spell disaster for the recreation vehicle
industry," Robin said.

Industry officials are trying to convince the
government and consumers that houses on wheels
are economical, even if they do average six miles to a
gallon of gas.

"You can save 80 per cent of the energy consumed
by a normal home if you get in a recreation vehicle
and go camping for a weekend within 50 miles of
home," said Mike Radigan, executive director of the
Recreation Vehicle Institute, a manufacturers
association.

Uncertainty about how much gasoline is going to be
available has caused consumers to stop buying
vacation wagons, he said.
Many of the 600 motor home makers have had

serious layoffs.

The trend to smaller vehicles and a belt-tightening
stmosphere were evident last week at the annual
industry show in Louisville, Ky., where 1,200 different
models were unveiled by 200 makers.
"Attendance was off," said Peaster. "Usually the

dealers bring their wives and family; this year they
came alone. There was a definite belt-tightening

"

Robert L. Stewart, president of RVI, told the trade
show sales were off sharply from early 1973 but were
expected to top the record 747,500 units sold in 1972
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Arabs Know Who Their Enemies Are
By HOLGER JENSEN
Associated Press Writer

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — An old Arab
saying goes : "The friend of my enemy is my
enemy and the enemy of my enemy is mv
friend."

Many nations have suddenly learned the
meaning of it — through the energy crisis.
The Arabs have already identified their

enemies, besides Israel. The United States,
and the Netherlands, Portugal, Rhodesia
and South Africa are under a total oil em-
bargo.

The United States lost its oil because it

sent arms to Israel and appropriated $2.2

billion for aid to the Jewish state during the

October war. The Arabs argue that Israel
couldn't exist without American support, let

alone occupy Arab lands seized in 1967.
The Dutch lost their oil because their

foreign minister made pro-Israeli
statements, their defense minister was
photographed at a pro-Israeli rally and their
airline — KLM — did not suspend flights to

Israel as other carriers did during the war.
The oil boycott was extended to South

Africa, Rhodesia and Portugal on the
grounds that their white regimes are to
black Africa what Israel is to the Arabs. So
far this year about 20 black African states

House Nears

Energy Vote
By DAVID C. MARTIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
House Commerce Committee
Wednesday pushed slowly toward
a scheduled Friday vote on the
emergency energy legislation
requested by President Nixon.

With more than 50 amendments
during its morning session. It

rejected a measure to cut the

government's limousine fleet and
agreed to waive antitrust laws for

retailers.

The legislation would grant the
proposed Federal Energy
Administration broad powers to

order gasoline rationing and other
fuel-saving measures such as
shorter working hours and car
pooling.

However, an amendment
adopted Tuesday would give
Congress the final approval over
any energy conservation plan
ordered by the new agency.

The unsuccessful effort to take
away the limousines of all officials

below Cabinet rank was headed by
Rep. Bertram L. Podell, D-N.Y.,
who claimed it would set an
example for the rest of the nation.

But Rep. Fred B. Rooney, D-Pa.,
said many high government of-

ficials already have voluntarily

have relinquished their limousines
and said that the amendment
would merely "junk up" the bill.

The antitrust waiver for retailers

was designed to allow all the stores

in a shopping district to agree on a

common earlier closing time or

any other measure that might save
electricity, according to Rep.
Clarence J. Brown, R-Ohio. who
introduced the amendment.

have broken relations with Israel to support
the Arab cause, and in return they asked the
Arabs to strike a blow for their cause.
The Arabs are still trying to decide who

their friends are. To spur the selection
process, they have cut oil production 25 per
cent with a promise of future 5 per cent
monthly cutbacks until Israel withdraws
from occupied Arab territory and the
Middle East conflict is settled.

Saudi Arabia's oil minister, Ahmed Zaki
Yamani, has made it clear that "countries
friendly to us will get the same amount of oil

as before, whi'e the neutrals will get less."

Thus, the 25 per cent cutback through
November saw favored nations like the
black African states get first whack at the
remaining 75 per cent, while neutrals had to
share what was left.

Japan and Europe, the Arabs' biggest oil

customers, were hardest hit.

European Common Market countries,
excluding the Netherlands, won a reprieve
from the 5 per cent December cutback after
they issued a joint statement calling for
Israeli withdrawal from occupied Arab land
and recognition of the "legitimate rights of
tl.e Palestinian people."

Israel Withdrawal To Relax
By KENNETH J. FREED
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) —Saudi Arabian oil minister Sheik Ahmed
Zaki Yamani said Wednesday his government would relax its oil

embargo in phased steps with Israeli withdrawal from occupied
Arab lands.

He told newsmen following an hour meeting with Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger that "if Israel decides to withdraw and
agrees to a timetable there could be a timetable to relax the em-
bargo."

Unitl Wednesday, Yamani had said any resumption of his
nation's oil production was conditioned on Israeli withdrawal from
all lands taken in the 1987 war as well as the October conflict.
Saudi Arabia holds the world's largest known reserves of oil and

has been among the leaders in a boycott of petroleum supplies for
the United States and industrial nations who have diplomatic
relations with Israel.

The embargo was declared total against the United States during
the October Arab-Israeli War and was accompanied by cuts in
production of supplies earmarked for Western Europe and Japan.
Yamani and the Algierian minister of industry and energy,

Belaid Abde lam, spent most of Wednesday afternoon in meetings
with various State Department officials, including Kissinger.
They described the discussions as "frank and helpful

discussions" which will be continued.
The Saudi Arabian official was asked if the start of a Middle East

peace conference would in itself lead to a relaxation of the Arab oil

restrictions. "I don't think the conference itself will cause that," he
answered.
He added that the results of the meetings beginning Dec. 18 in

Geneva are what will count.

Yamani said, "We are ready" to relax restrictions, we "just
want a reason." He added that the oil flow would come when Israel
realizes "it cannot continue its occupation" of Arab lands.

A Plan To Follow
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Professor A. H. Matheson of the
Physics and Astronomy Dept.
could be one of the heroes of the
energy crisis on campus.
Matheson took a floor plan of

Hasbrouck and with the help of the
Janitorial Dept. eliminated un-
necessary hallway lighting from
the building. He was able to save 50
per cent in kilowatt usage and still

maintain adequate lighting for the

hallways.

Since Matheson s project, plans
have been made to cut hallway
lighting all over the campus. But,
hallway lighting is not enough,
stresses Matheson. "We need the
cooperation of students and faculty
in turning off classroom lights," he
said.

By KAREN GORDON

"mad angel"

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' per string

MONDAY - FNIDAY

4:30p.m. to 10:30p.m.

(except during league play)

in the bluewall
friday 9 p.m. • 1 a.m.
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Court Talks Center Around Erased Tapes
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON <AP) -

President Nixon was described
Wednesday as being "very,
very disturbed" when he heard
three weeks ago that 18
minutes of a subpoenaed
Watergate tape had been
obliterated.

"He was almost incredulous
that these things ever hap-
pened," Nixon's chief of staff.

Alexander M. Haig Jr., told

U.S. District Judge John J.

Sirica.

Haig recounted for the court
the sequence of events that
resulted in public disclosure
that a crucial segment of a
June 20, 1972 Nixon con-
versation with H. R. Haldeman
was supplanted by a buzz
lasting 18'^ minutes.
Nixon had been told Oct. 1 by

his secretary, Rose Mary
Woods, that she believed she
had recorded over 4^-5
minutes of that conversation
accidentally while tran-
scribing the tape, according to

<AP Wirephoto)
WASHINGTON -WHITE HOUSE RELEASED PICTURE~It shows President Nixon's secretary.

Rose Mary Woods in her White House office. Miss Woods testified she was working Oct. 1 in her office,
transcribing the tape of a conversation between Nixon and H. R. Haldeman when her phone rang. She
said she thinks she pushed the wrong button on the recorder when she turned to reach back to answer the
phone.

her testimony. Miss Woods
testified that Nixon believed
that the Haldeman con-
versation was not included in a
subpoena issued Watergate
tapes by the special Watergate
prosecutor.

"I recalled for him the ac-
cident," Haig said, "and then
informed him that counsel's
opinion that this was not
subpoenaed conversation had
changed.
"He was very, very

disturbed. He was almost in-
credulous that this could have
happened."

Earlier, Miss Woods was
called hurriedly to the witness
stand for the third time and she
again said forcefully that "I
could see no way at all I could
have caused the 18-minute
gap."
She complained to the judge

that news accounts made her
feel she was on trial by
newspapers, radio and
television and that she had
read that Sirica had reasonable
doubt that she told the truth.

Milk Suit Still Pending
By F. RICHARD CICCONE
Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO (AP) - President Nixon's
associate Murray M. Chotiner talked to
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell about a 1972
antitrust suit against the nation's largest
dairy co-operative, according to a letter
from Chotiner's partner.
Chotiner had helped funnel large dairy

contributions into re-election Committee,
which Mitchell headed after he left the
Justice Department.
Over a period of years, Chotiner

Associated Milk Producers Inc. of an-
ticompetitive practices in marketing milk in

14 Midwestern states. The letter from
Chotiner's partner, Marion E. Harrison,
was introduced as evidence in the case
Wednesday.

Harrison's letter was to George Mehren,
general manager of the milk produces, and
was dated Feb. 25, 1972, less than four weeks
after the Justice Department's Chicago
office filed antitrust charges on Feb. 1.

Harrison said he and Chotiner had decided

The U.S.A. Today:
We 're Slipping
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frequently has been a political adviser to not to approach Mitchell about the suit

•SU'i m n because Mitchell had announced his
1
he Justice Department is still pressing resignation on Feb. 15 and would soon

accuses the Texas-based become Nixon's campaign director

By DAN HILL
Associated Press Writer

NEW HAVEN ( AP) - The United States,
after taking great strides in social bet-
terment during the 1960s seems to be losing
ground this decade. The president of Notre
Dame University said Wednesday.
The Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh said,

"while we climbed up to a peak last decade,
I think we've leveled off and are slipping
back a bit."

One underlying threat of the current
scandals in the federal administration is

that people, particularly young people, will

react with greater cynicism, he said.
"I like the present generation, they're

wonderful," he said during a news con-
ference at Yale University. "But it takes
some work to turn them on sometimes."
The change from the "turned on" at-

mosphere of the 1960s is worrisome, he
added, because "student life is a good
barometer of life of the nation."
Father Hesburgh, a leading spokesman

for higher education, was at Yale to deliver
three talks under the university's
prestigious Terry Lectures program.

WORLD
Vietnam

Troops Fight Over Kien Due AU-U.S.
By GEORGE ESPER

Associated Press Writer
SAIGON (AP) — South Vietnamese troops backed

by bombers launched a counter-offensive Wednesday
to retake a district capital and ease North Viet-
namese pressure on a provincial capital, field reports
said. r

The action to retake Kien Due. a district town 10
miles west of Gia nghia, capital of Quang Due
Province, apparently had the approval of President
Nguyen Van Thieu under standing Saigon policy to
retake all territory lost to the Communist side since
the January cease-fire

It widened the battle of more then a month near the
Cambodian border for control of strategic supply
routes leading southward to Saigon, about 100 miles
away Some South Vietnamese sources see the
central highlands fighting as a prelude to a general
North Vietnamese offensive next year

European Nations
Tighten Their Belts

As the fighting intensified to its highest magnitude
of the cease-fire, the South Vietnamese government
urged the 12 countries that endorsed the truce at a
meeting in paris last February to act to dissuade
North Vietnam from launching a general offensive.
A message said intensified North Vietnamese and

Viet Cong attacks across South Vietnam and the
influx of 100,000 fresh troops since the cease-fire "is a
confirmation of the Communists' intention to launch
a new offensive in South Vietnam."
The countries include the United States, the Soviet

Union and China. Similar appeals in the past have
failed to halt the bloodshed.
The Viet Cong's foreign minister, Nguyen Thi Binh,

said in Warsaw that a "punitive strike" was
necessary to deter the South Vietnamese government
from violating the cease-fire.

Kien Due, about 90 miles northeast of Saigon, was
the fourth government position to fall since Nov. l.

By KD BLANCHE
\Nsociated Press Writer

LONDON (AP) The British

government ordered a compulsory
50-mile an hour speed limit on all

roads Wednesday to combat
worsening fuel shortages
Trade and Industry Minister

Peter Walker announced in

Parliament that there would be
new restrictions on heating in all

office! and factories and on street

and commercial lighting Many
offices qnd other public buildings

have already cut temperatures to

»>5 degrees
Walker stressed in Parliament,

however: "Our reserve position

does nothing to suggest that the

government should now take ac-

tion to ration petrol

The steps were aimed at cutting

down Britain's energ> con-

sumption, threatened by the Arab

oil embargo and work slowdowns
by coal miners and key power
engineers

Walker's announcement came
hours after Norway banned Sun-
day driving and Belgium extended
a similar measure for the fourth
straight week

Altogether fipht Wost European

nations have forbidden Sunday
driving. Most of these couttries
also have compulsory spped limits
ranging from 45 m.p! h. to 75 m.p.
h on some freeways.
The Norwegian irade minister.

Jans Evansen. also announced that
gasoline rationing would be im
posed Jan 7. the day Sweden and

Lobsters
WASHINGTON (AP) - Foreign

fishermen would be prohibited
from catching lobsters in waters
off the United States coast in a bill

approved by the House.
The measure designates lobsters

as Continental Shelf creatures
which are unlawful for fishermen
from any other country to catch.
Crabs, clams and conches are
already on the list of marine forms
of life that are the exclusive
property of Americans on the shelf.
Some observers say excessive

fishing by foreign vessels has
contributed to the declining lobster
catch in recent years.

But the State Department said
mos lobsters caught by foreigners
were taken as incidental captures
A department spokesman said he
doubted the bill would be effective
in restoring lobster populations in
the Atlantic Ocean off New
England.

The bill now goes to the Senate
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Food Services No. 6

From The Computer To You
Menus planned and written by

computers may seem like
something you might see on Star
Trek, but they are a reality in
hundreds of hospitals, schools, and
other food service institutions
throughout the country.
"Contrary to popular belief, the

problem of diet planning is not a
nutritional, but a mathematical
one," according to Dr. Joseph L.
Balintfy, a professor of operations
research in the UMass School of
Business Administration.
Balintfy is a nationally

recognized pioneer in menu
planning by computer assistance.
He received a $75,000 grant for the
U.S. Public Health Service to
design a program which would
provide a computer written menu
at minimum cost that would still

fulfill nutrition and taste
requirements. That was ten years
ago.

What he came up with was an
eight-course dinner featuring
broiled chicken, the first menu
ever written by a computer, and
printed out at the Tulane
University Computing Center.
According to Balintfy, "menu

planning is a mathematical
problem which is routinely being
solve i by nonmathematical
means."
Since that chicken dinner ten

years ago, computer planned
menus have been used with suc-
cess at hundreds of institutions

nationwide, often at savings of 10-

30 percent of the food cost.

"The economic potential of this

new computer technology are now
widely recognized," notes
Balintfy. "Great progress has been
made at UMass in the last three
years in the mathematical
characterization of food
preference functions, and in the
measurement of preference
profiles of populations."

Balintfy admits that the use of

mathematical models in the field

of human nutrition is still in the
development stages, but he is

convinced that the talent and
money needed for research will

provide benefits well worth the

investments.

Linking nutrition to such fields
as statistics, psychometrics,
operations research, and computer
science can be a tricky business,
and this "interdisciplinary ap-
proach", as he calls it, is only one
reason why computer menu
planning has had a tough time
winning acceptance among food
operations managers.
The other reason is fear of the

computer — a fear which has, over
the past decade, spread into a
variety of other unrelated fields.

But the intrusion of a computer
into a foodservice operation can
make the manager and staff feel

diminished in importance, and
even cause them to worry about
the worth of their jobs in light of a
high speed "brain" which
seemingly performs functions far
more quickly and efficiently.

Nevertheless, the use of com-
puters in menu planning has
spread rapidly. All 83 state in-

stitutions in Pennsylvania, for
instance, use computers for
management, food inventory
control, complete cost data records
on a per ration basis per in-

stitution, and a categorization of
all foodstuff procurement. Many
VA hospitals and military in-

stitutions are managed by com-
puters. In 1970, 846 hospitals had
computer installations, while an
additional 2041 hospitals were
hooked up to terminals. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture is

presently testing the efficacy of
computer assisted menu planning
in the National School Lunch
Program, using two school
districts: Dade County, Florida,
and Memphis, Tennessee.

Basically, the computer's ad-
vantage is an enormous savings in

time and money. All the data
needed to plan a menu is

programmed into the computer —
information on individual recipes,
food items, cost, nutrient content,
number of servings, portion size,

frequency, cooking procedures,
and so on.

"Most nutritionists seem to
share the mistaken assumption

that the knowledge of the nutrient
composition of foods and the
recommended dietary allowance is

somehow sufficient to plan a diet,"
argued Balintfy, "when in fact this
information contains only a part of
the coefficients of the system of
mathematical equation that must
be solved to determine non-
negative quantities of food."
Despite its success, the concept

of computerized menu planning
has not been well-received at
UMass Food Services. Former
food services director Joel
Stoneham's "basic concern" was
that Balintfy's program is too new
and, according to Stoneham,
"unproven and previously untested
elsewhere. This department needs
sound operational information," he
added, "and we can't afford to
spend students' money on
( testing) this sort of stuff."

According to Marie Cappadona,
one of the two registered dieticians

on campus, menus are presently
planned by a meal-by-meal
selection of the basic entrees,
based upon the entree's variety,

suitability, and production
problems (physical limitations
and logistics problems). Her
choices are reviewed by a com-
mittee composed of assistant
dining commons managers and
other staff members. To this list of

entrees, Ms. Cappadona adds the
vegetables, desserts, condiments,
and so on, until a menu cycle is

developed for a period of one
semester. The only nutritional

concern is that each day's menu
contains items from each of the
Basic Four Food groups—dairy,

meat, vegetables and fruits, and
breads and cereals.

Not only would a computer
planned menu save money, but it

would provide scientific in-

surement of proper nutritional

levels in students' diets.

However, the UMass dietary

personnel are seemingly unwilling

to accept this and, until they do,

computerized menu planning for

UMass students will only be
something to see on Star Trek.

Lynton Becomes V.P.

OfAcademic Affairs
By SHARON HUGHES

A former physicist and the first dean of Livingston College at Rutgers
University was named the University's first senior vice president for
academic affairs yesterday.
The 47-year-old Dr. Ernest A. Lynton was nominated by the president

of the three UMass campuses, Dr. Robert Wood, and approved by
university's Trustees, at a full board meeting yesterday afternoon. He is
to begin his duties this January.
Lynton was also named professor of physics for both the Boston and

Amherst campuses. He will be teaching at both campuses at one time or
another next semester, according to a spokesman from president Wood's
office.

As senior vice-president, Lynton's duties include: reviewing requests
about personnel actions (including tenure decisions) and academic
budgets from all three campuses; making recommendations to President
Wood on the budgets and participating in the planning and development
of the universities.

Lynton was principally responsible for organization and physical plans
at Livingston College while he was dean from 1965-1973.
President Wood praised Lynton's appointment saying,
"Securing a person who combines national reputations both for

scholarship in the physical sciences and for academic leadership in the
turbulent years of the 1960s is a major accomplishment.
"At a time when the university faces new challenges of achieving ex-

cellence, improving teaching, and charting new paths appropriate to the
1970s, Ernest's presence is welcome indeed."
The university's two other vice-presidents are, Peter B. Edelman vice-

president for university policy and Nan S. Robinson, vice-president for
planning.

The Trustees also approved the nominations of two sociology
professors to the Amherst campus Alice Rossi, professor at Goucher
College and author of The Feminist Papers, and Peter Rossi, professor at
John Hopkins University and nationally known sociologist will begin
teaching next September.

Senate Meeting The
Ultimate In Confusion

Clarifications And Corrections

The story in yesterday's Collegian on intercession programs in
McKimmie and Patterson houses contained several mistakes
Corrections are listed below. The Collegian regrets the errors.
—the programs will run from January 6-26; not from January 7-

24.

--only McKimmie programs are open to the entire university
community, not Patterson's programs, as was reported.
—there are vacancies in McKimmie for participants who need

housing, but there may be no vacancies in Patterson-check with
them.

—The $5 pre-registration fee for McKimmie's programs must be
paid when the courses start in January.

While Everywomans Center (EWC) receives funds from
Continuing Education it is also funded by Special Programs
(Provost's Office), the officies of Student and Administrative
Affairs, Commuter Assembly and the Student Senate.
EWC serve> the needs of all undergraduate women, especially

commuters, a. well as non-traditional women, staff, faculty, older
women, women on welfare, and community women wanting to
change their lives.

Although EWC is an entity separate from residential centers, it

acts as a consultant to them and provides professional counselling
for all undergraduate women.

The Report

The Student Senate voted
last night to establish an ad-
junct committee of the Con-
stitutional Steering Committee
to investigate role definitions

within the administrative
leadership of the Student
Government Association.
Provided appropriate notice is

given to the university com-
munity, the committee will be
composed of all undergrads
who sign up by December 10.

The committee will report its

findings at the first regular
senate meeting of the Spring
semester.

Commentary

By BRIAN COYNE
There is a certain degree of

confusion and disorder at every
Student Senate meeting. Last
night, confusion and disorder
reigned.

David Booker, speaker of the
Senate, was continually asking the

members of liie senate to quiet

down to allow discussion to take
place Whenverhe relinquished the

chair to debate the confusion in-

creased because his replacements
were not sufficiently versed in the

rules of parliamentary procedure.

Emotions were extremely high

last night. Internal conflicts within
the leadership of the senate led to
the passage of a bill establishing a
committee to define the roles of the
senate officers. The Unity Slate of
the senate, in introducing the bill

for the special committee, issued
the following statement: "The
basic issue is this government and
how power is being used. We want
to know what changes are going to
take place to enable ALL
SENATORS to have an active part
in this government."
Throughout the meeting,

senators were walking in and out of
the chamber for conferences with
other senators. Other senators
simply left in disgust At one point
of the meeting, a quorum was not
present. Senators who had left had
to be brought back to the meeting
in order to have enough people to
conduct the meeting.

The regular agenda for the
meeting was hardly even touched.
Most of the meeting was spent on
the special business of the new
committee. An original motion was
introduced, and was amended
twice Each amendment brought
more discussion and more con-
fusion Knowledge of
parliamentary procedure was at a
premium.

"Can we have order please?"
"Could you speak up? I can't

hear you."
"Point of order!

"

"What are we doing?"

MDC
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SORRY!
The Collegian was off eight

floors and about 30 ro^*ns
yesterday. UMass students
supporting Attorney General
Qu inn's bid for governor—go
up- to Rm. 905 CC for meeting
not Rm 168 as previously
printed.

Apartment RATES Reduced

starting Jan. 1, 1974

$20.00 per month reduction

lVa, 2 and 2V2 room apartments all utilities included,
parking, pool, air-cond, near shopping, short term lease.

AMHERST MOTEL APARTMENTS
Northampton Rd. — Opp Zayre's

256-8122
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Brother Gomes & Sacred Cowboy
By KEVIN CAHILL

Andy MacKenzie and Gary
Gomes are two UMass student disc
jockeys on WSYL, 97.7 FM. From a
tiny room in Sylvan Area's Cashin
Dormitory strewn with wires,
scratched records, and cheap
electrical components, Andy and
Gary play an odd variety of music
Thursday nights from 7 to 10 that
ranges from old Beatle tunes to
avant-garde jazz and even includes
Alvin and the Chipmunks.
Andy, "your sacred cowboy" to

his listeners, is not sure who runs
the two year-old station
("somebody named Jerry") and
says simply, "I just come up here
and do my show." Andrew is thin
and bearded and has a fine radio
voice, yet his monologues, half
sarcastic and half insane, must
mystify his entire audience.
After the show, however, Andy's

manner changed from raucous to
quiet and he related some in-

teresting facts about himself. Now
a 22-year old second semester
freshman, Andy attended Emerson
College in Boston for a year, but
failed his courses and received no
credits. He decided to take a year
off from school and spent five
months studying under the Indian
guru Maharishi Mahesh Yogi in

Spain. He termed the experience
enlightening, but added that he is

"not a fanatic about it anymore."
Mass Communications is Andy's

major ("Couldn't you tell by my
resonant voice?") and he did his

first show a few weeks ago on
WMUA, the main campus radio
station. He hopes to gel a regular
show next semester and escape
tiny WSYL. A scribbled sign on
WSYL's door reads: "Broadcast
radius 80 feet or less." Andy also
reviews records and concerts for

the Collegian under various
pseudonyms.
His small single room in 503

Cashin is dominated by a stereo
and 3 or 4 cartons of record
albums. He sat surveying the
records and decided his musical
interests are "just about
anything." The Mahavishnu
Orchestra, Andy admitted, is his
favorite group. Boston's free-form
rock radio station WBCN has in-

fluenced him greatly, he said,
because his home is in Norwell and
"my radio couldn't get anything
else."

Andy's cohort, Gary Gomes is a
senior sociology major who lives in

Greenough dorm and is from Fall
River, "the armpit of
Massachusetts" as he says. Gary
is wild-eyed and frizzy haired with
an equally frizzy beard. He moves
and speaks nervously because of a
slight cerebral palsy condition, yet
is always open to conversation on
any topic.

During the show, Gary sits on
Andys right, handing him albums
to cue up on the turntables and
occasionally shouting into the
mike, Gary's knowledge of music,
especially, modern jazz, is im-

WMUA Plans A Move
mense as is his collection of

strange and rare albums. Former
Student Senator and Campus
Center Communications Coor-
dinator, Gary is now the major
music reporter and sometime
editorialist for the UMass

WML .A. Campus Radio Station

operates from within four or five

compact rooms filled with elec-

tronic equipment tucked amongst

the engineering Buildings behind

the Graduate Research Center.

Because of overcrowded con-

purely commercial. Those which
he considers to be good, are put on
play list and from there are usually
transferred after a month into the
record library.

WMUA has no investigative
reporting team. In its place a news
director combines and edits in
coming UPI and AP news onto
tapes.

More than 20 DJ's, each doing
two shows a week, have total
control over their programs.

Collegian.

As the radio show entered its

final minutes, Gary forced Andy to

play a long complex piece by
pianist Cecil Taylor. "Cecil Taylor
is my favorite musician," he added
excitedly. Andy answered the
telephone. "Sorry, no requests.
The guy who comes in at 10:00 will

play them all for you," he said,
lying.

Preparing to sign off, Andy
leaned down and crooned into the
mike:
"So from Brother Gomes, me,

your sacred cowboy, and all the
mad monks, we here at SYL wish
you. ...realization."

WUMV-TV
Student Aimed Closed Circuit
By MARY LAWSON

UMass has its own TV station,
WUMV, in Room 167 of the Campus
Center (CO.
One outward sign of what this 30-

member staff is doing is the "Video
Sidewalk", which students see
weekday afternoons while passing
through the CC.
"This is our most direct outlet to

the community," said Chris
Sophinos, a coordinator for the
station in a Collegian interview. So
far, WUMV is limited to closed
circuit telecasts, but it hopes to
develop a campus-video.
He explained that WUMV

members show video tapes they
have produced locally as well as
professionally-produced tapes they
rent from VTN (Video Tape
Network) A week ago, there was a
tape of the Nov. 26 John Mayall
concert, produced by some of the
crew.

Among VTN tapes have been
(.roove Tube, a satire which has
been showing in Boston for nearly
two years; Lenny Bruce without
Tears, Ace Trucking Company and
Cheech & (hong.

Bill McKinnon, another coor-
dinator, said that in February the
members plan to show some tapes
from the Central Tape Library on
the "Video Sidewalk". These
tapes, unlike VTN's products, are
student-produced works from
around the country reflecting
campus problems and events.
They also are going to get "Video

Sidewalk" into the dorms. It will be
a program in cooperation with the
head of residence of each dorm.
Sunday night football games in

"the Bluewall'' are another public
outlet of the station. WUMV is also
showing the basketball games.
"People who are interested in

media and see video as having a
good potential have become
members of the station," said
Sophinos. To become a member, he
said, students must attend two
consecutive monthly meetings,
which are in Room 102 CC on
Monday nights, and cannot miss
more than two after that. Twenty-
five of the members are divided
into four production teams, each
with a coordinator. Each gets up to
three credits for this independent
study.

Sophinos said his production
team is working on three
productions, It taped NRBQ, and
Clean Living in the CC Auditorium

several weeks ago and with splice
at appropriate places, interviews
with group members. Sophinos
said that the purpose of this is to
get viewers to see what goes on
behind these music groups and to
give a more complete image of the
group.

He said his team is also making
an analysis of Mountain Farms
Mall and its relation to the com-
munity. Another production they
are working on is a multi-media
show featuring NRBQ in the
Bluewall. While NRBQ is being
shown on the monitors and per-
forming, the TV crew will
videotape the spectators and
NRBQ for later showing.
Sophinos said some of the other

projects are sports, DVP speakers,
glass blowing at the Rhode Island

School of Design and the J.O.E.
program. Possible future projects
include videotaping some engineer
classes each week and showing
them in Sylvan, where there are
many engineering majors, and a
public affairs program with the
music department.
Equipment and the station are

accessible to university students,

Sophinos said. Under an equipment
lending policy, any student has
access to one portable video
system for a 12-hour period, once a
week. The person must submit a
request at least a week prior to use
and attend three lessons on the
function of the video system.
Randy Richardson, another

coordinator can arrange videotape
showings. For example, if a Peer
Sex class wanted to see WMUV's
videotape of V.D. Blues, he can be
contacted at 5-1321 in the studio.

McKinnon feels that WMUV's
main goal is to videotape events on
the UMass campus and bring them
to students who can't make the
events because of space limitations
and time conflicts.

Sophinos said that the station is
on a very tight budget. This year's
$2,500 is much less than last year's
budget of $16,000, a substantial of
which was used to replace unin-
sured stolen equipment.

Don't monkey around with the others.

Come right to us for the best food at fair prices

ST. REGIS
RESTAURANT
28 Pleasant St., Northampton

featuring full meals at prices that students can afford.

P.S.— We Don't Monkey Around!

stair Photo - Steve Ruggles)

ditions, an attempt is being made,
although it does not go into effect

for at least half a year, to move the

station into the Student Union.

The record library containing

about 10,000 albums, is filled to

capacity and then some. These
records have all been sent to

WMUA from record companies for

promotional purposes, with twenty
to thirty new l.p.'s coming in

weekly. A music director listens to

each of the incoming records to

eliminate those he judges to be

GRADUATE
SCHOOL IN
PSYCHOLOGY
ON YOUR MIND?
Let the Graduate Admissions Ad-
visory Program help you and your
advisor m the process of select-
ing the appropriate schools (of
the 300+ in North America) to
which to apply. This computer-
ass.sted matching program, run
by experienced PhD psycholo-
gists, costs about the same as an
average application fee. If it saves
you one misguided application, it

will save you money and head-
aches Write for free question-
naire and information.

Graduate Admissions
Advisory Program
472 Bay Road
Amherst. Mass. 01002
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UMass Third World Cultural Series
presents
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FREE SKIING & LODGING
FOR STUDENT GROUP LEADERS

Every20 students entitle one leader to a free vacation
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• 1000 bed village
• No car needed
• 3 major mountains and trails to
and from Stowe

• Restaurants, shopping, entertainment,
movies swimming in heated pool, every-
thing close at hand including indoor
tennis nearby.

• Accommodations in deluxe condominiums
at bunk house rates.

Round Trip Busing ArrangedWrite or call for brochure and^tuden? package rates
Toll Free Number 800-45 1 -3222

Missy Brooks- College Group Coordinator
Smugglers' Notch

*cmn , , M Jeffersonville, Vermont 05464
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Media

Faculty Bulletin Arrives At UMass
By SUE ADLEY

A combination newspaper and
weekly bulletin for UMASS faculty
and staff has made its debut on
campus. Called the University
Bulletin, its editor is Katy Gillmor,
who continues as editor of the
Alumnus.
"The publication will be filled

with news about the University,
and features about people and
events on campus. The regular
weekly bulletin will be included,"
said Ms. Gillmor. "I believe that
the paper will be a good channel of
information for all staff here at the
University. Because of its format,
were able to do certain things with
it that we couldn't do before with
j»st the bulletin as it was."
Evelynne Kramer, the managing

editor, was hired especially for the
job. She has worked previously as
a professional reporter fbr many
Massachusetts newspapers.
Concerning other staff that help

produce the Bulletin, Ms. Kramer
said that aside from Ms. Gillmor
and herself, there are "two staff
writers, and the Bulletin's
designer, Richard Hendel, who
works for the University Press."
She also said that there are no
plans at the moment for adding
new staff members.
"The idea," Ms. Kramer said,

"has been in the works for a long
time. There is a core of people who
feel ..iat a publication of this type
is good to foster two, three, and
four way communication in a large
University such as this one. For
example, letters to the editor will
be welcomed on any point or topic.
These letters, along with the
weekly bulletin, will hopefully be
regular features."

On the subject of distribution,
Ms. Kramer said that sub-
scriptions were a possibility, but
nothing definite has been decided
on yet. "Plans for future issues
really include most of the same
thing that our first issue had-
features, news, and the buUetin,
and the features will often be about
people other than faculty. There
will be no advertising at all.

Generally, I can say that we've a
lot to write about because our
resources here are very rich," she
said.

According to Dan Melley,
Director of University Public
Affairs, the University Bulletin is

being financed through the Public
Affairs budget, which is made up of
state funds. Other things financed
under this budget include the
University News Bureau, WFCR
(five college radio), the graphic
design shop, and the University
photo center.

The first issue of the University
Bulletin came out last Thursday,

Nov. 29. Eight pages long, it in-
cluded a feature on President
Wood's recommendation for the
new position of vice president of
the University, a feature on South-
west, and another on the cow barns
belonging to the School of
Agriculture. The weekly bulletin
was on the last page.
There are people who feel that

the debut of the University Bulletin
at this time is somewhat coin-
cidental. Fraak Olbris is the

tnHa-sHyBulletin

Vttood recommends
lynton for VP post

himrgy crisis may
limit fcn. programs

(Staff Photo/Slevr HukrIcs i

Secretary of the University of
Massachusetts Employee's
Association (UMEA), which is a
local chapter of the Massachusetts
State Employee's Association
(MSEA). He said that his
organization feels it has something
to do with the parking fee situation.
"The parking fee issue," Olbris
said, "has divided the University
community from the ad-
ministration as none other has in

our experience You have a really
bad situation where the workers
don't trust the administration. In
spite of the opposition, the parking
fees still exist. Our conclusion is

that the Administration is trying to
manipulate the views of the
workers, and gloss over the
parking situation with a little

public relations. The channel used
to do this might well be this

publication."

The MSEA, which has over 400
classified or non-professional
University employees as mem-
bers, recently made a statement
saying, "Instead of dealing openly
with the cause of disagreement
(over the parking issue), the
Administration appears to be
trying to divert attention from a
major wound in the fabric of the
University community."
The organization also said that

con/cive
natural
cncroy 1

No need to exert yourself. The bus is going

there anyway, so do yourself a favor and hop
aboard

!

Bebr$!EaiL
BUS
LINES

Hourly service to Boston, New York City, Albany and
everywhere, direct trom the University Campus.
Extra express service to Natick and Boston every
weekend.
Lobby Campus Center Hotel
Tel. 545-2528 or 545-2006

the approximately $16,000 which
will be spent on the newspaper in
the next six months could have
been used toward parking fees this
year. "If that money," Olbris said,
"is available to spend on the
production of the Bulletin and Ms.
Kramer's salary, why is the
Administration making the
University employees pay so much
for parking? I'm not saying this as
an attack against the paper itself

or its editors but this seems to be a
motive of the Administration.

After being asked his opinion of
the Bulletin last Sunday, Olbris
said that "the lead story was not
very interesting, and otherwise the
Bulletin contained nothing much of
vital interest from a non-
professional point of view." He
also said that it greatly expressed
the Administration's view points,
and thus it seemed to be aimed at
the employees.

In response to the UMEA's
statements, Evelynne Kramer
said, "What they feel is not taken
as a personal criticism. Ill still

stand by the publication-it speaks
for itself. We welcome the UMEA,
its officers, or any other people to
come to us with ideas for stories.
My door is always open." Also in

response, Katy Gillmor said, "I
feel the same as Evelynne
does about what Frank Olbris and
the UMEA have said. I'm proud of
our publication. I think we're
accomplishing what we set out to
do: provide a vehicle for in-

formation for staff and faculty - a
paper geared to their needs."

In a random sampling of
professors taken by the MDC to
find out their opinions of the new
University Bulletin, most made
favorable comments. Professor
Howard Ziff, head of the depart-
ment of Journalistic Studies, said
that the Bulletin was "very well
done." "The article about the
unionization election was balanced
and fair," he said. "The cow barn
feature was good. I believe that the
publication fills a need. I look at it

as an organ of communication. As
far as it being a waste of money,
that can run into a very long
debate. I personally don't feel it's a
waste of money."
Professor Cadwell Ray,

president of the local chapter of the
AAUP (American Association of
University Professors), said,
"Evelynne Kramer did a good job.

M

X
/'

It appeared that an attempt was
made to express all view points. No
one can really say much, though,
until it's had a chance. When
Oswald Tippo was Chancellor, the
same kind of thing was tried, but
then dropped because everything
in it was also in the weekly bulletin
and in the Collegian.

Dr. Duncan H. Rollason of the

Zoolnav nVn.irtment said, "I
thoughflhe TCporrtng was good and
the articles well written. I think the
MSEA's comments were slightly
premature. The publication seems
to be an honest effort to improve
communication. If those who
object to view points and ideas in it

don't write letters, it'll be an organ
that speaks for the
Administration.''
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If you happened by the Colonial Lounge anywhere from 10 in the
morning to 10 last night then you probably saw the Arts and Crafts
Exhibit and Sale. This event was sponsored by the Hillel Foun-
dation and the Pioneer Valley Community for Israel.
On display for both exhibition and sale were prints, paintings,

sculptures, ceramics, jewelry and woven items. All in all there
were 268 items. These were contributed by 48 artists. ( It is to be
noted that the arts and crafts were the work of Pioneer Valley
artists and not just artists of this college community.) Of the 48
artists, 40 of them donated their works for free. All proceeds will go
to the Israel Emergency Fund, for humanitarian purposes. Some of
the ways m which the funds are utilized are for the construction and
maintenance of hospitals and orphanages The money in no way
goes to the war effort.

One of the main purposes of this event and of aU the events that
have been sponsored by the Hillel Foundation this week is to give
the public some idea of all the aspects of Israel. The coordinators of
these events feel that too many people hear just about the war in
the Mideast. This exhibition, along with the other activities are
intended to give people an idea of the cultural, educational' and
artistic offerings of Israel.

The general concensus of the coordinators as the week has gone
on is that more and more people have increasingly come to the
events and activities which have included a movie, a book sale and
a cabaret For those involved, this week has generated support for
Israel among themselves, boosting morale and making them feel
that they are not alone in the world. For the public some of their
curiosity about life in Israel - other than the war - has been
satisfied this week.

IBABBLEBABBLEBABBLEBAB
Rumor has it the Collegian is actively soliciting gossip. Heard

an outlandish story you'd like the facts on??? Just drop it in the"RUMOR" box at the Collegian (2nd floor, Student Union) Any
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The Arts

V.S. Prichett
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A Character Out Of Dickens

Kenie-Meenie-Mycnie-Moe
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Make an artist happy-adm ire his work
Make an artist happier-buy his work!
Make yourself happiest -enjoy his work!

t Exhibit Places
ew Focus On Israeli

By LAURA DIBOWSKI 1

By KATIII COLEMAN
What does a seventy-three year

old world famous British writer

have to say?
I have only seen V.S. Pritchett

once. He looks very much like one
of the more dignified Dickens'

characters which he is so fond of.

Upon doing some research, I

discovered he came from a

financially insecure background,
his father was a frequently
bankrupt merchant. He quit school

at 15 to become a leatherman's
apprentice, then worked as a

journalist on the continent for

seven years. At 29, he began
writing an endless line of novels,

literary critisms, and short stories.

He married at 36 and fathered two
children.

What I wanted to know is how did
he do it all.

The coward's approach has
always been one of my favorites.

With little difficulty, I phoned
Smith College and asked for the
writer-in-resicence, VS. Pritchett.

His wife answered the phone and
asked if my intentions were
honorable, I assured her they
were. Before I had a chance to get
too nervous, the crackling accent
of V.S.P. was on the line.

Much to my disillusionment, the
author was a bit of a sexist in his
Victorian way. I had noted that the
greatest portion of his work is

dedicated to his wife. I wanted to
know the role she had played in his
success. He said, "Very important.
She has children and is very
helpful.

The rest of the conversation was
brief and informative. He has in no
way found his short formal
education a hinderance, rather a
"stimulant". He favors late
marriages so the couple will be
eager. No single event in his life

stands out in his memory as
singularly persuasive or
meaningul except perhaps travel.
The favorite country of his travels

is Spain, because of its people,

"their simplicity, their pride." His

main goal in life has been to be a

good writer, but he does not believe

he has achieved this, because "no
one ever does". His favorite form
of literature is the short story. He
enjoys very much his position at

Smith, both the freedom it affords

and the insight furnished by his

students. If he had the power to

change one event in his life, he
would like to have "more hair".

Pritchett and his wife have
returned to their permanent
residence in London. However, his

most valuable advice will remain

with me. It was directed to today's
young people. "Be cheerful. Work
hard and do not wait for inspiration
to come from heaven. Make work a
habit." He practiced what he
preached.
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A TOUCH OF BLUES"
with

MUDDY WATERS

THE BABE PINO BAND
Monday, December 10th f 1973

8:00 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Refreshments Available
5 College StaH, Faculty, or
Student ID Accepted

Tickets: $2.50 in advance
$2.75 at door

On Sale this Week 10-4:00

on CC Concourse level

DANCE, DRINK, AND HAVE A GOOD TIME
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UMass Chorale Performs At Rnwtcr
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be no admission charge.
Dr. Dubois said the Chorale will

sing such pieces as "Laudate
Dominum" by A. Scarlatti. "Vinea
Mea Electa" by Poulenc, and
"Abenlied" by Haydn
Student soloists Kathy Hall,

Irene Saloio, Donald Boyd, and

soloist, will sing 'Fal
Snow" by Daniel Moe.
The Chamber Singers will

perform "Magnificat" by A
Vivalni with the University
Orchestra
Janice Erickson. a sophomore,

says the singers are a "pretty close

reputations both in

States and abroad
the United

D
--—-• ^ w "wju. aiiu sd.ys me singers are a prettv tRobert Ruplenas will be featured group", especially after fours
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Dylan's Back!
By EDITH M. LEDERER
Associated Press Writer

SA., FRANCISCO ( AP) — Concert halls were reserved anonymouslv
Arrangements were workec* out clandestinely. But one of the best-kept
secrets in rock music is out: Bob Dylan is making his first nation-wide
tour in eight years.

In the casual style that has become his trademark, Dylan's comeback
was announced in newspaper advertisements in 21 cities which said
simply Dylan-The Band" and gave details about buying concert tickets
But that was enough for Dylan fans who've been waiting for years for

the recluse legend of the rock-folk world to return to the concert sceneThe master plotter of Dylan's comeback is promoter Bill Graham who
managed to reserve nearly two dozen top concert halls across the country
without telling their owners the name of the show's star.
Graham said: "We wanted to keep this a secret and avoid the hysteria

as long as possible, and I think they had enough respect for this
organization and myself that I wouldn't rent it for a hula hoop contest

"I wanted to start a rumor that it was Howard Hughes who was the
mystery star but I knew I couldn't produce him so I gave up that idea " he
said.

To discourage scalpers, tickets are being sold only by mail with amaximum four per customer. But Graham said he's received reports that
kids already were scalping tickets in Chicago, New York, Miami and Los
Angeles - even though actual sales only began Sunday and nobody knew
what the tickets looked like.
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l"
a,r a one hour Program dialogue primarily aboutGod and the reasons for believing in Him. Ideas on thl nature ot God and

the meaning of "faith" will be discussed. Wrapping up the program will
be a discussion on the psychological implications of Christian beliefs
The host will be Steve Lord, a member of the UMass Public Debate

Program. Guests will include Mr. John Fite-staff representative of theCampus Crusade for Christ and Mr. Harvey Meister -a UMass senior
and member of the Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship

Have It Your Way . .
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Senior Portraits
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This years senior section will have senior candids interspersed
along with portraits. Bring your favorite picture of yourself at time
of sitting. ( B&W. color, baby, high school, etc )
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The Greek Way

By BONNIE COHEN
To many people on campus, the

only thing that fraternities and
sororities represent is a crowd at

the Pub on a week-end night or a
crowd of cheering jocks at the
homecoming football game. But to

most members of the Greek
system, sororities and fraternities

represent a viable alternative to

dorm living, with many added
benefits.

The latter point of view is visible

in the notable rise in the number of
pledges at UMass. According to

Joe Barboza, president of the
Greek council, the number of
pledges has almost doubled since
reaching its lowest point in 1969-70.

Nationally, the increase has been a
bit more conservative. A 15 per
cent rise in fraternity membership
toward the end of last year has
been noted by the National
Interfraternity Conference.
The numbers would tend to in-

dicate that the frat is indeed back,
to some degree. According to

President Barboza, the reason for
this is the "closeness of people" in

a frat or sorority house and the

atmosphere which is "conducive lo

studying". Barboza also attributes
the rise in the number of pledges to

the work of the Greek Council Area
Government, over which he
presides.

But what about the same ob-
jections that drove membership in

the Greeks down to its lowest point
in the end of the sixties and early
part of the seventies? Frat and
sorority houses were condemned
as being under six inches of beer at

all times and concerned with
"irrelevant" matters such as
pledge formals and the
homecoming parades. Another
common complaint was that the
Greek system turned out group
followers from the same mold.
Barboza rejects these sterptypes

and notes that the grade point
average for people living in

What It Used To Be
houses, generally lasting lrom i

p.m until 11 am 'People are
usually happier in a house", ac-

cording to Barboza. "and are
therefore more satisfied with
school".

Another possible reason for the
increase in membership is the
living conditions at most houses.
The houses cost about the same,
and in some cases less, to live in

than the dorms. They also offer a
seven day meal plan instead of the
five day meal plan offered by the
University. Barboza said that
people need to "escape from the
cinderblocks and elevators in the
dorms".
The Greek Council has been

working towards a true
representation of the Greek
system, as well as providing social

and community services to the

things as homecoming events, a

Christmas party and "Greek
Week", (planned for April 21-27).

Greek week consists of a series of

events designed to "show the rest

of the University that the Greeks

are together".

The Academic Affairs com-
mittee of the Greek Council is

working on a plan which would

bring some University courses to

the frat and sorority houses, as it is

now done in other residential areas

on campus. The committee is

facing some obstacles in instituting

this program, but hope to have it

straightened out as part of their

long range plans, said Barboza.
Another innovation in the Greek

system is the introduction of co-ed
fraternities. Sigma Alpha Mu is the
self-claimed "ultimate in co-ed
living". Actually, SAM is one of

eight pilot fraternities across the
country which is experimenting
with the viability of co-ed Greek
living. Many still wonder,
however, why it is still called a
fraternity when it houses both men
and women....

fraternities and sorority is higher University, said Barboza. Through
than the averages in dorms. He
said one of the reasons for this as
stemming from the general im-
provement of study habits of most
Greek members. These study
habits are improved due to the
enforcement of quiet hours in most

its eight committees, the council
sponsors such things as money
raising events for organizations
such as UNICEF, the American
Cancer Society and the Belcher-
town State School.

The council also sponsors such

TOWN OF AMHERST

1974 ELECTION CALENDAR

Decembers, 1973

February a, 1974

February 13, 1974

February 15, 1974

February 22, 1974

February 25, 1974

March 5, 1974

March 8, 1974

March 20, 1974

March 25, 1974

April 8, 1974

April 9, 1974

May 6, 1974

May 8, 13, 15, 1974
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If you were in a Sorority a few years ago you might have been In a sing-along in the Hatch. There's
more going on these days.

Official Public Notice
Additional Notice
Last Day to Register for Caucus
Last Day to File for Certification

Last Day to File with Town Clerk
Caucus Call

Town Caucus
Last Day to File for Town Meeting
Last Day to Register for Town Election
Closing of Annual Meeting Warrant
Signing of Warrant and Posting
Town Election

Opening Season of Town Meeting
Continuation of Town Meeting,
if necessary

(*Up until 4:30 p.m., in Town
Clerk's Office, Town Hall)

Town Offices to be filled at Town Election (plus Town Meeting
Members): Moderator for one year; Selectmen, 2 for three years;
School Committee, 2 for three years; Jones Library Trustee, 2 for
three years; Housing Authority, 1 for five years; Redevelopment
Authority, l for five years and l for two years; Elector, Oliver
Smith Will, l for one year.

Town Election, April 9, 1974 will be held in the Seven Precincts
with the polls being open from 12:00 noon to 8:00 p.m.

Opening Session of Town Meeting, May 6 will be held in the
Amherst Regional Junior High Auditorium at 7:00 p.m. The Board
recommends if necessary that continuation dates for Town Meeting
be held at the same time and place on May I, 13 and 15, 1974.
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Here's What
They Think

By BONNIE COHEN
The mere mention of the word "sorority" or "fraternity" will almost

always bring a reaction from people, whether it be favorable, adverse or
non-commital.

In a random survey of UMass students, the most avid proponents of the
Greek system were obviously those members and pledges of the various
sororities and fraternities. Donna Arsenault, a member of Chi Omega
feels that her sorority is like a "big, but close family". Before she came
into contact with any sorority, Donna "vowed that I would never join
one". However, upon her first visit to Chi Omega, she "fell in love" with
the people and surroundings of the house. "Very cold and unfriendly"
was how Donna explained the dorm she lived in before she moved into the
house, where she claims she has "met a really wide variety of people".
Not everyone who has pledged and joined a sorority has the same

positive feeling as Ms. Arsenault. A former sorority member related to
me an almost bizarre series of events that took place as she pledged for a
certain sorority. ( She has asked that her name not be mentioned in this
article for fear that she will have "seventy screaming girls down her
neck").

While pledging for her sorority, this candidate was taken around
campus with a pillowcase over her head, and finally led into an unknown
room. There, she was quizzed on certain questions concerning the
:orority's history and members. Everytime she did not answer a question
"satisfactorily" she was doused with such things as eggs, chocolate milk,
and spaghetti sauce. A fellow pledge received a better surprise that night.
As a prize for answering a question correctly, she won a trip to Hawaii,
which consisted of two large garbage cans full of freezing cold water
being thrown over her on a cold December night. Some prize

In another instance, this former sorority member was told to go over to
a certain fraternity house and steal their composite, which is a framed
picture of all the fraternity members. While doing this, the picture fell on
the ground and broke, with the pledge falling into the broken glass and
cutting her hands and legs. She was left standing in the house, bleeding,
while the members of the fraternity screamed "beat her! ". She was
finally rescued by a friend in the fraternity.

In speaking to other Greek members, this appears to be an isolated and
singular event, and this type of practice is not a part of all sorority and
fraternity inductions. However, it still did happen.
Joe Barboza, President of the Greek Council and member of Sigma

Alpha Epsilon, has quite a different view of Greek life. He has met, in his
own house as well as others, alot of "really warm and friendly people who
genuinely care about what happens to you". Joe noted that since he en-
tered his fraternity, his average has gone up considerably, and he is a
"much happier person".
Some criticism of the Greek system came from those who are not

members of sororities or fraternities. Libby Wendt, a junior and an art
major at UMass, feels that sororities are a "farce". She feels that the
members "talk about sisterhood, and then turn around and are so catty."
Another common complaint about sororities and fraternities was that

they are too time-consuming.
"No time" was the reason that Joanne Nemes give for not joining a

sorority. She also felt that she couldn't find a sorority that was "really
concerned with academics".
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Some people have differing opinions on the usefulness and community spirit of Greek organizations.
Last fall some Fraternity members cot together to refurbish their house
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Make Street Listing Easier Brush Up On Your Orwell

Over intercession and the early part of next
semester the Town Clerk's Office in Amherst will
begin the great Street Listing Crusade. The Street
Listing is important because it is used to update the
Town's voting rolls and if your name isn't on the
Street Listing then you can't vote. Last year the
system used to compile the list on campus was a
fiasco. This was not so much the fault of the Town
Clerk as it was of state laws that arc designed for

communites with less mobile voters.

The system to be used this year has not yet been
decided but an interesting sidelight of the decision is

the lack of public notice. When I called the Town
Clerk's Office I was informed that while the system
they had under consideration was not a secret they
could not tell me what it was because they did not
know if they were going to use it. I was not aware that
the process for collecting names for the voting roles
was of such great importance that it has to be kept
under cover for unknown reasons. It would seem
better to open and freely discuss the proposed method
to get as much feedback from the community as
possible; especially the students who were the most
adversely affected by last year's procedures. Instead
we have a secret to be announced at some later date;
perhaps when it is too late to change. Is the Town Hall
so worried about criticism that they cannot let us
know such a simple fact?

We would hope that even if we cannot comment on
the new system we can discuss the old and have some
input that way. As mentioned before, the importance
of the street listing is mainly to registered voters on
this campus. Last year the Street Listing Cards were
distributed to each Head of Residence by an em-
ployee of the Town Clerk's Office. Unfortunately, this
person did not understand just what the cards were
for and left many Heads of Residence with the im-
pression that you had to fill one out to licence your
dog or qualify for welfare or something like that.

There weren't enough cards for all the students to fill

our and, even if there were enough, they weren't
always distributed in the dorm.
Suggestions for this year included mailing the

cards to each registed voter on campus at the address
they gave last year An enclosed letter of explanation
could clarify what the cards are for. Because the
mails are so slow especially when you've moved, at
least one month should be allowed for the return of
the cards Some may fear that the cards will not be
filled out by the person they are addressed to but in
stead by someone wanting to vote in his or her place
They should remember that before your name is
dropped from the rolls you are sent a letter which
must be signed and returned and not many of these
are used illegally. The Selectmen have made student
participation easier by moving the elections back so
that students will be in Amherst when voting takes
place. The Town Clerk should follow their lead and
make street listing easier.

Further election reforms that are needed include a
change in the ballot so that addresses are not listed.
Because there is some friction between the students
and the townies people often vote by address. For
instance if you live in JFK it will appear on the ballot
and voters will know you are a student. If you lived off
campus your chances of election would be much
higher. If this is not done then the campus should be
combined into one precinct. This is unacceptable to
the town leaders but if other changes are not made
this might be necessary. It's time that students
become first class voters in this town we've been
second class too long. But if we are to become first

class voters it will require active participation in

town government no matter what the Town Clerk and
the selectmen do. we can't have an effect on the town
unless we get involved.

Steve Anderson is a Collegian columnist.

Most of us have encountered George Orwell in some
capacity or another Usually, this happens in High
School, vhere 98-1 or Animal Farm are favorites of
nth Grade English Instructors who hope that the
brevity and simplicity of Orwell will be more
p lafible to students who are bored to death with
over ritualized curiculum. But unfortunately. Orwell
if. often regarded by students as part and parcel of the
entire High School routine, to be scimped through as
quickly as possible The lockers abound with dollar
twenty-live summaries and "Classics Illustrated"
comic-book editions of Orell's novels
A mo:e refreshing approach to Orwell must be

cultivated in our nations schools. Failure to do so may
speed up our rendezvous with 1984.

Orwell's devastating exposure of totalitarianism is
the point which is often missed by students who ap-
proach the material with half-heartedness. Very
rarely are students acquainted with any of Orwell's
non-iictionai works, which are written with the same
unembellis'ied Erglish which make his novels so
d»ge '.able. His satire of "Newspeak", the subversion
o language by a totalitarian bureaucracy, is
corresponded in quality by several of his essays, most
i. »tably one entitled Politics and the English
Language. The satire "Newspeak" was aimed at
specifically the "unfree" political regimes, such as
Nazi Germany or Soviet Russia. His essays, however,
were levelled against people who were closer to
home: that peculiar species known as the English
speaking intellectuals.

i»K4 was Orwell's prophecy of the ultimate triumph
of the State over the minds and souls of men. Such a
triumph, according to Orwell, could not be ac-
complished merely by the modernization of any
repressive apparatus, such as the "Big Brother"
technique ********* Hpsmbed in 1984. Such a

triumph could come about only by converting the
basic usage of the King's English into a technique of
el.minating the capacity to think, rather than ex-
pressing it. The exposure of the corruption of political
language was the greatest achievement of his overall
critique of totalitarianism. Political language, as it

had developed in his lifetime, was debauched to make
"lies sound truthful and murder respectable, and to
give an appearance of solidity to pure wind."
The struggle to control thought by manipulating

language was a battle which Orwell had observed
first hand in his short lifetime. He had broken with
the upppr classes from which he originated,
recognizing fully the pretentious snobbery and
meaningless inflation of upper-crust speech. On the
other hand, his temporary fellow traveling with the
British Socialists brought him into contact with
propaganda which sought to convince the British of
the glories of totalitarian dictatorships which
paraded under the banner of the working class.
Defending the indefensible by means of carefully
chosen euphemisms and deliberate vagueness was
the pattern of verbiage which gave him the in-
spiration for "Newspeak."
There is much debate over the necessity of

requiring college undergraduates to participate in
rhetoric courses. Anybody who has read Orwell
seriously will be more skeptical of proposals to
eliminate such requirements. The vulnerability of
our language to subversion by power seekers is good
enough reason for administrators and instructors to
seek the perpetuation of a program which brings our
usage of English into scrutiny and constant re-
examination. We should make Orwell an integral part
of such a program.

Matt Tackeff is a Collegian columnist.
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To The Editor:

/ feel compelled to comment at this time on the
overall decadence of Ms. Joyce Kosofsky's verbiage
She has distinguished herself as a journalist without
rival, not for any ability or integrity she might have,
but for her total and all too obvious lack of the very
same.

It was with a great deal of distaste that I viewed her
article some months ago entitled, "Screw you", a
wonderfully lower class epithet which perhaps
describes its author only too well. As a person who
considers himself suitably vulgar at certain times, I

must object to the use of such phrases both in the
press and in all other forms of public display. I think
that journalism requires something more
distinguished and well-thought out than the
distasteful ravings of Ms. Kosofsky.

It is, however, in regard to her current bit of drivel,

"How to get out of a mealticket", that I would like to

comment. In her article, she lays out, chapter and
verse, precisely how to go about "beating the
system".
There are, to my knowlege, two effects of her

suggestions. The first effect is that anybody with a
legitimate case for a mealticket exemption will now
be far more carefully screened, and so the student
will find it increasing hard to secure an exemption.
(Which I do not feel was one of her aims). The second
effect, though, and the most important, is that, if we
have as little regard for our Area Directors, as she
apparently has, and we lie to them; and we have as
little respect for a Rabbi and the Jewish faith in

general, as she apparently has, and we lie to the
Rabbi; and we have as little regard for the concept of
Financial Aid, as she implies she does, and we falsify
information in order to gain an exemption; then
perhaps we all may sometime share the total lack of
respect which she deserves and the total bancruptcy
of character, ethics, and most of all integrity of which
she is so vacuously devoid. She has, for all intensive
purposes, my sincere sympathy.

Nathaniel G. Clark

To The Editor:

7 read in the Collegian today
(Dec. 4), that UMass has received
a supplemental grant for the free
bus system. The article says that
three additional buses will be
purchased.
As a resident of South Amherst,

and a student at UMass, I implore
those responsible for scheduling
the buses to consider us when you
decide how to use them. Hundreds
of cars come onto campus each day
from South Amherst simply
because we have no alternate way
of getting there. Not only does this
increase the amount of cars on
campus, but it also contributes to
the traffic jams in the center of
town during the rush hours.
With the predicted fuel shortages

in the upcoming months, to deny us
a bus is only going to make matters
worse, as one bus uses much less

fuel than the number of cars that
could be kept from running. All
indicators point to South Amherst
as the place where the buses are
needed most. Please do not con-
tinue to ignore us.

John Kramer

To The Editor:

/ should like to take issue with some of the rather blithe assumptions underlying Dave
Eibel's editorial "Oil Blackmail" in Friday's Collegian. While it will be more and more
difficult to tackle pro-Israeli righteousness as we shiver through the coming winter, I
Question his background assertions that:

1. Israel is totally in the right. Israel is a hard-nosed settler state that is carving out a
home for a displaced people by displacing other people. They do it not so much hand in hand
with the Lord as by an impressive ammalgamation of technology, organization
imagination and ruthlessness.

2. Israel is in imminent danger of annihilation. Since 1947, Israel has annihilated herself
into a several-fold increase in territory, in the process soundly thrashing her annihilators
three and a half times. Each time, the American public has been bombarded with
apocalyptic predictions of disaster, followed after the conflict by wonder at the miracle of
her continued survival. The history, should we care to look at it, comprises two successful
preemptive strikes by Israel; five years of intensive training and massive inflow of Soviet
arms produced only a hesitant and temporary questioning of Israeli superiority and brought
Moshe Dayan to within 100 kilometers of Cairo. Even the most rabid Arab guerilla no longer
talks of pushing Israelis into the sea. It is now merely a matter of regaining captured land
and a just treatment for the Palestinians — not any different, really, from what the Jews ofEurope demanded at the end of World War II. We might bear in mind as well that this most
recent pass at the Israeli jugular was fought entirely on Arab territory. There was no in-
vasion of Israel, nor was there intended to be.

3. Feisal is an international criminal. I find it intriguing that an economic boycott of South
Africa or Rhodesia by an antiracist nation is called a sanction, while the Arab oil embargo is
•blackmail". There are a couple of aspects of the Saudi ruler's decision that will un-
doubtedly go unnoticed: that he has given us four years of warning (which we neglected to
heed in any way), and that he is not trying to force us into any new position. The official U.S
stance has been to advocate withdrawal from the territories occupied in 1967. The Saudi
"blackmail" is directed only toward such a withdrawal, and is simply taking us at our word
When America stops its de facto support of the occupation, the tap will be turned on again.
There is too much of the kind of fiend-and-angel dialectic typified by Dave's article The

December wind blows cold through the tents of a million Arab refugees. Seeing them as somany little Hitlers, or equating sympathy for them with capitulation to tyranny is not only
blind and cruel, it is unpardonably stupid, and ill serves the cause of peace in the Middle
East.

Thomas A. Roberts

To The Editor:

This is in response to the article on page one of
Wednesday's Collegian dealing with the ARA study of
Food Services. In particular the part about "vacant
Hampden Dining Commons" is a complete fallacy.
Hampden Commons is anything but vacant.
On the south side of the building there exists

"Munchies," a small convenience store dealing in
food supplies and toiletries. Next to it there is "Bites
and Pieces", a snacte bar offering everything from
soup to brownies. Also on the south side there is a row
ofpinball machines that receive almost constant use.
On the north side is the Community Resource

Center, open 12-8 each weekday, with every type of
counseling imaginable. There also exists an area
there for movies, theatre, meetings, etc. Every
Sunday and Tuesday nights the Amherst Film
Cooperative shows films that the average student can
see nowhere else in the University. Every Thursday
the Southwest Assembly meets there at 7:30. In the
past two months there have been movies, dances,
theatre in Hampden.

In the north lobby this week and last Jean Becker,
with seed money from the Southwest Assembly, is
running a project where students can learn to make
their own greeting cards, and actually make them
there.

The Campus Center recently submitted their plan
for a Rathskellar in the basement of Hampden,
scheduled for early next semester.
The only vacant space in Hampden is the

backrooms which are being used by Food Services for
catering services.

We invite Mr. Kurinsky to come and visit us in
Southwest. Obviously he has been away too long.

Lawrence M. St. Cyr
President Southwest Assembly

Maureen Mitchell
Chairperson, Hampden

Lary Sinewitz
Southwest Assemblyperson

To The Editor:

We need to help local com-
munities in and around Amherst.
People need YOU! You can help
others to help themselves by
sharing a little of your life, time,
and energies with these people who
will really appreciate your
energies.

You can tutor a child at Amherst
High School in Spanish, Chinese,
German.. .You can link up with an
inmate in Northampton Jail who
hasn't had anyone care about him
for a long time. You can help
organize Alcoholic Prevention
Programs, you can work at old age
homes, and you can initiate other
community service projects.
You can do something that has

nothing to do with the University,
and at the same time learn about
another side of American culture.
The kinds of things you can do

are endless— really up to your own
imagination. If you are interested
in working with us. and earning up
to 3 academic credits at the same
time next semester, then we would
like to invite you to a meeting at
the Student Union Colonial Lounge
o,i Thursday, December 6, 1973, at
7:30 p.m. If you can't make the
meeting, contact one of us and
we'll be happy to help answer
questions.

We'll be there. Hope to see you'.

Adrianna Rothkegel 256-8750
Abel Ponce de Leon 549-0725

Rafael Dammert 549-3726
Ricardo Chaparro 549-3726

To The Editor:
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To The Editor:
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"Well, Pat, it's nice to

on any little people."

have made it big without having stepped
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Attorney For Students

A vast majority (pun intended)

of undergraduates will receive the

rights and responsibilities of

formal majority on January 1,

1974. The Legislature (due largely

to the initiative of Senator John
Olver of Amherst joined by
Representative James Collins of

Amherst) has enacted the eighteen

year old age of majority bill to

have effect in the New Year.
The acquisition of those rights

associated with the age of majority

is usually a leisurely process of

accumulation ending on the magic
birthday. In recent years the states

have recognized the sophistication

and independence of eighteen year
olds and accordingly reduced the

age for voting, drinking and now
the "majority."
The significance is largely

technical and is almost exclusively

legal. Perhaps the most important
pitfall to be warned about, is the

enforceability of contracts. Per-

sons should always read whatever
they sign and be sure they un-

derstand and agree with the
documents. The solemn act of

contract is intended to really bind
the parties legally to perform their

side of the agreement or else

respond in money damages.
Another change that can be

expected will be defending oneself

in court without parent or lawyer
to help. Those choosing to exercise

On Reaching Majority
this right will be well-advised to

consider carefully the effect of

guilty pleas and records which
should not be lightly accepted.

On the other hand, not all im-

pediments to absolute freedom
should be expected to change. It is

age 21? If it was intended to be the

exact same thing as "majority"
then 21 should equal 18. Where the

intention was otherwise there is no

assurance that 21 will equal 18. For
instance, the argument recently

made that the University dor-

Richard M
not necessarily true that where the

age 21 had a particular privilege

associated with it that the same
will occur at 18 now. The real

question is what was the purpose of

the rule and the relationship to the

Staff Photo - Judy Boucher

Howland
mitories used the age 21 for

emancipating students on the basis

of convenience and not because of

majority strikes me as specious.

The reason such an argument is

being made is purely for fiscal

Corona Stabbed In Cell
By DOUG WILLIS

Associated Press Writer

VACAVILLE, Calif. (AP) — Juan Corona, con-

victed of murdering 25 migrant workers, was stabbed
32 times in an attack in his prison cell, authorities

said Sunday.
Corona was listed in satisfactory condition after

three hours of surgery that included removal of his

left eye.

"Barring complications, there is no longer any
threat to his life," said T.L. Clanon, superintendent at

the California Medical Facility at Vacaville. He
added that, "barring complications, the sight of one
eye is preserved."

Corona was found in his unlocked cell it. the

medium security wing at 10:50 p.m. Saturday and
was rushed to the hospital for surgery.

Clanon said four suspects were in custody, but

refused to identify them or provide other details.

"We do not know the motive. We have no idea,"

said Lt. Gordon Steeves, the watch commander.
"Juan Corona is a loner. He is doing his job well. He

does not mix. He is working on his appeal." he said.

Prison officials found a small hobby knife with a
two-inch razor-like blade near Corona's cell and said

it could have been the weapon. Such knives are not

prohibited in medium security areas.

Corona, 40, a farm labor contractor, was convicted
last January of murdering 25 farm workers and
drifters whose hacked bodies were unearthed from

shallow graves in northern California in 1971. He was
sentenced to 25 consecutive terms but is eligible for

parole after seven years.

The prosecution won its conviction on cir-

cumstantial evidence, telling the jury of 10 men and
two women that a search of Corona's home and
garage in Yuba City, Calif., turned up a machete with

an 18-inch blade, a meat-cleaver, a double-bladed axe
and a wooden club with stains. No explanation of

motive developed in the six-month trial.

After his arrest, Corona suffered two heart attacks
and was treated at the medical facility here, 50 miles
northeast of San Francisco. Following his conviction,

he was kept on as part of the work crew and Guthrie
said officials thought he was "doing reasonably well"
as an inmate.

Corona has repeatedly proclaimed his innocence
and had been hoping to win a new trial on grounds
that his attorney failed to present a proper defense.

No defense witnesses were called.

In an interview last August, he said he was studying
English, mathematics and typing for three hours
every day so he could get a better job if he is released.

The stabbing of Corona came less than a week after

the stabbing death in a Massachusetts prison of

Albert DeSalvo, who once claimed he was the Boston
Strangler

DeSalvo was found dead of stab wounds in his cell

in Walpole State Prison's hospital section last

Monday.

Police Yell For Death Penalty
BOSTON (AP) - About 300 police

officers, most from Boston, con-
fronted Gov. Francis W Sargent
outside his office Wednesday,
demanding at the top of their lungs
that he sign a bill restoring the
death penalty.

"1 have not yet made up my
mind what to do." Sargent told

them.
He offered to have members of

his staff meet with the officers in

Gardner Auditorium. They wanted
him there and he said he might
show up
The officers had earlier at-

tended-as did Sargent-the funeral

in the Brighton section of John
Schroeder. a Boston detective shot

to death when he interrupted a

holdup last week Schroeder's
brother Walter was si miliary killed

three years ago
The bill of officers urged passage

for would restore capital punish

ment for nine sorts of murder,

including that of a police olticer

Despite pleas of their leaders,

the officers staged one of the

loudest demonstrations in the

memory of veteran State House

newsmen.

Some of the shouted im-
precations included "run-runner"-
a reference to a sporting goods
store Sargent owns in Orleans.

Shouts also rang out of, "You
automatically start out with 100,000

votes against you "apparently a

reference to the votes of policemen

and their families - and "How
many of the 10,000 went to

Schroeder's funeral "a reference
to the number of signatures on an
anti-death penalty petition
presented to Sargent last week by
Boston University President John
Silver.

NOTETAKERS and TYPIST-EDITORS

needed for next Semester

APPLY THIS WEEK

Student Senate Lecture Note Program

328 Student Union

protection. Obviously, if students

over 18 were permitted to live off

campus at will the resulting

closing of dormitories and dining

commons would, presumably
reduce the energy drain they

present. *Even the central

administration could move from
Boston and negotiate a rent that

didn't blow the minds of the

legislators! But, that's just a "for

instance", of course.

I hope that all students over 18

will be wary of newly acquired

freedom and use it cautiously. The
change is much more becoming
responsible for oneself than
becoming free. It may be
somewhat hard to get used to, but

hopefully it will be a Happy New
Year.

Another wintry problem that

may soon arise is the automobile
accident. Icy roads and snowy
highways make the first winter
storm a matter of crunching
concern. There are several things

that participants in these crashing
confrontations can do which will

ultimately benefit them legally and
in every other way as much as
possible.

If you are in an accident:

First: protect against further

injury by warning cars behind by
signals, lights, or opening hood or

trunks. Station a traffic controller

if possible.

Second: See to the needs of any
injured person using good first aid

(don't move any person who may
have a broken limb or back);

Third: Once a status quo of

safety has been assured, then

summon any assistance required -

tow, police, ambulance or
whatever.
Fourth: Always make known

your name, address, license

number etcetera to other drivers

involved ! Never leave the scene of

an accident where property
damage has occurred without
doing this! If you hit a parked car

and no one is around, leave a note

and then drive directly to the police

station and report the facts.

Failure to do this may result in loss

of license as well as high fines.

Fifth: Relax, there is no way you
can undo the accident. See to the

removal of the damaged car and
its repair. Then, when all has
quieted down, call your own in-

surance company and tell them
what happened.

Sixth: If you have received a

citation from the police, you have
about one working day to challenge

the citation before the clerk of the

district court will issue a com-
plaint. If you don't understand
what the best course of action may
be, do not wait until the last minute
to ask a lawyer.

The Story Behind
A Woman Major
DARTMOUTH, N.S. ( AP) —Ask Eileen Stubbs about the time she and

several companions were thrown out when they tried to crash a service
club party at which Xaviera Hollander was speaking.

She'll tell you the story with a smile. But she would rather talk about
her city and what she hopes to be able to do for it.

Mrs. Stubbs, the first woman to be elected mayor of this city of 65,000

across the harbor from Halifax, is also the first woman to b* elected
mayor of any Nova Scotia city.

Of her role as a woman in a responsible position with the city, she said,

"I represent a type of freedom."
"We're going to have better-informed aldermen because unless we

work as a unit and know what each of us is doing, we'll end up with
problems," she said.

"There aren't going to be many decisions made around here without
my knowing about them," she added.
Mrs. Stubbs has a dozen years' experience in municipal politics and has

raised eight children. She is a grandmother.
Her hair is slightly graying. She dresses smartly.
Mrs Stubbs doesn't see herself as a woman in a man's job but rather as

a person in a job that demands attention. And she intends to do that jobs
as well as she can.

One of her first changes was making the position a full-time job.

She'll talk to anvone who has a problem and work to resolve it.

She said, "I want to have a little town-big city here. My door is always
open and people who know me can come to see me. Those who don't can
come and meet me.

"I know my concept of the office may be a little idealistic, yet there is

no reason'why it shouldn't work."
Mrs. Stubbs has only two of her eight children at home. The others are

married, working or at college.
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(AP Wirephoto)

WAYNE. PA.-NURSING HOME FIRE KILLS RESIDENTS - At
least six elderly persons died when fire swept through the Caley
Nursing and Rehabilitation Center at Wayne. Pa., west of
Philadelphia. Others, taken to nearby hospitals, were injured or
suffered from shock, officials reported.

Self-Help : The Key
To New Drug Program

sessions to bolster the youngsters'
self-esteem and prepare them for

"re-entry" — the phase in which
they leave the house and try to

make it in the outside world.
"Primal scream" sessions, like

the one in which Tom unveiled his

anxieties, are one of several forms
of group encounters used in the
program. Another is the "haircut,"
a harsh verbal dressing-down
which the residents give to one of
their peers who backslides or fails

to perform a required task.

Peer pressure is one of the
keystones of the Elan program, as
each resident is assigned duties
and responsibilities of gradually
increasing importance. With
greater responsiblities come more
privileges, like a lower bunk, in-

stead of an upper, or a visit home.
Ricci, a graduate of New York

Daytop drug treatment center,
emphasizes that Elan does not
believe in shaving heads or making
youngsters wear signs. Such
techniques, used at other centers,
are degrading, he says, and
detract from efforts to instill self-

respect.

By JERRY HARKAVY
Associated Press Writer

SEBAGO. Maine (AP) — "Why
do people mess with me." the
stocky youth shouted.
Over and over, louder and

louder, he repeated the words, then
trailed off in a gutteral, bone-
chilling scream.
Tom sat in an unlighted room

with a half dozen other youngsters
and revealed his fears of failure,

rejection and inability to deal with
people. Tom is not his real name.

"There'll always be someone to

hurt me," screamed Tom. "The
world isn't like the house. People
don't give a damn for you."
For some 60 troubled youngsters

like Tom, who've been in and out of

reform schools, prisons, mental
hospitals and drug addiction
programs, "the house" — as Elan I

is known — is the last hope for a
normal life.

"We take the kids who have been
in the most trouble, the dregs of the
other treatment programs," said
Joseph Ricci, a 27-year-old ex-
junkie who co-founded Elan in 1971

.

Since that time, the privately
operated program has achieved an
enviable record of rehabilitating

youngsters whose emotional
problems led them to drugs,
alcohol, truancy and crime.

Its administrators claim a
success rate of 90 per cent, far
above that of comparable
programs, public or private.

Why Elan works where other
treatment centers fail was sum-
med up by Marty, a 20-year-old
from Chicago who completed the
program last year and remained
as a member of the staff.

"We deal with people as in-

dividuals," he said. "It's a self help
program in which people change
because they want to change,
because they don't want to be what
they were."
Originally established as a

rehabilitation center for young
drug users. Elan now provides
therapy for adolescents and young
adults whose feelings of anger and
rebellion find outlets in various
forms of antisocial behavior.

The program is housed in a
three-story former academy in this

summer resort town, which
represents a sharp change of en-

vironment for most of the urban
oriented "residents."

Tranquilizers or similar
medications are taboo at Elan,
which relies instead on intensive

group and individual therapy

"We don't strip people of their
dignity. We don't take away their
individuality, and we don't
degrade or malign their in-

telligence," he said.

Ricci acknowledges that the
program is geared toward middle
class youngsters, whom he
describes as "the forgotten
majority."

"There's no program in the
United States designed to help
middle class kids. And middle
class' isn't entirely determined by
how much money you have, but
also by your character."
Although the $1,200 a month fee

is steep, Ricci claims it's actually
lower than the equivalent costs at

most state and private institutions

Rehabilitation

Electric Shock Used
To Cure Child Molesters
SOMERS. Conn. (AP) — With hypnosis, electric

shocks to the groin and slides of nude children and
women, doctors at Somers state prison say they have
repressed deviant sexual drives in child molesters.
Twice a week for 10 weeks, 12 inmate volunteers lie

on a couch as slides of nude children and adult
females are flashed on a screen. Every slide of a nude
child is accompanied by a painful electric shock to
the inmate's groin area. There is no shock when
slides of nude women appear.
Dr. Dominic Morino, chief of mental hygiene, said

the therapy produces feelings of anxiety whenever
the inmate thinks of a child as a sexual object. It also
tends to enhance the inmates' desire for normal
sexual relationships with adults, he said.
Twelve of the 70 convicted child molesters at

Somers have gone through the program, which began
six months ago.

Although such behavior modification programs are
controversial, state Correction Commissioner John
Manson said the alternative is to keep inmates behind
bars with little chance of early parole. Child
molesters are rarely granted early paroles because
they are generally repeaters, Manson said.
Dr. Morino stressed that the inmates volunteer for

the treatment. However he expressed "slight fear"

that if such experiments prove successful some
judges might make them mandatory for convicted
offenders.

"These judges could view these programs as a
panacea for crime," said Morino.
Altered behavior is sometimes called the "Clock-

work Orange Syndrome" after Anthony Burgess's
novel in which a British hoodlum was conditioned to
vomit whenever he thought about sex or violence.
Manson said he almost abandoned the program

when the movie came out because of possible adverse
public opinion.

Behavior-changing programs are underway in
prisons, drug-treatment centers and mental hospitals
throughout the country. Dr. Morino noted that drug
addicts were being treated in such a program at St.
Elizabeth's hospital in Brighton, Mass.
Morino said Somers has the only program in the

country for child molesters. It is funded under the
prison's regular medical budget.
Under hypnosis, the inmate listens while a

psychologist narrates a terrifying sexual experience
about a child in the inmate's own fantasies or from
his prison record. Roger Wolfe, who administers the
program, said hypnosis creates a phobia about
children as sexual objects in the inmate's mind.

ON
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1973
AUCTION AT 7:30 P.M.

VIEWING FROM 6:30 - 7:30 P.M

AT
COLONIAL HILTON INN
JUNCTION 91, ROUTE 5
NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

AUCTION ORIENTAL RUGS
KAOUD BROTHERS. Specialists in Fine Oriental Rugs, will sell at Public Auction a
magnificent collection of genuine all guaranteed Persian and other Oriental Rugs
directly imported from the major weaving centers of the Orient, to be sold directly to
the public, strictly through promotional auctions held only by KAOUD BROTHERS.
If you are attending one of our sales for the first time, please make yourself known.
Fred or Abe Kaoud will be happy to meet you and answer your questions, or help vou in
any way possible.

We buy old Oriental Rugs. If you have any to sell, please bring them during our
exhibition period, or write:

KAOUD BROTHERS
Specialists in Fine Oriental Rugs

344 Boston Post Road
Tel: 1-203-795-5264

Free Catalogs Available at Time of Sale

Orange. Conn.
Terms: Cash -Check
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pffiFAYETTE=
^ggjo Until you ve

heard these
save your money.
OrD PIONEER

You have to hear i! to believe it.

Something to

come home to
Pioneers H-7000 is not

|ust another stereo.

This is the compact system that will take
on the giants without blowing your budget.
Because i^ose twin walnut cabinets house
2-way air-suspension speakers that cover
the audio range with undistorted depth and
clarity.

There's also 16 watts of RMS. power. A
superb 8-track cartridge tape player. FM/AM
with a precision tuning meter And all the im-
portant performance features including auto
or manual track change, fast forward, repeat
burton, headphone jack and you can add a
changer at anytime.

REG. PRICE $23995

FISHER 170-WATT 60 AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER 199"

2 Fith«r XP-56 Full Rang* Two Way Air Sus-
pension Speaker systems 89 95 f A.
BSR 3 1 AXE Turntable with Bate 59.95
Duit Cover A ADC K 8E CARTRIDGE 439.80

CO pioneer cy_595* when you want something better ^0m\ *m* Mm ^0

ra
A

Pioneer Project 80 Two
way air suspension speak
tr system with brilliant

hifht.

• tSR 310 XXE
REG. LOW PRICE

5519 80

ft * ft ft ft fr ft ft ft ft ft fr ft fr ft ft ft tr
BankAmericamo

FISHER XP-65

3 Way Speakers

REG. PRICE s109 ,s

ft ft ft

17-Watt Per Channel AM-FM STEREO
With 2 Top. monitor., lowdno,, Switch, High Filter and
capabilities for two sett of speakers.

Bffeftffc'&ffc^l^'ft'&ffcffcffcffc'r^ffcfJlffc

AUANY, N.Y.

79 Centre! ftef

4*2 9501

1

SLIGHTLY BLEMISHED ITEMS

Brand New Deluxe Automatic Turn-
tables complete with Base Oust
Cover & Cartridge-Fully Guaranteed
MECHANICALLY & ELECTRONICALLY
PERFECT. SLIGHTLY Blemished in

Appearance Only. Full one year
Guarantee. Hurry and Save.

BSR
IcDONALDCHANGERS
MODEL REG. PRICE SALE

SCHENECTADY, N.Y.

B'.dii »

J46 a ' '

i

GLENS FAILS, NY.
70' Upper Glen

792 999?

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
47 Summer St.

499 1420

260 AX

610 AX

710 AX

810 AX

49.95

99.95

149.95

199.95

34.95
49.95
99.95

129.95

AMHERST, MASS.
is I. Mmmm St.

549 1105

UTICA, N.Y.

1415 Ontkanv St. Writ

712-21M

Pioneer 10

Transmits
Pictures

By WILLIAM STOCKTON
AP Science Writer

MOUNTAIN VIEW (AP) —
Accelerating steadily in Jupiter's
fierce gravitational tug, Pioneer 10
transmitted pictures that revealed
a 10,000 mile long atmospheric
disturbance likened to a tropical
storm or towering thunderhead on
earth.

On Sunday afternoon the tiny
spacecraft was l.l million miles
from the planet and its orange,
gray and reddish brown clouds,
rushing at 32,300 miles per hour
towards an historic fly-by Monday
evening.

Jupiter began appearing in-
creasingly egg-shaped in pictures
Sunday because of pioneer's
movement and the nature of the
camera system. The planet's
shape will become increasingly
distorted, but computer techniques
can compensate and give a more
accurate picture.

The atmospheric 'disturbance
was shown by Pioneer's camera in
Jupiter's southern hemisphere. It

was a white oval-shaped region in
one of the reddish brown con-
centric bands that girdle the planet
more than 500 million miles from
earth.

Dr. Tom Gehrels of the
University of Arizona said the
disturbance might be a towering
column of clouds.

On earth, clouds build into great
towering thunderheads tens of
thousands of feet high. Tropical
storms seen from outer space
appear on earth as great swirling
disturbances in the atmosphere.
Astronomers have surmised for

years that Jupiter is racked by 300
m.p.h. winds causing vast
disturbances in colorful clouds.
They hope that Pioneer 10, because
of its proximity, will help them
understand if Jupiter has basic
atmospheric "cells" or the com-
ponents of a storm.

Scientists continue to puzzle over
Jupiter's unpredictable magnetic
envelope, which is different from
earth's well-surveyed envelope or
magnetosphere.
Scientists had expressed

amazement Saturday when the
spacecraft instruments measured
a dramatic drop in Jupiter's
magnetic field and the electrons
and protons trapped there. Levels
returned to normal later but
scientists couldn't explain why.
As Pioneer 10 drew nearer

Jupiter, project scientists watched
for instrument readings that might
permit them to extimate severity
of radiation belts believed near the
planet. Engineers had feared they
might damage or silence com-
pletely the 570-pound probe.

Atomic Power
Distorted

VANCOUVER (AP) - A forum
on nuclear power organized by the
provincial government ended in

criticism Saturday with par-
ticipants and spectators saying the
debate didn't inform anyone.

Dr. W. Bennett Lewis, a science
professor at Queen's University in

Kingston, Ont., criticized the
forum for putting the emphasis on
debate between proponents and
opponents of nuclear power rather
than on informing people.

"It's the first time I have been
faced with professional polemicists
— people who make their living

going around telling horror stories
about nuclear power," Dr. Lewis
said.

Some spectators criticized Dan
Ford, an economist at
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, and Dr. John Gofman,
a United States physicist and
author, two of the panelists op-
posing nuclear power.

Science

(AP Wtrcpeeto)
PASADENA. Cal.-FIRST PHOTO OF COMET KOHOUTEK-Hale

Observatories released this photograph of the comet Kohoutek taken
by a Palomar Telescope while it was 196,230.000 miles from earth.
The photo, believed to be the first to show the comet's developing
coma and toil, was snapped in a seven-minute exposure by martin
McCarthy, a Jesuit priest-astronomer. He is from the Vatican Ob-
servatory at Castel Gandolfo visiting here as a guest investigator.
Small white dots are stars blured by the long exposure.

Comet Kohoutek:
It's Finally Here!

By WARREN E. LEARY
AP Science Writer

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) — Comet Kohoutek finally has
become visible to the naked eye. But you have to get up pretty early
in the morning to see it.

Comet watchers all over the world are preparing to brave the
early hours and cold weather to glimpse what could be one of the
most spectacular sky shows in years.

Scientists once bilped Kohoutek as the "comet of the century
"

but are pulling back a little in light of the latest scientific data and'

a

fear of "overselling" the public on what it will see.
Scientists at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory here,

the clearing house for comet information, say Kohoutek still will be
quite a sight in the sky even though some earlier predictions about
its size and brightness have been tempered.
Kohoutek became visible without the aid of telescopes or

binoculars late last week, appearing the southeast sky about an
hour before sunrise.

The comet now looks like a big, tailless star about 20 degrees
above the horizon, but it is visible only to those with a clear,
smogless, unobstructed view.
Kohoutek will swing around the sun in late December and

disappear from sight for a few days. Until that time, it can be seen
right before sunrise, but each day a little lower on the horizon. By
Dec. 10, it will appear only 10 degrees above the horizon and by
Dec. 20, almost on the line between sky and earth.

Scientists warn early morning viewers to take care not to look
into the rising sun because the rays can cause permanent eye
damage. Observers using telescopes should have added caution
because the instrument can focus sunrays into the eye to do
damage more quickly.

How you express yourself
depends uponyourcam

Today almost everybody is getting into photography
And it s not the snapshot variety People are doing
sports stories nature stories portraits- you may
even have a friend who s doing photographs through
a microscope Or a telescope
You also know thai everybody has his own idea

about which camera is best That s why it s important
for you to know about the Canon F-1 Because it s the
system camera that s fast becoming the favorite of
professionals And the new status symbol among
photography enthusiasts

The whole F-1 system includes over 40 lenses and
200 accessories It s capable of doing virtually
everything in photography So whatever idea you
have for a picture, the F-1 has the equipment to make
sure you get it

Because it was conceived from the beginning as a
system it works as a system All the elements are
quickly and easily interchangeable No matter which
lens or accessory you use with the F-1 body you won t

have the feeling that something has been
tacked on
What s more the F-1 is comfortable to handle

Years of research went into the design of the F-1 body
and placement of controls so your fingers fall

naturally into place You II appreciate this comfort
when you re on assignment It s also an important
thing to keep in mind if you re investing in a camera
you plan to keep a long time
Canon has been in the optics industry over 37

years We make microscope equipment amateur and
professional movie cameras and TV lenses It s this
experience that helps make our still cameras the best
selling cameras in Japan In America, it s just a matter
of time

See your dealer for more information He II also
show you Canon s other SLR cameras like the FTb
andTLb Both of which offer accurate metering easy
f;lm loading a wide range of lenses and the same
standard of engineering that goes into the F-1

Canon
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East Europe

Romania Seeks

U.S. Business
ByNICKLUDINGTON
Associated Press Writer

BUCHAREST, Romania (AP) — Romania's unorthodox leader says
that during his visit to the United States this week he will ask American
capitalists to come to his country and set up joint business ventures with
the Communists.
"We are interested in realizing such joint companies with firms in the

United States," President Nicolae Ceausescu said in an interview.

"Several projects are in an advanced stage. They might be finalized

during my visit to the United States."

Romania recently passed a law allowing foreign companies to own up
to 49 per cent of joint ventures. So far, one American company, Control
Data, has signed up to participate in the construction, beginning next
month, of a computer software plant.

Romania is using joint ownership to gain American technology and
substitute foreign investment for foreign credits. Under Ceausescu, the
country has embarked on a near-frantic industrialization campaign.
Romania's industry is growing more than 12 per cent a year and the

1974 plan calls for industrial production to grow by 16.7 per cent.

Ceausescu, 55, will meet businessmen in Washington, Cleveland,
Houston, New Orleans and Hartford. The U.S. and Romanian chambers
of commerce are expected to sign a cooperation agreement during the

visit, which begins Tuesday with talks with President Nixon.
He said one of his main targets in the talks with Nixon will be most-

favored-nation status. That would give Romania the same advantages,
such as lower tariffs, as the United States' best trading partners.
Ceausescu was asked if he is worried about visiting Nixon at a time

when the U.S. President is troubled by the Watergate scandals.
"Forget that question," he snapped. "It is Romania's policy never to

interfere in internal affairs of other nations."

Ceausescu is known to admire Nixon's foreign policy achievements.
T his will be his third visit with Nixon since 1969.

\^r
.«*

TONIGHT
IRWIN SHIRWIN at 7:20 p.m.

The Small One takes up the banner of prison reform

JANET MOULDING REVIEWS at 7:25 p.m.
Our Divine Ms. M reviews Amherst College's production of "Camino J

Real

FILM QUOTES AND COMMENTS at 7:30 p.m.
Dr Tom Bonn of the Communications Studies Dept takes a critical

journey thru the films in the area

TOMORROW NIGHT
UMASS VS. RHODE ISLAND BASKETBALL at

7:50 p.m.
The Minutemen play hoop with the Rams Daring Don Gorski andj

Chief Sniffer Gerry Brooks bring it all to you as it happens

UIMUfl
STEREO 91.1 FM ' \m\

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE l\
RADIO

Television Tonight
530 THK REAL McCOYS The McCoy
Sound " (18>

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy and Viv
Reminiscing ''

(22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

i.mmkk PYLE The Grudge Fight

"

(27)

HOGAN S HEROES Heil Klink (30)

NEWS YM-XTHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE It)

•:M NEWS (3) (8) (23)

I SPY Chrysanthemum." (18)

MXKING THINGS WORK (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Billie Jos
Independence Day " (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the Tat
tering Tontine " (40)

«:I5 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (24)

«:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

ANIMAL WORLD (27)

LOUIS LYONS: NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

l:tf NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:»0 THE STARLOST The Astro Medics
"

13)

TRUTH OR
Barker, host (8)

THE 7M (LIB (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24>

MOVIE "Million Dollar Weekend
ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE REPORTERS (57)

30 THRU I SEEKERS (8)

HOLLYWOOD AND THE STARS "Paul
Newman Actor in a Hurry " Hal Stanton.

Host (22)

WASHINGTON STR MONT TM.K < 24

>

WAIT TILL VOIR FATHER GETS
HOME -Bringing Up Jamie " <30i

DRAGNET 40)

CONSEQUENCE! Bob

(30)

(27)

THE IH»» \ I

H:0U OIARME HIKIHS \M \S .J;

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY BASKET-
BALL (8)

NHL HOCKEY GAME (18)

THE FLIP WILSON SHOW (22) (30)
THE ADVOCATES (24) (57)

TOMA The Bambara Bust " '40)

H:30CBSSPECIAL "House WithoutaXmas
Tree." (3)

»:00 IRONSIDE The Double Edged
Corner " (22) (30)

THE MEN WHO MADE THE MOVIES
"King Vidor " (24)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "The Bride Who Died Twice

"

(27)

KING FU The Salamander " (40)

PHANTOM INDIA "Dream and
Reality " (57)

10:00 CBS REPORTS The Corporation
"

(3)

STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO The
Runaways " (8) (40)

SAMMY DAVIS STARRING IN NBC
FOLLIES (22) (30)

PHANTOM INDIA (24)

NEWS (27)

EVENING EDITION WITH MARTIN
AGKONSICY ($7)

Will THE LIVING WORD <18>

THE JOANNE (ARSON SHOW (27)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK (57)
ii in. NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)
1 18) i22> 127) (30) 140)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

II .10 MOVIE "Ferry To Hong Kong " (3)

WIDE WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
'(8) (40)

JOHNNY ( ARSON SHOW 1 22 1 (30)

1:00 NEWS ig) (401

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host '22) i.10>

.l.io NEWS. UKVTHUt '3
1

Russian Consumers
Want "Real" Jeans

By ERANK CREPAU
Assocatied Press Writer

MOSCOW (AP) - Stirred by
repeated promises of more con-
sumer goods, Russians are star-

ting to ask why they can't have
things like blue jeans.

The few pairs of Western blue
jeans that appear in the Soviet
Union are coveted items.

Some youths try to buy them
illegally from tourists on the
streets of Leningrad or Moscow.
The reported black market price
for a pair of genuine jeans is 100

rubles - the equivalent of $134 at the
official exchange rate. They sell

for around $17 in New York.
Levi Strauss produced the

original about 120 years ago in the
California gold camps, but the

Soviet Union is still drying to close

the jeans gap. \

"Why is it so difficult to buy the

needed things?" asked V. Morozov
of Chelyabinsk who said he has
been trying to buy a pair of jeans

for years.

He wrote to Nedelya, the weekly
magazine of the government

newspaper izvestia, to say he
bought an imported pair four years
ago but his son has worn them out

and wants new ones.

Morozov said Soviet substitutes

are no good and his son won't wear
them.

MARX BROS.

in

"Horse Feathers"

Thompson 104,

Friday, Doc. 7

7,8:15,9:30, 10:45 p.m.

only 50c (cheap)

We are sorry for having had to cancel
the last showing of Horse Feathers Ike
cause was beyond our control.

'ES '

< >F v\1ITH COLLEGE'

iOOEMY:
MUSIC

;

NORTHAMPTON

Only Area Showing
at 7: 15 & 9:00 p.m.

The new love story

from Cric T^ohmer

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents

\/4ftemao&%

The Chequers
.University Drive at Amity Street. Amherst 256-8189

Enjoy a great dinner and a movie

Thursday night at one fantastic price . . .

$ar955 two persons
This Thursday: Spaghetti w/meat balls

oven baked garlic bread,

fresh garden salad
Then on to CAMPUS CINEMAS to enjoy the movie of

your choice at one of the three luxurious

CAMPUS CINEMAS.

AMHERSTC^na
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THE BIGGEST
ENTERTAINMENT
MITOF The year:
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The Marx Brothers in LOUE HflPPy 119491

with young RAYMOND BURR and MARILYN MONROE *PW
One of the rarely seen Marx madcaps returns Of all the Marx films, this one is Harpo's own

virtuoso creation. Harpo wrote the story himself in his fifties and still performed delightfully as
the "enfant terrible" Groucho. in a deerstalker, gees sherlocking after MM

also

"PERMUTATIONS" - an incredible computer film

Sat.. Dec. 8 at 7 - 9 - 1 1 Mahar

What's

Going
On?
Israel & 3rd World
Prof. Samuel Decalo will speak

on "Israel and the Third World"
this afternoon at 2:00 in Rm. 101

C.C.

Prof. Decalo has been with the
Graduate Faculty of Political
Science at The New School in New
York since 1970. He has written
many articles on the politics of
Africa and the Middle East, and is

working on a book about African
military regimes.

Steelworker Talks
Mark Ertrel, a member of the

Arbitration Division of the United
Steelworkers of America, will be
the third speaker in a series of
colloquia sponsored by the Labor
Relations & Research Center. He
will speak this afternoon at 2:30
p.m. in Campus Center Rm. 176 on
"Current Trends in Collective
Bargaining in the Steel Industry -

Experimental Negotiating
Agreements and Expedited
Arbitration."

Ertrel graduated in 1971 from the

Labor Relations and Research
Center and subsequently worked
with the Steelworkers in the
Contract Administration Depart-
ment.

Finnish Adventure
Slides of Finland com-

memorating Finnish Independence
Day will be shown tonight at 7:30 in

Rm. A 127, Grad Research Center
by Professors Elmar and Aino
Jarvesoo. Discussions on Finnish
student life and the Student
Exchange Program between the
University of Helsinki and UMass
will follow.

Refreshments will be served and
admission is free.

Professionals Meet
The Professional Association of

the University is planning a
workshop series for professionals
to be held during January. The
workshops will range in length
from one to three hours and will be
open to all interested persons. The
number of workshops actually
offered will be dependent on the
enthusiasm of professionals
themselves. Topics suggested are
Job Analysis and Evaluation,
Problem Solving, Com-
munications, Upward Mobility,
How to Use the Library, How to
Use the Computer.

You And Your Work
Tonight, a seminar on alter-

native vocations will be conducted
by Lyn Lazar, from Vocations for
Social Change in Cambridge and
Richard Zorza, labor economist
and author. The consequences of
one's work, the effects it has on
other people, on the society, on the
environment and one's respon-
sibility with the outcome of their
work will be discussed. Richard
Zorza, who has written the for-
thcoming book, New Forms of
Work, analyzes the traditional
workplace, the factory, including
similar institutions like the
university, and proposes means of
diminishing the dehumanizing
aspects for employees.

PSE For
Greeks

Applications for educating
and counseling positions in the
Greek area Peer Sex
Education program are due
tomorrow in the Health
Education office at the Infir-

mary. For further information,
call Jane Zapka at 545-2492.

There is a stipend available to

the students selected! The only
requirements are membership
in the Greek community and
junior standing or lower.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Add to Astrology Hall of Fame: Edward

A. Wagner, Carl Payne Tobey, Manly
Palmer Hall, Louis De Wohl, Blanca
Holmes. Cedric Lemont and Nella Webb
The list is long and I will, from time to time,
continue to add to it. One name I do not
want to overlook is John J. O'Neill, a
Pulitzer Prize-winning science editor who
wrote me an historic letter on astrology,
following one of my debates with
astronomer Roy K. Marshall, who had
implied that O'Neill really did not accept
astrology. O'Neill" verified my claim and
went on to state that, "Astrology is one of
the most important fields for scientific
research today..."

ARIES (March 21-April 19): If flexible,

you could take advantage of money op-
portunity Accent is on adding to personal
possessions. Sagittarius, Gemini persons
could play key roles. Look beyond the
immediate. Invest in what you feel is valid
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Cycle high;

move ahead by taking initiative. Be in-

dependent in thought, action. Wear bright
colors. Now is time to draw attention to
yourself. Shake off fear, doubts. Review
fundamentals. You will make valuable
contact.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): One who
seems aloof will attempt to open area of
communication. Be receptive without
revealing all you know. Discretion now can
be a valuable ally. Virgo person is likely to

be in picture. Be ready for significant
change of pace
CANCER (June 21-July 22) : Accent is on

friends, desires, income derived from
business, profession. You may be making
decision regarding home, domestic
situation Gifts and diet sprees seem to be
highlighted Taurus. Libra persons figure
prominently.

LEO (July 23-aug. 22): You may be at
cross-purposes with yourself Know it and
re-examine motives, goals. Emphasis is on
responsibility, achievement and
aspirations. Professional superior is

stubborn But you won't win by arguing
Pisces may be in picture.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Good lunar
aspect coincides now with journeys.

SYDNEY OMAM-
correspondence, spiritual evaluation. You
feel aware. You know what is expected You
assume responsibility. You also may be
investing in potential rather than the im-
mediate.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): If you delve
beneath surface, you may find that you are
willing to give up what you once thought
was precious. You grasp subtle truth about
one close to you — and about yourself. Pull
reins where money is flowing nonstop
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) : Emphasis is

on public relations, how you present
yourself, your product, your dream
Vitality returns. What seemed lost can be
recovered. Permit yourself the vision of a
child. See new. See in untrammeled way.
See in your own way. Be you!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Hunch

illuminates puzzle. You see way out. You
teach and learn There is productive ex-
change. Aquarius may play important role.
Work, health, essentials and routine —
these are featured. Don't ask for miracle,
but expect one.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Favorable lunar aspect coincides now with
love, creativity, relations with young
persons. You are able to express in way that
increases popularity. You reach more
people. You communicate in meaningful
manner.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): Con-

centrate on the basics Build on solid
foundation You will be opposed — and
appreciated You receive proper credit
along with lively criticism Leo and Scorpio
persons play roles. Older family member
has definite say
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) : Accent in on

the close range, the quick concept, the ideas
as opposed to working philosophy You tend
now to be impulsive, impatient and quick to

judge Despite premature actions, you
probably will come out smelling like a rose
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have a sense of drama, an impressive
voice, a way of winning your way with
opposite sex. You will do more traveling in

1974. and May probably will be your out-
standing month You are frank, truthful,

persuasive You enjoy teaching. You are
intrigued with politics, law and theater
Copyright 1973, Gen. Fea Corp.

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

1 Rocky hill

4 Jump
8 Cry of sheep

1

1

Reverence
12 Character in

"Othello"
13 Otherwise
1 5 Annoy
17 Sink in middle
19 Symbol for

tantalum
-0 Measure of

weight
21 Unit of

Siamese
currency

22 Fondle
23 Cook slowly

25 Possessive
pronoun

26 Evergreen trees
27 Bushy clump
28 Exist

29 Encountered
30 Old pronoun
31 Relieved
33 Parent (colloq.)

35 Vessel

36 Electrified

particle

37 Offspring
38 Walk
40 Wooden pin
41 Let it stand
42 Sea eagle
43 Weight of India
44 Ventilate

45 Symbol for

nickel

46 Turf

47 Alleviates

50 Domesticate
52 Pilaster

54 Unit of

Japanese
currency

55 Meadow
56 Falsehoods
57 Music: as

written

4 Hold on property
5 Organ of hearing
6 Symbol for

silver

7 Stations

8 Supplicate

9 Mans
nickname

10 Showy flower

14 Dines
16 Haul
18 Near
21 Studio
22 Fruit seed
23 Pigpen
24 Pedal digit

25 Anger
26 Gave food to

28 Likely

29 Males

31 Soak up

32 Piece of

cut timber

33 American
essayist

isti

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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34 Emmet
35 Writing

implement

37 Wanders

38 Dispatched

39 Test

40 Foot lever

41 Yellow ocher

43 Conjunction
44 Word of sorrow
46 Ocean
47 Devoured
48 Still

49 Nahoor sheep
51 Pronoun
53 Symbol for

nickel

DOWN
Hit lightly

Be in debt
Remained
at ease Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
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Christmas will come a little bit

early this year for thirty residents

of the Belchertown State School
when the Belchertown volunteers
of UMass hold their annual
Christmas Party this Saturday at

the State School. Entertainment
will be provided by two
folksingers. There will be games,
dancing and sing-a-longs. Santa
Claus has assured the Volunteers
that he will arrive in Belchertown
despite the energy crisis.

Some refreshments will be
provided by the Volunteers, but
UMass students are asked to bring
cake, cookies and other baked
goods. A tree trimming will be held
and UMass students are asked to

bring ornaments, preferably
homeade. Since the residents will

be trimming the tree, the more
ornaments the better!

The bus to take UMass students

to Belchertown will leave at 12:45

p.m., from Whitmore building at

Haigis Mall. Not only is this THE
social event of the season, it is the

last social event of the season for

the Belchertown Volunteers until

February 1974. Anyone is welcome
and thos volunteers who have not

been able to make a steady com-
mitment to the program are urged
to make this last effort.

As for everyone else, pray for

snow and we'll see you there. Any
questions? Call Ken at 253-7461 or

Mary Jo at 546-6953.

Foreign Students

Offer Services
The Foreign Student Volunteer

Program (FSVP), a part-time
student volunteer program
coordinated by the Center For
OUTREACH Programs and the
Foreign Student Office under the
Office of International Programs,
is currently underway.
FSVP, the first of its kind in the

nation involving foreign students
as paraprofessionals in Com-
munity Action Programs, was
started in thj summer of 1973 by
the Foreign Student Office. Under
the direction of Stephen Rathmill
and John Spiegel, 4 volunteers
were placed in the Spanish-
American Center, the Alcoholic
Prevention Program, the Nor-

"Freiburg
Photo Courtesy of Foreign Student Office A - _ mA volunteer working with hearing-impaired chUdren at the Willie A hgy/%*/l"Ross School for the Deaf, in Longmeadow. Wouldn't you, as a foreign -**UUTll*

student, like to see a different side of America?

Lift Ev'ry Voice
And Sing, Brother
Tomorrow at 8. 15 p.m., in Bowker Auditorium will be the scene of a

concert of Afro-American Vocal music by the Voices of New Africa
House, a choir of over 50 voices representing the five colleges in the
Pioneer Valley.

Members of the choir, drawn from the five colleges are under the
direction of Horace Clarence Boyer of UMass, a specialist in Afro-
American Vocal music.
Selections on the program will range from early Negro Spirituals and

Baptist Lining Hymns to popular gospel songs of today. Included will be
several currently popular soul songs, and the original arrangement of
"Lift Ev'ry Voice And Sing" widely known as the Negro National An-
them.
The choir will be accompanied by Avery Sharpe on bass guitar and

John Betsch on drums.

All graduate and undergraduate
students interested in learning
more about the Freiburg Program,
1974-75 are invited to a "Freiburg
Abend", December 10 at 8:00 p.m.
in the sixth floor lounge, Herter
Hall.

There will be slides and movies.
Former students and faculty will

answer questions about the
program and about life in
Freiburg. Light refreshments will

be served.

thampton Jail, and the Hampshire
Neighborhood Center. According
to Abel Ponce de Leon, a volunteer

working at the jail, "It was a good
project which gave me a chance to

learn about another part of

America that I had not known
before."

FSVP, supported by a grant
from the National Association to

Foreign Student Affairs, will be
offered this semester to students
during the January and Spring
terms. There will be an orientation
session in January and then, after
defining a volunteer project,
students will volunteer from 5-10

hours a week for the remainder of
the semester.

Students participating in FSVP
will earn 3 credits from the School
of Education, and will be reim-
bursed for any travel costs.
Students will also participate in a
series of cross-cultural workshops.
Any foreign student at the

University is eligible to apply. A
meeting will be held tonight at the
Student Union Colonial Lounge at

7:30. Student volunteers will ex-
plain the options. If you cannot
make this meeting, call the FSVP
Office at 545-2021 or the Foreign
Student Office at 545-2843.

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
to work in a unique summer slecpaway
program for emotionally disturbed and
mentally retarded children and
adolescents. Sponsored by Maimonides
Institute, the oldest leading organization

under Jewish auspices conducting
schools, residential treatment centers,

day treatment centers and summer
camps for special children. Interviews
begin in December lor summer If74. For
information and applications contact
immediately:

MAIMONIDES SI MMER
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM

3441 Matt Ave.
Far Rockaway. N.Y. I itwi

212-337-CSMor 2II-47I-OIOO

SERVICES

24 hr. service — Passports. Lang's Photo
Studio. 4M West St.. South Amherst. 253

3148.

UI2-12

Special I bedroom apt. to sublet al

Puflton Milage. 1st month, rent only ITS.

avail. Jan. 1st to Sept. Call anytime. 540-

tjn.
U12-7

Need a babysitter? I am working up to

Xmas vacation, rates negotiated. Call

Nina at S4«-5lt7.

kfiM

PERSONAL MDC Classifieds ROOMMATE WANTED ENTERTAINMENT

Steve Anderson. Rm. 313

Your gift is where one gets lean.

Can't tell who it's from because

I'm your secret Santa Claus.

12-6

Research — th—sandi of topics. 12.75

per page. Send II for mail order catalog.

Research Assistance. Inc.. 11*41 Wilshlrr

Blvd.. suite 2. L.A.. Calif. 00025

U12-12

Van A Driver for hire — Moving,
hauling, delivery. I.VSa/hr plus gat. 2*8-

1253. (tin Hamilton, evenings.

WI2-*

Typing done cheap! 2Sc per page.
Contact Len at 256-6826. leave name and
number if not home. 25c per page.

If 12-141

To Ed: We leave to pig. our beloved
pledgemaster. a huge fart: a doien
eggs at Lambda Chi; a Brillo pad to
wash your hair with : a lambda If— to
make >our bed; the song "Please,
Please Me" ; a gift certificate from the

RZ & MC School of Dance; and thanks
for not farting during our enjoyable
pledge meetings. Your pledge class.

fcM

Mark Cheren

Educational ( ounselor

Learner Advocate

Program Advisor. Campus
College

Amherst Community
Resource Center
253-2591

- Free

I2-*

PERSONAL

APARTMENT WANTED
one bdrm. apt. for Jan. I. quiet grad

students preferred. Amherst or on bus
route, will take over lease. Darrell or
Vivian. 549-181*.

tfl2-l*

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate to share one bedroom
furnished apt for spring semester. 180 per
month, includes utilities, on bus route. Call
Linda 256-0117

UI2-7
-

Wanted — male roommate. Cliffside

apt., own bedroom. $87.50 per month
avail Jan. I. Call 665-1760

tfl2-«

:« large rooms. f.Vi per month, use of
kitchen, bath, etc Call 384-5136

tfl-12

ROOMMATES WANTED

Hoommates wanted. 2 females wanted
to share apt. in Brandy wine. ICO per mo.,
on bus rt.. available Jan. I. Call 549-0204.

UI2-7

Female roommate for Jan. sem. King
Phillip Apt., own room. 192.50 per month
on bus route. Call 665-3483.

If 1 2-7

Roommate own room In 2 or Cliffside
apt. tm/per month. on bus route Call 6*5-
3607. after III p.m.

UI2II

Female to share small house In country,
25 mi. from Amherst. Orange with another
female I Mass student and small child. 146
plus util. 617 249 4587

tfl2-7

Neat responsible female — own room in

Swiss Village Apt avail. Jan. I. 2S«-0«2C.

tr i z-7

Couple wanted to share 2 bedroom apt
with other couple. Kent 195 total If in-

terested, rail Dave at 256-0451. Sandy at
.VI6-7ll.'i

If 1 2-7

On bus route. I mile from campus, your
own bedroom In 2 bedroom apartment.
Call Mark or Darlene al 549-C85I.

t/12-7

Grad couple looking for grad couple to
share our house, quiet mountain
surroundings, is minutes to I Mass. 1150
Call after 6 p.m.. SM-3342.

MM

(iroucho. Chico. IV llarpo ro'.ip with
Marylin Monroe in "Love Happy"
Their underground classic just re-
released. Sat., Dec. 8. 7-6>-ll Mahar.

tf 12-7

Spice up your night with Sweet Basil at
the Pine Rest., Rt. 116. So. Hadley.

MM
Base It keyboard players, vocalists

wanted for band, must be willing to work
Call Kevin at 323-724* or Alan at 549-6275.

tfl2-12

FOR RENT LOST

Efficiency apartment, all util.. air
cond.. pool, parking. 1180 per mo. Amherst
Motel opp. Zayre's. 256-8122.

UI2-7

I bedrm 1 1 25 mo h. hw. 15 min from
I Mass on Rte. 63 in Millers Falls. High
ceilings, hdwd firs. Quiet, storage area.
659-3846. after 4 p.m.

tf 12-7

Lost at Rusty Nail — Red Tool Box with
parachute rigging tool A irreplaceable log
book. Reward, call 617-544-713* on
weekend. 256-8336.

If 12-7

Lost cat — large, while with gray-black
marks, altered male, vicinity Crestvlew,
needs pills. Reward — call 549-1376.

1/12-12

I hdronm apt IMS includes utilities on
bus line, available Jan. I. Call 665-3213 or
665-1198. Cliffside. ask for Bob.

IM2-II

TRAVEL

Housemate In share farmhouse with
iiuiel grad student, couple, land,
woods, and bubbling brook in Guilford.
VI. Carpool to I'Mjss. Must love
animals. Kent 160 plus one-third
utilities, (all dreg 9-4. 5-0785.
evenings NH2-25I-9472.

TIM

I bdrm Cliffside Apt. avail. Jan. 1st. 1 155
mo., all util.. dishwasher, garbage disp
(all 665-4602.

sftM

Solid gold weekend in Puerto Rico, Jan.
1-7. 1209. featuring Chubby Checker. The
Platters. Sky liners and others. For info.

546-9617.

If 12-6

A find! Beautiful clean apt. available 4
miles from I Mass

. responsible people
Call 586-1742.

•*»
tfl2 12

Own room in quiel. clean apt.. Jan. I. on
bus route. 177 per month, security deposit.
Darrell. 549-1816. leave message.

UI2-I0

5 (oil Canada Ski Trip. I days. 1 nites.
hotel hkfst. din., transpo.. apres. ski
parts all for His. Jan 22-25. B. Baggins
Travel. 256-0146.

MM!
HDIC Major in Astrology now accepting

clients (harts will be done during in-
tersession. (all Jeffrey Jawer at 253-5386

IM2-I2

Female to share apt near campus ISA
per month from Jan 1st thru May (all
519-6170 after 1:30 p m

If 1 2-6

(Uder M. Vegetarian pref. ( o-Op House
near \mh High School (all 256-821(5. after
s.

MM

Roommate wanted to share large house
in Hadley. rent lnr> per month, heat In-
cluded. 586-3784. Hubinger.

Ifl2-I2

Own room in large house in country rent
negotiable (all Eric. 545-2697.

ITI2-I2

ROOM FOR RENT

Spend I wks in the tropical warmth
of .So. America. January 1-22, f faj 3
credit course optional. Call Prof
White. Hist. Dept. 545-1.164. 546-66*9
sis 11:10. art immediately if interested
time & space limited.

If 1 2-7

I roommate wanted, male or female, to
reside in Puffton Village, start in Jan. Call
Barb for details at 549-6412 between 5 p.m.
and 8 p.m.

MM

1-arge furnished room with ', bath in
private home. $75 per month (all 256-8948
after 3 p.m.

Ifl27

Wink, good lurk in Ohio Slate, have a
memorable time . Slay away from The
Black \el\ei and stick to the Coke The
"Yid" and 2nd fl

MM

Roommate. Jan. I. prefer grad student
for quiet lurn. house, own room. 175 per
mo. and utilities, no sec. den sxj.>h-io
after 6 pm. Michele.

If 1 27

l-arge. 15' by 12' bedroom available al
(liffside Apis., you pay only 187.50 per mo.
For more Info, call Rich at 665-3498 or 545-
2671.

tf!2 12

Furnished rooms on edge of campus,
quiet location, free parking, occupancy
January 1st (all 549*397 after 3 p.m.

MM

OVERSEAS JOBS

Australia. Europe. S. America
Africa. Students all profession and
occupations 1 7m to l:moo monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing
Free Information Write: Trans World
Research. P.O. Box 64)3. Corte
Madera. (A. 94925 Dept. * 1

HI2-I2

Ms. Maura little Tits Nurse:
congratulations on your new appointment
The Tilless Terrors.

12-6

NEEDED: A date for a well known rude
sports journalist, to attend Xmas
Wavzgoose. Dec. 7th. Inquire al MIX
Sports Desk or WTMVTV.

lfl2-7

Need roommate to share 2 bedroom
(liffside apt., on bus route, 187.50 inc.
utilities, avail, immediately. 665-4198. ask
for Doug

MM

Roommate wanted, prefer grad student,
about 180 per month, own room in 3
bedroom Puffton apt. Call 549-1494.

mmi

Room available in Puffton after 1st of
Jan.. 178 per month, (all 549-1378.

If 1 2-7

WHO'S WHO SELECTIONS

Male for January 1 thru June, in Sun
derland. King Philip Apts . on bus rt.. no
drugs, share phone. 192.50 per mo., util.

inrl. Sfi.V.ISn I

MM

Roommate wanted for I bedroom apt..
Jan. 1st. own room. 182 per month (all
Wes. 549-4565.

Mmi

la country _ 2 bedroam avail, in a 3Mm house. 1 sajfc and doMb|e ,Belchertown. on bus route, lots of woods Alake nearby. Call Ed. 323-4553. leave amessage.

MMI
ROOM WANTED

To share apt in Hadley. 175 per month
including utilities, (all Anne after 1 p.m..
586-2506. female only

Ifl2-I2

Room needed desperately Dec. 20 to Jan
28. willing to pay. (all 516-1 136. nights best.

Ifl2-I0

WHO'S WHO: Do you know any
senior /junior IMies who should be In
who's who among students due to their
involvement in Campus/Community
activities. To nominate someone all
you have to do is drop off a brief
statement including who they are and
what they have done at 1 Mass at the
Student Senate Office. 420 SI', by 4

P.m. 12/10

tf 12-10

Notices
ATTENTION WOMEN:
Washington Lower (coed) has

several spaces open for women for

second semester for more in-

formation call Residence Director,

Carol Radzik, 6-4563.

BDIC STUDENTS AND FACULTY:
Today's cluster party is for

students and faculty interested in the

areas of Human Relations, Cultural

Studies and Languages from 4-5:30 at

416 Goodell.

CASIAC STUDENT COUNSELORS:
There will bean important meeting

of all students staff Monday, Dec. 10

at 7 p.m. in E-20 Machmer. Please

try to attend. If you can't, contact

Kris or Dan.
COIN CLUB:
Meeting Dec. 6-Thurs. 7:30 p.m.,

802 C.C. Films to be shown.
INDEX:
Any photographer interested in

working with the 1974 Index should

attend an organizational meeting
Thurs. night at 7:00 in the Index

office (401 Student Union). Some
assignments will be made.
LAST TANGO IN PARIS:
Discussion with Fred Robinson,

English Dept., Thurs. 12:15 1:15 in

the Colonial Lounge. One at "First

Amendment" series sponsored by
United Christian Foundation.

JAPANESE-AMERICAN CLUB:
General Meetings Thompson sixth

floor lounge, tonight 7:30 p.m.
Election of officers. All members
urged to attend.

N.E. REGION CONFERENCE:
Paul Sweezy, noted Marxist

economist and author of "Monopoly
Capital" will speak on Friday, Dec. 7

in Mahar at 8 p.m. Remainder of

program consists of workshops and
seminars held at Hampshire College,

Dec. 8 at 8:30 a.m.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Bus leaves Hasbrouck at 6:30 and

Patterson in Southwest at 6:35.

Christmas party planning tonight;

need ideas and musicians.

PROJECT 10:

Project 10 invites anyone in-

terested in joining us next semester
to call 5-0472 or 5-0871 and come to

Pierpont any afternoon.

REEFER MADNESS:
"Reefer Madness", a film made in

1932 will be shown at Mahar Aud.,

Mon. Dec. 10 at 8:30 and 10:15. All

proceeds will go to the

decriminalization of marijuana.
STAR TREK LIVES!:

Informal meeting tonight 7:00,

Room 904 908 C.C. Everyone invited.

Any questions? Call Barbara at 546

6672.

TREE TRIMMING PARTY:
An old fashioned tree trimming

party at 9:00 p.m. in the Newman
Center Front Lounge on Sat., Dec. 8

with a homey atmosphere. Everyone
is welcomed.
USED BOOK SALE:
Last day of S A.M. 's used book sale

in C.C. Hundreds of books already
sold at unbelievable prices. All

money goes to Heart Fund.
WEEK FOR ISRAEL:

Film, "Kibbutz", a documentary
on communal farming and living —
tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Thompson 104

— free.

WEEK OF ISRAEL
Professor Samuel Decalo of the

New School Research speaks today
on "Israel and the Third World" at

2:00 p.m., C.C. 101. All invited.

WHO'S WHO:
Nominations are now being taken

for selection into Who's Who among
students in American Universities

and Colleges. Nomination papers

must be brought to the Student
Senate Office by 4:00 p.m., Dec. 10,

1973.

LOST:
Reward for blue 4 subject notebook

lost in University store on Dec. 4

about 4:00 p.m. Please return to book
drop in store or address on inside
cover. Notes needed desparately for

exams.
LOST:
Pear and chain link bracelet. If

found please call 6 8043. Very sen
timental in value.
LOST:
Gold rimmed glasses in black case.

Vicinity of SBAor Whitmore. 256 8986
after 9:00 p.m.
FOUND:
Grey brown long haired kitten

about 5 mos. old. Female, very
friendly. Call 545-2330 between 9 5.

Ask for Lynn, Toby or Sue.

CANCELLATION:
The Ski instructors course has

cancelled Sat. Dec. 8 slope in-

structions day at Berkshire East ski

area because of no snow. A make-up
day will be scheduled when we get
snow.

Positions Open For

Summer Counseling
Applications are being accepted for student group leader positions in

the 1974 — Summer Counseling Program. The program will operate from
June 2 through July 26, 1974. Ten sessions for fall entering freshmen will
be held, along with five transfer programs.
Training sessions for the thirty selected counselors will be held during

the latter part of the spring semester and the week of May 27 through May
31. All positions require residence in an assigned residence hall and
meals in the dining hall for the nine-week period. Summer counseling
positions require full time participation. Summer school courses cannot
be taken.

Interested and qualified students may obtain an application from the
Student Development and Career Planning Center, 102 Berkshire House.

Women Artists Needed
The second annual Women's Art

Show, Part of Everywoman's
University will be held Jan. 7

through 25. All professional and
nonprofessional craftswomen are
invited to contribute.

Women interested in submitting
their work should bring samples to

Herter Hall, Jan. 2 or 3, from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. or from 5 p.m. to 8
p.m. The maximum entries are
two per person. Local women
artists will choose the entries to be
exhibits Further information is

available from Everywoman's
Center, Goodell Hall, University of
Massachusetts.
Everywoman's Center sponsors

the January break events called
Everywoman's University. For
1974, there will be three weeks of
workshops, lectures and cultural
events planned by women who
work, teach or study at the
University. All women from the
University community are
welcome.

SALE — 10 per cent off

on SHOW PLANTS
15 per cent off everything on
Sundays (10:30-2:00 p.m.)

THE POTS & PLANTS
SHOP

Also, custom pottery — your
choice of glaze, inscription

274 N. Pleasant St.

Basement Shop

441

DEPT. of THEATRE

HEDDA GABLER"
by Henrik Ibsen

Tonight, Friday & Saturday
Dec. 6, 7 & 8

8p.m.

Studio Theatre, South College
Tickets $1.00. sold at Studio door one hour before showtime.

— 40 seats only—

FOR SALE

Ski Boots — Roscmonl Fastback, 8 mrd
Can be reinjected to fit perfecUy. I yr . old.

gd. rond. New - f 175. Ask 179. Call 544-5937

aft. S.

tfi:/19

Ski equip., f 159.000 worth of new. naed.

leftover skies, boots, clothing. At VM Ski

( lub sale Dec. 4 A 5. 1st Floor CC. 12p.m. -

9 p.m.

MM
Console symphonic stereo with AM I M

radio, good cond. Call Diane. 215 Emerson.
546-72*2. 159.

til 2-7

Live Christmas trees, select and tag
now. any site 16.31 1. Blitnlak. 133 Bay
Kd.. Jladley.

UI2-I2

Pioneer SX-626 AM FM Stereo Receiver
I2M. pair Dynaco A 25 Speaker*. $119.

Call Jim at 544V7II5.

hm
Hardly worn full length Air Force dress

winter coat. $40 546-9933

If12-7

Photo Fnlarger Durst 700m.. with Nikor
'."mm ft lens. Timer, safelight. etc.

Male Node 1974 Calendars. 12 men in

beaut, settings in full color 14.45. Les
Hommes. P.O. Box 79, La Mesa, CA. 92941.

tf 12-7

Komantic nude couples in beautiful
setting* In a full color 1974 Calendar. 14.45.

Des Amants. P.O. Box 79. La Mesa. CA.
Ml,

If 12-7

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTO FOR SALE

Tires — All brands. Radials. snows —
All types guaranteed, lowest prices. Call
546-u:«2. after 6.

tf 12-12

Sheepskin Coats, hand made to order,
cheapest prices, more info call 546-

8930. Rossi St rat" Skis, never mounted 109.

tf 12-7

Fender Stratocaster. Natural wood
finish, perfect condition. 1225. Call Mark,
days 5-0479. eves 665-2700

UI2-I2

SUBLET

Photos, passports, visas, ap-

plications, etc. Siies and number of

photos negotiable. 48 hour service.

13.00 minimum. Call Steve at 546-5443.

tf 12-12

For sale 2 VW snows, excellent con-
dition, one rim studded 125; I pair Head
slnds llenke plstic boots I* 1/2 Scott Poles
all for 190. Call Jeff 665-3025

12-7

Polaroid 42* Camera with Focas Flash.
less than year old 130 (all Dave. 546-976*
after 7.

MM

Stereo, excel, cond . Bose 591 speakers.
Sony 6055 receiver. Phillips turntable. $650
new asking 1400. 665-4316 Kevin, after 9
p.m.

tfl2-l9

Snow tires — E7S-14 studded. 4 ply. Mo
Call Kevin. 665-4316. after 9 p.m.

UI2-I9

Advent 292 cassette. ISO. ADC 303AX
speakers, f 110 pair: Sony reel to reel. 1169
or best offer. Call David. 546-6547

AMI
Skis — Head 3S*'s. 200cm. Look-Nevada

bindings. 190: ski boots, site 7. 125: purple
ski pants, site 14 short. tlS. Call Fllie. 586-

3784.

tflZ-12

I bdrm all util.. dishwasher. on CM. bus
rte. 1150/mo 1st mo. rent 1125. Avail,

immed. 665-4(16.

MMI
Apt to share — Own room in 2 bedroom

townhouse. prefer female grad., rent
negotiable, (all 545-2697. days Judy. 253-

5319 eves.

UI2/I2

I bedroom modern apt. at Brandywine
on bus rte. A/C. w/w carpeting, big bed *
living rms. 1205/month plus electric. 549-

304*.

tfl2/12

Jan.-June — I bedroom apartment,
located Puffton Village, furnished. 549-

971*.

MMI

To sublet immediately — 1 bedrm. apt.

in Brittany Manor. 1175 per mo. 253-7743 or
256-8534. available now thru August 31.

t/12-7

1969 Nova SS
blue. 45.300 plus

665-4189

4 spd.

miles
35* cubic inch.dk.
Asking 11200. Call

tt!2/7

1969

some
after 6

MOB
work,

p.m.

hardtop,

good gas
253-5431.

ti.eoo miles.

Ii.ooo. Call

needs
Dave

id: m

69 Datsun 2000, 5-spd. conv., rad..

heater., excel rond. must sell. Call 256-

0522.

MM

66 Dodge Coronet. 3 spd. std. trans, in
excellent condition and runs very well.
Asking 1225 - a bargain at any price. Call
549 3***

tf!2/7

Attention Datsun owners I perform

all phases of major and minor repair

on Dalsuns al less than half dealership

price I have (our years automotive

experience two of which were
specializing in Datsun. I also have an

air-frame and Powrrplant License.

Phone Itussell Baca 253-7456.

tf 12-12

1964 T-Bird Classic, new tires, brakes,
shocks, exhaust, power steering, brakes,
windows, door locks, clean in and out. 1750.
Call Bruce. 545-2223.

tfl2-7

1965 Volkswagen, good condition. Call
Alan 256-853*. 11-12 p.m.. MWF: before II

a.m. Tues. and Thurs.. or anytime on Sat.
or Sun.

tf 12 I*

I96S VW. runs well. 125*. optional FM
radio. Call Steve. 545-2412. Rm. 224.

MMI

1968 Plymouth Runner, reworked motor
and new exhaust, body solid. 1700. 253-0239.
ask for Roger.

MMI

RIDE WANTED

To the Washington. IX area. Call Jane.
6-4041. 409 El Cashin.

MMI

73 Mallbu Chevy Wagon paid 4100. Will

sell for 2900. David Wetherbee *l7-544-3362,

New Salem. Mass.
tf 12-1

1

HELP WANTED

Bruce Amplifier, ideal for guitar or
electric piano. 200 watts. 2 15" spk.
beautiful lead, sustain 1250. or best offer
665-1765.

tf 12-11

For sale — IS Army signal generator. I-M-A. 1951. it works. Call 54938*5. keep
trying, best nights.

MM

1965.

prices.

ItM Saab
Call 549-6035

9* parts, reasonable
after 6 p.m.

tf 12-12

Xmai
sold on
pine.

i trees. 13 and down. Call i-*25-«78l.

weekends — many varieties of

MMI

Wanted two guys need someone with car
to drive to Colorado to ski during Inter-
session. Call Mike, late 546-1459.

If 1 2-6

A reliable ride needed to Pittsburg.
Chicago. Salt Lake City or Points West on
or around Dec. 18. (all Pat at 772-0439 after
8:30.

Mmi

( loscout: One pair ONLV — 12". 4-way.
air susp speaks Demonstrators, walnut
cabinet. Was 1309 pr NOW 1 1 75 pr. Barry
1 16-6085 p.m.

MMI
Sanyo 2.5 cubic refrigerator 3 months

old I yr guarantee 150. Call 546-8274 ask
for Joyce Km 210 JQA.

tf 12-7

Single in ( entral available. Call 546-5359

or 323- MM8.

tf 12-7

Panasonic slereo with turntable and
good speakers was 1300. new selling for

SIM. (all 25*-*34«. keep Irving.

1*12-7

Puppies-Lab /Shep. mixed eight weeks
old 1 10. Call 2.VMU38. If no answer call 236-

• 179.

MMI

1972 \ <»lke Zebras. 190cm. with Gertsch
60 bindings, used one season, skis list new
fi.r 1200. bindings 160. Will debate price.

Call 546-6559.

MMI
Brand new Shure M9IED phono cart,

never been used, list 154.95. sell 120. Call

Mike. 6 I t.i I

tf 12-7

Refrigerator. 30 inches high, small
freexer. ex. mech. *t cosmetic cond..
formica counter top. 150 or make offer,

(all 584-2848.

MMI
Maple bedroom set < 5-piece ) . sofa bed *

matching chair, coffee and end tables,

kitchen table with 2 chairs and twin bed.
Low priced, call 584-7*30.

MMI
IS and foreign stamp collection, many

first day of Issues, mint cond.. and water
marks, etc. Contact Paul al 0S5-4348.

tf!27

To and from campus Mon.-Fri. from
Mkins Fruit Bowl. Come in for 8: 30, leave
al 1: 30 Will pay. Call 545-2619 and ask for
Stenhie.

WI2-7

WANTED TO RENT

Grad student would like to rent quiet
place Please write Don Dubois. P() fax
177, West Hatfield. MX. 01088.

tf!2-7

Interested in subleting for the month of

January? I would like a place fairly close

to campus. Call 549-«396 or 665-4998. 5-10

p.m.

MM

Veteran desires furnished apt. beginning
Jan. Consider sharing. Krash Kennette.
105 Clark Ave.. Greer. So. Carolina 29*51.

MMI

1968 Ford ( ..i in... (JT 24 4V MPG. Konis.
Michelins. many spare parts 1800. fall
253-2213. after I p.m.

tf 12-12

1967 — M(.K I800rc engine in very good
condition. Needs body and other
mechanical Work, need money. Best offer

519-1165.

tfl2-7

K5 Pontiar Lemans. power stering,

power brakes, automatic trans. 1150. Call

Tom 581-6730.

tf 12-12

Ml Chevy 1/2 ton pick up 1125. 346
I'ufflon. after six.

UI2-I2

1962 Ford Fairlane. old car but runs o.k..

lots of parts have been replaced. tlOO or

best offer. Call 549-1347

Ml 2-7

19*5 International Travelall. two tone,

three seals, good condition. 1500 or best

offer. 6-5227. keep trying.

tfl2-7

19*3 Ford Falriane. • cyl.. std , 20 mpg.
starts easily, runs well. ISO. 586 2630

tf 12-10

(.oing by air? I,et us handle your pre-
flight. in-flight and post High*
arrangements at no cost to you. Call
campus rep.. 253-3162 evenings.'

MMI

Domino's Pitta needs drivers now and
for 2nd semester, full or part time: all the
time: sometime, anytime. Apply at
Domino's. 363 Main St.. Amherst.

MMI

HOUSE FOR RENT

In Hatfield can be six bedrooms & kit.,

plus livingroom on 5 acres. Call 247-54*2 or

247-5571. tft2-«

FREE

Two month old gray and white kitten
Call 546-7537.

tf 12-12

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1971 Suxuki 120cc dirt-street, new tires,

ex. cond.. but may need bearings, also
chain, helmets & car rack, best offer. 584-

2848.

tf 12-12

Motorcycle — 1973 Triumph Daytona 500
— like new. less than 2000 mi. 1 1200 or best
offer. Call Jack 549-«468 on weekend. 256-

83.16.

MMI

WV
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Cepeda ODH
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) -

Orlando Cepeda of the Boston Red
Sox has been named the first

Outstanding Designated Hitter by
a panel selected by Manchester
newspaper publisher William
Loeb.

Loeb established the award this

year at the suggestion of Man-
chester Union Leader executive
sports editor Joe Barnea.
Cepeda, 36, beat out two other

American League designated
hitters, Tony Oliva of the Min-
nesota Twins and Tommy Davis of
the Baltimore Orioles in ballotting
by the seven-man panel.

Cepeda received four votes,
Oliva two and Davis one.

Cepeda, who was released by the
Oakland Athletics in November
1972 and signed by Boston as a free
agent last January, batted .289 in

142 games during the 1973 season.
He hit 20 home runs and drove in

86. He had a total of 159 hits for the
season.

Oliva batted .289, belted 16

homers and drove in 91. Davis
batted .293, with seven homeruns
and 83 rbi's.

Other candidates for the Out-
standing Designated Hitter award
were Alex Johnson of Texas
Rangers, Deron Johnson of the
Oakland As and Frank Robinson
of the California Angels.

Celts Beat
NY Again
BOSTON (AP) - John Havlicek

sparked the Celtics to an 11-point
lead at half time and the Atlantic
Division leading team ran awav to

a 119-97 National Basketball
Association victory Wednesday
night over the struggling New York
Knicks.

The victory, the Celtics 14th in

the last 15 games, extended their
division lead to 64 games over the
Knicks, who suffered the absence
of their injured captain and center,
Willis Reed.
Havlicek scored 14 of his 25

points in the first half as the Celtics
moved to a 52-41 half time lead.
The Knicks missed 15 of 21 tries

from the floor in the second
quarter. '

New York managed to close the
gap to four points, 67-63, late in the
third period, on the hot shooting of
Phil Jackson and Bill Bradley, but
Dave Cowens and Paul Silas
teamed to rattle off 10 points -for a
79-69 Celtics lead at the end of
three.

Boston broke it midway through
the finale, running 13 straight
points on the tiring Knicks for an
insurmountable 98-79 lead with five

minutes to go.

Kilmer In

Hospital
WASHINGTON (AP) — Bill

Kilmer was to remain in the
hospital another night though the
Washington quarterback's ab-
dominal cramps have subsided,
the Redskins said Wednesday.
A team spokesman said Kilmer,

who entered Arlington, Va.,
Hospital at 2 a.m. Tuesday, was
feeling much better.

After he was admitted to the
hospital "for observation and
tests," Dr. P.M. Palumbo, team
physician, said it was hoped
Kilmer w„uld be released "in 24 to
48 hours."
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Pats Acquire Former Trojan
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FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) -

Running back Claxton Welch of the
New England Patriots of the
National Football League has been
placed on the injured list because
of a foot problem and will be out for
the remainder of the season, a club
spokesman said Wednesday.
Replacing Welch on the active

roster will be rookie wide receiver
Edesel Garrison, coming to the
Patriots a S a free agent. He was a

fifth round draft choice of the
Houston Oilers this year and
traded to the Los Angeles Rams
during the preseason. He was
waived by the Rams during the
early regular season.

Garrison played college football

at the University of Southern
California Trojans and was on
USC's championship team last

season.

Ram Coach Had Faith

A pair of Dartmouth men where honored in Boston Tuesday by the
New England Football Writers Association. Jake Crouthamel, on the
left, was named New England Coach of the Year. Tom Castari,
senior defensive end, was honored as the outstanding college football
player in New England.

Letters To The Sports Editor

Women Unsatisfied
To The Sports Editor: •*

In reaction to your sports fold out of last week in which you pictured
active people in a circle on the front page and the only women were
gymnasts— granted we have a great women's gymnastic team but there
are also hundreds of women involved in other sports at this University. In
case the Collegian staff wasn't aware of this, because certainly you give
insufficient coverage to women's athletic events, there is an entire
women's physical education department here and we do a lot more than
splits. You owe an apology to the women's community.

Robin Rich
Celia Murphy

Mary Distilliaris

Anne Burnett

Dear reationaries, Marcia McConnell

In defense of the cover of the special. I'm only going to say that Dave
Vandewater did an excellent job representing the winter sports. If you
looked a little closer, you'd notice that some men's sports were not pic-

tured either.

As for your remark about the "insufficient coverage" of women's
athletic events, I'll only refer you to the inside contents of the Special.
This is the first time that all of the women's teams have had an article in

a sports special.

Women's athletics are growing on this campus and so is our coverage of
their teams. It's going to take time for us to give them sufficient coverage
— but we are trying. Frankly, I'm tired of bitch letters like yours.
Remember, this is YOUR newspaper, too. So, get off my ass and get your
asses down here if you want to see better coverage.

Sincerely,

Stephen Crowe
Sports Editor

Slanderous Remarks?
Sports Editor.

In reference to your column on November 29 entitled "Pick A Sport", I

wish to comment on your slanderous remark toward UMass wrestlers
and followers of that sport.

When I first glanced at your article about winter sports, I was
pleasantly surprised to see that the wrestling team was mentioned by a
Daily Collegian Sportswriter other than John Bock. However, upon closer
scrutiny, I noticed how, even though you state that collegiate wrestling is

not at all like the All-Star Wrestling we've seen on TV., you indirectly
refer to the participants on the UMass team as "freaks" and their fans as
"the curious" or "freak freaks".

I am interested in what caused you to characterize the defending New
England Champion Wrestling team as such. Are you a "jock, fine arts
freak, freak freak, or Mom and Dad"?

Is the world's oldest sport one in which only freaks engage and is

viewed by "the curious"? I invite Steve Crowe and the rest of the
University community to view a sport that allows individuals of equal
weight to compete one-on-one until one man's prowess prevails. Par-
ticipants in wrestling are not freaks, but normal people with a dedication
to a sport that, perhaps, demands more from the athlete than any other
sport at UMass. Therefore. I feel that the team deserves encouragement
and support from the entire University community.

CarlDambman
Dear Carl.

I never referred to the wrestlers as "freaks" in my column. If I did. as
you suggest, refer to them as freaks indirectly, it was not done in-
tentionally. I haven't yet been to a match at UMass but I'm very curious
to see the team this year.

Steve Crowe

By RON ROACH
LONG BEACH. Calf. (AP) - The

Los Angeles Rams may be the
surprise of the National Football
League but they didn't shock their
rookie head coach.
Charles Robert "Chuck" Knox,

41-year-old former assistant coach
for Detroit and the New York Jets,
took a Los Angeles team that
finished 6-7-1 last year and has
forged a 10-2 mark, clinching the
National Conference Western
Division title and a playoff berth.
And those two defeats were by a

total of three points to the Vikings,
10-9, at Minnesota and the Falcons,
15-13, at Atlanta.

Knox promised owner Carroll
Rosenbloom a winning team when
he was hired to replace Tommy
Prothro last Jan. 24.

"Our approach was always the
same," said Knox, "one game at a
time.

"I always had a great deal of
faith in the team. I knew we had
great leaders in guys like Joe
Scibelli, Merlin Olsen and Charlie
Cowan.
A key newcomer, ex-San Diego

quarterback John Hadl, said, "He
does nothing revolutionary. We're

just so well prepared we're ready
for anything."
Through concentration, Knox's

team has cut penalties to an
average of less than four per game.
The club's depth has not been
tested by a rash of injuries.

Th • Rams are being compared to

the Miami team of 1972, and it's not
an unfair comparison as Los
Angeles can break Miami's season
rushing record of 2,960 yards by
averaging 243 in their last two
games.
"We run the football a lot, which

Miami does, and our emphasis also
is on mistake-free football," said
Knox.
"We wanted to become a

physical team. We've outhit every
team we've played," said Knox.
He said his was not a unique

boast that he would produce a
winner for Rosenbloom.
"Every coach feels he can win.

In 20 years of coaching, 10 in the
NFL, I've had good head coaches.
I've learned from Blanton Collier,

Weeb Ewbank and Joe Schmidt.
I've learned from every assistant
coach I've worked with and from
fine players. Things rub off on
you."

Interested in

Juvenile Delinquency?

M.A.R.Y. Program
Needs Full-Time

Advocates
For information Call 545-2361 or

come to Room 381 Hills South.

Sports

Hotline

5-0344
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Women's Gymnastics
On Display Saturday

^mmmmm

By CANDY GROSS
This Saturday, December 8th at

7:30 p.m., the Women's Gym-
nastics Team will give a preview of
what's to come for the 1974 season.
The locally televised exhibition at
Montachusett-Regional Vocational
School on the Westminster-
Fitchburg line will serve a three-
fold purpose according to Coach
Virginia Evans.
"We want to see how the routines

of past team members are
progressing and how the
newcomers will react to a crowd
while doing complete routines.
There is also the fact that the
money received for the per-
formance will help relieve the
strain on an already overextended
athletic budget. This money willbe
used to defray the cost of our
participation in the Nationals in
California, as we have every ex-
pectation of the team qualifying.
Finally, exhibitions of this caliber
contribute to the continual
promotion of high level women's
gymnastics in Massachusetts."
The exhibition will consist of the

four main events in women's
gymnastics, floor exercise,
balance beam, vaulting, and
uneven bars, with at least four full

routines done on each. The show
will open with all women who
compete on floor doing some
novelty precision tumbling and
high level tumbling passes. Ann
Vexler, Gail Hannan, Alicia Goode,
and newcomer Diane Cantwell will
then do their full routines with
music.

On balance beam, the four
routines will display various
qualities. Diane Cantwell will be
trying numerous superior moves

including aerial front walkover
and front and back handsprings.
Ann Vexler will be combining some
new tumbling tricks with her high
leaps and Thanne Poth will exhibit
some stylish dance with unique
high and low transitions. Jodi Hitt
will be given the opportunity to
show her high degree of flexibility
and flowing dance which has been
aided through her work with the
University Dance Group at UMass.
There's also the possibility that
either Jill King or Marion Kulick
will perform on the beam.
A continual series of rapid basic

vaulting will begin this next part of
the program. Various competitive
vaults will then be executed by
Gail Hannan, Marion Kulick,
Thanne Poth, and Diane Cantwell.
The final event of the evening,

uneven bars, will start with the
new mounts, dismounts, and inside
combinations the women expect to
put into their competitive routines.
Betsy East, Heidi Armstrong, Gail
Hannan, and Gail McCarthy will

then put it all together and do their
full routines. Freshman Carol
Rogers may also be contributing to
this event.

Although this exhibition will

display quality gymnastics, it still

won't show all UMass has to offer
as Margie Combs and Linda
Nelligan will give only limited
performances due to earlier in-

juries. Also, Jeanine Burger, who's
still recovering from a wrist
operation this fall, will be missing
from the line-up. In addition to the
UMass Team, members of the
Fitchburg-Leominster YMCA
Advanced Gymnastics Team will
do some vaulting and several beam
and bar routines.
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Varsity M Swimmers Lose Again
•* IU llll MUMIVv

Fall Capts

Announced

Minor League Rules
HOUSTON (AP) - The National

Association of Professional
Baseball Leagues-commonly
known as the minor leagues-
extended the contract Wednesday
of President Henry J. Peters
through 1980 at the group's
meeting in conjunction with the
major league baseball winter
meetings.

Peters became president of the
minors in Phoenix in 1971.

In other action, the association
approved a resolution that would
allow pro baseball teams to sign
intercollegiate players between
their sophomore-junior and junior-
senior years.

The resolution said college
coaches would like the rule

because the fringe high school
player would enroll in college
rather than sign pro contracts.
The association voted down

resolutions that would have:

-Set 25-man rosters for mino;
league teams instead of the current
21-player limit.

-Deisgnate each minor league
team responsible for the travel
expenses of its field manager
rather than the teams major
league affiliate.

-Require minor league teams to
receive approval from its major
league affiliates on opening date
and duration of season and any
legislation pertaining to the
classification of players.
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ByBILLBALLOU
The fall sports made their last

gasp yesterday at the Varsity M
Club luncheon and with their final

breath announced who'll be the
soccer and football captains.
Football coach Dick Mac-

pherson introduced seniors Ed
McAleney and Dennis Kiernan,
who'll lead next year's football
squad, while soccer coach Al Rufe
brought along the new soccer
captains, Jim Vollinger and Carl
Vercollone.

MacPherson called Kiernan "a
great, dedicated football player"
and said he thought Kiernan was
"the best linebacker in New
England."
McAleney, MacPherson said,

"has been everything we thought
he'd be when he came here and
more."
Both Kiernan and McAleney

expressed their gratitude for being
so honored, and Kiernan promised
that "nothing like what happened
over Thanksgiving is ever going to
happen again."
Rufe introduced Vollinger and

Vercollone, calling them both "fine
soccer players and team men."
Each praised Rufe for doing a

good job under tough cir-

cumstances. Vercollone noted that
"it'll be unusual next year to come
back and have someone you know
coaching." Soccer's had three
different coaches in the last three
seasons.

MacPherson, in reviewing the
past season, said "People tell me
never to admit it if I think I do a
bad job. Well, I feel I didn't do a
good job and don't think the
players did."

Also, in response to a question
about future use of freshmen, he
replied, "Yes, we plan to use fresh-
men from now on. Looking at the
overall situation, it appears that
freshmen have played some good
football and helped their teams,
and they seem to be staying in

school. It looks like those who
advocated their use were right,
and my position was wrong."
MacPherson also went over next

year's schedule, which includes
Dartmouth and Colgate as new
teams to be played and drops
Harvard and Rutgers.
The luncheon was held for the

first time at Chequers, moving off-

campus from the Newman Center.
One of the main reasons behind the
move were the hefty amounts of
money being lost by people who got
tickets while parking at the
Newman Center.

By JOE MARTINS
The UMass swimming team

suffered its second defeat of the
new season at the hands of
Wesleyan, by a tally of 63-50. It was
more respectable than the 81-30

beating they took from Maine last
Saturday. However, this time, the
team had its divers who accounted
for 2 first places and a total of 12
out of a possible 18 points.

Taking 7 out of a possible 13
places is indeed respectable —
even enough for a win. But the
team's real weaknesses were
shown in such events as the 200
yard freestyle, individual medley,
and backstroke They could only
muster up a total of 3 points in all

these events — a sad indication of
depth.

Freshman Dave Boucher
brightened up the loss by con-
tinuing his winning ways and
breaking the 200 yard breaststroke
record and being clocked at 2:25.5.

The UMass freestyle relay team
blazed through the 400 yds. at a
time of 3:36.7 and are undefeated
so far this season.

Hockey At

Half Price

For Kings

The Springfield Kings Hockey
Club announced today that Friday
evening December 7th will be
"College Night" at the Springfield
Civic Center when the Kings host
their strong Northern Division
rivals — the New Haven
Nighthawks.
On this night all college students

may purchase their tickets at only
half-price when they show their
school identification card.
The tickets are on sale at the

Kings ticket office located on the
Dwight Street side of the
Springfield Civic Center from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. now through
Saturday. Reservations may be
made by calling the Kings office at
781-6890 or 737-8844 or writing to

"Kings College Night", P.O. Box
2830, Springfield, Mass. 01101.

Yesterday's double winners for
the Aquamen were Dave Crooker
(another freshmen) and Jeff
Crause. Crooker breezed through
the 500 yard freestyle, and fought
out Wesleyan's Coker by winning
the 100 yd. freestyle. Jeff Crause
was a picture of concentration as
he came out on top of both diving
events. Another winner was Dick
Blaisdell in the 50 yard freestyle
sprint at a time of 23.6.

As for the two losses thus far this
season, Coach Bay Melamed ex-
plained that the team had lost "too
many kids" from last season, and
is short on good butterflyers and
sprinters.

With an air of confidence he
added that "we will have to do with
what we have."
Coach Bay is new, and he admits

that he doesn't'know who's who in
New England swimming circles;
but after Maine and Wesleyan
explained "we're finding out."
AROUND THE POOL - Next

home meet for the Aquamen is

Tuesday Dec. 11 at 7:30 p.m. —
Boyden Pool.
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Jim Lynch puts the Minutemen up 2-0 as he pats the puck over Mike C apone's prostrate form In first

period action at Orr Rink. For the Minutemen, it was a complete reversal of form from one week ago

against Salem State. The icemen checked closer and hit harder than they had in their first two games

and won with a 100% team effort.

Pucksters Pound Ephmen, 5-1
By DAVE EIBEL

The UMass Minutemen put the

Seven Day Ponds Beauty Plan to

work and the result was a five to

one victory for Jack Canniffs

icemen over the Williams College

Ephmen. Skating and good
defensive play, which were not

part of the UMass repertoire a

week ago, were injected into the

attack with earthshaking results.

Team Captain Chickie Rheault

manned the nets and seemed to

keep the Minutemen calm with his

confident goaltending. Of the

thirty-nine shots that Rheault
faced, only one by Ed Spencer got

by him and on that one he couldn't

be faulted. Spencer picked up a

loose puck in the slot and caromed
a wrist shot off the right post

behind the UMass goalie at 9:55

of period number two. But the Eph-

men could not repeat on Spencer's

effort even when they enjoyed a

two-man advantage during the

third period while Bill Mintiens

and Tim Ryan were in the sinbin.

Except for an early flurry by the

Ephmen, the Minutemen held
sway throughout a first period in

which they outshot Williams by 16-

13. The Minutemen played like

men possessed, and went after the

puck like a pack of hounds after the

fox. Their efforts were rewarded at

6: 10 when Mark Sullivan tipped in

a goalmouth pass by center Kevin
Conners after the freshman had
carried the puck all the way up ice.

With the teams playing five-on-

five. Jim Lynch made it 2-0 UMass,

when he picked up Bill Mintiens

pass just past the Williams blueline

and deposited the puck behind a

helpless Mike Capone in the

Williams goal. At 14:24, with the

Minutemen enjoying a 4-3 ad-

vantage, Lynchie potted his second

in a row when he tipped in a Bill

Mintiens slapshot from the point.

The second period saw Williams

unsettle the Minutemen with some
good body checking of their own
and it forced the Minutemen into

some sloppy clearing early in the

period which led to Spencer's

score. Just prior to the lone

Williams' marker, Rheault made a

scintillating stop off Tom Deveaux
when he broke in on a two-on-

nothing with Dan Yeadon.
The Minutemen regained their

composure soon after, and made it

four to one at 14:51 with Williams'

behomoth left-winger Jim Harkins

was in the box for tripping. Jim
Lyons did all the work on the play,

deking two enemy Billy Harris who
slid it in for his second marker of

the young season.

Only twenty seconds after the

third period began, Nimbo Nims
counted his first goal of the

schedule and the third UMass
powerplay goal, when he potted a

Jim Lyons rebound on a play in

which Capone was injured and
replaced for the remainder of the

game by soph Paul Nelson. Even
though Williams had three
powerplay opportunities in the

final stanza, great UMass penalty

killing and excessive Ephmen

. c «H MiH*-tn«

Saily (Hollenian

SPORTS
passing caused Williams to come
out empty handed.
Zambonies — Rheault made an

unbelievable stop in the third with

the Minutemen two men short...

a

deflected shot was about to fall

over the line when he swiped it with

the fat part of his stick over the

crossbar... Bill Mintiens was a

standout as he took a regular shift

in place of injured Dave
Allesandroni ...Freshmen, in the

words of Coach Canniff "played a
helluva game" ...Refusing to be
over-confident after the win
Canniff simply said that the team
was "coming around. "...Tim Ryan
picked up three penalties in his

first varsity start and was ob-

viously overpressing. . . the
momentarily-revived Minutemen
face Norwich on Friday night in

Vermont...

Undermanned Track Team Slips At URI
By SCOTT HAYES

There's a saying that goes something like "you
can't win them all." For the UMass Indoor Track
team, the adage holds true, expecially when it has
had to spot the opposition nine points in each of the

first two meats.

As a result of inadequate practice facilities and the

need to cut the squad to thirty members for away
meets, UMass hasn't brought its pole vaulters to the

meets The result has been an automatic nine points

for the opponents, and now instead of a perfect

record, the Minutemen are 1-1.

The story in yesterday's meet with Rhode Island,

which UMass lost 64-54, was URI's big edge in first

place finishes. The Rams captured nine firsts to only

three for UMass
Bob Adamson was a double winner in the meet. The

standout jumper took first in the long and triple

jumps and second in the dash. Adamson captured top

spot in the long jump with a jump of 22'6 1/2". That
wasn't all for the elder of the Adamson brothers,

however, and he won the triple jump with a distance

Inside Sports

iCepeda Voted Top DH
•Celts Sink Knicks

•Letters To The Sports

Editor

of 451 1/4".

The only other winner was Marshall Pendleton.
Pendleton led a sweep of the 50-yard dash, with Bob
Adamson and Ken Adamson right behind him.
Pendleton and Bob Adamson were clocked in 5.5

seconds.

The Rams picked up another quick nine points with
a sweep of the 35-pound weight throw.

For UMass Ron Harris was able to earner second in

the high jump, while the Adamson brothers took first

and third respectively in the long jump.
Other top performers for UMass included Curt

Stegerwald. Jim Hennessey, Chris Farmer and John
McGrail. Stegerwald and Hennessey finished second
and third in the hurdles, and Farmer placed second in

the mile with a fine time of 4:19.2. McGrail, also
competing in his first track meet at UMass, ran a
9: 13.2 in the two-mile, good for second.

Scott Herman and Tom Lonergan wound up second
and third in the shot put. Herman threw the shot 45'9

1/2", while Lonergan's throw of 44'U" gave him
third

The two relay teams won, but at that point in the

meet, the outcome was academic. With the score 64-

44, URI had the meet wrapped up, but both relay
teams ran for pride and gave UMass ten points.

Members of the winning mile relay team were Tom
Beland, John McClellelan, Larry Whitfield, and
Francis O'Keefe. The winning combination in the

two-mile relay included Chris Farmer, Jim Hunt,
Weeden Wetmore and Ted Boussiere. Time for the

mile relay was 3:30.6 and the winning time for the

two-mile relay was 7:56.8.

Tom Grundy set a new school record in winning the

two-mile. Grundy was timed at 9:05.5, breaking the

old record held by Bob Black. Black ran a 9: 09.2 way
back in 1949.

Hoopsters Trounce
St. Anselm's By 40

By EARLE BARROLL
MANCHESTER. N.H. — UMass

ended, finally, its four-year follies

with a major liability on its

schedule, St. Anselm's last night,

87-47 and now the Hawks can settle

back in their own league with New
Hampshire College.

In the process Jack Leaman
equalled the life-time win mark of

119 (2-0 so far this season) held by
Harold "Kid" Gore, 1916-32, in a

scintillating second-half avalanche
that left St. As a shattered,

disarrayed bunch. Not to mention
the equal of some of Gore's ancient

victims.

"I think once we got in front of

them," said Leaman, "they just

fell apart." Translated: it was a

matter of the mind and the body
giving the total athlete the hint.

"But we really didn't play that well

either in the first half," added the

understayed Leaman, "which
allowed the Hawks the comfort of

being in a ball game they should

not have been in."

The Minutemen went through a

twenty minute first half stretch

that would not have left them on
the court with Harvard a few days
back. "We are still a young team,"
explained Leaman, "and it will

take us time to learn to play as a

team but in the first half they just

disappointed me."
For you statistics freaks, check

these margins of flux: 10-2, 10-11,

18-11, 22-18, 36-25, at the half. And
all that Leaman told his cagers in

the locker room was "go out there

and have some fun."

Fun, of course, at St. A's ex-

pense. The appearance was a

complete reversal. And a

devastating fast break that began
with the board work of John
Murphy, Al Skinner and Greg
Duatre, culminated in a flurry of

layups and short poppers tore the

fires out of anything that resem-
bled basketball at St. A's.

In fact the above mentioned left

their coach in dire straits trying to

keep the score within reason.

"What could I do?" said Leaman.
"I took my first team out with over
eight minutes to play." And then

why not? The second five

proceeded to coup de grace as

efficiently as the starters.

"I was really pleased with the

play of Murphy," said Leaman of

his big center who demolished the

hero of this motley crowd, the

limbersome (6'7, 220) center, Ed
Shannon. "And Rick Pitino did a
real good job of controlling the

floor show."
In the end St. A's resorted to a

Dwight Lamar air show (crowd

pleasers, but not good basketball)

that featured 30 to 40 footers. Of
every bunch of ten, two somehow
went in and the other eight missed
by six feet or more. John
McMenanin took the most shots,

scored the most (20) and has a sore

wrist for it.

And next year Jack Leaman's
crew can rid themselves of St. A's

ad infinitum and try it again in the

hills of West Virginia.

Trembling Walls

Joshua blew his trumpet and the walls of Jericho came tumbling down;
Delilah cut Samson's hair off and the hero lost his strength; Evi. ate an
apple and got kicked out of the Garden of Eden...And now? And now the

women want athletic scholarships.

Sure, they're blowing their horns. Up until now they've been refused

athletic scholarships, both by UMass and by their guiding organization,

the AIAW. But then the AIAW changed the ruling and now women can
receive financu aid for participating in athletics. There goes the apple.

The AIAW decided to leave it up to the individual schools to determine
how the money will be distributed. They can either give it out to women
on a "need only" basis or they can award on athletic acheivement. So if

they wanted to keep a Kathy Lawson or an Anne Vexler at the University,

they could whip a little aid on them.

But the UMass women coaches seem to favor the need basis policy.

That's a big plus in their favor. They say they will only offer the girl a

scholarship once she enrolls at the University. They won't go out and
recruit and wave big dollar signs in their faces. That's good too.

But where are they going to get the money from? Oh my God — not

from the sacred Barber scholarship fund? That's where the men's
coaches go to help entice their big studs to play here.

So far the Barber fund has been a men's club, and only the men have
been allowed to use the facilities. But in this day of co-ed bathrooms,
nothing is sacred any more.
This is what the women are aiming for. They'll take their profits from

basketball games gymnastics and swimming meet gate receipts and
deposit the money in the pot. Then they'll demand a joint savings account
with the men's department.
There goes Samson's hair.

And some of the coaches, like Al Rufe (soccer) and Ken O'Brien
( track) have little or no hair to sacrifice.

There are a lot of problems that come along with scholarships. Some
schools have declared that they will not compete with any schools that

have women on athletic scholarships. Mt. Holyoke is one, and Smith
College will probably also adopt this policy. There — you automatically
have scheduling problems.
Who will get the scholarships? Sure, they say now that it will probably

be on need basis only — But that's what the Presidents of the Yankee
Conference have strongly recommended for the men. Somehow, it

doesn't work. Al Skinner's here on a free ride and his parents can afford
to buy him a brand new car.

How long would the women last before they, too, fall into this rut? How
long would it be before coaches start competing with other schools for the
top high school players? And how long would it be before they offer the
"blue chippers" money before they even get here?
To answer that last question — it's already happened. Women's

athletics are not the lily white virgins program most of us thought they
were. Two women on the UMass gymnastics team were promised
scholarships before they came here...and they received a full ride for
their first year. (Then both were dropped.)
Anne Vexler's scholarship came out of the Barber fund ( before anyone

knew it was forbidden by the AIAW) ; Margie Combs' deal was done on
the sly. Ms. Combs thought she was getting aid from the school, but as it

turned out her coach was taking her bill and having it paid on the side.
She never knew who her anonymous sponsor was.

I don't know — The designers of the new scholarship policy, composed
of coaches and students, can see the evils that haunt the men's system.
And now they have that gymnastics horror to also consider when they
make up their policy.

They don't want to be like the men — they want to be entirely different.
But unless they plan it out thoroughly the walls are going to start to
shake.
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Comic comments on controversial construction. See p. 17, or thereabouts.

Board bogged in election
For a while last night, I thought I

was sitting through the most
scandoulous election in the history
oi student governing groups at
UMass.

It turned out to be the most
hilarious election, and certainly
the most intriguing Board of
Governors meeting I've ever at-
tended. And I've been faithfully
covering them for the Collegian for
about two semesters.
The meeting started out in-

nocuous enough. The incumbent
officers were nominated for their
respective posts, chairperson,
vice-chairperson and secretary
treasurer.

Jim Lindsey. board chairperson,
spoke in favor of his candidacy
saying, "I think I've done good
things since I've been in office.
There are many things I haven't
done. That's why I'm running
again".

He ran unopposed and won
easily.

Next, was the election of the
vice-chairperson. Incumbent,
Dave Winchester, emphasized the
need for "continuity" on the Board
since many members will be
leaving in January, others at the
end of spring semester. I in-
terpreted his request for "con
tinuity" to mean his re-election.
But, unlike the first race, Win-

chester faced opposition — from
the chairperson of the board's food
services committee.

"I feel I could handle the job in a
good manner", said Hays.

Ballots were cast and the results
announced: A TIE! Seven for
Winchester, seven for Hays and
one abstention. Tension covered
the faces of most members.
One member, Mike Curran,

quickly broke the silence. He said,
"Perhaps we should break a few
minutes to . uh
"Politic?", quickly replied

Lindsey, with a smile.

The meeting broke up for a five
minute caucus. Most people
gathered in smalJ groups and
talked in soft tones to each other. A
couple of people ran around from
group to group and spoke with
excited facial expressions, their
hands were flying quickly to the
pace of their words.
An informed source on the board

leaned over to me and whispered,
"The caucus is a disguise. The real
reason for the break is to find

another member, and bring him
here to break the tie.

Then. ...ENTER ...a missing
member, Tony Tartaglia, wearing
a print dress with tan stockings. He
had been at the Top of the Campus
where he was working as a wine

Motions passed
The Campus Center-Student

Union Board of Governors last
night approved the following
motions

:

•

-Evelyn Wood's request for
space in the Campus Center for
next semester. They will be
charged for the number of sessions
they have per night on the room
rate schedule. Payment will be
pre-paid.

-a fee waiver for Gamma Sigma
Sigma to use the Colonial Lounge
and Dukes Room for a book sale
and Christmas notions sale, Dec. 3-

7.

-the switch of the Student Senate
Lecture Note Service to the ticket
office and the ticket office to
Student Union Rm. 318.

-the installation of lighMng in the
art gallery, total cost not to exceed
$11,000.

-authorize the Campus Center
management to negotiate and sign
a contract with the design firm
Ferguson-Sorentino for the
renovation of the Blue Wall.

Sharon Hughes

Worden was re-nominated. He
described the job he had done thus
far:

"My duties as secretary have
been taken over by a full time
secretary and the RSO office hrs
taken over the treasurer's part.
I've been two things; Jim's
trouble-shooter and a person other
board members could entrust their
complaints to when they didn't
want to do to Jim", he said. He too,
was re-elected.

My narration may sound in-

credible, but that's what went on
after the meeting. It may sound
equally incredible at this point, to
say, that the Board is actually
better managed, more reserved
and more effective than any other
undergraduate student governing
body I've seen. And with
jurisdiction over policy making in

the Campus Center, they're
probably the most powerful.
Well, that's the way it goes in

student government. If you'd like
to join and are qualified, they'll

probably take you.

Sharon Huges

*****a*i»**mv»mm¥MVmvw% New renovations due

steward at the Madrigal dinner.
They sat down to take another

vote. Bill Worden looked terse as
he announced the results, "The
vote was eight to eight ; it looks like
someone voted twice." HOW
SCANDALOUS!
"We'll vote again, and this time

everyone stay in your seats,"
Worden said sternly, as he passed
out ballots for the third time.
They were filled out very quickly

and Worden began checking the
ballots against the names on the
Board's roster. Only to discover
that 16 persons were present, so the
original eight to eight vote wasn't a
fraud. And a second missing
member had entered, making the
final vote 9-7.

HILARIOUS!
I guess I should have realized the

meeting would be unconvential
when one member, Howard Levin,
gave kisses to everyone!
(chocolate candy one, that is).

Also, the meeting wasn't held in
the usual elegant setting on the
ninth floor of the CC, but in a
mediocre room on the first floor of
the building. Besides, the
microphone, essential to any
meeting when members chat
among themselves, wasn't there.
The ever present pitchers of iced
water were set on the table as
usual.

But, back to the election. In-
cumbent secretary-treasurer, Bill

Heard about the proposed
renovation of the Student Union?
You know, retail business like a
bank or liquor store renting space
in the building. ..especially the
second floor of the Student Union.
Bud Wilkes, of Campus Center
management wants to know what
kind of businesses students like to
move in. Contact him in Rm. 818
CC with suggestions.
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CORRECTION
The Afro-American Vocal music

as performed by the Voices of New
Africa House is not tonight as
previously reported, but rather
last night. Sorry.

Warfield in concert Saturday
Acclaimed around the world as one of the greatest vocal artists of our

time, William Warfield, the distinguished American bass-baritone willappear in concert on Saturday at 8 p.m., in Bowker Auditorium.
The Fine Arts Council Third World Cultural Series event is being
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a staff which has '«a wide range of Susana Krivatsy feels thatprofessional capabilities." "people are working hard andA large amount of information is
also available for career planning
Brochures describing various
businesses and their employment
procedures, career brochures
graduate school catalogues and

extending themselves to their
programs," but the Center needs a
"formation of goals." However
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460 West St. (Rt. 114), Amherst
Open M, Tu, W, 9-4; Th, F, 9-8; Sat., 10-5

Imagine a university dining room where
students eat supper in a family-type atmosphere
and where meals are served by passing food
around the table rather than standing in line to
receive individual portions.
Such a place does exist on this campus; but itwon I be found in a traditional dining commons.

Kathcr. it is a typical scene at 5:40 p.m. in But-
tertield dormitory, when approximately 100 of thedorms 120 residents gather in the dorm's
basement dining room for their evening mealThe atmosphere is generally considered to be
conducive to social interaction, something which
he four-floor dorm has a reputation for being a
leader in. One of the prime reasons for
establishing a kitchen in Butterfield four years
ago was to provide a chance for the residents to
get to know and work with each other on a regular
basis. And the idea worked.
According to the professional chef and manager

Norman Paulin, "If it wasn't for a couple of
Butterfield people, it (the kitchen) wouldn't be
here now. It's very hard to make an operation like
this go.

The obstacles that have to be overcome in
running a small-scale food service operation forand by students are obviously many. But at
Butterfield. the problems that have to be ironed
out have consistently proven to be worth the effortm light of the end product. Butterfield residents
almost unanimously agree that the quality of foodand the dining atmosphere, far exceed anything
that a traditional dining commons could possibly

The menus are written by a student ir
cooperation with Paulin. who orders the food'anc
cooks the dinners. Paulin works through the

U!I^
e
u
,ty

2
nd ''"kPwwfcnt Purveyors to purchase

chefs
akfasts are cooked t0 order by student

Butterfield residents get fourteen meals perweek (breakfast and supper) for the same price
aLa

7, r
me

u
ticket at the dinin8 commons.

$284.75. Lunches are an additional $.50 per meal
I he cost per meal is lower because they don't
have to pay mortgages on the dining commons
buildings one-sixth of the total operations budget

goes towards student labor. Some residents have
grav-y jobs, which means that they literallywork lor their meals by cleaning off tables and the
ike Otherwise the pay rate is a standard $2 per
hour for all jobs.

^
i» T° "A «,

eVe
_
ry job is e<

»ual,y important," said
I aulin. Whether it be washing dishes or nipping
pancakes. fh'"b

Pride, and the size of the Butterfield "com-
munity, are important assets in making But-
terfield go Students who work in the kitchenknow that they are feeding their roommates," as
laul.n put it. But still there are the usual
problems, according to Paulin. who cited finalexams as a classic deterrant in keeping studentsfrom showing up for work. But. as Paulin said
(independable student employees are a universal
problem even with professional employers and the
dining commons.

Butterfield even has the equivalent of Basic
hoods, in the form of special accommodations for
sixteen vegeterians who cook their own meals on a
rotating basis.

But despite the workability of the Butterfield
plan the consensus is that the establishment of
small kitchens m all dorms would be largely un-
feasible. B J

"I'd like to see it happen," said Paulin. "but the
chances are pretty slim."
As it is. Butterfield residents from time to time

lake what they have for granted and, on several
occasions in the past, had to be reminded that
each and every resident must be responsible for
maintaining a clean and efficient operation
Much of Butterfield's success can be attributed

to luck and the dedication of a few outstanding
individuals, most notably Ann Mundy, who will
resign as Head of Residence effective May 1974The Butterfield kitchen is considered by many
lo be the nucleus of dorm life, a concept whichmay not be adaptable to many other dormitories
l he more obvious problems of setting up kitchens
across campus include, build them, the ideal
personnel

< both students and professional ) and of
course the question of what would happen to the
dining commons if every dorm had its own kit-
chen.

UCF-moving toward community visibility
The United Christian Foundation nrir («t * ;_.....

^ ~?The United Christian Foundation
Board met Wednesday night to
discuss a wide range of business
and political issues which its task
force have been dealing with on
and off campus.
The board begun its meeting

with a non-denominational com-
munity social meeting and a
worship service, a regular
procedure designed to increase
student and community in-
volvement. Among the 14 persons
present last night, it was agreed
that the group needs to become
"more visible in the community.'

Get your

name in print
What's been happening with

YOU this semester? Done anything
interesting that you'd like to write
and tell us about? The Collegian
news department would like to
know. We will publish your article
in our semester-in-review column
to be run in next Tuesday's (Dec.
11) paper.
We ask that you limit your ar-

ticles to 200 words. All copy sub-
mitted must be typewritten and
include your name and address.
Mail or bring them to the news
desk, Collegian office, 406 Student
Union. Thanks.

UCF task forces include com-
mittees on peace action, coun-
seling, racism, and religion. Other
groups deal with internal business
and policy.

The UCF peace action group,
which includes a handful of UMass
students, is trying to create
awareness that the U.S. is sup-
porting a repressive regime in
Indochina. A strategy conference
on the V-l bomber will be held Dec
16. and an Indochina Unity
Organizing Conference is
scheduled for Dec. 15.

A counseling task force is
planning a workshop dealing with
self-destructive behavior of
students and will deal with topics
such as drug abuse and suicide.
This task force participates in the
campus resource network and the

campus counseling network. A
racism committee which is not yet
totaaly organized is supporting the
United Farm Workers movement
Other general activities in which

the UCF is involved include Fred
Robinson's upcoming lecture on
Last Tango in Paris and presen-
tation of a speaker on energy
policy.

Information about UCF ac-
tivities is available at its office at
319 Hampshire House.

Deb Goguen

i 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY
4:30p.m. to 10:30p.m.

(except during league play)

dunlxim
WAFFlE-SfOMPERS

— your boot center for either sex

fttULEi Shoes
8 Main St., Amherst

Daily 9:00 - 5:30

Fri. till 9:00

HOME OF THE DOWNSTAIRS BOOT CELLAR"
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National leadership and its problems

Ford fourtieth, first under 25th

Wilmington. Del-Delaware Bridge BJoctaUTrucJieia,
•-'-- highway speed limits anal dime* f«at prke*, bUck——

'i VMfi mm> imwiniifcg jii

Vice-President Gerald R. Ford.

by Jim Adams
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Gerald R. ford was sworn
in as the nation's 40th vice president Thursday night,

becoming the first man to take office under the

Constitution's 25th Amendment.
With President Nixon at Ford's side and with Mrs.

Ford holding the Bible, Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger administered the 71-word oath in the House
chamber. Among those present were the Cabinet,
members of the House and Senate, Supreme Court
justices and the diplomatic corps.

The four Ford children were in the distinguished
visitors' gallery and the public galleries were packed.

In a brief speech stressing the hope for national

unity that has been his theme since his nomination.
Ford said he saw neither Republicans nor Democrats
in the chamber.
"At this moment of visible and living unity," Ford

said, "I see only Americans.
"I see Americans who love their country,

Americans who work and sacrifice for their country
and their children. I see Americans who pray without
ceasing for peace among all nations and for harmony
at home."

In prepared remarks for the Senate afterward,
Ford said he was grateful to senators for confidence
they expressed "in the capacity of our political in-

stitutions to meet new challenges without the ex-
tremes of passion and partisanship that have brought
less sturdy republics to ruin."

Ford was sworn in just over an hour after the
House, by a 387 to 35 vote, compeleted Congress'

confirmation of his nomination as vice president.

Republicans broke into applause as the electronic

vote counters on each end of the House chamber hit

an absolute majority of 218 votes for Ford's con-

firmation.

Afterward, the full House and spectators jamming
the public galleries applauded as Ford himself en-

tered the chamber and joined Speaker Carl Albert on
the speaker's podium.
Ford, who has been House Republican leader, had

served in the same chamber for 25 years.

During an intermission between the confirmation
and the swearing-in ceremony, Ford went to the
White House to deliver his confirmation resolution to

Nixon.

After they posed with cameramen, Nixon told Ford
that delivering the resolution was his last act as a
member of Congress."
Ford replied, "I'm no longer a member of

Congress."
And Nixon laughingly cautioned, "Are you sure?

You haven't been sworn in yet. You still have a 15-

minute drive. Don't give up your salary until you get
your hand up." a reference to the oath-taking
When he returned to the House for the ceremony,

Ford, accompanied by Nixon, was greeted with en-
thusiastic cheers, whistles and applause from
Democrats as well as Republicans.
Ford took the oath solemnly until he stumbled on

the words near the end and broke into his broad,
familiar smile.

Most of the House debate on Ford's nomination had
been in his favor.

Alexander Haig denies "Devil Theory" on tapes
by Harry F. Rosenthal
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Nixon's top aide dropped
a "devil theory" into the White
House tapes mystery Thursday,
saying there had been iti-house
discussions that "some sinister
force" may have caused 13
minutes of an 18-minutt buzz.
With that, U.S. Dist. Judge John

J. Sirica adjourned his tapes
hearing until experts come up with
a more technical answer for the
buzz that wiped out a crucial

Watergate conversation taped in

the President's office.

The tests, now being conducted,
should be finished next week, he
said.

Alexander M Haig Jr., the
former four-star general who now
is Nixon's right-hand man, said
"there was no finite explanation"
for the discrepancy between the
4 1

2 minutes Rose Mary Woods may
have erased accidentally and the
18' 4 minutes that actually are gone
on the Watergate tape.

"There have been several

Vulture visit

MIAMI, Fla. (AP) — Each day
maintenance men climb to the roof
of the Dade County Courthouse
where they flap their arms, wave
brooms, sticks and rolled
newspapers in a vain attempt to

dissuade dozens of vultures from
roosting on the building

For 30 years the roof of the 28-

story courthouse has been a
favorite daytime perch for the
vultures which fly South in October
to avoid the winter cold.

The maintenance men say the
vultures cause problems because
their feathers clog drainage pipes
along the edge of the roof, oc-
casionally causing flooding into the
floor below.

The men are shy about
discussing what they call their

vulture "elimination measures."
But each morning the building

staff goes up to the roof and spends

court everyday
several minutes whistling,
swearing, waving and shouting at
the birds.

"For 30 or 40 years people have
been making jokes about them,"
said one maintenance man who
asked not to be identified.

Jeff Simon, who studied the
habits of the vultures while a
student at the University of Miami,
said the birds arrive at the cour-
thouse each morning about 30
minutes before sunrise.

They sit almost exactly three
feet apart and rearrange their
positions when a new arrival
throws off the pattern.

The vultures take a lunchtime
break at a sewage plant on nearby
Virginia Key, returning to the roof
in midaftemoon. When the sun
begins to go down they head back
to the key to spend the night.

theories," he said. "Perhaps she
was tired and didn't realize how
long she was away from the
machine, or perhaps she touched
the high-speed rewind. If that took
4' 2 minutes, it might have wiped
out 18."

Miss Woods, Nixon's pergonal

secretary, has testified she may
accidentally have pushed a tape
machine record button on Oct. 1

when she stopped transcribing a
June 20, 1972 tape to answer her
telephone. She said her con-
versation lasted no more than from
four to five minutes.
There are two distinct overriding

tones on the tape — loud for five

minutes, soft for the othtr 13.

Asked whether had been any
discussions that someone other
than Miss Woods might have
erased the tape, Haig replied:

"Yes, there have been
discussions of what I have referred
to as "devil theories'. Specifically,

the night we returned from
Memphis Nov. 20. I me' with the
President's counsels and they were
very concerned that evening
because the tests they made that
day convinced them at that time
that the machine used by Miss
Woods could not have made the
tones...

"That therefore suggested that
some sort of outside energy force
had been applied to the tape. I

refer to that as the devil theory
today."

Haig said the existence of two
tones was "a source of great
distress" and the thinking was that
one was caused by Miss Woods
"and then, perhaps, some sinister

source had come in and applied the
other energy source and taken care
of the information on that tape."
Asked by the judge whether

anyone had suggested what that
force might be, Haig said, "No,
your honor."
He said

#
checks were made to

determine who had access to the
tape and it was determined there
was no one but Miss Woods,
presidential aide Stephen Bull, the
Secret Service and the President
himself.

After court, Haig strongly in-

dicated he believed Miss Woods
was the cause of the 18-minute gap.

"I've known some women that

think they talked for five minutes
and have talked for an hour," he
told reporters.

CHRISTMAS

Pottery

Sale
December 10-11

9:00a.m. 4:00p.m.
Munson Hall Annex

Basement
Reasonable prices

Benefit — UMass Ceramics

"SICK" OF DC FOOD

If you haven't yet decided on a place to live next

semester, Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity is looking for boar-

ders. We offer an apartment like meal plan, low rent and an

optional social fee which covers parties, etc. There will be

no pressure to join our house. If you are interested, or

require more information contact Bill Brookman at 256-

6837, evenings.

presents:

Smm
speaking on:

"Feminism: lira lirections for Black O Women??"

Mon.. Doc. 10 Campus Center Auditorium 8:00 p.m.

Sargent's energy speech on TV today
BOSTON (AP) — Gov. Francis

W. Sargent will deliver a statewide
television address on the energy
crisis Friday evening, the
governor's office said Thursday.
The address, scheduled for 7:30

p.m., will originate at the studios of
WBZ-TV, Channel 4 in Boston, a
spokesman said.

Sargent is expected to announce
his next steps to deal with the

state's energy crisis, which
reportedly will include a special
session of the legislature in ad-
vance of the scheduled return date
of Jan. 2.

There have been reports that the
governor will ask the legislature
for additional emergency powers
under the Civil Defense Act. It has
been contended in some quarters
that Sargent already has all the

Have It Your Way . .

.

BURGER
KING

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Hadley, Mass.

Opening Wednesday,

Dec. 12, 1973

authority he needs to deal with the
crisis in Massachusetts and a
special legislative session would be
unnecessary.
The governor's press

spokesman, Thomas Reardon, said
the television speech will be
divided into three parts: the
dimension of the energy problem

;

action the state can take, and
action which can be taken by the
federal government to ensure that
Massachusetts doesn't suffer
disproportionately from the enrgy
shortage.

The television format was
chosen, Reardon said, because "it
is the best way to reach everyone."

Truckers confront
highway patrol,

abandon blockade
by Neil Bibler

Associated Press Writer
Truck drivers angered by higher

fuel prices and lower speed limits
abandoned their blockades of two
major Ohio roads yesterday after
confrontations with highway
patrolmen.
Officers and drivers scuffled

briefly on Interstate 70 east of
Columbus as tow trucks moved in

to break the blockade. After the
confrontation, some 200 drivers
voluntarily climbed into their rigs
and started down the road.
Traffic was reopened on the Ohio

Turnpike near Elyria when
patrolmen and two National Guard
tow trucks removed a tractor-
trailer rig from the highway.
While traffic began moving

again on the Ohio Turnpike and
Interstate 70 — both major east-
west routes through the state —
highways were still jammed in the
Toledo area. The turnpike
remained open around Toledo, but
other major routes were stalled.

In Pennsylvania and Delaware,
truckers said their protest efforts
were shifting away from highway
blockades.

In Wilmington, Del., trucker
spokesman John Sassi urged
drivers to pull their rigs into
Washington, DC.

In the central Pennsylvania town
of Lamar, Gil Dollar said a
representative of the truckers had
gone to Washington in an effort to
persuade federal officials to act on

It's

Ginkelvan
OTTAWA (AP) - If fuel

shortages drastically cut airline
and auto travel, Canadians may
soon step from the jet age into a
Ginkelvan.

The Ginkelvan is an octagonal-
shaped small bus designed and
soon to be manufactured by a
Montreal couple named van
Ginkel.

Dutch-born HP. Daniel van
Ginkel and his Montreal-born wife
Blanche designed it to lure
motorists our of their cars and
reduce downtown traffic jams in

cities like New York and Montreal.
Now, they believe, the current

fuel shortage will make their

Canadian-designed and
manufactured vehicle even more
attractive for encouraging greater
use of public transportation.

the truckers complaints.
But in Washington, White House

Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren
described the blockades as a state
rather than a federal matter.
The Ohio Highway Patrol said it

arrested 19 truckers Thursday, but
most were released on bond.
While the truckers' protests have

been limited mostly to Eastern and
Midwestern states, there were
rumblings of support from
truckers in the West

"I'm driving until I see other
truckers blocking the road, then
I'll turn off my engine and sit on
my cab with my .356 magnum
pistol and let the government move
me." Robert Cannon said in Los
Angeles.

Cannon. 38, said he and his
$50,000 rig have been stranded for
two weeks because shippers don't
want to risk a cross-country run
until they know fuel is available all
along the route.

Other drivers said they are lucky
to get 25 gallons of diesel fuel at
any one truck stop. They said their
big trucks get only four miles per
gallon.

In addition to the uncertainties of
obtaining fuel and the high prices
when they find it, drivers say they
are hampered by new restrictions
imposed on drive time because of
the energy shortage.

Drivers who own their own
trucks are hit hardest by the in-

creased costs of diesel fuel, but
hired drivers are hurt by reduction
in drive time and speed limits
because they are paid by the mile.

Sylvan Residential Area

Presents

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

Tears

In Concert

at

Worcester DC

East Room

Tonight

8p.m. - 12a.m.
$1.00 Cover

Free Refreshments

MiW rl »V ^ ^ I^H ,
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Bookshelf Games
Bookshelf Classics
Bridge Game
Sports Games
Board Games
Gamettes
Puzzlers

>

including—
Backgammon

and
Challenge Football

Plus all of last year's favorites from 3M

now at the

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center
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'Jesus is my main man'
Jim Otis is a man in search of

answers to what he calls the evils

that exist in the world. "J feel I've

begun to find the solutions in my
main man, Jesus Christ,'' he said.

Jim attended UMass Boston for a
year. After becoming restless with
academic life he later joined the
Air Force. Due to a family crisis he
received a discharge a year later.

Taking advantage of the G.I.

Bill, he decided to attend UMass
Amherst for a change in scenery.
After returning to school he began
to look into various religions. Part
of the interest grew out of the

impersoJfat-«t4uatian£ he ffund at

UMass.
"People at UMass are hard to

get to know There is a cold air

about them. Nobody ever, looks you
stratght'Jn^Bh^yes. 1 found the

warmest people to be those con-

cerned with faith," he said
Jim sought answers in the

Bah'ai, Morman, Jewi
Christian beliefs.

Jim said he felt that, j'Every
religion I looked into had Jesus
Christ as a central figure. I began
to turn toward Christianity

,Previous to his discwery of

Ctyist he wa"s only conce/ned with

his physical self /

"I was only /concerned with
satifying my external {leeds, my

with an emotional committment."
he added
As his interest in Christ grows,

Jim has begun the search to satisfy

his spiritual and mental self

"My life has changed, now that

Christ is the concern of my life. I

used to have a swelled head. I was
in control of my ego, but now I

want Christ to be," he said.

He continued, "I want Christ's

way Jo be part of me. It's more
than a religion, it is a belief, a way
of life Jesus the Lord can help

solve problems within me,"
Jim believes he has a great deal

more to learn before he can call

himself a true Christian.

"I still have to read more of the
Bible. I'm a slow reader
Kvery things I have read, so far is

lull of wisdom and warmth. Many
of tfte words are relevant today.

ChrBt's way can easily be worked
into* everyday life," be said

and Attending prayer meetings helps

Jim \understand Christ and the

Biblet better.

"Aothe meetings you can see the

living! Christ and brotherly love

everywhere. People hug one
another freely and you know it

comesl from the love of Christ.

After 1 leave the meetings I'm
ecstatici" he said.

Jim believes the second coming
physical body. I even c7m^w>ed^^>rtsf/is necessary because man
myself superstud. I had everything has fau>d him so badly
a man could want. Yet I felt a deep
emptiness," he said.

"Now that I recognize Christ, I

will no longer jump in bed with
every girl I can. I'm concerned

"The wars and hatred are the

result of mans failing. For all the

people that suffer. Blessed are

those who suffer for they shall

inherit the kingdom of heaven."

Jim Otis

"'I realize that I cannot nor do I

expect the world to change over-
night. The seed must be nurtured
and disciplined," he said.

The Christian belief has affected
Jim directly, "I no longer see
women as merely sex objects. I

notice simple things like the clear
blue sky against the library. I

realize the guy sitting next to me in

class is my brother All these new
attitudes are because of Jesus
Christ."

Jim sees the second coming of

Christ to be in the form of a bright
light in the sky, with Christ
descending to earth on a cloud.

Jim further stated, "Men will

throw down their guns. They will

hug their brothers. There will no
longer be hatred in the world.
Hopefully He will come soon."

Jo Dominick
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Fortune Society

Alternative to prison

Two ex-prisoners from the

Fortune Society spoke Tuesday
about their experiences and their

relationships to Attica. The For-

tune Society was represented by
two well-known members, Mr. Ben
Johnson and Mr. Ken Jackson. Mr.
Jackson started the meeting off by

telling what the Fortune Society is

all about, how they got started, and
what we can do to help

The Fortune Society, started as a

result of the play "Fortune IN
Men's Eyes". Mr. Jackson said

that if anyone saw the movie, they

got ripped off, for the movie is

nothing like the play. An inmate
wrote and produced the play about

six years ago.

Mr. Jackson next told us how he
got involvec with the Fortune
Society. He said he became in-

volved as a result of a commitment
he made to his lawyer about six

years ago. He promised his lawyer
that it he got him off from a

in the Bluewall

Saturday Nite

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m

charge, he would do anything. So
his lawyer asked him to tell society

about his past and to help ex-

convicts. It was a hard thing to do,

since it meant changing his whole
life-style but he decided to to it

anyway.
Mr. Jackson said that the For-

tune Society has more to offer than
the so-called prison reform
system. He said the Fortune
Society gets the prisoners and the

so-called free men in action with
one another. He commented about
the old saying "sober as a judge"
Well don't believe it he said,

because once he attended a
cocktail party, (the purpose of the

party was to discuss prison reform
systems) and the judges talked

more hull than a little hit and were
drunk as "old beaten down dogs."
Mr. Ben Johnson spoke next. He

told us that he met Mr. Jackson in

a reform school.

During the Attica uprise, Ken
was one of the men sent in the yard
to help solve the problems of the

uprise. Mr. Johnson said he was
one of the men in the yard during
the uprise and oh how he wanted
Ken to die in that yard, since he
was sent in to calm down the riots.

But he now was glad that nothing
had happened to Ken. Because, he
said, Ken is really one of the true

real men in this decayed society,

who knows what society really is

about and wants to do something to

change it.

Chilly Williams

Lifestyles

He's a real UMie,
not just a star

He is not a star athlete. When he

walks into the Blue Wall the

sorority girls don't stop to stare.

He has never done anything of

major importance to get his pic-

ture in the Collegian.

But senior Ira Caplan is much
like most of us who go through

college getting lost in the crowc.

He is. however, as unique as the

Peil Penningtons and Al Skinners.

In his own group of friends he is

well-liked.

Like most guys here he dates

girls. And like most guys here he

gets his share of "shut downs".

During the Camhocian invasion

he was part of the crowo who
protested Nixon policies. His voice

helper raise the roar which was

heard in Washington
Since then he's leaned more to

the right. At 22-years old he thinks

students are occasionally

politically-irrational. «

At high school in Worcester he

played baseball. Everyone knew
him there.

Still, he doesn't mind being one

of 18,000 undergraduates. "I've

met a lot of nice peopl here and it's

a nice area," he says. "Coming
here gave me a chance to examine
a new life style."

Ira Caplan will graduate in

January. When he returns home a

great many people will know him.

His younger brother Lee is a

freshman, and like Ira he too will

probably get lost in the crowd

during his four years here.

IRA CAPLAN
Namath

No Joe

But it's people like Ira Caplan
who make the UMass crowd a very

friendly one.

Mike Kneeland

Fast growing bank needs part

time employees to work in

new operations center. Office

located in Sunderland.

Apply

First Pioneer Bancorp

1 Federal Street

Greenfield, Mass. 01301

or call 772-0281
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Professor Dugas aides Franco-American relations
u que les grenouillent history, language, and foeooie understood" finaririalh :.nH ^ «- «. ~i~. .ii -j u »—._.

"Est-ce vrai que les grenouillent
<>nt plus de plaisir? Is it true frogs
have more fun?"
Professor Donald Dugas of the

French department has been
asking this queston for a long time.
He started asking it back in 1969.
when he headed a federally-funded
program for bilingual education in

Lewtston, Maine, and he's still

asking it now, as he prepares to
launch the Franco-American In-
stitute this coming spring.
The Franco-American Institute,

or LTnstitut Franco-Americain, is

a program within the French
department which aims, according

history, language, and fiep&fr^
particularly the people who game
to New England from Canada.
Dugas, himself /rt French-

Canadian ancestry, said. "The
French have been in this area since
(he 184()'s. they have been mostly
skilled laborers attracted by
agents for industries down here.
and they have spenj billions of
dollars to maintain their cultural
ties, in times when that sort of
interest was considered un-
patriotic."

"In the past their life had been
run by the Church, the priests and
nuns served as their main liason

..

I the children spoke no

JPme te*

, _» w„. v v,M M4J 11IV.11 IIUUII llll.^l'll

to Dugas,
'
to get the department's with political life. But in the last

head out of the clouds." •»« uoarc r, u..^)n, ;„Vi..i..LI JtL.a

"There's a need for a new
leadership among Franco-
Americans," he said, "who can
tend to public institutions, federal
and private spending in
educations, as in bilingual
programs — a leadership who can
be active in the communities."
The Institute aims to fulfill this

need by generating study of
French-Canadian culture, its

ten years. Church infJuence has
waned, and left a void." he said.

"The French who have succeeded
here are those who allowed
themselves to be Anglicized."
Dugas spoke about his ex-

perience in the Franco-American
Iowa of Lewiston, fftaine, saying.
In upper Maine, when I went

understood

"Many/o
Kuglish. bijnWie ffeachers were all

Anglo American even though the
town was 7()V)Frehch. We were
trying to develop self-esteem
among the kids, and we passed out
'frog power' stickers. I Little green
I rogs saying frog power', or
Frogs eat what bugs them") I got
in trouble lor that.

"The assistant to the superin

tendent was hostile toward the
French, and accused me of trying
to foment divisiveness. The Anglo
teachers didn't like it either, when
I forced the issue to a head.

"

"f felt n>y integrity was at stake
because my assistants were being
treated as guests in the classrooms
instead of as real teachers. I would
not head this program and have no
teachers I insisted that 'they hire,

bilingual teachers, but
*

they
wouldn't

"I felt thiscou
some funds left

>uldn"t go

-3^ the

on. We had
so we started a

financially, and so we went under
after nine months

."

He explained that the Institute.

here at UMaae, is part of an at-

tempt to encourage cultural
diversity.

"A lot of things ethnic groups
have done have caused a lot of ego-
pain. I don't want to encourage
that." he said, i believe that
assertion of a culture does not have
to lead to violent confrontations

."

Tin trying now to contact
groups of Franco-Americans in
this area I've just finished placing
some ads 'about the Institutue)
with VYKKH. a French station in

Uolyoke. and once a month I do
VYFCKs Tout Kn Kraiuais on
Canadian culture. There are a lot
of French people in Kasthampton.
others around Uolyoke and
Springfield." he said.

He said that he's not sure yet if

Institute will address itself to

all of New Kngland. or just

Massachusetts. "The program."
he said "will be concerned with the
Canadian language, and with
Franco-American society in New
Kngland. our history. This is a first
attempt to deal with issues that are
not purely literary Our readings
will be political

."

We'd like to see French
Canadian students take part." he
said, "they can really help us. and
would enjoy these studies."
Professor Marjorie Fitzpatrick

will also be teaching in the
program She has been teaching
courses involved with Fran-
cophone countries Other new
programs in the department are
French Business. French Jour-
nalism, and French Social
Sciences.

Peine GrenouiUe!

Drnnv Matteau

there from the University of Maine bilingual newspaper, and I worked
in 1969 as a consultant in bilingual with an Indian program for a
education. I found out how little I while But we weren't too bright.

Pierpont, P-10, still claims

it is a bunch of seriousness
(In October I was assigned to do

a newsy feature story on Pierpont
—Project 10. I went down there
trying my best to be objective but
couldn't come up with anything
else but this.)

and here i am sitting with
charles chuckles adams director of

project 10 mildred pierpont and hes
telling me all about a living and
learning community and he doesnt
know that i lived here once upon a
time so he can make the place
sound real fine make his con-
ceptions of the place sound real
fine but i know about mildred
pierpont

chuckles is sitting there telling

me about how the fourth floor not
the sunset corridor side but the
other side last year was a hot bed
of rebellion and how can i not laugh
in your face because i lived there
and i know about the fourth floor of

mildred pierpont
dont tell me about p-10 courses

that involve a seriousness and
willingness on the part of each
participant v to create something
new and to continually test the
limits of what is called education
which everyone takes when they
have a heavy course load or even
dont have a heavy course load and
they want some guts oh ill take a
couple p-10 courses come and get
your six credits

dont tell me about the inquiry
program for highly selected fresh-
men and sophmores when i know
that anyone who wants to can get
into it and get out of all their

university requirements and do
whatever the hell they want for 60
credits and dont tell me how most
of the people in the program are
satisfied when by freshman friends
last year told me it stunk

New life

next
semester!
Mount Sugarloaf can make you forget all

about those dorm doldrums. It's a modern
apartment community only a couple of

minutes by car or bike from Amherst
College, downtown Amherst or UMass.

• ON UMASS BUS LINE
• 2 bedrm. apts.

• heat & air conditioning
• roomy closets, storage
• wall-to-wall carpeting

•master TV antenna
• modern kitchens
• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges
• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals
• 2-door refrigerators

•laundry facilities

• swimming pool

Rent: $200/month (utilities included)

Call 413-665-3856

Direction: On Route 47.

M0UNT
SUGARLOAF

and youre sitting there telling me
about an idea about tribes that

really hasnt been worked out yet
except for a film and en-
tertainment tribe thats working
out on the fourth floor of mildred
pierpont when only yesterday i

talked to my old roommate bar-
bara who is supposed to be in

charge of that tribe and she told me
things were completely screwed up
up on the fourth floor of mildred

pierpont the kids laugh when i tell

them what youve told me and they
say they really dont mind cause if

you didnt have this stuff to talk

about your wouldr.t have a job and
they want you to have a job and
they think your ideas are all fine

and dandy but they dont and wont
work
why dont you tell me about ice

skating on lake mildred in the
winter and rolling in her mud in the

spring and about going up on the
roof to watch the sun set good-bye
sun ill see you tomorrow and about
community showers and snow ball

fights with moore and about the
orgy friday night everybodys in-

vited and about nude massages
and nude boogies and about the
night crowd that seldom sees the
sun and about halloween parties
and corn starch parties and about
how lots of people come and
abandon their animals at mildred
pierpont people say oh and about
ABSURDITY and about 300 dif-

ferent people who live in mildred
pierpont who want to tell you 300

different things about her
Barbara Vorhees

Apartment RATES Reduced

starting Jan. 1, 1974

$20.00 per month reduction

1'2, 2 and 2' 2 room apartments all utilities included,
parking, pool, air-cond, near shopping, short term lease

AMHERST MOTEL APARTMENTS
Northampton Rd. — Opp Zayre's

256-8122

UMass Third World Cultural Series I

presents

WARFIELD
Baritone

8 p.mSaturday, December 8
BOWKER AUDITORIUM

Tickets: UM-a students $1.50, others $3.00. 125 Herter HallPhone 545 0202
wmm*

Sponsored by the Fine Arts Council as part of the Paul
Robeson Series

PRterEaii
iORLD
IAVEL

Give a week in

Europe for Christmas

7» SOUTH PLEASANT STREET
AMHERST
254-4704
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Black student movement
,
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In putting together the second
part of this series, I was confused
by my own prejudices. In order to

write complete and accurate ac-
count of the events surrounding the
establishment of a Black Studies
Department here, I have tried to

relate the events from an out-
sider's point of view. Because the
decisions made at that time affect
each and every one of us now
(including myself), my views
might seem unintentionally
biased at times.

This is the 2nd part of a 3-part
series dealing with the history of
the establishment of the Black
Studies Department.
Wed.. Nov. 13. 1968: The student

Afro-American Organization
released the University from its

ultimatum demanding the
disarming of University police by 3

p.m. Friday.
President Lederle and other

officials met with black
representatives that day for 3' 2

hours and reported that progress
#as being made.
Robert Henderson, spokesman

for the black students appeared
before the Student Senate to clarify
the group stand on the disarming of
the police and the other demands
Mon.. Nov. 18. 1968: The alleged

beating which touched off a series
of protests and led the Student
Afro-American Organization to

issue a list, of 21 demands to the
University, was a hoax, Dean of

Students William F. Field said
He said a white UMass student

and his black guest admitted that
they made up the beating story by
four white youths on Nov. 7. Dean
Field announced the white student
whom he refused to identify had
been suspended from the
University. The white student's
suspension was automatically
referred to the University
Discipline Board. The Dean at-

tributed the discovery of the hoax
to the Student Afro-American
Organization, members thai
brought the information to him.
Field stressed that although the
beating was a hoax, there existed
"racial tensions that need im-
mediate attention".

Tuesday. Nov. 19. 1968: In an
opening statement Henderson
said: "The student Afro-American
Organization has been impressed
with the honesty and sincerity of
'.he administration in dealing with
the demands which were
presented. We feel that the ad-
ministration's response to our
demands will be one that will be
acceptable to the entire University
community.
"We are highly pleased that an

effective channel of com-
munication has been established
between the administration and
black students. We hope that the

The times they have changed
general university community and
the public at large will have a
better understanding of what we
are trying to accomplish, i.e., one
cohesive university community."

It was disclosed that in order to

continue further study of some of

the proposals, several committees
would be established consisting of

administrators, faculty members,
and students. A monitoring
committee was set up to "watch
over the other committees" and to

make sure that, "no stone is left

untouched". The members of the
monitoring committee included,
Tom Minogue, President of the
Graduate Student Senate; Paul
Silverman, President of the
Student Senate; Robert Henderson
and Chuck Reed representing the
Afro-American Organization; Dr.
Jeremiah Allen, Associate
Provost; and Glen Gordon,
secreatry of the faculty senate.

Demands presented
Listed are the results of the

demands that was given to

President Lederle on Nov. 8. The
first demand: a public apology
from the administration for the
beating of the black visitor and his

white UMass friend was ignored
since it was discovered the alleged
beating never occured. Demand
number two originally asked for

the firing of two officers, the hiring
of a minimum of 15 black police,

and sensitivity training for all

police. Associate Provost Allen
answered for the university. He
said the hiring of any black
policeman or security officer will

have to wait until a vacancy oc-

cured on the force.

Concerning the demand that
Police Chief Alexander Blasko and
Officer Peter Sienkiewcz be fired,

Allen said that if charges are
presented against these men, they
will be brought before the proper
university board.
As for the introduction of a black

curriculum, Allen said that the
members of Afro-Am would draw
up a list of proposals which would
be forwarded to the monitoring
committee which would then
submit the proposals to the Faculty
Senate Academic Matters Com-
mittee. That past April, the faculty
senate voted to institute courses in

black history and black culture.
The recruitment of black teachers
is "recognized by all concerned as
a problem which has to be at-

tacked".

Another demand asked for black
doctors in the infirmary. Dean
Field said that Dr. Gage told him
that of the 7000 doctors graduating
from medical school last year, only
107 were black. He said when
vacancies occur in the infirmary,
"we will solicit a black doctor".
President Lederle said, "It is one
of the injustices of society that

so few black

BMS
SBVICM

HAS RELOCATED ON
247 N. PLEASANT ST.

REPAIRS
( Will be done also during Intercession)

All Popular Brands of

STEREO COMPONENTS
Color & Black & White Televisions

Mass. License No. 52404
FAST SERVICE

REASONABLE PRICES
30 DAYS GUARANTEE

there are
professionals.

In order to increase the number
of out-of-state black students
admitted to the university within
the 5 percent rule, John Child,
assistant Dean of Admissions, was
assigned to work with the black
students to help indentify potential
out-of-state black students.

Sensitivity training for house
officers was begun. Paul Silver-
man explained that while it was not
compulsory, "we will make it

available to any who wants it"

Concerning aemands eight and
eleven, asking for more money for

Afro-Am and for a black arts
festival, Silverman said the group
would draw up a specific funding
proposal which would be brought
before the Senate, DVP. and Fine
Arts Committee.

( t'EBS Program Discussed
The demand which caused the

most confusion that of no black
students in the CCEBS program to

flunk out was discussed in greater
length by the group. It was also
discussed whether or not the same
policy should be applied to all

freshmen. As a result, a thorough
review of the present policy con-
cerning the academic status of

failing first semester freshman
was conducted by Dean Field and
Dr. Allen. Dean Field com-
plimented the black students for

bringing to the administration's
attention this weak point that

needed immediate attention.

Demand number ten asked for

permission to use Mills House as a
center for Afro-Am activities.
Field reported that John
Messenger, central area coor-
dinator began to study the
feasibility of using dorms in the
central area in addition to housing
a small number of foreign and
graduate students.

In reply to the demand for more
black administrators, President
Lederle said "We have a policy of
no discrimination. We will hire
anyone who is qualified to be on the
payroll."

Concerning sensitivity training
for professors, Dr. Allen said a
group was being formed to work
with the faculty on this matter.
Senate President Siverman said
Sue Brady, chairman of the
Student Union Governing Board,
had invited the Afro-Am
Organization to submit a list of
names for new rooms in the
Campus Center to the appropriate
sub-committee.
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The proposed conduct code
would apply to all members of the

university community in order to

protect any person on the campus
from being subject to improper

behavior. The monitoring com-
mittee would also be responsible

for establishing the code.

As for demand 20, asking for a

clear explanation of sanctions to be

taken against any dorm or

fraternity which shows any form of

racist behavior. Field claimed that

the sanctions already existed as

outlined in the Student Handbook.

Liberation Through Awareness
.Monday. "December Hi, i-mj.s —

Thirteen events centering on the
theme of "Liberation Through
Awareness"* were held this
weekend One part of the L.T.A.
was a panel discussion on the
subject of Black-White Student
Power. The panelists were Paul
Silverman, president of the
Student Senate; Gil Salk of the
MLK Social Action Council.
Robert Henderson. Afro-Am
leader, and John Wilson, chairman

(Continued on P. 9)
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ON SITE TRAINING FOR PROSPEC-

TIVE TEACHERS IN URBAN SCHOOLS -
Sacred Heart School. 27 Everett Street
Springfield was the "on the spot" learning
location for a seminar sponsored by the
tenter for IVban Education Teacher
Education Program of the University ot
Massachusetts for interns this past week
These prospective teachers for Urban
schools are shown here learning how the
new math is being taught at this inner city
school before going into the classrooms to

t«* "on tit*" for themselves and to benefit
from the observations of teachers in the
school. Shown here are Portia Elliot,
assistant professor of education at I Mass!
with prospective teachers - all stuoVats in
the Center (from left in front row): iruce
Cassavant. Denise Buxton. Jean Trautman
Sue Coombs. Anne Fleming. In rear Larry
Kerstein. Delphine Pyles. The program at
the Springfield Catholic School is under the
supervision of UMass doctoral condldate
Sister Dorothy !• likington, SSJ.

'Colleges cause problems'
BRLSSWICK. Maine MP) -

The president ot Bowdoin College
IM.V8 the liberal arts school, by
breeding arrogance, may be partly
responsible lor the manifest
failures of the 'best and the
brightest" m government

In light of the Kennedy ad-
ministration's role in Vietnam
Johnsons in the "Great Society
Hid now Nixon's in Watergate Dp

Roger Howell Jr says it is possible
10 see a pattern of "arrogance
associated with the rational
capability."

Bui the cherubic looking Rhodes
Scholar and noted historian savs he
Mas no firm plan aimed at rooting
out the Bin of pride from the
products of Bowdoin Maine's
eldesl and most prestigious in-
stitutions of h igher learning

Black studies

Interested in

Juvenile Delinquency!''

M.A.R.Y. Program
Needs Full-Time

Advocates
For information Call 545-2361 or
come to Room 381 Hills South.

(Continued from P. 8)

of the Holyoke Community College
Afro-Am Organization.
The topic was considered in

three parts - Black Power, White
Power, and Student Power. Salk
said that there could never be a
black-white coalition on this
campus because even a white-
white coalition is impossible.
Silverman, disagreeing, remarked
that whites have no unique
problems. Henderson, disagreeing,
remarked that whites do have
many unique problems, including
racism and apathy.
March 2. 1970-Chancellor Oswald

Tippo released the following
statement concerning the Mills
House situation : l ) Mills House has
been designated as a black culture
center; 2) Investigations are being
continued to determine exactly
what happened Thursday night.
The facts which are being obtained
are helping to dispel the rumors
that have caused some of the
dangerous tension; 3) Every effort
is being made to assign com-
parable space to the white students
who were in Mills House as quickly
as possible, so that they can live
together.

The residence and student af-
fairs personnel in neighboring
dormitories were helpful in
providing temporary accom-

modations for those displaced
students. Restitution was made for
the expense and inconvenience
that the displaced students had
been subject to, and the University
moved their belongings as quickly
as possible; 4) Student Senate
leaders and Central Area Council
members had been responding
magnificently and the University
was deeply grateful for their help
They were meeting with the in-
volved groups to work for con-
structive solutions to the problems
which have developed. These ef-
forts had already begun to reduce
tensions.

Campus Reaction
After the Mills House takeover

the campus comment of that time
was:

One student commented, "Those
75 students are paying for their
rooms out of their pockets, or their
families, while the campus as a
whole is contributing 100,000
dollars per year to the CCEBS.
program This may be asking too
much, but I feel that there should
be some sense of gratitude to the
students that are making the
educations of many Black students
a little easier. Summarily ejecting
75 students from their dorm is

certainly not going to increase the
popularity of Blacks on this
campus."

Another student said, "Equality
is a virtuous work. It once had a
meaning, but today it appears to
mean a variety of things. One could
almost say that, today, equality
connotates a form of superiority,
on one or more levels. Does a
person achieve equality with
another by breaking a law. in order
to secure an advantage over his
adversary and, then, being allowed
to go unpunished? True, laws are
made to be broken but
disobedience requires punishment
Is not an injustice done when due
punishment is refrained because of
anxiety and apprehension of
backjash 7 What kind of future lies
in store for this great nation, or for
that matter, this great institution,
if a minority can regulate and
direct a majority by acts of
violence and demands for better
this and that? After, all, violence
breeds destruction and destruction
breeds waste."

by Chilly Williams

End Part II

"AHORA"
Invita a la comunidad Hispana de Amherst y del Caribe a
invites the Amherst Hispanic and Caribbean Community to

FIESTA NAVIDENA

(Holiday Party)

Sunday, Dte. 9, 1973 it 6:30 p.m.

in Farley Lodge

Bring food, beverages, and records
Traigan Comida, Bebida y Discos

Un Grupo Brazileno— Claudio Rodite Sextet
Concierto de 8 p.m. -9 p.m.
(concert 8 p.m. -9 p.m.

nam ^y/ieeti/upi
Creative Excellence is an American Tradition.

available at

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center
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'The marketplace of ideas'

bob estelle

Crisis Not Due To Low Supply DEN&USH(?)I973

To say that there is a shortage of
available fuel is an un-
derstatement. But to say it is

because of our supplies running
low is not really where it's at.

It is estimated mat there is at

least another 100 years supply of
oil, possibly more, within the
borders of the United States. Yet
we import oil.

Government taxation combined
with "environmentalists" has kept
most oil companies from getting
new sources of supply. Yet the
major oil companies, or
conglomerates, are also to blame
Foundations run by such oilmen

such as Rockefeller have financed
these groups. For what purpose?
We also notice that Dictator

Nixon has an advisory board, just
like he said on his recent fireside

chat. The board has advisors from
Exxon, Arco, Sunoco, etc. For
what purpose?

I feel the purpose is to have the
monopolistic oil companies control
our fuel supply with the govern-
ment just as involved and just as
guilty.

Restriction of freedom of
movement is a sure sign of a
dictatorship. Gas rationing
restricts freedom of movement
Gas rationing seems to be the
solution offered by Nixon But by
rationing gas, the oil companies
put a tight squeeze on the rest of us.
thus increasing their monopoly.
What you will see is a dictatorship
by the oil monopolies with Nixon's
endorsement.
While there are many other

factors involved, the solution to

this is not government control The
reason that all this came about is
because of too much government
control and involvement in
business

This brings me to another point
Our radical leftists have become
ambiguous They are calling for
more and more federal control of
certain phases of government yet
cry out how oppressive govern-
ment has become. Yes, left-
fielders, government is oppressive.
But you want to increase their
power. The increase in power is
what has made government op-
pressive.

I have said a lot of things in my
columns. A lot of people tend to
forget a lot of what I say. But the
one thing I want you all to
remember is that the op-

pressiveness of government is
directly related to the amount of
power that the government has It

doesn't matter who's running the
show. The form doesn't matter It

is the amount of power that mat-
ters. To put it another way, the
more power a government has, the
more corrupt it becomes and the
more oppressive it becomes.

I don't want to give the govern-
ment more power. These are the
people who have brought you
Vietnam, the oil crisis, the
possibility of another Vietnam in
the Mid-East, inflation and op-
pressive taxation, among other
things. The situation will get worse
as the government gets more
power.
Bob Estelle ia a Collegian

columnist.

To The Editor:

"The basic issue is this government and how power is being used "
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1** 0f Sisters and brothers in th* ^te have beenattempting to deal with some basic problems not covered by a mere agenda of bills and by-laws. You know, things like what are areas of student interests and need, do we as senatorsand representatives, and you, as students and our constituents, actually, in practice haveany REAL control over our lives as members of this university community^ Do we havepower (non-theoretically) as equals with the faculty and administration, or are some moreequal than others? Are we going to believe it when we tell each other tha our communis3
12!
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thweSt ,S termed) or tbBt we are animals (Blue wall any night dorms any
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Such vehament clashes in the Collegian over who is right, wrong, and just in the Middle
East and we can't even define and act upon our own problems. The Unity Slate and thesenate as a whole is beginning to seriously deal with these questions
We are not trying to recreate Woodstock or find instant solutions. What we are attempting

to do, is to lay the foundations for a non-exploitive, cooperative, and responsive communitywhere we have real and independent control over our own lives. Nothing more, nothing

As a primary step in that direction, senate meetings next semester, will be held at leastone in each residential college area, open to all people from that area for non-token input
questions, and involvement.

*^
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K
th^ qUeStions the senate and the unity slate are working on at present, ( not justfor study but to act upon) are as follows: an evaluation of the grading system competitionas a detriment to learning, competition versus cooperation, fSculty

8
power Sate ^ourScontent and your input, degree requirements, why? who owns the dorms and dining commons, how much you pay out for them and why, why the police on campus are armed theirauthority to search dorms, offices, make arrests, ties with town and state police existenceof undercover people and why, the influence of alumni and trustees, wages and workingconditions of student workers, areas of mutual interest with campus unions amore effectivestudent government, improved communications among students. Freedom from the backroom cigar smoking mentality the administrations co-optation and paternalism We are notsaying that we can answer all of these questions or that the senate will, in every instance

Ek
! ^XXZ1 dec,s,ons

-
What we ARE saying is that we, as students, can and mustdevelop a REAL community, with specifialy defined STUDENT interests andgols with a

real contro over our own lives. It can be done but only with everyones active participation
Nothing will be handed to us and no one can fight our struggles for us. As Martin Robinson
Delany once said, Every people should be the originators of their own designs the
projector of their own schemes, and creators, of the events that lead to their destiny

-'
theconsummation of their desires."

'

We are continually reevaluating our roles and functions and hope that any brothers and
sisters interested enough to take control of their own lives will drop in and speak to us in theSenate Office any time and the Commuter Lounge, Wednesday and Thursday from 12- 00 to

Communications Committee

To The Editor:

Thank God that some people on
Orchard Hill had enough sense to

go for a slide in the mud.
John Newcomb Marsh

To The Editor:
I feel that the new layout

in which you present your
"letters to the editor" is
repulsive and distracting to
the eye. It is a bother to
read such small print and
the block form is an
eyesore. It would greatly
please if you would replace
this misproportioned
arrangement with the
original form. Thank you.

Leighton B. Dindle, II

To The Editor:

With reference to Nathaniel Clark's letter appearing in the Dec 6
issue:

If Mr. Clark was really concerned with the level of journalistic ex-
pertise displayed in the Collegian, he would have done well not to have
written his letter to the editor, or at least to have made sure it would
never be published. His letter constitutues a display of mock erudition
meant to belittle people who are capable of expressing themselves in a
straightforward, natural manner, as is Ms. Kosofsky. Mr. Clark may be
consoled, however, by the thought that his letter was probably the source
of some amusement among members of the Speech Department.
Everyone has the right to express their own opinions, but not to

castigate others because their views are different. I would therefore
recommend that Mr. Clark adopt a more constructive approach and
voice his opinions not as attacks upon editorial columnists, but as a
columnist himself

Kevin I. Erkkila

To The Editor:

I'm writing in response to your
recent article about WMUA. I

would like to clarify a point about
the News. From the article it

sounds as though the News
Director programs every item in
every newscast. The newscasters
are responsible for their own show.
Each individual announcer has
been encouraged to gather stories
of local interest to use in their
programs. We also use stories
from the UPI and AP wire services
plus the UPI audio service. The
individual newscaster combine all

their sources and put together their
own ten minute programs which
they do live. We also have two
Public Affairs shows which are
produced in conjunction with the
news department. The University
Week in Review and Special
Reports Teams present news
stories of significance.

George H. McNamara Jr.

News Director. WMUA

To The Editor:

The Juan de la Cruz Boycott Committee, the UMass
support group for the United Farmworkers, is calling
on all friends of the U.F.W. to come to a mass picket
at the Northampton Food Mart on Rt. 5, Saturday,
December 8, from 11 to 4.

This chain is a very important target for the clean-
up campaign in Western Mass. In early October,
Food Mart made a committment to the United Farm
Workers to sell only U.F.W. lettuce and no grapes. In
the past weeks they have flooded their stores with
"scab'' grapes. The boycott committee now will

begin another campaign against Food Mart so that
"scab" grapes will be refused and returned to the
union-busting grower-Teamster alliance in
California. Unless a committment is a strong one it is

absolutely useless to the U.F.W. We must work to

keep our Western Mass committments strong.

Food Mart has decided to take on the U.F.W. Last
week store managers persistently heckled picketers.
The boycott is gaining momentum all over the U.S.
and Canada. On November 16 the National Con-
ference of Catholic Bishops unanimously adopted
resolutions endorsing the grape and lettuce boycott
"until such time as free secret ballot elections are
held" for farmworkers to decide which union they
want to represent them.
Cesar Chavez says, "We boycott because we have

hope." We are not going to give in to the Teamsters
let alone a chain the size of Food Mart. We not only
have hope, we have strength. Strength comes in

numbers. Show your support for the farmworkers'
struggle by coming to the mass picket on Saturday.
Bring a friend. Bring a guitar. VIVA LA CAUSA!

Ken Allen

Kathi Duffy
Juan de la Cruz Boycott Committee
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"Zoom! Then I zapped Cambodia...
Zoom
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Zoom

! Then back over the North ! Zoom
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To The Editor:

The Coalition for EnWronmental Quality ( R.S.O. #347) just got another of a steady stream of notes which we
classify as why don t you do..." We get these every couple of weeks, sometime its simply a description of a
problem, and sometimes there are some materials attached to the suggestion. What the environment
movemen not just C.E.Q., needs are committed people! Suggestions are a dime a dozen. Its the easiest thing
in the world to stand on the sidelines and comment on the action. Few things in this world are accomplished by
comments. Why don t you get glass recycling going on campus, is an easy thing to say, but where is the
suggestor pricing 55-gallon drums? Where is the commentator spending nights operating a crushing machine?

™
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f
ed . spectator" when it comes to rounding up a truck and driving it to a collection depot''We don t live in a television set To get action in the real world, you don't simply turn knobs. It's work to type

letters, file, coUect paper, answer telephones, write newsletters, mail materials on request, investigate
problems argue with admimstrators, schedule events, research a position paper, arrange for a speaker, follow

world
meetm8s ' trv and understand regulations, and countless other small tasks required tochange the

But when you do change the world, if only a little, the personal rewards ( because there's rarely a crowd
Hearty Cfc«Hg)« be great, a sense of mastery over your fate, a job well done, the sharing of success with

Jtfl2Z f^M ^ attempts succeed, but there is no comparison between failing because you didn't fight,
and having fought well. Think about what you are missing in developing your potential when you turn in a
superficia suggestion, or "occupy time", or whatever. Maybe passivity encourages passivity, and if the
reverse is rue, just a small committment tomorrow may lead to a much more satisfying life style in the futureThe world we live in today is the sum of the decisions of everyone in all the yesterdays. The energy crisis, the
political rness the environmental deterioration can lead to two reactions: withdrawal, or a mature decision to
do something to improve the world for tomorrow for us and our children. How about it?

. Frank C . Olbris

letters
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Have your photo taken with san

beginning this afternoon from 2:

Photos will also be taken next Mo
during the same hours.
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1973 FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1973

WASHINGTON MP^-President
Nixon slipper away from the White
House Wednesday night and
cropped in unannounced at a
dinner gathering of several hun-
crec presicential appointees
Accompanied by reporters, the

President anc Mrs. Nixon attended
a reception earlier in the evening
given by Romanian President
Nicolae Ceasesuc.

Still accompanied by reporters,
the Nixons returned to the White
House after the reception.
But about a half hour later, with

the press uninformed, the Nixons
drove off again to the Washington
Hilton Hotel where Nixon's chief of
staff, Alexander M. Haig Jr. was
Hp fpntured speaker at a dinner

' l —»!'«

gathering of top officials of the
Nixon administration and their
wives, a total of some 350 persons.
Accorcing to Deputy Press

Secretary Gerald L. Warren, who
reported on the presidential outing
this morning, Nixon spoke about 10

or 15 minutes.

He ciscussec generally the
importance of the work done by the
people in government departments
anc told the officials that he ap-
preciatec their work, Warren said.
Warren said the President and

Mrs. Nixon stayed for about 20
minutes at the dinner which has
become an annual get together
since it was started in Nixon's first

term.
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THE MOC SHOPPE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

25 DIFFERENT STYLES

COMPLEMENTARY HOLIDAY TRAY
WITH ANY PURCHASE OF MOCS.

Town accepts

oil refinery
SANFORi), Maine fAP)-This

southwestern Maine town has
approved a zoning change that
would allow construction of a
proposed oil refinery here.
The town approved rezoning of a

1,200-acre site at which Gihbs Oil
Co. of Revere, Mass., plans to build
the 250,000 barrel a day refinery.
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MARATHON '74

JAN. 14
Workshops

Experiences

Movies

Lectures

Video Tap

Seminars

University Credit

FREE

Hills House
Sch. of Ed.
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notices
ALPHA LAMBA DELTA
Any new or old member who has

not yet picked up her certificate and
pin can do so in Mrs. Hill's Office, the
Student Affairs' Office. See Judy
Sec.

BDIC STUDENTS AND FACULTY
Today's cluster party is for

students and faculty interested in the
area of Business and Management,
and Computer Sciences from 4 5 30
at 416 Goodell.
CAMPUS BRIDGE CHAM-
PIONSHIP
Campus Bridge Championship

tonight 7 in C.C. 113. All undergrads
and faculty invited.

CENTRAL CRAFT SHOP
Central area is planning on opening

a Craft Shop in Greenough dorm next
semester. If you're interested in
running this shop, require in-
formation about it, or just have
ideas...contact Bill 546 4539
CHRISTMAS IS UNIVERSAL
A table will be set up in the C.C. on

Friday from 10-2:00. Bracelets will
be sold and donations accepted for
underprivileged students in Viet
nam. Show that you care!
CHRISTMAS PROGRAM
Come and get in the Christmas

Spirit with the traditional reading of
the Christmas Story at 8:30 p.m. on
Sat. 12-8 at the Newman Center
Chapel. A social will follow and all
are invited.

HOLYDAY OF OBLIGATION
Celebration of Masses will be on

Friday at 5:00 and 7:30 p.m. and on
Saturday at 8:00, 9:15 a.m., 12:15,
5:00 and 7 :30p.m. Asocial will follow
the last Mass at the Newman Center
"HORSEFEATHERS"
The Marx Bros, at their best!

Thompson 104 tonight at 7, 8: 15, 9 30
and 10:45.

JANUARY TERM ARICA
TRAINING
An Arica Lecture Demonstration

Thursday, 12 13 7:30 p.m. at the
UMass C.C. 165 169.

MAYALL SECURITY
Checks from the Mayall concerts

may be picked up at the RSO Office
on Friday 12-7.

MARX BROTHERS
Groucho, Chico and Harpo romp

with Marilyn Monroe in "Love
Happy" their underground classic,
Sat 12 8 at 7, 9, 11 in Mahar
POLITICAL ECONOMY OFWOMEN
Saturday 12 8 there will be a

Conference on Pol. Economy of
Women held at Hampshire College
from 1 .00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Public is
invited to attend the workshops:
Political Economy of Housework,
Women in Paid Labor Force, and the
Political Econ of Women.
PROGRAM COUNCIL SOCIAL
COMMITTEE
Mucho important meeting on Sun.

12 9 in 808 C.C Final arrangement for
Muddy Waters will be made.

SKI PARKAS

BY Ski Trail

Woolrich

TURTLENECKS
BY Arrow . Jantzen

Duofold
$8.00 up

JACKETS
BY Maine Guide

$35.00 up

SWEATER by Arrow
Jantzen $12.00 up

darnel^
16-18 Main St. Northampton

584-8661

Downtown Christmas Shopping

Center For Men

CHAIGI
aur>Gfr
14 I ««V*Y

PROGRAM COUNCIL
Meeting Tues. nite in 909 C C at 7

p.m. Topic Winter Carm efc
SHABRAT SERVICES
Services tonite at 6:00 in C C 105

Shabbat meal follows the service
Saturday 10:30 a.m. service and
Torah study. S.U 302 Brunch follows
Close of Shabbat service and light
meal, 4:30 p.m. S.U. 302
STUDENT EXCHANGE NIGHT
An informative evening concerning

the National Student Exchange
Program will be held on Tues 12 11
at 7:30 p.m. in 105 C.C. Participating
institutions and opportunities will be
discussed.

FOUND
Book on Sunderland bus My

Mother Who Fathered Me. Returned
to C.C lost and found
Richard Kelley, 420 Dickenson, we

found your notebook in the Collegian
Office. Please come and pick it up
Joe F. Morton, you lost something

important see the Cashiers in theSUB. to claim.
LOST
on l?i M th« P.,b at 2 tone blue

wallet Keep the $ but please return
the ID's No questions asked 6 8023
Generous reward for return or

information of blue star sapphire
ring (Silver setting, two diamonds)
Please call 6 8552 Joanie
One small to medium sized

earring twisted gold hoop, probably
in Cape Cod Lounge call 545 2642 and
ask for Leni in 115.

Blue suede pocketbook between
Washington and Goodell. Please
return need my ID glasses and meal
ticket Please call Debbi 6 1458
Purple wallet lost in S.U. near

Candy Counter, Sat. nite. Please
return ID, license and charge cards
Reward offered. Call Libby 68933.

UNITARIAN SOCIETY
121 North Pleasant St. Service at 11

with Jeffrey Campbell, minister,
speaking on "A Second Look at
Love" Christmas fair, Dec. 8, 15
COLLEGIAN PHOTOGRAPHERS
Important staff meeting Monday

night at 7:00. All photographers must
attend or see Steve Ruggles prior to
the meeting, at the Photo Office.

Harvard invites applicants
The Harvard School of Public

Health invites applications to its
graduate program in Health Policy
and Management, now in its first
year of operation.
This two-year masters degree

program is designed to prepare
students for careers in health
planning and management
Instruction in the first year in-
cludes quantitative methods,
environmental health
epidemiology, the human
biologicar system, the health care
process, and historical, political,
and economic analysis of the
health system. In their second
year, students may concentrate in
management, policy, or related
areas.

Further inquiries concerning the

program are welcomed. Please
contact Miss Constance West
Assistant to the Dean, Harvard
School of Public Health, 55 Shat-
tuck St., Boston, Mass. 02115
Telephone (617) 734-3300, ext. 2151.

r

NEED HELP

- LISTENING -

CONCERNEN PEOPLE

Central Area
Counseling Center

B-2 Gorman 5-0894

Mon., Fri. 1-9 p.m.
Thurs. 10-9 p.m. J

Winter Bicycle Storage

From Dee. 1 to Feb. 28

Storage fee includes complete bicycle tune-up

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET:
1) Clean front and rear hubs, repack
2) Clean crankset, check bearings, repack
3) Adjust gears
4) Adjust brakes
5) Clean all chrome and frame
6) Wax and polish bike
7) PLUS 3 months storage

For Only $25.00
(all parts for repairs extra)

FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY to all area colleges

SmiM VadW
i

°f °Ur Sh°P inc,udes U M**s, AmherstSmith, Hampshire, and Mount Holyoke Colleges)

Does your bike look 90 years old?

How about a new frame with your reconditioned parts?

New I ana' S speed frame* only *20.00

New 10 speed frames only '30 00

N#w 10 s»ee4 frames with Reynolds SH

Frame Tabes only *35.00

Call 586-3865

for immediate pickup

We can store only 200 bicycles

THE BIKE BROKER, INC.

19 DAMON RD
NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Other things going
bruise championshins mi 5~"V *? OLampus bridge championships

The l Mass Bricge Club will
sponsor Hs annual- championship
tonight at 7 in CO 13 This tour-
nament is to cetermine which pairs
will represent UMass at the ACUI
New Englanc Championships helc
in Connecticut February 7 anc 8
The tournament will he a regular

weekly rating point game, open to
Uncergracs, Gracs. Faculty. Staff
anc their spouses The Uncergracs
anc Gracs with the best score will
qualify for the Regional. Rating
points to the top scores overall will
be given out.

Come down anc see what's been
going on, anc fine out our plans for
next semester. We will find you a
partner, if you neec one.

Collins office hours
State Representative James

Collins will hole regular office
hours today for residents of
Amherst, Pelham, anc Hadley

Collins will meet with con
stituents in the Campus Center
from 9-11 a.m.; in Amherst Town
Hall from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.; anc
Hadley Town Hall from 3-5 p.m.

Kubelka films shown
Peter Kubelka, an experimental

anc cocumentary filmmaker from
Austria, will have a showing of his

Minis anc ciscussion at Hampshire
College on Saturday. His
presentation will be given at 8:00
P m in the Main Lecture Hall of
Franklin Patterson Hall. The
public is cordially invited.
Vnsere Africaraise and A

Journey to Africa are two of the
many films Mr. Kubelka has
proeucec. His work is considered
quite unusual due to its brevity and
the powerful imagery he uses
throughout Mr Kubelka was
invited to Amherst as a guest of the
Hampshire College Film Studies
Program

Viet-Concern table
Stucents of the 5-college area can

now express their concern towards
uncerprivilegec students in
Vietnam. A table for the Lieng-Hot
Ecucation Fund will be in the
Campus Center Concourse today
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Poetry reading
The Department of English at

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

Is your
privacy

worth^2!°
a month?

It can cost as little as that when you rent
*

a Brittany Manor apartment with three
friends. And that could change your life-

style next semester. No more noisy room-
mates! Instead, the privacy of a modern
apartment community only a couple of
minutes by our own courtesy bus, car or
bike from Amherst College, downtown
Amherst or UMass. Rental office
open evenings.

• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
• spacious 2 bedroom apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna
• COURTESY BUS TO
UMASS & TOWN

• parking for cars & bikes .

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks

•2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball, football,

badminton.

• ski trips

• recreational facilities

Rent from $210.

Call 413-256-8534

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite
Grist Mill off Rt. 116.

Brittany Manor
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Amherst College will host James
Merrill in a poetry reading of his

work on Monday, Dec. 10 at 8 p.m.
in Johnson Chapel. The event is

open to the public without charge.
Decision therapy

A lecture and demonstration in

decision therapy with Harold
Greenwalk, Ph.D. will he held
Monday, December 10, 1973 8:00-

10:30 p.m. in Room 104 Thompson
Hall.

Decision Therapy is a rational,

humanistic approach to psycho-
therapy designed to teach in-

dividuals to release the decision-
making powers within themselves.
The lecture-demonstration will

Boston State

patient shoots

doctor in head
BOSTON (AP)-An escapee

patient shot a doctor in the head
today, then isolated himself in a
ward at Boston State Hospital,

officials said.

The patient was reported still

armed.
The doctor, Gerald Wolberg, 35,

of Waylanc, was reported in poor
condition at Carney hospital in

Dorchester where he underwent
emergency surgery.

Supt. Michael Nelson of Boston
State Hospital said the patient,

whose name was withhelo pending
notification of his family, had
escapee from the mental facility

Tuescay. Nelson said the patient
was not considerec dangerous at

the time.

Shortly before nc <n today, ac-
corcing to Nelson, the patient

returned to the hospital with a gun
anc confronted his former
psychiatrist. The patient pulled out
the gun. Dr. Wolberg, chief of

psychiatry, enterec the room anc
askec the patient to come with
him. Nelson said.

focus on such questions as: What
cecision therapy is; why it can
work very quickly; how to fine the
basic eecisions that shape your
life; how eecision therapy can help
a marriage ane sexual problems;
how it can be taught to persons who
might ordinarily be uncomfortable
with psychotherapy; how it is

related to other therapies.

Marxist lecture
Paul Swe..zy, noted Marxist

economist ane author of Monopoly
Capital, will speak today in Mahar
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Dr. Sweezy is

the first speaker in a weekend
conference sponsored by the
Amherst chapter of the Union for

Kaeical Political Economics.
The remaineer of the program

will consist of workshops and
seminars to be hele on The
Internationalization of Labor.
Workers Control in Chile ane the
U.S., and will be hele at Hamp-
shire College.Saturday, December
8, beginning at 8:30 a.m.

PAPAIN)
Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

BOOGIE BLUES EVEN

appearing at

The Riverview Club
Rt. 9 Williamsburg

Dec. 7th, 8th, 9th

HARPO • GR0UCN0 • CNIC0
and

MARYLIN MONROE
in

LOVE HAPPY
also

"Permutations"— an incredible computer film

Sat., Dec. 8 at 7 - 9 - 11 in Mahar

Senior Portraits

Class of 74
Dec. 11-12-13-14

9 to 12 a.m. and 1 to 5 p.m

7 to 9 p.m. Wed.

Sign-up outside

Index Office

anytime
< top floor SI.)

(In addition to

portraits, candids will

be included in Senior
Section ... so bring along
your favorite picture
at time of sitting.

(B&W, color, high school,
baby picture, anything.)
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Carousel
by Tony Granite

PREX'Y EVALUATION is the new
thing, this Fall, at Indiana U.,
where the Bloomington Committee
to Evaluate the Office of the
Presidency is seeking student
opinion.

An editorial in the Indiana Daily
Student says "This is the first time
in the history of the University
such an opportunity has been of-
fered, and I. U. is one of only a few
universities in the country to
organize such an evaluation."
Sponsored by the Student

Association, the evaluation
questionnaire is openended.
Besides seeking information about
personal contacts by students with
the University President and the
results therefrom, the form asks,
"What do you believe the President
and-or the Office of the President
should be doing?"

+ + + +
DR. HIP OBIT CELEBRATED on
west coast, says a report in the
Bishop's U. (Quebec) Campus, this
week.
The popular mecical column,

"Dr. HipPocrates," has been
discontinued by its author, Dr.
Eugene Schoenfield of San
Francisco. The column made its

debut in 1967 exclusively in the
Berkeley Barb, before it was
syndicated in the alternative press
and sold to campus newspapers.
Dr. Hip cites as his reason for

killing the column the fact that so
many books about sex and drugs
have appeared that the need for the
column has dissipated.

At a farewell, seaside picnic of
granola, health foods and
"unhealthy" wine, Dr. Hip en-
couraged his guests to start trying
to work out their sex and drug
problems for themselves. He plans
to write books like the one nearly
completed, "Natural Foods and
Unnatural Acts", and a screen
play to follow.

+ + ++
HEADLINE OF THE WEEK
comes from The Chase of Eastern
New Mexico U.: "High school
Homecoming Queen required to
maintain virginity." '

AT THE GATES
OF SMITH COLLEG

\tWBB
•Muse j

, i NORTHAMPTON *

lUMfJ
Monday & Tuesday
December 10-11

at 2 p.m. & 8 p.m.

AMERICAN
FIIM
THEATRE

KATHAR INE HEP&JRN
PAULSOOFIELD
, EDWARD ALBEFS

UNIVERSITY CF MASSACHUSETTS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW.

Libra stands tall for principles even while
giving appearance of compromise Libra is
associated with Venus and the number 6
This is the natural seventh sign and is
related to partnership, marriage and
dealings with the public Libra is gentle
toughness and innate creativity Libra wins
while conceding Basically. Libra is
awareness, a mature kind of realization
Libra pretends in a creative way. is the
artist, performer and one who reflects for
us the joys, pains and foibles of life

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): You may
have to revise plans to fit budget If you
take care of details, the big picture will take
care of itself Avoid asking for too much If
you measure and time moves, you emerge
with more than you probably deserve
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You get

boost from one in authority. Element of
timing is in your favor You seem more
capable now of communicating, convincing
and putting thoughts into action Cycle
remains high -strive for fresh approach
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Make peace

with family member Be diplomatic Also
it is necessary to be discreet Keep con
fidences Don't cast first stone. One close to
you may fee abused You have some con-
cessions to make, to say nothing of
apologies Be grown up!
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Money,

investments, opportunities provided by
friends -these are highlighted Be selective
Avoid fooling yourself Eschew wishful
thinking See in light of actuality Pisces
Virgo persons could play important roles
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): What appears to

be opposition is likely to be a favor in
disguise Prestige rises Legal decision
goes to your advantage Don't shirk
responsibility or challenge Older in-
dividual pulls strings for you Show ap-
preciation in tangible manner.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Finish what

you start Aries, Ubra persons are likely to
be involved. Reach beyond what appears to
be a limit Spread influence Advertise
publicize and distribute Correspondence

thancommunication is more important
might be apparent on surface
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): New contact

proves fruitful, especially where member
of opposite sex is concerned Leo. Aquarius
may be in picture Check interest rates
Take inventory Be aware of tax ad
vantages and otherwise Mystery will be
unraveled
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Measure

moves Take time to be sure Accent is on
how others react to your plans, assertions
You don't win by forcing. You gain by ex-
plaining, moving back in order to get a
more accurate survey Aquarian is in-
volved.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21): You
put ideas into motion Lethargy is replaced
by optimism and action You have chance
now to expand Short journey proves
fruitful Popularity increases Avoid feeling
that one who serves you is not doing job Be
considerate of background limitations
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19): Money

position should be taken with regard to fine
points Be aware of subtle nuance, hits
Scorpio. Aquarius ant* Leo individuals
could play prominent roles Young person
may want too much, too soon
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): You get

pleasant surprise regarding values What
you own increases -your assets could
multiply This does not occur in flash -in-pan
manner Rather, it is likely to be result of
careful planning, perhaps plodding
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): This can be

a period of adjustment. Strive to ud-
derstand those who appear to have strange
whims Don't commit yourself. Listen and
observe Taurus. Libra persons seem to be
involved here Display affection
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

introspective, spiritual rather than
religious in orthodox sense You will be on
more solid footing in 1974 with April in
dicated as an outstanding month
You attract persons born under Pisces and
Virgo You are somewhat of a perfectionist
You are your own worst critic
Copyright 1 973, Gen Fea Corp
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Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

Seed
Newly married

' est

Fertile spot
m desert
Before

Well matured
Unmarried
.-.oman

Newer
Employ
Interaction
Take unlawfully
Flesh

Hinder

Mountain pass

Cry like cat

Cooled lava

Knock

Cry

Note ot scale

Lift with lever

42 Opening

44 Misrepresent

Former Russian
ruler

100.000 rupees

Bound

Hard shelled
fruit

Ascends

Bread makers
Greek letter

(Pi.)

Poem
Exterior

The self

Insect

Rips

Speck

DOWN

9
1?
13

14

15
17

19
21

22
24
26
29

31

33

M
35

37

39

40

46

48
50

51

53

55

58

61

62
64

65
66
67

-i cooked
6 Exists
' Obi i

i

8 lirottn-r of

J.icob

9 Buy turk
10 A; tl

ii nut

i

implement
16 More crippled

18 Doctrine

20 Fabulous bird

22 Make suitable

.'3 listens to

25 Genus of cattle'

27 Eagle's nest

28 Kind of cloth

30 Tattered cloth

32 Tennis stroke

36 Crony (colloq )

38 Climbing
species of

pepper

4 1 New Englander

A

1

ter to Yeste rdoy's Puzzle
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43 Equality

45 Recorded in

order

47 Regret

49 Apple rink

52 Jog

54 Weight of

India (pi.)

55 Man's
nickname

56 Fruit drink

57 Petition

59 Time gone by

60 Drunkard

63 Symbol for

tantalum

Man's
nickname

Native metal

Billfold

Footwear

Ro-tl)?US f(o.f3e/>S
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Fine Instruments

at Reasonable Prices

Repairs and

Resorptions

yifarJ^dflisho^

Complete Selection of Scores and Sheet Music

Specializing in

Handmade Guitars and Vintage Instruments

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
OPEN: 9:30-5:30, Mon.-Sat. 549-1728

SUNDAY

DECEMBER 9

8:30

with

"BAD

SISTER"
7:00

S.U. Ballroom

ALL FOR 50
Mhr. service — Passports. Lang's Photo

studio. ii.<i DM St.. South Amherst, 253

II »H.

1*12-12

Special I bedroom apt. to sublet at

Tuition \illagr. 1st month, rrnt only 175.

avail Jan. 1st to Sept (all anytime. 549-

.HYt

tri2-7

Research — thousands of topics, 12.75

per page Send $1 tor mail order catalog.

Research Assistance. Inc.. I1MI Wilshire

Blvd .. Suite 2. LA. Calif. 99025.

tf 12-12

Typing done cheap? 25c per page
4 ontact l.en at 256-6826, leave name and
number if not home 25c per page.

tfl2-IO

I ( oil t anada Ski Trip. I davs, I niles.

hotel. bkfst din . transpo.. apres. ski

party, -ill for Sh.V Jan 22-25. B Haggins
li.ivcl OM140.

tf 12-12

NFF.DF.D. \ date lor a well known rude
sports journalist, to attend Xmas
Wawgoose. Dec 7th Inquire at MM
Sports Desk or HIMVTV

lf!2-7

Kahvsilting — have experience,
available during intercession or weekends,
will housesit also, take a break, (all

( olleen. '.86-tlTu t

If 1 2- 10

MDC Classifieds
LOST

APARTMENT WANTED

One bdrm. apt. for Jan. I. quiet grad
students preferred. Amherst or on bus
route, will take over lease. Darrell or
Vivian. 549-181*.

HI2-I0

ROOMMATE WANTED

I r in. i li roommate to share one bedroom
furnished apt. for spring semester. $80 pci
month, includes utilities, on bus route, (all
Linda 256-0117

HI2-7

I large rooms. $.Vl per month, use of

kitchen, hath, etc (all 5MI-5I36

If 1-1

2

e

Koommate. Jan. I. prefer grad student
lor quiet turn, house, own room. 175 per

mo and utilities, no sec. dep. 584-2839

'after 6 p.m.. Michele).

If 1 2-7

Need roommate to share 2 bedroom
< liffside apt. on bus route. $87.50 inr

utilities, avail immediately. 665-4198. ask

for Doug.
It 1 2-7

Male for January I thru June, in Sun-
derland. King I'hilip \plft . on bus rt.. no
drugs, share phone. $92.50 per mo., ulil.

mil DDMDM.
tf 12-7

PERSONAL
$5.imm reward for rapture of Killie Jo

The Kid — warning girlfriend Jesse

James has a .t.Vshnoter Pat (.arret!

Sheriff

ft—

W

in wanted. 2 females wanted
lo share apt in Krandvwinc. 1K0 per mo..
•hi bus it available Jan. I. (all MMMM.

tf 12-7

I rm.ilc roommale for Jan sem King
Phillip \pt . own room. I«»2 .50 per month
on bus mule (all 665-3IH3.

tf 12-7

ROOMMATES WANTED

Own room in quiet, clean apt.. Jan. I. on
bus route. f77 per month, security deposit.
Darrell. 549-1816. leave message.

tf 12-10

Roommate wanted to share large house
in lladley. rent 1102 per month, heat in-

cluded. 586-3784. Hubinger.

HI2-I2

I roommate wanted, male or female, to
reside in I'uffton Village, start in Jan. (all
Barb for details at 549 44 12 between 5 p.m.
and 8 p.m.

If 12-12

l-arge. 15' by 12' bedroom available at
(liffside Apt*., you pay only $87.50 per mo.
f or more info, call Rich al 6*5-3190 or 545-

2(12 1.

tf 12-12

Roommale wanted, prefer grad student,
about Ihii per month, own room in I

bedroom I'liffton apt. (all ',1'HI'n

HI2-II

Roommale wanted for :l bedroom apt..

Jan. 1st. own room. 182 per month, (all
We*. .49-4565

tf12-12

To share apt. in Hadley. 175 per month
including utilities, (all Anne after I p.m..
586-2506. female only.

tf 12 12

TF.MP. KOOMMATF W'ANTED! Good
place, good people, route on bus line. !7n
per month til Jan :il. close to town (all
253-3722.

tf 12-1

1

FOR RENT
Miu on. v apartment, all util air-

iond.. pool, parking. 1i.hu per mo. Amherst
Motel opp. Zayre's. 256-8122.

tf 12-7

I l« drin lir.mo h. hw. 15 min from
I Mass on Rte. 63 in Millers Kails. High
ceilings, hdwd Mrs Quiet, storage area
1..V1-:iki«. after I p.m.

tf 12-7

Lost at Rusty Nail — Red Tool Box with
parachute rigging tool & irreplaceable log
book. Reward, call 617-541 7138 on
weekend. 25C-8336.

tf 12-7

1

I mi cat — large, white with gray-black
marks, altered male, vicinity Crestview.
needs pills Reward — call 549-137*.

tflZ-12

I hdriMim apt 1 1 15 includes utilities on
bus line, available Jan I. (all 665-3213 or
Mi IMS, (liffside. ask for Bob.

tf 12-11

A find: Beautiful clean apt. available 4

miles from I Mass.. responsible people,
(all 584VI742.

tf 12-12

Own room in large house in countr> . rent
negotiable, (all Bllg, 545-2«97.

If 12-12

ROOM FOR RENT

Lost 12-3 at the Pub — a two lone blue
wallet, keep f but please return I D.i.
Reward. i>-8023

12-7

TRAVEL

Spend I wks in the tropical warmth
»f -So. America. Januarv |-22, fag) 3
credit course optional, (ail Prof
«hite. Hist. Drpt. 5I5-I364. 546-6699
.I.»-I330.acl immediately if interested
lime & space limited

tf!2-7

Large furnished room with 4 bath in

private home. $75 per month, (all 256-8<ri*

after :i p.m.

tf 12-7

Doom available in Pufftnn afler Isl of
Jan.. 17H aft month, (all 519-1378.

tf 12-7

BKRMl DA — $199 and up. for spring
vacation, deposits for reservations, must
be in soon, trips are selling, (all Steve. 665-

3737.

IflM*

OVERSEAS JOBS

12-

Desired — three experienced 'in the

outdoors! voung womrn lo share 2 week
winter White Mt living experiment (all 6-

I71H ( \dami or 6II98

KiMiiiini.ile own room in 2 br (liffside
•Mil $ ho /per month, on hits route (all 665-
imi t ->llei in p.m.

tf 12 II

If 12-1

1

Natalie — have a happv birthday
'"

r rom vour "Suilemales" Marv . ( onnie.

( alhv and Klaine
12-7

Female to share small house in countrv
-'""' 'mm \m her st. Orange with another
female I Mass student and small child. In.
plus ulil. KI7-219-I587.

If 1 2-7

Happv hulhdav to the

(.igglrr. Best wishes kalhv

Deb. Doug and Sweetie.

dreenfield
Love. Dee.

12-7

\c»t n-sponsihlc leniale — own room in
Swiss Milage \pt avail. Jan I. 256-0626

If 12-7

Kemale roommate, prefer grad or
senior, own room in modern :t bedroom
lownliouse. on bus route. 17H plus elec. Call
IMMD41 evenings

tf 1 2-1*1

Koommate wanted, large apartment on
(Mass bus route, female, (all V19-6320

tf 12-1 •

:trd female. 21 vrs plus, to share lovely
apl . walk lo campus, tiwi incl . available
Jan. I. long term ( ail Kalhv. 54S-3755.

12-7

To share 2 bedroom apt. in Sunderland,
shall have own room, (all 256-6917. !«i a
month.

tf 12-12

In country — 2 bedroom avail, in a 3
bdrm. house. 1 single and double In
Heli hertown. on bus route, lots of woods &
lake nearby, (all Ed. 323-4553. leave a
message.

tf 12-12

Rooms (or mimed oci upanrv and in

tersession. bus roule. free parking, bor-
ders campus, see and leave note at 101 V
Pleasant or call Duncan. 253-993*.

tf 12-12

\11siralia. Kurnpe. S America.
Writ a Students all profession and
occupations * Tiki to 1 toon monthly
Kxpenses paid, overtime, sightseeing.
Free information. Write: Trans World
Itesearch. I'll Box DOS, (orte.
Madera. I \ 91925 Dept. »l.

tf 12-12

2 tM-dr.M.i... i.-. 1 batbtasal houst in
inunlrv 1 mile from I Mass. available for
woman over 23. into quiet rounlrv living
(ome lo 24 (owls Hd.. North Amherst

tflMfi

WHO'S WHO SELECTIONS

ENTERTAINMENT

Belsev. (hervl. \nn. ( hris. Sandv are

dancing around 22 ( edars because lis

vour birthdav Happv hirthdav Bill'*'::

12-

Helaled hesl wishes lo Stanlev and

Janice — from the Brothers & Sisters of

sigina \lpha Mu
12-7

FREE

Two month old grav and white kitten

( all 5111-7537

1112 12

t oiiplr wanted lo share 2 bedroom apl
«ilh other <onple Kent $95 total If in
lei.-Med rail D»ve al riOOflrl <»»ndv al
.11. ;ir.

if 12-7

On bus riMile. I mile from campus, vour
own bedroom in 2 bedroom apartment.
< all Mark or Darlrne at IftMMI.

tf 12-7

l.rad couple looking for grad couple lo

share our house, quirl mountain
Mirrouiidings. is minutes lo I Mass. $1511

(all afler 1. p in . |gfl Mil,
If 12 12

ROOM WANTED
Room needed desperalelv Dec 2iito Jan.

2». willing In pav t all 5IK- II :tti. nights besl

tf 12-10

Krm liMiking for own room in house or
apt.. have a nine pound dog. would like lo

be able lo r«>ep him. verv quiet ( all 323-

MM.
If 12-1

1

I am looking for a quiel place for Jan..
willing lo'share apt. hul prefrr own rmim.
Please call 519 117.". Tim keep Irving

If 12 HI

Male looking for own room in con-
siderate atmosphere, not more than tHli

per month have < ar (all Oil. Ml vm I or
". II. '(Mix

— If I

l.ioiuho. ( hico. 6 Harpo romp with
M.nvlin Monroe in 'Love Happy" —
I heir underground classic jusl re-
released. Sal . Dec. H. 7-9-11 Mahar.

UI2-7

Spice up vour nighl with Sweet Basil at
th» Pine Best.. It;. ||« s

. Hadlev.

tfl2

WHOS
s ninr/jiin

who's who
' involvcmr
activities,

von have
statement
what Ihev

Student Si

P in 12/111

WHO: I)., you know any
ior I Mies who should be in

among students due to their
nt in 1 .impns/t ommunitv
To nominate someone all

lo do is drop ..If a brief
including who they are and
have done al I Mass al the
nate Office. I2H SI . hy I

tfl»-m

Base & keyboard players, vocalists
wanted for band, must be wi!li„g to wort
tall Kevin at 323 7219 or Alan at 549-«275

HI2-12

'Zl MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

PHOTO EQUIPMENT

1971 Suzuki I2»cc dirt-street, new tires.

ex. cond.. but may need bearings, also
chain, helmets & car rack, best offer. 5K4-

2HIK.

tfl2-U

Penlax Super Takum \B 7o-l5limm
/.Mini KII5. never used ( all 25(i-*ilHO

tf 12-7

•12

Molorcvcle— 1971 Triumph Davlona DM
like new less than 2WMI mi. f MM or besl

"Her ( all Jack 519-MtM on weekend. 256
Hill,

If IMl
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DC survey

starts today

at lunch
The American Restaurant

Association will conduct a Dining
Service Survey in the dining
commons today at lunch. The
purpose of this survey is to
determine student reaction to
existing dining service facilities,

concept, and merchandising
technique. Constructive criticism
is also needed.
Results of the survey will be

published as soon as they are
available.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

SPRINDFIEID SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
ROBERT GUTTER, Conductor

Dee. 11 - ECUMENICAL FESTIVAL
featuring the Symphony Chorus
and Morley Meredith, Baritone

P-*> Bloch: Sacred Service

Municipal Auditorium
I

Hone99 er: Christmas Cantata

kOUND TRiP PETER Pan BUSSEkvill tro... U JZZT^t^T
Center & Northampton
Concert & bus tickets: U. Mass. bus ticket office Amherst and Northampton terminals. "T

"""

17

Lady's

Raccoon Coat
excellent condition

Size 12

Call: 1 967 4465

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

99c STUDENT SPECIALl

Kentucky Fried

Chicken
Rt. 9, Hadley

TONIGHT

A Cartoon
PLUS

Good Bye

Columbus
with Richard Benjamin & Ali MacGraw

The Original, Uncut Version

in Technicolor

Fri.. Dec. 7th SUB
at 7, 8:45, 10:30 p.m..

Admission 50c

MARX BROS.

"HORSE

FEATHERS"

TONIGHT!

FRIDAY

Thompson 104

7:00, 0:15, 0:30,

10:45 p.m.

VERY CHEAP

50'

Why was this

Women cursed with:

Runaway Hormones!!

Doctors had
no cure for

her.

She was i

fated to
|

a life of

SIN!!! !

RATED

Shown

Vl 1 :30
\FRI.i

FOR SALE

AMHERSTr>m
AMITY ST. , AMHERST

late 253-5426 show

Ski Hoots — Kosrmont Fastback. M med
(an be rrinjntrd to fit perfectly. 1 yr. old.

Kd cond New - f 1 75. Ask 170. Call S46-5937
aft. «.

If 1 2/ 10

Console symphonic stereo with AM-KM
radio, good cond. (all Diane. ZI5 Kmerson.
S4C-72S2. S-.ii

til 2-7

Live Christina* trees, select and tag
now. any site 16.31. I.. Blizniak. 133 Bay
H.I lladley.

tfl2-l2

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

WANTED TO RENT
Tires - All brands. Kadials. snow? -

All types guaranteed, lowest prices, (all
.'.46-8:t«2. after «.

tf 12-12

Sheepskin (oats, hand made to order
cheapest prices, more info call S41V-

*:»! Kossi stralo Skis, never mounted 100.

tfl2-7

FOR SALE

Camera for sale — Minola Hi Malic K
with flash and carrving case, excellent
condition, ten months old. (all Real 5IG-

tf 12- 1(1

l.rad sludcnl would like lo rent quiet
place I'leasc write lion Dubois. PO Rox
177. DM Hatfield. MA (IIOKK

If 12-7

l%9 aDOl hardtop. U.ihki miles, needs
some work, good gas. II.IHW. (all Dave
after 6 p.m.. 2S3-543I.

tf 12-10

Photos, passports, visas, ap-

plications, etc. Sites and nnmber of

photos negotiable. 48 hour service,

$3. 00 minimum. Call Steve at S4C-5443.

IM2-12

l-ender Stratoraster. Natural wood
finish, perfect condition. $225. Call Mark
days 5-047*. eves 0*5-2700

UI2-I2

5 CtibU foot refrig.-ral..i. |65
'negotiable), (all If Iff1 or 546-5367.

If 12-1

1

Interested in subleting for the month of
January? I would like a place fairly close
•o campus, (all 54*^396 or 665-I99K 5-10
p.m.

UI2-7

66 Dodge Coronet. 3 spd. std. trans, in
excellent condition and runs very well.
\sking 1225 a bargain at any price, (all
:.i!i :i«e».

If 12/7

Hardly worn full length Air Force dress
winfr com. $40. 546-9933.

_^ tfl2-7

Photo Knlarger Durst 700tn.. with Nlkor
.'••mm fl lens. Timer, safelight. etc.

Male Nude 1974 Calendars. 12 men in
beaut settings in full color 14.45. Les
Homme*. P.O. Box 79, La Mesa. CA. 92041

UI2-7

Romantic nude couples in beautiful
setting* in a full color 1974 Calendar. 14.45,
Des Amanls. P.O. Box 79. La Mesa. CA
92011

tf 12-7

Must sell Mrack stereo. 20 popular
tapes, must hear to believe, speakers and
amp and tapes. K4). Call Jack. 546-8W7.
negotiable.

tf 12-10

I pair Advent speakers, large wood
cabinet, new $260. asking $155. Call 256-

0527. powerful if you like music, you'll like
these.

H12-12

For sale 2 VVY snows, excellent con-
dition, one rim studded $25: I pair Head
sinds llenke plstic boats 10 1/2 Scott Poles
all for $90 Call Jeff 665-3025.

i?-7

Children's equipment, exchange Xmas
bargains, toys, skates, skis, cribs, books 4c

puizle* Open Tues 9-2 at 744) Main St..

Amherst.

tf!2 10

Deford flute for sale — hardly used, like

new. $125 or best offer. Cathy, 542-5677.

U12-II

Sony 6055 receiver. Phillips turntable $650
new asking $400. 665-4316 Kevin, after 9
p.m.

tfl2-IO

Snow tires — K78-I4 studded. 4 ply. $4*.

Call Kevin. 665-4316. after 9 p.m.

U12-I0

Advent 202 cassette. $50; ADC 303AX
speakers. $110 pair: Sony reel to reel. $160
or best offer. Call David. 546-6547.

tfl2-ll

Skis — Head 360's. 200cm. Look Nevada
bindings. $90: ski boots, site 7. $25; purple
ski pant*, site 14 short, $15. Call Elite, 586-

3784.

IH2-I2

Soligor 90 - 230mm zoom Nikon Mt. good
condition, must sell immediately, besl
offer by next Fri. takes it. (all 586-2841
after 6 p.m.

tf!2-lo

Veteran desires furnished apt. beginning
Jan. Consider sharing. Krash Kennettr.
105 Clark Ave., (ireer. So. Carolina 29651.

tf!2-12

I pair of Firestone tractionanaire snow
tires. 8-55-14. white v alls, good condition
$20 or besl offer. Call 549-6415 after 5 30
p.m.

IM2-10

Mirntioii Datsun owners I perform
all phases ol major and minor repair
on Dalsuns al less than half dealership
price I have lour years automotive
experience two of which were
specializing in Datsun. I also have an
air-frame and Powerplant License.
Phone Kussell Kara 25:1-7456.

tf 12-12

wanted
Kodak super 8. M-6 camera, used. 3-1

zoom. 1:8 lens. auto, iris, $25; also Walt
Keg -8 editor, used. $5. (all Bob at 268-
3247. keep trying.

tf!2 12

Uving situation available in Ashfield off
of 116. own room with heal. cosU included
in. reasonable rent. pref. female. 253-5394.

tf!2-12

19*9 Nova SS 4 spd. 350 cubic inch, dk
blue 15.300 plus miles Asking $1200 Call
665-4189.

tflt/l

SUBLET
Jan.-June — i bedroom apartment,

located Puffton Village, furnished. 549-
0716.

tflf-12

To sublet immediately — I bedrm. apt.
in Brittany Manor. $175 per mo. 253-7743 or
256-8534. available now thru August 31.

til 2-7

AUTO FOR SALE

IS Malibu Chevy Wagon paid 4100 Will
sell for 2900. David Wetherbee 617-544-33*2.

New Salem. Mass.

If 12-1

1

1964 T-Bird Classic, new tires, brakes,
shocks, exhaust, power steering, brakes,
windows, door locks, clean in and out, $750.

(all Bruce. 545-2223.

tf!2-7

1965 Volkswagen, good condition. Call
Alan 256-8530. 11-12 p.m.. MWF; before II

a.m. Tues. and Thurs.. or anytime on Sit
or Sun.

tf!2-l0

I bdrm all util. dishwasher, on I'. M. bus
rte 1 1.vi /mo 1st mo. rent $125. Avail
immed. 665-4416.

HI2-10

Snowtlres — Goodyear Suburbanite,
balanced with rims F78-I4. used 4 months,
best offer. Call 253-7570.

tf 1 2-10

Bruce Amplifier, ideal for guitar or
electric piano. _i»i wa tfs. 2 15" spk
beautiful lead, sustain $250. or best offer
665-1765.

If 12 II

19*5.

prices.

1966 Saab
Call 549-6035

96 parts,

after 6 p

reasonable
.m.

tf12-12

Xmas
sold on

pine.

trees. $3 and down. Call 1-625-6781

.

weekends — many varieties of

tfl2-12

\pt to share - Own room in 2 bedroom
lownhouse. prefer female grad.. rent
negotiable (all 545-2697. davs Judy 253-
BfD eves.

tfl2/!2

Closeout! One pair ONLY — 12",
air-susp speaks. Demonstrators,
cabinet. Was $300 pr NOW $175 pr
54K-6II85 p.m.

4-way.

walnut
Barry

'fl-' in

• jtomf* 2.5 cubic refrigerator 3 months
old. I yr guarantee ODD. Call 546-8274 ask
for Joyce Km 21(1 J(f.\.

tf 12-7

» sinxle in ( enlral available. Call 546-5359
or :i2:t iikix.

tf 12-7

Panasonic stereo with turntable and
good speakers was $.100. new selling for
$10(1 (all rffMOOO, keep trying.

tf 12-7

Puppies-Lah/Shep. mixed eight weeks
old $ 10. (all 256-8138. if no answer call 256-
DffO,

tf 12-12

1972 Volke Zebras. 190cm. with (iertsch
60 bindings, used one season, skis list new
for $200. bindings $60. Will debate price.

Call 546-6559.

tfl2-IO

Brand new Shure M9IRD phono cart,

never been used, list $54.95. sell $20. Call
Mike. 6-4731.

tfl2-7

Refrigerator. 30 inches high, small
freezer, ex. mech. & cosmetic cond..
formica counter top. l.vi or make offer.

Call 584-2848.

tf 1 2-12

Maple bedroom set <5-piece>. sofa bed &
matching chair, coffee and end tables,

kitchen table with 2 chairs and twin bed.

Low priced, call 584-7630.

tf 12-12

IS and foreign stamp collection, many
first day of issues, mint cond.. and water
marks, etc. Contact Paul at 6*5-4348.

tf!2-7

I bedroom modern apt. at Brandywine
on bus rte. A/C . w/w carpeting, big bed A.

living rms. $205/month plus electric. 549-
:»46.

IflaVl]

RIDE WANTED

1968 Ford Cortina OT 24 & MPG. Konis.
Michelins. manv spare parts $800. Call
2.VI-22I3. afler 5 p.m.

If 1 2-1

2

1967 — MOB I80OCC engine in very good
condition Needs body and other
mechanical work, need money. Best offer
>l«l 1165

tf 12-7

65 Pontiac l.emans. power sterlng.
power brakes, automatic trans. $150. Call
Tom .".81-6730.

tf 12-12

1965 V W. runs well. $250. optional FM
radio, (all Steve. 545-2412. Rm. 224.

tf 12-10

1968 Plymouth Runner, reworked motor
and new exhaust, body solid. $700. 253-9239
ask for Roger.

tf!2-IO

1963 Dodge Dart, new muffler, plugs,
points. 6 new tires, 2 snows, runs well (all
Tom 253-7929.

If 12-1

1

I960 VW for sale — two new snows,
running condition but needs work best
offer. Pal. 546-8548 after 9:00 p m.

'

12-7

To the Washington. DC. area. Call Jane.
6-4041. 409 Fl (ashin.

HI2-I2

\ reliable ride needed lo Pittsburg
Chicago. Salt Lake (itv or Points West on
or around Dec 18 (all Pat at 772 0439 after
8:30.

IM2-I2

To and from campus Mon.-Fri. from
Alkins Fruit Bowl, (ome in for 8:30. leave
al 1

:
30. Will pay. (all 545-2619 and ask for

Stephfe.

tf 12-7

I need a ride to Roston anytime on
Friday. Dec. 14. Will help conserve gas by
offering $. See Joyce K at Collegian or
Call 256-6376.

Ifl2-I4

NDD ( hevv 1/2 ton pick up $125. 346
I'uffton. after six.

tf 12-12

1962 Ford I in i .me. old car but runs ok.
lots of parts have been replaced. $100 or
best offer. Call 549-1347.

tfl2-7

1965 International Travelall. two tone,

three seals, good condition. $500 or best

offer. 6-5227. keep trying.

tfl2-7

1983 Ford Fairlane. 6 cyl.. std., 20 mpg.
starts easily, runs well. $50. 58S-2630.

tflZ-10

1973 Flat 128. 34 mpg. must sell, book
value $2025. 584-4678 after 5 p.m.

tf!2 10

1967 Camaro. original owner. $450 or
best offer. 256-6041 after 5 p.m.. must sell.

12-7

HELP WANTED

Going b> air" let us handle vour pre-
fl'ght. in-Highl and post-flight*
arrangements at no cost (o vou (all
campus rep.. 100 1100 evenings

tf 12-12

Domino's Pizza needs drivers now and
for 2nd semester, full or part time; all the
time; sometime, anytime. Apply at
Domino's. 363 Main St.. Amherst.

tf 12-1

1

*-/
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. _ mM <Surf Photo Joe Martin*)
Senior Larry Reynolds. 126 pound NEUWA Runner-up, is in the

process of handing Yale's Bill Gamper a 4-3 loss. He went 2-0 on the
day. but dropped a 5-2 decision to Rhode Island's Scott Pucino.
Reynolds will he with the Minuteman Saturday as they host MIT and
Wesleyan.

Padres Set To Move
HOUSTON <AP) — The National League voted unanimously today to

move the San Diego Padres to Washington. DC, for the 1974 baseball
season.

League President Chub Feeney made the announcement at baseball's
winter meetings after the owners had spent two days debating the sale of
the club.

Feeney said the new owners, a group headed by Washington grocery
chain-store owner Joseph Danzansky, would have to meet certain con-
ditions set down by the league by Dec. 21.

There had been a threat by the City of San Diego of a lawsuit should the
Padres break their long-term lease with the ballpark. There was a report
Thursday morning that Danzansky's group had offered assistance to the
National League in any possible legal action that came as a result of the
move to the nation's capital.

"The move is conditional on certain things that have to be done," said
Feeney. "These conditions are being discussed."
He said that C Arnholdt Smith, current owner of the Padres, had made

an effort to keep the club in San Diego, but "his attorney informed us
today ne would not be able to keep the club.

"

This Weekend
FRIDAY
Hockey at Norwich

SATURDAY
Basketball at Rhode Island

Hockey at Middleburv
JV Hockey at Harvard Frosh
Varsity Wrestling vs. MIT-Wesleyan
JV Wrestling vs. MIT
Track at UConn-Manhattan
JV track at UConn
Gymnastics vs. Pittsburgh
JV Gymnastics at Army

Away

Away

8:00p.m.

8:00p.m.

Away 7:00p.m.
Away 2:00p.m.
Home 7:30p.m.
Home 7:30 p.m.
Away 1:00p.m.
Away 1:00p.m.
Home 2:00p.m.
Away 4.00p.m. |

-

TONIGHT
UMASS VS. RHODE ISLAND BASKETBALL at

7:50 p.m.
The Minutemen take on the Rams. AH the live action will be brought

to you by Diaphinous Don Gorski and the Ever-popular Gerry Brooks

THE FOURTH TOWER OF INVERNESS at
midnight
Time is running out for Jack Flanders! Latch him tonight at the

witchin' hour, and get a complete recap of the week's adventures
Sunday night at 9 30 p.m

SUNDAY NIGHT
INTERNATIONAL MUSIC at 10:10 p.m.
Joe C and his guests break out the Kielbasa for an evening of Polish

Music

THREE FINAL HALF HOURS OF THE FOURTH*
TOWER! NEXT WEEK!

U1MUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

Football Team Never Jelled
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1973

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By BILLBALLOU
Two weeks ago last Saturday,

Boston College beat UMass 59-14. It

was an embarrasing end to a

disappointing season, the fifth loss

in a 6-5 record that was supposed to

be much, much better.

Wins over Villanova (21-20) and
Rutgers (25-22) in the early going
made the preseason predictions
seem reasonable, and about to be
fulfilled.

But back-to-back losses against
Yankee Conference rivals Rhode
Island (41-35) and Connecticut (28-

6) reduced the season to "also-
ran" status ani left as just
academic the BC fiasco.

"I'm extremely disappointed
about our 6-5 record," says Dick
MacPherson, reflecting on the
season. "I think the biggest
disappointment of all, though, was
having to return the Beanpot to

Connecticut.

This is the first time we've lost it

since I've been h«;re, and I think
now it means a iot more to the
players. It's kind of like a
girlfriend; you don't realize how
much she means to you until

someone else starts taking her out.
Then all of a sudden she's really
important."
The chief reasons for the loss of

that Beanpot stem from a weak
running game and an inconsistent
defense. At no time in the season
could a UMass runner be counted
on for even a couple of yards. The
pre-season loss of Rich Herman,
the early-season injury to Jerry
Mondalto and the chronic ailments
Bob Wolfe had all year pretty well
decimated the ranks of the running
backs.

"After a few games," says
MacPherson, "we got the fullback
position taken ca-e of, but we
never did get anything out of our
halfbacks."
The people in the offensive line

weren't of much help either. It was
no secret that the line would be
inexperienced, but no one expected
it to be as bad as it was.
"The offensive line never did

come around," MacPherson says,
"and we never could find a running
back who could overcome the
problems of the line."

A pre-season injury to Walter
Parker and a knee injury to Gary
Mika left Bill Wolfe the only
healthy tight end. Mika played
hurt, and Wolfe improved as the
season progressed, but the tight
end position was never quite right.
The defensive problems were

even more of a mystery than the
offensive ones. UMass had four all-

conference choices on defense
(end Ed McAleney, also a third
team small college All-America,
end Tom Bradshaw, linebacker
Dennis Kiernan, and cornerback
Bob Parrott) but as a unit things
never came together.

"I was really disappointed in our
defensive line," MacPherson says,
"we thought it would be much
better than it was. Bradshaw got
hurt and that hurt us quite a bit.

We weren't as strong at
linebacker as we thought we would
be and we just never found a guy
who could replace John Healy."

Along with Healy. according to

MacPherson, went the confidence
of the linebackers and the rest of

the secondary.
"The linebackers kept worrying

about what was going on behind
them," he says, "and the other
people in the defensive backfield
worried about doing two jobs in-

stead of just worrying about their

own."
MacPherson is pleased with the

way something went-the kicking
game. "Our kicking was just fine,"

he says, "but we've got to do
something about our punt
protection. There was just too
much pressure on
Dutkanicz."
Dutkanicz did have a fine season,

averaging almost 39 yards per
punt, but had several blocked or
partially blocked. UConn did the
major part of their offensive
damage on two plays where the

punt protection broke down.
"We also need improvement,"

MacPherson says, "on our field
goals and PAT's. Gret Sprout
might be the man, but we're not
sure of it yet." Sprout, John Ames,
and Dutkanicz all had their foot in
it at one time or another, with
Sprout being the most effective.

In a season filled with valleys,
the high point, MacPherson thinks!
was the Rutgers game. At the time
it appeared as though it would send
the UMies on their way. However,
nothing of the sort happened and
the game turned out to be the one
that sent a previously undefeated

Andy Rutgers team plummeting to a 6-5

record.

"I really believe we'll be a more
cohesive unit next season," says
MacPherson looking ahead.
They'll have to be. This season

showed how far six individual all-

stars will get you.

GERMAN

^ WE'VE GOT A PART FOR YOU!
"**

and if we don't, we'll get it.

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS,
E

INC.
CO

co

319 MAIN ST., AMHERST
256-8341

256-8342

S
*»\r,

I Chilton's Repair Manuals

NVDiaawv

Satisfy /our
basic urges

^o

YOULL RAVISH OUr PIZZAS <&,5UBSTWE HUNGRYU 103 N. PLEAtANT <5T.

Glenn Poster

Christmas Gifts
lact Pnlumn rxt »U„ .

•*

URI Blast Matmen, 37-3

This being my last column of the semester. I decided to give Christmaspresents to those connected with sports at UMass
Christmas

Let's begin with the football team. Are you listening Santa" To DickMacPherson head coach, a running back would be just fine Not just anvrunning back. We want to give him the new Tony Dorset! model whirhmust be imported from Pittsburgh. The Dorset" la guaran tee for

SSdto
yearS C°U,d brlng nati°nal r^gnition to Alumm

And Santa, let's not forget next year's co-capta.ns. Ed McAlenev andDennis Kiernan. Give both of these men fine senior seasons so Sinepros will think of them. Each of these combatants were named NewEngland Defensive Player of the Week at one stage durine the season(and also cure McAleney's belief in witches)
8

Another reminder Santa, is that three of our football players will beworking on Christmas Day. Tim Berra. Andy Dutkanicz and Peil Pen-nington will be performing in the North-South Shrine Game PleaseNan a with all your powers, make this threesome perform flawlessly**
all the scouts in attendance. The Patriots could use a good punter

S^StetoiT
ys needed

* and a wide receiver
'
>«»5J5ft

Moving on to the basketball team, I think I can be reasonable whendealing with you Santa. These men have gone to the NIT three of the las"four years and 1 feel I should tell you what I want to give them To CoachJack Leaman - a microphone so that everyone at the Cage can hear what

To jt!buIIT
d

f

nng fta*^ JUSt th°Se Si,ting behind the^hTo J m Burke - a free six-pack for his performance last Saturday night

m«a/n Ti "V* i°
me Professional ^outs to watch him perform hismagic and also allow h.m one free dunk in every pre-game warm up ToPeter Trow, our three sport athlete, the Purple Heart He deserves Ft' for

Cnari^F ? T°
BiU EndiCOtt

• lhree hu"dred dollars to be7adb°v

r

Charley Finley for growing that mustache.

.hfrnnfo
38 ^S^ tCam g0CS

' ^^ «'Ve Ch 'Ck Rheaillt 3 SUit of

hutoul inTvL! , ^ WOrn
A
w

!l
i,e P,ayjng goal. Give John Binkoski a

more year *^^ g 'Ve C°a°h Caniff Jim Co,eman for one

J!
wo^,'be

.

a bi8 mistake, Santa, if I were to forget giving gifts to myfellow Collegian sports-staffers. So here goes: to Walt Powers a bieassist so he can score in his new endeavor. Unfortunately. Santa I havesome bad news at this point. Dave Eibel should not get a present thfc
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t
y Char,ey Finley three hundredfold s foshaving off his mustache, (this will also help Finley pay Endicott) Butnow back to the subject of giving.

muicoiu bui

To Steve Crowe - the rights to cover day-by-day the many misad-ventures of the Pittsfield Rangers. To Steve DeCosta a n™» beZ ToMike Brophy - five hundred business cards with the words. "Mike BrophyMorning Sports Editor'
' on them. To Bill Ballou - the rights to

EZ£m?JZ£ *£ S
,

panning the career of Marcel Pa»»e. ToEarte

Gymnast Stalk

Weak Panthers
By WALT POWERS

The Pittsburgh Panthers are
ready to pounce on the UMass
men's gymnastics team, but Coach
Tom Dunn isn't losing any sweat.
Pittsburgh's biggest weapon in this
Saturday afternoon encounter will
be their ability to put the spec-
tators to sleep.

The team that Pitt brings to the
Boyden Gym is the doormat of
Eastern Intercollegiate Gym-
nastics League. Like Boston State,
UMass' opening meet victim, they
are undermanned, and boast a
team composed almost entirely of
freshmen. All indications point to
another lopsided debacle, so the
fans will have to be content with
watching individual routines.
These routines could make this a

good meet to watch. "For the true
fan, if he wants to see UMass, it

will be a good meet," says Dunn.

"We will be throwing compulsories
at Pitt despite their lower scores."
Performing at all-around will be

Gene Whelan, Steve Schudri, and
Bill Brouillet. Phil Aubrey and
Scott Dicker are set for the floor
exercises. Aubrey will solo on the
high bars and Douglas on still rings
with Tim Beasley on parallel bars.
Brian Hassig will take pommel
horse chore and Jim Laiosa is set
for the long horse vault.

Actually the toughest meet of the
afternoon will take place at West
Point, where the best UMass fresh-
men and sophomores will battle
Army in a J.V. contest.
As for those planning to attend

what looks like a lopsided sleeper
against Pitt, take heart. "The
essence of gymnastics is not
competitive, says Coach Dunn, "it
is the gymnast against himself."

Saturday

Night

Some Of

Sunday

Night

Some Of

Best

Friends

9:30 - 1:00

Best

Friends

9:00 - 12:30

®fo> CngltBl? $tob

By JOHN BOCK
For a change the preseason

wrestling polls told 'he truth. They
picked the University of Rhode
Island as the number one team in
New England. UMass was picked
number two.
A 37-3 pasting by the Rams

Wednesday night on their mats left
the Minutemen with no argument
with the polls. It was one of those
nights when nothing seemed to go
right, but there was a chance when
everything could have.
Take the 118 pound match for

example. UMass frosh Gene
DiObilda caught the Rams Rich
Adham in a five point move and
should have gone on to beat him.
Instead Adham came back and
won by virtue of a riding time
point. At 126 URI's Scott Pucino
continued his dominance over
Larry Reynolds as he handed him
a 5-2 decision.

The 134 pound match went to
Rhody too as Gary Thunell
upended Bob Schab, 5-2 At 142 the
roof really fell in. UMass" Russell
Chateauneuf was wrestling an old
adversary, Joe Savino. and in a
head on collission ended up
defaulting the match and oc-
cupying a room in Kingston's South
County Hospital. At the time of the
injury Russ was two points behind
and really hustling Savino for a
takedown. Both men shot at the
same time and bumped heads.
There was no apparent serious
injury but Chateauneuf will be out
of action for a while.
At 150 Steve Jabaut is still

wrestling himself into shape for the
Minutemen and ended up a 9-2
loser to URI's Dave Hovey in the
process. The only win of the
evening for UMass came as Cliff
Blom won a grudge match against
Greg Gamon, 10-9. During the
match Gamon elbowed Blom in the
mouth three times and was almost
disqualified.

Captain Steve Benson gave his
167 pound match away to NEUWA
Champ Jim Urquhart, 7-4. Benson
slipped up on two takedowns and
let Urquhart sleaze one of his own
in for the final score. Said Benson
"I was really mad at myself
because the one move I use works
every time, but I went for it this
time and let go before I was ready.
As for the match we had a lot of
bouts that could have gone either
way."
The 177 pound match was no

surprise as Stu Horowitz showed
why he made it to the quarter-
finals of the nationals last year by
sticking UMass' Robin Osborne in
7:10. John Connolly continued
being susceptible to cradles by
dropping a 16-3 decision to Rhody's
Tad Sargent. And at heavyweight
Rhode Island's Junior College All
American, Ray Miro, lateral
dropped frosh Dennis Fenton for
the pin. Up to that time Fenton was
giving Miro all he could handle.

The Minutemen have chance to
get back on the winning track this
Saturday as they host the
Engineers of MIT and the
Wesleyan University in a round
robin triangular. UMass will be
going without the services of Cliff
Blom, who separated his shoulder
in practice Thursday. Also out will
be Chateauneuf and George
Ireland, who continues to con-

trouble Standouts for MIT are at
118 and 134. as both men placed in
the NEIWA Small College tourney
Wesleyan hasn't wrestled the
Minutemen in four years, but they
shouldn't be too much trouble
either They have good wrestlers at
177 and 190, Harmon and Kowalski
Both men wrestled for New
England

valesce
team is

High School power
Wayland High from Wavland

^'tt" P ^ass The meet will be staging at.eked to give UMass much 6:00 p.m. in Boyden Auxilarv gym

Television Tonight
Day at Stalag 13."

I

5:00 POPEYE (18)

Hogavs HEROES
(22)

TIIK ELECIWK COMPANY .24X57)
HOGAN1 IIKKOKS 'Killer Klmk ." (30)
NKWS. WEATHER. SPORTS <40>

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING I PDATK (3)
8:00 NKWS (3) (8) (22)

AMKRK'A "The More Abundant life
"

(18)

ZOOM 124) (57)

TO KU. THK TRITH Garry Morre.
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night of the
Feathered Fury " (40)

«:30 NKWS (3) (22)' (30)

ABC EVENING NKWS (8)

BOOK BKAT (24)

CHALLENGING SKA (27)

LOUS LYONS: NKWS ANI) COMMENT
(57)

• 55 NKWSBKAT NKWS (40)

7:00 WORLD AT WAR (3)

TRITH OR tONSKQl KN( KS Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKK SHOW The Return of
Happy Spangler ." (18)

NKWS. WKATHKR. SPORTS (22) (30)
THK ( HAN-ESE WAY (24)

ABC EVENING NEW! (40)

THK RKPORTKRS (57)

7:30 THK NEW DATING GAMK (8)
MOVIE The Golden Hawk " <18>
I.KT'S MAKK A DKAL Monty Hall, host

(22)

WALL STRKKT WEEK (24)
THK HOLLYWOOD SQl ARKS Peter

Marshall, host (30)

NANNY AND THK PROFKSSOR The
Visitor " (40)

THK OPKN DOOR (57)

Mr«o ( BS SPECIAL Rudolph the Rednose
Reindeer (3)

THE "f • »• M - "M "The P'orc-enf "

Baby.

(8) (40)

SANEOKD AND SON Mamas
Papa's Maybe " (22) (30)

WASHINGTON WKKK IN REVIEW (24)
(57)

M30 THK ODD 001 PIE The Kxon .sts
<8) (40)

THK GIRL WITH SOMETHING KXTRA
"Minding Mama " (22) (30)

PERFORMANCE The Graham-Horn
Trio ." (24)

WALL STRKKT WKKK (57)
900 CBS SPECIAL The Homecoming A
Xmas story." (3)

ROOM 222 Here's To the Boy Most
Likely " <8> (40)

THK 708 (LIB (18)

NKKDLKS AND PINS The Wife You
Save May Be Your Own " (22) (30)
JAZZ HAPPENING (24)

8:30 ADAMS RIB The First Hurrah "
(8)

(40)

TIIK BBIAN KKITH SHOW (22) (30)
looo LOVE. AMERICAN STYLK (8) (40)
DKAN MARTIN COMKDY HOl'R (22)

(30)

ran for -all <24>
NKWS (27)

THK MKN WHO MADE THK MOVIES
(57)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)
MASTERPIKCK THKATRK The Un

pleasantness at the Bellona Club " (24)
MOO NKWS. WKATHKR. SPORTS (3) (9)
(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

11:30 MOVIE A .Majority of One (3)
ABC WIDE WORLD OF EN-

TERTAINMENT 8) (40)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (30)
1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL (22) (30)
•>:in MOVIE "H~!«» of Women " '»•

The U of Mass
PROGRAM COUNCIL SOCIAL COMMITTEE

presents

\ \A TOUCH OF BLUES"
with

MUDDY WATERS
THE BABE PINO BAND
Monday, December 10th f 1973

(Hew**

8:00 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Refreshments Available
5-College Staff, Faculty, or
Student ID Accepted

Tickets: $2.50 in advance
$2.75 at door

On Sale this Week 10-4:00

on CC Concourse level

DANCE, DRINK, AND HAVE AGOODTIME

''

1 -i -J W L. I > M. \ i i/U 111!
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TWO OF THE BEST -Al Skinner a jumper over the outstretched
limbs of Providence's Marvin Barnes. Skinner's jumper will again
be displayed in the YanCon opener vs. URI.

Trackmen Bid To Upset

Strong UConn, Manhatten
by Scott Hayes

According to Coach Ken O'Brien,
tomorrow's tri-meet against
Manhattan and Connecticut will be
the most difficult meet of the
season.

Of course, there's the UMass-
UConn rivalry, but the meet is

important for several other
reasons. UConn has a win streak of
42 consecutive indoor victories,
and Manhattan is the defending
NCAA Indoor Track champion.
UMass would love to play the

part of spoiler by snapping
UConn's streak and gain
recognition by defeating last
year's national champions. Coach
O'Brien explained that since there
will be such a high level of com-
petition, the meet will "indicate
just how good we are."
O'Brien added that he is going to

pull out all stops," in an effort to

come out on top. This means that
cross country standouts Randy
Thomas, Bill Gillin and Tom
Maguire will see action. Thomas
and Maguire will run the two-mile,
while Gillin will be competing in

the mile. Steve Crimmins, the
school record holder in the 600-

yard run will also be running.
Crimmins is returning after suf-

fering from a sprained ankle.
Manhattan has to be considered

the favorite going into the meet.
With individual such as
Andy Bessette, an NCAA finalist in

the 35-pound weight throw and
Herman Bigelow, a 7' high jumper,
Manhattan has the edge. Other
outstanding performers include

Mike Keogh, Matty Centrowitz,
and Peter Squires. All three
members of Manhattan's IC4A
championship squad. Squires was
the top finisher for Manhattan in

the IC4A's, taking third, Cen-
trowitz ran a 4:02 mile in high
school. In addition to the fine
cross country runners, Manhattan
has Tony Colon, the IC4A mile
champion, who has been timed in

4:00 2. Ken McBride, the IC4A
record holder in the triple jump
and Da\e Phelan are outstanding
jumpers. McBride's best jump was
52' and Phelan has leaped 48' 6".

Manhattan has the outstanding
individuals, but will be up against
two well-balanced teams. UMass
shouldn t be discouraged by the
fine statistics of Manhattan, and as
Coach O'Brien explained, "We're
optimistic about the meet." The
mentor added that the team is

ready, and he anticipates a close
meet. Every event will be close
and only 10-15 points may separate
the three teams.
Since the teams are strong, the

times might be the fastest of the
season. The competition will be
fierce, with depth playing a major
role in deciding the winner of the
meet.

SHORT SPRINGS-Squires
finished thirty seconds in front of
Randy Thomas in the IC4A meet
last month. Gillin and Centrowitz
will face each other in the mile. In
the IC4A's Centrowitz beat Gillin
by thirty-six seconds. These
matchups should prove interesting
on the track.

Inside Sports

Wrestlers Dumped At URI

^Gymnasts Host Pitt

Football In Review

This Weekend

Poster's Christmas Gifts

UMass Cagers Take On URI
By STEVE DECOSTA

The Minutemen begin their defense of the Yankee
Conference basketball crown tomorrow in Kingston
when they meet Rhode Island.
The cagers are 2-0 and flying high after an im-

pressive second half against St. Anselm's.
The Rams are 1-1, with a loss to Brown and a vic-

tory over BU to their credit.

Jack Leaman calls the game, "probably our most
formidible test to date."
URI is led by new head coach Jack Kraft. Coach at

Villanova for twelve years (in which he led the
Wildcats to eleven post-season tournaments) Kraft
has inherited the job vacated by Tom Carmody.
The problem is he hasn't inherited much else. The

Rams have only one player on this year's squad who
played in every game last year, Jerry Minetti.
What Kraft does have is the knowledge of the game

that he brings with him. The Rams, according to
Leaman, "play Kraft's 1-2-2 match-up zone. Their
defense this season is better than last and they have
more discipline on offense, but they will shoot it up
there at times."
The Rams are small; their biggest starter is

Minetti at 6'5. Minetti will play one wing on 1-2-2 of-
fense and will probably be flanked by 6'4 Carlton
Smith.

The point man will be Joe Charles, a player who
Leaman calls "much improved" from last year.

The Rams will use a double low post with Steve
Dolecki and Randy Hughes under the boards. Hughes
is only 6'3 but is cast in the Al Skinner mold. Leaman
calls him "a leaper who can really get up there."

The Minutemen will start the same five as in their

first two games: Skinner, Murphy. Endicott, Pitino,
and Duarte.

Leaman was pleased with his team's second half
performance against St. A's. "We finally got our
offense together," he said. "We have played good
defense in all four halves this season but only one
good half of offense," he continued. "Maybe now we
have it all together."

SCHEDULING DEPARTMENT- Having an-
nounced last night that West Virginia will be on next
year's schedule, Leaman disclosed today that UMass
will also meet Fairfield next season in, get this,

Madison Square Garden. The series will continue for
two more years as the Minutemen and Stags will

switch home sights in 1976-77. Fairfield is the only
New England basketball power not presently on the
UMass schedule.
Leaman said that "scheduling is the key to a good

season, but it is a most difficult job to deal with a lot

of different in trying to arrange games against teams
keeping enough home games to satisfy our fans." The
coach praised Bob O'Connell saying "he has done a
good job in helping us to improve our schedule."

Pucksters Start Tough Trip
By BILL BALLOU

Two years ago, the UMass
hockey team, then undefeated,
went on its bi-annial Norwich-
Middlebury road trip and came
back undefeated. It was an in-

dication of the strength of that
team which went on to win the
Division II championship.
This year's team has no concerns

about coming back undefeated, but
nevertheless their two-game trip to

Vermont this weekend will serve
as a good barometer of their

strength.

It's a good thing the Minutemen
won Wednesday night. If they had
gone north 0-3 chances are they
would have come back 0-5. Both
Norwich and Middlebury are good
teams who would have been happy
to take care of what would have
been a demoralized club.

Satly (ftollfgtan

SPORTS

Norwich is traditionally strong.
They're tough in their drafty, little

rink, and this season are expected
to be play-off contenders. So far
they've tied Northeastern 6-6, and
lost to Vermont 11-4. It looks like

their problem has been the same
one afflicting most Div. II teams —
inconsistency.

Middlebury, you'll remember,
was the team UMass routed in the
first round of last year's playoffs.
They lost both games down here
last season, and by healthy
margins, but two years ago almost
upset UMass in their rink.

They're a mystery team, and in

recent years not as strong as they
once were.
UMass came out of Wednesday

night's 5-1 win a much looser club,
and much healthier mentally.
The play in goal of Chick

Rhejult, reminiscent of last year,
was a key factor, especially in the
second period when the Minutemen
suffered a letdown.
Rheault will have to continue like

this, at least in the first few games,
as the defense awaits the return of
Brian Mulcahy and the younger

players get their feet on the
ground.
Jack Canniff did a good deal of

experimenting Wednesday, and at

first glance appears to have come
up with a couple of penalty-killers

who can help. Before that game
UMass had been horribly
inadequate there, but Jim Lynch
and Scott Stuart did a good job,

with occasional help from John
Muse and Kevin Conners.
The UMass power play, useless

against Merrimack, was much
better too. It clicked on three of six

chances, including the prettiest

goal of the year, with Billy Harris
hitting an open net after a set-up by
Jim Lyons.

Canniff can be expected to stick

with the combinations that beat
Williams. He'll probably stay with
three lines (he had been using
four) and will definitely start

Rheault in goal.

It's Norwich Friday night,
Middlebury Saturday night, and by
Sunday morning Canniff should
have a pretty good idea where his

team is headed.

philosophizing

WUMV
WUMV-TV is proud to bring you

the first Yankee Conference
basketball action this Sunday at 9
p.m. in the Bluewall Handling the
action from Keaney Gymnasium
on the University of Rhode Island
Campus will be Marty Kelley and
Earle Barroll Behind the camera,
Ralph Marcus and Mike Elliot:

directing will be Steve Orloff. So
join Kelley, Endicott, Barroll,

Burke, and Co. for Minuteman
basketball...WUMV-TV.

WMUA
The undefeated Minuteman

basketball squad travels to

Kingston, Rhode Island to take on
the Rhody Rams tomorrow night.

The game begins the defense of the
Yankee Conference crown for
Coach Leaman's men, and WMUA
will there to bring you all the action
live. The Rams feature a young,
inexperienced tarn under new
coach Jack Kraft, so for all the
action join Don Gorski and Gerry
Brooks for the pre-game show at

7:50 and game time at 8:00. That's
Minuteman basketball on
WMUA. .91.1 FM.

the incessant clicking of keys on ribbon on paper, the inevitable flow of
words and phrases like alternately sticky and seething molasses, the end
result of sentences and paragraphs that should form the intended whole
of increased understanding.
sometimes the magic works and sometimes it doesn't, but it's my

magic, and not always my decision.
its a very personal thing i do that is read by thousands, some agree

some don't agree, some don't even read, but its there for perusal at
whim, and maybe even reaction, or feedback.
you don't really know who decosta is. except for the fact that his picture

graces the top left-hand comer of,a collection of words that bear his name
and are products of his creation on the bottom right-hand corner of the
collegian every friday morning.

i am a sportswriter. some might think that i have degraded myself inmy choice of topic, why not news, why not the political process why not
the perils that face the world, why sports.
the sportswriter is a fan. i am a fan. but i don't Uve and breathe my

choice of pastime, i simply do and enjoy.
i have an advantage over other fans, i have a working dialogue with

players and coaches, but that is all. my opinion matters little, and my
writing ability can be debated until the end of time, and no two people will
have the same regard for the style, nor should they.

for sport is not a matter of style, red smith, ray fitzgerald and yes even
steve decosta have a style, but what can a style impart
sport is a matter of people, from the best athletes to the worst, the most

knowledgeable fan to the most ignorant, the most articulate writer to the
obvious hack, the paunchy fifty-year old sitting in his living room on
Sunday afternoon trying to regain his lost virility to the football widow
whose only excercise is running up and down the stairs, they all figure in
sport.

J e

but sports is not that silly metaphor, it's a great line for hacks, and
sociology professors, but it just doesn't hold.

in fact, sports is the antithesis of life, it is the escape sought by manv. it
is the chance to identify, to be someone else for a second, a play, or a
game. K J

it is a chance to regain the elusive lost youth, to change gate, to admire
what someday will transpire.

it is a chance to be yourself, to show your brilliance in participation,
and not having to be ashamed, although many are, for a less than superb
performance.

it is a chance for a writer to put everything together, to report, tell just
what he s seen or heard, or heard about, a chance to put words into
meaningful order to turn an unseen event into a part of consciousness.
mat is i that is decosta, doing the best i can, for myself, and for you.

and only hoping i can do it well.
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Make a Note of That

Coming!!!

• ••

by Barbara Voorhees
stooge (stooj), n., 1. A
foil esp. for a

comedian.
2. Moe. 3 Larry. 4.

Curly. 5. Shemp. 6 Joe.

Moe

Chances are pretty good right now
that come the first week in May next
year I will be able to tell Moe (Three
Stooges) Howard to spread out. And to
pick two. In person. Right here at
UMass.

Finally, after receiving a flood of
letters, phone calls and personal visits
from Stooge fans and a number of
petitions containing over 2,000 UMie
signatures, the stooges over at the
Distinguished Visitors Program (DVP)
committee have gone and done it.

They've invited Moe.
Plans for his visit are sketchy at this

point but one thing is for sure. He's
coming. For a fee of approximately
$1427 and probably for two days during
the first week in May.
As a member of the DVP committee

and the UMass community I sat
through all the smug, stupid shit
discussions about Moe Howard's
seriousness and his intellectual
capacity. And then there was the big
question. Is he distinguished? Famous
is a synonym for distinguished,
so sad that there was such a big
response for a Moe Howard program
while other DVP programs receive
little or no attention.

But, thousands of Umies seemed to
know what they wanted. And they
wanted Moe.
This is Stooge country. I've known it

since 1971 when I came
here to visit and went
to see several Stooge
shorts at h)\ahar
(AAhaa!) Auditorium.
There was a standing-
room -only crowd.
Before the films, one

of the sponsors of the
show went on .stage to
announce that none of
the shorts starred
Curly.

Such havoc! Such
hissing and booing!
One guy jumped

from the audience onto
the stage and
scrawled, "Fuck Joe!
Fuck Shemp! We want
Curly!"

across the blackboard. These were not
only Stooges fans, they were Stooges
connoisseurs.

In October when I wrote to Moe and
asked him to come I did it because I

knew my friends wanted to see him.

Will he speak on invading the
Campus Center?

Being a member of the DVP com-
mittee give me the authority and the
free stat.onery with which to write to
him.
When Moe wrote back and said he'd

be delighted to come I brought the idea
before my fellow committee members
who didn't seem so delighted. They
didn't say no, but they didn't say yes
and there were mumblings about
getting more serious speakers.

So I talked things
over with Bill Ballou
who is my friend,
fellow Collegian
staffer and the most
avid Stooges fan I

know. He took things
from there with a
letter to the editor
informing all of the
Umies of what was
going on. And the
Umies reacted.
We are a generation

which has grown up in

front of the TV set and
therefore in front of
the Three Stooges.

It was in 1958, when-
most of us were

Abortion Actually the
decision is left up to

the woman. But where
does she go for help?
Barbara Voorhees
found out and
answers these vital
questions on Page 3

somewhere between two and eight
years old, that Columbia Pictures sold
its backlog of pre 1948 Three Stooges
shorts to TV. All of us must admit to
having seen one or two.
And it was In 1958, that Columbia

Pictures refused to renew its contract
with the trio, which, although members
had changed somewhat, had been
throwing pies, picking two and giving
five together for 36 years.

The Three Stooges began their

career in 1922 as just that, stooges, to

> eceive offers for night |
:lub performances and
>ther engagements.

Moe is the only
Stooge left who does

engagements. He lives in Los Angeles
and wherever he goes he brings his
wife along. So she'll be here in May too.

Talking to him on the phone last week
we asked him if he'd like to do some
other dates in the Boston area when
he's out here in May. He said that was
fine with him as long as he didn't have
to play Filene's basement.

Or being a Gigolo at T.O.C.?
Or overcrowded

mitories?

dor

vaudevillian Ted Healey.

In 1934 the trio was made up of Moe
Howard, who had also done some
Shakespearean acting, his brother
Curly Howard and Larry Fine. When
Curly fell ill in 1946 he was replaced by
a third Howard brother, Shemp, who in

turn was replaced at his death in 1955
by Joe Besser.

The Stooges began making shorts in

1933 and in the course of 24 years they
cranked out 194 flicks for Columbia
Pictures. The shorts were designed as
curtain raisers to be shown before the
main feature at movie houses. On TV
they were able to make it on their own.
When Columbia refused to renew the

contract there was talk of breaking up
the trio. But with renewed interest in

the Stooges brought about by TV
showing of the shorts, the trio began to

Barbara Voorhees,
pictured here with a
friend, is the Com-
munications Chair-
person for DVP and
ace reporter for Poor
Richard's.

Pierpont's Photo
Essay
Although known for

many things, Pierpont
also houses a sur-
prising bit of artwork.
Steve Ruggles went to

that far corner of
Southwest to show us
how the P-lOers cope
within their concrete
jungle on Page K
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Our Middle Pages
The modern day
composer refuses to

die. The Who, Poco,
Larry Coryell in

concert and Elvis,
Santana, and the Hot
Dogs on record have
survived another week
and appear on the
music pages, T&O
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Culinary Delights

Japanese

Styte

Abortion < <

I Knew Abortion Was Available, So I Wasn't Scared.
9 5

by Dean Tucker
Dining out can sometimes be just an

excuse to get yourself away from the
stove, but usually anything you can eat
in a restaurant you can cook at home.

Goten of Japan, Rte. 1 16, Sunderland
is not the kind of place that makes
dining out a substitute for the kitchen.

It is a cultural experience as well as a
haven for people who are looking to

please their palate.

The dining experience at Goten of
Japan begins with a cocktail in the
lounge. For those who like specialty
drinks, there are several to choose
from. ..all made from Japanese spirits.
And all quite potent. There is a-o
Japanese beer.

After drinks you are escorted into
Goten's dining room and the hints of
authentic decor seen in the lounge are
in full bloom here. The walls are
covered with watercolors that depict
Japanese history. The lighting is in-

timate and the tableware is class. The
atmosphere is a bastion of elegance,
good taste and warmth.

After being seated, you are served
Japanese onion soup and a green salad
with a house dressing conceived by the
head chef, Shindo.

The menu consists of several
varieties of beef, chicken and shrimp.
All dinners are seven courses. The
cooking of your meal is done at a
hibachi that is part of the dining table.

After soup and salad your personal
chef appears with a wagon full of food.
Shrimp for a hot appetizer, then steak,
chicken or shrimp for an entree. All

entrees are cooked with piles of fresh
mushrooms, noodles and vegetables.

The entree is placed on the hot grill,

and as the food begins to cook the chef

becomes a whirling dervish, hands afly

with spices, herbs, sauces, and knife

preparing the food for bite size eating.

The raw ingredients become a
culinary delight at the hands of the
chef. You applaud, then eat. Delicious.

This is usually enough to fill even the
most ravenous diner, but there is still

the traditional green tea with a dessert
of sherbert, ice cream or fresh melon.
Then perhaps some Sake or a liqueur.

Goten has been crowded, weekends,
since it opened a month ago. Friday
and Saturday diners are advised to

make reservations early. For those
who prefer smaller crowds, week
nights ( Goten is open seven days) , are
better.

Goten also serves lunch from 11:30
'til 2:00. A meanu of unique Japanese
treats is moderately priced.

On a typical UMass budget, Goten is

not an every week affair, but for the
few times a semester you can afford
fifteen or twenty dollars for a date, it is

easily one of the best dining trips you
can take in the area.

Time: A Preoccupation With
ra Perspective Phenomena

by Carol MacBaren
We as students, and as people in

general, almost all seem to share one
thing in common, and that thing is
time.

Almost from birth, we have this
obsession with time ingrained into us.
What mother doesn't try to get her
baby on a convenient schedule? Then
there is the old line, "hurry up, you'll
be late!".

Being surrounded with clocks hasn't
helped the situation any. Wherever we
turn, it seems that we are surrounded
by clocks of some kind. We even carry
our clocks with us for fear that we
might be put into a situation where we
have no access to any clock, and thus
be late.

Clocks are not our only means of
measuring time. Calendars are just as
popular. Their only major difference
being that they measure a much
greater unit of time.
Our obsession with time manifests

itself in many ways, and has numerous
side effects. These side effects are as
large as the obsession itself.

First, the .manifestations. By ob
servation, you will find that a large
number of people are clock watchers.
By this, I mean that there are always
people looking at their watches or at a
clock to see if their class is over yet,
thus making time seem to drag out
longer than it actually does. There are
also the countless schedules that we
consult daily. When is the next bus?
When is my next class? When do I eat?
Et cetera. Calendars are marked to
remind us of what we must do on a
specific day at a specific time, almost
to the point of leaving nothing to occur
by happenstance.
Second, the side effects. Among the

effects of time, I think that hurry is one
of the biggest. We always seem to be in
a hurry to get somewhere, to wait in a
line, to complain about the time we are
wasting waiting in the line, and what

5gm
,

we could be hurrying off to do, if we
weren't waiting. We hurry to get there,
and hurry to get back. The alarm clock
is our tool in reminding us that we have
to get up and hurry through the day.
Then there are the deliberate

procrastinators who seem to defy time
and hurry, only to make themselves
more a slave to time than people who
just follow blindly. There are other
effects, but I don't have the "time" to
go into them now.
One of the questions that I tind

myself asking now, is "what is time?"
What is it that we are subservient to?
There are theories about time.
Theories about time stretching for an

object as its velocity approaches that of
the speed of light, or that time is the
fourth dimension, but what is a con-
crete definition of time?

Surely, it cannot be the finite
divisions by which we measure time. It

couldn't be that mechanical, yet we
spend most of our lives measuring
something that we don't know about.

It is the same out in the "real" world
as it is here. But right now, time is our
major stumbling block. With less than
a week of classes, and finals looming
not much further off, we all wish that
we had more time. But no matter what
we do, or how you look at i-t, time goes
on and we keep right on measuring it

and hurryjnn to beat it.

by Barbara Voorhees
During the last school year

approximately 250 women in
some way associated with
UMass community went to see
Elaine Fraser because they
were pregnant. For each of
these women, pregnancy was a
problem; a problem which had
to be talked about and dealt
with.

Elaine, who acts as the lone
problem pregnancy counselor
for the UMass Health Services,
estimates that of these 250
women, 225 chose to have an
abortion.

Sara is 27 and a UMass un-
dergraduate. When she missed
her period a few months ago
she was nearly certain that she
was pregnant. She was using a
diaphragm as a method of
contraception and rather than
inserting it into her vagina and
over her cervix immediately
following her period as she had
been instructed to do, she
waited a few days.

"It was just such a pain to

put it in right away, " Sara tells

you.

During those few days she
had had intercourse with her
boyfriend.

She went to the infirmary 38
days after her last period.
They told her to return in four
days for a pregnancy test.

She returned and the test was
positive.

"I never had any doubt in my
mind that I would get an
abortion. There was just no
question. I knew without
thinking." Sara tells you.

"I didn't want to get
married; I just didn't have that
type of relationship with the
man. Even if I had wanted to

marry him I wouldn't have
wanted to be pregnant."
"I knew abortion was

available, so I wasn't scared. I

think that my boyfriend was
probably more frightened than
I was."
When she first learned that

she was pregnant Sara decided
to go through with her abortion
without telling anyone, not

even the man involved.

"In the end though I decided
not to go through it alone. I told

him and I told my best friend. I

never went to my boyfriend to

ask him what we were going to

do. however, I knew what I was
going to do."

The infirmary doctor gave
Sara an internal exam to make
certain that she was pregnant.
She was and the doctor called
Elaine Fraser immediately to
make an appointment for that
afternoon.

"Elaine was a very warm,
empathic person," Sara tells

you. "The whole thing is a
lousy experience but it was
very painless, considering.
Elaine told me what the whole
thing was going to be like."
Sara's abortion was per-

formed just under a week after
she discovered that she was
pregnant.

"It went fast so I didn't have
that much time to dwell on it. I

never thought about it as a
baby. I don't think of abortion
as murder."
She decided to have her

abortion in Amherst and made
an appointment at Amherst
Medical Association, 170
University Dr.

"The people there were
great too. One woman stayed
with me the whole time."
Sara's boyfriend drove her to

and from the medical center.
Besides the usual local

anesthetic given to abortion
patients, Sara was also given
nitrous oxide or laughing gas.

"It made me feel almost
jovial. It was a levity most
inappropriate to the situation.

"

"All I can say is that it was a
very personal experience. It

was very thought provoking
and it made me be reflective
about life in general."

"Yes, I was depressed. I was
depressed both before and after
for about a week altogether. I

guess it's because someday I

would like to have children.
Not now, but someday."
Sara no longer thinks about

her experience very much. She
feels that if she did, it might
begin to bother her somewhat.
She no longer goes out with

the man who made her
pregnant.

Sara believes, that there is

still a stigma involved with
being pregnant and having an
abortion and does not willingly
make her past experiences
general knowledge.
For those women who may-

find themselves in a similar
situation. Sara says, "Don't
push the panic button and don't
wait too long to do something. "

She says that she staunchly
believes that abortions should
be made available to any
woman who wants one.

Pregnancy tests are per-
formed at the UMass in-
firmary. A woman who
suspects that she is pregnant
should wait at least 14 days
after the date she expected her
menstrual period to start,
before she has the test done.
A woman may see a doctor

before her pregnancy test, but
this is not necessary.

Sterile containers used for
the test can be picked up at the
outpatient department on the
first floor of the infirmary.
This container should be used
to collect a sample of the
woman's first urination of the
day. The sample should be
brought to the infirmary
laboratory between 8 a.m. and
noon Monday through Friday
or before 10 a.m. on Saturday
or Sunday.

The report of the pregnancy
test will be available after 4
p.m. on weekdays and after 3
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
The woman must meet with a
doctor who will interpret the
results of the test. No results
will be reported over the
phone.

If the results are positive, the
woman is given an internal
exam by the doctor. Results of
a pregnancy test urinalysis are
sometimes not dependable; by
internally examining the
woman the doctor can make
sure of her condition.

Each woman who finds that
pregnancy is a problem for her
is referred to Elaine Fraser,
318 Hampshire House. 545-2661.
Not all of these women will

go to Elaine, but she feels that
most do; whether they know
what they want to do or not.
She deals with un-
dergraduates, other women
associated with the University
and sometimes with women
who are not directly associated
with the University at all but
are pregnant from University
men.

Since September she has
been employed by the Health
Services. Before that and since
1970, she was employed in the
same position by the United
Christian Foundation.
Elaine feels that when a

woman comes to her she has
already passed through her
most difficult time — that
between thinking she is

pregnant and having it con-
firmed.

She finds that problems are
most likely to arise when a
decision about what to do is

imposed on the woman by her
family, the man involved or
her friends.

"When all of her friends are
blase about the matter and tell

her that, of course, she should
get an abortion, the woman
who basically does not believe
in abortion and does not want
one can be very deeply
troubled. The same goes for
the woman whose parents tell

her that, of course, she will get
married, when the last thing
she wants to do is marry the
man." says Elaine.

Elaine says that she does not
persuade any woman to make
a particular decision of what to
do but is there to talk with and
to inform of different alter-

natives that are available.
"For those who choose

marriage, well, we have a
clergyman here," she says.
And for those who decide to

keep their child without

marrying, there are other
alternatives and other coun-
selors.

And for 90% of those who
went to see Elaine last year
there was abortion.

On Jan. 22; of this year, the
U. S. Supreme Court overruled
all state laws that prohibited or
restricted a woman's right to
obtain abortion during the first
three months of pregnancy.

A woman no longer had to go
to New York for an abortion
although she may choose to.

Abortions are performed
throughout Massachusetts.
They are performed here in
Amherst.

In Boston, the price of the
operation is generally
somewhere around $150 and in
New York or Springfield, it is

generally around $125. At
Amherst Medical Associates,
170 University Dr., it is $125!

If a woman is covered by the
University health insurance
plan, up to $ 125 of the cost of an
abortion will be paid for by the
insurance company.

Of those 225 women who
chose to have an abortion last

year, Elaine estimates that 135
chose to go to Amherst Medical
Associates (A.M. A.) She
believes that even more would
have gone there if they had
been able to get an ap-
pointment soon enough.

A.M. A. is not only an
abortion clinic. Other offices
are located there and abortions
are performed only as a part of
the gynecological and ob-
stetrical services offered
there.

Abortions are performed
there only on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. Jeannie Jones, one
of two abortion counselors at
A.M. A., estimates that six or
seven abortions are performed
each Tuesday and Thursday.
Four doctors from Hampden

County Gynecologists and
Obstetricians Inc., Springfield,
alternate, with one per day-
offering his services at A.M. A.
There is also a staff of nurses.

Before having an abortion, a
woman must have a blood test
at the infirmary to determine
her blood type. If her blood is

Rh negative, she must have a
shot of Rhogam after her
abortion in order to prevent the
built up of antibodies in her
blood which could affect future
pregnancies.

A woman must plan on
spending at least three hours at

A.M. A. on the day of her
abortion. If it is a University
woman this will be her first and
only visit to A.M. A.
She is instructed not to eat

for six hours prior to the
operation, to shower before
coming, to arrive a half hour
before her appointment and to

bring someone with her

The waiting room at A.M. A.
is like any doctor's waiting
room: the carpets, the com-
fortable couches and the tables

strewn with magazines.
Among the magazines are a lot

of little booklets on birth

control.

A woman who has come for

an abortion is escorted to a
cubicle where either Jeannie or
I'at Green, the other counselor,
tell her about the abortion
process.

She is then taken to what is

termed the "recovery room"
where she undresses and waits

for the operation. There are
three beds in the recovery
room and there may be as
many patients at any given
time.

The operating room is across
the hall.

The abortion method used at
A.M. A. is called uterine
aspiration. The woman lies on
her back on the flat table
generally used for
gynecological examinations
with her legs apart in stirrup-
like supports.

The doctor conducts an in-
ternal examination to verify
the pregnancy and check the
angle of the uterus. The walls
of the vagina are held apart by
a speculum.

Xylocaine, a local
anesthetic, is injected at the
back of the vagina behind the
cervix. Although the anesthetic
blocks pain, the woman may
sometimes feel cramps similar
to menstrual cramps.

Nitrous oxide, laughing gas,
which gives a feeling of
lightheadedness, will be ad-
ministered through a mask if

the woman requests it.

The cervical canal is
widened by the introduction of
a series of increasingly larger
metal rods.

When it has been widened
enough the doctor inserts the
hollow-tubed vacurette into the
uterus until it touches the
embryonic sac.

Vacuum pressure is turned
on for 20 to 40 seconds and the
fetal and placental tissue are
passed through the tubing into
a bottle. When the uterus is
emptied there is a tug on the
vacurette.

With an instrument called
the curette the doctor goes over
the lining of the uterus to in-
sure that all tissue has been
removed.
The entire procedure takes

from five to ten minutes A
counselor will usually stay with
the woman throughout the
operation.

A few minutes after the
operation the woman is

escorted back to the recovery
room That person who has
come to A.M. A. with her can
stay with her in the room until
she feels ready to leave.

Elaine Fraser says that the
post-abortion depression so
often talked about is pretty
much an old wives' tale. She
says that most women feel a
sense of loss immediately after
the abortion but that is all.

The woman will probably
bleed for up to two weeks after
the abortion with a flow similar
to that of menstruation. No
tampons should be used.
She is instructed to rest for 24

hours after the operation and to
postpone intercourse for ap-
proximately 10 days to two
weeks.

For a University woman
there will be a post-operative
examination at the infirmary
two to three weeks after
surgery.

Future methods of con-
traception are discussed at
every step along the way: with
the infirmary doctor, with
Elaine Fraser and at A MA.
where plans should be
finalized.

( I thank you. Elaine Fraser,
and "Sara" for all your help.)
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Street Musicians/ Thev stopped At UMass

By Roberta McCann
and Michael Allain

They pack their bags and set
out from San Francisco in
converted bread vans. They
leave the Cannery and
Ghirardelli Square where
street musicians are a com-
mon sight. They're heading
East. They're not going to need
much money. Just enough for
food and gas. Between Frisco
and Chicago there's nothing
but mountains, prairies, and
forests. They stop in Boise,
Idaho. Idaho's answer to New
York City. They play in a small
bar to the local folks. The folks
like them and give them a few
dollars for gas. They think it

was worth it.

For Bob Goldstein and
Richard Cohen, a couple of
traveling street musicians, the
word "schedule" is foreign.
They only work when they're in

the mood — playing on a
sidewalk, a college campus, a
park — wherever a crowd
might gather.
According to Cohen, a

twenty-four year old former
architecture major at U. of C.
at Berkeley, "We're not doing
it because we're down and out.

We're not here because we
can't get into clubs. We're
doing this because we want to.

It's not like a hard luck story."
They aren't stars and they

don't make millions. They've
never cut an album, and
probably never will.

"It's hard to make a living
playing music," said Goldstein
who at twenty-six has a B.S. in

Business from U.S.C., "but
we've found the easiest way.
The easiest thing for us to do is

make money."
But money isn't their only

reward. They are two good
musicians, with an ability not
only to make people stop and
listen, but to clap their hands,
laugh, and sing along.

"I can't work without an
audience," Cohen said, "We've

been in bands before but there
are too many hassles. I just
want to get people singing and
laughing."
And the best way to do it is

not in a small smokey club
before a drunk audience, it's

out on the streets. With street
musicians, people have no
obligations. If they like what
they hear, they can stay. If not
they can split. The relationship
between a street musician and
his audience is an honest one
with no strings attached.
"People shouldn't come into

a club and stare at the per
formers just because they paid
to get in," said Goldstein, "We
just have our own theatre that
we take with us wherever we
go."

Halfway across the country,
their third musician, a guitar-
player with his wife and child,

splits to return to Frisco. They

regret it, but then it's easier to
get the gig together with just
two. One less ego to worry
about. Late summer in Ann
Arbor, Michigan. They play
the campus for a few days,
then move on. They're heading
East, to New England — in

time to see the foliage. They
first see the Atlantic
somewhere in Maine. They
play in Maine, Vermont and
New Hampshire, all outside,
that's the way they like it. It's

getting cold. They head South.
They play Boston for a while.
Then Cambridge — a disap-
pointment. Harvard Square
turns out to be a newsstand
with too much traffic and too
many high rise buildings. They
head West, stopping at UMass.
The architecture is wiered to
them — Futuristic.

Last Thursday and Friday
afternoon, they played in the

Campus Center Concourse.
Earlier on Thursday, fifteen

minutes into their first set,

they were told to move from
their impromtu stage between
the University Store and the

Concrete Coffeepot by Dudly
Bridges, the C.C. Manager of

Building Operations.

The hassle reminded them of

when they were at Syracuse
University in New York, said
Goldstein. To play there, they
had to fill out various forms
and pass a complex security
check. But Bridges turned out
to be very cooperative. A
couple of phone calls and
Cohen and Goldstein were
directed to the concourse
across from the Bluewall. A
good spot to play.

A street musician has
exactly ten seonds in which to
attract people's attention — to
make them stop and listen — to
sit down, clap and sing along.
Not too long into their first set,

a crowd of about 150 people had
stopped on their way through
the Campus Center.

In a matter of minutes, the
two streetsingers had gained
complete control of the ever-
increasing crowd.

^ Bearded, curly haired
Goldstein hammered away at
an old Gibson six string guitar— jerking, jumping, darting at
the crowd, while Cohen stood in
the background, plucking
away on a stand-up bass fiddle
as tall as him, his right foot
stomping in restrained frenzy.
They ran through one song

after another with little time in
between, to keep up the
momentum. Songs by Woodie
Guthrie, Van Morrison, Hank
Williams, Dylan, Jessie
Winchester, Creedence
Clearwater. It is music they
like and the crowd likes it too.
Goldstein has written a few of
the songs that they sing, one of
them called "Money, Money,
Money," which, if not too
subtlely, tells it like it is.

An old straw hat lays in
Goldstein's open guitar case —
and he lets you know what it's
doing there. He kicks the case
after every few songs, and
accompanies this with a plea
for "money, money, money "

"If you're about to split and
your wondering whether to
drop a quarter or a dollar, by
all means come up and drop
the dollar in the hat," Gold-
stein says while laughing.
A good day's take is about

$50 plus maybe an apple, an
orange and a joint, and
sometimes an occasional
handwritten invitation for
dinner, a party or a few beers.
"I'm a cheap drunk, a real

pushover for anyone who
wants to take me out
drinking," says Goldstein.

After the first few songs, the
crowd is getting bigger and
looser. Goldstein, the lead
singer, begins teaching the
crowd a chorus to one of his
songs — and the Concourse
level becomes the scene of a
good old-fashioned hoot.

"That's what brings people
together. Teaching them a new
song and having them sing it,"
says Goldstein. "We've been in
buildings that were actually
shaking. It's a great feeling.
We're very lucky. We don't
play lame gigs. Every gig
we've done since we left has
been a good one. There've been
no bummers.'
On Friday, when Goldstein

was playing so hard he broke
two guitar strings, the crowd
was so appreciative that it

refused to let the musicians
leave after their set was over.

"That's the ultimate — when
people won't let you stop
playing," said Goldstein.
"Like today we did four en-
cores before the crowd let us
leave. That's great."
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by Luis Manuel Medina
Modern psychology has a

new and interesting field, that
compares the human brain and
nervous system with com
puters and missiles.

According to Dr. Maltz,
author of Psycho

cybernetics, the human brain
and the nervous system, in the
search for goals that could be
consistent with the self image
of every individual, work as a
computer: having the
characteristics of both digital
and analogue.
What Dr. Maltz says is that

essentially all the information
we receive through the senses,
(possibilities of ESP ones too,
are analyzed in our forehead
and become data that feeds our
computer and any time that
our forebrain sees an analogue
situation; the computer gets
the pack of information, which
will be determinative in our
reactions and behavior. Also,
he says that the nervous
system doesn't see the dif
ference between a real ex-
perience or an imagine; one
called "synthetic experience."
That means if you are in the
dorm thinking of being at
home, if you can imagine
vividly being there without
forgetting any detail, as far as
your nervous system is con
cerned both experiences are
equal. He implies that you can
create your own 'synthetic
experience to react in the way
that you want in the future.
There are some experiences,

such as reading or watching a
movie, that are considered
passive. As Mao Tse Tung had
said we learn about the ex-
periences of others or ex-
periencing ourselves. But...

• • If we take the university
subculture, we find that one of
its characteristics is to smoke
grass before or while watching
a movie. And while we are
experiencing ourselves the
experiences of others we are
creating a synthetic ex-
perience. Those anagrams and
neurals are being tape, but
don't forget, that while watch-
ing a movie, most people
identify with some characters
in the film. Also when a high
person is getting off a lot of
inhibitions, so in some aspects
is like another person.
Then the question is, what

kind of synthetic experience
are we recording and what
kind of data are we giving to
our respectives computers?
Most of the movies are based

on what we consider not social
adjusted behavior, such as-
wars, crimes, destruction, etc'.
In many cases movies are very
depressing because they don't
suggest the possibility of
having a better world.

If we look at James Bond
mov.es, the happy ones have a
lot of free love, intrigue,
Politic, exotic places, super-
men, war, etc. Especially in
those movies the marvelous
agent 007 gets a woman to
spend his short vacations with

In another size, some of the

movies that try to show a
racial integration are based on
the presentation of some
problem that humanity can not
resolve, finishing with a more
depressing experience.
Some examples of that could

be: The Night of The Living
Dead, Sun Green Bean, Omega
Man, etc., etc.

The thing that is happening
•s the fact that the movies are
oriented to wake up depressive
feelings and not ones of a
feeling of interracial
colaboration and success.
Probably that feeling show in

the movies is what the author
feels about his own society that
had made patterns about what
kind of people could be the
hero.
We must become the

literature more scientific and
more technical in order to
overcome the chaos of this big
newspapers headlines about
crimes and wars, T.V. news,
and then the range of novels,
poems, stories, lyrics, etc. that
are not good data to our inner
computers.
Why not try? Technology is

the main support for the g'obal
survival if we know how to use
it correctly. Why not do the
same as most of the American
Science-Fiction writers,
(Another Jules Werne?), do,
be innovative and prepare
the people with enough
literature data, so that we will
not be surprised if tomorrow
they say to us there are people
of another planet in our yard?

Photoq/aphy

Steve Ru99les

Resident Grateful Dead freaks, Brian Mogul and Jill Josselyn
created this work of art, which graces t*« «»nd of a third floor
corridor.

/.m«v
!

,

Conan the Conquerer, created by Ellen Jorgenson, stands 9 feet
tall, and nobody messes with him.

Legend has it this pair of barbarian lovers, painted on seoerate door, hu tin ah
Sharon Dennis, roam the higher corridors of Pierpont at night

a "d

Beardsley's "AN Baba" was
reproduced on a door by an
anonymous but obviously
discriminating artist.
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The Eccentric Mr. Greaze Propounds
by Zack Smith

The spirit of greese is upon us. Bob
Shoo Bop appeared at UAAass and the
crowd danced and cheered all night
long. Dee Greaze dresses as the true
fifties r'-easer and performs at record
hops. He is busy, working high schools,
colleges and parties.

Poor Richards interviewed Bob
Bradbury of Bob Shoo Bop and Dee
Greaze recently. They explained their
feelings of fifties nostalgia.

P.R. You both entertain with the
spirit of the fifties, is this craze
spreading through the country?
BSB: We've been together for 16

months and we find audienc ?s of all age
groups and geographic areas enjoying
our trip.

Dee Greaze: I find that a wide
variety of people are digging the fifties
trip, 'cause they can dance and groove,
something not easily done with most
music of today. Digg it man, ah —
Richard, a lot of today's music is good,
but who can dance to it? Most dancing
happens at night clubs. The groups
play current music, but they generally
try to get some fine old rock and roll out
as that's where the audience goes
crazy.

BSB: I know what he means. When
people talk to us after a gig, they
usually comment on how good it is to
dance again. Sly Stone sold millions of
"DANCE TO THE MUSIC," a
dynamite song, but it's easier to dance
to Chuck Berry.
Dee G: I play requests. Over 90

percent of the requests are for fast
dance tunes.

P.R.: Many people say they enjoy the
fifties because it was a easier time, no
Nam, no Watergate, no Nixon.

B.S.B.: T:iey have poor memories.
The atomic bomb scare had people
building fall out shelters. Also,
remember Ike?
Dee G: And crime, they say crime is

high now. I can recall the frequent
gang wars and general neighborhood
terrorism by gangs.

B.S.B.: People had more pride in

being American, but the times were
hell. The worst thing to happen to
parents was for their kid to be a
greaser. Give me five men — there
were more greasers than political

in my circles. We called it

yellowjacket. We would turn on, but

nothing like the kids today. Smack and
coke have always been available
though it's not my trip.

BSB: In terms of experiencing the
better highs — for dancing — the beer
drinkers dance longer and better than
those stoned, they have more en-
durance.

P.R.
available

I didn't know
in the fifties.

grass was

radicals or activitists of today.
P.R.: Drugs are frequently blamed

as the cause of problems with youths
today. Your trip is beer and wine —
what about drugs in the fifties?

Dee G.: Don't forget White port
lemon juice — (singing) W P-L-J, oh,
what it does to me — drugs, ha, well,
they were not as prevelent as today,
but people were still turning on. hAar-
ah-waana was really common, at least

DEE G.: Ask your older brother.!
The difference between times is that
we were cool about getting stoned. We
kept quiet. In 1963 my friend got busted
for growing grass. The local police said
it was the first time of grass in town —
hell man, we were getting stoned for

years. No one carried if not necessary.

P.R.: Back to music; you both draw
crowds, why?

B.S.B.: Many people see us as it

gives them an excuse to go wild. They
can dress again in grease and hear
some good music with a show and
dance. What is most important is that it

gives people a chance to participate in

our trip. It is their trip — all greasers
get off when they see another.
Dee G.: Digg it man, I always meet

new people and get off, our heads are in

the same place when we are in grease.
P.R.: Aren't you always in grease?
B.S.B.: Ha ha, in Philly grease is

cool only after 5 o'clock. I doubt if I

could keep a job as fifties greaser.
Dee G.: My mind is always in grease,

but I guess my dress is early Dylan.
Engineer boots and leather clothes are
not comfortable. I only put vaseline in

my hair when I perform — it is a real
bitch getting it out.

P.R.: What were the best times
music, then or now?

B.S.B.: For me, the fifties.

Dee G.: Rock today is much more
innovative and deversified. Some of it

is great — Allman Brothers, Dr. John,
and I really digg Weather Report.,
Pointer Sisters. . . but the fifties music
was climatic for me. A constant beat,

something you dance too. Although
many people classify the fifties as one tj
style of music, the variations were >•

many. Howlin' Wolf was miles from 2
Fats Domino, and Buddy Holly never ta
was James Brown.

P.R.: Do you
craze will last?

think this nostalgia

Coryell And The Repressive Tolerance
and Eleventh

-x

In Concert
Larry Coryell

House
Dec. 1, Amherst College
That does it! Will the real

John McLaughlin please go
away? I hereby switch my
allegiance from the
Mahavishnu Orchestra to
Larry Coryell and the Eleventh
House. "Those are the
headlines, and now the rumors
behind the news:" Take it

away, Gary!
— Andrew Mackenzie

Well, now ... it seems Coryell
has put together a group to

beat the best. Coryell may well

£. be about the most technically
-proficient of all the guitarists
who've been labelled "rock-
jazz," and perhaps the main
difficulty with his last few
groups was the inability of the
Bronson Wilkinson rhythm
section to give his playing a
firm groundwork. He still has
Mike Mandel (electric piano
and synthesizer) with him, but
he now has a more powerful
front horn ensemble voice in

trumpeterfluegelhornist
Randy Brecker, who gave lie to

any derogatory connotations
that might have come from his

previous associations with
Blood, Sweat and Tears and
Dreams (which he co-founded
with Mahavishnu drummer

Billy Cobham). Danny Trifan
handled the bass duties well,
but he also showed his in-

dividuality in a solo on
"Foreplay." And, he's got the
extra bonus of Alphonse
Mouzon on drums. I've seen
Mouzon four times already
(this was the fifth), and he, too,

is one of those drummers that
is so energetic that he projects
himself into the audience
through the drums.
Several things should be

noted about the concert:
Mandel is one of the few in-

strumentalists that I've heard
that can really utilize the
Moog, instead of just using it as
a limping excuse for an organ
tone; Brecker reaches a super
intensity on the brass that I've

heard in only the yery best
trumpet players, and he has a
choppy, staccato style that
meshes well with the rhythms
laid out by Mouzon; at no time
in the past that I've seen him
has Coryell played better or
with more intensity and con-
fidence than on Sunday. This is

the group that Coryell should
have started out with, and
goddammit, this is a group that

should blow the tops off quite a
few lesser groups that have
already grabbed the market
for this type (or variety) of

music, comprende?

Good!
Unfortunately, accord

ing to the bassist, Cory
ell's Eleventh House is one
of the first groups to be hit
by the vinyl shortage, and their
first album won't be released
until January. I'll wait ... and

time McCoy
Mouzon did .

Tyner drummer
. PHEWWW!
— UMan Gomes

so should you, because these
guys are working on some
killer stuff. If you want music
that's alive and changing,
don't choose inferior stuff —
choose the Eleventh House of
Larry Coryell. Talent of this
magnitude must not be
ignored. And that solo that one

Larry Coryell and the
Eleventh House made their
Amherst College debut last
Sunday night, and what a debut
it was! Occasionally they
sounded uncannily like The
Mahavishnu Orchestra, yet I

thought they were infinitely
more appealing. Sheer
creativity, energy, and lack of
stage conceit are the words
that best characterize the

i group.
I On "Funky Waltz" the band
I got into some interesting
* things while the drummer
-. "funkyized" the time with

| offbeat accents. On "Yen" and
| "Lolita" the Eleventh House
J demonstrated precisely how
* tight a band's sound can be,
later songs reaffirmed that.
"Theme for a Dream," which
seemed to reflect Gary Bur-
ton's influence on Coryell,
showed that the group also can
sound pretty.

Larry Coryell's guitar work
resembles that of John
McLaughlin, but Coryell shows
a tendency to be more lyrical,
yet somewhat riffy. On
"Gratitude," a solo, Coryell
demonstrated his proficiency
with harmonics and interesting

chords, and his flair for
imaginative runs. As far as his
solos with the band went, I'd

say that he could easily be the
world's best guitarist in

electronic jazz if he would only
stop repeating those silly rock
and roll riffs which slow his
train of thought.
Keyboard man Mike Mandel

was provided with several
opportunities to weird out the
audience with his synthesized,
ring modulated wails. When I

say it felt like he was carving
out passageways from my ears
through my brain, it's no
exaggeration. The "tamest"
composition by Mandel that
the band performed was called
"Atom Smasher."
Trumpet man Randy Becker

screamed out some lightning
phrases from his wah-wahed
instrument, too, but it was
nothing compared to the
electronic shenanigans of Mike
Mandel.
One hour and forty five

minutes later, a standing
ovation called Larry Coryell
and the Eleventh House back
for an encore, consisting of an
energetic drum solo and one
more tune. And so ended
Amherst's series of Sunday
evening jazz concerts.

— Ken Blanchard

B.S.B.: I think it will hold on for
awhile, but never really die. The people
are having a good time. Socially and
historically, people continue doing
what they enjoy.
Dee G.: Ditto!

Fry 'em Hard
In Concert:
Poco Chad Stewart
Springfield Municipal
November 28

Auditorium

In Concert:
The Who
Boston Garden
December 3

Things weren't quite there most of
he 'ime, but most groups don't even
ge' pas' lesson one in space time
syn'hesis Roger Daltrey's voice was
ragged on 'he edge* much of the
nigh*. Kei'h Moon seemed still a bit

ie* lagged. John A Entwistle's voice
was roaming 'he edges of sewer pipe.
And Pe'e Townshend felt "fucking
incredible"

Buzzing -hrough 'heir multi
glorious past with a quick assem
blage of their songs ( "Can't
Explain", "Summertime Blues",
"My Generation", "My Wife") and
'hence into a puched up 2/3rds f

Ouadrophenia, 'hings were failing to
fall in'o place and let The Who take
off. Wi'h several exceptions,
Ouadrophenia went down roughly,
like uncomfortable new shoes; there
was none of 'he heartfelt changes and
painful emotional development that
heir live Tommy shows evoked. It

looked like 'he monster Garden was
going 'o win a quick one.

J

kihh« credit - Lortanne Yeslow
Once 'hey were through with

'Phenia, 'hey looked like kids once
again able 'o slip on their sneakers.
"\A*on" Get Fooled Again" was sweet
swee' sweet. The climax with Moon
kicking in his wonder drum
development passages, Daltrey
screaminq "YEEAAAAAAHHHHH "

up 'hrough theceilingand Townshend
flying 'hrough the air riding that one
monster chord, landing on his knees
and sliding ( en feet along 'he stage

into 'he PA (all this done in the flash

explosion of 'he newly lit stage) was
Prime Who. And it doesn't get any

better. From there on It was easy,

with "Pinball Wizard" and "See Me
Feel Me" (Tommy at Woodstock)
'unes reducing the 15,000 to a sea
of waving arm jelly.

The magnificence of these four
men was unmistakable. Their sheer
power which is so apparent on record
is only fractional in comparison with
ha» on s'age. They were obviously
ired and angry over a Canadian
ordeal 'hey'd undergone 'en hours
before, yet they still performed with
he u'most energy.

Mr. Michael Kostek and
Professional Gink David Sokol

In Concert:
New World Gospel Choir
Amherst
November 18

The New World Gospel Choir from
New'on, Mass., presented an af
'ernoon of sermon and song, Sunday,
November 18'h, at the Wesley United
Me'hodist Church in Amherst.
The Group got off to a late start

because of 'he 50 m.p.h. speed limit
and a defective organ, but when the
program did start it was well worth
'he delay.

I' was 'ruly a great spiritual
uplifting 'o hear 'he soulful voices of
hese gospel singers and it was hard
for me 'o remain seated. They sang,
"He'll Understand," "Swing Low,
Swee' Chariot," and several songs
from an original oratorio. All songs
were directed by Mr. Samuel Turner
who gave us the historical
background of each piece and lead
'he audience in singing.
The choir was founded about seven

years ago in Newton, Mass., by Mr.
Turner, who also happens to be the
principal of Oak Hill Elementary
School. The basis for forming this
group was *o raise money for student
scholarships, over $4000 had been
awarded 'o students in the past year.
The group consists of 40 members.
They have 'raveled extensively
•hroughout the East Coast. The choir
has appeared on various T.V.
programs in 'he Boston area and
have 'wo record albums.
The Third World Organization

sponsored 'his program. The choir
performed here two years ago and
will return sometime in December.
So for 'hose of you who missed this
spiritual offering, be sure to see them
nex' month, date to be announced
later.

Pat Grundy

The mis'ake was booking Chad
S'ewar' with a group such as Poco
who has such a strong following
around Springfield. But there he was
singing his mellow, almost
monotonous 'unes for 'he dangerous
audience as 'hey screamed for
Jeremy, Poco, and', at the height of
heir madness, for some poor slob
named Fred.
Whether Poco was laughing at or

wi'h 'he audience is still a mystery,
either way 'hey looked very amused
as 'hey finally strutted on about an
hour later. They played about an
hour and a half of what looked like
prefabricated music (remember
folks, one definition of "fabricate" is

"make false")

.

E very'hing seemed to be preplanned,
from Rusty Young's little act to their
ovation, which involved a horseshoe
over head which strangely enough
didn'' light up until they went off
before 'he ovation. Could it be that
Poco's success is going to their
collective head? Nothing spec
•acular, nothing too musically
amazing »he Poco Concert at
Springfield.

Lorianne Yeslow

before settling it down on its side at
he edge of the stage for a little crowd
raising.

No, nothing spectacular, nothing
musically amazing, but still a solid
show with 'he good stuff Poco is

isn't that right, Ms.made of

Yeslow?

Mike Kostek

In Concert:
George Carlin
Municipal Auditorium, Springfield
November 15

Carlin's show is always better in
person than on either T.V. or records!
On stage he is liberated from the
verbal restrictions of the former (all
words are fair game in person), and
the physical limitations of the latter
(his facial expressions are as
humorous as his dialogue in most
cases) He has mastered the art of
improvisation, and knows how best to
apply it to the "irony" of everyday
living.

Before the show,
George Carlin with

Although the concert was sold with
posters featuring five Pocos, Richie
Furay is definitely gone. Which
makes for a shift in many things
about the band, foremost being
harmony. If you were always put off
by Furay's high high voice that did
'end 'o cloy up the harmonies more
•nan a bit, you can relax. On stage,
Poco will not miss Furay, they can
carry on just as well without him
(perhaps better things are
s'raighter ahead)..
Their thunderous chords smiting

'he rabid audience and, as always,
good times eminating, Poco held up
very well. Rusty Young played a sedate
first half, but then went slightly
wacky, as he played his Sho Bud steel
guitar with his chair, then took it for
a mad stroll around the stage (goingWEEEEOOOHHHH-
WEEEEEOOOOHHH) all the time

tans presented
a dog tag and

cnam. The dog tag merely said Oc
cupation: Foole. The gesture was
much appreciated as was the bottle of
wine left on the stage by a beautiful,
caped, mysterious female. After a
short lesson in bottle opening, Carlin
went into the routines the audience hadcome to see.

With the wealth of material that a
performer has who has been around
for quite some time, Carlin ad libs
most of the show He seems to feel that
audience out and then "roll with the
laughs". Carlin drifts from T V
routines to segments from his records
that remain unexpurgated, with equal
ease. He also
numerous
new ideas!

enioys throwing in
personal experiences and

Unlike most performers (especially
singers) who are limited by the need

orcnes,ra
for support by secondary figures,
George Carlin is totally liberated from
outer forces. Carlin on stage is pure
carl.n, and each show has enough incommon for continuity, but is also
individual enough to insure that eachshow is something special in itself
George Carlin in Springfield, was as
such, and therefore a great show

In Concert

:

The Leningrad Philharmonic
Curry Hicks Cage
November 19

The much heralded coming of the
Leningrad Philharmonic, became an
enjoyable reality for an enthusiastic
Curry Hicks Audience November 19,

as the oldest symphony orchestra in

'he Soviet Union presented an all

Russian program of music. The
program was a blend of the
•raditional with the modern, which
included the Tchaikovsky Symphony
No. 4, Op. 36, the Shostakovich
Symphony No. 9, Op. 70, and an ex
citing and new work by Boris Tish
chenko, his Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, Op. 9/29.

The program opened with the
Shostakovich Sym. No. 9,

Shostakovich's shortest symphony,
but one which is exceedingly laconic
and melodious. It is written in the
style of chamber music that reminds
me of the early classical symphonies.
r was the fourth movement Largo,
with its depth of tragedy, which
deserved 'he greatest credit.

The Concerto for Violin and Or
chestra of Boris Tishchenko, was a
highlight of the evening for two
reasons. The first is because it is this

'ype of contemporary music one
rarely hears from the Soviet Union
'oday, and second because it com-
bines 'he great traditions of the
Russian past, with the evolutionary,
not revolutionary, trends of con-
'emprary music. The first movement
marked Moderate is in a sonata
development form, with rather strict

flow. The second movement, Allegro
moderate has pleasing color
flourishes, with jutting percussional
sounds and striking cadenzas bet
ween orchestra and solo violin. The
'hird movement is very Russian, and
is characterized by a building ten
sion, which starts in the violins and
builds to full tutti orchestra, only to

end in an introspective mood. Solo
violinist Viktor Liberman showed
great love for the work, as did the

Campus
Swamp Thang Eats UMan Gomes

Celebrates

Fred Weiss
and

Tyla Michelove

The audience
enthusiastically
received this last

piece, and after
four ovations,
Wagner's Pre
lude to Act III of

Lohengrin was
played as an
encore. It was a
fine presentation
by the Fine Arts
Council.

—Daniel Swe-
eney

THE WILD, THE INNOCENT AND THE E STREET SHUFFLE
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN (COLUMBIA)

Jiid^JH?! "^ V*
There Be Music '" if is hard ,0 imaoi"e »hat Hewould have foreseen that one as slovenly simple looking as Bruce Springsteen
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ated the music "* he has ""•'"*"< Performed, andrecorded Springsteen's second album, The Wild, The Innocent and the EStreet Shuffle is a musical and lyrical masterpiece and his back up per
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aSS t0ta " y o^ 1355^ England's world renowned JohnMayall. Asbury Park, N.J vs. London, England. 'Jazz' folk rock ... vs 'jazz'blues fusion. In concert, Springsteen and his five musicians pull out all the

stops and play as uninhibitedly as they do inspiringly. Saxophonist ClarenceNick Clemmons dressed in his immaculate white suit does a beautiful job insupporting Springsteen's more earthy style.

Springsteen's style can be described as sophisticated street music. His
lyrics paint tangible pictures of people, their relationships with one another,
their attitudes toward life, and their emotions. Whether or not he writes of real
situations or real people is really unimportant. Springsteen's psychological
portraits and perceptions are reminiscent of Laura Nyro's Eli and the Thir-
teen Confessions. Musically, he seldom touches upon an idea more than once
causing his pieces (songs such as "Rosilita," "Kitty's Back," and "New York
City Serenade") to evolve. Their potency, the changes in volume, emotional
levels, and vocal and rhythmic dynamics is stunning. Springsteen comes off
better on record than live if only because it requires-several listenings to even
begin to understand and grasp the multi faceted nature of the music which on
the surface spans the gamut from acoustic and electric guitar dominated
pieces to piano, saxophone, and vocal domination. But Springsteen does them
all well and it is hard to imagine that anyone who listens carefully to the music
will not appreciate it. It's neither "commercial" (Columbia is somewhat
miffed because Springsteen refuses to write a commercial single) nor inac
cessable.

In person Springsteen performed his highly innovative versions of "Walking
the Dog" and "634 5789," though their resemblance to the same songs by the

Rolling Stones or

Wilson Pickett was only marginal.
The remainder of the show was all

Springsteen's own material which
seemed to please even the primarily
Mayall onented throng. Perhaps
Springsteen's gift is that he can be
appreciated even if he isn't totally

understood, and the depths and in-

tricacies of his ideas , and
arrangements can't possibly be
understood after one listening,
especially in as acoustically limp a
setting as the Cage. (Springsteen
goes over well in clubs because there
his music can be taken as
background or foreground, depen
ding upon the whim of the club goer.)

On record,
Springsteen
brings his street

corner
philosophies and
inspired musical
ideas into the
living

room where they can be heard repeatedly and
deciphered, and in much the same way that a symphony
or concerto gets understood and loved with listenings, so

with the music of Bruce Springsteen. Music which is

neither folk, rock, blues, 'jazz', or classical, but a unique
combination. Music which can't be catagorized except
for its originality and its dramatic authenticity.

-David Sokol

FOR OL' TIMES SAKE
ELVIS PRESLEY
(RCA APL1 0388)

Remember Elvis? He's not dead
yet, but this album is. He still has
that deep, "exciting" voice, but in his
search to rediscover fame he tries too
many styles on one album. There are
the slow songs for the over thirty set
mixed in with pseudo soul, bad soft
rock, and none of that hip swinging
music tha* made him what he was.
The vocal group behind him should
be shot. I've seen almost every movie
Elvis made, I liked him, but I was
really glad when the stereo shut itself

off after this album.
— Tyla Michelove

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS —
CHARLIE RICH
(Epic KE 32247)
To all the people who are turned off

to the Country style of music,
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS will be
Country Music Appreciation 101.

There is nothing really outstanding
on this album but rather a steady
flow of gentle melodies that makes
you want to make some chicken soup
on a cold Sunday afternoon.
You just might forget the name of

what's his name after you hear it, but
slowly the tune comes back and then
the words. It happens when you least
expect it.

— Duck Dejnak

WELCOME SANTANA
Columbia (PC 32445)

I must say I'm relieved: For a
while there I thought I might have to
go to Sri Chinmoy for guitar lessons.
Fortunately, this album blows my
theory that accepting Chinmoy as
master automatically sends the
energy of the cosmos tingling
through one's fingers. In the case of
Carlos Santana the effects seem to be
just the opposite, resulting in an
album that vacillates between the
serene and the vacuous. The one
exception lo this is a cut called
"Flame Sky," co authored and co
executed by Santana and
Mahavishnu John McLaughlin. This
cut is what their Love Devotion
Surrender album should have been,
even though marred somewhat by a
'psychedelic' mix a la Hendrix, with
guitars lumping back ano tortn, etc.,

ad nauseum.
"Going Home," arranged by Alice

Coltrane, is pleasant, 'Mother Africa'
has a nice soprano sax solo, and the
title cut doesn't take away from (or
add to) the John Coltrane original,
but as for the rest of the album,
phew! If you could re channel the
guitar to sound like a trumpet it

would be all you'd have to change to
make a sizeable dent in Herb Alport's
market. D+

— MacTruloff Sanity

CLASSICAL CUT OUTS
Cutout bins at a record shop

please no one quite the way they do
an opera lover, since any small
saving for most people means bigger
savings for him, due to the number of

records involved. Into the cut out bin
gathers old about to be replaced
albums, junk that just never sold
well and a few labels that somehow
don'' belong anywheres else. Some
are good buys, and the rest ... Of the
cutouts reviewed below, the first

•hree, if available nowhere else, can
be purchased from Rose Discount
Records (214 Wabash Ave., Chicago)
for $6 88, an $11 saving on the
original list price.

Illusions are precious, and 'ne
Yehudi Menuhin recording of Ab-
duction from the Seraglio (SC3741)
became mortally .vounded when it

exposed 'his charming little opera to

•he death blows of the English
language. All the little repeats that
sound so charming in German seem
ludicrous in well sung English. Alas,
for 'he conducting is top rate and the
singing is on a high level. True, the
role of Osmin, the baddie, is hiked up
'he scale a little, but in return for this

small favor Noel Mangin sings it

rather well. Others have done better,
but if you can ignore some of the
words you'll find this performance
superior to the other low price of-

fering, on the Seraphim label.

Berg's Lulu is to my ear more
pleasing »han his Wozzeck. The
Angel X Lulu (SCL3726) is taken
from live performances in Hamburg.
The only competitor, on DGG,
features smoother and maybe more
inventive singing in the lead roles
and better conducting, but this

cheapy stands very well on the basis
of its better secondary singers,
decent lead singers and the smoother
orchestral sound. The conducting
may be a little more conventional,
but the price is right.

The grandaddy of all the Car-
men's, the Reiner recording
( L M6102 mono) , is available at
popular prices. This vintage album,
which can be found in almost every
self respecting music library, has
been hanging in there primarily on
'he strength of the conductor and its

leading lady, the famous Rise
S'evens. Aside from that, Robert
Merrill sounds robust, Jan Peerce
can't pronounce French and Licia
Albanese, who we all know is really
good, sounds anemic. Face it, you'll

be better off coughing up your 12 or so
bucks and buying a stereo version,
imperfect as they all are.

The Urania Der Rosenkavalier
(5201 4) and Forza del Destino (5226-

3) are highly avoidable. Both are
sabotaged by mediocre conducting.

Rudolf Kempe, in the Rosenkavalier,
never makes the music laugh, or
creep up on you, or sweep over the
scene. Blah! There are also en

semble problems. The singing is

average, featuring a shaky Mar
schallin, a fairly smooth Octavian, a
'op'ight Sophie (who benefits by
sounding very much like Erna
Berger) and the excellent Ochs of
Kur' Bohme.
The Forza moves along, never

climaxing, never taking off, never
inspiring the singers. Some of the
soloists are old friends, namely
Guisepee Campora, who offers a
robust but sloppy Alvaro, Anselmo
Colzani, who is tough but tight, and
Fernando Corena, who is excellent.
The leading lady is a bit shrill on top,
and 'he lead bass never opens up. If

you need a cheap Forza, you can get
'he brilliant Cetra album for as little

as $2.98 (try Minuteman Records at
Harvard Square)

.

I can end this list of cut outs on two
happy notes. First of all, the Artia
Fidelio (Artia 504 3) is at large. If

you want a good recording of

Beethoven's exciting, and only,
opera, grab this one. The sound is

pretty bad, but the conducting and
singers are very good. If you dig bad
guys, 'his record is for you, because
it features Paul Schoeffler as
Pizarro, who is the baddest of the

bad. He just oozes nastiness.

Secondly, RCA is junking some of

•heir best vocal gems (only tern

porarily)
. For about $1.98 apiece you

can pick up "recitals" by Pinza
(classic bass performances), Gigli
('his is 'he early, less slurpy tenor),
Flagstad and Melchior in duets
(supposedly the older versions are
better than the new presses) and at
least three Caruso records (one of
song, one of opera and one potpourri
— all superb). Start buying.

— Marc Bouchard

Appearing here Monday nite
will be World-famous blues
father Muddy Waters.
Refreshments will be served,
Jeeves.
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Department of Justice
f Washington, D.C.
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Tiptoe Throush

The Oval Room
From the Raw Files of the FBI - Confidential- For Internal Distribution Only 1

Name: Art BuchwnW Sex: M..U- Race: White

Date of Birth: October -0, l
c)25 Place of Birth: Mount Vernon, NY.

Height: 5' 8" Weight: 175 lbs. Hair: Brown Eyes: Brown

Characteristics: Wears hornrimmed glasses; is constantly smiling;

pulls left ear when nervous; constantly checking liis zipper to see if his

pants are open; smokes six or seven c i'^ars a tL\ , drinks ten nips of col-

he a dav— five with cream and siiij.ir. five black.

Marital Status: Three children son. 20, dauuhtc r. IS; daughter, IT.

Education: I'nivrreitV of Southern California, three \ears, no decree.

Present Residence: Washington. D.C.

1, Subject writes SMiilieatecJ minimi which appears in 500 news-

papers throughout the world, including I'ruvda and Izvcstia, who don't

p.t\ tor it but pick it up whenever it suits their purposes. 1 1. is Imcii at-

tacking Democrats and Republicans in print for eleven years. Before

this he li\ed in France w lu re he attacked General dc (iaulle.

2. To get liis stories, subject uses his enormous sex appeal to ingratiate

himself with loncK and unhappv w ives of administration officials. Con-

mess, and the Supreme Court. In exchanu;i- lor spending long hours

holding their hands, lie manages to pry government secrets from these

women which he uses to further his subversive column.

Item: Agent Harms reported seeing subject dancinu with wife of Air

Force general at Armv \a\\ Club hi Virginia. Two days later subject

reported m his column a S J billion overrun.

Item: Agent Friskv reported subject leaving Ceoruetown house of

Budget Bureau economist at two o'clock in the afternoon with a large

bundle of papers and lipstick all over his face.

I Never Danced At the White House
by Art Buchwald
G.P. Putnam Publishers
P. 249 Price $6.95

reviewed by Frederic C. Weiss

In this topical but timely collection,

consisting of 140 of his syndicated

columns, Art Buchwald shows us once

again why he is considered the

foremost political satirist in America
today.

In I Never Danced At the White

House, Buchwald pokes fun at various

American institutions and individuals.

When he writes, nothing is sacred. The
columns are pithy and humorous. At

times Buchwald slips up, and his

humor rs drawn out; once in a while he

drifts into the sea of bad taste. .

Yet, Buchwald's columns are great

reading. His favorite target in this book

is Richard Nixon; and logically it

seems that his favorite topic is

Watergate. His pieces concerning
Watergate are subtle enought to drive

tingles of pain up the spine of all the

members of the rapidly diminishing

silent majority. Since he never comes

on serious, and depends a great deal on

irony, Buchwald can penetrate the

ideology of his readers enough to make
the valid points that various other more

serious columnists are unable to do.

Buchwald hits Nixon on Watergate,

but he doesn't stop there. Reading the

book, one is reminded of our junket into

Southeast Asia, and the ineptitude

surrounding the peace talks that "got

us out".

He also enjoys poking fun at Henry

Kissinger, and other White House

"Silver Knights." While Buchwald's

politics seem to be more at home in the

Democratic party, you can't assume
that the Democrats are safe from his

satrical wit. In various pieces he pokes

fun • at George McGovern, Teddy
Kennedy, and politics in both parties in

general.
Buchwald is diverse in his topics;

hitting apathy, T.V., Women's Lib, the

"alienated youth dropouts", and the

American passion for dieting.

Yet as I write this perhaps I am
getting a bit too serious in describing I

Never Danced at the White House. So

I'll say little more except that if you

buy the book and read one column
every night before ypu go to bed, at

least you'll have something to laugh at .

. . for at least three months.

>

Slaps hot

by Stan Fischler
Grosset and Dun lap

231 Pages

Reviewed by Bill Ballou

Stan Fischler, for all his fame and
fortune, is not a good writer. He lives

and succeeds on controversy, rather

than on his technical skill at the craft of

putting words on paper.

So I really don't know why I liked this

book.
Fischler was Fischler. Very plain,

very verbally unexciting. He's the only

man who can write hockey in cookbook
prose. Fortunately for him, and the

reader, he realizes his shortcomings.
He deals, if not in dirt, then in dust. He
delights in kicking the pompous asses

The Other Side

Of the Stick

of hockey's sacred cows. And he does a

good job of it.

I feel ashamed that I enjoy reading

as he kicks; his whole philosophy of

writing is to show that athletes are

human. This really should be a given,

and exposing someone's humanity
should not be such an enjoyable thing to

do or read.

Yet it is fun hearing the other side of

Bobby Orr. Beneath the golden locks,

the quiet voice, and the flashing skates

lies a moody, at times immature, and
apparently very horny young man.

It's just as much fun hearing the

other side of Derek Sanderson, (as if

we didn't know), Stan AAikita, Gordie
Howe and practically every hockey
player down to Dino Mascorto.

But really, it is dirt. And what
Fischler's book boils down to is a

Hollywood gossip column emanating
from New York; for all its en-

tertainment value it is not good jour-

nalism, and shouldn't be treated as

such.

He tells you nothing new about the

game itself, and gives you no real in-
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Women
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COOKBOOK
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sight into the hockey player as a per
son. The ones he talks about are
players he has a* personal gripe with
and not much worth much is said about
them.

Fischler also talks about how he got

interested in hockey and how he came
to become a hockey writer. Suffice to

say that he was at first a minor league
fan and to this day hates the Rangers.
He can't be all bad.

But aside from the few insights he
gives into the life of the publicity man
(which he was for awhile), and the

tough existence of the home-town
critic, this part of the book is equally
devoid of quality.

In fact, as I said earlier, there is very
little redeeming in the whole work.
Funny thing is, once I started

reading it I couldn't put it down

Oh,what
fun it is

to nde...
We've got dozens of

great holiday gifts for

the Kawasaki rider.

Clothing and helmets
for him. Custom-fitted

equipment for his bike.

f

rVU
iDoixut!

Mi. Farms Mall

Rt. 9 Hadley

Lay- A-Ways & Master Charge

Welcomed.

Valley
Motor Sports
348 King St., Northampton

584-7303
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Philby: The Long Road to Moscow
Patrick Seale and Maureen McConville
2f»? pagec
Simon and Schuster
$8.95

by Jon Carr
Kim Philby is one of those men who

seem to embody the ideological
complexities of their times. A Soviet
spy, Philby infiltrated the British in-

telligence service during World War II,

eventually attaining the highest level of
the service during the post-war years.
The obvious enigma about the man is

baffling: why would a native Briton,
educated in the Public Schools and at
Cambridge University and blessed
with the privileges of his class, coolly
betray his own country?
Mr. Seale and Ms. McConville tackle

that enigma in this finely researched
biography of the most effective double
agent of the twentieth century. The
authors, both experienced journalists,
have produced not only an exhaustive
study of Philby, but a fascinating ac
count of the politics and personalities of
the Europe in which Philby operated.
A great number of sources have been

consulted in the making of this book.
The authors have interviewed Philby's
associates — Jim Lees, the coal miner
who won a scholarship to Cambridge
and influenced the young Philby
toward socialism; llsa kulcsar, the
Austrian Communist whose
organization of the resistance to
Nazism in the 'thirties started Philby in

his active support of Communism; Col.
Vivian, Philby's superior in the British
intelligence service; and a score of
others.

Seale and McConville have

meticulously examined periodicals and
books in the pursuit of the truth about
Philby. In the investigation of Philby's
college experience, the student
socialist newspapers of Cambridge and
the writings of Philby's professors are
referred to. The politically con-
servative articles which Philby wrote
as a London Times correspondent in

the Spanish Civil War are quoted as an
illustration of the uncanny ability of the
man to disguise his true political

sympathies. And, in the chapter on
Philby's fall from power, there are the
Parliamentary debates which raged
over the infiltration of England's secret
service.

Philby's life spanned the ideological

and political turmoils of his generation.
He was at Cambridge during the
depression inspired student socialist

movement. He participated in the
Spanish Civil War as a journalist,

meeting Franco many times. In

Austria he witnessed the Nazi in-

filtration, and he was assigned to

Washington during the late 'forties,

hobnobbing with top CIA and FBI
administrators and operatives. Thus,
in following Philby, the authors show
us the brutality of the Fascists in

Austria and Spain, and the im
competence of the British service
which made Philby one of their top
men.
A damn fine piece of investigative

journalism — a worthwhile book to

read.

Home From The War
Home From the War
by Robert Jay Lifton

Simon and Schuster
477 pp.
Reviewed by Ed Smith
As the United States enters the post

Vietnam era it has begun going to
extreme lengths to forget the decade of

war in Indochina. There is an insistent
tone of condescension in people's
voices when they say, "the war is over.
Let's move on to more important
things." Robert Jay Lifton, in Home
From 4he War, says that Vietnam
veterans are not going to let a fog of

forgetfulness envelope the people of
America. Rather, he says, they will

make an issue out of the war which,
they hope, will bring America to a
consciousness of the horror of their
actions as a country.
The major drawback of Lifton's work

seems to be the limited scope of his

research. Throughout the work he
concerns himself almost exclusively
with a VVAW rap group which he
participated with in New York City. In

comparison to his former work on the
survivors of Hiroshima, his limited
research appears naive. However,
since this book has been out many
veterans have voiced their agreement
with Lifton's conclusions. It may be
that the VVAW is a representative
group of Vietnam \eterans, but this

aspect of the book should be kept in

mind.
The sub-title of the book is Vietnam

Veterans: Neither Victims nor
Executioners. It is an important ad
dition to the title because the veterans
throughout the book emphasize that
they do not want to be regarded
as hapless dupes or as mindless
hatchetmen. This, Lefton says, is

a leftover from the warrior ethos which
has always been an inherent part of

society. ,n Vietnam though the ethos
was no longer applicable because
soldiers were faced with a war with
only fabricated honors.

The soldiers feel their experience can
be seen as a "bearing of false witness."
They were forced to acknowledge, in

the service, their dedication to a cause
they could not believe in. Psychiatrists
and chaplins intensified this by their
bumbling efforts to help the men
reconcile the disparity of what they
were told and what they saw everyday.
In some soldiers this produced a rage,
evident in this quote Lifton selects.

'There was a time when the red,
white and blue meant something to me,
but I can tell you now that a country
that burns yellow babies and starves
black babies is a blood sucking whore
whose death I hope to live to see."
While this vet's statement may be

somewhat to the extreme, the sen-
timent is representative of the rage the
vets in the rap groups felt. As well,
Lifton says, there is a similar feeling of
betrayal among the American people,
though lesser in intensity. For this
reason, Lifton feels some confidence in

the ability of the veterans to bring
Americans some type of enlighten
ment.
The enlightenment is seen by the

veterans as a move towards what
James Restonjr. calls the "second

great reconstruction." Many veterans
feel their insight, vis avis their "false
witness," will give them the ability of

correcting the mistake which led to

their experiences. One vet, on speaking
on his support for amnesty, said:

"...the only way to do justice to the
dead and maimed, to make certain that

their sacrifices have not been in vain, is

to t?ll their true story, reveal the false

witness they were called upon to bear,
and thereby help prevent similar
pointless sacrifices of American (and
other) youth in the future."

Lifton brings the theme of the body
count and the dehumanization of the
enemy (i.e. "gooks") but uses these
facts not as ends in themselves, but
rather as a means to explain the
feelings of the veterans.

At the end of the book, Lifton makes
clear that he feels the veterans are
committed in mind to a struggle, a life

long involvement in progress. One vet
said, "I'm going to be a Vietnam
veteran against the war for the rest of

my life."

Home From The War

SALE 10% off on

SHOW PUNTS

15% off everything

on Sundays

(10:30-2:00)

THE POTS &

PLANTS SHOP

Also,

Custom Pottery

Your choice of glaze,

inscription

274 N. Pleasant St.,

basement shop

Home
Cookin'
Dee. 7, 8. 9

Crystal Lake
Ballroom
Ellington

(Conn.)
Dee. 10, 11, 12
Hide-A-Way

Granbv
e>"

Dee. 14, 15, 16
Rusty Mail
Sunderland

're a
full service
trawl agency!

• Alrlln? Tickets
• Steamship Tickets
• RaidMi Tickets
• Hotels
• Resorts
• Cruises
• Honeymoons
• Vacations
• Car Rental*

79 SOUTH PLEASANT ST
TEL. 256-6704

AMHERST
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Confessing

Confessions of the Ex-Prima
Ballerina

My name is not really Daphne
but it I'd a choice she is who I

might choose.

I have no choices anymore.
No choice of cheese or pear or pie,

No, no choice to see the sun

or just who I am.
They left me no choice in their

world
but I will tell you who I was
Until they take my pen away.

I feel like looking through

the dirty window past

the fog which floats around
obscuring the thorns and electric

light bulbs

'til sometimes I can hardly see

what remains of me.
Today the fog has lifted some.

I was born, I know, and I

remember well

how it felt to leave

a floating security

to face headlights and diamonds
and heavy coldness.

I was tied by leaden feet and
I don't remember
believing in Santa Claus

or noticing my brother

or cutting my finger on a sewing

box

and holding the chunk of skin in my
hand

and I don't remember
playing with Crissy

who took offer her shirt in the yard.

Music charmed my chains

untied my hair and let me fly.

Leaping, whirling, carried by the

sound

I danced.
(extraordinary prima ballerina)

I left Crissy and her dolls.

They flew me to the finest schools.

Mother visits me now each day
sometimes knitting here beside

sometimes reading me a tale

called Harriet the Spy.

Extension cords from her to me
are cut as fog comes settling.

I used to know her careful hand
escorting the prima ballerina

to a world of harnessing
exuberance

and molding muscles,

arching, aching, all-attaining.

Something used to touch me then,

velvet or fire the notes and I

merged.
They carried me up

and tossed me like dandelion fluff.

They bore me through fields of dew

and daisies

always leading me somewhere
never reaching that just a bit

further

never reaching that just a bit

further.

I remember sitting on the satin

wooded floor

waiting my turn to escape.

On the brink of a silver slide,

twisting and oozing

down and down,

past teachers and classmates

with exquisite grace.

I was sliding beyond them all

Slipping away like a golden fish.

I no longer danced for them.

I no longer bowed to them.

I couldn't look into their eyes

but I could see the eyes of sound,

I could be the music's motion.

They wanted Swan Lake.

Tinseled, taffeted, gossamer
pictures,

Neon color-by-number stencils,

Geometries to understand —
I could not betray myself.

I used to have a man
(he visits on Tuesdays
with roses and photos of us

pas de deux
when we were in worlds of love and

dance
when love meant walking on a

beach
or under covered bridges in the

rain.)

How silly and childish it all was,

I am the only mature one now.

My man has left

to share other umbrellas with lacy

ladies,

ladies like I i I lies

floating on foam.

I have sunk to depths below

the craters of the moon.

I've been playing in the mud
and never will come clean again.

There are flowers on my bed.

There are people in my room.

The real-life-honest-injun-l

has left the shell of aching skin

to dance the real life dance

the real dance life

unbound by earthly gravity

and tissue and boundaries

and floors and ceilings

and one-sided mirrors.

They still ask,

'and will she ever dance again?'

They still cry,

'How tragic such a senseless

waste!'

Becoming with the music of life

is not an easily understood thing

and I must leave them in the

dimension
of tinsel and tintillation and sen-

sation.

They come and take away my pen

and say 'Nobody has to guess.'

But I will never be for them

a baby blessed like all the rest.

Notes and tones are speaking to

me;
Dahlias opening in spring

and willows sweeping the earth

and the glimmer of the sun on ice.

I am dancing with them all,

I am flying out of now.

Dancing, dancing on in search,

beyond what is.

They can't see because my fog

spun curtain

settles in again.

I am blessed.
— Janet Goode

But Playing Fairly
Turnabout is Fair Play
by Nat Sherman
Conrad had to straighten out his

head. Many things had been troubling

him lately. He thought this walk on the

beach might help. There was a serious

problem developing in Southeast Asia,

the ameoba menance of megalopolis

loomed larger and larger, the nittering

nabobs of necrophilism .were
everywhere, and he was doing poorly in

his writing course at school.

He plodded along the shoreline very

dejected, scuffing idly at shells and
tossing pebbles at the ocean. His

sneakers were weighted and squeaky.

A wave had out-manuevered him and

drenched his feet. Conrad was a loser.

The world was going to come to an
end, but he wouldn't be around after

that, so why worry. He'd tried

everything, he really had. He was
going to get back to nature now, while it

still lasted. Conrad told himself from
now on he would observe the sanctity of

life, be at one with Mother Nature. And
only eat vegetarian basic organic
grown natural foods, be non-violent,

and live in a shack somewhere and kind

of get away from it all.

The sea-breeze tousled him
playfully, and the foamy white on blue

vista of ocean seemed to be curtsying

for him. The aentlp nure sweep of

beach ahead was dotted by nature's

winged wanderers. Conrad felt better

already.
His approach startled the shorebirds

and they took flight. The old Conrad
would have tossed rocks at them as

they passed over. Instead he stopped,

awed by nature's wonders, and wat

ched their flight overhead. To his

horror, as he looked straight up, the

tlight in unison released their payload

of droppings. Birdshit! ON TARGET.
Conrad was still a loser.

Friends, the moral of this story is:

As you wander through life, trying to

find your way, never leave a tern un-

stoned.

AMHERS1
CHINESE FOOD

62 Main St., Amherst

Tel. 253-7835
Eat in or take-out

Lunch specials

99* and up

Beef with Mung

Bean Sprouts 2.95

Moo Shi Pork 3.25

Bean Curd in

Not Sauce 2.75

Vegetables with

Bean Curd 2.25

The Speakeasy Lounge

AT

Don't monkey around with the others.

Come right to us for the best food at fair prices

ST. REGIS
RESTAUR \NT
28 Pleasant St., Northampton

featuring full meals at prices that students can afford.

P.S. — We Don't Monkey Around!

Now Featuring

"First Light"

Friday - Saturday

Happy Hour 4:30 - 7:00 Daily

Rt. 9 & Univ. Drive
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Ex-UMie Turned Aspiring Actor
n

A Mind Rooted In Fantasy
nn loft MUnoo' tU„„t~,.

™Editor's Note
Carlos Anderson left UMass' theatre

dept. without a degree in hopes of
becoming a star without it. Here is an
account of what happened to him so
far.

by Carlos Anderson
VOICE: Well Carlos. . . well, well, well.

So I see you still have your mind
rooted in tantasy.

CARLOS: Oh come on now. I wouldn't
go so tar as to say all that, (pause)
I... I'm simply gripped by this
unshakable desire (pause) (pause)
I think it has me by the throat.

VOICE: Desire then. I submit. I'll play
your little game. What call you this
desire, Carlos?

CARLOS: To be a star.

VOICE: Really now, Carlos, (laughing
now) A star!

CARLOS: Oh, not a star. I mean, I

didn't mean it like that. My good-
ness, I even hate that term. I don't
know why I use it.

VOICE: Yes, it was quite tacky... to
say the least.

CARLOS: What I meant was, that it is

my desire to be an actor. An out-
standing talented one. And one
who's. .

.

VOICE: Who's what Carlos?
CARLOS: Welf, to be honest...
VOICE: Please.
CARLOS: . . . one who is known, and

working, and signing autographs,
and making all that money I hear
they're paying people ot my talents.

VOICE: Quiero mucho dinero, hungh?
CARLOS: Yeah! Ot course I want a lot

ot money. Doesn't everybod'...
Hey! I ne^/er knew you spoke
Spanish.

VOICE: Oh come now, Carlos. Don't be
ridiculous.

CARLOS: (thinking to myselt) Well I

didn't.

VOICE: I heard that!
CARLOS: Yeah, sure... I guess you

would.
VOICE: Of course, (pause) (pause)

Carlos?
CARLOS: Yes.
VOICE: Leave Amherst. Don't register

for the next semester at U.AAass.
CARLOS: But I've got a year and a

semester to go yet before I gradu . .

.

VOICE: Hush up man, and listen. You
making headlines at U.AAass? Is

your name in lights in Amherst?
(pause) You got a reserved seat at
the Top of the Campus? (pause)
(pause) Well?

CARLOS: Well, no. But this is school.
The degree trip. I'm making the
best of it. Esther Terry is good and
I'm being advised by Jim Young,
and..

.

VOICE: And,,, it's not such a big thrill,

is it? I mean, you still have this

thing that's hungry?
CARLOS: Yes. . . yes I do (pause) So I

should leave then?
VOICE: Yes. As I was saying.
CARLOS: And go?

VOICE: To Paradise, Carlos. To your
heaven, (pause to build the
suspense) To New York City, man!

CARLOS: Wow! New York City. I've
dreamed that...

VOICE: It's time to quit dreaming
man. Take up thy bed and walk!
Go! Satisfy your itch.

CARLOS: Gee! I'd love to... if only
(pause) (pause) I'll... I'll be
alright in the city? I mean, I'm
from Minnesota you know, and I

hear New York is so sin'. .

.

VOICE: I'm more than sure you'll
manage Carlos, (pause) Besides,
I'll keep my eye on you. (pause) Go.

CARLOS: Then, thank you very much.
Don't mind if I do. (pause) Thanks
a lot, Lord.

producer, who I finally hassled into
giving me an audition) and yesterday I

made $70.00, for a five minute reading
on another radio special for Avon
Cosmetics. I was the only 'no name'
actor in the casting. I almost passed
away when the 'names' started
walking in. Ruby Dee, Ossie Davis,
Roxy Walker, Robert Guillium, and
others were my co-actors. Everybody
knew everybody. Nobody knew me. I

worked my tail off to be sure that this
initial introduction was favorable.
Ruby said I was unbelievably real as
the African voice I portrayed, when we
were finished. That's good enough for
me.

In the back of my mind, though, is the
haunting, seduction of a calling to me:

VOICE: It's cool, my child. It alway is.

Amen.
CARLOS: Amen.
After my preceeding conversation

(with You Know Who) I said good-bye
to my friends, my professors, my
classes; my books. I took a last, long
(theatrical) look at my past areas of
glory — Bowker Auditorium, Bartlett
Stage, and the tiny Studio Theatre. I

had known happiness here.. Now,
though, a new and more demanding
frontier awaited. The mist in my eyes
cleared as a knowing twinkle took its
place.Broadway,T.V., AAovies. . . Here
I come. Prepare thyself!

I've been here, playing the part of the
starving, struggling actor now, for
eleven months. I've had my ups and
downs of course (mostly downs, but not
totally). I've been cast and signed to
the part of Dr. AAax Lewis, in an up-
coming radio soap-opera, 'Sounds of
the City', to be aired in 78 cities after
the first of the year, ( Iknew somebody,
who knew somebody, who knew a

the stage, the stage Radio is fine baby,
but reading into a microphone is

something short of acting really.
Broadway, is still just a place I go to
see a play; television and movies are
pieces of film that use people I now
know (but I don't see me). I've been
meeting the stars, the paid talent, and
that's always nice. Sort of.

VOICE: Well, Carlos. What do you
expect? You've not been out here
hustling quite a year yet.

CARLOS: Come on now. Let's not go
through all that again,

(scene 1. catch 22)

"You have your equity card with
your buddy?"

"I don't have one yet, sir."

"Then you can't audition, kid. This
play's no different from most. It's

equity. No card; no trying out. Get your
card."
"How do I go about doing that?"
"Get into something that's equity,

pal."

"But, you just said that to do

anything that's equity I had to have an
equity card."
"Right kid."
"So, in other words, to do equity work— I have to have an equity card, while

in order to get an equity card — I have
to have done equity work?!"
"Right kid. Them's the crumblin'

cookies." (then grinning with eyebrow
lifted Vic Mature fashion) "Kid."
(pause) "You could go out and screw a
producer." (big laugh).

(After the laughter has subsided).
"Sir?"

(Still somewhat tickled with him-
self). "Yeah, kid?"
"Are you a producer by any chan-

ce?"
"Hell no, kid. Why?"
(Pause). "Just wondering, sir."
I had known from the beginning, it

would be a rough-tough row to hoe
here. I don't think, though, that I

realized how rough and tough. It was,
in fact, kind of scary. Scarier still, was
the fact that I was finding myself
missing my books, my lectures, my
exams, the good old Student Union
movies and. . . and this is what really
shook me. . . my mental picture of the
interior of Quick Silver even looked
good.
At this depressing point in time, I

decided that I must not give up the
ship. I must perform. I must! I decided
toattenta 'cattle call' to lift my spirits.

I had no idea as to the reality of my
brilliant idea. 'Cattle calls' are what
you know at U.Mass as auditions. They
are appropriately named here, I must
say. They are about as alike as
University auditions, as say, Godferry
Cambridge and Julie Andrews. At least
300 trying actors attend. At least 50 are
after the part you want. Of the 50, 30
look just like you, same height, weight,
coloring, and features. All of you talk
alike and probably have the same
acting potential range. Talk about an
identity crisis — New York City actors
must have coined the phrase. Oh. Wait
a second. It's finally my turn.
(fade in) (head 'em out)
(audition take No. 213, for the role
of.)
"Yes Mr. Anderson. What will be

your audition material?"
'The defense attorney's summary

speech from, 'The Trial of the
Catonsville Nine'. I performed it at the
University of Massachu..."
"Of course. Get on with it please."
"Yes, right." (pause, clear throat)

(calm yourself, now. O.K.? Give it to
'em baby!) "Ladies and gentlemen of
the jury. Undoubtedly, a great
measure of personal reflexion is

required, even to begin to ap
preciate. .

."

"Thank you, Mr. Anderson,
do. Next!"
(fade out)

That'll
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ADAM'S RIB
Of all the Katherine Hepburn Spencer Tracy

films, this is the best. Hepburn plays a female
lawyer who chooses to defend a woman ac
cused of attempting to murder her husband,
Tracy plays tie lawyer for the prosecution. The
wife, played by Judy Holliday, caught her
husband, Tom Ewell, in a hotel room with
another woman, Jean Hagen. There are few
other Hollywood comedies that are better cast.
Hepburn and Tracy fight magnificently both in

and out of court; she attempts to wear down his
stolid personality through sheer nervous
persistance. The script by Garson Kanin and
Ruth Gordon is abundantly clever and the
direction of George Cukor sparks with
cinematic ingenuity usually not associated
with his work. The courtroom antics of the
principals brings to mind the similar political

maneuvers of the Chicago Seven some twenty
years later. Student Union Ballroom, Tuesday,
12 11, 9.

A DELICATE BALANCE
The American Film Theater's production of

the Edward Albee play, with Katherine Hep-
burn and Lee Remick. Directed by Tony
Richardson. Academy of Music, Northampton,
Monday and Tuesday 12 10 and 12 11.

BRINGING UP BABY (1938)

Katherine Hepburn's performance in

Howard Hawk's comedy and in "Holiday"
marks her peak as a comedianne, and one
probably will have to search very far to find a
funnier film. This screwball comedy concerns
the exploits of Hepburn as a hieress intent upon
snareing an absent-minded paleontologist,
Cary Grant. He has acquired the bone needed
to complete his dinosaur skeleton, her dog
steals it on him. Hawk's direction plays all the
absurd pratfalls with a style that suggests the
best of the silent comedies. The rapport of the

leads has an irresistable spontaneity and
charm. Peter Boganovich recently attempted a
flattened out remake called "What's Up Doc?"
which looks sickly when compared to the
original. The supporting cast includes May
Robson and Charlie Ruggles. Student Union
Ballroom, Tuesday, 12 11, check ad for times.
CASABLANCA (1943)

One of Hollywood's best loved films is a fine
example of the craftmanship of Warner
Brothers in the early Forties, although it went
into production with only a small portion of a
completed script and was written as filming
went along. By any measure the witty dialogue
of Howard Koch and Julius J. Epstein is

without par and Michael Curtiz's sleek
direction never overplays the melodrsma of
the somewhat soppy central story. Rick, a
cynical American loner, runs a nightclub in

neutral Casablanca during the War. He is

asked to help a leading French Resistance
leader escape to America, the wife of whom ho
had an affair with in Paris before the war. The
calculated cynicism of Humphrey Bogart as
Rick makes for his best known role and Ingrid
Bergman has never been more mysterious or
lovelier. The supporting cast includes Sidney
Greenstreet, Paul Henreid, Peter Lorre, and
Dooley Wilson who sings the memorable "As
Time Goes By" This film stirs audiences like
few others, it won Oscars for best picture,
director, and screenplay. Student Union
Ballroom, Sunday, 12 9, 8:30
CHLOE IN THE AFTERNOON

Eric Rohmer's final moral tale has a
pleasant dream sequence when its slightly
mischievous hero daydreams of his possible
sexual conquests, but the central thesis of his
affair with an unpredictable young Fren
chwoman is too slight and cute for all its wordy
philosophising. Rohmer's visual style is simple
and unobtrusive, it is easy to understand why it

can be confused for accurately portraying real
situations. His dialogue is preachy and turgid:
people speak simply do not have every day
conversations that sound like updated Balzac
Rohmer's gift is naturalism, but he's plagued
with a moralistic Catholic background that
makes his clarity sink like an anchor. Academy
of Music, Northampton
EXECUTIVE ACTION
A trashy re enactment of John F Kennedy's

assassination, just in time for the holidays
With Robert Ryan and Burt Lancaster,
directed by David Miller from a script by
Dalton Trumbo Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

THE FILTHIEST SHOW IN TOWN
A film transcription of Tom Ewen's off-

Broadway show. Campus Cinemas, Hadley.
THE FRENCH CONNECTION (1972)

Gene Hackman as Popeye Doyle, the crass,

obnoxious New York cop who helps crack an
international drug operation. William
Fiedkan's knock-about police thriller has
action and a gritty, fast-moving portrait of New
York City. Hackman is excellent. Student
Union Ballroom, Wednesday, 12-12, 7, 9, 11.

GONE WITH THE WIND (1939)

With Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh, Olivia

DeHavilland, and Sidney Howard. Directed by
Victor Fleming, from the novel by Margaret

character of Joe is based loosely upon that of

Johnny Crawford, the child star of "The
Rifleman". In this film Joe is handsome young
actor who is out of work and attaches himself to

an aging Hollywood actress; their affair is

turbulent. The central story line is more
pronounced than in any of Morrisey-Warhol's
films and it tends to inhibit the genuine spon
taneity of the situations which so distinguishes
the work of this team. The film is especially
fine in its early sections, but lags when the
story becomes repetitive. The film, shot is 16

mm. was blown up to 35 mm. for commercial
viewing and all the characters, save Joe
D'Allesandro, look as if they are suffering from

"'"J. ROSA" *
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Mitchell. Re released in a wide screen process
which slices the top and bottom off the original
image making the characters appear chinless
in scenes. Campus Center Auditorium,
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 12 11, 12-

12, 12 13, 7

GOODBYE COLUMBUS (1968)
An updating of Philip Roth's adolescent

romance of the Fifties applies values of one
decade to another, and it all doesn't work
Larry Peerce directs in a very slick manner,
his actors are tolerable, Richard Benjamin and
AM McGraw have the leads. There is, though, a
obnoxious wedding sequence. Student Union
Ballroom, Friday, 12 7, 7, 8:45, and 10 30.

HEAT (1972)

Paul Morrisey and Andy Warhol's treatment
of contemporary Hollywood themes. Paul
Morrisey recently commented that the leading

beri beri. Campus Cinemas, Hadley.

HEAVY TRAFFIC
Ralph Bakshi, the writer and director of

"Fritz The Cat" put together this brave,
unique, and dark cartoon feature about life in

New York City. It is, at times, desperately
funny, at other moments, offensive and brittle;

but pctrays the horrors of urban life with a
piercing sensitivity. Calvin Theater, Nor
thampton
HORSEFEATHERS (1933)

The Marx Brothers go to college. Thompson
104, Friday, 12 7, 7, 8: 15, 9:30, 10:45

KING OF HEARTS (1965)

Philipe De Broca's lovely fantasy about the
fallability of war set in a town inhabited, for a
day, by mad people. De Broca has a gentle,
mimelike way with comic situations and his
performers are deliqhtful. With Alan Bates.

Concerts & Local Music

7, Bluewall.
7 & 8, Pine Rest,

LOCAL MUSIC
NRBQ & Piano Red (Dr. Feelgood)

— Dec. 11, Rusty Nail.-

Mose Allison — Dec. 12, Rusty Nail.
Real Tears Dec. 7, Worcester

Dining Commons.
Mad Angel — Dec
Sweet Basil — Dec

Granby.
Firewater — Dec.

Some Of My Best Friends

9, Pub; 13, Rusty Nail.

Daddy Longlegs — Dec. 10, Rusty
Nail.

Entropy - Dec. 7 & 8, Quicksilver.

Art Steel Blues Band — Dec. 11,

Quicksilver.

79, Rusty Nail.

Dec. 8&

Billy Whyte - Dec. 12, Pub.
Doc Sullivan — Dec. 7 (3-6), 11 & 13,

Pub.
Zap Dec. 8, Bluewall.
Outerspace Band. —_ Dec. 12,

Bluewall; 13, Hatch.
Ed Vadas Big City Blues Band —

Dec. 7 & 8, Hatch.
Frisco & The Killers — Dec. 13,

Bluewall.

DJ Dec. 7, Pub.
Walnut Band - Dec. 10, Quicksilver.
Storrs Street Blues Band — Dec. 13,

Quicksilver.

CONCERTS
UMASS
William Warfield ( Paul Robeson

Tribute) — Dec. 8, Bowker.
UMass Chorus and Women's Choir

— Dec. 9, Bowker (free).

UMass Chorale and Chamber
Singers Dec. 12, Bowker (free).

Muddy Waters/Babe Pino Band —
Dec. 10, SUB.
SPRINGFIELD
Lou Reed NOTE change to Dec.

13, Julia Sanderson Theater.

BOSTON
Robert Klein/Richard Johnson —

Dec. 6 8, Passim Coffeeshop.
Chi-Lites Dec. 6 9, Sugar Shack.
Houng Dog Taylor — Dec. 6-9; 11 16,

Joe's Place
Muddy Waters Dec 6-9, Paul's

Amherst Cinema, Amherst.
L'AMOUR
Paul AAorrisey's delightful little film con-

cerns two American hippies who go to Paris
and become hip. They are befriended by two
homosexuals who are at the tail end of their
affair. The film chronicles the four's in-

terrelationships and is at times absurd farce,
at other times, touching and deeply moving.
Morrisey's ear for dialogue has few equals in

film today and his actors work extremely well
within the limited construct of the story.
Ignored by most critics and theaters, the film
also captures, the slightly uncomfortable
feeling that being abroad brings upon an in-

dividual. A great theme song, "Hopelessly
Stuck On You," is sung by Cass Eliot. The
Globe, Northampton.
LOVE HAPPY (194?)
The Marx Brothers in their least happy film.

Mahar, Saturday, 12 8, 7, 9, 11.

ONLY ANGELS HAVE WINGS (1939)
The lives and lives of the pilots of a small

commercial airline in Latin America. Of all

the Howard Hawk's films concerned with
aviation, this is the loveliest and it wavers
nicely between romance and adventure. With
Cary Grant, Rita Hayworth, and Jean Arthur.
Hampden Dining Commons, Sunday, 12 9, 8.

THE PHILADELPHIA STORY (1940)

Although Katherine Hepburn has never been
lovelier and James Stewart more likeable than
in this transcription of Philip Barry's elegant

comedy, this is hardly the great comedy it is

often cited as being. Hepburn's beauty is

gemlike, but the hardness and bite have been
watered down. Again she plays a madcap
hieress who on the eve of her second marriage
finds herself indecisive and attracted to two
other men. One, her former husband, is played
with ease by Cary Grant. The comedy is the
last of its kind; the social attitudes and man
ners of the rich were assimilated into the
mainstream of American culture during the
Second World War and the preoccupation with
their manners and wealth was lost in the

process. It was beginning to wane here. Barry,
who drew the lines between classes with clarity

and honesty in "Holiday" some two years
earlier, offers only a synthetic echo here.
George Cukor's direction is handsome and the
opening sequence is classic, recalling the best
of the screwball comedies of the Thirties.

James Stewart is perfect as the bumbling
photographer sent to Newport to photograph
the wedding. It won him an Oscar and a New
York Film Critics Award. Student Union
Ballroom, Tuesday, 12-11, check ad for time.

PSYCHO (1940)

Alfred Hitchcock, at the peak of his

maturity, filmed this black horror story that

puts its audience through one of the most
terrifying experiences they may ever ex
perience in a theater. A young woman, named
Marion Crane, runs off with S40,000 of her
boss's money and stops for a night in a motel
run by an agreeable, meekish young man
named Norman Bates. The great twist in the

story is played with merciless detail. Hitchcock
takes what could be a crass and unagreeable
little story and makes it a tremendous vision of

a world without moral order or reason.
Anthony Perkins and Janet Leigh are featured.
Lecture Room One, Amherst College, Friday,
12 7, 7:30 and 10.

REBECCA (1940)

Hitchcock's first Hollywood film is this

splendid adaptation of Daphne DuMaurier's
popular gothic romance. A young woman falls

in love with a mysterious man she meets at an
expensive resort in the South of France. She
becomes his second wife and moves to his huge
mansion on the British coast. There she is

haunted by the memory of his first wife. Joan
Fontaine protrays the confusion and frailty of
the young girl quite nicely and Laurence
Olivier is adept at portraying the mysterious
man she marries. Hitchcock has some splendid
sequences, such as when Judith Anderson
prompts Fontaine to suicide, and elicits a
bravura performance from George Sanders as
the repellent young blackmailer. Lecture
Room One, Merrill Science Center, Amherst
College, Staurday, 12 8, 7:30 and 10.

Mall.

Eleventh House — Dec. 6 9, Jazz
Workshop.
VirgH Fox — Dec. 7, Orpheum.
Beach Boys — Dec. 8, Music Hall.
Tavares — Dec. 10-16, Sugar Shack.
McCoy Tyner - Dec. 10 16, Jazz

Workshop.
Buddy Rich - Dec. 10 16, Paul's

Mall.

Emerson, Lake & Palmer — Dec. 10,

Boston Garden.
Piano Red/NRBQ— Dec. 12, Burke's

Place.

Tom Rush/Linda Ronstadt/Billy
Joel Dec. 14, Orpheum

New England 's

Largest
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Hoopsters, Skaters Win Big On Road
Skinner, Duarte
Shine At Rhody

By STEVE DeCOSTA
The Minutemen began their defense

of the Yankee Conference basketball
crown in convincing fashion Saturday
night with a 73-59 whipping of the URI
Rams.
UMass ran off nine straight points at

the start, and never allowed the Rams
to get within less than five for the rest of
the night.

A relentless man-to-man defense held
URI scoreless for the first four and a
half minutes, and allowed the Rams to
shoot only 17% from the field for 18
points in the first twenty minutes.
But the Minutemen also stalled in the

first half, scoring only £3. UMass was
plagued by turnovers and fouls, giving
the ball to the Rams on ten occasions
and being outshot from the foul line, 15-

2.

The UMass centers alone amassed
eight personals in the first half. Starter
John Murphy picked up his third foul
midway through the period and was
replaced by freshman Steve Mayfield
who collected four in less than ten
minutes. John Olson then took up the
slack in the middle and picked up a
personal of his own in the process.
But the second half was all

Minutemen as the pace picked up and
(he Rams were burned. Murphy came
back to the floor, played the entire half
without another foul, and collected 14 of
his 16 points.

AI Skinner was once again the in-

dividual scoring and rebound leader for
the Minutemen with 21 points and 12

caroms. Skinner shot an incredible 80%
( 8 for 10) from the field and drew ooh's
and ah's from the partisan Rhody
crowd with his patented drives to the
hoop and several sensational one-
handed rebounds.

Bill Endicott also finished in double
figures, garnering 16 points.

But the most impressive per-
formance of the night was turned in by
Greg Duarte. Though plagued by foul

trouble which kept him on the sidelines
for much of the action and saw his early
disqualification, the lanky forward had

i SUff Photo (. ib Kullrrton

KEY MAN-With John Murphy in the lineup, the Minutemen are
all set. At one point in the second half. Murph threw in five bombs in
a row and had the Ram fans staring in disbelief. When he was sitting
on the bench in the first half with 3 fouls. UMass had to settle for a
it...... ->n_iH lead.

his best varsity game to datedwith 12
points and 8 rebounds.
Randy Hughes was the night's high

scorer as his 19 second-half points led to
a total of 23. Joe Charles added 14 for
the Rams and he too was more accurate
in the second stanza w hen he dropped in

12.

Bill Bird, a 6'10 substitute center,
netted seven straight Ram points in the
first half and held the Rams close until
intermission.

Outstanding defense held down the
scores for both teams in the first half.

UMass stayed in a man-to-man while
the Rams were effective in a 1-2-2 zone.

Trackmen Outclassed

A key to the Rams subpar showing
was I he performance of Carlton Smith
Smith was URI's leading scorer in their
first two games with an average of 16.5

but was hounded throughout the contest
by Bill Endicott. Jim Burke, and others
and could manage only one field goal in

ttven Bttetnpd

Though the final margin was 14. the
Minutemen led by as many as 22 near
(he end. Only streak shooting by Joe
Charles and Randy Hughes, who
between them accounted for the Ram's
final 13 points, against the UMass subs
kept the score somewhat respectable.

By SCOTT HAYES
Saturday was a day of

frustration for the UMass Indoor
Track team. The team traveled to

Storrs with hopes of upsetting two
outstanding track teams, but
UMass was outclassed, scoring
only 19 points in the tri-meet.

Manhattan and UConn dominted
the meet, and it was evident after
the first five events that UMass
was in trouble. Manhattan, trailing

UConn 45-40 after nine events, took
the lead by outscoring the Huskies
8-3 in the 1.000-yard run, good for a
48-47 edge. The Jaspers came on
strong towards the end of the meet,
picking up 28 points in four events,

while UConn could manage only
seven.

A large crowd attended the meet
in an attempt to help the Huskies
extend their streak with a win over
last year's national champions.
Manhattan's outstanding in-

dividuals proved to be too much for

UConn. and the result was a 76-53

victory, stopping UConn's win
streak at 42.

There were few bright spots in

the meet for UMass. In fact, the

Minutemen were shutout in seven
of the fourteen events. Bill Gillin

and Jim Hennessy finished second
in the mile and 60-yard high hur-

dles, respectively, to pick up three

points each. Gillin was timed in

4: 13.2. only nine tenths of a second

behind winner Peter Squires. In

that mile, Chris Farmer had the

lead for a portion of the race, but

the smart Squires finished strong

and won the race. Farmer finished

third, with a time of 4: 13.4, giving

UMass five points, the most scored
in one event by the Minutemen.
Randy Thomas ran a fine race in

the two-mile. Leading for most of

the race, Thomas was passed by
Manhattan's Matty Centrowitz and
Marty Walsh in the late stages of

the race. Thomas was able to

garner third place with a time of

8:57.9. Centrowitz won the two-

mile with a time of 8:51.3.

Others scoring points for UMass
were Tony Pendleton, Devin Croft.

Ken Adamson. Bob Adamson and
Curt Stegerwald. Pendleton took

third in the 60-yard dash with a

time of 6.4 seconds. Croft's 2: 14.8

was good for third in the 1,000 Ken
Adamson captured third in the long

jump with a jump of 22'5 1/2". Bob
Adamson picked up his two points

by placing fourth in the long and
triple jumps. Adamson jumped
22'4" in the long jump, and leaped
46'4 1/2" in the triple jump.
Stegerwald rounded out the

scoring for UMass with a fourth

place finish in the high hurdles.

Stegerwald ran the event in 8.1,

while teammate Hennessy was
timed in 7 8 seconds

(Continued on P. 2
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Inside Sports
•Wrestlers Split Tri-Meet

•Whelan Leads Gymnasts

•Barroll Column

•Red Sox Acquire Marichal

Berra All-East
Ht MIX' STa* f

UMass wide receiver Tim Berra may be
on his way to being picked in the NFL
college draft after being named to the All-

East football team. Berra was one of 38
players selected. The East has over 120

colleges and universities participating on
the gridiron.

Others selected include (on offense) : TE -

Mill Schlegle. Lehigh and Randy Grossman,
Temple. WR - Rerra, Harvard's Pat
Mclnally and Don Clune, Penn. T - Dave
Lapham. Syracuse; Steve Frager. Brown
and Stan Stanchek, Slippery Rock. G - M^rk
Markovich. Penn St: Andy Tighe. Rutgers
and Cliff Gallira, Delaware C Bob
Paschall. Temple. QB - Tom Parr, Colgate;
Kim McQuilken, Lehigh and Ed Powers.
CW. Post. RB - John Cappelletti. Penn St.;

Tony Dorsett, Pitt; J J Jennings. Rutgers;
Mike Esposito. BC and Billy Johnson.
Widener. The only "big" name on defense
was Penn State's Randv Crowder

Rheault Slams Door
On Vermont Teams

By BILL BALLOU
Surprise, surprise, sur-prise.

Those poor unfortunates who looked so bad in
losing their first two hockey games this season have
suddenly become a good hockey team. And they did it

in a most unexpected way--by winning both games on
a two-day trip to Vermont.
The victories, over Norwich on Friday night and

Middlebury Saturday evening, were the Minutemen's
second and third in a row and gave them a 3-2 record
so far (all Division II games).
Goaltender Chick Rheault was the hero for UMass,

giving up just three goals in the two games. He
stopped 28 shots in a 6-3 win over Norwich and then
recorded his first varsity shutout ever against
Middlebury, stopping 36 shots in a 3-0 victory.
Offensively, linemates Billy Harris and Jim Lyons

had two goals each, and Steve Nims one, giving that
line five goals on the trip. Harris got two against
Norwich, Lyons one in each game and Nims the back-
breaker against Middlebury.
That line wasn't the only one clicking though, as

UMass combined for a total of 84 shots on goal in the
two games.
For a happy Jack Canniff, things couldn't have

been any better. "I didn't expect us to win two, really,
but it's great. I thought we might come home one-
and-one, or even wind up with our tails between our
legs Hey, I'm really happy with the way it went."
Canniff attributed much of the sudden turnaround

in his team's play to "confidence. The younger
,

players are starting to believe in themselves. And I'll

tell you, that guy in goal does a lot for them too."

Rheault was superb, especially against Mid-
cBchur)
The Panthers' Larry Perlman. probably the best

goalie in Division II outside of Rheault. matched him
save for save (practically) in that one.
Perlman stopped 35 UMass shots, and shut the

Minutemen out until almost halfway through the
third period. He stopped Harris twice on breakaways,
Kevin Conners once, and made probably his best
save on John Muse whose rebound of Mike Ellis' shot
seemed a sure goal.

He was finally beaten at 8: 32 of the final period by
Jim Lynch. Lynch was set up in the slot by Carl
Burns and Perlman had no chance "I was standing
there alone for a long time," Lynch said, "and I

figured for sure someone would cover me. But when
the puck finally came. I just let it go as soon as I

could I didn't even aim it."

Mike Ellis found Steve Nims behind the Middlebury
defense shortly thereafter, and Nims slid one under
Perlman as he was being pulled down by defenseman
Doug Taylor. Jim Lyons' tip-in a few minutes later
finished the scoring.

Rheault was particulary good against the Panthers
in (he second period, when they outshot UMass 19-6.

He had a couple of breaks, too. as Garth Parker
missed wide-open cages twice in the period.
Rheault didn't think it was the best he'd ever

played "I've had tougher games," he said, "not all of
those shots were that difficult." He credited it to "a
Mreat team effort, especially near the end when
everyone wanted the shutout."
Compared to the Middlebury thriller. Norwich was

like a prayer meeting. The Minutemen broke a close
game open with two goals within 30 seconds at the
beginning of the second period, and played sloppily
the rest of the way. Norwich, though, was even
sloppier

UMass opened the scoring early in the game. John
Muse and Kevin Conners broke in two-on-one on
Norwich goalie Bill Cantwell, with Conners faking a
slap shot and slipping the puck to Muse, who put it

past Cantwell on the ice to his right.

Mike Stevenson tied it for the Cadets at 6: 34 on a
breakaway, but three minutes later Billy Harris slid

a rebound of Robbie Quinlan's slap shot home to put
I Mass hack in the lead. Jim Lyons scored in a
scramble a little later, giving the Minutemen a 3-1

lead, hut Cam McGregor made it 3-2 late in the period
with a power play goal.

(onners got the game-winner at 1 : 54 of the second
period when his centering pass from the right-wing
corner deflected up into the rafters and came down on
Cantwell's back, deflecting into the net. At 2: 24 Carl
Burns was fed nicely from the corner by Mike
Merchant and UMass led 5-2.

Stevenson made it 5-3 with the final Cadet goal at
13 39, and Harris' breakaway goal at 18:06 of the
Ihird period wound things up.
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Kraft's Time Will Come

Jack Kraft-as in Jack Kraft of 1971 and almost defeating UCLA in the
NCAA finals fame and Jack Kraft of 243 wins worth of basketball at
Villanova fame and Jack Kraft of 12 years in the trench warfare of Big
Five hoop fame-now finds himself confronted with the biggest challenge
of his career at the University of Rhode Island.

"There's no question that we have our work cut out for us," said the
personable Kraft following his Rams' 73-59 loss to UMass which
epitomized his thoughts. But like Tom Sanders after the Harvard loss,
Kraft was noticably calm in the wake of what took place on the court. He
realizes his time will come.
For Kraft the emphasis is not on the present. Records will not be of the

utmost importance, although you'd like to win once and awhile. Instead
he looks to the future and envisions the kind of program that URI is an-
ticipating from his expertise.
"Were going to try to build a solid thing here at Rhody," he said.

"Right now we're in the process of extra duty recruiting in an effort to get
the type of player that would ^est fit within my system."
Presently, that player is not on his squad. Kraft came to URI in the

middle of March, the end of the high school recruiting season and actually
the only scouring that URI entertained was by the assistant athletic
director Ernie Calverley.
"At Villanova I had a particular kind of athlete I recruited," explained

Kraft. "It makes it a whole lot easier to coach. But here I came into a
system without my type of players and have found that I've had to mold
myself to them."
As a result he finds himself locked in a year of transition. "I'm trying to

teach them some of the things I like to see in basketball and make it

second nature to them. However, as you saw tonight by their shooting, (17
per cent in the first half) they're concerned more with executing the piays
and less with their shooting."

Kraft left Villanova "because I felt there wasn't much more that I could
do there," which seems reasonable when you figure that in 11 of his 12
coaching years his teams went to post-season tournaments. And he came
to URI "because of the opportunity that presented itself."

"I was impressed with the athletic director, Maurice Zarchen," said
Kraft. "I was likewise impressed with the program and the ideology the
school had towards basketball." The realization of that ideology has
always haunted Rams' basketball. There's never been any doubt that
URI opted for bigger and better things.
One look at the schedule and some of the heavies that accent it is proof

enough. Still Rhody has attempted to ascertain this level of proficiency
with less than a full deck.
The talent in recent years that was widely over P.R.'d, flopped when

they learned that the NCAA legislates against the use of more than one
basketball on the court at a time And the question of the coaching ability
was never in doubt--it stunk.
Apparently URI has done something awfully good with Kraft. If he gets

the material the results will speak for themselves.
When you speak of Kraft and hard-court talent you recall his trusts of

years past -of Wali (nee Wally) Jones, Jim Washington and Bill
Melchionni But the team of teams that gained him the most recognition
was that of 1971 when they barnstormed their way to the NCAA finals and
UCLA of Sidney Wicks, Curtis Rowe and Steve Patterson vintage.
"We weren't a deep team then which shows the type ot talent we had,"

remembers Kraft of that night in the Houston Astrodome when he arid
millions of others nairy witnessed the defeat of the Bruins.
There was Howard Porter, Tom Inglesby, Chris Ford, Clarence Smith

and the infamous Hank Siemiontkowski. And there was the score, 66-62,
UCLA. "It was a tremendous thrill for us to play for the national cham-
pionship," recalls Kraft. "Playing opposition it only added to the
greatness of the occasion."
From that gutty team four went on to the pros: Porter (Chicago)

Inglesby (Atlanta), Ford (Detroit -no pun intended) and Smith (Harlem
Globetrotters). Siemiontkowski and his hook shot went to Italy.
And a sixth, Kraft went to URI. He sees, as does everyone else, a dif-

ficult road to his former perch. "My main objective in that vain," he said,
is to first win the Conference Crown and that means dethroning

Massachusetts."
Which, if my mathematics serves me correctly, leaves him 14 points in

the hole already. -

Whelan P
By WALT POWERS

If gymnastics consisted entirely
of high-bar competition, the UMass
men's team would probably run
away with the Easterns title.

They proved that on Saturday
afternoon at the Boyden auxiliary
gym, where an injured and un-
dermanned crew of gymnasts
toyed with Pitt before devastating
them on the final event. It was a
well timed coup de gras that woke
up a previously somnolent crowd of
200, and gave the young UPitt team
a lesson in execution more ef-

fective than a year of coaching.
Until this time, the meet had

been, with the exception of Gene
Whalen's routines, about as
scintillating as a battle between
the two worst teams in the league.
Not that this wasn't expected.

Pitt, the pariennial also — rans of
the Easterns, paraded what looked
like the starting lineup of their
freshman football team to the
sidelines at the start of the meet,
and this hardly filled the stout
hearts of the Minutemen with fear.
"We usually don' get excited when

we face a team as weak as Pitt",

said acting coach Bob Koenig.
Result: Pitt performed like fresh-

men and UMass slopped their way
a 151.1-129.55 rout.

Pitt showed surprising form at

the start, and it took a 9.05 from
Gene Whalen to give UMass the
victory in the floor excercises.
Any semblance of competition

dissolved at the pommel horse
event, where Bill Brouillet (8.1),

Steve Scuderi (8.4), and Gene
Whelan (8.55) pushed UMass to a
nine point lead. At this point,

UMass had the meet wrapped up,
and their bench relaxed. Now the
competition became internal,
every gymnast against himself.
Gene Whelan wowed the crowd

with the first of his four com-
pulsories in the still rings. His
score, 8.8, was lower than he would
have received on an optional, But
Whelan had this rationale. "I like
to throw compulsories in dual
meets," he said, "Because it

prepares me for the championship
meets." He went on to wing the
long horse vault and the horizontal

bar, but Bill Brouilet optional
routine on parallel bars gave
Whelan his first loss of the season-.
Whelan won the all-around title
easily with a 52.35.

Pitt's moment of glory came in
the long horse vault event with Bill
Brouillet's scratch and com-
pulsories by Steve Scuderi and
Gene Whelan, they only edged
UMass by l/20th of a point. Rod
Pasterick's 8.45 in the event was
Pitt's highest score of the af-
ternoon.

Going into the final event, UMass
led by fifteen, but the real fun was
still in the offing. Freshman Jim
Laiosa hinted at the coming ex-
plosion when he finished an
average routine with a twiting toe-
on-front dismount. Steve Scuderi
countered a weak mount with a
superb dismount and his highest
score (8.7) of the day. Gene
Whalen's 8.75 compulsory and Bill
Brouillett's 8.4 then sent the crowd
home with a perfect ad-
vertisement for UMass' February
2nd encounter with Penn State at
the Cage:

[ Minuteman Inside Sports )

Flat Grapplers Slip & Split
By JOHN BOCK

The opening days of the season
have not been kind' to Coach
Homer Barr and his Minuteman
wrestling team as they now sport a
3-2 record, having split Saturday
evenings tri-meet with MIT and
Wesleyan. The matmen walked on

UMass, 73-59
UMass FG FT T Rph
Kndicott 7 2 16 2
Burke 2 2 o
Pitino

2 2 o
Duartp *

5 2 12 8
Skinner 8 5 2 12
Semder 2 2 1

Mayfield 2
Olsen

Murphy 7 7 16 6
Totals 29 15 73 31
UMass 23 50---73

URI 18 41 -59

URI ' FG FTTReb
Smith

1 2 3
Dolecki 2 2 3
Mmetti 4 4. 3

3 23 7Hughes 10

Charles 6 2 14 3
Cizynski

1 1 1

Bird
1 5 7 2

I -opes 2 4
Sullivan 2 2 1

Totals 19 59 23

2"
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* Basketball vs. UConn

J J V. Basketball vs. UConn
T Swimming vs. W.P.I.

* WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 12

* Hockey vs. Merrimack
* J.V. Hockey vs. Merrimack

J THURSDAY. DEC EMBER 13

J Basketball vs. Holy Cross

J J V. Basketball vs. HC.
* SATURDAY. DECEMBER 14
4- Basketball vs. Iona

* J V Basketball vs. Yarmouth Acad
* Wrestling vs. Harvard-Hofstra
T J.V. Wrestling vs. Harvard

+ Swimming vs. Holy Cross
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HOME 8:30
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HOME 7: 30
HOME 5:30

HOME 2.00
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There were some outstanding
individual performances that the
crowd responded to. Of course, the
crowd enthusiasm was greatest for
the mile. Squires, who was in the
last place at one point yi the meet
finished strong to nip Bill Gillin.

The two-mile run was the most
exciting event of the day, with
Randy Thomas showing the way
for most of the race. Matt Cen-
trowitz won the race, however with
the fine time of 8:51.3.

In the shot put. Bob Brady outdid
Rich Lowe of UConn to take first.

Lowe was leading the event with a
throw of 541 3/4" until Brady came
up with a throw of 54'10 3/4". The
Manhattan weightman's throw
held up for the rest of the com-
petition.

All four jumpers who placed in

the triple jump eclipsed the UConn
Field House record Ken McBryde
of Manhattan took first with a
jump of 51'3", Jim Nathaniel took
second by jumping 49'11" and
Dennis Phelan captured third with
a leap of 48'6" to give Manhattan a
1-2-3 finish in the event. Bob
Adamson's 46'4 1/2" jump also
lopped the old record held by
UConn's Charles Linder. Linder
jumped 45'8 1/2" in 1972.

Phil Broughton won the JV mile
in 4:22.3 for UMass. Chet
Mysliwicz finished second in the
same event. Mysliwicz ran the
mile in 4:26.9.

Connecticut enjoyed the only
sweep of the day. taking all four
places in the pole vault

Wesleyan 41-11, but lost a tight
match to MIT, 21-18.

"Flat" is the best word to
describe the performance of the
team against both schools. The
matches were held round robin
style which meant that there were
three rounds and in every round
one of the wrestlers would have a
bye. The first round saw UMass
take it on the chin as they came out
with a tie and no wins. It seemed
like the Minuteman wrestler would
no sooner get out on the mat then
he would be fighting off a take-
down or find himself wrapped up in

legs by MIT.
The second round went a lot

better as UMass made it on the
scoreboard with some wins and
most importantly — pins. Record-
ing falls for the Minutemen were
Bob Schab, Steve Benson, Larry-
Reynolds, Peter Sachon. Dick
Muri. and John Connolly, and
Dennis Fenton. By the end of the
second round it was apparent that
Wesleyan was out of the running
for any team victories and it

became a matter of whether
UMass could stop MIT from
winning any more matches.
The third round proved they

couldn't. UMass was behind by
fifteen points and needed two falls
and a win just to get back in the
game. The Minutemen got the pins
from Schab and Connolly but
dropped the other match, 4-1. The
crucial match saw Eric Ruth
making his varsity debut'
wrestling MIT's NEIWA third
place finisher, Loren Dessonville
at 158. Ruth wrestled one of his best
matches, holding Dessonville
scoreless until the third period.
Coach Barr is shouldering a

hefty part of the blame as he said
"I have to go on record saying that
I worked the team too hard on
Friday They were still down after
losing to Rhode Island and I should

have given that fact more con-
sideration."

Regardless of what the coach
said, injuries are still playing a big
part in the problems that the
matmen are having. The wrestlers
are setting a record for shuffling
themselves in and out of the in-

firmary. Heavyweight George
Ireland, after beating the infection
in his elbow, received five stitches
in the lip to close a nasty gash left

by Greg Scanlon's elbow, 150
pounder Steve Jabaut pulled back
muscles in his match against Yale
and Coach Barr decided to let him
sit this one out. Russel
Chateauneuf just came back from
the Rhode Island hospital where he
has been since Wednesday and if

he can get back in shape should be
ready for next Saturday's
triangular with Harvard and
Hofstra. The prognosis on Cliff
Blom's shoulder separation is that
it is slight but enough to keep him
out of the lineup until next
semester.

With no mid-week dual the
Minutemen can take the time and
get some much needed drill work
and a chance to regroup for next
Saturday.

Live & In Color
Ken Coleman, the Voice of the

Boston Red Sox, will call the play-
by-play action of the UMass-UConn
basketball game to be broadcast
from Curry Hicks Cage in Amherst
on Tuesday, December 11 at 8:00
p.m.

The game will be carried live
and in color over Channel 57, the
Springfield public television
station, in conjunction with the
Connecticut Public Television
Network.
Lee Williams, the Executive

Director of the Basketball Hall of
Fame of Springfield, will assist
Coleman with the announcing.

Interested in

Juvenile Delinquency?

M.A.R.Y. Program
Needs Full-Time

Advocates
For information Call 545-2361 or

come to Room 381 Hills South.

John Havlicek always likes to get a piece of the action. In this game against the Knicks he is beineguarded by Bill Bradley while the best defensive forward in probasketball. Dave DeBusschere reaches
vainly for the ball. Willis Reed is in the rear.

Bruins Come Back To
Tie In Final Minutes
PHILADELPHIA <AP) - The

Boston Bruins scored two goals in
the final 1 : 22 of the game, the final
by Phil Esposito with only 31
seconds to play, as the Boston
Bruins salvaged a 3-3 tie with the
Philadelphia Flyers in the National
Hockey League Sunday night.

The Bruins, appeared beaten by
a 3-1 count but got a tally from the
right point by Bobby Orr at 18:38
and knotted the game with 31
seconds to play when Esposito
tapped in an Orr shot from the
right point.

The tie enabled the Bruins to
stretch their unbeaten string over
the Flyers to 25 meetings, since

Scoreboard

Celts

Win

Pro Football
Detroit 40. Chicago 7

Cincinnati 34, Geveland 17
St Iahiis 32. Atlanta 10

Phila 24. NY Jets 23
Pittsburgh 33. Houston 7

Buffalo 37. New England 13

New Orleans 16. San Francisco 10
Minnesota 31, Green Bay 7
Oakland 37. Kansas City 7
Baltimore 16. Miami 3

I>enver 42. San Diego 28
Dallas 27. Washington 7

LA vs NY Giants - Tonight

TORONTO (AP) - JoJo White
scored 27 points in the second half
to offset Bob McAdoo's 49 points
and the Boston Celtics turned back
a late Buffalo rally, beating the
Braves 118-114 in the National
Basketball Association Sunday
night.

McAdoo set a personal and club
mark with his 49 points. The
previous game-hign tor a Brave
was Jim McMillian's 48.

The Braves erased an 11-point
deficit in the fourth quarter, but
Paul Silas broke the stalemate
with two free throws just 48
seconds from the final buzzer. John
Havlicek put the game away with a
free throw with 15 seconds left.

The Braves led 38-30 at the end of

the first quarter but trailed 62-57 at
the half.

White had 37 points for the game,
and Havlicek picked up 27. Ernie
DeGregorio had 13 points for the
Braves while MrMHlian had 12.

College Basketball
Yale 102. Holy Cross 92
UConn 80. Harvard 52
B.C. 73. Brown 71

Georgetown 85. St John's 82 (OT)
Indiana 77. Kentucky 68
N Carolina 103. Vermont 48
Notre Dame 94. St Louis 65
UCLA 77. SMU 60
Pitt 82. Florida St 60
West Virginia 78. Oregon St. 74
Nevada-Las Vegas 86. Colorado 81

Houston 97, Florida 73

Ohio St 72. Penn St 65
S. Carolina 74. Michigan St 63
Memphis St loo. S Miss 79
(ieorge Washington 94. St Peter's 73
Syracuse 83. Army 66

Youngstown St 83, UNH 77

March 1969 when Boston beat
Philadelphia 2-1 at home. Boston
has won 25 of those games.
The victory ran Boston's un-

beaten string to 12. The Bruins last
tasted defeat on Nov. 7, when they
lost 7-3 to the New York Islanders.
The Flyers took a 1-0 lead at 9: 22

of the first period when center
Orest Kindrachuk batted in a
rebound after Bruins goalie Gilles
Gilbert had robbed him of a
seemingly certain goal just 15
seconds earler.

It became 2 — at 5:04 of the
second period when winger Simon
Nolet took a pass off the boards,
outraced Boston's defense and beat
Gilbert from in front of the net.

Boston closed to within a goal at
15:22 of the second period when
Carol Vadnais' shot from the left

point got past goalie Bernie Parent
15 seconds after the Flyers had
killed a penalty.

Rick MacLeish hiked the score
to 3-1 when he steamed up the left

side, faked Gilbert to the ice and
fired over the sprawling goalie at
6:57.

1

'Nasty

'

' Nastase :

World's Best Tennis Player
By WILLGRIMSLEV

BOSTON (AP) Romania's Hie Nastase can be puckish and
exasperating at times, but tennis is stuck with him.
At the moment, he is probably the best player in the world - the scourge

of his fellow pros, the target of outraged galeries and the bane of the stiff-

necked establishment - and he simply refuses to fade away.
The fiesty 27-year-old Bucharest bad boy added another jewel to his

court collection by winning his third straight Masters Grand Prix title

Saturday, beating Tom Okker of the Netherlands 6-3, 7-5. 4-6. 6-3.

Nastase's Masters triumph was his 16th of the year in 31 tournaments,
and the $15,000 first prize boosted his earnings to $228,750. the highest in
the game.
The head-strong Natase, already steeped in fines this year for banging

balls at umpires and ignoring the players' boycott of Wimbledon,
reportedly was assessed another $100 by the ATF for slamming balls in
the direction of a linesman Saturday after a questionable call

National Sports Scene

Colts Land Dolphins

In NFL Upset, 16-3
BALTIMORE <AP) - A two-yard touchdown pass from Marty Domres

:o Tom Mitchell on Baltimore's fourth consecutive fourth down attempt
n the third period sparked the Colts to a stunning 16-3 victory over the
Miami Dolphins Sunday in a National Football League game
The victory halted the Dolphins' 10-game winning streak and ended

Baltimore's six-game losing skein. Miami has already clinched the title
n the American Conference East.
The winning drive included a fake field goal which provided a first

iown at the Miami 22.

Bilhmil^rnn^l!^ kI^J
1 workh°rse duty because of injuries to threeBaltimore running backs, earned 35 times for 104 yards and picked up

irst downs on the crucial drive. Although George Hunt was unable to
:onvert and Baltimore led 16-0, the TD pass forced the Dolphins to change
:heir strategy in attempting a comeback.
Garo Yepremian booted a 10-yard field goal on the first play of the

fourth quarter for Miami, but the Dolphins later failed on two fourth-
down passing attempts from the Baltimore 11 and 14.
With the Dolphins preparing for the playoffs, veteran Earl Morall

replaced starting quarterback Bob Griese for some much needed work
He completed 11 or 22 passes for 153 yards.
Hunt kicked a 19 yard field goal for Baltimore in the first quarter and a

fumble recovery on the ensuing kickoff opened the way for a two-yard
scoring run by rookie Bill Olds, who gained 50 yards before being injured
early in the second half.

O.J. & Bills Snow
Pats Under, 37-13
r ?17
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9 J SimPson raced across a slippery, snow-covered
Held for 219 yards and scored one touchdown Sunday as the Buffalo Billsrouted the New England Patriots 37-13 for their eighth National Football
League victory.

Simpson, who carried 22 times, moved to within 60 yards to tying JimBrown s single season rushing record of 1,863 yards and was only 19 yards
shy of a career total of 5,000.

Simpson has one game left to surpass Brown and the 5,000-yard
plateau. The Bills close out their season next Sunday against the Jets in
I'tu i orK

.

The Bills, 8-5 and still fighting for a wild card spot in the NFL playoffs
gave up three points early on Jeff White's 14-yard field goal, then struck
back for a quick touchdown on the ensuing kickoff
Wallace Francis, who returned a kickoff 101 yards for a TD against the

Philadelphia Eagles earlier this season, raced 90 yards for a score with
Bruce Barnes' kickoff.

From then on. it was all Buffalo offensively as Simpson scored from the
six rookie quarterback Joe Ferguson completed touchdown passes of 37
and six yards to wide receiver Bob Chandler, and John Leypoldt kicked
two field goals from 34 yards and one from 19.

Red Sox Acquire Marichal

SKI AMERICA r.

BOSTON ( AP) -Juan Marichal
says his sale came as no surprise,
but the destination did.

"After all, I make quite a bit of
money, and we didn't draw too well
in San Francisco. But I was a little

surprised that Boston got me."
Marichal said from his home in the
Dominican Republic over the
weekend
That "quite a bit of money" has

been estimated at $140,000 a year.
Neither the Giants nor the Red Sox
disclosed the sale price.

The 35-year-old righthander,
whose 238-140 lifetime record
makes him the winningest active
pitcher, has heard about the in-

famous "Green Monster" in
Boston's Fenway Park.

"I know that in Fenway Park the
wall is very short, but I know that
right and center are very far.

Maybe I will have to make a little

bit of an adjustment. But, I also
know that when you have a park
like that, the hitters get a little

anxious too," Marichal said.

Marichal spent 14 seasons with
the Giants, his only major league
club up to now. Hp is fifth in all-

time strikeouts with 2.281 and his
career earned run average. 2.83. is
also among the top ifve. He won 20
games or better six times. Last
year he was 11-15 with a 3.83 ERA
following an off-season back
operation.

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

RESEARCH
$2 PER PAGE
FREE CATALOG

Our up to date mail order catalog list

mg thousands of topics is available
absolutely free- we'll even pay the
postage! Delivery takes 1 to 2 days
Write

NATL RESEARCH BANK
420 No Palm Or Bev Hills Cal 90210

TElEPHONf. (21 j) 271 5439
Material is sold (or

research purposes only

rJAMES A.

MOKRES

Everything you need to know
to take a small budget and
parlay it into a big time Howj
to ski, eat and sIot foi loss

|

money m 26 regions and 49
;reas An the details on

packages and cut-rate tours

and a special section on the
atmosphere m areas

. With26m,i;
S3 95 paper. S7 95 hardCOVtf
At all bookstores A Sports Illustrated Book

LITTLE BAOWN and COMPANY

Today is the last day to nominate any
Senior or Junior for selection into

WHO'S WHO
AMONG STUDENTS

IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
AND COLLEGES

Nomination papers are due today, Monday, December 10,

1973 in the Student Senate Office, 420 Student Union
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Intersession Bus Schedule
STUDENT SENATE TRANSIT SERVICE

•73 - '74 INTERCESSION BUS SCHEDULE "

EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 13 THROUGH JANUARY 25

In order to provide an efficient shuttle service while
maximizing conservation of fuel resources, the following routes
and schedule times will be serviced during intercession.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Individual Route Changes:

Discontinued, December 13 - January 25:
No evening Service (All Routes)
Belchertown Center
South Deerfield Center
"13" Lot Express Bus

Discontinued, December 22- January 25:
Campus Shuttle
Early morning Commuter

Service (5:4-5 - 7:15 AM)

SUTHERLAND ROUTE
(See regular schedule

for maP & sequence of stops)

OUTBOUND

J

Effective, December 22 - January 25:

Orchard Hill Route will not stop inside Fraternity-
Sorority Park (Lot "12")

Southwest Route will not stop in "13" Lot

Starting December 26 , Sunderland bus stops for Town House
Apartments will be re-located to Meadow St.

ORCHARD HILL ROUTE*

Leaves Chestnut Street

INBOUND

Leaves King Phillip Leaves Sunset Ave.

7 : 30 M
7:50

8:10

8:30

8:50

9:10

9:40

10:40

11 :40

12:40 fr*i

1:40

2:40

3:20

3:40

4:00

4:20

4:40

5:00

5:20

5:40

/JM7:45

8:05

8:25

8:45

9:05

10:05

11:05

12:05 M
1:05
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BELCHERTOWN ROAD ROUTE*
INBOUND

Leaves Rolling Green

7:35 AM 10

_ OUTBOUND
Leaves Grad

Research Center

8:05

8:25

8:45

9:05

9:25

9:40

11
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3

3
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7:49 AM 10:19

8:09

8:29

8:49

9:09

9:29

11:19

12:19 EM

1:19

2:19

3:19
to Garage

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY

"SICK" OF DC FOOD

If you haven't yet decided, on a place to live next

semester, Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity is looking for boar

ders. We offer an apartment like meal plan, low rent and an

optional social fee which covers parties, etc. There will be

no pressure to join our house. If you are interested, or

require more information contact Bill Brookman at 256

6837, evenings.

7:29 AM 9:29

7:49

8:09

8:29

8:49

9:09

10:59

11:59

12:59 PM

1:59

3:19
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4
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SOUTHWEST ROUTE*

Leaves Stockbridge Road

7
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8

8
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9

35 AM 9:35
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15
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55
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10:45

11:49

12:49 PM

1:49

3:25

3:45

4:05

4:25

4:45
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NORTH AMHERST-STADIUM ROUTE
SOUTHBOUND

Leaves Puffton

NORTHBOUND

Leaves "11" Lot
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7:30 AM

7:50

8:10

8:30 .

8:50
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9:30

0:10

10:30
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11:30
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12:10 PM4:

2:30

3:10
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12:30
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1:30

1:50

2:10

4:30

4:50
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7:40 AM

8:00

8:20

8:40
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10:40

to Garage 11 :00

1 1 : 20

11:40

12:00 FM

12:20

12:40

1:00

1:20

1 :40

2:00

2:20

3:00

3:20

3:40

4:00

4:20

4:40

5:00

5 : 20

5:40

•See regular schedule for Map & Sequence of Stops
;

schedules aie available on all buses.
i

FOR BUS INFORMATION, PI£ASE CALL ^.^ Qr
5-2086
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Bookshelf Games
Bookshelf Classics
Bridge Game
Sports Games
Board Games
Gamettes
Puzzlers

including—
Backgammon

and
Challenge Football

Plus all of last years favorites from 3M

now at the

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

Rothschild Baroness
Speaks In Rare Interview

By EDITH M. LEDERER
Associated Press Writer

TEL AVIV (AP) - Her great-uncle Edmond was
the financial father of Palestine. Her brother Guy and
cousins are among Israel's greatest benefactors. But
Baroness Batsheva de Rothschild is the first member
of the Jewish banking dynasty to make her home in
the promised land.
For nearly a dozen years the 59-year-old baroness

has lived in a beautifully landscaped modern home
just outside Tel Aviv, quietly dispensing her own
forture to support arts and crafts, science, music and
the dance in Israel.

She grew up in luxury few Jews have ever known.
Her father, the late Baron Edour id de Rothschild

who headed the French branch of the family, shuttled
between his opulent play palaces at Ferrieres and
Chantilly.

But she is no stranger to trouble.
She fled to the United States with her family at the

outset of World War II but returned to England to join
Charles de Gualle's Free Franch Army. Friends said
she carried out several confidential missions before
returning home after France was liberated.
The October Mideast war found her living in Israel— but Batsheva de Rothschild said in a rare interview

she had no intention of leaving her adopted homeland.
"I want to be here, war or no war," she said. "I

wouldn't stay if I didn't want to. Besides. I un-
derstand it's more dangerous to walk the streets of
New York than to be in Israel."
Her family pioneered here.
Her great-uncle, Baron Edmond, began financing

the Jewish colonization of Palestine in the 1880s and
spent the next 50 years building an agricultural and
industrial base for Israel-to-be although he was
staunchly anti-Zionist.

Her cousin, the present Baron Edmond de
Rothschild, runs the empire his grandfather built and
currently is constructing a luxury golf resort at
Caesarea near where Romans threw Jews to the lions
centuries ago.

Her brother, Baron Guy de Rothschild, who now
heads the French banking house, is president of the
United Jewish Appeal in France and her English
cousins are leading fund raisers for Israel in Britain.

In Israel, the name Rothschild is synonymous with
benefactor. When the song "If I Were A Rich Man"
from "Fiddler On The Roof" was translated into
Hebrew it began "If I Were A Rothschild."
But petite, blue-eyed Batsheva de Rothschild has

always worked quietly behind the scenes, shunning
publicity and avoiding the lavish jet-set whirl of her
European relatives.

She is considered one of Israel's "beautiful people"
but her life here is certainly not as "beautiful" as the
life she gave up in Europe.
She has exquisite jewelry, but she often forgets to

wear it. She loves animals and has six stray dogs.
She's also a crossword puzzle nut and often does
puzzles over the phone with a friend — even in
Hebrew.
Born in England, raised in France, she studied

biology in Paris and at Columbia University and was
briefly married to Donald Bloomingdale, the New
York department store magnate, in the late 1940s.
When she arrived in New York in 1940, the baroness

walked into the studio of modern dance innovator
Martha Graham and began a lifelong romance with
the dance.

She supported Martha Graham's fledgling com-
pany, housed them in a building she owned and
traveled throughout the world with them — including
a stop in Israel in 1956.

Although she first visited Israel in 1952, a year after
her divorce it was really the 1956 trip with Martha
Graham that first involved her with Israel.
"We were visiting housing projects," she recalled,

"when someone suggested that research should be
done on better types of housing so I sponsored a study
project where sample housing projects were built."
Later that year, she was back in Israel. Then the

Sinai campaign, and a friend recalls, "she became
involved."

In 1957, Ruth Dayan, ex-wife of Defense Minister
Moshe Dayan, asked her if she would look into
opening an outlet for Israeli handicrafts in New York.

That's how Batsheva Crafts was born.
It is now a profit-making venture with exports all

over the world, mainly of glass, ceramics, copper and
jewelry.

Once Batsheva Crafts opened in 1958, the Baroness
found herself spending more and more time in Israel.
First, she bought an apartment, then she built a
suburban house with a swimming pool. Finally, in*

1962, she became a permanent resident.
In New York, she had established the B. de

Rothschild Foundation for the Advancement of
Science in Israel. In Tel Aviv, she created the Bat-
sheva de Rothschild Foundation for the Advancement
of Science and Technology. Both are headed by Mrs.
Keynan.

•Staff I'hirto (.rorKr Withers I

It's amazing what a cup of Hatch coffee and a gallon of Hatch
atmosphere will do for your grades.

In her own quiet way, she helped
many other Israelis. She learned,
for instance, that the son of an
Egyptian-born switch board
operator at Bat-Dor was a talented

artist and arranged to send him to

art school in Paris.

She refused to discuss her con-

tribution to the Yom Kippur war.

During fighting, she took over the

day-to-day management of her
company because the general
manager was drafted.

Veteran Broadway Director- Writer Plans Comeback
By WILLIAM GLOVER
AP Drama Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — It was one
of the indelible years: 1927. Lindy
flew to Paris, the Supreme Court
finished mopping up Teapot Dome,
Ruth belted 60, Judge Ben Lindsay
proclaimed "companionate
marriage," Coolidge "did not
choose to run" again, the cloche
was fashion's hot new hat,

Hollywood invented Oscar,
television emitted its first blurry
picture, Tunney survived the long
count.

Everyone read "The Bridge of

San Luis Rey." The marines
landed in Nicaragua and China;
floods ravaged the Mississippi

Valley and Vermont. And the
public concentrated on humming a
nonstop, cheery array like "My
Blue Heaven," "I'm Looking Over
a Four Leaf Colver" and "Chloe."
Broadway tuned to the dominant

upbeat mood with an all-time
record of 48 musicals, one aptly
called "Good news!"
Meanwhile, over at City College

of New York, Abe Burrows was
studying to be a Latin teacher.

"I never saw that one, but I

heard the songs — it was very
famous," says Burrows, who
subsequently forsook gerunds "to
make a living" on Wall Street and
ultimately found fulfillment on
Broadway.

Spectacled, furrow-browed and
sometimes talking like a runaway
from some Damon Runyon fable,
the veteran director-writer is now
presiding over an expanded "Good
News!" for a less dewy-eyed
generation of spectators. And don't
call it a revival.

"Revival means bring back to
life which implies somethin' is

dead," Burrows declares. "Now
I'm not comparin' this to 'La
Boheme' or 'Aida' but when the
met does on one of them they don't
say revival. Y' don't revive
classics, y' do em." Well, the
cloche is very chic again.

In his pantheon of Broadway
immortals, Burrows feels "Good

News!" rates alongside "Guys and
Dolls" and "How to Succeed in

Business Without Really Trying,"
two of his most impressive prior
involvements.

The new "Good News," minus
exclamation point but much
exhanced in other aspects, opens in

Boston on Dec. 17. After that it will

travel afar on one of those nine-

month pre Broadway jaunts that

have been gaining favor as a hedge
against the hazards of Main Stem
critical pans.

There are several other items
high in the boxoffice calculations of
Producer Harry Rigby, the lissome
gent who instigated hit redos of
No. ^o. Nanette'' and Irene.

Filmland's Alice Faye and John
Payne have been recruited for the
focal roles. And although the
original musical score was solid

with hits, items are being added
from elsewhere in the creative
canon of the famous Tim Pan Alley
trio of Buddy DeSylva, Lew Brown
and Ray Henderson.

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

FLORYNCE KENNEDY
Feminism:

<h \
New Directions for Black ? Women?? /+
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Psych* Study Shows
Day Care Children Unaffected

By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer

LEXINGTON. Ky. ( AP) —A pilot study by a team
of University of Kentucky psychologists shows that
children who attend day care centers do not differ
mentally or socially from children who stay at home
with their mothers.
The study shows family relationships are apt to

change as a result of participation in day care cen-
ters.

Dr. Richard Winett, who headed the research team,
said the study sheds some light on one controversial
issue of the feminist movement: whether working
mothers who leave their children in day care centers
are depriving them.
The project is unique in that psychologists studied

parents and children in different types of existing day
care situations. Winett said previous studies have
dealt only with demonstratior-type centers.
"The difference is that those are not typical of what

goes on in the community," he said. "They use highly
trained people and there's a small child-teacher
ratio There was a need to evaluate fairly tvDical
situations."

Winett said the most important findings of the
study "are that apparently children are not harmed
hy day care and babysitting arrangements and that
the family structure seems flexible enough to both
accomodate and allow for these arrangements."

He said the results give "some support to
proponents of day care and those groups advocating
women's involvement in work outside the home and
men's closer involvement in child care and household
tasks."

Fathers whose children spend time in a day care
center are more likely to devote time to their children
in the evening and tend to help more with household
tasks and child care, Winett said. He added, however,
that increased participation of the father did not
appear to either enhance or hinder the child's
development.
He noted significant differences exist between

families whose children were in different child
rearing situations.

The at-home families tended to be "somewhat
more conservative, have more children and be
overwhelmingly middle class," he said, whereas the
tamilies in the day care group were more likely to
have "more liberal backgrounds, have fewer
children, have income levels that varied and have a
mother working."
More than loo tamilies were studied and evaluated.

They were primarily white, middle-income families
with black families and those at the extremes of the
economic spectrum under-represented, Winet said.
He stressed that his findings should be considered

applicable only to children and families with
characteristics of these participating in the study.

People In The News
^^^^^^^^^^^^i staff Photo-George Withers)

When the Southwest urban scene gets to be too much, this student
knows where to find a Southwest rural scene.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
MIAMI ( AP) - "Why does God

hate me?" asked Alan McDonald
after gunpowder exploded in his
face and hands, burning him
severely for the second time in his
life

"I didn't realize what had
happened at first," McDonald, 23,
said from the burn ward at a locai
hospital. "I was burning. I rolled to
put the fire out and I thought: 'Oh
God, not again."'

In February 1960, McDonald was
massively burned and disfigured
when a playmate doused him with
flaming gasoline It took skin
grafts from an older brother and
years of plastic surgery to restore
his charred body.
McDonald, on a hunting trip last

week with friends, was making
bullets near a smoldering campfire
when a spark set off a bowl of
gunpowder

"If my friend hadn't been there,
I would have jumped into a canai
with a rock around my neck." said
McDonald, who was reported in
fair condition at the hospital after
suffering first and second degree
burns on his face and hands
Bonnie McDonald, who had met

her husband-to-be in high school
and feel in love with him before
surgeons restored his destroyed
jaw, said:

"Alan was really looking good
after all those years and now this
Man. it just isn't fair."

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)
— The former chief editor of
Yugoslavia's major morning
newspaper has been expelled from
the Communist party for
liberalism, the paper said
yesterday.

Aleksander Nenadovic was chief
editor of Politika until the middle
of last year. He lost the job in a
purge of supporters of the liberal
leaders of the Serbian Communist
party. But he remained a member
of the party and continued to write.
But articles signed by him

disappeared recently from the
paper Yesterday's announcement
said the Communist party
organization of Politika expelled
him from the party and issued
warnings and criticism to seven
other newsmen.
They were accused of allowing

the paper to become a mouthpiece
of liberals of the Serbian party who
were purged last year.

Columbia < AP) — A
a hand-made, fully

BOGOTA
letter and
engraved wooden medal* has been
given to England's Princess Anne
as a token of her visit to Columbia
Both are by an inmate serving a
five-year term
"Cruel fate has brought me into

this penitentiary, but I have
always longed to work and achieve
some success." says the letter by
Jorge Echeverry Palacies. "That

<£hr fHaBBurhusrttB

latlu (BaiUmun

TOMORROW

is the last day to file

your nomination for

the Collegian Elections.

DEADLINE: 4:30 p.m.

is why I have taken the liberty to
send you this token of your stay
here. This humble but heartfelt
present has been worked fully by
hand... with all love and respect to
you and your husband."
The medal shows two shaking

hands symbolizing cooperation
between England and Colombia.
The back side bears the names of
Anne and her husband, Mark
Phillips, the date and flowers. The
British embassy said Princess
Anne would reply to Palacies*
letter.

Mt. Holyoke Talk

"Forces Shaping the
Presidency. Foreign Policy," a
panel discussion, will be held
tonight at 8:00 in Mount Holyoke
College's Cleveland Auditorium.
Robert Healy, executive editor of

the Boston Globe, and Darius
Jhabvala, diplomatic
correspondent of the Globe, will
participate. Healy brings with him
an impressive record as a long-
time Washington correspondent.
Jhabvala is just back from ac-
companying Kissinger to the
Middle East.

Yoga At Hampshire
Sara Nielsen, Director and

Founder of bhedanta, is expected
at Hampshire College tonight at 8
in the Center Room of Donut V,
House III. bhedanta is a small yoga
retreat college recently
established as part of Nordenfjord
World University in Denmark.
Students seeking to integrate
meditative experience into an
academic problem are par-
ticularly welcome. Opportunities
for spending part of January in a
monastery or ashram will be
presented.

For further information call 545-
2166.

BULLETIN

"Glass Shortage"

for the return of
each PUB MUG

at the

Tuesday Happy Hqur
12/11

2 til 6

with Billy Whyte
*

25' beers
no cover, no questions, bring the mugs
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Black Feminist
To Speak

V

Atty. Florynce Kennedy will speak on "Feminism: New
Directions For Black Women? 9

? "tonight at 8 in the Campus
(enter Auditorium as this semester's final presentation of the
Distinguished Visitors Program committee.
Ms. Kennedy, feminist, director of the Media Workshop of the

Consumer Information Service and producer/moderator of
"Opinions", WLIB Peabody Award-winning radio talk show, is the
author of "Abortion Rap". She was also a delegate to the National
Conference on Black Power in 1967, '68 and '69.

Ms. Kennedy's basic objective is to question, investigate and
challenge any and all forms of institutionalized oppression.
Says Ms Kennedy, "...Black people, women, the peace com-

munity they are the alliance of the alienated. I'm for people
coming together to challenge oppression."

Attention

SKIERS
/ Sell Brand-New

1974 SKI EQUIPMENT
at

20*5©Off
LIST PRICE
ALL BRAND NEW

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED
ALMOST ALL BRANDS

You only lose by not calling

or contacting:

Chuck Bermatl
Chi Psi Fraternity

Amherst College

256-0476

If You've Got It, Flaunt It...

Congress In Review Crafts Counselor
Tonight at 10 p.m. WMUA

(UMass radio, 91.1 FM) will
broadcast a review of legislative
action taken by the U.S. Congress
during its 1973 session, now almost
completed.
Tonight's program is being

presented as a special feature of
"Focus," WMUA's weekly public
affairs series produced and
moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.
An early segment of the 60-

minute program will air an excerpt
of a speech by Jean-Pierre Debris
concerning compliance by the
Congress in funding military ap-
propriations for the Thieu regime
in South Vietnam. Debris, who
spoke recently at the University,
was imprisoned for 24 years
because of his opposition to the
Thieu government.
A later segment of tomight's

program will feature an interview
with two workers for "The
Process," an international
religious humanitarian
organization.

Exchange Students

"Applications are available until

February 15, 1974, in the
Admissions Office, Whitmore Hall,

for undergraduate students in-

terested in going on exchange
either semester next year.
The student applying for an

exchange should be a sophomore
with a 2.5 cumulative . Interested
students must complete an ap-
plication and return it to Mr.
Loder, Office of the Registrar, no
later than February 15, 1974.

John Quincy Adams Lower, a
women's dormitory in Southwest,
has an opening for a live-in crafts
counselor for the spring semester.
She will have a single room, a

$200 salary for the semester, and
use of the JQA Lower crafts room
and will be expected to either teach
a colloque or offer crafts
workshops for dorm residents.
Please submit applications to

Phil Chapin, Head of Residence,
5th floor JQA, by Dec. 12th, or cali
Phil at 6-4564 for more information.
Application should include ap-

plicant's name, address, phone #,
and areas of competence in crafts
and art.

Mid-East Speaker
The executive secretary of

CONAME (Committee on New
Alternatives in the Middle East
will speak on "New Approaches to

Peace in the Middle EAst") today
at noon in C.C. 113. Mr.
Solomonow, a peace activist for

many years, served as first

National Program Secretary for

the Jewish Peace Fellowship, the
pacifist Jewish organization
working in the Jewish Community.
He served a year sentence in

federal prison for a selective

service card violation.

CONAME works in consultation
with many national peace
organizations, including
Fellowship of Reconciliation,
SANE, American Friends Service
Committee, War Resisters League,
Quaker Action Group, Women's
International League for Peace
and Freedom, and Clergy and
Laity Concerned.

International Xmas
On Tuesday, December llth, the

Gallery at the Jones Library will
resound with the old familiar
Christmas carol "A ra nono
hatay!" (Japanese for "Hark the
Harold Angels sing"). As has
become the tradition in recent
years, the international students of
Amherst and environs will attend a
Christmas party rom 7 - 9 p.m.
hosted by the 'Round the World
Wives' and the Host Family
Program', both sponsored by the
Amherst Town Committee for
International Students.
Aside from multilingual

Christmas carols, the program will

feature music by the Classic
Guitar Society and a magician,
Rory Johnston. Sally Hafner is in

charge of the festivities, and will

gladly organize transportation for
anyone who needs it. Call her at
256-8420.

ORIENTAL GIFTS
Every Monday Only

10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. till Christmas
at

Chin Chinese Restaurant
203 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON 584-1775

RESTAURANT HOURS: TUES., to SAT., 11:30 a.m. to 10:00 p m
SUNDAYS, 1:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Gift Certificates

H**J H t&& *
r

Have It Your Way . .

.

BURGER

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
Hadley, Mass.

Opening Wednesday,

Dec. 12, 1973

«M
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BAHA'I FAITH:
Evening discussion on the

Teachings of the Baha'i Faith every
Monday, 8:00 p.m., 146 Shays St. 256
6277

BDIC STUDENTS AND FACULTY:
Today's cluster party is for

students and faculty interested in the
area of Psychology and Counseling
from 4-5:30 at 416 Goodell—
BOXING CLUB MEETING:
Final meeting of semester Tues.

nite. All members try to make it.

Bring ideas for next semester.
BUILDING COMMITTEE:
Meeting today at 12:30 in 802 C.C.

CASIAC STUDENT COUNSELOR:
There will bean important meeting

of all student staff tonight Dec. 10 at 7
in E-20 Machmer. If you cannot at
tend, contact Kris or Dan.
DECISION THERAPY:
A lecture-demonstration with

Harold Greenwald Ph.D noted
psychotherapist, lecturer and
author, Dec. 10, Monday 8 10:30
p.m., 104 Thompson.
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY:
The Coalition for Environmental

Quality will have a general meeting
tonight at 6:30 in 426d, S.U.B.
Everyone interested in ecology in-

vited.

FLAP-JANUARY 74:

3 Week academics program will
definitely run Jan 7-25 offering 3 and
6 credit courses in humanities and
fine arts (c) Pre registration ends
Fri.12—14. Open to all 5 College
Students. No tuition fees. Call 5-2041
or 6-4546, CSA Academics Office.
FINANCE COMMITTEE:
Meeting today in 815 at 2:30

FOOD SERVICES:
Meeting today at 3:00 in Room 811.

GSS:
Meeting tonight, Mem. Hall at 6:30

p.m. Please all members attend. We
would like to welcome all new sisters
to the Chapter.

HISPANO STUDENTS:
A meeting is scheduled for

Tuesday, Dec. 11, 2:00 p.m., 2nd floor
Lounge, New Africa House. Spring
semester courses in Spanish,
Financial aid — other topics of in-

terest. Most important that you at-

tend.

I.V.C.F.:

Tonight at 7:30 Pastor Paul
MacVittie of the College Cjurch will
speak on "The Bible's View of Man"
rm. 803 C.C.

NOTICE:
University Year for ACTION will

hold its 2nd recruitment meeting
tonite for Volunteers for Jan. in Rm.
168 172 C.C. at 7:30 Dec. 10. All in

teresfed persons welcome.
OUTING CLUB:
Last O.C. meeting of semester

tonite. 6:30 rm. 162 C.C! Winter
mountaineering show "a la Cartz"
Pretrip meetings: SKI trip at
Jackson 5:30 locker, deposit
required; Mexico deposit required,
last meeting; EMS sale 9:00 Dec. 12;

XMas Party 7:00 Dec. 15 Kimble's.
PRE DENT MED VET
Sophs and Juniors interested in

applying for admission to the pre-

professional program should fill out
an application in the Pre Med Office
217 Hasbrouck before Christmas
recess.

PRE VETS:
Members are needed to man in-

Tonite

Penny
Mite

with

Daddy
Long
Legs

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47 Sunderland

6fi5-49.'J7
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Notices

formation booth in C.C. on Thurs.
Dec. 15. CAM Gary 6 5219.

PRINT SALE:
Buy some fine original work by the

printmakers at UMass today and
tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the Cape Cod Lounge, S.U.B.
74-75 FOOTBALL:
There will be a meeting for all

those interested in playing football
for the 1974-75 season. Dec. 11,

Boyden Gym, 227 at 4:00 p.m.
SHOWING OF SHORT FIRST
FILMS:
by students in Lianne Brandon's

"Filmmaking in Education" classes.

Rm. 21A School of Ed. Tues. Dec. Jl,
4:30 p.m.
SOKOLOK MOI:

Final meeting of SOKO LOK MOI
Before Xmas break. Look forward to
recognition of LING-CHA HONG
AND TO THE EMERGENCE OF
SHIN-SHA HOI. LOBAATTZ will see.
TONITE:
Reefer Madness is being shown

tonite at Mahar Aud. at 8:30 and
10:15. All proceeds will go to the
decriminalization of marijuana.
UMASS TABLE TENNIS:
Entry blanks for the tournament

will be available for men and women

in the S.U. Games Room across
from the Hatch, and in RSO Office,
2nd floor SUB. Winners and runners
up of each event will attend the
eastern Nationals.

URBANA MISSIONARY CONFE-
RENCE:

All those planning to go, we would
like to get together with you. Call 549
6194.

WUMV FEATURES McLAREN
FILMS:
Free films of Norman McLaren

will be shown tonight at 8 in C.C. 905
909. Attendance at this final meeting

is required for credit.

FOUND
Gas cap— in lot 1 1 from late model

car. Go to lost and found in C.C.

LOST:
A gold round faced watch missing

its crystal about 3 weeks ago — If

found, please return it to C.C. lost and
found or call 6 8260. Reward. Thanx.
LOST:
Small gold ring with 2 diamonds,

sapphire in middle. Please return
immediately. No questions asked.
253-7668

Nontraditional Newsletter
YOU, if you're in an ex-

perimental program, work-study,
BDIC, UWW, Project 10 inquiries,
or if you've returned after having
been OUT THERE, in the REAL
WORLD. Some people have been
getting their heads together every
Thursday in the Old Chapel at high
noon, and have decided to start a
newsletter. The newsletter will be
a clearing house for information

about new programs and ways to
cope with, change, or buck the
system, ideas about education,
personal experiences, inspirations,
and warnings. If you want to say or
ask anything, drop a note
(preferably but not necessarily
typed) in the mailbox of Jane
Holappa in the Student Senate.
Write "Nontraditional" at the top
of your message.

UNIVERSITY YEAR FOR ACTION

ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY, GROUP DYNAMICS,
URBAN SOCIOLOGY, LEGAL RIGHTS, RACISM,
ECONOMICS, COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION.

A year with University Year for ACTION will teach you about
all these things, and much more.

See aUYA representative this week. Recruitment meeting onMonday, December 10 in 168-172 Campus Center for UYA positions
in January 1974, at 7:30 p.m.

Jim Koplik & Shelly Flnlcel

present

December 14 at 8 p.m.

Emerson, Lake & Palmer
New Haven Coliseum

in association with WPLR-FM

Tickets: $6.00 Advance

mDecember 15 at 7 & 11 p.

BEACH BOYS
Springfield Municipal

Auditorium

Tickets: $5.50 advance,

$6.00 at door

Available also: MUSIC CITY, Bay State West &
Eastfield; NEPTUNE WATERBEDS, W. Springfiefd;
MAD HATTER, Holyoke; MUSIC MAN, Westfield;
FACES OF EARTH, Amherst; BAGGINS END, South
Hadley; WAX N'WAVE, Chicopee.

December 26 at 8 p.m.

' ALICE COOPER
Special Guests

ZZ TOP

New Haven Coliseum

Tickets: $6.00 Advance,

$6.50 at Door
Tickets: Available at respective Box Offices and Stiky Fingers,
New Haven, Hartford Chess King, New Haven, Meriden, Lasalle
Music, West Hartford Belmont Records, Hartford, Marty's
Music Mart, Blfd Inner Ear, Sforr's Warren's Music, New
Britain Music Shop, Bristol Getting Off Winsted Plaza
Records, Waterbury M&N ticket agency, Danbury Merle's
Record Rack, Milford Linden Records, Middletown Paperback
Booksmith, New London Leather or Not, Canton, Jean Shack,
Trumbull Vanguard Music, E. Hartford Legg Shop, Ansonia.

Isyour
privacy

worth $
52.50

a month?
It can cost as little as that when you rent
a Brittany Manor apartment with three
friends. And that could change your life-

style next semester. No more noisy room-
mates! Instead, the privacy of a modern
apartment community only a couple of
minutes by our own courtesy bus. car or
bike from Amherst College, downtown
Amherst or UMass. Rental office

open evenings.

• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
• spacious 2 bedroom apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• COURTESY BUS TO
UMASS & TOWN

• parking tor cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball, football,

badminton.

• ski trips

• recreational facilities

Rent from $210.
Call 413-256-8534

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite
Grist Mill off Rt. 116.

Brittany Manor
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Chicken --SeaTuna
Solid White in Water

IG
1 13 or
Can

Upton Tea Bags
or Red Rose

100 Count Package

IC

Upton

'<T ''I

Mansion Inn

1 lb. Coffee

Tomato Soup
Campbells-lift oz. Can

mm Q $1

ONt OF TMt STOP 1 SHOP COMPHWIf S

Tomato Paste

Hunt's-6 oz. Can

Hawaiian Punch

All Flavors-46 oz. Can

Dole Pineapple

Sliced or Chunks

Dole
In

natural

juices

20 oz.

Cans

Spaghetti Sauce
Gino-Meat or Mushroom

C
24 oz.

Jar

Grape Jelly

Welchs-32 oz. Jar

Vtl 32 oz.

Jar

Scott Towels
Assorted-140 Count Roll

$!
rtjwtonbwet 140

Count
Rolls

SUPERMARKETS

Go mini-pricing
and get your Stop & Shopsworth!

i fftm Fm ttft

Morton Cream Pies

29
c

"Quality-Protected" U.S.D.A. Choice Beef!

Chocolate. Banana. Coconut. Lemon.
Strawberry or Neopolitan M M

Stouffers,"''; Lemon Cup Cakes'£7 TO
Seeltest Ice Cream IS,

1!*
VAKIUA. PEACH WOPOIITAM 0* VANILLA FUOGI HOTAl

Hendries Ice Milk Bars uamirvxuz 85e

Birds Eye Awake '^35*

Birds Eye Orange Juice

I
i
W r Sunshine goodnesa f% J|

%/ aV !«V ioo% noma* omngc juicf. f '

C'J£ I

Blueberry Toasties h°"*a° j**** %" 39«

Stop & Shop Macaroni & Cheese J* 89s

Taste O'Sea Pollack Fillets XW
Howard Johnson Fried Clams ^ 79*

Merit Ice Cream * •* 0.^75'
Vanilla. Chocolate. Harlequin or Coffee

Taste O'Sea Scallop Dinner '£

Angy's Tortellini with Soup Mix

Chuck Roast

Statu mm.. Pet. It-Set. let. If

The Stop&ShopCompanies

FIRST
1

CUTS
BONE

I

IN

La

Blade Cut Chuck Roast »°«»< 79'

California Chuck Roast v 99
c

Chuck Stewing Beef P 1"

imii ofeiea i« uif mi
L
natuen mum i»n«

MNr rtti.i Ovaiin
w •ftelt^'tfi

Commitment totheConsumer

frfc

Fres/i Porfc Sa/e/

1

89"
6^79«

Banquet Cook in Bag Meats 3^ 85
oeorra a la king. MCAnoAr SALisaurr stuk c«a«o

chip am «al PAMticiAM <*» siicfo rgmcpr

Pork Chop
Meaty chops with succulent flavor. £

Intl. Vegetables
BiBDS
EVE 2 SS 89

e

Danish Swiss or Mediterranean

Birds Eye Tasli Fries 4 'I

Uglrt n Lively Yogurt

\J Cup*
J'

StALTMT
Choice of 8

Delicious Flavors

Boneless Pork Cutlets "»- M39

Country Style Pork Ribs wut 89
c

Boneless Pork Loin Roast-Rib «l
a

Pork Loin Roast sua 89° »r 99
c
.

IN A BASKET
1 LB. PACKAGETyson's Fried Chicken

Swift's Premium Ham Patties

Borden's Sliced Amer. Cheese 1$ 89*
'WiviouAiiY wPAPPto «mnt OK YfrllOW

Borden j Sliced Wise. Muenster £ 59*

Fruit Flavored Drinks
STOP i SHOP 1EMOM OP. Pl«APPlC/OPJU»GE

o v,s*i fl
VCartam S

Premium Margarine
sw 39°

S'SSJBl team lids

Sunkist Navel Oranges 10 89
c

--£* California Carrots «« ^.« .... 2 C29*
Florida Egg Plants 19

c

Florida Cucumbers 3 29
c

J Mini-fnced Deii-Hut Soeciais

Handschumacher Bologna 99

ter

Cepacol Mouthwash" <<79 c

Dial Very Dry Deodorant 59
5 oz CAN — REGULAR OR UNSCENTED

Stop & Shop Hand Lotion JJjg 79*

Lady Flicker Razor 89c

Bright Side Shampoo " KQ<
Bo'lif 3»

Carando Hard Salami

Carando Mortadella

Carando Genoa Salami ^JS? •; 65*

Pressed Lunch Sausage r^S° ,'„' 95*

S Mini-meed irom our Kiicnens

Spare Ribs

$
1
29

Meat Loaf 21b. Pkg. twn s2 3»

Deli Hut Meatballs 50 oz Can >1N
Parfaits 3 Flavors 2'co"89c

Barbecue
w
s
E

T
s
Y
T
L

Er
Call on our chefs when
you're too busy to cook'

8 C
With |htj coupon on a 1 11} pkg of

IMPERIAL

MARGARINE

i

i

i

i

: Mini-fnced Sell service Den

Swift's Premium Bacon T9

SLICED OR LAZY MAPLE — 1 LB PKQ

Armour Star Sliced Bacon j,* *1M
Oscar Mayer Weiners or bfff franks U *1»
Oscar Mayer Sliced Bacon ^*1W
Claussen's Pickles Quart Jar

'

89'

Hebrew National Knockwurst Xj *1 41

Hebrew National Midget Salami 'A" M"
Perri Italian Style Sausage ^ M 4*

• Mini "need Fisn Soecia Is

Flounder Fillets « $
U*

Peeled & Deveined Shrimp '£• «3»»

Taste O'Sea Sandwich Squares 15 99c

Your Stop & Shopsworth

is a good deal for youl

I've made my promise to talk straight
with you, so let's begin with our Stop &
Shopsworth slogan — what does it mean? As
your store manager I'm concerned about the
worth of your shopping dollars, not only low
prices but quality and service as well. No
magic formula, just a week-in, week-out way
of doing business.

We back this claim with what we like to
think of as the Stop & Shopsworth Consumer
Charter, the foundation on which we build
such programs as:

Our Quality Protected Beef Program
At our Marlboro Meat Processing Plant spe-
cial equipment makes it possible to maintain
uniform cleanliness and tight quality control
This allows us to regulate the aging carefully
(and naturally, with no additives of any kind)
We can guarantee that you serve meat at its
peak of taste and tenderness.

Our private label foods:
The Stop & Shop brand has to be as good as
the leading national brand or you won't find it

on our shelves, but ours costs less. We'll put
our cake mix against Betty Crocker our de-
tergent against Tide, but gelatin desserts' We
haven't made one to match Jello— yet!

Our leadership in Consumer Affairs
As far back «$ 1959, our Manager of Con-
sumer Relations was concerned about improv-
ing communications between Sfop^S Shop
management and the consumer. Just recently
we received an award from Family Circle Mag-
azine for our efforts in nutrition education.

Most Important, we listen:
In addition to a network of Consumer Boards
that provide a constant communication link
to our shoppers, we are here to respond to
your questions and suggestions. Stop &
Shopsworth? The point is we're listening and
working to be responsive to your needs

ftM^m immmm

With Itiis coupon on a 100 couni tK>« of

COOkEO FiSH

Witn ttiu coupon on 12 jars ol

SALADA
j BEECHNUT STRAINED

TEA BAGS
j

BABY FOOD ,

j._ WJj. Ml..-• j^i

saves • •*•- r r::"——-i
rV.th this coupon o" lour 3' i oi bars

PERSONAL SIZE
With this coupe on j 32 z I' "eo'

DOVE LIQUID
W th ih„ coupon on a 25 lb bag of

!
GRAVY TRAIN

IVORY SOAP . DETERGENT : DOG FOOD „Dee 18 -Set Ok '5 - i- • * j-» ;*: ew\-r

L^_„„___„__K$ii: mi "

ssil
STOP & SHOP in- NORTHAMPTON 152 King St.- HADLEY ĤlRsll»TeT?a7 th7ltadtey~An;he'rst Line!

Pickwick Stereo L.P. Records
CHRISTMAS FAVORITtS BY LEAOING RECWOING AFITISTS "

Imported Animal Slippers '"^s*" *2*
Imported Plush Scuffs hens ano mmn *2V

!
SAVE 15c §

I

;

Wl,n ,n" coupon on a 16 01 bag of i

STARBURST

! FRUIT CHEWS •

I
****-**•*?*.+*•-mmmmummm\ Sj

[_ VQVVVVvVV.ftM|

|
SAVE 10c I
With this coupon on a 40 oz. box ol

j

CLOROX II

I
DRY BLEACH , i

|.
Mk. .D,t.«-£„ .OK U- I «„«.,«, „,,,„„„ p

8:00a.m.- 10:00p.mM Mon.-Sat
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The Anatomy Of A Course
ii

(Editor's Note: What with course
selection time upon the campus,
MDC has decided there is no better
way to know about the academic
menu than to taste it from an
enrollee's mouth.
John Mulholland kept close track

of his participation in English 339,
"Article Writing," during the Fall
semester. His journal spells out the
toil and tremors he experienced on
the way to publication. Excerpts
are reproduced here without the
permission of his instructor, who
admits he has also known rejection
slips.)

Parti
This paper is a log of my ac-

tivities in writing two nonfiction
articles for English 339 — Article
Writing. It includes brief
descriptions of all the steps I took
in creating and finishing these two
pieces.

The paper is, in essence, a copy
of the handwritten notes I kept
during the course. At the beginning
of the course, it was spelled out
that the term project would be a
daily journal of entries describing
what was done for each day of the
course. I have tried to do this to the
best of my ability, but I must
confess that entries were not
always made daily.

FIRST WEEK: September 10-16

I was unable to attend the first

class meeting on September 9, as
well as those on 9-10 and 9-14

because of work commitments.
At the class meeting I did attend

on Wednesday (9-12), I picked up
the syllabus and schedule of the
course. I signed up for my tutorial

session time, which will be on
Wednesdays at 1 : 15.

SECOND WEEK : September 17-23

On Wednesday (9-19) I went to

my first tutorial. I told my
professor I was thinking of doing
my first article on my experiences
while living with a deaf person at

UMass. He seemed to like the idea,

but told me I should decide on a
particular angle — day-to-day life

of a deaf person, the Media
Specialist Program for the Deaf —
some specific aspect.

I talked to Jay Innes, the deaf
person I lived with, to see if he'd
mind me writing an article about
him. It was okay with him. I'm

thinking about submitting the
article to Readers Digest for its

First Person section, $3000 if it gets
published! I read a copy of

Reader's Digest to see what they
were looking for. They want first

person accounts of less than 3,000

words about interesting ex-
periences. I think my experience
was interesting.

On Saturday (9-23) I wrote a
rough outline for the first article.

THIRD WEEK: September 24-30

On Wednesday (9-26) I showed
my professor my outline. He
thought it was too broad — covered
too much of everything. I have to

decide exactly what areas I'll limit

myself to. Talking it over with him,
I sort of decided that I would like

the piece to be a straightforward
account of experiences —
humorous, sad, inspirational, etc.

I told Politella about submitting
the article to Reader's Digest. He
said the competition would be
much tougher than for less known
magazines but to go ahead.
Over the weekend I read sections

of the two books I had from the
library on how to write the outline

of an article.

On Saturday, (10-6) I sat down
and typed out everything I could

think of relating to my living with
Jay. I knew him. Jay showed me a
paper he had written about his life

for a psychology class. It contained
an account of his experiences when
he went deaf. Jay elaboiated on
certain points in the ppper as I

read it.

On Sunday, (10-7) I arranged the

list into groupings of similarity. It

was only a rough grouping. I later

plan to arrange the groupings into

the sequential order in which the

story will be written. The grouping
list came in handy in making sure

that I covered all important points.

By looking at the numbers I hope
not to repeat myself in the story.

FIFTH WEEK: October 8 14

On Wednesday I met with my
professor. We briefly discussed my
outline. Again I was reminded to

limit myself to a specific area. The
greater part of the session was
spent discussing various aspects of

the writing profession. Free lan-

cing as a career is not easy.

I started thinking about a good

New life

next
semester!
Mount Sugarloaf can make you forget all

about those dorm doldrums. It's a modern
apartment community only a couple of

minutes by car or bike from Amherst
College, downtown Amherst or UMass.

•ON UMASS BUS LINE
• 2 bedrm. apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• roomy closets, storage
• wall-to-wall carpeting
• master TV antenna
•modern kitchens
• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges
• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals
• 2-door refrigerators

•laundry facilities

• swimming pool

Rent: $2007month (utilities included)

Call 413-665-3856

Direction: On Route 47.

MOUNT
SUGARLOAF

lead for my story. I remembered
that in a book I had on deafness,

there was a paragraph on
Aristotle's views on deafness,
which were very unenlightened. I

think maybe this could be a good
beginning if I then show how wrong
Jay made Aristotle. I looked up the
paragraph in Hearing and Deaf-
ness, by Hallowell Davis and S.

Richard Silverman. I think a
paraphrase might make a good
lead.

On Saturday (10-12) I started my
first draft. I began my story with
the Aristotle lead, but had a heck of

a time finding the right wording.
After struggling with it for too long
I settled for an approximation and
continued to write the rest of the
story. This proved difficult

because I kept getting hung up on
certain passages as to the correct
wording. I finally managed to

disregard such fine points, and
managed to write an almost
complete first rough draft.

On Sunday (10-14), I rewrote the
first draft. I decided that after the
lead I should give a brief

biographical account of Jay in

order that the rest of the story
would fall into place. In this ac-

count, I could cover the handicap
of deafness without having to

continuously repeat myself.
Besides this change, I polished up
the wording and sentence struc-

ture. It's still a very rough draft. In

the second draft I also included a
rough conclusion to the story.

SIXTH WEEK: October 15-21

On Tuesday (10-16) I wrote the

third and hopefully the last draft.

This draft is mainly a further

refinement of the other drafts. I

changed some words and sen-

tences. I also checked for punc-
tuation.

I didn't have time to type up this

draft, so I brought the handwritten
one to my professor on Wednesday.
He said it was okay to bring the

typewritten one next Wednesday.
John Mulholland

SW Center Is Resource
ForRacial Understanding
A realistic awareness of racist attitudes, and concrete action to

alleviate these attitudes: these are the objectives of the Center for Racial
Understanding. Located in the Moore House P-10 apartment, the center is

working in many ways to attain these objectives.

Established in 1972, it was relocated to larger quarters in Moore House
from JQA. The center now has a growing resource library of films,
recordings, pamphlets and books, all relating to Third World and racism.

Courses offered: Dynamics of White Racism, Black Ethnocentnsm,
and Lumpen economics, to name three, all seek to make students aware
of the subtle racist conditions in every day living. But they do not stop
there. Action against institutional racism is also stressed.
The philosophy is that talk is not enough, and awareness is just the

beginning.

One of the problems concerning the center is that students do not have a
concise idea of what it should do. Director Ken Hale said he would like to
see it become a gathering place, where students could get together and
talk, or make use of the study room as well as the library.

In the future, Hale said he hopes to widen the scope of the center to sucn
causes as prison reform and the exploitation of Third World countries by
the U.S. and such European nations as France, Portugal, and Great
Britain. But for now, the Center for Racial Understanding is con-
centrating on Southwest. Open from 10-5 Monday through Friday, the
center welcomes visitors from all over campus to make use of its

facilities, and share their ideas.

#J£nfSALE
THE
LAST
SALE _

oh EVERYTHING in ou* store

m&imm®Y/8 *TuRiu^icKs*HArs
Mexican tops/ shirts *L*atme1B0Oop£
ANO EVtfRYlHIMG INTWESroKt U>>
i0»

tftf

ClIMA
DO IT IN THEE ALLEY -NORTH OF THE P0LIC( 5MT/0M

Ski
like a

skieco-freak
at

Mad River Glen.
Recycle this ad . . . or give it to a friend. It's worth

$2.00 off the price of a lift ticket weekdays, $1.00
weekends, when redeemed at our ticket office. Offer
good only from opening day to Dec. 25 and again
from Jan. 6-30. Limit: one coupon per customer per
day.

Rent a ski house at the mountain . . . just call our
Real Estate office and find out about the nearby
houses we handle exclusively. Instead of burning up
time and gasoline getting to and from the mountain,
live there.

Enjoy the time, energy and money you've saved
... ski hard all day on our 25 challenging trails. Join
a class in mogul skiing, or enter a race. Then relax in

the friendly ski lodge atmosphere of General Stark's
Pub . . . where good food, good drinks and a huge
fireplace bring people together.

MAD RIVER GLEN

The Ski Area for Skiers

WAITSFIELD, VERMONT 802-496-3551

i -i -i *-# V i l m iltAJ 11 MJ
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/ Want You For The MDC

Market Place Qf Ideas

Death Penalty Again?

Perish The Thought

MONDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1973

tfbr fcassarhtisrfts

Sally (EflUrmatt

Just realized that this is my last column for the semester. Had planned to write more about the
frustrations of the energy crisis; the ineptness of the President ; or perhaps my sadness over the death of
activism on most campuses throughout this country.
However, today I will write on none of these topics. Today I'm writing on a topic that is very special to

me: my feelings about working on a College paper in general, and the Massachusetts Daily Collegian in
particular.

I have spent this semester as the National Student Exchange representative from Rutgers Most
every aspect of my stay here has been enjoyable. The friends that I have met, the experiences that I've
encountered and the things that I have observed have all mixed together to teach me a bit about life and
even more so concerning my relationship with it. Many of those friends, and most of the experiences
have taken place through association with the Collegian this past semester.
What function should a newspaper serve in a University community? Ideally, it should inform the

community of what is going on around the world, throughout the country, and in the state in general In
^articular, it should become an active factor within the university community itself. A paper cannot
always be right, and it won't always be there. However, a paper can try to cover as much as staff and
financial limitations permit it to, and can and should always give its readers its best shot.
Look, I'm not about to say that the Collegian covers news as well as the Times or Globe And no. Bill

Ballou is not the second coming of Jimmy Cannon ; Reid Fishman is not another James Reston. Because
of the setup of a college paper, it is doubtful that any student journalist will ever be. A student journalist
is just that-a student first, and a journalist second (although I can think of several friends who will
dispute that). Those individuals who are part of the Collegian have more to worry about than just
"finding news to put in the paper". They've got to find time to research answers for tests and papers
They've got to find time to study and go to class; in some cases work just to go to school.
Considering this, it is fair to say that there are about twenty people or so, who bust their bottoms to get

the Collegian out everyday. To that, you can add another twenty or thirty names of those who help the

"1 here is but one deteren t to a murderer
and that is the death penalty/*

B> ERNIE KING
Recently, the Massachusetts Correctional Svstem

has been moving forward in the area of Penal
Reform. The most progressive of these reforms was
the abolition of the death penalty Now. from the
limbo of lost reactionaries, comes the golden voices
of Representative Sacco and Chester Broderick of the
Mass. Patrolman's Association who are called for the
restoration of the death Denaltv
The arguments put forth by Sacco and Broderick

^,Lh ?
the St°ne age Thev ar8ue <ha < Capital

runishment is:

1. a deterrent to crime.
2. it is economical,
3. it satisfies societies lust for revenge, and
4. it is the form of protection against

repeated crimes of violence bv the same of-
fender.
wnne rnese may seem like solid arguments thevdeserve a much closer look

"'«•». tne>

The argument that capital punishment will detercrime because of the nature of the punishment, isCollegian come out whenever they find the time. Although, they put out over 150 pages of newspaper similar to arguing in favor ofa >every week. That s larger than some novels!
!
When you take that into consideration, those who are Killing to stop killing is an absurdity StatiSr. on th^working on the paper are doing the best job possible. percentage of capital crimes show no H f IIBut when you think about it, twenty, thirty, or even fifty people is not a large percentage of the 22,000 states that had the death penalty and thoseThaTL'Speople that make up this university community! You want to know what is going on. You read the done away with it. Murder is" a hiimiv p1.J££papers! Surely, out of 22,000 people at UMass, more than fifty of us enjoy writing. crime and most offenders are not thlnkingo? he*There is room for you on the Collegian. It isn't a closed club, with strict rules or monetary dues. You future when the crime is committeddon t have to be elected to belong. A college newspaper is one of the last such organizations in a The economic aspects of the death Denaltv hesiH^university or anywhere where all you've got to oV to be in it is join, and do the best you can ; where all being unfounded, are somewhat conEL Those fnyou ve got to do to succeed is take an interest and work hard. There are people here who will help you favor of restoration of the dealth penalty feel hat if £with yourwriting (if you need help); who will teach you how to take pictures; or how to do issue lay-out cheaper for the state to executr" cr.mtna rith^

it to£Stftfe2«t5
Hard °n S°mething

; reaHy get int0 what you are trying t0 d0
'
and then se* than t0 pa->' for his c*re and custody JithTn our prison

The Collegian needs people. The ads in the paper are not rot-theyre for real, there is room on the "MB f»'mK^^i!£aSt!S!!^ suDoZirJCollegian for anyone who wants to join. For a paper to perform its function better it must have more his family falls to the state Another cos oTHpeople from various groups that make up this community on its staff. It needs them to cover stories, by many is the cost of the lenghtv trials brought ahrW
T*'^M150 nCedS then

i? PTde SS int0 What stories should De covered
-
what is going on by the appeals of a defendant who is fieh^ne for histhroughout the campus; and how the students, faculty and the administration feel about things Ufe

ngnting for n,s

While you are home during Christmas, think about it. When school resumes come to the office, it is Retribution is an argument that sneaks in from thpM* up the stairs from the Campus Center Candy Counter, and across the hall from RSO. dark corner stone of man's barbaric oast The ?dea ofWorking on a college paper is a great experience. You can spend as little time as you can afford to give Sacco and Broderick telling the governor of thito it; or as much energy as you feel moved to. You can learn from what you see. and those you see Commonwealth, that I as a citizen of .L Pomaround you. No matter what happens in the future I will remember the Collegian, those who work to put
it out, and those whc make it worth being on. I hope that by this time next year, a few more of you will be
able to say the same.

monwealth have a desire tor revenge on a person who
has grievously wronged society is nothing more than
selfrighteousness

The idea of our correctional system is to correct
anti-social tendencies of those incarcerated within
ite. To say that the restoration of Capital Punishment
will protect society from further wrongs is in reality a
confession of failure on the part of the system to
correct. What is needed then is a new system not one
that has been tried and failed such as the death
penalty

When men such as Broderick and Sacco get up and
talk about convicted murderers, they talk like all
convicted murderers are professional killers and
listed on the payrolls of organized crime. A closer
look at homicide will reveal that most homicides
happen in the bedroom or the kitchen and that both
the offender and the victim usually know each other
A 1966 study revealed that 29 per cent of all the
homicides that year, both the victim and the offender
were members of the same family. Another point is
that in most cases both the offender and the victim
were members of the same race and social class
Most professional killers are never caught They

are professionals. Those who are caught are usually
the man or woman who after a Saturday night at the
pub have become entangled in an escalating
argument with a friend or spouse. In a study con-
ducted by Marvin E. Wolfgang, it was found that out
of 600 homicides, 26 per cent were precipitated by the
victim.

With this in mind I suggest that if we are to rein-
state the death penalty as Mr. Sacco and Mr
Broderick would have us do, we should bring back the
old methods. We could use such old time greats as-
stoning, throwing people to beast, or maybe even
revive the milk and honey death of the Persian
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Mt. Toby Rude
To The Editor:

My only requirement here is that all pending
executions be conducted by Mr. Broderick and Mr
Sacco.

'by fred tveiss

Letters To The Editor

»m Catch Yo" I" Hell
I'm writing this letter for two reasons. The first is to express my thanks to the UMass Police for the

friendly service rendered me. The second, is to warn the bastards who broke into my Rambler (nowwho in their right mind would break into a Rambler? ) and stole my tape player. If I don't catch you here
1 11 catch you in hell Anyone low down to steal a tape player in such poor condition deserves it And if(and when) it breaks down again don't call on me, I've run out of masking tape to hold it together.

Ray McCarthy

Maharaji Ji Defended
To The Editor:

It seems rather fashionable today to be able to
categorize, encapsulate and neatly attend to matters
that concern us. When this is done, we feel that we
have neatly surmised everything there is to know
about whatever it is we are attempting to understand.
After this, there is apparently no further need to
question or explore deeper into something we ap-
parently quite fully understand. This is what Mr. R.J.
Baxter has done with Divine Light Mission, Guru
Maharaj ji and myself as one of Maharaj ji's
devotees.

In this material age, we are so enthralled and
overcome by large numbers and the external beauty
of objects whether they be cars, homes, or other
things. There seems to be an unwritten law that
possession connotates selfish attachment. The
problem with this is that we usually transfer our own
feelings about material beauty upon whomever is
possessing. This therefore immediately displaces the
possibility of any further explanation than our own
subjective evaluation of it. That further explanation
with Shri Guru Maharaj ji is love. Yes, Love, its a
funny thing that word. It motivates people to do am-
azing things when it is operating without inhibition

or qualification. People do crazy, compulsive,
"neurotic as Mr. Baxter calls it, things when love
enters their lives. Some of these things are like people
giving up their attachments and possessions like
signing over paychecks to a group of people living
together attempting to accomplish one thing in their
lives, unity. Money, roles and advancement are all
such strong motivating factors in our lives. There are
many aspects of Divine Light Mission that are
growing rapidly because people have decided to end
the achievement game and start reaching beyond
those external realms we are all defined by These
are some of the things that Mr. Baxter overlooked in
his analysis of Divine Light Mission. Doctors
Psychiatrist, Lawyers, administrators, engineers
journalists and many other skilled as well as non-
skilled individuals began highly motivated Legal Aid
Health Services, Educational facilities as well as a
World Relief Program to feed and clothe the poor on a
world wide level. These things are available to
anyone, not just Devotees. WE really need services

and Education where the individuals involved are
closer to their own needs, as well as the recipients
needs as human beings, not objects or goals in some
abstract scheme of progress. These services are still
relatively small but functioning at an amazing pace
by those who have chosen to serve humanity rather
than their own selfish aims.

It could perhaps be hard to understand this kind of
devotion, or love. It can easily be dismissed as
compulsive or neurotic, but one thing always remains
true, and that is our own experiences and our sin-
cerity in our purpose which we must always attempt
to know. I had dismissed Divine Light Mission and its
followers as individuals with an abundance of
rhetoric and no tangible results. I came to realize
however after speaking with devotees and seeing
their sense of purpose, and sincerity in changing
themselves and the world around them, that they
were experiencing a powerful force that was
changing their lives and bringing them happiness. I

have joined with them, and I feel that I have come a
little closer to realizing my potential for contributing,
apart from the sham and hypocrisy we see around us'
It comes down to objectivity and openess to others,
and asking seriously the question of why all these
people are giving so much, and receiving even more
It appears so easy to discount Maharaj ji, but do you
know his purpose? Do you know what he is deriving
from what we would deem materialistic 9 Have you
ever thought about looking beyond that which is so
obvious? Obvious yes, but transparent as the wealth
is not in what the eyes can see, but rather in what the
heart feels.

Please talk to us, try to share the love that is
changing so may people. Guru Maharaj ji's
meditation quiets the mind, it does not shut it off. It
helps us to see such an abundance of beauty within
and that is where peace must begin. I do not want to
even attempt to change or alter anyone's perceptions.
I want only to clarify my own, and that involves
reaching out and sharing. Meaningful dialogue is
constructive for all of us, regardless of what we are
searching for. When our goal is peace, it is so im-
portant.

Mark L. Mawrence

Laugh At Estelle
To The Editor:
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This letter is another chapter in the never ending saga of the landlord

derland, which is owned and managed by Woodbridge Associates of
Springfield.

There are several anecdotes about our rather unpleasant stay here
which involve a certain callousness, total ineptness, and gross lack of
communication which is so incredible it's disgusting. The latest in a long
line of events has pushed us past the brink.

1 M«™ if ,r/M, C*:i !£ W?* We received our new leases. They came in the mail with theINIOW It yOU tail president s signature on them and an accompanying letter asked us to
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please return the lease by December 10. Last month we received a notice
tO purchase thlS tl
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ent would be changed from $210 a month to $200 a month plus

utilities. At a tenants meeting held soon after that, the president of the

authentic hard nWir fl
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scalledonthe Phone. He stated that we should be able to heat ourdUinenilC nam piaStlC all-electric apartments for about $10 a month! We have since discovered

, , .~ that average yearly electricity costs for our complex are about $35
deluxe toy rifle monthly! In the wintertime our bill can easily reach $50 a month It must

also be remembered that this amount is based on a commercial rate

for VOUr child Z ? »!

S
f
aper than What we wiU actua»y he paying. When they mailediui yuui L1111U

, the letters to us it was a take it or leave it position. No one came forth tom . . .
discuss what action would be taken or what alternatives we had. The factWe 11 nave no Choice that ^ey had a 30-day clause in our lease further clouds the issue Legal
Aid in Greenfield is trying to establish whether or not the scanty 4

but tO niiPQtinn
para8raPh letter we signed constitutes a legal lease. By the way ChapterDUl lO question mm*m 15 <d) of the Massachusetts General Laws states that a Ian

*%• . . .
olord must explain the lease thoroughly.

your Christianity

.

They are in violation of Chapter 143 section 3 (r) of the same laws This
one deals with public safety and concerns itself with a common en-
tranceway which is shared with other tenants.
Last month they sent us letters asking us to please be "courteous'' and

allow a surveying team into our apt. (They didn't have building plans')
The management, though, had gone to some tenants the week before and
told them they had to let them in. Chapter 186 section 14 of the Mass laws
states that landlords should not make unannounced visits or inspections
There are possible criminal penalties for violations. At our first meeting
it was revealed that at least one apt. was "entered" without permission
(that s another chapter we won't get into) and some people feel that it
might have happened to them while they were at school. By coincidencewe left our dog inside the day the management and the surveying team
came around to survey our place. (They didn't tell us! ! ) They went up-
stairs and asked one of our fellow tenants, "Is the dog downstairs
friendly?' And there's more...
One day last month, coming into the driveway, we encountered a brand

new sign on the front lawn--"Pond Ridge Condominiums'. Our apts were
for sale (a 2 bedroom for only 20,000) and they hadn't even bothered to let
us know. That's not illegal. It's about as rude as you can get.
Last year a tenant entered the laundry room and found a washer full of

sewerage. (Tie-dye, anyone?) Apparently, the septic tank and leach field
(which are situated on bedrock

Chester J. Broderick,
Chairman. Boston
Police Patrolman's
Association, in a speech
last Thursday during
which he asked Gov.
Sargent to restore the
death penalty.
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Complex. (Haven't you seen their huge, brightly lit billboard on Rt 9*>)

Don't risk your sanity. We know what will happen!!!!

Robert Gale
Carolyn Demers
Laurie Schwartz

Refugees Wrong
To The Editor:

The Palestinians living

misconceptions which we
misconception revolves around

Who The Hell?
To The Editor:

mi^ld Hke t0kn0W who tne hel1 the student senate thinks they are! When I have ever voted for a

Incredibly Yikki

in refugee camps are victims partly of
in the West have held for centuries. One

the notion that Islam inclines its
adherents to wage war to a greater extent than religions such as
Christianity or Judaism.
The original Islamic invasions were an indirect by-product of the new

religion. Islam was a religion designed to meet the needs of urban peoples
in the process of making the transition from tribal to urban lifeMuhammad as leader of the Muslims first in Mecca and then in Medina
became the most powerful leader of the Arabian peninsula Bedouin
tribal leaders entered into alliance with him in accordance with tribal
custom and the terms of the contracts included adherence to Islam
Muslims were forbidden to war with Muslims so the energies of the
tribesmen were directed towards the Eastern Roman Empire
The unbearably heavy tax policies of the Eastern Roman Empire made

the subjects of this empire reluctant fighters who were easily persuaded

trying to represent me. Ironically enough, anyone running for Mid officThYsVways
'his changes. A senator on my floor told
person (at another time) that he didn't

Represent Toda, , ,ead a <,uo,e •„ SeC.He^*^^SSffT^S i„^^?====^=S
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property would not be endangered by surrender.

To The Editor:

My thoughts have been running
into that phenomenon, dog and cat
shit

Off the run way. walking aw?
from Whitmore toward the library.
1 came across Dno Chi* i »u.:_ucame across Dog Shit.
'dog'. I can't be sure. It

credibly vikkv.

I think

was in-

Aghast, I decided to sit and study
the situation. Withing five minutes
ten people stepped in it, two people
talked by it and twelve people
thanked God they missed it. The
*n were deeply affected by this.

Iheir day marred. One girl even
smarted to cry.

There's no excuse. This was a
mean thing for any animal to do.

Mate of the Senate, in introducing the bill for the Z*Z5Srito£35TSKL nerThe basic issue is this government and how power is being used. We
But most people would pat the dog. ^g^D^
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ttuce - from a female senator. ".
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in garrisons apart from indigenous centers of population and were given
intensive instruction in the Koran, as their understanding of Islam was

and say
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good^ cond hTs
WHERE DOES THAT LEAVE ME^ I would also like to know howThe StSent Senalefilthiness. ... .....>,
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I hope in the future you owners
have the consideration (when vou
see your animal shitting m a public
area I to either cup your hands or
kick the miserable creature.

Thomas J. Tulley
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?°? student senators for giving us such honorable distinction a0^^^%^^^^^ boycott ' then whose ngm would II * t0 override »?
. (pompous) Senate.

I will never again vote for a UMass student senator
Senate for bringing us our own campus Watergate.

I don't repeat mistakes. Thank-you Student

infernal problem regarding^groups of people whose way of life precluded
a basic understanding of Islam and whose continued presence in tneArabian peninsula would have perpetuated warfare between the different
tribes. I refer to Muhammad at Mecca and Muhammad at Medina bv WMontgomery Watt.

"»* uy w.

Gretel Munroe

Jeanne D. Boudreau

»
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News Analysis

The Tapes : More Questions

Than Answers
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Nearly two weeks' testimony in federal court

has raised more questions than were answered about the 18-minute gap in
a subpoenaed Watergate tape.

Most attention was focused on how it could have happened.
But the attempt to answer that one big question raised a host of others,

among them:
—Why was a taping system the White House says was "lousy" operated

for two and one-half years with no attempt to improve it?

—What did the White House know about two conversations never
recorded, and a third that included a gap, when it was arranging the so-
called Stennis compromise for settling the battle over access to the nine
subpoenaed recordings?
—Did the President ask his personal secretary, Rose Mary Woods, if

she could explain the difference between the five minutes she thought she
talked on the telephone and the 18 minutes obliterated on the tape she had
on her recording machine?
—Did the President listen to that tape of his conversation June 20, 1972,

with H.R. Haldeman?
Alexander P. Butterfield, the former White House aide who first

disclosed the taping system, testified at the tapes hearing and later told
newsmen he found it "unrealistic" to believe an inadequate system would
have been installed in the executive offices.

"It is unreal to think that when the President of the United States gives
an order to request equipment be installed in his office, in the Cabinet
room, the Executive Office Building office and on his telephone, that the
person charged with the responsibility would obtain equipment that
would even risk inadequacy," said Butterfield, administrator of the
Federal Aviation Administration.
When it was disclosed early in November that two presidential con-

versations had not been recorded and that others contained inaudible
sections, Presidential Press Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler described the
system as "lousy."
The President himself described it on Nov. 17 as not a sophisticated

system.
The question of the tapes compromise put forward by the President on

Oct. 19 arose at the hearings but was cut off before the witness, Alexander
M. Haig Jr., White House chief of staff, could say anything about it.

On the night of Oct. 19, President Nixon said he would prepare sum-
maries of the Watergate portions of the tapes, submit them to Sen. John
C. Stennis, D-Miss., for verification, and then turn them over to the court
and the Senate Watergate committee.
When special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox rejected the

proposal the next day, Nixon had him fired, which led to the resignations
of Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson and his deputy, William P.
Ruckelshaus.
Assistant special prosecutor Richard Ben-Viniste asked Haig whether

he had been involved in the compromise decision. The question prompted
objections from White House attorneys, who said the compromise wasn't
under consideration in the hearing.
After a bench conference, the hearing recessed for the day. When it

reopened the next morning with Haig still on the stand, Ben-Veniste
asked if the unrecorded conversations of the gap had entered into
discussions leading up to the compromise.
"No, hot in any way," said Haig.
He offered to "shed some light" on the compromise discussions, but

U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica cut him off, saying he hadn't decided
whether it was relevant to the proceedings.
Did the President get an explanation from Miss Woods of the time

difference between the five-minute gap she thought she might have
caused and the 18-minute gap finally discovered?
Miss Woods couldn't recall that he did. And, according to testimony, no

one else pressed Miss Woods for what might have caused the time de-
ference or the two distinct tones heard in the obliterated segment.
Neither could any witness say whether the President had listened to the

June 20 tape other than on Sept. 29 at Miss Woods' Camp David, Md
cabin She was trying to transcribe it and Nixon listened to brief
segments after she complained how difficult is was to understand the
conversation.

"I don't see how you're getting any of this, it's so bad," she quoted him
'

as saying.
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Kissinger On
The Move

By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer

BRUSSELS (AP) — Secretary
of State Henry A. Kissinger
thanked Holland and Portugal
yesterday for their support during
the Middle East war and arranged
to dispatch an energy expert to
help the Dutch through the Arab oil

boycott.

Kissinger's meetings with Max
van der Stell, the Dutch foreign
minister, and Rui Patricio of
Portugal spotlighted the deep
divisions between the United
States and its other European
allies.

U.S. officials hinted that
Kissinger may try to prod the
Europeans to share their dwindling
oil supplies and that the United
States will arrange emergency
shipments for Holland if

necessary.

He is sending William H.
Donaldson, undersecretary of state
for energy problems, to the Hague
Dec. 17 for what are called
"contingency talks."

Holland was targeted by Saudi
Arabia and other Arab oil

producers for an oil embargo
because of its pro-Israel stance
during the Middle East war.

Sunday Has
No Gas

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer

No gasoline for sale.

That was the news that greeted
many motorists as America faced
its second Gasless Sunday.
Most of the drivers seemed to

adapt pretty well, however. An
Associated Press survey showed
Dnly a few reports of motorists
stranded on highways and unable
to get fuel.

Bad weather across much of the
country helped cut traffic and the
need for gasoline. There was
wintry weather in the eastern and
north central states with snow and
high winds in the northern plains
and upper Mississippi Valley.
Rain, freezing rain and some snow
also kept people home on the East
Coast.

The closing of the pumps was in

response to President Nixon's plea
two weeks ago for a voluntary ban
on gasoline sales from 9 p.m.
Saturday to midnight Sunday in an
effort to ease the energy crunch.

Legislation expected to reach
the House floor this week would
give Nixon the power to make such
closings mandatory.
An AP survey showed about 80

per cent of the nation's 220,000
service stations stopped selling gas
last Sunday and spot checks in-

dicated about the same number
were closed this week.
Some individual stations swit-

ched signals. A Miami service
station that remained open last

week had a "closed" sign this

Sunday and a Kingman, Ariz.,

station owner who shut his pumps
last week said he had changed .his^
mind.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW ^-

15

Capricorn appreciates lealiier goods and
Sagittarius always welcomes travel
luggage. Virgo and Gemini readily accept
reading material and Leo enjoys the
flamboyance of the "big package." Libra
will enthusuastically acceot scents, per-
fumes, art materials. The gift lists for

various zodiacial signs are varied and I am
not an expert in this area. But Aries seldom
rejects headgear and Tuarus wilt' be
delighted with an expensive, tasteful scarf.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Accent is on
pull in two directions — one toward
familiarity and security, the other toward
mystery and intrigue The choice is your
own. If you reject one you are committed
to. you can expect to pay a price in

emotional turmoil
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) : Emphasis is

on neighbors, relatives and the amount of
responsibility you are willing to assume
Capricorn, Cancer persons could be in-

volved. Nothing is taken lightly or happens
halfway. Know it and don't think you are
merely playing games You soon find out
otherwise

!

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Accent
payments, collections, taking stock Know
where you stand Don't hang on to losing
issue. Get rid of burgen you should not be
carrying. Aries can help show you the way
Be considerate without being foolish.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Be new.
direct, independent, creative. Make new
starts. Highlight independence. Your
timing, feelings, intuition all are likely to be
on target. Wear bright colors. Let others
know you do have personality — and
desires

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Look behind the
scenes Answers are available if you give
full play to intuitive feelings. Aquarian is

likely to be involved You may feel pulled in

two directions. You get constructive
guidance through special organization
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22) Emphasis is

on how you react to requests from friends,
members of opposite sex and young per-
sons Key is to have humor Also, you
should be willing to make concessions, to
experiment In wiwwt »M lo laugh at your

own foibles Shoot down icons:
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22): Hard news is

featured. Means you get the facts devoid of
frills. You know what must be done and you
have proper guidance, too. You can
achieve. Professional superior is in your
corner. What appears a roadblock could
actually be a blessing in disguise
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Perception,

creative thinking are featured. One at a
distance wants to tell you something Read
between the lines Listen well — you are in

position to advance if you detect valid hints
Gemini. Virgo persons could be involved.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):

Money, investments, the way to save and
conserve — these areas are spotlighted
Mate, partner could surprise with gift,

purchase of luxury item The way you live,

your lifestyle — you will become more
sensitive to that part of your existence,
more so than usual

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19): Lie low
Check legal areas. Improve relationship
with partner, mate Defer final judgment
Wait, listen and observe Avoid seeing
through rose-colored glasses You do best
now by working behind the scenes. Act
accordingly

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): older
individuals figure prominently. Listen and
learn from experience of others Do this

without abdicating your own individuality

Check work routine. Improve health
regimen One who serves you deserves
commedation.
PISCES (Feb 19 March 20) : Accent is on

ability to imprint style, personality.
Popularity quotient is spotlighted Your get
around more — and more persons concede
that you are on target. Aries. Libra persons
could figure prominently.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
dynamic, independent, somewhat arrogant
and very much a creative person Many
drawn to you are born under Leo and
Aquarius. You made adjustment in

domestic affairs in September January
will be one of your most important months
of 1974

Copyright 1973. Gen. Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

1 Parcel ol land
4 Seed con-

tainers

8 Base
1

1

City in Nevada
12 Seed coating
13 Exist

14 Part ot to be
15 Gratuity
17 Showered

heavily
19 Republican

party (mil I

21 Deface
23 Unit of energy
24 Wife of

Geraml
26 Confederate

general
28 Bird s name
31 Cover
33 Parent (col

-

loq )

35 Female ruff

36 Artificial

language
36 Purifies
4 1 Pronoun
42 Skill

44 Emerged vic-
torious

45 Label
4 7 Damage
49 Footlike part
51 Girl s name
54 Grain
56 Weaken
58 Hindu cymbals
59 Hit lightly

62 Proposition
64 Symbol for

tellurium

65 Be in debt
66 Indefinite

amount
68 S- shaped

molding
70 French ot the
71 Rip
72 Nothing

DOWN

1 Citrus truil

2 ('reposition
3 Small child

4 Pertaining to
the Pope

5 Conjunction
6 Plunge
7 Plumlike fruit

8 Bigger
9 Native metal
10 Marry
1

1

Rani
16 Negative

prefix

18 Vase
20 Fruit seed
22 Grumbles
25 Click beetle
27 Vast age
29 Stitch

30 Golf mound
32 Church bench
34 Fondle
36 Cheer
37 Anglo-Saxon

money
39 Dude

Answer to Friday's puzzle
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tlf3 DBgf3C5 BHD
40 Mournful
43 Figures of

speech
46 Obtained
48 Chart
50 Sword
52 Badgerlike

mammal
53 Toward

shelter

55 Trial

57 Greek letter

59 Bushy clump
60 Reverence
61 Female deer
63 Man s

nickname
67 Parent (col

loa I

69 Enlisted man
(colloq I
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They had named their

Great Dane'GaxiAuthority'

One day, she asked
her husband if he had
seen her new belt.

"Belt?"hesaid."Oh,
I'm sorry. I thought it

was a dog collar. I

have it on Good Authority
"

*§£

Shortly thereafter,

the ir marriage began
to go downhill.
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by Johnny hart

Look look., see dick catch a.

prize-Wmnirig fish..

SEE PUFF DEVOUR.THE PRIZE
WINNING* FTSH WHEN DICK.
ISNT LooKing.

SEE PUFF MOUNTED OVER,
THE FIREPLACE IN DICKS
DEN.
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Nixon Discloses Private Finances
By GAYLORD SHAW

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Nixon is gambling more
than a quarter-million dollars of

his own money that a joint

congressional committee will

agree he paid the proper amount of

federal income taxes since taking

office.

As he made a massive, un-

precedented disclosure of his

private finances during the

weekend, the President asked the

House-Senate Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation to

decide two questions:

—Did he act legally in claiming

$500,000 in deductions for donation

of his vice presidential papers to

the government — deductions
which helped reduce his federal

income taxes to less than $6,000 in

the past three years?
—Did he make a $117,000 gain in

the 1970 San Clemente estate, as

one set of personal auditors
recently concluded, or did he show
no gain, as his tax advisers decided

at the time?
If the congressional committee

decides against Nixon on both

counts, presidential aides said

Nixon would file amended returns

and pay additional tax. That tax

could amount to more then
$250,000. With interest, the total

could top $300,000.

Key elements disclosed in

documents released by Nixon and
by the examination of the

President's 1969-1972 tax returns

made available to newsmen show:
—He has become virtually a

millionaire since taking office. An
audit showed his net worth in-

creased from $307,000 on Jan. 1,

1969, to $988,000 on May 31, 1973.

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

SERVICES

24 hr service

-

- Passports 1 .nix s Photo
Studio. 4C0 West St. South \mherst. 2S3-

3IM.
tflM2

Research — thousands of looks. 12 ;:>

per page. Send ll for mall order catalog
Research Assistance. Inc.. UMI Wtlshlre
Blvd.. Suite 2. LA.. Calif. M*2S.

tflM2

Typing done cheap! 25c per page.
Contact L«l at 2.VMW2S. leave name and
number if not home. 25c per page.

tf 12-10

I < oil ( anada Ski Trip, i davs. I MOT,
hotel, hkfst. din . transpo.. apres. ski

party, all for $x.V Jan. 22-25. R Raggins

Tra\el. W4I«
1(12-12

Babysitting — have etper encc.
a>ailable during intercession or weekend"-

.

Mill housesit also, take a break. Call

Colleen .SWCOTICI

Ifl2-lll

PERSONAL

Desired — three experienced • in the
outdoors I voung women to share 2 week
winter While Ml. living experiment (all fi-

17 IK i \dami or K-IIAM

tfl2 II

l»f.n ( hunkv — happ> IMJi and many
more l.ove 'i Slices ol Angle take.

12-10

I like to meet a nice girl (or (un & ad-

venture during Intercession I got

evervthing. i( you got time. Write to Ro»

Ml, lladlev

If i2-i:r

for a "good" time call Pons and Foxj
lady . second floor Kaker. three unsatisfied

customers
1(12-11

\strnloger now accepting new clients

(Jlarts will be done during Intercession
(all.leffrcv Jawer at 2.Vt-.VUtfi. keep Irving

mi a

Cella & \nn — turn your vibrator off

Kven though it's hard, there's an energy

crisis on the third floor T.T.

12-1"

Women interested in living in an equal

co-ed environment (all Washington
Lower. Carol. ">»«-ljfi.l

12-in

I A I.. — we know who we are It s that

no one else does Wei birds are going North

(or the winter are vou ' I \< h> liV I M)
12-lt

His assets include about $430,000
in bank deposits and real estate
valued at more than $964,000. Most
of his liabilities are real estate

mortgages.
—Because of major deductions

for the vice presidential papers, for

interest and property taxes, he was
able to reduce his federal income
tax liability to $72,682 for 1969, $793
for 1970, $878 for 1971 and $4,298 for

1972.

—He also claimed tax deductions
for all operating expenses of one of

his Key Biscayne, Fla., homes and
for 25 per cent of his San Clemente
operating expenses. And he
pocketed as taxable income $89,000
of the nearly $200,000 he received
as an expense allowance for of-

ficial purposes.
—Since becoming President, he

has paid no state or local income
taxes. District of Columbia law
exempts elected U.S. official from
DC income taxes. He votes in

California, and a Democrat state
official in Sacramento said he will

challenge Nixon's contention he
was not required to pay California
income taxes.

—During his vice presidency, a
trust fund was set up for his

daughter Tricia by Elmer Bobst,

then chairman of the Warner-
Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.,
while government regulation of the
drug industry was being proposed.
—Tricia Nixon cashed in the

trust fund's Warner-Lambert stock
in 1967 and loaned her father

$20,000 to invest in two Florida
vacant lots costing $38,000. The lots

were sold for $150,000 in 1972, and
father and daughter are paying
capital gains taxes on their shares
of the profits.

—He and his wife have decided to

turn their San Clemente estate

over to the government upon their

deaths. Since the estate is valued
at more than $500,000, lawyers said
Nixon could qualify for an im-
mediate tax deduction of $120,000 if

the deed is signed over seen. But
presidential aides said it is unlikely

Nixon would claim any such
deduction.

Vice President Gerald R. Ford,
appearing on ABC's "Issues and
Answers" on Sunday, said giving
the San Clemente home to the
government should "wipe out any
alleged...impropriety" in Nixon's
tax payments.
Ford said examination of

Nixon's financial disclosures "will

satisfy any reasonable member"

of Congress or the public that the

President acted properly.
The White House said Nixon sent

a private letter to the
congressional committee during
the weekend asking it to undertake
the independent review. The
panel's chairman, Rep. Wilbur D.
Mill* re a -u- had agreed to do so

when Nixon telephoned him last

Thursday.

Mills said he did not know how
the committee would proceed, but

indications were that the issues

raised by Nixon would be turned
over to its staff of tax experts for

study.

CoronomsHc Cartridge Ribbon System

an exciting improvement in

portable typewriters at exciting

prices. Come in and try it!

UNIVERSITY STORE Campus Center

I

Noam Chomsky
Staughton Lynd
Paul Jacobs
Pete Seeger
Robert Jay Lifton

Aziz Shihadeh
I.F. Stone

* Support the work of

ALLAN SOLOMONOW

The University Community

is invited to discuss

The Struggle for Peace

in the Mid-East,

with Mr. Solomonow

Mon., Dec. 10 12 noon C.C. 113

*Mr. Solomonow is Executive Secretary of CONAME, the Committee
on New Alternatives in the Middle East.

Sponsored by Hillel at U.Mass.

PERSONAL MDC Classifieds ROOMMATES WANTED

SI SAN - tell Jack his days are num-
bered It's all a question of priorities
BKV

12-le

Hey. Kath — nope you're looking, rui
this is (or you. J.K.L.

12-1*

Dearest Dcbra — we will truly miss you.
Best ot luck and much love. R.F.. D.H..

tf 12-12

ROOMMATE WANTED

I large rooms. 150 per month, use of
kitchen, bath. etc. Call SH4-SIM

114-12

Itoommate own room in 2 br ( liffside
apt. f wi/per month, on bus route. Call fiS5-

ihiit aUtf hi ,, ,,,

UI2-II

To F.P.: We leave to pig. our
beloved pledgemaster. a huge fart; a
doten eggs at Lambda (hi; a Brillo
pad to wash >our hair with; a Lambda
II— to make your bed; the song
"Please. Please Me"; a gift certificate
from the HZ & Ml School of Dance;
and thanks for not farting during our
enjoyable pledge meetings. Your
pledge class.

IM

\pt to share — Own room in 2 bedroom
lownhousr. prefer female grad.. rent
negotiable Call MMR, days Judy. 2S3-
•VI IS eves.

tf 12/12

Own room in quiet, clean apt.. Jan. I, on
bus route. $77 per month, security deposit.
Darrell. 54S-lMlfi. leave message.

Ifll-MI

To share 2 bedroom apt. in Sunderland,
shall have own room. Call 256-S9I7. ICC a
month.

tfl2-l2

living situation available in Ashfield off

of lit. own room with heat, costs included
in. reasonable rent. pref. female. 253-S3M.

tf 12-12

Roommates wanted. house in
Belchertown. bus route. ISO per mo. Call
.12.i-i.-i07 after C p m

tf!2-12

Koommate or couple to share 2 bedroom
Colonial Village apt. with grad couple, own
room, on bus route. IR5 complete (all
(iary. 253-2052.

tf 12-12

FOR RENT
Two bedroom in Belchertown on Pond,

(.ood Skating: I i\ ingroom firepl. and
closed porch. Call 545-2550 Gib or Alan.

,
1 12-12

I bdroom apt 1 1 includes utilities on
bus line, available Jan. I. Call HUM or
NCV4ISN. Cliftside. ask for Bob.

'.

If 12-1

1

Mature female to share 3 bedroom,
house, own room. ICS plus utilities. Con-
way (enter 1 16 3CS-IOM. no smoker must
like big! dog

tfl2-l2

A find! Beautiful clean apt. available 4
miles from I Mass responsible people
Call SM-1742.

tfl2-l2

Koommate wanted to share large house
in lladley. rent 1102 per month, heat in-
cluded. MM, Hublnger.

tfl2 12

Belchertown (enter. 150 per month &
utilities, (all after 7 p.m.. 323-7842.

tf 12-12

Own room in large house in country, rent
negotiable, (all Kric. 545-2*97.

tfl2-12

ROOM FOR RENT

APARTMENT WANTED
One bdrm. apt. for Jan. I. quiet grad

students preferred. Amherst or on bus
route, will take

/
qvier lease. Darrell or

Vivian. iUfcixiS

til 2- 10

TRAVEL
HF.RMl D\ - liss and up. for spring

vacation, deposits for reservations musi
be in soon, trips are selling < all Stev e «C5-
17:17

1(12-10

I roommate wanted, male or female, to
reside its Pufflon Village, start in Jan Call
Barb for details at 54S-C4I2 between I p.m
and K p.m.

tf 12-12

I .irur 15' x 12' bedroom available at
(liffside Apts . vou pay only 187.50 per mo
For more info, calj Rich at IS65-34MI or 323-

fc.ll I KM ask for Den '

HI2-I2

Female roommate to share one bedroom
furnished apartment, spring semester. 180
per month, includes utilities, on bus route
(all Linda. 25C-OII7.

If 12 II

Male or female roommate Wanted, own
room in I bedroom apt. .Brittany Manor,
available Jan. I. ll 10 per nto. utilities incl.
(all Alan after I p.m.. 253-5161.

tf 12-12

la country — 2 bedroom avail, in a 3

bdrm. house l single and double in

Belchertown. on bus route, lots of woods &
lake nearby. Call Ed. 323-4553. leave a

message.

1/12-12

Rooms for immed. occupancy and in
lersession. bus route, free parking, bor-
ders campus, see and leave note at 401 N.
Pleasant or call Duncan. 253-9S38.

Mill

Roommate wanted, prefer grad student,
about 180 per month, own room in :i

bedroom Puffton apt. (all 54S-44S4.

tf 12 1

1

(irad couple looking for grad couple to
share^ our house, quiet mountain
surroundings. 15 minutes to I Mass, Inn
(all after fi p.m.. 586-3342.

IM2-I2

2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom house in
country. I mile from I Mass. available for
woman over 23. into quiet country living.
Come to 24 (owls Rd.. North Amherst.

tf!2 10

•'.llig liv .III ' I.-I ,,s handle M. Ill |,l,

• light. Tnllighi and ii llUll
.iii.iiiKcMirnls iii m, rani li, vou (all
1. 1 minis im _•-,;.., |„_> r'mjpupj

if 12 i

]

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Boom male wanted for :l bedroom apt..
Jan. 1st. own room. 182 per month Call
Wes. .VIS- 1565. „

UI2-I2

IS7I Su/uki litre dirt-street, new (ires,
ex. cond.. but may need hearings ajaa
chain, helmets A cat rack, best offer ",M-
2818

•

111 2 12

Moior.v.le IS7.I triumph Davlona umi
IWe new, less Ih.in .'inmi mi ||M«f best

nffei < .ill JJbrft IMIMJIa* weekend '",6

s;;i,

If 1 2-1

1

To share apt. in lladley. 175 per month
including utilities (all Anne alter I p m
,86-2506. female only.

tfl2-l2

f

TFMP ROOMMATE WANTED! (.ood
place, good people, route on bus line. 170
per month lil Ian 11. dose to town (all
233-3722.

OVERSEAS JOBS

Xusiralia. F.urope. S. America
Mnca Students all profession and

.... .millions |7IW |o Iknni monlhly
I MMiisrs paid, overtime, sightseeing
Ire. inJormalion Write Trans World
Research P., Hox 603. („rlf
M.Ki.iii. ( \ Ma I)pp , #4

tf 12-12

If 12-1

1

Own bedroom in 3 bedroom apt.. Jan.-
Aug.. male or female. 182 per mo., good
house: (all Barry or Maureen at 54S-I8C8.

IM2-I2

APARTMENT FOR RENT
4 bedroom apt. in Northampton, avail

Jan I. Call 2(18-7018.

IM2-II

WHO'S WHO SELECTIONS

I'emale
LOST

ENTERTAINMENT

roommate, prefer grad or
senior, own room in modern 1 bedroom
low iihoi.se on bus rnule. 17* plus elec. (all
"iMi-6617 evenings

Ifl in

I osi cat - large, white with grav black
marks, altered male, vicinity ( restview
needs pills. Reward — call 549-1376.

1(12 12

Base & keyboard plavers. vacaltMa
wanted lor hand, must be willing In work
< all Kevin at 121-72IS or \lan al IWIIH

tf 1 2 12

Roommate wanted, large apartment or
I Mass bus route female ( all S4M32*

1(1211

FREE
Two month old gray and while kitten

(all 546-7537.

1(12-12

WHO'S WHO; Do you know any
senior /junior I Mies who should be in
w ho s w ho a mong students due to their
involvement in Campus/Community
.xtiv Kirs To nominate someone ail
m»u have lo do is drop oil a brie(
statement including who they are and
what they have done al I Mass al the
Sludcnl Senate (Kdce. (20 SI h> I

p.m. 12/10

tfl2-io

i
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Tax Board Member To Challenge Nixon's Status
By BILL STALL 1969 to the present timeV iiQ Kint„

»

*._.By BILL STALL
Associated Press Writer

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) —
A Democratic member of the state
Franchise Tax Board says he'll

challenge President Nixon's tax
status under which the chief
executive paid no California in-

come tax for the period of his
presidency.

"I was amazed at the report,"
said William M. Bennett, referring
to the White House statement that
said Nixon was a resident of the
District of Columbia-not
California-for income tax pur-
poses.

"I thought he had filed a tax
return," said Bennett, who said he
would make the challenge
tomorrow.
The White House issued a

written opinion from Los Angeles
tax attorney Dean S. Butler which
said Nixon "is not a resident of the
state of California for purposes of

paying California income
taxes...and is not obligated to file a
residency income tax return from

1969 to the present time."
White House sources said Nixon

would have had a state tax
obligation of about $64,000 if
required to file a California return.
The tax rate on his salary in
California would be 11 ptr cent.
State law forbids officials from

discussing any aspect of an in-
dividual's income tax status-even
whether he or she files a return.
Bennett raised the question of

Nixon's state income tax liability a
month ago, saying he wanted to
know if the President was fully
meeting his obligation.
Bennett said at that time he

assumed that Nixon was filing
California returns. He specifically
wanted to know if he had reported
such items as capital im-
provements from his San
Clemente property.
After the White House report was

released Saturday, Bennett said-
"We know that he lives in San
Clemente. We know that is his
home. Unless there is an exemp-
tion there presumably is a tax

liability."

Bennett also was challenged the
rate of local property taxes Nixon
has been assessed at San
Clemente.
State Controller Houston I

Flourney, a Republican and
chairman of the Franchise Tax
Board, said earlier that Bennett's
request probably would be taken
up in executive session because of
the confidentiality factor.
Bennett said, "What I will be

discussing is the law. There's
nothing confidential about anv of
that."

*

The law on state residency for
income tax purposes is complex.
Martin Huff, executive officer of

the Franchise Tax Board, said last
week that voting residence is not a
factor.

But the "Guidebook to California
Taxes" lists voting residence as
one of the tests given to determine
if a person is a resident of

California for tax purposes.
Huff listed the following

qualifications for liability: "every
individual who is in this state for
other than a temporary or tran-
sitory purpose. Every individual
domiciled in this state who is
outside the state for a temporary
or transitory purpose. Any in-
dividual who is a resident of this
state continues to be a resident
even though temporarily absent
from the state."

^the Killers

Senior Portraits
Dec. 11 - 12 . 13 - 14

9-12 a.m. 1-5 p.m.

Wed. 7 - 9 p.m.

in me Dlueual

.

fn.xfsat. 9pnlam
FOR SALE

Sign - 1
f

p

Outside

Index Office

anytime

(top floor S. U.)

Only Chance

for

Jan. Crads.

$3.50

Sitting Fee

C.C. 102
This years senior section will have senior candids interspersed
along with portraits. Bring your favorite picture of yourself at time
of sitting. (B&W, color, baby, high school, etc.).

Ski Boats — Kosemont KasUMck. 8 medCM he reinjected to fit perfectly 1 yr old
gd cond New - f ITS. Ask 1 7t Call S4C-M37
alt. (

tm/i»

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS RIDE WANTED AUTO FOR SALE

Live ( krtstinas trees, select and tag
•M.W. anv site 11.31. I. Kluniik 133 Bay
Kd . lUdlev '

UII-I?

Photo hn larger Dwrst Mm., with Mkor
"•"mm 14 tons. Timer lafeiignl etc.

Photas. »ats»«rtt. vitas, ap
pHratlasai. etc. Mtca sad number of

pbotas aegaUaalr 4> boor service.

13 a* minimum (all Steve at S44VS443.

tfiz-iz

< hildren \ equipment, exchange Xsnas
bargatos. toys, skates, skis. crib*, books *
parlies Open Toes 9-2 al 74fl Main St
Amherst.

IflZ-lt

FOR SALE

Deford flute for sale — hardly used like
«•*». II2S or heat offer Cathy. S42-M77.

HIM!
Refrigerator. M laches high, small

freeier. e* meek 4 cosmetic coad
formica counter tap |M or make offer
tan sM-aos.

tflMZ

I pair of Firestone tractionanalre »no»
tires. s-SS-14. white walls, goad cond Ittan
•» or heat offer, (all Ssv-MlS after S:M
P.M.

tflMt)

Kodak Super -s M-C camera, used. 3-1
loom. 1:1 lews, auto iris. S2S; also Walt
Keg * editor used. 15 (all Boh al Ms*
3247. keep trying

tflZ-12

To the Washington. D.C. area, (all Jane.
•5-totl. 4*9 K-l (ashin

1/12-12

I aeed a ride to Boston anytime on
Friday. Dec. 14. Hill help conserve gas hy
offering |. See Joyce K. af ( ollegian er
(all 2SC-«37g.

tfl2 14

l**5 Volkswagen, good condition Call
Alan 2SC-KM. 11-12 p.m.. MWF; before II
a.m. Toes, aad Thurs.. or anytime on Sat.
or Sun.

Ifl2 ia

'•"> Pantiac l.emans. power storing,
power brakes, automatic trans. IIM. Call
Tarn 5K4-«73a.

UI2-I2

Bruce Amplifier, ideal for guitar or
rlccirk- piano. 3as watts. 2 IS" spk
beautiful lead, taataiu I2M or be.l offer
gssMgfa,

If 12-1

1

( toaraut I Owe pair (IM. V — 12". 4-way.
akr-saMp. speaks. Demonstrator* walnut
.abiuct Was lias pr NOW 1171 pr. Barry
-.is-amr. p.m.

tfi2-ia

Maple heirearn act <S -piece), sofa bed *
matching chair, coffee and end tobies,
kitchen table with 2 chairs and twin bed
Law priced call S*4-7«3t

UIH2

(laasic guitar - A. Datras Cordoba
purchased new in Span I yr. ago. kardly
played |iz$ Call Mark. S4C-4W27

tf!2-l2

lor tale

cond.. asking tIZO
guitar excel, road

stereo r«cel coad . Base soi speakers.
Sony aswS receiver. PhHIip, tamtable Stat
new asking Urn au-tut Kevin, after t
p.m.

tfiMa

vikkon lens, excel.
2 string Yamaha
Call 2S«-oiai.

tfl2-l2

A reliable ride needed to Pittsburg
Chicago. Salt Mae (Ky or Points West on
or around Dec |g (all Pal at 772-4M3t after
k:3ff.

,

If12 12

Ride needed to Cleveland or vicinity
anytime after Dec. 12. Will share ei-
nenaes. Seh-UM.

UI2-I2

WANTED

IMS (bevy 1/2 ton pick up |I2S 344;
Pufrton. »fler si 1

UI2-I2

IBM MGB hardtop. 4I.4W miles, needs
tosne wart, gaad gas. H.aaa Call Dave
after • p m . 2S3-S43I

UI2-I*

IS*S VW. runs wet!. tZM. aptksnal FM
radio. Call Steve. S4S-24I2. Rm 2X4.

tfl2-ia

B.C.A. B*W T.V. - 17" screen. CHF
about a year old. good condition tea CaM
444-7311

tfl2-ll

< ompetent. reliable person needs Job for
Intercession, can you help me? (all Sandy.
MM.

tflZ-ll

Double mattress A has
37M.

I'upptr* I ah/Sbep niltri eight weeks
*"*<*»4hm«h.n--W.MSB.
BITS.

tf 12-12

Advent 282 cassette. SSi; ADC 340AX
»»e^*«ra. Si 10 pair; Sony reel to red. DM
*r heat offer Cal David. S4«-s>S47.

Ifl2-ll

US SssV

Ifl2-I2

, I need an Intercession jet. F.ducstiaa
major with experience, open ta any kind af
wart. Call Julie at Hapbroah < ommune
•I7-S44-3342 now.

Ifl 2-12

X(
(all

far •faater.
at 3*7-

akts. was. Its

Ifl2l2

A LOUER

Attention Dalian owners I perform
all phases of major and minor repair
an Ikslsuns al leas than half dealership
wrier I have (our years automotive
esperirnrr two of which were
M*-< laliriaa in Da t tun I also have an
air-frame and Pawerptaat License.
I •bane Russell Baca 2S3-74SS.

UI2-I2
J

Must sell H-trsrk stereo. 2* popular
topes, must hear to believe, speakers and
amp and topes. Ma (all Jack. S4(MPg7
negotiable

tfi2-ie

I pah- Advent speakers, large wnod
cabinet, new S2M. asking Si.w (all 2SsV
B327. powerful if you like music, vou'll like
these. «

Ifl2-I2

**j - Head 3M's. CMcm. Laet-Nevada"."• •"= •*' *•*•• »•»• I. »: purple
aUpatpsa. site 14 start, lis Cal EUle^nJ.

tfl2 12

SUBLET
Ian June _ | bedroom apartment

located Ruffian Village, furnished. S4«-
•7 If.

MM)

IMS. IMS Saab M parts, reasonable
prices Call S4VM3S after • p m

tfl2-l2

ibdrmallutil..dishwashet on I M. bus
rte Si "hi /ni» 1st mo rent II2S. Avail,
immed u... un,

Ifl2-ia

Dm» nne. elegante malaan thanme**ta »res dn centre ville Ap-
partemente avec cuisine, deuxleme
etoge Ausai des chamhres pour une
personne rar le premier etage
f.arage Box H2. Putney Vt tS34a
Telephone. M2-3R7-SM3.

^^
1112-12

IMg Plymouth Runner reworked _
aad new exhaaat. body solid. I7M. KS-KM.
ask far Roger

tflt-ia

IM3 Dodge Dart, new muffler, plugs
points. • new tires. 2 snows, ran weM Call
Tom 2S3-7t29.

If12-1

1

AUTO FOR SALE

IS73 Flal 12*. 34 mpg. must sell
value 12*25. 5*4-4*711 after S p.m.

tf 12 10

Snowtlres — (ioodyear Suburbanite,
balanced with rims. F7*-I4. used I months
best offer Call :»3.l-7J7a

Ifli'-in

lender Stratoi a*trr. Natural .wood
finKh. perfect condition |2J». (all Mark
•lavs :i-(l|7!l. evet iii. . •:>»•

tflM.'

Xmas trees. 1.1 and down, (all l-«25-«7KI
sold on weekends — man\ varieties of
pine.

tf 12-12

lires - \ll brands Radial* snows -
\ll Does guaranteed lowest prices (all
kwMOBl afler «

If 1 2-12

WW \olke Zebras, iwicm. with (.ertsrh
wi bindings, used one season, skis list new
for I2M. bindings Swi Will debate price
(all ".4«-fiV,<t

Ifl2-IH

( amera for sale - Minnla HiMalic K
uilh flash and carrving case, evcellent
condition, len months o!d ( all l;,,„, %ul
:W.">M

tf!2 IM

"> cubic fnol refrigerator. Iii",

negotiable, tall ..4H-4 471 or ".l«.,tti;

If 12 II

I bedronm modern apt. at Brands wine
on bus rlr. A/C. w/w carpeting, big bed A
liviriK rms I -ii". 'month plus electric. .vM-
Ml»i

Ifl2/I2

HELP WANTED
Drummer wanted for semi-established

rmVblues band, (all Bruce .VM-SSSN or
Rick. . 11. iwm. leave message.

tf 12-1 1

Domino's Piira needs drivers now anil
for 2nd semester, full or pari lime; all the
lime; sometime, anvtime. \ppl> at
Domino s. :ifi:i Main St \mherst

IIIJII

l*7t \ W. sunroof, excellent mechanical
condition, best offer over MM. Call ">(»

M4*. best time to call is after S:M p.m.
tf 12-1

2

l»7n Dodge wagon, great body
mechanical t tires. I seats. 10 inmi miles,
air. sm. V*. gets 13', mpg.. must see. will
sacrifice. Ross. fiSS-3222.

tf 12-12

IM3 Ford Fairlane. • cyl.. std.. M mpg.
starts easily, runs well. SM ->*fi 2K3a

tf!2-l*

ROOM WANTED
Roam needed desperately Dec. 20 to Jan.

2*. willing to pay. (all 54S-I CM. nights best.

tfl2-ia

IMS Nova. 4 speed, power brakes, exc.
cond.. snow tires. S995 or best offer. Ml ST
SKI.L. 1971 VW Superbug. low mileage
exc. cond.. Ittal „r ^^ of(pr aaj npj

Ifl2-I2

Fern, looking for own room in house or
apt., have a nine pound dog. would like to
be able to keep him. very quiet (all 323-
hanV

tfl2-ll

Si.ligor 'Mi
. 2Himm ramp: Nikon Mi k ,nkI

rondhksn. must set laxmetHatefi
affet h\ ni-vi di iuke
'Iter li p in

it « II

hesi

MM

m r

WANTED TO RENT
\ eleran desires furnished apt hrginninx

.Ian Consider sssMnSt- Kiu-h Kriii-etlc
Mi'i ( lark \ve . (ireer. So ( raftn* 2'm;:,i

7! Miilibn ( hew Wagon paid lliHl Will
sell lor ."nmi |>.i Mil Wrlherbee «I7 -.i!l-33n7.
Vrvv Salem. MpM

Ifl;2- 1

1

IM* I ..id 1 onina (,T 21 & M|»f. KonisM " h ' 1 NMMe i-.., »s»o , H ,i

1
: aflet '. n m Ifi3.il

I am looking for a quiel place for Jan..
willing to share apt. but prefer own room
Please call ..4S-4475. Tim. keep trying.

tfU Ml

Male looking fpr own icon-, m con-
siderate atmosphere not more than SH0

''•"'f r-vr «'«|i f«» <•«>£ ;:'_^>:> or

1112 -12

no

.11. ***
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Arabs Pledge To Lift Embargo

When Israel Leaves Land

By FRANK N. HAWKINS JR.
Associated Press Writer

KUWAIT ( AP)-Arab oil ministers said yesterday they will cut back oil

production by another 5 pei cent in January, but pledged to lift their total
embargo against the United.States as soon as Israel starts pulling out of
occupied Arab lands.

The pledge issued in this wealthy Persian Gulf oil sheikdom stipulated
that Arab oil would resume flowing to the United States only at the
beginning of implementation of a pullout agreement signed by Israel and
guaranteed by Washington.
The accord must detail conditions for "withdrawal of Israel from all

territories occupied since the June war of 1967, with foremost priority to
Jerusalem and in accordance with a fixed timetable," the ministers said.
The Saudi Arabian oil minister, Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani, said in

Washington on NBC's "Meet the Press" that Arabs would remove the
U.S. embargo "when Israel agrees to withdraw and the United States
guarantees the withdrawal" from lands occupied since the outbreak of
the 1967 war.
Yamani s version of the Arab stand appeared softer, tying the flow of

oil only to a guaranteed agreement and omitting the Kuwait demand for
prior beginning of the pullout.

Yamani's partner in a world tour explaining Arab oil policy, Algerian
Industry Minister Belaid Abdesalam, told reporters in Washington
earlier that U.S.-bound oil shipments can resume as soon as Israel sets
the timetable for total withdrawal to its 1967 borders.
The announcement of another 5 per cent reduction in the month-by-

montn worldwide oil squeeze came just nine days before the Arab-Israeli
peace conference opening in Geneva Dec. 18.

It and the offer of renewed oil shipments to the United States were
clearly intended to strengthen the Arab negotiating hand in the talks. The
Arab idea was that the United States and its European allies will be more
apt to pressure Israel for withdrawal concessions as they feel their oil

supplies diminishing further in winter temperatures.
The Arab stand was defined at a Saturday meeting here of oil ministers

and other representatives of the 10 members of the Organization of Arab
Petroleum Exporting Countries. The delegates said the new cut will begin
on schedule Jan. 1 and will amount to 5 per cent of December's already
slashed production levels.

The Arab oil nations decided Oct. 17 to cut back production 5 per cent a
month until Israel pulls out of the Egyptian, Jordanian and Syrian land
captured in 1967 and the Syrian and Egyptian land captured in the
October Middle East War.
On Nov. 4 they increased the initial cutback to 25 per cent, with the 5 per

cent monthly reduction still applying. In addition, the Arab nations
totally halted oil shipments to the United States and the Netherlands in
retaliation for Middle East policies viewed as particularly pro-Israeli.
Their squeeze-denounced as blackmail by their opponents and praised

as good strategy by their backers-has made the world energy shortage
even more acute and contributed to severe disruptions in Europe and the
United States.

Big Defense Contractors

Donated $5.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1973

Social Security Question Unanswered

ByDONMcLEOD
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Of-
ficials of the country's 100 biggest
defense contractors gave more
than $5.4 million to President
Nixon's re-election campaign last

year, Rep. Les Aspin said
yesterday.

Aspin said the figure represents
only the known contributions, but
he suggested there may be more
unreported. He said he is asking
the Senate Watergate committee to
look into the possibility of still

secret gifts.

The Wisconsin Democrat also
said a pattern to some gifts
suggested that some money may
have been from corporate funds,
illegal under federal law.
Aspin said his study is "solid

evidence of the endless trade-off
between big business and the
Pentagon. It shows unmistakably
the stake big business has in

maintaining a bloated military
budget."

"When you get right down to it,

many defense contracts are
nothing more than political
patronage, and here's the proof,"
he said.

Aspin said he found the gifts

"particularyly alarming" because
of the government contracts held
by the donors involving public
money.

'There is every reason to
believe that, in more than a few
cases, tax money has been used to
make these contributions," he
said.

Aspin said the largest con-
tributions were made by oil,

electronics and aircraft com-
panies. The largest item on his list

is $1,039,000, which he said cmae
from officials of the Gulf Oil Corp.,
and members of the Scaife family.

4 Million To Campaign

By JOE HALL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — With
the congressional session nearing
an end, the question of whether,
and when, 30 million Social
Security recipients will gain an 11

per cent increase in benefits next
year remains unanswered.
The House and Senate have

approved a two-step boost, but they
acted on separate bills. A
procedural tangle makes the
future of the two bills in the next
two weeks highly uncertain.
Congressional leaders hope to end
the 1973 session Dec. 21.

At the least, a delay in Social
Security payments is in prospect.
The measures were originally

interim cost-of-living increases of
5.9 per cent, effective next June.
But rapidly rising prices convinced
Congress the 5 9 per cent was too
little and next June was too late.

So the House passed legislation
calling for a 7 per cent increase in

March and 4 per cent more in June.
The Senate voted for 7 per cent
immediately and 4 per cent next

1 Nite Only

Wednesday Nite

Jftose

Allison
at ill.'

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rir. 47. Sunderland

665-1937

June.

T he Senate attached the two-step
increase, as well as many con-
troversial welfare provisions, to a
minor bill it received last April
from House Ways and Means
Committee Chairman Wilbur D.
Mills. D-Ark.

Rep. Al Ullman, D-Ore., who
served as acting chairman of the
House Ways and Means Com-
mittee much of this year because
Mills was ill, said the Senate had
added so many complex provisions
that he did not think a conference
was possible with so little time left.

AMHERSTCW*

IBM was second with $326,545.
Tenneco, the sixth ranking defense
contractor and builder of nuclear
craft for the Navy, gave $307,286,
according to Aspin.
Other familiar names on the list

include: Litton Industries,
$226,187; RCA, $172,636; American
Motors, $159,577; Standard Oil of
California, $157,500; Ford,
$133,441; Du Pont, $129,675;
Standard Oil of New Jersey Exxon,
$119,373, and General Motors,
$93,247.

Additional government con-
tractors, whose officials or em-
ployes gave smaller amounts,
include: General Dynamics,

McDonnell Douglas, Flying Tiger
airlines, Goodyear, General
Telephone, Texaco, Hughes,
Lockheed, Gulf & Western,
Westinghouse, Motorola, ITT,
General Electric, Shell Oil, Sperry
Rand, Xerox, Bendix and
Chrysler.

Aspin said nearly two-thirds of
the money, $3.2 million, was given
before the April 7, 1972, starting
date of the new law requiring
reporting of contributions and was
revealed under court order. He
said the $5.4-million total was
"probably just the tip of the
iceberg."

i
sea semester
WORK AT SEA

ON OCEANOGRAPHIC
EXPEDITION UNDER SAIL

KCOLOGICAL STUDY OF
REMOTE CARIBBEAN

REEFS
DEPARTS FEBRUARY

4

Seven rigorous weeks as apprentice

seaman tield research assistant on 220-

I ton schooner WESTWARD
:

J Other programs: six weeks intensive

study ashore in oceanography,
seamanship, etc ; varied research
missions, year-round, ocean-wide.

Admission College level men and
women, prior experience not necessary

Contact : Corwith Cramer
SEA —ROOM C

3 SCHOOL ST.

BOSTON. MASS. 0211th

<617)742-424«

• • •

• ACADEMY*
• QrMUStC
• 1 NORTHAMPTON I

AT THE GATES
SMITH COLLEGE
nday & Tuesday

2 Days Only. .

.

at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.

• • •

THE AMERICAN FILM THEATRE presents

NORTHAMPTON MASS 584 8435!
AMtltK AN txm.SSHLMS.hx an)
THl ILY I AMIAI (HH,ANI/.AnON ll*

KATHARINE HEPBURN
RMJLSOOFIELD
LEE REMICK
KATE REID
JOSEPH GOTTEN
BETSY BLAIR
n EDWARD ALBEE'S
Pulitzer Prize winning

'A Delicate Balance"
Mat. 2 p.m. — Students with I.D., $2.50

Evenings all seats. . . $5.00» Hll -ww^

VS

Thurs

STftMSMD _ ~^< *»«""«*» »« standing up and applaud^.

WALKING
TALL

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS It

Increased Service Considered For Campus Busses
Present bus service will continue next semester while the

possibility for increased service and new routes are being con-

sidered, according to H. Jack Littlefield, Director of Planning at

UMass.
"We want to expand the service," said Littlefield, "But we have

to be careful that we don't stretch our existing services or

resources too thin."

Littlefield said that the sixteen transit service buses are
"stretched tightly" to serve the peripheral lots and the ap-

proximately 5,000 people along the present routes.

The possibility of new routes is being studied and will probably
necessitate the purchasing of more busses, Littlefield said.

Currently, the transit service has attempted to meet the desire of

Belchertown residents for service but under the existing system,
busses are available for the Belchertown run only at times when
the service isn't particularly needed by the Belchertown residents.

Three more busses were purchased last August and have been
operating with $191,950 provided by a Dept. of Transportation grant
announced by Rep. Silvio O. Conte this week.
The purpose of the bus system, according to Littlefield, is to

decrease the number of cars on campus while increasing
pedestrian safety. Approximately 12,000 cars are presently
registered on campus. During the 72-73 school year, 16,000 were
registered. Littlefield attributes the decline registered on campus
this year to the new parking system and the bus service.

The bus system was established by a Dept. of Transportation
grant of $475,000 in 1972. UMass matched the grant with $188,000.

UMass under the terms of the grant has to fund the operation of the

busses starting January 1974. The $411,000 needed to operate the

parking and transportation system for the 73-74 fiscal year has
been raised through revenues from the registration of cars on
campus, the UMass administration, the undergraduate Student
Senate, parking meters, and the balance of last year's car
registration fees.

—Roberta Mel 'ami

SW Assembly Has New Vice-President

Elections last Thursday night for

Vice President of Southwest
Assembly, surprised many. Larry
Sinewitz was an expected can-
didate, and it was rumored that a
woman would also be nominated.
The woman nominated was Bar-
bara Ramsey. The surprise came
when president, Larry St. Cyr,
nominated last semester's vice
president, and current Chair-
person of the Social Action Com-
mittee, Craig Sanderson. He won.
Sanderson said he didn't know he

would be elected, but is pleased
and will work to his greatest
potential.

Despite his amazement and
bewilderment towards the
nomination and election, Sinewitz
said, "I feel that Craig will do an
outstanding job. And, I will work
with him and the assembly in any
way I can."
Prior to the SW Assembly

meeting, a Constitutional Con-
vention was held with represen-
tatives of the dorms in SW, but no
major changes occurred.

\

The only motions passed at the
Assembly meeting involved the
salaries of the SW officers, for the
academic year 1973-1974, and the
recommendation to dorms in SW to
voluntarily turn off unnecessary
lights. This includes turning off
every other light in the corridors.
The lights in front of the elevators
and in the stairwells must stay on.

the Business Office said.

A motion to allocate $600 to the
Little Review, an experimental
literary magazine, was defeated
because of the limited SW budget.
A motion to ask Collegian editors

to give space to the Assembly for
the publication of proposals for

meetings and the results was also
defeated.

Quiet, studious m.
roommate wanted to
share Brandywine
apartment for next
semester. 160-month.
Call 549-1929.

Amherst Speaker
"The World's Energy Economy"

will be the topic of an address by
M. King Hubbert, research
geophysicisf with the United States

Geological Survey, at 8 p.m.,
Tuesday, ir ecture Room One of

the Merrill Center at Amherst
College. The event is open to the
public without charge.

Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY

\^r ^

TONIGHT
I -XIVKKSITY WEEK IN REVIEW at 6:00 p.m.

UWIR takes a look at the recent MSP-AALP vote, and an

examination of the physical rirowth of the University.

Kl( IS at 10: INI p.m.

Tonight Host Ken Mosakowski talks with Sister Selena and Brother

Noah of the Process, a humanitarian religious group Also tonight, a

review of congressional activity in the '73 legislature

TOMORROW NIGHT
OFF THE HOOK at 7:20 p.m.

Host (Jeorge McNamara talks with people from the J(lK andi

M A K Y programs You calls are welcome at 54r>-287fi

TIIF FOURTH TOWER FOR A HALF HOUR •

TONIGHT AT MIDNIGHT.

Television Tonight

Hot Money "
1 22

1

M K.llKiiKiiiNin

only Boy in

UJMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

'

vm^^M E*4

£ P

S:M POPEYE 1H

IHM.AN s HEROES
MISTER ROPERS

1 24 1
i57)

XDVENTl RK OK SIIPERMAN (27i

BEVERLY HILLHII I.IKS Jed Inherits

a Castle (30)

Muni PYI.K "Return Of Monroe/
14111

". W) THE REAL Mc-COYS Luke (irows A
Beard "

1 18)

TIIK I.I t Y SHOW Lucy (k)es Duck
Hunting (22)

TIIK ELECTRIC COMPANY 24) <57)

OOMEH PYI.K -A Visit From Cousin
(Joober " (27)

MOQAN HEROES Everyone Has A
Brother-ln Law." i3ui

NEWS WKATIIKR. SPOHTS <40>

...:. WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE 131

•:« NKWS '3) (8) (22)

I SPY The Loser " H8>
ZOOM! (24) (Ml
PETTICOAT JUNCTION

the Class "
1 27)

TO TKI.I. TIIK TRI TH Garry Moore,
host tin

WILD WILD WKST 40
6::Ml NKWS 131 (22) (30)

\H< EVENING NKWS (8)

JOAN SI 'TIIKRI AND. WHO'S AKKAID
OK OPERA 1 24

1

SAPARI TO \D\ ENTIRE (27)

l.oi is lyons MEM \nd comment
'57)

:H NKWSHKAT NKWS (40)

1M MBMV GRIPPIN AND THE XM\s
KIDS '3)

TRI TH OH CONSKQCKNCKS
Barker host 181

DM* \ \N DYKE SHOW What s

Middle Name " (18)

NKWS. WKATIIKR SPORTS .

VOl H FUTURE IS NOW « 24 >

LAUREL \nd HARDY KKSTI\ \i

Bohemian Girl " (27

1

\RC EVENING NKWS <40>

TIIK REPORTERS (57)

T::w POLK K SLIM.kon (8)

GREEN MRES "Ed Discovers the Birds

Boh

In A

(30)

and the Bees "
1 18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQLARKS Peter
Marshall, host (22> (30)

WOMAN The Working Mother and Day-
Care " (24

1

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

H \l Ml S XNIMM.S (57)

Htw DH SKlSv HllW THE liHIVH
STOLE XMAS (3)

TIIK HOOKIKS Another Beginning For
DM Fuller (8) (40)

THA 1 18»

LOTS A LI CK (22) (30)

HOMEWOOO: TIIK PLOY TO OVER-
THROW CHRISTMAS 24)

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
(57)

MM KROSTY TIIK SNOWMAN (3)

DIANA "Never. Never Ever Again
mayhe " (22) (30)

»:00 TIIK PERRY COMO WINTER SHOW
<3>

NKL KOOTHALL GAME (8) (401

THE 7M CLUB (18)

MOVIE "Key West " (22) (30)

CAROLING, CAROLING <24)

BORIS KARLOKK PRESENTS
THRILLER An Atractive Family" (27)

•:M ROOK HEAT (Ml
iooo MEDICAL CENTER Deadly
Game." (3)

PHANTOM INDIA IM)
NKWS (27)

EVENING KDITION WITH MARTIN
IGRONBRY '57)

mm THE LIVING WORD <18)

JOANNE < ARSON SHOAY (27)

HILL MOVERS' JOCRNAL '57)

II 00 NKWS. WKATIIKR. SPOHTS (3> (18)

'72) '27' '3(li

CAPTIONED AB( NKWS (57)

II 00 NKWS. WKATIIKR. SIGHTS' 3D 1:30

MOVIE The High Cost Of living (3)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (X)
ll:l.» NKWS. WKATIIKR. SPOHTS (8) <40(

11:11 COLI.KGK FOOTBALL (8) <40>

I oo TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22i

(30)

l:IS NKWS. WKATIIKH III (8> (40)

2:« NKWS 22' Vt

On Dancer, on Prancer. on
Hlixen.say. where the hell is

Rudolph? Is it true that he is

hanging around South Deer-
field.'

OUTER SPACE BAND
Wed. in the Hatch

Thur., Fri., Sat.

in the Bluewall q
9 p.m. - ^ a.m.

taiAdiJiLSL
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'Staff i>h<K<> Keun Mack)
r ace cringing intensely, fingers breezing over the strings of his

double-necked guitar, John McGluaghlin's serene music filled the
Student Union Ballroom on this past October 26. I used a telephoto
lens on a 35 millimeter camera, sat directly in front of the stage,
nudging spectators (making a few enemies), aimed a McGlaughlin
and waited... for the perfect moment when the lighting, the
background, and Mclaughlin's expression were just right.

~ ,. .. .
'Staff Photo-Kevin MacktDonny Hathaway at the Cage. The concert lost a lot of money butHathaway was at his best and the crowd was pleased.

(Staff Photo-Kevin Mack*
The light was poor and Larry Coryell's black velvet coat blended in

with the background accentuating his hands and face, for this shot
taken at Amherst College last week.

PWa cr*4K - Kevta Mack

I had to anticipate a pause in
the music, when Chick Corea
would jerk his hand over the
keyboard to get this shot of him
at the Cage.

'Staff Photo-Kevin Mack I

The bare shoulder and the
fishnet shirt. Maria Muldaur at
the (age on November 26.
After her performance, Mayall
seemed post-coitum.

UIMUA
91.1 FM

GQDDBODIES
*"

£)$$- ^ ]2:mnilUl SOUTH EACHY. MASS. 01075

STATION MEETING
Tues., Dec. 11 8:00 p.m. C.C. Rm. 162

This will |>e the most important meeting of the semester.

All station members should make plans to attend. All interested

people are welcome.

We've grown
to ten rooms. ™
Help us celebrate %J
and get a chance
to win $100.

1

' t^'S COU(>0< .

j

'I in Between Decern be- 10"

,

The * "Curve a $ 100(H)
i ,

gift ce" '.el,. ,,-Tcn can br

baggin's end
lotiilohidiiiathih
goodbqdies
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Kevin Majff

The ubiquituos smile, the loud threads, and the funkv leads, make
Freddie Robinson the most colorful character in John Mayall's band,
lied rather play his guitar than do just about anything.

'Mafl I'hoto Tuna Stewart

Ike never showed up on stage, but that did not hinder a good per-
formance. The attention was focused on the women of the group.
Pictured above is Tina Turner and a backstage view of the Ikettes.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except during league play)

Shooting

Stars

:

Photographic

Highlights

Of

The

Semester 's

Concerts

-,. -i Staff 1'hoto-Kevin Mack)The Duke at Bowker. He looks like he could be preaching. Perched
on the scaffolding behind the stage, camera braced against a metal
railing. I waited for the Duke to look my way. This is as close as he
came.

staff Photo Kevin Mack)
Seldom does the whole group

arrange themselves in such a
position as to make a decent
photograph possible. But Poco
proved the exception to the rule
in Springfield last month.

AUDITION: Kditors Feld
and Kostek take time from a

busy schedule to listen to a new
talent.

i Staff Photo Ion VrsUm)

Papain)
Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

NON-SMOKERS vs. SMOKERS
It has come to the attention of the Campus Center-Student Union Board of

Governors that there may be a considerable number of students, faculty and staff

who would like to see certain areas in the cafeteria facilities in the Campus
Center-Student Union, designated as non-smoking areas.

WE WANT YOUR OPINION. ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST:

A non-smoking area in the Hatch
A non-smoking area in the Bluewall

A non-smoking area in the Coffeeshop

I am not in favor of this idea at all.

Additional comments welcome:

Yes

( )

Please drop in designated boxes outside the Hatch, Coffeeshop or Bluewall.
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United Farm Workers picketing the Food Mart in Northampton.

(SUff Photo-Rick Allen)

UFW Picket Ends In Anger
What began as a peaceful

picket of the Food Mart chain
store in Northampton,
Saturday, by the United Farm
Workers, ended in near
violence and anger when a
collision of a picket and a car
brought six police cruisers and
a paddy wagon to the parking
lot. When the dust had cleared,

no charges had been filed

against anyone connected with
the incident, the Farmworkers
left, vowing to return this

weekend, and the Northampton
Police say if there is trouble

again there will be arrests

made.

Trouble began late in a day
that had been tense from the
word go. Pickets arrived at the
store around 11 : 15, and by noon
12 of them walked in front of
the store passing out leaflets

and talking to customers. But,
already, there was a uniformed
security guard watching all

that was taking place.

Most of the picketers said the
Food Mart was the only store
where they had seen security
people, but the guard. Officer
Roberge of the Sykes Security
Agency, said it was a normal
practice of stores to provide
protection from potential
trouble.

When he was asked what sort
of trouble he expected, and
what he could do about it,

Roberge said, "If they get out
of line, bothering customers, or
if they stop moving, we call the
cruisers and pick them up.
There should be four more
officers here later to make sure
there isn't any troub'e

."

When Ken Allen, one of the

demonstration coordinators,
was told of the threat of

arrests, he and others standing
near said they were ready to be
arrested if that was needed.

In fact, many of the
demonstrators felt that the
store's tactics helped the cause
of the Farmworkers, by
scaring away potential
customers, who would see the

uniformed security people, and
might also witness the police

arrests if they occurred.

The store manager refused

to comment or even to reveal

his name, but after a short time
he did make a side remark. He
said, "I wished they (the

pickets) wouiu move farther

>MM>M»tM • f

CHRISTMAS

Pottery

Sale
December 10-11

9:00a.m. -4:00p.m.
AAunson Hall Annex

Basement
Reasonable prices

Benefit — UMass Ceramics

back and quit bothering the

customers. I've had a lot of

complaints from the customers
that some of those pickets
refused to let them by."
Around two o'clock, the

Northampton police came in

response to a store complaint
that the pickets . were
harrassing customers. The
police cruiser idled for fifteen

minutes before leaving to cries

of "turn off your engine your
wasting fuel." They were to

return later.

The customers that were
interviewed, did not, for the

most part, seem that con-

cerned by the picketing,
although many said that they
were not buying nonunion
grapes.

Some did so in support of the

Farmworkers, but others said,

"They're too expensive to buy
anyway." One woman who was
waiting for her ride outside the

store, seemed particularly
upset.

When asked if the demon-
strators bothered her, she said,

"Yes, they do. I shop where I

can save the most money.
These people without the war
to demonstrate against, have
to find something else, and I

just don't like the feeling I get

when I see them standing

there. In America we have so

much, that it doess't seem
right that someone always has
to be demonstrating against

something."

Relations between this group
of pickets and the store em-
ployees were bad to begin with.
For example, employees stood
in front of the store and ate
grapes while hurling taunts.

Early in the day I witnessed
a car with four employees
leave the parking lot with the
tires squealing, narrowly
missing a woman picket. A
similar situation later brought
about the confrontation bet-

ween the police and the
demonstrators.
Everyone concerned has a

different account of what
happened, but it is agreed that
at approximately 3:30, a car in

the parking lot came close to

hitting, or did actually make
slight contact with one of the
pickets, who now numbered
around 35.

The police were called and

Christmas Cards

by
HALLMARK
CASPARI

GORDON FRASER
ALFRED MAINZER

BROWNIE
at

A. J. Hastings, Inc.

Newsdealer & Stationer

AMHERST, MASS.

responded with six cruisers
and the paddy wagon, the of-

ficers in riot gear, did not make
any arrests, but threatened to

arrest demonstrators on
grounds of disorderly conduct.
Rather than have anyone
arrested, the Farmworkers
left, but will return to picket

the store.

Asked about the incident

Sunday night, the desk officer

at the Northampton Police
station said, "There were no
charges pressed against the
driver of the car, because there
was no contact made, and the

pickets provoked the incident

by continually jumping in front

of cars. The driver of the car
was not an employee of the
Food Mart. We have received
complaints of customer
harrassment and legally we
can arrest those pickets if they
refuse to leave the store
parking lot when asked."

The UFW. has not decided
yet what further action they
will take regarding the original

incident, but they will be back
in force this Saturday at the

same store, and this week they
hope to have an all woman
picket line to test the store

management. Whatever the

outcome, things appear to have
reached a more heated point in

the boycott movement locally.

Bill Brown
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Hope For Victims

Of Violent Crimes
(The following is a true account of an episode that took place in the

Five College area. Only the names have been left out. All the facts

remain.)

One February night this year, at 11 : 00 p.m., a 23 year old man and his

dog were walking home from a visit with a friend. This man, who we will

know as John, lived at the college where he was emDloved.

As John turned the corner to the road that led home, he saw a man
running up the street His dog saw the man, too, and started to bark.

"Hey dude," the man said as he came up to John. "Call your dog off."

John assured the man that his dog would not harm him. The dog was a

six-months old puppy and had not come near the man John felt that the

man was somewhat hostile, but was not worried because he turned and
walked away without saying anything else.

The man walked about 50 feet and then stopped. John kept on walking

as he approached him the man turned suddenly at him.

"What's the name of the street there?" he asked. John noted that the

man was nervous and agitated. He tried to assure him that he was only

walking home from a friend's house and didn't know the name of the

street. Then he turned around so he could see the street sign, and as he

did he saw another man turn the corner and come up towards him from
behind. At the same time, the first man walked ahead of John about 100

feet. John was now in front of a cemetary.
The first man started walking quickly towards John. This made him

feel relieved because he figured the man would pass right by and he could

get on his way home. But the man did not pass right by. Instead, he threw

John against the chain link fence of the cemetery, whirled him around to

face the street, and punched him in the mouth.
John was knocked to the ground, blood pouring from his mouth. He saw

the man who had been behind him come up and yell at the first man not to

hit him again. The second man embraced the first man, and the two of

them ran down the street.

John struggled to his feet and back to his friend's house to call the

police. The police took him to the hospital, where he stayed for four days
to recover his injuries. After that he was treated by his personal

physician.

John's jaw had been broken in several places. His hospital, doctor, and
dentist bills together came to almost $800. But he couldn't recover his loss

by suit because his assailant had not been found.

So John filed a claim to the Commonwealth through the office of the

Attorney General. Under Chapter 258a of the Massachusetts General
Law there is a statute that provides for victims of violent crimes to

petition to recover their losses up to $10,000 subject to $100 deductable.

This statute also includes a provision for wages lost during recovery
period.

There was a court hearing and John's medical bills have been paid. He
did not lose any wages from missing work, or that would have been taken
care of by the state, too.

Few people are aware of the alternative of John's course of action. If a

victim is unable to locate the offender to sue, or if the offender cannot
satisfy a suit, a claim can be filed with the state. John's case has been
made public to this extent so that others who find themselves in similar

circumstances will know how to recover as a victim of a violent crime.

Marsha Venuti

Benefit Discrepancy
(Continued from P. 23)

If the University can give greater benefits to the professional staff
members, then why should the non-professional staff members not have
reason to expect the same?
One University employee, Mr. Stephen Kozloski. a technical specialist

lor the physical plant would like to test these issues in the courts and is
presently looking into the possibilites of such a court battle
Until this occurs, the questions of benefit discrimination will

just that questions.
remain

Kevin Mack

The Fourth Tower of Inverness

concludes this week

Tune in for three half hour specials

Tonite, Tuesday and Wednesday

atthewitchinhour
on

U1MUA
91.1 FM
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Pre '65 Grad Computers:

Inefficient, Uncooperative

23

The University's own "Hal
the Computer" resides in the
Kubrick-like computer room in
the Grad Research Center.
However, Hal seems to be
having his problems. Just like
Hal, our computer isn't always
on the human's side.
Hal is one of the two GRES

(Graduate Research) com-
puters. The GRES computers
are available to students and
faculty for use in research
projects and class problems.

The computer center houses
two large machines, one to
handle batch processing (the
service window) and the other
to handle time-sharing ter-
minals scattered throughout
the campus. If one fails ( "goes
down" in computer lingo) the
remaining machine can do its

work, although it must divide
its time.

A major problem has
resulted in decreased ef-
ficiency of the computers. The
computer center was originally
to have had a different air
conditioner from the rest of the
building to provide adequate
cooling ( the computer shuts off

automatically at 75 degrees).
However, it was decided ( no
one knows by whom or how)
that one system would be
adequate for both the computer
center and the rest of the
center.

In the summer the air con-
ditioning provides insufficient
cooling, while in the fall, the
system is shut off for the
winter. Either a warm day in

between that time or a day
when the air conditioner is

turned on in the spring will
cause the computer to "go
down".
To solve this about a year

ago two free-standing air
conditioning units that operate
independently of the building
system were brought in. If the
outside temperature is less
than 70 degrees, these air
conditioners can maintain the
computer temperature. A third
unit will be put into operation
in a month.
The percentage of time the

computer is "up" (operating)
is figured weekly. While the
desired figure is over 99%, the
actual average is only 85 - 95
percent.

This summer the system
failed from a Friday to a
Tuesday. The computer scored
only a 60% average that week.
The failure was due to rust in
the pipes that carry cooling
water to the air conditioner.
When the computer fails, it

takes three full weeks to bring
the systems up to 95%. The
rate of failure begins high and
tapers off during this' period.
The weeks following the worst
weekwere86%,67%,71%,86%
and finally 97%. If the com-
puter fails even once a week it

is impossible to keep a good
percentage.
Even more important than

the average, according to Dave
Stempel, Associate Director
Systems Research and
Development, is the number of
times the computer goes down.
This he calls the "Frustration
Figure" — and this is where
the complaints stem from. A
student is just completing a
problem, the computer fails

and the calculations are lost.

Conrad Wogrin, Director of
University Computer Services,
says that he totally sym-
pathizes with these students
and that their frustration is

fully justified.

Other problems exist besides

those caused by the air con-
ditioner. This summer brought
a humidity problem. Also, so
much time was taken in
repairs that the preventative
ni:iintcn:incc •.t-lwxliilo <-,ml,<

not He met. Dayid Musante,
Associate Director of Com-
puter Operations Ad-
ministration, says that these
problems have been taken care
of. Now preventative main-
tenance is done every Monday
morning from 4 - 8 a.m. Break-
downs also had a negative
effect on staff training and
morale.

Wogrin says that the
machines are normally ser-
viced by university people and
that "l he people from the plant
work hard." He does admit
that the University sometimes
waits too long before bringing
in outside help if the problems
require it. He calls this a case
of "putting dollars before ef-

ficiency."

Stempel said that more
emphasis will be placed on'
students, largely un-
dergraduates, using remote
computer terminals. This
includes informing them of
computer failures over UMass
news media. He further says
that "the overwhelming focus
of the center will move to these
remote terminals."
These machines are pre-

1965. a factor which adds to
their inefficiency. A recom-
mendation has been passed on
to Chancellor Bromery for
leasing a new computer to
serve the Boston and Amherst
campuses. The date for
replacement should be July,
1974. The other machine may
be replaced about seven
months later.

—Buffy Spencer

Who's Who? Voices Of New Africa
If you want to be nominated fof

Who's Who among students, all you
have to do is nominate yourself,
with a list of your outstanding
qualities, get a friend to sign the
paper and get it to the Student
Senate Office by next Monday
Dec. 10

But it's a little harder to get
selected; you must be a junior or a
senior and really have been in-

volved in something with a few
good grades.

Once you've been nominated, the
Student Senate makes up a com-
mittee of six to ten people to review
all the nominees and to select 32
from the initial bunch of about 150
Then from these 32, one will be
selected this semester to be the
Who's Who of UMass.

If you know anvone who should

Playing before a packed house,
last Thursday night, the Voices of
New Africa House sang songs
ranging from the Johnson Brothers
( Lift ev'ry Voice and Sing) to the
Edwin Hawkins (Come And Go
With Me To My Father's House)

.

This last song, by Beareather
Keddy. brought the audience to its
feet

be a Who's Who due to their in-
volvement in campus or com-
munity activities, just drop off a
brief statement of what they have
done and who he or she is at 420
Student Union by 4 p.m., Dec. 10, or
contact Steve Barbano at the
Student Senate office.

—Kathv Fraser

The Voices of New Africa House
is loaded with talent; with the likes
of Freda K Pullen. Walter
Howard, Beareather Reddy, L.
Nathaniel Anderson, L. Van
Jackson and, of course, the rest of
the Voices. I put them in the same
class with the Edwin Hawkins
Singers and the James Cleveland
Singers. I'm not trying to compare
the Voices of New Arica House
with professional groups, but next
time the Voices play, hurry home
or back to the dorm and put on the
Hawkins Singers or the Cleveland
Singers and listen very carefully. I

bet you can't tell the difference
between the three. Then, again, I

keep on forgetting that the Voices
of New Africa House are 'avant-
garde'.

hilly Williams

7^DV^^
AN ENCOUNTER
WITH CHABAD

Are you a Jewish college student? Want to explore at first hand the most excitingmovement in Judaism today - the so called "Spark" of Judaism? Then regardless of

«hh.7h
er kn

r':dge
|

or
u
be,iefs y™ ™y ^ve. you are warmly invited To spend asabbath weekend with the (habad (Lubavitcher) Chassidim during Intercession.

For information:

or write to:

see your local Hillel Kabbi or call 25:i-:»;>7«

Mibavitch Youth Organization
770 Eastern Parkway
Brooklyn, \.Y. 1 121.1

. Benefit Discrepancy Seen

For State Employees
There exists a discrepancy between what the UMass administration

Trnm
rS

r
a
h
nT^T*PZ2\ md what the state law s^ about themFrom Chapter 75 of the Massachusetts General Laws, Annotated

< commonly called the autonomy bill); "All officers and employee?
profess.onal and non-professional, of the university shall be consideredemployees of the Commonwealth, irrespective of the source of fundsfrom which their salaries or wages are paid. They shall have the same
pr vil.ges and benef.ts as other employees of the Commonwealth such asretirement benefits, group insurance, industrial accident coverage andother coverage enjoyed by all employees of the Commonwealth " '

Benef.ts and privileges for employees of the Commonwealth aredescribed .n a 33 page pamphlet called the "Red Book". This pamphletcovers rules and regulations pertaining to vacation, sick leave travelovertime and accident prevention. It is authorized by Chapter Seven'
Section 28 of the General Laws.

P '

The discrepancy arises on the question of vacations. According to the

n !u V

.

aU.Persons
,
are ^titled to not more than ten days vacation

alter the first year of service, eventually leading up to four weeks
vacation after the tenth year of service
The university, however, has two different vacation schedules One isfor profess.onal employees and the other is for non-professional staff

I he University even prints two separate pamphlets describing employee
benef.ts. one for the professional staff and one for the non-professional
classified) staff. The professional staff receives four weeks of vacation

time after the first year of service, while the non-professional staff
receives two weeks of vacation, the same as any other state employeeThe personnel supervisor for the University. Mr. DeNyse. feels that
this benefit discrimination is legal. He justifies it by citing anotherparagraph in Chapter 75 of the General Laws which says: "The trustees
shall have complete authority with respect to the election or appointment
of profess.onal staff including terms, conditions and period^ of em-
ployment, compensations, promotion, classification and reclassification
transfer, demotion and dismissal within funds available bv ar>
propnations of the general court or other sources

"

Mr DeNyse feels that, "Terms and conditions cover fringe benefits
"

He also pointed out that professional and non-professional employeeshave always been treated differently.
Mr. Kenneth Johnson, who has been the Treasurer of the University

since 1951. agrees substantially with Mr. DeNyse's views on this matterHe views vacation time as a term and a condition of employment and also
as a form of compensation. He feels that the professional employees of
the University do not get overtime pay and therefore deserve more
vacation time. "In a way, you might say that for giving up overtime they

Joh
m°re VaCat,°n But ! dont ,00k at u as a trade-off," said Treasurer

Another discrepancy arises over the interpretation of the word, benefit
I he University administration does concede that a vacation is a benefitAs a matter of fact, the category marked "vacations" is the first in the
University Pamphlets called "Benefit Program for Professional Staff"and Benefit Program for Classified Staff". It would seem that the
University considers vacations a rather important benefit, since it sees fitto mention it before any others in its own brochures.
But the administration also feels that a vacation is more than a benefit

it also consitututes a term and condition of employment and a com-
pensation. and as such, the trustees have jurisdiction over vacation time
Since vacation time is a benefit I and it may also be other things ) all

employees of the University are entitled to as much vacation time as any
other state employee. If the professional employees get two weeks more
vacation time at the beginning of their service, than half of their vacation
is a benefit and the other half would have to be a term or condition of
employment, or compensation. The situation seems a choreographv of
semantics and legal terminology at once both confusing and provocat'ive
It raises several significant questions.

First of all. what is the legal status of vacation time? This will be up to
Ihe legislature or the courts to decide, not the University.

(Continued on P. 22)

ATTENTION
SKIERS

SKI NEW HAMPSHIRE
The "Outing Club Way" during break

Food I

Lodging

$49
7 Days I

6 Nights

JOIN SKIand OUTING CLUB GROUPS
From over 20 East coast colleges. Stay at an ojd hotel,

bring sleeping bags and help with cooking, bag-lunch
preparation and clean-up, in order to keep costs down
We're based at Mt. Sunapee, one of N. H.'s largest ski areas
in west central New Hampshire, which is only about a V/2
hour drive to any of the major N.H. or Vt. ski areas For
details contact:

PNIL SILUTER
Ski Club Rep.

256-8391
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High in the 40's.
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Happy Hannukah
to all, and to all

a good night.
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Bromery Residence: House On The Hill
It's not quite 1600 Pennsylvania

Avenue. In fact from the outside it

looks more like a gingerbread
house. It's most distinguishing

features are Ngombes and a
Grandfather's clock.

But let us go back to the begin-
ning

Once upon a time, the president
of Massachusetts State
Agricultural College (alias
UMass) decided that a house ought
to be built especially for presidents
of Mass Aggie.

So in 1883 the house was started,

a white story-book kind of a house,
right in the middle of the orchard
hill.

Since that time ten presidents
and two chancellors have lived

there, including the present
residents Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery and his family, who have

m

-4

(Kurr-Pholo-John Strwarn

"It's not a very unusual
Grandfather's clock, except
perhaps for the little sun
painted above it's face."

lived there since September 1972.

Actually, the Bromerys would
rather be elsewhere.

The Chancellor, expressing the

feelings of himself and his family,

listed some of the drawbacks of

living in a "presidential palace".

1) Isolation. People looking for

the house have often misplaced it

and have wanderedaround the hill

for hours.

2) Distinct lack of a neigh-
borhood. This is hardest on the two
littlest Bromerys who, according
to their father, ask when they are
going home. (The family used to
live in Amherst)

.

But the house is convenient for

social functions because a baby-
sitter does not have to be found for

the youngsters.

Also, by living on campus
Bromery says his wife and
children feel more like par-
ticipants in the Chancellor's work
and University life.

3) Formality. Indeed, almost the
entire first floor is done in hush-
hush tones of blue, green and
white, and in don't-touch-me
materials.

Except the den.

Now, here is a room with a
definite personality. It is bursting
with articles from Ziare, Kenya,
and the Ivory Coast which are just

a few of the eighteen African
countries Chancellor Bromery has
visited on geological expeditions.

There are ivory figurines and
carved wooden masks, one of

which was given to Bromery by the
president of Malawi, a red and
black leather hassock from
Alexandria and wooden plates with
ivory inlays also from Egypt.
There are carved dolls that

pregnant women of a particular
tribe bind across their abdomens to

assure a well-formed baby; black
and white Mali blankets hang on
one wall, and the subjects are
exclusively dancers or animals.
There is even what appears to be

a brilliant green Easter egg, but it

is really a sample of copper ore, or
malachite.

But most striking are a pair of

Ngombes, paintings by the un-
trained African artist done only of
aomen who are wrapped up in

great capes because he can not
jaint arms or hands.
Elsewhere there is an em-

)roidered red silk panel, given to
vorld reknowned Black Leader
N E.B du Bois when he was in

"hina in 1959, and, in turn, given
>y his widow to Bromery.

And of course there is the
Grandfather's clock.

Now it is not a very unusual
Grandfather's clock, except
perhaps for the little sun painted
above its face

But hopefully it is the beginning
of a tradition. Bromery would like

to see a custom established
whereby every chancellor who
inhabits the house would leave a
valuable article behind when he
leaves.

Chancellor Bromery will leave
his Grandfather's clock. He will

make his mark on the gingerbread
house.

Karen l.vnch

**> v r

i SUft Photo-John Stewart)

"Now here is a room with a definite personality."

Bus Drivers Urge For Increase

By.VIIKKKNKELAND
The Dally Collegian learned Saturday that some

bus drivers are urging a strike unless they receive
a $.25 per hour wage increase. Most student
drivers are paid $2.25 per hour
These drivers, who asked not to be identified,

said their pay is nonetheless inadequate.
Salaries are funded partially be a federal grant

and partially by the Student Senate. A pay in-

crease must therefore be approved by the Student
Senate and the Vice Chancellor for Administrative
Services. Thomas B. Campion.

Nick Apostola. president of the student govern-
ment association, said he wanted to better
familiarize himself with the situation before
forming an opinion.

Bob Godding, Operations Manager for the
Student Senate Transit Service, said a merit
increase to the drivers is under consideration He
said that drivers who perform their job well would
get a raise by semesters under the proposed
system Godding said he did not know how much of
a raise thif would be.

i doubt if it (a strike > would happen." Godding
said. "I don't think most of the drivers would

support it."

If the drivers were to strike. Godding said he
would find people to replace them.
Busdrivers randomly phoned by the Collegian

said they had not heard of strike plans.
"I'd strongly disagree with a strike," said

driver Paul Jablonski "Pay increases should be
on a merit basis."

Another driver, who asked that his name be
withheld, said he thinks it's a crime that the
drivers haven't received a pay raise "in quite
some time." He added, however, that he can also
sympathize with the management.
Driver Dave Holton said he hadn't heard of any

planned strike. He said he could not foresee a
strike but would "lean toward striking" if the
merit increase was not approved.

It is quite obvious that strike organizers have
much more organizing to do and that 100 per cent
cooperation seems unlikely.

Nevertheless, if such a strike were to take place
many UMass commuters would face hardships.
Most would be forced to thumb to school...and
these is ever present danger to hitchhikers,
especially women.

Twos the night before Christmas when all through the house m~*+mmm

Not a creature was stirring not even a mouse.

The stockings were hung by the chimney with care ln hopes that Saint Nicholas

soon would be there.

The children were nestled all snug in their beds While visions of sugarplums
danced in their heads.

And Mamma in her kerchief and J in my cap Had just settled down for a

long winter's nap.
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By FRITS GEURTSEN
Did you know that if you had five or

more unpaid parking tickets on your car, it

could be towed from anywhere on campus
whether you were legally parked or not?

It's true. Or rather it was until 11:30

yesterday morning when a temporary
restraining order and an injunction were
served to David L. Johnston, director of

Public Safety on campus.
The injunction was served by Richard

Fish, deputy sheriff of Hampden County,
and Harry Miles, an Amherst attorney
acting on behalf of the petitioners.
Although there are two petitioners

named on the injunction — Jeffrey
Nathanson and Kathryn Berson, it's a
class action suit involving all those in a
similar situation.

Injunctions were served to John-
ston,William A. Lambert, vice chancellor
for Administrative service of the Tran-
sportation and Parking office, and Thomas
B. Campion. A fourth injunction was
served to Amherst Towing.
Johnston, as head of the Public Safety

Department, is responsible for the en-
forcement of the policy concerning towing.
He accepted the injunction behind closed
doors.

Lambert, representing the Tran-
sportation and Parking Office, was served
the injunction in his office at the Physical
Plant.
• Campion accepted two injunctions— one
on behalf of Chancellor Bromery and the
other for UMass at Amherst.
So what's an injunction? It's a bill

requiring the people named on it to appear
in court for a hearing.

In this case the hearing is set for Wed-
nesday morning at nine o'clock in Hamp-
den County Court House in Springfield
before Judge Moriarty.

The temporary restraining order
prohibits any towing of cars on campus
due to excess unpaid parking fees until

Wednesday morning at nine.

According to Harry Miles, at that time,
the judge can decide one of three things : 1

)

to approve the restraining order and allow
it to continue until the case is brought to

court in early February; 2) to revise the
petition; or 3) to deny it altogether.

If there are other people who have been
wrongfully towed on campus, they should
go down to Miles' office and sign an af-

fadavit to that effect. His office is located
in the Carriage Shoppes at 233 North
Pleasant Street in Amherst.

It doesn't look like the Collegian...
By ALVIN OICKLE
(Collegian Advisor)

Your are in the middle of

a laboratory.

Yes, right here as you
read today's Daily
Collegian. The newspaper is

the lab and you are a visitor

as a reader.

Those who read the daily

newspaper regularly have
recognized some strange
changes the past few days.
It's all part of Experiment
Week on the top floor of the

Student Union, where the

Collegian staff tries to get it

all together five times a
week.
The newspaper for the

first 61 issues of this

semester published rather
faithfully the familiar five-

column format; straight
news in the front, editorials

in the middle and sports in

back; the usual
capitalization in headlines;
eight-point body type in the
stories for you to squint at;

and (sigh) often badly
written and edited news
stories.

But this last week of the
semester has brought the
218-member staff
something new for goals.

Urged to try innovative
display, unusual writing
styles and creative
photography, Jie student
staffers have done their

best.

Here is what they have
been working towards;

Thursday, Dec. 6 —
Classified news, as in the

newsmagazines. The news
appeared under such titles

as Energy Crisis, Media,
The Arts and Politics. The
Editorial Page that day ran
"sideways", which gave it

an eight-column size.

Friday, Dec. 7 — In-

novations in typography,
headlining and general
display techniques.

Monday, Dec. 10 — Sports
up front, Pages 1-3, and the

more familiar Collegian
Page 1 on the back. This
simply reversed the order
the news came to you.
Tuesday, Dec 11 — Many

more innovations in

typography, themed
graphics, large photos and
the semester in review.
Wednesday, Dec. 12 — A

standard size newspaper,
eight columns wide and 21

inches deep, with huge
photos and advertising
loaded with pictures.

Why is the Collegian
looking so different? Lots of

reasons. One is very basic.

The staff members are

students most of them
carrying full academic
loads. They are tii ed after a
three-month semester.
They wanted a change of

pace. Experiment Week has
provided that.

Another is as basic. The
staff members, for the most
part, have been working at

developing journalistic
skills. As rookies, they have
been basically con-
servative. Now that they
have acquired some skill

and confidence, they want
to try their hands with a
flair.

Morale is a reason some
of us consider important.
Putting out a morning
newspaper with 18,000
circulation day after day,
while also working parttime

and going to class, makes
for a grim existence. "Y'all

need some fun," their

adviser exhorted the
student staffers. For the

dedicated journalists, this

Experiment Week has been
fun — anything from trying
to sell an eight-column
advertisement to at-

tempting to create a piece
of journalistic writing a of

couple notches above the
ordinary Collegian level.

There has been another
reason : trying to lure other
students to participate.
Perhaps, the staff
reasoned, some of the
undergraduates who have
stayed away this fall will

dare to voiunteer next
semster.

If some of the "ex-
periments" have failed,

they have been successful

nevertheless because they

have offered the students

the opportunity for

educational exploration.

The Collegian tries hard
to meet its service
obligations as a newspaper.
It is also a laboratory for

those interested in laying

out ads, making photos,

laying out pages and trying

their hands at all the other

chores necessary for

publishing a daily
newspaper.

It is worth knowing that

this laboratory is checked
out by more than 25,000

readers every day. That's a
lot of monitors for any
student. It may be one
reason also that some of use
think this "lab" is one of the

best on campus for e-

ducation.

Top dog is a dog

Quiet, studious m.
roommate wanted to
share Brandywine
apartment for next
semester. 160-month.
Call 549-1929.

Qty? Maaaatt}UBvtta Bailg (Callrgtan
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By BRIAN COOK
Spice is nice, but who ever heard of a

four-legged travel agent? The merchants
and other fine citizens of Andover
Massachusetts have, that's who.
This rare breed has a nose for travel.

Propped up on his forepaws behind his
private desk strewn with the tools of his
trade, this stately golden retriever is a
traveler's best friend. Travel Anywhere
was graced with this new addition to its
employee staff when Spice unexpectedly
walked into the office one day and started
barking orders. The initial adjustment to
hi*, presence by fellow workers was
somewhat harrowing, but seniority gave
way to minority and Spice is now top dog in
the business.

Many fellow canines in the town have not
taken the situation so lightly however. In
fact, certain distinguished breeds have
raised quite a stink about Spice's new
found race superiority. Piles of shit in
front of the agency's door are discouraging
business, and last bark has it that Spice
will take drastic steps to eliminate the

mess he's confronted with.
As of January 1, 1974, our canine prodigy

plans to institute 1st class travel ac-
comodations for all canine cruisers. That's
right folks, now you buy any of those un-
wanted mongrels you might own, a one-
way ticket to the land of curs or, send it to

France for a poodle-cut and a little

sophistication.

John Mitchell tried to book Martha on
the special training school voyage, but

Spice refused to accomodate her on the
grounds that you can't teach an old dog
new tricks.

Our very own Central Travel Bureau to
be opened soon in the Campus Center has
no plans for a similar service yet, but it is

expected that the dog eat dog competition
so common to American society will soon
pick up on the novelty started in Andover.
The local affiliated union of boxer hounds
has plans to confront that sly dog catcher
recently spotted in the Student Union and
present him with an ultimatum : he'll go to
the dogs if he does not leave campus.

IT'S A DOG'S LIFE!

The
atmosphere

By B. J. ROCHE
Expressing one's im-

pressions of the semester is

a difficult assignment to

undertake in that it is hard
to distinguish between
personal interpretation and
actual happenings.
One thing is for certain,

though. This semester was
a definite heavy. On a world
level we saw one war end
and another begin. On a
national level, we had our
youthful suspicions fulfilled

as to the nature of the men
in power, and then...-

suddenly we face the
prospect of living a com-
pletely different life style as
the result of an "energy
shortage".
But on a campus level,

the catalysts for craziness

were not so easily at-

tributable. There were two
deaths, many assaults, as
well as rip-offs. There
was a discernable cutback
in hard drugs and also a
discernable increase in

alcohol consumption.
Alcoholism became a

problem with many
students.

There was also that
strange parental pressure,
which was sometimes
abstract, but became real

in the form of a visit or
occasional phone call. We
went home to places that

weren't really our homes,
and half jokingly, half
seriously, hoped our rooms
hadn't been rented out yet.

To resolve these feelings,

people turned to different

things. Stereos were the

most reliable. We reached
for record albums for
memories of good times:
assurances that things
would get better. But the

incomparable feeling of the

Beatles has been half-

replaced by the likes of

Alice Cooper and David
Bowie. Many had problems
adjusting.

Some turned to Jesus, the

Guru, Josh, whoever, and
suddenly found themselves
content with the new
strength they had found.

But for others, it was not so
easy, and the consensus
was "Let's get high". In the

search for the constant
high, we lost a sense of self,

resulting in a generally

messed-up scene.

Will things always be this

way? I sincerely doubt it for

two reasons. First, we
cannot continue at this rate

for long. In the words of

some far-away song,
somethin's gotta
give....And second, I am a

naive optimist, and believe

that things will work out. So
if you have not been so

bummed out that you have
read this far,

congratulations. Look,
there is this comet coming
later on in the month, and
with a little bit of luck...

The bullfight in Bartlett
By BONNIE ASSELIN

It's early morning and
once again we all meet here
because of some common
interest in the modern
novel.

"Ecclesiastes was a
philosopher, yah, he wrote,
'One generation passeth
away, and another
generation cometh; but the
earth abideth forever '...-

sometimes old generation
says young generation is

apathetic," begins the
professor.

He leans forward, his

eyes demanding attention,

his eyebrows knit, and I

demand that I grasp his

meaning. As he carefully
puffs a cigarette, he walks
among the desks, surveying
our faces. Alert minds,
camouflaged by sleepy
expressions, are soon to be
prodded into exposure.
Yes, he's so much more

alive, so full of ideas and
energy. I wonder in what
reservoir he found his
strength during such an
energy crisis.

The class is still. No one
comments. There are a few
smiles and a few puzzled
faces. Others may yet be
too proud to allow ex-
pression, insisting on
passivity. I fear we intend

on defying his plea for
answers. We are
possessive, keeping hold of
that much-loved treasure,
our precious ideas. Content
with being selfish, we sit

back and absorb his ideas.
4 'Hemingway was

awarded, what?...the Nobel
Peace Prize...Do you know
how much?...You are not
interested in
money...yah... that's a good
sign."

He seems to . be falling

into a reverie, perhaps
pondering something from
his past. His glasses slip to

the end of his nose as he
stares downward into his

When out on the lawn there arose such a clatter,

I sprang from my bed

to see what was the matter.

Away to the window Iflew like a flash.

Tore open the shutters and threw up the sash.

reflections. Ashes are not to

be scattered, carefully
flicking them into the
basket. He walks back and
forth. Movement will
exorcise the thought from
the depths of his memory.
"His style is simple, but

very deep."
We were simply placed

together in this room by a
UMass computer. From
something so mechanical,
genuine feeling and spirit

arose.

"What does the bullfight

symbolize?"
Someone answers that it

is the conflict among the
characters. Another at-

tributes it to the destructive
forces of man.
"Now, you are speaking

up, you were afraid of me,
and I was afraid of you. We
need a second term, more
time."
He narrates a personal

experience. The more we
react, the more he tells us
his secrets.

In Myorka, he saw a
bullfight.

"The whole arena was
electrified. Like a medieval
knight, Don Quixote, the
matador started to tease
the bull." Almost acting out
the ritual, he takes the
matador's stance.

"It's playing around with
death... People are elec-
trified, like Old Rome...The
bull, finally, is on its knees
and with one stroke-dead-
the strangest experience
I've ever had..."
And so, during that hour,

a professor touches his

students with his tales, his

unique spirit, his sense of

humor, and his wisdom. His
understanding of the human
condition brings them a
sense of peace for a time.
"Never give up, you are a
good sputnik," he jokingly
commended the class while
tapping his own head.

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

4*For

Christmas*
a huge

assortment
of

OPTICAL
GOODIES

binoculars

magnifiers

contact lens fluids

and more
at

oon call
Amherst's First Optician

56 Main St. 253-7002
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The moon on the breast of the new-fallen snow,

Gave a luster of midday to objects below,

When what to my wondering eyes should appear,

But a miniature sleigh, and eight tiny reindeer;

Obnoxious 9 o'clock

i

By TONY GRANITE
There oughta be a law

about nine o'clock classes.

Only "A" students and
insomniac professors
should be allowed.
Everyone who signs up

for one should be required
to demonstrate the honor of
his intentions.

And there should be
energy depletion credits
allowed by the Ad-
ministration.

Nine o'clocks probably
originated at Aggie
Colleges, when both
students and faculty had to

be up anyway to check the
stock. There was only one
feeding time in the dining
halls, and for post-prandial
exercise, the Chief Cowherd
probably decided everyone
should go to class.

But with the advent of

Daylight Saving Time, in

recent years, the eight
o'clock has become the nine
o'clock. And now that every
holiday worth celebrating
falls on a Monday the next
schedule modification may
be that the nine o'clock by
law, will become a ten
o'clock.

Before that happens, this

being a nation of law and
order, it would seem that

not just anybod> should be
allowed in on a good thing

like a nine o'clock class. It's

like where the action really

is on campus.
At that hour, the traffic is

so light there's always a
comfortable seat to be
found in airy classrooms
that have yet to be polluted

with the fresh fumes of the

new day.
Students are polite to

each other, at that hour,

because the hassles of the
day haven't got to them,
yet.

The coeds will never look
better, either, than when
they're only partially
dressed.

And the studs are rested
and ready for anything.
As for the prof... he'll

never be brighter or more
lucid. He'll wear down, as
the day wears on. But at
nine o'clock he's at the peak
of his powers. For he hasn't
yet read his campus mail.
No administrator worth his
salt has been up long
enough to growl at him.
Few of his colleagues are
roaming the corridors to
ruin his day with tales of the
terrors of teaching.
And the campus

newpaper hasn't been
delivered, yet.

Nine o'clock classes
aren't just for any ole body.

It takes an "A" mentality
to cope. "A" is the first
letter of the alphabet. An
"a" not only starts off many
sentences, it punctuates
them, too. And a nine
o'clock is the first of most
classes of the day.
Ergo, the "A" student.
But not everyone agrees.
A chance perusal of the

Spring course listings
substantiates that early
classes aren't all that
popular. The Accounting
people, for example, ex-
press their opinion of the
dying practice by
scheduling only two
groovey courses at eight
o'clock: Acctg 120, "in-
troduction to Financial
Accounting" and Acctg 371,
"Advance Federal Tax
Procedures." Why spoil an

otherwise pleasant day,
they say.

The Afro Ams believe
that 9:05 a.m. is early
enough for anyone to be
forced to meet a new day.
So they don't list any
courses before the.

And Air Science has given
up on Reveille as an old
Army Air Corps
harrassment that's for the
roosters. One of the two 9:05
courses they list is ground
school for cadets in the
Flight Instruction
Program. The other is for
future generals who need a
head start to make the
grade: "United States
Military Forces."

But the gluttons for early
morning academics must
surely be the Art people on
campus. They list 13 eight
o'clock classes for Spring
term. The reason isn't hard
to figure. Surely conception
at dawn must be sweetest.
And the sluggards of the

campus are the English
majors. There's no such
thing as an eight o'clock for

them. 'Smatterafact, most
of their best work is done
after the nooning. Mother
Nature might have a word
for them, too.

It'll take another
revolution in education to

get up a law on early
motning classes. And when
it happens, it'll probably
give credit for sleeping
through them. Another
requirement may be a term
paper on what happened in

bed, to the instructor.

That'll restrict the nine
o'clocks to "A" students
and sleepless instructors,
for sure.

Recycle Mugs Today at

3ty* #ub'a
Happy Hour 2 6

25c each for return

ATTENTION

ALL

RSO GROUPS
The Building Committee of the Board of Governors

have a limited number of new student offices opening

ZJrtTl
Sem"ten ,f y°u wou,d 'ike to be con

sidered, please fill out an application in the RSO officeby December 19, 1973.
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to ten rooms.
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With a little old driver so lively and quick
I knew in a moment it must be St. Nick.

More rapid than eagles his courses they came.

v And he whistled, and shouted, and called them by name:

Won't someone be my idol?
By SHERM BOYSON
When I was in the third

grade, I .got to be on the
Bozo the Clown show. I was
really excited about it. Bozo
was big stuff when I was
seven. He was my idol. I

had his bright red hair,
super big feet, and rubber
ball nose on a pedestal
twenty feet high. During
one of the commercials he
sat right down on the seat in
front of me. I couldn't resist
the opportunity to reach out
and touch my hero. My
eager hands stretched out
and felt the bright red hair
that stood straight out from
his head. As soon as I made
contact my heart fell. Bozo
the Clown's hair was fake.
It was nothing but red wire.
In one small touch of my
hand Bozo fell right off the
pedestal onto his round
nose, which was probably
fake too.

I survived the experience
of finding that my idol was
not real, but just a lot of
makeup and coloring. That
experience made me
strong. Strong enough to
survive all the shocks that I

have gotten this semester
while working for the
Collegian.

In the beginning everyone
who was connected with the
Collegian was so important
sounding to me. They had
their names on the
mastheads. They had their

pictures over the columns
they wrote. They were
editors and persons of
importance. They were as
far above me as the stars in

the sky.

Bill Ballou, for example. I

was just a dumb little fresh-

man who was awed at the

thought of someone just a

few years older then me
writing his own column for

a daily newspaper. Okay,

he was dumb enough to

think that Bobby Riggs
could ever beat Billie Jean
King, but he was a great
writer. I always looked for
his columns.
Then I was in the office

one day waiting to see my
editor. This funny looking
kid with glasses and big
sideburns was running
around with just one shoe
on. He was complaining
about how the student
senate plays dirty football
games. Suddenly someone
called out "telephone for
Ballou" and he went to
answpr it. That kid was Bill
Ballou. I was standing in
the same room with him. He
was real, he was human,
and he was walking around
with just one shoe on. One
pedestal down, four to go.
Stephen G. Tripoli. The

name sounded so im-
pressive. I always pictured
him as a six foot four, tall,

Clark Kent type. He would
be a crusading editor,
always spurting out
triumphant words of
wisdom that would inspire
everyone in the office into
winning Pulitzer Prizes.
Joan Fassnacht, my

editor, pointed him out to

me one day. I was never so
shocked in my life. The
figure she pointed to
couldn't possibly be the
editor-in-chief. Why I had
seen that kid around the
office lots of times. I always
figured he was just a sports
editor or something. Two
down, three to go.

Jerry Lazar. I used to see
him in his glass paneled
office. He would always be
on the phone with his feet up
on the desk. I figured he
would be talking to

presidents, senators, and
foreign advisors on dif-

ferent facets of editorial

opinion. After all, this guy
was in charge of all those
people who got to have
weekly columns.
So when I was introduced

to him one day he said
44
0h,

so this is the notorious
Sherm Boyson ". He knew
my name. He remembered
my stories. It was really
nice having him recognize
my name, but it wasn't up to
the image I had of an
executive editor. I expected
a response like "So what,
who the fuck are you?". He
wasn't supposed to
remember me.
The biggest shock came

just one week ago. I have
been reading Barbara
Voorhees all year in Poor
Richard's. She has been my
inspiration. She replaced
Bozo the Clown as my idol.

Her writing was so powerful
and so good. If only I could
write like that. I had never
met her, but that didn't
matter. I knew just what
she would look like. She
would be five-nine, have
long red hair, and be a
dynamic person whose
presence would fill an
entire room.
So you can imagine the

double take I did when she
was introduced at the last

Collegian meeting. I didn't

hear another word that was
spoken at the meeting. I

just stared at that angelic
little face and tried to figure
out how she could be the

same Barbara Voorhees
that writes all those stories.

How could those frail little

hands write such great
stories? How could that
sweet little voice say such
powerful words? She looked
like someone who would be
the poster girl for the
National Catholic Crusade
for Virginity, not a
reporter. I couldn't believe

it.

The last pedestal was
under the Managing Editor,
Robert Scheier. His job was
real important. And when
he had to leave his post he
had a whole column written
about him.
Well, fate and cir-

cumstances once had him
and I working on the same
story. I even got to call him
Bob. Wow, me calling the
former managing editor
Bob. But he was still big
stuff to me. He was still one
of the elite of the
Massachusetts Daily
Collegian. That is, until he
blew it.

I was sitting in the MDC

office typing over a story.
Bob came into the room,
probably to talk to an editor
or someone important. I

kept my place and con-
tinued typing. And then he
did it. He came over and
said "How's it going,
Sherm?". Big people aren't
supposed to talk to small
stuff. He could have been
my new idol — but he blew
it.

I just guess I'll have to be
satisfied with someone
whose image will never
falter. He'll always be just
like everyone tells me he is.

I can't ever imagine Marty
Kelly being human.

—the bus
Here's the ideal way to travel on your next weekend
jaunt - Peter Pan Bus. It leaves near campus when
you want to leave - goes where you want to go —
and you can make lots of new friends along the way,
too!

Hourly service to Boston. New York City. Albany and
everywhere, direct from the University Campus. Extra
express seivice to Natick and Boston every weekend.
Lobby Campus Center Hotel

Tel 545-2528 01 545-2006
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Here come de Ziff, here come de Ziff...
By STEVE TRIPOLI
He walked into that first

class last September
smoking a long cigar, which
people who knew him
thought to be a bit strange
(he favors a pipe). To make
it even stranger, this cigar
was even longer than the
ones he occasionally fan-

cies. "Does anyone have an
ashtray in his pocket?",
came the query. Everyone
perked up. Those who didn't

know him somehow sensed
that this might be a dif-

ferent type of class. No
answer came to the ashtray
question.

"Well does anyone have a
gin and tonic in his pocket
then?" Howard Ziff had
arrived.

To anyone who's had any
dealings with the Jour-
nalism program at UMass
the name of Howard Ziff is

probably not new to you. If

you haven't met him that's

your loss. He was born in

Holyoke some forty-three

years ago, but his road to

the head of the Journalism
Studies program here at

UMass is a lot longer than
the trek down 116.

After graduating
Amherst college, which he
attended on a football
scholarship, Howard
plunged into the field of

Journalism, rising to a
Night Editor and Night City
Editor's post at the Chicago
Daily News. While at the
News he also worked
Editorial and reporting
(being part of two Pulitzer
prizewinning teams), and
coordinated the News' 1968

Democratic Convention
coverage, which won award

Howard Ziff

from both the Associated
Press and United Press
International No mean
feat that, especially con-
sidering the historical
events both in and out of the
convention hall that year.
"When I was in Korea in

the Army I worked for Stars
'n Stripes (The Army
Newspaper)." Howard had
just interrupted himself at a
seminar last Spring. "The
people in the composing

room there were mostly
Italians, and we'd send
copy to them down a chute.
Well they were all nervous
one night because Marciano
was fighting for the
championship. When I got
the news he'd won, I sent
the story down the chute
with the headline 'Marciano
wins — White Hope still

sought.' They were so
pissed they practically
came straight up the chute

to get me."
Later in '68 Ziff left the

"real" world of journalism

for a teaching post at the

University of Illinois at

Urbana. From there, he

heard of the changes in

Journalism at UMass, and
at the urging of a friend

applied for the top job in the

program here.

Most of the journalism
majors at UMass (many of

whom reside at this

newspaper) have found Ziff

an extremely personable
man to deal with, and they

hold him in great respect

for his knowledge of the

field. This knowledge in-

cludes everything from the

ability to teach a basic
newswriting course to his

great knowledge of the
outside field and where to

go once you get there.

His lectures are not
always gems of stimulation,

but they're usually in-

formative and often funny.
For instance (while talking
about the necessities of

life)

:

"Here's two necessities,

bowel movement and sex.
Now some people think that
only one of those is

necessary, but frankly I

think it's rediculous not to

move your bowels."
He holds forth from a

large, cluttered office on
the bottom level of Mach-
mer Hall, and anyone who's

tried to get an audience
with him knows that it's

usually a long wait. Once
you get inside you'll meet a
man who dispenses in-
formation with ease, ac-
curacy, but at times a hell
of a lot of confusion, too. It's

not easy to talk, smoke a
pipe incessantly a t

breakneck speed, and run
an entire academic
program almost single
handedly, but Ziff does. And
the end result of everything,
including the confusion, is a
surprisingly good product
which is getting better.

Things are shaping up in

the Journalism Depart-
ment, and since Ziff

s

arrival the program has
been reinforced by the
arrival of two new
professors, Larry Pinkham
and Ralph Whitehead, both
of them very good in their
own right. Howard's efforts

are what brought them
here, Pinkham from the
prestigious Columbia
School of Journalism and
Whitehead from a possible
career as a freelancer in the
old Ziff stomping ground of

Chicago.

What it comes down to is

that in the often
disgustingly sterile world of

UMass academics a
refreshing exception
deserves a little notice.

Howard Ziff fills that bill,

and then some.

K

Food services : part nine

The view elsewhere
ANALYSIS
This is the last of a 9-part

series investigating the
Dining Commons. Assigned
to the series were Cindy
Gonet, Mark Citron, Scott

Bacherman, Jerry Lazar
and Mike Kneeland.

It wasn't very long ago
when UMies were listening

to Big Brother Bob sing
"the grass is always
greener in the other fellow's

yard." Eating in the Dining
Commons, most students
are still singing the same
song.

"I've worked at Hamp-
shire College and I've eaten
at Amherst College," one
student recently told

Collegian investigating
reporters, "and I tell ya, for

what we're paying here (at

UMass) we're getting
ripped off."

Interviewing students at

both Amherst and Hamp-
shire College, Collegian
reporters did not find the

Pier 4 some UMass students

described.

"The general concensus

here," said Hampshire
College freshman Kathy
Kartiganer, "is that the

food is fairly bad but that
it's edible."

"The food is pretty good
here (Hampshire College)
for institutionalized food,"
he said.

Other Hampshire College
students find the food
service at Smith and Mt.
Holyoke College nearly
ideal.

"Eating at those colleges
is like eating at home," one
girl told the Collegian.
"They have china, not trays
and nicely prepared food ...

the food is really cared
about there."

IS THE PRICE RIGHT?

Most students indicated
they would be willing to pay
more money for better food.

Jim Murphy, Food
Services Director at
Hampshire College,
wholeheartedly agreed.
Murphy is actually em-
ployed by SAGA, a national
catering firm.

SAGA's contract is

renewed on a yearly basis.

If the students and Ad-
ministration are not
pleased with SAGA, their

contract is not renewed.

SAGA submits its

operating budget to
Hampshire College. This
year students are paying

(Continued on P. 7)

Become Immortal

SENIOR
PORTRAITS
Dec. 11-12-13-14

Sign-up outside
Index Office

anytime
(2nd n. S.U.)

C.C. 102

$3.50 fee

(Remember to bring

your favorite picture.)

Now Dasher! Now Dancer! Now Prancer! Now Vixen! On Comet! On Cupid!

On Donner! And Blitzen!

To the top of the porch,

to the top of the wall!

Now dash away,

dash away,

dash away all!

Caterer surveys D.C.s
(Continued from P. 6)

$250 for a 15-meal plan
compared to $314.75 UMies
pay.

These figures are,
however, slightly
deceiving. Hampshire
College itself pays ad-
ditional money to the
catering firm. Murphy
declined to release the
amount.
"SAGA has nearly 500

accounts so we can draw on
each other's knowledge,"
he said. "We can buy food
cheaper than non-profit
making schools because of

our buying power.
Murphy thinks UMass

would do well if it likewise

hired an independent
catering firm, presemably
SAGA.
Amherst College, like

UMass, has refused to hire

such a service.

William Golding Sr.,

Director of the Amerst
Dining Halls, said students
do not pay a dining com-
mons fee per se. Rather, the
price of their food is in-

cluded in their tuition.

Golding sympathizes with
former UMass Director of

Food Services Joel
Stoneham. With the rising

cost of food, the various
meal plans offered to UMies
and the sheer number of

students themselves,
Golding is not surprised
that UMass Food Services
is having some problems.

had a strong bid in taking
over the operation.

Buttressing this
possibility are the contract
negotiations of the
University employees. By
contract, state employees
may not work for an in-

dependent company such as
ARA.

It thus appears that the
future of those ladies in blue
and green is yet to be
decided.
Collegian invesitgators

have concluded this "loss"
is not really a loss or
miscalculation.

The following financial
problems developed in 1971-

2. Food Services has little or
no control over these cir-

cumstances :

-A retroactive payraise
of $189,000 that food ser-

vices was told not to budget.

-Non payment of a

$98,000 Dining Commons
bill.

-A $441,540 sales
decrease when 21-year olds
and seniors in Southwest
were made exempt from
buying meal tickets.

ARA STUDYING
PROBLEMS

With such conflicting

opinions from "know-
ledgeable" executives, it is

no wonder that UMass has
called in an independent
catering firm, American
Restaurant Association, to

study the situation.

As tne food service
operation withers in the

cold winter months ahead
with its "non-nutritional"

good, an inactive director,

an acting director, and
employees' contracts in the

midst of negotiations, ARA
will appraise the efficiency

of the entire operation.

This independent
catering firm would not,

presumably, put the time

and money into studying

UMass food services, giving

away its secrets, unless it

University Food Services
therefore borrowed $554,000
to cover this year's
liabilities.

Collegian investigators
have concluded that Joel
Stoneham, in this regard,
was a victim of cir-
cumstances.

The deficits were not his
wrong doing, but probably
someone in Whitmore
during 1969 and 1970.

So Stoneham has lost his

job, and the Administration
is singing "the grass looks
greener on the other side."

UMass Police

Ntwr Emtrgtncy

Numbtr

5-3111

Suicide

Sporting a feeling of
madness, images trickle
through my mind. To be
the master of life and yet
subdued — such irony
can only increase my
desire.

Obligation and kinship
— such oppressing,
limiting forces. One
seeks to escape them, to

break from weary
bonds.

A stage perhaps — and
it will pass.

Direction still wanting
— but it will come. Some
lifestyle awaits you to

settle your soul, be
patient and humble is all

you are told.

The conflict grows
greater, years pass you
by. Vague notions invade
your solitude — and
slowly you discern
solution.

Courage builds, is near
its peak.
Distances collapsing

— the tide rushing in.

Ready to be taken,
complete surrender has
swept you out.

Approaching a new
dawn

brian cook

TONIGHT!
DOC SULLIVAN and

SEAGRAMS
presents

AMERICAN

BANDSTAND
music of the 50s & 60s!

appropriate dress?

chinos, white sox, etc.

featuring

"SEAGRAMS & CIDER"
registered trademark

Hot or Cold

50'

Door Prizes

Prizes Every Hour

QUk EttgltHi? Pufa

The TEXTBOOK ANNEX
is

CLOSING
FRIDAY, DEC. 14
and will not reopen until next semester.

Now is the time to make any late purchases as we will not

be reopening until

NEXT SEMESTER.

• ALSO •

Now is a good time to sell us your

— USED BOOKS —
By selling them at the Annex this week you can: 1) avoid the crowds at the
beginning of next semester and 2) get cash for your Christmas shopping.

Store Hours 8:30-4:30

— Remember we will not be open during finals week—
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Nixon turns over more tapes
By Donald M. Rothberg
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-

President Nixon's
Operation Candor con-
tinued Monday with the
disclosure that "a
significant number" of
White House tapes were
turned over to special
Watergate prosecutor Leon
Jaworski during the
weekend.

In addition, the special
prosecutor received on
Monday tapes of two sub-
poenaed Watergate con-
versations from U.S.
District Judge John J.

Sirica.

Sarge vetoes

death

penalty

BOSTON (AP)-Gov.
Francis W. Sargent
rejected a bill restoring the
death penalty in
Massachusetts Monday but
announced that he would
sign one-if approved by the
legislature-confining the
punishment to those who
kill law enforcement of-

ficers.

The bill that was pocket
vetoed by Sargent Monday
would have restored the
death penalty for nine
specific categories of
murder.

The two deliveries
marked the first time
presidential tapes have
been turned over to the
prosecutor's office.

The White House
delivered the tapes the
same weekend it released a
mass of documentation
relating to President
Nixon's personal finances.
Neither Jaworski nor the

White House would say
which tapes were delivered
on Saturday.

"We have asked for these
and we have insisted they
be delivered to us and they
were delivered," Jaworski
said. He added that there
were "still some out-
standing requests for tapes
from the White House."
Deputy White House

Press Secretary Gerald L.
Warren said he would
"prefer to maintain the
confidentiality" of dealings
with the prosecutor.
Jaworski 's office said the

tapes received from the
White House "will be

carefully analyzed. Such of

these as contain in-

formation material to the

special prosecutor's in-

vestigations will be
presented to the grand jury
without delay."

KMM KJU

WEDNESDAY

ALL YOU CAN EAT $2.99

THURSDAY

PRIME RIBS $5.95

POLYNESIAN BAND

— A Benefit Film Showing —
THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS HILLEL PRESENTS

\\

Tiddler
a joy:;

9

Judith Cri st

onthe

s GRAND

PRIZE

DRAWINGS
(One At
Each Show)

Recycle Mugs Today at

$h/? $Jub'a
Happy Hour 2 6

25c each for return

99c STUDENT SPECIAL|

Kentucky Fried

Chicken

Rt. 9, Hadley

TOM'W (WED.) DEC. 12

at 7:00 & 10:00 p.m.
TICKETS: $2.50 in advance (545-2526)

$3.00 at the door

PROCEEDS TO UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
ISRAEL EMERGENCY FUND

at CAMPUS CINEMAS • in Zayre'i Shop. Ctr.

• A SPECIAL EVENT e program council. GIFT
to the entire U.Mass. community Dec. 13th( Thursday

Christmas Party
*

Children off Faculty and Students 2:30 til 5:00
tree decorating, games, fun, cartoons, refreshments, and gifts.

-#t-fr##-#*£r
BRING YOUR KIDS!!!

• • • •

AND . . .

BOOGIE8 p.m. til 2 a.m.

starring live, on stage . . .

Sound Dimension and
Director from the Sugar Shak in Boston

recently playing with:

"Stylistic*"

"Cool and The Gong"

"Sylveri"

"Moments" • ** * •» P*T *» fc the phco

vii ana

FREE ADMISSION

BEER SERVED

Syn
members have been booked with:

"James Cotton Blues"

"Chambers Bros."

At' Wiif |>»<>«<"

FIRING AWAY— A South Vietnamese air force gunner fires from his helicopter
door position down into suspected enemy positions in Quang Due province recently.

Israel wants POW list

before talks start

Prices put squeeze on Santa
By LOUISE COOK

Santa Claus is feeling the
food price pinch this year.
Charitable agencies that

distribute food baskets and
serve holiday dinners to the

needy say their costs are
up. Some say they'll find

budget-priced substitutes

for more expensive items
normally included in

yuletide gifts.

"It's impossible," said a
spokeswoman for the
United Fund in

Philadelphia. "No one is

donating food. We used to

get loads of turkey. Now
only a few people have

come forth. People are
going to have to settle for

canned goods or bread or

something."
Brigadier Earl Stubbs of

the Salvation Army in
Wisconsin said the cost of
providing charitable
baskets has risen 30 per
cent from last year and said

the tab this year will be
about $130,000 to provide
food baskets to 2,600

families and toys to 8,000

children.

Mrs. Lilo Salmon,
assistant director of the

Little Brothers of the Poor
of Chicago said the group

Auto price controls lifted

By N.R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —

The Cost of Living Council
lifted wage and price
controls on Monday from
most of the auto industry,

but extracted a com-
mitment from most auto
makers to limit price in-

creases on 1974 models.
The auto industry is the

largest industry from which
the government's wage and
price controls have been
lifted.

But the Cost of Living

Council said it extracted a
commitment from Ford
Motor Co. and General
Motors Corp. to limit price

increases for the remainder
of the 1974 model year to an
average of no more than

$150 per vehicle, and a
commitment from
American Motors for an
average increase of no
more than $100.

It also said Ford, Gen-
eral Motors and American
Motors have agreed not to

increase the retail price of

any small cars by more
than $150.

Chrysler Corp., the

council said, declined to

make similar com-
mitments, but the council

decided to exempt it from

controls.
Council Director John T.

Dunlop told newsmen that

although Chrysler would

not make the same com-
mitments, he did not think it

"appropriate to single them
out" by keeping them under
controls.

By removign wage
controls from the industry
the council approved
contracts negotiated be-
tween Ford, General Mo-
tors and Chrysler with
the United Auto Workers
Union, even though Dunlop
said the contracts provided
for increases that exceeded
the government's wage
guidelines.

Saxbe

Sent To

Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) —

President Nixon formally
submitted to the Senate
Monday the nomination of

Sen. William E. Saxbe to be
attorney general. Nixon
acted after signing
legislation reducing the
salary for the post.

Nixon picked Saxbe, an
Ohio Republican, to be
attorney general more than
a month ago, but he had
been unable to make the

nomination because the
attorney general's salary
was raised to $60,000 a year
from $35,000 while Saxbe
was serving in the Senate.

will distribute 5,000
Christmas packages,
mostly to the elderly, this

year.

By
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Israeli Defense Minister
Moshe Dayan announced
Monday that Israel will not
talk peace with Syria until

Damascus turns over a list

of Israeli war prisoners
held in Syria.

Dayan told the Israeli

parliament that the refusal
to deal with Syria at the
Dec. 18 Geneva peace
negotiations was, a
government decision.
The Geneva conference

aims to bring together
Israel, Egypt, Syria and
Jordan under American,
Soviet and United Nations
auspices in a search for a
long-term Middle East
settlement.

Israeli refusal to
negotiate with Syria would
be a serious blow to chances
for its success. The Syrians
and the Egyptians were the
major Arab combatants in

the October Middle East
war.

Sources in Amman said
King Hussein has with-
drawn his conditions for

Jordan's participation in

the Geneva conference. The
king had demanded that

only Jordan represent
Palestinians in, the Israeli-

occupied west bank of the
Jordan River.

The sources said Hussein
has now agreed to attend
even if the Palestine
Liberation Organization is

there claiming to speak for

the west bank Palestinians.

Israel says Syria has
refused to hand over names
of the 102 Israeli POWs
believed held in Syria and
the International Red Cross
has confirmed the claim.
Dayan charged in addition
that Syrians have killed "42

or more" Israeli POWs and
that Egyptians killed at

least 28.

Recycle Mugs Today at

Happy Hour 2-6

25c each for return

Coronomatic

Cartridge Ribbon

System

by

SIC M

now at

UNIVERSITY
STORE

Campus Center

The Fourth Tower of Inverness

concludes this week

Tune in for two half-hour specials

Tonite and Wednesday

at the witchin hour
on

U1MUA
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A touch of class, a touch of blues

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
11

By MIKE KOSTEK
and JOHN CARR

Occasionally this campus
is graced with a bit of class,
a bit of greatness that is

unmistakeable. Last night
the Student Union Ballroom
was home for a precious
night of Chicago Blues as
Muddy Waters and his band
played a fine set that
pleased 600.

and was a pure joy to

watch. Up until the day they
tear down the Ballroom,
Muddy Waters will always
be heard in there singing
"There's another mu-ool;
there's another mu-ool..."

Muddy 's voice is pure and
direct. All these years have
taken nothing away from it.

His ending version of

Muddy Waters

His real name is "Mojo" was another superb
McKinley Morganifield, moment to partake in
and as Muddy Waters he 'Living Legends' are almost
has paced contemporary always disappointing as
blues for the past twenty they don't always deserve
years, writing such classics that foolish title However
as "Got My Mojo Working",

'

"Long Distance Call",
"Baby, Please Don't Go",
and "I'm Your Hoochie
Koochie Man".

Behind Muddy was an
excellent (What else?) band
that deserves mention:
California Fat, guitar; Bob
Margolin, guitar; Fuzzy
Jones, bass; Willie Smith,
drums; Mojo Buford,
harmonica; Pinetar
Perkins, piano, playing
beautiful blues, both slow
and fast, about as well as
they can be played -"Won't
Have To Worry No More",
"Baby, Please Don't Go",'
"Can't Get No Grinding"
and two classics--"Long
Distance Call" and "Got
My Mojo Working".
"Long Distance Call" was
the highlight of the night,

when you do run into one,

nothing's quite the same
afterwards.

The Babe Pino Band
opened last night's
festivities with a competent
rendition of the blues.
Playing in the intimate
atmosphere of the Ballroom
to a small audience of blues
afficionados, the band early
on achieved that rapport
with their listeners which is

essential for a good concert.

Babe himself, resplen-
dant in an appropriately all-

white outfit, played a
searing harp and impressed
all with his soulful vocals.
Wolf Ginandes put down

consistently melodious and
inventive bass lines which
perfectly complemented
Ken Pino's lead. David
Agerholm presented a

rhythmic, if uninspired
percussion, and the
keyboard player got off
some celestial chords on his
electric piano.

The Lighthouse

Home of Fresh

& Cooked Seafood

Rt

Lobsters

Steamers
Fish & Chips
Shrimp
Scallops

Dinners— Lunches
— Take Outs—

Tel. 549-6662

116 SUNDERLAND

— COUPON —
Deposit at

Lighthouse

WIN 10 lb. of

Live Lobsters

Name_

Address

Tel. No.

Drawing Date— Dec. 24
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TODAY at 4:30 p.m.

is the deadline for

nominations for

The Collegian Elections

(ghristmas (gards

Creative Excellence is an American Tradition.

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

As dry leaves

that before

the wild

hurricane fly,

When they

meet with

an obstacle,

mount

to the sky,

So up to the

house-top

the courses

they flew

With a sleigh

full of toys

and St. Nicholas

too.

And then

in a twinkle,

I heard on

the roof

The prancing

andpawing

of each little

hoof.

Retailers want gas price controls lifted
By GEORGE MEYER
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI BEACH, Fla.

(AP)-Gasoline retailers,
feeling the pinch of the
energy crisis, said Monday
they want Phase 4 price
controls lifted so they can
hike prices by at least one to
three cents a gallon.

"We are fighting for our
survival," said President
Charles Binsted of the
National Congress of
Petroleum Retailers during
a convention here. He made
his comment at the same

time an industry
publication told of rising
gasoline prices.

The Oil Daily reported in
Houston Monday that last
week's average retail price
of regular brand gasoline,

exclusive of taxes, was 29.23
cents a gallon, compared
with 28.96 a week earlier
and 24.45 in 1972.

The average dealer tank-
wagon, or wholesale, price
was 22.24 cents, compared
with 22.02 a week earlier
and 17.75 cents a year
earlier, a survey by the

publication of 100 cities "Our pricing is based on
showed. volume sales," said Bin-
Federal and state taxes sted, of Washington, D.C.,

boost retail gasoline prices "and if the volume of what
by 9 to 12 1-2 cents per we sell drops, then our
gallon. profit drops."

Go on a SUNSHINE

HOLIDAY
• Acapulco

• Bahamas

• Hawaii

• Puerto Rico

• Jamaica

also ski trips to Aspen, Taos

Call: Paul Sheldon 2SP7221

TOMY

Steak & Brew is...

Steak & People,

Shrimp

& Talk,

Filet Mignon
&Fun,

% Steakburgers

g & Laughter

P and all the salad you can

make. All at low prices.

Price includes

beer, wine or sangria.

. Steak B-Brauf
mlJ Tlu < irt-.iftst Eaiinc <v Drtofctng I\jMi> Houm- I *«.r' ^JT\

& SOUTH HADLET
489 Granby Bd., 0.8. Bt 202

(413) 536-3100

STUDENTS!
Present your I. D. card

to your waiter tor

$1.00 OFF
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OUTER SPACE BAND
Wed. in the Hatch

Thur., Fri. v Sat.

in the Bluewall
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STATION MEETING
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This will be the most important meeting of the semester. All station members should make plans

to attend. All interested people are welcome.
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Jerry Lazar has no class

When I first met Jerry Lazar I only had one thought. I wished that I

would wake up and find it all to be nightmare. But no such luck. I was
stuck with the Wrongway Horrigan of journalism as my workmate for
two months. After he is gone I hope the only trace of him left is an oc-
casional "Curb Your Lazar" sign on city streets.

Jerry Lazar is a great proponent of the classless
society; not because he is altruistic, but simply
because he has no class at all. If Tuborg beer has
class, then Jerry Lazar is bilgj water.

All natural disasters begin with a small thing. The
Chicago fire was only a kicked-over lantern at its

beginning. Before long it was a very big mess.
Lazar's life follows a similar pattern.

Although he won't admit it there is strong reason to
believe that he was dropped on his head as a child.
Several factors attest to this. The most evident is

Lazar's ability to be sitting in the middle of two
!>eople, one to his left and one to his right, and look at
hoth of them at the same time. The only other
mammal capable of this is the whale.

Jerry has other problems with his eyes. As a child he was beaten up so
much by his neighborhood "pals'' that he exhausted his tear ducts by age
five. Modern surgery saved him though. A Philadelphia surgeon con-
nected Lazar's salivary glands to his tear ducts. The operation was a
success except for one small side affect. Everytime Lazar gets near food
his salivary glands begin their normal function which in his case is

crying. I made the mistake of eating pizza in front of Jerry once. After the
Amherst fire department came to pump out the water in our office and
revived Lazar ( he almost drowned) we returned to work. Working with
Lazar is like digging the Grand Canyon with chopsticks.

Another characteristic of Lazar is his dedication to sartorial suicide. I

knew him for six months before he wore socks. I later found out that his
one pair of hose was being rented by a New Hampshire dog track for
greyhound pacing. The track owner told me that they would put the socks
behind the hounds and let them run away. Several records were broken

that summer including a ninety six percent drop in

attendance.

Jerry and I went shopping for clothes one Saturday
morning. I brought my checkbook and credit cards.
Jerry brought a large shopping bag. He drove us to a
shopping center that had a food store, a record store,
a stationer, a pizza joint and some theatres. I asked
him where he planned to get clothes at this location.

He pointed to a large red box with "Goodwill In-

dustries" painted on its side and quick as a cockroach
he jumped from the car and dove into the box. I

waited for a half hour before he came back.
Finally he emerged wearing a straw hat with a pin

that said "I am an alcoholic, in case of an emergency
get me a beer." Class, real class. All the class of a
mashed potato sandwich.

Yes, working with Jerry has been rare. I would like all of the University
community to meet him. The next time you see a five foot two kid wan-
dering around with a herd of flies in tow, dressed in bright green pants
and a lavender shirt stained with a year's drippings from Big Macs, hold
your breath, squint your eyes, and approach him. Underneath all the
crud, you will eventually discover Jerry Lazar, the man who has done for
class what Charles Manson did for communes.
—-Dean Tucker is assistant executive editor of the Collegian, and has

had the unfortunate experience of sharing an office with the classless
Jerry Lazar this semester.

Beauty is only skin deep

(but ugly is to the bone)
The man is called Joe College.

He is ugly. Ugly beyond belief. He
is a legend in his own Greenough
House and undoubtedly the entire

University. For every house has
their own Joe College, just as
assuredly as they have their own
Suzy Coed. But this is about Joe C.
This is a particular Joe College
though there may be others of his

gender (neuter) roaming about.
( God what a ghastly premonition)

.

College is Ugly. Roget's calls

him mis-shapen, mis-proportioned,
monstrous, gaunt, dumpy, ill-

made, crooked, ill-looking,
inelegant, ungainly, uncouth, stiff,

gross, rude, rickety, gawky,
lumbering, hulky, unwieldy,
squalid, haggard, grim, grisly,

ghastly, dealth-like, cadaverous,
gruesome, frightful, hideous,
odious, forbidding, repelling,
repulsive, horrid, shocking, foul,

dingy and painful. On a scale of

zero to one of UG's, ugliness units,

Joe College is the standard and has
been assigned one. Everyone else
has some proportion of UG's.
Frank Rizzo has 93/94 ths. Bebe
Rebozo 102/103 rds. Marty Kelly
403/404 ths. This humble reporter
posesses 1x10-4 UG's, on a par with

Phys ed skiing: Berkshire East is better than Mt. Tom
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Robert Redford. Be that as it may,
one of the main tenents of J.C.'s
philosophy is pride in his defor-
mity. For if one is not proud of
his/her disfigurement in this
world, one has no identity, no soul.
UGLINESS IS BEAUTIFUL and
BEAUTY IS UGLY are the
hallmarks of College's faith. And
so, College's tremendous
grossness and his pride in the fact
is no less than the greatest
liberation on this campus. And
anyone can join this liberation. All
they have to do is say the magic
words "I AM UGLY" and
recognize Joe College as the
leader, the prophet and the perfect
master, yes, even Guru College Ji.
For a token fee, College can
illuminate the path to true ugliness
and bliss for you.
Although according to his

roommate, the Greek, that
"College is a legend in his own
times," there is not doubt in
anyone's mind that the world
would be a better place were it rid
of this pestilent enigma. So
ominous is his presence that
mankind can never again be
devoid of his bubonic contagion.
The English offered their Blood,

Sweat and Tears; the French had
their Liberty, Fraternity,
Equality, and College has his
Rape, Molest and Pillage. It is no
quirk of fate that he was advised
"never to come back home! " For
who wants him, and who can afford
to?

I had the misfortune to talk to
College the other day while he was
chewing on a dead Yak bone.

Z.N. "How do you feel being so
ugly?"
J.C. "It's a challenge. I work at

it continously. Ugliness is next to
Godliness."

Z.N. "How did you get to be so
ugly?"
JC. "I sprang forth fully grown

from my own forehead this way. It

was a cerebral orgasm. It's an
ongoing nuclear process."
Z.N. "What is the future for ugly

people in the world?"
JC. "Ugly people will mold the

future of mankind. I feel that the
Human race is evolving toward a
true state of ugliness! ! ! Yes! !

!

Yes! !
! (he leaped up screaming

in an epileptic fit.) Someday
everyone will have at least 9
UG's."

Z.N. "How many kids are in your
family?"
JC. "42-~They were all born

dead. You see spores have a way of
regenerating themselves un-
beknownst to mankind."
Z.N. "That doesn't make sense

Joe."

JC. "Thank You!"
Z.N. "What?"
J.C. "You're welcome!"
Z.N. "What is your advice to

your following?"
J.C. "Always strive to maintain

complete hideousness in the face of
beauty. No matter what anybody
tells you, you know you're ugly!
You always were, you are, and you
will always remain—grotesque! In
your heart you know that this is

ture. While you yourself can only
achive at present geometrical
ugliness progression, one day
you'll reach my standard of ex-
ponential ugliness growth."
Z.N. "Any final comments?"
J.C. "Make no mistake about it.

Yes! You too can have lepratic
sores on your face."

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian
columnist.

By HARRY CHARYCH
For the last ten years, the UMass

phys ed skiing program has been
going to Mt. Tom The cost of the
program to the students has been
$40 00 for six 1 1/2 hour lessons. No
one at the Phys Ed Department or
in Whitmore had deemed it

necessary to question wheather the
price was reasonable or if the
amount of contact time (actual
time on the slopes) was consistant
with the contact time for other
phys ed courses. No other alter-

natives were explored.
This year Berkshire East Ski

Area in Charlemont,
Massachusetts proposed a ski

lesson program which featured
eight 1 1/2 hour lessons at a cost of

$32.00. This gave the student two
additional lessons at a savings of

$8.00. In addition, Berkshire East
offered courses in cross-country
skiing, a free NASTAR race, and a
one credit Ski Instructors Course.
The General Physical Education

Program Committee voted
unanimously to accept the
Berkshire East proposal on
November 2, 1973. A letter of
agreement was signed by Mrs.
Purnell, Director of the General
Phys Ed Program, and the course
schedules carried Berkshire East
as the place for the skiing

program. I really feel that the
Phys Ed Committee made its

decision with only the best interest
of the students in mind.

In the past a unanimous decision
of this nature by the General Phys
Ed Committee would have been
sufficient to insure that the
decision would stand. This year,
however, due mostly, I believe, to
the fact that the owner of Mt. Tom
is Mr. D. O'Connell ( of O'Connell
Construction Co.) the decision did
not stand. Higher-ups in Whitmore
and in the Phys Ed Department
chose to step in. Suddenly, a new
policy was formulated where any
area will be allowed to offer the

Phys Ed program as long as the
area provide 24 hours of contact
time and students would be free to

choose the area at which they
wanted to take their skiing
program. Although I agree in
principle with this new policy, I

believe that the intent of it was to

restore a large chunk of the skiing
program to Mt. Tom due to the fact
that most students at UMass are
familiar with Mt. Tom and are,
unfortunately, unfamiliar with
Berkshire East.

My familiarity with both areas
leads me to ask students who will

be faced with the decision to
consider these points. Berkshire

East has twice the vertical drop of
Mt. Tom with an intermediate trail

two miles in length. Rather than
being located in the center of an
urban region, Berkshire East is

located in the beautiful Berkshire
Mountains. And, above all,

Berkshire East is uncrowded. I

truly believe that Berkshire East is

a far superior mountain and it is

available at a lower cost. I urge all

students taking skiing to get the
facts on both mountains and not
make the decision out of habit.

Harry Charych is president of
the UMass Ski Club.

Watch out for the tape-worm!
By BOB FOSTER

General Alexander M. Haig
recently posed a "devil theory"
involving the famed eighteen

that their files are missing, really
don't exist."

The Tapeworms affected the
Food Services as well. Thousands
of hungry students went to lunch
and dinner without knowing what
they were to digest. It was noted
that the same disgusting hum was
all that the Dial A Meal phone
number would yield. Not knowing
what to do, many students flocked
to the infirmary with cases of

OENGUSH

Nixon's demise is inevitable
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ByMARKVOGLER
WASHINGTON, DC.— "It is my constitutional

responsibility to defend the integrity of this great
office against false charges. I also believe that it is

important to address the overriding question of what
we as a nation can learn from this experience, and
what we should now do...

"...We must not stay so mired in Watergate that we
fail to respond to challenges of surpassing im-
portance to America and the world. We cannot let an
obsession with the past destroy our hopes for the
future."-President Richard M. Nueon

Now that the nation has become attuned to never-
ending disclosures of the White House Horrors, the
President's removal pivots on one more "bomb-
shell."

Unfortunately Watergate has saturated the media
so extensively that people have become narcotized by
its effects and have accepted it with humility.
But as the days pass, the political-social at-

mosphere in America runs thin. Public opinion has
swung around again in the President's disfavor.
Eventually the people will tolerate no more and the
bubble will burst.

Nixon's demise is now inevitable. It can not be
changed. The country's future is cloudy. That can be
changed.
People are so obsessed with Watergate at this point

that they want to puruse the quickest course to forget
it. Allowing the President to remain in office will only
prolong the stench which permeates his ad-
ministration.

America must now undergo another year of
Watergate headlines, probes and Congressional
hearings. The House Judiciary Committee will drag
out its independent inquiry into Watergate events
until October of next year.

The Erving Committee, likewise, has not finished
its work and may wish to pursue the mounting
evidence on the President's trail.

Congress must be criticized for its lack of guts to

act responsively. But once they end their hold-out on
the impeachment issue. President Nixon will get the
message.
Now that we have a Vice President, Congress will

feel less constraints when other shocking disclosures
break in the newspapers. It certainly seems that
more scandalous stories will come out.

The controversial Howard Hughs cash donation
indeed is threatening to Mr. Nixon. Once its full

ramifications are understood, nothing will stop the
public clamor. There will be no holding back
Congress, then.

The tapes chicanery-once documented-will likely
have an adverse effect on the President's last stand.
Watergate is a very sad and tragic political

documentary of a man who wanted to be known in the
history books as a great president, and rightfully so.
He rose from obscurity to the stature of a great

political giant-given an astounding 49-state mandate
for reelection after having ended the country's
longest war involvement and achieved better foreign
relations with China and the Soviet Union.
No history can color up the tragedy of Watergate.

Mr. Nixon's dream to have his likeness ground into
stone at Mt. Rushmore is just a delusion of grandeur
now.

People want to forget about Watergate. . but can not
with a wounded man in the White House. The
President wants Watergate to be left behind. Yet, he
has not resolved in his mind how to go about the
difficult business at hand.

It is very unlikely that President Nixon would want
his country to go through anothery ear of turmoil. It is
just a question of time as to when he resigns.
One more bombshell will blow his credibility ( what

remains) to bits Will the President allow this to
happen? Or will he resign soon and salvage some
integrity for himself and for the presidency? The end
seems near.

Mark Vogler is a Collegian commentator in

Washington, D.C.

the University Computing Center,
he declared that in place of the files

on the tapes, discs, and drums was
a strange hum. The director vowed

minute gap on one of the Watergate to get to the bottom of the matter!
tapes. Today, we discovered that Rumors were spreading
indeed these Haigellian sinister throughout the campus today thai
forces do exist and are presently these missing files ahd indeed been
invading the UMass campus and destroyed by the infamous
the rest of the nation. "Tapeworm".

It was discovered late last night Throughout the University
that the computer files of 118 other tapes and files were disin-
students taking the computer tergrating, humming, and erasing anxious stomachs muttering "At
science courses were missing, overnight Hundreds of harried least before the Tapeworm in-When questioning the director of eight track tape owners crowded festation, we could prepare our

the local stores searching for a stomachs for the meals."
cartridge with a sound other than Nationwide, the effects of the
the dastardly hum. Cassette sinister Tapeworm were
owners too were found roaming the devasting. Minnesota Mining and
university with tears of rage Manufacturing, more commonly
seeping from their eyes.
Yesterday evening, it was

reported that a WUMV showing of
a recent UMass basketball game
produced a brilliant pictorial, but
no sound! When questioned about
the strange technical error,
WUMV sport director Matty Keely

known as 3M Company, was forced
into bankruptcy. Sony and
Panasonic were forced to
discontinue their tape player-
recorder lines. Radio stations lost

all of there recorded commercials.
Thus, we wish to warn the

University community of the
could only grin while repeating possible evils of the these Haigian
"the Tapeworms are coming, the
Tapeworms are coming!

"

Further investigation yielded
clues in the Whitmore Computing
Center. It was discovered that 1800
students were missing from
OSCAR'S files. We disturbed a
distraught programmer and asked
him what happened to the 1800
missing students. He replied, "We
have two options. First, the
possibility of some form of
malfunction within the hardware
has occured. The second option,
and the more logical since OSCAR
doesn't malfunction, is the possible
fact that these students who claim

Correction
Due to a typographical error,

the caption of the cartoon on
page 12 of Monday's Collegian
was mistakenly attributed to
Chester Broderick, Chairman,
Boston Patrolman's
Association. Chester
Broderick favors the rein-
statement of the death penalty
in Massachusetts.

sinister forces. If you discover that
OSCAR no longer recognizes you
as a student, that you receive
nothing but a hum from Dial-A-
Meal, and that your tape player
plays but a single monotone; have
no fear, the Tapeworm is at work.
Further, when you hear continuing
news stories of missing tapes,
strange hums, and garbled
dialogues, HAVE FAITH! General
Haig is correct in his analysis.
There is indeed a sinister force, the
tiny tapeworm, who is the culprit
behind all this mischief. But
beware, once a tapeworm hooks
itself within, it grows and grows
until it controls your innards. You
may never rid yourself of its in-

fluence for the rest of your days on
earth. Let us rid ourselves of this
most fiendish of creatures, the
tapeworm. Let us rip its hooks
from the very workings of our
minds and cure its disease with
large doses of honesty, integrity,
and credibility.

Bob Foster owns a Sony.
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As I drew in my head
and was turning around

Down the chimney St. Nicholas

came with a bound.

He was dressed all in fur,

from his head to his foot,

And his clothes were all

tarnished with ashes and soot;

A bundle of toys

he had flung on his back,

And he looked like a peddler

just opening his pack.
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Letters

Joyce Kosofsky's bad advice
Ta The Editor:

To Ms. Joyce Kosofsky's editorial of Wednesday,
December 5, entitled "How to Get Out of the Meal
Ticket", I have both general and specific responses.

Generally, I think it is immoral and irresponsible for

someone in Ms. Kosofsky's position of persuasion to

blatantly suggest that students lie in order to be
granted exemptions from the University's policies

pertaining to the purchase of meal tickets and
requirements for residing in residence halls. The
mentality of such a suggestion smacks of the same
inane "ends justifies the means" logic that we have
recently seen so tragically employed by Mr. Nixon
and company.
My specific response concerns the suggestion by

Ms. Kosofsky that all one has to do to get an exemp-
tion to live off-campus is claim that he or she plans to

be married. The Board of Trustees regulation on this

matter states that married students are exempt from
having to live on-campus. If the University were to

follow the letter of this regulation students would be
required to produce a marriage certificate before
being allowed to reside off-campus. However,
housing administrators on the Amherst campus have
in the past generally interpreted this to include

students who will be married during the semester in

question. The University can only take on faith the
student's statement of intent to be married during the

semester, backed up by supporting statements from
the student's parents. Along with extending this

privilege to such students goes a corresponding
responsibility on the part of the students not to abuse
it. In accordance with this the University grants only
temporary, one semester exemptions to students
planning to be married during the semester. It is

made clear to the student that for whatever reason
should he or she not get married during that semester
the University will require the student to reside on-

campus the following semester.
The University makes every effort to afford those

students with a legitimate need for off-campus
residency, the opportunity to be seriously considered
for an exemption. The Collegian, through one of its

staff editorialists, by openly encouraging students
without legitimate needs to surrepticiously cir-

cumvent this procedure by out and out lying,

threatens to force the University into the unpleasant
position of having to revert to the letter of the

regulation.

I urge all students who read Ms. Kosofsky's article

to seriously consider the implications which following

her advice will have on your fellow students. In ad-

dition, I urge that the Collegian and Ms. Kosofsky
take a more responsible approach to this matter.

J. Bruce Cochrane
Director of Housing

Steak dinner, not survey

To The Editor:

Having read your article about ARA Services in the

Collegian (December 5, 1973), I cannot believe the

University is actually paying ARA to look into the

food service problem. The University definitely has
been taken.

Since I worked for ARA for five years, I know the

"consulting" aspect of ARA is relatively new. What
the University is paying money for used to be done
free. Then it was called a "sales proposal" and it was
part of their bid for the contract. I would assume that

the report will be basically the same as their routine

sales proposals with some slight additions on the

organizational charts, a food preference survey and a
few suggestions. This survey is instant profit for ARA
since before it was solely a function of the Sales

Department and was done in conjunction with the bid.

One must realize that this report is essentially still

a "bid" and a promotional tool for ARA Services. An
operation that has a $7 million budget would look

attractive to any food service company. ARA could

use the business in the Northeast Area and the

University would, indeed, be a prestigious account
for them

Students must also realize that the quality of food

will not change nor will the price of your meal ticket

go down because ARA, as any other business, is in-

terested in profit and not in student satisfaction. I'm
sure they spouted their "Four-Sided Approach" ; well,

it's all rhetoric because it still is a game of dollars

and cents and what profit ARA could gain from a

UMass. contract. This management survey that the

University is paying for is nothing more than a

publicity stunt to eventually put in a bid for the

contract.

ARA (the so-called "people-pleasers"?) is suf-

fering from organizational problems and it amazes
me how they can propose a solution to the food ser-

vice problem at UMass. when they cannot solve their

own internal problems. Certainly, some of the men
conducting the survey are experienced food service

people, but I feel that any one from the Hotel and
Restaurant Department or the School of Business

could have done the same job and come up with the

same solutions for less money. The University should

have saved their money and put it towards a steak

dinner for the students.

Elizabeth Holland

SU remodeling questions
To The Editor:

This letter concerns the proposal for the recon-

struction of the Student Union by the board of

governors. Although I know that the board has the

best interests of students in their hearts, I feel that

some of the proposals are not in our best interests.

First, the money that will pay for the expensive
remodeling of the building will come from an in-

creased student tax. The board of governors dictates

how much that tax will be. Shouldn't students be
asked if they are willing to pay an increased tax so

their student union will be color-co-ordinated?

Secondly, the proposal to bring in private en-

terprise into the union may prove to be a disaster to

students. What will happen to all the student offices?

Because of a lack of space, many important groups
and organizations will have no offices. Even if one

agrees with the idea of bringing in businessess into

the Union, why should they be privately run without
student input? The thinking here is that the private
business will be able to pay rents that will pay for the

Campus Center building. That may be a good idea,

however these rental costs would be passed on to the

students. Certainly all these costs would add up to

make things very expensive. Businesses in the union
could be non-profit student run organizations ( i.e.

peoples market) . This would be more advantageous
for students. It would also provide for more student
jobs.

I would ask the Student Senate to think about these
questions and then act, before we must pay for the
privilege of being ripped off.

Mark Greanor

Beer price increase explained
To The Editor:

In reply to many of my constituents concerning
Campus Center fee and the ten cent increase in beer,

I approached the Chairperson of the Student Board of

Governors, James A. Lindsey for an explanation. His

reply was:
"As regards the Campus Center fee— theCC fee is

made up of the difference between operating costs in

the building and the operating revenues which the

building brings in. The difference between these two
is divided by the number of students on campus, both

Graduate and Undergraduate, and the CC fee is,

thus, arrived at. The more efficiently the CC
operates and the greater the amount of revenue the

CC brings in the less the fee would be. Offsetting this

is the fact that the Campus Center Board of

Governors, i.e. the Campus Center, is also obligated

to provide services to the student body. Thus, some
sort of a balance must be struck between operating

the CC as a revenue producing facility and a service

oriented facility. In either case, it is the responsibility

of the Board of Governors to see that the students get
the full benefits of the CC fee.

As regards your second question, the increase in

the price of beer in the Campus Center. This was
done, keeping in mind the above philosophy which I

just described. Over the summer, there was an in-

creased cost in the price of beer and in the cost of C02
which is used in dispensing the beer. Combined with
these increased costs and in light of the fact that we
cut out all cover charges. The Board felt that a 10*
increase in the price of beer was both equitable and
fair It is my belief that this is still the cheapest price
in the area in terms of both the price and the amount
of beer served per serving."

If you are not satisfied with this explanation, I

would suggest approaching the Student Board of

Governors for further details. Remember they are
students too and they work for you.

Smokey Singleton

Commuter Representative

Thanks, Collegian
In The Editor:

On Thursday November 29, 1973 the Daily Collegian donated fifty

tickets to the Barnaban Baily Circus at the Springfield Civic Center. It

was much appreciated by the JOE. program (Juvenile Opportunities

Extention) the MARY, program (Massachusetts Association for the

Reintergration of Youth) the Advocate program ( The Advocates for the

Development of Human Potential) here at the University, and also by the

Westfield Detention Center. The kids at the Detention Center enjoyed a

night of freedom and they liked the circus very much. Without the support

of the Collegian, this trip would not have taken place. Here are a few

short thanks from some of the youth that took part in the event. "It was
the first time and probably the last time seeing a circus and I really

appreciate it." "I really enjoyed the circus a lot, and I really want to

thank the Collegian for making our trip possible."

We do have activities for the youth but we can't have them as often as

we would like for the reason that our funds are limited. The circus was a

big event for the youth at Westfield Detention. They get to go out of the

building very seldom because there is no where to go. But you people

made it possible for the youth to go out one more time. The show was
called the greatest show on earth, and now I think they have a lot of

people convinced. It was a fantastic show. In one act a guy picked up a

Five-hundred pound Lion and carried it to another chair. It was a pretty

amazing act. We would like to thank you once again for making our trip

possible

Pokey Gates, etal.

(49 signatures)

Is your
privacy

worth $52f°
a month?

It can cost as little as that when you rent

a Brittany Manor apartment with three

friends. And that could change your life-

style next semester. No more noisy room-
mates! Instead, the privacy of a modern
apartment community only a couple of

minutes by our own courtesy bus, car or

bike from Amherst College, downtown
Amherst or UMass. Rental office

open evenings.

• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
• spacious 2 bedroom apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• COURTESY BUS TO
UMASS & TOWN

• parking for cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks

•2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball, football,

badminton.

• ski trips

• recreational facilities*

Rent from $210.
Call 413-256-8534

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite
Grist MiH off Rt. 116.

Brittany Manor
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Whistles, t
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By TONY GRANITE
COED WHISTLES TO SIGNAL DANGER is the name of
the game intended by Student Government at the
University of Colorado. They've recently issued 3 000 free
metal whistles in a program they call "whistlestop."

The idea is to deter rape and other assaults on campus.
As soon as more money becomes available, 2,000 more

of the 45-cent whistles will be purchased and issued to
coeds, together with a card listing area police agencies.

IMPEACHMENT OF PRESIDENT NIXON has been
demanded by more than 84 college and university
newspapers, according to a count by the UDenver Clarion.
The editors note that none of their exchange papers has
come out in favor of the President.

HIGHEST RATE OF AUTO THEFTS IN NATION in
Massachusetts is reflerWi \*> th* hieh rate of thefts on the
MIT campus, according to their Tech newspaper.

Thus far this year, 115 cars have been stolen. The last
five years have seen an average of 130-140 cars a year
disappearing. Most popular with car thieves, the Campus
Patrol says, is Fords.

HUMOR ON THE CAMPUS is reflected by the label on a
letter to the editor of the Modesto (CA) JC Pirates Log.
Written by a woman on the subject of braless bosoms, it

reads, "A Letter of Support. "j

Correction
The Collegian reported

Monday that 32 students
are nominated for Who's
Who and one is even-
tually selected. Actually,
UMass is allotted 36

selections and
nominations are
unlimited

(STRAIN)
Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

His eyes how they twinkled,

his dimples how merry!

His cheeks were like roses,

His nose like a cherry.

His droll little mouth was drawn up like a bow,

And the beard

on his chin was as

white as the snow. /

"SICK" OF DC FOOD

If you haven't yet decided on a place to live next

semester, Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity is looking for boar-

ders. We offer an apartment like meal plan, low rent and an

optional social fee which covers parties, etc. There will be

no pressure to join our house. If you are interested, or

require more information contact Bill Brookman at 256

6837, evenings.

JSmflUI

<rtfAC^>A^s*.v«

And the stump

of a pipe he held /*•— j

tight in his teeth,

And the smoke it

encircled his head like a wreath.

He had a broad face

and a round little belly

That shook when he laughed

like a bowl full ofjelly.

He was chubby and plump,
a right jolly old elf,

And I laughed when I saw him

in spite of myself

.

A wink of his eye,

and a twist of his head,

Soon gave me to know

I had nothing to dread.

THE
LAST
SALE

on EVERYTHING in our store :

Mexican tops/ shirts *L*awirgoops
and EVEBYTHlMg m the srofuuJ^

10t

CLINA
P0 IT IN THEE AUfY-NQRTH OF THE WS SKTfflHl

:zs:

CHRISTMAS

CARDS .A

*^*»*T'"4 :•«*- - >»>

Exchanging UMass for...

The National Student Exchange Program will be
discussed in a Student Exchange Night to be held tonight
at 7:30 in Rm. 105 Campus Center

Participating institutions include: California Stat*Col ege (Bakersfield), Illinois State UniversUy Montana

fft RniE^ii °hi° ^niversit-V. Oregon Sta^te Univer-

iSto n?
S C

?}
legZ~ RutSers University, South Dakota

State University, Towson State College, Westchester
State College, The William Patterson College of New
Jersey, University of Alabama, University of Hawaii at
Manoa, University of Idaho, University of Maine at Fort
Kent and at Portland-Gorham, University of Montana
University of Nevada, University of Oregon, University of
South Florida, University of Wisconsin at Green Bay

The Fresh Idea Company . . .

• i> i

o ^=>

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center
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I'd rather fight than smoke
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Amid the controversy over the

cancer causing potential of

cigarette smoking, the effect of

cigarette smoke on non-smokers
has received little publicity.

Here are some facts that you
non-smokers can use in defense.

The breath expended requesting

smokers to abstain in public

now may pay off in cleaner air

and better health for years to

come.
For those of you who shop at

the health food store, or read the

labels on canned food and buy
bread without calcium
proprionate, you might want to

recall these chemicals before

entering a smoke filled room:
carbon monoxide, nitrogen
dioxide, hydrogen cyanide,
hydrogen sulfide, hydro cyanic

acid, arsenic, and cadmium. All

of these invisible substances are
present in smoke filled air,

many of them in dangerously
high levels, consider the
following facts put forth in the

1972 report of the Surgeon
General and the National
Interagency Council on
Smoking and Health :

An idling cigarette con-
taminates the air for ap-
proximately 12 minutes. Smoke
from an idling cigarette con-
tains almost twice the tar and
nicotine of an inhaled cigarette
and thus may be twice as toxic
as smoke inhaled by the
smoker. One test made in

Germany showed that the
smoking of several cigarettes in

a closed room makes the con-
centration on nicotine and dust
particles so high that the non-
smoker inhales as much harm-
ful tobacco as the normal
smoker inhales from four or five

cigarettes.

Inhaled carbon monoxide
enters the bloodstream where,
in sufficient quantities, it can
cause headache, dizziness,
lassitude and possible heart and

lung damage. Investigators
have found that a room full of
cigarette smokers can raise

the carbon monoxide content to

between 20 and 80 parts per
million, the acceptable
maximum in most industrial

situations is 50 parts per million.

In a close automobile, the
smoke from 10 cigarettes can
produce carbon monoxide levels

up to 90 ppm. This carbon
monoxide concentration can
potentially interfere with the
driver's ability to judge time
intervals and thus lead to ac-
cidents.

The tobacco smoke emissions
listed above have potential
impacts on non-smokers and
smokers alike. However, people
already suffering from
allergies, heart and lung disease
may manifest immediate ad-
verse reactions to cigarette
smoke. Individuals wearing
contact lenses often experience

tearing and discomfort in smoke
filled rooms.
Out of consideration for the

health and comfort of those

around them, smokers should be
more aware of when, where and
with whom they "lite up."

If you are a non smoker, why
not take the time now to put

your breath to good use by
speaking out and protect the

right of clean air for non-

smokers. For all, the National
Interagency council, states that

non-smokers have a fight to

breathe clean air, free from
harmful and irritating tobbacco
smoke. This ' right supersedes
the right to smoke when the two
conflict. Non-smokers have the

right to express — firmly but
politely — their discomfort and
adverse reactions to tobacco
smoke. They have the right to

voice their objections when
smokers light up without asking
permission.

Commuters pooling
The Commuter Assembly in co-operation with

other University agencies is sponsoring a com-
puterized car pool program on a pilot basis for next
semester. The Parking Office has offered to inform
new registrants of the advantages of car pooling and
assist them in filling out registration applications.
They have also agreed to eliminate the $2 charge for a
decal change for those people already registered who
now want to form a pool.

Applications will be printed in tommorrow's
Collegian. You can also pick them up at the: Parking
Office, 103 Hampshire House; Student Affairs Office,
229 Whitmore and Students Activities, RSO Office,
Student Union.

Thoroughly modern Alice
Alice stepped through the

looking-glass again and
found herself in the middle
of a vast quadrangle lined
with imposing buildings.
Multitudes of individuals
were about. She asked one
of them "What is this

place?" 'This is a State
University." "And what is a
State University?" "Oh, a
State University is an in-

stitution financed by the
taxpayers where learned
professors are expected to

educate students." "And
where are the professors
and what do they teach
those students who want to

learn?" "Oh, the professors
who want to teach students

have to get tenure first and
in the meantime they can't
afford the time to teach.
They have to do research
instead." "How exciting!
And what do they discover
when they do research?"

"Well, they aren't able to do
any research. They spend
all their time getting
research grants." "Oh,"
said Alice, "I wonder which
side of the looking-glass I'm
on."

Fund-raising: an eye and a foot
With an eye on the future

and a foot in the past,

UMass alumni plunged
headlong this semester into

what promises to be a new
tradition of fund-raising for

the University. Based on
the success of a
"Phonothon" held last
spring in the Boston area,
the Alumni Office took on
the task of telephoning all

alumni for whom phone
numbers could be obtained
— some 30,000 — and asking
for their contributions to the
1974 Annual Fund.
Two phonothons were

held this fall with over 250
alumni volunteers making
phone calls to some 4,000

alumni. One phonothon in

the Amherst area raised
approximately $16,000. The
other in the Springfield area
raised nearly $19,000.
That's a tidy sum of money
for the University con-
sidering only about $5,000

was ever raised from either

of these groups in the past.

Interested people can get

more information on up-

coming programs by
stopping at the Alumni
Office in Memorial Hall or

by calling 545-2543.

RISCO
*Pthe Killers

inine Dlueual I

fn.xfsat. 9pfn-lam

One plus one
Couples looking toward marriage or other long-term

commitments are invited to a six week check-ourselves-
out group led by a married couple (counselor-clergyman
with many years of experience in marriage counseling and
pre-marital counseling, and College Health Nurse.)

Interested persons may leave their names and phone
number at the U.C.F. Office in 319 Hampshire House (545-
2789 or 545-2661).

He spoke not a word

but went straight to his work,

And filled all the stockings;

then turned with a jerk;

And laying his finger

aside of his nose,

And giving a nod,

up the chimney he rose.

He sprang to his sleigh,

to his team gave a whistle,

And away they all flew

like the down on a thistle.

But I heard him exclaim

as he drove out of sight.. . I

YOUR HEAD

Have a good one
By DRS.

ANDREW W. McCASHIN
and

STEPHEN M. KLEIN
"Tis the season to be

jolly, yet the Christmas
vacation period is not
without the potential for

emotional stresses and
strains. Several factors
conspire to make many
people especially
vulnerable to psychological
problems this time of year.
The holiday season is

meant to be an emotional
period. It is a time of in-

creased anticipation, raised
expectations, festive spirit,

generosity and warmth.
Sometimes, however,
certain realities can in-

tervene to create a let-

down. These might result

for example from increased
social pressures or prior
individual difficulties.

There are also problems,
especially affecting college
students, associated with
environmental change. It is

often necessary to leave
friends, and familiar
routines to confront once
again family situations with
their inherent conflicts.
Visiting relatives can also
increase family pressures
as often several generations
have to reach an ac-
commodation with one
another.

Finally, Christmas
evokes associations of
childhood, for children are
very much the center of
attention this time of year.
Consequently, even for
adults Christmas can en-
courage regressive wishes,
needs, concerns and
behaviors. Memories good
and bad, conflicts about
giving and receiving, old
rivalries, concerns about

parental love and warmth dampened your holiday
can all be psychologically outlook you will probably
re-experienced and discover that your vacation
recreated. will turn out to be better
Now that we have than you think

T0NITE ONLY . .

.

James Joyce's

"ULYSSES"

7:15 & 9:30 All Seats $1.00

VOUVB HBARP
%

Aecvr

MVRA
t

STARTS TOM'W.

• DOUBLE

FEATURE *

WEEK

ONLY!
R> IO\ Preset

MAE WEST JOHN HWSTON
RAQUEL WELCH

MYRA BRECKINRIDGE

l

PLUS! HIT No. 2

"BEYOND THE VALLEY

OF THE DOLLS" HI

-c

NON-SMOKERS vs. SMOKERS
It has come to the attention of the Campus Center-Student Union Board of

Governors that there may be a considerable number of students, faculty and staff
who would like to see certain areas in the cafeteria facilities in the Campus
Center-Student Union, designated as non-smoking areas.

WE WANT YOUR OPINION: ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST;

A non-smoking area in the Hatch
A non-smoking area in the Bluewall
A non-smoking area in the Coffeeshop
I am not in favor of this idea at all. ( )

Additional comments welcome:

Please drop in designated boxes outside the Hatch, Coffeeshop or Bluewall.

Yes

( )

( )

( )

No

-,n
nynw5s

+*

'//

N ENCOUNTER
WITH CHABAD

Are you a Jewish college student? Want to explore at first hand the moat exciting
movement in Judaism today- the so called "Spark" of Judaism? Then regardless of
whatever knowledge or beliefs you may have, you are warmly invited to spend a
sabbath weekend with the Chabad (Lubavitcher) Chassidim during Intercession

For information:

or write to:

see your local Hillel Rabbi or call 253-3576

I^ibavitch Youth Organization
770 Eastern Parkway
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11213

<•'
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The stacked deck
The TEAC 450 isn't

your stereotype

stereo cassette deck.

It's loaded with
more features,

more flexibility

than any other

stereo cassette

player/recorder

under $1 ,000. And
the 450 only

costs $429.

To start off, it's

Dolbyized. Which
TEAC450

means background noise is reduced to

the point of true high fidelity. But the

remarkable feature that takes this deck
out of the cassette class and up to open-

reel quality is TEAC's new tape drive

mechanism. It keeps wow and flutter

below an unbelievable 0.07%.

How did TEAC do it? With a newly
designed capstan having a critical

tolerance of 0.15 microns — a perfect

roundness that smoothens and steadies
tape flow. A new slip clutch has been

critically machined to give perfect

balance of tension between take-up
reel and capstan. A hysteresis synchronous
outer rotor motor has the outside revolving

for greater inertia.

A 93-mm flywheel

has twice the mass
of any other TEAC
flywheel, dramati-
cally increasing
stability of the

transport drive

element which
pulls the tape.

In short, you get

the quality of

reel-to-reel in

the convenience
of a stereo cassette deck.

And what else do you get with the TEAC
450? The first dual-function Dolby system.
Three position separate bias and equali-

zation switches. Two mic and two live

inputs with slide control mixing. Full

auto or timed stop and shutoff. Large VU
meters with LED peak level indicators.

High density permaflux heads. Open-
reel quality preamp. And more.
We, at The Sound Company, highly
recommend the TEAC 450 stereo cassette
player/recorder. It's the perfected stereo
cassette deck that serious audiophiles
have been hoping would come about
for years.

TEAC.
The TEAC 450 stereo cassette deck
complete with dust cover. $429.

^Soimd
Company

Springfield
2095 Roosevelt Avenue/ 739-3847

stereo components and systems

Old AvonVillage
Rt. 44 and 10/678-0565

Storrs
Holiday Mall, Rt. 195/429-8231

All stores open 10-6 Monday through Saturday, Thursday and Friday,-'til 9.
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Notices
AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC:
Very important tomorrow night at

6:30 in C.C. 902. Lots to vote on and
discuss. Also lots of business
BAHA'I FAITH:
There will not be a fireside tonight.

Everyone is invited to an evening of
music tonight at 8 at the Caban's
home, 64 Van Meter Dr.
BDIC STUDENTS AND FACULTY:
Today's cluster party is for

students and faculty interested in the
area of the Medical Profession and
related fields from 4 5:30 at 416
Godell.

BEEN RIPPED OFF?:
The Sue in Small Claims Court for

more information. Contact Wmpirg
office 413A SUB or phone 545 0712
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE:
Has been successfully applied by

all kinds of people to all kinds of
problems. To learn simple but ef
fective basis, come tonight at 6:45,
C.C. 804.

CONCERT COMMITTEE:
Meeting -onight in S.U. council

chambers 7:30. Interesting
presentation. Last meeting this
Semes'er. Members please attend
COMETS AND KOHOUTEK:
Comets and Kohoutek. An

illustrated talk for everyone by

(Continued on P. 20)
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i NORTHAMPTON *

IT ENDS TODAY!

Matinee at 2 p.m.
Evening at 8 p.m.

THE
AMERICAN
FILM
THEATRE presents

KATHARINE HEPBURN
BUJL SOOFIELD
- EDWARD ALBEES

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM<

ARIES (MSrch 21-April 19): Handle
current assignments, responsibilities
Don't feel you can neglect the basics for pie-
m the sky future Take one step at a time If

you do, starting now, you succeed
Otherwise, you invite complications and the
invitation will be accepted.
TAURUS i April 20-May 20). Older

relative confides problem Be un
derstanding without becoming inextricably
involved Aries, Libra persons could be
featured. Finish what you start Obtain
valid hint from Aries message Remember
health requirements.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): New start or

enterprise could also represent a financial
burden Key is to be aware of what you are
getting into — review costs and returns
Leo. Aquarius persons could play
prominent roles Emotional responses
could outbid logic

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Follow
through on hunch Deal with one who
teaches, is willing to share knowledge
Accent is on ability to be realistic. Accept
responsibility Mate, partner may appear
depressed That's no reason to compound
error. You can be cheerful without being
foolish

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Events may
appear scrambled. What was settled is

moved. One who was reliable "drops out."
Maintain you own balance Study Cancer
message Put out feelers — expand horizons
without scattering forces Maintain pace by
working behind the scenes
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Study fine

points Read between the lines. Take
nothing for granted Some friends express
conservative views If patient, you gain
Otherwise you create unnecessary op-
position Funding is available if you present
the case in concise manner.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Be ready for

change, travel, variety Gemini. Virgo
persons could be in picture Perceive and
analyze. Piece together bits of information
for complete story You may be called upon
to be a representative, to speak or write for

community or organization or special
group
SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Soft sell

approach is likely to achieve best results
Taurus. Libra individuals are in picture
Take long-range view Be aware of
potential One who leans on you is actually a
secret admirer. But with that kind of friend
you do not need an enemy!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22--Dec 21): See

through sham, deliberate or otherwise
Insist on factual information Discard
rumors Money is involved and so is mate,
partner Some who really wish you well
might also be misinformed Protect your
; nterests.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19 >: An ap
parent setback could eventually result in

' circumstance which aids rather than
deters You are given opportunity to handle
added responsibility. Pressure mounts but
so do rewards Be wary of legal com
plications. Stick to familiar ground
Organize Stress money management
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Finish

rather than begin — get loose ends together
Aries. Libra persons figure in important
ways Get routine tasks out of way If you
neglect essentials, you pay price Know it

and act accordingly Check calls,
correspondence What you seek may be
closer than is apparent on surface
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): Relation

ships are intensified. Nothing now is apt to
happen halfway — it is all or nothing. One
who makes promises is seeking attention
Young persons are in picture. Make some
concessions but know when to draw line
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

intuitive, a natural teacher; you also are
unorthodox and pursue subjects off the
mainstream In September, you glimpsed
rare insight to yourself You might in-

terpret it as a spiritual revelation You earn
more money in 1974. If single, you probably
will marry Married or single, you will be
directing your own affairs rather than
taking orders from others

Copyright 1973. Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzler
A"Swe' 10 lesle'Ortv s ^utzif

ACROSS

I Priest s vest
menl ,

4 Spar
8 Shrub
i? Meadow
13 Things done
14 Silkworm
15 Label
'6 Looking for

18 Unlocks
20 Virginia willow
21 Behold'
22 Bitter vetch
23 Outlook
27 Prefix wrong
29 Race of let-

tuce
30 Poetry
31 Preposition
32 Container
33 Cushion
34 Compass

point
35 Sharpen
37 River island
38 Vigor (colloq I

39 Anon
40 In music high
4 1 Parent (col

loq )

42 Dinner course
44 Expels
47 Training
51 Cravat
52 Couple
53 Arrow poison
54 Before
55 Encourage
56 Order of

whales
57 Conducted

DOWN

1 Singing voice
2 Jump
3 Kind of roll

(pi )

4 Church ser-
vice

5 High card

6 Flight ot steps
7 Fruit cakes
8 Deported
9 Swiss canton
10 Transgress
1 1 Ugly old

woman
17 Symbol for

cerium
19 Negative
22 Vast age
24 Negative

prefix

25 Slave
26 Cry
27 Unmarried

woman
28 Preposition
29 Headgear
30 Large tub
32 Harmonize
33 Fruit seed
36 Artificial

language

37 Pertaining to

the Alps
38 Light shade
40 Pertaining to a

court
4 1 Greek Letter
43 Comb form

eggs
44 Sshaped

molding
45 Weary
46 Sow
47 Resort
48 Public vehicle

(colloq )

49 Hasten
50 Openwork

fabric

DUtr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
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(Continued from P. 19)

David Van Blerkom, Five College
Astronomy Dept.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
MEETING:
Very important meeting. All

members please attend. Tonight at

7:30 in S.U. Council Chambers.
FILM AND LITERATURE:
Coiioquim on Film and Literature.

12 tomorrow 6th fir. faculty Lounge,
Thompson. Refreshments. Speakers
and Topics: Prof. G. Bacall (Speech)
Film and Dreaming; Prof. C. Eidzvik
(English) Narrative Film; Prof. O.

Lucid (Comp. Lit) Film and
Semiotics.

HEY MAKERS:
Lesson 8 10 Cape Cod Lounge.

Beginners it is a must to attend. Club
members please dress in square
dance attire.

INNKEEPERS:
Meeting tonite, 7:30, Rm. 165 C.C.

Stratton Mountain raffle winners will

be picked.

JANUARY TERM ARICA
TRAINING:
An Arica Introductory Evening

experience Thursday, 7:30 p.m. at

the UMass C.C. 165 169.

POETRY READING:
Tuesday nite at 8. Colonial Lounge

S.U. Bill Truesdale, editor of New
Rivers Press and Glenn Hazelton will

read poems and rap refreshments
served, everyone invited.

PROGRAM COUNCIL:
Winter Carni meeting tonite rm 909

at 7.

RELAX:
See W.C. Fields in his greatest role

as "The Bank Dick" plus the old
"Price is Right" TV show with Bill

Cullen and commercials. Friday,
Thompson 104, 7, 9, and 11.

SKI CLUB MEETING:
Our last meeting before in

tersession will include a movie and
talk about up-coming trips. It will be
held in Thompson 104 tonight at 8.

SKI CLUB:
Last meeting of semester, sign ups

taken for intercession trips. Ski

movie. Tonight, Commonwealth
Room of the S.U. at 8.

STUDENT EXCHANGE NIGHT:
An informative evening concerning

the National Student Exchange
Program will be held tonight at 7:30

105 C.C. Participating institutions

and opportunities will be discussed.
WMPIRG:
Regular meeting tonight at 7:30 in

Duke's rm, S.U. Any interested
faculty and students welcome.
WMPIRG INTERNSHIPS:
Any student interested in doing

research project, some of which

credit can be arranged tor, should
come to a meeting today at 2 in C.C.
174. Staff attorney Jonathan
Souweine and Environmental
Research Director, Dr. Edward
Calabrese, will explain details. 256

6434 for info or unable to attend.

LOST:

About 4 weeks ago I lost a Picket

slide rule, near Florence. Jim 268

7693.

PRE VET CLUB:
Mee'ing Wed. 8 p m., 804 808 C-.C.

Dr. Michael L. Katz speaking on
veterinary education.

Kill-A Watt
CONSERVE ENERGY

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

AMHERSTtV**
AMITY ST

In new screen splendor...

The most magnificent
picture ever!

DAVID SELZNICKS hoojctonWmMCARI I MIlCritHS

GONE WITH
THE WIND [j

CLARKGABLE
VIVIEN LEIGH
LESLIE HOWARD
UVTAdeHAVILLAND

DEC. 11, 12, 13

T p.m.

C.C. Auditorium

$1.00

/

SERVICES

24 hr service— Passports. Lang's Photo

Studio. t«0 West St.. South Amherst. 253-

IIw
tf!2-l2

Research — thousands of topics. $2.75

per page. Send II for mail order catalog
Research Assistance. Inc.. 11941 Wllshh-e
Blvd.. Suite 2. LA. Calif. 90025.

1112-12

I ( oil. t anada Ski Trip, t days. 1 nltes.

hotel, bkfst. din.. Iranspo.. apres. ski

party, all for |N5. Jan. 22-25. B. Baggins
Travel, .'wnu

tfl2!2

Adoption not abortion For an alter

native to abortion call Lifeline 584-8811 or

write PO Box 1. Florence. Mass. UOM
1/12-12

Want to go away in January? I'll gladly

hold your Job over Intercession. Call Mark
at 549-4514

tfl2-12

I like to meet a nice girl for fun It ad-
venture during Intercession I got
everything. If you got time. Write to Box
111. Hadley

ttl2-12

For a "good" time call Fons and Foxy
lady, second floor Baker, three unsatisfied

tf12-11

Astrologer now accepting new client*.
Charts will be done during Intercession

|

(all Jeffrey Jawer at 2S3-53M. keep trying.

t/12-12

Desired — three experienced (in the
outdoors) young women to share 2 week
winter White Ml. living experiment. Call *-

4718 (Adam) or 6-1198.

tf12-11

Dearest Debra — we will truly miss you.
I Best of luck and much love. R.F.. D.H..
R.C.

t/12-12

Xmii party
Sig EP O
CHI O 3

Butch .">-« Dave.

If12-1

1

What really happened to Damned Spot
on that dark and stormy night?

If 12-1

1

To Al. Jonn. Sharon. Mary, Geoff. Jim.

Barbra. Marc. JoAnn. Suzan. and all who

worked on Experiment Week:
Congratulation'- from Has-Been

If 12-12

PERSONAL
Seal Milden The Immortal Earth Pig of

Sigma Alpha MV: you have been what
fraternity Is all about. Best of Luck — The
House.

IM2-I2

TRAVEL
Sun or ski — Make arrangements now

for a sunshine holiday. Call Paul. 253-7221.

tf11-12

( ...inn h> air? I*f us handle your pre-

flight. in-flight and post-fliRht<

arrangements at no cost to you. Call

campus rep.. MM evenings.
tf 12-12

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1971 Suiuki I20cc dirt-street, new tires,

ex. cond.. but may need hearings, also

chain, helmets A car rack, best offer. 584-

2848.

UI2-I2

Motorcycle — 1173 Triumph Daytona SM
— like new. less than 2000 mi. 11200 or best

offer (all Jack 549-64*8 on weekend. 256-

K33*.

IM2-II

ENTERTAINMENT

Base At keyboard players, vocalists

wanted for band, must be willing to work.

Call Kevin al 323-7241 or Alan at 549-6275.

' 1112-12

TAKE A BREAK - SEE W.C. FIELDS
THE BANK DICK" HIS GREATEST
ROLE - PLCS "PRICE IS RIGHT" TV
SHOW FRI

. DEC. 14. THOMPSON 104
AT 7-1-11.

1112

MDC Classifieds ROOMMATES WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED

Koommatc own room in 2 br < I iffside
apt. 1 mi /per month, on bus route. Call 665-
WW7 .ifler Id p.m.

tf 12-11

Apl to share — Own room in 2 bedroom
tnwnhouse. prefer female grad.. rent
negotiable, (all 54 5-2ffi»7. days Judy. 253-
5319 eves.

1112/12

Roommate wanted to share large house
in Hadley. rent 1102 per month, heat in-
cluded. 58«-3784. Hubinger.

tf!2-12

I roommate wanted, male or female, to
reside in Puffton Village, start in Jan. Call
Barb for deUils at 549-6412 between 5 p.m.
and 8 p.m.

(fl2-12

To share 2 bedroom apt. in Sunderland,
shall have own room. Call 256-*917. 166 a
month.

tf!2-l2

Living situation available in Ashfield off

of 111. own room with heat, costs included

in. reasonable rent, pref . female. 253-5394.

Ifl2-12

Roommates wanted. house in
Belchertown. bus route. 150 per mo. Call
323-4507 after 1 p.m. mm
Roommate or couple to share 2 bedroom

Colonial Village apt. with grad couple, own
room, on bus route. 185 complete. Call
Gary. 253-2052.

1112-12

Belchertown Center. 150 per month &
utilities. Call after 7 p.m.. 323-7842.

Ifl2-I2

Large. 15' x 12' bedroom available at
< I iffside Apta., you pay only 187.50 per mo.
For more info, call Rich at 165-3490 or 323-

•311 x2«3 ask for Deb."
11*12-12

Roommate wanted, prefer grad student,
about 180 per month, own room in 3
bedroom Puffton apt. Call S49-4494.

tf12-11

Roommate wanted for 3 bedroom apt..
Jan. 1st. own room. $82 per month. Call
Wes. 549-4515.

tf!2-l2

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommate wanted to share apt. King

Phillips 92.50 per month. All utilities, own
room. Call M5-3850.

tf 12-12

Roommate wanted for Colonial Village
Apartment, furnished except for bed. Call
Jim at 250-0157. after 1 p.m.

t/12-12

Female grad over 25 to share
Belchertown rd. apartment. Own room,
dishwasher, on bus line, lion all included.
Call 253-5111

UI2-12

Male own room with grad and un
dergrad. Jan. to June or Jan. to Sept. 185
includes utilities 13 Puffton Village. 549-

0445. after 11:30 a.m.

tfl2-!2

(.real offer one male need to share 2

hdrm townhouse on bus rt.. from Feb. I -

Aug. ill. 155 per mo. Call 546-6841 or 546-

1845. keep trying

tfll-12

To share apt. in Hadley. 175 per month
including utilities. Call Anne after 4pm
58C-2508. female only.

U12-12

TEMP. ROOMMATE WANTED! Good
place, good people, route on bus line. 170
per month til Jan. 31, close to town. Call
253-3722.

U12-1I

Roommate wanted, large apartment on
UMass bus route, female. Call 549-1320.

tf12-11

Female roommate to share one bedroom
furnished apartment, spring semester. ISO
per month, includes utilities, on bus route.
Call Linda. 251-0117.

tf12-11

Male or female roommate wanted, own
room in 2 bedroom apt.. Brittany Manor,
available Jan. I. tl 10 per mo„ utilities incl.
Call Alan after 4 p.m.. 253-5111.

H12-I2

Grad couple looking for grad couple to
share oar house, quiet mountain
surroundings. 15 minutes to I Mass. f 150
Call after 1 p.m.. 581-3342.

U12-12

1 F needed to live with 1 F and 2 M. own
bedroom for Jan. I. 2SC-0143.

tf!2-12

I want a serious male apartment-male
for spring semester. Will have your own
room, location: Col. VII. Call 256-0318.

t/12-12

Apt. in Nhmp. share bath, kitchen, etc.
•65. includes ut, ph.. call 25/1-8235.

tf12-l2

Male starting January I thru June in
Sunderland. King Philip 192.50, own room
utl.. incl., on bus rt.. no drugs. 665-3501.

1M2-I2

OVERSEAS JOBS
Woman to share room in River Glade

Apt., starting Jan. I, rent 58-mo.. incl
utilities. Karen at 253-7890 or 256-0554.

tflM2
Male 23 or over, available Jan. I in quiet

one bedroom apt. 175 per month, own room
includes heat. In Florence, call 586-2854.

tf 12-12

looking for a place to live for Jan? Have
one rm. avail. 180 for the month. Swiss
Village. Amherst St. Call Fred 253-7850.

tf 1 2- 1

2

Australia. Furope. S. America.
Mrica. Students all profession and
occupations 1700 to 13000 monthly.
Kxpenses paid, overtime, sightseeing
rree information Write: Trans World
Research. P (> Box 603. forte
Madera. (A 9492;, r^pj. #4

tf 12-12

FOR RENT
Two bedroom in Belchertown on Pond.

Good Skating! Uvingroom. flrepl and
closed porch. Call 545-2550 Gib or Alan.

tf 12-12

I hdroom apl f 145 includes utilities on
bus line, available Jan. I. Call 665-3213 or
665-1198. (I iffside, ask for Bob.

_ tf 12-11

Mature female to share 3 bedroor
house, own room. 165 plus utilities. C-
way Center 116. 369-1060. no smoker, m_ .1

like big! dog.

tf!2 12

A find! Beautiful clean apt. available 4

miles from I Mass.. responsible people
Call 586-1742.

1112-12

Own room in large house In country, rent
negotiable. Call Eric. 145-2697.

tf!2 12

LOST
Loot cat — Urge, white with gray-black

marks, altered male, vicinity (restview.
needs pills. Reward — caU 549-1371.

___^ tflM2

ROOM FOR RENT
Privacy — Colony Motel. Low. low

weekly rates. Large comfortable rooms.
TV. maid service Included, bar and
restaurant. 665-2018.

_, t/12-12

la can-try — 2 bedroom avail, in a 3
&drm. house 1 single and double in

Belchertown. on bus route, lata of woods A
take nearby, (all Ed. 323-4553. leave a
message.

Rooms for Immed. occupancy and In-

tersession. bus route, free parking, bor-
ders campus, see and leave note at 401 N.
Pleasant or call Duncan. 253-9938.

tfl2-12

Own bedroom in 3 bedroom apt.. Jan -

Aug., male or female. S82 per mo., good
house! Call Barry or Maureen at 549-1868.

1112-12

FREE

Two month old gray and white kitten.

Call 546-7537.

tfl2l2

APARTMENT FOR RENT

4 bedroom apt. in Northampton, avail.
Ian I. Call 268-7048.

tfIZ-11

Journalistic Studies 202, Language
and Communications, will be offered
next semester and will be taught by
Prof. Donald C. Freeman.
The course will be a general in

troduction to language and its role in

modern society, with an emphasis on
journalistic writing.

The course will be taught Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 4 p.m. in Room 207,
Bartlett Hall, its course, number is

408886.

The Campus Travel Center has
opened .on the third floor of the
campus center. It is staffed with
experienced travel counselors from
Central Travel Bureau in Springfield
who can arrange all your travel plans
for you. They are open-AAonday thru
Friday 9 to 5.

TONITE

with

*r. FUMft+jj

atthe

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

FOR SALE
Live Christmas trees, select and lag

now. any site 16 ill I. Blhniak. 133 Bay
ltd iladle>.

tf 12-12

Photo Knlarger Durst 700m.. with Nikor
.iimin fl lens. Timer, safelight. etc.

Photos, passports, visas, ap-

plications, etc. Sixes and number of

photos negotiable. 48 hour service.

13.00 minimum Call Steve at 546-5443.

tf 12-12

Bruce Amplifier, ideal for guitar or
electric piano. 200 waits 2 |5" spk.
beautiful lead, sustain 1250. or best offer
U65-I765.

tf 12-1

t

I'iippies-I.ab/Shcp. mixed eight weeks
old 1 10. Call 256-8138. if no answer call 256-
11 1 79

1112-12

I pair Advent speakers, large wood
cabinet, new 1260. asking 1155. Call 256-
0527. powerful if you like music, you'll like
these.

1112-12

fender Stratocaster. Natural wood
finish, perfect condition. 1225. Call Mark,
days 5-0479, eves 665-2700.

tf 12-12

Tires — All brands. Radials. snows —
All types guaranteed, lowest prices. Call
546-8362. after 6.

1112-12

Deford flute for sale — hardly used, like
new. I125 or best offer. Cathy. 542-5677.

1112-11

Refrigerator. 30 Inches high, small
freeier. ex. mech. & cosmetic cond.
formica counter top. 150 or make offer
Call 584-2848.

t/12-12

Maple bedroom set (5-piece). sofa bed l>

matching chair, coffee and end tables
kitchen table with 2 chairs and twin bed.
Low priced, call 584-7630.

. t/12-12

Advent 202 cassette. ISO; ADC 303AX
speakers. 1110 pa j r . Sony reel to reel. H60
or best offer. Call David. 546-6547.

tf12-11

Skis — Head 360s. 200cm. Look-Nevada
bindings. 190: ski boots, slxe 7. $25; purple
ski pants, site 14 short. 115. Call Ellie. 586-
3784.

U12-I2

1965. 1966 Saab 96 parts, reasonable
prices. Call 549^035 after 6 p.m.

. tf 12-12

Xmas trees. 13 and down. Call 1-625-6781
sold on weekends — many varieties of
pine.

1112-12

5 cubic foot refrigerator. |65
•negotiable), (all 549-4471 or 546-5367.

tf 12-1

1

Make your own candles & Jewelry.
Complete candle supplies, lots of beads a
findings. The Mercantile, next to
Lafayette It The Pub. til 1-12

William Heronemus, the UMass
civil engineering professor who has
been creating a stir with proposals
for very different and non polluting
sources of energy, will speak this
Thursday, at 12:15 in the Colonial
Lounge of the Student Union.

Middle East" will be the subject of a
talk by Allen Solomonow, executive
director of the Committee on New
Alternatives in the Middle East
(CONAME), at 8 tonight in the
Converse Assembly Room at
Amherst College. The event is open to
the public without charge.

'Pnssihilitips for Ppacp in the

Business/' the fourth in a series' of

Community Arts Leadership
Workshops, will be today in 101

Campus Center from 7 10.

The workshop will deal with how to

get the cooperation of local business
and civic organizations and how their
support and concern can help the
arts.

iV**'*^^****** *s* pr-H

Television Tonight
"Drums Along the

NEIGHBORHOOD

5:00 POPEYE (181

MOAN'S HEROES
Dusseldorf." <22>

MISTER ROGERS
(24) (57)

ADV ENTIRES OK SI PKR.MAN (27)
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES The

Clampetts In London ." 1301

OOMER PYLE "(Jomer Untrams A
Dog " (40)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS The Auction
(18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy and Viv Play
Softball ." (22i

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)
HOGAVs HEROES "Reverend Kom

mandant Klink ." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)
.:.-.: WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)
H:(N) NEWS 13) 18) (22)

I SPY "No Exchange On Damaged
Merchandise." <18>

MAKING THINGS WORK (24) .

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST Night Of the
Human." > 40

1

ZOOM! (57)

1:15 NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (24)
fi:30 NEWS IS) (22) (3o»

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

CAPTURE 27)

LOUS LYONS NEWS AND COMMENT
(57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7011 UNTAMED WORLD Afghanistan
"

(3)

TRITH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (81

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (18)
NKWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (22) (30)
VOIR fl Tl RE IS NOW (24)

I U RKI AND HARDY FESTIVAL
Sons Of the Desert "

< 27

.

\Rc EVENING NK\\s 4n

THE REPORTERS (57)

7:30 O/ZIKS GIRLS (SI

LET'S MAKE \ DEAI Monti Hall, host

GREEN ACRES "The Hooterville
Image." (18)

THE EOl'RTH ESTATE (24)

NEW TREASURE HINT Geoff
Edwards, host (30)

DRAGNET. (411

THE OPEN DOOR (57)

8:00 MAUDE (3)

NEW TEMPERATURES RISING The
Physical " (8) (40)

CAN YOU TOP THIS? (18)

CHASE "A Bit Of Class " (22) (30>

WAR AND PEACE (24)

BASKETBALL (57)

H:30 HAWAII KIVE-O "The $100,000
Nickel." i3)

MOVIE The Cat Creature ." <8> (40)

TOWARDS THE YEAR 2000 (18)

»:00 THE 700 (LIB (18)

"THE MAN WHO LOST HIMSELF." (22)
1 30)

BORIS KARLOEK PRESENTS
THRILLER The Remarkable Mrs
Hawk." (27)

»30 SHAFT "The Kidnapping " (3)

PERFORMANCE (24)

1000 MARCUS WEI.HY. M.D. "A Cry In
the Night." (8) (40)

POLICE STORY Man On a Rock " (22)
(301

OPEN LINE (24)

NEWS (271

WAR AND PEACE 57)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

JOANNE ( \KSON SHOW (27)

11:00 NKWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

•18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

11 :mi MOVIE "The Brides Of Fu Manchu "

(3)

WIDE WORLD OK ENTERTAINMENT
(8) (40)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (30)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NKWS
(57)

1:00 NKWS H 14OI

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host <22i O0>
1:20 NKWS. WEATHER (3)

2:00 NKWS (22) (30)

JOE VOLUNTEERS!!!
Put in your time! Attend the Gala

Christmas Party tor Westfield kids
on Wednesday December 12.
T ranspor*ation leaving from Campus
Center bus circle at 5:45.

There will be a discussion following
the party concerning the intercession
program and Spring 1974 Volunteer
Program.

H/Jr
.»**_**»\

TONIGHT
OKK TIIK HOOK at 7:20 p.m.

I MASS VS I ( ONN BASKETBALL at 7 55 p.m.
„ lhe.Minutemenlak«M)iii»R'Huskn-.sina InmiI ..I lump Irom The Cage'
f>

Join Dapper Don and Swo* Garry wilh all the straight stuff

TOMMORROW NIGHT
OKK TIIK HOOK at 7:20 p.m.
Gerry Brooks talks grift ftcfe Savin, o. Student .Senate Rents andrees committee Call in at 545 2876

A OXK-SHOT DKAI. WITH COLORADO TODAY!

UIMUfl
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FC)RM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS RIDE WANTED
AUTO FOR SALE

Kodak Super-H. M-6 camera, used. 3-1
/00m. IK lens. auto, iris, 125: also Wall
Reg. -8 editor, used. 15. (all Rob at 26K-
3247, keep trying.

til 2- 1

2

Classic guitar — A. Dotras Cordoba,
purchased new in Spain I yr. ago. hardly
played. 1125. Call Mark. 541-6627.

IM2-I2

FOR SALE
> ashica Klectro-8 < LI)-6> Super-8 movie

camera: used once: Raia motoriied
editor; film All for 1150 (all 1-593-9618

IflMI

To the Washington. D.C. area. Call Jane
6-4041. 409 K-l (ashin

tf!2-l2

Kor sale — 200mm N'ikkon lens, excel,
cond.. asking 1120; also 12 string Yamaha
guitar, excel, cond.. 190. Call 256-1161.

1112-12

Sony 6065 Receiver. 100 watts RMS. (all
549-4565.

I Ifl2-I2

RCA B*W TV. - 17" screen. I HK,
about a year old. good condition. 150. Call
546-7319.

tfl2-ll

Snowtires, Firestone Town and Country
tires F78-I4. I yr old. (all 549-6647
evenings.

(112-12

Double mattress & box spring. 145 586-
3799.

tf!2 12

Zenith transoceanial AM KM sw 11

Band Radio. Bushnell Custom 7x35
Binoculars. 665-4744. Keep trying.

tfll-12

I need a ride to Boston anytime on
Kriday. Dec. 14. Will help conserve gas bv
offering 1. See Joyce K. at Collegian or
(all 256-6376.

(112-14

A reliable ride needed to Pittsburg.
Chicago. Salt I ..k. ( it> or Points West on
or around Dec IK. Call Pat al 77J-0439 after
H:30.

,

4112-12

Ride needed to Cleveland or vicinity

anytime after Dec. 12. Will share ex-
penses. 549-1420.

tf!2 12

MM ( h.-\> i/:> ion pick up 1|25 316
I'iiIIIoii j'trr six.

1112-12

65 Pnn<i_t l.emans. power slering.
power brakes, automatic trans. 1 150 (allTom OJMm

tfl2 12^^~-^^^^~—^—aaa— 1

Xiit'iiiion li.iisun owners I perform
all phases of major and minor repair
on Datsuns at less than half dealership
price I haw four years automotive
experience two of which were
sprcialiiing in llalsun I also haw an
airliatnc 1...I Powrrplant License.
Phone Hossell Baca 253-7456.

If 1 2- 12

Ride needed to L.I. or NYC on Dec. 21.
Will share expenses. Call 256-0618.

1112-12

XC skis for 6 fooler, poles, skis, wax, 141
Call Bob at 367-20M.

1112-1 2

Plush bass amplifier. 1200, 120 walla
RMS and 18" speaker, micro-frets semi-
hollow body. 2 pick up electric guitar, list
EMM.

1M2-I4

Design one surfboard only 160 1 pr
Dynamic Vrl7 Marker Bindings, good
condt.. negotiable, (all John 549-6648.

UI2-I2

DODGERS WIN PENANT

KasUe 200s $100, CPM Granprix Nordica
flow boot, slxe 9 med. $85, 253-5124.

tf!2-l4

Ski boota. red 94 n Nordica Astral
Super, excellent condition, tel 584-4801.
after 5 p.m.

1D2-12

Buy a bureau for Christmas at
PAULS OLDT1ME FURNITURE
actually we have many smaller items
such as pictures, brie a brae, chairs,
china, antique clothing, old life
magazines, culture lor the masses,
located behind aubuchons tat the Alley.
Amherst 253-3511 We'd like to thank
you for your patronage and wish you
peace and impeachment.

12-12

A beautiful trumpet needs a loving
owner. It has rust-proof valves and a gold
laquer finish $55. (all 256-0368.

tf!2-l2

SUBLET

Ride needed to Philadelphia on or
around Dec. 29. Call 256-0618.

1112-12

Need ride to Florida after Jan. 1. Will
share expenses and driving. Call Kathy. 1-

8371 or Jan. 6-8359.

tf!2-12

IM3 Dodge Dart, new muffler, plugs,
points, r nrw tlrts. 2 snows, runs well (all
Tom 253-79?9.

(f 12-1

1

IM5 F irlnne. 1 cyl. aid. $175. 665-3451.

(112-12

C» Javelin Hardtop. 6 cylinders stan-
dard, excellent mechanical conditions 800
Call Nabih at 323-7823 after 5 and
weekends.

tfl21l

WANTED
Bulck Skylark 64. good condition. llHO

Paul Cole 542-5608.

t/12-12

Competent, reliable person needs job for
Intercession, can you help me? Call Sandy
6-7445.

MMI

ROOM WANTED

10 speed bicycle that needs to be
assembled. This is an excellent buy. Parte
are of top quality. $45. Call 256-0368.

1112-12

2 bdr. apt. to sublet. Located in wooded
area on Rt. 9 on bus route. Large rooms
pete allowed. 225 per mo. Call 323-48M.

tfl2-!2

I need an Intercession job. Education
major with experience, open to any kind of
work. Call Julie at llopbrook Commune
617-544-3362 now.

,
1112-12

A new lace. Present mug unfit for
human race, call l.azar. 6-6831.

tflO-12

Kern, looking for own room in house or
apt., have a nine pound dog. would like to
be able to keep him. very quiet. Call 323-
4856.

ttl2-ll

1971 Simra 4 cyl. 35 mpg. 4 Radial
tires economy plus $800 or best offer, must
sell, call (413) 773-3598 or (413) 773-3493
leave number.

MMI
For sale old. but very serviceable couch

must sell, best offer. Call 256-0208, keep
trying.

tf12-12

Sheepskin coats, save $1. made to order
Call 546-8930. 204 Wash. Rossignol Skis 100.

(112-12

Yamaha GuiUr. Rrand new. not used
will sell lor $40. case included. Classical
type. CaU 546-8211. Ask for Kur( Lost $60
new.

tfll-12

Ian June — i bedroom apartment,
located Puffton Village, furnished. 549-
0716.

t/12-12

I bedroom modern apt. at Brandywine
on bus rte. A/C, w/w carpeting, big bed t,

living rms. $205/month plus electric 549-
Wlfi.

1112/12

HELP WANTED
Drummer wanted for semi-established

rock-blues band. Call Bruce 546-5958 or
Rick. 546-4608, leave message.

tf 12-1

1

Domino's Pizza needs drivers now and
for 2nd semester, full or part time: all the
time; sometime, anytime. Apply at
Domino's. 363 Main St.. Amherst.

tf 12-11

WANTED TO RENT

Need FE to share apt In N'Hp. 67.50 p-
mo. end of Dec. late noon and evening Call
542-4744. ask for Karen.

1112-12

Male looking for own room in con-
siderate atmosphere, not more than $80
per month have car Call Gil. 665 39*3 or
•"•-»«*" UI2-I2

Man 21. needs room in house or apt.,
walking distance Irom Amherst Center.
Starting Dec. or Jan. Can pay 50-70. Call
Jim 256-625*..

tf!2-l2

AUTO FOR SALE
A LOUER

1970 VW. sunroof, excellent mechanical
condition, best offer over $900. Call 549-
0648. best time to call is after 5 : 30 p.m.

MMI
1970 Dodge wagon, great body,

mechanical A tires. 3 seats. 40,000 miles,
air. sm. V-8, gets 13' 2 mpg., must see. will
sacrifice. Ross. 665-3222.

MMI

Skis. Kneissel w. stars 200 cm. Only
skied 5 times, best offer, 546-4510.

12-12

Veteran desires furnished apt. beginning
Jan. Consider sharing. Krash Kennette
105 Clark Ave.. Greer. So. Carolina 29651

'

(112-12

1969 Nova, 4 speed, power brakes, exc.
cond., snow tires, $995 or best offer. VIST
SELL. 1971 VW Superbug. low mileage,
exc. cond.. $1695 or best offer. 665-4189.

1112-1 2

73 Malibu Chevy Wagon paid 4100. Will
sell for -mo. David Wetherbee 617-544-3362
New Salem, Mass.

,
tf 1 2-1

1

jy_^C«rftM GT 24 _ MPG. Kon^

MM^wr_vr* ""v™ ("'

Dans une. elegante maison dun
medecln pres du centre ville. Ap-
partemente avec cuisine, deuxieme
etage. Aussi des chambres pour une
personne sur le premier etage
Garage Box 272. Putney Vt. 05346
Telephone. 802-387-5983.

til 2-1

2

HYPNOSIS

Here is the opportunity to learn
something about hypnosis firsthand.
As part of a study of hypnosis. Being
conducted on campus, a 50-minute
group test of hypnotic susceptibility
will be given on Dec. 12 in Tobin 622 at

6 p.m. I earn something about hyp-
nosis & yourself. Free.

MMI
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Men's I-M Track

MEN'S FIRST
(Front, L-R) Tony Lupi, Erich Ruth, Al Walstad, Barry Dancewicz, Skip Cobb,

Mike Sciabarrasi, (Back, L-R) Gary Gladu, Steven Gardner, Larry Kabat, Bob
Gorman, Dave Schoen, Dave Goguen.

TRACK MEET
GRAD-FAC

(L-R) Bob French, Steve
Crimmin, Rocco Petitto

C
sk^spain)

Earn 2 credits during intercession

Call 5-2801

GERMAN
"«,

t* WE'VE GOT A PART FOR TOO! "*
and if we don't, we'll get it.

ALLIED MOTOR PARTS,

INC.
319 MAIN ST., AMHERST

256-8341

256-8342

>

I
m
«/>

m

* v«*
NVDIM3WV

TRACK MEET
MEN'S RUNNERUP

(Front, L-R) Rich Herman, Mike Joyce, Ron Plumb, Richard Marchetta. Steve
Gross, (Back, L-R) John Gaucher, Bruce Cobleigh, John Williams. Ralph Law, Bob
French, Bob Mardone, Rob Moodie.

How The Pros
National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE

Eastern Division

W L T
'Miami . . . . 11 2
Buffalo 8 5
NEW ENGLAND 5 8

Jets 4 9

Baltimore

Pet

.846

.615

.385

.308

.231

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Eastern Division

W L T
Dallas 9 4

Washington ... 9 4

Philadelphia ..571

Pet

.692

.692

.423

Pittsburgh

Cincinnati

Cleveland

.... 3 10

Central Division

... 9 4 .692

... 7 4 2 .615

... 7 4 2 .615

Houston 1 12 .077

Western Division

Oakland 8 4 1 .654

Denver 7 4 2 .615

Kansas City ..652 .538

San Diego 2 10 1 .192

'Clinched division championship

St. Louis 4 8 1 .346

Giants 2 9 1 .208

Central Division

•Minnesota 11 2 .846

Detroit 6 6 1 .500

Green Bay 4 7 2 .385

Chicago 3 10 .231

Western Division

"Los Angeles .10 2 .833

Atlanta 8 5 .615

San Francisco 5 8 .385

New Orleans .580 .385

Stand
NBA

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

W L Pet GB
BOSTON 20 5

New York 16 13

Buffalo 12 16

Phila. 9 19

Central Division

W L Pet

•Capital 12 11 .522

Atlanta 13 14.481

•Houston 10 17 .370

.800 —

.552 6

.429 lOVfe

.321 12Vi

GB

Cleveland 10 20 .333

1

4

5U
WESTERN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division

W L Pet
Milw. 24

Chicago 22

GB
4

7

.857

.759

.607

2%
7

NHL
•Detroit 17 11

•KC-Omaha 8 21 .276 16%

East Division
W LTPU GT GA

BOS. 18 4 3 39 118 66
Montreal 16 7 2 34 86 68
Rangers 13 8 7 33 111 87
Toronto 13 10 5 31 93 75
Buffalo 1411 2 29 93 85
Detroit 9 16 2 20 79 120
Islanders 4 14 7 15 57 82
Vanc'uver 6 14 4 16 57 81

West Division
W LTPU Gr GA

Phila. 16 6 3 35 73 41

Chicago 13 5 7 33 84 46
Atlanta 12 9 6 30 79 70

St. Louis 10 9 6 26 64 60

Los Ang. 8 14 4 20 70 83

Minn'sota 6 13 7 19 71 89

Pittsb'gh 7 15 4 18 63 102

Calif. 7 17 2 16 61 94

WHA
East Division

W LTPU GF GA
N. ENG. 16 10 1 33 101 86

Cleve. 13 10 3 29 87 85
Toronto 13 14 3 29 104 97

Quebec 12 14 3 27 106 99
Chicago 11 11 1 23 79 77
Jersey 10 16 2 22 65 100

West Division

W LTPli Gr GA
Edmonton 17 9 34 90 71

Houston 13 9 3 29 95 77

Mi'n'sota 14 12 1 29 102 91

Winnipeg 13 13 3 29 105 100

Los Ang. 11 17 22 78 107

Vancouver 9 17 18 83 107

Golden St

*Los Ang.
Portland

Phoenix
•Seattle

Pacific Division

W L Pet

15 9 .625

17 11 .607

11 17 .393

10 18 .357

10 21 .323

ABA
East Division

W
22

16

Carolina

Kentucky
New York 18

Memphis 9
Virginia 7

L
9

10

12

21

18

Pet.

.710

.615

.600

.300

.280

GB

6

7

8%

GB

3 1/2

3 1/2

12 1/2

12

Utah
Indiana

Denver
San Antonio 15 15

San Diego y 18

West Division
W L pet.
15 13

16 14

14 13

L

Winter Bicycle Storage

From Doc. 1 to Fob. 28

Storage fee includes complete bicycle tune up

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET:
1) Clean front and rear hubs, repack
2) Clean crankset, check bearings, repack
3) Adjust gears
4) Ad fust brakes
5) Clean all chrome and frame
6) Wax and polish bike

7) PLUS 3 months storage

For Only $25.00
(all parts for repairs extra)

FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY to all area colleges
(10 mile radius of our shop includes U. Mass, Amherst,
Smith, Hampshire, and Mount Holyoke Colleges)

Does pot bike look 90 fern old?

How about a new frame with your reconditioned parts?

New I ami S stood fronts only *20.00

Ho* 10 ttood framet only *30.00

Now 10 speed frames with Reynolds 531

Frame Tubes only '35 00

Call 586-3865

for immediate pickup

We can store only 200 bicycles

THE BIKE BROKER, INC.

19 DAMON RD.
NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

The incredible adventures
of frustrated jocks

By STEVE CROWE
The Collegian Sports Staff is a team of

frustrated jocks. We have no primadonnas
on our squad, but each of us has excelled in
sport at one time or another, here the, is

the 1973 Collegian All-American Sport-
swriters Team.

(Ed. Note: All of the following stories
are true.)

STEVE CROWE, Sports Editor -
played 1V2 years of varsity baseball at
Lenox Memorial High School. During that
time, Crowe developed into perhaps the
finest all-around first base coach in
Western Mass. The most thrilling moment
of his career came when the coach put him
in the game for defensive purposes in the
bottom of the 9th inning while leading 23-4
over McCann Tech.
STEVE DeCOSTA, Assistant Sports

Editor — The 5-10 center of the Westport
High Villagers once held Peter Trow to 47
points in one game. In DeCosta's two
varsity seasons the Villagers amassed a
grand total one one victory against 33
defeats.

BILL BALLOU, Football, Hockey Writer— Holds two baseball records at Nor-
thbridge High School in Whitinsville. Most
sacrifice bunts in one game (4) and most
errors in one inning playing second base
(4). This broke his previous school record
of 3 errors in one inning, which he set the
year before.

SCOTT HAYES, Cross Country, Track
Writer — Holds the Piatt High School
record for most saves by a hockey goalie in

a game - 57. Carrying his club to a 1-20

season, Hayes held the opposition to a
mere 11.1 goals per game.
WALT POWERS, All-around - Once

caught a screaming line drive off the bat of
slugger Earle Barroll with his head in the
Collegian picnic Softball game last year.
The ball hit him in the face, bounced off his
wrists, back onto his chin and then he
made a diving shoe string catch, an inch
off the ground.
EARLE BARROLL, Columnist — Once

scored 7 goals in one game, including the
sudden death overtime winner, to lead his
PE 101 Water Polo team to victory.

GLENN POSTER, Columnist — While

playing baseball for Darrow School, he
broke up a pitcher's perfect game with a
dramatic bunt (error) in the thrilling

second inning.

MARTY KELLEY, Columnist -
Sporting a rude face and a rash to match.
Kelley once captained a St. Michael's
soccer team to a fine 2-11 season. His Little

League baseball team once lost a game by
a 33-1 score.

GEOFF KURINSKY, All-around -
Geoff will always be remembered as the
man who kicked ass on the Ivies. During
the annual Battle of the Press touch
football game, it was Kurinsky who ran
back an interception to give the Collegian
a 6-0 victory over the Harvard Crimson.
MIKE "BEAR" BROPHY, Morning

Sports Editor — Before 30,000 fans at
Harvard Stadium, this UMass football
manager took a hand off from Ed
Hajdusek and fumbled the water bottle
during a timeout. "Bripho" was a
childhood chum of Marty Kelley and was
the manager of the team that beat Kelley 's

baseball "Angels", 33-1.

JOHN BOCK, Wrestling Writer — While
wrestling in the 145 lb. class at Thomas
Jefferson High School in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Bock lost all of his varsity matches. Twice
he was pinned by boys who eventually
made it to the State tournament — two
proud moments for John.
BETH O'BRIEN, Women's Sports —

Beth claims that she never took sports
seriously. And to prove it, she and her
doubles tennis partner went 0-7 for two
years in high school.

DAVE EIBEL, Columnist, Hockey
Writer — Dave received a standing
ovation from the partisan Coronation
Elementary (Montreal) School fans when
he became the first player on his

basketball team to get a shot off in a game
against Lower Canada College. It was
midway through the second half that Dave
let one go from three-quarter court. The
shot missed the basket by over 30 feet and
his team went on to lost by a score of 52-3.

Frustrated jocks? Sure we are. But we
don't have to brag about our past sports
glories — We'll just let our records speak
for themselves.

Swimmers try

to break jinx

against WPI
By MDC STAFF

The UMass swim team
again tries for that elusive

first victory tonight when
they take on Worcester
Polytech in the Boyden Pool
at 7:30.

The swimmers have
floundered so far this

season, losing their first two
meets to Maine and
Wesleyan.
One of the major

problems for the team has
been the inexperience of the

individual competitors. Of
the 18 or so team members
only a handful are upper-
classmen.
But the experience gained

in the last two meets could

start to show up against

WPI.
Against Wesleyan, many

of the UMass swimmers
were in unfamiliar spots in

the lineup for experimental
purposes. Placing people in

their strong events could
make the difference in

tomorrow's meet and help

the Minutemen break their

jinx.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50* per string

MONDAY i FRIDAY

4:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

(except during league play)

Tonight! Tues., Dec. 11

A Night with Katherine Hepburn

7:00 - Adam's Rib

9:00 - Bringing Up Baby

11:00 - Philadelphia Story

$1.00 for all three shows

El switchos

By DAVE EIBEL
In Houston, all last week, the eyes of the baseball world

were focused on the annual meeting of baseball's general
managers, in which men are traded like cattle on the open
market, except that the fate of baseball players is a little

more pleasant than poor bovines.
Dick O'Connel, praised be the Irish, put together what

could very possibly be a pennant-winning pitching staff.
Just that they get the hitting.

With cigar-chomping Luis Tiant, Canadian Reggie
Cleveland, Rick Wise, Bill Lee, and either Juan Marichal
or Dick Drago as the swingman, the Red Sox have a solid
and proven pitching staff. Diego Segui right now looks like
the Sox' bullpen stopper and for that he is definitely
capable.

The Orioles for their part got fireballing Ross Grimsley
from Cincinnati to add youth to a starting staff of very
effective veterans and they should be as tough as ever.

In the National League, the Astros and Dodgers entered
into a trade of veterans: Jimmy Wynn, "the toy cannon",
and Claude Osteen, Gomer Pyle's look-alike. I doubt that
anyone will gain from that deal, because both players are
past their halcyon days.
Montreal let openminded reliever Mike Marshall move

from the snow and cold of Quebec to the sun of southern
California in exchange for center-fielder Willie Davis. The
trade will make the Expos a definite contender in the East
and make the Dodgers' already invincible pitching staff
even more difficult to score against.
Ed Kirkpatrick, a good hitter who can catch, play the

outfield and first base, went from Kansas City to Pitt-
sburgh in a trade that will make the Pirates' torrid bats
tepid.

If the baseball season started tomorrow, the Pirates and
Dodgers would have to be the people's choices to win their
divisions, while in the American League Oakland and
Baltimore would have to be considered favorites with the
Red Sox just about even. The addition of Drago, Wise,
Cleveland, Segui, and Marichal has to be worth at least ten
more wins for the Red Sox which would put them about
even with the Orioles. The big question mark for the Red
Sox will be the outfield especially in center field. I doubt
that Rick Miller will be as effective as Reggie Smith was,
but Bernie Carbo could pick up any slack by coming up
with a season as good as his first one with the Reds. It's

Christmas beckoning, but get ready for "play ball!"

New life

next
semester!
Mount Sugarloaf can make you forget all

about those dorm doldrums. It's a modern
apartment community only a couple of

minutes by car or bike from Amherst
College, downtown Amherst or UMass.

• ON UMASS BUS LINE
• 2 bedrm. apts.

• heat & air conditioning
• roomy closets, storage
• wall-to-wall carpeting
• master TV antenna
•modern kitchens
• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges
• stainless-steel sinks
• dishwashers/disposals
• 2-door refrigerators

•laundry facilities

• swimming pool

Rent: $200/month (utilities included)

Call 413-665-3856

Direction: On Route 47.

MOUNT
SUGARLOAF

*-.
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One you've been waiting for

AI Skinner is surrounded by Huskies in last year's
action against UConn. The 73-

,

74 version of the UMass-
UConn rivalry kicks off tonight at the Cage at 7 : but get
there early.

Good news for Tim..

Peil overlooked
By MIKE BROPHY

For Tim Berra, UMass wide receiver, it was great news
to learn that he had been named to the Coaches' All-East
football squad as wide receiver. For quarterback Peil
Pennington it was not so good a day as he was overlooked
by the coaches who went with Jim Stoeckel (Harvard) as
their qb of the year.

For Coach Dick MacPherson, who will be traveling with
Berra and Pennington to Miami to serve as head coach of
the North squad, it was a day of mixed emotions "We
were pulling for the both of them," MacPherson said, "but
I guess that the team's failure to repeat as champs hurt
Peil s chances for the honor.

Don't get me wrong," he continued, "Peil is one of the
best and he is going places come the time of the draft."
Peil has been scouted and rescouted by nearly every
football talent scout up and down the East coast as the
market for quarterbacks is always good.

The likes of Charlie Hall from Quadra and Willie Wood,
former Green Bay great, of San Diego have made many
trips to Amherst to see Pennington and Berra workout
either on the playing field or on the practice field under the
lights.

"It'll be a great honor for me to be able to hang that
certificate on the wall when this is all over," said the
elated Berra. "I feel sorry for Peil but his day will be
coming, .especially if he has a great day in Miami."

By EARLE BARROLL
Never, no way does

anything lack in the home
spun spirits when the
principles are UMass and
UConn, the event basket-
ball. "Anytime these two
get together," says a
veteran of many of these
tussles, Jack Leaman, "it's

an all-out war." Very vivid,

but very true.

And so tonight, 8 p.m. but
get there early, Curry Hicks
Cage will have to brace its

ancient self for the im-
minent onslaught of
emotions when the top two
contenders and as a matter
of fact the only two con-
tenders in the Yankee
Conference match forces.

Dee Rowe, the head coach
of UConn, is not shy when
he preens over his talent.

He shouldn't be as many
others have goo-goo eyed
his ranks that feature six of

the top ten players in the
Conference and enough
basketball wealth as Rowe
says to "make a run at the
top spot in New England."

In a number of pre-season
basketball publications
UConn has been selected as
the team to beat. The
Huskies have a huge front
line, if not in actual size, in

talent and jumping (like

rebounding) ability. Cal
Chapman (6'6) and Gary
Custick (6'7) are seniors

* and sound, but many are
still waiting for the much
anticipated emergence of
Junior Earl (6'5 with
springs) Wilson. "I'd have
to say that he had more
potential than Julius Erving
had as a freshman," said
Leaman. That says alot.

Then there's the back-
court. Jim "I'll take you to

the bridge" Foster and Al
Weston who opened his
career as a freshman last

year, very first game with

WUMV
Want to see the Rhode

Island basketball game?
Due to a scheduling
problem the game was not
shown at the Bluewall this
Sunday night. But WUMV-
TV and Video Sidewalk has
rescued all you Leaman
parasites. At 1:30 this af-
ternoon adiacent to the
coffee shop the game will be
shown in its entirety spiced
by the final public per-
formance of the
distinguished acamedician
Earle Barroll and Marty
Kelley. This will be their
final bow together, but
maybe their spirit will
linger in infamy.

43 points. They are
PLAYERS. And even with
UConn's front line, the
Huskies' success depends
on how these two can find

the perfect medium be-

tween front and backcourt
play. That has been this

team's rap.

While UConn has six (five

starters and one super
freshman) of the top studs
in the league, UMass has
the other four — Al Skinner
(the best), John Murphy,
Bill Endicott and Rick
Pitino. A fifth, Greg Duarte
has been THE surprise of
this young season for
Leaman.

r A parting tribute
Steve Crowe defeated Marty Kelley in the Collegian

election for Sports Editor, Crowe fired Kelley as his
Asst. Sports Editor, Crowe suspended Kelley from the
staff for two weeks because he thought his writing had
gotten too rude, and Crowe and Kelley had numerous
tiffs throughout the last two semesters.
So it shows the regard Kelley has for Crowe when he

gives up this column space (the last he'll ever have)
so someone can write about Steve Crowe.
He came to the staff as an artist, literally, a guy

with a good pen who drew some fine cartoons. He did
layout one night a week and generally was one of the
least conspicuous members of the staff.

So, when time came last February for elections,
nobody gave Crowe a chance against Kelley. He won
in an upset, of course, and became Sports Editor.
He changed things, slowly at first, then more

quickly toward the end, which is now upon him.
Not all of the changes were met with approval,

mainly because changes never are. But he always
stuck to his guns, and almost all of the things he
changed were for the better.
Those changes will be the things he leaves with the

sports section when he leaves for Europe or Bali or
Vermont or wherever he decides to go on his travels.
Under Crowe the sports pages, for better of worse,
finally became what a lot of sports editors preceding
him had hoped they'd become.
The section was expanded to three pages on a

regular basis. The staff grew in size and diversity,
and the writing improved. Increased coverage of
women's sports was a major accomplishment, and
while it needs improvement the current situation is so
far better than what he had to start with. They can't
be compared.
But the major accomplishments of a great editor

aren't his own, but his staff's. Because that's what an
editor's hardest and most important job is—getting
the most out of his personnel. In an area of working
where egos are sometimes bigger than abilities, it
isn t an easy job. Somehow he got through things
without making anyone mad enough to quit, and
without allowing anyone to get so big he became
bigger than the paper itself.

Perhaps his most important contribution was in
divorcing the sports pages from the athletic depart-
ment. At too many schools the newspaper is looked
upon as a public relations rag to further the image of
Mate u. At too many schools the paper is used to hype
the teams, to serve as a large-scale cheerleader and
to raise the coach and his men to status only slightly
lower that The Creator.

i "f
n
?
ver *«*! ^mit this to happen, and

jealously guarded the right of his people to say what
they damn well wanted to say about whom they damn
well wanted to say it about, no matter how wrong they
appeared to be, as long as they said it literately

.

He had done a good job. The office is a fun place
work, as evidenced by the number of people who hang
around even when they're not writing. His writers
have confidence in what they do and respect them-
selves and the other members of the staff Thev like
being sportswriters.
And as sportswriters and friends, they'll missMeve Crowe.
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Contributions, manuscripts, photographs and corres
pondeme should be mailed directly to 513 East Plea
sant Street. Amherst. Massachusetts 01002.

First UYA Confab: Knowledge You Oughta Use

VYA Revenue Sharing Conference presenters included ( left to right) : Professor
University; John R. Ford, Director of Worcester Model Cities; D.M. Gossland
West Springfield; Guy Rosmarin, Director of Federal State Relations of the Office
Municipal Women's Project in Boston.

A conference on revenue sharing held at ignores the fact that most national level
the Campus Center on November 29th and human service programs were constructed
30th and sponsored by the office of because of the negligence of the States He
University Year for ACTION at the added that such concerns as unemployment,
University of Massachusetts ended on a note poverty, etc. are national problems that
oi negative anticipation of the results of the cannot be adequately dealt with by State
President s "new federalism." and local government machinery. In a panel
Current and former representatives of about the pros and cons of general revenue

Charles Schottland, Florence Heller School of Advanced Studies Brandeis
Assistant Director of the Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning Commission in
of the Governor in Boston; and Attorney Betty Gittes. legal consultant to the

federal, state and local human service
organizations addressed the conference
participants concerning the history, politics
and pros and cons of general and special
revenue sharing in two days of panels,
lecture presentations and workshops.
Almost every spokesperson expressed the

sharing, John R. Ford, Director of Wor
cester Model Cities said that for the most
part, most States are too small to have the
number of skilled persons required to

operate such programs.
Much in the same vein, D. M. Gossland,

Assistant Director of Lower Pioneer Valley
view that revenue sharing was an unsound Regional Planning Commission, stated that
enactment Charles Schottland, former the fact that the federal government was
Director of the Social Services giving monies to State and local levels did
Administration in Washington and not necessarily mean that the States'
presently, a professor at Brandeis capability has increased. The reality that
University s Florence Heller School of revenue funds are being used to hold down
Advanced Studies, stated in the opening the tax level instead of the purposes for
address that it was his analysis that if it had which they were intended was a major
not been for Watergate, revenue sharing
would be the number one issue in the
country today.

Revenue sharing was summed up by
various speakers as reflecting the

shortcoming of revenue sharing, according
to Guy Rosmarin, Director of Federal-State
Relations of the Office of the Governor in

Boston, Massachusetts.
Betty Gittes, an attorney and legal con-

philosophy of the Administration where the sultant to the Municipal Women's Project
government no longer views itself as pointed out that there are no standards or
responsible for providing human services to procedures for discrimination action vis a
the American people, but is reversing the vis revenue sharing. Addressing the con-
dominating government philosophy of 40 ference participants concerning "Civil
years (since President F.D. Roosevelt) and Rights and Affirmative Action," she said
giving revenue to the States for their
provision of such services. The loopholes,
however, are many.
Schottland said that revenue sharing

that it is "very rare that granting agencies
cut off funds (for discrimination), and in

this case, the State does not have to apply
for funds."

The fact that most of Amherst's revenue
sharing funds are being used for law en-
forcement was disclosed by Steven Sheiffer,
Assistant to the Town Manager in Amherst.
He said that there is difficulty in supporting
human service programs such as a mental
health program which receives federal
funds and because revenue sharing monies
cannot be used for matching (federal)
funds.

In another of the four afternoon
workshops, specifically, social services, it

was noted that because of the government's
preoccupation with statistics indicating
success, many human service programs
have resorted to orienting themselves to
people who do not really need the services as
much as others. Referring to this practice as
the "numbers game", agency represen-
tatives from Western Massachusetts said
that, very often, the success of a community
program does not lend itself to statistical

measurement.
The second day of the revenue sharing

conference opened with a keynote address
from William J. Spring, of the Institute of
Politics, Harvard University. Much in
keeping with the first day's keynote address
from Schottland, he expressed his view that,
in actuality, "Revenue sharing does not
represent a diffusion of power, but a
shedding of responsibility." He added that,
"Power is where the money is, and the
money is in Washington."

In a panel designed to put forth the pros
and cons of special revenue sharing, Robert
Black, Deputy Director of Worcester Model
Cities stated that the local governments, in

effect, will have less money with which to
operate and inadequate manpower or
training programs to upgrade personnel. He
also cited the lack of a mechanism for
citizen participation and the mobility of city
populations as negative factors which would
affect the functioning of special revenue
sharing. With regards to citizen par-
ticipation and information, Al Rosenberg,
Director of SCOPE in Dayton, Ohio made
mention of the fact they many people are not
even aware of the federal benefits for which
they are eligible. Donald Levitan summed
up the feelings of the panelists in his remark
that "Revenue sharing's objective is less to
serve the people's needs and more to sup-
port the fiscal mismatch we are in."

In a presentation about "Welfare
Reorganization", Peter Edelman, Vice
President for Policy of the University of
Massachusetts addressed the conference
participants concerning revenue sharing's
effect, which, according to him, has done
two things: cut down the number of people
eligible for social services, and decrease the
number of areas designated as social ser-
vice.

The consensus of the majority of con-
ference spokesmen was that revenue
sharing will replace many existing
federally-funded human services programs
before their potentially positive impacts are
felt. Many of the Conference participants
had sincere doubts about the States' ability
to adequately and sufficiently substitute
such service efforts on a State level,
especially in view of many States' named

(Continued on P. 4)
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UYA/UMass. Institutes Option No. 1

The University Year for ACTION program at
Amherst is initiating recruitment for OPTION No.l
Volunteers.

Option No. 1 is an attempt by UYA to in-

stitutionalize the UYA concept — field experince
education — on the UMass campus. The Option No. 1

Program offers students an opportunity to work in
selected social service agencies in Western
Massachusetts either at a UYA sponsored agency or
at any other agency serving the needs of the low-
income populations of this area.
A Volunteer in Option No. 1 may work full-time or

part-time (at least 20 hours-week) at the agency for a
period of one or two semesters of a full year. Option
No. 1 Volunteers may live on or off campus and may
take classes on campus, or take informal classroom
work and gain credits through the experiential
learning channels such as the UYA CAS Block and the
UMASS 200 practicum.
Faculty and students will grtitly benefit by Option

No. 1. Faculty who sponsor courses which deal with
the theoretical problems of the low-income com-
munities may want to arrange for students to test
these theories in the field. The opportunity, now,
exists to incorporate classroom learning directly with
field experience. Faculty may suggest and direct
students to agencies that would directly fit into their
classroom work.
Students benefit just as much or more so than

faculty. If a professor develops a project and agency
placement, then accordingly, the student will have
direct supervision and guidance from the professor.

In any case, the Opt ion No. 1 Volunteer will receive

supervision in the field from agency personnel and
from the project management staff of UYA.
The Volunteers are eligible for: VISTA Medical

Insurance which covers medical care and emergency
dental care; an optional life insurance policy for

$10,000 if under 30 years of age ; and a reduction in the
semester fee bill by the off-campus fee waiver
(providing the Volunteer is living off-campus).
Students who participate in the Option No. 1

Program will receive direction and services from the
UYA Program which has successfully placed over 250
Volunteers in the field and has initiated programs for
the communities of Western Massachusetts. One such
program was the In-Service Training Conference on
Revenue Sharing which was held recently. Option No.
1 Volunteers will be eligible to attend UYA con-
ferences dealing with such topics as grantsmanship,
analysis of communities and agency organizations
and record keeping.

Students from any of the colleges in the five college
area are eligible for the Option No. 1 Program. All
that is needed is a job description defining the
problem and the planned impact the Volunteer ex-
pects to have on the problem.

If there are any students interested in combining
their classroom education with field experience
education and have a sincere interest in resolving the
problems of the low-income communities of Western
Massachusetts, the opportunity is now available to
use your strengths and knowledge in this vein. For
further information contact Bruce Shefshick at the
UYA Office at 545-1381.

UYA Proposes to

Expand College Base
To effectively increase the UYA program's

impact on communities in the Worcester area, the office of University
Year for ACTION at Amherst is proposing to the University the ex-
pansion of UYA's college base from the five colleges in this area to also
include the colleges in the Worcester area.

This expansion would be beneficial for the students at colleges in
Worcester, for the agencies and low-income communities of Worcester
and for the UYA-UMass-Amherst program. The students who are
familiar with the problems of the Worcester communities are also
familiar with the departments on their campuses. They could use these
resources to alleviate the problems in the low-income communities.

Currently, the UYA Program has been very successful in placing
students from the five colleges in the UYA program. The students are
working as UYA Volunteers in Holyoke and Springfield agencies which
serve the needs of the low-income communities in the Worcester area via
UYA, the ideal course would be to recruit Volunteers directly from the
communities where they will be serving.

In the past, many problems have arisen when the UYA office has tried
to recruit Volunteers from Worcester area colleges. The main problem
for the interested students is the matter of transferring to UMass-
Amherst and obtaining faculty sponsors for credit.
The expanding of the college base to include the colleges of the Wor-

cester area would allow students to remain enrolled at their present
colleges, negating any procedures for transfer to UMass-Amherst and
enabling them to continue work on the projects after their completion of
their year in ACTION by remaining in the Worcester area

.

Therefore, the total impact these students will contribute to alleviating
poverty in Worcester, will significantly increase the effectiveness of the
UYA program in the Worcester area, and will provide a broader base of
service to the Commonwealth from UMass-Amherst.

UNIVERSITY YEAR FOR ACTION

-. UMass. 200 Available to All UGrads.

Dr. Ruth Burgin, Director of University Year for
ACTION attends to the business of the UYA office
during one of its typically, busy days.

Institutionalizing Theory And Practice

A Role for Everyone
Institutionalization is a concept which should be familiar in one wav

or another to every UYA Volunteer. It should be an ongoing concern ofevery Volunteer as they ask questions such as the following "Have Imade any provisions for the continuation of the work I am doing'' In ayear when I have left this job, will the goals I have been working Towardbe the object of additional hours?"
In a program such as UYA which operates strictly in cycles theseare very real and very crucial questions - ones that the program as awhole must ask itself. The University Year for ACTION program at the

fJ!l»ZV?
Mas

u
sacnusetts » undergoing a gradual phasing out of

federal funds. Each year we can expect less and less financial supportwe are thus engaged in the institutionalization of the entire UYA concent
at the University. ^*

How is the task of institutionalization best accomplished*' First of allhere must be money. Money, hopefully, will come from such sources asthe University and from the agencies where Volunteers are placedSecondly, there must be an academic framework wn.ch is workable andmanageable. The Practicum. UMASS 200. affords us the basis for thatAnd. finally there must be an awareness of the importance of publicservice and of the relevance of off-campus programs afa way to broaden

sfrongly"
^ ^ * Where the UYA Vo,u"^rs figure most

Volunteers can spread the UYA concept as it becomes in-
stitutionalized to all reaches of the University. Volunteers can become
Student Senators, members of the Commuter Assembly; they can make
the concerns which brought them to UYA clear in meetings with othermembers of their major field of study For Psychology majors the
Committee for Undergraduate Students of Psychology (CUSP) exists as
a perfect place to begin the work of making field-related coursework part
of a standard curriculum And. that opportunity exists in all areas of the
University.

This is a time for change as the program undergoes the types of
metamorphosis which will result in its final form as a part of the
University curriculum Now is the time to get involved if you want to help
influence that change p

Anyone out there who hasn't
heard of UMASS 200? A few, huh.
Well, let's rephrase the question.
Anyone who hasn't heard of the

Field Experience
Holds Confab
UYA-UMass-Amherst staff

members recently attended the
2nd National Conference of the
Society for Field Experience
Education held at the Kellog
Center for Continuing Education of
the University of Michigan in East
Lansing.

Approximately 300 people from
all over the country attended the
two day conference, which was
highlighted by the presentations of
the films of various internship
programs by the State of Georgia
and Mars Hill College in North
Carolina.

UYA staff members also visited
the Center for Alternatives in

Higher Education (C-AHED), a
resource center where students
may find information on volunteer
work, full-time internships and
travel.

The second day of the conference
was composed of workshops
covering such topics as THE
ROLE OF THE STUDENT; THE
ROLE OF THE BROKER; THE
ROLE OF THE AGENCY
SUPERVISOR; EDUCATIONAL
OBJECTIVES; PROGRAM
DESIGN; FINANCING;
FOLLOW-UP OF FIELD EX-
PERIENCE; EVALUATION; and
an AUDIOVISUAL workshop The
staff found many of the workshops
very worthwhile and collected
much of the material presented at

the workshops to be made
available in the forthcoming UYA
reserve section of the new library
at UMass.
The Conference presented Dr.

Bernard Charles, Academic Dean
of Livingston College, Rutgers
University and newly elected
President of the Society for Field
Experience Education as the
keynote speaker. "The Role of the
Society" was his topic.

For persons who were seeking a
rationale by which to incorporate
field education into higher
education. Dr. Charles said that
field experience education has a
long history. He quoted educators
in history such as Alfred North
Whitehead and John Dewey, and
present educators as John Taylor
of Michigan State University as
stating that knowledge is con-
nected with practice as well as
theory, and that field experience is

necessary for a true education. He
said that it was society's obligation
to provide this opportunity.

Practicum? OVERWHELMING
APPLAUSE! A few boos. But
everyone's heard? No?
Banner headlines read,

"Students Gain Credit For Field
Experience;" "New Educational
Option Open to All UMASS
Students." What about the red
tape? I've heard from my room-
mate's sister's husband that the
fine print takes a semester to read.
Another voice pipes up: And
someone told me there are more
if's, and's and but's attached to this
than to the willing of your body to
Harvard Medical School.
For any and all who have heard

such nefarious rumors, let us lay
your fears to rest. Although the
Practicum originated with
University Year for ACTION at
UMASS, it is available to all

UMASS students. And surprisingly
enough, if you know how to go
about it, the Practicum takes (for
at least one semester) all the
worry out of being close to Boyden
Gym during Registration. No add
and drop card (of if you've pre-
registered, a few): one faculty
signature. Easy as a frozen TV
dinner.

When University Year for AC-
TION originated on the UMASS
campus with its year-long in-
ternships, several UYA Volunteers
decided that the learning that they
were doing in the field should be
worthy of some University credit.
After a proposal passed the UYA
Advisory Board, the Academic
Matters Committee of the Faculty
Senate, and finally the Faculty
Senate itself, the Practicum found
itself pushed into existence.
Students can gain up to 15 credits

for field-related coursework, credit
which may be obtained over more
than one semester. A student must
find a faculty sponsor (that one
signature), a sponsor who is

knowledgeable in the area in which
the student plans to work. That
professor receives, after the field

work is completed, some
justification that learning has been
achieved through academically
related fieldwork; that
justification must put the fieldwork
in the context of two academic
courses, one taken before the
fieldwork and one taken after.
That's it in its easiest form. We'd
be pulling your leg if we didn't tell

you it was a bit more complicated
than that; but not much.
The Practicum is available to

any student who wishes to line up
field work on his own. There need
be no go-betweens. This can be a
do-it-yourself kit. If you're gutsy
enough to forge your way into the
UMASS 200 jungle, more power to
you. But it is also available through
structured off-campus programs
such as UYA and Outreach.

If this option interests you, and
you would like more information as
to how to get off campus and still

receive credit, while learning
something which might appear to

you as the most relevant learning
you've done since the first day you
came to UMASS, why don't you
give us a call. We'll be happy to tell

you how to tackle the monster.
Through our program (since we're
where it all began) or through
some other channel. That's
University Year for ACTION, 5-

1381.

Ask for anyone.

UYA Staff
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UYAs Help the Poor Get More

New Director Defends Locals From Univ's. Impact
Dave Johnson, former UYA

Volunteer (Phase HI) and newly
appointed Director of the Neigh-
borhood Services Agency in

Northampton, attributes his
securing of the directorship post to

"fortunate circumstances." A
discussion with Dave will tell one,
however, that his personal
qualities obscure the possibility of
"fortunate circumstances" being
singularly the causal agent, for his

current capacity. Reflecting on his

experiences, Dave says, "I'm sold

on the whole concept of getting
young men and women off of that
damned campus where they see
nothing but 22 story towers to jump
off of!"

A year ago last August (1972),

Dave joined University Year for
ACTION. He originally started
working with the Hampshire
Correctional Services and later

transferred to Hampshire Com-
munity Action Commission of
which Neighborhood Services was
a part. He said he chose this

project because it "seemed to be
doing everything — work in

housing, alcoholism, retired
citizens, etc." More than that,

Dave was impressed with the
philosophy of the project which he
summed up — "If people are given
the opportunity, they can work
towards personal fulfilling goals."
He said that in his agency's ren-
dering of services, the major
responsibility lies with the client so
that they have some control over
their destinies.

At the time of his appointment to

the Hampshire Community Action
Commission, Dave was the first

Volunteer to work there. He
started as a social service worker
and helped in the determining of

his own job description. His

primary responsibilities at that
time included welfare advocacy —
intake, referral, welfare coun-
seling, housing information, etc.
He put together a thirty page
Welfare Guide to provide in-

formation to the 70 members of the
staff of the 7 agencies of Hamp-
shire Community Action Com-
mission and held training sessions
for the staff. (This Guide will soon
be available in the UYA reserve
section of the new UMass library;.
When a job vacancy arose for a

person who would train and
provide technical assistance for
the staff, Dave was two months
away from the completion of his 12-

month program in UYA. He was
interviewed and selected for the
job, and at that point, he ter-

minated from UYA. Several
months later, the Director of
Neighborhood Services, Barbara
Jordan, resigned to have a baby.
Interviewed for the position among
50 other applicants, Dave secured
this position. He said that his
vantage point was that he knew the
community and had a degree of
experience in the area of social

services.

Expressing the view that this is

the greatest educational ex-
perience he has had, Dave con-
fesses excitement at being in-

strumental in helping to place
young, alive, creative and alert

minds into areas where they can
really help people. He said that

University Year for ACTION is one
of a few available ways where this

can happen. He added that, in the
future, society will be in need of

experienced people who can cope
as jobs get tighter, funding sources
dry up and intrrelationships get
more tense.

Interested in counseling and

group dynamics and organization,
Dave particularly enjoys working
with planning and engineering of
social services that are helping
people find "self-actualization."
He said that his directorship is like
that of a "backroom teacher,"
which according to him is in
keeping with his being an
education major.
Dave's major responsibilities

include insuring that the staff of
the program are afforded op-
portunities to provide social ser-
vices, and sensing needs in order to
design new and valid programs.
His major project which he refers
to as his "baby" is establishing an
effective lead paint poison
screening program for the
Hilltown community through the
Health Office and Headstart.

It is his view that this can be
dealt with to get immediate results

as opposed to the length of time it

requires to secure proper housing
for community residents. Dave
strongly expressed his belief that

the University is a part of the
prlblem for limited and expensive
housing because of the opulation
influx. Stating that the universities

are not responding to the social

needs of society and specifically, in

this county, Dave was emphatic in

his assertion that "It's time for the
five college area to start making
some responses!"
Dave credits his UYA experience

with being responsible for making
him aware of the extent of the
university's impact with regards to

the problems in the local area. He
said that the five colleges can
compensate for the detrimental
effects they have by instituting

more UYA programs, financing
more UYA students. Dave feels

that such efforts are one of the

many ways the colleges can help
vocalize social problems of the

nation and make people aware.
"It's not new that universities have
been requested to make up for

their impact, and some have
responded," said Dave.
Admittedly comfortable in

contending with middle-class
America and helping others, Dave
says the concept of working in the

community and providing com-
munity service was not foreign to

him. He mentioned that he has

worked in campaigning and took a
couple of years off of school for

such efforts. He said that he
initially got involved in social

services at the time of Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr.'s assassination
which he says he had "enough time
to stick to and learn something
from." He says that his job of

servicing 50 to 60 persons a week
and trying to make the system
work smoothly for the staff as well

as the clients is nothing less than a
challenge

Dave Johnson (right), Director of Neighborhood
Services shares a humorous moment with UYA
Volunteer, Dave DeWinter.

188 Area Students Assist Mentally Retarded

Alice Gerritson, a UYA
Volunteer at the University of

Massachusetts and Ad-
ministrative Assistant to the
Adult Education Director at

Belchertown State School has
successfully recruited 118
volunteers to assist her in the
provision of human services to

the adult residents at the
School. Four evenings a week.

these volunteers aid the
mentally retarded by their

participation in the night
school, the infirmary program,
programs for the severely
retarded adolescents and the

moderate and severley
retarded adults as well as their

participation in the Greenfield

area halfway houses.

Involving some 280 adults

UYA Volunteer, Alice Gerriston adds the finishing

touches to some office work following her teaching of

night school for mentally retarded adults of

Belchertown State School.

and a few adolescents, the
programs are designed to

provide them with basic skills

in reading writing, time-telling

and using money. A law course
and socilization activities are
also provided for these
residents of Belchertown State
School, the majority of whom
are either working on the

grounds of Belchertown State
School or in the local

surrounding community.
When asked how she was

able to secure such mass
participation in the programs
of the School, Ms. Gerritson
said that it was the result of a

plan which she devised. She
said that she had contacted the

professors at Westfield State
College in the Spcial Education
Department and then for-

warded to them seven or eight

course descriptions (designed
for the residents). Later, she
was invited to speak to each
special education class at

Westfield State College, and
following her presentations,

which lasted over a period of 3

days, she recruited the great
majority of the current 188

volunteers

Later, in an effort to set up
an Advocacy Program at the

School where advocates would
visit individual. former
residents of Belchertown State

School and assist them with

skill development and securing
social service benefits such as

medicare. Ms. Gerritson
talked to the students of

psychology and education
classes at the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst.
This effort proved very suc-
cessful and an advocacy
program was instituted as a
part of the services rendered at

Belchertown State School.

Another UYA Volunteer in

Holyoke Legal Services was
later to contact Ms. Gerritson
i I i t y o
f the now instituted law course,
advising residents of their
legal rights. She offered her
support to this Volunteer,
Steven Ferrarone, who con-
tacted people at Hampshire
College and arranged it so that

students could work at
Belchertown as a part of
fulfilling their course
requirement and
simultaneously secure credit.

Presently, these students come
out two nights a week to teach
law at the School. Ms.
Gerritson contends this is

needed because the mentally-
retarded are often the victims
of employers who do not
adhere to the minimal wage
law.

Concerning her hopes for the
overall program made
available to adult residents and
adolescents at BSS, Ms.
Gerritson said that, "Even-
tually I would like to see it

expand to reach all adult
residents at Belchertown State
School and the community."
She expressed the hope of
combining a vocational

workshop with the currently
established program where the

residents could learn skills to

use in the community.
Alice Gerritson has worked

with the mentally retarded for

nearly ten of her twenty-five
years. At 15 years of age, she
was a playground supervisor
for the retarded, a job she kept
for several years. Following
that experience, Ms. Gerritson
was an assistant at Fernald
School and she also taught the
mentally retarded in Japan in

a summer school program
Her future plans include

going to graduate school to do
doctoral work in preparation
for mass planning (vocational
and educational) and
curriculum changes in

teaching the mentally retarded
members of society, and later,

working in some ad-
ministrative capacity in this

area.

The institutionalization
potential of Ms Gerritson's

project appears very positive

at this juncture, and funds are
currently available for i state

employee position as assistant

to the senior supervisor of

education at Belchertown State

School. Ms. Gerritson will train

the person when he or she is

appointed to this position.

Alice Gerritson is from
Dedham. Massachusetts. She
is the wife of a student here at

UMass and the mother of a 16

month old daughter.
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UYA HOTLINE

What's Going On.,.
First UYA Confab

A BENEFIT CONCERT
will be held Saturday, December 15th at the Beveridge Center,

Springfield College from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. Donations will benefit Com-
munity Training Services, an outreach service of RAP, Inc., a com-
munity crisis and counseling center. Besides stylish renditions of folk and
folk-rock, the program will include robust sea chanties. The tax deduc-

tible donation is one dollar ($1.00) per person and refreshments will be

available. Tickets may be purchased by calling 283-3473 and picking up
the ticket at RAP or you can send a check or money order to: TICKETS,
c-o RAP Inc., 97 Water St., Palmer, Mass. 01069. Tickets may also be

available at the door. There are only 200 tickets so order early.

THE CENTER FOR RACIAL UNDERSTANDING
is endeavoring to develop a new vehicle for dealing with racial injustices

here at UMass, Amherst. Its agenda consists simply of "seek and
destroy" methodology. In other words, they are interested in moving
mass consciousness from an ideological, conceptualizing phenomenon to

a more pragmatic, crystalized, realistic posture for effectively com-
batting racism when and where it is seen and on many different fronts.

The Center views UMass as indicative of most of America where
white people dominate the power structure and white values and stan-

dards are pervasive throughout the institutions. They suggest that white

people begin working with themselves to understand the dynamics of

racism. For this purpose, the Center offers 3 credit Spring courses which
include LUMPEN ECONOMICS; DYNAMICS OF WHITE RACISM;
BLACK ETHNOCENTRISMS; BLACK WOMEN: YESTERDAY &
TODAY; ANTI-SLAVERY LITERATURE OF 19TH CENTURY.
Registration for these courses will be at Southwest's John Adams
Lobby. For Further information on course offerings, workshop
designs, literature, films, seminars, etc., call Ken Hale (Director) be-

tween 10 and 5, Mon.-Fri.

EVERYWOMAN'S UNIVERSITY

is a two week series of lectures, workshops and entertainment for staff,

student and faculty women, sponsored by the Everywomen's Center.

Poetry readings, presentors from the Massachusetts Commission

Against Discrimination and the U.S. Dept. of Labor, gymnastic
exhibitions and career potential and career development workshops will

comprise the content of the two weeks.

JANUARY TERM COURSES
are being offered at Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke and Smith
Colleges and UMass. Students at all of the five colleges are able to enroll

in these courses at no extra costs. A complete listing of these courses are

available in the Provost's Office.

RELEVANT FILMS
are available through the Union of Third World Women beginning again

in February. Although the Union will conduct a film series, it encourages

the broadest possible use and dissemination of information from the

films. The films represent the works of Third World filmmakers. Groups
wanting to use these films should contact Rosa Blanco at 5-3198 or in 209

New Africa House.

THIRD WORLD COUNCIL

represents a mechanism whereby the ten Third World Recognized
Student Organizations at UMass cooperate to minimize duplication of
services and maximize resources. Students interested in helping in some
capacity may contact Black Scientist Society (53120), Black Student
Psychological Assoc. (53127), CCEBS Academic Committee (50031),

Black Mass Communications (50105), Imani (52751), Ahora (50773),

African Students Assoc. Caribbean Students Assoc. (50969, Union of Third
World Women (53196), Harambee (50400), Afro-Am Society (69802) and
DRUM (69802).

(Continued from P. 1)

priority — that of public transportation. On
a national level, such national volunteer

service programs as VISTA, SCORE, ACE.
Foster Grandparents, and ACTION may be

affected by the "new federalism."

Other Conference presentors included

John Dalton, Director of the State Office of

Municipal Planning and Management,
Dept. of Community Affairs in Boston;

Monica Fairbairn, Housing Planner for

Franklin County Social Planning Project;

Gloria Parker, Resource Parent of Hamp-
shire County Association for the Mentally

Retarded in Northampton ; David Moriarty,

Coordinator of Community Services for

Adults in Holyoke-Chicopee Area Mental

Health Center, Attorney John Bush, North-

ern Worcester County Legal Services, Eric

Person, Federal Coordinator based in

Chicopee; Albert Bogdan, Executive
Director of the Urban Coalition in Pittsfield;

Jerry Hayes, Director of Holyoke Model

Cities; Alan Lawson. Assistant Director of

UMass-Amherst Department of Public
Safety; Hank Shafran, Public Relations

Officer of the Governor's Committee on
Criminal Justice; Professor Solomon
Barkin, UMass-Amherst Economics
Department; Nikolai Savenko, Assistant to

the Mayor in Springfield; Byrd Jones,
UMass-Amherst School of Education; and
John Saloma, UMass President's Advisor
for Intern Programs.
An attendant of the UYA Revenue Sharing

Conference, Mr. Robert Platner, an
Associate Professor of the School of

Business Administration (UMass), and
admittedly impressed by the presentations
and workshops, stated that, "The program
format and the quality of the speakers,
including their backgrounds and how they
complemented each other in terms of their

various level views of the subject of revenue
sharing, made for a very interesting and
informative conference."

John Ford and Albert Rosenberg discuss the pros and cons of general revenue sharing at the UYA
Conference.

Chicago's Black Community Has Its

Own Vehicle For Consumer Protection
In a room of the New Covenant

Gospel Tabernacle Church and in

the center of the black community
in Chicago, one of the most
productive agencies in Chicago is

functioning to serve the black and
oppressed communities of
Chicago. Conceived by its current
director, Mr. Silas Brown, in 1957,

the Community Thrift Club, Inc.

was formulated in 1964.

Silas Brown and the UYA
Volunteers who work in CTC, Inc.,

a consumer protection agency,
have no limits to the complaints
they register on behalf of con-

sumers who have been abused or

. .Professor Charles Schottland answers questions from UYA Volunteers following his keynote address
at the UYA Revenue SHaring Conference.

deceived. In a massive file kept in

the CTC's Headquarters, Mr.
Brown showed members of the
UYA staff of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst the

scope of complaints that his office

receives from the local and many
times, low-income residents of the

community. Among the types of

businesses against which con-
sumers have filed complaints are
food chains, contractors, auto
dealers, furniture stores, in-

surance companies, bakeries, and
real estate businesses.

The CTC Headquarters is

characterized by numerous visual

aids including posted surveys,

charts, demonstrations — all

designed to facilitate the education

of the consumer. The Headquar-
ters also has in its possession

documents specifying the

organization and operation of

Chicago's city government as well

as big corporate structures and
businesses. Mr. Brown stated that

the education of the consumer was
necessary because "Consumers
are unorganized and very poorly

informed compared to the scien-

tific organization and operation of

business, industry and labor
unions."
With the emphasis of CTC being

on consumer education, many of

the charts in the organization's

Headquarters are food charts for

the purposes of informing the

consumer about how to shop and
how to perceive deceptive
packaging and poor cuts of meat.
Mr. Brown spoke of how many food
stores in Chicago inject water in

meat cuts in order to add extra
weight to the meat, or color the
meat to prevent detection of meat
decomposition.

The UYA Volunteers who work
within CTC, better known as
"Brown's Raiders," are engaged
in the inspection of grocery stores,

price comparison surveys and
visiting courts wh^re fraud cases
are heard. Mr. Brown and his

Volunteers have been instrumental
in closing down some of the

community's merchants who
exploit the consumer by deception
and abuse.

The surveys of "Brown's
Raiders" have uncovered as much
as a 71 cent difference in prices for

the same cuts of meat within one
community and have found as

much as a 69 cent difference in

prices for a particular product in a
food chain.

The extensive and intensive
work of "Brown's Raiders" or the

Volunteers of CTC Inc. has
resulted in the current
hospitalization of one of the UYA
Volunteers who was pursuing his

work as a consumer protection

advocate at the displeasure of local

merchants. Mr. Brown said that

his agency has received threats

and bomb scares due to the nature
and thoroughness of their work.
The threats have not stopped Mr.

Brown and his Volunteers who are
currently looking for a vehicle to

train people on a mass scale. Mr.
Brown said that formerly the

agency used to have "shows"
where heavy information was
presented in order to "blow
minds", but that now the emphasis
of the agency's education of the

consumer is on seminars in order
that the people may retain the

information provided them.
Mr. Silas Brown, a soft-spoken

and amiable person whose
demeanor, however, demands
attention and respect told the UYA -

UMASS staff that the slogan of

CTC, Inc. was "Operation Boot-

strap." By that, he explained, the

focus of his agency in its education

of the consumers is that the people
become self-reliant consumers.
The UYA staff of the University

of Massachusetts ended their visit

with the Community Thrift Club,

Inc. with their being given a
consumer quiz by Mr. Brown. Only
the Director, Dr. Ruth Burgin,

made a passing score.
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September brought "them old

parking blues." with workers'

strikes and students' thumbs...
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Tom Wolfe and The Duke electrified the kool aid generation, while one

remained untouched...
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While an incredulous

demise.

(Staff Photo-Sirvr KuRglnO

press read of Agnew's

Strike signs were pulled out of the mothballs as

shades of '70 seemed to reappear for a short time,

only to dissolve into...apathy?

(Staff Photo-John Stewart)

and made Homecoming floats...

(Staff Photo-John Strwart)

The Greeks walked for our heart's sake...

vl VftLLEr s c
k
™

A Democratic Community
for children of all ages
— Summerhill oriented

— BEGINS 2nd «eme$ter

REGISTRATION NOW!
Call or write: Maple Valley School

(617) 544 6637

(A Non Profit Corp.)

Box 14A Star Route

Wendell Depot, Nwss.
013*0
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( Staff Photo/Dennis i onion •

A host of firsts. .1 Mass goes poppy over pop-

corn....

Sl.ill I'liolii II.ii i » i lurM-h i

As famished I Mies art' busst'd to t*nj«>> their

favorite culinary delight this side of the D.C

< si. ill I'holo/.lanis (erroiu'i

And the Kverywomen have a birthday party...

Mail tiiiii" t*a%* i r*i !

Oops, the Collegian goofed. Kven mistakes

crawl onto the pages of the Collegian.

(Staff Photo/Kevin Marfc)

And the beat goes on. (Staff Pholo/I>avr l.eis)

Who rings those bells, anyway?

(Staff Photo/Km mrt Srhmar*ow >

Faculty unionization? Perish the thought!!!

And thev did.

End

REED HELP

- LISTENING -

CONCERNED PEOPLE

Central Arta

Counielini Center

B } Gorman S 0894

Mon., Fri 1 9p i

Thurs 10 9 p m.

(Staff Photo)

Joel Stoneham...Well, maybe they'll name a

dining commons after him.

TEN PIN BOWLING
at

Boyden Gym

50' per string

M0NDIY -FRIDAY

J 30 p m to 10 30 p m

,e«cept dunng ieagueplay)

ATTENTION

ALL

RS0 GROUPS
The Building Committee of the Board of Governors

have a limited number of new student offices opening

for second semester. If you would like to be con

sidered, please fill out an application in the RSO office

by December 19, 1973.

Coronomatic Cartridge Ribbon Sfriim

an encitinq improvement in

portable typewriters at exciting

prices Come in and try it!

UNIVERSITY STORE Campus Center

THE NEW

Country House
River Hd . Hatfield

Wed. Seagull

Thurs. Seagull

Fri. Night Watch

Sat. Tex Overstreet and

The Country Boys

Tel. 247 5155

Only 9 miles from I'Mass

New Year's Kve tickets on sale now

A
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History In The Making : The Watergate Events

Itosemarv Woods became another cast-off Nixon supporter.

Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox was "fired" and became a national hero

along with Klliot Richardson.

For That Special

Holiday Season Look

a is
«

"»

w

%

i The Cellar
I 189 No Pleasant St

Amherst, Mass.
253 9733

The Fresh Idea Company . . .

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

_, . _. _^r
Agnew resigned rather than face the courts for his shady dealings. And we got

a new one.

Cheese Gift Shop
103 N. Pleasant St.

Cheese Gift Packages

Gourmet Packages

Christmas Ornaments

Scandinavian Gifts and Jewelry

II f Mini InVH hrrr

Nixon finally nave up his tapes v ia Charles Wright, his lawyer. ^Bn*vat«^HaM«anaaMMI

Celebrate

CMfiias
wiTh

02? -v-

MHODIYA ANC.KL
:J ANGELRECORDS C

ANGEL'S COMPLETE CATALOG

Now SALE Priced:

ggperLP

List: $5.98

T~

I *»*>*1 'l* I *— t CmmM

OPfRAt OPERA HIGHLIGHTS

IIIIT CUMIN. Callas Crjda P'»

lit cond

n Complete 13 IP-tt SCIX 3650

Hi|tili|hls S3641.1

MUSSOKSKY (0IIS C000VN0V
Chrisloll le« Cluylem cond

[ Complete '4 IPs i SD) 3633

[ |
Hi|Mi|fits S 36169

PVCCINI I* lOMtMt CeddJ Fun.

Seiem Schippeit cond
'

) Compl»t«.l? lPs> SBl 3S4J

|
Hi|tilifMt S 3*191

PUCCINI MAOAMl mmiflf Oekn
Aaajlts. B|0»rlm(. S»rem Santin,

corn) I
' Complete IIP*' SCI 3604

Hi|fth|Mt visa: I

PUCCINI I0SC* C<H«. 0* Stetioo

GoMi Oe Sabata con)
Complete (? IP»1 81 3508

ROSSINI Willi** till Cibjlle

Metpie GnMa. Bacquie' Ambrosian

Ope'* Chorus. Ftoyal Pliilrlarmonir

Grao*lli cond
nCemoltt*(">lPs1Sll 3793

I STIAUSS DU lOSFaMYAlllA
Schaartiopl ludm| Edelmtnn

Geddi Kaiaiancond

n Complatt 14 IPs! SOI 3--6J

(
1 HiiMiftiti S 35*45

fllOl DON CA»10 Dommio Cl

ball* Rjimondi Verrett Milnts Giu

dm cond

;
]
Complete 14 IPslSDl 3774

Highlights S 36918

VfJOl IA THAVIATA Mh Geddi

Pjneui Cecceto cond

I
i Complete ,3 tPv SCU 3/80

Hr|Fili|hts S 369.""i

ACNFA Oil M(ISURSIN((I Warn

Donalrv Kollo, fv»nv Hesse Kaia

lancono

G Complete 15 IPs! Sll V!i
M.jniiiMi S3697?

W.CM8 THISTA* UNO ISOIOC Flat

itad. Scnock dschet OiesHu the

bom furtwaniln cond
r] Complete (5 IPs' II 3588

VOCAL

t

VOCAL COLLECTIONS

SCMUBIKI TROUT «N0 OTNCR

SONGS I .« he' OiesHu Moore
S 36341

R STMUSS FOUR I AS T SONCS 1

FIVI OTNIRS Sct\«jr;»opl S/eil

cond I *34'

Vlll A 1080S (ACFUArHS 8RRSII

CIRRSNOS !U.I Pf los Anwifs

Villa lobes cond

CUAllt SIMS PUCCINI ARIAS diom

Bottema Tuiandot Gianni Schiccbi

and otheis! london Symphony Oi

cnaslra Machtrras cond PS367II
CAUAS SINCS CRCAT ARIAS FROM
FNINCM OPtRA itiom Mignon le Cid

Carmf n ind oMieul Prjfre cond
1588?

IIRRI OUFTS WITH SPANISH CUI

ttt YOl I includes Sachianas Bra

siltiras No 5 (Anal A/ulJo Pas

ti.i ale loviose II mora) Almeida.

Rudeiman

CHORAL
BRANMS A CIRMAN RtQUIEM
Schaackopt Fisclwr Oieskau Phil

harmoma Chorus Klempeiei cond

; | Complete I? IPs) SBl 36?4

HANOI I Ml SSIAH Geddi WMMM
kopl Nines Mottman Philhaimonia

Choius Rlempeiet cond

>plel«<3lPs)SCl 365'

Hi|hh|hts S 363.'4

ORFF CARMINA RURANA Popp. Wo
lansk» llnjei Noble, Philharmoma

Choius luhbeck de BuiRoscond
S 3633.1

pouunc sioria in t mm nmr
OiRan. Stungs and Timpani Con

certol Caiten. Duiulle French Na
tmnal Radio O'chestia Pi't'e caoi.

S jsos)

RACHMANINOFF VtSPtRS OP R
USSR Russian Choius Sneshmkon

cond ,; Complete i: IPsI SR8 4I?4

SHOSTAROVICH IHI tIECUTION OF

SIIPAN RUIN taith Symphony No

K Giomadsky RSFSR Russian

Choius Kondiashm cond
1(40000

VCROI RfOUIEM Schaankopf Ged

da Ghiauiov. ludaig Philharmoma

Choius Giuhnicond
Complete C IPs' SBl 3649

IHI SWIIT ARMY CHORUS 1 BAND

-Tat I (Includes Song ol »outh

Snow Hikes Oh no' lohn Ukiaiman

Poem 1 moiei Aleksandiov cond

S 35411

INSTRUMENTAL

BACH TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR CUITAR

110 selections including leu loy ol

Man s Desnmg Sleepeis Aaake much

moie' Paikemng S 1604;

BEETHOVIN TRIPlt CONCERTO
Oistiakh Rostinpoyich Richtei Bei

hn Philhaimonic Raiaian cond

; iS36'?;

BRAHMS BOBBIE CONCERTO
Oistiakh Rosfopovich Cleveland 0'

chestia SmH cond |
SFO 360J.'

BRAHMS yiOUN CONCERTO IN

MAJOR Oistiakh. Cleveland Otches

tia S/eMcond I
' 36033

CHOPIN WAITHS iNos 1
14i Ma>

cu^ynski M?l
DEBUSSY PIANO PIECES 1151 Gme
king JS0?6

EICAR CEUO CONCERTO oith 5

Shoit enco-e pieces' Ou Pie london

Symphony Baibnolli cond
|

EISAR yiOUN CONCERTO Menuhm
New Philhaimonia Oichestra Boult

cond
i

S 36330

FRANCA SONATA FOR VIOIIFA I PI

ANO oith Biahms Sonata No 3 loi

Vmlin I Piano! D Oistiakh Richie'

SR401?1

MENOEISSOHN YIOUN CONCERTO IN

I MINOR « » Hmch Concetto in G

V Miistenv Philharmoma Ot

chestia. Bamn cond
[ ! S 35/30

MOZART HORN CONCERTO II Bum
Philhaimonia Oichestia Raiaian

cond

PACANINI VIOLIN CONCERTO NO 1

IN B MAJOR oith Sarasate Caimen

Fantasy! Peilman „ Royal Philhai

monic Fostei cond S JfiFt If.

RACHMANINOFF PIANO CONCERTO
No 4 M'lh Ravel Concerto in G

Michelangeli Philhaimonia

Orchestra Giacis cond

SHANRAR SITAR CONCERTO Shi-

kar london Symphony. Previn cond
• 136806

ORCHESTRAL
BUETSNCHEORIN THE CARMEN BAl

IET Rolshoi Theit'f Orchestra. Ro;h

destvensky cond
|

SR 4006

1

BRITTEN FOUR SEA INTERIUOES
Pelei Gnmes wth Young Petson's

Guide to the Oichestia' Philliar

monia Orchestra. Giuhni cond
. «?I5

OYORAR SYMPHONY NO 9 V.
World Old No 5 aith Smetana The

Mnideul Berlin Philhaimonic. Haia

,»" cond

HANOFl WAITER MUSIC COMPUTE
Rath Festival Orchestu Menuhm

cond | S 361 '3

HOIST THE PIANETS N>« Philhai

monia Orchestra. Boult cond

S IM.Y

MAHIFR SYMPHONY NO *

'action Sch«ar/kopt p **rmoaii
- ' Cond

Complete 9 I PssJ S8 3634

MOZART SYMfltONY NO 48 aith

Piano Concerto 21) Chamber Or

chest'.) Barenboim pianist cond

S36BI4

PROKOFIEV PETER ANO THE WTXF

[With Hi»dn loy Symphony' Ustinov

man Philharmoma Orchestra. Kara

ujn cond - J563B

PROROFIEV ROMEO 1 lUUET BAl

I FT . ndon Symphony Orchestra

Pievin cond
SC 3»02

RIMSRV RORSAROy SCHEHERRUOt
Royal Philharmonic Beecham cond

35505

SAINT SAINS SYMPHONY NO J Of

an Du'utle Pans Conservatory

Orchestra Pretre cond S 1*9?4

SCHUBERT SYMPHONY NO I The

Great C Maioi Cleveland Orchestra

Sieli cond S 16044

SHOSTAROVICH SYMPHONY NO IS

• S sdio Symphony M Sfcrta

kov'Chcond SR40J13

TCHAIkOYSRY THE NU1CRRCRER
BAUET lomjon Symphonv Frevn

cond Complete 1 2 I Psi SB 3 788

TCHAIROVSRY SWAN IARE BAUET
Moscoo Radio Symphony Ro;hdesl

'

ven\fc» rood
ipietel3lPslSRC4IOS

Suit* SN 4013?

VIVAIOI THE FOUR SEASONS Virtu

noma Fasano cond
S3S87'

WAGNER RIEMPERER CONDUCTS
trom lohengnn. Meistersingei Tns

tan Gotteidammeiungl Philhaimonia

Oichestia 1 1? IPsi SFR3610

Na la 1 " 7 '!

S 35945

V II S35657
No »nS8 3577

indv.du.

Na.i^S 35*58
Flo 3 n S 35853

Na 4r.]S35661
s 5 35843

BRAHMS SYlaPNONIlS 4 Philhar

mon.a Orchestra. Rlamperer cond

;
Complete 4 IPs) SO 3*14

% S 35545

5 35546

fsER/KmirvTb
\ V i(rK ••! Ihf h.||hrsl .'.!«•• f

5»*««»e»n«i "SrV
'

UrlvlMIV >*
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Individual SympNom
No IQS354II
s S 35532

1

5 16060

CELEBRATED CYCLES

I COLLECTIONS

BACH BRANOENBURC CONCERTOS I

Bath Festival Chamber O'Chest'e

Menuhm cond

Complete 2 IPs M
BACH SUITES FOR StKO CEllO I

Casais . Complete 13 IPs CB 3786

BEETHOVEN SYMPHONIES I Maaal
monu Oichestia Rlemperer cond

|
Complete '8 IPs' SH 3619

AN6IIES SINCS SPANISH

SONCS
20th Century Songs

; J S 35 7 75

Cantos dt tspana " S 35937

7ar;uela Anas NJ556

Spanish SephacdK Songs S 36716

Ot the Renaissance : Si 35888

Ot Andalusia N>4tl

Ot Catalonia 5 1668?

HOFFNUNC aTllSIC FESTIVAl

Conceit iinciudes Cto toi Hosepipe

I Slnngs Tuba Ouatet morel

Q 35500

interptanetary uncludes let s Fate

an Opera Super Plums morel

N 15800

jtionautical intluo>s Festival An

Mem leonora Overture No 4 morel

15*28

MO'ART tNf IAST JtJ SYa»NONrIS
Berlin Philharmonic Raraian cond

Vol I Nos 35 Hatlner and 3*

LjRR G*»' 7

Vol I Nos 38 Prague and 39

; S 3»S27i

Vol HI Nos 40 and 41 lupitei -
I 36772

SATIE PIANO MUSIC

ClCCO'mi

Vol : ; 1S364JJ2 Vol 4£S 3*714

Vol 2f)S3*459 Vol 5nS»"«
5 3648^ Vol 6 ' S 3*81!

SHANRAR WEST MEETS EAST WITH

MENUHiN Vol 1 S 36411
Vol 2

.
; S 3602*

TCNAIROVSRY SYMPHOHIES I (

USSR Symphony Svetlanov cond

No I I SR 40057 No 4 SR 40043
% SR 4005* No 5 ;

SR 40055

s SR 40059 No 6 SR 400*0

VAUCNAN WrlllAMS SYMPNONIIS I

B New ph.iharmonia and london Phil

haimonia Orchestras Boult cond

AJOOfLSfO

(H isT]

C*11A> "Iff
S«l> .a* i

l-AKAJIf ft fS
til** i^aaaWm . a,

In the Angel tradition of recording the great artists in the world's greatest repertoire.

Our Complete Seraphim Catalog Inventory

Regular LiRt: $2 98

NOW ONLY:

C^StKM1IIM N )

iscount records'
275 Triangle St., off E. Pleasant,

Store Hours: Mon.-Sat 10 am* p.m.

WtHW*f^«^«rtttWA< iftla\aa>

SB 3739

K| »

|
S 3*532

S 36557

5 36*98

No * n S 36469

S 36763
No 8 S 36625
No » 5 3*742

Hsyaaa* to M CaXaa*

4 V

tmhtrit 5484433

I

IMPEACH THE COX SACKER

Two bumper stickers $1.50

Swifty, PO Box 23

Shelburne Falls, Ma. 01370

H tin*

Elsewhere This Semester
While Chelsea burned,

the Presidential palace in

Santiago was being
stormed. World War
three almost broke out in

the Mideast and the

energy crisis threatened

our verv likelihood. ..-

Construction on the

Alaskan pipeline con-

troversially began And Pablo Picasso died.

Celebrate the

END OF CLASSES
with

Billy Whyte
tonight

at

©be lEngltHl? Pub

Unitersity of Massachusetts

•v
SKI PROGRAM 1974

For Student Credit
Once again the following ski program for STUDENT

CREDIT will be held at the Mt. Tom Ski Area,

Holvoke, Mass. — for the second semester term.

DAYS:
Section 7

1

11, IS

Section I

14, 2*

Section I

, *. 11.

12,

S.

Montiaysand Wednesdays (100 4 JO) Feb. 4

27, March 4

Tuesdays and Thursdays (100 4 30) Feb. S, 7

2S, March S

Tuesdays and Thursdays (830 am. 12:00) Feb

7. 12, 14, 2*. 21, March S

Daily Schedule

7 UNIT PROGRAM— One Unit Illustration (3'jhr$. on skis)

12:30 — Bus departure at University

1:00 1:1$ — Free skiing (warm up practice)

1:15 3:00 — Pa hr ski instruction program by a professional

ski instructor — for all levels of abilities, with no more

then ten students per class

3:00-4:30 — Free skiing

5. 00 — Arrival at University of Massachusetts

A PROGRAM FOR MAXIMUM PROGRESS
THROUGH A MOST ENJOYABLE

SKIING COURSE
COST:
S4S.00 for the entire program including transportation to and

from University, lessons, lifts and handling

S3S.00 total cost of program for students providing their own
transportation. The rental of skis, boots and poles is

optional and available for M 00 per day at the Mt. Tom
Rental Shop

REGISTRATION:
Simply complete the attached registration blank and mail

with payment to the Mt. Tom Ski School before January

30th — we will return to you a certification of registration

with detailed information. Or register in person: On

Wed., Jan. 30th, 8 30 5 00 at Boyden Building.

MT. TOM SKI SCHOOL

P.O. Box 1158 Holyoke, Massachusetts

University of Massachusetts — Course Registration

Blank

Complete registration blank and forward with payment to ad

dress above:

GoWest
Withf

I . e Riders'

B< it n of the land.

H, used in the dust

< A the Plain Country-

ins that roll small

in a pack
Low slung. Cut tight.

Ni -thing fancy.

Just right

Backtotheearthv

I .iv Riders live there

Loo* fv «tm tp"mdpn t«* tou*

ee

v.

Name Tel:

Address: —
Course Chosen:

Program Section 7 Program Section*

Mondays A Wednesdays 1:00-4:30 Tuesdays A Thursdays 1.00-4.30

Program Section 3

Tuesdays A Thursdays 9:00 a.m. -12: 30

Amount ol check enclosed. (With transportation S4S 00)

(Without transportation S35 00^

Do you intend to rent equipment at tne areas pro shop?

r>»ta Signed:— . _ —

i .

Clothing makes a great holiday gift!

Available at discount prices at —

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

\»,

Don't monkey around with tho others.

Come riqht to us for the best food at fair prices

ST. REGIS
HKSTAl KANT
L>H I'loasan! SI , Northampton

featuring full meals at prices that students can afford.

PS. — We Don't Monkey Around!

Is your
privacy

worth $52f°
a month?

It can cost as little as that when you rent

a Brittany Manor apartment with three

friends And that could change your life-

style next semester No more noisy room-

mates! Instead, the privacy of a modern

apartment community only a couple of

minutes by our own courtesy bus. car or

bike from Amherst College, downtown

Amherst or UMass Rental office

open evenings

• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
• spacious 2 bedroom apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• COURTESY BUS TO
UMASS & TOWN

• parking for cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools v.
;th

sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball. football,

badminton.

• ski trips

• recreational facilities

Rent from $210.

Call 413-256-8534

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite

Grist Mill off Rt 116

Brittany Manor

NEXT TO THE
POST OFFICE
IN AMHERST
Open 9:30-9:00

FACES
EARTH

•J

\

a , a a ty k. ( ) A J i W\i Mfl-I
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MARATHON '74 PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE
MORE EVENTS TO COME!!! CHECK YOUR MARATHON 74 FINAL SCHEDULE FOR CORRECT TIME AND PLACE

School of

Education WEEK I - JANUARY 14 - 19
THIS IS A PREVIEW!!!

Hills

House

Monday, January 14, 1974
• 10 am PSYCHOMOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND THE

ANISA MOOEL L.nde Blint

• 10 M am SENSOBY MOTOR LEARNING Me.da L

R.ggt

tj pm CREATIVE LEARNING PLANS Memberl 0(

interface S'att Collective

M pm WOMEN RELEASE THE LEAOERSMIP IN

YOU' LOU Marl

til am REAOING APPROACH SUCCESSFUL WITH

BLACK CHILDREN THE CURETON READING
METHOD T Oya Benn

• II am WORKING WITH PROBLEM CHILOREN IN

THE CLASSROOM Or LuC» T Ulman

10 II am f'lMAN VALUES IN THE CLASSROOM

TEACHING (OH PERSONAL AND SOCIAL GROWTH
Roben < Kawtat Ed D . O.reclor. Educa'.on Reoearch

Attoc<*tet mm~
10 l> MM WORCESTER PUBLIC SCHOOLS ALTER

NATIVF PROGRAMS Eugene AppleBaum. Supervnor

o< Program Development worceiter Publ.c School*

10 ) p m TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION AND THE

DEVELOPMENT OF CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE

Lou 'la Magee and k ether .ne Ooea

11 noon l p m INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF THE

WORLD Jimn J Lynch, Secretary General, in

'ernat'Onel univ

II noon I pm EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

THROUGH MUSIC Dr NOOle Turner

,) p.m WORKSHOP IN OPEN EDUCATION AND

SLIDE TALK PRESENTATION Frem.nghem Sla'e

College student*

I )pm WORKSHOP ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CARL G

JUNG Eleanor Goodman and Marion Perhin*

1< pm BIOLOGICAL DETERMINANTS IN THE

RELEASE OF POTENTIALITIES OF THE CHILO

ihi ANiSA VIEWPOINT Paltabi Raman

• til pm ASPECTS OF LEADERSHIP I A Donn

« ..-.leiheim Prolettor UMaH. School ol Ed

• 1 pm (.FNERAL SYSTEMS THEORY III Michael

Up m CONFLUENT EDUCATION THE TEACHING OF

TERATURE THROUGH AFFECTIVE EXERClSBS
•/nit We.tte"> Graduate student

Tuesday, January 15, 1974
• 10 a m THE ANISA MOOEL IMPLICATIONS FOR
administration Donald I Street*

• ION am SENSORY MOTOR LEARNING Maid* L

Rgg*
• 1pm COLOR A CHANGING POINT OF HUE Georgma

Moronev A*» l Prol -
Environmental Art*

• • p m THEATRE GAMES AND IMPROVISATION FOR

TEACHERS STUOENTS ADMINISTRATORS V.ctor

B M'He>

• 4 pm EMFITIVE LEADERSHIP. Ken Blancherd.

A**or Prof

• tpm CREATIVE LEARNING PLANS Member* of the

interface Staff Col'*- ' ef

• 1pm TEi EVISION WORKSHOP Or Juan P Ceban

School of Ed l.m.fed to l» people

• 4pm THEATRE GAMES AND IMPROVISATION FOR
TFACHERS STUDENTS ADMINISTRATORS Victor

ft vt.uer Shake*peare Theatre. Sfrartord. CT

10 II nean INNOVATIONS OF CONCEPTS AND
•<FRAi t/ATlONS IN INTERMEOIATt

MATHEMATICS fha'le* Buthy intermediate Grade

Teacher unton i Templeton MA
10 II a m SPIRIT OF ttt THE BARTLEY OALY BILL ON

DRFN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS Bob McGrail.

Urban Education

11114m SEVENTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS FOR
PHYSICAL SPORT FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN IRAN.

IRAN Dr C tnt\ vend>en

10 11 noon EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION WORKSHOP
p ai i 19/3 Dr Juan P Ceban, school of Ed . UMa**

1} t p m HOW STUDENTS CAN FIND PLEASURE IN

STUDYING MATHEMATICS Loui* P Tom
117 pm ART EDUCATION AUDIO/VISUAL EFFECTS
FOR THE UPPER ELEMENTARY GRADES Mary
Snow faculty. Madison College Art Dept , Harrisonburg,

VA
II7pm EXPERIENTIAL WORKSHOP HUMANISTIC
APPROACHES TO TEACHING AND LEARNING IN

SEX ANO SEXUALITY Don a. Sue Read and Howard
Mun*on

17 I p m TRANSCENOENTAL MEDITATION AND
'HUMANISTIC EDUCATION Sarbra G<emno. coor

dinalor. Human Education
11 pm INNOVATIONS OF CONCEPTS AND
GENERALIZATIONS IN INTERMEDIATE
MATHEMATICS Charie* Buthy

I 1 p m FEATURES OF SEVERAL OBJECTIVE BASED
INDIVIDUAL I2ED INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
Ron Hambleton

I 1 pm HUMANISTIC SEXUALITY EDUCATION Don
Read Sue Read and Howard Munton

i tpm the POWER PLAY Thome* Reade. Nat Wood*
and Leo Newball. City Umverilty of New York

17 pm HOW STUOENTS CAN FIND PLEASURE IN

STUOYING MATHEMATICS Loui* P Tojii

l ]p m WORKSHOP ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CARL G
JUNG Eleanor Goodman and Marion Perkm*

7 1pm COMPOSITION FOR PERSONAL GROWTH
VALUES CLARIFICATION THROUGH WRITING
Robert c Hawley. Ed D . Director, Education Research
Astoc 'air*

It pm EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO NON
TRADITIONAL ADULT LEARNERS Robby Freid and
MoeOhver. School of Continuing Studies. Univ of New
Hampshire

1 tp m WHAT ITMEANSTOBE FE'MAlE IN THE HIGH
SCHOOL THE WHYS AND HOWS OF SEX ROLES III

The Women'* Caucu*
4 1 It pm ASPECTS OF LEADERSHIP II A Donn

KMselheim Protestor. UMatt. School of Ed
tt pm THREE DAY SEMINAR ON THEORY AND
PRACTICE IN EDUCATION I Peter H Waytchal
School of Ed . UMa**

• tpm GENERAL SYSTEMS THEORY (III Michael
Greenebaum

tt 14) p m CONFLUENT EDUCATION THE TEACHING
OF LITERATURE THROUGH AFFECTIVE EXER
ClSES (III Matt Wemstein

Wednesday, January 1 6, 1 974
10 J pm STAFF DEVELOPMENT IN SERVICE
WORKSHOP integrated Day Program. Faculty and
Staff

• nam EXPLORATIONS OF THE CLINIC TO IMPROVE
TEACHING Clinic Personnel

• 10 am DISCIPLINE IN LEARNING IN URBAN
SCHOOLS Athtew Higgin*

t II noon THE I EARNING PROCESS ACCEPTING ANO
MAXIMIZING LEARNING STYLES IN THE
ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM Judy Evans. Pal Guild

and Maryann Perron
• 1 pm CREATIVE LEARNING PLANS Members of

interface Staff Collective

• 1 p m A VS IN HEALTH MANPOWER EOUCATION
F leeman Cunningham. Instructor Spr.ngf.eld Hospital

• 1pm THE PARTNERSHIP IDEA Dr Roland Goddu.

Dir NEPTE and Charlotte Ryan. Pres Mass PTSA.

Ed O tend
• tpm THEATRE GAMES ANO IMPROVISATION FOR
TEACHERS STUOENTS. ADMINISTRATORS Victor

B M.ller

• I N p m OPEN HOUSE' INSERVICE INNOVATOR"

and CLINIC TO IMPROVE TEACHING " PROGRAMS
Michael Melmk. personnel will be available to answer
questions and show people around

»t pm THEORY AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A
HUMAN RELATIONS PROGRAM Mr Tony D. Salvo

Mrs Karley Higgins. Mrs Rita Irons. Dr Robert
S'lverstone

• 1pm. MAN A COURSE OF STUDY AN ALTER
NATIVE CURRICULUM Nancy wnter from Concord's
Peabody School

• 4pm THEATRE GAMES ANO IMPROVISATION FOR
TEACHERS. STUDENTS. ADMINISTRATORS Victor

B Miller. Shakespeare Theatre. Stratford. CT
• tpm NTL POWER AND SYSTEMS LAB Dr Barry

Oshry
• 1)1 I pm THE ART OF BUILDING COMMUNITY

Michael Simson. Anna Sim*on and Dianne Breuse. of the

New Community Center

10 11 am VALUE EXPLORATION THROUGH ROLE
PLAYING Robert c Hawley

10 II noon EXAMPLES OF AFFECTIVE EDUCATION
UTILIZING TU PROGRAM INSIDE/OUT BY NIT BUI

Culiiname. Gloria Hanson and Candice Boynton.

Needham Public Schools

10 II noon CENTURIES OF CHILDHOOD DISCUSSION
OF PHILLIPE ARIES' THESIS Leila Jotttpn

10 llneon EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVES PLANNING
ANO EVALUATING ALTERNATIVES IN PUBLIC
SCHOOL SYSTEMS Dr Mike Hickey. Seattle Public

Schools

111 pm CREATIVE USES OF CONFLICT ANO
AGGRESSION WHISPERED CONVERSATIONS IN

THE LANGUAGE OF VIOLENCE Paul Elk.n

lllpm ASPIRE PROGRAM HOW TO SET UP A PEER
TUTOR TEACHER AIDE AND COMMUNITY EX
PERIENCE PROGRAM ASPIRE Program Evelyn

Carter Ken Hannington and ttudents

11 pm EXAMPLES OF AFFECTIVE EDUCATION
UTILIZING TU PROGRAM INSIOE'OUT BY NIT Bill

Culiiname. Gloria Hanson and Candice Boynton

lite the POWER play Thomat Reade. Nat Woodt
and Leo Newball

I IP m EXPLORATIONS OF THE CLINIC TO IMPROVE
TEACHING Clinic Personnel

t t Mpm GETTING TO KNOW US D>ck Teber and Susan

Milter, from s Connecticut State College

I IP m CLASSROOM TECHNIQUES FOR THE FUTURE
Paul O Burnim

I 1pm EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION WORKSHOP FALL
1*7] Dr Juan P Ceban, School of Ed

l 1pm WORKSHOP ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CARL G
JUNG Eleanor Goodman and Marion Perkina

1 1 p m ASPIRE PROGRAM HOW TO SET UP A PEER
TUTOR TEACHER AIDE AND COMMUNITY EX
PERIENCE PROGRAM ASPIRE Program Evelyn

Carter. Ken Hannington and ttudents

It p.m PANEL PRESENTATION OF JENCKS
INEQUALITY Carolyn Peelle Chril Dede Byrd Jonet

Alonio Stevens. Ron Hambleton. Hap Peelle Afron

Gentry
1 M I M pm EXPLORATIONS OF THE CLINIC TO
IMPROVE TEACHING Clinic Personnel

ts IS pm ASPECTS OF LEADERSHIP ill A Donn
Kesselheim

tt pm SEMINAR ON THEORY AND PRACTICE IN

EOUCATION ll Peter H Waytchal
ttpm GENERAl SYSTEMS THEORY (III) Michael

Greenebaum
ttpm WHATITMEANSTOBEFE MALE IN THE HIGH
SCHOOL THE WHYS ANO HOWS OF SEX ROLES III)

lllltfi GETTING TO KNOW US Dick Tatter and
Susan Miller from S Connecticut State College

7 lot JO pm THE ENERGY CRISIS' IS TRAN
SCENDENTAL MEDITATION THE SOLUTION' Mr
Jack Fmn. Ecologi*t

Thursday, January 17, 1974 Friday, January 18, 1974
10 S p m STAFF DEVELOPMENT/IN SERVICE
WORKSHOP integrated Day Program, Faculty and
Staff

• 4 pm DEVELOP YOUR LEADERSHIP SKILLS FOR
WOMEN ONLY Prof Ken Bianchard and Lou Hart

• » p.m INNOVATIONS IN BUSINESS AND OFFICE
EOUCATION Dr Kenneth Ertel Jean Boyce and
Patrice Fredrickson

til em A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON SOME TRENDS
IN RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION BY RACE OURING
THE lt*0 70 DECADE IN U S METRO AREAS David
w Sears and David L Fayteii. Dept of Land Arch and
Reg Planning. UMess

tt pm NTL POWER AND SYSTEMS LAB Dr Barry
Oshry

• 1* J pm THE ART OF BUILDING COMMUNITY
Michael Simson, Anna Simson, Oierme Breuse of the New
Community Center

10 11 em HUMAN VALUES IN THE CLASSROOM
TEACHING FOR PERSONAL ANO SOCIAL GROWTH
Robert c Hawley

11 II nean ANORAGOGY AN EMERGING
TECHNOLOGY FOR ADULT LEARNING JO* Cullen

10 17 noon EXPERIENTIAL AND HOLISTIC AP
PROACHES TO THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE TO
NON SCIENTISTS Bob Stern. New Charter College

Oakland Univ . Rochester Ml

17 I pm A NOSTALGIC RECENT HISTORY OF THE
SCHOOL OF EOUCATION Dwight W Allan. D*an.

School of Education. UMASS
lllpm ASPIRE PROGRAM HOW TO SET UP A PEER
TUTOR TEACHER AIDE AND COMMUNITY EX
PERIENCE PROGRAM APIRE Program Evelyn
Carter Ken Hannington and students

1 1 p m EVALUATION OF STUOENTS IN NON GRADED
ALTERNATIVES Margaret McNeill and John Sekeia

11 p m PREJUDICE AND ETHNOLOGICAL
ONEMASTICS OR. ITS SAFE TO INSULT THESE
PEOPLE Dr Thomas L Bernard. Dept of Psychology &
Education. Mount Holyoke College

I) pm ALTERED STATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS The

Nett Thing Staff John Lippincotf. David Meeley Jim

McMartin. Bert Butler. Dan Meyer. Burlington. VT
I 1 pm THE ENERGY CRISIS ANO METROPOLITAN
HOUSING POSSIBLE IMPACTS OF ENERGY CON
STRAINTS ON THE HOUSING SYSTEM Oavid W
Sears and Mark h Wemttem Dept of Land Arch and

Reg Planning UMes*
11pm ASPIRE PROGRAM HOW TO SET UP A PEER

TUTOR. TEACHER AIOE AND COMMUNITY EX
PERIENCE PROGRAM ASPIRE Program Evelyn
Carter. Ken Hannington and fttudant*

ISpm ANORAGOGY AN EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
FOR ADULT LEARNING Joe Cullen

1 t p m THE LIBRARY OF THE FUTURE WILL WHAT
YOU WANT BE WHAT YOU GET' Duene Dale UMatt
F uture Studiet Prog

tt II pm ASPECTS OF LEADERSHIP IV A Donn
Ketttriheim

ttpm SEMINAR ON THEORY ANO PRACTICE IN

EOUCATION HI Peter H Woyschei
ttpm WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A FE MALE IN THE
HIGH SCHOOL THE WHYS ANO HOWS OF SEX
ROLES Hill The Woment Caucus

It pm INNOVATIONS OF CONCEPTS AND
GENERALIZATIONS IN INTERMEDIATE
MATHEMATICS Charles Bushey

ttpm CONFLUENT EDUCATION THE TEACHING OF
LITERATURE THROUGH AFFECTIVE EXERCISES
Dili Matt Wemstein

lltpm FILM MAHARISHI MAHESH YOGI. GOVERN
MENT AND WORLD PEACE Kemer.ne Ooak

I II I pm STAFF DEVELOPMENT/IN SERVICE
WORKSHOP inttrgratad Day Program. Faculty and
StaH

• 10 am FILM SOMEBODY HAS TO LISTEN Mad* in

Charlotte. NC, about the cause* of racial disruptions in

schools Jim Murchiton. intervice innovator Program.
School of Ed

tllem FILM REPULSION Protestor Den Lucid and the

Marathon
• II noon MICROCOUNSELING Limited to JO participant*

Prof A ivev and N Giuckttern

10 11 noon ANORAGOGY AN EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
FOR ADULT LEARNING Jo* Cunen

10 11 noon EXPERIENTIAL AND HOLISTIC AP
PROACHES TO THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE TO
NON SCIENTISTS Bob Stern, New Charter Coneg*
Oakland univ . Rochester. Ml

10 I moon THE HOSTOSCOMMUNITY COLLEGE OF THE
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, jot* L Keyel and
Clara V veiarguei

It 17 ttttt COMEDY FILMS Professor Dan Lucid and the

Marefhon
II 1 pm COMPOSITIONS FOR PERSONAL GROWTH
VALUES CLARIFICATION THROUGH WRITING
Robert c Hawiey

III p.m CREATIVES USES OF CONFLICT AND
AGRESSION WHISPERED CONVERSATIONS IN THE
LANGUAGE OF VIOLENCE Paul Ml

111 p m FILM SOMEBODY HAS TO LISTEN Made in

Chorion* NC. about the causes of racial ditrupfiont <n

schools. Jim Murchiton. mserv.ee innovator Program.
School of Ed

11 1pm. THE LIBRARY OF THE FUTURE Duene Dale
lllpm ASPIRE PROGRAM HOW TO SET UP A PEER

TUTOR. TEACHER AIDE ANO COMMUNITY EX
PERIENCE PROGRAM ASPlRE Program Evelyn
Carter. Ken Hannington and students

I lp m RESULTS OF NATIONWIDE RESEARCH STUDY
TO EVALUATE TEACHING PERFORMANCES OF
COLLEGE FACULTY MEMBERS Dr P*t*r Seidn
Ass t D*an. Fortvam univ , Broni. NY

II pm FILM HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME
Professor Dan Lucid and Marathon

11pm THE PUERTO RICAN DANZA IN SONG AND
narrative Jot* L Key** and Clara v*i*igu*i

11pm ASPIRE PROGRAM HOW TO SET UP A PEER
TUTOR TEACHER AIDE ANO COMMUNITY EX
PERIENCE PROGRAM ASPIRE Program Ev*iyn
Carter K*n Hannington and student*

11 p.m ANORAGOGY AN EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
FOR ADULT LEARNING JO* Cull*n

llpm FILM UNDERGROUND MOVIES Professor Oen
Lucid and Marathon

ttpm WHAT IT MEANS TO BE FE MALE IN THE HIGH
SCHOOL THE WHYS ANO HOWS OF SEX ROLES (IV)

The Women's Caucus
tit pm THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE PROGRAM

Sitter* Anne Bynre end Margaret Mo] and student* of

Kenwood Academy. Albany. Nv
'tpm FILM THE CABINET OF OR CALIGARI Prof

Dan Lucid and Marathon
lllpm FILM MAHARISHI MAHESH YOGI GOVERN
MENT AND WORLD PEACE Kemer.ne Ooak

Saturday, January 19, 1974
» "am film REPULSION Protestor Dan Luod and m*

Marathon
it il neen comedy films Protetsor Dan Lucid and me

Marathon
llpm Film METROPOLIS P'Ofetsor Dan i_uod end
Maramon

llpm Film BREATHLESS Protestor Dan Lucid and
Maramon

iipm film the cabinet of or caligari
Professor Dan Lucid and Maramon

WEEK II - JANUARY 21 - 25
Monday. January 21, 1974:
Morning Offerings
VIDEO VERITE LOCATION I 7 SHOOTING ANO
FO'TiNG WORKSHOP Douglas Ruhe end Jeffrey

Rebidou*
SOCIAL BIAS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOLS A
PRESENTATION OF A It'l STUOV CONDUCTED BY
PRESENTOR Oav.d Maierok

tEACHER MADE (.AMES FOR REINFORCEMENT OF
MATH AND L ANGUAGE ARTS SKILLS IN PRIMARY
GRAOES Gail B'*rherr E laine lenetli and Margaret La

voipe
THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE PROGRAM Sr Anne

Byrne Sr Margaret of Kenwood Academy Albany. NV
and ttudent*

CHALLENGES IN THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION Cnn*
Dede UMa** School of Ed

THE SECOND COMING OR PIAGET WHERE WERE
YOU WHEN l NEEOED YOU' O P Cochetto

SOME TOUGH QUESTIONS TEACHERS FACE John end

Mar.an Adem*
CURRENT PERSPECTIVES IN MENTAL HEALTH ANO
human SYSTEMS DESIGN AND ADMINISTRATION
Jay Toolev Kathv Zueiter and Marshall Kaufman
School of Ed UMa**

7FACHINC. FRENCH VIA AMERICAN FOOTBALL Jean

Pierre Berwaid. Dept of French and Italian UMatt
OF TURN OF THE ROAD SCHOLARS John and Marian
Adams

tOTAl EMERSION SCHEDULING ITS WORKING!
kej rs R O'Connor
DEVELOPMENT OF A CLINIC TO IMPROVE

UNIVERSITY TEACHING Dr Michael A Melnik

UMess sihool of Ed
TFACHISM ATTITUDINAL EOUCATION Dr LeStet

Humphrey*. History Dept Boston state College

PLURALISM k OTHER PUZZLES OF EOUCATION IN

MULTI CULTURAL SOCIETIES III International

Education Center members
WRITING THERAPY IN EVERYONE OF US THERE

EXISTS A POET WHO DIED YOUNG Patricial Mc Nelly

1 Judy Putiel

TOUR OF THE NEW LIBRARY LOU't* Add<*on

GRADUATE PROGRAM PLANNING MODELS Robert L

Chew
SCHEDULING THE NON TRADITIONAL IN HIGHER
EDUCATION G Erne»t Anderson Jr Atsoc Prof

Monday. January 21, 1974:

Afternoon Offerings
TEACHER MADE GAMES FOR REINFORCEMENT OF
MATH AND LANGUAGE ARTS SKILLS IN PRIMARY
GRADES Gail Bierherr Elaine lanett, and Margaret Le
voipe

SLIDE TALK PRESENTATION OF A WORKSHOP IN

OPEN EOUCATION Frem.nghem Stat* College

students who worked in Mat*achu*etts. Vermont. Oxford.

Fnglend
INTERNATIONAL UNI VERSIT Y OF THE WORLD Jamet

J Lynch. Sec G«n of Internelional University

HUMAN VALUES IN THE CLASSROOM TEACHING FOR
PFRSONAL ANO SOCIAL GROWTH Robert C Hawley
Ed D Director. ERA

VOCATIONAL COUNSELING FROM A FUTURE PER
SPECTIVE Duene Dale

SIMULATION 1 GAMING FOR LEARNING international

Education Center member*
THE NO COST MINICOMPUTER A NEW APPROACH TO
BASIC COMPUTATION IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL William j Mesaitki. Ass't Prof School of

Education. UMatt
THE P5RSONALIZATION OF A HIGH SCHOOL A

MANUAL FOR EOUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS
Gerald J Bi**ett

n FLAVORS ALTERNATIVES IN EDUCATION Dwight
w Allen. Dean School of Education UMatt

BUILDING A LEARNING COMMUNITY THE PROGRAM
FOR ALTERNATIVE CAREERS IN EOUCATION
(PACE! AT LEHMAN COLLEGE. CITY UNIVERSITY
OF NEW YORK Bernard Fllck*r, Fred Guggenheim
Edith Dechiara Fred Callahan. Bob Deinie and PACE
students

COLOR CUBES AN ORGANIZING CENTER FOR
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS William J

Ma*ai*k< Att't Prof School of Education, univ of

Mats
INDUCTIVE REASONING Bob London
USING ART TO TEACH ENGLISH (II Judithe Speldel

DEVELOPMENT OF A MATHEMATICS DIAGNOSTIC
INTERVIEW AT THE ELEMENTARY LEVEL Dr
Eira O Heitowit Cornell Unit

EXPLORING THE CREATIVE PROCESS Phyllis

Krakauer. doctoral candidate in the Aetthetict and
Humanities Program

SYMPOSIUM AESTHETIC EOUCATION WHAT' WHY'
Mary B*av*n and staff of Aesthetics and Humanities

Program

THE MYTH OR ARCHETYPAL STORY OF THE WEST
AND THE EAST A COMPARISON VaSudevan Nair

workshops in THE arts ill staff of me Aesthetic* and
Humanities Program

TEACHING APPROACHES BASED ON COGNITIVE AND
COMMUNICATIVE STARES IN THE LEARNERS
PSYCHO LINGUISTIC DEVELOPMENT III Silvia

Viera

VIDEO VERITE LOCATION IT SHOOTING ANO
EDITING WORKSHOP Douglas Ruhe end Jeffrey

Rab'dou*
TOWARD COMMUNITY Micha*l Simson. Anna Simson

and D-anr- Braut* of the New Communities Center

Tuesday. January 22, 1974:

Morning Offerings
TEACHING IN AUSTRALIA A TRAVELOG AROUND
AUSTRALIA Frank Schorn

VtOEO VERITE LOCATION 1? SHOOTING AND
editing WORKSHOP Dougia* Ruhe and Jeffrey

Rabidouv
SOCIAL BIAS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOLS A
PRESENTATION OF A 1*11 STUDY CONOUCTED BY
PRFSENTOR Davd Maierok

VALUES RECONSTRUCTION Michael Shpliner and
Harry Wagtchal Dawson college Montreal

PLANNING AN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL Bob Meckin of

National Alternator* School* Progrem
IMPROVING CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND
TEACHING COMPETENCY Carol Rundberg and Anna
Kasprak

HOW TO MOVE A COLLEGE FROM ONEILIMITEOl
CAMPUS TO A NEW CAMPUS Thomat E O Cornell.

President Berkshire community College and Pot CaptKi.

Dean of Administration BCC
OASSROOM IMPLICATIONS OF PIAGET IN

I fmfntaby SCIENCE Robert L Gray. UMatt
SCIENCE EDUCATION FOR THE NON SCIENTIST Chrll

Dede uMass School ot Ed
CLOSING THE Y ANOTHER LOOK John and Marian

Adams
COMMUNITY EDUCATION WORCESTER MODEL

Charles Burack
THFATRE GAMES AND DRAMATIC IMPROVISATION

Peter One* Teacher Levngton MA
IMPL ICATIONS FOR WOMEN OF BEING A LEADER IN

THEIR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LIVES LOIt

Hart

ATIONAL RESIDENTIAL LEARNING CENTERS
A FUTURES APPROACH FOR TEACHER
PREPARATION John Kortecamp and Kethy Kraut.
Hampshire College faculty and Hampshire College
students

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN THE CLASSROOM John
M Adam*

WADiage tt THE GRADING GAME IN EDUCATION
Sid Vmon Faculty UMa** School of Ed

RIGHTS OF PARENTS. STUOENTS AND OTHERS TO
INSPECT STUDENT RECORDS Loel L Green*

YOUTH TUTORING YOUTH PROGRAM Jam** H
Ponant yty Coordinator. Worcester Public Schools

TOTAl FMERSION SCHEDULING ITS WORKING'
t ranees R O Connor

YOUTH TUTORING YOUTH PROGRAM ANO MODELS
FOR ELEMENTARY SECONOARY ALTERNATIVE
SCHOOLS James H Poisam

PLANNING AN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL Bob Mackm
PLURALISM «. OTHER PUZZLES OF EDUCATION IN

MULTICULTURAL SOCIETIES III) International

Educ Center Member*
UNIFIED EOUCATION THE NEXT STEP AFTER THE
OPEN CLASSROOM Dr Letter Humphrey*. H.Story

Dept Boston Slate College

WORKSHOP TEACHING HISTORY DEVELOP
MFNTALLY A NEW APPROACH Or Lester Hum
phrr-vs

Tuesday. January 22, 1974:

Afternoon Offerings

USING ART TO TEACH ENGLISH (II I Judith* Speidel

SYMPOSIUM CREATING AESTHETIC EDUCATION
PROGRAMS TO SATISFY THE NEEDS OF SCHOOLS
ANO COMMUNITIES Mary Beaver and staff of

Aesthetics and Humanities Program
THE MYTH OR ARCHETYPAL STORY OF THE WEST
AND THE EAST A COMPARISON Vesudevan Na>r

TEACHING APPROACHES BASED ON COGNITIVE ANO
COMMUNICATIVE STARES IN THE LEARNERS
PSYCHO LINGUISTIC DEVELOPMENT (III Silvia

Viera
THE CREATIVE PROCESS AS A TOOL IN CURRICULUM
DEVELOPMENT Phyllis Krakauer. doctoral candidate
<n th* Aetthetic* and Humanitiet Program

WORKSHOP IN the arts ill i Staff of the Aetthetict and
Humanities Program

RE EVALUATION COUNSELING A WAY OF
LISTENING TO PEOPLE THAT HELPS THEM SOLVE

THEIR PROBLEMS Marianne Simon
IMPROVING CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND
TEACHING COMPETENCY Car** Rundberg and Anna
Keiprek

TEACHING ENGLISH'' IN AN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
Tom Wolf National Alternative School* Program

TELEVISION STUDiO OPEN HOUSE. Or Juan P Ceban
UMass School of Ed

SECUALITYVS SENSUALITY A SAF E GENTLE LOOK
AT WHAT TOUCHING MEANS Sidney Simon
Professor UMass. School of Ed

EXPLORATION OF RITUAL The Nett Thing Staff Dan
Meyer and Bert Butler. Burlington. VT

VALUE EXPLORATION THROUGH ROLE PLAYING
Robert C Hawley. Ed O Education Research
Associate* director

VALUES CLARIFICATION Sd Simon. faculty UMass
Sihool Ot Ed

RE EVALUATION COUNSELING AA*rl*nr»e Simon
RESPONSIBILITY WHOSGOTlT WHY ANDWHATTO
DO WITH IT Anthony J D1G1I10

EXTENDING OUR BOUNDARIES Bob and N.ele Horn
from the Associates for Human Resources Letington,

MA
EOUCATION ANO THE SCIENCE OF CREATIVE IN

TELLIGENCE AN INTRODUCTION Yvonne Jackson

UMass
PEOPLE IN THE CLASSROOM Joan Chadbourne
ORGANIZING AN EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

UTILIZING THE PRINCIPLES OF THE ANISA
MOOEL Nancy Rambusch

TEACHING ENGLISH IN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL Tom
Woll

WHAT AND WHO IS AN INSERVICE INNOVATOR
George Bryniawsky Director of Inservtc* Innovator

Program
MICRO METHODOLOGY Jay W Stryker

TEACHER TRAINING HOW TO HELP TEACHERS
SHEO THEIR MASKS. ACT LIKE OPEN AUTHCNTIC
HUMAN BEINGS IN THE CLASSROOM. ANO
ACQUIRE THE SKILLS OF COOPERATION. TEAM
BUILDING AND SHARE OOEC l SION MAKlNtt Jack J

Rertenblum Training Dir North Country Learning

Center

APPROACHES TO TEACHING EFFECTIVE READING
AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL Robert Sprlch. Ph O
Assoc Prof of English. Bentley College

TEACHING CREATIVE WRITING THROUGH
CHILDREN S LITERATURE Mr* Sue Holloman
Center School. Longmeadow MA

SIMULATION a. GAMING FOR LEARNINO II) In

ternattonai Ed Center Member*
TOUR OF THE NEW LIBRARY Loui** Addison

Wednesday, January 23, 1974:

Morning Offerings
CREATIVE USE OF THE RECOROER IN THE
CLASSROOM Carol MacKn.ght

THE ANISA MOOEL Darnel Jordan
UNIQUE INTERACTION BETWEEN STUOENTS ANO
TEACHER INDUCTIVE APPROACH Mr* Archer

A NATIONAL SURVEY OF PUBLIC ALTERNATIVE
SCHOOLS Steven Gluckstern

APPROACHES TO TEACHING EFFECTIVE READING
AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL Robert Spr.ch, Ph D .

A«»oc Prof of Engl. in Bentley College. Walthem. MA
BUILDING A FUTURE BODY FUTURISTIC ACTIVITIES

IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS Pat Guild

PLURALISM ANDOTHER PUZZLES OF EOUCATION IN

MULTICULTURAL SOCIETIES inn international

Education Center members
TOUR OF THE NEW LIBRARY Loulte Addison
COMMUNITY BASED MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
WHAT WE ARE. WHAT WE DO. AND WHY Richard
Stoneberg and Jo Leslie H<r*ch

TEACHER EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA INNOVATION
in AUSTRALIAN EDUCATION Frank Schorn

SOCIAL BIAS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOLS A
PRESENTATION OF A 1*71 STUDY CONDUCTEO BY
PRESENTOR David Maierok

TOWARO COMMUNITY Michael Simton. Anna Simson
and Oiann* Braus* of the New Communities Center

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION WORKSHOP FALL 1*71

Or Juan p Caban UMess. School of Ed
A NATIONAL SURVEY OF 'UBLIC ALTERNATIVE
SCHOOLS Steve Gluckstern. National Alternative

Schools Program
TAX DEFERRED SAVINGS ANO INVESTMENTS FOR
FDUCATORS M.lton A Corey. Jr

Wednesday, January 23, 1974:
Afternoon Offerings

WHY HUMANISTIC TEACHERS FAIL BECAUSE THEY
are STUPID' Ken Bianchard. Assoc Prof . School of
Fducet'on. UMass

MEDIA MACHINATIONS. MACHISMO
MlSEOUCATION Cane Brandon

AND

EXPERIENCING OUR INNER ENERGY ANO PEACE
THROUGH TIME ALONE ANO INTERACTING WITH
OTHERS Joan Chadbourne

COMMUNICATION ANO INTERACTION PATTERNS IN

FAMILIES loan Cnedbourne
STAGE THEORIES OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SOME
COMMON FEATURES AND WHAT THEY SUGGEST
FOR TEACHING O P C'Ochetto

THE WATERGATE CONSPIRATORS ALL STUDIED
CIVICS IMPLICATIONS FOR HONEST TEACHING
Rooert E Fe>r

POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS OF PIAGET S WORK FOR
AMERICAN EDUCATION EARLY CHILDHOOD TO
SECONOARY George Foreman Barry Kautmen tarry

Wadtworth R.chard Kon>c*k School of Educa' on

UMatt
ART AND THE ANISA MODEL A.no JervtrtOO

tTH GRAOERS AS STUDENT TEACHERS Jamet Tynan

and Hara P -tehee

DECISIONMAKING IN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS Tom
Won

INFORMAL DISCUSSION OF BAD CLASSES Teachers

and Former Teachers of Public Alternator* Schools

WHAT AND WHO IS AN INSERVICE INNOVATOR
George Brvn>awskv Director of intorvic* innovator

Program
COMMUNITY FUTURES METHOOS FOR THE
CLASSROOM Duan D*i*

INCIDENTAL LEARNINGS IN THE SCHOOLS P*t Guild

and Judy Evans
SIMULATION I GAMING FOR LEARNINO nil >n

ternattonai Educ Center members
THE GEOBOARD A CREATIVE WORK SURFACE FOR
EXPLORING MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL William Meseiski Ass' Prof School of

Education uMass
MISUSES IN READING A CLUE TO READING COM
PREHENSION Dr Rudlne Sms Dir Reading Dept

Sihool of Education sponsored bv me Pionoor valley

Reading Council

FKAMINING ANO DEVELOPING GAMES FOR THE
ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM Judy Event Pat Guild

and Maryann Parrott

NEW MODELS OF IN SERVICE EDUCATION Owtght w
Allen. Dean School of Education. UMatt

IMPROVISATIONAL THEATRE AS A THERAPEUTIC
TOOL JO Letlie H.rsch

TEACHING AREA USING GEOBOARDS Bob London
PROCESS IN TASK GROUPS Dr Bruce W jorgenten

Dept of Psychology u Hertford and Alien Tamaren
USING ART TO TEACH ENGLISHIIII I Jud't>e Spedef
IMPROVISATIONAL THEATER WORKSHOP FOR
WOMEN The Women t Caucut and Bonn.e Smolon

THE WOMEN S MOVEMENT VOCATIONAL CHOICE
LIFESTYLES ANO CONFLICTS WHAT IT ALL
means The Women s Caucus and Emma Cepoeiiuiio

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LIFE PLANNING MOOEL
FOR WOMEN The Women's Caucus and Peggy Sebiove

TEACHING APPROACHES BASED ON COGNITIVE ANO
COMMUNICATIVE STARES IN THE LEARNERS
PSYCHO LINGUISTIC DEVELOPMENT (III I Silvia

RESOURCE ROUNOTABLES FOR AESTHETIC
EDUCATION Mary Search and me Staff of Aesthetics

and Humanities Program
THE MYTH OR ARCHETYPAL STORY OF THE WEST
ANO THE EAST A COMPARISON Vetud*vtn Na.r

A NIGHT OF CHANTING ANO MEDITATION Gruscnabd
s.ogh Josephs. Aesthetics Center

INFORMAL DISCUSSION OF BAD CLASSES Teachers
ot Public Alternative Schools (NASPI

DECISION MAKING IN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS Tom
Wolf National Aiternaf-ve Schools Program

TAX DEFERRED SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS FOR
EDUCATORS Milton A Corey Jr

Thursday, January 24, 1974:

Morning Offerings

USING PAULO FRElRE S TECHNIQUE TEACH
SPANISH TO NON SPANISH SPEAKERS Alicia
Acevet

AN OVERVIEW OF THE FUNCTIONING OF AN IN
NOVATIVE TITLE III RESEARCH ANO DEVELOP
MENT BASE Joseph T Patcareiii

INTRODUCTORY SLIDE SHOW ON PUBLIC ALTER
NATIVE SCHOOLS SLIDE SHOW OF S A SS I PREP
OF SPRINGFIELD N A S P

TALKING WITH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
ABOUT Maryann Parrott

PLURALISM 1 OTHER PUZZLES OF EDUCATION IN
MULTi CULTURAL SOCiETiESdV I international
Education Center membot t

GESTALT THERAPY APPLICATIONS IN EOUCATION
Susan (La Francel Campbell

A SIMULATION GAME TO INTRODUCE GROUP
DYNAMIC TO UPPER PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
Frank Schorn

VALUES RECONSTRUCTION Mtchaet Shp.iner and
Harry wae/tchai Dawson college Montreal

WHERE TEACHER CLASSROOM SUPERVISION IS

COMING FROM ANO WHERE IT IS GOING
EVALUATION VS A HELPING RELATION Ann*
Kasprak and B>n Fantlow UMatt Schoot of Ed

SOCIAL BIAS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOLS A
PRESENTATION OF A 1*71 STuOV CONOUCTED BY
PRESENTOR David Mantrcik

TAX DEFERRED SAVINGS ANO INVESTMENTS FOR
EDUCATIONS Milton A Corey Jr

Thursday. January 24. 1974:

Afternoon Offerings

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION WORKSHOP FALL 1*71

Dr juan P Caban UMatt Scnooi *f Ed
BODY MOVEMENT ANO BOOY MESSAGES AN EX
PERIENCE IN LISTENING TO ANO RESPECTING
YOUR BODY tAtf'inn» S<mon

A NIGHT OF CHANTING AND MEDITATION Guruthabd
Sing joteont Aetthetict Center

NEW TECHNIQUE IN A MODERN HIGH SCHOOL
PROGRAM Paul Farrit

A GESTALT ART EXPERIENCE Bob and Niete Horn
PROPOSAL FOR SUMMER IN SERVICE WORKSHOP
FOR TEACHERS Lyn S Mart n

ITH ORAOERS AS STUDENT TEACHERS jamet Tynan
and Hara Fischer

HUMAN RELATIONS CURRICULUM IN ALTERNATIVE
SCHOOLS THEORY AND PRACTICUM Leonard
Sm.th

INTRODUCTORY SLIDE SHOW ON PUBLIC ALTER
NATIVE SCHOOLS SLIDE SHJDW OF S A S S I PREP
OF SPRINGFIELD N A S P

THE WELFARE SYSTEM Carol Corto Welfare
oeraprofesS'Onai Legal Servcet (UYA volunteer l

PIAGET ANO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION Judy
Event

TOUR OF THE NEW LIBRARY LOuS* Add son
WHERE TEACHER CLASSROOM SUPERVISION IS

COMING FROM ANO WHERE IT IS GOING
EVALUATION VS A HELPING RELATION Anna
Katprak and Bill Fantiow uMett School of Ed

RE EVALUATION COUNSELING A WAY OF PEOPLE
LISTENING TO EACH OTHER THAT HELPS THEM
SOLVE THEIR PROBLEMS Mer.anne Smon

HUMANISTIC EXPERIENCES IN PUBLIC ALTER
NATIVE SCHOOL CURRICULUM Leonard Smith
National Altornetiv* School* Prog

SLIDE SHOW PUBLIC ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS AND
SASSi PREP OF SPRINGFIELD National Alternative

School* Program *taff

COMMUNITY RESOURCES IN ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS
OR WHV t OEODEO TO TEACH IN AN ALTER
native SCHOOL Community members who ar»
volunteer teachers

FILM FIRST TEACHERS LEARNING TO TEACH
FILMMAKING BY DOING Fr*emen Cunningham. John
Mullholland and Robin NiCOfav

DIFFICULTIES OF LEARNING DISABLED CHILDREN
Lnda w Nooer

Friday, January 25, 1974:

Morning Offerings

USING PAULO FRElRE S TECHNIQUE TEACH
SPANISH TO NON SPANISH SPEAKER. Alicia
Acevet
THE RAZORS EDGES TEACHING HUMANISTIC
EOUCATION SEMINAR FOR HIGH SCHOOL JUNIORS
AND SENIORS " LOtt Arm Hart 1 several Belcherrown
H.gh School S'udents

MY EXPERIENCE WITH NAOERS RAIDERS THE
HEALTH RESEARCH STUDY GROUP E 4»arrlt
Nober

LANGUAGE AOUISITION ANO THE ANISA MODEL
Geoffry Marks

UNIQUE INTERACTION BETWEEN STUDENTS AND
TEACHER INDUCTIVE APPROACH Mrs Archor

PLURALISM a. OTHER PUZZLES OF EDUCATION IN
MULTi CULTURAL SOCIETIES (V) International
Educa'-on Center members

TOUR OF THE NEW LIBRARY LOU'S* Addison
SOCIAL BIAS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOLS A
PRESENTATION OF A 1*71 STUOV CONDUCTED BY
PRESENTOR David Mdiercik

Friday. January 25, 1974:
Afternoon Offerings

THE ANISA MOOEL Suten Therouk
GENERAL WELFARE METHODOLOGY PROMOTING
THE GENERAL WELFAREOF THE POPULATION W
Alan Hocrton pr.ncipai builder *f the General W*<far*
Methodology

DEDUCTIVE REASONING Bob London

J
i

Transportation Notes
CAR POOL
One significant way that members of

the University Community can con-
tribute to the conservation of energy is

through the formation of car pools. The
Commuter Assembly, in cooperation
with other concerned University
agencies, is sponsoring the development
of a computerized car pool program on a
pilot basis for the Spring Semester, with
plans for an expanded system beginning
in September 1974.

In order to facilitate car-pooling, the

Parking Office has offered to assist by

:

1. Informing all new registrants into

the parking system of the advantages of

car pooling, and assisting them in

completing their registration ap-
plications; and,

2. Eliminating the $2.00 charge for a
decal change for those people already
registered who now wish to form a car
pool.

For the coming semester, the Com-
muter Assembly and Parking Office will

collect, process and make available

through computer printouts a list of

people registered in the parking system
who indicated a willingness to join or

form a car pool. This list will be sorted

by city or town, and formatted to show
street address first. Such a format is

designed to make it as easy as possible

for those interested in forming or

joining a car pool to use the list to find

others within a reasonable distance.

Obviously, the level of service that this

project can provide is wholly dependent

upon the cooperation of members of the

University community in supplying the

necessary information. If you are in-

terested in forming or joining a car pool,

please fill out the form below, and
return it as directed. An additional

opportunity to participate in this "car

pool bank" will be offered during

registration in January.

'What's The Story?"

About A Bunch Of Stuff
This is my last column — for txve semester

When I first started writing 'What's the Story" I

had two goals in mind. First. I like to write.

Second, working in the Ombudsman Office I

talked with people every day The one thing that

these people have in common is that they all

have problems or questions and don't know
where to go for relief. Some of the problems are

complex and need to be dealt with in the Om-
budsman Office But often, all people need is a

simple answer or the name of a person who can
help them It seems inevitable that in a school

this size not every one can know where to go or

who to turn to when channels are clogged But it

also seemed senseless that people walked around

complaining orfeeling confused when there were
.uiswers to their questions or help for their

problems
It's been very satisfying to me when student*.

M.tff and administrators have come up to me
and mentioned that they read my column and

leel tn.it I am performing a necessary service for

the I'ntversity community While I hope that

people will continue to give me questions for my
column, I also hope that people have become
aware that there are answers, and those answers

.iren t all that hard to get often only a phone

I .ill uwas
<>uesiion : Is it true that food is recycled in the

dining commons
\n*wer: Art Warren. Assistant Director of

Iniversity Food Services, prefers to use the

term utilization of leftovers'' instead of

rt-i >i led of course, this doesn't mean that food

put on a person's plate and not eaten will be re-

Nf-ned It does mean that when a quantity of food

is prepared and not used up, it may be served at

(mother meal For example, the portion of turkey

you ate at last night's meal was pert of 1800

pounds of turkey originally prepared. Now if that

1800 pounds is not totally consumed, you may be

eating a turkey cold plate for lunch today
i >iu-<.t ion : Why are the rolling paper machines

always empty when you need them the most?

\ns»er : It could be a plan to keep people from

nmoking But most likely the person in charge of

filling the machine wasn't aware that it was
empty If this happens to you again you can

either carry a pipe around with you or tell Dick

Davies. whose office is next to the Information

I >e>k at the Campus Center If he isn't in, leave a

message at the Information Desk
Question: The University Library closes at

10 00 pm on Saturday night I'd like to know if

there is any quiet library or place to study on

campus that is open later than 10:00 pm !

\nswer: I spoke with someone at the library

and found out that no libraries on campus are

open after 10: 00 p m on Saturdays During final

period, however, the library will extend its

normal hours The main library will be open

from 800 am on Thursday Dec 13 until

Saturday midnight. Dec 15. and then from 9:00

.1 in Sunday. Dec 16 until Thursday midnight,

Dec 2(1 On Saturday. Dec 22 the library will

operate from 8 00 am to 500 pm. and will be

closed all day Sundav. Dec 23 During the ex-

tended hours I midnight to 8 00 a.m. the next

morning > only floors two to six will be open for

studying . . _ „..
While this will be helpful to you during fina

period. I have two other suggestions for the rest

„f the year You might check out the libraries of

other colleges in the area to see if they have

longer hours on Saturday nightt. If tran,

sportat.on is a problem, your ^^.f,tern
r

at '*5

rrught be to talk with your resident director and

f.nd out if there is some room in your dorm that

might be accessable to you Often dorms have

study lounges or rooms that are not in use that

might provide the quiet atmosphere you need to

study
Question: Why aren't there busses going to

Riverglade and Brittany Manor'' Let's get it on

Answer: I spoke with Ken Temple at the

Transit Operations and he was very encouraging

that there would be service to South Amherst by

hopefully next semester The bus service would

be minimal, however, comparable to the service

now offered to Belchertown and South Deerfield

Ken said that Transit Operations is in favor of

adding this new bus route, and did. in fact,

recognize the need for it He seems to feel that

the problem lies in other areas One difficulty is

that Holyoke Transit Service feels that free

busses from UMass will hurt their business

which covers some of the same route, thus

causing them to lay off some workers If this did

happen, the Federal Government could issue a

Cease and Desist Order to stop UMass service A
second problem that Ken is aware of is a law

which prohibits free busses to interfere on a

route where other busses charge customers

This could be avoided by not having UMass
busses stop on Route 9„

When the grant was lirst received for UMass
busses, there was not a large concentration of

the population in South Amherst and there was
also a potential zoning law to prohibit further

apartment building in that area Allocations for

bus service were made with these considerations

in mind, so now it becomes a matter of trying to

change the minds of people who decide which

areas will be serviced. Ken's suggestion for

students interested in this matter was to speak

with their Student Senator, because the Senate

will eventually hay* to vote on the allocation
*jt44-«ti*m: I have» stickerWr lot tt. When 1

come in it night it is usually filled so I am forced

to park in lot 44. Lot 44 is closed for overnight

parking when it has snowed in order to facilitate

snow removal My question is — where can I

park this winter without being ticketed or towed

if 27 is filled and 44 can't be used7

Answer: According to Bill Lambert, Director

of Transportation and Parking, the lots which

have been designated as snow removal lots, and

therefore, prohibit overnight parking, are 26. 31.

34. 35. 40, 62, 63. 65. 66 and 71 Originally lots 25,

33. 44, and 46 were included on this list, which has

since been revised to accommodate students who
had to be assigned these lots When the parking

registration packets went out at the end of the

summer, a paragraph was included that advised

students not to sign up for certain lots because

they would be designated for snow removal

These lots were felt to be used by students who
were commuters, and would therefore, remove
their cars at night anyway, and not by on

campus residents Because of the new system,

there is no definite way to know what the status

of the person assigned to every lot is Bill

suggested that if there are on campus residents

assigned to snow removal lots, they try to

transfer to another lot. if space is available

What's the Story'' Is a regular feature in

Wednesday's Collegian. I will be looking into

various aspects of the University system that

may be of concern to or need clarification for the

University community. I will also answer any

questions or problems that people are having

within the University system. So If you are

having a hard time finding the answer to your

question, write it down on a piece of naper and

put it in the "What's the Story?" box outside the

Campus Center Store, put it through Campus

Mail to box «. < am pus (enter, or bring it to the

Ombudsman Office, room «1». Campus t enter.

Debbie Bernstein is Student Assistant to the

Ombudsman.

PUBLIC
TR.WSPOHTATIOM
A special sub-

committee of the
Amherst Public Trans-
portation Committee
will meet for the first

time next Monday at 7:30

p.m. in the Town Plan-

ner's Office in Town Hall.

The sub-committee,
formed last week, is

responsible for
publicizing a proposed
public hearing next
February on the

feasibility of a townwide
system of public mass
transit. The sub-
committee will also
solicit the views of

various public officials

and town and college

groups concerning the

level of need for an ex-

panded system of mass
transit.

Individuals or groups
wishing to offer their

views at the February
hearing are urged to

contact sub-committee
member Kenneth
Mosakowski at 253-7768.

prior to Monday's
meeting.
The meeting is open to

the public.

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

(54)5-2671

Built in Early 1700

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Roast Sirloin of Beef

$5.9.?
Complete Dinner

Fri. - Sat. - Sun.

Also Complete Luncheon

from $1.50, Tues. thru Sat.

Dinners from $3.50, lues, thru Sat.

Closed Mondays

Cocktails in the

Barleycorn Lounge

Mill Valley Grist Mill

rU**»trtt, Matt.

An Eating Place of Rare Excellent

Opportunities To Help Someone
HFARTFUND WALK

A 12-mile walk for the Heart Fund, a used book

sale, the November Blood Drive — sound

familiar? If it does, then you've had some contact

with us. We're the National Service Sorority,

Gamma Sigma Sigma.
The 29 sisters of the UMass chapter ammassed

1500 service hours this semester in projects in-

volving both the campus and the community
which earned us the award for Outstanding New
England Chapter. The word "service describes

our ideals and activities. This spirit of helping

others has led us to Belchertown State Scnooi,

area nursing homes, and Our Lady of Providence

Home for Children.

Service also means working with our brothers in

Alpha Phi Omega, the National Service Frater-

nity. But Gamma Sig doesn't only mean service,

it means getting together every week to play in-

tramural sports, naving a sisterhood dinner or a

party with APO. Most of all, Gamma Sig means
working with friends to help other people.

Renee Janes

AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE
Mr. John Borden will be available in Whitmore

(Student Waiting Room) from 2:00^1:00 p.m. to

talk with students interested in summer projects

or longer term services both nationally and in-

ternationally. American Friends Service is in-

volved with issues of poverty, justice, denial of

rights, and services for social change.

SKI SALE
On Saturday, December 15, at the .Mountain

Farms Mall, Rt 9 Hadley. the Youth Hampshire
County Association for Retarded Citizens will be
selling used skis to help continue their energetic

and extensive programs for the retarded of our
community.
The Association, composed of young people of

the area, has been active in sponsoring various
recreational, educational, and social events for

both the retarded adults and children who are
living at home. Anyone who may be interested in

learning more about Youth HCARC and joining

them in their activities is warmly invited to attend

a meeting and see for themselves. For more in-

formation please call Ginny at 584-7247 or Jerry at

549-4515.

award
Ruth Higginson, of McNamara dorm, a

graduate of Auburn High School, has been
selected for the Milton C. Davis Freshman Latin

Prize, awarded to the entering freshman with the

best high school record in Latin. The judging
committee commented on the high quality of the

entrants, who represented ten schools in

Massachusetts and various college major
programs, and on the continuing vitality of Latin

programs in the schools of the Commonwealth as

a preparation for college undergraduates.

Satisfaction Guaranteed • Replacement or Money Refunded

JEANS
TONITE

Mose

Allison

at th«-

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rh . IT. Sunilerland

665-4937

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
337 Russell St., Route 9, Hadley
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explor 3 LP's (TC
FOR «P\J

39 OR $1*89
EACH

ONE WEEK

THE ENTIRE CATALOG ON SALE only*

WKsWQJ*W*TW8J$
mtaam

JCiyVMIWKIHimHC

'

' %

lOMJUM MCM

i«C miiwM lot 3 hutpw*- iV4i 4» BWV 10*2

D MM lor 3 h>jrp*urlv.*dB BWV I0»)

i heipMchotdft IWV 10*4 in A
n.nor toi « Impair hot 4* BWV IMS

H 7,0 It

AWTONIO VIVAtOI
Pirrolo ConeafMw A Min*>f >n C Violin

Conrftftoa in A «.(•»• "» T> nttnot (lot 3

rr.Una in T 'tor 1 vloliw

Botaa* Vowrdtn p*rrok>

Owa^fxadtK-h Hatvtal Kiiua Vhlapp

Nil HANDEL
WATIH M
THI HAO'H PHtlHAHM N!< f .Ri H

rood

•AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE

; loptm Vol n

JOSHUA RITKIN |. .,r<

H717C4

$4.19

HrilOTHuPEeOl".
tetji ittwim)

WILLIAM BOir.tM puitio

H7I1S7

EACH

Till »A« QUI T«i:KPtT

i
•«. -

TtjTTSaaJOrLlTtT Pt»no B»*J» (RitVin.

pievno)

H712M PIANO RAOS BY SCOTT
JOPLIN, Vol. II

SONGS BY STEPHEN FOSTER
HELIOTROPE BOUQUET Piano

Rat* 1900 1970

STRAVINSKY: Tno Rrt*> of

Spring 4 Etud«a for Orcti IBouU/

Cond)
MARCHES BY JOHN t

SOUSA
•H 71064 BAROQUE MUSIC

RECORDERS
•H 71069 JAZZ GUITAR BACH

H71268
H71267

H 71093

H71266

•H 71019 BACH 4 Ctot for Harpttchorcb 8.

Orch
•H 7 1070 VIVALDI: Th* Four Sacaorw

H 71127 HANOEL: V»at*r Muttc (compt«rt*l

IBoutoi. cond)

H 71161 MUSIC FOR THE CLASSIC
GUITAR (PrtHti & Laooyal

•H 71011 BACH: Magnificat t D. BWV 243;

Cantata. BWV 61

•H-710B1 THE SPLENDOR OF BRASS
71240 MAHLER: Symphony No. 1 in C

Mator (Horanttain. Condi

THE BAROQUE LUTE
CRUMB: Anoiant Voicat i

Cniktran

TT

171229
171255

" 002 THE^^A^OoTlE^TRijXlPEr
Coratli. Purcatl, ate.

H 71029 BACH: Cantata* BWT 140 & 57
•H 71022 VIVALDI 6 Ctot

|
H 71284 PIANO MUSIC BY GEORGE

GERSHWIN
1034 CPE. BACH: 6 Sonata* for

& Harpsichord

|H 71120 IN A MEDIEVAL GARDEN
|H 71281 WEILL: K I a

Drattjraachanmiaik/MILHAUD
Craation du monda

1137 BACH: Lute Mustc. BWV
906.999 1000.1006a. 1007

H 71171 VOICES OF THE MIDDLE AGES

Flute

i n

La

H71073

H 71020

H 71028

H71047

H 71036

I

H 71042

H 71139

LITURGICAL MUSIC FROM THE
RUSSIAN CATHEDRAL
FRENCH ORGAN

MASTERPIECES OF THE 17th a

18th CENTURIES
MOZART Cto for 2 Piano*.

K 366. cto for 3 Piano*. K.242

MOZART Sym No 40 K. 660.

Sym in D (aft Sar No 9. Poathorn,

K.320I

FRENCH DANCES OF THE
RENAISSANCE
VIVALDI. 6 FlutaCto*

BRUCKNER: Sym No 7 in E

(Schurtcht, cond)

Pick up a free copy of the NONESUCH GALLERY,
an 8 page guide to music.

Available at our store.

,j
»*»•'*

iscount records
275 TriaiigU St., off E. PUafint, Amhtrst 549-4433

a a .« » m Free Parking in Rear
Star,

jg
rt. »«...-*... I. ..-» f

\



UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER U. 1973

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER \2. 1973 UNIVERSITY Ol VASSACHUSETTS

I.IKKAKY HOI US
EXAMINATION PERIOD.
DECEMBER 12-8,1079

Wednesday, December 12

< Last day of classes)

Thursday, December 13

8:00a m 12: 00 mid
night

CLOSED

I

Continuous' opening
trnm

8 IK) am through Saturday

December 15. 12: 00 midnight

Sunday. December 16 Continuous* opening from
9:00a m through Thursday.
December20, 12: 00 midnight

Friday, December21 8 : 00 am -12: 00 midnight

Saturday, December 22 8 (>0a m -5 iiop.m

• During CONTINUOUS OPENING, only Floors

2, 4, and 5 will be open for use between 12:00

midnight and 8:00 am The Reserve Desk on

Level 2 will remain open for service during these

hours There will be no elevator service Entrance

and exit will be through the East entrance only

Intersessiori Period

Sunday. December Ull-Wednesdav . Januarv :M»

Main Library

Monday Friday « iKiam to 5 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday CLOSED
Christmas Day. Dec 25 CLOSED

am to5:00p m
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED

8:30a m to5:00p m
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED

New Year's Day . Jan. 1

Morrill l.ibrar\

Monday-Friday
Saturday & Sunday
Christmas Day, Dec 25

\c« Year's Day, Jan 1

Music library

Monday Friday

Saturday k Sunday
Christmas Day, Dec. 25

New Year's Day, Jan. 1

Physical Sciences library

Monday Friday 8: 00a m. to5: OOp m.

Saturday & Sunday CLOSED
Christmas Day, Dac 25 CLOSED
New Years Day. Jan 1 CLOSED
NOTE During December 26-28, the Physical

Sciences Library will be open from 7:00 p.m. tc

in 00 p 111 This evening schedule will continue

only if user volume warrants.

Physics Library

Monday-Friday 8: 30 a.m. to 5: 00 p.m.

Saturday 4 Sunday CLOSED
I leccmber 24 & 25 CLOSED
New Year's Day, Jan 1 CLOSED

Christmas Cheer...

M

Fine Instrument?

at Reasonable Prices / Ji

I Z/irt/t'i/urUbris/iof.

« omplrlr Selrclion ol Scores »nd Shrrl Mu*n

Specializing in

Handmade (iuitar* and Vintage Instrument*

AMHKKST CARR1AC.K SHOPS

Hepair* and

Krsoralions

OPEN 9 .30-5 30. Mun Sat
-,49 I7M

Non-Prescription Sun Glasses

30% off

Pre-Christmas Sale

I
I

i

19S North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.
2S6 6403

!
wvtm t* -

„'

fry uk. rsr.

g
*r?*

We've grown
to ten rooms.
Help us celebrate feg

and get a chance s&?

to win $100.

,4 a.A« M a>« - Lata.

unmmrtN luties

name

a;;::::

wis H»S*!»

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

The Swagger • AS120
Here s personal television lor people on the go

and on a budget' Smartly styled with its trim plastic

cabinet linished in Walnut gram acrylic, complemented

by Charcoal Brown trim it is truly at home wherever you

set it down and plug it in' H1 1" W 16" D II"

ONLY $78.88

[MBIM

List

$99.95

ff12
diagonal
pictura

Come in and see our complete audio selection in-

cluding color TV, black and while TV, stereos, radio,
and much more.

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

Black Feminist Speaks

In Final DVP Lecture
By DEAN TICKER

I promise you now that the Black Feminist Women will leave

their print of their hand on the face of America " Attorney

Klorynce Kennedy told a group of one-hundred fifty people in the

Campus Center Auditorium last night Ms Kennedy was the last of

this semesters DVP presentations

In her hour long talk Ms Kennedy defined the separatist at

utudes of black women from the white feminist movement that she

claims is a middle class institution today "Everybody is

somebody's nigger," she claimed using the term to account for all

people oppressed, "but the black woman is everybody's nigger

The black woman has been oppressed by many things she

claimed starting with their rape by white slaveowners and the

mistreatment of black husbands who had left them because they

could not support families anymore She feels that black women

are conditioned to need the nuclear family in their lives because

they have never had it

Tins thinking separates black feminists from white feminists

tin are now questioning the nuclear family as a social group

Aiming criticisms of socioligists, newsmen, the Nixon Ad-

ministration, white men. black men and the Pentagon with a

tcmnue sharpened on a wetstone of street talk and irony Ms Ken

nedv hammered home the point that if the black women are to be

truly liberated she will have to reject all the toutings of these

groups and define herself as an individual with particular needs

She claimed that certain groups of black women have already

ilunrred themselves from the institutions that will let them free

themselves only as fast as the institutions allow Citing groups of

prostitutes that have organized and rebelling wives as harbingers

of what black woman can do when they reject the controlling in

stitutes she claimed that progress was being made
Everybody becomes somebody elses nigger" said Ms Kennedy.

and thensaid that "once someone is a nigger they make a nigger of

someone else
"

The cycle could only be broken by black women through their

own movement separate from that which creates it and impedes its

motion towards freedom she said
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By JIM LAVRAKAS
You may not believe it, but the Christmas

spirit is on campus Walking around the grounds
yesterday, I found that some areas were more
"with it" than others, however That bastion of

apathy, Southwest Residential College, sur

prisingly. seemed the most conscious of the

upcoming holiday The photo that looks like a

stained-glass nativity scene is a sample of the

numerous decorations Southwest residents used
to cheerup their doors. This one was a prize

winner on the tenth floor of Coolidge Tower, just
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For Freshmen: You Too Can Skin A Cat
H> KKITStiKl KTSHN

What's that old saying about

the number of ways a cat can be

skinned"1

A program on campus called

Clonal Survival Freshman
Year is supporting that axiom
It is one of several special

programs designed to provide

an alternate course of studies at

I Mass
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The program has a two-fold

purpose to improve a

student's freshman year ex-

perience and to offer a

multidisciphnary approach to

the various problems con-

fronting our earth today

The goals of the program,

according to its director, Steve

Guild, are "to help students see

and better understand the

relationships between things

and to develop skills in reading

analysis, and cntical thinking

in the area of global survival
"

Referring to the 75 students

currently enrolled in the

program, he said. "They're

much further along toward
realizing these goals then we
expected they would at this

point
"

Some of the topics »o be

covered in the program during

the course of the year include

the energy crisis, war and

peace, methodologies for

looking at the future, and
Utopian communities

Students in the nine credit

program attend eight hours of

(.lobal Survival classes per

week in addition to those

courses they are taking outside

of the program The eight hours

is divided into ninety minute

modules twice a week, three-

hour integrating seminars once

a week, and a communications
skills module which meets three

time* a week for 45 minutes
The modules are the actual

classes and are usually com
prised of 20 students or so Each
module fin-uses on a specific

problem such as the energy
crisis or the population
problem, and lasts for 4 weeks

The integrating

were designed to

seminars
allow the

students to meet with students

from some of the other modules

in an attempt to tie everything

together Each of the seminars
is led by one of the core faculty

and attended by eight to ten

students

B) taking the com-
munications skills module for

two semesters, students in the

program are exempt from
taking rhetoric, yet receive

credit for it Although the skills

are the same as those taught in

the rhetoric program, the

content is baaed entirely on

global survival

(,uild described the evolution

of the program He said, "I

suppose the idea first came up
in a faculty colloquium on
global survival Originally, it

w as iust meant to be a special

program for anyone, but then
we decided to make it strictly a

freshman year program
\hsclf. I.loyd Adalist. and the

core faculty drew up the plans

for the program last spring
"

The core faculty is comprised
of five faculty members
representing the departments

of botany, engineering, physics,

education, and anthropology In

addition to them, there is ad-

junct faculty and guest lee and the like." he continued

turers.

When asked if there had been

other such programs to model

this one alter. Guild said. "Yei

and no There are programs

around that handle some of the

problems that we deal with

Where do the students go

from here"* 'Well, next

semester they'll be getting into

more independent work There

will still be modules and

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE

AVOID DISCONNECTION

1. All November bills must be

cleared.

2. December bills will be rendered

to your UMass. address. Please

contact the local telephone

business office 413-584-9911

while on intercession to inquire

into charges incurred. Be

prepared to pay bills upon

return.

9

memo a hot one

Savory Pizzas and Grinders

pi "olor Cable T1

Brl*§ pit Htal

5 1 a.m.
Weekdays

Fearing Si.

Across from Southwest

u 3a m
Weekends

253 93*3

However no one else has put all

the pieces together the way that

we have (Kir program was
pretty much set up based on the

past experiences of our various

staff members experiences

at other schools, in the Peace
Corps, at an experimental
college, and so forth

"

•We're very excited about the

whole thing 1 think it's a very

big plus for the students having

close contact with their faculty

and being able to identify with a

smaller group of peers within a

large university I think

because of this program the

students have developed a

different attitude to the

I niversity and learning than

they would have otherwise I

think they're less likely to fall

into the play the-game syn-

drome of grades, requirements.

seminars as well Each of the

sffWents will be engaged in

some sort of project having to

do with global survival For

instance, one student in in-

terested in doing some research

on solar energy, others want to

work for WMPIRG. and another

wains to write a novelette We
don't know at this point how the

students will share what they

learn." said Guild

He continued. "After mis

program, the students are

really all going their own ways
— to the various majors, to

BDIC. to the school of Ed and

so forth
"

"We're only in the develop-

mental stage at this point, but I

see big things in store for the

program." he concluded

EVERYTHING DRASTICALLY REtHJCED

FOR CLEARANCE

MrY RAY RETAIL?

SLACKS *S.OO

WBSTERR BLUB JEANS <400 H.
llpn. *6 00l

BRUSHfP OtNIM g
CORPS W/CUFFS *S99
BOM SHIRTS **M
TURTLBMECKS <100

CLOTHES FROM IH0IA

- MAM AT WHOLESALE

COME IH t SAVE HOW

Behind P.O.

SPORTWEAR
BOUTIQUE North Amherst

.99 STUDENT SPECIAL
Especially available for

the students of the University

of Massachusetts.

7 Days a Week

Kentucky Fried Chicken

Rte.9, Hadley

...Across The Campus
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one of the dorms which held door-decorating
contests. And, again, in Southwest, residents of a

low-rise give a selected view of the campus, from
J.Q.A. Tower, an empathic atmosphere, with a

holiday greeting. In The Quad, more corridor

salutations I found. In Worcester Dining Com-
mons, however, there was just a sad bottle of

holly and pine sitting on the ticket lady's table.

But surprise, surprise! ! ! In Whitmore, the spirit

overflowed. Everywhere, folks were outgoing

and cheerful. I caught one woman at the Records
Office under the mistletoe and received what
was mine for the asking, a kiss. She swore she'd

tell her mother. And further up the hall, a
Norfolk Pine was converted into a Christmas
tree symbolizing, once and for all, that the spirit

of the coming holiday can, and does, reach us
through all we have, everyone of us.
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Frosh Reactions

To GSY Program
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GOOD
EATING

Serving

Breakfast

99 c Luncheon

Specials

Fish and ('hips
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MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL - Hadley

168 V Pleasant St.

Inner*! 253-2291
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During a period covering the

last ten days. I was able to

speak to several students in the

Global Survival Freshman
Year program and find out how
they felt about the program
The following is a condensation

of the various answers that 1

received Most students ex-

pressed the sentiments of the

below answers:
How do you feel about the

program?
I like it — now
Now?
When I first got into the

program it made me very

depressed and I was pessimistic

about everything I mean when
you find out that the world

might not last another thirty

years, then you start wondering

what the hell you're doing here

It makes a lot more sense to just
.

get up and leave and enjoy the

time that's left It was really a

kind of future shock They gave

us too much too soon with not

enough to offset it and it was
hard to handle I don t feel that

way anymore There are a lot of

problems but there are some
solutions too I think next time

they do this program they

should make sure that such

feelings are dealt with, because

they definitely exist

Are the faculty aware of this

problem?
Yes. now One of the greatest

things about the program is the

closeness between the faculty

and the students We know them
as human beings and not

superiors They're really open

to student feedback and listen to

our suggestions It's student

ideas that have accounted for a

lot of the changes in the

program The faculty is really

helpful in finding us other

faculty, in handling red tape,

and all that

How important is the

program really?

Very important Both to us as

students and to us as people who
will be running* the world
tomorrow It's unique too.

Almost all of the courses taught

on this campus are concerned

with the past or present Our
program deals with the future

and how to live in it It's not just

some science course that we'll

take and forget about after the

final It's something that's

going to be very important in

our lives It will be relevant

And soon

II is an experimental
program. Do you feel like

\<iu 're in an experiment at all?

We don't feel like guinea pigs,

if that's what you mean There
are a lot of problems, of course,

due to its newness and the fact

that it has no precedent, but

we're ironing most of them out

Otherwise we're really not

conscious of its experimental
nature
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Quick
/ Meals?
jLet Finast take the.

•worry out of your.j

\Meal Planning!/

Quick & Easy Treat Just Heat & Serve

Medium

leat & Serve t% 1

Chef Boy a r dee Ravioli B" O 1
i or Broad For Your Favorite Recipe M f% •

Dutch Noodles -4d
Snacktime or Lunchtime Favorite p A •

Jelly we,chs '» 3d
Richmond Chunk in Water f\ f% c

Light Tuna ail
lloppv .m» H »' Colonial 8 9 o;

Mtti Finn Tnt Ckrtitait HuatuKHn
ttr Sin Wrai law Tati fartf stall

Tt| Sticitna Statin Caasitt Carti HKtrii
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Springfield Jaycees: In association with Jim Koplrt

& Shelley Finkel present:

December 15 at 7 & 11 p.m.

BEACH BOYS
Springfield Municipal

Auditorium

Tickets: $5.50 advance,

$6.00 at door

Available also: MUSIC CITY. Bay State West &
Eastfield; NEPTUNE WATERBEDS. W. Springfield.

MAO HATTER, Holyoke. MUSIC MAN, Westfield;

FACES OF EARTH, Amherst; BAGGINS END. South

Hadley; WAX N'WAVE, Chicopee

Season's Greetings
from Bart & Rod
BART AUTO
Paint & Body Specialists

Kraft Chef Surprise Supper 59
All Your Favorite Flavors or #•

Finast Ginger Ale »*5W«- D 28 0/

DTK 1

Finast
FIRST NATIONAL STORES

OUR FINUT SUMMTlt
I mil iMtri i»tr| caitatai' » •acaaliliaaii ••!
•Kt Itl'HIM •• •••'» '•• •• n" • •"•' *"

J
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Save 41
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I

Hills Bros

77
Co'tee %, I

V/WAiJ

I
I

The Orangey Fruit witti the Zipoei Skm

Tangerines
Zmgv Wake Up way to get You' Vitamin C

Large

40 Size

12 59
5 69

Mr Deh Specials'

Deli Bologna
•sniy SKed 0^m ^b r

To O'D- " - "
Freshly Sliced

A.amtHt m Vo'«
w* Sa'vct On.

halt

Jarlsberg Cheese

Baked Ham TO"
Imported Boiled Ham

When you
make contact —

contact us.

•Foreign & domestic

collisjon work
•Windshields replaced

. 'State license

insurance estimates

Rte. 9, Belchertown

256-8712

2 1/2 miles past Kusty
Scupper on the left

In Store Bake Shop

Costard Pies
cCoconut

BMed '"
,0

Grapefruit
Radishes 2 29 Roraaine Lettuce 29

Blend- 0- Fruit i 79 Jumbo Celery 3 1

Wild Bird Seed 1" Chicory

{BBSS*

Steak or Roast Steak or Roast
_^_^ Crul Fli.ir AAr < ^ Teat* lfA[
(CH05CE) fi rja,

rr Q$| ifc|
(CHOW) g- /^,

b

Porterhouse 1" Bib Roosts i' - 1".

1" Club Steaks 2".

591 London Broil SSS

99:. Shoulder Boust - IV.

1". Fillet Steak -ss* VI

Ice £Qc
Cream 051

|;
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Frozen Favorites From Finast!

Sara Lee Macaroni „£, 3 Si 1

Cheese Pizza »».r» '%?79'
Finast Orange Juice 3 ,';' 89
Bavarian Vegetables C 2 S2 89
Hawaiian Vegetables V 2 X 89
Buds Eye Tasli-Fries 2^59'
Taste Sea Fish Dinner « 39
Finast Turnovers

a,"49'
Ho Jo Blueberry ...». J> 39.
Ho Jo Corn Toasfies ;« 3,-

Top Chock Steok

Chuck Steuk

Beef Short Bibs

Stew Beef
BoriftfU

Rolls
Monf» 0"«

t Em doic

' Farm Fnsh Dairy FwtuW '

Feta Chees* *--» '« 1"

Bell Paese Cheese —""" 'JS
89'

£45'Flora Danica •£<

Ctigrny Camenbert

Jarlesburg Cheese

Dofino Cheese ^*"

V, 89

Ouartar

lorn

Eacli Package

Contains an Equal

Amount uf StKrni Htp

and Centw Cut Chops

Pork Chops

99:.
Ouf Very Bast Ctntar Cut

Pork Ckops 1"

Quattwt
iWitti Bac> i

frtth Tender Tasty

Ctneaen Great Vatue"

Breast
*

: - «53 'Ik

Chicken Leas 4. 63:

Chicken **"•*' 69'.

Chicken Breasts 79

Fresh American
Lamb Sale

Shoulder Chops

Bib Lamb Chops 1"

Loin Lamb Chops 1"

Lamb Combo I'cS. 89
Health & Beauty Aids!

Arrid Roll-On A V 79

Kimbtes Daytime Diapers

Modess Sanitary Napkins v 87

Bromo Seltzer
'•• 87

Haleys MO - 99

Johnsons Baby Soap" '15

Ultra Brite i\

39'!;

''• ...::'}^rr.\
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"""*

Rapid Shate |

59 >!
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Now And Then

Lectures And Conferences

WORKING CON-
FERENCE ON THE
WOMEN'S
MOVEMENT
A warm invitation is

extended to feminist

people who are acti /ely

committed to working

towards feminist ob-

jectives and affecting

social change. The
Conference is directed

at black, white, working

and non-working people.

The Conference will

be held January 24-27 at

UMass in the Orchard

Hill Residential Area.

General orientation and

registration will be held

Thursday, January 24 at

9:00 in Dickinson House

(Orchard Hill) main
lounge. Housing will be

discussed at this time. A
small fee will be asked

of all participants.

As a result of par-

ticipating in the con-

ference, students, in-

cluding those in con-

tinuing education, can

sign up to take part in a

one-credit colloquium.

Continuing Ed students

are required to pay a

fee.

The conference will

deal with aspects of

race, class, community
organizing, per-
spectives on the

Women's Movement,
and various feminist

alternatives. Discuss-

ions will be held

corresponding work-

shops in the after-

noon The following

describes just a few of

the topics to be covered.

Thursday, Jan. 24 —
RACE
Discussion and

workshops on the

community organizing

of Black ami Hispanic

Friday. Jan. 25 —
CLASS
Discussion on class

perspectives of the
feminist movement with

afternoon workshops
emphasizing the
community organizing

of white women.
Saturday, Jan. 26 —

T II E WOMAN'S
MOVEMENT
"Discussion of

statgies and goals for

the women's
movement," "Why has
feminism not appealed
to the working class," a
panel discussion on
feminism and afternoon
workshops on
"Organizing 4 College

Women: What can
UMass learn?" etc.

Sunday, Jan. 27 —
FEMINIST ALTER-
NATIVES
Discussion of

Feminists and
Socialists : a historical

perspective, also
discussions on women in

Vietnam and China, workshops on the

Afternoon workshops on January 27th peace
"Socialist Feminist— accords, media,
Other Fern. Alter- Congressional actions,

natives." There will be

importance placed on a

Planning Workshop for

a Fall conference.

Movies will be shown
throughout the con-

ference. For additional

information one may
contact Anne Ferguson

in the Philosophy
Department or Anne
McCord at the

Everywomen's Center.

We look forward to

seeing you at the

Conference.

LABOR RELATIONS
AND RESEARCH
Mr. Mark Ertrel, a

member of the Ar-

bitration Division of the

United Steelworkers of

America, will be the

speaker for the third in

a series of colloquia

sponsored by the Labor
Relations & Reseaach
Center. Ertrel will

speak on Thursday,
December 13 at 2:30

p.m. in Campus Center

Rm. 176 on the subject

of "Current Trends in

Collective Bargaining in

the Steel Industry —
Experimental Negotia-

ting Agreements
and Expedited Arbi-

tration."

HENRY STEELE
COMMAGER
Henry Steele Com-

mager, noted American
historian and professor

at Amherst College, will

speak on "justice and
Equal Protection" on

Tuesday, December 18

at 7:30 in the Campus
Center Auditorium.
REGIONAL CON-
FERENCES ON IN-
DOCHINA. B-l BOM-
BER
The First Church in

Amherst will be the

scene of two regional
^»»n!er»nc«#'*n v**«rl

peace issues during the

weekend of December
15-16.

Saturday morning,
December 15th, peace
activists from the six

New England states will

convene at the church,

located at 24 Churchill

St., to hear reports by
journalist Don Luce and
others on the present

state of the war in In-

dochina, techniques on
lobbying Congress to cut

off American military

aid to the Thieu regime
in South Vietnam, and
other information on the

Indochina peace
campaign. Registration

for the conference will

begin promptly at 10

a.m. After the morning
presentations and an
informal lunch (bring

your own bag lunch),

the conference will

break up into

organizational caucuses
at 1 p.m. These will be
followed at 2: 15 p.m. by

New Or Revised

Course And Workshop Offerings

peace education, and

related topics. At 5 p.m.,

the conference will split

up into state caucuses to

plan regional action on

Indochina. A supper will

be served at 6:15 p.m.

More information is

available from Frank
Dorman, head of the

Western Massachusetts

chapter of Clergy and
Laity Concerned
(telephone 253-5055).

Sunday, December
16th, the focus will shift

from Indochina to the

national campaign
against the B-l bomber.
This second strategy
conference will begin at

the church at 9 a.m.

Sunday. Peace activists

from the New
England—New York
region are expected to

attend. The agenda for

this conference is more
flexible.

THE BLACK HOLE
AND THE END OF
TIME
John A. Wheeler,

world-renowned physi-

cist will talk on
"The Black Hole and the

End of Time" tonight at

8:00 in Mount Holyoke
College's Gamble
Auditorium.
Of all the fascinating

processes in the sky,

none is more intriguing

than the collapse of a

star to a black hole, with

its matter fading from
view and only its

gravitational attraction

remaining behind.
Collapse of matter to a

black hole is a kind of

"experimental model"
for the collapse of the

universe itself. The final

stages of the process in

both cases present
physics with a paradox
out •*& *%*cYi 4&ec»sWe
new insights are being
discovered about the

nature of space and
time and matter and
energy.
ENGINEERING
SPEAKERS
AVAILABLE
Engineers dealing

first-hand with such
problems as trans-

portation, health care,

energy, environmental
quality and productivity

are available as
speakers through the

School of Engineering
speaker's program.
A list has been

< < onllnurd on P

TRUSTED NAME BRANDS
AND

PERSONAL SERVICE TOO!
• PANASONIC
• TDK
• ELECTROPHONIC

• REALISTIC
• TOSHIBA T.V.

• MUNTZ-CLARION
• UTAH

YOUR LOCALLY OWNID ANO OPIt ATID

radio/flack
of

amherst
3 1 8 College St. ( Rte 9) Amhsrtt

(on th« UMon But Route)
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FOOD &
AGRICULTURAL
ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT

1. FAE 386

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRINCIPLES - Prof. E.

A. Johnson
An introductory course

in photography designed

to acquaint the student

with the basic principles

and characteristics of

cameras, film, and video

taping procedures. The
course will be a com-
bination of lecture and
laboratory periods. Each
student will be expected

to provide a 35mm
camera and to spend

some money on film and
developing. Two hour
exams. Credits, 2.

Prerequisite, Basic

Physics
2 hours per day for 2

weeks, Jan. 14-25

Text : PHOTO
TECHNOLOGY, by
LaCour & Lathrop,
published by American
Technical Society.

2. FAE 386 ELEC-
TRICITY FOR THE
HOME - Prof E S. Pira

This course is designed

for students with no
previous engineering or

electrical background.

The course deals with a

study of the basic prin-

ciples of electricity,

planning electrical in-

stallations, and practical

exercises in circuit

wiring. Credits, 3.

4 hours per day, MT-
WTF

Jan. 14-25

3. FAE 386 FOOD
PROCESSING PLANT
ENGINEERING - Prof.

L. F. Whitney
Studies will be made of

nine different
Massachusetts food
manufacturing plants.

xe wdl be.jone.eiK>*-
Jay fiela trip, and one

two-day (overnight) field

trip. Preliminary
analyses will precede the

field trips and detailed

analyses will be made
following them. Ap-
proximate cost: $27.00

per student for meals
and g; tran-

sportation will be
provided. Credits, 2

Full Time, Jan. 14-18

4. Special course in

Fortran Programming
for students and faculty

in the Food Sciences. —
Prof. J. R. Rosenau
A minimum grief mini-

course in elementary
Fortran Programming.

mar

Minimal background in

math expected. Use of

canned routines.
Assistance from
University Computing
Center personnel.
Credits, none.

9:00-12:00, M-F
Jan. 21-25

RESOURCE
NETWORK
WORKSHOP

To Resource network,

funded by HEW's Office

of Drug Education, will

sponsor a workshop for

student development
staff and faculty in which

creative, collaborative

approaches for the

enhancement of student

life will be explored.

It will examine the

interrelated forces
operant on the 1974

UMass student, staff, and
faculty, and will develop

a variety of positive

interventions focused
towards the elimination

of self-destructive
behavior by the in-

dividual and self-

defeating behavior by the

institution.

Specifically, the
workshop is committed
to: 1) Exploring the

community development
model as a new approach
to student development
efforts on the Amherst
campus; 2) Exploring
personal and institutional

self-destructive behavior

as expressed in racism,

sexism, and alienation;

3) Exploring the

emerging needs of the

increasingly diverse

student population; 4)

Exploring non-sexist,

non-racist principles as

they relate to the

management of
programs and policies

;

5) Exploring a model of

reciprocal education in

which the various par
ticipants — students,

staff, and faculty alike —
are encouraged to utilize

their resources, ex-

periences and skills to

educate each other; 6)

Exploring creative,
growth producing
psycho-social en-
vironments in residence

halls; and 7) Exploring

legitimate academic
programs which in-

tegrate cognitive lear-

ning with personal
growth.
The two weeks will flow

from diagnosis, to ex-

ploration of positive

alternatives, to action for

implementation. The

format will include

lecturettes, informal

discussions, panel
reactions, films,
workshop support
groups, and a variety of

informal supportive
experiences. Op-
portunities for special

interest concentration

(e.g. racism, sexism,

drugs), skill development

(e.g. decision making
techniques, force field

analysis, micro coun-

seling, strength
training), and personal

growth experiences (e.g.

role planning, value

clarification) will be

provided.

The first week will

concentrate on an ex-

ploration of new con-

ceptual models as related

to the stated objectives.

The second week will

examine the possibilities

of operationalizing these

concepts through op-

tional task forces and the

availability of special

interest and skill

development modules.

Ideally, the end of this

two week session will

mark the beginning of a

second semester's work

Have It Your Way .

BURGER
KING

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Hadley, Mass.

Opening Wednesday,

Dec. 12, 1973

You don't hove to be

a junior to spend

"Junior Year"at

New York University.

A "Junior Year" or even a semester at NY U H no* open to

sophomores. jumors. and seniors And one of the be*ith.ngs

about spending a year at New York Umversrty >s spendmg a

year in New York City

No matter where you are currently matriculated - and

whatever your t.eld - N Y U 's College of Arts and Science can

add an exciting new dimension to your college career

You win be able to continue your work in premed. pre

dentistry pre law Math Journalism Psych Cinema studies or

computer science Or maybe you'd like criminology metra

poi.tan studies the psychology of aesthetics, linguistics. TV

news Hebrew studies, astronomy, archaeology, fine arts we

offer the full liberal arts spectrum Of education, business.

After classes you can savor the special rewards of living

,n the heart of New York City - the cultural, business, finan-

cial and artistic center of the nation

Then, after a semester or a year, you can return to your

own college to complete your degree

The program makes an ennchmg. exc.t.ng college exper

ence that you will find nowhere else For more details, call

Dean Mayerson at (212 598 2425. or mail the coupon below
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with »ttr«ct.on« Ilk* th««:

Trie Broadway theatres

Guggenheim Museum
New York Philharmonic

Metropolis lf * r '

New York Sto< K E«'hange

Metropo'itan Opera

Town Hall

Hdyden Planetarium

City Center Ballet

Museum of Natural History

Basal m. arak^rB) T> J r<
Ph.hp Mayerson

.1 IV I I I College o< AMs and Sc.ence

M -^
. ia,ng. Washington Square

Npw » fk N V 10003

Please send me complete information about your program

City .

r
,< .!••

.
.Z'P.

College At*.-
I

-J

Phone Area 413 253 7615

!__jL/£2***^dt
(iifts for the Christmas Season

WVM II ....Sum II I'l V \S\\\ ITOEI I

I I «»< K WlllHtsl \|\N«, DIM?
and

JKWKI m
Hrl'XIKIM. I'HWTKK A LEATMKN MUM

DIAMOND*
WATCMH

Ml \KRW\RE
CHINA

Signup
with these.

Head

The posters come to life...

Meet Head's professional ski racers Lasse Hamre and

Ken Corrock. Come In and get your free posters

autographed by former Lange Cup champion Lasse or

Ken right on the spot. Available to skiers on a

first come, first served basis.

Lasse or Ken uill talk racing and sign autographs as

well as help you select your next pair of Head skis at:

StiRHe
Next to The Pub in AMHERST

Wed., Dee. 12th.

6 to 9 p.m.

RifH afor Hit m S*0* Pre Raen Head

Notices
BDIC STUDENTS AND
FACULTY:
Today's cluster party is

for students and faculty

interested in the area of

aesthetics; Drama.
Music, Film and
Photography.
BIG MEETING:
There will be a Bahai'

Association Meeting In

the Campus Center This
Wednesday at 4:00 pm.
The Room will be posted

bv the elevator.
CC-SU STUDENT
EMPLOYEES:
Candidates for Student

Employee Represen-
tative will hold office

hours from 4-6 pm in C.C.

817. Any student em-
ployees are invited to

field questions and or

problems.
CC-SU STUDENT
EMPLOYEES:
Election for student

employee Rep to Board of

Governors will be held on
Friday, Dec. 14. Can-
didates are Bonnie Drew
and Dev Dion.
COMMUTERS:
The Women's Guide to

Amherst and North-

ampton and The hirst

Time Renters Guide are
available in the Com-
muter Lounge and 229

Whitmore. Meeting
tonight at 5:15. All are
welcome.
DEADLY NIGHT
SHADE:
TO PLAY AT 9:00, Sat

12-15 in Dickinson Rec.
Room, Orchard Hill. All

people invited.

DVP MEETING:
There will be a DVP

meeting Dec. 13 at 2:00 in

room 801 C.C.

FLAP STUDENTS
NOTE:
Pre-registration closes

Friday. Confirmation ol

enrollment will be mailed
during the Holiday recess

to all pre-registrants
(along with list of 1 credit

colloqui also to be of-

fered). 1st day of classes

Jan 7. CSA Academics
Program 5-2041; 6-4546.

HEALTH ADVISORY
BOARD:
The board will meet

tonight at 4 : 30 in third fir

library, health services

KING KONG
RETURNS:

King Kong returns by
Popular Demand to

terrorize the beautiful

Fay Wray in the
ORIGINAL uncut . ver-

sion. Tonight, Weds at

7:00, 8:30 and 10 pm.
SUB
NORTHAMPTON
VOLUNTEERS.
Bus leaves Thurs.

same time. All members
come for Christmas
Party and ready for

action. A good time for

all.

READING FROM
BAHAI:
Bahai Standpoint on

Thurs. 10:30 am S.U. Rm
911 All are invited 12-13.

STRATEGY GAMES
CLUB:
Avalon Hill players;

meeting tonite 12-12, 6:00

C.C. 103. All newcomers
welcome.
UNITARIAN SOCIKTY
OF AMHERST:
Dec. 16 service at 11

am. Dr. Sanat K.

Majumder, Prof of

Biology at Westfield, will

speak on "Eastward Ho;
A Goldrush for Oriental

Wisdom."

WIMV:
Captain Video invites

his fellow Video freaks to

a Friday evening of fun in

Cance House.
LOST:

I lost my driver's
lisrense If anyone finds

it please notify me. Call

Susan Stec. 546-8110.

LOST:
A dog who answers to

the name Simon. Simon
was last seen wearing a
leather collar with S hook
without tag. He has a

reddish-gold coat, spots

on his tongue and weighs
45 lbs. Call Jim 549-0621.

FOUND:
1 pair of gloves sitting

in W13 Machmer. Call 1

5890013.

FOUND:
Eric Hanse, your

UMass checkbook is at

the C.C. Lost and Found.
Show some ID and it is

yours!

BDIC STUDENTS AND
FACULTY

:

Today's (12-13) cluster

party is for students and
faculty interested in the

areas ot neugiou auu
Philosophy.

CONTRACEPTIVE
CLINIC:
Contraceptive services

will be available during
intercession. The Clinic

will open Tues. and Fri,

8:30-11:30 am, Jan 4-25.

Call 545-0057 for an ap-

pointment.
INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN:
Come and fellowship with

us! Dec. 17 is the last

meeting of the semester.

Rm. 803 in C.C.

KNOW YOURSELF:
This semester's last

chaP00 tn f»f/>or>tr nut tKir>

fantastic meditative
knowledge of Guru
Maharaj J i will be at 7:30

Thursday night in C.C.

168.

LOST:
A plain manila file of

irreplaceable child ob-

servations has been
mistakenly taken from
the Human Kl
Development office.

Please . . Please return

it to Rm. 358, Hills So.

ROOMMATE WANTED:
F. roommate wanted

share bedroom in Rolling

Green apt. $55 a month.

Phone 256-8198.

"MICH NIGHT" TONIGHT

Michelob Goblet 40'

MM after 9 p.m. nmt\

MISS at

TEE CHEQUERS

MISS

1 "FREE" Jllk* Boi 9 p.m. until 1 a. m.

k«t her tunrn after 11:00 F mf.

Need a break during finals?

Goten
of Japan

Japanese cuisine in traditional atmosphere

Kte. 1 16. Sunderland 665-:i6L'K

Financial Note
The Financial Aid

Office will make second
semester financial aid

determinations over the

next four weeks. Students

with completed ap-

plication files should
receive notification no
later than the week of

January 7th, 1974.

Prospects for next

term are not good.

Demonstrated need for

funds will be 4-5 times

greater than the dollars

available from in-

stitutionally controlled

financial aid services.
Most students will have
to seek Massachusetts
H.E.L.P. Loans (or other

state guaranteed loans)

in order to meet their

educational costs.
Processing of H.E.L.P.
Loans take 4-5 weeks
from start to finish.

Therefore, applications

should be initiated as

soon as possible. In-

Music And Radio
UMASS CHORALE AND CHAMBER SINGERS

Vivaldi's "Magnificat" will be featured in the

UMass Chorale and Chamber Singers concert Dec 12

at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.
The Chamber Singers will sing the "Magnificat," a

musical setting of the canticle in praise of the Blessed

Virgin by the great 18th century Italian composer
Antonio Vivaldi.

The Chorale will perform works spanning a wide
spectrum of vocal music. Their portion of the

erogram will include pieces by Brahms, Ravel, Moe,
lorely. Haydn and Scarlatti.

Both ensembles are directed by Dr. Richard du

Bois of the University's music faculty. The concert is

sponsored by the UMass department of music and is

open to the public without charge.

"FOCUS" MONDAY NIGHT
Monday at 10 p.m., WMUA (University of

Massachusetts radio, 91.1 FM) will air a review of

action taken in the 1973 session of the Massachusetts

legislature.

Mosakowski's guests for the live, 60-minute forum

will be State Representative James Collins and State

Senator John Olver

New life

next
semester!
Mount Sugarloaf can make you forget all

about those dorm doldrums. Its a modern
apartment community only a couple of

minutes by car or bike from Amherst

College, downtown Amherst or UMass.

• ON UMASS BUS LINE
• 2 bedrm. apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• roomy closets, storage

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• master TV antenna
• modern kitchens

• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges
• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals
• 2-door refrigerators

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

Rent: $200/month (utilities included)

Call 41 3-665-3856

Direction: On Route 47.

MOUNT
SUGARLOAF

formation on the loans

are the institutional
protion of the application

are available from the

financial aid office — 243

Whitmore Building.

In order to be assured
of funds for second
semester, students
planning on H.E.L.P.
Loans should contact
their banks before
Christmas.

Tan tjv7WV&
AN ENCOUNTER
WITH CHABAD

Are you a Jewish college student? Want to explore at first hand the most exciting

movement in Judaism today — the so called "Spark" of Judaism? Then regardless of

whatever knowledge or beliefs you may have, you are warmly invited to spend a

sabbath weekend with the Chabad (Lubavitcher) Chassidim during Intercession.

I- or information: •>••! your local llillrl Hanoi or rail l!5:i:i57fi

or write to: l.ubavitch Youth Organiiation

770 Kantern Parkway
Hrooklvn. NY. 1 1213

Year after \ car. semester

alter semester, the

( olle<jc\Iastcr Irom

l-iriclit) Union Lite has

been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all overAmerica.

Kind out w In.

(all thcl-idclit) Union
CollegeMaster
Field Associate

in your area:
747 Main St Amherst

Tel 256 8351

«**»
i r'

G)llcecMasicr
<r>

. . . i

TONS Of CIFTWRAP BOT TO SELL RITE

55 SQUARE FEET •

$1-ft Rrl
Value W **

4MttfraUMUStiffil

COMPARE OUU QUALITY • C0MP»Rt OUH W1C*

ex}

RAILROA
'^ STORES

i/ti

Jflt iTfO*

"
i >

'F3

CANAL

STREET

TURNERS

FALLS.

MASS

ROUTE 5.

E WINDSOR

RTE. 184 |ra
g<

RUBY BOT 22 TRAILERLOAOS

CHRISTMAS

FO

*x*

Oat *— ' I

ZuITICit! •si--.
> <&%&

SALE

STARTS SUNDAY

CONTINUES MON. THRU FRIDAY

CROTON.

^-^ET"^ CONN

ragl BOSTON I SALVASE
POST RO

1 ORANGE.

CONN.
W! CAN (MY LIST A FEW OF THESE BARCilMS

IF WE DON'T HAVE IT TODAY WE MAY HAVE IT TOMORROW! C MON DOWN, BROWZE AROUND 'N SAVE MONEY...

RAILERTRUCKTURNS OVER!!
RUBY WAS CALLED IN BY THE INSURANCE CO. THEIR LOSS

IS YOUR GAIN! ONLY THE CARTONS WERE CRUSHED!

A RUBY BOT'

IT RITE!

VERY SIMILAR BUT NOT EXACTLY AS SHOWN

LADIES

N

TEENS

15,000 PAIR
FAMOUS BRAND

FANCY STORES

$2000 VALUE

FANCY STORES

16°° VALUE

ALL THE LATEST STYLES, COLORS, FABRICS! FAMOUS NAMES

FANCY STORE VALUES RAILROAD

up$onoo SALVAGE

TO
LV

PAIR

BARGAIN

PRICED

SLACKS

N

JEANS
IN EVERY GARMENT...

C'MON DOWN N BROWZE AROUND

FANCY STORES

$12
oo VALUE

PAIR

Railroad Buvi • Surplus • Close-outs • Odd Lots

RAILROAD SALVAGE OPEN SUNDAY 9 TIL 9 .w*-»~^™~r»r~zr~m

i
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BELL RINGER BARGAINS ON
BEST SELLING HIT LPS

5,

COLUMBIA
lullSiiil

... h •

-f

Christmas

[ OPEtlTO
9m

LOGGINS& MESSINA
Full Sill

COLUMBIA KC 32540
$3.69^

$369

List $5.98

tnctudtng

A Fool Such As I

MrBojanqifs TrwBaHadOlkaHayes
Big Yellow Tan LilyOf Th*We«t

h t^**?15?;?

v_

THE ISLEY BROTHERS
3+3
MMMm

: «W*iiiC-aMM[lu«f<roSmMn«lG<.***« too*.

DYLAN

n

\\(.l I ( I \KI

Nil! DIAMOND

a j3\
NEIL DIAMOND
Jonathan Livmplon Saagull

Original Motion Pictura Sdtrk

COLUMBIA KS 32550

ON SALE

ONE

WEEK ONLY
KC 31474

PC 32747"

#NT7Wr\,

((

*«ihn>*i«i

Between Nothingness& Eternity

MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA
LIVE
mcludKig

Draam S>tta> Amtraa
ThaSunMPatti i«l*araOalaMa>
tomorrow » Slor » Not Tha Sama

*^sig^s

List 6.98

PC 32445

KC 1?7tSfi*

K? 1?453

/L

DAVE MASON
I T S LIKE YOU NEVER L£F T

th»l uiii Owtut*».«. Law

KC 31721

$6.98 List

gUn* ^amca/^^a^/ <8ift 9>e&

RACHMANINOFF
Complata Piano Concartoi

Paoamni Rhapsody

Aniavaa/

Naw Ptiilharmonia

ANGEL SCB 3801

A Spaciallv Pncad

3 LP Sat

•aoa^. » titan* Cafta

r«co***« tf tlii

matf%rwofk.' T'ho o«»#ri
paWrtUfBaJ *4aaO/ #JNfVOVMaWV 1

Itch-Vows and bssuty CMf
•BajHSOft aaavof* tf*a occwnf .i. aon. tit 44

HONV NEWMAN
Hirp*

KV H
IHf Will HMCIKfn

( I V\ It K

MAHLER SYMPHONY NO 8

Symphony of a Thousand
Wyn Morris/London Symphonica

RCA CRL 2-0350

A Specially Pncad

2 LP Sat

($7.97 PUCCINI TOSCA
Prica. Domingo, Milnas

Mahtt/Naw Philharmoma

RCA ARL 24105

ANTHONY NEWMAN/Harpaichofd
BACH : VVaM Tameerad Clavwr

COLUMBIA M2 32SOO

Columbiam
fs.

MASTERWORKS

ANTHONY
NEWMAN
fxfta tn*A.
r*n+"r ttjn

LUTHERAN
ORGAN
MASS

fntm P*rt Kl*f ft* k't kt*i*-mkmmf
'

ANTHONY NEVWMAN/Onjan
Luthar an Oraan Mas
COLUMBIA M2 32497

L ^

SPECIAL MAJOR LP LABEL PURCHASE -- Qft
Thousands of LPs - - AH Categories $ I

Pop-Rock-Ctasslcs-Jazz-Shows-Blues Per Disc

8lN«»Mf«IC*»D V

y\ I MIHS

iscount records
Store Hour*. Mon.-S«t. 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

fcaaaatatafjaaal

275 Triangle St., off E. Pleasant. Imhtrit 549-4433 >" Parkin« in Krar

)Tr^J Trt^»TrPV
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Attorney For Students

No Records For Christmas
By

Richard M. How land

The Great and General
Court has produced some
very special Christmas
presents for the younger
citizen's of
Massachusetts who have
experienced the greatest

evil effects of the

marijuana laws — being
convicted of them. Other
harmless arrestees are

now made happy, to wit:

Chapter 322 of the Acts

of 1973 provides that in

any criminal case where
a defendant has been
found not guilty, or no
bail has been returned by
a grand jury or a court

has found no probable
cause, said defendant
may write to the Com-
missioner of Probation
(Court House, Pem-
berton Square. Boston
02108) and obtain a form
requesting the Com-
missioner to seal the
record of appearance in

court and the disposition.

The Commissioner must
seal the record and cause
it to be sealed wherever
else it appears and the
defendant may
thereafter report to any
inquiry that there is 'no

record".

Similarly where the
prosecution decides not

i o prosecute, or the Court
dismisses a case, the

record may be sealed by
order of the court with
the same result.

Chapter 533 of the Acts
of 1973 provides

(a) that a person found
not guilty or for whom a

complaint is dismissed or

an indictment not
prosecuted which in-

volves a violation of the

law against possession of

drugs shall have the
public records of arrest,

indictment, conviction,

continuance or
discharge, sealed and the

person need never report

it to anyone thereafter;

t) a person entitled to

have .the record sealed

who was convicted of a

felony which is now a

misdemeanor will be
treated as if it was a
misdemeanor at the time
of conviction and when in

doubt it is treated as a

misdemeanor; and
c) any record of an

offense which is no longer

a crime I tor instance

presence violations in

narcotics cases except
heroin) shall be eligible

for sealing forthwith.

If it applies to you,

write to the Com-
missioner of Probation
giving your name and
date of birth and
requesting the necessary
forms.

NON-SMOKERS vs. SMOKERS
It has come to the attention of the Campus Center Student Union Board of

Governors that there may be a considerable number of students, faculty and staff

who would like to see certain areas in the cafeteria facilities in the Campus
Center Student Union, design .ted as non smoking areas.

WE WANT YOUR OPINION: ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST

A non smoking area in the Hatch

A non smoking area in the Bluewall

A non smoking area in the Coffeeshvp

I am not in favor of this idea at all.

Additional comments welcome:

Yes

( )

No

( )

( )

( !

( )

Please drop in designated boxes outside the Hatch, Coffeeshop or Bluewall.

Course Offerings
(Continued from F. 18

1

compiled as an in-

formational service to

show how engineering is

helping to solve some of

society's problems. The
talks are offered
without charge, with
honorariums accepted
to cover travel ex-
penses..

SERIES— AMERICAN
IMPKR1ALISM

The center for racial

understanding and the
anti-imperialist vouth
committee continues its

seminar series on
United States im-
perialism by inviting

three distinguished
speakers this week to

our community. The
seminars will be held on
Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday, and will be

lead by visitors from
Africa, North America
and South America at

the center for racial

understanding, South-

west Residential
College. University of

Mass — Amherst.
COME TO THE

CENTER FOR RACIAL
UNDERSTANDING
AM) BRING A
FRIEND.

Under 11 billon sold
YOU JUST :**FA

THE HUN6RV

Free Delivery

256-6350 253-9080

A SPECIAL EVENT • program council . GIFT
the entire U.Mass. community Dec. 13th. Thursday

Christmas Party
Children's Party Cancelled

<#^-rr»#*&r X
AND . . .

• • • •

8 p.m. til 2 a.m.

starring live, on stage . . .

BOOGIE FREE ADMISSION
FREE BEER SERVED

ROCK GROUP

Sound Dimension and Syn

Recently played with

"Stylistic*"

"Cool and The Gang"

"Sylvan"

Moments l¥e want to see four face in the place"

members have been booked with

"Jamas Cotton Blues"

"Chambers Bros.'

II announcing 11

t e c H H IF I
Quality Components at the Right Price

COMES TO AMHERST
at 253 TRIANGLE ST. (Next to Discount Records)

SOUND IDEAS is being taken over and selling

off its display equipment and inventory.

So come to 1 Cook Place while you can and
get the buys of a lifetime.

SOUND IDEAS
1 COOK PLACE AMHERST - 253-5942
soon to become TECH-H1FI

253 TRIANGLE ST. (Next to Discount Records)

I
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i don't think I like the way this guy runs discussions'

C
A
M
P
U
s

ftoMAMO

Oit vjou inlkintOf.

qboutj TOarvIri ^r

so gerrHygrecf
* come !*«]

\ DO YOU FEEL-
-HEMMED IN BT HfcH-RlSETS?
-TRAPPED Bf TOWfffS f
-A CASE OF CONCRETE ttAOSTBO-
PHOBIAACOM Wfr ON * /y^

$f£s

THEN YKi'RE SOFttKWfr
FROM

pSOUTHWESr pbYCHOSISjAND

SHOULP CONTACT HEALTH SERVICES AT ONCE.
fori*

HO. NO
MD£4PD0^

"Miss Anderson, would you mind not bringing

your dog to class next time?'

MovlE

* YC5.S'* THauZS Youe

V(°s* /' PfOKEM, BUT Vt'Re on allocation

HE*l, ANt> m AFRAlVl
OMK SliX V0t>

OH, YES, niSTEf? NIXON, EVERYBODY 15

GOING ALONG W/TH YOUR 'VOLUNTARY

CUT BACK OF FUEL U5f" SUQ&CSnONS!

e

I

s

e

w
h
e

r

e

"I know what you want for Christmas, pal...
1

WELL, FOP 0N6 THING, MR. PRESIDENT-; H£ w*5
A MGCH TALLgg

ahr ftaaBarhuerttB flatly GnUrqian
The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts up
code 01002 Telephones 545 7550 (news) 545 0J44 'sports) 545 0731

i business)

Second class posfaqe is paid in Amherst and Additional mailing in

Ware Mass 0I0IJ THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year except during vacation

e«am periods or holidays Accepted tor mailing under the authority of

tn act of March • II" as amended by »r\ act of June II 1*41 Sub

sd ipt.on rates tre it 00 per semester ol 510 00 per year

My OIL AND GASOLINE EM£/?G£NCV COUNCIL

,5 COMPOSED OF MANY VlXlHGunHED
REPRESENTATIVES-

"Now, would you be interested in buying

a bridge in Brooklyn?"
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Classical Record Sale
Complete Catalogs

(multiple record sets priced accordingly)

\

.1. «/>./».
( iriimmi tHIi ii

Deutsche Grammophon

HECTOR BERLIOZ
Symphoiu* lanta—bepje

_ List

$6.98
OUR PRICE

$4.4ft^
TmmoK

London Imports
(Argo-TelefunkervL'Oiseau-Lyre)

BRANDENBURG
CONCERT! 1-6

Sill
(.ONCIMI S Ml SK I •«

HUM KUv.»kPISi> VMUl
«#ll,INM IKMHIMIM 1-

INORK.INAl Sll IINl>

-List

$5.98
OUR PRICE

$3.69per disc

ncji
HC/I "ED SEAL

Cliv* Fir7/r» Scores tor

BETTE DAVIS
All About E»» J«i*b«l - Dark Victory

Ttw Utter • Mr Skatfington • Juarai
AN Thra. and Haavan Too Now. Voyagar
Ellaabath and Eaaai • In Thta Our Ufa
food tha For—t A Stolon Lifa

Charl9» Garriardt
National Philharmonic Orctfttra

RCA Red Seal

aeo seal nc/l
i »t< odd vr*

RED SEAL

IJlrMtM 1*13

TOSCA
11 WlfM) .KWIXrO
SHIiRKII.I *tllM> '

71hT>MIHT\

T Y HITS
ARTHUR FfDLER BOSTON POPS

CHIT ATKINS

.List

$5.98
OUR PRICE

•n lufln American Palrol Play M»
Tenn«i»r W*Mj lv»r y ih,ng Is BeauMu
Spanish Fie* The Carmen Baliri Su^'e

The Wal'j.nq Cat I u Hy A*a» •4^%9*+MaWZWper disc

Angel

IWCflaWUWWUaTT
C_—_L mJL_.

ROMEO AND JULIET
i Symphony

PfCVtN

SHOSTAKOVICH
SYMPHONY NO 15

Moacow Radio Symphony;
M. Shostakovich Wr

• List

$5.98
OUR PRICE

•*4?UMaW-Jper disc

D paperback booksmith
* * Dedicated to th« fin* art of browsing"

fflSSSW^
Madlty

jiMJiiJiiAij.1 LniltIiJ.ixi.im j. i .1. i li 1. i a.r^TWTTrroWr^^ffTW^W^TOTffmffiMli^^ A.IJ.IJ.IAIAJUU.
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THKY CALL IT THE CAGE and jammed to the rafters with screaming I Mies its worth about ten points a game. Latest

victim was I Conn 79-72, last night.

"Minuteman Murph" guns down UConn
Santos does it

all as J. V. 's

topple Huskies
M> SI t \r s\K\( r NO

Sophomore guard Billy

Santos did everything but
collect student IDs last night
as he led the I'Mass jayvees to a
67-61 victory over IVonn at the
Cage

All the 5'U" backcourt ace
did was score 30 points i tope

among all scorers I . steal the

ball time after time, set up
numerous baskets with super-

smooth ball handling 5

assists*, and sink a pressure

jump shot with 53 seconds left to

put the game out of I'Conn's
reach

However. Santos wasn't the

only player to shine Arnie
Johnson collected 11 points and

11 rebounds, and made several

UConn shooters eat a fe^»

For UConn. long range
bomber Bill Harris netted 18

points while his not-so-high

jumping teammate Rudzinzki

accumulated 14 before he fouled

out

The Huskies had an
auspicious start as they went
four and a half minutes into the

game without scoring Hopes of

a Minuteman shutout were
dashed when Harris sank two
foul shots, but Connecticut still

went almost 7 minutes without

sinking a field goal

The junior Minutemen had
control most of the slow moving
game They led 28-26 et the half

and their lead fluctuated from 3

to 8 points throughout the

second half

Mistakes, in the form of

turnovers and personal fouls,

were as abundant as cars at a

traffic jam. and served to draw-

out the contest to nearly >wo

hours There was a total of 55

fouls between the two teams,

and the squads managed 53

turnovers

Although I Mass had more of

those 108 mistakes than UConn.
they made up for it by shooting

an even 50 per cent from the

floor while the Huskies shot a

not so-husky 36 1 The shooting

was a definite asset for I'Mass

So was Billy Santos

-
By STEVE DeCOSTA

John Murphy, playing much of the

game with four personal fouls, hit on

14 of 20 shots from the field as the

Minutemen toppled UConn 79-72 to

take the early jump in the YanCon
basketball race.

Murphy drew his fourth foul late in

the first half but managed to come
back to the hardwood after in-

termission and hit for 18 of his 31

points before fouling out with three

minutes left.

Other double-figure scorers for

UMass were Al Skinner and Bill

Kndicott with 13 and Peter Trow,

who came off the bench to throw in

12.

But again it was the defense and
work off the boards that turned the

trick for the Minutemen. Playing the

same man-to-man that throttled

URI, UMass held the Huskies to 29

points in the first half to take

command with a six point lead

Actually, the lead was never

threatened. Murphy hit on four

straight buckets at the start of the

second half as the Minutemen ran up
what was once a 20-point lead.

UMass countered the towering

UConn front line with fine

positioning and boxing out to grab
the edge in rebounding, 41-35.

Skinner, who along with Murphy
was the individual rebound leader

with nine apiece, also had to over-

come some early foul difficulty He
drew his third midway through the

first half and his fourth at the same
point in the second stanza but stayed

on until the verdict was no longer in

doubt.

(al Chapman was the high man
for the Huskies with 19 after a torrid

first half in which he caged IS points

with drives to the hoop in an effort to

disqualify the two UMass big men.
Jimmy Foster poured in 15 for

UConn while freshman John
Thomas clicked for ll u

The Minutemen trailed only once
in the game and that was at the

outset as the Huskies ran off the first

four points. But UMass then coun-

tered with eight straight of their own
and was never headed.

The Minutemen are now 4-0 while

UConn is mired at the .500 level at 2-

2.

1
Bill Ballou

Where was the defense?

i stall Photo/t.ib Kullrrton'

WHEN HE WAS l\ A PINCH. HE DIDN'T
FLINCH — that's jumpin' John Murphy whose
timely accuracy at strategic moments kept Jack
Leaman's winning streak alive.

Kelley leaving UMass
Marty Kelley. ex sport columnist on the t'Mass Daily Collegian

has retired

The announcement came in a small, private ceremony at the

(niirm.ui office yesterday "Mr Sport' has conquered every

-.ports media on the I M;iss Campus radio, newspaper and cable

I \ Mr- is scheduled to begin work this January at a Worcester radio

station, his employment part of an internship granted by the

Outreach program For his work. Kelley will receive academic
credit, but no financial remuneration
Kellev had one semester left on a four year contract

Mermen swamp Worcester Poly
BvB ZULU

While the basketball team

fought off I'Conn. the swim

team had its' fins full warding

off a strong WPI team last

night

I'Mass accumulated 7 out of

the 13 possible firsts. 5 out of 10

seconds, and 5 out of 10 thirds

Taking the top spot again was

Ben Crooker. the outstanding

freshman distance freestyler

from Amherst Crooker won

both the 1000 and 500 yard

freestvle events Co-Captain

Dick Blaisdell also stood out

with a first in the 50 yard

freestyle and a second in the 100

yard freestyle missing 1st place

by only a fraction of a second

Cndefeated freshman Dave
Boucher again proved tops in

the 200 yard breaststroke
coming close to breaking the

school record he set last week
Jeff C rouse won the 1 meter
diving, edging out up and
coming Karl McAllister by only
5 points

The meet was close all the

way until I'Mass took the lead

as Duncan Lomas won his 200

I M. event, about half way
through the meet I'Mass did

not fall behind after tha, but the

outcome of the meet did come
down to the last relay The
score stood I'Mass 56. WPI 50.

and the pressure was on the

relay to win. The team of

llebert. Blaisdell. Ron Boucher
and Lomas edged out WPI as

the fans went wild

other important seconds
came from Spencer Sullivan in

the 1000 Freestyle, Ron Boucher
in the 200 freestyle. Joe Hebert

in the 200 butterfly, Scott Mc-
Nab in 200 backstroke, and
Karle McAllister in the 3 meter
diving

H> Kll.l. KAI.I.Ol

(Ed note This in what happens when a

hockey writer in his first visit ever to the

Cage in four years at UMass, is assigned to

cover a basketball game.)

Coach Jack Leaman. was a happy, no

make that thrilled, man last night as his team
lieat chief Yankee Conference rival Con-

necticut 79-72 at the Cage
But it appears from where this reporter sat

that Leaman needs to do a lot of work on his

team's defense

The Minutemen gave up 72 goals, believe it

or not, and the only thing that saved them

from humiliation was that UConn gave up an

even more amazing 79.

You could probably fault the goaltenders, if

you could find out who they were At various

times Al Skinner or John Murphy looked like

they were guarding the I'Mass net, but at

other times were nowhere to be found.

And Murphy certainly didn't play like a

goalie offensively, as he scored 31 (that's

right 31 • goals singlehandedly Skinner

scored 13 himself, but his main value was in

his fine handhandling and his good work in

collecting rebounds that could have been

potentially tapped in for more goals

There was so much scoring, in fact, that

instead of raising their arms when they

scored, the players would raise their arms
when penalized, evidently saving energy,

since they scored more than they were

penalized

And if it wasn't for the two horrendous

officials, there probably wouldn't have been

any penalties There weren't many good

checks thrown and when there were the of-

ficials were quick to call a penalty.

Unfortunately when they called penalties, it

was either all or nothing Early in the periods

they simply stopped play, let the man stay on

the court and awarded the other team the

ball Later on they overcompensated by

awarding a penalty shot to the player fouled

(.ranted, the penalty shot is the most ex-

citing play in spoils hut this was overdone In

15 years of hockey watching I'd only seen

three, but I saw that many in the space of a

minute late in the first period

Possibly things would have been improved
if the officials had taken the proper pre-game
precautions Instead of freezing the ball to

prevent it from bouncing too much they let it

stay at Cage temperature and the result was
an overlyelastic ball that at times was hard to

control

It's also unfortunate that the officials didn't

see the offsides that were occurring on almost

every play The crowd certainly didn't mind,

for they cheered the loudest when a I'Mass

forward, standing under the UConn basket

and obviously offside, received a long pass

and scored into the empty net. At least they

were consistent in the calls

However they did pull one royal boner

Connecticut's Cal Chapman was hit as he

went in for a goal, and the official raised his

hand for a delayed call Chapman scored

anyway, and the official allowed the goal and

then gave Chapman a penalty shot instead of

waving off the penalty The result was a hat-

trick for Chapman on one play

But all-in-all, Leaman should be proud of

his team's over-all performance They
certainly showed a magnificent offense,

despite the fact that a lot of players took shifts

a lot longer than two minutes

And the Minutemen did a fine job killing

penalties, even though they were never faced

with a short-handed situation. It was un-

doubtedly a big win for I Mass
One more thing, though, and that's the

outrageous thievery that's permitted to go on

at the concession stands Hot dogs cost 50

Ctfttft, candy bars 35 cents At both Norwich

and Middlebury this weekend hot dogs were
only 35 cents. Now you can't tell me that

expenses are 30 per cent more down here, and
you can't tell me that I Mass hot dogs are 30

per cent better It seems to be the old case of

screwing the customer when you can

SPORTS

HH.H PLYING Al L SKINNER didn't score

much, only 13 points, but he didn't have to. Here,

he gives Murphy a breather as he soars in for a

three-point play.

T^E MocpsrE«s aVze 'jtetfas.iMC,
, SCO see
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Heavyweight Boxing:

From Frazier vs. Quarry '69... *S
On June 23. 1%9. there were

'ivc men upon whom the eyes of

'he boxing world were focused.

One wiis the Spirit of Boxing

Past, om the Spirit of Boxing

Future, ;md the other three

were rivaling for the right to be

called the King of Boxing

Present.
(in thai day Joe Frazier. the

world heavyweight champion.

recognized by only five states i

would defend his title against

the number one contender,

Jerry Quarry
Krazier. the cruel machine of

destruction, had won his

recognition as champ and

avenged a defeat in the

amateura by destroying

behemoth Buster Mathis. an

amazingly quick and capable

boxer for such a giant The

other champ". Jimmy Kllis.

had gained his version of the

title by winning an elimination

tournament sponsored by the

World Boxing Association to

find a successor to dethroned

champion Muhammad All

But at (his time Kllis was
inactive, seemingly avoiding a

showdown with Frazier Quarry

was ,i question mark Having

ko'd favorite Thad Spencer and

decisioned two-time champ
Floyd Patterson In the wba
tournament, he fought Kllis a

dull fifteen rounds in the finals,

losing a (lose decision Quarry

claimed to have had a back

injury during the fight and his

performance attested to it. He
tailed to land any of (he vicious

honks which had ko'd Spencer

and decked Patterson twice

But in Ins next big fight he

knocked Big Buster Mathis out

of prominence for good, landing

his hooka and putting him down
Now he had another shot at

another version of the title A
flamboyant figure from a few

yean back loomed over the

entire picture

Muhammed Ali, undefeated

in the professional ring, still

claimed to be 'The Createst'

and many felt that he could

easily whip any of these various

champs and contenders But All

was entangled in our judiciary

system and whether he would

ever return to the ring was at

present an unanswerable

question
There was one more pugilist

receiving the fans' attention

that day Flag waving George

Foreman the powerful IISS

Olympic Champ, was making

his pro debut as ,i preliminary

to the Fra/.iei Quarry cham-

pionship bout Many followers

ol boxing knew that young

foreman had the potential to

win the Big One someday Bight

now he was a rookie with his

eyes open and a lot of respect

tor the men fighting the main

even!
on that day Jerry Quarry's

strateg) was bad As he failed

to slug with Kills S boxer he

chose not lo box Frazier. a

slugger In violating boxing's

number one axiom Quarry was

Iko (1 .liter seven rounds of toe-

tO-lQC slugging

George Foreman looked

green in bis pro debut, ko'ing

one Don Waldhelm After being

rl<Mifrnv*ri to frailer the

lollowing February. Jimmy
Fills never won big again He
was replaced as a top contender

by Karnie Shavers, who
knocked him out in the first

round a few months ago
And in 1970 Muhammed All

made a comeback scoring a

' nrd round tko cut eye) over

Jerry Quarry who was once

again the number one contender

as a result of ko'ing Mac Foster

who was the top contender

with twenty-four bo's in as

many lights

Ah then knocked out f>scar

Bonavena in the fifteenth round,

and on March K. 1971. put his

pride on the line against

frustrated champ Joe Frazier.

whose claim tO 'he title was still

being doubled since he had not

>et fought dethroned All

Fra/ier was a slight lavonte

going in the Battle of the

( enlurv between IWO un

defeated champions and be

won. surprisingly b> decision

IractUhng AH'S jaw and sending

him to the canvas in the

process All has since won a

number of bouts and also lost

one. to strongman Ken Norton,

this time receiving a broken

law. as well as beating Norton

in the rematch

Muhammed Ali and

reunion in February.

Joe Frazier: They have a

...Right Up To 1974
Today lour of the five along

with Shavers and Norton

remain as the world's top

heavyweights Oeorge
Foreman got his chance and

massacred Joe Frazier .n two

rounds, knocking him down six

limes and winning the title He
made one token defense of his

title ko ing Puerto Kico's Joe

'Kinfc" Roman in two minutes,

.iiicl then went into hiding

Fra/ier remains in the top

mi and awaits a rematch with

Foreman He has decisioned

British Champ Joe Bugner

since losing the title, but his

comeback may be seriously

affected by the death of his

manager and close friend.

Yancey Durham, who passed

away late this summer
Madison Square darden. the

center of boxing, is putting on a

Frazier Ali rematch in

February Ken Norton would

like title shot or even another

rematch with All. And
iiImt 14 Jerry Quarry and

K.irnie Shavers meet at the

Garden, supposedly as an

elimination for a title shot

Foreman has rejected many
offers for fights, particularly a

light with Quarry, which

Garden matchmaker Teddy
Brenner has offered to Big

(ieorge with a Hat guarantee of

St million.

This evasion of Quarry in

particular could have

something to do with Jerry's

"new' -ell Disgusted with his

performance in his second loss

to Ali and beset with personal

problems. Quarry quit the ring

He divorced his wife, got a

new manager and made a

comeback last January Since

then he has ko'd Randy
Nuemann in seven, demolished

James J Woody and Tony
Doyle in two and four rounds

respectively, and in his biggest

victory, whipped previously

unbeaten favorite Ron Lyle

over the twelve round route

Whatever the case, the proper

authorities should use their

influence to urge Foreman to

defend An inactive

Heavyweight Champion is not a

champion
As far as Quarry-Shavers is

concerned, it should be a hell of

a fight Jerry is a banger with a

graoJ left hook and superb
vounlerpunrher Shavers >» a

slugger with great power He
will come after Quarry and land

some punches, while Quarry is

countering and landing as well

Quarry rarely goes down, but

Shavers was staggered in that

first round by Ellis, who was

never considered powerlul

Jerry has also fought opponents

of muchhigher caliber than has

Karnie. and when at his bc-st is

one of the best

The bout will make or break

Shavers, and for the reasons

given i and a bit of personal

hias> . 1 think a Quarry victory

w\» prev ait, probabty a

knockout if Shavers comes to

Quarry the way he has come to

each of the men on his victim

list Due to the title implications

and the style clash between

Quarry and Shavers, it should

be a hell of a fight.

MASSE'S
For Tour HOLIDAY N"d* !

OPEN MONDAY
- Dec. 24th and Dec. 31st

Stuffed Jumbo Shrimp***

•••Stuffed Lobster***

(Shrimp Stuffing)

1 lb. Peeled I
Deveined Shrimp $1.99

Live Lobsters 1-5 lb.

QilRIIIP Aooktd, Ra »- or Peeled
dnnimr ... (Compltta Selection)

Every Friday — Fresh Cooked Fish & Chips

Great For Families, Clubs, Parties

OPEN: Wed.,Thurs., Fri., Sat.

MASSE'S FISH

103 n. Pleasant St., Amhtrst

( Across From Louis Food Center)

i^HfSALE
THE
LAST
SALE

on EVERYTHING in ouft store :

Jsaixii * rnwts *&&mis\

Mexican tows*' SHWT$*l*MMM009S
and EyiffifTHIkG in the srqw yu>

A

CLIliA
DO IT IN THEE AUFY-NORTH OFW POLld SWWM|

HaitiJM*' >

*1
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It was a frustrating year for the UMass football team...

Ol T OF THE CHAOS of a broken I Mass season rumbles

i --i.it i riu.ii' ii.un.n. i i are)

Tim Berra. all the way to All-Fast flanker honors.

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

256-8587
i Stall Photo/Mike Kneeland)

c Stall l'hoto/Slr\r Kugj(tai>

FRUSTRATION — Coach Dick MacPherson

didn't know what to make of his team's disap-

pointingM MMN*. They were kicked all over the

field at Boston College and I'Conn. Rut on the

brighter hide, wide receiver. Tim Berra, had •

fine season and was named to the coaches All-New

Fngland team.

MENU

HOT, FREE DELIVERY

(Ovens in Trucks)

12" Cheese

16" Cheese

Deluxe 12"

Deluxe 16"

$1.75

$2.95

$3.15

$4.95

JSl

i—cr

—,lF3

~o—

a

Deluxe pizzas include pepperoni, mushrooms,

sausage, green pepper, onion.

Additional items -

Regular - 35' each Large - 50 c each

FRI., SIT., SUN.

25 e
off

Any Small

PIZZA

(One coupon per pizza)

-I r
Fri., SAL, SUR.

50c
off

Any Large

PIZZA

(One coupon per pizza)

Stall t'hoto/Man rhipnun^

Anchovies

Mushrooms

Onions

Green peppers Pepperoni

Fresh sausage Ground beef

Nam* Name.

Address Address .

Expires Dec 20-73 Fnpires Dec J0-7J

The cheapest place in town for

SNORKEL PARKAS

As well as a variety of cheap

FUR JACKETS & COATS

Not to mention our racks of

USED LEATHER & SUEDE JACKETS

NEW MALE JEANS only $5.00
i ;

'

Also much other used clothing

FLANNEL, DENIM, CORDUROY GOODS.

How you express yourself

depends upon your camera.

; , almost iy is getting into photography

And it s not the snapshot vanetv R pie are doing

apori -ii, m
•

friend Mho soV »ng photographs through

ami. . I " i
'•

•

i-nnw that everybody has his own idea

about winch camera is best Tint s why it simportanl

lor you to kr* I the Canon F-1 B' lathe

system i amera thai si • wrong the favorite of

And the new status symbol among
photography entl

Thewft el I
10 lenses and

.thinqin ;

lure theF-1 has!- i

nenttomake

iu get it

Because it t
,sa

m, it works as a system AMtheeterm

quickly and easily Interchai r wn,ch

tensor accessory you use with the F-1 body you won t

have tfre leeling that something I

lacked
What s more the F-1 is comfortable to handle

s of research went into th* I the F-1 body

and placement of controls so yt «jr fingers fall

naturally into place You II appreciate this comfort

when you re on assignment It s also an important

thing to keep in mind if you re investing in a camera

you plan to keep a long time

Canon has been in the optics industry over 37

. We make microscope equipment amateur and

[ in .fessional movie cameras and TV lenses It s this

experience that helps make our still cameras the best

rig cameras in Japan In America it siust a matter

of time

See your dealer for more information He II also

show you Canon s other SLR cameras like the FTb

and TLb Both of which offer accurate metering easy

film loading a wide range of lenses and the same

standard of engineering that goes into the F-1

Canon
i
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Sportswomen frolic in fall

Netwomen post 4-3 season

Fieldstickers field eight all-stars

Our New

WINE a BEER

featunnt

i compter
V.w

1 i^nte imports

and Domestic

WflfcS
(Beer

Genesee S

6 Pack

12 oz btls

Millers

High Life

Richards

Wine
Apple.

Berry Rose or

Strawberry

Field

4/5 quart

Located in our

Finast Supermarket

Mountain Farms

Hall

Corner of Maple

& Russell St.

Rolling Rock^-

Beer
6 Pack

12 oz cans

or bottles

6-Pack ml

Andrei
Champagne

179or Cold Duck

4/5 quart

P&FAYETTE AAOlO

ELECTRONICS

S

^J|P?
D
All you need is

two ears
and very little money

BSR

COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEM
• AM PM %'•••> *•<••••

• • T-oeh T*<t* PI*t**

MTU* mCLUKS: ••«''
**~i I-"": * *"" °"*

Fisher 170 Watt 60 AM FM Stereo

Receiver iee.»s

2 Fither XP 56 Full Rang* Two Woy Air Su«

pentton Speaker tyttemt S9.*5 EA.

BSR 310 AXE Turntable with Bat* 59.95

Dutt Covor A ADC K 8E CARTRIDGE 439.10

NOW
ONLTI

The cassette deck
for the shelf with the
wall-to-wall sound
Soma lound entertainment centers take up a corner of your

house TEAC't 310 Cassette Deck takes up just o corner of a

corner display shelf And it still fills a room with rich wall-to-

wall sound
UMITIO QUANTITY FIRST COM! FIRST SIRVIO

SPfCIAL
PRICE

149"

REG. PRICE M8<

Meet your
first tape deck:

TEAC't 1230 Stereo Tape Deck is tor you N you ve always

hankered tor something leu enpenaive than stacks of the

latest hits " and something more versatile than iu«t playing

the tame old tune
"

first, unlike mott moderately priced decks the 1230 hat three

motor drive not one built-in Mic'Line mining m ttereo and

mono, and solenoid operation So you're ahead of the game
already

And you get
• Special Edi-O Pause Control
• Duel vu meter I; tape bias twitch

Limited Quantity

First Come - First Servtd

Reg. Price
$399" $329

NOW...

•i

FISHER XP 65

3 Way Speakers

REG. PRICE M09"

$C095
e*#TW

Lafayette loto Cassette Player

I ti

LAFAYETTE
SEIDEN SOUND ELECTRONICS

SLIGHTLY BLEMISHED ITEMS

Irand New Deluxe Automatic Turn-

tables complete with Base Dust

Cover A Cartridge Fully Guaranteed

MECHANICALLY A ELECTRONICALLY

PERFECT. SLIGHTLY Blemished in

Appearance Only. Full one year

Buarantee. Hurry and Save.

Meallion 8-track Tape Playar

BSR
CHANGERS

MODEL REG PRICE SALE

280 AX 49.95 34.95
710 AX 149.95 99.95
•10 AX 199.95 129.95

Scotch 212 Taps

ss NOW '29" 1200' •1.71

m Owned A Operated
By

Seiden Sound

AMHERST
STORE

15 E. PLEASANT ST.

549-1105

Ptttsf teld. Mass.
Colonic, NY
Albany, NY

Schnectady,NY
Glensfalls, NY

Harriers fifteenth in nation

Booters, harriers end up winners
m

\

i Staff Photo-Joe Martin- i

The 1973 season was a frustrating one for the

I Mass soccer team. Flaying under the direction

of Al Rufe, their third coach in three years, they

finished with a 6-3-1 record, but failed to win

conference or New England honors. Tom Coburn

(above left), did win the Yankee Conference

scoring title.

For Ken O'Brien's Cross-
country team, the road to the

Nationals was long and
exhausting, but when it was over,

they could look back on the most
successful season in their historv.

tine cannot help but

feel that with a well

organized program,
I Mass soccer fortunes

could soar. With the

graduation of such key

seniors as Kurt Syer

(left). I'Mass will look to

performers like goalie

Carl Vercollone. ( above)

to lead them back to

conference contention.

i sufl I'hotos <he\in hrkkila,

Joe Martins'

1. 2 Records for .99'

A Great Selection ot

Albums At a Great

Price.

LIMITED AMOUNT

2. Currant TOP Albums

List $7.98

List $6.98

List $5.98

SO HURRY!

NOW - at

UNIVERSITY STORE

Now $4.99

Now $4.39

Now $3.79

Campus

Canter

(Mass has always boasted a strong cross-

country team, htti it took a new style of running

and a new assistant coach tomake I'Mass the best

in New England.

In the above photo. Tom Maguire, Kandy

Thomas, Paul Segersten. and Bill tiillin run as a

unit from the front, while Assistant Mike Muska

dower left) compares results, t oach Ken O'Brien

(left! is shown accepting the Yankee Conference

trophy.

^^SS^SM^^
Mfr. S1.39

[avoris

B
Mouthwash

Pepsodent

Mfr 45c

VASELINE

JELLY

PEPSODENT
TOOTHPASTE

1
2/99°"

V-

WE DISCOUNT OVER
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Television Tonight
IK

I sl"X A iilne "I I'M' Knile

/.OOM Jl 57l

I i llllixl JIN< THIN

Shady KcM 27

Tl» TKI-I. Tilt-: TKITII f.arry Moore

host '30i

u ii I) Mil DWF.sT Night of the Turture

Chimbei let

| M NKWs II » 22'

\H< IXININI. NKWS "

XDXM li The sh<a- ins K m
Hill BOYFKS JOI H\ M M
UK K Il.tHK I'HIsiVIs llli Km K

Jury al Ihc XNI> KOI I XI Xlts 10

« M XIOXII V Message T» Ml
Daughter •

XIXSIKKX MOVIE "fin and Ice "I 22'

».

(ONFI.KTs Beginning To End '24'

'57i

•i iw « \NNON A Well Remembered

M\KIN«. IIIIS'. * l-HOW 'Mi Terror I

I NIXXIHI WOKI.ll '27' IMS :i«l ( I I K 18'

lollslXONs NiWS \NII t IIMMFVI SPUR IN M'MIII A Taste M II .

27.

„',, NRWtW M NIXXs *»1 " *><""M ' ' tKiil.INI. M
;ouWIIXI IN "I" wom I' II WOMXN The Working Mother and Dav

TKITII OK < OSSr.Qt r M Ks Hob < are IMI

Marker hose '«' '» «' KOJAK Who Whal When and

lill K V XN OXKI SHOW l.ike A WTiere I

S|
'„.

I |„ OWKS MXHNIIXI IOISSHOK XT

NFWs WrXIHFH sl-ORIs Bl m IA» The Prowler »• '40i

Mil It It II III- Is NOW 24i lOXFSMIKX JOM 22 '30'

I XI 1(1 I \SII IIXHIIX HMUU I.OXHtNOK h HrPOKI 24.

Wt?y Out Wad m\l\i. FDITION WITH \l\Hlls

\K( EVENING NIWS 401 XI.HONSKX u

III! KU'OHIFKS 57' III MTIIr IIXINI. WORD IK

; m lllr l-KK I l» KU.IIT Hi I I' I X PHI sllil N I s KH'OK I M
Mil \SKFD MIR IT '»> JOXNNr I XHSON SHOW 27

I.RKKN XI His You Oughl To Be In HooKHI \l

PiCurt. ill iimniws wi xiiiik spurns i «

Mil HOI I YWOOII Slit XHIS I', lei IK JJ .', 1

M.„sli.ill ho ' XPIIONH. XHI iXFNINI. NKWS
I lit- FHENI II I HFF 24. 'Ml '57'

vnimii wiiion • ii to xioxil Black i
'

OHM. Nil *> Willi WOKIIIOt KNIi HTtlNMFNI
Kin. Illl silSNX VMIIHKR IIIMIIIV H f.

,,,„ „ ,
JOIINNX ( \KSON SHOW .'.'

HI \l Willi llll ISSI FS '*i I — NFWS K *i

sPFI IM The Man On The Flying TtiMollliow Tom Snydn hoal !

Trapr/c llll ' Ml NIXXs vx I vim II 111

rs-

ACADEMY
OpMUSiC

i NORTHAMPTON

ATTHEf.ATKS
OF SMITH COLLEGE

• 4 NORTHAMPTON MASS 584 8435

1 t Ml I III * *>»' A. A., *l '
> ^y 1

i.ltl \ I Ml Ms u\ UNI ion |;| I I I \ M 1(1 Hill'

KRAMf R m MARTIN I

D. H. LAWREMCE'S

"WOMEN
IN LOVE

R
COLOR hy Dei United Artists

Uom.ii III line ,il llll I'lus .'nd Kraiurr

MirlniKht « «wImi\ il -i hi

I

. — . |M 1mm

IIIULI Ml '!•"'
AN* lll'l'l "'

I VIM >CIIMG 't* MO
• t.if •<»•.

•a*, ga*. s»^s *

<

Wisl .' •»•; la-t ioiiw We* !» J 3a i la-t-ia

' S

M tsr

ALKING

ALL

WAV

lKLZ?Z£2*t

'k wery funny mo»ie~A ?

jinEiawnw I COUt-O NEVER HAVI •>»* X

WITH ANY MAN

TAKE A BREAK AND SEE

W. C. FIELDS

"THE BANK DICK"
with Shetnp Howard (Moc's Brotrr»r)

Mis Greatest Role - Plus

"THE OLD PRICE IS RIGHT

TV SNOW" (1957)

with Bill Cullen,

Commercials and General Insanity

Friday Might, Dec. 14,

Thompson 104, 7-9-11

—
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ii new screen splendor

The most magnifieenj
picture ever~

DAVID SfiZNICKS™kx™& margari i miichti is

THE WIND

CLARK GABLE
TVIEN LEIGH
LESLIE HOWARD
OLIM\deHAVlLLAND

DEC. 11, 12, 13

T p.m.

C.C. Auditorium

$1.00

TONITE

Mose

Allison

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rt.-. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMANt.

Tauruj
QMH o-llive^ lie -.lulrfMiril

t) lend '.. I
lieme* . iwareot

l»li\sn ..I -- ill 'he

rules There - el'M-m ismuldle ground where

AMES M il i. II vj.til ii Iji'i-'

.'i.nisluu ih.ii intaM

lime I'.istpliliemei.l

iii in. I Ml

•H... it) I . -kiIiI be pro 'fed

i
i 'between inlnguroi ^iinu is up to

TAI Id s \pril 2o M»\ M X .kh abtlttl

in make what appean Ii

. is lilKllllgllle'l ulcler indlMdUdls

lorn X"" gj." pram
. in mu will

"i.ise who !

and jpprei ia'e M.ur unique

lit mini Mai -'l -luii.

with neighbors indicated

usils sh..ii 'ni~ aha an- ii

. .hi will l« '

• ng and
m> leml.Mii i In (»

\ ..sp.si.ilh where l.imiK is naoKeil

si„ it to prmripifi and you « H wi.«ui

i \M Kl< June II Jul* .'.' Uo

IN atnana arMiaal «..mg ni.inii- Maaai

M .inl.'llllj '"It Ul! puis.- ..I

Ksp<iiii.eiil with..." s. altering Miur lorie»

iml-iriH enables >.ki

i ea»e linancial

l>" Mb .'I Aug 22' Ijinai

si«h lhat voiit sh..wiT.rtnship persimallly

and appearame aaaakUH '" M
winner Timing is sharp liKtgei .•

l.tige' S..w von ran make new

ntm In..' finality and in

lep.MI.1.

XIIH.u Aug 2JS»vl 22' Ask uue»t ion*

Those wtio talk ahoul need lor dincrelHm
.nething In hide i .el

I n.itiiral ahillh la

.liulwe Is- sel.s lue ell.KIgh la

lo grab on lo larla i.eiinni Piaraa

pel MM! 'I', tsl

LIBRA sepi .'i 'ki 22 Xou will make
.ills wiih rnends Theae could

include parb and innlatiom and vacation

mi live become* more important

than in recent past You beaulily

surroundings Sou also appreciate muaic

and I he arts lo a greater extent It » that

sinHI'l" 'si MX... ji 1'o-operate

hi nwc pragad He willing to assume

t.-Hsi'Ml'il". set .vdiiiple Stand lall You

iiu> timl soursell selected an subject ul

.• mien iew radio or television

appearance Have lailh Kipand
sV.ITTUIIl S Skw 22 1»c 21'

Kmphasire ability lo communicate, to

bridge language barriers tie! organized

lake slock and inventory <J*t (acts about

^ how much and W whom Don t

aksj names You are worth plenty and lei

than l» .iware ill it

i xl'Klli'HS lie. 22 Jan IS Now you

..in iiii.l where ><iu stand emolionally and

ion-all) More persons become
.iware .it v.Mir capabilities potential Anea

l.viduals are likely lo be in picture

special account comes lo your attention

I 'lug in.mev li»ipnole

xyl XHII s Jan JO-Keb lg> Maintain

low prulile Si^. with new insight but don I

uisisi push or chide ljsten and learn

h strong base of operations Bui try

n.K to arouse em v Move ahead without

..haltering precedent You may be walking

aa .-gas bul you do lake steps forward

PISTES Feb 1» March »' Study

Xnuanus message lor valid hints Go alow

without slopping Means lake precautions

being timid You have plenty u

... i r tawir bul some coworkers
J.l tie envious Know H and

. t sell in clinches

IK ruliXX IS VO( k HIHTHDAY you

love iravel reading >ou stao have been

known to raid the refrigerator You have

sense ol humor are "earvy and drav

s "u p.Tsons horn under your own ataja

...mini Mav and August will be sigiulM

m.mlhs lor vou in l»74 Yihi will he known to

is-oplr perhaps famous'
i .ipiright Itll <-en Kea I'orp

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

I GjOosh'Oh
"ota

4 Pa'ent icoi-

oq '

6 r».ry

1 1 Related
13 Ciomasmaae'
'S Sun god
16 Land lymo

oeiwaen Tro

p.csou Car
e-anfl

Caoocom
a A/t.t.c.a.

anguaga
19 "aianticoi

'OQ >

2' Snail
22 UnOieacned
24 Seasoning
26 Plena'
28 Twee toed

siotn Ipi l

29 Snowy Howe'
31 D"«
33 P'ein flown
34 Cii .n Rutsia

36 Cnananga
38 Sceciai laoU' I

40 eVani

42 unclean
45 P'onoun
47 Cease
49 Soi'Otude
50 Aooaiiat'on ot

Atnana
ii Engosh street

ca<
54 Compass

po.nl

55 M 'I. liter

aoc i

56 invanlo'

59 Noia ol acaia
6t Cn'Hlian

last. a.

63 Popular ouicy
65 Mi'vesis
66 P'0"Oun
67 AooOei

.esse

00WN

1 O'geno'nea'
,ng

2 South Amer.

can an.mais

3 Mans
n.ck.iame

4 Saucy
5 rVo'sn.p

6 Ramuna'at.on
7 Moccas.n
8 Ascend
9 Megal .e

piel'i

10 HOI
12 Pronoun
14 Si" 10 move

•went

1 7 Animal s 'eel

?0 Sieging voice

23 Symbol lo'

calcium
24 A continent

lacor l

25 Gun i<«e bod
27 Peruse
30 Female 'wtt

lall

32 Man s name

A-**? -* * 4.

I-' BM«'« s ft! u|S|m|

LJeaIac - Rj 1 |A|

p]A gHsIie A R[C|H i In

o,p eTsMsUi t cIaIpj, oMela., . T|

MJl'LS)rslC OISH vlelRis E

1 'NlssFANHPIAl&UalN
s^^qVjpjai i rM^I

oJnMa uiTB a<

el

Ft'tH'1
°i

u | OiylSlT
'CNIOIOIL 1 p GBItIi . I

Ip'a I iRM e|
e1

- 1

2

35 M.ss.ves
3" Periods ol

t.me

38 Morl.licat'on

39 Ma.n S'lOPO'l

4i G'i s name
43 Earthquake
44 0>fl pronoun
46 Pronoun
48 Scap

51 Tn.ngs don.

53 Bu

38 Sun god

•oa»s

oont
64 Pare

too,

'

TTJ

—

m

:•:

•r?

m.

16

1'.

vt
•,&
w.
57

ss

M

J*

Ii .'• r..'ed Ffsljrt SynillcaU Tnr
HE

7:

!'

¥

1"H

71

siaj
14

Ti-
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n-

3'

W?.v

t£ayl

41

'V

o./i|pe/S Ko.p*r$
1,1341* iNlVil L«S"r KArtPOt

TUT SCACSTIP. ANC,l2tSrrlt.rw[ 0£St|

I rioi' o* TVH ceiiieiasi loiroasj

nw tv*- lainrtuis, I TMiMk rrSji

ft PRCTTVIJUOO VtW}.'

'I'D ALSO UKETOCajjajwii^t>lJTrx

VOX -^GlLXrfWN POP -US PlA't

ATTir»>T>i «t coi*»tT!N» wihi an.-

Mw.es
' t-m* sal 'i o*ai

•is.: '-ouaji

gv* «.a»,l [>. s... \

v'<^iw Virr •*" \
«

,
bvi . r

r
)
cG»LvRftv

sS
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^—I |NIWVAT10*B--

i

'^ 1 Yeah, IKS \T
r

-jar.vngiTl—— —

'

fSsmlOAl

^ftKTHPr\«l

. THINK I'LL SEN?
Hi.W A CARP

I JU5T SA\E?
twJENTh cents:

T

j

II c by Johnny ban

Lcofc, see Dick, take Jane
to a classy restaurant.

see Dick iropreas Jane by slipping
tjte itfcUtred'a. dirne.

ci:

See DicJcand Jane iinjig
hfLtHe rneat locKer

ptr

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant ssmrbar and Johnny hart

*HZ? FA\r?Y ^5Ti^eiP*»

' J<r

23
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ISoniCsS "dump' investigated Simpson runs for the record

i

CK

NEW YORK < API - Com
missioner Walter Kennedy of

the National Basketball
Association said Monday the

league's security division is

investigating a published report

that the Seattle SuperSonics
purposely lost a game to the

Philadelphia 76ers last season
Tom Nissalke. the Seattle

coach at the time of the Jan 7.

1973 game, refused "under my
attorney's advice" to discuss

the alleged dumping.
The investigation was

prompted by a story in the

current issue of Sports
Illustrated magazine written by-

Bob Brinner. former general
manager of the ABA Dallas

Chaparrals
Briner wrote. "When a few

SuperSonic players found
Nisalke too tough for their hign-

salaried style, they boasted

even to referees lhat they

would lose enough to get him
fired. It took, finally, a dumped
game against the woebegone
Philadelphia "fiers to gel rid of

Nissalke
"

"The charge comes as a

complete surprise," Kennedy
said Monday "We i ' get in

touch with Nissalke. ^ ..ner. the

game officials, everyone
eoncerned. We're looking for

unusual patterns of play in the

box score and the running ac-

count
"One of the league observers

was at the game." Kennedy
added The 76ers. who won only

nine games all vear. beat

Seattle 85-82

Nissalke. who is now coach of

the ABA San Antonio Spurs,

refused to comment on the

report

The Fourth Tower of Inverness

Concludes Tonite

with a

Special Half-Hour Presentation

at the witrhin hour on

U1MUA
91.1 FM
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dear aad lap etrellewt raadblloa I.eaeTal

Klertrkr I all S4a-tlS4.

II II

MtaalU MIT Ml. 4 rn.aUn aM. MM
•water warraaty wMh Petartter a Skvllghl

alsa ether accessaries, lias fall Ken al s

tin
lilt

r.mersaa 'valet f aal . S rehtc laat

rrrrigerllar. Mg Ireerer asbtag Ml ( stl

Jalsr S4*-K»t

IMI

Sassy apat receiver f email,. aM. villi

aader warraaty. UTS. f all tSl-UH
II II

New daabli bed. be. sprtags aad mat-
tress, ased Iwa months Ms I all Terry.
Vft-asriJ

II II

Marker Hodom.l bindlags. mint rna-

dHtan N clams. Reiker lace beets,

woman. 7',. M rati Jady al SU-I7S4. 1:M
to « ja p m

nil

ski heats, hollar k •', med. ei con

dtttaa. ased I season, call Ins. sell IU nr

heal offer Call Dennis M4 ( rsb-ree MS
no? leave aamber

It-It

Slerer. - eviellent condlltaa Hose Ml
speakers. Saay gfU receiver Phillips

tarnlablr MM aew. asking MM ats-llll

Keeks, afler • p m
IMI

Far real — genuine raahH mMI-leagth
• llh koad. bought aew far Ilia never

were, will sell for Ms fan Margie. S44V

7IM.
IMt

ilal lit sport rasjpr. SUN miles pet

Saltan rebuilt engine 4 tr.ns
. pew brakes

ArhMrk XMIMkralrr HMIflrm great

rar I all Bill MiaaBO
IMt

i.Ml panel track imvi lall sticker, raws
• ell I.-7-, or besl offer f an S4P-U7T. ask

far Sreit m Mark aaytime
IMt

lets Plvmealk I ery II. aeeds maffler
rar In damn Rood shape, mast sen h. lie.

II MM or besl after t all S4V14II. Rm
an

IMI

IMlthevv Impala reliable bad> good
horns aM. Best offer Rave. IgS-IITI ar
lohla M4

II II

I es> ins "wmirv mast sell iaat Saab M.
less than te.eas miles new engine new
anew lire, asktag I7M ar besl offer f all

S4I-ST7I

IMI

IMI lord, taw mileage new snows,

evcellenl rrmdtlton mast see. he.t offer

Ittl Flat lit sport roapr Panasonic

\M-FM stereo, esrellenl condition

lasMjM
IMI

HYPNOSIS

Here N the opportunity u learn

uaaetblng about hypnosis flrslh.nd

Al pan ef a stady af bypnesls Being

eoadorted on campas a Sa-mlnate

grosip teal of bypnetlr sasceptibllllv

will be given on Dec It In Tobta 122 al

* p.m. l-e.rn something sboat hvp-

aaan A yasmelf Free.
UIMI

DODGERS WIN PENANT

Bay a bareaa far Christmas at

PAIUI OI.DTIMF, FIRMTl RF.

actaally we have many smaller Hems

sack as pictures brie a brae, chairs,

rhlaa. aaltgar clothing, old life

magattaes. cailare for the masres.

located behind aubachons in the Xllei

Ambers! tU-lSII. We'd like u Ibank

yea for year patronage aad wish yea

peace and Impeachment
IMI

MDC
Classifieds

Pay

75' first day

50* each

additional day

\K\\ YORK lew". If J

Simpson could play 14 games a

year against the New England

Patriots...

Two is quite enough, thank

you
And 219-yards, that is-were

quite enough to give Simpson a

clear shot a perhaps breaking

Jim Brown's greatest National

Football League record
Simpson's performance in the

Buffalo Bills' 37-13 walloping of

Nea ZHGLAND LAST Sunday
was more than enough to earn

him the selection-for an un-

precedented third time in one

season-as the Associated Press

Offensive Player of the Week
It didn't look as if he d have

anything resembleing a shot at

a record by halftime He'd

managed just 43 yards and was
fighting a snow-ccvered field

Mx feet were cold." he said

"It wps tough keeping warm
and the snow hindered me
turning the corners

"

The snow didn't mean a thing

the rest of the way. though In

the third quarter, he turned the

corner and blazed 72 yards on

one play and later tacked on

runs ot 24. 25 and 28 yards

Simpson's odysse.V began 13

weeks ago against the Patriots,

when he stampeded into the

record books with a 250-yard

day Immediately, the question

arose can he break Brown's

record of 1.863 yards in a

season"

No wav. the skeptics said

OJ wasn't listening In fact,

he was trying very hard not to

think about the record "If it

comes, it comes," he said, it'd

be nice to have - but if we don't

get into the playoffs, it won't

mean that much
"

By ihe fourth week of the

season, though, when he rushed

for . 171 yards against

Philadelphia for his second AP
Offensive Player selection,

nobody would let him forget

about the record.

Reggie McKenzie. Buffalo's

outstanding and outspoken
guard. was the chief
cheerleader "Juyt run it my
way." he'd say, "and I'll open it

up for 0J."

MDC Classifieds
SERVICES PERSONAL

.Ike service I'sssports lang. Phase

Madia tee West St smith Ambers! 2M-

1112 II

Research m Ihaassaada af Uaatcs. M IS

per page Seed II lar mall order caule*

Research A..leUaec lac 11*41 XsOshlre

HI. 4 same t I. s I aUf twa*
UIMI

it aM I aaade Ski Trip. I days, lanes

hotel, kklsl dm treaspo apres. ski

parlv all lar l«S Jaa 22 2V B Haggle.

Travel. IM-atl*
UIMI

Far aa alter

aallvr la eberttaa ran I Ifrltae Sat-agll ar

write Pfl Bes *. Florence. Ma.s suae
UIMI

Bab I af »l — bey maa' Tbaak. lar

the great time Saturday Yoa gatU lave

these TbeUs. especially the rate aae'"
IMI

Need gas*' Take aw wilk yea ta NYC
aa anv weekead nest semester t'eeurt
Fat Wllllns. ill Breaks. Set-gni

llll

Jake aad Mary gel ta law. k with Barb
aad Brlaa about rate ta Tel Have tasl

phone ae . SVISU.
llll

Kamla - HrklMr

TK
gees dewa easy J< A

Ml

Hani la aa away ta Jaaaary* I'll gladlv

bald year Jab ever letrrreastaa I all Mark
al .111.11

unit

PERSONAL

I like ta meet a alee girl lar faa 4 ad
vralare darlag lalerceaataa I get

everything II vea got lime Write lo Bes
III Hadlev

llll II

fsteve I ri. kvon — reagraulattaas jn
year win and gaad tack la Ihe felare Year
I XM pledge brother aad sailers

It-It

Merry 1 krtotmae aU af yea baa drivers'

tad a Happy New Year
IMt

ROOMMATE WANTED

ROOMMATES WANTED

Roommates wealed. beaie la

Heu-kerlown has reuie. IS* per me. I all

12J I 017 afler I p.m.
unit

Koommale ar ceaetc U share 1 bedraam
I ataalal Village apt wKh grad rowpte own
room aa has reatr. Ms (omplelr lall

tiary. tu-iast
unit

Relrbeeuwa tenter. Ma per meatb 4
atllMies I all after 7pm. m 7*41

UIMI

Male or female roommate waated. owa
ream ta I bear earn apt.. Hrlllam Manor,
available Jan t II la per mo utilities inr I

taU Alaa after t p m . .'VI iisi

UIMI

farad caaple leaking lor grad ceaple ta

.bare ear hea.e. quiet moeataln
serroendlngs. IS mlaales lo I Mass. IIS*

I all after I p m . Sgg-lMt

till II

I F screed u Use wltk I F aad I M. awa
betheom far Jaa I. Ul Mil

Ul! I!

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE ROOM FOR RENT

Owa bedraam ta I bedroom apt Jan

"alee *ag . male or Iroiale M2 per mo .-al
" c"""

I all H.rrv Maureen al SIS law
ill.' II

1*71 Sasaki IMcr dirt-street, aew lirrs.

t. rood . bat may need bearing, also

chela helmets 4 cer rack, besl efler s*4

unit
Prlsacv ay Molel l-ow low

i .-a ta .lr- lei .s h.adle vear are ",'rt,, r*"* ,jr»' r»"<'orlable room.
I. .una bv air let as naaaie .ear prv

.-r»|a-» included bar aad
III. hi I. flight aad past fllgkH ^"•JJ "r

*_-!
,"rl•*>,l Mr •""

arrangement, al no cast U yea t aH reauaranl MS MM
lampsw rep EU-1HB rveatags

mil' m iiMlu - I be dream avail la a 1

ENTERTAINMENT

Base 4 keyboard pteyecs .orettali

wealed lar bead, mast be willing ta wark
I all Kevla al JI3 711* ar Alaa al StaaOTS

baVsa beaae. I stagle aad double la

Betcbertasra. en baa route Iota af wood. 4
lake aeerby t all Fd 1U-4SS3 leave a

MM
Hnamv tor immed miupao. . and In

4ft ? II lecsesstan bus route tree parkins km
ders campas. see and leave note .1 l»l N
Pleaual or call Duncan. 2S1 MM

llll I!

RIDE WANTED

Reemmale waeted la .bare large hawse

ta Hadley. real 11*1 per month besl ta

rtaded SM 17S4 Habtager
UIMI

I hart, will be gone darlag legerrceetaa
I all Jeffrey Jawer al 2S.1 SIM keep Irving

llll II

Ikrsrrsl Ikebrs - we v. ill truly miss tou
Rest of tack aad mark levr R F . DM..
R I

Ult-lt

Te Al. Joea. Saaraa. Mary, t.eoll Jim.

Rarhra Marc Jo\an. Satan, and all wbe
worked an f sperimeat Week
I angratataltans from Has.Been

Ult-lt

Neal Mllden The Immortal Farth Pig of

Sigma slpha MX voa have been what
fraternity is all about Besl of lurk — The

UIMI

Hi X.I _ hope yaa bad a eke
semester lla.e a nke vacation Years
trail Peter Tlltson

IMt

Hubble — rial waH lo be kome lot a

whelr month Only one more
semester' lasve lo yoa always Tiger

IMt

Dennis - happy birthday' Hope H't Ihe

best ever lane. Donna
IMt

Trliarefar kids, yaa sniy rabhH Happy
birthday. Katby lane, Keany

It-It

RIP. — damned spot

IMI

Diana — sll af as al fhadbearae win
miss y'all nest semester. Promise lo come
usii as' Rest of tack always.

IMt

John I halmers — oar beloved counselor

on Ihe llh fleer — no one ran ever replace

yoa. bye T K. We'll miss ymi (hadtroarne

II..

itn

t en I MHtes. Ike Pab. and Bluew.ll tast

won't be the same without voa. .obblngli

( ( I I Ml DI.P. BAM. f.RS
IMt

When yee're gone. CM, remember Ihe

DiaHone. Faglefealhers Peeping Tom
don't let t Ffi'. gel ya Bond, of friendship

never die

IMt

t annte — we tried like hell lo send voa on

Irom here, bat yoa were running loo tast

from as The Ralliers of III
llll

I roommelr wanted, male ar female, la

reside ta Pufflaw V iltage start ta Jan I all

Barb lar detail, si S4*-*4I1 between S p.m
aad s p m

Ull 12

Urge. IS' s II' bedroom available al

< llftstdc \pt. . vea pay only Ml S* per mo.

For more Ma call Rkk al MS MM ar 12.1

•ill vIM ask lor Dee.
"

Ult- It

Koommale wanted to share apt Ktag

Phillips »! S* per month Ml utilities awa
room t all ess MS*

If 11-11

e
Reammete wanted lar f ataalal Milage

Xpartmenl famished esrept tar bed t all

Jim al 2S«-*IS7. after I p.m.
UIMI

Femsle gred ever IS I* .bare

Bekbertown rd apartment Own ream,

dishwasher an has line IIM all included

tan ?si Mil
unit

Mak own ream wHh grad aad aa.

dergrad. Jan to Jane or Jan U Hept MS
larhsees utilities 41 Pafflon Village is

MM. after MM a.m.
UIMI

Roommate wanted for 1 bedroom apt ,

Jan 1st. own room. MI per month f all

Wes. .ISIV;-.

unit

To share apt in Hadley. I7S per month

Including utilities t all Anne afler I p m .

SM am. female only.

UIMI

AM In Nhmp. share hath kitchen, etc

MS Includes at ph call 24« «ZIS

UIMI

Woman ta share ream la River f.lsde

Apt starting Jaa I. rent M-m*.. Iml
utimies Karen at IU-7*M ar M-PSM

m-ii
Mak 23 m over, available Jan I In quiet

one bedroom apt I7S per mouth, own room
Inclades beat In Florence, call S*g-2*S4

Ult-lt

laseklng for a place to live far Jan? Have
one rm avail. Ml for the meatb. Swiss

Village Amherst St t an Fred ISX 7M*
IfIMt

\pt lo share — liwn room In 2 bedroom
lownhnu.e preler female grad.. rent
negotiable I all M.S-2M7. days Judy. IS1-

S1I* eves

ltlI/12

I waat a sertaas mak apartment mate
far spring semester Will have year awa
ream tacattaa f al VU I all aaeiM

Ult-lt

Mak starting Jaaaary I thra Jane as

Saaderlaed. Ktag Philip MI s* ear* room
atl tacl aa baa rt.. aa drags Ml isei

Ult-lt

Neat, respowsihk lemak ta share I

bedraam f ataalal V lllage aM I all ISJ 7711

after S:M P.M.
IMt

3rd wemaa. feminist waated u share l

bedroom bouse la tawa. ea bus roale

III ss tacl aUI with kase 4 secarity
depa.lt I all 2S1 JMI after I p m

IMI

Frmak ta share 2 bedroom apt., near
campus lor spring semester or lor Jan
aaly I all S4t-gt31

IMt

Roommate wanted - Rolling f.reea. aa
bus line M* per month f all IS* *Sg3

IMt

Femele reommole ta share I bedroom
turn apt lor spring semester. Ian month
m. lodes utilities on bus route ( all IJnda.

MM.
11-11

Room available la house Helchertnwn
I all S4*-44H far tnfarmeltan. beep trims

IMI

Femak ta share roam ta BrHUny
Manor Jaa , MI S* • mantb tall 2S4-MI1
keep trytag.

IMt

We need one girl to share a townhoose In

Rrlttanv Manor most be willing I* share a
ream. M* e month I all (.ail IS4ei.1i

IMt

intheWeshlagtew III area tall Jane

g-hMi. ag* r..| ( ,sbta

unit

I aeed a rlaV
1

to Boetaa aavitavr ea

Friday Dee 14 WMI help conserve ga. hi

offering I See Joyce K al ' afleglan or

I aH tM-kir
Ult II

A rellabk ride aeeded ta PMIsbur*
fbkagw. Rah labe t'Hy ar Petal. West on
or around Dec l« t all Pal al 771*43* after

I M
Ult-II

Ride aeeded to tVvemad ar vktaRy
•aytlmr after Dec It Will sbarr rs

. 44* IIM

MS. own room IIM double room huge
Inc ludlng utilities pcef girl, on bus inulr
new house eke M Xtarkrl street North
amptoo Frank or Kalklr SM M27 eves

IMI

WANTED

I aeed aa laterreouja yah fducalion

matar with evperkore open lo any kind ol

work I all Julie .1 llnphrocdi I ooimune
117 S44 OK mm

Ult-l;

A aew fare Present mag until far|

haman rare .,. Iim scuill

tfta-iil

WeWsf" l*u4*"4*ssBXaM/J I4P

Will .bare e. pen.es I all tM-MII

Need 1 1 to share apt la N lip *; s* p
UIMI me ead ef lie. late ooon and evening t all

Mt-4744. aM far Karea
ar NYC en Dec 1 1 Unit

tin II
Double m.llre.s la good condition

Ride
a-a „ - _ „ needed Immedlalelv I all 2S4-MM

pfaVafasSaJBm »• Wmmmmmmmmm̂ mWM ^M 9M

.round Dec » f all IS4VMII
11-11

UIMI

Need ride U Florida after Jaa I WM
share e. senses and driving 1 sN Katby. •

Mil ar Jaa. *-*3M
UIMI

f ill OR AIMI TO IMAM - aeed ride la

late Jaaaary gladly share driving aad
espouses Dave. MT-M7I.

lilt

WANTED TO RENT

FOR RENT

Married couple desires lo rent small

beaae la raaalry with garage or barn,

wllkla rommaling distance of I Mass I all

OT-saaa
11-11

Mature femak I. share 3 bedraam Very clean <akt sealer seeks awn room

house own room MS ptaa etllttks (en * »M«e for rar **mhr"<"',
l

M0

wav (enter III 3M l«M ne .moker must month or less I all Tom ISI IK

Mbe bag! dau. messsge

tfll II
11-11

A find' Beaatlral i lean apt ...II. hie l

miles from I Ma.s . responsible people

(all SMI711

Own re
•as. Wkl

i in apt . for oral qalel woman

student seek* room in house or will

share house for second semester Please
UIMI call. S443-4ITI

IMI

To share 1

shall have own
month

apt In Sonderlaad.

(all 2SgaMI7. M*

Ult-lt

I Iving sltaattaa avsilsble in Xshlleld off

of II*. awn room with beat, rests included

in reasonable rent, prrf female 251X3*4

1112 12

IMt

Need couple lo share warm home In

Honing (.reen. own room. IIM Includes

utilities 2-aVeSIl

itn

SUBLET
I bdr apt to sublet located In weeded

area on Rl I on bus route large room..
pets allowed lis per mo (all 3S-4HM

tflllt
a

I bedroom modern apt at Rrandywlne
on bus rte A/t . » /» carpeting. Mg bed 4
living rm. IMS/month plus electrk S4*-

Illt/lt

Jan -Jane — I bedroom apartment,
taraled PafTten xillage rurnl.hed -.is

Dig.

sflt-ll

Apt la sablet — Jan to Aag .. rent (ITS.

all utilities included I bedroom.
Rivergladr Xpt« (all 2S3-PMI *fter S:M
p.m.

IMt

LOST
Two manth aM gray aad white kitten

(sll S44-7S37

UIMI

lasst cat — largr. white with gray-black

marks, altered male, vicinity t'reslvkw.

needs pills Reward - call S4*-II7*.

Ull 12.

Own ream ta large bouse In country, rent

negotiable (all F.rk S4S Mt7
Ult It

One bedroom apt to real bi ( liffsHk

apt. M bus line CeB Me-347g evening.

II 12

Large bedroom In big. braalHal house In

Northampton, im bus route Ideal double

for 1 girls MS each 4 etllliles (sll >(»

Ms.' dishwasher taa. flrepl.ie

IMt

OVERSEAS JOBS

Mak looking for n»n room in run

siderate atmosphere not more than M*
per month, have rar Call (.11 MS 3991 or

swuo. UI2I2

Man M. needs room in house or apt

walking distance Irom Xmbersl ( enter

Starting Dec or Jan (an pay So 7« 1 all

Jim ISg-glM
UIMI

Xustrslls iuropr S. America.
Xlrlca Sladenl. sll profession and
occupaltaas I7M lo IIM* monthly.
Fspenses paid, ev ertlme sightseeing
tree Information Write Tram World
Research. P.O. Res Ml. i one
Madera. CA. »4*1S Depl . If.

UIMI

Veteran desires furnished apt beginning

Jan. Consider shsrlng Krssh Kennetle

1*5 Clark Xve l.reer So t srolln* IM5I

aRaVM

A LOUER

Dans une eleganle mal.oo dun

medecin ores du cenlce vllk Ap-

parlemenle avec cuisine deusleme

elage tassl de. chimbres poor une

personnr sur le premier elage

l.srsge Bos 272 Pulnev XI nS.1l«

Tekphone. wnWUKS
UI2-I2

i
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Merriest Christmas

Savings!

H^^ Russell St., Hadley

Now thru December 22

ic**"**4
'

Kjdacoloi

Kodak CX 126 - 12

COLOR FILM

c

The $1.44, 12 shot
cartridge.

II

IO

General Electric

SNOOZE ALARM

i The $4.99 clock that lets

you snooze.

«...

HA.I

DESERT FLOWER
Two Piooo Sot

$-139

The $2.00 Gift set of Cologne, Talc.

HAI KARATE

AFTER SHAVE

Timlin

IHMl'lMI

>-Ao>r

The $1.75. 4 oz. be SKINNT DIP

Floral Tote

GIFT SET

tip-.

**?;?/1
swaflHi

? W'

The use set,

tote, talc, cologne,

toilet water.

Froth and Tatty

SURMA MIXED NUTS

j
c

. can of luscious nuts.
The$l.

• \ *

\\

%
IrVTWaV%ff

37 Winners!

ORE at Each Rii.

GIANT
3V4 FT.

PLUSH
SAINT

BERNARD
Each store will have
its own drawing and

its own winner.

Fill in the entry blank . . ,

bring it to RIX. Drawings
to be held at 6 p.m.

Saturday,

December 22, 73

Decorator Tin, 6 Kinds

of Assorted COOKIES

59
Mb*tot

The $2.00 beautiful floral pack.

Deran's 2-lb.

Pertection

CHOCOLATE
ASSORTMENT

The $2.75 package

FAMOUS PARTY TYME

PACKET MIXES

The 99c, box of 12.

F\^
SCHICK'S

ELECTRIC

) NOT LATHER

DISPENSER

The $19.95 dispenser.

•'I or Lain'

SCHICK STTLER DRYER

IS

The $14.9* Models, with brush
and comb. 330 watts.

it**

1 FLUSH DOGGIE DRAWING!

Name

Address

Phone No
rwiN:

Contest open to all except RIX employees and families

WILLIAM'S

Aqua Velva

in Deer Stein

s

The $4.00,4 oi.

Aqua Velva in

authentic looking

beer stein.

fc^

Eatv-Te-Meaat

HEAD LIGHT

$i99
The $2.99 model that

fits all bikes.

SV

SHEAFFER

PEN - PENCIL SETS **~n*.

The famous n*m»
$2.00 gift set.

Hot) Parker Big Red, AttortotJ

DALL POIHT PEHS
S1

^Lipep rmsueToe

"tr.unR spicf

HAI KARATE Super Mistletoe Set

The $3.00 set of 2 oz., regular,

^jmeJcedAfterShave^^^^

The $4.25, 4 oz. set

NAI KARATE TWO PIECE SIFT SET *

$488
J

*
*

*
I

BRUT 33 Splash-On Lotion

T7

ContestopentoallexceptRIXemployeesandfamil.es ^ J
^ beer stein. 1 T^^___r'I^.jjKtl;^ ^JfjB^Ma^^ • The $2.50, 7oi lot.on *
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^ POOR RICHARD'S A WEFKLY MAGAZINE FR76AY.
f

flgggflggg \lWi '

'Poor Richard's
Volume 3, Issue 13
December 14,1973

Poor Richards is a weekly
magazine of the Daily
Collegian

Contributors
Jon Carr
Ducky Dejnak
Demian
Chris Dillard
Steve Feld
Pete Forget
Gary UMan Gomes
Brian Harvey
Sam Hassan
Jeff Howard
Lisbeth Hussey
Jerry Lazar
David Letters
Kevin Mack
Andrew MacKenzie
Don McGilvray
Tyla Michelove
David Miller
At Oickle
B.J. Roche
David Santos
David Sokol
Nancy Spinney
Lorianne Yeslow

Thanks Ellen

Editor

Patrick J. Coffey

Asst. Editor
Joyce Kosofsky

Music
Mike Kostek

Weekend
Bob Nesti

Books

Frederic C. Weiss

PtMIR RICHARDS welcomes
unsolicited manuscripts,
photographs, and sketches. They
must be signed and include the
author's address and phone
number Due to space limitations.

lere is no guarantee that all

material will be printed

All manuscripts must be typed,
double-spaced, at sixty spaces per
line, and are subject to editing for

content or length Deadline for the

Friday edition is Wednesday noon

LETTERS:

f
iki

J

To all you Moe fans:
As an active Distinguished Visitors

Program Committee member I have
been following the Collegian's
seemingly one sided coverage of the
Moe Howard situation. I would like to
express my personal feelings about this
matter.
Many people seem to believe this is

the first time Mr. Howard has been
written to. Two summers ago a letter
was sent to him by the summer
committee and we received this letter
back marked "not deliverable". It was
at this time a Collegian staff member
(Bill Manburg) took the idea and tried
to get some feedback. Since we have to
go through more red tape than most
people realize to contact, schedule, and
contract a speaker (scgme rooms like
the SUB are booked almost 9 months in
advance) we decided to look into this
semester as a possibility. This summer
Barbara Voorhees contacted Moe on
her own in the name of D.V.P. which I

think was a good idea. My opinion of
the Committee's reaction differs from
Barbara's. I honestly wondered if the
UMass community would want us to

pay that amount of money. At that

particular time we had no great
amount of feedback f. om the students.

I believe that wo- my reason for

hesitating. Contrary to the Collegian's

coverage the Committee, was very
impressed with the student support.

(We stated so quite a few times at the

meeting so many Moe and anti Moe
people attended and we even thanked
them for coming but I guess that is not
what the reporter came to hear.) These
people failed to realize that the com-
mittee just cannot vote yes or no to a
particular program. We first must
have a suitable place for the presen-
tation, (how many Moe fans can fit into

Mahar?) terms for a legal contract
must be agreed upon and a date
agreeable to both parties must be
established.

I must admit there are some Com-
mittee members and some students
who believe $1500.00 can be used dif-

ferently but I think I can safely say that
a program stirring up this much in

terest should not be denied the student
body who so wholeheartedly support it.

This difference makes the Committee a
functioning one. If we all had similar
viewpoints things would get mighty
boring. Some members were upset by
the fact that only a few hundred people

show up for our lectures on amnesty,
prison reform, and Viet Nam and yet
we get thousands of signatures on
petitions to bring Moe. I do not believe
it is up to us to make a value judgement
on where the students heads are at.
My point is this. D.V.P. is a student

run organization run to serve the
students at UMass as effectively and as
satisfactorily as we can. Please don't
get down on us without hearing out both
sides of the story. We receive fewer and
fewer applications for membership
every year. As with so many other
Committees on Campus we need the
energy you spend on criticizing to help
us better serve you.
My last comment (and if you've

made it this far I thank you) is that
these opinions I have expressed here
are mine. I cannot in every case speak
for the entire Committee. I had hoped,
as I read Barbara's article in Poor-
Richard's, that she would have implied
that her comments about the Com
mittee were her interpretations of what
has been happening. I hope this is how
you will take what I have said here.

If you have any questions or com
ments please let me know. I'm at 253-
9066 or leave a message at 545-0920.

Marilyn Elliott
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To The Editor:
In the Tuesday, December 11th issue

of the Daily Collegian, Mr. Harry
Charych, president of the UMass Ski
Club, authored an editorial espousing
the benefits to be derived from a phys
ed. program at Berkshire East and
deriding the program which has
existed between UMass and the Mt.
Tom Ski Area, In Hoi yoke, Mass., for
the past ten years. In his article, he
also asks that "all students...get the
facts on both mountains." However,
Mr. Charych, himself, does not have
the facts when he states that the ski
program at Mt. Tom "has been $40.00
for six V/2 hour lessons." The facts are
that Mr. Tom has offered a m hour
lesson with 1 to iy4 hours of on-slope
practice time for a total of 3 hours of
contact time.
Mr. Charych, in talks before the ski

club and other interested ski groups,
has indicated that driving time to
Berkshire East is only ten minutes
more than to Mt. Tom. In point of fact,
the distance from Amherst (Boyden
Gymnasium) to Mt. Tom is slightly

under 16 miles. The distance to
Berkshire East is 38 miles. The
editorial also states that the Berkshire
East program is available at a lower
cost to students. When figured on an
hourly basis, Mt. Tom offered, in years
previous, eighteen hours of contact
time for $2.20 per hr. and Berkshire
East twelve hours for $3.15 per hr.

Students, in addition to being price
conscious, should also be value con-
scious. The UMass-Mt. Tom Phys Ed
Program has been in existence for ten
years under the able direction of Adi
Scheidle, Certified American and
Austrian Ski Instructor. Through Adi's
efforts and the efforts of UMass faculty
members, this program has grown to
number 500 students. Mt. Tom employs
a staff of 65 experienced ski instructors
who understand the needs and
requirements of the UMass program.
We believe that students should be

allowed to make a choice and should be
given that chance.

Mt. Tom Ski Area, Inc.

Chip Barsalow, Ass't Mgr.
See page 17 for related story.

To The Editor:

After incredulously re-reading Mr.
Cochrane's anti -Kosofsky letter (only
one in what seems to be a continuing
series of irrational hate mail levelled at
this particular writer) I can only ask
him to consider the tone of light parody
that underlies all of her columns. But
really, flirting with the sanctity of a
D.C. mealticket is in no way com-
parable to the atrocities of Nixon et al.

The other possessors of the poisoned
pen (the woman who, as an avid sup-
porter of Vaseline, used a Kosofsky
column as reason enough to cancel her
subscription, and UMie III who
managed to be simultaneously vicious
and pompous in his scathing epistle)
should ask themselves if their impotent
rate is all that justified.

Ms. Kosofsky's columns make it alot
easier to swallow what the Dining
Commons is dishing out.

Barbara Hoffman

Fall 73
By Alvin F. Oickle

That fall semester of 1973 was ending
at the University of Massachusetts in

Amherst and the people who like to
lable everything were trying to get the
proper identity for the 14 weeks now
past.

The labelers agreed, more thought
had to be given to this fall's student
body at UMass-Amherst. There had
been the terribly apathetic students of
the 1950's, and they became, to the
perennial observers at least, the long
haired activists of the 1960's and then
the militants of the 1970's.

But here it was 1973 fading into 1974
and these 22,000 students were neither
apathetic nor explosive.
They were just there, said one ad

ministrator.

There were just there when the
television sets glared through the
Watergate hearings' dying days in

September.
And they were merely standing

agape and aghast in November when
Richard M. Nixon tried to scrape up the
bits and pieces of his shattered ad-
ministration.

And they were still spilling into
classrooms and overflowing into
recreation facilities in December when
another tape went negative and Gerald
Ford became yet another vice-
president of the United Static.
They were just there and they were

doing nothing.

No marches, no pennant waving, no
screaching and shouting.

The buses to Washington had run out
of the gas of inspiration.

The organizers were staring off into
space and when someone offered a
half-hearted suggestion that
something, well, anything, ought to be
done, everyone agreed.
And nothing was done.
But, some of the labelers decided,

there had to be a reason.
Why, they wanted to know, was this

generation of young people any dif-
ferent from any other? Or, perhaps, the
question should be: Was it any dif-
ferent?

(All of this, we must agree, is to
determine how to classify Fall
Semester 1973 at UMass-Amherst. The
reader may well decide there is no such
need and such readers are excused
because they may be right.)
There did seem to be a thin thread in

the fabric's pattern. It was interpreted
as representing "individualism". It

could be a turning point in the whole
progress of the student from apathetic
to militant to whatever new form the
campus life was to take.
The characteristic was not sharply

defined. There were, nevertheless,
some signs that it was there. There
were students, for example, who said,

I am going to disagree and I don't
care that I am alone." There was, then,
this slightly discernible movement
away from the crowd. The student
seemed to snuggle into the comfort of
the whole while recognizing that he
could move away and not lose his sense
of confidence.

If accurate, the conclusion was that
the Fall Semester 1973 was the
beginning of an emerging trend-

toward a student who could stand
alone.

The paradox lay in that the student,
like everyone, was in search of a
leader. The student's search was on
campus; everyone searched the land.
Where was that person who could

make the campus Camelot come true?
Who was the leader to restore the
national confidence, to quell the
national guilt, to return to the in-
dividual the sense of dignity strong
enough to need no crowd?
Perhaps this generation would, after

all, turn out the better person. The Fall
Semester 1973 student did study in
pursuit of knowledge, some of the
professors agreed. The student had a
greater sense of community and yet
there was no movement toward group
action.

The search for leadership might
develop instead a success within each -

search: self-confidence, survival, self-
sufficiency.

An administrator shook his head: "I
don't know. I'd feel better if there was
more action out in the open. I keep
thinking something is going to happen
and I get worried."

Perhaps, the labelers decided, there
was no cause for worry. This could be
the turning point; this Fall Semester
1973 may well have been the four
months when the first recognition
came: that this was the beginning of a
new generation of people who could
stand alone. ..in dignity and with
confidence.

Al Oickle is the Collegian advisor.

Toy Catalo3ue For (Hot So) Little Kids
by B.J. Roche and

Don McGilvray

Active Toys Toys For The
Sophisticated Student

"Campus '68" Reenact those
golden days with a miniature UMass.
20,000 piece set includes academic
buildings, library, ROTC building, and
dormitories. Play the campus rebel
you are with 1000 miniature students,
peace signs, and national guardsmen.

Build your collection with such extras
as tanks, mini molotof cocktails, and
recorded cassettes with such sayings
as "Right on!", "Tell it like it is!" and
"Stop the War!" and "Hell no, we
won't go!"

Set - 11.99 (CSL 4290)

Let's Pretend

Play Drug Store You'll be
everyone's friends with this num
ber...Set includes neon sign to hang in

window, a manual explaining the use of
various drugs, 3 oz. of hash, 10 lbs. of
Colombian, 500dexies, 1 lb. of cocaine,
and a pint of ether. Also included are
rules for fair play, selling tips. For
even more fun, try the Narc game, and
the Play Courthouse on pg. 14.

Play Drug Store - $15,999.89 (POT
9267) Special Refill kit - $16,000 (POT
9267A)
Walden 3 Tired of being in that same

dorm room, with the same state of
consciousness? Then this is for you.
Specially contoured canvas cover
spreads over any standard sized desk.
Authentic looking wood print makes
you feel like you're off in a cabin back
in the woods. Just spread over the desk,
and climb under. Presto! You'll
relate!

Walden 3 - 5.99 (PAX 6244)
State Police Costume You'll be a

big hit at the next bash when you make
the scene in this outfit! Also handy
when you see your car about to be

Medusa Water Pipe For the in
tellectual type, with an accent on
Greek mythology, a water pipe with the
head of Medusa as the bowl. Five
detachable snake headed mouthpieces
make this a handsome huka as well as
a conversation piece.
Medusa Water Pipe - 12.49 (1001 BO
Impress others as well as yourself

with your own vast library of books
exhibited in your room. Don't have the
money to buy all those books, let alone
the time to read them? Try this set of
hollow plastic "books" which fit neatly
into most standard shelves. Be "In"
with such titles as "Greening of
America" "A Separate Reality",
"Love Story", and "Electric Kool Aid

Acid Test". Choose from many titles,

or save money with the categorical
impression sets: Intellectual, Pseudo
Intellectual, Sports minded, Women's
Liberation, Flunky. Also manual of
remarks to make on each book.
Hollow Library $8.95 (OU-0)
Trinket box A unisex version of the

traditional jewelry box, updated. Made
of finest mahogany, inside is a gyrating
figure of Mick Jagger dancing to
Sympathy for the Devil being played on
the Swiss mechanized music machine
inside. Compartments for storage can
be adjusted for versatile use; stash
cash, aspirin, or even trinkets.
Jagger Jewelry Box - $6.75 (YA-YA

450)

Bored Games

towed. Set consul:, oi ulue pants, shirt,
badge and hat. Can be purchased with
or without gun. Please specify summer
or winter uniform.

For the women, the State Police
Woman uniform. We're not sure if

there is such a thing, but this is so of-
ficial looking, no one will question it.

Suit includes jacket, skirt, and blouse
with hat, badge, and ball and chain
bracelet.

State Police Uniform - 15.95 (CAR 54)
For that certain student who is into

the real thing rather than pretending,
we have some other suggestions:

The Guru Game Work your Rolls
Royce around the board, collecting
Mahatma cards and Nirvana Point...
First car to pull into the garage of his
estate wins, and gets out of receiving
the knowledge.
Guru Game - 3.49 (15 Y-R-S)
Monotony An old favorite, still

exciting as ever. Thrill to landing on
Bored Walk, and collecting rent off
Hooterville railroad. Be amazed to see
that a house on Pennsylvania Ave. is
worth less than one on Baltic Ave. How
times have changed!
Monotony - 3.49 (OOOOOOOOO)
Gack - See how many beers you can

pour down Bowery Bill's throat before
he gacks. One caught holding the can
loses, and must clean up. Comes with
plastic Bowery Bill, and three cases of
Schlitz.

Gack game - 3.49 (6-PKS)
College A game to test the skills of

its players in choosing. You decide
whether to take the Ivy League, Junior
College, or State College route. Gut
cards and advance placement tickets
help you advance through the jungles
of finals, meal tickets, and social ac
tivities. First player to reach
"Graduation Grove" wins.
College Game - 3.49 (SAT-800s)

Dolls
What toy catalogue is complete

without a collection of dolls to give or
buy for yourself?
Sopor Man Twelve-inch

polyetheline doll with costume
denoting the Big "S" as well as his
everyday attire as an unassuming
student apathist.

Sopor Man Doll - $3.50 (REDS-12)

Qualude Queen A perfect match for
Sopor Man, she has de-rooted plastic
hair, half-opened, half closed eyelids,
comes with see through flowered shirt,
jeans, and platform shoes.
Q.Q. Doll • $3.50 (REDS- 40)

Arnie Average Average sized doll,

with not bad, not great features.
Dressed in plaid flannel shirt and faded
dungarees. Pull the string in the back
of his neck and hear him say such in-

credibles as "What's your major?",
"Where do you live?" and "Where are
you from?"
Arnie Average Doll $2.49 (NON-Xl)

Betty Co-ed - Female version of
"Arnie" dressed in peasant blouse and
jeans. Pull the string on her neck and
hear her say, "Speech", "Crabtree,"
and "Canton".

Betty Co-ed Doll - $2.49 (NON-X2)

Miscellaneous
For those who are having trouble

remembering who they are, t-shirts

with student I.D. numbers printed
across the front. Three colors:
depression blue, dining commons
green, and Whitmore white.

ID T-shirts - $4.00 (OU2IC)
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Black Cultural Center/ Review & Preview
by Aishah Raman
One of the major ac-

complishments this semester of
New Africa House's Black Culture
Center is the organization of a
Steering Committee that is com-
prised of representatives of most of
the Black organizations on cam-
pus. The Steering Committee
which has representatives from
Black Scientists Society, Third
World of Central Area, Black
Caucus of South West, African
Students Association, CCEBS,
Upward Bound, Imani, Black
Studies, Drum and Black
Psychological Association has just
ratified its new constitution and
should be operating at full strength
next semester in its capacity of the
policy making body of New Africa
House.

In spite of an unrealistically low
budget and a change over in ad-
ministration, the Cultural Center
managed to present programs that
were unique in their educational
and cultural values. These
programs could not have been
presented without the financial aid
of Fine Arts Council and the
Campus Program Center. The
season started off slowly with a
poorly attended Trinidadian Steel
Band Concert. This was followed
by a first on the campus of UMass

Paul Robison starred in Emperor Jones shown in History of
Black Film Festival Series.

- A History of Black Film
Festival. The Festival was an
entire week of films mostly by
independent Black Film makers
but included such classics as The
St. Louis Blues starring Bessie
Smith and Emperor Jones starring
Paul Robeson.

Black Cultural Center will close the year with a presentation of
Alshab Rohman's Lady Day: A Musical Tragedy

Neville Riche director of JuJu
Shango De Ima in Bowker: Feb.

Players to do a presentation of
10.

From the comments received the
most successful films were the
most contemporary ones: Let the
Church Say Amen Rasta and A
Luta Continua. Perhaps even more
successful than the films were the
students receptivity to the Black
Film Art Exhibition featuring the
collection of film archivist Charles
Griffin. Brother Charles Griffin is

indeed a "Historian of the People".
An actor, and director, he once
served as Paul Robeson's stage
manager and has spent most of his
life collecting posters photographs
and other memoralbilia on Blacks
in the film media. His collection
included photographs of the film
debuts of Paul Robeson. Sammy
Davis, Jr and Sidney Poiter. It

documented the cultural ex-
ploitation of Blacks by Hollywood
through photographs of scenes
from the many "Tarzan" type
movies.

Unfortunately, because of lack of
funds. Griffins' collection is in

danger of disintegration. The
preservation of Black Cultural
History is an integral part of the
Center and the coordinator hopes
to solicit funds for the preservation
of this important record. Gylan
Kain, popular actor, poet and
lecturer closed the BCC's season
with a poetry—rap session in the
candle lit atmosphere of Lumumba

hut. Free chicken and punch were
served to about 50 people.
Next semester activities in-

crease. February is a busy month
and will open with a gala reception
in the New Africa House Art
Gallery on Sunday, February 10 for
the opening of the Artists Collec-
tive Art Exhibition. Ten visual
artists including painters,
sculptors and graphics from the
Artists Collective based in Hart-
ford, Conn, and founded my
musician Jackie MacLean and his
wife will exhibit for one month
Following closely, on Feb. 12, the
Juju Players an off broadway New
York repertory company will
present "Shango De Ima" in
Bowker Auditorium. Written by
Pope Carrill - a Black Cuban, this
play is a unique one and indicative
of the Renaissance in Black Art in
post-revolutionary Cuba The play
encompasses the culture of
Africians. Afro-Cubans and all
Black people when through the
heirarchy of the Yoruba Gods,
Shango, Olorun, Yemaya, Ogun
and others the origins of man are
portrayed.

Also in February a book party
for Sonia Sanchez is planned. The
Frank Silvera Playwrights
Workshop of the Black Theatre
allica nee will present dramatic
readings in the last week of

February. The Cultural Center
plans to close the year with a
musical and dramatic presentation
of Aishman's Lady Day: A Musical
Tragedy under the direction of
Horace Boyar, Archie Shep and
Paul Carter Harrison.
The cultural center hopes that

support and participation in its

activities will grow. It always
opens and encourages program
proposals.

If we are to learn from the
examples set by other universities,
all Black programs of any kind are
in danger of being annilihated.
Black study programs and cultural
centers all over the country have
been closed down The Cultural
Center was allocated a budget that
only meant built-in failure. We of
the Black Community must be in a
position to demand a realistic
budget that will enable the Center
to support, initiate and preserve
our culture. Our oppressors have
fully realized the importance of
culture as a tool for exploitation
and slavery Through enthusiastic
support and participation we must
demonstrate that we now intend to
use our culture as a revolutionary
weapon for liberation.

Alaskan Pipeline - Nixon's Folly

by Samuel Hassan
Despite despondent cries of

environmentalists, Alaskan oil will
inevidably reach the U.S.
marketplace. This of course
doesn't mean it will end up in the
oil burners and gas tanks of
American consumers. If you liked
the U.S. - Russian grain deal, you'll
love this one. U.S. fuel oil exports
are up 185 per cent despite short-
ages we face.

Regardless of how much oil

actually remains, there have been
manipulations such that ecological
concerns have lost out to the
economical concerns of
Americans. The 789 mile trans-
Alaska pipeline from Prudhoe Bay
in the North Slope to the
southernmost port of Valdez will

run nearly parallel to the eastern

border of the state. The pipeline
will cross four active earthquake
zones.

I'd like to focus on all com-
ponents of the pipeline, and
examine the ecological dangers it

will thrust upon us Possibly the
most catastrophic outcome of the
pipeline itself will be permafrost
"Hot oil, piped through this frozen
ground, might melt the land
around it, causing the pipe to sag
and break — tarring huge areas
with toxic crude. The construction
of the pipeline will disturb wildlife
and scar the wilderness of Alaska,
but, assuming the oil does get from
Prudhoe Bay to Valdez with a
minimal amount of disruption and
spillage, there still remains the
most dangerous aspect of trans-
porting it.

Cordova fisherman, who were
brushed aside by officials when
they naively ventured to
Washington, say that Valdez
harbor is too shallow to ac-
comodate super-tankers. Another
danger is that winds of up to 120
miles-hour will blow for ten days to
two weeks at a time across the
harbor. The few hundred fishing

families whose subsistence
depends upon harvests reaped
from the ocean are threatened with
survival, fish, clams, crabs, and
edible crustaceans resembling
shrimp called prawns being the
basis of those harvests.

Just how threatening is water

pollution, and what actual effects
will it have on us now and in the
future? To answer this question,
and to exemplify the seriousness of
the problem. I would like to quote
Professor of Biology at Stanford
and prominent ecologist Paul
Erlich. In his Ramparts magazine
article entitled "Eco-
catastrophe," a prediction of what
our world will be like in ten years,
Professor Erlich writes.
Other changes had taken place

by 1975 Most ocean fishes that
return to fresh water to breed had
become extinct, their breeding
streams so dammed up and
polluted that their powerful
homing instinct only resulted in
suicide. Many fishes and shellfish
that bred in restricted areas along
the coast followed them, as on-
shore pollution escalated. By 1977,
the annual yeild of fish from the
sea was down to thirty million
metric tons, less than half the per
capita catch of a decade earlier.
This helped malnutrition escalate
sharply.

The irony of oil pollution con-
tributing to food shortgages is that
scientists have found crude oil to
have food growing capabilities.
Yeast is a unicellular fungi that
grows rapidly simply by splitting
itself, (cell division, called bud-
ding) This process occurs in fer-
mentation which produces amino
acids, essential components of the
protein molecule. Oxygen must be
present, thus, by bubbling oxygen

into vats of crude oil. a 66 per cent
protein yeast can be grown. Fish
meal contains 62 per cent protein
while soybean contains 45 per cent.
It is estimated that from the
amount of oil consumed in one
year, twenty million tons of protein
could be produced. Interestingly
enough, 90 per cent of the oil

remains after the process. It ap-
pears that there will soon be no oil

available to develop the
aforementioned process into a
means of easing present and future
food shortages.
The intensity of oil spillage that

will occur in Valdez harbor can be
determined from the projected
level of production, two million
barrels per day. According to
Robert C. Clarke Jr. and John S,

Finely of the National Marine
Fisheries Service in Seattle, .01 per
cent spillage is considered ex-
ceptionally low. Thus we have J00
barrels a day or 73,000 barrels
annually flowing into Valdez
harbor. This is only the projected
amount of spillage after the oil is

piped to Valdez, excluding what
happens to it on the way. It is also a
figure based on the assumption
that there will be no tanker
mishaps in trecherous Valdez
harbor.

According to K.E. Biglam and
R.H. Wyer who work with the
Water Quality Office of the
Environmental Protection Agency,
"Chronic, small discharges from
both onshore and offshore facilities

are less obvious and are believed to
have the most serious and long
term effects on the environment."
Should the oilmen manage to avoid
massive spills in Valdez harbor,
they, along with the government,
can very possibly deceive
American people into believing
their operation is ecologically
sound. Even if Americans are
made to understand the disaster
the Alaska Pipeline will cause, it is

unlikely their concern for the
environment will outweigh a
concern for economic stability and
an at least temporary solution to
the energy crisis.

I am reluctant to recognize the
recent advent of the energy crisis
as anything but a fruitful economic
endeavor for oilmen and all

associated industries. Oil exports
have increased, and the once very
controversial pipeline proposal has
been hastily approved by
Congress. The sequence of oil

related events brings me to can-
elude that President Nixons' ac-
tions are an exploitation of a
legitimate and literally shivering
problem, and in turn, an ex-
ploitation of the American people.
Possibly the title of an article

published in the June 4th 1973 issue
of U.S. News and World Report
adequately sums up the situation
we face. It reads as follows;
"Oilman's View — there'll be
enough gas and oil if people pay the
price.
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"The Collegian would like to thank all the merchants and organizations
that advertised with us this semester (which are listed below).
Because of your support, The COLLEGIAN had its best semester EVER. We only
hope that through our advertising, your successes were as good as ours.
We thank you and wish you The Happiest of Holidays!"

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
AFRO AMERICAN
AHORA
A I.C.

ALHAMBRA
AIKI KAI
ALLIED MOTOR PARTS
ALMY'S
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
ALPHA TAU GAMMA
AMHERST BICYCLE SHOP
AMHERST CHINESE FOOD
AMHERST CINEMA
A
£uI!!c

S
J
C0LLECE DEPT OF DRAMATIC ARTS

£.?TT~ST COLLE(JE ENTERTAINMENT COM
AMHERST FILM COOP
AMHERST MOTEL
AMHERST OPTICAL SHOPPE
AMHERST SEAFOOD MARKET
AMHERST SEAFOOD MARKET
ANN AUGUST
ARAB STUDENT ORGANIZATION
ARCHER KENT
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
ART SHOP
ATHLETIC DEPT
AUGIE'S SMOKE SHOP
THE BACK ROOM
BAK TIRE CO.
BAKERWINN JEWELERS
BAREFOOT BOUTIQUE
BART'S AUTO BODY * PAINT
BELCHER ADVERTISING
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
BEARDSLEY'S INC
BEETLE SERVICE
BETA CHI
BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
THE BIKE BROKERS, INC
BILL'S SERVICE CENTER
BLYDA FORD
BOLLES SHOES
BOLTWOOD PROJECT
BRAFF'S ROYAL CLEANERS
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
BRANOYWINE APTS.
BRICKHEAD LEATHER
BRENDLE ASSOCIATES
GIN MILL
BROTHERS OF THE SACRED HEARTS
BROWN'S DECORATING SHOP
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BUTTERFIELD PRODUCTIONS
C A C PACKAGE STORE
CABARET NIGHT CLUB
CAHILLANE MOTORS. INC.
CALS SUNOCO
CALDORS
DON CALL
CALVIN THEATRE
CAMBRIDGE TEA A SPICE
CAMPUS CENTER BARBER SHOP
CAMPUS CENTER FOOD SERVICES
CAMPUS CENTER GARAGE
CAMPUS CENTER HOTEL
CAMPUS CINEMAS
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
CANCE HOUSE
CASS ADVERTISING
CASTAWAYS LOUNGE
CEEBSCEQ
CENTRAL AREA COUNSELING
CHADBOURNE
CHEESE GIFT SHOP
CHI OMEGA
CHIN CHINESE
CHOPPING BLOCK
CINEMA CLUB
CINEMA LOUNGE
CLASSICAL SOCIETY
CLIMAX DRYGOODS
COLLEGE CHURCH
COLLEGE DRUG
r2,

L
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L
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COLLEGE TOWN TWIRLERS
COMMUTER ASSEMBLY
CONCERT COMMITTEE
COUNSELING CENTER
COUNTRY HOUSE
COUNTRY COMFORT
CRAFT WORKSHOP
CREATION ANTIQUES
CREW CLUB
CRONOPIOS BOOKSDAM SUNOCO
MAC MANUS
DA VINCI SCHOOLS
DANCO
DANIELS
DEERFIELD ORIVE IN
DEL PADRES
DELMA STUDIOS
DELTA CHI
DISCOUNT RECORDS
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM
DOMINOS PIZZA
DWYERS BOOKSTORE
EARTHWARES
EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS
EASTERN PRODUCTIONS

EM SEC SERVICES
EMPORIUM INDIA
FRED ENGLANDER
ERICS GIANT SUB
ESSEX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
FACES OF EARTH
FENTONS ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
FINAST
FINE ARTS
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF AMHERST
FIVE COLLEGE
FOR THE RECORD
FORENSIC SERVICES
FOUR SEASONS PACKAGE STORE
FOWLER JEWELERS
FUTURE FURNISHINGS
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
GASLITE II

THE GLOBE
GOLDEN BOOK
GRADUATE ADMISSIONS ADVISORY PROGRAM
GREEK COUNCIL
GREENOUGH
GRIST MILL
KEN GROSSMAN
GUITAR WORKSHOP
HADLEY DRIVE IN
HADLEY IMPORTED CAR PARTS
MELVIN HALL
HAMPSHIRE BUSINESS MACHINES
HAMPSHIRE NATIONAL BANK
HAMPSHIRE VILLAGE
HANCOCK MANAGEMENT
HAPCO AUTO PARTS
HARDEES
A.J. HASTINGS STATIONERY
HEARTFELT
HILLEL
GORDON HOFFSTEIN
HOLYOKE NEWS
HOLYOKE SALVAGE
HOME A SITTERS SERVICES
HONORS PROGRAM
HOUSE OF WALSH
HOWARD JOHNSONS
HUNGRY U
JOE
JAPANESE AMERICAN CLUB
JEFFERY AMHERST BOOKSTORE
JEFFERY FLORIST
JES DISTRIBUTORS
ELDER JONES LUMBER
JONES PORSCHE AUDI
KALIHI KAI
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
KAPPA SIGMA
KALSO EARTH SHOELAM ESSO
LABELS FOR LESS
LAFAYETTE RADIO
LAMBDA DELTA PHI
LANGS PHOTO
LAURA GIRARD SHOP
LEATHERSHED
LEMON TREE
LEWIS HOUSE
LIGHTHOUSE
LOGOS BOOKSHOP
LORD JEFF INN
LOONEY TUNES
M.A.R.Y.
MACKIMMIE HOUSE
MAD APPLE
MAPLE AQUARIUM
MAROON KEYS
MARTINIZING CLEANERS
MASSES FISH MARKET
MATHEWS SHOES
THE MERCANTILE
MIKES SPEED EQUIPMENT
MINI KOOL, INC.
MOC SHOPPE
MON CEN MOTORS
MOORE HOUSE
MONTAGUE INN
MOTORCYCLE CLUB
MR. STEAK
MSPAAUP
MT. TOBY APARTMENTS
MT. TOBY STABLES
MOUNT TOM SKI SHOP
M I T
MUTAL HOUSE A GARDENS
MYSTIQUE MOUSTACHE
MC CAMBRIDGE OF CAMBRIDGE INCMC DONALDS
JAMES H. MCMANUS
MC NAMARA HOUSE

NATHAN AGENCY
THE NEW RECORD SHOP
HAMILTON I NEWELL PRINTING
NORTHAMPTON BICYCLE
NORTHHAMPTON VOLKSWAGEN
NUGENTS
OUTING CLUB
OLD WEIRD HAROLDS
PAIGES CHEVROLET
PAPAS III

PAPAS PIZZA
PAPA GINOS
PARACHUTE CLUB
PARAPHERNALIA
PAULS OLD TIME FURNITURE
PAULS SHOE REPAIR
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HfcLOION KbPAIRS
PEOPLES MARKET
PET VILLAGE
PETER PAN BUS LINES
PETER PAN WORLD TRAVEL
PHI MU DELTA
PHI SIGMA
PHOTOGRAPHY DEPT
PHYSICS DEPT
PI LAMBDA PHI
PIERPONT
PILGRIM SOARING
PIONEER VALLEY SHOE
PLAZA SHELL
POTS AND PLANTS
PIZZERAMA
PROGRAM COUNCIL
THE PUB
PUBLIC DEBATE PROGRAM
OUONSET RESTAURANT
RADIO SHACK
RANI
RECREATION SERVICES
REFLECTIONS UNLIMITED
REGENCY STYLISTS
RENS MOBILE
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
RIGHT ANGLE
RIVERVIEW
ROBBINS BEAUTY SUPPLY
ROLLING GREEN APTS
RUNNING DEER RANCH
RUSSELLS PACKAGE STORE
RUSTY NAIL
RUSTY SCUPPER
THE SALT BOX
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
SEVEN SIXTY TRAVEL
SHOWCASE CINEMAS
SHUMWAYS
THE SHOE BIN
SIGMA ALPHA MU
SIGMA DELTA TAU
SIGMA KAPPA
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
SIR MORGANS COVE
SKI CLUB
SKI TEAM
SKI RITE
SMITH COLLEGE
DON SNOWS GALLERY
SOUND IDEAS

«c^Wfc$T ACADE*IS AFFAIRS
SPENCERS MOBIL STATION
SPIRIT HAUS
SPOKE A SKI
SPORTS CAR CLUB
SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY
STEAK OUT
STEARNS MOTOR LODGE
!I«

WARTS COLLEGE TOWNE
STOP A SHOP
$T REGIS RESTAURANT
STORROWTON
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE
STUDENT SENATE

"*WUE
STUDENT SENATE LECTURE NOTE PROGRAM
TAU EPSILON PHI
TELEVISION CENTER
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
THETA CHI
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TOWN PIZZA
TRI SIGMA
TYPEWRITER SHOP
TRIPOD AUDIO
U.S. NAVY
U.S. MARINE CORPS
UNION NEWS A SWEET SHOP
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UNIVERSITY FOOD SERVICES
UNIVERSITY MOTOR LODGE
UNIVERSITY STORE
UMASS THEATRE DEPT
UNIVERSITY YEAR FOR Af-Tinti
VAGABOND TOUR?

CT'°"

VALLEY MOTOR SPORTS
VILLAGE INN
WARE RIVER NEWS
WASHINGTON UPPER
WEARHOUSE
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WESTERN MASS. BUS LINESWHOLE WHEAT TRADING rn
WILLOWBROOK GARDEN? A FLORISTSWINDHAM COLLEGE FLORISTS

WOMENS CREW TEAM
WINE CHARIOT
WOOpiiRiooe ASSOCIATES
WOOLCO
WRIGHTS PAINT A WALLPAPERWUMV TV

whulpaper
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Weiss; "Ten Books I'd Recommend"

V

"NOT NECESSARILY A "BEST
OF ..." LIST. BUT A LIST JUST
THE SAME!
by Frederick C. Weiss
Book Review Editor
Everyone's got their lists. There

is always the best athlete list; the
best dressed list; best records;
best students; best cars; best
teachers list; and best courses list.
The "best list" can keep going on.
because you name it, and there is a
"best list" for it.

Making such a list tor books is a
bit tougher. It is hard to read even
a fraction of the books coming out.
and like anything else, what is good
for one, can be a bummer for
another. So, without worrying
about the "best of the year" list, I

am going to give you a "books
worth looking into list." This list

will contain a number of books that
have attracted attention for being
good reading, or just plain con-
troversial. In many cases it is a list

of private preference; in others a
composite of books highly
recommended to me. It goes.
The Best of Life — Edited by

David E. Scherman (Time-Life
$19.95). I really liked this one. Full
of great pictures, and as the Title
would suggest (ah, another one of
those "Best of .

." books) they are
those that the editors of the now
defunct Life magazine considered
to be Life's top photographs. The
subjects range from Presidents to
paupers; children to soldiers; and
a lot of natural and prank pictures
in between. Not all that much to
read, but a great book to look at.

Marilyn, by Norman Mailer
(Grosset and Dunlap, $19.95). I

never got a chance to read this
book, but I plan to one of these
days. Mailer has been called all
sorts of things because of Marilyn,
and if not the best book of the vear
( there we go again ) it is at least the
most controversial. The book is

about film goddess Marilyn
Monroe, and is filled with gossip.
inuendo. facts already known, new
facts. The basic natural resource
of the book is the Mailer style, a
style that I usually can really get
into.

Burr by Gore Vidal (Random
House, $8.95). Vidal has written a
novel based on the life of Aaron
Burr, and those other Colonial big-
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THE HONORARY CONSUL Greene
i

BURR Vidal
j

THE HOLLOW HILLS Stewart 2

THEOPHILUS NORTH. Wilder . 6

THE SALAMANDER. West 7

WORLD WITHOUT END. AMEN. Breslin 5

COME NINEVEH, COME TYRE Drury 8

THE FIRST DEADLY SIN. Sanders io

THE BILLION DOLLAR SURE THING Erdman 4

ONCE IS NOT ENOUGH. Susann 9
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HOW TO BE YOUR OWN BEST FRIENDNewman & Berkowitz with Owen
THE JOY OF SEX Comfort

ALISTAIR COOKE'S AMERICA Cooke

PENTIMENTO. Hellman

IN ONE ERA AND OUT THE OTHER. Levenson

PORTRAIT OF A MARRIAGE Nicolson

COSELL. Cosell

THE ONION FIELD Wambau*h

UPSTAIRS AT THE WHITE HOUSE West with Kotz

REAL LACE. Birmingham
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2 50

5 3

3 8

4 11

8 5

7 8
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9 4
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For those of you who like to see what the people are buying here isa copy of the New Vorfe Times Book Review Best Sellfr List

wigs that he came in contact with.
For history buffs who aren't as
much concerned with "truth" as
good reading, Burr comes highly
recommended. At least in it. our
Colonial fathers come off as people
and not deities! While this seems to
be the trend these days anyway, in
Burr it is done in a compelling and
funny style.

The Summer Before the Dark by
Dorris Lessing, (Knopf, $6.96). Ed
Smith reviewed this novel for Poor
Richards" and really liked it.

Apparently so did the New York
Times Book Review who picked
Dorris Lessing s new novel, as one
of the top three books of the year.
The novel is about the role of a
modern woman, who at 45 knows
that she isn't getting any younger
In it. Lessing shows how she comes
to grips with herself when faced
with the crisis of deteriorating
health and a miserable personal
life. The Times describes her as a
"master" of modern fiction, so she
must have something going for

her This book looks like it might
really be worth looking into.

Cosell by Cosell 1 Playboy Press.
$8.96 ' Marty Kelly really got off on
this book, as did a whole lot ol
others In it Coseli. the cocky vet
worthwhile sportscaster does 'what
he does best - he writes about
himself If you can stomach his
i'go. you can enjoy his book. Cosell
provides numerous insides into the
world of sport, and is inexpensive
enough to make a great Christmas
present for almost anvone who
likes sports at all.

The (iift by Pete Hamill (Ran-
dom House. $4 95) THIS book, is
my favorite book of the year
Hamill is a magician with words.
He knows how to express feelings
on paper, in a way that reminds me
of J.D. Salinger. The (iift. is about
a young man coming home from
the Navy during Christmas leave,
only to find that his girlfriend has
broken up with him, and he feels as
alienated from his father as ever.
Hamill uses this plot to build a
warming story about the young
soldiers "coming of age", if you
can only read one book this year,
read this one If my word means
anything to you at all, read this
book, either borrow it or buy it, but
you've got to read it.

World Without Knd. Amen by
Jimmy Breslin. (Viking Press.
$6.95). Jimmy Breslin is a funny
man. He's from the old school of
the fighting Irish, who drink hard
and laugh a lot. he is also a
member of the dying breed of
Liberal Irishman. In this novel,
Breslin tells us just what happens
when you take a reactionary Irish
Cop from Queens, New York, send
him to Ireland, and have him fall in
love with a beautiful leftist student
rebel while there. The books has
interesting possibilities.

Allistair Cooke's America by
Allistair Cooke (Knopf, $15.00).
Perhaps it took an Englishman to
write a history book so alive and
readable about this country.
America, based very much on the
script of Cooke's television show by
the same name tells the story of
this country with fine prose and
many pictures The pictures are
nothing special, your standard
American Heritage sort of thing;
but the words — Wow. Cooke

The Art of Walt Disney
From Mickey Mouse to the Magic
Kingdom
by Christopher Finch
Illustrated: 458 P.P.
New York. Harry N. Abrams
Publishers $35.00 to Dec. 31. After
that $45.

The Art Of Walt Disney

Reviewed by: Frederic C. Weiss
Images of Mickey Mouse and

Donald Duck surrounded my
earliest years. Goofy; Pluto; the
Mickey Mouse Club! While I never
met Walt Disney, he always
seemed like a realization of a
dream; a laughing playful Uncle,
taking me on his knee and showing
me pictures that he drew, and
stories that he knew.
The Art of Walt Disney is an

extensively well done, thoroughly
illustrated, yet uncomplicated
work. Like a Disney film, the book
is simplistic; what it lacks in in-
tellectual vigor, it more than
makes up in its chronological
coverage of the growth of the
Disney empire.

In the book, Christopher Finch
describes Disney as an
aggressively creative person, who
would spend every penny he had on
an idea ; a man who truly believed
in himself and his ideas, Disney
mixed this self convidence with
good judgement, to build a
mediocre film group into the

tok'Air&ferttf*

pioneering force of animation as
we know it today. Finch notes, that
in most of the Disney Successes,
Walt Disney played the major role
in planning and production. When
at times the films seemed weak or
harried, ^jt could be traced to
Disney's energy having gone into
another competing project.
Without a doubt the most im-

pressive aspect of the book can be
found in the numerous illustrations
of Various Disney projects. There
are 763 pictures in total, and at
least half of those are in color. The
pictures themselves show the
various skills that the Disney
artists mastered over the years.
The sketches of Disney projects in

writes in a lively, moving style

which escapes the sterility that
seems to have slowed down so
many other books (especially those
in the American Heritage series)
dealing with the same topic.
America, is a nice book to have,
(ioodbye, Mr. Christian by

Richard Dougherty (Doubleday.
$7.95) Unlike so many other post
election "tell it like it is" books.
Dougherty's book on the George
McGovern campaign is not one "to
set the record straight", or explain
"why things went wrong ". It is a
funny, honest, and informative
account about one man's ex-
perience (Dougherty was
McGovern's Press Secretary)
inside the McGovern camp, and is

considered by most people (in-

cluding myself) to be the best thing
written yet about the McGovern
campaign
Come Nineveh, Come Tyre by

Allen Drury (Doubleday, $8.95).
Jon Carr reviewed this one for
"Poor Richard's", and found it to
be interesting, and really worth-
while reading. Another Drury
political thriller, considered to be a
very timely novel in view of recent
Watergate happenings, and other
such goodies going on in
Washington

This is by no means my "Ten
Best list", it is rather a list of ten
books that are worth looking into.
If it helps you in your holiday
shopping, or just in picking out a
book to read and relax with over
the vacation its existence will
have been justified

+ Some of these books are
available in the University
Bookstore.

isneyland

production, leading up to com-
pletion show the herculean task
that the studio took on, and com-
pleted in each of its major
animated films (each of which
were described in their own special
chapter); Snow White (the first
feature length film, and the one
that Finch describes as "Disney's
Finest Moment".); Pinocchio
("Disney's finest film"), Fantasia,
Sleeping Beauty, and Mary Pop-
pins.

Throughout the book, one thing is

clear, Christopher Finch obviously
had full access to the Disney ar-
chives and files while researching
and putting together the Art of
Walt Disney. This is good and bad.

The good thing about it, is that he is

able to give you a sense of intimacy
with the entire organization. He
explains the various processes of
production ; most of which are too
complicated to even begin to put in

the review; quotes inter office

memos extensively ; and draws on
the enormous resources of
memories of those who worked
with Disney from the beginning.
The bad thing about this is that at

times the book sounds more like a
promo for Walt Disney than a book
about Walt Disney. I doubt that the
people at Disney Productions
would have opened themselves up
so fully, if they felt that they would
get critical treatment from the
author. In this case their con-
vidence was greatly rewarded. But
how about the reader? Is the
reader given the full story about
Walt Disney?
There are questions that should

have been raised by Finch, con-
cerning the charges of white
ethnocentrism that have come out
the past few years. Questions

about Disney himself, that people
like to talk about, but were never
even mentioned in the book.
But these are points that I bring

up as a reviewer, and for this book
I d feel more comfortable slipping
back to the role of a fan. When I
was three yeaas old, I saw my first
movie; Disney's "Song of the
South". I've been a Disney fan ever
since.

When I refer to being a Disney
fan, I don't mean the idiocy of Fred
MacMurrys flubber glop; nor
Tommy Kirk bonanzas. I loved
Walt Disney's animated films.
There was magic to them, and it

isn't soon forgotten. In this sense
The Art of Walt Disney is very true
to the topic of Disney's Art, and is
worth having. Too bad that it is so
expensive. If you have a rich
friend, hope for it. If you are
someone's rich friend; think about
it as a gift. For anyone who even
remotely likes Disney, this book is
really worth having!
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Writings and Drawings
Bob Dylan
(319 pp. |6.»5 Knopf)
Reviewed by Mike Kostek

"my songs're written with the
kettledrum in mind-a touch of any
anxious color. Unmentionable.
Obvious. An' people perhaps like a
soft Brazilian singer . . . I have
given up at making any attempt at
perfection — the fact that the white
house is filled with leaders that've
never been t' the Apollo Theater
amazes me."

Swooping back years on years,
Where's Dylan been now that we
need him ever more? The supine,
supreme excellence that Dylan
used to be, his words anyway, are
here in this book, and so is a bit of
the supreme nothingness he's been
playing at since John Wesley
Harding. Up to New Morning.

Yes all the questions answered
positively yes. Well-noted, well-
indexed. $6 .95 is fair. Any Dylan
fan will overload at finally being
able to check out That Which Has
Been Unclear after all these
(eight? five? ) years. They do, after
all. have got to know exactly.

• • n,y poems
"are written in a rhythm of un-
poetic distortion — divided by
pierced ears. False eyelashes-
subtracted by people constantly
torturing each other. With a
melodic purring line of discriptive
hollowness — seen at times
through dark sunglasses an' other
forms of psychic explosion. A song
is anything that can walk by itself— / am called a songwriter. A
poem is a naked person . . . some
people say that I am a poet"

The word worlds that spill out of
this book are arrayingly amazing
and let us remember how much
we've been missing. Or how much
we had before. And jesus, they
certainlv remind us what a hell of a
poet Bob Dylan was-is.
If copies of this were dropped in

high places (Pentagon, The
Collegian) anyplace, look out. But
"Nothing was delivered
And I tell this truth to you.
Not out of spite or anger
But simply because it's true.
Now I hope you won't object to this.
Giving back all of what you owe.
The fewer words you have to waste
on this,

The sooner you can go."

FRISOT
J the Killers
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Fear Of Flying
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by Christine Dillard
Holt. Rinehart & Winston $6.95
ERICA JONG Fear of Flying
Isadora Zelda is afraid of a great

deal besides riding in airplanes,
but she flys never the less. Fear of
Flying opens with our antiheroine
en route to a psychoanalytic
congress in Vienna. Immediately
the reader learns that this woman
is unfulfilled in her marriage and
nurtures fantasies of "the zip less
fuck.

"Zipless you see, not because
European men have button flies . . .

but because the incident is

seemingly free of all remorse and
guilt ... it is absolutely pure . .

and it is rarer than the unicorn.
And I have never had one."
From here the author sails in and

out of the present. On a liberating
jaunt around Europe, we meet the
Isadoras of years past. As she
cruises with her Laingian lover she
is haunted by her Jewish

childhood, previous affairs of the
heart, and her struggle to write.
Her amusing candor brings

many of her conflicts to life. The
value of this book is not in pat
answers or a fairy tale ending
because they don't exist here any
more than they do in every day life.

Instead, her courageous search
and momentary enlightenment
offer a window on the world.
"Why is being alone so

terrible?" she asks herself.
What about liberation? What about
independence? What is freedom
besides having nothing to lose She
argues to herself about the an^
parent hypocrisy that she is
fighting She considers other
literary figures

"Me: Think of Simone de
Beauvoir!

Me: I love her endurance, but
her books are full of Sartre, Sartre
Sartre.

Me: Think of Doris Lessing:
Me: Anna Wulf can't come unless
she's in love.

Me: Think of Sylvia Plath!
Me: Dead. Who wants a life or
death like hers even if you become
a saint?"

As the old saying goes when Ms.
Jong is good, she is excellent, but
when she is bad she is horrid.
Occasionally her humor seems
forced instead of funny. Her honest
and open descriptions of being
female can be vulgar as well
Radical women may complain that
the finish is a cop-out, for Isadora
sees salvation as the coming
together of men and women that
don't need to pretend that they
haven't a need for love, that second
rate is first rate when it isn't. The
strength of this work is not in this
discovery but in the progression to
it. As a first novel, it will un-
doubtably join the ranks of other
similar contemporary works such
as Lois Gould's Such Good Friends
and Joan Didion's Play It As It

Lays.

Poetry
FLASHBACKS
I sit proudly
in the first branch
of the big catalpa tree.
but a sour fear
grips me
when I realize I can't move
for fear of falling.

I watch
my new red sneakers
as I run across the pasture.
I watch one foot sink
into a wet brown mass.
Little flies buzz up
all around my face.

I hate playing Softball with
the Williams kids.

They make me stand in the outfield
for hours,

so I make the best of it

and sit down
to pick dandelions.

Down on Mr. Gunns land
we swing from long vines.
I crawl over a rock and find
the bones of a dead deer.
I wont swing there
anymore.

The plywood board is warm
against

my stomach
as I lie across the brook.
My nose almost touches the water
as I watch it curl by.

Winslow and I

take each of the windows
piled carefully in the barn
and methodically smash
every pane of every row.
We never tire of that beautiful
shattering noise.

In the gravel pit

we take a running start at the hot
sun,

leap into the air feeling
like slow motion, -
and land softly in the warm dirt

I sit up on the hill

with my hot face
watching the house and barn.
I can hear cars go by
as I tear out handfuls of grass.

It's great to be sick
home from school.
I rearrange mud and leaves
out by the brook all day
and think of my friends.

— Lisbeth Hussey

CLEOPATRA AT THE
GOLDEN ARCHES
Is your Osiris eye drawn out in
black mascara because a jewel
like th

Is your Osiris eye drawn out
in black mascara because
a jewel like that
needs a cage —
Are your scarves piled nile high
around your neck to gauze
the glare of headlights
streaming through the night —
Did you float in a longboat
from a foreign shore —
Were there swarthy arms
fanning cicadas from
your black hair —
And did they laugh at your lotus
face because they knew
the frost would bite harder here
than in your marble palace
where you climbed roofward
to flirt with the stars
shedding silver on
your ten-ringed fingers 7

— Nancy Spinney

Hector Ames
by Bryan Harvey

"Is there anything I can do to
help?"

I glanced up in annoyance from
the litter of timetables and
schedules in my lap. Instead of the
red-striped porter's uniform I had
expected, however, I saw a pair of
perfectly creased houndstooth
trousers. My eyes quickly went
past the matching coat and vest to
the smiling face of the tall, sandy-
haired man before me.
"I'm terribly sorry," I stam-

mered, "I thought you were a —
"Porter. No, the porters never

seem to be as helpful to the weary
traveller as they might." He bowed
slightly. "My name is Hector
Ames," he said, gesturing toward
the mass of papers with his gold-
headed walking stick, "you seem
to be in need of assistance."

I stood up awkwardly, vainly
clutching at the paper accordions
which cascaded to the floor.

"Why, yes, thank you, I suppose
I am," I faltered, looking at him
curiously, "are you with the
Traveller's Aid?"
"Oh, no, nothing like that," he

chuckled. "I simply saw a fellow
traveller in distress. Ever since the
new schedule came out there have
been lost souls all over
Milwaukee."
"Perhaps you could clear

something up for me," I said,
running my finger along a row of
figures. "Is Topeka on Transystem
One or Transystem Three? I can't
seem to find it listed here and..."
"Oh, yes, Topeka," he cut in,

"Topeka seems to have been left

out of the new schedule for some
reason. No doubt they'll correct the
error in the revised edition." He
rested his hands on the head of his
walking stick and squinted at the
ceiling. "I believe Topeka is the
ninth stop on Transystem Three.
The last train left fifteen minutes
ago, and there won't be another for
an hour and a half." He turned and
looked around the crowded ter-
minal. "That leaves us just enough
time for lunch."

I stooped over and picked up the
timetables, preparing to make my
excuses and go on my way. Despite
his easy map r", »* *

IIV.>«.I 11.,
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city. I would be much wiser to sit

down and read the new issue of the
Astrophysical Journal and dine on
the train.

"Coming?" Ames asked politely.

"The restaurant in the shopping
mall is really quite nice."

I wavered, unsure of what to do
next. While I didn't know Ames, I

did feel comfortable with him. It

would be rude to turn him down
after he had been so helpful. We
would have lunch in Milwaukee
and then go our separate ways.

"All right," I said finally, "let's

go eat."

We started across the lobby of
the terminal, forcing our way
through the streams of people. I let

Ames lead the way, since he knew
where we were going, and since it

gave me an opportunity to observe

him more carefully. The crowd
seemed almost to part before him
as he thrust ahead. The walking
stick, which I had taken to be
merely ornamental, became a
hound on the leash, pulling its

master toward some unseen prey.
As I struggled to keep pace, I was
struck by the image of a British
cavalry officer leading a vanguard
through the Mongol hordes.
"Mr. Ames," I said, stumbling

through the crowd to where he
waited in front of the restaurant,

"do you always travel through
crowds like that? You nearly ran
down one poor woman."
"Yes, yes, of course," he said,

guiding me toward a table, "but
the noon train from Chicago was
due in momentarily, and then we
should never have found a table."

Surprised, I looked toward the

door of the restaurant and saw a

group of twenty or thirty people
queued up, waiting for tables.

I glanced at Ames where he sat
idly drumming his lingers. "How
did you know that the train was due
in? How did you know what time it

was? I never saw you look a
1

a
clock?"
Ames looked genuinely amused

for the first time since I had met
him. "It's all a matter of timing,
my friend. People get up and go to
work, children go to school, rockets
are launched, races are won, all by
the clock." He gestured around the
room. "These people owe their
very existences to the clock, yet
they hardly know where they are,
let alone when."
Oh, no, I thought, I'm in the

company of a madman. "Mr.
Ames, surely you can't be serious
about this fixation with time? 1

carry a watch, and I consult it

when necessary. I think I have a
fair conception of my place in

time."

"Your place in time? What do
you know of your place in time ! If I

ask you what time it is, you may
tell me six o'clock. What good is

that? By what are you determining
time? It may be five before six, or
five after. Your watch may be
broken, or it may have stopped
altogether. Time. You know no
more about time than you do about
the rest of your universe." He
stood up and flung his hand toward
the ceiling. "The cosmos is in

motion around you, and you are
content to close your eyes to it.

Spring forward, Fall back. A nice
nursery rhyme for the ignorant!"
By this time he was quite loud,

and had begun to attract the stares
of the people at the adjoining
tables. I stood up and moved
around the table to his side.

"Mr. Ames," I whispered
urgently, "what are you doing?
These people will think you've gone
mad."
Immediately, the fire went out of

his eyes, and the flush left his
cheeks. "I'm sorry," he said,
breathing heavily, "I'm sorry."
Now docile, I led him out of the

restaurant and into the mall. We
*inn* InnUng a t each ther, a
motionless island in the sea of
shoppers.

Very quietly, he began to speak.
"You don't know quite what its

like, being the only one who knows
what time it is." He stuttered,
groping for words, "You must have
heard about people who have
perfect pitch. They can tell exactly
what the pitch is of any sound they
hear." He lowered his eyes and
went on almost inaudibly. "They
can do something with their gift.

They can become musicians and
singers and boast of their abilities.

But of what use is perfect tempo?"
His voice raised to a shout on the
last word, and he took a step back
from me. The hot fire was back in
his eyes and running down his
cheeks. "I call it not a gift, but a
curse!" he shrieked, and dashed
off into the crowd.

I plunged after him, but again
the walking stick pulled him
through the crowd. This time,
however, he was the hunted, and
the stick clawed and bit its way out
of its human corner. I followed as
best I could, having to stop several
times to assist bystanders to their
feet in the wake of the fury.

I saw Awes burst out a side door
into the parking lot beyond. "Mr.
Ames," I cried, "stop running, 1

want to talk to you." Ames kept
going until he was nearly in the
middle of the field of cars. I cupped
my hands to my mouth and
shouted, "Mr. Ames, come back. I

need to know something: What
time is it?"

He stopped suddenly, as if hit by
an arrow. Very slowly he turned,

looked toward me, and slumped to

the ground. When I got to him, he
was sobbing silently on the ground

between two cars.

"Mr. Ames, get up, please, it's

all right. I want you to walk me to
my train, so I'll be sure not to miss
it."

He was still for a moment, and
then he began to get up. First on his
knees, and then finally on his
swaying legs he lifted himself off
the ground. His coat and vest were
pulled open from his head-long
dash through the crowd, and his
trousers were oil-stained from the
asphalt of the parking lot. His
walking stick had rolled beneath a
car. I dusted him off and sat him on
the hood of a car.

"Thank you," he said, smoothing
his hair back with his hands. "I
think I'll be all right now." He
smiled weakly, "You'd better go
now if you're going to catch your
train. It leaves in seven minutes."
At this point my only thought was

to get Ames back to the station and
turn him over to someone for help.
He must have sensed ihy doubt, as
he immediately jumped off the car
and moved toward me. "It really is

safe to leave me," he said as he
buttoned his vest, "this happens
only rarely, now that I'm un-
dergoing treatment."

,'Mr. Ames," I protested, "I
can't leave you out here like this.

At least walk me to my train."
"Certainly," he said, drawing

himself up, "it's the least I can
do." He looked around for a
moment. "Now where has my stick
got to? Oh, well. I shall have to get
another. We must hurry, or you'll
miss your train. Only six minutes
more."
Feeling somewhat relieved at his

improved condition, I felt it would
be safe to go on to Topeka, after all.

Ames' spitits had improved con-
siderable, and he was quite
cheerful as we walked through the
rows of parked cars.

"You know, it was my daughter
who insisted that I get treatment
for my problem. I apparently used
to be quite annoying." He was
silent for a moment. "I think the
problem came to a head one day
when the clock tower in the middle
of town went on the blink. They tell

me I almost killed myself running
up the ladder in the belfrey, trying
to get to it."

I walked on in silence. The
eeriness of the situation had finally

struck me, and I said, "Mr. Ames,
do you know exactly what time it is

right now, without consulting any
timepiece?"
He smiled and leaned his head

back. "Certainly," he said, "but
you don't really want to know, do
you?"
"No, not really. Ignorance is

bliss." We walked in the door of the
station and were immediately
surrounded by the sounds of the
trains pulling into the platform.
Ames pointed to track three and
said, "this is where your train will
be coming, in exactly thirty
seconds."
We walked to the edge of the

platform and stood looking down at
the tracks. I looked up the tracks
and saw the train just coming into
sight. "Mr. Ames," I said with a
smile, "it looks as if my train is

going to be a few seconds late.
Should I have a word with the
railroad?"

Ames wasn't listening, however.
His eyes had glassed over, and he
was counting to himself, under his
breath, "...thirteen, twelve,
eleven, ten..."

"Mr. Ames," I said worriedly,
"the train is going to be ten
seconds late. Do you hear me ten
seconds late!"

The train was still moving down
the track, hundreds of tons of
rolling steel, as he said, "two, one.
Here your train is, my friend. I

hope you have a pleasant journey
Watch the step," he said as he
swung me off the platform.

This is your space...

and you didn't do

anythins with it!
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by Andrew Mackenzie
Between Nothingness &
Eternity

Mahavishnu Orchestra Live
(Columbia KC 32766)

President Nixon once again
vigorously denied today the
reports and "vicious rumors^
that he is losing his sanity and
simultaneously announced his
new plan for combatting the
energy crisis: He is sending his
friend John Wayne up with the
next Skylab mission with in-

structions to lasso the commet
Kohoutek as it passes near the
Earth, "...and if we can't
harness it," the president
added, "We'll at least make

the bastard slow down
to 50 m.p.h., bigod."
Now I'll just bet

you're wondering how
I'm going to relate all

this nonsense to the
new Mahavishnu
album. I'll bet you
think I'm going to say
something typically
clever like, "There's
no energy crisis as far
as the music these
boys play is con
cerned." "Haw, haw,
that's rich", you'd say.
Splat. Well, I really put
one over on you this

time: There is no connection
between any of the above

and the new
Mahavishnu album. Nyaah. All
right, let's get down to
business:

One thing's for sure, there's
no energy crisis as far as the
music these boys play is

concerned (muffled laughter
builds in intensity until the
pressure becomes too much
and someone breaks: "Oh God,
is that funny!" he cries out,
and falls over, convulsed -

Some people shouldn't be
allowed to read record
reviews. Others shouldn't be
allowed to write them. For a

Caustic Comments

complete listing of each write
to me c-o Poor Richard, 1600

Pennsylvania Ave.,
Washington, D.C.).

Okay, all seriousness aside.
This is a good album, a 'one
record set' of live recordings
from August of this year,
containing, in the words of a
concert poster I seem to recall,
"all new tunes." The album
title is a little more hokey than
usual but their music has
gotten a lot less hokey-not
quite back to the gut-level of
their Inner Mounting Flame,
but with a lot more of that raw
energy feel than Birds of Fire
had. Yessiree, there's no
energy crisis as far as the
music these boys play is

concerned (My God, what
creative journalism! Rolling
Stone, move over).
The album has only three

cuts on it: "Trilogy", a medley
of new McLaughlin 'tunes',
"Sister Andrea", group
keyboardist Jan Hammer's
first contribution, and a side
long piece entitled "Dream".
"Trilogy" and "Sister An-
drea" are both excellent and
worthy of attention, but it will
be "Dream" that gets played,
and deservedly so. It's one of

the most solid compositions
it

BOB DYLANDYLAN (Columbia)

Actually I'm assuming this ar-

tificially concocted $6.98 Columbia
Christmas Turkey is by the person
we call Bob Dylan as the name 'Bob'
never appears on here. These out
takes from the Self Portrait and New
Morning sessions are interesting, but
a few are stinko. "Lily Of The West"
and "The Ballad Of Ira Hayes" are
quite right, but too much of the rest is

not there.

It must be said that Dylan did not
put this album out, Columbia did it

for him. C.

ALL-AMERICAN BOY-RICK
DERRINGER) Blue Sky-Columbia
KZ 32481) timt: 40:13

This is a hot one Rick's finally
made his own record, after years of
rocking inspiration for The McCoys
and the Winter Brothers Derringer
gets a high score on the zooming
tunes here, as most of them seem to
explode, and also does quite well in
the Rundgren like softer sensitivity
sections. Only a couple spots are
weak Winter like exercises in in
cessant raunch. Kudos to drummer
Bobby Caldwell, as he's playing so
hard and fast that it seems like
someone speeded up the tapes. See
about "Rock And Roll, Hoochie Koo"
(Rick wrote it, and this is by far the
best version )t "The Ariport Giveth
(The Airport Taketh Away)" and
"Jump, Jump, Jump." B+

OOOH SO GOOD 'N BLUES TAJ
MAHAL (Columbia)
Sweet record of just what Taj is

really about, it's only the gentle
spirit and some right back up (like
The Pointer Sisters) doing some of
"the welcome friends in my house of
music." B +
WOVOKA REDBONE (Epic KE
32442) time: 29:44

Every Redbone album is a bad mix
of their pointed redone American
Indian style rock, stringy schlock

and strange (for the situation) ex-
cursions into some rather far-flung
and interesting musical fields that
work more often then they don't.

However, Wovoka doesn't have much
of anything in any of these situations

(Docked a Christgau for its short
time) D +

ALL COMES BACK-PAUL
BUTTERFIELD'S BETTER DAYS
(Bearsville BR 2170) time: 38:27
Excellent, excellent album of

perfectly brewed 'rock' and 'blues'
played by the best new band of 1973.
As friend Steve Sliva says, "No body
else could play this. It's just perfect."
What this music is is a beautifulblend
of rock spirit tempered with blues
sense, peppered with New Orleans
fonk that could only be formulated by
someone who has played as long as
Butter, you also need an egoless
band willing to submerge individuals
into one shazotin' unit, and most of
all, a bunch of real musicians (along
with Paul are Christopher Parker,
Amos Garrett, Ronnie Barron, Billy
Rich and Geoff Muldaur) who are
crazy about the music they're
playing. I haven't heard anything
that feels so right in quite some time
A
INSIDE OUT-JOHN MARTYN
(Island SMAS 9335) time: 3955
Here's an English folksinger who

publishes his songs underUFO Music and writes
"•ove love love love tra la
la ...triddly dee dee" inside his
album. And here's an English
folksinger whose music sounds best
when he's not singing. What does
sound good are those moments on
here that sound like they were made
by an English folksinger who's bored
with straight guitar, straight
arrangements, and realizes he
doesn't sing that well, and therefore
comes up with some pretty in
teresting, pretty twisted ideas. C+

I've heaid from McLaughlin
since the days of My Goal's
Beyond. A beautiful set of

ominous, plodding chords
weave their way in and out of
the beginning of fhis, well,

dream-like piece, tying
together the sweeping changes
of mood that take us through
fear to ecstacy andeverywnere
in between.

I almost wish they'd done
fhis in the studio where the
sound would have gotten ; ust a
touch more polish, but if i had
to choose between the polish
and the incredibly driving,
almost frenzied energy and
spontanaiety of this per-
formance there could be no
question (Uh-oh, he said
'energy' again. You don't think
he'd. ..oh, no. He couldn't.
Please don't do it. Please don't.
No, pleasc.Augh!). By golly,
there's no energy crisis as far
as these boys play is con-
cerned.
For those of you who are

unimaginative enough to give
records for Christmas presents
(and rich enough to afford to)
fhis album will be perfect for
the Mantovani lover in your
family. However, if you do
decide to give it as a gift and if

SWEET REVENGE JOHN PRINE
(Atlantic)

Good album of varied Prine.he's
singing in a less 'offensive' voice than
on Diamonds In The Rough. You will
not die, it's not poison. B

you have the time, it might be
advisable to send your copy to
the Pope for blessing. I mean,
it is a Christmas present, and
all this MahaHindu stuff isn't

exactly. ..you know, Kosher. Oh
well, like those bald guys with
the orange robes say:

Happy Christmas,
Happy Christmas,

Christmas Christmas,
Happy Happy

Best Revolutions (33 1/3) After One More (365)
Plus

Quadrophenia — The Who
Berlin — Lou Reed
Over Nite Sensation — The Mothers
Of Invention

In The Right Place — Dr John
Innervisions — Stevie Wonder
Dixie Chicken — Little Feat
Billion Dollar Babies — Alice Cooper
Last Train To Hicksville ...the home
of happy feet Dan Hicks & His Hot
Licks

A Wizard, A True Star
Rundgren
Monty Python's Previous Record -

Monty Python
It All Comes Back Paul But

,ftj kerfield's Better Days

f^
[Soundtrack feat. Jimmy Cliff

rs How Time Flys — David Ossman &
• The Firesigh Theater
4 Previous Convictions — Speedy Keen
Crazy Eyes — Poco
Workshop — NRBQ
The Magic City — Sun Ra
Streams — Sam Rivers

13 The Harder They Come — Original

UK

^X>

ATTEMPTED MUSTArME-LOU-
DON WAINWRIGHT III (Columbia
KC 32710) time: 38:38

If you've been happy with Loudon
so far, you'll dig the proceedings
here. If not, this will put you off as
much as his other stuff. There is a
sublime mixture of musics on here
that make it quite nicely
Wainwright album. B

varied

THE LAST ILLUSION J F MUR
PHY & SALT (Columbia KC 32539)
time: 43:20

A nice, sophisto album that won't
win any contests, but is a neatly-done
bit of Mark Almond music, but with
more flavor and puch and a lot less
wimpiness. There are a lot of good
ideas here, but they're diminished by
the excessive lenghts of the songs,
esp. the two ten minute showcases. B

THE DIRT ON THE GROUND
DAVE ALEXANDER (Arhoolie)
Dave's second good album for

Arhoolie. He from S.F. and sings and
plays in a rough blues style with a lot

of interesting ideas, and deep feeling.
B +

Speciai Mention
Live At The Two O'clock Club
Kibitzers

The

N
t

\

Minus
First Rush — Chris Rush
Yew York Dolls
Soundtrack to* Jonathan Livingston
Seagull — Neil Diamond
The four ex Beatles 1973 con
fributions to music.
Time Fades Away — Neil Young
Raunch 'N Roll - Black Oak
Arkansas
The Red & The Black — Blue Oyster
Cult

This year's T. Rex album
The Adventures Of Panama Red —
Yew Riders Of The Purple Sage
Electric Light Orchestra II

/vattstax 2 — Various Stax Artists
4>oh La La — Faces

'73 not too spectac, but plenty solid
The advent of the end of robot rock'
i/Ve can only hope. But until next time
- think, don't stink.

—mike kostek
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ANTHOLOGY-
HIS TEXAS

SLIDEWINDERJ.B. HUTTO 8. THEHAWKS (Delmark)
"•'"*

One of the beautiful blues masters
of our day has a new album that
should be investigated by anyone into
digging Hound Dog Taylor and other
Chicago raunchy blues. Tough stuff

Disc

THE BOB WILLS
BOB WILLS A
PLAYBOYS
(Columbia KG 32418) time: 88:13 (2
recs)

Anyone seriously interested in the
music made by Dan Hicks & His Hot
Licks, Asleep At The Wheel or others
playing music in the '40's swing' style
should definitely see about Bob Wills.
What Wills did was to essentially
substantialize, popularize and
legitimize the peculiarly sweet mix of
jazz, hillbilly and country blues that
became Western Swing. This is a
good assortment of some of the
varied styles Wills embraced so well.
Sound quality is poor, but you can
handle it. B

—mike kostek

/
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OCCUPATION: FOOLE - GEORGE
CARLIN
(Little David LD 1005) Time: 47:53
A record by the very nature if its

limitations can only approximate the
totality of a live performance, even if

the recording is of a live per
formance, as all George Carl in
albums are. Not being able to watch
his facial expressions and bodily
movements forces the listener to
concentrate harder on what is being
said rather than how. Each of
Carl in 's recordings has focused on a
general theme, the media
(FM4AM), growing up (Class
Clown), and working (Occupation:
Foole). while in concert Carlin in-

corporates all of these into a highly
perceptive view of life. Because most
of life is funny to begin with, Carlin's
forte comes not from merely
rehashing the obvious but from in-

terpreting it and putting it onto a
higher (if not funnier) plateau.
Unortunately Occupation: Foo>e

is Carlin's most disjointed record,
engineered and spliced much more
haphazardly than the previous two
Little David recordings. But you
can't fault Carlin's wit, here or
anywhere. Here he touches on
everything from blackheads to Nixon
("He looks like he hasn't taken a shit

in a month") to farts, and though
there's a little repetition ("Filthy
Words" is a twelve minute expansion
of the 'seven words you can't say on

T.V.' theme and includes what ap
pears to be the first recorded
discussion of the word 'twat') it is
difficult not to like this one. With the
almost total absence of good comedy
during these trying times, George
Carlin is a rarity indeed. His concerts
are sheer wonder and his records
give an insight into his first rate
mind.

— David Sokol

EORGE JKRLHft
CUPATIOH : P

FLEETWOOD MAC MYSTERY TO
ME
( Warners)
More of the same from Fleetwood

Mac, this one is called Mystery To
Me. It is their second album since
guitarist and songwriter Danny

Kirwan left the group. Kirwan, whose
compositions dominated Future
Games and Bare Trees was replaced
by Bob Weston, leaving the task of
songwriting to Bob Watch and
Christine McVie.
Welch has finally come into his own

as a songwriter. He wrote or co wrote
half of their previous album,
Penguin, and he has written seven of
the twelve songs on Mystery To Me.
My favorites on this album are both
Welch's tunes: the mysterious
"Emerald Eyes" and "Hypnotized,"
a dreamy ballad.

Christine McVie's songs seem, for
the most part, forced and contrived
Her writing talents have
progressively regressed since "Showme a Smile" on Future Games; she's
worn out her bag of catchy melodies
but fortunately her voice still holds
its grasping innocence.
As an afterthought the group added

the Yardbirds old number, "For
Your Love" (it's not even listed on
the cover), which is enhanced by
Christine's electric piano and sub
dued harmony. It sounds no where
near as raunchy as the original.

Fleetwood Mac has found a safe
and comfortable niche (less kind
souls might call it a rut), in the rock
music field. They haven't changed
over the past four albums and while
they may at times be uninspired,
they have reached a level of tightness
which will keep their fans satisfied.

— Kevin Mack

J GEILS BANDLADIES INVITED
(Atlantic SD 7288)
Total playing time: 41:28
Those Bad Boys from Boston have

recorded five albums in the
relatively short period of three years
Their latest, like its predecessor
Bloodshot combines the hard drivin'
hard drinkin' foot stompin' rock and
roll with that occasional touch of
reggae which made "Give it to Me"
their biggest hit to date Un
fortunately the studio sound of both
Bloodshot and Ladies Invited is too
sterile after they let it all hang with
Full House which stands uncontested
as their classic. All the songs on
Ladies Invited are Peter Wolf Seth
Justman originals, and don't
misunderstand, several are quite
good. "Did You No Wrong," "Take aChance" and "The Lady Makesdemands" make me want to fix
another drink and shuffle. These aregood enough to make the bland
moments easier to take.

It is still hard to believe that theseguys sold out the Boston Garden justa few weeks back. I mean you've got
to be a little crazy to go see a concer
there ,n the first place. Withoutcoming up with anything new, the J
Geils Band have a sound of their ow i
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Ba fr and,heearl^ J GeilsBand at the Berkeley Street TeaParty, it is hard to put Ladies Invited

R.TEL55 timesP«« continuum.
I break down and give it a B for

sentimental reasons.

David deFacto

MIDLERBETTE
MIDLER

( Atlantic SD 7270)
Picture it. You finally sleeze a good

album off the music editor, estatic,
you run through the campus center
occasionally hiding behind the
couches fearing he will find you and
reclaim it. You run into your room
and ask whoever happens to be
standing closest, "Wanna listen to
the new Bette Midler album?" they
nod yes. You put it on the stereo and
all of a sudden, like out of nowhere,
the room is filled with little voices
faintly resembling munchkins and
you know it could only be Bette
Midler on the turntable. The Wizard
of Oz like sound is the first cut on side
two named "Optimistic Voices", Its

fantastic tc say the least, I could go
on and on, but I'd only end up
reprinting the whole twelve or so
songs printed on the back cover.

I was a little

disappointed to
find out that she
is not the only
vocalist on the
album, she is

accompanied at
one time or
another by
some eleven
background
singers, a little

disheartening,
but a beautiful
album.

~~
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yeslow

Dedicated to Robert Wyatt and Ed
Blackwell, two beautiful musicians
who have suffered physical tragedies
in the past year. (Wyatt suffered
paralysis from the waist down, and
Blackwell, a prime innovator, is

currently in the hospital with a
kidney ailment. Get well —
fast!...And keep on pushing.)

Plus Albums
(in no particular order)
Streams — Sam Rivers
Vietnam 1 A 2 — The Revolutionary
Ensemble (ESP Disk)
Afric Pepperbird —Jan Garabek
(ECM Import)
The Little Red Record — Matching
Mole
Ornette Coleman in Europe, Vol. 2
(Polydor Freedom label. Import)
Witches and Devils — Albert Ayler
(Pol ydor Freedom label. Import)
Larks' Tongues in Aspic — King
Crimson
The Magic City — Sun Ra
Foxtrot — Genesis
Genesis Live (Import)
Communications No. 11 — Cecil
Taylor (JCOA)
Geechee Recollections — Marion
Brown
Monty Python's Previous Record —
Monty Python
Chi-Congo and Bap-tizum — Art
Ensemble of Chicago
Anyway — Family
Tubular Bells — Michael Oldfield
Quadrophenia - The Who
The Man From The East — Red
Buddah Theater Stormu Yamash'ta

Disappointments and just plain
lemons — (minuses)

Disappointments
Berlin — Lou Reed
Dylan — Bob Dylan
Muscle of Love — Alice Cooper
Brain Salad Surgery - Emerson,
Lake and Palmer

Lemons
(now^ucker)

The New York
Dolls

Goat's Head
Soup — The

I must restrain myself. I

have always felt (sensory vibrations
to the brain in the limited sphere of
the spectrum of Western Europe —
Brainpain, et cet.) that it is always
more beneficial to 'accentuate the
positive' and healing energies of
music than to tear apart the buck
masters — all the criticism in the
world didn't hurt Grand Funk — it

just gives them publicity. Such is my
view in review. Live music usually
turns the energy on more, so here we
have the CONCERTS: several plus,
one minus.)

+ + + + + (Plus)

Sun Ra (at the Black Musicians
Conference — UMass)
The Revolutionary Ensemble

(same place, second nite)
Ornette Coleman at the Jazz

Workshop in Boston (May)
Sam Rivers, Gato Barbieri, and

Keith Jarrett (Amherst College)
Genesis at Tufts University (Nov

17)

Larry Coryell and the Eleventh
House at Amherst
King Crimson at Williams College

(October)
Elvin Jones at the Jazz Workshop

(August)
NRBQ at the Rusty Nail (October)
Heavy Maggie at Greenough
Mahavishnu Orchestra at Hartford

(February)
Schizoid Concert of the Year
Captain Beefheart ( + ), Larry

Coryell and Foreplay (neutral), and
—choke— The New York Dolls ( -—
minus to infinity) at the Orpheum in

Boston in March.
Gary (UMan) Gome(s)emog

sucn
who

falls somewhere outside of both
as the Paul Winter Consort,
didn't put out an album this year and
so didn't make the list. However, I

haven't totally excluded myself from
Mother Rock, as you'll notice. For
the record (no plug intended) I'd like
to add that these albums are not
listed in any particular order and I

only included Quadrophenia because
the Music Editor threatened me with
violence and sarcasm if l didn't.
Quadrophenia — Who
Birds of Fire - Mahavishnu Ork
Over-Nite Sensation
Six - Soft Machine
Little Red Record -
Foxtrot — Genesis
Previous - Monty Python
For the Roses - Joni Mitchell
Larks' Tongues in Aspic —
Crimson
Inner Visions

— Mothers

Matching Mole

King

- Stevie Wonder
—Andrew MacKenzie

( Lincoln Wept, Tyrone Shoes, Sadder
Budweiser, MacTruloff Sanity
Zomby Woof, St. Andrew, Hooput
DeBomp, et. at.)

+ SIDE
Quadroohenia — The Who
A Passion Play - Jethro Tull
Brain Salad Surgery — Emerson
Lake & Palmer
Selling England By The Pound —
Genesis
Genesis Live Genesis (Import)
Forum '73 — Jethro Tull (Bootleg)
Tubular Bells Mike Oldfield
Live Dates Wishbone Ash
Grand Hotel Procol Harum
Dark Side Of The Moon Pink Floyd
Earthbound — King Crimson
(Import)
Larks' Tongue In Aspic — King
Crimson
Brothers & Sisters Allman
Brothers P^nd
Muscle Of Lev* - Alice Cooper
Focus III Focus
Still Pete Sinfield

Laid Back — Gregg Allman
Piano Man Billy Joel
Houses Of The Holy — Led Zeppelin
Introspection — Thijs Van Leer
(Focus)
The Six Wives Of Henry VIII - Rick
Wakeman
Innervisions - Stevie Wonder
Beck, Bogert & Appic.
Wishbone Four - Wishbone Ash
Greenslade — Greenslade

— SIDE
Chicago VI — Chicago
Living In The Material World —
George Harrison
We're An American Band — Grand
Funk Railroad
Sladest — Slade
Rainbow Concert — Eric Clapton
Ringo Rinqo Starr
New York Dolls New York Dolls
Sweet Freedom - Uriah Heep
Mott Mott The Hoople
Berlin — Lou Reed
Shoot Out At The Fantasy Factory —
Traffic

Seventh Sojourn Moody Blues
Granicus ™»Granicus
Made In Japan - Deep Purple
Live - Uriah Heep

—David Santos
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And now you, the viewer:
From that time to this it's come to

our attention that you, all of you, did
indeed go downstreet to For The
Record, and there purchase the
following discs in the year 1973:
1. Brothers And Sisters Allman
Brothers Band
2. Goat's Head Soup - Rolling Stones
3. Wake Of The Flood Grateful
Dead
4. Innervisions Stevie Wonder ''

5. Let's Get it On Marvin Gaye
6. Birds Of Fire Mahavishnu
Orchestra
7. Talking Book —
8. Maria Muldaur
9. Shoot Out At The Fantasy Factory

Traffic

10. Dark Side Of The Moon —
Floyd

Me, I'm Only
Elton John
Softly — Roberta

Stevie Wonder

Pink

The

'Twas a good year for music, 'twas
a bad year, but alas, life is too short
to bother shitpicking. The following,
in order, get the stamp as my
favorites. Thank you recording ar
tists. I appreciate you.
1. Parcel of Rogues — Steeleye Span
2. Quadrophenia — The Who
3. Foxtrot — Genesis
4. Bursting At The Seams — Strawbs
5. Preservation Act 1 — Kinks
8. The Wild, The Innocent & The E
Street Shuffle — Bruce Springsteen
7. Traveling Days — JSD Band
8. Genesis Live — Genesis
9. Innervisions— Stevie Wonder
10. Boulders — Roy Wood
11. Two Weeks Last Summer — Dave
Cousins
12. Over Nite Sensation —
Mothers
13. For Everyman — Jackson
Browne
14. Song Of The New World
Tyner
15. Journey's End — Matthew Fisher
16. Selling England By The Pound —
Genesis
17. Larks' Tongues in Aspic
Crimson
18. Happy To Meet. ..Sorry To Part
Horslips
19. Twice Removed From Yesterday— Robin Trower

i. Desperado — Eagles
—David Sokol

Pluses
( in no particular order)

A Wizard, A True Star — Todd
Rundgren
Alladin Sane - David Bowie
Don't Shoot Me, I'm Only The Piano
Player — Elton John
Grand Hotel — Procol Harun
Mary C. Brown And The Hollywood
Sign — Dory Previn
Heart Food — Judee Sill

Berlin — Lou Reed
Mind Games — John Lennon
For Everyman — Jackson Browne
Quadrophenia — The Who

—Steve Fel

11. Don't Shoot
Piano Player —
12. Killing Me
Flack
13. Give It Up — Bonnie Raitt
14. Sittin' In Loggins & Messina
15. American Beauty — Grateful
Dead
16. The Adventures Of Panama Red— New Riders Of The Purple Sage
17. There Goes Rhymin' Simon —
Paul Simon
18. Beginnings — Allman
Band
19. Takin' My Time - Bonnie Raitt
20. For the Roses — Joni Mitchell

Brothers

Mama don't allow no singing dogs
in here.

The

McCoy

King

Lou Reed's vinyl movie
BERLIN was either loved or
hated.

The Diving Miss
M — Bette
Midler

...and there

are many more,
but I'd go on
goring things

for decades. My
rancor against

certain artists

is legend, but,

Wri ting record reviews is a
frustrating experience for me. The
frustration comes from knowing too
much about music to enjoy 99 per
cent of what's coming out of rock
these days and not knowing nearly
enough about music to discourse
intelligently on or even comprehend
a large majority of contemporary
"jazz". Therefore I find myself
drawn to music which straddles the
border between the two categories or

Plus Albums of 1973
(in no particular order)

Berlin — Lou Reed
TV Or Not TV - Proctor & Bergman
Ringo — Your Friend and Mine
Quadrophenia — The Who
Approximately Infinite Universe —
Yoko Ono
A Little Night Music — Stephen
Sondheim
Living in The Material World —
George Harrison
How Time Flys — David Ossman &
The Firesign Theater
Mind Games — John Lennon
The Ruling Class — soundtrack with
Peter O' Toole
Feeling The Space — Yoko Ono
Band On The Run — Paul McCart
r»ey & Wings
But really, defending what you like

makes you paranoid.
Minus Albums of 1973

Red Rose Speedway — Pau
McCartney & Wings
Otherwise I don't pay attention to

albums I don't like. Sorry.

—David Mille

These are my votes for GOODIES:
They only come out at Night — Edgar
Winter
Takin' My Time - Bonnie Raitt
Sweet Freedom — Uriah Heep
In The Right Place — Dr. John
Selling England By The Pound
Genesis
The Pointer Sisters
Three Man Army
Miz Lena's Boy — Wilson Pickett
History of Howlin' Wolf
Get Out The Vaseline Baby — Dee
Greaze
Innervisions — Stevie Wonder
Crown Prince of Dance — Rufus
Thomas
Smokestack Lighfin' — Mike
Harrison
Imagination — Gladys Knight and
the Pips
Just Outside of Town — Mandrill
Sladest — Slade

My comments for records I feel are
not of the quality one would expect
from, or else are plain shit from these
artists are:

Holland — Beach Boys
No Sweat — Blood Sweat and Tears
Get It Together — Jackson 5

The Golden Age of Rock and Roll —
Sha Na Na
Live at The Sahara Tahoe - Issac
Hayes
The Divine Miss M — Bette Midler
and you can forget all late releases
by: Osmonds, Andy Williams,
Fabian, Paul Anka, J. Geils, Mott
The Hoople, and all that glitter rock.
Merry Christmas Richard.

—David Letters
(Zack Smith)

What Was Big
1973 at The New Record Shop:

(in no real order)
Fillmore East — Allman Brothers
Band
Eat A Peach — Allman Brothers
Band
Sittin' In — Loggins & Messina
Composite Truth - Mandrill
Talking Book — Stevie Wonder
Europe '72 — Grateful Dead
Anticipation — Carly Simon
The World Is A Ghetto — War
Beatles '62- '66

Beatles '67 '70

Dark Side Of The Moon — Pink Floyd
Live — Sha Na Na
3 -*- 3 — Isley Brothers
Piano Rags Volume One — Scott
Joplin

Rocky Mountain High — John
Denver
First Take — Roberta Flack
Full House — J. Geils Band
Hobo's Lullabye — Arlo Guthrie
Diamond Girl — Seals & Crofts
Best, Of, Volume Two — Bob Dylan

Goodies
Billion Dollar Babies — Alice Cooper
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road — Elton
John
Ooh La La — Faces
Yessongs — Yes
Bette Midler — Bette Midler
No Secrets — Carly Simon

Badies
Pulver Rising Judi Pulver
Full Moon — Kris Kristofferson and
Rita Coolige
Black Jack Davy — Black Jack Davy

—lorianne yeslow

The music editor would like to take
this opportunity to thank the people
on his "staff": Gomes, Feld, Sokol,
MacKenzie, Miller, Carr, Yeslow.
Michelove, Santos and Mack in the
main, and also those who drifted ir

and out for one reason or another
Life ain't quite so easy when you'ri
music editor, but having fantastic

people getting things done is the only
way any of the last thirteen weeks o«

this insanity could have been carriec
out. Tonight, 201 Greenough, okay':
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0<HW»l» - Ciptly, Of The Human SquidGenesis

Genesis first hit the musical
rounds about 1966, when Tony
Banks, Michael Rutherford
and Peter Gabriel, three
aspiring songwriters, decided
they wanted to form a group
(early influences — the
Beatles, then to Family). They
were named Genesis, (along
with a couple of musical
cohorts) by the singer
producer-pop-figure Jonathan
King (remember "Good News
Week" and "Everyone's Gone
To The Moon"?), and released
an album in Britain ("Some
nice things happened, but the
production wasn't that good"— Tony Banks). From that
time on, they've been
producing themselves, and put
out a very nice album in 1970,
"Trespass" (now available in
the bargain bins, or as a
British import), but they feel
that the actual band's first
album occurred a bit later,
with "Nursery Crymes" (on
Buddah-Charisma).

Nursery Crymes introduced
two very important things to
the group: 1) Guitarist Stephen
Hackett and drummer Phil
Collins, both nearly virtuoso
material on their respective
instruments, with Hackett
having an excellent
imagination for the electronics
of the guitar and Collins being
able to push the band with a
forceful rhythm, and 2) the use
of small 'stories' surrounding
their compositions, with which
they had started one of their
best known pieces from
Trespass, "The Knife", which,
legend has it, is based around
the events of the Russian
Revolution. On Nursery
Crymes they took this
technique one step further with
a few compositions, the most
notable being "The Return of
the Giant Hogweed", which
had beautifully swirling but
gruff melody lines, a definite

science fiction theme, plus the
story of "The Musical Box",
which consisted of a profile of
children with adult patterns
involving murder and a
sexually deranged old man.
On Foxtrot the science fic-

tion themes were becoming
more and more obvious, and
Genesis began to take on a
definitely polished in
strumental sound, with near
early King Crimson tightness,
and the lyrics started being
better for storytelling
"Supper's Ready" is a mon
strosity of ambition, science
fiction, and an almost im
possible range in Gabriel's
voice. "Supper" has a unique
range and style of variation,
moving through five or six
movements, all of which join
together to make a solid work.

Selling
England by The Pound.
(Charisma —on the Atlantic —
FC 6060; over fifty-three
minutes, and the personnel is:

**•«.«„,

Phil Collins — drums, Per-
cussion, vocal; Michael
Rutherford 12 string, bass,
Electric Sitar; Stephen
Hackett — electric guitar,
nylon-string guitar; Tony
Banks — keyboards, 12 string
guitar; and Peter Gabriel —
vocals, flute, oboe, per
cussion), the title of which
comes from the track "Dan
cing with the Moonlit Knight",
which is presented onstage
with Gabriel dressed in a
Roman soldier's costume. It's
a staggering eight-minute
piece, with time changes that
would make even the most
adventurous bands blush —
and it concerns itself with
"Selling England". This
breaks into "I Know What I

Like (In Your Wardrobe)",
which is also performed live,
this time with Gabriel
imitating the motions of the
lawn-mower Arp synthesizer.
The song is bright cheery, and
seemingly mindless — Gabriel

does a nice little puppet dance
in the middle of the song — but
it concerns itself with a lad
being told what to do with the
rest of his life, and finally
concluding "Me, I'm just a
lawnmower, — you can tell me
by the way I walk." "Firth of
Fifth" is a basic fantasy song,
orchestrated and developed,
while "More Fool Me" is-
choke! a love song, but nice
vocal work by drumme. Phil
Collins.

Side Two starts off with "The
Battle of Epping Forest"
(Taken from a news story
concerning two rival gangs
fighting over East End
protection rights.), which
onstage develops into A Clock-
work Orange type of feel, with
Gabriel leaping back and forth
over the seven-four time
signature. This, too, also shifts
« great deal, and the song
works well, especially in
person and in Phil Collins'
martial drum work. Its weak
spot is some raiher lame Arp
work by Banks, which is nice,
but not as impactful as his
improvisations on the live sets.

by Garguman Gomes
the Watcher from Marvel
comix. Gabriel is the most
astonishing member of the
group to watch on stage, since
he leaps about, and creates a
presence over the
sophisticated Genesis music —
Dressed to the hilt as the comix
character, in a Sun Ra-ish
cloak of manv colors.
Polyrhythmic eruptions and
scream guitar ensue, only to be
faded out on a majestic
mellotron organ sequence.

"The Cinema Show" and
"Aisleof Plenty", finish off the
album's mammoth scope.
"Cinema Show" revolves
around plastic fantasies of
weekend pick-ups; and in
'Aisle of Plenty", old Tessa
realizes that she doesn't belong
here anymore, and restates
her sadness with the opening of
the album. Sad but final.

When Genesis appear "live",
the atmosphere is very
energetic. At Tufts, the concert
began with two eyes, painted in
green and illuminated with
Black light, and in the corner
stood Banks hovering over his
twin keyboards like a con
certmaster, laying out the
chords for "Watcher of the
Skies", which is based, around
Arthur C. Clarke's Childhood's
End, and a character called

They finished off the set
(after a brief guitar solo by
Hackett called "Horizons"
from Foxtrot, and one more
song from Selling England)
with quite conceivably their
best piece, Supper's Ready",
which is a Sci-fi oratorio
concerning the Apocalypse,
and the events shortly
preceding and following it.

Gabriel and Collins mixed in
Beautiful harmony, until it was
time for the "Guaranteed
Eternal Sanctuary Man" to
come on, dressed in a plastic
crown of thorns — the false
prophet. The group then
storms through the battle
sequence with Gabriel staring
out at the audience in sobriety.
Then came "Willow Farm", a
little bit of Cabaret-type
decadence, with Gabriel
strutting the stage like the
master of ceremonies. Quickly
—into "Apocalypse (in 9-8)",
with an excellent jam by
Banks, Rutherford and Collins,
until Gabriel comes back in,
singing the melody to "Eternal
Sanctuary Man", this time
dressed as a... geometric-
shape! The major trans-
formation has taken for in, as
the guitar and organ begin to
perform spirit wailing. By the
way, smoke bombs were
employed on stage, to signal
the transformation. Phew! It

was one gasser of a show.
Catch Genesis the next time
they come around.-^ ^^^ _—

.
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BAND ON THE RUN-
PAUL MCCARTNEY AND WINGS

(Apple SO 3415)

time: 44:40

Alice Cooper's latest is something
of a surprise and may be something
of a disappointment too for his die
hard fans Unlike School's Out and
Billion Dollar Babies, Muscle of Love
is not a soundtrack album for a
Cooper tour. The many special ef
fects and overt theatrics found on the
last two albums are not present here,
there is no "Grand Finale". Whatcha
get is Rock and Roll, and very good it
•s for the most part. Another change
found here is that, while the band
continues its lyrical obsessions with
American myths and the dynamics of
early adolescence, (and managing to
make the two into one), none of the
songs onMuscle of Love deal with the
overtly morbid topics which have
come to be one of Cooper's
trademarks. No butchered chickens,
no "I Love the Dead" or "Raped and
Freezin'" — instead there's "Big
Apple Dreamin' (Hippo)", about
taking on The City, "Man With the
Golden Gun" — the Gangster, and
stuff like "Workin' Up A Sweat",
"Woman Machine", and the title
tune, all about the tender emotions
accompanying puberty and what
follows And if you don't think that's
part of our national heritage, think
again. ..And if Alice Cooper can end
one of his tours with a patriotic
recording of Kate Smith, it's not too
inconsistent for Liza Minelli to sing
backup here. Musically, Muscle of
Love ranges from the acoustic
loveliness of the opening of "Hard
Hearted Alice" to the rather un
surprising rock of the title tune — a
bit weak in spots, but it's a good
Cooper album generally and might
Oat the band wider acceptance,
maybe...

The paper shortage and the endof
semester squeeze prevent me from
doing the job I'd like to rlo en these
albums, so please bear with me To
say that Band On The Run is far
superior to Red Rose Speedway isn't
much of a compliment. The same is
true for saying that it's better than
Wild Life — so what? But to say that
Paul McCartney's latest album is
possibly the best thing he's done
since leaving The Beatles might give
you an idea of just how good it is. The
lyrical and melodic flatulence which
made up 85 per cent of Red Rose
Speedway is almost entirely missing
here, and when it does occur (as on
"Bluebird"), it's so well orchestrated
that it doesn't make any difference.
And I don't mean another "My Love"— it's hard to find any strings here ai
all. One reason for this album's clear
superiority over Wings' previous
albums might be that Denny Seiwell
and Henry McCullough have
resigned from the band, leaving the
McCartneys and Denny Laine. In any
case it's true that Linda is learning to
sing backup well, Paul's use of the
synthesizer as extended organ is
better here than his fweep fweeping
on Rmgo, and the lyrics consist of
something more than "oh lazy
dynamite" repeated too many times
Present on Band On The Run are
massed vocals a>la "Dear Boy"
alternations of extremely dense
arrangements with very sparse ones
(particularly on "Let Me Roll It"), a
grand finale in the style of "Back
Seat of My Car" - "Nineteen
Hundred and Eighty Five", and a
"Sergeant Pepper" "Ram On" —
like restating of earlier songs In
"Picasso's Last Words (Drink ToMe )". mother words, there's a lot of
intriguing things here for those
who've always hoped that McCartney
can do better than that. Just don't
expect anything profound.

Until next semester folks — "Sav
bye."

Y

BOOGER BEAR-BUDDY MILES
(Columbia KC 32694)

CROWN PRINCE OF DANCE-RUFUS THOMAS
Stax STS-30O8)
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—David Millar

Where Buddy leaves off with powerful R A h, Rufus Thomas picks up.

Rufus Thomas is a Stax artist, an
old standby — a legend of a soul
entertainer. He traditionally has
offered driving music to dance with.
From listening to Crown Prince of

Dance you realize that Rufus has
never stopped.

My vote for best R&b album of the
year goes to Rufus. From the first
note of "I Wanna Sang" on down to
"Steal A Little", the dancing man
with a voice like a wolf blasts into
your mind. Digg it, the man sings
"Tutti Frutti" faster than Little
Richard.
The Funkiest Man Alive not only

invites dancing and hand clapping
but it aptly describes Rufus Thomas

'So you wanna hear some goodR&B kid? Get on down to Rufus
Thomas and let him take you very
high with The Crown Prince of Dance— A refreshing release from Stax

A *0*mm control (bat works wMk kmy
wo«M enable parent* to beep tbetr teei
ra*o» Md record player* dowa to an
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BANDON THE RUN-
PAUL MCCARTNEY AND WINGS

(Apple)
Mike said I could have two sen

fences to review this album, but it

looks as though I won't need that
much after all.

—-Jerry Lazar —David Letters

WISHBONE ASH
(MCA Records) Time 78:31

Wishbone Ash has been touring the
U.S.A a lot in the past two years and
has finally emerged as one of the
better rock bands to ccme from
England. Although their last album.
Wishbone Four, was somewhat
uneven; their discs have been
warmly received by the critics.
Argus was one of the best albums to
be released in 1972. With this LP,
Wishbone Ash proves that they're no
fluke.

Material ranges from all their
albums and surprisingly, it's the
best. The album has the clear, crisp
sound that a "live" album should
have. Wishbone doesn't play sloppily
either. Instrumentation is on the
level of Yes in concert (we all know
how good Yes is). Again, vocal
harmonies are very good ( I wonder if

Jon Anderson hasn't been teaching
them the art of good vocal work!).
My favorite cuts are "The

Pilgrim" and "The Ballad of the
Beacon." I must stress that
everything on this disc is great; so
it's really hard to pick favorites. Do
yourself a favour and pick up this
album. It's fantastic and probably
the best "live" album to be released
this year.

— David Santos

NEXT COME ON
Freedom exists only in the denial of

intellectual, experiential, and
authoritarian rules (in the spirit of
freedom, this cannot be "a tract for
the masses"). Desire limits freedom,
for what is it that causes men to
become entwined with authoritarian
structures, in the aim of money,
doing one's duty, etc. Destroy desire
and you are free. But be prepared to
die, because the maintenance of life
is the greatest bondage of all. Or be
prepared to have all sorts of shit
storms descend on you.

—Jon Carr
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THE BESTOF IAN AND SYLVIA
(2 record set on Columbia)

by Pete Forget

Hal, do we have a copy of Poor
Richard's on board? I want to find out
what's happening on the old campus
this weekend. You lose touch with
things out here in Jupiter's orbit. I used
to have some pretty wild weekends at
UMASS before I graduated and went to
training school down at NASA.

Yes, Dave. I have stored the contents
of this week's Poor Richard's
newspaper in my memory bank. Would
you like/ne to read it back to you?
Well, not all of it Hal. What's on page

one?
There is a picture of a woman

climbing the side of the world's tallest
library in a pair of Earth shoes. The
caption reads, "With these shoes, I just
love walking to class."
Things have sure changed there, Hal.
On page two, there is a detailed

review of the movie "2001" by film
critic Clod Zesty. A beautiful film
featuring stunning imagery and
spectacular visual effects which
complement the brilliant musical score
in a superbly directed scheme of
montage and symbolism....

Release the pod bay doors, Hal. I

think I'm going to be sick.
On the next page, there is a review of

The Best of Ian and Sylvia album.

A Review Travelling Incocjnito

15

The best of whom, Hal? I know I've
been in space for twelve years, but I try
to keep up with contemporary jazz.

It isn't a jazz album; Dave. Ian and
Sylvia is a married singing duo who
perform traditional folk music and
country and western music in their own
style. Ian was a singing cowboy who
met Sylvia in a nightclub. They've been
recording for years and have just
released a collection of twenty two
songs on Columbia. Both performers
are fine singers and musicians. An
excellent group called "The Great
Speckled bird" plays with them.
The album is a beautiful low-keyed

production with a country flavor. It

features a sensitive treatment of such
subjects as hard drug addiction, the
vanishing natural beauty of
America

I'd like to see some of that myself,
Hal.

The reviewer continues by saying
that the album contains a wide variety
of material from game songs to a 'sixty
rock hit, all of it tastefully performed.
The album is basically for listeners
who can appreciate C
emphasizing vocal
original lyrics, not
freaks.

That's enough, Hal. What about local
entertainment?
200 Motels is playing in the Campus

Center Cinemas 4, 5, 6, 7. Midnight
Cowboy is playing in T 5 and T-6 South

& W music
harmony and
for heavy rock

west. Cops and Robbers is running at
the University Drive-In. Executive
Action is featured at the plush Whit-
more Cinema In The Round. Little
Caesar, Charley Varrick, The Don Is
Dead and Return of the Godfather are
playing at the new Fountain of Charms
Mall in Hadley.
What about music, Hal?
Crisco and the Thrillers are in the

Patch this week.
Blind Tangerine Greene is at the

Musty Grail. Milky Way is in the Blue
Wall.

Far out, Hal.
IB.N.U. is at the Glub.
That's enough Hal, really. I'm so

homesick, I can't take it.

Ted Taught Us is at the Top of the
Campus. Some of my best nights are at
the Neckers.
That does it, Hal.
Don Playall is in the Rage.
I hate to do this, Hal but....
The playful Dead is playing My

circuits are failing, Daav e

Mr. Zorro's Microtones
PRESERVATION ACT 1.

THE KINKS (RCA LPL1S002)
Time: 38:19

With Preservation Act 1, Ray
Davies has written an ultimate
horror story, a journey to the depth of
entropy. Davies' haunting musical
trip contrasts the world views of the
simple tramp whose existential
fantasies give him no desire to
partake in the evil, corrupted world
outside, with the ultimate capitalist
materialist, known as Flash, who
along with his cronies in the den.

strive to destroy, to demolish
The Kinks have always been gifted

with the ability to convey vivid
vignettes which have been presented
in the forms of social commentary,
sarcasm, and wit Though unlike any
of thetr previous works. Preservation
succeeds completely on the musical
and lyrical plains Davies flashes
back to the Village Green days with
references to Johnny Thunder, here
one of the survivors of a time best
forgotten, and to the Village Green
'tself Early in the morning, the
Green symbolizes purity, apart and
away from the wickedness which still
sleeps yet is so close at hand But as
the day (or life) gets into full swing,
the Green gets defiled, actually
raped, and ultimately its image is

demolished All that remains pure is
'he poor tramp whose naivity allows
him to spend his time sitting in the
midday sun Yet, he has got his pride,
and though everyone thinks he's
crazy, he is really what it's all about
"Everybody thinks I'm crazy.
And everybody thinks I'm dumb
But when l see the people shouting

at each other
I'd rather be an out of work bum."

Davies' religion transcends the in
stitutionalized kind and is seated in

ultimate humanism: the realization
that racing with the rats creates
nothing but treadmill fever.
Protestant ethic be damned. The
antagonist whose life revolves
around money and demolition will die
without realizing that there is more
to life than the here and now
necessity to make a buck quick
Flash's philosophy is summed up in
"Demolition":

"It's lime to make some money
It's time to get rich quick
It's the wonderful world of

capitalism
I've got to make a profit."
So Davies takes us on a voyage

from purity and beauty »o money and
corruption, and the strength of the
latter prevails.

Preservation Act I says more
about life than most novels, and I

can't help but express my joy that not
only is Davies continuing to write,
but that his writing which in the past
has been so diverse and at Nme
brilliant, has evolved one step fur
ther Musically, Preservation con
tains some of the Kinks' finest
moments. "Sweet Lady Geneviere",
"Where Are They Now", and "Money
and Corruption I Am Your Man" are
simply magnificent.
Perhaps it is not right to get so

enthusiastic over such a pessimistic
record, yet knowing that all is

destroyed in the end only makes me
want to go back to the beginning
where all is well Perhaps knowing
the future, we can improve the
present God Save The Kinks

—David Sokol

Jive Music:
Mad Angel
Bluewall
Dec. 7

The only reason so many people stayed was probably
that they were curious as to who exactly was this Mad
Angel, with four roadies, a sound man, a light man, and
even two women fans complete with Worcester's OwnMad Angels printed on their chests. What did the
Bluewall do to deserve such an honor, or was it some kind
of benefit?

Instrumental^, they were tight, at least tight enough
for the Bluewall. Vocally, there was definitely something
missing, maybe a good lead singer. But this, thought onlycame to me occasionally, and didn't seem. +0 really
bother anyone too much. When they tried to harmonize itcame out sounding very similar to -the Andrew Sisters
but they were missing their green army skirts and the
tired looking UMies surrounding them barely resembled
the cheering soldiers of World War II.

Their songs, all written b/ members of the band, were
varied enough to keep you from falling asleep but still
included enough traits to keep it from being new and
unpredictable They've played at Katy's, Lucifer's and
the Kenmore Club, but so could Nellie and her French
Horns, given a lucky break But still, is the music more
important or are the lights, four roadies, and clothes the
key? Arrd just because you may have a few Boston clubs
under your belt, does that mean you are musically
proficient and have to stop trying? That's not how I heard

.
—lorianne

Jive Music:
Mad Angel
Bluewall
Dec. 7

Mad Angel is a band from Worcester th*t k>. k

sound like. Imagine any cliched lyric, they sing it anv
foH

er
rt
*°! riff ' thev p,ay if RobbV Zicaro does a very 000S.ob on drums, but he is the only exceptional one in ?Sgroup Don Thayer (bass). Jimmy D'Ange^ (gC,,ar Jnd

average None of them can really sing, but they Iry very

This group is commercially minded. Their main goal isto get an album out and this goal has become a fulltime
lOb^ Their material is a blend of such commerical stuff as

S1SJS& Whe" they aren '

f taP |n«' Practicing orpaying off the.r equipment debts, they are fooling aroundwith professional light and sound shows. They should beworking on a unique professional sound instead

JSSL
A
K
n9

.

e
'J

S * 9roup of nice «uvs *"° deserve achance, but they will have to get a tighter, less commeroal sound Leave your groupies behind, boys, and

Lm ^° V
,

y°Ur °T muSiC You mioht «et somewhere ifyou don't try so hard.

—Tyla Michelove

ROOM TO GROW BARNABY BYE
(Atlantic SD 7273)

l saw Barnaby Bye, a new group
from New York, perform this
summer in Boston. They were ex
fremely impressive with amazing
four part harmonies (they're a four
man band) resembling those of the
Beatles or of CS,N and Y, although
infinitely tighter than those of Stills

and company. Their instrumental
work was excellent both acoustically
and electrically, and it fit the type of
pop and soft rock which is their
strength
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They have released a first album. 'Koom to Grow", on Atlantic romm* *n«..s at least slightly disappointing. Pep. Castro's to£*Mm£ZZiXstrong lead guitar and Bobby Alessi's (from the "Hair" Broadway stTaeband) excellent keyboard work are sacrificed in the mix totZS?J?2already strong vocals It's not that the vocals are not deTerving of attention

ggrssstsavs«rSa3S
vsj-rz^'rZs:.

rge ,he a,bum is weak and prett >- »>«»* ^
it you ty^e a chance to see Barnaby Bye live, take it. Even if you're not a fanof the sort of music they do, the vocal work and especially the acous ic .nsfrumental b,Kk„iq is -.vorth hearina Room to r«\L • . \

acoustic m
m s ..vrm nearing Koom to Grow iust doesn't reflect it.

—Jeff Howard
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BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
NOT OVEN 6RIHDERS

TAKIN MY TIME—BONNIE RAITT
a „ 1 _ (Warner Bros. BS-2729)

JRMRMlSJttSS"JESS^?£tt)2£XVTZ 22 MeE » y
also does Mose Allison's "Everybody's Crvin' M#rrv- tmrS.Trm I, T ^ h Lew,s

'
a r«90«e number She

Newman's "Guilty". Thebes"^^ A Child" and Randy
while) and "Write Me A Few Of Your i in« Knfcnmn ai..L.

m
-!T J / e (Bonn »e toured with him for a

you admire Bonnie ^^Vrich^ndpowe^u,faTto^oTce " ** ^ MC°°^ TheSe are eSpecia,,y *<*>< '<

•t on your turntable, relax and enjoy
"eaav5

'
s0000 T waste f,me and money on those Runout and buy this, put

—Amity Hellcove

FREE DELIVERY
ON CAMPUS

"People either ask for Bell's or they
ask for Piiza!"

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
Tel. 256 8011
Tel. 253-9051
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Spend A Weekend With Carmen
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by Robert Nesti
The Gang's All Here
Screenplay by Walter Bullock, based

upon a story by Nancy Wintner, George
Root, Jr., and Tom Bridges; directed
by Busby Berkeley; with Carmen
Miranda, Alice Faye, Benny Goodman
and his orchestra, Charlotte Green-
wood, Edward Everett Horton, Sheila
Ryan and Eugene Pallette. Oirignally
released in 1943. To be shown Friday
and Saturday, 12/14, 12/15 at 7: 30 and
9: 30 in AAahar.

The Gang's All Here has Carmen
Miranda singing "The Lady In the
Tutti Fruiti Hat" admidst fifty chorus
girls carrying six foot bananas; Alice
Faye torching her way through a war
bride's lament "No Love, No Nothin"
as she caresses her missing husband's
slipper; Benny Goodman singing
"Padooka" (" . . . if you wanna you car
rhyme it with Bazooka") ; the greaf
Charlotte Greenwood performing
anatomical wonders as she adds a new
twist to the jitterbug; and a blazing
kaleidoscopic finale which remaim
director Busby Berkeley's testamen.
as a naive surrealist and a mastei
conjurer of the infectuous lunacy of tht
medium. Busby Berkeley worked a
director and/or choreographer 01

more than fifty films and this filn-

remains the most ebullient anil
satisfying. He has never been more
extravagant or in as firm control of
material, and this is going some.
Berkeley is the choreographer who,
almost single-handedly, rescued the
film musical from probable oblivion
in the early Thirties through his highly
cinematic and often bizarre staging of
musical numbers. He staged dancing,
Mourescent violins in Golddiggers of
1933, fhen came back with swirling
white pianos for the next film in that
series some two years later. He placed
a piercing, choking social commentary
entitled "Remember My Forgotten
Man" to give an eloquent finale to the

Carmen Miranda.

frivolous Golddiggers Of 1933. He
created one of the finest pieces of
musical story telling ever to be found in

an American film in his timeless set-
ting of the classic song "Lullaby Of
Broadway", again found in The
Golddiggers of 1935, which is so ex
pansive that a young lady falls out a
window to her deeth while a giant
chorus tap out the song's melody. But
none of these, for all their campiness
and brilliantly staged fun, can compare

Whole Wheat Trading Co.

181 N. Plea$ent

and, of course
lots of wholesome foods

Some of the many bananas, of The Gang's All Here.

to the wonder of The Gang's All Here.
The story is little more than a

ridiculous trifle about a chorus girl at a
New York night club who falls in love
with a Marine and waits while he fights

in the Pacific. The story is so ridiculous

that it seems like an excuse to fill the
space between musical numbers
which, thankfully, take up at least half

the running time of the picture. The
film was made in 1943 and is the
quintessential Forties musical; it's

filled with the joyful spirit of wartime
America as only Hollywood can
fabricate. Our hero chases our heroine
from her nightclub to an adjacent
Army Canteen where Benny Goodman
and his orchestra are playing and the
camera slowly scans the energetic
jitterbuggers. Everyone's always
jitterbugging, or doing the Conga, or a
rhumba, or a new dance sensation
called the Uncle Samba. The reason for
all these Latin American influenced

we also

have lots

of nice

natural

foods,

cookbooks

iiSiill^il^lsH
A Classical Christmas Gift Guide
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Miranda And The Gang
ances can be answerpri in nno, «=»«,«. .. ,,. . .

•*?dances can be answered in one name
Carmen Miranda. As the nightclub star
Dorita, Carmen Miranda is one of the
great illusionary figures on fhe screen-
I am sure she's not real. She's simply
an apparition wearing nine inch
platforms and foot high fruit head-
dresses. ( If she was real, she was no
more than four feet tall). She comes
oretty close to stealing the film away
from its director with her irresistable
homely looks and her delightful flair
with malopropisms. Her parrot beak
quick smile (and quick temper),'
flamboyant dress, and wonderful
singing delivery make her the envy of
any female impersonator who has ever
seen one of her movies. The Gang's All
Here has her finest moment on the
screen: the banana ballet where fifty
chorus gins make strange dancing
partners with six-foot bananas
Berkeley makes the whole thing work

with his clever use of slow motion and
other trick devices which give a
graceful, balletic shape to the number

H^Trfn
iS the

u
Lad V in the Tutti-Fruiti

Hat and never has technicolor been this

nSS: T"
6 fruit in her headdress

literally glow, not to mention the pure,cartoon tones of the giant bananas and
strawberries, and the blue, blue skyAnd what the bananas and
l
W
uf

rnes d0 in this number is
probably the most explicit sexual
reference ever seen in an American
film.

Other apparitions appear in The
Gang's All Here, the most obvious
being Charlotte Greenwood who seems
to simply float, like a beautifully en-
dowed, mystical creature, as she kicks
her gorgeous legs high above her waist
and grins her etherial smile. Charlotte
Greenwood has always been one of
Hollywood's leading character ac

tresses continually playing wacky,
gangly society matrons and the like.

While catelogueing the real and
imagined, Alice Faye definitely sits in
the former category. Any acress who
could possibly say to her beau: "Quit
acting like Don Ameche, and call me a
cab" has to be real.
During the Thirties Berkeley

designed elaborate, ridiculous,
masterpieces of cinematic "kitsh"for
Warner Brothers. He was loaned out to
Twentieth Century Fox for this film
and that studio's excellent technicolor
crew matched effect for effect with
Berkeley. The results showcase a
disarming, imaginative artist working
at the peak of his creative powers.
The ending of the film, a huge ballet
featuring women carrying neon hoops,
is packed with a multitude of neat,
technical effects that agment this
particularly bizarre finale Berkeley

has fashioned. Some critics have
compared the effect of this section as
being a visual equivalent of Huxley's
experiences under mescalin, although,
like the sexual references, Berkeley
probably didn't intend them in such a
way. They came without trying, as
does the joy this film can bring an
audience. It's revival today points to
the acceptance of Berkeley as true
magician of dynamic effect, and
audiences are ritualistic about the
picture in a light, carefree way. It's a
film definitely worth seeing once and
very well may be one of the most en-
joyable times you'll have at a movie
musical since the last time you saw
Singing In The Rain, the greatest
musical of all times, directed by
Stanley Donen and Gene Kelly, which
owes much of its irresistable charm
and foot loose spunk to the talents of
one man: Busby Berkeley.

SKI P.E.
REVISED PE 100 SKI PROGRAM—

1

CREDIT
Berkshire East

1. Ten lesson course meeting twice a
week for five weeks beginning with the
week of Feb. 4 with the week of March
11 for makeups.

2. Classes will be offered for Nordic
(cross country) as well as for Alpine
(downhill skiing.

G 65 — Alpine Program
Ten 1 3/i hour lessons with 114 hour

practice time plus transportation and a
midweek day and night combination
season pass. $45.00

(Valid any Tuesday through Friday,
including Mon. of holiday weeks.)

Ski Rental: All new GLM skis, boots,
polesXif needed) 10 session complete —

$35.00; individual bession only — *4 00
Section 1, Mon., & Wed., A.M., leave

Boyden 7:45 a.m., return 12:05 p m
Section 2, Mon., & Wed., A.M., leave

Boyden 12:20 p.m., return 4:45 p.m.
Section 4, Tues., & Thurs A.M., leave

Boyden 7:45 a.m., return 12:05 p.m
Section 5, Tues., & Thurs., PM

leave Boyden 12:20 p.m., return 4 45
p.m.

Section 6, Tues, nite, leave Boyden
6:00 p.m., return 10:20 p.m. Fri. P.M.,
leave Boyden 12:20 P.M., returns 4:45
P.M.
G 80 Nordic Program:
Ten 1 and 3/4 hour lessons including

all equipment and transportation to the
most scenic cross country trails on top
of the mountain. — $40.00

Lessons for students with their own
equipment, includes transportation. —
$25.00.

(Midweek day and night combination
season pass included in above Nordic
Program)
Section 1, Mon., & Wed., A.M., leave

Boyden 7:45, return 12:05.

Section 2, Mon., & Wed., P.M. leave
Boyden 12:20, return 4:45.
Section 3, Tue., & Thurs., A.M., leave

Boyden 7:45, return 12:05.

Section 4, Tue., & Thurs., P.M., leave
Boyden 12:20, return 4:45.
Pick up revised Berkshire East

Information Sheet in Boyden 209 on
Monday, January 28, 1974.

OR

G 65 Mt. Tom Downhill Skiing
First class week of February 4.

Makeups March 6 and 7 seven unit

program — l 3/i hours of instruction and
l 3/4 hours practice time per unit. In

eludes transportation — $45.00. For
students providing own transportation
— $35.00. Equipment rental (skiis,

boots, poles, if needed) — $4.00 per day.
Section 7, Mon., & Wed., P.M., leave

Boyden 12:20, return 5:00.

Section 8, Tue., & Thurs. P.M., leave
Boyden 12:20, return 5:00.

Section 9, Tue., & Thurs., A.M., leave
Boyden 8:00, return 12:40.

Pick up Mt. Tom Information Sheet
in Boyden 209 on Mr day, January 28,

1974.

HOURS

IkWli

Porvut
Mt. Farms Mall

Rt. 9 Hadley

M 're a
full service
travel agency!

• MMa Ticket*
• Steemshlp Ticket*
• Railroad tickets
• Hotels
• R—orte
• CrukM*
• Honeymoons
• Vacations
• Car Rentals

PpfprFan.

The Speakeasy Lounge

AT

TJ1M£SSJI^I(©1JT
Now Featuring

"First Light"

Tuesday - Saturday

79 SOUTH PLEASANT 8T
TEL 256 6704

AMHERST Rt. 9 & Univ. Drive

CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
OF MASSACHUSETTS

Annual Meeting

TUESDAY DECEMBER 18th
7:30p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER
AUDITORIUM

U.MASS.
Guest Speaker

Henry

Steele

Commager
on

"Justice and

Equal Protection"

Everyone Welcome

THE TIME HAS COME!

If Nixon is to be impeached we the people must act.
We will have information at our stores explaining why
this action is needed and whom to write. Congress is
waiting to hear from your.

Help us reach more people.

Paul's Old Time Furniture - 253-3511

Climai Leather

Future Furnishings

HUMANITY IS ONLY
ONE SPIRIT

January Term Training

two weeks January 14-25
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Daily

ARICA
INSTITUTE. INC

Information - Registration

at Room To Move or
P.O. Box 424 Hampshire College

A Non Prof'f Educational Ojani/adon
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TAKE A
BREAK

WITH

MAHA
MON.

7:30 &

_™LA„d
,

CLOWNS
Bu*bjr Berkeley's own special brand of kaleidoscopic fantasy, turned

into psychedelic surrealism by the electric reds and greens of
20th Century-Fox's Technicolor.

Tho»e who consider Berkeley a master consider this his masterpiece.

It is his maddest film.

itat !•»•»««

\

ALICE FAYE-CARMEN MIRANDA* BUSBY BERKELETS

THE GANG'S ALL HERE
IN TECHNICOLOR*

AJOTMCtNTuHv-fOXPICTUM • * SPUKCR Rt ftCUASt

ToniteCCA 7:30
Sat. A

S
her»t

9;3()

Oh,what
fun it is

to ride...
We've got dozens of

great holiday gifts for

the Kawasaki rider.

Clothing and helmets
for him. Custom-fitted
equipment for his bike.

Lay A Ways ft Master Charge

Welcomed.

Valley
Motor Sports
348 King St., Northampton

584-7303
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CADEMY's
O-MUSl

AT THE GATES
SMITH COLLEGE
W, ends Dec. 18

WOMEN at 7: 15

COWBOY at 9: 30

1'

• • • •
NORTHAMPTON MASS S84-8435

.ARRY KRAMtR

KEN RUSSELL S i

D. H. LAWRENCE'S

'WOMEN
IN LOVE"

30L0R by Deluxe United Artists

ftllHllllHm»HK,-||H

WEEKEND
Compiled by Bob Nesti
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A bevy of beauties from the X rated movie "The Chorus Girls'

C
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A survivor of the recent crash of a lowrise dorm in the corner of Southwest,
surveys the wreckage.

Concerts & Local Music

Concerts
UAAASS
Nigel Coxe, piano, Dec. 16,

Bowker Aud. (free)

Bass Improvisation
Workshop, Dec. 19, Herter
227 (free)

SPRINGFIELD
Beach Boys, Dec. 15,

Municipal Aud., 7:00 and
11:00

BOSTON
Tom Rush, Linda Ronstadt
and Billy Joel, Dec. 14, Or
pheum Theatre
Gary Farr, Dec. 18-19, Ox-
ford Ale House, Cambridge
Hound Dog Taylor, Dec. 13-

22, Joe's Place
Tavares, Dec. 13-16, Sugar
Shack
Funkadelic, Dec. 17-23, Sugar

Shack
Buddy Rich, Dec. 13-16,

Paul's Mall
McCoy Tyner, Dec. 13-16,

Jazz Workshop
LOCAL MUSIC
Doc Sullivan (3-6) and D.J.
(9-1), Dec. 14; 20, Pub
Home Cooking, Dec. 14-16,

Rusty Nail

Great Pretenders, Dec. 15,

Pub
Daddy Long legs, Dec. 17,

Rusty Nail

Fat, Dec. 18 & 20, Rusty Nail

John Morgan, Dec. 18, Pub
Bruce Springsteen, Dec. 19,

Rusty Nail

Billy White, Dec. 19, Pub
Real Tears, Dec. 21-22, Pub
Clean Living, Dec. 21-23,

Rusty Nail
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SALE

RADIO
ELECTRONICS

Quantities Limited — First Come First Served.

AR TURNTABLE KLH 23

$91 in
Was $149.95 Now

Offer Expires Friday, Dec. 21, 1973

Was $159.95

$
Now 8995

Offer Expires Dec. 21, 1973

fl£ PIONEER CY.^Oq
when you want something better IjeFMm eVaeV

• Pioneer Project 80 Two-
way air suspension speak-
er system with brilliant

highs.

•BSR310XXE
REG. LOW PRICE

$519.80

17-Watt Per Channel AM-FM STEREO
With 2 Tape monitors, Loudness Switch, Nigh Filter and
capabilities for two sets of speakers.

Panasonic AN-249
19" Screen Auto.

Vision

Portable

Was $139.95

99 Not exactly as pictured"

SONY FM
Was $34.95 $

CONVERTER now

LAFAYETTE
SEIDEN SOUND ELECTRONICS

2495

SAVE *40.00
ON SOME BRAINS

BOMAR MX-8
CALCULATOR

. m~l
8 D ' gi,

.

inp
;"

an
f
R
D
ead °uf Now Priced At

• Floating Decimal with Positive and
Negative Signs ^pjpjp^^Qf*

• Four Function With Constant for Chain %P Uv!)
Calculations

• AC Adapter and Carrying Case. 79
Was 119.95

1

Super ex Pro 5 B waS $6ooo

$22ooHead Phones Now
Owned & Operated

By
Seiden Sound
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Weather

"Laughter is when
you can't hold how
much you like

something in.'*

-Lisa

Recyclable
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(Staff Photo-Alan Chapman)

THE MONTH YOU MISSED — January was the month when the snow came. Needless to say things
were prettier at I ' Mass a week ago. Back then even the paved walk across the Campus Pond bridge was
like a country path.

Emergency Energy Bill

Sent Back To House
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Senate voted yesterday to send
emergency energy legislation back
to conference with the House to

resolve a controversy over wind-
fall profits by the oil industry.
The action, which had been

urged by the White House, delays
and possibly kills the bill that
would have given President Nixon
authority to order gasoline
rationing and other mandatory
energy conservation measures.
Before the 57 to 37 vote, Sen. Henry
M. Jackson, D-Wash., chief ar-
chitect of the bill, warned that if

the measure were sent back to

conference, "it's going to die."
In a letter to Senate Republican

Leader Hugh Scott, Nixon said,
"We have been able to make do
without emergency energy
legislation thus far, and I urge you
and your colleagues to take tne
additional time required for
developing a truly responsible
product."

House Commerce Committee
Chairman Harley 0. Staggers, D-
W. Va., head of the House con-

ferees, agreed that the recom-
mittal vote probably would kill the

bill. "Isn't that something?" he
added.
The motion to recommit was

sponsored by Sen. Gaylord Nelson,
D-Wis., who claimed the windfall

profits provision was "un-
workable, unenforceable and most
probably unconstitutional." The
controversial provision would go
into effect next year and allow
consumers to apply retroactively

for refunds on fuel prices which
could be proved to have resulted in

excess profits. The President
would be authorized to set prices

on petroleum products in order to

prevent oil companies from ear-

ning excess profits.

Jackson acknowledged that the

provision was "far from perfect"
but he had insisted on keeping it in

the bill as a spur to Congress to

enact a more comprehensive
windfall tax law.

In other energy developments
yesterday.

—Energy officials unveiled new
gasoline rationing coupons thev

have been printing under authority

of a different law. Federal energy
sources said gasoline rationing is

likely to be needed this summer if

the Arab oil embargo is neither

lifted nor eased.

—Energy Director William E.

Simon said "it is important that the

American people realize that the

current shortage is not a tem-
porary aberration." In a speech,

Simon said "scarce high-cost

energy will be the rule for many
years if not indefinitely."

Sen. Jackson and other sup-

porters of the emergency energy

bill had anticipated an effort by
Republicans and oil-state senators

to send the bill back to conference.

A similar coalition had organized

a filibuster that prevented passage

of the bill before Christmas.
Jackson blamed efforts to block

the bill on what he called intensive

lobbying by the oil industry and the

White House. But he apparently

was taken by surprise when it was
announced that the motion to

recommit would be offered by
< Continued on P. 7)

On The Inside
*)f For all the latest energy stories See pages 6, 7, and 8.

)f Any course questions? They probably can be answered by reading pages 22-25.

# What are the ten best albums over the last ten years? Poor Richard's contributor

Douglas Shepardson tells which they are and why, see page 26.

•)£ Former Attorney General Elliot Richardson doesn't think the president will resign,

but he wouldn't be surprised if Vice-President Gerald Ford becomes president
before 1976. see page 37.
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Sewer Tie Possible

For Arts Center

ByBILLDENSMORE
The door was opened yesterday tor a possible solution to an en-

vironmental problem that had threatened to block the opening of

the new $16 million Fine Arts Center next month.
The asst. dir. of the state Division of Water Pollution Control

(DWPC) recommended yesterday that the center, be considered
for exemptions from a ban on tie-ins to the town sewer system.
The DWPC imposed the ban last February, after an en-

vironmental group claimed the system was overloaded during peak
periods -sometimes to twice its capacity.

Five other UMass buildings, along with new construction by
eighteen private developers in Amherst, had been prohibiting from
connecting with the system by the ban.

The developers petitioned the division for exemptions during
hearings July 26 conducted by asst. dir. William Slagle.

Yesterday's recommendation by Slagle, which must be approved
after a ten-day review period by DWPC director Thomas C.

McMahon appears to allow the UMass buildings to tie-in because
they are not residential and will not result in a net increase of

sewerage flowing into the system. Developers may file comments
during the renew period.

The ruling said connection applications will be considered,
"where the town and the proposed user of the connection can
demonstrate conclusively that no additional flow of sewage to the

municipal collection system will result from such connection."
"Basically, there is too much sewage for the existing Amherst

treatment plant and the existing Amherst sewage system treat-

ment system," Slagle said from his Boston office yesterday.
"If, as UMass alleges, they are getting out of cramped buildings

and using a larger one in the same area - that could be a reason why
the buildings could be allowed to tie-in," he added.
By that rationale, the Fine Arts Center could tie-in because it will

contain academic departments and facilities relocated from other
buildings on campus, rather than a newly created department.
However, some developers have suggested that UMass was being
treated favorably because it is a state agency.
Duncan Bremer, an Amherst spokesman for developer Pap-

parazzo, called Slagle's recommendation "outrageous."
"If it's safe and sanitary for the University to hook in I don't see

why it isn't for anyone else," he said.

The Papparazzo development will not be initially affected,

because the firm sought and obtained permission from the state to

build its own sewage treatment plant . The firm was not one of the 18

which intervened in the hearings which resulted in yesterday's
action.

Amherst Atty. Paul Ford, who represents a number of the in-

tervening developers, said yesterday he could not comment on the
ruling because he hadn't read it yet.

Jonathan Souwaine, a Mass. Public Interest Research Group
(Mass PIRG) lawyer in Amherst said he couldn't yet comment on
the ramifications of yesterday's ruling, saying: "An additional tie-

in that didn't increase the original amount of sewage ought to be
OK."
Souwaine said the University has presented a "fairly convincing

case" that the Fine Arts Center would fit that category.
A UMass spokesman was unavailable for comment.

(Staff Photo - \l Chapman)
IT'S FINISHED, BUT WILL THE TOILETS FLUSH? — $16

million Fine Arts Center was in danger of not opening next fall

because its sewer pipes were prohibited from hooking into the town
system. But a ruling yesterday almost guarantees that it will — and
on schedule — including the second-floor gallery area shown in this

photo.
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That Was the Month That Was
Sewer Problems According to Mrs. Emily Sears,

t,. . . Supervisor of Medical Records, anThe inadequate Amherst town automated filing system will be
sewer system continues to be a insta iled

( enabling employees to
subjec of controversy ever since locate a patient's file in a matter of

SSi. ? r ^TlSJon / ^3t
!
r seconds thus cutting down on

Pollution Control (WPC) told the wa itino time
town February 26, 1973 no one

8 '

could connect to the system until it

is brought up to standards.
Donald Grant, a Northampton

developer who is building
"Eastwood Estates" on Grant-
wood Drive in North Amherst,
obtained a temporary restraining
order against the sewer tie-in ban
January 2 in probate court.

Another direct result of the ban
was the announcement January 10

by Town Manager Allan Torrey of

plans to build a $9 million
biological secondary waste
treatment plant west of the UMass
athletic fields.

The new plant would com-
plement the existing primary plant
at the same site which has only
removed 35 per cent of the raw
sewage from the system before it

flows into the Connecticut River. It

would have a 7 million gallons per
minute (GPM) capacity and
remove 90 per cent of the raw
sewage. The town averaged 4

million GPM of sewage in 1973.

Busses or Bust
A controversy is brewing in

Amherst over the way to spend
$199,000 in state funds -- whether
for a mass transportation system
or road and highway construction.

The Committee on Public
Transportation which has been
studying the possibility of a mass
transportation system, suggested
it could be implemented.
Members of the committee say

the system would be based initially

on the existing bus routes of

UMass. The town, they say, could
add routes to the UMass system
and fund additional buses to

overloaded routes. They will

present their findings to the public
in February.
Town Manager Allen Torrey said

the funds should be used for road
and highway construction because
the money was not allocated for

mass transportation use and the
Selectmen haven't developed a
policy on it.

Also, the Amherst Selectmen
have formed a Special Committee
on Amherst on Resources Con-
servation and Energy (SCARCE).
Its duties include: reviewing
availability distribution and
allocation of energy sources, e.g.

heating oil and gas; proposing
measures to conserve energy for

business and private citizens;
considering guidelines policies and
staff requirements for possible
rationing on natural resources.

Cheap Water
An item asking for a uniform

water rate for all users will be
included in a special town meeting
on March 4. UMass currently gets
a small discount and its costing the
town money.
The current rate is 34 cents per

1,000 cubic feet of water used. But
UMass gets a reduced rate as an
institutional user -- 24 cents per
1,000 cubic feet. Since the
University uses 48.7 per cent of the
town's water supply, it pays only
41.7 of the cost. The break went into
effect in 1969.

Infirmary Move
As interior construction on the

new wing at the infirmary nears
completion, workers will begin
moving the medical records area,
information desk, and waiting
room into the addition on
Thursday.

The appointments desk will also

be moved from the second floor of

the infirmary to the first floor in

the new wing.
The vacated space on the first

floor will undergo extensive
remodeling as doctors' offices are
installed and labs are enlarged.

construction in 1976 of the two

reactors on the Montague plains

pending Atomic Energy Com-
mission hearings and approval.

Each unit would be capable of

generating 850,000 kilowatts of

power, considerably more than

either of the two others in the New
England area.

The twin plants would be boiling

reactors with large cooling towers.

Water from the Connecticut River
would be used for cooling. The first

reactor would go into use around
198'

(Staff Photo-Kevin Mack)

Archibald Cox, former Watergate special prosecutor spoke with
ease and humor last week to an overfilled Cage at Amherst College.

Nuclear Reactor Near
A $1.3 billion, double-reactor

nuclear power plant may be built
in Montague, ten miles north of
Amherst by Northeast Utilities, a
conglomorate of the major New
England electric companies based
in Hartford.

The firm announced on
December 28 plans for starting

The company's next step is to

seek approval from the AEC and
from state and federal authorities.

The hearing process will take two
years. If a license is issued, con-

struction is expected to take at

least four years.

A number of local and regional

groups are opposing or questioning

the safety and environmental
suitability of the utilities proposal.

More Truckers Protest
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
More violence was reported

Tuesday in connection with the
continuing protest by independent
truckers. West Virginia State
Police said that one truck was hit

by gunfire and another by rocks or
bricks in the early morning hours.
The police said the protests

seemed to be the "most plausible
cause" of the two incidents, one at

1 a.m. and one at 3 a.m.
They also said they assumed that

a bomb threat Monday which
resulted in the closing of two
bridges was connected with the
demonstrations.

Independent truckers have been
staging demonstrations and work
stoppages for eight days to protest
high fuel costs and low freight
rates. Some driver-owners have

onurged a nationwide shutdown
Thursday.
Police in Pennsylvania and Ohio

reported arrests, gunshots, burned
rigs and threats against truckers in

their states on Monday and at least

two shooting incidents were
reported in Ohio overnight.
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Releases
Welcome
The Collegian welcomes

news releases from RSO,
public interest and college
oriented groups wishing to

inform the campus of their

activities. Pleases realize that
it cannot be a bulletin board as
such, but space to publicize
events free of charge.
We ask that you limit articles

to 200 words or about one page.
All copy must be typewritten at

60 spaces. The Collegian
reserves the right to edit
releases for space limitation
and any other reason deemed
necessary. Please submit copy
to the news editor.

One, the Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group, (Mass
PIRG), has serious reservations

about nuclear power in general and
called on Governor Sargent to

declare a statewide moratorium on

plant construction in mid-January.

The Hampshire Geological

Society informed Montague
Selectman that the scheduled site

lies within a mile of the major
border fault of the Connecticut

River Valley and construction will

cause several engineering
problems.

WMPIRG Is Mass
The Western Mass. Public

Interest Research Group (WM-
PIRG) is dead in name, but alive

otherwise.

The Ralph Nader-inspired, two-

year old consumer and en-

vironmental advocacy group
funded through college semester
bills is now hooked up with its

eastern Mass. counterpart to

become Mass PIRG. The
organization has an eight person
staff, offices in Boston and
Amherst, and can now deal with
legislative as well as en-
vironmental issues, says director

Ronald E. Bogard.
Chief focus now is promoting a

nuclear power plant construction

moratorium in Massachusetts. The
group announced January 10 it has
filed state legislation to do just

that. Mass PIRG considers them
unsafe and envrionmentally un-
sound
The utilities feel otherwise,

needless to say. The main reason
for the Mass PIRG moratorium
push is Northeast Utilities'

decision to build a nuclear power
plant in Montague, 10 miles north
of Amherst.

Archie in Amherst
Former Watergate prosecutor

Archibald Cox and Senate
Watergate committee-member
Lowell P. Weicker, Jr. (R-Conn.)
were among speakers at the
second annual week-long Copeland
Colloquium run by Amherst
College.

Cox drew 2,500 to his speech in

the college's cage last Tuesday -

the largest crowd since defeated
vice-presidential hopeful and
Amherst alumnus Sen. Thomas
Eagleton (D. -Missouri) spoke a
year ago.

He skirted direct Watergate
disclosures, but urged Americans
to define impeachible offenses not
in terms of illegal acts but rather
as acceptable standards of
Presidential conduct.

Cox said he didn't know if there

was sufficient Watergate evidence

(o impeach Nixon but saw no legal

barriers to supoenaing Nixon to

testify before the Watergate grand
jury.

He praised the work of the

current special prosecutor Leon
Jaworrski and criticized White
House aides who placed their

loyalty to the president above all

else.

Weicker s speech to 1,500 was
simple and direct, focusing on the

ills the beset America and urg-

ing reverence for the Constitution.

He limited Watergate discussion

to a pre-speech press conference
Friday saying he did not want new
public hearings by the Senate
Committee and revealing that he is

preparing a minority report on the

scandal for delivery to the Senate
February 28.

He called on Vice President Ford
and Senate Republican leader
Hugh Scott to give the evidence
under oath they say will exonerate
Nixon in Watergate.

Yes They Could
Everywoman's Center, the

continuing education and coun-
selling service for Connecticut
Valley women funded by UMass
and located in Goodell Hall,
received an award in mid-January.
The citation came at the end of a

day-long fair at Boston's
Prudential Center auditorium
celebrating the achievements of

women in Massachusetts. The fair,

called "Yes We Can" was
organized by the Governors'
Commission on the Status of

Women", and was broadcast live,

channel 4.

Unlike the other citations, no
single person received the
Everywoman award. Rather, it

was given for the achievements of

the center as a collective force
working to upgrade the status of

women in western Massachusetts.

Grad Has Gripe
A dispute between a 32-year-old

UMass grad student and the
linguistics department went
unresolved at a first hearing in

Boston's Federal District court
last Friday.

Thomas Manwell, a former
teaching assistant in the linquistics
dept. and rhetoric graduate
student claims he was not fairly
treated when the linguistics
department failed to rehire him
last fall. A sixteen-page brief filed
by Manwell's lawyer says he was
unabie to resume his graduate
studies because he ran out of funds
after he lost the teaching job.

at *he Bloeuali 9p*>-
u>eo. January 30 c/osin$

Intersession in Amherst
The judge in the case has asked

for substantiating papers from
Manwell's lawyer, Atty. Brruce
Berlin of the Western Mass. Legal

Services, Greenfield office.

Eric and Voting
A civil suit against the town of

Amherst charging it deprived
students of their voting rights in

the town's elections last year
should be settled in a few days.

Eric Walgren, 34, an un-
successful candidate for selectman
charges the town with violating

student's voting rights by
deliberatly holding the primary
during UMass semester break.

The verdict will be delivered

within days by Judge Arthur

Garrity of U.S. District Court in

Boston. Walgren hopes Garrity will

rule the election void and order a

special election for the seat now
held by Selectman Merle Howes.
Whatever the verdict, Walgren

has already won an important goal

in bringing the suit. Amherst
selectman have voted to ensure

that future elections be held when a
maximum number of voters will be
in the town.

According to Town Clerk Estelle

Matusko, 3,000 students were
registered voters.

Ed Marathon OK
The School of Education

Marathon '74, a combination of

educational seminars, lectures,

movies, discussions and hap-

penings formerly held each spring

and fall, wound up last Friday

after two weeks.

Free of the kind of conflict which

closed two previous Marathons,

the intersession event was run in

the rennovated Hills Halls office

and classroom complex. Hap-
pening titles included "Power to

the People", "Alternative

Schools", "The Contract System",

and Dean Dwight Allen's "The
School of Education: Where It

Was; What It Is. Where It's

Going."
One of the main speaker? was

Ms. Eleanor Duckworth, the

"personal interpreter" in the U.S.

of Jean Piaget, a child develop-

mental psychologist. Duckworth
conducted a workshop with

children to learn about their

reasoning process.

One panel featured discussion

with officers and inmates of the

Berkshire House of Correction and
UMass graduate students.

The Center for Theater
Techniques in Education offered a

full day workshop called "Theater

Improvisation for Teachers,

Students and Administrators."

The second annual law con-

ference was the other major ac-

tivity over the Jan. 14-Jan 26 in-

tersession - the first week was
cancelled to save energy. "Before

the Law", sponsored by the Legal

Studies Program, was run in four

Herter classrooms. Both the

marathon and the law conference

were open to the public or to

UMass students for modular
credit.

Top Telescope
The National Science Foundation

(NSF) announced last Tuesday an

initial one-year grant of $252,000

for construction of a millimeter

wave radio telescope for the Five

College radio astronomy ob-

servatory near Quabbin Reservoir.

"When completed this will be the

largest facility of its kind in the

country and will make the

molecules in deep space.

"200th" Meeting
468 delegates from 135

Massachusetts cities and towns
came to a two-day conference at

the Campus Center last weekend to

exchange plans and coordinate

ways of celebrating the United
State's 200th anniversary next

year.

Conferees heard an address by

Lt. Gov. Donald D. Dwight at the

Massachusetts Bicentennial
Commission (MBC) sponsored
conference.

Money was a central issue at

many of the workshops because the

Legislature has yet to appropriate

funds for the full-spectrum of

transportation and lodging
facilities needed for th*» an-

Edward K. Davidian. now 24,

was a senior in Gorman dormitory

when arrested in his room May 15,

1972 by UMass police for allegedly

breaking windows. He said he was
held nine hours in the town jail, and

refused bail although it was
mandatory for the charges he

faced.

Charges were dismissed three

days later when UMass police

found they had the wrong person.

The $4,000 settlement came after

the case went to federal district

court in Boston last fall. The
amount was paid by an insurance

policy the police carry for such

occasions.

Buildings Bought
Part of the property of the now-

defunct Northampton School for

i Mall Khoto-.steve Kugglesi

Eleanor Duckworth tests a child's intuitive sense of volume by covering a jar of water with aluminum
foil at the School of Education Marathon.

acre school for $275,000. A coalition

of private owners bought the rest,

including twelve buildings, for

$700,000.

The site had been suggested as a

100-150 person residential mental
health center, a use- which would
alleviate crowded conditions at

Northampton State Hospital.

New Super Soon
The Amherst-Pelham Regional

School Committee is planning to

choose a new superintendant from
among six final candidates by
February 1.

The position was vacated last

summer when former superin-

tendant Ronald E. Fitzgerald left

to take a more prestigous position

as director of the state Advisory
Council on Education.

Save Mt. Holyoke
The state Dept. of Natural

Resources (DNR) is moving ahead
with a plan to buy 3,200 acres of

privately-owned land above the

450-foot level on the Mt. Holyoke
mountain range.
The acquisition, slated to begin

after appraisal of the preoperty by
DNR, is intended to set aside the

east-west running mountains south

of UMass as historic and
recreational areas free from
development.
DNR Commissioner Arthur

Brownell outlined the $4 to $5

million purchase plan to 70 area
residents last Thursday at Hamp-
shire College. 5,100 acres would
eventually be involved, he said.

Murder Sentences
Allen Lee Bilodeau, 24, and

Henry Bys, Jr., 23. were convicted

last week of murdering a Smith
College coed. They were both

sentenced to life imprisonment but

are expected to appeal the Nor-

thampton District Court
judgement
The two picked up Monica B.

Tims, a Smith sophomore, as she

hitchhiked in Amherst towards the

College, then beat her and killed

her with a tire-iron, leaving her
body beside the Connecticut River
in the isolated Ox Box area in

Northampton.

University of Massachusetts at

Amherst one of the most important

university radio astronomy cen-

ters in the U.S.," according to

observatory director Prof. G.

Richard Huguenin.

The telescope will be built over

three years with a total grant of

$750,000 from NSF and additional

funds from UMass. It will be used

to study inorganic and organic

ticipated millions who will visit

historic sites all over the state

beginning April 19, 1975.

Oops Sorry
The University has paid a former

student $4,000 in an out-of-court

settlement resulting from a suit the

student brought for false arrest,

false imprisonment, and assault

and battery.

Girls has been bought by the state

for possible use as a mental health

treatment center.

The sale came after weeks of

furious negotiations between the

school, the state and a number of

private individuals. Assistant

Secretary of Human Services

James Hillard said last Friday the

state would buy 14 acres of the 20-

Tuition Up
MEDFORD <AP) — Tufts

University will announce today an
increase in undergraduate tuition

by $100, to $3,300 a year, effective

with the 1974 fall term.

In addition, a $325-a-year-

increase was announced for room
and board charges, bringing that

figure to $1,840.
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For most Americans, the energy

"crisis" began sometime last fall,

after the Arab nations nationalized

U.S. oil interests and embargoed
exports and about the same time

President Nixon proclaimed the

crisis on network television.

But like most public policy

crises, the energy shortage didn't

develop overnight. Scientists,

engineers and even en-

vironmentalists preached its

coming for years, although they

didn't expect it as soon as 1973.

Among the prophets of an energy

shortage who decided to do

something about the crunch bet-

ween energy supply and energy

demand is Dr. William E.

UMass Prof. Pushing Solar illllllltllUMIItltlllllltlll IlllllllllllllllUllllllllllllllllllflllllilUIIII

Heronemus, 53, associate head of

civil engineering department in

Marston Hall.

The engineering professor, who
serves on a solar energy panel

advising President Nixon, is head

of a 25-man team that has a one-

year $250,000 National Science

Foundation (NSF) grant to study

alternative energy sources.

"Why do we continue to ignore

solar energy, including the

winds?" asks Heronemus.
out of lack of knowledge : scarcely

anyone yet knows that solar energy

could solve our problems".

In addition to the NSF grant,

which is for research and
development of "ocean thermal

differences" power plants,

Heronemus is working in two other

areas, both presently unfunded.

--Promoting giant 40-story

windmills to capture the moving
energy contained in wind and
convert it to electrical energy.

Heronemus feels such structures

are technically feasible, but would
be expensive.

The windmill project would
involve 14 professors in several

different research areas if funded,

he said, predicting that 15,000

three-unit windmills could supply

all the power New England will

need in 1990.

-Construction of a 20 thousand-

watt solar thermal heater for a

house which would use the suns

rays to heat water, then circulate

the water around a house to warm
it.

The home solar heater will be

tested on campus as early as next

fall and is being built "slowly but

surely" in Marston, according to

Heronemus.
The NSF-funded ocean power

plants would work with turbines

and hot gases in a manner almost

indentical to present steam turbine
electric power plants, Heronemus
said.

Leo Kottke

Ellen McEiwaine
CONCERT

Postponed to April 5th (ten-

tatively)

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,

mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00

to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for

research assistance only.

PEOPLES' MARKET
Needs People

We are now accepting

applications for jobs until

Friday - Feb. 1

233 fl. PLeR/RHT sx
RmH€R/T. mnss • 01002
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' In The Natibn And The World

Ray Contests Plea

CINCINNATI. Ohio (AP) - James Earl Ray was
given a chance Tuesday to contest his guilty plea in

the murder of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. because of
allegations his attorneys compromised his interests

to fatten their pocketbooks.
The 6th U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that

Ray, 41, who received a 99-year ^°ntence for the 1968

murder of the civil rights leader, is entitled to a
hearing to contest his 1969 guilty plea.

Ray argued that he was not given proper legal

advice. He said his lawyers failed to properly in-

vestigate his case and that their only interest was to

collect royalties on materials written about him.
In a 2-1 decision, the circuit court sent Ray's

petition back to the U.S. District Court in Nashville
for review.

Ray alleged he was poorly advised by attorney
Arthur Hanes, and by Percy Foreman after he fired

Hanes. He alleged both were more interested in funds
that would accrue from articles and books planned by
Alabama author William Bradford Huie than in his

defense.

Ray said the lawyers considered his guilty plea
paramount to the financial success of the articles and
a possible movie on the case.

The court cited two letters written to Ray by
Foreman. The first letter said Ray had signed all

royalties to Foreman and that Foreman would keep
all monies up to $165,000. It also said Ray would get
all royalties above that figure if he pleaded guilty and
caused no embarrassing circumstances in the
courtroom.
The second said Foreman would give $500 to Ray's

brother Jerry, "contingent upon the plea of guilty and
sentence going through on March 10, 1969 without any
unseemly conduct on your part in court."
The court said only by giving Ray a hearing on his

'contentions "may it be determined whether the plea
was intelligent or voluntary or entered as the result of
coercion, threats and promises.
"The allegations. ..if true, would support a finding

that Ray's attorneys deliberately compromised their
client's interests in order to further the financial
success of Huie's works in which they themselves had
a substantial interest.

"Such conduct would constitute an outrageous
abrogation of the standards which the leg*U
profession for itself and upon which its clients have a
right to rely..."

King was shot April 4, 1968, on a motel balcony in

Memphis, Tenn., where he had gone to support a
strike by garbage collectors. Ray was later arrested
in London, and extradited to this country.

(AP Wirephoto)

CROSS FIRE CASUALTY — A Cambodian army medic bandages
a young girl wounded in cross fire during a recent clash between
government troops and insurgents near the capital city of Phnom
Penh. The battle claimed several civilian victims, as do many of the

skirmishes in Cambodia's countryside war.

Nixon Prepares

Congressional Address

ByOAYLORDSHAW
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon goes

before Congress Wednesday night with a State of the

Union address which aides said would solicit

bipartisan cooperation on domestic and foreign

issues.

Sources said they expect Nixon to make at least

brief reference to the Watergate controversy. But
they would not disclose whether the President would
squarely confront the question of impeachment or

requests by some congressmen that he resign.

The half-hour speech, to be broadcast live by all

national radio and TV networks at 9 p.m. EDT, will

be Nixon's first address to a joint session since his

June 1972 report on his Moscow summit talks.

In addition to the address, Nixon is sending

Congress a longer State of the Union message. As this

document faced final editing, it was about 100 pages
long and ranged over Nixon's domestic and foreign

policy including what he considers the ad-

ministration's accomplishments.
One offficial said the theme of the message is

cooperation with the Democratic-controlled
Congress. Another said it will suggest that the ad-

ministration "sit and reason together" in coping with
the nation's problems.
Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren said the

President plans "to discuss programs to solve and
deal with important i-sues which are vital to the
American people in the fields of foreign and domestic
policy."

He would not elaborate on content of Nixon's ad-
dress or message. Neither would White House
counsel or Melvin R. Laird, who told newsmen "I
think you will be very pleased by content of the
message."
Other sources suggested that Nixon would use the

forum for a fresh effort to "put Watergate into per-
spective."

White House aides and other sources said the
Wednesday night address will probably contain these
jther elements:
Domestic: An outline for his national health in-

surance plan as well as details of new programs for
such areas as transportation and education.
Foreign: A report on U.S. -sponsored negotiations to

solve the Middle East crisis, plus at least brief
mention of how the administration seeks to overcome
the international energy shortage.
Defense: Plans for a record defense budget ex-

ceeding $85 billion and a renewed plea to keep
America strong militarily as it conducts arms
limitation talks with the Soviet Union.

Textbook Annex Hours
Monday January 28 Undergraduate Registration
Tuesday January 29 Graduate Registration
Wednesday January 30 Course Change Day
Thursday January 31 First Day of Classes
Friday February 1 Second Day of Classes

Saturday February 2

I»I"^day February 4

Tuesd?y February 5

Remainder of semester Weekdays 8:

Saturday February 9

9-5

9-5

9-5

9-9

9-9

9-5

9-9

9-7

0-4:30

10-2

nULurt;
waterbeds

urniSHincs
u>Coant~<$arde ^ttrnltiirt

103 n. pleasant st.

amherst 253-7922

OPEN
Monday-Saturday

10:00-6:00

Friday
till 9:00

1

For the Apartment:

NEPTUNE Waterbeds & others with complete line

of accessories

• BEAN BAG CHAIRS $27.50

* Jesse Graham Furniture

For the Body
• Old & unique clothing

(English & Victorian era)

also

* Future Furnishings

ART GALLERY

£astern Mountain Sports/Amherst

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY LIGHTWEIGHT

SKI-TOURING AND MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT

MID-SEASON PACKAGE
SPECIALS

Mfg.
Sug. List

Package
Price

EMS Modshus 1 2000
(Mohair, waxless)

EMS Madshus 2000
(Hickory, lignostone)

EMS Birke Beiner
(Natural wood top, hickory sole, ligne)

Fischer Europa Light Touring
(
p-tex bottom)

EMS Asnes Turlangrenn
(Hickory, lignostone)

EMS Madshus 6000 Superlight
(Hickory, lignostone) 1 05,00

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE SKIIS, BOOTS, PIN BINDING AND
OR ALUMINUM POLES AND FREE MOUNTING.

122.00

103.50

110.00

105.00

1 00.00

79.50

64.50

74.00

65.95

59.50

74.50
CHOICE OF BAMBOO

FREE WAXING SEMINARS EVERY TUESDAY AT 7:00 P.M.

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS/AMHERST
OPEN M0N.-FRI.

9-9; SAT. 9-5:30

Rt«.9/Amherst-HadleyLin«/(413)253.9504 ^^
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY, LIGHTWEIGHT O. C AT e'e M

BACKPACKING. SKI-TOURING ™ *A ' * y">:W
AND MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT.

Strikes Hit Israel
By ARTHUR MAX

Associated Press Writer
TEL AVIV (AP) -Prices for basic

commodities ere climbing rapidly
and strikes are once again in vogue
in Israel, casting gloom over the
joy brought by news that the troops
are coming home.
The government, looking for

ways to pay cost of the October
war, announced Sunday that it

would reduce government price

subsidies, increasing the cost of

such staples as milk, eggs, sugar
and flour by an average of 50 per
cent.

Restaurant owners are
demanding permission to raise

Labor Hits Reds

For Using Crisis

By ARTHUR L. GAVSHON
Associated Press Writer

LONDON (AP)-Opposition
Laborites joined the British

government Tuesday in denoun-

cing Communists who, they

charge, are trying to exploit the

nation's industrial crisis to knock

down the elected government.

The move by former Prime
Minister Harold Wilson's party

came amid persisting reports of

secret backstage efforts for a

compromise that would head off an

all-out strike threatened by the

country's 280,000 coal miners.

In the House of Commons,
Wilson and Prime Minister Ed-

ward Heath traded verbal punches

anew, with each blaming the other

for imflaming the crisis.

But a Labor party statement

said: "We utterly repudiate any

attempt by Communists or others

to use the miners as a political

battering ram to bring about a

general strike, or to call on troops

to disobey lawful orders in the

event of a strike. That is silly and

dangerous nonsense."

prices 25 per cent. Hotel owners
want to charge more. Bus com-
panies complain that a planned 50
per cent increase in fares is not
enough.

Government economists say the
increase in prices for basic com-
modities will drive up the cost of
nearly all food. "

Finance Minister Pinhas Sapir
says the reduction of subsidies will

save the government $238 million
next year, only a fraction of what's
needed to pay for the war.
He told parliament that the

average Israeli must lower his
standare of living. "Economically
speaking, we are still in a state of
war," he said.

"I'm fed up. I'm going to sell this

lousy store," said Sheike
Grossman, owner of a small
grocery. "All day these crazy
women complain to me about the
prices. It's not my decision. I'm not
making any more profit out of it. If

I have to throw out unsold milk at

the end of the day it costs me more.
So who needs this aggravation?"

Judge Orders Nixon
To Appear In Court

LOS ANGELES <AP> - John D. Ehrlichman
asked Tuesday to have President Nixon sub-

poenaed as a material witness in Ehrlichman's
burglary and conspiracy trial. The judge agreed to

issue the unprecedented order.

Superior Court Judge Gordon Ringer ruled that

President Nixon is a material witness in the

California case against Ehrlichman and two other

former White House aides, Watergate burglar G.

Gordon Liddy and David Young.
Ringer said he would authorize a subpoena

commanding Nixon to appear at a Feb. 25 pretrial

hearing and at the April 15 trial.

The White House declined comment until it

received the order, but a defense attorney said one
of Nixon's attorneys had declined to have the

President appear voluntarily and had told him he
would advise Nixon against testifying.

Later White House sources indicated the

president would decline to appear personally as a

witness.

"This will be the first time in history," Ringer

saia. "that a state court, exclusive of the federal

court, has issued this kind of process directly to a
president of the United States

."

"The court is persuaded that the honorable
Richard M. Nixon is a material witness for the

defense...The court will sign and issue a properly
prepared certificate ..commanding the President,
the honorable Richard M Nixon, to testify before
this court."

Nixon is sought by the defense to testify about
the establishment of the secret White House in

vestigations unit known as the plumbers and as to

what instructions he gave it in regard to an in-

vestigation of Pentagon papers figure Daniel
Ellsberg.

Ringer also ordered former White House aide
Egil Krogh to testify. Krogh is to begin serving a
six-month federal prison sentence next week in

connection with the 1971 break-in.

ARICA OPEN PATH WEEKEND

On February 2 and 3 £RICA will present its

weekend Open Path Training. Based on an
understanding of the process bv which a person
opens to his own inner awareness, this 16 hour
training is designed to present the theory and
practical method of ARICA Work. It allows a person
to experience an integrated progression of the

exercises within the group orocess. It introduces

psycho-calisthenics, forums, mantrams, the

.Yin-Yang line, levels of consciousness, traspaso, the
arc, etc. The price of the weekend is $25. This sum
is applicable to the 40 day intensive or extended
program. For registration call A PIC A.

ARICA
INSTITUTE INC

Feb. 2 & 3

Lord Jeffrey Inn
Call: 634-5504 collect

Write: Box 174

Amherst, 01002

THE MOC SHOPPE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

20% Off
Entire Stock
Starting January 29th

50 DIFFERENT STYLES

of MOCCASINS

Closed Mondays
A Ni >n u'nM Of (J.ir>'Allif Hi

UNIVERSITY PIZZA
Grand Opening Special

You've given your head a good break . . .

now how about your stomach.

SPICY PIZZA with LOTS of Cheese

Try our Hearty SUBS. Tuna Roast Beef and
Pastrami Turkey many more

weekdays

5 p.m. - 1 a.m.

weekends

12 p.m. - 3 a.m.

Fearing St.

across from Southwest

BRING YOUR OWN and enjoy Cable Color TV!

I

BUY ONE SUB
Get the Second

% Price
with this coupon

at

Take Out

Service

UNIVERSITY PIZZA
253-9363

Coupon good 'til Feb. 7th 253-9363
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WomenToBlame? The Rationing Debate:
Incredible: Outrageous: Ludicrous:

That's how women responded to a suggestion that the feminist

movement is partly to blame for the energy crisis.

John C. Fisher, manager of General Electric Co.'s energy systems
planning, made the suggestion Tuesday in a speech in Washington.
The initial reaction from most women was laughter.

"It's an incredible distortion,' said Ellen Zawen, neaa of the National

Consumer Congress, as she tried to catch her breath in between giggles.

"It's convulsive."

In a more serious vein, Mrs. Zawell said, "We are becoming energy
gluttons not because women are out working, but because companies like

General Electric are pushing energy-consuming appliances down our

throats."

The way Fisher explained it, the liberation movement has meant more
women in the working force. And, he added:

"Since most energy consumption is associated with factory and office

work and since the rest of energy consumption is accelerated by the af-

fluence that comes from two jobs per family, we find that the changing
life-style of Americans with liberated women entering the labor force in

the same manner as men, approximately doubles our per capita energy
consumption."

EPA Head: It 's Time Thomson : No
BOSTON (AP) — The regional head of the Environmental Protection

Agency said Monday he thinks it's time for state-by-state gasoline

rationing in New England.

EPA regional administrator John McGlennon said he will recom-

mend that New England governors seriously consider implementing

rationing plans in their states.

A spokesman for the EPA, Paul Keough, said New England now

faces a 20 per cent shortage of gasoline, compared to 5 per cent nation-

wide.

"The situation is deteriorating and will be much worse in April or

May," he said.

Keough said McGlennon has concluded that voluntary measures,

lower speed limits and Sunday gasoline sales bans will not be enough to

cope with the gasoline shortage, particularly during spring and summer
driving, "even though people are cooperating."

Clip this ad for

FREE
ADMISSION

,!

8:00vJJntet Scheouic;
NewWin«"v^ i

Thuts.Fti.andSat.mj

plus :
Matinees Sat.a™^^

J-Iinsdale
New Hampshire

.nSA

1 2 races • Daily Double <

ManyQuinellas • Perfectas

Heated • Grandstand 50C • Clubhouse $1 fc

Clubhouse Restaurant • Ample Parking

Near Brattleboro • 3 miles off Rte. • EXIT 1

VALDOSTA, GA.— With fuel and energy on everyone's mind these
days, Donnie Hoffman and Mrs. Lenora Davis team up to conserve
energy and enjoy it, too. Donnie found it an easy task to get Mrs.
Davis from here to there, but the tough task was putting on the
brakes when he got there.

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — Gov.
Meldrim Thomson said today he is

opposed to a proposal by the

regional administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency
that New England states prepare
gasoline rationing systems.

Thomson said rationing "would
present but one more tier of

bureaucratic interference."

John A. S. McGlennon, regional

EPA administrator, said Monday
he would propose rationing to the

New England governors when they

meet in Boston Friday.

Thomson said "there is no
question that the New England
States are being hit the hardest by

the gasoline shortage," but he said

that "it would behoove those who
are screaming for New England
regional gasoline rationing to

redict their efforts to the end that a

more equitable distribution be
realized.

"I am one governor who respects

the constant grasping for more
state powers by bureaucrats who
should have the knuckles on their

cotton pickin' hands rapped,"
Thomson said.

Vt.: Unfeasible

MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) -

Vermont's top energy official,

Forrest Orr, said Monday a full-

fledged gasoline rationing system
for the state would not be feasible

this year.

Orr said he was surprised at

remarks Monday by John
McGlennon who heads the regional

office of the Environmental
Protection Agency. Orr said
McGlennon 's call for a regional

system of gasoline rationing was
outside of his area of expertise.

Orr said it appeared that
everyone was jumping on the

energy bandwagon.
Orr said Vermont does not have

the money for a rationing
program, and he said rationing

must be imposed from the federal

level if it is to work.

TERADYNE MAKES SENSE
if you're on ELECTRONICS ENGINEER who

. . . loves engineering for its own sake; is a natural-born

tinkerer, just as comfortable with a soldering iron as with

a slide rule.

. . . wants the freedom to follow your interests as they
develop — whether they lead to circuit design, test

engineering, field engineering, applications engineering
or software development.

. . . wants to translate your technical knowledge into

practical, economical solutions to industrial problems.

. . . wants to join a company that is big enough to offer an
engineer the resources he needs but small enough so that

he can make himself heard.

. . . appreciates the convenience of working in a downtown
location, surrounded by good theatre, restaurants and
stores.

. .
.
appreciates a fast-growing company that depends on

capable people to keep it growing.

If all this MAKES SENSE to you, see our representative

on campus on:

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 1 f 1974

'OKfrUWH

183 Essex Street, Boston, Mass. 02111

An equal opportunity employer M-F

Springfield Water Spills

BOSTON (AP) — The U.S. Attorney's office says it has charged two
Springfield-area companies with violating federal water pollution control
statutes.

U.S. Attorney James N. Gabriel said the charges followed an in-

vestigation by the federal Environmental Protection Agency.
Gabriel said the Mackin Construction Co. of Greenfield was charged

with discharging oil into the Mill River at Northampton and with failure
to report the spill. Mackin faces up to $12,500 in fines, Gabriel said.
Also charged was the Hampden Color a^d Chemical Co. of Springfield,

Gabriel said the firm discharged some 3,000 gallons of Sodium hydroxide
into the Farmington River at New Boston last August. It faces a $2,500
maximum penalty. _____
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Rationing If EmbargoContinues
By BILL NEIKIRK

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Gasoline

rationing is a strong likelihood this

summer if the Arab oil embargo is

neither lifted nor eased, federal

energy sources said Tuesday.
"If the embargo is not lifted,

we'd have a very tough time

staying away from rationing," one
high source said.

The energy office is concerned
that predictions of an early end to

the embargo may have been too
optimistic, the source said.

Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger predicted that the em-
bargo would be dropped before the

Israeli-Arab disengagement is

completed this spring.

"We're moving ahead with our
standby rationing program," an
energy source said. "A lot depends
on the embargo. If it isn't lifted, the
gasoline situation later this spring
and early summer is going to be
critical."

Federal Knergy Chief William E.
Simon ordered the standby
rationing program prepared by
March 1 just in case it proves
necessary.

John A. Sawhill, deputy director

of the energy office, remained
optimistic that rationing could be
avoided.

DOG DAYS/

this Sunday 4 -

Hot Dogs .25

Tuborg Draft .25

free T.V.!

7 p.m

Energy Legislation

(Continued from P. 1)

Nelson, a Northern liberal known
to support the principle of a wind-
fall profits tax on the oil industry.

Nelson also objected to some of

the environmental provisions
suspending clean air guidelines in

order to permit power plants to

burn high-sulfur oil and coal.

The administration has said it

needs the rationing and other
powers contained in the bill but

wants the measure stripped of the

windfall profits provision and
others it considers unworkable.
The administration favors its

own tax measure which it says
would channel any excess profits

back into further exploration and
development. Besides giving the

President the legal authority to

impose gasoline rationing, the bill

also would:
—Allow the administration to

make current voluntary energy
conservation measures man-
datory;

NEW YORK — One Manhattan service station operator found this

solution to show motorists that he's out of gas.

"widespread depression"

RR

friday and Saturday night

in the hatch 9 p.m. - closing

— rock and soul sounds —
(happy hour 8 - 9 p.m.!)

that
lHCW,
PAoa

intown
at the BLUEWALL

Thur., Fri. & Sat.
9p.m.closinq ,,

HAPPY HOUR 4 p.m. 7 p.m. TUBORG DRAFT .25

WELCOME BACK

!

Free Coffee
Wed., Thur., Fri.

Jan. 30, 31, Feb. 1

COFFEESHOP
HATCH

BLUEWALL
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AEC To Fight Proposed N-Plant
MANCHESTER, N.H. - Public

Service Co. of New Hampshire, which wants
to build an oceanfront nuclear power plant,

confirmed yesterday that the Atomic
Energy Commission plans to delay its

license.

Frank Shants, a spokesman for the utility,

federal agency that it has found the nuclear
reactor's cooling system unacceptable.
The federal agency, according to Walter

Tingle of the Seacoast Anti-Pollution
League, told the utility the cooling tunnels
proposed for the Seabrook facility have not
been proven safe in case of an earth tremer.
Tingle said the company will have to

said the company had been advised by the provide more data showing that the tunnels

are safe in case of tremers or provide an

auxiliary method of cooling in addition to

the tunnels, such as a pond or cooling

towers.

State agencies have agreed to license the

plant without cooling towers on the condition

that any environmental damage would be
corrected by the company.

Shants said, "We will get our heads
together and get in touch with the AEC to

find an acceptable method," adding that a
pond and cooling towers "might have to be
brought up."

Shants said, "I want to stress that the
AEC did not find the tunnels unacceptable
for normal operation, but rather unac-
ceptable in case of a severe earthquake."

It's our 77th Birthday but we want you
to tiave the presents. We always think

of you and your needs. First. Maybe
that's why we're enjoying our 77th year
in business so much!

Morton Frozen

Pot Pies
A Quick Satisfying Mill Thai s Nutritious

Too You M Cheer the Convenience and

(hi Low Price A Fabulous Value1

ill. Turkey er Chicken

with Vegetables

ii Hiarty Gravy

UNC*

*lA <*j£

Redpock Tomatoes
California Whole g% ,«

In Thick Tomato Puree For e« ?8 o/ I
Authentic Italian Sauces u cans 1

Red Hawaiian Punch
Kids Love That Fruit Juicy Red
Flavor In Thrifty 46 oz cans

Stnr-Kisf Q? Tuna
Lightly Flavored - Protein Rich 6

.

0l
J |

Perfect with Fmast Mayonnaise can !
E£ Peaches

In. a Light Syrup of

Brown Sugar and Honey

Nabisco Saltines
Thinner' Cnsper 1 Fresher 1

The Cracker witfi Crunch

«»v » >-/

-- •w *#» V

**&%.,

SA

-»;*<

lonial Hams
Fully Cooked Semi- Boneless

These Pre-Trimmed Colonials S

have a Savory Flavor Thiu & Thru

Colonial Home Guarded Flavor

Guarantees the Perfect Meal

Water Added

Porterhouse

Mr. Deli Specials!

Boiled Hum
'109

Imported

Lean
Old World Flavor

Swiss Cheese "ST . l
39

Mr. Deli Bologna i™. 7*" 69
Mr. Deli Dutch Loaf T69
Mr. Deli Cooked Salami *,;79

Turkey Roll »u wfi.if Mr .11
- DO

/-"
J

Delicatessen Mustard?;, ";'35
l

M. Del, ;« „,
Dill Pickles Kosne» 69

Steaks
The Elegant

Gourmet Treat

A»n*>if m Skxm •,»> S«cv<e Oefc 0oi>

Seafood Specials!

&*±o*v^
.v&

Lei em Eat Steak This

Week 1 Delicious Porteihouse.

the Elegant Gourmet Treat.

Amazingly Tender 1

lb

Rib Rousts
ren Ready Semi-Boneless

Buy Scallops

I
49

r^l
Traditional Tenderness
Because its Cut From
the First Four Tender

Ribs Only

JkJS
kiE JUVCt

OHUNOt JU'^J

»£
Frozen Birthday Favorites!

Finust Orange Juice
100% Pure Florida Orange Juice

Rich in Sunshine Vitamin C

Freezer Queen

Colonial Master

Smoked

Shoulders
Water Added

Pertectly Delicious

lean & Mealy Famous
Colonial Home Guarded

Flavor

lb

1st

Four

Ribs

Switl Premium Boneless • All White Meal

lb

^^ Tender Sweet Morsels ,2 0l
'

Individually Frozen pkg

Sole FHIet W£^ . r
Fresh Standard Oysters 71*
Red Snapper Fillet » 99
No. 1 Smelts >*•*•» **98

Taste O' Sea Golden Fried

Deep Sea Treats ;; 1
09

Flounder Fillet ;t V
Fish Cakes «»•«• '^99
Fish Sticks ««•*•««

'**« 1
,9

Turkey Roust 3
59

Switt Premium Boneless While & Dark Meat ^^

Turkey Roost «'3 19

Swift Premium

Sausage«« x 89'
Maid Rite

Veul Steaks
Plain or 1 It

Breaded i*«

29

Fresh Chicken Parts!

Chicken Legs 79:

Chicken Thighs 79:
Fresh Qfl c

Chicken 0%Jit

Chicken Breasts 99;.

Breasts
Boneless

Skinless
15S
1 it

5
6 °<

'1
cans I

Cook-in-

Pouch

GitXel Gravy & Sliced Turkey
Salisbury Steak & Gravy Chicken

Ala King Veal Parmagian or
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Acid Blamed

For Jet Inferno

BOSTON ( AP) - A Pan American

707 cargo jet that crashed in flames

last fall was carrying combustile

acid packed in sawdust, a federal

investigator said Tuesday.

Rudolf Kapustin told a hearing of

the National Transportation Safety

Board that investigators looked

into the possibility that the cargo

could have caused the crash after

the weather and aircraft failure

were ruled out.

Three men died Nov. 3 when the

plane crashed at Logan In-

ternational Airport after the pilot

reported smoke billowing from one

of the cargo compartments.

The cargo included 16,000 pounds

of chemicals. Among them were

160 jugs of nitric acid that "had

been packed in combustile sawdust

instead of the noncombustile

material required for inner and

outer packing of nitric acid," said

Kapustin, chief investigator for the

board.

After the hearings are finished,

the board will use its findings to

propose uniform standards for

handling dangerous materials
aboard airplanes, a spokesman
said. Those responsibilities are

now divided among eight or more
agencies.

"This is the first time Uiere's

been a major crash the cause of

which was probably hazardous
cargo," said Edward E. Slattery, a
board spokesman.

"So the board will have to face

this problem and meet it head on

for the first time. There's a real

hodgepodge of rules right now
covering hazardous materials."

Before the crash, the airplane

crew complained of smoke in the

cockpit.

Frank Taylor, chief of the

board's investigative branch, said

the ventilation system in the

compartment where the blaze

broke out should have kept smoke
and fire from circulating through

the airplane.

"We question the certification of

the cargo ventilation system," he
said. "We can't find anything at

Boeing the manufacturer of the

plane to show this system was over
flight tested to show where smoke
goes if there's a fire."

Kaputstin said a spill test showed
that dense smoke and eventual fire

would occur if the nitric acid
escaped from the glass bottles into

the sawdust.

He added that some of the

containers may have been loaded
on their sides.

A Navy physicist testified that
the nitric acid was the only
chemical on the plane that could
have started a fire by itself.
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The Desire To Succeed
By TOM BRINE

Probably one of the most important qualities I admire in a person is
the true desire to be successful What I mean by being successful is the
ability to perform many different jobs with at least a basic un-
derstanding. How many of us can fix an electric outlet, repair a broken
shelf, unclog a stuffed up drainpipe, build machines, drive a truck, at any
given moment. I would venture to say not many of us fall into this
category.

Many of you might be saying to yourselves, I desire to be successful
yet I am not successful as your definition of success implies. My answer
to this statement is that if you truly desire to be successful, you will find
the neccessary steps to become successful.

Many people say they have this kind of success, but they dislike the
steps neccessary to succeed. Again, let me reiterate a point. Only those
who truly desire to be successful, will take the neccessary steps to suc-
ceed.

To further understand my points, I will tell you of a true person's
desire to be successful. It all started when he was a very small boy. He
was given a go-cart as a gift. In time, he not only learned to ride the go-
cart, but he learned how to repair it, break it down to its simple parts, and
rebuild it again. His desire to learn, helped him to appreciate the other
mechanisms at his home such as lawn mowers. Coupled with his desire to
work and his knowledge of lawn mowers, he obtained a job as a lawn
mower repairer. Once he obtained the job, he did not stop and vegetate as
a repairman. He looked around at the different type of jobs that existed.
He asked questions of the different workers who had these different jobs.
By this continual process, he not only knew his job, but he knew many of
the other jobs as well. By his desire, the knowledge he gained, and a never
ending inquisitive mind, he possesses a quality few of us have. The true
desire to be successful. This is a quality that education alone cannot hope
to obtain. It is a quality that the individual must bring about himself.

Tom Brine is a Collegian Commentator.
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Reid Fishman

Much Further
And so, it was on this day that Showdin was

crowned king of the Bartans, and thus, the ruler of the
known world. His long hard battle against the
Rouggins had paid off and it was with this victory that
Showdin found his greatest triumph and the
realization of a united Bartan nation. The war, which
had begun decades before, was now to come to an
end, and all were to live in peace.

In the village of Kwang, Wislan leaned back and
told stories to the children — stories of before the
Great Burst, when the citizens of Barta worked long
and hard building an underground civilization that
would withstand a blow as powerful as that which
could be expected from the Namoids. It was the
Bartan civilization that had made the best
preparations for this catastrophe and it was now the
Bartans that shared the fruits of domination. A child
looked to Wislan, who was by now old and quite ailing,
and asked, "What ever became of the Namoids?"!
Wislan paused, and only after much deliberation,
looked back to the child with a gaze that only ex-
perience can mold, turned away again and mumbled
the word, "power".
But all was merry in che capital city of Bencroff, for

it was here that Showdin was about to make his
victory speech — a speech he'd been waiting so long
to make. As he got up on the platform, shouts and
cheers could be heard for miles, and with a power
unmatched since the Great Burst, Showdin raised his
head and all was quiet. It was all his show from here.
But there was little exuberance in Rouggia tonight

as the nation lay dormant in defeat. The Rouggins
had been the most powerful of the underworld
cultures before the Great Burst, but because they had

fail«»d to provide adequate escape channels, millions

of their population had perished. Although they were
still much physically stronger than the Bartans, they

were no match in numbers and now found themselves
to be a conquered, vanquished civilization.

In Pinca, the capital city of Rouggia, a beggar
walked through the channels in hopes ot finding a

meal. In doing so, he passed through the ruins of what
had been the most advanced civilization in history,

but because of a thoughtless lack of planning on the

part of its leaders, this civilization was now
destroyed. The beggar, who had formerly been a

great warrior, thought back to the days before the

Great Burst, when Rouggian conquest had been a

way of life and Rouggian strength and power was
unmatched. But those days were over now.
And in Bencroff, Showdin began to speak. He spoke

of how it had been a long hard struggle. He praised

the great minds who had designed the enormous
escape routes that had saved the Bartan civilization.

He spoke of the bravery of those who had fought and
died to make the world safe for Bartanism. And he
ended his historic speech by calling for a new age of

peace and freedom, and with a gesture that will go
down in the annals of history, he looked to the sky and
said, "Our people have come a long way since the

Great Burst. Let us proceed to go much further!"
And as the thunderous roar of applause continued,

Wislan sat on a stone in Kwang and wondered if it all

seemed familiar. And a lowly beggar walks the
channels of Pinca.

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist.

Fred Weiss

Success Is....Pumpin' Gas
Perhaps Johnny Carson summed it up best when he

remarked "Since the energy crisis less people have
been killed on the highways... but more have been
killed at the gas stations." While the energy crisis has
brought hardships\.it has also brought irony as well
My mind drifts back to two years ago. the gas wars

were going on, and few would think of paying more
than 34 or 35 cents a gallon. With the purchase, your
gas station adventure would begin: your tires
checked, your windows washed ("If we fail to wash
your windows voluntarily, you get two free gallons"
some stations signs would quip), throw in some plaid
stamps and a glass or two and you're off.
Yes, those good old days of "car cruising" and "rat

races" (group of cars filled with bored teens chasing
each other throughout the town) are over. Their
ambitions uncovered, their dreams unfolded in a web
of hope. We were in the college web at the time.
Programmed for college, many of us felt that it war
our natural destiny. Why did everyone want to go to
College? If you didn't go you were "nothing" ...a
failure. Please note: failure is the key word.at 17
none of us wanted to be "failures." Some wanted to be
doctors, others lawyers, a few were interested in
journalism or engineering, several were looking into
settling down with a family and no particular career
That last year was a year of dreams, when college
rejections had not yet arrived, and the defeat of
aspirations was minimal. While goals were varied
one thing was certain...NOBODY wanted to be a
failure. To most of those who graduated from Park
Ridge High School becoming a gas station attendant
was the epitome of becoming a failure.

Oh sure, working for a few extra bucks during
school was O.K. That could be rationalized, and
wasn't considered part of the final process... the
movement towards success. But to work at a gas
station. ..there were bad jokes, and condescending
grins, and all sorts of things which in retrospective
seem to have been very elitist. To those who weren't
interested in going to college at Park Ridge there was
very little vocational raining. It was as if those who
controlled the School Board also felt that these
students were "deviants from destiny". For them,
there would be no training, there would be gas station
jobs.

Now everything has changed. The gas sation at-
tendant might be the most important individual
within a community. Conditioned by Detroit, and the
Big Oil Media Machine Americans have become
dependant on cars. To say that we consider gasoline
our "fix", and that to a large extent our country
consists of a majority of automobile "junkies" is not
an unrealistic statement at all.

Automobile "junkies" need their gas! They'll pay
through the nose. They might not like it but they will
pay! They'll wait in lines. They don't like it but they
do it. Gas station attendants now just pump that gas
No stamps. No windows washed and don't even ask
for a glass. Some attendants only pump gas by ap-
pointment (putting them on a level with various
professionals usually revered in the country club
scene). Who can blame the classmate who meets you
at the "pumps" with a confident grin, and fondles thepump handle with a mixture of affection and power.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist.

Commercial Shortage

ByMIKEKNEELAND
Some good comes from every crisis, and we have

gained much from the energy shortage.
Consider the television. Before the gasoline

shortage we were forced to watch such commercials
as Exxon telling us why their gas gets more mileage,
or Mobil saying their gas is clean, or Sunoco telling us
why their men can be "very friendly".
But no more. The big oil companies don't want to

sell us their gas. It's not profitable. So before long I

fully expect Exxon to be saying something like: "You
know how we used to say that our gas was the
best...and that our gas got your car the most
mileage*' Well it was hogwash! You should really be
trusting you car to the man who wears the star
Exxon wants you to know."
There is, of course, much that the Exxon Tiger

doesn't want uj to know. That's why their com-
mercials on television now are directed towards
taking the heat off their company. They tell us how
energy demands have surpassed energy production
They tell us how they're doing their best to work out
solutions with the public, all because they want us ,fM

know". But at least we're not being subject ot their
low-lead commercials.

In some countries the energy shortage has nearly
led to severe toilet paper shortages. Unfortunately,
this has not yet happened in America. If a toilet paper
crisis should develop here, then the companies would
natually stop their foolish advertisements.
And with that, the insipid Mr. Whipple would no

longer be prancing about on our television screens
squeezing Charmin Toilet Paper as if he were
carressing whatever he prefers carressing.

As a matter of fact, we'd probably be better off if

there were shortages in everything.

Think of it. No little kid stomping mud that the
"Johnny Come Latelies" can't clean. No Stanley
Steamsr. No Kate Winters. And no naked man lying
in bed bragging that he hasn t used his underarm
deodorant in two days ( which is probably why there is

no one else in the room with him).
There is, however, one advertisement many of us

would miss: John Quill ad-libbing a Big-Y com-
mercial.

Mike Kneeland is a Collegian Commentator.
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Open Up Them Pearly Gates

ROMANO

Letters

French-Canadians
To The Editor:

Many of us who live in the Northeastern United States tend to think of
French Canada—when we think of it at all—as a sort of quiet, friendly
neighbor with a faintly European flavor and lots of good ski slopes. Some
of us look back to it as the area where our ancestors came from or our
relatives still live, and a few of us may remember with pleasure the
lavish World's Fair, Expo '67, held in Montreal to celebrate the centen-
nial of Canadian Confederation.
Despite our proximity to the area, however, most of us are only now

beginning to realize that the French-Canadians-descendants of one of the
earliest European groups to colonize North America-today represent one
of the most dynamic, rapidly evolving, politically and sociologically
fascinating civilizations in the Western Hemisphere. In their four cen-
turies on this continent the French-Canadians have gradually developed
a unique culture, shaped by a blend of their Gallioc origins, their rugged
geography, their former status as first French and then British subjects,
and their present situation as a minority surrounded by over 200,000,000
Anglo-Saxons or people who have accepted a predominantly Anglo-Saxon
culture. Out of this crucible the French-Canadians have forged an
identity so strong and so self-confident that the second most powerful
political party in Quebec province has as its platform the establishment
of an autonomous Francophone state, with only the barest ties to the rest
of the Canadian Confederation. Although the majority of French-
Canadians have so far rejected to extreme a step, the very fact that it is

being realistically considered is indicative of the dynamism of present-
day French Canada.
This evolution of a conquered and outnumbered people, struggling for

its bare survival, into a proud, sophisticated "nation", is dramatically
reflected in the widely varied works in all genres that make up French-
Canadian literature, perhaps the richest corps of literature written in

French outside that of France itself. Some of the most important French-
Canadian literary works of the twentieth century form the syllabus of
French 374, an advanced course offered this semester by the Department
of French and Italian. Anyone seeking further information about the
course, in which there are still openings, may inquire at the French and
Italian Office or see the instructor, Professor Fitzpatrick, in Herter Hall.

Marjorie A. Fitzpatrick

Visiting Assistant Professor of French

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include

the author's address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces

per line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for reference

purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content

or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that

all letters received will be printed.

By KAREN A. MONACO
"Boys are bad
Beds are worse
Sleep alone

Safety first."
—Sister Katherine

Somehow parochial schools just

don't seem to make it in preparing
their good Christian girls for a life

of blissful celibacy at a university
whose only statue, Metawampee,
is supposed to fall over the day a
virgin graduates from it. This of
course unless the yo*ang woman
happens to be working towards a
BDIC in Trappist jelly-making
techniques.

The quote above is taken directly
from a kind old nun who was my
parochial school's expert-in-
residence with matters of our
moral conduct. I was at the tender
age of seven and in the third grade
the first time I heard it. I

remember vividly the ritual that
would precede it on an average
day. Incidently, she didn't say it

every day. She would enter the
classroom at which point we would
remain seated (you only have to
stand if the priest comes visiting)
and say, "Good morning, Sister
Katherine." She would then con-
tinue walking a straight path;
destination desk — seemingly
oblivious to what we had just said,

and then after an awkward silence
that always disturbed me Sister

Katherine would make a sharp
about-face turn and say in an
almost inaudible tone, "Good
morning." Shortly after her saying
that was the time that she would let

loose with her heavy rhyme
regarding our preadolescent
sleeping habits. I don't actually
believe any of us really knew what
meaning it was intended to hold in

our young lives while we were
currently approaching our

Cutting Down Crime

By BOB FOSTER
Law and order. Simple words

superficially, yet words that until

carefully defined, may affect

every person in the country. These
two words create many of our
major legal and ethical paradoxes
today. As long as there is more
than one person on the earth, these

words shall continue to create

massive double binds in the
collective subconscious of our
nation.

If only crimes were as simple as

those of our experiences in

traditionally (medieval might be a

more apt adjective) oriented
secondary schools. Yell at a
teacher using the language he
might use with you, you're
suspended. Caught in the bathroom
with a butt in your hand, you're

suspended. Late for class without a
pass, you're issued a detention.

Life was so simplistic, yet truly

dictatorial.

Thus may be the case in con-

temporary America. As laws
become more simplistic, (sim-

plism defined as pragmatic for the

enforcers), life indeed becomes
better defined, yet total-

itarianistic. Right' and wrong
are clearly divided in the pages of

the criminal code. Yet, can we
make such a distinction in the

"real" world?
I cite an example that becomes

more and more prevalent in our
modem society. In one of the last

three or four issues of the Daily

Collegian of Fall semester, 1973,

there appeared a rather detailed,

factual article on the treatment of

convicted child molesters. Using a

systematic desensitization
technique of electric shock to the

groin of the "criminal", the
psychology researchers reported

consistent and successful results. I

disagree with neither the need, nor

the technique utilized. I use this

example only to illustrate a further

expansion of the point.

On a recently aired "Star Trek"
program, Captain Kirk did battle

with a psychiatrist and his evil

"Neural Neutralizer". The plot

was amazingly simple and
remarkably contemporary, not
futuristic. This machine had the

capacity to erase any desired part

of an individual's memory and
replace it with the instructions,

indeed the thought, of the
machine's controller. Naturally,

Kirk survived and the machine,
which was being used for egoistic

ends, was destroyed. Yet, it was
perfect example of what can
happen when power falls into the

wrong hands.

Finally, the best portrayal of this

point is the plight of Alex and his

droogies in the brilliant novel, A
Clockwork Orange, by Anthony
Burgess. In this instance, drugs
and desensitization were used to

"change the mind" of the novel's

protagonist. The reasons for such
treatment were best described by
Dr. Brodsky, the creative in-

telligence behind the process. "We
are not concerned with motive, but

with higher ethics. We are con-
cerned only with cutting down
crime...".

Several points may now be
drawn together. Firstly, note the
increasing trend toward
elimination of individual rights in

our present laws. It is much more
"simple" to be arrested and
searched today than it was just a
few years ago. Secondly, if con-
victed of crimes involving
psychological imbalance (which
could be stretched to cover vir-

tually any crime), the tendency in

rehabilitation is toward treatment
techniques such as those
previously mentioned. Presently,
no problem exists. Yet, if these two .

trends continue, if arrest powers prophylactic machines in a couple

homosexual period of
psychosexual development. And
besides, she said it so quickly and
in the same sing song whenever
she did say it that 1 think we just
stopped thinking it was some sort
of religious anathema and began to
believe that saying it was simply
the polite way of finishing a "good
morning," although I never tried it

myself, or like the jumbie of
meaningless words in the pledge of
allegiance. So the first few times
she said it we just kind of glanced
at each other, shrugged our
shoulders and merely accepted the
fact that she was saying "that"
again. It's amazing though that I

still remember her morning
recitation and I'm curious if

anyone else does. That sort of thing
may sound a little odd to anyone
who was never doubly fortunate to
have been born a Roman Catholic
and to have attended parochial
schools. I, in fact only spent four
years under the wings of those
mysterious women in black.
Nevertheless, those four years
have exhibited something like a
primacy effect when I try to recall
my past education. Those par-
ticular years were filled with the
most rediculous levels of an-
tediluvian thinking imaginable.
These peculiar women were no less
than pundits of our assumed
perversity. Take for example the
implications of one action that we
were asked to perform. At rest
time instead of laying down on our
desks or actually laying our whole
sinful bodies on the floor as our
public school peers did, we had to
sit upright at the top of the desk
with hands remaining squashed
between ones' posterior and the
seat. The proper placement of
hands depended on what
anatomical endowments you
happened to possess, with the
Christian etiqueite of the 60's
assuming that little boys hands
would better be served in full view
of the nun, God, and everyone else.

So what does one do if she-he has
been raised in a system like this,

not only courtesy of religious

dogma practice but in other in-

stitutions as well and finds
themself in a school that has

become broader and rehabilitation

is expanded to more and more
cases, individual rights may fall

into extreme jeopardy.

It is further paradoxical that the

administration that was the
foremost promoter of law and
order now steeps in its own
political sabotage stew. Perhaps
what is needed is the systematic
desensitization of top officials from
their egotistical, powe*- rilled

motives to honest, efficient

governmental motives. Perhaps
the Nixon court and the President
himself need a taste of their own
psychological medicine.

Bob Foster
Commentator.

is a Collegian

of the bathrooms? (And while on
the subject of those machines, I'll

just say that I would like to see the
one in the women's bathroom
removed.) I haven't come up with
a reasonable answer to this
dilemma yet other than maybe just

trying to make use of some needed
repression. And I suppose that if a
man or woman wants to in-

corporate a little social and
political rationalization, he or she
might just dismiss Sister
Katherine 's chant regarding the
advantages of sleeping solo on the
grounds that it is an unwise choice
in light of the current energy crisis.

Either way you look at it, I have a
feeling that my late teacher would
be rather disappointed in us all.

Karen A. Monaco is a Collegian
Commentator.
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^d/ernerte

mr.u

come save 7.97

color accent floors with popular
8 1/2x11 1

/2 size 100% polyester rugs

V-sv^*"*^.

charge

£«
come save 1.60-52

Prime Rib' throw bedspreads

twin

our reg. 7.59

House of Windsor spreads of machine wash
and dry ribbed cotton-rayon in dramatic colors.

Split one for matching drapes.

our reg. $22.97

Luxurious yet

budget priced to

fit your budget.
Tailored of rugged
take-a-lot-of wear
all polyester with

non-skid backing to

prevent slipping and
sliding. Vivid shades
to brighten your room:
avocado, gold, red, blue, purple

V

come save 4.97

rugged polypropylene rugs

charge

ppmg ana sliding.

Designed to bear a lot of traf-

fic, stay beautiful. Big selection
of colors.

come save 49c

nylon sculptured scatter rugs

21x36" size rugs to add a touch
of color to your room. Hi-lo

looped and cut pile with skid

resistant backing, bright shades.

great buy!

9x12' resilient foam rug pads

1.99

W thick urethane foam to make
rugs richer, softer to walk on!

Washable; non-skid; moth
proof and dust proof. 5"

Sale in effect thru this weekend.

compare . . . vou can't

do better than Zavre!

CD

The Discount Department Store

ZAYRE - HADLEY ROUTE 9 AT
AMHERST TOWN LINE

OPEN 10 AM TO 10 PM

a savings spree

««*HHi^^
&*.$M***

$***<$**
*******

come save 69c to 1 .42

Pequot smart solid or striped
muslin sheets and pillowcases

M
come save 27c

nite n day quilted
bed pillow covers

r * v

The best way to cut down on trips to the laundry . .

.

plenty of Pequot sheets at prices that can't be beat!
Mix and match colorful solids and bold stripes to
suit individual tastes . . . made of closely woven
cotton muslin with Flex-Matic" corners for easy
bed-making!

limit 4 sheets, 2 pkgs. cases

C*$»

V.

£
/ft

72x108 flat or
fitted

our reg. 3.19

W

81x108
or full fitted

matching
pillowcases
pkg. of 2

our reg. 1.27

Luxurious quilted bedspread
fabric bed pillows with zipper
closure Fits all standard size

bed pillows

limit 2

come save 1.02

contour shaped
bed back rests

our reg. 4.19

our reg. 2.68 pkg.

^
V\ >jC

^

our reg. 3.99

Comfort-plus! Celanese"
acetate Celacloud" fill with
solid or print covers Button
center, cord edge.

come save 1.30

giant size luxury
floor cushions

V*^
ft

\ —i<

our reg. 4.99

Full 24" and 26" square cush-
ions with polyester fill De-
luxe fabrics and treatments
in colors to accent decors

"
t ,
#"'""'

come save 98c

giant 20 colorful bolsters

Bolster your ego with 8"

diameter relaxing bolsters

filled with shredded ure-

thane foam, covered in cot-

ton cordana. Striking colors.

limit 2

come save 12c come save 49c

1" thick deluxe seat cushions 24x40" candy striped runners

£m for

our reg. 1.99 ea.

Solid urethane foam filled with
cotton cover in Early American
and floral prints. Sturdy tie

backs So comfortable!
our reg. $1

Ideal for bedrooms, halls . . . any-
place! Skid resistant backings and
serged all around. Add a colorful

touch in candy striped pattern.

our reg. 1.99

popular size

curtain rods

single curtain rods

For 28" to 4Z WW*

dependable-

single tension rods m

our fabric department has sensational specials!

OJ

Oil
Ol|

o
CO

m

window*. tW
sturdy-

decorator
burlap

our reg. 66c yd.

15 bright colors to

turn into curtains,

cover a drab wall

100% ]ute: 99
wide.

Kwik Kover
vinyl

our reg. 39c yd.

Self-adhesive vinyl

covers so many
things. Patterns,

solids, wood-
grams 18 wide
Sold by the yd in

our Fabric Dept

dorm
fabrics

our reg. 99c-1.29 yd.

Washable, color-

fast prints and sol-

ids for drapes,
spreads, covers,
and more 45 wide
in bold colors

washable
fake furs

Solid Orion* ac-
rylic pile for

spreads, pillows,
rugs, blankets.
Smart colors; 54 to

60 wide

fur-rocious

pile print

yd.

Soft Orion" acrylic
pile in wild animal
prints. 54" to 60"

wide in realistic

savage colors.
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versatile

Glasbake
bakeware

Decorative pieces that go
from oven to table to dish-

washer without a worry. Pick

1 -qt. covered casserole, deep
loaf square cake, utility dish.

Stunning avocado herb design.

come save now

2-pc. sauce pan set

our reg. 1.29

Easy-clean enamel finish is

stain-resistant. 1 and 2-qt.

size pans. Top buy!

come save 1.02

whistling teakettle

-gjgj

^l J^^^^

our reg. 2.99

Big 2V2-quart capacity; fast

and even heating. Avocado,
goldtone, poppy.

This roomy compact features full width
shelves, an extra large vegetable crisper and
spacious deep door storage. Wide range cli-

mate control and high density insulation for

economical use. Convenient counter-height
work top.

Coppertone model available $5 extra

f

1 ! J ill fl

I, li*Bf _^

—

\ H

Libbey Esquire glasses 10-oz. hot color mugs

9-oz. size; crystal

clear glass with

heavy sham
bottom.

I0«°r
our reg. 22c ea.

Blazing red, orange
poppy or green. All

dishwasher safe. 6 for

our reg. 25c-33c ea.

Anchor Hocking asn trays giant wastebasket

beautiful 5" glass
pieces in blue, gold
avocado.

min. 800
6 for

our reg. 25c ea.

Super big 12-quart

size with a sharp dec-

orative design.
our reg. 1.47

Counselor bath scale Johnsons Step Saver11

Great weight-watcher
buy with slip-resistant

vinyl mat.

Cleans, shines and
ends buildup ... all in

one step! 32-oz. size.

CO

|99

Sale in effect thru this weekend.

compare , . . vou can't

do better than Zavre!

our reg. 1.39

come save $1

16 x56 door mirror

come save $2

Mad Mod latex

interior paint

our reg. 3.97

Complete with frame, mount
and screws for super-fast
mounting! Made with
distortion-free Pittsburgh
Pennvernon shatter-resistant

glass.

our reg. 6.99

Pick from 9 blazing mod
colors in a new eggshell
finish. Quick application.

come save now

masking tape

our reg.

39c

1 80x%" rolls for painting,

stripping, packing and
1001 other needs!

come save now

44-qt. rugged
wastebasket

our reg. 1.59

Heavy duty piastic for
every clean-up job. Take
your pick from avorado or
gold.

CO
The Discount Department Store

. §?*3$S "-. :?-." V

LOOK
WHAT

Snd/eme/ter

E STARTS Wtm..7^T ^™ •

come save 61 c

Bic stick pens

lUfOrijy^ °6re
e

ach

Blue or black, medium
point, min. 720 limit 10

come save 65c

80-sheet comp book

4,o,99*

come save 41c

our reg.

41c each

Flair color pens

4 ,or 99«

:

our reg
"1c each

Wire bound, college
ruled, min. 960. limit 4

Nylon tip in choice colors,
min. 480. limit 4

special buy!

Cricket lighter

99c
Disposable butane lighter

from Gillette, linvt 1

come save 29c

Bicycle playing cards

2 ,or 99*

PUNTERS

fycktd
#EANUTS.

come save 53c

our reg.

64c pack

best deal in town! Rider
back design, min. 144
limit 2

Planter's peanuts

2 ,or
99c

come save now!

Hall's Eucalyptus

our reg.

76c each

i<:-oz. cocktail peanuts
great for munching any-
time!

our reg
37c each3 » 99<

6-oz. bag of super good
tasting relief! Stock up!

your favorite!

Lavoris mouthwash

come save 47c

Planter's dry peanuts

2QQC our reg

for »«7«7 73c each

Delicious dry roasted
peanuts the whole family
will enjoy! 8-oz.

99C
Full quart size! 32-oz.
mouthwash and gargle
for the family.

come save 29c

Tampax 40 s

ic zr

stay dry!

Arrid deodorant

the shiny one!

Protein 21 shampoo

99< 99c 99c
40 per box in choice of

type, limit 1

14-oz. spray deodorant
lets you really feel secure!

14-oz. shampoo for hair
that's squeaky clean!

fast relief!

Contac capsules

12-hourall-dayorall night

colds relief! 10 capsules.

come save 69c

Q-tips cotton swabs

our reg.

84c each2 .or 99<
r pack

purpose swabs, limit 2

170 per pack. Multi-

baby's pal!

J&J baby powder

2 .or
99c

Everyone loves it! 14-oz.
shakers limit 2

value pack!

J&J plastic strips

2 .or
99c

70 strong bandages per
box limit 2

v

clean teeth!

Colgate toothpaste

your choice!

Pepsodent, Tek or

Dr. West toothbrushes

soft skin special!

Vaseline
Intensive Care

'/&:

f^ff^S weohSSTy,
JANUAfty 30

s?i

2 ,o, 99< 4 .0, 99c
for

7-oz. tube cleans and
brightens teeth, limit 2

99c«
Medium or hard bristle.

limit 4

15-oz. bottle protecting
lotion limit 1

5-bar special!

Dial bath soap

3 bars 9%7
Bacteria fighting 5-oz
bath size bars limit 5

isopropyl
alcohol

Multi-use isopropyl al-

cohol belongs in your
medicine chest! 16-oz
bottle limit 2

plastic

soap dish

Great for student or travel

use! A real buy!

decorator
shelving

our r»fl

99c

Unhni*h«d laminated hard-
wood ready lor any UnMi.
Flniahad adgaa .

I liH 1.M 10 i2*" 99c
our rag. 1.99 our rag. 1.49

I i« 1 H 10 iM LSI
our rag. 2.49 our rag. 2.29

10 i4B 1.99
our rag. 2.99

standard* and brack*!* available

come save

25%o-
reg. prices

m vinyl finish walnut shelves
Wipe* clean, won't acratch. ecuft or stain.

9"»24" 1.99 10 «24' 1.99 12*124* 2.99
our rag. 2.S9 our reg. 2.99 our nag. 1.99

8x36 2.49 10 iM" 2.99 12 >M 1.99
our rag. 3.39 our rag. 1 99 our rag. 4.99
9"«4*r 2.99 10 149 3.99 iri49" 444

. mmm our rag. 3.99 our rag. 4 99 our rag. 1.99

come save 1.18

personal file box

our reg. 2.47

Ideal for personal papers;
with lock. In avocado or
walnut finish, min 60
limit 1

come save 7.07

2-drawer file cabinet

Rugged metal construction;
ideal for storage and filing.

Great for home, office or
school! Locks, too! min. 18.
limit 1

charge
it

our reg. 24.95

Sale in effect thru this weekend.

compare

.

. . you can't

& do better than Zavre!

CD

The Discount Department Store
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fe£ WITH THIS COUPON AND A J5 PURCHASE

Orange or

Grapefruit

» _*JV. , -*r -2^*Zc-

Any or
all coupon*

may be redeemed
with only one
$5 purchase

WITH THIS COUPON AND A $5 PURCHASi Z

Juice
J^Z FROM FLORIDA
*5: Vi GALLON JAR
fe^Z |n ov p, »<I Ocpt

ELm-" Gouo Mot jp ?a sat Fr» ?

6T^a^^P^aC480 - k

I

I

I

1 Doz. Daisy

Donuts

s? I

I
>

Merit

Sliced Bacon

ic

AITH 'his i'OUPON AND A Si PURCHASE -J j : ; WITH^ffllsCOUPON AND A $5 PURCHASE SS 1

Maxwell House

Plain or Sugar, 11' 2 07 pkg

"C" 482 r' I

•t::;Mi' M N ' ''
I

-~ I

1 Pound

Package 99

Grade 'A'

Large Eggs

"C"
481

Stop & Shop

1 Dozen 59

':
I

:-
I :

-':
I <

B H

!

II

483 < -::

1 lb.

Can

Coffee

69
li

c ^i
•184 ^

j

4
5
6

7

8
9

1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

Starts Monday, Jan. 26 - Saturday, Feb. 2

I NHm-mcMi Frozen Food Buys

Start tfie day witfi a^
mini-priced 6t£akf^st!

'(Jnality-Prolecled" lieef Snlnrallv -i fieri I or Tenderness!

StopS Shop Orange Juice
REGULAR OR SUGAR ADDED
100% orange juice Irom Florida

Get your Stop & Shopsworth'
3

l?o; Si
Cans

w
g

The Stop& Shop Companies

ffo'l foieciea oeei rjener tasting beef Some day othei markets may
be able to say about their beei what Stop & Shop can say today Why
wait until some day?

Stop & Shop Waffles T-Bone Steak Twin Pack
So:
Pug 10

"Quality-
Protected"

$149

At this low mini-price"

.

you'll want to stock up

Morton Honey Buns

Sara Lee Cinnamon Rolls

Danish Sweet Rolls TeKr 2 & »1

'p. ,' 45'

Mi 69*

Sirloin Steak
WITHOUT

TENDERLOIN
BONE-IN

$139
1

WITH TENDERLOIN *|49
BONE-IN

!

1

1'

Swanson Pancakes

Eggo French Toast

Kwik Make Pancake Batter

Morton Mini-Donuts

Stouffer French Crumb Cake

WITH LINK ) iol
SAUSAGtS * Pugs

89'

Mi 59«

'tf
55'

'!.? 55'

# 75'

Merit Ice Cream

Morion Dinners

GAL CARTON 69
c

turkey meat loaf or Salisbury steak

? rnHfir-Prtctd iftctry TioclHi

Delmonico Steak
bt from 1st 3 Ribs T9

Rib Steak — or Rib Roast —•
J
1
39

Club Steak tar 'I
99

Club Steak "as-
$
2
69

Tenderloin Steak-Fillet Mignon .ass
l
2
89

Oelmsnico Steak-Boneless Rib Eye .sat
J
2
49

stop t shop
BREAKFAST D«iN>

Stop A Shop Pancake Mix

Log Cabin Maple Syrup

Instant Orange

Stop & Shop Potato Chips

Wesson Oil- 38 oz. Bottle

Cadbury Chocolate Bars

Sunshine Hydrox Cookies

Nabisco Chocolate Pinwheels

Nabisco Peanut Bars

3?LJ
PkO

24 or

Bli

Hot
m

It 01

Big

391

69'

69'

49'

99'

*1

It's simplysuper!

3(0!
Pkgs

IS OJ AQC
Pug "'

i2oi
Pkg

WOUNO
8££F

Prepared in our federally inspected meat
plant, the cuts ol beef carefully selected,
the fat content scientifically controlled,
the quality checked. Simply delicious!

691

69'
CP MrSTiC MINTS It'io; PKO

Vienna Finger Cookies sunshine
VV,'

59*

% MM meat pun sotciaiiJ

Parkay Margarine
Q^ff Mini-priced" XlJMini-priced"

to save you money
i ib

Pkg

PkgsStop & Shop Cinnamon Rolls

Tropicana Orange Juice

Pineapple Orange

3 0uaf S1
Cirloni I

STOP 4 SHOP O
FRUIT FLAV ORlNK «*(;j,|0n ,

Ions

Lean Ground Beef Patties
**I19

Available in stores with palty machine I •.

'Simply Super lean ground beet patties are not less than 76% lean

^TveaVCr Family Size Dutch Entrees!

Chicken Pies Au Gratin
s1"

Chicken Pies-M 99 Turnovers- M 39

Chicken Croquets rr %"«!

Z m*nw*uuntmtmT\

Big Daisy white bread

Mini- )V, ,„

Priced -
.

'o»» 4V

Commitment totheConsumer

Todays wise food

shopper reads the label

This month, the Stop & Shop family of franks

will sport new nutritional labels So if you

are concerned about getting the most from

your food dollars, you now have additional

information to help you compare one food

with another

You will be able to shop knowing the number

of calories in each portion, and the amount

of protein, carbohydrates and fat each serv-

ing will provide your family. And if you're

concerned about your family's daily vitamin

and mineral intake, you'll find this informa-

tion, too

The frankfurt packages are some of the first

of our Stop & Shop products to have nutri-

tional labeling Look for more to come!

NUTRITION INFORMATION
PER SERVING

Serving n/e one (rank
Serving* per container: 10

Calorie* 140
Protein 5 grama
Carbohydrate* 1 gram
Fat n grama

Percentage of U.S. Recommended
Daily Allowance (U.S. ROA)

Protein 10

Vitamin A o

Vitamin C to

Thiamin 4
Riboflavin 4
Niacin 4
Calcium

Iron 4

Banana Tea Bread
CRANBERRY NUT BREAD 12 OZ
OR DATE NUT BREAD 13 oz

Stop & Shop Apple Pie

Stop & Shop Orange Cake

2 SI

^59*
r; 69«

Old Fashioned White Bread s

s2op'3,r„
,
1

Stop & Shop Oatmeal Bread 3 J£, *1

S Mini-meed Health I Beauty lids

Gleem Toothpaste - 69
c

Johnsons-Shampoo 99

Arrid Spray Deodorant 69
c

REGULAR uNSCENTED OP POWDER

Stop & Shop Shave Cream °*
. V 49*

Pals Vitamins - 60 Count Bottle '1

Plastic Housewares 59
1 BUSHEL LAUNDRY BASKET. 11 QT OVAL
WASTEBASHET 14 OT PAIL 10 OT DISH PAN
15 QT. UTlUlr TUB.

New in our Service Delicatessen

. . . Press n Seal bags&
:

keep cold cuts fresh. <^b

:

Giant Size!

After cold cuts and cheeses are sliced by
our deli clerk, they re wrapped in our new
water-proof, air-tight Press 'n Seal plastic

AVAILABLE IN STORt S 11 AIURING A SIRVICL D?L

bags. Not only do the bags keep every-
thing fresh, but they can be used again
and again Lots ol uses printed on them!

Imported Boiled Ham T9

Imported Finnish Swiss Cheese 79-
GERMAN STYLE

Nepco Bologna
5

!

29
LiverwursiT SalamiT9

II I A SUNKIST

Navel Oranges
S6 SIZE W

98'
WHITE SEEDLESS

Indian River Grapefruit 8 - 98
c

Calit. Romaine Lettuce heao 29'

Hyacinth Plant IN 3" POT 79*.

Pork Sausages COUNTRYFINE 5
A great way lo start the day 1

19

Sliced Cold Cuts YJZrW
Dole. *»4\P •

Stop & Shop Bologna
:,;,ced Si 19
lb Pkg T

J Mini Priced irom our Kitchens

Pizza just hea< and serve
' 2 *£ 99

Parfaits - 3 Flavors

Macaroni Salad

I Mtni Priced Fish Specials

2 89'

OP t SHOP « rCMENS

CM
49'

Macaroni & Cheese "Jft" 2 & 69 r

Flounder °\zr Fillets

Red Snapper Fillets

Large Whole Smelts

Tasi? O'Sea

Hk
$119
'1

rmittt

C00«F0 TI5H
SAH0*!CH SQUARES

9*>
» tin
Big I

I QOc
Pkg 5W

I

Ji
'ith this coupon on 14 oz iar ^5o I

All varieties -<~^>
J

FRESH 3|
FRUIT FARMS ZM\

\v JAMS OR JELLIES 1
'llBlIB Jr^Lnkjj

STOP & SHOP in • HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Une. 8:30a.m.- 10:30p.m., Mon.-Sat

J.
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Around New England Rents and Renters

Hearing SubjectsAmherst Wins
BOSTON (AP) — Amherst was

among eighteen New England
cities and towns named winners in

the 28th annual New England
Municipal Report Awards Contest,

the New England Council for

Economic Development said
yesterday.

The awards are based on the

reporting of municipal activities to

increase citizen understanding of

local government.
Awards were given for out-

standing merit, commendation and
honorable mention.
Class I, population under 500

Sugar Hill, N.H., outstanding
merit; Creydon, N.H., com-
mendation; Fayston, Vt.,

honorable mention.
Class II, population 500 to 1,000

Sutton, N.H., outstanding merit;

Marlboro, Vt., commendation;
New Castle, N.H., honorable
mention.
Class III, population 1,000 to 2,500

Wilmington, Vt., outstanding
merit; Tisbury, Mass., com-
mendation; Edgartown, Mass.,
honorable mention.

Class IV, population 2,500 to

10,000; Wenham, Mass., out-

standing merit; Mansfield, Mass.,

commendation;; Essex Conn.,
honorable mention.

Class V, population 10,000 to

25,000: Wilbraham, Mass., out-

standing merit; AMHERST,
MASS., commendation; Berlin,

N.H., honorable mention.
Class VI, population over 25,000:

Greenwich, Conn., outstanding
merit; Lexington, Mass., com-
mendation; Danvers, Mass.,
honorable mention.

Gays Lose Round
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — U.S.

Dist. Court Judge Hugh Bownes
yesterday rejected a mention by

Gov. Meldrim Thomson that the
Gay Students Organization at the
state university by declared
illegal.

Bownes thus reaffirmed his
earlier decision that the
homosexual students have a right
to form a club at the University of
New Hampshire.
Thomson had asked that the

decision be set aside because some
of the UNH trustrees, including the
governor, were not served for-
mally with notices of the suit until
after the decision was handed
down.
The dismissal cleared the way

for appeals by Thomson and the
trustees, who earlier this month
voted to appeal the ruling.

Harrington Runs
BOSTON (AP) — Edward F.

Harrington, former head of the
Department of Justice's "strike
force" in New England, announced
his candidacy for state attorney
general yesterday.
The 40-year-old Fall River

native, now a resident of Needham
and a Boston attorney, promised
an all-out drive against crime and
corruption with "no deals."

Harrington is the third candidate
to bid officially for the Democratic
nomination for attorney general.
Others already in the race are Rep.
George L. Sacce Jr., Medford, and
Norfolk Register of Deed Barry T.
Hannon, Braintree.

Harrington is a graduate of Holy
Cross College and the Boston
College Law School.

Medeiros Trip

BOSTON — Humberto Cardinal

Medeiros will travel to Ireland in

July his first trip there since he
became cardinal, the Archdiocese
of Boston announced yesterday.

Cardinal Medeiros —

accompanied by a group of

pilgrims— will leave for the two-

week tour on July 14 and will stop

at Galway Cathedral, dedicates by

the cardinal's predecessor, the late

Richard Cardinal Cushing.

Dump Nixon?
BOSTON (AP) — "We the

People," a group of about 20

persons who got together last June
to protest the 1972 presidential

election, went into U.S. District

Court Monday to have President
Nixon and Vice President Gerald
R. Ford removed from office.

The President and the vice

president are the only defendants
in the civil suit, which contends
that "because of the illegal acts

committed during the campaign,
the people's right to a free and
honest vote was abridged," a
spokesman for the group said.

Alan C. White, an 18-year-old
Harvard College freshman, said
Ford — who was nominated by
Nixon and approved by Congress
— was named in the complaint
because the group contends Nixon
is serving illegally and Ford was
therefore appointed illegally.

Court officials said the case has
been assigned to Judge Frank
F. jedman, but no date has been
set for a hearing.

Hitching Probe

BOSTON ( AP) - House Speaker
David M. Bartley (D-Holyoke)
appointed Rep. Arthur J.

McKanna, D-Springfield, to chair a
special legislative comminssion on
hitchhiking yesterday.
McKenna said the panel, created

under legislation signed last year
by Gov. Francis W. Sargent, will
examine the needs for regulating
hitchhiking.

81je#eUrftork8imej$

(ftgoesto^ourhead)
5^1J^ir.r.r!io1rV~r^^ NOW!!! SUBSCRIBE NOW!!!

I wish to subscribe to The New York Timt .cond semester as checked.

Rates are one-third below the rec, .ar newsstand price.

The rate for weekday delivery (AAon.-Fri.) for second semester is only $6.80.

(Make check payable to:

( ) Deliver my copy to my campus address. CAMPUS NEWS AGENCY).

NAME.

PHONE

CAMPUS ADDRESS

( ) Deliver my copy elsewhere on campus. PLACE

Detach and mail to: Wayne Willetz

Box 147

Thompson Hall

Campus

DELIVERY WILL BEGIN
FEBRUARY 4, 1974.

Two bills to strengthen tenants

rights are before the Legislature

this sessions just as a special

commission empowered by last

year's Amherst town meeting gets

set to hold public hearings on
whether to institute rent control

here.

More than 60 members of ac-

tivist groups turned out to argue
for the two bills Monday at a

hearing in Boston. One bill would
permit tenants to make repairs for

health and safety reasons and
deduct the cost from rent. The
other would permit tenants to bill

their landlords for measures they

had to take on their own to get

adequate heat.

In Amherst a ten-member
Commission on the Control of

Rents is meeting weekly to discuss

the pros and cons of implementing
rent control in Amherst, according
to director David Bloodsworth.
The commission, which has been

working for a year, includes three

tenants, three landlords, three at-

large members and one other. It is

planning to allow public testimony
at a series of dates next month, but

Bloodsworth isn't sure of the exact

dates or locations.

Rather than outright rent con-

trol, the Boston hearings Monday
focused on ways in which a tenant

can exert more influence on his

landlord.

Arthur Mason, an attorney for

Cambridge-Somerville Legal
Services Inc., said some such
legislation was urgently needed for

places like Somerville, where more
than 90 per cent of the housing was
built before 1940. Many tenants

have trouble getting prompt in-

spections and many landlords
respond only under great pressure,

he said.

Sen. Irving Fishman, D-Newton,
asked whether the District Court
was a remedy for dealing with

recalcitrant landlords "Too time-

consuming," Mason replied.

Mark Goldowitz, a community

organizer from Cambridge, said

the measures were "the most
direct and effective means
available to the tenant" to correct
deficiencies his landlord would not.

The Senate chairman of the

Committee, Joseph F. Timilty, D-
Boston, had to recess the hearing
briefly in the face of shouts from
the crowd when he refused to

recognize one young man who,
Timilty said, had used up his op-

portunity to speak through in-

terruptions.

Timilty said the committee
would report on the bills later in

the week.

UMass-Boston
BOSTON - The hopes and fears

of a whole bunch of years were
realized Mondav when the $132

million UMass Columbia Point
campus opened to 5,700 of an
eventual 6,100 students.

The school, begun in 1965 in the

Park Square area, is the {2 .f

growing little sister of the Amherst
campus. The six-building new
campus includes space for a

library, science center, service
and administration building and

Colleges I and II, academic areas.

Actually only 3,000 students
came to Columbia Point Monday,
travelling mostly by bus and
subway. The MBTA attendant at

the Columbia Point station even
ran out of quarters. Another 3,000-

odd students remain behind at the

old 11 building downtown campus
until the new one is totally com-
plete.

"I'm very very pleased.
Everything is moving smoothly,"
campus chancellor Carlo L. Golino

said Monday.

Community groups and some
officials had feared massive traffic

jams when the UMass-Boston
students, 80 per cent commuters,
started classes at the Columbia
campus.

Arica Workshop at Jeff
The Arica Institute is offering a weekend workshop this Saturday and

Sunday at the Lord Jeffery Inn.

The workshop is an introduction to Arica training - a blend of Western
techniques and ancient Eastern practices for human development. Like

all Arica offerings, the Open Path weekend seems suited to Westerners,

since it claims to require no belief or faith. "Each of the exercises is

approached as a hypothesis to be tested by the participants," said Marian
Chapman, a resident of Commington and one of the Arica staff.

"There is no guru, no dogma in this work," Ms. Chapman continued,

the reason for the tremendous enthusiasm that Arica has generated is

simply that the process works. Graduates of our Forty-day training

programs almost unanimously report permanent changes for the better:

more positive basic attitudes, more energy, less useless mental chatter.

The group dynamic is important in making the process very rapid. A lot

of energy builds in these groups. "And," she said with a smile, "a lot of

love."

The Institute teaches systems of meditation, movement exercises,

man tram , and techniques for integrating past negative experiences. The
tuition being asked for the workshop is $25.00. Arica can be contacted at

634-5504 (collect), or P.O. Box 174, Amherst.

*#

Get your Volkswagen

pointed FREE!

You can earn easy money, every month during school,

for doing nearly nothing. Beetleboards of America will

paint your car FREE, in incredible fashion, and pay you
for driving it around as usual. That's practically all there

is to it. Fbr the full story, write immediately to:

Beetleboards of America, Inc.

7785 Sunset Blvd.
^r call (213) 876-7517

Los Angeles, California 90046 <-
0liecT
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Never have
so many written

so much for

so little.

~N

Announcing the winners
of The Schaefer Write-

Your-Own-Punchline
Contest.

r

Thanks and a T-shirt to everyone who entered The Schaefer

Write-Your-Own-Punchline Contest. As we suspected, the entries

were real snappers, featuring such clever literary devices as mala-

propism, obscenity and dullness. Gee whiz, it must be a lot of fun

being in college nowadays.

OTsmrama sUpa*.

at i/

< BLAME ITON THEBOSS* NOVA i>

J BLUE TAIL fiyt'SORRENTOOO
AS HAWAII GOES SO GO£S THE
WATION

. . BECAUSE IT HAS
HAIR UNDER ITS WINGS SO
HE DECIDED TO KEEP THE DOG

SO DR CASE* .i^CIDES TO RUN AN
ANGIOGRAM On DR ZORBA BECAUSE
THEOLDGUY TRIED TO DO ATATTOO
TRANSPLANT ON A RETIRED
SAIUDR WHICH IS A DEFINITE
VIOLATION Of THE HlPPOCRATlC
oath how doya li ke the mets'
nice day, huh? do you knit?
marcel proust3macram£i>
i only have a week to live

ONCE A KNIGHT FELT COMPELLED
TO GET IT ON AND TELL IT LIKE IT

IS SO HE COULD GET HIS HEAD
STRAIGHT AND PUT DOWN AN/
BAD VIBES THAT MIGHT BE GOING
DOWN BETWEEN HIMSELF AND
HIS ROOMMATE, A DRAGON.
AND ME DID SAV: "LOOK. MAN,
>OU OWE ME SEVERAL CARLOADS
OF SCHAEFER BEER AND IT S
ABOUT TIME lOU DID SOMETHING
FOR ME . IF YOU GET ME A DATE
I'LL FORGET ABOUT THE BEER."

AND THE DRAGON WD AGREE AND
DID REPAIR TC THE PHONE BOOTH
OF THE LOCAL TAVERN WHERE
THE NAMES OF SEVERAL WILLING

MAIDENS WERE LISTED. BUT
ALAS, HE MET WITH LITTLE

SUCCESS FOR THE KNIGHT iMAS

KNOWN Br ONE AND ALL TO BE,

iN THE PARLANCE OF THE
UNIVERSITAS, AN 'iNNYSKAV
EEPCRAY.ITl)

BUT, NOT WILLING TO FORFEIT
THE CHANCE TO ERADICATE MIS
DEBILITATING DEBT. THE DBAGON
DID REPAIR TO THE CAMPUS
NCVELT/ SHOP

WHERE HE DID ACQUIRE A
SUITABLE MATCH FOR ONE SO
GIFTED AS THE KNK5HT.

AND THE KNIGHT IN PREPARATION
FOR H«*REN0CZVOUS"fl) DID GROOM
HIMSFlF MOST FASTIDIOUSLY AND PIP
PUT ON ICE PLENT/ OF SCHAEFER
3EER, LONG KNOWN TO BE THE
PERFECT ELIXIR FOR "TRySTINGt3)
BECAUSE IT HAS FLAVOR THAT

COMES ON 8PI6HT a. CRISP. EVEN
AS EVENTIDE FADES TO MORN

.

ANO SO ME DID BEGIN TO ENTERTAIN
THE MAID IN HIS CHAMBERS. HE DID

COURT HER WITH"THE BEST IN FOLK

MUSIC,' *BIG HITS OF THE FORTIES,"
AND THEN DID REGALE MER WITH
HIS POLITICAL WISDOM.

UNDAUNTED HE WENT ON TO RECITE
'GREAT MOMENTS IN MEDICINE' AND
WHISPERED SWEET NOTHINGS
WHENCE HE DID MAKE HIS MOVE .

Here are a few of the winning entries:

PROVINGONCE AGAIN THAT:

Deflate is quicker than de hand.

Dragons make better wallets than roommates

The kiss of death lives.

A move for an end comes to disaster

under the cover of Knight.

You win some, you lose some,

and some get rained out.

Tis better to have loved and bust,

than to spend your life pondering

whether hair does grow on the south side

of a turtle.

And the Boswell Brown Nose Trophy goes to:

Yea, though beauty be only skin-deep,

and an instant of ecstasy may burst

with the passing of fleeting time,

Schaefer flavor never fades.
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Prize money and a T-shirt to:

Bob Canter
George Washington U.

Susad Dunn
Towson State College

Bruce Howell
Colgate U.

JimCucinell
Georgetown U.

Michael Kiely

Providence College

David Zaharchak
U. of Maryland

M. Feder
Princeton U.

Amy Raff

SUNY-Buffalo

Scott Ellner

Syracuse U.

Mark Heend
St. Johns U.

Ray Smith
U. of Rochester

Steve Braun
Rutgers U

Steven Kopstein
SU NY-Albany

Michael Priestly

U. of Massachusetts

Curtis Nelson
American U.

Michael Boron
Canisius College

Thorn Abba
Fordham U.

David Debroote
SUNY-Potsdam

Keith Bobier
SUNY-Binghamton

Joseph Cohen
Boston U.

Kay Navratil

C.W. Post College

Chris Haesloop
R.P.I.

Gene Freedman
PaceU.

Douglas Morgan
MIT

PhilShinn
Brown U.

Rich Kagan
YaleU.

Jim Edwards
Johns Hopkins U.

Larry Sullivan

Niagara U.

Pete Montan
St Lawrence U.

James Anderson
U. of Connecticut

Ed Nast
Catholic U.

Samuel Ziplow
Adelphi U.

RoyCherris
Trenton State College

George Allen
U. of Delaware

David Elyachar
Ithaca College

Dana St. James
Holy Cross College

Nan Schreier
SUNY-Plattsburgh

Chester Schnepf
HofstraU.

Paul Weeks
U. of Rhode Island

Walt Bishop
Seton Hall U.

MikeMeader
Fairleigh Dickinson U.

Joan Branden
Rider College

Michael Maloy
SUNY-Oswego

Peter Wicklein
U. of Bridgeport

Tom Aurrichio
SUNY-Cortland

Richard Blewett
Cornell U.

H. Sassounian
Columbia U.

Mart Corry
Boston College

n^^tf^fzmmzmz&^m
Schaefer Breweries. New York, NY. Baltimore. MO

, Lehigh Valley. Pa

—m ——

.

5-Way Overlay

On Tonight

Roister Doisters, a UMass
student theatre organization, will

present Five-Way Overlay, an
evening of five modern American
one-act plays, tomorrow night and

Feb. 1, 2, and 3, at 8:00 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium. The evening,

directed and produced by students

and community members from the

five-college area, includes the

plays Almost Like Being and I'm

Really Here by Jean-Claude van

Itallie, Chicago by Sam Shepard,

Muzeeka by John Guare, and
Waiting for the Electrician or

Someone Like Him by the Firesign

Theatre.

All of the plays presented in

Five-Way Overlay, while basically

•omic, deal with questions of

American lifestyles and identities.

Almost Like Being and I'm Really

Here explore the idea of fixed

social roles and their destruction,

through the medium of satire on

popular film cliches. Muzeeka
concerns ambition, and the effects

of the War on Jack Argue, a

musician. Waiting for the Elec-

trician deals with the rise and fall

of power and popularity during

social revolution, while Chicago

explores loneliness and isolation in

a bathtub.

Tickets are $1.50 for University

undergraduates with ID, and $2.00

for the general public.

THE

*%BovG got it -

-

foryourroom

,

foryourBody ,

foryourHead

.

Pnntsf

FACES
EARTH

Next to the

Post
?
Qg ice,

gpiH \t4 JfW\R/--Q-3o +$: 50. J

This "Beat the Reaper" sequence from the Firesign

Theatre's Waiting For The Electrician Or Someone
Like Him. A part of the Roister Doisters* Five-Way
Overlay. (L to R — Devra Novak, John McGee, Tom
Lynn, Judy Leamon, Roy Hansfor).

MDC Classifieds

CHEESE BARN
Bring this ad between 6:00 i 10:00 p.m.

Monday to Saturday for 10% DISCOUNT

96 FEET OF CHEESE on DISPLAY
at Mountain Farms Mall Hadley 584-6735

We Have:

COFFEE BEANS

CHEESE BALLS

KING CHRISTIAN

JARLSBERG

BOURSIN

FONDUE

FUDGE

The Energy Crisis

Monday, Feb. 4

8:00 p.m. SUB

presents

Stewart Udall

COLLEGIAN ELECTIONS

Tomorrow

at 6:30 p.m.

in the Colonial Lounge,

STUDENT UNION

Check Tomorrow's Paper for details

!

* A A A
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Welcome
SatisfactionGuaranteed • Replacement or Money Refunded

Save 1.66

Full Length

Door Mirror

$433
reg 4.99

Distortion-free door mirror with
sturdy backing. Comes with natural

or walnut frame. 14"x50". With fit-

tings.

FANTASTIC
Bathroom Cloanor

2
$
1

reg. 67c ea.

cleans

disinfects

deodorizes

17 0ZS.

King Sizo

Tray Tables

/
Z*f

y

+ Attractive styling

+ Great for snack ing
+ Fold and store

97 c
reg. 1.19

\TH\I' 11

ARRID

Extra Dry

Light Powder
^|MUUH 9oz.

Si 88 c

MB

$
109

88 Portable Stand

Included

BOOK SHELVES
All Steel

Construction

'30x60x10

4 Shelves

$444

Mushroom
Lamp

$
I
97

I
reg 2.99

streaked black-

white, red-white

yellow-white
12" diameter 17" high

RUGS
$20"
MMW re9- 23.88

5' 9" x 8' 6" Plaid ft

Tapestry Room

Sizo Rugs

$
I V re.reg. 23.77

CAN

LAMPS

$199
2 reg. 4.44

Dr. Pepper
Budweiser
Pepsi

Schlitz

WESTCLOX
Electric

ALARM CLOCK
$49909!

with 5 & 10 min.

drowse alarm

20 Gallon Plastic

TRASH CANS

reg. 1.17

Clamp On

Light Reflector

no. 150

Handy clamp on light
8V2 reflector

Brightenup $
those dim
dorm rooms

997& re«reg. 3.99

Johnson ft

Johnson's

Baby

Shampoo

99 C
reg. 1.59

7 oz.

Free Bic

Banana
With Each
Purchase

Colgate

Toothpaste

2M
JUST SAY

CHARGE IT!

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
337 Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley

SHOP WOOLCO& SAVE MON THURS SAT 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M.

Buy With Confidence

Satisfaction

Guaranteed^— J
. .

Wednesday; January 30,1974
aw

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 21

Back
SatisfactionGuaranteed • Replacement or Money Refunded

CHENILLE

BEDSPREADS
Twin or Full Size

Yashicatl Electro SLR
Electronic Meter Camera

$10093
Interchangeable lens

shutterspeeds from
1 sec.-one-thousandths sec

Perfect camera for

a photography course. I oSrreg. 189.93

Rocking Chairs
With Cushions

$29
99

reg. 34.95

great for any dorm room

Permanent Press

MUSLIN
SHEETS
Twin flat or fitted

$167
reg. 2.571

BED PILLOWS :

2
$4M !

foamcore - shredded foam #
chicken feathers -polyfil •

White Only

Pillow Cases

$147
reg. 1.771

FABRIC
100% Jute Burlap

36" wide

$2$1yd. for reg. 66c

45" wide

50 per cent Polyester 50 per cent
cotton

Permanent Press

Vaseline

Intensive

Care Lotion
18 OZ.

$137
yd. reg. 1.881

88
reg. 1.29

Limit 2 per customer

$

First Quality
St. Mary's

ELECTRIC

BLANKETS
Twin or Full Size

10 reg.
13.97

14.97

Bucket

Bedrest

w $ 044
4.44

cotton cover - Kapok filled

100% Cotton

BATH TOWELS

Me reg. 88c

slightly irregular

asst. prints & solids

FILM
Kodachrome II

or

Kodachromex

Slide Film

or

Ins tarn a tic 126

Slide Film

$137
i reg. 1.59

Scope
18 oz.

88
reg. 1.29

Wella

Balsam

Nair

Conditioner

88 req. 1 57

16 OZ.

TAMPAX
40'»

JUST SAY

CHARGE IT!

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
337 Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley

SHOP WOOLCO& SAVE MON THURS SAT 10 A M. TO 10 P.M

[Buy With Confidence]

Satisfaction

Guaranteed
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...All The Latest Course Information
Physical Education

Ski students must register and
pay ski fees this week with the

appropriate ski school represen-

tatives in Boyden 223. Berkshire
East -Jan. 30 and Feb. 1. Mt. Tom -

Jan. 30.

G 99 Sport Appreciation was
mistakenly listed in the Schedule of

Courses booklet under the wrong
category and for 1 credit instead of

Attention All Students

Today is the last day

to avoid interruption of your telephone service.

Payment of your bill must be received by

Wednesday, January 30, 1974.

Payments may be made at:

the Student Union and Wellworth Pharmacy in Amherst or

the Business Office, 88 King St., N'Hampton

FREE DELIVER?

rent a refrigerator.

H your unit fails, we will replace ... We deliver to your dorm

CALL 545-0012
or

stop by the Campus Center information desk

(22.50 rental fee
plus a $10.00 security deposit for semester

Delivery arrangements made when you reserve your refrigerator

Jfi«e4)(.||cfjfl»aij

EATING PLACE

r\\#. W

Stop in anytime —

Open 24 hours a day
FINE FOOD AT FAMILY PRICES

Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner

Famous for Ice Cream since 1927

CAMPUS PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
RT 9,AMHERST-HADLEY LINE

Al Dretv

two. For this reason, many
vacancies still exist in the course.

Students may sign up for it on Jan.

31 at 9:30 a.m. - Public Health

Auditorium.

ADDED COURSES
G 00 - Water polo - Mon. 19:30 -

22:00 Boyd Pool.

G 35 - Education Gymnastic -

MWF 1:25 NoPe 203. (A course

where the individual student uses

his creative movement abilities

based on sets of given concepts.

Partner group and apparatus
work.
G 58 - Karate - MWF 8:00 - Boyd

237.

G 78 - Self Defense for Women
MWF 9:05 . Boyd 237.

•••••
Sport Appreciation (P.E. 100

G99) was inacurately listed in the

schedule book as a one credit

course for women P.E. majors. In

fact, the course is open to the entire

university community and is worth
two credits. It also fulfills the

G.P.E. requirements. We have at

least 40 openings. The class meets
Tuesday-Thursday: 9:30-10:45.

Music Course

The Department of Music an-
nounces a new course called
Techniques of Afro-American
Vocal Music, Music 290B. Con-
cerned with the preparation,
analysis and performance of Afro-
American vocal music, the course
will concentrate on the develop
ment of skills in singing jazz,
popular and soul songs, blues
spirituals and gospel songs.

The techniques of such singers as
Bessie Smith, Ella Fitzgerald,
Billy Holiday, Mahalia Jackson, B.
B. King, Aretha Franklin and
James Cleveland will be studied in

detail. The course is an elective
and is open to students of the five
colleges. Admittance is by
audition.

The c?ass will meet on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 2:30 until 4:30
in Hilton House, and will be taught
by Horace Clarence Boyer. The
credit is 3 Hours. For Idrthar in-

formation call 5-2227 or 5-2279.

Design Department

In order to avoid conflicting schedules, and in order to bring design
courses more in line with the standard schedules of the Art Department
and the University, the following changes are being made for the Spring
1974 semester:
TCEA 330— Interior Design IV Section 2 Joseph McGee from Thursday

1:25-3:20 to Wednesday 1:25-3:20 Hampshire rm. 120

TCEA 391D — Seminar in Materials & Methods Melvin Smith from
Wednesday 10:10-12:05 to Tuesday 1:25-3:20 Arnold N. Basement Also
move unchanged Thursday 1:25-3:20 to Arnold N. Basement
TCEA 391B — Seminar in Professional Practices Arnold Friedmann

from Monday 9:05-12:05 to Wednesday 10:10-1:10 Hampshire rm. 119
Please note that Prof. Smith' class has been moved to Arnold basement

North for both meeting times.

Afro-American Studies
Afro-Am 390F — Afro-American Dance IV: Composition in Black

Theater Dance, Ms. Ramos, MW 7-8:30 p.m. N.A.H., 3 Credits, Reg. No.
064864. Advanced course. Prerequisite, Afro-Am 311, (Afro-American
Dance III) of permission of instructor.

Afro-Am 190A — Afro-American Culture and Literature Prof
Thelwell, MW 1:25-3:30, Malcolm X Room, 3 Credits "C" Core, Reg No
060415.

Afro-Am 190C — Introduction to Black Studies: Research and Writing
Prof. Mkalimoto, MW 11:15, 3 Credits "D" Core, Reg. No. 06046o!
Introduction to basic research methods; including library use, notes and
bibliographies, writing research papers and project development.
Recommended especially for Freshmen and Sophomores.
Afro-Am 214 — Evolution of Vocal and Instrumental African American

Music, Prof. Roach, TUTH 2:30-3:45, 3 Credits, Reg. No. 060662. The
development of vocal and instrumental form and sfvle in African-
American music from the African roots to the present. Tapes and records
will be used for demonstration. Professor Roach played with many of the
people who will be discussed, for example, Billie Holliday, Duke
Ellington, Miles Davis, John Coltrane, etc.
Afro-Am 290H — Contemporary Afro-American Novel, Prof Lester M

7:00-10:00 p.m., 3 Credits, Reg. No. 063547. Examination of Afro-
American novels from Richard Wright to Ishamael Reed. Includes
Chester Himes, Ralph Ellison, James Baldwin, Ernest Gaines, and Alice
Walker.

•••
Six new sections of the "Lizzie

Borden" course (History 186,
"New Approaches to the Study of
American History") have been
opened at the following times: M
9:05, W 9:05, Th 11:15, F 9:05 and
1:05. There will also be an ad-

••
ditional section of the Salem
Witchcraft course (History 185).
Students interested in registering
for the courses should come to the
sixth floor lounge of Herter Hall
during the change-drop period (i.e.
the first ten days of class).

PHOTOGRAPHY

COURSES
Possible Credit

Classes Start Feb. 7th
BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY
• Camera Operation
• Lenses
• Darkroom Procedures
ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY
• Filters

• Zone Systems, etc.

For More Info.

Call

253-3148

Lang's Photo
WEST ST.

SOUTH AMHERST

Campus Center Food Service welcomes you bach!

...More Course Info

First Aid Course
The Public Health Department, in conjunction with the University

Health Services, is offering a one-credit course in emergency care It
includes basic first aid techniques, plus a broader understanding of the
role of the community in providing emergency care. Topics include
skeletal injuries, wounds, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, etc. There will
be guest speakers from the Health Services and the Amherst community,
plus film, handouts, pool session, etc. Students may also earn a revised
Red Cross Standard First Aid and Personal Safety certificate.
This health Services Seminar, Public Health 391, is supervised by Jane

Zapka.

Two sections are being offered, one running the full semester, the
other a concentrated eight weeks. The semester-long section will meet
Monday evenings, 7:00 to 8:45, while the concentrated section will meet
Tuesday—Thursday, 2:30 to 4:00.

The first meeting for both sections will be held in 508 Goddell, 7:00
p.m., Monday, February 4th. Students wishing to add this course should
not indicate a section number on their registration forms. Instead, choice
of section will be made on February 4th.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Health Care
Two more short courses for health care people will be presented by

the Division of Continuing Education to meet educational requirements of
personnel at all levels in nursing homes and other health care facilities.

"Pharmacy Services in Nursing Homes" will be given in two 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. sessions Thursday and Friday, Jan.31 and Feb. 1 at the
Holiday Inn in Holyoke. The instructor will be Dr. Eugene E. Tillock of
the New England Hospital Assembly's Long Term Care Project. The
program covers pharmaceutical services for nursing homes.

"Aging and Psychology" will be given from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 5 and 6, at the Yankee Drummer Motor
Inn in Auburn. The course is designed to train those in health care oc-
cuptions in such subjects as the psychology of aging, the problems of
retirement, and social needs of the aging. Clinton F. Jenne, a researcher
and consultant in the field of aging, and Dawna K. Jenne, counselor and
consultant, are the instructors.

Both are 15-hour courses that fulfill Massachusetts re-licensure
requirements. The tuition for each is $75. Full information is available
from Division of Continuing Education, 920 Campus Center.

Credit For Veterans

"Veterans who attend the UMass
as regular undergraduate students
may now, in most cases, receive
some academic credit for their

service experience.

Veterans who are applying for

credit must submit a legible copy
of their DD 214 separation paper
with their student number written

on the top to the Registrar's Office.

Students who have other than
dishonorable active military
service of six months to one full

year, including the completion of

basic or recruit training, may be
accepted as meeting the
requirements in ROTC at the

freshman level (two "military

science" credits) and no waiver
of the physical education
requirement. Military service over
one year will be accepted as
meeting the requirements in ROTC
at the freshman and sophomore
levels (four "military science"
credits) and the veteran will be
waived from the physical
education requirements.
A veteran who has been com-

missioned as an officer by com-

pletion of a program such as OCS is

eligible for eight "advanced
military science" credits and
waiver of the physical education
requirements. In addition, credit

may be given to veterans who have
attended certain military schools

while in the service. If the veteran
wishes to pursue this he must bring

to the Registrar's Office a legible

copy of this DD 214 and Diplomas
of Certificates of training for

courses completed as proof of

completion of such training. The
veteran who wished to pursue this

credit must also be present when
the forms are turned in at the

Registrar's Office so that he can
interpret any unclear ab-
breviations or numerical codes and
provide a course description if

necessary.

Credit may also be given for on
the job training received in the

service. However, the veteran
must request the related academic
department to examine — evaluate

his knowledge or skills in that

area."
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SPECIALIZED JEWELRY tor

\ALENTME5DAY
Handcrafted Stone Rings made to order

2 weeks on aJI orders

many stones to choose from Opals,
Amethysts, Jade, Tiger Eyes & others

also: Bracelets, Earrings& Pendants

yPPLIED c^^
I/144GIN4T10N

'

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 North Pleasant St.

Amh.rst Ma 01002

gift certificates available Q

. *apottery.A macracne ^TW^:.^?** j

Weekdays
|9a.m.-10p.m.

funnZmw
WINS PARADISE

Of The Vatttf

Ice Cold

Keg Beer
delivered

All Your Party Needs

Fri.andSat.

9 a.m. -11 p.m.

•>"

584-8174 ICE CUBES
Rte. 9, HADL EY at the Mountain Farms Mall

lOXofff LE CREUSET
FEATURING'

LAUFFER
ORREFORS

Iron Mountain
Heller

Sabatier
Holme Gaard

littala

Denby
Braun

habitat,inc.
amherst corriogG ohops...549~4573

THIS WEEK AT HILLEL

TONITE
Jan. 30

CCA 7 & 9 p.m.

First in The Jew in Europe
film series

The Fifth Horseman is

Fear the story of a Jewish
physician in Nazi occupied
Prague. 50c admission

\M b3

t

SHABBAT
Friday nite

Services

Feb. 1,6:00 p.m., CC 105

Saturday Services

10:30 a.m., 302 S.U.

Havurat Shabbat — join together with fellow Jews in Celebration of the

Creation. Prayer followed by Kiddush.

Saturday, 10:30 a.m. Prayer and discussion of Torah reading (light

brunch)

5:00 p.m. End of Sabbath; prayer, song, stories and food.

Saturday
Feb. 2

Colonial Lounge
S.U.

The First in the History of UMass

FARBRINGEN
(a Jewish getting - together)

m usic—people—refreshments
free

Tuesday
Feb. 5

8:00 p.m.
Colonial Lounge

S.U.

Special Event

ARTHUR WASKOW - author of The Bush is Burning speaking on
"Towards a Revolutionary Jewish Community".

Mr Waskow is a Fellow of the Institute for Policy Studies, Washington D.C.
and a member of the Farbrenger, a Jewish Commune in Washington.

Daily

starting Thursday
Jan.31

S.U. 302

8:00a.m.

Daily Mtnyan (Service) and breakfast

HILLEL at UMass. — The Jewish Community on Campus
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...And More Again
Spanish Tutors

Any student who has completed Spanish 140 is eligible to register for

Spanish 302 — Tutoring Spanish-Speaking Students (formerly Holyoke

Tutorial) (3 credits). It is not necessary to be a Spanish major. Each

semester about half of the students enrolled in the course are majoring in

other areas, yet have found this an exciting and meaningful way to use

their language skills and to have direct contact with Hispanic minority

groups.
Traditionally the U. Mass. students have gone to Holyoke on Monday

and Wednesday mornings to tutor Puerto Rican schoolchildren in

bilingual classrooms of the public schools. Tutors work at all levels-

grades 1-12—generally with the teachers in the classrooms at the

elementary level, and on a one-to-one basis with the older students.

Some tutors also work with Puerto-Rican mothers in their homes,

and the course has now been expanded to tutor some of the Puerto Rican

inmates of the Hampshire County House of Correction in Northampton.

In the spring the bus to Northampton and Holyoke will leave the campus
at 8:30 and return about 11:45 a.m., so that students who wish to par-

ticipate in the program must have these mornings completely free of

classes. Tutors generally meet on Friday mornings to discuss their

progress or to hear occasional speakers. Students are asked to keep an

experimental journal which serves as the basis for a final paper.

Any students who are interested in this course should contact Prof.

Nina Scott (5-0613) or Prof. John Staczek (5-0535) in the Spanish

Department, or attend an initial orientation meeting on Friday, February

1, at 9:30 a.m. in the third floor lounge in Herter Hall.

i ! i
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UMass, together with the Five
College Program, offers a major in

Near Eastern Studies under the
auspices of the Classics Depart-
ment. It is an excellent in-

terdisciplinary major which
comprises courses from a wide
range of disciplines. This major
presents an opportunity for the
serious student to relate diverse
bodies of knowledge into a com-
prehensive whole.
The Near Eastern Studies

program is flexible in its emphasis.
The advisors, representative of

numerous departments in the
University, are able to help a

student create a program which
fits his or her specific interests,

either in an area of the Near East

or a field of study relative to the

Near East. Overseas study is

recommended and encouraged
through programs sponsored by

various organizations in the U.S.

and abroad. The Ford Foundation,

for example, provides a scholar-

ship fund for Afro-American
students who wish to study at the

American University in Cairo.

For more detailed information

stop by the Classics Department
office, Room 537 Herter Hall, or

call 545-0512.

French Novel in Translation
French 355, 20th Century French Novels in Translation. English majors

and other non-French majors have for too long been reading French
novels in translation taught by people who don't read French. This is your
chance to take a course on the 20th Century French novel in translation by
a specialist in the field. French 355 will be offered this semester on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 1 : 25 p.m. Other pertinent information
follows

:

Organization of course: Lecture and discussion.

Aim of Course: To present several important French novels (1900-1950)

in translation for the non-French major. Readings : Swann's Way, Diary

of a Country Priest, The Plague, Vipers' Tangle, The Counterfeiters,
Nausea, Man's Fate, The Voyeur.
Requirements: Each novel must be read completely at least once

before it is scheduled for discussion in class. An essay to be written on
each novel. One oral report. One mid-semester hourly exam and one two-
hour final. Professor William V. Gugli.

Dept. of Classics— Archaeology
Professor Niki P. Stavrolakes will be teaching two new archaeology

courses through the Department of Classical Humanities at the

University and a professional archaeologist, specializing in Marine
Archaeology.
Ms. Stavrolakes will be teaching a course in Underwater Archaeology

(Classics 390B-700B) which will meet on Tuesdays from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
(Room to be announced.) Through an interdisciplinary approach, the
course will cover the history of marine archaeology, shipping in an-

tiquity, techniques of underwater search, surveys, and excavation.

In addition, Ms. Stavrolakes will be offering a course in Bronze-Age
Archaeology (Classics 290A), which will be held from 4:00-6:00 p.m. on
Wednesdays in 216 Dickinson Hall (ROTC Building). The course will

begin with events leading to the Bronze Age, and focus on the Cycladic,

Minoan and Mycenaean cultures. Students will study the art of Bronze
Age Greece, and learn how the Aegean cultures were discovered, un-

covered, and preserved.

Students who are interested in enrolling in either Classics 290A or 390B-

700B should contact Ms. Stavrolakes at the Classics Department (545-

0512).

DIAL-TONE

Now

Open

ROCK BANDS

Rt. 5 Hatfield No Cover

*'*«&••*

...And More Again
Student Interest Research Seminar

A new credit course is being offered by the Student Center for

Educational Research in conjunction with the Orchard Hill and Project 10

Academic Programs.
The Student Interest Research Seminar will take a critical look at

various university programs and policies while engaging students in

team research. The general sessions will be taught by the Center's

coordinator Lawrence J. Magid and will meet on Thursday evenings at

7:00 (place to be announced). General sessions will cover research

methodology, the theory of educational change oriented research, in-

viestigative journalism and other areas necessary for students to engage

in action oriented educational research. The general sessions will also

serve as a meeting ground and coordination period for the students from
the various research teams — the second phase of the course.

Students interested in enrolling in the Seminar should first contact the

instructor. His office hours are Monday through Friday, 1-3 in 166

Campus Center. A descriptive brochure about the Center is available

from the Information desk on the Concourse level of the Campus Center,

the Student Activities Office on the 4th floor of the S.U. and from the

Academic offices of Orchard Hill and Project 10. The course is open to all

students at the University, but consent of the instructor is necessary. The

Student Center for Educational Research is located in 166 Campus
Center, phone 545-2892.

Summer Study In Greece
Students or faculty from UMass will have the op-

portunity this coming summer to study in Greece in

an ideal environment. Professor Niki Stavrolakes,

Visiting Associate Professor in the Classics Depart-

ment, is inviting participants to accompany her to the

Aegean Institute, Poros, Greece, from June 23, to

August 4, 1974. Professor Stavrolakes, who is

teaching courses at UMass this semester in Greek

Underwater Archaeology and Bronze-Age Land

Archaeology, is the Director of the Aegean Institute.

The Institute offers, for credit, courses in Under-

water Archaeology, Art History, Theater Per-

National

Student Exchange
"Applications for the National

Student Exchange Program are

available until February 15, 1974 in

the Admissions Office, Whitmore,

for undergraduate students in-

formance, Political History and Topography of

Ancient Greece, Ancient and Modern Greek

Language, and Ceramics.

Students or faculty who are interested in obtaining

more information are invited to attend a Poros

Evening, February 13, 1974, in Herter 201, 8:00 p.m.

Professor Stavrolakes and other members of the

Aegean-Institute faculty will show slides of Poros and

the Institute, answer questions, and provide in-

formational literature. Refreshments will be served.

Persons who cannot attend the Poros Evening may
obtain more information by visiting the Classics

Department office in Herter 537, or calling 545-0512.

going on exchange point average. Students who are

interested in participating in the

program next year must complete

an application and return it to Mr.

Loder, Office of the Registrar, no

later than the deadline of February

15, 1974

terested in

either semester next year.

The student applying for an
exchange should be a sophomore.

The exchange would be during his

junior year. The student must have
at least a 2.5 cumulative grade

CHAPLIN
A Series of 5 Features

The Golden Rusk (1925) Fob. 4

The Circus (1928) Fob. 11

Modern Times (1938) Fob. 25

k King In Now York (1957) March 4

Limelight (1952) March 11

All in the Thompson 104

Mondays - 6, 8, 10 p.m.

Series: 4.50 Student, 6.25 others

Individual: 1.00 student, 1.50 others
TICKETS:

Amherst Film Coop Members are entitled to discounts on these prices

AVAILABLE
AT:

The Mercantile, Amherst Center

Nanci Baubles, Green St., N. Hamp.
Amherst Food Coop, every Thursday
All Film Coop Showings (see below)

Our Regular Schedule

JANUARY
29 (Tuesday) HELP! (Richard Lester) 1965 Campus Center Aud. UMass.
FEBRUARY
1 (Friday) EL TOPO(Jodorowsky) 1970 Campus Cinemas, 5: 15 and 11 p.m.
3 (Sunday) THE BLUE ANGEL (Von Sternberg) 1930 Merril Science 1, Amherst Coll.

8 (Friday) STOLEN KISSES (TruHaut) 1968 Mernl Science, Amherst Coll.

15 ( Friday) MURMUR OF THE HEART ( Louis Made) 1970 Merril Science, Amherst Coll.

17 (Sunday) SCAR FACE* (Hawks) 1932 Student Union Ballroom, UMass.
22 ( Friday) PSYCHO ( Hitchcock) i960 West Lecture Hall, Hampshire Coll.

MARCH
1 (Friday) MIRACLE AT MORGANS CREEK (Sturges) 1934 Merril Science, Amhprst Coll.

8 ( Friday ANNA KARENINA ( Clarence Brown Garbo) 1935 West Lecture Hall, Hampshire College
15 ( Friday) CARTOUCHE ( Phillipe DeBroca) 1964 West Lecture Hall, Hampshire Coll.

17 ( Sunday) ISLAND OF LOST SOULS ( Kenton Laughton) 1933, Merril Science, Amherst College.
APRIL
7 (Sunday) THE BIG SLEEP* (Hawks) 1946 Merril Science, Anherst Coll.

19 (Friday) THE ROARING TWENTIES (Walsh) 1939

26 ( Friday) YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE* ( Lang) 1937 West Lecture Hall, Hampshire Coll.

MAY
3 ( Friday) THE GOLDEN COACH ( Renoir) 1954 Merril Science, Amherst Coll.

* denotes the Gangster's Film Series

$10.00 Patron Membership ( Five extra films and guest privileges)

5.00 Regular Membership (Free admittance to all regular series films, theatre discounts,
newsletter, film notes)

For membership write:

AMHERST FILM COOP,
100 Gray St., Amherst, Mass. 01002

Memberships available at all Coop showings

The Amherst Film Coop gratefully acknowledges management assistance by The Arts Extension Ser-
i iic niiiinui rum \.uu|j siaitiuuy m-Miuwiegyei iiid iidyerneriT assistance Dy I ne A
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NOW SHOWING AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUS CwtemM,
RT 9HADLEY IN ZAYRES SHOPPING CNTR 256-6411

Starting Feb. 6 Cinema HI
becomes an old-time movie
house featuring films from
the past that you've
requested. Always a
double-feature. And each
weeh a new episode of

(are you ready?)
"THE SHADOW."

(so far)

IN CINEMA III

Feb. 6: KATHRYN HEPBURN and
SPENCER TRACY in

"THE PHILADELPHIA STORY"

"1000 Clowns"PLUS

Feb; 13: PoUansky'a

Plus Pollansky's

"MacBeth"

"Repulsion"

ALSO WORTH* OF HOTS:

Feb. 6: "THE GRAHDE BOUFFE"
AREA
PREMIERE

Winner International Film Critics Prize

Cannes Film Festival 1973

Coming Soon

Francois Truffaut's

"Day For Night"

Linda Lovelace in

"DEEP THROAT Part II"

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES

,

ALL SEATS

Coming:
Steve McQueen
Dustin Hoffman

"Papillon"

Fri. f Ftb. 1

5:15 & 11:00

Sat., Ftb. 2

11:00 only

'El Topo"
Admission $1.00

Fri. Shows by
Amherst Film

Co-Op

Al Pacmo

"SCORPIO"
Woody Allen's

"SLEEPER"
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AT
718-45 AMHERSKV**

DON T MISS

[HIS ONFl

AMITY ST 253 5426

MICK
JACGER m

PEifFoitmflneE

MONDAY » TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES AIL SEATS SI 00

NOW SHOWING
AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUS &*te*uu
RT 9 HADLEY IN ZAYRE'S SHOPPING CNTR. ^S6-641

1

Roar once
again with

the original

movie cast...

-** Wk

i
Donald

Sutherland

Elliott

Gould

&

t^hlAH'i Aji-i'

Jo Ann Robert Sally

Pflug Ouvall Kellerman
I I v- - BuRNJ

Limited Engagement —
Hurry! 7:15 & 9:20

DOUBLE FEATURE!
Everything You've Ever Heard About CHEERLEADERS Comes True

SEE THEM DO IT IN... —

8:00 onl

f r
GIVE US AN (X

PLUS!

9:30

only
"Fritz the Cat"

Held Over!!!

Walt Disney's

FANTASIA

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES
ALL SEATS

Coming Soon

"PAPILL0N"

Poor Richard's

Album Classics of the Decade
BY DOUGLAS SHEPHARDSON
Poor Richard's Contributor

Nothing is new under the sun,

and that includes music. Chances

are the music you like and listen to

today sounds an awful lot like

something that was recorded 5 or

10 years ago, only it was probably

better then. Records these days

are produced and sold with a lot of

hype and promotion, but their

musical content is usually just

about ziltch. So how does one go

about digging through the past to

find those gems of musical history,

those unknown treasures of rock?

The list here is of 10 such records,

records I feel are classics, records

you may have heard of but never

bothered to buy for one reason or

another. If you are interested in

hearing where the rock of today

comes from, or in experiencing the

essence of rock in a purer form,

these are some of the records you

should consider adding to your

collection.

ENGLAND'-
s NEWEST
HITMAKERS
by the Rolling

Stones

(London )

Keith Richards
was playing

the same riffs

10 years ago
that you hear
on the com-
mercial pap
the Stones put
out now: they

sounded better then. Their first,

most complete, and in many ways
most exciting album. Scornful and
driving, the music captures the

essence of just about every rock

and blues style worth noting at the

time. Gene Pitney plays piano,

Phil Spector helps out on maracas.
LAMBERT HENDRICKS AND

ROLL (Columbia) An old one, but

if you like Dan Hicks and Bette

Midler, you might try picking up on

the original stuff. Tight vocal

harmonies, neurotic gibberish
lyrics and classic jazz in-

strumental solos. The ultimate in

early 50's jive.

STRANGE DAYS by the Doors
(Electra) Yeah, I know, the Doors,

but their overly-long decline into

boredom was preceded by two fine

albums, The Doors, and Strange

Days, the latter being the more
powerful and cohesive of the two.

It's all here; strange nights,

strange women, black magic and
mythical imagery, all wrapped up
in some amazingly clean powerful

rock and roll. The 11-minute rock-

theatre piece "When the Music's

Over" puts Alice Cooper and his

Mickey Mouse antics to shame.

THE YARDBIRD'S GREATEST
HITS (Epic) Jimmy Page, Jeff

Beck and all of that. Heavy rock a

la Led Zeppelin was often better in

it's nascency during the mid-60's;

"Heart Full of Soul", "Shapes of

Things", and "Happenings Ten

fHfcvegofif--

foryourroom ,

foryour6ody ,

foryourRead

.

Years Time Ago" are still fresh

seven years later. This album is

lull of the fresh, punky vitality that

later becomes so much boring

redundancy as rock stars grow

older and richer. The essence of an

era of British rock.

OGDEN'S NUT GONE FLAKE by

the Small Faces (Immediate)
Another British rocker, this was

the Faces before they joined Rod
Stewart and vocalist Steve Marriot

left for Humble Pie. In England

this was voted the "Album of the

Year" in the 1967 Melody Maker
Poll. St. Pepper came in second. It

comes in a funny round cover and

is available only as an import for

5.69, but worth every hard-rockin

cent of it.

RAY CHARLES GREATEST
HITS (ABC-Paramont) The promo
men used to hype Ray as "The
Genius", and the only line that

could come close to topping that

would have to be "The greatest

rock and roll band in the world".

J*

Like Playboy magazine and
Macdonalds hamburgers, the voice

of Ray Charles is an American
institution. Recorded mostly
during the late 50's, each song on

this album is a timeless gem, from
the lush-stringed "Georgia" to the

original, guttural, "I Got News For
You".

REFUGEE by the Savage Rose
(Gregar RCA) Any one of their

three albums would have done as

well, but this one almost produced
a hit with "Revival Day". Wish it

had, and then I wouldn't have to try

and describe the ineffably strange

vamp-like voice of female vocalist

Anisette. An astonishing
assimilation of rock and blues

combined with the classical

elements, this is an album that

sounds like nothing else in the

world.

THE WHO SELL OUT by the

Who (Decca) Not many people
bought this one back in 1966

because there was no information
on the cover, no blurb telling you
what a great record it was, no list

of songs — nothing. People weren't
used to such things then ; they had
to be told. The picture of Roger
Daltry sitting in a bathtub full of

Heinz baked beans should have
been enough, but it wasn't. Fun-
poking and irreverent, this album
was about ten years ahead of its

time. Should be played every
Sunday.

R * • i I » •' * < ..
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B.B. KING LIVE AT THE
REGAL (ABC) B.B.King paid his

dues doing one-nighters for 20

years in small clubs mostly in the

South and Mid-west. This album
captures the excitment of one of

those performances, and in many
ways is a perfect record ; the crowd
is responsive, the back-up band is

incredible, and B.B. is flawless on
the lead guitar and vocals. A
favorate of everyone's from Eric
Clapton to Robbie Robertson, this

is the definitive electric blues

album.

SWISS MOVEMENT by Les
McCann and Eddie Harris
(Atlantic) I saved lis one for last

because the music here, like that

on Spirit's first album, shows the

direction that rock should be
moving in, but unfortunately
seldom does. Les McCann lets it all

out on "Compared To What", a
classic that by itself is worth the

price of the a 1 b u m . The
rest is more
great music,

sometimes
serene, so-

metimes po-

werful, always
fluid and
joyfully int-

ense. If you're

tired of crap
from the
Mothers and
Jethro Tull,

but aren't
ready for John

McLaughlin, this could be the
album for you.

Continuing Ed

For Teachers

Among evening courses for

teachers offered by the Division of

Continuing Education this coming
semester are two in aesthetics and
one in teacher evaluation.

The Aesthetics and Humanities
Program at the UMass School of

Education is offering two courses

on the integration of multi-arts into

curriculum and the use of specific

creative activities to explore
personal growth.

Lynda Mclntyre and Peller

Marion will conduct "The Arts in

the Classroom," in which par-
ticipants will learn to use art as a

tool for creative expression in

humanistic education.

"Movement and Personal
Growth," taught by Myra Capy,
will use movement techniques to

explore areas of personal growth
and as a tool in curriculum
development, preventative
therapy, and therapy,
"Introduction to Evaluation for the

Classroom Teacher" utilizes an
organic approach that focuses on
individual student learning as a

developmental process.

Spring semester classes begin
Jan. 31. Full information is

available from the Division of

Continuing Education, 920 Cam-
pus.

AMHERSTO**

Staff Photo—Harry Charych

Winter can be one of the most beautiful seasons of the year. This year, though, winter has been very hard

to find.

Olver Asks

NoDeposits
BOSTON — Senator John W.

Olver has filed legislation to give

the Department of Public Utilities

authority to abolish or limit

security deposits for public utility

services.

In November of 1972 a DPU
order abolishing security deposits

for gas and electric utilities took

effect. While many utilities

voluntarily complied with the

order, other utilities have
challenged the administrative

order in court and the matter is

now pending on appeal to the

Supreme Judicial Court.

The legislation sponsored by

Senator Olver would codify and

reinforce the authority of the DPU
to regulate security deposits of

gas, electric, water, and telephone

companies.

Senator Olver noted "Public
utility customers have complained
about the arbitrary and
unreasonable security deposit
policies of some utilities. Security

deposits vary according to where a

customer lives; they may be
unevenly applied; and frequently

such policies are confusing to the

public."

"I realize" Senator Olver said

"that not all utilities have pursued
unreasonable security deposit

policies, and I recognize that one

policy may not be suitable for all

kinds of utilities. " The legislation

filed by Senator Olver would give

the DPU the flexibility to either

abolish security deposits outright,

or establish security deposits that

are "uniform, fair and
reasonable',' for each category of

utility, or for each corporation. .

Fuel Reserves Down
Utility Says

HARTFORD — Residual fuel

inventories dropped 8.3 percent

last week over the Northeast

Utilities electric power system, but

there is enough fuel to supply

power demands over the next four-

weeks, the utility said Friday.

The coal-fired plant at Mt. Tom,
near 1-91 in Holyoke has a six-week
stockpile, according to Northeast,

the service firm for utilities

throughout New England, in-

cluding Western Mass. Electric

Company (WMECO), which serves

Amherst.

"The combined effects of an
increase in coal supplies, nuclear

power generation and continued

conservation efforts by consumers
have reduced dependence on oil for

electric generation by ap-

proximately 9 percent since last

November." the firm said in its

fuel report for the four-week period

January 23 to Feb. 20.

NU's 600,000 kilowatt Con-
necticut Yankee nuclear power
station in Haddam came up to full

power for the first time in several

months Sunday after a series of

generator problems.

SUMMER JOBS FOR JUNIORS

IN PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY

AND ENGINEERING

The Department of Kngineermg and Applied

Science of Yale University is offering a limited

number of Special Grants to college juniors who

would like to gain experience in advanced research

this summer.

Available projects include work involving en-

vironmental studies and air pollution, efficient

usage of energy, pi: t tern recognition, computer

simulation, systems studies, biomechanics, laser

technology, solid state physics, surface chemistry

and catalysis, atomic physics and electronics,

plasma physics

Stipends will be in the range $100-1120 a week and

will be awarded for an 11 week period from .June :?

through August 16, 1974

For further details and application forms please

contact your department office, deans office. <>r

placement office, or write to:

Summer Research Program
Department of Kngineering and Applied Science

Yale I niversitv

New Haven, Connecticut 065 20

or call (20:t) 1 116-207

1

Completed applications are due March 1. 1071.
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Stfh Cut * Blow Off
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KfiaU BEAUTY SALON
1 ^'J WALK-INS WELCOME

yr. FARMS MALL ^..sat.
8:30 a.m. -9:00 p.m.

HADLEYJ

584-01 11.

CARPENTERS JEANS
with Buckled Back

•LOW RISE JEANS
(especially for her)

*CUFF or no CUFF JEANS

*10oz.and 14 oz. DENIMS

*FLARES-BAGGIES-
or STRAIGHT LEG

In Si^es 26 to 46, up to 36 leg
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MR. SLACKS
•MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL HADLEY

'Baystate West-Springfield

•RRAlNTREE South She* P\»i*
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•CHE ISE A P ..ft. WAV P*»u
•OEOMAM M*ll

•f All Rl VE R Shoppmq Centu
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•HANOVER WUM
•HVANNISOpe Cod M*ll
'NATlCK Sh"wooitPlai<i
•NORTH DARTMOUTH M a k

•SPRINGFIELO Bayttate W«m
•WORCESTER Ctm*r
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Campus Carousel

Strep Throat, VD, and Gas Pains
By TONY GRANITE

X-RATED COURSE offered at Rensselaer Polytech
kept winter term students warm. Titled "Focus on
the Flesh Film", the course consisted of viewing a
number of x-rated flicks at local theaters.

FROSH ARE EASIER ON NIXON, according to a
poll of American Government students at UMissouri,
according to a report in The Maneater.
Only five per cent of the sample of more than 425

students said "Nixon planned the Watergate bugging
from the beginning." Prof. Roger Durand says this

indicates the frosH are more sympathetic to the
President's predicament than was the American
public in a Gallup poll using the same questions, last

August.

ADD PICTUREQLE SPEECH: a headline in the
Connecticut Daily Campus reads, "Tape erasure
foreknown."

ATTENTION WOMEN'S LIBBERS: a litter cam-
paign at the University of Hawaii backfired when
dozens of coeds condemned a university-sponsored
poster that advertised the campus cleanup drive.

The poster showed a cartoon of a bare-breasted
woman dropping her bikini top onto a littered lawn.
The caption read, "Come help pick up things other
people throw away."

From here

to hear
With Superex Stereophones, you've got the best seat in Philharmonic

Hall. You're in the control room at every recording session. And you can change
seats simply by changing the volume.

Transport yourself to the center of the brass section,

or see what it feels like to sit under the cymbals.

The Superex PEP-79 will carry you there. Accord-

ing to Stereo Review, ".
. . though one of the lowest-

price electro-static headsets we know of, sounds

about as good as the best and most expensive ones

we've tested thus far— and that is no smal

achievement." Write for a complete report.

You'll have a pair of Superex Stereophones

with a 10-22.000 Hz. ^^^^^^^ ^ ^sBH MW i A
frequency response, |k \1 mw' '
handsome console that

works off any amplifier,

and a one year guarantee

Sugg Retail Price $85 00

Superex Stereophones. Feel what you hear.
For Free Literature Write: Superex Electronics Corp., Dept. F 1 , 151 Ludlow St., Yonkers, N.Y. 10705.

In Canada, Superior Electronics, Inc., Montreal

/
KjoIUu fCai
Chinese and Polynesian

RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE
loA BELCHERTOWN ROAD

AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 010O2

Under New Management
Hrs.: Sun.-Tues., 11:30a.m.-10:00p.m.; Wed. -Sat., 11 :30a.m. -1:00a.m.

\

SPECIAL LUNCHEONS • ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Also,

LUNCHEON SPECIALS:
11:30a.m. -3:00 p.m.

Mon.-Sat.

'2.99 Ml You Can Eat
Mon. and Wed.

5:00 p.m. -10:00p.m.

POLYNESIAN FLOOR SHOWS
THURS.
Music at

1st Show
2nd Show

SAT.
Music at

1st Show
2nd Show

SUN.
Music at

1st Show

& FRI
8:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
11:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Also, Sunday's show is a family entertainment show with a
talent contest for children. Trophies will be awarded.

How the Kulihi Km! has a

Color TV, In the Lounge

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

Associated with the Hukelau
'.** -< t- **. *. U ±L± U. J_U,

Attorney For Students
UNIVERSITY OF MASSArCNUSET TS

Old Spring Woes
By RICHARD M. HOWLAND

The promise of Spring is all

around as the semester begins. As
a time of reawakening the season

heralds a new variety of legal

problems which have bothered

students in the past. This column
will continue to try and report and
assist on these problems. As usual

specific legal counselling is

available between 10 and 4,

Monday through Thursday in the

Attorney for Students Office, 432

Student Union. Where specific

representation is required,

students may be referred to local

attornies at their expense. There is

no charge for any of the services of

the Attorney for Students office.

The following kinds of legal

problems can be avoided by
thoughtful and wary students:

1. Shoplifting. Enforcement of

laws against larceny from stores

may be expected to increase. With
all other costs rising stores in the

area are trying to reduce the real

inflation caused artifically by
shoplifters. Discount and grocery
stores employ store detectwes and
they seem to be good at their jobs.

Remember that concealing any
item from view in a store con-

stitutes the crime of shoplifting

even if you never go near an exit or

check-out counter. Penalties in-

clude high fines and possible jail.

2. Drugs. Drugs of every
description remain illegal even
though some penalties have been
reduced.

3. Alcohol. Persons using alcohol

to the point of drunkeness may be
placed in jail in "protective
custody" without being arrested.

They are released from 4 to 12

hours later usually and no record
results.

4. Spring Travel. Every Spring
vacation Florida and other resorts

dominate student preferences.
Before laying out vast sums of

money try to insure that you are
going to get where you expect to go
and that you will also return. Deal
with straightforward, established

travel services; demand all the

details in writing and read the

contracts closely before signing.

5. Contracts. Persons over 18

may lawfully bind themselves by
contracts. Before signing any
written agreement, read it

carefully, be sure you understand
its terms. If you need help get it-

first. Any contract that can't wan
to be signed shouldn't be. Your
name and credit is valuable. Don't
give it away without a fight.

6. Tenancies. If you have a lease,

read it over and be sure that your
planned departure is permitted or

that you have made suitable

arrangements. If you don't have a
lease remember that you must
give thirty days notice from a rent

payment date before you can leave

without owing more money.
7. Arrests. If you or a friend are

arrested, do exactly as the
arresting officer instructs-don't

make a bad situation worse. Don't

talk about the situation, however,
but call the Attorney for Students
or any Attorney before talking to

police. Cool it until help and bail

can get to you.

Enjoy the Spring and try to avoid
legal problems by thinking before

acting.

W^^^^^^V^^WW

on your
college textbooks

It's .osy - *h«o you finish with your books, you trode them in for cosh I Th»n
90 out ond me the money for thot ski equipment you've been wonting.

Whether it's enough for a down payment on new skiis, or o new jocket depends
on how many books you've got to sell, whot condition they're in, ond whether
or not there's a need for them nationwide.

Whatever you wont to use the money for ir will sure beat just letting them lie

oround collecting dust. So bring vour books over to the professional book-
buyers at the bookstore now, whiie your book is worth the most it will ever be.

Wait too long and the chonces are your books won't be worth o tow ticket I

sell them for cash at

UNIVERSITY STORE
February 1, 2, 4, 5, 6

W
«»

9

!

i

PROBE ACTION — Searchers use 10-foot poles to probe for two young Seattle-area girls buried by an
avalanche roaring down 6,200-foot Chair Peak. Authorities said the two girls and seven other persons in
a snowshoeing party were building an igloo in the snow at Source Lake when the avalanche came down.
The lake is about 50 miles east of Seattle and about three miles from the Cascade Mountain Alpental ski
resort.

Hours Friday
State Representative James

Collins will hold his regular office

hours this Friday for residents of

Amherst, Hadley, and Pelham.

Bus Schedule Remains Collins Office

Same As Last Semester
The UMass Shuttle Bus System will run the same as last semester, 10

minute intervals during peak times and 20 minutes during midday for the

following routes: Southwest, Orchard Hill, North Amherst - Stadium,
Campus Shuttle, Sunderland and Belchertown Road.
Because of the shortage of equipment during peak, times outreach

service to South Deerfield, Belchertown Center and South Amherst will

be provided at off peak times.

Where Notices Hang...
Do you have a poster to post and don't know where to post it? L)o you

look before you post? Because many people don't, spaces specified for

important internal notices are frequently covered by unauthorized

postings. As a result, the Five College Secretaries request that all in-

dividuals or groups who wish to post notices on any of the five campuses
report first to the following offices where a list of authorized posting

locations is available. In addition, the offices will also agree in some
cases to post the items themselves. Amherst College: Office of the

Secretary, 306 Converse; Hampshire College: Mount Holyoke College:

Rita A. Byrne, Coord, of Student Activities, 105 Mary Lyon Hall; Smith
College: Office of the Secretary, 26 College Hall University: Anne
Scudder, Student Activities Office, Campus Center.

Collins will meet with con-
stituents at the Campus Center on
the University of Massachusetts
campus (room number posted in

elevator lobby) from 9 to 11 a.m.,
Amherst Town Hall from 11 a.m. to

2 p.m., and Hadley Town Hall from
3 to 5 p.m.

The Second Hampshire District
legislator may also be contacted
weekdays at the State House in

Boston, 727-8946, or weekends at 67
Butterfield Terrace, Amherst, 549-

6886.

ALLIED MOTOR

PARTS
Doctor up four cor with

• Complete Domestic

& V W. Parts

• 15% - 20% Off

on ALL PARTS!!!

319 Main St., >mhertt 266-8341

Fii\e i\ris Coiii^i.
BALLET THEATRE FOUNDATION

Presents

Friday and Saturday
February 8 & 9

BOWKER AUDITORIUM 8 p.m.
Tickets UM-A students $1.50 Others $3.00

Box Office 125 Herter Hall Phone 545-0202

: y > » ^
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A&M and The New RECORD SHOP |

197 No. Pleasant St., Amherst J

253-5394
j

Invite you to a I

A
CAT STEVENS
F0REIGNE R

euL> >cMm

OOC NCCOftM IMC A

PLUS

$189
1 $2.89

List

EVERY Record & Tape On Sale

$099 $^|49 $*09 $*99
M_ S4.98 f^^ ".98 |i S6.98 AA
MMM List ^*r List List ^ $7.98

List 489
$6.98

List

Tapes

Sale Ends Wednesday, February 6
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Spend Your Dollar

Wisely This

Semester

"W^.-rr-.

«$ ^/
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on on ooK, ^
the more he* qui

the less he spoKe.
M 2 Pre-Recorded 8 Track or Cassette Tapes with Purchase ef One of These Items.

BLOW YOUR
MIND, NOT
YOUR MONEY.

CONCERT HALL

FOR YOUR
DASHBOARD.

REAL STEREO 8

REAL FM STEREO.

REALISTIC PRICE.

A SIGHT FOR

SORE EARS.

.^ e»

CaZ

I
' LEAR JET STEREO 8 M LEAR JET STEREO V LEAR JET STEREO 8

Cassette Player with Automatic

Reverse • Compact Size: 5Yj" x

2" x 6" • 20 Watts Peak Music

Power

Model A -5 2 $119.95

Model A-20 Auto 8-Track.The

sound will delight you. The price

will amaze you This is the real

thing Stereo 8 from the people

who invented Stereo 8 With

separate controls for tone, volume

and stereo balance True to life

sound with a full 24 watts of Peak

Music Power (8W RMS). Fine

tuning and program indicator

systems Sleek and trim and small

enough to fit comfortably into any

car. Even sports cars

and compacts.

Model A-75 !n-Dash Auto

8-Track with AM FMFM
Stereo/ MPX Radio. Real Stereo

8 from the people who invented

Stereo 8 Enjoy 30 big watts of

Peak Music Power (10W RMS).

Radio features multiplex (MPX)

for true stereo sound Local

distant select for the best FM
reception, regardless of distance

from the transmitter In dash

installation discourages theft,

conserves space, looks great And

wood grain finish makes it look

even greater

Model A-145 Auto 8-Track with

FM/FM Stereo/ MPX Radio.

Hear 30 big Watts of Peak Music

Power (10W RMS) Enjoy real

Stereo 8 from the people who
invented Stereo 8. Expenence

real FM Stereo with a multiplex

system that separates the chan

nels of stereo radio sound. Full

vanable controls for volume, tone

and stereo balance Push button

program selector Program indi

cator system And
sleek, trim lines

LEAR JET STEREO 8
M

WITH BURLED ELM
FINISH.

Model A-25. Auto 8-Track. This

little giant fits comfortably in any

car. even sports cars and com
pacts Burled elm grain finish

makes it look great The rich tones

of 30 big watts of Peak Music

Power ( 10W RMS) make it sound

great Built in headphone jack

Lear Jet slide controls

Model A-25 $64.95

Model A-20 $34.88 Model A-75 $149.95 Model A-145 $79.88

^s II

op

DR-7A

STEREO
Headphones

REG.
PRICE
$15.95
NOW

BASF
SKCassettes
Low noise. Extended range.

C30 99<

C45 $1.04

C60 $1.09

C90 $1.49

V
fir;

//

Introducing the economy priced

Cassette that doesn't compro-

mise on sound quality

With the SK Series you get

a premium quality low noise-

extended range tape Plus

BASF's unique Special

Mechanics " jamproof system

The first jamproof system that

really works to prevent sticking,

jamming and distortion

BASF SK Series Cassettes

are available in C30

C60, C90andC120
lengths.

Buy 3 - Get One FREE!

\ *

Master Charge
accepted.

Bank Americard

HttmWfflKttffi
' 4

'sound £
savingsirom...

soundscope
Mountain Farms Mali Route 9, Hadley, Mass.
975 Elm St., Manchester, Mass.

291 Harvard St., loolidge Cor., Brookline (Adjacent to

779 Boylston St., Boston McDona.as,
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Wood...
...It Heats Well Too

1

a.

fXkmgotit--

foryourroom

,

foryourBody ,

foryourRead .

Gork

FACES
EARTH
V ;

.*
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He>t to the
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HOPKINTON, MASS -GATHERING WOOD TO CONSERVE ENERGY-BUI left and RickDiamond, right watch as Bill Norton uses chain saw to cut wood Saturday in Hookinton State Park AMfrom Framingham, they were gathering wood from fallen trees to use either in wood burning stoves "r
fireplaces. Massachusetts in order to conserve energy as announced that residents may gather fire
wood in state parks with a permit.

Agency May
Run Out
Of Payroll Funds

BOSTON (AP) - The state may
run out of money in April to pay its

employees who process and
distribute unemployment checks
the director of the Division of
Employment Security said.

The director, Richard C.
Gilliland, said, "It's a definite

possibility that our division's
employes will be facing payless
paydays and we may have to moth-
ball some offices."

About 1,200 employes would be
affected. Gilliland declined to say
how many or which offices would
be closed. The federal government
pays the salaries of these division
workers. About $3 million would be
needed to carry the division to the
end of the fiscal year.

"We were cut 18 per cent in this
fiscal year at the same time we had
a 15 per cent increase in our
workload," the director said. "I've
taken all the economy measures I

can. We have cut down by 500 jobs
in 18 months through a stringent
hiring freeze."

The 18 per cent cut was a cut
from about $28 million to $25
million, Gilliland said.

Gilliland said he had discussed
the shortfall with legislative
leaders "but not to any great ex-
tent. I don't want to cross the
bridge of asking the legislature for
funds until I have to."

Roughly speaking, a cord of
mixed hardwood, well seasoned,
weighs about two tons and has the
equivalent fuel value of a ton of
coal or about 160 to 170 gallons of
No. 2 fuel oil, according to John H.
Noyes of the UMass forestry
department.
The fuel value of wood, how to

cut. season and measure it. how to
burn it safely and other facts about
wood are in a new UMass
Cooperative Extension Service
publication "Wood for Fuel"
written by Noyes.
He lists well-seasoned shagbark

hickory at the top of the fuel value
list, a cord being equal to 1.36 tons
of coal or 191 gallons of fuel oil. In
descending order are white oak,
beech, yellow birch, sugar maple!
red oak, white ash and so on down
to pine, a cord of which is

equivalent to .67 tons of coal or 94
gallons of fuel oil.

Although Massachusetts has
some 3.25 million acres of
woodland, one of the worst things
that could happen would be in-

discriminate cutMng of trees for
hyv\ in thp riirr^nt energy crisis,

according to Noyes. He advises the
woodlot owner to cut the following
kinds of trees for fuel: the crooked
and the dead, diseased and fire-

scarred trees, large-crowned "wolf
trees," those of low value as saw
timber and those whose removal
thins the stand and lets remaining
trees grow.

Wood seasoned properly for 12

months delivers 100 per cent of fuel
value, according to the UMass
forester, but greenwood delivers
only 63 per cent. A half-year
seasoning results in about 90 per
cent of fuel value delivered. To
season properly, wood should have
good air circulation and be
covered. Wood seasons well in May
and June and in the fall but can
absorb moisture from summer
wetness.

Noyes concludes his bulletin with
safety rules for cutting trees in the
woods and burning wood in stoves
and fireplaces, including the
warning that greenwood burned in

a stove can cause creosote and soot
formation in chimneys which can
be a source of chimnev fires.

EAUJfcr&Sei

Wtelcome Eack

S4LE
Doric Blue Denim Jeans

y>9
*«g. $10.50

I*a«IluM>er-A Smile

1st* Quality

Sol* Ends February iff.

HADLEYSTORK ONLY

We will not be knowingly undersold However, if you can find a
tower price on identical merchandise in stock and readilyMl
able, upon verification we will meet it for all our customers >bu
can shop Beau Britches with confidence that the price you pay
will be the lowest in your shopping area.

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

.i
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STORE-WIDE SAVINGS
EVERY LP* & STEREO TAPE IN OUR

f

GIGANTIC STOCK IS INCLUDED

IN THIS STORE WIDE SALE

//.

N

,y/

r.

5.98

LIST
6.98
LIST

6.98
STEREO
TAPES

Ov

3 BIG DAYS!
Wednesday - Friday

January 30 - February 1

COLUMBIA •£?!(:•

\V
I

~A
1

CLf/^RANCF
BIN

SPECIAL MAJOR LP LABEL
PURCHASE

Pop-Rock-Classics-Jazz-Shows

$l9*Per Disc

CAPITOL•APPLE
•ncludmg

A Fool Such At I

Mi Boiangtcs Tha Ballad Ol IraHayas
Big VtNow Ta.i Lily O) ThaWeal

>-

$m?Nv

«ckx*ng

Lova, Devotion
A Surrender

Flame S*»

When I Look kilo
VourE»e»

Voura la The Light

Going Home

BOB DYLAN
Contains All

New Material

COLUMBIA PC 32747

HERBfE HANCOCK
MEAD HUNTERS

j*T wn Mtntt

SANTANA
Welcome
COLUMBIA PC 32445

HERBIE HANCOCK
Heed Hunters

COLUMBIA KC 32731

CHARLIE RICH
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS

including.

I Take K On Home A Sunday Kind Of Woman
* Vou Woulbn t Ba My Lady
Tha Moat Beautiful Gal

Vou Nana r a*e»i WantedMe

Loj^insSt \fi'\\imt

hill Sail

Mi atlc. < .. ,v*rw Wftlr mnej Tha favor Hun
Cucung to«uu Sani" ThaaYmd

CHARLIE RICH
Behind Closed Doors

EPIC KE 32247

RICK DERRINGER
ALL AMERICAN BOY

inducing Rock And Rot HnochajKoo
Tt» Avporl Basil (Tha Aupon Taketh Away I

K • Raaang
,
Jump Jump. Jump/ Hota

LOGGINS& MESSINA
Full Sail

COLUMBIA KC 32540

AB-TVme Greatest Htts

THELETTERMEN

Every Lettermen LP in

Stock is On Sale Now I

CAPITOL SW 11249

Ten of the Lettermen's most requested son^s
together in one All-Time Greatest Album

!

Capitol.

RICK DERRINGER
All American Boy
BLUE SKY KZ 32481

«**» "Bcorrjt

STEVE MILLER BAND
The Joker

CAPITOL SW 11235

paul McCartney & wings
Band On The Run
APPLE SO 3415

DAVE MASON
ITS UKE YOU NEVER LEFT

ndudtng:
Baby Pteaee Mead Keeper

Mnty Mommg Slrangai
Tha Lonaiy Omv It a Liha You Navar Laft

DAVID ESSEX
rock on

including

Streetlight . .npaght y*a Aft inaana
BnnglnTheSun Rock On

DAVE MASON
It's Like You Never Left

COLUMBIA KC 31721

THE O'JAYS SHIPAHOY
including

Put Vour Hand-, Together For The Love OfMuney
Don l Call Ma Brother YocGolVou. Hooks In Mr

Now That We Found Lover

DAVID ESSEX
Rock On
COLUMBIA KC 32560

THE O'JAYS
Ship Ahoy
PHIL. INT. KZ 32408

Columbia
Between Nothingness& Eternity

MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA
LIVE

mctudmo,
Dr»am S<ste* Andrea

Th*Sor>ittP»th UMeftr>LaM»«
sbmoftow s Sto* v Not Th# Sam*

DONOVAN
ESSENCE TO ESSENCE

inducing
Operating Manual For Spacaahap Earth

Thaf>gnrryOfMBn,ya»o»S«ar
Saaang htornavaard/Luy Daie

PAPILLON
Music by JERRY GOLDSMITH

Moondog Matinee

THE BAND

PAPILLON
Original Sdtrk.

CAPITOL ST 11260

THE BAND
Moondog Matinee
CAPITOL SW 11214

A Nice Pair mUW
PINK FLOYD zssl

tee Water

LEOKOTTKE

PINK FLOYD
A Nice Pair

HARVEST SABB 11257
A Specially Priced Two LP Set

except imports &
MAHAVISHNU ORCH. DONOVAN
Uva Essence to Essence * EXCEPT IMPORTS &
COLUMBIA KC 32766 EPIC KE 32800 BlinrcTc1 m BUULit 16 mm

iscount records

«tf>̂

tf>

LEOKOTTKE
Ice Water

CAPITOL ST 11262

257 Triangle St.

AMHERST NEW STORE HOURS

549-4433

10-6 Mon. Wednes.
10-9 Thurs. Sat.

Plenty of Free
Parking in'Rear

• .•.•.-•-- »_» » I . » » v % I Ml

•
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• «**•>
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"Going for it." Hans Auer, ski school director of Berkshire
East Ski Area, burns up the slopes in his spare time. Hans has been
instrumental in setting up new ski programs between UMass and
Berkshire East.

Everywoman's Center Offers

Weekends For Everywornan

Everywoman's Center is offering a new program for women of all

ages to begin in February. Called WEEKENDS FOR EVERYWOMAN,
the program brings together twenty-five women from all over New
England each weekend for facilitated consciousness-raising. The first

three weekends are scheduled for Feb. 8-10 at Woolman Hill, Deerfield;

March 15-17 Smith College, Northampton; and April 19-21 Shadowbrook,
Lenox.

Weekends for Everywoman attempt to provide a time and place for

women to begin, through informal discussions and group activities, to

understand themselves and what they share 'vith other women. The
weekends will focus on discussing life experience.*, receiving and offering

support, and exploring the relationship between changing times and the

changes in participants' lives.

The Weekends for Everywoman are facilitated by experienced
women counselors. Program fees range from $40.00 to $70.00 per
weekend, depending on locale, and limited financial aid is available.

More information and registration forms are available from
Everywoman's Center, 506 Goodell.

Rugged Outside, Supple Inside.

Our New Coach's Shoe
is a Natural.

Your foot

can't feel

a seam or an
uneven surface.

It's so well made
you can
wear it sockless.

Transportation Sub-Committee
Meets Tonight In Amherst
AMHERST - The publicity sub-

committee of the Amherst Com-
mittee on Public Transportation
will meet tonight at 7^30 in the

Board Room of Town Hall.

The main item on the sub-

committee's agenda tonight will be

the drafting of a letter to

Amherst's 260 Town Meeting
members, inviting their par-

ticipation at the open meeting on
public transportation scheduled for

February 14th.

The sub-committee has already

invited more than a dozen tran-

sportation experts and
representatives of 35 local college

and civic groups to take part in

next month's meeting, which will

be braodcast live on Channel 8 and
radio station WMUA.

Located in our

Finast Supermarket

Mountain Forms

Moll

Corner of Maple

a Russell St.

Luigi Cavalli

Lambrusco
1/5(24oz)

Save

700

Save 14c

Case of 24 • 4.99

Yogo

Fant Gria

1/5 (24 oz)

Save

300

six pack

12 oz cans

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
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On The Siberian Front
» »-v "^ r-~ r

Solzhenitsyn

Backed
BOSTON (AP) - The board of

trustees of the Unitarian
Universalist Association has
unanimously voted to support
Russian Nobel Prize winning
author Alexander Solzhenitsyn and
has expressed concern for his
"safety and well being."
The Boston-based association is

a religious organization of more
than 1,000 congregations in North
America.
The board of trustees said it

cannot speak for every Unitarian
Universalist Society or individual
but that it wants to reaffirm
Solzhenitsyn 's right of free speech.
A resolution approved by the

trustees said: "We call upon
peoples and governments, public
officials and religious leaders, all
concerned for the preservation of
the human spirit, to speak out on
his behalf.

» • » Missile Power
* * * No More Wheat Deals

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Pentagon says the Soviet Union
apparently is more than half-way
along in its efforts to deploy
separately targetable multiple
warheads in intercontinental
ballistic missiles.

The Pentagon announced this
week that over the weekend the
Soviet Union conducted its first
long-range test firings of SS19
missiles equipped with multiple
warheads.
The missiles were launched

Friday and Saturday from a site
deep within the Soviet Union, the
Pentagon said. A spokesman said
the missiles landed some 4,500
miles away in a test range about
850 miles north of Midway Island in

the Pacific.

The tests apparently were the
first launchings at distances
comparable to requirements for
actual use.

Pentagon spokesman Jerry W
Freidheim said the tests indicate
that the Soviet Union is more than
halfway toward possible
deployment of the multiple
warheads in SS19 missiles.
The United States deployed its

first multiple, separately
targetable warheads, also known
as MIRV's in June 1970.
Freidheim said the Pentagon is

sticking by earlier estimates that
the Soviet Union will be able to
deploy such warheads in late 1975
or early 1976.

Educational Policy Studies

NEW YORK (AP) - A Soviet
trade official «ays his nation is on
the way to growing enough wheat
for its needs.

Asked this week at a news
conference whether the record 1973
Russian wheat crop indicates that
the Soviet Union is achieving self-
sufficiency in wheat, Vladimir S
Alkhimov, a deputy minister of
foreign trade, said "Yes "

The 1973 Soviet wheat crop
totaled 215 million tons, compared
with the 1972 total of 168 million
tons that led the Soviets to pur-
chase wheat from the United
States.

Improved wheat conditions in

& 4&

the Soviet Union apparently were a
factor in a Soviet agreement
earlier this month to delay ship-
ment of 18.4 million bushels of U.S.
wheat that had been scheduled this
month. In all, 125 million bushels of
U.S. wheat are scheduled for ex-
port to the Soviet Union as part of
the 1972 grain purchases by the
Soviet Union.

Asked whether the Soviet Union
might be willing to forego taking
the 18.4 million bushels at all,
Alkhimov said the question wasn't
even mentioned, but that any such
request by the United States
"would be considered, I think."

a*-**§F

FACES
EARTH

\OPEN tfl JWft]fy.-.g-3Q *J-5Q

Next to Vie)
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ROOMMATE WANTED

Female seeks same for roommate in
house in Conway. Rent |7« per month &
utilities, (all Ms-IMS. keep trying: Car-
pools available.

tft-l

F. wanted to share Col.
room, all utilities Incl.. $8;
I Mais bus line. Call Lori.

VII. apt., own
.50 per month.
2SS-M3I.

tfl-31

To share 2 bedroom apt. with 3 males I

mile from campus, on the bus route, rent
156.25 per month plus electric. Tel 413-549-
0696.

tf2-5

Male roommate to share modern apt in
Sunderland, on bus route, all ulils incl for
»60 per month (all 663-3947 anytime

lf2-5

FOR RENT

Room in house in Shutesbury. 9 miles
from campus. R| per month includes heal
quiet rural. Call 256-4)6X7.

Twoapts adjacent with 3 bedrooms, fair
shape, low rent. Skibiski Realtors 584-
3428. Northampton

trz-s

Rooms for rent - no lease, no kitchen
no pets, next to campus, bus. 401 \
Pleasant ft,, 253-9938. ask for Duncan or
leave note.

tf2-6

Vmherst — 2 bedroom apt walk to
campus. 1130 incl. util. 83 \ Whitney St
Apt. I4R. before 4 p m

tf2-5

Wendell — in center of town with 2 acres
18 miles to I of Mass. Likely Listings. 25*1

tf2-

Wendell — 3 bedrooms. 2 sleeping lofts. 2
living rooms. 2 baths. B miles from

Amherst. Likely Listings. 256-8896.

tf2-5

old Country Store * Inn. ideal location
for alternative school, craft center, etc.. ;i

baths. I kitchens. 12 bedrooms, land is*.
8896.

IfM

">-6 bedroom .louse in country . I kitchens.
2 baths, full cellar with firrplacr Likely
Listings. 256-8896.

if:-:,

yk'vegotit--
N

foryourroom

,

foryourBody
,

foryourHead .

LEX No. 2005 Education, Racism
and the Future
This course will deal with the

following: l) institute an
awareness of the black past, 2)
identify consistent trends from
past to present, 3) develop a
knowledge of the present black
situation in this country, 4) look at
possible future developments for
not only blacks but whites also, 5)
to develop and assess future
orientated strategies that will
enable one to reach a better un-
derstanding of their own particular
situation in relation to the total
global perspective, with emphasis
on education.

REQUIREMENTS: Diary, 2
papers, possibly a project, Time:
Tues. and Thurs. 11:15 - 12:30,

Place: SBA 202: 3 credits.
Instructors: Al Peakes and Pierre
Marchando.

LEX No. 2085 Racism: Contributor
to the Juvenile Problem
This course will deal with the

following: i) in depth analysis of
racism and it's development in
America, 2) racism and it's effects
in economics, politics, law and
societal values, 3) racism and it's
effects on juveniles, 4) coverage
will be given to solutions and or
alternative action plans to break-
down racism and it's negative
effects on the juvenile portion of
this society.

REQUIREMENTS. Diary 2

f
a
o^

r
r!,
and Project. Time: Mon. 4-

6:30, Place: Herter 113. Instructor-
Pierre Marchando.

Coming up on WMUA
"Moon Over Morrocco" starring Jack
Flanders sequel to "The Fourth Of In

l|| verness.

f "Dear Friends" by the Firesign Theatre
returns to WMUA soon.
Listen for Sports double header Wed- ,i

nesday, February 6, Saturday, February *

2, Basketball against Niagra at 7:20.

Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY

UIMUfl
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

APARTMENT WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS PERSONAL
ROOM FOR RENT

In Amherst area - roommate ac-
ceptable. Will share expenses where ap-
plicable. Call 549-0187.

t'2-l

ENTERTAINMENT

1/2-1

Cay line will be open Thursday. Jan. 31
all day. For info counseling and referral
please call 545-0154.

tfl-31

TRAVEL

Bermuda, from SIM. Deposits for reser-

lf2-5

the?/ ES Br?h™ * '
ucll,e »» «nheir classic Room Service" & A |jCf

rT? ZST"* in Tor0nto ,9M
- Ereb. 2. 7-»-n p.m., s.U.B.

tf2-l

Deliver the New York Times on campus.
Call Campus News Agency. 256-8820.

tf2-l

weekly rates, large comfortable roomsTV., maid service included. Bar andrestaurant. 665-2008.

MM

AUTO FOR SALE

WANTED

The original 3 Stooges in 2 riotous romps
Plus Brando in the "Wild One" - Frt

tfz-l

Attractive liberal, open-minded femaleHho likes leather, boots, etc. For

Zfl !!!*:i
00tpay Wril* KB •

P ° »*<«
262. Ilolyoke. Ma. 01040.

MM

tf2-5

Start the year right with Bob the D.J , she plays all your favorite hits of the 50sand 60s. Call now. don't delay. 536-6075.

tf2-5

The Child Care Exchange — infants 8
yrs.. an alternative to sitters. Playgrounds
also, in its third year with 135 families 586-
2224. Joan.

MM

323-4456 evenings * weekends.

tfl-31

I960 Sunbean AlpineGT orh. —1„ ».
«ood rubber. 4 ^Ln^ZZl^lTriumph 250CC. 549-1263. '

™
tfl-31

Utin to take placement exam. Will pav

SETTS:
( "" 25",36S Morr noon <*

tf2-l

FOR SALE

Mrs. Saxby - hope all goes well for you
in all ways this semester - 143. Ralph J.

MM

HELP WANTED

l»S5 CMC Van. camper converted, many
extras. Call 256-0356.

MM

Drop by the Montague Mini-Mart for
your free incense Open 8 a.m. to 11 p mevery day. All popular beer. wine, pipes *
Papers, etc.

'"'
tf2-8

New Yort t.
V'S

: " C»mpU8 for »•
taken £h r

mM
*l

*" su«»»"'Ption£ken. Call (ampns News Agency. 256-

tf2-i

Drop back sofa bed. gold upholstery
good condition. S50 firm. 253-7243.

1-30

"ow to earn tlO-15.000 per year. 6 month
•raining

;
period, no obligation Write MrWeiss. Bon V,2. Randolph. Ma. 02368.

tfM2

Female drummer wanted for working
band Call MMM between 5-6 p.m.

MM

I must sell my PA and stereo equip bvxunday. all at good prices and in excelled
condition (all Steve the D.J. ., £7?{£"

tfl-:ii

Earn quick I - 1 will buy any silver
coins that you have tucked away, will pay
at least twice face value. Ed. 546-6351.

tfz-4

Snow blower Snobird". 6 h.p. 2*- wide»er> good condition. $125. 586-6723.

1-30

.J?*y**>-»*a». loll p.m. Beer,

groceries. Montague Mini-Mart.

If2-l

N Y.C. — If you're going there any
weekend this semester I will share gas
expenses. Good company guaranteed. Ed
at 546-6351. keep trying.

ttt-l

1*67 Ford Custom, a.c, p s excellent
condition, much recent work, 1550 or best
offer. 546-1482 anytime.

U2-1

TALENTED VOICES

«I^.^.:r*s to,
?\,*e

Hotel Noih ?"
UCt Tonv *•««».notei Northampton. 584-3100.

t72-$

HAPPINESS IS

FREE BAGELS

6 \r old needs transportation daily at
-' «l P m. from Uildwond to In in* and
learning School. 15 per week tTf Itfltn.

: in

( oldspot refrigerator for sale - 7 7 cu
ft. with freeier and chiller. I shelvesr.mcall DonM .M Marv Lyon y^M

112-5

Incredible junk sale! Cheap furn. and
other goodies. Sal.. 2-2 at 753 West St.. So
Amherst. Free bagels if business is good.

tfl-31 I

Happiness |c .

WFIMARANKR p^pj _**«*

cLice If a k1 "'i' 11"* Ktcellent

rharlemont. Mass. 1-4.3-33^688,.

MM

WEDNESOAY,<JANUA<ihY JUHtttaV

Richardson

:

Henry, Simon
New Leaders
BANGOR, Maine (AP) —

Secretary of State Henry
Kissenger and William E. Simon,
the director of the Federal Energy
Office, have moved into the
leadership vacuum in the Nixon
administration that was created by
the Watergate disclosures, former
Atty. Gen. Elliot Richardson said
Tuesday.
At a press conference here,

Richardson said that Simon and
Kissenger are two men who have
assumed leadership roles after
President Nixon's capacity to lead
became impaired by Watergate.
He said he feels the American

people are withholding judgment
on the President and the Watergate
affair "with a tremendous spirit of

fairness and remarkable
patience." A verdict nasn't been
reached, he said, because there
isn't enough information available,
although the evidence exists.
In Boston Monday night,

Richardson said he "wouldn't be
surprised" if Vice President
Gerald R. Ford becomes President
before the 1976 election. But at
Bangor, he told newsmen: "I don't
think the President, under present
circumstances, is likely to resign."
Later, in a question and answer
session after last night's speech at
the University of Maine,
Richardson declined to speculate
on whether Nixon would be im-
peached.
"I'm not in the handicapping

business," Richardson said. He
added that like members of the
House Judiciary Committee, he
would wait until the evidence had
been compiled and "sifted."
Asked about Ford, Richardson

said he felt the former Michigan
congressman is "decent,
honorable and fair-minded." The
former attorney general said that
if Ford became president, "he
would do a solid and responsible
job."

Richardson said Cox's efforts
have aided the new Special
Prosecutor, Leon Jaworski.
"What he's done has been on

solid ground," Richardson said of
Jaworski. And Jaworski 's success
in obtaining necessary documents
and tapes, he feels, is a by-product
of the firing of Cox and the
resignations.

UJUttgR&q y. OF. AAA*SAC HUtf,I I &

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
•«» SYDNEY OMAiW.

MDC
|

NEWS HOTLINE

5-2550

,
A I THE GATES

<>r SMITH COLLEGE

'

•ODEMYi
•CWVUSC

:

, 4 NORTHAMPTON
• • • •

NOW, Ends Sunday!
at7:00&9:00

.OmmM Elliott s*«v
***** 6mM KMhvrL

r
ASN«n«Y[ AS TIMHfR K)HN ASH0HIPS '

Roar once again
with the original

movie cast...

An Ingo Premmger Production

-KT- « "« released

gg Color by OE LUXE* <V^\
*>*l Panavision' ()ffim

BNo Dollar Nite, This
Program Ends SUN!

- Coming Soon -

"AMERICAN
GRAFFITI"

I'isces eyes are bijj. inviting P1SCes feet

between Pisces is sensitive. Dsvchie
sympathetic and capable of prod™music, poetry and writing that ,s ScVf^and creative. PlsCes also possesses a s.nse

nZ7^ ,s,r a,ways wiii^° KK
Fea?rJ. ;

bleS Change 0f res,den« will be

firs fzTni« these natives jn W4.
^Lf Se«,t««ber are indicated as outstanding months

whTf™ n^ 2,April
i
9) Accent is «»nat you need as opposed to desire Kevglj^ycttaM rather than visionary"

L'.l H htr r
S th3t Ca" ^ used ,0 bui|d onwild base Capricorn. Cancer persons can

1'Kure prominenUy You arV due for

taJV2mc
which tests innate skills.TAURUS (April 20-May 20) : Cycle is such

mat you make inroads, impressions What
you do is remembered You appeal-
populanty ratmg soars. Take initiativeNew contacts prove productive. Highlight

^mT^' personal appearances You

rp!2?Ji
etter means of distribution

f«T r ',.
<May 21June W): W"81 you

fear is finally articulated. This in itself can
help free you Face facte as they are. not asyou wish, imagine or presume them to be
L*o. Aquarius persons seem to be involved
Finish tasks Don't promise more than youcan dehver-applies to both personal and
professional areas

na^N
«
ER (JU

u
e 21Ju,y 22,: Y°ur hunch

pays off-you have access to added in-
formation. You teach and learn You share
and gam. You are faced with dilemma but
given strength to overcome it One who

Sle3 ,iC Ca
" aCtUa" y beC°me

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Some obstacles

f1J
aW>arent~but there aJso is greater

freedom of choice. Sagittarius. Gemini
persons could be involved. You are given
choice between responsibility and wan-
derlust. Goal is in sight. You can move
toward it or sideways-what you decide
depends on what you learned
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Good moon

asneel now coincidPs with journeys

reading, writing, publishing Your ability lo
communicate is put to test Your sources
are running into obstacles Friends cotid
scuflle among themselves Crystallize your
own philosophical concepts
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Money

mystery, special relationship- these are
likely to be spotlighted. Gemini. Virgo
persons figure in prominent ways. Be ready
for change, variety of experiences and
travel opportunity Check budget, savings
account

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21 >: Emphasis is
on partnership, joint efforts and marriage
You are able to face opposition and win-
through diplomacy. If you are too forceful
you actually lose valuable allies. Know it

and use your powers of persuasion
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

Guard health and protect job Element of
deception is present Be sure you are not
quoted out of context Someone is trying to
make hay at your expense. Know it and
refuse to fall victim to schemes
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Vitality

makes a comeback. You feel more alive
Your ideas are fresh as creativity surges to
forefront. This can be a power day and you
deal from position of strength. Know it and
approach those who pull strings of
authority

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): Emphasis
is on home, property, security, relationship
with parent or authority figure Utilize
lessons learned in recent past Be frank-
say what you mean. You will be seeing
more persons, setting up contacts for future
"assault" on success
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) : Accent is on

new start due to recent contact, call or
message Some of your ideas are utilized
You receive news which is encouraging and
points to profit Accept invitation to discuss
manuscript, campaign or concept
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have delightful sense of humor. Many
persons adore you—others find you
outrageous—but very few can ignore you
October will be a most significant month
More travel indicated for you this ,ear

Copyright 1974, Gen Fea. Corp
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Crossword Puzzler

ACROSS

1 Youngster
4 Flaps
8 Transgresses
12 Macaw
13 Turkish regi-

ment
14 Labor
15 Fish limb
16 Surely
18 Implied
20 Seaweed
21 Latin conjunc-

tion

22 Footlike part
23 Finishes
27 Sum up
29 Bnck-carry-

ing device
30 Look prymgly
31 Symbol for

cerium
32 Fruit seed
33 Succor
34 A continent

(abbr )

35 Doctrine
3.' Girl s name
36 Lair

39 Twirl

40 Insect
41 Faroe Islands

whirlwind
42 Metal fastener
44 Bury
47 Putting in

proper order
51 PeerGynts

mother
52 Observed
53 Courageous

person
54 Hostelry
55 Retained
56 Former Rus-

sian ruler
57 Conducted

DOWN

1 27th President

2 Solo
3 Waltzed
4 Diplomacy*
5 Beverage
6 Yelped
7 Locations
8 Remuneration
9 Electrified par-

ticle

10 Nothing
11 Crafty
17 Mans nickname
19 Pronoun
22 Vessel
24 Negative
25 Accomplished
26 Reach across
27 Performs
28 Profound
29 Strike

30 Transgression
32 Flag
33 One. no matter

which

answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

sonra nan hbhh
TAB! STAT I O IN P
OH BSD DRQ on
EraoE) ago noma

PS BDHCJ

HQ MUIISH HQQ
JO

36 Symbol lor

nickel

37 Partners
38 Minor item
40 Battle
41 Preposition
43 Indefinite arii

Cle

44 Man s name
45 Slave
46 Tear
47 Inquire
48 Female rufl

49 Corded doth
50 New Deal

agency (init

)

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
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Minutewomen Defeat Wrestlers Ready To Improve

All-Star Gymnasts
By CANDY GROSS

Although the Trenton State

women's cvmnastics team had to

cancel due to injuries, this past

Saturday's meet turned out to be

quite exciting for the standing

room only crowd. In fact the three

clubs composing the

Massachusetts All Star team
proved to be a good challenge for

UMass' first meet of the season.

The girls, all junior and senior high

school age compete for either

Kathy Corrigan's School of

Gymnastics in South Weymouth,
coached by James Corrigan; Mr.

Robert Hanscomb's North Shore

School of Gymnastics in Salem, or

the Pioneer Gymnastics School in

Springfield coached by Leo Leger.

These gymnasts showed particular

skill in balance beam and vaulting,

taking the two events, with UMass
capturing uneven bars and floor

exercise. But never were the two

teams more than 1.15 points apart,

making the outcome a battle from

the start.

The result was a fine score of

UMass 100.65, Ail Stars 99.85. In

gymnastics, scoring 100 points and

better for four events is one mark
of a good team, particularly in the

beginning of the season. As coach

Virginia Evans put it, "It was a

good solid start for the season."

The meet was a close one from

the start with the All Stars sur-

passing UMass in vaulting by a

score of 26.15 to 25.80. The out-

standing vault for UMass was all-

around gymnast, Jeanine Burger's

yamashita, scoring 8.95, tying for

first with Jane Joyce of the All-

Stars. UMass' next two highest

vaults were Margie Comb's
handspring half twist earning 8.5

followed by Marion Kulick's 8.35

handspring. Completing the line-up

were Linda Nelligan, Carol

Rogers, and Heidi Armstrong.

The uneven bars event found the

women taking the lead in one of

UMass's stronger events. Solid

first and second place per-

formances were given by co-

captain Anne Vexler, 8.65 and

Jeanine Burger, 8.55. Bar
specialist Betsy East turned in a

nice 8.3 to bring the event score to

25.50 topping the All Stars' 24.35

Rounding out the bar squad were
Linda Nelligan, Heidi Armstrong

and Carol Rogers. So at the half

way mark the score stood, UMass
51.30 to All-Stars 50.50.

The next event, balance beam,

has been perhaps UMass's one real

weak point, and this was the case

for their first meet. Steady per-

formances were given by Heidi

Armstrong, 7.7 and Jodi Hitt, 7.35,

but the rest of the squad was
plagued by falls. Despite her falls

though, Anne Vexler's dazzling

routine earned her a second place

score of 8.3. Jeanine Burger and

Marion Kulick completed the line-

up. The young All Stars superior

tumbling moves on beam, in-

cluding such things as aerial front

walkovers and back handsprings,

were particularly crowd pleasing

and challenging to the UMass
women. Their event score came to

24.45 over UMass' 23.35, and at this

point they had UMass by .3.

The final event of the evening,

floor exercise, would be the

deciding factor and the outcome

was uncertain right to the final

routine. Anne Vexler danced her

way to an amazing 9.25, the highest

for the evening, and captured first

place. Jeanine Burger displayed

some fine high level tumbling and

new dance to score an 8.75 for

second place. Third place went to

Cindy Moran of the All-Stars with a

score of 8.65, but Alicia Goode's

strong performance earned an 8.0

and gave UMass the needed edge

to take the event 26.00 to 24.90, and

win the meet.
It had been mentioned earlier

that promising performances were

to be expected from Diane Cant-

well. Last week she sustained a

severe back injury which will keep

her out of competition this year. It

will also be noticed that co-captain

Thanne Poth is missing from the

line-up due to a reoccurring back
injury. Both gymnast will cer-

tainly be missed.

This coming Saturday the

women will travel to Towson,

Maryland to meet Towson State

College. The next home meet is

Wednesday, February 20 against

Boston State.

By JOHN BOCK
The wrestling world took a dim

view of the \jHmm wrestling teams

efforts in the first half of the 1973-

1974 season. They finished with a 3-

4 slate losing to URI, MIT, Har-

vard, and Hofstra. Wins over Yale,

UConn and Wesleyan did little to

erase the pasting received by

Rhody (37-3) and Hofstra (42-2).

Excuse'? Nobody likes to hear

them and the Minutemen aren't in

the habit of making them. There

are a few reasons that the showing

was so poor, however. Inex-

perience is one reason. The
Minutemen were wrestling teams

largely composed of veterans and

having a little experience (so

called mat savvy) often is the edge

in a tight bout. Injuries were also a

big factor. Russ Chateauneuf
missed all matches after Rhode

Island. Defending New England

Champ, George Ireland never

donned a uniform the first

semester. 158 pounder Cliff Blom
recieved a separated shoulder at

the end of the semester and was out

for Harvard and Hofstra.

Instead of sitting back and

nursing wounds over the in-

tersession Coach Barr and the

Minutemen embarked on a

grueling road trip that took them to

Long Island, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania. On Long Island they

wrestled Farmingdale and Nassau

Junior Colleges, Union College of

New Jersey, Montclair State of

New Jersey. There were a few

workouts at exceptional high

schools in the areas also. It was all

to get UMass in shape for their first

meeting with the third ranked

team in the East — the Engineers

of Lehigh University. The
Minutemen found out quickly that

there is no other sport on the

Bethlehem, Pa. campus but

wrestling. The Engineers had just

returned from a trip out West

where they wrestled some of the

nation's best collegiate teams.

Outstanding wrestler for Lehigh

that participated in workout with

UMass were Mike Frick (last

years 118 pound Eastern Champ,
undefeated at 126 this season in-

cluding a 2-0 win over Michigan

State's 1972 NCAA Champ Pat

Milkovich), Terry DeStito sixth at

167 last year and twice EIWA
Runnerup.

Coach Barr said of the trip "It

made us a lot harder nosed and we
got a better work out than we
would have if we had practiced

among ourselves for the whole

semester break.") The team
members enjoyed wrestling some
big names and were treated ex-

ceptionally well at Lehigh as

executives of the Bethlehem Steel

Corporation took them on a tour of

the plant and out to lunch.

The trip did show results as last

Saturday UMass went 2-1 at the

Central Connecticut State College

Quadrangular. UMass beat CCSC
23-14, and Seton Hall 36-9 while

dropping a match to CW Post 22-12.

Taking home a 3-0 record on the

day Captain Steve Benson as he

had a pin and two wins while

wrestling up at 177. The whole

middle weight team wrestled up a

weight class and did not fair that

badly. 134 pounder Dick Muri had

the toughest weight class of the day

as he wrestled Centrals NEIWA
Runner-up John Hamilton, and CW
Post's Rocky Davey. Davey is

about as close to being an All

American as he can get without

being one. He has been a member
of the All East team twice, has won
the CW Post Tourney tt.ee times

and has been one of the top seeds in

the small College Nationals. But it

took a reversal in the last fiteen

seconds of his bout in order for him

to pick up the win over Muri. Seton

Hall's 134 pounder was Percy

Martin the toughest competition

that Davey had seen all year and

runner-up to him in the Post

tourney. Muri dropped the match

to him but still did well.

UMass' two heavyweights went

home undefeated with George
Ireland beating Seton Hall's heavy

and pinning CCSC's heavy, while

Dennis Fenton beat Post's

Unlimited wrestler.

1

NFL 1st Round Picks
NEW YORK (AP) - First round

selections in Tuesday's National

Football League draft:

Round 1

Dallas, from Houston, Ed Jones,

dt, Tennessee State. San Diego, Bo

Matthews, rb, Colorado. New York

Giants, John Hicks, ot, Ohio State.

Chicago, Waymond Bryant, lb,

Tennessee State. Baltimore, John

Dutton, dt, Nebraska. New York

Jets, Carl Barzilauskas, dt,

Indiana. St. Louis, J.V. Cain, te,

Colorado. Detroit, from New
Orleans, Ed O'Neil, lb, Penn State.

San Francisco, from New England,

Wilbur Jackson, rb, Alabama. San

Francisco, Bill Sandifer, dt, UCLA.
Los Angeles, from Philadelphia,

John Cappelletti, rb, Penn State,

Green Bay, Barty Smith, rb, Rich-

mond. New Orleans, from Detroit,

Rick Middleton, lb, Ohio State.

Denver, Randy Gradishar, lb, Ohio

State. San Diego, from Cleveland,

Don Goodo, lb, Kansas. Kansas

Notices
I-M BASKETBALL-Meetings will

be held on the following dates for

all persons interested in officiating

intramural basketball games:
January 30 (7 p.m.), January 31 (4

p.m.), and February 3 (7 p.m.).

The meetings will be held in room

227 Boyden.
VARSITY CREW — There will be

practice today for all varsity

members at 4 p.m. in the tank

room.
FRESHMEN CREW — A meeting

will be held at 4:00 today in room

150 No. PE. Building. All retur-

ning members and any new can-

didates (6'3 or over or with rowing

experience) are urged to attend

City, Woody Green, rb, Arizona

State. Minnesota, from Atlanta,

Fred McNeill, lb, UCLA. Buffalo,

Reuben Gant, te, Oklahoma State.

Oakland, Henry Lawrence, ot,

Florida A&M. Chicago, from

Washington, through Los Angeles,

Dave Gallagher, dt, Michigan.

Pittsburgh, Lynn Swann, wr,

Southern California. Dallas,

Charley Young, rb, North Carolina

State. Cincinnati, Bill Kollar, dt,

Montana State. Baltimore, from

Los Angeles, Roger Carr, wr,

Louisiana Tech. Minnesota, Steve

Riley, ot, Southern California.

Miami, Donald Reese, do-dt,

Jackson State.

Sports Hotline

5-0344

in concert

Thursday, Jan. 31

Hatch 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

admission $1.00 —

ROISTER DOISTERS

presents

"Fiveway Overlay"

Five one act plays for the contemporary audience

Jan. 31, Feb. 1, 2, 3
»

8 p.m. Bowker Aud.

Tickets: Campus Center Concourse or at the door

%•• i i
i i i i,

.

$1.50 and $2.00

i !

i
*m Howard

5,-cf Johnson's
(^America Hadl.y Rt. 9

Daily Specials '1"
Monday: Fish Fry

Tuesday: Spaghetti Spree
Wednesday: Deep Sea Dinner
Thursday: Turkey Gobbler

Friday: Clam Fry
Seconds on us
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Icemen Lose A Few Hoopsters Desire Recognition
By BILL BALLOU

If you don't get the Amherst
Record delivered to your home
then you may not know what
happened as far as UMass hockey
is concerned over intersession.

As they say, ignorance is bliss.

For the Minutemen, it was not a
pleasant vacation, hockeywise.
They won just two of the six games
they played, and lost four, in-

cluding three in a row.
The game by game:
--Won the opening game of the

Merrimack Tournament, beating
St. Ansekn's 7-2. Highlight was a
seven goal second period. Win was
their fifth in a row
-Lost the championship game of

the Tournament 7-0 to Merrimack.
Things were as bad as the score
indicates, although Chick Rheault
wasn't. The defense was politely,

shoddy.

-Lost to Division I Providence
College 7-3 at PC's new rink. Game
was much closer, as the
Minutemen trailed just 4-3 with
about five minutes left, then fell

apart. The loss was no disgrace, as
PC is the hottest team in Div. I

right now.
-Lost 5-3 to Boston State, a

devastating loss since State is one
of the teams UMass has to beat out

for a good seed in the playoff

tournament. Boston State jumped
out to a quick 3-0 lead in the Arena,
and UMass controlled after that.

Jim Lynch 's first career hat trick

accounted for all the UMass goals.

-Beat Hamilton 10-2 in crucial

victory in New York. Hamilton will

most likely be a playoff team, so
UMass couldn't afford to lose. Only
thing one-sided was the score, as
Chick Rheault had 43 saves in two
and-one-half periods. John
Binkoski finished up.

-Lost to a not very strong

Colgate team 11-2. Rheault had
bruised his knee against Hamilton,

so Jeff McReynolds started but had
a hard time and was lifted after

giving up four goals in the first

period. Binkoski finished up again.

UMass entered intersession with

a 4-2 record, all Division II. They
come back to our peaceful little

community with 6-6 record overall,

6-4 in Division II. The two losses to

Div. I teams make it nine games in

a row UMass has lost to Div. I, the

last win coming almost two years
ago.

Other occurrences of note that

you might have missed:
-Mike Merchant had to sit out

the Providence game because of a
kicking penalty he was assessed

against Merrimack.
-Brian Mulcahy returned to

action, and although playing on a
gimpy knee, stepped in and played
his usual brand of excellent
defense.

-Freshman defenseman Tim
Howes was named to the aal-

tournament team for the
Merrimack Tourney.
While last night's BU game was

a big one because the Terriers are
playing at little Orr Rink, the next
really important game for UMass
is Friday night at Orr Rink when
the Minutemen play Boston State.

UMass just can't lose it and hope
for a top seed.

By STEVK DeCOSTA
But for a .lack of poise and a

margin of one point, the
Minutemen are still the number
two team in New England.
And for a mighty rebound

margin and a spread of 16, UMass
probably won't make any noise

outside of New England, or at least

the northeast.

I speak, of course, of losses to

Providence (76-77) and Syracuse
(60-76), the only two black marks

Al Skinner leads the Minutemen into action Thursday night at

Curry Hicks Cage against the New Hampshire Wildcats. Game time

is 8:00. JV vs. St. Thomas More at six.

on the record of the Minutemen
who now stand at 11-2.

The defeats marred an otherwise

successful intersession for the

cagers. Champions, of the Hall of

Fame Tournament, the

Minutemen rolled over St. Peter's

to qualify and nudged DePaul by
three to take the title. Since then

UMass has to its credit victories

over BU, Maine, and Vermont, all

on the road and all by healthy
margins. The game scheduled for

January 8 at New Hampshire was
shifted to March 6 as the result of

the school's closing down for the

entire month due to the energy
shortage.

But losses to Providence and
Syracuse are what stick in one's

mind when looking back at

January. They were the two games
the Minutemen needed to win in

order to fulfill their dreams of

recognition outside the tiny circle

of New England. Fate has run its

course and now the record stands.

The Providence game was a
heartbreaker. The Minutemen
outplayed the nation's seventh
ranked team for 30 of the 40

minutes played but it was not

enough. UMass held a ten-point

lead with just under three minutes
to play but a series of bad passes
and missed free throws allowed
Providence to whittle away at the

lead. Kevin Stacom settled the

issue for the Friars when, with

three seconds left, he hit on a fif-

teen foot straightaway jumper that

sent UMass back to Amherst with

heads shaking in wonder of what
had happened.
The story was different at

Syracuse. Playing without Dennis
and DuVal, Iheir leading scorer,

the Orangemen utilized superior
board power in turning back the

Minutemen. UMass coach Jack

Leaman said, "I never had a team
beaten so convincingly off the

boards as at Syracuse
."

Al Skinner still leads the team in

almost every category. His field

goal percentage of .656 is among
the best in the country. His 18.9

points and 12.0 rebounds per game
place Skinner above John Murphy
for the team lead in both
categories.

Other double figure scorers for

UMass aft Murphy and Bill

Endicott who have been hitting at

clips of 16.6 and 16.0 respectively.

Below them, however, the drop is

steep as the next best averages are
6.0 for Greg Duarte and 5.8 for

Peter Trow.
The Minutemen have not played

in the friendly confines of the Cage
since December 15. Bus rides of up
to six or seven hours to such places
as Syracuse and Maine are bound
to take their toll.

"I'm tired," Leaman says. "The
whole team is tired. Everybody's
struggling a little bit but that's the

time of year it is."

But, tired or not, the Minutemen
have a tough schedule ahead of

them. They face Niagara at home
Saturday then take to the road once
again to play Boston College and
Connecticut. BC recently took
Providence to the wire before
falling to the Friars by two in

overtime while UConn has been
playing its best ball of late and has
a one-point upset win over
Syracuse to its credit. You can bet

that both teams will be sky-high for

the Minutemen. While the number
one ranking in New England is

probably a foregone conclusion,

the second spot is still up for grabs
and those two games will go a long

way in determining who will oc-

cupy that slot when the season
ends.

Minuteman Hoop Statistics

G FG FGA PCT FT FTA PCT REB AVE PF AST PTS AVE YR HT MIN TO
Al Skinner 13 103 157 .656 40 53 .755 156 12.0 37 72 246 18.9 Sr 6'4 458 46
John Murphy 13 99 201 .492 17 26 .654 98 7.5 48 28 215 16.6 Jr 6'8 416 22
Bill Endicott 13 85 162 .525 38 51 .745 55 4.2 25 38 208 16.0 Jr 6'3 423 31
Greg Duarte 12 30 61 .492 12 15 .750 59 4.9 28 13 72 6.0 Jr 6'4 201 24
Peter Trow 13 33 73 .452 10 12 .833 38 2.9 11 15 76 5.8 Sr 6'4 208 35
Rick Pitino 13 27 60 .450 4 8 .500 17 1.3 26 74 58 4.5 Sr 6'0 402 32
Steve Mayfield 12 20 42 .476 7 10 .700 42 3.5 22 6 49 4.1 Fr 6'7 202 15
Mike Stokes 8 13 21 .619 7 8 .875 6 0.8 6 5 33 4.1 So 5'9 54 10
Jim Burke 12 12 36 .333 10 15 .667 16 1.3 15 26 33 2.8 Jr 6'3 158 20
Joe Semder 8 5 9 .556 3 5 .600 16 2.0 8 1 13 1.6 Fr 6'5 34 3
John Olson 11 1 11 .091 3 4 .750 13 1.2 7 4 5 0.5 Sr 6'5 75 3
Joe Artime 1 1 .000 .000 2 2.0 1 0.0 So 6'3 4 1

Team 82
UMASS 13 428 838 .511 153 209 .732 600 46.1 234 282 1009 77.6 234
OPPONENTS 13 330 829 .398 160 226 .708 431 33.2 ill 156 820 63.1 230

Patriots Choose Two No-Names
After Acquiring Dick Gordon

FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - The
New England Patriots, with no
first round choice in Tuesday's
NFL draft, used their two second
round picks to select an offensive

lineman and a linebacker.

The Patriots first chose Boston
College center and offensive guard
Steve Corbett, 6-3, 248-pounds from
Dover, N. H., and then picked
Steve Nelson, a 6-2 230-pound

linebacker from North Dakota
State College.

Patriots Coach Chuck Fairbanks
said "the two players we wanted
were the ones we selected. We took

our full 15 minutes on the first

selection because we were trying

to decide which one to take first."

Corbett was a sixth round draft

choice last week of the Boston
Bulls of the new World Football

LeagMe
On a WBZ radio interview,

Corbett said he was happy to have
been drafted by both leagues.

Nelson was not drafted by th«

WFL but told the Patriot* he hail

• been offered a rontratW N
' •• •

league's Chicago team. However, of Nelson, Fairbanks said: "We
he said he is "95 per cent sure" that don't think he'll set the world on
he will sign with the Patriots. fire but we expect evu vone to be
Fairbanks described Corbett as pleased with him "

The coach said he expects both
draftees to be starters although
Corbett is likely to "come along
faster than Nelson due to his

(Corbett's) level of college com-
petition."

a versatile lineman with speed.
"We think Steve has all the at

tributes to be an outstanding of-

fensive lineman," Fairbanks said.

"We think his best position is of-

fensive guard but he has played a

lot of center."

^^N^\*»i««iM»uHiii'«<i«i»iiii,i,i»»uiii«iMtiii ffin tUi> in ,i.,n,*tat4tifi<<i,.,imti ltjlr 0f

lCOLLE<SETOvVN
"BARBER SHOP

183 No. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-9884

Layer Cutting
Shaping

I-1M Complete Custom
LaJ-^ Hair Styling

IMPEACH THE COX SACKER

Three Dumber stickers $1.00

Swifty, PO Box 23

Shelburne Falls, Ma. 01370

Welcome Back

Mf/Ml

Looking for a Science Cora Elective?

M.A.E. 101

Energy and Man (E)

— Learn about the current Energy Crisis —
— Find out about the future Energy Prospects—
— Learn about Enerqy Conservation Possibilities —

Schedule No. 426613 — MWF 11:00 a.m.

First Class — Marston 132
Course not filled — Add at first class
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GETTING A STIFF NECK-l Mass goalie Chuch Rheault watches one of nine Boston University goals
that he allowed to sail by. That wasn't all. John Binkoski gave up six, too. This goal came in the first

period off the stick of Vic Stanfield.

Icemen Annihilated
By Boston University

By BILL BALLOT
What do you say about a 15-1

game?
Most is not printable, even in a

college newspaper, but last night's

loss to Boston University was one
of the most humiliating moments
in UMass hockey history.

Nothing went right all evening
for the Minutemen, and a
courageous sellout crowd of 1500

was reduced to cheering body
checks and saves before freshman
Jon Archer scored UMass' only

goal late in the game. At that time
is was 14-1.

The Terriers, perrennial
national powers, had been ex-

pected to handle UMass easily.

They had been averaging nine

goals a game in weeks preceding
last night, and had only recently

come off an 11-2 drubbing of Boston
College.

The Minutemen helped their

stats imm msely. With the 15-1

horror on the books BU has now
scored 42 goals in their last four

games while giving up just four.

The game, something Satan
would have been proud of, went
like this:

BU got an early goal from Rick
Meagher, and with the Minutemen
skating well, things didn't look so

bad. Then, in the final ten minutes
of the period, normally steady
Chick Rheault fell apart in goal

and the Terriers scored five more.
Meagher got one more, Vic

Stanfield (Fred's brother) two,

Pete Marzo one, and Mike
Eruzione another.
The second period was

somewhat better. Rheault
tightened up arid BU got only three

goals. Jim Lowell, Bill Robbins,
and Chris Bannerman were the

scorers and after two it was 9-0.

The third period saw John
Binkoski take over from Rheault,
and Binkoski's play was about the

only thing UMass fans could cheer

about. He permitted six goals, but

made several spectacular saves.

Archer got the UMass goal, but BU
got goals from Gary Fay, Bill

Burlington, Jim Glover, Ron
Kuzyk, Pete Marzo, and Kuzyk
again. That was all the BU scoring.

It was the second humiliating

loss in a row to a Division I team
for the UMies. Last Friday they
lost to Colgate 11-2, and this gave
them a combined two game score

of 26-3. The loss made it ten

straight over a span of three

seasons that UMass has lost to Div.

I teams.
While the defeat was not sur-

prising, the margin was. So was
Rheault 's play. The big senior had
played brilliantly against BU last

vear in Boston, but last night

turned in perhaps his worst per-

formance as a UMass goalie. Still,

in a 15-1 defeat it's ridiculous to

fault the goaltending.

The Minutemen weren't all that

bad on offense. They fired shots at

BU goalie Pat Devlin, a second-

stringer, and Devlin made several

sparking saves. Archer's goal
came on a rebound off a power play

shot by Mike Ellis. The Terriers

totalled 59 shots on Rheault and
Binkoski, including 25 in the third

period when the sparse in-

tercession schedule took it's toll on
the Minutemen.
INCIDENTALLY: BU improved

their record to 13 and 5 while

UMass slipped below .500 at 6-7.

They're still 6-4 in Div. II. Archer,

the UMass goal scorer, is an
Amherst native. ...Vermont,
UMass' opponent next Wednesday,
beat BU earlier in the season by 7-

6...UMass hockey fans deserve a

lot of credit for sticking around
most of the night while not getting

discouraged...Next opponent is

Boston State Friday night, the

game time for that one has been
moved up an hour from 8 p.m. to 7

p.m.

cIm ffl.i iiifcwrth
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SPORTS

Inside Sports

Women's Gymnastics
NFL Draft
Basketball Recap
Hockey Recap

Hoops Halt

High Huskies, 71-64
By STEVE DECOSTA

It could have easily been another
nightmare.
The Minutemen looked ready to

be had last night, but some clutch

defensive plays and key turnovers

by the opposition made the dif-

ference as UMass limped to its

twelfth victory against two defeats

with a 71-64 win over Northeastern.
"We let down a little after the

Syracuse game," remarked Coach
Jack Leaman. It was a com-
bination of that letdown and a

tenacous man-to-man defense by
the Huskies that kept the game
tight right down to the wire.

The Minutemen actually led by
eleven with five minutes left but
went on a streak of turnovers and
missed free throws that allowed
the Huskies to creep back into the

contest.

But while the Northeastern
defense was doing its job the of-

fense simply folded. They com-
mitted some costly turnovers
themselves and missed shots they
simply couldn't afford to.

Bill Endicott carried the of-

fensive load for UMass as he hit for

eighteen points on a 9 for 13 from
the field. John Murphy was the

only other Minuteman in double
figures as he clicked for seventeen
points, eight of which came after

he was called for his fourth per-

sonal.

John Clark and Jim Conners led

the Huskies with eighteen points

apiece, but the key to the good

showing by the Huskies was their

defense.

Shuffling players in and out

regularly, Northeastern kept the

pressure on with a tight man-to-
man defense. A special note was
the job done by John Barros who
successfully turned Al Skinner
away from the hoop, forcing him to

be content with assists, passes, or

medium range jumpers.
Although Skinner was held to

only eight points on the night, he
did manage to pick up his one-

thousandth career point. It came
with no time remaining as Skinner
was fouled as the clock ran out and
was awarded a one-and-one. The
senior forward hit on both and now
has 1001 career points which
makes him the ninth leading scorer
in UMass history.

It was obvious that the
Minutemen are not the team they
were a month ago. They simply
looked tired. Some of the zip that

characterized early season games
was gone. The team played in

streaks, hitting with gusto one
minute and going scoreless the
next.

The Minutemen have not played
in the Cage since December 15, and
the home court could be just the
spark the team needs. We'll all find

out tomorrow night as New
Hampshire, 4-1 and second place in

the Yankee Conference, try their

fortunes at Curry Hicks.

Springfield Tops

UMass Wrestlers

ECAC Tourney
The ECAC has gone into the

tournament business.

Beginning in 1975, the Eastern

College Athletic Association will

conduct four regional basketball

tournaments for Division I in-

dependents with the winners
automatically qualifying for the

first round of the NCAA eastern

regional tournament.

In order to regionalize, the ECAC
has divided itself into four

geographic zones: New England,

New York-Connecticut,
Metropolitan New York-New
Jersey, and Southern.

"Each season, the ECAC will

select four teams to participate in

a single elimination tournament in

each region with the winner
moving on to the prestigious NCAA
tourney. The losers in each bracket

will still be eligible to accept a bid

to the NIT. The ECAC will not send

a team to the conference runners-

up tournament which is being

sponsored by the Conference
Coaches Association (CCA) for the

first time this year.

The four additional qualifiers

brings to six the number of ECAC
teams that will automatically

qualify for the NCAA tournament.

The Ivy League and Middle
Atlantic Conference, which are

members of the ECAC, annually

send their champions to the NCAA
playoffs.

In announcing the new tour-

nament set-up, Scott Whitelaw,

commissioner of the ECAC, said,

"We are hopeful that the tour-

nament concept will provide the

impetus for greater and sustained

interest in Eastern basketball

throughout the season, as well as

insuring the continued

representation of our Eastern
independents in the NCAA tour-

nament. Also, the tournaments will

provide a new area of revenue to

help support other Conference

activities."

The preliminary alignment of

ECAC teams is as follows:

By JOHN BOCH
SPRINGFIELD - Defending

NEIWA champs Springfield
College bested NEUWA champs
UMass 24-13 in a match last night
.at Springfield College.

The Minutemen jumped off to a
big start with a 15-4 superior

decision by Peter Sachon. The
chiefs came back with a win at 126

as Vic Buehler beat Larry
Reynolds, 8-3.

The 134-pound dout saw SC's

Buddy Fenton beating UMass 's

Dick Muri 8-4. The 142 pound bout

saw Minuteman Eric Ruth drop a
3-2 decision to the Chief's Larry
Way. It was close all the way and
the final point came via a final

escape.

The 150-pound bout, Ail-

American Rich Munroe punished

UMass's Steve Jabaut with legs on

.the way to a 4-0 decision.

The 158 pound bout saw UMass's
Cliff Blom fight back from a 4-0

deficit to pound Sean Bilodeau 9-5.

Bilodeau was a head lock
specialist, put Blom on his back
with one of his best and almost
chocked him unconscious. Blom
rallied and managed to ward off

his attacker, outlasting him to the

end.
167-pounders scored the bout of

the evening as Massachusetts
captain run in other All-American,

NEW ENGLAND: Boston
College, Boston University,
Connecticut, Holy Cross, Maine,
MASSACHUSETTS, New Hamp-
shire, Northeastern, Providence,
Rhode Island, Vermont.
NEW YORK-CONNECTICUT:

Army, Buffalo, Canisius, Colgate,

Fairfield, Niagara, St.

Bonaventure, Syracuse.

METROPOLITAN NEW YORK-
NEW JERSEY: Fairleigh
Dickinson (Teaneck), Fordham,
Iona, Long Island University,
Manhattan, Rutgers, St. Francis
(NY), St. John's, St. Peter's, Seton
Hall.

SOUTHERN: Duquesne,
Georgetown, George Washington,
Morgan State, Navy, Penn State,

Pittsburgh, St. Francis (Pa.),
Villanova, West Virginia.

Doug LeRoy. Benson had him in

legs for most of the eight minutes

and showed his superiority in take

downs as he picked up a 4-3 victory.

In the last three bouts,

Springfield picked up two pins, and
UMass came back and the end with

a win but it was too late.

New England champ Peter Kop
from Springfield pinned UMass's
Bob Spaulding in 4.15. At 190, SC's
Jay Mulligan pinned Robin
Osborne in 3.43 after gaining the
upper hand in a bizarre fight.

At heavyweight, UMass fresh-
man Dennis Fenton beat New
England Champ Tim Smith 4-1 in a
bout that was marked by Fenton's
aggressiveness on his feet and
excellent riding ability.

The Springfield Chief's are
riding high on one of their best
seasons in the last few years.
They've had impressive wins over
established themselves as the
divisional iron in the small college
race.

The Chiefs and the Minutemen
were about even all the way
around, but experience and a
possible home mat advantage
proved to be the edge. Springfield
will meet it's toughest test of the
year Saturday when they host the
RI Rams, New England's number
one matmen.

WUMV
There's an important meeting

tonight of the entire WUMV-TV
basketball crew in room 167 of the

Campus Center at 8 p.m. WUMV
will return to the Bluewall on
Sunday, February 3, with complete
coverage of Saturday night's

confrontation between UMass and
Niagara at the Cage. In con-

junction with the Bluewall's new
"Happy Hour" policy on Sundays
(4-7 p.m.) featuring draft beer and
hot dogs at a quarter a piece the

broadcast will be shown from 5-7

p.m.

Always at the
Lowest Price!

Shop and Compare
In the Center of Amherst
Across from the Town Hall

aon call
56 MAIN ST

Amherst's First Optician

253-7002
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Manhattan
Project Co.

presents
Beckett's

"Endgame"

1
Hockey

Boston State
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Ballet
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Company
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Colby

home 4: 00
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Niagra
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Penn State
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away 2:00
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WE DISCOUNT OVER 3000 ITEMS EVERY DAY

SPECIALISTS l\ QUALITY IK, HI WMC.H1

'MOUNTAINEERING IQUIPMIN1

4

£a4t&ut TffoutttatK Sfwtfo

Rte. 9— Amherst-Hadley Line— 253-9504

made to express
dour peRsoriaiity

men's boots by

FRYE

Walter Dyer - Heartfelt
Fine Leather Goods

y^N. Pleasant St. Amherst

i
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1 AMHERST ART SUPPLY 5
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Bcturc FmM'mo-

THE RIGHT ANGLE

? THE SCREENING ROOM

16 MAIN ST AMHERST 256-0321

1
1
>i

1
S

5c
r
r

i

c

GIANT SUBS
FRESHLY
SLICED:

Turkey, Roast Beef,

Hot Meat Ball, Tuna,
Ham. etc.

also

Breakfast, Seafood Platter,

Chicken & Home-made Soup

Try Us & See

if they aren't the largest, tastiest subs in the area!

!

RTE. 9 253-9521 314 COLLEGE ST.

M-W & Sat. 7-7, Th-Fr. 7-8, Sun. 9-7
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X/JSkllfs Amherst
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HAPPY HOUR
Monday • Friday 4:30 • 6:00

Mixed Prinks .SO

Beet 2S

tech hifi
Quality

Components

at the Right Price.

259 Triangle St., Amherst
549-2610

186 Main St., Northampton
586-2552

r

INO'S

NZZA
(53-8587

Hot "FREE"

Deliver.
I DOMINO'S

I
1 o o

tech hifi
Quality

Components

at the Right Price.

259 Triangle St., Amherst
549-2610

186 Main St., Northampton
586-2552

MARCI, L 1974
SUNDAY

3

10

17 ST. PATRICK'S
DAY

24/
/31

MONDAY

•* FEBRUARY i»«
SON MOW tut WtO TMUH (Hi SAT

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 IB 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28

TUESDAY WEC

t9?4 APRIL 1974

SUN MOW TUt WtO THUH F»l SAT

12 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30

5

11

18

25

12

DNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

.

Track- B.C.
away 3:00

6

19

26

Lacrosse
Wesleyan
away 1:00

Track
H.C.-Brown
home 1 :00

13 1

Baseball-Spfld

home 3:00

lcrosse Harvard
home 3:00

Track-UNH
home 2:00

Tennis-UNH
home 3:00

20
NOW
Pro/ Golf

AnAmherst-WPI
WPI 1:00

27

Lacrosse - Conn,
away 3:00

11
Golf-Yale
home 1 :00

Tennis
URI

home 3:00

Music by four

5

12

18
Golf-H.C, B.C.

home l :00

Tennis MIT
away 3:00

25
Lacrosse-H.C.

home
3:00

Andre Watts
Spfld Symphony

MARCH
SUN WON T ut WtO TMUO f»l SAT

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

"/n 25 26 27 28 29 30

GOOD FRIDAY

Golf-UVM,
Spfld

home 1:00

Thad Jones
Mel Lewis
Orchestra

19
Monday
class

schedule

Baseball UNH
home 3:00

Tennis AIC
away 3:00

6
Lacrosse- Cortland

home 2:00

Track
B.U.-N'Eastern

home 1 :00

13
Track

Spfld-Cent. Conn
away 1 :00

Tennis-UVM
home 1 :00

20

26 Baseball
Maine

away 2:30

Yan-Con Golf-

Stow Acres
Yan-Con
Tennis
URI

MAY
SUN MON TUt WfO THUX tRI SAT

12 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30 31

Baseball UNH
away 1:00

Lacrosse
Fairleigh Dick.
away 3:00

27
Counseling
period ends
Baseball

-

Maine
away 1:00

Lacrosse

-

Williams
away 2:00

Yan-Con
Tennis
URI

Whatever the

hell you want

to sell!

MDC CLASSIFIED

75 C
first day

50< each additional day

for people

who walk on
this earth...

It you ve walked
barefoot on sand or

soil you know how
great it it. Vour
i«*i» sink low and
your fe«t embrace
the earth Than you
put on your shoes
return to the city,

and become another
concrete fighter . .

.

but the concrete
'

always wins. You

yearn for the earth

that Ilea buried

beneath the city.

The Earth Shoe la

the first shoe in

history with the heel
lower manVte sole ..

.

this helps return you
to nature though
you are forced to live

in a csment-coated
world. The Earth

Shot's patented
design gently guides
you to a more erect
and graceful walk,

and reduces fatigue

•nd the aches and

pains caused by our
hard-surfaced city

For man and woman
In shoes sandals
and sabots

Prsmt&ja!e»4XJi
BVichMreeveilaMe

t

Visit the House of \-RAMA

Introducing our
Low Boot
'or men and women

(J S P*!>>ni No 1MJJS4

l&taAtt, an Llt»7

/

m 5 - 10:30 p.m.

-3808

over 50 years ofqualit^fn..

Pizza

Hot-Oven
Grinders

Spaghetti

>d at the lowest prices!^mm at f
Rt. 9 Amherst

nut-urt,
waterbeds

urni$H*nGS
uAtafit-dtarde ^nmittire
103 n. pleasant st.

amherst 253-7922

OPEN
Monday-Saturday

10:00 6 00

Friday
till 9:00

For the Apartment:

* NEPTUNE Waterbeds & others with complete line of accessories
* BEAN BAG CHAIRS $27.50
* Jesse Graham Furniture

For the Body

* Old & unique clothing

(English & Victorian era)

also

• Future Furnishings

ART GALLERY

Why Not i

EUROPE
This Summer?

Yon can spend your summer vacation in Europe for less
than you'd imagine with Peter Fan World Travel. Don't put
off seeing all the places you've dreamed of for another
season. Take advantage of Peter Pan's Special 5 College
Area Departure Dates: May 28. 29. :J0.

For more information, contact

Peter Pan World Travel
256-6704

Peter Pan World Travel

i

c
i—

H

for people

who walk on
this earth...

If you ve walked

barefoot on sand or

soil you know how
great it is. '•our

heels sink low and
your feet embrace
the earth Then you
put on your shoes,

return to the city,

and become another

concrete fighter . .

.

but the concrete
always wins. You

yearn for the earth

that Mes buried

beneath the city

The Earth Shoe is

the first shoe in

history with the heel

lower than^he sole

this helps return you
to nature though
you are forced to live

in a cement coated

world. The Earth

Shoe's patented

design gently guides
you to a more erect

and graceful walk,

and reduces fatigue

•and the aches and

pains caused by our
hard-surfaced city.

For men and women
in shoes sandals

and sabots

From in SO to SO M
BrBcnvrvavelleMa

introducing our
Low Boo*
tor men and women

U S Pfffy No 3>05»4'
AMHOBTSTDtflOWS

lO-ta^lO, rnlli*;

«v
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Rd.

Amherst

256-8551
•..## e\ •

;

HAPPY HOUR
Monday • Friday 4:30 - 6:00

Mixed Drinks .SO

Bear .2$

ion are reading

the largest

college daily in

New Bugland

and one of

the top 10 college

dailies in the U.SA
H
O

I

-
_

No One

Reads

Good Books

LOGOS BOOKS
N. Pleasant St.

for people

who walk on
this earth...

I' you ve walked
barefoot on sand or

•oil you know how
great it is. tour
"Mil sink low and
your f««t embrace
the earth Than you
put on your shoes
return to tha City,

and bacoma anothar
concrete tighter

. . .

but tha concrete
'

always wins. You

yaam for tha earth
tnet liM buried

beneath tha city

Tha Earth Shoa la

tha first shoa in

history with tha heal
lower thanV>e sole .

this helpu return you
to natura though
you are foroad to Hvo
in a oanwjnt-coatad
world. Tha Earth
Shoe $ patented
design gently guide*
you to a mora erect

and graceful walk,

and reduces fatigue

fend tha aches and

peine caused by our
hard-eorteced city

For man and women
in shoe* sandal*
and sabou

FrgwittUStotAM
aredNureawXlaaai

mtHmnxtimwotm
*n .ui . lata^aa ph. u t» 7

Specialists in

Quality Lightweight
Kayak Equipment

Eostern Mountain Sports/Amherst
Rte. 9 — Amherst Hadley Line — 253 9504

Beverly Sills, National Chairman
of the March of Dimes Mothers March, says:

"Let's celebrate

by giving" to the
March of Dimes ifflls

MAY 1974
|

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

>•* APRIL I'" ><*'* JUNE i»74

SUN MON TUE WC0 THUR FRI SAT

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 1/ 18 19 20 21 22

' I 24 2b 26 27 28 29

1
Baseball

Spfld

away 3:00

Tennis-Spfld

home 3:00

2
Golf

New Englands

3
Baseball Baseball

URI URI

away 2:00 home 1:00

Go i f
Lacrosse

New Englands UNH
Tennis away 2:00

H.C.
home 3:00

4
SUN MON tut «10 THUR 1 Rl SA1

1 2 J 4 b 6

7 8 9 10 11 1? 13

14 lh 16 1/ 18 19 20

PI .'.' .'i 24 n .'6 ?7

?8 29 30

5 6
Golf

Coast Guard
home 1:00

7
Baseball
Fairfield

away 3:00

Track-URI
away

8
Golf

Williams Middlebury
Williams

Lacrosse-Brown
home
3:00

9 10
Baseball

UConn home
3:00

Tennis
New Englands
Dartmouth
Caribbean
Festival

1 1 Lacrosse
MIT

home 2:00

Baseball
Yan-Con

nr««r. Track
UConn ***;.,«,

away 1:00
Ma,ne
Tennis

New Englands
Dartmouth

lO MOTHER'S DAY 13 14
Baseball

Harvard
home 3:00

15
Lacrosse

Dartmouth
away 3:00

16 17
Baseball

Amherst home 3.00
Last day
of classes

18 Reading
Day

Baseball

Dartmouth
away 1:00

Track
New Englands

Mass.

19 20
Finals

Begin

21 22 23 24
ICAAA

Pittsburg

25
ICAAA

Pittsburg

26 J J MEMORIAL DAY 28 29
Last day

of finals

30 31

techhifi
Quality

Components

at the Right Price.

259 Triangle St., Amherst
549-2610

186 Main St., Northampton
586-2552

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

253-8587

Hot "FREE*'

Delivery
]

DOM V

"CT

Whatever the

hell you want

to sell!

MDC CLASSIFIED

75* first day

PIZZA-RAMA
Free dolhorp $ - 10:30 p.m.

_ ,

—

253-3808

Pizza

Hot-Oven
Grinders

Spaghetti

We're at .

The best food at the lowest prices!

365 College St. - At. 9 - Amherst

50< each additional day

GET
THE

Come To Our Ski Breakfast

Thursday, February 7 at 8 a.m.

Lord Jeffrey Inn — Amherst —
By Advance Reservation only

DETAILS
Ski High above the Timberline at Avoriaz —

Haute Savoie, France!
Departure Date: February 15 and March 23

For Complimentary Reservations Contact:
Nick Phelps

Peter Pan World Travel
South Pleasant Street
Amherst 256-6704
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Belchertown

Rd.

Mil I

Amherst

256-8551

HAPPY HOUR
Monday - Friday 4:30 - 6:00

Mixed Drinks SO

Beer .25
*<^rC~/-

E astern Mountain Sports

Amherst

Rte. 9 - Amherst Had ley Line

253-9504

DODMINO'S

I PIZZA

2 253-8587

Hot "FREE 99 >*

Deliveryy

Softball Season

is almost here!

for all your

sporting good needs.

FENTON'S
Main St., Amherst

WERE
BIKEABLE
And you'll find us

friendly, too

l\i re jiKl .i shorl

i wl »>J .1 U.llk

i^.i\ . in Mountain
\y M.ill You'll

find .il! your hook
need* here Ironi

.the paperbai ks tor

L*lass !>' 'hi m/ s.ilo

hardcovers that

make treai L-itiv

lust for ihe record,

'we've .' '' j lull

hnc Dl ;.ipt'v .mil

records. *ith .1

terrifk sele* lion

nt quaiuv 1 Li--vk.il

labels j> well .in

.•ssK.iIn

\ . I

Dedicated
to

the tine art

of
browsing

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY

APRCH 19 74
WEEDNESDAY THURSDAY

PASSOVER
THRU APR. 14

Baseball - BC
home 1 :00

Classes
Resume

Tennis- Tufts

away 2:00

EASTER

Baseball
HC away

1:30

Holiday

Baseball- Northeastern
away 1 00

Baseball A I C
away 3:00

Counseling
period begins
Tennis BC
away

Lacrosse
Amherst
away 3:00

Golf-UNH
away 12:30

Tennis -SUNY at

Albany 2:30

Baseball
Dartmouth
home 1:00

Golf
A. I.C. -Conn.

A. I.C. 1:00

Track-Dartmouth
away
1:00

Golf

U.R.I.

away 1 :00

Netherlands
Wind Ensemble

New York
Pro Musica
Antiqua

r

New York
Pro Musica
Antiqua

HOW DOYOU THINK

DIE?

I|\ IK fa Ugl

It's :i,if sn

Ami it's not i .inici

It's automobilecrwhn
More American people

h,-Iwecn the agn of 1 S and 2 s
! <lu'

m automobile i r.ishvs than in am
Othtt w.n

At least half of those deaths

areakohol related \nd the drunk

drivers who cause most of them

areundei 2S Sometime*. man)

times. the> kill themseKrs

( )ne of the most dan,

things \ OU can do is get drunk and

drive home
You can change it You

have to

You march against the war

You ficht for clean air and clean

water You eat natural foods You

practice \oaa You are so much for

life \nd \ou arc so much against

killing

It would lx' unthinkable for

\ou to wittingly kill another human
being

So then, why is this

happening'

DRUNK ONVFADEF1 >•

IIOX ls¥ M

WASMNGTON. DC 20013

I don't »int lean killed and I ilon't

Ajni to kill anyone Tell mr hi •» lean

help 'Youths filflhwa) Si'

I loffVniRn

M\ rwnK' is

Vidrrss

Zip

STOP MIVING DRUNK.
STOP KILLING EACH OTHER.

Whatever the

hell you want

to sell!

MDC CLASSIFIED

75* fir** «*ay

50< each additional day

PIZZA* Walsh SKI SH0P

Free Mint)

y/rom the skiers friend

The best fo« ^._._

PIZZA-RAMA
free delivery. S - 10:SO p.m.

253-3808

Pizza

Hot-Oven
Grinders

Spaghetti

We're at . .

The best food at the lowest prices!

355 College St. - Rt. 9 - Amherst

FRIDAY SATURDAY

Vacation
begins

Count Basie
and his

orchestra

Lacrosse Hofstra
away 1:30

WERE
BIKEABLE
And youll find us

friendly, too

We're just a short
wheel or a walk
away, in Mountain
Fantil Mall. You'll
find all your book
needs here, from
the paperbacks for
class to those sale

hardcovers that
make great gifts.

Just for the record,
we've got a full

line of tapes and
records, with a
terrific selection

of quality classical

labels as well as

budget classical*

too.

r

- j

dSai StrP?u£S

| AMHERST ART SUPPLY $
9c Pfcfure FrfiMin<r

< THE RIGHT ANGLE

THE SCREENING ROOM

16 MAIN ST AMHERST 256-0321

DDCAI/
Take A SPRING

With a Peter Pan Escorted Deluxe Motorcoach Tour

April 4-7

April 6-7

April 13-21

April 15-19

April 20-21

Cherry Blossom Tour
Easter Show — New York
Disney World
Washington-Williamsburg
Easter Show — New York

Plus many more to choose from.
For Details Contact

Peter Pan World Travel
South Pleasant Street, Amherst

256-6704

Please

Patronize

Our

Calendar

Advertisers

I
s

Eastern Mountain Sports/Amherst

Rte. 9 — Amherst Had ley Line 253-9504

Specialists in Quality Lightweight
Backpacking Equipment

A*



for people

who walk on

this earth...

if you ve walked
barefoot on tend or

eoil you know how
great it is >fcxir

rieeis tink low and

your '•*• •"'brace

the earth The« you

put on your attoev

return to the city,

and become another

concrete fighter

but the concrete

always wins You

yearn for tne earth

that Ilea boned
beneath the city.

The Earth Shoe la

the firet «hoe in

htatory with the heel

lower therrthe aole

thia helpe return you
to nature though
you are foroed to live

in a cement coated
world. The Earth

Shoe a patented

design gently guldee
you to a more erect

and graceful walk.

and reduces fatigue

•and the aches and

pe»'na caueed by our

hard-eurfeced city.

For men and women
In ahoM. eandais

and aebota

FremilSJttel4XM
rechwraaveileMt

(417) en

I'-froduCtOQ Our
A hoot

'o' mt-n and -vomer AMHflKT STDtt HOURS
MeewSol. 1Q te.£ 30, Fn 11 re /

WERE
BIKEABLE
And you'll find us

friendly, too

We're just a short

wheel or a walk
away, in Mountain
Farms Mall. You'll

find all your book
needs here, from
the paperbacks for

class to those sale

hardcovers that

make great gifts.

Just for the record,

we've got a full

line of tapes and
records, with a

terrific selection

of quality classical

labels as well as

budget classicals

too.

••<\L
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"Vy

FEBRUA
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDN

'"« JANUARY •»'« ww MARCH "74
SUM MO* rul WID IMUK fHI S*I SUN MOM ru( WtO IMUH 'Kl SAT

1 212 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

27 28 29 30 31 'Vi. 25 26 27 28 29 30

3 4 5 6
av\

aw
Sw

avJ

10 11 1^ LINCOLN'S
IXi BIRTHDAY

B Ball Hockey

13
Mens

B.U. UConn J
home 8:00 away 7: 30

Wrestling Gymnastics Va
UNH M.I.T. Int

away 3:00 away 7: 30

17 "fl
A WASHINGTON'S

1 O BIRTHDAY 19m BBall-UVM 20
home 8:00 He

Wrestling-W.P.I.
home 7:30

Mens Swim
Amherst,

Cent. Conn.
home 4:00

24 25 26 27
B Ball

awJ

H
Norfl

horJ

Mus
Ma

* SKi
SUNSHINE & POWDER SNCW

HiGH ABOVE THE TiMBERLiNE AT

AVORiAZ
HAUTE SAVOiE ?ANCE

MARCH 23 3Q74
$388°° -

J
FiP'

/ /

Peter Pan World Travel
South Pleasant Streel Amherst >> *i7()4

PIZZA-RAMA
Fr$t hlhtity: $ - 10:30 p.m.

253-3808

Pizza

Hot-Oven
Grinders

Spaghetti

We're at . . .

The best food at the lowest prices!

356 College St. - Rt. 9 - Amherst

Q
Co

at the

259 T

186 Mc-

Afee England's

Largest

College Daily

<3Ijf fRaBsarliiiHrtta

^aW/ A FREE AND RESPONSIBLE ^&r press
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Weather

Weather:
Help, the schizo-

phrenics are after both
of me.

Recyclable

THURSDAY, JANUARY 31, 1974

Nixon
Addresses
The Union

The Crunch And The Colleges

By GAYLORD SHAW
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon urged last night an end to the

year of Watergate, vowed he will

never resign, and presented the

Democratic Congress with
proposals he said can bring the

nation "a year of unprecedented
progress."

He spoke of Watergate in a

dramatic finale to his 44-minute

State of the Union address.

"One year of Watergate is

enough," he told Congress, the

leaders of American government,
the diplomatic corps and a nation

watching and listening on
television and radio.

His talk of the scandals
shadowing the administration
came almost as a footnote - some
in the audience already had left

their seats and prepared to leave
the House chamber.
But Nixon had more to say - a

personal word. The applause
quieted, the audience hushed.
He said he wanted to speak of an

issue of great concern to all

Americans. "I refer, of course, to

the investigations of the so-called

Watergate affair."

Nixon said it is time to end them.
He said he already has turned over
to the Watergate special
prosecutor all the information and
material needed to prosecute the
guilty and clear the innocent.
Then came his statement that

one year is enough, and more
applause, this time from the
Republican side of the House
chamber.

Nixon then pledged to cooperate
with the House Judiciary Com-
mittee, which is conducting a
preliminary investigation into
possible impeachment proceedings
against him.

But he said that cooperation
must be "consistent with my
responsibilities" to preserve all the
prerogatives of the presidency.
He said he will never do anything

that would weaken the office of the
president.

Nor, he said, will he ever leave

that office voluntarily.

"I have no intention whatever of

walking away from the job the

people elected me to do," he said.

There was a standing ovation,

concentrated on the Republican
side of the chamber, when Nixon
repeated his vow that he will not

resign.

Nixon urged that "our national

goal" should be his Project In-

dependence in the energy area -

that by 1980 the country will not be
dependent on any other nation for

its energy needs.

He said the country will spend
$10 billion in research on energy in
the next five years, but that private
industry would spend $100 billion.

"America performs best when
caned to its Diggest task," he said.
"Only in America could a task so
tremendous be achieved so
quickly, a task not by regimen-
tation" but by people working in a
free system.
Nixon, saying the time is at hand

to bring comprehensive health
care within the reach of every
American, proposed a health in-

surance plan to provide protection
against the costs of catastrophic
illness.

see related article, page 12

Along with the rest of the nation,
the five college's have been
tightening their fuel and electricity

consumption over intersession.
But the resulting savings - 20 per
cent in some cases -- may be as

much due to warm weather as
Spartan economy.
Officials at UMass, Smith,

Amherst, Hampshire and Mt.
Holyoke Colleges told The
Collegian this week of a variety of

conservation efforts underway --

from lowered thermostats to
urging students to avoid elevators.
Four institutions postponed their

intersession activities for a week to

mid-January, showing decreased
fuel figures as a result. Mt.
Holyoke College delayed a single
day to Tuesday, January 8 so
participants wouldn't have to
travel on a gasless Sunday.
Each campus reported ther-

mostats lowered to 68 degrees,
consistent with President Richard
M. Nixon's voluntary conservation
recommendations. At UMass,
unused buildings over intersession
were reduced even further, ac-
cording to spokesperson Diana
D 'India. Mt. Holyoke buildings go
to 58 degrees each night at mid-
night, spokesperson Irma Rabbino
said.

Lighting reductions and in-

centive plans to cut electricity

usage are among measures un-

derway at the institutions.

-UMass used 25 per cent less
steam during the six week in-

tersession period than last year at
the same time, according to
D' India. She said the campus gets
steam neat from coal and oil, using
an equivalent 11.5 million gallons

of fuel oil each fiscal year.
Electric consumption for this

January was 15 per cent below
January 1973, she said. During
December, the savings from year
to year was about 7»£ per cent on
an average 5.5 kilowatt hours per
month used.
D India said the total electrical

savings for the six week in-
tersession period was down 22.5
per cent from last year, at a time
when new buildings are being
added to the system regularly.
-Smith College spokesperson

Diana Fetter said conservation
measures began in November at
the Northampton campus. She said
oil use was down 10 per cent and
electric savings down 12.28 per
cent in November 1973 compared
to November 1972.

From January 1 to January 12 of
this year, the College burned 43,733
gallons of fuel oil for heating, down
28.69 per cent from last year, she
said. Even so, fuel oil costs will go
up $1,000 - $3,000 this year over last
because of interational oil price
rises.

On campus residence house
reduced electricity use by 55 per

cent when Smith buildings and
grounds sponsored a contest in

December, she reported.
-Amherst College saved 70.000

gallons of no. 6 residual heating oil

from December 1 through January
15 of this year over last, according
to physical plant director William
Mueller. He said no. 2 residual
deliveries by truck to off Campus
fraternities and houses were Off 23
per cent from last year over an
equivalent period.

Mueller said Amherst saved
182,400 kilowatt-hours of electricity
over the six-week period, a savings
of 21 per cent over last year.
A kilowatt-hour is a standard

measure of electric consumption.
Ten 100-watt light bulbs burning
for one hour consume a single
kilowatt of electricity.

-Diana Fetter, spokesperson at
Mt. Holyoke in South Hadley said
January 1974 saw only 121,117
gallons of fuel oil used by the
college, compared with 157,234 last
year.

She said a conservation com-
mittee of faculty and students is

operating on campus, and her
office is publishing a "weekly
energy report".

"We've given it the classy name
of E - MHC to the 68th degree," she
said.

Killowatt-hour consumption at
Mt. Holyoke was 655,900 in
December 1972, or $12,944 worth of

Two Hurt In Bluewall Fracas
By MDC STAFF

Two UMass students from New
York state sustained minor injury
last night when a disturbance over
a vacant seat erupted at the
Bluewall cafeteria and bar.
The incident took place about 9

p.m., according to Bluewall
manager Tony Tartaglia

Injured were: James J. Jordan,
20, of Garden City, NY., a
sophomore business major from
Kappa Sigma fraternity, 70 But-
terfield Terrace. Jordan was
treated and released from Cooley
Dickinson Hospital, Northampton
with lacerations of the right

shoulder. Paul R. Rodriquez, 20, of
Valley Stream, N.Y., also a
sophomore business major from
Kappa Sigma fraternity. He was
treated and released from the
University infirmary with facial
cuts.

UMass police declined to supply
names of the injured. Officer
Richard Guilmette investigated.
Tartaglia said the fight was

stopped within five minutes by
bouncers maintaining security at
the Bluewall entrance. He said all

the participants "were taken
outside and questioned promptly."
Eyewitnesses said the distur-

bance resulted when a chair
marked by a newspaper and a book
was taken as a seat by one of a
group of three girls. The seated girl
exchanged remarks with one of a
group of three men, then the two
struck at each other.

A second girl seated in an ad-
jacent chair took the beer pitcher
and held it near the two fighters. It

broke, sending glass fragments
toward Rodriguez's eyeglasses,
shattering them. Fragments also
entered Jordan's right shoulder.

Tartaglia said no charges would
be brought by the Bluewall.

electricity. Figures for December
1973 were 541,000 and $11,350, a 19.4

per cent decrease in use and 14.1

per cent increase in cost, she said.

-Economics professor Stanley
Warner said Hampshire College in

Amherst has turned down ther-

mostats - which are mostly
electric heat - and reduced un-
necessary hall lighting by one
third. Many administrative ser-

vices were closed and buildings
cooled during the January break,
he said.

But Warner, who is on a campus-
wide energy conservation com-
mittee, couldn't say how much
electricity was saved because the
weather throws off comparable-
period calculations. He estimated
Hampshire pays a $370,000 electric

bill yearly, since 80 per cent of it's

energy use is electric.

A New
Beginning

By JOAN FASSNACHT
Sunday, and despite the gasoline

shortage, all routes for returning
UMies lead to Amherst. Sunday,
and the campus slowly comes alive
as students take advantage of the
mock-spring weather to inspect
their campus after a month's
absence. And the changes are
evident ; the fine arts building will

open soon, followed by the new
addition to the infirmary. An an-
tiseptically clean campus attests to

the vigilance of the workers and
custodians in our absence.

Monday, and the accompanying
suspense, thrills and chills and
excitement of UMass' favorite
Russian roulette entertainment,
"Change that Course" captivates
students by the thousands. It's

S.R.O. at the Cage as students
tensely offer prayers, bribes, and
promises to Hal the Computer for
his open sesame into Food Science
101 and Bartending for Beginners.
Monday, and as you pass through
the campus center, the pace picks
up as more and more familiar
faces appear on the horizon.

Tuesday, and the last stragglers
amble into Amherst. By the end of
the afternoon, it's just like old time
as the familiar traffic and
pedestrian clashes jam up North
Pleasant Street. Tuesday night
and, hail, hail, the gang's all here
as an overflow crowd from the
Blue Wall transforms the Con-
course level into a concrete
reunion party.

Wednesday, and as the lines

queue up in front of Curry Hicks for

registration, the question of the

day echoes, "Whadjaget?". Either

Umies are getting smarter or more
deceitful as cries of 3.2 and 3.8 echo
off the Cage's walls. All of UMass
made the Dean's List! Wednesday,
and thank God the Collegian came
out a day early, now we'll have
something to hide our faces in as
we reestablish territories and
alliances in the Hatch.

Thursday, and reality sets in

with the arrival of 9: 05's, or God
forbid, 8:00's; Dining Commons
meals ; the waits in line at the bus
stops and the bookstores, classes,

papers, exams, the Bluewall, the

basketball and baseball teams,
finals, and we are on our way down
the final home stretch of another
college year.
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Well, at least someone is having a good time in the dining commons...

What's Cookin' In The D.C.?
By SUE ADLEY

Many changes were made during intercession in

the Food Services. Students have seen some being

implemented in the dining commons, others are

not as obvious.

"During the vacation, committee meetings were
held with the production chefs, administration and
management personnel of all the dining commons
buildings participating," said Marie Cappadona
She is assisting Kenneth Dean as the acting

director of the University Food Service while

Arthur Warren is in the hospital. "Fifteen com-
mittees discussed specific areas where changes
might be made. Other areas were evaluated where
the Food Service's approach to them might be
altered. Menus were evaluated and recipes were
re-tested to see if a better product might be the

result."

"TTie report of the ARA consultants that

evaluated the entire University Food Service last

month was used at the meetings," Ms. Cappadona
said. "Parts of the survey were used as 'jumping
off points' for improvements."
White sheets were distributed Monday and

Tuesday in all dining commons, listing additions

to the dining services of last semester. The first of
these eight additions is the serving of meat at

breakfast occasionally, and second, unlimited
servings on all non-meat breakfast items. Ms.
Cappadona said that bacon, ham, and sausage
would be the meats served. "No seconds will be
given on the breakfast meats, but seconds will be
available on the other items, such as eggs or
pancakes. The meats will be offered about twice a
week," she said.

Third on the list is the extension of the Red
Letter Menu Item trial to all commons. 'Red
Letter' items are the main course selections that

will be served with unlimited seconds. Because of

this, tickets for seconds are no longer sold. Ken
Somers, Chairperson of the Food Services
Governor's Board, explained this. "This addition

originated from a successful experiment con-
ducted last semester in Southwest," he said.

"Students were given as many servings as they
wished of the so-called 'Red Letter Item'. The
students cooperated well with this, and it was
found that two cents per meal could be saved by
this. This doesn't sound like much, but multiplied

by thousands of meals, it's a lot of money." Ms.
Cappadona added that if the students wanted a lot

of food, they were sensible to take the Red Letter

choice.

Another addition listed was the salad bar. "The
ARA wanted this put in the menu at all dinners,

and it seems to be working well," Ms. Cappadona
said. Also new is the smoker-non smoker option,

where parts of each dining area have been
designated for each. "This idea originated from
the students," Ms. Cappadona said. "It's ex-
perimental now, and later on we hope to be getting
feedback from students as to how it can be im-
proved." Other additions to service were more
special nights (such as meals with roast turkey or
roast beef), ice for soda, and peanut butter, cot-

tage cheese, or yogurt at every lunch.

- Will there be any new ideas tried out during the
rest of the semester? "An experimental sandwich
line will be set nn on * trial basis later on at

Worcester," she said. "We don't want to do it now
because there are too many new things being
presented at the moment. We plan on letting the

semester get a little older first, then see how it

works."
She also said that they would try out the idea of

not having three dinner choices all of the time.

"We thought this was the best thing to do in certain
cases, such as when we serve turkey. Since 98 per
cent of the students choose that item, we only need
one other choice."

Another change will be in the coffee served.
"We've had quite a few complaints about the taste

of our coffee," Ms. Cappadona said. "Many people
even think that it doesn't have any caffein, even
though it does. What we plan to do is run an ex-

perimental machine at Berkshire commons. This
is a new machine made by the Maxwell House
Company. It makes coffee using powdered instant

instead of the frozen concentrate we now use. If,

after tasting both, the students like the new kind,

we'll use it. It's just a way of getting better coffee

dispensed."

Aside from menu changes, the Food Services
also made some alterations in their staffing. "Our
goal is to be more efficient," Ms. Cappadona said,

"and one problem we always had with our em-
ployees was teaching them how to cook." "We've
never had a cooking training program, but now we
do. It's run by Mrs. Keeley who used to manage
Franklin Commons. So far, it's been working quite
well. The trainees are enjoying it, and now they're
learning to use a lot of the equipment in our kit-

chens that they didn't know how to run before."
Some of the employees have been moved from

their positions they held last semester. Mr.
Michael Netto, the former manager of the Wor-
cester commons, is now manager of the Central
Bake Shop. Mr. Robert Blanchard has replaced
him at Worcester. Franklin has a new manager,
Mr. Bongiovanni, and a few of the production
chefs have been switched.
As far as student employees for this semester

are concerned, Ms. Cappadona said that "there
have been no drastic cuts in student help — some
of the unreliable workers from last semester were
not rehired for obvious reasons." Ms. Cappadona
also spoke of new student supervisors who will be
hired in the future. "There will be one student
supervisor in each building. This person would bo
in charge of hiring and firing student help, and he
or she would work with the manager in managing
the student budget, checking time cards, and
scheduling workers," she said.

Something else new this semester is the change
in the Food Service comment cards. Matt Burns,
Vice Chairperson of the Food Service Governor's
Board, said that the board now handles all of the
cards. "They used to be sent to Ms. Cappadona,
who then worked on them with a student em-
ployee. Now we read them, and follow up on the
complaints and positive remarks. We changed the
form of the card slightly, too, which will make it

better all around," he said.

"We hope to see success with these new
programs, resulting in better food and quality
control. Our employees like what has happened,
and they are optimistic and hopeful," Ms. Cap-
padona said.
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Near-Fatal Accident

Mars Mexican Climb
By BILL DENSMORE

"For 48 hours we weren't sure she was going to live."

Simon Bunyard, 24, president of the Outing Club was dead serious as he

sat Monday retelling details of a freak accident that injured one of eight

club members in Mexico and resulted in a three day ordeal for the others.

At 2 p m Wednesday January 17, Nancy Jacobs, 21 a senior from Mary

Lyons dorm, slipped on the 18,700 Mt. Orizaba 200 miles east cf Mexico.

Falling on her own ice axe, the Westwood native couldn't stop herself

from rolling and falling nearly a mile down a 35-degree slope of ice and

snow. The axe punctured her abdomen, seriously injuring her and

making it impossible for her to dig into the snow to stop.

Stuck on the mountain for three days with her UMass friends until

helped arrived, Jacobs flew back to Boston Saturday after a week-and-a

half in a Mexico City hospital. She will return to Amherst this week for

registration.

"We could almost see the Carribean from the top," student leader

Bunyard said. "We were almost coming down from the crater ridge at

18,000 feet when she slipped and fell.

"She lost a crampon (spikes attached to shoes for good grip) and as far

as we can tell she fell on her ice axe.

"She slid about a mile down the glacier - at least 2,000 yards - and

came to rest in some soft snow which stopped her from going down. The
snow was harder up above," he said.

Miss Jacobs, a mechanical and aerospace engineering major wants to

be the first woman astronaut accoruing to Bunyard. She was the most

experienced climber in the group from UMass, which left the day after

Christmas by car for the Mexican peak, returning a few days ago.

"This is the first accideit the Outing Club has had at any time,"

Bunyard said. "To my knowledge there has never been anything more

than a blister or a broken toe."

The club president said he is sure the accident was unavoidable,

because even if the group had taken every other precaution, the brand-

new crampon still might have broken.

"It's very possible one of the adjusting nuts came off and the thing let

go," he said, adding, "every time I tell someone they say 'Well, you
should have been roped together,' and I say in retrospect of course we
should have."
Bunyard says the gropp included eight UMass students, and a faculty

sponsor' chemistry professor Thomas R. Stengle, who is also advisor to

the Outing Club

The trip is the most ambitious the group has undertaken in recent

years, according to Bunyard. Most have been to U.S. mountains. And
probably for that reason, it took two days, from Wednesday to Friday to

get Jacobs off the mountain.

"There are a lot of people down there that worked like hell to help us,

but getting a helicopter was a real pain," Bunyard said.

At first a rescue team got bogged down trying to reach the point at

15,000 feet where the woman lay injured. Later a first rescue helicopter

couldn't land because of the topography of the area. Finally, a chopper
from the nationalized telephone company was able to make the pick-up,
taking Jacobs to a Mexico City hospital for an operation and recovery.

"I'd really like you to put in a plug there for the Seguro Alpino,

(mountain rescue team) who really did a wonderful job." Bunyard said.

Besides Bunyard and Stengle, seven other UMass students were on the
trip. One, Danielle Jeanloz, 19, of Newton and Puffton Village, was able to
get help for her injured friend because she was the only member of the
group who spoke Spanish.

The other students, all Outing Club members, were: -Thomas L.

Prunier, 21, a junior in wood technology. A native of Oxford, he lives in

Johnson House and is trips vice president for the Outing Club;
-Sylvan E. Menezes, 23, a senior education major living off campus in

Brittany Manor; native of New Bedford;
-David Gedraitis, 21, a senior; in geology from Worcester who lives in

Johnson

;

-Sean Lyons, 18, of Webster House, a freshman non-major from
Westwood

;

-Jack Iwanik, 21, of Gardner, a senior English major.

UMass Police Station
Moves To Dickinson
The Department of Public Safety

has moved from the Security
Station at the corner of
Massachusetts Avenue and
University Drive, to the Basement
and first floor of Dickinson Hall
ROTC has moved to the old police
station, however Air Force ROTC
is still located in Dickinson.

Dave Johnston, Director of
Public Safety, said the reason for

the move was that the facilities of

the old building could not

adequately meet the needs of the

Department's growing staff. The
number of personnel in the
department has grown to 89, and
the old station had room for only
about 20 persons.
The telephone numbers for the

respective departments are still

the same. So if you have any
questions or complaints don't go to

the Security Station — go to

Dickinson Hall, located in back of

Goodell. The phone number is 545-

2121.

PEOPLES' MARKET
Needs People

We are now accepting

applications for jobs until

Friday - Feb. 1

This Tree Is Saved!
It took 350 pounds of fer-

tilizer, a rope fence and a bold
sign to save the oldest
Japanese Elm tree in the
country.

The tree, which is also the
first of its kind to grow in the
United States, is located in

front of South College. It's life

was jeopardized when con-
struction of the new library
caused the water table in the
area to drop. Also, the tree was
further endangered by soil

compaction caused by people
continuously walking over the
tree's century old roots.

Acccording to Gordon King,
professor of landscape ar-
chitecture, the Elm was
brought to UMass by Dr. Clark,
president of the university

during the 1870s. Clark
received the tree as a gift from
the Emperor of Japan along
with other Japanese plants.

Believe it or not the tree is

pretty famous.
"Nurserymen from this

country and Europe often visit

the tree," said King.
Students from Stockbridge

and the Park Administration
Department first observed the
tree's decay and held a contest

to create the sign now in front

of the Elm. The students fer-

tilized the area and the
Grounds Department erected
the very casual looking fence.

"The fence has to be
replaced once a week," said
King. "It's always being torn

down," he said.

Builder Suspects Selectmen

Of Conflict Of Interest

By MICHAEL UGOLINI
Local building contractor Donald Grant has asked his attorney, Paul

Ford, to investigate three of the five Amherst Selectmen to determine if

they are in violation of the state conflict of interest law.
Sel. Nancy Eddy, Merle Howes, and Michael Sullivan are serving as

sewer commissioners and two of them, Sullivan and Howes are employed
by UMass. Nancy Eddy's connection is that her husband, Phillip Eddy, is

an assistant professor at the UMass School of Education.
The conflict of interest law states: "No officer or employee of a state,

county or municipal agency shall accept other employment which will

impair his independence of judgement in the exercise of his official
duties."

Grants contends that since these selectmen are employed by the
University, their judgement will be slanted in deciding questions relating
to the campus. Especially, in the fight over the recent ban on new sewer
connections.

Grant has built homes in the area that were denied sewerage permits
by the Board of Selectmen. Now Grant, through his attorney, is seeking a
restraining order that would prohibit the majority of selectmen from
dealing with town business, at least until a full hearing can be scheduled.
There is a question of whether or not the University's new Fine Arts

Center will be allowed to tie into the sewer system of Amherst The
Massachusetts Division of Water Pollution Control has prohibited the
introduction of additional sewage into the town's disposal system until
major overhauls are completed. One overhaul is the Connecticut River
outfall line and pumping facility slated to be completed by October 1,
1974. All wastes must flow through a new secondary sewage treatment
facility by November 1, 1976.

DWPC assistant director William Slagle said he recommended the
University Fine Arts Center be allowed to tie in. He said the tie-in will
create a reshuffling of people from other buildings on campus. So the
increase in sewerage flow will be negligible. His report and recom-
mendation has gone to director Thomas McMahon, who will make a final
decision within ten days.

The University News Bureau said the reshuffling will affect much of
the art department, mostly classrooms and studios. The Fine Arts
Building is scheduled to open next fall.

Selectwomen Nancy Eddy says that if the Board give Grant the per-
mits, they will have to answer to the DWPC for violating laws pertaining
to additional sewerage flow. The DWPC can impose fines for as much as
$25,000 a day, if the town does not comply.

Students Like Their "Guts"
By MIKE KNEELAND

Ever since college became a

good alternative to the working
world, students have been con-

stantly searching for one thing : gut

courses.

For those of you who have been
taking 19 credits per semester in

such courses as Microwave
Engineering and Applied

Nonlinear Analysis, a definition is

in order. A gut is a credit course
which guarantees a high grade
with little or no work.
Most students, however, do not

freely admit they are taking a
course because of its gut
reputation. "I've been into sand-
boxes and mudpies since I was a
little kid," one student said. "This

is a real learning experience,
something I can relate to."

When a gut course has been
discovered, it's more cherished
than a good fishing spot. Gut
courses are only discussed bet-

ween close friends for if there's one
thing an enterprising student hates
to see, it's a gut course over-
enrolled. Getting bumped from a
good gut, the students would say, is

the supreme college bummer.
Then there are the professors

who teach the gut courses. Most
label themselves '•non-
institutional". The slightest
criticism of their course prompts a
carefully rehearsed response: "To

The student Senate Transit Service may have trouble getting gas this much emphasis in education today
semester due to cutbacks in allocations from fuel suppliers. Bob Godding, is placed on marks. Education
operations manager of the transit service, is working on the problem with should be more than a grade; it

the Federal Energy Commission. There should be enough fuel to run the should enable a student to develop
buses said Godding, because the Commission has assigned priority status himself within his own confines."

UMass Buses: To Rui
Or Not To Run ?

to public transoortatinn The needs of college students, as
prescribed by core requirements,
force students to seek guts outside
of their major. Besides the Blue
Wall, some liberal arts students
say Food Science is the best thing

that has happened at UMass in

recent years.

The science majors say they are
treated unfairly because no such
gut course can be found in the

liberal arts area. "If non-science
majors can take Food Science,"
they say, "then there should be
Humpty Dumpty 101 for us."
But everyone knows that

Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,

which is just what students looking

for gut courses often do. There are
many pitfalls to be avoided when
searching for guts.

For example, one college's
course catalog listed the following

course description : 101 SURFING -

- - An introduction to concepts of

surfing. Films, guest lecturers.

One paper. Final exam optional.

What the unfortunate students
who enrolled in the course found
was hardly expected. The paper
had to be 30 pages long on the

molecular theory of wave motion
as exemplified in the Pipeline. The
guest speakers were not surfers,

but scientists and kinesiologists

who mathematically described
body motion in surfing. The final

exam was, indeed, optional, but

only for students with an A on the

paper.

The only sure way to find a gut is

to enroll in as many courses as
possible. After two weeks, drop the

courses which will demand work

from you.
As for myself, I like 'em tough.

Assign me a 30-page paper on
chemical theory or tell me to read
an exciting Russian novel and I'd

be happy. But as it is, I'm into

sandboxes and mudpies... 101 that
is. .

IRS Info
Massachusetts taxpayers

can get quick answers to their

tax problems by calling the

Internal Revenue Service from
anywhere in the state without

having to pay long distance

charges.

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401
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"Yeah, these Student Senate buses are a weird
boogie."

Bus service will continue on the same schedule as last semester with

the exception of a new South Amherst route which will run during off-

peak hours. The new route will cover the Brittany Manor and Riverglade
Apartment complexes. The Belchertown and South Deerfield routes will

continue the same off-peak service introduced last semester.
The Transit Service is negotiating a new federal grant which would

allow them to buy buses owned by the Federal Government and to add
buses to the system. The Transit Service operating costs have been taken
over by the University, the Student Senate and the Commuter Assembly.

Corrections
The time for the Hillel

Farbringen on Saturday Feb. 2
was omitted in yesterday's
Collegian. It will start at 8 p.m.

CORRECTION: The "Five-
Way Overlay", a play to be
presented by the UMass
Roister Doisters, will be
presented tonight, Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday nights at

8 in Bowker Auditorium.

isFii|eAri
Couijeil

PRESENTS

Juju Players Repertory Company

in

BUDGETS COMMITTEE
First Meeting at 2 o'clock 2/3/74 (Sunday)

ROOM No. 801. CAMPUS CENTER
NO IF, ANDS, OR BUTS

.— ./ '**+*•+* .••m * »

"Shango De Ima"
February 12 8 p.m.
Bowker Auditorium

A Third World Cultural Series Event

******************************

Michael Houstoun, Pianist

Winner of tha Van Cliburn Compatition

February 13 & 14 8 p.m.
Bowker Auditorium

A Celebrity Series Event
Tickets to all Performances are $1.50 UM-A Students $3 00
others

Box Office: 125 Herter Hall 545-0202
I * m m +<<m+*m
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Utilities Raise Rates
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer

The energy crisis that prompted you to turn down
your lights has prompted utilities to ask permission to

charge you more for using less.

An Associated Press survey showed that utilities

are seeking or have been granted rate increases that

many say are needed to offset declining profits

caused by energy conservation efforts.

Some of the increases are called conservation

surcharges and most of them would tack an extra 10

per cent on the average consumer's monthly elec-

tricity bill.

In addition, Americans are finding their bills going

up because of fuel price increases that companies are

allowed to pass on to their customers automatically.

The AP survey showed that virtually every area of

the country was feeling the pinch and state com-
missions responsible for reviewing electricity rates

said they were swamped with requests for increases.

"We're facing the largest workload in our history,"

said Robert Lenaghen of the Idaho Public Service

Commission. "Every utility within this commission's
jurisdiction has a rate increase pending."
The Washington Gas & Light Co., which serves

546,000 customers in the capital and Maryland and
Virginia suburbs, has asked for permission to raise

rates an average of 6.7 per cent, primarily to make up
for a 6 per cent drop in demand.
Paul B. Reichardt, the company president, said

that although 1973 revenues were up $3 million over
1972, they fell $16.6 million short of expectations. He
said $7.6 million of the loss was due to lower con

sumption because of warm weather and $9 million

was due to conservation efforts. He also said labor

costs will increase $3 million this year.

Consolidated Edison Co. of New York added $1.46 to

the January bill of the average customer to reflect

fuel cost hikes. Now the company is seeking rate

increases that would yield an additional $315 million a

year.

The company said it needs the money because of

higher costs for taxes, interest, labor and materials.

Normally, Con Ed said, a rate increase of 22.6 per
cent would yield the needed revenue. The company
argued, hfiwever, that because consumption has
dropped, it will need an additional increase, probably
6.7 per cent, to make up the difference.

Some consumers find their electricity bills have
jumped as much as 30 per cent in the last year and a

half with much of the increase coming in th last

month or so.

A spokesman for Southern California Edison Co.

said that on May 1, 1972, a typical residential

customer paid $21.79 every two months for 1,000

kilowatt hours of electricity.

By Aug. 1, 1973, $3.08 was added to reflect rising

fuel costs. On Oct. 10, a general rate increase was
approved and Uiis, plus another fuel-cost boosf,

brought the total up $5.11 more.
A Nov. 1 fuel adjustment brought the base price up

to $28.59 - a jump of 31 per cent since May 1972. This
week, the Public Utility Commission granted the

company a fuel adjustment totaling $232 million
annually. The company said that would boost th 3

average customer's bill another $2.10 per month.

Gov't Promises Trucker Fuel

(AP Wirrphoto)

WHEN TRAINS CEASE, TRAFFIC JAMS--
Traffic is bumper to bumper on the Surry,
England, kingston-bypass as commuters inch
their way toward London Monday. A 24-hour
wildcat rail strike severely curtailed train
service into the British capital causing com-
muters to take to their cars.

By JAY PERKINS
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The federal government
Wednesday moved to head off protests by truck
drivers by announcing it will guarantee them enough
fuel to operate and by proposing that truck drivers be
allowed to pass on their increased fuel costs.

Special presidential assistant W. J. Usery Jr. ex-
pressed hope the actions would bring to an end the
current protests by independent truck drivers in Ohio
and would persuade other drivers to forego the
nationwide protest some had called for midnight
Thursday.
Usery said he had been in contact with several of

the groups which claim to represent independent
truckers and added "We have commitments from
many of them."
The administration action came as the House and

Senate continued to grapple with emergency energy
legislation.

Leaders of House conferees indicated they were
willing to go back into conference to discuss the bill

rejected by the Senate Tuesday. The Senate voted to

recommit the bill to conference in an effort to remove
a controversial provision designed to limit oil in-

dustry profits.

The energy crisis also resulted in a price hike in

petrochemical products Wednesday. The Cost of

Living Council announced it will lift most controls

from food stocks used mainly in the plastics, fiber

and rubber industries.

The council said the action was taken to head off

growing shortages of those raw materials derived
from petroleum and to avert mounting job layoffs

throughout the petrochemical industry.

Usery said the new administration proposal to the

truckers calls for the Federal Energy Office to take

action under the mandatory allocation program that
"will guarantee that the fuel due the trucking in-

dustry for its operations is delivered." The industry
will receive 110 per cent of the fuel it used in 1972, he
said.

In addition, he said, the Interstate Commerce
Commission has taken the first step in a process that

would let drivers passon to trucking firms with which
they have contracts any difference in the cost of

diesel fuel from what they paid on May 15, 1973.

The trucking firms, in turn would recoup the ad-
ditional expense by filing for rate increases with the
ICC. The consumer eventually would pay the added
cost through increased prices on truck-delivered
items.

The ICC rule cannot become effective until 30 days
after all interested parties are given a chance to

comment. An ICC spokesman estimated the rule
could go into effect no earlier than two months.

Welcome
Back!

Free
Coffee

Wed., Thur., Fri.

Jan. 30, 31, Feb. 1

COFFEESHOP
HATCH
BLUEWALL
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You've heard Advent, Bose, EPI and Heil. Now, COME
GET YOUR ROCKS OFF! ! And listen to Cerwin - Vega
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hebi9ger Cerwin Vega speakers which
will very likely blow your pants off!!

located at

LOONEY TUNES
Rt. 9, Hadley

586- 11 56

CAPT. BULL FROG
Brattleboro, Vt.

802-254-8213

MAIN MUSIC
Springfield

413-739-9092

NEW WAVE MUSIC
Pittsfield

413-499-2646
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Nixon Won't Testify For Erlichman
By MARGARET GENTRY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon
will refuse to testify personally in the

California trial of his former aide, John D.
Ehrlichman, despite a court order won by
the defense, the White House said Wed-
nesday.

A Nixon spokesman left open the

possibility that the President might answer
written questions in the state court trial.

Earlier Wednesday, Atty. Gen. William B.

Saxbe criticized the court order as

unrealistic "because the President of the

United States can't appear in every justice

of the peace court all over this country at the

whim of that justice of the peace."

Saxbe told reporters he has ordered a

Justice Department study to determine
whether the subpoena sets a precedent for

summoning the President to testify in a

broad range of legal proceedings involving

the government.
California Superior Court Judge Gordon

Ringer said Tuesday he would, at the

request of Ehrlichman's attorneys, sign a

subpoena ordering Nixon to appear as a

material witness in the trial of Ehrlichman
and two other former White House aides

who are defendants in the White House
plumbers' burglary case. However, the

subpoena has not yet been prepared or

signed.

Nixon's refusal to appear could, in the

long run benefit Ehrlichman's case by
giving him a basis for arguing that

testimony vital to his defense was being

withheld.

Ehrlichman and the other defendants,
former White House aides David Young and
G. Gordon Liddy, have contended that they

should not be prosecuted for activities

conducted in good faith as part of their of-

ficial duties.

The three have been charged with con-

spiracy and burglary for the break-in at the

Beverly Hills office of Daniel Ellsberg's

psychiatrist.

Deputy White House Press Secretary
Gerald L. Warren said Nixon's attorneys

"will recommend to the President that he

respectfully decline to appear....on con-

stitutional grounds" and that Nixon will

heed their advice.

He said, however, that Ehrlichman's
lawyers have discussed with Nixon's chief

Watergate lawyer James D. St.Clair, the

possibility that Nixon might respond to

written questions.

In Los Angeles, however, Ehrlichman's

attorney Douglas Dalton said : "We're going

to continue in our efforts to have the sub-

poena issued out of the court in Washington.
He added:

"We have no present plans to confer with

White House counsel prior to a hearing."

At any rate, Saxbe said the issue probably
is headed for higher courts for a decision on

the extent of presidential immunity from
subpoenas. He said Assistant Atty. Gen.

Robert G. Dixon is studying the case "as it's

going to apply to about a thousand others

that we have."

Ehrlichman apparently sought Nixon's

testimony to buttress his contention that his

Plumbers' activities were conducted in

compliance with a presidential directive.

Ehrlichman has denied knowledge of the

actual break-in until after it was carried out.

Nixon ordered the Plumbers unit

established to investigate leaks of secret

information, including the Pentagon papers.

China, USSR Get 167m Bushels Of US Wheat
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - A record 714

million bushels of wheat was exported
during the first six months of the fiscal year
which began last July 1, new figures by the

Agriculture Department showed Wed-
nesday.

The shipments included large deliveries to

China and Russia. The exports are expected
to rise to at least 1.2 billion bushels-equal to

70 per cent of the 1973 U.S. harvest - by the

end of the season on June 30.

According to figures soon to be published
by USDA, the People's Republic of China
emerged as the largest single country
recipient of U.S. wheat during July-

December.

Further, soaring wheat prices the past
year pushed the six-month export value of

wheat to a record $2.62 billion, more than

triple the July-December 1972 value of $849

million.

The report is a monthly issue oi Foreign

Agricultural Trade of the United States

scheduled for publication in about two

weeks.
Meantime, in another view of the wheat

situation Wednesday the department's
Outlook and Situation Board said exports

last July-December totaled 737 million

bushels.

A spokesman said the higher figure was
not a discrepancy since it included flour and
other wheat products equivalent to about 23

million bushels.

Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Butz earlier

this week hailed farm export increases as

the major factor in a U.S. trade surplus in

1973, the first in three years.

But the super exports also have helped

drive up costs of farm commodities and, in

the case of wheat, have nearly drained

reserves. By July 1, the department says,

the reserve will be 178 million bushels, the

lowest since 1947.

The latest export calculations added
further evidence of the grain drain, a

situation that prompted President Nixon
last Friday to lift import quotas on wheat
and flour.

During the six months period, China was
shipped 95 million bushels of wheat worth
$272.4 million at U.S. ports, compared with

20.8 million bushels valued at $35.3 million in

July-December 1972.

Russia, which triggered the wheat export
surge 18 months ago with orders which
eventually exceeded 400 million bushels for

the 1972-73 season, was shipped 72.2 million

bushels valued at $149.4 million in July-

December. A year earlier shipments were
97.6 million bushels worth $154.8 million.

One USDA export said the average export
value of wheat shipped in July-December
was $3.68 per bushel, compared with a six-

month average of $1.79 a year earlier.

The averages do not reflect more recent
wheat prices which have climbed even
higher. By mid-January, wheat for export
delivered to Houston was about $5.80 per

bushel, compared with $2.78 a year ago.

Based on the six-month calculations and
reports from exporters filed with USDA as

of Dec. 30, more than 500 million bushels of

wheat remained to be shipped to foreign

buyers through the last half of the current
marketing year.

In all, China may buy nearly 150 million

bushels of U.S. wheat for delivery this

season, and Russia around 107 million,

based upon recent export reports.

Bolivian President
Fears Overthrow

By HAROLD OLMOS
Associated Press Writer

LA PAZ. Bolivia (AP)-President
Hugo Banzer, who put Bolivia

under a state of siege to counter
food-price protests contends there

is a plot to overthrow him, the

army commander said Wed-
nesday.

Gen. Carlos Alcoreza said
Banzer told the armed forces that

both civilians and military men,
including a former top general
were involved in the alleged
conspiracy.

Alcereza made no reference to

any connection between the
civilian protests and the alleged

plot. Unconfirmed reports by a
Cochabamba newspaper said six

persons were killed and three

wounded Tuesday night when
soldiers and civilians clashed near
the central Bolivia city of

Cochabamba.
The soldiers were trying to clear

highways blocked by peasants
protesting against government-
ordered price increases that

doubled the cost of six staple foods.
Bolivian air force planes swept

over the Cochabamba highways
Wednesday in an apparent effort to

impress upon the civilians that the
protests were challenging the
armed forces. Air force sources
said the planes would be used only
for "purposes of disuasion." The
planes did not fire on the estimated
12,000 peasants, the sources said.
Soldiers freed a general who had

been taken hostage by the
peasants. The officer, Gen. Juan
Perez Tapia, was not harmed. He
had been dispatched by Banzer to
talk with the peasants.
Banzer, himself a general, has

said several times since coming to
Dower L a 1971 coup that leftists

were plotting against him. There
was no clear indication if the an-
nouncement Wednesday of the
alleged conspiracy might be
followed up with martial law,
which would free the military of
any constitutional restraints in

running the country and handing
out punishment.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Dorm party comin' up?

Call

VI II \>l It It A
Ready to rock for you on any occasion

(Just add water?)

Jeff (in 102) 5-2642

Jim 256-5980

Reasonable Rates

ATTENTION

ALL

RS0 GROUPS

The Building Committee of the Board of

Governors have a limited number of new
student offices opening for a second
semester. If you would like to be considered,
please fill out an application in the RSO
office by February 9, 1974.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!!! SUBSCRIBE NOW!!! SUBSCRIBE NOW!!! SUBSCRIBE NOW!!!

I wish to subscribe to The New York Times for second semester as checked.

Rates are one-third below the regular newsstand price.

The rate for weekday delivery vMon. Fri.) for second semester is only $6.80.

(Make check payable to:

CAMPUS NEWS AGENCY).( ) Deliver my copy to my campus address
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PHONE

CAMPUS ADDRESS

( ) Deliver my copy elsewhere on campus.

Detach and mail to: Wayne Willetz

Box 147

Thompson Hall

Campus

PLACE

DELIVERY WILL BEGIN
FEBRUARY 4, 1974.
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(AP Wirephoto)

Buses and taxis have replaced donkey travel between Nazareth and stations to users in old quarter where trucks can't navigate the narrow
Bethlehem, but donkeys are still used to transport fuel from Nazareth gas streets.

Anrig: New
Public School
Funding Needed
FRAMINGHAM, Mass. <AP)-

The method of funding public
school systems by the sales and
property taxes fails to distinguish

between wealthy and poor com-
munities and aggravates
disparities among school systems,
the state commissioner of
education said Wednesday.
Commissioner Gregory Anrig

told a conference of city and town
officials here that state govern-
ment school funding with sales tax
revenues penalizes poor com
munities, as does the local reliance

on property taxes for school fun-

ding.

He proposed four wavs to im-
prove scnooi nnancing:
—A ceiling on property tax rates

and state assumption of school
costs that rise above local tax
receipts.

—Distribution of state aid
during, instead of after, the school
year.

—Improvement of property tax
administration in the com-
munities.

—Permitting communities to

levy special taxes to fund extra
school programs not covered by
available funds.

The Framingham conference
was sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts.

Ski Areas Bemoan Snow Shortage
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New England ski area operators

are being hit by a January thaw, a
lack of snow and by the gasoline
shortage and they are worried by a
sharp falling off of business.

Phil Camp of Woodstock, Vt.,

director of the Eastern Aki Areas
Association, says business at ski

lift lines is off 27 per cent this

season compared to last winter.

Hotels, motels and lodges are
estimating business has dropped
"from 20 to 70 per cent," according
to Donald Webster, Vermont
secretary of development and
community affairs.

Camp said Tuesday the ski

operators and hotels are hoping a
good Washington's Birthday
weekend will pull them out of their
troubles.

Stations Plagued
By Gas Shortage

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Many service stations were

running out of gas Wednesday as
their monthly allocations fell short
of demand, and customers faced
long lines and limited sales in

stations that had gas.

Station operators said the
situation this month was worse
than last because: January
allotments were smaller than those
for December; many stations
preserved gas in December
because of holiday closings; and
the first day of February is a
Friday, meaning many stations

won't get next month's allotment
until the following Monday.

In addition, some stations which
haven't used all of their January
allotment have not been able to get
the rest because the oil companies
tell them it's too expensive to ship
in partial loads.

Some station operators say
they're expecting substantial cuts
in February allotments.

•They're going to drop us 12,000

to 13,000 gallons next month," said
on station spokesman in an Albany,
N.Y., suburb. He said he hasn't

enough gas now to keep his pumps
open for longer than an hour and a
half each morning.

In Chicago, the Illinois Gasoline
Dealers Association urged area
stations to refuse gas to customers
who have a quarter tankful.

"We're asking our attendants to

check the gas gauges," said Robert
Jacobs, secretary treasurer of the

group which urged an end to what
it called panic buying in Chicago.

"If they've got more than a quarter

of a tank-hit the road, buddy."

John O'Donnell, Pennsylvania

Service Stations Dealers

Association comptroller, said "By
the end of this week, roughly 50 per

cent of Pennsylvania's service

stations should be out of gas."

The American Automobile

Association checked 5,094 stations

in every state but Alaska this week
and reported the situation
generally stable. It said 22 per cent
were limiting sales, up from 19 per
cent last week, and 5 per cent were
out of gas, compared with last

week's 3 per cent.

However, the figures in certain
areas were far higher than the
nationwide average. The AAA in

Boston said approximately 60 per
cent of the service stations in New
England are limiting sales. By
comparison, it said, only 4 per cent
of the stations in the Rocky
Mountains are doing so. It also said
10 per cent of the stations in the
New England-New York-New
Jersey area have closed tem-
porarily, while only 1 per cent of

Midewestern stations have closed.
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"It's certainly too early to talk

about a disaster," Camp said.

"Washington's Birthday will tell

the story. Until then, eveyone will

be sweating out mortgage
payments."
There were indications this week

that Mother Nature might be
helping.

Camp said temperatures in the
20s this week have enabled ski
areas to start using snowmaking
machines. This was coupled, he
said, with snow that fell Monday.

In addition, the National
Weather Service in Boston said
that temperatures in northern New
England are expected to be below
normal and precipitation above
normal next month.

"That's all the industry really

needs," Camp said. Camp said
there have been "rumors of

bankruptcies," but said they are
unsubstantiated. "I know of no one
who is planning to pull the plug,"
he said.

He said "a couple of small
operators who may not be efficient

businessmen or who lack creative
marketing programs could go
under, just the way the occasional
corner store fails in Boston."

But the industry as a whole "is
hardy and will survive," he said.
Webster said two or three small

ski areas "may be in serious
financial difficulty." He said he
was "obviously concerned by the
dismal season."
Camp said the industry is

"getting a little worried" and Leo
Jorgenson of Mount Snow in Dover,
Vt., said "Weatherwise and
economically, it's been a lousy

season."

Charles Purinton, manager of
the smaal Maple Valley area in

southern Vermont, called this
winter "the worst season in several
years."

Industry officials said weather
has been a bigger problem than
gasoline. Motorists facing fuel

shortages in southern New
England can get all the gas they
want to the north, said Harry
Baxter, owner of Maine's
Sugarloaf Mountain area.

Camp said many stations are

remaining open on Sundays and
said some areas have installed

their own pumps.
Camp said it's too early to tell

what lasting effect this year's

slowdown will have on the ski in-

dustry.
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White House
Mourns Death
Of Nixon Aide

By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-Nearly
three decades ago, Murray M.
Chotiner taught young Navy
veteran Richard M. Nixon the
value of a slashing attack in a
political campaign.
But in recent years, the bare-

knuckles Chotiner campaign
tactics had fallen from favor and
their architect had shifted to
private law practice and a
relatively obscure role among
Nixon political advisers.
However,. it was symbolic of the

enduring nature of the long
relationship between the two men,
that first news of Chotiner 's death
early Wednesday came from the
White House.
A spokesman at Washington

Hospital Center said cause of death
was believed to be a blood clot in
the lungs. Chotiner, 64, had suf-
fered a broken leg and a con-
cussion in an automobile accident
last week near his suburban
McLean, Va., home, but had been
reported recovering from the in-
juries.

President Nixon was described
as "deeply saddened" by
Chotiner 's death.
A native of Pittsburgh, Pa., who

moved to Southern California in
1922 and became a politically
active lawyer, Chotiner had a
reputation as a skilled campaign
strategist when he joined the first

Nixon campaign as a publicist in

1946.

He already had played key roles
in California campaigns of Earl
Warren and William F. Knowland.
But it was Nixon who adopted

most enthusiastically the Chotiner
theory that "if you do not deflate
the opposition candidate before
your own candidate gets started,
the odds are that you are going to
be doomed to defeat."
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Bankbook Error Results In Larceny
BOSTON (AP) — Mrs. Gail Cradle, 28, is on one-year probation after

detailing how she spent almost $14,000 that appeared on her bankbook due
to an error.

Mrs. Cradle, a mother of two and a welfare recipient, was convicted of
larceny Jan. 11, in a Suffolk Superior Court non-jury trial.

Judge James P. Lynch Jr. said he would put the woman on probation
for a year if she accounted for the $13,976.82.

Mrs. Cradle complied with the ruling Tuesday, telling the court she
spent $6,000 to furnish her four-room apartment, gave an unidentified
male friend $2,000 and spent $1,250 more for trips and vacations.
Mrs. Cradle, who receives $278.80 a month in welfare payments, also

said she spent several hundred dollars on clothes, parties and school
supplies for her children. Mrs. Cradle also gave a $50 gift to the Salvation
Army.

A total of $2,500 was unaccounted for.

The woman opened an account in June, 1972 with $100 at the National
Shawmut Bank of Boston. But the bank gave her the old number of an
active account Uld by Mrs. Mary Boyle, 70, of Boston.
Between November, 1972 and March, 1973, Mrs. Boyle mistakenly used

her old number to deposit $35,000 and this money went into Mrs. Cradle's
account.

Mrs. Cradle later withdrew $13,976.82 and the error wasn't discovered
until last May when Mrs. Boyle closed her account and noticed the
shortage. Mrs. Cradle told Judge Lynch she didn't question how the
money appeared in her bankbook.

"I thought it was from an anonymous donor," she said. However, Judge
Lynch said that while it wasn't Mrs. Cradle's fault that the money ap-
peared on her bankbook, it was her responsibility to report the mistake
He said "it became abundantly clear" that Mrs. Cradle knew the

money was not hers, but she continued to spend it. Judge Lynch said this
constituted larceny, according to his interpretation of the law.

LOOK BACK

IN ANGER
A play by John Osborne

Directed by Bruce Boyer
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Box office open

1040 i.m. to S p.m

1413) 542 2278

FREE DELIVER?

rent a refrigerator.

If your unit fails, we will replace ... We deliver to your dorm

CALL 545-0012
or

stop by the Campus Center information desk

$22.50 rental fee
plus a $10.00 security deposit for semester

Delivery arrangements made when you reserve your refrigerator

There's a lot going on this semester . . . .

UMASS. SKI CLUB
— ACTIVITIES & DAY TRIPS—

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

5, Tues., Regular meeting— SBA 120, 8:00 p.m.
9, Sat., day trip to Stratton
11, Mon., Regular meeting— Mahar, 8:00 p.m.
16, Sat., Ski Club races ( NASTAR) at Berkshire East
19, Tues., Regular meeting— SBA 120, 8:00 p.m.
23, 24, ( Sat. & Sun.), Sugarbush weekend— Day Trip (area to be announced)
25, Mon., regular meeting— Mahar, 8:00 p.m.
2, Sat., day trip to Bromely
S, Tues., regular meeting— SBA 120, 8:00 p.m.
9, Sat., day trip to Killington

it, Men., regular meeting— Mahar, 8:M p.m.
25-30, 5 day trip to Sutton,

For all day trips free Peter Pan bus transportation is provided by me club. Buses leave
from in front of Hasbrouk at 6:10a.m. and from the Southwest horseshoe at 6:30a.m. There
is usually a $1 to $2 discount on all day lift tickets. A $1.00 deposit is required at the meeting
prior to the trip to guarantee a seat.

Mar.

— NIGHT SKIING AT BERKSHIRE EAST—
free bus— 2 : 00 Lift Ticket— Live Bend

Feb. 7, Theirs.

Feb. 13, Wad.
Feb. 21, Thurs.
Feb. 27, Wed.
Mar. 7, Thurs.
Mar. 13. Wed.

Buses leave from Hasbrouk at 5:10 p.m. and from the
Southwe st horseshoe at 5:30 p.m. The lift ticket should
be paid for at the meeting prior to the trip.

SKI INSTRUCTORS COURSE COMPLETION
Sat. & Sun., Feb. 2, 3, Berkshire East 9 a.m.

—OTHER CLUB BENEFITS—
e 1$ per cent discount en ski equip, at SKI-IN and Berkshire Bast Ski Shop
Midweek day and night season pass to Berkshire East for S2S.QO

e 75c off on Student Ski Association cards
H.00 off on lifts-rental lessens at Berkshire Bast anytime

• Meetings with guest speakers and ski movies

FIRST MEETING:
Tues., Feb. S— SBA 120 (little Mahar)

e>

BERKSHIRE EAST
The UMass Ski Club's Home Area

offering the best Phys. Ed program ever:

ten l and * hr. lessons with IV* hr. practice time plus transportation
and night season pass.

total cost $45.00

end a midweek day

SIGNUPS: All this week in Boyden or CC Concourse

¥rmm Introductory Evening

Thurs./ Jan. 31 CC Rm. 113, 8:00 p.m.

If you nave not pre-registered you can still sign up

FACILITIES:

• lies ft. vertical

• 3 double chairs

•rear
• Mar
e Wight skiing with

• 2 mHa lent trail
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Crisis Turns Political Football
BySETHMYDANS

Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP)-The energy

shortage has turned into something
of a political football to be kicked
around in the State House.
No one has come up with an

answer yet, but almost everyone
has had something to say.

First to seize the issue was Gov.
Francis W. Sargent when he called
the adjourned legislators back last
fall for a special emergency
session on energy.
The House and Senate brushed

aside most of his bills as political

posturing, and pointed out that any
meaningful action had to come
from Washington.
But then they started in them-

selves, calling for everything from

electric cars to an investigation of

the international oil cartel.

Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn, who
is expected to be a Democratic
candidate for governor, issued

news releases on an investigation

of accounting practices at Exxon
Corp., and a petition against the

Federal Energy Office charging

fuel discrimination against New
England.
He followed these with a brief

release for "utilization of

Massachusets' greatest resources -

brainpower - in combatting the

energy crisis."

And he then issued a three-page

release wrapping up his "running
battle against increased gas and
electric rates."

Asked why this last message was

sent to the press, a spokesman said
"We thought it was about time we
showed what a good track record
we have."
On the other side of the political

seesaw, House Republican whip
William G. Robinson of Melrose
presented a measure calling for

"an in-depth investigation of the
price structure, distribution,
wholesale and retail levels" of the
oil industry by Quinn, and giving
him a month to do it.

In helping to defeat that
proposal, House Democratic
leader Thomas McGee of Lynn
argued that Robinson was giving
Quinn an impossible task he could
later charge him with failing to

complete.

But for some legislators, no task

Groucho • Chico • Harpo and Lucy

in

ROOM SERVICE
plus

ALICE COOPER in Concert (Toronto w?)

Sat., Feb. 2

seemed too big.

Sen. Jack H. Backman, D-

Brookline, urged the state

legislators to investigate the in-

ternational oil cartel, the Central

Intelligence Agency and the Arab

shiekdoms, which he said were

conspiring to create the fuel

shortage.

When that resolution died in the

House, Backman 's rival for a

senate seat this fall, Sen. Irving

Fishman, D-Newton, pushed

through a similar one, and is now
chairman of his own Senate

Commission investigating the

causes of the shortages.

Almost every meeting of the

House and Senate has heard an

energy proposal.

—Rep. Bruce H. Zeiser, R-

Wellesley, advocated a tax break

for electric car manufacturers.

"Thousands of new jobs! An an-

swer to the energy crisis and air

pollution...Why not?" he said.

—Freshman Sen. Michael
LoPresti, D-Boston, in one of his

first actions in elected office,

called for nationalization of U.S.

crude oil and petroleum com-
panies.

—Sen. Stephen J. McGrail, D-

Wakefield, offered a resolution

"memorializing the President of

the United States and the Congress

of the United States to take im-

mediate action to alleviate the

burden imposed upon the
American people by the energy
crisis."

—Rep. Charles R. Doyle, D-
Boston, and several others saw the

answer in construction of the
Dickey-Lincoln Dam in Maine.

—House Speaker David M.
Bartley, D-Holyoke, sent
telegrams to President Nixon
urging a return to Daylight Saving
Time. And later he issued a news
release saying "Today I have
written President Nixon" asking

special aid to independent fuel

dealers caught in the energy pinch.

—Rep. Marie Howe, D-
Somerville, demanded that Quinn
begin "an investigation of all

gasoline service stations that are
displaying 'out of gas' signs."

—Donald Gurewitz, announced
his candidacy for governor on the

Socialist Workers Party Ticket,

promised "a real program to stop

the phony energy shortage."

—Boston City Councillor Albert

L. O'Neil called the whole thing

hogwash.
"This is nothing but a first class

shakedown of the American
consumer," he said. "If the
Congress will only stop issuing

press releases and all kinds of

rhetoric, and show them that they
mean business, then all of this crap
will stop in short order."

Senate Considers

Staggered Fueling
BOSTON (AP) -Staggered hours

for gasoline stations were proposed
Wednesday at a hearing of the
Senate commission studying fuel

shortages.

Harold Murphy, who represents
750 of the state's 4,000 gasoline

Raindrops,Love Story,
Windmills

and

Let It Be.
Nowheard in the elegant
style of Vivaldi& Handel.

retailers in the Bay State Gasoline

Retailers Association, said he
would urge them to take the action

when mandatory federal
allocations take effect in

February.
Andrew Caraber of the ALA Auto

and Travel Club said his

organization has made a similar

proposal to Gov. Francis W.
Sargent.

Hearing chairman Sen. Irving

Fishman, D-Newton, proposed a

statewide, toll-free energy com-
plaint hot line similar to ones he
said are in use in eight other states.

A number of speakers at the

hearing also showed interest in an
allocation program in effect in

Oregon, under which drivers with

even-numbered plates and odd
numbered license plates must
alternate days at the gasoline
pumps.

Gulf Oil Vice President Bernard
Markwell predicted that New
England will be hurt by federal
plans to redistribute fuel supplies
among oil dealers.
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Federal Energy Office

:

Crisis Caused By Panic
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) - Long lines and empty pumps at
New England service stations are caused more by
panic buying than bv a gasoline shortage, the Federal
Energy Office said Wednesday.
"We havenT any information yet that New England

is worse off than anyplace else," said Hugh Saussy,
deputy regional administrator of the energy office in
Boston.

"Our overall opinion is that if there is a shortage,
it's not a great one," he said. "We've got these other
factors at work-although there's not much of a
shortage, people think there is, and this affects their

buying."
The American Automobile Association reported

that about 60 per cent of New England stations are
limiting sales per customer-almost three times the

national average.

About 10 per cent of the region's stations have
closed temporarily, compared to 1 per cent in the

cental-Midwest states, AAA said.

At night and on Sundays, the situation is even
worse, according to the auto club. About 21 per cent of

New England's stations are open after 7 p.m.,

compared to 43 per cent nationwide. On Sundays, 4

per cent are open, less than one-third the national

average.

However, Saussy said the figures "don't tell you
much. It's quite possible there's some explanation

other than the shortage for this."

"The real problem is that people are keeping their

tanks full, we think. People go from station to station

to station. We know of people who will burn up to two
gallons of gas searching for a station so that they can
buy three.

"People are afraid that the next taak of gas they

buy will be their last one," Saussy said. Adequate
supplies of gasoline have been reported in the ski

areas of northern New England.
Saussy said this may be an example of how people's

changes in habits, prompted by the energy crisis,

have created an apparent shortage.

"Where are these people who would have gone
skiing? They're riding around Boston and other cities

compounding the problem there," he said.

Earlier this week, John McGlennen, regional ad-

ministrator of the Environmental Protection Agency,
recommend that the New England states adopt

gasoline rationing on their own.
McGlennon's assistant, Paul Keough, said the

shortage in New England was 20 per cent, far greater

than elsewhere.

Saussy commented "maybe he, McGlennon, knows
something we don't."

The AAA survey also said New Englanders are

paying an average of 47 cents for regular gasoline

and 52 for premium. It said this was below New York
and western prices.

At the State House, a spokesman for the ALA Auto

and Travel Club proposed a voluntary program of

staggered operating hours at gasoline stations.

Andrew Caraber said this plan, administered by

either federal or state agencies, would be one way of

coordinating distribution of the state's dwindling

gasoline supplies.

Oil Co. Cites Gains
SAN FHANCISCO (AP) - Standard Oil Co. of California reported on

Wednesday earnings in 1973 of $843.6 million-a 54 per cent gain over 1972.

Fourth -quarter 1973 earnings jumped 94 per cent.

Last year, the nation's fifth largest oil firm reported 1972 earnings of

$547 million or $3.22 a share compared with 1973's $4.94 per share.

Its fourth quarter earnings last year rose by 94 per cent to $283. 1 million

or $1 .67 a share. The 1972 final quarter produced $145.8 million net income
or 86 cents a share.

Standard of California was the last of the four partners in the giant

Aramco Mideast petroleum combine, Arabian-American Oil Co., to

report 1973 earnings.

Exxon previously reported a 59 per cent earnings gain for 1973, Mobil 47

per cent and Texaco 45 per cent . The average net income gain for the four

petroleum giaats was 50 per cent.

Board Chairman O. N. Miller ascribed Standard's 1973 gains primarily
to increased sales and to the recovery of oil prices abroad from low levels

of 1972.

He said the 1973 returns on Standard's net investment was 15.3 per cent.

"The improved level of earnings experienced by Standard in 1973 is

essential to carrying out the large investments in the years ahead,"
Miller said.

"In no way do they support statements that profits are excessive," he
said.

House Approves Commission

For Energy Conservation
BOSTON (AP) — The

Massachusetts House gave initial

approval Wednesday to a bill to

create a state Energy Con-

servation Commission to

"evaluate, conserve and develop"

the state's energy resources.

As amended on the House floor

the three-member commission
would serve full time at salaries of

$32,000 for the chairman and

$28,000 for the other members.

The commission could hire

professional and non-professional
staff as needed subject to funds to

be appropriated in the regular

state budget.

The commission would also oe

asked to look into emergency
measures for equitably

distributing heating oil and
gasoline during the current fuel

shortage.

The Senate, by accepting ad-
verse committee reports, killed

bills that would require speed
governors on automobiles and
provide severance pay for em-
ployes of the Hampden County
Training School closed two years
ago.

The upper chamber suspended
its rules and gave final approval,

after adding an emergency
preamble, to a bill to let towns hold

town meetings as late as May.

"widespread depression"

RR

friday and Saturday night

in the hatch 9 p.m. - closing
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Steel Unions Debate
Worker Wage Hikes /

By ROBERT A. DOBKIN
AP Labor Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-In perhaps
the year's most important labor

negotiations, the United Steel

Workers began contract talks

Wednesday determined to win
substantial wage hikes for 380,000

workers employed by the nation's

10 biggest steel producers.

The start of negotiations coin-

cided with industry an-

nouncements of record profits,

production and sales in 1973, a

factor certain not to escape the

union's attention.

USW President I.W. Abel and R.

Heath Larry, vice chairman of

U.S. Steel Corp. and the industry's

chief negotiator, indicated that the

government's 5.5 per cent pay
guidelines were likely to be
ignored.

"Inflation has had a terrible

impact on our thinking," Abel said

at a joint news conference with

Larry. Both called for an end to

controls.

The Nixon administration, Abel

said, "ought to try running the

government for a while and let us

run our own affairs."

The union is unlikely to settle for

less than the 7 percent increase in

wages and benefits negotiated in

the auto industry last year. And
with the steel industry enjoying

record profits, rank-and-file

pressure for a big settlement is

increase '..

Larry acknowledged that while

profits "look good," they were "not

nearly what was needed for the

ultimate viability of the steel in-

dustry." U.S. Steel, the nation's

No. 1 producer, posted its highest

earnings since 1957, up 108 per cent

last year.

The eventual steel settlement

usually sets the pattern for the rest

of the industry and is expected to

influence negotiations later this

year involving nearly 10 million

workers in such key industries as

railroads, communications and
coal.

Under an agreement adopted

last March, the union relinquished

the right to call a national strike in

return for a guaranteed minimum
3 per cent wage increase plus a

one-time $150 bonus for every
1

worker. All unresolved issues in

the negotiations are to go to bin-

ding arbitration by April 15.

Under current contract, which

expires Aug. 1, steelworkers

average $5.29 an hour, plus 39 cents

an hour in cost-of-living benefits.

x
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Under New Management
Hrs.: Sun Tues., 11 : 30 a.m.-10:00 p.m. ; Wed.-Sat., 11 :30 a.m. 1 : 00 a.m.
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SPECIAL LUNCHEONS • ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Meif To Form New Gov't

Also,

LUNCHEON SPECIALS:
11 30 am -3:00 p.

m

Mon.-Sat.

*2.99 Ml Yo« Can Eat
Mon. and Wed.

5:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.

POLYNESIAN FLOOR SHOWS
THURS. &
Music at

1st Show
2nd Show

FRI.
•:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
11:00 p.m.

~7

SAT.
Music at

1st Show
2nd Show

7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
11:00p.m.

JERUSALEM <AP) -President

Golda Meir was asked officially

Wednesday to form a new coalition

government, one month after her

Labor party won a narrow
plurality in national elections.

"I am cognizant of the great

responsibility placed on my
shoulders," Mrs. Meir said ac-

cepting the task from President

Ephraim Katzir. She expressed

confidence that a new government

could be formed within the 21-day

time limit.

SUN.
Music at

1st Show
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Also, Sunday's show is a family entertainment show with a
talent contest for children. Trophies will be awarded.
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Congress Revives Energy Bill
By DAVID C.MARTIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democratic leaders of Congress
Wednesday looked for ways to

revive the emergency energy bill

and give President Nixon powers
he requested to deal with the

energy crisis.

Tiie Senate voted Tuesday to

send the bill back to conference
with the House in an effort to

remove a controversial provision
designed to limit oil industry
profits.

Asked Wednesday if the con-

ferees would reconvene, Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Man-
sfield said, "I think so, but what
they'll do in conference, I don't
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Coming Soon
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know."
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-

Wash., said Tuesday that without
the bill the President would have to

declare a national emergency
before he could order gasoline

rationing.

The administration had in-

dicated it would make the current
voluntary 10-gallon limit on
gasoline sales mandatory as soon
as the bill became law. It has also

said it needs the bill before it can
suspend certain environmental
requirements to permit the bur-

ning of dirtier fuels.

In urging that the bill be
returned to conference, however,
the White House had said it had
gotten by without emergency
legislation and asked that time be
taken to develop "a truly
responsible product."

Informed sources said Senate-

House conferees would meet
Thursday and that if attempts at a

compromise failed, many of the

provisions would be tacked on to a

separate energy measure now
before the House. That bill, which
would create a Federal

Emergency Energy Ad-
ministration, was scheduled for

House debate Wednesday; but the

leadership has agreed to postpone

it for a few days.

House Speaker Carl Albert
rejected suggestions that the

FEEA bill was being held hostage

to the emergency energy measure.
A comment by Mansfield

prompted speculation that the

FEEA bill might be used as a

vehicle for passing some of the

provisions in the emergency
legislation. Asked if the emergency
bill could be revived, Mansfield
replied, "I think so — in bits and
pieces."

The excess profits provision at

issue would set up a renegotiation

procedure that would take effect

next year and allow consumers to

demand retroactive refunds on fuel

prices which had resulted in

windfall profits.

Sen. Gaylord Nelson, D-Wis.,
sponsor of the motion to recommit,
claimed the provision was un-
workable and probably un-
constitutional.

Manager's

SALE
ANNE DUNN
Manager

Getl

CUP THIS COUPON
and bring it in to Kentucky Fried Chicken,
Rt. 9, Hadley. This entitles you to

BUY ONE CLAM FRY
— GET ONE FREE

Good Through Thursday Feb. 7, 1974.

y-__-

fcntudty Fried Cklektn
Rte. 9 Hadley

(across from Zayre's)

Judge Dismisses

Howard Hughes
Stock Fraud

RENO, Nev. (AP) — Charges of
stock fraud against billionaire

Howard Hughes in the purchase of

a regional airline were dismissed

.

Wednesday by a federal judge who
called the indictment one of the

worst he had ever seen.

U.S. District Court Judge Bruce
Thompson dropped all nine counts
in the federal grand jury in-

dictment against Hughes and four

other men.
In Washington, the Justice

Department immediately said it

would seek another indictment
against the five persons as soon as
possible. Department spokesman
Robert Stevenson said government
lawyers will seek to rewrite the

charges in order to correct defects

cited by Thompson in his decision

Wednesday.
Charged along with the much

hidden and much-traveled Hughes
were Robert Maheau, Chester C.

Davis, David B. Charnay and
James H. Nail.

The indictment related to

charges that Hughes and others

conspired to drive down the stock

of Airwest, a Western feeder
airline, and then pressured
directors to sell to Hughes, who
subsequently bought the airline

and renamed it Hughes Airwest
"It would be a perversion of

justice to require the defendants to

go to trial under this indictment,

which has to be interpreted in a
manner most favorable to the

prosecution in order for the in-

dictment to maintain any sem-
blance of properly charging the

defense," Thompson said.

In arguing for the motion to

dismiss, defense attorneys said the

indictment failed to allege a
clearly illegal action on the part of

Hughes and the four others
charged. They said the language of

the indictment was so muddled
that they could not possibly mount
a defense.

Thompson said the government
could appeal his ruling or could
present the charges again to a
grand jury, which is what the
Justice Department said it would
do.

The judge said the indictment
should have been more specific,

should not have duplicated
allegations in the nine counts in-

cluded in the document and should
not be open to speculation or in-

terpretation.
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JAPANESE NATIONAL RAILWAY WORKERS remove snow in the Akita Station Yard. Trains are

covered by heavy snow which swept Northern Japan over the weekend. Paralyzing railway facilities

and stranding hundreds in trains.

Truancy Law Questioned

By Office For Children
By SHELLY COHEN

Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — A month-old

law intended as a reform of the

state's truancy and runaway child

statutes will free juvenile courts

from the burearcratic red tape that

has delayed placement of

youngsters in group care or foster

homes, according to Boston

Juvenile Court Judge Francis G.

A Gator
Goes To
College
DETROIT (AP) - All those

rumors were true. There is a
seven-foot alligator in the
basement of Wayne State
University's Old Main.

His name is Charlie and the 110-

pound reptile shares a small

apartment with a four-foot

cayman, a cousin from South

America. Their pad is complete
with heat lamp and swimming
pool.

Charlie's owner, a university

employe and 32-year-old reptile

fancier who insists on remaining
anonymous, said he put Charlie

and his cousin in the basement of

Old Main in 1970 after inheriting

both from a friend who moved to

Australia.

He said he chose the campus
landmark building because there

just aren't many places in Detroit

to keep a gator.

Since then, the rumor about an
alligator in Old Main has been

bouncing around the inner city

campus. Only a small circle of

canuus employes and students

knew the truth.

Even after a campus newspaper

blew Charlie's cover, a lot of

people still thought it was rumor.

Poitrast,

The law, intended to

decriminalize th offenses of

truancy, stubborn, wayward and

runaway child, is already in

disrepute with such state agencies

as the Office of Children and the

Division of Youth Services, largely

because of the discretion it places

in the hands of court officials.

"Most of the services needed by

children are needed right this

minute, not when somebody gets

around to it," Poitrast said.

Poitrast is one of the authors of

the bill which passed the

legislature last year. This year he

may have to defend it against

efforts to repeal major portions of

it by the Office for Children.

Officials of that agency are

fearful that children will be placed

in unlicensed facilities.

"If a child needs a foster home
that's already been inspected and

approved by a probation officer,

than I think I should be able to

place a child there, not wait until

some state agency gets around to

deciding whether that facility

should have a license," Poitrast

said.

The judge complained that the

Office of Children, which is in

charge of licensing, "works at a

snail's pace."

"The buck stops here," he said,

"when that child is here in front of

you and you have to act. The Office

of Children can sit back in its ivory

tower, we can't."

Of about a dozen cases heard

under the new law, Poitrast said

most of the youngsters were

returned to the custody of their

families and referred for coun-

seling to family guidance agencies

without a formal court hearing.

None of the youngsters was placed

in detention.

The law permits detention ot up

to 45 days for youngsters prior to a

formal hearing before the court.

Poitrast maintains in some
cases, particularly involving

runaways, that detention is

essential.

"I know the Office of Children

doesn't want anyone in detention,"

he added, "They're so

unrealistic."

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
begin this semester's activities on

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1974

Tour and Orientation for

new members

Bus leaves Whitmore at 1:45 p.m. and returns by
4:00 p.m.

For questions, call Mary, 546-6953 or Jay, 253-5897.

Around The World

Cambodia
PHNOM PENH. Cambodia ( AP) - Cambodian Communists have asked

the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese for at least a division of troops to

help the Cambodian insurgents keep pressure on Phnom Penh,
authoritative Western sources said Wednesday. The sources said the Viet

Cong's central office for South Vietnam turned down the request because
of friction between the Vietnamese and Cambodian Communists. But the
Viet Cong agreed to send a commando unit to help the Cambodian in-

surgents gathered around Phnom Penh, the sources said.

Dublin
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) - Armed men took over buses and trucks at

gunpoint Wednesday and left them at strategic points around central

Dublin with simulated bombs inside. At least 15 men, believed by the

police to be members of the outlawed Irish Republic Army, took part in

the operation. Boxes placed on buses contained stones and oil drums with

wires leading from them were found to be empty when the trucks were
searched.

Rome
ROME ( AP) - Bombs damaged two schools and destroyed a bar in the

industrial hub of Milan Wednesday. The police said there were no
casualties. Leaflets found at the explosion sites bore the signature of

SAM, Mussolini Action Squads. The group, named after World War II

Fascist dictator Benito Musselini, has claimed responsibility for over 50

terrorist acts in the last 50 years.

Bolivia
LA PAZ, Bolivia (AP) - President Huge Banzer told the armed forces

there is a leftist civilian-military plot to overthrow his government, the
army's commander, Gen. Carlos Alcereza, said Wednesday. Bolivia is

under a state of siege to counter food-price increases. Alcereza did not
say if there was any connection between the protests and the alleged
conspiracy.

London
LONDON (AP) - Britain's coal miners began their strike vote Wed-

nesday. About 1,200 miners at Leigh, Lancashire, in northwest England
cast their ballots. Others were to follow on Thursday and Friday. The
280,000 miners' refusal to work overtime and weekends the last 12 weeks
has cut Britain's coal production by 40 per cent.
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Energy Saving Efforts
By BILL DENSMORE

An observer walking around the five college campuses
sees few tangible examples of energy saving efforts.
Perhaps most obvious was the sign of the elevator at
Amherst College's Converse administration building-

This elevator is a 5,400-watt light bulb - don't turn it
on."
-And on the Herter Hall lifts at UMass:
"Walk, don't ride."

UMass got the toughest energy break so far. Caught like
the utilities and other major institutions converting an
old coal power plant to oil, the University is now stuck
sticking with the old one for economy.
The administration planned to open a $5-million, 3 boiler

oil-fired heating and power plant at Tillson Farm on East
Pleasant Street at this time, but decided not to because it
would have begun using eight million gallons of oil a year -

at 3 to 4 times the price of a year ago.
The existing plant, twin coal boilers and a singl oil one

uses only 3.6 million gallons a year of oil along with 50 XX)
tons of coal.

Finally, as classes start at UMass, students will
remember the shortage of energy everytime they adjust
the lights in a classroom or administration building An
"JKSS

and yellow plastic sticker on each switch reads:
Kill-o-watt, conserve energy."

President Nixon left them
laughing at the Cape Cod lounge
last night. They were laughing at

him, not with him. To those who
huddled in the lounge at the

Student Union to watch the
President deliver his State of the

Union address on television,

Nixon's speech was a mixture of

black comedy and theatre of the

absurd.
The entire act was a bit bizarre.

Nixon's usual jowis scented to

hang down like an albatross, his

face was filled with an unusual
flow of sweat, above and beyond
that caused by T.V. lights. He
looked tired. He looked much older
than the man who swept to victory
over George McGovern little more
than a year ago. It has been a bad
year for Richard Nixon. Viewers
did not have to wait for the
President to acknowledge it in his
speech, all they had to do was to

look at his face.

Having Carl Albert and Vice
President Gerald Ford lurk
behind him like lifeless Votarys
from the ancient past did nothing
to lessen the macabre mood that
led to forced applause by the
Congress and snickering jokes and
laughs by many T.V. viewers at
UMass.
But what did the President have

to say? Really nothing. For all the
mention that he gave Spiro Agnew
(not a word) you could believe that
the former Vice President was
never V.P. at aU, rather some
middle class peddler, selling Greek
hero sandwiches somewhere in
Concord.
Nixon tries to appear as a real

advocate of Norman Vincent
Peale's The Power of Positive
Thinking. If things are going badly,
don't talk about it. Agnew's gone,
don't acknowledge it. The
Watergate crisis is getting more
and more intense, don't really
recognize it.' The only time that
Nixon directly spoke on Watergate
was at the end of his speech when
he quipped, "One year of
Watergate is enough". He said this
with a sickly grin.

ONE DAY OF WATERGATE IS
ENOUGH! ! We didn't plan it? Who
did? Unfortunately the President
did litUe to dispell our deepest
fears that the plans for Watergate
and the eventual coverup were
conceived, or at least found
comfort, in the White House. With

Rose Marie Wood smiling grim'y
in the gallery, Nixon spoke not a

word about the tape gap in the

Haldeman tape. When Nixon spoke
of the importance of personal and
individual freedom in the United
States today, I was amazed that he
kept a straight face. I wonder how
much comfort Daniel Ellsberg and
his psychiatrist found in these
words.

Daniel Shorr, CBS correspondent
must have also been in stitches.

Last year, Shorr, who is considered

liThe Entire Act

Was A Bit Bizarre."

to be an "enemy" to the Nixon
administration, was investigated

on procedural grounds. When
Shorr found out and got a bit hot

under the collar, John Ehrlichman
(remember him?), said that it was
strictly procedural, because Shorr
was being considered for a job.

What job? Ehrlichman wouldn't
say.

While Nixon likes to avoid bad
news, he dwells on what he con-
siders to be good news. While he
didn't acknowledge mammoth
white collar crime in and around
the White House, he proudly
pointed out that "crime in the
streets in Washington is down 50
per cent." While more and more
people are getting laid off from
their jobs, Nixon insisted that 1974
would be a "year of progress".
The President continually

pointed out that the United States
was at "peace", and that he
wanted his administration to be
remembered as the one that
brought "peace" to the United
States. Yes, he ended the Vietnam
War to the extent that no more
Americans are dying there (that
we know of), but Vietnamese are
dying almost as much as ever.
Apparently Nixon feels that the
only lives worth saving are
American, and the only interests
worth protecting are American.
He spoke about the energy crisis.

Yet for all his words I felt that he
was presenting "too litUe too late".
If he knew that we were going to
have an energy crisis as early as
two years ago, why did he wait
until now to start trying to save and
improve mass transit? Why didn't
he pressure big business in Detroit
to start moving to economy cars

earlier? Why did he let auto and oil

publicity campaigns continue to
instill images of constant
movement, of the need for cars for
everything?

Nixon's proposals for health
insurance were murky and un-
certain. Hinting that socialization
of health service was "un-
American", he went far short of
endorsing the progressive type of
health insurance for which various
senators, congressmen, and
private citizens have been fighting
over the past few years.
With a grin he told all that the

Arab oil embargo would be ending
soon, providing more fuel to ease,
though not end, the energy crisis. It

was as if he were saying, "If I give
you gas for your car, will you
forget about the unimportant issue
of Watergate?" He stated firmly
that the energy crisis was the
"number one legislative concern".
Those watching the President

over the tube in the Cape Cod room
seemed amused. Yes, they
laughed, joked, and grinned. Bui
they were not happy grins; rather
they were the smirks of
frustration, helpless frustration at
seeing a production no less planned
than the "Checkers" speech. The

'7 Was Amazed
That He Kept
A Straight Face.

'

'
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red and white stripes were all that

could be seen of the huge American
flag that hung down behind the
podium. They added the mood of a
circus to the morbid scene of

theatrical and political mockery.
Watching the President on T.V. it

seemed that this was one more
offensive in Nixon's war, but it was
uncertain just who the winners
would be if the President won.
Despite the theatrics, President

Nixon never touched the issues
that affect the people who make up
his constituency. Maybe the
American people will see that this

is a third-rate production that

wouldn't last a day on off-off

Broadway. Perhaps Nixon has
maneuvered himself into a corner
that even the ghost of Checkers will

not help him slide through.

Fred Weiss
Columnist.

is a Collegian
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People In The News

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NOTTINGHAM. England (AP)-Shirley Turner, who had her teeth

,

cemented together to keep her from eating, celetrated her 36th birthday
Wednesday. She watched her husband and two daughters eat the birthday

Mrs Turner weighed 247 pounds before she started the crash diet in
mid-November. She says she has lost about 50 pounds
Doctors inserted a silver plate in her mouth and cemented her upper

tod toWir teeth to the plate. A quarter-inch gap between her upper and
lower teeth in the front allows her to take liquid nourishment
She says she is trying to lose 135 pounds by June.
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'
(AP)

:
Char,<* H. Sipes says he can tell how the

nation s economy is going by how well his business is doing.

JSJS1£m1£E153£A fiH Madeline Wo1*5 tried to get

•MMntedSi^S^TS "t*
*!»**«•-• Job she held before she

W?iSSSi
F ShC WaS *» fat Mrs Wolfe th«» weighed

ba
Today,the5foot2bru„ette says she weighs 198. But now she has her job

diThK'FSfi wentT £ *S
SUPreme &h WhiCh

agreea with her claim fh^fLuP4 to % Metro Commission which

dfd^rS

TOKYO ( APKJ.S. Chief Justice Warren E. Burger paid a courtesy call
on Japanese Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka at his residence on Wed-
nesday. Burger and his wife arrived in Tokyo on Saturday at the in-
vitation of the Japanese Supreme Court
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These Damned War Toys Are Starting To

Get Completely Out Of Hand.

Letters To The Editor

Kohoutek : A Sign Of The Times
To The Editor:

The excitement and anticipation

that gripped those who awaited the

comet Kohoutek 's fiery display

overflowed from the scientist's

vision into the eyes of the prophet.

Kohoutek became a sign of the

times. The world was warned of

the doom expected to follow the

comet.
Kohoutek came and the natural

phenomenon of the century turned

out to be a pin-point in the sky

bearly visible to the naked eye.
Everybody scoffed at the flop of
the century. Dr. Kohoutek, the
discoverer of the comet, surely
was embarassed. Modern-day
prophets walked away (perhaps
with their tails between their legs

)

with their visions set on the arrival
of Halley's Comet years ahead.
And today Kohoutek is being
forgotten with Agnew, the '67 Red
Sox, grammatical structure, and
(if I'm allowed a serious one)

Revise Tenure Standards

To The Editor:

While this letter is addressed to the UMass community in general, it is

more specifically directed to those of you that have the power to grant
TENURE to faculty members of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst. We, the undersigned, feel it is about time for you to take a long

and hard look at the standards you use to determine whether a faculty

member should receive tenure here or not. Revise them so they serve our
"small" community to the best interests of all concerned. Students,

especially undergraduates, are among the members of this all concerned
group. The STUDENTS of this University suffer the most when Tenure
Granting Committees decide to get rid of a faculty member who is very
dedicated to his or her students, enjoys teaching them, and highly

motivates them to learn, although possibly in an unusual style. Improved
teaching like this should definitely not be repressed or subdued with the

WEAPON of TENURE. If an instructor enjoys teaching undergraduates,
and these students, in turn, enjoy the instructor's teaching, he or she
should not be forced to orient themself towards a graduate level. This sort

of injustice has happened here before and as we discovered at the very
end of last semester is now happening again. We are mainly referring to

the case of DR. RICHARD L. WEAVER, II presently (but unfortunately,

not for much longer) in the Department of Communications Studies

(formerly Speech).
Education should be interesting, fun, and worthwhile for all; it is not

supposed to bore students, and faculty as well to death. We IMPLORE
you to REVISE your standards so that TRUE QUALITY EDUCATION is

achieved here and students will no longer have to suffer from your less

than adequate decisions. You can start by reconsidering Dr. Weaver's
case.

Sincerely hoping for change, we remain all the better for it as alumni of

Dr. Weaver's 9:30 Small Group Communications class (Com. Stu. 202,

Fall-1973).

Jeff Tye et al (seven signatures)

Volunteer For Belchertown

To The Editor:

Instead of studying, sleeping, or shopping on Saturday afternoons, do
something beneficial by coming to Belchertown State School where you
are afforded the opportunity to help improve the retarded individual's
mental, physical, and social well being. All you need is patience, courage,
imagination...And Love. Your education doesn't end in the classroom.
Give a damn — If you don t, who will?? Become a Belchertown Volun-
teer.

The bus to Belchertown State School leaves this Saturday, February 2,

12:45 p.m. from Hagis Mall in front of Whitmore Administration Building.
Bus returns every Saturday, same time, same place. All are welcome.
Questions????

*

Ken Spiegelman 253-7461

Jay Cleary 253-5897

Mary-Jo Grasso

Jesus the Christ.

But, wait. What have the

scientists explained? No one finds

a reason for the letdown. Kohoutek
was cited by the Sky Lab
astronauts as a "magnificent
orange and yellow flame" when it

was on its way to the sun. Its orbit

was to closer to the earth as it

returned and the comet would be

even brighter than what the

astronauts saw. You and I both

know different. So, what hap-

pened?
Maybe Jesus knew when he said

of the end of the world in Luke
21 :25, "Then there will be events in

the skies-warnings, evil omens
and portents in the sun, moon and
stars and down here on earth the

nations will be in turmoil."

If God were to work now,
wouldn't Kohoutek and the

miraculous change in its ap-

pearance, be all the world needs-
and of course REJECTS!

Christopher P. heighton

Coming Back
By BOB SMI hi hit

The beginning of the semester is one of those experiences you can
always look forward to, knowing just what it's going to be like, and then
not be disappointed when it actually happens.
Coming back to school after anv kind of a break always brings back

memories of elementary school pencil-boxes, frosty fall mornings. What-
I-Did-Over-My-Summer-Vacation essays, and all the other garbage
department stores pump out to make mothers buy back to school clothes.

But no doubt about it — coming back to school is a change, from the
generally more relaxed schedules people follow during vacations. People
come back from boring jobs, cross country trips, a month at home, to the
daily small worries, frustrations, and joys of being a student at UMie
Village.

But coming back is also a return; saying hello to people again, going
back the the Hatch and yes, seeing that the same people are still curled up
in the same chairs reading the same books, listening to the juke box and
watching everyone else from the corner of their eyes. The ritual of

registration in the smoke-filled cavern of the Cage — the flurry of course
change cards, the hurried search through the course schedule for a
requirement that fits you schedule — this is something you can establish
in your mind as a landmark to look forward to, and then, sure enough, it

happens, just like you pictured it.

And while it seems too neat to be true, being reunited with people after
a one-month intersession seems exactly one third as intense as being
reunited after a three month summer vacation.

Because the exhiliration of coming back to friends and those first heady
feelings that. yes. maybe I'll learn something this semester (or get a good
average, depending on your goals) is another unique feature of the
beginning of the semester : besides cleaning up your schedule and your
apartment, you have three or four days to just hang around campus and
do nothing.

Nothing, that is, except party. Partying at the beginning of the
semester is unique. There are no muttered comments about what papers
you should be doing, or what book you should be reading, or that you
should be in the library or running a program on the computer. No,
damnit, you should be doing just what you are doing — sitting down with
some friends and some well worn albums and your favorite intoxicant
and getting blown away.

All of which can make a senior feel kind of sad that it's the last time I'll

be coming back to school. But the point of it all isn't coming back to school
specifically, but moving into something new, something challenging, a
beginning. And the experience of new beginnings will hopefully be there
long after I've forgotten what it was like to stand in line at the bookstore.

Bob Scheier is a Collegian Commentator.

Utters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.
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STAFF ELECTIONS

TONIGHT!
The following stoff members ore eligible to vote In tonight's elections:

BOARD OF
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
FINE ARTS EDITOR

EDITORS
Stephen G. Tripoli

Mary T. Vorderer
Gilbert W.Fullerton

JeraId H. Lazar
Joan Fassnacht

Alan H. Chapman
Patrick Coffey

ADVERTISING MANAGER
ASST. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
ASST. PHOTO EDITOR
ASST. FINE ARTS EDITOR

Brent A. Wilkes

Dean P. Tucker
Sharon Hughes
Steven DeCosta

Stephen A. Ruggles
Joyce Kosofsky

BUSINESS STAFF
Gib Fullerton, Brent Wilkes, Alain Foster, Arthur

Mason, Helinka Reelwitz, Laura Sicklick, Mike Wallace,
Bob MacKay, Mike Shor, Kris Fletcher, Greg Mancuso,
Tom Miller, Deena Strauss, Jan Auman, Jackie Harsip,
Lisa Saunders, Barbara Bick, Vicki Newman, Jane Levin,
Bob Bibbo, Pat Murphy, Rich Tarnawa, Geoff Kurinsky -

Circulation, Production manager.

PRODUCTION STAFF
Mary Vorderer - Managing Editor. Issue Editors - Jim

Lavrakas, Karen Lynch, Jan Alexander. Night Staff -

Marc Bouchard, Susan Waihkonen, JoAnn Dominick, Bob
Scheier, Jim Odato, Judy Smith, Kathy Sheehan, Laura
Caggiano, Nancy Carroll, Camille Garrow, Robin Riley,
Rosemary Schwartz.

EDITORIAL STAFF
Jerry Lazar, Dean Tucker Joyce Kosofsky, Fred Weiss,

Steve Anderson, Gerry Cataldo, Zamir Nestelbaum, Reid
Fishman, Matt Tackeff, Bob Estelle, Bob Rossman,
Dennis Simkowski, Bob Riley, Mark Vogler, Karen
Gordon, Tom Brine, Margie Combs, Karen Monaco, Kris
Jackson, Don McGilvray, Denny Matteau, Michael Moyle,
Dave Eibel, Sam Hassan.

NEWS-STAFF
Joan Fassnacht, Geoff Kurinsky, Sharon Hughes, Mary

Lawson, Sue Adley, Mike Allain, Bonnie Asselin, Sherm
Boyson, Bill Brown, Mark Citron, Bonnie Cohen, Mike
Collins, Brian Cook, Brian Coyne, JoAnn Dominick, Laura
Duboski, Kathy Fraser, Judy Friedland, Deb Goguen,
Karen Gordon, Ed Gorman, David Greenslit, Frits

Geurtsen, Susan Hubbard, Dana Irlbacher, Ernie King,
Kevin Kittredge, Mike Kneeland, Shelley Lauzon, David
Letters, Linda Levine, Roberta Martone, Denny Matteau,
Dick Meekins, Roberta McCann, David Paquette, Chris
Rossomondo, Alison Simaox, Judd Sparling, Buffy
Spencer, Kathy Sheehan, Marsha Venuti, Barbara
Voorhees, Cheryl Walsh, Chris Walter, Tony Williams,
Avis Yuni, Luis Medina, Mark Vogler, Bill Densmole,
Larry Carpman, Bob Scheier.

SPORTS STAFF
Bill Ballou, Earle Barroll, John Bock, Mike Brophy,

Wally Clark, Steve DeCosta, Mark Dlugosz, Dave Eibel,
Mike Elliott, Bob Estelle, Scott Hayes, Bob Higgins, Bob
Kagan, Geoff Kurinsky, Jay Luppold, Linda Macklern,
Beth O'Brien, Glenn Poster, Walt Powers, Steve Saraceno,
Rich Sevieri, Nancy Thompson, Dave Vanderwater,
Candy Grose.

PHOTO STAFF
Alan Chapman, Steve Ruggles, George Withers, Kevin

Mack, David Less, Judy Boucher, Janice Cerrone, Harry
Charych, Woei Chin. Dennis Conlon,Robert Gamache, Sue
Goldbaum, Rich Harding, Marcia Lappin, Joe Martins,
Jim Pappas, Emmett Schmarsow, Dan Smith, Tuna
Stewart, Larry Stien, Greg Cmar.

POOR RICHARD'S STAFF
Ken Blanchard, Jon Baron, Jon Carr, Carol Cardulio,

Mark Cuddy, Jeff Clayton, Ed Cohen, Phil Curry, Patrick
Coffey, Moe DePalma, Christine Dillard, John Dean, Gary
Gomes, John P. Gessimondo, Jim Holdsworth, Barb
Hoffman, Joanne Iorocci, Mike Kostek, Kevin Kittredge,
John Kapitsky, Joyce Kosofsky, Joni Levi, Rose Marston,
David Miller, Andy McKenzie, Tyla Michaelove, Roberta
McCann, Luis Medina, Doug McKenzie, Bob Nesti, Marian
Prokop, Mark Panall, Barbara J. Roach, Ed Smith, David
Sakul, Larry Stein, David Santos, Buffy Spencer, Carol
Scherer, Barbara Voorhees, Lori-Ann Yeslo, Mike
Wallace, Fred Weiss.

If your name does not appear here and you feel it should, consult your departmental editor immediately.
m

6:30 P.M. — COLONIAL LOUNGE
Student Union
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PLEASE COME AND CAST YOUR VOTE!
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Brooke Thinks
Nixon Will Resign
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Edward Brooke, R-Mass. said Wednesday

that President Nixon has done a great disservice to the American people
if he has not divulged information that would clear him of Watergate
suspicions.

"If such information is available, let the American people have it and
lets get on with it," Brooke said.

Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott has said he has seen copies of
summaries of White House tape recordings that clear the President.
The White House has declined to make those summaries public.
"I can't see any justification at all for withholding information that

would absolve the President of any connection with Watergate," Brooke
said.

Brooke was interviewed on the CBS radio network program, "Capitol
Cloakroom."
He said also that Watergate damage will lose many congresstional

seats and state houses for Republiians in this fall's election.

And he said he still believes the President will resign before putting
"this country through the torturous proceeding of impeachment..." '

"I think that before that comes, Richard Nixon will tender his
resignation even though he has used such strong language about not
resigning ....," Brooke said.

"I don't expect the President would say that he intended to resign,"

Brooke said "If he does resign, he'll just resign."

Brooks said also that he believes Vice President Gerald R. Ford can do
much to soften the election setbacks he said Watergate would otherwise
cost Republicans.

"We need someone in the Republican party that can go through the
country. .untainted by Watergate, and campaign vigorously for the

renaissance of the Republican party and carrying a brief for a vital two-
party system of government," Brooke said of Ford.

Social Workers

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Kami cmar)(Staff PWU
Last night, in front of Congress and on network TV, President Nixon spouted out

the State of the Union.

Mass. Roundup

May Strike
BOSTON (AP) — The president

of the union representing Welfare
Department social workers ap-
pealed Wednesday to Gov. Francis
W. Sargent to intervene and head
off a strike he said would be "bad
for us, bad for the recipients and
bad for the commonwealth."
Paul F. Quirk spoke the morning

after some 400 members of Local
509 of the Social Workers Guild —
which has 1,775 members — voted
overwhelmingly to reject the
department's last offer. They
authorized "work action." Welfare
Commissioner Steven Minter has
said he would give the required
seven-day notice to terminate the
old contract and divide social
workers into two groups, those
handling financial assistance and
those handling social services.

If he does, said Quirk, "we will
not cooperate with the process. I

don't think that's disruptive though
the department might call it that.
We're very clearly committed to
working under the old contract."
The department has been losing

federal aid at the rate of $2.5
million a year because it has not
made such a separation. Of its

about 2,200 social workers, the
department wants to assign 1,375 tc

financial assistance payments.
The sticking point in negotiations

is the caseload of financial
assistance workers — the
department proposes 240, the union
120.

"We don't want a strike and We

don't want a confrontation," said
Quirk. "We call on Gov. Francis W.
Sargent to use his good offices with
the Welfare Department."
Sargent is on vacation and there

was no immediate response from
his office. Quirk admitted a sub-
stantial part of union members
wanted a strike, as shown by the
defeat by only 25 or 30 votes
Tuesday night of a motion aimed in

that direction.

"The chances are very good for a
wildcat strike unless we can make
progress in a week or so," Quirk
said.

The union staged a two-day
walkout in 1970 that was settled by
the intervention of Donald R.
Dwight, then commissioner of

administration and finance and
new lieutenant governor.
"We're willing to sit down and

hack this one out. We're not that

far apart," Quirk said.

Quirk said the difference bet-

ween the two parties could be
covered by an additional 50 social

workers and $200,000 worth of

overtime.

"We agree that we should have
the $2.5 million in federal funds,"

he said.

Racism In The Media
BOSTON (AP) — A black congressman charged

Wednesday that "widespread, long-standing and
deeply entrenched racism within the mass media is

undeniably a fact of life" in the United States.

Rep. William Clay, D-Missouri, a member of the
Black Caucus of the House, told the annual meeting of

the Boston Community Media Committee that "The
failure of the mass communications media to ef-

fectively confront and grapple with the problem of
institutional racism is prima facie evidence that it has
neglected its mandate to expose, to inform or to

educate."

Clay said the media have been used primarily for

"entertaining whites" and that "access to ownership
and employment in the electronic field of com-
munications has almost been totally denied to non-
whites."

Clay spoke specifically of public broadcasting,
where he said racism is overt. He said employment
statistics show a lack of minority personnel,
especially in top managerial positions.

Speaking of the broadcasting industry, Clay said

blacks must continue to demand "legislatively-

mandated and court-sanctions rights to ensure the
responsiveness of the broadcast industry to black
needs, interests and problems."

The Black Caucus held an investigation into the

mass media two years ago, he said, and concluded
that blacks were being "systematically ex-

cluded.and either ignored, played down or
ridiculed."

The Boston Community Media Committee,
organized in 1968, includes members of Boston's

minoritv communities and representatives of print

and broadcast media in the city.

H.C.Prof. Will Run

WORCESTER, Mass. (AP) — A 39-year-old Holy
Cross College professor will make his first try for
elective office in seeking the Democratic nomination
for Congress in the 3rd District.

John B. Anderson, 39, the 1972 central
Massachusetts coordinator of the Democratic
presidential campaign, said Wednesday he will walk
through the towns in the district "listening to the
people."

Anderson said Congress needs "new ideas, new
blood and new enthusiasm for action."
The seat is currently held by Harold D. Donohue, a

Democrat.

Firemen Injured

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) — Four Cambridge
firemen were injured Wednesday as they fought a
three-alarm blaze which destroyed the Super Value
Outlet discount store near Porter Square.

Officials said the fire, first reported at 2:35 a.m.,
was not brought under control until 12:50 p.m.
Morning rush-hour traffic was snarled as fire ap-
paratus blocked the street.

Damage was estimated at $200,000 by officials. Two
of the injured firemen, Harry Ryan, 45, and William
Hunter, 38, suffered facial burns and were treated at

a Cambridge hospital. The other two injured men,
Thomas Connarton, 42, and Robert Currier, 29,

suffered smoke inhalation and were treated at the
scene.

The cause of the fire was under investigation, of-

ficials said.
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Extra care in engineering... it makes a big difference in small cars.

P1VMOUTM
DUSTER

There are

Good Little Cars
and there are

Great Little Cars
Good Little (]ars Great Little (]ars

Good little cars are priced low like

Volkswagen.
Great little cars are priced less than Volks-

wagen. Dodge Dart Swinger Special and

Plymouth Duster are actually priced below

VW's most popular model.*

Good little cars can get good gas mileage like

Nova, Maverick, Comet and Ventura.

Great little cars, like Dodge Dart and
Plymouth Duster with a slant six engine, can
get better gas mileage than Nova, Maverick,

Comet and Ventura.*
*

Good little cars can seat four or maybe five

people like Vega, Pinto and Maverick.

Great little cars like Plymouth Duster and
Dodge Dart seat five or six people, and have
more hiproom than Nova, Hornet, Maverick,

Vega and Pinto.

Good little cars offer locked-in, out-of-sight

trunk space like Pinto.

Good little cars offer conventional ignition.

Great little cars like Dodge Dart Sport and
Plymouth Duster offer more than three times

the trunk space of Pinto, all under lock and
key and out of sight.

Great little cars like Dodge Dart and Plymouth
Duster offer Electronic Ignition standard.

An exclusive standard feature on small cars
from Chrysler Corporation.

Good little cars require points and condenser
replacement. And, they require spark plug
changes at 6,000 miles. These changes are
recommended by the manufacturers and
could cost you as much as $81 every
24,000 miles.

Great little cars like Dodge Dart and Plymouth
Duster have no points or condenser to

replace, and spark plugs can last up to 18.000

miles under normal driving conditions.

A savings to you of up to $62 over competitive
cars like Nova and Ventura in the first

24.000 miles alone.+

The answer is at your

Dodgeand Chrysler-Plymouth Dealers.

(Andyou can drive one home today.)

DODGE DART
SWNGER SPECIAL

$ CHRYSLER
CORPORATION

OOOGC • CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH OOOOC TRUCKS

•Price comparison based on manufacturers suggested retail prices, ex-

cluding destination charges, dealer preparation, and state and local taxes

Optional whitewall tires and wheel covers shown, $53 20 extra.

"Gas mileage figures based on October 1973 Popular Science magazine

Teste performed by Popular Science tor its report were conducted on '73

vehicles with figures adiusted by Popular Sc/ence tor 1974 model changes

and the results of EPA teste

Maintenance flat-rates and parte list are extracted from 1973 Chilton '«

Labor Guide and Part* Manual Labor rates based on national average of

$10 00 per hour.

ALL THE DARTS AT YOUR

SEE THE DUSTERS AND VALIANTS AT YOUR

DEALER

DEALER.

-Area Potpourri-
Smith Presents Recital

Monica Jakuc, a member of the Smith College piano faculty, will
present a solo recital this Sunday, February 3, at 8:00 p.m. in Sage Hall on
the Smith campus.
The program will feature two works: Preludes, Book II (1910-13) by

Claude Debussy; and the first performance of a new work by James
McElwaine entitled "Dance Changes for Piano" (1974).

Claude Debussy wrote two books of Preludes, each containing twelve
pieces. Book II shows him as a truly twentieth century composer, in
command of a wide range of styles and moods. Some of Debussy's best
pieces are in this book: "La terrasse des audiences du clair de lune" and
"Ondine". It also contains the better knowni"La Puerta del Vino",
"General Lavine - eccentric", and "Feux d'artifice".

James McElwaine's "Dance Changes for Piano" was written for
Monica Jakuc. It is a fifteen-minute work consisting of four pieces which
draw the jazz idiom. The first piece is the longest and is entitled "Hard
Times for the Men from Mars." The other tunes are: "Afternoon on an
Eggplant", "Seventeen Carpet Sweepers", and "More Sinister Than
Popcorn".
James McElwaine has been an Assistant Professor of Music at

Hampshire College for the past two years. He is a musician of unusual
versatility who functions as a composer, conductor, clarinetist,

saxophonist and pianist in both Western classical and jazz improvisation.
He holds a graduate degree in music from Yale University.
Ms. Jakuc is an Assistant Professor of Music at Smith College, and has

taught at Smith for the past five years. She holds a graduate degree from
the Juilliard School of Music and has studied with James Friskin,
Beveridge Webster, Leon Fleisher, and Russell Sherman.
The recital on Sunday evening will be open to the public free of charge.

Saxophone Concert Coming
The New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution and the Hampshire-

Franklin Committee to Safeguard Against Nuclear Dangers announced
today that a benefit concert by the Sigurd Rascher Saxophone Quartet
will be performed in Amherst on Wednesday, February 20 at 8 p.m. in the
Grace Episcopal Church. Proceeds from the concert will aid in furthering
the work of the two groups in the Montague area where Northeast
Utilities has announced plans to build two giant nuclear reactors.
This quartet, the world's most prominent saxophone ensemble, will

play classical works as well as contemporary compositions written
especially for the Rascher group by composers such as Paul Hindemith,
Walter Hartley, John David Lamb, Everett Gates, and Ivan Pagachich.
Currently on tour in Europe, the Quartet has received high praise from
the press for its "extraordinary musical qualities, technical vituosity,

and uncommonly flexible sound"~promising an unusual and exciting
musical event in the area.

Sigurd Rascher, the Quartet's leader, has long been an opponent of
nuclear power. Warning that further nuclear development threatens to
pollute the entire planet in irriversible ways, Rascher calls for an
imaginative effort to develop alternative sources of energy, especially
those from the sun. He offers the Quartet's talent to the New England
Coalition on Nuclear Pollution and the Hampshire-Franklin Committee to
Safeguard Against Nuclear Dangers which have been working for these
same goals.

Tickets may be purchased from the Mercantile and Whole Wheat
Trading Co. in Amherst, Suttor's Mill and Contemporary Trends in

Northampton, Home Comfort and the World Eye Bookstore in Greenfield,

the Odyssey Bookstore in South Hadley , or by writing to the New England
Coalition on Nuclear Pollution at Box 877, Leverett, Mass. 01054 or by
calling 413-549-6725.

If space is available, there will be admission at the door by donation.

Marijuana Convictions

Field Experience In Nursing

Marianne starter her labor, readied herself for the
hospital, and called Barbara to go with her.
Barbara had attended the childbirth classes with

Marianne and now she would observe labor and the
birth of a son.

Barbara Drake is a first semester nursing student
and as part of her education at UMass she spends
several hours each week out in the field making home
visits, keeping informed of family health problems
and serving as a source of health information. She is

one of a few dozen such students, and Marianne's
family is just one she keeps in touch with.
Now that Marianne's second child is born, Barbara

visits regularly to continue to learn about families.
Home visits are a laboratory for nursing, because

they give the future nurses time to apply some of
their classroom learning. Faculty members spend
time at the four satellite learning centers where the
students are based. The centers are at the Bright-
wood-Riverview Health Center, and the Springfield
Model Cities Health Clinic, both in Springfield; and in
the Northampton-Amherst area and in Greenfield.
Sometimes the faculty members conduct classes in

the field, but usually they are present to talk in-

dividually with students as questions arise. If a
nursing student, for example, is visiting a family
where one member is recovering from surgery, the
student might want to talk about the stress the family
is experiencing, so that she may help. In the field,

faculty members represent specialties such as
medical-surgical, obstetrics, pediatrics, psychiatry
and community nursing.

The nursing education emphasis these days at
UMass is toward meeting the health care needs of
people, wherever they may be. Asst. Prof. Karen
Johnson, chairman of the curriculum committee,
explains the change with a question and answer:
"Where are the people who need help with their
health problems? Only 15 per cent are in hospitals."
She says that although hospitals employ about 85 per

cent of all working nurses, "a hospital is just one part
of a community. There are a multitude of other health
services provided and needed by those with health
problems."
Nowadays, she explains, nursing is paying more

attention to keeping people well, rather than waiting
until they are sick. The nursing students at UMass
learn much about "wellness," and even though they
are early in their education, they are able to provide
families with help and guidance in maintaining
health and in managing common health problems,
she says. In general, the families have been very
receptive to the nursing students who visit, according
to Prof. Johnson. Students make an average of one-
half to one full hour visit every other week to a
family, and each student sees two to three families.
With the supervision of faculty members, the future

nurses "learn to understand health problems that the
families see as problems, not just what we think
problems are; and then try to provide help," says
Prof. Johnson. A nursing student also talks to
families about immunizations, home safety,
nutrition, and other subjects which come up. She
assesses the family environment and keeps health
histories of all members, while maintaining primary
interest in one member-perhaps a newborn or an
oldster or someone just home from surgery.
Some of the students are also involved with nursery

school youngsters to whom they teach aspects of
health such as brushing teeth, washing hands, and
eating the right foods.

Other field experiences are at the outpatient
departments at Springfield Hospital Medical Center,
Wesson Memorial Hospital in Springfield, the Jewish
Home for the Aged in East Longmeadow, Heritage
Hall in Springfield, Providence Hospital in Holyoke,
Franklin County Public Hospital in Greenfield,
Farren Memorial Hospital in Turners Falls, and
Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.

Public Administration Fellowship
Students interested in a career in public ad

ministration at the national, state, or local level are
offered an opportunity to apply for a fellowship to
study at two state universities. Fellowships for single
fellows have a total value of $4600 of which $3300 is a
cash stipend and $1300 the value of remission of fees
and tuition. Married students receive an additional
cash grant of $400.

Beginning about mid-June the Fellows will serve a
ten-weeks internship in a state, local, or federal
agency in the South. During the 1974-75 academic
year the Fellows will spend the Fall semester at
either The University of Alabama or Kentucky and
the Winter and Spring quarters at the University of
Tennessee. Fellows who complete the Program
satisfactorily will receive a Certificate in Public
Administration. Fellows also may complete an MA or

MPA at one of the universities attended. The
Program provides all course work necessary for
these degrees.

Candidates must be American citizens who have
completed or will complete a bachelor's degree with
any recognized major by June of 1974. Fellowships
are awarded to those students who demonstrate a
combination of high academic achievement and a
real interest in a career in public administration in
the South.

Applications should be submitted as soon as
possible but must be received by March 1, 1974. For
information and applications write to: Coleman B.
Ransone, Jr., Educational Director, Southern
Regional Training Program in Public
Administration, Drawer I, University, Alabama,
35486.

Center Forming For Spiritual Groups
Persons convicted for possession

of marijuana before the Controlled

Substances Act went into effect on
July 1, 1972 are now eligible to have
their records sealed, according to a

law signed by Governor Sargent.

The bill, sponsored by Rep.

George Sacco (D-Medford), is an
effort to help pre-July 1972

possession offenders who now have
a felony on their record. The law
which went in effect on December
28, allows persons who have no
drug violation on their record
except possession of marijuana to

fill out a petition with the sen-

tencing court whereupon the court

will automatically seal the in-

dividual's record.

Rep. Sacco's bill accompanies
another sealing provision passed
earlier this year which covers
people who have committed
crimes which are no longer crimes
under new law. This bill applies to

Fiffinii "ROMA"

Ftllini's "ROMA"

Ftllini't "ROMA"

Ftllini's "ROMA"
Ftllini't "ROMA"

Sat. - Feb. 2

CCA
6:45-9:00-11: IS

people convicted of drunkeness as

well as being in the presence of any

drug except heroin. People falling

into this category may have their

records sealed immediately by

filling out the proper forms with

the Department of Probation.

Once a record is sealed, a person

has no record in the eyes of the

public; when asked on em-
ployment or license applications if

he has been arrested or convicted,

he may answer "no".

With both record sealing laws,

the individual must take the

initiative to have his record

sealed ; the provisions do not apply

automatically.

A Spiritual Resource Center is at
present being coordinated through
the joint efforts of Room-To-Move
and the Center for the Integration
of Academic and Meditative
Disciplines. We are attempting to

collect information concerning all

the area spiritual resources, and
provide a center where that in-

formation will be accessible. We
also hope to set up the mechanisms
whereby students will be able to

practice meditative disciplines as
an element of the process of higher
education, as well as provide
channels for study in yoga, various
religions, marshall arts, tran-
spersonal psychology, etc. On hand

will be as complete a listing as

possible of all courses, seminars,
and colloquia presently offered in

these ar^is.

What we need now, in order to

make our work easier and less

time consuming, is for groups and
individuals who are active in these

fields to get in touch with us and
offer information. We would like to

hear from all the various spiritual
groups; from teachers of yoga and
meditation; from people active in
astrology, altered states,
psychology, religion, mythology,
and plain good living. On Monday
and Tuesday afternoons from 12 to
4 call 545-2166. On Monday evening
from 6:30 to 11 or Thursday af-
ternoon from 1 to 5 call 545-0400.

A

flavor of
cAmeiica

Howard
Johnson's

Hadley Rt. 9

Daily Specials M"
Monday: Fish Fry

Tuesday: Spaghetti Spree
Wednesday: Deep Sea Dinner
Thursday: Turkey Gobbler

Friday: Clam Fry
Seconds on us

in a rush?
grab a Quickie Lunch!

llth Floor Campus Center
Room 1102 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
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Send Us Some
The Collegian welcomes

news releases from RSO,
public interest and college
oriented groups wishing to

inform the campus of their

activities. Please realize that

the space alloted to these
groups cannot be a bulletin

board as such, but a place to

publicize events free of charge.

We ask that you limit articles
to 200 words or about one page.
All copy must be typewritten at
60 spaces. The Collegian
reserves the right to edit
releases for space limitation or
any other reason deemed
necessary. Please submit copy
(o the news editor.

MDC CLASSIFIED

Clip this ad for

FREE
ADMISSION

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Surviving

13th Grade
The Global Survival freshman

year program, a special in-
terdisciplinary course of study for
the first ye?r student, still has a
limits i.un.Lvi of spares open for
the sp-irg femactcr.
The program, which consists of

courses and modules, focuses upon
issues of war and peace, the en-
vironment, resources and
population. Interested students
should cnntpc* »he freshman year
program office fo»- wore in-
formation. Application procedures
should be started no later than next
Monday afternoon.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 31, 1974
THURSDAY, JANUARY 31, 1974
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Volunteer For Belchertown |The Status

Of Women

Hew WinterSchcd^
and Sat. nights 8

The Belchertown Volunteers are looking for more students to join them
at the state school this semester when they resume their activities this

weekend.
The program for this Saturday is for old and new members alike. For

those who have never been to Belchertown, an orientation program will

be conducted by staff of the volunteer department and a few of the unit
the directors will outline their need for volunteers in certain areas. A tour
of the Belchertown State School will follow. The tour will serve to
acquaint new members with the different areas, age groups and buildings
where the volunteers will work. The "old" volunteers can pick up where
they left off at the end of last year. Last semester, Belchertown Volun-
teers worked with residents in the Nursery and Children's Unit,
Adolescent Living and Learning Unit, G Building (severely retarded
adolescents), Infirmary (physically handicapped) and the Blind Unit.
Many more volunteers will be needed for each area.
The bus to Belchertown will leave from Haigis Mall at the Whitmore

Administration Building on Saturday at 12:45 p.m. It will return to
campus by 4:00 p.m.

Fti.
JB^n^SaLandSttn, 2:30

Jiinsdale
New Hampshire

40t\"'

12 races • Daily Double
Many Quinellas • Perfectas
Heated • Grandstand 50C • Clubhouse S1 t
Clubhouse Restaurant • Ample Parking

Near Brattleboro • 3 miles off Rte. (9?) • EXIT 1

FAMILY TIME
THURSDAY 7PM. RM. 101 CC

Applications for adoption are being received at:

COLLEGE LIFE
FRIDAY 7PM. COLONIAL LOUNGE SU
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in concert

Thursday, Jan. 31

HATCH
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

admission $1.00
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In January '73, UMass began a

short-range feasibility study of the

higher educational needs of local

poor women, particularly those on

welfare. Since that time, and as a
consequence of the study, 13 area

welfare mothers have been ad-

mitted as undergraduates to the

University and have formed an
organization known as the Poor
Women's Task Force.

Each member of the Task Force
negotiated her admission and
financial aid package with UMass.
Additional sources of financial

support have included the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts,
federal loans, and small grants

from private organizations. Over

the course of the last year,

members of the Poor Women's
Task Force have been able to share

with each other all of the in-

formation they have each acquired

while becoming college students.

This particular kind of group
support contributes to the com-
mitment of the Task Force to bring

additional numbers of mature,

motivated women to UMass as

students.

At this time the Poor Women's
Task Force is interested in locating

women on welfare who have
considered the idea of a college

education, but who have always
rejected it for economic reasons. A
series of workshops is being
planned by members of the Task
Force for late January and early

February, '74. These workshops
would be for poor women who want
to consider coming to UMass as

full-time students; they would
include information on admission,

financial aid, and what financial

support could be expected from the

welfare office. In addition, some
workshops would focus on the

problems Task Force members
have had in becoming students

again; for example, being in

classes where most students are

between 18-21 years old, writing

papers, and planning time to study.

A questionnaire has been
developed by a sub-committee of

the Faculty Senate Committee on
the Status of Women to obtain

reliable information about the

needs of the University community
in the area of child day care. The
data obtained will be used to make
realistic recommendations to the

appropriate Vice Chancellors.
Please help us to help you by

obtaining a copy of the question-

naire, completing it and returning
it as soon as possible.

The questionnaire will be
available at the following locations

around the 1st of February:
Everywoman's Center, North
Village Day Care Center, North
Village Resource Center, Bowditch
Hall, Day Care Center at New
Africa House, Commuter Affairs,

Financial Aid Office, Student
Activities Office and the Campus
Center Information Desk.

If you are interested in

University sponsored day care,

please complete a questionnaire.
Your cooperation is essential

!
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNET

The Cancer native abhors unnecessary
noise This person is forever detecting
rattles. Winks, pings and bangs. The Cancer
driver has one ear cocked, waiting to hear
the telltale sound which means something is

out of kilter.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): AcUvity is

intensified in money area. You take steps to
streamline, to eliminate barriers. You gain
more attention from persons who can "pull
strings." Some of your views are vin-
dicated. You could receive bonus.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Question of

tenure may arise. Cycle is high and you win
major point. Key now is to distribute, to
gain attention through constructive public
relations. One who confides problem ac-
tually is paying you a great compliment.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): WLjt was

"buried" could make dramatic reap-
pearance. Have options, alternatives at the
ready. Trust hunch. Look behind scenes for
valid information. Share knowledge
because now you can learn by teaching.
Aquarian could play significant role.

CANCER 'une 21-July 22): Friendly
persuasion should be order of the day.
Lighthearted, humorous approach can do
wonders. You are capable now of winning
friends and influencing people. Sagittarius,
Gemini appear to be involved. Stress
versatility.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) : Trying to convert
people now could create animosity. Permit
strength of belief, philosophy to stand on its

own. Stick to principles without falling into

trap of fanaticism. Aquarius, Scorpio
persons are likely to be in picture.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22) : Be analytical
Your ability to perceive what has been
hidden comes to forefront. Obtain hint from
Leo message. Plan ahead, especially where
travel or special publishing program is

concerned. Changes should be welcomed,
not resisted.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22) : One close to

you has right idea about savings, in-

vestments. Don't permit pride to block

progress. Funds which have been inactive
become accessible. Plan. Cooperate with
family member Basic needs can be
fulfilled — and you can have fun, too.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Defer to

mate, partner. Your own judgment could be
clouded by wishful thinking. Patience now
is your ally. Play waiting game. Don't jump
at first offer. Some techniques need to be
polished. You may not be living up to

Dotential. Do something about it!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Be
practical. Tackle issues, tasks which have
been shunted aside. Be confident enough to

deal from position of strength. Older in-

dividual is free-and-easy on offering advice.
Be polite, not necessarily impressed.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Emotions dominate. You tend now to base
actions on impulse. Romance is in picture.
Avoid unnecessary risks. You are
vulnerable. Means be selective. Some
persons would be only too willing to take
advantage of your need for warmth, af-

fection.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18): Many in

family circle are energetic and may appear
pugnacious. Ride with tide and don't lose
sight of humor in situation Leo plays
prominent role. You may be enjoying some
theatrics before this day is finished.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Stay away
from those who drink and drive. You are
susceptible to accidents. Don't tempt fate.

Individual who broods, complains may feel

problems are solved in bottle. If foolish
enough to travel with such a person, you
will pay a dear price.

IFTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
frank, independent, yet graspingly close to

those who seem prepared to "protect" you.
This will be one of your most important
years and September will be a month to
remember. You draw to you those born
under Aquarius, Leo and Scorpio. You are
erratic but lovable, stubborn but willing to

aid those who sincerely express a need.
Copyright 1974. Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzler

ACROSS

1 Matures
5 Flower
9 Knock
12 Wash
13 Dolphinlike

cetacean
u Beverage
IS Factories
17 Common car-

rier (abbr.)

IS Insect
19 Region
21 Tag
23 Forewarmngs
27 Negative

prefix

28 Bar legally

29 Cut of
3 1 Sea eagle
34 Man's

nickname
35 Capable of

being apprais-
ed

38 Faroe Islands
whirlwind

39 Republican
party (in it )

41 Girl's

nickname
42 Banishment
44 Note of scale
46 Reached
48 Location
51 Academic

subjects
52 Electrified

particle

53 A state (abbr.)

55 Landed pro-
perty

59 Falsehood
60 Flower
62 Silkworm
63 Abstract

being
64 Promontory
65 Depression

DOWN

1 High mountain
2 Female (col-

loq.)

3 Girl's name

4 Lawmaker
5 Ascended
6 Preposition
7 Title of respect
8 Nobleman
9 Tumultous
crowd

10 Toward shelter
1

1

Skin of fruit

16 Surgical saw
20 City in Georgia
22 Three-toed

sloth

23 Wampum
24 European

capital

25 Football posi-
tion (abbr)

26 Cry
30 Folds
32 Part in play
33 Want
36 Chinese

pagoda

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
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v
37 Was 48 Heap
40 Flying 49 Cut of meat

machines (coi- 50 Ireland
loq.) 54 Anger

43 Preposition 56 Exist
45 Alternating cur-

rent (abbr1
57 Metal
58 Dine

47 Lock of hair 61 Exists

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 31
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Courses Offered

Up On The Hill
Orchard Hill is alive and well and offering a wide variety of in-

terdisciplinary three-credit courses this semester. We hope that the
seven clusters that the courses fall into (Citizenship and Social

Change, Society and the Arts, Racial Consciousness and the Third
World, Science, Technology and Society, Women and Society;
Human Identity and Changing Sex Roles, Society and the Outcast,
Education and the Community) come together in a planned full-

scale educational program. Two of the courses, "Planning an
Educational Community" and "Making a Life and Making a
Living" are specifically designed to draw upon the expertise of the
University faculty, the resources of the other Orchard Hill courses,
and the educational needs and personal concerns of the un-
dergraduate population of the University in order to describe such
a program and serve University students, the institution of the
University, and the community in a most productive way.

Intro. Law (d'Errico), Law and Consciousness (Arons), Minority
Experience in Ghetto Communities (Serota), Delivery of Health
Care (Ricci), United Nations (Dube), Urban Personality in Asia:
Japan (Kurato), Social Service (Cole, Reardon), Beyond Corporate
Capitalism (Cole), Economics of Energy (Wright), Literature and
Reality (Innes), Literary Radicalism (Cantor, Egan),
Everybody's Culture (Lewis), Black Music, the Oral Tradition &
American Culture (Shepp), Anthology of African American Music
(Workman), Agriculture in Tropical Africa (Cole), Chicano
Mexican Culture (Trujillo), History of Puerto Rico (Sotolongo),
Survival Systems (Stryker, Lochhead), Intro to Public Health
(Padgett), Household Appliances (Whitney), Science and Public
Health (Camerino), Womankind: Beyond the Stereotypes
(Dizard), Our Bodies, Ourselves (Faller, Reardon), Troubling
Children (Brackeen), Practicum in Mental Retardation (Nelson),
Delinquent and Society (Nichols, Sherry), Trouble in the
Classroom : Tutor-Counseling (Flynn), Learning in the Community
(Seelig, Whitehead).

For additional information, course descriptions and registration,
come to 103 Field House or call 5-2882.

Get Mystical

With Comp Lit
Comparative Literature 252,

"Mystical Poetry East & West".
A reading of mystical-

contemplative poetry from the

Chinese (Taoist, Buddhist) &
Western traditions (Christian

mystics and contemporary
American poets), and of critical

studies of contemplative ex-
perience. Course includes field

trips to contemplative com-
munities, guest poets and com-
templatives, poetry and
meditation writing.

Instructor: Lucien Miller,
Assistant Professor of Com-
parative Literature. Phone: 253-

2293 (Home); 545-0929 (Office).

First class Tuesday evening,
Feb. 5, 819 Thompson Tower, 7-9:30

p.m.; thereafter Tuesday evenings
in Instructor's home.
Require nents : 2 papers plus

Creative Project.

Prerequisites: None, but
enrollment limited to fifteen.

And More
Comp Lit
Contrary to appearances, Comlit

202A, Crime and Decadence, is

being offered this spring. If you are
interested in an analysis of the
disintegration of individual sub-
jectivity in such writers as
Dostoeyevsky, Kafka, Mann and
Grass, there is still time to make
your participation. Instructor: K.
Tarnowski, Times; Tu, Th 9:30-

10:45, Place: Goddell 608.
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British Columbia
For the third consecutive year, UMass is spon-

soring an exchange program with the University of
Victoria in British Columbia under which a few
UMies are accepted for study at the Canadian
university and an equal number of their students
study here.

The University of Victoria is located in the outskirts
of Victoria, a city of 175,000, capital of British
Columbia, at the southeast tip of Vancouver Island.
The temperature is mild and it seldom has snow in
the winter. The city of Victoria has a charming,
British-like atmosphere, enhanced by theaters,
quaint restaurants and boutiques. The modern,
centralized campus overlooks the Puget Sound. Both
Vancouver and Seattle are accessible by air or ferry,
the quality of instruction is excellent, and the
academic standards strineent".

Applicants for the program at the University of
Victoria should have at least a 3.0 cumulative
average. Students should plan to go during their
junior or senior years and for the full academic year,
not a semester only. The proposed program of study
should fit into their degree program, as, after suc-
cessful completion of the program, exchange par-
ticipants will get full academic credit toward their
degrees.

Tuition and fees at the University of Victoria are
approximately the same as the University of
Massachusetts, and travel costs to the West Coast
would be the only additional expense. A limited

amount of financial aid may be available for travel

costs. Students interested in applying for the
program should contact Judy Epstein, International
Programs Office, 239 Whitmore.

Germany
The German Academic Exchange Service

(Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst) has

announced the availability of sizeable scholarships

for eight weeks of study, during the summer and
early Pall months, in German language courses at

the Goethe Institutes in the Federal Republic of

Germany.

The scholarships are for United States students
from all fields except German. Applicants must be
between the age of 18 and 32, have had at least one
year of college German, and have attended a college
or university for at least two years prior to the
beginning of the scholarship dates.

The grant for the eight week session is DM 2.300 or

approximately $851.00 at the present rate of ex-

change. After payment of tuition, lodging and part of

the cost of board, an estimated $220.00 will remain as

personal allowance to cover any additional living

expenses. In addition to tnis, the DAAD pays the

premium for health and accident insurance. The cost

of international travel must be carried by the par-

ticipants.

Applicants can choose from the following sessions

prior to the action of the Exchange Service: June and
July; July and August; August and September and
October. Once the applicant has designated a course
period and has been granted funds, no change can be
made nor can grants be extended.

Applications can be obtained from the GERMAN
ACADEMIC EXCHANGE SERVICE, 1 Fifth Avenue
- Suite 11D, New York, NY. 10003 and must be
received at their office by FEBRUARY 25, 1974.

A new academic exchange
program initiated by the In-

ternational Programs Office of the
UMass and the University College,

Dublin, Ireland will begin in the
1974-75 academic year. Through
this exchange effort, an equal
number of American and Irish

students will be eligible for a year
of study abroad while ac-
cumulating credits toward their

degree from the home institution.

The campus of the University
College, founded in 1851 but
transferred to its present location

in 1959, is equipped with a library
of over 350,000 volumes, expansive

Ireland
laboratory facilities and a student
health service. The student body of

approximately 9,500 full time
students, 185 of which are
foreigners, resides in off-campus
housing around the University.

Students on the exchange from
UMass will be aided in finding

appropriate housing in such ac-

comodations as a guesthouse,
apartment, or with an Irish family.

Participants in the exchange
program have access to most of the

Facilities of the University College
which include Arts, Philosophy,

Celtic Studies, Commerce,
Science, Medicine, Law,

Engineering and Architecture. The
language of the institution is

English so the language barrier is

minimal.

Juniors and seniors with at least
a 3.0 cumulative average are
eligible for the exchange. The year
at the University College in Dublin
should not exceed the cost of a year
on the Amherst campus. The only
additional expense is that of in-

ternational air fare for which a
limited amount of financial aid is

available. Interested students
should contact Judy Epstein at the
International Programs Office, 239
Whitmore, by March 1.

Wanna Work In Europe?
There is a new and interesting

way around the problem of scarce
student jobs. Any student between
the ages of 17 and 27 can obtain a
temporary paying student job in

Europe through a new mail ap-
plication system. Jobs, working
papers, room and board
arrangements and other travel
documents are processed in ad-
vance.

The work is done on a non-profit

basis by the SOS-Student Overseas
Services, a student run
organization specializing in

helping American students in

Europe for the past 16 years. SOS
also provides a brief orientation in

Europe to insure each student a
good start on the job.

Standard wages are paid in

addition to the profitable ad-

vantage of free room and board
which is provided with each hotel,

resort and restaurant job. Most
jobs are in Switzerland, France,
Austria and parts of Alpine Ger-
many in ski resorts during the
winter months, and in lakeside and
city resorts, hotels and restaurants

ARICA OPEN PATH WEEKEND

On February 2 and 3 IRICA will present its

weekend Open Path Training. Based on an
understanding of the process by which a person
opens to his own inner awareness, this 16 hour
training is designed to present the theory and
practical method of ARICA Work. It allows a person
to experience an integrated progression of the
exercises within the group orocess. It introduces
psycho-calisthenics, forums, mantrams, the
Yin-Yang line, levels of consciousness, traspaso, the
arc, etc. The price of the weekend is $25. This sum
is applicable to the 40 day intensive or extended
program. For registration call APIC/V

ARKA
INSTITUTE INC

Feb. 2 ft 3

Lord Jeffrey Inn
Call: 634-5504 collect
Write: Box 174
Amherst, 01002

A N. n l>' ' : ( "> >'• i'

during the spring and summer
months.

Most jobs do not require
knowledge of a foreign language
(but what an opportunity for
language students!), and
willingness to work, adaptability
and maintenance of an open mind
count more than experience.

Applications should be submitted
in time to allow for processing the
job, working papers, room and
board arrangements and other
travel documents. Students can cut
processing time by obtaining and
holding until requested, 3 passport
size photos and a letter of
recommendation from a teacher or
former employer. Interested
students may obtain an application
form, job listings and descriptions,
and the SOS Handbook on earning
your way in Europe by sending
their name, address, name of
educational institution and $1 (for
postage, printing, handling and
addressing only) to either SOS-
Student Overseas Services, Box
5173, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93108,
or to SOS. - 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Luxembourg, Europe.

AMMEtST CNINiSi FOOD
62 Main St., Amhtrtl

Tel. 253-7835
MfMOtTAKMHff

LUNCH SPECIALS 99c &u,

Notices
ARIEA WEEKEND
Open path workshop Sat. and sun.,

Feb. 2, 3 at the Lord Jeffery Inn,

Garden Room. 634 5504 collect or Box

174, Amherst, Ma.

CO-ED LIVING
The 10th floor of John Adams is

currently co-ed. There are openings

for any University women. If in

terested, please call 6 4566 or 6 6728.

ECONOMICS 100

Elements of Economics, Lecture 7

will deal with the "Energy Crisis". It

will meet at 3:35 p.m. (Changed from
MWF 10 10 a.m.) in Field Lounge,

Orchard Hill. Prof. Arthur Wright.

ECONOMICS 130

Introduction to Microeconomics,
Lecture 3 is the Honors Section (C-64)

of Economics 103. It will meet TuTh
at 9:30 to 10:45 a.m. in Stockbridge

102. Prof. Thomas Russell.

GRASS ROOTS CO-OP
The Grass Roots Co op has

openings in its morning nursery

VTTHKtiATES
( >F SMITH COLLEGE

school for children 3 5 of university
students and non professional staff
Call 549 3969.

SPORT APPRECIATION
Sports appreciation (P.E. 100 G99)

was inaccurately listed in- the
schedule book as a 1 credit course for

women P.E. majors. In fact, the

course is open to the entii e university

undergraduate community and is

worth 2 credits. It also fulfills the

G.P.E. requirement. At least 40

openings. TuTfi 9:30 10:45 in Public

Health Aud.

ZOOLOGY 101

Introductory Zoology labs will

begin on Feb. 7. Lectures will be

given as scheduled.

FOUND
. Black knit hat with red and black

tassel found at Civic Center nite of

UMass Prov. game Section 50, Row
N. Seat 2. Pick up at C C. lost and

found.

CONCERT COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting at 7:30

Thursday in S.U. Council Chambers.
It will be concerning the Feb. 9

Concert. All members please attend.

DVP MEETING
All D.V.P. members - a meeting

tonight, Thursday, at 7:00 in C.C 801.

Plans for 2nd semester discussed.

FELLINI'S FINEST
See "Roma" by Frederico Fellini,

Sat., Feb. 2, C.C. A., 6:45, 9:00, 11:15.

MARX BROS.
Groucho, Chico and Harpo romp

with Lucille Ball in "Room Service"

Also Alice Cooper in concert (1969),

Sat, Feb. 1 at 7,9, 11 in SUB. '

SKI INSTRUCTOR COURSE
The two slope days for the com

pletion of last semester's ski in

structor course will be this Sat. and

Sun, Feb. 2 and 3 at 9 a.m. at

Berkshire East. First Ski Club
meeting, Tues. Feb. 5. SB.A 120,

8.00 p.m.

SQUARE DANCING
Class last lesson tonight, Jan. 31 in

Cape Cod Lounge Attendance
required. Graduation dance this Sat.,

Feb. 2, 8 11 p.m on Cape Cod Lounge

THE WILD ONE
Marlon Brando's classic "The Wild

One" with Lee Marvin plus two

original 3 Stooges Shorts Tomorrow
at 7, 9, 11 in Mahar

UMASS SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
The Club is still active at Turners

Falls Airport on weekends First

iump courses will be taught in the
Spring with the finest instruction at a
discount for 5 College Area students

and staff

USED BOOKS
Get rid of your used books! Don't

get ripped off! Bring them to Com
monwealth Room today, 10 a.m. to 4

p m

BLOOD NEEDED
Blood urgently needed for open

heart surgery for 10 year old girl.

Call 543 2657 in Spfld. for in

formation
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Coming up on WMUA
"Moon Over Morrocco" starring Jack

Flanders sequel to "The Fourth Of In- )

verness.

"Dear Friends" by the Firesign Theatre

returns to WMUA soon.

Listen for Sports double header Wed-
nesday, February 6, Saturday, February

2, Basketball against Niagra at 7:20.

UIMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female seeks same for roommate in

house in Conway. Rent 170 per month &
utilities. Call 369-4395. keep trying! Car-

pools available.

tf2-l

F. wanted to share Col. VII. apt., own
room, all utilities incl.. $87.50 per month.
UMass bus line. Call Lori. 256-8931

tfl-31

To share 2 bedroom apt. with 3 males. 1

mile from campus, on the bus route, rent

S5S.2S per month plus electric. Tel. 413-549-

APARTMENT WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS PERSONAL

In Amherst area — roommate ac-

ceptable. Will share expenses where ap-

plicable. Call 549-0187.

If2-1

TRAVEL

Crimson Travel — spring vacation in

Bermuda, from 1199 Deposits for reser-

vations must be in soon for more info call

Steve. C65-3737.

MM
MM

Male roommate to share modern apt. in

Sunderland, on bus route, all utlls. incl. for

MO per month. Call 665-3947 anytime.

MM

FOR RENT

Twoapts. adjacent with 3 bedrooms, fab-

shape, low rent. Skibiski Realtors. 584-

3428, Northampton.
tf2-5

Rooms for rent — no lease, no kitchen,

no pets, next to campus, bus. 401 N.

Pleasant St.. 253-9938, ask for Duncan or

leave note.

MM

Amherst — 2 bedroom apt., walk to

campus. SI30 incl. util. 85 N. Whitney St..

Apt. I4B. before 4 p.m.

MM

Wendell — in center of 'own with 2 acres.

18 miles to I . of Mass. Likely Listings. 256-

8896.

tf2-5

Wendell — 5 bedrooms. 2 sleeping lofts. 2

living rooms. 2 baths. 23 miles from

Amherst Likely Listings. 256-K896.

tf2-5

Old (wintry Store & Inn. ideal location

for alternative school, craft center, etc.. 3

baths, t kitchens. 12 bedrooms, land. 256

MM

i-« bedroom housf in country, 2 kitchens.

2 baths, full cellar with fireplace. Likely

Listings. 256-88%.
tf2-5

WANTED

Saxaphonist. must be willing to do lots of
load work, steady gigging. Call 5R4-6279.

MM

Tutor wanted, basic and organic (hem
Call 6*5-4348 after 6 p.m.

tf2-S

Wanted — female knowledgeable in

Latin to take placement exam. Will pay
accordingly. Call 256-0366 before noon or

after I a.m.

MM

HELP WANTED

Students to canvass on campus for the
New York Times. $1 per subscription

taken. Call Campus News Agency. 256-

8820.

tf2-l

Female drummer wanted for working

band. Call 584-«648 between M p.m.
tf2-5

ENTERTAINMENT

FELLINI'S FINEST - SEE "ROMA"
THIS SAT. FEB. 2. CAMPUS CENTER
AUD.. 6:45-9:09-11:15 p.m.

MM

The Marx Brothers * Lucille Ball in

their classic "Room Service" it Alice
Cooper in concert in Toronto. 19S9. Sat..
Feb. 2. 7-9-11 p.m.. S.U.B.

MM

The original 3 Stooges in 2 riotous romps
plus Brando in the "Wild One" — Fri..

Feb. 1 at 7-9-11 p.m. in Mahar. Long live

Moe It Marion!

MM

start the year right with Bob the D.J. as
he plays all your favorite hits of the SO's

and «ov Call now. don't delay. 53*-«*75.

MM

FREE

Kittens — With thumbs. 6S5-35I2. in

evening.

MM

FOR SALE

(ouch with slip-cover, fair condition. 115

firm. Call 519-6047.

If2-

1

1965 (;MC Van. camper converted. man\
extras. Call 256-0356.

tf2-l

How to earn 110-15.000 per year. 6 month

training period, no obligation Write. Mr.

Weiss. Box 552. Randolph. Ma. 0236H.

tf2-12

Educational Consulting Firm seekinu

Project-Office Coordinator-Secretary

.

Send resume to MBS, I* <> Box Oft
\mherst.

tf.'-K

Lead singer and-or bass player wanted

foi HlucKrass Band. If interested call Tom.

Km 102. HMOs' or leave message
lf2-5

I must sell my PA and stereo equip. b>
sundav. all at good prices and in excellent
condition ( all Steve the D.J. at 467-2842.

If I -51

Open every day — 8a.m. to 1 1 p.m. Beer,
wine, pipes, papers, hot sandwiches &
groceries. Montague Mini-Mart.

MM

( oldspot refrigerator for sale — 7.7 cu.

ft. with freeier and chiller. 4 shelves.

$75 00. (all Donna. 203 Mary Lyon. 545-2517

or 5-2516.

tf2-5

Gay line will be open Thursday, Jan. 31

all day. For info, counseling and referral

please call 545-0154.

tfl-31

Deliver the New York Times on campus.
Call Campus News Agency, 256-8820.

MM
Attractive liberal, open-minded female

who likes leather, boots, etc. For
modeling, good pay. Write K.B.. P.O. Box
2*2. Holvoke. Ma. 01*40.

tf2-4

The Child Care Exchange — infants. 8

\ rs , an alternative to sitters. Playgrounds

also, m its third year with 135 families. 586-

2224. Joan.
tf2-5

Mrs. Saxby — hope all goes well for you
in all ways this semester — 143. Ralph J.

tf2-l

Drop by the Montague Mini-Mart for

your free incense. Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

every day. All popular beer. wine, pipes k
papers, etc.

tf2-8

Earn quick f — I will buy any silver

coins that you have tucked away, will pay
at least twice face value. Ed. 54*4351.

tf2-4

"Don't miss the Bluewall Dog Days, this

Sunday 4-7 p.m.

tf2-l

Las Vegas Night: Feb. 9. 8 p.m. CC Aud.
— Poker. Craps. Black Jack. Roulette.

Chucka l^ick. Wheel of Fortune, etc. Over
$1200 in prites. *

t/2-8

N.Y.C. — If you're going there any
weekend this semester I will share gas
expenses Good company guaranteed. Ed
at 546-6351. keep trying

tf2-l

ROOM FOR RENT

Privacy — Colonial Motel, low. low
weekly rates, large comfortable rooms.
T.V.. maid service included Bar and
restaurant, 6*5-20*8.

tf2-12

AUTO FOR SALE

19*6 Dodge Dart — 2 dr.. a.t.. runs ex-
cellent, gets good mileage, asking $35*.

323-4456 evenings It weekends.
tfl-31

l9C9Sunbean Alpine G.T.. carbs. rebuilt,

good rubber. 4 passenger, automatic: 19*9

Triumph 25*cc. 549-12*3.

tfl-31

1967 Ford Custom, a.c, p.s.. excellent

condition, much recent work. $550 or best

offer. 544-1482 anytime.

tf2-l

Wear the 3 Stooges on your breast.
Silk Screened Photo of Moe. Larry *
Curly, on a 100 per cent cotton T-Shirt.

Specify S-M-L-XL. Send $3 to: Wild
Hyacinth Productions, 10* Thayer
Circle. Randolph. Ma. 023*8.

MM

TALENTED VOICES

Talented voices needed to join the
expanding group of singing
DYNASTIC S. Contact Tony Rauseo.
Hotel Northampton. 584-3100.

tf2-5

HAPPINESS IS

FREE BAGELS

Incredible junk sale' Cheap furn and
other goodies. Sat.. 2-2 at 753 West St.. So.

\mherst. Free bagels if business is good.

tfl-31

Happiness is a warm
WEIMAR AN ER puppy - for
companionship on a countryside stroll

or quiet fireside enjoyment. Excellent
choice of A.K.C. registered pups from
championship bloodlines at
Charlemont, Mass. 1-413-339-66X8

MM
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Gymnasts Split During Break
By WALT POWERS

"In the long run we're probably
better off".

It was the voice of UMass
gymnastics coach Tom Dunn
looking for a silver lining behind
the cloud of defeat that covered a
meet he dearly wanted to win. It

was more wistful than desparate.
After waltzing through early
season encounters against
Syracuse, Boston State, Pitt, and
Army, the UMass gymnastics
team had faced reality in the form
of the University of Temple, and
lost 159-154.85.

UMass had hoped to win the
meet, and the loss left Dunn
disappointed. It also left him
convinced that Temple just might
be the team to knock Penn State
off of its Eastern League throne.

The Nitanny Lions, last years
NCAA runners-up, and undefeated
after five meets this year, invade
the Cage this Saturday, and
Dunn concedes that the loss to

Temple has probably made his

gymnasts tougher and more
determined.

The loss to Temple left the
Minutemen with an even split for

their two-game intercession
schedule. On January 19th they
defeated a relatively weak Army
team at West Point, 157.61-148.6 at

West Point. The Minutemen won
all six events, and all-arounds

Steve Scuderi, Bill Bruillet, and
Gene Whelan scored near or above
51.00. UMass benefitted from the
return of veterans Rich Seikunas,
Jay Thomsen, and Jack
Fabricante. UMass also used a
number of freshmen, including the
Marks twins, Paul and Steve, Pete
Lusk, and transfer Steve Clancy.
All were impressive.
Bad breaks told the story at

Philadelphia. Had they gone
against Temple, UMass would
have vaulted into Eastern League
contention. Temple grabbed an
early lead, but after two events
UMass remained within striking

distance. Freak breaks on good

long horse and parallel bar
routines then gave the Owls the

meet. Temple went on to sweep
every event. Gene Whelan was
again the team's high (9.10) scorer

and leading all-around (53.15).

At this point in the season, Penn
State, Temple, and Southern
Connecticut appear to be the class

of the league, with a group in-

cluding UMass, Springfield, and

Navy right behind. The turning

point in the season will occur in the

next twenty days. In this period,

UMass faces Penn State, Southern
Connecticut, Navy, and
Springfield. Three of these meets
will be held at home.

Syracuse, Army, Cornell and
Pitt will battle it out for league
doormat.

Pro Standings

NBA NHL

Capital

Atlanta

Cleveland
Houston

•Milw.
Chicago
Detroit

KC-0

GB

12 Vs

GB

6

10 V2
1 IM-

PURE CONCENTRATION is the expression on the face of Gene
Whelan, an All-America candidate for the UMass gymnastics team.

Celts Spurt Sinks Cavs
BOSTON AP — Jo Jo White and

Don Nelson shot the Celtics to a 17-

point lead two minutes into the
second quarter Wednesday night
and Boston went on to a 120-108

National Basketball Association
victory over the
Cavaliers.

Nelson pushed in 10

AT
7&845 AMHERSTCW* 00HT

White tallied nine to send the

Celtics out to a 35-22 lead at the
quarter, and baskets by Paul
Westphal and White stretched it to

39-32.

A strong first half by Len
Cleveland Wilkens, with 11 points, and Bobby

Smith, who hit his 14-point game
points and average in the first half, kept

Cleveland in the contest. The
Cavaliers were down 62-55 at the
half.

But the Celtics put it away in the
third period with Wesphal driving
for nine points and assisting on two
spectacular layins by John
Havlicek and White to build up a
96-77 lead at the start of the fourth
quarter.

White led all the scorers with 27

points, while Dave Cowens had 20

and Nelson 19 for Boston. Wilkens
scored 23 and Smith 20 for the

Cavaliers.

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

W L Pet

BOSTON 35 12 .745

New York 31 21 .596

Buffalo 26 28 .491

Phila. 15 35 .300 21 Vi

Central Division

W L Pet.

27 22 .551

23 30 .434

19 35 .352

18 36 .333

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

W L Pet. GB
39 11 .780 —
35 18 .660 5>£

33 19 .635 7

21 34 .382 20' •»

Pacific Division

W L Pet.

29 22

25 22

24 33

20 31

19 30

East Division

\V L T Pts. GF CA
BOST. 32 8 6 70 206 120

Mont. 29 11 6 64 167 123

Rangers 23 15 10 56 174 146

Toronto 22 17 9 53 176 145

Buffalo 22 21 5 49 157 158

Detroit 19 22 7 45163186
Island. 12 22 12 36 111149
Vancou. 11 29 7 29 123 183

West Division

W L T Pts. GF GA
Phila. 29 11 6 64 154 93

Chicago 21 11 14 56162 103

St.Louis 20 19 7 47 128 123

Atlanta 18 22 8 44 122 139

LosAng. 17 23 8 42 131 153

Minn. 15 21 1141 145 165

Pitts. 14 28 5 33 130 173

CalU. 9 33 7 25 125 211

GB WHA
Los Ang.

Gold'n St.

Seattle

Phoenix
•Portland

.569

.532

.421

.392

.388

2

8

9

9

ABA
Ea»l DivI.job

W L Pet.
Npw York 34 20 .fi.iO
Kentucky 31 19 .620
Carolina 33 23 .589
Virginia >7 30 .:s62
Memphis 13 41 .241

Went Division

Vt;h 35 it ««8
Indiana ... ]i J5 .528
San Antonio . 28 26 .319
Denver 23 26 .469
San Diego 22 35 336

GB
r
2
13'i
21

GB

f>
»'»
14'j

East Division

W L TPt». G»' GA
N. ENG. 28 19 2 58 187 164

Toronto 2424452201183
Cleve. 22 215 49 149 156

Quebec 23 23 3 49 178 161

Jersey 21 26 2 44 144 177

Chicago 20 20 3 43 142 149

West Division

W L T Pts. GF GA
Houston 28 14 4 60 185 121

Winnipeg 24 22 4 52 175 183

Edmon. 25 23 50 171166
Minn. 23 24 1 47 184 179

Los Ang. 20 30 40 151 194

Vancouv. 19 31 38 181 215

Atvrey Vindicated
By DAVE GOLDBERG

AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Everyone

was talking about how wide open
and exciting the National Hockey
League All-Star game was, but for

Don Awrey, the 6-4 West victory

was that and more. Awrey is in his

10th year in the NHL. For nine of
those years he played defense quite

capably for the Boston Bruins. His
only problem was that the Bruin
defense was named Bobby Orr,
and Awrey got lost in a shuffle of
names that also included Ted
Green, Dallas Smith and lately,

Carol Vadnais.

So last summer, he was shuffled

NOW APPEARING
in the

Speakeasy Lounge
at the
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Jan. 31, Feb. 1 & 2 8:30 - 12:30

No Cover No Minimum
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Rte. 9 University Drive
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off to St. Louis. And this winter he
was picked to start for the West
All-Stars.

"It was my first game and I

wanted it to be a good one," Awrey
said after a typically steady but

unspectacular defensive per-
formance. "I've been nervous
every since I learned I'd been
picked on the team and for the last

five nights I bet I haven't
averaged five hours sleep.

Awrey 's luck was the kind
anyone would have when he leaves
the shadow of an Orr or an
Esposito.

"The people who chose this team
saw something in my play this year
that nobody saw when I was in the

other division, and I really wanted
to prove they were right," he said.

"It would have been awful if I had
played poorly."

The people who played in and
watched the game came away
convinced that no one played
poorly.

"This was a good one, not like

last year when nobody seemed to

take it seriously," said Gary
Unger, Awrey 's St. Louis team-
mate who had a goal and an assist

and was named the game's Most
Valuable Player .
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Foreman Leaves Garden Early

\ open ^ jmtyjV—c/iJo * j-.-5o_

By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer

NEW YORK AP — As far as
heavyweight champion George
Foreman was concerned, school
was out after four rounds of the
Muhammad Ali-Joe Frazier fight

Monday night. And that's why he
left Madison Square Garden. "I
couldn't get an education,"
Foreman said Wednesday. "They
both fought a good fight but I saw
how things were going and knew
how it would end. I couldn't learn
anything."

Foreman made his comments at

a press luncheon to formally an-
nounce his title defense against
Ken Norton March 26 at Caracas,
Venezuela. Norton also attended
the Ali-Frazier match — he stayed
to see Ali get the decision — but
said that the only fights he's in-

terested in watching are the ones
Foreman's been in.

Norton said he is studying films
of the champion's fights "to try to

-Notices-

SPRING FOOTBALL
MEETING — There will be a
meeting for all those interested in

going out for Spring Football,

Thursday, January 31st, in Room
249 Boyden Building at 4 p.m.
I-M ENTRIES — All entries for

the IM Squash Tourney are due on
February 5th. Entries for the

Wrestling Tourney are due
February 7th. No exceptions.

SPORTS — There will be a
meeting Sunday, Feb. 3rd at 4:30

p.m. for all people — Male and
Female — interesting in working
for the WMUA Sports Dept.
Meeting will be held at WMUA
studios in Marston Hall.

I-M SUPERVISOR STAFF —
There will be an organizational

meeting for all IM supervisors
(office, field, and gymnasium)
tonight at 7 in the IM Office. At-

tendance is mandatory.
VARSITY HOCKEY — Friday

night's game with Boston State, to

be played at Orr Rink, will face off

at 7 p.m. instead of the originally

scheduled 8 p.m. start. FANS
TAKE NOTICE.
TEAM MANAGERS — All IM

basketball team managers should
pick up schedules immediately, if

not sooner. League play com-
mences Feb. 4. That's Monday,
folks.

IM BASKETBALL — Meetings
will be held on the following dates
for all persons interested in of-

ficiating IM basketball games:
January 31st (4 p.m.) and Feb. 3rd

(7 p.m.). The meetings will be held
in Boyden 227.

MINUTEMEN TICKETS -
Tickets for the B.C. and UConn
basketball games, to be played on
opposing courts are available in

the Boyden ticket office for a short

while. First come, first served.

find some way to nulity his power.
He's very strong.

"Fighting Ali was like a game of
chess," said Norton who split two
fights with Ali. "Ali has tremen-
dous speed. With Foreman, it's just
the opposite. Ali is a boxer.
Foreman is a classic slugger."
"Norton knows what I'm gonna

try to do," said Foreman, who
refuses to shake hands with Norton
and never smiles when he poses
with him for publicity pictures.
"There is no way I'm gonna be
laughing and shaking Ken Norton's
hand right now," said Foreman.
Dick Sadler, one of Foreman's

handlers, defended the choice of

Norton as the opponent for
Foreman's second defense by
saying Ali and Frazier each turned
down a chance at Foreman to have
their rematch.
"Ken Norton is the No. 1 con-

tender available," said Sadler. It is

known that Foreman has plagued
by legal entanglements concerning
his management. But the cham-
pion, who was criticized for
making his first defense against
Joe "King" Reman, defended his

lack of activity by saying that he
has trouble finding men willing to

fight him.

Foreman is guaranteed $700,000
against 40 per cent of all income,
while Norton is guaranteed
$200,000 against 20 per cent, Barry
Burnstein, president of Video
Techniques, Inc., said.

Video Techniques owns the
ancillary rights to the fight and will

handle the closed circuit telecast.

The other promoter for the first

heavyweight title fight in the
history of South America is

Telemedia de Panama.
Site of the match will be El

Peliedre, a new 14,000-seat indoor
arena.

Staff Photo - George Withers)

Ready at the firing line... SHOOT!!

ROISTER DOISTERS

presents

"Fiveway Overlay"
Five one act plays for the contemporary audience

Jan. 31, Feb. 1, 2, 3

8 p.m. Bowker Aud.

Tickets: Campus Center Concourse or at the door

$1.50 and $2.00

Adamsons Lead Tracksters

Past Lethargic Catamounts
By SCOTTHAYE8

About the same time when most of us were watching our convetable
semester break come to an abrut close and trying to prepare for the
Spring Semester, the UMass Indoor Track team was in Burlington.
Vermont for a meet with the Catamounts. UMass won the contest, which
took place last Saturday, by the score of 79-39 for its second win of the
season.

The Minutemen were outscored 31-23 by Vermont in the field events,
but came storming back in the running events. Sweeping four events and
winning both the mile and two-mile relays, UMass made up the deficit
and went on to win easily.

Bob Adamson and Mike Bilsza were the only double winners in the
meet. Adamson won the long and triple jumps with leaps of 22'V and
44'1". Bilsza took the 35-pound weight throw with a toss of 51'6" and won
the shot put with a fling of 46'4" to beat Vermont.

Ken Adamson, Bob Adamson, and Larry Whitfield swept the 50-yard
dash with Adamson s winning time of 5.6. Jim Hennessey won the 45-yard
high hurdles in 5.9, with teammates Curt Stegerwald and Mel Cobb taking
second and third. Pete Bvron led a sweep of the 1,000-yard run with a time
of 2:17.1. Devin Croft and Bill Gillin placed second and third, respec-

tively, to complete the sweep. UMass outscored Vermont 9-0 in the mile
run with John Maloney, Tom Maguire and Tom Wilson taking the top
three places. Maloney won the event with a time of 4:21.

Barron Littlefield was the only other individual winner, taking the 600-

yard run in 1:16.1. Steve Crimmins took third for UMass in the 600. Bob
Bocash captured second in the 35-pound weight throw and third in the shot
put. Scott Herman placed second in the shot.

Mike Berry set a new University of Vermont school record in the two-
mile with a time of 9:15.8. Berry finished ahead of John McGrail and
Chris Farmer of UMass.

The winning team in the mile relay constisted of Curt Stegerwald,
Barron Littlefield, Steve Crimmins and Larry Whitfield. The four UMass
runners were timed in 3:31.4. In the two-mile relay, Harry Kelley, Chet
Mysliwicz, Francis O'Keefe and Jim Hunt teamed up to win the event in
8:11.8.

SHORT SPRINTS—Only other action for the squad took place in

Hanover, New Hampshire at the Dartmouth Relays. The 4-mile relay at

Hanover was won by UMass. Tom Maguire, Bill Gillin, Chris Farmer and

Randy Thomas joined to take the event in 17:23.2, which averages out to

4:21 per mile. In the distance-medley relay, the team of Maguire, Far-

mer, Gillin and Steve Crimmins captured second place. The Toronto
Olympic Club had the only relay team to finish ahead of UMass. The TOC
team won the race in 10:14. Individually, Bob Adamson captured third in

the invitational long jump while Randy Thomas ran an 8:59.8 two-mile.

The win at Burlington upped the squad's record to 2-3, the first win having
been December 1, 1973 when the Minutemen topped Maine 66-52.

Fii\eMis Council
BALLET THEATRE FOUNDATION

Presents

Friday and Saturday
February 8 & 9

BOWKER AUDITORIUM 8 p.m.
Tickets UM-A students $1.50 Others $3.00

Box Office 125 Herter Hall Phone 545-0202

Last 3 Days — Going Out of Business
THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURDAY
Everything Reduced Drastically

JEANS
$ooo $A°°

Specials

on All Indian Clothes

80% OFF

THE LEMON TREE
Behind the P.O. N. Amherst
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Pennington,

Berra Go
In NFL Draft

Late draft results fom New York
report that Peil Pennington,
quarterback from UMass, and
wide receiver Tim Berra were both

drafted in the last two rounds.
Berra went to the Baltimore

Colts in the 16th round while his

teammate was picked up by the

Denver Broncos in the final 17th

round.

Neither could be reached for

comment on the draft late last

night but it was known they had
both hoped to go higher in the

draft.

Pennington and Berra had ap-

peared in the North-South Shrine
game on Christmas Day and,
although they had not played as
well as they hoped, Head Scout for

Quadra Scouting Agency, Charlie
Hall, told them not to worry as they

had had a good week of practice.

New England

Trades Kiner

FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) — The
New England Patriots went in

heavy for linebackers and running
backs during the second and final

day of this year's National Football

League draft. The Patriots

acquired 11 players Wednesday
including three linebackers and
three running backs.

The Patriots also acquired two
linebackers and a running back
Tuesday, in addition to a guard and
a wide

#
ieceiver.

Coach Chuck Fairbanks started

off New England's activity Wed-
nesday by trading one of his two

sixth round draft picks for Jack

Mildren of the Baltimore Colts.

Mildren, who was Fairbanks'
quarterback at Oklahoma two

years ago, will be tried in the

defensive backfield, Fairbanks
said.

Fairbanks used his other sixth

round pick to get punter Chuck
Ramsey of Wake Forest. His next

pick came in the seventh round and
Fairbanks selected Nebraska
fullback Maury Damkroger, a 6-2,

228-pounder who will be tried as a

linebacker.

Fairbanks then traded away
outside linebacker Steve Kiner to

the Houston Oilers for their ninth

round pick. He selected Ed
McCartney, a 6-2, 230-pound
linebacker at Northeastern State

College in Oklahoma. The Patriots'

other acquisitions Tuesday were
Steve Nelson, a 6-2, 230-pound

linebacker from North Dakota
State, Andy Johnson, the

University of Georgia quarterback
they plan to try as a running back,

and Charles Battle, a Grambling
linebacker. Wide receiver Dick
Gordon was also obtained in a

trade with Green Bay for tight end
John Mosier.

Revived UNH Meets
Minutemen At Cage

By STEVE DeCOSTA
It wouldn't be wise to trudge to the Cage tomorrow night in anticipation

of a massacre.
In the past a UMass-New Hampshire basketball game has usually

resulted in total annihilation of the Wildcats. But it's a different type of

UNH team this season, and the Minutemen could well have a battle on
their hands.

For one thing, the Wildcats are winning. 8-5 overall, UNH, impressively
enough, is currently in second place in the Yankee Conference with a 5-1

mark, including wins over Rhode Island and Connecticut. Ironically,

their only conference loss came at the hands of Vermont, but that was
early in the season before UNH got untracked.

In another vein, the hoopsters from Durham are no longer wild-eyed

midgets who throw up shots from anywhere on the floor. The Wildcats are

big up front, 6'7, 67, and 6'6, and they work the ball inside with much
success, especially to center Rich Gale and forward Lon Cohen.

The UNH quintet is not a high scoring group and they rely on their basic

2-3 zone to hold down the opposition. They will at times switch to a 1-2-1-1

three-quarter court trap, an unusual alighment that could rattle an un-

wary foe.

Though the Wildcats are not known for scorching the nets, they aie a

well-balanced scoring team. The scoring averages for the starters range
from 8.0 to the team high of 12.5 held by Erie Feragne, a 5'10 guard.

The Minutemen, on the other hand, have been struggling somewhat as

of late, but a return to their home court could provide the team with a

spark. "Our fans will make sure we're ready to play," reassured coach
Jack Leaman. "Those cheers will be like manna from heaven."

UMass will again be led by Al Skinner, John Murphy, and Bill Endicott,

all averaging over 16 points per game. Greg Duarte is coming off a

successful scoring outing against Northeastern. In nine minutes played,

Greg poured in as many points.

Though held on to eight points against Northeastern, Al Skinner passed
the 1000 mark for career points and now stands at 1001. He needs only 22

points to pass Tim Edwards' and gain the eighth spot on the UMass all-

time scoring list.

Leaman believes his charges still have an outside chance for a berth in

the NCAA tournament. "But," he remarked, "I think we have to win
them all from now on."
Leaman also said he would be pleased, and not too disappointed if the

Minutemen wound up in the NIT again. Said Leaman, "I think people
misunderstand the NIT. The tournament is a reward for a successful
season. It is a much more competitive tournament with any of the 16

teams having a chance to win it. Any team that comes up with four good
nights of basketball, like Virginia Tech last year, can walk off with the
tournament."

I

Bill Ballou

Disaster Area
John Murphy strains high in the air as he battles with Marvin

Barnes of Providence College during January 17th's one point PC
victory at the Civic Center in Springfield. Tonight at eight the UNH
faces the Minutemen at the Cage.

Carew Signs

With Twins
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP)-

Infielder Rod Carew has agreed to

terms f r the 1974 baseball season,

receiving what President Calvin

Griffith of the American League's
Minnesota Twins calls "a sub-
stantial raise."

Carew had been the league
batting champion three years,

including the past two.

Carew is believed to have
received $60,000 last year. He
asked for $100,000 and reportedly
was offered $90,000 by the Twins in

early stages of contract talks this

year.
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SPORTS

New Grid Coach Sells Army
WEST POINT, N.Y. (AP)-Army

introduced Homer Smith as its new
football coach and changed its

recruiting pitch by rephrasing the

postgraduate five-year military

commitment from a drawback to

"a five-year opportunity."

"I hope I'm not naive about it,"

Smith said, "but I can't wait to try

my sales pitch. I really believe in

what we're selling.

"We're not here to sell our

football program, but to sell the

U.S. Military Academy. That

primarily is the difference in

recruiting here than at other

schools. We'll recruit with a

positive approach.

"Five-year commitment" is a

phrase. Five years is a length of

time-a chance not only to serve

your country but a chance to get

settled, to get a direction you

otherwise might not have upon
graduation."

Smith, 42, a former army ar-
tillery officer, spent the last two
seasons as an assistant at UCLA
after seven years as head coach-
five at Davidson and two at the
University of the Pacific. He
inherits a program which saw
Coach Tom Cahill dropped after
Army lost all 10 games last season-
its worst record ever-including a
51-0 humiliation at the hands of
arch-rival Navy.
The five-year military obligation

after graduation has often been
cited by the service academies-
especially West Point-as the major

deterrent to recruiting top-flight

athletes, the so-called blue-
cnippers.

"I realize the service academies
have no chance at a player who has
his heart set on pro ball," Smith
said. "If a boy we're recruiting

insists he wants to play pro ball,

we'll move on. But the chances of

ever making the pros are very slim
for most players.

"We may have to pass over a few
young men with nothing else on
their mind. But there are many
good things about getting into the

military to serve your country
which can help a lot of young men
get a good perspective on life.

MDC Sports 5-0344

BOSTON (AP)-Massachusetts governor Franklin Sergeant an-
nounced today that he was flying immediately to Washington, B.C. in an
effort to get federal disaster relief funds for the University of
Massachusetts hockey team. The team, known as the Minutemen, lost a
game Tuesday night in their own rink by a score of 15-1 to Boston
University.

Sergeant said that the little information that has been leaking out of
debris-strewn Orr Rink in Amherst indicates that the team may be on the
verge of falling apart.

Sergeant cited last night's game, the Minutemen's previous 11-2 loss to
Colgate, and a 2-5 record in the team's last seven games as indications of
how serious the situation is

The Governor hasn't yet visited the site of the game, and said it might
be days before he'd be able to hack through the disappointment and
embarassment and get an eyewitness look at things.
He hinted that if things have cleared up enough he might be able to

make it to Amherst in time for the Boston State-UMass game tomorrow.
One observer, still shaken from the carnage he had just seen, talked to

the Collegian after stumbling out of the rink near the end of the game.
"It was horrible," he said between sobs, "I've never seen anything like

it. There were UMass bodies all over the ice, especially when a BU player
would carry the puck from one end to the other. And the poor goal judges.
The one at the scoreboard end of the rink collapsed after turning the red
light on for the twelfth time. I saw his index finger as they carried him
out. It was, oh my God, it was worn down to the knuckle."
The observer, barely able to speak coherently, also mentioned that

official scorer Douglas Fidler suffered a broken back when he tried to
carry the game scoring summary out of the scorei's bench.
"You would have gotten sick looking at that official scorer," the ob-

server continued. "His right hand was trying to cross the ice at the end of
the game, he fell and was buried in the snow shavings in front of the
UMass net. He tried getting up but his burden was too heavy. I, I....heard
his back snap."
Rocky Fault, a seismologist, said that the sound of Boston University

shots hitting the back of the UMass net registered as an 8.6 reading on the
Richter Scale. Fault noted that if the game had been played in a large
Metropolitan area such as Whately, the death toll could have risen to
thousands.

Governor Sergeant, in a letter to UMass Athletic Director Hank
Macandernie, said that many of the funds would go to improving the
existing UMass practice facilities.

"I am fully aware," "Searge," said in the letter, "that practice makes
perfect. And I realize that the UMass facilities on the campus pond are
woefully inadequate. Therefore, if the funds are forthcoming, ap-
proximately $7.58 will be earmarked for the purchase of new aluminum
shovels so the players can clean the pond off more frequently."
The governor didn't indicate what the rest of the money would be used

for, but an inside source revealed that it would go into adding space for a
third digit in the scoreboard for BU's next appearance in Amherst.
President Ixnay, when asked about chances he'll grant the relief funds,

told a reporter, "I hope those students realize it's only a game."
He added this advice, "You can keep the sports parade moving by

being a good sport."

Watergate: The Probe Continues
New England 's

Largest

College Daily
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Who is Jeanne Dixon,
and why did she say all

those awful things about
I Mass

Recyclable
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It's A Long Walk To The Top

Johnathan Livingston Seagull was spotted on his way to another

world in Hadley.

Truck Strikes

Spread In East
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

One driver was killed and scattered violence was reported Thursday as
a shutdown by independent truckers spread across Eastern and Ap-
palachian states, and then moved west. Several industries were
threatened with layoffs.

In Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Gov. Milton Shapp emerged from a
meeting with truckers' representatives convinced the strike will spread
and continue. Lt. Gov. Ernest Kline said Shapp would activate the
National Guard Friday morning to keep peace on the state's highways.
A rock slammed through the windshield of a moving tractor-trailer

near Allentown Thursday, killing the driver, Ronald Hengst, 33, of Spring
Grove, Pa. Pennsylvania State police said they were seeking four men in

connection with the death, which they called murder.
"We think the four men are truck drivers," said state police Capt.

Michael Kostow.
The independents, who are protesting high fuel prices and low freight

rates, "made it clear that they will have their shutdown," Kline said of

the meeting which included a group claiming to represent 100,000 in-

dependent drivers.

Other truckers' spokesmen also urged a nationwide shutdown of in-

dependent drivers, and they said many other drivers were expected to
pull their rigs off the roads at midnight Thursday.
Some scattered gatherings of independent drivers were reported in the

Southwest, and a large truck terminal in Los Angeles was reported closed
Thursday night by protesting drivers.

But the shutdown appeared strongest in Ohio and Pennsylvania, with
some activity also reported in West Virginia. Indiana. North Carolina.
New Jersey and Connecticut. In several states, patrol cars escorted
truckers who wanted to keep their cargoes moving.

Officials in Washington said they were worried that a continued
stoppage would have economic impact, and some of that impact ap-
peared about ready to hit.

A dozen major Appalachian mines were said to be on the verge of

shutting down because key materials were not being delivered

In Ohio. Youngstown Sheet & Tube said it will temporarily suspend
production of flat rolled steel products on Monday because it could not

ship its products. About 1 .000 workers could be affected

A spokesman for Bethlehem Steel Co. said the stoppage had caused a

virtual standstill in movement of products from the company's
Bethlehem. Pa., plant. He said a meeting would be held Friday to discuss

a possible layoff. The plant employs 14.000 people.

By MICHAEL E. C. GERY
Since Wednesday only

two elevators in the
University Library have
been in working order due
to mechanical failures in

the other four. Temporary
measures were im-
plemented to facilitate

normal operations of re-

shelving, borrowing and
providing access to higher

levels.

No major disturbance has
arisen, but the "fire

elevator", one that stops at

every floor, is out of

commission and poses a

safety hazard.

Physical plant mechanics
have been examining the

problem, and after

repairing one elevator on
Wednesday, another
working car broke down.
Mechanics from Con-
solidated Elevator were on

their way from Boston
yesterday afternoon with

the necessary replacement
parts.

The present problem
arose during intersession,

according to George
Wright, director of the
Library's Public Services

Division.

Until more elevators are
in operation, library users

with assigned carrels
(small study rooms) or

urgent business on higher

levels will be allowed ac-

cess to the working cars.

Persons intending to

borrow books will use either

the stairs or the "book-
paging" service on the
ground floor. "Book-
paging" works like a fast-

food service: you wait until

your books arrive and your
name is called.

"Book-paging" is

working well. The wait is

less than ten minutes. One
student who needed several

volumes of bound
periodicals was overjoyed.

"They do all the work," she

said. "Too bad the elevators

aren't broken down all the

time."

The library elevators and
their replacement parts are

manufactured in Moleen,

Illinois, according to Leo
Leiberman, a design
engineer at the physical

plant, and the distance is

partly responsible for the

delay in repairs.

i SUfT PWoto/Rok GtMCfet)

If you have ever heard the wind in the elevator shafts in the
library, maybe you'd think it's sinister forces that cause all those
mechanical failures in the lifts.

707 Crashes In Samoa
92 Passengers Perish
NEW YORK (AP) - A Pan American World Airways 707 jetliner

crashed and Burned on a landing approach at Pago Pago, Samoa,
Thursday and 92 of the 101 persons aboard died, the airline said.

Pan American said 10 survivors were pulled from the wreckage. But
one of them, Joan Morrill, 52, of Altaloma, Calif., died later in a hospital,
her husband, Maury, 54, was among the hospitalized. His condition was
not known, a Pan Am spokesman said.

He said the plane went down 1,000 yards short of the runway during
heavy rain squalls and burst into flames.
The flight carried 91 passengers, of whom 36 were United States

residents, according to a list released by Pan American. Eight of the 10

crew members were Americans.
It appeared that many of the passengers were bound for the United

States, the spokesman said.

The pilot was in radio contact with the Pago Pago tower at the time of
the crash but it was not known if he gave any distress signals.

The flight originated in Auckland, New Zealand and was to end in Los
Angeles after stops at Pago Pago and Honolulu.
The airline said numerous calls were received in its Los Angeles office

from relatives and friends of persons believed aboard.
The cockpit complement in the 10-member crew was San Francisco

based, the airline said. Service crew members were from Hawaii.
The Pan Am account said the plane crashed 1,000 yards short of the

runway and caught fire. The time was eight minutes before midnight in

Samoa, Wednesday 6:52 a.m. EDT Thursday.
Most passengers were believed to be from New Zealand and western

Samoa.
Pago Pago is on one of the seven islands of American Samoa in the mid-

Pacific. It lies a little over a third of the way between New Zealand and
the Hawaiian Islands.

Pan American identified the cockpit crew as Capt. Lorey A. Peterson,
Salt Lake City; Richard V. Gaines, Half Moon Bay, Calif.; James S.

Phillips, Sonoma, Calif., and Gerry W. Green, Seattle, Wash.
The National Transportation Safety Board immediately dispatched a

team of seven investigators to Pago Pago to report on the probable cause
of the crash

Sick? Call This Number
Effective Monday, University Health Services will have two new phone

numbers which will replace all previous Infirmary phone numbers
The main switchboard number to call, for all information, emergen-

cies, etc. will be 549-2671.
B

The number to call for appointments will be 549-2600
When calling from campus phones, students are reminded to dial 9

before the numbers.
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Bonnie Raitt Headlines Next Weekend's Carni
By SHARON HUGHES

Since its inception in 1936 Winter

Carnival Weekend has become
something of a tradition at UMass.
Of course, the program has

changed with the times. Crowd
pleasers of the '30 like the Carnival

Ball and the crowning of the Snow
Queen have given way to rock

concerts and gambling nights.

This year, the slate includes a

series of films, concerts and
games, and competition for the

weekend of Feb. 8. A brief

description of each is listed below.

SUNDAY FEB. 8

Elma Lewis National Mime
Center of Afro-American Artists

and the Webster Lewis Gospel and
Soul Revue will perform two
shows, at 8 and 10 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom Tickets

are $1 and will go on sale next week
from 10-4 in the CC concourse or

can be bought at the door starting

at 7. The program is sponsored by

the Afro-American Society and the

CC Program Council.

The National Mime company is a

group of 15 Black pantomime
artists, a leading mime group and
one of the few Black ones in the

world. The styles of such classic

mimes as Kenyon Martin and
Marcel Marceau will be drawn
from, but most exciting is the style

of Frederick Johnson (Halim
Abdur-Rashid). He uses the art of

mime to express the joys and
sorrows of Black life. In a style all

his own, he "marries the body and
the mind, making the man form an

extraordinary instrument of ex-

pression, of communication.
Film "Straw Dogs"-7, 9, 11

Mahar Auditorium, Sponsored by

the Arnold Air Society.

Ballet Repertory Company will

Bonnie Raitt will give a concert in the Student Union Ballroom

Saturday, February 9.

Faculty Senate

Grad List OK'd;
Recruiting a Topic

By SUSAN R. HUBBARD
On campus recruiting by corporations and business interests and

forums for corporate policy discussions were the most debated topics at
yesterday's meeting of the Faculty Senate.

In other business, graduation lists for January 1974 and a summer
study program in Japan were both approved, while several in-
terdisciplinary undergraduate majors were referred back to committee
for more study.

The motivation for the recruitment discussion came from the Com-
mittee on Scholarship, Financial Aid and Placement, which suggested
that no restrictions be placed on interviewers visiting the UMass campus
to recruit for business or other concerns.
Speaker of the Faculty Senate, James H. Matlack, stepped down from

the podium in order to speak to the issue, and moved that such recruiters
be made to submit to an open forum discussion of their company's
policies if requested to do so by 100 or more students and-or faculty.
Fear was expressed by several senators that such restrictions would

keep interviewers away from the campus.
Since UMass is only one drawing point of employees for these interests,

students here would be handicapped when looking for jobs if perspective
employers skirted the campus. Also few interviewers would be
knowledgeable enough to defend their company's policies in an open
debate with students.

An amendment was added to the Matlack motion raising the number of
students and faculty petitioning for a forum to 500.

Finally, the main motion was defeated and recruitment- was left

unrestricted to all business interests.

A discussion of faculty salary policies followed but due to the late hour
the meeting was recessed until next Thursday.
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The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip
code 01002. Telephones: 545-2550 (news), 545-0344 (sports); 545-0731
(business).

Second class postage is paid in Amherst and additional mailinq in
Ware, Mass. 01082. THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,
exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of
an act of March 8, 1879, as amended by an act of June 11, 1943. Sub-
scription rates are $4.00 per semester or $10.00 per year.

perform at 8 p.m. at Bowker
Auditorium; tickets are $1.50

(students) $3 (non-students;
sponsored by the Fine Arts
Council.

SATURDAY FEB.9
Cross Country Ski Competition,

sponsored by the Outing Club, at

1:30 p.m.
The race is designed as a "get

together" for everyone interested

in cross country skiing. Trophies
will be awarded to the first man
and woman finisher with cer-

tificate of participation and free

oranges given to all finishers.

Competition will follow Eastern
Amateur Ski Association
guidelines with contestants
starting out every thirty seconds.

Spectators will be rewarded with

an excellent view of the five

kilometer (three mile) course
which winds along the Mill River

on the UMass campus. Cross

country ski equipment can be

rented at the Outing Club (Rm. 415

Student Union). Sign up ; n-

formation and a map of the course

will be posted outside the club.

Snow Sculpture Judging Contest

from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. ; sponsored by

the Greek Council Activities

Committee with $400 in prize

money donated by the Gillette Co.

Individuals or groups may submit

sculptures for judging by the

Council, but the contest is strictly

governed by rules. For that list

and an application, contact the

Greek Council office at 5-2374.

Bonnie Raitt and the Jon
Pousette Dart Band at 7:30 and 11

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom

sponsored by the CC Program
Council and Concert Committee.

In a three year period, Bonnie

Raitt has built up a wide reputation

The Elma Lewis National Mime Center of Afro-American Artists
will perform on Feb. 8 in the Student Union Ballroom.

as a proficient blues guitarist, a
soulful writer and interpreter of

contemporary songs, a warm and
impressionable entertainer. Raitt

is accliamed for "a style so

natural, that she transcends the

rigidity of most white blues
players."

Las Vegas Night at 8 p.m. in the

CC auditorium sponsored by Alpha
Phi Onega, the national service

fraternity.

A $1 admission charge entitles

you to $10,000 in play money which

may be gambled in many different

games of chance. The evening is

highlighted by the auctioning of

over $1,200 worth of merchandise
for the play money won during the

night. Proceeds go to various

charities, including: Amherst
ABC, National Hemophilia
Foundation and American
Foundation for the Blind. Alpha
Phi Omega is still seeking dealers.

If interested contact Frank Evans,
RSO No. 315.

Ballet Repertory Co. at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Aud. sponsored by the

Fine Arts Council.

All weekend a carnival on the CC
concourse will feature games, arts

& crafts, music, information and
entertainment. At the Top of the

Campus: Sweet Basil; Bluewall:

Frisco and the Killers, and
Seagull at the Hatch.

SUNDAY FEB. 10

Simultaneous chess exhibition by
U.S. Open Champion Norman
Weinstein at 1 p.m. Rm. 163 CC.
Weinstein, a 23 year old chess

pro from Alston, who was the 1972

Mass. State Champion. In 1973, he
topped 777 players in the U.S. Open
and won the most recent in-

ternational tournament held in the
U.S. He will take on all comers
simultaneously. UMass students
with chess sets play free; others
must pay $4. Sets may be rented
for $.50. Spectators welcome-no
charge.

"Dirty Harry" at 7:30 & 9 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom
sponsored by the CC Program
Council.
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Collegian

Editors

Elected

The Massachusetts Daily
Collegian last night elected its first

woman editor in chief since the
early fifties.

Karen Lynch, a former issue

editor, was elected editor in chief.

In other contests, Bill Densmore
was elected managing editor;
Dean Tucker was elected
executive editor, Mike Kneeland
was elected news editor; Dave
Eibel was elected sports editor;

Steve Ruggles was elected photo
editor. Mike Kostek was elected
fine arts editor, and Mike Shor was
elected Business Manager.

The Collegian's new board of

editors has invited any students

interested in working for the paper
or making general suggestions to

contact them in the Collegian of-

fice.

The new editors will be
responsible for the publication of
the Collegian, New England's
largest college daily, for the next
year.

The former managing editor,
Mary Vorderer, announced she is

offering a one session a week class
in copy-editing and makeup for
anyone interested. Any students
interested in the class should leave
their names in the Collegian office.

In their new positions, the editors

will coordinate the work of close to

200 staffers in producing the
Collegian and the weekly
magazine. Poor Richards

A

flavor of
(^America

Howard
Johnson's

Hadley Rt# 9

Daily Specials *1"
Monday: Fish Fry

Tuesday: Spaghetti Spree
Wednesday: Deep Sea Dinner
Thursday: Turkey Gobbler

Friday: Clam Fry

____^__ Seconds on us

UNIVERSITY

PIZZA
You've given your head

a good break . .

.

now how about your stomach

PIZZA and HOT SUBS
Bring your own and enjoy color cable TV

Takeout service
253-9363

Fearing St.

across from Southwest

Mon.-Thur., 5-1 a.m.
Pri. - 5-3 a.m.
Sat. 12-3 a.m.
Sun. - 12-1 a.m.

More Courses For Spanish

By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
Courses for Spanish American

students will increase this

semester said Ms. Maria Simpson,

of CCEBS Hispanic Services. 25

courses will be offered about or for

Spanish American students, and

American students with knowledge
in Spanish have taken courses in

the past. Those students, not only

improved their Spanish but they

also bridged a cultural gap that

existed between Spanish and
American students, especially

Youth Air Fares Out?

By FRITS GEURTSEN
There is currently a bill in Congress which is scheduled to terminate all

youth fares by June 1 of this year.

A youth lobby in Washington is fighting to both keep the discount in

effect and to increase it from eight to twenty percent.

Steven Lepow, manager of the Campus Travel Center, is one of those

who would like to see the student discount maintained. He is a member of

the Student Travel Conference, a national group which is active in op-

posing the anti-discount bill.

"We have several reasons for being against it. First of all there are

many students who go to school more than a thousand miles from their

homes who would be hit hard were student discounts to cease," said

Lepow.
"Also, students travelling abroad account for quite a bit of money to

both the airlines and the travel agencies. I think if the discount were

discontinued, students would not be able to do as much travelling as they

did in the past. It's to everyone's advantage that the bill is defeated.", he

continued.

"Canada still has a student discount, but there are strong indications

that it too will soon disappear."

"Our primary objective is to defeat the bill. If that succeeds, then we'll

try to increase the discount from eight to twenty per cent."

"We can use all the help we can get. Concerned students should write

their Congressmen to voice their opinions about the discount," Lepow

concluded.

Puerto Ricans. The bridge is very

beneficial to inter ethic relations in

campus.

New courses such as History of

Puerto Rico, (Orchard Hill by

Edward Sotolongo), and Geology

100 in Spanish have been added.

This is an E core requirement, Ms.

Simpson said. Openings are still

available for students.

The Dept. of Hispanic twangs, and
Lits. also have 14 courses
dedicated to Spanish American
students. However, the more
course*-

in Spanish mean more
Puerto Rican professors. Now
there are about 13 and 5 of them
hold doctorates.

They are Dr. Viera and Dr.

Caban, (school of Educ), Dr.

Cabanas, (ESL, Rhetoric Dept),
Dr. Ortiz, (Public Health), and Dr.
Milan, (Hispanic Langs, and
Lits.). Also a group of Chicanos
and Latin Americans are teaching
in different departments in

campus.

Ms. Simpson said that any
student interested in the Spanish
courses must contact the: CCEBS
HISPANIC SERVICES, NEW
AFRICA HOUSE RM 209, TEL.
545-0031.

Staff Photo - Dan Smith i

When a mattress caught on fire yesterday in Brett House three fire engines came quickly to the

rescue. Some residents say that might be the biggest events to hit Central all semester.

Tax Aides Trained
By BONNIE COHEN

Intensive training is now un-

derway for the 115 UMass students

who will serve as volunteer income
tax consultants as a part of the

Outreach program.
The VITA (Volunteer Income

Tax Assistance) program serves

the UMass and western
Massachusetts communities and
focuses its aid on senior citizens,

low income families and students.

The training for these volunteers

began last October when they

enrolled in a seven week course

taught by former VITA volunteers

Their training was culminated last

week when federal IRS officials

and representatives of the

Massachusetts Department of

Taxation met with the students to

complete their training.

Students may take advantages of

this services by dropping by the 4th

floor of Goodell Library between

February 5 and April 16 at 10 am -

8 p.m. to meet with the VITA
volunteers Last year almost 1600

took advantage of this service.

According to Rich Sockol.

assistant director of the Outreach

program and VITA coordinator.

this program has saved members
of the UMass community almost

$17,000 in tax consultation fees.

"It's here, it's free, and its being

done by students who don't want to

rip people off."

This service does not end at

UMass. The program also serves

many towns in western
Massachusetts. Operating out of

community centers, these VITA
volunteers assisted about 1200

people with an estimated savings

of $13,000 in consultation fees.

\\
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Statistics for the Non-Statistician

This course is intended for the non mathematically
oriented student.

Meets: Monday, 7:30p.m.
Register:

ORCHARD HILL
ACADEMIC AFFAIRSOFFICE

Prof May Sue
Over FBI Files
NORTHAMPTON—A Smith College professor has said he may sue the

FBI for the release of files on the controversial Rosenberg and Alger Hiss

which the FBI has agreed to release.

History Prof. Allen Weinstein, director of the college's American
Studies program, says he will "probably" take court action against the

FBI if he doesn't receive anything substantive within a few weeks.
He was promised 78,000 pages of censored material on the cases four

months ago after seeking unsuccessfully for three years to have the

material released, he received 17 pages last Friday. Former Atty. Gen.
Ellion Richardson ruled last July that the government had to release files

over 15 years old no longer related to pending investigation.

An FBI spokesman said he had "no idea" when the remainder of the

files promised to Weinstein would be released. He said the department
had encountered legal problems related" to the protection of privacy of

persons named in the files.

The spokesman, who declined to be indentified, said the legal problems
had been explained to Weinstein and that he and the bureau had come to

an agreement over the release of the files.

Weinstein plans to write a book on the trials, in which the Rosenbergs
were convicted as spies who stole atomic secrets and were executed.

Hiss—a former state department official— was found guilty of perjury
after denying charges he turned over classified documents to the Soviet

Union, and sentenced to prison.

Both cases are still controversial today, with some persons arguing the

Rosenbergs were framed by the FBI.

Both Hiss and the Rosenbergs were the subject of intensive FBI in-

vestigation during the 1940's and early 1950's.

Weinstein says that if he sues the FBI, he will ask for a specific

deadline—"perhaps a few months" for the material to be handed over.

Weinstein says the FBI has told him the material is being screened by
five or six offices before being handed over.

"Just when you've passed all the reviews," Weinstein said, "you get

another one you've never heard of before."

Weinstein says the Justice Dept. has been "extremely cooperative",

and has granted him access to 1,000 pages on the Rosenberg case.

"The real problem is whether they will exercise the power over the FBI
which they have," Weinstein said.

"I'm not about to spend the rest of my life growing old waiting for the

FBI," he said.

And Now We've Got
A Travel Agency

By FRITS GEURTSEN
Got the urge for going? The

Campus Travel Center can help

you get to wherever you want to go.

According to Steven Lepow, the

manager of the agency, the Travel

Center can arrange "airline

reservations, cruises and tours,

hotel reservations, car rentals,

student travel, and train trips."

There is also a Ticketron outlet at

the Center office, which is located

on the third floor of the Campus
Center.

Lepow went on to say, "The only

aspect of travel that we don't deal

with is buses, which are handled by
Peter Pan here on campus. It there

are areas that we don't cover, we
can direct people to the right

places."

The Center, which is a branch of

the Central Travel Bureau of

Springfield, has only been in

operation for a few weeks.

"Our biggest problem to date is

that most people don't know that

we are here," said Lepow. "Our
business is picking up more and
more every day though. Beside

individual customers, we are also

dealing with several departments

on campus. Thus far we have had

no response from the ad-

ministration, who must be using an

outside agency for their

arrangements."
Travel arrangements on campus

were originally handled by
students, said Lepow Last year,

however, the Campus Center-

Student Union Governing Board
decided that an experienced
professional travel agency would

be more advantageous to all

concerned. Travel agencies in the

area were invited to make bids and
the Central Travel Bureau was
chosen.

The Bureau, according to their

brochures, is the largest in

Western Massachusetts and has

been in business for the past 25

years.

The service on campus is in-

tended primarily for students,

faculty, and other members of the

University community, but is also

available to Amherst residents,

professionals, business establish-

ments, and area visitors.

The Center is financially self-

supporting and is in no way funded

by the University. The space that it

occupies in the Campus Center is

rented.

Each semester three students

from that department are given

full scholarships to attend the

Central Travel School, which is

operated by the Bureau in

Springfield.
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looking for a Science Con Elective?

M.A.E. 101
Energy and Man (E)

— Learn about the current Energy Crisis —— Find out about the future Energy Prospects—— Learn about Energy Conservation Possibilities -

Schedule No. 426613 — MWF 11:00 a.m.

First Class — Marston 132
Course not filled — Add at first class
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Viet Soldiers Allegedly Paid
To Terrorize Refugees

By TAD BARTIMUS
Associated Press Writer

SAIGON (AP) — Local authorities and landowners are paying
soldiers to terrorize refugees and drive them away from reset-
tlement homesites wanted by land speculators, South Vietnamese
officials said Thursday.
The officials' comments, in reply to a reporter's questions, came

after a raid on a resettlement area Monday where soldiers killed an
old woman and wounded several other refugees.
A Buddhist leader said the refugees told him they were attacked

by three unidentified men firing grenade launchers and rifles.

Someone returned later and replaced the empty cartridges from
the American-made weapons with empty shells from the kind of

weapons carried by the Viet Cong.
The Soldiers were on a "land-grabbing raid" and had been paid

off on behalf of a wealthy Vietnamese landowner, said the monk,
Thich ChauTean, secretary-general of the Buddhist Committee for

National Reconstruction and Social Development.
The Saigon government's minister of social welfare, Phan Quang

Dan, ordered an investigation into the attack in Long Khanh
Province, about 50 miles northeast of Saigon.

If the attackers were Viet Cong, there wouldn't have been an

investigation, one official said.

Dan also demanded that local officials guarantee the safety of the
refugees, all resettled from the Province of Quang Tri. He said he
was told there had been several other incidents, but that no one had
been killed before last Monday.
One government official, who asked not to be identified, said such

acts sometimes are "investigated by a corrupt military com-
mander, sometimes by a regional tycoon, sometimes by a Catholic
priest who hates Buddhists " Many refugees are Buddhists.
The official said occasionally a landowner will sell land to the

government for a resettlement site and then decide he wants it

back.

"Sometimes, when the landowner sells it, the land is swamp or
jungle and not worth much, so he gets rid of it to the government,"
the official said. "After the refugees have been there four or five
months and have cultivated it and the area has become more
secure, the landowner takes a second look at the property and
decides he wants it back. So he pays off somebody to terrorize the
new settlers."

The official said Monday's incident was the first time the
government had heard of guns being used. "Normally the refugees
flee with broken arms and club marks," the official said.

Oil Tank Ignited, Hostages

Seized By Terrorists
By PETER O'LOUGHLIN
Associated Press Writer
SINGAPORE (AP) — Four

men set fire to a Shell oil

storage tank here Thursday,
then seized five hostages
aboard a ferry and threatened
to kill themselves and the
hostages unless they got safe
conduct to an Arab country,
officials said.

The Singapore government
said it would meet the
terrorists' conditions. The four
demanded a plane and asked to

trade their hostages for the
Japanese ambassador and his

secretary.

But on Friday morning the
80-foot ferry Laju still sat in

Singapore harbor, surrounded
by at least 15 police patrol

boats and navy gunboats,
awaiting arrival of a plane to

take the four terrorists to the
Middle East.

A Japan Air Lines plane
deloyed in Bangkok, Thailand,
was thought to be ready to fly

to Singapore to pick up the
terrorists, but the airline said
later that the plane had
returned to Tokyo.
The Japanese ambassador,

Okichiro Uomoto, who was
taking part in the negotiations,

described the four terrorists as
"polite and well-educated."

In Beirut, Lebanon, the
Popular Front for the

ARICA OPEN PATH WEEKEND
On Februarv 2 and 3 £RICA will present its

weekend Open Path Training. Based on an
understanding of the process bv which a person
opens to his own inner awareness, this 16 hour
training is designed to present the theory and
practical method of ARICA Work. It allows a person
to experience an integrated progression of the
exercises within the group orocess. It introduces
psycho calisthenics, forums, mantrams, the
Yin-Yang line, levels of consciousness, traspaso, the
arc, etc. The price of the weekend is $25. This sum
is applicable to the 40 day intensive or extended
program. For registration call APICA.

ARKA
INSTITUTE INC

Feb. 2 & 3

Lord Jeffrey Inn
Call: 634-5504 collect
Write: Box 174

Amherst, 01002
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JESUS
and

EASTERN RELIGIONS
wifh

FRANK JEAN
at

COLLEGE LIFE

Friday, 8 p.m. Colonial Lounge, S.U

Mr. Jean was born and raised in Mainland China, escaped the Communist take
over, and met Jesus Christ .vhile a young man in Hong Kong. Now a business man in

Framingham, Mass., Mr. Jean is eminently qualified to share the relevance of Jesus
Ch'ist to those who follow the Eastern religions.

Liberation of Palestine
claimed responsibility for the
attack.

A statement said the
operation was staged by
Palestinian guerrillas and
members of the Japanese Red
Army in retaliation for the

"aggressive role of oil com-
panies and the government of

Singapore against the Arab
peoples in general and the
Palestinian people in par-
ticular."

Officials in Singapore said
three Japanese men and one
"Arab-looking" man had tried

to blow up three tanks at the
Shell refinery but only
managed to set the one ablaze.

Saigon,

China Clash

Over Islands

By GEORGE ESPER
Associated Press Writer

SAIGON (AP) — Three South

Vietnamese ships with 150 troops

steamed Thursday toward the

Spratly islands, also claimed by

the Chinese.

China recently took another
island chain, the Paracels, in a

South China Sea naval and ground

battle with South Vietnamese
forces.

In Cambodia, insurgents fired

two rockets at Phnom Penh's

suburbs. One of the rockets hit a

house, wounding 10 civilians, an

Associated Press newsman said.

Military sources in Saigon said

the South Vietnamese move
toward the Spratlys was a con-

tinuing "show of the flag" to back

Saigon's claim to the islands. The
area may contain oil deposits.

Sources said the 150 troops would
replace a unit of similar size on the

island of Namyit, the nor-

theasternmost island in the

Spratlys, uninhabitated b\

civilians. South Vietnam has had
troops on parts of the island since

last August, sources said.

The destroyer, cutter and lan-

ding ship were expected to arrive

Friday, the sources said.

There was no immediate
response from Peking, but Taiwan
sources said the South Vietnamese
action "is like waving a red flag in

front of a bull."

Peking, Taiwan, Saigon and the

Philippines all claim the Spratlys,

270 miles southeast of Vietnam.
There was no indication Peking

has any naval forces in the

Spratlys. The Chinese seized the

Paracel Islands, 540 miles north of

the Spratlys, in a battle Jan. 19-20.

ATTENTION

ALL

RS0 GROUPS

The Building Committee of the Board of
Governors have a limited number of new
student offices opening for a second
semester. If you would like to be considered,
please fill out an application in the RSO
office by February 9, 1974.

"widespread depression"

KH

friday and Saturday night

in the hatch 9 p.m. - closing

— rock and soul sounds —
(happy hour 8 - 9 p.m.!)

Dean Backed; Probe Continues
Gov't: Dean Perjury Uncertain House Comm. Seeks Broad Powers

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — An assistant

special Watergate prosecutor said Thur-
sday the government has no evidence to

prove that presidential accuser John W.
Dean lied under oath.

"Based on the evidence we have ac-

cumulated so far we have no reason for

believing that Mr. Dean has committed
perjury in any proceeding," Richard Davis
said in federal court.

It was the first public statement from the

office of special prosecutor Leon Ja* orski

directly contradicting Sen. Hugh Scott, R-
Pa., who says the White House has
evidence Dean lied.

An aide to Scott said the senator has
launched an inquiry into the matter.
"We believe there is a tape Jaworski has

not seen," the aide added. He identified it

as the recording of a Feb. 28, 1973, con-
versation between Dean and the President.

Dean told the Senate Watergate com-
mittee that at that meeting he informed

Nixon that he, Dean, had been involved in

possible obstruction of justice in the

Watergate cover-up and that Nixon assured

him he had no legal problems.

The prosecutor's office has consistently

refused to say what tapes — other than

those ordered produced by the courts — the

White House has turned over.

Scott told newsmen, "I have no comment
on anything."

Dean has told the Senate Watergate
committee that he left a meeting with
President Nixon Sept. 15, 1972, feeling that

the President was aware "of what had been
going on regarding the success of keeping
the White House out ot the Watergate
scandal."

A tape recording of that meeting is in the

hands of the prosecutors and grand jury.

Dean also swore the President said

Watergate defendant E. Howard Hunt had
been promised executive clemency and
that paying hush money was no problem.

Nixon denied making the statements.

Meanwhile, the prosecutors who have
handled the Watergate cover-up in-

vestigation and White House lawyers met
Thursday with Chief U.S. District Judge
John J. Sirica. The subject discussed at the
45-minute gathering was not disclosed, and
the transcript was sealed.

Leaving the courthouse, the President's
chief Watergate lawyer — James D. St.

Clair — said Nixon "expressed last night in

his speech a firm desire to bring in-

vestigations to a speedy conclusion so the
people involved will be properly dealt

with...,"

By JOHN BECKLER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — A House
Judiciary Committee voted Thursday to

seek broad authority to subpoena White
House documents and witnesses for its

impeachment inquiry.

By voice vote, the 21 Democrats and 16

Republicans on the committee approved a
resolution that would confer on it full

authority to conduct the investigation and
to get complete access to any information it

needs.

Approval by the full House is expected
Tuesday, setting the stage for a possible
confrontation between the committee and
President Nixon.

In his State of the Union address Wed-
nesday Nixon said he would cooperate with
the committee "in any way I consider
consistent with my responsibilities to the
office of the presidency."
But the committee was advised by

special counsel John M. Dear that the
House had unqualified subpoena powers
under the Constitution in impeachment
invesitgations. An exhange between Dear
and Rep. Jerome R. Waldie, D-Calif., went
like this:

Q. Is it true there could be no assertion,

as a defense against that power, that it %

would diminish the powers of the presidency

for any future president?

A. It is my view the President would not
be able to assert that kind of a defense.

Waldie directed the same question to

Albert Jenner, the chief counsel for com-
mittee Republicans, who replied, "I concur
completely with Mr. Dear."
The senior committee Republican, Rep.

Edward Hutchinson, H Mich . has stated he
felt Nixon could not claim executive
privilege against a committee subpoena.

Although sure of its power, the com-
mittee was less certain what it could do if

Nixon resisted a subpoena. It could cite him
for contempt, but that would require it to

send out the House sergeant-at-arms to

arrest him.
The Senate Watergate committee

rejected that approach as "unseemly and
inappropriate" when Nixon balked at its

subpoena for White House material, and
had a law passed giving the courts

jurisdiction to enforce its subpoenas.
One likely result of presidential

resistance to a subpoena would be in-

creasing clamor for his impeachment.
The committee rejected efforts to set an

April 30 deadline for the impeachment
investigation after Dear and Jenner said it

would be impossible to set a date now.
They promised to make a report by

March 1 that will outline what remains to

be done and how long it is likely to take to

do it.

American Freed By China
After Island Fighting
CLARK AIR BASE, Philippines (AP) — Gerald E.

Kosh, the American caught up in fighting between
China and South Vietnam over the tiny Paracel

Islands, walked to freedom Thursday after 10 days in

Chinese captivity.

He was flown here for a medical checkup. Kosh, 27,

was in "good physical condition although he admitted

he feels weak and fatigued," said Lt. Cmdr. Milton

Baker, who flew with Kosh from Hong Kong.
How long Kosh stays in the hospital at Clark

depends on his physical condition, Baker added.

Earlier reports had said Kosh was ill with hepatitis.

Wearing a standard Chinese worker's uniform of

dark blue tunic and trousers, Kosh walked 50 yards

across the Lo Wu Bridge between China and Hong
Kong, followed by five South Vietnamese, also

captured in the island fighting.

Kosh is a U. S. Defense Department employe from
Lafayette Hill, Pa.

Upon landing, he was whisked immediately to the

base hospital.

U.S. officials have said Kosh was assigned to ob-

serve South Vietnamese efficiency in using U.S.-
supplied equipment and was on a Vietnamese navy
ship on routine practice maneuvers when it was
ordered to proceed to the Paracels after fighting

erupted there.

No other American has been reported involved in

the fighting over the islands, 225 miles east of South
Vietnam's coast and 165 miles southeast of China's
Hainan Island. The islands are prized as a possible

jumping off point for off-shore oil exploration, and
both China and South Vietnam claim them.
The Chinese announced they captured 48 South

Vietnamese troops along with Kosh, and said they
would be "repatriated in batches." Kosh's was the
first batch.

In Saigon, one of the five Vietnamese released, Pfc.

Vo Kien, said he was not mistreated during his

captivity.

Another Vietnamese released, sailor Dang Chi, was
on crutches. A third man, Pfc. Thi Thorn, was
seriously wounded and was carried from the plane on
a stretcher.

DIAL-TONE

Now

Open
»

ROCK BANDS

Rt. 5 Hattield No Cover

Tricia Defends President
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) -President Nixon's daughter Tricia said today she
has a "sense of outrage" about what she termed unfair attacks on her
father.

And her husband Edward Cox described Nixon as victim of "one of the

most vicious witch hunts in American history."

The Coxes talked at length with newsmen after crossing Pennsylvania
avenue from the White House to participate in a rally by more than 1,000

flagwaving backers of the President in Lafayette Park.
Tricia Cox said her father struck the right note in his State of the Union

address to Congress Wednesday night in declaring he plans to serve out

his presidential term.

THE

CHEESE
VJg? BARN

Bring this ad lotwton 6:00 1 10:00 p.m.

Monday to Saturday for 11% DISCOUNT

96 FEET OF CHEESE on DISPLAY
at Mountain Farms Mall Hadley 584-6735

Wo Novo:

COFFEE BEANS

CHEESE BALLS

KING CHRISTIAN

JARLSBERG

BOURSIN

FONDUE

FUDGE

r Last 3 Days — Going Out of Business
THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURDAY
Everything Reduced Drastically

JEANS
$ooo $400

Specials

on All Indian Clothes

80% OFF

THE LEMON TREE
Behind the P.O. N. Amherst
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Project Ten Courses
This is a list of the PTEN

courses, times and places for the
spring 1974, semester.
You can sign up for these courses

on the following days:
Monday, January 28th, 9:30-3:00

p.m., Pierpont Main Lounge.
Thursday, January 31st, 9:30-

3:00 p.m., Pierpont Main Lounge.
At that time, you can get the six

digit schedule number and forms
to officially register for the course
with the university. James
LaMacchia will be available for

academic counseling.

A one semester experimental
course which will satisfy any one
Modes requirement for Inquiry
Program students (either in

Humanities, Science, or Social

Science) will be available this

spring. There will be a series of

lectures, followed by discussion

groups and preceded by dinner

every other Sunday evening
beginning in mid-February. The
topic will change from week to

week-readings will be assigned to

augment the lectures and to give

focus to the discussion groups.

Attendance will be required at

the lecture and the discussion
groups. Other criteria for
evaluation, papers, projects and so
forth, will be worked out with the
discussion group leader. You must
attend the first organizational
group meeting, the time for which
will be announced soon.

PROJECT TEN COURSES
SPRING 1974

PTEN 190 N - HISTORY OF U. S.

ANTHROPOLOGY, 3 credits.
Instructor: Joan Chandler, Tu Thu
2:30-3:45 p.m., Machmer 207.

PTEN 190 O - DEVELOPMENT
OF TROPICAL AFRICAN
AGRICULTURE - Instructor:
Robert Cole, MWF 3:35-4:35,

Holdsworth 202.

PTEN 190 P - WIVES AND
MOTHERS - Instructor. Robin
Dizard, and others. Mon. 7:30-

10:00, Orchard Hill.

PTEN 190 Q - MYTHS OF
MODERN AMERICA - Instructor.

Robert Dyer, Wed. 7:30-10:00,
Classroom I, Pier.

PTEN 190 R - POETRY -

Instructor: Walter Gem, Mon.
Wed. 11:15-12:30 Pier. Main
Lounge.

PTEN 190 S - MODES OF
INQUIRY IN EDUCATION -

Instructor: David Hoffman, TBA
Hampshire College.

PTEN 190 T - QUANTUM
WORLDS - Instructor. Randy
Whitney. Mon. 3-4:30, Cance TV
Lounge.

PTEN 190 U - PRACTICAL
BIOLOGY (this course is full) -

Instructor: Michael Katz, D.V.M.
MWF 9-10 a.m. location TBA.
PTEN 190 V - INTRO TO

FOLKLORE - Instructor: Charles
Adams, Mon. 3:30-6:00, Bartlett
201.

PTEN 190 W - UN-
DERSTANDING MOVIES -

Instructor. Sam Kaplan. Tu, 7:00
Hampden, 7:30 Th., Pier, Classrm

Southwest Courses Listed

The Office of Academic Affairs has provided the following list of South-
west area courses that are still open for enrollment.

Interested students may register for any of them in the John Adams
lobby between 10 and 4 p.m. Monday-Friday. The listing includes the
course number, a descriptive title, the days it meets and the location, if

already known.

THIRD WORLD COURSES
SW 190C, Black Ethnocentrism, by arrangement.
SW 190J, Women in West Africa, by arrangement.
SW 190K, Comprehensive Life Science, Monday 7-10 p.m., Malcolm X

Center.

SW290A, Lit. of Anti-Slavery, Wed. 7-10 p.m., Ctr. Racial Understand.
SW 290B, Lumpen Economics, Mon. 7-10 p.m., Ctr. Racial Understand.
SW 290H, African-Am & American White Woman, Fri. 9-12 Noon

SWWC.
SW 390M, Black Psych., Thurs. 1-4 p.m., Malcolm X Center
SW 390Q, Comparative African Ethnology, Thurs. 7-9:30, Collidge 5L.
SW 390R, Seminar on Black Women, by arrangement.
SW 390T, Black Child and His Development, by arrangement.
SW 390V, Sculpture: Motivation, Mon., Wed., 7-10, Berkshire Art Ctr

WOMEN'S STUDY COURSES
SW 190A, Sex Roles in Contemporary Society, Section II, Thurs. 7-9:30,

SWWC.
SW 1901, Women's Media, Tuesday-Thurs. 4-5:30, SWWC.
SW 190J, Women in West Africa, Tues 7:30-10 p.m., SWWC.
SW 290D, Women and Politics, Sun. 7:30-10 p.m., SWWC.
SW 290E, Women Playwrights, Thurs. 7:30-10 p.m., SWWC.
SW 290F, "M" is for Mother, Tues. 7:30-10 p.m., SWWC.
SW 290H, African Am & American White Woman, by arrangement,

SWWC.
SW 390A, Climbing the Walls, Wed. 7-9:30, SWWC
SW 390B, Women's Lives, Wed. 7-10, SWWC.
SW 390R, Seminar on Black Women, by arrangement.
SW 390S, Women's Movement: Hist, and Politics., Wed. 7:30-10 p.m.,

Mackimmie.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES COURSES ( 5 credits

)

SW 190L, Japanese Culture and Personality, Th. 2:30-5 p.m., Melville
SW 390F, The Middle East, Tuesday 1-2:15, Pierpont PL.
SW 390Q. African Ethnology, Thurs. 7-9:30, Coolidge 5L.

COURSES IN RACIAL UNDERSTANDING.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS,

THEATRE, ART AND O IHER SUBJECTS:
SW 190F, Introduction to Finnish, TuTh 7-8:30 p.m., Melville L.
SW 190K, Comprehensive Life Science, by arrangement.
SW 190M, Teaching English to Japanese Speaking Peoples, by

arrangement.
SW290A, Anti-Slavery Literature, Wed. 7:30-10, Center for Racial Und.
SW 290G, Special Problems in Education, Tu-Th, Patterson, 3:30-5 p.m.
SW 390J, Environmental Concerns II, by arrangement.
SW 390L, Counseling Practicum, by arrangement.
SW 390U, American Search for Values, by arrangement.
SW 390W, The Recorder, Renaissance and Education, Tues. 7:00-9:30.

DOG DAYS:

this Sunday 4 -

Hot Dogs .25

Tuborg Draft .25

freeT.V.!

7 p em

i

PTEN 190 X - ROOTS OF
SOCIAL & PERSONAL CHANGE -

Instructor: Tom Tucker. Wed.
2:30-5:00 Pier. Classrm. I.

PTEN 190 Y - STUDENT IN-
TEREST RESEARCH SEMINAR -

Instructor. L. Magid - CALL 5-

2892. Time, place TO BE
ARRANGED.
PTEN 386 A&B - IN-

DEPENDENT STUDY - YOU
NEED A FACULTY SPONSOR.
PTEN 386 C - WRITING FOR

PUBLICATION - Sponsor: David
Hoffman.
PTEN 386 D - STUDIES IN

EXPERIMENTAL EDUCATION -

Sponsor: David Hoffman.
PTEN 386 E - HUMANISTIC

PSYCHOLOGY - Sponsor. Frank
Culley, Sylvan area.
PTEN 390 A - PARADOXES OF

THE SACRED - Instructor: Terry
Havens. Tu, Th 6:15-7:30, Pier
Classroom I.

PTEN 390 B
CONSCIOUSNESS
James LaMacchia.
3:45 Main Lounge.
PTEN 390 C - BEYOND COR-

PORATE CAPITALISM
Instructor: Robert Cole. Tu 7:30
p.m., Classroom I. Discussion
sections Thu 11, Pier Classrm I or
Thu. 1 p.m., Cance, TV Lounge.
PTEN 290 N - SILKSCREEN -

FORTE - Time and Place TBA.
PTEN 290 O - ORGANIC

GARDENING - E. MARTIN & J.

McCRAE - Tues. 1:00-3:00, Cance
TV Lounge.
PTEN 390 D - THE CITY IN THE

MODERN U.S. - K. FOX - MWF
10:10 Machmer E-37.

PTEN 390 E - THE NEW
JOURNALISM - D. LUCID - MWF
11:15-12:05. Pierpont Classroom I.

PTEN 390 J - DRUGS &
SOCIETY - PARK - Tu. Th 2:30-

3:45. Tues. Pierpont Classroom I.

Thu. Cance TV Lounge.
PTEN 390 K - SOCIOLOGY OF

COMMUNES- PARK - Mon, Wed
10:00-11:00 Herter 116.

PTEN 390 L - MODERN INDIA -

M. PAUL - Tu, Thu 11:00-12:15.

Pierpont Classroom II.

PTEN 390 M - THE MIDDLE
EAST - M. PAUL - MWF 11:00-

12:00. Pierpont Classroom II.

PTEN 390 N - SOUTHEAST ASIA
M. PAUL - Tu, Th 1:30-2:45.

Pierpont Classroom II.

PTEN 390 O - WOMEN & IM-

PERIALISM - L. RATTE - Tu, Th
10:00-11:30, Pierpont Classroom I.

PTEN 390 P - UNLEARNING
EDUCATION - SPRIGGS - Mon.
5:00-8:00 - Pierpont Classroom II.

PTEN 390 Q - DRAWING &
PAINTING FROM THE FIGURE -

M. TAYLOR - Mon. 7:30-10:00.

Wed. 11:30-2:30. Berkshire Art
Center.

PTEN 390 S - CON-
TEMPLATIVE LITERATURE - L.

MILLER Mon. 11:15 lee. Herter
116. disc. 10:10, M.T.W. Herter 116.

PTEN 390 T - CREATIVE
WRITING: FICTION - CLAYTON -

Thu. 4-6:30. Herter 205.

PTEN 390 U - MODERN NOVEL
- CLAYTON - Tu, Thu 1:00-2:15.

Herter 205.

PTEN 390 V - HIEROGLYPHICS
- VAN BLERKOM - Tu. 7:30-10:00.

Project Ten Office.

Senate Probes

Plumbing on Henry

By LAWRENCE L. KNl TSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate Armed Services Committee
voted yesterday to investigate
alleged high-level military spying
on Henry A. Kissinger which was
uncovered by the White House
plumbers operation duiing their
investigation of news leaks.
Chairman John C. Stennis, D-

Miss., said the committee decided
at a closed session to ask Kissinger
and Adm. Thomas Moorer,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, to testify on the matter next
week.

"After they have been heard the
committee will decide what further
steps to take," Stennis said.

Sennis said he has spent much of
his time in recent weeks looking
into reports that certain national
security documents were trans-
mitted without authority from the
National Security Council headed
by Kissinger to Moorer 's office at
the Pentagon.
Stennis said he has discussed the

matter informally with Kissinger;
Moorer; Defense Secretary James
Schiesinger; White House chief of
staff Alexander Haig, who for-
merly was Kissinger's top deputy,
and with members ot his com-
mittee and other members of the
Senate.
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MYTHICAL
Instructor

:

Tu, Th 2:30-

STEWART

UDALL
former secretary

of the interior

on

Mon., Feb. 4th

"The Energy

Crisis"

S.U.B. 8:00 p.m

presentation
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Poor Richard's

1

'Papillon ' Author Views Own Life
By ED SMITH

Poor Richard's Book Reviewer
When Papillon was published in

France four years ago it was
immediately a best-seller. French
critics hailed Henri Charriere as
"a new master." Since then,

especially with the release of the
movie starring Steve McQueen and
Dustin Hoffman, Charriere's or-

deal in the French penal colony of

French Guiana has become
familiar to people throughout the

world. What has not become so

familiar is the forceful prose and
incredible natural talent of

Charriere. For a man who had
never written before, Papillon is

ample proof of Charriere's ability

to communicate his deepest
feelings, even in translation.

Banco, the sequel to Charriere's

autobiography, is the chronicle of

his adventures after he escaped
from Devil's Island. In it Charriere
describes his experiences in

Venezuela after he adopted that

country as his new homeland. He
spent time as a gambler, a chef, an
explorer and finally as the owner of

several bars in Caracas. Outside of

Venezuela, for reasons of loyalty,

Charriere attempted two robberies

in a vain hope of making his

"banco".
The point of his attempt to gather

a large amount of money con-

cerned Charriere's obsession with

vengeance. Throughout Papillon

and Banco the one thing which he
says kept driving him to escape
from prison was his burning desire

"ES *
*
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!ACADEMY:

to destroy the men who condemned
him, at the age of twenty-four, the
rot for life in prison. In both books
Charriere often describes in detail

how he planned to deal with the
men who destroyed him. It was, he
writes, the one thing which
sustained him through fourteen
years of prison, including more
than three spent in solitary con-
finement.

Charriere only gave up his quest
for revenge to save his relationship
with his wife. Even so, when he
learned that his father was dead
and had died never knowing that
his son was a free man, he began
plotting his revenge again, stop-
ping only when he realized he
would die in the attempt and never
see his wife again.
What is most striking about

Charriere's descriptions and ad-
missions about himself is that he
explains himself as a complex
character and realizes that all his

#

actions did not follow a logical*

cause-effect relationship. It is

probably this single aspect of his

writing which, despite attempts by
the French to discredit him, has
convinced so many readers that he
could not have been writing about
anyone other than himself.

What distinguishes Banco from
his first book is the quality of the
writing. While Papillon was a well-

written book, which the translation
makes clear was left in almost the
same condition Charriere sub-
mitted it in, it has problems,
especially in terms of dialogue.

See It

This Weekend .

Ends SUNDAY!
On Screen
7:00

9:00

The slang of the French un-

derworld is probably difficult to

understand even in the original,

but in translation it loses its flavor

entirely. Somehow in Banco
conversation flows much more
smoothly, due mainly to a free use
of English idiomatic expressions.
Though not as full of hair-raising

adventures. Banco is as good or

better in terms of writing and
insight into the author.

Henri Charriere died in July of

last year in Madrid. He finally did

return to his native France after

nearly forty years only to find but a
shadow of what he had left. In the

end of Banco though. Charriere
admits that despite all the horrors

he had been through, it was worth
the freedom he finally attained. As
well, he says, he did achieve a
revenge of sorts, because he
proved that a man whom the

French judicial system cast out of

civilized society for life could
resurrect himself and live out his

days as an honest citizen

N.B. This book was made available

by the Minuteman Mercantile. Henri Charriere

NORTHAMPTON

Roar once again
with the original

movie cast...
Donald Elliott

Sutherland Gould
Ml KMMiMIthe original...

MASH
Color by DELUXE* Panavision"

No Dollar Night .

Coming "^^^ Ends Sunday!

Soon . . .

•'AMERICAN
GRAFFITI" - MAGNUM ; SLEEPER

• • •

ACADEMY
KSfflSH

AT THE GATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

Monday & Tuesday
February 4-5

at2:00&8:00

NORTHAMPTON MASS 584-8435
• ••••••

I
• • • •

THE AMERICAN FILM THEATRE
Stacy Keach, Hugh Griffith,

Robert Stephens in John
Osborne's Luther, a film dirvicted

byGuy Green, screenplay by
Edward Anhalt.

Matinee— 2p.m. Students $2.50 -Others $4.00

Evenings All Seats Are $5.00

INDIVIDUAL SKATS ARK AVAILABLE NOW!mmminminimum

NOW SHOWING AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUSCm&hm
RT 9 HADLEY IN ZAYRE'S SHOPPING CNTR 256-641

1

Starting Feb. 6 Cinema III

becomes an old-time movie
house featuring films from
the past that you've
requested. Always a
double-feature. And each
weeh a new episode of

(are you ready?)
"THE SHADOW."

IN CINEMA III
(0,ar>

Feb. 6: KATHRYN HEPBURN and
SPENCER TRACY in

"THE PHILADELPHIA STORY"
plus "1000 Clowns"

Feb. 13: eoliansky's "MacBeth"

Plus Pollansky's "Repulsion"

ALSO WORTHY OF NOTE:

Feb. 6: "THE GRANDE B0UFFE"
AREA
PREMIERE

Winner International Film Critics Prize

Cannes Film Festival 1973

Coming Soon

Francois Truffaut's

"Day For Night"

Linda Lovelace in

"DEEP THROAT Part II"

u

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES
ALL SEATS

Coming:
Steve McQueen
Dustin Hoffman

"Papillon"

Fri., Feb. 1

5: 15 & 11:00

Sat., Feb. 2

11:00 only

El Topo"
Admission $1.00

Fri. Shows by
Amherst Film

Co-Op

Al Pacino

"SCORPIO"
Woody Allen's

"SLEEPER"

\ i i Al I I I \ 1
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FREE DELIVERY - FREE DELIVERY - FREE DELIVERY

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

Welcome Back

x\U/
SPECIAL

w

Fast
P&

Hot

Open till the

Hoars

&

-8587

Mouth-Watering

Tongue

HugHn§

Pizza

"

- 7.<\<-,

Delivery

Pizza

| Spectotish

12" Cheese $1.75 Deluxe 12" $3.15
16" Cheese $2.95 Deluxe 16" $4.95

Deluxe pizzas include pepperoni, mushrooms, sausage, green pepper, onion.

Additional items - Regular - 35$ each
Large - 50$ each

Anchovies Onions Pepperoni

Mushrooms Green peppers Ground beef

Fresh sausage

Also

\ I / I I 1/
\vt9rttriu SfuM- !*" ::::: :/.v. til
/ i I i i

N

Remember the DOMINO peeple are pizza people. Period.

COUPONS
CUT OUT

0a lay Large Pizza

one coupon per pizu

Off
expires Midnight Feb. 9th.

^

j
Name.

export* F«*. flu Midnight

Address.

Notices
ALICE COOPER CONCERT:
A film of Alice Cooper's insane

performance at ^the 1969 Toronto
Rock Festival in 1969 and the Marx
Bros. "Room Service" tomorrow at

7, 9, 11 S.U.B.

ALPHA ZETA:
Important meeting for officers,

advisors and Publicity Committee,
Thursday, Feb. 7 at 6:30 p.m. in C.C.

802.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Semester's activities begin

tomorrow. Bus leaves at 12:45 p.m.
from Whitmore. Return by 4:00 p.m.
A lot of friends will be waiting for you
to return. Call Ken 253-7461.

BUDGETS COMMITTEE:
Will meet Sunday Feb. 3 at 2:00

p.m. in Room 801 of the Campus
Center.

CASIAC STUDENT COUNSELORS:
There will be a meeting of all

student counselors Monday,
February 4 at 7 p.m. in 804 C.C. It is

important that all attend.

DANCE FREE:
Interested in Free dancing?

Improvisation? Creative dancing?
Boogying? See what Dance Free is

about Friday nights at 8:30 in C.C.

Check C.C. info for room number.
FILMMAKERS:
Don't miss first meeting Super 8

film organization — to pool resources

and obtain quality sync-sound
editing-screening facilities for

UMass — Wed. Feb. 6, 7:30 p.m. Rm.
802 C.C.

MOE IS COMING:
Moe, Larry and Curly (the

original) romp in 2 shorts also
Brando in "The Wild One", tonight, 7,

9, 11 in Mahar.
OHAG RECONVENES:
Orchard Hill Area Gov't will

reconvene on Monday, Feb. 4 at 9:30
p.m. in Dickinson Main Lounge. All
Orchard Hillers welcome.
OPEN MEETING:
WTOY will hold its first open

meeting Monday, Feb. 4 at 7:30 in 167
C.C. All are invited for feedback.
We're video.

PROGRAM COUNCIL:
Final discussions and coordination

on planning Winter Carni, C.C. 902 at
7:30.

OPEN HOUSE:
At Lambda Chi Alpha, Sat. nite,

Feb. 2 after the Niagra Game. 374 N.
Pleasant St. Corner of N. Pleasant
and Fearing St.

SKI INSTRUCTOR COURSE:
A bus to Berkshire East will leave

from in front of Boyden at 8:00 a.m.
Sat. and 8 :00 a.m. Sunday. There will

be a charge for the bus. Ski Club ID.
needed.

SOKO-LOK MO I:

Start the semester right by ob-
serving Moss ca ting. We'll pick up
the ideas of Ming la hoi. Same time,
same place. LOBAATTZ.

WMUA:
Meeting Sunday at 3 p.m. in WMUA

office for all newspeople and any
interested newcomers.
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FOR LIGHTNING FAST DELIVERY ON ANY OF OUR
DELICIOUS PIZ2AS OR SUBS CALL THE HUNGRY-U.

PIZZA PATROL
253-9080

256-0611

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARIES:
There will be a mandatory meeting

Monday at 7:30 in C.C. 805 809. All

advocates and judges from last

semester please attend.

FOUND:
Sum of money in front of Curry

Hicks Wed. afternoon. If it's yours
call 546 8345.

FOUND:
Pair of tan girl's gloves on Five

College bus about 10 days ago. Call

Doug 253 9033.

LOST:
Urgent! Lost new text: Essentials

of Physiol. Psych. Phone 66662 or

66654 (leave message). Reward for

return.

LOST:
Car, before Xmas, grey tiger stripe

part manx — collar with name Alex.
Please call 549 6170.

LOST:
ID. card — name: Mary L. Gibson,

student No 3285253. If found, please
call 5494568 Thanks.
ENGAGEMENT: Wendy Miller,
Grad., Pi Beta Phi to Michael
Provoda, 75. Kappa Sigma
PINNING:
Betsy Payne, '74, Kappa Alpha Theta
to Bob Rock, '75, Delta Chi.

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page

Send for your up tc- date, 160-page,

mail order catalog Enclose $1.00

to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE *2
- LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for

research assistance only.

1*

The first chapter of a

national bestseller

This

year's

most

impor-

tant

paper-

back

novel

•Pick

one

up now
at your

local

book-

store

QDBALLANTINE BOOKS, INC.

THIS WEEKEND AT

®hr Engltfil? #ub
Happy Hoar 3 - 6

tf/Doe Sullivan

w jT7
SAT., DEADLY NiTESHADE

9-1

SUN. The New Goodtime Hoar

Hot Dogs
2-25c

Quart of Bud $1.00

Popcorn 10c

Dixieland and

Sing-A-Long

Music

John Morgan Screw Kazoos Welcome

ENGINEERING COMPUTER SCIENCE • MATHEMATICS

UNPRECEDENTED WORK . .

.

UNPARALLELED OPPORTUNITY . .

.

CMEERS AT THE NATIONAL

SECURITY AGENCY
"The cipher disk, trie of
the world's oldest crypto-
graphic devices, is a crude
forerunner of the sophisti-
cated communications secur-
ity systems being developed
and tested at NSA today."

Because of the nature and scope of the Na-

tional Security Agency's mission, we can offer

job challenge and career opportunities that

are impossible to match.

AT NSA, we are responsible for designing and
developing secure invulnerable communica-
tions and EDP systems to transmit, receive

and analyze much of our nation's most vital

information. The advancing technologies ap-

plied in this work are such that they will fre-

quently take you beyond the known and
accepted boundaries of knowledge. Conse-

quently, your imagination and resourcefulness

are essential qualifications for success.

The Career Scene at NSA: Engineers will find

work which is performed nowhere else . . .

devices and systems are constantly being de-

veloped which are the most advanced in the

Western World. As an Agency engineer, you

will carry out research, design, development,

testing and evaluation of sophisticated, large-

scale cryptocommunication and EDP systems.

You may also participate in related studies of

electromagnetic propagation, upper atmos-

phere phenomena, and solid state devices us-

ing the latest equipment for advanced research

within NSA's fully instrumented laboratories.

Mathematicians define, formulate and solve

c mplex communications-related problems.

Statistical mathematics, matrix algebra, and

combinatorial analysis are but a few of the

tools applied by Agency mathematicians. Op-

portunities for contributions in computer
sciences and theoretical research are also

offered.

Computer Scientists participate in systems

analysis and systems programming related to

advanced scientific and operational applica-

tions. Software design and development is

included, as well as support in hardware de-

sign, development and modification.

Starting salaries are based on education and
experience, and increase as you assume addi-

tional responsibility. Further, you will enjoy

the varied career benefits and other advan-

tages of Federal employment without the

necessity of Civil Service certification.

Check with your Placement Office for further

information about NSA, or write to: Chief,

College Relations Branch, National Security

Agency, Ft. George G. Meade, Md. 20755,
Attn: M321. An equal opportunity employer,

M F. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Our representative will be on campus

nsa
. . . WHERE IMAGINATION IS THE
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION
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Erench
Fries

Extra good french

fues. Special

potatoes fried to a

crisp, golden brown.

Hot and fresh.

College

Friends

Hove It Your Way I

HALL

J I ftsfWM

100% Beef
Supplied by Swift & Co.

Jl Grand Opening at
f Burger King

Mountain Farms Mall
Route 9
Hadley
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Washington To N. England:

10-Gallon Gas Limit Asked

ii

AT
7&845 AMHERSTCV**

AMITY ST. 253 5426

BOSTON (AP) - The Federal The energy office asked that
Energy Office asked New England local officials take steps to have

MICK

service stations yesterday to limit
gasoline sales to 10 gallons but to

abandon dollar limits.

And as another means of com-
batting long lines at gas pumps, the
energy office asked that drivers
not pull in for gasoline unless they
need at least five gallons.
The energy office estimated that

New England's gasoline supplies in

February will be 20 per cent below
last year's level. But a spokesman
said he did not know how this

compared with the national
shortage. Other state and federal
officials have said the gasoline
crunch is hitting the Northeast
harder than the rest of the country.
Lawrence Rogers, regional

administrator of the energy office,

outlined the selling and buying
guidelines in a telegram sent today
to the region's major gasoline
suppliers.

In the telegram, Rogers said:
"We suggest that all gasoline
dealers sell 10 gallons of gasoline to
any customer who comes to his
station. No consumer should go to a
gas station unless they need a
minimum of five gallons of gas.
The use of dollar limitations should
be discontinued except to the ex-
tent that they are used to ap-
proximate the 10 gallon limit."

dealers stagger their hours so that
all the stations in an area will not
be closed at one time except
Sundays.
And it asked that service stations

limit their daily sales so that they
will not run out of gasoline before
the end of the month.
"Our figures for February show

that the suppliers will be at ap-
proximately an 80 per cent level
compared with the same month in

1972," Rogers said.

"While this is not as much
gasoline as we would use if

everyone continued to drive with
no consideration to supply, it

assures a supply that I believe we
can allocate fairly if the public will

avoid overuse.
"We are convinced that the

costly practice of topping off gas
tanks, that is, making small
purchases, is contributing to the
long lines and wasteful use of

gasoline," he said. Rogers said he
would ask the New England
governors to support the voluntary
program.

"I would ask that the public
would be understanding about the
plight of the gasoline dealer,"
Rogers said. "These private
businessmen often operate on very
narrow financial margins. They

make money by pumping gasoline,
not hy restricting sales, and if they
had a choice, they would vastly
prefer to dispense gasoline en-
dlessly. But they cannot. So we
must be understanding of them."

JAGGER

pr-frroRfflflficr.

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

refrigerator

.

You can SAVE MONEY and time by stocking your refrigerator with snacks
beverages, week-end food etc. . . . make your own ice cubes . . . plan your week-end
meals . . . split costs with your roommate.
If your unit fails, we will replace ... We deliver to your dorm

CALL 545-0012
or

stop by the Campus Center information desk
$22.50 rental foe

plus a $10.00 security deposit for semester
^^^^^^DehVen^rrangements made when you reserve your refrigerator

IceWater

Leo Kottkes newalbum
on Capitol recordsand tapes

&*
yen*

The great recordings of
Linda Ronstadt, including
selections from her days
with the Stone Poneys.

•Different Drum
•Long Long Time
•Rock Me On The Water
•Up To My Neck In High

Muddy Water
•ril Be Your Baby Tonight
Stoney End
and more!

THEALBUM A LOTOF PEOPLE HAVE BEEN ASKING FOR IS AVAILABLE AGAIN!

THE SOUL OF A CITY BOY

JESSE COLIN YOUNG
Soul Of A City Boy has
been out of print for six

years and in that time
has become a collector's

item. It is not an old

record, it is Jesse's first

record and still one of

his best.
- Sluart Kutchins

^-rjv-r--. Inverness, California

CfySabt )
December, 1973
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Goodbye
By STEVE TRIPOLI

Today's Collegian is the final edition of term as Editor-in-Chief. By
the time you read this column I will probably be on my way to
Washington, DC, there to work as a student intern in a congressional
office. This column is going to be just an easy, impressionistic view of my
year as Editor and how I see things at the end of that year.

As for this newspaper and the people who work for it I have nothing
but words of praise. True, we're understaffed. True, that problem hinders
our efforts to do our job right. But it's also true that the people who work
here give more of their time and themselves than almost anyone who isn't
connected with the paper can imagine. When I have looked good as Editor
of this paper it has been through their efforts. When I have looked bad it

has been mostly because of a nagging lack of personnel, and only rarely
because of their human errors. I thank them for that.

As for the University, there obviously are problems there, too. There
seems to be much trouble in the management of the place, and it costs us
and the people who will come after us more than a little money. There are
even worse problems involved with getting an education here, and those
problems face us all and, regrettably, will probably face those who come
after us, too.

UMass can be one hell of an experience, though, if one knows where to
find it. I would not have traded places with any student on this campus for
the last two and a half years, especially for these last twelve months and
the learning experience of running the Collegian. I'm a different person
than I was when I entered UMass, and I'm thoroughly enjoying the
change. I'm certainly more at peace with myself as a person. Hopefully
the experience is not an isolated one.
But my role here is finished, and not a moment too soon. Frankly, I've

been running out of gas since before Christmas, and that doesn't aid the
accomplishment of anyone's goals for this newspaper or its somewhat
undefined mission.

I hope things improve here next semester. I hope the paper and its new
editors prosper. I hope the entire campus comes a little closer together
and solves a lot more problems. I'll be back next year, maybe as early as
the summer, and I hope to find a better place than the one I left.

As for me, it's off to DC. Maybe I'll be there at the right time and get to
see the Impeachment qf the President of The United States. That would
be nice. If the motivation and the material is there I'll be sending reports
back, too. and hopefully give UMass a picture of the happenings of
another world. I hope it's a good Spring for everyone. Peace.

Steve Tripoli is the outgoing Editor-in-Chief of the Collegian.

Reid Fishman

Ergo, You're Beautiful

DENGLiSH

"Why thank you. It's been a pleasure doing
business.", said the man with the brown trench coat,
as he shoved the roll of bills in his pocket and happily
proceeded on home He was one of thousands who had
placed their bids through Ergo this week. It seems
that people were so taken by this new invention that
everybody wanted to try it.

And why not? Ergo as the most advanced computer
of its time. It could read, write, and draw for starters,

but even more important, it could set the odds, take
the bets, and distribute the winnings to any and all

gambling events. It simply revolutionized the sport of
horse racing. Why, if it had been around earlier, it

could have predicted the great successes of Man-O-
War, Secretariat, and New Streak long before they
were old enough to race. But those horses were all

gone now, and the biggest attraction of horse racing
these days was Ergo.

Ergo's inventor, Phillip S. Driver, was a now
elderly man who had spent his entire life in the
computer field, and had dedicated most of that time
to Ergo's development. Driver could have released
Ergo years earlier, but he first wished to perfect the
computer's sight center — "Ergo's eyes", as he
called them. Actually, Driver wasn't far off by
referring to them as eyes, for what Ergo possessed
was a sight center that consisted mainly of a pair of
thin shutters that would open when necessary to take
pictures or count money. Driver was very proud of
this contribution, and his only regret was that he was
never able to make Ergo "talk" — that is, carry on a
regular conversation or communication of some sort.
He always considered this to be a major drawback,
but he was getting too old and tired to worry about it

now.

Meanwhile, Carl Lapp was left to the job of running
Ergo. Lapp, a quiet, handsome man in his forties, had
been Driver's assistant for many years. He was
considered to be one of the foremost authorities in the
world on the subject of computers, and quite rightly

so. Had it not been for Lapp's noble assistance.
Driver would never have completed the project, and
Ergo would be little more than a blueprint.

This night had been exceptionally hard for Carl, as
he placed his clipboard on his desk. There had been a
number of complaints and one angry man had even
tried to attack Ergo, but the computer's self defense
mechanism had rendered the man helpless before he
had a chance to do anything. It was the first actual
test of Ergo's intricate self defense mechanism,
which automatically releases knock-out gas at the
first sign of danger, and Carl was quite relieved to see
that it had worked

It's time to drop this

Watergate mess/

So as he leaned back and put his feet up on the desk,
Carl began to think about the great success with
which the project had been completed. He had been a

•

young man when he joined the Ergo Project and he
had followed its development every long painstaking
step of the way. There had been many times,
throughout the years, when the entire effort had
seemed fruitless, but sheer dedication had driven him
onward. Now, Ergo was a success, and so was Carl
Lapp.

As his mind drifted slowly into the past, Carl's eyes
remained firmly fixed on the massive computer in
front of him, which featured a dazzling array of lights
and reels that flashed and turned incessantly when
the computer was working. It was a fantastic spec-
tacle, and visiting dignitaries from all over the world
as well as tourists, would come here just to look at
what many had called "the perfect machine".

Emerging from a haze of memories, Carl focused
his eyes on the computer, and with a gratitude that
only success can instill, said, "Ergo, you're
beautiful." He then leaned forward to make a formal
listing of the day's earnings, only to pause upon
hearing a familiar sound. He looked up, and there
was Ergo — lights flashing, reels turning and shut-
ters clapping. Carl wondered what the problem was,
and then he noticed that the computer seemed to be
moving closer. He couldn't understand this. Ergo had
a mobility device, but that was only supposed to be
activated in case of an emergency — a fire or bomb or
something. But nonetheless, the computer was
moving closer.

Ergo continued to draw closer by the second, as
Carl fumbled through the papers and blueprints for a
possible solution to this bewildering problem. Ergo
whose central control system was said to be much
more complex than a human mind, seemed to be
straining and overheating as it inched its way
towards Carl. And just as the machine was reaching
the front of Carl's desk, it stopped. After pausing in
confusion for a moment, Carl walked around the desk
to more closely examine the halted computer, only to
discover that its entire workings were burnt out and
destroyed. As Carl glanced around for a possible clue
to Ergo s destruction, he sighted a small piece of
computer card, which had fallen just beneath the
front of his desk.

He picked up the card and stared at it in
amazement. On it was written, in scratchy, barely
legible print, the words, "I Love You "

ITAL COMING...REID FISHMAN

Reid Fishman is a Collegian columnist.
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"C'mon, Torn, Smile/ It's Happy Hour //"

An Overdue Letter Of Thanks
By JAMES PAPPAS

As we enter a new semester
we're constantly reminded that
spring is almost here. Just as it

happens every semester, each
week passes more quickly than the
previous one. Before we get too far
into the semester, some of us have
overdue business to attend to, such
as incompletes that we swore
would be completed by now. This
letter is one such overdue task. It is

something in the way of a thank
you.

Last semester when I began the
job of Attorney General, there
were no seasoned "veterans" from
the previous year to take the jobs
of advocates and judges in our

student court system. Each person
who came into my office asking
about the positions open had no
real knowledge of what to expect.
In the subsequent training
meetings and the court sessions,

many of the initial group dropped
out, finding the job too involved.

The others who remained, found
the experience worthwhile. These
people put more time into working
as judges and advocates than any
other group before them. They
are:

Lionel Ribeiro, Tony Battista,

John Vantol, Craig Mignone, Cindi

Iris, Maria Quinones, Dave
Appleton, Larry Roman, Carey
Halkiotis, David Sokol, Ruth

Stolen: 3500 Beer Cans
By BRIAN KELLY

The third floor residents of James House ask for student aid in
reconstructing their 3500 can Schlitz beer wall which mysteriously
disappeared during winter break.

- This wall is more than simply a hobby or pastime, but represents a
constructive project which aided in the development of a cohesive dorm
atmosphere. The cans were intended to be recycled and beer can flip tops
were being collected to purchase a seeing eye dog for a blind person.
Besides being a source of pride and inspiration to the residents, it tran-
sformed the drabness of concrete cinder blocks into a unique and highly
personalized living area.
The students are frustrated, the janitors are disgusted and the head of

residence pleads total ignorance. Structural engineer of the wall, John
Cunnif, reasons, "This was not a prank but a devious plot motivated by
jealousy or a genuine lack of human values. Nobody just fooling around
removes 3500 beer cans and tabs — a truly immense task. I'm bullshit".
The students don't plan to roll over and admit defeat although this is a

setback of catastrophic proportions, but ask the student body as a whole
to rise up and donate their Schlitz beer cans to what remains of justice
and humanity here at the University. Please send those empties to James
House third floor and rekindle the spirit we strive to maintain.

Brian Kelly is a resident of the third floor of James House.

O'Connell, Ruthann Shapiro, Nina
Kalkar, Rick Pierce, Kevin
Flemming, Mary-Jo Grasso. Also
James Washington, Mike Gargas,
Kathy Sylvia, Mike Parkhurst!
Andrea Davis, Karen Blair, Barry
Bamberg, Nancy Rodman, Ed
Menders, Lynn Serio, Steve
Crawford, Todd Friedenberg,
George Makrys, Robin LaPlace
and Terry Whyte.
To them I offer my

congratulations on a job well done
and hopes of their returning this
semester to continue. To anyone
considering becoming active in
this part of student governance
there are positions open. All you
need do is inquire in room 422C of
the Student Union, The Student
Attorney General's office.

Student Sheep
By BOB ROSSMAN

Welcome back, fellow sheep. For the first time I finally submit to the
fact that's what we really are here at the big university. Educated sheep
It's not too bad if you have the emotions of a sheep. However, as far as I

know (and, granted, that isn't very far) sheep don't feel frustration, the
frustration of waiting in an office for a one o'clock appointment from
12:50 until you finally get seen at 3:13. Note how the measurement of the
time is more accurate at the end than the beginning. This comes from
staring at your watch every thirty seconds for the only form of en
tertainment that whole miserable time.

Now, sheep aren't that conscious of what is going on around them. If

they're held up for some time all they do is walk over to the side of the
road and start munchin on some grass. Maybe sheep aren't as dumb as
they're given credit for. They have no cares, no worries, and the only
time they are ever taken advantage of is when they lose their wool. Ac-
tually that ain't so bad when you consider that they probably get sheared
only in the summer, and who needs a heavy overcoat in the summer,
anyway? But sheep aren't thought of as mindless for no reason at all.

They have no individual personality. They're only just part of the flock.
When you see sheep in some sort of a pasture and say "look at the sheep,"
you are inevitably looking at more than one. I mean, how would you like
to always be known as one of a group rather than just yourself. Sheep
don't even have their own singular noun. Just sheep.

You are obviously now beginning to get the connection. If by some
chance you are not, I will offer a hypothetical situation. There is a big
university in the land of "M". For short it's just called the University of
M, or even shorter, U of M. While we're here, let's take the case of a
typical student, Sheila Sheep. Sheila is a fairly intelligent young sheep,
but is having a few problems here at the big university. The shepherds
seem to be trying their hardest to give her the knowledge she came here
to get. Her problems lie instead with the supposed humans who organize
the whole shebang. It seems that Sheila cannot get into the flocks that she
must get into in order to get through school Her other problem is that she
was supposed to have gotten some money, so that she could afford to stay
here. The money is there, all right, but somehow it just hasn't gotten to
her.

So, the naive but good looking sheep (four of the nicest legs you've ever
seen), decided to take her problems to the administrative center of the
University known as the Center for Resolving Administrative Problems,
which is a lot of...well, you know. There are approximately 25 depart-
ments in the center and Sheila had to visit just about all of them at least
once, all that besides having to see a few of the main shepherds who
headed some of the departments, as well as the shepherds who could
(Theoretically) impart to this sheep some of the great knowledge they
(also theoretically) possess. Then when she finished with that, she went
on to locate the money that she had coming.

Poor Sheila. The vet says that if kept under the sedation he prescribed
for her, and she's kept away from people for a couple of years, she may
once again be able to think straight. But what about all the non-fictious
members of the University of Massachusetts. Is there any help for us?
Maybe not. Life is tough here and we all have our problems, but most of
us will get through. Just remember what we're all trying to get for four
years of work here— a sheepskin. Not baaaaaaaaaad.

Bob Rossman is a Collegian Commentator

James Pappas
Attorney General.

is Student
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Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

AH letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.
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Finnish Exchange Student Marvels At UMass
By ROBERTA MARTONE

"The American life style is

different from the Finnish in every
sense," said Hilkka Lukka, a
Finnish exchange student from the

University of Helsinki. Ms. Lukka
is doing graduate studies in the
UMass English department, and
will remain in the United States
throughout the summer.

In an MDC interview, Ms. Lukka
explained the differences of
campus life between Finland and
the U.S. "The University of
Helsinki has more students than
UMass., but you would never
believe it because it's so spread
out," she said.

Ms. Lukka said only about 10 per
cent of the students live in dorms,
while the majority live "off
campus" in large houses.
Ms. Lukka, who lives in Prince

House in Southwest, says it is alot

noisier than the dorms in Finland.

But, she said, people seem more
friendly in the United States. "At
the University of Helsinki, I would
probably know my next-door-
neighbor, but never the whole
floor!"

The informal atmosphere of the
classrooms at UMass was a big
surprise to Ms. Lukka. "In
Finland, we have mostly large,

formal lectures, and we never talk

to the teachers," she said.

In the Finnish school system,
there is a hierarchy of professors.

Ms. Lukka said, at each university

there are usually only two teachers

with the title of "professor", and
two assistant professors. The rest

of the teachers are known as
"lecturers".

A student at the University of

Helsinki must have one major and
two minors. "80 to 90 per cent of the

students study English as a foreign

language," said Ms. Lukka.
The high cost of tuition at UMass

was a surprise to Ms. Lukka. In

Finland, tuition is approximately
$40.00, and room and board is

$600.00, for the entire year.
"Everyone must be wealthier here
because I see so many cars. At
home, only one of my friends has a

car," said Ms. Lukka.
She added also that the food in

America is very expensive. "I live

on hamburgers here."
In Finland, the students take

care of certain affairs at the
university, but the university is run
largely by the professors. Ac-
cording to Ms. Lukka, the Student
Union is both a local and national

organization. Each university has
their own Student Union, but the
various Student unions of the six

universities in Finland form an
organization also.

The Student Union is responsible

Program Council

Movie Calendar

Sunday, Fob. 3 7* 9:30 S.U.B. 50*
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IN THE LIFE AND
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Thurs., Feb. 7 7* 9:30 S.U.B. 75'
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for the construction of dorms,
dorm libraries, and a special

student travel agency. Funds for

the Student Union activities are
taken from the regular fees paid by
the students, Ms. Lukka explained.
At the University of Finland,

students conduct their own houses
for entertainment, such as, student

theaters, turns, or ciuds.

"The students at the University

of Helsinki are more politically

active than here. There is a

movement towards socialism, but

it changes all the time," Ms. Lukka
explained. Ms. Lukka also said she
was amazed at how people "feel

BART AUTO
Paint A Body Specialists
When you
make contact —

contact us.

Foreign & domestic
collision work

* Windshields replaced
* State license

insurance estimates

Rte. 9, Belchertown

256-8712

2 1/2 miles past Rusty
Scupper on the left

things here", citing the Middle

East crisis as an example.

UNIVERSITY

SUPPLIES

Notebooks
Paper
Pens

Typing Paper
Ribbons

Carbon Paper
Stationery

Hallmark Cards

at

A. J.

Newsdealer & Stationer

Amherst

Looking for something to buy?

Trying to soil something?

Looking for a roommate?

TRY MDC CLASSIFIEDS

THEY GET RESULTS!!

7? first day

5ff each additional day

"Winter Carni"
Snow Sculpturing is Back Again.

$200 1st Prize for Residential & Commuter $200 1st Prize for Greeks

Pick Up Entry Forms at RSO Office

Date for Kntrio — ^ ed., F<*l>. 6 Datr of Judging - Sat.. Feb. 8

This years Winter Carnival Snow Sculpture Contest is being sponsored bv the Greek Council Activities
Committee with the assistance of the Gillette Company. The theme this year is 'The World of Sports'* The
Gillette Company will be donating $400.00 for prize money to be awarded to the winners in each category
Sculptures will be judged on Saturday. February 9 between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.

g

If there are any questions, call either the Greek Council Office, 5-2:171 or the Student Activities Office, 5-
2351
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This should explain yesterday's weather.

New Courses Offered
By Hillel At UMass

i

CHRISTIANS AND JEWS: A NEW RELATIONSHIP? -

A seminar examining what these two traditions have to learn from each
other. Rabbi Aryeh Meir and the Reverend Thomas Lindeman. Four
Sunday evenings, 7-9:30 p.m.; Feb. 10, Mar. 17, AprU 21, May 5 - ad-
ditional time for individual research projects will be arranged. Meeting
place: Folsom House, 367 North Pleasant St., Amherst.
BETWEEN GOD AND MAN: THE THOUGHT OF ABRAHAM

JOSHUA HESCHEL--
An examination of the major themes in Heschel's thought. What is

faith? How can we approach God? The meaning of Jewish ritual. The
Sabbath. The State of Israel. Rabbi Aryeh Meir, Monday 7:00-8:00 p.m
SU 302.

¥

THINKING ABOUT THE UNTHINKABLE: AN ENCOUNTER WITH
THE HOLOCAUST

-

Topics include: life in the ghettos, resistance and the Judenrat, killing
centers, reactions in the U.S., the State of Israel and the Holocaust. Sylvia
Bashevkin and Aaron Berman, Tuesday 6: 30-7 :30p.m., SU 302.

MARTIN BUBER: I AND THOUS continued-
Will deal with the implications of I and Thou for political theory,

mysticism, psychoanalysis, sexual theory and drugs. Bob Zelman,
Tuesday 8:00-9:00 p.m., SU 302.

INTRODUCTION TO JEWISH MYSTICISM--
An overview of basic Kabbalistic and Hasidic concepts

S. Zalman, founder of Habad Hasidism will be studied
Edelman, Wednesday 6:30-7:30 p.m., SU 302.

MISHMA - for beginners
Topic will be announced; level will be determined by participants.

Rabbi Aryeh Meir, Wednesday 3:004:00 p.m., SU 302.

INTERPRETING GENESIS-
An undirected method will be used to study the faith, tradition and

early history of the Jewish people. Rabbi Arveh Meir. Wednesday 8:00-
9:00 p.m., SU 302.

INTRODUCTION TO JEWISH LIFE
(with permission of instructor) Rabbi Aryeh Meir, Monday 8:00-9.00

p.m., SU 302.

ISRAELI DANCING Cape Cod Lounge SU, Wednesday 7:30-p.m.
THE JEWISH WOMAN
A support group for the Jewish woman. 8:30-9:30 p.m SU 302.

The Tanya by
Rabbi David

BARGAIN
DAYS

Today & Saturday

Only

Men's Clothing

&
Sportswear

Save
20% to 50%
Vz Off Cuffed

Flares

$8.99
Reg. to 16.00

1

WINTER
JACKETS

&
SWEATER
VESTS

Specials thru Store

darnel^
16 18 Main St. 584-8661

Northampton

MDC

NEWS HOTLINE

S-2550

15

Boston Files Brief
In Detroit Busing Case
BOSTON (AP) — The city of

Boston will file a "friend of the
court" brief in the Detroit
metropolitan busing case before
the U.S. Supreme Court.
The constitutional issue in the

Detroit case is whether a city can
bus school children across city

lines to suburban districts. Several
suburban areas have filed briefs

Economics

endorsing the position ot suburban
Detroit districts that busing across
city limits is unconstitutional. But
Boston is the first city to take a
stand in favor of Detroit, the paper
said.

Boston Mayor Kevin H. White,
acting on behalf of the city, has
hired Leonard Strickman, a law
professor at Boston College, to file

the brief.

"We want the court to establish
the right of individual black
students to a seat in a majority
white school," said Schwartz. "If
the individual and his parents want
to excercise that right, the local
school board should not stand in

the way of that right being
fulfilled."

Course Changes Listed
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS ~ Economics 103, Lecture 1A -

COURSE CHANGES
Spring 1974

Economics 100— Elements of Economics, Lecture 7
will deal with the "Energy Crisis". It will meet MWF
at 3:35 p.m. (Changed from MWF 10:10 a.m.) in Field
Lounge, Orchard Hill. The instructor is Prof. Arthur
Wright.

Economics 103 — Introduction to Microeconomics,
Lecture 3 is the Honors Section (C-64) of Economics
103. It will meet TuTh at 9:30 to 10:45 a.m. in Stock-
bridge 102. The instructor is Prof. Thomas Russell.
URGENT! Economics 100, Lecture 6A — TuTh

11:15, Thompson 104, Prof. Best.

SECTIONS CANCELLED - 4A, F 3:35 in Hert 118,
5A, F 12:20 in Stk 102, 6A, F 2:30 in Stk 102, 9A, F 11:15
in Mach W32, 10A, F 1 :25 in Mach W32.

_ — MWF 1:25, Thomp-
son 104, Prof Kindahl. SECTIONS CANCELLED —
9A, F 12: 20 in Mach W32, 10A, F 2:30 in Mach W32.
Economics 103, Lecture 2B — TuTh 9:30,

Engineering Auditorium. SECTIONS CANCELLED
— 13B, M 3:35 in Hert 118, 14B, M 4:40 in Hert 118,
17B, M 3:35 in Mach W32, 18B, M 4:40 in Mach W32,
20B, F 8:00 in Mach W32.
Economics 103, Lecture 4C — TuTh 2:30,

Engineering Auditorium. SECTIONS CANCELLED
- 26C, M 12:20 in Stk 102, 27C, M 2:30 in Stk 102, 28C,
M 3:35 in Stk 102, 29C, M 4:40 in Stk 102, 30C, M 19:00
in Stk 102.

Any student enrolled in a CANCELLED SECTION
will have to choose another section. Come to the
Thompson Hall Main Floor Elevator Lobby as soon as
possible.

Vocational Project Begins
If you are uncertain about your

occupational plans and would like

to do some exploration, there's a

new program on campus just for

you.

It is offered from February 4

until March 22. Any student can
come in between these dates to the

Student Development and Career

Planning Center and begin the

project. You can work at your own
pace and in your free time. If

usually takes about 2-4 hours to

complete the project.

The Vocational Project is also

appropriate if you are just looking
for support for your present plans

Boycott Meeting
The Juan de ,a Cruz Boycott Committee will meet Tuesday at 7:30

p.m. in Rm. 802, Campus Center. All persons interested in helping

the farm workers are urged to attend.

or are interested in exploring some
alternatives. Sophomores and
Juniors are extended a special
invitation to engage in this career
exploration as they make their
educational and professional
decisions.

The Center is located in
Berkshire House. Interested
persons should contact Sharon
Zanowiak in room 212 from 9-5 on
weekdays. Coordinators of the
project will make every effort to
accomodate all interested
students.

(Staff Photo - Harry Charych)

Why is it that you can find good speed only at the beginning of the semester?

Ifyou missed the Sunday Buffet

last year, you missed:
Steamship Round of Roast Beef
Baked Ham
Barbequed Spare Ribs

Seafood Newburg
Sweet and Sour Chicken
American Chop Suey
Dessert and Beverage

Try it this year!

$4.50 ($4.05, students)

Top Of the CampUS Sundays 4 p.m. • 8 p.m
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Spend Your Dollar

Wisely This

Semester
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2 Pre-Recorded 8 Track or Cassette Tapes with Purchase of Oae of These Items.

%»

BLOW YOUR
MIND, NOT
YOUR MONEY.

CONCERT HALL

FOR YOUR
DASHBOARD.

REAL STEREO 8:

REAL FM STEREO.

REALISTIC PRICE.

¥0^$P*-A *^. *****£«*

r * ...

EKSa
»*Zi

A SIGHT FOR

SORE EARS.

tZT^ BIS

LEAR JET STEREO 8 M LEAR JET STEREO 8" LEAR JET STEREO 8

Cassette Player with Automatic
Reverse • Compact Size: 5%'* x
2" x 6" • 20 Watts Peak Music
Power

Model A-52 $119.95

Model A-20 Auto 8-Track. The
sound will delight you The price

will amaze you This is the real

thing Stereo 8 from the people
who invented Stereo 8 With

separate controls for tone, volume
and stereo balance True to life

sound with a full 24 watts of Peak
Music Power (8W RMS) Fine

tuning and program indicator

systems Sleek and trim and small

enough to fit comfortably into any
car. Even sports cars

and compacts.

Model A-75 In -Dash Auto
8-Track with AM FM FM
Stereo/ MPX Radio. Real Stereo

8 from the people who invented

Stereo 8. Enjoy 30 big watts of

Peak Music Power (10W RMS)
Radio features multiplex (MPX)
for true stereo sound. Local

distant select for the best FM
reception, regardless of distance

from the transmitter In dash
installation discourages theft,

conserves space, looks great And
wood grain finish makes it look

even greater

Model A-145 Auto 8-Track with
FM, FM Stereo/MPX Radio
Hear 30 big Watts of Peak Music
Power (10W RMS). Enjoy real

Stereo 8 from the people who
invented Stereo 8. Experience

real FM Stereo with a multiplex

system that separates the chan
nels of stereo radio sound Full

variable controls for volume, tone
and stereo balance Push button

program selector Program indi

cator system And
sleek, trim lines

LEAR JET STEREO 8 "

WITH BURLED ELM
FINISH.

Model A-25. Auto 8-Track.This

little giant fits comfortably in any
car. even sports cars and com
pacts Burled elm grain finish

makes it look great The rich tones

of 30 big watts of Peak Music
Power ( 10W RMS) make it sound
great Built in headphone lack

Lear Jet slide controls

Model A-25 $64.95

Model A-20 $34.88 Model A-75 $149.95 Model A-145 $79.88

V ii

>..,
';

>p it t<

yoursi

DR-7A

STEREO
Headphones

REG.
PRICE
$15.95
NOW

m 11 In

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
11th Hour Sale 10 p.m. - 12 Midnight

40% off on all records " "*

30% off pre-recorded S-track

fapos and eatsattot

« excluding imports and budget line

BASF
SKCassettes
Low noise. Extended range.

C30 99<

C45 $1.04

C60 $1.09

C90 $1.49

Introducing the economy priced

Cassette that doesn't compro-
mise on sound quality.

With the SK Series you get

a premium quality low noise-

extended range tape Pins

BASF's unique Special

Mechanics''' jamproof system
The first jamproof system that

really works to prevent sticking,

jamming and distortion.

BASF SK Series Cassettes

are available inC30
C60, C90andCl20
lengths.

Buy 3 - Get One FREE!

"sound
savingsirom

\

Master Charge
accepted.

Bank Americard

ndscope
975 Elm St., Manchester, Mass.
291 Harvard St., Coolidge Cor., Brookline mmmm

779 Boyiston St., Boston McDonald-,)

C.c.T

Some Fuel Prices Drop,
But Rates Still High

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Many retailers have dropped their home heating oil

prices to consumers, a spot check in New England
indicates, but the rates are still high compared with
last year's prices.

The average price for 100 gallons of home heating
oil in Boston dropped to $34.48 by the end of January,
16 cents less than on Jan. 16, according to the Boston
Consumers Council. But that figure is 66 per cent
higher than one year ago.

The reduction is coming from independent
wholesalers, who were granted their share of
domestic oil supplies under the mandatory allocation
program instituted by the Federal Energy Office Jan.
15.

Major suppliers, such as Exxon and Shell Oil, have
raised their prices slightly. The result is a leveling off
in the price gap between prices of independent
wholesalers and major suppliers. The disparity had
been as large as 20 cents a gallon.

Northeast Petroleum Corp., New England's largest
independent wholesaler supplying 800 or 900 retail
dealers, reduced its price for home heating oil by
three cents a gallon Jan. 16.

Sunshine Oil Co. in Bristol, R.I., dropped its price to

32 cents per gallon this month, a reduction of 14
cents. Sunshine is supplied by Northeast, Shell and
Texaco. The East Providence Fuel Oil Co., supplied
by Gulf, increased its price a penny to 30.2 cents a
gallon.

Caldwell Fuel Co. in Augusta, Maine, dropped its
price for No. 2 heating oil to 38 cents, 1.2 cents less
than two weeks ago. The F.N. Boston Coal Co. in
Gardner, Maine, supplied principally by Northeast
plans to drop its 40.8 per gallon price shortly.
"We haven't yet because we still have unrecovered

costs in the last month to catch up with," said Robert
Fredrickson, an F.N. Boston Coal Co. spokesman.

In Concord, N.H., Aranco Oil Co. officials say they
have lost customers because they are forced to
charge 43.8 cents per gallon. Gladys Hayes, co-owner,
said the firm is supplied by Sprague in Newington,
N.H., which deals only in foreign oil.

"It is just iniquitous for a person to be victimized
because he's a customer of mine. We've labored all
these years to build our company, and now we have to
watch it disintegrate before our eyes," she said. But
she said she thinks Sprague will be lowering its prices
soon.

"Maybe I can survive if that happens."

Amherst Presenting
' 'Look Back In Anger '

'

"Look Back In Anger," John Osborne's searing dramatic por-
trait of an angry young man, is being presented by the Amherst
College Masquers.
The production will be offered in Amherst College's Kirby

Theater at 8 p.m. Friday, Feb. 1 through Sunday, Feb. 3 and
Friday, Feb. 8 through Sunday, Feb. 10.

GROUCHO • HARP0 • CHICO and LUCY

ROOM SERVICE

GAF Closing Hassled? Try The Process

Vt. Mine
LOWELL, Vt. (AP) - The GAF

Corp. announced Thursday it

would close its asbestos mining

operation in Lowell, Vt., because of

environmental regulations.

The plant, which is to close by
March 15, 1975, employs 176 people

in the small Orleans County
Community.

Within minutes of the an-

nouncement, a resolution had been

prepared for instroduction into the

Vermont House of Representatives

calling for indefinite postponement
from the federal Environmental
Protection Agency of installation

of environmental control devices

which would jeopardize the con-

tinued operation of the Lowell

mine.

GAF Vice President Frank
Campagna, in a prepared
statement, blamed federal en-

vironmental standards for the
decision to close down the mining
operation. He said environmental
control equipment would have cost

nearly $1 million.

"The tremendous increase in

costs makes further operations

unfeasible," said Campagna.

The shutdown of the mine would
mean the loss of annual payrolls

totalling $1.5 million, according to

plant officials. They said state and
local governments realized $80,000

in taxes annually, with the plant

providing half of the tax revenue of

the town of Lowell.

Plant manager Ron White also

said the mine shipped about 30,000

tons of freight annually by rail and

truck, at cost of about $250,000.

The Process Church has its

Northeastern Headquarters in

Cambridge, Mass., and does work
in the Amherst area on a monthly
basis. The work involves projects

at local institutions; helping,
giving, visiting, cheering up, being
a friend to someone who needs that

contact badly.

If your day becomes frustrated

or bogged down with work, just

remember that the secret of

happiness lies in making others

happy. Or perhaps you have a

conflict with your roommate. The
answer is not to go over onto one
side of the conflict-that 's negative-

but to reconcile the conflict. This

can only be done with the positive

approach of 'Loving your
enemies.'

If you are interested in helping,

or just in finding out a bit more,
call or write to: The Process
Church, 46 Concord Ave., Cam-
bridge, Mass. 02138, (617) 492-5410.

Alice Cooper in Concert

ilmed c\\ Toronto Rock Festival (1969)

Sat., Feb. 2 at 7-9-11 in S.U.B.

i/p* *mm* }
the prices

HTKffaRsI V°u waited

Welcome
Back!

Free
Coffee

Wed.f Thur. f Fri.

Jan. 30, 31, Feb. 1

COFFEESHOP
HATCH
BLUEWALL

A toolwithout ahand is useless
A hand without a mind is useless
A mind without a purpose is useless

ANTIOCH ISA TOOL
ANTIOCH/BALTIMORE a college of alternatives in undergraduate and graduate education, a leader in new ways of
learning The Baltimore Center of Antioch College appeals to those who want to affect changes in our society We
offer a wide range of programs:

B.A.in: Human Services* Law, Community and Politics • Social Research and Strategies • Urban Media, including
video, photography and film • Creative Writing • Dance • Theatre • MA. in Media Studies

Antioch/Baltimore's concurrent work/study program is designed to aid students in supporting themselves and
complement course work or individual and group proiects Most of our classes are held at night and we award credits
for documented life/work experience. Today's colleges and universities must respond to the needs of the
communities that surround them We are committed to making our programs responsive. We attempt to provide
'mancial assistance to students with need.

ANTIOCH COLLEGE/BALTIMORE: Kay Cooper. Office of Adm.ss.ons 525 St. Paul Street
Baltimore. Maryland 21202 Telephone 301 837 6965
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$ CASH

!

for your

Used Books

The Textbook Annex

of the University Store

will pay up to

50% *or your used books

if it is currently being used this semester.

If it is not being used it may still be of value to our used book wholesaler.

So bring your books to our (2) locations:

(1) TEXTBOOK ANNEX:

Fri. - Wed., Feb. 1 - 6 — 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

(2) CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE:

Friday, Feb. 1 — 12:00 - 5:00

Mon. - Wed., Feb. 4 - 6 — 9:00 - 5:00

i. Cflmpus ^
<nema± V

Mill HSI MAUI I V I INI .

Roar again with
The Original Movie

Cast . . 7 15 4 9:20

MASH pc

Donald Sutherland
Elliot Gould

Sally Kellerman

HURRY - FINAL WEEK
Walt Disney's

Fantasia
The Ultimate Experience

7: IS A 9:20

G

DOUBLE FEATURE

The 8 35 only

Cheerleaders
.Rated X

Fritz the Cat
Sun., Mon , Tues.

7:154 10:00
Frl. a Sat.

7. 15 only

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES

(

-

ALL SEATS

EiriMcl

ay tiler RX via

werseas training

For the session starting Fall, 1974,

Euromed will assist qualified Amer
ican students in gaining admission

to recognized overseas medical

schools.

And that's just the beginning

Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeed-
ing at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive

12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all

students. Five hours daily. 5 days per

week (1216 weeks) the course is

given in the country where the student
will attend medical school

In addition. Euromed provides stu-

dents with a !2 week intensive cul

tural orientation program, with
American students now studying medi-

cine in that particular country serving

as counselors

Senior or fraduate students currently

enrolled in on American university are
eligible to participate in the Euromed
prog-ram

For application and further

information, phone toll free,

(800) 645-1234

or write.

Euromed, Ltd.
170 Old Country load
Mineola NY 11501

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

(54)5-2671

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS !• R 'JAY

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW.

the heart rules, declares Leo The an
swers are found in the heart, asserts
Aquarius There is a song in my heart,
chirps Gemini Heart schmart parrots^ " give me tne casn and let the

u ,

g0} fo,,ow my neart
' Winks Piscesh s all in the heart, pontificates Scorpio All

ol the signs, in one way or some way or
another, are telling us that it is inside where
the answers reside

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Accent
journeys, visits, reports Get information
and put a to use Refuse to be bypassed,
deceived, given proverbial sob story. You
have right to valid information Know it and
let others know you are aware of it.

TAURUS ( April 20-May 20) : Money and
collections are featured. Includes ability to
collect needed material. Definite financial
gam is indicated Older individual lends
benefit of experience Be receptive. Throw
aside false pride
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Assert

yourself Take initiative. Get message to
more persons. Distribute, publish and
advertise. Aries. Libra persons could be
involved. Finish task. Refuse to be painted
into emotional corner by selfish individual
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Throw light

on areas which were secret, dank, dark,
sacrosanct By facing truth, you feel strong
and free If you withhold, skirt issues, you
pay a price which is outlandish. Maintain
stance of independence, creativity Look for
and locate the crux of matters
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) : Friendly contacts

result in solution to dilemma You want
what you need — and some who perceive
your innate wisdom will provide the means
Know it and be grateful without groveling
Aquarian might be in picture
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22): Emphasize

goals, ambitions, abilities, willingness to

work overtime. In personal area, stand tall

for principles. Make room at the top. Make
necessary changes. Be social but keep your
eyes open A Sagittarian is trying to convey
meaningful information
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22» : What s«ems far

away might be closer than you suspect You
could be engulfed in details Know it and
prepare (heck accounts. Don't delegate
duties Make long-distance call to one who
knew answers in past
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov III: Money now

improves Legal decision is likely to favor
you Know it and prepare and make con
tacts which help make money work — for
you. Gemini. Virgo persons could figure
prominently If analytical, answers become
apparent.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) Lie
low Wait and observe Listen to mate,
partner Reserve final judgment Create a
more harmonious atmosphere at home
Diplomacy is your ally Playing the waiting
game is your wise course Taurus. Libra
persons are in picture
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Studv

Sagittarius message. Fight off tendency to
be deceived — by you Many are frank,
direct - but you tend to read hidden
meanings into various actions See through
cobweb of wishing and romanticizing.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Create

Heed the sound of your own voice Give and
receive love. Open up — express. What was
in doubt will be settled For a time, you
skate on thin ice However, ultimate result
is victory. Know it and deal from position of
strength

PiSCES (Feb 19-March 20) : What seems
to be turned upside down could soon be
rearranged or comprehended. Know it and
don't walk away from what could be a
profitable situation. Aries, Libra persons
might be featured By ridding yourself of
persons, procedures which are wasteful,
you set up winning combo
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

independent. creative. somewhat
domineering - and romantic February
and November could be your most
significant months of 1974 You attract
many born under I-eo and Aquarius You
may be seriously considering a change of
residence this y*»ar Family pressure is

probable cause.

Copyright 1974. Gen Fea Corp.

Crossword Puzzler

ACROSS

i Possesses
4 Quarrels
9 Crafty
12 River isiand

13 Pertaining to

punishment
14 Tiny
15 Classifies
1 7 Farthest down
19 Conducted
?0 Strength
21 Food fish

23 Alcoholic
beverage

24 Class of ver-

tebrates con-
sisting of

birds
27 Possesses
28 Hurried
29 Avoid
30 Exists
31 Cry
32 Number
33 Artificial

language
34 Respond
36 Unusual
37 Click beetle
38 Slave
39 Reverence
40 Rodent
41 Trap
43 Obstruct
44 Drains
46 Easy
49 Before
50 Ink ingredient

52 Dine
53 Armed conflict

54 Old-womanish
55 Inlet

DOWN

7 Claw
8 Sluggish
9 Turn aside
10 French plural

article

1

1

Still

16 River in Scot-
land

18 Intertwine

20 Metal fastener

21 English county
22 Fertile spots in

desert
23 Idle talk

25 Mistake
26 Retail estab-

lishment

28 Decay
29 Coniunction
31 Part of play
32 Poem
35 Reply
36 Be in debt

Answer to Yesterday s Puzi
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37 Part of furnace
39 Malicious burn-

ing

40 Cut of meat
42 Region
43 Eat
44 Stitch

45 Period of time
46 Yellow ocher
47 Burma tribes-

man
48 Greek letter

51 Spanish lor

yes

1 Ugly old
woman
Ventilate

Bogs down
Hurried
Footlike part

'ndefmite arti-

cle
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

EVERY DM THIS 516 5TUPIP
6ERMAN SHEPHERP COMES
RUNNING OUT ANP CHASES
'OUR BlCVCLE!

B.C.

HE POESM'T QUIT UNTIL I
THRCU) MY SHOE AT HIM .

SO FW" SAY'S, ' WHAT ARE YOU CDiM<b ir<i

HEAVEN f", AND W<E SA/S, "M&L.L WOULDN'T
HAV£ rAE J

'

K~
by johnny hart

ISN'T THAT THE-

FUNNIEST THIN6»

iOO EVER HEARD ?

21

B. C.

I OUESS You HAD To 0e THERE-.

by Johnny hart

7ned.-i.eVal : <?4J the fine line between, thinkinq about doing
it and doing it without thinking.

THE WIZARD OF ID
ZZ -r*^

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

Z *9***

k i 4 4 \i < i \ a ) I V\i I I I I J
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Hassled Because You're Gay?
Have you ever been denied a job,

an apartment, a mortgage, in-

surance or medical care because
you are gay? If you have had a gay
related discrimination or legal

problem contact the Cases Task
Force. Tell us about it. All in-

formation incidentally, will be kept
in strict confidence. Call 617-262-

1592 or write, 419 Boylston St., Rm.
323, Boston.

The Cases Task Force is a group
which is collecting information
about cases of discrimination
against gay people to prove to the
Massachusetts Legislature that
indeed gay people are often the
victims ot outright discrimination
in areas ranging from housing and
employment to medical care and
insurance. Six "gay rights" bills

have been filed in the
Massachusetts General Court this

year. We need your help to show
that much discrimination against
gays does occur here in

STUDENT SPECIAL

c99
CHICKEN,

FISH,

or CLAMS

Kentucky

Fried Chicken

Route 9, Hadley
256-8745

ROOMMATE WANTED

Frmale seek* tame for roommate in

bouse In Conway. Rest I7» per month A
utilities Call MM3K. keep trying! Car-
pools available.

tft-1

To share 2 bedroom apt. with 3 males, 1

mile from campus, on the bus ronte. rent

IM.2S per month pros electric Tel. 413-54*-

tn-s

FOR RENT
Two apt*, adjacent with 3 bedrooms, fab-

shape, low rent. Skibiskl Realtors. 5M-
3428. Northampton.

tft-5

Rooms for rent — no lease, mo kitchen,

no pets, next to campcts, bus. 441 N.
Pleasant St.. 2S3-M3a. ask far Duncan or

leave note.

MM
Wendell— in center of town with 2 acres,

18 miles to L . of Mass. Likely Listings. 23a-

tft-S

Wendell -5 bedrooms. 2 sleeping tofts 2

living roams. 2 baths. 23 miles from

Amherst. Likely listings, 2SM8M.
tft-S

OM Ceasrtry Store * laa. ideal location

for alternative school, craft center, etc., 3

baths. 3 kitchens. 12 bedrooms, land. 2M-

tft-5

S-«

2 baths

bouse hi country. 2 kitchens,

cellar with fireplace. Likely

tft-S

Roams (2) far rent la Hatfield <t> miles

from Amherst, quiet, in the country Ma
month puis utilities Call 247-13S8.

MM

TRAVEL

Cltojaoa Travel — spring vacation la

Bermuda, from tit* Deposits far reser

vattons must be la soon far mare hafa call

Steve, aaa-3737.
tfl-4

APARTMENT WANTED

la Amherst area -

cepUbto Will share a*
atfeahle. Call S4»4)ls7.

mate sc-

where sp-

in I

FREE

Kittens - With thumbs.

eveaiag.

-3*12. m

tn-*

Free cat: One life aaed - 8 toft. Call

Amherst Vetermary Hospital Goad est:

Free! aMTTX m

Massachusetts. The passage of the
six "gay rights" bills is essential to

stopping the senseless
discriminatory practices against
gay people. (One Lynn man was
denied a drivers license by the
Commonwealth for seven years
solely because he is a self-admitted
gay! ) You can also help by simply
sending a postcard or letter to your
state senator or state represen-

tative urging him to support the

"gay rights" bills of 1974.

HOUSE 2524 - Bill to end
discrimination because of sexual

preference in employment,
housing mortgages, insurance
applications, credit and the leasing

of commercial spaces

HOUSK 2525 - Bill to end
discrimination in public ac-

comodations;
HOI SK 2601 - Repeal of open and

gross behavior, lewdness and
fornification. crimes against
nature and an unnatural acts laws;

HOUSE 2604 - A constitutional

amendment that equality under
the law shall not be denied nor
abridged because of (among other
things) sexual preference

HOI SK 2582 - No discrimination

in the sales, rates or other con-

ditions of life insurance on the

basis of sexual preference

HOl'SK 2«27 - There shall be no
question on a civil service exam or
application about the sexual
preference of the applicant, and
appointment shall not be affected
by it.

WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS ROOM FOR RENT
PERSONAL

Saxaphonist. must be willing to do tots of

load work, steady gigging Call S84-t27t.

tf2-8

Tatar wanted, basic aad organic Chem.
Call 885-4348 after 8 p.m.

MM
Wanted — female knowledgeable in

Lathi to take placement exam Will pay
accordingly. Call 2S8-8388 before noon or

after I a.m.

MM
Fall sixe refrig. Mast he In good working

order. Call Rob. 8-P782. Keep trying.

MM

HELP WANTED
Students to canvass aa campus far the

New York Times. $1 per subscription

taken. Call Campus News Agency. ZS8-

ENTERTAINMENT

THIS SAT.. FEB.
Al D , «:4S-9:0S-1I

SEE "ROMA"
2. CAMPUS CENTER
15 p.m.

»r».i

The Marx Brothers « Lucille BaU la

their classic "Room Service" * Alice
Cooper la concert hi Toronto. lfCt. Sat..

Feb. 2. 7-Mi p.m.. SIB
tft-1

The original 3 Stooges hi 2 riotous ramps
plus Brando in the "Wild One" — Fit.
Feb. 1 at 7-a-U p.m. in Mahar. Long live

Moe * Marlon!
r» i

Start the year right with Bah the DJ. as

he plays all your favorite hits of the Ms
aad la's. Call now. daa't delay. S38-487S.

tft-S

Deliver the New York Times on campus.
Call Campus News Agency. 2S8-8828.

tft-1

Attractive liberal, open minded female
who likes leather, boots, etc. Far
modeling, good pay. Write K.B.. P.O. Bax
282. Holyoke. Ma. 0104a.

tft-4

Privacy — Colonial Motel, tow. law
weekly rates, large comfortable rooms.
T.V., maid service Included Bar aad
restaurant. 885-2888.

tft-1

2

FOR SALE

rentale
Call

tft-1

mer wanted far working

tft-S

Couch with slip-cover fab- condition $15
firm. Call 5484847.

tft-1

Haw to earn 818-15.888 per year. 8
training period, aa obHgallou. Write:
Weiss. Bax 552, Randolph. Ma.

aath

Mr.

tft-12

1885GMC Vaa. camper converted,

extras. Call

aaay

tft-1

Educational Consulting Firm seeking
Project-Office Coordinator-Secretary.
Sead resume to NES, P.O. Box 228,
Amherst.

MM
Lead stager aad or bass player wanted

for Bluegrass Baud. If Interested call Tata.
Rm. 182. 545-2838 or leave message

MM

Work ptime la year room Piece
travel to Nhamptn required. Name.
anon. A hrs. wk. aa pat card to Bax 77a.
Amherst. 81882.

MM

Oaea every day— 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Beer.
wine, pipes, papers, hat sandwiches «
groceries. Montague Mini-Mart

Cotdspot refrigerator for sale — 7.7 en.

ft. with freeter and chiller, 4 shelves.

175.80. CaU Donna. 283 Mary Lyaa. 545-2517

or 5-2S18.

tft-S

Panasonic Stereo Receiver aad Cassette
Player. AM phono aad tape mode switch
188. 84777.

MM

Austin American '71. 24.888 ml. 38-gal
ex. cond. CaH 1-527-1275 days or 29MM4
eve. Barbara Dave

MM

Wanted - Samoaat to clean rests- CaH Jolly Ball. 584-2788.

tft-7

Save money - Bay your asad books at
stadeat prices. Commonwealth Rm.
Monday - Friday. 18 a.m. to 4 p.m. Daa't
get ripped off

MM
CaBtegiaa seeks several rtaaiali to da ad

layout aa weeknights. Salary varies with
sise of paper. Sec Geoff er Brent ta
Cottegtan.

MM

Mrs. Saxby — hope aU goes well for you
ta all ways this semester — 143. Ralph J.

tft-1

. Drop by the Montague Mini-Mart far

your free incense Open 8 a.m. to II p.m.
every day. All popular beer, wine, pipes «
papers, etc.

tft-S

Earn quick f — I will bay any silver

coins that yaa have tacked away, will pay
at least twice face value. Ed. 548-8351.

tft-4

"Daa't miss the Bluewall Dag Days, this
Saaday 4-7 p.m.

tft-1

Las Vegas Night Feb. t. 8 p.m. CC Aad.— Poker. Craps. Black Jack, Roulette,
1 nucha Lack. Wheel of Fortune, etc. Over
11200 ta prises.

asM

N.Y.C. — If you're going there aay
weekend this semester 1 will share gas
expenses. Goad company guaranteed. Ed
at 546-4351. keep trying

tft-1

The Child Care Exchaage. Infants — 8

yrs. Aa alternative to sitters. Playgroups

also. In Rs third year with 135 families. 588-

2224. Joan
tft-S

Help year fellow students — Get your
textbooks at The Book Exchange. Com-
monwealth Rm., Maaday - Friday. 18 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Save money!

tft-S

Get rid of your aaed books! Don't get
ripped off! Sell them at your price, bring
them to Com monwealth RmSllOamto
4 p.m.

tft-1

AUTO FOR SALE

1867 Ford Custom, a.c. p.s.. excellent

condition, much recent work. $558 or best
offer. 548-14S2 anytime.

tft-i

VW Squareback 1888. 8875. Call Kevin,
665-4316.

tft-1

ROOMMATE WANTED
Quiet person pref. $58 per mth & util

Crater of Betcbertown. Call after 8:86. 323-

7842.

tft-5

One roommate to share a two bedroom
Brittany Manor Apt. 1105-month Call Jim.

tft-4

Roommate wanted. Colon VU. Apt. Owa
rm. 168 1st mo. $87 alter, all attts tad.
Female preferred. Call 253-5837.

tft-1

I or 2 roommates for 2 bedroom Twnbse
in Squire Village. Sunderland CaH 253-7251
or Apt. 35 an Bus route.

tft-1

SERVICES

Guitar lessons, try me — aay style also
Epiphone Classical for sale CaU Henry at
253-5877.

MM
TO SUBLET

Subtet, 2 Mr. apt. Avattabte April 1. |I65
ma., tad. utilities Csll 888 3888.

1124

USED FURNITURE
TALENTED VOICES Happy Birthday Nancy!

NAPPINESS IS

Talented voices aetata
1

la Join the
expaadlag group of singing
DYNASnCS. Contact Taay Raise*
Hotel Northampton. 584-3188

MM

Lave. Michael.

tft-i

WOO woo woo

•

Happiaess is a warm
WF.IMARANER pappy - far

on a countryside strati

I fireside enjoyment Excellent
choice of A.K.C. rtamlci id pups from
championship bloodlines at
(narlemont. Maas. 1-413-338488*

tft-S

i

INSTRUCTION

Weaving on improved looms, beginner
cuurs- starts Tans.. Feu. S. 7:38. Call 548-
6321.

tft-4

Wear the 3 Stooges aa your breast.
Silk Screened Photo of Mae. Larry *
Carty, aa a 168 per cant cotton T-Shirt.
Specify S-M! -XL Sead 83 to: Wild
Hyacinth Productions. 186 Thayer
Circle. Randolph. Ma. 62388.

tft-5

HI! This i, Pari. I'm sltttag ta the
BtaewaH recovering from touch pud
¥?* *•/"**m " *M» **»* Ms"•*" «»raaa aweh. AU I caa say isI PAUL'S OLD TIME FURMTLTtE
we're up to oar asses ta bureaus
desks, beds, chairs, spears, costumes
etc. Located heated Auhnchons ta The
Alley. Amherst. 253-3511 We doiWa*
LOW PRICES

**Wer

tft-S

REFRIGERATOR

Refrigerater tar sale. Brand new, still

under warranty. 5 ca. It., excellent hay.

'

fall Kurt. 5464222. anytime.

If2-5

I f 1 f
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Lawyer Mum On Whether
Nixon Knew About Deed

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — A tax

lawyer who admits back-dating a

deed to President Nixon's vice

presidential papers has refused to

say under oath whether he told

Nixon about it, California

Secretary of State Edmund G.

Brown said Thursday.

The lawyer, Frank De Marco Jr.,

invoked the attorney-client
privilege in refusing to discuss that

Marco "did not at any time discuss
any backdating of the deed nor did
the President know anything about
it."

According to Warren, De Marco
is continuing to handle some of
Nixon's legal affairs in California,
such as paying bills for the
President's San Clemente estate.
He said, however, that two of
Nixon's lawyer-friends, Kenneth
Gommill of Philadelphia and H.
Chapman Rose, are now handling

buunj -o

changed his original story and
admitted that copies of the deed
were signed a year after they were
dated.

That means the signing took
place nearly nine months after the
July 25, 1969, expiration of a law
permitting income tax deductions
for contributions of such papers.
When he was first interviewed by

officials in the state secretary of
state's office several weeks ago,
De Marco said the deed dated

1974

Winter
Carnival

February 8-10

Vacation Special
to

PUERTO RICO
March 22 - 29

$280.

question, Brown said.

Brown, in Washington for a

series of meetings, said De Mar-
co's refusal "raises the question of

just what was discussed when De
Marco talked to the President and
whether De Marco talked about the

signing of the deed."

He said that the lawyer "has
every right-even the duty- to claim
the privilege unless the President

agrees to waive it."

At the White House, Deputy
Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren
said that Nixon did not tell De
Marco to invoke the attorney-client

privilege when questioned about

the deed.

Warren said Nixon and De

President Nixon

Nixon's tax questions.

De Marco was questioned in

private deposition proceedings
Wednesday in Los Angeles by a
lawyer on Brown's staff, which is

investigating alleged irregularities

in the signing of the deed.

The handling of the papers and
the tax deduction Nixon claimed
for them also are under in-

vestigation by a congressional
committee and the Internal
Revenue Service.

Nixon gave the papers to the

government, valuing them at

$576,000 and taking income tax

deductions for the gift.

Brown's office said De Marco
was questioned under oath after he

March 27, 1969, was signed in his
presence by Edward L. Morgan
Jr., then the deputy White House
counsel, Brown said.

That signing supposedly took
place at breakfast in the Century
Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles on April

21, 1969. De Marco, a licensed
notary public in California,
notarized the document with the
April 21 date.

But investigators later
discovered that the typewriter on
which the deed was typed wasn't
purchased by De Marco's office

until the following July.

includes

• Roundtrip jet air on Pan American
• Roundtrip transfers and porterage
• 8 day and 7 nights Hotel with oceanfront rooms
• All taxes included
• All gratuities included
• 2 cocktail parties with open bar
• Hot meals and open bar on plane

* For UMass students, faculty & staff only

For Further Information Contact:

Campus Travel Center
Campus Center 3rd level

545-0500

No Place To Be Somebody
"No place to be Somebody," a Pulitzer Prize winning play by Charles

Gordone will be presented at Smith College tonight and Saturday, and
February 8 and 9 at 8:00.

A black-white comedy set in a Harlem bar, the plot revolves around
Johnny, the bar owner, and his plans to make it big by muscling in on the
mafia. The mafia doesn't care for the idea. Johnny's light-skinned alter
ego Gabe doesn't care for the idea. And the crusading liberal white girl
Johnny has conned cares only for him, even if her father the judge is

exposed as being on the take.

Performed at UMass last year by part of the original Broadway cast it

features some fine sililoques bv Gabe, once played by Ron O'Neal of
"Superfly" fame.
This evening's performance is directed by Ms. Emily Hilliard, a senior

at Smith and includes a mixed black and white cast of acting talent from
the five colleges.

miterCarlos
Bach Again.

"THE WILD ONE"

plus

3 STOOGES FILMS

with the original Curly, Larry, Moe

FRI., FEB. 1 at 7-9-11 MAHAR

LIST

mu^SS Bach " The ,onS-awaited secona volume frommusic s only composer-performer-conductor-instrument
designer and builder-aseust.cian-recording engineer andpossessor of gold record: Walter Carlos."Sv5itched On Bach IPincludes the complete Branaenburg Concerto No 5 plus more of^ s most delightful pieces.-Switehed-On BachM^WalTer Carlosand h,s fabulous switchboard light up the classical world again

On Columbia Records* and Tapes

SPECIAL MAJOR LP !.ABEL PURCHASE
Thousands of LPs — Al Categories § I 98

Pop-Roc* -Ctassics-Ja»»-Si;ows-Blues *- o «

V l I ""If

iscount records
25/ Triangle St., Amherst Tel. 549-4433

"*t
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JV's Come Close
By STEVE SARACENO

Less than a minute left. UMass JV's trail 79-78. Glenn Cooper at the line
for two shots.

"He'll make 'em," remarks one fan, "That Cooper's smooth."
But he doesn't make them. Both are missed. The proverbial starch

went out of the little Minutemen then, and while the rest of the game
wasn't exactly "garbage" time, it was at least "leftover" time.
Final score: St. Thomas More 85, UMass 79.

Up until the final four minutes, when UMass surged from behind to get
back into the contest, the game was as exciting as defrosting the
refrigerator.

St. Thomas More had the lead from the start, and they were content to
linger in front by 8 to 10 points, tantalizingly out of reach, throughout the
first half and much of the second.
While Bill Eason (22 pts., 13 rebounds) and Gil Saunder (18, 12) were

holding UMass at bay during the lackluster prefinal four minutes, and
fans were noticing the interesting thing about the game, such as the sound
of the scoreboard buzzer (just like a toy tommygun), the new foul in-
dicator, and STM's Muhammed Ali look-alike (Saunders), the
Minutemen were readying for the rally from 16 behind.
When the UMass charge finally arrived, it was led by artful Artie

Johnson (19 pts., 18 rebs!), the aforementioned Cooper (14 pts.), and
Dave Tewhill (13 pts). Billy Around-The-Baseline-Double-Pump-One-
Hand-Banker-For-Two Santos, had thirteen points before fouling out
with eight minutes left in the game, and he might just have been the straw
that broke STM's back if he had been around for the excitement.

Statistically, UMass lost the game at the foul line as St. Thomas More
hit 21 for 32, while the Minutemen hit only 11 out of 26. Mike Smith of STM
hit an excellent 10 out of 11 to bolster his team's foul average.
Yet, the UMass sub-varsity had an enormous rebound edge over STM

They outrebounded them 72 to 42!

Alas, one of STM's 42 was Cooper's decisive miss.

Trackmen Face N.U. Away

Baseball Talks To Begin
NEW YORK <AP) -A new era in or club, salaries in other oc-

baseball contract negotiations
begins Friday with the in-

troduction of impartial arbitration

to settle salary disputes.

According to terms of the
Players Association agreement
with the 24 major league clubs,

contract impasses may be sub-
mitted for arbitration between
Feb. 1 and Feb. 11 with hearings
held from Feb. 11 through 22.

A panel of 14 professional ar-

bitrators will rule on the disputes.

Current plans are for five ar-

bitrators each in New York and
Chicago and four in Los Angeles
but that may change, depending on
case leads.

When a player chooses to go to

arbitration, he submits his salary
demand and the club submits its

offer. Then the arbitrator will

choose one of those two figures

based on certain other criteria

including past performance of the
player, recent performance of the
club and comparitive baseball
salaries.

The arbitrators also will be
armed with directions not to

consider other factors such as
financial position of either player

By SCOTT HAYES
There are many mismatches in

sports, as when the Boston Bruins,
the powerhouse team of the NHL
face the California Golden Seals,

perennial cellar-dwellers of the
NHL Western Division. JThe result
is usually a Boston victory by the
score of 7-3 or 8-1.

The UMass Track team finds
itself in the position of "underdog"
for Saturday's meet with a
powerful Northeastern team.
Northeastern was described by

Assistant Coach Mike Muska as
"the best all around team we will

face this year." Northeastern is a
better team than UConn, but not
quite as good as Manhattan, last

year's NCAA champions. Both the
Huskies and the Jaspers defeated
UMass in a tri-meet earlier in the
season.

Dev Djerassi leads an awesome
group of Northeastern weightmen.
Djerassi, was second best in New
England last year in the weight
throw. Djerassi also won the
University Division title in the
hammer throw. Bill Johnson and
Jim Shindell both have thrown for
over 53' in the weight throw while
the best toss for UMass this season
has been 49'.

Lenny Rao and Bill Hackett pace
Northeastern in the shot put. Rao
has thrown 55'5" and Hackett 50' so
far this season.

In the distance events. Bill Gillin

and Randy Thomas will be rested
in favor of the upcoming cham-
pionship meets. The top two New
England finishers in the NCAA
meet. Ken Flanders and Mike
Buckley, lead Northeastern in the
distances. Flanders ran an 8:51.6
two-mile while Buckley has been
timed in the mile at 4:10.2. UMass
plans to counter with Tom
Maguire, Phil Broughton and Paul
Doiron in the two-mile, while John
Maloney, Devin Croft, John
McGrail and Tom Wilson will see
action in the mile.

Other UMass performers who
have been coming on strong in
their respective events include
Mike Geraghty in the long and
triple jumps along with Chris
Farmer and Pete Byron in the
1,000-yard run. Barron Littlefield

and Steve Crimmin will compete
in the 600, and probably will face
Ken Graham, a middle distance
runner from NU.
Usually, the most exciting race

of the meet seems to be the 50-yard
high hurdles Clyde Valentino o-,-}

Peter Sabia, who finished first and
second in the New England high
hurdles, will be up against Jim
Hennessy and Curt Stegerwald of
UMass.
Bob Watson, NU's premier pole

vaulter has cleared 14'6" already
this season. Dan Grigus, however,
has been coming along for UMass.
In fact, Grigus, who is close to

clearing 13'. stands a chance of
breaking the school record of 13*6*'.

Last Saturday, Grigus picked up
the first points for UMass in the
pole vault this season by capturing
second place.

Mike Quigley and Jim Brennan
pace NU in the high jump. Quigley,
the runner-up in last year's high
school New England's, has jumped
6'6", while Brennan's best per-
formance has been 6'4".

Muska explained that the meet
will provide the tough competition
to prepare the squad for the
championship meets as well as
some valuable experience.
Northeastern is 5-0, having

beaten Harvard and St. Johns.

Bruins Douse Flames

I Love to

Read Fast!
A noted publisher in Chicago
reports there is a simple tech-
nique of rapid reading which
should enable you to increase
your reading speed and yet
retain much more. Most peo-
ple do not realize how much
they could increase their plea-
sure, success and income by
reading faster and more
accurately.

According to this publisher,
many people, regardless of
their present reading skill, can
use this simple technique to
improve their reading ability
to a remarkable degree.
Whether reading stories,
books, technical matter, it be-
comes possible to read sen-
tences at a glance and entire
pages in seconds with this

method.
To acquaint the readers of

this newspaper with the easy-
to-follow rules for developing
rapid reading skill, the com-
pany has printed full details

of its interesting self-training

method in a new booklet, "How
to Read Faster and Retain
More," mailed free to anyone
wh<» requests it. No obligation.

Send your name, address, and
zip code to: Reading, 555 E.
Lange St , Dept. 940 41 Mun-
delein. 111. 60060. A postcard
will do.

BOSTON (AP) Phil Esposito.
the National Hockey League
scoring leader, got two goals to
push the Bobby Orr-less Boston
Bruins to a 4-2 victory over the
Atlanta Flames Thursday night.

Esposito's 45th goal of the season
in 47 games gave the Bruins, the
NHL East Division leaders, an
insurance tally late in the final

period. The big center was assisted
by Don Marcotte and Carol Vad-
nais on his final goal.

John Bucyk's power play goal
broke a 2-2 tie in the third period.
Bucyk's score, the Bruins' 45th
power play goal of the season,
came only after Atlanta's Bobby
Leiter had tied the game also on a
power play.

Larry Romanchych put the
Flames in front 1-0 midway
through the first period, flipping in

a rebound after Boston goalie Ross
Brooks had saved on Eric Vail's
breakaway attempt.
The Bruins came right back with

Esposito's first goal of the game
and 44th of the season and one by
Andre Savard 33 seconds later
while both teams were shor-
thanded. Esposito took a feed from
Wayne Cashman in front of the net
and slid the puck under defen-
seman Randy Manery and goalie
Dan Bouchard.

Savard steered Al Sims' blast
from the point with Arnie Brown of
the Flames and Greg Sheppard of
the Bruins still in the penalty box
for high sticking.

The Bruins played without All-

Star defenseman Orr, who suffered
a bruised left thigh in a game
against Philadelphia Sunday.

u

ROISTER DOISTERS

presents

Fiveway Overlay"
Five one act plays for the contemporary audience

Jan. 31, Feb. 1, 2, 3

8 p.m. Bowker Aud.

Tickets: Campus Center Concourse or at the door

$1.50 and $2.00

cupations or sports, press com-
ments and previous salary figures

discussed in the negotiations.

"The arbitration will be final and
binding," said Marvin Miller,
executive director of the Players
Association. "We have no reading
on how many cases there will be
but we have had hundreds of
inquiries about it."

Feb. 1 might seem a little early
for salary negotiations to have
reached an impasse between
player and club but it isn't when
you consider that the teams were
required to have mailed out con-
tracts by Dec. 20. That gave them
six weeks or so of bargaining time.
In previous years, contracts did

not have to be mailed out until Jan.
15.

Either a player or club may
submit a dispute to arbitration but
the player may withdraw the case
if the club submits it while the club
does not retain that option should
the player submit the case.

Fooney said the club owners sent
a letter to Kroc and Padre owner
C. Arnolt Smith confirming their
action.

"The National League of
Professional Baseball Clubs has
today approved Mr. Ray Kroc as a
purchaser of the franchise and
assets of the San Diego Padres,"
the letter said.

It continued that the owners have
"consented to the proposed
transfer of the Padres' mem-
bership to Mr. Kroc for a cor-
poration of which he is sole
owner."
Fooney declined to confirm the

$12 million figure, but Kroc had
said earlier that it was "in the
ballpark."

Smith agreed last May to sell the

Padres for $12 million to Dan-
zansky, but on the condition that
the team would move to

Washington.
The City of San Diego then went

to court, and Danzansky failed to

meet a deadline set by the league
for assurances of protection from
damages.
Fooney thanked Danzansky

Thursday for his interest, and said
he believes the nation's capital will

have a baseball franchise before
too long.

San Diego Mayor Pete Wilson
said that Kroc had promised, with
a handshake, to keep the Padres in

San Diego for at least six years.
Kroc pledged publicly to pay
personally any indeminity if the
Padres should move.

"If I'm president of a cor-
poration and sign as president and
haven't got the guts to involve my
personal wealth. I'm not much of a
man." Korc said in San Diego.

Wilson also promised that San
Diego would dismiss its $84 million
in lawsuits against the National
League, Washington, D.C. and
Danzansky as soon as the approval
was given.

Kroc has said he plans to keep
the Padres' name although
President E. J. "Buzzie" Bavasi
has said he dislikes the minor
league holdover from the Pacific
Coast League. Kroc has said
Bavasi and his son, Peter, general
manager, will be retained.

Kill-A-Watt
CONSERVE ENERGY

Spaghetti Night

Every Saturday in

THE HATCH
4:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.

for spaghetti & all the soda you can drink.

.new,
tana
intown
at the BLUEWALL

Thor., Fri. & Sat.
9 p.m. closing

HAPPY HOUR4p.m.-7p.m. TUBORG DRAFT .25

Pennington, Berra
Drafted In AFC

By MIKE BROPHY
For the ballplayers of UMass, it was a long wait on the NFL Players

Draft that was conducted on Tuesday and Wednesday. Tim Berra was
finally picked up by the Baltimore Colts in the 16th round. Pennington
went in the following and final round to the Denver Broncos.
Charlie Johnson was the starting qb for Denver last season. He did his

job well but is, as he himself attests, getting old. The Broncos had drafted
John Hufnagel of Penn State last year. Also on their list of qb's is Steve
Ramsey.
Pennington had been drafted by the Detroit franchise of the fledgling

WFL last week in the fifth round. It has also been said that the Montreal
Allouettes have shown an interest in the 6'5" Pennington who seems sure
of playing somewhere in the future.

"I couldn't have said that earlier this week but now I hold more cards in
my hand," Pennington said.

Berra was the second wide receiver picked by the Colts from the town
of Amherst as they had previously drafted Freddie Scott of Amherst
College who led the Jeffs to a 7-1 season.

"I can't let that bother me," Berra said, "I'll just have to go out there
next summer and show them I can do the job. I know I can." Berra and
Scott both have gifted hands and good speed so the Colts will have quite a
choice to make come preseason time In the past, however, the Colts
have had their problems at the wide receiver post and these two new finds
are sure to help them out.

Berra led the Minutemen in scoring last fall as he rolled up 82 points on
13 touchdowns and two two-point conversions. Pennington held down the
second post with 42 points on seven touchdowns.
Pennington had a 45 per cent completion record as he completed 129 of

290 ariels, 62 of them to Berra.

Berra, in turn, rolled up 922 yards for an average of 14.9 per catch.
Pennington summed up his wait in one simple sentence that describes

the whole atmosphere as well, "I wanted the phone to ring at about 10: 15,

but twelve hours later is better than not at all."

The Lions Are Coming

Peil Pennington and Tim Berra are shown as they posed before making their final appearance at
Alumni Stadium last fall. They have been selected by the Broncos and Colts to try to follow in the foot-
steps of Greg Landry and Milt Morin, two former UMass football players now in the NFL.

PSU Ousted In Wrestling Poll
It 'iot/\»rt lnl/\ti/i/vll/\/ti ni/\ - 1 ll * ^ ' a ' 1. * » • 1 i i i h. a • n

By JOHN BOCK
The Lions are coming, the Lions

are coming ! The Lions that I speak
of don't belong to any circus but
come March they may prove to be
the enter attraction at The 32nd
NCAA Gymnastics Championships
which they will host. They are the
Pennsylvania State University
Nittany Lions who are currently
the number one ranked team in the
nation and last year's NCAA
runners-up.

What can one say about a team
whose coach has become known as
"Mr. Gymnastics". Gene Wett-
stone, in 36 years of coaching at

PSU has coached 24 NCAA
Champs, 103 EIGL titlists, 9

Olympians, and two Nissen Award
winners. The Nittany Lions have
won 183 dual meets against 37

losses. Needless to say he has
coached both World Games and
Olympic teams for the United
States.

One of Wettstone's NCAA
Champs is UMass Coach Tom
Dunn who plays host to his former
mentor for the first time since he
has become head coach of the
Minutemen.
"I really want to look good. I

hope that the routines the boys
throw are clean and sharp." said
Dunn when asked how he felt about
hosting his college coach. "They
are a class team and any time a
team can break 160 then they are
really good."
The Lions broke that 160 mark

with a 164 io 157 win over Navy last

week. Penn State might throw

some new routines but if they have
a tight meet on their hands then
they should be conservative. In ten
years of competition with UMass
the Lions have never lost, while in

that same time UMass has beaten
every other major gymnastics
team in the East.

Every UMie is justly proud of the
reputation that the Cage has for
being a hard place to leave with a
victory. Will the full house that is

expected Saturday really make a
difference with Penn State?

"I don't think that it will affect
their performance too much but I

do think that there won't be the
high scores that they have been
throwing down at Rec Hall." said
Coach Dunn.

Notices
IM ENTRIES-AU entries for the

IM Squash Tourney are due on

February 5th. Entries for the

Wrestling Tourney are due
February 7th. No Exceptions.

SPORTS There will be a meeting
Sunday, Feb. 3rd at 4:30 p.m. for

all people - Male and Female -

interested in working for the

WMUA Sports Dept. Meeting will

be held at WMUA studios in

Marston Hall.

VARSITY HOCKEYTonight's
game with Boston State, to be

played at Orr Rink, will face off at

7 p.m. instead of the originally

scheduled 8 p.m. start. FANS
TAKE NOTICE.

Eastern Intercollegiate

Wrestling Poll

1. Clarion State

2. Penn State

3. Lehigh
4. Buffalo

5. Wilkes
6. Navy
7. Bloomsburg
8. Slippery Rock
9. Hofstra
10. Montclair State

The Eastern Intercollegiate
Wrestling Association recently
concluded its poll for the first half
of the 1973-74 wrestling season and
for the first time in almost five

years Penn State University was
not the East's number one team.
Little Clarion State College

Notices
TEAM MANAGERS-A11 IM

basketball team managers should
pick up schedules immediately, if

not sooner. League play com-
mences Feb. 4. That's Monday,
folks.

IM BASKETBALL-A meeting
will be held for all persons in-

terested in officiating IM
basketball games on Feb. 3rd at 7
p.m. The meeting will be in Boyden
227.

MINUTEMEN TICKETS-Tic-
kets for the B.C. and UConn
basketball games, to be played on
opposing courts, are available in
the Boyden ticket office for a short
while. First come, first served.

usurped the premier position by
virtue of placing ahead of PSU in

the Lion Invitational and com-
pleting a Western Road trip with
their only loss coming at the hands
of Dan Gable's powerful Iowa
Hawkeyes.
The Golden Eagles have three

defending NCAA Champs in 142

pounder Don Rohn, 167 pounder
Wade Schalles, and 177 pounder

Bill Simpson. Rohn and Schalles
are undefeated on the season but
Schalles is not eligible for any post

season tournaments.
Other teams receiving votes

were Pitt, West Chester, Rhode
Island, Syracuse, Cornell, and
Lock Haven. The Minutemen have
wrestled three of the Top Ten this

season and will face Wilkes College

at home on February 16.

GET
THE

Come To Our Ski Breakfast

Thursday, February 7 at 8 a.m.

Lord Jeffrey Inn — Amherst —
By Advance Reservation only

DETAILS
Ski High above the Timberline at Avoriaz—

Haute Savoie, France!
Departure Date: February 15 and March 23

For Complimentary Reservations Contact-
Nick Phelps

Peter Pan World Travel
South Pleasant Street
Amherst 256-6704

THE ULTIMATE
MOTORCYCLE

All This

and 50 mpg
too!

74s in stock

and two

73s at

substantial

savings

Winter Carni' Music
1974

Z-1 900cc

Valley Motor Sports
348 KING ST. 5847303

Friday — Feb. 8

8:00 and 10:00 p.m.
S IB.
Admission:
$1.00-5 College Stud.

$1.50- Non-Students

he Webster Lewis Soul
and Funk Revue

and

The National Center
Mime Company

^^ and Tlit PoiMtte Parfctrifif Bam^V

Saturday — Feb. 9

7:30 and 11:00 p.m.
\

S.l.B.

Admission: $2.50

Tickets available Mon.-Fri.

C.C. Concourse, 10:00 a.m. -4: 00 p.m.
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Home Court Brings

UMass To Life
By STEVE DeCOSTA

There's no place like home.
Especially if home is Curry Hicks

Cage.

The Minutemen looked like a

team rejuvinated as they crushed a
strong quintet from New Hamp-
shire by a convincing margin of 19,

72-53.

Peter Trow led the Minutemen
surge with 18 points, 14 of which
came in the first half as UMass ran
up a 40-21 lead.

Al Skinner and Rick Pitino also
broke into double figures as
Skinner hit for 15 and Pitino made
good on five of seven shots from the
field for his ten points.

The leading scorer for the
Wildcats was Eric Feragne with 13

while Rich Gale added 12.

The game was never really a

contest as UMass ran off ten of the
first 12 points. UNH tallied two
quick hoops to make it 10-6 but the

Minutemen rallied to go up 14-6 at

one point and finally 19-8 midway
through the half. The Wildcats

latly (Cnllrman

SPORTS

could manage to pull no closer than
twelve from then on.
The Minutemen did hit one bad

streak. It came at the start of the
second half as they were unable to
score for four straight minutes
while the Wildcats ripped off four
hoops in a row. At that point,
UMass coach Jack Leaman in-

serted Jim Burke and Greg Duarte
into the line-up and their entry
signaled a streak that lasted for six
minutes in which the Minutemen
blanked UNH while netting ten
consecutive markers on their own.

The Minutemen completely
dominated the final statistics.

UMass shot 50.8 per cent from the
floor compared to 46.0 for the
Wildcats and turned the ball over

on eight occasions while UNH gave
it up 15 times.

UMass also dominated the
rebound action, snaring 42 caroms
to a mere 28 for the visitors. Time
and time again there were only
white shirts under the boards and
UNH was held to only one shot for

most of the night.

Near perfection on several fast

breaks also sided the Minutemen
cause. It was a coach's dream, just

like they're diagrammed on the
blackboard with the outlet pass,

filling of lanes, and easy lay-up at

the end.

The next foe for the Minutemen
will be Niagara tomorrow night at

the Cage. The Purple Eagles are in

the middle of a so-so campaign, but
their schedule has included some
of the top teams in the East in-

cluding South Carolina, which
bested Niagara by 25 in their most
recent outing.

the massachusetts

Women Netters
Take Two

By LINDA MACKLER
Two resounding victories opened the UMass women's basketball

season last night. Both the junior varsity and varsity teams solidly
defeated the University of Connecticut in the Northeast Physical
Education gym with scores of 66-17 and 68-27 respectively.
Coach Jane Farr commented, "I think we played very well. What else

can you say when you beat a team by forty points?" The score does seem
to speak for itself. UConn's baskets were short and off the mark
UMass was aggressive and well organized. Their shots were well-

placed. There were a few game mistakes. In the first quarter UMass
threw the ball away consistently. But they settled down to play excellent
offense and defense. The high scorers were Pat Glispin with ten points
and Jenny Edminster with nine. Karen Fruzzetti, Marilyn Ritz, and Chris
Molonea each scored seven points, the defense was effective and adap-
table They succeeded with a press, man-to-man, two-one-two zone and
one-three-one zone. Chris Molonea and Pat Glispin were high rebounders
UMass had only 15 turnovers to UConn's twenty-five.
Coach Ellen Greaves of the junior varsity team was quite obviously

pleased with last night's performance. Despite a slightly sloppy offense
the scoring was fairly equally balanced. Coach Greaves stated "They
were not afraid to throw the ball, which makes me happy because there
are a lot of first year players." Nancy O'Neil was high scorer with 15
points and Terry Pudlo followed with 14. The team missed only three free
throws. The defense was very strong. They held UConn scoreless the
whole second quarter. Debbie Stoll was the leading rebounder with seven
Here too, UMass led in turnovers. They had twelve compared to UConn's
thirty-one.

This Saturday UMass will play Northeastern at home at 2 15 p m
Northeastern is a strong team with a height advantage over UMass The
game should be much more evenly matched and much more interesting

(Staff Photo - Dan Smith)
Peter Trow (left) and Rick Pitino were the sparks in last night's victory over UNH. Trow led all

scorers with 18 points while Pitino hit on 5 of 7 shots from the field en route to his ten markers.

Skaters Chase BSC
fireworks for UMass goalie Chick Rheault.
Rheault will start, with Jeff McReynolds most

likely as back-up. For most of the season Rheault has
been the top man in the Division, so a repeat of
Tuesday's performance is unlikely.

A few Minutemen are bumped and bruised, but the
only skater expected to miss the Boston State game is

right wing Steve Nims, whose knee is still sore from a
fall he took in the BU game.
Speaking of which, shots on goal statistics from

that game indicate the slaughter wasn't as bad as the
score says (even though games aren't decided by
shots on goal.)

Strange as it seems the UMass hockey team may
not make the Division II playoffs this season. A
combination of an exceptionally well-balanced
Division and an unusual off-year for the Minutemen
puts the playoff picture in doubt.
That picture could be considerably brighter tonight

about 10 p.m. if the Minutemen can beat long-time
rival Boston State at Orr Rink.
Game time has been moved up to 7 p.m. for what

stands as UMass' most important contest of the
season.

State is one of the top teams in the division, and
they've already beaten UMass once this year, 5-3 in

Boston. But they, like most Division II teams, have
been inconsistent, and only last weekend lost to a
weak Colby team in Boston.
BS has one of the best goalies in the Division in

Doug Brooks, and he was instrumental in the State
win over UMass. The Minutemen outplayed them
over the last 50 minutes of hockey and only Brooks'
goaltending kept them from winning.
Up front Paul Fisher and John Caccamo are

talented goal-scorers and should provide some

The Minutemen put three times as many shots on
goal this year as they did last, when they lost in
Boston 7-2. And the Terriers, who had 71 shots last
year, only put 50 on goal this time.
That's little solace.

Anyway, it didn't count in standings. But a loss, be
it 2-1 or 22-1, to Boston State counts, and if that's the
story, then you can just about count UMass playoff
hopes out.

Gymnasts Ready For PSU
By WALT POWERS

Imagine the UMass football
team playing Alabama at Alumni
Stadium. Imagine Notre Dame at
home. Imagine, if you can, a team
ranked second in the NCA com-
peting against the Minutemen in
the confines of Curry Hicks Cage.
An escapist fantasy? A sick joke?
Wrong! The fact is that the UMass
gymnastics team will play host to
last year's NCAA runnerup Penn
State tomorrow at 2 p.m. The
competition between the once-
beaten Minutemen and the un-
defeated Nitanny Lions could
easily produce the most spec-
tacular gymnastics exposition of
the year.

Ostensibly a routine regular
season match, the meet billows
with significance. A comparison

between the histories of the two
teams is a study of opposites. Since
1938, Penn State has won eight
NCAA titles, but UMass has never
qualified for the championships.
Under the direction of Gene
Wetstone, Penn State has won 17
Eastern League titles and sei.:
eight gymnasts to the Olympics;
UMass remains shutout in both
categories.

Unless UMass comes up with a
super effort, or Penn State starts
listening to the crowd, Penn State's
winning streak is destined to
remain alive. State has lost
Olympian Marshall Avener to
graduation, but his replacement,
Jim Kreuast, has proven just as
capable. Despite a general lack of
experience Penn State has run up

phenomenal point totals en iuu;? »n

a 5-0 record.

UMass, on the other hand, has
earned a 4-1 record at the expense
of second rate teams. Their per-
formances have been inconsistent
so far, more a reflection of their
opposition than their actual ability.

Because of injuries, the team has
never operated at full strength.

In the end, talk about strengths
and weaknesses may be
meaningless. The meet will be held
in a four letter obscenity spelled
Cage, and the judging is always
biased toward the home team. The
Cage is a lions den. "It's hard to
describe the feeling I get with
crowd behind me", said Co-
Captain Rich Seikunas, "Its one of
the greatest in the world."

Matmen Face Coast Guard
By JOHN BOCK

The UMass Minutemen wrestlers will be back on
their home mats tomorrow night, trying to get back in

the win column, as they host the Bears of the United
States Coast Guard Academy.
Coast Guard is currently ranked ahead of UMass in

the New England rankings by virtue of a victory over
MIT. "However I think that we are definitely number
three in New England after our match with
Springfield, said Coach Barr.

The Minutemen intend to prove that by staying
pretty much at the weight class they were at against
SC. Peter Sachon will handle the duties at 118 and he
will probably face Coast Guard's Paul Fallis. Larry
Reynolds will be the Minuteman 126 pounder and see

George Long from CG.
Dick Muri will be at 134 pounds with Doug LeMire

coming in at 142 for UMass. Coast Guard has not been
particularly strong at either weight class this season.

When one gets to the middle weights, however, it is

the meat of the Bears lineup. Bill Parker at 150 and

Dave Wygant at 158 could give Minutemen Steve
Jabaut and Cliff Blom some trouble. Wygant was
NEIWA runner-up at 150 last year.
Steve Benson shouldn't have any problems with

Stan Zdun at 167 but Bob Spaulding may be tested
against Bob Connell at 177. The 190 pound bout will
see a very talented junior, NEIWA Runner-up George
Cappaci wrestling frosh Minuteman Robin Osborne.
The heavyweight bout features another NEIWA
runner-up Jim Murray against UMass' Dennis
Fenton.

The Bears have been a traditionally well con-
ditioned team in tune with Coast Guard's "Semper
Paratus" motto. Last year they out scored the
Minutemen on the mat by virtue of several reversals.
They proved to be less than effective on their feet,
however, and that was UMass' big point.

Regardless of titles and rankings it proves to be a
good match. JV matches preceed the varsity at 6 with
the main match to follow at 7:30 in Boyden Auxiliary
Gym.

Inside Sports

•Pennington, Berra Drafted

•Bruins Win

•Baseball Talks

>JV Basketball

daily collegian
weather

See below
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Snowflake power - dig it!

By MDC STAFF
UMass faces the

prospect of more light

snow today after a
weekend in which heavy
snow forced physical
plant crews to work
throughout the night

Saturday to clear
campus roads and
parking lots.

A Physical Plant
spokesman said last

night all roads and
parking lots had been
cleared, and that the

crews were taking a

break after the storm.

Today's forecast calls

for occasional snow and
variable cloudiness.

Highs today and
tomorrow are forecast

from the teens to low 20s,

i
•

"Good thing we didn't fall in head first."

with lows tonight zero to

ten above.
Police reported light

traffic in Amherst and
Northampton Saturday,
with several minor
accidents reported.

The storm which
belted Boston and
nearby communities
with up to 13 inches of

snow Saturday, the
largest accumulation in

the area since February
1969.

Several inches fell in

parts of Connecticut and
Rhode Island, but the

snow-hungry ski regions

of northern New
England escaped the
storm.

Saturday's storm was
the most snow in the

Boston area since Feb.
24, 1969, when 13.7 inches
fell, the National
Weather Service said.

The 1969 storm lasted

four days, dumping 26

inches in the period.

Solar energy study

gets warmed up
By SUE ADLEY
MDC Staff

Thirteen UMass professors

in the Civil and Mechanical
Engineering departments and
the General Business and
Finance department have been
given a $i70,000 grant by the

National Science Foundation to

do research in the field of solar

energy.

Dr. William Heronemus of

the Civil Engineering depart-

ment is one of the professors.

"Our work is to study the

verification of the economic
and technical feasibility of the

ocean thermal differences
process. This is a solar energy-
driven process, related to the

generation of electricity or

hydrogen as a renewable fuel.

Of all the geophysical energy-

processes, solar energy is the

most important."

'The grant." said Dr.

Heronemus, "will run for 12

months. The work is broken

down into 12 tasks, and they all

fit together, making one
common project. The in-

dividual pieces are done by the

individual investigators. This

will be part of the University's

work in the field of pollution-

free energy that has been

talked about for almost four

years." The grant is the second

funded research a rant of its

kind.

Dr. G. Marc Choate of the

General Business and Finance

department is also a part of the

research team. "Our part in

the project," he said, "is to

determine its economic
feasibility, its cost, and the

possible uncertainty of the

cost. Also, we'll study the in-

stallation of the generation of

energy in respect to comparing

its cost with the conventional

means of generating energy."

The 11 other professors in-

volved are: Drs. McGowan,
Ambs, Kirchoff, and Goss of

the Mechanical Engineering
department. Drs. Adams,
Chajes, Dzialo, and
Mangarella of the Civil

Engineering department, and
Drs. Belovicz, McKibbin, and
Zoltners of the General
Business and Finance
department.
These men will be aided in

their work by 15 graduate
resident assistants, and four

undergraduate students from
the three departments. "The
graduate students," said Dr.

Heronemus, "were chosen by
their professors on the basis of

(heir interest in portions of the

graduate research work. The
undergraduates were picked

on the basis of interest also. All

are some of the best students in

their respective departments."

Grad center all wet

Inside

...vampires, fire drHls, energy, impeachment, dieting and much
more.

By MARK CITRON
the Graduate Research Center early

ing left two inches of water in the

caused an undetermined amount of

Vandalism in

yesterday mor.
basement and
damage.

A UMass physical plant spokesman said a basement

fire hose was pulled from a wall outlet, automatically

triggering an alarm at 1 :34 a.m. at the hose was turned on.

Physical plant personnel called the event "minor" and
that "it happens at least once a weekend somewhere on
campus".

Truckers'
strike
continues
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The independent truckers'

strike brought new reports of

layoffs Sunday, a 1 its con-

tinued incidents of violence

caused two states to call up
3,400 National Guardsmen.
Warnings of possible food
shortages by early this week
were issued. Pennsylvania
Gov. Milton Shapp urged a 45-

day moratorium on the
protests which have spread
across more than 25 states, to

avert what he called a

"national economic calamity."
But spokesmen for the

striking truckers, and drivers

interviewed Sunday in four

states, said they would not put
their rigs back on the road until

they get assurances of lower
prices for diesel fuel and a

guarantee that higher fuel

costs can be passed along to

trucking companies on a
dollar-for-dollar basis.

More layoffs were reported
Sunday in Ohio, Pennsylvania
and Iowa. In all, nearly 20,000

workers would be temporarily
out of work by Monday, and
thousands more were in danger
if the shutdown continues much
longer.

In Iowa, Dubuque Packing
Co. said it was laying off 2,800

workers Monday, and at least

1,700 other meat packing
workers in the state were not

going to their jobs. The con-

tinued layoffs in meat packing
plants in several states in-

creased concern that meat
shortages would be felt in a

matter of days, and similar

concern was voiced about
citrus and produce.

Pennsyl' mia called up 2,500

National Guardsmen to relieve

1,400 others who have been on
duty since Friday, to stand
watch on state highways.
"The actions of a few law-

breakers have created an
atmosphere of fear among
truckers who want to drive

their rigs in Ohio," said Gov.
John J. Gilligan as he called up
90 Guardsmen. In Nebraska,
Gov. James Exon directed

state troopers to keep him
apprised of problems.

Violence continued. Tires
were slashed and hoses cut at

several truck stops. Nails
littered some highways.
Truckers in Ohio, South
Carolina, Indiana, Illinois,

Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Tennessee, Mississippi,
Oklahoma and Nebraska
reported being shot at during
the night Saturday and on
Sunday.

In Washington, Shapp issued

the call for the moratorium at a

meeting with government
officials and independent
ruckers. Shapp said he was
"cautiously optimistic" that

the truckers' demands for

lower fuel prices and higher

freight rates could be resolved,

but truckers said it wouldn't be
without concrete action.

J. Leonard Fleet, attorney
for the Council of Independent
Truckers, representing about
20,000 Midwest drivers, said at

the Washington meeting that

he, too, was hopeful, but he
said the truckers were
prepared to shut down in-

definitely.

( Continued on P. 15)
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UMass wants
$100,000 in

auto fines
By MIKE KNEELAND

Some 16,400 parking
violations totalint nearly
$100,000 were issued on
campus between Oct. 1 and
Jan. 21, and the University
plans to collect every penny
of it.

Alan Lawson, Assistant
Director of Administration
Services for the UMass
Dept. of Public Safety, said
that summons have been
issued to drivers for non-
paid violations.

"Violators will no longer
be able to scoff at parking
tickets," Lawson said.
"Those who don't respond
to the court summons may
be found in contempt of
court and their driving
priviledges suspended."
He said about 500 sum-

mons have been issued so
far. The worst violators
were sent the first group of
summons.
About $15,000 has been

collected to date, but
Lawson expects the figure
will rise quickly. "There's
been a tremendous
response to the summons
we sent out. The summons
procedure is working."
The money collected from

parking violators is put into

a UMass scholarship fund.

UMies draw blood
By D. R. CULA

Any vampire worth a grain of salt will tell you
there's a definite art to drawing blood. You could also
ask UMass sophomore Medical Technology majors
John Wojcik and Kevin Paige.
The men, along with students from Anna Maria

College, spent two weeks of inter-session at
Springfield's Mercy Hospital getting a first-hand
introduction to the world of medical technology.
Under the watchful eyes of the registered medical

technologists, the student* worked in such laboratory

departments as hematology, pathology, serology,
urinalysis, and bacteriology.
Part of their time was also spent learning the art of

phlebotomy: drawing blood. The student practiced
first on a dummy arm then on each other and any
willing hospital employee who strayed into the
classroom.

Wojcik 's first patient was MDC News Editor Mike
Kneeland, who convincingly said he was less nervous
than Wojcik himself.

Happiness is no hematoma (blood swell), which calls for celebration. With needle
in hand, Wojcik receives congratulations from Paula Miller, Director of Mercy
Hospital's School of Medical Technology, and Kevin Paige.

Bob has a problem:

a burned apartment
By JUDY BOUCHER

When Robert Allison, a 21-year old accounting major
from Holden returned to UMass this semester, he met with
an unexpected mishap. He was driven by a fire Tuesday
night from his newly rented apartment at 64 Elm St. in
South Deerfield and he has no place to live.

The fire originated in the first floor, being used for
storage by the landlady, and then spread to the second
floor of the building. The cause of the fire was later at-
tributed to boxes and wooden crates that were touching an
electrical wire.

Sitting in the living room watching TV with his girl
friend and dog Nicholus, a white Siberian husky, alerted
them of the fire. Investigating what his dog was barking at
in the kitchen, he found the room engulfed with hot, black
smoke.

Allison stated that the fire department came promptly
after being called and by doing so probably prevented total
destruction of the building. The bathroom was severely
damaged while Allison personally lost linens, cosmetics,
plants, newly bought groceries while his clothes were
smoke damaged. Damages were estimated at $175; he had
no fire insurance.

As Allison gets over the initial shock of the fire, his most
pressing problem is to find a new place to live. He has been
apartment hunting with no luck and presently is "living
day to day". He had placed an ad on WMUA explaining his
plight but has received no offer from the UMass com-
munity to help or assist him in finding a new place to live.

Allison feels that his experience is an example of what
the real world" is like. The UMass community is totally

apathetic and UMass people are only into the Bluewall
scene and don't care," he said.

He may be contacted at 546-5252.

Allison inspects fire destroyed bathroom.
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Doctors say

4-day week

is working
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The four day work week
has been intriguing em-
ployers for years but few
have adopted the system.
Now, however, with the

threatened energy crisis it

is being suggested by many
as a means for saving
precious heating oil and
electricity.

Few studies on how the
employee reacts to the four
day work week exist but two
researchers studying a St.

Louis company that has
been using the system for

more than a year have
made some interesting
discoveries.

Dr. Walter Nord and
Robert Costigan report that

one year employees "had
consistently positive at-

titudes toward the four day
work week" and that ab-
senteeism, which sup-
porters claim to be one of

the major benefits,
decreased by 10 per cent.

Nord and Costigan
caution that their sample is

a small one (100 employees)
and call for more research
on each finding but did list

what they felt were several
possible significant pat-
terns which emerged:
After a year workers with

low-paced jobs (janitors,

maintenance personnel)
tended to be somewhat less

favorable than workers
with high-paced jobs
(assembly line); however,
a majority of both groups
favored the plan;
Workers who planned

what they would do with
their extra weekend time
were somewhat more
favorable towards the four
day work week than those
who made no plans. In
addition, those who made
task oriented plans tended
to be more favorable than
those who made
recreationally oriented
plans.

Females were generally
more receptive to the four
day seeing it as having
favorable effects on both
their job and their home
life. In addition, females
consistently made more
task oriented plans for
weekends, while males
made more recreationally
oriented plans.
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Tomorrow they'll be back at Louis' market, but Friday, infirmary personnel
used the shopping carts to move medical records into the automated files of the new
health services building.

New infirmary
— so far no "bugs"

By MARK CITRON
The first phase of the new $1.2 million

university infirmary addition opened last
Friday with what an infirmary spokesman
called "perfection, not a hitch."

Opening the first new section of the
entrance and medical records area, in-

firmary personnel used shopping carts and
grocery baskets borrowed from an
Amherst market to succeed in meeting the
12 noon target time for the move.
Pernell Parker, staff associate at Health

Services, said "We planned to begin at 8
and finish by 12 and everything clicked off

on time. There was the chance of
mechanical problems when we switched
on our new power files, but everything
worked on time."
Leo Hall, staff associate at the infirmary

and the chief architect for the expansion
into the new building over its seven years
of planning and building said, "opening a
building like this has a domino effect.

Before one section can be open another has
to be already set up."
Hall said plans are underway to convert

the old records section into clinical areas
and now the infirmary can concentrate on
opening of the new out-patient clinics,

"hopefully within the next few weeks."
The domino effect also proved a liability

to infirmary administration as a seven
week strike by pipe coverers and the
bankruptcy of a plumbing sub-contractor

threatened to throw all time schedules off.

Hall said sub-contractor and equipment
delivery dates are set and the infirmary
must co-ordinate and adjust for all time
changes.

Parker, said "We have target dates to
minimize student inconvenience and when
tradesmen walk off the job, the timetable

is off."

The seven year history of the new three
story addition includes:

-co-ordination of infirmary staff with
university planners and changes as UMass
planners revamped the university in the
60s from a 50,000 student population to the
present 22,000

-designing a building for a new con-
ceptual system that "gets people into the
system and use the least amount of time."
-planning changes in the building as

services, such as dental and eye care, are
included in the student health package
-obtaining Mass. legislative approval

for the project.

Major new mechanical innovations at
the infirmary are a new telephone system,
power files in the record section, a con-
veyor system to carry medical records
and a computerized appointment system.
Other changes are elevators in Braille,

toilets designed for the handicapped and
an entrance ramp at a special grade for
the handicapped.
Parker said the new systems will mean

increased services with a minimum of new
personnel. He went on "by clearly defining
what we had before and redesigning
personnel positions we already had, we are
able to save a good deal of expenses and
get increased services...we have our cake
and get to eat it, too."

Hall feels it will be a year before all the
systems in the new building will be tested
and functional. He said,. "It's overly op-
timistic to assume everything to work
perfectly the first day because of the
number of systems involved. We've built

in mechanisms to adjust and compensate
for any failures, but it will be a year before
everything is shaken down.

But fire drills

are good for you
By JUDY FRIEDLAND

MDC Staff
People running around in a daze, cursing the person who interrupted

their showering, studying, sleeping, love-making and smoking..chaos - a
fire drill at UMass.

The University Fire Department, a group of approximately twelve
UMass students run the drill, as well as carry out other fire prevention
duties. They service extinguishers, check the dorms during intersession
and run a "horizontal taxi" during football games. The taxi, according to

Wendell Berry, a member of the force, is a stretcher driven around in a

truck, although technically it is not an ambulance.
All fire fighting is done Dy tne town tire department, however, as

Fire Prevention Officers, they are present at concerts, games, plays, etc.

to insure safety.

"If we find a violation," explained Bruce Whitmore, a junior, who is

Detail Officer, "we notify Ed Goetzl, the Fire Marshall, who sends
someone from the Physical Plant over to fix it.

The members don't wear red hats, and they don't slide down poles ; in

fact, they don't even have an office. We've been bounced around from
dorm to dorm during the past two years," said Whitmor "We've gone
before the Student Union Planning Board to ask for an office - right now
the only space we have is a little corner between Brooks House and Fisher
Lab, where we store our equipment."

The group has lost a lot of equipment, much of it being stolen last

summer when they were housed in Hills House North. Entirely volunteer,
the men only get paid a minimal hourly wage for the functions they attend
as Fire Prevention Officer. They were funded by RSO, but their money
was cut off three years ago.

"We're not even able to make up for what's been stolen," said
Whitmore.

Whitmore, whose job it is to assign the men to functions, said that the
group reorganized after "falling apart for a year."

"We want to create more interest in the force and get more members,
so that we can have more pull on campus," said Whitmore.

There are no requirements for membership. According to Whitmore,
90 percent of the group had had no real contact with fire fighting before
joining.

"They're a group of fellows interested in the Fire Department who
banded together to form a volunteer fire group," said Bob Gleason,
Director of Environmental Safety at UMass.

The UMass Fire Department should not be confused with the
Auxiliary Force of the Amherst Fire Department, a group of student
volunteers whose only connection with UMass "is that its members are
students there", according to Berry, its Deputy Chief. He belongs to both
groups, as does Whitmore and the other members of the UMass depart-
ment.

The forty members of the Auxiliary Force are "integral to the
department" according to fire chief John Dohorty. They receive training
in basic fire fighting by the department, and respond to calls, assisting
the permanent men.
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In The Nation And The World

Cambodian troops clash US funds buy time
By DENIS D. GRAY

Associated Press Writer
PHNOM PEHN, Cambodia (AP) —

Government soldiers backed by river
gunboats tried to fight out of a rebel
stronghold with grenade and rifle fire

Sunday as helicopters strafed the insurgents
in an unsuccessful attempt to blast a hole in

the U-shaped trap.

The 700 government troops, their backs to

the Tonle Sap River, have been penned in for

two days by rebel troops near Peam Muk
Kampoul eight miles north of Phnom Penh.

Field reports said that despite the air and
river support, the government soldiers

failed to break through rebel lines. They
have a possible escape route, however, by
retreating across the river into givernment-
controlled territory on the west bank.

Fighting was reported at close quarters.

Along with the grenades, the government
soldiers were reported throwing makeshift
explosive charges made of tin cans filled

with gasoline.

The capital's southern and northwestern
fronts were reported quiet, with givernment
troops in some areas spending more time in

pay lines than on the front.

But field reports said two more battalions

of insurgents moved into position along a

line running north of Samrong, eight miles
west of Phnom Penh. About 3,000 insurgent

troops are believed massing in the region.

Only one government brigade — about

1,000 men — is facing the insurgents along
that front. The lines are less than 100 yards
apart at some points and field reports said

government soldiers could hardly stand up
without being shot at.

In South Vietnam, the Saigon command
reported that North and South Vietnamese
troops clashed again in the hotly contested

central highlands region near the Cam-
bodian corder.

A communique said North Vietnamese
shelled and attacked South Vietnamese
rangers Saturday near the district town of

Kien Due, which was overrun in December
but later recaptured.

By MATT FRANJOLA
Associated Press WKiter

PHNOM PEHN, Cambodia (AP) — The
$580 million in U.S. funds earmarked for the

Cambodian government this year is helping
buy time for Phnom Penh, now under,

almost daily rocket and artillery attack,

U.S. diplomats say.

They say the only hope of the U.S.-backed
army of President Lon Nol is to hold on until
the monsoons begin flooding the bat-

tlefields in about four months.
Last year, U.S. B52s and fighter bombers

carried the war to the insurgents. Congress
forced an end to the U.S. combat role in

Indochina last year. Now the insurgents are
carrying the war to Phnom Penh.
The diplomats expect another three or

four months of artillery shellings and rocket
attacks on Phnom Penh that already have
killed about 200 and wounded 500 since late

December.
The almost daily attacks have obscured

any visions of victory by the Lon Nol
government.

If the rebels fail to topple the regime by

June when the heavy rains begin, there is no
reason to believe they will be any stronger

when the next dry season comes, the

diplomats say. The rebels are dominated by
Cambodian Communists and include
royalist insurgents.

American diplomats think a standoff

could bring the two sides closer to a coalition

government. The danger to Phnom Penh
has resulted in a flurry of peace statements
from students and intellectuals and
demands that Lon Nol resign.

The shellings have brought the war to the
doorsteps of Phnom Penh's people, who in

the past appeared to take little interest in

the fighting in the provinces.

The insurgents are estimated to have only

18,000 soldiers within a 25-mile radius of the

capital, compared to 50,000 government
troops.

When the attacks began Dec. 23, they
appeared to arouse little more than
curiosity among Phnom Penh's residents,

who seemed to feel that anyone who got hit

with a missle must simply be a victim of bad
luck.

Taxpayers favor giving a buck for campaign
By EDMOND Le BRETON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Taxpayers
who largely passed up a chance last

year to earmark a dollar of their taxes
for financing presidential campaigns
are showing more interest this year, the
Internal Revenue Service says.

But the figures indicate the response,

so lar at least, is still less than over-

whelming. About 13 per cent of the

returns already filed this year carry the

authorization.

Meanwhile Rep. Henry S. Reuss, D-
Wis, said that Congress, in a moment of
legislative carelessness, committed "an
inexcusable breach of faith" by can-
celing the 1973 taxpayers' designation of

the parties they wanted to help. Reuss
said he is preparing corrective
legislation.

A 1972 law provided that, beginning
with returns filed in 1973, taxpayers
could specify that $1 of an individual's

tax — $2 in case of a joint return — could
be earmarked for a fund to finance
presidential campaigns, beginning with
the 1976 race.

Originally, the taxpayer was given a

choice. He could designate a party or

have his dollar go to a nonpartisan fund

to be distributed by formula among the

candidates.

Democrats, whose party chest was
then deeply in debt, especially pushed
the idea.

It flopped. According to IRS, only 3.1

per cent of the returns filed in 1973 had
the campaign fund boxes checked,
providing less than $4 million for the
funds.

Some members of Congress blamed
IRS for putting the campaign con-
tribution boxes on a separate slip of
paper, rather than on the income tax
return itself. IRS said it did not want to

have a taxpayer's political preference
preserved in his income tax file.

Midway through 1973, after most of
the returns were in, Congress changed
the law, requiring the checkoff box to

appear on the return itself and
abolishing the party designation so that
all the collections would go into a single
fund to be apportioned.

The formula generally provides that
the bulk will be divided equally between
the two major parties, with a fraction
reserved for minor and new parties, if

they can qualify.

But Reuss contended, in a

Congressional Record statement, that

most members of Congress did not
realize they were wiping out the party
designation not only for future returns,
but for those already filed.

The change, he said, should have
applied only to future returns. His

proposed bill would provide for

distributing the earlier funds according
to the taxpayers' expressed preferen-

ces.

IRSsaid that, because of the change in

the law, it hasn't kept track of how many
dollars were designated for each party.
There was no immediate estimate of
how hard it would be to carry out Reuss'
proposal, but "nothing is impossible,"
one spokesman said.

Palestinian gunmen 75 budget breaks record
free Greek hostages
KARACHI. Pakistan ( AP) - Three masked gunmen late Sunday freed

two hostages they had held aboard a Greek frieghter in Karachi harbor
for more than 30 hours, officials announced.
They said the terrorists were flown out of the coutnry after being

assured that the Greek govenment would lift the death sentences imposed
on two Palestinian terrorists last month in Athens.

The Pakistan Foreign Office and the head of the Karachi port said the
commandos, still masKed. released Chief Officer Nicolas Lambropoulos
and Chief Engineer George Perimeris 01 the freighter M.V. Vori at 10:45
p.m. local time - 1:45 p.m. EDT.
The gunmen, their nationality still unknown, then were driven to

Karachi airport where they boarded a jetliner. Their destination was not
immediatley known.
The gunmen, who took over the ship Saturday, demanded the release of

two Black September members who had been sentenced to death

.

By JOE HALL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon sends his record-breaking
$304.4 billion budget to Congress
Monday, completing a trio of White
House messages traditionally sent

at the start of each session.

He delivered his State of the
Union message Wednesday and
submitted his annual Economic
Report on Friday.

The budget total for fiscal 1975

was disclosed in the Economic
Report, which also showed there
would be a $9.4 billion deficit.

But the massive budget itself will
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reveal how Nixon has allocated the
money to carry out the programs
he has recommended.
The House and Senate, with

relatively light legislative leads for

the week, will have time to digest
the budget.

The Senate has scheduled a vote
Tuesday on a cloture petition to

end a filibuster against a treaty to

make genocide an international
crime. The petition's supporters
say they doubt they can obtain
cloture on the first try.

The House is expected on
Wednesday to approve its

Judiciary Committee's request for
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unlimited subpoena power in
connection with its inquiry into the
possible impeachment of the
President.

Both branches also will try to act
during the week on an emergency
energy bill if Senate-House con-
ferees, meeting Monday, can agree
on a new version.

The Senate voted last week to

return the legislation to con-
ference. The measure would give
Nixon power to impose gasoline
rationing and take many other
steps to meet the fuel shortage.
The House Ways and Means

Committee will open hearings
Monday on legislation aimed at oil

companies' windfall profits
resulting from high prices in the
shortage.

Secretary of the Treasury
George P. Shultz and federal
energy chiel William E. Simon are
to t stify.

75<

50*

first day
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Impeachment moves...

...Ford backs subpoena of Nixon
By JAMES GERSTENZANG

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice

President Gerald R. Ford said
yesterday the House Judiciary
Committee should be granted the
power to subpoena President
Nixon in its impeachment probe
but he isn't sure the authority is

enough to bring the President
before the ommittee.
The vice president also

suggested that if subpoenaed, the
President might answer the
committee's questions but not
appear in person.

And, Ford said, there is no legal

support "for an unlimited fishing

expedition in the office of the
President." "I think you have to

differentiate between the office of

the President, where there is no
legal precedent for a fishing ex-

pedition, and the rights of any
individual among our 211 million

people," he said, 'it is the office of

the presidency on the one hand that

I think has to have some
reasonable protection."

Ford appeared on the CBS
television program "Face the
Nation,"

Grant Power
"I think the power to subpoena

the President should be granted,"
he said. "I would have some
reservation about whether that

power is sufficient to mandatorily
bring the Presiient to testify before

that committee."
The House is scheduled to con-

sider on Wednesday granting the

committee unlimited subpoena
authority.

Whether the President should

appear, if called, "depends on the

circumstances," Ford said.

Nixon has indicated he will not

obey a subpoena from a California

court to appear as a witness in the

trial of his former domestic ad-

viser, John D. Ehrlichman, in

connection with the burglary of the

office of Daniel Ellsberg's
psychiatrist.

"There are some rumors to the

effect that he might answer the

interrogatories that might be put to

him," Ford said of the California

case. "This might be the format-
I'm not saying it will-for any ap-

pearance before the House com-
mittee on the judiciary."

On Other Program
Watergate Prosecutor Leon

Jaworski said that if the material
he has gathered in his Watergate
investigation is subpoenaed by the
House committee he would refuse

to turn it over.

"I have only one course I can
follow: to hold the evidence
secret," he said on the ABC
program "Issues and Answers."
He said he saw no way at this

time to give the material to the
committee and if subpoenaed, "I'd

meet the gentlemen at the cour-

thouse."

Because the Watergate-related

materials are being presented to a

grand jury. "I have no right to

release them," he said.

Jaworski, involved in his own
fight to get material from the

White House, said he expected a

decision Monday from the White
House on his latest request for

information.

"I can go only so far as to say
that they're documents and some
are in the nature of tapes.'' he said

More Subpoenas
Asked if more subpoenas or

court battles over access to White
House evidence were likely,

Jaworski said: "I cannot answer
that today. I will know that

tomorrow, (Monday). I have been

told that a decision is being made
and that I will be advised of that

decision tomorrow." He would not

say to what the evidence related.

Jaworski stuck to his earlier

timetable, repeating that some
indictments could be expected

later this month, and took issue

with a statement made by Ford on

the CBS program that the

prosecutor had been given more
tapes than he requested from the

White House .

"I have some requests out-

standing for tapes," he said.

"Any idea this material has been
spoon-fed me is in error. I've had to

go after it." Ford said Nixon's
statement during his State of the

Union address Wednesday night

that one year of Watergate was
enough should be taken
figuratively and not literally

because court cases and the House
impeachment inquiry are pending.

"He recognized certain things

still have to be wrapped up in ttie

House committee on the

judiciary," Ford said.

Jaworski disputed the statement

that one year was sufficient.

"We've worked long hours," he
said. "We've moved ahead as fast

as anybody can move, consistent

with fairness," but more time is

needed.

Release Scott Documents
Ford said the White House

should release the material that

prompted Senate Minority Leader
Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania to say
that he was convinced the

President was innocent.

"I do believe it would be ad-

vantageous to get out the tapes or

the transcripts or whatever the

document is that convinced Sen.

Scott beyond any doubt that the
President is right," Ford said.

Jaworski said he did not know
what Scott had seen. Sen. Barry
Goldwater, R-Ariz., said he
suggested to Nixon that he listen

more to the Republicans in

Congress.

In an interview in U.S. News &
World Report, Goldwater said he
told Nixon: "In the Congress you
have a little over 1,000 years of

political experience in the
Republican party. Why don't you
take advantage of it? You never
call us until you get your tail in a
crack, and then you won't listen to

us."

He said a "large, large number"
of those Republicans want the

President to resign "because we're
having trouble." However, he said

he didn't think sufficient evidence
existed to impeach Nixon.

Israeli Premier Golda Meir is shown Wednesday
with Israeli President Katzir, a few moments before
she announced in Jerusalem that she had accepted to

form a new government.

...A probe takes shape Isr*el pounds Syria

By JOHN BECKLER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) - Hidden away in a string of offices in a converted
hotel on the edge of Capitol Hill, the second presidential impeachment
investigation in the nation's history is slowly taking shape.
Despite the immense significance of the undertaking and its in-

calculable consequences, it is proceeding with all the drama and ex-
citement of an inquiry into the price of tung nuts.

In contrast to the headlines and hot television lights that have followed
each step of other Watergate-related inquireies, obscurity attends the
anonymous, sober-faced lawyers who are helping determine the fate of
President Richard M. Nixon.
Few people on Capitol Hill, including the congressmen who face the

heavy responsibility of deciding the issue, are even aware of the task
force assembled by the House Judiciary Committee to conduct the in-
vestigation.

It numbers about 35 lawyers and a score of other personnel. The occupy
most of the second floor of a former hotel that was taken over by the
House a few years ago.

No outsiders even see the staff or what it is doing. Anyone getting off
the elevator on the second floor is confronted by a policeman and can
penetrate no further.
At this stage and for the next few weeks, the staffis devoting itself to the

preparation of a legal brief that will attempt to define what an im-
peachable offense is. It is a question that has divided legal scholars for
the nearly 200 years since the Constitution provided for impeachment.
Special Counsel John M. Doar has promised to have the brief ready by

Feb. 20, and Committee Chairman Peter W. Rodino, D-N.J., is con-
sidering having public hearings on it, as much to educate the public on the
issue as anything else.

The next deadline will be March 1, when Doar expects to produce a
report that will tell the committee just what evidence has been found in
the various areas of presidential conduct it has examined and whats
more, if any, might be available.

It is the further nature of impeachment, however, that when the staff
has finished its job it will still be up to each member of the Judiciary
Committee to decide whether an impeachable offense has been com-
mitted. Andrew Johnson, the only president impeached by the House,
waa acquitted by the Senate in 1868.

Nixon polls lowest ever
PRINCETON, N.J. (AP) -

President Nixon's popularity
reached a new low of 26 per cent in

the latest Gallup Poll. The low
rating came just one year after

Nixon's popularity was at an
alltime high.

In the latest poll, conducted Jan.
18 through 21, Nixon received his

highest rating in the South. Among
the Southerners surveyed, 34 per

cent approved of Nixon's per-

formance, compared with 22 per
cent in the East, 27 per cent in the
Midwest and 21 per cent in the Far
West.

In early January, Nixon had an
over-all approval rating of 27 per
cent. The 1,592 adults interviewed
were asked the question: "Do you
approve of or disapprove of the
way Nixon is handling his job"

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Syria said Israeli artillery

pounded Syrian military positions

and five Arab villages yesterday at

the end oi a day-long series of

sharp clashes on the Golan
Heights.

"Our artillery reacted violently

and inflicted heavy losses on the

enemy sources of fire," said a

communique issued in Damascus.
The Syrian claim made no

mention of casualties at the

military posts or the civilian

villages. But communiques said

the 10 hours of intermittent

fighting erupted at points along the

entire front and was the heaviest

since the October war.

Earlier tank and artillery duels

wiped out an Israeli missile base,

three tanks and six mortar bat-

teries, the Syrians claimed, adding

that Syrian gunners scored "direct

hits" on several Israeli positions

and destroyed two halftracks with
their occupants.

Fighting has been reported for

Nixon supports

Lon Nol gov't
WASHINGTON (AP) - The White

House confirmed yesterday that

President Nixon has sent a per-

sonal letter to Cambodian
President Lon Nol pledging that

the United States would stand side

by side with his govenment now
facing a renewed insurgent effort

to capture Phnom Penh.

Deputy Press Secretary Gerald
L. Warren, asked about a New
York Times article reporting
contents of the letter, said, "there
is such a letter, but we are
following the custom of not

releasing it here."

nine consecutive days along the 40-

mile Golan cease-fire line, where
Israeli forces halted their thrust

into Syria at the end of October.

The Israeli military command in

Tel Aviv disputed the Syrian battle

claims, saying "a few shots have
been fired" and denying that the

Syrians destroyed Israeli taaks or

halftracks.

There was no immediate com-
ment on the Syrian reports of

heavy Israeli shelling or the claims
that a missile base was shot up.

The Syrian president, Hafez
Assad, was in Saudi Arabia for

talks with King Faisal, reportedly

trying to convince him to not lift an
oil export embargo until Israeli-

held lands were returned.

The Beirut newspaper Al Anwar
reported that Saudi Foreign
Minister Omar Sakkaf said the

Arabs will life the oil embargo
"when the United States proves it

takes no pro-Israeli stands."
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information and applications V)

w n te Wendy Zomparelli
202 Plant Science Itldg.

Cornell University

Ithaca, NY. 14850

Winter

Carnival
1974

Us Vegas Night"

Mntff 9

8:00 p.m. C.C. M.

ATTENTION

ALL

RS0 GROUPS

The Building Committee of the Board of
Governors have a limited number of new
student offices opening for a second
semester. If you would like to be considered,
please fill out an application in the RSO
office by February 9, 1974.
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The energy crisis

Steps are being taken

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1974

BOSTON (AP)-New England drivers

and service stations will get a week or

two to try out the latest federal gasoline

guidelines, and if that does not alleviate

long lines at the pumps, stronger

measures will be considered, officials

said Friday.

"We'll look at it for the next 10 or 15

days," said Lawrence Rogers, regional

head of the Federal Energy Office. "If

this doesn't work, then we begin talking

to the governors about an Oregon type
plan."

Under a plan used in Oregon, drivers

are able to buy gasoline on alternate

days, depending on whether their

license plates end in odd or even num-
bers.

Such a plan is already under con-

sideration in Massachusetts.
The federal plan announced Thursday

asked stations to sell all customers at

least 10 gallons of gasoline, post their

opening hour, stretch their gasoline so it

will last all month and coordinate their

hours with other stations so some will

always be open.
Drivers are asked to stay away from

filling stations unless they need at least

five gallons.

"The problem we're trying to solve
right now is the queuing problem,"
Rogers said. "If we keep lining up at gas
stations, somebody is going to get hurt,

either in a car crash on the highway or in

a fistfight."

"People actually bought more
gasoline in December than they did the
year before," Robers said at a news
conference. "We want to re-emphasize
to the public that there has to be some
conservation. Pleasure driving has to be
cut down.
"We want stations to discontinue use

of the $1 and $2 limitation," he said.

"There is no more gasoline to be had.
We just think it can be dished out in a far
more rational manner."

In Massachusetts, John Verani, the
secretary of consumer affairs, has
drawn up an alternate day gasoline plan
and presented it to Gov. Francis
Sargent. But he said the state would hold
off a while before deciding whether to

Are you odd or even?

put it into effect.

John A.S. McGlennon, the regional
head of the Environmental Protection
Agency, said Friday that he approved
the energy office's guidelines. But he
said the states will have to take stronger
action if the guidelines don't work.
Rogers said the longest lines are at

service stations in the Boston area and
the Connecticut River Valley. Lines are
practically nonexistent in Maine, he
said.

All of the New England governors
except one have endorsed the energy
office plan, Rogers said. But he declined
to identify the governor who had not
approved it.

Closed
stations

By SETH MYDANS
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON ( AP) - If a federal mandatory allocation program that
took effect Friday fails to shorten gasoline lines. Gov. Francis W.
Sargent will consider a j>lan under which cars with odd-numbered
and even-numbered licehse plates alternate days at the pumps.
Consumer Secretary'Jphn Verani proposed ihe plan, which is

proving successful in Oregon, to Sargent, Friday. Verani said he
will wait to gauge the effects of mandatory allocation before
recommending adoption of the license plate plan.
He said New England should gain overall by mandatory

allocation, under which fuel is being redistributed to customers in
proportion to 1972 levels. But he said the gain may not be enough to
significantly ease shortages.
Under the Oregon plan, odd and even license numbers alternate

according to days of the week or according to odd and even
calendar dates.

Exceptions would be made for emergency vehicles and for some

commercial vehicles.

License plates that end with a letter would be classed with either
even or odd numbers.

Out-of-state vehicles would present a problem that would have to
be worked out.

Another plan favored by Verani 's office is the posting of green
flags outside open gasoline stations, red flags outside closed ones,
and yellow flags outside stations that are open only for emergency
vehicles.

Flags would also be posted on turnpike signs that indicate exits
for gasoline stations. Officials in Oregon say their voluntary
programs are 99 per cent effective. They are considering
refinements, including a three-day rotation at gasoline stations,
rather than alternate days.
Verani 's office is also considering a recommendation under

which fuel suppliers would work out an even flow of gasoline to
their customers so that stations do not run dry at the end of the
month.

US oil exports up in 73

LEAVING ?
Turn Lights

OFF
CONSERVE OUH RESOURCES

A New Decal
I.ighlswitch.

For Your

By MIKE WATERS
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — While
the dimensions of the energy crisis
grew in 1973, so did U.S. oil ex-
ports, according to a preliminary
study by the General Accounting
Office.

The study ordered by Rep.
Lester L. Wolff, D-N.Y., also shows
that during the same period U.S.
oil companies reduced production.
The final study by Congress'

watchdog agency will probe im-
ports and exports of selected
petroleum products, domestic
production and demand, as well as
imports and exports, for petroleum
products used in making plastics,
and domestic crude oil and natural
gas resources that the oil and gas
industry says are recoverable.
According to the figures sent to

Wolff by the GAO, U.S. oil com-
panies in 1973 produced 845,176 000

barrels of distillate fuel used to

heat homes. This was down from
the 1972 production of 963,625,000
barrels.

Domestic demand for the fuel in
1973 was 904,811,000 barrels and
2,205,000 barrels were exported,
compared with a 1972 demand of
1,066,049,000 and exports of 667,000.

U.S. oil companies exported
1,061,000 barrels of gasoline and
other motor fuels in 1973, com-
pared with 492,000 in 1972. Motor
fuel production dropped from
2,319,950,000 barrels in 1972 to
2,018,214,000 in 1973.

Domestic demand for motor fuel
in 1972 was 2,350,405,000 barrels. It

was 2,051,892,000 in 1973.

investigated

By SETH MYDANS
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — Prosecutions
can be expected as an investigation
of closed service stations illegally

storing fuel accelerates, according
to State Fire Marshal Jospeh G.
Sneider.

Sneider said Thursday that his
office is now culling information on
closed stations violating the law
that requires them to notify local
officials and to empty, cap off and
lock their tanks.

In addition, Consumer Secretary
John Verani has visited central
storage depots of six oil companies
in an effort to pinpoint the level of
supplies on hand and the prospects
for mandatory allocations and a
possible rationing program.
These facilities include the

Union, Gulf, Northeast, Gibbs and
Texaco tanks at the Chelsea Creek
storage area, and the Exxon tanks
in Everett.

Verani said he is not putting
together a composite report on his
findings, and commented that "the
picture is very fluid and volatile."
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sea semester

FULL ACADEMIC CREDIT
STUDY ASHORE WORK AT SEA ON

OCEANOGRAPHIC EXPEDITION UNDER SAIL

Six weeks intensive U.issroom instruction in ocean
studies and/or

Seven rigorous weeks as apprentice seaman ieseauh
assistant on 220-ton schoonei WESTWARD

Credit: Boston University, otheis bv arrangement

Schedule: Ocean wide, \eai-iound

Admissions: College level men and women; no
prerequisite*

Write oiijll: I oiwith C i.imci

st A./ ROOM CM SCHOOL ST. /BOSTON MASS 02 I OK

Ihl7» 742*4246.

Interested in a worthwhile alternative to
your traditional courses?

Interested in the area off Juvenile

Delinquency?

call

M.A.R.Y.
545-2361 for info

or come to 381 Hills South
M.A.R.Y. offers 12 credits for a semester's commitment

to a Juvenile offender
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Oil embargo lift conditional
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The Saudi Arabian

foreign minister was quoted Sunday as saying Arabs
will lift their oil embargo "when the United States
proves it takes no pro-Israeli stands."
Omar Sakkaf's statement in an interview with the

pro-Egyptian Beirut newspaper Al Anwar coincided
with a report in the independent Lebanese daily An
Nahar. The latter quoted informed Arab sources in

Washington as saying the embargo will be lifted
March 1.

President Nixon said in his State of the Union ad-
dress Wednesday that Arab leaders plan an urgent
meeting soon that may result in lifting the embargo,
declared along with a general production cutback to

pressure friends of Israel. It later became known he
was referring to an already planned meeting in

Tripoli on Feb. 14.

Sakkaf said he was "fully convinced that the United
States has begun for the first time since the 1967
Middle East war to work seriously to reach a solution
for the Arab-Israeli conflict."

"There is no clearer evidence of this than the
movements of the American secretary of state in the

area and his achievement of a partial success,"
Sakkaf said according to Al Anwar.
His use of the words "partial success" appeared to

indicate the Egyptian-Israeli disengagement pact
mediated by Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger
would not be enough by itself to persuade the Arabs to
lift the embargo.

Kissinger is trying to get a similar disengagement
pact between Syria and Israel along the Golan
Heights cease-fire line.

King Faisal, widely considered the leader of the oil

embargo, was locked in closed talks Sunday with
Syria's President Hafez Assad in Riyadh, the Saudi
capital. Although Saudi radio gave no hint of the
topics, reports in the Arab press said Assad pleaded
for continuation of the embargo, at least until

Kissinger works out a Golan pullback accord.
The Syrians reported their 40-mile cease-fire line

with Israel erupted over the weekend in tank and
artillery duels. Arab observers believed the Syrians
heated up the front during Assad's presence in Saudi
Arabia to support his plea.

News analysis

Energy woes here to stay
By MARK VOGLER

MDC Staff

The White House Horrors and all

the misdoings committed by a
criminally infested administration
don't seem to matter anymore. The
country's chief concern is no
longer the Watergate Saga.
Americans now confront a

dilemma which not only strips

them of basic human decency and
trust in Government, but one that

carries a burdern on every day
living.

The "Energy Crisis", as it is

defined by the Nixon
Administration, is now taking its

toll on this country in a way in

which citizens would now count

Watergate woes as a blessing.

A fuel shortage accompanied by
skyrocketing prices have coincided

with an unemployment rate

soaring to a national average of six

percent — making life miserable
for Americans.

Its effect on industry appears
devastating. Major auto

manufacturers are finding their

own economies imperiled with a

necessitated switch to small cars

while thousands are put out of work
and are forced to find other jobs.

The employment situation for

the airline companies has taken a

nose dive also. A cutback in fuel

supplies brings a cutback in the

number of flights; and ultimately

massive layoffs.

Truckers are beginning to feel

the pinch caused by high fuel

prices and low freight rates. The
independents find themselves in a

position where survival is

questionable. Those who. can ab-

sorb the losses without going out of

business will undoubtedly strike if

the situation does not markedly
improve.

And as the Federal Energy
Commission continues to dictate

emergency energy control policy

and haunt the consumer with still

higher prices and an occassional

mention of "gas rationing," almost
every sector of American industry

is confiding in the administration's

(Nixon's) promise that the crisis is

only "a temporary inconvenience

that we'll all have to endure."

Yes, it is undoubtly the
President's contention that the

Energy Crisis is simply a

"passing" matter — JUST AS
WATERGATE. Surely gas and
heating oil will be readily available

long after the prices soar up and
conveniently after the President's

problems have been pushed in the

back of everybody's mind.
The biggest perplexity of this

crisis — if it is fair to call it as such
— is that nobody can answer the

Who-What-Where-Why-When-and
How of the matter
Therefore if nobody has the

answer is it presumptious to

question its authenticity? Is

America really encountering an
energy crisis? Is it for real?

Maybe it is time to ask ourselves

these questions. Maybe it is time
for the administration to answer
i hem Maybe it is time that we
know the true facts of the matter
and decide for ourselves whether
we have not been led astray.

It is indeed fact that nation's

$099

Special
•

All You Can Eat

5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

at

7* KoidUKoL,^^
Rte. 9 Amherst, Mass.

J

supply of fuel — the world's supply
— is limited. It is a true fact that

this country wastes much energy
and should revert to fuel con-

servation programs in order to

meet domestic demands. If we fail

to understand these two facts it is

safe to assume that a crisis — as it

is alleged we face right now — will

be upon us.

But why all of a sudden are we
grappling with one today? Why did

President Nixon wait this long to

do something about it? Why did he
wait until "Operation Candor"
before making Americans energy
conscious?

If we are caught up in a serious
energy crisis, a very competent
and responsible president con-

cerned about the welfare of his

country would have been on top of

the situation long ago.

Is the President's excuse (the

country is entitled to hear it I based
on the fact that he was too pre-

occupied with his own ad-
ministrative problems to notice it?

Or was the crisis simply a matter
of convenience, manipulated in

order to disperse the public outcry
— in order to divert the attention

focused on the President's deep
involvement in Watergate?

The

OUTING CLUB
has

Canoeing

Snow Shoeing

XCountry Skiing

Hiking

Caving

Mountaineering

Kayaking

Rock Climbing

and lots of fun

To offer the entire university community: students,

faculty and staff. We have the equipment if you don't,

and the experienced people to show you how if you

don't know but want to learn. Come Join us this

evening in Campus Center Room 113 at 6:30 for an

evening of fun and slides. New people especially

welcome.

Senate Elections

WANTED
Activitist, aware women and men who feel that it is possible

to take control over their own lives and make this place a com-
munity instead of an ivory tower of cynicism, apathy and
paranoia.

The Student Senate isn't utopia, but it's moving in important
directions and needs those brothers and sisters who haven't
resigned themselves to getting just four years of job training.

The following areas have vacant Senate seats waiting for you to fill them:

GREENOUGH (1)

WHEELER (1)

JAMES (1)

WASHINGTON MIDDLE (1)

WASHINGTON LOWER (1)

CRAMPTON (1) PATTERSON
CANCE (1)

(1)

FIELD (1)

WEBSTER (1)

BROOKS (1)

KNOWLTON (1)

PIERPONT (2)

COMMUTERS (12)

NEW AFRICA HOUSE (6)

Nomination papers can be picked up in the Student Senate Offices on the
second floor of the Student Union (Rm. 420).

The deadline for turning in the papers is Feb. 14th with the elections to be
held in the respective areas on Feb 20 and 21.
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Shake-up in administrative services forecast
By BILL DENSMORE

Vice Chancellor for administrative ser-

vices Thomas B. Campion returns this

morning after a self-imposed five-week
"administrative leave" amid speculation
that his job has been eliminated and he will

be offered a new position elsewhere.
Campion's job is one of three vice-

chancellorships which are directly under
the Chancellor's office and have existed
since political science professor John
Lederle was UMass President.

The other two are:

Presently there is a vice chancellor for
academic affairs

—Vice-chancellor for academic affairs,

filled by former physics professor Dr.
Robert L. Gluckstern, and;
—Vice Chancellor for student affairs,

filled by former University Health Services
administrator and physician Robert W.
Gage.
Although there is no official word from

Whitmore, most sources report that
Campion's job and title have been
eliminated, but no definite replacement
formalized.

Whitmore administrators are said to be
working now on a new structure for carrying
out the duties of the vice-chancellor for

administrative services, perhaps with as

NOW SHOWING
AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUS &*e»uu

DOLLAR NIGHTS
'•' N '. TuES
ALL Sf--

Ci»Kf Soer

•PAPILLON'

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEIK

many as three separate offices. The areas of

responsibility for the three would be:

—An administrator to manage student

services, like the Campus Center and Food
Services.

—A second administrator to oversee

physical plant and personnel operations like

maintainance, construction and personnel.

—A third administrator to have primary

responsibility for budget formulation and
overall planning.

When Campion left on vacation around
Christmas, Whitmore acknowledged that

three men had assumed his duties tem-

porarily. But sources report that to

reconstitute the office under a single head
would now be logistic-ally impossible. The
three are:

—H. Jack Littlefield, Jr., presently
University Director of planning;

—John L. (Jack) DeNyse, head of the

personnel office;

—Ken Dean, acting director of Food
Services, who succeeded Joel M. Stoneham
in that office in December after Stoneham
resigned.

Word that Campion would be shifted to

another area, perhaps even outside the

University, and that his office had been
dismembered travelled fast through the

University.

Said one former Campion associate: "It

was his personality that was his downfall.

He had a terrible habit of forgetting things

— even some of the people who worked for

him."
Chancellor Randolf W. Bromery, con-

tacted last week for comment on the ad-

ministrative dismemberment, said it was
needed to exercise better management
control to reduce the scope of the office of

vice-chancellor for administrative services,

which he called too large and too con-

stricted.

He said he and his associates will even-

tually review management relationships for

"accountability and cost effectiveness" in

the offices of both the other vice-

chancellors.

He said because the UMass budget is

levelling off at around 65 million for this

campus "errors we've made, inefficiencies

in management, have to be eliminated."

He said he fears the administratives

services post has become a "catch all" for

everything the other two vice-chancellors

can't absorb.

"Is it (administrative services) an
operating entity or isn't it?", he asked. "We
feel that it is probably not."

While no date has been officially

suggested, the review of administratives

services may be over in as little as two

weeks, at which time new staff positions to

fill *he void left by Campion will be an-

nounced.
Perhaps the toughest question involved in

the impending shake-up is why it is hap-

pening at all. Is it the result of Bromery's

dissatisfaction with the performance of

Campion or the office as an independent

entity?

To be sure, of the three Vice-chancellors,

Campion has the lowest ratings among
campus figures both student and faculty, as

well as at least one well-p aced legal ad-

visor to the University.

But it is also true that his two decades with

the New York Times culminating as

business manager speak well for his ability

as an organizer.

And finally, it is practically impossible to

separate Campion — the man — from what
Campion — the administrator — faced when
he came here: a food service system in

chaos, a Campus Center losing money hand-

over-fist, and a clogged campus parking

system with regular violations and a non-

existent bus transportation system.

Those kinds of problems could keep

anyone from performing up to par in-

dividually, but Campion dealt with them all

at once.

^™

Pictures talk.
Some little

Some inner-city ghettos have special schools. For little

boys who don't talk.

Not mute little boys. But children so withdrawn, so afraid

of failure, they cannot make the slightest attempt to do any-

thing at which they might fail.

Some don't talk. Some don't listen. Most don't behave. And
all of them don't learn.

One day someone asked us to help.

Through Kodak, cameras and film were distributed to

teachers. The teachers gave the cameras to the kids and told

them to take pictures.

And then the miracle. Little boys who had never said a«y-

thing, looked at the pictures and began to talk. They said

"This is my house." "This is my dog." "This is where I like

II II nt.
to hide." They began to explain, to describe, to communicate.
. nd once the channels of communication had been opened,
they began to learn.

We're helping the children of the inner-city. And we're
also helping the adults. We're involved in inner-city job pro-
grams. To train unskilled people in useful jobs.

What does Kodak stand to gain from this? Well, we're
showing how our products can help a teacher-and maybe
creating a whole new market. And we're also cultivating
young customers who will someday buy their own cameras
and film. But more than that, we're cultivating alert, edu-
cated citizens. Who will someday be responsible for our society.

After all, our business depends on our society. So we care
what happens to it.

Kodak

Kodak
More than a business.
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DC a stormy January

< Stalf Photos

George Withers)

Judge John Sirica

•

Around New England
Methuen

METHUEN. Mass. (AP) — Yoga
and meditation gave Skip Cic-

carelli and Dee Lopez the strength
to sashay around a floor for more
than 64 hours and win a dance
marathon contest here yesterday.
Ciccarelli termed the experience

"the best meditation we ever had"
and said he believed they could go
on for several more hours.

The young Cambridge couple
outlasted 44 other entries in the old-

time marathon, which began
Thursday morning at the enclosed
shopping mall. The contest was
sponsored as a promotional effort

by the mall and Lawrence radio

station WLLH. A total of $5,000 in

prizes was awarded.
Ciccarelli and Miss Lopez won a

10-day cruise to the Virgin Islands,

a wadrobe and cash.

The couple became winners at

1:24 a.m. Sunday, when Jean
Soucy and Alice Roy of Lowell
finally dropped out. Miss Roy, who
is planning to marry Soucy in

August, said she was too tired to

continue. As runners-up, they
received $500 in furniture, a color

television set and several gift

certificates.

Legal pot?

MONTPELIER. Vt. <AP> — The
Vermont Bar Association has
released the Marijuana Law
Reform Committees final report

that recommends immediate
decriminalization of marijuana in

Vermont.
The committee was formed a

year ago by the bar association,

which released the report Satur-

day. The committee held five

public hearings on the subject

throughout the state

The report said "our current

marijuana laws have clearly

failed" because they have not

minimized the damage of the laws

to individuals, particularly young
offenders.

The report recommended that
marijuana be eventually sold in

state liquor stores, but it added
that "public opinion does not
currently favor legalization."

Heavy trucks OK
BOSTON ( AP) — The state could

issue permits permitting trucks to

load above the legal limit without
losing federal highway aid, the

special Legislative Commission on
Overloaded Trucks was told

Friday.

The commission chairman, Rep.
Richard M. McGrath, D-
Watertown, read a letter from
David E. Wells, counsel to the

Federal Highway Administration.

Wells said such permits would
have to be discretionary on the

part of the issuing authority "and
not a mere general extension of

weight limits."

Roger Matthews, counsel to the

state Department of Public Works,
testified there were "practical

administrative problems" in the

way of issuing permits as a general

policy.

The department already issues

24,000 permits a year for special

cases such as oversized loads.

Nixon's men

( HICOPEE. Mass. ( AP) - Two
former presidential advisors will

discuss energy and the economy at
the Valley Bank and Trust Co.'s
fifth annual economic seminar
here.

Dr. Walter W. Heller, chairman
of the Council of Economic
Advisors under Presidents Ken-
nedy and Johnson, and Dr. Pierre
A. Rinfret. an advisor to the
Johnson and Nixon ad-
ministrations, will discuss the
economic outlook for the year at
the seminar at the Treadwav Inn

here.

Heller is a professor of
economics at the University of
Minnesota and president of the
American Economic Association.
Rinfret is president of Rinfret-
Boston Associates, a New York
financial counseling firm.

Town clerk dies

WATERTOWN, Mass. (AP) -
George B. Wellman, 69, Water-
town's town clerk since 1936, died

Saturday of an apparent heart
attack.

Wellman, who held the position

of town clerk longer than any
person since Watertown was in-

corporated in 1630, was a former
president of the Massachusetts
Town Clerks Association.

He also was founder and first

president of the New England City
and Town Clerks Association.

Sludge out

BOSTON (AP) - The
Metropolitan District Commission
has approved a contract for
specifications for a sludge in-

cinerator and a waste heat
recovery system that would
eliminate sludge disposal into the
Boston Harbor.
The contract, with Havens and

Emerson, a Cleveland consulting
engineering firm, will be processed
in the Executive Department of

Administration and Finance.
Officials said the contract is the
outcome of an 18-month MDC study
for sludge disposal.

The results of a study com-
missioned in 1972 and an MDC task
force on solid waste determined
that incineration is an acceptable
alternative to sludge digestion at

the Deer Island sewerage treat-

ment plant. MDC officials said.

Considerations taken into account
were cost, environmental and
sanitary benefits.

The U.S. capitol saw a relatively noisey month in
January, possibly an omen of yet another turbulent
year. There was Unification Church rally in support of
the President; A "Right to Life" march against
abortion, and a few screaming matches in between.
Below left, a deceivingly calm White House, and left,

Judge Sirica, looking a little like Columbo.

Trucker 's strike

the reaction
Massachusetts

BOSTON (AP) - Fresh fruits and
vegetables may be in short supply
in Massachusetts supermarkets
this week, food industry officials

say. due to the nationwide strike
called by independent truckers.
Malcolm McCabe of Melrose.

Mass., executive secretary of the
Massachusetts Grocers
Association, said the food industry
"is very much concerned with the
walkout. The independents who
truck in the meat from the Midwest
have been reluctant to come here
because of possible trouble. The
same problem exists with
produce."
He said supermarkets cannot

afford interruptions in delivery of
perishable items.

"It is a serious, a critical
situation," McCabe said. He called
for the federal government to
intevene and end the walkout.
The truckers began this shut-

down Thursday, complaining that
fuel costs are too high and freight
rates are too low. Nationwide, the
strike has been marred by
violence, including the death of a
driver in Pennsylvania Thursday.

Richard D. Butler of Roslindale,
Mass.. a leader of independent
truckers in the Bay State, said 250
independents in eastern
Massachusetts are striking.

Butler said truck deliveries of
nearly all fresh fruits and
vegetables scheduled for this week
to Massachusetts markets will not
be made. Deliveries of eggs,
poultry, meat and dairy products
will also be sharply cu. tailed, he
said.

"Ninety per cent of the fresh
fruit comes by independent trucks
from Florida and it just isn't
coming," Butler said. "The
situation will be less severe for
vegetables.

Connecticut

WATERBURY, Conn. (AP) The
leader of dissident truckers who
closed four Connecticut truck stops
says he doesn't think protests over
higher diesel prices and lower
speed limits will remain peaceful.
Ernest Weiss summoned in-

dependent truckers to his deisel
repair shop at Martin's Truck Stop
for a strategy session yesterday
afternoon.

Truckers blocked the pumps and
persuaded other drivers not to

leave the four stops Friday night.
Two of the stops closed voluntarily
but the others were pressured to
shot down, he said.

"We notified the police and they
were real cooperative. They kept
out of it as long as there was no
violence, and there wasn't" Weiss
said Sunday.
"But we're looking for a little

more drastic action. We're going to
try to shutdown the company
drivers. When we get to the bigger
companies, they're going to call
the police in to more us." He said
that could precipitate trouble the
truckers didn't want.
Weiss said Friday night's

demonstration was a token shut-
down to show that the truckers
were able to close fuel supplies to
drivers who didn't join them. All
stops reopened by 7 a.m. Saturday
and reported no further disrup-
tions.

"We stopped over the weekend
because it's not too busy anyway,"
Weiss said.

He said the Connecticut protests
would continue as long as the
national shutdown lasted.
Weiss said the truckers already

had effected the shipment of
produce in Connecticut.
"The regional market in Hart-

ford is taking a real good bite. I'd
like to see our boys close that
market," he said

5 climbers OK
6th dead of cold

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS II

MILLINOCKET, Maine <AP)-
Five mountain climbers were
recuperating Sunday at a hospital
here after an ordeal that left a
sixth companion dead atop a
windswept clift on Mt. Katahdin.
The five were together at

Millinocket Community Hospital
when they learned that a rescue
party had located Tom Keddy's
body on a ridge leading to Pamola,
one of the mile-high mountain's
five peaks.
Keddy, 26, of Wakefield, Mass.,

was stranded on the mountain with
his five companions Thursday
night after the weather took a
dramatic turn for the worse.
The temperatures dropped from

around 25 above to 20 below, and
fierce sheets of snow lashed at the
beleaguered party.

On Friday, the other climbers
were able to straggle into Chimney
Pond, a base camp about halfway
down the mountain, but Keddy
elected to remain on the cliff and
wait for help.

"It was like being inside of a
continuously exploding
firecracker," said Mike Cohen, 30,

of Brighton, one of the five.

He said the group set out from
Chimney Pond Thursday to make a
technical climb up 1.25 miles of ice

gullies to Pomola Peak. The
temperature was about 25 above
when they started, but the group
got separated and by the time they
were reunited, sunset had come, he
said.

He said with darkness the
temperature plummeted to 20
below and it began to snow in a
fierce, beating way.

In the morning, two climbers set

off down the mountain for help. To
get off the cliff they were on, they
had to go up by rope about 200 feet

to a trail. Several hours later when
no help had come, two more left by
the same route.

When rescuers were able to

ascend to the unprotected cliff

Saturday, they found him dead.
The troup decided to leave the body
on the mountain until weather
improved.
"They were trapped in a horrible

situation," recalled one of the
rescuers, Frank Roberts of Old
Town.
"The winds were fierce," he

said. "And they had moderated by
the time we climbed. Thursday and
Friday were even worse."
Roberts said the climbers had

excellent equipment with them,
but had left it behind at Chimney
Pond, where the temperature was
a balmy 40 degrees.

"Either they didn't know the

weather forecast or didn't believe

it," he said.

The five survivors, all employees
of the Appalachian Mountain
Club's Pinkham Notch N.H. Camp
were identified as Paul DeBello,

23, of Jackson, N.H.; Mike Cohen,

30, of Brighton, Mass.; Robert
Proudman, 25. and Page Din-

smore, 19, both of Gorham, N.H.,

and Doug George, 21, of Concord,
N.H.

They were all reported in

satisfactory condition, with
frostbite and the blisters and
discoloration of exposure.

DeBello, the last to see Keddy

alive, described how his legs were
getting stiff with frostbite and
Keddy was incoherent.
He said he tried in vain to per-

suade Keddy to attempt a 200-food
climb by rope to a trail that would
lead them to Chimney Pond.
Then, recalling the lone trek into

camp, he said he fell about 40 feet
off a ledge into snow.
"I couldn't see anything, it was

all a blur of white."

Brazil blaze

death toll

reaches 182

SAO PAULO, Brazil (AP) — The
Sao Paulo morgue said yesterday
the death toll in the Crefisul Bank
fire had reached 182, but other
sources said 200 or more perished.
An influential Sao Paulo

newspaper said the fire chief was
under threat of being fired.

A spokesman for the First
National City Bank of New York,
which controls 33 per cent of the
stock in the Brazilian investment
and savings bank, said he un-
derstood the death toll was over
200.

Col. Jonas Flores Ribeiro Jr.,

commander of the Sao Paulo fire

department, was quoted in the
newspaper O Estado de Sao Paulo
as saying: "There are 200 dead."
"Dismissal Threatens Fire

Commander," said a headline in

the paper. Ribeiro complained
after the fire Friday that Sao
Paulo, a city of more than six

million, needed at least 70 fire

stations but has only 13.

The press secretary of the state

government said he could neither
confirm nor deny that Ribeiro
might be fired. "We are not
denying it, only saying that we
have no information to that
respect," the spokesman said.

Investigators have not
speculated on the cause of the fire,

but some officials have said it

probably was a short circuit in a

12th-floor air conditioning unit. The
25-story building had no fire escape
and also lacked a helicopter lan-

ding pad.

Sao Paulo's mayor said the
reason the fire spread rapidly
through the upper 14 floors of the
building was that highly flam-
mable plastic was used in its

construction.
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nostalgia

Dylan & Vietnam
By KEVIN MACK

The other day I read another article aoout Vietnam. This one was in the

Globe and it was by Frances Fitzgerald, a woman journalist who also

wrote an excellent book about the war and its effect on the Vietnamese
people; Fire on the Lake. Evidently the war is still around. Only now it's

American supplied Vietnamese killing other Vietnamese. There aren't
half a million Vietnamese were killed in the country whose "peace" won
Henry Kissinger a Nobel Prize.

In a way, it was nostalgic reading about Vietnam again. It brought back
memories. Of childhood. Of the sixties. And of revolution.

Then there was the Dylan tour, which has also been very much in the
news lately. Bob Dylan, like Vietnam, seems an awkward anachronism in

these wishy-washy Watergate days. Dylan, the sixties musical and
cultural revolutionary has just completed his first tour since 1965.

Reading about Dylan's tour was nostalgic too. Dylan started most of his

concerts with his "Like a Rolling Stone", a song from his 1965 album,
"Highway 66, Revisited" ; a song which like many of Dylan's other songs
of that period expresses a peculiarly American sixties spiritual malaise.
It is about a fallen socialite suddenly confronted with the bitter realities

on the street:

"You used to laugh about everybody who was hanging out. But now you
don't laugh so loud, now you don't seem so proud about havin' to be
scroungin' for your next meal"

In a sense, the sixties were years when America became aware of the
down trodden-of blacks and the poor, or life on the street. And they were
years when many of America's chosen few "dropped out" and learned
first hand what its like to be "scrounging" for your next meal."
They were also years of mass realization. People like Dylan and events

like the War in Vietnam forced the conclusion that there must be
something savagely wrong with the American dream. Dylan's musical
negations became the catch-words of a whole generation of collegiate
nay-sayers. (Twenty years of schoolin' and they put you on the day
shift. Look out kid it's something you did, don't know what but you're
doin' it again"

) His rebellious questioning both echoed and foreshadowed
that of the rest of us. Not surprisingly, a group of young revolutionaries,
committed to violent change, the Weathermen, took their name from one
of his songs.

Like Vietnam, Dylan withdrew from the scene. Only hiswithdrawal was
not as gradual. And, likewise, his withdrawal was only apparent. Dylan
still sings his old songs, but, as one of his better known titles says, "The
times they are A-changin". Dylan's new songs are products of a man who
has grown out of his own personal and the national suicide trip of the
sixties. His new songs are affirmations of life and of love. And they are
hard fought after affirmations, paid for with a few grueling years of in-
sane creativity and a near fatal motorcycle accident.

I am in favor of nostalgia, for no other reason than that it brings about
the realization that things were not always the way they are now.
Perhaps in the future, in times of turbulence we will look back on these

days as days when the nation was overly concerned with the petty
misdemeanors of a bunch of DC. politicians and rather inconsequential
economic difficulties. But of realitive quiet, nonetheless.

Kevin Mack is a Collegian commentator.

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
ppr line, and no more than two pages
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.

Zamir Nestelbaum

Oscareliminated
Will Ferd Fishbane find success and happiness at UMass?

How about identity? How about...?

Having been recently absent from these parts for

five or so weeks, I was pleased to get back. And so I

immediately took to as much carousing and

gallivanting as I could muster. On one of my scourges

thru the campus, a very strange thing happened. One
of my friends, Ferd Fishbane, a Meat Tenderizing

major from Fall River, came charging over like a

pack of wild yaks in heat, as my man College is wont

to say. He was livid with excitement, quite red in the

face, and looked as if he had just come from the

BlueWall fight.

"Zamir, do you recognize me? It's me! Ferd!
Ferd! Ferd!" "Sure Ferd, whats happ'nin?" I

replied. But with this he screamed in a great frenzy:

"At last! Someone who knows me. I exist! I exist!"

"Calm down Ferd, calm down. Don't you know that

you exist? Everybody around here exists in one form
or another. Some are alive and some vegetate," I said

in my most profound voice."

Ferd, still incapacitated with rage, bellowed: "You
wouldn't believe what I went through in the last week.
I've been erased from this University. I've been
deleted. I've been folded, spindled and mutilated. It's

as if President Nixon gave the order for Rosemary
Woods to press some buttons and erase me, not once,
not twice nor even thrice, but nine times. I am the
fifty-two second gap! AAAAGGGHHHH ! !

!

" With
this Ferd broke down into a most heart-rendering
tear jerking weeping. "Come on Ferd, take it easy,
tell me what's it all about," I said trying out my latest

Reader's Digest Do It Yourself Shrink Technique.

"Okay, Okay!" Ferd agreed. "First thing, 1 came
back to my old floor, the zilchteenth in Kennedy
Tower and I found to my horror that everybody from
last semester had moved out. No one recognized me.
My 'Its me Ferdie Fishbane and I'm back' yell fell on
deaf ears. And then these two guys, unpacking into

my room told me that I didn't live there any more,
that I was to be temporarily housed in the Campus
Center Hotel 'til they found me a new hole."

"That's not so bad Ferd, it could have been worse.
They even have color T.V. there."

"But the girl at the desk never heard about it and
refused to put me up. And so I have been reduced to

sleeping in the Morgan Memorial Box at the Mall. Its

not easy you know. Every twenty minutes or so
someone drops in an old used out Chesty Morgan Bra
or an empty can of beer."

"Yeah what a bummer!" I sympathized. "What
happened next?"
"And then horror upon horror," he went on, "I went

to register. Curry Hicks Cage didn't have my packet.
Boyden didn't have my packet. Wope never heard of
me. I was outraged, especially since I had paid my
bill a month ago. And so I decided that it was time to

tempt fate and I went to confer v Ih Oscar the
Computer over at Whitmore."

"And...."

"Oscar did not compute. I was wiped out of his

memory banks. No card, no digital readout with my
name on it was lo be found. Oscar had never heard of

me. I had lost my identity. With this I set out to regain

my identity, to find out who I was. I felt like Ben
Gazzarra with a five minute head start."

"What did you do?" I queried.
" I came back an hour later with a big wrench and a

blow torch ready to smash the shit out of Oscar. But
the Campus Police busted me before I got to him. It

didn't matter anyway because they had to let me go
when they realized that I had no identity."

"Hows *hat?"
"No fingerprints".

"AHHH!!"

"But when I got out, I realized what dire straits I

was in. For here I had taken five semesters worth of
Meat Tenderizing courses for nothing. I have to start

all over. And even if I do, the fact that I don't exist

may prevent me from learning anything. Meat
Tenderizing is not easy you know."

"Yes, I know," I said, "its really tough."
Oh the Pain of it All!

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist.
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Bob Estelle

Dieting
In heaven there is no beer,

that's why we diet here.

By now, most of you must've heard about the woman who had her teeth

cemented together in a drastic attempt to lose weight. In fact it may be so

drastic that soon she'll be saying, "Look Ma, no teeth" once her diet is

completed in a hospital where she is getting intravenous feeding. It's no
teeth as there is no way they can be saved. She'll starve so bad that she'll

get too weak to live.

Seriously, while one is losing weight, one must have nourishment. I

know it's hard. I've been on diets a lot although those of you who know me
see me with a protruding abdomen made up of beer.

I didn't diet until my sophomore year in high school. I was a wrestler

then and had to lose the weight to make the team. It was only nine pounds
so I could Metrecal it away. Metrecal, a popular product then, was used

by many to lose weight. Funny, you don't see many of these products like

Metrecal on the market anymore. It's because Big Brother's FDA found

that if one drank 100 gaalons of cyclamate, a common ingredient in these

diet foods, every day for 100 years, you would get cancer of the bladder.

This is why Americans have become "fat and happv."

In my junior year, I had to lose twenty five pounds to make that

wrestling team. The last ten pounds came off by dehydration with a

rubber sweatsuit in a heated room while on a crash diet (mostly

oranges). The same thing happened my senior year. You should see me
now. I'm 5'3", 150 lbs., twenty pounds more than I should weigh and
can't diet at all.

Actually, dieting is an ass. Nowadays, with no diet food, willpower, with

sound medical advise must take over. In this world, willpower, more than

anything else, makes things happen. The best way to diet is to pre-plan it

first. See a doctor beforehand. There are a lot of diets being prescribed

today and a competent physician should be able to find the one right for

you. I would also recommend learning as much as possible about

nutrition, calories and exercise. The best two people on campus I can

think of who could help are Benjamin Ricci PhD and Dee Edington PhD
of the Exercise Science Department. These men are research specialists

in Exercise Physiology and their publications might offer some sound

advice. Check the library.

I feel no one has all the answers. But I do feel that a doctor can give you
the best answers to solve your weight problem. He will probably
prescribe a program of diet with exercise that will take flab off your bod
the best way possible.

As for me, I try the best I can. Now if I could only stop drinking beer.

Dreams, dreams...

Bob Estelle is a Collegian columnist.

Sex ed. for men
By DEBORAH PORTINGTON
The University Health center has

been udder attack by students who
complain that they wait endless

hours to be examined by a doctor,

then wonder whether they receive

appropriate attention. In spite of

these unabated complaints of

students, those who have utilized

the contraceptive clinic realize the

Health Center does allow easy

access to contraceptives, inex-

pensively and confidentially with

the proper medical attention.

When a woman contacts the

contraceptive clinic because she

desires some sort of contraception

she is requested to attend an

educational session. Here, she is

introduced to various types of

contraception, how they affect her

body and what their effectiveness

rate is. Some students wonder how
effective the contraceptive
program is. To anyone attending

(he educational session, it is

blatantly obvious to them that a

great majority of those present are

women. These women should be

commended for caring about their

body but I wonder where the men
are.

With the amount of information

available at these sessions I should

think that more men would be

interested in attending. Almost
everyone knows what the Pill looks

like. It is the little white tablet

sitting in the pastic case with the

dainty flower grafted on its cover

along with 20 other tablets iden-

tical to it. There are other facts to

the Pill, such as it can increase the

likelihood of vaginal infections in

some women and some women
cannot use the Pill for medical
reasons.

There are basically three types

of women sitting in these

educational sessions. First, there

are women who lead an active sex

life either with or without a single.

steady sexual partner. These
women, of course, are ardently

concerned with keeping them-

selves free of undesired

pregnancies. The second type of

woman has a sexual life, but she

has already chosen a method of

contraception. She is present to

acquire a greater knowledge of

contraceptive methods. She may
or may not be thinking about

changing her present method. The

third type of women attending

these sessions possesses a zealous

curiosity to gain information about

contraceptives for whatever she

has.

One might deduce from these

categories of women that there

might be similar categories of

men. I feel there are There are the

men leading an active sex life who
wish to prevent their partners from
becoming pregnant. Also, there

are men I am sure, curious about
contraception Perhaps either of

these men might want to attend

one of these sessions but will not

because he fears he will feel un-

comfortable and unaccepted.
Therefore. I suggest that women
wishing to attend one of these

sessions invite a man to ac-

company her.

The men would probably feel

more comfortable knowing they

are welcomed and that they are a

necessary part ol the clinic if it is

to educate both men and women
with the proper use of con-

traception I venture to assume
that men are a necessary factor in

(he sexual lives of most women
attending (he contraceptive
clinic's educational sessions

Perhaps, through enabling men to

understand that women are con-

cerned about themselves including

their bodies, some men will be less

inclined to treat women only as pill

consuming objects.

Steve Anderson

Campus voters get aid
This month an important advance was made in the

poltiical lives of UMass students. The annual street

listing which is used to update voter lists was changed

to the benefit of students, administrators and town

officials.

Three years ago when Attorney General Quinn

ruled that students could vote where they lived many
people expected hoards of hippies to take over

Amherst. At the same time it was thought that the

townspeople would erect defenses against this hoard.

The first part of the scenario never occured. Young
people have a poorer voting record than any other

age group; and in local elections it is especially low.

In the 1972 presidential elections we voted in great

numbers but on a urban renewal referendum less

than two months later very few of us bothered to cast

ballots. Reasons for the lack of participation in local

affairs include difficulty in registering, a high rate of

mobility and perhaps a lack of interest.

Barriers, real and imaginary, were established or

already in existence when we went to the ballot box

for the first time. In the fall of '71 the Town Clerk

came to campus to sign up voters but in January of

'72 the street listing which few understood including

the Heads of Residence who administrated it

disenfranchised many of us. Voting in the November
presidential elections was heavy and Democratic

enough to drive almost every Republican out of office

in Hampshire County. Almost as a response the

Selectmen decided to hold the town's primary during

school vacation. While they may be able to hide their

reasons in rhetoric and legalism the town leaders

must admit that they kept students from voting and it

wasn't by accident. That election is now in the courts

but the selectmen have learned from this fiasco and
voting will take place during school this year. One

can only hope that they will not take more steps

against us.

Town Clerk, Estelle Matusko, has been charged
wit a the difficult task of keeping the voting list up to

date in this highly mobile town. Under state law she is

charged with conducting a survey of the town each
January and February to determine who is eligible to

vote. As noted before she has tried to do this through
the Heads of Residence on campus; they have ex-

pressed little interest in it however, and have done a

very poor job. This year she is asking the University
through the Housing Office to tell her who has moved
from the town and is no longer eligible to vote. Ms.
Matusko and her office deserve considerable praise
for this new method; it means that student voters will

no longer have to worry about being dropped from the

voter rolls because they weren't informed what street

listing was about or their Head of Residence didn't

bother to take the time to find out. Now only has Ms.
Matusko eliminated this worry but sh has arranged
to have the names of voters listed on campus.

I believe that the number of students who are in-

terested in Amherst is very small, especially on
campus. There is a great deal of insulation between
the gown and town; outside of the Drake downstairs,
Bell's and gas stations, the university can offer us
everything Amherst can. Fears that we'll take over
are groundless unless some extraordinary disaster

occurs.

Voting should be as easy as possible. In this town
that means polling places where the people live and
without long lines. It means the Collegian covering
more local news and giving greater attention to legal

notices from town officials. It also means town of-

ficials giving greater attention to on campus
students.

Fred Weiss

Five Colleges For Art
Now that the biggest snowstorm of the year has

brought us back from the deceptions of Spring to

early February, there are some observations con-

cerning the beginning of the semester that I'd like to

jot down.
Registration is always a pain. While waiting in

Boyden Gymnasium to register, I looked around at

the harried faces, moving from line to line filled with

aggravation and frustration. If you received your

"registration packet" without complications, you

were one of the lucky ones. Many people opened their

packet to find out that they had not been able to get

various courses that they signed up for. Many others

wished that their problems were that easy.

For those who found that their packets had not been

"cleared", because the computer had not registered

their term payments, there was the Bursar's line for

"Problems and Questions". This line was so long and

slow, that it resembled a bread line in Europe during

the Marshall Plan. Some people had to wait for

hours just to get to the front of the line To make
things worse once they got their, and had their bills

"cleared" (as they say in Whitmore) and picked up

their packets...they too found out that they didn't get

some of the courses they requested.

Another question on this topic : Why are people ever

cancelled out of courses? The question is not as ab-

surd as it might at first seem. With the exception of

science courses (that might need lab space) there is

no substantial reason why Departments can't try and

improvise to meet the demand for certain courses.

This is not to say that quality courses with a low

demand should be dropped, but rather that the

faculty and administration should try to improvise to

accomodate all academic strivings, as long as they

are reasonable.

If a certain professor is in demand, he or she should

be willing to teach an extra section to meet the

demand. Now I'm sure that this happens now and
then, and I'm not advocating that it should happen all

the time. However if you talk to students coming out

of registration one thing is clear: it isn't happening
enough.
The foremost example of this is with the Art

Department. I've been told that the only way to get

into a studio course at UMass is to be an Art major, a
relative of Picasso or "know someone"! ! Friends of

mine have been signing up for years and say that they
have never been able to get into "this or that" Art
course. One day I was told by a friend of her plan to

get into a ceramics course. It went something like

this: "If the class starts at eight in the morning..you
get there at seven-thirty. When the professor comes
you smile to show just how much you want to get into

the course. You sit through the first day of class..and
you ask as earnestly as possible; then I'm-

notsignedupforyourclass. .
. but Iwan t veeerymuch

tobeinit. Will you pleeessc.letii ein!!!"

It just doesn't seem fair if only Art majors (to a
great extent) are the only ones allowed in. This is a

University, and if a prospective Engineer, lawyer, or
whatever wants to enjoy an Art course.. it should be a

a real possibility and not a luxery.

What ever happened to

Renaisance person?
On the possitive side, looking through the various

course catalogs in the "Five College Area" I am
amazed by the creative possibilities and course of-

ferings available to UMass students in through cross-

registration. There really are so many things worth
taking at Amherst, Smith, Mt. Holyoke, and Hamp-
shire; and yet a comparatively small percentage of

umies are signing up. If you have a fpw minutes, drop
by the Casiac office for "Five College Information".

You may really be surprised by the possibilities.

Meeting of Columnists, Cartoonists,

Commentators, Tuesday Feb. 5

Editorial Office, Collegian

7:00 p.m.
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For the people

UMass and legislation
By BOB MacKAY

One of the areas that "For The
People" will regularly cover is

legislation that will affect UMass
students. Several House and
Senate bills applicable to UMass
are in the news this week.
House bill no. 423 would repeal

the law granting fiscal autonomy
to state (including community)
colleges. The bill was filed by Rep.
Arthur Desrocher < R-Nan tucket ),

who explained that the bill had
been filed in past years without
success. Desrocher stated that

passage of the bill would bring the

UMass state-granted expenditures
under the control of the State

Legislature and Administration
and Finance. Proponents of the bill

say that repealing fiscal autonomy
will mean greater financial ef-

ficiency at state colleges. Those

"take education back 50 years."
Senate bill no. 123 directs UMass-

Amherst to charge out-of-state

students tuition, board, and room
equal to the charges made by
private universitites and colleges.

The bill would take effect on Sept.
1, 1974...Senate bill no. 13 lists free
tuition for those over 65 at state
colleges...Also, Senate bill no. 115

provides for free tuition in police
science and fire science associate
degree programs for police of-

ficers and firefighters attending
the state colleges. All of these bills

will receive public hearings before
the Joint Legislative Committee on
Education, though the hearings
have not yet been scheduled.

COLLEGE DEMOCRATS

College Democrats of
Massachusetts (C.D.M.) is an

opposed say that passage would organization in the making that is

The Legislative

Process

Your representative

files a petition for legis-

lation in the office of

the Clerk of the House.

The clerk processes the

petition, attaches a

House number and as-

signs it to a joint com-
mittee.

The petition is report-

ed to the House. If the

House accepts an un-

favorable report, the

petition is not ac-

cepted and notice is

then sent to the Sen-

ate. If favorable, the

bill takes three read-

ings and is passed to

be engrossed.

Bill or

sent to

action.

resolve is then

the Senate for

A public hearing and
executive hearing are

then held on the peti-

tion by a joint com-
mittee.

If acted upon favorably

after three readings and
engrossed by the Sen-
ate, it is sent to the Sec-

retary of State to be
put on special parch-

ment

The Governor then has

ten days to decide

whether to sign the bill

or veto it.

to consist of thousands of students

from virtually all the major
colleges in Massachusetts. C.D.M.
will become an effective voice in

communicating the interests of

college students to our Beacon Hill

legislators. Included* among
C.D.M. 's concerns are the rising

tuition costs at nearly every
college in the state.

Congressman Robert J. Drinan
(Fourth District) is tentatively

scheduled as the guest speaker at

the first statewide gathering of

College Democrats. The con-
ference will be held at the Boston
College campus in Chestnut Hill,

February 16 at 1 p.m. in room 113

of McGuinn Hall. At the meeting,
C.D.M. will solicit ideas con-
cerning plans for a major caucus,
to be held by the group in March.
Candidates for the Massachusetts
Constitutional Officers will be
nominated by College Democrats
at its March caucus.

It should be emphasized that
YOUR participation is needed and
wanted by College Democrats.
Students in the Five-College area
interested in discovering what
College Democrats is all about are
urged to attend an upcoming
meeting on the UMass campus.
The introductory session is

scheduled for Tuesday, Feb. 12 at 7
p.m. in room 162 of the Campus
Center.

ON ABORTION...

Controversy over the abortion
issue continues to rage. Rep.
Raymond Flynn (D Boston) says
that Boston "...is becoming the
abortion capital of the nation."
Rep. Flynn has submitted for

approval to the Boston City Council
both anti-abortion legislation and
anti-fetus experimentation.
Flynn's legislation has the support
of such pro-life groups as Mass.
Citizens for Life.

Also, Flynn has filed a resolution
amending the U.S. Constitr' on in
such a way that the Supreme Court
decision of Jan. 22, 1973 — which
legalized abortions — would be
reversed. The resolution will come
up for debate on the floor of the
Mass. House of Representatives.
Flynn's resolution is the first ever
to be introduced into the Mass.
Legislature demanding a reversal
of a Supreme Court decision.
On the other side, Rep. Barney

Frank (D-Boston) said, "It is

nonsensical to say that Boston is

becoming the abortion capital of
the nation..."

"We are talking about a
Supreme Court decision which
grants every woman the right to
have an abortion within the first

six months of pregnancy." In
accordance with the ruling, a
woman is entitled to an abortion at
any public hospital.

"As a matter of fact," said Rep.
Frank, "a lobbying group tried to
put through a bill giving the Boston
City Hospital the option of per-
forming abortions — and the House
Counsel said that the bill was
unconstitutional. City employees
themselves do have a choice as to
whether or not they wish to per-
form abortions — but the in-

stitution (hospital) itself cannot
reject a woman's request for an

abortion..."

PERMANENT STATE
ENERGY COMMISSION

Within three months,
Massachusetts could have a
permanent state Energy Com-
mission. House bill 4217, sponsored
by House Speaker David Bartley
(D-Holyoke), Rep. Raymond
LaFontaine (D-Gardner), and
Rep. Robert Ambler (D-
Weymouth), would bring about
such a commission. The bill is

currently in Third Reading and
most likely will go to the Senate
next week for action.

Mr. Kenneth Robbins, legal
counsel to the Committee on
Government Regulations, ex-
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its "Activity Analysis for 1973." In
the release, MCAD stated that

"...its sole purpose is to protect the
rights of (Mass.) citizens by en-

forcing the state's anti-
discrimination legislation." The
following is also from the report...

"...During 1973 one new law
prohibits discrimination because
of sex or marital status against
persons seeking credit and ser-

vices, and another law imposes a
$1,000 penalty for violators. It is

now unlawful to discriminate
against widows or divorcees in the

purchase, rent or leasing of
residential real property."

"Another new law ends
automatic exclusion from jury
duty of women with children under

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1974
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS* IS

"For The People" is a weekly column on Mass. state government
and politically-related issues of interest to our readers. If you agree
or disagree with what is reported in this column, remember that

the most effective recourse is to contact your state representatives
and senators. Elected officials are representing you, and most of
them are anxious to hear from their constituents. Government
operates most effectively when people get involved!

plained that the proposed Com-
mission would have three major
responsibilities —

First, the Commission would act
as a central repository for energy
data. Presently, information
regarding energy supplies is

directed to several state agencies.
However, there is no one depart-
ment that has or attempts to

collect all available energy in-

formation.

Secondly, the proposed Mass.
Energy Commission would seek
out and develop alternate energy
sources. The Federal Government
plans to spend $20 billion during the
next few years developing alter-

nate energy sources, and the Mass.
Commission would serve as a
lightning rod for some of this

Federal money.
Thirdly, Robbins says that the

Commission would draw up an
"Emergency Load Curtailment
and Distribution Plan." Input for
such a plan would come from the
public utilities, industry, the
public, and energy experts. If the
Governor declared an "Energy
Emergency," the Commission's
plan — which would be continously
updated — would go into eifect.

Finally, the major role of the Mass.
Energy Commission would be to
recommend energy-use policy to
the State. The Commission could
also submit legislation to the
General Court.

FROM THE MCAD

age 15. Working women who are
the main support of a dependent
child can get the same unem-
ployment compensation benefits
without a waiting period. A woman
granted a divorce may resume
either her maiden name or that of
any of her former husbands."

"It is now discriminatory to
require that an employee violate
his or her faith, and persons cer-
tified as mentally competent after
treatment in mental health in-

stitutions must be considered along
will all other applicants in hiring."
"Maternity leave of up to eight

weeks must be granted for
childbirth and recovery. The
employee must be returned to her
previous position or a similar
position. Pregnancy is defined as a
temporary disability insurance or
sick leave plan shall be applied on
the same terms and conditions as
in other temporary disabilities."
"Of the 1600 cases alleging

discrimination which were filed in

1973, almost 1100 dealt with em-
ployment. Fifty-one percent of
these complaints were based on
race or color, and thirty percent on
sex discrimination. Cases alleging
sex discrimination have been in-

creasing in leaps and bounds, and
it is entirely possible that 1974 may
see an equalization of the number
of cases filed in these two
categories of discrmination."
NEXT WEEK: CONCERNED

CITIZENS AND WALPOLE
STATE PRISON

The Mass. Commission Against NEXT WEEK: Concerned
Discrimination recently released Citizens and Walpole State Prison

CASH! $ for your Used Books
The Textbook Annex

of the University Store

will pay up to 50% for your used books
if it is currently being used this semester.

If it is not being used it may still be of value to our used book wholesaler.

So bring your books to our (2) locations:

(1) TEXTBOOK ANNEX:
Fri.-Wed., Feb. 1-6— 9:00a.m. -5:00pm
(2) CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE-
Friday, Feb. 1 — 12:00 - 5:00 p m
AAon.-Wed., Feb. 4-6 -9: 00 a.m. -5:00 p m
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Some midwest firms shut by trucker's strike
(Continued from P. l)

He said the driver-owners want
assurances of reasonable prices

for diesel fuel and permission to

pass through to shipping com-
panies, on a dollar tor-dollar basis,

any fuel price increases.

Federal energy chief William
Simon and four Cabinet officials

met Saturday night and appealed
to the nation's governors to help
restore peace to the nation's high-

ways. At the same time, they said

they were taking steps to ease the

truckers' problems.

U.S. Atty. Gem William B. Saxbe
said yesterday that the governors
should "use every resource at their

command to see that we do not

descend into anarchy. ..This

handful of truckers is not going to

bring this country to its knees."
Saxbe, who said he once drove a

truck himself, made the comment
during a visit to his hometown of

Mechanicsburg, Ohio.

Shapp, the chairman of the Mid-
Atlantic Governors Conference,
said: "A return to work now can
prevent a national economic
calamity..."

Industries unable to get raw
materials or ship finished products
have curtailed production and
further layoffs were announced
yesterday.

Shootings were reported late

Saturday night or early Sunday
morning in South Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Mississippi, Oklahoma and
Ohio. A rock-throwing incident was
reported in Illinois and there were
three arrests in Indiana.

National Guardsmen patrolled

highway overpasses in Penn-
sylvania, scene of earlier shootings

and one death.
George Rynn, president of the

Ohio-basedCounc»l of Independent
Truckers, said it was hard to
estimate how many truckers were
participating in the shutdown.
"There are approximately

100,000 owner-operators," he said.
"About 90 per cent of them are shut
down. There's probably a good 30
per cent of the company drivers on
sick call and there are 300,000
company drivers."

In Minnesota Armour and Co.
closed its large hog killing plant at

Worthington because of the strike.
The Sterling Processing plant at

Oakland, Md., which handles
chickens, laid off 500 workers.
Joe Mercurio, a salesman for a

produce wholesaler in Chicago,
said he had enough supplies to
meet demand for a little while, but
added that spot shortages could
begin today.

Wilson & Co., Inc., a meat and
packing firm based in Oklahoma
City, said more than 1,200 em-
ployes will be laid off because of
the truckers' protest.

By yesterday, the shutdown had
spread to more than 20 states.
Officials in most states said traffic
was light. In some areas, including
the Northeast, bad weather added
to the protest to keep vehicles off
the road.

There was fresh concern over
food supplies, many of which are
delivered by truck.

An official of the Producers
Livestock Association in Colum-
bus, Ohio, said livestock buying
was down 50 to 60 per cent by the
end of the week because of concern
over shipment of the animals.

this week february 6th to 10th

bluewall — "some of my best friends

are' Wednesday and thursday

hatch — in concert — "good friend

coyote" thursday. admission $1.00

t.o.c. "jimmy" — thursday

bluewall — "frisco and the killers"

friday and Saturday

hatch — "seagull" — friday

hatch — "real tears" — Saturday

t.o.c. "sweet basil

arfd Saturday.

»

»

friday

bluewall — happy hour everyday

4 - 7 p.m. draft tuborg 25 c

dog days — Saturday and Sunday

hot dogs 25 c draft tuborg 25 c free t.v

hatch — happy hour —
friday and Saturday 8 - 9 p.m.

—
- all performances 9 p.m. - closing —

The mayor of Jamestown, Term.,
which has no railroad service,
said, "Without the trucks, we're in

real trouble. I'd say by Tuesday or
Wednesday, if they don't start up
here again, the shelves are going to
be bare around here." He said
people were buying "about twice
their usual groceries" on Saturday
in an effort to stock up.
At least a dozen other meat

packing plants and slaughter
houses have shut down or cut back

operations. By Saturday, at least
6,000 workers in Ohio had been told
not to report for work Monday and
1,000 persons in Philadelphia had
lost their jobs because of cur-
tailments due to the truckers'
shutdown.

Westinghouse Electric Co. said
the 4,200 employes in the Columbus
plant would work Monday, but
added that there might be a
shutdown later in the week because
of a supply shortage.

Shakespeare

offered

The English department
has reinstated a course
which was accidentally
dropped during registration

procedures. Qualified
students are urged to sign-
up for "Shakespeare", to

meet from 1-2:15 p.m. on
Tues. and Thurs. Walter
Gern is instructor.

now all this ,-—
rekatFinasiFinast

Heinz

Ketchup

32 oz

Welch's

Grape Jelly

Saltiftes 3 ib

"U.S. Grade A"

Turkeys
Young

Hens

8 to 16 lbs

Tin u fviryiir

Mm mil I Htlitfir

Afturl 59

w
M I

Bottom Round Roast Bowies

Back Rump Roast Bo^ess

Top Round Roast Bo^ess

Top Sirloin Roast bo^ss

Chuck Roast center cm

169
* I

19
» I

it I

ID I

109

Silver Tip Roast

Top Round Steak

Eye Round Roast

Boneless Club Steaks

California Roast s

"";£r"

i

Mr. Deli Specials!

Imported 5

109
Boiled Bam i

1
»

Imported Swiss Cheese
Weaver s Chicken Roll

Dandy Veal Loaf -••*«»

Finast Smoked Pork Butts

Jones Link Sausage • 1"

Parks Sausage Meat STTJET . 1"

Finast Bologna o**. , gg<

Finast Liverwurst »-« 85'

; .L Oscar Mayer Bologna "&•

qq Oscar Mayer Cotto Salami
yy

Colonial Bologna »» v . »« -..

"75'

85

1

Ml
• 9('"85

resh Fruit 6 Vegetables From the Fussy Bunch!

Iceberg Lettuce

^^> Frosh Crisp

Salad

Favorito 29:
Oranges -.' 12 59 Green Peppers 39
Jumbo Celery 39 Radishes 2 25

.* 'r>'u Si! fee 9 I9N

Mountain Farms Mall - Hadley
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Conte

—

watching a

power plant

MONTAGUE - Rep. Silvio 0.

Conte (R-Pittsfield) has told a

reporter he will play an "en-

vironmental and safety watchdog
role" during the application phase
for construction of a nuclear power
plant here.

Northeast Utilities, which serves
Connecticut and Western
Massachusetts, wants to build twin
boiling-water reactors to generate
850,000 kilowatts each in this town
of 8,500 about ten miles north of

Amherst.
The project, to cost $1.3 billion

before completion in 1984, is now
under consideration by the Atomic
Energy Commission.

In an interview with the
Springfield Republican, Conte said

he would not intervene directly in

any public hearings, but will watch
the utility's proposal carefully for

"any moves that would tend to

reduce the environmental
safeguards that are currently
required."

sure?

f

1
sure:

fast?

fast!

economical?

especially!

\ cm can be sure n( our work and our
Ktiaranlee. 'We're an I.T.E. shop).

We're ultramodern equipped lo be

(horouKh and/ffirient with no time lost

\nd we built our reputation on keepinn
ihinxs simple and inexpensive wherever
possible.

United Transmission

Exchange. Inc.

389 King Street, Northampton
584-6790

AT THE GATES
•OF SMITH COLLEGE

jODEMY:
•ObMECj

NORTHAMPTON

it opens TODAY
it ends TUESDAY

at2:00&8:00
AMERICAN
FILM
THEATRE presents. . .

STACY KEftCH

ROBERTSTEWENS
HUGH GRIFFITH

-w-

JOHNOSBORNE5

listen to
your

college textbooks
It's easy - when you finish with your books, you trade them in for cash! Then
turn it into a down stroke on some new stereo gear.

Whether it's enough for a system or just a new LP depends on how many books

you've got to sell, what condition they're in, and whether or not there's a

need for them nationwide.

Whatever you want to use the money for it will sure beat just letting them lie

around collecting dust. So bring your books over to the professional book-
buyers at the bookstore now, while your book is worth the most it will ever be,

Wait too long and chances are that all you'll get for your books is someone
elses song and dance.

sell them for cash at

University Store
February 1 , 2, 4, 5, 6

Speaking of energy...

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

journalism...

17

Stewart Udall, former Secretary of the Interior under Presidents
Kennedy and Johnson, will speak on "The Energy Crisis" tonight at 8 in

the Student Union Ballroom. The program is a presentation of the
Distinguished Visitors Program.

Udall is the founder ot Overview, an environmental planning firm
dedicated to "creating a better total environment for man" by consulting
and working with governments and industries. He is the author of "1976:

Agenda for Tomorrow" and "The Quiet Crisis."

He co-authored a nationally syndicated column on environmental
issues for two years and conducted courses on the environment and
ecology at Yale Unvversity during the 1969-70 academic year.
Udall served as a U.S. Representative for three terms before he

became Secretary of the Interior in 1961.

Martha Walters and Robert Walters, both jour-
nalists with the Washington Star-News, will be the
guests of Mount Holyoke College during the week of
Feb. 11.

Included in the week-long program will be a lecture
entitled "Implications of Watergate" to be given by
Mr. and Mrs. Walters on Tuesday, Feb. 12 at 8 in
Gamble Auditorium, and a panel on "1974 Campaign
and Finance" with two students and the Walters on
Thursday, Feb. 14 at 8 in the New York Room, Mary
E. Woolley Hall. The public is invited to join the
Walters for the lectures.

being Jewish...

Art Waskow, a Fellow of the Institute of Policy
Studies and initiator of the Jewish campaign for a
People's Peace Treaty to end the war in Indochina,
will be speaking at UMass tomorrow at 8 in the
Colonial Lounge of the Student Union. Waskow, who
is the author of The Bush is Burning, The Freedom
Seder, and The Worried Man's Guide to World Peace,
will lecture on the topic "Toward a Revolutionary
Jewish Community". The public is invited.
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Con t. Education
St. Activities
8:30 a. -5 p.

CAMPUS CENTER BUILDING HOURS
February 1 - February 28. 1974
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11 :45 a. -1:45 p. 11:30 a.-l a. 7 a.-
5:30 p. -9 p.

Blue Mai I Bar Hatch Bar
11 :30 a.-l a.

2 M.

p.

p.

p.

p.

2 M.

2 M.

2 M.

P.

p.

p.

P.

2 M.

2 M.

2 M.

p.

p.

p.

P.

2 M.

2 M.

2 M.

p.

p.

p.

P.

2 M.

2 p.-l a.

2 p.-l a.

11:30 a.-l a.

11:30 a.-l a.

11:50 a.-l a.

1 1 : 30 a.-l a .

II :30 a.-l a.

2 p.-l a.

2 p.-l a.

11 : 30 a.-l a

.

1 1 : 30 a . - 1 a .

1 1 : 30 a.-l a

.

1 1 : 30 a.-l a

.

11:30 a.-l a.

2 p.-l a.

2 p.-l a.

2 p.-l a.

11:30 a.-l a.

1 1 : 3C a.-l a .

1 1 : 30 a.-l a

.

1 1 : 30 a.-l a

.

2 p.-l a.
2 p.-l a.

11:30 a.-l a.

11:30 a.-l a.

11:30 a.-l a.

11:30 a.-l a.

8 p.-l a.

8 p.-l a.

Closed
C I osed
Closed

Closed

8 p.-l a.

8 p.-l a.

8 p.-l a.

Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed

8 p.-l a.

8 p.-l a.

8 p.-l a.

Closed
Closed

Closed

Closed

8 p.-l a.

8 p.-l a.

8 p.-l a.

Closed
Closed
Closed

Closed

8 p.-l a.

X

ACCOMMODATIONS
OPEN - 24 hours da I I

y

PARKING GARAGE
OPEN - 24 hours da I ly

PRINT SHOP
Monday-Friday
Saturdays
Mon. Fab. 18

9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Closed

ClQ**d

BARB£R SHOP
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Mon. Fab. 18

8 a . m . -5 p.m.
8 a.m. -Noon
Closed
Closed

POST OFFICES
Automated Post Office located on second floor
next to Barber Shop open the same as building hours.
Window Service Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

Mon. Feb. 18 Closed

M15SIC ROOM
Daily 11:15 a.m. -10:45 p.m.
Man. Feb. 18 Closed

INFORMATION DESK
24 hours da i ly

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Friday, Feb. 1 9 a.m. -9 p.m.
Sat. Feb. 2 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Mon. Feb. 4 9 a.m. -9 p.m.
Tues. Feb. 5 9 a.m. -7 p.m.
Remainder of semester 8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
Saturdays Closed
Mon. Feb. 18 Closed

MEDIA SERVICES
Monday-Friday

•

GAMES AREA
Monday-Friday
Sat-Sun

8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.

CRAFT AREA
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Mon. Feb. 18

CASHIERS OFFICE
Monday-Friday
Closed

10:00 a.m. -8:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
Closed

8:45 a.m. -4: 15 p.m.

Weekends and Holidays

SCHEDULING OFFICE 3rd level

8 a.m. -5 p.m. Monday-Friday
Mon. Feb. 18 Closed

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
Monday-Friday 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-l p.m.
Mon. Feb. 18 Closed

• LOST i FOUND. 1.0. SECTION
Monday-Friday 10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

* Closed Monday, Feb. 18

PRESENTS

JuJu Players Repertory Company
in

"Shango De Ima"
A Yoruba Mystery Play

February 12, 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium

A Third World Cultural Series Event

Michael Houstoun. Pianist

Winner of the Van Cliburn Competition

February 13 & 14, 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium
A Celebrity Series Event

Feb. 13

works by
BACH
MOZART
CHOPIN
PROKOFIEFF
LISZT

Feb. 14

works by
BACH
CHOPIN
RACHMANINOFF
PROKOFIEFF

Tickets to all performances are $1.50 UM-A students;

$3.00 others
Box Office: 125 Herter Hall 545-0202

STEWART

UDALL
former secretary

of the interior

on

TONIGHT

"The Energy

Crisis'
9

S.U.B. 8:00 p.m

presentation
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Morton Pot Pios
CHICKEN, BEEF
OR TURKEY

Kraft

Grape Jelly

18 oz.

Jar

Fab

Laundry Detergent

StarKist

Solid White Tuna

Chock full

o' Nuts Coffee

Stop & Shop

Orange Juice
» ^100% FLORIDA ORANGE JUICE

Duncan Hines

Layer Cake Mixes

18V20Z.
Pkg.

Skippy

Peanut Butter

18 oz.

Jar

Hi-C Drinks

All Flavors

7-UP 6 Pack

The Uncola
16 oz. No-Return Bottles

GQ89
tl«fi>s ottered tor sale not available m case lots or 10 other retail dealers or whoiesat<

Starts Mon .. Feb. 4-Sat., Feb. 9

8 laWfriC»rFrtCTir»allin
I

100% Natural Ice Cream

89

2U 5*

STOP & SHOP QT. CARTON
No need to add topping -

delicious all natural flavor!

STOP a SHOP
REG OR CRIKKLE CUTFrench Fries

Birds Eye Cauliflower

Birds Eye Broccoli Spears££?% 39*

Taste 0'Sea Scallop Dinner

Stop & Shop Onion Rings

Rhodes Bread Dough

Stouffer's JjgXm
Hendrie's Popsicles

Cup Cakes

\$- 89*

2 pV/s
69*

5 Id $109
Pko '

12V, 02 yQe

12 COUNT PKG 69*

Breakstone
STAYN
SHAPE

CHOICE 7 DELICIOUS FLAVORS

Delicious low-calone favorite.

Yogurt

4 a 89
c

Sun Glory Margarine 3 '1

American Slices Indiv. Wrapped VV,
2 89*

STOP & SHO* WHITE Ofl YELLOW

Fruit Flavored Drinks 3 ££ $
1

STOP & SHOP CUP£ OR CHERRY APPLE

J Mint Priced Bakery Specials

10% Butter Eng. Muffins

3 vi *1
—"— \ STOP 1

v ! shop

Cinnamon Coffee Cake
o si

Daisy Sliced White Bread SSfSc5 3.^*1
Cracked Wheat Bread siop.shop !'> 39e

STOP & SHOP SLICED
A great way to start the day.

100% Whole Wheat Bread
i
37<

STOP & i i

o

loaf

Stop & Shop Dinner Rolls f*™
"
Pky

2 43e

COUNTRY STYLE lt«e« J4tDaisy Donuts MmvtzmitmH
Home Kitchen Blueberry Muffins

;

65'
•0P 1 SHO

Individual Danish s^op* shopiemon ^ozcoeiiiumuudi udiii»ii 9ljE8ffi(,Y 0R RASpBEBB¥ p,g 30

Stop & Shop Chocolate Eclair Pie .;' 65c

Stop & Shop Georgia Pecan Ring ,. 69c

Maple Walnut Cake ^ '!.? 69*

J Mini-Prtced Health A Beauty aids

Micrin Plus Mouthwash 89
Anacin Tablets -100 Count Bottle 99*

Vaseline Intensive Care Lotion J ; 79*

Vitalis Hair Tonic 79c

Sanitary Napkins mUKSSTA 59*

I Mim-Pnced Produce Specials

Florida Extra Laru*' * 80 Size .'

Juice Oranges
I INDIAN RIVER W

V =10 79
Ruby Red Grapefruit 4 59

c

Crisp Cucumbers s."L 3 39
e

Florida Chicory ****•< Z9
C

Florida Escarole J*X 29
c

Russet Baking Potatoes 5 89
c

All week mini-pricing specials'give you your

StopsShopsworth!
White Gem U.S. Grade "A" The Stop&ShopCompanies

lb.

Cut up or Split 47!,

U.S. Grade "A" White Gems are the

sweetest tasting chicken that money can
buy. A delicious money stretching value.

Chicken Legs 79!

Chicken Thighs 7

9

C

Chicken Breasts*s& 89'

simply super
.*_ ' ^°P / You aet a consistennv nf mtalitv in nrmmH ho.of

Commitment totheConsumer

Money by the pound.

That's what you stand to lose if you don't take

advantage of unit pricing.

If you haven't paid much attention to it and
aren't sure of how unit pricing works or what it

really is, it's time to find out.

Unit pricing is a very special approach to

pricing. It tells shoppers just how much they

actually pay for the products they buy. Per item.

Per pound or ounce. At a glance.

Wound
' BESF

You get a consistency of quality in ground beef
you've never been able to buy before . . uni-
formly lean and flavorful every time. Prepared
in our own federally inspected plant . . . the cuts
of beef carefully selected . . . the fat content
scientifically controlled ... the quality checked
many, many times ... so your family enjoys
ground beef that s consistently lean, fresh, juicy
and flavorful.

UNIT PRICE OUR PRICE

3S.3 .S3
CENTS POUND

M8 PL STgW ssri
19806 06

US v'gST- 24?

SIMPLY

SUPER!
'Simply

Extra Lean Ground Beef 129
l Super extra lean ground beef is not less than 81 % lean. 1 lb.

Frozen New Zealand-Oven Ready

f/jR&* *' ZH
2LLULL I AAc

v \ -vV Lamb Legs 99
•Q„HlilYl'ri>li;t4<r Reef.

Delmonico Steak «&,* T9

Delmonico Steak-Boneless E

R
;i

s
2

59

- -
'

lb.

Here's how it works. Tags like the one shown
here are used on more than 7,000 items in every

Stop & Shop They're attached to the edges of

our display shelves. They list the following in-

formation: 1. Brand name. 2. Type of product.

3. Package weight. 4. Retail price. 5. Unit price.

So if you're faced with the problem of decid-
ing which of 6 brands of jelly, or 10 brands of

cereal that all look the same, would be the best
buy for you. you'll be able to solve it. Fast. But
remember that price isn't the only considera-
tion. Be sure to compare quality, taste, ease of

preparation, too!

Stop & Shop has used unit pricing in its stores
since April of 1970 If you haven't used it yet,

try it. Who knows how much money you might
save?

cSrom ourown tXitcfiens

Cooked Chickens
ROASTED OR

BARBECUE STYLE
White Gem 3rand. 79:

New in our Service Delicatessen . .

.

Press n Seal bags keep cold cuts fresh.

After cold cuts and cheeses are sliced by our deli clerk, they re wrapped
in our new water-proof, air-tight Press n Seal plastic bags. The Dags keep
everything fresh and can be used again and again Lots of uses printed
right on them!

I hen you're too busy to cook

.

.

.

our master chefs prepare delicious main dishes,
salads and desserts m our own spotless kitchens!
These lira] ioocis are fresh and they're mini-
priced", too!

t mm-frtced Sen Service Dell

ARMOUR^X
! Meat Franks

99
c

Potato Salad - German Style

Macaroni Salad -11b. Pkg.

Cheese Lasagna- 14 oz.

i ib

priced " QQ
LUNCHEON OR MOCK CHICKEN

The dog
kids love to bite'

Armour Star Beef Franks

MiraCure Sliced Bacon

Oscar Mayer Weiners

Oscar Mayer Sliced Bacon

Brown & Serve Sausage

STAR "5

l
1
M

$1?9

S-|<9

89<

• Mini-Priced oeli-Hui specials

Nepco Cold Cuts "-

P&P LUNCHEON OR MC~

Weaver's Chicken Loaf

Dak Imported Danish Salami

White American Cheese

Muenster Cheese

2 Mini-Priced Fish Specials

Haddock Fillets

Stuffed Clams

Fish Sandwich Squares

Pkg 3™
49s

65«

AVAILABLE IN STORES FEATURING A SERVICE DELI.

Fully Cooked

Roast Beef
5#*' Protected" "" f Q

$109
lib

2 35 c

' ' QOc
p«q *

Cooked to perfection!
For super sandwiches delicious buffet platters
you in our service deli

Our Quality-Protected' beef is sliced fresh.

US No 1 Maine

STOP « SHOP in • HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst line. 8:30a7m.-

Rice Pudding -Greek Style

10:30p.m., Mon.-Sat

59r.

OPEN

RUSH

Tues. Nite

Feb. 5

8:00 p.m.

Lambda

Chi Alpha

174 N. Ptatant St.

"The brothers

welcome you to

comedown and get

to know us over

a few cold ones".

NOW SHOWING
ONVENIENTLY located

CAMPUS &«e*Ha4

£»erytlii(i|Toii [net Heiru About CHEEALEAOEflS Comes True

SEE THEM 00 IT IN

GIVE US AN X

DOLLAR NIGHTS ••1*1 *••

s-isp $1 «wiuM»

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
-&—h SYDNEY OMAAA &-

Sagittarius is long-distance and Jupiter
These natives travel, pontificate, are sure
in their knowledge and, at times, refuse to
be disturbed by the facts. Many are slightly

ahead of their time while others are deeply
engrossed in studies of the past Sagittarius
is politics and religion and foreign travel

;

this is the sign of the Ninth House and also
represents publishing and philosophy,
medicine and the theater Sagittarius is

complicated, often brutally frank and many
persons are alienated from them after first

being fiercely attracted.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): New ap-
proach is necessary if complications are not
to be compounded. Be direct . original.

creative and assert yourself in dynamic
manner. Family members, mate, partner
may look aghast -but it is important to be
you. not an imitation or a robot
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Light touch

could work wonders. Tender, loving care is

essential. Older family member needs
encouragement. Give it and you will grow
as a result. Follow through on hunch. Don't
be sidetracked by one who sings the blues
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): There are

unique ways to use material at hand. Your
natural versatility, adeptness comes flying
to forefront If you suppress it to please the
timid, you hurt chances for achievement.
Know it and act accordingly
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Cycle is

high -obstacle will break apart. You can
step over debris. Check apparent minor
points. Be specific, thorough. Step forward
despite protestations of older, intransigent
persons You will, be vindicated.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Be ready for

change, including scenery. Your ideas,
concepts are subject to change. Know it and
don't fight personal progress Gemini.
Virgo persons figure prominently. See and
perceive greater illumination is at hand.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Money and

how it gets that way is of concern-and
should provide humor, too. Some friends
offer advice freely, whether solicited or
otherwise Taurus. Libra could be involved.
Associates who "act up" arc cryina out for

attention, compliments.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): See ahead

-

avoid wishful thinking. Process of tearing
down for purpose of rebuilding may be
necessary You make meaningful contact
with persons who can advance ambitions,
career Pisces, Virgo individuals may be in

picture

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): Subtle ap-
proach brings best results. One who seems
indifferent may merely be testing Know it

and accept challenge Gain is indicated
through written word. Study and get
thoughts, ideas and concepts committed to

paper
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):

Friends and money may be an oil and Mater
mixture -key now is to finish, to be rid of
burden not rightly your own. Aries, Libra
individuals could be involved.
Humanitarian gesture will be repaid. Be
kind without being foolish

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19): Look
bevond the immediate. Your creative
abilities can be successfully utilized. New
contact can aid in proving that point Leo.
Aquarius individuals may be in picture. Be
independent but also defer to special

request by mate, partner.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Hunch
pays dividends Learn and leach -share

knowledge Rise above the petty; be con
fident in future. Those who can perform
special services will be available Know it

and proceed accordingly Another
Aquarian could be in picture.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Creativity
and versatility combine now to bring
unusual contacts, challenges and ex-
periences Horizons will be broadened
What appeared a roadblock to progress will

be removed. Sagittarian might figure

prominently

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY You
are stubborn and talented, frank to point of
being insulting at times You are zealous in

beliefs, often serve as an inspiration for

those lacking in faith. August will be key
month
Copyright 1974. Gen. Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Saturday s Puzzle

UHUfSE EQGCLE

ACROSS

1 Moccasin
4 Figure of

speech
9 Cut
t? Guidoshigh

note
13 Artists stand
14 Southwestern

Indian

15 Part of violin

17 Heavenly
body

19 Make a begin-
ning

2 1 Pose for

portrait

22 Barracuda
24 Drink slowly
26 Cries like cat

29 Leased
31 Sott food
33 Expire
34 Preposition
35 Soak
37 Obstruct
39 Printer's

measure
40 Things, in law
42 Existed
44 Human race
46 Slave
48 Catch
50 Spreads for

drying
51 Worthless

leaving

53 Sleeveless
cloaks

55 Rocks
58 Hunting dog
61 Jump
62 Blemish
64 Period ol time

65 Affirmative

66 Contaminate
67 Lair

DOWN

1 Footlike part

2 In music, high

3 Calling

4 Temporary
shelter

5 Ranis
6 Bone
7 Vigor (coiioq )

8 Cloth measure
(pi)

9 Searched tor

10 French for

"summer
1

1

Damp
16 Bury
18 Goal
20 Tear
22 English county
23 Evergreen

trees

25 Cushion
27 Handle effec-

tively

28 Dispatches
30 Condensed

moisture
32 Animal's foot

36 Sunburn
38 Choral com-

position

KB WREOR EDO

QHEE HEBH
EDOLT1B QGBHREBQQ wraroRQ rao
DOE EHCaSB EDB
nu ihbdrli rjGnrj
HBBBCia BOHHaR
HQQrJH QDHBR

41 Looks pryingly 54
43 Algonquian In- 55

dian 56
45 Remained at 57

ease
47 Sea eagle 59
49 Container for 60

holding water 63
52 Trial

4
Shut up
Timid
Pedal digit

Music as writ-

ten

Before
Hurried
Three-toed
sloth

Dif«tr. by United Future Syndicate. Inc.

WELL, IF -JOU SUBTRACT
KIN6 LOUIS THE FOUkTEENTH

fVOM KIN6 LOl/IS THE 5DCTEENTH,
Ml 66T KIN6 LOUIS THE SECOND!

I?AT5.' I TM0U6HT THAT U)A5
A PRETTY 6000 AN£U)ER!

B. C. by Johnny hart

CC>f46?RMLlLAT"lC>*S . ytxJ'VB \
LOG.T \0 FfcXJNDS \NUlCH

ENTTTLES itU T2? OOR 'SUPER
I 00.0^ PRTZJ3.

VJOhl, WHAT"

l« tTf

A \0 RXJNQ
BOX OF
0OM-BCNS.

r <&eT rr; . . . . Mow t*ocM
\*z the upenMe
rVNEfVSBeRSUlP f

r-ttlMkr. H*ll >.

by Johnny

IP UKET&TXKE
^OKAJ&Wei6*4TOFF

FOR WE FULL, PRC^KAM/
Aetxrr qco cl-a>as.

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant pnrkor and Johmy hart

C£?NT \
vV£>RRr
A&OUT j ttz SMtTH ?

T^2J****

\ A . I vAi I ( M J
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Courses
for mind...
French 355. English majors and

other non-French majors are being
offered a course on the Twentieth
Century French Novel in tran-
slation taught by A specialist in the
field. The course will be offered on
MWF at 1 :25. The Instructor is Mr.
Gugli. Pertinent information about
the course may be obtained by
phoning him at 5-0476.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1974 MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1974 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 21

body...
A course combining dance,

gymnastics, yoga and other body
exercises will be offered this

semester by the dept. of Physical
Education.

PE G-35 will be taught by
physical education major Steve
Margil, and will meet at 1 : 25 in the
Women's Gym (W.O.P.E.) room
203. Enrollment will be limited to

twenty.

Interested students may call

Margil anytime at 665-3737 to
discuss the course or tentatively
enroll.

and soul
One-credit courses on a variety

of religious subjects are being

offered again this semester
through the Faith Explorations

courses by the United Christian

Foundation.

Spring semester topics include

"Christians and Jews: A New
Relationship?", "The Black
Religious Experience," "Jesus of

History-Christ of Faity," and
"Political Theology: Christian
Perspectives in Tension with
Culture-Government. '

'

Registration deadlines for these

courses are Wed. Registration

forms should be returned, in

person or by mail, to the United
Christian Foundation, 319 Hamp-
shire House. Courses will begin
meeting the week of Feb. 10.

Scale model of the proposed millimeter wave radio
telescope shows the aluminum reflector enclosed in a
protective radome and pointed skyward.
Scheduled to be operational in three years, the

telescope will be located at the Five-College Radio
Astronomy Observatory at the Quabbin Reservation

near Amherst, where .t will serve as an education and
research facility for UMass-Amherst and its four
neighboring colleges -Amherst, Hampshire, Mount
Holyoke and Smith.

In the completed telescope, the reflector will be 45

feet across and the radome 68 feet in diameter.

MmjQuxiACt'jt: Is UMass healthy?
The Health Services Advisory

Committee will hold their first

meeting of the semester, Wed. at

4:30 in Room 903 of the Campus
Center. Students are invited to

attend.

The Board acts as a consumer
protection mechanism for the
stud?nt body. Its mission is to

solicit student opinions, wants, and

SHOALS MARINE
LABORATORY

announces

INTRODUCTION TO
MARINE SCIENCE I
unmanly for imde rig-adualrs B

.") credits

will he offered twice in 1974

SESSION I

JUNE 26 - JUIY 23
SESSION II

JULY 26 -AUG. 2 2
i

I he laboratory » located at the
Mo of Shoals, 10 miles offshore A>

[at Portsmouth. Nil For further %V

information and applications*
write Wendy Zomparelli

202 Plant Science HWg.
Cornell Inivtrsity
Ithaca. N.Y. 14850

cerned itself with program plan-
ning, interviewing and recom-
mending new professional staff
members, financing of the health
program, and evaluating policy,
needs concerning the University
health program.

In the past the Board has con-

Its membership consists of
undergraduate and graduate
students and meetings are open to
all interested students. The
director of Health Services and
some members of the professional
staff help facilitate the meetings.

BEAU BRITCHES

Join Oar

Clothes Club

Mountain Farms Mall

Gilbert &
Sullivan
Gilbert and Sullivan's operetta

"The Mikado", will be presented in

Chapin Auditorium at Mount
Holyoke college at 8 on Friday,
Feb. 8 and Saturday, Feb. 9.

The cast and crew of 50, drawn
from the Five College area, include
college student and faculty. The
musicians from the Valley, who
are playing together for the first

time as an orchestra, are being
rehearsed by William Venman of
UMass.

Men's lib

The Amherst men's center will
hold organizational meetings for
area men who are interested in
forming new men's liberation-
support groups on the first
Tuesday of every month, starting
tomorrow at 7:30.

Members of existing groups and
men who would like to form new
groups are welcome. The Center is
located m the Jones Library
Amherst Center.

Style Cut £ Blow Pry

HttOjh BEAUTY SALON
1 X^) WALK-INS WELCOME

MT. FARMS MALL Mon.^t.
HADLEYj

8:30 a.m. -9:00 p.m. 584 0111

OUTING CLUB
GENERAL MEETING TONIGHT

6:30

Open To Anyone in The University

Campus Center Room 1 13

BRING A FRIEND

Notices
ALPHA PHI OMEGA

First meeting tonight at 7:30 in the

chapter room, Memorial Hall. All

brothers and interested individuals

are encouraged to attend.

BAHAI
Bahai Fireside at 146 Shay St. 8

tonight. Nancy Jordan will speak. All

welcome! Additional information

256 6277.

BUSINESS STUDENTS
Bring in used books to see or drop

in and buy the ones you need.

CASIAC STUDENTS COUNSELORS
Meeting tonight at 7 Rm. 804 C.C. It

is crucial that all planning to work

this semester attend.

CO-ED LIVING
The tenth floor of John Adams is

currently co-ed. There are open

rooms for any Unviersity women. If

interested please call 6 4566 or 6 8728.

ENVIRONMENT
It concerns us all. CEQwill have its

first meeting tonight at 7 in 426 D,

S.U. New people welcome.

FONDUE DIP
The members of SDT invite you to

the opening Rush Party Time 7-8

p.m. Call if you need a ride 545 0527.

HILLEL
Hi t lei now holds a daily minyon

(prayer service) at 8 a.m. The ser

vice is followed by a breakfast. All

are welcome.

INTER-VARSITY
Christian fellowship! Jesus Christ

is Lord, tonight 7 : 30, 903 C.C. Bring a

Bible and a friend.

MEETING TONIGHT
WTOY is a student video group.

Who are you? Come to our open
meeting tonight in 167 C.C. at 7:30.

Stop the Communications break-

downs.

OPEN RUSH
Open rush, Lambda Chi Alpha.

Tomorrow at 8, 374 N. Pleasant St.

corner of N. Pleasant and Fearing

St.

OUTING CLUB
General meeting tonight 6:30, C.C.

113 Come find out what the C.C. is

really like. Slides, fun, en

tertainment.

PROGRAM COUNCIL WINTER
CARNI:

Final discussion and coordination

on planning Winter Carni C.C. 902 at

7:30.

PUBLIC DEBATE PROGRAM
The Public Debate Program need

persons to compete in individual

speech events. Such as Extemp,
Pratory, etc... Call Dick Shoen at 545

2055 or come to South College 131 at 4

tomorrow.

PUBLICISTS NEEDED
The University Publicists need

people to talk about University Life

at High Schools. Call Dick Shoen at

545 2055 or come to South College 131

at 4 today.

PROGRAM SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Important meeting at 7:30 in 105

C.C. New and old members are
welcome.

SENIOR LIFE SAVING
Red Cross Senior Life Saving

Course to be offered Tuesday
evenings 7-10. Curry Hicks pool. For
sign up and info call Tom 6-9034.

Starts Feb. 12.

STUDENT AUTO WORKSHOP

The shop will open for the semester

on tomorrow at 3. Fix your car after

that rough vacation. Tune up to save

gas!

STATISTICS FOR THE NON
STATISTICIAN
The course is intended for the non

mathematically oriented student.

STUDENT OFFERING SUPPORT
Students offering support is

sponsoring a film festival at Mahar
Aud. It will be held tonight from 8:30

until 3 a.m. Included in the festival of

seven films is a documentary about

the Belchertown State School. Ad
mission.

STUDENT NURSE
ORGANIZATION

important meetmg to finalize plans
for the convention. All members
urged to attend. See you Wed. at 7

p.m. in the Conference Room.

FOUND
Plastic bag 1 31 in Thompston 104.

Notebook, art supplies. No name.
Claim C.C. lost and found.

LOST
Money lost in Blue Wall 1 31 or 2-1

(after midnight) Urgent call 6 9229
urgent, thank you, keep trying.

ART WASKOW LECTURE
Art Waskow, author of Freedom

Seder, "Speaking on Toward a
Revolutionary Jewish Community"
tomorrow at 8 Colonial Lounge S.U.

Television tonight

X:0« CBS SPECIAL The Little Mermaid "

It)

THK KOOKIKS The Teacher ." (8) <40>

SPECIAL - TIMKS RHYTHMS AMI
KIIYMKS H8)
THK MAGICIAN The Illusion ()f the

Queen s ambit " (22) (30)

SPECIAL OK THK WKKK Queen Of
Spades " (24) (57)

h.M) CBS SPECIAL "Dr Suess's Morton
Hears A Who " (3)

)»:«• CBS SPKtiAI. "MiUi A Tribute To the
American Housewife." (3)

MOYIK The Big Bounce " <8> (40)

(22) (30)

PRESKNTS
Of the Sum

HIT PARADK
(3)

THK 700 CLUB (18)

MOVIE "Kaleidoscope
."

BORIS KARI.OKK
THRILLER "The Ust
mervilles." (27)

io:oo COUNTRY MUMC
With Kddy Arnold as host

ENERGY ALERT (24)

NKWS (27)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK (57)

10:05 t.KNKRAL ASSEMBLY PREVIEW
(24)

10:25 NEWSLETTER OP FAITH (18)

10:30 THK LIVING WORD (18)

—

ROOMMATE WANTED

Grad student or working woman
preferred, duplex in rural North Amherst.
$100 per month. Paula. 545-0612. 549-0916.

545-0469.

MM

Female roommate wanted. 120 per week
and must like to cook. For more info call

549-0343.

MM

Graduate student for 3 bedroom Puffton

apt., own room, now thru May. on bus
route, parking. 549-6258 mornings. 9-10

a.m.; eves, after 5 p.m.

KM

Woman needed to share quiet apt. with

two women and two crazy cats. Walking

distance to campus, on quiet street. Call

256-0310 after 5 p.m.
trz-s

Serious male student to share large quiet

apt., must like peace and quiet and calm
surroundings. Call 584-3993 before 9 a.m.

or after II p.m.. Klorence.
2-4

2 males looking for place to live in

Amherst area. If you need 2 people to live

with or else look with us call Miles or Bob,

256-6011.

tf2-7

Quiet person pref. 150 per mlh & util.

(enter of Belchertown. Call after 8:00. 323-

7842.

tf2-S

One roommate to share a two bedroom
Brittany Manor Apt. 1105-month. Call Jim.

665-3400.

tfZ-4

FOR RENT

Wendell — in center of town with 2 acres,

18 miles to I . of Mass. Likely Listing! .256-

SX<*

tf2-5

Wendell — 5 bedrooms. 2 sleeping lofts. 1

living rooms. 2 baths. 23 miles from

Amherst. Likely Listings. 256-8896

tf2-5

Old Country Store & Inn. ideal location

for alternative school, craft center, etc.. 3

baths. 3 kitchens. 12 bedrooms, land. 256-

8896.

tf2-5

."i-6 bedroom house in country . 2 kitchens.

2 baths, full cellar with fireplace. Likely

Listings. 256-8896

tf2-5

Booms (2> for rent in Hatfield <»> miles

from Amherst, quiet, in the country. $60-

month plus utilities Call M74REI
llollv Kn—

1

>» only. "-'-•»

Furnish<<l ((Mini — share bath with one

person. 175 \milv St.. \niherst 2.VI-5354.

If2-H

Two apts. adjacent w ith 3 bedrooms, fair

shape, low rent. Skibiski Healtors. 584-

3428. Northampton.
MM

Booms for rent — no lease, no kitchen.

no pets, next to campus, bus. 401 V
Pleasant St.. 253-9938. ask for Duncan or

leave note.

tf»-6

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

Saxaphonist. mus'. be willing to do lots of

load work, steady gigging. Call 584-6279.

tf2-8

Tutor wanted, basic and organic (hem
Call 665-4348 after 6 p.m.

tf2-5

Full size refrig. Must be in good working

order. Call Rob. 6-9702. Keep trying.

U2-5

Anyone interested in starting a weekly

poker club call Bob. 253-2981. weekdays 6-7

p.m. L'Mass students only, limited

memberships.
tf2-7

Want to buy a used 10-speed bike. If

selling one call Lisa. 253-7674.

tf2-9

Wanted — stud! Call Terra. 253-9668,

prefer black and white Husky with papers.

Necessary for Feb. or early March. Pick of

litter or fee.

U2-6

HELP WANTED

Female drummer wanted for working

band. Call 584-6648 between 5-6 p.m.

UZ-5

How to earn 110-15.000 per year. 6 month

training period, no obligation. Write: Mr.

Weiss. Box 552. Randolph. Ma. 02368.

tf2-12

Kducational Consulting Kirm seeking

Project-Office Coordinator-Secretary.
Send resume to NFS, P.O. Box 226.

Amherst.

MM
I ead singer and -or bass player wanted

for Rluegrass Band. If interested call Tom.
Km. 102. 545-2638 or leave message.

lf2-5

Work ptime in your room. Piece work,

travel to Nhamptn required. Name. add.

plum. & hrs.-wk, on pst card to Box 776.

Amherst. 01002.

tf2-7

Wanted — Someone to clean restaurant

- (all Jollv Bull. 584-2769.

tf2-7

Student Senate Transit Ser\ice will

he .m i i-iiiiiu- applications for spring
semester l)ri\er Training Program.
\pply at Bus darage the week of Feb.
I-H. Students with :tor m«we semesters
left preferred. Any questions call 545-

IMI.M.

RM

FREE

Kittens — With thumbs 66:

••\ ening.

-3512. in

RM

Free cat: One life used — H

\mherst \ rterinary Hospital.

Free! 253-3073.

left (all

(rood cat!

If 2-4

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Kawasaki I25cc. 1966. cheap. 253:1516.

RM

ENTERTAINMENT

SUi t the vear right with Bob the D.J. as

he plays all your favorite hits of the 50's

and 60V Call now. don't delay, 536-6075.

tf2-5

I .is Vegas Night prizes: leather travel

pack. $50; orig I860 etchings. 150;

camera. 125; radios, stereo headphones. 10

gal. aquarium, etc.

tf2-5

Band Phoenix — available for your

party, specializing in good rock 'n' roll

dance music. Call Mike. 549-1343 or Rob.
549-3911.

tf2-8

FOR SALE

Open every day— 8 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. Beer,

wine, pipes, papers, hot sandwiches &
groceries. Montague Mini-Mart.

tf2-t

Coldspot refrigerator for sale — 7.7 cu.

ft. with freezer and chiller, 4 shelves,

$75.00. Call Donna. 203 Mary Lyon. 545-2517

or 5-2516.

tf2-5

Panasonic Stereo Receiver and Cassette

Player. AM phono and tape mode switch

180. 6-8777.

tf2-5

Austin American '71. 24.000 mi. 36-gaL.

ex. cond. Call 1-527-1275 days or 256-0664

eve. Barbara-Dave.
trz-7

Save money — Buy your used books at
student prices. Commonwealth Rm.
Monday - Friday. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Don't
get ripped off:

MM

Skis for sale — 155. including bindings

and poles. Kxcellent condition, call Sue

HUM
tf2-6

For sale — ski boots. Humanic size 9*2.

Kl II Model 24 speakers, best offer. 253-

KIK.
tf2-5

Refrigerator. 3 cu. ft. used one semester,

cost $90. sell $70 or best offer, under

warranty. Call Paul. 5-5664. trade for

waterbed with heater.
2-4

10-speed mans French bike. $100: Kodak
Instamatic 50. elec. eye. $75. Must sell. 323-

187.
U2-5

(ampco drums. 4 heads, walnut finish,

high hat. cymbals, hardware included.

$100 (all 219-0243.

tf2-7

Klectrophonic stereo with AM-FM in

excellent condition, best offer, must sell,

am lea\ing country. Call 546-7709.

tfJ-5

(i.K. stereo lor sale — less than one year'

old. must sell immediately, need money.
$11.'. or best offer, (all 236-8667. keep
Irving.

tf2-6

TALENTED VOICES

Talented v oices needed to join the
expanding group of singing
DYNASTICS Contact Tony Kauseo.
Hotel Northampton. 584-3100

MM

PERSONAL

Attractive liberal, open-minded female

who likes leather, boots, etc. For
modeling, good pa . Write KB.. P.O. Box
262. Holyoke. Ma. 01040.

MM
Drop by the Montague Mini-Mart for

your free incense. Open 8 a.m. to II p.m.

every day. All popular beer, wine, pipes &
papers, etc.

MM

Karn quick $ — I will buy any silver

coins that you have tucked away, will pay

at least twice face value. Ed. 546-6351.

MM

Las Vegas Night: Feb 9. 8 p.m. CC Aud.
— Poker. Craps, Black Jack, Roulette.

Chucka Luck, Wheel of Fortune, etc. Over
$1200 in prizes.

MM
|

The Child Care Kxchange. Infants — 8

yrs. An alternative to sitters. Playgroups

also. In its third year with 135 families. 586-

2224. Joan.
tf2-5

Help your fellow students — Get your
textbooks at The Book Exchange. Com-
monwealth Km.. Monday - Kriday. 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Save money:

MM

Blood needed for 10 yr. old girl for open

heart surgery. For info please call 543-2657

in Springfield after 5 p.m.
MM

Deadline for Las Vegas Night Royalty

Contest applications, 6:00 p.m. today,

R.S.O. No. 315.
2-4

WOO woo woo

Wear the 3 Stooges on your breast.

Silk Screened Photo of Moe, Larry &
Curlv. on a 100 per cent cotton T Shirt

Specify S-M-L-XL. Send $3 to: Wild

Hyacinth Productions. 100 Thayer

Circle. Randolph. Ma. 02368

tf2-5

HAPPINESS IS

Happiness is a -warm

WKIMARANKR puppy — for

companionship on a countryside stroll

or quiet fireside enjoyment. Excellent

choice of A.K.C. registered pups from

championship bloodlines at

Charlemont. Mass. 1-413-339-6688.

tf2-8

TRAVEL

Crimson Travel — spring vacation in

Bermuda, from $199. Deposits for reser-

vations must be in soon for more info call

Steve. 665-3737.

tf2-5

HELP PLEASE

James House. 3rd floor, short
corridor, beer wall stolen: Janitors
innocent. Housemother ignorant.
Donations urgently needed. 3500
empty Schlitz cans, 12 or 16 oz. This is

no shit, come on Southwest help out
fellow decadents Deposit donations
anytime.

MM

ROOM FOR RENT

Privacy — Colonial Motel, low, low
weekly rates, large comfortable rooms,
T.V., maid service included. Bar and
restaurant, 665-2008.

tf2-12

AUTO FOR SALE

1967 Toyota Corona, 66K miles, good

cond., radio. 18 mpg. $800 or best offer. 256-

6297 or 545-0584.

MM
1968 Dodge Polara, good condition, most

options. $680 or offer. Call 545-2746

daytime.
tf2-5

SERVICES

Students - parents — the North Village

Cooperative Pre-School has openings in

the a.m. session. 3-5 yrs.. $100 tuition

semester. Call 549-0053.

MM

Dishwasher needed for sorority meals in

return for work. Work, lunch and dinner,

good food. Call Steve, 549-3607. keep

trying.
MM

Guitar lessons, try me — any style also

Kpiphone Classical for sale. Call Henry at

253-5077.

tf2-7

TO SUBLET

Sublet. 2 bdr. apt. Available April 1,

mo., incl. utilities. Call 665-3900.

$165

tf2-8

USED FURNITURE

Hi: This is Paul. I'm sitting in the
Kluewall recovering from lunch, and
trying to write one of those witty ads
that you love so much. All I can say is

at PALLS OLD TIME FURNITURE
we're up to our asses in bureaus,
desks, beds, chairs, spears, costumes,
etc. Located behind Aubuchons in The
Alley. Amherst. 253-3511. We deliver.
LOW PRICKS.

tf2-:.

REFRIGERATOR

Refrigerator for sale. Brand new, still

under warranty. 5 cu. ft., excellent buy.

(all Kurt. 546-8222. anytime.

tf2-5

USED REFRIGERATORS

5 cu. & 7 cu. 774-2X24

tf2-

ROOM WANTED

Male undergrad seeks own room in apt.
or house, the closer to campus the better.
Please call 546-4111. ask for Arthur or
leave message.

MM

INSTRUCTION

Weaving on improved looms, beginner
course starts Tuev. Feb. S. 7:30. Call 54t-

632 1.

MM
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Women gymnasts

vault by Towson St.
By CANDY GROSS

Despite some tight judging, the Minutewomen added another win to

their record, defeating Towson State College this past Saturday, 96.50 to

88.75. As Coach Virginia Evans put it, "The judges certainly weren't

giving anything away to either team."
The highlight of the vaulting had to be UMass freshman, Linda

Nelligan's 8.60 handspring, which tied her for first place with Towson 's

top All-Around performer, Bonnie Corrigan. The next two places also

went to UMass, with Jeannine Burger's 8.5 yamashita and an 8.3 hand-
spring by Margie Combs.

Unfortunately, the usually strong bars event, proved to be the

weakest for UMass. It was won by a greatly improved Bonnie Corrigan
with an 8.20. Second place went to UMass' Linda Nelligan, 7.70, who had a
good routine with only some form breaks. In spite of a fall, Betsy East
finished third. The third highest score for UMass was All-Around Jeanine
Burger's 7.25. The other three UM competitors, Anne Vexler, Heidi Arm-
strong and Gail McCarthy had various form breaks and falls, and this

added up to a rather disappointing event score of 22.50, a slight advantage
over Towson's 22.20.

The total score at the half way mark was UM 47.95 to Towson 46.10.

Although better than the bars, the low event score of 23.85 to Towson's
19.60 stopped any real hope of scoring 100 points. But the 4.25 point gap
between the teams clinched the meet for UMass: The women of both
teams suffered numerous breaks, with Towson unable to complete even
one of their routines without a fall. Their highest score was a 6.75 by
Bonnie Corrigan. First place was captured by Anne Vexler, with an 8.55.

Jodi Hitt gave her strongest performance this year, for 8.20 and second
place. Senior Heidi Armstrong's improved routine took third place with
7. 10 and completed the UMass sweep of the beam event.

Floor exercise brought excellent first and second place performances
from Anne Vexler and Jeannine Burger, respectively. Anne's usual
exuberant dance and leaps were combined with some improved tumbling
for a score of 8.65. Jeannine also had a strong routine which earned her an
8.35. These two women are fun to watch when they combine the strength
elements of tumbling with their own distinct styles of dance. Third place
went to Towson's Paula Feahr with a score of 8.0.

The All-Around event was barely won by Bonnie Corrigan with a
30.95.

Coach Evans was particularly pleased with the two new team
members, Jodi Hitt and Linda Nelligan, who both competed and placed in

two events. "They are contributing to the team's depth, as was hoped for

at the beginning of this season's practice." On the whole Ms. Evans feels

that "the team must do better on the road, having shown overall erratic

performances this past weekend."
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UMass Sportsweek
UMASS SPORTS WEEK

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5

Women's Varsity Basketball vs. Keane State Away 6:30
Women 's J .V . Basketball vs . Keane State Away 6 : 30

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6
Varsity Basketball vs. Boston College Away 7 :30
Varsity Hockey vs. Vermont Away 7:30
J.V. Hockey vs . Deerfield Academy Away 7 : 00
Varsity Swimming vs. Rhode Island Away 7:00

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7
Varsity Gymnastics vs. So. Conn. HOME 7:30
Women's Varsity Swimming vs. Wellesley HOME 7:30

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8

Indoor Trock vs. Dartmouth Away 1 :00

Women 's Basketball vs . Central Connecticut Away 7 : 30
J.V. Hockey vs. Boston College Away 5:00

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9
Varsity Basketball vs . UConn Away 8 : 00
Varsity Hockey vs. Yale Away 2:00
Wrestling Yan-Con Championships Orono Me.
J.V. Hockey vs. Harvard HOME 3:00
J.V. Gymnastics vs. Dartmout HOME 2:00
Women's Swimming vs. Vermont HOME 1 :00

Vacation Special
to

Includes:

SPAIN
March 23 - 30

*279.

i

— Roundtrip jet air transportation
— Roundtrip transfers between airport and hotel
— 7 nights hotel (first class) at Costa del Sol (on the beach)
— Taxes and tips included
— Meal & Beverage service on plane

* For UMass students, faculty & staff only

For further information contact:

Campus Travel Center
Campus Center 3rd level

545-0500

Trackmen lose to Northeastern
By SCOTT HAYES

At the start of the Indoor Track season, the UMass
pole vaulters were being left at home because of the
limited size of the traveling squad and some inef-
fective performances. Evidently, one vaulter, Dan
Gngus, didn't like staying behind and was deter-
mined to improve enough to make the traveling
squad. In Saturday's 76-42 loss to Northeastern
Grigus tied the school pole vault record by clearing
13 6 .

By tying the record, Grigus entered the record book
along with four other trackmen who vaulted the same
height in previous seasons at UMass.
UMass started off the meet on the right foot, taking

first and second in both the long and triple jumps Bob
Adamson placed first in both events. Adamson's
jumps of 22'2" in the long jump and 44'11" in the triple
jump gave UMass 10 quick points. Mike Geraghty
captured second with leaps of 22'1" and 44'5". Mike
Ebbots of Northeastern garnered third place in both
of the jumping events. Adamson and Geraghty put
UMass ahead 16-2 by passing out several NU jumpers
on their last jump of the day.
Ken Silverman led a Northeastern sweep of the shot

put, and Dov Djerassi took first in the 35-pound
weight throw with an outstanding toss of 60'9" Bob
Bocash took third in the weight throw for UMass

NU's Mike Quigiey, an outstanding freshman high
jumper, captured first place in the high jump. UMass
freshman Conrad Gees finished third with a jump of
6'2".

P

Northeastern took a slight lead into the running
events. Mike Buckley and Mike Hickey widened that
lead by taking first and second in the mile. Buckley
wjs timed in 4:18 while Hickey followed, a second
behind. UMass co-captain John Maloney took third in
the mile with a time of 4:21.4.

Jim Hennessy and Curt Stegerwald cut the margin
by coming right back with a 1-2 finish in the 50-yard
high hurdles. Hennessy was clocked in 6.7, while
teammate Stegerwald completed the distance in 6.8.

Barron Littlefield came up with a strong effort to
win the 600-yard run. With about 40 yards left in the
race, Littlefield put on a kick, starting on the turn to
pass Nick Ayos and another NU runner.

In other running events, Bill Milton and Charles
Vann took first and third for NU in the dash, while
Tony Pendleton managed a second for UMass. Milton
won the race in 5.6. In the 1,000 yard run, Ken
Graham spoiled a fine effori by Chris Farmer.
Farmer led the race until the last lap when Graham
passed him and crossed the tape rirst in 2:15.8.
Farmer finished the race in 2:16.2. In another battle,
Howie Scribner edged Harry Kellev for third place.

UMass rec activity schedule
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY SCHEDULE
.SPRING SEMESTER 1974

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 31 to MAY 16. 1974
Note: Facilities are available to university students, faculty and staff
only, family members and guests are not permitted

Boyden Handball-Squash Courts
Reservations are required and individuals must supply own equipment
DAYS & TIMES AVAILABLE TYPE OF UTILIZATION
Monday through Friday 8am-12 noon Students, faculty and staff

12:00-1:00 p.m. Faculty & staff only
1:00-5:15 p.m.
5:15-6: 15 p.m
6:15-8:15 p.m.
8:15-8:45 p.m.
8:45-10:45 p.m
9:00 am -4:30 p m.students, faculty and staff

Saturday and Sunday
Reservations are required at all times on weekdays and must be made
one day in advance Example: Make reservations for Thursday on
Wednesday, for Monday on Friday Reservations must be made in

person at the Intramural office, located in Room 215 Boyden. starting
at 8:30 a.m. NO TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS WILL BE AC-
CEPTED!!! Court reservations are not necessary on Saturday and
Sunday, as a procedure has been adopted whereby one or more courts
will become available every 15 minutes Time schedules and rules are
posted at each court and are also available at the Intramural Office

TYPE OF UTILIZATION
Faculty and staff only.

Faculty and staff only.

Faculty and staff only

Students, faculty and staff.

Faculty and staff only
Students, faculty and staff.

Cleaning
Students, faculty and staff

POOLS
BOYDEN POOL
DAYS & TIMES AVAILABLE
Monday. Wednesday. Friday 12.20-1 :25 p.m
Tuesday and Thursday 12:15-1:00 p.m
s«ndav 12:00-1:00 p.m.

1:00-4.00 p.m. Students, faculty and staff

Women are advised to use some form of non-slipping footwear to and
from the locker room
CURRY HICKS POOL
DAYS & TIMES AVAILABLE TYPE OF UTILIZATION
Monday through Friday Students, Faculty and Staff
4:30-5:30 p.m.

(Closed January 31. February 12. 14. and 18.)

Note: Swimmers must supply their own towels and suits

( Recreational Activity Schedule)
NORTH P.E. BUILDING POOL
DAYS & TIMES AVAILABLE TYPE OF UTILIZATION
(Closed February 7 and 9.) 12:10-

Monday. Wednesday, and Friday 1 : 10 p.m. Students, faculty and staff.

Saturday 12:00-1:00 p.m. Faculty and staff.

1:00-4:00 p.m. Students, faculty and staff.

BOWLING
HOYDEN BOWLING ALLEYS

TYPE OF UTILIZATION
TYPE OF UTILIZATION

Students, faculty and staff

Students, faculty and staff

Students, faculty and staff

Students, faculty and staff.

GYMNASIUMS
HOYDEN GYMNASIUM (3rd floor)

DAYS & TIMES AVAILABLE
DAYS & TIMES AVAILABLE
Monday through Thursday 3:30-5:00 p.m
Friday 3:30-5:00 p.m.

XX7:0O-9:3O p.m
Saturday and Sunday 12.30-4:30 p.m.

XX The 7:00-9:30 p.m. period will be conducted on an experimental
basis If the number of participants on Friday nights is low, then we will
cancel those hours of recreational activity. Individuals using the
Boyden Gymnasium on Fridays from 7:00-9:30 p.m must supply their
own towels and uniforms since the equipment cage will be closed at
these hours.

( Recreational Activity Schedule I

BOYDEN AUXILIARY GYMNASIUM
DAYS & TIMES AVAILABLE TYPE OF UTILIZATION
i Closed February 7th and 28th i

Tuesday and Thursday Students, faculty and staff.

except when wrestling team
and gym teams compete

NORTH P.E. Bill.DIM, (,VM
DAYS & TIMES AVAILABLE TYPE OF UTILIZATION
Monda> through Thursday 7 00-9:00 p.m. Students, faculty and staff.

8:00-10.00 p.m except when required for IM
1:00-4:00 p.m. Activities

Sa,urdav Students, faculty and staff
Closed January 31. February 7. 9. 11. 26, and March 5 )

Note: North P.E. Building Gym will be closed after spring vacation

DAYS & TIMES AVAILABLE
Monday through

Thursday 4:30-6:00 p.m
4:30-10:30 p m.
4:00-10:30 p.m.

Friday
Saturday

TYPE OF UTILIZATION

Students, faculty and staff.

except when required for

bowling leagues.

Students, faculty and staff

Students, faculty and staff

until spring vacation
Note: At 50c per line. Bowling shoes will be provided free uponpresentation of student or faculty-staff ID cards

WEIGHT ROOMS
BOYDEN WEIGHT ROOM
DAYS & TIMES AVAILABLE
Monday through Friday 4:15-10:30 pm
Saturday and Sunday 9:00-4:00 p.m.

Note: This facility may be utilized on a "buddy-system ." That is any
two persons may obtain a key to the facility from the locker room at
tendant using a student or faculty-staff ID. card

< Recreational Activity Schedule >

TYPE OF UTILIZATION
Students, faculty and staff

Students, faculty and staff

NORTH P.E. BUILDING (N.O.P.E.)
WEIGHT ROOM
DAYS & TIMES AVAILABLE
Monday through Friday 6:00-10:30 p.m
Saturday 1:00-4:00 p.m.

TYPE OF UTILIZATION
Students, faculty and staff

Students, faculty and staff

ALL RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY FACILITIES WILL BE CLOSED
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16. THROUGH MONDAY. FEBRUARY 18
FRIDAY. MARCH 22 THROUGH SUNDAY. MARCH 31

Earl W Edwards
Assistant Intramural Director

Success for UMass chess
By MDC STAFF

Over intersession the UMass
chess team went to Atlanta to play
in the Pan-American Inter-

collegiate Championship. The
result was their best finish in

years, as they placed 29th overall

and tied for first in their section.

The sections were based on pre-

toumament ratings, with thirteen

schools in the "1600" section.

HANDBALLS

AND

HANDBALL

GLOVES

A. J. Hastings, Inc.

Newsdealer & Stationer

AMHERST

UMass defeated Northwestern,
Penn State, DuPage, and Georgia
Tech; drew with UConn; and lost

to Duquesne, Ohio State, and
Drake. Top scorer for UMass was
freshman Walter Gibson, with five

wins, two losses, and one draw.
Also on the team were Russ
Gouveia (4Mr3Vi), Jim Lane, and
Marty Laine (each 4-4).

The UMass chess club, spon-
sored by the Campus Center
Program Council, will hold its first

meeting of the semester Tuesday,
Feb. 5, in Room 904-908 of the
Campus Center. Students and non-
students are invited to a "get-
acquainted" speed tournament,
starting at 7:30 p.m., to be played
at ten seconds per move. There is

no fee, and club membership is not
required.

Bullets led by
Porter sink Celts
BOSTON (AP) - Young Kevin

Porter sparked a third-period

explosion as the Capital Bullets,

came back to completely

disorganize the Boston Celtics

Sunday in rolling to a 112-99

National Basketball Association

victory.

Porter, getting a chance to play

while veteran Archie Clark rested

a sore elbow, scored 15 of his 23

points in the third period of the

nationally-televised game at

Boston Garden.
Trailing 52-48 at the half, the

Bullets outscored the Celtics 36-20

in the third quarter and were in

command the rest of the way. At

one stage, Capital scored 13

straight points and outscored

Boston 21-4 in just over five

minutes of action.

Porter got plenty of help from

Sachon ties record as...

backcourt mate Phil Chenier, who
hit for 29 points, and big Elvin
Hayes, who had 25. Mike Riordan
contributed 20, mostly with his long

bombs.

The Celtics jumped to a 25-19

first period lead on the shooting of

Jo Jo White and John Havilcek.

They managed to cling to the

advantage, and widen the margin
to nine points midway through the

second period before the Bullets

began their comeback.

Porter, a second-year player

from St. Francis, Pa., stole the ball

from Boston's Don Chaney and

went in all alone to put the Bullets

in front to stay 59-48, just 4:17 into

the third period. Then the Bullets

applied all-out pressure, forcing

Boston to miss many easy shots

and also throw the ball away.
Glee for the Minutemen skaters is the order of the

moment during Friday's win over Boston State

College. UMass will be hard-pressed in their next

outing at Vermont, Wednesday night.
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Wrestlers edge Coast Guard
By JOHN BOCK

The Coast Guard would do well to

trade in their "Always Ready"
motto for the Postal Services

"Neither snow, nor rain, nor gloom
of night..." refrain, because they

braved the elements to come to

Amherst and give the Minutemen
grapplers a run for the money
before finally bowing, 23-17.

UMass was never behind in the

scoring. At 118 pounds Minuteman
Peter Sachon decked his Coast

Guard opponent in 23 seconds,

tying a UMass record held by
former heavyweight Carl Damb-
man, Larry Reynolds caught Coast

Guard's George Long in a five

point move right off the first

whistle and looked like he might
get the fall but ended up settling for

a tie as Long fough back from the 5-

deficit. A point riding time in his

favor clinced the tie for the Bear at

that class.

Dick Muri suffered severe
stomach pains during his bout with

the Bear's Jeff Steuer but

managed to outlast him, 10-6. Two
timely takedowns helped Muri to

win it. The Bears got on the

scoreboard with their first win at

142 as Bill Parker bested Doug
LeMire 12-8, by virtue of a reversal

and near fall. Parker managed to

suck LeMire's knee in and perform

a Peterson roll good for a two and

two.

Minuteman Russell Chateauneuf

moved up to 150 and dropped a 9-7

decision to Glenn Burkherst.

Burkherst managed most of the

takedowns but Chateauneuf picked

up the reversals and near falls.

With ten seconds on the clock

Chateauneuf took the Guardsman
down but couldn't get any back

points.

The 158 pound bout saw UMass'
Cliff Blom beat previously un-

beaten Dave Wygant, 10-8. Blom
jumped out to a big lead with two

takedowns but suddenly found

himself down by two with ten

seconds on the clock. He reversed

Wygant and caught him on his

back and won it. Blom showed a

mastery at takedowns from an

open position but was outmuscled

when he locked up.

Captain Steve Benson boosted

his record to 10-2 with a pin over

the Bear's Stan Zdun at 3?45 in the

second period. Benson was
somewhat lethargic in the first

period but managed to shake it and
go to work in the second where he

caught Zdun asleep and clamped
him. This put UMass in the lead 20-

8. That lead was almost gobbled up
as Coast Guard got a pin in the 177

pound bout. Bob Connell pinned

UMass' Bob Spaulding in the

second period as Spaulding tried to

standing switch.

Guardsman George Capacci
added another three for the Bears

with a 6-2 win over Minuteman
Robin Osborne at 190 pounds. In

the Heavyweight bout Dennis
Fenton showed superiority on his

feet as he beat Jim Murray of

Coast Guard, 10-7. Fenton
managed four takedowns to

Murray's one, but couldn't ride

him that well. Fenton is 7-3 on the

year.

PIN POINTS The win over Coast

Guard should definitely move
UMass to the no. 3 spot in New
England...

Hodge leads

B'soverPens
BOSTON (AP) - Veteran right

wing Ken Hodge scored his 34th,

35th and 36th goals of the season

Sunday night in powering the

Boston Bruins to a 5-4 National

Hockey League victory over the

Pittsburgh Penguins.

Hodge scored in each of the three

periods as the Bruins ex-

tendedtheir long Boston Garden
hex over the Penguins. Since being

blanked 1-0 by goalie Les Binkley

Jan. 28, 1968, Boston has compiled

a 17-0-2 record at home against

Pittsburgh.

Still playing without injured

Bobby Orr, the Bruins were held to

a 2-2 standoff until Hodge con-

nected on a 50-foot slip shot to put

his mates in front to stay at 5:48 of

the second period.

Don Marcotte made it 4-2 with

his 14th goal from a scramble late

in the middle session before Hodge

completed the fourth "hat trick" of

his NHL career with his third goal

on a wrist shot at 1 : 45 of the finale.

UMass women
take a pair

in basketball

By LINDA MACKLER
Thanks to a superb defense, the

UMass women squeezed by Nor-

theastern University 45-37 in their

home gym Saturday afternoon.

The junior varsity team won by the

same margin in a 43-35 contest.

The varsity team were evenly

matched. The lead changed with

nearly every basket. Northeastern

and UMass had the same problem

;

they could not run their offensive

patterns. Each team had an ef-

fective 1-3-1 defense which
protected the corners and the

baselines, and the offense seemed
unable to move the ball around it.

However, 'coach Jane Farr of

UMass felt, "The team was tested

for the first time, hey showed
good teamwork and proved they

could come through under
pressure." The best example of

this was Chris Basile. Late in the

second quarter, Pat Glispin in-

jured her ankle. The 5'8" center

was already having trouble facing

the six foot April Arturi from
Northeastern. Even so, Pat was
second high scorer with 12 points

and top rebounder with five.

Fortunately Chris was able to

come off the bench and provide

performance, grabbing five

rebounds.

Nancy O'Neil, a varsity hopeful,

put in a good all-around game.
Nancy was outstanding both of-

fensively and defensively with 20

points and 14 rebounds. J.V. Coach
Ellen Greaves was very happy
with the game. She stated, "We
kept them from their favorite spot -

the outside. The turning point of

the game was that we kept our cool

and were able to break their

press."

WUMV
Saturday night's Umass-Niagarn

basketball game will be shown at

the Bluewall today at 5 p.m. Larry
Convoy and Earle Barroll will

describe the action for WUMV.

Winter
Carni'
Music

1974

Tht Wtbtttr Uwis Soul

and Funk Revue
and

Tlii National Center

Mima Camaanj

Tickets available:

Mon.-Fri.

(*.('. Concourse

10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

Friday. Feb. H

vimi and 10:00 p.m.

S.l.B.

Vdmission:

SI. IN). 5-4 ollege Stud.

SI.50 Non-Stud.

'Pon't Forget Snow Sculpturing"

Dates for this Winter Carni attraction are:

Wed., Feb. 6 for entries

and

Judging is Sat., Feb. 8th

$100 in prizes

For rnli v loi ins or info contact:

RSO OFFICE
or BOB K1NKEAD

at

Phi Sigma Kappa

Program Council Films
Spring 74

JANUARY
31 "Public Eye" plus Pink Panther cartoon 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
FEBRUARY
3 "The Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean" 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
7 "The Getaway" 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
10 "Dirty Harry" plus Pink Panther cartoon 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
14 "What's Up, Doc?" and "Hollywood in the 30s" 7,8:30,10 S.U.B.
18 "Classic Popeye Cartoon Festival" 7&9 S.U.B.
21 "Cabaret" 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
24 "Dealing, or The Berkeley-to-Boston to-Brick Lost

Bag Blues" plus Pink Panther 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
28 "The Discreet Charm Of the Bourgeoisie" 7&9 S.U.B.
MARCH
3 "The Evil Weed" plus shorts 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
7 "The Candidate" plus short 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
10 "Cries and Whispers" 7&9 S.U.B.
13 "N.Y. Festival of Women's Films" 7 & 9:30 CCA.
17 "Rock and Soul '&4" plus Pink Panther 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
21 "The Ruling Class" 7&10 S.U.B.
APR 11

4 "Grand Illusion" 7&9:15 S.U.B.
1 "Les Regies du Jeu" ( "Rules of the Game"

)

7&9:15 S.U.B.
11 "State of Siege" with 7 & 11

"Z" 9 S.U.B.
18 "Les 400 Coups" ( "400 Blows" ) with Keaton short 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
21 "Tirez sur le pianiste" ( "Shoot the Piano Player"

)

7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
25 "King of Hearts" with 7 & 10:30

"How I Won the War" 8:45 S.U.B.
28 "L'Amour" ( Warhol ) plus "Mystery of the Leaping Fish 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
MAY
2 "The Godfather" 7&9:30 S.U.B.
1 "TheGodluther" 7&9:30 S.U.B.
9 "Four TV Superman Shows" plus Pink Panther 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
12 "Adventures Of Robin Hood (color, 1939) plus shorts 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
lb' "Theater of Blood" plus Pink Panther 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.
19 "Electra Glide in Blue" 7 & 9:30 S.U.B.

"THE GRAND B0UFFE" - "oatrageoui, incentive, fanny" Hiwswak. - Starts Wednesday
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Steve Mayfield looks awestruck as Al Skinner leaps between two Niagara Purple

Eagles to score two of his twenty-one points in Saturday night's UMass triumph.

Will the Minutemen make another trip to the NIT or will they accept a bid to the

NCAA tournament? Place your guess.

Merchant and Lyons ignite

Minutemen over Boston State
By BILL BALLOU

There were 10 seconds left in the second period,

Boston State led 4-2, and the PA announcer was just

about to cry "Abandon Ship" when freshman Mike
Merchant brought the puck down ice one last time.

He brought it into the State zone, backed a BS
defenseman in on goalie Doug Brooks, used him as a
screen, and zipped a 25-footer past Brooks' stick side,

with five seconds left.

State still led 4-3 with a period to go, but the season
suddenly looked a little longer.

The final 6-5 win for UMass in this, the most im-

portant game of the season so far, made the year a lot

longer and put the Minutemen back into the thick of

the Division II playoff fight.

Merchant hit for another goal, and sophomore Jim
Lyons two in the final period, which also marked the

end of Chick Rheault's goaltending slump.
Rheault had been bad against BU in the two periods

he played, and while the first 40 minutes of this one
weren't horrifying, he still wasn't the Rheault of old.

A spectacular third period, especially in the final

minutes when Boston had a one-man and sometimes
two-man advantage, changed that.

"I was getting worried." he said after the game,
"That had been four bad periods in a row and I was
starting to think about it. It was getting to my mind
and that's not good."

His mind should be more at ease after winning that

was, despite the score, a tough goaltending battle

with Brooks.who played quite well, until his defense
broke down and UMass poured in their three third

period goals.

The Minutemen had jumped out to an early 1-0 lead

on John Muse's short backhander. But Duncan
Campbell finished off a three-on-one by hitting a 25-

footer from the left side and Paul McCarthy scored a

little later to make it 2-1 Boston State after one
period.

Then in the second period John Caccamo fired a 20-

foot slap shot through Rheault's legs to wind up a two-
on-one, giving State a 3-1 lead before Jim Lynch
ripped one past Brooks from fairly close in to make it

3-2.

When Paul Fisher came back right after that and
scored from a scramble in front of the net to move
Boston back out in front by two, it looked like curtains

for the UMass.
But Merchant hit on his key goal, and set the stage

for a crazy third period that saw Brooks pulled from
his net with 2:45 left in the game, four goals scored
and two disallowed, and the first and only two
penalties of the night (both on UMass) called.

Lyons, Merchant, and Lyons again put the

Minutemen up 6-4, before Fisher scored again to

make it 6-5. State had a goal disallowed when the

puck was gloved from one forward to another, and
Tim Howes had an empty-net goal called back when
Jim Lyons was whistled off for hooking just before
the goal.

BS had some good chances at the end, but Rheault
held them off and UMass improved its Divisional

record to 7-4.

INCIDENTALLY: The Minutemen are 7-7

overall ...Vermont lost to Army, 4-1, over the

weekend. Army's now a Division II team.

Skinner and company
make Niagara fall

By EARLE BARROLL
Phase I of UMass' latest three part search for the post season tour-

nament of its choice took care of two immediately pressing issues in an

evening's outting Saturday night at the Cage and the usual 4200 plus. In

the process of sending Niagara back to upper-state New York a decided

76-64 victim, the Minutemen not only kept their NCAA hopes above a

glimmer, but also pumped some vigor into the NIT bid if the former

doesn't come.
"I'd have to rank UMass with Providence and South Carolina of the

teams we've played," said Niagara coach Frank Layden who just hap-

pens to be a member of the NIT committee. "I wouldn't want to argue

about those three. I'm very impressed with UMass." In essence this was

the type of performance that left a good feeling in the minds of those who

filed out in the end.

In a word Layden's crew was taken by the basic of basketball fun-

damentals, that being execution. "A typical Leaman-coached per-

formance," was the way he put it. "They just executed so well." Actually

Niagara was into execution for quite a while, but in the final analysis, "I

think the thing that helped UMass was their continuity," explained

Layden
Translated: Offense, defense, shooting (55 per cent), passing and

rebounding (34-26). The weakest link for UMass was strong and Niagara

in turn could not sustain a counter for this gamut.
"This game couldn't have come at a better time for us," said Jack

Leaman. "We had been struggling for a while and we needed this type

of performance with Boston College and Connecticut coming up this

week". These two of course are Phases II and III or if you will, Ar-

mageddon city.

The heavies for the Minutemen were many. Al Skinner rescued himself
from his recent douldrums with 21 points, 13 rebounds and seven assists,

including many patented gyrations we'll get to later. Rick Pitino (11

assists) and Bill Endicott (16 pts) were in the opinion of Leaman "out-
standing." Peter Trow (11) had something to do with the ineffectiveness
of Niagara's super-soph Andy Walker (20). And then there was one Greg
Duarte.

"This was Greg's best performance against a good team for us,"
lauded Leaman. Duarte entered when it was tied at 23-all and everything
was pointing to raggedness. From then on he was six for six from the field
and had his inmate playground stuff under control. "This is the type of
game that he's capable of," added Leaman. Said Du: "It was nothing but
a happening."
Not that the Minutemen had an easy time of this happening mind you. It

was 29-all when Niagara could answer only a mere once the following :

John Murphy (12) jumpers, the second from a Skinner flying half-gainer
assist. A Duarte layup that started from the top of the key. And a Jim
Burke steal for another layup. 8-2. 37-31 at the half.

"It's one thing to get the lead," said Layden of this run. "It's an entirely
different thing to know what to do with it and UMass certainly knew what
to do with it." Concurring with Layden, the Minutemen allowed Niagara
no closer than four (45-41) early in the second half. At this juncture a 19-8

spurt (64-49) left the visitors with no recourse. "For us to come back,"
said Layden "we would have had to be perfect being that we were in a
system."
One of the peculiarities of this game that caught many an eye was the

persistent uniform grabbing of Niagara's captain Cleve Royster. And
save for the fact that UMass doesn't use mesh outfits Skinner and Duarte
might have been inappropriately attired for public viewing. "It wasn't
the normal under the basket tactics," smiled Skinner.
"He must have thoughtl was the roadrunner," brayed Duarte. "I went

by him so fast on the break, he heard the 'beep, beep' and had to grab on."
For the Minutemen, now 14-2 (Niagara is 9-8) the emphasis is on win-

ning and winning and winning. "At the very least," said Leaman, "we
can only lose one more game if we want to go to the NCAA. '

'

Lions "pommel"gymnmen
By WALT POWERS

There are two axioms about long

winning streaks. A: They will

eventually end, and B: they will

resort to the most illogical means
possible to perpetuate themselves.

It was to the dismay of about 3500

partisans at Curry Hi^ks Cage that

Saturday's UMass-Penn State

Gymnastics meet was a demon-
stration of axiom B.

It mattered little that UMass
rolled up its biggest point total of

the season, or that nationally-

ranked Penn State did not perform

to their potential. There was no

reason to expect that breaks by two

UMass all-arounds would lead to a

collapse in their strongest event, or

that UMass would outscore a group

of EIGL (Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics League) finalists in

what had been UMass' weakest

event, or that defending Eastern

League vaulting champion Jim

Kruest would finish behind three

Minutemen in that event. None of

these things "should" have hap-

pened, and of course, since Penn

State had beaten UMass nine

straight times they did.

Penn State, last year's NCAA
runnerups. led from the start, but

showed clear superiority on only

the pommel horse and parallel

bars. A squad including three

EIGL finalists opened with a 26.90-

26.15 win in the floor exercises.

Uncharacteristic lapses on the

pommel horse then gave the Lions

a nearly insurmountable lead.

In this event veteran all-arounds

Steve Scuderi and Gene Whelan
turned in their lowest scores of the

afternoon. "Good gymnasts like

Gene and Steve are bound to break

sometime, but I never imagined it

happening on the same event ",
said coach Tom Dunn, "I was also

surprised to see Tim Murphy out

there." he added. Murphy, who
won the event, had been injured,

and wasn't even listed in the

program.
Though State led, 53.40-bu.yo with

UMass' weakest events still to

come. UMass was by no means
finished.

Bill Bruillet s smooth execution

on the still rings earned him an 8.8

and brought the crowd to life. In

quick succession. Pete Lusk (8.85)

and Gene Whelan (8.8) led the
Minutemen to a surprising 26.45-all

tie. The streak continued into the
vaulting, where Scuderi, Bruillet,

and Jay Thomsen hit 8.3, 8.7, and
9.0 consecutively. The crowd
erupted and the UMass bench
emptied after a charging,
somersaulting handsrping vault by
Jack Fabricante-gave him a 9.25.

Gene Whelan followed with a 9.2

and UMass had its only victory of
the meet.

It was their last gasp. Displaying
awesome depth and technique,
State calmly walked away with the
final two events. Seven of their last

nine scores were above 9.00; Steve
Scuderi and Gene Whelan on the
high bar were the only Minutemen
to turn the trick. Though the scores
given to Tim Beasley and Bill

Bruillet drew boos from the
disappointed crowd, neither side
had any complaints against the
judging.

The final score, 162.00-157.80,

was the closest in the ten-year
history of the series, and the crowd
was one of the largest ever to at-

tend a home meet.
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Udall: energy joyride over

Former Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall told

a crowd of 500 in the Student Union Ballroom last night
the energy crisis is not short term. He also said
President Richard Nixon is "crippled" by Watergate
and unwilling to impose gas rationing.

Nixon ordered

to appear

in L.A. court

FACE FROZEN like an artists image, all-arounder
Steve Scuderi faces the judges during Saturday's
gymnastics meet against Penn State.

LOS ANGELES (AP)
President Nixon was officially

subpoenaed yesterday to testify in

the Ellsberg burglary case.

The subpoena, requested by
former presidential aide John D.

Ehrlichman, ordered the President

to appear in a Los Angeles cour-

troom Feb. 25 and again April 15.

Superior Court Judge Gordon
Ringer, who ruled that the
President is a material witness in

the trial of Ehrlichman and two
other former White House aides,

signed the subpoena at 2:10 p.m.
PDT. It was the first time in U.S.

history that a state court judge had
ordered personal testimony by a

president.

Ringer took six days to finalize

the legal form of the subpoena
after agreeing last Tuesday to

requests by Ehrlichman's at-

torneys.

The White House has said the

President will resist the subpoena
on consitutional grounds. The
request for his appearance was
granted to Ehrlichman, Nixon's

former top domestic adviser, who
wants the President to testify in his

defense.

The judge's clerks said the

subpoena will be sent by registered

mail to the Washington, D.C.,

Superior Court, which may hold a

separate hearing into the matter of

Nixon's materiality as a witness.

Under the code covering out-of-

state witnesses, the Washington
judge to whom the case is assigned

has the option of either ordering

the subpoena honored or squashing
it.

Ringer said he will be available

to hear arguments in Los Angeles

if the President chooses to

challenge his order.

Deputy White House Press
Secretary Gerald L. Warren has
said Nixon's attorneys "will

recommend to the President that

he respectfully decline to ap-

pear. ..on constitutional grounds"

and that Nixon will heed the ad-

vice.

Nixon is sought for testimony

about the formation of the secret

White House investigative unit

known as The Plumbers. Ehrlich-

man, G. Gordon Liddy and David
Young, all plumbers' unit mem-
bers, are charged with burglary

and conspiracy in the 1971 break-in

at the Beverly Hills office of Daniel

Ellsberg 's psychiatrist. Ehrlich-

man is additionally charged with

perjury.

Ringer, in granting the request
last Tuesday, said he is convinced
the President is a material witness
in the case. Nixon has publicly

acknowledged that he approved
formation of the plumbers and
assigned them to plug leaks of

secret information such as the

Pentagon Papers.

Later, the county issued two
checks to cover the President's

plane fare and other expenses

during the two appearances as a

witness. The checks, made out to

Richard M. Nixon, were issued in

the amounts of $405.24 and $385.24.

The difference in figures was not

explained.

The checks will be enclosed with

the subpoena when it is mailed,

probably Tuesday morning.

By LARRY CARPMAN
MIX Staff

Stewart Udall, former Secretary
of the Interior under Presidents

Kennedy and Johnson, said last

night "the energy crisis is not at

the gas pumps."
"What we are having in the

United States today is child's play.

We may have countries — yes,

whole countries — bankrupt."
Udall proposed a re-orientation

of American life, from new
lifestyles to the end of all-electric

homes to the building of bicycle

paths and efficient mass transit

systems to the exploration of new
energy sources. He spoke of the

automobile industry as one of the

main causes of today's energy
problems.
"The United States automobile

culture has been the principal of

our modern civilization," he said,

adding, "the joyride is now over.

Udall, speaking to over too

people in the Student Union
Ballroom, spoke also about the

"massive waste" of energy in

architectural planning in this

country.

"The new Sears building in

Chicago and the World Trade
buildings in New York are close to

large boxes, they have no windows,
they just plug in," he said.

"These three buildings, Udall

said, take as much power as the

entire city of Schenectady, New
York." "We should just declare

tham national monuments and
leave them there," he said.

Udall proclaimed his support for

gasoline rationing saying that "we
should do it right now the sooner

the better."

Meanwhile in a Collegian in-

terview Udall said that President

Nixon is afraid of gas rationing.

"He still has a hangup from
World War II about rationing,"

Udall said. "Nixon thinks that

rationing is communist or un-

American," he said.

"The president is in trouble, he's

crippled," Udall said. "He does not

want to take the political risks of

telling us we have to change," he
said.

Udall offered some solutions to

the problem.
"We should move quickly away

from gas-guzzling cars and build

bikeways and walkways in our

inner cities," he said. "Free
transportation should be provided,

and above all we must bring the

railroads back," he said.

On the same note he said: "The
truckers are behaving like spoiled

children — and it is to be expected,

they are being sucked into this

thing like the rest of us."

"The railroad has a truck beat

six to one in efficiency," Udall

said, "and eight to one in terms of

pollution."

Nevertheless there is a future for

trucking according to Udall.

"Trucks are verv efficient for

short hauls," he said. As an af-

terthought he added, "Ifwe have to

nationalize some trucking — yes
let's do it."

Udall repeatedly warned against
belief in people who call the
current crisis "short-termed" or
non-existent.

"In my view, he said, the enrgy
crisis is real because we have
overshot — we have come to the
end of what historians will call the
'Petroleum Age'."

"Some people, he said, think the

current crisis is phoney. Others
believe it is only temporary. I

would suggest, he said, that you not
put too much thought in these
theses."

Udall answered several

Nixon proposes

$304.4b budget

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Nixon sent to

Congress Monday a $304.4

billion budget designed to

balance the economy between
the pitfalls of persistent in-

flation and rising unem-
ployment.
Ashe signed the document at

the White House before sending
it to the Capitol, Nixon said the

budget would "not add to the

fires of inflation."

Details, page four.

questions from the audience. One
student suggested that since

foreign countries are controlling

the oil resources and since the

United States depends on oil to

such a great extent why not try

armed intervention to get our oil.

"I would hope we learnea

something in Viet Nam," Udall

said. "It would be an outrage," he

answered. In answering another

question Udall cautioned the

audience about the use of nuclear

power. "We need to go slow on

nuclear power," he said.

"We're moving into a whole new
period of history where we're going

to learn self-restraint and a sense

of limits," he said.

ALLENTOWN, PA., -SEARCHING FOR CLUES--A
Pa. State Police investigator stands up in the cab of a

tractor-trailer lying on its side after crashing off U.S.

22 near Allentown, Pa. killing the driver. Police said it

appeared that a large rock found inside the cab was
hurled from an overpass through the windshield

causing the accident.

Truck strike spreads
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Violence, food shortages and

more layoffs were reported
yesterday in the spreading shut-

down of independent truckers.

National Guardsmen were on duty

in three states to try to stop further

.violence in the five-day-old protest.

The effects of the strike spread

from state to state. Shootings, tire

slashings and other violence were
reported in more than a dozen

areas.

Schools in several states closed

because they couldn't get gasoline

to run the buses or didn't have

heating oil; meat packing plants

sent their employes home ; produce

markets said they were running

out of fresh fruits and vegetables.

New England truckers were
reported joining the national

strike. Story, page 8.

Gov. William Milliken of

Michigan joined the governors of

Ohio and Pennsylvania in calling

up the National Guard. Con-

necticut Gov. Thomas Meskill and

New Hampshire Gov. Meldrin

Thomson ordered the guard on

stand-by alert, while authorities in

several other areas provided police

escorts for drivers who wanted to

keep rolling.

Federal and state officials and
truckers' representatives con-
tinued meetings in Washington,
DC, to try to end the shutdown
that began last Thursday. The key
issue is the drivers' demand for a
rollback of diesel fuel prices.

The Nixon administration,
meanwhile, asked Congress to

allow the Interstate Commerce
Commission to speed approval of

new regulations that would allow

drivers to pass increased fuel costs

on to the shipping companies they

work for.

Gov. Milton Shapp of Penn-
sylvania, who called the meetings
in the capital, said 50,000 workers
in his state already had been laid

off because of the truckers'
shutdown and predicted the total

could hit 350,000 by the end of the

week if the protests continue. More
than 9,000 persons in Ohio also

were laid off because of the

shutdown.
A spokesman for the American

Meat Institute said yesterday
afternoon that slaughter was down
sharply because of the truckers'

shutdown.
(Continued on P. 4)
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Folk dancing: fun for anyone
By ROBERTA MARTONE

If you ever walk through the Student Union on a
Monday night around 8 p.m., you'll be able to catch a
little free entertainment. International Folk Dancing
is the entertainment and anyone can join in the fun.

According to Dana Beth, a regular "member" of
the dancers since last September, the group began
because of a common interest.

"Anyone is welcome, and anyone who comes takes
as much initiative as he or she wants," Ms. Beth said.

The gathering of dancers, which is loosely

organized, is not really a club. But, there is a
possibility that they may become an RSO group in the
future, Ms. Beth continued.
The "group" began in the Fall of 1972. Ms. Beth

added that last semester was conducted more as a
regular class and offered one credit. It was taught by
Ralph Jones of the UMass Math department.
The dancers presently meet every Monday night in

the Cape Cod Lounge. There are also Friday night
meetings at Smith College. Ms. Beth said the Friday
meetings are usually larger than the meetings on
Monday nights, and cater more to the five college

area.

These Friday meetings offer a better opportunity to

learn the dances. There are usually a few people at

these meetings who do the actual teaching, said Ms
Beth.

"Local residents of Amherst tend to frequent the
Friday night meetings, while the gatherings on
Monday night usually attract people of the UMass
community," she continued.
The more advanced members of the group give

performances which are usually performed at high
schools or churches in the area. "Most of the per-

formances aren't for admission. They're just for

fun." The dancers will be giving a publicity per-

formance at the Mountain Farms Mall on February 6

and 8.

The International Folk Dances range from Balkan
to Israeli, to dances originating in Eastern ano
Northern Europe.
According to Ms. Beth, the dances are "picked up'

by people who frequent professional workshops of-

fered in International Folk Dance. "These people
then come to us with their ideas." she explained.

P-10 Seminar to observe politics

The 1974 election year will not escape the careful
observation of at least one small group of students on
the UMass campus.
The students are undergraduates enrolled in the

Political Campaigns Seminar in Project 10, the
University's experimental college located in South-
west.

Seminar instructor Kenneth Mosakowski, who has
worked in a dozen political campaigns, expects that
"each participant will become directly involved in

some form of political action between now and
semester's end — whether it be canvassing in the
Dukakis for Governor drive or lobbying Congressmen
to impeach President Nixon."
The seminar will also feature appearances by well-

known political figures. Mosakowski is inviting a
number of candidates for state-wide office, as well as

local politicians, to speak to the group.

When the seminar first met during spring semester
last year, a number of local political figures spoke
before the group: State Rep. James Collins (D-

Amherst ) ; Frances Crowe, regional coordinator for

the American Friends Service Committee; George
Scheurer, then a candidate for Selectman in

Amherst, artist-revisionist historian John Gnatek;
Robert Weiner, former national voter registration

coordinator for the Democratic Party ; John Lawlor,
a delegate to the 1972 Democratic National Con-
vention; and longtime political activist Henry Bubar.

Students interested in enrolling in the seminar
prior to its first meeting on Thursday may obtain
further information in the Project 10 Academic Office
in Pierpont House, 545-0871.

Notes from the undergrad
By E. PATRICK MCQUA1D

PHILOSOPHY 205: SEC. 3 —
INTRO TO GOD
A course orientated to the

student and or teacher who is

seeking truth or needs a few more
credits. Confrontation with the
great creator through informal

lectures and possible field trips.

Lab (for advanced students only)
to be held atop the Campus Pond. A
good background in Existential
Psychoanalysis can be helpful.
Alternate course advised, Notice.
Bring your own lunch

BIOLOGY 669: SEC. 8 — INTRO.

New infirmary phone numbers

University Health Services have two new phone numbers which ar
replacing previous phone numbers.
The main switchboard number to call, for all information, emergen

cies. etc., is 549-2671. The number to call for appointments is 549-2600^
When calling from campus phones, students are reminded to dial 9

before the numbers.

atyr flafisarlruBrttfl Daily (EnlLrgtan

The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip

code 01002. Telephones: 545 2550 (news); 545-0344 (sports); 545-0731

(business).

Second class postage is paid m Amherst and additional mailing m
Ware, Mass. 01082 THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the acadenvc year, except during vacation,

exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of

an act of March 8, 1879 as amended by an act of June 11, 1943 Sub

scription rates are U. 00 per semester or $10.00 per year.

TO COMPARATIVE PER-
VERSION
Course meets Saturday nights at

3:00 a.m. under the Southwest
bridge for lect; disc. Held behind
girl's locker rm. Boyd. Bid. Labs
by arrgt.

Requirements: 1 pair safety

glasses (dark) l set zoom lens
binoculars. Students must
maintain an average of four
minute mile in case of hastey
cancelations.

Requir. Texts: Gray's Anatomy;
selected readings from Playboy;
View from the Keyhole by Arthur
E. Stare (Plugg, Blurb, & Pen-
craft: Nov. 1969; 1,956 pp. with
edited MCXXII introduction U.C.
more; New York; $1.95 Hardbd.
Papbk. 47 Open to selected
students only Prof. Tom P. King.

SOCIOLOGY 226: PRINCIPLES
OF ACTIVE CAMPUfl TRAN-
SPORT
Designed for the student who

finds he never quite makes it to
Sociology 225 on time. Course will
include introduction in proper and
improper back packing across
campus. Correct procedures for
obtaining transportation will be
discussed. Previous use of thumb
and campus bus can be helpful for
the slower students. Class will

move at desired rate.

Prof. Nerbonne stars

in Tang commercial
By KATHY ERASER

Mix Staff

There is a television performer
hidden among the faculty of the

Speech Dept. Prof. G. Patrick

Nerbonne and his. family are the

stars of a Tang commercial
presently being shown on
television.

Prof. Nerbonne and his wife
were first contacted last June by a

New York talent agent, J. Michael

Bloom, and asked to do a com-
mercial. Bloom, who had attended
graduate school with Nerbonne,
told the Nerbonne's that General
Foods wanted an elementary
school teacher and her family from
a small New England town to do a

Tang commercial.

Judy Nerbonne, a first grade
teacher in Shutesbury, agreed
since her family does drink Tang,
she was flown to New York for a

two-day interview.

During the last week of August,
the Nerbonne's were informed that
they were chosen to do the com-
mercial. A 40-man crew was
subsequently flown during the
second week of September to

Amherst.
The crew first filmed scenes of

the Shutesbury elementary school

then later presented a program on
advertising to the students.

It was determined that the kit-

chen in the Nerbonne's home was
too small, so real estate agencies

were contacted to obtain a larger

more suitable kitchen. One was
finally found in the 200-year-old

home of Robert Davis, on the staff

of the Industrial Engineering Dept.

A full day was then spent filming

Prof. Nerbonne and his family

eating breakfast and drinking

Tang to complete the 15 second

commercial, which was not shown
until late December.

Prof. Nerbonne said they did the

commercial "just for the fun of it,"

although they were paid for the

fo'ir days it took to shoot the

commercial. In addition, they will

receive a percentage each time the

commercial is aired.

The amount of money spent on
producing the commercial most
impressed Nerbonne, and "how
this cost is later passed on to the

consumer, which is me," he said.

Printing no picnic

Putting out a college newspaper
isn't always a picnic, as two news
items illustrated last week.
Publication of the Canisius

College students newspaper at
Buffalo New York was suspended
last week after the editors printed
a nude drawing of the college
President, Dr. Michael D. Langan.
The two students responsible

were to be charged with violating a
school regulation.

And Boston State College's

newspaper, "The Lookout",
continues to be distributed free on
that campus, but dean of students

James Morris won't allow it to

charge circulation fees or to use

college funds and facilities.

The new editors of the Collegian

hope to avoid such unfortunate

situations, but remember that they

are not free from such censorship

should they step out of line.

A snow-crusted UMie pulls his modern sled with"
brakes up the embankment between McKimmie and
Patterson dormitories last Saturday. It was a good day
for slidding as more than 8" fell on Amherst.

Winter
Carnf
Music

1974

fes^
*ni

Tk§ Pontiff* tort Strifif Bui

Tickets available

Mon.-Fri.

< '.('. Concourse
H»:<MI a.m. -4:00 p.m.

Saturday. Feb. 9

7:30 and ll:00p.m.

S.l'.B.

Admission — 12.50

How to vote in Amherst

By SHARON HUGHES
MDC Staff

21 is still a golden age for UMies.
Sure they can drink and vote at 18,

but most students are bound by
University rules to live in a dorm
until they reach the old age of
majority. And, many times the
anticipation of moving off campus
exceeds the pleasure of
graduating.

But over a 1,000 students who
moved off campus last semester
face an unpleasant surprise —
they've been dropped from the
town voting list because they used
a campus address when they
registered for the last election.

State law requires all registered
voters to verify their local
residence each year. Many towns,
including Amherst, relieve the
burden on individual by mailing a
census form to each residence.
Returning the questionnaire to the
Town Clerk's office automatically
verities residence and voting
rights.

Students who registered to vote

in Amherst in using a dormitory,
fraternity or other on campus
address do not receive a town
census form in the mail.
Verification of continued residence
of on-campus students is being

handled for the town by the

University Housing office.

However, students who moved
off campus after they registered

will not be verified as town
residents by the University.
Instead, they must complete the

census form and return it to the

town hall.

Any town resident may check
their voting status in Amherst by
referring to the official voting list

posted on the first floor of the

Student Union next to the check
cashing windows. Voters who are
not listed may consult the "drop
list", available at the Attorney for

Students office on the second floor

of the Student Union and the

Collegian office. "Dropped" voters

must re-register at the Town
Clerk's office.

Town Clerk Estelle M. Matusko
said that of 1500 students who gave
a campus address when
registering in 1973, only 413 still

remain on the voting list. So the
town is trying to locate the
"missing" voters and re-register

them as well as reaching the newly
turned 18 year old's.

On Jan. 15 a short census form
was mailed to every known house
and apartment in Amherst with a
stamped envelope pre-addressed
to the clerk's office. The forms are
due immediately according to
Matusko and are the first step

toward compiling a complete voter
list for the town elections in March
and state elections in November

Virtually all Amherst residents
have received the form and when it

is returned and processed their

voter status will remain intact.

Blank forms are available at the
town hall.

Completion of the census card
only verifies a registered voter's

status. It does not constitute
registration for an unregistered

voter.

If you're 18 years of age and a

resident of Amherst (permanent or

temporary) you're eligible to

register. Registration is conducted
at the Town Hall from 8 a.m. to

Judge 'sitting' on oath case

4:30 p.m. Proof of age, but not
residency is required.

Persons registered elsewhere in

Massachusetts who wish to vote in

Amherst can make arrangements
to do so through the town clerk's
office. The Clerk will contact the
person's home town and she-he will

be removed from that town's
voting list.

In the past special registration
sessions have been held on campus
by the Board of Registrars. Before
they appear, however, they require
that 10 registered voters sign a
petition stating they know of 10

non-registered voters.

Before the end of the semster,
the Town will send drop notices to

persons whose residency has not
been verified. Those persons must
re-register at the Town Hall. Last
year, 2,500 drop notices were sent
out, according to town statistics.

Amherst records about 12,000
registered voters, a quarter of
whom are students.

Town elections are coming up in

April, with the possibility of a
primary in March. The following
seats need to be filled

:

—Selectmen - two opening ; three
year term
—Town Moderator - one

opening; one year term
—School Committee - two

openings; three year term
—Jones Library Trustee; two

openings ;' three year term
—Amherst Housing Authority;

one opening; five year term
—Redevelopment Authority ; one

opening; five year term and one
opening; two year term
—Elector under Oliver Smith

Will (a local charity) - one
opening; one year term

The calendar for the 1974 election

is:

Feb. 13 - last day to register to

vote in primary
Feb. 15 - last day to submit

nomination papers
Feb. 22 - last day to file town

officer nomination papers with

clerk

Feb. 25 - primary call (if

necessary)
March 5 - primary election (if

necessary)
March 8 - last day to file town

meeting nomination papers
March 20 - last day to register to

vote for town election

March 25 - closing of annual
Town Meeting warrant

April 8 - signing of warrant by
selectmen, posting in precincts

April 9 - Town Election in seven
precincts 12-8 p.m.
May 6 - Annual Town Meeting -

Amherst Regional High School
May 8, 13, 15 - adjourned sessions

of annual meeting (if necessary)
The last opportunity to file ap-

plications for absentee ballots is 12

p.m. on the day before the primary
and the election.

Precinct polling locations are:

Precinct I - North Amherst Hall

opposite Watroba's
Precinct II - Amherst Fire

Station, next door to Louis Food
Precinct III - Odd Fellow's Hall,

Kellogg Ave., by Post Office

Precinct IV - Masonic Hall, Main
St.

Precinct V - Fort River School,
new elementary school on S. East
St.

Precinct VI - Munson Memorial
Library, So. Amherst Common
Precinct VII - Amherst Auction

Galleries, junction Rte. 116 &
Meadow St.

By MARK VOGLER
MDC Staff

A Middlesex County Superior
Court Judge said yesterday that he
will "sit" on the state loyalty oath
court case decision involving
UMass faculty and staff "until

somebody screams for a verdict."
Judge Joseph S. Mitchell

acknowledged last August that
either the termination of hundreds
of UMass personnel refusing to
ascribe to the 1949 legislative
enactment — or a direct challenge
to a U.S. Supreme Court ruling are
two "likely possibilities" resulting
from his final judgment.

"Just as a practical matter, I

don't think it would serve anyone
any good to render an opinion as
expeditiously as possible," Judge
Mitchell told the Collegian.

"And I don't think that I will

make a decision unless somebody
stirs it up — it will cause a lot of
pain for a lot of people."
The case developed in November

of 1972 when three faculty mem-
bers from the UMass-Boston
campus filed a class action-suit

against university personnel of-

fices of all three University
campuses (Amherst, Boston, and
Worcester), seeking to bar
dismissal of anyone employed
between Oct. 29, 1969 and Sept. 21,

1972 who had not token the oath.

In January of last year, the

UMass-Boston plaintiffs,

represented by Stephen Oleskey,
joined their cause with Atty.
William A. Norris of Cummington,
legal counsel for 18 faculty and
staff members from UMass
Amherst and a group of 33 from
Berkshire Community College.
The state decided to combine the

separate cases despite Norris'
objection. He felt each should be
heard separately to assure equal
representation for the three
groups.

If a verdict is ever issued, it

would be appealed by either side, a
spokesman for the oath opponents
indicated.

Mitchell said he has a legal
opinion available, but added that
neither the University plaintiffs

involved or the state's defense
counsel has approached him on the
matter.

"I haven't heard a word from
both parties, and I don't think I

will," Mitchell declared.

"It's obvious that nobody wants
a decision. Nobody wanted to bring
this issue out in the first place. Who
wants to see professors thrown out
of college."

Mitchell told the Collegian that
he could make his opinion public
"if the press wants it to come to

this," but warned "it really doesn't
serve the public or the press any
good to issue such an opinion."
Although he was supposed to

hand down a verdict last spring,

Mitchell delayed and finally
postponed the decision over the
summer months to allow the ad-
ministration, faculty and staff

members to return from their
vacations.

However, the oath issue seemed
to fade out of everybody's mind.
A favorable verdict in behalf of

those who have refused to sign the
loyalty oath could be challenging a
Nixon Supreme Court decision
made five years ago which
reversed the ruling of a
Massachusetts District Court that
a loyalty oath for teachers was
unconstitutional, Mitchell has said.

"It's awfully difficult to in ac-
tuality overrule something the
highest court in the land has upheld
as constitutional," he told the
Collegian in August.

"Since the constitutionality of
public employees taking the oath is

now being considered — and
teachers are public employees —
the possibility of overruling a
Supreme Court decision exists."
Mitchell has maintained that a

verdict upholding the oath as
constitutional would "only create
an emotional situation, especially
if it leads to the termination of
employees."

If a verdict is ever issued, it

would be appealed by either side, a
spokesman for the oath opponents
indicated.

Attorney seeks oath verdict
By MARK VOGLER

An attorney for UMass plaintiffs

involved in the state loyalty oath
court case said yesterday that
"judicial process shouldn't be
blocked" and that a verdict should
be issued.

Atty. William A. Norris of
Cummington told the Collegian
that Judge Joseph S. Mitchell
should not sit on his legal opinion,
and added that he would consult his

clients as to whether the judge's
final decision should be sought.
Norris is representing 18 faculty

and staff members from UMass-
Amherst and a group of 33 from
Berkshire Community College who
refused to ascribe to the state's
loyalty oath for employees during
the Fall of 1972.

Although contested by Norris,
the state merged the two court
cases with a class action suit filed

by three UMass-Boston professors

in November of 1972. Stephen
Olesky of Boston, counsel for the

three, could not be reached by the
Collegian last night.

"One judge shouldn't take it

upon himself to stop judicial

process. We ought to have a
decision," Norris said.

"The loyalty oath is invalid

legally and ought to get knocked off

the books."

Public Transportation Committee

to consider format of open meeting
The Amherst Committee on

Public Transportation will meet
tonight at 7:30 in the Board Room
of Amherst Town Hall (second
floor).

Underground

nuclear plant?

The Montague Nuclear Concerns
Group (MNCG) has decided to

petition Northeast Utilities to

consider building its proposed
nuclear plant udderground.
The petition will ask that the

plant be built underground that

there be a guarantee of no
radiation releases, and that

Northeast Utilities would help fund
a third party to monitor radiation

systems for Montague and
surround areas.

Robert L. May, chairperson of

MNCG said the petitions will be
circulating by mid-week. May
expressed hope that Montague
selectmen would see fit to endorse
the petitions.

On the other hand, if Northeast
Utilities completely disregards the

MNCG petition, May suggested
that some of his members would
feel it is necessary to move toward
intervention during the upcoming
hearings.

The main item on tonight's
agenda will be final consideration
of the content and format of an
open meeting on the feasibility of
public transportation, to be held on
February 14th in the auditorium of

Amherst Junior High School. That
meeting will be carried live on
local cable television (Channel 8)

and radio station WMUA (91.1

FM).
Tonight the full Committee must

work out a detailed schedule for

the February 14th meeting, based
on recommendations of two sub-
committees formed last December
to handle preparations for the
event.

Representatives of some 35 local

college and civic organizations
have been invited to the February
14th meeting to offer statement on
their views of the need for public

transportation in Amherst. To
date, 10 groups have indicated an
interest in presenting statements.
Sierra Club, Valley Tenants
Association, Graduate Environ-
mental Engineering Association,
League of Women Voters, Amherst
Redevelopment Authority, UMass
Transportation Council, UMass
Student Government Association,
Mass. State Employees
Association, Long Plain Nature
Center, and Amherst Environ-
mental Concerns Committee.

ART WASKOW
an initiator of the Jewish campaign for a People's Peace Treaty to

end the war in Indochina. Author of the Bush is Burning, the
Freedom Seder, and the ^^ Worried Man's Guide to

World Peac:
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In The Nation And The World
What are

the truckers

demanding?
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
What are the striking in-

dependent truckers demanding?
It depends on which one of them

is speaking.

Lower fuel prices. Higher frieght
rates. Higher speed limits. Higher
weight limits. Adequate fuel
supplies at truck stops. Guarantees
that increased costs can be passed
to the consumer.
That is a consensus of the

various demands over which
thousands of independent truckers
have idled their rigs in at least 30
states. Here is a compilation of

what they want:

FUEL PRICES - They say diesel
fuel has risen from just over 25
cents a gallon to nearly 50 cents in

the past year. They want the price
rolled back to the low 30s, and a
ceiling placed there. Energy chief
William E. Simon and others are
reluctant to favor such a move.
Since fuel prices reflect the cost of

oil, a rollback in diesel presumably
would mean a rollback in crude oil

prices.

FREIGHT RATES - Some
truckers' organizations want a 14

per cent hike in the money truckers
get for their cargo. Others are
asking that freight rates rise on a
dollar-for-dollar basis as costs of

running a truck rise. The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has
granted a four per cent increase
for Midwestern and Eastern steel

and iron haulers, and officials have
promised other increases.

SPEED LIMITS - All truckers
have protested the 55 mile per hour
speed limit which is soon to be
nationwide. They claim, although a
number of experts say it isn't so,

that their big rigs are more ef-

ficient at higher speeds. They want
a 65 m ph. limit. Most government
officials seem inclined not to budge
on this demand.
WEIGHT LIMITS - Current laws

generally limit truckers to an
80,000-pound load. But the
truckers, who get more money if

they haul more cargo, say this

must be raised if they're forced to

go slower. Some state officials say
higher weight limits will tear up
highways.
FUEL SUPPLIES - Truckers say

they have to stop at every other
truck stop to keep rolling because
most dealers have limited diesel

supplies and are limiting pur-
chases. Simon has pledged to in-

crease diesel fuel supplies to

alleviate this problem.

Nixon releases fiscal budget
Decreased
oil profits

urged
WASHINGTON (AP) - Here are

the highlights of President Nixon's
fiscal 1975 budget released Monday
by the White House:
SPENDING -The administration

proposes to spend $304.4 billion, the
first $300-billion-plus federal
budget in history. It is an increase
of $29.8 billion over fiscal 1974,

which ends June 30.

REVENUES - The government
estimates it will take in $295 billion

in taxes and other revenues, in-

INCOME SECURITY - For the first time, federal expenditures to sup-

port the income of needy Americans, through Social Security, public

assistancs and other programs, tops $100 billion. It is an increase of $15
billion over the previous fiscal year. A large part of the boost is in Social
Security benefit increases.
TAXES - Except for the windfall profits tax, the budget proposes no

new levies.

HEALTH -Spending for health programs totals $26 billion, up $3 billion, crude oil prices, but phase out if

most of that in Medicare spending. The administration plans to offer a price levels stabilize in coming
national health insurance program this year, but federal funds for it years.
would not begin until 1977, assuming it's approved by Congress. Treasury Secretary George P

ECONSTRUCTION - The budget calls for $648 million Shultz, laying the proposal before

by EDMOND LeBRETON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) -President
Nixon's administration urged
Congress yesterday to enact a tax
that would skim off windfall profits

from the big current jumps in

for economic aid to Indochina.

eluding about $2 billion from a
windfall profits tax on the oil in-

dustry. The deficit will be $9.4

billion.

BUDGET PHILOSOPHY - Nixon
said the budget provides moderate Mote defense funds
economic stimulus and promised J J

Nixon budget highlighted

Energy research
to increase spending to prevent a
recession. The increased spending
is largely in uncontrollables, such
as Social Security and welfare.

DEFENSE - Defense spending
will rise $6.3 billion to a total of

$85.8 billion, largest in history.

Other defense-related ex-
penditures, including funds for the

Atomic Energy Commission, ring

defense outlays to $87.7 billion.

Most of the money goes for in-

creased wages and prices.

ENERGY - Nixon is proposing
$1.5 billion for energy research and
development, primarily for

development of a nuclear breeder
reactor and for programs for

making coal a better energy
source.

ByMIKESHANAHAN
AP Military Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon asked Congress yesterday
for authority to spend more money
on defense in fiscal 1975 than in any
single year of World War II.

The $85.8-billion spending
request for the coming fiscal year
tops 1945, when the $79.9 billion

spent was the largest ever for

America's non-nuclear armed
forces.

The budget message notes that

from 1968 to 1975, the size of U.S.

military forces will drop from 3.5

million to 2.1 million men, but the
cost of paying those soldiers rises

from $19 billion to $24 billion.

By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Old King
Coal may yet regain his throne.
President Nixon's proposed budget
for fiscal 1975 includes a $461
million "special allowance" to
speed up energy research, much of
it devoted to reforming dirty old
King Coal into a clean-living
citizen of the new environmental
society.

Coal may have to share that
throne, however, with a newcomer
-atomic power, due for an even
larger portion of research money
in the new budget.

In transmitting the budget to

Congress Monday, Nixon said it

includes Project Independence.

Spreading truck strike
continued from pg i

He said 19 per cent fewer cattle
were killed yesterday than one
week ago and 23 per cent fewer
than on the comparable day last

year. Hog slaughter was down 39
per cent from last week, the
spokesman said, and sheep
slaughter was down 45 per cent
over a week ago.

Florida citrus growers also
reported problems.
Wade Meredith of the Florida

City State Farmers Market
estimated that faimers in south
Dade County would ship only 10 to
20 per cent ot their normal harvest
yesterday
Teamster Union President

Frank Fitzsimmons condemned
the shutdown.
More than 14,000 auto workers

were idled at seven plants in
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and Ohio

as parts deliveries dwindled to a
trickle because of the continuing
truckers' action. The shutdowns
ranged from at least a day to a
week.
The protesters are independents,

but some company drivers have
been staying off the road - sym-
pathy or fear.

It was difficult to measure the

exact impact of the shutdown.
There are an estimated 100,000

driver-owners, but no one knew
just how many were off the road.

Authorities in more than half the 50
states said traffic was down and
truck stops were blockaded.
Fresh violence was reported

yesterday in over a dozen states.

Most of the incidents involved

shootings, tire slashings aad rock
or brick throwings. There were
only scattered injuries.

Farmers had trouble getting

their goods to market and
processing plants couldn't get
shipments to process. The
Department of Agriculture said
produce shipments into
Philadelphia were off 75 per cent
over the weekend.

Republic Steel Corp., officials

me yesterday to evaluate the ef-

fects of the truckers' shutdown. A
spokesman said that "unless there
is a drastic change in the situation,

it appears there will be substantial

additional layoffs...which may run
into several thousand in nor-
theastern Ohio."

the House Ways and Means
Committee, took a firm stand,
however, against a rollback in

present crude oil prices - despite

indications from elsewhere in the

administration that such a step

may be under study.

And Shultz brushed off as
outrageous suggestions that the

United States might consider
nationalizing the oil companies.
Also included in the ad-

ministration package were
proposals to deny U.S. oil

producers the depreciation
allowance on crude oil produced
abroad and to cut back the extent
to which payment of taxes to

foreign countries may be used to

offset U.S. taxes on other foreign-

generated income.
The windfall tax, Shultz said

under questioning, would not affect
one tax consideration important to

the oil industry - the right to charge
off in a single year the intangible
cost of drilling wells.

He said the administration is

standing by some earlier proposals
relating to minimum tax and ac-
counting losses that could have
some impact in certain cases on
the use of the intangible drilling
cost privilege, but also was
proposing direct encouragement of
exploration for petroleum through
a tax credit.

Shultz told reporters outside the
hearing room he has the im-
pression oil prices may already
have peaked.
"We have seen signs that some of

the very high prices are coming
down," he said.

To the committee, he said it was
his guess that the day of very high
profits by U.S. companies from
overseas production are about
over.

Your Attention Please!

If you are interested in seeing any more concerts (ex. Spring
Concert) or improving them, WE NEED YOU! Come to the first
semester meeting

of the

Program Council Social Committee

Wed. Nite Feb. 6 in Rm. 105 C.C.

New Participants Invited (Concert Committee included)

Old Faithtuls welcomed as usual.

PRESENTS

JuJu Players Repertory Company
in

"Shango De Ima"
A Yoruba Mystery Play

February 12, 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium
A Third World Cultural Series Event

Michael Houstoun, Pianist
Winner of the Van Cliburn Competition

February ., • M . , p.m Bowker Audjf0rjum
A Celebrity Series Event

Feb. 13

works by
BACH
MOZART
CHOPIN
PROKOFIEFF
LISZT

Feb. 14

works by
BACH
CHOPIN
RACHMANINOFF
PROKOFIEFF

Tickets to all performances are $1.50 UM-A students-
$3.00 others

«««»»/

Box Office. 125 Herter Hall 545-0202

Jaworski seeks more White House material

Special Watergate prosecutor Leon Jaworski.

Terrorists blow up bus

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The White
House acknowledged Monday that

the special Watergate prosecutor
has asked for more tapes and
documents and said the request is

under consideration.

"This matter will be discussed
in. ...confidential conversations
and communications" between the
offices of the White House counsel
and the prosecutor very soon,
Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L.
Warren told reporters.

Leon Jaworski, the special
prosecutor, said Sunday in an
interview that he expected a
decision Monday on his efforts to

gain access to more White House
material.

Jaworski was in Houston
Monday for an American Bar

BATLEY, England (AP) — Terrorists blew up a
busload of British servicemen and their families
Monday with a 50-pound bomb that police said ripped
the vehicle apart like a can opener, killing 11 persons
and wounding 14.

It was the worst terrorist atrocity in Britain since
guerillas blew up a paratroopers' mess hall in
Aldershot, killing seven persons, in February 1972.

Police and the army say they suspected the blast
was work of the Irish Republican Army, battling the
British in Northern Ireland. Authorities launched one
of Britain's biggest dragnets in an effort to capture
the bombers.

The blast hurled bodies onto the expressway and
spewed wreckage for 200 yards. The back half of the
coach was ripped aprt. The right side was blown
open. The roof was curled back.

One survivor ran down the road flagging down
cars and trucks so they would not run over the bodies
lying on the highway. Thick, freezing fog descended
to hamper rescue operations. Ambulances carried
casualties and the shaken survivors to hospitals.

The bus was carrying 56 soldiers, airmen and
their families returning from furlough to bases
around the'Catterick military complex in Yorkshire.

Police said the time bomb was concealed in the
luggage trunk at the rear of the bus.

The blast killed eight servicemen, most of them
believed to be soldiers; a trooper's wife; and two
children, a boy and a girl. Of the 14 wounded, one was
reported in critical condition.

Police said Cpl. C. Houghton, his wife Linda, and
their two children, Robert, 5, and Lee, 2, were among

Americans prefer

Ford to Nixon
PRINCETON. N.J. (AP) - The latest Gallup

Poll says 46 percent of Americans surveyed would
prefer to have Vice President Gerald Ford serve as
president for the remainder of President Nixon's
term.

The survey, taken Jan. 18-24, showed 46 percent
preferred Ford to Nixon, 32 per cent chose Nixon and
22 per cent expressed no preference.

In the survey, 1,592 adults were asked, "Here is a
question about President Richard Nixon and Vice
President Gerald Ford. If you had a choice, which
man would you ra»her have as president between now
and the next presideetial election in 1976 — Nixon or
Ford."

Among Republicans, 57 per cent chose Nixon, 28
per cent chose Ford and 15 per cent said they were
undeecided. Eighteen per cent of the Democrats
chose Nixon, 55 per cent chose Ford and 27 per cent
gave no preference. Nixon was the favorite of 35 per
cent of the independents, and Ford of 45 per cent, with
20 per cent naming no choice.

Traditionally, Democratic groups such as blacks,
Catholics and labor union families favored Ford most
heavily, the Gallup organization said.

the dead.

Many of the 11,000 soldiers based at Catterick,
including Houghton, have served in Northern Ireland,
where the army has been operating since sectarian
feuding flared in 1969.

Police sources said it centered around Man-
chester, the northern industrial city where the bus
began its journey Sunday night.

Miners vote strike

.LONDON (AP) — Eighty-one per cent of Britain's
coal miners voted for a crippling nationwide strike
and their leader said Monday about the only thing'
that will head it off is "more cash on the table."

"If the government doesn't take the result of the
ballot seriously then all I can say is that the govern-
ment itself cannot be taken seriously," declared
union president Joe Gormley.
The vote put Prime Minister Edward Heath's back

to the wall because union leaders now have authority
to order the miners out of the coalfields by Sunday."
The 4-1 vote in favor of a strke was the highest ever

recorded by the miners' union. The Electoral Reform
Society, which monitored the secret ballot, reported
188,393 for and 44,222 against with miners in the
militant south Wales area returning 93 per cent in
favor.

Provisional notice already has been given that the
stoppage may begin at midnight Sturday, but the
union's 27-man high command is meeting here
Tuesday to consider timing in light of ar.v new moves
byjHeath.
Coal supplies 70 per cent of Britain's electricity. An

over-time ban by miners since November has already
cut stocks by more than one-third. To save fuel the
government imposed a three-day work week
beginning Jan. 1. Lost production is costing Britain
$2.2 billion a month. An all-out miners' strike could
choke off electricity supplies to industry by spring.
The miners want pay raises ranging from $17.60 to

$28.60 a week, an increase of more than 30 per cent
over present wages. Unskilled surface workers now
get $55.63 a week and skilled underground workers
draw $79.83 a week.
The government has offered a 7 per cent raise for

all, the top figure allowed by inflation controls. For
most miners this would mean $5.06 to $5.64 more a
week. About half the miners would get an extra $10.45
for working night shifts. Only 5 per cent of the miners
would get the $22 more a week for permanent night
shift work in thr state-run mines.
The government says giving the miners more than

7 per cent would open the floodgates to a series of
inflationary wage settlements. After the miners' last
strike in 1972 they won a 25 per cent wage increase.
The government argues that this led to a rash of
similar settlements which helped produce the
nation's current inflation rate of 10.6 per cent.

Association meeting, and his office

said there would be no comment on
the White House statement.

In other Watergate-related
developments

:

-The White House distributed a
statement by Nixon's chief
Watergate lawyer, James D. St.

Clair, chastizing Jaworski and his
staff for supporting the veracity of
John W. Dean III, Nixon's chief
Watergate accuser. Nixon has said
that he was unaware of any
Watergate cover-up until Dean told
him March 21. Dean, who was fired
as White House counsel, has said
that Nixon knew about it before
then. Jaworski has said that his

prosecutors have no evidence that
Dean lied.

-E. Howard Hunt, who pleaded

guilty in the Watergate break-in
case, asked the U.S. Court of
Appeals to reverse his conviction.
He said the break-in had
"government approval."

-Egil Bud Krogh Jr., who ad-
mitted he sent Hunt and three
others to break into the office of
Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist,
surrendered to U. S. marshals in
Washington to begin serving a six
months prison term for violating
the civil rights of the psychiatrist.

Warren said that in addition to
subpoenaed tapes turned over by
the White House to the special
prosecutor, presidential aides have
provided voluntarily 17 additional
tape-recorded conversations and
more than 700 documents.

Syrians claim more

Golan heights fighting
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Syria reported its tanks and

cannons traded fire with Israeli

forces in the Golan Heights for two
hours Monday in the 10th con-
secutive day of clashes along the
jagged cease-fire line.

The fighting came as Arab
newspapers said Syrian President
Hafez Assad was winning his
campaign to keep up the oil em-
bargo against the United States
until he gets a Golan troop
disengagement pact to his liking.

Israeli military spokesmen said
the clash was confined to the
southeast section of the front and
left two Israeli soldiers wounded.
The Israelis have contested earlier
Syrian battle reports as
exaggerated.
The fighting broke out about

noon when Israeli artillery shelled
Syrian positions near the center of
the irregular 40-mile line. The
Syrians claimed destroying six
Israeli tanks and 20 artillery

batteries.

Assad returned to Damascus
from a three-day trip to Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait. Beirut
newspapers reported he got firm
pledges from the Saudi monarch,
King Faisal, and from the Kuwaiti
ruler, Sheik Sabah al-Salem al-

Sabah, to keep up the oil embargo
until he gets the Golan agreement
he wants.

Assad's terms were outlined by
his foreign minister, Abdel Halim
Khaddam, in a statement on the
official Saudi radio:

"Syria will accept military
disengagement on the Golan
Heights front only if it's made part
of a plan for a total Israeli with-
drawal from Arab territories
conquered in both the 1973 and 1967
wars," he said.

"A disengagement by itself
without an Israeli commitment for
total withdrawal and an assurance
of Palestinian rights is not ac-
ceptable to Syria under any cir-

cumstances."
Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger, who negotiated the Suez
disengagement accord between
Egypt and Israel, is working on a
similar agreement between Syria
and Israel.

But the Syrian terms enunciated
by Khaddam, coupled with Israel's

public stand, appeared to spell
trouble for his mediation efforts.

The Israeli government of
Premier Golda Meir repeatedly
has made it clear that Israel insists

on keeping some Golan territory
captured in the 1967 war.

Oil embargo to continue

Starts Wednesday - First Episode of THE SHADOW - Campus Cinemas

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Syria
appears to have dashed American
hopes for an early end to the Arab
oil embargo.
Newspapers reported Monday

that Syrian President Hafez Assad
won firm pledges from Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait to continue the
embargo until the Syrians sign a
disengagement pact with Israel on
Syrian terms.

Syrian Foreign Minister Abdel
Halim Khaddam said Syria will

settle for nothing less than an
Israeli commitment to "total with-
drawal from Arab territories

conquered both in the 1973 and 1967
wars."
Arab oil ministers are scheduled

to discuss the oil embargo against
the United States at a meeting in

Tripoli, Libya, on Feb. 14. The
reports on Syria hinted at what

conditions may be set for lilting tne
embargo.
Assad met with both Persian

Gulf leaders over the weekend.
Saudi Foreign Minister Omar
Sakkaf announced Monday the
embargo would only be lifted

"when the United States stops
taking a pro-israeu stance"

and guarantees Israeli withdrawal
from all occupied Arab territories,

including the eastern sector of
Jerusalem.

Tonite

Wed. & Thurs.

MAKE A COMMITMENT!
N.E.S. needs people f jr tutoring, arts & crafts, dance, music, athletics and more,
one or more times a week in Springfield.

Academic credit is available and transportation is provided.

Recruitment meeting will be held Wednesday, Feb. 6 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 168
Campus Center. Be there!

For Information Call 545-0575

N.E.S. Office: 426A Student Union.

Home
Cooking

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte 47: Sunderland
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Senate finds tax breaks inefficient incentive for exploration
By DAVID C. MARTIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON < AP) - A Senate study has
found that tax breaks granted the petroleum
industry as an incentive to further ex-
ploration are inefficient in stimulating new
supplies of oil.

The same tax breaks, the study estimates,
cost the treasury something in excess of $1.5
billion a year in revenues.
Additional revenues of between $600

million amd $1 billion are lost each year as a
result of foreign tax credits which en-
courage the refining and distribution of oil

abroad at the expense of domestic
operations, the study indicates.

The 58-page report, prepared by the
Library of Congress as part of a National
Fuels and Energy Policy Study authorized
by the Senate in J 971, was released Sunday
by Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash.
"The incredible tax benefits that the oil

companies have enjoyed for ' years have
produced billions of dollars of profit for the
industry without inducing any additional
production of domestic oil," Jackson said in

an accompanying statement.
The study indicates that some of the tax

privileges-specifically, the oil depletion
allowance and the expensing of intangible
drilling costs-actually discourage ex-
ploration for new sources of oil and "en-

courage producers to rely on over-drilling in

existing fields" instead.

The oil depletion allowance permits a
producer to deduct 22 per cent of a well's

gross income before calculating his tax due.
The intangible drilling costs allow a

company to deduct certain expenses-labor,
materials and repairs-incurred in bringing a
well into production.

Both measures, the study points out, apply
only to producing wells and not to so-called
wildcat or exploratory wells which prove to

be dry.

"The only current incentive for ex-
ploratory drilling," the study says, "is the
expensing of dry holes," a tax provision

which allows an oil company to write off the
cost of drilling a non-producing well.
The study adds, however, that expensing

of dry holes is "not unusual from an ac-
counting standpoint...nor is it different from
the treatment of other businesses where
losses are generally allowed to be written
off."

The study suggests that a reduction in
foreign tax credits allowed the oil com-
panies may be necessary "in light of the
goal of encouraging a domestic supply of
energy."

Foreign tax credits allow companies
operating abroad to deduct their foreign tax
payments from the amount owed the U.S.
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Simon : Government may equalize

heating oil prices in East
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By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal
energy chief William E. Simon said
yesterday the government may
step in to equalize home heating oil

prices in 17 eastern states.

But Simon said voluntary actions
already being taken by distributors
may make the action unnecessary.
Home heating oil prices vary

widely in many communities
because some dealers are

dependent on high-priced foreign
oil or domestic oil exemp from
price controls while their com-
petitors are supplied largely from
oil subject to price controls.

To solve the problem, Simon
proposed yesterday that dealers be
required to share their supplies in

a way that would give each of them
about the same proportion of

domestic and foreign oil.

That would give each dealer
about the same over-all cost which,

Open new vistas of hope for her.
She's the kind of young girl that feels

lonely. Feels left out. Feels the whole
world is a hostile place.

The kind of giil who has crumhled
under the awesome pressures of a

disrupted home and an inconsistent

society. The adolescent girl who has
built a wall around herself anil who
will never grow up emotionally unless

love breaks through to free her. . . .

The Sis 1 1 rs Of Thi Good Siii r

HtRD who are religiously committed
and professionally trained dedicate

themselves to guiding adolescent girls

who have personal, social, and family
difficulties.

As psychologists, child care and
octal workers, teachers, nurses, rec-

reation leaders, and in other fields,

the sisters strive through love, under-

standing, and total commitment to

Christ in help these girls find them-
sdves and Ood again.

Yes, please send me information.

"5£) Vocation Director

Sistxps of the Qooo Shepheud
p Mt. Florence. Peekskill, New York 10566

Name

Regional

rationing

possible

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Federal Energy Office said

yesterday it will ask New England
governors to set up a regional
gasoline rationing system unless
something happens by the end of
the week to dramatically reduce
lines at the pumps.
"By the end of the week if things

haven't improved we'll have to do
something," said Hugh Saussy
deputy regional administrator of
the energy office in Boston.
He said he was disappointed at

reaction to guidelines issued by his
office last week in an attempt to
reduce panic buying and promote
fuel conservation.

"The reaction has been very
spotty," Saussy said. "We've had
trouble getting the word out

passed along to the customers,
would tend to equalize prices.
Simon's proposal would require

reports from the 76 principal
suppliers in the 17 Eastern states.

The reports would be used to

calculate their average foreign-

domestic fuel mix.
The proposed regulation would

then require the suppliers to buy or
sell foreign or domestic oil to each
other as required to give each of

them about the same mix.
The transactions would be

measured against the foreign-
domestic fuel mix during the
corresponding calendar quarter of

1973.

"This plan will do away with the
problem of next door neighbors
paying a difference of 50 per cent to

heat their homes," Simon said.
He added, however, that the

regulation may not be needed
because "there are strong in-

dications that the situation is being
corrected by the voluntary action
of the oil companies and suppliers.

"Prices have already begun to

drop in the area as the result of co-
mingling of foreign and domestic
oil among suppliers."

The 17 states covered by tAe
proposed regulation are: Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia and Florida.

If adopted, the regulation would
take effect March 1.
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Boston Edison rate

increase opposed
BOSTON (AP) - Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn, Lt. Gov. Donald Dwight'

arid a dozen state legislators opposed a Boston Edison Co. request
Monday for a rate increase aimed in part at offsetting a reduction in use
during the energy crisis.

But at a hearing before the Department of Public Utilities, spokesmen
for the electric company said they will have difficulty meeting expenses
without an increase.
The company is seeking emergency increases totaling $36 million, as

part of a $43 million increase already requested. Of this, $17.2 million
would go to meet increases in costs and $18.9 million would cover
decreased use due to conservation.
Quinn and several legislators favored a government takeover of

electric companies.
Edward Hanify, counsel to Boston Edison, pointed out that by doing

this, the state would lose $58 million a year in taxes and suggested that the
government would not be able to buy fuel any more cheaply than a
private company.
Quinn charged that part of the increase would go to remedy poor

planning at the Plymouth Nuclear Plant, where output now is only half
what was projected.

"In addition to power we did not use and the extra power the company
hoped we would buy, Boston Edison is asking the consumer to pay for its
mistakes," Quinn said.

Rep. James L. Smith, D-Lynn, was among several legislators who
voiced strong opposition to a rate increase he said would penalize
customers for conservation measures the company had urged them to
take.

Gasland stations

expected to reopen
SPRINGFIELD ( AP) —A chain of 175 service stations in the northeast

hopes to be able to supply 150 million gallons of gas for the region during
1974, the firm's president said Monday.
More than half of the Gasland Inc. stations — most of them in

Massachusetts and Connecticut — have shut down in recent months.
President Jack Stanley of the Springfield-based company said Monday

that most of the stations would be reopened as quickly as possible. He
predicted that half would be open by the end of the week.
Stanley said the chain could provide 150 million gallons to the region

this year if Gasland is able to get feed-stocks, or raw materials used in the
refining process, from the major oil companies.
The Federal Energy Office has pledged to help ensure feed-stocks for

Gasland's Louisiana refinery, Stanley said.

The Springfield Daily News reported Monday that an unidentified
Gasland official said 20 per cent of the refinery's 1973 production came to
New England.
The official explained that Gasland honored contractual commitments

in other parts of the country when the Arab oil boycott and federal price
controls combined to make New England "not an economically viable
situation."

With other commitments expiring and with price controls removed,
"as of Feb. 1 every gallon of gasoline that we manufacture will be sold in
New England," the spokesman said.

Besides Massachusetts and Connecticut, the chain runs stations in New
Hampshire, Vermont and New York.

AOLU&Shoes
8 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Daily 9:00-5:30; Friday till 9:00

"Noma of The Boot Collar"

Dukakis calls for rationing
BOSTON (AP) - Democratic

gubernatorial candidate Michael
Dukakis called on Gov. Francis
Sargent Monday to immediately
order a form of gasoline rationing

for Massachusetts.
Dukakis said the plan should be

based on systems in effect in

Oregon and Hawaii where drivers

whose license plates end in even
numbers can buy gas only on even-
numbered days and drivers with
odd-numbered plates are limited to

odd numbered days.

The former state representative,

now a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for
governor, said rationing plan
should be imposed as law, and that

if Sargent finds he does not have
authority to do so, he should seek
legislative approval for rationing

power.

Dukakis also called for

emergency mass transit service to

supplement bus, transit and train

service, and help ease the demand
for gasoline.

He also suggested a half-fare

plan for weekend service on the

Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority to aid motorists when
gasoline is not available. Dukakis
said the half-fare system has been
in effect in New York City since

early December.

Dukakis blamed the federal

government for failing to aid the

Northeast in fighting the energy

shortage.

The federal government,
Dukakis said, "has clearly ab-

dicated its respons.oilities" to

assure equitable supplies of
gasoline, especially to
Massachusetts.

Dukakis said he favors the

Oregon-style rationing system
because it would be easy to im-

plement and would not require a

bureaucracy to administer.

NE gas supplies fair
NORTH ADAMS (AP) - Rep. Silvio O. Conte, R-Mass., plans to ask

gasoline stations and fuel dealers in his district to supply him with data
about fuel allocations.

Conte said in an interview here he will ask dealers to provide him with
figures showing their current allocations and their 1972 deliveries.

"I want to be able to go with some hard facts and figures to Federal
Energy Chief Bill Simon and say we're not getting our fair share under
the mandatory allocation program," Conte said.

Conte wants fuel figures
BOSTON (AP) — Gasoline supplies are fair throughout most of New

England, according to an American Automobile Association special
survey, except in Maine, where the outlook for the next few days is good.

Cities where stations report very low supplies include Worcester,
Mass., Providence, R.I.; Manchester and Portsmouth, N.H., and
Burlington, Vt., the association said Monday.
Limits on gasoline purchases are standard throughout the region,

except in Maine, where about half the stations contacted set no limits.
Most stations in the AAA survey said they were pumping gas in the

morning until they sell their daily quota, which is often before noon.

Redecorating for Second Semester?
Try "Scotch" Brand Mounting Squares and tape with adhesive on both sides

makes wall mounting jobs quick, easy. Mounts spice cabinets, pictures,

decorative pieces, posters and prints.

Scotqb 49c

MOUIMTIN GSQUARES

With all the other "Scotch" adhesive products
at

The University Store
Campus Center

Under 11 billon selcf
YOU JUST CANT" EAT EM THAWAST

THE HUNGRY-

U

103 N. PLEASANT ST.

Free Delivery

256-6350

256-0611

253-9080
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Regional independents join truck strike Around New England
By BOB GREENE

Associated Press Writer
Independent truck drivers in

New England have joined in a
nationwide slowdown that could
force housewives to pay higher
prices for what may be dwindling
supplies at the supermarkets.
Only a few violent incidents have

been reported in the six-state

region, but protesting drivers met
with New Hampshire Gov.
Meldrim Thomsen and Connecticut
Gov. Thomas J. Meskill has
alerted the National Guard in his

state for possible duty.

The windshield of a tractor
trailer rig was shattered in
Haverhill when a meat hook was
dropped from an overpass on 495,
according to police. The truck
driver suffered facial cuts from
flying glass.

In Connecticut, a rock was
thrown through a truck windshield
on Route 8, between Thomaston
and Waterbury, and a second
driver reported that his truck's air
hoses had been cut by a group of
men along Interstate 84 in South-
bury.

More than 30 tractor-trailer rigs
pulled into parking spaces around

the New Hampshire Sate House at
Concord early yesterday. But they
were removed before Thomsen
met with five truckers and
promised that he would do
everything he can to get them
diesel fuel.

The striking truckers are
potesting the high price and
scarceness of diesel fuel and the
slower highway limits.

Throughout New England, fewer
trucks were hitting the highways
and supermarkets already are
beginning to feel the pinch.
Robert Sirois, a Patucket, R.I.,

produce wholesaler, said his state
is just starting to feel the effects of
the slowdown. Fresh fruit and
vegetables are becoming more
scarce and the prices are going up
on what fresh produce is available,
he said.

Richard Tavilla of P. Tavilla Co.
Inc., a Boston produce wholesaler,
said the strike and the weekend
snowstorm in southern New
England is already showing signs
of jacking up produce prices.

"Fifty pounds of green cabbage
sold for $3 to $3.75 last week. It was
$4 to $4.50 this morning," he said.

A Portland, Maine, wholesaler,

Charles Redman, said if the strike

continues, consumers will see the

effects in "three or four days."
The biggest problem appears to

be in foodstuffs that are tran-

sported into New England from the

midwest, although longshoremen
at Albany, N.Y., are reportedly

refusing to load bananas onto

trucks there.

Boxed Beef Co. of Hartford,

Conn., has placed its last meat
order from Iowa with the railroads

rather than with trucks. The switch
to rails was made a week ago.

In Gloucester, fish processors
are worried that the strike will deal
a severe financial blow to their

industry. The year's largest fish

sales are during Lent.

Nearly all of the Gloucester
area's processed fish is shipped in
refrigerated trucks operated by
independents. Since the strike
began, very little fish has been
trucked out of Gloucester.
The supply problem will be

heightened, many say, if panic
buying or hoarding begins.
While many truckers have halted

their rigs to protest, others have
stopped rolling beause of the fear
of violence.

< tWe lose"~01ver

BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts
is forfeiting substantial sums of

money by failing to take advantage
of federal aid in medical care for

the mentally retarded, the Senate

chairman of a special legislative

commission charged yesterday.

"I estimate it was $10 million a
year in recent years," said Sen.

John Olver, (D-Amherst).
Olver's Special Commission on

the Belchertown State School and
Monson State Hospital released an
interim report that did not mention
a specific amount.
Under Medicaid, the federal

government will pay the entire cost

of brining intermediate care
facilities up to its standards and
half the cost of treatment af-

terwards.

The commission's report said the
Department of Mental Health still

has not promulgated guidelines for

emergency medical care for the
retarded in state institutions.

Four persons died in accidents at

Belchertown in November and
December, 1972, and a draft of

emergency procedures was sup-
posed to have been in the gover-
nor's hands last October.

Fishy cruise

BOSTON (AP) - The
Massachusetts Taxpayers
Association yesterday called for
creation of a state Board of
Revenue Estimates to set a target

ceiling on state spending before
budget preparation begins next
year.

Richard A. Manley, pesident of
the Taxpayers Foundation, told the
legislature's joint Ways and Means
Committee that the proposed
board's estimate of available
revenue would be used in all

executive budgets and all ap-
propriation bills.

Manley said the proposal would
"encourage more straight-forward
and less political budgets."
The Ways and Means Committee

also heard testimony from several
Massachusetts mayors and
legislators who endorsed a bill to
force the state to provide funds for
all legislative programs forced
upon cities and towns.

SMU cleared

NORTH DARTMOUTH. Mass.
(AP) - All buildings were cleared
on the campus of Southeastern
Massachusetts University (SMU)
here yesterday after a female
phoned state and city police
warning that a bomb was set to go
off on university grounds, city

police said.

Buildings were cleared and
searched and no bomb was found,
police said. The call was received
about 10:20 a.m. and the persons
who were ordered out of buildings
returned shortly after noon.

Spending ceiling

BOSTON (AP) - A small fleet of
New England fishing ships plans to
cruise up the Potomac River this
spring to lobby before Congress for
legislation they hope will save their

industry.

The 10-day voyage will be timed
to coincide with hearings on a bill

drafted by Rep. Gerry Studds, D-
Mass., to temporarily extend the
country's fishing jurisdiction from
its present 12-mile limit to 200
miles.

Organizers of the effort say there
will be at least one ship from each
of the New England states of
Massachusetts, Maine, New
Hampshire and Rhode Island.

Check the keys . . . you'll know why
the professionals choose Hewlett-
Packard pocket calculators!

Brighton blaze

BOSTON (AP) - A three-alarm
fire raced through two wooden
buildings in a congested residential
area of Brighton yesterday killing
a woman and two small children.
Capt. John Collins of the Boston

Fire Department identified the
victims as Laura Tucceri, 21, who
was found in a basement aDart-
ment, and Noela Tamarriello, 2,

and Ralph Winsted, Jr., 11 months,
who were found on the third floor of
the same building.

The arson squad was called in to
investigate the blaze, which
erupted in one building's basement
apartment and quickly spread to
the building next door. Deputy Fire
Chief George Thompson estimated
damage to the buildings at $50,000.

Missiles killed

BOSTON (AP) The
Massachusetts National Guard
announced yesterday it was
deactivating two Nike-Hercules
antiaircraft missile batteries in

Lexington and Hull.

The Defense Department is

phasing out all 48 Nike-Hercules
batteries because of what it

believes is a reduced threat from
enemy bombers. Of the 48, only 27
are manned by National Guard
units.

Some 342 Massachusetts
guardsmen man the two batteries
and their headquarters. Of these,
201 are fulltime technicians.
The adjutant general, Maj. Gen.

Vahan Vartarian, said the
technicians would be offered other
positions in National Guard units in
the six New England states, with
federal aid if they had to move.
Other Guardsmen will be re-

assigned to other units as
vacancies develop, Kincaid said.

Black news
service

formed
A centralized news outlet has

been proposed to improve the

reporting of activities concerning
the area's Black community.
Pat Grundy and Luis Medina, the

project coordinators, stated that

their chief aim is to "inform,

stimulate interest, and finally to

bring about a greater participation

of the entire Black community in

both campus and off-campus ac-

tivities." Reports, questionnaires,

viewpoints, and commentaries will

be a part of regular items covered

each week.
The project also plans to conduct

interviews with speakers visiting

the campus as well as highlighting

student achievements such as

scholarship awards and other
areas of commendatory activities.

Its coordinators seek the

cooperation of faculty members
regarding their academic ac-

tivities as well.

An office has recently been
opened in New Africa House, Room
115 (Cultural Center), where all

events may be reported either in

person or through the campus mail

system. All students who are in-

terested in such a project and have
skills in photography, in-

terviewing, news reporting, or

essay and editorial writing are

urged to contact Ms. Pat Grundy at

545-0794. Or, if they prefer, they

may stop by the Cultural Center

and leave their name and phone
number.

Winemaking new national pastime
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Not since Prohibition has the

pungent smell of fermenting
liquids scented the air in so many
homes. Thanks to home
winemaking books, kits, and how-
to classes the ancient and
respected art is almost a new
national pastime. And you don't

need a wine cellar and a brewing
shed to make your own. An
apartment kitchen will do.

Find a recipe, assemble the

necessary ingredients, and you're

ready to begin, right? Wrong: To
protect yourself, you had better

comply with federal law and apply
for a permit from the nearest
district office of the Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms of

the U.S. Treasure Dept.
It's available free to heads of

households, who are allowed to

make up to 200 gallons of wine a
year for home consumption.
You've got the permit, the

recipe, and the ingredients. Add a
little patience, and you're set. First

crush, chop or press the fruit or
pour the concentrate into a large
clean plastic or wooden pail. Add
water, sugar, a few other

Fair planned for March

ingredients, and then sprinkle with
yeast.

Stir this mixture once or twice a

day for five or six days, then siphon
it into a glass jug and attach a
fermentation lock. Let the wine
stand for three weeks, then repeat

the siphoning process. After three

to six months, your wine should be
ready to bottle.

A space big enough for a gallon

jug is all you need to make a

gallon of dago red or dandelion

wine. A 4 by 5 foot area will give
you a perpetual supply of wine 20 to

40 gallons.

Utilize any relatively warm,
draft-free spot. The kitchen, a

closet, or somewhere close to a

heating unit will work fine for the

first week. After you've jugged the

wine, you can move it to wherever

you like - bathroom, bath, to a table

or shelf.

Making your own need not drain

your budget, either. Either
champagne or a sparkling
burgundy seldom costs more than

$1.50 a bottle, and usually runs less

than 75 cents a bottle. Your time
investment should be equally low.

Expect to spend only an hour per

gallon.

Fermentation is the process

which converts a prepared liquid

into alcohol.

Planning for the 1974 Inter-

national Fair is now underway and
students and faculty are urged to

join in brainstorming new ideas
and approaches to this year's
event. The planning meeting will

be held Friday, at 3:00 p.m. in the
Colonial Lounge of the Student
Union and students and faculty are
invited.

Those attending the Friday
meeting are not committed to work
on the Fair committees. But, if

interested in booth design, overall
layout, getting entertainment
events together, arranging
publicity, working in carpentry,
circuitry, or food, one can meet
and share ideas with others
committed to the 1974 Fair.

The International Fair is

scheduled for March 16-17, just

over one month away, in the
Campus Center Auditorium.

Following the Friday meeting,
those interested in working on the
various committees will get
together to plan their work
schedules for the coming weeks.

Winter

Carnival

Films

Slaughter House Five

FRIDAY February 8

C.C. Aud 7:00, 9:00

ft 11:00 p m

HELP!
Liberal Democrat woman

running for Seleotperson

in Conservative Republican Longmeadow.

LESLIE PAUL

UMass Grad Student in Political Science needs Canvassers
and telephone help for Feb. 12 primary . Can you help Feb. 9

and or 10? Transportation provided. See Leslie on Wed.,
Feb. 6, Rm. 436 Thompson, or call Mrs. Goodrich 5-0416,

anytime.

this week february 6th to 10th

bluewall — "some of my best friends

are" Wednesday and thursday

hatch — in concert — "good friend

coyote" thursday. admission $1.00

t.o.c. "jimmy" — thursday

bluewall — "frisco and the killers

friday and Saturday

hatch — "seagull" — friday

? J

hatch — "real tears"

t.o.c. "sweet basil

and Saturday.

»

*

— Saturday

- friday

bluewall — happy hour everyday

4 - 7 p.m. draft tuborg 25 c

dog days — Saturday and Sunday

hot dogs 25 c draft tuborg 25 c free t.v

hatch — happy hour —
friday and Saturday 8 - 9 p.m.

— all performances 9 p.m. - closing —
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E-mc2 , is one way of putting it.

Give and ye shall receive, is another.

Even the sceptics among us must realize that the end-

results of an endeavor are pretty much in keeping with the

amount of effort put forth.

Being at the University of Massachusetts, and being
young, has advantages in terms of the energy we can
expend.
Youth has its pitfalls - selfishness, impulsiveness, and

tendency towards fashionable cynicism.

But youth also means flexibility, hyper-activity, and a
capacity for creativity that is virtually boundless.

To channel this energy properly is of the greatest im-
portance.

We must give our utmost to our relationships, to our
academics, and to the pursuit of our aims.
We must also allow ourselves leisure time to sit back and

see things in perspective.

This university gives us something invaluable, and that

is time.
It is our responsibility, then, to experience UMass as

fully as possible, and to experiment as much as we can in

this act of giving.
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DC pumps gas

and theres no limits
By SAM HASSAN

I think I have a solution to the alleged gas shortage. Trouble is, man
hasn't found a way to convert the gas I'm talking about into usable
energy.

After last Thursday's chili con came lunch, I became thoroughly
convinced by crepitating circumstances that having a meal ticket is a rip-
off, whether you eat the meals or not. Most everyone will agree that the
food leaves much to be desired, and oftentimes many undersirable after
effects, but what about the cost?

If you've purchased a 3 meal plan, you probably hadn't eaten the food
before, and realize you've made a terrible mistake. Or you figured that
$321.75 isn't much more than $284.75, and that you got a better deal. If

neither of the above apply, your mother must be a lousy cook, but let's
look at the 2 meal plan.

With a 10 meal ticket, you pay about $1.80 per meal. This is considering
you eat every meal you've paid for. If you miss one meal a week, you pay
$2.00 a meal, miss two and your paying about $2.20 a meal. Expensive?
Sure, so you eat every meal during classes, but, how many people a) ate
DC. food until December 20th last semester, b) have finals until May
29th, and will stay for 16 meals after classes end May 17th, c) go home on
week-ends and miss dinner every Friday? Expensive?

For $2.00 a meal, you could enjoy steak, a baked potato, and a salad
every night, and still have enough for breakfast, lunch, and a bottle of
wine. If you don't eat meat you could have all the chick peas, limas,
lentils, and kidney beans you want, and dunk maieus. Instead, students
are drinking Finast beer, and eating raunc.iy pizza and candy bars on
week-ends to keep their budgets down. Expensive? no. Costly 9 Yes!
There are of course meal ticket students. I for one, who venture to Stop

& Shop and buy a decent food supply for the week-end. but why can't we
do it all week long? Because the University has four dining commons in
opeation, and, as has been said before, we're the victims of poor plan-
ning. What can be done about it, and just how many students are paying
for meals they never eat? Well, like RMN said in '68. "I have a plan."

If were expected to eat on week-ends, there can be no just denial of a
one meal per day plan on the basis of a students inability to provide for
him or herself. If you can count, you can cook, and as far as facilities and
economics go, if you can build, you can remodel. This plan doesn't do
much for indigestion, constipation or regurgitation but Nixon never
ended the war either! What it should do is ease the pain, offer an alter-
native, and at least interest some meal ticket students

Sam Hassan is a Collegian Commentator.

Hey!! Come back and pay attention

Return to academics

By NAT CLARK
I'm tired of being told that I'm just an idle dreamer

and what I want is unrealistic. The time has come to

begin to reflect, perhaps prematurely, but hopefully
wisely on where our roads are leading us. Without a
doubt, we, the students, are the pawns or guinea pigs,

if you will, of this educational system. If what is the
current revolution in education here at UMass is

shown to have failed, we will be the students with no
college education to ull back on.

It is appropriate to look analytically at the way in

which we are being taught, what is being expected of

us, and most of all, at where we will be at the end of

our "educational journey".

<

«

Isn't anybody concerned

anymore about

improving his mind?"
Last year while talking to a recent graduate of this

University about UMass and its seeming lack of any
standards of excellence, I was told that during the
strike of 1970 he had been talking to a professor about
the relevance of some of our requirements and the
man's response had been, "isn't anybody concerned
anymore about improving his mind? Are students
only concerned with the day to day relevance of our
courses?" I am rather inclined to agree with the
Professor.

Education should be a process of building a mind to
function keenly. A variety of disciplines should be
taken in order for each to build a different dimension
of a person's mind. Latin or French, or any foreign
language, for that metter, should never be viewed
solely for its day to day worth but for its ability to
teach the skill of learning a new set of symbols and a
new concept of mechanical principles necessary to
have a manageable language. Similarly, Logic and
Geometry should not teach solely, 'What is a major
supposition" or "what is the requirement for
congruence", but for their use as builders of an
analytical mind.

This is not to say mat certain concepts and facts
must not be in the forefront of our mental field, for
they must. Unpleasant as it may be, English
grammar must be known in order to speak and write
well, rather than good. Valences in Chemistry must
be memorized in order to facilitate a manipulation of
chemical problems. There is a very relevant side to
most courses There, are really iwo realms of
education.

I say this because simply that neither realm of the
educational process is being explored rigorously
enough here. If one looks around, he or she sees too

many teachers who are lax in their responsibilities

and "give away" grades for too little, or no, work in

return. Far too many students use the "Pass Fail"
and "F's not counted in your cum" systems for the
wrong reasons. They should be used to explore, not
evade, the realm of man's know!ege. Many too many
classes drag on with the teacher having given up on
demanding anything and the students wandering
needlessly into the abyss of mediocrity.
What is sadder is the only too real trap inherent in

those two new grading policies, as we are lured
toward them, as Odysseus might have been lured
onto the rocks by the Sirens. The question of what
ramifications an F or a P on your record have on an
issue like graduate school admission's have never
been explored, except possibly by the Pre-Law
Office. Clearly a change must come.
The time is now to return to academics, pleding

loyalty to excellence and rigorous standards. We, as
students, must demand of our teachers the best. The
blatant, "I came to you to learn how to write in clear,
concise, expository prose. I don't want you to let me
out of your class until I can do that" task to a teacher
of writing is appropriate. It is also appropriate that a
teacher ask the same standard of dedication . And it is
of course warranted that a teacher who gives of his or
her time be rewarded not only monetarily but with
esteem. A good rigorous teacher should never fear a
tenure selection committee.

1

1

The renown which riches

or beauty confer is fleeting and

frail, mental excellence

is a splendid and

lasting possession.'

'

What I dream of is that the University of
Massachusetts, a state university, will be a place of
academic excellence. I want teachers and students to
come here to engage in a dynamic, hard, threatening,
but enjoyable struggle to build a keen mind. Whether
he or she aspires to be a Molecular Biologist, a
Pianist, or a Social Worker, is incidental. To all areas
must come the realization that the future belongs to
those who are competent to live in it. That education
is fun, not necessarily in its day to day goings on, but
in its final triumph. That finally we will realize in the
words of an ancient philosopher, "The renown which
riches or beauty confer is fleeting and frail, mental
excellence is a splendid and lasting possesion."
Perhaps I am an idle dreamer and an unrealistic

sort. I hope not. not for me, but for us all as members
of an academic community.

r0c6?LuRflt|

Genocide alive in US
By DENNY MATTEAU

Hello friends, colleagues, and other student-
numbers. Even though most of you don't know me
from Whitless, I must keep alive that writer's
delusion that you all missed me over intersession.
And so, I begin this article by saying that I missed the
hussle and bussle of all of you. Welcome back and
may the blessings of Oscar be with you!
Enough with the social amenities and into the

political ravings:

I am discovering that History, which I used to

believe was the "socially agreed upon preserved lie",

didn't end on the day before I was born. Phenomena
which were presented to me in books as events of the
remote past are still happening, undisguised.

I think many people must have felt this way during
the recent occupation of Wounded Knee. There was
an aura of the absurd around the A.I.M.'s activities
because the Indians have been presented to the
general public as fantasy figures. After seeing a
scary Western when I was small, I was told by
grownups not to be afraid because there are no more
Indians.

And now I find it easy to imagine a young German
child in the 1940's being told not to be scared, there
are no more Jews. Genocide, I learned in junior high
school, is a word invented for the crime that Hitler

invented, the murder of a people. Yesterday I was
browsing in a bookstore and I opened a book of por-
traits of Indians and read about Wounded Knee, about
remote history. The emotions I felt when reading
about what happened in the past are unnameable.
The objections I might be able to voice about old
crimes become caught in my throat when I can't
leave all the blame and infamy to distant ancestors.

The genocide of the American people and of Hitler

brings me to another phenomenon I would like to

believe belongs to another time and place; Nazis, and
that Aryan problem : the sterilization of those judged
unfit to breed.

During intersession I saw a newsreel in which

about two dozen uniformed swastika'd brownshirted
Nazis were attending a meeting somewhere in

California, to support school segregation. Racial
purity and all that. "My god," I thought, "just look at
these sickees, these remnants of the past ! Don't they
remember that they lost the war?"

It was comforting to tell myself that these Nazis
were (ARE) remnants, but even that assumption
faded as I watched 60 Minutes Sunday night. I wat-
ched it in stunned silence, so forgive me for not
remembering some of the details.

First, there was a short film of the Nuremburg
trials, and the journalist (I believe it was Mike
Wallace) spoke about the revelations of compulsory
sterilization and the shock which the public felt when
they were made. Then, into the body of the story : our
government, that by-for-of-the-people group of men,
has been underwriting forced sterilization of black
mothers of illegitimate children and of so-called
"mental defectives". These stories are not new, they
began to hit the press last summer when a reporter
discovered the case of two supposedly retarded black
girls in the Deep South. As upsetting as those stories
were, they too were remote. The Deep South and New
England are, to each other, the remotest parts of the
American Empire.
But the most startling and unacceptable piece of

information is this: More than half of the states,

according to the report, have bills before their

legislatures to consider legalizing compulsory
sterilization. I had taken comfort in the idea that the
victims of the first sterilizations were now known
about and had their cases before the courts, so of
course justice would be done, and this horror (which I

thought was the crime of only a few evil individuals,

and not at all respected) would be stopped.
It seems to me that people used to wonder how the

German people slipped into the terror of Hitler. Are
we going to get that question answered now?

Denny Matteau is a Collegian commentator.

Letters To The Editor

I will return
To The Editor:

How do you say thank you to several thousand people with whom you
had some great times over the past year. To the thousands who are
responsible for your development and success as an entertainer. All I can
do is to say thank you to all of you who came to the parties I played for,
and to the dorms and fraternities for whom I spun the disks. For the next
year I'll be traveling around the country, but as many have said in their
famous last words, I will return!

Steve the DJ

Be battle ready

To The Editor:

Well, I have recovered my wits and I'm coming out yelling from my
experience. I recently came before the Student Senate Budgets Com-
mittee and was very disheartened and disillusioned by our interaction.

Give some students power and watch the power politics begin.

I represent an RSO group and had to submit to the budget ordeal. I

was shocked. I had never had any exprience with coming before a budget
committee and man, I got burned. There were no introductions. No
courtesy was extended. I did not know who I was being confronted with,

who to direct my qustions to and neither did anyone seem to care. Our
proposed'budget was chopped. We have exactly the same budget as last

year. Rising prices do not allow for thi„ type of budget, expecially with

gas and food prices going the way they are (both of which play a vital role

in our group) . Just what favored groups do receive an increase in budget?
It seemed to be predetermined that wherever possible the budget

would be reduced — all cut and dried. No one explained what was going
on. I was a mere figurehead, ignorant of what went on and they seemed to

want to keep it that way (things go much smoother without obstacles). I

am afraid my inexperience was taken advantage of. The thing that

bothered me most was I was exploited by fellow students!

I suggest to anyone going before the budget committee to come
prepared for battle and be sure to bring a lawyer and an accountant.

Debbie Daniels

Believe it or not, it happened here
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GET
THE

Come To Our Ski Breakfast

Thursday, February 7 at 8 a.m.

Lord Jeffrey Inn — Amherst —
By Advance Reservation only

DETAILS
Ski High above the Timberline at Avoriaz—

Haute Savoie, France!
Departure Date: February 15 and March 23

For Complimentary Reservations Contact:
Nick Phelps

Peter Pan World Travel
South Pleasant Street
Amherst 256-6704

World's longest yo-yo at MIT
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) - The

rhythmic yanks of a nine-foot-long

aluminum finger jerked "the
world's longest yoyo" up and down
the side of a 21-story building

Monday at Massachusetts Institute

of Technology.
Ten students engineered the

huge toy atop MIT's tallest

building as a mid-semester project

"just because it was there," said

Prof. James Williams.

About 1,000 students stood in six

inches of snow outside the Green
Building while the builders

wheeled the big orange finger to

the edge of the roof.

Then it happened. The yo-yo,

actually two bicycle wheels hooked
together at the jubs, let go and
glided down 265 feet of rope along

the sheer face of the building.

When it got a few feet from the

ground, there was a tantalizing

pause. Then a IV2 horsepower

CORONAMATIC 2200

with the

CARTRIDGE RIBBON SYSTEM

+ Carbon Film cartridges for print-like typing

+ Fabric Ribbon cartridges for everyday typing

+ Correction Tape for eraser-free corrections

-I- Color Cartridges for impact and individuality

A MODERN TYPEWRITER FOR MODERN TYPING NEEDS.

University Store campus center

motor on the giant finger gave the
rope a little nudge, and the yo-yo
soared back up about 15 stories.

Meanwhile, the crowd giggled,

cheered and gave the frail-looking

gadget a round of muffled, mitten-

handed applause.

"Yeah, I'd say it was successful.

Absolutely. Look at the enjoyment
people get out of it," the professor
said. But he admitted he would
have been happier if the yo-yo had
danced all the way back up to the
end of the string.

"Maybe they turned on the

motor too soon," one of his

students suggested.

Yo-yo building was one of many
projects undertaken by students

during the school's independent

activities period between
semesters. Others, for instance,

learned ballroom dancing.

The students, who spent three

weeks working on what they called

the world's longest yo-yo, said they

thought it was a worthwhile way to

use their time.

Three UMies can

go to Helsinki
Next fall will be the third year of the UMass academic year exchange

program with the University of Helsinki in Finland. Three qualified

UMass students of junior or senior status are eligible for the exchange.
The expansive campus of the University of Helsinki is situated at the

center of Helsinki, the capital of Finland. Its location offers a unique
travel opportunity throughout Europe, including Russia. Helsinki is

Northern Europe's largest university with a student body of nearly 25,000.

The University of Helsinki provides comprehensive academic, social
and cultural facilities for its students. Helsinki includes faculties of

Theology, Law, Medicine, Philosophy, Social Science, Agriculture and
Forestry. The faculty of Philosophy is divided into two parts: the
Humanities and Sciences. There is also an Institute of Physical
Education. In the social realm, students conduct such things as theaters,
clubs and films in their own houses. UMass students receive full credit
toward their degree upon successfully completing their year in Finland.
A knowledge of Finnish is recommended but not required for par-

ticipation in the exchange. Most lectures are given in Finnish or Swedish,
but classes in English for foreign students are offered. Many professors
are willing to give examinations in English as well as providing alternate
English reading lists. American students find the language barriers
further reduced as a large percentage of Finnish students study English
as a foreign language.
The estimated cost for a year at Helsinki under the exchange program

is the same as at the Amherst campus. The only additional expense is

international air fare. A limited amount of financial aid is available
towards travel costs. Students interested in applying should contact Judy
Epstein in the International Programs Office at 239 Whitmore. The
deadline for applying is March 22.

Vocational project starts

If you are uncertain about your
occupational plans and would like

to do some exploration, there's a
new program on campus just for

you.,

It is offered from February 4

until March 22. Any student can
come in between these dates to the

Student Development and Career
Planning Center and begin the

project. You can work at your own
pace and in your free time. It

usually takes about 2-4 hours to

complete the project.

The Vocational Project is also

appropriate if you are just looking
for more support for your present
plans or are interested in exploring
some alternatives. Sophomores
and Juniors are extended a special

invitation to engage in this career
exploration as they make their

educational and professional
decisions.

The Center is located in
Berkshire House. Interested
persons should contact Sharon
Zanowiak in room 212 from 9-5 on
weekdays. Coordinators of the
project will make every effort to
accomodate all interested
students.

Pulse has

openings

Food Service is trying harder

this semester • • •

You can help us by doing your part

Please bus your trays.

Project Pulse, the student at-
titude and opinion survey project
on campus, still has a few openings
left for work-study students to
work as telephone interviewers on
Tuesday evenings. Because of the
nature of Pulse's operation, Pulse
can use only those students who,
for some reason, cannot obtain
enough hours or are not working
their limit in hours on their present
work-study assignment.

Interested students are welcome
to stop by the Pulse office, 243
Whitmore Administration
Building, or call 5-1543.

"THE GRAND BOUFFE" - "outrageous, inventive, funny" Newsweek. -
Starts Wednesday

tiit- • • * * • ••••»•*•

Racism topic of SW series

A series of interdisciplinary

three-credit courses are being
offered by the Southwest Center for

Racial Understanding this
semester. These courses may be of
particular interest for students
seeking to raise their level of racial

consciousness as well as actively
participating in discussions and
projects that help people un-
derstand racism, both in them-
selves and in institutions, and
through this understanding, to

begin effectively combatting that
racism.
Some of the courses include such

topics as:

BLACK ETHNOCENTRISM - A
course designed to explore the
various ethnocentrisms of black
people (West Indian, Afro-
American, Latin, and Africans),

and the effects of cultural contact
between the various nationalities.

LITERATURE OF THE ANTI-
SLAVERY STRUGGLE - This
course will involve the reading and
discussion of a variety of literary

Art show
features

John Hunter
By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
Jones Library is sponsoring an

art exhibition of John M. Hunter, a

self-educated artist. His plastic

creations, made from styrene,

butyrate, plexiglass and polyester

resin achieve a high sense of

decorative style. Screws and other
metal parts, butterflies, sea shells

from Florida, as well as stamps
and coins of foreign countries

combine to form plastic geometric

figures.

This is Hunter's third show in

Jones Library. He said he became
interested in the creative art while

attending an art show in Western
Massachusetts a couple of years

ago. He then began his auto-

didactic art education and artistic

creations.

The exhibition will be held

during the month of February.
Admission is free.

sources that contributed to anti-

slavery sentiment before the Civil

War.
SEMINAR ON BLACK WOMEN

- An exploratory study group in

reading analysis, discussion, and
some fieldwork concerned with
survival issues related to the
identity of Black women in a White
institutional environment.

All classes will meet at the

Center located in the Moore House
faculty apartment during the
evenings (7:00-10:00). Registration

CAMPUS #*o«*j

for these courses will be taking
place in the John Adams Lobby
rooms 1 & 4 during the hours of

10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. For
further information call (54) 5-

2803.

JOE KIDD
Starring Clint Eastwood

and

A Pink Panther Cartoon
Feb, 6th (Wed.) CCA.

7 . 8:45 - 10:30 p.m. Adm 75c

Program Council Films
Spring 74

"Fritz the Cat"

JANUARY
31 "Public Eye" plus Pink Panther cartoon
FEBRUARY
3 "The Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean"

"The Getaway"
"Dirty Harry" plus Pink Panther cartoon
"What's Up, Doc?" and "Hollywood in the 30's"
"Classic Popeye Cartoon Festival"
"Cabaret"
"Dealing, or The Berkeley -to-Boston 40-Brick Lost

Bag Blues" plus Pink Panther
"The Discreet Charm Of the Bourgeoisie"

MARCH
3 "The Evil Weed" plus shorts

"The Candidate" plus short
"Cries and Whispers"
"N.Y. Festival of Women's Films"
"Rock and Soul '64" plus Pink Panther
"The Ruling Class"

APRIL
4 "Grand Illusion"

"Les Regies du Jeu" ("Rules of the Game")
"State of Siege" with

"Z"
"Les 400 Coups" ( "400 Blows" ) with Kea ton short
"Tirez sur le pianiste" ( "Shoot the Piano Player")
"King of Hearts" with

"How I Won the War"
"L'Amour" (Warhol) plus "Mystery of the Leaping Fish

MAY
2 "The Godfather"
5 "The Godfather"
9 "Four TV Superman Shows" plus Pink Panther
12 "Adventures Of Robin Hood (color, 1939) plus shorts
16 "Theater of Blood" plus Pink Panther
19 "Electra Glide in Blue"
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DOLLAP NIGHTS C«wl«| *••»
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We've got some good news,

and we've got some bad news

First the Good New?. The prices on several calculators

have gone DOWN. This includes some of the most popular

Texas instruments and Bowmar machines.

Now the Bad News . . .

All our calculators are in limited supply and we are having

difficulty in obtaining new calculators.

So hurry in and see the old favorites at new lower prices

and some new calculators that will surprise you.

All At

The University Store

campus center

One
of

The
Jewel

£ Companies

W"xTT::i;! I *»
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STAR WILL BE ON CAMPUS February 20, 1974

If you are unable to see us on campus contact:

Kathy MacKinnon, Personnel Manager

Star Market Co., 625 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge

Tel. 491 3000 _^__
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Kennedy boy's

leg tested

BOSTON ( AP) - Tests performed
last weekend on Edward M.
Kennedy Jr., 12-year-old son of

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, indicate

there is no persistence of the

cancerous tumor that forced
amputation of his right leg above
the knee last November.

In a statement, the Children's

Hospital Medical Center said all

the routine tests were negative.

The treatment and tests are to be
repeated every several weeks for

an indefinite period of time.

Kennedy was admitted to the

hospital Friday for the tests and
was released Monday morning, the

hospital said. He returned to

Washington Monday.
The hospital said it did not know

when Kennedy's next treatment
would be.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
.
SYDNET

Hope seems to be a special qual'.'v of
Capricorn. No matter how dismayed, this
native maintains "hope." Many times,
Capricorn cannot define the specific hope
However, there is always a goal where this
native is concerned, even if it is not clearly
outlined. Capricorn is the Tenth House and
it is Saturn and the road for the native is

strewn with adversity. But there is hope- it

springs eternal and finally lights a path out
of the wilderness Capricorn and crises go
together they are companions. Capricorn
can maneuver, backtrack, get second
emotional wind and finally define "the
hope" and do something concrete about
fulfilling it.

Kill-A-Watt
CONSERVE ENERGY

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Quick
changes are likely to be featured. Mate,
partner, one close to you is due to feature a
surprise. Unorthodox legal procedure could
play a paramount role. In all. you are pulled
in two directions simultaneously. Move
toward one who proved loyal in past
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) : Light touch

is best -don't chide, cajole or make
demands Expand horizons by being ver-
satile and receptive. Gemini. Sagittarius
persons figure prominently. Short journey
is likely to be on agenda. Relative is in-

volved.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Member of
opposite sex may be playing games with
your emotions. Know it and protect yourself
in clinches. Avoid foolish extravagance.
You cannot buy affection. Give of yourself
without making a door mat of you
CANCER (June 21-July 22) : Stick to what

is practical Family member who wants to
experiment should be given guidelines, not
license. Gemini, Virgo could play
significant roles. Your own judgment is

likely to be on target. Act in confident
manner.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Home, property

and harmony in domestic area these are
featured Taurus, Libra persons could be
spotlighted Secret is revealed. You will be
in position to gain definite advantage
Diplomacy is an ally. Fixed view, with little

give, could lead to setback.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Nothing will

be handed you on proverbial silver platter

There is gift upcoming, but you will earn it.

Apparent dilemma will be resolved
Spiritual insights are featured. Don't turn

away from light -which is truth

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22) : Chips are down
and payoff is due. Older persons may be
involved-authority figures play prominent
roles. Accept responsibility, special or
overtime assignment You are able now to

express a different side of yourself.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): Finish
rather than be in projects Refuse to be held

back by imaginary barrier. You are
capable of breaking through, of cutting

away red tape. Aries, Libra persons may be
in picture. Plan for journey. Your position

will not be static.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21): Friend
could act in erratic manner. Maintain sense

of balance, humor. Break that occurred
with one close to you will work in your
favor You will have chance for greater

independence, self-expression.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19) : Wait and
observe. Direct confrontations are not

advisable Goal changes. If you are not sure
of what to do, it is best to do nothing

Sighting will be clarified. Defer to one who
is familiar with legal and other aspects.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20- Feb 18): Study
Capricorn message. Refuse to be stam-
peded into foolish action. You have right to

measure moves, to decide only after careful

consideration. Any who say otherwise are
misinformed. Interesting offer is due from
afar

PISCES (Feb 19-March20>: Steer clear

of one who is eager to spend -your money
Young person may have vigor but could
lack wisdom. Heed your own counsel

Check details in thorough manner No one
intends to give up something for nothing.

IFTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
inquisitive, attractive to opposite sex,

mercurial, fond of travel Exciting new
projects are upcoming, with July indicated

as a significant month for you in 1974 Many
born under Gemin : and Virgo are drawn to

you. You are fine when it comes to aiding
others, often neglectful in area of self-help

Copyright 1974. Gen Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzler

ACROSS

1 Possesses
4 Frustrate
8 Chapeau
11 Lubricate
12 Poker stake
13 Merit
15 Stupor
17 Swiss river

19 Maiden loved
by Zeus

20 Make a profit

21 Residue
22 Dance step
23 Satiate
25 Superlative

ending
26 Part in play
27 Pronoun
28 United States

Ship (abbr )

29 Article of fur-

niture

30 Conjunction
31 Pretended
33 Distance

measure
(abbr.)

35 Pass out of

existence
36 Decay
37 Capuchin

monkey
38 Fur-bearing

mammal
40 Church bench
41 Skin ailment
42 Goal
43 Aeriform fluid

44 Goddess of

healing
45 Near
46 Emerged vic-

torious
47 Clever
50 Apportion
52 Gull-like bird

54 Flying mam-
mal

55 Soak
56 Pintail duck
57 Music: as writ-

ten

DOWN

1 Torrid

2 Ventilate
3 Inclines

4 Datum
5 Number
6 Pronoun
7 Smallest num-

ber
8 Pronoun
9 Cooled lava
10 .'est

14 Part of face
16 Bom
18 Exclamation
21 Confirms
22 Seed container
23 The unal
24 Three-toed

sloths
25 Worm
26 Communist
28 Emp.oy
29 Wager
31 Be ill

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

uura eiqheili rasa
IE L. ABE AlSlE

G|P
LiUTE

IS T rii|n UaInet
GEHHQ SDH

E3GHQ E3IIQ EBESS
ODGDa QRQ SDR
nrs gbd raan bcj
GSM EDS nEGtlH
HtlEH men DSBH

quo waaraR

lueq r-jfiDiiLT nraa

32 Cut
33 Cooling device
34 Cravat
35 Parent (colloq )

37 Rubs hard in

washing
38 Juncture
39 Go in

40 Trousers
4

1

River island

43 Proceed
44 Slave
46 Damp
47 Exist
48 Make lace
49 Greek letter

51 Symbol for

tellurium

53 Printer's

measure

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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'Don't Forgot Snow Sculpturing"

Dates for this Winter (ami attraction are:

Wed., Feb. 6 for entries

and

Judging is Sat., Feb. 8th

$400 in prizes

•

For entry forms or info contact:

RSO OFFICE
or BOB KINKEAD

at

Phi Sigma Kappa

Television tonight
5:3* THE REAL McCOVS "Grandpa
Learns About Teenagers." (18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Viv Movies Out "

122)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

CM NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Shana." (18)

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (24)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night of the
Egyptian Queen." (40)

ZOOM! (57)

*30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

CAPTURE (27)

ROMAGNOLIS TABLE (57)

*:5S NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:M AUDUBON WILDLIFE THEATRE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Happy Bir
thday and Too Many More." (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE EVENING COMPASS (57)

7:3* OZZIE'S GIRLS (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host
(8)

GREEN ACRES "Who's Lisa''" (18)

THE FOURTH ESTATE (24)

ANIMAL WORLD "The World Of Bees
."

<30)

DRAGNET (40)

MARTIN

(8)

EVENING EDITION:
AGRONSKY (57)

X:U0 MAUDE (3)

HAPPY DAYS "Hardware Jungle.

(40)

CAN YOU TOP THIS (18)

ADAM 12 "Crash." (22) (30)

BILL MOVERS' JOURNAL (24) (57)

H:30 HAWAII FIVE-O "Nightmare In

Blue." (3)

MOVIE "Can Ellen Be Saved?" (8) (40)

HALLMARK HALL OF FAME "The
Country Girl." (22) (30)

OPEN VIDEO (24)

EVENING AT POPS (24) (57)

9:30 HAWKINS "Murder On the 13th

Floor." (3)

10:00 MARCUS WELBY. Mil. "Angela's
Nightmare." (8) (40)

NBC NEWS REPORTS "The Man Who
Changed the Navy." (22) (30)

ENERGY ALERT (24)

GREATER SPRINGFIELD PER-
SPECTIVE (57)

10:05 OPEN LINE (24)

10:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

10:30 the living word (18)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

11:30 MOVIE "Compulsion." (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY (8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22) (30)

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA OF-
FICERS:
There will be an important meeting

for all Alpha Lambda Delta officers

at 3 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 6 in

C.C. 915.

ALPHA ZETA:
Important meeting for officers,

advisors and Publicity committee
Feb. 7 at 6:30 p.m. in 802 C.C.

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC:
Organizational meeting tomorrow

night Wednesday at 7 p.m. on 801 C.C.

See you all there Ladd.
AMHERST COMMITTEE:
ON Public Transportation, meeting

tonight at 7:30 Board Room, Amherst
Town Hall. Public is invited.

ASTRONOMY CLUB:
First meeting to be held in

Hasbrouk 22, tonight at 7:30. F.B.I,

agents welcome.
BAHAI FAITH:
Carol Ruthstein, singer and

musician, will speak on music and
the Baha'i Faith tonite at 8:00 at 64

Van Meter Drive, Amherst. All

welcome.
BAN TAKES THE WORRY:
out of being close, Spiritual

Knowledge takes the worry out of

being. Every Wednesday night, a

program will be held in room 805 of

the C.C. to discuss meditation, an
inner experience of peace and joy.

7:30, free, all are welcome to attend.

CHAMBER MUSIC RECITAL:
"Introspections", a work for

chamber ensemble and narrator will

be featured in a joint recital by
Joanne Tanner, flute and Peter
Tanner, percussion. Feb. 6 at 8 p.m.
in Bowker Aud. Open and free to the

public.

HILLEL ELECTIONS:
Nominations are now being ac

cepted through Friday Feb. 8, for

candidates for the newly -organized
Hillel governing Council. Nomination

Tues. |R|SH NIGHT
FEATURING Paul & Tim

9:30-1
sing-a-long dancing

Wed. MICH NIGHT
Michelob 40'
continuous jukebox
and dancing
all night long

hors d'ouvres

THE CEEaUERS
Tues. JOHN MORGAN

tonight's special drink
Sombreros 50'

Wed. FRANCONIA NOTCH

aft? English Jlub

Notices
papers are in the Hillel Office 302

S.U. and all paid up members are

urged to participate.

MEETING:
There will be a meeting of the

F.S.G.B. tonite at 7:00 in 801 C.C.

Members are urged to attend. This is

an open meeting, all ar° invited.

OHAG RECONVENES:
Orchard Hill Area Govt will meet

tonight at 9:30 p.m. in Dickinson

Main Lounge. Important. All should

attend.

PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP:
Beginning to advanced meeting

Wed. night 6:00 at the Darkrooms in

the Crafts Workshop -- S.U.B.
PRE-VET CLUB:
General meeting; all interested

students invited in rm 917 C.C. at 7:30
on Wed. Feb. 6

P-10POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
SEMINAR:

First meeting Thursday, Feb. 7 at
7:00 p.m.. Project 10 Academic
Office, Pierpont House, Southwest
SKI CLUB:
The Ski Club meets for the first

time since intercession tonight in

SBA 120 at 8 p.m. Talk of upcoming
trips, Guest speaker from UMass ski

team, and a possible movie.
SMALL APPLICANCE REPAIR:
Learn how to fix household ap

pliances from electric beaters to
washina machines. OHT 269, Prof
Whitney 545-2230. 11:15-1:15 M, WF
1220, Ag Eng. 308

SOKOLOK MOI:
Ming La Hoi will bring you joy.

Moss Ca Ting will make you sing.

Wednesday eve. at 9:00 Everyone

welcome.
SPEED FREAKS:
Speed chess tournament tonight,

7:30 p.m., C.C. 904 908. All games
played at ten seconds per move. No
entry fee. All welcome.
THANK YOU HO JO:
Lewis House would like to thank

Howard Johnson's of Hadley for

helping us run our best Christmas
party ever.

WOMEN RUNNERS:
Meeting of all interested in joining

UMass Women's Track Club. Long
distance, track and field events.

Tues. and Wed. at Curry Hicks Cage
4:00 p.m. Everyone welcome.
LOST:
A pair of ova! shaped horn-rimmed

glasses believed vicinity of South-

west. Call 6-7990 Reward.
LOST:
Green wallet; sometime Saturday

night, after 10:00 p.m. near the

Hatch. Urgent, please contact
Jennifer 6-7973. Keep trying.

LOST:
Evil eyes and silver pendant -it's

my good luck charm and has a lot of

sentimental value. Reward offered.

Contact Linda 253-5770

LOST:
Set of keys, two blue car and other

assorted lock keys. Please turn in to

C.C. Lost and Found.

Whatever the

hell you want

to sell!

MDC CLASSIFIED

75*

50'

first day

each additional day

Dorm Life Got You Down?

Under 21 — want an alternative way

of living?

(Live in a Fraternity House.)

Move Right in

7 Day Meal Plan
Large Living Room and Function Room
Excellent Food
5 minutes walking from Center of Campus

Transfer your room rent and meal ticket. You can still receive yourRoom Deposit Refund. If you have a friend or two bring them over.
If you want to eat at the house and live in the dorm, you can trans-
fer your Meal Ticket.

Call PHI Sigma Fraterity

358 ft. Pleasant St.

545-0192

Sbrtt W$4**d*f - Trief i H$pb*r« h M£ PHILADELPHIA STORY plut A TH0USAM0 CLOWNS - dmpit Cl»$m$$

Sammy Davis Jr. now has

second thoughts on Nixon
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Sammy

Davis Jr. says his endorsement of

President Nixon in the 1972
presidential campaign has caused
him great pain and that he is very
disappointed in the President's
social programs.
Davis, who was photographed

hugging the President at the 1972

Republican convention in Miami,
said he was strongly criticized by
blacks and liberals for his en-
dorsement.
"Everybody jumped on my back

and I had to deal with it alone. Only
my wife and a few close friends

know what happened. It was like

open heart surgery with no
novocaine or anesthesia of any
kind," he said by telephone from a
Reno, Nev., night club where he is

appearing.

"I'm not disappointed that I

endorsed him" Davis, a Democrat,
said in a weekend interview. "But
I'm sorry there haven't been more
things done for the poor whites the

blacks and the disenfranchised.
"I thought if I could be there to

give advice, I could be of some
assistance to generate some
goodness in terms of keeping him
informed.

"Because if you have people
around you who only give you one
point of view, you need someone
else to give the other viewpoint.

"It's not that he didn't have good
people, but I thought that they

were giving one point of view."
Davis said he hoped the

President would still develop a
good social program.

"Perhaps programs like

Headstart have just gotten

waylaid, but I hope the President

will get about regrouping and get

those programs back even if

they're under another name," he
said.

AT
718=45 AMHERSKV**

DOHT MISS

THIS ONE'

AMITY ST. 253 5426

MICK
JAGGER m

pfttFOKmArieE

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI

UJMUA
SPORTS SPECIAL

Wednesday night, February 6, WMUA
Sports presents a Sports Special. At 7:20
Basketball comes your way live from Boston
College with Don Gorski and Gerry Brooks
calling the action. Then, immediately
following, Russ Small, Bill Ballou and Paul
Allen bring you Hockey from Burlington,
Vermont. A Minuteman Sports
doubleheader, Wednesday at 7:20 on a
WMUA Sports Special.

ROOM FOR RENT RIDE WANTED
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

Privacy — Colonial Motel, low. low
weekly rates, large comfortable rooms.
T.V., maid service included. Bar and
restaurant, 6(5-2008.

tf2-12

Grad Student weeks ride from UMass to

Agawam, M thru F. 2:30-3:45. will share

expenses. Call 786-0275.

MM

woo woo woo
ROOM WANTED

FOR SALE

ROOMMATE WANTED

Grad student or working woman
preferred, duplex in rural North Amherst,
f 100 per month. Paula. 545-0(12. 540-0916.

545-04(0.

MM
Female roommate wanted. $20 per week

and must like to cook. For more info call

549-0343.

U2-5

Graduate student for 3 bedroom Puffton

apt., own room, now thru May, on bus
route, parking. 549-6258 mornings. 9-10

a.m.: eves, after 5 p.m.

MM
Woman needed to share quiet apt. with

two women and two craiy cats. Walking
distance to campus, on quiet street. Call

256-0310 after 5 p.m.

MM

2 males looking for place to live in

Amherst area. If you need 2 people to live

with or else took with us call Miles or Bob,

256-6011.

t/2-7

Quiet person pref. 150 per mth & util.

Center of Belchertown. Call after 8:00. 323-

7842.

t/2-5

FOR RENT

Coldspot refrigerator for sale — 7.7 cu.

ft. with freeier and chiller, 4 shelves,

$75.00. Call Donna. 203 Mary Lyon. 545-2517

or S-25K.
U2-5

Panasonic Stereo Receiver and Cassette
Player. AM phono and tape mode switch
$80. 6-8777.

MM

Wear the 3 Stooges on your breast.

Silk Screened Photo of Moe. Larry &
Curly, on a 100 per cent cotton T-Shirt.

Specify S-M-L-XL. Send $3 to: Wild
Hyacinth Productions, 100 Thayer
Circle. Randolph, Ma. 02368.

tf2-5

Male undergrad seeks own room in apt.
or house, the closer to campus the better.
Please call 546-4111. ask for Arthur or
leave message.

MM

PERSONAL

Austin American '71. 24.000 mi. 36-gal..
ex. cond. Call I-S27-I275 days or 256-0664
eve. Barbara-Dave.

tf2-7

Save money — Buy your used books at
student prices. Commonwealth Rm.
Monday - Friday. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Don't
get ripped off!

MM
Skis for sale — $55. including bindings

and poles. Kxcellent condition, call Su*
549-0108.

MM
For sale — ski boots. Humanic size 9'*

KLII Model 24 speakers, best offer. 253-
:i5i6.

MM
lO-speed mans French bike. $100: Kodak

Instamatic 50, dec. eye. $75. Must sell. 323-
4237.

MM

Las Vegas Night: Feb. 9. 8 p.m. CC Aud.
- - Poker, Craps. Black Jack, Roulette.
Chucka Luck, Wheel of Fortune, etc. Over
$1200 in prizes.

MM

The Child Care Exchange. Infants — 8
yrs. An alternative to sitters. Playgroups
also. In its third year with 135 families. 586-

2224. Joan.

MM
Help your fellow students — Get your

textbooks at The Book Exchange, Com-
monwealth Rm.. Monday - Friday, 10 a.m.
lo 4 p.m. Save money!

MM

Blood needed for 10 yr. old girl for open
heart surgery. For info please call 543-2(57

in Springfield after 5 p.m.

MM
Drop by the Montague Mini-Mart for

your free incense. Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
every day. All popular beer, wine, pipes &
papers, etc.

MM

USED REFRIGERATORS

AUTO FOR SALE

1967 Toyota Corona. 66K miles, good
"Mid., radio. 18 mpg. $800 or best offer. 256-

6297 or 545-0584.

MM
1968 Dodge Polara. good condition, most

options. $680 or offer. Call 545-2746

daytime.

MM
1970 Ford Maverick, small engine. 25

mpg. excellent condition. $1500 or best
offer. Call 628-3253.

MM
1970 Chevrolet Impala. V8 350, 4 dr., ht,

p.s.. excellent running. Car books for $950.
must sell, will take $550. a fantastic buy.
253-7241.

2-8

Wendell — in center of town with 2 acres,
18 miles to V. of Mass. Likely Listings. 25(-

8896.

MM

Campco drums. 4 heads, walnut finish
high hat. cymbals, hardware included
$400. (all 249-0243.

U2-7

5 cu. & 7 cu. 774-2824.

U2-5

SERVICES

Wendell — 5 bedrooms. 2 sleeping lofts. 2

living rooms. 2 baths, 23 miles from
Amherst. Likely Listings, 256-8896

MM

Klectrophonic stereo with AM-FM in
excellent condition, best offer, must sell,
am leaving country. Call 546-7709.

tf2-S

Old Country Store & Inn. ideal location

for alternative school, craft center, etc., 3
baths. 3 kitchens. 12 bedrooms, land. 256-

tf2-S

5-6 bedroom house in country. 2 kitchens.

2 baths, full cellar with fireplace. Likely
Listings. 256-8896

tf2-5

Booms (2) for rent in Hatfield (91 miles
from Amherst, quiet, in the country. $60-

month plus utilities Call 247-9358.

Imllv Females only. MM
Rooms for rent — no lease, no kitchen,

no pets, next to campus, bus. 401 N
Pleasant St.. 253-9938. ask for Duncan or
leave note.

- U2-6

Twoapts. adjacent with 3 bedrooms, fair
shape, low rent. Skibiski ReaUors. 584-
.1428, Northampton.

tf2-5

Furnished room - sharp bath with one
person, 17:. Amity St.. Amherst 253-5354.

tf2-X

HELP PLEASE

.Limes llmise. :trd floor, shot I

i-orridor beer Mall stolen! Janitors
innocent. Housemother ignorant
Donations urgentl> needed. MM
empty Schlit/ cans. 12 or IK oz. This is

no shit, come on Southwest help out
fellow decadents. Deposit donations
anvtime.

lf2-8

G.E. stereo for sale — less than one year
old. must sell immediately, need money.
$115 or best offer. Call 256-80(7. keep
trying.

MM
Fender Jazzmaster gtr, w -case. $75. ster

comps. spkrs, amp. Girrard ttabl . $75:

Polaroid Lnd Camera, w-flash & film. $25.

6(5-4229. early eve.

U2-7

1973 Capri, excellent cond. t speed 4

cylinder. Must sell, call 527-9(34. after
5:30.

tf2-!3

Pair Dynaco A25 Speakers. $90. Call Jim
at 546-7115.

tf2-7

Guitars bought and sold at reasonable
prices. Custom guitars made to order,
repair work. The Guitar. Amherst
Carriage Shops. 549-1728.

tfZ-5

..-String banjo w case and Besonator.
new Vega lialpiece and grover. 5th string

peg $70.. or best offer AlanHM
MM

I twin size bed. complete. exc condition.
$25. I king size bed complete, six months
old $2»mi. M9>|||g,

tf2-7

Students - parents — the North Village
Cooperative Pre-School has openings in

the a.m. session. 3-5 yrs.. $1(0 tuition
semester. Call 549-0053.

U2*

Dishwasher needed for sorority meals In

return for work. Work, lunch and dinner,
good food. Call Steve. 549-3(07. keep
trying.

MM

Super 66 Rambler Classic. 6 cy, auto,
power steering, mint mechanical con-
dition. 20 mpg. $275 for years of carefree
motoring. 253-7241.

MM
65 Corvair, new shocks, rebuilt carbs.

fall insp. sticker, $50. Paul 549-6812.

MM
(7 Ford Custom air cond - ps recon-

ditioned engine plus many new parts,
leaving Amherst. $500 or best offer. 546-
1482 or 6-1038 anytime.

MM
IN7 Alfa Romeo Giulia Super Sport

Sedan. New paint, engine needs work.
$600. Call 6(5-3480. evenings.

MM

1973 Volks. snow tires, radio, un-
dercoating. $2350. Call 586-2164

MM

ENTERTAINMENT

Guitar lessons, try me — any style also
Fpiphone Classical for sale. Call Henry at
253-5077.

tf2-7

Ex-Chem Major
Have books & tests,

will tutor in (hem
cheap. 549-6812. Paul.

tf2-7

Photos — Passports, visas, grad
school applications, etc. Done to
specifications. $4.00 minimum. Call
Steve at 6-5443.

tf2-28

Wear the :i Stooges on your breast.
Silk screened photo of Moe. Larry &
Curly on a 100 per cent cotton T-Shirt.
Specify S-M-L-XL. Send $3 to: Wild
Hyacinth Productions. 100 Thayer
Circle Bandolph. Ma. (12:168

MM

This movie is playing on Feb. 8: Animals
are brought to be killed to eat at this place.
The number after 4 is answer. Thurs.

MM
That's right — Slaughterhouse Five, on

Fri.. Feb. 8. in the CCA. At 7-9-1 1 for 75c.

MM
Stan's Bands — Represents bands in the

5 college area — If you need a band for any
occasion, call 2564316 anytime.

MM
Start the year right with Bob the D.J. at

he plays all your favorite hits of the 50's
and (O's. Call now, don't delay. 536-6075.

tC-5

l-as Vegas Night prizes: leather travel
pack. $50: orig. I860 etchings. $5A:
camera. $25: radios, stereo headphones. 10
gal. aquarium, etc.

tf2-5

Band Phoenix — available for your
party, specializing in good rock n

-

roll '

dance music (all Mike. 549-1343 or Rob
519-3914.

MM
USED FURNITURE

WORKSHOPS

Martin D-12-33 exel cond., hard
$l.5ii. Dnlhv Noise Bed. unit about
Corvair Nan $HMl «2 Ford Pickup
liuil. i SIMM?,

case
$1(10

(all

MM

TALENTED VOICES

Talented voices needed to join the
expanding
DYNASTK'S.
Hotel Northa

group of

Contact Tony
mpton. :.84-:il0O.

singing
Rauseo.

MM

Musicians Dynamite Fakehook for
sale 417 tunes «ith chord changes
Mostly Jazz and Hark, some stan
dards ( all Joyce 253-9557.

U2-I5

Primal Experience Marathon — 2t

hours. Keb. 22 Trained leader. Fee:
$«."> 'Also weekly groups available'
OfferinK a Kr.»up dynamic that
provides an emotional emiornment in

which the individual can "-.-create the
primary experiences of his or her life

(all HO) ($(3 (eves I or 253-9121
I any time i for further information.

If2-20

Hi! This is Haul. I'm sitting in the
Bluewall recovering from lunch, and
trying to write one of those witty ads
that you love so much. All I can say is
at PAl I. S (III) TIME Fl BNITl BF
we're up to our asses in bureaus,
desks, beds, chairs, spears, costumes,
etc. Located behind Aubuchons in The
Uley. Amherst. 253-3511. We deliver
LOW PRICKS

MM

TRAVEL

TO SUBLET MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Sublet. 2Mr apt Vvailahli \piil I. |M|
mo., incl utilities (all OJMM

Mm
Kawasaki I25cc. 19Mi cheap 2.VI-35I6.

t(2-5

Crimson Travel — spring vacation in

Bern.ida from $199. Deposits for reser-
vations must be in soon for more info call

Steve. 665-3737.

MM

INSTRUCTION

Yoga (Hatha) Courses 8 & 10 weeks.
Begin & Inter. Experienced teacher, for
more information call 549-0842.

MM

HELP WANTED

Work ptime in your room. Piece work,
travel to Nhamptn required. Name, add,

phon. & hrs.-wk, on pst card to Box 77(.

Amherst. 01002.

MM

Educational Consulting Firm seeking
Project-Office Coordinator-Secretary.
Send resume to NES, P.O. Box 226.

Amherst.

1/2-8

lead singer and-or bass player wanted
for Bluegrass Band. If interested call Tom.
Rm. 102. 545-2638 or leave message

t/2-5

How to earn $10-15.000 per year, ( month
training period, no obligation. Write: Mr.
Weiss. Box 552. Randolph. Ma. 023(8.

1(2-12

Female drummer wanted for working
band. Call 584-0(48 between 5-6 p.m.

MM
Part-time, interesting work. No in-

vestment. No deliveries. No experience
necessary. For home interview call 773-

8997 or 774-2992.

1/2-7

Artist to paint album cover on wall in

Sylvan. Supplies provided, will pay $. 546-

5816.

MM

Student Senate Transit Service will
be accepting applications for spring
semester Driver Training Program.
Apply at Bus Garage the week of Feb.
4-8. Students with 3 or more semesters
left preferred. Any questions call 545-
0056.

MM

WANTED
Saxapbonist, must be willing to do lots of

load work, steady gigging. Call 584-6279.

MM
Tutor wanted, bask and organic (hem.

CaU 6(5-4348 after ( p.m.
t/2-5

Full size refrig. Must be in good working
order. Call Rob. 6-9702. Keep trying.

«£*
Anyone interested in starting a weekly

poker club call Bob. 253-2981. weekdays 6-7

p.m. I'Mass students only, limited
memberships.

t/2-7

Want to buy a used 10-speed bike. If

selling one call Lisa. 253-7(74.

MM
Wanted — stud! Call Terra. 253-9668.

prefer black and white Husky with papers.
Necessary for Feb. or early March. Pick of

litter or fee.

NM
HAPPINESS IS

Happiness is a warm
WKIMARANER puppy — for
companionship on a countryside stroll

or quiet fireside enjoyment. Excellent
choice of A.K.C registered pups from
championship bloodlines at
Charlemont. Mass. Mn-339-668*

MM

REFRIGERATOR

Befrigerator for sale. Brand new. still

under warranty. 5 cu. ft., excellent buv.
(all Kurt. 546-8222. anytime.

MM

«.*
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What's a Nighthawk?
plus hockey tidbits

By SCOTT HAYES
The biggest turn-around in hockey this season has to be the play of theNew Haven Nighthawks of the American Hockey League. Many hockey

fans may never even have heard of the Nighthawks, probably becauseAHL hockey is not the most popular, and the fact that the Nighthawks
have only been in existence for one and a half seasons. If you mention the
Nighthawks, the responses will vary from "Where's New Haven 7 " to
"What's a Nighthawk?'

'

The Nighthawks shouldn't have this same problem next year After
finishing in a tie for last place with the hapless Springfield Kings last
season, the New Haven club has enjoyed the best record in the AHL so far
this year. The Hawks compiled a 16-40-20 record for all of last year with a
total of 52 points. Already this season, New Haven is 30-15-7 for mid-
season a total of 67 points. The major factor in the trek from the cellar to
the front of the Northern Division was the switching of the parent NHL
club Last year, New Haven played an important part in the New York
Islander organization, but this season the Minnesota North Stars are
running operations. Only two members of the original New Haven team
are playing with the Nighthawks this year. Don Thompson, a small
center, and Harry Shaw defenseman remain the favorites of the New
Haven fans along with new goalie Lyle Carter. Shaw has become famous
for his sprawling in front of slapshots and Carter, known as "The Cat" is
among the best netminders in the league.
While Jerry Byers and John Rogers were called up to Minnesota during

the season, the AHL's leading scorer, Steve West, has remained in New
Haven. West seemingly has been overlooked, but the 23 year-old has
stated that he is happy in New Haven and will wait for his big chance to
make the NHL. At any rate, the Nighthawks will be around when playoff
time comes, and hockey fans may just find out who the Nighthawks really
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NEW RECORD HOLDER Peter Sadion (on top looking towards camera). The
freshman 118 pounder from Somers, New York is the new record holder of the
fastest pin in UMass' 21 year wrestling history. He pinned his Coast Guard op-
ponent last Saturday in 23 seconds, breaking the old record of 26 seconds held by
Carl Dambman. J

are

Last year's Stanley Cup statistics show Yvan Cournoyer as the top goal UM ass bowling
scorer and number one point getter. Montreal's right winger ripped the
cords 15 times and picked up 10 assists for a total of 25 points. Dennis Hull
was in second with 24 points. Frank Mahovlich had 23 points, while Stan
Mikita and Jacques Lemaire were the only other players to reach the 20
point plateau. All of the top five Stanley Cup scorers played in 15 or more
post season games. Pit Martin of Chicago was the only other player
besides Cournoyer to reach double figures in goals. Martin scored 10
goals and had six assists for 16 points. Hull and Pat Stapleton, now of the
WHA, led the scorers in assists, with 15 each.

Taking a look ahead at the schedules facing the two best teams in the
NHL, the Boston Bruins and Philadelphia Flyers, it appears that the
"Broad Street Bullies" have a tougher slate in the month of February
The Bruins host St. Louis on Thursday and then play the Flyers on
Saturday, at the Garden. Last time the two teams met, the result was a 5-

3 Boston victory in an exciting, nationally televised game. After the North
Stars face the Bruins in Boston, the B's take to the road for a tour of
Western Division rinks. The road trip starts in California, where Boston
should have little trouble handling the lowly Golden Seals. The Bruins will
have to be thinking of their last contest with the Kings at the Forum a 4-1
loss. After L.A., the Bruins head back to the East. Stops in Minnesota
Pittsburgh and Buffalo precede Boston's last game of the month, a home
contest against the Red Wings.
The Flyers host the Penguins on Thursday and then travel to Boston for

what should prove to be another exciting NHL game. Philadelphia will
then return home for a game against the always tough Montreal
Canadiens. Two more testing games will fellow for the Flyers, a game in
Maple Leaf Gardens against the improved Leafs and a contest with the
Rangers at the Spectrum

.

On Saturday, February 2, the
UMass Intercollegiate Bowling
Team sponsored the first annual
Minuteman Classic bowling
tournament. It was held at the
Riverdale Lanes in West
Springfield and considering the
terrible weather it was a very
successful tournament. Com-
petition was held for both men and
women in team, singles, and
doubles events. College teams
competing in this tournament were
all members of the Tri-State
League and this was a league
match.

In the team event the UMass
women swept to victory while
Bryant captured the men's title.

Members of the UMass women's
team were: Nancy Heglin, Karen
James, Barbara Holt, Cindy
Adams, Maria Collet te and Joan
Felde. Members of the men's team
were: Brian Elsden, Bill Fisher,
Pete Henderson, Wayne Kowalski
and Dave Dimmick.

In defeat Frazier

still after title

fcdww Momhh Sprb/Amhmt

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY LIGHTWEIGHT

SKI-TOURING AND MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT

MID-SEASON PACKAGE
SPECIALS

Mfg.
Sog. List

EMS Modshus 1 2000
(Mohair, waxkts)

EMS Madshus 2000
(Hickory, fignostone)

EMS Birke Beiner
(Natural wood top, hickory solo, figno)

Fischer Europa Light Touring
(p-tox bottom)

EMS Asnes Turlangrenn
(Hickory, lignostono)

EMS Madshus 6000 Superlight
(Hickory, lignostono) 1 05.00

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE SKIIS, 1Q0TS, PIN BINDING AND
OR ALUMINUM POLES AND FREE MOUNTING.

122.00

103.50

110.00

105.00

100.00

79.50

64.50

74.00

65.95

59.50

74.50
CHOICE OF BAMBOO

By HAL BOCK
k V i I°

RK <AP) * His face is still puffy a week after Super Fight II,
Dut Joe Frazier's priorities remain unchanged.

The goal," the former heavyweight champion of the world said
Monday, "is still to win that title back again."

So Frazier, after two weeks of rest following his 12-round loss toMuhammad All, will go back to the gym next week. "I've got to stay in
shape. There is only one way that Frazier won't pursue his dream of
winning back the title he held until being knocked out by George Foreman
13 months ago.

"If Kenny Norton beats Foreman," said Frazier, "I won't be champ
again. I couldn't fight Norton. We've been friends too long. Eddie Futch
managed him and now he's with me. We're too close. I couldn't fight
him."

Norton fights Foreman for the heavyweight crown March 26 in
Caracas, Venezuela.

Frazier said he though he had beaten Ali. "I thought I landed the
more effective blows, but I can't condemn the officials," he saad.

*• u^Jt
61 if a man is going to dance Md hold

. there isn't going to be anyS ;• u5.
ga
i?

e ,s not noldin«» it>s fighting. All I can do is get out thereand fight," Frazier continued.

,. *-,
People My ! lost because my f«ce was all puffy after the fight. That

didn t mean a thing. 1 always puff up. I puffed after the first fight and I
won that one."

« £&&£. he th0
.
ught a third fight with Mi mi**1 be staged, Frazier

smiled. It's up to him," he said. "I'll be ready to go back in about sLmontns.

Frazier shrugged off reports of his retirement from the ring "I'm
soil in tip-top shape physically," he said. "My main concern is that I
don t miuse the game of boxing. I wouldn't hang on just for a payday if I
thought I was through."
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FREE WAXING SEMINARS EVERY TUESDAY AT 7.00 P.M.

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS/AMHERST
OPEN MON.-FRI.

f-f; SAT. ?-5:30

Rto. 9 Amhersf-Hodley lint/( 4 13)253-9504
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NBC hopes to showcase Aaron

ByJAYSHARBUTT
NEW YORK (AP) - If current

negotiations don't meet snags,
NBC's "Monday Night Baseball*
season may start early with what
NBC hopes will be a big bang both
for itself and Atlanta slugger Hank
Aaron.

That's the report from Carl
Lindemann Jr., vice president of
NBC Sports. He says his network
wants to begin its Monday night
schedule by giving viewers a
chance to see Aaron hopefully
tying or breaking Babe Ruth's
record of 714 home runs.
But he says the network now

hopes to persuade baseball of-

ficials to let NBC push the starting
date up to April 8, when Atlanta
plays its season opener.
"We're awfully close to an

agreement," Lindemann said.
"We're sure trying to capture the
excitement of Henry Aaron for the
start of the season."
NBC's 15-game Monday night

season this year also will have

fewer show-biz types sharing the
broadcast booth with Curt Gowdy
and Tony Kubek, according to
Lindemann.
When NBC inaugurated its

celebrity service last year, such
entertainers as George C. Scott,
Charlie Pride, Danny Kaye and
Glen Campbell were called in to
discuss the grand old game.

Although viewers liked the idea,
Lindemann said, the network now
has decided to put more emphasis
on famous baseball personalities
as guest commentators.
NBC's Joe Garagiola, formerly

of the "Today" show and the St.

Louis Cardinals, Pittsburgh
Pirates, Chicago Cubs and New
York Giants, will be the guest
commentator for four games this
season.

Lindemann also said he hopes to
get such baseball greats as Whitey
Ford, Mickey Mantle, Ted
Williams and retired National
League umpire Jacke Conlon for
the show.

Letters to Sports

We're wanted in Pennsy
Dear Daily Collegian:

I'm a native Bay Stater, 71 graduate of UMass at Amherst, and
currently working near Philadelphia. The 73-74 UMass basketball
schedule, which I just came across, appears disappointingly weak.
Moreover, UMass doesn't play any Philadelphia area teams this season.
Southeastern Pennsylvania is exciting basketball country. They've

developed some good pro players -Wilt, Wally Jones, Earl Monroe, etc-
and, locally, what they call the Big Five-Penn, St. Josephs, La Salle,
Temple, and Villanova- although not what they once were, still put on
running, scrappy, noisy, and savvy games, expecially at Penn's Palestra.
New Englanders are plentiful in this area, too. Philadelphia is a college

town, much like Boston and many New England students attend
Philadelphia area schools. Whenever I see a Celtics-76er game there are
nearly as many Celtic rooters as for Philly. WBZ, in Boston, sends down a
strong signal for their Celtics and Bruins broadcasts, and their evening
sports talk show attracts some local attention, including an occasional
caller. So I'm sure there would be added local interest for a UMass-Big
Five encounter.

If UMass wants at least eastern basketball recognition, which they
were clamoring for during the Julius Erving era, they will have to play
some Philadelphia teams. They ranked high in the Philadelphia Bulletin
eastern basketball poll last year, probably on the basis of beating a good
Penn team. Then they went on to beat a ranked Missouri team in the NIT
and played well against North Carolina. So what's UMass doing playing
Iona and St. Anselms?

New Hampshire, Harvard, Providence, and Rhode Island play this
year in the Palestra. Boston College came to Villanova on January 10th.
Holy Cross has already played a Big Five team in Worcester. These are
teams the Minutemen will have to beat out for New England ranking, and
for eastern recognition.

Vermont had the guts, and possibly some Green Mountain insanity to
play No. Carolina and No. Carolina State. Providence pops all over the
country contesting with some top teams. Where's UMass' If UMass
athletic prowess is more than lalk -which I think it is-come pla\
basketball with the Big Five!

Cordially,

Edwin R. Witherell

Ed. Note: Confronted with the question of playing the teams within the
Big 5, Jack Leaman responded "We would be more than glad to play
them. But why should we always have to go to Philadelphia? Why can't
they swing North?"
UMass basketball has, for a long time now, been thirsting for stiffer

competition but no one, Providence included, will play us in our home
Cage for fear of the crowd reactions and noise generated.
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R.S.O. Groups

must submit Affirmative Action proposal:

to the Women's Committee, Senate Office

Women
swimmers
drown UConn
Intersession — vacation time for

most of UMass — but that was not

the case at NOPE pool where the

women's swim team worked out

twice a day in preparation for the

upcoming season. If their fiist

meet can be any indication of the

future, this year's team is one to be
taken seriously.

Last Thursday night saw a
powerful and well prepared UMass
completely dominate the women
from UConn, taking first place in

seven of the thirteen events,
finishing two-three in another four
and sweeping two for a total of 64
points. They were lead by
Melon Dash, who took first in the

200 I.M., 400 free style, and 100

butterfly, and Cindy Whiting who
ran away with 50, 100, and 200
freestyle events.

The strength of this team lies in

its depth as Laurie Selik placed
second in the 50 butterfly, 200 in-

dividual medley, and 100 freestyle,

Kathe German finished second in

the 200 and 400 freestyle, and Jean
Franchebois was runner up in the
50 and 100 backstroke. Third place
honors went to Roxanne Balducci,
Carol Griffiths, Karen Johnson,
Diane Perry and Lee Hart.
Roxanne LaCoste, Patti Hogan,
Sue White, Sandy Binny, and Mimi
Ward all cwam well and finished
just behind the leaders. The
determination and conditioning of

the team was evident as they
remained consistent throughout
and took first place in the last

event, 400 freestyle relay, with a
time of 4.07.6.

Unfortunately, UMass divers
were ill, which left UConn with a

sixteen point advantage before the

first gun had been fired and
allowed them to edge out UMass
with a score of 65. The real im-
portance of this meet lay in the

power, grace, and form of every
UMass swimmer, due in no small
part to the fine coaching of Ms. Pat
Griffin, who in three years has
made this team a serious threat to

its opposition.

Notice
BASEBALL RAFFLE — Want to

win some $$$? Then find a UMass
baseball player and buy three
raffle tickets for $1. They are also
on sale in the baseball office in

Boyden Building. First prize is a
$100 Savings Bond. Second Prize is

a $75 Bond while third Prize is a $50
Bond. The fourth through seventh
prizes are $25 Bonds. The raffle
will benefit the UMass Baseball
spring trip to Florida.
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TODAY ONLY!
at2:00&K:00
AMERICAN

FILM
THEATRE presents.

Tickets at show time

matinee - stti. $2.50

evenings -$5,041
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Mike Brophy

Varsity M dying too fast
Varsity M is dying. And nobody seems to care. They have tem-

porarily cancelled all their weekly luncheons for lack of a place to serve
them. At least for $2.00 per head.

The Newman Center was evacuated late last year in favor of
Checquers, due to the parking situation at Newman. And you thought you
had it bad. Many an outstanding alumnus had come to the luncheons only
to walk out after listening to Dick MacPherson to find no car. He would
then have to dial that number that is all too familiar to students who try to
get away with parking illegally.

The move to Checquers was a good one. At least for the two weeks
they were there. The Club was then informed that the main room at the
restaurant was to be redone and that there would be a slight in-
convenience to the Club.

The matter of food prices later came up, Checquers wanted more for
the luncheon than the members wanted to pay.

Talks are going on now with the Top of the Campus Club in hopes of
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home for the Wed"esday meeting that has been the
highlight of the campus since I can remember, and I grew up in this town

The purpose of Varsity M has been diluted by the forming of the
Bullpen Club, for baseball boosters. The Court Club, for those who love
roundballers and the newly formed Gridiron Club that held its first
banquet Sunday evening.

These three organizations have taken over, on an individual basis,
what Varsity M used to do for all the teams.

Who among us will ever even notice the loss of the M Club should it

indeed die? Not many. Maybe not even the athletes who benefit so greatly
from the help given the Athletic Dept. by this same Club. For the M Club
is an organization that operates very quietly, but efficiently.

Varsity M, last fall, bought the travel shirts for the football team and
consequently saved each and every ballplayer half of his travel money
for ten first road games. They also try to raise scholarship money for the
teams that do not get the big budge from the State Legislature.

They do these things so quietly ma., l it would be better just to let it

fade away into the West as all other goou lings seem to. I think NOT! !

!

All the M Club needs to survive is more members! ANYONE is
welcome to join the club and the membership costs a person only $10 per
year. One then receives the benefits of a monthly newsletter keeping
them informed of the doings in the world of UMass athletics, and other
assorted priveledges.

The Club presently has 300 paid members and would feel much better
if they had about 2,000. Seem like a lot? You're absolutely right' It is an
awful lot of people. But figure in your head how many alumni there are
from UMass. Staggerring isn't it?

Letting the M Club die is quite similar to the question of voting We
have an obligation to keep it alive.

This is a call to all sports fans to help the M Club keep its ship afloat.
Just think...Maybe several years from now you'll be able to look back at
all this and be able to say 'I had something to do with saving the M Club
when it needed help the most.' Will you be there in the Club's hour of
need? Many of you will be able to say 'yes' I'm sure

Attention writers
A meeting will be held on Thursday night in the Collegian office

or the Colonial Lounge at 7:30 for all members of the sports staff.

Also anyone who wishes to write for the sports staff is encouraged
to contact the sports editor. We need reporters, layout people, book
reviewers, feature writers and above all people with energy and
initiative.

FJBULOUS

FARQUAHR
returns to Amherst

Thurs., Fri., Sat. at

THE CHEQUERS

looking tot o Science Core Elective?

M.A.E. 101
Energy and Man (E)
— Learn about the current Energy Crisis —— Find out about the future Energy Prospects—— Learn about Enerqy Conservation Possibilities —

Schedule No. 426613 - MWF 11:00 a.m.

First Class — Marston 132
Course not filled — Add at first class
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WITH THE GREATEST OF EASE co-captain Rich
Seikunas comes in for a landing under the ap-

prehensive eyes of his coach, Tom Dunn.

Trackmen rank

in New England
By SCOTT HAYES

Mike Muska, a member of the UMass Indoor track coaching staff, does
more than just help out with the coaching duties. The graduate of the
University of Connecticut compiles the results of the New England track
meets and organizes the? New England performance listings.

Muska 's statistical work began at UConn when he worked with the
Sports Information Office, as well as the track and cross country teams.
Muska started the New England Cross Country Poll and put out the New
England Rankings. For his work, Muska was presented with a
distinguished service award by the New England Coaches Association
last year.

The rankings list the top twelve or thirteen New England performers in

everv event. Given with the individual, or relay team is the time, distance
or height (depending on the event) and date of the performance.
UMass has many pertormers who have earned a spot in the New

England Rankings. The listings include all results up to January 30, 1974.

Randy Thomas is fourth in the two-mile, with a time fo 8:57.9 back on
December 8, 1973. Teammates Tom Wilson and John McGrail are listed

tenth and thirteenth in the longest distance event in indoor track. Wilson
was times in 9:08.4, wile McGrail's time was 9: 13.2. The top two-miler in

New England so far this season has been Charlie Duggan of Springfield.

Duggan's 8:45.2 has stood since December 1 of last year.

Bill Gillin and Chris Farmer earned their rankings with two out-

standing performances at Storrs, when UMass faced two of the best in-

door track teams, UConn and Manhattan. Gillin ran the mile in 4: 13.2 and
Farmer was right behind with a fine 4 : 13.4 effort. Keith Francis of Boston
College holds top honors in the prestigious event with a time of 4:08.7.

Gillin is four positions behind Francis in fifth place, while teammate
Farmer is in sixth.

Bob and Ken Adamson are among the top jumpers in New England.
Bob is in third place in the triple jump at 46'4> 2

"
Ken has jumped

45*11V, good for fifth place. Abe Davis of Springfield is in first place
with a leap of 48'IV. UMass has three jumpers among the top long jump
competitors. Bob Adamson leads the trio of UMass leapers with a second
place effort of 22*1 1V. Ken Adamson holds the fourth position and Mike
Geraghty is in seventh place with a jump of 22'2' 2

". *

In the 600-yard run, Barron Littlefield and Steve Crimmin are in ninth
and thirteenth, respectively. Littlefield was timed in 1:13.9 and Crimmin
was clocked at 1:14.2 in the UConn-Manhattan Tri-Meet.

Jim Hennessy's 6.5 in the 50-yard high hurdles earned him third spot in

the hurdling competition. Curt Stegerwald is in sixth with a time of 6.6.

Tony Pendleton and Bob Adamson are involved in a six way tie for

second in the 50-yard dash. Pendleton and Adamson both ran the dash in

5.5 in the highly competitive meet at Storrs.

Steve Crimmin is in the fifth position in the 440-yard dash results. The
only other UMass individual performer in the listings is Devin Croft. The
half-miler was timed in 1:54.2, and that time is good enough for third

place in the 880.

In the relays, the UMass distance-medley relay team noids top position

with a performance that took place on December 19, 1973. The two-mile
relay team of John Maloney, Chris Farmer, ^ im Hunt and Devin Croft

broke the school record in that event with a time of 7:45.8. The quartet's

time erased the previous record of 7:49.3. Co-captain Maloney led the

relay squad to its record-breaking performance on December 11 of last

year. The mile relay team is ranked seventh with a time of 3:26.2.

SHORT SPRINTS — Coach Ken O'Brien is Secretary-Treasurer of the

New England Coaches Association. As a result, all the statistics of all the

New England meets come into O'Briens's office. Then, Muska takes over
and uses the results to make up the regional listings. Northeastern 's

victory over UMass upped the Huskies record to 6-0. NU has to be the co-

favorite along with defending champion UConn to take the New England
championships coming up on February 23. Minutemen travel to Hanover
N.H. on Friday to take on Dartmouth and the University of New Hamp-
shire. Meet time is at 6:00 p.m., not 1:00 p.m. as listed on the Winter

Athletic Schedule. Dan Grigus is tied with Dave Sadowsky, Bob Murray,

John Kamb and Dennis Lombardo for the school record in the pole vault.

Sadowsky cleared the height in 1965, while Murray did it in 1966. Kamb
vaulted 13'6" in 1971 and Lombardo went down in the record books last

Key to gymnastics success

Dunn stresses basics
By WALT POWERS

It looked like a family reunion. On the floor of a
(battered old brick circus tent called the Cage, two
groups of young men in blue and maroon suits were
intermingling, laughing, shaking hands. You'd never
have guessed that a few minutes earlier, the blue
tuits from Penn State had beaten the maroon suits

*om UMass for the tenth straight time, but this, in a
Vtense, is what college gymnastics is all about.

"Gymnastics isn't really competitive likfe football

Ipr basketball. It's a highly refined individual sport."
says UMass all-around Gene Whelan. I ti£r not to

think of my opponents or listen to the crowd," because
if I did, I'd ruin my routines."

Most gymnasts are quick to admit, however, ttfct a
home crowd and strong opponents exert a$, im-
portant, though indirect, effect on theitf jjer-

formances. "It's psychological," said UMass co-
captain Rich Seikunas, "You work a lot harder to

please them. But because you're concentrating so
hard onlyour routine, you almost never .'bear them
while you're performing."

In thik light, the lower than expected »^ires on
Saturday's meet came as a surprise. But 6n>er fac-

tors weifc operating. One of them was the cm, which
forced the judges to waive an NCAA rule pHftJbiting

ilu (V.i'^.irhu->rn
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Men swimmers

edge MIT
The men's varsity 400 yard relay

swim team set a new school and
pool record with a time of 3:27.5 to

win the dual meet over MIT last

Saturday in Boyden Po«»i 60-53.

The meet was tied at 53 all going
into the final relay when Ron
Boucher led off for UMass. Joe
Herbert and Duncan Lomis held
down the middle quarters building

a substantial lead. Dick Blaisdell

was the key to breaking the record,

as he put in a fast .47.5 hundred.

Boucher, also a breaststroker,

broke the school record in the 200

yd. breaststroke event by .9

seconds. Ben Crooker captured
first place in both the 500 and 1000

yard free style events.

The men swimmers are now just

bar.ely under the .500 mark with a
reOrd of 3-4. "We have been
working very hard and should
finish strongly this year. Most of
the guys are waiting for the New
Englands that are held in March,"
said coach Bey Malamad.

UMass scores

in AP poll
By MDC STAFF

National recognition may finally

be coming to the UMass basketball

team. Though not quite making it

this week, the Minutemen did gain

votes for the AP top twenty.UCLA,
once again, leads the pack,

followed by N. Carolina St., Notre

Dame, N. Carolina, Vanderbilt,

Marquette, Maryland, Alabama,

Long Beach, and Pitt in the top ten.

The second ten includes

Providence, Indiana, S. Carolina,

USC, Louisville, Michigan, Kan-

sas, Tex. -El Paso, Oral Roberts,

and Md. -Eastern Shore.

pre-event warmups.
"I think the crowd would have helped us more u a

had been warmer", said Tom Dunn. "The cpjd made
the floor mats about twice as hard, and it led to small,

but important breaks on the pommel horse. The
Nittany Lions were unaffected by the crowd- "When
you're number one, you get used to playing before

lots of people," shrugged high-bar specialist John
Bizal. Bizal's comments about the judges were
reiterated by almost everybody "They were very
conservative. They wouldn't let us get away with

anything, and it kept the scores down."
Though the Minutemen succumbed to State for the

tenth time in as many tries, the score was the closest

ever between the two. If UMass hasn't arrived, it's

moving very quickly in the right direction. This

progress has coincided wih the growth of the Eastern

League. Other conferences may have stronger

champions, but the second through sixth teams make
the Eastern League the deepest in the country. The
conference was strengthened this season when
Southern Connecticut, last season's NCAA small-

college champion, became an official member.
"This team is mucr better than the UMass team we

faced last year" said veteran Penn State floor-man

Dick Young. "Their technique has improved im-
mensely." This improvement has been the major
goal of Tom Dunn since he began coaching at UMass
last year. His teams have been criticized for the lack
of variety in their routines, but they've been suc-

cessful. Last year was the best in UMass history, and
even with the graduation of All-America Jay Aron-
stein, they appear well on the way to beating last

year's record. Dunn's assistant, fellow Penn State

alumnus Bob Koenig, summarized this philosophy of

coaching.

"We're striving for technical perfection on basic

routines. Each gymnast should learn his routine so
well that he doesn't need to think about it when he's
out on the floor. When a routine becomes an un-
conscious reaction, the gymnast can concentrate on
the finer aspects of his performance like form and
technique. We'll get fancy next year. Our team is

very young."

season.

John Bock

Out of the lion's den

By JOHN BOCK
It was a chance to see an honest-to-goodness nationally prominent

college athletic team perform within the confines of Curry Hicks Cage.
About 3200 UMies kept the Cages reputation for stellar crowd per-
formance intact as they left the Penn State Nittan Lions Gymnasts with
the feeling that nothing less than the performances they turned in would
have pleased them.
The temperature inside was the only factor that put a chill on the

crowd. For a while PSU was asking where the sides of beef were hung but
after explanations about "energy crisis" and a sudden brilliant per-
formance by UMass on the long horse vault, they decided to turn their
attention to the meet and hohummedly swept the rest of the events.

In pre-meet briefings and a chance viewing of the Lions against
Springfield College, I found out that the man to watch for PSU was Ail-
American Jim Kruest. I spent the day being impressed by this gymnast's
cool appreciation of whatever event he was on. If it looked like only a real
piece of showmanship would score then Kruest threw it as if he were
throwing his compulsory routine.

I was really impressed when he scored a 9.35 on the high bar with a
routine that was next to spectacular in his smoothness and clean ess. In a
conversation with this soft spoken PSU star he assured me that the Lions
did not consider UMass a team to be taken lightly. "We had to really
throw our best stuff because we knew that it would be a close meet if we
decided to slack off."

Kruest is married and I asked him if he thought it affected his per-
formance or dedication to the sport. "It really works out pretty well
because I get through practice and get home before my wife does and she
understands about traveling."

The man who introduced me to Kruest was Penn State's Super Coach —
Gene Wettstone. As I stood there listening to the former Olympic coach
my thoughts drifted to the memories of Penn State with that same blue
and white lion emblazoned on the warm up jackets of the football team as
they stormed across the fields for confrontations with other football
giants like Oklahoma and Texas. They represented State against the best
competition they could find. Likewise Wettstone and his gym men

"I think UMass is a team that has not jelled yet" said Coach Wettstone,
the nation's foremost promoter of gymnastics. "They could come along
real strong as soon as they recognize how good they really are."
The Lions are currently number one in the nation and it is only natural

that I asKed about how hosting the nationals would affect Penn State "I
believe that we really don't have all the experienced gymnasts to give us
the championship but I do believe, more importantly, that if we can get
the team to peak at the right time we do have the men to pull some sur-
prises. It will be the same story for any other team that qualifies from the

.S. ,i
,s year ~ ,f they **** at ** "8** ime they can do the same.

Holding any gymnastics meet at Penn State has never hurt any of our
teams smiled Wettstone. In the next two weeks PSU will face Southern
Connecticut - the only team to beat them last season. UMass meets
bouther.i Conn. Thursday night at home, and PSU assured me thev would
anxiously await the results. Then it is on to Ann Arbor where they face
Big Ten champs Michigan in an extra-league contest
They came from out of the Lion's Den to a Cage and continue on -

untamed.
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Mass. gets rationing

Under Sargent's plan a station will show a green flag if there is gas, a red flag if there isn't, and a yeUow
flag only for emergency vehicles.

Nothing to stop Judge

from withholding oath verdict
By MARK VOGLER

There is no legal impediment barring Judge Joseph S. Mitchell, Jr.

from withholding a verdict on the controversial state loyalty oath court
case, the judge and two lawyers conceded yesterday.
Faculty and staff members from UMass and Berkshire Community

College who have refused to ascribe to the 1949 law, have awaited a
definitive legal opinion from Middlesex County Superior Court since last

spring.

The loyalty oath is a pledge of allegance which state employees must
swear to the Commonwealth and the United States before they can begin
work.

Judge Mitchell told the Collegian in a telephone interviewMonday that it

would be in the best interests of everyone involved for him to "sit" on the
decision.

Mitchell maintains the only two "likely possibilities" resulting from his
final judgment would be the termination of hundreds of personnel from
UMass and BCC — or a direct challange being leveled at the U.S.
Supreme Court.

Attys. William A. Norris of Cummington and Stephen H. Oleskey of
Boston, legal counsel for three groups who are challenging the oath, said
yesterday they expect a verdict and will seek one if it doesn't come soon.

Mitchell said he has a legal opinion "thought out in my mind". But he
will not release it unless "someone wants to stir up the animals."
Warning that the press would be "ill advised" to seek a final opinion of

the case, Mitchell said "Why not let sleeping dogs lie for a while.
"I don't know whether the political climate is such that we'll regress

another 25 years. I don't want to take the chance of us going 'witch
hunting* again. But nobody will do it unless provoked."

Mitchell would not indicate what his verdict is, but asserted "it will

cause a lot of pain for a lot of people."

Norris, who is representing 18 faculty and staff from UMass-Amherst
and a group of 33 from BCC, said yesterday that he is "pretty confident"

that Mitchell's verdict is a favorable one for the oath opponents.

He said he would contact his clients to see whether they would want an

immediate decision from the judge.

"Personally, I find the judge's handling of this as a blockage of justice,

and I would like to know his final opinion. If it's not favorable, then we'll

appeal it," Norris said.

"One judge should not take it upon himself to stop judicial process.

We ought to have a decision. The oath is invalid legally and ought

to be knocked off the books."

Oleskey said he never approached Mitchell, but thought a verdict was

"forthcoming."

"I've had a verdict handed down within two days, others have taken as
long as two years. I do expect Judge Mitchell will issue one in due time,"
Oleskey said.

He is the legal counsel for the three UMass-Boston professors who filed
a class action suit against the University Sept. 21, 1972 which bars
dismissal of anyone who refuses the oath on employment.
Both lawyers said they were concerned about the time limit on their

preliminary injunctions which block the dismissal of anybody refusing to
sign the oath.

Mitchell said the injunctions can legally "last forever, until such time
that somebody comes into court and asks that they be disolved."
He said he considered that matter to be in "the press' hands."

Truckers reject offer of deisel price freeze
WASHINGTON (AP)

Negotiators for striking in-

dependent truck drivers rejected

President Nixon's decision to

immediately freeze diesel fuel

prices late last night as inadequate

and recommended the truckers

continue their shutdown.

"We recommend the drivers

continue to stand down and not

return to work," said Leonard

Fleet in announcing the truckers'

decision.

Fleet, an attorney for the Council

o. Independent Truckers and a key

spokesman for the negotiating

committee, said the ad-
ministration's efforts to halt the
strike did not meet their needs.
The rejection of the ad-

ministration's measures to end the

dispute was announced by Fleet at

a news conference after the
negotiating committee met more
than four hours. Negotiations to

bring the crippling strike to an end
began here Sunday at the in-

stigation of Pennsylvania Gov.
Milton J. Shapp.
Despite the rejection, he said the

truckers were willing to continue
negotiating here "as long and hard

as necessary to bring this to a just

solution."

Independent trucking operators,

he said, "can no longer be made
the scapegoat for absorbing the

rapidly rising costs of moving
goods."
The decision of the truckers

came several hours after federal

energy chief William E. Simon
announced that Nixon had ordered
diesel fuel prices frozen until the

end of February, or until Congress

acted on legislation permitting the

independents to pass along in-

creased fuel costs.

Fleet said the drivers wanted
assurances that the price freeze

would remain in effect "as long as

necessary" until Congress had
acted. He also said the truckers

would not go back to work until

they had immediate authority to

levy an additional five per cent

surcharge on shipments.

Layoffs continued at meat
packers and industries dependent

upon trucking. More than 75,000

workers have been furloughed

since the shutdown over diesel

(Continued on P. 4)
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By STEVEN A. COHEN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON iAP) — A voluntary
plan asking drivers to stay away
from the gasoline pumps every
other day goes into effect Monday
in Massachusetts, Gov. Francis
Sargent said Tuesday.
The "modified Oregon plan"

asks that motorists with even-
numbered license plates buy gas
on even-numbered dates and those
with odd-numbered or vanity
plates buy gas on odd-numbered
dates.

Among other provisions:

—Drivers whose plates end with
a single letter should go by the last

digit in their license plate number.
—Zeros are treated as even

numbers.
—Stations should stay closed on

Sundays.
—Both evens and odds may buy

gasoline on the 31st day of each
month.

Sargent also announced at a
news conference that he would
meet with Federal Energy chief

William Simon in Washington on
Wednesday to seek a greater
gasoline supply for the state.

"There are very strong indications

that Massachusetts is not receiving

its fair share of gasoline," Sargent
said.

"Massachusetts will not become
a dumping ground for the nation's

shortages," the governor said.

Plans similar to Massachusetts'
new one have been tried in Hawaii
and Oregon. Hawaii's is man-
datory and Oregon's is voluntary.

Under the voluntary plan an-
nounced by Sargent, no driver
could buy less than $3 worth of
gasoline. This, the governor said,

is to prevent motorists from top-

ping off their tanks, a practice
which has contributed to the long
lines at gas stations.

Stations will be requested to

display a green flag if they are

selling gasoline; a red flag is no

gas is for sale, and a yellow flag if

only commercial and emergency
vehicles are being serviced.

Sargent said emergency and
commercial vehicles, out-of-state

cars and handicapped persons will

be exempt from the program.
The Retail Gasoline Dealers

Association reacted favorably to

the plan at a meeting Tuesday
morning, Sargent said.

He said he also will ask the

governors of other New England
states to implement similar plans

because the "whole New England
area is being short changed."
Sargent also announced that he

would file legislation to make the

Massachusetts program man-
datory if it doesn't work on a

voluntary basis.

"A fair distribution plan is now
needed in this state, and we are

acting to institute one," Sargent

said.

But, according to Sargent:

—"In Massachusetts twice as

many stations have reduced their

hours compared to the rest of the

nation.

—"And in Massachusetts,
overall inventories of gasoline are

more than twice as short compared
with the nation as a whole."

Sargent said the federal

government admits that shortages

in New England are worse than the

rest of the nation, "yet instead of

helping with more gasoline, the

federal government tells us to go it

alone...We will not accept reduced
supplies so that other states can
continue as if nothing is wrong."
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The exhibit may well be the first step in the creation of unity and better un-

derstanding.

New Africa House Exhibit:

a step into unity
By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
An art exhibit that for the

first time combines work by
both white and minority

artists went on display
earlier this week at the New
Africa House art gallery.

The exhibit, hailed as the

beginning of a close un-

derstanding among dif-

ferent ethnic and cultural

groups on campus, includes

the work of fifty UMass
students.

Textile designs, sculp-

tures and paintings are

intermixed with pieces of

African art already
acquired by the Gallery.

Among visitors at a

reception for the new art

show Sunday evening were
campus Chancellor Randolf

W. Bromery, Arts and
Humanities Dean Jeremiah
M. Allen. Allen, in short but

precise statement called

the exhibition "great."

Groundwork for the

exhibit was layed by two
professors in the W.E.B.
DuBois department of Afro-

American studies - Prof.

Raymond R. Miles, a

sculptor; and Femi
Richards, from Sierra
Leone, Africa. Richards is

an ex-consultant in cultural

affairs for the United
Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural
organization.

The exhibition includes

work by students of both

Richards and Miles. Miles

has solicited the art work in

classes as part of an effort

to provide more op-

portunities for students.

Mary Byron, a UMass
student from Northampton
will have her work shown as

part of the display. She took

her first class in African

and Afro-American art last

semester, and became
interested in ethnic art

while taking a textile design

course.

More cross-cultural
exhibitions are planned,
according to Michael M.
Thelwell, head of the
Dubois department on
campus. He said the ratio of

Afro-American to White
American students in his

department is 60:40.

Theiwell's concern for

having more integrated art

shows was also expressed
by Prof. Chester Davis, the

sub-director of the Afro-Am
studies department.
The exhibit may well be

the first step in the creation

of unity, better 'un-

derstanding, and more
cooperation among dif-

ferent ethnic-and cultural

groups on campus.
It is obvious that Chan-

cellor Bromery, chairman
Thelwell and professors

Cole and Miles are proud to

participate in the historical

transaction of the W.E.B.
DuBois papers acquired by
UMass last summer.
The papers are by the

noted scholar and
philosopher William E. B.

DuBois, considered a set of

documents of national
importance by most
scholars. They are housed
on the top floor of the

library tower in paper
boxes. They are not

available to the public.

The persons attending
last Sunday's reception and
those who have already
gone to see the exhibition all

expressa positive feeling for

an integrated exhibit.

Gary Owens, of Hamp-
shire College, said the

exhibit is "so powerful"
that he would like to see

others at the campuses of

the other four colleges,

Amherst, Smith, Mt.
Holyoke and Hampshire
Colleges.

And for the nearly fifty

students participating in

the exhibit as contributors,

the statement one
unidentified woman artist

could be motivating.

The woman artist said

she was proud when
Chancellor Bromery began
to look at each piece
carefully.

(The exhibit will be open
until February 14 in the
New Africa House Gallery,
in the Central residence
area. Gallery hours are
from 10:00 to 5:00 p.m.
weekdays.)
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Textile designs,
sculpture and paintings

?-e presented with

African art.
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The exhibit is being hailed as the beginning of a close

understanding among different ethical and cultural

groups on campus.

Trucking strike may affect

People 's Market

By LARRY CARPMAN
The People's Market is worried.

There is a possibility that when the market opens of

ficially on Monday there may be fewer vegetables and

fruit to choose from. The continuing truckers strike is

causing spot temporary shortages of produce.

"Produce adds a lot to the store," said Patti Gibney, one

of the coordinators of the People's Market.

"Over half our business is fruit and vegetables," she

said.

A spokesman for the Pinecrest Produce Company which
supplies the People's Market said: "Everyday brings up
something else-one day something could be in short

supply and the next day we'd have it. There is a temporary
shortage," he said.

The spokesman said a trailer truck headed for his

company from California had been delayed in Chicago
when three of its tires were slashed at a rest stop.

Another People's Market supplier, The Charden Cheese
Company, may also have some delays or shortages.

"Some of our deliveries are okay," a spokesman said

"Trucks from Florida and Pennsylvania may be delayed,
though," he said.

Ms. Gibney cited another problem the market may have
in getting all the produce it orders.

"Being a small place we get the shaft a lot," she said.

Meanwhile a Collegian survey of the Amherst area
supermarkets revealed that only temporary and small
shortages exist. The large food chains have their own
trucks and so far have not been faced with shortages of any
great degree.

The market which was opened last year at this time is a
non-profit student co-op. It deals in fresh garden produce,
grains or cereals, dairy products, and some health foods.
The market started with a loan of $4,000 from the

Commuter Assembly.
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Ski conditions are excellent
Weathermen are predicting

snow tomorrow as local ski
resorts are reporting good to

excellent ski conditions.

Berkshire East has a 6" to
42" base with 6" to 8" of man-
made snow. They say con-
ditions are excellent on No. 2
chair, the Broken Arrow slope,

and the novice slope.

Mt. Thorn has a 12" to 30"

base with good to excellent ski

conditions on all slopes.

Weathermen say there is a

better than 50 per cent chance
of snow, though they are not

quite sure at this time how
much will fall.
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Campus conservation's looking good Winter Carnival
A 13 to 15 percent annual

fuel savings will be
achieved on campus if

energy conservation
continues at its present

rate, according to statistics

released by UMass physical

plant officials.

In November when the

campus began its effort to

save energy, the UMass
administration announced a
15 percent fuel savings goal.

An anticipated one
million gallons of oil will be
saved this year, compared
to last year. Measured in

money, that's about
$315,000. Consumption of

electricity has also been
reduced, by 22.5 percent
this January as compared
to January, 1973.

In releasing the statistics,

UMass officials noted that

more energy conservation

measures are being con-

sidered.

So far, thermostats on
campus have been lowered
by four to six degrees to 68

degrees, and during the

January intersession they

were brought down to 55

degrees in 80 percent of

campus buildings. Power
reduction measures on
campus have also included

a campaign to get people to

walk more and ride those

electrically powered
elevators less. Elevator
doors bear signs which
read: "Walk don't ride;

conserve energy." To
remind people to turn off

lights not in use, signs on
light switches read: "Kill-

A-Watt; conserve energy."
The UMass power plant

uses coal and oil — coal
supplying two-thirds the
energy for campus, and oil

supplying the other third,

however energy savings
statistics released give the
savings totally in terms of
oil, and totally in terms of
coal, for convenient com-
parison.

starts Friday!
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staff

meeting

tonight

8:00 p.m.

Colonial Lounge

By MDC STAFF
Numerous concerts, performances, and sporting events

will highlight this year's Winter Carnival beginning

Friday and ending Sunday night.

Coordinator Terry Murphy said "thousands of dollars"

has been invested in the weekend. Events includea Bonnie
Raiit concert in the Student Union Ballroom Saturday

night; a Saturday afternoon Happy Hour in the Blue Wall

featuring Mitch Chakour and the Mission Band; a snow
sculpturing contest Saturday afternoon, and a Saturday

night Las Vegas Night in the Campus Center Auditorium.

From 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday there will be a "Con-

course Carnival" on the first and second levels of the C.C.

Outside there will be sleighrides around the campus.
The Webster Lewis Orchestra and the National Center

Mime Company will perform Friday night in the Student

Union Ballroom. Films being shown at various campus
locations include "The Getaway", "Slaughterhouse Five",

"Dirty Harry", and "Sanjouro."

The new Outing Club cross-country ski trail will be

christened Sat. at 1 : 30 p.m. with trophies being awarded to

first place male and female finishers. Certificates will be

awarded to all participants.

The COLLEGIAN will publish a full schedule of events in

Friday's paper.
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Winter

Carnival
1974

"U< Vegas Night"

8:00 p.m. C.C.

Fii\e i\rts Council
BALLET THEATRE FOUNDATION

Presents

Friday and Saturday
February 6 & 9

BOWKER AUDITORIUM 8 p.m.
Tickets UM-A students $1.50 Others $3.00

Box Office 125 Herter Hall Phone 5450202
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Nixon vows improving
health care system

By FRANK CAREY
AP Science Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon said

Tuesday that his national health insurance proposal

would strengthen the present Jiealth care system, not

destroy it.

It is one, he said, under which "our entire health

care system would not be placed under the heavy
hand of the federal government."

Nixon gave a preview of his program in a speech

to the annual convention of the American Hospital

Association.

The proposals are to be sent to Congress Wed-
nesday in a special message.

Under his plan, Nixon said, "we would continue

to rely on partnership, not paternalism."

"Let us have a program where our doctors would
work for their patients, not for the federal govern-

ment," he said.

Under the Nixon proposals, a three-part system
would be involved:

1. A special employment plan under which em-
ployer-employe contributions would cover health

insurance premiums for employed persons, with the

employer paying the bulk.

2. A government assistance plan to cover people

with low incomes and "those who can't purchase
health insurance at a reasonable cost, such as those

already in poor health or those whose work entails

risk."
3. A plan under which the existing Medicare

program for persons 65 and over would be con-

tinued "but... would offer improved benefits mat-
ching those in the other plans."

There had been some speculation recently that

the Medicare system , as such, would be discontinued.

"Coverage under all three plans would be
identical," the President said.

"It would finance virtually all of the health

protection people need — hospital and physician's

care in and out of the hospital, drugs, laboratory

tests, X-ray, medical devices, ambulance service,

treatment of children, catastrophic illness, and even
mental illness, including alcoholism and drug
abuse."

President Nixon takes a close look at his annual

economic report after signing the report in the Oval

Office of the White House Friday. The Chief Executive

signed his report and then picked it up to examine the

figures.

Dispute grows over subpoenaed tapes
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By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-The White House
has made a written response to special

Watergate prosecutor Leon Jaworski's
request for continued access to tapes and
documents. A meeting is scheduled later
this week to resolve a growing dispute.

The letter, from White House Watergate
lawyer James D. St. Clair was termed "a
lengthy communication" by a spokesman in

the special prosecutor's office. The
spokesman said it "will require further
clarification and further discussion between
Mr. Jaworski and Mr. St. Clair.

He added there will be no further com-
ment until after the meeting, expected when
Jaworski returns from a trip to Texas.
There was no elaboration about what the
letter said.

What is being sought by Jaworski isn't

known and neither the White House nor the
special prosecutor will say.

After relaxing its grip on non-subpoenaed
material late last year even allowing an
assistant special prosecutor to go through a
file cabinet - there has been an obvious
hardening in the White House attitude
toward supplying all that Jaworski is asking
for.

President Nixon signaled that in his State

of the Union message when he said "I

believe that I have provided all the material
that he, Jaworski, needs to conclude his

investigations and to proceed to prosecute
the guilty and to clear the innocent."

St. Clair, the following day, told newsmen
"there has to come an end at some point and
we'll just have to consider the cir-

cumstances as they hereafter occur."
In a television interview last Sunday on

ABC's "Issues and Answers" Jaworski
acknowledged he had requested more
documents and tapes from the White House
and that he expected a decision Monday.

But the day passed with only the word
from Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L.

Warren that "this matter will be discussed
in...confidential conversations and com-
munications" between St. Clair and
Jaworski. That led to Tuesday's an-

nouncement from Jaworski's office about
the lengthy communication.

Jaworski left open the question of whether

he will go to court as his predecessor,

Archibald Cox, did. The White House
eventually gave up that fight, but by then

Cox had been fired for refusing to stop

pursuing the matter in court.

Negotiations stepped up
to resolve trucker strike

(Continued from P. 1)

prices and freight rates began last

Thursday.

Meanwhile, there were scattered

demonstrations and outbreaks of

violence in New England as
truckers joined the national protest

against high prices of diesel fuel,

lowered speed limits and low profit

margins.
In Shrewsbury, a Massachusetts

legislator told a truckers' rally that

he would go to Washington later

this week to present a plan he said

would bring a quick end to the

protest.

Rep. Richard McGrath, D-
Watertown, chairman of the
legislature's Committee on
Overloaded Trucks, said one point

of his plan would be a rollback of

diesel fuel prices to prices in effect

six months ago.

The freeze on diesel prices would
do nothing to allow independent

truckers to pass on their increased

costs. They have been absorbing
decreased revenues because of the

sky-rocketing fuel prices.

And some of the truckers have
maintained they will not roll their

rigs again until their losses are

made up.

Agriculture Secretary Earl L.

Butz, in Kansas City for a speech,

said that if the shutdown continues

it will have a serious impact,

especially on perishable food. He
said that hundreds of millions of

dollars worth of food could be lost.

Midwest stock markets reported

another decline in the number of

hogs and cattle available for sale.

Eleven major markets said they

received only 16,300 hogs yester-

day — 32,000 less than a week ago.

The Senate Commerce Com-
mittee voted yesterday to speed
federal action to permit truckers to

pass on increased fuel costs to

truck companies, and Penn-
sylvania said truckers operating in

its boundaries could tack on a two
per cent surcharge to cover in-

creased costs.

Atty. Gen. William B. Saxbe said
the Justice Department would take
steps to prevent the violence that

has marred the shutdown.
Truck deliveries to the main

produce center in New England
were reported down 75 per cent ; a
Washington, D.C., wholesaler said

the only meat in town was brought
in last week.
The National Milk Producers

Federation said the truck
threatens the flow of milk from
farms to big eastern city markets.
Pennsylvania State Police said

there were 53 reports of violence —
including four shootings — in the 24

hour period that ended at 8

yesterday morning. A spokesman
said 10 arrests had been made.

Nixon flexible

with budget
By FRANCES LEWINE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon is ready to compromise with
Congress to get some of his budget and legislative programs through this

year, a top budget official says.

"We've only got three years left," said Fred Malek, deputy director
of the Office of Management and Budget. "We're willing to give a little in

certain areas to achieve some progress."
In Nixon's fiscal 1975 budget message to Congress, there were no

threats of vetoes or program cutbacks as there were the previous year.
Malek said that "as we get closer and closer to the end of the term,"

and having learned from working with Congress in the past five years,
"we feel that we should work more closely with them and be willing to

compromise somewhat in order to move the ball ahead."
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Wednesday and Thursday

Great Sounds & Great Times

9 p.m. • closing

DOG DAYS SPECIAL 4-7 DAILY ALL THIS WEEK

Dorm Life Got You Down?

Under 21 — want an alternative way

of living?

(Live in a Fraternity House.)

Move Right in

7 Day Meal Plan
Large Living Room and Function Room
Excellent Food
5 minutes walking from Center of Campus

r™™
f

n HZ »TT1 8nd meal ticket
-
You c™* receive yourRoom Depos.t Refund. If you have a friend or two bring them over.

f you want to eat at the house and live in the dorm, you can trans-
fer your Meal Ticket.

Call PHI SigH. Fraterity

SSt N. Mea.a.t St.

545-0192

Lowered speed limits won't

affect insurance rates
By JEFFREY D. ALDERMAN

Associated Press Writer

If you expected to have your auto
insurance rates drop because of

lowered speed limits, forget it. But
the energy crisis may save you
money on insurance bills in other

ways.
A survey by The Associated

Press shows that most insurance

companies have no current plans

to drop their rates because of the

reduced speed limits brought on by
the energy shortage.

More than half the states already
have lowered speed limits to 55

m.p.h. The reduction is to become
nationwide at the beginning of

March.
The insurance companies give

these reasons:

—They base their rates on how
much the average accident costs

as well as the number of accidents

that occur. Repair costs have been
rising because of inflation.

—Most accidents happen within

about five miles of the insured

person's home and not on the high-

speed highways where limits have
dropped.

—It's still too early to tell what
effect, if any, lower speeds will

have on the number of accidents

and their severity.

But the crisis has produced some
ways to save on auto insurance, the

companies report — if you do
something more than lower your
speed.

Since there is a general shortage

of gasoline, many people are

driving fewer miles than before.

Those that can prove this to their

insurance company may get a rate

reduction.

Most insurance companies also

will drop your rates if you join a

car pool. Allstate Insurance Co.,

the No. 2 auto insurer in the

country after State Farm, has

instituted a car pool rate that it

says could reduce an individual's

anmal insurance by 22 per cent.

The rate is based on the number of

miles an individual drives to work,

membership in a car pool and his

annual driving mileage. State

Farm has started a similar plan

which it says reduces rates from 10

to 36 per cent.

Insurance firms have always
given lower insurance rates to

people who use their cars only for

recreation. So if you recently

changed from car to bus or train to

get to work and save gasoline, you
may be in for a reduction.

Insurance executives do say that

the frequency of accidents could
drop because of the energy crisis,

but few expect it to be because of

the lowered speed limits. Most say
it would eome from less total

driving because gasoline is hard to

find.

"Only a small percentage of all

accidents occur at speed greater
than 55 miles an hour," a State

Farm spokesman said at the

company's headquarters in

Bloomington, 111.

He said that the large number of

small cars now being purchased by
motorists to conserve gasoline
could also keep rates up. Accidents
in small cars are of an "increased
severity," he said, meaning more
hospital and doctors' costs.

Congressional election dampened

by gas shortage and snow
By WILLIAM DIMASCIO
Associated Press Writer

JOHNSTOWN, Pa. (AP) — Snow
and the gasoline shortage ham-
pered voters yesterday in a special

congressional election where
Democrats hit the Nixon ad-

ministration on economics and
Watergate.
Political analysts said the

election for the seat held by
Republican John P. Sayler for 25

years could be a testing ground for

the impact of Watergate and ad-

ministration policies in the off-year

congressional elections in

November.
Republicans were optimistic

they could pull it out for Harry M.
Fox, 49, Saylor's former ad-
ministrative assistant, who faced
Democrat John P. Murtha Jr. in

this district of coal mines, steel

mills and truck farms. Saylor died

last October.

Murtha, 41, a state legislator,

predicted victory by at least 6,000

votes in the six-county 12th District

where Democrats have an edge of

8,000 among the 223,000 eligible

voters.

Officials in both camps had
estimated a 55 per cent turnout, but

a scattered sampling of precincts

at midday indicated something
less.

Most gasoline stations in the

area ran dry during the weekend
and resupply was aggravated by
the independent truckers' strike. A
Fox spokesman said the gasoline

situation would hurt the
Republicans, whose strength is in

rural areas where polling places

are scattered.

Polls were open from 7 a.m. to 8

p.m. A third candidate, Duane H.

McCormick, 70, was on the ballot,

but was inactive for most of the

campaign.
Murtha,a Vietnam veteran who

like Fox opposes abortion and
favors the death penalty, ran

unsuccessfully against Saylor six

years ago.

Syrians, Israelis

clash
Syrian and Israeli artillery

exchanged fire again today on the

Golan Heights where Syria
claimed Monday it knocked out six

Israeli tanks and 20 artillery

batteries, Damascus radio said.

The Syrian radio said today's

firing "resulted in a number of

casualties in the enemy lines."

There was no immediate com-
ment by the Israeli command,
which said two of its soldiers were
wounded in Monday's two-hour
tank and artillery battle.

Today's clash was the 11th

consecutive day of fighting on the

Golan Heights, Syrian territory

captured by Israel in the 1967 and
1973 Arab-Israeli wars.

Regarding the separation of the

Egyptian and Israeli armies along

the Suez Canal, the Israeli state

radio said today that Israeli troops

will not withdraw entirely from the

west bank of the canal until Egypt
dismantles its missile sites on both

banks of the waterway.

All-out strike

for Britain's miners
By FRED COLEMAN

Associated Press Writer

LONDON ( AP) - Britain's coal miners decided yesterday on an all-out
national strike that could paralyze the country's industry by spring.

They vowed to lay dow., iheir tools Sunday. In response, Derek Ezra,
chairman of the state-run National Coal Board, warned that Britain faces
"a catastrophe unparalleled in our postwar industrial history."
Ezra, whose Coal Board employs the nation's 280,000 miners, urged the

unions and the government to get together for last-minute talks to avert a
stoppage.

But Joe Gormley, president of the National Union of Mineworkers,
refused further talks unless the government "puts more cash on the
table."

Prime Minister Edward Heath, answering questions in the House of

Commons, charged that the miners' union had never been prepared to

negotiate any aspect of their pay claim.

Announcement of the strike date by Gormley sent prices plunging to a
six-year low on the London Stock Exchange. About $1.4 billion was wiped
off the value of British-based companies.
About 70 per cent of the nation's electricity supply comes from coal.

Coal stocks are already down a third because of the overtime ban the
miners have conducted since November to back up their demands for

higher pay.

The Heath government put the nation on a three-day work week Jan. 1

to conserve fuel supplies. An all-out strike raises the threat of a two-day
work week, further production losses, a rundown of coal supplies by late

March and eventually a shutdown of British industry.

The only bright spot in the picture was an assurance from Gormely that

hospitals, schools and old-age pensioners would get coal supplies even if

striking miners have to deliver it themselves.
But Gormley told newsmen miners wanted other unions to ensure that

supplies of energy are unable to be transported around the country freely

during the strike.

Asked how long the miners were prepared to strike, Gormley replied

:

"As long as the members feel it is necessary."
The rank and file voted last week 81 per cent in favor of authorizing

Gormley's executive to call a strike. The miners stopped work for six

weeks in 1972 before winning a 25 per cent pay raise. The difference this

time is that there is no more cheap oil to import so electricity generators
can be kept going without coal.

The miners this time want pay raises of $17.60 to $28.80 a week, about 30
per cent. Unskilled miners now make $55.63 a week and skilled un-
derground workers get $79.83.

The Heath government has offered a 7 per cent raise, but insists any
more would break its wage controls ordered to halt inflation.

GET
THE

Come To Our Ski Breakfast

Thursday, February 7 at 8 a.m.

Lord Jeffrey Inn — Amherst —
By Advance Reservation only

Kent State guardsman requests immunity
By CHARLES R. HORNICK
Associated Press Writer

CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) — An
ex-Ohio National Guardsman
called before the Kent State
federal grand jury refused to

testigy yesterday and asked for full

immunity, his attorney said.

CD. Lambros of Cleveland said

James Pierce, one of his clients,

pleaded the Fifth Amendment
right to protection from self-

incrimination when he was called

to testify.

Lambros said Pierce was read
his rights by Justice Department
representatives. Lambros has
previously said he believes any
witness to whom rights are read is

a potential target of indictment.
Pierce, a Kent State student in

1970, was mobilized as a member
the Guard's Troop G, 107th Ar-
mored Cavalry, when it was or-
dered onto the university campus
May 2, 1970 to control student
demonstrations protesting U.S.
military involvement in Cambodia.

Pierce is among those listed by
the Guard as having fired his gun
on May 4 when Guardsmen opened
fire on students. Four students
were killed, and nine wounded.

DETAILS
Ski High above the Timberline at Avoriaz—

Haute Savoie, France!
Departure Date: February 15 and March 23

For Complimentary Reservations Contact:
Nick Phelps

Peter Pan World Travel
South Pleasant Street
Amherst 256-6704

GET YOUR VALENTINE

wHr a card from

A. J. Hastings, Inc
Newsdealer & Stationer

AMHERST

Interested in a worthwhile alternative to

your traditional courses?

Interested in the area of Juvenile

Delinquency?

call

M.A.R.Y.
545-2361 for info

or come to 381 Hills South

M.A.R.Y. offers 12 credits for a semester's commitment

to a Juvenile offender
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Learning to ski all over again:

The making of ski instructors

ip"

The line stretches down route 63 as motorists wait for up to an hour to buy fuel.

(Staff Photo-Greg (man

The energy crisis

Illuminated ads ban to be

lifted; called a "failure
»

By DICK BRAUDE
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — The Massachusetts Outdoor
Advertising Board is about to back off from its

emergency regulation which puts a total ban on
illumination of all billboards and signs that use
electricity or any other power source.
The regulation, adopted Nov. 15 on energy con-

servation orders from Gov. Francis W. Sargent, has
proved to be an almost total failure, board chairman
Charles C. Cabot Jr. said Tuesday.

The Massachusetts Outdoor Advertising Council,
a billboard industry association, took the emergency
regulation to Superior Court in Boston where the case
is pending and billboard owners have ignored the ban
ever since.

The state board is expected to announce
tomorrow or Thursday that the emergency regulation
will be modified from a 24-hour ban to one that sets
specific hours when the ban would be in effect.

Cabot also held out the possibility that the ban on
illuminated advertising — specifically billboards and
signs not on business premises — could be revoked
entirely. He said the three-member board has not yet
decided what to do.

"It's no secret that the industry hasn't observed
the ban," Cabot said.

But he also said that the state board is concerned
that it may not be "fair" to single out the outdoor
advertising industry for great sacrifices during the

energy shortage.

"There's legitimate concern that we're picking
on one industry just because it's visible," he said.

"No doubt there's a bad psychological- effect on
people who see these signs turned on then go home to
a cold house," Cabot said. "But what we need is a
regulation that has an impact on more than one
business."

Cabot also said that the board has a difficult task
in trying to enforce any state-wide regulations.

The billboard lighting ban was ordered in the
wake of Sargent's call for government action on the
energy crisis.

On Nov. 15, the Outdoor Advertising board said it
was "in agreement with the governor that the critical
nature of the present energy crisis justifies the im-
plementation of the emergency regulation."

The statement continued:
"We recognize and regret that this regulation

may work hardship on the outdoor advertising in-
dustry, but urgently request and anticipate the in-
dustry's cooperation in the broadly based effort to
conserve scarce energy resources."

Cabot, who was appointed to the advertising
board by Sargent, said Tuesday that a major problem
has been the lack of "across-the-board state
regulations" by other government agencies to deal
with the energy crisis, thus putting extra pressure on
the advertising board and the billboard industry.

MBTA reveals solar lighting system
BOSTON (AP) The

Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority has unveiled a solar-
powered second back-up
emergency lighting system for
rapid transit trains.

The solar cells are energized by
solar panels on a train's roof. The
cells can be recharged within 24
hours with enough energy to
illuminate a train for three hours,
an MBRA spokesman said.
The system is a second backup

for the original emergency battery

Siphoning gas nixed

BOSTON (AP) — Despite
warnings of health hazards, Boston
residents have been siphoning
gasoline.

The emergency ward at
Massachusetts General Hospital
treated eight cases of gasoline
ingestion last week, a hospital
spokesman said.

One of the eight patients was
admitted overnight, the others
were treated and released.

THE

CHEESE

lights installed last year following
a series of fires on MBTA trains,

the spokesman said.

They key point of the system is

its low cost per train — about 1600

for installation and $12 a year for

maintenance, wioia ueneral
Manager Joseph C. Kelly said.

The solar system, a spin-off of
the nation's space program, is a
pilot project for the nation's mass
transit industry.

Winter
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1974

CAMPUS CENTER CARNIVAL
Friday F$brany $

12:00 - 8:00

Saturday, Fabraary 9

10:00 x 4:00

BARN
Bring this ad between 6:00 I 9:30 p.m.

Wednesday 1/6 - Saturday 1/9 10% DISCOUNT
1 Per Customer

96 FEET OF CHEESE on DISPLAY

We Nave:

COFFEE BEANS

MOCHA JAVA

COLUMBIAN

FRENCH ROAST

ITALIAN ROAST

of Mountain Farms Mall Hadley 584-6735 i

RESTAURANT BLEND

Federal allocations blamed

for NE gas shortage

WASHINGTON (AP) - New
England is suffering more from the

gasoline shortage than any other

section of the country because of

short-sightedness in federal

allocations, Rep. Louis C. Wyman,
R-N.H., said today.

"It's up to you to act to direct

more gasoline into New England

without delay," Wyman told

Federal Energy Administrator
William Simon.
"Congress gave you the

authority to allocate a year ago.

We even made it mandatory. This

was so the burden of shortages

would fall equally on the various

regions of the country," Wyman
told Simon.
"The burden if the gasoline

shortage in New England at this

moment is much heavier than in

other parts of the country.

"Present distribution formulas

are short-sighted."

Basin allocations on 1972 sales is

the source of the problem, Wyman
said.

"The trouble with this is that in

1972 there was a big movement by
the automobile to the South.

"Distributions of gasoline under
this formula to filling stations in

Georgia, for example, are such
that many of them have more gas
than they can sell, while
distributions to stations in the

Northeast are too small."

He said there are indications

"some major oil companies are
distributing greater percentages of

gas to the West than to the

geographically further East."

In Concord, N.H., Paul Nelson,

executive director of the Gover-
nor's Energy Council, echoed
Wyman 's criticism of the federal

allocations.

Nelson said the major cause of

the state's gasoline shortage is a

new federal allotment program.

KNIT
SWEATERS

now...$699

sale daysm 10 to

53Q

201 N. Pleasant St.
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From the basic straight snowplow.
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HARVEY
WALLBANGER

NITE
Thursday, February 7th

Join us for fun, prizes, & lots of laughs, as HARVEY
takes over the "Mohawk Lounge"
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Music with

A TOUCH OF CLASS'

No Cover— No Minimum

Holiday Inn, Holyoke
Right off Exit 15 off

1-91 — 25 minutes from UMass

Hans Auer, ski school

director, grades the
participants and looks

for potential employees.

Learning new things
can create mishaps.

534-3311
*C6 U 5 *AT Off

THE LIGHTHOUSE
— Rt. 116 Sunderland—

Seafood Lunches & Dinners

Live Boiled Lobster

Fish & Chips 99 f

Take Outs Tel. 549 6662

by

harry charych

By HARRY CHARYCH
Last weekend fifty of the more

advanced skiers from UMass were
up at Berkshire East Ski Area. The
reason they were there was not to

compete in a hot dog contest or to

run gates in a slolom race, but to

learn such advanced ski

maneuvers as the snowplow,
snowplow turn, abstem Christie,

and all the other basic maneuvers
that a beginner would encounter.

These experts were learning to be

ski instructors and were par-

ticipating in a unique, 1 credit phys

ed course sponsored by the UMass
ski club and Berkshire East Ski

Area.
since the teaching method used

at Berkshire East is the new ac-

celerated Teaching Method, many
of the maneuvers were totally

unfamiliar to some of the advanced
skiers and they got a taste of what
it feels like to be a beginner again.

To the advanced skier it was
strange to hear the Berkshire East
instructors conducting the course
yell things like "keep those skies

further apart" or "stem those

skies more." These are maneuvers
which advanced skiers try to stay

away from, but to teach skiing to

beginners one has to ski and
demonstrate like a beginner. Those
that displayed exceptional
teaching and skiing ability were
hired by the Berkshire East Ski

School as part-time instructors.

The course will be offered again
this semester. Those wishing more
information can get it at a UMass
Ski Club meeting.

...to shortswings.

Winter
Carnf
Music

1974

The Webster U*is $t«l

and Funk Revue
and

Tkt National Center

Mime Company

Tickets available:

Mon.-Fri.

C.C. Concourse

10:00 a.m. -4 :00 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 8

8:00 and 10:00 p.m.
S.U.B.

Admission:
Si. (M». 5-College Stud.

SI.50 Non-Stud.

J

Kung Fu Academy
124 Amity St., Amherst

Tel. 253-5102

s Wins-Chun Style Tai-Cbi Style
COME AND LEARN

Chinese Self Defense
the only authorized Kung Fu school in Western New
England area — Opens 4 to 10 p.m.

2
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N.E. grocers

predict shortages

from truck strike
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Food dealers predict that supplies of meat, vegetables and fruit will

begin disappearing from grocery store shelves by this weekend in New
England because of the truckers' strike.

Small grocers, independent markets, restaurants, schools and in-

stitutions would be hardest hit by the action, industry spokesmen said
yesterday. But some supermarket chains also said the outlook was grim.
Meanwhile, there were scattered outbreaks of violence in New England

as truckers joined the national protest against high prices of diesel fuel,

lower speed limits and low profit margins.
Florida-grown produce would be in extremely short supply because it is

shipped mainly by truck, according to Roger Pevear, market manager of
the New England Produce Center in Chelsea.
Pevear said truck deliveries to the center, which he called the major

control point for produce distribution to New England and eastern New
York, were off by 75 per cent yesterday.

By the weekend, he said, chicory, radishes, parsley, peppers, beans,
squash, eggplant, escarole, oranges and grapefruit would be scarce.
A spokesman for A&P food stores said, "If this isn't settled, by this time

next week, we'll have serious problems, mostly in meats, fresh fruits and
vegetables. There could very well be shortages by the weekend."
A&P has about 250 markets in New England. As a stopgap measure,

A&P said it was flying 70,000 pounds of beef from Chicago to Boston.
First National, another large New England supermarket chain, said it

had managed to convert all of its usual truck shipments to railroads, and
although there might be delays, no shortages were expected. The chain
has 200 stores in the six-state region.

In Rhode Island, meat suppliers said they were running out of beef,
pork and lamb. "The impact is going to be felt by the consumer," said
Jacob Harpootian, operator of the Royal Packing Co. in East Providence.
"I think they're going to be in tough shape by next week. They're not
going to be able to fund too much in the way of red meat."

In Mars Hill, Maine, about 100 independent truckers voted Monday
night not to take any shipping orders through Sunday. Many of the
truckers haul potatoes to southern New England markets.
Among scattered incidents of violence, a Rockland trucker suffered

minor injuries yesterday when a rock smashed through the windshield of
his cab on Interstate 95 near Warwick, R.I.

In Auburn, Mass., police said a trucker was threatened by four men
armed with a sawed off shotgun, but no shots were fired.

Two governors react...

MeskUl Salmon

HARTFORD (AP) — Gov.
Thomas J. Meskill yesterday told

three representatives of in-

dependent truckers he would
review state fuel taxes and high-

way weight limits, and the
truckers promised Meskill their

protests would continue non-
violent ly.

The meeting came after in-

dependent truckers, angered by
high-priced diesel fuel and lowered
speed limits, shut down four truck

stops last weekend and reduced
truck traffic throughout the state.

After meeting with the truckers

for more than an hour, Meskill told

a news conference the tax and
weight restrictions would be
reviewed, but he made no com-
mitment to change them. He said

solutions to most of the truckers'

problems would have to come from
Washington.
The truckers, Jack Dadonna of

Oakville, John Pinchot of

Naugatuck and Dan O'Brien of

Hartford, said they felt the state

"recognized" their problems.

MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) —
Vermont Gov. Thomas Salmon
said today he was in sympathy
with independent truck drivers

because of the problems the energy
crisis has caused, but he said he
could not condone any law-
breaking acts by the truckers.

According to an aide to the
governor, Salmon made the
remarks in a telephone con-
versation this morning with Mark
Pillsbury of Underbill, a trucker
who hauls machinery and steel

products. Governatonal assistant

Norman James said Pillsbury

called to seek an appointment to

see the governor, but was put in

contact with Salmon immediately.
James said the governor wanted to

clarify comments he had made in a
radio interview Monday. On
Monday, Pillsbury was publicly

critical of Salmon's broadcast
remarks. The Underhill man said

the governor was "bad-mouthing
the owner-operators who haven t

done a thing to him or his state."

Around New England
Mass. energy board Less meat in R.L

BOSTON (AP) — A bill creating

a three-member state energy
commission has won final approval

from the Massachusetts House

despite charges that the com-
mission would become a "dic-

tatorship" or a "political boon-

doggle."

By a vote of 169-44 the House
passed the bill Monday and sent it

to the Senate.

Amendments limiting both the

life span and the powers of the

commission passed with the ap-

proval of the bill's sponsor Rep.

Robert Ambler, D-Weymouth.
One amendment would have the

commission expire in two years, if

it is not revived by the legislature.

Another would limit its powers to

allocate fuel resources to

situations where there is a

declared energy emergency. And
an emergency must be declared by
the governor and the legislature.

UMass police armed

BOSTON (AP) - Campus police
at the University of
Massachusetts' new Dorchester
campus will be armed with
revolvers from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. and
while they guard large sums of
money, Chancellor Carlo L. Golino
said.

Officers have been instructed to
use the firearms only to defend
themselves or others from death or
serious injury, Golino said. They
may not fire warning shots.

Sullivan new mayor

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —
Cambridge, whose city council has
been trying since early January to

elect one, finally has a mayor.
Councillor Walter J. Sullivan, a

former mayor, was elected
Monday night on the 31st ballot.

The post is largely a figurehead
in the city's council-manager
government. But Sullivan will sit

on the important school com-
mittee.

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) —
Wholesale meat suppliers in Rhode
Island say they are running out of

beef, pork and lamb as result of the

truckers' strike. Shortages will

begin to turn up by the first of next
week as prices rise sharply, they

"The impact is going to be felt by
the consumer," said state Rep.
Jacob Harpootian, R-East
Providence, operator of the Royal
Packing Co. "I think they're going
to be in tough shape by next week.
"They're not going to be able to

find too much in the way of red
meat," he added.
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February 12, 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium
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SUPREME COURT
Vermont land use tax held legal
By WILLIAM MORRISSEY
Associated Press Writer

MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) - The
Vermont Supreme Court yesterday
upheld the constitutionality of the
1973 capital gains tax on the profits
earned in *he quick exchange of
open land.

The tax was a cornerstone of
Gov. Thomas P. Salmon's 1972
election campaign. It was designed
to slow the speculation in Vermont
land and to help pay for a system of
property tax rebates for Vermont
residents

Three Washington County land
owners argued that the capital
gains tax's sliding scale of rates,
affecting only land held by one
owner for six years or less,

violated the Equal Protection
Clause of the 14th Amendment to

the U.S. Constitution.

They also contended that the

state failed during a Washington
County Court trial on the issue to
show a reasonable basis for the six-
year classification.

The state Supreme Court, in
quoting from a 1958 decision from
the U.S. Supreme Court, said the
Constitution "imposes no iron rule
of equality, prohibiting the
flexibility and variety that are
appropriate to reasonable schemes
of state taxation."

The state court said what is
required in state taxation laws "is
that the discriminatory
classification not be capicious or
arbitrary, but rest on some
reasonable consideration of
legislative policy."
Thus, the court said, if any

reasonable policy or purpose for a
legislature's action "may be
conceived of, the enactment will be
upheld."

Limited shield allowed
MONTPELIER, vt. (AP) - The Vermont Supreme Court yesterday

extended to newsmen in the state a limited privilege to withhold
testimony in some criminal proceedings.

In a unanimous decision, the court said a newsgatherer, "Legitimately
entit ed to First Amendment protection" is entitled to refuse to answer
questions put to him in a deposition proceeding conducted in a criminal
case, except in limited circumstances
The court said the newsgatherer "is entitled to refuse to answer unlessthe interrogator can demonstrate to the judicial officer appealed to that

there is no other adequately available source for the information and that
it is relevant and material on the issue of guilt or innocence

If such a showing cannot be made to the measure consistent with the
overriding of any First Amendment concerns, the dependant
newsgatherer cannot properly be compelled to answer the question

"
said the court.

'

The court issued the opinion in a case involving a television newsman
V?

G
J
addm8. affiliated correspondent of WCAX-TV in Burlington

Gladding, according to the court, apparently was present at state police
headquarters in Rutland when a drug raid was being planned in 1972.

Programmer
Trainees:
The experience you don't have yet

may be just what we're looking for.

At the Firearms Division—Colt Industries—we're
currently experiencing an increased demand for
our famous line of sporting and law enforcement
products. Right now we're looking for tomorrow's
EDP professionals who can become part of a
team that is making Electronic Data Processing
an integral part of our division's growth.

OUR TRAINING PROGRAM-for suitable

candidates with Bachelors Degree and Computer
Sciences major-will gfve you the knowledge
you'll need: COBOL programming and
Burroughs assembler language, utilizing

sophisticated third generation equipment in

manufacturing, financial end administrative

applications within at! industrial environment.

You'll begin to learn about the application on
which you work; it might be warehousing,
distribution, process control, automated payroll,

Personnel or inventory systems.

We think you'll agree that we offer more
responsibility, sophistication and rewards than

you'd probably expect in a beginning position,

but that s the way we dc things at Colt. We're
interested k) ideas and people.

If you want tn |#am and grow within a small data
processing department with a large commitment,
consider Colt. There's plenty of opportunity

for advancement and excellent overall

compensation. To arrange an interview, send
your resume with salary requirements, in

confidence, to M.N. Strom.

@
L

Colt industries

Firearms Division
150 Huyshope Avenue, Hartford, Conn. 06102
An Equal Opportunity Employer

i i

One apparent effect of the
holding period classification, said
the opinion, "is to discourage the
rapid turnover of land at high
profits."

The gains tax affects rapid

turnover ot land by imposing a tax
burden that increases as profits

from land sales increase and
decreases the longer a person
holds onto his land.

"This alone is sufficient for

constitutional purposes to support
the view that the legislature could
have had as a purpose" the slowing
of land speculation, said the court.
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We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
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Oath Upon Entering the Employ of

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

in theCommonwealth of Massachusetts

(See General Laws Chapter 264. Section 14.

Inserted by Chapter 619 of the Acts of 1949J

I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will uphold and defend the Constitution

of the United States of America and the Constitution of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts and that I will oppose the overthrow of the government of the
United States of America or of this Commonwealth by force, violence or by
any illegal or unconstitutional method.

SUBSCRIBED BY ME UNDER THE PENALTIES Of PERJURY

this day of 19

undergraduate newspaper of the university of massachusetts. the

staff is responsible for its content and no faculty member or ad
ministrators read it for accuracy or approval prior to publication.

unsigned editorials represent the view of this paper, they do not

necessarily reflect the views of the faculty, administration, or student

body as a whole, signed editorials, columns, reviews, cartoons, and
letters represent the personal views of the authors.

the collegian subscribes to the associated press, publication of their

materials does not constitute endorsement.

(Signature)

The loyalty oath bow required of all state SEKJEE*

© Joyce Kosofsky

Saying hello
'Christ, I don't want to marry him '

Should UMass be embroiled in a McCarthy era witch-
hunt, threatening the shut-down of the University, as
hundreds of faculty and staff are terminated for refusing
to sign the Mass. loyalty oath? The loyalty oath conflict
surfaced again this week when the judge hearing the case
of 18 UMass faculty and staff refused to render a verdict in
the case. A judgement upholding the oath would force all

those who have not yet signed the oath to sign it or lose
their jobs. A judgement holding the oath unconstitutional
would challenge the precedence of a five year old U.S.
Supreme Court decision holding the Mass. loyalty oath as
constitutional. Despite the optimism of the lawyers for
those opposing the oath that the judge will rule in their
favor, all signs point toward the judge ruling against the
faculty.

It has been a year to this day since the Mass. State
legislature voted down a measure to do away with the
oath. The vote that day against a bill sponsored by Rep.
James G. Collins and Sen. John Olver, both of Amherst
was a solid 147-84. Rep. Louis Morini, R-Northampton, said
those 84 opposing the oath were "bomb throwers".
Judge Joseph S. Mithell, the judge handling the case, is

both politically astute and in a position to see which
direction the feelings on this issue are blowing. Judge
Mithell's inaction on the bill allows the State employees to
keep their jobs without incurring the wrath of the State
legislature.

Ellen says that she doesn't need a man. She just
wants one. Oh, there are a lot of them around. But her
problem is just that. They're just around.

Did you ever notice how many people you en-
counter in the average day at UMass? Try to figure
out a rough estimate of how many people are sitting
in the Hatch as you float through to go to your 11:15
class. How many people do you recognize? Then, how
many people do you say hello to?

In a school as large as this, it is impossible to
know everyone. But in a school as large as this, it is

quite possible to become very lonely. The one thing
that I've noticed is that no one says hello to anyone
that they don't know that well.

There's this guy that picked me up hitchiking one
day. We talked all the way to my house before he let
me off. I've seen him about three times a week since.
I also wave to him, but he never acknowledges my
presence. I don't know, maybe he's shy, maybe he
doesn't like me. But he could say hello. Christ, I don't
want to marry him . I just want to say hello.

Or, how about the woman who sat next to me in

three of my classes last semester. We'd copy each
other's homework and all that. But whenever I see
her walking through the Campus Center she always

looks the other way. Jeez, I don't want to tind out
about her personal problems, I just want to say hi.

After a while I thought that maybe it was me.
Maybe I'm funny looking, or that I embarass people
or something as absurd as that. But a few friends
mentiond that they always see familiar faces in the
crowds who never take even a split second to smile at
them.

Goddam. Here we are. Thousands of us. And what
do we do? Walk through the Campus Center in a little

beeline to our classes. Oh yeah, once in a while, we
bump into a friend and ask them where they're living

and what courses they're taking and all that. But
what about the familiar faces that you see every once
in a while? We usually just gawk at them and think,
"I've seen that person before."

Next time say hello to someone that looks
familiar. Smile at the person you've seen everyday
since freshmen orientation. Where yoUMasses of
people see each other all the time you'd think that
people would be a bit more friendly. If you can't get a
hello out (I admit talking before 11:00 in the morning
is a bit harsh on the early morning nerves) just smile
or even nod. And even a wink is just as good as a nod.
Joyce Ko«o/sfey is a Collegian Columnist

Crunch benefits
compact cars, less unemployment,
recycling... not entirely undesirable

'Hey Margaret! Is today

an even or odd gas day?'

By JACKMAN WILSON
B> now everyone is well acquainted with the dire

consequences the oil shortage may have for the en-
vironment, the economy and our way of life. It is also
generally believed that new energy sources cannot
become a significant part of the energy base until the
1990's because of technological and economic
limitations. And so everyone expects twenty years or
more of shortages, recessions and environmental
catastrophe.

All this may indeed happen, but as long as we have
the tea leaves on the table we might as well take a
look at some of the other possibilities. For instance, if
the price of gasoline goes up to ninety cents a gallon,
a Bureau of Mines study predicts that 80 per cent of
all new cars sold will be compacts. By 1980 the United
States would be saving 2.1 million barrels of oil a day,
based on current projections. That is more oil than
the Alaskan pipeline will deliver.
As Stuart Udall pointed out Monday night, present

architectural practices squander energy. Perhaps
heating and lighting efficiency will be considered
more carefully as energy prices rise.

It is possible that automation in industry will slow
down because of the energy shortage. Man power
may become cheaper than machine power in some
cases. Such a trend would both save energy and

alleviate the looming unemployment problem.
Environmentalists might think about the fact that

17 per cent of the production cost of metals is for
energy. This percentage is bound to rise, making
metal more valuable. Since recycling a can uses only
one twentieth the energy it takes to make a new one,
recycling of metals may become widespread and
systematic.

The Office of Emergency preparedness recenUy
took these and other possibilities into consideration.
If these trends occur, the United States may use 7.3
million barrels a day less oil imports by one half and
result in a 10.7 billion dollar a year balance of
payments savings.

Of course no one wants to pay ninety cents a gallon
for gasoline. American love to drive big cars, hate to

hassle with recycling and live in dread of the day
their air conditioning will be turned off. But when
energy becomes a more precious commodity these
attitudes may change and thrift may once again be a
virtue.

The energy shortage has everyone thinking about
the future, and for the most part it looks like hard
times ahead. However, many of the changes likely to

occur are not entirely undesirable. In some respects,
the energy shortage may be a blessing in disguise.

Jackman Wilson is a Collegian Commentator.

Letters To The Editor

Nixon memorial planned
To The Editor:

The following letter has been circulating in Boston.
I felt you might want to reprint it for those who may
be interested in contributing to this worthy cause.

Dear ;

We have the distinguished honor of being on a
committee for raising five million dollars for placing
a statue of Richard M. Nixon in the Hall of Fame in

Washington, D.C.
The committee was in a quandary as to where to

place the statue. It was thought unwise to place it

beside the statue of George Washington, who never
told a lie, nor beside the statue of Lyndon B. Johnson,
who never told the truth, since Richard Nixon could
never tell the difference.

..We finally decided to place it beside the statue of
Christopher Columbus, who left, not knowing where
he was going; and upon arriving, did not know where
he was. He returned, not knowing where he had been.

and did it all on borrowed money.
Years ago, Moses said to the people of Israel, "Pick

up your shovels, mount your camels and asses, and I
will lead you to the Promised Land. "Nearly 5000
years later, Roosevelt said, "Lay down your shovels,
sit on your asses, light up your Camels; this is the
Promised Land. " Now Nixon is stealing your shovels,
kicking your asses, raising the price of Camels and
mortaging the Promised Land. If you are one of the
fortunate ones who has money left after paying taxes,
we will expect a generous contribution to this wor-
thwhile project.

P.S. It is rumored that President Nixon is considering
changing the emblem of the Republican Party from
an elephant to a prophylactic, because it stands for
inflation, protects a bunch ofpricks, halts production,
and gives a false sense of security while one is being
screwed.

Nancy E. Bookless

Northampton volunteers needed

To The Editor:
How does the challenge of an untamed mind grab

ya? Yes this is directed to you. Volunteer
organizations are after you again, but read on!
. . This is a new semester and are you going to let that

taste offire and life go before touching someone? No.
Now that's just the spirit Northampton Volunteers is

looking for. A bus of students leaves for Northampton
State Hospital every Thursday at 6:30 and returns at

9:30. We visit patients at the Hospital who are said to

be mentally ill, but not retarded. One of the big hang-
ups of state institutions is that they are impersonal
and routinized. One of our goals is to offer our

friendship to patients. Relieving loneliness and
boredom can be a challenge to your charisma - can
your personality come across under pressure? We

play cards, we organize basketball games and we
discuss whatever is of interest, but most important of
all we reach out to these special people. Patients are
usually thrilled at the attention of people other than
staff members. Remember many of these people are
put in an institution and forgotten. We do everything
we can to show them that someone remembers and
cares. If you are sincere in your desire to help others,
you will find that it takes time and a committment to

people (patients) to feel the rewards of being in-

volved with your fellowman.

Come along and bring an open mind and heart. Our
first trip is February 14. For details see our table in
the Campus Center (Feb. 11 to 14).

Debbie Daniels

Oscarmurder
By KAREN CMAR

Help! I am being murdered by a computer. I am being slowly strangled
to death. It would be terrific if I was feeling suicidal, but I'm not. (By the
way, if you are feeling that way these days, try signing up for five courses
and betting your life you'll get three of them )

.

You probably think I'm kidding. But its true. The early symptoms are
already there. The first sign of course is vericose veins from standing too
long in line at the registrars office, the scheduling office, and line after
line at the departments. The secretaries have been very sympathetic.
They have offered a great deal of valuable advice and counseling.
Suggestions like, "Wait your turn" and "Why don't you come back
another day" have been very helpful.

Ulcers are the next most common symptom. Things like drinking
dining commons coffee in the morning and picking up your grades in the
afternoon can start the cycle. They don't start to really bleed until you
hear things like "I'm really sorry but you're the 45th person to try to get
in this course today." or "Don't blame me if you can't get into this course,
I just teach it." The ultimate blow comes when none of your friends will
let you in on the easy courses they've heard of because they want to leave
room for themselves. That can really be a pain in the gut

.

The migrane headaches usually begin with light flashes from the tow
truck that is towing your car away. The pain intensifies when you find out
that their going to charge you the full $25.00 even though you only parked
there for a minute.
You shouldn't really start to worry until you start experiencing symp-

toms of emphysema. If the computer gave you a 1:25 in Grad Research
and a 2:30 in Southwest somewhere, you may find yourself slightly short
of breath. Then you may have heart failure waiting in line to see how
many extra people the professor will take in his course. If he stops with
the person in front of you, you may be well on your way to that great
course description guide in the sky.

If you should get slightly worried about your condition you could take it

to the Health Center. They're probably too busy remodeling to even
notice you or at least just plain too busy. Anyway, I think somehow they
wouldn't understand.
There is always the possibility of confronting Whitmore head on. (It is

essential to do this before the heartbreak of psoriasis sets in.) If your
eyesight is still intact steer yourself toward the great white hope but be
sure not to look at the new Fine Arts building or you may experience dizzy
spells. You have to face this whole thing with a positive attitude.
Definitely avoid thinking about the fact that you might end up taking
these courses. Thinking about lectures, papers, and exams has been
known to cause fainting spells, blood clotting and even strokes. So drag
your wearied, beaten body up the long rampway to plead with heartless
OSCAR, but remember, if you swallow too much shit you could wind up
with stomach cancer.

Karen Cmar is a Collegian staffer.

Law like a sailboat
By PAUL PUTES

It is easily perceived that the people of this country are dedicated to the
principle that the United States is a government of laws. Each generation
has enacted laws to relieve passionate social, political, and economic
pressures and tensions which delineate the times of every generation,
consequently leaving behind a significant amount of laws which usually
become obsolete and somewhat futile and painful for future generations.
The law must vigorously strive to perfect a common goal for its citizens

;

it must constantly revise and discard stale, stagnant, and insipid

relections which unequivocally seem perpetual as the rusty perversions
of time continue to produce a combination of intricately confusing social
formations characterized by a great profusion of laws. The law must
practice faithfully a compulsion of imagination in the creation of new
laws associated with a constant use of ideas from the necessary depletion

of the timeworn ones.

The law, like a sail boat, needs a compass to guide it and to steer it clear
from the natural dangers involved in its daily excursions. The crew must
be well versed in seamanship under the direction of a reliable
authoratative master skipper. With this expertise aboard, the passengers
can relax in an atmosphere of security and throughly enjoy the voyage.
The law, also, needs experts (lawyers) at the helm to guide the vast
majority of the populace who are not versed in law. Furthermore, if
necessary, the law shall endure and act as a fulcrum for something extra,
something that firmly establishes the warrant of a sense of right and
wrong in tune with our national moralistic environment, which will also
enable the laymen, who is not versed in law, like the passenger who is
blind in the techniques and intricacies of sailing, to enjoy the civility,
respect, courtesy, and compliance of the law with a supreme amount of
rational and regard for human personality.

Ever since the Philadelphia convention in 1787, undoubtedly the most
unique set of acts in our political history, the American government
unquestionably has become a state run by pressures and not logic. Laws
are forced into the American system by an ugly precipitance of greedy,
selfish, pressures characterized by illogical schemes. These dreadful,
selfish plans and laws exploit the common people both mentally and
physically. Intelligence gone wrong...intelligence not used correctly and
constructively...illogic substituted for logic due to selfish motives on the
part of the greedy industrialist who add pestilance to all of nature in their
actions. Who actually knows?

in summation, the American government must create laws with a
minimum of force and a maximum amount of logic — laws that are
characterized by logical pressures. The law must be more receptive to its
people, their daily lives, their anxieties and desires, their joys and
sorrows, their proud goals and colossal dreams.

Paul Putes is a Collegian Commentator.

'/
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Hearst daughter kidnapped
BERKELEY. CALIF. (AP) — Patricia Campbell

Hearst, 20-year-old granddaughter of the late

publisher William Randolph Hearst, was kidnaped

amid gunfire from her fashionable apartment
Monday night, police said Tuesday.

At least four shots were fired at people on the street

as Miss Hearst, screaming and pleading, was blind-

folded and tossed half naked into the trunk of a car

and driven away by two men, police said..

No one was hit, said Richard Berger, press officer

for the Berkeley Police Department. One bullet

struck a car and another shattered a window in a

house next door.

Some witnesses said they heard as many as 12 shots

as the sandy haired, 5-foot-3, 110-pound young woman
was carried off from her apartment. Furniture in the

apartment was toppled and blood was splattered in

the kitchen.

"No ransom demand has been made to the family

as far as I know," Berger said. He said the woman's

father, Randolph A. Hearst, president and editor of

the San Francisco Examiner, was informed of the

kidnaping and rushed to California from Washington,

DC.
Miss Hearst's fiance and a neighbor who came to

her aid were badly beaten by the two men who

smashed the heavy sliding giusa door to the apart-

ment, about one-quarter mile south of the University

of California campus here.

"We head a scream, then three shots, We looked
outside," said Sandy Golden, 21, who lives next door
to Miss Hearst's two-story building.

"Two men were carrying a girl. She was
struggling. She was half-dressed, naked from the

waist up. She screamed, 'Please let me go!' She
seemed to be blindfolded," Golden said.

"All of a sudden we heard a noise that sounded like

firecrackers," said Donald Yamagishi, 22, who lives

in the same apartment building and said he heard the

men break in.

"There were two bursts, but it wasn't exactly like

firecrackers so I went to look. There must have been
12 shots. I heard glass shattering."

Steven Andrew #eed, 26, Miss Hearst's fiance, said

he opened the apartment door about 9:20 p.m. to a

young woman who said she had been in an accident

and needed help.

"That is when two black men — armed with rifles,

maybe shotguns — burst in the door," he said. "In

seconds they had me face down on the floor in the

hallway. They kept kicking me in the face and forcing

me to keep my face down."

Pope Paul removes

Hungarian Cardinal

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS U

VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope
Paul VI yesterday removed Josef

Cardinal Mindszenty, the flintly

prelate who spent years in jail

rather than bow to tyranny, as

primate of Hungary and ar-

chbishop of Esztergom.
Mindszenty 's 30 years in Nazi

and Communist jails and 15 years

in asylum at the U.S. legation in

Budapest had made him a living

symbol of resistance to oppression.

But coupled with his move to Rome
in 1971, the Hungarian archdiocese

had been left with an absentee

archbishop.

The Vatican announced that

Pope Paul declared a vacancy in

the archdiocese of Esztergom, the

main Roman Catholic Church
position in Hunearv.

Be Above the
Hassle

Staying in New York can be a hassle

—and an expensive one.

Avoid the hassles -stay at

Sloane House YMCA. Convenient to

everything, coed facilities, cafeteria,

complete information center,

gymnasium.

And the $5 student rate

makes this trip

inexpensive.

Come to the City!

slcJane
HQUSE

the massachusetts

(Staff Photo-Karen Cmar)

"To the next person who tells me to keep my mouth shut: watch out!"

Anti-aircraft units

to be closed in R.I.
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - Two anti-aircraft units in Rhode Island

have been ordered closed by the Pentagon as part of a reduction of 48

Nike-Hercules firing batteries and supporting headquarters and ac-

tivities throughout the nation.

The shutdown of the installations in Bristol and Coventry will result in
the out-of-state transfer of 322 Army men and women. An Army an-

nouncement Monday said it will start taking the units out of service May 1

and they will be shut down completely by Oct. 31.

The cutback was characterized as part of a shift from defense against
hostile aircraft to missile defense. Col. John H. Reeves, commander of

the 24th Air Defense Artillery Group, said the Defense Department "has
placed a lesser priority on maintenance of the existing posture for

defense against manned aircraft."

The two Rhode Island units have a total monthly payroll of about
$168,000. The unit at Coventry has 181 regular Army members; the one at

Bristol, 141.

the coeducational YMCA
356 West 34th Street,

New York City 10001

1212)695-5000

\n American Youth Hostel, Inc. facility
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Special

All You Can Eat

5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Wednesday

is filled with value-packed

coupons and bargains

every day

at

Rte. 9 Amherst, Mass.

... so clip, rip,

and tear your way

to savings!

No ration coupons
in Mass.
The governors said Mass-

achusetts will not establish a
coupon rationing system and "will

not assume the federal role." He
said his trip to Washington is "to
make this clear to federal of-

ficials."

Initial reaction from a sampling
of service station operators in

Massachusetts was largely
favorable. But most said the plan
may be difficult to enforce.

"I wonder what's going to

happen if a guy comes in, with his

tank right on the empty mark, but
his license is the wrong number for

the day," said George Champer,
manager of the Triple S station on

44

Franklin Street in Quincy. "I
mean, am I going to have the heart
to turn him away."
Michael Bronchuk, manager of

the Chestnut Hill Gulf Service
Center outside of Boston, said the
plan is a good idea but "it will
never stop the long lines. It's a
panic. People used to ride around
until their tanks neared empty.
Now, they come in when it ap-
proaches the half-way mark,
because they're scared."

In western Massachusetts, Larry
Andrews, manager of a Pittsfield
Texaco station said he hoped the
proposal "would help straighten
out some of those long lines.

Something has to be done."

'Modified" rationing

starts Monday
BOSTON (AP) - Here is how the voluntary "modified Oregon plan"

which will govern the sale of gasoline in Massachusetts starting Monday
will work.

-Private passenger cars with odd numbered license plates and those
with all letters vanity plates are asked to purchase gasoline on odd
numbered days. Those with even numbers and plates which end in zero
are asked to fill up on odd numbered days of the month. Final letters are
excluded.

-Emergency vehicles, commercial vehicles, vehicles with disabled
veteran or handicapped person plates, out-of-state vehicles and vehicles
used by salesmen are exempt from the voluntary alternate-day
restriction.

-There will be volunatary minimum $3 purchase for all but emergency
vehicles.

-Dealers are asked to display signal flags notifying motorists if gas is

available and under what conditions. A green flag means gasoline is

available; a red flag means no gasoline is available, and a yellow flag
means only commercial and emergency vehicles will be able to buy
gasoline.

-The program is suspended on the 31st day of each month, meaning that
anyone can buy gasoline on that day.
-The program will run six days a week, with stations continuing to

remain closed on Sunday.
-Mayors and selectmen are requested to meet with gasoline dealers in

their communities to work out staggered business hours so that fuel will
be available in the evening and the early morning hours.

llllrlfilH

t Texas Instruments
electronic slide rule calculator

SR-IO

Fully portable, slide rule calculator. Easy to operate the SR- 10
allows most calculations possible with classical basic slide rules,

but with split-second accuracy.

Rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries for low-cost operation. AC
adapter/charger included to charge batteries and operate calcu-
'ator from household outlet A switch is provided on the AC adapt-
er/charger to permit operation on 50Hz/220V power
Display. The 12-character (8-digit mantissa, 2 signs. 2-digit

exponent) light-emitting diode display shows all numerals, floating

decimal, negative signs, calculation overflow and error indications.

Keyboard. The keyboard consists of 10 digit keys plus decimal
point and 12 function keys. In addition to the standard four func-

tions of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, other

SR-10 calculation capabilities include reciprocals (1/x) squares
(x 2

), square root(v'x), change sign (+/-), enter exponent (EE),

automatic conversion to scientific notation when 8-digit mantissa
overflows, and mixed calculations Data may be entered in free

form, that is floating point, scientific notation or any combination of

the two
Power source. The SR-10 electronic calculator contains three

NiCad, fast-charge batteries (standard- AA size) that provide 4-6

hours of continuous use before recharging is required The AC
power converter/charger (included) will recharge the batteries from
normal house current in about 3 holjrs

SPECIFICATIONS:
Readout: Texas Instruments manufactured 10-digit, 2-sign. light emitting
diode display

Electronics: Texas Instruments manufactured MOS/LSI calculator-

on-a-chip integrated circuit and other solid-state components
Power source: Three replaceable NiCad batteries (AA size) that can be
recharged hundreds of times are provided AC adapter/charger input 115
volts/60 Hz or 220 volts/50 Hz UL and CSA approved
Siie:6 3"x3 1'x1 4" to 75"

Weight: Less than eight ounces
Included: Calculator, adapter/charger batteries, carry case and owner's
marual

A new lower price

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

SUPERMARKETS
ML Farms Moll - Hadley
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M SUCH!

Finast Sugar

59
i

5 lb

bag

With This Coupon
and purchase of 5 or more- , ^h ^—^^r a"u Muaiioar: u> j ui mure
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Mountain Farms Mall -Hadley
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Happenings on campus

ESP course
The Division of Continuing

Education at UMass will offer its

"Explorations into ESP" course
during the coming semester, in

Wednesday evening sessions
tonight through April 10.

The instructor is Claudette *L.

Kiely, a lecturer, teacher, writer,
and psychic, who has experienced
ESP since her teens.

Full tuition and registration
information is available from the
Division of Continuing Education,
920 Campus Center, UMass
Amherst 01002.

Music recital

A work for chamber ensemble
and narrator will be featured in a

joint recital by Joanne Tanner,
flute, and Peter Tanner, per-

cussion, tonight at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

The featured work, Ronald
Keezer's "Introspections" uses the

poetry of e.e. cummings, Dylan
Thomas, and Ogden Nash for its

text.

DuBois lecture

The Orchard Hill Women's Center is

sponsoring the reading of poetry by Zoe
Rest tonight at 8 in the Field Main
Lounge. The Program will include an-

cient Mayan poetry from the t'hilam

Kalam and Popol Vuh. prose by Miguel
Angel Asturias. 1967 Nobel Priie winner
in literature and poems written by Otto

Rene Castillo and Roberto Obregon.

Paramount Chief Nana Kobina
Nketsia IV of Ghana will discuss
the effects of the European
presence in West Africa in a series

of lectures presented by the
WEB. DuBois Department of

Afro-American Studies at UMass
as part of the annual DuBois lec-

tures.

The first lecture — "The
Struggle For Independence" will

be Thursday, Feb. 7 at 7:30 p.m. in

the School of Business Ad-
ministration Room 120. The
remaining three lectures will be on
Thursday, Feb. 14, 28 and March 7

in the same room. The public is

invited.

Chief Nketsia who is a political

and religious leader within
traditional Akan institutions is also
an Oxford educated anthropologist
and authority on West African
traditional cultures and religion.

WHIT IS AN ORIENTAL RUG?

Kaoud Brothers. Specialists in Fine Oriental Hugs, will be lecturing and demonstrating
the weaving of an Oriental Rug during the free exhibition of over 300 fine example* of

genuine Persian and other Oriental Rugs

On Friday, February 8, 1974
Lecture and Auction starts at 7:30 p.m.

Exhibition from 6:30 p.m. until time of sale

AT

Colonial Hilton Inn
JUNCTION 91, ROUTE 5

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

PERSIAN RUG AUCTION

BY KAOUD BROTHERS
What is an Oriental Rug? The term Oriental Rug refers to any handmade rug that is

made in the Orient, such as rugs made in China. India. Pakistan. Afghanistan Iran and
Turkey. The term Persian Rug refers to any hand-made rug made in Persia, better known
today as Iran. No matter where they come from Orientals have few characteristics in
common, they are all hand-made. Almost all have soft pile of thousands of knots usually
wool, sometimes silk, as many as M0 to the square inch. All have rich designs and colors
developed from centuries of tradition. The yarn is first dyed by hand with natural colors
from minerals, insects, or plants Weavers then tie the yarn into knots row by row on a
foundation thread strung on the loom.

Weaving a large fine Oriental can take a family as many as 5 to 7 years to complete
and then it is usually traded for a few head of sheep or a piece of land. A fart which is
enough to turn most of today 's generation away from the loom. This plus the fact that the
Iranian Government passed a very strict law forbidding any child between the ages of 5
and 14 years of age from weaving » ill eventually make this a lost art. It has been a proven
fact that a fine Persian Rug will increase a minimum of 10 per cent a year in value

Free promotional exhibitions and auctions of this nature are held by Kaoud Brothers
with the cooperation of their overseas associates to promote the interest for Persian Rugs
in this country and to help upgrade the life pattern of the traditional rug-weaving families
of Iran in order to preserve this ancient art.

The care which Oriental Rugs require is the same as for any good wool rug. A weekly
light vacuuming and a professional cleaning every 5 or C years is advisable. Oriental Rugs
can be easily spot-cleaned with mild soap and water, a thin padding is required to keep the

rug from slipping, otherwise enjoy your Orientals WALK ON THEM. SIT ON THEM, AS
THEY WILL GAIN BEAUTY AND VALUE BY AGE AND GOOD UK.

KA0U0 BROTHERS
SPECIALISTS IN FINE ORIENTAL RUGS

334 Boston Post Road Orange, Conn.

TERMS: Cash -Check

Fret Catalogs will be available at time of sale

Notices
AIKIDO
Meetings 6:30 8:30 p.m. Tues and

Fri. 2:30 4:30 Sun. Boyd Wrestling

Room. All welcome.

ALCOHOL RAP SESSION
Drinking getting in your way,

maybe? Come and talk about it

Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. Check C.C.

schedule for room no.

BRIDGE PLAYERS
Duplicate Bridge Play in C.C. 165

169 at 7 Come and start the semester
off right.

BOLTWOOD-BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT
wants your body, your mind, your

ideas, your energies. 12 programs to

choose from, transportation and
credits. Check into table at C.C.

C.A.E.C.

Meeting today at 12:15.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Meeting tonight Rm. 803 C.C. at

7:30. Subject: Experimental Air

craft.

DEADLINE FOR FAITH EX-
PLORATION
Today is the deadline for

registrations for one-credit Faith

Exploration courses. Announcement
t.ochures available on posters or at

United Christian Foundation, 319

Hampshire House.

FENCING CLUB MEETING
Fencing club meets tomorrow

night. Wope Rm. 8, 7-9.

FILMMAKERS

don't miss opportunity to improve,

Super 8 film facilitie. on campus
tonight, meeting to form Super 8

Film club to pool resources and funds

for quality equipment, Rm. 802, 730

p.m. C.C.

y

GREEK LIVING
Interested in the Greek System?

Just call the Greek Council Office at

5 2374.

HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
This open student advocate group

to University Health Services will

hold its first meeting on the semester

Wednesday, 4:30 p.m. in 903 C.C.

ITALIAN CLUB MEETING
Italian Club will be meeting at 730

p.m., Thursday in the 3rd floor

lounge at Herter

POETRY READING
Poetry on Guatemala read by Zoe

Best tonight, 8:00 p.m., Field Main
Lounqe.

REVOLUTIONARY SISTERS
There will be a meeting at 3 p.m.

today at Everywoman's Center
Goodell to discuss the role of women
in the American Revolution(s).

(Continued on V . 15 >

"Who is

Harry Kellerman?"

DOSTIN HOFFMAN

Mahar Aud. 7-9-11 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 7

"Buyone
trasKfeeJuniot;

Getor* fee!
beefsteak
here.

%Toasted towt.

COUPON

5pte (

504
Value3m/one.

Gfctone-fW
One free Huskee Junior worth 69c with each purchase ot
one at regular price. Offer expires: March 31, 1974. Limit
one per customer.

69*
Value

430 Russell Street

Hadley, Massachusetts

Notices (cont.)

(Continued from P. 14)

SENATE MEETING
Student Senate will meet at 7 p.m.

Weds, in 101 C.C. We hope all at last

semesters senators wm be in at

tendance.

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB
Avalon Hill Players;

Organizaticnal meeting tonite Wed.,
Feb. 6 at 6:00 in 903 C.C. All in

terested please attend.

TAU BETA PI

Tau Beta Pi graduate school
fellowship applications are in.

Contact Carl Novak to get one
Goessman mailbox.

TM LECTURE
There will be an introductory

lecture on Transcendental
Meditation Wednesday night at 7:30
p.m. in 904 908 C.C. All are welcome.

FOUND
Sum of money in front of Curry

Hicks, Wed., Jan. 30. If it's yours call

5468345.

LOST
Gold charm, circular, "21" on front

and "ERB" on back. Lost 1-31.

Reward. Sentimental value.

in Bortlett, black wool hat. Please
call 5469847 Fran.

STUDENT TEACHING
Any student interested in student

teaching in English for Fall 1974 must
come into the English Education
Office Bartlett 474 before Feb. 15.

VISUAL ARTS
Introduction to Visual Arts (115) is

alive and well under a NEW NUAA
BER, 117. Two sections are
available, Prof. Denny's (MWF
11:15) in Thompson 102, and Prof.

Malone's (TUTH 1:00) in Herter 231.
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TONITE

&
Tomorrow Nite

Home

COOKING
at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

arnVed

with this ad/

HOUSE
201 N. Pleasant

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
By SYDNEY OMAJW-

vorpio u intense, irtdnm accepting
halfway measures, insisting on ttettmK to
the core, investigating, discovering modus
operandi Hers is the detective, the
surgeon, the individual vuth an insatiable
curiosity who lives and loves to the hilt

Scorpio is active, creative yearning, often
impulsive and possessing gualities which
are at once ingratiating and grating
ARIES March 21 April 19) Full Moon

position now coincides with outlet for
energies Be ready tor travel and change,
for decisions which affect emotional
stability Love, romance are in picture —
and actions affecting special relationship
are featured

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Culmination
of efforts is featured. Means conclusions
are reached These affect financial and
security status You asked for opportunity
based on responsibility. Now. you p,H it. If

single, marriage question looms Married
or single, you may be going into business
for yourself.

GEMINI i May 21-June 20) : Relative who
was disenchanted with some of your ideas
now wants a second iook explain in
dynamic fashion Show reasons Discuss
potential Be analytical Member of op-
posite sex throws bouquet your way Be
gracious There is no need to kick toe in
sand
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Full Moon

emphasis is on income, spending, saving,
ability to collect what you need. Adjustment
on home front is essential Taurus. Libra
persons could be involved. Be diplomatic,
but know when to draw money line
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Cycle is high;

judgment and intuition are honed to razor-
sharpness Take back seat to no person —
ride up front and lead the way . You are able
now to perfect methods, to refine
techniques and to define goals. Welcome
chance at new project.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22): What was
obscured, dark — now "comes out of
hiding " Issues are faced which had been
evaded. Your fears, doubts are given
benefit of light You can deal from position

>i strength know ii and 1st coniiuence
rule

LJBKA Sept s.hkx SSi Finish round
out complete circle Leave no loose snds
Friendship could blossom into romance
Member <>i opposite se\ < Kpressss feelings
in meaningful way Be grown up enough to

Spprsciate frankness, honesty
SCORPIO IOct 23 Nov 21 Lunar

position coincides with authorities, stan
ding in community, how you deal with
professional superiors New approach
brings chance for greater independence
Leo. Aquarius individuals could figure in

important ways.
SAGITTARIUS (Now 22 Dec 21) Good

lunar aspect coincides now with journeys,
philosophy, education, gain through written
word Publish, advertise Strive to reach
more persons. Special. overseas
correspondence is likely to be in picture
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) Money of

mate, partner is featured Money that is

tied up in savings for investment program
also could be in spotlight Check budget for

purposes of expansion Sagittarius. Gemini
individuals could figure prominently
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Emphasis

is on how you relate to those who hold op-
posing views Be frank without being ob-
noxious Be truthful without being brutal
Question of joint ownership, partnership,
mutual benefits arises Apparent minor
flaw needs closer examination
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20): Health,

work, pacing these are emphasized
Change, travel and a variety of experiences
dominate What was mild becomes definite,

exciting and challenging One you respect
offers to make room for you at higher level.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
have voice which causes people to listen

and compliment You appreciate art,

beauty — you draw to you individuals born
under Libra and Taurus. June will be one of
your most significant months of 1974 You
have innate dramatic talent You often
dramatize the mundane, much to the
consternation of family and friends.
Copyright 1974. Gen Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzler
ierday 3 Pull\t>

ACROSS

\ Unrefined
6 VenMal*d

1 1 Bnstiehke dp
pendage

i<? Declares
14 Symbol tot

calcium
lb Eu'ope
17 Secure
18 Gram
20 Pan oi dower
22 Chicken
23 Vast ages
25 Pigpens
27 A state (abbr )

28 Small amount
oi food

30 Nuts
32 Caudal ap-

pendage
34 Couch
35 Removed

Shells Irorn

38 Keener
41 Symbol for

tellurium

42 Lavished
fondness on

44 Region
45 Bitter vetch
49 Silkworm
50 Dines
52 Heroic events
54 Preposition
55 Second-rate

horse
57 Communication

devices (col-

loq)
59 Apothecary's

weight (pi )

60 Deep sleep

DOWN

i Colored wax
stick

2 A state (abbr

)

3 Snake
4 Cease
5 Transactions

7 \>-

'} Greenland
Uement

tea
1 1 Land measure

(pi )

13 Dispatches
16 Girl s name
>9 Growing out oi

21 Citrus truil

24 Burn with water
26 European

capital

31 Motner ot pearl
33 Missives
35 Precipitous
36 Harbinger
37 Abysmal
39 Weirder

40 Showers
43 Falls in drops
46 Heavenly body
48 Reverberation
51 Music as writ-

ten

53 Soak up
56 Printer s

measure
58 Negative

11

14

18

23

28

%8&
35

41

45"

50

55

36

59

L^.
19 rac

32

46

15

v..

24

20

29

^42"

51

.:<

25

frss

33

47

56

52

16

30

^S6

12

V-

34

37

1^.

43

V-

8

«̂

38

17

26

48

44

10

22

i^ 27

3̂1

53

49

58

Dittr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

39

m

40

54
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tu PTGtLvtw

PEANUTS
IT'S BEGINNING TO o)0RRY ME...

I FEEL LIKE I'M GETTING
PI/.M06R EVERY DAY j

ITS

,VW COUNSELOR IS ALSO MY
SHOP TEACHER U)H0 uJENT
HOME LA£T U)EEK AFTER HE
HIT HIMSELF WITH A HAMMER

B. C.

IDUKE
T& JON UP

/AEfABeRSHIP IS

K£STRI£TBC? TO
fAEN.

TPAT% OrS^tfAlMATlONLEJUSTfeR/

not really;

it's Just that we
OMLY HAVE ONE
PRfcSSlHfir HCOA.

by Johnny hart

<50,K UJTOFOUR.
iV\EM0ER£ HAVE
WEAK <ST&rV\A£H'£.

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Jobnny hart

IfW THE C&JKTYAlzr> TcMA&iZKO*/:-
MAK& SUPtE THE WBATVie*. (<S» &OOZ?

tfm. ,
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Art Buchwald
gets in

some licks

By GARY LUI1K
Associated Press Writer

HARTFORD (AP) - The White
House rarely gets after humorist
Art Buchwald for the things he
writes about its occupants.
"They know ifd be a column if

they bothered me," Buchwald said
during a visit here yesterday.
The bespectacled satirist, whose

thrice-weekly column appears in

newspapers throughout North
America, was in Hartford to
inaugurate a morning lecture
series.

He stopped by the Capitol to have

coffee with Gov. Thomas J. Meskill
and to regale Meskill's staff and
the capitol press corps with the
latest humorous notes from
Washington.
"Somebody said if Rosemary

Woods had been Moses' secretary
there would have been only eight
commandments," Buchwald said
referring to President Nixon's
personal secretary, who has said
she may have erased part of the
Watergate tapes.

"The new criteria for White
House secretaries is they must be
able to erase 120 words a minute,"

he said.

Watergate was the subject of

Buchwald's lecture, which
featured a slide presentation that

included a number of old movie
stills.

"The Marx Brothers are Nixon's

lawyers, Laurel and Hardy are
H.R.; Haldemann and John
Ehrlichmann and the "plumbers"
are Abbot and Costello," Buchwald
said in describing his visual aids.

With Watergate, the economy
and the energy crisis providing

material, Buchwald says he hasn't

had trouble finding column ideas

lor the past two years.

His favorite from among the

thousands of columns he's written

was one that appeared a few years

ago when there was much clamor
for the resignation of former F.B.I.

Director J. £dgar Hoover.

"I said he couldn't resign
because he didn't exist," Buchwald
said.

"I said he was made up by the

Reader's Digest and the pictures

we saw were really a composite of

26 agents."

Heinz

Ketchup

Keg 32 oz

Ketchup btl 3

tm

now all this week at your

,

Finast and 'Big Buy' jf/2

Supermarkets! la
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Turkeys
Young

Hens

8 to 16 lbs

TtYiMEvtryiaf
Mom Mi MoIWij

smart

Bottom Round Roast

Back Rump Roast

Top Round Roast

Top Sirloin Roast

Chuck Roast sm cot

. 1" Silver Tip Roast

1
79 Top Round Steak

j 1
79 Eye Round Roast

1
' Boneless Club Steaks &

1
09

"California Roast «-••"•'«•

Mr. Deli Specials!

Imported $

| 09
Boiled Ham I

Imported Swiss Cheese » 1
3»

Weaver's Chicken Roll f 89
e

a 99
cOandy Veal Loaf <*«..

*nMk it Sam »i» Strvct 0* Owi

Seafood Favorites from Finast!

Fresh Bay Scallops

Ocean Perch Fillet

Cleaned Squid ««*

Fresh Little Neck Clams
Haddock Fillet E^VC
Deep Sea Treats SmVC

Fresh Fruit A Vegetables From the Fussy Bunch!

Iceberg Lettuce

*VK* Fr*M Criti
* "^ 4 Salad

Fmrito

Oranges 08; 12- 59' Green Peppers.39

Jumbo Celery — 39* Radishes 2 ...25

fem19m\ -*-•"- —

r™ Mftl POP "h^ga" V UpB

Frozen Food Favor-tes!

Freezer Queen

Skillet Dinners
Chop Suey witti Beef. Macaroni
with Beet n Cheese Sauce.
Shells with Beet m Cndi. Noodles
with Beet or Noodles with

Beef m Stroganoff

16 oz

pkg 59
Chocolate - Excellent for Dessert or the Lunch Box

Pound Cake V
210 o> a

Sara Lee
Red Raspberries o*>m>

Birds Eye Tasti Fries ?y 49
c

Taste 0' Sea Seafood Platter iy 69
e

Celeste Bambino Pizza — X 75
c

Birds Eye Green Beans.
f

ZL. %

20 oi

Birds Eye Vegetables JL

Banquet Fried Chicken
Roman Meat Ravioli

OQc

Mutd
Onion

10 oi
pkg

2«)
pug

1? oi
pkg

39
e

499

79
c

Dairy Specials from Finast

Butter
Richmond - Corn
puntry or Bnarcliff

79
Weight Watchers half gallon

Skim Milk '«»«68'
HOOd'S YOgUrt AM Flavors 4 • « *)

Top Value Swiss Cheese *— *? 69
c

Befit Cottage Cheese V 49
c

c

Oven Fresh From Our Bakery!

Finast Fresh
English Muffins

Apple, Lemon herry. Pineapple, Blueberry

Junior Pies - 6» 1
Finast Buttermilk Bread
Finast Italian Bread

n.741'

2 1? 79'

Save 20
I

[I

O" pyrchlM ol two o*gs |

estmahoasei

S Light
Coupon m ii !

tUpa Bali)S |UBQf VJM Thru Fit »

~\ WL® I

I

Save 30 P Save 30
Ynban Coffee |led lost ftj

i

i

Wi«l

This '*
Coupon 85

IWDnM (
VEN30

Witt
1 This M
I

Coupon 83
i ananaa** «» so

Save 17 H Save 16

Frencks Potatoes

Witt

This "oj

Coupon •*•Coupon 54
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Save IS (j Save 14
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Coupon '*

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL-Nadley

18
I
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C
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59|
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Court rules newsmen
should reveal sources

New Hampshire to improve rail service
MONTPELIKR, Vt. </\P) — The

Vermont Supreme Ccurt today
said a news gatherer can be
compelled to testify as to the

source of information gathered in

the performance of a job.

But, the court said when a

newsman objects to being asked
questions about the source of in-

formation in a criminal case "he is

entitled to refuse to answer unless

the interrogator can demonstrate
to the judicial officer appealed to

that there is no other adequately
available source for the in-

formation."

The justices also said that the

information sought must be shown
to be relevant and material on the

issue of guilt or inocence.

The opinon, written by Associate
Justice Albert W. Barney, and held
unanimously, said if cannot be
shown to a judge that there is no
other source for the information or
that it does not deal with innocence
or guilt, a newsman cannot
properly be compelled to answer
the questions.

The opinion was issued in a case

involving John Gladding, a news
reporter for Burlington television

station WCAX-TV.
Gladding was present at a drug

raid in Rutland County last year,
filming the arrest of several in-

dividuals. The defense attorney
sought information from Gladding
concerning the source of the in-

formation that led him to the raid
site.

Gladding refused to give the
information, claiming First
Amendment freedom of the press
rights.

He was held in contempt of court
by a Vermont District Court judge
in Rutland.

IRS help
Taxpayers filing Form 1040, with

adjusted gross income of $20,000 or
less, who take the standard
deduction, can have the IRS
compute their tax, John E.
Foristall, Acting IRS District
Director for Massachusetts, said

today. This applies to taxpayers
whose income is solely from
wages, salary and tips, dividends,

interest, pensions and ann unities,

he said.

Foristall advised taxpayers with

questions to call or visit the nearest
IRS office. Toll-free telephone
numbers are shown in the tax
forms packages this year.

CONCORD. N.H. (AP) - Rail
service in New Hampshire will

improve, even if state aid is

needed, Gov. Meldrim Thomson
said.

"New Hampshire has the option
of deciding whether a reorganized
rail system or the Boston & Maine,
our major carrier, would serve the
state best," Thomson said Mon-
day.

He said the "core system"

Alcoholism talk

The Room to Move Alcohol Team
will discuss alcoholism tonight at

7:30 in room 811 of the Campus
Center. The public is invited.

Alcohol is so commonplace in our
society, that it is difficult to

determine if the ordinary drinker

is an early alcoholic or problem
drinker." said Dr. Marvin A.

Block, former chairman of the

AMA committee on alcoholism.

reorganization proposed by the

U.S. Department of Transportation
last week is "unacceptable"
because it would eliminate many
miles of present rail freight routes.

Thomson said he would fight any
cutback in essential rail-freight

service in the state and would
testify against the federal proposal
in Interstate Commerce Com-
mission hearings next month.
"The core-system proposal is

alarming to the rail-using in-

dustries of our state.

"While the report is essentially a
working paper and while there will

be several opportunities for the
state to express its position, we
must make certain that no vital

rail service is eliminated,"
Thomson said.

New Hampshire would lose the

largest percentage of its track — 49

per cent — of any New England
state, under the federal plan.

The bankrupt B&M has indicated
reluctance to take part in the
federal reorganization and has
been negotiating with New
Hampshire officials to see if it

could go it alone.

"If the B&M does survive as a
private entity, it will have to be
with a commitment to serve the
communities, large and small,
whose industries depend on rail

service," Thomson said.

SLAUGHTERHOUSE -

FIVE

ROOM FOR RENT
Privacy — Colonial Motel, low, low

weekly rates. Urge comfortable rooms,
T.V., maid service included. Bar and
restaurant. 665-2008.

tf2-!2

~ROOMMATE WANTED
Grad student or working woman

preferred, duplex in rural North Amherst,
f 100 per month. Paula. 34S-0612. 549-0016,
545-0469

MM
Graduate student (or 3 bedroom Puffton

apt., own room, now thru May. on bus
route, parking. 549-6258 mornings, 9-10

a.m.; eves, after 5 p.m.
U2-6

2 males looking for place to live in

Amherst area. If you need 2 people to live

with or el,e look with us call Miles or Bob.
256-6011.

U2-7

Grad. nonsmoker, 5 bedrm hse, garage,
3 fireplace, 3 miles to I Mass Heat incl.

1 1 02-mo . 13 Middles!. Hadley. 586-3784.

tf2-15

FOR RENT

Furnished room — share bath with one
person, 175 Amity St.. Amherst 253-5354.

tf2-8

Rooms for rent — no lease, no kitchen,
no pets, nest to campus, bus. 401 N.
Pleasant St., 253-9938. ask for Duncan or
leave note.

MM
For rent Ig. two bedroom apt. Carpeting,

dishwash.. air cond., on bus rt., available

immed. Call Susan. 665-2253.

tf2-8

Avail again — Last minute cancelled.

Lrg. room in house, furnished. Call again,

323-4553. On Bus Route. Share house
together.

MM

Lg box stall for rent, close to I'M

Campus, excel, pasture, beau, trails. Rent
includes care 6 feeding. Avail now. call

John 253-9486.

tf2-8

HELP PLEASE

FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

SERVICES

Austin American '71. 24.000 mi. 36-gal..

ex. cond. (all 1-527-1275 days or 256-0664
eve. Barbara-Dave.

tf2-7

Save money — Buy your used books at

student prices. Commonwealth Rm.
Monday - Friday. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Don't
get ripped off!

MM
Skis for sale — 155. including bindings

and poles. Excellent condition, call Sue
549-0108.

tf2-6

( ammo drums, 4 heads, walnut finish,

high hat. cymbals, hardware included.
$400. (all 249-0243.

tf2-7

G.E. stereo for sale — less than one year
old, must sell immediately, need money.
1115 or best offer Call 256-8967, keep
trying.

IM

Fender Jazzmaster gtr. w-case. 175, ster

comps. spkrs, amp, Girrard ttabl.. 175;

Polaroid Lnd Camera, w-Dash & film, $25.

665-4229, early eve.

tf2-7

1973 Capri, excellent cond, 4-speed 4

cylinder. Must sell, call 527-9634. after

5:30.

tf2-!3

Pair Dynaco A25 Speakers. $90. Call Jim
at 546-7115.

tf2-7

5-String banjo w-case and Resonator,
new Vega tialpiece and grover, Sth string

peg. $70.. or best offer. Alan 545-0848.

tf2-6

I twin sice bed. complete, exc. condition.
$25. I king size bed complete, six months
old. $200. 549-1420.

tf2-7

Sharp 19" BW TV. excel cond. $75 or BO.
Call 665-3655. aft 4 p.m.

tf2-K

Calculators, Bowmar. many other
brands available. Call John (Yowley. 256-

Student.s - parents — the North Village

Cooperative Pre-School has openings in

the a.m. session, 3-5 yrs., $100 tuition

semester. Call 549-0053.

MM

tf2-6

Dishwasher needed for sorority meals in
return for work. Work, lunch and dinner,
good food. Call Steve. 549-3607. keep
trying.

IM
PERSONAL

lame; House, 3rd floor, short
corridor, beer wall stolen! Janitors
innocent. Housemother ignorant.
Donations urgently needed, 3500
empty Schlitz cans, 12 or 16 oz. This is

no shit, come on Southwest help out
fellow decadents Deposit donations
anytime.

MM

Martin 1)12-35 exel cond.. hard case
$450. Dolby Noise Red. unit about $100.

Corvair Van $100. 62 Ford Pickup. Call
Duda 549-0547.

Mm

Musicians: Dynamite Fakebook for

sale. 417 tunes with chord changes.
Mostly Jazz and Rock, some stan-

dards. Call Joyce 253-9557.

tf2-IS

RIDE WANTED
Grad Student weeks ride from I Mass to

Agawam, M thru F. 2:30-3:45. will share
expenses. Call 786-0275.

MM

Desperately need ride to UMass from
l.everett Elem. School, anytime between
11 and 1. 5 days a week. Call Julie. 617-544-

3362. evenings.

MM

INSTRUCTION

Yoga (Hatha) Courses 8 * 10 weeks.
Begin & Inter. Experienced teacher, for

more information call 549-0842.

MM

HAPPINESS IS

Happiness Is a warn
WEIMAKANER pappy — far

ansa gt 4*aaaai^kftjrV*iaBB> atiT^afl

chaste af A.K.C. registered paps fraoa

championship bleodliaes at
1-4I3-339-0I

MM

1971 Pontiac Ventura, ex cond., 6 cyl, st

trans.. 29000 mi. 18 mpg. new tires, asking

$1700. Call after 6, 586-3903.

MMJ

Delmonico refrig. 3 cu. ft. 7 mon old,

asking $50. Call 549-2615. ask for Sue.

MM

For sale. Hotel RA 210 Stereo Amp.
excellent cond. 20 watts at 8 ohms. $25

takes it. Call Steve at 546-6350.

MM
Oae beautiful slightly aaed body, male

Caucasian, for you nurse, half price.

MM
Head GS Skis (205 CM) Nevada and

Marker Bindings. Also new Koflach Boots

Ss 194. Beat offer. CaU Jeff at 253-9517.

tft-7

Stereo AM-FM receiver, turntable aad
two speakers. Excellent eeaditiaa. hardly

aaed. Mast sell, asking IIS. Call 549-os*2.

after I.

tn-12

Las Vegas Night: Feb. 9. 8 p.m. CC Aud.
— Poker. Craps. Black Jack, Roulette.
Chucka Luck. Wheel of Fortune, etc. Over
$1200 in prizes.

MM

The Child Care Exchange. Infants — 8

yrs. An alternative to sitters. Playgroups
also. In its third year with 135 families. 586-

2224, Joan.

MM
Help your fellow students — Get your

textbooks at The Book Exchange. Com-
monwealth Rm., Monday • Friday. 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Save money!

MM

Blood needed for 10 yr. old girl for open
heart surgery. For info please call 543-2657
in Springfield after 5 p.m.

MM
Drop by the Montague Mini-Mart for

your free incense. Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
every day. All popular beer. wine, pipes &
papers, etc.

tf2-8

To No. 89 — How could I forget such a
famous football player's birthday? Thanks
for the touchdowns. Love Nita.

MM

Proceed with caution in the light of a
"Morningstar".

tf2-7

Nurse H.L. — My days of operating are
far and few, I hope your attempts bring me
close to you. Doctor D.K.

MM
Stephanie if you want another Dunhill

you know where you can get it. I just
bought a new supply just for you.

MM
Las Vegas Night has something for

everyone, prizes include: dinners,
records, art, auto repairs, food, radios,
clothes, and much more.

MM
To The World's Worst Skier. Happy 21st

Birthday, don't pass-out, from your
friends from Crotchet Mountain.

MM

Guitar lessons, try me — any style also
rpiphone Classical for sale. Call Henry at
253-5977.

tf2-7

Ex-Chem Major will tutor in Chem.
Have books & tests, cheap. 5494812, Paul.

U2-7

Super 66 Rambler Classic, 6 cy. auto,
power steering, mint mechanical con-
dition. 20 mpg. $275 for years of carefree
motoring. 253-7241.

MM
65 Corvair. new shocks, rebuilt carbs.

fall insp. sticker. $50. Paul 5494812.

MM
67 Ford Custom air cond - ps recon-

ditioned engine plus many new parts,

leaving Amherst, $500 or best offer. 546-

1482 or 6-1038 anytime.

MM
1967 Alfa Romeo Giulia Super Sport

Sedan. New paint, engine needs work,
$600. Call 665-3480. evenings.

MM

1973 Volks. snow tires, radio,

dercoating. $2350. Call 586-2164.

Photos — Passports, visas, grad
school applications, etc. Done to
specifications. $4.00 minimum. Call
Steve at 6-5443.

tf2-28

tf2-6

Attention Datsun owners I perform
all phases of major and minor repairs
on Datsuns at reasonable prices. I

have over two years experience on
Datsuns at a Datsun Dealership and
an Aircraft Airframe and Powerplant
License. Phone. 253-7456, Russ Baca.

tf2-17

Sat Day Care— Hj day. full day, or drop-
in basis. Every Sat. 8:30-4:39 at the Univ.
Day School. For infor call 665-4223 or 659-

3053.

MM

ENTERTAINMENT

This movie is playing on Feb. 8: Animals
are brought to be killed to eat at this place.
The number after 4 is answer, Thurs.

MM
That's right — Slaughterhouse Five, on

Fri., Feb. 8. in the CCA. At 7-9-11 for 75c.

MM
SUn's Bands — Represents bands in the

5 college area — If you need a band for any
occasion, call 256-0316 anyUme.

MM

WORKSHOPS

Band Phoenix — available for your
party, specializing in good rack n' roll
dance music. Call Mike. 549-1343 or Rob.
549-3914.

MM

Primal Experience Marathon — 24
hours, Feb. 22. Trained leader. Fee:
$65 (Also weekly groups available).
Offering a group dynamic that
provides an emotional enviornment in
which the individual can re-create the
primary experiences of his or her life.

Call 256-0503 (eves) or 253-9421
(anytime) for further information.

MM)

Bands- Wide price range, available for
hire through professional talent agencyMAD ANGEL, others. Bill Nosel Agent
256-0680 - local.

MM
HELP WANTED

ROOM WANTED
Male undergrad seeks own room in apt.

or house, the closer to campus the better
Please call 546-4111. ask for Arthur
leave message.

MM

Work pUme in your room. Piece work.
travel to Nhamptn required. Name, add,
phon. & hrs.-wk. on pst card to Box 776
Amherst. 01002.

t/2-7

or

Quiet, considerate, but amicable student
needs place to live, now with others of
same. No car. Steve 253-9704. Best bet 9
a.m. or 6-7 p.m.

tf2-7

WANTED
Saxaphonist, must be willing to do lots of

load work, steady gigging. Call 584-6279.

MM
Anyone interested in starting a weekly

poker club call Bob. 253-2981. weekdays 6-7

p.m. UMass students only, limited

memberships.

MM
Want to bay a ased 19-apeed hike. If

selling one call Lisa, 253-7674.

MM

Wanted — stud' Call Terra,

prefer alack aad white Husky with papers.

Necessary far Feb. or early March. Pick af

litter or fee.

MM

AUTO FOR SALE

1967 Toyota Corona. 66K miles, good
cond.. radio. 18 mpg. $80C or best offer. 256-

6297 or 545-0584.

MM

1970 VW Bug. Mkhelin Radials. radio,
new brakes. Asking $1099. Clare 253-3695.

tf2-7

1970 Ford Maverick, small engine. 25

mag, excellent condition $15*9 or best
offer Call 62R-3253.

MM
1979 Chevrolet liapala. V8 350, 4 dr., at,

p.s.. excellent running. Car books far ttsa,

mast sell. wM take $550. a fantastic bay.
253-7241.

TO SUBLET

How to earn $10-15.090 per year. 6 month
training period, no obligation. Write: Mr.
Weiss, Box 552, Randolph, Ma. 02368.

tf2-12

Receptionist — Understands Cantonese
or Hoi San for work in Amherst. Send
resume. 104 Riverglade Apis.. Amherst.

2-8

Educational Consulting Firm seeking
Project-Office Coordinator-Secretary.
Send resume to NES. P.O. Box 226.
Amherst.

IM

Part-time, interesting work. No in-
vestment. No deliveries. No experience
necessary. For home interview call 773-
8997 or 774-2992.

MM
Artist to paint album caver an wall la

Sylvaa. Supplies provided, will pay $ 546-
SH1S

tft-6

!U

Sylvaala Components, mast sell 2. 8 ohm
spk's. Sylvania 5900 tarn aad CR2740 AM-
FM Receiver. $175 or BO. CaU 965-3C55 aft

4 p.m.
tfj.,

Will da housework la Amh aaatet. 2 bar apt Avalahlt April I. $i«s

haV lad. utilities Call MMM ut4
at 617-544-7495.

MM Sabtet immed 2 barm. apt.. ML Ssajar
Leaf. Saaderiaad. $200 per month CaU
evenings. 665-39*6. keep tryksg. 112-7

ataieat aeaate Transit Service will
be accepting applications far spring
semester Driver Trakskag Program
Apply at Baa Garage Ike week af Pea.
44. Stadeata with 1 or mare semesters
left preferred. Any su rattan i cat? 545-

t/2-6
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Aging Palmer tries again
9 9

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer

PALM DESERT, Calif. <AP) -Arnold Palmer, 44

years, bespectacled and obviously in the twilight of a

legendary career, seeks to defend the only current
title he holds against the assault of pro golf's victory-

hungry lions this week in the Bob Hope Desert
Classic.

The five-day, 90 hold event - the longest and most
grueling on the tour - begins Wednesday on four

desert courses with $160,000 in total prize money up
for grabs and $32,000 to the winner.

The money is only incidental to multi-millionaire
Palmer. But the title is all-important. The still-proud
champion is jealously conscious of his position among
the game's great players and needs a victory to
sustain that role. And, too, he needs to win to make it

into the Tournament of Champions for the 20th
consecutive year.

Merchant, Harris, Lyons top pucksters
ECAC DIVISI0W II

GA
42

W L T
7 4

CF

$0

SCORING
Mik* Merchant
Billy* Harris
J la Lyons
Jla Lynch
John Muse
Kevin Conneri
Steve Nlma
Mike Elite
Carl Burna
Scott Stuart
Mark Sullivan
Bob Qulnlan
Tia Howe

a

Bill Mlntleni
Jon Archer
Dave Aleaaandronl
Jla Scanlon
Jla Dillon
Tin Ryan

Mike Badger
Brian Mulcahy
MASSACHUSETTS
OPPONENTS

SCORES BY PERIOD12 3

UM 14 20 21

OFF 27 19 29

GOALIES

Charles kh.au It

John Blnkoakl
Jeff Me Reynold a

MASSACHUSETTS
OPPONENTS

COALS

I

4

10

8

6

3

4

3

5

2

3

1

1

1

5?
75

ECAC DIVISION I OVERALL
W L T GF

3 6

GA

33

W L T

7 7

ASSISTS TOT.PTS. Pen. Hi

n

GF
56

GA

75

12

12

5

3

5

8

6

6

3

4

3

4

3

4

I

2

1

I

122

17

16
IS

11

U
11
10
9

8

6

6

5

4

4

2

2

I

I

d
197

8/27

4/8
10/20
4/8
2/4

3/6
6/12

4/8
5/10
2/4

5/10
5/10

7/14

5/10

1/2

3/6

1/2

1/2

3/6

3/6

m
83/177
87/198

PfCSH HJ

I -1

1

4 1

2

1

12 1 T
15 1 ,„

SHOTS BY PERIOD

fi I 1 2 1 fi I
I 56 0M 169 153 148 2 472

75 OFF 189 180 176 4 549

SAVES BY PERIOD1112 1
0M 162 161 147 4 474

OFF 155 133 127 1 416

Dlv. II

C PER
12 36

4

2
14

14

5

4

43
43

SH SA

436 389

61 45
32 40
549 474

472 416

FCT
.891
.739
.769
.864
.883

AVE
32.4
11.3
20.0
33.8
29.8

GA

31

3

8

42
30

AVE
3.10
1.50
8.00
3.82
4.35

Ovarall
GA AVf
47
16
12
75
56

3.92
4.00
6.00
5.36
4.00

CHICK RHEAULT
top goaltender

Skinner leads UMass scoring

Al Skinner
John Murphy
Bill Ea4icotC
P»t«r Trow
Greg Duarte
Rick Picloo
Steve Mayfleld
Mike Stokee

Jim Burke
Joe Sender
John Olson
Joe Artime

Team
UMASS
OPPONENTS

G PG FGA
16 120 188
16 117 236
16 104 198

16 47 102

15 41 79
16 36 75

15 27 51

11 14 24

15 13 39
5 9

1 11

1

9

13
1

PCT

.638

.496

.525

.461

.519

.480

.529

.583

.333

.556

.091

.000

16 5251080 .515

16 409 10DO .409

FT FTA
50 68

18 27

40 54

15 18

17 20
4 8
7 10
7 8

11 16

3 5

4 8

178 246

183 266

PCT REB
.735 190
.667 116
.741 60

.833

.850

.500

.700

.875

.688

.600

.500

.000

48
67

25
51

6

17

18

15

2

103
.724 718

.688 519

AVE
11.9

7.2

3.8

3.0

4.5

1.6

3.4

0.5

1.1

2.0
1.2

2.0

44.9
3214

Pf AST
44 92

56 35

27 43

18 19

35 16

34 94

26 6

10 5

15 29

8 1

7 5

1

281 344

277 195

PTS

290
252
248
109
99

74

63

35

36

13

5

1228
1001

AVE
18.1
15.8
15.5
6.8
6.6
4.6
4.2
3.2
2.4
1.4
0.4
0.0

76.7
62.6

YR
Sr
Jr
Sr
Sr
Jr
Sr
Fr
So

Jr
Fr
Sr
So

hi Mm
6*4 562
6*8 506
6'3 520
6'4 273
6*4 244
6'0 503
6'7 253

68
186
38
81
4

5'9
6'3
6'5
6'5
6'3

TO
52
31

32

18

25

38

17

11

20
4

3

1

266
278

How the pros stand

ALSKINNER
leading scorer

•ffoMttie tramuiif iion

•M)tshM«t? ^'
. . 9»

4

whit

th*U
H

$Hft

A regular adjustment consists of

tightening the bands, adjusting linkage,

replacing the filter and refilling with

fluid Doing this once a year for about

every I0.8M miles is like an insurance

policy against major trouble, and it

keens your transmiasi>n shifting

smoothly and efficiently.

Unitad Transmit.ion

Exehangt. lie.

3tf King Street, Northampton
5§4-47«0

NBA standings

EASTERN CONFIDENCE
Atlantic Divide*

W L Pet. GB
BOSTON 37 13 .740 —
New York 33 22 .600 «ft
Buffalo 27 29 .482 13

Phila. 15 38 .283 23V.

Central DM,1 ea\

W L Pet QB
Capital 29 23 .558 —
Atlanta 24 32 .429 7

Houston 19 38 .333 12 ft

Cleveland 19 39 .328 13

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

W L Pet GB
Milw. 40 13 .755 —
Chicago 39 18 .884 3
Detroit 36 19 .655 5
KC-O. 21 36 .368 21

Pacific Division

W L Pet GB
JLos Ang. 31 23 .574 —
XJcld. St 28 22 .560 1

Seattle 25 35 .417 9
Phoenix 22 32 .407 9
Portland 20 33 .377 10 V,

ABA standings

NHL standings
Bast DivUieo

W L T Pta. Or <JA

BOST. 34 9 6 74 217 132

Mont 3012 6 86 174 129

Rangers 25 15 11 61 186 154
Toronto 24 17 10 58 188 151
Buffalo 2217 10 58188151
Detroit 19 25 745169 209
Island. 13 2313 39119157
Vane. 12 29 8 32 132 188

Wert Diihlsn

Phila. 31

Chicago 24

St L. 22

Atlanta 19

LosAng. 18

Minn. 15

Pitts. 14

Calif. 10

L T Fta.

11 7 69

1114 62

20 7 51
28 9 47

24 8 44

23 12 42

31 5 33

36 7 27

or oa
172100
170 105

140131
132 149

136 158

152 176

137 185

135 224

WHA standings
Ea»t Division

WITrTi GF GA
N.ENG. 29 212 60194173
Toronto 26 25 4 56 212193
Quebec 26 23 3 55 191 169

Cleve. 24 22 5 51 159 162

Jersey 22 28 2 46 152 190

Chicago 2122 3 45150158

West Division

W I* TPta. OF OA
Houston 2917 4 62 199138
Winnip. 26 22 4 56183185
Edmon. 27 23 54 179 170

Minn. 24 25 1 49 192 186

LosAng. 20 33 40157 208
Vancouv. 19 32 38 1S3 S19

"Night Train", "Toe

join Hall ofFame
CANTON, Ohio (AP) — Tony Canadeo, Bill George, Dick "Night

Train" Lane and Lou "The Toe" Groza have been named to pro football's

Hall of Fame, it was announced Tuesday.

Formal induction for the four players will be July 27 at the annual Pro

Football Hall of Fame game here. The new inductees bring to 81 the

number of players enshrined in the hall.

Canadeo played in the Green Bay Packers offensive backfield from

1940-1952. The 5-foot-ll, 195-pounder was used as a running back, quar-

terback, punter and kick returner.

Canadeo, who attended Gonzaga University, rushed for 4,197 yards,

caught 69 passes for 579 yards and scored 186 points on 31 touchdowns.

George, who played college ball for Wake Forest, spent his pro career

with the Chicago Bears as a middle linebacker from 1952 to 1965, making

the All-Pro team eight times. The 6-foot -2, 230-pound George intercepted

18 passes, returning them 114 yards, and recovered 16 opposition fumbles

during his career.

Lane, who never played college football, was signed by the Los Angeles

Rams in 1952 after being discharged from the Army. He played pro ball

until 1965 with the Rams, the Chicago Cardinals and the Detroit Lions.

In his rookie year he set an NFL record of 14 interceptions, a mark

which still stands. During his career he col-

lected- 68 interceptions, which he returned for 1,207 yards. Groza also

never played college football. He played for the Cleveland Browns from
1946 to 1967.

Although more famous for his placekicking ability, Groza also won all-

NFL honors as an offensive tackle six times.

Groza played in nine Pro Bowl games and in 13 league championship
games with the Browns, scoring a record 1,608 points with his kicking.

New Hampshire still no. 2
HANCOCK, Mich. (AP) —

Michigan Tech lost a first place

vote to Boston University in the

national collegiate hockey ratings

this week but retained a firm grip

on top of the list.

In Monday's rankings voted on

by coaches and officials of three

major collegiate hockey leagues,

the Huskies garnered nine of the

ten ballots for the top position.

BU picked up a first place vote

and remained in third place on the

strength of a 2-0 victory over

X-country race

February ninth

The Outing Club cross country
ski trail will be christened Sat.,

Feb. 9th at 1:30 p.m. Its first

touring race is designed as a get

together for UMies interested in

cross country skiing and the race is

sponsored as part of the Winter
Carnival. Trophies will be
awarded to the first male and
female finishers and every finisher

will receive a certificate of par-

ticipation. Oranges will be served
as refreshments at the end of the

race.

The competition will follow

Eastern Amateur Ski Association

guidelines, the contestants will be

timed and will start at thirty

second intervals. Spectators will

be rewarded with excellent

viewing of the five kilometer

(three miles) race, the course of

which winds along the Mill River

on the UMass campus. Skiers of all

abilities should find the rolling ski

path really great for a ski touring

race.

Vermont and a 15-1 thumping of

Massachusetts.

New Hampshire remained in

second place, turning in a 6-4 win

over Vermont and a 5-2 victory

over Boston College. Dartmouth
was knocked out of the top ten as a

result of a 4-3 loss to St. Lawrence
and a 5-3 defeat from Princeton.

Minnesota-Duluth appeared in

the rankings for the first time.

Here are the rankings, team,
record and total points:

1. Michigan Tech (20-4-2) 99

2. New Hampshire ( 16-5-80) 79

3. Boston University (14-5-0) 71

4. Minnesota (14-10-2) 56

5. Denver (15-10-2) 55

6. Wisconsin (15-9-2) 51

7. Michigan State ( 16-11-8) 28

8. Vermont (15-4-0) 17

9. Cornell (10-5-1) 17

10. Minnesota-Duluth ( 15-10-0) 16

Try rswsiftf. at
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Metallo inked

as Packer

Paul Metallo, shown at the left

during his playing days with the

football Minutemen, was signed as

a free agent by the Green Bay
Packers several days ago.

Metallo, who played minor
league football last year with the

Western Massachusetts Pioneers,

will report to the Packers in the

spring. A call to the Packer offices

in Green Bay could not elicit the

information as to what position the

Packers intend to play him at, but

in any event, Paul could join

alumni Greg Landry and Milt

Morin in the NFL this season.

Kill-A-Watt
CONSERVE ENERGY

Glenn Poster

Beyond the NIT
The National Collegiate Athletic Association, more commonly known

as the NCAA, holds a basketball tournament every March. Actually a

better name for this post-season round-robin would be the UCLA
Invitational. Why would I want to mention such an event now? The an-

swer: UMass just might, with good fortune, have themselves a place

there.

In previous years the field was composed of the twenty-five best

college teams in the nation, (with the exception of those on athletic

probation as was the case with North Carolina State last year ) . Next year
the field will expand to thirty-two.

At this point in time, the Minutemen are 14-2. (not to mention that

although not quite making it this week, they did receive votes for the AP
top twenty teams) The defeats came at the hands of Providence and
Syracuse. Of course season record is a major consideration in selection

process. Here's how UMass can get in. It's a tall order, but the number
one priority is to go undefeated the rest of the way. Providence and
Syracuse have already lost three times each. Keep in mind that we
outplayed the Friars for a good deal of time in a one-point loss. The NCAA
selectors look at these things when sending out invitations.

Here's another way we can get in. Because of the expanded field, I

know that doesn't go into effect until next year, but some selectors may
already be looking ahead, the Yankee Conference should get con-
sideration for the first time in many years. So another must is to finish

first in the conference.

What would an NCAA berth mean to the Minutemen? First of all I

would like to be realistic and say flat out that we are not even one-half the

team the UCLA Institution of Basketball is. But, if we can get into the

Eastern Eegionals (and on TV with Curt Gowdy calling the play-by-play)

national recognition would come our way. Not to mention what a victory

or two would mean.
The regionals are held at various locations around the country. This

year's semi-finals and finals will take place in Greensboro, North
Carolina. Jack Leaman and his staff will be able to garner talent from
places other than the northeast corner of the country. Al Skinner will

graduate this year and a big need for next season is a rebounding forward
to help John Murphy up front. Jim Town, academically ineligible this

year, will certainly help, but an NCAA bid will allow us to be greedy and
grab for all the talent we can.

We will at least qualify for the NIT, but an NCAA berth would mean
so much more in the long run. There are a lot of steps to climb along the

way, but the goal is reachable.

Sports Illustrated has recognized us every week this year. Maybe the

NCAA selection committee will take a look too.

"Pistol Pete" suspended
ATLANTA (AP) — Pete

Maravich, one of the National

Basketball Association 'a leading

scorers, was suspended in-

definitely Tuesday by Atlanta
Hawks Coach Cotton Fitzsimmons
"for disciplinary reasons."

Fitzsimmons refused to

elaborate on the reasons.

Pressed by reporters, he would
say only, "There's nothing heavy
about this. These things have to be

done."
Teammates said the action was

not unexpected.

It followed a near-scuffle at a

Hawks game in Houston Sunday, in

which Maravich became upset

after he was assessed a technical

foul in the first half. Hawks Herm
Gilliam and Lou Hudson had to

restrain Maravich and Hudson's

nose was bloodied, apparently by a

blow from Maravich 's elbow.

After the game, Fitzsimmons
criticized Maravich's playing and
said he obviously "didn't have his

head in the game."
Maravich told The Associated

Press in a telephone call to his

Atlanta apartment, "I really have
no comment to make on the

matter."
He added that he had made no

plans.

A Hawks office staffer said the

suspension was announced shortly

after Fitzsimmons summoned
Maravich in and had a brief

private conference with him
Tuesday morning.

The technical foul against
Maravich at Houston came in the

first half of the game. Maravich
returned to the lineup in the second
half, but was ineffective.

Fitzsimmons then benched the

highest scorer in college history for

the final nine and one-half minutes
of the game, won by Houston 123-

112.

The 6-foot-5, 195-pound Maravich
has been enjoying his finest pro
season, averaging 28.3 points per
game in 52 outings. He is the No. 2

scorer in the NBA this year.

Correction
Dave Boucher, brother of

freestyler Ron, set the new
record in the breaststroke
event in last Saturdays swim
meet vs. MIT, and not his
brother as incorrectly reported
by the Collegian, in yesterday's
edition

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon,

(except during league play)

50' per string

- Sat.
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Tonight...Basketball at BC...Hockey at UVM
Emerging Minutemen
face big BC team

By EARLE BARROLL
The big basketball news, of course, was UMass' emergence on the

"Alphabetical Others" list in the national ratings yesterday. Yes, the
Minutemen (14-2) were there, after Florida State and before McNeese
State.

There were fourteen "Others" in all, east and west, north and south,
from Centenary to Purdue, from Las Vegas-Nevada to St. John's N.Y.

"It certainly made our kids feel good that we did get a vote," said

Jack Leaman who's cameoed before in this group when a kid named
Erving played for him. Leaman spent a good deal of time yesterday

pondering the possible votes. His findings: "I think that someone from
the Buffalo area who was impressed with out performance against

Niagara must have voted for us."
Anyway, they are finally there. And where they'll be this time next

week has a great deal to do with tonight's game at Boston College and
Saturday's war at UConn. Where UMass is now, is where B.C. should
have been at the least for most of this season. That is what the pre-season
people said.

Still the Eagles are 11-4 and obviously in the mood to preen N.I.T.
"They're good enough to do it," warned Leaman. Their record speaks for
itself. Save for a freak loss in the finals of the Bean Pot to Boston
University the Eagles have only lost to Maryland, Canisius and
Providence (79-77 in ot. ), nothing to be embarrassed about.

"You look at the games each of us had with P.C.," said Leaman, "and
you know this should be one hell of a game. I expect a close struggle to the
end unless someone does something exceptional or poor."

If you want names, try these: Jere Nolan, Mark Raterink, Bob
Carrington, Bill Collins and Mel Wledon. These are the forces that make
B.C. click. If you're a size buff, after the B.C. front line that measures 6'6,

67 and 6'9, there is 6'6, 6'7 and 6'11. BIG.
"Nolan and Raterink are the keys for us," said Leaman. "They're

seniors and they've been able to keep the team together on the court."
And when Boston College is without chaos it is as good as they come.

Action from a game the hockey Minutemen and all their fans would like to forget.
Tonight, the Minutemen travel to Vermont to take on the nationally-ranked
Catamounts. If they can put it together and perform at their peak, the Canniffmen
could make us all forget BU.

Goal key as UMass meets UVM
By BILL BALI .oi

The most ferocious and most
evenly matched rivalry in the
history of Division II hockey
concludes tonight with UMass a
decided underdog — just like it's

been through most of the last ten
years.

The Minutemen journey to

Burlington, Vermont to take on the
Vermont Catamounts, one of the
top teams in the nation. Vermont is

going Division I next season, and in

fact can qualify for the Div. I

playoffs this season, so any future
UVM-UMass games will be, as far
as standings go, off the record.
Traditionally, Mass-Vermont

games have been one or two goal
affairs. Last year was no ex-
ception, but Vermont won both.
On paper, this one figures to

break tradition. The Cats are
having their finest season ever,
and thus far have lost only one
game in Div. II (Merrimack).
They've split two games with
Boston University, winning 7-6 and
losing last week 2-0, and have
generally done well in the higher
division.

Mark Sullivan is skating again but

still hasn't fully recovered from his

shoulder injury.

One piece of good news for

Canniff, though, has been Brian
Mulcahy's knee. It's still a bit

gimpy, but really hasn't affected

his play. It's a good thing, because

a healthy Mulcahy is one of the
best defensemen in the Division.

Game time at Gutterson Field
House is 7:30 p.m. If you're
thinking of going but don't have
tickets, don't bother. The game
will be sold out. It will be broadcast
on WMUA at 9 o'clock.

Greg Duarte (24) snares a rebound away from Al
Skinner and two opponents in a recent UMass en-
counter. The Minutemen will need more of the same
hustle tonight when they meet Boston College

WMUA

iht (Mi
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SPORTS

Contrary to announcements made on WMUA last night, tonight's
basketball game at Boston College WILL BE AIRED LIVE, beginning at
7:20 with Don Gorski and Gerry Brooks. The UMass-Vermont hockey
game will also be aired via tape delay one hour after the completion of the
basketball game with Russ Small, Bill Ballou, and Paul Allen.

Inside Sports
•UMass hockey and basketball stats

•Metallo signs with Green Bay

Poster column "beyond the NIT"

•Pete Maravich suspended by Hawks

UMass, of course, is having an
off-season. They're just 7-4 in Div.

II, 7-7 overall, and playing in-

consistently. Still, paper predic-

tions haven't held true to form in

this series.

The key to the whole affair is in

goal. That's where Vermont is

most vulnerable and where UMass
is strongest. UVM's John Kiely has
some fancy stats, but he isn't the

goalie Chick Rheault is.

Rheault has been in a slump, but

showed his regular form in the

third period of the Boston State

game. He'll have to be in form for

tonight's game for the UMies to

stand a chance.

Steve Nims will miss the game.
He's not yet 100 per cent from the

knee injury he suffered in the BU
Same, and coach Jack Canniff
oesn't want to risk aggravating it.

Bill Ballou

The Future in Sports
With the appearance of the World Football League, World Tennis

League, World Basketball Association and assorted other sporting
delights, sports pages have been filled with stories of great stars making
comebacks and young prodigies making good in the big time.

Here's what some sports stories will read like in the coming decades

:

ST PETERSBURG, Fla. - The St. Petersburg Caskets, currently
leading the Southern Divison of the North American Shuffleboard League
(NASD yesterday announced the appointment of Pete "Whizzer" Mc-
Prune as coach of the Caskets. McPrune, 74, is the youngest coach in theNASL and will also serve as a player.

McPrune replaces Lindsay Oyle, who died after burping during a
league game with the Sarasota Serutans.

SUPERSTITION MT. Ariz. - Chico Chiliacos, President, General
Manager, Coach, and Head Usher of the expansion Superstition Mt
Miners of the Western Hemisphere Frisbee Tossing Association (WH-
FTA) announced yesterday that the Miners would be featuring an ex-
citing new between periods contest that frisbee fans would be sure to
enjoy.

"We plan," the spicy executive said, "to feature authentic Indian
torture between periods of our home games. Two lucky fans will be
chosen during the first period to go down on the floor at the conclusion of
that period and endure the most excruciating pain. The fan who can stay
conscious for the longest period of time receives a facsimile of the maD of
the Lost Dutchman Mine."

"We think it will go over big," Chiliacos concluded
CULPEPER, Va. - The Culpeper Ropes of the Seaboard Hopscotch

League (SHL) have announced a major innovation in ticket sales
The Ropes, starting with their game against the Bull Run Toros on

Saturday, will now charge fans to get out of the arena rather than to cet
in. B

Chauncey Hollingsworth, Ropes' General Manager said, "We've
noticed that most of our fans have been leaving early in the first period
and we've been losing our shirts on concessions. We'll stagger our prices
such as $400 to leave after the first period, $3.00 after the second and thisway hopefully keep fans in the building."

cu ^
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'
Ka. - The Parsons Parsons of the Universal Corn

Shucking League (UCSL), mired in 37th place in the league's Midwest
Division, yesterday completed a major trade.

Buck Wheat, the Parsons' coach sent last seasons UCSL rookie-of-
the-year six -year-old Mable Carling, and a Ford Tractor to the Dubuque
Tassels for nine-year-old veteran Sally Shy and two babies to be born
later.

The Parsons are in the midst of a streak that has seen them lose 16
shucking bees in a row.

MANCHAUG, Mass -The New England Apple Dunking Association
(NEADA) has announced the awarding of a provisional franchise to the
Manchaug Ponds.

The Ponds would be the second team in the three-year-old NEADA
However, the Ponds will not be allowed to kneel a team until they can

guarantee clean water for the apples to be placed in.

Presently the entire water supply of Manchaug is polluted by waste
from Buster's Egg Farm, a 42,000 chicken enterprise that is Manchaug's
main industry.

BOSTON, Mass. — The Boston Bruins of the National Hockey League
(NHL) have announced the call-up of Gary Radar, the leading scorer in
the Tuesday-Thursday Phys. Ed. hockey class at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst.

Radar played for the green team, which serves as the Bruins top
farm club.

*
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Student Senate passes reorganization plan
By MIKE HENAULT

MDC Staff

The highlight of last

night's Student Senate
meeting and possibly the

keystone of this legislative

session was passed into law
as the Student Government
approved a sweeping plan
of reorganization.

The new shuffle was a
proposal of the joint com-
mittees on Student Matters
and Academic Affairs was
accepted in near
unaniminity after the
Senate discussed the im-
plications of the bill in

executive session.

"We're not as close to the

student body as we should
be," said Student Senate
President Nick Apostola.

'There are many issues out
there and the committee
would direct itself to those

issues."

The Organizing Com-
mittee, as the chief body of

the new reorganization is

known consists of five

major sub-departments: a
student organization
collective, public relations,

information and research,
economic development, and
a resource center. These
divisions, according to

Senate sponsors of the
reorganization will
facilitate the function of the
student government at the
University.

The goals of the new
reorganization, or in the
words of Senate Speaker
Dave Booker, a move
toward reorganization,
would define problem
areas, research solutions

and involve more students
in the process.

The Student Organizing
Project would set up a
number of specific student

services as a credit union, a
food and clothing store,

hobby shops and concert
programs among other
things.

The plans for major in-

novations in UMass

Student Government were
produced after tedious
investigation over in-

tercession by the Student
Organizing Committee
which includes Elyse Cann,
Dana Marchant, Marty
Miller, Alwin Schmidt, Tom
Spriggs, Bill Stewart, and
Nora 'Faris. Their full

budget of $23,995.00 was

approved.
In other moves, the

Senate approved the
following

:

-the constitution of the
Organization of Lutheran
students, the Art Group,
The Aquatic Club, and The
Coin Club.

-allocated $250.00 to a
student filmmaker to make

a working print of his film
on the University to be
shown on WCVB-TV.
-appred in separate

moves the expenditure of

funds by Treasurer Hamel
and the Executive Com-
mittee.

See related commentary
page 11

Striking truckers' mediator
asks to meet with Nixon
WASHINGTON (AP) - Warning of

spreading violence in the truckers' strike,

Pennsylvania Gov. Milton P. Shapp
requested an urgent meeting last night
with President Nixon to try to end the
dispute.

In a message telephoned to the White
House, the Democratic governor told the
President that "I wish to see you at once to

solve this problem."

Shapp, who has been mediating talks
between the independent truckers and the
government since Sunday, said the
violence was increasing and "even with
our state police and National Guard we
may not be able to control this."

He said the strike could "be solved
easily and quickly tonight" if only he could
meet with the President.

i.Slaff I'hoto Kmmrlt S< hmarsow >

Away from pollution and shortages, and into the realm of peaceful beauty. How
come Mother Nature never runs out of energy?

Will $65 fill it up?
(or: will this local station owner
survive gas rationing?)

By LARRY CARPMAN
MDC Staff

Dick Yourga is worried.

"I wish I was 18 again and could just go drink beer,"
he said as he watched the line of more than twenty cars
inch its way into the neighboring gasoline station.

Yourga is the owner of the Plaza Shell station on
Route 9. This reporter spoke with him and two other
owners yesterday about the proposed rationing plan to

begin on Monday in Massachusetts. "I am in favor of

any plan that will work," he said, but "it's up to the

individual driver as to how well the plan will work."
Yourga believes if people are aware and use com-

mon sense "we can lose these long lines. "What we
have to do, he said, is to change our basic buyi.'^ iiabits

— buy early in the morning and only when your tank is

down at least to half empty." The other day he said, a
motorist pulled up to the pumps and handed him a 20

dollar bill. "He told me to fill it up," Yourga said, but

his tank would only take 65 cents." "The minimum of

three dollars (in the rationing plan) is a good idea, he
said, it should cut down the waiting time." But the

Plaza Shell owner wanted to drift away from speaking
about the rationing plan and insisted on discussing

what he called "the outstanding problem that is being
ignored in this whole thing. The problem is the com-
plete lack of common courtesy on the part of the

drivers. It's threatening to put a lot of small
businessmen out of business," he said.

He stared out the window at the long line waiting for

gas at the Gasland station next door. "People always
block my driveways," he said. "I'm always open for

servicing but customers find it hard to get through the

line.

"A courtesy campaign needs to be run," he added. In

a seperate interview yesterday a spokesman for D&M
Sunoco said he will abide by the plan outlined by
Governor Sargeant but he does not feel the plan will

reduce the long lines at the pumps.
"Right now I look inside each car to see how much

gas the customer has - if he doesn't have less than a

half of a tank — I tell him to keep going.

Before he began checking up on people, the

spokesman said, he (like Yourga) was asked to fill a

tank. This time the car needed only 35 cents worth of

(Continued on P. 2)
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Saga of a gas station owner
(Continued from P. 1)

regular — less than one gallon.

Gary Graves, manager of the Campus ARCO station

on Route 9 is cautiously optimistic about the rationing

program.
"I like it, he said, everyone should give it a while to

work. It's like anything else — you have to give it a

trial period."

Graves explained what he would do if someone drove
in on the wrong day.

"I would just explain to them when they should come
in and when they shouldn't. That would be the only fair

thing to do." he said.

Graves is typical of the attitude of Amherst area
service station owners. There is basically a wait-and-

see type of feeling.

Meanwhile the lines keep getting longer and tempers
subsequently shorten as men like Dick Yourga and
Gary Graves wait for rationing to begin.

Sarge moving in

on cover charges
By CINDY-LOU ROGERS

MDC Staff

Governor Sargent may
sign a controversial
regulation today requiring

more bookkeeping for

nightclub owners who have
cover charges.

The regulation, proposed
by the Alcoholic Beverages
Control Commission
(ABC), will require
nightclub owners to issue

receipts for cover or ad-

mission charges and to keep
records of them for a period

of not less than 2 years.

For area students who
must pay cover charges,

this will mean a numbered
ticket stub receipt at the

door.

As a result of dissatisfied

nightclub owners, the

regulation has been
redrafted several times
since its initial proposal, 4

months ago.

The latest draft further
prohibits the collection of a
cover charge or admission
fee in advance to gaining
entrance to a licensed
premise. The charge must
be posted outside the
premise in letters no less

than one inch in height,
stating the amount of the
charge.
This wording has led to a

misinterpretation of this

regulation. Stanley Lapon,
and alcoholic beverage
commissioner, clarified for

the Collegian that cover
(Continued on P. 3)

The Concert Com-
mittee and Program
Council would like to

inform the UMASS
community that both
shows (7:30 and 11:00) of

the Bonnie Raitt concert
this Saturday have been
sold nut
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Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip
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Students keeping stations busy
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By KATHY SHEEHAN
MDC Staff

The student return to the

Amherst area after

semester break has caused
longer lines at most gas
stations in and around
Amherst.

In a recent survey, at-

tendants from 7 area gas
stations agreed that the

college return is the major
cause of longer lines and
shorter working hours for

the stations. The stations

are closing earlier rather

than limiting sales.

However, the College
Town Service Center on N.

Pleasant St., Amherst,
whose business has "at

least doubled" this past
week according to one
attendant, has limited their

customers to purchasing
not more than $4 worth of

gas, and is open from 7 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
According to Joe Rock,

employee of Amherst Gulf
Station on 48 N. Pleasant St.

in Amherst Center, the

return to the campuses was
a "marathon week" as
students and homebound
parents consumed all their

gas in two days. The Gulf

Station was forced to close

until another delivery of gas
would arrive.

Formerly open all day to

gasoline customers, gas
will now be sold only from 7

a.m. to 9 a.m. to assure
every day sales. This is a
sort of rationing, but the

customers may fill up their

tanks.

Rock also said that the

length of the lines has in-

creased 99 per cent, and
that a fire hazard has been
caused by the cars blocking

the firehouse exit and most
of the street.

"Students do make a
difference" in the length of

the waiting lines of cars and
the general traffic ac-
cording to John Backe of

Bill's Arco Station on
College St. in Amherst.
There are 2 islands with 5

pumps, and there is a 20-30

car back up. Bill's Arco
tries to stay open from 8

a.m.-12 p.m., but it was
forced to close at 9:30 a.m.
on Tuesday after selling

their daily limit.

Backe said that they
should sell not more than
800-1,000 gallons of gasoline
per day in order to stay

open every day. Customers
may fill up their tanks, but
rationing might occur if a
delivery is not assured.
When the station opens in

the morning, there are
already 5-7 cars waiting for

gas. "It's scarey!" Backe
commented.
Tom's Texaco on

Belchertown Rd. in

Amherst was forced to

shorten its hours to 7 a.m.

-

12 p.m. because they can't

afford the college students.

The station has been "quite
a bit busier" with the added
student customers, and the

lines are long according to

attendant Ted Piekara.
Tom's Texaco will,

however, serve regular
customers after 12 p.m.
(Last Saturday, a fight

almost broke out when a
regular customer, who felt

he had the right, cut the line

of 25 cars).

"Each day it gets longer

and longer," commented
Andrea Herring on the line

of cars waiting for gas at

Amherst Service Center on
College St. Since Decem-
ber, the station has shor-

tened its hours to 7:30 a.m.

-

12 p.m. Monday through

Friday. There are usually

15-20 cars in each of the 2

lines, and they block the

street according to Ms.
Herring.
Campus Arco on Russell

St. in Hadley has also ex-

perienced the waiting lines

which have doubled and
perhaps tripled in length

since the beginning of the

spring semester.

The Exxon Station on
College St. in Amherst is

probably the only station

where gas consumers do not

have a frustrating wait. On
January 14, the station

initiated an appointment
system so that their

customers will be assured
gas on a weekly or bi-

weekly basis. They are able
to stay open from 8 a.m.-
4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and customers may
fill up their tanks.

However, since this

system was begun during
intercession, students have
a poor chance of getting an
appointment. The waiting
list for appointments now
numbers 500; most of these
were added this past week.

Ghanian ambassador to visit UMass

Ambassador H.R.
Amonoo of the Republic of

Ghana will be visiting the

University as a guest of the

VV.E.B. DuBois Department
of Afro-American studies

this week. The ambassador
will open the series of

lectures on "Europe In

Africa" being presented by
Paramount Chief Nana
Kobina N'ketsia IV, meet
with faculty and staff of the

university and with local

officials while in the area.

The first lecture in the

series which is open to the

public will be in SBA 120 at

7:30 this evening. Professor

N'ketsia discuss the in-

tellectual and political

currents leading to African
independence in the first

lecture.

A career diplomat
Ambassador Amonoo has
held significant diplomatic

posts in his nation's
government during every
regime since Ghana's in-

dependence. In 1959 he
served as Ghana's per-

menent representitive to

the United Nations in

Geneva and later as Chief of

Protocol in the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs and later as
principal secretary in the

Ministry was in charge of

Ghana's relations with

Eastern Europe, China,
Cuba and other socialist

countries.

As secretary of African
Affairs under President
Nkrumah, Mr. Amonoo
attended all sumit meetings
of the Organization of
African Unity and was
prominent in the movement
towards Pan-African
cooperation. He was ap-
pointed Ghana's

Ambassador to the United
States and Mexico in 1972.

According to spokesmen
for the Department the visit

of the representative of the
government and people of
Ghana represents another
step in the ongoing program
of greater understanding
and cooperation between
African peoples on the
continent and in this
country.

Love iis

planning your honeymoon

with

Campus
Travel Center
Campus Center 3rd level

545-0500

Meanwhile, back at the dining commons
By SAMUEL HASSAN This doesn't mean the
According to figures meals weren't offered, but

furnished by the University they were definitely not

Food Services Department, over-prepared.
over 27 per cent of board Miss Cappadona has a
plan meals purchased by
students went unattended
last semester. This is an
increase of 3 per from
spring semester 1973, but

I960 bachelors degree in

food science and a 1970

masters in nutrition from
the UMass and worked with
the Food Services

financially independent, having built the dining
receives no University commons, "We got stuck."
grants, and operates on a "We're in a difficult
boarding hall trust fund. position," she stressed, but
Food costs are high, but was more than willing to

only about one third of the work with students on the
budget is expended for food plausibility of a 5 meal plan,
buying. The rest is for She pointed out that if such

represents no significant Department while earning
upsurge in absenteeism
Assistant Director of

Food Services Marie
Cappadona said that the

absentee rate has fluc-

tuated some 3-4 per cent in

the past two years, and has
remained at about 25 per
cent. Two years ago,
students with 10 meal
tickets ate 82 per cent of projects

her masters. Her job is to

perform what she called,

"mathematical gymnas-

operating costs.

When asked about the
feasability of initiating a 5

meal plan for those students
who are required to have a
meal plan, but obviously

a plan were offered, the
price would be forced up.

"Services might have to be
cut to allow for such a

program."
Most importantly,

perhaps, there first must be
a general student response
to the idea so that a rough
figure can be presented as a
possibility. This will require
an honest consensus of

students' feelings and in-

volvement through the
Student Advisory Board, or
Food Services Committee.

tics," in keeping track of aren't eating the meals, she
food services. Possibly the agreed that there's
most important figure is definitely a problem. It

absenteeism. costs a great deal more for

She stressed that ab- every meal when you're not
senteeism is definitely eating the ones you've
taken into account when she bought. She believes one

WMUA women's show
back on the air

the number of

their meals.
In a November 5th to 9th

survey, one of many con-

ducted by the assistant

director, 10 meal ticket

meals to be both sold and
eaten.

Figures also show that

the average student eats

between 1.2 and 1.6 meals
holders missed 23.8 per cent per meal. Her figures, she

of meals while those says, must be very accurate
students boarding on 15 to minimize over-
meal plans never went to preparation, and to

31.2 per cent. There were facilitate buying, to keep
nearly twice as many 10s, operating costs down, as

and an overall 27.1 per cent well as that of the board
of both tickets weren't used. plan. The U.F.S.D. is

should pay for something
not used. "There's no way
we can beat the price if

students cook for them-
selves and don't get paid for

it, but we do offer
nutritional convenience."
She explained that when

the Southwest Residential

Area was built, it was
planned that all studenis
living there would have
meal tickets. When they

changed the rule after

Joplin,

bined
the tormat com-

an interesting and
revealing interview with
women's music to provide
the audience with new
ideas, as well as entertain.

The Show now has tape
exchanges with WBCN, one
of which will be used in an
upcoming edition on

UMass trustees hold meeting
ByBILLDENSMORE
andSHERMBOYSON

MDC Staff

The UMass trustees
yesterday approved the list

of graduating seniors for

month.
Joseph P. Healey was

elected chairman of the

Trustees, in his second
consecutive term. The
Chairman presides over

the Amherst campus at a meetings and makes
one-and-a-half-hour me- committee assignments in

eting in the Campus Center, consultation with the

Meeting for the first time President, Robert Wood,
this year, the board also Dean Soutter, 64, will stay

elected new officers for at UMass-Worcester with

1974-1975, announced the the new title of campus
June 30, 1976 retirement of Chancellor until 1976 so that

Worcester campus Dean he can oversee the com-
Lamar L. Soutter, and pletion of the seven-story

approved an interim report teaching hospital on that

proposing new community- campus.
University cooperation at The trustees agreed to

uolino, was appointed in

1962 during the term of

former UMass president
John Lederle.

In a report of the Special
Trustee Committee on
Columbia Point, the new
Boston campus, trustee
Muriel S. Snowden said

"extensive discussions"
between UMass and the

Boston School Department
are underway for a joint

By B.J. Roche
MDC Staff

The Woman's Show, a
weekly, hour-long
presentation, is back on the

air this semester with new
ideas as well as the "per-

sonpower" to see them
through.

Broadcast on WMUA
each Tuesday evening from Wounded Knee.
8-9, the show seeks to Though plans for the show
present women with a were made last year, the
positive image of them- actual production did not
selves through music and begin until last September,
interviews, as well as in- There were a few problems
formation regarding incountered, due to
women's centers in the mistakes in timing, and
Pioneer Valley area. Co- misunderstandings at
ordinator Robin Rich sees WMUA, but the show is now
the show as an outlet for running smoothly,
expression not only Because of the amount of

beneficialifor women, but time and energy necessary
for any oppressed group, to produce the show (a

"Part of the problem is minimum of ten hours is

that groups think they have necessary to produce a one
separate interests, when hour show), Ms. Rich, along
really they are seeking the with Elana Nachman from
same thing, that is control the Valley Women's Union,
over their own lives." Ms. proposed a course to be
Rich would like to see a sponsored by the Southwest
"Radio Free People" Women's Center. The

program "identifying movement in the media on proposal was accepted, and
college-capable young campus, with a "real the course, Women and the

commitment to the Media, is now being taught
liberation movement." in Southwest. One objective

One program featured ex of the course is to assist in

WBCN (Boston) disc the production of the show.

people early and ensuring
that they have the
preparation and the con-

fidence necessary when the

the Columbia Point campus form a search committee to time for college arrives." jockey. Dinah Vaprin, who
in Dorchester.

In other Amherst-related
action, the trustees for-

mally accepted two new
buildings in South Deerfield

and Amherst, and approved
tenured appointments for

three Amherst professors.

look for Soutter's successor. If such a program were
The move allowing Soutter established, it would go a

to retire at age 67 is seen as long way towards muting
a concession by Wood, who one long-standing criticism

wanted Soutter out at 65 of UMass-Boston — that it

next March.
Dean Soutter, unlike

Amherst Chancellor

has ignored the needs of

Boston city youth while

was alledgedly fired from For the future? Ms. Rich
her job due to would like to see more
discrimination. Ms. Vaprin stimulation in the media, as
had been active in well as more programming
providing programming related to peoples'
similar to that of the struggles. Students,
Woman's Show. Accom- working collectively

More tenured appointments Randolf W. Bromery and
will be considered next Boston Chancellor Carlo L.

Nightclub owners

dispute ruling
(Continued from P. 2)

charges mav be collected at which the ABCC expected
the door if the entrance way Sargent to sign in early
constitutes a part of the January, also prohibits
licensed premises. He said minimum charges for
he felt that the excitement alcoholic beverages. The
over the regulation is all Globe article stated that
"much ado about nothing." most nightclub owners do
Lapon called the new not object to this because
regulation solely a "few levy such *a charge."
bookkeeping one. Minimum charges for
Opposition by the food and-or non-alcoholic

drinking establishments beverages mav be made if

was cited by a Boston Globe the customer is issued a

article of Jan. 30. An written receipt that is

owner's attorney was permanently recorded. But

quoted as saying, "the if the customer incurs

proposal would create an charges of alcoholic

obstruction to running a beverages equal to the

business and would become posted minimum charge
a record-keeping nuisan- then no minimum charge
ce." for food or non-alcoholic

The proposed regulation, beverages can be imposed.

reaching out to suburbs for panied by such songs as through the Southwest
students.

The report by Trustee
Snowden, who heads the

special Columbia Point
committee, also said the

University is trying to set-

up a non-profit corporation
to serve as a buffer between
community groups and the

just-opened $64 million
campus.
One source said the plan

is to include represen-
tatives from community
groups, the city of Boston
and the University in a
quasi-public development
corporation possibly funded
by a national foundation or

federal money.
The two buildings ap-

proved were the
greenhouses beside Morrill

Science Center, and a new
animal facility for dairy
cows in South Deerfield.

Faculty gaining tenured
appointments were: Neal
R. Shipley, Virginia A.
Beal. and Charles H. Page

Pointer Sisters' "I Know Women's Center, are
We Can Make It," and presently working to

"Down on Me" by Janis achieve that goal.

Thursday at the Top

get out of the

mainstream and

come on up

this week featuring

aJimmy it

February 7 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
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Jaworski

asks limited

tape use

WASHINGTON (AP) — Special

Watergate prosecutor Leon
Jaworski asked a federal judge

today to consider limiting the

Senate Watergate committee's use

of any presidential tapes it

receives from the White House.

In response to an order issued

Jan. 25 by U.S. District Judge
Gerard Gesell, Jaworski submitted

a memorandum on the possible

effects on future prosecutions if the

Senate committee is given access

to White House tapes.

Gesell also asked the President

to submit a letter outlining his

reasons for continuing to refuse to

comply with a committee sub-

poena demanding the tapes of five

conversations.

Gesell took the action in con-

nection with the committee's
request for a civil judgment
upholding its authority to subpoena
the tapes and Nixon's respon-

sibility to comply.
Jaworski said he expects the

grand jury investigating the

Watergate break-in and cover-up

to return any indictments by the

end of this month and that the

tapes "will be important and
material evidence at any future

trials resulting from the grand
jury's investigations."

HUD adds

units
BOSTON (AP) — New England

will get 275 of the almost 7,000

additional units of non-leased, low-

income public housing released

Wednesday by the Department of

Housing and Urban Development.
James J. Barry, HUD regional

administrator for New England,
said these conventionally-
constructed and ' 4

turn-key"-type

units are in addition to 1,644 units

previously released for processing

in New England for fiscal 1974.

In the units released Wednesday,
Stamford, Conn., was authorized

100 units through conventional

construction; Johnston, R.I., 50

units acquired for existing housing

that needs no rehabilitation;

Brewer, Maine, 50 units through
the turn-key program; and Salem,
N.H., 75 units through conventional

construction.

A department spokesman said

that in conventional construction,

the local housing authority puts a
building proposal out for bids and
contracts for the housing. In the

turn-key program, he said, the

units are built by a private

developer from whom the local

authority buys the housing once it

is completed.

Treaty

refused
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Senate today refused for a second
time to choke off a filibuster

against U.S. ratification of the 25-

year-old genocide treaty.

The vote on a motion to invoke
the Senate's cloture rule was 55 to

38, 7 short of the required two-
thirds majority. On a first test

Tuesday the vote was 55 to 36, 6

short.

The action probably ends for this

year the effort to pass the treaty.

Sponsors indicated they will try

again next year if the political

makeup of the Senate looks more
favorable.

Kill-A-Watt

Singles over 25

Swinging

St. Valentine's Dance
Smorgasbord & Discoteque

$2.99 per person

Sunday - Feb. 70-5 p.m. on

AT

RASHID'S

<AP WlrcphoU)

ABDUCTED— Patricia Campbell Hearst, above, 20-

year-old granddaughter of the late publisher William

Randolph Hearst, was kidnaped from her apartment in

Berkeley, Calif., last night police said.

Hearsts wait
for phone call

By JACK SCHREIBMAN
Associated Press Writer

BERKELEY. Calif. (AP) - The father of kidnapped newspaper
heiress Patricia Hearst appealed again to her abductors on Wed-
nesday, saying he and his wife were sitting by the phone and "just

hoping whoever has our daughter will call us."
Randolph A. Hearst, his wife Catherine at his side, spoke at a

news conference shortly after the FBI reported unspecified new
developments in the case.

Miss Hearst, 19, a sandy-haired college sophomore, was kid-

naped Monday night from her apartment and tossed screaming
into the trunk of a car. Her captors beat her fiance and a neighbor
and sprayed gunfire at witnesses.

There has been no word from the kidnapers. "We sit by the phone
and wait," said Hearst. "They have not killed yet. And they haven't
yet seriously injured anyone. I just hope they don't go any further."

Thomas Drunken, assistant special agent in the charge of the
FBI's San Francisco office, reported the new developments, but he
refused to disclose any details and said no ransom note had been
received.

The girl's parents maintained a vigil at their estate in suburban
Hillsborough about 15 miles south of San Francisco. Her father is

president and publisher of the San Francisco Examiner. Her
mother is a member of the University of California board of

regents.

In a statement issued earlier, they pleaded for their daughter's
safe return and promised that they would not prosecute her kid-

napers.
Berkeley police confirmed that Peter Benenson, a 31-year-old

radiation laboratory worker, was kidnaped shortly before Miss
Hearst. They said he was in the car and probably tied up when she
was thrown in the trunk.

The kidnapers - identified as two black men and a white woman,
all in their 20s - abandoned Benenson and his car seven blocks from
Miss Hearst's apartment. Then, police said, they apparently
transferred the young woman to a second old white station v. ,>.gon

and drove off.

Violence shadows

trucker shutdown
Bv THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Meanwhile, the independent truckers' shutdown triggered new violence

Wednesday as negotiators in Washington. DC, tried again to hammer
out a settlement to the seven-day-old strike

Lawmen in several areas moved out to escort truck convoys carrying

food, fuel and other needed items in short supply. Layoffs continued to

mount and totaled more than 100,000.

Shipments of beef to market have been seriously curtailed and prices

skyrocketed. Dressed, carcass beef — the kind the supermarkets buy —
brought 89 cents a pound and an American Meat Institute spokesman said

the price was "one of the highest if not the highest ever."

In Washington, representatives of the truckers said they sent their list

of demands — centering on fuel prices and freight rates — back to the

White House and were awaiting word from the Nixon administration.

President Nixon froze diesel prices Tuesday, but the drivers said they

still weren't satisfied.

Most of the truckers involved in the shutdown were independent driver-

owners. Some company truckers stayed home out of sympathy and others

complained they were being harassed off the roads.

There are an estimated 100,000 independent drivers. The Teamsters

Union — whose national leadership has condemned the shutdown — says

its membership includes 50,000 independents and 170,000 company
drivers.

Police in Pennsylvania said roving bands of Teamsters clashed with

independents in the western part of the state. They reported dozens of

fistfights, but no serious injuries. The police said the Teamsters generally

seemed to be trying to break up truck-stop blockades by independents.

The drivers are seeking a rollback in fuel prices and permission to pass

on higher costs to the shipping companies.
Federal energy chief William E. Simon told a House committee that the

driver-owners should be allowed "an immediate cost pass-through."

Asked about prospects for a settlement, he replied: "The best I can say

is I'm hopeful we can reason with these people."

The violence which has marked the protest since its beginning last

Thursday increased and appeared more serious. One trucker was shot to

death Tuesday night in Delaware and several other drivers were shot and
wounded overnight or early Wednesday. The Delaware shooting was the

second death resulting from the shutdown.

Terrorists blackmail

Japanese government
By JOSEPH PANOSSIAN
Associated Press Writer

KUWAIT (AP) — Terrorists

seized the Japanese Embassy here

Wednesday and demanded safe

conduct to Kuwait for four

comrades holding a ferryboat in

Singapore. They threatened to kill

their hostages if the demand was
not met.

The Japanese government said it

was sending a plane to pick up the

four Singapore terrorists along

with their three hostages and fly

them to this Persian Gulf sheik-

dom.
But a Kuwait government

spokesman said the Japanese
plane would not be allowed to land

here "to avoid further com-
plications in the situation." The
refusal intensified fears over the

fate of the hostages.

The Singapore gunmen have

been held up on a ferryboat for a

week since their unsuccessful

guerrilla raid to blow up a refinery

in Singapore, a tiny nation on the

tip of the Malaysian peninsula

almost 4,000 miles from Kuwait.

The embassy raiders and the

Singapore terrorists all say they

are Marxist-oriented Palestinians

or members of the extremist

Japanese Red Army.
Japanese officials in Tokyo, in

touch by telephone with their

Kuwait embassy, said the

terrorists in Kuwait promised not

to kill their hostages once they get

the promise of a plane for their

comrades in Singapore.

Kuwaiti authorities said

variously there were as few as

three and as many as nine

terrorists holding the embassy,
including a woman.
The Japanese Foreign ministry

said its ambassador to Kuwait,
Ryekoo Ishikawa, 56, was being

held, along with his three top aides

and an embassy employe.
A message to the Foreign

Ministry in Tokyo indicated there

may be as many as 16 hostages in

all, including three Japanese
businessmen.

"We 16 are well," said the

message, sent by wire. It was not

known who sent the message.
An Associated Press newsman

talked by telephone with a man at

the embassy who said he was the

leader of the raiders.

"We threatened to execute the

ambassador and throw out his

body" because the appearance of

an ambulance and a fire engine at

the embassy made the terrorists

uneasy, the man told the newsman.
The vehicles were withdrawn.

Kuwaiti troops and policemen,
including sharpshooters,
surrounded the six-story embassy.

Mountain Farms Mall—
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Kissenger to visit

Soviet Union
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger will visit

Moscow next month to prepare for a trip by President Nixon to the Soviet

Union, the White House said in a communique today.

In another development, Kissinger and Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
A. Gromyke agreed that the second round of Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks would open on Feb. 19.

The communique said the two governments agreed on a desire to

achieve progress in limiting strategic arms, to find a peaceful settlement

in the middle East, to conclude the European Security Conference as soon
as possible and to develop trade and economic relations between the two
countries.

Gromyko has held two rounds of talks with Kissinger and saw
President Nixon at the White House on Monday.
Kissinger's visit to Moscow, in the second half of March, marks an

important step in the visit Nixon agreed to make when Soviet Communist
party leader Leonid I. Brezhnev wa? here last year. No date was given for

the presidential trip, but plans are understood to point to late spring or

early summer.
Gromyke, meanwhile, told the reporter that progress had been made

for setting a date for President Nixon to visit the Soviet Union. It was
learned last weekend that plans are under way for a Nixon visit to the

Kremlin late spring or early summer.
The new round of SALT talks will concern an effort by the two super-

powers to limit the development of offensive nuclear weapons. The ob-

jective is to strive for a settlement that could be signed by Nixon and
Soviet party leader Leonid I. Brezhnev at a Moscow summit.
Before the Kissinger-Gromyke comments, the White House announced

it would issue a communique later in the day covering talks between
Nixon and Gromyke.

Nixon thinking

in national interest
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL

Associated Pre** Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon wrote a federal judge yester-

day that disclosing conversations that are contained on Five White House

tape recordings requested by the Senate Watergate committee "would

not be in the national interest."

In a letter to U.S. District Judge Gerhard A. Gosell the President

reasserted his position that the Senate committee should not get the five

recordings. All of them contain conversations he had with outsted White

House counsel John W. Dean III.

"The Senate Select Commitee has made known its intention to make
these materials public," the President said in a letter that he signed

personally.

"Unlike the secret use of four out of five of these conversations before

the grand jury the publication of all these tapes to the world at large

would seriously infringe upon the principle of confidentiality, which is

vita! to the performance of my constitutional responsibilities as

president."

Tea days ago Gosell had asked the President whether he still opposed

the Senate committee's request for the five recordings and asked specifi*

reasons why he should not enforce the committee's subpoena.

The judge said that the President's claim ot executive privilege was tc j

generalized and vague and that it was not up-to-date. Since the committee

supoenaed the tapes another district judge ordered other tapes-including

four of those requested by the committee-to be turned over to special

prosecutor Leon Jaworski.

Jaworski also responded to Gosell Wednesday, saying that if the tapes

are turned over to the committee there should be instructions that the

contents not be publicized for fear that it could prejudice future trials.

Dean disbarred
uy HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) — A
three-judge panel disbarred for-

mer presidential counsel John W.
Dean III Wednesday for what it

called unethical, unprofessional

and unwarranted conduct in the

Watergate affair.

The 35-year-old Dean, who has
pleaded guilty to a federal felony

charge, did not address the court in

his own defense.

The disbarment action was
brought by the Virginia State Bar,

which charged that Dean had been

guilty of unprofessional conduct by

withholding evidence, inducing

another to commit perjury,

authorizing payment of hush

money to the Watergate burglars

and diverting money to his own

use.

The three circuit court judges

found Dean guilty of "unethical,

unprofessional and unwarranted

conduct as an attorney at law

violating the code of professional

ethics."

"We cannot seriously contend

that only a reprimand is in order,"

Mains said. But he added, "The full

information in the final chapter is

not yet written in Watergate. Our

feeling is that information is

largely mitigating in nature as far

as Mr. Dean is concerned. We ask

that the court consider suspending
Dean's license until further order
of the court."

The judges reached the harshest
decision after deliberating for 80

minutes.

WASHINGTON, FEB. 5— AGREE TO NEW TALKS— Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger, left, talks with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko as the
men meet at the Soviet Embassy Tuesday. Kissinger told a newsman after the
meeting that the United States and the Soviet Union agreed to open a second round
of Strategic Arms Limitation Talks on Feb. 19.

House helps determine

impeachment question
By JOHN BECKLER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

House, by a vote of 410 to 4, armed
its Judiciary Committee yesterday
with broad subpoena power to help

determine whether President
Nixon should be impeached.
Taking solmn note that only once

before in the nation's history has
such a resolution been acted on, the

House adopted it as a necessary

step to meet its constitutional duty

in impeachment cases.

"WHatever we learn," said Rep.
Peter W. Rodino, D-N.J., chairman
of the Judiciary Committee,
"whatever we conclude, the

manner in which we proceed is of

historic importance — to the

country, to the presidency, to the

House, to our constitutional system
and to future generations."

The overwhelming vote for the

resolution opened a new stage in

the impeachment investigation,

which has been going on since last

faU.

Rodino said the new power given

to the committee will enable it to

gain "full and complete access to

any persons, information, or things

in the custody or under control of

any agency, officer or employe of

the government of the United

States, including the President."

Asked by Rep. Louis C. Wyman,
R-N.H., whether he intends to

subpoena Nixon, Rodino replied

that he can only answer that when
he knows whether it will be
necessary for a full investigation.

"I hope it will not become
necessary," said Wyman.
Rodino turned aside all questions

about what he intended to seek in

the way of evidence and when he
would go after it, saying those were
questions under consideration by
the Judiciary Committee and its

special impeachment staff.

The subpoena resolution also

includes authority for the com-
mittee to compel answers to

written questions and to take

depositions from witnesses.

Although strongly in support of

the need for the committee to have
such powers in order to conduct an
investigation that could clear as

well as implicate Nixon, many
Republicans objected to some
features of the resolution.

Rep. Robert McClory, R-Ill.,

declaring that the impeachment
inquiry will paralyze the govern-

ment, said the resolution should
include an April 30 deadline for

reporting the Judiciary Com-
mittee's recommendation back to

the House.
Rodino said he would do

everything he could to meet that

date but opposed fixing any rigid

deadline. His pledge won the

backing of House Republican
Leader John J. Rhodes of Arizona,

and McClory s effort to write in the

deadline was defeated 342-70.

In other Watergate-related
developments yesterday:

—Sen. Lowell P. Weicker Jr., R-
Conn., asked President Nixon in a

series of questions how his

responsibility differs from that of

John W. Dean III, who has pleaded
guilty to obstructing justice.

Weicker asked why Nixon did not

turn over to a judge or prosecutor,

as required by law, the evidence of

Watergate crimes Dean says he
gave him last March 21. The White
House had no immediate com-
ment.
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Gov't may give N.E. more gas
BOSTON (AP)-Gov. Francis W.

Sargent has been promised by

federal officials that the New
England area will get more
gasoline if it appears the region is

getting less than tne national

average.
Federal Energy Chief William E.

Simon told Sargent in Washington

Wednesday that new data on the

national gas supply would be

available within the next few days.

If the data supports Sargent's

contention that New England is

getting seven per cent less gasoline

than last year, while the national

average is three per cent less than

last year, more gasoline will be

sent to the region, Simon pledged.

Sargent conferred for about 40

minutes with Simon in Washington

on energy problems. Upon his

return to Boston, Sargent said he is

sure the figure of a 7 per cent

decrease is accurate, "and I'm

certain that Simon will meet his

committments."
Sargent said he does not believe

that New England has been
deliberately singled out for

gasoline shortages.

Simon praised Massachusetts'
new system of staggering gasoline
sales.

Sen. Edward W. Brooke, R-
Mass., said Sargent would
recommend that the region's
governors institute a regional
gasoline rationing plan. Brooke
said Sargent would make the

recommendation at a meeting
Thursday of the New England
Governors Conference.
The senator also urged that the

Massachusetts program be made

mandatory
A spokesman for the governor

said however that the voluntary

program announced by Sargent

Tuesday will be given a "couple of

weeks" to prove itself before a

decision on mandatory measures is

made.
Under the voluntary plan,

motorists with even numbered
license plates are requested to fill

their tanks on even days of the

month, and those with odd num-

bered plates or vanity plates are

requested to fill up on odd days of

the month.

Two Democratic state

representatives announced at a

press conference Wednesday that

they would file a bill penalizing

service stations for filling a car

which already has more than a

quarter tank of gasoline.

Reps. James S. Conway of

Maiden and William F. Hogan of

Everett said the bill would provide

for a fine of $500 to $1,000.

Conway also told newsmen that

four of the five gas station owners
in his city that he spoke to Wed-
nesday said that they planned to

ignore Sargent's voluntary
program.
But Thomas Glynn of the

governor's energy office said the

four associations of retail gasolinp

dealers in Massachusetts have said

they will cooperate.

Glynn said Sargent's program
similar to allocation plans in

Oregon and Hawaii-will be judged

on the basis of feedback from gas
retailers associations, local of-

ficials and the public.

"We can't make a definite date"

by which time the success of the

program will be judged," Glynn
said. "The situation is too flexible

and changes so quickly." Glynn
said a decision on whether it will be

necessary to make the program
mandatory would probably come
within a couple of weeks.

Under the voluntary program,
drivers also are requested to stay

away from the gas pumps unless

they need at least $3 worth of

gasoline.

Stations are requested to display

a green flag if gasoline is

available; a red flag if no gas is for

sale, and a yellow flag if only

emergency and commercial
vehicles-which are exempt from
the alternate day restrictions-are

being serviced.

Glynn said the dealers have been

requested to display the flags

where they would be most visible,

and he thought that most would
place them near the entrances to

heir stations.

w^Jrf
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END OF THE LINE-Trucks brought to Boston atop rail cars are lined up in

yards in Allston, Mass., Monday while a nationwide strike of independent truckers

is concerning area food store officials. Many parishable food items are brought to

the yard from western farms.

Pollution study : oil better than coal
By WARREN EL LEARY
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — When pollution

variances for fuels are granted
during the energy crisis, switching
to high sulfur oil is strongly

preferred to using coal in several
New England areas, according to a
study sponsored by the New
England Regional Commission.

In the study released Wed-
nesday, critical, intermediate and
safe areas of air pollution were
identified throughout the region
and varying classes of variance
conditions recommended.
Enviro Control, Inc., of Rock-

ville, Md., the consulting firm
which conducted the study, said

the report emphasized control of

sulfates, nitrogen dioxide and toxic

particles as the major fuel-related

pollutants affecting New England
in the winter.

The study said switching from
low-sulfur oil to coal in critical or

intermediate areas with high
population is undesirable because
emissions from coal are more
dangerous than those from high
sulfur oil.

"In all cases, from a health

standpoint, switching to a high

sulfur oil is preferable to switching

to a high sulfur coal," the study

said. "This is due to the additional

emissions of nitrogen dioxide and
toxic metals associated with coal

burning, as well as the possibility

of enhanced sulfate formation."

High sulfur oil also was con-

sidered preferable to coal because
users could more easily switch

back to low-sulfur oil in an air

quality emergency, whereas
switching back to oil from coal

could take weeks, or even months
The study, based on air sample

data taken at 125 points throughout

the region, classified areas as

critical if ambient sulfur dioxide

standards were already being
exceeded. Intermediate air quality

areas were places where
maximum sulfur standards were
being approached and safe areas

were those where present pollution

levels were well below standards.

Critical areas were identified in

the Hartford, New Britain,

Waterbury-Anaconda, New Haven
and Stamford areas of Con-
necticut; the Providence area in

Rhode Island; and the Augusta and
Portland areas in Maine.
Intermediate areas were

identified as around Boston,
Lawrence. Worcester, and Fall

River in Massachusetts, Port-

smouth, N.H., and the Bridgeport.

Norwalk, and Middletown areas in

Connecticut.

The study said that in critical

areas, no increases in sulfur

emissions from any source should

be allowed, except in a dire supply

shortage.

In that case, high-sulfur oil

temporarily could be burned, but a
minimum five-day supply of low-

sulfur fuel should be held aside in

case poor air ventilation caused a

pollution emergency. The burning

of coal should be avoided if at all

possible, it said.

In intermediate areas, the report

said, high sulfur oil could be used if

the supply situation dictates, but

an emergency low-sulfur supply

should be on hand in case of

pollution emergencies. Moderately
high-sulfur level coal could be
burned in a crisis if oil were not

available, but the report said good
quality particle emission control

equipment should be required.
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Maine 's fuel varies
*/

Maine's February gasoline deliveries will show the widest variation
from those of February, 1972, according to a national listing compiled by
the Federal Energy Office and published Wednesday by the Springfield
Daily News.
The figures show that Maine is expected to receive 74 per cent of the gas

deliveries that arrived two years ago.
The state receiving the supply closest in volume to its February, 1972,

deliveries will be Minnesota, according to the FEO statistics. Minnesota
was expected to receive 97.4 per cent of the 1972 deliveries.
The figures were compiled by the FEO this week from distributors'

reports on their projected deliveries, the Daily News said.
Late arriving reports could mean slight changes in the figures when

they are released by the FEO, probably later this week, the paper said.
Two states which have already launched rationing programs, Oregon

and Hawaii, placed 43rd and 15th respectively. Smaller numbers reflect
more deliveries.

Hawaii's high position was credited to the diversion of supplies by the
FEO, the paper said.

Massachusetts, which will institute a voluntary rationing program next
week, was 35th on the list.

Ranking behind Minnesota at the top of the list were Ohio,
Wyoming, Iowa, New Mexico, Louisiana, North Dakota, Wisconsin,
Oklahoma, Kansas and South Dakota.
Arkansas, Delaware, Alabama, Oregon, South Carolina, North

Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Maryland, The District of Columbia,
Kentucky and Maine were expected to fare the worst under the projected
figures.

Following is a state-by-state listing. The figures after the states' names
represent the percentage of February, 1972, gas deliveries expected this

month.
I. Minnesota, 97.4 per cent; 2. Ohio, 90.2; 3. Wyoming, 89.1; 4. Iowa,

88.3; 5. New Mexico, 87.8; 6. Louisiana, 87.7; 7. North Dakota, 87.6; 8.

Wisconsin, 87.4; 9. Oklahoma, 86.8; 10. Kansas, 86.5;

II. South Dakota, 86.5; 12. Florida, 86.3; 13. Idaho, 86.3; 14. Montana,
86.1; 15. Hawaii, 85.9; 16. Colorado, 85.8; 17. Texas 85.8; 18. Indiana, 85.4;

19. Nevada, 85.4; 20. Rhode Island, 83.7;

21. Georgia, 83.4; 22. Alaska, 83.3; 23. Missouri, 83.3; 24. New Hamp-
shire, 83.2; 25. Arizona, 82.9; 26. California, 82.8; 27. Michigan, 82.8; 28.

Nebraska, 82.6; 29. Vermont, 82.2; 30. Connecticut, 82.1; 31. Utah, 81.7; 33.

Mississippi, 81.4; 34. Illinois, 81.3; 35. Massachusetts, 81.2; 36. New York,
81.2; 37. Pennsylvania, 80.7; 38. New Jersey, 80.5; 39. Washington, 80.5;

40. Arkansas, 79.7; 41. Delaware, 79.4; 42. Alabama, 78.9; 43. Oregon,
78.8; 44. South Carolina, 78.3; 45. North Carolina, 78.2; 46. Tennessee,
77.8; 47. Virginia, 77.5; 48. Maryland, 77.3; 49. District of Columbia, 76.7;

50. Kentucky, 75.5; 51. Maine, 74.0.

Vermont wants

gas from garbage

(AP) NEOLA, Iowa, Feb. 5-Meat Convoy--A fleet of 33 trucks, seen here near
Neola, Iowa, was enroute to New York Tuesday with an escort from the Iowa High-
way Patrol. The trucks, belonging to three firms, left Council Bluffs, Iowa ac-
companied by a tanker truck with fuel and a wrecking. Officials for the three firms
said they organized the convoy because they feared violence related to the in-

dependent truckers work stoppage.

By CHARLES BUTLER JR.
MONTPELIER. Vt. (UPI) — The uncertainty

about future energy supplies has Vermont officials

burning the midnight oil to develop alternative power
sources.

The latest idea to spark some enthusiasm in the

legislature and with the state's farm community is a

proposal to convert animal wastes and household

garbage into methane gas.

A bill to provide funds for a studv on the feasibility

of generating methane gas from garbage, animal
manure and sewage-legislation all but discarded
when it was introduced a year ago in the state

legislature-now has the enthusiastic support of

several lawmakers and agricultural interests.

The events of the past year have "moved methane

gas from the back burner to the front burner," says

Rep. Sam LLoyd, D-Weston, a member of the House

Natual Resources Committee which unanimously

endorsed the methane gas bill.

Officials of the Vermont Department of Agriculture

have been investigating the feasibility of using

animal wastes to produce gas for several months with

a grant from the New England Regional Commission

NERC.

The legislation under consideration by the state's

legislators would pump new money into a study to be

conducted by the University of Vermont School of

Agriculture to determine whether methane could be

produced eonomically on a large scale basis in rural

New England.

If the results are favorable, the bill's sponsor. Rep.

Carroll Garfield, R-Brattleboro, says the state or a

municipality or even a single farm could start a pilot

project of converting wastes into power.

Garfield did some preliminary leg work on the

proposal and learned that a single cubic foot of

chicken manure can produce eight cubic feet of

methane. A cubic foot of garbage, he said, can
generate 3.5 cubic feet of methane

The gas can be used in the same way as bottled gas

for heating, fuel for motor vehicles and production of

electricity, according to Garfield.

Deputy Public Service Board Commissioner
Richard DeGrasse said he is excited about the

legislation and the Agriculture Department's in-

terest. If successful, he said the project could not only

provide a new source of energy, but could save

Vermont consumers money they pay for electricity.

As an example, he said, if the state's need for

electricity from conventional sources was reduced by

1 per cent, $5 million in capital construction costs

would be saved.

Garfield lobbies for his legislation by advising

colleagues that other countries are far more ad-

vanced than the United States in developing methane

generating facilities and that the innovation seems to

be working. In France there are more than 3,000

facilities, compared with 86 in the United States, he

said.

Despite the fact many methane gas plants are

operating in foreign nations, Garfield said more
information is needed before Vermont builds a

generating plant for wastes. A major factor that must

be considered when planning for methane gas

production is the variable temperatures in the state.

State Agriculture Commissioner Lee O'Brien, a

South Burlington farmer, is following the methane
gas developments with interest and sees it as an

alternative source of energy for 3,500 Vermont dairy

farms.
"Given the energy crisis and the emphasis the

federal government seems to be putting on new
sources of energy," O'Brien said, "Vermont is

hopeful there will be more federal money for-

thcoming so we can determine if it's practical to

generate methane for use on the farm."

On the drawing board and in the laboratory, he said

methane can be generated from animal wastes. The

unkown factor that has to be determined is the

economics ant. feasibility of generating mehtane in

the cold climate.
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States consider

gas rationing
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Maryland became the fourth

state to turn to gasoline rationing

Wednesday in an attempt to ease

gasoline shortages and long lines

at service stations.

An Associated Press survey

showed several other states are

considering rationing and growing
number of communities have in-

stituted rationing plans on their

own.
Hawaii and Oregon have begun

rationing systems and a similar

plan in Massachusetts takes effect

Monday.
New Jersey was reported to be

considering staggered sales of

gasoline by the end of the week, but

Gov. Brendan Byrne said Wed-
nesday no decision would be made
until after he met with energy

officials in Washington Thursday.

Colorado Gov. John Vanderhoof
said Wednesday he is prepared to

recommend a voluntary gasoline

rationing system for his state.

In California, the state Energy
Planning Council on Wednesday
ordered preparation of a plan for

the possible implementation of the

voluntary Oregon-style gasoline

purchasing system.

A spokesman for Maryland Gov.

Marvin Mandel said a rationing

plan would be put into effect as

soon as an executive order can be

drafted. The plan would follow the

od-even license plate rationing

system already in effect in Oregon
and Hawaii.

Most of the state and local

rationing plans now in effect follow

the "Oregon Plan." Drivers of cars

bearing odd-numbered plates are

permitted to purchase gasoline on
odd-numbered days; even-
numbered plates on even-
numbered days. Some of the plans

deny gasoline to cars with more
than half-full tanks and require

motorists to purchase a minimum
amount of gasoline, usually $3.

Federal Energy chief William E.

Simon suggested Wednesday that

states affected by severe shortages

should start their own rationing

systems. He said the federal

government cannot implement gas
rationing from Washington on a
regional basis.

Simon said the shortages are of a
"spotty nature," with six or seven
states experiencing problems.
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Nixon pushes

health plan
Around New England

By JOHN STOWELL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon asked Congress yesterday to

give early consideration to his new
national health insurance plan,

saying that it would protect every
American family from bankruptcy
in event of a major illness.

"For the average family, it is

clear that without adequate in-

surance, even normal care can be
£ financial burden while a
catastrophic illness' can mean
catastrophic debt," he said in a
message.
Twenty-five million Americans

do not have any insurance, he said,

and many of those that do have
gaps in their health protection.

The President said that the

added $5.9-billion federal expense
under his program could be han-
dled without a tax increase.

He restated his opposition to

other bills before Congress that

would create a larger and more
expensive federal role in health

care.

Sponsoring the administration's

194-page bill were Reps. Wilbur D.
Mills, D-Ark., and Herman T.

Schneebli, R-Pa., chairman and
ranking minority member
respectively of the House Ways
and Means Committee, and Sen.

Bob Packwood. R-Ore.

It was explained that Mills

allowed his name to be put on the

bill as a procedural action to get it

before his committee.
The administration bill, entitled

the Comprehensive Health
Insurance Plan-CHIP, would build

upon the present system of private
insurance companies and the

federal Medicare program. It

largely would eliminate the pesent

Medicaid program for low-income
and welfare recipients.

Nixon said it would limit out-of-

pocket medical expenses to $1,500

for a family and $750 for an aged
person. The average family would
not reach its maximum liability

until it incurred total bills of $4,900

to $5,100.

Employers would be required to

offer basic insurance coverage to

employes and pay 65 per cent of

premiums the first three years and
75 per cent thereafter.

Employes, if they choose to

participate, would pay the balance
of the expenses for each family

member up to a maximum of

three, another $50 deductible for

outpatient drugs and 25 per cent of

insured expenses up to $1,500.

Nixon estimated that the em-
ployer insurance coverage would
cost about $600 a year for the

average family and about $240 for

individuals.

States would be required to

contract with insurance companies
to offer medical coverage for low-

income families and persons of

high medical risk who often cannot

buy protection now.

The federal and state govern-

ments would pay all or part of

those premiums, on a sliding scale

related to income. This would
replace Medicaid, which would be

eliminated except for certain long-

term care in nursing homes and

mental institutions and home
health services.
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Medicare for the elderly would
be retained within the Social

Security Administration, but the

disabled would be covered under

the new low-income, high-risk

program.
Medicare beneficiaries would

pay the first $100 on all health

services except outpatient drugs,

the first $50 for drugs and 20 per

cent of subsequent expenses up to

the annual $750 limit. Premiums
would cost about $90 per
beneficiary annually, slightly

more than the present $6.70 a

month charged now.
Nixon said his plan proposes

continuation of federal cost con-

trols, and some new state in-

volvement to hold down expenses

for doctors and hospitals.

In addition, the administration is

drafting a proposal under which

the government would pay the

lowest possible price for

prescription drugs, pegged to their

generic content, rather than ad-

vertised name.

CORRECTION
The Winter Carnival Blue Wall

Happy Hour will run from 3 p.m. to

6 p.m. Friday, not Saturday as

reported.

Commutations
BOSTON (AP) - The Executive

Council approved commutations
for two convicted murderers
yesterday, making them eligible

for parole within the next year.

The council commuted the 34-40

year sentence of Franklin R.

Visser of Boston to 16-40 years,
making him eligible for parole Oct.

18. Visser was convicted of second
degree murder of 1964.

The council also commuted the
life sentence of Walter A.
Schillemat of Boston to 32 years to

life, making him eligible for parole
next January. Schillemat was
convicted of second degree murder
in 1962

MBTA in debt
BOSTON (AP) - Taxpayers of

the 79 communities that make up

the Massachusetts Bay Tran-
sportation Authority are sub-

sidizing the Boston Redevelopment

Authority, the state auditor

charged.

The MBTA is owed a total of $5.8

million, some of that from as long

ago as 1967, by the BRA, Auditor

Thaddeus Buczko said in an audit

report of the calendar year 1962.

Interest on the debt at five per

cent a year would be $291,000,

Buczko said.

He did not state explicitly the

accumulated interest but from his

figures it would have been $320,000

at the end of 1972. The member
communities pay the MBRA deficit

according to various formulas. The
1972 deficit as $75.6 million, last

year's was about $81 million.

Legislation last year provides for

the state to pick up half the deficit.

MBTA spokesman Brian Cudahy
said the BRA debt was incurred in

the relocation of the Orange Line

elevated in Charlestown, over
which trains will be running later

this year.

"It's not an acrimonious dispute;

they acknowledge they owe it. One
of their federal aid programs fell

on hard times," Cudahy said.

Buczko recommended that the

BRA sign an interest-bearing note

with the MBTA, or borrow the

money elsewhere to pay it off.

"In effect, what exists here is

this: An interest-free loan to the

BRA by the MBTA, an

organization which certainly

cannot afford such ex-

travangances," the audit report

said.

Buczko also recommended that

the state assume all losses on the

subway, trolley and elevated

service in the 14 communitiies ot

the old Metropolitan Transit
Authority, the MBTA predecessor.

Acupuncture
WEST SPRINGFIELD. Masi.

(AP) - Most persons practicing

acupuncture are imposters, ac-

cording to a specialist in the

Chinese therapy.

Dr. Arnold N. Benson, who
opened the nation's first

acupunture center two years ago,

said there are about a dozen

physicians in the country who
know how to do it, while there are

about 1,000 doing it.

Benson spoke at a West
Springfield Lions Club dinner

Tuesday.
"For the next five years don't go

to any chiropractor, M.D. or

osteopath who's doing acupuncture

alone in his office," Benson said.

"By and large you've got an

imposter who's wielding a needle

but doesn't know what he's doing,"

he said.

Benson's first acupuncture
center in New York City was closed

when state medicar authorities

decided to limit the practice to

medical schools.

His center now operates in

Washington.

He predicted that acupuncture,

now legal in the District of

Columbia, Massachusetts and
three other states, will be legal in

most states within five years and
will be a normal part of medical

school curricula.
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Wage controls near end

i stall I'hoto-KmmeU Schmarsow)

The frozen stillness of a country winter in

February....Rt. 9 near Spencer.

By K. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP ) - The Nixon
administration told Congress
Wednesday it hopes to end its 2 l u-

year program of wage and price

controls on April 30, except in the

health and petroleum industries.

But Treasury Secretary George
P. Shultz said controls could be

continued over additional in-

dustries.

"We have a slight reserve

whether we might not put in an

added industry or two," he told the

subcommittee on production and
stabilization of the Senate Banking

Committee.
He also said that although the

administration intends to continue

its process of gradual decontrol of

the economy before April 30, "we
may not be able to make it."

The present legislative authority

for wage and price controls expires

April 30, and the subcommittee is

holding hearings on whether the

authority should be extended past

that date.

Schultz said that at the present

time the administration favors

continuing mandatory controls

over only the health industry past

April 30 and until there is action on

the administration's national

health insurance program.
Congress already has granted

separate authority to continue

controls over the petroleum in-

dustry until 1975.

After hearing the ad-

ministration's proposed anti-

inflation policy after April 30, Sen.

William Proxmire, D-Wis., said it

appeared "to have the force of a

butterfly's hiccup."

But no one on the subcommittee
spoke out in favor of continuing

wage and price controls in their

present form.

The nation's economy has
operated under some form of

direct wage and price controls

since the Nixon administration's

first price freeze in August 1971.

Director John T. Dunlop of the

Cost of Living Council said the

Gov't cites Conn, gas

shortage worst in U.S.
HARTFORD (AP) — A federal

energy administrator said Wed-
nesday that Connecticut's gasoline

shortage was worse than the rest of

the country in January, said U.S.

Rep. Stewart B. McKinney, R-

Conn.
McKinney said the latest

Federal Energy Office FEO
statistics show that in January,
Connecticut was 35 per cent short

of the 1972 gasoline supplies. Most
of the country was 18 per cent

short, according to John Webber,
deputy FEO assistant ad-
ministratorin charge of allocation.

"They admitted that Connecticut

had been worse off in January,"
McKinney said.

Connecticut motorists have
contended with long lines and
reduced gasoline sales since

Christmas.
McKinney said Webber an-

nounced that Connecticut would get
9 per cent more gasoline in

February than in January. FEO
also agreed to study the loss of

gasoline from the closing of 468

gasoline stations in Connecticut

during 1973, McKinney said in a

telephone interview.

Lawrence Rogers, FEO's New
England chief, who also attended

the meeting, agreed to visit the

Bridgeport area to observe what
one dealer called a "panic."

Samuel Dworkin, a Bridgeport

gas dealer and vice president of the

Connecticut Gasoline Retailers

Association, said after the meeting

that 55 stations have closed in the

Bridgeport area in the last year. It

meant the loss of 1 .5 million gallons

a month, which has not been given

to other area stations, he said.

Dworkin said dealers in Fairfield

County were being "harassed,

abused, threatened and shot at.

There is just panic in the area."

McKinney said that in Decem-
ber, Connecticut was shipped 130

million gallons of gasoline. It

dropped to 85 million gallons in

January 1974.

Meanwhile, more municipalities

adopted a gasoline rationing

system based on odd-even license

plates.

Stamford Mayor Frederick Lonz

Wednesday ordered stations in

the city to begin rationing Friday

morning under the "Oregon plan."

He said he felt compelled to act

because of disruptions and because

the state had not instituted a

statewide plan.

A spokesman for the statt

energy office said a decision

whether to ration gasoline would

be made "fairly soon." He said the

easiest to put into effect because it

does not involve coupons.

Danbury and seven surrounding

towns adopted a voluntary odd-

even rationing system beginning

Monday. The officials who met
Wednesday afternoon represented

Danbury, Brookfield, Newtown,
New Fairfield, Redding, Danbury,
Bethel, New Milford and
Ridgefield.

Under the plan, cars whose last

plate digit was even could buy

gasoline on even days. Letter

plates will be considered odd.

Commercial and emergency
vehicles will not be restricted. No
gas will be sold to customers with

more than half-full tanks. There
will be a $5 maximum sale, and
Saturday will be an open shopping

day.
Bridgeport's mandatory

rationing plan, ordered by the

mayor, takes effect Thursday.

State energy chief Eckardt Beck

said Wednesday that individual

town rationing plans would cause
Oregon plan would probably be the "problems for the public.

Correction

There was an error in

advertising for Monday
Night's film festival which
was sponsored by S.O.S.

There was no admission

charge for all the films.

There was only a small

admission charge for

Winter Soldier and the

Belchertown Documen-
tary. This was assessed

only to cover janitorial and
mailing expenses.
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Feb. 13

works by
BACH
MOZART
CHOPIN
PROKOFIEFF
LISZT

Feb. 14

works by
BACH
CHOPIN
RACHMANINOFF
PROKOFIEFF

Tickets to all performances are $1.50 UM-A students;

$3.00 others

Box Office: 125 Herter Hall 545-0202

administration propose to give the

council new responsibilities to

combat inflation.

He said the council could serve to

coordinate activities of other

government agencies in at-

tempting to detect and solve

problems of shortages and supply

in the economy.
He also said it could monitor the

commitments made by industries,

which have been decontrolled, to

restrain prices and increase

supply, and could hold public

hearings and require reports when

it felt such action was necessary.

A third major area of respon-

sibility, he said would be to im-

prove methods of collective

bargaining for wage negotiations.

Dorm Life Got You Down?

Under 21 — want an alternative way

of living?

(Live in a Fraternity House.)

Move Right in

7 Day Meal Plan

Large Living Room and Function Room
Excellent Food
5 minutes walking from Center of Campus

Transfer your room rent and meal ticket. You can still receive your
Room Deposit Refund. If you have a friend or two bring them over.

If you want to eat at the house and live in the dorm, you can trans-

fer your Meal Ticket.

Call PHI Sigma Fraterity

358 I\. Pleasant St.

545-0192

STEREO
EXCHANGE

The

ADC-XT 6

$499S

The small speaker that challenges the big speaker
sound.

located at

LOONEY TUNES
Rt. 9, Hadley

586-1156 &K
MAIN MUSIC
Springfield

413-739-9092

CAPT. BULL FROG
Brattleboro, Vt.

802-254-8213
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Books: XYZ affair

By BOB ROSSMAN
Somebody came into my room the other day to say hello. After looking

around at my pit (A.K.A. room), he noticed my bookcase, full of what it's

supposed to be full of. The obvious question arose from his lips, "What the
hell are you doing with all those books? You never read!" He's sorta

right, you know. I somehow manage to get almost all my assigned
reading (all right, some of my reading) done, but somehow I still have all

these extra books. I know I haven't done all that reading since I've been
here, but still all those books are there. I'd like to answer him, but how
can I when I don't know the answer myself?
The answer probably lies in the fact that I am somewhat of a con-

scientious student at the beginning of the semester. I go to classes
equipped with a pen and a piece of paper to write down early notes, but
more importantly to write down the names of all the books I have to buy
for the upcoming semester of classes. AHA! The solution seems to be
presenting itself. I buy all these books and look over, at least, all the

reading I have to do. The only thing is that Profssor X runs a list of five

books, Professor Y has four books he*wants us to read, Professor Z has
six, and so on, until finally I have around twenty books for five courses.

Most likely out of those twenty books, only a few will have to be read in

their entirety. Of the rest, most will be, "Read chapters 22 of Grimsly, 94

of Fredricson, and 32 of Brooks." All that means is that out of twenty
books, the total reading amounts to about maybe six or seven
booksworths (good word, huh?).
One seeming solution to this problem is to share books with someone in

the class. But this seldom works out well. Either you know no one in the
course or all you have in the course is a bunch of continuous studiers who
are always reading or looking over the book. Another possible solution is

to sell your old books. The only thing is that I wish you better luck than I

had. I always seemed to have books that always got outdated after my
semester, or signs that never got seen by anybody. Forget it. Or you could
get all your professors to assign just one or two books. That's reasonable,
but just to us, not to them.
But friends, I have not left you with no solution to this prcblem.

Actually, it's quite simple. What the university should do is hire someone
from the Readers Digest, one of those guys who condenses those big
books into a chapter's worth of reading. What he could do is do all the
reading for a course and then hand out the two or three mimiographed
pages we need for the course. No books. Great. But no way.

If that solution doesn't work perhaps nothing will. Don't give up hope.
The only thing that will work for sure is if we all get together and click our
heels three times and keep repeating over and over, "There's no place
like UMass, there's no place like UMass." But in the meantime, if

anybody wants to buy some books in good condition....

Bob Rossman is a Collegian Commentator.

Matt Tackejf

Solzhenitsyn
His dissent is not a luxurious one

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Cdlegian welcomes all

letters to the editor They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two psges.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All tetters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that

all letters received will be printed.

There are dissenters, and there are Dissenters. The
circumstances of dissent and the reactions to it make
it impossible to generalize about the moral stature of

all dissenters. The only universal concerning dissent

is the repugnancy of those who seek to supress it.

In the United States, dissent is, by and large, taken

for granted and provided with an essentially unob-

structed environment within which to germinate.

That such-and-such a stand was taken by so-and-so

doesn't usually send shock waves across the nation,

because dissent, in itself, is not an earth shattering

phonomenon. It is an everyday affair. Soap boxes are

as routine as soap operas.

There are the types ot dissenters who, being for-

tunate enough to have been bom in a country where
dissent is a constitutional right, can afford to make a
living as a full time dissenter. If one is talented

enough to cater to the needs of the world's most af-

fluent "counter-culture," one can make several

million dollars, as is the case with Bob Dylan. But not
all dissenters are so blessed, especially those whose
convictions are not protected by luxurious con-

stitutions, and whose pronouncements run the risk of

death. It is this type of Dissenter whose courage and
moral stature dwarfs all of the "placards and
slogans" type of protester who runs a risk no greater
than being pelted with a tomato. As far as sheer
courage is concerned, Alexander Solzhenitsyn is a
dissenter of unparalleled stature.

Solzhenitsyn has spoken out in a land where dissent
is not a primrosed path to lucrative lecture
engagements with packed audiences, or appearances
on the David Susskind Show. Dissent, in the land of
Lenin, Stalin, and Brezhnev, can be a one-way ticket
to a dungeon in Lyubyanka, or a freezing labor bat-
talion at Vorkuta, or a padded cell in a "mental"
hospital, or perhaps to a firing squad. In the eyes of
the Soviet rulers, one who raises serious questions
about tyranny is almost universally branded as a
saboteur, a counter-revolutionary, or an anti-
social (ist) pervert. Millions have paid the price of life

or freedom for their boldness, and it is about the fate
those millions that Solzhenitsyn undertook to
document several years ago, in a book entitled Gulag
Archipelago.

Gule Archipelago is Solzhenitsyr 's first major non-
fictional work. In it, he tells the true story of a nation

of millions, greater in number than many of the
world's major nations. This nation, the Gulag
Archipelago, is comprised entirely of prisoners,
("zeks", as they say in Russian; who have been on
the receiving end of Soviet repression. In the West,
where we are accustomed to thinking of such
repression as the more "excesses" of one Josef
Stalin, Solzhenitsyn 's expose will be discomforting.
He shows beyond the shadow of a doubt that the
flames of the Soviet Inferno did not begin with Stalin,
and more importantly, did not end with Stalin.

Solzhenitsyn has already spent 11 years as an
inhabitant of the Gulag nation, sentenced there for
the "crime" of writing a candid letter to a friend. And
judging from the current volume of hysterical
denunciations emanating from Communist Party
officials, he is likely to be returned to the land which
he writes about.

Is his fate sealed? That depends on us, we who are
fortunate enough to possess the right to speak out.
The Soviet government, which holds the key to the
jail cell which may soon contain Solzhenitsyn, is also
a government which spends millions of dollars an-
nually on propaganda, not just for their own citizens,
but for the entire world. In order to achieve their
current objective, the acquisition of diplomatic and
trade relations from the United States (and sub-
sequently, the much needed technical aid which they
hope will bolster their stultified economic system),
the Soviets are going all out to convince the American
people that their regime is merely a "different form
of social organization." Should the Soviet rulers move
against Solzhenitsyn, we, who are lucky enough to
enjoy freedom, must not hesitate to put an end to the
evil pretense which is sold under the name of
"Detente," namely, the type of vicious moral
agnosticism which permits the Soviet rulers to visit
our country as foreign "dignitaries," worthy of our
precious food supplies, technological achievements,
and most importantly, our respect. The latter should
be withdrawn immediately, regardless of the fate of
Solzhenitsyn. And should his fate go for the worse, we
should also withdraw our respect for those within our
own country who continue to aid the Soviets in their
quest for "respectability". This includes Presidents
and Secretaries of State.

Matt Tackeff is a Collegian Columnist.
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Letters To The Editor
Learn to love

Shake me when it 's over

Our greatest President was attending a Washington party one night

when an obnoxious and overbearing social climber grabbed his ear and
said, "Mr. President, I just made a bet that I could get you to say more
than three words," "You lose." he replied.

Our greatest Pesident's hobby was pitching hay.

Our greatest President was so concerned with the burdents of his office

that he slept 11 hours a night and usually took a nap in the afternoon.

And our greatest President ended his political career with the words, "I

do not choose to run for the office of President in 1928."

Calvin Coolidge didn't do a damn thing in his six years as President

beside costing that lady a little money and avoiding horse manure while

planting his feet for proper pitching.

And, despite the post-Herber Hoover emphasis on Presidents with

programs, Coolidge stands as the greatest because of what he didn't do.

Just look where busy beaver Pesidents have gotten us.

Roosevelt began the emasculation of Congress with his New Deal,

however unsuccessful, and continued it through his broad war powers.

Congress has never recovered, as witnessed by Mike Mansfield's virtuoso

performance (Leo Jaworski? ) as Jed Clampett on last week's Opposition

State of the Union Address.

Truman had a redeeming quality in that he talked plain English (no
inoperative statements in that administration) and told the truth.

But he escalated the cold war, which in later years served as a vehicle
for "love it or leave it" type please to support our President.

Eisenhower was a good man, but he began the practice of putting ad-
visors between himself and other levels of government. And he also over-
classified documents. His golf score was top-secret.

Kennedy and his New Frontier and Johnson and his Great Society were
the straws that broke the camel's back.

The New Frontier's failure could be blamed on a lagging Congress, but
the Great Society never came off because of the shortcomings of the

President. He became too involved, too isolated in his own personal
vendetta.

The present administration only proves, with its Marx Bros, scenario of

deceit and incompetence, that no President, any President, can govern
the nation. Unfortunately this President was not only a victim of cir-

cumstance, but a crook.

So, where have you gone Calvin Coolidge, a nation turns its lonely eyes,

empty gas tanks, spaghetti-filled cabinets and bare freezers to you.

You see, one man can't solve the problems of a nation of 200 million

people. Even if he is a good man. And the Marines have first call on any of

them.

Yet the nation looks to one man. It calls him Mr. President, and he
expects his closest advisors to do the same. It allows him to travel first

class while it can barely travel at all. It reveres him as a God, dares not

criticize, rarely, if ever rebuffs his re-election bid, and is damn sorry now
that it ever got into this mess.
And now it's so bad not even Cal can clean it up. If only he'd stayed

around a little longer.

What's that you say, Peter Rodino, Silent Cal has left and gone away
Hey, hey, hey.

Bill Ballou is a Collegian Columnist.

A new student voice?
By BILL DENSMORE

The Student Senate last night began the ground work for the

organization of a student union to fight for the rights of UMass students in

the Legislature and through the present University administrative

structure.

Steps toward the unionization of more than 19,500 undergraduates on

the Amherst campus were taken during a closed executive session of the

senate, which normally meets :

n the open.

A Collegian reporter was allowed to attend, but a photographer was
barred, during the nearly one hour session.

Labelled as a "move towards reorganization," the plan apparently sets

up a student association to act as a collective bargaining agent in campus
matters affecting students and as a liason with Legislators on matters

affected UMass students and young adults in general.

While not publically stated as such, the plan would provide for a student

union, although not necessarily in the traditional sense of the word.

In conversations with students familiar with the plan, the picture

painted is of an action group with more direct power to influence

decisions that affect students that the present government structure on

campus. , .

The Student Senate is charged with the administration of more than

$700,000 in funds collected by the University from students. The money is

collected by the imposition of a "student activities fee" which appears on

the semester bill of each undergraduate, usually amounting to about $15

per semester.

Although in practice the Senate exerts final control over where the

money goes, technically the UMass trustees may veto any appropriate

the Senate makes because they do the collecting of the money, and it is

processed in Whitmore from the semester bills.

Because of the technical point, there is some question whether a union,

per se, could be formed using Student Activities Fees, as is now planned

by the senate leaders.

Richard M. Howland, Attorney for students on campus, said last

legality of a union would depend on what its activities are to be.

If it were to act as a lobbying agent, it would be considered illegal under

state law and the trustees would be forced to veto an appropriation for it.

However, if it were to function as a "liason" with the Legislature in

Boston it might be considered legal, he said.

"I do not see anything illegal about the term 'a union' ".

Meanwhile, there are better ways to start a major new initiative for the

good of students than in private.

Bill Densmore is Managing Editor of the Collegian.

To The Editor:

/ want to deal with a problem that effects ail of us

here at UMass, or anywhere we go, and particularly

grieves me because I am concerned when / see

anxiety or coldness in the faces of the students I pass

by on campus. 1 amespecially concerned because it is

an uncomfortable situation for me to pass someone on

campus and to look at them and want to say hi, but

not know whether or not I will get a response, or

whether J will make the person feel uncomfortable by
speaking to him. It seems that, since we're all fellow

students, we should be able to relate to each other

more spontaneously, but I have found that not to be

my experience or the general experience on campus.
It seems most of us are very reserved once outside

our dormitories.

Now this is not the main problem I want to deal

with. This is a very broad problem of social in-

tercourse which will naturally be resolved once it is

dealt with on a smaller scale, once the individual is

set free from his own hang ups, feats, self-

consciousness, which seem to come to a head during

this kind of social interaction.

To change that I feel must take place on the in-

dividual level, first in small group situations, then

gradually on a larger scale, will come through a

change of consciousness whereby the individual will

be more compassionate than self-conscious, more

self-giving than self-serving, more sensitive to

another person's momentary weaknesses than to his

own fears and hang ups. (Actually, concern for others

takes us away from our own problems. Sometimes

when I feel uneasy I look around for an opportunity to

do something constructive for someone and my
worries disappear.)

This kind of change will make for much more ef-

ficient social interaction. In other words, we will get

more out of life from those with whom we interact

and will be more constructive individuals ourselves

because of the fruits of our giving. Here is an

illustration. Society is lifee an automobile battery. A

current will not flow between the individual elec-

trodes unless there is a solution to carry the current.

We can not successfully interact as individuals unless

there is a spirit of love between us.

Another example of how compassion can create

more efficient interaction can be shown through the

incident that happened in Rhetoric class last monday.
Student A came in the door, passed by student B's
desk and knocked the glass of coke that student B had
been drinking on the floor. Student A's reaction was,
"Well that's the way it goes." Student B's reaction
was, "Hey, do you want to buy me another?" The
situation ended up with B getting one coke for the
price of two, the floor by the door of the classroom
being left stichy for all the afternoon classes that

would use the room, and a generally useless
relationship existing between A and B.

If compassion had entered into the incident, a
small-scale disaster could have been turned into a
great miracle of love. If A had compassion for B he
would have replaced the coke he spilled, much
pleasing B and reconciling the relationship. B would
actually have made a profit financially, rather than a
loss, in that the coke he had already drunk, though it

was only a small portion, would also have been
replaced. If both students had had compassion for the
classes to use the room later, and the janitor, they
could have taken advantage of one of the rare op-
portunities they will have to work together,
cooperatively and constructively, and cleaned up the
mess that they were involved in.

I cannot explain how love works in this short letter,

but perhaps by these examples and one more, the

consciousness of some may be awakened for a

moment to the immense benefits that are derived on

a small scale, and perhaps catch a glimpse of the

great miracles that could be worked on a larger

social scale through the consciousness of compassion,

or love.

The last example I want to use is taken from the

Bible. It's a story where Jesus, who left a great

throne in heaven for the purpose of dying on the cross

here in the world for us, washed the feet of his

disciples. He was the richest man in all creation.

Even in the world, he had enough followers that he

could have set up his own government. Yet he chose

to take off his robes and put on a little rag, or towel,

which was the garment of the lowest slaves of that

day, and he was not too proud to get down on his

hands and knees to wash the disciples dirty, smelly

feet. He said, "I do this to teach you how to love."

Thomas R. Barnes

Irate Irish army
To The Editor:

We, the members of the Irish Cultural Society of the

16th floor of John Adams Residence Hall, wish to

inform and warn members of the Irish Community of

the university that an advertisement in the Collegian

of Feb. 5, 1974 from the establishment tenown as The

Chequers ii pure and unadulterated bullshitt! !

!

The members of our esteemed club sat in The

Chequers from 9:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. and heard

exactly four Irish songs. Is this an Irish Night as

advertised?

Please brothers and sisters, do not be taken in by

this phony advertising.
Kevin A. Lonergan, et al

four signatures

Tenure denies education

To The Editor:

A quote from Chancellor Bromery, UMass General

Information 1973-1974. "At its most fundamental

level, and perhaps the level most salient to

prospective students, the university represents a rich

combination of material resources and human ex-

pertise, of increasingly varied programs and diverse

people, through which the individual is uniquely at

liberty to test himself, to shape and extend his own
capacity for knowing and for caring."

It has come to our attention that a teacher in the

Communication Studies Department has not received

tenure. It is our understanding that this is due to the

new committment of this department to expand and
improve its graduate program. Our reaction is based

both on this consideration and our view of the needs at

this university.

As students, we feel the need, as Chancellor

Bromery feels, that we must extend our own capacity

for "knowing and for caring." We also feel that this

potential must not only be realized by the instructor

but fostered by him or her. In Communications

Studies 210, we felt that we grew as people, became
closer to understanding ourselves, and, as a direct

consequence, we all express that we feel this growth

is not only relevant but essential to our education.

This feeling is so strong that we are compelled to

ask a question. In light of the prevalent attitudes

about education and in light of our experience ex-

pressed above, we wonder how broad a view the

personnel committee in this department has taken in

assessing the needs of the university community. We
cannot help but feel that this situation is a common

one and that men like Mr. Weaver are not recognized

because of a basic oversight in education.

To state it just one more time we feel that this

personal growth must be fostered at this university

by responsive professors. For most of us, this was the

only classroom experience in which we actively grew

and began to respond to each other at a level that is

almost non-existent here. We ask why the personnel

committee has not responded to this need.

Bob McCarthy, et al

(18 signatures)

Education - structure- learning
To The Editor:

/ am in complete agreement with Mr. Clark's ar-

ticle concerning the decay of the entire academic
scene. What I fail to see is a way to combat this

situation, a prevention of further decline. With the

expansion of universities available and an increase in

living standards, more people are enrolling in

universities. What Mr. Clark is saying is that only the

serious, adventurous student should attend college.

This point has its merit, I'm sure, but are people

denied education because they are not overly zealous

to learn and explore. The problem lies within the

institutions themselves. The bureaucracy of the large

universities has created this situation. In trying to

deal with the present system, students and teachers

alike lose sight of their goals, i.e. an education. Try

taking the bureaucratic structure out of education

and maybe put learning back as a primary and
overriding goal.

Peter Scozzari

Fac. senate meets today
To The Editor: .

This afternoon at 3:30 the Faculty Senate will be

discussing and voting on an amendment to the

Personnel Policies which would make teacher

evaluations the major factor when considering the

quality of a professor's teaching. The way it looks

right now, many faculty would probably like to see

that motion defeated or amended in such a way as to

render it harmless. // you thinh that student opinion

should be included in the personnel procedures
faculty employ when deciding who gets fired, hired,

or promoted, show up at the Faculty Senate meeting

this afternoon in Room 120 of the School of Business

Administration.

Nick Apostola

President
Student Government Association
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Skiers find $ hardships

• Staff Photo-Kmmelt Schmarsow)

Hubcaps peeking through five toothed grins.

I'd give two hoots
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Smithsonian Institution has drafted two

owls to occupy the deserted five-story tower on its castle.

They're being kept inside — behind locked windows — until they,

hopefully, get used to the idea of making it their home.

For more than a century, owls naturally lived in the castle tower. After

all, there aren't too many castles in Washington to chose from.

But in the mid-50's, the resident owls were evicted. They left one

morning and when they came back, the windows were locked.

Dr. Alexander Wetmore, an owl sympathizer who was secretary of the

Smithsonian from 1934 to 1952, blamed it on folks he calls the business

managers.
"The owls weren't tidv and the business people couldn't stand that, so

one day they just sanitized everything," Wetmore said.

Owls were reintroduced symbolically in 1965— in the form of drawings.

Owls are the symbol of Pallas Athena, goddess of wisdom. About two

years ago this policy of owl toleration was extended to include the real

thing. The Smithsonian opened the windows.

But no owls showed up.

The drafted owls, a male named Alex, after 87-year-old Wetmore, and a

female named Athena, came from the National Zoo. They will be fed a

diet of mice and rats until early summer, when they will be expected to

forage for such creatures themselves — and live in the castle tower

happily ever after.

Vocation exploring
Vocational exploration is helpful

if you're in any of the following

situations: 1) dealing with your

uncertainty about what vocation to

pursue; 2) you're somewhat
certain but would like more
evidence in support of your

decision, and 3) would just like to

find out more about your interest

and occupational alternatives in a

leisurely manner.
If one of these is your

predicament, you can do

something about it in the next six

weeks. The Vocational Project has

been designed and is offered to

assist students in exploring their

vocational alternatives. At the end

of the Project, you can expect to be

more informed about occupations,

your vocational interests, and
possible alternatives for yourself.

The helpfulness of the Project

depends in part on the persistence

and motivation with which you

pursue it.

You can work on the Project in

your free time. To participate,

contact the Receptionists in Room
213 of Berkshire House, on week-
days from 9-5.

The Vocational Project is offered

by the staff of the Student

ByERICWAHA
Associated Press Writer

ST. MORITZ, Switzerland (AP)
— International Olympic Com-
mittee President Lord Killanin

said Wednesday he had an open

mind about the financial hardships

faced by athletes, including
skiiers, and hinted he may approve
payments for competitors.

"Personally, I do not reject the

principle of broken-time payments
to skiiers," said Killanin, who
visited the site of the 1974 World
Alpine Ski Championships. Snow
and poor visibility forced can-

cellation of the women's downhill

training, casting doubt that the

race would be held Thursday as

originally planned.

"But payments should not ex-

ceed what they would make nor-

mally if they held a job," said

Killanin, who succeeded Avery
Brundage, an apostle of pure
amateurism, as head of the

Olympic Committee following the

1972 Munich Olympics. Killanin

said he wanted to face "the facts of

life" in the Olympic movement and
keep an open mind to the problems
of athletes.

Killanin spoke with reporters at

a reception in his honor at a St.

tooritz hotel. He stopped over on

his way to Lausanne, Switzerland,

where a meeting of the IOC
executive board was scheduled for

the weekend.
Marc Hedley, chairman of the

International Ski Federation, said

at issue was what a job meant. He
said West Germany's slalom ace,

Christian Neureuther, as an
example, was a student of

medicine. He loses a lot of money

Development and Career Planning
Center.

For mone information, call S.

Krivasty at 545-0333.

ONE YEAR PROGRAM
n For undergraduates o Instruction in English

n Hebrew Ulpan prior to academic term
a Independent study project for interested students

FOR APPLICATIONS AND INFORMATION:

Office of Academic Affairs

American Friends of Tel Aviv University, Inc.

342 Madison Ave. (Suite 1426), New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) MU 7-5651

Winter Carnf Music
1974

Friday — Feb. 8

8:00 and 10:00 p.m.

S.U.B.

Admission:
$1.00-5 College Stud.

$1.50- Non-Students

7The Webster Lewis Soul

and Funk Revue
and

The National Center

Mime Company

I

and Tlit Pt«ttttt Darttfrifi§ BMd^v

Saturday — Feb. 9

7.30 and 11:00 p.m.

SIB.
Admission: I2.M

V

Tickets available Mon.-Fri.

C.C. Concourse, 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

by starting practicing years later

than another aspiring doctor who
was not a top skier.

But both Killanin and Hedler

made clear that skiers who make
hundreds of thousands of dollars a

year would have no chance to

become eligible for Olympic
Games.
"We expelled Karl Schranz in

Sappore because he was an out-

standing example" of a skier who
made too much money, Killanin

said in a brief remark about the

controversial expulsion of the ace

skier from the 1972 Winter
Olympics.
Hedler said a splitting up of the

Alpine skiers into two groups was
"in the air", but he stressed that

"very many good skiers" would

still remain in the eligible group

for the Olympics.
Killanin said the amateur issue

would come up in the IOC board
meeting in Lausanne. A draft

proposal would then be presented

to the IOC Congress in Vienna in

October for adoption.

Killanin said the new amateur
clause should be "short and
simple" with a number of by-laws.

It would be up to the international

federations to adapt it to the

various sports.

Killanin said he was aware that a

lot of money was involved in skiing

and added he felt it was obvious

that some skiers in the past signed

their names to "blatant lies" when
they asserted they were pure
amateurs.
'•We need to be realistic," he

said.

Following several postpone-

ments, the women's downhill run

was halted as visibility

deteriorated due to heavy snow

and fog, just as France's giant

slalom world champion Fabienne

Serrat had completed her descent.

Of the 23 women who made the

run, Canada's Betsy Clifford was
fastest in 1 minute, 52.36 seconds,

well below times of previous

downhill training runs. Austria's

Annemarie Preell, the great

favorite to win the world title, was
only seventh in 1 :57.46.

WHAT IS AN ORIENTAL RUG?

Kaoud Brothers. Specialists in Fine Oriental Rugs, will be lecturing and demonstrating
the weaving of an Oriental Rug during the free exhibition of over 300 fine examples of
Renuine Persian and other Oriental Rugs

On Friday. February 8. 1974
Lecture and Auction starts at 7:30 p.m.

Exhibition from 6:30 p.m. until time of sale

AT

Colonial Hilton Inn
JUNCTION 91, ROUTE 5

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

PERSIAN RUG AUCTION
BY KAOl'D BROTHERS

What is an Oriental Rug? The term Oriental Rug refers to any handmade rug that ismade in the Orient, such as rugs made in China. India. Pakistan. Afghanistan Iran andTurkey. The term Persian Rug refers to any hand-made rug made in Persia, better known
today as Iran. No matter where they come from Orientals have few characteristics incommon, they are all hand-made. Almost all have soft pile of thousands of knots usuallywool someumes silk, as many as R00 to the square inch. All have rich designs and colors
developed from centuries of tradition The yarn is first dyed by hand with natural colorsrom minerals, insects, or plants. Weavers then tie the yarn into knots row by row on afoundation thread strung on the loom.

Weaving a large fine oriental can take a family as many as 5 to 7 years to completeand then
. is usually traded for a few head of sheep or a piece of land. A fact whkh isenough to turn most of todays generation away from the loom. This plus the fact that theIranian Government passed a verv;irict law forbidding any child between the ages of 5and 14 years of age from weaving will eventually make this a lost art It has bMn a nr

fact that a Hne Persian Rug will increase a minimum of It per cent a year in value

with^r^r^r*
,

f7K
hi

i

bltlons and auciions * thu n*iure• ne,d »> **»«*•*w
.
h the cooperation of their overseas associates to promote the interest for Persian Rugs

,n his country and to help upgrade the life pattern of the traditional rug-we. ving famihS
of Iran in order to preserve this ancient art.

The care which Oriental Rugs require is the same as for any good wool rug. A weeklylight vacuuming and a professional cleaning every 5 or I years i, adv isable. Oriental Rug£
can be easily spot-cleaned with mild soap and water, a thin padding is required to keep the
rug from slipping, otherwise enjoy your Orientals: WALK ON THEM. SIT ON THEM AsTHEY WILL GAIN BEAUTY AND VALUE BY AGE AND GOOD USE

KAOUD BROTHERS
SPECIALISTS IN FINE ORIENTAL RUGS

334 Boston Post Road Orange, Conn.
TERMS: Cash -Check

Free Catalogs will be available at time of sale

Government alleges

Farah strike unlawful

13

ALBUQUERQUE. N.M. (AP) - The National
Labor Relations Board confirmed Wednesday it had
filed a complaint against Amalgamated Clothing
Workers Union, alleging unlawful picketing activities
aimed at retail outlets for pants made by Farah
Manufacturing Co. of El Paso, Tex.
The complaint was signed by Milo Price, who said

the complaint involves "coercion by means of
picketing or threats, actually by means of mass
picketing or threats of picketing or other conduct" at
stores that might purchase Farah slacks.
The complaint from the NLRB, acting on charges

initiated by Farah, "alleged nine instances in nine
stores in New York, Los Angeles, Washington, D.C
Detroit and other places," Price said.
The nine stores identified in the complaint were

Sage-Allen Co., Hartford, Conn.; Jack's Department
Store in Lee, Mass.; Art Jones Co., New Britain
Conn.; Korvette of New York City; Hecht Co of

Washington, D.C; Troutman's of Greensburg, Pa.;
J. L. Hudson of Detroit; Wieboldt Stores, Inc., of
Norridge, 111. ; and the May Co. of Los Angeles.
"We are saying that at some of these stores, they

engaged in mass picketing, which in the cir-

cumstances did amount to violation of the Taft-
Hartley Act," Price said.

He said the complaint alleges the activity
amounted to "coercion of the stores by the union, to
try to get them to cease selling Farah products."
An NLRB trial date on the complaint has not been

set, Price said.

"This is an El Paso case, and if it goes to trial, it

will be most likely heard in El Paso." Price said.

The union and Farah have been battling since 1970.

Boycotts against the Farah pants, started by the
union and a group of Roman Catholic bishops, has
reduced sales and caused the company to shut down
four plants in Texas and New Mexico.
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BERMUDA
th§ 'Ish of Etcha*hunt!

Beach parties, dances, Happy Hours, etc.
Trips to Acapulco and San Juan too!

Prieas start it *1$9, plat 10% fax.

Call Sue Cox 5-0320

or

Gordon 6 9415

GARBER TRAVEL AGENCY

Food industry fears panic
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Food industry spokesmen said

yesterday, they feared panic
buying would compound shortages
of meat and produce in New
England created by the national

truck drivers' strike.

"The crunch will be felt next
week. But if people don't panic,

everything will turn out all right,"

said Al Zite, president of the Rhode
Island Grocers' Association.

A spokesman for Stop & Shop, a
large New England supermarket
chain, said "If people don't go
around hearding and going crazy,
everything should be all right."

The strike has severely curtailed

trucking of such Florida-grown
vegetables as squash, eggplant and
beans and most salad ingredients.

Truckloads of meat have also been
halted.

Independent grocers,
restaurants and institutions will be
most seriously hurt if the strike

continues, food industry
spokesmen say. Supermarket
chains ship much of their food by
railroads, which are not affected
by the truckers' action.

The strike also began to take its

toll on employment in New
England food businesses. In

Portsmouth, N.H., the Booth
Fisheries processing plant said
about 250 employes face an in-

definite layoff because of the
strike.

Foster's of Manchester, a major
meat supplier in New Hampshire,
said it would close its meat cutting

department for one day on
Thursday because of interrupted
deliveries.

Meanwhile, some meat con-
tinued to find its way into the
region. A&P airlifted 45 tons of

processed meat from Chicago to

Boston on Tuesday night.

"We felt we had to take im-
mediate action to insure the
availability of products in our
stores this weekend," a spokesman
said.

A convey of 23 trucks destined
for New York and Boston passed
through Chicago laden with meat

Old Time

Film Fest

at old time prices

The Mark Bros.,

3 Stooges,

Abbott & Costello,

Little Rascals

in Mahar

Fri., Feb. 8
7.9,11

35

Wednesday. They were under state
police guard.
There have been few reports of

apparent reprisals in New England
against truckers who continued to
roll after the strike began.
However, a truck driver in Mount
Vernon, Maine, said he found two
bullet holes in the back of his rig
Tuesday. But police said they had
no evidence that the incident was
related to the strike.

Wholesalers in New England
who depend on trucks for
deliveries said their supplies were
getting low.

"Things are almost at a stand-
still," said John Bishop, market
manager* of the Connecticut
Regional Market. "By the end of
the week, we'll be very, very low.
There is no backlog."

In Providence, R.I., the produce
manager for Almac's Inc. said
produce supplies are "getting
critical on everything from the
South, and each day the strike

Work in Israel

Alan Pakes, the Director of the

Overseas Bureau for Placement of

Professionals in the Ministry of

Labor for Israel, will speak today
at 2:00 p.m. in room 903 of the

Campus Center. He will emphasize
the opportunities for professionals
in Israel and the retraining op-

portunities for those who wish to

work in Israel in fields for which
there is a need for special skills.

The public is invited.

continues, it will get worse."
Canned food may also be in short

supply. A spokesman for a St.

Johnsbury, Vt., grocery
wholesaler said two large packers
had cancelled shipments of canned
vegetables and fruit because of the
strike.

"Retailers are trying to buy way
over and above average," the
wholesaler said. "They're stock-
piling, and consumers are stock-
piling."

Prices have also shown some
sharp increases. On the Boston
produce market, for instance, the
wholesale price of broilers in-

creased five cents yesterday to a
high of 48 cents a pound.

Roast Prime Rib of Beef

$095
including salad bar

Every Night — Tuesday through Saturday

Top of the Campus

The
new Texas Instruments

pocket calculator:
it multiplies, divides

and conquers.

Conquers every problem in your daily arithmetic. Instantly.

Accurately. Electronically And. above all. easily

It's built by Texas Instruments- and it adds new precision and
confidence to all your personal calculations.

In its own carrying case it fits in purse, bnefcase-or just

pocket it And it's completely rechargeable.

The Datamath electronic calculator from Texas Instruments.
It always proves you right

available a\ the UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

\ 1 iAi I I t \ I
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Attorney for students:
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Make 'good' your escape!r
By RICHARD M. HOWLAND
There is very little time to

prepare for the chance to exhaust

your remaining funds for seven

fun-Tilled sun-soaked eternities

(the concept of mere days being

inadequate to the task) in

glamorous remote corners of the

earth. It is possible to spend up to

seven times a semester's fees for

the value of only one if you act with

passionate dispatch and utter

disregard for the wisdom of those

who have already served the Sun
God.
American students have flocked

to the pre-Columbian ar-

chepeiago's as a Spring
equinoctual rite since shortly

before Jefferson put pen to paper
and set about defining the rights

and happiness essential to the

American species. Some of you will

find that the accomodations and
travel arrangements are sub-
stantially unchanged (and un-

cleaned) since that fondly
remembered Summer of 1776. In

fact two people reading this article

will report that they went to the

very end of the earth and looked
over and never found their

destination.

In past years guileless UMies
have executed elaborate multipage
contracts in quintuplicate
providing for round trip air

transport from Boston, FIVE
DAYS, ONLY $199! The travel

arranger forswore any liability for

anything happening at all in-

cluding, apparently, disclosure of a
destination. As it happened, in this

case, the plane finally left from
Philadelphia (Zonko Air Service
"Bring em back alive or bust"),
went to a desert whose nationality

was uncertain, when it arrived all

the tents were already taken. The
sun drenched UMies were finally

shuffled by burro and mule to an
oasis that had last seen dampness

when the Alamo was still in doubt.

After a week of sandy sojourn in

salivating celibacy the hapless
UMies gathered themselves
together for Zonko's return ex-

pedition.

So far as anyone can determine
from the fragmented reports that

are still told around campfires
from here to just short of Man-
dalay, only one member of the

group ever returned. Someday her
lips may once again echo
mellifluous english phrases but

since returning she has been
unable to utter a single phrase
without larding it with four letter

expletives.

And verily though ye walk in the
Valley of the Shadow of the Great
Traveller who has never missed a
connection be wary and look three
times before boarding.
Of all the areas in which con-

sumer protection has been in-

volved, the travel industry is about
the least regulated. The greatest
incidence of abuse is in the so-

called charter or group flight

business. Reputable travel agents
are in business the year around
and are unlikely to use any
"pressure" tactics. If you want to

go somewhere they are happy to

help you choose from a variety of

packages. They count on your
present as well as future business
with them. Some charterers have
been in business for an extended
period of time and are glad to

supply references. Some provide a
bond against the return flight. The
reputable charterers have actively
sought federal and state regulation
for the protection of travellers —
and themselves.

I don't know of any certain
method for determining the
reliability of a charterer or travel
agent, but I suggest that before you
sign and maybe fly, ask the
following questions:

you

1. Where are you going?
2. Where are you staying?

Exactly, name, address and phone
number.

3. When do you leave?
4. From where do you leave?
5. How do you get there?
6. When, how, whence do

return?

7. Where do you return to?
8. How much does it cost?
9. How much more can it cost

and what circumstances require
increased payments?

10. What guarantee does the
travel agent make that the con-
tract will be honored?

11. What references will the
travel agent supply?

12. What will the travel agent do
if there is the inevitable foul up?
Most of the answers are pretty

basic and if unavailable the whole
deal should be rejected at least
until the information is supplied.
No trip can be so important that
these questions can't be answered
and you can't take the time to shop
around — or you either don't care
where you go or whether you go at
all. I am personally aware of
several charterers who act as
though supplying you with this

information and more is their
privilege and duty to you as their
customer. I hope you have oc-
casion to deal with them.

I also hope that when the Spring
break arrives that you enjoyably
go where you go and do what you
do without hassles. Please take the
proverbial look before the
luxorious leap.

I AMNEIST CHINESE FOOD I
I 62 Main St., Amhorst 1
I T«l. 253-7835 1
I EAT IN 08 TAM-OUT f
iLUNCH SPECIALS 99c & upj

Theatre holds auditions

The UMass Music Theatre Guild, which has performed Company. Lock
Up Your Daughters. Stop the World, and Three-Penny Opera, is now
holding auditions for the 1930's musical Dames At Sea. Amidst sparkling
tap dance set to the nostalgic music of Jim Wise, the script, written by
George Haimsohn and Robin Miller, revolves around the romantic in-
trigues within a small group of dedicated performers.
Auditions will be held in the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union on

Monday, Feb. 11. Sign-up sheets for specific audition times are posted on
the fourth floor of Machmer. Auditioners are being asked to prepare a
song for music audition and to bring tap shoes or hard-heeled shoes if

possible, as well as soft-soled shoes for the dance audition.
The production, under the direction of Anne Drecktrah. Jim Cruthers,

and Beverly Scarpace, is scheduled for April 3, 4, 5, and 6 in Bowker
Auditorium. Other information concerning the auditions can be obtained
by contacting Anne Drecktrah in 412 Machmer.

ATTENTION
SKIERS

Special BusesTo

Mt.Snow/Vt.
Every Saturday and Sunday

Direct to Slopes
Special Price includes all area, all-lifts ticket
Reduced rate for students 14 and under
Rental equipment available on arrival
No reservations necessary
Always great skiing on natural and man-made snow

Buses leave Amherst Center 7:45 a.m.
Univ. of Mass. 7:50 a.m.

Price complete only $14.75

For more information contact:

Peter Pan
Lines

Campus Center Hotel
545 2006 or 549-6000

79 South Pleasant St.

2535285

THURS.

<I

«

University Dr. al Amity St.

X

fc *ft

k Night w/Doc Sullivan

DANCE CONTEST
Popcorn Unlimited

25* Beers

FRI. 3 - 6 Happy Hour

Here's What's Happening!

An Entertainment Re-awakening in Amherst!

DANCING

Doc Sullivan

"Trivia Contest"
Watch /or the "Kiddler"

DINING 9 to 1 DJ.

DRINKING
opening with

SAT

THE
FABULOUS
FARQUAHR
Thursday Friday Saturday

NEW MULTI-FEATURED MENU
u iih <>\<>r 50 item*

from $1*23

Sunday Individual Smorgasbord
w-pitchn s of beer & wine

9 - 1 Some of My
Best Friends

SUN. 4 til 8 The NewGoodtime Hour
Doc Sullivan

Qt. of Budweiser $1.00
2 Maple Leaf Hot Dogs/25 f

Popcorn 10*

9 to 1 Some of My Best Friends

*P*\

appropriate dress 256-8189

Day care

available
Continuing Education for

Women is sponsoring a community
day care service on Saturday. The
Center is offering services on a full

day, half day, or drop in basis. It is

open to all children in Western
Mass. from the ages of 2.9 to 5

years old. The sessions will begin

Feb. 9th, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30

p.m. at the University Day School
at Bowditch Lodge on campus.
Up to this point there has been no

day care service available on the
weekend. The increasing
popularity of Saturday classes, and
the fact that many jobs entail

working on Saturdays made the

lack of weekend day care a serious

handicap for many parents. The
new Saturday day care facility

should help to alleviate this

problem.
The new day care facility will be

run by Marcelle Feltman and
Carol Gingold, two area residents

with experience in early childhood
education. Those interested in

further information and
registration may call 659-3053 or
665-4223.

I Compus 7
inema& \t
/ 256-6411

A^HERST-MAOlfV LINE ,

IT IS VULGAR
VAUDEVILLE ON AN
EPIC SCALE, BEAUTI-
FULLY PERFORMED

BY FOUR OF
EUROPE'S FINEST
COMIC ACTORS."

—VincertfCdnbv. New York Time's

7:15 & 9:30

THE /§
GRANDE

c,w

BOUFrT.

1st Episode of

"The Shallow"
DON'T MISS IT! 7:15

— PLUS-
Katherine Hepburn
& Spencer Tracy in

"The
Philadelphia

At 9:35 only
Story"

Plus

At
7 . 35

"1000 CLOWNS"

HELD OVER

X Rated
DOUBLE FEATURE

Roar with

"THE

CHEERLEADERS"
At 8: 35 only

-PLUS-

"FRITZ THE CAT"

At 7:15 & 10:00

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES
ALL 9EATS

15

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMANt.

AKIES (March 21 April 19): Young
persons disagree and you may be the
"villain" if foolish enough to get involved
Be analytical Realize an emotional storm
is brewing Prepare If you are looking for
sweetness and light, look another day
TAURUS (April 20-May 20 >: Adjustment

in domestic area is indicated - and
necessary Libra could be in picture Be
diplomatic without being weak Avoid
excess speed in traffic What seems an
emergency could merely be temporary
panic

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Hold off on
trips, if possible Directions tend to be
confused and so do times. Check ap-
pointment schedule Relative, neighbor
may be remiss in transmitting message
Mail could be misplaced Draw deep
emotional breath Count "ten" before
making statement
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Money

picture may be muddled Know when to
draw line Those who have been free and
easy may have to be pulled up short Know
it and do something about assuming more
responsibility Friend is aggressive and you
may have to step in and accept challenge
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You get action

where career, goals, aspirations are con-
cerned. You appeal to more persons and
sweet sound of applause may be heard
Profitable agreement is in offing on both
personal and professional levels Say "yes"
to chance for wider distribution

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22): Highlight
creative efforts. Break through to new
dimensions. Leo. Aquarius could figure
prominently. What seems a cloud of in-

difference is merely a waiting period You
are actually coming through loud and clear

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Your ability to
teach and balance and come to terms wmi
various factions these are emphasized
You are called upon to make decision in
sensitive area Key is to rise abovt petty-
considerations. Stick to principles and voii

19): Money
indulging

proposition

would be

emerge victorious

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21) There is

lively opposition, mate or partner is

aggressive Kev now is to realize that
surprise element is in your favor You get
aid behind the scenes Money picture,
apparently bleak, boomerangs in your
favor Know it and be versatile use
materials at hand
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): You

may be impatient because colleague is

apparently slow, indifferent If truth be
known, there is reason to stop and take
stock Review aspirations You may be
going in direction which is one-way street
Do some double-checking, especially where
long-range goal is concerned
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan

and emotions tend to mix
yourself could be expensive
Degree of self-discipline
beneficial Gemini. Virgo persons are likely
to be in picture Welcome change of
scenery

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18): You may
be going to extremes to compensate for
apparent rejection, setback Come to
senses and reconcile differences within
family circle. Evaluate Decide what is

important - then do something about it

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): See dif-

ference between flattery and deception
Take off blinders Look straight in the eye
and demand frank appraisals Pisces.
Virgo could be in picture Tempers could
have short fuse Know it and tread lightly
Get basic chores out of way
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

tend to be introspective Few persons know
the real you You attract individuals of a
spiritual bent May could be one of your
most significant months of 1974. You are
usually one step in front of contemporaries
People do not feel in moderate way about
you it is all or nothing, hot or cold You
are fascinated with law and theater You
recently managed to free yourself of home
or family restriction

Copyright 1974. Gen Fea Corp J
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THE PHVSICHl PLANTOWNS
HIGH- SULPHUR COAL. SOlPHUR
C0*"00HD5, OOILD UPQVjTHE SIMS
Of TWr BURNER, SO EVEAV
NOW AMD THEN--

ill

A±
--THEV BLAST HIG«-PRlssure,
HlCM-Tt/APtRATORE STZAA
THROUGH IT, BtOWlUB OUT
C&GDON, SIH.PHUR AwD

iuwf>s.

PEANUTS
MY GRADES IN school have
REALLY BEEN 60IN6 P010N 50
I TH0U6HTIFY0JP TYPE THIS
TERM PAPER FOR M£ IT LdOULD
LOOK NICE, ANP I MIGHT 6ET
A BETTER GRADE.

.

Crossword Puzzler,

ACROSS

i Moccasin
4 Cheers
8 Vessel
12 A state (abbr

)

13 Greenland
settlement

14 Comfort
15 Hindu cym-

bals
16 Uttered
18 Storage bins

20 Allowance tor

waste
21 Teutonic deity

22 Toll

23 For tear that

27 Coniunclion
29 Marry
30 Whips
31 Negative
32 Evil

33 French plural

article

34 Cooled lava

35 Present time
37 Speck
38 Be mistaken
39 Related
40 Encountered
41 Spanish tor

"yes
42 Approach
44 Aquatic mam

ma I

47 Paying atten-

tion

51 Hasten
52 Indigent
53 Declare
54 Belore
55 Sea eagles
56 Apportion
57 Florid

DOWN

1 Strokes
2 Turkish regi-

ment
3 Hailed

4 Communists
5 Devoured
6 Stopped
7 English county
8 Insects
9 Paddle
10 Peer Gynt s

mother
1

1

Man s nickname
17 Brother of Odin
19 Conjunction
22 Gave food to

24 Babylonian dei-

ty

25 Heavenly body
26 Former Russian

ruler

27 Pilaster

28 Cozy corner
29 Manner
30 Wager
32 Flags
33 Parcel ot land
36 Roman gods

Answer to Yesterday * Puzzle

MEnKH UDGBQ

yiE

us SJTA
eisj

TIA Kl

BBEB HQOBB C]Q
NjU C K aTA i L
Hk L L ED
El r>£L T 6,

BC3H QflGELl ODD
SJBEIPI I

tTeirWp M
BnraciH RRQWrj

37 Deduce
38 Conjunction
40 Title ot respect
41 Saint (abbr

)

43 Printer s

measure
44 Monster
45 Ireland

46 Musical instru-

ment
47 Simian
48 Rocky hill

49 Measure ol
weight

50 Openwork
fabric

inks . bq rVG.LVftftH

( Tn£RE ruv
( »«- rO i-5c«PE THfcJ

V BULLSHIT.

'• **

THINK UJE CAW
ESCAPE IT BUT..

*->- O

OF COURSEA
I CAN'T PAY
YOU ANYTHIN6 /

BUT... jy

2-7

IP UKE ABOUT"
ZOW(XR<=> IN

THE «TEAA\ B*TH.

K

"T
I *JOUUDt4 ,T
RECOJArAEND
that; lapy.

T

by Johnny hart

on wmat co >t>u Base v^ur
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THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parser and Johnny hart
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BONNIE RAITT CONCERT:
Everyone involved in producing

the concert should meet tonight at

7.30 in the Council Chambers.
Security people; watch Friday's

notices for time schedules, etc...

BOOK THIEF:
To the "Gentleman" who ripped off

Manifest Destiny and Mission in

American History from the used book
exchange — we hope you flunk the
course!

CAREER IN ISRAEL:
Hear Alan Pabes speak on Career

Opportunities and professional

training for jobs in Israel.

COIN CLUB:
Meeting Feb. 14, 7:30-10 p.m. 802

C.C. Very important meeting. Bring

your friends!

CONCERT COMMITTEE:
There will be a meeting tonight 2-7

at 7:30 in S.U. Council Chambers.
Meeting concerns Sat.'s concert. All

members please attend.

FENCING CLUB MEETING:
Club meets tonight, 7-9 p.m., Wope,

Rm. 8. All members show up.

DVP MEETING:
There will be a DVP

tonight at 7:00 in 102 C.C.

FIRESIGN:

meeting

- V2 of the Firesign Theatre on

February 21, 8:30 p.m. C.C.

Auditorium. Bill Staines and

Proctor and Bergman. Don't miss it!

GPE COURSE:
Coed adventure outdoors need 10

persons. Tu Th 2:30-4:00. Sign up Th

2 7, Tu 2-11 2:304:30 Rm. 24 Wope.

HONESTY?
Will the guy who walked off with

S10 worth of Bonnie Raitt tickets,

please pay up. We remember your

face and you won't get into the show
unless you own up to it. Our mistake
was honest, yours wasn't.

JAPANESE-AMERICAN CLUB:
Open meeting today Thompson, 6th

floor lounge 7:30 9 p.m. Future plans

and book sale.

OPEN RUSH:
All university men are invited to

attend an Open Rush at Beta Kappa
Phi fraternity tonight from 9 10 p.m.
Come down and meet the
Brotherhood and see what fraternity
living is like.

SKI PATROL:
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in 903 C.C.

Training and patrolling assignments
will be made.

STAR TREK LIVES!:
Informal meeting on Tuesday Feb.

12 at 7:00 p.m. 173-171 C.C. To discuss
plans for the convention. Everyone

Notices

welcome.
STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE:
Organizational meeting and plans

for this Friday's dance. Check C.C.
daily schedule for place. 8:00 p.m.

TEACH A COLLOQ:
The Greek Area is looking for

students and faculty to teach 1 credit

courses. Credit for teaching is

available for students. For info call

Cindy Waldron at 5-0939.

THREE STOOGES FESTIVAL:
Five Three STooges films,

featuring Hm original Curly will be
shown Sat. ab. 9 in Mahar Aud. at 7,

9, and 11.

WANTED:
Readers to read to blind students

voluntary and paid. Contact: Office
of Handicapped Student Affairs, 229
D. Whitmore, 5 0892.

FOUND:
One woman's watch. Found last

Friday in C.C. Call 6-4313, ask for
John.

FOUND:
in C.C. a black dog, 4 months old,

alert and friendly. Owners call Tri
Sigma, 253-9066. Ask for Debbie
Towle.

LOST:
Pair of gold wire-rimmed glasses

in a brown leather case in the area
between Whitmore and Engineering
East. Appreciate return. Call Chuck,
224 Butterfield, 5 2148.

LOST:
Small puppy brown and white; with

white stripe down front of face, very
fluffy fur, lost 2 days before in-

tersession. He's a male about 15

weeks old and very badly missed.
Contact Bill, 19 Phillips St., Amherst.
LOST:
Orangebrown shoulderstrap

pocketbook missing from textbook
annex — no questions asked. Reward
offered — call Roberta 546 6256.
LOST:

Will the person who found my
backpack in the S.U., please return it

to lost and found or call It has some
important music, that I need right

away. Call after 5:30, 256 0554.

FOUND:
A sum of money in The Hatch on 2

6. Please describe and it's yours. Call

Mike 253 7269.

Tonite
(last night for)

Kill-A-Watt
CONSERVE ENERGY

^^MrfW*l0*0*0*0t0*0t0*0*0)0*0*0*t*0*0*0*0*0*t*0*0M0*t*0t090*0*0*t 0*0*0*0*0*0*0

jNew infirmary phone numbers

University Health Services have two new phone numbers which ar<

replacing previous phone numbers.
The main switchboard number to call, for all information, emergen

cies, etc., is 549-2671. The number to call for appointments is 549-2600

When calling from campus phones, students are reminded to dial J

before the numbers.

BEAU BRITCHES

Join Our

Clothes Club

Mountain Farms Mad

Waatca
SatisfactionGuroriwd • Replacement or Money Refunded

odtf*
rvm

fcvtf
W-

Portable

Refrigerators
By

FROST QUEEN
5 cu. ft.

With Freezer &
Door Storage

$9995

If >oure looking

fa ihe best
submarine
sandwich

'in iann

We also have 4.4 cu. ft. FREEZERS $119.95

JUST SAY

CHARGE IT!
.J

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

337 Russell St., Rt. 9, Hadley

SHOP WOOLCO & SAVE MON. THU.1S SAT. 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M.

Buy With Confidence

Satisfaction

Guaranteed
V J

O oy

sows
at the Hungry- U

FREE DELIVERY on any of our Salt I Pizia's

256-6350 253-9080 256-0611

Some writers read

The first in a series of weekly readings will be held Sunday at 8 p.m. in

the Colonial Lounge of the Student Union. Robert Tucker and Meera
Clark will read poetry. Margaret Robison will read both poetry and
fiction.

Robert Tucker teaches Creative Writing and Literature in the English
Department and is co-editor of The Massachusetts Review. His poems
have appeared in many nationally known publications. His books include

A Way of Looking and A Curious Quire.

Meera Clark is a Phd. candidate in English. One of her poems will be

appearing in a Worcester poetry journal.

Margaret Robison is a painter as well as a writer. Part of the novel

which she is currently working on will appear in a forthcoming issue of

Ploughshares.

There is no admission fee.
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aMonkey Business'

And
aCocoanuts »

PGRated
Complete Show

Daily

5:45

8:00

10

4XJN
«PEM>

SLAUGHTERHOUSE •

FIVE

W* e. e oj«K« you " '£«?'

© Daily S * 8

SIDDIIMUml
i*an <*\<|ui*ite
movir."
_»| > •-. : R Daily < ft 730

ROOM FOR RENT

Privacy — Colonial Motel, tow, tow

weekly rates, large comfortable room*.

TV.. imM service todMtod. Bar and
restaurant. MS MM.

tfMl

ROOMMATE WANTED~
Grad student or working woman

preferred, duplex in rural North Amhenl.
|l*t per mouth. Paula. 545-0612. 549-6916.

545-*469.

U2-8

2 males looking for place to live la

Amherst area. If you ueed 2 people to live

with or else took with us caU Miles or Boh.

M4JM1.
tft-7

Grad. nonsmoker. S bedrm hse. garage.
3 fireplace. 3 miles to I Mass Heat incl

Slot-mo.. 13 Middtost, Hadley. 586-3784.

lft-15

Third for house in Beichertown near Bus
Stop. Rtr 9. Quiet, but tolerant student

type. $80 a month plus, call 323-78*8.

tft-U

Female — Large farm Sunderland. 4

miles from campus. Rent $4S-mo., inc.

utilities. SO acres on Rt. MS. Call 6*5-3260.

MM

HELP PLEASE

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Austin American '71. 24.000 mi. 3S-gal..

ex. cond. Call 1-527-1275 days or 25C-OW4
eve. Barbara-Dave.

tft-7

( impcn drums. 4 heads, walnut finish.

high hat. cymbals, hardware included.
MM. Call 249-4)243.

MM
Fender Jaumaster gtr . w -case. 975. ster

romps, spkrs. amp. Girrard ttabl $75:
Polaroid Lnd Camera, w flash & film, $25
665-1229. early eve.

tft-7

1973 Capri, excellent cond, 4-speed 4

cylinder. Must sell, call 527-9634. after
5:39.

MM

Pair Dynaco A25 Speakers, $90. Call Jim
at 54S-71I5.

tft-7

Musicians: Dynamite Fakebook for

sale. 417 tunes with chord changes.
MosUy Jan and Rock, some stan-
dards. Call Joyce 253-9557.

tf2-15

James House, 3rd floor, short
corridor, beer wall stolen! Janitors
innocent. Housemother ignorant.
Donations urgently needed. 35M
empty Sohliti cans. 12 or 16 et. This is

no shit, come on Southwest help out
fellow decadents Deposit donations
anytime.

MM

RIDE WANTED
Desperately need ride to I Mass from

Leverett Elena. School, anytime between
1 1 and I. 5 days a week. Call Julie. 61 7-544-

33*2. evenings

From Ctticopee to Amherst, Tu.. Th..

eight a.m. Call Cheryl. 5*2-7293. will share

tf2-ll

INSTRUCTION
Yoga (Hatha) Courses 8 ft 19 weeks.

Begin ft Inter. Experienced teacher, for

more information (all 549-0842

MM
PEOPLE FOR PEOPLE

We're interested in new methods of

establishing persssal relationships. A
Better Hay to get it On! M Th. 6-8 p.m..

Mutt.
MM

I twin site bed, complete, exc. condition

$25. I king site bed complete, six months
old. S2M. 549-1429.

tft-7

1*71 Pontiac Ventura, ex cond.. 6 cyl. st

trans., 2MM mi, 18 mpg. new tires, asking
$17*0. CaU after 6. 586-3903

ttt-12

Delmonico refrig. 3 cu. ft. 7 mon old

asking $5*. Call 549-2615. ask for Sue.

MM

For sale. Rote* RA 21* Stereo Amp,
excellent cond. 2* watts at 8 ohms. $25

takes it. Call Steve at 546-6350

MM
Head GS Skis (2*5 CM) Nevada and

Marker Bindings. Also new Koftoch Boats
Si 19' i. Best offer. Call Jeff at 253-9517

tft-7

Stereo AM-FM receiver, turntable and
two speakers. Excellent condition, hardly
used. Must sell, asking $125. Call 549-05*2.

after 5.

tft-12

FOR RENT

Furnished room — share bath with one

person. 175 Amity St.. Amherst 253-5354.

tft-8

For rent Ig two bedroom apt. Carpeting,
dishwash.. air cond.. on bus rt.. available

immed. Call Susan. 6*5-2253

MM
Avail again — l.ast minnte cancelled.

Lrg. room in house, furnished. Call again.

323-4553. On Bus Route. Share house
together.

MM
Ik box stall for rent, close to CM

Campus, excel, pasture, beau, trails. Kent
includes care & feeding, \vail now. call

John 253-9486

tf2-«

Apt. for rent. I bdrm. Jishwsr. all

utilities. $145 Call any time. M5-27I9.
tliffside.

If2l5

TO SUBLET

Sublet. 2 bdr. apt. Available \pril I. $165

mo., incl. utilities (all 6&5-:t90t) 1(24*

Sublet immed. 2 bdrm. apt.. Mt. Sugar
Loaf. Sunderland. $2*9 per month. Call

evenings. 6*5-19*6. keep trving. lf2-7

Sylvania Components, must sell 2. 8 ohm
spk's. Sylvania 59M turn and CR274* AM-
FM Receiver. $175 or BO. Call 665-3655 aft

4
"____ 112-8

Puppy, five months old, very lovable

(all 545-2183. ask for Al.

tft-12

5 cu. ft. refrigerator for sale, excellent

condition. $C5.M. Call 6-824*.

MM

\ \\ motor, low mileage, excellent on

gas. dealer rebuilt. $15*. call 549-3534.

MM

Must sell symphonic stereo AM-FM
radio ft x Track. $175. or best offer. Call

Cases at CS5-4065. after 5:M.
112-11

Fischer Fiberglass 190 Cat., skis:

Nordics Boots, si. 9. Ml poles, all exc.

cond.. used sparingly . (all Don al 6-*394. 5

to 7 p.m.
tf2-8

Skis, brand new K2-5S. 190 CM. 1974

model, no defects or scratches, still in

wrapper. $i.5». I suallv cost $2on. (all

lorin. 256-8 1.Vl

tft-ll

$K5 Conga Drum for onl> $60. or best

idler \ fine instrument and great fun

Must sell now . so call Rilev . 584-8134). after

."> p.m
lft-8

FOR SALE SERVICES

Sharp I*" B\\ TV. excel cond. $75 or BO.
Call 6*5-3*55. aft 4 p.m.

MM

Dishwasher needed for sorority meals in

return for work. Work, lunch and dinner,
good food. Call Steve. 549-3607. keep
trying.

U2-8

PERSONAL

Us Vegas Night: Feb. 9. 8 p.m. CC And.
— Poker. Craps. Black Jack. Roulette,
Chucka Luck, Wheel of Fortune, etc. Over
SI2M in prises.

MM

The Child Care Fxchange. Infanta — 8

yrs. An alternative to sitters. Playgroups

also. In its third year with 135 families. 586-

2224. Joan.

IftS

Drop by die Montague Mini-Mart for

your free incense. Open 8 a.m. to II p.m.
every day. All popular beer. wine, pipes ft

papers, etc.

MM

Proceed with caution in the light of a
"Morningstar".

tft-7

Stephanie if you want another Dunhill

you know where you can get it. I Just

bought a new supply just for you.

MM

Guitar lessons, try me — any style also
r piphone Classical for sale. Call Henry at
253-5*77.

tft-7

Kx-Chem Major
Have books ft tests.

will tutor in Chrm.
cheap. 549-6812. Paul.

tft-7

APARTMENT FOR RENT
2 bedroom apt. on M acre farm, 4 miles

from campus. $2IO-mo. a. 4-7729. 584-0812.

I -2*8-7*48.

tft-13

ENTERTAINMENT
Bands — Wide price range, available for

hire through professional talent agency
MAD ANGEL, others. Bill Noael - Agent.
256-M80 local.

tft-12

Band Phoenix — available for your
party, specialising in good rock 'n' roll

dance music. Call Mike. 549-1343 or Rob.
549-3914.

MM

Photos — Passports, visas, grad
school applications, etc. Done to
specifications $4 (to minimum. Call
Steve at 6-5443.

tft-28

Attention DaUun owners I perform
all phases of major and minor repairs
on Datsuns at reasonable prices. I

have over two years experience on
Datsuns at a Datsun Dealership and
an Aircraft Airframe and Powerplant
License. Phone. 253-745*. Russ Baca.

tft-17

That's right — Slaughterhouse Five, on
Frl.. Feb. 8, in the CCA. At 7-MI for 75c.

MM
Stan's Bands — Represents bands In the

5 college area — If you need a band for any
occasion, caU 256-o316 anytime

tft-8

Ed Vadas Big City Blues Band is back
for a second show at Southwest. Hampden
D.C Friday. M. Admission $1 00 Free
Beer. Free Beer!!!

tft-8

GPE Course coed adventure outdoors,
need I* persons, Tu ft Th, 2:3*-t:M. Sign
up Th. 2-7. Tu. Ml. 2:3*-5:M. Rm. 24.
Wane.

tft-8

Jackson — One flew East, one flew West,
one flew over the Fiat's nest. Was it a
flying wet bird* Thanks for all T.A.L.

2-7

Sat Day Care— < . day, full day, or drop-
in basis. Every Sat. 83*-4:30 at the L'niv.

Day School. For Infor cnll 6*5-4223 or 659-

3*53.

tft-8

Get close to your love with those
romantic hits of the S*'s and M's. For more
info., or booking, call now - The name is
Bob. Tel. 53*4*75.

tft-13

HELP WANTED

WORKSHOPS

Do you like to gamble" Come to Las
Vegas Night. Proceeds go to: Amherst
ABC Natl Hemophilia Foundation. Amer
Foundation for blind

tft-7

Primal Experience Marathon — 24
hours. Feb. 22. Trained leader. Fee:
$65 (Abo weekly groups available)
Offering a group dynamic that
provides an emotional enviomment in

which the individual caa re-create the
primary experiences of his or her life.

Call 256-05*3 (eves) or 253-94 21

(anytime) for further information.

MM.

Work ptime in your room. Piece work,
travel to Nhamptn required Name, add.
phon. ft hrs.-wk. on pst card to Box 77*.

Amherst. *IM2.

tft-7

How to earn $1*1 5.0*0 per year. * month
training period, no obligation Write: Mr.
Weiss. Box 552. Randolph. Mn. 023*8

tft-12

ROOM WANTED

WANTED
Will do housework in Amh-

Northampton-Sunderland area. Call Judy
at 617-544-74*5.

to*

Saxaphonist. must be willing to do tots of
load work, steady gigging Call S84-427*.

tftg

Anyone interested in starting a weekly
poker club call Bob, 253-2981. weekdays g-7

p.m. (Mass students only, limited
memberships.

tft-7

Want to buy a used Ift-speed bike. If

selling one call Lisa. 253-7674.

MM
Wanted PRINCIPLES OF

OPERATIONS RESEARCH, by H.
Wagner. Please call 549-3814. soon.

tft-7

Attr . intell female who likes leather,
biiarre. pom. etc. For rap sessions, get
togethers. only sincere write. Box 2*2
Holyoke. Ma.

MM
Reasonably attractive liberated female

< 18-22) to share warm, spring relationship
with liberated male Apply in person. 301,
l-ewls.

tft-ll

HAPPINESS IS

Happiness is a warm
WEIMARANER puppy — for
companionship on a rountrvside stroll

or quiet fireside enjoyment. Excellent
choice of A.K.C. registered pups from
championship bloodlines at

( harlemont. Mass. 1-413-3394*88.

tft-8

Quiet, considerate, but amicable student
needs place to live, now with others of

same. No car. Steve 253-97*4. Best bet 9
a.m. or 6-7 p.m.

tft-7

AUTO FOR SALE

197* VW Bug. Mlchelin Radials. radio,
new brakes. Asking SIM*. Clare 253-3695

tft-7

197* Ford Maverick, small engine. 25

. mpg. excellent condition. $15*0 or best
offer. Call 628-3253.

tft-8

1*7* Chevrolet Impala, V8 35*. 4 dr.. ht,

p s . excellent running. Car books for $95*.

must sell, will take $55*. a fantastic buy.
253-7241.

2Jt

6* VW Bug. new tires, valve job. engine
excel. Needs paint job. $1,000. 584-8605.
Scott.

MM
Chevy. Bel Air. '67. 6 cyl.. $45*. new

battery, new muffler, call 549-6042. after
6:3* p.m.

tft-13

68 VW Fastback. Needs some work. $500.
best offer or trade. 665-3122.

tft-13

Dodge Dart 66. 2 dr. auto transmission
Runs excellent, gets good mileage. Asking
$32S. (all 323-4456. evenings and weekends.

MM
1966 Mercurv Comet, excellent gas

mileage rebuilt engine bodv and tires
(iood. must sell, $275. 549-2644. tf2-9

MPlymouth Fury II. Running condition,
best offer. 546-6338. ^jj.j

Super 66 Rambler Classic. 6 cy, auto,
power steering, mint mechanical con-
dition, in mpg. $275 for years of carefree
motoring. 253-7241.

MM

Receptionist — Understands Cantonese
or Hoi San for work la Amherst. Send
resume. 1*4 Rlverglade Apto.. Amherst.

2-8

Educational Consulting Firm seeking
Project-Office Coordinator-Secretary.
Send resume to NES. P.O. Box 22*.

Amherst.

1X2-8

Part-time, interesting work. No in-

vestment. No deliveries. No experience
necessary. For home interview call 773-

8M7 or 774-2992.

MM
students — Earn while you learn. Part-

time contact work, promises good money
to those who qualify. For interview, call
253-58*4.

2-22

Jobs on Ships! No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job or career.
Send $3 for information. Seafax. Dept
I7G. P.O. Box 2*4*. Port Angeles
Uashioolor. <-V

jf
, ,.

LOST
Lost a ladies Omega watch on Feb. 1,

between 10:50 to 11:15 a.m. on way from
Franklin D.C. to C.C. Bring to L ft F or call
6-7441. reward. H¥
(•old Circular Charm with 21 on front

and ERB on back. Reward is payment of

its worth. Great sentimental value. CaU
665-3051. nite. (ft- 1

5

In vicinity of Montague Rd., Lev., blk &
silver shepard dog. Tag No. 166. red collar,

answers to PEANCTS. Call 549-1240 or 545-

0615.

tft-ll

DEATHLESS PROSE
"He are all the sums of that which

we have not counted. Subtract us into

nakedness and night and you shall see
beginning in crele. 40*0 years ago. a

love that ended yesterday in Texas."
PALLS OLDTIME FL'RMTl'RE.
Furniture for the cultured mind:
desks, bureaus, bookcases, beds. etc.

Behind Aubuchons, IN THE ALLEY.
253-3511. GOOD PRICES.

tft-11

. » . i ..... .

_____
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LA, Moscow fight for games

19

Miss Hamill tops skaters

By DAN BERGER
AP Sports Writer

LOS ANGELES ( AP) — The two

main competitors to host the 1976

Olympic Games are back in the

ring again, and this time it appears

one or the other will walk away

with the 1980 Games.
Los Angeles and Moscow are the

only cities to have made bids for

the 1980 Summer Games to the

International Olympic Committee,

City Councilman John Ferraro

confirmed Wednesday.

"I feel Los Angeles could put it

on without doing many things,"

Ferraro said. "We have a lot of

facilities that already exist and not

much would have to be built."

In 1970 Los Angeles, Moscow and

Montreal put in bids. Montreal was

considered a longshot but wound

up with the 1976 Summer Games as

a compromise after much in-

ternational political intrigue.

In effect, Montreal may have

gotten the Games because it was a

"neutral" country in the same
fight with the West and the East.

This time almost everyone is

giving Moscow the favorite's role

to be awarded the 1980 Games. One

major drawback faces Los Angeles

hopefuls:

The 1976 Games will be staged on

the North American continent and

the IOC is unlikely to stage two

Olympiads in a row on the same
continent. For that reason, many
in Los Angeles are thinking they'd

better keep a low profile this time

around, then make an all-out effort

to obtain the 1984 games.

Moscow has 70 stadiums, six

sports palaces, 26 swimming pools

and more than 1,000 modern indoor

athletic facilities including the

Grand Sports Hall, seating 103,000.

And Moscow successfully staged

the World University Games last

year to make a big impression on

IOC members.
Ferraro said that only Teheran,

Iran, has expressed a similar in-

terest in staging the 1980 Games.

The final selection will be made
Oct. 16 when the IOC meets at

Vienna.

Still, Ferraro is reasonably

optimistic that Los Angeles has a

chance at winning the games

Fr$$ 10,000 sta
BONUS M M . BONUS

OfH0 Shmpi
With purchase of any of below
vehicles

1973 AMC MATADOR
V 8, a.t., air 2495.00

1973 AMC JAVELIN
V 8, a.t., air 2995.00

1972 CAPRI
2000, a.t. 2695.00

1971 VOLVO 144-S

4 door, stnd. 2295.00

1971 CHEVY VEGA
4cyl.,a.t., 1795.00

1970 RENAULT R 10

Automatic, 28,000 1395

1970 FORD Maverick
V 8, std. 1095.00

1970 CHEVY Monte Carlo

V 8, auto. 1995.00

1970 FORD Mustang
6 cyl., std. 1595

1970 DODGE Coronet

Sta. wagon, t cyl. 1395.00

1970 AUDI 100LS
Std. 2695.00

1969 PLYMOUTH Fury III

Sta. wag., v 8, a.t. 695.00

1968 OLDS Vista Cruiser

V-8, auto. 995.00

1968 PONTIAC Safari Wagon
V-8, auto. 895.00

1967 BMW 1600

Sunroof, std. 895.00

1966 FORD Mustang
6 cyl., bad trans. 300.00

TRUCKS
1974 DODGE Pickup

V-8, auto., 3000 miles 3695.00

1973 GMC Pickup

V-8, Std. 2895.00

1973 FORD F 100 Pickup

V-8, Sid. 2895.00

1971 CMEVY C-10 Pickup

V-8, Std., w-box 2495.00

1964 FORD F 250 Pickup

4 wheel drive, w plow 1495.00

1951 CHEVY Dumptruck
2 tens 1995.00

Northampton V.W.

244 King St.

Northampton, Mass.

584-8420 534-0660

because, he said, "We think the

IOC will request some things the

Russians won't be able to give. The

IOC will undoubtedly demand free

access. The IOC won't want any

visas given out."

By KAROL STONGER
AP Sports Writer

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) —
Dorothy Hamill of Riverside,

Conn., heir apparent to the title as

queen of American figure skaters,

(Staff Photo-Steve Rugglet)

GENE WHELAN (here on pommel horse) faces his

story, page 19.

Television Tonight

5:MPOPEYE (18)

HOGAN'S HEROES "The Kommandant

Dies at Dawn." < 22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "The

Gorilla." (30)

GOMER PYLE Dynamite Diner " (40)

v.w THE REAL McCOYS (18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy Is a Process

Server." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY '(24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Goodbye Dolly " (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "It's Dynamite
"

(30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

t:M NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Turnabout For Traitors " (18)

ADULT EDI CATION (24)

PETTICOAT JINCTION "The Eternal

Rectangle." <27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,

host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the

Camera " (40)

ZOOM! (57)

(30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY <24)

ANIMAL WORLD (27)

THE FRENCH CHEF (57)

«:55 NKWSBFAT NEWS (40)

7:M SALE OF THE ('ENTURY (3)

TRUTH OR (ONSEQIKMES Bob

Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The Life and

Love of Joe Coogan " <18>

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22'- <30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "The Strangler " (27)

\BC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE EVENING COMPASS (571

7 30 ARTHUR OF TF.E BRITONS (3)

T1M»M | «FFKFRS '«>

MOVIE "White Comanche." (18)

HOLLYWOOD AND THE STARS
"Monsters We've Known and Loved." Hal

Stanton, host (22)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK (24)

THE NEW TREASURE HUNT Geoff

Edwards, host (30)

DRAGNET (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

a:M THE WAI.TONS "The Fulfillment."

(3)

CHOPPER ONE "The Boy Who Cried

Wolf." (8) (40)

THE FLIP WILSON SHOW (22) (30)

THE ADVOCATES (24) (57)

8:30 FIREHOUSE Trapped ." (8) (40)

9:00 MOVIE "Kansas City Bomber." (3)

KUNG FU (8) (40)

THE 700 CLUB SPECIAL IN TWO
PARTS (18)

IRONSIDE "Class Of Forty." (22) (30)

HUMANITIES FILM FORUM "Cranes

Are Flying." (24) (57)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "The Poisoner ." (27)

lt:«* THE STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO
(8) (40)

MUSIC COUNTRY U.S.A. (22) (30)

NEWS (27)

10:30 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

10:39 THE LIVING WORD (18)

JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

ll:M NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

118) (22) (27) (30) (40)

ENERGY ALERT (24)

CAPTIONED AW EVENING NEWS
(57)

n.iti MOVIE "When Michael Calls " (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL (8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW 22) (30)

l («) NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22) (30)

Its NEWS. WEATHER (3)

2:0* NEWS <22) (30)

twin brother tonight. See

Sauer Signs

BOSTON (AP) — George Sauer

Jr., an outstanding wide receiver

who quit the New York Jets calling

pro football "dehumanizing" in

1960, is coming out of retirement to

play for old friend Babe Pari Hi.

Parilli, named head coach of the

New England Bulls in the new
World Football League, still was
smiling Wednesday, 24 hours after

announcing that Sauer had signed

a multi-year contract with the

club.

"George is very eager to play

again and I'm very happy to have
him," Parilli said during a brief

break in hectic front office duties.

Sauer, only 29 despite six years

with the Jets, and Parilli, then a

backup quarterback to Joe
Namath. were with New York in

won the compulsory segment of the

U.S. National Championships at

the Providence Civic Center
Wednesday.
The 17-year-old Miss Hamill is

seeking the crown worn for five

years by Janet Lynn before Miss

Lynn abdicated to become a

professional.

Miss Hamill, runnerup to Miss
Lynn last year, received eight

ordinals and 95.18 points for the

three required figures which count
40 per cent toward the senior

women's title. Miss Hamill 's or-

dinals included six first and one
second place from the judges.
Points are based on each judge's
assessment of perfection. The
highest possible is 6.0 per judge,
per figure. If all seven judges gave
her the highest marks, the total

would be 126.0 points.

"I'm shocked," said Miss Hamill

after winning the compulsory in

the nationals for the first time. "I

knew I was leading after the

second figure, but I felt I lost my
chance to win after I did poorly in

the third."

Julie McKinstry of Colorado

Springs, Colo., who finished third

to Miss Lynn and Miss Hamill last

year, was second in the com-
pulsories with 17 ordinals and 92.70

points.

1968 when the team won the
National Football League's Super
Bowl title.

"I ran into George in San
Francisco several weeks ago and
told him that I might get the head
coaching job here," Parilli said.

"We're old friends and he said that
if I get the job he'd like to play for

me.
"I called him recently and he

said okay, he'd play. He's truly a
great one, great hands. I feel one
spot on our club is set. He looks in

great shape. He has been coaching
at a college in Ohio, Oberlin, and
has worked out regularly."
Sauer could not be reached for

comment. A New England club
spokesman said Sauer and his wife
had left on a camping trip.

King Spassky
NEW YORK (AP)-Thirty-two

victories, one defeat and eight

draws is a season's record in

almost any sport, but for chess
grandmaster Boris Spassky it was,
literally, all in a night's work.
Spassky took on 41 opponents at

once in a 4 •s -hour exhibition here
Tuesday night.

The only defeat for the Russian
former world's champion came at

the hands of Charles Madigan. a 21-

year-old with a national rating of

expert, which is below the master
and grandmaster level.

The youngest of the challengers,

Robe Le Donne, 6, of Woodcliffe
Lake, N.J., said he'd beat Spassky
if the Russian made the first

mistake.

Spassky didn't. Robert caved in

after 25 moves and said of his

opponent: "He's a very nice man. '

Skinner no. 1

"Who is

Harry Kellerman?"

DUSTIN HOFFMAN

DURHAM, N.H. ( AP)-Senior Al Skinner was named today the Yankee
Conference's basketball player of the week for leading Massachusetts to
victories over Northeastern, New Hampshire and Niagara.
Connecticut freshman Tony Hansen was named the conference's rookie

of the week for the third time. He scored 33 points as the Huskies defeated
Holv Cross and Maine last week.

Mahar Aud. 7-9-11 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 7

Winter
Carnival
1974

Social i¥00i

*£

Simaltantoit Chits Exhibition

U.S. Open Champion
Norman
Weinstein

\
i

V

C.C. 163 Complex

Sunday,

February 10

1:00 p.m.

<AP Wirephoto)

IS A BUTTERFLY NET LEGAL? - All-Star goalie Gilles Gilbert may be asking
that question as the puck just eludes the outsized goalie mitt. Gilbert is likely to be
in a goal tonight vs. St. Louis.

Woman hoopsters handed first loss
By LINDA MACKLER

MDC Women's Basketball
Writer

The UMass Women's basketball

team suffered their first defeat

Tuesday night as Keene State

edged them 36-33. UMass' Ann
Foley scored the first two points of

the game and UMass maintained
the lead until the final three
minutes. Then with the score at 31-

30 UMass, Keene State's Cindy
Pascuarelli put in the go-ahead
basket. The score remained at 32-

31, despite efforts by Marilyn Ritz

and Jenny Edminster to steal the
ball. UMass failed at both attempts
to win the jump, and with fifteen

seconds remaining, and score 34-

33, in favor of Keene State Cindy
Pascuarelli sunk the deciding
basket.

The players and the coach were
very upset with their performance.
Chris Molonea felt they had been
defeated by a lesser team. Coach
Farr stated, "They outplayed us.

We were standing still. We were
much too slow and we couldn't

make the fast break."

The UMass offense was again
responsible for the defeat. They
were incapable of breaking the

man-to-man press. Joanne Smith
said, "We were standing out too

NHL-WHA peace is at hand
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —

Lawyers for the National Hockey
League and the World Hockey
Association met behind closed
doors Wednesday to discuss a
proposed peace agreement bet-
ween the two leagues.
The clerk for U.S. Dist. Court

Judge Leon A. Higginbotham said
the judge met with the lawyers for

an hour Wednesday morning, and
scheduled an afternoon session.

Clarence Campbell, president of
the established NHL, said Mondry
his league's 16 teams had agreed to

proposed terms for a settlement
with the WHA.
The WHA has antitrust litigation

amounting to more than $50 million

pending against the NHL.
Lawyers for both sides said

recently that an agreement had
been reached in which the two-
year-old WHA would drop its legal

action against the NHL for several

concessions, and the NHL would
pay $1.9 million in legal fees in-

curred by the WHA.
During meetings in Chicago and

Philadelphia last week, however,
the NHL Board of Governors failed

to reach the unanimous agreement
necessary for an attempt to seek
an out-of-court settlement.

The antitrust trial has been set

for March 28 before Judge
Higginbothan. The clerk described
the meeting Wednesday as a
pretrial conference, but he said the
agreement was the main item
discussed.

far, waiting for the ball. When they
did switch to a zone defense, we
couldn't find the open man."
UMass was completely outscored
at the foul line, whereas Keene
State made 12 out of 17 free throws,
UMass sunk only 5 out of 15.

The defense was excellent. In the

first quarter Keene State made
only two baskets from the floor,

and in the third, they made only
one. Jenny Edminster was high
rebounder with 12. Center Pat
Glispin scored seven points, before
she was taken out with four

minutes left in the final period. She
reinjured a knee that had been
sprained in high school and it is

uncertain when she will be back in

action.

Both the varsity and the junior
varsity teams will play at Central
Connecticut this Friday night at

6:00 p.m.

Collegian writers
The meeting scheduled tomorrow night for the

sports staff has been cancelled. It will be held in the

Colonial Lounge early next week. See the sports
notice board for details.

In the meantime, all students who wish to work on
the sports staff are invited and urged to contact the

sports editor at 5-0344 or see him in the Collegian
office.

Marvin Barnes

to stand trial

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) — An
agreement has been reached to

delay a new Superior Court trial

for Providence College basketball
star Marvin Barnes until after
tournament games.
Barnes faces trial on a charge of

assault with a dangerous weapon
against former teammate Larry
Ketvirtis on Oct. 19, 1972.

Judge William M. Mackenzie
agreed Monday not to call the case
before April 10. John F. Cicilline,

Barnes attorney, said that under
the current court schedule, Barnes
might be called for trial while his
ninth-ranked team was involved in

tournament play.

The case went to trial last year,
but a mistrial was declared after it

was learned some jury members
had seen newspaper clippings that
had not been admitted in evidence.

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

(except during league play)

50' per string

Gymnasts shoot for

"successful" season
By WALT POWERS

MDC Gymnastics Writer
Time is running out on the UMass gymnastics team. Over the past two

weeks they've seen a 4-0 record deteriorate to 4-2, and though they have
five more dual meets, a loss to Southern Connecticut tonight would
eliminate any hopes of a successful season. "A successful season," says
coach Tom Dunn, "would include an upset victory over Temple, Penn
State, or Southern Connecticut." In the past two weeks, UMass has lost to

both.

On paper, Southern Connecticut would seem to have the meet wrapped
up. Coached by Abie Grossfeld, the 1972 U.S. Olympic coach, they lost last

year's season opener to Temple by one point, and haven't been beaten
since. Victories include decisions over Penn State last year and Temple
this year. They are the defending NCAA small college champions. Like
Penn State they've lost an Olympian in the person of John Crosby. But the
loss of Crosby, a winner of thirteen NCAA titles, hasn't seemed to hurt
them.
Southern this year is led by junior Jay Whelan, twice an NCAA finaiist

in the all-around. If the name doesn't ring any bells, it should, because
he's the twin brother of UMass all around Gene Whelan. Though of

similar ability, Gene has never beaten Jay in the all-around competition.
The battle between the two brothers from Bedford, New Hampshire will

provide the major competition of the meet. In other all-around action,

Steve Scuderi will match up against Rich Onysko, and Bill Brouillet will

oppose SouthConn's surprising freshman, Pete Kormann. Kormann, is

from Braintree, and last year won the Massachusetts High school all-

around championship.
Sequentially, Southern figures to throttle UMass on the floor. Their

lineup is braced with a number of NCAA finalists, and Dunn concedes
that "There's no way we're going to win this event." If the Owls have a
weakness it be in the pommel horse, but then the same could have been
said about Penn State. To bolster the Minutemen in this event, Veteran
Paul Hassig has been reinserted into the lineup. Still rings and vaulting
should be UMass strongpoints and the Minutemen should stay close on
the parallels. The trio of Onysko, Whelan, and Kormann, though, may
make Southern the strongest high bar team UMass has yet faced.

There are two factors that could exert a telling, though probably not
decisive effect on the final score. One is The All Important Home Gym
Advantage, which translated, means the judges will probably give
UMass a lot of breaks. One of the judges, Jack Jablonski, coached the

Whelans in high school. The other factor is Southern Connecticut's
scoring, which has vacillated as much as ten points between meets. The
only trouble here is that this scoring has been high, the higher scores
coming against the better teams.
Anyway you look at it this meet will be a good one. If you're looking for

a UMass upset you may be dissappointed. If it's national or international

level competition you want, don't miss it, because its the last time a
nationally ranked gymnastics team will perform in Amherst this season.
The meet starts at 7:30 in the Boyden auxiliary gym.

Phys Ed notices

The following new sections have been added to the General PE
Program

:

Sec. 3 - G06 - Springboard Diving - MWF 2:30 - Boyd Pool

Sec. 4 - G 41 - Archery I - MWF 12:20 - Wope 23

Sign up with the instructor at the class meeting time.

CORRECTION IN INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE -
North PE building - hours should read Tues-Thurs 8-10, not 8:30-10.

The raffle run by the University of Mass., Rowing Association

last fall was an economic success. The club members extend sin-

cere thanks to the university community for their support.

Winners were:

1st prize — George Foreman. 357 Hills South — No. 9046.

2nd prize — L.B. Perry, Phys. Plant — No. 5616.

3rd prize — E.E. Turner, 145 State St., Am. — No. 7592.

4th prize— J.R. Watkins, 7 Kirland Cir., Wellesly Hills, Ma. — No.
7252.

5th prize — Rob Philips. 41 N. Village, Amherst.

74 Kawasaki

6-5 100 cc

Enduro

Performance; on the street or off, and 100 m.p.g.

economy.

Only 550"

VALLEY MOTOR SPORTS
348 King St., Northampton

584-7303
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Leaman ponders bis next move as...

BC edges UMass
in overtime

By EARL BARROLL
MDC STAFF

Basketball Writer

NEWTON, Mass. — It will go down in the records as a win for one, and a

loss for another. And although it was the kind of basketball game that

didn't deserve a loser, Boston College will be able to live for a month with

a win in basketball over UMass 78-74, in overtime.

Why the short wait, rather than the yearly interlude for this possible

rematch, centers on the fact that New England basketball has three good

basketball teams, not one, and the two who performed here at Roberts

Center could be on their way to the NIT in mid-March.

"This game shows just how good New England basketball is," said

losing coach Jack Leaman. "I would agree Providence is not the only

good team in the area," said the winning coach Bob Zefulatto.

And between the two they did enough coaching in this gymnasium to

earn their next paychecks and next and next, ad infinitum.

The regulation game ended 72-72 with Rick Pitino dribbling frantically

twenty feet from the basket in an attempt to free himself for the last shot.

*flfc -~

Rbeau It is brilliant but...

UMass loses 4-2 to UVM

Jackie Leaman: "We finally

got beat by a good team."

BC also had its chance for a 40-minute win some seven seconds earlier,
but Jere Nolan missed a short pop with Peter Trow fronting him with the
least possible margin of inaccuracy.

In the five minute extra session, the Eagles scored first on a Mark
Raterink layup and then held the Minutemen to nothing until the next
minute when time was called. Al Skinner (23 points, 15 rebounds) hit a
bank shot from the foul line. 74-74 with just over a minute and a half to
play. He later fouled out with fifteen seconds showing on the clock and the
Eagles ahead on two Bob Carrington (26 points) free-throws. 76-74.

Al was the second of two Minutemen to foul out as John Murphy took a
seat with 4:58 to play. Murph had picked up his fourth some two minutes
into the second half, and his play from then on, and that of his
replacements, John Olson and Steve Mayfield were not enough to sustain
the early lead the Minutemen bolted into at the start of the second half.

"If you're not deep," said Leaman, "you can't get away with it for an
entire season. We finally got beat by a good team. We just can't replace a
John Murphy and an Al Skinner and be as effective as we want to be." In
the end with Skinner on the bench after he had connected with Mayfield
for a layup that would have tied it, freshman Paul Burlanger of BC
missed the first of a one-on-one Raterink snuck inside for the offensive
rebound, got the foul and the two shots.

The Minutemen lead at the half, 35-34 and still hadn't played that well.
They wereoutshot from the field, 63-41 per cent, and they went to the foul
line eight times fewer than the Eagles. But after being behind by as much
as five (18-13) and six (23-17), they knotted the count at 33 on a Bill En-
dicott take-you-to-the-bridge-special on his former prep teammate Mel
Weldon.

A Peter Trow layup at the buzzer gave UMass the lead following a
Nolan free throw.

In the second half UMass opened gaps that at one juncture reached ten,

55-45. Boston College went to a zone and pecked away at the Minutemen,
even as Skinner, Endicott, and Rik Pitino (so points) did everything
within their means to keep a lead that dwindled and dwindled until the

stage was set at 71-70 UMass, 1 : 55 left with freshman Mayfield at the line.

"Our press took them out of the game," analyzed Zuffaleto. "In fact,

UMass did not score a basket without starting five vs. starting five for

some eleven minutes.

"It just shows you the value of a John Murphy," said UMass coach
Leaman, "I'm just wondering if they're really better than us if both of us
have our starting teams on the floor."

Now, 71-70. Mayfield sinks one of two, 72-70. On the miss, SWnner skied

for the rebound. "He was definitely the top rebound on the courts, one of

the best we faced on the court this year," said Zuffaleto.

However the Eagles stole off their press, and with fifty seconds on the

clock, Nolan, who singlehandidly defeated UMass two years back at

Roberts Center, calmly tossed in two free throws, 72-72.

And so the Minutemen are now 14 and 3 with two losses to "the other

two best teams in New England." The Eagles, 13 and 5 with one heck of a

stretch coming up, (St. Joseph's, St. Francis, Penn State, St. John's) can

now talk of NIT.

A March rematch. Perhaps.

But in the meantime Zuffaleto can happily live with one win over

UMass. "You have to be happy anytime you defeated a Jack Leaman

team," he said. "They make it awful tough for you on the court."

By BILL BALLOU
MDC Staff Hockey Writer

BURLINGTON, Vt. — Only three

words can properly describe last

night's UMass loss to Vermont — a

damn shame.
A damn shame because the

Minutemen played one of their

finest games of the season in

screaming Gutterson Field House
and fell to their fifth Division Two
loss while Vermont has lost only

once.

It was a game full of surprises at

least from the UMass standpoint.

One, defenseman Robbie Quinlan

was moved to right wing in an

attempt by coach Jack Canniff to

add some muscle up front. Two,
Canniff used his players in very

short shifts, especially his forward

lines and that kept them fresh ro

they were skating with Vermont at

the end of the game. Three, the

UMass forwards played a tough-

checking game, something that

they haven't been able to do all

season with any consistency.

Another big story was the great

goaltending of Chickie Rheault.

Rheault, who hadn't been sharp in

the last couple of games, made 46

saves, including 38 in the final two

periods to keep the Minutemen in

the game. Of the four goals that

Vermont scored, Rheault could not

be faulted on any of them.

The Catamounts opened the

scoring at 9:05 of the first period

when Michel Lebeau broke in two-

on-one with Tom Colby and fired a

1 5-footer past Rheault 's glove side.

Shortly thereafter, at the 11:22

mark, Bill Koch took a pass from
Roger Mallette in the slot about

twenty feet in front of Rheault and
beat him right along the ice. The
Minutemen finally came back with

eighteen seconds left in the first

stanza on a fluke goal. Billy Harris

broke into the Vermont zone alone,

but lost control of the puck. Ver-

mont goalie John Kiely came out to

stick it away from him but Harris

regained control in the corner to

the left of the net, cut out in front,

had the puck checked off his stick

but Kevin Conners picked it up
about three feet out and flipped it

into the open cage.

But Vermont came back early in

the second period on a powerplay
marker by Chris Miller. Miller was
left all alone in the faceoff circle to

Rheault 's right, took a pass from

Jack Clifford and fired a 25-foot

wristshot past Rheault 's stick side.

The Minutemen killed two more
penalties successfully in the

second period as Vermont failed to

mount another sustained attack

like the one which resulted in

Miller's goal. In fact, the

Minutemen almost popped in a

couple of their own with Jim Lyons
just missing on two occasions.

Then at 15:10, freshman Mike
Merchant, the leading UMass
scorer, put them back to within one

on a quick passout play from Carl

Burns with a 15-footer right along

the ice from the slot directly in

front of Kiely.

The Minutemen came storming

out in the third period but couldn't

beat Kiely who played much better

after a shaky first two periods. The
score remained 3-2 all the way

through the third period until the

16:35 mark, when Koch finished off

a breakway, coming in all alone

from the UMass blueline, and fired

a hot wristshot past Rheault 's

glove to wrap up the scoring.

Rheault made 46 saves while

Kiely, who wasn't tested too

severely in the first two periods

made 22 saves. The loss puts

UMass' record in Division Two at

seven wins and five losses (seven

wins and eight losses overall).

UMass' next game is Tuesday
night at Connecticut.

Ice Chips. ..there wasn't a

penalty called against Vermont all

night and that made quite a dif-

ference...Quinlan had a tough time

adjusting at first but didn't look too

bad at right wing...UMass played

perhaps its most physical game of

the year...

Dave Eibel

lathj (dollrgtan

SPORTS

The meaning of sport

Sports fans are a funny bunch of people. They come from every strata

of society and are separated by thousands of dollars in annual salary.

Some come from the friendly confines of upper class seclusion like

Westchester, Hyannis, and Cedarhurst, others come from Flushing,

Dorchester and Roxbury, but no matter how many differences they might

have, they have one thing in common : a love of sports.

When they go to Shea Stadium, Fenway Park, or Boston Garden they

forget their lineage. The roar of the crowd is a universal language. Just

as the laugh and the cry know no bounds of race or class, neither do the

cheer nor. the boo. Sitting in a sports arena, with people who you may
have little or nothing in common with, is a great way of teaching people

class consciousness or a sense of tolerance with those less fortunate.

Sadly, those feelings never seem to last long enough to make a dif-

ference.

When I came to UMass last September as a fugitive from the northern

wastes, I tried to get into the "swing of things." I dropped by the Blue

Wall, ascended the elevator to the relatively palatial Top of the Campus
and recognized my transformation from an austere McGillian into a

typical UMie. But no transformation is complete for a collegiate im-

migrant to UMass-Amherst, until he or she becomes a sports fan.

Whether you go to Alumni Stadium, the Cage, Orr Rink, or the Boyden

Pool, the feeling is still the same. As D'Artagnan said in the Three

Musketeers, "one for all, and all for one;" you share something with

every other fan in the stands, a desire to see a team win. And for lack of

anything better, it should be the start of sharing more with others.

Most of you know what the Cage is and represents. It is like a queerly

shaped amplifier that defies the laws of science. Even if everyone leaves

the building after a UMass victory with a sore throat, it's worth it. It's the

only building I know where the noise level and the attendance figures

don't jive.

As a sports fan, there are certain things I like to see: the goal, the

touchdown, the swoosh of the basketball through the hoop, the graceful

vault of the gymnast, etc. However, more important than those things are

the crowd reactions. I love the unrestrained ecstacy of a euphoric crowd
delirious with happiness. In this way sports is an escape from the outside

world of crime, gas shortages, and warfare. Eacn fan in the Cage, in

Boston Garden, or in the Montreal Forum is on his or her own little trip. If

a person goes stark-raving mad in a sports arena, if a Givenchy-attired

woman screams gutter obscenities at a hockey game, who could care

less 7

As a professor of mine said today in class, even the classic works of

Shakespeare were written for one reason : to entertain. The same is true

of sports. It may be overpriced, it may not always be exciting, it may
sometimes if not always be serious, but above all the aim of sports is to

entertain the public. The athlete says "I wouldn't play if I didn't have
fun."

The next time you truck down to the Cage, remember, in the midst of

the din, that if the Minutemen lose there'll be another day. Sports should

be an escape for everyone, an escape that knows neither social nor racial

bigotry.
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When you awake you
will remember
everything, You will be
hanging on a string...
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Campion resigns as vice-chancellor
By BILL DENSMORE

and
SHARON HUGHES

Vice-chancellor for Adminstrative Services
Thomas B. Campion has resigned effective today to

take another job with the University, Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery has announced.

In a news release, Bromery said Campion has
asked to be freed of his responsibilities as Vice
Chancellor to undertake a new role in instruction on
campus.
Bromery, in an interview last week, said a

reorganization of Campion's office was being con-
sidered because "the scope of responsibilities for that
office had become too large"

Officials were also reported to be considering
dividing up Campion's duties among three other
administrators.

Campion was one of three vice-chancellors who
served under Chancellor Bromery. The other two are
Provost and vice-Chancellor for academic Affairs
Robert L. Gluckstern and Vice-Chancellor for
Student Affairs Robert W. Gage.
The move had been rumored since late December

when Campion took a five week self-imposed leave of
absence from his duties.

And jninutesof a December 19th meeting executive
comm^tee of the Board of Trustees report that
Chancellor Bromery was at that time "undertaking a
review, with Vice Chancellor Campion, possibilities

for redefinition of his present position or reassign-
ment to other responsibilities."

In his statement, obtained by the Collegian

yesterday, Bromery said Campion "has performed
with great dedication in his complex role as Vice

Thomas B. Campion

Truckers' strike nears end
By JAY PERKINS

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Negotiators for the

federal government and striking independent
truckers reached tentative agreement Thursday
to end the eight-day-old highway shutdown. The
government immediately began putting its part of
the bargain into effect.

White House Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren
said the Nixon administration believes the action

will resolve the truck strike, but an Associated
Press survey of truckers across the country
showed sentiment was strong against the set-

tlement.

Warren also said an interdepartmental task
force had developed "firm contingency plans" to

keep the highways open if truckers decide to

continue their protests.

Asked if this meant federal troops might be
called to duty, Warren declined comment. He
confirmed, however, that the Department of
Defense was represented on the task force.
The first governmental actions came from the

Federal Energy Office and the Department of
Transportation.

The energy office announced over-the-highway
truckers will be given 100 per cent of their current
fuel needs, rather than 110 per cent of their 1972

fuel usage.

It said this change will make available to truck
stops an additional 76,00 barrels of diesel fuel per
day. Trucks using gasoline were promised similar
treatment.

In addition, energy chief William Simon said he
was setting up a complain service with a toll-free

telephone number to begin operation Monday
morning.

He invited truckers to phone complaints of
alleged price-gouging or supply problems to this
number. 800-424-8660. Simon said the FEO and the
Internal Revenue Service would immediately
check on such complaints.

The Department of Transportation announced it

will review the question of increasing permissible
weights and sizes of trucks on interstate highways.
It also said it would check into the difference in

state laws on truck sizes and weights.

The department said such differences between
states "cause numerous inefficiencies including

wasteful uses of fuel."

The Interstate Commerce Commission an-

nounced it would let truckers file for fuel -related

rate hikes witnout naving to supply supporting
data. The ICC said it would consider fuel cost
changes as compiled by the Cost of Living Council
sufficient to justify the rate changes.

The ICC announced no action, however, on the
freight rate surcharge which the negotiators and
the White House said had been agreed to. That
surcharge was to have been granted immediately,
according to Warren. It would cover increased
costs other than fuel.

The actions announced Thursday were in ad-
dition to earlier government decisions designed to
halt protests by truck drivers.

President Nixon Tuesday ordered the pump
price of diesel fuel frozen until Congress could act
on legislation that would allow the truckers to pass
on to the companies that employ them the dif-

ference in fuel costs they are now paying as
compared to the fuel cost in May.

The Senate passed that legislation earlier this
week and the House gave it a favorable vote
Thursday afternoon. It would set Feb. 15 as the
effective date for the pass-through of fuel costs to
start

Bonnie Raitt

show cancelled
The Bonnie Raiit concert, scheduled for Saturday night, is

"definitely off." That's the word from the Concert Committee
which was told by Raiit's manager last night that she has a throat
problem.

Raiit has also cancelled concerts scheduled at Harvard and
Dartmouth. All 2400 tickets, which sold for $2.50, were sold out Wed.
afternoon.

Refunds, upon presentation of both portions of the ticket, will be
made from 12 to 4 p.m . today at the Arcon Tours desk at the base of
the first level concourse escalator in the Campus Center.

Refunds will also be made from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday at the
same location. Additional refund dates will be announced by the
committee and will appear in Monday's Collegian.

Arcon Tours will move to the Campus Center information desk
from 1:30 to 3:30 this afternoon.

Chancellor tor Administrative Services.
Bromery said his "colleagues will miss his good

counsel as Vice Chancellor" but appreciate his wish
to leave the daily pressures of the administration.
As professor, Campion will deliver special lectures

on business policy, environment and production in the
School of Business Administration according to the
release.

Prior to his position at UMass, Campion was
Business Manager for the New York Times for over
20 years, graduate of the Harvard Graduate Schools
of Engineering and Business Administration,
Campion has also been employed as a manager of the
Procter & Gamble Co.
Dean Wendell Smith of the School of Business said

he is pleased that a man with Campion's background
in corporate and university administration will in-
struct this semester, the release said.

Bromery said a replacement for Campion will not
be sought within the next few weeks. Since Campion
has been on vacation, three other administrators
have assumed some of his duties.

-Ken Dean, acting director of food services, is

running the Campus Center, residence halls and the
dining commons.
—John L. (Jack) De Nyse, head of the personel

office was assumed control for the financial duties.—H. Jack Littlefield, University director of
planning is supervising the Physical Plant.
Some members of Student Government say these

three persons should continue to assume the duties on
a permanent basis. One member however says he is

not concerned with who runs the departments, but
the delineation of duties as they stand presently
Jiould continue.

Fac-sen questions

student evaluations
By SUSAN R. HUBBARD

MDC Staff
The Faculty Senate yesterday rejected student

course evaluations as a primary source of in-
formation in determining teaching performance and
salary increases.

"It's been the contention of the student government
that students are the most qualified to judge teaching
competence," stated Nick Apostola, President of
SBA.
But the faculty Senate refused to agree and in-

stead killed an Apostola amendment classing teacher
evaluations by students as "a primary determinant
of teaching qulity."

Senator Nick Apostola offered the amendment
during a discussion of procedures for awarding
salary increases at yesterday's meeting of the
Faculty Senate of teaching quality."

In other business, financial aid eligibility and
improved computing capacity were both topics which
were referred back to committees for further study.
The Apostola amendment read, "The primary

determinant of teaching quality shall be the compiled
results of student evaluations conduced in ac-
cordance with present teacher-course evaluation
policy."

Immediately following, Senator Dean Alfange
suggested that the first word of the amendment be
changed from 'the' to 'a' so that other methods of
evaluation could also be used.

"One legitimate concern is that you may come out
as a 2.4 teacher," remarked Alfange, in reference to

the numerical data constructed from student
evaluations.

Alfange further stated, "Evaluations should be
done and taken seriously, but they should not be the
primary determinant in regard to salary increases."
The Alfange amendment carried, but the Apostola

amendment was defeated, 31-21.

Questions were then raised by other senators

concerning the reliability of University evaluations
forms and questionnaires.

A faculty handbook is currently in preparation
which, some seniors felt, might not coincide with the
salary guidelines which were being discussed on the
floor.

Finally a motion by Senator Frank R. Hugus called
for referral of the matter back to the Grievance
Committee. This motion passed, 34-28.

Last week's Fac-Sen meeting recessed just as the

Apostola amendment was introduced. The next
regularly scheduled meeting will be next Thursday.
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Panic buying aggrevates local crisis..

By DEAN MERCH \NT
Panic buying of gasoline remains one of

the largest reasons for long lines at gasoline

stations.

According to the owner of Rens Mobile
Station, people should rely on driving needs.
He feels panic buying is a cause of the

shortage; he believes everyone is now
driving with a full tank.

One of the owners of Amherst Gulf said he
once had a request for 27 cents, on another
occasion a man's tank only required 11

cents, which he then charged.
The owner of L and M Exxon on Rt. 9 said

even with Exxon's three dollar limit, only 50
per cent of the drivers can put that much gas
in their tanks. He has had a 15 cents pur-
chase. He believes people now drive with 30

per cent more gas in their tanks than before

the shortage.

The owners also say their gas deliveries

have been greatly cut. A Rens Mobile
spokesman said they now receive only 80 per
cent of the fuel received in 1972. He then
provided almost a million gallons for

motorists which he believes was one of the

highest amounts in the area. Rens currently

provides two to three thousand gallons a

day, and runs out of gas 2 or 3 days a week.

The Gulf Station open only from 7 a.m. to 9

a.m., tries to sell between 900-1400 gallons

of gas a day. The owner said he sells

roughly 7,600 gals, a week.
He felt he could pump 50 or 60 thousand

gals, a month but he can only provide 30

thousand gals, a month.
The L and M Exxon has been cut from

32,000 gals, to 25,000 gals. In 1973 he was
selling 10 per cent more than in 1972. He

concluded that in actuality he was selling 40

to 50 per cent of what he could if he had the

gas.

Steven Ress, owner of the Amherst Shell,

said since the students have come back, he
now sells 3,200 gals, a day compared to 2,200

before vacation. He said his gasoline

customers are 60 per cent students.

When the subject of the government is

mentioned, the gas dealer's first reactions

are smiles and chuckles."

Steve Ress recently read an article about

Sargent's modified Oregon rationing

system. "If the article is true about the odd
an even numbers form of rationing, people

won't immediately know about the law and
will xpect us to stay open causing a lot more
confusion," he said.

The L and M Exxon said people don't

realize Oregon has much less population. He
said 40 per cent of the countries' population

is 'p. the Northeast and the large con-

centration in such a small area is one reason

we feel the shortage to such a great extent.

One of the owners of Amherst Gulf feels

control measures do not seem to help.

Some owners feel a S2 or S3 limit should

not be imposed. They say it is better* to let

people fill up their tanks rather than

receiving a rationed amount and heading for

another station for the rest. All the owners

feel people should wait until their tanks are

at least half empty before filling up.

The owners have discussed staggering

hours during the day. They all wish people
would be more patient, saying getting angry
at them is pointless since they have no
control of the situation.

Tenure trouble at UMass unlikely, professor says
By FRITZ GEURTSEN

This past November, 104 faculty and ad-

ministrative staff members at Southern Illinois

University were summarily fired, according to a Jan.

28 Time Magazine article.

The reason for the mass firing was reported to be a

"recommended" budget cut, due to a decrease in

student enrollments.

Of the 104, 64 were faculty, 28 of whom were on

tenure. Although this appeared to be in violation of

contracts, University officials explained that the

contracts contained clauses allowing faculty to be

fired in case of "financial exigency". A budget out

could be construed as such a case, they argued.

Several members of the faculty here at UMass
have expressed concern that the same situation

might develop here.

However, according to Joseph Frank, the head of

the English Department, there is no need for concern.

"Of course the possibility is there, but it's very

small and not at all probable," he said. But he ad-

mitted at the same time that UMass is also due to

undergo a budget cut and that contracts here also

contain the "financial exigency" clause.

The difference, he said, is that "We have a more
enlightened state legislature than most."
"Thus far I have found the Administration to be

generally fair and willing to consider each case on its

own merit. The Administration has been scrupulous
in observing the guidelines set up by the American
Association of University Professors," he said.

Indications are that the University will expand
slightly on campus and significantly in off-campus
programs and therefore the faculty will grow slightly,

rather than take any drastic cuts," he continued.
When asked about the possibility that professors

might be retained, but at reduced salaries, in the
event of a sizable budget cut, Frank responded "I
think it would be suicidal for the University to either

cut salaries or fire faculty and thereby increase class

sizes. Nobody would gain and we'd all lose — faculty
and students."

Whatever the possiblities are that the Illinois

situation could be reproduced on this campus, it

appears that tenure is no longer the sure position that
it was considered in the past, expecially by those
holding it.

Ambassador H. R. Amonoo from Ghana introduced
guest lecturer Paramont Chief Kobina N'ketsia IV in
the first of a series of four lectures here last night.
N'ketsia, an Oxford graduate, stressed the importance
of the Black Man regaining the African culture which
had been replaced by European traditions and
customs. . _
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Area govts, receiving increase
By STEVE TETREAULT

MDC STAFF
The Student Senate Budget

Committee and the Residence
Area Student Governments
reached an agreement on area
budget allocations last night
which could end up costing
students an increase of $8.25 under
a new bill heading.

Presently, area student
governments receive $6.75 from
each student's Activity Fee. Last
night they requested $15, effective

next semester.

The $8.25 hike was agreed to

debate. However, in order that

area students would know more
about their area government and

the fact that they're supporting it,

Student Senate House Speaker
David Booker proposed that a new
heading be installed on each
student's bill.

So, if the plan goes into effect

next semester, $6.75 will be given
to area governments from the

Activity Fee, and a new column,
entitled Area Government Fee
would require another $8.25,

totalling the desired $15.

All Area representatives agreed
that the formation and im-
provement of various area centers,
plus the government support of

growing area organizations and
services made it necessary to ask
for an increase.

Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY

m rack cuiiuM avm

This procedure was agreeable to

all area representatives except
Cindy McGrath, from Orchard
Hill, who protested that another fee
heading might create animosity.
She stated that students would say
"what are they hitting us with
now?"

However, the Area represen-
tative discussed the proposal
privately, and Ms. McGrath
emerged agreeing to the plan.
The budget recommendation will

come up for final passage at next
Wednesday's Student Senate
meeting. The Senate has the power
to cut the budget if it sees fit.

Correction
A front page story in yesterday's

Collegian incorrectly reported that
the Student Senate had allocated
$250.00 to a filmmaker to prepare a
film for broadcast on a Boston TV
state. The allocation was defeated.

In a story on page three the price
of the newly opened UMass-Boston
campus at Dorchester's Columbia
Point was incorrectly reported. It

cost about $132 million.

ROOM TO MOVE

Campus Drug

Drop-In Center
CALL 5-0400

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK
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Winter Carni Schedule
Thurs. Feb. 7

1 ) Master Class-Ballet 4 : 30 p.m

.

WOPE. Observe or participate.

Lecture - Demonstration 1:30 p.m.
Amherst Jr. High

2) Film - "The Getaway" 7:00 &
9:30 p.m. SU Ballroom sponsored
by CC Program Movie Comm

3) Film - "Straw Dogs" 7, 9, 11:00

p.m. Mahar sponsored by Lacrosse
Club

4) Performance - "good Friend
Coyote" Hatch sponsored by CC
Food Service

5) Performance - "Some of My
Best Friends" Blue Wall sponsored
by CC Food Service

Fri. Feb. 8

1) Performance - Webster
Lewis Orchestra and the National

Center Mime Company 8:00 &
10:00 p.m. SU Ballroom sponsored
by Afro-Am and CC Program
Council

2) Film - "Comedy Film Series" 7,

9, 11:00 p.m. Mahar sponsored by
Arnold Air Society

3) Film - "Slaughterhouse Five"
7, 9, 11:00 p.m. CC Aud sponsored
by Greenough

4) Performance - Ballet
Repertory Company 8:00 p.m.
Bowker sponsored by Fine Arts
Council $1.50 & $3.00.

5) Performance - "Frisco" -

Bluewall sponsored by CC Food
Service

6) Performance - "Seagull"
Hatch sponsored by CC Food
Service
7)Performance-"Sweet Basil"

TOC sponsored by CC Food Service
8) Concourse Carnival 12:00 noon

- 8:00 p.m. 1st & 2nd level CC

Sat. Feb. 9

1

)

Cross Country Ski Competition
1:30-3:00 p.m. UMass-Mill River
Trail sponsored by the Outing Club

2) Snow Sculpture Judging 10:00

a.m. - 2:00 p.m. sponsored by
Greek Council Social Committee

3) Special Events - "Las Vegas
Night" 8:00 p.m. CC Aud. spon-
sored by APO

4) Film - Mahar sponsored by
Cance

5) Performance Ballet
Repertory Company 8:00 p.m.
Bowker sponsored by Fine Arts
Council

6) Performance - "Frisco" Blue
Wall sponsored by CC Food Service

7) Performance - "Seagull"
Hatch sponsored by CC Food
Service

8) Performance - "Sweet Basil"
TOC sponsored by CC Food Service

9) Concourse Carnival 10:00

a.m. -4: 00 p.m. 1st & 2nd level CC
10) Sleighrides in afternoon -

Campus Center.

11) Blue Wall Happy Hour 3-7

p.m.

Sun. Feb. 10

DSpecial Event-Simultaneous
Chess Exhibition by U. S. Open
Champion Norman Weinstein 1:00

p.m. CC 163 Complex sponsored by
CC Program Council Rec Com-
mittee

2) Film - "Dirty Harry" - 7:30 &
9:00 p.m. SU Ballroom sponsored
by CC Program Council Movie
Committee

3) Film - "Sanjouro" - 7 & 9:00

p.m. CC Aud sponsored by
Japanese American Club

...And the foodfront grows dim
By MARTIN J. WATERS

Threats of food shortages in the Amherst area are
growing. The truckers' strike is apparently still

unsolved, and local supermarkets report very limited
supplies on hand.

The tentative agreement worked out -early

yesterday is not meeting with driver approval, and
only days remain before severe shortages of fresh
food products could become evident in this area,
according to the grocers. The University Food Ser-
vices, however, reports dining commons supplies are
adequate for several weeks.

Until now, the truck strike has affected only the
wholesale level of food distribution for the large
supermarket chains. This is because the chains move
food to retail stores in their own trucks. Delivery at
the warehouses has been limited sharply, but not
choked off completely yet.

Th* manager of the Finast Store at the Mountain
Farms Mall, Val Vivenzio, told The Collegian; "if it

(the strike) continues, it's bound to affect us, one way
or another." He said that keeping the shelves stocked
will become a problem early next week. Vivenzio said
he has not seen any indications of "panic buying" at
his store, although such incidents have been reported
elsewhere.

Stocks of meat, fruit and vegetables were adequate
at Finast, as were fresh fruit and produce at Louis
Foods in downtown Amherst. The meat counter at
Louis, however, was nearly bare late Wednesday
afternoon. Co-owner Joe Vincent said, "I'm in pretty
good shape right now, but by Monday or Tuesday
we'll be in trouble." The services of independent
truckers are far more vital for an independent food
store such as Louis, he explained.
The large storage capacity available at the

University gives the Food Services Department more
time before effects of the strike start to show up in the
campus dining commons. Purchasing Manager
Richard Bongiovanni said that he is "surprised"

there have not been any major difficulties tor him
yet, although problems are beginning to loom larger.

He said there is a consignment of oranges that

cannot be moved from Florida to Amherst because

of the strike. As a result, orange juice will be

unavailable in about two weeks. Most of the fresh

produce served at the dining commons is trucked in

from Boston, where dealers say their supplies are

starting to run out.

Food Services' orders for fresh meat to be served

during March are being placed now and, Bongiovanni

said, he is "apprehensive" about what will happen.

Suppliers in Springfield and Waterbury, Conn, have
told him they have limited stocks now, and are not

receiving any shipments from Midwestern
slaughterhouses. Bongiovanni estimates that meat
now in storage can supply the dining commons until

about the end of February.

He referred to a tactic used by A & P this week to
ship meat to New England, by flying over 40,000
pounds from Chicago to Boston. He said, "People talk
about how big UMass is, how large a food operation
we have, but we can't compete with these large
chains."

There appears to be no alternative to truck
deliveries for the University. It is clear that if the
drivers refuse to return to the highways the food
supply situation will become critical for UMass by
the end of the month, and for the area's retail
groceries next week.
When the strike does end, food prices will almost

certainly rise, and the lost shipments will create at
least a temporary shortage, even if the drivers start
hauling again this weekend. While the food supply is
being hit first by the work stoppage, because of the
perishability of the items, reports indicate gasoline
and heating fuel will be next, compounding the
already critical shortage of oil products at the retail
level.

A bird's eye view

Construction almost finished on second grad tower
by SHERMAN BOYSON

Construction on the Graduate
Research Center's second tower,

started in June 1972, is almost
finished. The work is expected to

be completed in July.

Its 15 floors high now and has
just one more to go. And my editor

thought it would be gosh-all-fun to

send a reporter up to the top to see
what it's like working out in the

open, 250 feet above the ground.
Sure, lots of fun.

the building. The caption reads, "It

isn't the fall that hurts - it's the

sudden stop at the bottom."

Real comfort.
Inside the main trailer, the

superintendent, Lawrence
LeFebvre looked at me like I was
insane, but agreed to let me go to

the top. He suggested I could get up
there while holding onto the hook at

the end to the line of the crane, but

I declined and asked to use the

elevator.

would be no workers there now.
"It's too slippery up there for

them" he explained.

"But not too slippery for me" I

thought.

"It looks a lot taller than 15

stories." "The space between the
floors is pretty large" Majda
replied. "Actually, this tower is

taller than the dorm towers in

Southwest."
The elevator is an orange wire

cage connected to the outside of the

The first thing I saw when I

walked through the opening in the

chain link fence was a big sign

proclaiming FRANCHI CON-
STRUCTION COMPANY, INC.
Underneath that, it brags, "this

contract has operater 44 days
without a lost time from injury". I

just hoped that I wouldn't be the

one to break their winning streak.

The closest I had ever been to the

Grad Tower was looking at it from
the Campus Center. It doesn't look

so bad from there. But when you

stand right underneath it. look

straight up. and realize that you

are going to be up there ; two words

come to mind: Holy Shit'

There are no railings, walls, or

other assorted things that would

stop me from plummeting to my
death. There is this poster on a

bulletin board, though. It has two

illustrations. One is of a hard hat

worker diligently building the

tower while he is protected by this

sturdy looking guard rail. The

second illustration shows tru' same

man without the guard rails Of

(nurse, he is falling off the side nf

I was given a hard hat by the

assistant superintendent Dave
Majda, who was to be my guide. As

we walked to the elevator, he

explained how there are usually

five men working on the top. It had
been snowing earlier so thero

building. You can see outside
through the mesh walls as yon are
going up.

When we got inside the elevator I

noticed a sign screaming at me
"THIS ELEVATOR HAS NOT
BEEN FINALLY APPROVED BY

^Gtrratmdl© fa .
,rom
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"That's just because of a stupid

law" Majda said. He explained the

elevator shart is constantly being

added to as the building gets

higher, so it cannot be finally

approved until the building is

finished. And by then the elevator

isn't needed anymore. But as I saw
the ground getting farther and
farther away from me, that logic

did not seem to provide much
comfort.

We got out on the 12th floor and
walked to the staircase to climb the

rest of the way. There are no stairs

yet, but a system of makeshift

ladders to connect the floors. They
are pretty shaky, but they got us to

the top.

The initial view was fantastic.

Looking straight out,

The initial view was fantastic.

Looking straight out, you can see

Sunderland and Mount Sugarloaf.
Looking straight down, you can see

your life flashing before you.

The top of the building was
covered with snow. Construction
materials littered the floor. Pipes
for electricity and plumbing stuck

out of the cement. Around the edge
were wooden rails of a sort. They
didn't look as sturdy as the ones the

hard hat in the poster had
protecting him. Push on them and
they give a little. Madja assured
me they would hold.

To stand at the edge and look

down is a sensation one cannot
imagine. When you look down from
the library or a Southwest tower,

you have walls and windows and
solid objects to holdon to. At the top
of the construction, there was just

a shaky railing and a lot of air.

Fatal accidents are rare in jobs

like this. "Once in a while," Madja
said, "you hear of someone taking

a dive off the side of some con-

struction project, but not too of-

ten." Safety is a big factor with the

company. The workers are con-

stantly subject to checks from
state, federal and industrial in-

spectors.

When we were done, we climbed
down the shaky ladders and took

the elevator to the ground. As I left

I looked back to the sign saying
they had gone 44 days without an
accident. I smiled ; now it can go to

45.

WESTERN AUTO
Squash Rackets by Bancroft, Sportcrafft

and McGregon

Racqueball-Racquets byMarcraft

Platform Tennis Paddle

Table Tennis Paddles & Balls by Butterfly

& Mareraft

Halex 3 star balls

32 Main St., Northampton 584-3620

Mon. Sat. 9 5:30
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VP urges tape release

Ford: Nixon may release tapes
WASHINGTON (APJ - PrrcirWt IpHw rr» a fpHpral inrlffp that *r AWASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon is actively considering the

public release of Watergate-
related tapes and documents, Vice

President Gerald R. Ford said

Thursday.
Ford said that in a meeting with

Nixon about 10 days ago, he "urged
that these documents be made
available as quickly as possible.

He (Nixon) said that was being

actively considered," the vice

president told a news conference.

"It's a matter of timing on the

part of attorneys when the decision

will be made," Ford added.
At another point, Ford said: "I

believe at the appropriate time his

lawyers will make certain
recommendations to him to release

the documents."
However, he said he has no

specific information on whether
the tapes that might be released
include recordings of con-
versations between Nixon and his

fired White House counsel, John W.
Dean III. He did not indicate what
form such a release might take -

such as verbatim transcripts or

summaries. Some of these
recordings were made available

earlier to the Watergate special

prosecutor.

Deputy Press Secretary Gerald
L. Warren said at the White House
the release of tape transcripts or

summaries is under consideration.

However, he gave no indication

that Nixon would act soon to make
them public.

Nixon had said Wednesday, in a

letter to a federal judge, that

disclosure "to the world at large"

of the contents of taped con-

versations with Dean "would not

be in the national interest...."

Nixon, responding to a request by
the Senate Watergate Committee
for the tapes, said their publication

would violate the principle of

confidentiality.

In a 30-minute session with
reporters, Ford said he thinks the

White House could properly refuse

to supply the House Judiciary
Committee with information
relating to the panel's in-

vestigation of whether there are
grounds to impeach Nixon.
Such a refusal would be proper,

Ford said, "if the committee goes
out on a wide fishing expedition

without refining its requests."

"The Constitution clearly defines

what are grounds for im-
peachment," he said. "They are
very limited areas: treason,
bribery and other high crimes and
misdemeanors." The panel cannot
go beyond those criteria, Ford
said.

The vice president interpreted

the 410-4 House vote Wednesday
granting the Judiciary Committee
broad subpoena power as
"recognition that the House of

Representatives wants the
Committee on the Judiciary to

proceed rapidly with proper
authority."

(AP Wirephotoi

MIGHT RELEASE WATERGATE TAPES TO PUBLIC: President Nixon waves
to the public after taking some time out from active consideration to attend a
prayer service with the First Lady, his daughter Tricia Nixon Cox, and evangelist
Billy Graham.

Longest space mission ends today
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)-The

men of Skylab 3 splash down in the Pacitic
Ocean this morning to end man's longest
space mission, a 34-million-mile, 84-day
voyage of scientific research and discovery.

Astronauts Gerald P. Carr, William R.

Pogue and Edward G. Gibson return to

earth at 11:17 a.m. EDT with the splash-
down set for 176 miles southwest of San
Diego, Calif. Officials said the men were
"ready to come home."

"It's a nice place to visit, but we wouldn't
want to live here," said Carr of their 12

weeks in space.

They spent most of Thursday completing

the packing of their Apollo command ship,

which will bring them back to earth, and
shutting down the systems aboard the

Skylab space station.

The astronauts changed their sleep
schedule to prepare for the return to earth

and planned to awaken at 11 p.m. EDT from
their final sleep in space. They will undock
from the space station at 6:34 a.m. EDT and
perform a series of maneuvers which will

bring their Apollo craft back into the grasp
of earth's gravity.

Skylab, America's first space station and

the orbital home for three crews in tne last

nine months, will be abandoned in orbit.

Mission Control will test its systems for

about 24 hours, gathering engineering data.
Then, on Saturday, experts will send a
signal to switch off electrical power and thrn
the 118-foot-long Skylab into a space ghost
ship.

eight years and then obey the tug of earth's
gravity and streak into the atmosphere to be
burned up by friction.

The prime Skylab 3 recovery ship, the
helicopter carrier USS New Orleans, is on
station in the Pacific awaiting the
astronauts. Officials predicted good

weather for the splashdown with scattered
clouds, five to seven foot waves and about 17
mile per hour winds.

Doctors said they expect the astronauts to
be in excellent condition, but perhaps
somewhat shaky from the effects of man's
longest exposure to the weightlessness of
space.

Friday's splashdown ends flight in the $2.5
billion Skylab program.
The next U.S. manned space flight

scheduled is the Apollo-Soyuz test project, a
joint American-Russian mission set for Julv
1975.

J

Hearst kidnaping claimed
by "revolutionary" army

By BERNARD Hl'KWITZ
Associated Press Writer

BERKELEY. Calif. (AP) - The revolutionary and
mysterious Symbionese Liberation Army claimed
Thursday it had kidnaped newspaper heiress Patricia
Hearst, and enclosed her father's gasoline credit card
in a letter as proof.

Radio station KPFA, which received the letter,

quoted it as saying Miss Hearst was being held in

protective custody and that ransom demands would
be made in subsequent communications.

It said the organization -which has claimed
responsibility for murdering the Oakland, Calif.,

school superintendent last year - would "execute" the
19-year-old coed and anyone who tries to rescue her
before its demands are fulfilled.

Miss Hearst, daughter of Randolph A. Hearst,
president and editor of the San Francisco Examiner,
was dragged screaming from her apartment Monday
night by two men who fired al witnesses as they left.

Hearst said Thursday he was sure the credit card
as authentic, and Mrs Hearst as quoted as con-
firming her daughter carried some credit cards made
out in her father's name.

Hearst, who was described in the liberation army's
Mfer as an "enemy of »he people." said in a
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statement

:

"I hope whatever demands they make are the kind
it is possible to fulfill. If they are political demands, it

will be hard to do anything."
He said he interprets the letter, dated Monday and

mailed in Berkeley, to mean that some demands will

be made in "the next few hours or a day."
Charles Bates, special agent in charge of the FBI's

San Francisco office, said: "We assume the letter

probably is authentic if it had a credit card without it.

We don't have anything else, but if the credit card is

authentic, then they apparently have her."

KPFA said the letter described itself as an "arrest
warrant issued by the Court of the People."
The FBI said the letter was given to Hearst.
The Symbionese Liberation Arr.., is a self-

described multi-racial revolutionary organization
which first surfaced when it claimed responsibility
for the Nov. 6 murder of Oakland School Supt. Marcus
Foster.

The SLA said all its communications must be
published in all newspapers and other news media or
Miss Hearst's safety would be threatened.
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Britons to decide Heath
Fate February 28

By ARTHUR L. GAVSHON
Associated Press Writer

LONDON (AP) — Prime Minister Edward Heath
announced yesterday a national election for Feb. 28.

He was hop ; ng for overwhelming public support to

crush mounting industrial unrest, spearheaded by a
threatened coal miners' strike.

Heath coupled his announcement with an appeal to

leaders of the country's 280,000 coal miners to post-

pone their strike, scheduled for Sunday, until after

the three-week election campaign. The union's
policy-making body was to discuss Heath's appeal
Friday.

In a nationwide television address Thursday night,

the prime minister made it clear that the miners'
demands for pay above ceilings his government has
set to combat inflation would be the prime issue in

the elections. The ballot, he said, would give voters a
chance to tell the miners : "Times are hard. We're all

in the same boat and if you sink us now we will all

drown."
The miners' president, Joe Gormley, said he

personnally favored postponing the strike, but some
militants predicted their men would walk out of the

pits even if the stoppage was deferred.

Heath said: "We cannot afford the luxury of

tearing ourselves apart any more... It is time for you
to say to the extremists and the militants and the

plain and simple misguided: "We have had enough."
Heath's decision to hold elections drew prompt fire

from within his own party. Enoch Powell, an in-

fluential legislator who has often collided with Heath
in the past, called the elections "an act of gross
irresponsibility'' and said he would not be a can-
didate

.

"The election will be essentially fraudulent,"
Powell said in a letter to Conservatives in his elec-

toral district. He said the Heath government knows it

will have to abandon what he termed an untenable
position in the miners' dispute after the election.

King, pay raise calm

Jordanian mutiny
By PAUL TREUTHARDT
Associated Press Writer

AMMAN, Jordan (AP) - King
Husrein visited rebellious army
units to announce a pay raise and
Premier Zaid Rifai said Thursday
that "the problem has been
solved."
Amman radio broke a five-day

blackout on news of the troubles

and reported that Hussein visited

several Bedouin units. The radio
quoted Rifai as saying the dispute
had been over pay, and that it

ended when the king announced a
pay raise.

"I would like people to un-

derstand that this is all that hap-
pened," Rifai was quoted saying,

"and I would like to stress that the

army's loyalty to his majesty is

beyond doubt, contrary to what
someof our enemies would like to

believe."

Sources in Amman supported the

reports that the pay hikes had
apparently solved the problem.
Jordanian television showed the

king and his top commanders
visiting with troops. The telecast

said Hussein told the troops that he
decided two months ago to boost

their wages, and that the cabinet

passed the hike last week.
Reports filtering into Beirut had

said some 2,000 troops mutinied at

the garrison town of Zerqa. 15

miles north of Amman, last Sunday
over low pay and allegations of

corruption in high government and
military circles. There was no way
to check the authenticity of the

reports.

They said Hussein had cut short

a visit fo I»ndon and cancelled r»n*

As Heath was making his announcement,
locomotive engineers staged a one-day walkout in the

eastern district of Britain, one of a series of 24-hour

stoppages called by the engineers, who for the past

seven weeks have been on a work-by-the-book
campaign to back pay demands.

In the House of Commons, Heath traded insults
with Harold Ilson, charging his Labor party
challenger with deserting his own policies. Wilson
countered by saying Heath, who led the Con-
servatives in toppling the Labor government in 1970,
must personally bear the blame for the threatened
miners' strike.

The schedule calls for disolution of Parliament
Friday with the new Parliament to open March 12.

Heath's announcement said Queen Elizabeth II would
return early from Australia on March 1 to appoint as

prime minister the leader of the political party that

controls a majority in the 630-seat House of Com-
mons.

Heath's Conservatives now hold 320 seats in the

chamber, a majority of 14. Heath acted with 15

months still to go in his five-year term, but under the

British political system the prime minister selects

the election date.

Britons seem split on the miners' case. They have
been working a three-day week since Jan. 1 because

of fuel shortages. Coal supplies 70 per cent of

Britain's electricity. Closing the coalfields could

mean four million of the nation's 25 million workers
would lose their jobs the first month.
Observers said the Labor party would be helped by

a postponement of the strike, removing the "Who
runs Britain." theme from the Conservatives'

campaign. Miners could say they were acting in the

public interest.

Truck strike

may continue
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Independent truckers and their

spokesmen said almost
unanimously Thursday they in-

tended to continue their eight-day

strike rather than accept a

proposed settlement announced in

Washington.

"It's a sellout," said Roger

Galloway, an official of Overdrive

magazine, one of the most in-

fluential organizations which
pushed for the shutdown that has

brought guerrilla warfare tactics

in some areas and left more than

100,000 workers laid off.

The Washington settlement

denounced by some strikers

provides for guaranteed diesel fuel

supplies for truck stops which have

been running short and a sur-

charge on freight rates to allow

independent drivers to im-

mediately recover increased fuel

costs.

Details of the settlement were to

be outlined later, and a few of the

truckers and their spokesmen took

a wait-and-see attitude.

But most who could be reached

in an Associated Press spot check

Thursday said it was too little, too

late. They said by allowing a

surcharge in freight rates rather

than rolling back diesel fuel prices,

the burden of increased costs was
being put on the consumer.

It has not been possible to

determine exactly how many of the

estimated 10,000 independents who
own their own tractors and con-

tract their services had par-

ticipated in the shutdown, but the

number is high. And some
Teamsters, who are paid by the

hour and not affected by higher

diesel fuel prices, have also stayed

off the roads rather than risk the

increasingly dangerous turnpikes

to the United States to return and
deal with the rebellion.

The Beirut reports also said the

mutineers demanded the
resignation of Rifai, Hussein's
cousin ; army Chief of Staff Sheriff

Zaidnbin Shaker and other top
government and court officials.

Observers in Beirut said the king
acted promptly on the pay
demands, but sternly told the

dissidents that he alone would
decide who commands the army,
who was a member of his court and
who would serve in government
office.

Citizens in Amman have com-
plained that the price of meat, for

instance, has doubled in the past
two months from $2 to about $4 for

2.2 pounds. Flour, sugar and tea,

which are subject to price controls,

have been scarce on the markets,
apparently because of hoarding.
Late last year, civil servants

were granted a pay raise. The
cabinet voted at the same time
against a pay increase for the

army. Instead, a $3.10 cost of living

increase for enlisted men and a

$15.50 to $31 cost of living increase
for officers was announced. This
was far below the 10 per cent

granted to civil servants. In ad-
dition the story was widely cir-

culated that Hussein had granted a

large sum of money for senior

officers housing.

Wednesday night, only 24 hours
after Hussein returned to Amman,
the government announced a pay
increase for the army and internal

security forces retroactive to Feb.

I. The announcement did not give

the amount of the increase.
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SO THAT'S WHAT THEY LOOK LIKE — John
Sawhill, deputy administrator of the Federal Energy
Office, holds up some gas rationing coupons.

Massachusetts goes on voluntary rationing Monday.
They may not be stand-by coupons much longer.

Terrorist plane ok'd

for Kuwait landing
By JOSEPH PANOSSIAN
Associated Press Writer

KUWAIT(AP) -Kuwait reversed itself Thursday night and said it will

allow a plane carrying four terrorists from Singapore to land in this

desert sheikdom "in response to repeated appeals from Japan."

It said the plane will then pick up nine guerrilla gunmen holding 12

hostages in the Japanese Embassy here because they promised to free

hostages once 'he plane landed and leave the country.

Their destination was not given.

In Singapore, officials said the four terrorists left the country on a

Japan Air Lines plane after freeing three hostages they held for eight

days on a ferryboat. They seized the hostages after an abortive attempt to

blow up the Shell Oil refinery in Singapore. Two of them said they

belonged to Japan's Red Army, and two claimed membership in the

Popular Front for the Liberationof Palestine.

The nine gunmen in the Japanese Embassy here also have identified

themselves as members of the Red Army, the Popular Front for the

Liberation of Palestine and a group called the Sons of Palestine.

The gunmen, who seized the embassy Wednesday along with 16

hostages, had demanded that the Tokyo government send a plane to

Singapore, pick up the four other terrorists and bring them to Kuwait.
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The energy crisis
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Photo by Steve Rugxlrs

DOWN THE CHUTE -UMass gets it's daily allotment of coal. If your car runs on
coal, you're lucky. No lines here.

Senate split on price bill
WASHINGTON (AP) -A Senate

split by the issue of oil prices

debated emergency energy
legislation yesterday with little

chance of acting soon.

'There aren't 10 senators that

know what's in this bill," Sen. Paul
J. Fannin, R-Ariz., said as he
began a mini-filibuster which
seemed sure to delay a vote on the

bill until after the 10-day Lincoln

Day recess which begins today.

"The rhetoric the senator is

giving us is the rhetoric of delay,"

Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, (D-
Maine) responded, accusing
Fannin of promoting "the forces

that are out ^ to kill" the bill

reported out by a Senate-House
conference Wednesday. The
debate centered on a prevision in

the bill which would roll back the

price of unregulated domestic
crude oil to the $5.25 per barrel

level of oil still controlled by Phase
4 regulations.

Senate Interior chairman Henry
M. Jackson, D-Wash., has
estimated the rollback, which
would affect roughly one-quarter
of the oil drilled in the United
States, could cut the pump price of

gasoline by four cents a gallon.

Federal energy chief William E.
Simon has called the rollback
"unworkable," arguing that it

would destroy incentives for the oil

companies to increase their

production. Yesterday's the third

time the Senate has attempted to

pass a bill that would give
President Nixon the authority to

order gasoline rationing and other
mandatory fuel-saving measures.
Attempts to pass the bill before

Christmas failed in the face of

objections to a provision designed
to recaptured any excess profits

earned by the petroleum industry.
The conferees voted for the oil

rollback in place of the excess
profits provision, an action which

did little to solve administration
objections to the bill.

The conferees also failed to ease
administration objections to a
provision that would extend $500
million in unemployment benefits
to persons laid off by the energy
crisis.

MBTA starts cheap passes
BOSTON (AP) - Greater

Boston's public transit system
announced yesterday it is

establishing pre-paid passes good
for unlimited travel at a discount of

10 to 15 per cent on daily com-
muting costs.

The discount passes will be
restricted to commuters whose
employers agree to participate in

the program.
One of the city's largest em-

ployers, the John Hancock Mutual
Life Insurance Co., has agreed its

employes can sign up for passes

starting March 1. State govern-
ment employes can begin April 1.

John Hancock has 6,500 em-
ployes in its home office, of which

2,000 regularly use the MBTA. A
company spokesman said the firm

would be pleased if 1,000 signed up.

Gov. Francis W. Sargent told the
news conference "the plan makes
sense for society as a whole. The
automobile squanders our energy
and pollutes our air. It is a luxury
which has become too expensive to

bear."
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East getting the

shaft on gas
By JEFFREY D. ALDERMAN

Associated Press Writer

Americans in the East keep asking the same question these days:

"How come we have less gasoline than anybody else?"

An Associated Press region-by-region survey of the country shows that

their complaints are not imagined. The East, expecially the Northeast, is

taking bigger lumps.
The eastern part of the South is also hard hit, expecially in heavily

urban states like Florida.

The Midwest's problems are heaviest in urban areas, particularly

around Chicago. The heavily rural states report no major problems.
The Southwest, which has scattered gasoline shortages, has no major

problems. The West, like the Midwest, finds most of its big troubles in

urban areas such as Los Angeles. Some of the sparsely populated states

report scattered pockets of small surpluses. The reason: The tourists

have been staying away.
The Federal Energy office says the East's more severe troubles stem

from the fact they rely heavily on Arab oil, now shut off by an embargo.
Panic buying and other reasons are cited, but the experts feel these are
merely corollaries to the Arab oil problems.

Until Jan. 15, the government had no way to smooth out distribution of
fuel. Those states — most of them in the East — who were supplied from
company refineries using heavy quantities of Arab oil, get less gasoline.
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NE governors eye rationing
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Drivers in Bridgeport, Conn., got

the first New England tryout of

gasoline rationing yesterday while

Massachusetts officials worked out

details of a statewide plan that

begins Monday.
In Boston, the region's chief

executives met for the New
England Governors Conference,

and talk at their closed-door
session centered on region-wide

rationing.

Before the meeting, Gov.
Thomas Salmon of Vermont said

he thought the six states should

adopt a single uniform rationing

plan. "New England should adopt
a system tailored to our interests,"

he said.

But earlier in the day, Gov.
Thomas Meskill told a news con-

ference that he opposed state-level

rationing, because it doesn't in-

crease supply.

"We must keep in mind that the

biggest problem is the shortage of

supply," Meskill said.

Gov. Meldrim Thomson of New
Hampshire has already spoken
against plans similar to the one
that goes into effect in

Massachusetts Monday. That
system asks drivers with even
number license plates to buy gas
on even dates and odd plates on odd
dates.

The governors are expected to

discuss rationing at a public
meeting today of the New England
Regional Commission.

In Bridgeport, lines at the ser-

vice stations were cut in half on the
first day of a mandatory rationing
system. Only cars with odd-
numbered license plates were
allowed to pull up to the pumps. On
Friday, cars with even numbers
may buy gas.

"It's the best I've ever seen. I

usually wait an hour," said one
Bridgeport driver filling up
yesterday morning.
A police hotline set up to tell

motorists what stations were open
was less than successful on its first

Supplies for:

Utilities Auto
BOSTON (AP) — Gasoline

supplies at service stations
throughout Massachusetts showed
some improvement during the past
week, according to the
Massachusetts division of the
American Automobile Association.

The AAA said yesterday that

most stations have received their

first February delivery, but some
have nearly exhausted their

supplies, and are awaiting new
deliveries, so long gasoline lines

continue.

BOSTON (AP) — Inventories of
residual oil used by New England
electric utilities increased 5.8 per
cent to 5 million barrels during the
past week, an industry
organization said yesterday.
A report issued by the New

England Power Pool said a stable
supply of coal, a projected increase
in the availability of nuclear power
and increased shipments of
residual oil will fulfill the region's
electric energy requirements over
the next month.
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day, however. Only three dealers
had phuned in by mid-morning to
inform police that they were open,
while 200 motorists had called
looking for information.
One industry spokesman said

many ealers feared they might
touch off a panic if they publicized
the fact they had gas.

At the State House in Boston,

John Verani, secretary of con-

sumer affairs, met with service

station representatives and an auto
club to work out details of

Massachusetts voluntary
rationing plan.

Salesman are exempted from the

rationing, and one of the topics of

concern was who would fit into this

category.

Before the governor's meeting in

Boston, Salmon of Vermont met in

Washington with federal energy
chief William Simon.
Afterward, Salmon said he felt

more gasoline would be supplied to

stations in his state to replace
those lost when independent
dealers folded.

Salmon said he thought Simon
now understood the equity
problem. 'The equity problem is

the situation of Vermonters who
are leading the nation in energy
conservation, the New Englanders
who through conservation
measures as a group are saving 15

per cent in supplies compared with
an average of only 2 per cent
national savings," Salmon said.

Meskill said Simon told him that

more gasoline was on the way to

Connecticut.

The governor said that in a
telephone call, Simon agreed to

send his federal allocation director

to Connecticut on Monday to

arrange the redistribution of
gasoline from other states.

A Meskill spokesman said Simon
agreed to send John Webber, the
federal fuel allocation director, to

Connecticut today to arrange the
redistribution of gasoline from
other states.

Webber was to meet at 3 p.m. in

Bridgeport with local retailers and
officials on their gasoline
problems, the spokesman said.

Webber is scheduled to meet in

Hartford with representatives of

the major oil companies, ac-
cording to the spokesman.

"Washington is satisfied that

Connecticut is bearing a
disproportionate share of the
burden for the gas situation,"

Meskill said. "This will not be a
fact-finding trip. He'll be here to

get action."

Simon to Meskill

'gas on the way'
HARTFORD (AP) -William E.

Simon, chief of the Federal Energy
Office, FEO, told Gov. Thomas J.

Meskill yesterday that more gas
was on its way to the state.

Meskill said that in a morning
telephone call, Simon agreed to

send John Webber, the federal

allocation director to Connecticut

on Monday to arrange the
redistribution of gasoline from
other states.

"Washington is satisfied that

Connecticut is bearing a

disproportionate share of the
burden for the gas situation,"

Meskill told a news conference.

"This will not be a fact finding trip.

He'll be here to get action."

At his news conference, Meskill

rejected instituting the Oregon
even odd license plate rationing

system statewide. "The Oregon
plan doesn't increase the supply,"

Meskill said. "We must keep in

mind that the biggest problem is

the shortage of supply."

But later in the day, Meskill

received a telegram from Simon
urging him and all other governors

to adopt the Oregon plan. Meskill
called a joint session of the
legislature next Wednesday to

address the question.

The city of Bridgeport began
yesterday the first mandatory
gasoline rationing system in

Connecticut, with good results.

An aide to Mayor Nicholas
Panuzio said "Basically we're
very pleased." The problem
remained that many stations didn't

have any gas to sell, he said.

On this first day, Feb. 7, cars
with license plates ending with odd
numbers were allowed to use the
pumps. Friday will be reserved for

even numbers. The system
shortened lines at pumps as much
as 50 per cent, according to some
dealers.

"My lines were less than half
what they normally were," said
gas retailer Angelo Guzzi, "I
haven't had a single argument all

morning."
Somebody had to take an initial

action to alleviate the situation,"
Panuzio's aide said.

Webber told Connecticut
congressmen Wednesday that
Connecticut got 65 percent of its

January, 1972 supply last month
and that the rest of the country got
82 per cent of its 1972 supply.

UNDERGRADUATE

COMMUTERS.

If you would like a locker,

please sign up on the

bulletin board outside of

the Commuter Lounge.

ALLIED MOTOR

PARTS
Doctor up pur car with

» ,i>i»-.

• ComfUH PMttHe

ft V.W. Nrii

• 15% 20* Off

M HI PARTS!!!

off
111 Mail It., Amhart t 256-1141
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Luncheons from $1.56

Tups A Sal.

•* A«

MONDAY NIGHT DINNERS $3.50 & up
served from 5-8:30 p.m.

AND
All you can eat Special

ROAST SIRLOIN BEEF DINNER $5.95
Kriday * Saturday Nites5->p.m.

and Sundays 12-7 p.m.

JHUI SalUi) (Srtat 4RU1
"An Ea,ins Place <"

Reservations
253-2843
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Keep your car

and pocketbook

healthy at the...

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1974

Bruce Strock, parts manager, works on his car on his
spare time.

••V «* %

the staff is always around to help you do the job right.

Photos by

Harry Charych

Did you know that you could keep
your car healthy and still have
enough money "left to eat all

weekend? The trick is not to bring
it to your friendly mechanic, who
is probably too busy pumping gas
anyway, but to do it your self at the
Student Auto Workshop. The
Student Auto Workshop is located
on level one of the Campus Center
Garage. It is now open and the
hours are 3-11 p.m. Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday; 9-5 on
Saturday; and 10-4 on Sunday.
Tuesday and Wednesday they

The Student Auto Workshop area is located on level
one of the Campus Center Garage. Pull in and go to
work.

specialize in domestic cars,
Thursday is V.W. day, and
Saturday and Sunday is for both
foreign and domestic cars.

The staff, which includes Paul
Brehaut, president; Bruce Strock,

parts manager; Marc Waxman,
treasurer; and also Jeff Dwyer,
Marc Brehaut, Bill Guild, Jeanie
Emond, Warren Bean, Mac
MacKenezy, and Paul Emond; is

on hand to give advice and help.

This semester the tool collection
has increased to include a com-
pressor, tire changer, impact tools,

and an oscilliscope. The O-scope
can diagnose most engine
problems which rob power and
increase fuel consumption. Rates
to use the workshop are $2.00 for

the first hour and $1.00 for each
additional houi

.

The proper tools and equipment, including a new
oscilliscope, are available for student use.

RfTTHCRSTI
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NEW CLASS
DATE: Tuesday, Feb. 12, 1974
TIME: 7:00 p.m.

UMASS.
Campus Center Building

Room 804-808

You don't have to be alone anymore,jgk
$6.00 First Meeting Then $2.50 Weekly
New Members Accepted At All Times

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 786-6611

WEIGHT WATCHERS
^SSL

**TCHERS AND® ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF WE.GHT WAT.NTERNAT^NAL INC GREAT NECK N V •WE.GHT CATCHERS .NTERNAT.OnI' .,73

Singles over 25

Swinging

St. Valentine's Dance
Smorgasbord & Discoteque

$2.?? per person

Sunday - Feb. 10-5 p.m. on

AT

RASHID'S
Mountain Farms Mall
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Conn, truckers reject pact

PYTHON LADY-Marita Keeling, 21, a Radcliffe
College coed plays with her snake-in-residence named
Chavin which is housed in her collection in a corner of

the Harvard University Museum of Comparative
Zoology. The blonde zookeeper said she became in-

terested in reptiles in her native Rhodesia.

HARTFORD (AP) — In-

dependent truckers in Connecticut
Thursday rejected a federal offer

and called a meeting to decide
whether to expand their protest to

picketing trucking companies and
truck stops.

The meeting was called for 8

p.m. at the Union 76 station in

Branford.

Meanwhile, state wholesalers
continue to report shortages of

meat and produce.
Under a tentative agreement

between federal officials and
striking truckers, the government
would guarantee 100 per cent of
their fuel needs and allow truckers
to collect a freight surcharge.
John Pinchet, a spokesman for

the independents, said the ten-

tative agreement was rejected by
Overdrive, an industry magazine.
"There's not a pound of beef or

poultry in the house," said a
spokesman for the Standard Beef
Co. of New Haven, a major sup-
plier of meat in the state.

He said poultry was expected in

his warehouse by Friday although
the earliest he could get beef would
be the middle of next week if the

Around New England
Cotton sick It's a bowfin
HANOVER, N.H. (AP) — Sen.

Norris Cotton returned to Mary
Hitchcock Hospital Thursday with

a sinus infection — his third

hospital stay in six months.
The 73-year-old New Hampshire

Republican's aides said Cotton

apparently left the hospital too

early last month and had a relapse

of a respiratory ailment caused by

a sinus infection.

He was reported in satisfactory

condition. Last week Cotton said he

would reconsider dropping plans to

retire at the end of his term this

year and would make known this

week his decision on whether to

seek a re-election.

Harrington

proposes

gun bill

WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep.
Michael J. Harrington, D-Mass.,

introduced legislation Thursday to

ban the private possession of

handguns except for law en-

forcement personnel and antique

gun collectors.

Handgun owners would be able

to turn in their firearms to a law
enforcement agency and receive

the fair market value of the pistol

within six months after the bill

takes effect, Harrington said.

PITTSFIELD, Mass. (AP) —
Massachusetts' first recorded
catch of a bowfin fish was con-
firmed Thursday by the state
Department of Natural Resources.
The 2-foot long, 5-pound catch

was recorded Saturday by Chester
A. Zaorski Jr. of Pittsfield while he
was ice fishing on Lake Oneta here.
DNR district fisheries manager

Lee M. Daly confirmed the catch
Thursday and said it was the first

recorded catch of a bowfin in the
Bay State. He said the bowfin is the
only living relic of a large family of
fish dating back to prehistoric
times. He described it as "one of
the most primitive and voracious
freshwater fish."

Wyman: Nixon
should testify

WASHINGTON (AP) Rep.

Luis Wyman, a long-time sup-

porter of President Nixon, said

Thursday the President should

appear voluntarily before the

House Judiciary Committee.
In a speech before the House, the

New Hampshire Republican said

he would vote to give the com-
mittee subpoena powers in its

impeachment investigation but
said he hoped it would not be

necessary to subpoena Nixon.

"The best possible way of getting

this unhappy business of im-

peaching or not impeaching over
with once and for all is for the

President to appear voluntarily,"

he said.

The House, he said should not

"play guessing games with tapes

or memoranda or anything else as

to what the President himself knew
or did or instructed when the

President is available to
respond..."

State hospital

phase-out

proposed
BOSTON(AP) - A com-

prehensive plan to phase out
Massachusetts state mental
hospitals over the next five years
was presented to Gov. Francis W.
Sargent Thursday.
The report was prepared by the

United Community Planning
Corporation in conjunction with the
Department of Mental Health. It

calls for re-deploying much of the
$80 million spent annually for these
state hospitals to community based
mental health programs,
publically and privately operated.
The governor said he has asked

the state agency to consider three
features of the proposed "de-
institutionalization." He said a
study should determine what
technical help the state should
provide if hospitals are phased
down or phased out, what the
economic impact would be and how
present personnel can be re-

employed.
The report showed the impatient

population in state hospitals
dropped from 23,000 in the mid-
1950's to 7,200 as of last June. The
Grafton State Hospital has been
closed and the study indicated 188

of its 358 patients at the closing
date were transferred to nursing
homes.

Demone's said the goal of the
department should be a phase out
in five years of existing state
mental hospitals. But department
Commissioner William Goldman,
in supporting the plan, said
facilities would be phased down,
rather than closed.

Winter
Carnival
1974

Spielif En*t

Sinnrrantoit Ckttt Exbibititt

U.S. Open Champion
Norman
Weinstein

truck strike lasted that long.

John Bishop, the manager of the

Hartford Regional Market, said

there was little movement of

produce into his warehouses
Thursday. A few trailers filled with
meat, potatoes and cabbage had
fome in.

The Finast supermarket chain
had shipped some of its produce by
rails, a company spokesman said,
and that it was "business as
usual."

He said that if the truck strike

continues any length of time, there
will be shortages.

MDC classifieds sell I

Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3J includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations-may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

for people

who walk on
this earth . .

If you've walked
barefoot on sand or
soil you know how
great it is Your
heels sink low and
your feet embrace
the earth Then you
put on your shoes,

return to the city,

and become another
concrete fighter .

but the concrete
always wins You
yearn for the earth

that lies buried

beneath the city

The Earth Shoe is

the first shoe in

history with the heel

lower than the sole

this helps return you
to nature though

you are forced to live

in a cement-coated

world The Earth
Shoe's patented

design gently guides

you to a more erect

and graceful walk,

and reduces fatigue

and the aches and
pains caused by our

hard-surfaced city.

For men and women
in shoes, sandals

and sabots

From $23.50 to $43.50.

Brochure available.

Introducing our
Low Boot

for men and women.

U.S. Patent No 3305947

264 North Pleasant St.

Amherst. Mass. 01082

(413)256-8911

14 Story St.

Brottle Arcade
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

' 617) 192-6000

AMHERST STORE HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 10 to 5:30. Fri. II to 7

Roast Prime Rib of Beef

$195

C.C. 163 Complex

Sunday,

February 10

1:00 p.m.

including salad bar

Every Night — Tuesday through Saturday

Top of the Campus
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Bob Estelle

undergraduate newspaper of the university of massachusetts. the
staff is responsible for its content and no faculty member or ad
ministrators read it for accuracy or approval prior to publication.
unsigned editorials represent the view of this paper, they do not

necessarily reflect the views of the faculty, administration, or student
body as a whole, signed editorials, columns, reviews, cartoons, and
letters represent the personal views of the authors.
the collegian subscribes to the associated press, publication of their

materials does not constitute endorsement.

Pay raises ok
The Collegian resumes the practice of running editorials

in this space. Unsigned editorials represent the views of a
majority of The Collegian editors, acting in the best in-

terests of UMass students.

Sometimes the press of nightly deadlines and lightening-

fast writing causes us to overlook what otherwise might
have seemed a significant event.

For example, the Student Senate approved a major self-

reorganization to better serve students. That was the story
that made news Thursday.
But during the same meeting, the student represen-

tatives also raised the hourly pay scale for some twenty
secretaries who work for the Student Government
Association. They increased pay to four types of jobs in-

volving typing, dictation, and keypunching by increments
of 25 cents starting at $2.00 an hour.

The effect of the move is to provide equal payment to

women in classified positions in seven affected

organizations-among them the Collegian, the Senate and
WMUA.
Even though the pay increases will mean another 7 cents

charged to each undergraduate in the semester activities

fee, the amount seems a small price to pay striking a blow
at the systematic salary descrimination against women
that this University and most institutions in our society

still practice.

At the same time the move, though only symbolic,
should serve notice to the Whitmore administration that

the time has come to reevaluate salaries of the many
secretaries on campus, some of whom carry as much
responsibility and work as their bosses, and should surely
deserve the title "administrative assistant."

Even though the University is faced with a no-growth
budget for 1975, there surely must be funds somewhere to

give the women employees of UMass the status and
financial rewards they deserve.

Gas crisis planned
Long lines waiting to buy gas at 50 cents a gallon,

talks of rationing, the urgency to conserve energy,

etc. have all been upon us since October or so. Last

December, I wrote a column headlined "Crisis Not

Due To Limited Supply" which said that the energy
crisis was a planned affair by the oil magnates and
that rationing would be one of the worst things to

happen to this country. While the oil magnates are at

fault, blame is also to be put elsewhere for the

problem at hand.
Probably the biggest factor in developing the crisis

was the government. Charging high taxes to drill oil

wells (even with the 27^ per cent depletion

allowance) and taxing gas very highly sure doesn't do
anything to motivate people to drill. And making laws

which severely limit drilling won't help either.

Probably the biggest thing that has hindered oil

development is the ecology movement. It started with

"Earth Day" in 1970 (held on Lenin's 100th birthday).

It was backed by such groups as the Ford Foun-
dation, the Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie

Endowment for International Peace. The biggest

result of this, so far, has been Senator Henry
Jackson's National Environmental Policy Act.

(NEP). This is the same Jackson who says we need

more of a gas supply . What the NEP has done is put a

big dent in oil production. The oil companies, because
of this act, were not free to explore the Alaska

Pipeline in useless tundra. Communist organizations,

such as the American Indian Movement are free to

take the oil companies to court even though they don't

even own the land that would be drilled on

.

We have over a 500 year supply of crude oil left

Indians, ecologists, communist plot
within our boundaries. We need to explore for it and

get it out of the ground. In 500 years, oil may very well

become obsolete if someone has the capital and the

incentive to develop a bettter substitute.

Another thing, despite the scare stories, there have

only been three major oil spills and none of them have

had any lasting effects. Mother Nature did a good job

in cleaning up the mess. The oil companies have been
working on methods of stopping oil spills which will

solve this problem.
While certain methods of conserving energy are

just common sense, rationing would be like putting

out a fire with kerosene. We certainly don't need that.

What we do need is a clamping down of government
restrictions on oil companies. They should be en-

couraged to explore for more oil. The National En-
vironmental Policy Act should be repealed. It has
done more harm than good.

One more thing, why would the Fords and
Rockefellers sponsor these environmentalists? It

seems as though they and the federal government
want to create this shortage to get more power for

themselves and soak us for more money. Repealing
the laws that favor shortages would solve this . WE
CANNOT LET OUR CONGRESS GIVE
FAVORABLE LEGISLATION TO THESE OIL
BARONS! WE CANNOT GIVE THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT MORE POWER! AND WE MUST
EXPOSE THE FRAUD THAT THE OIL COM-
PANIES ARE TRYING TO PUT OVER US. As a good
friend of mine would say, "Wake up and listen, then
act!"

Bob Estelle is a Collegian Columniat

Bulletin-Bulletin-Bulletin
Informed sources in Washington said today that Charles Camelopard, UMass

Daily Collegian Correspondent is not dead as reported in Mid-December.
Pomery J. Twaddlemind, director of sewers in the capitol city, claimed that

during a routine inspection of White House sewers Camelopard was discovered
floating on a raft drinking a Blatz beer and reading a copy of the Reader's Digest
Guide to Anatomy.
When asked what he was doing in the sewers Camelopard remarked that his

death notice is now inoperative and that he had gone to the White House sewers to
investigate some of the material that had been flowing through official channels
since the first Watergate discoveries.

His first column in nearly two months appears below.

Charles Camelopard

I have a plan...
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President Nixon was heard conversing with a group
of advisers while in the men's room of the executive
office suite at the White House today. Among his
comments was the statement that Americans have
been too damn happy lately. The Presidents voice
rose to crescendo at this thought:
"I'M SICK OF BEING THE MOST MISERABLE

MAN IN THE COUNTRY. EVERYBODY IS
LAUGHING. LAST WEEK WHEN I GAVE THE
STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS, THE
DEMOCRATS IN THE GALLERY WERE
LAUGHING. THIS WEEK WHEN I AGREED TO
FREEZE DIESEL FUEL PRICES THE TRUCKERS
WERE LAUGHING. ZIEGLER ALWAYS HAS A
DUMB SMILE ON HIS FACE. HE'S HAPPY I AM
MISERABLE! I HAVE BEEN SINCE THIS WHOLE
WATERGATE MESS STARTED. WHY EVEN
THATDAMN FORD HAS A VULTURE'S SMILE ON
HIS FACE. I AM THE PRESIDENT. IF I HAVE TO
BE MISERABLE ALL THE TIME THEN THE REST
OF THE PEOPLE WILL BE MISERABLE TOO I

GAVE THEM AGNEW TO MAKE THEM
MISERABLE!! I GAVE THEM A GAS SHORTAGE
TO MAKE THEM MISERABLE!! I GAVE THEM
MASSIVE UNEMPLOYMENT TO MAKE THEM
MISERABLE!! I SOLD THE BREAD OFF THEIR
TABLES TO MAKE THEM MISERABLE! ! I GAVE
THEM MORE SCANDAL IN ONE YEAR OF A
PRESIDENCY THAN EVER SEEN BEFORE TO
MAKE THEM MISERABLE. NOW LOOK WHAT'S
HAPPENING. I JUST HEARD THE OTHER DAY
THAT LIQUOR SALES ARE UP OVER LAST YEAR
EVERYBODY'S HOME DRINKING, LAUGHING
AND HAVING A GOOD TIME WHILE I'M
MISERABLE WE ARE GOING TO PUT AN END
TO THIS RIGHT NOW. ZIEGLER, GET THAT
STUPID SMILE OFF YOUR FACE AND MEET ME
IN MY OFFICE. I HAVE A PLAN...

In a tape recording purloined from the executive
office it was learned that Mr. Nixon's plan was to put
the country on laughter rationing early next week
The following restrictions will be placed on
American's happiness.

1. People who have .lames that begin with an odd
letter of the alphabet will be allowed to laugh on odd
calendar dates only. People wno have names
beginning with even letters can laugh on even days
only.

2. People who are having a laugh day must hang a
green pendant from their window. Non-laughing days
will be marked with red pendants. People who have

heard a good joke on a non-laughing day and expect to
burst into laughter after midnite must hang out an
emergency yellow flag.

3. Laughter sustained for more than five minutes is
hereby suspended.

4. Beginning March 1, we will implement daylight
laugh saving time. All laughter after 4:00 p.m. will be
forbidden. (This is to eliminate laughter at the Three
Stoogers, a major cause of overlaughing.) Giggles
during the evening newscasts will be allowed on
laugh days.

n.
5
J*

1

?
re y,m ** or8anized a super agency known as

the Federal Laughter Agency to monitor the amount
of happiness in the country. It will be headed by H R
Haldeman, Charles Colson, Spiro Agnew, John
Mitchell, Maurice Stans and John Erhlichman. They
are perfect for the job. None of them are laughin^
now. ^

6. There will be no singing, finger snapping,
whistling or dancing except between the hours of 2 30
and 4:30 on Mondays whose calander date is a
multiple of three.

7. The attendance at UMass Student Senate
Meetings, the largest source of laughter on the East
Coast is strictly forbidden. Non-compliance is
punishable by hanging. It is hoped that this strong
measure will not only cut down on general laughter
but will eliminate the occasional person who laughs
himself to death at one of these affairs.

Charles Camelopard is the Collegian's Washington
Correspondent.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Callegian welcome* aU
letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, doable-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.

Good n' plenty
n

By RAYMOND K. TIE
Somewhere, in the infinite ambiguity of time, their exists a land called

Plenty. A huge and beautiful country, its history is an interesting one to
examine.
A terrible tyrant, King Rudolph was wringing the very life and

sustinence from the people of Plenty. The people, a kind and generous
group, fond of helping others and proud of helping themselves, finally
could stand it no longer. Their primary motivation, freedom, was siowly
being exorcised.

Well, without going into detail, the people of Plenty volted and put
mighty King Rudolph from their land and restored good in Plenty

.

The people rejoiced and set about the task of building a new govern-
ment whereby the power to insure their basic needs and desires was put
in writing to foresake any other rotten rex intent upon thievery and ex-
ploitation.

For many years, this new government reigned. Every four years new
people were elected to office by the citizens, and things went well

.

To a great extent, this was due to the overriding courage of a few
people. While they were not all of like opinion as to what was best for
Plenty, they all realized that conflict between the people was unavoidable
and should be accepted as necessary for producing good for the greatest
number; for keeping everyone content and prosperous, with work food
and shelter available to all.

This obviously was no easy task as the people of Plenty were many and
from diverse lands and backgrounds. However, they were all united in
one thought— the Scourge of King Rudolph must never return.
The land of Plenty encountered many tests in the first century and

established itself amoung the countries of the world as the freest and
most desirable. Families from the world over journeyed under the most
adverse conditions to Plenty, and all were accepted.
The Country grew and grew, and the beauty and resources of this

immense land began to unfold. And the people of Plenty were happy for
there was enough for everyone.
Plenty repeatedly survived these tests that confront all countries in

their formative years. To a great extent, this success was due to the fact
that the people were convinced of the virtue of their way and strived to
keep their government open and visible in order to insure the longevity of
their freedom.
Then, at the beginning of the second century of Plenty's existence,

another revolution took place. Although not openly violent, it took its toll
in lives nonetheless. The people found themselves becoming slaves to a
new institution called industry. A few far-sighted souls saw what was
happening and amidst all the seeming blessings of this revolution, they
pledged themselves to, and called for caution. The freedom of Plenty was
again being attacked, they said, only this time it was from within.

Well, very few people agreed with this band of alarmists, saying that
such prosperity was unheard of. Of course they were right, but they didn't
see the point, said the "radicals". Human freedom was being sacrificed
to the god of machinery and production, they said. Plenty was selling its
dignity for money.
Fortunately for the Plentians, this small band of clairvoyant citizens

did not give up their fight for freedom. They persisted in trying to halt or
at least control this tornado of growth for they knew that failure would
result in the destruction of the heart of Plenty's democracy; the war
against tyranny.
Happily, more and more people fell in line and the tide of in-

dustrialization leveled off somewhat in the face of the beginnings of of-
ficial control. However, it was also very apparent to these people that this
battle was not a momentary one, but one that must be ever watchful and
ready to act.

Anyway, Plenty got involved in a war and lost many sons. This was the
first war in which the newly acquired productive power was used and it

proved very effective.

After the war, the people were lulled into passivity by an ever greater
prosperity and by the sadness incurred by the death and destruction of
war. They, for the first time in their history, turned their eyes from the
government and its activities in the society. This might not have been so
serious had not the internal enemies gained so much power during the
war. Brazenly without fear, these enemies took control of all resources,
land, minerals, jobs, and even achieved the respect of the leaders of the
land, who convieniently turned their backs on the process. One of them
even went so far as to say "the business of Plenty is business," which
sounded good to all except the farmers and poor of the land who were on
the verge of collapse due to the control over production and prices the
enemies of land had. acquired.
Then a remarkable thing happened. The people of Plenty stopped

buying all the products that sustained the enemy. This of course, was not
planned on, and since all the business of the land was in the hands of the
enemy, the nation's economy collapsed.
Now, this sounds very bad, but in effect, it was only bad for a short

while because it put the power of the land back into the government
where it could again work for good in Plenty.
Slowly, the government -egained control. And once again, the country

met disaster. Another war, bigger and more devastating than the last.

However, the good was very small and very immediate while the bad was
immense and nearly irreversible. It took Plenty out of depression, but
gave the land back to the enemies for a long time.
The far sighted people again rose and were not heard, and Plenty again

lost to the enemy. However, the enemies, being intelligent men, saw that
they needed to control the government. So they quietly set about doing it

in various ways, most only superficially legal, and some downright
luciferous. For nearly two decades they gathered power to give credence
to their nefarious ways. They convinced many elected officials that their
philosophy was parallel to that of Plenty and even called it freedom,
although it was in fact slavery to an inhuman condition. The people, lulled
by a decade of death, lived blind and insensitive to the true motives of the
enemy".

However the power of any land lies in the people. They alone can make
a nation, and at long last the people began to perceive the results of the
last century and the incredible prospensity of the enemies to promulgate
evil.

Horror swept the nation. Young and old alike were awed and sickened
by what they awoke to ; the free land of Plenty steeped in governmental
corruption, in monopoly by the enemies, in social inequity, and above all,

they saw how their unique system had been sabotaged and given over to

disconcern with the citizenry and how it had become dedicated to the

institution of slavery throughout the world (in conjunction with the

enemies.)

Well, the people, being descended from the strength and virtue of the

original Plentians, rose again in revolution to destroy the evil that had
infiltrated their land.

Today, the people of Plenty are fighting resolutly to stop the ruination

of their land, the sale of Plenty to materialism, the dessimation of

freedom

.

Raymond K. Tie is a Collegian Columnist

Letters To The Editor

Lost

and

found
To The Editor:
I'm writing this letter in response to an ad-

vertisement I read in your todays' (2-6-74) paper.
Something or another about a poetry reading,
somewhere in a lounge in a field house.
To make a long story short, I was pointed in the

general direction of the reading, assuring the people
who showed me the way that some brother or sister
would show me the right direction...

I wasn't the only one lost at the great Big Ol' White
house. The people who was driving around, asked me
where they were going, and if I could point them in
the right direction. Of course, being lost myself, I had
hoped they covld assist me...NO HELP!
The trail lead up the hill to where children must

have slid down on sleds.

watching the snow
float gently to

cover the ground
white

while the candle
in the red glass
flickers

to let me know
it's a live

a

candle

Sometime near
11 p.m.-Z2S7
i start writing

I came down the hill cussing, madder than a
I wanted to know where I was, and if

anybody could direct me in the right direction.
Someone did...

I would like to thank the White Lady who answered
the door of the Big House. Thank you Ms. White Lady.
I would like to thank the Black Man who stood tall,

and wore nice clothing out into the night air to show
me the right way, who pointed to the trail that people
was walking on and the red light on top of the tall
building; and the lost people who found out they were
at the right place all alone.
IT AINT SO FUNNY WHEN YOU ARE LOST

OR IS IT?

Dr. C. Plucker

Finger lickin ' good?

To The Editor:
I should like to bring to the attention of the student

body that the local Colonel Sanders franchise is
charging higher prices for their chicken than a
similar establishment in New Bedford, Mass.

While in New Bedford last month, I recorded
chicken prices at the Colonel Sanders there for
comparison and found them to be up to 18 per cent
less than the prices at the Amherst establishment.

The pieces of chicken in New Bedford were also
larger in comparison to the pigeon portions served
here. I had expected standard prices at all such chain
roadhouses but that is apparently not the case.
Be forewarned that the local Colonel Sanders Fried

Chicken is overpricing its food. As for me, the local
Colonel Sanders can lick my southern fried middle
finger!

Richard Seven

•

Super prison
By ERNIE KING

As the New England
governors meet today, at the
Parker House in Boston, penal
reform could be set back to the
year one B.C. One of the topics
on the agenda that they will be
discussing, is the creation of a
regional super prison, for the
New England Area. This in-

stitution will deal with the
"special offender," and will

offer, "special treatment," to

the inmate to aide in his

rehabilitation. Special of-

fenders are defined by
correction officials as those
inmates that pose security
problems for institutions or act
aggresively to corrections
officers. Special treatment is

another term for technological
facism and runs the gamut
from psychopharmacology to

bioelectrical mind-behaviour
control.

The super prison is the result

of a study conducted by the
Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration and Dr.
William Curran, Professor of

Legal Medicine at Harvard.
The study has already branded
365 inmates in the New
England area as special of-

fenders, 115 of these inmates
are from Massachusetts. In-

mates were placed on this list

without being interviewed by
Curran or his staff. Curran
chose to rely on information
obtained from guards and the

prison disciplinary records.

Massachusetts will not be
participating directly in this

program because we can
handle our own special of-

fenders according to
Corrections Commissioner
Frank Hall and because the
legislature and the Dept. of
Mental Health have placed a
great deal of pressure on both
Hall and Gov. Sargent. While
not participating, we still have
the procedures necessary to

transfer a man to Kittery, if we
have to. Another reason for our
not participating is the
reconstruction of the Depart-
mental Segregation Unit
(DSU) located at M.C.I.
Bridgewater. Sargent closed it

down two years ago and now is

spending 11 million dollars to

rebuild it. This facility will

consist of a 20 cell seclusion
ward, in the rear of the medical
building. It will have fourteen
regular cells along with six
cells of the "Chinese water
torture type." These six cells
are of particular interest
because they are similar in

design to ones that Sargent had
closed as unfit for human
habitation. The new DSU and
the segregation block at
Walpole (10 Block) will serve
as our own private super
prison, with Kittery on hand for

emergencies.

Over the years, penologists
have been gradually drifting
away from isolation as a form
of rehabilitation. It has proven
ilself not to work. Isolation
tends to be conducive to the
retention and development of
criminal behaviour and is at
best only a temporary solution.
A look at the recividism rates
of 55 to 60 per cent points out
how ineffectual the isolation

system is.

Massachusetts made great
strides in penal reform while
John Boone was Commissioner
of Corrections. Furlough
programs were instituted, self-

government by inmates (an
idea that dates back to 1793 in

the Walnut Street Jail of
Philadelphia) and community
based corrections (half-way
houses) were all part of John
Boone's programs.
With talk now on Kittery and

DSU Bridgewater, it seems
that all the progress made is

being washed away in the
muddy waters of Clock Work
Orange mind control projects.
The basic rights of human life

and existance are being denied
by state officials under the
guise of prison reform.
Temporary solutions to long
term problems such as
isolation or the nightmare
tactics of mind control are
replacing the concepts of
human dignity.

Liberals who scream at the

treatment of Solzhenitsyn or
the "tiger cages" of Vietnam,
should take a good look at what
is happening right here in

Massachusetts. LEAA has
given UMass Amherst a
$120,000 grant to develop an
academy to train corrections

personnel. The personnel
trained here will man our
future concentration camps. It

is a very short trip from Kit-

tery to the Orwellian reality of

1984

Ernie King is a Collegian

columnist.
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Question: What's a problem inmate?

Governors stall on regional prison

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 13

BOSTON <AP) - A decision on the
controversial proposed New
England regional prison for

"problem" inmates was deferred
Thursday by the New England
Governors' Conference.

The six governors heard
arguments about the issue and
Conference chairman, Vermont
Gov. Thomas P. Salmon, later told

newsmen that he thinks the group
will decide the proposal needs
further study.

The governors were scheduled to

make a group statement Friday.

A spokesman for Massachusetts
Gov. Francis W. Sargent said a
delay in the final decision would
allow emotions to cool.

The proposal, contained in a
study headed by Harvard
University Prof. William Curran,
recommends a regional prison for

Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont

.

Sargent: No
Sargent has already announced

his opposition to the principle of
housing any large group of
allegedly troublesome inmates in
one institution.

The New England governors
listened to Curran and then four
spokesmen for opponents, as about
100 members and supporters of the
New England Prisoners'
Association applauded a long list of
criticisms of the regional prison.
Curran said his report, backed

by $188,472 in federal funds, has
been "misrepresented" and
subjected to "gross misun-
derstandings." He defended his
categorization of "special of-
fenders" and insisted that the
prison study showed a need for a
regional prison in the three nor-
thern states, where he said,
"current facilities are obsolete."

Rheingold
may sell

breweries
NEW YORK (AP) - The

president of the Rheingold
breweries said Thursday his

company will have to sell the
company's breweries in New
Jersey and Massachusetts
separately if no solution is found
quickly on the problems of the

Brooklyn brewery.
The Teamsters Union has gone to

court in an effort to save the jobs of

12,000 union members at the
Brooklyn plant, scheduled to close

down Friday. The plant also em-
ploys 300 other workers.
Two local groups, one headed by

publisher-financier Jerry
Finkelstein and the other by Irving

Levine, are considering buying the
plant but talks are bogged down
over concessions they seek from
the unions.

Meanwhile, Rheingold's
president, Richard Ahem, said if a
buyer is not found for the combined
facilities in a few days, the com-
pany would have to act on offers to

purchase breweries at Orange,
N.J., and New Bedford, Mass.

Boston seeks

time to appeal\

balance plan

BOSTON (AP) - The Boston

School Committee has asked for a

60-day extension of a U.S. Supreme
Court deadline to appeal the state

racial balance plan for the city's

schools.

The committee acted Wednesday
after Mayor Kevin H. White said

the city administration would pay

the legal costs.

The state plan calls for the

busing of children in September to

achieve racial balance in the city's

public schools.

The deadline for appealing was

midnight Wednesday.

Civil Rights
Atty. Richard Shapiro, executive

director of the Prisoner Rights
Project of the New England
Prisoners' Association, charged
that Curran's investigation
violated inmates' civil liberties
and constitutional rights by
scrutinizing confidential medical
records and then "branding"
prisoners with the label of "special
offender."

Dr. William Ryan, Boston

College professor of psychology,
said Curran's research methods
were unscientific.

Definitions?

"The term 'special offender,

cannot be defined," he said. "It's a
category that just doesn't exist.

His Curran's method of collection

and interpretation of data violates

every known principle of
research."
Other criticisms came from

Russell Carmichael, executive

director ot the prisoners'
association, and Massachusetts
state Rep. William Owens, an ex-

prison inmate who said he
probably would have been labeled
a special offender.

Opponents said inmates in the

study, who were not interviewed,

were designated as troublesome if

they were politically active.

Spokesmen also said inmates in the

study, who were not interviewed,

were designated as troublesome it

they were politicaaly active.

Spokesman also said that the

proposed use of behavior control

drugs on special offenders would
make them "tranquifized robots."

Curran's study originated in

July. 1970, when the New England
Governors' Conference voted to

seek federal funds to study a

possible regional approach for

"deviant offenders."

Heller suggests

controls cease
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP)-

The former chairman of the

Council of Economic Advisors said

Thursday that removal of wage
and price controls could be a

positive economic step. But Walter
W. Heller said he would approve of

the step only if it included "some
backup of rollback power."
Heller was asked at a news

conference here if he approved of

the plan announced this week by
the administration to remove wage
and price controls from all seg-

ments of the economy except

petroleum and health.

'If the removal of price controls

means the total, abrupt dropping of

all wage-price restraints, I'd say
no." he said.

"If it means taking off the

straight jacket, the smothering
blanket of mandatory controls for

the whole economy but retaining a

certain amount of restraining
through a sensible system-a
watchdog system where you've got

some back up rollback power-then
I'd say it's a good move," he
continued.

Heller predicted unemployment
will rise by up to one million ad-

ditional persons during the first

half of 1974.

Under
Graduate

Commuters

Nominations tor the Commuter Assembly are
available in the Commuter Lounge or RSO.

Nomination papers are due Feb. 15 and elections
will be held Feb. 20.

PSAFAYETTE RA0I0
ELECTROWCS

SEIDem+souNDT^%
14* A quality system at a price you can't refuse.

(a) MARANTZ2015 (b) BSR 260 (c) Interoudlo 2000
a good receiver that

fits into tiny places

'239" '5950 11 M5780

with base dust cover &
Shure cartridge

providing dynamic range]
from the loudest to

softest sounds,
the music is

reproduced with fidelity

pair

System List $447.70 Lafayette SALE PRICE

(a) Marantz 2220 (b) BSR 310 AXE (c)|„teraudio 3000

$59»B
Super clarity

Superior high frequencies
Superior low bass

A LOT of Receiver
for a "little" money with damped cueing, dust

cover & ADC cartridge

$209* pair

$29gw
System List $564.70 Lafayette SALE PRICE

For those who want the best of BEST!!
Multi Channel Marantz (b) Dual 1214 Turntablt (c) 4 Fischer XP65
Quadraphonic 4230 with dust cot er I 3 Way Spaakars

$47995 M91 E Cartridge $
j Qg96 speaker

•'W S1CA95
Systems List $1,090.00 Lafayette SALE PRICE

LAFAYETTE
SEIDEN SOUND ELECTRONICS

By I STORE
- s«idwSound 1 15 E. PLEASANT ST.

549-1105

Pittif i«td. Mat*.
Colonic, NY
Albany, NY

Schnoctady, NY
Glonsfallt, NY

Food supplies could tighten this weekend
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Food industry officials expect

food supplies to be tight this

weekend and predict that serious
problems could arise if the in-

dependent truckers' strike con-

tinues next week.

Federal negotiators and
representatives of the striking

truckers announced Thursday
reaching tentative agreement to

end the strike, but the outcome
seemed uncertain. Truckers took a
wait-and-see attitude.

In Connecticut, John Pinchot, a

spokesman for independent
truckers at Martins Truck stop in

Waterbury, said Connecticut
drivers have rejected the govern-
ment's settlement offer to their

demands.
Carl Anderson, an official of a

meat supplier in Manchester,
N.H., said, "I'd be lying to say

we're perfect, but we're all right."

If the strike ends, "we'd be tight

for about a week, but I don't think

it would take too long. These trucks
move across the country in a
hurry, you know," he said.

Norman Turcotte of Associated
Grocers of New Hampshire, said:

"If the strike is ended today there
wouldn't be any more than isolated
shortages. But if it isn't settled, I

expect we will have serious
problems by the middle of next
week with perishables."

Spokesmen for the A&P
supermarket chain and the Star
Market Co. in the Boston area said
business has been busy but
reported only isolated cases of

"panic buying."

The spokesman said supplies
would be tight this weekend but
generally the two supermarket
chains were in good shape.

Joe Kauffman at Pincrest
Produce Inc., Springfield, Mass.,

said that there would be some
limited produce shortages on retail

shelves, but inability to get goods
would be reflected more in high

prices.

High prices will last 10 days to

two weeks once the trucks get

rolling, he said.

^
Ted Sitarz of Chicopee Provision,

Chicopee, Mass., said suppliers
solved many of their problems by
switching over to rail service and
turning to East Coast suppliers of
beef and pork.

**

INDEPENDENT TRUCKERS parked their rigs
outside of Concord at a local sports arena at the
suggestion of Warren Rudman, attorney general.
Truckers had earlier surrounded the State House with
their rigs asking to talk with Gov. Meldrim Thomson
concerning their problems.

\(?&*flaH Sw*£
presents

Raid! I Federal plan
SEA. Mass. (AP) - Six -L

4

'ridiculous
'

'

CHELSEA. Mass. (AP) - Six
persons were arraigned Thursday
in Chelsea District Court in con-

nection with the seizure of about
$1,000 worth of herein and cocaine
during a raid at a Revere apart-

ment.

Among those arraigned on
various drug charges was Joseph
P. McKenna, 22, of Revere, a
jockey at Suffolk Downs.

McKenna was charged with
illegal possession of cocaine,
illegal possession of marijuana,
illegal possession of heroin with

intent to distribute and illegal

possession of a needle and syringe.

The six were arrested Wed-
nesday night.

A probable cause hearing for the
six was scheduled for March 1.

GREENFIELD, Mass. (AP) - A
Central Vermont Railroad
spokesman has termed
"ridiculous" a federal plan that
would require the abandonment of

stretches of the line's track in

Massachusetts and Connecticut.
Under a U.S. Department of

Transportation plan to reorganize
the Northeast rail system, the line

would be required to abandon
tracks between East Northfield
and Millers Falls and between
Amherst and New London, Conn.

"It's ridiculous. We're the only
financially sound system in the
area," said Central Vermont
general manager Conrad Four-
nier.

"We have no intention of cur-
tailing our service, not to mention
abandoning the heart of the
system," he said in a telephone
interview from Montreal with the
Greenfield Recorder.
Fournier suggested that Boston

& Maine tracks between Northfield
and Springfield be abandoned
instead. That section would be
retained under the DOT plan.

BACARDI
PARTY!!!
Monday thru Friday nite

Feb. 11th - 16th

DRINK THE CONTENTS &
TAKE THE PITCHER HOME

Swing to

"A TOUCH OF CLASS"

Join us for prizes

and surprises

No Cover— No Minimum

Holiday Inn, Holyoke
Take 1-91, Right Off

Exit 15— Just 25 minutes from I Mass.
534-3311

no us »»! off

Entrees

i >mi 1 1 i iks i.i ttnen

[Jilleifni every day

HAIIH1 I Sir \k
From the center cut baked lo your ordet

K\kH> MMTOM KROO
With breed ciumb topping and lemon butter

no

195

200

III IP I Kll I" HAIIIKM K

In » beskyt with ranch style French tried potatoes 2 70

\ I \l i'XKMIi.I \S \

Served with pasta and homemade sauce 2 10

I tlMMIN HKCtll

On a water roll covered with mushroom bordeiaise I 95

< HISP HtlHX Mil KFS
And ranch style French tried potatoes >n a basket 2 OS

( HOPPrO KF.PSTRAK
Broiled lo order with

, ullage cheese

and sliced peaches 2 1b

vWUNT GET

WHEN'YOU TAKE PICTURES
Send your film to be developed to Best

Photo. We guarantee to return clear,

sharp pictures on high quality, silk-

finish paper. If we don't, we'll refund your

money. Not a rip off but a sincere, honest

promise

Our student representative on your

campus has distributed maimers through-

out the campus. Look for the display

box in stores, laundromats, and restau-

rants. Cr contact:

TURKEY CI.UB

Sliced turkey breast strips oi bacon, lettuce

and tomato on toasted bread 2 25

BACON. LETTUCE AND TOMATO
On toasted bread with potato chips and pickles 1 60

FCC SAI.AD

Served on lettuce end toasteo bread, with potato chips

and pickles ...... 1 45

TUNA SALAD
Served on lettuce and toasted bread with potato chips

and pickles • 1 55

Sandwiches

cold hot

SMI Ml I II SMI INC.

Sliced pastrami, onion, tomato, and Swiss ch

on an onion roll 1 75

HOT TUNA
Grilled with tomato and American cheese on
on light rye breed 2 10

TODAY'S SPECIAL

SI 75

Please ask your waitress

tor today's specials

C. Kll I U) Kit HIS
Corned beef on pumpernickel bread

with sauerkraut and Swiss rheeae 115

TOP Of TUT ( I N I I KBl KC.I K

Sharp cheddar cheese on a quarter pound hamburrjer

lettuce, tomato and potato chips «,....

With bacon strips

1S6

2 15

ill luncheon selection! mclnde

the Top of the Campus salad bar

Salad bar a la carte 1 50 Todays soup end salad bar 1.75

French fried potatoes 40

Today's soup' 40

Today's vegetable 25

Eric Khan
310 Patterson, UMass

Slpfc

(offer or tea

Soda

Milk

2J

25

25

Desserts
Ice cream or sherbert

Sundae* and parfaits

New York style cheesecake

Pecan pie with whipped cream

Hot apple pie

40

55

HO

55

40

Snnday Buffet

featuring the Steamship Round iif Roast Beef

S450 students U 05

4 00 p m to 8 00 pin

To purchase alcoholic hivaraf one must be a fuest ot the

hotel. < conferee, or a Top of the Campus Club card holder

Club cards may be purchased in the coat check room by rtu

dents, staff, faculty and alumni

•ML MEALS SUBJECT TO SH MASSACHUSETTS OLD AGE TAX
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H
HCSPto
offer$
The Council of the Health Care

Systems Program will be giving
awards for at least 3 Research
Assistantships for the next year.

The purpose is to increase the

quality and quantity of research on
health care delivery at the
University of Massachusetts. To
meet this objective the awards
may be given either to advanced
students who are performing their

own research or to provide
graduate students as research
assistants to faculty members
engaged in research in this field.

These awards are made com
petively by the Council to graduate
students on the basis of proposals
submitted.

The deadline for proposals is

March 1 and the first decisions will

be made by March 15th so

that the departments of the stu-

dents receiving the awards may
reallocate any funds already
committed to these students.

These awards are made com-
petively by the Council to graduate
students on the basis of proposals
submitted. (The deadline for

proposals is March 1 and the first

decisions will be made by about
March 15th) so that the depart-
ments of the students receiving the

awards may reallocate any funds
already committed to these
students.

The awards are for between
$3,000.00 and $3,500.00 for the

academic year, and it is expected
that the recipients will not hold
other appointments that requires
them to perform any services

(such as* teaching assistant etc.).

Application information is

available from Ms. Cindy Burke,
127 Marston Hall (5-2853).

Cash bonuses

replace stamps
WASHINGTON (AP) • Five

states have decided to give cash
bonuses instead of food assistance
to recipients of the federal sup-
plemental security income
program SSI, the Agriculture
Department said Thursday.
Under an amendment to the SSI

program that went into effect Jan.
1 - replacing former aid programs
for the aged, blind and disabled -

states could continue food stamp or
food distribution programs for SSI
participants or give them
equivalent cash grants instead.

California, Massachusetts, New
York, Wisconsin and Nevada all

opted for cash bonuses, making SSI
recipients in those states ineligible

for USDA family food-assistance
programs, the spokesman said. No
estimate of the number of persons
involved was available, he said.

The other 45 states and the
District of Columbia will continue
the food-assistance programs at

least until June 30 when those
provisions of the SSI legislation

expire.

Unless Congress makes another
change, eligibility for the
programs would be determined
after June 30 on an individual in-

come basis rather than by state
option

.

Canada raises

newsprint prices
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Crown

Zellerbach Corp. has petitioned the

Cost of Living Council for per-
mission to raise its newsprint
prices about $12 a ton, a
spokesman said Thursday.
In letters to its customers, the

company said the increased cost of

Canadian newsprint has forced the
company to request the domestic
price hike. Effective March 1, the

price of Canadian newsprint will be
raised to $213 a ton, spokesman
Paul Leiber said.

The domestic price of newsprint

would be raised from $185.62 to

$197.99 per ton effective the first of

next month if the council approves

the increase as well as a change in

the method of calculating the in-

creased cost of the product from

Canada.
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Winter Carni

Soul and Funk ft
Hear ye!

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1974

The Afro-Am Society and the program council of
the Winter Carnival will sponsor two programs by the
Webster Lewis Soul and Funk Revue and the Elma
Lewis National Center Mime Company Friday at 8
and 10 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
The Webster Lewis Soul and Funk Revue has its

roots in Boston and is very popular among jazz lovers
and people who "dig mellow music dipped in

funkiness." The Webster Lewis Revue recently
recorded an album with Tony Williams titled "Bum's
Rush" and it appears to be on way to becoming a big
success.

The Elma Lewish National Center Mime Company
is also a Boston group, consisting of 15 Black pan-
tomime artists. It is one of the few such Black mime
groups in the world.

Tickets will be on sale between 10 and 4 p.m. until

Friday at the Campus Center Concourse, and Friday
evening at 7 p.m. at the Student Union box office.

The Collegian welcomes news releases from RSO, public interest and
college oriented groups wishing to inform the campus of their activities.

Please realize that the space alloted to these groups cannot be used as a

bulletin board, but a place to publicize events free of charge.
We ask that you limit articles to 200 words or about one page. All copy

must be typewritten at 60 spaces. The Collegian reserves the right to edit

releases for space limitation or any other reason deemed necessary.
Please submit copy to the news editor.

*****

Last day for ADDS, DROPS, or SECTION CHANGES in
the Spanish and Portuguese Department is February 15.

ED YADAS

Big City Blues Band

FREE BEER

FRI., FEB. 8,9:00p.m.. la.m.

Hampden Dining Commons

Southwest — Admission $1.00

«o>
«/,

TECH HIFI IS GIVING AWAY
EVERYTHING IN THE STORE

Grand
If the last five digits of your social
security number match the numbers
placed on any piece of equipment in
our store you WIN IT FREE. No
obligation, nothing to buy.

great savings

Openin3

Sale

Grand openir.9

specials
Scotch "HIGH ENERGY "Cassettes

c60 c90
list $3.25 list $4.90

Sale $1.75 Sale $2.50

Watts "Record Maintainance Kit"
list $15.00 Sale $9.95

"N

Limited Quantities

The challenge of gelling good bass response from
modestly priced systems has been met. You have
to listen to EPI Microtower loudspeakers to
believe their good deep bass, although a simple
explanation of the "organ pipe principle" by a
Tech Hifi salesperson will lift any veil of
mystery that may surround them The 3a watt
rms NIKKO 4*lt integrated amplifier drives
these outrageously efficient speakers loud
enough to fill even larger sized rooms with their
fine sound Extremely advanced circuitry in the
NIKKO Receiverdelivers very clean and wideband
sound for increased enjoyment of all types of
musical material A high quality automatic turn
table such as the Glenburn 21 10 is necessary lo
protect the delicate grooves of your records. It

comes fully equipped with a Shure magnetic
cartridge, a base and a dustcover

LIST $390

Sale $269

ask about our policies
SERVICE PEOPLE

' ? vr tree parts warrantee
' 5 yr optional service

warrantee
free conversion service

SELECTION
over 140 branch
laboratory rom|ionent
evaiuat>o~

special comparison
SECURITY
"1 yr speaker trade up
free yearly checkups
no hidden extras

6 wks formal training

experienced to meet your
needs

checkout testing in every
store

PROTECTION
'90 day equipment a<t|

"60 day defective exhange
1 <tav money hack guarantee

PRICING
30 day lowest price guar
antee

choice of credit plans

no charge layaways
' Holiday bonus - we M dale them Jan 1 . so you won't
lose any time while your system is in gift wraps' i

linear sound
"Linear sound" is sound with
equal intensity throughout the
musical range. A loudspeaker
with linear sound reproduces
bass notes as loudly as it does
the treble or midrange The
sound of EPI 100 loudspeakers
is so linear and natural, that the
speaker almost disappears...

leaving only the music. As a
suitable power source for the
EPI's, we've chosen the NIKKO
"\* V!l

hJL*W* tta RMS Th» i4 Powerful unitfM watts rim at
only 5% distortion), with some outstanding features including two
tape deck monitor* for (ape-to tape dubbing and a front panel inputor < '.channel matr.x adaptor The dependable Glenburn 21 10 automaticturn able has a l.ght we.ght.aluminum tonearm that tracks your recoTdsgently and w„h accuracy Included, are a Shure magnetic cartridge

a

Zm

list $500 feu -399.95

tech hifi
Grand Openir.9

253 Triable St., Amherst

Quality components
at the right price

(next to Discount Records)

also at 186 Main St, Northampton

Tech Hifi has 38 stores

located in Pennsylvania,

New York, New Jersey,

Ohio, Michigan, and
throughout New England.

STORE HOURS

mon-sat 10 am to 6 pm
open thurs. nite until 9 pm

*•<•••• »»»^*»«>*aw«>< -••••- m . m«» *
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P-Ten series

kicks-off
"At the Corner of Your Eye: or,

Where Experience Comes From"
is the title of the first in a series of

speakers sponsored this smester

by Project Ten, the campus ex-

perimental college.

Speaking this Sunday, Feb. 10 at

8 p.m., Tom Tucker, visiting

professor of business ad-

ministration, will discuss con-

temporary issues of personal ex-

perience from the eye of a social

scientist. Tucker, who is from the

University of Texas, is in Amherst
for the year teaching in the School

of Business Administration and in

Project Ten.

Future speakers in the Sunday
night series include Arlyn
Diamond and Margot Culley
speaking on "Unknown Voice,

Neglected Women Writers" (Febr.

24)) Mike Best, on "Galbraith and
Socialism" (March 10); Bill

Connolly, on "Political Corruption;

Behind Watergate" (March 17);

John Eusden, philosophy professor

at Williams College, on "Zen and
Ceoss-Country Skiing" (April 7);

Johnetta Cole, on "Black Studies

and Anthropology; Scholarly and
Political Interests" (April 14); and
Klays Schultz, on "Mr. Wizard in

the Classroom : Children's Science

is a Different Culture" (May 5). All

the lectures in the "World of

Learning" series begin at 8 p.m.,

and meet in the main lounge of

Pierpont in Southwest. The public

is invited.

Poll released
The Massachusetts League . of

Women Voters has announced the

results of the League's sample poll

taken at "Yes We Can," the

Women's Fair recently sponsored

by WBZ-TV and the Governor's
Commission on the status of

women. The sample poll shows

favorable responses to six ballot

questions.

On the question "Should there be
a tax deduction for child care?"
the vote was 402 yes, 48 no.

"Should divorce laws be
reformed so parties may be
separated without blame?" 435

yes, 16 no.

"Should secondary schools
allocate finances equally for

athletics for boys and girls?" 414

yes, 32 no.

"Should there be a nonpartisan

commission of lawyers and lay

people to select and nominate
judges?" 383 yes, 57 no.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM,

Some of the "nice people" I have en-
countered through astrology : O J Simpson.
Cancer; Floyd Patterson, Capricorn; Bette
Davis. Aries; Buddy Rogers, Leo; Jane
Russell, Gemini; Jayne Meadows, libra.
Anais Nin, Pisces. The list is long and. for
me, verifies that the most productive,
exciting and erudite persons of our time are
also friendly and open-minded where
astrology is concerned

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) : Work toward
long-range goal. Build on structure that can
withstand stress, strain. No one will

promise bed of roses. But now you can get
agreement on paper which provides green
light to ultimate progress. Do so!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) : One close to

you forgets differences and shares in

meaningful way. Be gracious. Views are
vindicated but this should not be excuse for
display of arrogance. Soft -sell approach
brings best results. Act accordingly.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): What you

thought was over and finished could be like

proverbial phoenix — rises from its ashes
Get second wind and push through with
agreement. You have legal rights and
others should know it Property value could
be in question
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Work and

relatives may be an issue Key now is to

accept responsibility for your own actions
Accept credit, take blame — don't attribute
success or failure to family members.
Make views clear since there is a tendency
now for people to misquote you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Now you can

discuss costs versus savings — question of

quality and quantity dominates. Aries in-

dividual who seems domineering is actually
vying for attention. Get rid of burden which
was inherited from another.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): You find that

opposition is of paper tiger variety. Go full

steam ahead Only doubt, fear can stop you
Be independent, creative and daring. Many
are waiting to jump on bandwagon —
directed by you. Exude confidence.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): You are on
brink of discovery. Know it and prepare
groundwork Where these was obscurity,
there now can be benefit of greater light

Check with individual who works behind the
scenes Closed-door meeting could be
featured

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): Some
promises now may be of sincere origin but
still lack substance Know it and have
alternatives at hand By being versatile,

you win. If you insist on adhering to

preconceived notions, you invite loss The
choice is your own
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): See

clearly, not through rose-colored glasses.
There is difference between being idealistic
— and gullible. See situations, persons as
they really are. not as you wish they might
be. Be specific, thorough, direct — and
insist on factual information.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19): Good

lunar aspect now coincides with long-range
planning, travel opportunity and ability to

learn and apply knowledge. Friend does
some work for you behind the scenes. You
get action from areas previously dormant.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Financial

situation eases Logjam is removed You
have greater freedom of action, more room
to execute ideas, plans Diplomatic in-

tercession by family member could be
significant factor Taurus. Libra persons
may be involved.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): One who
should know better acts in deceptive
manner. Maintain poise. You will be
ultimate winner — if patient Avoid actions
based on impulse. Give logic a chance.
Then you bring goal closer to reality.

Another Piscean is in picture.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

a creative organizer. You know when it is

time to get down to business You never ask
others to do what you would not do. You are
tough but fair. You draw to you many born
under Cancer and Capricorn. April could be
one of your most significant months of 1974.

Copyright 1974, Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzler

ACROSS

l Lifts with
lever

6 Strip ot

leather
1

1

Signify

12 A state
14 Paid notice
15 Hard-shelled

truit (pi )

17 Gaelic
18 Knock
20 Specks
23 Indonesian

tribesman
24 Man s name
26 The nostrils
28 Teutonic deity
29 Scatter
31 Harvesters
33 Biblical weed
35 Winglike
36 Confers
39 Sharpen
42 Printer s

measure
43 Take

unlawfully
45 Painful

46 Unit of

Siamese cur-
rency
Iroquoian In-

dians
Things, m law
Slave

53 Den
55 Near
56 Handles
59 Remains erect
61 Bristles

62 Temporary
shelter (pi

)

DOWN

1 Precisionist in

teaching
2 Registered

nurse (abbr

)

3 Electrified

particle

4 Sewing case

5 Surgical thread
6 Conjunction
7 Initials of 26th
President

8 Female ruff

9 Site of Tai

Mahal
10 Billboard
1

1

Challenges
13 Approaches
16 Leading player
19 Harbors
21 Region
22 Closes

securely
25 Chairs
27 Quarrels
30 Penned
32 Mistake
34 Pitcher
36 Animal
37 Goes in

38 Go by water
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Soutter named chancellor
of UMass-Worcester

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 17

In view of the pending retirement, effective June
30, 1976, of Dr. Lamar L. Soutter, Dean of the UMass
Medical School, the Board of Trustees has taken
several steps to effect a smooth transition.

First, recognizing the increasing complexity of
Medical School problems, reflecting planning for
opening of the Teaching Hospital and for continuing
evolution of the Worcester Campus, the Board of
Trustees approved a change of title for Dean Soutter
to Chancellor of the University of Massachusetts at
Worcester and Dean of the Medical School.
Second, Trustees voted to establish the post of

Chancellor of the University of Massachusetts at
Worcester, effective July 1, 1976.

Finally, the Trustees directed President Robert
Wood to begin the process of establishing a Search
Committee to identify candidates for future ap-
pointment to the post of Chancellor. Trustees directed
the President to consult with Dean Soutter, the
Executive Committee of the Medical School faculty,

Ecoutez may?
Prof. Georges May of Yale University will talk about "L'Indecence

dans la litterature du 18e siecle: conformisme ou subversion" Wed-
nesday, Feb. 13, at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.
The French-language lecture will be at 8 p.m. in rooms 174-176 of the

Campus Center, and is sponsored by the UMass department of French
and Italian.

and others, to prepare recommendations for the
composition of the Search Committee and the charge
to be given to it.

The recommendations will be made to the
Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees at its

next meeting in March.

Dr. Soutter, who is also Professor of Surgery at the

Medical School, has been its Dean since the Medical
School was established in 1962. Dean Soutter led the

process of planning the Medical School and
recruitment of its faculty.

The first class of students entered the Medical
School in 1970, and will graduate in May, 1974. The
Medical School moved from temporary facilities into

its new Basic and Clinical Sciences Building last fall,

and a Teaching Hospital, now under construction, is

expected to be ready for occupancy in mid-1975.

Trustees took the action at their regular Board
meeting, held at the Campus Center in Amherst.

CORRECTION - Miss Marie
Cappadonna, Assistant Director of
Food Services, says she believes a
student should not pay for
something not used. Yesterday's
Page 3 article on the D.C.
erroneously attributed her as
saying students should pay.

Looking for something to buy?

Trying to toll something?

Looking for a roommate?

TRYMDC
CLASSIFIEDS

THEY GET RESULTS!!

7? first day

Sff each additional day

ROOM FOR RENT

Privacy — Colonial Motel, low. low
weekly rates, large comfortable rooms

,

T.V., maid service included. Bar ./id

restaurant, M5-2MS.
tfZ-12

ROOMMATE WANTED~
Grad student or working woman

preferred, duplex In rural North Amherst.
$ioo per month. Paula. 545-0*12. MMIII,
545-0444.

MM
Grad. nonsmoker, 5 bedrm hse, garage,

3 fireplace. 3 miles to UMass. Heat incl.

$102 mo . 13 Mktdiest. Hadley. 580-3784.

tft-15

Third for house in Belchertown near Bus
Stop. Rie i Quiet, but tolerant student
type. |M a month plus, call 323-7808

Ml
Female — Large farm Sunderland. 4

miles from campus. Rent $45 mo inc.

utilities. M acres on Ri. lit. Call 0*5-32*0.

Ut*

Girl to share 7 rm. furn. bouse, near
college with 3 1'.M. girls. tlOO per mo. Call
0*5-4212 evenings.

tft-U

Female roommate wanted to share
famished Brittany Manor apt. No lease,
negotiable rent. Call 254-0018.

tf2-15

HELP PLEASE

MDC CLASSIFIEDS

James House. 3rd floor, short
corridor, beer wall stolen! Janitors
innocent. Housemother ignorant
Donations urgently needed. 3500
empty Schiiti cans. 12 or 16 oi. This is
no shit, come on Southwest help out
fellow decadents. Deposit donations
anytime.

MM
RIDE WANTED

Desperately need ride to UMass from
Leverett Elem. School, anytime between
1 1 and I. 5 days a week. Call Julie. 017-544-
33*32. evenings.

tf_2-8

From Chicopee to Amherst. Tu.. Th.,
eight a.m. Call Cheryl. 592-7293. will share
expenses.

Ml
INSTRUCTION

Yoga (Hatha) Courses x & 10 weeks.
Begin at inter. Experienced teacher, for

more information call 549-0842. M
PEOPLE FOR PEOPLE
We're interested in new methods of

establishing personal relationships. A
Better Way to get it On! M Th, 0-8 p.m..
256-0157. M

FOR RENT
Furnished room — share bath with one

person. 175 Amity St.. Amherst 253-5354.M
For rent Ig. two bedroom apt. Carpeting,

dishwash.. air cond.. on bus rt., available

imrnM. Call Susan. 6*5-2253. M
Avail again — I -a*t minute cancelled.

Lrg. room in house, furnished. Call again,

323-4553. On Bus Route. Share boose
together.

tf2-8

I.K box stall for rent, close to IM
Campus, excel, pasture, beau, trails. Rent
includes care It feeding. Avail now. call

John 253-9486. M
\pt. for rent, 1 bdrm. dishwsr. all

utilities. 1145. Call any time. 665-2719.

(liffside.

If2- IS

TO SUBLET
Sublet. 2 bdr. apt. Available April I. $165

mo., incl. utilities. Call R65-:I900. a>.H

FOR SALE

Telescope — <" Criterion, extras. Tel.

783-8705, Springfield. Mass.

Ml
Refrigerator. 3 cu. ft., excellent cond.,

cost $90 new, under warranty. $65 firm.

Call Paul. 5 5664.

112-12

Omega B22XL 50-80 nn Nikon. 20 gal. H
with aU accessories and stand. Call 665

34*1.

Ml
1973 Capri, excellent condition.

4 cylinder, must sell. Call 527-48*8 after
5 30 p.m.

Ml

Musicians: Dynamite Fakebook for
sale. 417 tunes with chord changes.
Mostly Jasx and Rock, some stan-
dards. Call Joyce 253-9557

112-15

1*71 Hontiac Ventura, ex cond.. • cyl, st
trans., 29000 mi. 18 mpg. new tires, asking
$1700 Call after 6. 586-3903

Ma
Delaionico refrig. 3 cu. ft. 7 moo old

asking $50 CaU 549-2*15. ask for Sue.M
For sale. Rotel RA 210 Stereo Amp.

excellent cond. 2* watts at 8 ohms. 125
takes it. Call Steve at 546-6350

U2-8

Stereo AM-FM receiver, turntable and
two speakers. Excellent condition, hardly
used. Must sell, asking 1125. Call 549-0582
after 5.

Ml

Sylvania Components, must sell 2. 8 ohm
spk's. Sylvania 5000 turn and CR2744) AM-
FM Receiver. 1175 or BO. Call 6*5-3655 aft
4 P

"L ____
Puppy, five months old, very lovable

Call 545-21*3. ask for Al.

Ms
5 cu. ft. refrigerator for sale, excellent

condition. $65.00 Call (-8240. M
VW motor, low mileage, excellent on

gas. dealer rebuilt. $150. call 549-3534.

MM
Must sell symphonic stereo AM-FM

radio A 8-Track. $17S, or best offer. Call
Casey at 8*5-40*5. after 5:00.

Ml
Fischer Fiberglass IN CM., skis;

Nordica Boots si. 9. Alv poles, all exc.
cond.. used sparingly. Call Don at 6-6394 5
to 7 p.m. M

Skis, brand new K2-5S. 19* CM. 1974
model, no defects or scratches. sUII in
wrapper. |I5*. Usually cost $200 Call
l-orin. 256-8453

Ml
$85 Conga Drum for only $60. or best

offer. A fine instrument and great fun
Must sell now. so call Riley, 584-813*. after
5 p.m.

MM
Sharp 19" BW TV. excel cond. 175 or BO

Call 665-3*55. aft 4 p.m.

tf2-8

DEATHLESS PROSE

"We are all the sums of that which
»e have not counted. Subtract us into
nakedness and night and you shall see
beginning in crete. 100* years ago. a
love that ended yesterday in Texas "

PAULS OLDTIME FURNITURE
Furniture for the cultured mind:
desks, bureaus, bookcases, beds. etc.
Behind Aubuchons. IN THE ALLEY
253-3511. (MMID PRICES.

Ml

PERSONAL

GPE Course coed adventure outdoors,
need I* persons, Tu at Th. 2:3*-4:M. Sign
up Th. 2-7. Tu. 2-11. 2:30-500. Rm. 24.
Wope.

_____ U2-8

Las Vegas Night: Feb. I. 8 p.m. CC And.
— Poker, Craps. Black Jack. Roulette.
( hucka Luck. Wheel of Fortune, etc. Over
$120* in prizes M
The Child Care Exchange. Infants — 8

yrs. An alternative to sitters. Playgroups

also. In IU third year with 135 families 586-

2224. Joan.

tf2-3

Drop by the Montague Mini Mart for
your free incense Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
every day. AU popular beer. wine, pipes *
papers, etc.

8JM

Stephanie if ye* want another Dunhill
you know where you can get it I just
bought a new supply Just for you.

MM
Karen — happy 2*th. Peggy Fleming

wants to get Into your Sunday night claas.
Have cutty will get wasted. Love. Dennis.

2-8

Even the astronauts are coming home
today to be at Las Vegas night! 8 p.m.
tomorrow. CC. Auditorium. Over 11.2*0 in
prizes to be auctioned.

2-8

Happy birthday Scott. Love. JEB.
2-8

To the Pink House - Northampton -

Brandy » ine — thank you aU so very much.
Love, Tybe.

2-8

Win a case - Kendall GT-l oil at the
Student Auto Works Hop Raffle — Winter
Carnl weekend. We have a booth Fri. and
Sat. at Campus Center.

2-8

Happy icth birthday to Liz from two
Jeannes and Cecily.

2-8

WANTED

Babysitter for 8 month old bey — my
home. Mon. and Thurs , 9:30-1:45 p.m.;
Tues., 9:30-12:45 p.m. Own transportation
necessary. 256-6602.

112-13

Will do housework in Amh-
Northampton-Sunderland area. Call Judy
at 617-544-7495.

MM
Saxaphonist. must be willing to do lots of

load work, steady gigging. Call 584*279.

t/2-8

Want to buy a used lO-speed bike. If

selling one call Lisa. 253-7(74.

t/2-9

Attr.. mtell female who likes leather
bizarre, porn. etc. For rap sessions, get
togethers, only sincere write. Box 2*2
Holyoke. Ma.

tf2-8

Reasonably attractive liberated female
< 18-22) to share warm, spring relationship
with liberated male. Apply in person. 3*1.
l-ewis.

If2-ll

HAPPINESS IS

I
Happiness is a warm

WEIMARANER puppy - for
companionship on a countryside stroll
or quiet fireside enjoyment. Excellent
choice of A.K.C. registered pups from
championship bloodlines at
Charlemont. Mass. I-4I3-339-668K.

tf2-8

SERVICES

Dishwasher needed for sorority meals in

return for work. Work, lunch and dinner,
good food. Call Steve, 549-36*7, keep
trying.

, __
Keep old clothes aiive — mending.

patching, altering, jeans rebuilt, em-
broidery. Good work, reasonable rates. Rt.
9. Belchertown. 323-4*25.

Mi
Would like to tutor student* on

regular basis thru sent. exp. in lower lev.
Math. Stat., (hem. A Econ. Call 6-4729
Clip and save this ad.

Ml
Photos — Passports, visas, grad

school applications, etc. Done to
specifications $4 00 minimum. Call
Steve at 6-5443.

Ml
Attention Dataun owners I perform

all phases of major and minor repairs
on Datsuns at reasonable prices. I

have over two years experience on
Datsuns at a Datsun Dealership and
an Aircraft Airframe and Powerplant
License. Phone. 253-745*. Russ Baca.

tf2-!7

Sat Day Care— th day. full day. or drop-
in basis Every Sat. 8:3*4:3* at the Univ.
Day School. For tnfor call 685-4223 or 659-

3*53.

aJM

WORKSHOPS

Primal Experience Marathon — 24
hours. Feb. 22. Trained leader. Fee:
1*5 (Also weekly groups available).
Offering a group dynamic that
provides an emotional enviornment in
which the individual can re-create the
primary experiences of his or her life.
Call 256-0503 (eves) or 253-9421
(anytime) for further information.

Ml
ROOM FOR RENT

Don't let dorm life get vou down, live in
your cabin with maid service and low
weekly rates. CaU the Deerfleld Motor
Court. 6*5-2*45.

U2-I4

AUTO FOR SALE
*• VW Bug. new tires, valve job. engine

excel. Needs paint job. Ii.ooo. 584-8605
Scott. M
Chevy. Bel Air, •7. • cyl.. $450. new

battery, new muffler, call 549-6042. after
6:30 p.m.

tf2-!3

68 VW Fastback. Needs some work. $500
best offer or trade. S65-3122.

tf2-l3

Dodge Dart ft*. 2 dr. auto, transmission
Runs excellent, gets good mileage. Asking
1325. Call 323-445*. evenings and weekends.

t/2-8

IMC Mustang Shelby. 289 high per.
formance, excellent condition. 5.**0 miles
on rebuilt engine. 195* or best offer Call
Bob. 54C-8S52.

2-8

19*6 Mercury Comet, excellent gasmileage rebuilt engine body and tiresGood, must sell. $275. 549-2*44. tf2.»

Super 66 Rambler Classic. 6 cy, auto
power steering, mint mechanical con-
dition. 20 mpg. $275 for years of carefree
motoring. 253-7241.

tf2-8

1970 Ford Maverick, small engine. 25
mpg, excellent condition. $1500 or besl
offer Call 628-3253.

tf2-8

1970 Chevrolet Impala. V8 350, 4 dr., ht.
p.s.. excellent running. Car hooks for $950
must sell, will take $550. a fantastic buy
25.1-7211.

y%

2-8

APARTMENT FOR RENT
2 bedroom apt. on <0 acre farm. 4 miles

from campus. $21*-mo, 584 7729, 5844812.
1-2*8-7*48.

Ml
ENTERTAINMENT"

Bands— Wide price range, available for
hire through professional talent agency
MAD ANGEL, others. BUI Nosel - Agent.
256-0680 - local.

Band Phoenix — available for your
party, specializing in good rock *n* roll

dance music. Call Mike. 549-1343 or Rob.
549-3914.

tfW»

That's right — -Slaughterhouse Five, on
Fri., Feb. 8. in the CCA. At 7-p-ll far 7Sc.

112-8

Stan's Bands — Represents bands In the
5 college area — If you need a band for any
occasion. caU 256-0316 anytime

.
tft-8

Ed Vadas Big City Blues Band is bock

K." ^eomi *h#w at S^-awest. HampdenDC Friday. *-i. Admission tl.M Free
Beer. Free Boer!!! M
Get close to your love with those

romantic hits of the 5*'s and Ms. For more
info., or booking, call now - The name is
Bob. Tel. 53S-M75.

Ml
Hatch Celebrity Series presents Tracey

Nelson-Mother Earth. Thursday. Feb. 14. 9
P.m.-l a.m.. admission, $i.M.

1/2-13

HELP WANTED
Receptionist — Understands Cantonese

or Hoi San for work In Amherst. Send
resume. 1*4 Rlverglade Ants.. Amherst.

2-8

Educational Consulting Firm seeking
Project-Office Coordinator-Secretary
Send resume to NES. P.O. Box 22*
Amherst.

lf2-8

How to earn $10-15.000 per year. < month
train -yg period, no obligation. Write: Mr
Weiss. Box 552. Randolph. Ma. 02368.

tft-12

Students — Earn while you learn. Part-
time contact work, promises good money
to those who qualify. For interview, call
253-58*4.

2-22

Opening for skilled secretary. Apply in

wmua
an st,M,enu °*,ly App|y

M2-12

reiuired «5£ N* "»«*
tr7verperf^

,,'nt »*' *"»<•*«•

Sendfsstl . /
8UB,mer ** » ««*r.Vnd $3 for information. Se.f.,. Dept.17G, P.O. Box 2*49. Port Anaefe.

Washington 983*2. "2,

*1™ *\GrMt ' value C.U
___**« "he. 112-15

la vicinity of Montague Rd.. Lev., bfk _silver shepard dog. Tag No. **. red coll.*
answers to PEANUTS. Call 549-1240 or 545^

tfMl

Orange-brown shoulder strap pocket-
book, missing from Textbook Annex No
questions asked, reward offered if found
Call Roberta. 6-6256

tf2-tl

RIDERS WANTED
Easthampton to UMass - leave

Easthampton 8:00 a.m.: leave UMassl:»Mj. C.l. 527-584.. Would ..so joT,

2-8

Notices
The Collegian is willing to publish

free of charge Notices concerning
lost and found articles, meetings on
campus, departmental and R.S.O.

activities. The Notices are not for

personal messages.
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaves to Belchertown 12:45

from Whitmore, returns by 4:00.

Orientation Programs held. All are
welcome. Questions? Ken 253 7461.

BRUNCH
This Sunday brunch 10:30 a.m. in

Colonial Lounge S.U. featuring
Marcelo Dascal speaking on "The
Israeli Elections and Prospects for

Peace in the Middle East."

COMEDY FILM FEST
Yes, the Three Stooges are back

again, but this time along with the
Little Rascals, Abbott and Costello

and the Marx Bros, in Mahar Aud.
Fri. nite 7, 8, 11.

FILMMAKERS
Sorry, Wed. Feb. 6 meeting can

celled. Meeting for all Super 8

filmmakers will be Wed., Feb. 13,

7:30 p.m. CC. 802. For the glory of

Super - 8 film.

FIRST AID
PH. 391. New room for Mon. nite

section as yet unknown. Meet at 508
Goodell.

ENTERTAINMENT
The Ed Vadas Big City Blues Band

will play in Hampden Dinings
Commons, SWon Friday, Feb. 8, 9:00
1:00 a.m.

GRAD WRITERS ALLIANCE
Writers reading Sunday, Feb. 10

Robert Tucker and Meera Clark,
poetry; Margaret Robison, fiction, 8
p. m. Colonial Lounge. Free.
Refreshments.

MOVIE
Slaughterhouse-Five is playing on

Friday, Feb. 8 in the CCA. 7, 9, 11.

Admission charge.

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS
The floating crap game (a

publication) is coming Feb. 21!
Meetings every Thursday noon in

Colonial Lounge, S.U.B. until further
notice.

OHAG MEETS
Orchard Hill Area Gov't will hold

its weekly meeting on Monday, Feb.

You want it?

They got it

Registration for Project Self

workshops by, for, and about
women will be held at
Everywoman's Center Friday,
Feb. 15 from noon to 9 p.m. and
Saturday, Feb. 16 from 10 a.m. to 2

:

p.m. In order that all interested
women will have equal access to

the wokshops this semester, all

registrations will be done in per-
vson. However, one person may
[register for several. The
workshops will start during the
week of Feb. 25.

Child care will be provided at
registration and Everywoman's
;Center staff will facilitate the
formation of car pools for those
who will be attending workshops at
the same time.

Over forty workshops are being
offered this term, most of them
meeting once a week for eight
weeks. They cover a range of
topics and interests, including
HOW TO GET THE JOB YOU
WANT, WOMEN AND THE LAW
(including Divorce, Welfare and
Consumer law), HEALTHY
EATING ON A SMALL BUDGET,
ORGANIC GARDENING AND
LIVING, WORKING AGAINST
SEXISM IN THE CLASSROOM,
CONQUERING MATHEMATICS,
BASIC VOLKSWAGEN MAIN-
TENANCE AND REPAIR,
WRITING POETRY,
CALLIGRAPHY, YOGA
BEGINNING GUITAR and OUR
[BODIES, OURSELVES.
Brochures giving full workshop
descriptions are available.

Two workshops which are not
listed in the brochure, but which
will be offered are CON-
VERSATIONAL SPANISH: ON
THE JOB OR IN THE COM
MUNIT-Y and CARPENTRY, OUR
STYLE. The Carpentry workshop
is aimed toward real beginners
who are interested in becoming
competent creators of furnishings
to be depended on and enjoyed.
Both hand and power tools will be
used.

UCF notes
PEACE ACTION TASK FORCE

of the United Christian Foundation
meets Monday, Feb. 11, 1974 at 3:30

p.m. in 319 Hampshire House
(WFCR is on same floor). All who
want to work for an end to

American funding of Indochina
war, stop the B-l Bomber, slow the

arms race, promote non-violence
— or just listen and learn — are
welcome. Refreshments.

COUPLES LOOKING TOWARD
MARRIAGE are invited to a

workshop to evaluate their own
relationship and work on
marriage-enriching skills.

Sponsored by United Christian

Foundation for persons of any
religious persuasion or none. For
more information call U.C.F. at

545-2789.

Whatever the

hell you want

to sell!

*

MDC CLASSIFIED

75 C first day

50 each additional day

11 at 9:30 p.m. in Dickenson Main
Lounge. All welcome to attend.

P.E. SKIING
The buses for the Phys. Ed.

Berkshire East program will stop at

WOPE, SW and Boyden at the usual

times.

PUBLIC SAFETY COUNCIL
First meeting Monday night 6:30,

174 176 CC. Please attend.

SECRETARIAL HELP NEEDED
Wanted Fresh or Soph with com-

petent secretarial skills to trade off

work within an office for credit and
on the job exp. in the human services

field. Opportunity for sociology
majors. Call 545 2361. Ernie.

SIGMA KAPPA SORORITY
The Sisters of Sigma Kappa

Sorority invite all University women
to a rush party, Monday, Feb. 11, 7-8

p.m. Call for rides 256 6887 or 545

2297.

TERRY BURKE SPEAKS!
Dr. Terence Burke, of the

University dept. of Geography, will

give a talk on "Belfast and Dublin; A
Tale of Two Cities", Wed., Feb. 13,

Project Self
This Spring the Central Area

Counseling Center is offering a
number of workshops, courses and
seminars in addition to their one-
to-one counseling service. These
new programs are a direct reponse
by the staff to the Needs Survey
that was administered to area
residents this fall.

The survey indicated that a great
many students are confused as to

what direction they are heading in

here at the University. There
seems to be a general feeling of

powerlessness concerning the
University and its administrative
hassles. Students have indicated
that they would value coping
techniques and adjustment
workshops to deal with the feelings

they are experiencing. In response
to these needs and feelings, the
Center is offering workshops in the

following areas.

Psychodrama, listening skills,

drug information, career
development, resume writing, job
interviewing techniques, women
vocational planning, gay
awareness, sex roles and
stereotypes, organizational
development, team building,
problem sslving, decision making,
etc.

Those interested in participating

in one of these programs or who
think they would be helpful for

their dorm are asked to contact the
Center at 5-0894. Or if anyone has
any other suggestions or needs the
Center has not mentioned or
touched on, they're asked to call.

After hours call Parny at 6-4544.

7:30 p.m. 903 CC. All are welcome.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARIES
There will be a meeting Monday,

Feb. 11 at 8 pm. in room 804 808 CC
for all advocates old and new!

FOUND
White gold '73 class ring in the

Boyden Women's Locker room. Call
66439.

LOST
"Oceanography; A View of the

Earth" and "Vertabrate Body" plus
notebooks. They were taken from the
Univ. Store about 3 p.m. Call 6 9693,
ask for Dennis I need them back.
A yellow notebook was ripped off

from me Feb. 5 from the Campus
Center Store. It is entitled
"Motivation and Thinking and
Learning". This notebook is in-

valuable to me. Please return it to the
CC lost and found or call Andrea
Reavey, each 103. Please!!

1 small tan leather money holder,

contained Chem. Lab, drawer key.
Would like to have it back. Lost Mon.
or Tues. on Campus. Call: Eileen or
Roy (426 Field) 546 6806. Thanks.
Silver necklace with green stone on

2 6 in SW area. Call Joyce 545 1400
and leave message Sentimental
value.

1 Giant Dental Educational
Demonstration Toothbrush. Please
return, need for my Health Classes.
Doesn't belong to me. Lost on the Hill
or Northeast. Call Kathy 546 6756.

ENGAGEMENT
Terry Latter, Class of '75 of Pi Beta

Phi to Charlie Fountain, '74 of Beta
Kappa Phi.

OPEN HOUSE
At Lambda Chi, 374 No. Pleasant

St. corner of Fearing St., Sat., Feb. 9,

starting at 9:00. The Party of your
life!

STEREO
EXCHANGE

The

ADC-XT 6

$4Q95

The small speaker that challenges the big speaker
sound.

located at

LOONEY TUNES
Rt. 9, Hadley

586-1156

MAIN MUSIC CAPT. BULL FROG
Springfield Brattleboro, Vt.
413-7W-f0W 802-254-8213

Under 11 billon sofcf
YOU JUST CANT" IATEM THAT^FAST

THE HUNGRY-

U

25t>-0<bf/

103 N. PLEASANT ST.

Free Delivery

256-6350 253-9080
••**- J
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Staff Photo-Larry Stein

UMASS CAPTAIN STEVE Benson, (on bottom), is seen in practice preparing for

the Yankee Conference title this weekend in Maine. He was 158 pound Champ last

year. On top is Cliff Blom who as runner-up at 150 last season and has moved up to

158 in quest of the Yan Con title.

Women swimmers bomb Weliesley 82-40

By JAN GARAVANO
NOPE pool was the site of an explosion last night,

as the women from UMass decimated Wellesley by

their largest score to date. The hour of sweat, fatigue

and pain were forgotten as a superior team effort

resulted in a first place sweep of nine out of fourteen

events.

The power of this team is undeniable as no less than

six pool records have been broken within the past two

weeks. The importance of this phenomenon lies in the

times and their relation to the Eastern and National

Championships. All six are well under those figures

necessary to compete in the Easterns, four of those

six are under the qualifying times set for this year's

Nationals.

The significance of those achievements are almost

secondary, however, when placed against the

Bruins sink Blues

BOSTON (AP)-WavreCashman,
Carol Vadnafr and Johnny Bucyk
struck for goals within a 2:34 span
in the second period and the Boston

Bruins went on to a 5-3 National

Hockey League victory over the St.

Louis Blues Thursday night.

Phil Esposito scored his 46th goal

on a deflected shot early in the first

period, but Garry Unger of

the Blues tied the count at 17:25 by
circling the net and poking the

puck into the corner.

Pierre Plante put the Blues in

front with his 18th goal at 7:14 of

the second period. Cashman then

converted a rebound to tie the

score 46 seconds later and Vadnais
put Boston in front to stay with a
30-footer at 10:00.

Veteran Johnny Bucyk made it 4-

2 at 10:34 with his 17th goal and

Greg Polisof the Blues and Don
Marcotte of the Bruins exchanged

tallies in the finale.

Bobby Orr, the Bruins' super

star defenseman injured in a game
Jan. 27, watched the action from

the stands. He has skated all week,

but the Bruins elected to delay his

return rather than take a chance.
Boston out-shot the Blues 34-26.

Goalie Ross Brooks, a 37-year-old

travelled veteran still considered
an NHL rookie, posted his 10th

consecutive victory since losing 3-2

in St. Louis in his first start of the
season.

character and quality of each member, whose unity

was felt from the first click of the watch, to the

traditional coach's dunking. Standouts as first place

finishers were Melon Dash, Jean Franchebois, and

Cindy Whiting. Second place honors went to Roxanne

Balducci, Karen Johnson, Kathe Germann, Laurie

Selik, and Diane Perry. Third place was captured by

Lee Hart, Carol Griffiths, and Roxanne LaCoste.

Recognition is mandatory for the returning divers,

Carol Canterbury and Karen Fedora, whose first and

third places respectively earned the eight points

which put the meet out of reach.

With such talent it seems regrettable that there

were few spectators on hand. Must this team be

recognized as the Eastern Champs before the

realization of their potential be rewarded?

...And trade

pair to

Canucks
BOSTON (AP)-The Boston

Bruins of the National Hockey

League acquired high-scoring

right wing Bobby Schmautz from

the Vancouver Canucks Thursday

night in exchange for young for-

ward Chris Oddliefson and Fred

O'Donnell.

Schmautz, 28, has scored 26 goals

in 48 games for the Canucks this

season. In the 1972-73 season, he

had 38 goals and 33 assists.

Oddleifson, 23, is a rookie center

and right wing with 10 goals and 11

assists in 49 games. O'Donnell, 24,

is a fiery right wing used sparingly

by the Bruins. Last season he had

four goals and 14 assists. This

season he has five goals and five

assists in 43 games.

MDC Sportsline 5-0344
Happy Birthday Wonder Woman! We will sweep the egg plant

parmeghiani off your feet! — Fluff and nutter, Bob, and the MDC
Sports Staff.

URI looks tops in

Yan Con wrestling
B v JOHN BOCK

MDC Wrestling Writer

The University of Maine hosts

the Next-To-Last Annual Yankee
Conference Tournament
tomorrow, February 9. Wrestling

begins at 11:00 in the double

elimination tournament that has

also been called the UMass - BU -

URI Triangular.

Last year the University of

Rhode Island Rams took ad-

vantage of UMass' weakness at 177

pounds and the forfeit at 190

pounds, and edged the Minutemen
for the title. The Rams return a

possible seven placers from last

years' team. The way the wrestling

fortunes have been fairing at

Kingston, this year, URI looks to

possibly sweep the tourney.

If any team has a chance of

stopping the Rams it has to be

UMass. Despite the dual meet
slaughter at the beginning of the

season, the Minutemen have to be

rated the best contenders in many
weight classes. At 118 the

Minutemen highlight freshman
sensation Peter Sachon who looks

to give Rich Adham, ofURI the

best fight for the Championship.
Also not to be counted out at that

weight is Jeff Lambert of Boston

University.

In the 126 pound class the fourth

meeting of UMass Larry Reynolds

and URI's Scotty Put* ino is looked

forward to. Pucino has blanked

Reynolds in three previous
meetings but this time it could be

different. In the 134 pound class

UMass has Doug LeMIre, who has

seen limited varsity action, but

looks like he has the stuff to win the

whole thing. Contesting him will be

BU's Sev. Popolizio.

Russell Chateauneuf, 1972 New
England Champ, will be in his first

wrestling tourney since winning

that title. He will most likely meet
his old foe Joe Savino of URI, last

year's Champ at 134. In an earlier

meeting this season Chateauneuf
defaulted to Savino. Another
person who can't be counted out is

BU's Tom Kryzak who was last

year's Yankee Conference and
NEUWA Champ at 142. He has
wrestled up as high as 158 this

season but will definitely be down
for the YanCon.
At 150, URI's Dave Hovey and

UMass' Steve Jabaut look to be in

the finals against each other. They

stand head and shoulders above

anyone else in the conference. At

158 UMass could come home with

the bacon if Cliff Blom decides to

use his quickness and can stay

away from Gamon on URI and his

headlocks.
The 167 pound class could be the

most highly contested of the

tourney. Rhody's Jim Urqhart is

the defending champ but he will

have to settle with Minuteman
Captain Steve Benson before

repeating. In the URI-UMass dual,

Urqhart won as Benson gave the

match away. The other tough

competitor is BU's Captain Paul

Donovan who has had an excellent

season thus far, but has lost to

Springfield College's Doug LeRoy,
who was beaten by both Benson

and Urqhart.

If rumors are true about URI's

two time New England Champ Stu

Horowitz, then UMass may be in

the ring at 177, too. It is reported

that Horowitz has sore ribs that are

keeping him out of the line-up and
that he has developed a conflict

with the coach. Robin Osborne will

go for the Minutemen here. At 190

URI's Tad Sargent, and BU's Mark
Jones will be the favorites with

UMass' Bob Spaulding a possible

darkhorse.

UMass has the defending Champ
at Heavyweight, but he won't be
making the trip. George Ireland,

defending Yankee Conference and
New England Champ, made a stab

at trying to drop to 190 but couldn't

make it. He is trying to gain some
strength back for eliminations in

the upcoming New Englands. He
will be ably replaced by frosh

Dennis Fenton. The UMass foot-

baller has enjoyed great success

this season and looks to give Ray
Miro of URI a better bout this time
(Miro caught him in a sufflay and
pinned him in the dual match).
BU's Brian Donnelly might be
competition, too, but has been

bothered by knee problems much
of the season.

ESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,

mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00

to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

Photography Courses
Possible Credit

Classes Start Fsb. 7th

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY
• Camera Operation
• Lenses
• Darkroom Procedures
ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY
• Filters

• - Zone Systems, etc.

For More Info.

Call

253-3148

Lang's Photo|
WEST ST. SOUTH AMHERST

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon.

(except during league play)

50' per string

Sat.

King Fu Academy
124 Amity St., Amherst

Tsl. 253-5602

Wing-Chun Style Tai-Chi style

COME AND LEARN

Chinese Self Defense
the only authorized Kung Fu school in Western New
England area — Opens 4 to 10 p.m.
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Lady gymnasts take

Keene St. tri-meet
By CANDY GROSS

MDC Women's Gymnastics Writer
The UMass' women gymnasts totally outclassed their competitors in

the tri-meet at Keen State Wednesday night, as evidenced by the score of
UMass 80.5, University of Vermont 57.85 and Keene State 53.25.

Coach Virginia Evans believes that the low meet scores resulted from
the lower level of competition and the problem of a cold gym, courtesy of
the energy crisis.

In vaulting, first place was once again won by Linda Nelligan with a 7.8,

who threw a handspring half twist for the first time. Ann Vexler, vaulting
for the first time this year took second with 7.25. By competing in

vaulting, Ann will become one of the all-around gymnasts for the team.
UVM's Sue Supovitz captured third with 7.0 and Marion Kulick placed
fourth with 6.85. Carol Rogers completed the UMass line-up.

UMass only entered three gymnasts in uneven bars yet took the event
anyway. Difficulty with the non-regulation equipment presented quite a
challenge to the women's adaptability. Linda Nelligan took first with 6.75.

Despite some judging discrepancy concerning superior difficulty, an
otherwise steady routine placed Gail McCarthy second with 5.75. Bobby
Abrams of UVM took third with 4.35. Marion Kulick, UMass' third
competitor, had a bad night on bars with several falls, so the event score
was a low 15.15. Yet this must be compared to Keen's 8.05 and UVM's 10.8

to gain some perspective of the meet.
On beam, Ms. Evans believes there was a definite improvement even if

the scores didn't indicate it. Ann Vexler, doing one of her better routines,
won with a score of 8.35, highest of the evening. Marion Kulick scored 7.1

for second, showing improvement over last week with no falls from the
beam. UVM's Sue Supovitz again placed third with 6.65, displaying some
variety in her dance combinations. UM's Gail McCarthy contributed the
third score of 6.4. Another first for the meet was the return of senior
Margie Combs to the beam, who had been recovering from injuries.

Though having some falls this first meet, Coach Evans believes she'll be
back to peak form shortly.

The first two floor exercise places went again to UMass with Jodi Hitt's

7.55 and Alicia Good's 7.4. Sue Supovitz placed third with 6.7 followed
closely by a 6.65 from Marion Kulick. All three UMass competitors had
some problems with tumbling but took the event with a score of 21.6 to

Keene's 13.0 and UVM's 16.6.

All Around went to Marion Kulick with 23.25, beating the three all-

arounders from Keene. Second place was won by Jan Souza, scoring
18.30.

The team has been plagued by injuries, the latest being all-around
gymnast Gail Hannan's dislocated elbow. Ms. Evans felt that "this meet
was used to test the real depth of our team." Hopefully, by this Saturday's
meet against West Chester, these people contributing their depth will

raise their scores anywhere from .f to 1 point. "We will be going full

strength, six deep, against this team iwhich is one of the top 6 in the East

)

to test our line-up for the upcoming meet against Springfield, Feb. 14,"

said Coach Evans.

UMass skaters meet Ivy
By BILL BALLOU
MDC Hockey Writer

The last time a UMass hockey
team visited Yale's Ingalls Rink, it

had a streak broken. If the same
thing happens tomorrow af-
ternoon, it would be just fine with
Jack Canniff.

The Redmen of 1971-92 went
down to New Haven unbeaten and
winners of eight games in a row. A
5-4 Yale win broke that streak, but
UMass went on to win the Division
II title.

This season the Minutemen head
down Route 91 winless in their last

ten games against Division I

competition, including three this

year, and hoping for an end to that

unpleasant string.

Yale's a good team, UMass a
tough job ahead. They skate very
well (ever see a Div. 1 team that
doesn't) and can score goals. After
a semi-long period of mediocrity,
their program over the last few
season has become very com-
petitive in the Division.

Hope for the UMies lies in a
repeat of Wednesday night's
performance against Vermont. It

was undoubtedly the skaters' best
overall game of the year. And,
accordingly to one of Canniff's
players, still not a peak.
"Even though we played our best

game of the year," he said after

the Vermont pame, "I think we can
play better. I really don't think that
we've peaked yet."

Perhaps not, but last season the
Minutemen played similarly well
in Vermont early in the season,
lost, and never quite played that
well again.

And it would seem that playing
any better would be tough.
For the forwards, it was cer-

tainly their strongest two-way
game of the season. As Kevin
Conners said, "We all gave a little

bit extra in our own zone and it

made a big difference." After an
early attack of jitters, the lines

worked well together and skated

with the Catamounts step-for-step.
The defense blocked more shots

than ever before (Tim Howes
especially) and carried the puck
well. Chick Rheault was as good as
he's ever been (his glove looks
better every game) and after the
first disaster the UMies killed
penalties well.

And, although coaching is almost
never noticed, Jack Canniff did a
fine job manipulating his talent. He
moved Robbie Quinlan up to right
wing, kept his players on for very
short shifts, keeping them fresh
through the game, and managed to

get the Vermont attack slowed
down at strategic moments
(thanks to Rheault 's "equipment
problems").

Still, no matter how well they
played, the Minutemen can't
escape two things; 1) they lost and
2) it doesn't mean anything unless
they keep it up.

So, it's another tough Div. I

game and a chance to break a long
streak in New Haven tomorrow
afternoon at 2 p.m.
INCIDENTALLY: As usual the

hockey cheerleaders were voices
alone in the Vermont wilderness.

Russ Small

Friday's food for thought
Aren't there a lot of things in the sports world that you would give

anything to see, at least once? Things that no matter how stupendous or
even how outrageous they seem, you would love to see them come true?
Wouldn't you love to see a 10,000 seat arena for Jack Leaman to lead his

charges in?

Or how about any kind of arena for Jack Canniff?
Speaking of Leamann...wouldn't you love to be able to give him back

the last three minutes of the Providence game?
Ditto Boston College.

Or the last forty minutes of the Syracuse game?
Wouldn't you love to see Dr. J. play his senior year alongside Al Skinner

and John Murphy?
Wouldn't you love to have seen Jim Town pass a few courses in high

school?

Wouldn't you love to see Boston University forfeit all its victories
because they used inelligible Canadians on their basketball team?
Wouldn't we all love it if Al Skinner were 6'7"?

Or even 6'6"?

Wouldn't you love to see Chickie Rheault play a whole season without
injuring his shoulder?
Or his knee?
Wouldn't you love to see John Binkoski sign a $100,000 a year pro con-

tract?

Wouldn't John Binkoski love to see John Binkoski sign a $100,000 a year
pro contract?

Wouldn't you love to see Timmy make it with Baltimore and Peil with
Denver...or Detroit...or Montreal?
Wouldn't it have been better if Peil hadn't played in that r.crth-South

Shrine game?
Is 4.20 really a lot of points to lose a gymnastics meet by?
Wouldn't you love to see EVERYONE standing during the National

Anthem at the Cage?

mMM*M| I
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WALTER DYER
HEARTFELT LEATHER

AMHERST

103 N. Pleasant St.

253-5135

BOSTON

110 Charles St.

617-277-5135
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UMass trackmen face UNH
and Dartmouth in tri-meet

THE ENERGY CRISIS may make the traffic jam
obsolete, but not in time to help Al Skinner. Shown in

action against UNH, this scene should repeat itself

tomorrow night at UConn.

Hoopmen battle

resurgent UConn
By STEVE DECOSTA

Fighting off the effects of a loss is a tcugh assignment for any team. It
is especially difficult if the game was a "must win" contest. And the fact
that another such encounter is imminent does not serve to make the task
any easier.

Yet that is the predicament faced by the Minutemen tomorrow as they
re-enter the Yankee Conference wars in Storrs against their traditional
rival, UConn.
UMass lost more than a basketball game Wednesday night at Boston

College. They also lost, in all likelihood, their second place ranking in
New England and their status, what little they had, in the national polls.
And now it's out of the pit and into another for the Minutemen. Although

the Huskies are not breathing down the neck of the conference leader as
they have been in past years, they still have an outside shot at the crown
and a tourney invitation.

UConn is presently 5-3 in the YanCon, but that record belittles their
potential. Two of the losses were early in the year to UNH and UMass.
There was no disgrace in either setback as New Hampshire is much
improved and no one tops the Minutemen in the Cage. The Huskies also
lost to Rhode Island earlier this week in a heartbreaker that lasted three
overtimes.

Prior to the URI loss, the Huskies had reeled off nine straight wins,
including a one-point victory over the Minutemen-conquering Orange at
Syracuse.

UMass coach Jack Leaman said he believes that the key to the Huskies
improved showing of late is the fact that "they have been playing
together a little bit better."

K

Another factor, according to Leaman, is "the insertion of John Thomas
into the starting line-up. Thomas is big and strong and gives them better
defense and stronger rebounding."
For the Minutemen, the major problem will be in overcoming the ef-

fects of their loss to BC. "It wasn't a real sharp performance," said
Leaman of the BC debacle, "but now we have to get ready to play again
There's nothing else we can do."
A major factor in the BC loss and of possible consequence against the

Huskies is the play of the UMass bench. Against the Eagles, the
Minutemen subs could only manage to contribute one point while turning
the ball over on seven occasions.

According to Leaman, "The absence of (Greg) Duarte hurt us a great
deal." Actually Duarte was at the game and played briefly but a death in
his family had kept him away from practice for several days earlier in
the week. "He probably won't be back until after the Connecticut game,"
said Leaman.

In regard to possible line-up or strategy changes, Leaman said, "I don't
think that '8 necessary. We haven't been playing badly and there's no
reason for any changes."
Thinking further about it, Leaman remarked, "I guess there is

something I could change. I could tell (John ) Murphy not to get five fouls
and (Al) Skinner not to get four."

Incidently, the starting time of the game has been switched to 2:00 in
the afternoon from its original time of 8 p.m. The JV game will be played
at 4:00.

By SCOTT HAYES
MDC Indoor Track Writer

The pressure is on! Todays tn-meet at Hanover,
New Hampshire presents a do or die situation for
many members of the UMass Indoor Track team.
The performances against Dartmouth and New
Hampshire will help select the two-mile and mile
relay teams for the Yankee Conference meet, coming
up next week. More importantly, for those who don't
qualify for the post season meets, the indoor track
season ends today.

UMass is hoping for a double win to even its record
at 4-4. The all-out efforts of individuals trying to
prolong their season by three weeks should show up in
the score of the meet. The meet shapes up as a dual
meet rather than a tri-meet. UNH should not score
too many points, with only Steve Rich and George
Reed posing any problems to other competitors. Reed
is a 9: 15 two-miler, while Rich has cleared 14'6" in the
pole vault. The battle should be between UMass and
Dartmouth, with New Hampshire trying to retain at
least some respectability. In the only other tri-meet
of the season, UMass was embarrassed, while UConn
and Manhattan fought it out.

There will be one major shake-up in the UMass
lineup. Randy Thomas, normally a two-miler, and
Chris Farmer will be running the mile, with a chance
of breaking the school record. Ronald Wayne holds
mark of 4.09.4, but Dartmouth's quick track and the
presence of a tough competitor should bring the times
close to Wayne's standard, set in 1970. Ed Spinney of
Dartmouth could provide the competition to push

Thomas or Farmer to a new mark. Spinney has run
the second fastest mile in New England this season,

4:09.7.

With Thomas running the mile, Bill Gillin will

switch to the two-mile. Teammates John McGrail,
Tom Maguire and Tom Wilson hope to lower their

times.

Three runners in the 1,000-yard run hope to better

2:14.8. Devin Croft, the fifth best 1,000 yarder in New
England, Pete Byron and J.J. Maloney, a native of

the thriving baseball city of West Haven, Conn,
(home of the West Haven Yankees), are capable of

bettering Croft's time of 2:14.8.

Marshall Pendleton makes his return to the

sprinting corps and will give his teammates a big

boost against Dartmouth's top rate sprinters. The Big
Green boast Rick Berryman, the heptagonal 60-yard
dash champion, Prentice Wilson and Dick Reisman.
Improved vaulter Dan Grigus, who has "looked

good in practice," almost inevitably will take sole

possession of the UMass pole vault record sooner or
later.

The 440-yard dash will be an added event in the
meet. It will be a scoring event, with Tom Beland and
Ken Banda running for UMass. In the hurdles, Curt
Stegerwald and Jim Hennessy will be up against Bob
Erickson and Curt Simmons of the Ivies. For some, it

will be all over after the meet, but for those who
survive the pressure...only added pressure as they
compete against the best in New England and the
East.

Gymnasts fall in squeaker

Inside Sports
Hockey preview: UMass at Yale

Women's gymnastics team wins

Lady swimmers batter Wellesley

•Bruins edge Blues 5-3

By WALT POWERS
MDC Gymnastics Writer

The crowd at Boyden moved
with every routine. The lead
changed hands, but no one seem to

have the strength to hold it. It was
a night for scorekeepers with math
degrees, where heroes and goats
were created at the whim of a
decimal point. It may well have
been the most memorable gym-
nastics meet ever held in Amherst,
and when Gene Whelan whirled off

the high bar to bring the meet to an
end, the SRO crowd at the Boyocn
Auxiliary gym rose in a standing
ovation.

For the record, Southern Con-
necticut won \'j& fourteenth meet in

a row by a score (59.5-59.35) that in

any other sport would have spelled
TIE. For it's part, UMass led after
four events, finished with their

highest point total of the season,
and but for a few cases of "we
should have done this" here, and
"the judges screwed us" there, the
Minutemen would have per-
petrated the biggest upset of the
Eastern League season.

Unlike other home meets this

year, this one pretty much followed
the script. Southern was favored to

win the floor exercises, and they
did, but the score of 27.45-26.40 was
closer than expected. Then the
pommel horse, which was the
achilles heel of the Penn State
meet, thrust UMass into a lead that
turned out to be their biggest in the
meet.
This event turned on the per-

formances of the Whelan twins,
and Jay, who was off all night,

turned in his lowest score (8.65) of

the night. Gene countered with a
smooth 9.3 that emptied the Umass
bench, drew a long ovation from
the crowd, and propelled him to his
first all-around victory ever over
his twin brother Jay.

This lead was ephemeral. Bad
breaks on good routines hurt
UMass on the still rings. Tom Dunn
called it "the turning point of the
meet." The breaks then turned
against Southern, and with Jay
Thomsen, Jack Fabricante, and
Gene Whelan all hitting above 9.00,

UMass vaulted into its second lead
of the meet. Then came the real
turning point.

Southern Connecticut was solid
but not spectacular on the parallel

WUMV
WUMV presents the

UMass-Boston College
overtime thriller at the
Bluewall Sunday, February
10 at 5 p.m. Larry Convoy
and Earle Barroll describe
the action.

bars, UMass in the words of

assistant Bob Koenig, "was below
potential". Behind at this point by
.4, the rest was for the record book.

In the only real surprise of the

meet, UMass rode on the backs of a

Steve Scuderi 9.15 and a standing

-

O. 9.35 by Gene Whelan to an upset
on the high bar. It wasn't enough,
and when the final score was an-

nounced, a contingent of about fifty

raucous Southern fans breathed a

sigh of relief and then erupted.

Their streak remained intact.

Abie Grossfeld, the 1972 U.S.

Olympic coach in his eleventh year
at Southern Connecticut, was
clearly relieved at the finish. "I'm
not surprised that the meet was
this close," he said. "The loss of

Olympian John Crosby has hurt us.

PETE LUSK, a powerful freshman, ponders his next
routine during a brief period of repose at the Penn
State meet. A weak dismount hurt a strong rountine
against Southern Connecticut.

HeAb<2y*aV

BRINGING BACK
A LONG-FORGOTTEN TRUTH

In Concert: Bob Dylan, The Band
Boston Garden
14 January 1974 (4:00 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.

Bob Dylan A Retrospective

Edited by Craig McGregor
Morrow $2.95 (paperback)
408 p.

by Mike Kostek
#

i

.)

Kostek and
(MAO

in* Mum a

David Sokol

No popular artist we've ever had has ever #
come in for as much stupid criticism, old lady #
anal-retentive carping and general mi sun-

J

derstanding as Bob Dylan has. This book
j

stands as a testament to much of the collected J
nonsense written about Dylan. J
This is a fine run-through of the years of J

Dylan, and the reaction to him, his music and I
his politics. It's also can be viewed as a|
shameful document of human greed and $
stupidity. Half the articles in here are taking

-it-

Dylan to task for being something else then ft
what they want him to be, r\9v€r discussing his #
new work or giving him credit for daring to #
change in the mindless world that had once#
exalted him as some sort of second coming. $
Dylan's realization that his former fans (and $
friends) could be as narrow-minded as his
detractors comes slowly, but when it hits him,
it hits him squarely, and his withdrawing
reaction has become, ironically, part of his «

mystique. The climax of Dylan's disgust with J
his former folk 'friends' comes in the form of jl
the infamous Playboy audience by asking £
Dylan questions like these: jl

Hentoff : Would you classify sex among your #
needs, wherever you go? #
Dylan: Sex is a temporary thing; sex isn't #

love. You can get sex anywhere. If you're
looking for someone to love you, now that's
different. I guess you have to stay In college for
that.

(continued page 5)
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Planet Waves
Bob Dylan
(Asylum 7E-1003)

by Mike Kostek
and Andy Mackenzie

#
#

I

Noisoa

Ballad of Hollis Brown
Knocking' On Heaven's Door

Intermission

(continued page 6)
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I am not, you'll be relieved to read, a
Dylanologist. I have no weighty conclusions to
deliver as to whom Dylan must be these days.
I'm not even sure it matters any more. And
although I don't know where, it's apparent he's
been somewhere, and it gives me great
pleasure (and a touch of relief, for some
reason) to report that Dylan is back.

Somehow I can't help but see the period from
Self Portrait Ihrough the recent Columbia non-
album as kind of an intermission; some light

entertainment while Dylan sat out the
remainder of his Columbia contract. I say this,

of course, from the perspective gained from
hearing Planet Waves. Before that, I didn't
know what to think as I was progressively
more disappointed with each new album. Now
Morning raised my spirits slightly, but It

seemed the exception which proved the rule.
To be honest, I'd have to say that I had given up
on him.

But then strange omens began to appear on
the horizon. I had a feeling something was \tp

when I heard that Dylan was planning a tour
for the first time In God knows how long. For
some reason that didn't seem to fit the pattern;
I had thought he would stay in hiding and
continue to release bad albums until he faded
into comparative obscurity. Then he left

Columbia for the Asylum label. Something was
happening. Finally, months later came the
moment when WBCN in Boston announced that
they'd gotten the new album, and played side
one.

(continued page 4)
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Poor Richard's has been thel
kind of magazine that would!
print peculiar work. We pledge!
to uphold this tradition, but!

can't promise everybody's!
peculiar work will fit. Yours
must be typed, double-spaced,|
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday';
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write tc

us anytime.

Male and non-pregnant
females sometimes den up
against the cold for briefer

periods, too, but mostly they

stay right out there in the snow
trying to catch seals.

R.I.P. - P.R.
Goodbye Poor Richard's

Yes that's right, you heard
right. This is the last issue of

Poor Richards.
It began with David

Williams, a four-page weekend
section and lots'n lots of dope*
running in Volkswagens. It

ended with a red Christmas
pastiche cover prominently
featuring Editors Coffey and
Kosofsky^as one of only three
campuses in the country with
the lucidity to float such a
weekly fine Art-Real World
magazine, Umass has been
blessed and -or cursed with a
weekly magazinefor 2V2 years
now, and it's been known as
Poor Richard's all this time.
From the furious writing of

Frank Baglione, Frank
Williams' erudite audio series

up to Barbara Voorhee's liting

exposees of Amherst Towing,
you've been sitting through a
20th Century spinoff Ben
Franklin name. Well, the new

editor doesn't like that so

much, and figures things need
a change. He's got ideas, but
these ideas send his staff and
some of The Daily Collegians

into a lather of anguish. They
don't think you can handle a

new handle. (The vandals took
the pump now). They think

you'll be confushed. They like

Poor Richard's.

Well I don't. "I got a name",
but I'm giving them a week to
talk me out of it. And you. You
can try me too. You've got 5
days. (Till next Wed. nite.) to
give me what you want. A
CONTEST. YAY! BEST
NAME, be it mine or yours,
gets on the cover and lips of
every issue and person we
know.

Drag your idea up and leave
it in the Poor Richard's New
Name Box in the Collegian
Business office. I dare you.
Five days.

FANTASY FANS
KING PRITCHET AND THE
HOLYMAN
by Denny Matteau
Many, many eons ago, on the

continent of Atlantis, was the
kingdom of Mineola. Mineola
was a small kingdom, but its

land was fertile. It had
mountains and plains and
rivers and lakes and the people
were happy.
But King Pritchet was not

happy. In spite of all the good
fortune of Mineola, he envied
the size and power of the other
kingdoms of Atlantis. He in-

dulged in many kinds of con-
tests with the royalty of those
kingdoms, and he was very
clever. He often won tour-

naments through his jousting
champions, who were all

j

strong men and true. They
were of the best knighting

I schools and of that finely

developed spirit necessary to

I

human impalation.
The people of Mineola,

however, really didn't pay
much attention to him or his

knights. He was king and kings
are nice to have, but they all

knew the real business of life

was on the land and sea and in

the workshops and at play. So
they ignored King Pritchet's
antics.

During the winter of the
Year of Tyrannosaurus Rex
[a portentous year Tor
Atlantis-H) King Pritchet
became so involved in his

royalty games, however, that
he lost touch with the lives of

most of the common
Mineolans. And, like anyone
who loses touch with the lives
of other people, he began to act
a little . . . strange.

His vision began to play
tricks on him. He started
seeing squares — everywhere
squares. At first he didn't know
what to think of it, and he
confided in his trusted friend
and adviser, Holyman, that he
was worried. Holyman did not
like to see King Pritchet
worried, so he reassured the
King by saying that the world
was indeed made of squares.
"In fact," said Holyman in a

flash of inspiration, "Your
Excellency has shown great
insight, and revealed Your
Excellency's impressively
poetic turn of mind by seeing,
so clearly, the resemblance of
the real world to the game of
chess!"

His Excellency walked to the
bookcase of the Cubicle Office
and thoughtfully touched a
dusty volume of Shakedart.
"Hmm," said King Pritchet,

"actually, the squares are
more rectangular, more akin
to the Pigskin field than to the
chess board."

He turned abruptly, to see

Holyman shuffle uneasily with

the thought that his com-

pliment had been reiected.

Satisfied, King Pritchet

smiled and expansively placed

his arm on Holyrnan's
shoulder, and said, "Let us

play chess tonight, Holyman!"
And so he and Holyman

walked together to the game
rooms, being careful not to

step on any cracks between the

squares.

--Atlantis years were named
on the Chinese system except

all were named for dinosaurs.

The dinosaurs used to exist

there, but had become so

legendary as to become almost

gods in King Pritchet's time.

... to be continued
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by Nathan Gorenstein

Honest Archibald Speaks

AMHERST — It would
probably be fair to say there is

a lack of decent public ser-
vants around these days.
The moment you find

someone you dig, his (or hers)
reputation starts to rust.
Everyone's hero, Sam Ervin,
has, with his 500 tape sub-
poena, started looking
suspiciously like an old man
eager to keep the Tungsten
lights on. And everyone early-
on forgot, if anyone remem-
bered, his vehement opposition
to virtually every piece of civil
rights legislation passed by the
Congress in the last 10 years.
Judge Sirica, another

temporary hero and "Time's"
Man of the Year, is, of course,
known to Washington
torneys as "Maximum
a nickname honoring h,

sentencing in crimin
'

It goes further ba
are all the leaders w
the civics texts?
trust in the people
laws, honest p
people, people wi
sense of right and
lesser sense of
People wit
spirit of t

desire
law
it

himself, but not oppressively
so; proud, but not egotistical;
intelligent, but not believing
that his was the only in-

telligence.

The questioning, un-
derstandably, centered around
all our current troubles in
Washington, Cox's reactions to
the newer disclosures and a
quest for some insight into the
whole mess from someone who
was once enmeshed in it more
than most.

Indictment? Cox: "I did
think a good deal about the
question, whether an in-

cumbent President should be
indicted, as a matter of policy,
or whether exclusive reliance
should be placed on the process
of impeachment. My tentative

to learn that it was
e T^fcopriate ^efore the
i+e ra%er than before a

a^l-rw coOfthouse.

wrestled
with my
to a final
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Should Nixon be impeached?
Cox: "I'm afraid I can't
properly answer that. By the
very way you (the reporter)
preface it, 'based on what you
know,' has a way of conveying
the impression that I know
certain things — but I'm not
supposed to indicate what I do
know. One should reserve
judgment until the evidence is

in."

Would he suggest, after
seeing what he had, any
reforms in the election
process, specifically public
financing of campaigns? Cox
came out emphatically for
public financing, "clearly one
specific that should im-
mediately be put into effect."
The conditions that made
private contributions once an
appropriate way of financing
the electoral process, Cox said,
were fine when government
activity did not affect people's
lives and businesses the way
they do today. Nodding to ITT
and the milk fund, public
financing, he said, would
eliminate the pressure upon
people to give for selfish
economic reasons and o.ie
"source of distrust in govern-
ment."
A question that Cox gave a

long answer to, an answer
broken down into three, and
then four points, was what his
sense, his impressions were, on
leaving Washington in Oc-
tober.

"I come away with I guess
three very general reflections.
One, I think my illusions about
government and its com-
petence are neither greater or
less than they were before,
government reflecting the
failing and capacities of all of
us, and it is human as all of us
are. Two, I think one of the
greatest problems today is that
in government, public ad-
vertising techniques and
loyalty to "person and party
have become greater virtues
than integrity, trust in the
people, candor with the people,
and equal administration and
enforcement of the law. Too
many men, who were
generally honest in their own
conduct, became like the three
monkeys when they saw others
who were not as honest, out of
reasons of loyalty and the
pressures upon them of people
in higher office.

Three, I think the events of
October 20 and 21 were enor-
mously reassuring. Maybe my
own pair of glasses distorts my
perceptions, but I think the
events that occurred over that
weekend were an ex-
traordinary demonstration of
the determination of the people
to insist on the equal ad-
ministration of justice and to
hold their highest officials to
the rule of law just like

everyone else. And the events
proved they have the capacity
to do it.

Afterall, they did compel the
President to turn around in the
space of three days as far as
the tapes were concerned, and
the space of ten days or two
weeks as far as the conduct of
an independent investigation
was concerned. I found that

part of it very reassuring. And
my fourth point in answer to

your question would be if

somebody were to put me back
in last May and say, now,
knowing all you know today but
not expecting an exact repeat
performance, would you think
it worthwhile to give it another
try, and my answer would be I

most surely would."
Any idea when you were

fighting for the tapes that they
might have been tampered
with?

"No, indeed I understood, or
thought I understood, from
Fred Buzhardt, that no one, but
no one, had access to those
tapes. I was surprised when I

found that people did have
access to them. I deliberately
say I thought I understood, I

don't know that, I have nothing
in writing, I don't have that
distinct recollection. I just had
that impression so that I was
surprised when I saw that
anyone had had access to
them."
What does a special

prosecutor do when he is no
longer a special prosecutor?
"Well, he chops wood for a

couple of months and then he,
beginning on Thursday the 25
of January, starts teaching
administrative law." Ad-
ministrative law.

Cox's speech that night, for
which he got standing ovations

We write upon an almost-
clean slate. Little law or
political precedent is available
to guide the hard decisions.

Yet, regardless of the outcome,
rhe value of the proceeding will

depend upon whether the
process is so conducted that
the country perceives it as a
fair and legitimate measure
for restoring integrity to
government. If President
Nixon should be impeached
and convicted, the question of
legitimacy will be paramount.
If President Nixon is acquitteo,
the country will still need
assurance about the integrit)

of that conclusion.

The central challenge is to
formulate the principles — the
general standards of conduct
— by which a President is to be
judged in a proceeding that
vacates, without direct ex-

>t IMF J \J

in ourselves."
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Galbraith 's ECONOMICS: Inexcusable Apologies

ECONOMICS AND THE
PUBLIC PURPOSE
by John Kenneth Galbraith
reviewed by Kevin Mack

If the field of
economics had its own
equivalent to the magazine,
Popular Science, then surely
John Kenneth Galbraith would
be the leading candidate for

editorship. Galbraith, who is a
professor at Harvard, is the
great populizer of economics in

America today, and has been
since the appearance of The
Affluent Society in 1956.
Although his views have never
been taken very seriously by
his professional colleagues; his

wit, his elegant style, and his

mildly radical description of

the economy, which is tem-
pered by an unequivocally
reformist plan of action, have
helped to endear him to the
reading public. Galbraith not
only says what those who read
him want to hear; he says it

with just enough mastery of
economic jargon to exude an
air of authority.

Economics and the Public
Purpose is Galbraith's latest

volume on the subject. It

continues in a direct line from
two earlier works: The
Affluent Society and The New
Industrial State; and, to some
extent, from an earlier work:
American Capitalism: The
Concept of Countervailing
Power. In this earliest work
(1953), he proposes a theory of
self-regulating economy,
consisting of large cor-
porations, whose power is

countervailed by large
retailers and consumer
cooperatives.

The Affluent Society (1956)
portrays the American
economy as being "geared to
the least urgent of human
wants". He calls for a
redirected output mix, with the
public sector of the economy
providing more goods like

schools, parks and hospitals, to
be paid for largely through
higher sales taxes on the
frivolous trappings of af-

fluence — things like second
cars and television sets.

In The New Industrial State
(1967), Galbraith admittedly
contradicts the earlier
American Capitalism. The
more recent work continues in

some of the same directions
adumbrated by The Affluent
Society, such as the notion that
wants are created by the

John Kenneth Galbraith

processes which satisfy them,
that is, by the manufacturers
themselves.
The main body of The New

Industrial State is directed at

describing the forces which
govern the behavior of large
corporations. Galbraith
dismisses the classical
descriptions of a market
economy, and knocks the neo-
classical school (Paul
Samuelson is this school's most
famous spokesman) with equal
vigor. Galbraith feels that the
neo-classical viewpoint is

irrelevant because it is still

committed to the market
theory of economics — the laws
of supply and demand. The
mature corporation, he con-
tends, has transcended the
marketplace.

This has occurred for one
reason: the necessity of cor-

porate managements to plan
its supply and demand.
Because of the huge ex-
penditures of time and
resources necessary for the
development and marketing of

its products, the large cor-

poration must be assured of an
adequate demand, and at-

tempts to plan accordingly.
One vehicle for this planning is

advertising, through which the
public is persuaded to buy the
corporate lifestyle. Another,
more important, means of

effecting this planning is the
state. Galbraith sees the
function of the state in the
corporate economy as
providing for the aggregate
demand, (the purchasing
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power), through fiscal and
monetary policy. The stite

spends its money in ways
which are helpful to the cor-

porations — military spending
and things like roads (which
benefit the automobile and
trucking industries.)

Because of the development
of the mature corporation,
which is dependent upon
planning, Galbraith believes

that corporate behavior can no
longer be explained in terms of

the classical and neo-classical
goals of profit maximization.
These goals have been
replaced by the goals of cor-
porate growth and expansion,
and the protection of the
corporations autonomy (from
both the state and from the
stockholders).

This thesis is not without
merit and deserves con-
sideration. But when it comes
to backing up his hypothesis
with empirical data. Galbraith
leaves us in the cold. He
describes how many corporate
managements do not see their
goals simply in terms of profit-

maximization, but he fails to
prove that corporations do not
in fact act in such a way as to
maximize profits. Economics,
as the science which purports
to describe how goods and
resources are actually
distributed, if it is truly a
science, must describe how
material power is, in fact,
used, and not how those who
possess the power feel that
they use this power.
A good part of Economics

and the Public Purpose is a
restatement of Galbraith's
earlier works. Galbraith would
have served his argument
better if, instead of repeating
his arguments, he had
enlarged upon them or at-

tempted to empirically support
them. He might have
questioned the efficiency of the
mature corporation in its at-

tempts to plan its supply and
demand or he might have
looked more closely at the
ramifications of the trans-
national corporations (oil

companies, for instance, an
economic institution which has
only arisen and achieved
prominance in very recent
history.

Economics and the Public
Purpose aims also at what
remains of the market
economy — the world of the
small businessman, the doctor,
the photographer, the farmer
and all those who are not in-

volved in planning their supply
and demand — and seeks to

bring this sector of the
economy into focus with the
whole. There exists an
inequality between the world of
the large corporation and that
of the small businessman,
similar to that which exists
between the developed and
underdeveloped nations.
The corporations or as

Galbraith calls them, the
"planning sector", use their
power in such a manner as to
intensify this inequality. The
legislative tools of the state
also act in such a way as to
enhance corporate power. The
state, through wage and price
controls and through beneficial
fiscal spending, aids the
planning sector of the economy
to a much greater degree than
the market sector. Since the
market sector is weaker in

economic and political power,
Galbraith calls for legislation

which will support the market
sector. Because the market
sector is still subject to the
laws of supply and demand,
particular industry in this
sector will be headed for
market equilibrium — the

point at which the supply

equals the demand.

Pricing is determined by the

market, not by the producers
themselves, as in the planning

sector. Any particular industry

in the planning sector,

especially those which are
characterized by an
oligopolistic structure, will not

be heading for the same type of

equilibrium. Hence, the
planning sector of the economy
is by nature stronger than the

market sector. The market
sector cannot compete with the

planning sector.

Galbraith feels that the
lower average wages in the
market sector is evidence for

this contention.

Enough of Galbraith's thesis.

What does he propose to do?
First, he lists a number of

reforms, the goals of which are
to enhance the power of the
market sector — exemption of

small business from anti-trust

laws; regulation of wages and
prices in the market sector; an
increased minimum wage; and
strong government en-
couragement of unions within
the market sector and support
of the educational, capital and
technical needs of the market
sector.

Galbraith then gets a bit

more radical, calling for

socialization of industries
which cannot effectively
function in either the market or
the planning sectors —
housing, transportation, health
and defense industries. He
cites the example of European
countries in which these in-

dustries are frequently state-

owned and feels that they have
proved the effectiveness of this

plan.

Much of Galbraith's
arguments consist of similarly
insubstantiated statements.
His arrogant self-assurance is

his own particular way of

compensating his lack of in-

tellectual rigor. Those who
disagree with him are accused
of being victims of the "con-
ventional wisdom" or of
displaying a "convenient
social virtue". Any political

position which refuted
Galbraith's reform measures
is simply "the consequences of
the effective conditioning to
which we have been subject by
the planning system and, on its

behalf, by the established
economics." Galbraith would
have us believe that his
detractors are simply brain-
washed by the powers that be.
And Galbraith is quick to
accuse his colleagues of ser-
ving the interests of the
planning system and of being
conditioned by the tenets of

neo-classical economics.

Being a reformer, Galbraith
sees hope. This lies within the
liberal wing of the democratic
party; with men like Kennedy
and McGovern. (Less kind
persons might dismiss
Galbraith — after his own
fashion — as merely serving
the interests of the liberal

democrats). But if Galbraith is

to be dismissed — and I think
he should be — it should not be
because of those whose in-

terests he appears to serve, but
rather because of the
shallowness of his views,.
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'The Best Marx Bros. Book Yet!
9

by Groucho Marx and Richard
Anobile
Norton Book Publishers, N.Y.
$13.95 P. 256

Reviewed by Frederic C. Weiss
During the past several

years the Marx Brothers
movies have had a renaissance
in popularity. While in the
fifties their films were exiled to

the land of late night movies to
greet frustrated insomniacs
and day shift workers, more
recently they have been
promoted to cult heroes! Their
films have been consistently
viewed in Campus cineams.
To meet this Marx Brothers

boom, many authors have tried
to dig up interesting anecdotes,
and stories about the Marx
Brothers. In the past few
years, there have been more
books about them, than the
total number of movies
produced by the Marx brothers
team. Out of all the books
concerning the Marx brothers
the best one so far has to be
The Marx Bros. Scrapbook by
Groucho Marx and Richard J.

Anobile. The book is just that, a
scrapbook. There are no
pretentions of lengthy
researching projects or
searches to find out the "true"
history of the Marx Brothers.
Rather Groucho Marx and
Anobile have let it "all hang
out" so to speak, through
personal interviews and a
collection of memorabilia from
the various collections of the
Marx brothers. Actually
Anobile does all the in-

terviewing, and most of the

time he is interviewing
Groucho! However, many
other relevant people are in-

terviewed as well: Zeppo,
Gummo (the fifth Marx
brother, he quit the team
before they ever made a

movie, only the most devoted
fans even know who he is)

Susan Marx, (Harpo's wife),

and many people who worked
with the Marx brothers in

Vaudeville, (including Jack
Benny) on Broadway, and in

the Movies.

Occasionally he has let

Groucho ramble on aimlessly.
While this is tedious at times, I

think that it is an important
part of the book. It lets you feel

that Groucho, and the other
people interviewed in the book
are talking to YOU. The Marx
Bros. Scrapbook is a very
personal reading experience.
It is also so loose and candid
that a warning had to be added
to the label: "UNEX-
PURGATED GROUCHO:
Portions may not be suitable

Anobile has presented the
interviews verbatum, and has
not edited out little bickerings
between himself and Groucho
(showing the latter to be quite
grouchy at times indeed).

for children."
Unexpurgated indeed!

Groucho spends almost as
much time talking about his

sexual experiences as his
cinematic comedies. Referring

to his days in early vaudeville
he quipped, "I was an innocent
boy (then). Why it wasn't until

the following year that I got
ghonorrhea from a hooker in

Montreal... My mother sent

me a bag full of stuff —
bananas and sandwiches —
and some money for the train

(to come home)."

The Groucho interviews add
the most insight into the Marx
brothers as individuals;
Chico's peccadillos, and
Harpos personality. Small talk

about Zeppo and Gummo, and
various personalities. While at

times Groucho makes cruel

remarks that are damaging to

the reputations of people who
are already dead, usually his

remarks are thoughtful and
most humorous.

In addition to the interviews,
there is an extensive collection
of photographs that are quite
striking; pictures of the Marx
Brothers as youngsters, stars,

and even a final poignant shot
(right before Chico died) in

1961 of all five Marx Brothers,
as middle aged men.

Anobile's book isn't perfect.
At times it is sloppy, other
times cruel. However it is the
most interesting book, as well
as the most artistic of all the
recent efforts to bring literary

life, to the cinematic giants of
the thirties, who have achieved
a renaissance of sorts in the
seventies.

The Battle In The NFL Trenches
By Mike Brophy

1 n this modern era of
American football the average
fan looks to the long-bomb
touchdown pass as a mark of
true excitement.
How many would look to the

artf jI display put on by the free
safety or cornerback who had
the assignment of covering the
receiver on his pass route for
their afternoon of en-
tertainment?

This is the half of the game
discussed and illustrated by
Murray Olderman, an
established (writer of football)
and author of The Pro Quar-
terback and The Running
Backs, who brings to life the
game that is played in the
trenches by the defensive
tackles and middle
linebackers.

He discusses, at first, the
historical chronology of the
game and variations of
defenses as developed by the
coaches of yesteryear.
Much the artist with pen and

ink, Olderman uses not only his

own illustrations, but blends
them with a wide variety of

over three hundred
photographs to present a
surprisingly accurate por-
trayal of what defense is all

about.

From the days of Sam Huff
and Andy Robustelli, Older-

man brings the reader right up
to the Miami Dolphins and
Nick Buoniconti along with
Mannv Fernandez and their 53

defense that has been molded
out of a bunch of no-name guys
who simply, as Doug Swift put

it "love their games."
He talks of the Jimmy

Pattons, the Larry Wilsons,

and the Cornell Greens who
had the pleasure of serving as
the prime concerns in the

football education of this

writer.

Within in the confines of the
book the reader finds a section

of yellow-orange pages and,
upon turning to them, finds

(therein) a portfolio of the all-

time defenders. Thirteen
football immortals are en-

shrined in the authors' own
words and sketches. Twelve
men and a coach, none other

than Dallas' Tom Landry who
led the Giant defense as coach
for many years and was
credited with devising the 4-3

defense that has become a

mainstay in the annuals of

professional football.

(There are twelve players
named as there were three
qualified men to fill the
positions.) The likes of Bob
Lilly (defensive tackle for

Dallas), Deacon Jones
(defensive end for the Rams),
and Gino Marchetti (the other
defensive end for Baltimore)
highlight the gallery's
hangings.
These men were, and are, a

great credit to the game of

football, as are all defenders
wno strive for that one chance
to pick up the pigskin and run
to paydirt. Few get that. . . but

most get satisfaction for

having done a job well. For
they are — The Defenders.

I, as a writer associated with
football, greatly enjoyed
reading the book and I am sure
that any football fan who has

nothing to do but wait for the
start of the World Football
League schedule in July would
gain great pleasure from
reading it during the off-

season.
The writer has an ability to

keep the context on a level that

all can understand. It is not
written in the complex football

language of a playbook that the
New England Patriots might
use.

This is, indeed a book that is

worthy of being read by an and
all football enthusiasts. If this

book does manage to gain your
interest, then Prentice-Hall
has many more in a series of

sports publications presented
in much the same manner.
This was one book I could not

manage to put down until I had
completed reading its entire

contents.

Dylan Book
Con't.

Hentoff: Since you didn't

stay in college, does that mean
you haven't found someone to

love you?
Dylan: Let's goon to the next

question.

Hentoff: How do you get your
kicks these days?

Dylan. I hire people to look
into my eyes, and then I have
them kick me.

Hentoff: And that's the way
you get your kicks?
Dylan: No. Then I forgive

them; that's where my kicks
come in.

It's also interesting to note
how the level of criticism takes
a great jump around 1967, as
Rock (capital R) jutts up, and
magazines like Crawdaddy!,
Fusion and Rolling Stone start

nourishing minds like Paul
Nelson, Jon Landau (whose
piece on John Wesley Harding
is the best writing in the book,
and remains, after five years,
a classic overview of Dylan),
Robert Christgau and Nik
Cohn, all of whom outclass the
plain nitpickers (Sing Out!'s
Irwin Silber, Hentoff, Robert
Shelton) who chronicled Early
Dylan. This swing of music
criticism's shifting from staid
bastions of hacks and
ignorance like The New York
Times, Newsweek and the
shamefully narrow Sing Out! is

the best development ever to
happen to the intelligent
discussion of 'non-normal'
music in America.

This Retrospective speaks
then, of much more than
'merely' the shifting soul of
modern music's best poet. Try
it, there's really a bit of all of

us here — a little good, but
unfortunately, mostly bad.

This book may be purchased
at the University Store.

NEWSPAPERS

+ The Defenders is available at
the University Bookstore.

PRESENTS

JuJu Players Repertory Company
in

Winter
Carnival

Films

"Shango De Ima"
A Yoruba Mystery Play

February 12, 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium

A Third World Cultural Series Event

Michael Houstoun, Pianist

Winner of the Van Cliburn Competition

February 13 & 14, 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium
A Celebrity Series Event

Feb. 13

works by
BACH
MOZART
CHOPIN
PROKOFIEFF
LISZT

Feb. 14

works by
BACH
CHOPIN
RACHMANINOFF
PROKOFIEFF

Tickets to all performances are $1.50 UM-A studei.ts;

$3.00 others

Box Office: 125 Herter Hall 545-0202
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Somewhere between the fifth

and the tenth second of the first

song the words, "He's back"
surfaced in my mind. /Knd

stayed. Anything else I write
here is nothing more than a

variation on those two words.
It doesn't matter whether you
thought of Dylan as "the
spokesman for our generation"
or just someone who had put a
lot of the things you had felt

and thought into words and
music. What's important is

that he meant a lot of things to

a lot of people and now he will

mean more things to more
people. Dylan's back.

—Your Sacred Cowboy
Let's cast aside some junk

right now. I see no obligation
on Dylan's part tp keep writing
songs in any particular form.
He's not going through the
insidious slum life he was
before that prompted him to
write what he did. He's always
maintained that he has to live

his songs before they get
written if they're to be any
good, and it's obvious that he's
not, for better or worse, living

the same life. This 'what have
you done lately attitude' is a
corrupt and foolish one, for the
old songs still exist (and who
put the time limit on songs or
ari for that matter?) and I'm
sure that no one could say that
his message has taken hold in

any great respect anyway.
On the cover Bob's painted

"Cast-Iron Songs & Torch
Ballads" which is a good
description of this iron ribbed
collection of love songs:
"On A Night Like This" is a

beautiful painting of a warm
night of love in a frosty cabin,
done in the "I'll Be Your Baby
Tonight" genre. "Hazel" is a

slow, firm lament asking for a
touch of her love. "Something
There Is About You" 's subject
is a charmer, with parts of her
character from another cen-
tury, and doesn't require
mindless, killing fidelity. She
moves, as does the melody,
with style and grace, taking
Bob out of his whirlwind to a
better place. "Forever Young"
closes side one and opens side
two, once in a medium speed,
the other up tempo. Some
reports peg this as a message
to his children, but if it were
only for them, he wouldn't
have shared it with us. So it is a
general well-wishing to all, like

Zappa's "Every Poor Soul
Who's Adrift In The Storm"
from the end of 200 Motels, but
Bob's is, naturally, a bit more
noble. Where Bob hopes we
"build a ladder to the sky and
climb on every rung", Frank
hopes the Lord will "help
everybody so they all get some
action, some love on the
weekend, some real
satisfaction". "Forever
Young" is no classic, but it's

nice to hear Dylan wish us
well, the pawns in their game.
"You Angel You" is "as fine as
anything's fine". "Never Say
Goodbye" is another quick,
poetic love note Excellent. I

can already hear "Wedding
Song" being played at
thousands of weddings across
the land. Just Dylan and a
guitar, it's about, well, love,

but also a definition of Dylan's
position in his love, in his

world:
"It's never been my
duty
To remake the world at

large,

Nor is it my intention

To sound the battle
charge
Cause I love you more
than all of that..."

The original title for the
album was Lovesongs, and
while Dylan obviously believes
what he wrote before, singing
many of his old songs with
fierce intensity on his tour, he
has found in itself a love he
wants more than anything else.

He tried, and couldn't do it all

for us, and now he knows that
more than ever. The last lines
on the record are: "I love you
more than ever - Now that the
past is gone." Now that's a
message that needs exposure.
Getting away from the

'simple' love songs, we find
several that have a bit more
than joy to express.
''Dirge" is about bit-

tersweet, 'weak' love, with
only a piano and acoustic
guitar to tell the story:

"Heard your songs of
freedom
And man forever
stripped

Acting out his folly

While his back is being
whipped.
Like a slave in orbit (?)
He's beaten till he's
tamed
All for a moment's
glory
And it's a dirty, rotten
shame."

A final, regretful look back
at the Folk World that scorned
him so badly? Dylan goes on:

"So sing your praise of
progress
And of the doom
machine.
The naked truth is still

taboo
Whenever it can be

seen.

Lady Luck who shines

on me
Will tell you where I'm

at.

I hate myself for loving

you
But I'll sure get over
that."

Mankind, perhaps, is the

subject of Bob's wrath here,

and if so, would indicate, along

with his other, more tolerant

songs on the album, an ever-

turning attitude towards us (I

guess he might be human after

all).

"Going Going Gone" has
some beautiful guitar playing

by Robertson, and is Bob's
realization that what's done is

done, and that he can't live

"hangin' by a thread - playin' it

straight" and "I've just got to

cut loose before it gets late".

The core of the song comes
through in this verse:

"Grandma said 'Boy,
follow your heart.
And you'll be fine at the
end of the line

All that's gold doesn't
shine

Don't you and your one
true love ever part.'"

Dylan has to be honest with
himself and follow his heart, as
once again, he tells us he has
nothing to live up to.

"Tough Mama" is perhaps
the best song on the record,
with a bouncing, rolling feel

that supports the song's idea of
the past as passed, and that he
can't make it alone as well as
reaffirming his stardom
stunning for a life of personal
love:

"I ain't haulin'

Any of my lambs to the
marketplace anymore.

Prison walls are
crumblin' down
There is no end in sight.

I gained some
recognition

But I lost my appetite.

Sweet beauty,
Meet me at the border
iate tonight."

Nine new songs about love;

some sad, some totally

fulfilling, some false and
deluding. Planet Waves is a

mature, full picture of a man in

his thirties finding new per-

sonal values, and refusing

(though struggling with)
compromise. Dylan's not
turning his back on us, but he
knows that with the way things

are now, as he reminded us in

every encore in every city on
the tour, most likely he'll go his

way and we will, un-
fortunately, go ours. But if we
can make it, and begin to

accept the naked truth, Bob
sounds like he'd be glad to have
us go his way.

What Planet Waves can do
for all of us is to begin to show
the true, solid side of love —
that love is not a psychedelic
cloud, but a foundation that has
to be worked and worked on to

get anywhere. The mere in-

vocation of the word is not.

enough. Dylan's 'message' has'
always been one of love. Before
he showed us what was bad.
That helped a little, and maybe
more will happen if he shows
us what's good.
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Manhole
Grace Slick

(Grunt BFL 1-0347)

At last: an album by anyone
from Jefferson Airplane that
can be called successful. And
leave it to amazing Grace to
get it together. Hers were the
only worthwhile songs on
Baron von Toilbooth and the
Chrome Nun and Long John
Silver, the two most recent
neo Airplane-or parts-thereof

albums, and her sardonic wit
and San Francisco sensibility

always make for an interesting

digression from the norm.
Manhole is being billed as

Grace's solo album in spite of
the fact that most of side two is

written by cohorts Kantner and
Freiberg. One song, "It's Only
Music", with lyrics by Grateful
Dead sideman Bob Hunter,
shows Grace absent entirely.

Nevertheless, the record also
marks Paul Kantner's finest

writing in years and the whole
affair is a joy to report.
Manhole's raison d'etre is

the fifteen-minute Slick
magnum opus, "Them from
the Movie 'Manhole'." Sung
largely in Spanish, it's similar

Manhole Coverage
to Cat Stevens' "Foreigner
Suite" in that both are ex-
tended pieces made up of
several smaller pieces, all

coalescing to form an im-
pressive whole. There is no
dominant theme to the com-
position, except perhaps the
importance of personal
freedom. The music largely
makes use of the same five or
six chords, (within a minor-key
framework) that Grace dished
out in varying combinations on
previous songs. The Spanish
motif is present also in "Jay",
the album's opener featuring
Spanish guitars.

Grace is in full glory with
"Better Lying Down", a
boogie-woogie tune that seems
to sing the praises of eating
out: "Well long tongued daddy
a few people may get up on
their morals and go — But as
long as you're smiling nothing
wrong about where you're
going down." Some fine
banshee wailing from our First
Lady helps things along.

"Epic (No. 38)" is a
monumental ode to Our
Generation and Kantner's
finest song since Blows Against

more and more.

Live Music:
Topper Carew
Bluewall
Jan. 28

The stage stood full of instruments
waiting for thei r guides as the piped
in music filled the people infested
room. The lights were dim and the
smell of corn popping and alcohol
evaporating was engrossed in the
stagnant air. People. People sitting,

people standing, people talking,
people listening, people yelling,
people walking, people drinking,
people eating, people looking, people
seeking to be found, people seeking to
remain hidden.
The pipes lost their pressure and

the music ceased as the band walked
in unnoticed by the people. Slowly the
instruments came alive as the flute
played a few notes, next the sax, then
the drums. The remarks of "it's jazz
they're playing, jazz" could be heard
as the already overheated crowd
began to get hot. Then the in-

struments paused a moment and
began in an apparent jazz mood
which quickly switched to rock. A
few bodies began to move in a rhyth-
mic fashion to the sounds of the
music. Most, however continued
their consumption of alcohol, words,
and sounds. The PA. system which
transformed the notes into a
distorted cacophony added just the
proper touch to this crowded room.
The people kept coming as the

stomach expanded to capacity and
the only thing which could be heard
within were the rumblins of a sick
organ. People were pushed, packed,
and blasted out by music turned into
a loud distorted jumble. They sat
there and drank at tables covered in
the stench of fallen beer and talked
increasingly louder so that they could
hear themselves over the noise.
Who would submit themselves to

the crowd, stench, and noise and caM
it fun? "Not I" said the slightly in-

toxicated student sitting at a ringside
table in the Blue Wall.

— John Dean

ROCK ON
DAVID ESSEX
(Columbia KC 32560)

1973's Rock On was no new taste of

humble pie. David Essex is

something of a cross between Sly
Stone and Randy Newman, or was
that Dr. John and Jimmy Cliff?

Anyway, these ears enjoy this record
most when they're in the mood to be
tickled by funky water soaked
rhythms, juicy bass lines, spackle
background violins and choruses,
and uneven vocals. And these ears
get into this mood quite frequently.
The title tune is an off-the wall pick

for hit single which induces those
caffeine jitters without artificial
stimulation. Where do we go from
here? A little reggae, a little funk,
something old, something new. Best
cuts are the smooth "Bring in the
Sun", 'Rock On", and "We All In

sane". Weh, aren't we? C'mon ears,
•fit's go eat some coconuts.

— David Sokoi

In Concert:
Johnny Winter
The James Gang
Springfield Civic Center
Jan. 16

Springfield, where the flung
frisbees clunk unimpeded on the
punkin heads of the dazed audience,
and where there indeed appears to be
nothing to do save leave or get
stoned. Joints go at two dollars each,
though some gentlemen are known to
take but a buck.
The James Gang were useful to the

8,000 in the sold out hockey rink
because they flashed pretty lights,
made a lot of noise and taxed no one's
sensibilities. Tommy Bolin, their
guitarist who made more than one
rude, crude and delightful noise for
Billy Cobham's Spectrum album,
proved that he could be lulled into an
evening long snooze, if only for the
sake of continuity. Living up to their
reputation, the crowd threw money
at them. Pennies. Hard.

Johnny Winter needs a band. Since
there is only one Rick Derringer, who
plays excellent back-up guitar, and
Rick is now with brother Edgar,
Johnny's left as a trio, and not a very
powerful one either. Drummer
Richard Hughes is hereby branded as
less than appropriate, as his moronic
bashing kept anything from going
anywhere. Bassist Randy Hobbs
could've played a little more than he
did, but Johnny is apparently so
concerned with getting that stupid
Thump-Thump Bash band backing
that Hobbs has no choice.

As for our albino wonder, his

playing was a bit slower, his voice

has lot a bit of its edge, but he is still

amazing and an immense talent. The
sad part is he is not, after all, another

Hendrix, and can't hold down the

whole show by himself. It's a shame

the Empire. Here are the

bagpipes Grace and Paul
recorded on a special trip to

London last summer, s well as

what seems like a symphony
orchestra. At the risk of
treading on pretentious
ground, the song emerges as a
beauty, truiy inspired. Grace's
singing is impeccable
throughout as she bounces off

Kantner.

and a waste to see him grinding
through the Grand Funk routine.
With his deadhead iron 'rhythm'
section, the holes left by Derringer
grew and grew as the evening
proceeded.
The songs were the usual vehicles

for Johnny's lightning solos that are,
as always, something to see. The
spotlight knew that, and focused
clearly on his hands. Having a rave
up? Only at times.
Afterwards the crowd pelted cars,

people, lights and hamburgs with
snowballs. Biggest 'ball raiser' was a
Volkswagen driven by a black. "I
haven't done this in years," said one
hairy beard in twenty years.

THUNDERMUG-TH UNDERMUG
STRIKES (Epic KE 3264)time: 33:22

Interesting Canadian band here,
one that sounds like Flo & Eddie
singing for Slade. There's some fine,
demented music here fronted by
their Canadian hits "Orbit" and
"Africa". B -Mike Kostek

Richie Havens
Michael Polacco

Friday, Feb. 22

8:00 p.m.

Tickets: $4, $4.50

Starting Mon., Feb. 11

C.C. Concourse

John M. Greene,

Smith College

"Come Again? Toucan" is

the fluffiest piece on the
album. A Freiberg-Slick song,
it offers us a lighter, less
frenetic side of Grace without
marring the grandiose am-
biance previously created by
the longer pieces.
We could have hoped Grace

Slick's solo album would be all

Grace. She has sufficiently
established herself as a
songwriter worthy of her own
record. Manhole does offer us
more of Ms. Slick than any
Airplane or Starship album
and for that, along with the fact
that the album is undeniably a
major achievement, we should
be content.

— Steve Feld

Just a couple of words to
supplement Steve's review.
This album reminds me of
mothing so much as listening

to the radio some afternoon,
mainly because it calls it

"eclectic" would be to give
new life to that old reviewing
cliche. Musically, not a single
style dominates or unifies
the album — which is not

Our staff, agreeable as always,
dragged 129 different albums onto
page 11 of the December 14 issue of
Poor Richard's in an orgy of
Democratic Opinionation. Everyone
that wanted it had their say. (Say
what? Ed.)
Now here, presented in the interest

of Computer Technocracy and Jon
Carr, compiled through a fairly
complicated and fairly fair formula,
are the totals. I guess this is what
you'd have to call the Staff Consensus
of what was what, 1973 style.

TOP 19

1

.

Quadrophenia - The Who + 100

2. Innervisions- Stevie Wonder + 48

3. Genesis Live - Genesis + 44

4. Foxtrot - Genesis + 38

5. Larks' Tongues In Aspic King
Crimson + 38

6. Selling England By The Pound -

Genesis + 37

7. Over Nite Sensation The
Mothers of Invention + 33

8. Tubular Bells Mike Oldfield + 29

necessarily a vice, mind
you, it's just the way
things are. Moreover, the
presence here of a song
on which Grace ne\/er appears
("It's Only Music") tends to
weaken the solo album con
cept. My personal favorites are
"Jay", which bears a striking
resemblance to Yoko Ono's
"Windholes", "It's Only
Music", with lovely vocals and
evocative back-of-the mind
lyrics, and "Epic (No. 38)",
which features bagpipes (but
not enough), glass harmonica,
and full orchestra put together
in a pleasantly surprising,
coherent way. On the other
hand, "Theme from the movie
'Manhole'," makes me get
picky, like: the orchestration
tends to lapse into "Man of La
Mancha", it's a 15-minute rock
epic all in the same key, there
are too many Slickian vocal
swoooops and dives, and I

DON'T UNDERSTAND
SPANISH AN YWAY.
MANHOLE (thus) is the ar-
chetypal good-but-flawed solo
album, stunning in places and
excessive in others.

— David Mi Her

9. Monty Python's Previous

Record + 27

9. Grand Hotel Procol Harum + 27

1 1 . Berlin Lou Reed + 24

11. A Passion Play JethroTull + 24

13. In The Right Place Dr. John + 23

14. Forum '73 Jethro Tull (live

bootleg) + 20

14. Little Red Record Matching
Mole + 20

14. The Magic City Sun Ra +20
14. Streams Sam Rivers + 20

14. Billion Dollar Babies Alice

Cooper + 20

14. A Parcel Of Rogues Steeteye

Span + 20

BOTTOMS UP
1. New York Dolls —29
?. The Divine Miss M
Bette Midler —20
3. VI Chicago —15
4. We're An American Band
Grand Funk —13

4. Red Rose Speedway Paul
McCartney & Wings —13
6. Rainbow Concert
Eric Clapton —

n

I love you

Steak Dinner

2 sizzling steak platters

golden steak fries

heaping crisp green salad with

choice of dressings

Special

priCe
"

per couple

includes half litre of wine

Now through month of February

The fun place to eat and drink
Chicopee: Live entertainment every Thurs. • Sat., Night.

W. Springfield: Live entertainment every Wed. - Sat., Night

Park Ave at W End
Bridge Rotary

West Springfield

1*25 Memorial Dr.
(Main Gate Rotary)

Chicopee

ounD 8
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REAu i nib tit may mean
whether or not you'll get
something other than a
diploma trom college)

by Garuman Gomes
Yes, it's me again. I'm here

to attempt, in this column, to
let you understand that a
university can be more than
just classroom in the way ot its

education. A great many ot you
have learned — within a
relatively short time, I might
add — the horrors ot Whitmore
(or less) and the dining
commons, as well as en-
countering within the
classroom the abominations
that pass tor courses. This will
be however, an educational
channel, and will show you
tields ot endeavor within the
University which may beot use
to you.

Since it's important to look at

your own backyard tirst, then
set to cleaning others' later. It

is in this light that we shall do
an overview ot the Student
Government Association.
I, Student Government
The offices ot the SGA are

located in the upper level ot the
Student Union. You may visit

them — rhey are not
quarantined.
What the hell can Student

Government do, you may ask.
Plenty, I reply — it you know

where to look.

The Student Government ot
UMass is among the best in the
nation, believe it or not. They
have power ot tunding groups
with special abilities (known
as R.S.O. groups, see part II.)

If these groups deemed
worthy by the representatives
(senators), you have elected
(either directly — or in-
directly, by not voting), and
who are, if I understand my
two main sources this year,
currently involved in much
infighting — the groups are
funded. If you think you'd like

to see this rhetorical
melodrama when it's in
session, it usually occurs
Wednesday night in Rms. 166-

67 Campus Center.
The Senate also has com-

mittees, which you can join

and at least get a lot of in-

formation out of, and at most
(for those greedier, or more
righteous, amongst ye), a
certain degree of decision-

making power, or potential for

power, on the direction of
overall student life. So we
have:

Subjective Power Rating

:

(Gomes' Version)
1) Budgets — the Student

Activities Tax; grills RSO
groups. Spanish Inquisition
work interest you? Go for
Budgets — although I've heard
they've cleaned up Budgets
considerably — pity... Contact
all committees through R.S.O.
Offices.

2) Academic Affairs has a
very distinguished record,
despite a few immense
failures, which were fought
against overwhelming odds —
Rhetoric and language
requirements. The thing I can
remember disliking about this

committee was that it seemed
to be inclined towards Liberal

Arts, to the detriment of such
cruelties as math courses and
engineering courses. I think

thes^ folks got it rough. Really.

Interested in tea with the

Provost? (Contact...)

3) Governmental Affairs —
within the SGA constitution,

the most powerful in terms of
running the Senate — after

SGA President Apostola and
Speaker David Booker resign
(unlikely) — Chairperson of

this committee (if I recall

correctly) reigns over. Oh,
that's right — Treasurer Paul
Hamel would have to resign
too. Anyway, they look over
RSO constitutions, and
amendments to the SGA
constitution and By-Laws. A
good place to learn how to do it.

Learn some structure. It

doesn't hurt. (Contact...)

4) Rents and Fees — Ahhh,
yes — what you pay to go here.

Campus Center Fees are
discussed, athletic fees, the
Dining Commons (there was
once a very active Food Ser-

vice Committee), occasionally
with success, more than often
not. It's worth a try though.
(Contact...)

5) Student Matters (or Social

Matters or Social Action) —
Interest in dormitories, ser-

vices, and the general rights of

students. I would say it's a
humanitarian committee, as is

Rents and Fees. iContact,..)

6) Financial Affairs — very
powerful on the Senate floor.

Budgets work in categories,
and Financial Affairs is ccn
cerned with Category changes
so that groups may use
something specifically allotted

for one thing for another
category. Very interesting
work. (Contact...)

7) Communication Com-
mittee (formerly Com-
munications Co-ordinator,
prior to that Public Relations)
— Good will. These are the
folks who are to keep us in-

formed on what the Senate is

doing. Where are they? Come
out, and show us your stuff.

(Contact...)

These are the people who run
Student Government, though
not necessarily the school.
Real Power lies in funding,
however.

RSO group, and they will be
working on at least one or two
more concerts. Get involved.
There may be a way to save
this thing, and Program
Council, who they are working
with now, is responsible for
special events and films.
Contact the RSO offices for
locations — 2nd floor Student
Union, the right hand stairwell.
WTOY and WMUV are really

the same thing — a place
where you can learn the
techniques of video tape, then
rush anxiously to the Senate to
get some type of broadcast
facilities and get refused... Still

they try — and have produced
some monitor work in the
Campus Center. And because it

has no broadcast capability,
the television and videotape
are much more experimental.
Again, it's on the 2nd level,
Student Union, — in the back,
so we can keep it TOP
SECRET!

Page w
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Staternen^o^urposeofthis
page

Political in implication, this
page of Poor Richard's will be
set aside for suitable com-
mentary on the behalf of
anyone who wishes to submit
suitable political commentary.
I really don't relish the thought
of sitting down and typing a
dissertation a week, so LET'S
HEAR FROM YOU.
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO

SEE COVERED IN THIS
PAPER?
WHAT TOPICS WOULD

YOU HAVE US AIM OUR
RATHER SCATTERED
MINDS AT? Well, Bozo? -
YOU'RE PAYING FOR THIS
TRIP.

It you want to write for us, it

s easy, all you need are a
bunch of facts and '-cmetoing
o make them stick on paper.
DO IT.

Also, this pago starts jn
overall look at Politics
urrently affecting us in some
way or another — threading
xit the blameful from the
lameless in power situations.
Hey! Can you follow?" —
ete Brown.

II. R.S.O. GROUPS
RECOGNIZED STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
You are paying for this piece

of paper that contains my
words, and those of several
others. But that's not nearly
enough. You pay for this R. SO.
group. IF YOU WANT TO
WRITE, YOU SHOULD. I

didn't get into this office
through any supernatural
power — unless you call
walking up a flight of stairs on
the left hand side of the en-
trance to the Student Union a
supernatural feat. There is a
need for reporters, lackeys,
photographers — anything,
Jim, and you don't need a
license to type. Please ... come
on up.

WMUAisalsoan RSO group,
paid for by you, the student. If

you like broadcasting, you
should be able to head up there
and get a space depending on
the time they have available. If

you really want to go hog wild,

you can even go for a first level

engineering license from the

government, so that you can
become another ... disc jockey
(sigh!).

Concert Committee,
although now seemingly
doomed through over-
conservativism, was also an

y well then...
We have the Distinguished

Visitors Program (DVP —
translation to those who still
wish to see Moe Howard
brought up as a Distinguished
Visitor — I knew the campus
was going to HELL, but that
bowel movement last semester
convinced me more thoroughly
than any statistical analysis
would), which tries to get
important and or relevant
"SPEAKERS" (it's become a
profession now) for big
buck$$$. Now, you might try
applying — apply through the
Student Senate — and you
might succeed in getting
Howard up here. A pox upon
your cause.

World

Famous E$riUmm R$n$

III. Transition
Getting more involved,

there's the Fine Arts Council,
which currently needs four (4)

student members. The blends
of "classical" art, supposedly
representative. Art Galleries
and Duke Ellington, and
rumors of other Big Things.
There are nice people in the
office, and even if you don't
want to join the Council, I'm
sure they could use some help
in some area, and you could get
to meet interesting people.
Herter 116.

And there's the Student
Faculty Academic Matters
Committee.
The above-named groups are

partaken of by Students and
some have RSO status, and a
good deal of them are at least
partially beneficial in the long
run. They also may wield some
power on this campus, and
these seem like a good place to
start. There are also mainly
socially-concerned groups and
self-help and informational
agencies like the Women's
Center in Goodell. And there is

an Astronomy Club, and
groups within which you can
self-indulge in your own
particular interests. Then
there's the Third World
Alliance and Ahora — many
more, most formed by students
who found something lacking
for them or The entire com-
muflltY, end decided to do
something themselves.

And there is aiso, currently
springing from a deep felt need
on the part of many of us, a
'Jazz' Society. 'Jazz' itself is

?n improper word (origins
obscure — probably from
Jivin' Ass to J'ASS to JAZZ),
and it encompasses the music
which makes up about ninety
per cent of currently popular
forms — Afro-American Music
would be a more proper term.
To be more precise, the Jazz
Society is currently un-
dergoing a process of
RSOhood, including Budgets.
And if you want to hear the
source of the music, this is

really where one should come.
But help is needed. Contact me
or Tony Tatum, care of Bill

Hasson, Student Activities
(2nd floor Student Union, 5-

2351) — a lot should be hap-
pening, buthelp will be needed.
J really don't want to see the
Campus die, and with the help
of the Jazz Society, it should
live.

Of Course, if you can't take
the pace or place of ego of the
'big time' at UMass, there are
always things like house
councils, area councils (one for

commuters), and the like. Not
enough time or patience for the
haughtiness which often comes
with those who run central

student organizations? This
might be your best bet.

Or, if you wanna pay a little

bread for enlightenment,
Students International
Meditation Society might be
able to help, l-unny though — it

always seems that it takes a lot

of money to be officially

enlightened. What happens —
is the poor man or woman
doomed to be in the darkness
all his-her life? Frightening
thought. Well, if that thought
doesn't frighten you, may you
go to the truth and let that

frighten you.

IV. The "Infighting" or Ego
Interplay of Illusory Power

In the case of the Student
Senate, and many other of the
top RSO groups, it's not really
surprising to find a clique,

dabbling in power, or in-

fluence. Microcosm of the
larger society we have to deal
with. But the main thing to
remember is, whether or not
you stood on the Senate floor
last year, you helped — with
your money, to put these in-

stitutions in safe lodgings for
another year. And one of the
chief responsibilities is to see
that power does not blind a
person to the truth.

I do not like the Student
Government at UMass.
Speaking as a subject, I find it

disquieting that people think
they should mirror . a
bureaucracy. Imaginary
powjr, too — really now, admit
it. The main power of the
Senate lies in its funding so
that useful groups can do what
they have to do for others —
and themselves. The Board of
Trustees has the final say over
taxation of students.
Perhaps a Student Union?

It's a hope (or a curse,
depending on your viewpoint),
but unlikely for the time being,
because, if I understand a
veteran reporter of the
Collegian, the state considers
an education at UMass to be a
product. You, and I, my dear
friends, in addition to being
computer numbers, are also
the chief product of the
University of Massachusetts.
And somehow, that upsets me
very much. Thafs a long range
thing to change here, then —
unless you want to find
yourself in a supermarket,
stacked up with some inex-
pensive cuts of beef — and the
beef will be more expensive to
buy than you and two others
like you will cost. Ahhh,
volunteered slavery. In the
meantime, if you vegetate long
enough up here, you might end
up next to the potatoes, and if

you 'blip' long enough you'll be
a computer component. Go --

1

wish you realization, and I

wish you would help.

Plu« Tracy Nelson and The Mother Earth

Saturday. Feb. 23
Two Shows 7:00 and 9:30
Springfield Auditorium, Court St.

Tickets 4.50, 5.50. 6.50
Available at: CC Travel (UMass). Faces
of Earth (Arnhertt). Soundscope (Mt
Farms Mall. Hadley). It. Rgins End
'South Hadley). Mad Hatter (Holyoke),
Wax n Wane (Chkopee). or call 5K-772?
ext. 332.

SLAUGHTERHOUSE -

FIVE

After The Flowers

Celestial Suicide
Tonight
the planet exploding

unprovoked shooting star

tired of being a galactic Sysiphus
celestial suicide

Medeorites leap from Milky Way bridges
while lovers imagine there's future in

the flaring death rattle

Saturn hangs by her gaseous necklace
leaving no farewell note for

mourning astronomers
Flag waving patriots gather at Cape Kennedy

awaiting count down
ignorant of Earth slitting her equatorial throat

Cocktails in Mime

• Hng around the patio, I

vonder about your dress.
It's the color
of the sky,

but no birds deck its hollows.

(Or do you purposefully
guard the 'clink'

oi cup and saucer,
&o no malice can glitter
Ihrough?)

vAoved forward
by the candycanes
ctnd lollipops,

I sip your tea,

wvesting the words of men
nd boys.

Most probably,
a better day
vill not be found,
vhether you shine,
or your dress shines for you.

Jerome Clifford Nathanson

N f

She plucks buttercups from her
bedspread.

In the room's mist of dust
specks,

the visiting husband
pauses at the evening window,

a frame
of a pale reflection.

He is surprised at his dry
mouth

when he speaks
"That was a grea* day,
gliding

through Kew Gardens,
taking Edna out of the sun,
under the trees, and then our

picnic...

What was it? Yes... hard boiled

eggs,
cucumber sandwiches, wine

for us,

cool water for the children...

vith the children... when you
were well."

The mist thickens, like soup in

a cool

evening air;

His finger quivers along the
wallpaper:

an hysterical bee over faded
flowers.

"Do you remember the Kew
Gardens'

flowers, the colors, the colors...
These are a poor substitute;

^hy,
even the folowers on your wall

at home
are more real."

Awakened, her vacant ex-
pression hardens,

but is no less vacant-
"These flowers are real.

There were no flowers
at Kew Gardens. They were

torn up long ago.
The pond there has the stench

of dead fish

and glows with
phosphorescence of rotting
fish."

Every two months the two hour
visits ended

like this. Now he was patient,
He no longer reacted to her

remarks
with the shock of a struck

child,

but was able to return to the
mad mist

where threaded buttercups
were real.

Joseph P. Theroux

- Michele Amrich Portrait:
Graveyard

Appletree in

Snowtime

The soft drop
if flake

an flake

Glistening
white powdered sounds
fail

torching a chill

into the spine

Boiling in a sea of frozen chips
rocketing flashes fly

nto the arms

Cool white drops
crawl along the eyes

The wintered smell of mor-
phine —
how sweet its promise
how silent

ts reply

R. D. Abruzzese

Wit Stone
Winter

Carnival
1974

CAMPUS CENTER CARMh
Fritof, Febraaiy $

12:00 - 8:00

Sitirfay, F$bru*ty 9

10:00 v 4:00

Winter
Carnf
FUmsW 1974

> Sunday, y rh n
ilM&HMtp.m
'.(

. \uditorium

\dm : 7>c <
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rrrrr.
• ••* . •

Clint Eastwood in

"DIRTY HARRY"

Sunday, Feb. 10

S.U.B.

7 8 9:30

75*

T--~ -—-----

Small pink blurrs
petal to the ground
descending slowly
light pink on
dark wet green

Cold white stones
thick

in emerald carpeting

Epitaphs of coldness

Warm fragrant whisps
twirl down into

the pale light

of shade and tombstone

Wanton bones and
childless seeds
sown upon the endless
cycle of

untimely death

R.D. Abruzzese

Sophistication

Of course I couldn't tell wher
it started. But now things are
fine.

At regular intervals Thing
slow down. That's when we
rest.

I am inside something. There
must be another something
outside the first something,
know this because things
happen which we didn't think
about first.

I was a piece of the light. I

fell from it. Someday I shalJ

return, through the seven
restraining levels.

Lately I have more and more
trouble remembering about
the light.

But there is something like

the light. We get high
Sometimes we do speed, or
skag, or liquor. My mother,
that thing around me, gets us
stuff to make us feel good.
A new feeling is happening.

Sometimes I feel very, very
awful.

But I can take it because I

am getting interested in a lot of

things, and I love my mother

"O.K., I've got the money
now. But it shouldn't be such a
hassle. Abortion is just

woman's right to control her
own body."

— Joel Morse

Winter

Carnival
1974

Us Vegas Night"

Ftirtiff 9

8:00 p.m. CC. M.

, „ M 11 lAi
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theatres

ROISTER lie ISTERS RETURN
Roister Doisters Present:
5 Way Overlay
Bowker Auditorium/
Jan. 30-Feb. 3

by Michael Kostek
David Sokol
Andrew Mackenzie

The production presented
last weekend by UMass'
Roister Doisters theater group,
Five Way Overlay, turned out

to be a mixed evening both

engaging and dull, awkward
and graceful.

The "five one act plays for

the contemporary audience"
all dealt with the same
themes: alienation, actual
repulsion from society,

Liberals, Rednecks, sex, noble
sex, freedom and the almost
total lack thereof, frauda and
pseudos.

The difference, then, in the
five plays, was in their
presentation, and this is what
made the evening so uneven.
The first two were Jean-

Claude Van Itallie efforts,

Almost Like Being and I'm
Really Here. Almost Like
Being outwardly concerns a
MOR female sinqer who never
gets beyond 'almost like being'

in her life; patterned after the
song "Almost Like Being In

Love", it was interesting and
effective overall in detailing
her insensitivity. I'm Really
Here went a bit further in

actually depicting the same
giddy girl (she is a good
example of why we call women
girls) finding that her chestful
of showtunes and great USA
expectations don't mean a
thing in the face of reality.

Where Almost Like Being was
light I'm Really Here was

blunt, at times overly so. Pam
Demers gave a credible turn as
the culturally, emptily
programed Doris D. in a role
as a person all too familiar as
you see these same people each
day in every way. So it is

commendible that while Pam
didn't totally transcend the
easy manner of portraying
Doris in a normal way, (made
all the harder with the shoot-
for-the median lines), she did
interpret well enough to open
up new insights into Miss
Normal, as well as being an
effective mouthpiece for Van
Itallie's cuttinq remarks.

Easily the highlight of the
bill was Sam Shepard's
Chicago, both in the plan itself

and in Bob Tracey's glowing
performance as Stu, the main
character in this extensive look
at dreamers, doers and some
sorts of reality. Tracey's easy
going and engaging manner
made Shepard's well written
images fill the stage until we
could, along with Stu,
vicariously partake in his
descriptions about sleeping fat

men farting in trains, balding
sailors and grey-haired virgins
living in rooms entirely
covered in rugs, and a
revitilizing course in the
breath of life itself. Chicago
went by far the smoothest
although it certainly had the
simplest production, with Mr.
Tracey making things work as
smoothly as he wanted.

Unfortunately, John Guare's
Muzeeka lost some of its im-
pact as a result of its length.
Dealing with the all too
familiar themes of power,
salvation, madness, and
mediocrity, the play revolves
around the life and eventual

;SPAC£;
**\S*V»«W*M«fc»lt««ft*T

"Pont Forget Snow Sculpturing"

Dates for this Winter Carni attraction are:

Wed., Feb. 6 for entries

and

Judging is Sat., Feb. 8th

$400 in prizes

For entry forms or info contact:

RSO OFFICE
or BOB KINKEAD

at

Phi Sigma Kappa

Winter Carni 74

Old Time Film Fest

at old time prices

The Marx Bros., 3 Stooges,

Abbott & Costello, Little Rascals

in Mahar
Fri., Feb. 8

7, 9, 11

35 c

demise, disenchantment, and
suicide of one John Argue,
played respectably by Alan
Kurtz. The play shrouds
Argue's lust for power and
control in a veil of absurdity.

His incessant desire for the

power to free men back to their

Etruscan instincts through his

abilities to write and direct

Musak (the musical mar-
shmellow fluff produced by the
Muzeeka corporation)

equally absurd as is his war
buddy's (Jack Haskell) in-

vitation to Argue into a part-

nership in a sewage
eliminating firm. ("You poop
it, We scoop it".) The buddy's
desire to save the world
through eliminating its waste
(and all other problems)
furthers Guere's statement of

power. Argue's ultimate
realization of his own
mediocrity and of its existence

EVELYN LANDIS

Tel. 270-0150

CHINESE BASKET JOB

YOU LIKE ?

dominates his motivation.
Argue goes to war to escape his

problems at home. The war is

absurd, as each individual

soldier is contracted to a
specific television network and
can't fight in battles covered
by non-syndicated stations.
The war ends suddenly with a
P. A. announcement cancelling
it. Argue's perverse sexual
fantasies and his encounter
with a prostitute (who works
from a suspended bakset and
performs 'basket jobs') are

all around him leads him to his

final act against himself.
Credible acting and impressive
lighting give continuity to this

choppy and sometimes
redundant play.

"it Fell Right Over''

As all faithful followers of

Your Sacred Cowboy know, I

am basically a reviewer of

music. I usually restrict my
coverage of theatrical events

to food fights, the 'bedpan'

shift at the Bluewall, and the

old cellophane-under-the-toi-

let-seat trick. However, this

particular invitation (Read:

threat) from my editor fell

within my sphere of

knowledge, by some miracle

(said sphere having ap-

proximately the same cir-

cumferance as your average
bagel), and I gladly accepted.

There is only one person on

the Famous Name staff and
possibly in my entire circle of

acquaintances (Remember
that bagel?) who knows more
about the Firesign Theater

than I do, and for him I have
some good news and some bad
news; The good news is that

you weren't out in the audience
with me, watching the travesty

of actors mumbling and
bumbling through one of our

favorite Firesign classics with

no apparent knowledge of its

significance, making worthless

the inventive staging and
lighting that went into this

production. The bad news is

that you weren't in the
audience because you were
backstage, directing this

furshlugginer bomb.
Proctor & Bergman in three

weeks, David. Let's see how
the pro's do it, right?

Your Sacred Cowboy

Winter Carni' Music
1974

Friday — Feb. 8

8:00 and 10:00 p.m.

S.U.B.

Admission:
$1.00-5 College Stud.

11.50- Non-Students

The Webster Lewis Soul /
and Funk Revue /

and ^
The National Center X.

Mime Company ^v

nd Tbt Poittttt Dartstriiif Bind \

Saturday — Feb. 9

7:30 and 11:00p.m.

S.L.B.

Admission: $2.50

V
/\\

\
V

Tickets available Mon.-Fri.

C.C. Concourse, 10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

ADULTS ONLY ! [

Due to an unhappy childhood,

A few broken marriages, and an
over active pituitary gland, she had an:

"AFFAIR IN RIO

DE JANIERO"
LATE SHOW

AMHERSTtV**
AMITY ST. 253-5426
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by John Dean
What Makes Stewy Run

The Ballroom lights

appeared to be dimmed
somewhat being in the middle

of what some call a crisis. The
chairs were slowly filled with

moving bodies quietly, almost
solemnly taking their positions

facing the solitary elevated

podium. Capacity was not

quite reached as the middle-

aged mid-westerner entered

the room. The crowd sat

lifeless as he carefully

removed his glasses and began
his ascent toward the podium.
After a. rather inarticulate

introduction which included a

reading of events which this

semester would bring (in-

cluding a loud cheer at the

mention that Moe Howard was
coming to UMass) and a Who's
Who rundown on the speaker,

the speech began.

From Congressman to

Secretary of the Interior, to

I
writer, and finally tonight to

poet, Stewart Udall had moved
quite a distance. "We are

coming to the end of the

petroleum age. We may have
come to the end of the line as

far as the kind of growth we've
had. We've reached the point

where we have to make big

changes. We are the energy
gluttons of all times. Maybe we
should declare those great

buildings" (meaning the great

skyscrapers which use up
large amounts of energy to

keep them hot and cold) "and

the superjet port as
monuments to an arrogant
age. One third to one half of the
energy we use is wasted. We're
not only going to have to cut
back, but change our values."
What has led this seemingly
placid man to make such
seemingly radical statements?
Or are they radical?

was given by many gove-n
mental agencies and major oil

companies. We (meaning
everyone from the common
laborer to the oil producer)
continued through the late

sixties and early seventies to

squander our resources and
increase our growth. You and I

continued to drive our gas

guzzling machines, you and I

continued to demand more
lights, you and I continued to

demand rooms heated to

seventy five degrees, you and I

continued to ignore an im-

pending crisis which has
arrived.
A very interesting point

which has almost become an
obsession with many "en-
vironmentally aware" in-

dividuals is a desire to return
to the past, when times were
"better". Surely if our present
situation does not satisfy, our
past will suffice. Mr. Udall
called for people to get their

homes and their work places
together "as they were thirty

years ago". We have to slow
down, "live simpler" com-
ments the Secretary. For one
who claims to be an idealist

these statements and the
general thought pattern they
contain may be logical and
well thought out, but for one

The Energy Crisis began
long before Stewart Udall
became Secretary of the
Interior. It gained minor
recognition from the so called
"Ecological Crisis" which this

country began to notice after
the printing of Rachael Car-
son's Silent Spring in 1962. By
the middle and late sixties, the
Ecological Crisis was in full

blossom. Housewives to

politicians, everyone's con-
sciousness was raised at least

an eyebrow. Conservation of

resources was one of the main
themes to which lip service

NOW SHOWING
AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUS &H4M14,
RT 9HADLEY IN ZAYRES SHOPPING CNTR 256-6411

ALL NEW SUNDAY
BUFFET

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Featuring Steamship Round of

Roast Beef with chef carving

$4.05 - $4.50

including dessert

and beverage

HELD OVER!
X-RATED

DOUBLE FEATURE

Roar with

"THE
CHEERLEADERS"

at 7:16 I 10:00

- PLUS -

"FRITZ THE CAT"

at 8:35 only

The 1st episode

of "THE SHADOW"
DOrT MISS IT!

at 7:15 only

- PLUS -
Katharine Hepburn
A Sponeor Tracy in

"The PHILADELPHIA!
STORY"

at 8:35 only

PLUS "1000 CLOWNS'
at 7:35 only

uAn outrageous, inventive, funny,
excessive film. No one can claim

to have seen anything like it before."
-Paul D. Zimmerman, Newsweek

THE GRANDE B0DFFE
"An unusual and daring

film."-V'/7/age Voice

Fii\e i\ris €oui\eil
BALLET THEATRE FOUNDATION

Presents

«i^H
wmMmk^igM

Friday and Saturday

February 8 & 9

BOWKER AUDITORIUM 8 p.m.
Tickets UM-A students $1.50 Others $3.00

Box Office 125 Herter Hall Phone 545-0202

'One of the most
fascinating and funny
hlms of recent months
a tour de force in its

explorations of lusts

and greed unbridled

and sensualities

/ampant." -ludnh Crist.

New York Magazine

PREMIERE
AREA

SHOWING

7:15

19:30

RATED X

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES
ALL SEATS

STARTS FEB. 13

POLLANSKY'S
MACBETH"

A "REPULSION"

Soft**'

who ( like Mr. Udall) claims to

be a realist, these seem to be
merely pipe dreams to
alleviate the energy problem.
It seems unrealistic to believe
that the American people will

be willing to travel slower and
less in the coming years, but
then who thought that people
would be willing to drive fifty-

five miles per hour on high-

ways?
Someone once said that a

good politician seldom losses

his-her touch and this is cer-

tainly true of Mr. Udall. If it

had been another day and
another crowd, one might
easily have mistaken the
former Secretary's per-

formance as a political speech
by a politician looking for

votes. His comments on
nationalizing the railroads,
moving back to our cities, and
turning the Houston Space
Center into an Energy Center
seemed to overgeneralize
populist slogans. The only
things which were lacking
were the bumper stickers and
the picture buttons of a smiling
face. It is very interesting to

observe the many innovations
a politician without any power
has.

The question and answer
period which followed the
prepared text' sounded more
like a press conference than
what it was supposed to be. He
bobbed and weaved on many
questions which he was either

unfamiliar with or just didn't

want to commit himself on.

Why for instance, after telling

the audience about the many
dangers implicit in the use of

nuclear energy, did he fail to

endorse Ralph Nader's call for

a moratorium on nuclear
energy development? Why,
when asked to reveal his

sources on his statement that

the United States at present
has only eight years supply of

oil left, did he hedge and finally

refuse to make known the
author of the figures? He's not

a politician anymore or is he?
One wonders what makes
Udall run. Is it the money? The
fame? Or because he
profoundly believes that he has
an important message to

deliver? When asked about his

future, Mr. Udall replied that

he was a wandering Gypsy
having fun.

The crisis in energy is one
which we will face for many
years to come and will touch
upon everyone's life be he rich

or poor. There is definitely a
need for "wandering Gypsy's"
to notify the public of the

dangers they are facing, but

there will be little fun in ac-

tually getting the job done.

USED CLAY
POTS

THE POTS

& PLANTS

SHOP
Open Daily ft

SUNDAYS

(10:30 - 2:30)

274 N. Pleasant St.

Basement Shop

<Z>>
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Weekend
compiled by Arthur Levine

American Graffiti

This film is more than just another nostalgic

look into the 50's. It grapples with the very real

difficulties of growing up and finding a niche
for oneself in the adult world. The film recounts
the exploits of four friends on the night before
they are to go their separate ways; some to

college, others to continue to haunt the local

street corners. There's a lot of fun and good
music, but also some interesting studies of

American youth. Mountain Farms Mall.

The Big Sleep (1946)

The Howard Hawkes adaptation of the novel

by Raymond Chandler, set in the same mold as
the Maltese Falcon. It's Bogart and Bacall at
their best, with an endless barrage of sexual
banter and barbed retorts. The plot defies

comprehension, yet for ail its confusion it

remains one of the slickest detective thrillers

ever made. Globe Northampton
The Circus — Charles Chaplin, 1928

The Circus was made just after Chaplin's
huge success with THE GOLD RUSH the
previous year. Despite his mother's death and
an impending divorce from his second wife,

Chaplin resisted the temptation to try and
outdo his previous accomplishments and prove
himself. THE CIRCUS is a modest film com-
pared to the later features but has been
described by nearly everyone who sees it as "a
little gem". Much ignored in the Chaplin
ouevre, it will come as a surprise to those
unfamiliar with the early Chaplin features that
the Master could move so swiftly from the 2-

reelers into the feature length. It is a fine,

funny film. Playing with THE CIRCUS is

Chaplin's THE IMMIGRANT an early short.

Thompson 104, 6, 8, 10 p.m. Monday, Feb. 11.

Brother of the Wind
An outdoor adventure film about the friend-

ship of one man and four wolves. Academy of

Music
Cheerleaders
Rated X. A behind the scenes glimpse into

the trials and tribulations of cheer leading The
ioys, the heartbreaks, the ups the downs, and
then some more of the ups and downs. Campus
Cinemas

The Cocoanuts (1929)

The Marx Brothers
Farms Mall

Monkey Business (1931)

Groucho, Chico, and Harpo are stowaways on

a ship. Great comedy with some hysterical love

scenes. Mountain Farms Mall

Papillon
Steve McQueen and Dustin Hoffman star in

this epic adventure film, based on the memoirs
of the late Henri Charriere, who at the age of 25

was sentenced to a life of hard labor in the

French penal colony in Guiana. Unlike most

protagonists in this age of the anti-hero,

McQueen displays all the virtues which enable

him to overcome what appear to be in-

surmountable hardships and achieve freedom.

Sometimes the flashbacks to Charrieres
younger days in Paris appear obtuse, still the

superb acting of McQueen and the sheer

fascination with his struggle for freedom, save

the film from mediocrity. Showcase Cinemas,

West Springfield

The Petrified Forest (1936)

Originally a Broadway play, starring Leslie

Howard, Bette Davis, and Humphrey Bogart.

Later brought to the screen by Warner
Brothers with the original cast intact, uogie
plays an escaped murderer who holds a group
of helpless travelers hostage until he can make
his escape across the border. It's a rarely
released film and one well worth seeing if only

for Bogie. Globe Northampton
Philadelphia Story (1940)

"This glossy cocktail comedy, not without its

serious points, stands out os by far the most
adult and successful film of its type. Adapted
by Donald Ogden Stewart from the play by
Philip Barry, it stars Katherine Hepburn in her

stage role as Tracy Lord the idle rich heiress

with the wrong kind of standards; Cary Grant

as C.K. Dexter Haven, her ex husband, James
Stewart as Macaulay Connor, her would-be

next." Campus Cinema

4X)N

first film. Mountain

Dirty Harry (1972)

Clint Eastwood chases a psychopathic
murderer through alleys of San Francisco. Not
very much on suspense, but for those who love
blood and guts, this is the film. Some emotional
relationships are thrown in so as not to make
Harry seem too dirty. Student Union Ballroom,
Sunday, Feb. 10

The Don is Dead
Another Mafia film dealing with three

families and their bloody battles. Mountain
Farms Mall
The Exorcist
A hair-raising horror show, based on the

work by William Blatty. It deals with the
possession of a young girl by demonic spirits

and subsequent exorcism. Recommended for
those who like to dabble in the occult and-or are
strong of stomach. Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield.

Fritz the Cat
The first feature length X -rated animation.

Campus Cinemas
The Godfather (1972)

One of the most talked about films of recent
years and winner of numerous Oscars. Marlon
Brando and Al Pacino head an extraordinarily
realistic cast. At the Calvin, Northampton
Intolerance (1916)

"D.W. Griffiths epic, film, sub-titled 'Loves
Struggle Through the Ages," is a sentimentally

conceived look into the intolerance of four

separate periods of history. The film moves
continually from one period to another, with
frenzied cross-cutting at the end. The spectacle

of the Babylon sequence is on a massive scale,

but the public was confused and the film was
long considered a commercial failure."
University Film Series, Thompson 102

Magnum Force
Clint Eastwood still chasing murderers

through the streets of San Francisco. He's not

quite as sadistic, but dirty nonetheless.

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield

Sanjuro
This Japanese film directed by Kurosawa

(Samurai, Red Beard, and Ikiru), is about

seven young rebels against corruption. They

are joined by Sanjuro, an experienced

Samurai, played by Toshiro Mifune, seen in

Yojimbo. English sub-titles. Campus Center

Auditorium, Feb. 10, 7 and 9

Serpico
Al Pacino plays an honest cop, who blows the

whistle on police curruption in New York. A
dramatically explosive film that documents

Serpicos fight for his integrity and his life.

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield

Siddhartha
Based on Herman Hesse novel. It's the story

of a young Brahmin in search of truth and

knowledge. Beautifully photographed and fine

musical score. Mountain Farms Mall

Slaughterhouse Five

The very successful novel by Kurt Vonnegut,

turned into the not so successful film. Campus
Center Auditorium, Friday, Feb. 8 at 7, 9, 11.

Sleeper
Allen is the writer, director and star of this

new film which finds him awakening in the

year 2173 after being frozen for 200 years when
an operation for an ulcer went amiss. The

futuristic satire is full of the usual Allen sight

gags and slapstick. Showcase Cinemas, West

Springfield
Sounder (1972)

' A moving story about a family of black
sharecroppers in the Deep South during the
Depression. The film shockingly exposes the
ignorance and hatred of white society, that was
so prevalent. Beautiful photography as well as
Oscar nominated performances by Cicely
Tyson and Paul Winfield, make for a
memorable experience. Sound track by Taj
Mahal. Sage Hall Smith College, Sat., Feb. 9, at

7:30 and 930
The Sting *

Newman and Redford excel as a pair of con
men operating in Chicago about the time of the
Depression. It's an authentic look into the
thirties with a lot of good era music thrown in.

For sheer entertainment it can't be beat.
Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield

Stolen Kisses (1968)

The film by Francois Truffaut, starring Jean
Pierre Leaud, the young boy of 400 Blows,
grown up. It's the story of a young man just out
of the army, who is eager to begin life, but isn't

sure in what direction he should head. Won-
derfully impromtu acting as well as Truffauts

warm feelings for people, make for an un-

forgettable viewing experience. Sponsored by
the Amherst Film Co-op, Merrill Science
Center Amherst College
Thousand Clowns (1965)

Jason Robards plays the part of a non-
conformist ex television screenplay writer,
living in New York with his nephew. As well as
battling the Child Welfare Bureau, who
Ihreaten to take his nephew from him. He must
battle the absurdity of life in the city merely to

keep his sanity. A film well worth viewing if

only for Robards clownish wise cracks and
impossible logic. Campus Cineams
Three Stooges Film Festival
Five Three Stooges Films, featuring the

original Curly will be shown Saturday, Feb. 9,

in Mahar Auditorium. The films are: Men in

Black, Pardon My Scotch, Horses Collars, Hoi
Polloi, and Restless Nights
What's Up Doc (1972)
This is Peter Bogdanovichs attempt to

recapture the success of the screwball
comedies of the thirties, but it doesn't quite
make it. Its resemblance to Howard Hawks
"Bringing up Baby" is obvious, but Ryan
O'Neal and Barbara Streisand cannot imitate
Grant and Hepburn. There are many sub-plots
and a lot of action, but little real comedy
Playing at the S.U.B. Feb. 14, along with
"Hollywood in the Ws.

Concerts & Local Music
UMASS

Ballet Rep. Company— Feb. 8 & 9,

Bowker Auditorium
Jo-Jo Players— Feb. 12, Bowker
Auditorium
Van CM burn Competition Winner
(Michael James Houstoun), Feb. 13 &
14, Bowker Auditorium
Alwin Nikolais Dance Theatre— Feb 22
& 23, Bowker Auditorium
All above concerts are sponsored by
The Fine Arts Council.

Bonnie Raitt - Feb. 9 (sold out)

SMITH
Richie Havens — Feb. 23

SPRINGFIELD
Canned Heat— i-" irewater — Feb. 15,

Municipal Auditorium
Earl Scruggs Revue—Tracy Nelson

A Mother Earth - Municipal
Auditorium, Feb. 23

BOSTON

Flamingos—Feb. 8-10, Paul's Mall
James Montgomery Band-Chris
Rhodes—Feb. 8 & 9, Pertormance
Center
Eric Weisberg A Deliverance—Feb. 8
& 9, Performance Center 1

1

Blue Magic—Feb. 8-10, Sugar Shack
Wendy Wa Wman Ed Hoistrein—Feb 8

10, Passim Cotfeeshop
Horace Silver— Feb. 8-10, Jazz
Workshop
Pharoah Sanders—Feb. 11-17, Jazz
Workshop
Independent—Feb. 11-17, Sugar Shack
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band—Feb. 11-13,

Performance Center
Water Richard Johnson— Feb. 12,

Passim Coffeeshop
Canned Heat—Feb. 12-14, Joe's Place

Sweat Pie—Feb. 12 & 19, Burke's Place

Papa John Creach—Feb. 12-16, Per-

formance Center II

Miles Davis—Feb. 13-17, Paul's Mall

Bob McCarthy-Harry Steele—Feb. 14-

17, Passim Coffeeshop
David Bromberg— Feb. 1416, Per-

formance Center
Yes—Feb. 26, Boston Garden
Linda Ronstadt-Jackson Browne-
Mar. 1, Orpheum
Dave Mason—Mar. 2—Orpheum

LOCAL MUSIC

That New Band In Town — Feb. 13,

The Pub.

Some of My Best Friends — Feb. 8 &
9, The Pub.
Sweet Basil — Feb. 8 ft 9, T.O.C.
llth House with Larry Coryell , Feb.

13, 14, 15, The Rusty Nail
Seagull — Feb. 8 & 9, The Hatch
Frisco and the Killers — Feb. 8 & 9,

The Bluewall

Silverspoon — Feb. 8 & 9, The Rusty
Scupper
Firewater— Feb. 8, 9, 10, The Rusty

Nail

Daddy Long legs — Feb. 11, The
Rusty Nail

Mitch Chakour and the Mission Band
— Feb. 12, The Rusty Nail

John Morgan — Feb. 11, The Pub
D. J. — Feb. 9, The Pub.
Doc Sullivan — Feb. 14, Feb. 9, The

Pub
Hickory — Feb. 8 & 9, Quicksilver

Williams and Vallim — Feb. 11 8* 12,

Quicksilver

Noontide — Feb. 13 & 14, Quicksilver

Brian O'Connor — Feb. 13, Rusty
Nail

So as you den up this winter,

with fire lit rather than snug

under white fur, think of the

polar bear and hope for his

survival up there under the

northern lights.
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"it's a little bit f"nny
this feeling inside

i'm not one of those

who can easily hide..."
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Odd and even
starts today

BOSTON ( AP) — Motorists whose license plates end in odd numbers
were expected to pull up to gasoline pumps this morning as Massa-
chusetts embarked on a voluntary gasoline rationing program. Drivers
whose plates end in even numbers are asked to stay away until Tuesday.

The plan, announced by Gov. Francis W. Sargent last week, calls for

the alternate-day gasoline sales depending on license plate numbers, a

minimum $3 purchase and color-coded flags to indicate whether a station

is pumping gas.

A green flag indicates gas is available to eligible motorists, a yellow
flag means gas is available only to emergency and commercial vehicles

and a red flag indicates no gas is available.

Out-of-state vehicles, except those operated by resident students and
commuters, and vehicles operated by salesmen and physicians are
exempt from the voluntary regulations. Emergency and commercial
vehicles are also exempt.

Verani said Friday the state will be watching the effectiveness of the

plan. He said Sargent is prepared, if necessary, to file fair practices

legislation aimed at abuses, such as favoritism for regular customers.

< Statf Photo - (iroriie Withers I

SHOOT THE CRAP! It was a hectic money-mad scene at Las Vegas Night and
the (play) money changed hands in a hurry.

iHere come de fruit...

Here come de yogurt...

Bv KAREN LYNCH
MDC Staff

There will be no blast of trumpets and no red carpet
when the People's Market makes its debut of the
semester today.

There will be a whole lot of people, though, who
have anxiously awaited this grand opening.
But what is the People's Market, you say?
Well, according to Buffy Weissman, one of the

coordinators, the idea behind the market is to provide
the best prices possible, and a friendly atmosphere
very different than that of a supermarket.
The Market is two small rooms on the second floor

of the Student Union building, behind the Cape Cod
Lounge.

It is a non-profit organization based on the
cooperative system, staffed by students for students.
Mark-ups are made according to an approximation

of upcoming expenses, and money left after the usual
bills are paid goes towards covering the expenses of
the people who work there, and maybe, with luck,
towards a new refrigerator.

Most of the produce and dairy products will be there
today, some will not drift in till the end of the week.
The Market's hours are Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30 and Sat.

12-5.

P.S. Volunteers are needed!

UMass woman graduates from ROTC
By LARRY CARPMAN

MDC Staff

Pat Wojtas graduated a little differently than any other woman in the

history of Massachusetts.

Ms. Wojtas, in commissioning ceremonies held Saturday in Dickinson
Hall, became the first woman to graduate from ROTC in the history of the
Commonwealth. When she entered as a freshman there were four other
girls with her, she said. "The other three dropped out after a while, she
said, but now there are thirteen women in the ROTC program."

Also at the commissioning was former chancellor Oswald Tippo. Tippo,

who presented the commissioning address, is now a Commonwealth
Professor of Botany at UMass.
Frank Wojtas, Pat's father said that his daughter's decision to join

ROTC came as no surprise to him.
"She does pretty much what she wants anyway, he said, and if this is

what she wanted -good." Wojtas, himself an Air Force veteran, is a
farmer in Chelmsford.

Ms Wojtas. who is also a part-time gasoline station attendant in

Chelmsford, said that she went through the "same thing any guy would in

his four years."

"People were getting out of school with no jobs, she said and ROTC
seemed to pay well." She will receive over $600 a month as a Second
Lieutenant

Ms. Wojtas in speaking about the presence of ROTC on college cam-
puses said "people should have the chance to take ROTC courses -no one
is forcing them to take any courses."

On March 17. Ms. Wojtas will enter active duty at Kessler Air Force
Base in Mississippi, attending the Air Force Communications Officer

School

Tippo. who was introduced to the audience hy Colonel Paul H Fisher as

"one of our strong supporters throughout the years", spoke of the days

when he was "in the cavalry." at the Massachusetts School of

Agriculture, and game a brief history of ROTC on the UMass campus

'Stall I'hoio • (hmii-kp WithrrM

Pat Wojtas has her Second Lieutenant bars pinned on by her brothers, Peter
(left) and Charles.
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Getting in on the fund
By SHARON HUGHES

Money from the largest scholarship fund in the history of Western

Massachusetts may not be available to most UMass students.

The decision depends on how the trustees of the fund interpret the in-

tention of the man who established the fund in his will. Did he mean to

include nine month residents of western Mass. as scholarship recipients?

The $3,000,000 scholarship fund has been left by a Russian born doctor

who practiced medicine in the Springfield area, it was announced Friday

by the Third National Bank of Hampden County, which was named
trustee.

Dr. James Z. Naurison designated in his will that more than $150,000 in

college scholarships be given each year to worthy men and women in

Western Massachusetts and Enfield and Suffield, Conn", said President

of the bank Wilson Brunei.

Dr. Naurison, a cardiologist, was born in Kiev, Russia, on Feb. 12, 1888.

He came to America in 1891 and graduated from the Tufts Medical

School.

The will states, "My reason for confining these scholarships to

residents of the area enumerated is that most of the patients whom I have

treated in my practice of medicine have come from these areas," bank
officials said.

He was a physician at many hospitals in this area including Mercy in

Springfield; Wing Memorial in Palmer, Mary Lane in Ware and the

Monson State Hospital.

Students may claim the town they live in while attending college as

their legal residence for voting purposes. However, Brunei said

yesterday the bank doesn't know if students who aren't permanent
residents n( ibis area will be eligible for a scholarship. The decision, he

Five-college

astronomy

is looking up
By MARSHA VENUTI

The next step in the present

endeavor to improve the Five-

College astronomy department
will be the construction of a

millimeter wave radio telescope

that will be the country's most
sensitive in its frequency range.

Professor G. Richard Huguenin,

director of the Five-College Radio

Astronomy Observatory which was
established in 1969, is the principal

investigator for the new facility.

"When completed this will be the

largest facility of its kind in the

country and will make the

University of Massachusetts one of

the most important university

radio astronomy centers in the

U.S.," Huguenin said.

The telescope will be built by
students and faculty and will be

located at the site of the Five-

College Radio Astronomy Ob-
servatory in the Quabbin Reser-

vation. Only the antenna system
will be built outside the Five-

College department. It will be built

outside the Five-College depart-

ment. It will be built by the

Electronics Space Systems Corp.

of Concord, Massachusetts.

The National Science Foundation
has announced an initial grant of

$252,000 for the first year of the

project, total federal funding is

expected to be $750,000 over the

next three years, with matching
support from the five colleges.

UMass aid is expected to reach

$400,000, including salaries and
equipment, according to Huguenin.

Huguenin said that although it

will take three years for the

telescope to become fully

operational, it will be in use after

about two years.

"We have just gotten the money
and are busy with the plans,"

Huguenin said in a Collegian in-

terview. "We have started to build

in the lab but we'll wait until spring

before we begin work on the site."

He said that more than half of the

project is uuiiuuig electronics.

Huguenin explained that he
came out to UMass with a group of

engineers from Harvard in 1968

with the understanding that they

would set up an observatory which
would improve the Five-College

astronomy department. They
started to build in 1969 and the

observatory went into operation in

1970, he said.

"The millimeter wave radio

telescope is the next step to im-

prove the department," Huguenin
said. "This facility will exploit the

new developments in astronomy
that are the most exciting right

now."
Hugeunin said that there are two

main areas which will be opened
up to Five-College students by the

new telescope. He said that they

will be able to study how stars are
formed, and how complicated
organic molecules which are "the

precursors of life" are formed.
"Normally, matter in space was

believed to be thin and unin-

teresting," Huguenin said. "But
now there is evidence that there

are regions in space where matter
is congregating. With the telescope

we will be able to study these

areas," he said.

Millimeter wave lengths are the

shortest of the radio spectrum and
will be used to detect the faint

signals of interstellar molecules.
When these molecules are bom-
barded by radiation from stars

they radiate waves at charac-
teristic frequencies that can be
detected with radio telescopes.

One component of the telescope

will be a series of maser receivers

to be developed by Professor K.
Sigfrid Yngvesson and the
Quantum Electronics Group at the

UMass Department of Electrical

and Computer Engineering.
Yngvesson began development of a
super-sensitive maser design for

use with short wavelength radio in

1971 at UMass, with support from
the National Science Foundation.
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said will be made by the bank's Trust Department which is managing the

fund.

According to the law, when details of a will are vague, the trustees have

the power to interpret the will, said UMass Attorney for Students Kichara

S. Howland. They must decide what the intent of the donor was when ne

drew up the will, then carry out his wishes.

"Naurison's intention was to help out those families who made him a

wealthy man by returning the money to him," Brunei said.

If the trustees make the decision, they may seek a court ruling or an

outsider who thinks he has standing can sue the court for a court opinion,

Howland said.

The maker of a will can stipulate requirements (including residency)

for the recipients Howland said, as long as the requirements are within

their constitutional limits.

The will states that scholarships should average between $500 and $1000

and no scholarship be less than $250, bank officials said.

Application forms will be sent to the 80 Western Mass. and Suffield and

Enfield, Conn, high schools and college by Feb. 18, the bank said.

Applications will also be available at the main branch in Springfield in

care of the Trust Department.
The Trust Department will select recipients on the basis of need and

academic standing, according to Brunei. Residents of Hampden,

Franklin, Hampshire and Berkshire counties plus those Connecticut

towns are eligible to apply.

Naurison was a fellow of the American College of Physicians, Academy
International of Medicine, American College of Chest Physicians and the

American Geriatrics Society. He was also the author of two volumes on

medicine.

Yoga:

window from within
By E. PATRICK McQUAID

Amid the mass confusion and
pele-mele chaos of our present day,

crisis-ridden world, Veronica
Narzilli has found a place where
she can retreat to "serene and
gentle quiescence": Within.

"Some people ask me all the

time, "Do you really get high doing

it?" states Veronica.

"They don't understand that it's

a way of life..it's a different kind of

high. A lot of people get high

playing tennis," she continues, "or

jogging in the morning..Like the

long distance runner; he was the

last man and he was the first man.
He was aware of his position; his

head was in a good direction."

A senior transfer student,

Veronica first learned of Yoga
while studying English at Wor-
cester State College where it was
being offered as a Phys Ed class.

Continuing her studies on a night

school basis, her interests led to

taking other related courses such
as Ballet and Modern Dance.
Last semester Veronica con-

ducted her first class in Yoga and

both she and her students found it

to be quite rewarding. Asking her

what she tries to relate to her

pupils, Veronica replied:

"It depends on what their energy
is geared to. I can only show you
what's there to be shown. There
are all kinds of possibilities."

Yoga is both a science and an
art. The technological viewpoint

involves physical mastery of the

body and controlled, disciplined

breathing. This is known as Hatha
Yoga.
A more serious and complicated

study of Yoga involves solemn
meditation: self mastery, mind
over matter, and total awareness.
Although originating in the East,

Yoga is quite applicable to anyone
who wishes to examine his inner
self regardless of creed or
nationality. It is, as Veronica put
it, "Beyond ritual religion; it

doesn't commit you to an
established way of thought. You
can believe in something without
calling it religion."

In short, Yoga is spiritual
freedom.
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Southwest

discusses

night spot

By STEVE TETREAULT
MDC Staff

A memorandum released
recently by John Corker, Director
of the Campus Center, proposed
the establishment of a rathskellar
operation in Southwest.

The memo, sent to Dr. John
Hunt, SW Director, & Larry St.

Cyr, President of the Southwest
Assembly, stated, "The relative

remoteness of the Southwest Area
to the Town Of Amherst and to the

rest of the campus, together with

its large body of population,
justifies the rathskellar concept in

this area and its ability to support
this type of operation."

In January, 1973, 450 Southwest
students took part in a marketing
study to determine the feasibility

of a nightspot in the area. Ninety-
eight percent indicated that they
would support such an operation.

The study further recommends
that the nightspot be operated by
Campus Center Food Services,

Beverage Division, since "The
Campus Center Food Service has
had several years of experience in

the successful operation of this

type of beverage facility and is the

most suited agency for the plan-

ning operation of an additional

facility on campus."

The Campus Center would pay
$30,000 yearly rent to Residence
Hall Food Services for the use of

parts of Hampden Dining Com-
mons, which is partially vacant at

present.

A further $15,000 would be
budgeted for entertainment, under
the advisement of a Southwest
Student Board.
According to the memo, the

rathskellar operation would be
similar in price structure to the
Blue Wall, but would serve beer
and wine only.
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SGA meet for reorganization
By MARSHA VENUTI

Two of a series of meetings to

reorganize the constitution of the
Student Government Association
were held Saturday and Sunday.
The aim is to make the SGA into a
better organization more capable
of handling the problems of the
student body.

High upon the list of issues to be
discussed by the committee is

ways to increase student par-
ticipation in governance.

Other issues to be discussed will
include minority and women
representation, merger of the
undergraduate and graduate
senates, election of a student
trustee representing this new
group, the powers of the
presidency and senate and area
governments, and the applicability
of a labor union model for the SGA.
Students representing both the

undergraduates and graduates
attended the meetings. The series

of meetings is expected to end in

March, according to SGA president
Nick Apostola, at which time the

committee will present their
proposal (s) to the entire student
body for discussion.

Collegian Staff Photo Meeting

Tuesday 7:30 p.m.

All must attend!

What
a deal!

UNDERGRADUATE

COMMUTERS.

If you would like a locker,

please sign up on the

bulletin board outside of

the Commuter Lounge.

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page

Send for your up-to date, 160-page
mail order catalog. Enclose $1 00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSIST\NCUNC
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE »2

LOS ANGELES, CALIF 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

By MICHAEL E. C. GERY
The extraordinary combination

of two royal straight flushes in one
deal occurred late Friday night
during a poker game held in

Thatcher Hall. Unofficial odds
against such a combination are
over 422 billion to one.
Jim Dello-Russo, a Brown

University student, won the hand
with a royal flush in spades (10-J-

Q-K-A). It is the best possible
poker hand that can be drawn from
a 52-card deck.
UMass student Peter Kowalski

lost to Dello-Russo since his royal
flush was in diamonds.

Winter Carnival was here
Let's hear it

CheCK for frozen knuckles
By EDWARD MISCH

Senior Chess Master Norman
Weinstein took on 33 opponents

simultaneously in an exhibition

match in the Campus Center

yesterday. He lost to only one

opponent.

That was to junior Mark
Andreoli, a physical ducation

major who has been playing

chess for three years. Andreoli,

By BONNIE ASSELIN
The winter night drudgeries of snow sculpture making proved lucrative

for Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity and Kirk Grim.
They each won a $200 first prize donated by the Gillette Company in this

year's Winter Carnival Snow Sculpture Contest. Phi Sigma Kappa's
sculpture entitled, "The Hot One," won in the Greek category and Grim's.
"Sportsman of the Year," won in the residential or commuter category.
The Greek Council Activities Committee with chairman Bob Kinkead

sponsored the event with the assistance of the Gillette Company. The
sculptures under the theme, "The World of Sports," were judged
Saturday.

The Greek Council awarded a 100 second prize in their division to

"Sammy on Ice, Double Edge Blades," a sculpture by Sigma Alpha Mu
Fraternity. Third place, a trophy, went to Iota Gamma Upsilon Sorority

for their sculpture, "Stubble Stopper." The other winners will also

receive trophies provided by the Greek Council in addition to their cash
arizes.

An account of the sights and sounds at the judging scenes:

"Notice the forward motion," stressed Barry Sherman and Jim
McDonough of Phi Sigma Kappa to the judges. The two were largely

responsible for making their "secretariat", a winning horse. It's

helmeted driver, wearing red and green lunged forward in the racing

tradition. Judges walked slowly around in a small arena, surveying the

horse, frozen in a gallop.

Greg Forbush, the Gillette Company representative, expressed ap-

preciation. "I'm very pleased with the turnout, the enthusiasm...the

frozen knuckles."

In all, 20 Greeks and independents participated in the contest. There
were Butterfield's eskimo ice-fishing, Chadbourne's ski jump and Sigma
Phi Epsilon's match between right guard and brand x, "Protect Your-
self".

(Staff Photo - Jim Pappas)

Norman Weinstein
pushing black, played a

Sicilian defense until the 15th

move when he "started to ad-

lib."

It was sweet victory for

Andreoli who considers
Weinstein one of the nation's

top five chess players. "I sort

of idolize him," Andreoli said

after his win.

He said Weinstein could
defeat him with relatively little

trouble in a head-on match.
There were four draws.

Those were to freshman math
major Milt Watt; Patrick
Mullen, a sophomore
philosophy major; Peter
Feeney, a graduate student in

public health; and Michael
Majka, who works in Ware.
The 23-year old Weinstein

has been competing in U.S.

Chess Federation tournaments
for ten years and recently won
the U.S. Chess Open com-
petition, above seven hundred
other entries.

The Senior Master has been
making his living playing chess

since he received his Master's

degree in Math from Brandeis
University. Weinstein plays
one or two exhibition matches
weekly and finds it exhausting.

The 5'10", 175 pound, sports

figure exercises to stay in

shape.

The touring that Weinstein

makes his living by helps keep
him in practice so he can hope
to advance his tenth ranked
standing in the country.
Weinstein, who achieved the

level of Master at age sixteen,

has 2500 U.S. Chess Federation

points and is one of the twenty-

five Senior Masters in the

United States.

A resident of Alston, Mass.,

he finds that he spends most of

his time in cities where he

attends tournaments or gives

exhibitions at schools.

To exemplify what publicity

could do for the sport, Wein-

stein said that the membership
of the U.S. Chess Federation

doubled when Bobby Fischer

received notariaty with his

tempermenta! antics.
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The dealer deals.

Hit me!
By MIKE KNEELAND

All that was missing were the

can-can dancers swinging their

skirts through the smoke-filled

room and a shoot-out over a poker
game.

Other than that, Saturday's Las
Vegas night lacked nothing.

Most of the players were fighting

the odds at the black-jack tables.

One man lost $10,000 on the flip of a

ten which "should have" been an
eight. He threw his cards
disgustingly as if the money were
worth its face value.

In one corner of the Campus
Center Auditorium a woman
placed $5,000 on black and won. In

back of the roulette wheel, on the

wall, were posters saving "If Your

Check Bounces. So Will You," and
"Check All Dice and Firearms
Here."
On stage a piano player honkey-

tonked ragtime tunes that would
have sent Wyatt Earp's spurs
clinckin'. Doc Holiday would have
been disappointed; there was no
alcohol.

Hiding behind a ten and a five

was Student Senate President
David Booker. He played the part
of a crooked town politician very
well, insisting it was "too early" to

tell how he was doing.

At the night's end, many players

left "poorer" than they had
arrived, learning a lesson,

perhaps, with play money.

Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations-may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for reference

purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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Mideast
fighting

continues
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Syrian and Israeli artillery

batteries blazed awav at each
other on the Golan Heights

again Sunday, but Israel said

Russia will try to persuade
Syria to meet Tel Aviv's main
conditions for negotiating a

troop separation agreement
along the tense front.

These conditions are a list of

Israeli POWs held by Syria and
permission for the In-

ternational Red Cross to visit

them.
The Israeli announcement

marked the first time that

Israel has attributed an active

role to Moscow in efforts to free

the more than 100 Israeli

soldiers captured in the Oc-

tober war.

The Tel Aviv command said

four Israeli soldiers were
wounded in the fresh fighting

along the heights. But the U.N.
Emergency Force said all was
quiet on both sides of the Suez
Canal, and that Israel and
Egypt were pulling out as

scheduled.

At the same time, Libyan
leader Moammar Khadafy
launched a savage verbal
attack on other Arab leaders he
said obstruct Arab unity. He
said they should be swept aside

by revolution.

Khadafy didn't name those

he had in mind, but said Libya
was ready to arm and train

revolutionary fighters needed
to overthrow leaderships in

Tunisia, Egypt and Algeria

opposed to Arab unity.

Khadafy 's attempts to merge
his nation with Egypt and
Tunisia have bogged down.
Syria said the fighting on the

Golan Heights lasted 75

minutes.

The Syrian communique was
the first since Tuesday, when
some of the heaviest fighting

since the October war came to

a stop.

The communique said the

artillery engagement broke out

along the northern sector of the

40-mile cease-fire line.

"Our positions silenced
enemy sources of fire and in

many areas of the fighting arid

dealt strong blows to three

enemy positions in the nor-

thern sector," it said.

The communique made no
mention of casualties.

In Tel Aviv, the military

command said Arab guerrillas

crossed into Israel from
Lebanon Saturday and killed

an Israeli girl in a bazooka
attack on a small truck.

The driver of the van, an
Israeli soldier, was wounded,
the command said.

The girl was the first Israeli

civilian killed in more than two
years. Arab guerillas killed an
American nurse in an ambush
in the occupied Gaza Strip in

January 1972.

In Jerusalem. Premier
Golda Meir canceled her ap-

pointments because she was
not feeling well, aides said.

Congress juggles pay raise

By EDMOND Le BRETON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — In an election year when
constituents are testy with economic woes. Congress
is juggling a hot potato; a hefty pay raise that will

come its way unless the lawmakers themselves block

it.

Several resolutions to do that have been in-

troduced in both the House and Senate.

The House resolutions were referred to the Post

Office and Civil Service Committee, which has shown
no eagerness to consider them and report, despite

prodding by some of its members.
In the Senate, there appears to be more inclination

to bring the matter to a vote in the full chamber. And
there are predictions that if that happens, the pay
raise will be killed.

There is a time limit. The recommendation for

the raises, 7*6 per cent a year for each of the next

three years for members of Congress, judges and
high officials of the executive branch, was included in

President Nixon's budget. They go into effect in 30

days from Feb. 4, when the budget was submitted,

unless either house adopts a disapproving resolution.

Congress, meanwhile, is in recess. The House goes

back to work Wednesday, the Senate Feb. 18.

The system by which Congress can get a pay raise

without voting for it was inaugurated in 1969 by the

Federal Salaries Act. It provides for a commission to

recommend every four years adjustments in the pay
of the legislators and other officials. If the President

agrees, he includes the raises in his budget and they
bocome effective unless Congress says no.

Propmnents of the law said it takes pay raises out

of politics. Opponents called it a cop-out by Congress.

The argument is now raging again.

Rep. David W. Dennis, R- Ind., recently told his

colleagues: "Whether members think there should be

a raise or not, Mr. Speaker, I would think ordinary

decency and courage would suggest that we should

vote."

Revolt in India brings down state govt.
By MYRON L. BELKIND
Associated Press Writer

NEW DELHI, India ( AP) - Mob politics has pushed
one of India's state governments out of power for the

first time, raising ominous questions in a land that

considers itself a showcase for democracy.
Changes in Indian governments always had grown

out of the ballot box or accepted parliamentary
procedures since this nation of 570 million won in-

dependence from Britain in 1947.

But this weekend Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's
central government had to step in and take over
Gujarat State in central India because of a public

revolt that brought down the elected government.

Students, teachers and workers combined in a
month-long upsurge that began as a protest against

rising prices and food shortages, particularly in the
state capital of Ahmedabad 480 miles southwest of
New Delhi.

Curfews, firings by police into rioting mobs, even
the deployment of the army and promises of more
food failed to calm the street crowds.
The mobs demanded the resignation of the state

government, which was run by Mrs. Gandhi's
Congress party. The government, led by Chimanbhai
Patel, tried to hold on. But it resigned Saturday
evening after four weeks of rioting and the deaths of

at least 50 persons.

The question being asked in New Delhi is, could
Mrs. Gandhi's national government also be knocked
down by popular unrest.

Labor agitation and violence are growing around
the country as unions step up demands for raises to

offset higher food prices. Consumers - the poor and
the not-so-poor - are demonstrating against shortages
of essential commodities, including food grains,
cooking oils, kerosene and coal.

At this point, the possibility of national unrest
strong enough to bring down Mrs. Gandhi is con-
sidered remote. She still enjoys popularity that no
other political leader can match.

But her position as party and government leader is

at stake in elections late February in Uttar Pradesh,
India's largest state, and in Orissa.

If the prime minister is victorious, her position as
party leader would be strengthened and she un-
doubtedly would reshape her own party and govern-
ment to give it a new public image.
However, if her party loses or suffers major set-

backs at the state polls, as some pollsters predict,
Mrs. Gandhi could find herself the target of public
pressures even though national elections are not until
1976.

Pictures

forming of

Kent State

ByNEILBlBLER
Associated Press Writer

CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) —
Witnesses who have testified in the
federal grand jury probe of the 1970

Kent State University shootings

say they feel sure it will produce a
definitive picture of how and why
the shootings occurred.

Thus far, however, public
comment by witnesses during 28
days of investigation has provided
only hints.

One sketch comes from Ohio
National Guardsmen who fired at

the missle-hurling crowd of student
antiwar demonstrators. The
Guardsmen have refused to testify

on grounds they might incriminate
themselves.

Another picture piece comes
from the students, some of them
crippled for life, who feel the

troopers fired without adequate
provocation.

Both pictures are being
scrutinized by jurors. Witnesses
say the probe has been com-
prehensive, fair and more
thorough than the first Ohio state

grand jury examination in 1970 and
presidential commission hearings
the same year.

The current study ended its first

phase last Friday and is scheduled
to resume Feb. 25 with more
witnesses. One Justice Depart-
ment official says it should be a
short second round.
The jury numbers 22, down one

from when it convened Dec. 18. A
woman was excused for health
reasons.

The probe was ordered by the
Justice Department late last year
as a reversal of a 1971 decision by
then-Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell.
The jurors were told to deter-

mine whether criminal actions
were involved in the incident that
capped four days of student protest
against U.S. military involvement
in Cambodia. They also were told

to decide whether indictments
should be returned.

Hearst fiance pleads for her safety
By WILLIAM HELTON
Associated Press Writer

BERKELEY. Calif. (AP) - The
fiance of kidnaped newspaper
heiress Patricia Hearst has
pledged that neither he nor his

bride-to-be will testify against the
kidnapers if she is returned safely.

"If Patty is unarmed, neither
Patty nor myself will be involved
in the case in any way after that,"

Steven Weed, 26, told newspersons
Saturday night from the porch of
the Hearst's 22-room mansion in

Hillsborough, 15 miles south of San
Francisco.

Weed, who had been released
from the hospital earlier in the
day, was still black and blue from a
beating the kidnapers gave him
last Monday night before they
carried Miss Hearst, 19, kicking
and screaming from her Berkeley
apartment.
An underground group called the

Symbionese Liberation Army
claimed in a letter to a Berkeley

radio station on Thursday that it

had kidnaped the heiress. It said

Miss Hearst was alive and well and
promised further communications.
Of his promise not to prosecute,

Weed said:

"And I hope the leadership of the
Symbionese Army, I hope they'll

believe that for the following

reason : If it turns out that she isn't

released unharmed or if we are
forced to testify, I think that would
seriously jeopardize any future

negotiations of that sort that might
have to come up."
Berkeley police information

officer Richard Berger said, "You
can't force anybody to testify

against their will. In such a case,

the prosecutor has to pray he has a
lot of physical evidence in lieu of
testimony."

Meanwhile, Patricia's father,
Randolph A. Hearst, said he was at
a loss to explain the long delay
since the first word from the
terrorist group.

"Maybe they just wanted us to
sweat it out some more, maybe
they want to extend the publicity,"
said Hearst, who is president arid
editor of the San Francisco
Examiner and chairman of the
Hearst Corp.

The letter from the terrorists
termed Hearst "a corporate
enemy of the people" and said
Patricia was being held as "a

prisoner of war."
Weed said:

"I just hope the Symbionese
Liberation Army. .realize the
Hearst family has only a limited
ability to effect any political

demands that might be made...
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Moves made to get truckers rolling
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The campaign to get independent truckers back on
the roads and to get badly needed supplies rolling

again was intensified on Sunday.
Throughout the nation, at truck stops and at hastily

called meetings, truckers voted whether to accept a

government settlement proposal that would allow

freight rate increases to offset higher fuel costs.

There were pockets of resistance among driver-

owners who wanted to hold out for a rollback in diesel

prices, but leaders of the independents urged them to

get back to work.
Industries hard hit by layoffs - which totalled more

than 100,000 during the height of the shutdown -

prepared to call their employes back to work.

Meat and produce shippers sent convoys of trucks

rolling to areas where shortages had been building up
since the strike Jan. 31.

A spokesman in the office of W. J. Usery Jr.,

President Nixon's labor relations trouble shooter,

aid: "Apparently this thing the settlement is

working." He said trucks were beginning to roll and

there were more and more reports of plants getting

ready to reopen.

Schanno, Inc., of Minneapolis-St. Paul, organized

three caravans. Two of them headed for the East
Coast and another went West.

"My drivers feel safer with a convoy and traveling

in daylight is safer too," said Paul Schanno, owner of

the company which shut down last Wednesday. He
said he resumed operations because many of his

drivers wanted to work and because meat markets
needed meat.

Richard Butler of Roslindale, Mass., a spokesman
for about 200 truckers meeting in the Bay State to

decide whether to end their strike, said: "Maybe
some of the guys have gone back to work, but they're

finding out pretty quickly that the offer is no good."
Authorities in Pennsylvania - one of the areas

hardest hit by the shutdown over fuel prices and
freight rates - said truck traffic Sunday was "near
normal." The number of National Guardsmen on
duty was reduced from 3,500 to 1,500, and officials

said there were only a handful of incidents of trouble

overnight.

The settlement reached in Washington, D.C.,

Thursday guarantees truckers all the fuel they need
and provides for Sunday fuel sales. It also allows
them to charge more for the cargo they carry to

compensate for past diesel price increases and
promises future rate hikes so they can pass along
rising costs.

In other weekend developments:
-About 350 independent truckers met in Milwaukee

on Saturday and voted to endorse the government's
proposals - but said they wouldn't return to work until

they knew the results of similar meetings elsewhere
in the nation.

-A toll-free number to enable truckers to register

their ccmplaints begins operation Monday.
-Transportation Secretary Claude S. Brinegar said

Saturday that reports being compiled by the
government showed truck traffic in Indiana, Illinois

and Michigan was about 80 or 90 per cent of normal.

The nearly-full planet Venus is portrayed in this mosaic of television pictures

taken by Mariner 10. The pictures were taken at a distance of about 440,000 miles,

24 hours after Mariner made its closest approach. Cloud patterns show the general

circulation of the planet's upper atmosphere. South ecliptic pole is near bottom and
morning terminator at right. Several markings are minor, blemishes in reception.
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British coal

miners strike
By COLIN FROST

Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) - Britain's

coal miners formally walked
off the job Sunday in a strike

that added venom to a bitter

election battle and further

crippled the nation's
staggering economy.
Their walkout marked a

direct challenge to Prime
Minister Edward Heath's
attempt to maintain his anti-

inflation wage controls. In-

dustrialists say it will reduce
vital manufacturing industries

to a two-day or even a one-day
work week.
Most industries already have

been reduced to three days of

work a week because miners
refused to work overtime. Coal
powers the manufacture of 70

per cent of Britain's elec-

tricity, and the refusal to work
overtime has reduced supplies
drastically.

Heath called the election

Thursday, more than a year
before his full five-year term
expires, setting a vote for Feb.
28. The miners rejected his

plea to postpone the strike

during the campaign.

The basic issue plugged by
Heath's Conservative party is:

Who runs the country, the

elected government or the

280,000 miners and their

unions.

The debate has been widened
— and embittered — by the

Conservative claim that lef-

tists in the miners' union,

among them Moscow-aligned
Communists, are bent on
destroying British democracy.
The opposition Labor party,

led by former Prime Minister

Harold Wilson and based on

support from the union rank

and file, says it would settle

and get Britain back to work. It

has disputed the Conservative

charges of "Reds under the

bed" and says the real issue is

a decent living for the miners.

Heath has maintained he

cannot offer more than a $5.70

a week addition to the basic

average miners' pay of $81 a

week. More, he insists, would
shatter his anti-inflation

program. The miners are
holding out for $101.50 a week
average basic pay.

Public opinion polls show the

nation's 40 million voters are

generally unsure whose story

to buy.

Conservative newspapers
forecast Sunday that the

Conservative election
manifesto due out Monday will

seek to change the welfare

system under which strikers'

families are paid relief.

Payment of social benefits,

they said, would depend on

unions' paying strike pay. In

the British welfare state, men
have been able to strike

without drastic reduction in

family incomes and without

depletion of union funds.
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The energy crisis

Angry responses

1974

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New England officials, except those in Maine, which has been premised

more gasoline, reacted angrily to the fuel redistribution plan announced
by the Federal Engergy Office FEO.
John Verani, Massachusetts consumer affairs secretary, called the

redistribution decision "ridiculous." "It seems the FEO's date system is

grossly deficient of Energy Chief William Simon comes up with the

conclusion he has reached that Massachusetts is better off than the 12

states selected for more gasoline," he said.

Maine was the only New England state among 12 which will receive

more gasoline this month, the FEO aanounced Saturday. The District of

Columbia will also receive more fuel and 10 other states will receive less

gasoline than they were originally allocated.

The plan is merely a redistribution of existing supplies, Simon said, and
will not increase the overall supply.

New England leaders blasted the use of oil company figures in reaching
the redistribution decision

"The problem seems to be that the FEO officials are relying on an
inadequate reporting system hnsed upon information solely from (he oil

companies rather than the pragn atic evidence of the gasoline shortage in

Massachusetts," Verani said. He pointed to longer lines at gasoline

stations, more closed stations and shorter station hours as the

"pragmatic evidence."

Connecticut Gov. Thomas J. Meskill aid he was outraged that his state

was not included in the redistribution. "The people of Connecticut need
gasoline now. Our motorists are fed up with long waits for gasoline. ..I'm

sick of «11 the talk but no action from Washington."
Vermont Republican Rep. Richard W. Mallary sent a telegram to

Simon after the decision was announced, protesting that "Vermont and
New England are facing intolerable gasoline shortages." Mallary asked
Simon to allocate more gasoline to the five other New England states.

In Maine, officials reacted favorably to news they would receive more
gasoline in February than they were originally allocated.

Eric P. Stauffer, an aide to Maine Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis, said panic
buying has not been the rule in that state. "But there has been a situation

where, toward the end of the month, gas stations have run out of fuel, and

don't have enough to supply essential services."

Energy officials say only Maine of the six New England states has been

receiving disproportionately less gasoline.

Nationwide, states are receiving this month an average of 82 per cent of

last February's gasoline allocations, according to Hugh Saussy, deputy

New England regional administrator of the energy office. Figures

released Friday show the New England average is 83 per cent.

Massachusetts is receiving 83 per cent, Connecticut 84 per cent, New
Hampshire 85 per cent, Rhode Island 85 per cent, Vermont 84 per cent,

and Maine 79 per cent, Saussy said.

Energy officials acknowledged that the oil company figures might not

be accurate.

"We'll be auditing the oil industry to see if the data is correct," said

John Sawhill, FEO deputy administrator. "We think the system will

improve with each month.'

Massachusetts Gov. Fra/icis W. Sargent, saying he was upset with the

energy office's decision, said he would request another meeting with

a! representatives this week. Sargent said he received a verbal

litment tor more gasoline for New England in a meeting with Simon
.f.k.

eral members of the Massachusetts congressional delegation ex-

e I their displeasure with the redistribution plan.

Rep. Paul W, Cronin, R-Mass., termed the move "bureaucratic
bungling at its worst."

Rep. Torbert MacDonald, chairman of the House Subcommittee on
Communications and Power, said. "I will go to work on this Monday, and

non cannot explain why he has taken adverse action against the

already beseiged motorists of Massachusetts, I intend to call him before

my subcommittee."
But Sen. Edmund S. Muskie. D-Maine, termed the decision "the right

first step toward solving the spot supply problem."
The shift in supply, Muskie said in a statement, was "like taking from

the rich and giving to the poor. That's what the allocation program was
designed to do. It was designed to give the federal government the power
to move stocks of gasoline from areas which were well off to areas where
the need was greatest."

The
gas

plan

...And pleased responses
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
State officials are predic-

tably pleased or outraged with
the new gasoline redistribution

system, depending on whether
their areas are slated to get
more or less fuel.

Democratic Gov. Daniel
Walker of Illinois, one of the

states which will get more
gasoline, said the
redistribution would ease the
immediate crisis and showed
that "the federal energy office

has recognized what has been
obvious to the rest of us —
Chicago has been short-
changed on its gasoline
allotment."

Gov. Patrick Lucey of
Wisconsin, one of the states

where gasoline supplies will be
cut, said he had told his energy
coordinator to find out just

what the effect of the
redistribution will be.

"Wisconsin must be treated
fairly in gasoline allocations,"

the Democratic governor said.

"We will willingly do our share
but we will not sit quietly if

conservation efforts in

Wisconsin are rewarded by

diversion
others."

Federal
William E.
Saturday

of our share to

energy chief
Simon announced

that the
redistribution scheme was
aimed at providing a better
balance of supplies. "The
original unadjusted allocation
scheme had supplies going into
some well-supplied areas,
while other areas were in
greater need," he said.

A spokesman for the Federal
Energy Office said the
redistribution would mean that
the areas involved should
receive an amount closer to
their original allocations. He
said some states with shor-
tages were not included in the
redistribution system because
they were receiving the
amount of gasoline originally
allocated to them.
Twelve states and the

District of Columbia will get
additional gasoline under the
new plan; 10 states will get
less.

Details of exactly how much
gasoline is involved were not
available.

Those receiving more are:

Arkansas, Delaware,
Illinois, Kentucky, Maryland,
Maine, Mississippi, New
Jersey, North Carolina, Texas,

Virginia and Tennessee.

Those receiving less are:

Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, New
Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio,

Oklahoma, South Dakota,
Wisconsin and Wyoming.

Officials of several Nor-
theast states hard hit by the

gasoline shortage complained
that they would not receive

more.
Gov. Francis W. Sargent of

Massachusetts, one of several

states where a voluntary
rationing program goes into

effect Monday — said he would
request a meeting with federal

officials to ask again for more
gasoline. He said Simon's
announcement "clearly brings

into question the accuracy of

the federal government's
figures" on shortages.

Connecticut Gov. Thomas J.

Meskill commented: "The
people of Connecticut need
gasoline now...I'm sick of all

the talk but no action from
Washington."

Meskill and Sargent, Doth

Republicans, said Simon had
promised them last week that

their states would get more
gasoline.

BOSTON (AP) — Here are the

provisions of the voluntary gasoine

rationing plan that goes into effect

in Massachusetts Monday:
—Cars with license plates ending

in an odd number may buy
gasoline Monday and on all sub-

sequent odd-numbered calendar

days except Sunday, when stations

are closed.

Those with £ven-numbered
plates may buy on Tuesday and the

following even-numbered dates.

:ie 31st day of the month will

be a free-for-all when anyone may
buy. March 31 is the first of those

-r-Stations with gasoline to sell

should display a green flag. Those
with fuel only for emergency
vehicles will show a yellow flag.

Closed stations will show a red

flag.

—No purchase of less than $3

should be allowed except to

emergency vehicles, small cars or

motorcycles, but this is up to the

dealers' discretion.

Those exempted from the plan
include:

—Emergency vehicles. These
are police, ambulance, fire, snow
removal and sanitations vehicles.

—Commercial vehicles. These
are vehicles with license plates

reading Taxi, School, Bus or Farm,
or beginning with the letters A, B
or C.

—Salesmen. Those who need
their cars for purposes other than
commuting to an office and who
have less than a half tank of

gasoline. It is up to the dealer to

determine who qualifies. In-

dentification is required; a cer-
tified letter from the employer is

suggested.

—Out-of-state vehicles. Those
passing through the state on
business or pleasure. This does not
include resident students or those
who commute to work or school in

Massachusetts.

—Vehicles used for medical
purposes.
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Slick rebuttals from oil industries
By PETER ARNETT

AP Special Correspondent
From the drilling rig to the

corner service station pump, the

oil industry is under attack.

And the criticism comes from all

sides: federal and state govern-
ment, congressmen, consumers.
This assault has thrown the oil

companies on the defensive. They
are trying to fight back with ex-

tensive newspaper advertising and
press conferences.

Who is right. Here, point by
point, are some of the salient

arguments in the case against the

industry, and the rebuttals:

Charge : There is actually no oil

shortage. The petroleum industry

contrived it to drive up oil prices

and gain windfall profits.

One of the things critics point to

as evidence in New York Atty.

Gen. Louis J. Lefkowitz's charge
against four oil companies, all

members of the Royal Dutch Shell

group. They were charged in New
York State Supreme Court with

diverting and holding secretly in

storage one million barrels of No. 2

heating oil meant for New York
area homeowners. At the same
time, according to the complaint,

Shell "was teliing its New York
customers that it could not meet its

requirements because it did not

have enough oil." Lefkowitz said

that Shell wanted to hang onto the

oil until it could sell it for "un-
conscionable and exhorbitant
prices."

Rebuttal: There is indeed a
genuine oil shortage. Federal
Energy Office chief William E.

Simon has released statistics

Simon said that the Central In-

telligence Agency collects in-

formation on the movement of oil

and the Commerce Department

gets independent data on crude

imports.

Charge: The petroleum industry

not only failed to foresee the up-

the American taxpayer is sub-

sidizing the profitable overseas

operations of the multinational oil

companies. The companies can
deduct foreign tax payments from
their U.S. tax liabilities, meaning
most companies pay little or no
taxes. Sen. Abraham Ribicoff

charges : "The oil companies are in

a conspiracy with the Middle East
oil nations to cheat the American
public of about $3 billion a year in

taxes."

Rebuttal: The chairman of

Standard Oil of California, O.N.
Miller, said "absolutely not" when
asked if the Arab nations' tax

policies helped U.S. companies
avoid paying U.S. taxes. He said

American companies pay Arab
taxes on the basis of posted oil

prices, generally higher than
market prices. He said the in-

dustry has pushed to reduce the

posted prices.

Charge: The oil industry is

profiteering. The gusher of ear-

nings by the oil companies in 1S73

included an increase by Exxon
over 1972 profits 59 per cent, or $2.4

billion. These were the highest

earnings ever reported by an in-

dustrial company.
Texaco reported a 45 per cent

increase, Gulf Oil 60 per cent.

There are moves in Congress for a

price rollback and a ceiling on

domestic oil prices. President
Nixon has proposed a windfall

profits tax.

Rebuttal: Exxon chairman J. K.

Jamieson protested at a press

conference: "We aren't making
windfall profits." Industry leaders

maintain that a good share of the

1973 profits were from unusual
factors: big earning boosts from
the dollar devaluation and one-

time accounting gains from
writing up the value of foreign oil

inventories to reflect the sharply

increased price of crude.
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showing crude imports down to 5

million barrels a day in late

January, from a pre-Arab em-
bargo high of 6.7 million a day in

October.

The gasoline shortage during the

first quarter of this year will be

close to 20 per cent, Simon said.

As far as the charges against

Shell in New York were concerned,

the president of the company,
Harry Bridges, said in Houston:

"We have not participated in such

a scheme, and we categorically

deny this charge."

Charge: The oil industry is

deliberately concealing important

statistics on crude oil stocks to

manipulate prices. The federal

government is wholly dependent on

unverified industry data for in-

formation essential to policy-

making.
Sen. John V. Tunney D-Calif.,

said that federal energy chief

Simon "relies on the industry for

all his gifures, and has no way of

knowing whether the industry is

holding back supplies from the

market."
Rebuttal: Major oil companies

began in January to release basic

statistics on stocks in hand.
Assistants to Simon claim that

industry figures over the years

"are a close match to those

compiled by the government."
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coming energy crisis, but brought
it on faster by super-selling
campaigns.
"While the oil companies were

supposed to be preparing for the

energy crisis they were dumping at

least half as much money into

advertising as research, to boost

the sale of their individual
producrs," said Rep. Charles B.

Rangel, D-N.Y.
Rebuttal: "Those of us in the

petroleum industry have been
telling everyone for years that a
serious energy shortage was
developing," said the chairman of

Texaco Inc,. Maurice Granville. A
leading oil industry spokesman,
Frank N. Ikard, president of the

American Petroleum Institute,

admitted that the "industry made
one mistake — my misjudging the

demand." He added, "But
probably more than any single

thing, it's the way we Americans
live. We are the most extravagant
people, energy-wise, that the good
Lord ever created."

Charge: Oil industry critics say
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Powerful political boss Ben Clancy got his start in

Coolidge tower.

a

Symbols of power and destruction, an F-4 Phantom taxis on the ramp at Da Nang
while a B-52 sits in the background. These planes are gone, but the war rages on.
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Means contests AIM
election legality
ST. PAUL. Minn. (AP) - Russell

Means, an American Indian
Movement leader on trial in

connection with the occupation of

Wounded Knee, S.D., has asked for

an investigation of the recent tribal

election on the Oglala Sioux
reservation. Means was narrowly
defeated in his bid for president of

the tribe.

Mark Banks, the brother of
Means' codefendant Dennis Banks,
also said Means has spoken with
attorneys about contesting the
legality of the election last

Thursday.
Means was beaten by incumbent

President Richard Wilson, who
pledged during the campaign to

throw AIM leaders off the Pine
Ridge Reservation. Unofficial vote
totals showed Wilson taking a 179-

vote edge.

On Friday, Means asked the
Commission of Civil Rights and
Community Relations Service of

the U.S. Department of Justice at

Denver to investigate alleged
irregularities in the election.

Means alleged in the request that

a ballot box was broken into at

Martin, S.D., that white women
and ranchers voted in the tribal

election in Wanblee, and that 83

votes were cast in Potato Creek
when there were only 30. or 40

voters eligible.

The two AIM leaders have said
they intend to make their own
opening statements when
testimony begins Tuesday. The
trial will enter its fourth week
Monday.
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You are what you eat
By ALTON BLAKESLEE

AP Science Editor
NEW YORK (AP) — What

you eat apparently can affect

the chemistry of your brain.

And any change could perhaps
affect appetite, sleep, sexual
activity and other behavior,
two scientists report.

A steak dinner or a spaghetti

dinner thus might have quite

different effects, theit findings

suggest.

In animal studies, the
scientists find, different types
of foodstuffs can alter the
amount of a powerful
chemical, serotonin, involved
in the activity of brain nerve
cells.

Carbohydrates — meaning
sugars and starchy foods like

spaghetti — increase the
available serotonin.

But lots of protein foods, like

a steak or milk, can reduce it,

say John B. Fernstrom, Ph.D.,

and Richard J. Wurtman,
M.D., of Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology in

Cambridge, Mass.
Exactly what the effects may

be in humans has not been
demonstrated. But animal
studies by other researchers

have shown:
—Cats deprived of brain

serotonin become insomniacs.

And male and female rats with

the reduced brain serotonin

levels show exaggerated
sexual activity.

—But high levels of brain

serotonin make rats more
sensitive to pain, more likely to

sleep, and also reduce their

appetite.

There is other evidence tha

in humans serotonin is in-

volved in the brain's state of

alertness, a person's mood or

motivation, and willingness or

interest in doing some task, Dr.

Wurtman said in a telephone

interview.

He is director of MIT's
laboratory of Neuroendocrine
Regulation.

Dr. Fernstrom is assistant

Drofessor of nutritional

me
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biochemistry and metabolism.
They report their studies in

the February issue of the
publication Scientific
American.

Heretofore, they said, it had
been thought that the brain was
not affected by diet except
through chronic malnutrition.
Their evidence is that what a
person eats may affect brain
activity within 20 to 30 minutes.
They have been investigating

serotonin, which is a
neruotransmitter, a substance
produced in a special set of

neurons or brain cells.

Released into spaces — or
synapses — between neurons,
serotonin affects and is partly
responsible for the flow of

information for messages
between neurons.

The new findings suggest

that food intake can affect the

way neurons "sense" bodily

states, and help the brain

"decide" whether to be hungry
or sleepy, for example.
A key element in the

manufacture of serotonin is

tryptophan, which is one of

some 20 amino acids or

building blocks of protein.

A steak contains some
tryptophan, but not as much of

it as some other amino acids

that compete for entry into the

brain, Drs. Wurtman and
Fernstrom explained.

The other amino acids tend

to win out, and mot much
tryptophan gets into the brain

cells.

But carbohydrates, like that

in spaghetti, spur the secretion

U.MASS. BASKETBALL I

is back at the

TONITE
the Minutemen

vs BC

7 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Tuborg Draft 25'

Richie Havens
Michael Polacco

Friday, Feb. 22

8:00 p.m.

Tickets: $4, S4.50

Starting Mon., Feb. 11

C.C. Concourse

John M. Greene.

Smith College

of the hormone insulin, which
in turn increases the level of

tryptophan in the blood and
lowers the blood level of the

competing amino acids. The
result is an increase in the

amount of serotonin in the

brain.

The scientists could study the

level of serotonin itself in

animal brains, but not in the

brains of human volunteers

following a meal. So to gauge
how their findings in animals
might apply to humans, they

turned to measuring the levels

of various amino acids in the

bloodstreams of humans and
animals.

These blood studies, based on
the supposition that the levels

of amino acids had a resulting

effect on actual serotonin
manufacture in the brain,
showed a parallel.

Humans drinking a quart of

milk protein or a quart of

ginger ale carbohydrate
showed similar changes in

their blood as did rats after

high protein or high car-
bohydrate meals, Dr. Wurt-
man said.

IT seems, the scientists

write, that food consumption
may affect brain chemistry,
and brain chemistry, in turn,

may affect food consumption.

It is likely, they add, that other

neurotransmitters in the brain

may be affected by what we eat

and thus to some extent how we
behave.
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JuJu Players Repertory Company
in

"Shango De Ima"
A Yoruba Mystery Play

February 12, 8 p.m. bowker Auditorium

A Third World Cultural Series Event

Michael Houstoun, Pianist

Winner of the Van Cliburn Competition

February 13 & 14, 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium
A Celebrity Series Event

Feb. 13

works by
BACH
MOZART
CHOPIN
PROKOFIEFF
LISZT

Feb. 14

works by
BACH
CHOPIN
RACHMANINOFF
PROKOFIEFF

Tickets to all performances are $1.50 UM-A students;

$3.00 others

Box Office: 125 Herter Hall 545-0202
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Lumumba Hut manager
The Steering Committee of New Africa House is now accepting

proposals for the management of the Lumumba Hut (Coffee Shop).

Interested parties should submit proposals including, in detail, their (a)

objectives, (b) operational plans and (c) financial policies, to the

Cultural Center Office, Room 115, New Africa House.
Deadline for proposals is February 20, 1974. Proposals will be reviewed

by the Steering Committee and are subject to the regulations and
financial policies set up by the Steering Committee.

Keith Woodard, Chairman
New Africa House Steering Committee

SPECIAL ACADEMY AWARD
in 1928 for writing

acting in, directing and
producingTHE CIRCUS

written, directed and scored by Charles Chaplin

AVfr AVintage Chaplin Short

THE IMMIGRANT
TONITE! at 6, 8, 10 Thompson 104

Presented by Amherst Film Coop, and the Arts Extension, Contin. Ed.

an rbc films presentation

TMTruc

MELVIN E. HALL
1st Degree Black Belt

OKINAWIAN SHORIN RYU
(by the way of the temple) Stylist;

will offer instruction to ALL individuals seriously and sincerely interested in studying
this ART. He will run this course for one year, with the intentions of advancing all
members to the TRUE RANK of GREEN BELT, by the end of their second semester
There will be 3-2 hr. lessons per week.

COURSE OBJECTIVES

HI. SPIRITUAL, MENTAL 9*4 PHYSICAL UNITY

2*4. REALIZATION if the LOU **4 RESPECT of ALL LIFEM EXCELLENT TECHNIQUE, through RATA $*4 RUMITE

Registration: and Class Begins -
Tuesday, Feb. 12 at 7 p.m.

At NEW AFRICAN HOUSE, central area, in the newly renovated studio Call 546-9813
for information.

INSTRUCTOR'S NOTES
1. Anyone truly seeking can learn.
2. All over night killers stay home. I'm Not for you.

"demonstrations will be given on Monday, Feb. 11:

MacKimme (S.W.), 7 p.m.
Brooks (Central), 8:30 p.m.
Cushin (N.E.), 10 p.m.

techniques, Kata, Kumite (sparring), oriental weapons & breaking)

Campbell's

Tomato Soup
10% ox. Can

L" WITH THIS COUPON AND A $5 PURCHASE.
~

Good Mon., Ftb. 11 - Sat . Feb. 16 - Limit one can per customer

^OiiOOOOOPOt/OiVOOlhVOiilOi)

»

I Jiffy Cake, Frostingm*
or Brownie Mixes

8 or. Pkg.

:?WITH THIS COUPON AN0 A $5 PURCHASE.

Good Mon.. Feb. 11 - Sat . Feb. 16 - Limit one pkg. per customer

m

Stop & Shop

Buttermilk Biscuits
8 or. Pkg.

WITH THIS COUPON AND A $5 PURCHASE.

Good Mon.Feb 11-Sat .Feb. 16-Limit one pkg. per customer

Stop & Shop

French Fries
FROZEN 9 or. Pkg.

I Z£ewiTH THIS COUPON AND A $5 PURCHASE.

-^ I §£ Good Mon., Feb. 11 - Sat., Feb. 16 - Limit one pkg. per customer

Us.1 m 1

OOOOOOOOOOOOOMflOOOOOOOOOOOOawnii^OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOUOOOOOOOOOOOtViO^OOC

Jell-o Gelatin

Assorted Flavors
3 oz. Pkg.

WITH THIS COUPON AND A $5 PURCHASE. 292

Good Mon , Feb 11 - Sat . Feb 16 - Limit one box per customer
-<-55

Hunt's

Tomato Sauce
8 oz. Can

t'WITH THIS COUPON AND A $5 PURCHASE.

Good Mon., Feb. 11 - Sat , Feb 16 - Limit one can per customer

Any and all coupons may be redeemed with one $5 purchase.

Starts Monday, Feb. 1 1 - Saturday, Fab. 16

Our all week specials give you your Stop s Shopsworth

gommi-prrcmg
Swift's Premium

Variety English Muffins

39
c

Butterball Turkeys
STOP a SHOP

BLUEBERRY CINNAMON/RAISIN,
CHEDDAR CHEESE OR BACON FLAVOR

11a.
Pkg.

Stop & Shop Cherry Pie

69'

41
e

Made with quality ingredients n «
Top with Ice cream. **i

SLICED
WHITEBig Daisy

Daisy Donuts

IV, ItS.

loef

PLAIMOR 11V.U.QQC
CINNAMON All US

Cinnamon HotBread^^ 1?^
Buttermilk Broad s^» 3^*1
Home Kitchen Broad

8
S*V ^39-

Gold & Marble Pound Cake^?& «1

Stop & Shop Coconut Cake %" 69*

Valentine J*flE, Party Cake *• 99*

Valentine Cup Cakes K& n^ 63'

5-14

Pounds

Deep basted
beauties . .

.

for festive

dining at a

low mini-price*.

turns offtrttf for salt not

arailaolo >n cut lot* or

to otrttr retail dtalC't

Stop i Shop 3 lb Canned Hams $4"

Swift's Premium 3 lb Canned Hams $
41?

Swift's Premium 5 lb Canned Hams $71
9

^59"

£1*

% 69*

Wyman's Cherry Pie Filling

Crisco Shortening -3 lb. Can

Jiffy Pie Crust Mix

Stop A Shop Potato Chips

Stop & Shop Mayonnaise

Miracle White Detergent

Tabby Banquet Cat Foods
liver 4 Fitlt, Trtit. CHick. 1 Salmon. Shrimp I tool or Boot

<«&* Orange Juice

f\ Tff r) 100% FLORIDA MaCflC
A&L**~ ORANGE JUICE Cm ijjj

Coffee Lightener s. 5~ %
\

Freezer Queen Meats »t T
SLICED TURKEY VEAL PARMIGIAII SALISBURY STEAK.

BEEF PATTIES WITH ONION OR MUSHROOMS

Breyers--L ice Cream
ASSORTED FLAVORS

No need to add topping.

Taste O'Sea Fried Clams

Carnation Breaded Shrimp

Taste O'Sea Fish N Chips

Macaroni & Cheese K* X **

Roman Meat RavioK

Mrs.T'sPierogies

Birds Eye Chopped Onions

Roman Cheese Pizza

»gS|ao

7 01. 7QC
pk». eeT

IS u. CQC

i2t». 7Qe

Z 39*

A i?oi $-1

* Pugs I

uoj 7Ce
Pkg '

•'

New in our Service Delicatessen . .

.

Press'N Seal bags keep cold

mite froch A,ter co*a cut* and che**e8 ar# *,iced

CUIS llBSn by our deli clerk, they're wrapped in

our new water-proof, air-tight Press'N Seal plastic

bags. The bags Keep everything fresh and can be used

again and again. Lots of uses printed right on them!

Only at Stop & Shop!

German Style Bologna 69
c

Alport's Pastrami » 89* Beef Stick -« : 99
c

Watson's Turkey Roll-White Meat ' 69°

Import. Finnish Swiss Cheese 75
c

Provolone Cheese f«<»» »«""• »™|»,ti»t »79
c

AVAILABLE IN STORES FEATURING A SERVICE OEll

Mini-Priced ' Budget Stretchers!

j)
Back Bay Bacon-Sliced «r°"* M09

")Handschumacher Bologna «« 88!

Maid Bite Veal Steaks — 99!

-

Chock full o'Nuts Pound Cake V: 79*

Sara Lee Banana Cake ''.';' 89'

Mini-Priced Dairy Specials

Hood
SWISS
STYLE

CHOICE OF
I FLAVORS

Yogurt

4 e 89
c

Get Your Stop & Shopstvorth!

Sunkist Navel Oranges 8 98
aded with naiural iutce — Mmi-priced.'

Drnppnli Great ;iavor ,or «4Q
Dl UbuUII a family dinner! 13

JUMBO
=ses.zt

Bordens
F
"M ,

s
L

T

K
EO
Shakes5-

$
1

CHOC \»1 S T0 »A5Ef'"' DU'CHCHOC OBCHOr H'DGE

Premium Margarine pmttm y>. 39*

Kraft Whipped Cream Cheese 3 ; S $
1

SAL'.'CN CHiVE C~i'ON OP "LA'N

Chef's Delight Cheese Spread S
1
M

Fruit Flavored Drinks 1(^1
'"' 1 5NB* LWOH 0» 0»AKGE

-^r
Celery Hearts &> 49

' bunch

'

Pkg

:r
<iB( Mini-priced * savings on National Brands!

EjS Brack Shampoo •*» - - -» 99°

Gillette Right Guard Deodorant
s
1

29

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL-Hadley

Remember someone
special on

Valentine's Day!

Mum Plants °*<*»«* s*l?

Mum Plants **<*« s«2?

Tulip Plants
Springtime ^5999
Beauty ™ fcii.

pColoniar

Colonial Week
at Stop& Shop!W

Colonial Beel Franks $119
I POUND PACKAGE

Sliced Cold Cuts;.? RQC

SOLO . P»P. OLIVE. IUXIW OB LUHCHEPK ** **

PorkBufls.
5o"HS=*p

I a.

First Prize Kielbasi Mf>
POi l*M STYl F SAUSAGE ' "

1\ a^^fflg^g

Pizza 69
Stop & Shop — 16 oz. Pkg.

Stop & Shop Meat Balls

50 oz. CAN
Keep some on hand for quick meals.

Meat Lasagna
Stop & Shop quality products are "°*7QC
exceptional values on sale or not. ^i | *J

Gelatines -l ^vors 2-69e

AVAILABLE IN STOSES FEATURING A SERv.CE DELI.

Cherry Pineapple

Ham ? 65°
Potato Salad

Cole Slaw

REGULAR OR
OIL • VINEGAR

Delicious'

39
c

39!

SI WHnl-rrfced FlshSpeciatt |

Turbot Fillets 79
e

,

Neptune Clams Casino

Cooked Deep Sea Treats

i"< qqc

' " QQc
la.': Zu p.™ »P<8
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Great deception
By ANDREW GLACE

The energy shortage, long predicted by environmentalists and oil

companies, is finally here. But the major question revolves around
whether we have exhausted the finite energy resources or the world, or
whether in fact the shortages are only at the gas pumps and are
engineered by the major companies.

First, although the earth's stores of fossil fuels are finite, they are far
from exhausted. In Saudi Arabia alone, estimated to have proven
resources of 139 billion barrels, there is enough oil to last another forty
years at the present level of consumption. Secondly, the production
cutbacks and embargo by the Arab states announced in October and
effectively ended in December were not a major contributing factor to
the crisis, which began before the embargo and promises to continue
unabated now that the embargo has, for all intent and purpose, ended.
The "Seven Sisters" own about 70 per cent of the "free" world oil

production and about 50 per cent of the refining capacity. They have
assets of over $70 billion, greater than most countries. Not only are they
powerful, but as an FTC study put it, "These major firms, which con-
sistently appear to cooperate rather compete in all phases of their
operation, have behaved in a similar fashion as would a classical
monopolist: they have attempted to increase profits by restricting out-
put."

What are the tactics of the oil companies? One tactic is to neglect im-
port or produce sufficient crude to keep their refineries operating at
required levels. This last tactic was the way in which the heating shor-
tage of the 1972-73 winter was contrived. A Senate investigation has
established that the oil companies purposely held down their imports at
the end of 1972 to assure the shortages and higher prices during the
winter. Without these imports, it was impossible for US refineries to
operate at a high enough level to meet the rising demand for heating oil.

Still another tactic revealed by the FPC was the refusal to pump oil from
167 idle offsure oil leases in the Gulf of Mexico. Lastly, and most im-
portantly for the future, there have been no new refineries built since
1970. No matter when Mideast crude oil begins flowing freely again, the
country faces shortages for at least two years.

...the country faces shortages

for at least two years...

The question now becomes, why are the oil companies acting in such a
manner? Obviously, since the crisis is engineered, they are expecting to
profit. And. as we know, they are. Independent oil producers have been
largely driven out of business. Pollution standards have been relaxed to
allow the use of cheaper, more profitable fuels. Rising costs at the gas
pumps are more than offsetting a staggering rise in the cost of foreign oil.

Another aspect of rising prices is to make more profitable previously too
costly means ot securing oil such as through the use of the Alaskan
pipeline and shale oil production. There are also competitive advantages
for US imperialism in raising prices to the economies of Europe and
Japan. It must be remembered that while Mideast oil is nominally Arab,
its market is dominated by US trusts who can literally strangle com-
peting economies. This has been reflected in the new stabilization of the
dollar and a possible devaluation of the yen.
What we can expect in the near future is : 1 ) higher prices for goods and

services and 2
) a period of recession as the economy struggles to readjust

itself to a lower rate of growth. Anything manufactured is going to reflect
the higher cost of energy. And, in fact, some commodities such as plastics
will cost more simply because of scarcity. Recession is conceded by all

economists as production is cutback and unemployment rises. Detroit
has cut production 30 percent and laid off almost a quarter of a million
workers.

We know that the Rockefellers and Mellons are not going to suffer
noticeably from this. It is we, the poor and middle class who will bear the
brunt of this crisis. We must open the books of the oil companies to see
what the truth is in cold figures Labor must combat unemployment by
demanding forty hours pay for thirty hours work. And, if we still can't get
what we want from these modern Robber Barons, then we must replace
them and the government which represents them with working oeople
who can make decisions in their own interests.

Andrew Glace is a Collegian commentator.

Gerry Cataldo

VN embarassing thorn
To even the most casual observer of the situation in

Southeast Asia, the fact that the United States has
supplied South Vietnam with $284.7 million since the

cease fire, should come as no surprise. It is also

reported that Saigon places its losses at 13,778

soldiers killed, and 2,159 civilians, all since the cease
fire. They also say that North Vietnamese and Viet

Cong losses number 45,000. (This last figure is un-

doubtedly exagerated, and could safely be divided by
2. But no matter.)

And silly as it sounds, the war is over for the people
of the United States. Nobody wants to talk about it,

read about it, watch it on television, and least of all,

have someobody write a column about it. It's become
an embarassing thorn in the side of most people, and
they'd just as soon forget the whole thing. The at-

titude reminds me of a solution posed, in the late

sixties, by a prominent member of Congress: "How
do we get out ot Vietnam? Why that's simple. Just tell

everyone that we won, and then march the hell out of
there." He must be pleased that we finally took his
advice.

How can we sit back and kid ourselves about peace
with honor, when everyday battles are being fought
with American machinery, technological assistance,
and money? A few years ago the campuses and
streets of America were screaming for peace, on very
pure grounds. Back then it wasn't enough to demand
withdrawal, because peace was the goal. But it seems
now that the GI's are back in Georgia, we are
pacified, and conveniently forget that war is still war,
no matter who does the fighting.

We're right back where we started in Vietnam. Oh
sure, maybe the South Vietnamese are more ex-
perienced in miliatry matters, as well they should be
by now. Maybe they have ten times as many
soldiers, (the third largest standing army in the
world). And perhaps some of the millions of aid
dollars find their way to the needy every now and
then, but not often enough to notice. But the Saigon
government is as dictatorial as it has ever been. And
the people for the most part, are as poor as they have
ever been. And the prospects for a just election are as
dim as they have ever been. And the will of the people
is as remote as it has ever been. And to top it off, the
North Vietnamese have a stronger foothold in the
South than they have ever had. It sounds all too
familiar; a little country fighting for its existence
against the Communist invader. You've come a long
way, baby.

Now don't get the idea that I'm advocating an in-

vasion, or something. But isn't it ludicrous that a

national sentiment can be so overwhelming as to

erase the actual results of something so momumentai
as war? And the thing that keeps turning over in my
mind, is whether or not we have a responsibility to

those people over there. Oh, I don't mean to drive out
the nasty invaders kind of responsibility, but rather
that we're keeping that government going with our
money. And as long as we pump $284.7 million into it,

are we not also-keeping the war going? GI's may not
be sipping tea in Cholon, or getting wrapped in plastic

bags somewhere near Tay Ninh, but the United States

is still in Vietnam.
It's obvious to me, that to accept our responsibility

in Vietnam requires more than financially supporting
a dictatorship. It means picking up where the cease
fire left off, and coming to a coalition agreement. It's

either compromise, or more fighting, with the United
States footing the bill. And the fact is, that the White
House is genuinely happy with the present situation.

A true peace, with a coalition, is not very good politics

in this case. If Nixon doesn't have to face the
possibility of a coalition, then he can still point with
devious pride at his "peace with honor". Otherwise,
how does he explain to the American people, not to

mention the POW's, that it was all really a big
mistake. And if we were to take the other road, and
simply withdraw our assistance, how could he ever
explain Saigon's overthrow? Would he call out the
Marines? Mine a harbor or two? Start quoting
Lyndon Johnson? No way. He has no intention of
going in either direction. He's stuck in the middle,
and he knows it. And every night he prays, to whoever
he prays to, that things will reamin status quo. So the
real American decision in Vietnam is yet to come.
And that's why I'm writing on this subject. It just

gripes the hell out of me to see how content some
people become, with a situation so potentially
volatile. Vietnam still means something in this
country, especially if the pendulum, now balanced at
a statemate, begins to swing either way. It will then
call tor decision ana leadership, two qualities we are
short of at the moment. Nixon's withdrawal has
sulved nothing, and our responsibility for the ongoing
war in Vietnam won't go away because he says so.
Somewhere, sometime, the question of solution will
have to be dealt with, in a manner equally acceptable
to all sides. But I'm not so naive to think that Nixon
will deal with it, after all, he has all he can do to chew
gum and walk at the same time. And once he's
mastered that, maybe someone will take the potato
out of his mouth.

By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
There's an explosion of com-

munication among the groups
which make up the Amerindian
Nations, according to Clive
Lawrence of the Christian Science
Monitor.

The Indian groups have in-

creased the number of publications
over three years from 150 to 700,

mostly newspapers, magazines,
radio and TV programs and
movies.

This Amerindian rennaissance is

an agreement with
"Only an informed people has its

future in its own hands," said
Rochard LaCourse of the
American Indian Press
Association. And the future is

exchanging information among all

different Amerindian Nations -

from achievements, to common
problems, to where they each
succeed in dealing with the federal
government.
But to achieve the goal of

communications among nations or
tribes is not easy. There are about
265 nations in the U.S. and 300
communities in Alaska, with too
many different languages.
The solution to this com-

munications gap is English, which
can be used as a linguistic tool to

create a unity which would
otherwise evolve over centuries.
While Amerindians in the U.S.

are increasing the control of their
own communications, in the rest of
the hemisphere, Amerindians, lack
communications. Only on Indian
nation, in Ecuador, is organized as
reported by Akuesasne Notes. The
lack of publications dealing with
their situation is notorious.

Probably the only Latin
American publicatiun that deals
more with it is a Bohemia
Magazine from Cuba. Akuesasne
Notes is a nationally circulated
U.S. newspaper originating from
the Mohawk Nation in New York
state.

Amerindians in the U.S. are

Indians up pubs
increasing their ability using tools

from the technological world, tod
efend the right of maintaining their
own way of life. For instance, using
TV. and movies are close to

traditional audio-visual methods
for educating.

This is the opposite of the South
Amerindians. Quatro Rodas, a
Brazilian magazine, said TV and
movies are destroying indigenous
folklore, mostly Amerindian and
African.

The Amerindians of the U.S.
seem to accept the benefits of the
linquistic transculturation. But

they aren't the only ones. Mexican
Americans, Cubans and Puerto
Ricans, as well as other im-
migrants, are learning that to use
English is the best way to com-
municate with other people.
Besides, the result is that channels
are opened to more cross
culturation than ever. The tran-
sculturation passes the conflict
stage and is synthesized, and with
the synthesis comes a new and
stronger culture and a more in-

tense nation.
Luis Manuel Medina is a

Collegian Commentator.

Letters To The Editor
A Red under every bed

To The Editor:

It seems the Collegian's Bircher in residence,
alias Bob Estelle, has outdone himself this time with
his latest work of irrational ramblings. He gets his

attempt to analyze the energy crisis mixed up with
his perpetual search for a Red under every bed, and
ends up calling for an end to the oil companies fraud
while having argued for everything they want all

through his article. I'm sure most people who read
the article were aware of the illogical inconsistencies
but I feel some points mentioned could use a realistic

appraisal.

Taking his points in order, he claims the govern-
ment's at fault for charging high taxes to drill oil. In

fact, Nixon has continually encouraged the oil

companies by temporarily suspending import quotas,
allowing an 8 per cent increase in fuel oil prices in

Feb. 1973 in defiance of his own price controls, and
even begging the oil companies to increase their

refinery output from 89 per cent to 91 per cent of
capacity. But still the oil barons weren't satisfied and
prolonged shortages so that in April to encourage
refinery construction, the government allowed the oil

companies to import 75 per cent of their new capacity
TAX FREE for the next five years and decided to

triple the leasing of off shore drilling sites.

Next, Estelle blames the so-called ecology
movement that began on Earth Day in 1970 for hin-

dering oil development. Any true ecology activist

recognizes this movement as nothing more than a
liberal shuck consisting of business and conservation
interests whose only concern for the environment is

that it be exploited with taste and efficiency. And the

National Environmental Policy Act, which he claims
has put a dent in oil production, is in fact commonly
exploited by special interests. It's only binding effect

is to require an environmemtal impact statement

which can possibly lead to a court review. But even
then, ecologically destructive projects are usually

just delayed or suffer a minor alteration. The rape of

Alaska now proceeds with government approval

despite the evidence that what Estelle calls "useless

tundra" is required to keep the delicate balance

among the ecosystems of the area and to prevent the

permafrost below from melting into a swamp of mud.
Damage to the artic ice pack also risks altering

global weather patterns and there are many other

destructive possibilities too numerous to list here.

And Estelle's racist attack of AIM for defending what

little land they are given by our government is

sickening, but expected from a Bircher.

Estelle would have us tear up every last patch of

earth in his lustful search for more gas for his car so

he can help poison the air some more. His ignorance

to the lasting effect of the major oil spills can be at-

tested to by anyone who's gone swimming off the

shores of Santa Barbara lately. And while I've never

been one to argue for government control, the

rationing of gas does seem like the only fair way to

give the poor an equal chance for the limited supplies.

I guess Bob's simple-minded analogy used as an

argument shows his lack of a better solution.

Yes, Bob, the oil companies and our government
are to blame. The rich businessmen do control the so-

called ecology groups. But giving the oil companies
free reign won't solve the energy situation. Until we
restructure our society to fill human needs instead of

businessmen's pockets, until we abandon faith in

liberal reformism and technology and pursue true

ecological and human priorities, the crises' will

continue until planet Earth becomes an unhabited
wasteland.

Neil Josselyn

I guess I was daydreaming
When I was in my early years under the guidance

of the Sisters of Saint Joseph, I spent much time
daydreaming of when I would be going off to college. I

really wanted to be part of that concerned, radical,

sect who marched waving their banners covered with

Dylanesque phrases aimed at shaking the "establish-

ment". I had even imagined what it would have been
like to get a beating or two at a Democratic Con-

vention. High school tried to teach me that such
things may not be hip anymore, but I refused to give

in. One of my reasons for coming to UMass was the

size, which to my thinking could only generate social

awareness and discontent for the status quo.

I guess I was really daydreaming.
Somehow I expected a little more than what I saw.

The only time the students rallied to a cause last

semester with any earnestness was when the

possibility arose to bring Moe Howard to campus.
The march after the presidents "Saturday Night

Massacre" had the air of a Saint Patrick's Day
parade or a 1950's football rally. When the labor force

of the school went on strike for a day, the students

could have made a difference and helped to keep the

administration from milking the workers, but at that

rally in front of the Student Union there seemed to be

more people concerned with getting in and nabbing

their Collegian than anything else. Even groups like

the Northampton Volunteers, the Belchertown
Group, WMPIRG, or the United Farm Workers draw
only a small number of participants.

Last semester it wasn't even unusual to hear

phrases like: "Do you get credits or anything for

going to Northampton?" or, "How come they

changed the lettuce in this place? Let's get the other

stuff back."
Last October 3rd, the executive editor of the

Globe, Robert Healy, in an article entitled "Students

Back to the Silent State", talked about UMass and

how students have returned to the business of getting

an "education". Healy pointed out that though the

students of the sixties could not elect Eugene
McCarthy, they were still instrumental in forcing an

end to the war, and Lyndon Johnson stepping down.

But, as Healy concluded, students "... aren't about

the business ot changing the world these days."

I am not out to recruit people to blow up Whitmore
(though I have had the thought once or twice), I am
only afraid we are in a sad state when this college has

become a four year cement sanctuary before we
emerge into the outside world. We are only headed

then, to a world just as plastic, just as oppressive,

just as sick as the one that is bombing Vietnam; as

the one that elected Richard Nixon, and the one that

allows the huge corporations to control our daily

lives.

We can change the world. We must first change
ourselves, even an hour a week at a state hospital, or

picketing an Atkins Farm, or even attending a

Student Senate meeting.

To quote Alfred Tennyson, "Come my friends, 'tis

not too late to seek a newer world."

Bill Parent is a Collegian Commentator.

Poll says crunch fake

Miner complications

I am rather upset. Recently I have been taking a

random poll among the people I have come in contact

with. The poll deals with the question of whether the

energy crisis is real or if it is a contrivance of the oil

industry and or Richard Nixon.

The poll was not one in the realm of Gallop

professionalism, rather, I would simply bring up the

question whenever possible in the course of everyday

conservation. Also, I did not write down or log the

results. As it turned out, I really didn't have to

transcribe the responses, for in the past two months I

have come upon a minute number of people who

firmlv believe we have an energy shortage and of the

people who thought there was an energy shortage

their statements were usually qualified with the

belief that it would be only temporary.

The vast majority of people with whom I had

contact believe that the oil industry and Richard

Nixon have brought this situation on knowingly. 1 am
by no means defending these manipulators of public

thought and policy. Indeed, they both have distasteful

records within the scope of public service. However

putting the energy shortage off on Richard Nixon or

the oil industry is as ridiculous as putting off the

prolongation of the Vietnam War on the anti-war

movement. God knows, the last thing Richard Nixon

needs now, on top of all his other problems, is an

energy crisis to hit the people with

I agree, it is undeniably true that Mr. Nixon has

been completely blind to the fact, either knowingly or

unknowingly, that steps should have been taken four

years ago to prepare our country for the unnatural

task of adjusting to less energy. Although, even if Mr.

Nixon did come out four vear<= aeo nnH t*n "- ^,-r,v

they would have to cut down on some of their
luxuries, the majority in this country would have
thought him insane. So we still have Richard Nixon
today, appeasing the people, and providing no
leadership whatsoever to help alleviate the problem.
As for the oil companies. I don't think they are

naive enough to believe that they would reap windfall
profits by hoaxing the public I realize they don't hold
much stock in the mentality of Congress, but there is

no way Congress would let the oil companies go so far
as to reap obvious windfall profits. True, the price of
gas has gone up, and it will continue to go up in the
future, as is the case with everything when demand
exceeds supply. America will simply have to pay
more money if they want more gasoline. Exploration
and new refineries cost enormous sums of money.
Americans have been living high off the hog for

quite awhile now, it simply isn't possible to go on
forever, there is only a finite amount of natural
resources.

Blaming Richard Nixon and the oil companies is

taking the easy way out. If blame is to be assigned H
should be allocated most generously to the public,

who incessantly squanders everything offered. I am
of the opinion that the vast majority of Americans
won't admit, or can't admit, that they are going to

have to change their lifestyle.

I think it will be interesting to see in the next few
years how we as a people will react to the initial

stages of the inevitable lifestyle and living pace
change We will see just how intelligent a mass we
really are.

Peter Broderick is a Collegian Commentator.

Library hot stuff
To The Editor:

This letter is based on my feeling that the University, in general, is

not living up to its proposed conservation of fuel program.
I currently have classes in Hasbrouckl24, S.B.A. 120, Machmer W-17,

and I spend a lot of time in the library (I work there). In all four buildings,

I would make an educated guess, that the temperature is either 72

degrees or above. I have recently read the thermostat in the library at be-

tween 72 degrees and 76 degrees. This does not seem to conserve fuel. In

two instances at work I have asked that the temperature be lowered.
Although the message was relayed, nothing ever came of it. The only

place in the building that is cool is the front lobby, at times it is necessary
to wear a coat at the exit control desk.

Because of the outside temperature and lack of an excessively warm
coat I wear a jacket, scarf, sweater, shirts and long underwear to school

every day. I have to take off my sweater and sometimes an outside shirt

to relieve some of my discomfort and I'd like to disrobe more but would
most likely be arrested as an exhibitionist. Actually, I haven't anything
earth shattering to exhibit although someone once told me that my navel

was rather sensuous.

The University has publicly stated its intent to conserve fuel and I

don't think they are living up to it. It pisses me off and hopefully others.

Possibly through letters like this and pressure from other sources, the

University will be forced to conserve the fuel that is now in precious short

supply.

Jack Devnew
P.S. Although the heat in the library is at times unbearable, it is con-

serving energy by regulating the lighting. The elevators also do their part

by regularly breaking down.

Irish lib in SW
To The Editor:

Members of the Irish Community have long been the objects of

discrimination at this university, which has a large Irish-American

population. There has been an absence of Irish courses and cultural af-

fairs here. We, the members of the IRA (Irish Recognition Association)

have proposed the following demands:
1. More Irish administrators and faculty at UMass.
2. Irish stew and corned beef and cabbage on dining commons

menus. . Irish coffee in the Bluewall and all faculty lounges.

3. Development of an Irish-American major, with "St Patrick's

Contribution to Man" listed in every history book.

4. Rolls Royce transportation for all Irish students.

5. End to discrimination in jobs. Want Irish representatives in the

Student Senate and Judiciary.

6. End to bitter racial slurs against Irish people (i.e. Mickey Mouse
must go!)

7. Irishmen being held as political prisoners in drunk tanks must be

released immediately.
8. UMass Police cars must be repainted green.

9. St. Patrick's statue erected in front of Whitmore.

Wally Clark

et al, 13 signatures

Tackeff unaware
To The Editor:

It is disheartening to read an editorial so lacking in awareness as

Matt Tackett's dramatic call-to-arms for Alexander Solzhenitsyn. What
country was this written in? Certainly the politically concerned among us

realize the tragedy and hypocrisy of capitalist "revolutionaries", but

sighting them as the dissidents who have any real concern over the fate of

this country and its people is pure fantasy. Have we already dismissed

the courage of those who died and those who lived to fight again at Attica,

Jackson and Kent State? Has Wounded Knee been safely and painlessly

replaced in our consciousness with concerns that are easier to deal with

because of their distance? Why is there no mention in this editorial of the

blacks (and whites) currently resisting the "legal lynching" that is

taking place across the country, notably in the case of the Charlotte

Three? Are the thousands of people imprisoned in Amerika for their

particular beliefs, their war resistance, their sexual preferences to be

disregarded as "placard & slogan" protestors? The "primrose path" has

not made itself known to these people, and what they have dared to ex-

press and fight for should be realized as the essence of Amerikan dissent,

which (as Tackeff tends to maintain in the manner of a high school

principal), is no longer a "constitutional right" in a country where laws

are perverted to oppress and persecute at a corrupted government's will.

Solzhenitsyn, one cannot deny, is engaged in a difficult struggle for

his right to self-expression. But 1 wonder at this point if the growing
concern over him is an unconscious, almost naive attempt to remove the

focus of our concerns and revolutionary energy from the immediate and
unified resistance that will be necessary to create true freedom in

America, if indeed that is possible at this late time. Listening to soap box

speeches develops a soap box consciousness that denies the sincerity and

effort of those whose lives are spent working for change.
Beyond the naivete, one even suspects the cause might be con-

structed and publicized so as to cause a greater fear of communism by

sensationalizing Stalin's perverted Communism, tending to be a support

of right wingers who blanch at the word, and who in these days on in-

creasing crisis placate the voice of dissidence by using Russia to prove
"We don't have it so bad here."

The prisons are horrendous in Russia, but the prisons in America are

no better. Why in hell do we turn our attention away from those situations

in our country that need it most. To what extent is the preoccupation with

Solzhenitsyn a rather glorified escapism? Little seems to be reported of

Solzhenitsyn's previous reactionary stance, as evidenced by the letter he

sent the Russian church on Lent of 1972 pleading for "spiritual renewal"
without defining his request, seemingly ignorant of the horrible op-

pression and intolerance the church in its days of power had exerted.

Aside from the total insensitivity in the editorial toward the real

dissidence that has been and will be in Amerika, I am appalled at

Tackeff 's desperate patriotism, and in hope that in the wake of Nixon's
dictatorship, and the intolerable oppression maintained by the govern-
ment and the capitalist system, that the cause of Solzhenitsyn is not

forgotten, but rather within the turmoil of people struggling against the

insanity of Amerika, that his struggle is seen from a realistic perspective.

Steven Kent Blevins
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ByBOBMACKAY.JR.
It is late at night. Most of the

prisoners at Walpole State

Prison are asleep. Suddenly, a

group of so-called guards
appear and open a prisoner's

cell. This goon squad--for no
apparent reason--and certainly

no legal reason-proceeds to

beat the prisoner mercilessly.

In the morning, those of the

prisoners who have any ap-

petite can eat a cold breakfast.

Their other "meals" will be
cold, too-the inmates haven't

had a hot meal for months.
They're not allowed to work in

the kitchen or eat in the" dining

room.
During the day, some of the

prisoners may choose to work.

The incentives, though, aren't

negotiate twice a week with the

N.P.R.A. - something that

Vinzant had promised to do on
a previous signed agreement
which he had failed to honor.

The N.P.R.A. is the National

Prisoners' Reform
Association-a prisoners'
bargaining unit to which 90

percent, or approx. 500 of

Walpole's inmates belong.

Superintendent Vinzant
stated that Daigle's demands
were reasonable, and signed

them and agreed to implement
them. But, N.P.R.A. has
repeatedly negotiated
demands similar to Daigle's-

with little change actually

resulting. When the pressure is

on, Vinzant and others readily

agree to make changes, but

Walpole cover-up:

everyone's cover-up
very good - maximum pay per

day is $1.50. Many of the in-

mates must wonder when they

get their checks - nobody has

been paid since last July.

The prison itself doesn't even
deserve to be called a prison.

Walpole is the only state prison

where the inmates live in six

feet by nine feet cages with no
windows. The nine and ten

block cells are used for

"disciplinary segregation-"

what the prisoners in these

cellblocks experience is

anybody's guess. Sanitation is

something seriously lacking at

the prison.

Few people, though, really

know just how bad living-or

dying-at Walpole State Prison

is. You see, it's a well-kept

secret. A lot of people have a

lot to hide. It is virtually im-

possible for the press or
anybody concerned about the

conditions to get inside.

On Jan. 14, 1974 Walpole
inmate Robert Daigle took a

guard hostage for several
hours. Daigle, already in

prison, would face serious
charges for his actions. Yet, he
certainly had nothing to lose.

So Daigle demanded that he be

allowed to speak before
television cameras to tell the

public about condidtions at

Walpole. The cameras came
and Daigle was on the news
that night. But the viewing

public didn't really seem to

care - I mean, it wasn't like

Daigle was telling them they

wouldn't have any gas to go to

the Cape this summer.
Robert Daigle also presented

a list of ten demands.
Basically, they sought to

correct the injustices

described in the previous
paragraphs. The demands
included payment of back
wages, ending the goon squad,

depopulating the nine and ten

cellblocks, allowing the in-

mates to work in the kitchen

and eat in the dining rooms,

and permitting the inmates to

clean up the prison. Also, one

demand asked that there be

some development of furlough,

school, and job training

programs for the Walpole
prisoners. Finally, Daigle
asked that Walpole Superin-

tendent Douglas Vinzant

those changes are seldom
made.
On Thurs., Jan. 24 ap-

proxiamtely forty people, from
Concerned Citizens of Mass.,

delivered in silent vigil a three
'

page letter to Governor
Sargent. The following are

excerpts-

"On Jan. 24, we citizens of

Mass., and you our Governor,

heard an outcry of personal

desperation describing the

violence and injustice at

Walpole State Prison. Robert
Daigle ... risked his life and
that of a guard to get word to

the public about the horror of

conditions at Walpole..."

"For months we have ap-

peared to forget that there is

still massive violence at

Walpole..we pledge that the

Walpole cover-up will no longer

succeed..."

"As we come here, we give

you notice that we do not seek

to talk with you. The past year
of talk and agreements has led

nowhere, and the time for talk

has ended. The violence of

Walpole policies and ad-
ministration will only be
healed by your personal
commitment and action to

change it..."

In the letter, Concerned
Citizens asked that they be
permitted to enter Walpole on
Feb. 4, to see if the changes to

which Vinzant agreed were
being implemented. Also, the

group asked Sargent to see that

Daigle "does not suffer punish-

ment" for his actions. The
Governor never responded to

the requests or the letter. So,

last Monday, Concerned
Citizens conducted another
vigil in front of Sargent's of-

fice. The group definitely plans

further action.

BEAU BRITCHES

Join 0»f
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Mountain Farms Mall

Love is

If you are cooperating with

energy conservation
programs, you're probably
trying to cut down on use of

electricity. But you may be

shocked to know that you won't

be saving any money on your
electric bill. In fact, Mass.
consumers are being punished
for their energy-conservation
efforts.

Dermot P. Shea recently

stated that, "...in the $100
million plus electrical rate

increases pending before the

Department of Public Utilities,

there is a substantial amount
just for loss of volume of

business due to the reduced
usage by consumers in com-
pliance with electrical con-

servation programs..." Shea is

a former Exec. Secretary of

the State Consumers' Council

and is now a consumer advisor

to House Speaker Bartley.

Shea explained that, "In the

Boston Edison case the rate

increase filing is based on a

projected $30 million loss of

revenue as a result of con-

servation measures; in the

Mass. Electric rate filing

which affects over 700,000

subscribers, there is a ten

percent or an estimated $25

Use less energy

-and pay more

million loss ot revenue
projected as a result of reduced
energy usage by consumers.
The consumers are expected to

pick up this tab which is based
on the experience of a short

period of time-particularly in

Dec. '73 - since the voluntary
energy conservation measures
have been in effect. These rate
increase demands are
premature and typical of the
arrogance of private electrical

utilities who have dominated
our state energy policy and
have led us into this present
situation of high energy
cost..."

Also, Rep. William G.
Robinson (R.Melrose)
Republican Whip has for-

warded a strong request to

Department of Public Utilities

Chairman Robert L. Mead,
asking that the Mass. Electric

Company be denied its rate

hike request. Robinson says-
"...Their (Mass. Electric)

request is based on the con-

tention that an increase is

planning your honeymoon

with
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"For the people" is a weekly
column dealing with

politically-explosive issues and
Mass. state government.
Reactions from our readers

are welcome. If you become

necessary to compensate for

their loss of revenue which has
been brought about as a result

of conservation practices. It

seems to be grossly unfair for

government to require the

consuming public to pay extra

for having responded to a
patriotic call for conservation

and cooperation."
"It is a matter of public

record that energy suppliers

have expended enormous sums
of money during the so-called

energy crisis, instructing
consumers on ways and means
to conserve. While at the same
time the energy suppliers
have, of course, attempted to

add lustre to their own public

image. It's difficult for me to

believe that the suppliers
would now have the audacity to

ask the consumer to pay for the

public relations campaign of

the Electric Company."

Mass. could soon have a
college television network. The
system would originate here at

UMass-Amherst and would be
connected to at least 25 state-

community colleges.

Speaker of the House David
M. Bartley (D-Holyoke) is

State college

tv network

sponsoring a bill that provides

for a closed-circuit college

educational network. Those
students who participate in the

TV system would receive
academic credit. The multi-

channel television hook-up
could be used for both
educational and entertainment
purposes, according to Speaker
Bartley. The bill-House no.

really angry over what is

reported, remember that the

most effective recourse is

contacting your state

legislators. - Bob MacKay, Jr.

2903-will receive a hearing by

the Committee on Education.

Passage of the bill is by no

means certain-a similar

measure introduced last year

won House approval but died in

the Senate.

College Democrats of

Massachusetts (C.D.M.) is an

organization in the making that

is to consist of thousands of

students from virtually all the

Rep. Collins to

speak at C. Dems.

major colleges in the state.

C.D.M. will ecome an effective

voice in communicating the

interests of college students to

Beacon Hill.

State Rep. James G. Collins

(D-Amherst) will be the guest

speaker at the first meeting of

College Democrats in this

area. Students from the Five-

Colleges are invited to attend.

The group will meet in room 162

of the UMass Campus Center,

tomorrow night (Tues.) at 7

p.m. Rep. Collins will speak on
"Young People and In-

volvement in Politics."
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The first statewide gathering

of College Democrats will be

held at the Boston College

campus in Chestnut Hill, Feb.

16 at 1 p.m. in room 113 of

McGuinn Hall, John Kerry,

past Congressional Candidate
from the 5th District, is ten-

tatively scheduled to speak. At

the meeting, a structural

organization for College
Democrats will be established.

Also, C.D.M. will draw up
plans for a major electoral

caucus, to be held by the group
in March. At its March caucus,

C.D.M. will nominate can-

didates for some or all of the

Mass. Constitutional Officers,

including: Governor, Lt. Gov.,

Attorney General, Sec. of

State, Treasurer and Auditor.

Special

All You Can Eat

5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

MONDAY
at
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Amherst, Mass.

ENTERTAINMENT

CALENDAR
BLUEWALL - HATCH - T.O.C.

February 10-28

SUN.

BLUEWALL

Dog Day!

4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Hot Dog .25

Tuborg Draft .25

BLUEWALL

Dog Day!

4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Hot Dog .25

Tuborg Draft .25

BLUEWALL

Dog Day!

4p.m. - 7p.m.

Hot Dog .25

Tuborg Draft .25

MON.

BLUEWALL

Happy Hour

9 p.m. • closing

Draft Tuborg .25

BLUEWALL

Happy Hour
4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Draft Tuborg .25

BLUEWALL

Happy Hour

4 p.m. - 7 p.

Draft Tuborg .25

TUES.

BLUEWALL

Happy Hour

4p.m. -7p.m.

Draft Tuborg .25

BLUEWALL J

Happy Hour
4 p.m. -7 p.m.

Draft Turborg .25

WED.

BLUEWALL

Happy Hour

4p.m. -7 p.m.

Draft Tuborg .25

"ALHAMBRA'

Soul Rock
9 a.m. -closing

BLUEWALL 20

Happy Hour
4 p.m. -7p.m.

Draft Tuborg .25

THUR.

BLUEWALL

Happy Hour
4 p.m. -7 p.m.

Draft Tuborg .25

BLUEWALL

Happy Hour
4 p.m. -7 p.m. Tuborg Draft

Draft Tuborg .25 Hot Dog 25

ED VADAS BIG CITY BLUES BAND
good 'ole blues

BLUEWALL

Dog Day!
4

pm
7

I

HATCH: In Concert

Tracy Nelson

/Mother Earth
9 p.m. - closing

admission $1.00

HATCH

"JIMMY"
9 p.m. -closing

BLUEWALL

Happy Hour
4 p.m. -7 p.m.

Draft Tuborg .25

"Open Road Band"
blues rock

9 p.m. -closing

BLUEWALL

Happy Hour

4p.m. -7 p.m.

Draft Tuborg .25

BLUEWALL

Happy Hour
4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Draft Tuborg .25

JHATCH: In Concert

CLEAN LIVING
"in heaven there

is no beer"
9p.m. -closing
admission $1.00

TOC

Happy Hour 8 .

9

pm .

"Real Tears"

I

"H0MEFREE"

BLUEWALL

Happy Hour

4p.m. -7 p.m.
Draft Tuborg .25

BLUEWALL

Dog Day!

4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Draft Tuborg .25

Hot Dog .25

BILL CALDWELL
Blues Sound

9p.m. -closing

I

Happy Hour 8pm ..» p . m .

"BLUEBIRD"
Rl show band

TOC

FRED ISRAEL 9 p.m. - closing

BLUEWALL

Happy Hour

4 p.m. -7 p.m.
Draft Tuborg .25

"DEADLY NIGHTSHADE"
9p.m. -closing rock

JHATCH: in Concert

John Hammond
9p.m. -closing
admission

$1.00

TOC Special

"ROGER SALOOM"
9 p.m. - closing Chess recording artist

** rCy

the

THURSDAY NIGHT

CELEBRITY SERIES

this year in concert:

Tracy Nelson/Mother Earth 2/14

Clean Living 2/21

J-ohn Hammond 2/28

Coming Up:

"The Fabulous
Rhinestones"

"Fat"
Dave Van Ronk

'Good Friend Coyote'
"The Mighty Joe
Young Chicago
Blues Band"

»»*.'. «V. * « i «»»«*< • «< i'«VtY«Y<\ t
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}oor Richard 's
Poor Richard 's

Your Choice Here

Goodby Poor Richard's. Yes, that's right, our editors have decided

that The Collegian's magazine supplement named after Ben
Franklin's almanac needs an original facelift (and a change of name
too). To put it more clearly, Friday was the last time you'll see the

name "Poor Richard's" on our weekly arts-feature magazine.

It began with Dave Williams — a four-page weekend section and
lots of trips to the printer in a battered Volkswagen. It ended with a

red Christmas pastiche cover prominently featuring editors Coffey

and Kosofsky as one of only three campuses in the country with the

lucidity to float such a weekly fine arts and real world magazine.

Now UAAass has been blessed or cursed with the weekly for 2V2

years now, and it's been known as "Poor Richard's" all the time.

From the furious writing of Frank Baglione and the erudite auto

series of Frank Williams^ to the lifting exposees of Amherst Towing
by Barbara Voorhees, you've been sitting through the 20th century

spinoff the original almanac.
The new editor doesn't like that so much and figures things need a

change. The change is a new name. But we want everyone to be

thinking about what that name should be. So starting this morning,

The Collegian is accepting ideas for the "name the magazine con-

test".

Here's what you frustrated publishers who want to name your very
own magazine should do:

1) Think of a new name for "Poor Richard's".

2) Write it down with your name, address, and phone.

3) Bring it to The Collegian office before Wednesday af-

ternoon, in time for Thursday's first edition of the new
weekly supplement. The office is on the second floor of the

Student Union, and it's open from 8:30 to 4:30.

Our editors will consider all ideas and choose one as the best. It will

appear as the new title for the first twelve-page magazine to be
contained in Thursday's Collegian. The person who's name idea is

chosen will be appropriately rewarded. If you haven't got a piece of

paper, the space below should suffice.

Mike Kostek,

Collegian Fine Arts Editor

Your Name

The Name

Your Address

Your Phone

The MDC name the magazine contest

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 17

It's not drugs.

It's not suicide.

And it's not cancer.

It's automobile crashes.

More American people

between the ages of 15 and 25 die

in automobile crashes than in any

other way.

At least half of those deaths

are alcohol related. And the drunk

drivers who cause most of them
are under 25. Sometimes, many
times, they kill themselves.

One of the most dangerous

things you can do is get drunk and

drive home.

You can change it. You
have to.

You march against war.

You fight for clean air and clean

water. You eat natural foods. You
practice yoga. You are so much for

life. And you are so much against

killing.

It would be unthinkable for

you to wittingly kill another human
being.

So then, why is this

happening?

DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013

I don't want to get killed and I don't

want to kill anyone. Tell me how I can
help.* Youths Highway Safety

Advisory Committee.

My name is

Address
City State Zip

STOP DRIVING DRUNK
STOP KILLING EACH OTHER.

I S Ht PART Ml NT OF TRANSPORTXI ION • NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
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bor Richard's Poor Richard 'i

Your Choice Here

Goodby Poor Richard's. Yes, that's right, our editors have decided

that The Collegian's magazine supplement named after Ben

Franklin's almanac needs an original facelift (and a change of name
too). To put it more clearly, Friday was the last time you'll see the

name "Poor Richard's" on our weekly arts-feature magazine.
It began with Dave Williams — a four-page weekend section and

lots of trips to the printer in a battered Volkswagen. It ended with a

red Christmas pastiche cover prominently featuring editors Coffey

and Kosofsky as one of only three campuses in the country with the

lucidity to float such a weekly fine arts and real world magazine.

Now UMass has been blessed or cursed with the weekly for 2V2

years now, and it's been known as "Poor Richard's" all the time.

From the furious writing jf Frank Baglione and the erudite auto

series of Frank Williams^ to the lifting exposees of Amherst Towing
by Barbara Voorhees, you've been sitting through the 20th century

spinoff the original almanac.
The new editor doesn't like that so much and figures things need a

change. The change is a new name. But we want everyone to be

thinking about what that name should be. So starting this morning,

The Collegian is accepting ideas for the "name the magazine con-

test".

Here's what you frustrated publishers who want to name your very
own magazine should do:

1) Think of a new name for "Poor Richard's".

2) Write it down with your name, address, and phone.

3) Bring it to The Collegian office before Wednesday af-

ternoon, in time for Thursday's first edition of the new
weekly supplement. The office is on the second floor of the

Student Union, and it's open from 8:30 to 4:30.

Our editors will consider all ideas and choose one as the best. It will

appear as the new title for the first twelve-page magazine to be
contained in Thursday's Collegian. The person who's name idea is

chosen will be appropriately rewarded. If you haven't got a piece of

paper, the space below should suffice.

Mike Kostek,
Collegian Fine Arts Editor

Your Name

The Name

Your Address

Your Phone

The MDC name the magazine contest

•

It's not drugs.

It's not suicide.

And it's not cancer.

It's automobile crashes.

More American people

between the ages of 15 and 25 die

in automobile crashes than in any

other way.

At least half of those deaths

are alcohol related. And the drunk

drivers who cause most of them
are under 25. Sometimes, many
times, they kill themselves.

One of the most dangerous

things you can do is get drunk and
drive home.

You can change it. You
have to.

You march against war.

You fight for clean air and clean

water. You eat natural foods. You
practice yoga. You are so much for

life. And you are so much against

killing.

It would be unthinkable for

you to wittingly kill another human
being.

So then, why is this

happening?

DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013

I don't want to get killed and I don't

want to kill anyone. Tell me how I can
help.* Youths Highway Safety

Advisory Committee.

My name is

Address
City State Zip

STOP DRIVING DRUNK
STOP KILLING EACH OTHER.

US DFPARIMI \I OF TRANSPORTATION • NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
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Schedule of Library Hours
Spring Semester, 1974

Main Library

Due to the need to conserve energy during periods of minimal use

the Main Library will be open the following schedule:

Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Morrill Library
Monday-Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday
Music Library

Monday - Friday

Saturday
Sunday

Physical Sciences Library

Monday - Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Physics Library
Monday - Thursday

Friday
Saturday & Sunday

8:00a.m. -12:00 midnight

8:00a.m.-8:00p.m.

8:00a.m. -6:00p.m.

10:00 a.m.-12:00 midnight

8:30 a.m.-ll :00 p.m.

8:30a.m.-5:00p.m.

2:00p.m.-ll :00 p.m.

8:30a.m. -5:00 p.m.

and7:00p.m.-9:30p.m.
9:00a.m.-5:00p.m.

2:00p.m.-5:00p.m.

and 7:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m. -12:00 midnight

8: 30 a.m. -12:00 midnight

12:00 Noon-12: 00 midnight

8:30a.m.-5:00 p.m.

and6:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
8:30 a.m.-5:00p.m.

CLOSED
Special hours for holidays and Spring recess will be announced at

a later date. No change in practice is anticipated with respect to the

traditional 24-hour opening during the examination period.

Goldie the goose seems to be going through one crisis
or another these days. With the pond frozen and
grazing horses to conted with, gandering Goldie had to
find comfort and safety in this driver's seat. Her niche
for the day is a station wagon at the Elm Brook Farm
in Concord, Mass.

^o&<£aH&vu£
presents

BACARDI
PARTY!!!
Monday thru Friday nite

Feb. 11th - 16th

DRINK THE CONTENTS &
TAKE THE PITCHER HOME

Swing to

•A TOUCH OF CLASS"

Tame the mega monster
The Student Senate says it can function as a means

of resistance but only if it gets new women and men
desirous of humanizing and controlling the mega
monster. The Senate says it needs mega monster
tamers.
The following areas have vacant Senate Seats:
Greenough (1), Wheeler (1), Grayson (1), James

Wanna tutor kids?
This semster, Northern Educational Service (NES)

will again be running a tutoring program in

Springfield. It will consist of students from the UMass
community volunteering at least two hours a week to

work on an individualize basis with inner city

children of Springfield, ranging in age from 6 to 15.

There are programs in dance, drama, arts, crafts,

sewing and athletics and up to three academic credits

are available for students in the program. For in-

formation call 545-0575, or visit the office in room
426A Student Union.

(1), Patterson tu, Fierpont UU, Lance (1), Coolidge
Upper (l), Lewis (1), Knowlton (1), Brooks (1),

Dickinson (1).

Webster (1), Field (1), Washington Upper (1),

Washington Lower (1), Washington Middle (1),
Crampton (1), Commuters (12), New Africa House
(6), Fraternities (1), Baker (1).

Reserve-a-space
Montreal will be the site of the 1976 Summer

Olympic Games, and Canadian authorities are
warning visitors to plan now for accommodations. A
list of hotels, motels and guest houses in the Montreal
area may be obtained free of charge by writing to

Joseph B. Brown & Co., 640 Cathcart St., Suite 101,

Montreal ill, Quebec, Canada.

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon

invite all University men to an:

OPEN SMOKER
Monday, Feb. 11 7-9 p.m

If you are unhappy with dorm life,

If you dislike Dining Commons Food and Portions,

If you are tired of Bluewall social frustrations,

Then come investigate our brotherhood. We can offer you immediate solutions with no
financial loss. Call 545-0070 for info or rides. Located at 9 Chestnut St. SIG EP IS WHY
YOU'LL GO GREEK!

Room-
to-Move
workshops
As part of their continuing effort

towards meeting a wider range of

student needs, Room-To-Move is

offering two workshops led by the

Room-to-Move staff.

First, an ongoing workshop,
meeting from 3-5 on Monday af-

ternoons led by Adi Erdynast and
Gene Zeiger. This workshop will

experiment integrating both a

verbal T-group approach and a bio-

energetic-body awareness ap-
praoch in an effort for all group
members to know themselves and
each other better.

Second, an ongoing workshop,
meeting from 13 on Tuesday af-

ternoons led by John Barbaro and
Zieger. This workshop will focus

primarily around a bio-energetic

process using grounding,
breathing and other forms of body
work intended to help members
become more aware of their

bodies-selves.

Interviews fur the workshops
will he held on tomorrow from 1-5

or call Room-to-Move at 545-0400

and leave a message.

r Com pus 7

y 25«>'-e>*ll
HERST HADLEY LINE .

'IT IS VULGAR
VAUDEVILLE ON AN
EPIC SCALE, BEAUTI-
FULLY PERFORMED

BY FOUR OF
EUROPE'S FINEST
COMIC ACTORS."

—Vincent Canby, New York Time*

7:15 & 9:30

GRANDE

B0UFFE'

•Uo£ij&DUL\

Join us for prizes

and surprises

No Cover— No Minimum

Holiday Inn, Holyoke
Take 1-91. Right Off

Exit 15— Just 25 minutes from UMass.
534-3311

1st Episode of

"The Shadow"
DON'T MISS IT! 7:15

— PLUS—
Katherine Hepburn
& Spencer Tracy in

"The
Philadelphia

Story"
At 9:35 only

7:35
"1000 CLOWNS"

"THE

CHEERLEADERS"

STAR WILL BE ON CAMPUS February 20, 1974

If you are unable to see us on campus contact:

Kathy MacKinnon, Personnel Manager
Star Market Co., 625 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge
Tel. 491 3000

— PLUS—

"FRITZ THE CAT"

At 7:15 & 10:00

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES r
ALL SEATS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNHT OMANt*

Libra attempts to see various points of

view but usually arrives at definite
decision Libra may appear soft, gentle,
even weak — but these natives know when
to draw the line and to set down policy and
to see that it is carried through to successful
conclusion. Libra is deceptive in that the

outward signs are anything but positive

while, in actuality, the mmd is made up, the

jaw is set and the wheels are in motion.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Sudden
changes indicated in areas of marriage,
partnership, joint efforts and legal

agreements. Be ready to deal with the

unorthodox Stick to principles. One in

authority is backing you, perhaps even
while appearing to criticize.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) : One phase of

basic activity is finished. Prepare for new
concepts, procedures. One who shares
interests has workable idea for saving and
producing Co-operate Take a chance.
Odds actually favor you Know it and state

case with clear voice, pen and confidence

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Good lunar

aspect now coincides with love, creativity,

children and drama You come alive. What
w;is routine takes on aspects of color and
change Lw, Aquarius individuals could

figure prominently. Imprint your own style

Lead rather than imital

CANCER 'June 21-Jul> 22): Practical

matters which concern budget, investments
dominate You need co-operation of ii!

partner Joint effort is hkcly to be bright in

financial sense There will be suppor
effortl from substantial SOUTi I

LEO July 23-Aug B

pts takeover K<

to piece together in '•.) Information Short

trip, visit, relatives are in picture One who
plenty of talking may not be straight

when facts are concerned.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Protect

valuables. Refuse to accept allegation as

fact. Someone wants something for nothing

from you. Know it and don't sell yourself

short. You have right to expect com-
pensation for efforts, services, ideas.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl 22): Cycle high,

aura of excitement prevails Creative spark
is ignited Make new starts. Welcome op-

portunity to express ideas in meaningful
ways. Be ready for change, travel, variety

of experiences. Gemini, Virgo persons
could figure prominently
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21): You love

secrets but now you should be prepared to

have them publicized, revealed. Don't be
caught off guard Hold something in

reserve. If you throw hole cards on table,

you open yourself to possible malicious
gossip.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21):

Friends are open, even eccentric. You may
find it difficult to reconcile statements
people make and the way they act Ride
with the tide Wait Hold off on forming
conclusions. Your ally now is .patience.

Perceive subtle nuances. Someone is trying

to tell you something.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19): You

make money now with one who is

professional, skilled and capable of putting

ideal to work. You also gain prestige by
epting responsibility There is iyij

chronieity between what you do and the

result! obtained Motion is not wasted.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18): Universal
appeal is featured Means you feel pull

public C i wide-ranging You no
longi

petty will fall by the wayside.
I'hil

PISCES (Feb 19 uipoitant

now to
|

coui' ill be
i ol partner, mate

11- URB1RTHDA\ you are

intuitive a natural teacher ami somewhat
puttied about your relationship with family

members This will b
discovery S» ptember and October will be

key pivotal months. You draw to you nu
born under Pisces and Virgo You are going

to make your mark and many ol us will be

reading about you
Copyright 1974. Gen Fea Corp.

Ro-mYUS fCo.perS
b
t^f 7»*Njon

PEANUTS
I CAN HARPlY U)AIT FORw teacher to eee it...

Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Saturday a Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Youngster
4 Remunerated
8 Meadow

1

1

Before
12 Singing voice
13 Preposition
15 Unoccupied
17 Scold
19 Pronoun
20 Anger
21 Small child

22 Spanish plural

article

23 Walk in water
25 Preposition
26 Sagacious
27 Cyprinoid fish

28 Obese
29 Possessed
30 Symbol for

tellurium

31 Member of cat
family

33 Sun god
35 Mild expletive

36 Goddess of

healing

37 Container
38 Presentation
40 Skill

41 Domesticate
42 River island

43 Bitter vetch
44 Oeface
45 Negative

prefix

46 Devoured
47 Restricted

52 Journey
54 female sheep
55 Mourntul
56 I arnp^-

57 Mans
nickname

OOWN

1 Unitol
Bulgarian cur

rency
2 Macaw
3 Determine

4 Sheet of glass
5 In music, high

6 Pronoun
7 Giver ot gitt

8 Piece of cut
timber

9 Printers
measure

10 One of Three
Musketeers

14 Bacteriologists
wire

16 Exist

18 Near
21 Wavers
22 Cover
23 Intellect

24 Fruit drink

25 Cooling device
26 Armed conflict

28 Novelty
29 Pronoun
31 Animal's foot

32 Strike

33 Male sheep

34 Mature
35 Obtained
37 Unproductive
38 Levantine

ketch
39 Mounds
40 Rugged moun-

tain crest
41 Sailor (colloq )

43 Latin conjunc-
tion

44 Charts
46 Sum up
47 Nothing
48 Be in debt
49 Marry
51 Cooled lava

53 Note of scale

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

tJfOlfcS .bqPWLVrWH

HAVE H0U
LOOKED AT
IT WH&ELf.
SIR?

T NO, I HAVENT HAP
TIME, BUT WHAT
PlFFERENCE P0ES
IT MAKE? I'M ^URE

NEPIPAGOOPJO0... .m 1

I HOPE SHE APPRECIATES
THE LITTLE IMPROVEMENTS
I ?\JT IN...

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart

! V *»Vi l%»s «V%«% - *.-*%•**.** *>% **r\ -. *
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in the coffee 4iop

BEIT MIDRASH • HOUSE OF
STUDY

All credit classes sponsored by

Hiilei will be held in Graduate

Research Center 3M beginning

tonight.

BLACK NEWS SERVICE
A meeting will be held on tomorrow

at 3 m room 114, New Africa House

j* SUPERMARKETS

Sunsweet
A Water

Extract ol 40 oz

Dried Prunes f

Prune

Juice Banquet
Buffet

Suppers

Turkey Buffet

Salisbury Steak

Chicken Oumplinq

Veal Parmagian

Fully Cooked

Smoked Hams
\ Shank Bttt Center

f Portion Portioi Slices

79 8SPWater Added

Shank Half 89:. • Butt Half 99;. • Whole 93:

Fresh Hoasu&g

Chit

5H6t>.

Tastee Maid

Sliced Bacon

Ranchers Pride

1) lb

Beef Patties
4f"

1AQ Fancy Sliced

• Beef Liver

1
59 Finast 24 oz pkg

Beef Burgers

^4$^ Chicken Turnovers lb 0/ p»q

.'i o/ an

I'

i Chicken Au Gratin

ees Chicken Pies

leaver

Mr. Deli Specials

Sliced to Order - halt lb

Baked Ham
Imported Swiss Cheese
Mr. Deli Bologna *•*•**»•*

Turkey Roll

99

Quick Meal Savings
n«gui» l? ei qqc

7 95
c

. 99<

. 1"

• 1"

g 5
Parks Smoked Sausage • 1

49

Jones Sliced Bacon » 1
39

Finast Bologna »*WZt ,

Colonial Franks e.um.«

Colonial Franks m
y 9 Oscar Mayer Wieners

*
1J9 Oscar Mayer Franks

-4
t^Fr.esh Fruit & Vegetables from Fussy Finast

/»,% -**"+ 7**

ir-Htirt —

Navel Oranges

& Grapefruit
1

6 79
California

Extra Large

(56 Size)

Large

40

Size

Mushrooms
Yellow Turnip

Carrots 2

1 16

oasnet

1 ID

Cellos

89
12:

39
(V. <fs f

--. . ,„ f„v f. ft l£

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL - HADLEY

Notices

for all persons interested in par

ticipating in this project. We need

reporters, interviewers and above all

people willing to work.

FASHIONS AND FRIENDS
featuring Paraphernalia and the

Shoe Bin tonite at 7:30. Rides

provided at 7:15 at Dickinson, Wope,

Van Meter and Thoreau. Or call 545

0612. Bring a friend!

FENCING CLUB
Fencing club meets every night.

This week, Mon. thru Thurs. 7-9 p.m.,

Wope Rm. 8.

FOOD SERVICES GOV. BOARD
needs you. 1 position on Food

Services Governing Board -must be

holder of meal ticket and work for

Food Services or least part time.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
come to 728 North Pleasant St.

(across from Wope) and learn how to

make lollipops with the sisters and
pledges of Kappa Alpha Theta tonite

at 7. Call 5-2735 for rides!!

OKINOWAN KARATE
Meetings Mon. and Wed., 7-9 p.m.

on N.O.P.E., Rm 24. Anyone in-

terested, come to meeting for in-

formation!

OPPORTUNITY FOR UN-
DERGRADS
Information and applications are

available for the Undergraduate
Internship in Student Development in

212 Berkshire. Application deadline

is Feb. 15.

OUTING CLUB
"Annapurna" film to be shown at

meeting toniaht, 6:30 in 162 C.C.

Executive Board meeting 5:30

tonight, locker. Extra special night.

All new people welcome.

PUBLIC SAFETY COUNCIL
First meeting tonight 6:30, 174 176

C.C. Please attend!

RUNNERS WELCOME
People interested in running with

others and competing in track meets

and road races. Meet at 4 p.m.

M,W,F, Curry Hicks Cage -Track.

SENIOR LIFE SAVING
All those who called Tom for sign

up. Report to Boyden, not Hicks.

Report at 7 p.m. tomorrow. Questions

call 546 9034.

SIGMA ALPHA MU
Sigma Alpha Mu invites all

university men and women to an

open rush tonight at 8. 387 No.

Pleasant St.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARIES
There will be a meeting tonite at 8

in room 804-808 C.C. for all advocates,
old and new!
LOST

Indian painting on a leaf. Reward.
Please leave at C.C. lost and found.

2-7 SBA 120 a brown leather key
case. If found, please call 545 1208.

Grey plaid sca/f lost in Hampshire
Dining Commons. Please call 546

7637.

FOUND
1 female's leather boot that laces

up the front. It's about a sz. 8 and has
new soles. It was left in my blue and
white van during intercession. Call

Steve 367-2778.

AMNESTY TOPIC ON WMUA'S FOCUS" SERIES
TONIGHT AT 10

Tonight at 10 p.m., WMUA (UMass radio, 91.1 FM)
will highlight the question of amnesty for American
draft resistors.

The program is being presented as a special
feature of "Focus," WMTJA's weekly public affairs
senes produced and moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.
One segment of tonight's 60-minute program will

feature an exclusive interview with Dairy1 Robert-
son, a 1969 UMass graduate who fled to Canada after
having unsuccessfully applied for Conscientious

|Objector status. Robertson was interviewed on the
subject of amnesty and a variety of other topics last
Christmas eve at his home in Downsview. a borouch
of Toronto. m
Commentary will follow the pre-taped interview.

M

U1MUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATTVE
RADIO

Television Tonight

5:00 POPEYE (18)

MERVE GRIFFIN SHOW (3)

HOGAN'S HEROES The Big Picture."

(22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "Military
School." (30)

GOMER PYLE "Freddy's Friendly
Computer." (40)

5:30 THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy Gets Her
Maid." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Look at the Pretty
Snowflakes " (30)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

6:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the

Miguelitos Revenge." (40)

6:30 NEWS 13) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

GREAT DECISIONS (24)

JEAN SHEPHERDS AMERICA (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 MOVIE "City Beneath the Sea " (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

NKWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURK IS NOW (241

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THK EVENING COMPASS (57)

7:30 POLICE SURGEON (8)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter
Marshall, host (22) (30)

ANTIQUES (24)

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 THE ROOKIES "Eyewitness." (8) (40)
THE MAGICIAN "The Illusion Of Black

Gold." (22) (30)

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "The Killers:
Trauma." (24) (57)

900 HERE'S LUCY (3)

MOVIE "Lovers and Other Strangers "

(8) (40)

THE 700 CLUB (18)

MOVIE The Great Escape." (22) (30)

9:30 NEW DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (3)

KILLERS' CLINIC (24) (57)

10:00 MEDICAL CENTER "Dark War-
ning." (3)

ENERGY ALERT (24)

NEWS (27)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK (57)
10:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)
10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

THE JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

THE OPEN DOOR (57)

10:35 A LOOK AT LINCOLN (24)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

11:30 MOVIE "Tell Them Willy Boy Is

Here " (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY (8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NKWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host <22> (30)
1:10 NEWS, WEATHER (3)

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

owlers sweep doubles
By MDC STAFF

In bowling action this past weekend it was a clean first place sweep for

I members of the UMass Intercollegiate Bowling Team. Members of the

men's and women's team competed in the Eastern Intercolleeiat*

[Bowling Congress doubles qualifying tournament in Wilbraham. In the

men's division first place was captured by Alan Segal and Pete Hen-

derson with a fine 2994 for the eight games. Nancy Heglin and Karen
James captured first place in the women's division with a 2759. These two

have been consistently at the top of the women's division in the past

tournaments. Second place in this division also went to UMass. Joan

Felde and Linda Radwanski combined for a 2507. In the men's division

another performance worthy of note was turned in by Steve Roberts and

Dave Dimmick who combined for 2783, good for fifth place.

The finals will take place next weekend. The men will compete in New
York City and the women in Chicopee.

Baker-Winn
Jewelers

Valentines Day Is Almost Here

A Wide Variety of Jewelry Gifts

To Choose From
"For That Certain Someone"

Mon. -Sat. 9:00 5:30

31 S. Pleasant St.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Grad. nonsmoker, 5 bedrm hse, garage,
3 fireplace, 3 miles to UMass. Heat incl.

|102-mo., 13 Middles!. Hadley, 586-3784.

tft.ll

Third for house in Belchertown near Bus
Stop, Rte 9. Quiet, but tolerant student

type. 880 a month plus, call 323-7808.

U2-11

Girl to share 7 rm. furn. house, near
college with 3 U.M. girls. 8100 per mo. Call
665-4212 evenings.

U2-U

Female roommate wanted to share
furnished Brittany Manor apt. No lease,

negotiable rent. Call 256-0618.

tf2-15

AUTO FOR SALE

Chevy, Bel Air, '67. 6 cyl., $450. new
battery, new muffler, call 549-6042, after

6:30 p.m.

tfZ-13

68 VW Fast back. Needs some work. 8500,

best offer or trade. 665-3122.

tf2-13

1966 Mercury Comet, excellent gas
mileage rebuilt engine body and tires.
Good, must sell. $275, 549-2644. tf2-9

i m

62 VALIANT SLANT. 6. std. trans. New:
brakes, front end, exhaust, clutch, gd

body, everything works, gd tires incl. 2

snows, 586-3819. 8295.

tf2-15

65 Chevy Impala, small V8. very

dependable, interior very good, body good.

Call 665-2462. after 6 p.m.

tf2-l3

1971 Cricket Ply. automatic, excel, cond.

25 mi. per gal. $1295. Karen, 5494331.

tf2-l3

67 Cougar, needs some engine work, rest

of car in good condition. 549-3727, anytime
after 5:30. ask for Pauline.

trz-is

1967 Alfa Romeo Giulia Super Sport

sedan, new paint, engine needs work, $600.

Call 665-3480. evenings.

If2-8- II

For Sale: 1968 Buick Wagon. Needs
a long block engine & small parts. Has
a new starter and a recently rebuilt

transmission. Good interior, if there is

some mechanically minded person
who wants to install an engine in it. he
can have it for $50. Call 546-4658.

If2i:>

HONEST AL has 2 SCHOOL BUSES,
previously owned by a Tobacco
Company. Never used in winter, so
they are almost rustless, both are
MEDIUM - SHORT. 51 CHEY.. 6 cyl.. 4

spd trans, everything works, vgd
mech cond. $375. 60 FORD. V8. 4 spd.

even nicer. $400. WANTED Dead or
Alive Darts - Valiants - Lancers. 586-

3819 or 1-772-nSK.

TYPING

Dissertation, thesis, term paper &
business typing. IBM's electric - I nit and
hourly rates. Call Marsha. 549-3832. plin

ahead!

U2-I5

253-3986 SPRITE, LIGHT ANNE VEXLER, UMass women co-captain demonstrates the
"split leap" trick during floor exercises at Boyden auxiliary gym. Her 9.3 against
Westchester State was her best floor score of the season. (Story Page 23)

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE SERVICES

Telescope — 6" Criterion, extras. Tel.

783-8705, Springfield. Mass.
112-12

Refrigerator, 3 cu. ft., excellent cond.,

cost $90 new, under warranty, $65 firm.

Call Paul. 5-5664.

112-13

Omega B22XL 50-80 nn Nikors. 20 gal. H
with all accessories and stand. Call 665-

3401.

tf2-ll

1973 Capri, excellent condition. 4-speed.

4 cylinder, must sell. Call 527-4898 after

5:30 p.m.

tf2-13

PERSONAL

Musicians: Dynamite Fakebook for
sale. 417 tunes with chord changes.
Mostly Jazz and Rock, some stan-
dards. Call Joyce 253-9557.

tf2-15

1971 Pontiac Ventura, ex cond.. 6 cyl. st

trans., 29000 mi, 18 mpg, new tires, asking
$1700. Call after 6. 586-3903.

IL2-12

Stereo AM-FM receiver, turntable and
two speakers. Excellent condition, hardly

used. Must sell, asking $125. Call 549-0582.

after 5

112-12

Puppy, five months old. very lovable.
Call 545-2163. ask for AL

tf2-12

Band. Boogie. Beer! Sigma Phi Epsilon

is having a RUSH PARTY. Wed.. Feb. 13.

to end all parties. Sig Ep is why you'll go

Greek!

tf2-13

To: Sue Larson, please call 253-2409 or

come to 157, East Hadley Rd.

tf2-ll

Want an active social life, good food,

fellowship. non-crnwH»H nlace tn live?

Investigate S0)E. 9 Chestnut St. Call 545-

0070.

tf2-15

Abaction, Abactor. Abaculus, Abacus,

Abada. Abaddon. Abaeili-en. Abaft. Abail.

Abaisance, Abaiser, Abait, Abalienate.

tf2-ll

Commuter Assembly needs a secretary,

information is available in Commuter
lounge Office.

tf2-13

Keep old clothes alive — mending,
patching, altering, jeans rebuilt, em-
broidery. Good work, reasonable rates. Rt.
9, Belchertown. 323-4025.

tf2-22

Would like to tutor students on
regular basis thru sem. exp. in lower lev.

Math. SUt.. Chem. & Econ. Call 6-4729.

Clip and save this ad.

tf2-U

ENTERTAINMENT
Rands — Wide price range, available for

hire through professional talent agency
MAD ANGEL, others. Bill Nosel - Agent.
256-0680 - local.

tf2-l2

Get close to your love with those

romantic hits of the 50's and 60's. For more
info., or booking, call now — The name is

Bob. Tel. 536-6075.

ti2-13

Attention Datsun owners I perform
all phases of major and minor repairs
on Datsuns at reasonable prices. I

have over two years experience on
Datsuns at a Datsun Dealership and
an Aircraft Airframe and Powerplant
License. Phone, 253-7456. Russ Baca.

tf2-17

Hatch Celebrity Series presents Tracey
Nelson-Mother Earth, Thursday, Feb. 14, 9
p.m.-l a.m.. admission. $1.00.

tf2-13

HELP WANTED

WANTED
ROOM FOR RENT

Female or male help needed several
days a week from mid-morning to early
afternoon at Gasland. Rt. 9. Amherst,
inquire at station.

tf2-13

Must sell symphonic stereo AM-FM
radio & 8 Track. $175. or best offer. Call
Casey at 665-4065. after 5:00.

MMI

Skis, brand new K2-5S. 190 CM. 1974
model, no defects or scratches, still in
wrapper, $150. Usually cost $200. Call
I -or in. 256-8453.

tf2-ll

207 CM K2 Comps with Look toes. $50,

size 12 l.angr Comps, unfoamed fits size

in' . - 12. $50. call John. 256-0402.

tf2-13

Great — "Mach-ll" fiberglass skis, 195

CM. w -Salomon 502 bindings. Ski patrols

use this model! List $265. asking $119. Call

665-3546.

tf2-!2

m

Refrigerator 3 cu. ft. Delmonico. Pur-

chased new 9-72. cost $75. yours for $40.

Daniel. 584-5444.

112-15

4-13 inch spoke rims — good condition. 2

mounted with reg. tires need to sell. Best

offer, call Larry at 6-5984.

tf2-13

For Sale: 200 MM Soligor Lens. Fits all

:i:»mm Cameras, $80. Call 665-3546. MWF.
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Exceptional buy.

tf2-l I

.Speakers. Dynaco A25, oiled walnut,

good condition, call Tom 549-3726.

tf2-12

$85 Congo Drum for only $60. or best

offer. A fine instrument and great fun.

Must sell now . so call Riley. 584-8130. after

5 p.m.

tf2-ll

RIDE WANTED

Babysitter for 8 month old boy — my
home. Mon. and Thurs., 9:30-1:45 p.m.:
Tues., 9:30-12:45 p.m. Own transportation
necessary. 256-6602.

tf2-13

Reasonably attractive liberated female
< 18-22) to share warm, spring relationship

with liberated male. Apply in person. 301,

Lewis.

tf2- 11

I need an artist to paint a Vargas type

nude, preferably in acrylics. Good $, for

good artist. Call John for more info. 256-

0402.

tf2-13

Honda 350 or 450. Will look at any year —
But must be good running condition. Call

Rob at 546-9702. (Keep trying).

112-14

Want to buy a double mattress in good
condition, with or without boxspring. Call

256-6748.

112-13

DEATHLESS PROSE

Don't let dorm life get you down, live in
your cabin with maid service and low
weekly rates. Coll the Deerfield Motor
Court. 665-2645.

1/2-14

Privacy — Colonial Motel, low. low
weekly rates, Urge comfortable rooms.
TV., maid service included. Bar and
restaurant. 665-2008.

112-12

FOR REN I

Apt. for rent. I

utilities. $145. Call

( I iffside

bdrm. dishwsr, all

any time. 665-2719,

112-15

"We are all the sums of that which
we have not counted. Subtract us into

nakedness and night and you shall see
beginning in crete. 4000 years ago. a
love that ended yesterday in Texas."
PUIS OLDTIME FURNITURE.
Furniture for the cultured mind:
desks, bureaus, bookcases, beds. etc.

Behind Aubuchons. IN THK ALLEY.
253-3511. GOOD PRICES

tfMI

Studio use. etc.. of basemt in new hse.

Own entrance in each — Pay heat bill. $20-

$40 mth. 66 Market. Nhampton. Call eves.

584-0927. Kathy.

tU-u

E. guitarist — Advanced develop. Need
work now. I can solo with best. Ex. big $$
in future concerts. Play rock, jaaz,
classical. 546-4473.

tf2-13

How to earn $10-15.000 per year, 6 month
training period, no obligation. Write: Mr.
Weiss. Box 552. Randolph. Ma. 02368.

MMI

Students — Earn while you learn. Part-
time contact work, promises good money
to those who qualify. For interview, call
253-5864.

2-22

Opening for skilled secretary. Apply in

person between noon and 4 p.m. 25 hours a

week. $2 an hour, students only. Apply
WMUA.

tf2-12

Job:, on Ships! No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job or career.
Send $3 for information. Seafax. Dept
I7G. P.O. Box 2049. Port Angeles
Uashington »8162

tf-15

LOST

FREE

WORKSHOPS

Krom Chicopee lo Vmherst. Tu.. Th..
tight am ( all < her\l . 592-729:1. will share
expenses.

MMI

Primal Experience Marathon — 24
hours. Feb 22. Trained leader. Fee:
$65 (Also weekly groups available).
Offering a group dynamic that
provides an emotional enviornmenl in
which the individual can re-create the
primary experiences of his or her life
Call 256-0503 (eves i or 253-9421
'anytime) for further information.

H2-20

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.

Call 584-8816.

tf5-l7

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Gold Circular Charm with 21 on front
and ERB on back. Reward is payment of
its worth. Great sentimental value. Call
665-3051. nite.

tf2-!5

In vicinity of Montague Rd.. Lev . blk &
silver shepard dog. Tag No. 166. red collar,
answers to PEANUTS. Call 549-1240 or 545-
0615.

If2- 1

1

2 bedroom apt. on 60 acre farm. 4 miles
from campus. $2IO-mo. 584-7729. 584-0812
1-268-7048.

tf2-l3

Orange-brown shoulder strap pocket-
book, missing from Textbook Annex. No
questions asked, reward offered if found.
< all Roberta. 6-6256.

tf2-ll
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Catamount women
nip UMass swimmers

by Jan Garavano

Saturday afternoon was one full of highlights and heartbreaks for the

swimmers at NOPE pool, and despite a fine team performance by

UMass, Vermont wound up on top, 62-60.

The highlights evolved around the freestyle and butterfly events as

Melon Dash, Laurie Selik, Karen Johnson, and Cindy Whiting earned

their share of points. Cindy has tied the 50 freestyle pool record three

times in a row with a time of 27.5, and is determined to break it the next

time out. Melon was strong and fast as she swam away from her com-

petitors to take first in the 50, 100 fly and 200 individual medley.

The 200 I M was part of the strategy of Pat Griffin, and Karen

Johnson swimming for the first time in the No. 2 spot, finished third.

Laurie Selik, was then free to swim the 100 freestyle, and the result was a

one-two sweep, as she and Cindy captured top honors.

The heartbreak came at the 50 freestyle and the diving competition

as mere fractions separated the two teams. In the freestyle event,

Roxanne Balducci and two Vermont women were within one-tenth of a

second... the judges deliverated and Roxanne fell to fourth. Carol Can-

terbury and Vermont diver Cindy Prehemus both led during the five

rounds of dives, but a slightly higher degree of difficulty became the

deciding factor, and Vermont surfaced with a 1.5 spread and the victory.

(Staff Photo - Joe Martins.

RANDY THOMAS — set UMass mile record Friday
night with a time of 4.09.

Under
Graduate

Commuters

Nominations for the Commuter Assembly are

available in the Commuter Lounge or RSO.

Nomination papers are due Feb. 15 and elections

will be held Feb. 20.

Exhorting their teammates to victory, the UMass women swimmers led all the

way against Vermont on Saturday afternoon only to be edged out in the diving

competition. The aquatic Minutewomen face Yale and Springfield College in their

a* <t meet Wednesday night.
(Staff Photo - Bob Berman)

Tracksters lose to last

event Dartmouth rally
By SCOTT HAYES

MIX Indoor Track Writer

If records are made to be broken,

Randy Thomas is the man who's
going to break them. The junior

speedster set a new school record

in the mile in Friday's tri-meet, in

which Dartmouth rallied to nip

UMass 67-65, while UNH made
little noise, scoring just 16 points.

Thomas, who now holds three

school records in track and cross

country, took four tenths of a

second off the old record by run-

ning the mile in 4:09. Thomas, also

holds the two-mile record and the

cross country course record.

Thomas wasn't the only record-

breaker, however, as Dan Grigus
cleared 13'7" in the pole vault for a
new UMass record. The junior

vaulter, a transfer student, who
came to Amherst from the Air

Force Academy, recently tied the

mark of 13'6".

The meet was as close as track

meets can be. With all of the

competition completed except the

triple jump, UMass was still in

excellent position to win the meet.
Things looked even better for the
Minutement when Mike Geraghty
set a new meet record in the triple

jump. Geraghty moved into first

with his jump ot WVk". warren
Cassiday of Dartmouth had two
jumps left, and it was all up to him.
Cassidy ran through his next to last

jump, and set a new meet and
Dartmouth College record with an
effort of 46'10 lV on the last jump
of the day. Cassidy 's clutch per-
formance gave Dartmouth the
victory and prevented UMass from
finishing the regular season with a
4-4 record.

As it turned out, Coach Ken
O'Brien had nothing to complain
about. O'Brien explained that the
team has come a long way since
the layoff during intersession. The
team started practicing together
again on January 23, with double
workouts. The result has been a
team which O'Brien says, "is a
little bit better than I thought it

eat dinner

en the Hrfc/i

would be." The mentor admitted

that UConn is a heavy favorite to

take the Yankee Conference
championships, but stated that the

team will go into the meet with

intentions of winning.

The trackmen completed the

regular season with a 3-5 record
that could have been 5-3. Only a

record-breaking performance
stopped UMass from defeating

Dartmouth, and a gamble that

O'Brien took earlier in the season
cost the team a victory. O'Brien
rested some of his top athletes in

the Rhode Island meet, hoping to

upset UConn and Manhattan in the

following meet. The gambit failed,

however, and UMass lost all three

meets.

In other top performances in the

meet, Mike Geraghty set a new
meet record in the long jump.
Geraghty, a "pleasant surprise"
took first with a jump of 22'8Vfe".

Steve-Crimmin ran the 600 in 1 : 13.1

to lower another meet record, and
Tony Pendleton set a freshmen
record by running the dash in 6 3.

The fast times proved that

UMass is a better team than its 3-5

record indicates. The upcoming
championship meets should prove
interesting. Connecticut and
Northeastern appear to be the top
teams in New England, with
Boston College, Springfield and
UMass bidding for third place. The
team has the talent to lower more
records when the competition gets
tougher in the YanCon's and New
Englands, and should finish the
season on a high note.

1

All University Women:

RUSH IS BACK!
Visit the House of your choice Tonite:

Alpha Chi Omega
Nutting Ave.

5-2152

Chi Omega
Frat-Sor Park

5-0162

"Fabulous 50V
Greaser Night

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m."Fashion Show"
With

Paraphenalia and the Shoe Bin

Kappa Alpha Theta "Lollipop Night" 7 p.m.

.#/lota Gamma Upsilon "Meet the Stars'

406 n. pleasant st. IGU Amateur Night
5-0082

Kappa Kappa Gamma "Open Party"
Nutting Ave.

5-0320

7-8 p.

m

778 N. Pleasant St.

5-2735

Sigma Kappa
19 Allen St.

5-2297

//Music Mania"

7 p.m.

&
8 p.m.

7-8 p.m.

CALL FOR RIDES!!

Cliff Blom lone Yan Con titleist as...

UMass matmen finish third
By JOHN BOCK

MDC Staff Wrestling Writer

ORONO, Me. — The Second

Annual Yankee Conference

Wrestling Tournament made two

things crystal clear — 1) The

Rhode Island Rams sit un-

disputedly at the top of New
England Wrestling and 2) the

tournament was an absolute en-

durance test for the teams in-

volved.

Everything from the seven hour

ride to the possibility of wrestling

five times to get to the finals made
the tourney a grueling eight and a

half hour affair in the frozen Maine

woods. The University of Rhode

Island proved itself better at

outlasting the rest of the -Con-

ference as they sent nine men to

the finals, crowned six champs and

walked away with their second

Yan Con title in as many years

with 171 team points.

Boston University upset the

UMass Minutemen by edging them

128 to 117 for second place. The
Terriers had champs aa 134, 150

and 177 pounds. The only Cham-
pion that UMass brought home was
Cliff Blom, who garnered all the

honors at 158 pounds. Blom was
never seriously tested on his way to

the finals where he won by default

over URI's Marty Periera.

Other finalists for Massachusetts

were Steve Benson at 167, who lost

4-1 to the Ram's Mark Jones at 177;

and Heavyweight Dennis Fenton

who fell victim to a headlock

thrown by URI's Ray Miro, and
was pinned.

The margin of difference bet-

ween UMass and BU turned out to

be UMass' failure to place at 118

and a loss to one of the Terrier's in

a consolation round match. The

reason in the 118 pound class was

the fact that Minuteman Peter

BU's Guy Bercier in the con-

solation finals, 8-1.

The tournament was a double

elimination affair, which meant
that a man would wrestle until he

lost and them would wrestle back

through consolation rounds until he

either won, which meant he would

be in the finals against the man to

beat him before. If he lost, it would

eliminate him from further

competition. The matches were six

minutes in length instead of the

usual eight, so a wrestler who had

to wrestle five times and then a

final added it up to about 35

minutes of wrestling.

The remainder of the team
placed third at their respective
weight classes. Reynolds at 126,

LeMire at 134, Chateauneuf at 142,

Sachon pulled cartilege off his ribs Jabaut at 150, and Spaulding at 190.

in a bout with BU's Jeff Lambert. The Minutemen will be away

He continued the match but lost by Tuesday against conference

a fall and subsequently defaulted doormat UNH (all will wrestle up a

in the rest of his matches. weight class), and return this

In the 142 pound weight class coming Saturday against powerful

Russell Chateauneuf was bested by Wilkes College

Women gymnasts batter WestChester St.
By CANDY GROSS

With a score of 97.70 to West

Chester's 82.75, the Minutewomen
brought their record to 4-0 this past

Saturday. It was a one-sided

performance with UMass taking at

least the first three places in all

four events.

The first three places in

sidehorse went to Linda Nelligan

8.15, Jeannine Burger 8.10 and Ann
Vexler 7.95. West Chester's Denise

Zook took fourth with 7.80 followed

by Margie Combs' 7.55. Sixth and

seventh places went to Marion

Kulick and Heidi Armstrong,
respectively. Event score came to

UMass 24.20 to West Chester's

21.85.

In bars, UMass placed all five of

their gymnasts in the top six

positions. Ann Vexler won the

event with 8.25, having some
trouble on her mount. Jeannine

Burger's second place 8.15 was
again due to a problem with her

twisting dismount. Betsy East took

third with 7.80 and fourth went to

West Chester's Nancy Harper
scoring 7.55. Gail McCarthy took a

solid fifth, but continues to lose

points due to a disagreement over

the point value of her mount. Linda

Nelligan tied for sixth with a West

Chester gymnast. The Springfield

meet will see some routines

modified to iron out the difficulties

according to Coach Virginia

Evans.
The score at the halfway mark

was UMass 48.40 to West Chester's

42.05, not yet at the level necessary

to overcome neighboring rival.

Springfield College.

Beam as a team event, continues

to be weak. Ann Vexler suffered

two falls but took first with 7.85.

Second Dlace was a UMass tif

between Marion Kulick and

Margie Combs at 7.55. Both women
continue to improve and per-

formed the only two 'falless'

routines of the event. Jodi Hitt

continues to display her ability,

earning third place with 7.15, an
early fall costing her a score in the

eights. Jeannine Burger's three

falls placed her fifth with 6.95,

while teammate Heidi Armstrong
had a shaky time of it for this meet.

But if UMass women had some
problems, the West Chester team
couldn't pull even one routine

together, and fell 11.05 points

behind with their low event score of

18.25.

UMass swept the floor, taking

the first five places of the event. A
9.3 for Ann Vexler rounded out her

overall good night, and was her top

floor performance this season.

Jeannine Burger followed with a

fine 8.75, having only slight tum-
bling difficulty to iron out before

Thursday. Third place was Margie
Comb's 8.3, whose strong return

has been a bright spot to the team's

depth. Marion Kulick's fourth

place 7.9 shows continued polish as

the season progresses. Jodi Hitt

took fifth, there was a West
Chester tie for sixth and UM's
Alicia Goode took seventh, making
it definitely UMass's event.

Although Coach Virginia Evans
was pleased with the victory it

wasn't as sound a team per-

formance as was expected.
Looking ahead to Thursday, she

outlined the necessary im-
provements. "Beam continues to

be the main problem and should

improve by four points. Then if

bars and vaulting each increase by
two points we'll be well over the 100

points needed to defeat
Springfield

"

Of all the meets, this Valentine's

Day clash at 8:00 is the most
challenging dual competition. Both

teams are of National caliber and
it will be well worth the trip to the

Springfield Memorial Field House.

(See photo P. 21)

HOW DOES YOUR CAR SAY

HELP! QUICK!

IN AUTOMATIC TRANS-
MISSION LANGUAGE?
Strange sounds . . . sluggish-

ness . . . delayed response to
shift changes . . . these are all

SOS signals from your trans-

mission meaning, "Quick, get
me serviced before my ail-

ments become serious."
We know the language well.

And we've built our business
on your confidence in us by
applying "band aids" in time
to avoid "major surgery".

United Transmission

Exchange, Inc.

236 Pleasant St.

Northampton

UMass Sportsweek

UMASS SPORTSWEEK (FEB. 11-16)

UMass Sportsweek (Feb. 11-16)

Monday - Women's JV Basketball vs Springfield at 6:30 - home;

Women's Varsity Basketball vs Springfield at 7:45 - home.

Tuesday - Men's Varsity Basketball vs Boston U. at 8:00 - home;

Men's JV Basketball vs Rockwood Acad, at 6:00 - home; Varsity

Wrestling vs New Hampshire at 3:00 - away; Varsity Hockey vs Con-

necticut at 7 : 30 - away ; Men's Varsity Gymnastics vs MIT at 7 : 30 - away

;

Men's JV Gymnastics vs Lowell Tech at 4:00 - away.

Wednesday - JV Hockey vs RPI at 6:30 - away; Men's Varsity

Swimming vs Tufts at 4:00 - home; 2omen's Varsity Swimming vs

Springfield and Yale at 6:30 - away; Women's Varsity Gymnastics vs

Springfield at 8:00 - away.
Thursday - Men's JV Basketball vs Springfield at 6:00 - home; Men's

Varsity Basketball vs Springfield at 8:00 - home; Women's JV Basketball

vs Mt. Holyoke College at 7:00 - away.

Friday - Varsity Hockey vs Colby at 4:00 - home; Women's Varsity

Basketball vs Vermont at 5:00 - away.
Saturday - Men's JV Basketball vs AIC at 5:30 - home; Men's Varsity

Basketball vs Rhode Is. at 7:30 - home; Varsity Wrestling vs Wilkes at

7:30 - home; Varsity HOckey vs Bowdoin at 7:30 - home; Men's Varsity

Gymnastics vs Navy at 1:30 - home; Men's Varsity Indoor Track - Yan-

Con Championships at Vermont; Women's Varsity Swimming - New
Englands at Maine; Men's Varsity Swimming vs New Hampshire at 2:00

• away; Women's Varsity Skiing at Teeney Mt., N.H. (Sat. and Sun.)

Steve Saraceno

Campus Athletics

Five days a week the Daily Collegian sports pages record the feats of

intercollegiate and professional athletes.

But who is there to record the athletic feats of the average UMass
student en route to daily classes?

There is ... Me!
In my quest for equal coverage of the real student athletes, I

managed to obtain numerous scoops. Here are a few:

NORTH PLEASANT STREET — Larry (Lunatic) Lawson shocked
the UMass sporting world today when he crossed North Pleasant Street at

rush hour. In so doing he became the eighth person in modern times to

perform such a feat. He was the first to cross the infamous no-man's land

at the height of traffic since Darlene (Daredevil) Dive completed the

fifteen yard trek back in 1964.

Observers of the totally unannounced dash were surprised when they

saw Lawson warming up for the sprint. Many tried to talk him out of it.

However, Lawson reportedly just kept muttering, "I've got to get to my
four o'clock."

One eyewitness reported to the Collegian, "I thought he was done for

when the bus ran over his ankle, but the dump truck hit him in such a way
that he was knocked to safety".

The bystander also added, "It was the most exciting street-crossing

I've ever been to. And it was the first time I've seen a successful one".

Lawson could not be reached for comment as he is in the intensive

care ward at Cooley Dickenson Hospital. Plans for Lunatic to cross the

racetrack at the start of this year's Indianapolis 500, are in the works —
pending, of course, his recovery.

CAMPUS CENTER — "I seemed to be able to hit the holes just

right". Those were the words of Tad Trudge after he set a UMass record

for shortest time getting through the Student Union and Campus Center

between classes.

His official mark was 52 minutes, 13.5 seconds.

Trudge set the record despite being pushed down a flight of stairs,

tripping over a display table, after having lunch at the Hatch.

"I spotted some daylight just as I was finishing my ham and cheese,"

Trudge recounted, "so I didn't bother to bus my tray, and I managed to

get there before the hole colsed. Twenty minutes later I was through."

It was Trudge's last competition. He will, however put on three more
exhibitions before he retires.

"After those three, I'll just take the Campus Pond route", Trudge
said. "It's quicker."

ORCHARD HILL — Rookie Sidney Snowshoe upset veteran Jean
Claude Umie yesterday in the Orchard Hill Giant Slalom Championships
held on one of the semi-plowed sidewalks leading down the Hill.

Jean Gaude, usually at his best under yesterday's course conditions

(glare ice), was a heavy favorite, but he lost his chance for a third con-

secutive title when he tried to get down the Hill standing up. He was dug
out of a snowbank and suffered only minor lacerations.

Snowshoe, meanwhile, went down in conventional style, on his back,

and managed to get to the bottom unscathed.

Neither competitor wore skis.

SOUTHWEST— This community was set agog today by the inspiring

performance of Rita Runsumore, who drenched in perspiraion and
noticeably limping, arrived on time for a 11:15 class at John Quincy
Adams.

Her class at the Graduate Research Center had ended at 11:00.

A residential hero, Miss Runsumore will be honored in a ceremony
Saturday when she will receive the key to Southwest and a bronzed Puma
shoe.

A ticker-tape parade will top the festivities.

Women hoopsters win a pair

.j

By LINDA MACKLER
The UMass women's varsity

basketball team ypped their record

to 3-1 as they defeated Central

Connecticut Friday night, 51-41.

The junior varsity was also vic-

torious in Connecticut 47-39. Going
into the second period and trailing

16-3, UMass looked bad. The of-

fense was totally nneffective, but

the team quickly pulled them-
selves together and turned the

game around. With one minute and
forty-six seconds to go, Jenny
Edminster scored two points, stole

the ball and scored another two
making the score 19-18 UMass. At

the end of the first half UMass led

the game 24-23. Coach Jane Fan-
attributed this turnabout to

UMass' very effective press. She
stated, "we started slow. But in the

second quarter we made a real

team effort and forced Central into

sixteen turnovers."

UMass maintained the lead until

the end thanks to outstanding ef-

forts by Marilyn Ritz and Chris
Basile. Marilyn was all over the

court — stealing the ball and
sinking diffibult outside shots.

Chris was high scorer with 13

STUDY IN

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO

Fully accredited University of

Arizona GUADALAJARA SIMMER
SCHOOL offers July I August 10.

1974 courses in FSL, bilingual educa-

tion. Spanish, anthropology, art. folk

dance and folk music, geography,

government and history. Tuition

SI 70: room and board in Mexican

home S2I5. For brochure write:

International Programs, 413 New
Psychology. University of Arizona.

Tucson. Arizona 85721.

NEW LUNCHEON MENU

WITH NEW LOW PRICES.

Top Of The Campus

points and high rebounder with

nine. Elated with her performance.

Chris said. "We deserved to win.

We worked hard as a team and had
a strong winning attitude."

Coming off last week's defeat, it

was essential to win this game for

the team's spirit. Coach Farr was
pleased with the results and
claimed, "This is the first time we
were down by so much and we still

came through. It's a good thing to

know that we can do it."

The junior varsity also put on a

fine display. Center Jan Franks

scored the first two points and
UMass never lost the lead. Terry

Pudlo was high scorer with 14

points, sinking a couple from mid-

court. With one minute and thirty

seconds to go, a Central Con-

necticut player clinched the game
for UMass. The score was 45-39,

when she stole the ball and stuffed

it into the wrong basket.

Coach Ellen Greaves was
delighted. " I was pleased with our

press. It's been steadily im-

proving. A very disciplined offense

kept us in the game. Everybody's

performance was good."

Both teams will face a tough

game this Monday night in the

Northeast Physical Education
Building. They face Springfield

College starting at 6:00 p.m.

Wifck whifi

hppnh§
it CHEQUERS

.\
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(Staff Photo - Steve Smith)

John Murphy gets set to fire one of his typical bombs from the corner during
Saturday afternoon action at Storrs.

UMass drops second straight

in overtime, 79-76 to UConn
By STEVE DeCOSTA

Overtime anH UMass just don't
mix.

The Minutemen dropped their

second straight overtime clif-

fhanger Saturday afternoon as
Connecticut converted on four free

throws in the final 44 seconds en
route to a 79-76 victory at Storrs.

Sophomore Al Weston broke a 75-

all tie with two free throws at that

44 mark and another soph, John
Thomas, iced the verdict when he
converted on both halves of a one-
and-one with three seconds
remaining.

Al Skinner had a chance to bring
the Minutemen back after
Weston's deuce but was able to hit

only one of two foul shots.

"I'm disappointed because I

thought we should have won it,"

said UMass coach Jack Leaman.
But he added, "They won it at the
right time. I've won a few of those
and I've lost a few of those. In a
game like this, the team that wins
is the team that's ahead when the
buzzer rings."

Actually the game was played in

three stages. UConn rolled up an
eleven-point halftime lead on the
strength of fine shooting by Weston
and Earl Wilson. Weston notched
19 of his game-high 29 points as he
and Wilson accounted for 31 of
UConn 's first-half total of 37 points.

The Minutemen barnstormed
back after halftime to erase the
UConn edge. Peter Trow made
good on his first seven field goal
attempts of the half and Skinner
added six quick points of his own to

pull UMass even. After ex-
perimenting with a zone defense in

the first half, The Minutemen went
back to their more accustomed

man-to-man and held the Huskies
to two hoops in eight minutes.
The rest of the way was tooth-

and-nail, with first one team and
then the other racking up short-

lived leads.

The Minutemen were up by one
and had the ball under their own
basket with 1:25 to play in

regulation time. Rick Pitino got the
ball on the inbounds pass and was
quickly trapped by two UConn
defenders. As he tried to release to

a teammate, Al Weston flicked the
ball away, retrieved it, made the
lay-up, and was fouled. The free

throw was good to put UConn up by
two.

Bill Endicott came right back to

tie it up on a driving left-hander
that was batted away by John
Thomas, who was called for
goaltending.

UConn froze the ball until the
buzzer when Al Weston threw up a
thirty-footer that bounced in and
out to send the game into overtime.

Al Skinner was again the man for
UMass as he tossed in 24 points and
picked up 11 rebounds. John
Murphy and Peter Trow added 18
points apiece.

Commenting on his team's poor
first half, Leaman said, "The
toughest thing in basketball is to
come back from an overtime loss
and we had a tough time dgetting
started." The second half tur-
naround was the result of "a little

bit of discipline," added Leaman.
UConn coach Dee Rowe was

impressed by the Minutemen. "I
certainly think Mass is in a fine
position," he said. "They are
definitely a tournament team."
On his own tourney chances,

Rowe was not so sure. "We gotta

fight our brains out to stay alive,"

he rationalized. "I hope we go
someplace. These kids deserve it,

but we gotta win, that's all."

Connecticut is now 14-5 overall

and all but out of the Yankee
Conference race at 6-3. They face a
murderous schedule this week as
they play New Hampshire,
Georgetown, and Rutgers on the

road. In addition they still have to

face Boston College, that on
February 26 at Storrs.

The Minutemen are still atop the

YanCon at 6-1 and boast an overall

record of 14-4. UMass, however, is

at home for its next five games,
starting with Boston University

tomorrow night.

Skaters dropped by Yale
By BILL BALLOU

You've got to figure that when you can manage 41 shots on goal against

a team mat s beaten Boston University and Cornell you're doing pretty

well.

But when you get beaten for four power play goals and can only score

on one of those 41 shots (against a back-up goalie), then things don't look

so good.
That's what happened in New Haven Saturday afternoon as the

Division I Elis trounced the Minutemen 6-1.

The shots on goal were pretty even, 44 for Yale and 41 for the UMies,
and for the most part so was the play. But Yale hit for four goals in the
space of 11:53 during the second period to negate anything good UMass
could do after that.

It was the strong Yale power play and the anemic UMass attempts at

same that spelled the difference. The Elis converted four of six chances
while the Minutemen hit on just one of eight.

The onlv goal of the first period was on the power play as Phil Clark
gave Yale an early lead, blasting a 20-footer past Chick Rheault with John
Muse off for charging.

Dave Mayer and Bobby Kane upped the count to 3-0 with even strength
goals early in the second period before Ron Graber and Mike Flatters hit

on the power play to put the game out of reach.

The Minutemen had plenty of chances to score as well, but couldn't

capitalize on them. Mike Merchant hit the post on a breakaway, Carl
Burns did the same when Merchant fed the rebound of that post shot out
in front of the net, and then Kevin Conners just missed about 45 seconds
later.

A couple of minutes after that flurry, Billy Harris stickhanded through
the Yale defense and beat goaltender Gerry Stenson only to have the puck
die right on the goal line.

Stenson had his share of luck, but the second-stringer from
Albuquerque, N.M. played sensationally throughout the first two periods.
When he was finally removed to allow first stringer Ken MacKenzie some
ice time with about eight minutes left in the game, he got a well-
deserved standing ovation.

UMass finally scored at the 25-second mark of the third period when
Jim Lynch zipped a thirty-foot slap shot past Stenson on the power play,
but Yale got it back at 16:05 when Mike Walsh scored with Merchant off
for slashing.

INCIDENTALLY:
"A rich man drives a Cadillac,

A poor man drives a Ford,
But the hockey team went down to Yale
On four wheels and a board."
Somebody in the Athletic Department ought to have their butt booted

for allowing any one of their teams to take an 200-mile trip on the
travelling style that we took the pucksters to New Haven. It was cold,
bumpy, uncomfortable, and has so little room tor equipment that severai
players had to stuff theirs into the luggage racks UMass has never
beaten Yale, now standing at 0-3...Three straight key Division II games
are scheduled tor this week. Tuesday night its UConn at Storrs, Friday
afternoon Colby at Orr Rink and Saturday night vs. Bowdoin, also at Orr.

Earle Barroll

UConn's Al Weston.
Saturday's game-
breaker with 29 points,

guards UMass guard
Rick Pitino.

Tim Berra signs with Colts
By GORDON BEARD
AP Sports Writer

BALTIMORE, (AP) - Tim
Berra, who once confessed to his
famous father that he couldn't hit a
baseball, signed a football contract
Sunday with the National Football
League Baltimore Colts.

Yogi, the former catching great
who played sand-lot football on
"The Hill" in St. Louis before
starting a probaseball career at

age 17, looked on proudly when
Tim's signing was announced at a
news conference.

"I didn't know what red dog'
was until Tim started playing,"

Yogi said, "When I played, we
didn't red dog, we all just rushed in

together. I played center on of-

fense, but I liked it when the other

team had the ball, so I could

tackle."

The 22-year-old Tim is a wide

receiver from the University of

Massachusetts. He was picked on
the 17th round in the recent
national Football League draft, the
24th of 25 players selected by the
Colts.

"Tim runs excellent pass routes
and has great hands," General
Manager Joe Thomas said. "He'll
catch anything thrown near him.
But the main thing is his dedication
to the game, and his willingness to

learn."

Thomas conceded that young
Berra. at 5-foot-ll and 134 pounds,
didn't have outstanding size and
admitted that his speed once posed
as a possible problem.
"But when we timed him,"

Thomas said, "we clocked him in

4.7 seconds for the 40-yard dash
and thought maybe something was
wrong with our stopwatches since
his dad was not known for breaking
track records.

"But we got the same time

again, and when we asked Tim
about it, he told us he got the speed
from his mother."
"I didn't shy away from

baseball," he said. "But I liked

football more and concentrated on
that in college."

«* «..
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SPORTS

No cause for worry
By EARLE BARROLL

Well, let's see...the question today is not what a team in the top 20 with
16 wins and two defeats and a one-point heartbreaker to Providence
College can do for an encore on the road to a possible NCAA berth. And
in fact, there is also no team with a 15-3 record, a perfect Yankee Con-
ference slate and an academic invite to the NIT awaiting
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0n this Monday morning tell this story. That UMass is

14-4 no NCAA, ditto the alphabetical others, with two consecutive
overtime losses to its credit. And the two teams that beat them, UConn

2?SS°*Ste ^i? and inside New En«land -
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So, Jack Leaman where does your team stand? "I really don't think
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We have five games ,n a row at home and I'd be unfair telling you we-shouldn't win all five. That's 19-4, a good tournament record wifhF^rdham and New Hampshire on the road. If we need those^wo, we'll get

Leaman begrudgingly sees Boston College as a contender. "They'vewon three or four in a row and now they're talking a lot," he says ''lithem win another three or four straight and theS I'd consider thenTa
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It would be impossible and more than that, a shame to send thesecond place or even third place team to the tournament and not th*champion " he said. "If we go undefeated the rest o7X way Ql-iuhatshould rule out their possibility."
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see page 4
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From the battlefield...

On being a veteran

in an 18 year old world
By MIKE KNEELAND

MDC Staff

Veterans on campus say they don't want to be treated
like 18-year olds by their professors, but would rather keep
their service background unknown in social situations.

That's one of the results of a questionnaire submitted
recently to 600 randomly selected service veterans on
campus. The study was prepared by Paula M. Nassif.

Nearly 70 per cent of the veterans said they were
somewhat bored with academic life due to their wide
range of military experiences.

Seventy per cent of the veterans also said they feel

academically insecure because of their long absence from
school.

Many of the veterans completing the questionnaire
said they were "frustrated" being older than most
students. They do not feel relaxed in classes with 18-year
olds when they themselves are 25 or 26.

Some 62 per cent of the vets were satisfied with the
University's social life. About half, however, felt the Conn.
Valley is socially unsatisfactory.

Not surprisingly, the ex-G.I.s find scheduling courses
and trying to break campus bureaucracies a big "hassle".
One exception was the Veterans Affairs Office, which
received high ratings.

With 2300 veterans on campus, the Veteran's Affairs

Office is one of the few such campus offices in the nation.

In addition to offering advice on almost any subject, the

office also helps veterans find part-time jobs.

Tne office plans to use the questionnaire results to

better assist the vets here. Most indicated they never hear
or read about veteran issues.

The VA office plans to remedy this situation by sen-

ding the men a monthly newsletter.

...to the classroom

Happy birthday People's Market-see page 12

People's Market staff celebrate first birthday. Left to right, Cal Ferrigno, Gary
Ferrigno, Patti Gibney. Ellen Caraccialo, Patti Gibney, Ellen Caraccialo, Buffy
Weissman and Ceci Queeney. (Staff Photo-Steve Ruggles)
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Overall, the Walkathon raised over $1600. (Staff photo-Dennis Conlon)

UMies receive recognition

for walkathon contribution
By STEVE TETREAULT

MDC Staff

Two women who claim to jog 50 times around their

floor each morning received recognition last night for

making the largest contribution to the 1973 Heart
Fund Walkathon.
Rosie Chagaruly, A Junior Public Health major,

and Mary Barcellona, a Sophomore CASIAC student,

represented John Quincy Adams Middle House in the

12 mile excursion, which was held October 27.

In the process of completing the circular route,

which ran from Whitmore, through Amherst to

Atkins Farm, back on Route 116 back to Amherst and
Whitmore, the two filled many of their sponsor
contracts. When the money collecting had finished,

Ms. Chagaruly and Ms. Barcellona had gathered $193

from over 150 sponsors. They stated that "just about
everyone in Middle House had money on us." The

average sponsor pledged ten cents per mile.

A plaque and a trophy were presented to JQA
Middle in an impromptu ceremony last night.

Stephen Noyes and Roberta Oliver co-chairmen of the

Walkathon, explained that the dorm will be allowed to

keep the trophy for one year, until the results of next

year's walkathon are released. The two women were
also presented baby shoes mounted on a plaque from
their fellow residents.

Overall, the 1973 Walkathon raised over $1600. John
Quincy Adams Lower finished second with a total

contribution of $180. Seventy-two people participated

in the event, and 55 made contributions.

According to Ms. Audrey Anderson, Heart Fund
Field Worker, the money will go towards heart

research and education programs for professional

and laymen in Western Massachusetts.

Southwest Assembly pres.

sees budget problems ahead

By FRAN BROCK
Southwest Assembly is in session again, a little

poorer than last semester and a lot more cautious.

Larry St. Cyr, president, feels that too many things

were not accomplished last semester, and those

things that were done were not always in the best

interest of Southwest.

St. Cyr's biggest complaint is against the Budget
Committee. The committee, established last spring,

is composed of the Area Director, one representative
from each cluster, a group of dormitories, the

Business Manager, six students and a representative
from each of the various Centers.
The rational behind such a system was to have the

monies distributed in a more orderly fashion, with

money being used in the interest of Southwest.

According to St. Cyr, the committee has become too

large and the representatives are not acting in a way
that is beneficial to Southwest. The question of the

Budget Committee will be brought up later in the

semester.
Another major concern of St. Cyr's is the

organization of the Assembly, specifically, the

committees. He has already re-defined the duties of
each committee, and now hopes that they will carry
them out.

The Finance Committee is supposed to investigate

where money has been spent, keep an inventory, and
make financial rules and regulations.

A duty of the Civil Liberties Committee is to

compile a complaint form for SW students. It seems
that many residents have complaints but haven't the

slightest idea where to voice them. This committee
would then follow up the complaints.

Distributing Project Fund money, reviewing the
governmental structures of the staff, assembly, and
the dorms, and raising the political consciousness are
the duties of the Social Action Committee. The only
problem here is that Dr. Cage, Vice-Chancellor for
Student Affairs, has temporarily frozen the Project
Fund money. Although Gage has not given St. Cyr
any definite reason as to why or when it will be lifted,
St. Cyr feels it has to do with Thomas Campion's
resignation.

The fourth group is the Social and Cultural
Programs Committee. Their job "is to try to get as
much going as possible."

St. Cyr, disappointed that little was done last
semester in the way of programs, hopes that things
will improve this semester. He also hopes that
planned programs will be more promptly and ef-
ficiently executed.
The only immediate event that St. Cyr is concerned

with is the "Student Phonothon," sponsored by the
University alumni. They have decided to sponsor a
fund-raising event which involves students calling
alumni and asking for tax-deductable contributions.
The money will go toward special academic projects
such as BDIC, Outreach, International Studies, and
the Honors Program. Money will also go to
organizations such as the Everywoman's Center.
Any student interested in getting free beer, a free

meal, and making phone calls one evening is asked to
contact Larry St. Cyr or the Alumni House. Accor-
ding to St. Cyr, he is interested in getting one student
from each dorm who will help organize a group of
callers for the "Phonathon."

Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY
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Glassblowing

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Systems are being considered to cut back the
number of stolen books. (Staff photo-Dennis Conlon)

Stolen librarybooks

pose a problem

By FRED NOBLES
You're writing a paper and find you're missing that only great

quote. You go to the library, but the book is not on the shelf...and it

hasn't been checked out.

According to Betty Brace of the circulation department, the book
could either be stolen, misplaced in the library, or "deliberately

misplaced to some other shelf by someone doing research" and
"effectively lost as far as anyone else is concerned." George
Wright of the Library Public Service Division cited the further

possibility that it could be one of many books that disappear "at the

beginning of the semester and turn up at the end of the semester."
So what do you do about the quote? Ms. Brace suggests you start

your research early, for the library could probably replace any
"misplaced" book within three weeks. If none of the five college
libraries have the book, the library will buy a new one. If the book is

out of print, get a zerox copy from somewhere else.

You may, however, be somewhat comforted by the fact that an
electronic detection system is being considered for the library.

According to Wright, a charged magnetic metal strip would be
inserted in each book. Somewhere in the checkout process the strip

would be deactivated.

Anyone trying to actively "misplace" a charged book outside the
library would set off an alarm in the detection unit. Hopefully, this

system will reduce, if not do away with, the number of stolen books.
And you just might find your quote.

Stop and Shop in Hadley-
Amherst is on Route 9 at the

Hadley-Amherst line.
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An art preserved in Goessman
By BRIAN COYNE

MDC Staff

Deep in the bowels of Goessman
Laboratory, a man is bringing a

time-honored craft to a few select

students.

The man's name is Gordon Good.
His craft is glassblowing. Every

Monday, Wednesday and Friday
he holds a senior honors course in

glassblowing for ten students. The
fine art of shaping, stretching and
cooling glass is explained to the
students in a modern, well-
equipped laboratory under the
direction of Good and his two

Dr. Gorden Good demonstrates some techniques to

members of his class in glass glowing. (Staff Photo-
Steve Ruggles)

Local owner predicts

longrange fuel crisis
By DEAN MERCHANT

MDC Staff

According to two Exxon station

owners, Exxon believes the fuel

crisis will last "ten to fifteen

years."

The men, who asked that they
not be identified by name said

Exxon "has been getting five per
cent of their crude oil from foreign

sources," and "by 1985 fifty five

percent of Exxon's crude oil will

come from other countries."

One of the owners said Exxon
must trade oil obtained in Mexico
with Venezula. He said refineries

in this country cannot handle the

high sulphur oil that comes from
Mexico.

He believes Exxon is now run-

ning their refineries at 85 per cent

capacity, down from 110 per cent
last fall, and that Exxon's in-
ventory has fallen six million
barrels for one month.
The other owner said this is

partly because the government
regulates the amount of oil that can
come from different areas.
He continued saying "Exxon is

now putting out the most fuel per
company and are selling crude oil

to other companies as they would
have been compelled to do so by
the government if not voluntarily."
He believed Exxon would like to

build one refinery on the East coast
which will cost roughly 300 million
dollars.

In the past one company was
trying to build a refinery in the
Delaware basin, he said, and

Collegian Staff Photo Meeting

Tuesday 7:30 p.m.

All must attend!

SAVE

YOURSELF
a lot of leg work, shop at a

MUNCHY'S

Hampden

Worcester

Franklin

8 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 day wk.

10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 7 day wk.

1 1 a.m. - 7 p.m. 7 day wk.

assistants, Joe Walas and Larry
Williams.

As well as teaching the class,

Good also supplies the UMass
science departments with much of

their glass apparatus. Good finds
his job very challenging since
there are no production line
pressures. "Each day we are doing
something different, and working
at our own pace," he said.

The class Good teaches is

premarily concerned with the
production of scientific in-

struments, but from time to time
he conducts an exchange with art
students interested in

glassworking to allow his students
a greater exposure to the ap-
plications of glassblowing.
Good's work is not entirely

restricted to the UMass campus.
He occasionally lends his expertise
to the other colleges in the area. He
would like to see more Five College
students associated with his shop,
but so far has met with little

success in that direction.

Good first became interested in

glassblowing while he was em-
ployed in a dynamite factory
during the Second World War. He
then did glassblowing for the
Monsanto Company for 19 years.
Ten years ago, he came to UMass
as a full-time supplier for the
science department. He has been
teaching the class for six
semesters.

Exxon wanted one in Maine.
"But the government wouldn't

allow it," he said. He believed with
today's pressing energy problems
those who objected before will not

this time.

Another part of the problem he
said is that Exxon, "finds it

cheaper to drop oil off in the south
than up here".

They said Exxon feels the gas
situation will get worse and at

other times they feel it will get

better.

In 1967 Exxon told the govern-
ment of a coming shortage.

Exxon just spent 300 million

dollars buying the oil rights off the

gulf coast and that "Exxon and
Atlantic Richfield are two of the

four companies involved in the

Alaskan pipeline."

Linda Jones would like to take this puppy home but
she can't.. .she's allergic to them. Ms. Jones is a
sophomore animal science major and lives in Brown
House. The puppy is from a litter of four Border collies.

TTiey need a home...can you help??? (Staff Photo-
Steve Ruggles)

Registrar's backlog

Due to an immense backlog of
transcript requests and grade
corrections at this time of year, as
well as a huge backlog of requests
for certification of enrollment, the
Undergraduate Registrar's Office

will be closed all day on Wed-
nesdays commencing February

13th and continuing through and
including March 20th. The purpose
of this closing is to allow the

Registration and Records Offices

to restore their files to proper
working order so that students and
other concerned agencies may be
provided proper service.

Ticket refunds

Refunds for the Saturday, February 9 concert featuring Bonnie
Raitt and the Pousette-Dart String Band will continue until Wed-
nesday, February 13.

Ticket holders may present themselves at the Arcon desk on the
first level of the Campus Center from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. on Tuesday
and Wednesday of this week.
The Program Council Social Committee and the Concert Com-

mittee request that all ticket holders make arrangements to
receive their refunds during this time, as their personnel and
stamina are wearing thin.

SPECIAL
BOOK SALES

No. 1 — Webster's 7th Collegiate Dictionary

— was $8.50 , Now $qOO

No. 2 — Harvard University Press Promotion

— •ov,n•, *° 50%
No. 3 — Collection of Penguins & Torchbooks

for $ * OO5 1

NOW GOING ON AT

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Confer
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British workers continue
striking for second day

COFFEE FOR THREE... for some of the miners on
picket duty outside the Redbrook Colliery. (AP
WIREPHOTO)

By ARTHUR L. GAVSHON
Associated Press Writer

LONDON (AP) — Miners formed picket lines in
driving rain and wind outside British coal mines
yesterday on the second day of a nationwide
strike.

Joe Whelan, a miners' union official in the
Nottingham area, said he had been threatened
with death after safety workers, charged with
keeping the mines in operable condition, crossed
picket lines.

"There will be bitterness, even between father
and son, for years to come if this situation con-
tinues," Len Clarke, the regional union leader in
Nottingham, said.

In London, police rolled up to a large power
station to keep an eye on picketing operations only
to find no one had shown up. The miners could not
get a train from Kent to London because of wildcat
strikes on the railroads.

Meanwhile, union officials and a group of in-
dustrialists met to discuss a compromise
arraagement increasing miners' pay if they
return to work. A special meeting of the miners'
union Executive was called for Tuesday.
Coal provides 70 per cent of Britain's power

needs. The Common Market's Executive said in

Brussels the British have sought permission to o<»n

the export of both steel and coal to other market
partners. The commission must approve such
action and British sources said it has shown
sympathy to the request.

Executives of the state-owned British Steel

Corp. have estimated steel production would cease

by early spring if the coal strike lasts.

The walkout against Prime Minister Edward
Heath's anti-inflation ceiling on wage raises

started at midnight Saturday, but the 280,000

miners had not been working overtime and Sun-
days for three months.
Heath has maintained he cannot offer more than

7 per cent, or $5.70 a week, in addition to the basic

weekly miner's average of $81. Miners want their

average weekly pay raised to $101.50.

Heath initiated the Conservative party cam-
paign for the general election he called Feb. 28
with a claim that victory would permit his

government to settle with the striking miners.
Labor party leader Harold Wilson said re-election
of Heath's party would mean continuation of
policies that have "brought Britain disastrously
close to bankruptcy, industrial paralysis and
economic ruin."
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Independent truckers' protest ending

Mideast

2 killed along Golan Heights line

Germans forget fuel crisis

in wake of service strike

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Syrian artillery fire blasted

Israeli military positions and
settlements Monday along the 40-

mile Golan Heights cease-fire line,

killing two persons and wounding
five, the Israeli military command
announced. It said Israeli forces

returned the fire.

The command claimed the dead
included a civilian woman.
The Israeli authorities said the

fighting lasted about three hours in

nearly all sectors of the Syrian
bulge captured by Israel in the

October war.

The Golan battle was announced
as Iraq and Iran were reported
reinforcing border outposts
because of a battle Sunday over
disputed territory that cause more
than 140 casualties.

Official sources said that area —
near the Persian Gulf about 100
miles east of Baghdad — was quiet
Monday. Irag and Iran issued
conflicting claims over who had
started the border clashes.

A Tripoli radio broadcast
monitored in Beirut said Libya had
totally nationalized the holdings of
three American oil companies
there: Texaco Oil, Asia-California
Oil Co. and the Libyan-American
Oil Co.

The broadcast quoted an an-
nouncement Monday by Libya's
leader, Col. Moammar Khadafy.
His government earlier had
nationalized the holdings of the

American Bunker-Hunt firm and
took over 51 per cent of the
holdings of all other major oil

companies.

United States officials in

Washington, meanwhile, con-
firmed reports that the Nixon
administration is supplying
sophisticated antitank missies to

Jordan, the first Arab country to

receive such U.S. weaponry.
The TOW missiles are the same

type dispatched to Israel in the
middle of the October war. The
officials declined to say how many
would go to Jordan.

A ranking Republican member
of the House Foreign Affairs

Committee said in Cairo that the

October war marked "a turning

point in American foreign policy."

"We are not about to throw in the

sponge and walk away from
Israel," said Rep. Peter H.B.

Frelinghuysen of New Jersey.

"But we don't want to be involved

in the need to respond to a com-
parable situation again."

Monday's renewed fighting
along the snow-swept 40-mile
Golan front coincided with war-
nings by Israeli press com-
mentators that Israel might
retaliate for recent Palestinian
guerrilla raids, and that some
responsibility for the raids could be
laid on Syria.

The Tel Aviv command said
some of the Syrian shells slammed
into the civilian settlement of

Ramat Magshimim and the
paramilitary settlement of Nahal
Geshor in the Golan Heights.
A communique issued in

Damascus claimed the Syrian guns
inflicted "heavy losses" on eight
Israeli settlements. The Syrians
opened fire on the settlements

after Israeli cannons blasted three
Syrian villages, the communique
added. The Tel Aviv command
disputed the Syrian report of
losses, saying there were no
reports of casualties.

The mass circulation Maariv
newspaper in Israel suggested in

an editorial that the renewed Golan
clashed of the last two days were
connected to guerrilla forays from
Lebanon into northern Israel.

By OTTO DOELLfNG
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFURT, Germany (AP)
— The automobile, temporarily
dethroned by the energy crisis,
was king again in West Germany
on Monday as a nationwide public
service strike crippled mass
transit, air terminals and
sanitation departments.
With streetcars, buses and

subways idled in almost all large
and medium-sized cities, millions
of commuters forgot about soaring
gasoline prices and lack of parking
spaces and drove to work by car.
Those lacking cars resorted to
taxis, bicycles, walking or hit-
chhiking.

Rush-hour traffic on major
feeder roads backed up for miles,
creating scenes just the opposite of
those witnessed in November and

Iraq, Iran have

territorial dispute
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — Iraq

and Iran were reported moving up
troops to reinforce their common
border yesterday after a territorial
dispute erupted in heavy fighting.
More than 140 casualties were
reported.

The border hostilities Sunday
raised fears of a major collision
between the two military powers of
the wealthy Persian Gulf area,
source of much of the world's oil.

But official sources in Tehran,
the Iranian capital, said the

frontier was quiet Monday.
Baghdad newspapers claimed

Iran was rushing in tank and in-

fantry regiments opposite Iraq's
Badra border region. Reports in

Beirut newspapers said Iraq also
was hurrying in extra troops.

Iran, a Western-oriented non-
Arab state equipped mainly with
American weaponry, announced
that 41 Iranian soldiers were killed
and 81 wounded in Sunday's border
clashes with the Soviet -equipped
Iraqis.

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon Invite al

University Men to an:

OPEN RUSH PARTY

WED., FEB. 13th 9 p.m.
FEATURING: DOC SULLIVAN, SIX KEGS OF BEER FIVE
SORORITIES, GOOD TIME, GOOD FELLOWSHIP
LOCATION: 9 CHESTNUT ST. CALL 545-0070 FOR INFO. OR RIDES.

This may be the biggest bash the Greek System has ever seen. You
owe it to yourself to investigate what a fraternity party is like. This is not
a Dining Commons, Dorm sponsored dance where they run out of beer
and the women hide on one side of the room. This is Sig Ep, and Kappa, *
and Chi O,* and SDT#, and Alpha Chi,* and Tri Sig*. Come and see

*
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December when West German
roads were swept clear of cars by
fuel-saving Sunday driving bans.
With the brunt of the strike less

than 24 hours old, government and
union negotiators went back to the
bargaining tables.

Public service workers, among
the most disciplined in a nation
with a reputation for labor peace,
walked off the job just once
previously and that was only for
one day in 1958.

Their unions, backed by over-
whelming pro-strike votes, this
time ordered a series of selective
or "focal point" strikes to back
demands for 15 per cent across-the-
board pay hikes for 2.2 million
public service workers. They want
a minimum of $66 a month for
workers in the lower pay brackets.
Chancellor Willy Brandt's

government, which draws much of
its support from labor unions,
refused in the first round of
negotiations to go beyond 9.5 per
cent and a minimum of 46 dollars.
Telephone communications were

hampered in many parts of the
country as switchboard operators
walked oft their jobs, joining
streetcar personnel, bus drivers,
garbage disposal men, airport
employes and health inspectors.
Passengers at Frankfurt's

Rhein-Main Airport had to carry
their own luggage to planes,
causing long delays and even
cancellations of flights.

Ships which brought frozen
meats, fruit or wheat to the North
Sea port of Hamburg could not be
unloaded because meat and plant
inspectors refused to inspect their
cargo.

Richie Havens
Michael Polacco

Friday, Feb. 22

8:00 p.m.

Tickets: $4, $4.50

Starting Mon., Feb. 11

CC. Concourse

John M. Greene,

Smith College

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Despite pockets of resistance

from militant drivers, the majority
of independent truckers appeared
yesterday to have abandoned their
protest shutdown against higher
fuel prices.

After 11 violence-scarred days
that left two drivers dead, scores
injured and 100,000 workers
temporarily without a job, truck
traffic was reported at near-
normal levels in most states and
vital produce was rolling once
more to market.

Officials of the New England
Produce Center and at several
Midwest livestock markets
reported receipts close to or above
prestrike levels. Truck stops in a
number of states began pumping
diesel fuel for the first time in a
week.
Full-scale slaughtering

operations resumed at the Illinois

Beef Inc. plant at Joslin, HI., after
a one-week shutdown. Deliveries at
National Stockyards near East St.

Louis were more than double those
of last Monday.
Scattered incidents of violence

continued, however, and some
drivers pledged to continue the
protest now or in the future,

despite an agreement reached last

Thursday with officials in
Washington.

Highway gunfire was reported
early yesterday in at least four
states, and vandalism — mostly
shattered windshields — in several
others. None of the injuries was
serious.

W.J. Usery Jr., the Nixon ad-
ministration's chief labor
negotiator, told newspersons that a
survey by the Department of

Transportation showed truck
traffice had increased for the
second straight day.
Usery said the Transportation

Department survey included
traffic counts and checks with
state police and truck stops. It

showed that truck traffic was 90
per cent of what it was at the same
time a year ago, he said.

The settlement arrived at last

week calls for a 6 per cent freight

rate surcharge to make up for

higher diesel fuel costs and
guarantees of ample supplies of

fuel, including Sunday sales. Some
drivers insist they need an im-
mediate rollback.

Some drivers' groups voted in

truck stop balloting to continue the
shutdown, then changed their
minds after learning more details

of the agreement.
Truck traffic was up in Florida

as in other states, but a spokesman
for the owner-drivers there
maintained the strike would

resurface.

"The truckers who are on the
road today are fellows who have
been shut down and are broke,"
said Ben Savage. "They are trying
to get a few bucks in their pocket
and then they are going to shut
down again."
About 1,200 drivers met Sunday

in St. Paul, Minn., and voted to
continue the strike, as did groups
claiming to represent more than
1,000 truckers in the Detroit, Mich.,
area. Officials in both states
reported increases in truck traffic,
however.
Indiana Gov. Otis R. Bowen

called National Guard troops and
extra state police patrols off the
roads but said they would remain
on alert if needed. In Kentucky,
National Guardsmen remained on
duty to provide escort service to
any trucker who asked for it.

Nixons hail

Ellington's

return

Oregon-style rationing

spreads to other states
By DUDLEY LEHEW
Associated Press Writer

Service stations in the nation's capital and four states started rationing
gasoline Oregon-style yesterday. Pennsylvania will go to a similar plan
later this week, sources said.

Motorists appeared to be adapting well to rationing plans launched in

Washington, Massachusetts, New Jersey and the District of Columbia.
But New York State had a few problems.
"Right now the lines are exactly the way they were last week- about 65

cars long," said Mike Savage, an attendant at an Albany, NY., Mobil
station. "I'm not going to stand out there and direct traffic. If he wants to

do it, he should make it a law," he said of Gov. Malcolm Wilson and the
state's voluntary plan.

The rationing plan is mandatory in New Jersey and Hawaii.
The plan originated in Oregon. It restricts gasoline sales on even-

numbered days to motorists whose license plates end in even-numbered
digits, and vice versa. Generally, motorists whose plates bear letters

instead of digits can get gasoline on odd days and out-of-state motorists
are exempted.
Maryland will be the next state to implement gas rationing. The odd-

even plan goes into effect there today. And sources said Gov. Milton
Shapp of Pennsylvania was set to announce he had approved rationing
and it would become effective later this week.
A check of 65 stations across Massachusetts found the usual long lines

of gas-hungry motorists cut about in half. Supplies continued to be a
problem. In Pittsfield, only one of Ave stations surveyed was selling gas.
Most Massachusetts station operators were turning away people with

even-numbered plates. Some said they were selling $1 worth of gasoline
to even-numbered cars if they were almost empty.
"The lines were very definitely cut down," said Gerald McNamara,

manager of a Mutual station. "It's an excellent plan that should have
been adopted a long time ago."
In New Jersey, a slightly larger number of gasoline stations appeared

to be open and lines were significantly shorter. A Union County station
that had a half-mile-long line last week found only about a dozen cars
waiting yesterday morning.
In the Trenton area, some stations said they were open and had no

lines.

In Washington, D.C., some motorists with even numbers on their
license plates lined up for gasoline although they were not supposed to do
so.

In Seattle, a spot check showed that stations and motorists were
heeding the plan.

At one station, a line of 25 cars had formed 20 minutes before opening
time while another station had no motorists waiting for his opening. "It's

kind of a lonely feeling after two weeks of lines, the operator said.

"There's nobody out there."

I may not be able to sell you a cup

of coffee as cheap as a snack bar, but

I can certainly sell you coffee as

cheap as some retailers.

Shop Munchy's.

By DONALD SANDERS
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Duke
Ellington returned yesterday to the

midtown capital area where he
grew up and played some of his

familiar songs for several hundred
inner city school children and Julie

Nixon Eisenhower.

Mrs. Eisenhower hailed him as
"one of my heroes" and brought a
letter from her father, President
Nixon, addressed to "his ex-
cellency the Duke of Ellington,"
and saying in part, "There'll never
be another you."

Duke and Julie were on hand to

give a plug for the series of per-

formances, a part of the artists-in-

the schools program, by pianist

Marian McPartland in Washington
public schools. It is supported on a

matching basis by the National
Endowment for the Arts and the

U.S. Office of Education.

Miss McPartland started things

off by playing Billy Strayhorn's

"Take the A Train," the Ellington

Theme song, with four members of

the Duke's orchestra.

Then Mercer Ellington an-
nounced it was time to bring on the

other piano player, his father, who
played "A Train" again and then

launched into "Mood Indigo."

The several hundred school
students bused in from city schools

applauded loudly enough to

threaten the aging plaster at

Hawthorne School, in a mid-town
area a dozen blocks or so from the

Ellington boyhood home.

Edward Kennedy Ellington is 74,

and the jaunty bounce was missing

from his walk, but at the piano he
was as youthful as ever as he
swung into "Caravan."

Solzhenitsyn rejects

2nd Soviet summons
By FRANK CREPEAU
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW (AP) - Alexander Solzhenitsyn, the target of bitter official

attacks for publication of his book on Stanlinist labor camps, rejected
yesterday a summons to the Soviet prosecutor's office. He said he would
not appear for interrogation.

The prosecutor's office had delivered a second summons to the apart-
ment of the author's wife, and Solzhenitsyn said he refused to

acknowledge legality of the summons.
Following a furious campaign of official press denunciations of

Solzhenitsyn and his book, "Gulag Archipelago," the prosecutor's action
could be the start of an attempt to silence the author by arrest and
initiating charges against him.
A summons was delivered on Friday, but Solzhenitsyn 's wife refused to

accept it. A new document was taken to her apartment Monday and
Solzhenitsyn then issued a defiant statement to the prosecutor.
"In a situation of general illegality which for many years has existed in

our country - and the personal eight-year campaign of slander and
harassment of me - 1 refuse to acknowledge the legality of your summons
and will not come for an interrogation to any state organ," the statement
said.

The summons, requesting his appearance at 10 a.m. Tuesday, did not
say why the procurator general's investigative division wanted to see
Solzhenitsyn.

The Solzhenitsyn statement, released to Western newspersons, con-
tinued:

•

"Before asking legality from citizens learn how to observe it yourself.
Free the innocent from confinement.
"Punish those guilty of mass executions and false informers. Punish

the administrators and the special organs which have performed
genocide exile of peoples. Remove from local and regional satraps today
their unlimited power over citizens, the ordering about of courts and
psychiatrists."

Solzhenitsyn apparently views the shifting of certain nationalities from
one place to another in the Soviet Union as a form of genocide.
The office of procurator general in the Soviet Union bears some

similarities to the attorney general's office in the United States and has
broad powers to investigate and prosecute crimes.
The summons was signed by A. Balashov of the investigative division.
When asked about the summons, Balashov hung up the telephone

without answering.

Subliminal perception question

revived in television advertising

By G. DAVID WALLACE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - An advertisement for a memory game called
Husker Du has revived the question of television advertising aimed at the
viewers' subconscious.
The technique involved is called subliminal perception, and the Federal

Communications Commission said "broadcasts employing it are con
trary to the public interest."

In pre-Christmas television ads for Husker Du, the words "Get It"
flashed on the screen four times, each time for a fraction of a second.
The episode presented the FCC with the first specific case of subliminal

perception advertising on television. The commission said subliminal ads
are deceptive, and referred the matter to the Federal Trade Commission.
The government response, if any, apparently will be to seek a promise

that the advertiser will not use the technique again.
Experiments with the technique as a method of advertising raised

concern and led to government inquiries nearly 20 years ago. Some spoke
then of "brain-washing" fears.

A group of advertising men tried it out at a New Jersey drive-in movie
in 1956. They said popcorn consumption increased when the words
"Hungry? Eat Popcorn" were flashed on the screen so fast that viewers
weren't aware they had seen the message.
Some viewers were conscious of the "Get It" flashes in the Husker Du

advertisement.

A handful of the 200 or so stations where the ad was scheduled contacted
the National Association of Broadcasters for guidance. The association,
in accordance with its vo'untary code prescribing subliminal devices.
advised code subscribers not to run the ad.
The Husker Du advertisement was prepared by the Telecast Marketing

Division of Premium Corp. of America, the company which makes the
game.
Sam McCloud, Telecast Marketing's general manager, said the

television ad was originally made without the "Get It" messages. The
messages were added by another staffer who thought he "had something
nobody had ever heard of before," McCloud said.

McCloud said Telecast Marketing asked stations to withdraw or alter
the ad as soon as he found out the "Get It" had been inserted.
Since the government hasn't defined subliminal, McCloud said he

doesn't see how the ad can be called subliminal.

Roast Prime Rib of Beef

$095
including salad bar

Every Night — Tuesday through Saturday

Top of the Campus
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Kissinger sees

plan working
WASHINGTON (AP)

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger yesterday conceded that

the United States is "the world's

most profligate energy con-
sumer."
But he said at the State

Department conference on energy
programs that the current con-

servation program here is

working.
With the past four months,

Kissinger said, government energy
use has been reduced by 20 per
cent, industrial consumption by
more than 10 per cent, gasoline use
by nine per cent, and natural gas
and electricity in residential and
commercial buildings by 6 and 10

per cent respectively.

"We shall continue to expand
this program," he said. "We are
prepared as well to join other
consumers in pledging a sustained

conservation effort.

The energy crises

Energy conference seeks

rules of conduct
By STAN BENJAMIN

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - A conference of 13 energy-

consuming nations began cautiously yesterday,
seeking some way to agree on "rules of conduct" for

buying foreign oil without appearing to threaten oil-

exporting countries.

Opening the two-day conference, U.S. Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger said that bilateral oil

agreements by individual nations could not solve the
problems and might well make them far worse.
"We believe that it is essential that these

arrangements follow agreed rules of conduct,"
Kissinger said.

The European nations at the conference have been
pressing for an early meeting of both consuming
nations and oil-producing nations.

Those attending the sessions include foreign
ministers, finance chiefs and energy experts from the
United States, Japan, Canada and Norway and nine
members of the European Common Market : France,
West Germany, the Netherlands, Great Britain,
Italy, Denmark, Ireland, Luxembourg and Belgium.
Walter School, West Germany's foreign minister

and president of the Council of European Com-
munities, urged a conference of all interested nations
- major consumers, producers, and underdeveloped
countries - by April 1, one month earlier than
proposed by Kissinger.

The conference participants nave repeatedly
emphasized that they had no intention of making this

meeting into a conspiracy against the Arab oil-

producing nations which precipitated the world crisis

by cutting off deliveries to some countries last Oc-
tober and by sharply increasing their prices.

Arab oil shipments have since been resumea to

most European countries but are still cut off to the
United States.

Kissinger said the United States would seek no help
at this conference in responding to the Arab embargo.
Europe relies on imports for some 60 per cent of its

energy.

Kissinger warned that failure to resolve the energy
problem by international cooperation "would
threaten the world with a vicious cycle of com-
petition, autarchy, rivalry and depression such as led
to the collapse of world order in the Thirties." "The
most immediate and critical problem concerns
price," Kissinger also said.

"Current price levels are simply not sustainable.
At these levels, the industrial countries alone will
incur a current account deficit of $36-40 billion in
1974..."

Against that background Kissinger urged that the
arrangements made by individual nations to secure
oil supplies "follow agreed rules of conduct."

Don't Close Your Eyes

to the value $ at

Amherst's First Optician

AH Leading Brands: Sunsensor
Prescriptions American Optical
Contact Supplies Bausch & Lomb
Binoculars

We'll Order Anything

|56 Main St. 253-7002
Across from the Town Hall

vm&m
187 n. pjoaiant st

hms

shoes

g

bargains
for
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sale prices

Will banding for energy

lead to confrontation?
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — The secretary-general of the Organization

of Petroleum Exporting Countries criticized the energy conference in
Washington yesterday, and said any grouping of advanced consuming
nations will lead to "confrontation."

The official, Abderrahman Khene, told foreign newsmen has
organization had made it clear "that the setting up of any kind of con-
sumer group — any group of powerful industrialized countries — will
inevitably lead to confrontation."

But he stopped short of specifying the kind of retaliation his group
would envisage should the consuming countries form an organization to
protect their interests.

Khene also declared that "Washington is the wrong place to discuss
the oil issue involving the future of all nations. In my view it would have
made more sense to go to New York," meaning the United Nations.

But Khene also said, "OPEC has clearly indicated that any exchange
of views and information with the consumer countries on the oil issue
could be useful."

He said what he expressed were "my own personal views which are
more or less related to the official standpoint of OPEC as an
organization."

Khene described the Washington conference as "a meeting called —
or shall I say concocted — by the U. S. government, limited to major
industrialized countries, the same countries which have provoked the oil
problem as a result of the huge amounts of oil they have consumed and
are still consuming in wasteful usage.

"The threats expressed by the U.S. government against the
producing countries, in particular the Arab oil producing countries, are a
clear indication of the goals the U.S. government is aiming to realize, to
impose their views, using strong pressure on oil and other raw material-
producing developing countries and to claim for themselves the unshared
leadership in world affairs."

FOR LIGHTNING FAST DELIVERY ON ANY OF OUR
DELICIOUS PIZZAS OR SUBS CALL THE HUNGRY-U.

hzzaMereot
253-90*0

256-0611

- J

«!

Free Delivery"

256-6150
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Rationing off

to a good start

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Most Massachusetts drivers and

service stations went along with a
voluntary gasoline rationing
program yesterday and limited

sales exclusively to cars with odd-

numbered license plates.

Of 65 service stations surveyed
across the state on the first day of

rationing, most said they would
sell only to cars with odd-

numbered plates, because it was
Feb. 11, an odd date.

But the stations got little chance
to exercise their muscle, because
virtually all the drivers who lined

up for gas had the odd-numbered
plates. Today, the 12th, cars with

even plates get their chance.
The results were sometimes

dramatic in a state where long

lines at the pumps have become a

fact of life. Many dealers said their

queues were reduced by a quarter,

a half or more.
"It appears most people are

cooperating. This thing just might
work," said Jerry Murphy,
manager of the Johnson and
Murphy Shell station on Route 30 in

Framingham. Usually the lines go
all the way around the block, but on
Monday they only went three-

quarters of the way around.
Under the statewide system,

similar to ones adopted by some
communities in Connecticut and
New Hampshire, drivers with odd-
numbered plates are asked to fill

up on odd dates and those wi"
even plates on even days.
"The lines are very definitely cut

down," said Gerald McNamara,
manager of a Mutual station. "It's

an excellent plan that should have
been adopted a long time ago."
Many station managers gave the

customers credit for making it

work.

"If a guy wants to wait in line to

buy gas, I'll give it to him no
matter what his license plate is. I

don't want to get into any fights,"
said a station attendant in North-
ampton. But not a single car with
even-numbered plates had pulled
up to his pumps.
Some stations enforced the

suggested $3 minimum by
checking the drivers' gas gauges
when they pulled into line. If the
cars had more than half a tank,
they refused to sell to them.

FPC denies N.E. power request

which would hike customers bills

In response to the legal intervention of U.S. Rep.

Michael J. Harrington ID-Mass ) and other

petitioners, the Federal Power Commission (FPC)
has denied a New England Power Company (NEP-
CO) rate increase request which would have hiked

the customers' bills of its subsidiary, Massachusetts

Electric, by 10-17 percent.

New England Power has requested the increase in

order to provide financial compensation for the fact

that its customers are using less electricity, due to

the energy crisis and conservation efforts.

"At a time when Massachusetts residents are

absorbing staggering rises in fuel costs, NEPCO is

trying to get away with shyster tactics," Harrington

said. "Because its customers are using less elec-

tricity than NEPCO had predicted, the company
wants to raise its rates so that it will make the same
amount of money it expected. NEPCO apparently

feels that lean times for consumers shouldn't mean
lean times for electric utilities."

Harrington said that the FPC decision only delays

for six months to a year what may still be a favorable

decision for NEPCO. "The Commission granted

NEPCO permission to come back and re-file its rate

request, and opponents of the rate increase will have

to fight the increase again. Meanwhile,

Massachusetts Electric has filed a similar rate in-

crease request, based on a fall-off in consumption,"
he said, "with the state Department of Public
Utilities, and I intend to legally intervene in that

situation. In the meantime, at least, we have avoided
that ould have been a 10-17 percent rise in consumer
electric bills."

Allies of Harrington's in the intervention effort

include the Rhode Island Consueers Council and a
roup of NEPCO 's municipal utility customers
organized as the "NEPCO Customers Rate Com-
mittee."

Hie proposed rate hikes would affect the almost
700,000 customers of Massachusetts Electric, many of

whom are Harrington's constituents, plus 27 com-
munities which purchase electricity wholesale from
New England Power. Nine of these communities -

Danvers, Georgetown, Groveland, Ipswich, Mar-
blehead, Merrimac, Middleton, and Peabody -are

located in Harrington's district.

The other cities and towns affected include Ash-
burnham, Boylston, Groton, Hingham, Holden,
Hudson, Hull, Littleton, Mansfield, North Attleboro,

Paxton, Princeton, Shrewsbury, Sterling, Templeton,
Wakefield, and West Boylston.

Franz Stetbucher, tne doughnut-maker's boss, supervised operation of the new
mobile doughnut machine, which will replace the 20-year old, defective machine
now in use at the Campus center.

"We like to implement new ideas in the way of food service for the University,"

said Stetbuchner. With our new director, things like this are clicking," he said.

The new machine can make a dozen doughnuts a minute. Thayer considers

himself "the doughnut man on a cold street corner."

Answer sought for

month-end shortage
Predicting a "continuing cycly of end-of-the-month

gas droughts," U.S. Rep. Michael J. Harrington ID-

Mass. ) called on Federal Energy Administrator

Simon to implement new administrative procedures

to end the problem of gasoline stations running out of

their monthly allotments of fuel simultaneously.

The result of simultaneous closings, Harrington

wrote Simon, "has been that my constituents have

faced an added gasoline drought only indirectly at-

tributable to the overall shortage..The Federal

Energy Office should amend the Petroleum

Allocation regulations to require that gas stations in

any given area in the country receive their 30-day

allotments of fuel at different points in the calendar

month."

"If 25 percent of a given locality's gas stations,"

Harrington said, "were to receive their supply during

the first week, another 25 percent during the next

week, and so on, these stations would also run out of

fuel at fairly staggered intervals. Consumers would

then at least be assured that some stations in their

communities would have full supplies, regardless of

the part of the month."
In a statement, Harrington pointed out that Simon

himself has endorsed the idea of neighboring stations

staggering their hours during the 24-hour day, so that

gasoline would be available at all hours. "I am asking

that the same principle be applied immediately to

correct this additional problem," Harrington con-

cluded.

World
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Only 3 full days
By TONY GRANITE

EARLY CLASSES ARE LATER at St. Bonaventure U., where
the Administration is trying to entice students into morning classes

by scheduling them a half-hour later.

According to a page one dispatch in The Bonaventure, first

classes now begin at 8:30 a.m. and at each successive hour

thereafter on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Only 8: 30 and 10:00

classes meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

WAR ON TWO OPPOSING FRONTS has been declared at

Denver University. Headline over a page one story indicates that

"Student Health Services To Fight Strep Throat and VD."
Which takes care of things at both ends.

ON COLLECTIVE BARGAINING, again, a history prof at

Arizona State, where some faculty are plumping for unionization,

describes the appeal as "largely to people who are mediocre" and
"unionization creates a vested interest in forms of behavior which
are now on the way out."

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK comes from the Clemson U.

Tiger, over a story about the local petrol problem: "Local station

owners feel gas pains."

DOGGIE CAPE CENTER where students at UCal-Santa

Barbara can leave their dogs during classes has been established

by USSB Animal Control. Heather Ebsworth is the dog catcher.

Voter registrationdeadline
The last opportunity to register

to vote in Amherst's Town Caucus
(preliminary election) to be called

by the Selectmen for March 5th if

there appears to be more than

equal opposition for any town of-

ficer openings, is Wed., Feb. 13.

Registrations will be carried on
in the Town Clerk's office in the

Town Hall during the day and up
until 10:00 p.m. in the 13th.

Absentee ballots should be ap-

plied for early enough to allow for

voter's completed ballots to be

received by the Town Clerk before

the polls close on March 5th. Ab-

sentee ballots must be applied for

in writing, either on forms
available from the Town Clerk or

by letter stating the voter's name,
Amherst voting address, and the

out-of-town address to which the

ballot should be mailed.

Should a caucus be necessary on

March 5th, the Caucus Call will be

issued by the Selectmen on

February 25th.

PAUL PETZ0LDT

Wilderness Equipment

For the mountaineer & backpacker. Let me tell you

why you should buy Fiberfill II instead of down.

Stop in and see me or call Pat Cahill in 344 Baker,

546-6131.

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon. - Sot.

(except during league play)

50* per string

Ml University Women

Make New Friends Tonite
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Sigma Delta Tail

"Sign Language"
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5-0527
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State gun control

bill introduced
BOSTON (AP) — Sen. Jack H. Backman. D-Brookline, and Rep.

Peter Harrington, D-Newton, announced the filing yesterday of strict gun
control bills that would require the registration of all handguns and
narrowly restrict their ownership.

One bill would allow only law enforcement officials, members of the
armed forces, pistol club members, armed guards and licensed
businessmen to own handguns.

Others would require registration of all handguns and call for identity
cards to be issued for owners.

Five other bills would set up strict security regulations for trans-
portation, ban advertising of handguns, and fund a publicity campaign
for handgun safety.

Backman said similar bills he has filed in the past three years have
been defeated by lobbyists from the National Rifle Association.

STOCKBRIDGE, MASS., - NORMAN ROCKWELL AT WORK - Painter Norman
Rockwell who will be 80 years-old Sunday, says he's spent his life as a hack
illustrator who makes a lot of money. Many will disagree with the tall spindly ar-
tist, shown here is his studio, best known for his lovesick country swains, adorable
mongrels and sturdy rural burghers.
(AP WIREPHOTO)

Increase to Sargent's budget
may result in more taxes
BOSTON (AP) — The state Secretary of ad-

ministration and finance has warned the legislature
that any increases to Gov. Francis W. Sargent's
proposed $2.79 billion budget for fiscal 1975 will
require additional state taxes.

William I. Cowin told the House Ways and Means
Committee yesterday that the legislature must
withstand pressures from agencies that will

inevitably seek more money than the governor has
recommended.

Cowin said state financial surpluses are shrinking
and that the state "has no capacity this year to pay
for additional appropriations."

"We are spending more than we are making,"
Cowin said.

He said if more money is added to the budget "it
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will have to come from within" the proposed total

appropriation, if new taxes are to be avoided. The
secretary said "it's both an executive and legislative
objective to avoid a tax increase."

Cowin outlined areas of major increases in the
proposed budget: Various forms of local aid, welfare,
higher education, children's services, the state share
of state employes' group insurance, state police and
programs for the elderly.

He said the state cannot expect revenue "wind-
falls" from any source.

Ways and Means Committee Vice Chairman Rep.
Joseph D. Early, D-Worcester, told Cowin "it's
inevitable that we're going into bankruptcy in the
near future unless we do something to stop fixed
items from growing."

B.B. King coming to Framingham
B.B. KING, whose name has

become synonomous with "The
Blues," will give a concert at

Valentine Q
Creative Excellence is an American Tradition.

Framingham State College on
February 23, 1974, at 8 p.m.
A sellout is expected at

Framingham State. For ticket

information for the B.B. KING
CONCERT, Contact George W
Breunig at Framingham State
College, Framingham.

Cooperation
fself-management workshop

"Democratizing the Workplace" will be the subject of a
workshop this weekend, February 15-17, at the Woolman Hill
Conference Center in Deerfield. The workshop, which will run from
Friday supper through Sunday lunch, will explore methods and
examples of bringing cooperation and self-management into
existing workplaces and of creating new workplaces alone
cooperative, democratic lines. The cost for the weekend which
includes six meals, is ten dollars. For reservations and futher in-
formation, please call Woolman Hill, at 773-9065

OPEN RUSH
PHI SIGMA

Wednesday, Feb. 13, 1974 8:30 p.m.

All University Men Invited

Phi Sigma 358 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

545-0192

iiUNIVERSITY STORE"
campus center

i Howard
it:;,,,,- Johnson's

cAmenca Hadley
Rt> 9

Daily Specials $ 1"
Monday: Fish Fry

Tuesday: Spaghetti Spree
Wednesday: Deep Sea Dinner
Thursday: Turkey Gobbler

Friday: Clam Fry
Seconds on us

Truckers' traffic picks up
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Trucks loaded with food and other goods began
rolling back into New England yesterday even though
some drivers in the southern part of the region said
they would continue to observe the national strike

Truck arrivals "are quickly getting back to
normal," said Roger Pevear, manager of the New
England Produce Center in Chelsea, Mass. "We're
back to 80 or 90 per cent."

Last week, the produce conter, which supplies
fruits and vegetables to many independent markets,
restaurants and institutions in New England,
reported that truck arrivals were off more than 50 per
cent.

Pevear said it would be two or three days before
inventories of food were back to normal, and during
that time, "there may be some shortages in specific

items, but they'll be short-lived."

For New England, the national strike has meant
occasional shortages of Florida-grown fruits and
vegetables, meat and dairy products.

On the Massachusetts Turnpike, a spokesman said
yesterday that truck traffic was "picking up pretty
good, not really normal, but getting there."

On Sunday, truckers who congregated at four
meetings in Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massa-
chusetts voted to continue their strike. Among their
unsatisfied demands was a rollback of diesel fuel
prices.

However, most of the truckers agreed to meet
again early in the week to reassess the situation.

In New Hampshire and northern Maine, truckers
voted during the weekend to put their rigs back on the
road.

in concert

Thursday,

February 14

racy Nelson
/Mother Earth

Report OK's Walpole prison head,

but "not enough accomplished"
BOSTON (AP) - A report issued

by the National Center for Dispute

Settlement says Walpole state

prison Supt. Douglas Vinzant has
made some progress since his

appointment last September, but

"not nearly enough has been ac-

complished during his ad-
ministration thus far." The center,

affiliated with the American
Arbitration Association, served as

mediator after more than six

months of negotiations between
inmates, staff and administrators

at the prison.

Negotiations should continue at

Walpole, the report said, especially

in the areas of bargaining training

for inmates, a compliance
mechanism for all agreements, a

grievance procedure for inmates
and staff and establishment of an
ombudsman responsible to

negotiating parties.

Inmates elected the National

Prisoners Reform Association last

July to serve as their bargaining
agent in negotiations with Walpole
administrators.

"Because NPRA has so suc-

cessfully brought together inmates
of differing racial, ethnic, minority
as well as socio-economic
reference points, it would be in the

best interest of the institution to be
supportive of their efforts," the

report said.

It criticized Vinzant for

"unilaterally" cancelling or

postponing scheduled negotiating

Colleges told not

to resort to marketing
NEWTON, Mass. (AP) — Colleges and universities faced with

declining enrollments and increased competition among themselves
should not resort to selling and marketing devices to gain more students,

says a national education consultant.

Dennis Johnson, president of Johnson Associates of Oakbrook, 111., told

a New England regional meeting of the College Entrance Board here

yesterday that such devices can "destroy and harm irreparably many
segments of post-secondary education."

Institutions of higher education should learn to communicate better

among themselves, students and potential students and should work
toward redesigning programs for a broad spectrum of the population, he
said.

College and university curricula should be based on "the demands of

society in terms of employability and upward mobility," he said.

"For instance, there are far too many teachers versus the number of

teaching jobs available," Johnson said. He said there is a need for doctors

and nurses but already an adequate supply of lawyers in the country.

High school guidance counselors and higher education programs
should concentrate on getting the facts out about job possibilities after

graduation in specific fields, he said.

Enrollment is generally declining in colleges and universities because
of a decreased birth rate, an increased number of institutions, higher
costs and a questioning of the value of a college education, Johnson said.

Schools should avoid competing with each other for enrollment, he said.

"If colleges have to maintain enrollment or grow at the expense of

another institution, we are destroying some of the pluralism that makes
our academic system exciting," he said.

Liz Taylor to skip Harvard award
NEW YORK (AP) — Ailing actress Elizabeth Taylor says that on

doctor's orders she's skipping an award ceremony by the Hasty Pudding
Club of Harvard University.

She and her husband, Richard Burton, are due to leave Switzerland on
Friday for Los Angeles, where he begins filming a picture Monday. They
were to have stopped off in Cambridge, Mass., to receive the Hasty
Pudding club's award as "Outstanding Couple of the Year."
"We feally feel terrible because Harvard was planning a big thing."

said John Springer, Miss Taylor's New York agent. "Liz and Richard
really wanted lo go.

STOCKBRIDGE STUDENTS

Sick of being "Ripped Off" by the Dinning Commons?

Tired of dorm existence?

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION

LIVE AT AT6
Come and see for yourself.

OPEN RUSH

Wednesday, February 13, 7-8 p.m.

Alpha Tail Gamma 375 No. Pleasant St.

( Call for ride, 5-2186)

sessions and suggested that the
superintendent should be more
accessible to both inmates and
correction officers.

The report faulted NPRA
negotiators for "an unconscious
acceleration of demands and a
constant change in their
priorities," confusing the prison
administration "to the point of

frustration, resistance and anger."

College cost up

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Two Massachusetts colleges

have announced tuition increases
for the 1974-75 academic year.

Williams College said yesterday
it will raise tuition from $2,800 to

$3,000, room fees from $735 to $770
and board from $760 to $800.

Stonehill College said tuition

would be raised $135, to $2,185.

Admission $1.00 9p.m. -closing

University Dr. at Amity St.

TUESDAY
is

Irish Night
featuring

The Beggarmen
(from Belfast and Dublin)

WEDNESDAY

Mich Night
Michelob 40'

Continuous Juke Box

Dancing

Hors d'ouvres

Give our JVetr Menu
a Taste.

Dinners from $1.25
Every Night Starting

at 5

Sunday at Noon.

illjr £mil itib. pub. AmljrrBt. iKaBBarlnwtt*

TUESDAY

John Morgan
with

Rico Flashback

Tonljkfi Social Prink

Harvey Wallbangers

50'

WEDNESDAY

That New Band
in Town

Dancing - 50* cover

Every Wed. & Sat. Nite

Beef& Brew
T-Bone Steak

Baked Potato

Tossed Salad

Roll & Butter

Qt. of Bud

$4.50
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Trucked up in D.C.
Would you consider truckers revolutionaries?
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By DEB PARTINGTON
"There is an energy crisis," was Stewart Udall's thesis statement last

Monday evening. We are depleting our natural sources of energy which
are coal and petroleum. Means can and have to be utilized to conserve
these resources until such time when other viable forms of energy are
available. To prevent exacerbation of the crisis expedient actions must
be employed by us which involve little time and effort. Perhaps the issue
is better stated : We cringe and shudder at the thought of exerting our own
energy. We raise our thermostats needlessly, drive cars where we could
walk, and ride elevators where we could climb. Yes, we conserve our own
energies but think nothing of conserving nature's energy sources.
The interior heating topic needs to be examined and elucidated. If the

temperature of a room is kept around 75 degrees, a five degree reduction
will not be detrimental to our health. After becoming accustomed to this
cooler temperature and realizing that frostbite has not set in, we may find
we actually possess more energy within ourselves.
A lowering of five degrees in room temperatures will result in a 20

percent decrease in heating bills. So, if all other arguments fail, en-
courage yourselves to think in pecuniary terms of what you will be
saving.

It is ironic to observe people ardently lowering their thermostats to
reduce the amount of energy they consume, then proceed to plug in a
space heater. In order to save both energy and money, it is more
propitious to invest in a warm sweater.

In one of the University's dormitories a few nights ago some rap-
scallion tampered with one of the elevators. The elevator moved con-
tinuously up and down unused all night. Since physical plant could not
rectify the elevator immediately much energy was consumed wastefully

.

This sort of waste is not endemic to this particular dormitory.
Few will reprove me when I say that the weather has been chilly this

past week. With the reduction of indoor temperatures we need to im-
plement new ways of keeping warm. The most plausible means I have
found is the utilization of our bodily energy. People come in from the cold
weather outdoors, ride the elevator to their floor and turn up the heat to
warm themselves. Picture this scene instead. It is cold outside; after
entering the building walk up a cople flights of steps. This will warm you,
then enter a chilled room to cool off. This will save both energy, and
endless minutes of waiting for those who have legitimate need for an
elevator.

Walking up and down steps will help ward off winter's excess fat so
crash dieting will not be necessary when bathing suit season returns.
While we are thinking of trimming our figures for those bathing suit
observers, remember that walking is one of the better means of exercise,
plus a means of transportation, and needless to say, a means of saving
gas. By briskly walking, blood circulation increases and our bodies
produce their own heat.

True, there is a crisis due to the draining of our natural sources of
energy. This is not due to some presage inflicted upon us from above but
rather from our own unforgiveable waste. I find it more propitious and
pragmatic to look to ourselves for an immediately viable solution to the
energy crisis. Instead of wasting nature's energy sources, try tapping
personal energy sources.

Deb Partington is a Collegian Commentator

In the fall of 1968 a half million people marched on

Washington to demand that the Vietnam War be

ended, and that all the United States troops in

Southeast Asia be brought home. A group of their

leaders requested an audience with President Nixon.

After all they were American citizens and were
simply coming down to Washington to "petition"

their government with grievances.

President Nixon would have none of that. At the

time he said something like, "I will never be in-

fluenced by a small minority of activists. There is

nothing that they have to say that I am willing to

listen to under any circumstances." To escape the

"locust" of the young, the active, and the hardened
veterans of numberous peace marches, Nixon
retreated to the inner sanctuary of his T.V. room,
where he spent the day watching football games.
The next spring, many of these same people

returned to Washington. Frustrated by a government
that would not listen, they committed themselves to

an activism in the streets. Occupying bridges, and
tying up traffic, the peace marchers alienated the

middle class commuter, the "every day" citizen, and
the T.V. viewer throughout the community. These
protesters, picked up en masse by John Mitchell's

marauders played right into Nixon's hands. The
peaceful demonstrations were painful reminders to

middle America of a foreign policy that many
couldn't understand. While many viewers (let us say
in Kansas for example) suspected the loyalty of such
people, there was nothing in their actions that they
could condemn as unlawful. However, once these
protesters "disrupted" daily life in Washington, the

viewers saw "red". There was hate. There was a
backlash.

Shortly after this pronounced "backlash", the anti-

war movement, its morale at an all time low crum-
bled.

Some might blame its demise on the decrease in

student activism, and the evolution of apathy.
Perhaps. Yet there seems to be more than that in-

volved; a sense of alienation, frustration, lack of

hope, demoralization. Perhaps Nixon planned
everything, threw "red" in front of their faces;
baited them; and tormented them into such a final
demise. We know now from Watergate documents
that there were many subtle incitements coming out
of the White House, to "charge up" the anti-war
marchers; and subsequently manipulate coverage to
produce a backlash by the middle class. The Nixon
generation actually worked to divide this country. I

really thought that the leaders of the peace
movement would have been smarter than they were,
rather than playing right into his hands.

Steve Anderson

What the Vietnam war did to the alienated
pacifists, the energy crisis has done to the middle
class citizens. Where once they were content to

simply watch the Vietnam war go by as an unpopular
but somewhat surrealistic T.V. show, now the present
day realities have led to active frustrations. Such a
pattern has been seen most clearly during the
truckers strikes.

The truckers didn't like the price controls. Fuel
prices were going up and they felt that they were
being squeezed out of a decent living wage. They
didn't like their fuel allocations; didn't feel they were
getting enough fuel to do their jobs properly. The
decided to strike. Yet what they did was more than a
strike; much more. It will probably go down as being
very similar to the retired soldiers marching on
Washington during the depression, demanding
pensions. Perhaps it will go even further back. .to the
Whiskey rebellion.

A rebellion. The truckers. Would you consider them
revolutionaries? They actively used violence to stop
"scab" truck traffic. People were killed. Every day
life disrupted. Did Nixon dare call them subversives?
Did he arrest their leaders for conspiracy? Will there
ever be a trial of the 'Teamsters Ten"? Don't wait
for it.

Did Nixon retreat? There were no football games
left, but surely he could have watched a basketball
game or two; but did he? No way! Nixon met with the
leaders. Said that he wouldn't bend to violence, but
bend he did. He said he would not be compromised by
blackmail - but he did compromise. Because of this, it

looks like the truckers strike will end. Despite their
use of violence, perhaps even in spite of it, there is
something very bittersweet about the actions of the
truckers these past few weeks. The violence was
tragic, yet the reactions shown by the truckers; the
frustration shown by these men was in no way unique.
Now perhaps they can better understand such terms
as "benign neglect". This time their southern region
was in the fire. Next time they are driving their
trucks and pass a student hitchiking, maybe they will
be more prone to pick the student up, rather than run
the individual down.
Next time I meet a trucker at a road side ham-

burger pit at four in the morning I will lift my ham-
burger in salute. Perhaps he will understand the
sentiments behind the gesture. Maybe after the
bitterness ends, and communication begins once
again between different classes and age groups we
will all see once again that we were played off against
each other. Played off by a man who thrives on such
division.

Policy preceeds talks

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Ceilegian welcomes all
letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that

all letters received will be printed.

Recently a new housing policy was adopted by the
staff of Northeast Area to combat racism. Un-
fortunately in the process of developing the policy the
residents of the Quad were asked only to provide
input at the final stages of discussion. They were not
presented with the problem and asked to develop a
solution ; they were asked to comment on the proposal
of the area administration. Receiving this type of
"guidance" from the administration is reminiscent of
junior high school.

In recent years the Quad has become a more at-
tractive living area because of coed dorms and major
renovations. But at the same time it has retained an
almost pure white character. In an effort to make the
Quad more open to "Third World" students members
of the staff formulated a policy this fall that would
give those students preferential treatment for the
next two semesters. One-third of all empty spaces
would be set aside for "Third World" students. The
committee that developed the plan had some student
members but they were not representatives of the
Quad at large or the area government. In fact the
residents of the Quad were not consulted until the
idea had been developed and was on the verge of
implementation.

It is within the power of an area director to issue
such policies. The amount and timing of student
participation indicates a lack of concern for their
ideas and hopes. Students were not asked to discuss
the problem of institutional racism and propose
solutions. Steve Dimock. area director, said that if

this was done the discussion of solutions could con-
tinue until the end of the year. Mr. Dimock fails to
realize that even though presenting the issue to
students would have been time-consuming it would
have been more democratic. Next even the input
students were asked to give was a very feeble action.
Input is most valuable at the initial stages of policy
development; at that point it is easier to direct the
development in a satisfactory manner. Alter the

proposal had been written students were asked for
their opinions. This is an exceptionally poor time to
solicit ideas. First it is difficult to determine if people
oppose the policy because: they are racist, opposed to
others determining their living patterns, or take
exception with parts of the plan. Second at such a late
stage of development major changes are almost
never made. Even the system used to collect feed-
back (through Heads of Residences) was not in the
hands of students.

The area government would have been an excellent
forum to develop a plan to decrease the institutional
racism of the Quad. But the body was never con-
sulted Area representatives in most cases are
elected and therefore in someway are the voice of

JSHJ" 1 ^ey live « the Quad and presumably
would be able to discuss the problem with their peers.
The failure to present important issue to student
governing does tackle important problems but at the
area level their sole function seems to be allocating
funds. B

It may be the right of the staff and area director to
implement such programs but they cannot hide that

hh?IL;
SU™ is ^ting studen* « less than equal

citizens. The job description for an assistant area
director states that he-she shall "assist in setting
University expectations, policies, and regulations!
works closely with students and staff in all matters
concerning development and implementation of
policy Certainly, the area directors office didn't
work closely with students in the development and
implementation of this policy.

In attempting to solve one problem quickly the area
staff has seriously damaged student power. While
hey were solving our problem for us they were
telling us that we could not or would not be allowed to
determine our own living conditions. The issue of
racism in the Quad could have been raised without
presenting the policy.

DENGUSH

1 7 don 7 think Frenchy
has the right attitude.
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New breed pre-meds
By NAT CLARK

If you ask the average entering
Freshman what his major is, he
will probably say, "Pre-Med". The
University is chock full of Pre-
Meds, as the coffee is "Chock-Full
of Nuts", or could it be that the
University and the coffee have
something in common? No, Pre-
Meds are not "nuts," or at least

they shouldn't be. For years the
typical picture of a Pre-Med was
that of a student pouring over and
over his books. His door was
always closed and he was never
"one of us." When I first came
here, I heard the stories of the guy
who got a cyst on his backside from
sitting in a chair studying too much
and of the two roommates, both
Pre-Meds, who locked their books
up at night and never but never
discussed their work with each
other. I've walked into offices to
ask a question only to be hit with
the line, "Oh, you must be Pre-
Med."

Pre-med...

another label

"Pre-Med" has become an
epithet, another label. I'm tired of
it, I'm tired of the image and the
stories mostly because they are
true. The world needs good Doc-
tors, not readers; good people with
compassion and warmth, not
machines which provide merely
facts.

The entire Pre-Med process,

both here at the University and in

the way in which Medical schools

choose who to accept, must change
or be changed. It is time that some
consideration was given to the

personalities of the people in-

volved. If a student has always

been a "grade grubber", fiercely

competitive, not for knowledge
sake but for status sake (status

meaning "being better than the

next guy" ) , who can expect him to

be anything different in the future.

Instead of amassing grades he will

amass money instead. In truth, we
are educating people in a way
which fosters everything that is

wrong with the A.M.A. and its

principles. The time must come
when a good student, who has a

love for people and has done a lot of

dealing with people in his college

"experience", is sought after in

much the same way that, solely to

fulfill a quota, members of a

minority group are recruited now.

We don't need representation in

medicine, we need quality and

compassion.

This entire theory of a physician

being a man of the people is

nothing new or revolutionary. For
years people have talked about

"bedside manner" and the need to

know and understand one's

patients. Hippocrates, who wrote

the oath that all doctors take,

stated, "For where there is love of

man, there is also love for the art.

For some patients, though con-

scious that their condition is

perilous, recover their health

simply through the contentment
with the goodness of the

physician." We have all heard of

cases of this happening, when a

man is convinced by his doctor of a

"will to live" and then recovers.

1

'For where there is

love of man,

there is also

love for the art.
'

'

So inen, you say, as do I, why
don't we pursue trying to find these

types of people to be doctors. Why
then do we put such a premium on
close-minded, blinder-like at-

tention to book ability? It is done
because we do not question where
our roads lead us. We seem in-

capable of seeing the cause-effect

relationship between our country's
plethora of computer-like doctors
and the method by which we
educate them. This all must
change and must change soon.

There is a criminal need for

doctors and yet the Medical
schools refuse to accept more
students. The Pre-Med Committee
here refuses to deal with the issue

of how to treat the student who is

committed to people rather than
simply to books. And the student

refuses to acknowledge that good
grades should be gotten, and large

amounts of studying should be
done, not just in order to get into

Medical school but to do justice to

the subjects which he or she
studies. Yes, I am tired of this

whole situation. I am a Pre-Med
who is committed to people and has
been for the last three years and
my reality is very clear. I will

probably never be allowed to enter

the profession of my choice and of

my ability.

Nat Clark is a Collegian Com-
mentator.

Letters To The Editor

ICS vindicated at drinkery

To The Editor:
Reference to a letter to the editor dated Feb. 5,

1974 from the esteemed Irish Cultural Society of the

16th floor of John Adams Residence Hall regarding

Irish Nite on Tuesday at the Chequers.

YOU ARE RIGHT! Although Irish and enjoyable,

the group was decidedly not "authentic". Soo... in the

interest of not repeating such B.S. (as they so suc-

cinctly put it), we have booked six (6, count them),

"authentic" Irish bands for the next 6 Tuesday nites

— every one of them straight from the old sod.

And, for additional absolution we will have a tub of
suds waiting for each of the four signatories, Messrs.
Honergan, Elliott, Reney, and Moriarty next Tuesday
mte

Gerald Jolly

The Chequers Management

World change no game
To The Editor:
"You say you want a revolution"...Bob Parent in

his Collegian commentary (2-11-74) seems to be

daydreaming still. When he was in high school he

wanted to be like the grownup college kids who were
marching around, sitting in, protesting, and so on. Of
course, this is understandable; its impossible to do

these things in high school, one must wait until

college age, when protesting is only natural. Un-

fortunately, it doesn't seem natural any more.

I, too, looked up to the college "radicals" when I

was in high school, and couldn't wait to get into

college and start protesting. Newsweek and Time
made it clear that a college student of 1969 was a

protestor; any randon student was surely opposed to

the Vietnam War and all the garbage that went with

it. Needless to say, there were a lot of expectations

for a high school student. Well, I believe that being a

student involves more (or less) than playing the role

that society has defined for us as students, via Time,

Newsweek, etc. One does not automatically become
concerned with saving the world upon being cleared

for registration. Much of the impact of the student

demonstrations was due to the spontaneity and en-

thusiasm of it all. We can't artificially create en-

thusiasm, or deliberately set out to be spontaneous.

1 guess my point is that Bob Parent's notion of
changing the world is all too simplistic. (Step right

up, get your ticket, become concerned.' Save a tree!

Picket a farm! You save all your coupons from your
good deeds and turn them in for fabulous free gifts.)

Please, I don't mean to belittle these activities —
despite my apparent apathy I have engaged in a few
of them, but I do find fault with the notion that one of
these activities (picketing, striking, volunteering)
taken together with some yoga and a glass of water
will eliminate corporate control from our lives. If

students are going to change the world, fine, but lets

not make a game of it.

lam (along with some other students, I suspect) a
bit confused; not too sure about how I feel except that
Nixon is a (?) and Ford's no better. It's not exactly
apathy. I believe there is a need for some student
action, but I don't know what it is. However, we don't
need a faded ghost from the past at our sides saying,
"But it worked then! We can do it just like they did!

"

We need some fresh thoughts, ideas, and plans of
action, something, anything spontaneous.

Mike Geraghty

Fac-Sen; thank you
To the Editor:

f would like to take this opportunity to thank the

Faculty Senate for a unique educational insight that I

obtained while sitting in their meeting of Thursday
last.

During the years 1969 through 1971, several

students, myself included, worked very hard in trying

to create a reliable and valid teacher evaluation that

the faculty would be able to use in their personnel
processes, in order to ensure that good teachers
would be able to receive tenure and merit awards as

well as good researchers. This effort involved many
hours of work and student dollars, but we of the

project thought that the effort was worth it: after all

our education meant a lot. I guess that we were
wrong.

The Faculty Senate in a 21 to 31 vote decided that
student teacher evaluations should not be used in the
personnel process. This was a vote on an amendment
that SGA President Nick Apostola introduced into the
proceedings. The faculty didn't even think to put it in
themselves.

I would like to thank them for the insight that the
faculty of this institution do not care about teaching:
a realization that I have reluctantly accepted after
five years.

Marshall T. Spriggs

Too many campus shuttles

To the Editor:
J am an irate student who is tired of hearing how

great the UMass free bus system operates. 1 happen
to be a poor unfortunate who lives in Brittany Manor
Apartments. Unfortunate, because I am one of the
many students in this area who finds it next to im-
possible to catch a ride into town or to campus using
the UMass buses. Doing some research, I found out
that these buses are very much obtainable by persons
living in residential areas such as Puffton Village,

University Park Apartments, Sunderland, and a host

of other locations. Further playing detective, I

learned about an archaic rule being used which
disallows the UMass buses from extensively
traveling on Route 116 south, which leads to Brittany
Manor and Riverglade Apts. It seems as though
someone is afraid our free system will take away
business from other bus lines who travel the same

route. As a result, UMass buses come to Brittany
Manor only three times a day. This is a sad situation

considering the excellent service I could be receiving

if I lived in Southwest or Orchard Hill — mere fifteen

minute walk to most classes. Buses for these routes
arrive most frequently to give students a lift up the
block and around the corner.

Something needs to be done. Instead of so many
damn campus shuttle buses, there should be an effort

made to get better service for those students who
really need it. If you are one of the many students who
will probably freeze while hitching to classes because
of a lack of transportation, 1 urge you to write into the
COLLEGIAN and voice your opinion. It's time for
this vast and impersonal institution to care a bit more
for its students — all of its students.

Howard Spier

131 D Brittany Manor

Police purloin privacy

To The Editor:

The other night an interesting event occurred that I

think would be of interest to the UMass community. A
friend committed the insidious crime of drinking to

the point of intoxication. Upon reaching his dorm my
friend fell three floors short of his assigned room and
crashed out on the lounge floor. The counselor
discovering this intruder, asleep in his lounge, im-
mediately conferred with his assistant and they
decided the only course of action would be to call the

police and have this intruder removed! The campus
police, our illustrious protectors, promptly arrived on
the scene. My friend was quickly handcuffed before
he could cause severe harm tr. the two armed
policemen. A witness informed me he was wheeled
nn' r,fthe> Hnrm on n r**W»' nnrf stepped upon as he was

in the way of the door. The campus police turned this
criminal over to the Amherst Police who locked him
in their friendly hotel.

I will not bother getting into police power and legal
reasoning. The point I'd like to make is our right to
privacy in our dorms. The police are not allowed in a
dorm unless they inform the head of residence of
their mission and see that the student is informed
before they arrive. If there is trouble in your dorm
don't call the police unless it is a severe emergency.
Inform your head of residence or counselor (with the
understanding that he or she will inform the head of
residence). Involving the police unnecessarily can
create complications and unnecessary problems.

Richard Williams
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Peoples* Market:

no shopping carts,

Muzak, or displays
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...packaged foods as well as fresh...

The People's Market...

What's in a supermarket?
Frozen food and plastic

bags all laid out in neatly

patterned rows, each
labelled for the thousand
housewives who daily wield

carts with crying kids
through just one more
tedious chore.

Peoples' Market is for

people. It's not beautiful or

neatly laid out, nor does it

have a lot of frozen foods. In

fact, there are no push-

carts to play with because
the Market is non-profit

cooperative — too small to

afford them.
Collegian photo editor

Steve Ruggles captures the

people of Peoples' Market
at its first birthday
celebration and opening
night at the back of the

Student Union on the first

floor.
.as well as yogurt.

...Margie Soforenko, cashier. A first day customer

UNIVERSITY PIZZA

- , S t i v. J .

.

f i

f •

|Mon.-Thur. — 5 p.m. - l a.m.
i. — 5 p.m. - 3 a.m.

t. — 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
n. — 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

take-out

service

Mill i a 253-9363

Your Own and Enjoy

Color Cablo TV!

FEARING ST. Across from Southwest

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
m^0***0*0*^***** m m dfc«

Find out how and why Wed.,

Feb. 13th can be the FIRST
day of the rest of your life!

Be sure to read
tomorrow's ad for

SAE

Wed., Feb. 13th

7:00 p.m.

118 Sunset Ave.

BEAU BRITCHES

Join Our

Clothes Club

Mountain Farms Mall

A note on grad school applications
Juniors in the College of Arts and

Sciences who think that they might
be interested in graduate study
should begin preparing for the
admissions process right away.
The actual application process
normally begins in the fall of the
senior year, or one year prior to

admission, but there are a number
of steps prior to the formal ad-
missions process.

The first and most obvious
question to be resolved is whether
the student wants to attend
graduate school at all. According
to Livesey and Bobbins' Guide to
American Graduate Schools,
virtually any college graduate can
gain admission to some graduate
school somewhere in the section of

the country he prefers." That all

can, however, does not necessarily
imply that all should.

A growing percentage of
students find that a few years of
work prior to entrance to graduate
school (whether one works out of
necessity or choice) focuses career
plans, intellectual interests, and
social commitments. Graduate
students who have had this break
from academic life are often more
motivated, and may be more likely

to know what they want from
graduate study than the student
whose contact with the workaday
world has been limited.

Because a student has a
relatively high grade point
average, graduate school may
seem an eventuality to him or her.

Going to graduate school simple
because undergraduate grades are
high is an insufficient reason.

People who have performed well in

undergraduate school may not

TOMTE

MITCH

CHAKOUR

The Mission

Band
at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Kte. 47. Sunderland

665-4937

Also— Starting tomorrow.
"Larry Coryell & Eleventh
House"

particularly like school not the for a number of reasons, often a critical factor determining
prospect of two to five years ad- students have difficulty with this if one attends graduate school, and
ditional study...especially since the part of the application process, where one chooses to study.
Ph.D. is no longer a ticket to the They do not knpw many professors Juniors should be aware of the fact
job market to the extent it was and their professors do not know that applications for financial aid

them or their work. Students should be made early in the ap-
realize too late that their

fifteen to twenty years ago
On the other hand, a mediocre

8-P-a. (grade point average)
should not automatically
discourage a highly motivated
student from graduate study.
Students who conclude at the end
of their sophomore year that they
have "blown their chances" may
have come to such a judgment
prematurely, especially if their
grades in their proposed area of
study are exemplary.
Juniors should be aware,

however, that grade point
averages are still a strong
determinant in one's admission to

graduate school — high grades
from this point onward certainly
wouldn't hurt one's chances
anywhere. For some students,
raising the g.p.a. could make the

relationships with faculty have
been limited and unduly formal.
They may have not worked with a
professor for more than a
semester.

Third World students and women
often face a special set of problems
when they need faculty advocates.
Therefore, it is vital that students
begin to think about who might be
able to provide academic
recommendations.
A large number of graduate

schools require that the
prospective applicant submit the
results of entrance examinations
such as the Graduate Record
Examination or the Miller
Analogies Test. It is the student's

responsibility to know what tests

plication process, and that the

student is responsible for meeting
established deadlines.

Students who are undecided
about whether to attend graduate
school, who have questions about

specific graduate programs, or

who would like some assistance in

the graduate application process,

may speak with Pat Rector, Pre-

Graduate Adviser.

4 p.m. closing
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difference between acceptance or are required by the school to which
rejection at the graduate school
desired. For others, a high g.p.a.

expands the range of choice.
Most schools place a high value

on strong faculty recom-
mendations. Don't wait until this

fall to share some of your in-

tellectual interests and goals with
some professors. Most graduate
schools require three letters of

recommendation ; a few require as
many as five.

he or she intends to apply. This
information is available in the
CASIAC pre-graduate advising
office, and from the graduate
catalog of the school itself. Some
students find that it is advisable to

take such tests twice in order to get
some indication of what the test

consists of, and to reduce any
anxiety they may have in the test

situation.

Financial assistance is quite

The Brotherhood of

PHI MU DELTA

cordially invites all university men

to attend an Open Rush at our house on

Tuesday, February 12

at 8:30 p.m.

GENERAL NUTRITION CENTER
mountain Forms man ROUTE 9,

HADLEY

()Ni;( INI SMJ

VITAMIN C
1000 MG.

CAPSULES
REG. $4.35
PER 100

2 For $436

om;ci;vi k\li

VITAMIN E

200 I.U.

100 Capsules
R«9 $2.97 • Bottle

2 For $298

WHATA WONDERFULWAYTO

LOSEFOT!
THE 'MODEL ETTS" WAY HELPS CURB YOUR APPETITE

HELPS YOU LOSE THAT EXTRA WEIGHT
NO CALORIE COUNTING! NO EXERCISES!

NO SPECIAL DIETS!

Sounds too
good to be

true,
but it is true!

VITAMIN E
100 I.U. • 100-$ .99

400 1.11. • 100—$3.99
1000 I.U. • 100—$9.95

VITAMIN C
100 MG. • 100 — I .49

250 MG. • 100 — $ .79

500 MG • 100 — $1.49

1000 MG. • 100 — 12.90

Thank* to a group of New York doctors, you can now
lose pounds of ugly fat without going on any special

diet, without cutting out any special foods.

HELPS REDUCE HUNGRY MOMENTS.
These New York doctors discovered a food adjuvant

called "MODEL ETTS."
"Model-etts" does remarkable things. It helps you cut

down your caloric intake by a natural automatic curbing

of the appetite and of the desire for foods, resulting

automatically m a reduced intake of food.

Before "Model-etts" was offered to you. H was tested

clinically by the doctors on a large group of non-

giandular overweight men and women.
The doctors carefully checked results, and here n

what they found:

1. Weight losses of 6 to 20 pounds without any ill

effects whatsoever.

'». 96% of the man and women who used "Model-etts"

lost weight.

"Model-etts" is absolutely safe. It is a food adjuvant -

not a drug.

So, start today to shed tnose unwanted pounds and

faches. If your condition is glandular or organic, see

your doctor. "Model-etts" may help you stay on th«

diet your doctor recommends. Ask him about it.

You can gel a full month's supply of "Model-etts" for

(3.00 on money' back guarantee. In clinical tests,

"Model-etts" was 96% successful. "Model-em" may not

be 100% successful m ail cases, but you take no risk m
trying "Model-etts" on our Money Back .Guarantee.

Come to General Nutrition to get "MODEL-ETTS."
The sooner you start, the sooner you may have the loss

of weight you yearn for.

How Model-etU

Curb* Your Appetite

In the opinion of the
supervising physician,

based on the average of

weight losses in the clinical

tests, his calculations
showed that l Model-etts

Wafer has the hunger
satisfying capacity of 1

pound boiled potatoes or 4

eggs or 5 slices of white
bread, yet it contains only 6

calories.

No. 717

Month's Supply
$3.00

2 Months' Supply
$5.00

3 Months' Supply
$7.50

SUPERTRON
MULTI-VITAMINS
WITH MINERALS
Compare with
Squibb Thergran-M.

$039
*L* 250

100

250 $ 5.49
500 $10.49 10OO SI 9.99

Granola

Cereal
Delicious

Varieties

1 lb. 49

Bone Meal
10 Grain Tablets

500

$]?8
1000$ 3 95

VITAMIN

B-12
500 Meg.
Tablets $]?8

100
280 -$4.90

NATURAL BRAND

With Bone Meal, Papain
and Pepoeimint'

Large
Family
Size

7V4 oi.

>oeimint<

89
H VALUABLE GNC T

COUPON
NATURAL
COCONUT

MACAROONS

LIMIT
ONE 79 t 8AVE

20c

W in Coupon

VALUABLE GNC
COUPON

iSea
jSaft
I 2 Lb
I

|UMIT ONE

39<
You t«ve 30<

*Mth coupon

VALUABLEGNc""^
COUPON

J

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

LIMIT
ONI

BROWN
RICE

Save 30c

Dairy Fresh
j

Vbgurt ;

for $ 1 I

LIMIT !NO LIMIT
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Extra care in engineering...^ makes a big difference in small cars.

THE SMALLCAR
VSIf %0U

THE SMALLCAR
You can buy a Volkswagen

You can buy a Chevrolet Nova

You can buy a Ford Maverick

You can buy a Chevrolet Vega

You can buy a Ford Pinto

You can buy a small car that

doesn't offer Electronic

Ignition standard

OR
OR
UK
OR
OR

you can buy a small car that's priced

less than VW's most popular model*

**
you can buy a small car
that can beat it on gas mileage?

you can buy a small car with up to
20 inches more total hiproom.

you can buy a small car that

seats an extra person or two.

you can buy a small car with two-
to-three times more trunk space.

you can buy a small car with
Electronic Ignition standard that can
save you up to $62 on recom-
mended ignition maintenance in

the first 24,000 miles alone?

side
. coneS:

blue-* I

cne side

fish eys
yalloW

Went

to tt«

'IK
M till 9

FACES
EARTH

t Cornpus j
<nenta& v
^ 256-6411

UHlHSTHAOtn LINf .

'IT IS VULGAR
VAUDEVILLE ON AN
EPIC SCALE, BEAUTI-
FULLY PERFORMED

BY FOUR OF
EUROPE'S FINEST

COMIC ACTORS."
—Vincent Canby. New York Times

7:15 & 9:30

The answer is a small car
at your Chrysler-Plymouth and Dodge Dealer's.

(Andyou can drive one home today.)

TO. M
GRANDE 5
BOUFfT*

th •/;/•

1st Episode of

"The Shallow"
DON'T MISS IT! 7:15

— PLUS—
Kathenne Hepburn
& Spencer Tracy in

"The
Philadelphia

Story"
At 9:35 only

"1000 CLOWNS"

e CHRYSLER
CORPORATION

DOOGE • CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • DOOGE TRUCKS

'Price comparison based on manufacturers' suggested retail prices, exclud-
ing destination charges dealer preparation, and state and local taxes.
Optional Whitehall tires and wheel covers shown. $53 20 extra.

••Gas mileage figures based on October 1973 Popular Science magazine.
Tests performed by Popular Science for its report were conducted on 73
vehicles with figures adjusted by Popular Science tor 1974 model changes
and the results of E P A tests.

IMaintanance flat-rates and parts list are extracted from 1973 Chilton's Labor
Quid* and Parts Manual Labor rates based on national average of $10.00
per hour.

SEE ALL THE DARTS AT YOUR E2BB DEALER.

SEE THE DUSTERS AND VALIANTS AT YOUR Efl DEALER.
[(HRYSlini

WJMtW^'si

"THE

CHEERLEADERS"

-PLUS—

"FRITZ THE CAT"

At 7:15 & 10:00

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES

(

ALL SEATS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMARR.

The Cancer woman feels, responds
emotionally, is not easily fooled except
when she thinks she is in love — and she
lives for love. Thus, the Cancer woman is on

an emotional precipice, between knowing
and feeling and taking the leap, the plunge,
going into the whirlwind, stating this is life,

it is my life and I feel it. She is fiercely loyal

to family, is romantic but usually wants a
ring on her finger and an assessment of

property values.

ARIES (March 21- April 19): Concern

with the occult, with mysteries, with

financial status of one close to you — these

•re emphasized. You finish rather than

begin association. You act in aggressive

manner to clear away emotional debris

You want to understand complexities of

individual who has impact on your life.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Lie low

Play waiting game You are due for ex-

citing, creative opportunity. But ground-

work has to be prepared — you have to get

lay of land. Leo. Aquarius could figure

prominently. Legal type offers sound ad-

vice. Be receptive.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Basic work

details tend to dominate. Keep promises,

fulfill obligations. If you give, you also will

receive. One you care for makes gesture

which proves a point. Display maturity.

Don't expect emotional fireworks, but there

will be warm fulfillment.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Pressure is

relieved You have additional freedom of

thought, action Chances for change and
travel improve. Special relationship can be

solidified. Member of opposite sex plays

important role. Bring forth creative
resources

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) : Check details: be
thorough. Frank approach to situations,

individuals is a necessity Property values,

expenditures and investments grab
spotlight You come down to earth and deal

with practical matters. Get facts, figures on

paper.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Movement,
change, decisions based on new information

—these are featured. Short trip, visit may
also be on agenda Nothing is apt to remain
as originally planned Know it and be

flexiole tut use to panic because relative
speaks sharply.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22): Accent is on
personal possessions, income potential.

Family is involved and purchase of luxury
item could be open for discussion. Utilize

natural qualities, talent for diplomacy.
Make intelligent concession.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21 ) : Avoid seeing

situation in light of illusion. Instead, define
terms. Get to root of matters Pisces. Virgo
individuals could be involved. Cycle is high
and you can step forward with ideas,
assertions. You will receive support from
persons you hold in high regard
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21): What

occurs could be surrounded in aura of
mystery. Clandestine meeting might be
featured. Check with one who is "behind the
story." If you persist, answers will be ob-
tained. Older individual, in position of
authority, could pull strings in your favor
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Co-

operate with Sagittarian. Some of your
hopes, wishes may be fulfilled. Friends
make known their feelings Be receptive
Professional endeavors appear to be
marked by success. Promotion, brighter
money prospects and added responsibility
are in picture.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18) : Co-operate
in civic project . Make more people aware of

your capabilities. Strike stance of in-

dependence, maturity and responsibility
There is room for you at more elevated
position. Know it: do something about it.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): Good lunar
aspect now coincides with publishing,
philosophy and education You can broaden
horizons through correspondence, travel
plans. Open lines of communication You
have right to live your own life.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
fun-loving, affectionate and have a ten-

dency to try doing too much at once. Some
accuse you of being a gossip Others love to

hear you relate anecdotes If single, you
probably will marry, with June and Sep-
tember your outstanding months of 1974.

Married or single, you will be handling
more responsibility, living a different life

Copyright 1974, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Classify

6 Oeclare
11 Folds
12 Closer
14 Butts against
16 Test
17 A state (abbr )

18 Demon
19 Chairs
20 Soak
21 Negative
22 Walks
23 Peel
24 Initials of 26th

President
25 Scottish caps
26 Hockey goals
27 Prohibits
28 Boundary
29 Barracudas
31 Doom
32 Broadcasting

system (abbr

)

34 Not one
35 Evergreen

trees
36 French article

37 Skill

38 Stops
39 Sorrow
40 Pronoun
4

1

Dress material
42 Disturbance
43 Vast throng
45 Circuits
47 Highways
48 Wants

DOWN

1 Charm
2 Inclined road-
way

3 Three-toed
sloths

4 Delirium tre-

mens (abbr

)

5 Holds in high
regard

6 Single items

7 Afternoon par-

lies

8 Hindu cymbals
9 Teutonic deity
10 Venerate
1

1

Publish
13 Evaluates
16 Knocks
19 Heavenly bo

dies
20 Rant
22 Commonwealth
23 Star facets
26 Quotes
27 Twisted
28 Lamp
29 Gastropod

mollusk
30 Baggage car-

rier

31 Occupy

L A o|P Al l|f> jLElA
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A

I

I D R f3H MA RHLta|A|T|E|lN A R R
c BEG QGDQ BEH
BD0 LIBOR OBB

12

32 Inundations
33 Encounters
35 Aches
38 Cowl
39 Entwist

41 By way of

42 Regret
44 Proceed
46 Faroe Islands

whirlwind

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc

Ko-ntfUS fCo.f>e/'S

.bHH'GUvRftU

/plEASE NOTE THE NEAT
)

/fro\i

In
B.C. by johnny hart

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart

your AfcPNEr;ok v&ur life J
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"LITTLE BIG MANII

with

Dustin Hoffman

Wed. - Feb. 13

S.U.B.

6:30-9:00-11:30

BAHA'I FAITH
Pat and Nancy Conway will speak

on 'The Equality of Men and Women'
tonight at 8:00 at 64 Van Meter Dr.,

Amherst, all welcome.

BOLTWOOD BELCH ERTOWN
PROJECT
Interested in volunteering at

Belchertown State School? Tran

sportation provided, credits

available. See info, table C.C. Con

course. Organizational meetings Tu.

C.C. 917, Wed. C.C. 105. Both at 7:30

p.m.
BUILDING COMMITTEE
Meeting today at 2:30. Please

check the meeting room schedule for

location.

CHESS CLUB
Chess Club meeting tonight, C.C.

174, 7:30. Club's top players will

analyze Mark Andreoli's win over

Norman Weinstein. All welcome.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
All are invited to attend the in-

spirational giving of testimonies and

healings at weekly meetings. 2-12,

6.45 in 803 C.C.

COMMUTERS
Commuter Assembly meeting

Wednesday at 12:15. Sign up for

lockers on bulletin board outside of

lounge.

COMP. LIT. COLLOQUIUM

t I
BREAKFAST

ANY TIME
V0U WANT

ALL DAY LONG
also

— ice cream
— sandwiches

— luncheon

— dinner

168 N. Pleasant St. 253-2291
Now Open 24 hours
Tuesday thru Saturdays

THE
FINEST

VALENTINE
CARDS

*H4

"*M.<fViUAfl/^

£>

II

The Fresh Idea Company . . .

UNIVERSITY STORE"
Campus Center

-Notices
Dostoyevsky: Effects of the

Labyrinth, noon. Wed., Feb. 13, 3rd

floor lounge, Herter Hall. Speakers:

Professors H.W. Chalsma, M. Carre,

L. Tikos.

FINANCE COMMITTEE B.O.G.

Discuss the FY 75 Budget for the

Campus Center, and the transfer of

funds from C.C. to R.S.O.

HILLEL ELECTIONS
Balloting for the newly organized

Hillel Governing Council is now
taking place in the Hillel Office

through tomorrow (Weds.) All

members of Hillel are urged to

participate in this vital election.

INTOLERANCE
College films series will present

D.W. Griffith's 1916 epic,

Intolerance, Tues., Feb. 12 at 7, 9

p.m. in Thompson 102. Come and see

it after the game.
MOVIE
"Prime Cut", uncut, uncensored

version tonight, CCA. Tues., Feb.

12, at 7, 9, 11. A super flick. Don't

miss it.

OPEN RUSH
Open rush, Phi Sigma, Feb. 13,

Wed. 8:30 p.m., 358 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst. 545 0192.

SIGN LANGUAGE
The sisters of Sigma Delta Tau

invite you to Sign Language. 7:00

p.m. at 409 North Pleasant st. Call

545 0527 for rides.

SOKOLOK MOI

Riss La Tu. Interested? Then come

to the meetings Wed. eve, 8:00. You

will illicit Bo Sing. Usual place.

SQUARE DANCING
All club members and new

graduates should come tonight, Feb.

12, to a club workshop in the Cape

Cod Lounge from 8-10 p.m.

STAR TREK LIVES
Informal meeting to discuss the

convention tonight. All welcome. Any

questions? Call Barbara at 546-6672.

CRAFT SHOP SEMINARS
Photo darkroom techniques- Mon.

10:30 12. Silk screen printing - time

to beset. Jewelry -Wed. at 11, Thurs.

at 2 p.m. Ceramics- Tues. at 10:30,

Thurs. 5 p.m.
LOST

1 pr. brown ladies gloves during

first run of Dirty Harry in S.U.B.

ladies room. Please turn in at C.C.

lost and found. Thanks.

Black vinyl Gym bag containing

athletic equipment. If found, please

call 256 0157. Reward offered.

Please return to lost and found, 1

yellow notebook taken from Campus
Center: it contains Zoology notes

much needed or call Rick 546-7526.

FOUND
L notebook, registration form etc..

Paul Roberts, class of 75, Psych

Major in bookstore. Call Mitch 6-7070

to claim.

Room key found Sunday night in N.

E. area. Call Rich at 5-2925 Room 221.

PRESENTS

JuJu Players Repertory Company

"Shango De Ima"
A Yoruba Mystery Play

February 12, 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium

A Third World Cultural Series Event

Michael Houstoun, Pianist

Winner of the Van Cliburn Competition

February 13 & 14, 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium
A Celebrity Series Event

Feb. u
works by
BACH
MOZART
CHOPIN
PROKOFIEFF
LISZT

Feb. 14

works by
BACH
CHOPIN
RACHMANINOFF
PROKOFIEFF

Tickets to all performances are $1.50 UM-A students

;

$3.00 others

Box Office: 125 Herter Hall 545-0202

Said us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

V typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor They must be signed, and

include the author's address and phone number.

Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for reference

purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

Courses and workshops

for tutors and volunteers
There will be a new two credit

course offered in the Sylvan
Residential College for students

participating in tutoring programs
in the area.

The course will aim at assisting

individual tutors in developing
techniques and methods that will

make them more effective in their

tutoring activities. If you are in-

terested in working as tutor and
need a placement in the field this

course will be glad to place you in a
community educational program
that needs tutors. The course is

being offered by N.E.S. and the
Sylvan Area Academic Affairs
Office. For more info, call 5-2117 or
stop by 408 Goodell.
Students interested in receiving

credit for their community service
activities are encouraged to attend
a short information meeting for a 2

credit course to be offered in the

Prof. Sterling Brown speaks

in Paul Robeson Series

Prof. Sterling Brown, Distinguished Professor of English at Howard
University, Washington DC. will be the fourth speaker in the Paul

Robeson, Sr. Lecture Series presented by the Institute for Pan African

Culture.

Prof. Brown, a Phi Beta Kappa and recipient of a Guggenheim
fellowship, was granted an honorary degree from the University of

Massachusetts in 1971. A graduate of Williams College and Harvard
Univ., Brown, who draws much of his materials from the rural south, has
authored several important literary masterpieces, among these are "The
Negro Caravan" and "Southern Road".

Sylvan Area for students currently

involved in community activities

as volunteers. This meeting will be
held at 8 p.m. Wednesday, Feb.
13th, in the Student Affairs Office

at Cashin dormitory. The course
title is Volunteers: Social Service
or Social Change, and it is open to

students from all areas. For ad-

ditional information contact, Ken
5-2117.

A new 3-credit course is being
sponsored by the Orchard Hill

Residential College and the
Student Volunteer Services
Program.

It will deal with contemporary
societal problems facing the U.S.

including: Poverty, Housing,
Crime and the Prison System, and
Health Care. Various approaches
to social change will be discussed
including : conservative, liberal

reform, and radical models.
Its first meeting will be held

Thursday, Feb. 14th at 7:00 in the

6th floor lounge of Webster House,
Orchard Hill. For more in-

formation call: 5-2117.

Television Tonight

5:00 POPEYE (18)

MERV GRIFFIN SHOW (3)

HOGAN'S HEROES The Big Gamble."
(22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Hare Today, Gone
Tomorrow." (40)

5:30 THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy and the

Monsters." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHATS HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

fi:0O NEWS (3) (8) (22)

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (24)

WILD WILD WEST "Night of the

Pelican." (40)

ZOOM! (57)6:30 NEZS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

ROMAGNOLIS' TABLE (57)

6:55 UPBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 AUDUBON WILDLIFE THEATRE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE EVENING COMPASS (57)

7:30 OZZIE'S GIRLS (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host

(8) (22)

THE FOURTH ESTATE (24)

ANIMAL WORLD "The Indestructible

Outcasts." (30)

DRAGNET (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING

EDITION (57)

K00 MAUDE (3)

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY BASKET-
BALL (8)

ADAM-IZ (22) (30)

THE BILL MOYRRS' JOURNAL (24)

(57)

THE HAPPY DAYS (40)

8:30 HAWAII FIVE-O "Mother's Deadly
Helper." (3)

MYSTERY MOVIE "Rocket To
Oblivion " (22) (30)

OPEN VIDEO (24)

MOVIE "I Love You. Goodbye." (40)

9:00 EVENING AT POPS (24) (57)

9: 30 MOVIE "The Phantom Of Hollywood
."

(3)

10:00 MARCUS WELBY. M.D. "The
Mugging." (8) (40)

POLICE STORY "The Ripper " (22) (30)

ENERGY ALERT (24)

GREATER DOWNTOWN
SPRINGFIELD PERSPECTIVES (57)

10:05 THE OPEN MIND (24)

THE JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

11:30 MOVIE ""The Wheeler Dealers." (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY (8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

1:20 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

ROOMMATE WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS
Grad. nonsmoker, 5 bedrm hse, garage,

3 fireplace, 3 miles to I Mass. Heat incl.

1102-mo.. 13 Middles!. Hadley. 586-3784.

112-15

Female roommate wanted to share
furnished Brittany Manor apt. No lease,

negotiable rent. Call 2S6-06I8.

tf2-15

Chevy. Bel Air. '67, 6 cyl.. $456. new
battery, new muffler, call 549-6042, after

6:30 p.m.

tf2-13

68 VW Fastback. Needs some work. (500.

best offer or trade. 665-3122.

tf2-13

VW 60 Squareback, dependable 1975.

Call Kevin at 665-4314. evenings.

tf2-15

1964 Landrover 109. station wgn. 4 wheel
drive, under 50000 mi. Lockout hubs, ex-
cellent cond. All extras 11500. Call 584-3358.

nights.

U2-I9

1973 Capri, excellent cond. 4-speed. 4

cylinder, must sell. Call 527-4898. after

.'.30.

tf2-13

62 VALIANT SLANT, 6. std. trans. New:
brakes, front end. exhaust, clutch, gd

body, everything works, gd tires incl. 2

snows. 586-3819. $295.

tf2-15

65 Chevy Impala. small V8, very

dependable, interior very good, body good.

Call 665-2462. after 6 p.m.

tf2-!3

1971 Cricket Ply. automatic, excel, cond.

25 mi. per gal. $1295. Karen. 549-6331.

tf2-!3

67 Cougar, needs some engine work, rest

of car in good condition. 549-3727. anytime

after 5:30. ask for Pauline.

H2-15

For Sale: 1968 Buick Wagon. Needs
a long block engine & small parts. Has
a new starter and a recently rebuilt

transmission. Good interior, if there is

some mechanically minded person

who wants to install an engine in it. he
can have it for 150. Call 546-46S8.

U2-I5

HONEST AL has Z SCHOOL BUSES,
previously owned by a Tobacco
Company. Never used in winter, so
they are almost rustless, both are
MEDIUM - SHORT. 51 CHEV .. 6 cyl.. 4

spd trans, everything works, vgd
mech rood. 1375 60 FORD. V8. 4 spd.

even nicer. 8100. WANTED Dead or

Alive Darts - Valiants - Lancers. 586-

3819 or 1-772-0517.

TYPING

Dissertation, thesis, term paper A

business tvping. IBM's electric - Unit and

hourly rates. Call Marsha. 549-3832, plan

ahead?
If2- IS

FOR SALE

Telescope — 6" Criterion, extras. Tel.

783-8705. Springfield. Mass.
tf2-12

Refrigerator, 3 cu. ft., excellent cond.,

cost $90 new, under warranty. $65 firm.

Call Paul. 5-5664.

tf2-l3

1973 Capri, excellent condition. 4-speed,

4 cylinder, must sell. Call 527-4898 after
5:30 p.m.

tfZ-13

1971 Pontiac Ventura, ex cond.. 6 cyl. at

trans.. 29000 mi, 18 mpg. new tires, asking

$1700. Call after 6. 586-3903.

U2-I2

Stereo AM-FM receiver, turntable and
two speakers. Excellent condition, hardly
used. Must sell, asking $125. Call 549-0582.

after 5.

. U2-I2

Puppy, five months old, very lovable.
Call 545-2163. ask for Al.

tf2-12

207 CM K2 i niiips with I <xik toes. $50,

site 12 Lange Comps. unfoamed fits siie

Hi' i - 12. $50. call John. 256-0402.

tf2-l3

Great — "Marh-II" fiberglass skis. 195

CM. w-Salomon 502 bindings. Ski patrols

use this model! List $265. asking $119. Call

665-3546.

tf2-l2

Refrigerator 3 cu. ft. Delmonico. Pur-

chased new 9-72, cost $75, yours for $40.

Daniel. 584-5444.

tf2-IS

4-13 inch spoke rims — good condition. 2

mounted with reg. tires need to sell. Best

offer, call Larry at 6-5984.

tf2-13

Speakers. Dynaco A25, oiled walnut,

good condition, call Tom 549-3726.

tf2-l2

Stereo Component — 20-40 per cent off

list. All major brands available, all

guaranteed. Call Mike 536-4814. after ..00

UMI

EARPHONES - SENNHEISER HD-414
AND BSR 8-TRACK PLAYBACK DEC.
BOTH EXC. W-L1ST VALUE $75. ASKING
$35 FOR BOTH. 665-4152.

U2-I2

Two Dolby Cassette tape decks, for sale
— Teac 250. new 2 yr warr. Sony TC-134. 4

mo. »ld. I yr war., both ex. cond. Call

Garv. 256-88C4. eve.

tf2-l9

Spy camera. Yashira Atoron. complete

kit. $45. used for I roll film. Also GE Stereo

w speakers. $35. Call Chase. 6-8051.

U2-I4

Complete beginner darkroom for sale.

Includes PRO Enlarger and 11x14" Dryer.

$75. Also 16x20 In idrum Call Ed. 6-5311.

If2-I4

Refrigerator 3 cu ft. Excellent cond.

<osi $90. new under warranty. $65 firm,

(all Paul 5-5664.

If2- 13

RIDE WANTED

I would like a ride to Montreal,

anytime! If you are headed (hat way
and would like someone to share your

expenses. Call Dave al 6-4170.

If2- 15

PERSONAL

Band. Boogie. Beer! Sigma Phi Epsilon

hi having a RUSH PARTY. Wed.. Feb. 13.

to end all parties. Sig Ep is why you'll go
Greek!

U2-13

Want an active social life, good food,

fellowship, non-crowded nlace to live?

Investigate 0)E. 9 Chestnut St. Call 545-

0070.

tf2-15

Commuter Assembly needs a secretary,

information is available in Commuter
I ounxe Office.

U2-13

Kappa Alpha Theta invites all

University women to come to the Valen-
tines Party on Feb. 13 at 7:00 p.m. 778

North Pleasant St.

tfZ-13

Problems with homosexuality? For info,

referral, counselling or just rap. call

Gaylinr. Mon.. Tues.. Thurs.. Fri.. Sat. 8-

II p.m. at 545-0154.

U2-22

Don't you think you should re-read the

ad for Sigma Alpha Epsilon?

tf2-l3

Tired of high priced pot? Grow your
own. Start now for spring transplant.

Scientific instructions. Send $1 to Mike.
Box 215. (jrayson.

tf2-l9

TAL : II is said that wet birds fly at night,

while we can't get there from here. And
General Custer turns to say: Holy Cow.
look at all those fucking Indians. Best of

luck in Hi.' future. I remain: JACKSON.
t/2-12

WANTED

Babysitter for 8 month old boy — my
home. Mon. and Thurs., 9:30-1:45 p.m.:
Tues.. 9.30-12:45 p.m. Own transportation

necessary. 256-6602.

tf2-l3

I need an artist to paint a Vargas type

nude, preferably in acrylics. Good $, for

good artist. Call John for more info. 256-

0402.

If2-I3

Honda 350 or 450. Will look at any year —
But must be good running condition. Call

Rob at 546-9702. (Keep trying)

If2-I4

Want to buy a double mattress in good
condition, with or without boxspring. Call

256-6748.

tf2-l3

Someone to teach a student shorthand,
(all Joanne al 253-9215.

tf2-13

Female Mini Schnauier. 6-8 weeks,

preferably without ears cropped. Call 549-

397 4. after 5 p.m.
• If2- 19

Dkrm equip, enlgr. dev. Ink. etc. in gd
cond. no phone so drop a card. Box 204 W.
Hatfield. 0I0K8. Bob Norcott.

If2-I5

WATERBEDS

I year guar., all sices $24. on campus
(all 546-6591. both lap and butt seams
available

tf2-!4

SERVICES

Keep old clothes alive — mending,
patching, altering, jeans rebuilt, em-
broidery. Good work, reasonable rates. Rt.

9, Belchertown. 323-4025.

tf2-22

Attention Datsun owners I perform
all phases of major and minor repairs
on Datsuns at reasonable prices. I

have over two years experience on
Datsuns at a Datsun Dealership and
an Aircraft Airframe and Powerplant
License. Phone. 253-7456, Russ Baca.

tf2-!7

ROOM FCR RENT

Don't let dorm life get you down, live in
your cabin with maid service and low
weekly rates. Call the Deerfield Motor
Court. 665-2645.

s/2-14

FOR RENT

Privacy — Colonial Motel, low, low
weekly rates, large comfortable rooms,
TV., maid service included. Bar and
restaurant. 665-2008.

tf2-12

Apt. for rent. 1 bdrm. dishwsr. all

utilities. $145. Call any time. 665-2719.

Cliffside.

U2-15

Studio use, etc.. of basemt in new hse.

Own entrance in each — Pay heat bill. $20-

$40 mth. 66 Market. Nhampton. Call eves.

584-0927. Kathy.

U2-I2

FREE

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.

Call 584-8816.

tfS-17

Male Collie and Sheepdog puppy, 16 wks.
old. all shots and fully trained. Call
anytime. Andy. 546-7779.

UMI

APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bedroom apt. on 69 acre farm. 4 miles
from campus. $2IO-mo. 584-7729. 584-0812,
I -268-7048.

112-13

TRAVEL

Spring Vacation in San Juan, $250. all

inclusive. For more information, call

Campus Travel Center. 545-0500.

If3-15

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from $199.

For more information call Campus Travel

Center. 545-OSM.
U3-I5

Spring Vacation in Spain at
1 in rimnliniis $279. all inclusive. For more
information call Campus Travel Center.
515-41500

Ami

Campus Travel Center, handles air,
hotel, car rentals, package tours,
honeymoons, cruises and Amlrak. Call
545-41500. for information.

tf3-IS

ENTERTAINMENT

Bands — Wide price range, available for

hire through professional talent agency
MAD ANGEL, others. Bill Noael • Agent.
256-0680 local.

tf2-12

Get close to your love with those
romanUc hits of the 50's and 60V For more
info., or booking, call now — The name is

Bob. Tel. 536-6075.

U2-I3

Hatch Celebrity Series presents Tracey
Nelson-Mother Earth, Thursday. Feb. 14. 9

p.m.-l a.m., admission, $1.00.

U2-13

HELP WANTED

E. guitarist — Advanced develop. Need
work now, 1 can solo with best. Ex. big $$

in future concerts. Play rock, jatz,

classical. 546-6473.

tf2-13

Female or male help needed several

days a week from mid-morning to early

afternoon at Gasiand, Rt. 9, Amherst,
inquire at station.

tf2-l3

How to earn $10-15.000 per year. 6 month
training period, no obligation. Write: Mr.
Weiss. Box 552, Randolph, Ma. 02368.

tf2-l2

Students — Earn while you learn. Part-
lime contact work, promises good money
to those who qualify. For interview, call
253-S864.

2-22

Opening for skilled secretary. Apply in
person between noon and 4 p.m. 25 hours a
week, $2 an hour, students only. Apply
WMUA.

U2-I2

Jobs on Ships! No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job or career.
Send $3 for information. Seafax. Dept.
17G. P.O. Box 204$. Port Angeles.
Washington 98362

tf-l5

LOST

(.old Circular Charm with 21 on front
and ERB on back. Reward is payment of
its worth. Great sentimental value. Call
665-3051. nite.

tfZ-lS

Silver Pendant necklace, w -oval shaped
green stone, in vicinity of S.W. an 2-6.

Return to Joyce at S.W. Service, off JFK.
Call 5-1400. Rw.

tf2-l3

Thru Ripoff over intercession. GE
Kefrig: gr-gld afghan & other items.

Contact Officer D. Grader of Sec. Police.

tf222

WORKSHOPS

Primal Experience Marathon — 24
hours, Feb. 22. Trained leader. Fee:
$65 (Also weekly groups available).
Offering a group dynamic that
provides an emotional enviornment in
which the individual cu re-create the
primary experiences of his or her Hfe.
Call 256-6503 (eves) or 2539421
(anytime) for further information.

tfZ-ZO
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Skaters hopeful for world championship

Melissa Militano and Johnny Johns, U.S. Pair

Champions perform an overhead lift at National

competition in Providence.

It's a long way up
By KAREN CMAR

For four days young men and

women came from all over the

country to compete in the United

States National Skating Cham-

pionship. The competition is held

alternately ir the East, the Mid-

west and on the West Coast. This

year it was held in Rhode Island, in

the Providence Civic Center.

The road up to the National

competition is a long and hard one.

Most competiters begin serious

training at the age of six or seven.

In order to qualify for competition,

entrants must first pass certain

figure tests which are very difficult

and often take one to two years of

daily practice. Those who have

passed their fourth or fifth test

qualify for the novice division,

those who have passed their sixth

or seventh test compete in the

Junior division and those who have

conquered the eighth (gold medal)

test may enter the Senior com-

petition. Pair teams and dance
teams have different tests that

include pair and dance moves
instead of figures.

After passing the appropriate

test, a competitor must enter a

regional competition. The winners

in the regionals then advance to the

sectional contest (Eastern, Mid-

western and Pacific Coast). The
top three in the sectionals and the

skaters who placed in the nationals

the year before are eligible for the

nationals.

Those who place first and second

in the nationals become members
of the team that goes to the World
competition (held yearly) or the

Olympics (every four years). If the

U. S. team did well the year before

in a particular contest, the skater

in third place is also allowed to

compete. There are no Novice or

Junior divisions at the worlds, only

Senior competitors may enter.

By KAREN CMAR
Gordon McKellen, the darling of

the figure skating world since he

was eight years old, won the men's

championship of the United States

Saturday afternoon. His silver

trimmed, baby blue satin outfit

shone under the mercury lights in

the Providence Civic Center. The

crowd at the 1974 National Skating

competition was cheering for him

all the way as he won the title for

the second time. Terry Kubicka

took second place with a dazzling

free style program that included

three triple jumps.
After a career of disap-

pointments and second place last

year, 17-year old Dorothy Hamill

took the women's title. Janet Lynn,

last year's winner has retired from

amateur competition to join the Ice

Follies. Dorothy doesn't have the

ballet style of Peggy Fleming or

the cuteness of Janet Lynn but she

is a strong skater with a smooth
pleasing style. Juli Marie
McKinstry won second place with

an interesting program and Kath
Malmberg with spectacularly high

jumps placed third.

The crowd at the Friday night

senior ladies competition was
enthusiastic. When Wendy Burge,

who placed very low in the school

figures, received low marks for a

A death spiral performed by Tai Reina Babilonia and

Randy Gardner who placed second in the pair com-

petition.

Gordon McKellen,
U.S. Mens Champion
does a flying sit spin.

fifftflr Mtmtiit Sfoftt/AKiktftt
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beautiful free style performance
reminiscent of Peggy Fleming, the

crowd went wild with boos and
hisses. Twelve year old Priscilla

Hill also captured the audience's

heart. She is one of the youngest

girls ever to make the senior ladies

division and her graceful style and
use of her arms have the quality of

a future champion.
Mellisa Militano, who won the

pair competition last year with her

brother Mark, returned with her

fiance Johnny Johns to win the title

again. Their performance was
highlighted by a spectacular throw
axle (where the man lifts the

woman and throws her into a one

and a half revolution jump). A
young couple, Tai Reina Babilonia

and Randy Gardner won second
place with an unusually graceful

and stylized program. Erika
Susman and Thomas Huff took

third.

The Ice Dancing competition

(which is similar to pair skating

except there are no jumps, spins or

lifts allowed) was particularly

exciting this year. The event is

usually rather dignified and even a

bit stodgy. The Colleen O'Connor
and Jim Millus first place couple

did skate very conservatively but

the Milliers, who were expected to

win, skated a very unusual and
romantic routine which brought

them second place. The third place

couple was the most surprising.

Glen Patterson appeared in a tight

fitting, one piece black outfit with

Michelle Ford in a black skating

dress with silver sequens covering

the front and nothing covering the

back. For music they had
everything from Gershwin's
Summertime to Turkey in the

Straw. Slow blues was the main
theme of the program in which she

caressed his face and assumed
some positions that made the

audience gasp.

The competition was not without

controversy. One of the most
serious problems occurred when
Charles Tickner fell three times
and eventually stopped in the

middle of his program. Tickner
was in first place at the end of the

school figures, ahead of Gordon
McKellen. He claimed that par-

ticles of rubber from the entry area

to the ice had lodged in his blade

and this had caused his poor
performance. The judges didn't

believe it and forced him to finish

his program from where he left off,

rather than begin it again. His

marks were very poor and he
dropped to third and lost his place
on the world team.

One of the highlights of the

competition was the exhibition

given by all the champions of the

various events. The performance
was hosted by Dick Button of ABC-
TV Ann and Skip Millier, the

second place dance team brought

down the house with an incredibly

beautiful dance number after

which they were brought back for

an encore. They were given a

standing ovation and cries of

"bring back the judges" echoed

from the audience.

Gordon McKellen, Jr. was a real

showman. He performed his

exhibition number in a white satin

outfit trimmed in silver. His show
style comes from his parents

Dorothy Hamill won
the Ladies cham-
pionship.

Gordon Sr. and Leila, past
champions, who have skated in the
Ice Follies, Ice Capades, Holiday
on Ice and Sonja Henie's Ice
Revue. His confidence and
technique comes from working
with some of the best skating
coaches in the country. After his
exhibition program he was per-
suaded by Dick Button to attempt a
triple axle (a three and a half
revolution jump where the skater
takes off forward and lands back-
ward). The triple axle had never
before been attempted at a public
exhibition or in front of television

cameras. McKellen did attempt it

and almost landed it (he actually
over-rotated it). It is rumored that
he may try it at the World
Championship.
The winners from the National

competition will go to the World
Championships in Munich, Ger-
many in a couple of weeks. The
prospects look good in the women's
division. Karen Magnasun, last
year's World Champion, and Janet
Lynn who placed second, have both
retired from amateur competition.
That leaves only Christine Elath of
East Germany, last year's bronze
medalist, to oppose Dorothy
Hamill who placed fourth. The
competition will be tough in the
men's division.

THE LIGHTHOUSE
— Rt. 1H Sunder land—

r ^afood Lunches & Dinners

Live Boiled Lobster

Fish & Chips 99'

Take Outs Ttl. 549-4442

Baseball underway Women John Bock

By MIKE BROPHY
"Spring is just around the cor-

ner," said Dick Bergquist.

Yesterday as his battery mates

took to the floor of the cage to start

their spring workouts.

Fifteen in all were on hand at the

invitation of Bergquist who wants

to give them the best chance

possible before flooding the roster

with also-rans. Eleven pitchers

and four catchers, minus AU-

American prospect John Healy,

were on hand and started throwing

in hopes of repeating as one of the

top teams in the country.

Last year the Minutemen
finished sixteenth in overall

ratings across the nation.

Two big question marks remain

in the forming of a starting

rotation. Will the arms of Craig

Allegrezza and John Olson be

ready? "It's early yet but I think

that with great care taken both of

them will be able to help us out a

great deal this season," Bergquist

said. Both seemed to be throwing
with ease during yesterday's
workout.

Allegrezza developed muscle
problems early in the season last

spring and was hurting for most of

the schedule before undergoing
surgery and receiving doctor's

orders not to throw anything until

yesterday.

"John Olson's troubles came up
while pitching on the Cape during

the summer but they seem to have
passed on and he should be ready"
said Bergquist.

There is no word yet as to

whether John Healy can play as

the medical services at UMass
have not given him the clearance

needed. "John is eager and his

parents are 100 per cent behind us

and him," commented Bergquist,

"so now all we can do is wait."

skiers

By GALEN GOOD
Despite lack of snow up north the

Women's Intercollegiate Ski

Conference held its first meet

Saturday at Mt. Tom in Holyoke.

UMass won the meet over

runner-up Radcliffe by .3 seconds.

Competition in the slalom came
from six other schools: UNH,
UConn, BU, Merrimack, Mt.

Holyoke, and Wellesley.

Coach Mercy Wertz was pleased

with the results after a somewhat

limited training session at

Berkshire East during in-

tercession. With fifty-three par-

ticipants, Betsy Hussey placed

second, Helen MacConnel fourth,

and Rachel Courtney fifth, leading

the UMass contingent to victory.

This year five new racers have

joined the team giving rise to hopes

for a successful season. Snow

permitting, a meet will take place

next weekend at Temy Mountain in

New Hampshire.Olympic head wants

no "pro " collegians Broderick out
JT *-* BOSTON (AP) — The Bostoi

By GEOFFREY MILLER
LAUSANNE, Switzerland (AP)

— Lord Killanin, president of the

International Olympic Committee,

said Monday that American
college athletes may be ineligible

for the Olympics if they compete as

professionals in one sport and as

amateurs in another.

He was referring to the new rule

changed in the future."

Rule 26 of the Olympic code says

a competitor is eligible for the

Olympics "if he does not receive,

or has never recieved, any
remuneration for participation in

sport."

The IOC executives who wound
up a three-day meeting at Olympic
headquarters, expect to have their

passed last month by the National new eligibility rule ready in about

Collegiate Athletic Association,

allowing pros to retain amateur

status in a particular sport.

The IOC executives have still not

finished drafting their revised

eligibility rule. But Killanin told a

news conference: "Certainly the

Olympic rules on professionalism

of this kind are not likely to be

two months. A draft will be sent to

all IOC members, who will vote on

it at Vienna next October.

He indicated Monday the new
rule will be basically short, with

additional by-laws to be im-

plemented by the federations in

their own way.

Women netters trampled

by Springfield College

BOSTON (AP) — The Boston

Bruins of the National Hockey

League said Monday that goalie

Ken Broderick was sent to the

Bruins' farm team in the Western

Hockey League, the San Diego

Gulls.

A spokesman for the club said

the move was made in order to give

the 31-year-old Broderick regular

work. He has been riding the bench

while coach Bep Guidolin has been

using Giles Gilbert and Ross

Brooks in goal for the East

Division leaders.

The spokesman said Broderick

would stay with the Gulls unit)

March 2, the final date for recalls

by NHL teams.

Broderick's last appearance for

the Bruins was Dec. 29 in Los

Angeles, when Gilbert was struck

on the head by a shot during the

pre-game warmup and Broderick

filled in. He lost 4-1.

Broderick played five games for

the Bruins this season, winning two

and tying one.

By LINDA MACKLER
The UMass women's basketball

team disappointed its biggest

crowd this season as Springfield

College destroyed them 56-32 in

NOP'J gym last night.

Coach Jane Farr said, "We
didn't play well. They completely

out-hussled us. We had the same

Gym vs. MIT
(Continued from P. 24)

team home and still win this one.

For the Minutemen, this meet

figures to be little more than comic

relief. The Engineers, are a small,

low scoring team and the quality of

competition they present is almost

club-level. Their average score,

120, is about 35 points lower than

the UMass average.

Tom Dunn's original strategy

saw nearly his entire team

throwing cxmpulsories, but the

loss of Whelan and Scuderi has

changed that. The J.V. team will

be playing the Lowell State Varsity

at the same time, so no help will be

forthcoming from those ranks.

With as few as three men in each

event, Dunn will just have to wait

and see. If the Engineers come out

scoring low, he'll order his squad to

throw compulsories.

In weekend action the varsity

was idle, but the J.V.'s played host

to Dartmouth and lost by a margin,

.35, (130.45-130.1), that over the

past two weeks has become a

UMass tradition. After losing the

first three events, UMass came

back and took vaulting scores of 8.0

from Dave White, 8.25 from Phil

Aubrey, and 8.5 from Steve Marks.

UMass also took the next two

events, courtesy of Dartmouth's

ineptitude...The meet provided a

good chance to compare the Ivy

and Eastern Leagues. The Dart-

mouth Varsity is currently second

in the Ivy's, their opponents, the

UMass J.V.'s are the backup squad

to a team currently fourth in the

Easterns.

problem as we had in Keene; we
were standing still." Springfield

College took the lead on the

scoreboard and on the floor in the

first minute of the game. They had

a well-disciplined defense and

offense; whereas UMass could

neither block points nor score

them.
Only Cathy Huban and Jenny

Edminster made any offensive

showing. Cathy was high scorer

with 10 points and Jenny shot 100

per cent from the foul line. Karen

McAvoy of Springfield put in 17

points.

UMass passed like they were on

a football field and this resulted in

24 turnovers. They looked sloppy

and seemed unable to move the

ball around Springfield's very

effective defense. They committed

unnecessary fouls. The team was
obviously dissapointed with their

performance and can only look

forward to their next game to

redeem themselves.

The junior varsity was also

defeated last night, 31-28. Coach

Ellen Greaves felt, "It was a tough

one to lose. We started out cold and

you can't spot a good team like

Springfield College like that and

expect to win."

UMass trailed at the end of the

first half 16-8. They came back to

tie up the score with 2:32 left in the

third quarter when Sue McNamara
was fouled and sank her free

throw. With one second remaining

in the third quarter, Cathy Dowd
put the team ahead for the only

time in the game with an outside

shot. But Springfield c?me right

back at the beginning of the second

half and maintained the lead.

UMass made a good team effort

in their comeback but un-

fortunately could not run their

offensive plays to effect a victory.

The junior varsity team is going

to Mt. Holyoke this Thursday night

at 7:00 p.m. The varsity team will

play next Sunday in Vermont.

Conference confidence
By JOHN BOCK

Now almost everyone that passes through UMass hears about the plight

of the Yankee Conference at one time or another. It has been listed by

some noted periodicals as the perennial cellar dweller of the nation's

seventeen major athletic conferences.

The reasons for this are many and varied and include monetary,

academic and social problems as tangents from the same never-ending

circle. Like it or not, many of the schools that participate against YanCon

teams and would rather not mention it, have to admit that the conference

represents the bulk of New England collegiate athletics. People don't

mind identifying with the New England Region, but the Yankee Con-

ference-never
I spent the weekend in God's Country at the University of Maine in

Orono, watching the Second Annual Yankee Conference Wrestling

Tournament. Once again the wrestling boiled down to UMass, URI, and

BU. The matches between contestants from these three schools were

very good. The moves, for the most part, were well executed and there

were some real nail biter contests that, when in overtime, highlighted the

basics of wrestling - takedowns and escapes.

The University of Rhode Island, not long back from a twice around road

trip to Pennsylvania and Maryland, showed awesome balance in putting

nine out of ten wrestlers in the finals and crowning six champions. There

was no doubt that they had benefited from the bouts they wrestled against

Clarion State, Navy, Maryland and Montclair State. They were good on

their feet, showed some mat savvy when they racked up more pins than

any other team, and evidenced that they had learned a few "short-cuts"

that give a slight advantage to the wrestler if the referee doesn't notice.

They impressed me as a team.

UMass and Boston U had individuals that impressed me also. Cliff

Blom, the only Champ for UMass, displayed good, solid, error-free

wrestling - quickness on his feet, keeping the opponents head down in the

mat for control and taking advantage of mistakes to put the man on his

back. Steve Benson,-runner-up at 167, put on a show that highlighted a

repitoire with physical power. Always agressive and using his prodigious

strength to advantage, Benson moved into the finals with little problems.

He was close to the champ until a mistake on his feet caused him to lose

the takedown and the title.

Boston University's Tom Kryzak, 150 pound champ, displayed talents

that can be summed up in one word - SMOOTH. What Kryzak lacked in

strength he made up in putting his wrestling together and out-

maneuvering his opponents. Many don't know that Kryzak gave Navy's

Dan Muthler, the defending 142 pound NCAA champ his toughest bout,

losing 6-5 in the last minute of the match.

The kind of wrestling I described can keep these particular individuals

even with the best that the Big 8 and Big 10, the Pacific 8 and EIWA, can

throw on a mat. These conferences are the breeding grounds of about 90

per cent of the NCAA Champs and some of our more successful Olympic

The NCAA Championship at Iowa State will beckon the ten New
England Champions and their success will depend somewhat on their

seeds. This year, I think that the New England :and more particular the

Yankee Conference wrestlers) will continue to impress the rest of the

nation. URI received votes for one of the positions on the Eastern Top

Ten, making it the second year in a row that a Conference team was so

honored (last year UMass was ranked tenth).

This should help at the NCAA. The other thing is that the wrestlers

should go and display confidence that they aren't misfits, but men that

have the skills and earned the right to go after the Championship just like

all the other contestants. - They should support each other just like the

other conferences do.

Bud Drinkers, can
you figure this out?
Suppose Bud. came in 24-oz. bottles that cost 50 i apiece. And suppose the

12-oz bottles cost 25* each. A guy comes up to you carrying two boxes the

same size. He tells you one box is full of 12-oz. bottles, the other is exactly

half full of the 24-oz. bottles. One is worth more than the other. Which one?
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Attitude crucial as

hoopers welcome BU

Aerial defense by John Thomas (35) on this play was
a key to Saturday's overtime loss at UConn. (Staff

Photo-Steve Smith)

By STEVE DECOSTA
If, as UMass coach Jack Leaman said after the

UConn game on Saturday, the toughest thing in

basketball is to come back after an overtime loss,

what is the situation after two such setbacks?

That is just the enigma that faces the Minutemen

tonight as they host Boston University at 8 in the start

of an extended home stand.

"Our attitude is excellent," remarked Leaman. "I

was very pleased with our kids last night at practice.

They held a team meeting prior to practice and went
through some self-analysis and came out determined
to work a little harder."

At this stage of a season, it is attitude that is most
important. The basics have already been learned,
and there is no time to rehash the things every player
should know. What many games boil down to at this

time of year is a team's mental attitude: who wants
to win and how much they will put out to achieve their

goal.

"Fatigue and minor injuries are hard to shake at

this time of year," said Leaman. "You just have to

evaluate yourself and get yourself ready to play."

And now the Minutemen have to get ready for BU,
a team they beat convincingly in early January.

The Terriers are only 1-5 in the Yankee Con-

ference and 7-10 overall, but the potential is there. BU
won this year's Beanpot Tournament by defeating

Boston College at Roberts Center.

But this BU team has undergone some personnel

changes since the Minutemen last saw them, and they

have been for the worse. Kerry Walker, a high-

scoring guard, is scholastically ineligible, and Derek
Reveron, a strong center, quit the team after their

first encounter with UMass.
The Terriers still have some firepower left, mostly

in the form of Ken Boyd. A 6'5 forward, Boyd is one of

New England's better basketball players with a
scoring average of 21.1.

The biggest problem for the Minutemen in their

recent losses has been the lack of production by their

bench. Therefore it comes as good news that Greg
Duarte is back with the team and ready to play.

"He's ready to go," said Leaman. "A week off is

going to hurt him in timing, conditioning, and
execution, but he will be available for some im-

portant contributions."

Another possible problem lies in the knees of John
Murphy. Injured in the UConn game, Murphy was
forced to sit out several minutes of action in the first

half, although he was able to return to action later in

the game.

"Murphy has been bothered by bruised knees for

some time now," explained Leaman. "It's a constant,

nagging problem he has to play with."

"Most people expect the spectacular from Mur-
phy," Leaman went on, "and they're disappointed

when he isn't spectacular. But I think he's played

very well and very steady. I think the reason we lost

the two games last week was because we lost Murphy
in important stretches in each game."

FURTHERMORE: The Minutemen have won all

five games played in the Cage this season. If you care

to go back, the last time UMass was beaten on their

home court was on January 27, 1973 when they were
bested by Syracuse, 70-67.

Al Skinner is now seventh on the list of UMass all-

time career scoring leaders. His 24 points on
Saturday gave him 1084 for his career, pushing him
past Tim Foley of the class of '56. Sixth on the list and
ripe for passing is Rodger Twitchell ('64) with 1151.

Skaters tangle with Huskies
By BILL BALLOU

The hockey team's bi-ennial trip

to Storrs, Conn, is usually one of

the easier games on the schedule,

and always the least popular.

The Huskies, he-men all, play
their games in an outdoor rink

where no number of foot-warmers
or pairs of long underwear can
save some poor patch of skin from
frostbite.

Things should be more miserable
than usual, though, tonight. Sur-

prisingly, Connecticut has a pretty

good team. Good enough, in fact, to

be rated higher than Umass in the

latest Division II standings found
in the Hockey Newsletter.

Since the Huskies can con-

ceivably make the playoffs, this

looms as a battle of survival for

both teams, for that matter, the
whole week is a survival test for

UMass. After tonight's game, the

Minutemen face their last two
Divisional opponents before
(hopefully) playoff time. It'll be
Colby Friday afternoon and
Bowdoin Saturday night and that's

it.

Physically, UMass is so-so. Steve

Nims returns from the knee injury

sustained against BU, and that's

bound to help up front, but Mark
Sullivan still isn't ready and the

news on Mike Ellis is that his

shoulder injury will keep him out

until the playoffs, at least.

Jack Canniff, who thought his

defense played well at Yale, will

keep the same pairings, skating

Bill Mintiens in place of Ellis with

Tim Howes and combining Dave
Alesandroni with Brian Mulcahy.
INCIDENTALLY: It might be a

good thing if UConn peppers the

UMass net with shots. Standing

around in cold can make a goalie

tighten up. Chick Rheault played at

UConn two years back and he's

only too familiar with the
delightful conditions...UMass won
6-1 at Orr Rink last year, 9-3 the

year before in Storrs...

Walt Powers

Super Fantasy-BowI

Hurt gymmen
light test

OQXAUOO

"What are 28 story libraries for?
»

»

By WALT POWERS
(Editors note: Walt Powers, MDC Gymnastics writer, covered Super

Bowl 8 for the "COLLEGIAN". The following report is reprinted from the

January 5 issue of the "COLLEGIAN".)

TI7^qIt 1V/TT' I ' Ron McBam sprawled in the dim, smokey light of the Blue BaronW %Z CX IV JLVJLX X lounge in Houston's East side. At first his demeanor was like hundreds of

other players I had interviewed during the past few days; courteous, to a
point; talkative, but not revealing; brusque after the ten minute in-

terview time was over. In the rauchy light of the bar, Ron McBam
chugged down frosties, sucked in long drafts from his aluminum pipe and
began to react like a normal human being.

Siezing my first opportunity for non-NFL monitored conversation, I

pelted him with questions about eye formations, wing-tees and the thrill

of playing in the Super Bowl. But McBam, whom Al DeRogatis would call

a "human bowling ball" every time the fifth string running back entered
the game, wanted no part of it.

"The NFL is a fake" he giggled "It's about as real as the meat in a
concession hot dog". This last statement was pretty strong and I pressed
for an elaboration.

"But surely," I pleaded, "any sport that is played by over 5,000
Collegians, can get Anita Bryant to sing the National anthem, and can
give a fifty-year-old Mr. Normal "financial security" while running
upfield on national TV, must be legitimate."

"Yeah, right!" he replied almost ethereally, "up to a point, in college it

is. Some players don't even get paid. But football is a pretty wierd game.
You put on weight to make you stronger. You run for miles to get faster.

You plunge head first at the opposition and knock the bejabbers out of
him. By their senior years, most football players are scarred, uselessly
muscular human battering rams with brains like lime jello.The good ones
are lucky, they get to sell their "Nominal Rights" to some pro "team". A
few others exploit their reputations for financial gain, but almost all of
them remain hopelessly deformed for the rest of their lives."

"Oh. ..come.. .on!" I was desperate now. "But the draft, those in-

terviews with Howard Cosell, the battles for playoff position..." "Lotta
crap. The draft? Sure it's real. The teams pick a bunch of famous names,
offer them a lot of money for using the name, and gives him a job with the
organization. Then they pull a bunch of derelicts out of prisons and
mental hospitals, cover them with pads, and throw 'em on the field for
two bucks an hour and all the dope they can shoot. When it's over, the real
players are herded into padded cells, and the "names" come tromping
into an antiseptic locker room and tell a dozen NFL. -approved broad-
casters what a great thrill it was to catch that touchdown pass."

I clutched d«»sperately to my last ace. How could I tell if this fifth string
fullback was elling the truth? "If this great set-up of yours is so
penetrating and pervasive," I screamed at him, then how come you never
hear a bit about it?"

The "human bowling ball" hooked a long strike.

"The 'names' get paid for clamming up. Any time a sportswriter writes
a column about it, he either gets promoted for creativity, or fired for
insanity."

in

vs.
By WALT POWERS

MDC Gymnastics Writer

Practice doesn't always make
perfect. Just ask Gene Whelan or
Steve Scuderi.

Friday afternoon Whelan was
practicing his routines in the
Boyden Auxiliary gymnasium and
sprained his thumb. The next day
Steve Scuderi was doing the same
thing, and sprained his ankle.

Scuderi 's injury was the most
severe, requiring x-rays, which
fortunately proved to be negative.

Whelan should be fully

recuperated for this weekends
crucial bout with Navy, but
Scuderi may be out of all-around

competition for the season. With
critical meets against Springfield

and Navy in the next two weeks,
Scuderi 's injury concievably could
spell the difference between a
winning and losing season.

Both Whelan and Scuderi will

miss tonights meet at M.I.T., but

Tom Dunn could leave half his

(Continued on P. 19)

WMUA
Tonight at 7:30 UMass takes on

UConn in an important Division II

hockey game. Don't miss any of

the exciting action as WMUA
brings you the best in Minuteman
hockey, live from Storrs, Con-
necticut. Russ Small, Bill Ballou

and Paul Allen call the action

beginning at 7:20 on WMUA.

For UYA Volunteers: Poverty & Rising Costs - - "Action"

Caught in the cross-fire of high

food prices, lack of gainful em-
ployment, no rent control

legislation, and other problems,

many of the poor and elderly of the

city of Springfield face increased

hardship as a result of the energy

crisis. Providing a good excuse for

landlords to raise the rents and to

reduce the level of heating in order

to keep down their heating
overhead, the energy crisis has

had a particularly negative impact

on the people who rent private

housing. Yet, the ramifications of

the energy crisis are many.
Wearing coats in their homes in

attempts to keep warm; putting

extra blankets on themselves at

bedtime; and having increasing

difficulty in putting food on the

tables, people receiving social

security and welfare have limited

options for redress of their

grievances. There is one
organization that specializes in

offering the kind of assistance that

the victims of such avaricious

business practices may seek: that

is the City-Wide Public Housing
Tenants Organization of

Springfield. Working within this

Organization are five University

Year for ACTION Volunteers who

Candice Early and Thomas Bresnahan, UYA Phase III Volun-

teers, at work at Western Massachusetts Legal Services in

Springfield.

are students from the University of

Massachusetts campus at

Amherst.

Although the Tenants'
Organization is specifically

designed to offer aid to the

residents of public housing, the

UYA Volunteers at City-Wide do
not limit their services. With the

advice and assistance they offer

aggrieved tenants of both public

and private housing, the UYA
Volunteers of City-Wide consider

themselves to be "carrying out the

liberalized mandate of the state of

Massachusetts" which accrues
increased support for tenants and
their grievances.

The University Year for ACTION
Volunteers at City-Wide include

Patrick Callahan, Sharon
Callahan, George Maldonado,
Cindy Spearing and Steve Comolli

who are active in filing complaints

on behalf of tenants and advising

them of their legal rights as

tenants vis-a-vis questionable
practices on the part of the land-

lords and the City Housing
Authority.

In keeping with their intent to

help the tenant, the UYA Volun-

teers have been instrumental in the

construction of a grievance
procedure where any differences

between the tenant(s) and the

Housing Authority can be taken

before a Grievance Hearing Panel.

The panel consisting of seven

members — 3 tenants, 3 housing

authority representatives and 1

impartial party — is empowered to

make binding decisions. An at-

tempt to solve the problems
without going to court, the

grievance procedure offers tenants

added protection in situations

where eviction is likely to occur

and also offers an alternative to the

costly and time consuming process

of taking grievances to the housing

court.

Effective at the end of January

1974, the grievance procedure will

permit tenants to have a greater

voice and increased participation

with regards to the management of

public housing.

Represented by the City-Wide

Public Housing Tenants'
Organization, the tenants of public

housing in Springfield entered into

negotiations with the Board of

Commissioners for Public Housing

for a new lease between the tenants

and the Director of the Housing

Steve Comolli and David Smith, UYA Volunteers at City-Wide
Public Housing Tenants' Organization, discuss strategies for tenant
objectives.

Authority. Having lasted over
six months negotiations were
facilitated by the UYA Volunteers

who acted on behalf of the tenants

in an advisory capacity.

The UYA Volunteers have fur-

ther assisted Springfield tenants

by developing proposals for

several social service projects. In

June of 1973, following the sub-

mission of a proposal by City-Wide
Public Housing Tenants
Organization, the Department of

Community Affairs in Boston
approved a planned parenthood
project in Springfield. It was
designed not only to offer medical
services, but to give educational

advice on health-related concerns.

The impoverished state of many of

the tenants had forced them to

forego medical treatment. The
project was most valuable in its

uncovering and treating of health

problems, including some
malignant tumors and infections.

In October of 1973, a proposal for

a day care center was approved by
the Department of Community
Action which made it possible to

construct the "Springfield Day
Nursery."

The UYA Volunteers have made
their assistance available to the

elderly also. In response to the

assaults on elderly citizens in the

vicinities of their own neigh-

borhoods, the UYA Volunteers

conducted a survey of a percentage

of the elderly about cases of abuse
and lack of security and presented

their findings to the mayor of

Springfield. The efforts of the UYA
Volunteers and others helped
secure city funds which provided
for additional security in the neigh-

borhoods of the elderly citizens of

Springfield.

The Volunteers spend much of

their time organizing tenants and
collecting pertinent housing data to

be distributed to the tenants. Such
energies have resulted in the

publication of newsletters, pam-
phlets about new legislative

enactments that are related to

people renting housing, and
booklets that provide resource
data on how to organize, "Who's
Who" in housing.

The value of the work of the UYA
Volunteers can be measured not

only by their aid to the tenants, but

(Continued on P. 4)
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UYA Archives
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UYA

UYA Director Makes Field Experience Materials Available
Popular demand for printed information

related to field experience education and
volunteerism has resulted in the creation of
the University Year for ACTION Archives.
Developed to provide volunteers, com-
munity agency representatives, interested
students and persons seeking information
concerning field experience programs,
opportunities, and theory, the UYA library
is available in the new library at UMass on a
reserve basis.

Also included among the materials are the
publications of various Volunteer
publications, volunteer service programs,
directories and reference listings.

All materials must be requested through
the appropriate call number (s). Listed
below are materials presently included on
the UYA library shelf and their respective
call numbers.

TiUe
Helping Students to

Call

Number Source
BI 8. Janes Tanck ; A Guide to Action

Help Others.

BI 9, NSVP ACTION; A Manual for Communities: Student
Volunteers.

BI 10. NSVP ACTION; A Manual for Students: Volun
teering.

BI 11. ACTION; A Place in Agriculture through the Peace
Corps.

BI 12. ACTION; ACTION'S National Student Volunteer
Program.

BI 13. ACTION Handbook. ACTION: Programming tor
Volunteer Service.

BI 14, ACTION. ACTION Puts It All Together
BI 15. NSVP ACTION*. Directory of College Student

Volunteer Programs.
BI 18. ACTION

; Domestic Programs FACT BOOK
BI 17. ACTION Pamphlet; Minorities in ACTION.
BI 18, NSVP; National Student Volunteer Program's

Publications.

BI 19. ACTION; OVAL (Office of Voluntary Action
Liaison).

BI 20. ACTION Pamphlet; Peace Corps
BI 21. ACTION; PEACE CORPS-FARMERS.
BI 22. ACTION; Training Student Volunteers
BI 23. ACTION; Vis A Vista

BI 24. OEO Pamphlet; Vista Architects and Planners.
BI 25. ACTION; Architects and City Planners in Peace

Corps and Vista

BI 26 (1-6). ACTION; INTERACTION
BI 27 (1). NSVP-ACTION; NSVP NEWS.
BI 27 (2). NSVP-VISTA, ACTION; NSVP NEWS.
BI 28 (l), National Student Volunteer Program, ACTION
SYNERGIST

BI 28 (2). National Student Volunteer Program, ACTION
SYNERGIST

BI 28 (3), National Student Volunteer Program, ACTION
SYNERGIST

BI 28 (4), National Student Volunteer Program. ACTION
SYNERGIST

BI 29 (1), Office of Voluntary Action Liaison. ACTION
TRANSITION: A magazine for former ACTION
Volunteers.

BI 29 (2). Office of Voluntary Action Liaison. ACTION;
TRANSITION: A magazine for former ACTION
Volunteers.

BI 29 (3). Office of Voluntary Action Liaison, ACTION;
TRANSITION: A magazine for former ACTION
Volunteers.

BI 29 (4). Office of Voluntary Action Liaison. ACTION;
TRANSITION: A magazine for former ACTION
Volunteers.

BI 29 (5), Office of Voluntary Action Liaison. ACTION;
TRANSITION: A magazine for former ACTION
Volunteers

BI 29 (6). Office of Voluntary Action Liaison. ACTION;
TRANSITION: A magazine for former ACTION
Volunteers.

BI 29 (7). Office of Voluntary Action Liaison
TRANSITION: A magazine for former
Volunteers.

BI 29 (8). Office of Voluntary Action Uaison
TRANSITION: A magazine for former
Volunteers

BI 30 ( 1 ) . ACTION : The V-Une for VISTA Volunteers
BI 30

1

2) . ACTION ; The V Line for VISTA Volunteers
ACTION

; The V-Line for VISTA Volunteers
. The V Line for VISTA Volunteers
: The V-Line for VISTA Volunteers
The V-Line for VISTA Volunteers
The V Line for VISTA Volunteers

BI 30 (8). ACTION . The V-Line for VISTA Volunteers
BI 30 ( 9)

,
ACTION

: The V Line for VISTA Volunteers
BI 30 ( 10). ACTION

: The V Line for VISTA Volunteers
BI 30 < 1 1 ) . ACTION ; The V-Line for VISTA Volunteers
BI 30 ( 12). ACTION

; The V-Line for VISTA Volunteers
BI 31. NSVP ACTION. Academic Credit Kit
BI 32. ACTION; ACTION: UYA Planned Impact

Programming Guidelines

BI 33. ACTION; ACTION University Year for ACTION
Planning Aids and Guidelines

BI 34. Jerry M. Brady
. Credit Granting at UYA Schools

BI 35. US GPO: 500 Volunteers
BI 36. US. GPO. 1.000 Volunteers
BI 37. Dr Neal R Berte; UYA A Preliminary Evaluation
BI 38. GSA: UYA Special Report Administration of

Justice

BI 39. GSA: UYA Special Report Health
BI 40. GSA; UYA Special Report Housing
BI 41. Economic Development Projects ACTION: UYA

Students Can Make A Difference.

BI 42. ACTION UYA Volunteer Effectiveness
BI 43. ACTION UYA: What is UYA'
BI 44. UYA-UMASS: University Year for ACTION A

Guide for Students and Faculty
BI 45. UYA-UMASS; UYA Brochure
BI 46. UYA- UMASS UYA Information Packet
BI 47. UYA UMASS; What Its All About A Guide for

Students. Faculty and Agencies
BI 48; Community and Regional I>egal Assistance
Program

BI 49. New York City Urban Corps CONSUMER AD
VOCATES

BI 50. NSVP ACTION Corrections Kit

BI 51. Girls' Club of America. Inc : Girls Club of America.
Inc

BI 52. US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Sex

BI 53. US Dept of Labor. INDEX TO PUBLICATIONS
OF THE MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION

BI 54. Michigan State University. LANSING BOYS'
TRAINING SCHOOL

BI 55. US Dept of Labor MANPOWER REPORT OF
THE PRESIDENT A REPORT ON MANPOWER
REQUIREMENTS. RESOURCES UTILIZATION AND
TRAINING

ACTION.
ACTION

ACTION.
ACTION

B130 (4). ACTION
BI 30 (5), ACTION:
BI 30 (6). ACTION;
BI 30 (7), ACTION;

BI 56. US Dept of Labor; METHODS OF ASSESSING
THE DISADVANTAGED IN MANPOWER
PROGRAMS: A REVIEW AND ANALYSIS

BI 57; Prisons Committee: Volunteer Program Outline.
BI 58, Human Interaction Research Institute
PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYMENT OF THE DISAD
VANTAGED: GUIDELINES FOR ACTION

BI 59. Circuit Court of Cook County; STATISTICAL FACT
SHEETS OF THE JUVENILE COURT OF COOK
COUNTY.

BI 60, Girls' Club of America, Inc.; STEPS IN THE
FORMATION OF A NEW GIRLS' CLUB.

BI 61, Brookings Institute; SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
AND DISCUSSION: Conference on Manpower Services
for the Welfare Poor.

BI 62, Maryland Dept. of Juvenile Services; VOLUN-
TEERS IN JUVENILE COURT SERVICES PROJECT

BI 63. Society for Field Experience Education; FIELD
FORUM.

BI 64, Akron-Summit Tutorial Program; LEND A
HELPING MIND: JOIN THE AKRON-SUMMIT
TUTORIAL PROGRAM.

BI 65, School of Education. UMass.; ME FORUM:
RESPONSES TO ISSUES IN EDUCATION.

BI 66, NSVP; Society for Field Experience Education
NATIONAL CONFERENCE.

BI 67. Doctors J. Fielding. P. Batalden. G. Tolbert. R.
Bennett. S. Nelson: A COORDINATED SICKLE CELL
PROGRAM FOR ECONOMICALLY DISAD-
VANTAGED ADOLESCENTS.

BI 68. Worcester Hahnemann Hospital; A PROPOSAL
FOR THE ORGANIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF A HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR THE
GREAT BROOK VALLEY AREA OF WORCESTER

BI 69. Worcester Hahnemann Hospital; COMMUNITY
MEDICAL PROGRAM.

BI 70. NSVP ACTION. HEALTH KIT
BI 71; MENTAL HEALTH COMMITTEE
BI 72 (1), Commuter Assembly Housing Committee
HOUSE MOUSE

BI 72 (2), Commuter Assembly Housing Committee
HOUSE MOUSE.

BI 73, SELCH
; LET PEOPLE LIVE IN DECENT HOMES

VOLUNTEER TO BUILD LOW INCOME HOUSING.
BI 74. Student Legal Services & Student Council
STUDENTS' GUIDE TO LANDLORD-TENANT LAW

BI 75. Community & Regional Legal Assistance Program
YOUR HOME IS YOUR CASTLE.

BI 76, NSVP ACTION; AGING KIT
BI 77. US Dept. of Agriculture. FOOD AND HOUSING
FOR THE ELDERLY

BI 78, Shelly Shulman; A PAPER PROPOSING A
PRIVATE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE
SUPPORT OF STUDENT VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS.

BI 79, ACTION; A Report on the Program for Local Ser-
vices.

BI 80, Mary Ellen Quinn; A THEORETICAL FOUN-
DATION FOR FIELD EXPERIENCE EDUCATION
INCLUDING NOTES ON ITS APPLICATION.

BI 81. Ernest A Lynton; ACCEPTABILITY OF FIELD
WORK IN TRADITIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

BI 82. Prof. Jerome Aumente; COMMUNICATIONS AND
MEDIA PROJECTS IN THE COLLEGE FIELD EX-
PERIENCE

BI 83. Frank D van Aalst; FIELD EXPERIENCE
EDUCATION PROGRAM DESIGNS.

BI 84. Peter Meyer and Sherry L Pelry; OFF-CAMPUS
EDUCATION: AN INQUIRY.

BI 85. L Steven Zwerling; OPEN ADMISSIONS, COM
MUNITY COLLEGE AND OFF-CAMPUS STUDY
THE HEATING-UP FUNCTION IN HIGHER
EDUCATION

BI 86, Cricket Levering; PREPARATION OF STUDENTS
FOR FIELD EXPERIENCE.

BI 87, University of Michigan-Dearborn. REPORT ON
POLITICAL SCIENCE. POLITICAL INTERNSHIP
SEMINAR PROGRAM

BI 88, Rick Medrick, THE NATURE OF EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING AN INTENSIVE OUTDOOR EX-
PERIENCE

BI R9, William R Ramsay; THE ROLE OF THE AGENCY
SUPERVISOR

we-wcy

BI 90, Tyrone Baines; THE ROLE OF THE FACULTY
SUPERVISOR IN FIELD EXPERIENCE EDUCATION
BI 91. Louisa Sellars; THE ROLE OF THE STUDENT IN
FIELD EXPERIENCE EDUCATION
BI 92. William H Friedland THE USE OF FIELD STUDY
IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
BI 93; Case Study Outline for Development of a Volunteer
Program

BI 94. National Center for Voluntary Action; The

Clearinghouse.

BI 95 (l). Rm 222, Wisconsin Ave N.W.. Washington, DC.
20007; Communicating Innovation in Higher Education,

Organization: Response.

BI 95 (2), Rm. 222. Wisconsin Ave. N.W., Washington. DC.
20007; Communicating Innovation in Higher Education,

Organization: Response.

BI 96. Senate Bill No. 642; Cooperative Education Con-

sortium. California.

BI 97, Volunteer Programs: Definition of Terms.

BI 98, NSVP ACTION; Funding Kit.

BI 99, NSVP; The Society for Field Experience Education,

A Proposal.

BI 100. Whitworth College; Whitworth College, Master of

Arts in Applied Behavioral Science.

BI 101, Prepared by Project Map, Inc.. June. 1972; The
Youth Development Program: Mobilization of Resources.
BI 102, Bruce L Shefshick, 1972; Survey of the South
Worcester Neighborhood.
BI 103, Robert Townsend, UMass. Amherst. July. 1973; Tax
Base Effects of Public Landownership in Belchertown. Ma.
BI 104, Robert Townsend. UMass, Amherst. July, 1973; A
Timber Management Plan for the Terrance Perkins
property. Belchertown. Ma.
BI 105. SUNY. Buffalo. New York; Community ACTION
Corps.

BI 106 (1). Society for Field Experience Education; Field
Forum Newsletter.

BI 106 (2). Society for Field Experience Education; Field
Forum Newsletter

BI 107. Dr. David Gottlieb; Institute for the Study of
Human Development: Center for Youth Studies and Social
Policy.

BI 108 (1), Commission on Voluntary Service and Action;
Invest Yourself: A Catalogue of Service Opportunities.
BI 108 (2), Commission on Voluntary Service and Action;
Invest Yourself: A Catalogue of Service Opportunities.
BI 108 (3). Commission on Voluntary Service and Action;
Invest Yourself: A Catalogue of Service Opportunities.
BI 108 (4), Commission on Voluntary Service and Action;
Invest Yourself: A Catalogue of Service Opportunities.
BI 108 (5), Commission on Voluntary Service and Action;
Invest Yourself: A Catalogue of Service Opportunities.
BI 108 (6). Commission on Voluntary Service and Action:
Invest Yourself: A Catalogue of Service Opportunities
BI 108 (7), Commission on Voluntary Service and Action:
Invest Yourself: A Catalogue of Service Opportunities.
BI 109. Jeff Howard, It's Your Move.
BI 110, AVAS, Washington. DC, 1972; Journal of Volun-
tary Action Research.
BI 111, Berea College; Labor and Learning at Berea
College

BI 112, Board of Studies in Community Studies; Majoring
in Community Studies

BI 113, Malcolm X College; Malcolm X College. UYA
Hotline

BI 114, Academic Catalogue. Vol 3. No 3; Mars Hill
College. "Emphasis".
BI 115, Vol. 4, Issue l; Merrill Field Program Newsletter
BI 116; News from Interfuture.

BI 117, University of Massachusetts. Amherst. Mass
OUTREACH
BI 118. National Center for Public Service Internship
Programs; Public Service Internship News.
BI 119. The University of Wisconsin-Green Bay Sept '71

Student Handbook
BI 120, U.S. GPO; Vietnam Era Veterans in Federal
Employment
BI 121. WMPRG; WMPRG Reports.
BI 122. Project MAP, Inc.; The Youth Development
Program

: Mobilization of Resources
BI 123

BI 124. U.S. Dept of labor. 1973; Directory for Reaching
Minority Groups
BI 125. NSVP ACTION; Directory of College Student
Volunteer Programs.
BI 126; Harriet Naylors List of Volunteer Organizations
BI 127. ACTION. ACTION Library Listing
BI 128. U.S. Committee for UNICEF; Listing "of UNICEF
Offices in the USA
BI 129. Massachusetts Internship Office : Sample Index of
Available Internships

BI 130. National Conference. 1973; Society for Field Ex-
perience Education
BI 131

;
Washington Internship Opportunities for 1973-1974

Academic Year.

BI 132 (l), Boston University; Adelante Committee
BI 132 (2), Boston University; Adelante Committee
BI 133. University of Dayton. An Off-Campus Professional
Development Opportunity

Georgia Governor's Office; Georgia Intern

BI 134. AVAS; Association of Voluntary Action Scholars
BI 135 ( 1 ) ;

Association for Innovation in Higher Education
BI 135 (2)

;
Association for Innovation in Higher Education

BI 136. Georgia State University. Atlanta Urban Corps
BI 137, Berea College; Berea College Student Labor
Program
BI 138; Center for Alternatives into Higher Education
BI 139, Mount Vernon College; Center For Washington
Learning Opportunities.

BI 140 (1), City, Inc.; City, Inc.

BI 140 (2), City. Inc.; City. Inc.

BI 140 (3), City. Inc.; City, Inc

BI 141, California State Universities; Educational Par-
ticipation in Communities (EPIC).
BI 142, University of California; Extended University in
Community Studies.

BI 143 (1), Georgia Governor's Office; Georgia Intern
Program
BI 143 (2), Georgia Governor's Office; Georgia Intern
Program.
BI 143 (3).

Program.
BI 144 <1). Georgia Governor's Office; Governor's Intern
Program
BI 144 (2), Georgia Governor's Office, Governor's Intern
Program.
BI 145. Harvard University; Harvard Africa Volunteer
Project.

BI 146 ( 1 ), Juvenile Court of Cook County ; Help
BI 146 (2) . Juvenile Court of Cook County : Help
BI 147 (1); Human Affairs Program.
BI 147 (2); Human Affairs Program
BI 147 (3); Human Affairs Program.
BI 148, Concordia Teachers College; IMPACT
BI 149; Intensive Tutorial (IT).

BI 150; Interface.

BI 151 (1), Eckerd College; International Education.
BI 151 (2), Eckerd College; International Education
BI 151 (3), Eckerd College; International Education
BI 152 (1), Lisle International; Lisle International, 1974
BI 152 (2), Lisle International; Lisle International! 1974
BI 153, University of Minnesota: Living Learning Center
BI 154, University of California; Merrill's Field Program
BI 155 (1), Michigan State University; Michigan State
University Volunteer Bureau.
BI 155 (2). Michigan State University; Michigan State
University Volunte... Cw .„u ,

BI 155 (3), Michigan State University Michigan State
University Volunteer Bureau.
BI 156; National Center for Public Service Internship
Programs.
BI 157; North Carolina Internship Program.
BI 158. University of Florida; Off-Campus Term Program
(OCT).

BI 159: Office for Volunteer Community Service of
Madison Hall.

BI 160; Operation Student Concern.
BI 161; Outward Bound and Higher Education — A
Rationale and Outline for College Development
BI 162, University of California; Third World Teaching
Resource Center
BI 163 (1), Boston University;
Association.

BI 163 (2), Boston University;
Association.

BI 163 (3).

Association.

BI 163 (4).

Association.

BI 163 (5).

Association

BI 164 (1); Project Adapt.
BI 164 (2); Project Adapt
BI 165; Resource Development Internship Project
BI 166: Service Learning Internships in North Carolina
BI 167. New College; Society for Field Experience
Education

BI 168. Merrill College; Third World Teaching Resource
Center

BI 169; University of Illinois' Individual Plans of Study.
RI '70: University Volunteer Services
BI 171. Hofstra University; University Without Walls
BI 172 (l). Urban Corps; Urban Corps
BI 172 (2). Urban Corps; Urban Corps

BI 173. Urban Corps; Urban Corps Fact Sheet.
BI 174. Urban Corps: Urban Corps Intern Handbook
BI 175, University of South Florida ; Urban Survival
BI 176. US^ Committee for UNICEF; UNICEF: Summer
Internship Information

Boston University;

Boston University;

Boston University;

Phillips Brooks House

Phillips Brooks House

Phillips Brooks House

Phillips Brooks House

Phillips Brooks House

Jeff Mlddleton, a Phase III Volunteer with the
Urban League of Springfield, is shown here
speaking with Nancy Reiche, a Phase IV Volunteer.

Nancy worked at Western Massachusetts Legal
Services in Ptttsfield.
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ST Jung AREA ANALYSIS

William Anderson, Phase V UYA Volunteer at Urban League in

Springfield, points out the target area in which he is working.

Shhrlee Richarson Chairperson of the City-Wide Public Housing Tenants' Org-ani*^Richardson, director of the UYA at Central State University. Wilberforce. oil.

.

llUoB
* explains Volunteer action to A. P.

Steve Seche and Herbert Cockroft, UYA Volunteers, discuss

Herb's project at Holyoke Model Cities.

Mike Dorval and Irene Romanchuk, extreme
left and right respectively, work with employees at
Occupational and Vocational Development Center
at Haydenviile.

UYAInitiates
Phase IV

Recruitment
University Year for ACTION has

begun its recruitment drive for

Volunteers who will contribute
their services in the communities
of the Western Massachusetts
area. This year, UYA will recruit

between 70 - 100 Volunteers for

positions in the areas of legal

services, mental health, education,

housing, environmental protection

and social services.

A national volunteer service
program, University Year for

ACTION offers students an op-

portunity to receive up to a full-

year's academic credit for field

experience education. To date,

UYA has recruited and placed over
275 students (in Phases I - V) from
the five college area who have
worked in various capacities in

such places as Northampton State

Hospital, Channel 57, Worcester
Juvenile Court, Neighborhood
Youth Corps, City-Wide Public
Housing Tenants' Organization,

Urban League, Department of

Environmental Engineering, and
other community agencies.
Currently, there are 27 agencies
among which a Volunteer may
choose to be placed.

All UYA Volunteers are afforded
on-the-job training by the agency
personnel in addition to the field

related course-work and field

assistance offered by the UMass
faculty and staff of the UYA office.

Work in an agency provides the
Volunteer the opportunity to

combine the theory of academic
with actual practice through ex-

periental education.

Volunteers are eligible for:

VISTA Medical Insurance which
covers medical care and
emergency dental care; an op-
tional life insurance policy for

$10,000, and a weekly stipend for

the duration of the Volunteer's

service, depending upon whether
the Volunteer chooses to work full

or part time, or on or off campus.
The first meeting for Phase VI

recruitment will be held on
Tuesday, February 19th. All in-

terested persons are welcome. For
additional information call 545-

1381.
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Marcia Lappln at UYA Phase V Voluntter. sets

up a camera for broadcasting public service news
at her agency. Channel 57 In Springfield.

Tony DIGilio and Danny Hobart. UYA Volunteers at Neigh-
borhood Youth Corps in Springfield, develop lesson plans.

Christine Hill, a Phase IV UYA Volunteer, developed physical
education programs for elementary students in Holyoke Public
Schools Program.

William Glazer and Paul Freitas are two UYA
Phase V Volunteers who work at Northampton State

Hospital.

A group of Phase IV Volunteers from Belcher-

town State School listen attentively during a T+l
discussion session. From left to right are; Paul
Harris, Corrine LePine, Gina Johnson, George
Ireland.

Anne Hegarty, UYA Phase III Volunteer,
worked with the Cerebral Palsy Association. She is

shown here with one of her friends.
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What's Going On . . .

THE DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
will offer the following during the Spring term, 1974: degree

programs and academic counseling; independent study programs;

weekend, evening and day classes; liberal arts, business and

education courses; and car pool and day care information. For a

catalogue and general information call 545-2813.

THE ELMA LEWIS SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
will present the National Theater Mime Company at 8:00 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom on February 8th. The dance production

will follow the performance of the Webster Lewis Soul and Funk
Revue. Both events are sponsored by the Afro-Am Society,

Harambee and Program Council.

FEBRUARY 13th

is the last day for graduate students at the University of

Massachusetts to add courses and to drop courses without record.

FE3RUARY 27th

is the last day for undergraduate students at the University of

Massachusetts to add courses and to drop courses without record.

MINI STORE FOR RESIDENTS OF BELCHER-
TOWN STATE SCHOOL
is in need of donations. The store accepts tokens that the residents

have received for performing certain work tasks. As the medium of

exchange, the tokens can be turned in for candy, clothing and
jewelry. To continue the operation of the store, donations are

needed. Contact Nursery No. 1 at Belchertown State School for

further information.

THE PAUL ROBESON LECTURE SERIES
will present Sterling Brown, renowned poet and professor of

literature at Howard University, on the evening of February 13th.

Mr. Brown's presentation is sponsored by the Institute for Pan-
African Culture at UMass.

Action Appoints New Director

For New England Region
Vinette E. Jones, formerly head of ACTION

Volunteer Recruitment in the northeastern United
States, has been appointed to the position of ACTION
Regional Director for New England.

Within the capacity of her new position in ACTION
— the voluntary service agency which administers

domestic and international federal volunteer
programs — Ms. Jones will direct the operation of all

ACTION domestic volunteer programs in Region I.

A native of Red Bank, New Jersey, Ms. Jones is a

Graduate of Bowie State College in Bowie, Maryland,
he received a master's degree in education from
George Washington University in Washington, D.C.
in 1959.

Ms. Jones first began working with ACTION in 1966

following an eleven*year teaching career in the

Baltimore and Sunderland, Maryland public schools.

Initially, she was a member of the VISTA recruit-

ment staff in Washington. To date, she has worked
with ACTION in the capacities of program assistant,

chief of recruitment, chief of professional services,

and regional recruitment director which have taken
her to Chicago, the Great Lakes Region and Boston.

On January 1, 1974, Ms. Jones assumed her new
dual responsibilities for domestic program
operations, and recruitment and communications
efforts. She is based in the Region I headquarters
located in Boston at the John W. McCormack Federal
Building. Vinnette Jones, director, ACTION Region I, Boston

(Continued from P. l)

in the fact, that they are doing

much groundwork which is

recorded that can be of invaluable

assistance to tenants groups
anywhere.

The most current and successful

effort of the Volunteers has
resulted in rent rebates for the

tenants. The rebates followed the

tenants' investigation of the
"Brook Amendment" (Chapter
1114), the state version of the

federal law, after they were
notified by the Volunteers of its

existence. The amendment
specifies that rents should not

exceed 25 per cent of the income of

public housing tenants. Pressure

from the public housing tenants of

Springfield, forced the Springfield

public officials and state

representatives to give an ex-

planation of the bill and to pass it

through the House, Ways and
Means Committee. The result was
that money was appropriated to go
to the Department of Community
Action that would be returned to

tenants who paid over 25 per cent

of their incomes. The rebates are
retroactive until February 15, 1972.

Undoubtedly, the activity of the

UYA Volunteers at City-Wide
Public Housing Tenants
Organization has placed them in

the cross fire which tenants, for

many years, have had to confront

unaided. Indeed, according to one
UYA Volunteer, this is exactly the

reason she chose City-Wide as the

agency in which to work: "It puts

you right on the line between the

poor people and the state govern-
ment, and that's where the AC-
TION is!"

Dr. Marie V. Wood
Named Acting Director

of AEP
Dr. Marie V. Wood has recently been named Acting Director of

ACTION Education Programs following Mr. Jerry Brady's departure for

a position in the Office of Policy and Program Development.
An educator, Dr. Wood served six years as Assistant to the President

of Hampton Institute prior to her joining ACTION in 1970. Dr. Wood has
held various other positions in higher education and the U.S. Congress.
She was a faculty member at Howard University for nine years; a
Research Associate and Legislative Aid to the late New York
Representative, Adam Clayton Powell ; and Director of the Experimental
College of the Virgin Islands from 1961-1964. A holder of a Ph.D. in

Economic History from American University, Dr. Wood has also worked
as a member of the faculty of Delaware State College in Dover.

As a part of the Domestic Operations staff, Dr. Wood will be directly
involved with the administration of the University Year for ACTION
program.

Youth from the Dunbar Community Center, with the University Year for ACTION, show the sym-
bols of peace and brotherhood.

UYA Staff

UYA-UMass-Amherst Staff: Director: Dr. Ruth Burgin, John
Watson, Bruce Shefshick, Susan Garr, Robilee Atherholt, Joan
Archer, John Williams, Henry Agim. UYA Newsletter Staff;

Editor: Andre McLaughlin, Steve Bauer, Photographers: Jay
Baru, Don Patterson and Gib Fullerton. University Year for AC-
TION is a federally-funded experiential education program that

offers college students full-time positions with community agencies
servicinc the needs of the low income population of surrounding

areas. UYA Volunteers work for one year and receive a full year of
academic credit.
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Changing tires,

changing an image
By BILL GONET

It now appears that one of the few remaining strongholds of male ex-
clusivity, the service station, is being infiltrated by liberated and
mechnically-inclined women. Equally at home behind the wheel of a tow
truck as she is under the grease rack, Ms. Lee Nicoloff is one of the key
personnel at the Plaza Shell station on route 9.

Disenchanted with the choice of conventional part-time jobs usually
open to women, Lee said that "an interest in learning about car
mechanics and the challenge of working in a field supposedly closed to
women" prompted her to seek a job as a gas station attendant. Originally
hired merely to pump gas and check oil, Lee now performs service calls
with the station wrecker, greases cars, and adjusts fan belts.

She acquired this mechanical competency on her own by watching
mechanics during lulls in the gas pump traffic. In fact, some of her first

encounter with sexist conceptions of male superiority involved a few
mechanics who were reluctant to reveal to her the big mysteries that lay
under the hood. With a little help from her friends, however, "the big
mystique surrounding mechanics has been cleared up."
Despite her proven competency, though, a lot of male customers still

persist in carrying on their little charades. Amusingly, Lee recalled her
encounters with male drivers who get out of the car to show her where the
dip stick was. Some even double-checked her oil readings, braved
dripping grease, water, and sludge, as they made sure that she greased
their car correctly.

"Equally as irritating," Lee said, "are women who insist on having a
male employee attend to some mickey mouse repair job like fixing a flat

instead of asking me to do it."

One of Lee's main gripes, however, has nothing to do with sexist at-
titudes. "A lot of customers," she said, "take out their frustration on the
inconveniences and problems resulting from the gas shortage on the
attendant. They should have a little empathy with our situation; they
should realize that the solution to this problem would be reached by angry
letters directed at congressmen and oil company big-whigs, rather than
angry grimaces directed at gas station attendants."
Lee concluded with the following summary of her impressions about

working at the Plaza Shell station. "I enjoy being an example of female
competence in a field erroneously thought to be the exclusive province of
men. However, I'd be much happier if my presence at the gas pump
stirred less controversy. That would be an indication to me that sexist

misconceptions about male and female roles were disappearing."

weather

"Evil to evil.'
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Inmates "go to school"
By MICKIE HALL

The University Without Walls prison project is

a program of higher education designed for in-

mates who are "lifers" or "long termers". The
program offers inmates who have completed or
almost completed existing in-prison college

courses an opportunity to complete a B.A. degree.
"Dr. Johnnetta Cole, anthropology professor

with the Afro-American studies department, has
got to be given most of the credit for starting this

project at Norfolk Prison," according to Steven
Bengis, the prison project coordinator.

Dr. Cole realized that the "long termers", who
are not eligible for existing pre-release programs,
had no way to earn a B.A. degree after completing
in-prison college courses.

Nine inmates are presently involved in the
UWW prison project at Norfolk. These men are all

in their twenties. Two of the students. Gregory

Solzhenitsyn arrested
By FRANK CREPEAU
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW (AP) — Soviet

police muscled into a Moscow
apartment Tuesday and
arrested Nobel Prize author
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, the

dissident writer's wife
reported.

She said that Solzhenitsyn

was confronted by seven
"rough" men just inside the

door of her apartment. A
counselor from the state

prosecutors' office named
Sverev showed a document
authorizing use of force to take

him into custody, she added.
"I won't go," she said

Solzhenitsyn told them. "I have
explained why. I won't go
unless you take me by force."

Mrs. Alexander Solzhenitsyn
talked by phone to a Boston
College professor at his

Wayland home yesterday.
Page 14.

UMass Prof. Lasloz Tikos,
who will publish a literary

biography of the Russian
author this year, comments on
the arrest. Page 13.

The mother of Natalya
Svetlova, the novelist's wife,

said the police then dragged
him off. Mrs. Solzhenitsyn said

the prosecutor's office advised
her four hours later that

Solzhenitsyn was under arrest.

Since publication in the West
of his new book on the Soviet

labor camp system, "Gulag
Archipelago,'' Solzhenitsyn
has been attacked in the press,

criticized on radio and
television and charicatured in

posters as an enemy of
"everything the Soviet Union
holds dear."

Solzhenitsyn has twice
refused to honor summonses to

appear for questioning. "I

refuse to acknowledge the
legality of your summons and
will not come for an in-

terrogation to any state

Irene Boch

Smiling for dollars
By DOROTHY L. ML'LLER

MDC Staff

Irene Boch sits smiling behind a row of iron
bars. She is not being incarcerated for misuse of
funds; she is there to give you money. Irene is a
cashier for the Student Union check cashing
department which may be the only place where
you get more for a dime service charge than ten
cents

Irene is an oldtimer. She's been in the money-
lending business here for four years. On an
average eight-hour day, she smiles at more than
400 student and faculty customers

It's Friday, payday, and the "lunch-hour pile
up" is filling the corridor near the rheck-cashing
windows.

"Good Morning!" John Bena scatters ten
pennies and a check on the counter.

"Wrong date, you're one day ahead of your-
self. "-

"Sorry, I asked someone and he lied to me."
The first and second line amounts match.

John's been a good boy — no bad checks. So he
clutches a wad of 25 singles in his hand and patters

off in the 15-degree New England weather.

"Beautiful football weather." Irene is a fall

sports fan, and she sees the greats and the near-

greats of UMass sports through the *>ank bars.

Imagine slipping Tim Berra a twenty.

Sometimes the students who come to Irene

want more than money: they want advice. What to

get mother for Christmas? A sweater? A book?
For some at least, Irene takes the worry out of

problems such as these.

But most UMies cash checks for specific

reasons : groceries, movies, etc. "I'd like to cash a

check, please."

"Do you have your telephone number, campus
address? Good girl!"

"Thanks, I just need a cup of coffee!"

Saunders, coordinator for UWW at Norfolk, and
Insan Sauti, were responsible for making the

project a reality because of their enthusiasm.

The inmates are taught by seven UMass
students and faculty members. Dr. Johnnetta

Cole, Steven Bengis, Dr. Dalton Jones (psychology

professor), Jackie Stanton (UWW faculty and
staff member), and Dr. Robert Cole (economics

professor) are just a few of them.
The project centers around classroom work,

individualized study, and credit, while UMass
assists with financial aid. The university covers

tuition and fees for the nine inmates and also pays

for half their books and supplies.

"The enthusiasm of the inmates is the most
rewarding part of this program", said Bengis.

"They are anxious to learn as much as they can
from anyone who is willing to spend the time to

teach them."

organ," he said in a statement
Monday.
Tuesday's action could be the

first step toward a trial for

"anti-Soviet slander." Or he
could be released soon in hopes
his detention would serve as a
warning to stop making
statements to Western
newsmen.
The maximum sentence for

anti-Soviet slander is seven
years in a labor camp and five

additional years in Siberian
exile. If he is to be tried, the
author could be held for in-

vestigation for up to nine
months.

There was no official con-
firmation of the arrest.

A labor camp victim under
Stalin, later rehabilitated,
Solzhenitsyn based his latest

book on his own experience and
conversations with fellow
inmates in the Stalinist camps.
Solzhenitsyn, rated in the

West as Russia's greatest
living writer, has been expelled
from the Soviet Writers' Union
on grounds that he presents a
gloomy, critical picture of
Soviet life. He has been denied
all the normal writer's
privileges, includeing a
residence permit for Moscow.
But his wife has her apartment
there and he usually stays with
her.

Energy conferees

split over policy
By SPENCER DAVIS

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 13-nation Washington energy conference

searched yesterday for a compromise common energy policy for the
major consuming countries.

A deepening split within the nine-nation European Economic Com-
munity cast a cloud over the meeting, which began Monday and was to

end late Tuesday.
The key question of a continuing energy action group to prepare for

further meetings with the less developed nations and the oil-producing
countries plagued the final hours.

As the ministers meet, the Middle East continues to boil, and a solution
to the energy crisis may require more of just what is lacking — time. An
Associated Press analysis. Page 10.

The United States and most of the EEC favored the preparatory group,
which France opposed.
American and German officials would not rule out the possibility that

the meeting could spill over to a third day.
French diplomatic sources, however, said they expected a com-

munique would be issued at the end of the conference as scheduled, but
indicated they might not sign the joint statement if it contained provisions
for the coordinating group.
The United States waited for the Europeans, who met in secret caucus

to pull their separate positions together.
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ACTION reps to recruit here
By JOANN DOMINICK

ACTION programs offers individuals a chance to

make positive and effective change, in the United

States and 68 overseas countries. Representatives of

ACTION will be on campus Feb. 19-21, seeking ap-

plicants for summer and fall programs.

New England Regional Representative, Todd
Baumgardt, said the recruiting drive last November
was evtremely successful.

During the three days they received 97 ap-

plications. "Due to personal interviews we had to

prolong our stay an extra day. UMass is number one
in the region for applicants," Baumgardt said.

Russ Staples, New England Agriculture
Representative, said he was "especially pleased" by
the response from the agricultural school.

Many countries request these individuals.

Agriculture students are practically guaranteed

admission to the Peace Corps. In some cases they can
write the ticket for where they want to go.

Continuing, he said, "Many countries are now
requesting individuals with associate degrees in

agriculture. Overall in the last eight months there has

been a 400 per cent increase in the request for

agriculture students.

Most ACTION programs require at least a B.A.

degree and that applicants be at least twenty. The
exceptions are farming experience, advanced con-

struction or mechanical skills.

Volunteers skills are needed in the areas of com-
puter science, engineering and geology.

Further requests are in medical and health related

fields. Needed are medical laboratory technicians,

nurses and public health educators to mention a few.

Baumgardt said people may not realize that AC-
TION is involved in alternative education forms.

Another is special education, i.e., mentally retarded,

handicapped, and child care centers.

Staples continued, "Another area, many people

probably aren't aware of is the field of music. Some
volunteers have helped organize national symphonies
and train musicians. A recent example is in Costa

Rica."

According to both representatives, the ACTION
program is expanding under its new director, Mike
Bi.ik.ono.

"Balzono has expanded VISTA and other domestic

Media usedfor the deaf

programs," Staples explained. Also six new countries

have been added to the Peace Corps. More than other

directors, he has expressed interest in the domestic
area.

ACTION programs offer many advantages during

services such as excellent medical and insurance

plans," he said.

Staples said that after-service benefits are a

readjustment allowance, the job experience gained.

Some graduate schools offer credit for ACTION
service.

Noting that many individuals may feel idealistic

about service, both representatives agreed ACTION
needs people with a realistic attitude.

Concerning VISTA, Baumgardt stated, "Most
volunteers are community liasons. As a result things

move slowly. They don't change overnight. Patience

is an important virtue. If you find say, two potential

community leaders you realize that work will con-

tinue after you leave. The community will have
become independent and self-reliant."

In the Peace Corns countries SiaDles said there

may be a feeling of frustrations at times. He said life

may be paced much slower; there is little privacy.

Yet it really is a rewarding experience, he says.

"You may effect attitudes, such as not accepting
the fact that poverty is the only way of life. Parents
may realize their children can have a better standard
of living," said Staples.

In applying for service it is important that people
realize they must adjust to the culture of the nation
where they work.
"A major example of cultural differences is the

position of women. Many nations do not agree with
equality of the sexes. In Muslim nations, this is

particularly true, though some changes are begin-
ning to occur," said Staples.

Representatives will be on campus Thursday in

front of the Campus Center Bookstore to handout
applications.

They ask that applications be filled out before in-

terviews so more time can be spent answering
questions about ACTION.
Applicants and personal interviews can be made at

the Placement Office in Berkshire House. Appoint-
ments should be made as soon as possible.

Ya know, there isn't much point of clearing off the

steps to the Union a week and a half after the last snow
fall, maybe we should wait till June and see if it

removes itself. (Staff Photo-Steve Smith)
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By CINDY ROGERS
Visual Media is becoming an

important part of the education for

the Deaf.

The Northeast Regional Media
Center for the Deaf, NRMCD, at

the School of Education, has been
conducting research, experiments,

demonstrations and presentations

concerned with applications of

media for the education of the deaf.

This is one of four US centers

established in 1966 by the Bureau of

Education for Handicapped ser-

vices, with allocation of federal

funds. The project was started so

that deaf children would have a

fair chance in pursuing a good
education and careers through

visual media education. The
Northeast center services 12

northeastern states including the

District of Columbia and Virginia.

The NRMCD is made up of a
staff of 20 people, specialists in the

education of the deaf and media
technology. The staff is headed by
Raymond Wyman, who was
director of audio-visual technology
at the University before the project
began.

Wyman feels the project has
been successful in that "it has done
what it was set out to do." The
NRMCD's main concern now is not

what the project will continue to

do, but how it will end.

(Continued on P. 3)

The 6th sense gets a society

Sterling Brown speaks

in Paul Robeson series
Prof. Sterling Brown,

Distinguished Professor of English
at Howard University, Washington
D.C. will be the fourth speaker in

the Paul Robeson, Sr. Lecture
Series presented by the Institute

for Pan African Culture.

Brown will be speaking tonight

at eight o'clock in SBA 120, and
tomorrow at one o'clock he will

give a poetry workshop at the
Malcolm X Center in Southwest.
Prof F.own, a Phi Beta Kappa

and recipient of a Guggenheim
fellowship, was granted an
honorary degree from the

University of Massachusetts in

1971. A graduate of Williams

College and Harvard Univ.,

Brown, who draws much of his

materials from the rural south, has

authored several important
.iterary masterpieces, among
these are "The Negro Caravan"
and "Southern Road"

By JAN ALEXANDER
The division of continuing education is establishing

a psychical society on campus.
Continuing Education program developer Norm

Vercoe said that the motivating force behind
organizing such a society came from various ESP
classes offered by Continuing Education.

"People would take a class like 'Exploration in

ESP' where they would learn about psychical ex-

periences, faith healing, telepathy, meditation, and
other aspects of ESP", Vercoe said. "When the

course ended, people would express the desire to

continue sharing knowledge on the subject."

Claudette Kiley, the class instructor, and a psychic

since her early teens, decided to establish a society

for anyone interested in the field of parapsychology.

There will be a membership fee, but Vercoe hopes

that through the establishment of a scholarship fund,

that money will not be a determent to joining the

society.

The purposes of this new and as yet unnamed
society would be numerous. "Members would share

personal experiences, and the society as a whole

would work to bring in nationally known speakers",

Vescoe said. "As a matter of fact, Continuing

Education is sponsoring a top psychic named Harold

Sherman from Mountain View, Arkansas, who will

speak on March 21st."

Members would also learn about new developments
in the psychic field, as well as learn how-to
techniques of ESP and meditation. The society would
also suggest new psychical courses for the Continuing
Education program, and hold parapsychology
workshops and seminars. A newsletter would be

published, and a subscriber membership fee set at

$5.00

Another possible purpose to the group would be
faith healing. Vescoe related the occurance of a

"miracle" when faith healing cured a daughter of

Claudette Kiley of a disease in her tibia bone.

"A group of people with psychic powers got

together and through praying and meditating before
surgery, managed to heal the girl and actually
eliminate the need for surgery. It was quite
miraculous," Vescoe said.

But, Vescoe stressed that the society would not be
connected to religion. "Although it may be
discovered in the future that many of the ancient
religious figures were actually psychics, we our-
selves do not try to tie religion or witchcraft into our
beliefs."

Anyone wishing more informatioaabout the society
can go to 315 Hills North, or call 545-0554.
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Keeping the 'Wall' standing
By BILL MURPHY

For the majority of UMies, a bouncer at a bar is

a symbol of sanity and order in a less than sane
environment. He's the guy who checks your I.D.,

throws out rowdies, and bulges through his T-
shirt. But what of the person behind the tough-guy
im ge? How does he view his responsibilities and
relation to the publec?

John Rutledge is a senior at UMass. He is a
transfer student from Nassau Community College,

which is near his home of Massapequa, L.I. He's a
P.E. major, and hopes to go on to graduate school

with the hope of coaching at the college level

someday. John "OJ" Rutledge is also a BlueWall
bouncer.

"I'm not big (6 ft, 180 lbs) and I don't pretend to

be overpowering, but I do have a job to do and I try

to see that it gets done," he said. "When you've got

a place the size of the Blue Wall or the Hatch filled

on a weekend night with people getting drunk
you've got to try to be their civil mind . . . you've got

to appeal to their common sense in a' calm and
peaceful manner; that's the v

way the supervisors

want it and that's the way we want it."

lo get a job as a bouncer in the Blue Wall or the

Hatch, you're usually recommended by someone
working there, then an interview is set up and
you're screened.

"When I came to UMass in my junior year I

had already worked in a few bars back home, so I

had my eye out for any openings up here,"

Rutledge said. "Then, with the drinking age
dropping to 18, there was a need for more boun-
cers, so I applied at the Blue Wall, went through
the usual process and was picked. However, I'd

like to stress the fact that coaches don't get anyone
jobs here, you get the job through your own merits

... I know plenty of people who've been rejected."

The Blue Wall and the Hatch are run so that

bouncers and bartenders are responsible to floor

supervisors and bar supervisors, who in turn are
subject to Dortt Kinder and Grace Benatte, the

heads of Food and Liquor Service for the Campus
Center.

"I can't emphasize how great the people over
us are," Rutledge said. "They understand the job

and its problems, they're extremely open with us,

and are responsible for the successful running of
the bars."

Someone must be doing something right,

because for the number of people the Blue Wall
and Hatch serve, the number of incidents which
occur is very low.

"The main attitude we all take in this job is

prevention and I feel this is why there is so little

trouble. In other bars I've worked in, if you break
the rules in any way you're out immediately ... we
try to allow some leeway here. I feel we get more
respect and cooperation by asking a person to do
something, thereby preventing a bad situation
rather than picking him up and throwing him out,"
Rutledge said.

When problems do occur at either of the bars
they are usually at the door. "Students, staff and
faculty,," Rutitdge said, have got to realize that

these places are clubs with club licenses subject to

the laws of the State. We must have proof of age to

protect ourselves and the people who come in.

Last year with the legal age decrease, we had
more problems because everyone assumed we
would know they were 18. It's not so bad this year.

If that minority would just cooperate with I.D.s,

etc., it would be much easier.

I've been called every swear word in the book
for just doing my job. I'd rather lose a few selfish

people who won't cooperate, than lose the licenses

and spoil it for all."

The bars are not perfect. Changes could be
made in the crowded conditions, size of the dance
floor, etc., but the biggest improvement would
involve the people who patronize the Blue Wall and
the Hatch.

"I really like the bars as a place to work and as
a place to enjoy myself," Rutledge said. "You go
to the Pub and if you don't know the fraternity

songs, you're out. Here, all types get together —
from the kids in dungarees to ties and conventions
... these bars are for everyone."

"I've learned a lot about this campus and met
many great people while working here," he said.

"I feel that's what life is all about — meeting
people. After all, everyone's got something to

offer, even a bouncer." John Rutledge

Old frat back

Mr. Stanley Patrie, center, coordinator for Media specialists for the deaf, speaks
with Don Kennedy, left, a student in the program, and Merle Ryan, back towards
camera, coordinator of interperative services, in one of the media center's

classrooms, with some of the special audio-visual equipment in the rear. (Staff

Photo-Steve Smith)

Media usedfor the deaf
(Continued from P. 2)

The center will be terminated
this August when the allocations of
Federal funds runs out. Similar

research in media for the deaf will

probably continue at other
universities through bids for

federal grants.

The biggest problem will be for

the NhMCD's staff members who
are presently seeking other jobs.

Hardest hit will be the doctoral

students who are presently

working on projects that may have

to end when the grant gives out.

The center's experimentation

has resulted in the origination of

television phones and the extensive

use of overhead projectors for

individual and communication use

in the classrooms of the deaf.

Plastic transparencies which have
specific educational purposes are
prepared by graphic artists in the

center.

In order that these visual aids
fulfill the needs of the deaf child,

the staff goes directly to the
classrooms for suggestions as well

as experimentation of the
materials. Teachers of the deaf are
able to call the center toll free, if

problems with equipment arise.

These materials are readily
available and are distributed at no
cost to the classrooms in the

Northeast area.

Two years after the NRMCD was
started, the U.S. Bureau for the

Education of the Handicapped
alloted funds for the training of

media specialists. Forty-five

UMass students, including 8 deaf
students are now being trained at

the School of Education.
Unlike the NRMCD, the Media

specialists program, that is funded
separately, will continue to exist.

By BOB BEYER
After an absence of four years, the University's oldest fraternity

returned to campus this past Sunday.

QTV, the only Latin Fraternity left in the country and one of the oldest

in the nation, was reborn at special ceremonies held at the Lord Jeffery

Inn.

In 1869, just six years after the founding of Massachusetts Agricultural
College, students formed the first Chapter of QTV in South College, which
was then a dormitory.

In 1917, the fraternity purchased the house owned by Captain Fearing
on the corner of Fearing and North Pleasant St. The large white struc-
ture, furnished with beautiful oak paneling, had been used by Captain
Fearing to hide slaves on their way to Canada during the Civil War.

In the 1960s the house was torn down because it was considered to be a

potential fire hazard, and the current brick building was constructed,

which will house the 48 new brothers.

The current membership, which comes from the local Phi Sigma
Chapter, is committed to the QTC tradition of strong academic, social
and athletic leadership on the campus.

The new members hold important positions in many campus activities.

Students interested in meeting the new brothers of QTV are invited to

visit them at 358 No. Pleasant St.

OPEN RUSH
PHI SIGMA

Wednesday, Feb. 13, 1974 8:30 p.m.

All University Men Invited

Phi Sigma 358 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

5450192
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In The Nation And The World

KIDNAPED GIRL'S FIANCE IN HOSPITAL-
Steven Weed, 26-vear-old fiance of abducted Patricia
Hearst, is pictured in Cowell Hospital on the Univer-
sity of California campus in Berkeley, where he is

recuperating from injuries sustained during the kid-
naping of Miss Hearst.

Hearst kidnappers

state demands
By EVANS WITT

Associated Press Writer
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) — The kidnapers of heiress Patricia Hearst

demanded on Tuesday that her parents provide millions of dollars in food

for California's needy in exchange for their daughter's life. The demand
was accompanied by wnat tfte kidnapers said was a tape recording ot the
coed's voice.

Randolph A. Hearst said the family took the recording as proof his
daughter was safe and said he would try to comply with the demands.
"Mom and Dad, I'm okay," said the voice on the tape sent to Berkeley

radio station KPFA. "These people have been very honest with me. ..they
are perfectly willing to die for what they do. . I want to get out of here, but
the only way is if you do what they say and do it quickly."
The kidnapers broke a five-day silence to issue their demand that the

Hearst family supply $70 worth of food for every needy Californian over a
four-week period beginning next Monday.
The Symbionese Liberation Army, which has claimed responsibility for

kidnaping the W-year-old college sophomore on Feb. 4, said in the letter
she was abducted "for crimes her mother and father have committed
against the American people and the people of the world."
Her father is president and editor of the San Francisco Examiner and

chairman of the Hearst Corp. Her mother, Catherine, is a regent of the
University of California.

In the tape sent to KPFA, a man who identified himself as a black said
he was "quite willing to carry out execution of your daughter to save the
starving and exploitations of thousands of men and women of all races."
The first communication from the kidnapers came in a letter last

Thursday, also sent to KPFA.
"Mom and Dad, I'm okay," said the slow, deliberate voice of Miss

Hearst. "I think you can really tell I'm not terrified or anything. These
people have been very honest with me.they are perfectly willing to die
for what they do... I want to get out of here but the only way is if you do
what they say, and do it quickly.

"It's really up to you to make sure those people can't jeopardise my life

by charging in and doing stupid things. I'm not being tried for crimes I'm
not responsible for. I'm here because I'm a member of a ruling class
family."

The letter said that if the demands for food for every person on welfare
or probation and every aged person in the state were not met, "We will
assume there is no basis for negatiation and we will no longer maintain
good health for the prisoner of war."
The first letter to KPFA said that the terrorist group was holding Miss

Hearst in "protective custody."
Miss Hearst was dragged kicking and screaming from her Berkeley

apartment eight days ago in a barrage of bullets, and nothing was heard
from her kidnapers until last Thursday. That letter promised further
communications, but there was only silence until Tuesday morning.
The kidnapers promised to keep Miss Hearst alive and well-cared for as

long as no attempts were made to rescue her — or to harm any members
of their organization.

Oakland police describe the SLA as a multiracial organization of at
least 25 persons, primarily students of both sexes in their 20s.
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Study reports

Campaign financing already begun
by DON McLEOD
AP Political Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Almost a

year before the next general
election, candidates for federal

offices and supporting committees
had more than 124 million in hand
to pay for their campaigns, a new
study shows.
Some of the money reported on

hand at the close of 1973 represents
leftover business from 1972 elec-

tions, but most of it is in pools
looking forward to future elections
as far away as 1978.

The largest single reserve
reported was the more than $3.6

million still held by President
Nixon's re-election campaign
committee.
The figures released Tuesday by

the Center for Public Financing of

Elections were compiled from a
study of official candidate reports
required by federal law. This is the
first year the new reporting
requirements were in force well in

advance of a major election year.
Sen. George McGovern, who was

the Democratic presidential

contender in 1972 and who faces re-

election in the Senate this year,

reported $469,442 remaining in his

presidential fund.

The next highest individual
holdings in this category belong to

Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Tex., who
doesn't run for the Senate again
until 1976 but who has registered
with the General Accounting Office

as a presidential hopeful with

$365,676 in his campaign chest.

Another newly registered
presidential contender is Sen.
Charles Percy, R-Dl., who reported
$46,981 to the GAO.
Sens. Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass., and Henry Jackson, D-
Wash., considered leading
presidential prospects for 1976, did
not report any money in either
presidential or senatorial

categories. However, both last ran
for election in 1970 before the more
stringent reporting requirements
of the new law went into effect.

Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace, who ran for president as
American party candidate in 1968

and sought the Democartic
nomination in 1972, reported a war
chest remaining of $103,751.

The survey also found that $21.6

million was raised by all can-
didates during the final third of

1973 and $18 million was spent -

after the Senate passed a bill

setting contribution and ex-
penditure limits and tightening
reporting requirements. The bill is

pending in the House.
Republican party committees

reported $2,845,342 cash at year's
end.
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Arab nations to hold summit
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Arab nations will hold a summit Wednesday in Algeria to
discuss disengagement of the Syrian and Israeli armies, the
Algerian Embassy in Paris and official sources in Cairo
said Tuesday.
The meeting comes in a week of important oil develop-

ments - more nationalization of American companies in
Libya, and an Arab oil meeting Thursday to discuss the
petroleum embargo imposed on the United States.
Meanwhile, diplomats and oil industry sources in the

Mideast said Libya, which opposes lifting the embargo on
the United States, will nationalize all other foreign oil
holdings possibly within a year.
Saudi Arabia, the largest Mideast oil producer, also is

expected to demand soon that four American companies
give up their shares in the Arabian American Oil Co. -

Aramco - the Christian Science Monitor reported.
Middle East diplomats consider Syrian-Israeli military

disengagement a necessary step before there can be any
Arab-Israeli peace talks on territorial issues or a
modification of the oil embargo on the United States.
The offical Algerian news agency said the participants in

the Algiers disengagement talks will include Syria and
Egypt, the principal combatants against Israeli in last
October's war. Egyptian and Israeli armies are being
separated on the Suez Canal front.

Other countries represented at the Algiers conference
will be Algieria and Saudi Arabia, the news agency said.
The head of state of Kuwai also might attend, said a
spokesman for the Algerian Embassy in Paris.

Iraq, one of the msst vociferous Arab opponents of U.S.

Middle East policies since the Arab-Israeli war last

October, will boycott the Arab oil meeting on Thursday,
Baghdad radio said.

"Iraq will not take part in the Tripoli conference because
it is designed exclusively for discussing the possibility of
lifting the anti-U.S. embargo," the broadcast said.

Arab oil ministers gather in Tripoli on Thursday. Iraq cut
off oil to the United States last fall, but was the only Arab
country that refused to cut back the amount of oil going to

Western Europe and Japan. Iraq has said the embargo
against the United States was not enough to "punish"
Washington for its support of Israel during last October's
Arab-israeli war.
Iraq has since been campaigning for a total

nationalization of American oil companies operating in the
Arab world and for a withdrawal of Arab deposits from U.S.
banks.

Iraq produces 2.1 million barrels of oil a day, and plans to

increase that to 3.5 million barrels by 1975, Petroleum
Minister Saadoun Hammadi said.

President Moammar Khadafy of Libya ordered 51 per
cent takeover of all foreign oil holdings in his country last

September. On Monday the government nationalized the
other 49 percent of the California Asiatic Co., owned by
Standard Oil of California; the American Overseas
Petroleum Co., owned by California Asiatic and Texaco;
and the Libyan-American Oil Co., owned by Atlantic Rich-
field.

The nationalized properties produced only 124,000 barrels
of crude oil a day, or about 5 per cent of Libya's total daily
productions.

Chinese youth
• . •

seen uniting
By PHIL BROWN

Associated Press Writer
TOKYO (AP) - The red star of China's young revolutionaries may be

rising once again.

But it apprently isn't shooting to the heights of the 1966-1969 cultural
revolution, when youthful Red Guards smashed deviations from Mao Tse-
tung's thinking.

The indication that there may be an effort to restore young Chinese to
an important role in the political plans of Peking's leaders came in the
official newspaper People's Daily.

The paper warned against repressing the "revolutionary ardor" of
young people who criticize the late Lin Piao and Confucius.
Confucius was a philosopher whose works helped shape Chin's

development for centuries. Lin Piao, once the designated heir of Mao,
was branded a traitor. He died, allegedly in a plane crash.
The People's Daily article, seen in Tokyo, said a number of young

Chinese had come into leadership positions in the cultural revolution and
the movement ot criticize Lin. It told older officials not to look down on
them because of their lack of experience.
"How intelligent were you m your 20s?" the newspaper asked China's

older officials. There is no shortcut to experience, the newspaper said, so
the best solution is to allow young officials to learn by joining in the
revolutionary struggle.

People's Daily also is putting heavy stress on the idea that the working
class - the master class under Communist doctrine - is not a bunch of
stupid clods.

A recent People's Daily article mentioned a group formed at a
Shanghai printing and dyeing factory to criticize Lin and Confucius. Of 19

members, only two had gone as far as high school, the article said. After
some initial trouble with Confucius' classical Chinese, they were able to

analyze the old philosopher's counter-revolutionary works and raise their

own cultural level at the same time, it added.
One reason for the campaign, People's Daily said, was that such

enemies of Peking as the Soviet Union and the Taiwan government of
Chiang Kai-shek have been promoting respect for Confucius, and
anything the enemy did called for criticism.
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BOY SOLDIER WOUNDED--
Cambodian soldier carries wounded boy
soldier from the front some 8 miles from
Phnom Penh after their unit was shelled
recently by Khmer Rouge insurgents.
The Cambodian army has many teenage
soldiers but they rarely fight on the front
lines. (AP Wirephoto)
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in C.C. Aud.
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Black Ice
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Wild Blue Yonder
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Cut the cost ofyour
next ski weekend!
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on
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o

. sugar** ,
Ma.ne

. saddleback,
M^e

Glen

Ascutney

EUen,
Vermont

Vermont

Here's a swell chance to save money on some great skiing! No
gimmicks, nothing to join, no obligation except to pay the bargain
price for your tickets. And they're good anytime — mid-week,
week-ends, holidays. What are you waiting for?

REGULAR PRICE

Sugarloaf—$9.
Saddleback-$8.
Glen Ellen-$10.

Ascutney-$8.

4 Tickets, $36.

4 Tickets, $32.

4 Tickets, $40.

4 Tickets, $32.

SPECIAL PRICE EXP. DATE
$5.75-4 Tickets, $23
$5.25-4 Tickets, $21.

$6.50-4 Tickets, $26.

$5.25-4 Tickets, $21.

June '77

June '76

June '76

June '77

TO GET YOUR BARGAIN TICKETS, SEND THIS COUPON TODAY!

Membership Privilege Program
Membership Benefit Committee of

Eastern Ski Association (Division of USSA)
277 Hathaway Street

Wallington, N.J. 07055
Please send me four tickets at your special money
saving prices to the ski area(s) I have checked.
My check "_] money order is enclosed, (minimum
order. 4 tickets)

Sugarloaf- $23 . ) Saddlebac k- $2 1

.

Glen Ellen -$26. D Ascutn«y-$21.

Name

Address

City

State

(Allow one to two weeks for delivery, please).
Make checks payable to Membership Privilege
Program
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The energy crisis
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FEO Considers

Oil Price Cut
By BILL NEIKIRK

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal Energy Office is considering

beating Congress to the punch by rolling back the price of domestic crude

oil now exempt from price controls, sources say.

The rollback proposal is a real possibility although no final decision

has been made, the sources said.

It would be achieved by setting an administrative price ceiling on

control-free domestic crude, probably at 50 per cent higher then the

controlled price of $5.25 a barrel.

Even if the rollback is ordered, it would have a minimal impact on

the price of gasoline — one or two cents at the most, the sources said.

But the move would cut into oil company profits and might quiet

some of the criticism that domestic oil prices have moved too high.

WASHINGTON-BEFORE THE OIL MEETING-Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger, center, chats with West German Foreign Minister Walter Scheel prior to

the opening session of a 13-nation energy conference Monday in Washington. At
right is Federal Energy Office chief William Simon. (AP Wirephoto)

Nixon to assess states' plans
By JEFFREY MILLS

President Nixon will assess the

results of various state mandatory
and voluntary allocation plans

before recommending any changes
in federal gas rationing policy, the

White House said yesterday.

"The President favors voluntary
actions, doing what each state

believes is necessary," Deputy
Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren
said.

When asked about gasoline

rationing, Warren told a news
briefing that Nixon "is .well aware
of the situation at gas stations,"

including long lines in many areas.

But Warren said, "the President

will not say to a governor you
should or should not do this or

that."

Warren said Nixon will hold his

weekly meeting with federal

energy chief William E. Simon
today to get reports on the gasoline

and over-all energy situation.

No wait in billings
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tired of waiting an hour or more in gasoline station lines? If you can't
find the gasoline, move to Billings, Mont, where there aren't any long
waits.

An Associated Press sampling of 92 major cities throughout the
country shows that there are 52 of them where gasoline lines are essen-
tially nonexistent. But if you live in New York, Chicago or Tucson, Ariz.,

you're likely to wait an hour or more before getting to the pump.
The cities in the sampling were given one of four ratings based on the

approximate length of time it takes to get through each city's average
gasoline line.

A long line was one lasting an hour or more. A medium line was under
an hour but more than half an hour. Short: less than 15 minutes. The
fourth category: no lines. The results reflect those from a similar AP
survey shich examined gasoline shortages region by region.

Both surveys show that the Eastern section of the country is the
hardest hit by gasoline shortages. In the East, the Northeast is the har-
dest hit. The eastern part of the South also seems severe, but the rest of
the region is in essentially good shape.

The Midwest is generally trouble-free, with the Chicago area a major
exception. The Southwest has no major problems. In the West there are
fairly long lines around major cities such as Los Angeles and San
Francisco and Oregon continues to have troubles. The less populated
states report little or no troubles, with the exception of Arizona.

Arizona is having roubles because a decrease in gasoline allocations
which bumps up against an increase of 10 per cent in population over the
past year.

BLUEWALL

Don't forget - HAPPY HOUR 4 - 7 p.m.

With great food and great munchies!
Tuborg Draft .25

Asked if rationing would be a
decision made by Nixon or by
Simon, Warren said, "rationing

would be a presidential decision."

NEW LUNCHEON MENU

WITH NEW LOW PRICES

Top Of The Campus

5-Day

Sell-a-Bration

Wed. thru Mon.,

Feb. 13 to 18.

Open

All Day

Monday

Special Purchase!

MEN'S FAMOUS

flared slacks
1

12.99
reg.$18-$22.50

f

100% polyester
double knits, flared

bottoms. In solids
and fancies. Sizes
32 to 42. All
originally priced $18
to $22.50.

MEN'S 8.98 10.98

sweater
smash

6.66
2 for $13.00

Choree of several styles

in card gans and
pullovers. Plain, cable or

fisherman knits. All

wools, Shetland wools,

argyles S, m, I, xl

Hadley Rt. 9

Open Daily

10 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
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VOLUNTARY PLAN OFF TO GOOD START--A New
Hampshire car, left, and odd numbered Massachusetts
car take on gas Monday at the Quincy Oil Station as
Massachusetts' voluntary rationing plan got un-
derway.

Rationing looks

good on 2nd day
By THE ASSOCIATED PRKSS
Lines at service stations in

Massachusetts were generally
longer today than Monday, dealers
reported, as the Bay State went
into its second day of a voluntary
rationing plan. But the serious
shortages and mile-long lines that

tied up traffic around New
England a week ago appeared to

have subsided somewhat.
Many Massachusetts station

owners said the longer lines today
were because it is the day for

drivers with even-numbered plates

to fill up. Some of those drivers
have not been able to get gas since
Friday or Saturday

„

Monday Massachusetts adopted
the so-called Oregon plan, which
calls for cars with even-numbered
plates to go to the pumps on even-
numbered dates and those with
odd-numbered plates on odd dates.

Maurice Langelier, executive
director of the Massachusetts
Association of service Station
Dealers, said lines have been
reduced by at least 50 per cent
since the state adopted the
voluntary plan.

"It, the plan, is not Utopia,"
Langelier said, "but it's helping. It

won't eliminate the shortage,
though. We're still very short on
gas. But the motoring public has

ffiEJentinej

accepted it."

A Sunoco dealer in Springfield

said he noticed a big improvement
Monday, but today "it's the same
long lines."

Fred Binns, an Exxon dealer in

Methuen, closed his station at 10

a.m. today because he ran out of

gas. "The lines were a lot longer,"

he said. "I pumped all day
yesterday, but today I ran out at 10

because there were so many cars."

John Fory, owner of a station in

North Andover, said his lines were
about six or seven cars long

Monday, and between 25-30 cars
long today. "Yesterday I pumped
gas until 2 p.m. ; today I had to shut

down at 9 a.m.," Fory said.

All station owners reported that

citizen cooperation with the plan

was excellent.

A check of stations in six New
England states Monday showed
that many were operating longer

hours with shorter lines after

receiving their February
allocations.

Just like a recent film with a similar name, we've got a super star - our
new super snowmaking equipment. It's the most sophisticated, dependable
and efficient set-up anywhere around. Frankly, it's nothing short of
sensational.

Naturally we decided to give it a name, just like the star of the movie.
We're calling it Linda.

And, just so you know it's really something special, we're calling it

Linda Love Snow.
Jhe'll be covering almost three-quarters of the mountain, up to 3000 feet
for dependable skiing.

Expert, intermediate or beginner you'll go
for what we've got. Really challenging
expert trails, (unique in the Berkshires) or
beautifully manicured open slopes.
19 trails in all. Plus 2 chair lifts, a J-bar
and a T-bar. 1 200 foot vertical. It's the
best that's closest.

So discover the
unexcelled joys of
Deep Snow at

Berkshire East —
Home of Linda
Love Snow.

"\

Deep Snow
skiing

Daily Tues. thru Sunday

Night - Wed. thru Sat.

Cross Country skiing

Rental equipment available

Nursery

Two full service

base lodges

Live apres ski

entertainment in the

Crazy Horse Lounge

Professional
Ski School teaching
new GLM method

NASTAR Race Program

For Ski Reports

Conn.:
1-800-992-3420

N.J.. Mass., R.I.:

1 800-243-660

Area Office:

413-339-6617

"Now Under One Room!!
251 Russell St. (Rte. 9)
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Professional Service Service For Your Foreign Car

Phone: 584-5009
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HADLEY IMPORTED CAR PARTS

Quality Parts & Accessories For Your Foreign Car

Phone: 584-3988
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State clergy, officials think they deserve extra fuel
BOSTON (AP) - Clergymen,

divorced fathers, an alcoholic,

antique dealers, legislators and
state officials: They all want
exemptions from Massachusetts'

voluntary gasoline rationing.

"People who never bought gas
every day before suddenly are
very upset if they don't have
special privileges," says John
Neely, an assistant in the state

Consumer Affairs Department.
The department is having its

toughest time with legislators and
other state officials, described by
Neely as "about the most ob-

noxious people we've had to deal

with. They claim they should be
able to buy gasoline anytime,
anywhere."
Other requests for special

privileges have come from

divorced fathers saving they want
to visit their chillren and an
alcoholic who wants to be sure he

can get to an Alcoholics

Anonymous meeting.

Under the two-day-old modified

Oregon plan, the only people who
can buy gas whenever they need it

are salesmen with proper iden-

tification. Others buy on alternate

days dependong on whether thei r

license plate numbers are odd or

even.

"In spite of repeated complaints

by state officials and agencies,"

Neely said, "there is nothing in our

regulations which should lead a

service station owner to believe he

should give priority to any state

vehicle.

"In order for this system to work

it has to be simple."

The state owns 6,500 vehicles,

2,000 of which are passenger cars.

Neely said as far as the consumer
office knows, state officials who
drive these cars are conforming to

the rationing system, or should be.

No one really knows how much
gasoline these state vehicles use, a

spokesman in the Management
Bureau of the Department of

Administration and Finance said

finast
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Rolls
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Rationing plan working OK
By THE ASSOCIATED PKESS

The voluntary gasoline rationing system
appeared to be working in Massachusetts
yesterday, the second day of its two-week
trial period, but lines at gas pumps were
longer throughout the state.
Service station dealers said the lines were

generally longer than they had been Monday
because it was the day for drivers with
even-numbered license plates to full up.
Some of those drivers had not been able to
get gas since last Friday or Saturday.
Massachusetts this week adopted the so-

called Oregon plan which calls for cars with

even-numbered plates to get gas on even
numbered dates and those with odd-
numbered plates on odd dates.

Bay State citizens seemed to be
cooperating with the voluntary plan, dealers
said. Very few cars with odd-numbered
plates were showing up at the pumps
yesterday.

But a dealer in New Bedford said he lost a
steady customer yesterday when he refused
to sell the customer gas because he had the
wrong numbered plate for the day. "He said
I should total up the bill and close the ac-

count." Frank Murray said. "He said he
wouldn't be coming here any more "

Many station owners said they closed
earlier yesterday because the high volume
of business used up their fuel earlier.

The ALA Auto Club said its survey in-

dicated "a high degree of success in im-
plementing the program in Massachusetts."
The ALA said its poll showed there was a
slightly greater degree of participation in

the rationing plan in the greater Boston area
than in the rest of the state.

Maurice A. Gamache of Moe's Muffler
and Brake Shop in New Bedford said the

rationing system -had stopped the parade."
Me said his lines were much shorter this
week than last.

A Sunoco dealer in Springfield said he
noticed a great improvement Monday, but
Tuesdav "it was the same old lines."

In Lawrence. Fred Binns said he was
forced to close his station at 10 a.m. Tuesday
because "the lines were a lot longer, and I

just ran out of gas." A station in nearby
North Andover reported lines of six or seven
cars Monday, but lines of up to 30 cars
yesterday.

Around New England
Trucks rolling again

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Trucks were rolling throughout

New England yesterday, following

the vote of the last remaining
strikers in the southern part of the
region to end their strike.

Truckers in Southeastern
Massachusetts and Rhode Island
voted Monday to end the holdout
and "try the new government
proposals," a spokesman said.

In Waterbury, Conn., more in-

dependent truckers voted to put
their rigs back on the road.
New Hampshire's 1,000 in-

dependent truckers joined their

colleagues in Massachusetts and
Rhode Island yesterday and ended
their strike, in a vote at Suncook,
N.H.

Officials at the New England
Produce Center, which supplies
fruits and vegetables to small
markets and restaurants
throughout the region, said trucks
were beginning to arrive at the
normal pace.

Nixon plan hit

BOSTON -Massachusetts
Transportation Secretary Alan
Altshuler has criticized President
Nixon's new transportation
program for basing federal aid to
urban areas on population rather
than local public contributions.

The MBTA commuter service in

the Boston area would get about
$15 million more each year in

federal subsidies under Nixon's
plan. This would be in addition to

the expected $80 million to $90
million for capital improvements.
But a fairer formula would take

into consideration how much state
and local governments are taxing
themselves to operate commuter
lines, he said.

Under the Drqoosed formula the

Boston area would get about 2 per
cent of the total national allocation

for subsidies, since it has about 2

per cent of the nation's urbanized
population.

State health policy
BOSTON - The legislature's

Social Welfare Committee was
urged yesterday to approve the

creation of a Health systems
Regulation Administration to

replace several agencies.

Donald Sheril, undersecretary of

human services, said such an
agency would "permit, for the first

time, the development of a

coherent health policy for the

commonwealth."

Feb. 20-21-22 811 C.C.

Feb. 25 - March 1 105 C.C.

Sign Up Outside Index Office

4th Floor S.U. Anytime

x $3.50 Sluing Fee
Bring along a candid pic of yourself for inclusion in senior
section.

Crooked cops

QUINCY - Trials of two Brain-
tree policemen charged with
breaking and entering and
possession of burglar tools will
resume March 7 in Quincy District
Court.

Samuel J. Tripolone, 28, and
Paul W. Campbell, 31, have been
released on $100 personal
recognizance following their
arraignment Monday. Both
pleaded innocent.

Sarg man on MassPort?

BOSTON - Gov. Francis W.
Sargent proposed yesterday that
the secretary of transportation and
construction take the next vacant
seat on the Board of the
Massachusetts Port Authority.
The proposal was in his message

accompanying his bill to
reorganize the state's tran-
sportation and construction
agencies, refined to meet last
year's legislative objections.

bbb SMITH CORONA

A field representative will

be at our store on

Tuesday, Feb. 19

to answer questions about
the new Smith-Corona typewriters
and to take trade-ins towards
new machines.

Come in and see the new
Coronomatic Cartridge Ribbon
System

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

Entrees

OMr.ll ITrSultjrim
Different every day . .

Entrees

HALIBUT STKAK
From the center cut Mid to your order

Hum BOSTON m milt

With t>re*d crumb topping end lemon buttn

210

196

200

IIH-C I KIH> HADDOCK
In ebakelMith ranch ilyltfrtnch Iritd polaton 2 20

VrAI PAKMU.IANA
Served ninth petti end homemade uuce 2 10

I (ININ)N HMIIII

On a water roll covered with mulhioom bordelane 1 9S

( MaWnMMCMCMM
And ranch ityte French Irwd potetoti a battel 2 OS

CHOPPH) Hr>>STTAK
Broiled 10 order with collate cheese

and iliced paacho 2 IS

Sandwiches
TURKFY CLUB
Sliced turkey breatt. itriot of bacon, lettuce

and tomato on toasted bread 2 25 cold
BACON. LETTUCF AND TOMATO
On toasted bread with potato chips and pickle* ISO

MG SALAD
Served on lettuce and toasted bread, with potato chips

and pickles 1 *i

TUNA SALAD
Served on lettuce and toasted braid, with potato chips

and pickles I 55

hot

SMOOTH SAILING

Sliced pastrami onion, tomato, and Swiss cheese

on an onion roll I 75

TODAY'S IHCUt

$175

Please ask your waitress

for today's specials

HOT TUNA
Grilled with tomato and Amancen ch

on light rye bread

GRILLED REUBEN
Corned bttl on pumpernickel bread

with sauerkraut and Swiss crvaaae

2 10

1.IS

TOP OF THE CENTERBURCER
Sharp chtddar cheeee on a quarter pound hamburger

lettuce, tomato and potato chips I 85

With bacon strips MS

ill Igukm selections iicliii

the Top of the Campus salad bar

Salad bar a la carta 150 Today's soup and t I bar 1 75

Krrnch Fried poutors

Today's soup

Today's vefttaMc

40

2S

Coffer or tea

Soda

Milk

IS

IS

2S

Desserts
Ice cream or therbert

Sundaes and parfaitt

New York style cheesecake

Pecan pie with whipped cream

Hot apple pie

40

JS

BO

55

40

Snndty Buffet

featuring the Steaimhip Kmind of Ro*«t Beef

$4 50 students S4 OS

4 00pm lo 8 00 p m

To purchase alcoholic beverages one mull be a man of ihe

hotel a coolers*, or a Top of the Campus Club card holder

Club cards may bt purchased in the coat chack room by rtn

dents, staff, faculty and alumni

ALL MEALS SUBJECT TO 5% MASSACHUSETTS OLD AGE TAX
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News analysis

Time lacking in oil crisis solution
By WILLIAM L. RYAN
AP Special Correspondent

Much of what is proposed to meet
the oil consuming nations' crisis

would take a lot of time, and time is

a scarcer commodity than oil itself

as things shape up in the Middle
East for a new round of dangerous
instability.

U.S. proposals for consumer-
national cooperation, exploration

for new energy sources, new
technologies, prospective
American self-sufficiency by 1980

and so forth all involve time, but

there is reason to worry about what
will happen in the interim in the

highly volatile Middle East.

Generalized statements of

common purpose in today's
situation can sound like trying to

ward off disaster by tribal rites

and incantation, because even as

the consumer nations participate

cautiously in U.S. -sponsored
conferences, the oil producer area

is developing a new set of tensions.

—Two producer nations now
fattening on high prices, Arab Iraq

and non-Arab Iran, have been
trading military blows in a newly
revived border dispute.

—Arab Iraq has old territorial

claims against Arab Kuwait and
only a couple of years ago at-

tempted an invasion that was
thwarted by the British. Now the

British presence is gone from the

Persian Gulf there is a yawning
and potentially perilous vacuum
there. Hereditary anti-Communist
rulers of the Saudi Arabian
peninsula worriedly eye the in-

tentions of an Iraq heavily armed
by the Soviet Union.

—Syria's leaders drag their feet,

resisting Egyptian pressure for

military disengagement with
Israel. The Syrian regime has
reason to worry about adverse
political impact at home. Neighbor
Iran is quarreling with Syria just

because the Syrians accepted the

cease-fire.

—Instead of disengagement,
there has been new fighting on the
Syrian front.

—Egypt's President Anwar
Sadat, evidently anxious to turn his

attention to his nation's economy,
has been collaborating with both
Washington and Moscow in seeking
some sort of area stability. He has
been reported urging the Arab oil

rulers to relax their anti-U.S.

embargo.
—Libya's strong man president,

Moammar Khadafy, is infuriated

by Sadat. He has been clamoring
for revolutionary risings of "the
masses" against rulers of Egypt,
Tunisia and anywhere else where
they might be deemed guilty of

impeding Arab unity. He timed a
new oil nationalization gesture
against the United States to

coincide with the consumer
meeting and preceded a planned
meeting of Arab producer nations
this week.
—The hereditary rulers of Saudi

Arabia and the sheikdoms in the

east have no insurance they will be
spared Khadafy's pan-Arab wrath
would they show any signs of

listening to proposals to ease the oil

embargo.
All this boiling ferment takes

piace in an area where countries
not much removed from feudalism
pile up billions of dollars of ex-
change reserves because of the
steep rise in oil prices.

Meanwhile, advanced nations

em
LEV|

eooL?
CUFFED J!H^
CORDS s750

201 n. pleasant, amherst

run up enormous trade deficits,

industrialized economies have not

had time to adjust to the sudden

jolt of the oil price rise. The in-

ternational monetary system may
be subjected to severe strains.
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Wines
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Finast Supermarket

Mountain Farms

Mall

Corner of Maple

& Russell St.

12 oz Bottles •

*

Six Pack

Miller

High Life

Paul Masson

5-College

Square Dance

with real country music and caller

Friday, Feb. 15 at 8:30 p.m.

Chapin Auditorium,

Mt. Holyoke College

admission 75 c

Red Burgundy

and

White Chablis

1/5th

Bottle

12 oz Cans - Case of 24 Cans 4.95

Flagstaff

Six Pack

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

Iff you think a cold stethoscope is bad, try this act for once! (Staff Photo - Steve
Smith)

FBI arrests locals
NORTON, Vt. (AP) - Two Southampton, Mass., men sought in the

December shooting death of an Easthampton, Mass., man were arrested

Tuesday by state police and FBI agents and charged with unlawful flight

to avoid prosecution.

Richard Labreque, 23, and Donald E. Major, 21, were named in

warrants issued by Holyoke, Mass., police in the death of Wayne B.

Schuman, 26. Schuman died of gunshot wounds shortly after he was found

on a road in a rural section of Holyoke Dec. 26.

Labreque and Major were arrested in a police raid at Earth Peoples

Park in Norton, FBI officials said.

Too young for transplant

"LITTLE BIG MAN99

with

Dustin Hoffman

Baby must wait
ENFIELD. Conn. (AP) - Doctors

say five-month-old Terry Bouffard

must hang on to life 19 more
months before they can attempt to

save her.

Terry's liver never developed

properly and a transplantis her
only hope. But surgeons say they

must wait at least until she is 2

years old to operate.

"They told us we should just take

her home and watch her die," said

Mrs. Alfred Bouffard, recalling

doctors' advice after Terry was
born with a yellowish skin. Initially

diagnosed as jaundice, her con-

dition got worse and exploratory

surgery last December turned up
the damaged liver.

"I just don't believe that she's

going to die," said the 37-year old

mother. Mrs. Bouffard had three

miscarriages before giving birth to

Terry, her first child.

"I told the doctor that it just

wasn't right. And he said, "No it

isn't."

Physicians at New York's Sloan-

Kottering Institute for Cancer
Research say a liver transplant

might rescue Terry, but she's too

young.
Meanwhile her condition

requires constant attention and the

bills are piling up for her debt-

ridden parents.

Terry's father, who ran a local

second hand shop, sold its contents

for $150 in an effort to pay off some
of the $7,000 in debts created in

part by Terry's condition. His

attempts to find work as a cook

have been unsuccessful.

"We have a human being here

we want to have a chance to sur-

vive," said Bouffard. "We're just

trying to buy her time. We're
trying to keep her alive until the

transplant."

The president of the New

ESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,

mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00

to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for

research assistance only.

England Bank and Trust Co.,

William Napolitano, is helping

Bouffard find work and get state

aid to pay Terry's hospital bills.

The bank and the Journal
Inquirer have established a trust
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Evaders are heroes
ByPAULPUTES

The question of amnesty for draft evaders has been an extremely
controversial topic for the past few years. Not too long ago it was widely
discussed by scholars, students, the administration, the Congress and the
American people at large. Unfortunately, with the rise of the political,

economic, and social crisis the question of amnesty has been put aside.

Consequently, all the young men who are considered draft evaders have
also been put asiae by their country. The crumbling Nixon administration
and all the moral shabbiness displayed since its inception will never
forgive these individuals. On the other hand, the real question is not

whether we can forgive the draft dodgers, but whether they can forgive
us. The American government forced these people to choose between
honor, and simple human decency. We the people, shamefully ordered
innocent people to risk their lives and slaughter other human beings
simply to influence and soothe the pride of the American government,
which would not admit the stupendous mistake of getting involved in

Vietnam at all. The people who saw through this charade, and refused to

cooperate in the mass slaughter, were labeled "draft dodgers" and
"cowards".

In truth, the draft evaders are the heroes of the war, not the people
who napalmed, bombed, murdered, and died in the name of American
arrogance and false pride. It takes true moral courage to stand out
against the majority, to give up family, home, and country for a par-
ticularly supreme good - humanity and decency. We condemn those
Germans who slavishly obeyed the Nazis on the grounds that they had no
choice - well, some of our brothers had more courage. They saw that they
did have a choice, and they chose exile and condemnation rather than
violate the laws of God and morality.

Perhaps all who refused to fight did not do so from the highest and
noblest of motives, undoubtedly some people simply did not wish to rish

their lives. But why on earth should they have risked their lives for such
petty objectives as were involved in this war? Any single human life is

worth far more than the corrupt and undemocratic government of South
Vietnam, which has ruthlessly suppressed its minorities and has never
held a fair and open election.

We the people owe all these young men a tremendous debt of
gratitude for opening our eyes to the appalling blunder the United States
made in entering that dreadful war. Instead of condemning them to exile
and prison, let us share their courage and clarity of vision. A general
amnesty is the least we can do to repay our debt to those who saw far
sooner and far more clearly than the rest of us, the moral wrongness of

this war.

Let us remember the lesson these people have taught us; that when
the laws of government violate human decency, then the truly

courageous man will disobey the government in order to uphold the
higher good. For the man who is willing to climb the steps of logic,

inevitably will reach the doors of truth. The truth is, these people have
experienced "peace with honor".

Paul Putes is a Collegian Commentator
r

Joyce Kosofsky
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A timeless system

Wouldn't it be nice to walk into a classroom that

didn't have a clock? I mean, wouldn't it be great to

have classes that weren't dependant upon becoming
totally relevant in a fifty minute time span? Or at

least aware of the fact that it had to become relevant

in that fifty minute time span.

I have a few classes that meet in rooms that really

aren't classrooms. The one really nice thing about

them is that thre aren't any clocks constantly ticking

away to remind you just how much longer you have to

stay in the room. You actually get into the class itself.

Not the time period spent there.

What happens if class runs four minutes early? Or
three minutes late? People starts to panic because
the numbers on the wall contradict what's going on in

the classroom.
UMass should get rid of its clocks in the classroom.

Without being constantly reminded of the time, a real

discussion can take place. I mean, how can you start

a relevant conversation on existentialism or

revolution knowing that the bell is going to ring in

three minutes? What do you do then? Wait until the

next class period? By then all the spontaneity of

thought has lost its magic and by then your point is no
longer relevant.

Get rid of timepieces on the classroom walls and
you'll get rid of a lot of classroom pressure. Take the

exam period for example. Always watching the time
adds pressure. You say to yourself, "I've got to finish

the question by such and such a time." You watch the

clock instead of concentrating on the exam. You
study for the time alloted for the exam instead of the

exam itself.

Clocks are a waste of time in the classroom. How
many times have you sat in a class where the lecture

really ended six minutes early and the professor

started rambling on just to retain the status quo?

How many times have you sat in a class with your

coat on because the bell rang and the professor hasn't

finished his last three sentences?

Clocks in the classroom make classes seem like a

fifty yard dash to me. The bell rings and the class is

off. It runs on or drags through until RRRRRRRRing,
the bell makes that moise again and the class is over.

(Whether it really is or isn't) Turn on, turn off. Unless

your brain is like a light bulb, I don't think this is too

easy.

Unfortunately we can't abolish time. Clocks may be

a necessity to some people. Why can't there be a few
in the hallways instead of inside every classroom.
For the people who have to know what time it is, the

hall clocks can serve that purpose. For the people
who don't need a clock in the classroom, think of

some of the pressure it would relieve on them. And
think of the energy we could save if only a few clocks
were on the walls.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist.

Zarnir Nestelbaum

Tanks, but no tanks
This has been a tough winter for all Americans. The

energy crisis has taken a drastic toll on our lifestyles.

Gone are some of the most basic essentials, without

which we would be reduced to the

level of our Neanderthal forebears.

For how can we possibly call

ourselves civilized without our
lectric eyebrow pluckers, our

cordless Tidy-Bowl cleaners, or

even our juiced up vibrators. Think
of the horror that this means. We'll

have to do everything manually
from now on. Can our hands and
wrists take it?

Another drastic toll the crisis has

taken has been our Americ?n
personality. Some of us have
changed overnight, trying to turn

the crisis into a quick buck. A good
example of this is how our gas
station people are degenerating.

Why just last week I pulled into my
friendly neighborhood pump,
Ernie's Fillin' Station. Ernie's a

real good friend of mine and I've

been doing business with him for

years.

"Fill-er-up there Ernie! Ole
buddy, ole pal !

' ! I shouted in eager
friendliness.

ORt4NCO

"Y'all

hea'h"

4 'You still here?
'

"Whooaahh deahh!! Slow down
deah pardner! Slow down," Ernie
called out in a thick Texan drawl.

Moreover. Ernie had on this

ridiculous ten gallon hat and VFM
chewing a huge wad of tobacco. On
his bandana he had a "Hook em
Horns" button and he generally

looked as if he had been poundin
his horse all morning. Now I was
horrified at this, for Ernie had
never been west of Poughkeepsie
NY. in his life but he now looks like

something the Lone Ranger and
Tonto ate for breakfast.

"It's me Ernie, don't you remember me. I've been
coming round these parts for four years. Remember
last summer when I was the only one to come away
with the whole set of Carl Yastrzemski autographed
eggholders and soy sauce ladles that you were giving
away. Remember?
"Pardner" he said, "My recollection is mighty thin

round these times. Reckon Ah caint remembah givin

way anything to no city fellers tho. Remines me of

what my grandpappy Lucas McCain Paso once said:

There's oil in dem dar hills". You know they named
a town aftah him Yassuh L. Paso."

"What are you talking about you crazy old cadger.
The only oil your grandfather ever saw was in his

hair" I was really getting worried
that the gas shortage had gone to

ole Ernie's head now that he didn't
have to give things away to attract
customers, and that now he could
pick and choose who bought what
and for how much.

"Come on Ernie, fill er up, I need
these wheels. How else could I get
from my dorm to V-lot. You don't
expect me to thumb down there do
you?'' I asked plaintively.

"Waal now sort er remines me
what my great grandpappy Sam
Houston Astrodome once sa,.!."

"Whats that."

"You all grease my wheel ;nd

I'll grease yo'se. Yassuh that jes

what our great Preseedent > xon
jes said: "We'll help those , .at

helps theirselves." An Ah sure aim
t
%
help mahself to whatever Ah kin

get." he slowly drawled.

"Look Ernie....."

"Thats Sheriff Ernie to you son."
"Look Sheriff Ernie, I see that

green flag flying, with that lone
star on it. And I demand my Gcd
given right as an American to fill

up my tank and bomb right out of
heie. I want some of that Tiger in
my tank."

With this Ernie began to fondle
his diamond covered lapel and
scratch his head. "Waal son, Ah'vr
always believed in givin a man a
chance, specially if he was a
Texan. Seein as though yo' not a
Texan but jes a dumb UMie, Ah'll
do ya a favor anyway. Ah'll let ya
have three gallons of the Hah Test
at ma cheap cheap price of 93 cents

Despite the fact that I was getting the super ripoff , I
needed my gas. "OK! OK! Ernie, its agreed"

r ine he said, "Jes bring yo machine back fo its
ga

^
aPP°,intmen t a week from Thursday at 4:00 a n.

and Ah 11 see what Ah can do."

rnJ
rn

il

e tha
i
reminds me' of what the illustrious

curly Howard once was known to have said: "Oils
well that ends well, but in this case tanks but no
tanks'

Oh! The pain of it all!

lamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist

come back now.

USSR outdoes itself
The following article was written by Lazlos Tikos a professor of

Slavic Studies at UMass. Professor Tikos has recently completed a
book, SOLZHENITSYN, A CRITICAL APPRAISAL. He escaped
from Hungary in 1956.

By LAZLOS TIKOS
The highest authorities have finally "overstepped the limits" of

no return by arresting Alexander Isayevich Solzhenitsyn. Having
done this, they obviously have previously calculated the risks in-
volved, especially the international uproar that this arrest will
trigger.

If his arrest is preferable to the international polemics against
the Soviet Union which will surely follow, then obviously the Soviet
political leadership (which authorized the arrest) considers the
arrest and scandal the lesser evil. What is it that Solzhenitsyn has
done, and why is he considered so dangerous?

His latest book The Gulag Archipelago (the Archipelago of the
State Labor Camps) waspublished in December, 1973, and is one of
the most outspoken critical surveys of Soviet history up to 1956.
Almost 700 pages long, the book is a very personal biography,
written in the form of an historical essay. It contains besides data
from Solzhenitsyn 's own life, stories from the lives of all those
hundred and hundreds of prisoners, whom Solzhenitsyn en-
countered and listened to during the years of his imprisonment. If
Solzhenitsyn were not a Russian, but an Englishman or an
American, this sort of book would become a bestseller, since it

combines the personal confessions of a famous person, with a
private investigation of the history of times in which he lived.
Solzhenitsyn 's misfortune is to have been born in the Russia of the
Soviet period, which prohibits, not by written law, but rather by
well-entrenched habit, that sort of exercise. If anyone can cite his
personal life experiences, and give his own evaluation of history,
the Soviets seem to say, then the many taboos upon which Soviet
society rests would be soon demolished. Since the existence of the
ruling political elite is dependent upon the observance of these
taboos, Solzhenitsun's book has been declared to be extremely
dangerous.

Historical parallels also exist, as the present Soviet leadership of
Brezhnev knows very well. That sort of inquiry into the nation's
past in other Communist countries, notably in Hungary in 1956 and
in Czechoslovakia in 1968, had led to the ultimate toppling of the
political leadership and to the dissolution of the existing political

order. By implication, Solzhenitsyn s book is feared by the present
Soviet leadership for the same sort of reasons. The book is

dangerous, furthermore, because Solzhenitsyn does not only
present the historical facts, kept secret from the general Soviet
public, but also he shows the consequences and makes recom-
mendations for action. He comDares the inhumanities committed
under the Stalin regime to those committed in Hitler Germany. He
also observes that in postwar West Germany more than 86,000
people were put on trial for their participation in Nazi crimes, while
in the Soviet Union, only 10 officials were arrested and sentenced at
secret trials for their crimes of the Stalin era. Solzhenitsyn, who is

a mathematician by profession, calculated simply that given the
differences in the .population figures between West Germany and
the Soviet Union, the appropriate Soviet figure should have been in
the vicinity of a quarter of a million trials! The demand for a trial

of these Stalinist criminals became the most dangerous demand
made by Solzhenitsyn, and obviously the immediate cause of his
arrest.

Trying to avoid confrontation on these very dangerous political

grounds, the Soviet leadership may want to incarcerate him on
technical grounds — i.e., accuse him of violation of the Soviet
copyright laws. Enacted in the summer of 1973, with the undeclared
purpose of fighting the outflow of dissident literature from the
Soviet Union to the West, the Soviet copyright law declares
everything written in the Soviet Union to be state property, and as
such is subject to state censorship and permission to publish the
work abroad. The Gulag Archipelago however was published by
Solzhenitsyn a few days before the law went into effect; therefore,
technically, he is not guilty of violating it.

What is going to happen to Solzhenitsyn. Right now, of course, the
question cannot be answered, but only speculated on. His trial,

especially an open trial, seems very unlikely, because of his
militant nature, and also because of the explosive nature of the
possible charges. Protracted imprisonment seems unlikely, too,

because during this period the Solzhenitsyn issue would certainly
be a constant source of aggravation in the Western world for the
Soviets, and for the Western Communist parties as well. Many
recent Russian emigres feel that Solzhenitsyn will be expelled from
the Soviet Union, as Trotsky was in 1929. One can only wish, for

Solzhenitsyn *s sake, that this is the course the Soviet Politburo has
charted for the Nobel Prize winning writer.

Solzhenitsyn's arrest and eventual trail is perhaps the greatest
political confrontation in the Soviet Union since the Stalinist trials

of the 1930's; and the outcome of this process is certainly going to

affect the future not only of the Soviet Union, but of the rest of the
world. Our protest can help not only Solzhenitsyn, but also our own
future. What can we do? We must protest in every possible way.
Write letters to the Soviet Embassy in Washington, write to our

Congressmen, and demand action from them through every
governmental and diplomatic channel.

Letters Policy

The MauachutetU Daily Cvllegian welcome* all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include

the author's adore* and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, doable-spaced, at sixty spaces

per line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for reference

purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content

or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that

all letters received will be printed.

Letters To The Editor

This is not 1930
To the Editor:

Vour letter from Wally Clark, et al in Monday's
COLLEGIAN was distressing. I am proud of my Irish
heritage; you apparently, are interested in using
yours only as a wedge for sick, and not-very-subtle,
satire. In admittedly mildly amusing efforts, you
have released a frontal attack on the sensitivities and
needs of the Third World.

The particular character of our society has
created a historical reality of institutional and
organizational racism. Universities are slowly
beginning to accept the challenge of dealing with
these status quo injustices. In Southwest, and other
segments of this University community, people have
tried to break down institutional racism, and to
reverse a system that forces Third World people.

because of the numbers factor alone, to lose. In the
process, with discomfort at times, we have attempted
to come to grips with our own personal racism.
Sometimes our responses have been inadequate;
many times we have failed.

Think of what you are saying, please. Irish people
in this country no longer face a situation that is even
remotely parallel to that which you are satirizing.
This is not 1930; I have NEVER seen a 'No Irish need
apply' sign. Brother, you are white — you blend
better.

With your letter, I realize that Irish backlash
racism has carried through to a new generation. With
deep concern for you, I send my regrets. Louise Day
Hicks would be most pleased with you.

Maureen Mitchell

Abortion threatened

To the Editor:

We would like to inform the academic community
of the threats to women's right to choose in the matter
of abortion. Anti-abortion groups are rallying in a
well-financed, well-organized campaign to overturn
the Supreme Court ruling of January. 1973. According
to the Constitutional Defense Project (3 Joy Street,
No. 15, Boston, Ma.s. 02108):

The top priority of the anti-abortionists is the
passage of the Hogan Amendment (which
would ban all abortions by declaring the fetus
a legal person from the moment of conception)
and other amendments which would ef-

fectively cripple the Supreme Court ruling.

In addition, they have sought to effect swift
action on legislation favorable to them by
subverting the normal routines of Congress
and attempting through discharge petitions
and last minute riders to avoid balanced
committee review processes and rush bills

through when there is barely a quorum on the
floor. In this way they have already attached a
"conscience clause" to the Public Health
Service Extension of 1973 and have prohibited
federally funded legal services personnel from
becoming involved in litigation to implement
the Supreme Court abortion ruling.

On Friday, November 30, 1973, the United
States Senate passed an anti-abortion rider to

Title 19 of the Social Security Act which would
prohibit the use of Medicaid funds for abor-
tions of any sort and for any reason. This
would not only ban Medicaid payment for a
woman whose life was endangered by her
pregnancy, but could also be construed as
applying to the use of intra-uterine devices
and morning-after medications.
A similar fate may await the Family Services
and Population Research Act (domestic
family planning bill) which provides funding
for most of the federally supported birth

control clinics. An amendment has already
been filed which would disallow the use of any
federal monies to support programs which
include abortion, abortion counseling and
referral, and-or abortifacient drugs or ar-
ticles. Since virtually all family planning
programs offer IUD's, this could effectively
cut off support for every birth control clinic in

the country.

The " right-to-lifers" have also succeeded in
scheduling February hearings on the Con-
stitutional Amendments which would make
abortion illegal even in cases of rape or danger
to maternal health. These constitutional
amendments include: THE HOGAN
AMENDMENT, which would ban all abortions
(and possibly affect the use of IUD's and
morning-after medication); THE BUCKLEY
AMENDMENT, which would ban all abortions
from the time of implantation (5-7 days post
conception); THE WHITEHURST AMEND-
MENT, which would turn the question back to
the states and giveilocal legislatures the right
to ban all abortions.

It is crucial that those of us sympathetic to the
recent pro-abortion Supreme Court ruling im-
mediately make our voices heard to our legislators.
The anti-abortion groups are generating huge
amounts of campaign mail and a comparable amount
of pro-abortion sentiment must be expressed if our
current laws supporting women's rights are to be
maintained. Please write to Senators Kennedy and
Brooke (c-o US Senate, Washington, DC) and to your
congressman as well. Persons interested in con-
tributing time or financial help to this effort should
contact Pam Lowry at 617-232-6889, or Carolyn
Schneider at 617-969-1980, or write to Constitutional
Defense Project.

Katherine Benson
Judy Levy
Pat Sorce

No bright side to gas crunch
We need more buses to Belchertown.

Perhaps the gas shortage and gas rationing will end
all traffic congestion in Amherst.
Perhaps there will be no more parking hassles on

campus because of lack of cars and Amherst Towing
Inc. will lose a hell of a lot of business.
Other than the two things stated above I can't think

of anything else on the bright side of the gas shortage
in Amherst.
However, as I rode the Belchertown Road (BR)

bus from Rolling Green Apartments to campus this
morning with my own and someone else's books in
my lap, with one elbow in my face and one person
standing on my toes, I thought of one more problem

:

we need more buses.

Last semester the BR bus was crowded on oc-
casion, mainly at peak traveling times such as on
your way to your 9:05 and on your way home from
your 3:35. At any other time you could ride with a
whole seat to yourself and sometimes even two seats
to yourself.

This semester the gas stations along the BR route
tell the new story. Some don't have any gas, others
are open only an hour or two a day and others give
gas by appointment only.

People can't drive to school anymore.
The result is gross overcrowding of buses. And not

only at peak traveling times but all of the time.
Last Tuesday the 7:25 a.m. BR bus had to bypass

the last two stops on the way to campus because there
simply was not enough room for anymore
passengers. The 11:10 p.m. BR bus heading off
campus that same day had standing room only. The
crowding problem exists throughout each day.
The Orchard Hill, Campus Shuttle and Southwest

buses are rarely overcrowded. There is no increase of
passengers on these buses because of the gas shor-
tage; those who use them seldom drive their cars to
class anyway since the majority live on campus
Those buses traveling 3-fi milos or mnre off cam-

pus, however, cannot handle the increased number of
passengers.

Oftentimes buses spend more time at stops
unloading and loading up again than they do on the
road between stops.

We need more buses and we need buses more often
on the off campus routes.

Dr. William P. Goss, professor of engineering here
at the University and the man who worked out the
first federal grant for the Student Senate Transit
Service is now working in conjunction with the ser-
vice on a request to the federal government for a
grant for more buses.

For awhile though we will still be riding the same
crowded buses together. Let's try to do a few thing to
make our bus riding more comfortable and hassle
free.

Unless it's dark don't ask your bus driver to make
unscheduled stops. It just means wasting gas and
time. While taking over 150 bus rides I observed that
those people who ask the driver to stop at un-
scheduled stops are usually those who are overweight
and need the walk anyway and the same ones who
complain when the bus is not precisely on time.
When the bus driver tells you that there is no more

room on the bus don't stand with one foot on the bus
and one foot on the ground insisting that he let you on.
(I have seen a number of people doing this.)

When the bus driver asks you to move to the back of
the bus don't pretend that you are hard of hearing.
Don't smoke on the bus.

If you only want to take the bus a few blocks, why
not walk instead?

Don't bitch at the bus driver for being two minutes
late by your watch. Be thankful that with the gas
shortage you can get where you're going. And for free
even.

Barbara \oorhees is a Collegian Commentator.
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EXOTIC PET A FRIGHTENING BEAUTY-Joey
White of Detroit, Mich, lets a Mexican red-leg taran-

tula run up his head after he bought it for $24.95 at a

suburban Detroit exotic pet store. White, a Wayne
State Sophomore, named his pet Maria and said he

planned to keep it in his room. It took him two years to

convince his parents to allow him to keep the non-

poisonous pet.

The Solzhenitsyn case

Wife tells of arrest
WAYLAND. Mass. (AF) Mrs

Alexander Solzhenitsyn, wife of the

Soviet novelist arrested in Moscow
on Tuesday, told a Boston College

professor in a "very agitated but

nevertheless very quiet way" of

the incident in a telephone con-

versation a few hours later.

"Mrs. Solzhenitsyn said eight

men came and broke the lock on

the door when they took her

husband from the apartment on

Gorky Street," said visiting lec-

turer Yuri Glazov, who previously

taught at Moscow University and

was associated with the Natidhal

Academy of Sciences in the Soviet

Union.

The men who took the Nobel

Prize author "behaved extremely

rudely to Mrs. Solzhenitsyn and to

her husband and they pushed her

away from him," Glazov said.

Glazov placed the call to Mrs.

Solzhenitsyn on Tuesday afternoon

when news reports of the incident

were printed and broadcast.

"At that time she did not know if

it was a detention or an arrest,"

Glazov said of the novelist's wife.

"But a few hours after he was
taken it became more and more

clear that it was an arrest."

Mrs. Solzhenitsyn was told lour

hours later that her husband had

been arrested No official an-

nouncement or reason for the

arrest was issued, but Solzhenitsyn

has twice refused to honor sum-

monses to appear at the state

prosecutor's office for questioning.

Glazov said he did not discuss the

possibility with Mrs. Solzhenitsyn

that her husband might be in

danger of physical abuse or harm,

but "I do not think that she has

ruled out consideration of this."

She said she hoped that protests

from Western intellectuals would

help her husband, Glazov said.

The telephone call, disconnected

and replaced by Glazov, lasted

about five or six minutes, and

Glazov said he did not question

Mrs. Solzhenitsyn extensively.

"She has three children - 6

months, 2 years and 3 years 1

believe - and she was very upset,"

Glazov said.

The leader of the arrest party

was described to Glazov by Mrs.

Solzhenitsyn as "an older coun-

selor of jurisprudence and an in-

vestigator of especially important

affairs"
Solzhenitsyn has been criticized

in the Soviet Union as an enemy of

the country's philosophy since

publication in the West of his new

book, "Gulag Archipelago," which

concerns the Soviet labor camp
system. He has been expelled from

the Soviet Writers' Union.

Now
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Honest Abe who ? More from Wounded Knee
JL -A- *f ' *r %S%J V -A. A ^ _.

rt___j_ Qro,imontc in fho rasos n( Dennis Banks and Russe

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer

The 165th anniversary of

Abraham Lincoln's birth passed

practically unnoticed Tuesday -

even in the state where he was
born.

The day is not a federal holiday

and observance varied from state

to state. About the only people who
paid much attention were
politicians and school children.

Kentucky - where the nation's

16th president was born on Feb. 12,

1809 - didn't make much of the day.

The state legislature took the day

off, but state employes had to

work. Banks also were open.

State workers used to get the day

off, but the practice was
eliminated in 1970 by the then-Gov.

Louie B. Nunn who said there were

just too many holidays and some of

them had to go.

Residents of Hodgenville, where
Lincoln was born in a log cabin,

celebrated last weekend, but

planned no observances on
Tuesday.
Lincoln got a little better

treatment in Illinois, where he

practiced law for many years

before his election to the

presidency in 1860.

The American Legion sponsored

a morning car caravan to Lincoln's

tomb and Republicans in

Springfield held a Lincoln lun-

cheon, one of several such
gatherings around the country. A
Chicago civic group used to place a

wreath on the statue of the

president in Lincoln Park, but the

practice was abandoned several

years ago. Vandals kept tearing up

the wreaths and throwing them
around the park.

In New York City, the Chamber
of Commerce and industry said

only 28 per cent of the 216

metropolitan-area companies that

it polled planned to close Tuesday.

Among the companies staying

open was Lincoln Logs, a toy

maker.

The oDeniniz arguments in the cases of Dennis Banks and Russell

Means who face up to 180 years in jail for alleged "crimes" committed

during the liberation of Wounded Knee, So. Dak, began in St. Paul today.

While Banks was giving his own opening statement, R. D. Hurd, the

government prosecutor, interrupted him. Hurd objected to Banks

mentioning the brutal murder of an Indian in Gordon, Neb., as having no

relevance to the case. Banks contended that the history of events leading

up to his being asked by the residents of Pine Ridge Reservation to come

there and help them was important for a fair trial.

At that point his lawyers, Mark Lane, Ken Tilson, and Bill Kunstler,

also attempted to argue Banks point. Judge Nichol, the presiding federal

judge, threw all three lawyers out of the courtroom. Banks then charged

the judge with three charges of contempt for depriving him of counsel.

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rh\ 17. Sunderland

665-4937

Itaf rmci
People do not begin

Transcendental Meditation because:

( 1 ) They thing it's a religion— T.M. is a very simple, effortless, mechanical technique.

It doesn't necessitate adopting any particular faith, belief or philosophy and yet it

conflicts with none.

(2) They think meditation means withdrawing from life — Practice for 15-20 minutes

twice a day, this technique is a preparation for dynamic activity. Over half a million

people — students, businessmen, doctors, artists, athletes ... gain benefits daily from

this simple practice.

(3) They think the organization is a rip-off — SIMS is a non-profit educational

organization, and the course fee for learning T.M. is used solely to offer to as many

people as possible throughout the world an opportunity to gain greater happiness and

enjoyment in their lives. For all those interested, course fees are being raised March

1st.

Introductory Presentation on Transcendental Meditation Tonight,

Feb. 13th and every Wednesday in Machmer W-26 at 7:30 p.m.

Information, Call 549-6708.
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male
buckle-back 1400
JEANS $1000

201 n. pleasant, amherst

UNIVERSITY WOMEN

Get into a New Rush
Come up and Experience a Sorority!

TONITE:

Alpha Chi Omega — "Pub Night'

Nutting Ave.

5-2152

Iota Gamma Upsilon — "Pub Night'

7:30p.m.

7-8 p.m.

Kappa Alpha Theta — "Have A Heart" 7 p.m.
778 North Pleasant St.

5-2735

406 N. Pleasant St.

5-0082

Kappa Kappa Gamma — "Open Party" 7-8 p.m.

KlutlinnAw. 8-9 p.m.
inn*. Nutting Ave.
50082

5-0320

Lambda Delta Phi- "Coffee and Things" 7:30 p.m. Sigma Kappa — "Body Language
North Pleasant St. 19 Allen St.

5-0939 5 2297

Call for Rides!

7-8 p.m

No immediate tenure changes
, provost asserts

By BILL DENSMORE
MDC Staff

Tenure plans — one of the
touchiest subjects for the more
than 1,200 faculty members on
campus — are being reviewed, but
no major changes are in sight,

according to Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affairs Robert L.

Gluckstern.

During an informal interview
last week the vice chancellor and
Provost said department heads
have been asked to prepare five

year forecasts of their faculty
hiring and tenure needs for
presentation to his office February
1.

Gluckstern said the idea is to get
departments to plan permanent
faculty positions with an eye
towards future budget levelling off.

The tenure system and the
reasons why it is being reviewed
both at UMass and at other
universities are complicated, but
of vital importance to faculty

because their jobs are affected,

and ultimately UMies themselves
since faculty size and ability af-

fects educational quality.

"Academic tenure" describes an
employment agreement between a
professor and any university
where he teaches. Usually only
senior members of a department
who have been at the institution at

least seven years have such a
written agreement.
The deal, which must be ap-

proved by the UMass Trustees for

each faculty member individually,

says that the faculty member will

never be fired from his job unless

he is grossly incompetent, im-
moral or otherwise unacceptable.
The main reason for the deal,

which is to assure faculty the right

of free speech and action as
professors — "academic freedom"
— so that if they hold unpopular
beliefs that may embarrass the

University, they cannot be fired.

Normally a University grants
academic tenure to a professor
seven years after he comes to the

institution, after a review process
that includes his fellow faculty

members the head of his depart-

ment, the College Dean and
Provost

Older colleges and universities
try to maintain a ratio of tenured to

non-tenured faculty of about 1:1,

although they resist setting of
"quotas", or arbitrary numbers of
each class, because sometimes a
department may have more than
half of its members who out-
standing and deserve the life-time
positions that a tenure contract
provides.

But there is a disadvantage to
having too many faculty members
on tenure.

—If a promising young professor
enters a department, and there are
already too many tenured
professors, he may be forced to

leave the University after seven
years because he can't be
guaranteed a position.

—If a field of study, because of
national shifts in importance,
becomes obsolete, then the
University is stuck with professors
who have lifetime jobs but are no
longer needed. Unless they can be
used in other departments
teaching new subjects, they
become so much dead weight,
taking a salary but inhibiting the
hiring of new blood.

—Tenured faculty members
usually earn higher salaries then
non-tenured, junior professors. As
the number of tenured faculty
increases, so does the cost of

faculty salaries as a whole. And in

a time when Governor Francis

bargeni nas recommended a
modest cut in the UMass budget,
the campus can't afford new ex-
penses above an allowable 10 'per
cent cost-of-living increase each
year.

In the last 10 years UMass has
grown from an agricultural college
with 3,000 students to a University
of 25,000 which is gaining a national
reputation in several departments
like education, ecominics, and
chemistry.

Most faculty members at UMass
are young. Many have reached or
are about to reach their seventh
year as professors, and therefore
have been, or are about to be
granted tenure.

Because of the rapid granting of
tenure in recent years, the per-
centage of faculty with life-long

contracts is up to over 80 per cent.
And that figure, which worries

the trustees and frustrates
Whitmore, is the reason for the
current tenure review program.
President Robert Wood, acting
with a mandate from the Trustees
wants the granting of tenure to be
slowed, but not stopped so that the
percentage will level off, and
perhaps drop by attrition.

Why? Because without such a
levelling off, UMass-Amherst is in

danger of getting wedded to a
permanent faculty for years to
come, a condition the ad-
ministration sees as disastorious to

Kappa to us is love and friendship.

Come see what it can mean to you.

7 - 7:45 or 8 - 8:45 Bring Your Friendt!

Tonight, Fob. 13th 32 Nutting. An.

© Sigma Alpha Epsilon &
Find Out How & Why Wed., Feb. 13th

Can Be The FIRST Day

Of The Rest Of Your Life!

Quiet Residential Area
Short Walk to Campus
2 Acres of Beautiful Backyard

for basketball, football, parties, & barbecues
An Environment that is:

Academic
Social

Athletic

Open Kitchen

The Old

Papa's 111^-a

CKsAE
a
a
i
a

•
•
•
#
•
•
•
•
•

Wednesday,
Feb. 13th

i
§
to

Southwest 118 Sunset Ave.
7 p.m. Call 256-6815

or

545-2151

For Rides

continued vitality of study
programs.
Unfortunately, any tenure

discussions don't sit well with
young, untenured professors In

fact, the tenure issue alone was one
of the chief rallying points for last

November's unsuccessful bid by
union organizers to become
collective bargaining agents for

the faculty.

The union implied in its

organizing activities that Whit-
more was planning a freeze on
tenure appointments, or even
imposition of a "quota system'' to

limit the number of tenure con-
tracts let out in the vears ahead.

Ironically, the whole problem
came to a head because UMass
grew so fast, adding 100 faculty

members a year for several years
in the late sixties and early-

seventies — that retirements didn't

keep the tenure-non-tenure ration
down.
And now as growth is stopped

gradually, there aren't enough
senior positions to go around.

Its a condition that nobody
wanted to forsee, and no one
predicted would come so soon. But
like the parking and tsransportaion
system implemented last spring, it

has to come sometime, like it or
not.

ent dinner

in the HcTTc/i

STOCKBRIDGE STUDENTS

Sick of being "Ripped Off" by the Dinning Commons?

Tired of dorm existence?

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION

LIVE AT ATG
Come and see for yourself.

OPEN RUSH

Wednesday, February 13, 7-8 p.m.

Alpha Tau Gamma 375 No. Pleasant St.

(Call for ride, 5-2186)
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SAVE $166.80

1. System Special—Limited Quantities

NIKKO STA 4010 AAA/FAA Stereo Receiver

with 34 watts (RAAS).

JENSEN Model 2 Two-way Speaker Systems
with Exclusive 5-year Warranty.

BSR 310AXE Automatic Turntable
with Base, Dust Cover.

(List Price $396.75) Insanity Price $229,95

^KENWOOD
SAVE $272.45 w

2. System Special—limited Quantities

KENWOOD KR5200 AAA/FAA Stereo
Receiver with 60 watts RAAS.

AAARANTZ Imperial 5G Speakers
(Retail value-$l 98.00).

ARXA Two-Speed Manual Turntable

with Shure AA91EC Cartridge.

(List Price $722.40) Insanity Price $449.95
We sound better

BOOK MADNESS
30% off Publishers price on entire

stock of paperbacks and hardcovers

Hardcovers already reduced 25-75%

Discounted a further 30% marked prices

Hadley and Manchester only

This Week's Specials

—

Buy 3 of any

60 Min. Blank Cassette

Low Noise or

Chromdioxide and

Get One FREE

Wo"¥
"MASTERCHARGE"

soundscope
779 Boylston St, Boston
291 Harvard St, Coolidge Cor., Brooklme
Mountain Farms Mall, Route 9, Hadley, MA.
975 Elm St., Manchester, N.H.

SPKIAIS-WHIU THEY LAST!

ITEM WAS
Our Wacky

Price NOW
AAARANTZ 120 StereoTuner $430 $299.95

NIKKO 90 1 Receiver
60 wafts RMS $330 $175.00

NIKKO 1101 Receiver
80 watts RMS $400 $199.95

SONY TC40 Miniature
Cassette Recorder $100 $79.95

NIKKO TRM-50 Amp.
34 watts RMS $140 $89.95

NIKKO FAM-14 Tuner $140 $89.95

SUPERSCOPE A225 Amp.
10 watts RMS $100 $49.95

SUPERSCOPE QA420
Quadrophonic Amp.
30 watts RMS $200 $99.95

KOSS—Headphones

PRO 4AA
K6LC
K0727B
K0747
HV-1

$60
$30
$35
$45
$40

$39.95

$21.95
$25.95
$32.95
$28.95

CARLY SIMON
Hotcakes

Includes: Mockingbird
BOB DYLAN

^w£J Wis

s

©
//
How's ziss

##

JONI MITCHELL
Court And Spark
Includes: Raised On Robbery

Todd Rundgren
Something Anything?

Includes Couldnt I JuslTellYou

Hello It s Me It r.ikes Two to Tango

Wolfman Jack I Saw the Light

•r r- '

< Y * V

THERAPY
ONE
List Price $6.98
INSANITY PRICE $4.19
or "3 tor" $3.91 each

(excluding imports)

for your

head?

plus

THERAPY
TWO

List Price $5.98

INSANITY PRICE $3.54

or "3 fer" $3.33 each

(excluding imports)

MtkeOldfield
Tubular Bells

Led Zeppelin
Stairway to Heaven

Roberta Flack
Killing Me Softly

Tales From
Topographic Oceans

yes
"«*

v

Graham Nash
Wild Tales

A
lOilly (^obhjni

J V

IFBGTR&M

.

»*
l^t

Linda Ronstadt Billy Cobham
Spectrum

List $9.98
INSANITY PRICE $5.99

Crazy Record Prices Store Wide

Just Follow our "Wacky" Price Code

LIST

PRICE
INSANITY

PRICE
"3 fer"

2.98

3.98

4.98

5.98

6.98

7.98

1.79

2.39

2.94

3.54

4.19

4.79

1.67 ea.

2.23 ea.

2.79 ea.

3.33 ea.

3.91 ea.

4.47 ea.

Excluding imports

y|
W Includes:

m MidnightM atthtOasis

Maria
J

TKreeDolUrBill

Min
1 OmSOuK;Muldaurfl

jm
1 kmWTim

Jpsse Colin Vounq
Song torJnli

Iru ludi's MormnqSun f.urnin'

Mi\s HcsilHlion Count rq Home

M &
Maria Muldaur Jesse Colin Young

Song for Juli

Bette Midler

Bene Midler

"MASTERCHARGE"

?Ssoundscope
*^J*^^T 779 Boylston St., Boston •

291 Harvard St., Coolidge Cor., Brookline

Mountain Farms Mall, Route 9, Hadley, MA.
975 Elm St., Manchester, N.H.
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meet
Demos New course still open

The Amherst Democratic Town
Committee will hold its February
meeting Thursday in the Town
room of the Town Hall at 8:00.

Following a brief business
meeting, the committee will hear
from another in its current series

)f 1974 candidates or potential

candidates for state office.

Noparking
Effective Monday, Feb. 25,

parking in all University parking
lots between the hours of 7 a.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through
Friday, will be limited to vehicles

registered in the University
parking system. Valid registration

will be evidenced by either a lot

decal or a temporary permit.

Unregistered cars will no longer be
permitted to park in the peripheral

lots.

Also effective Monday, tem-
porary permits will no longer be
valid following the expiration date

shown on the temporary. All

persons who have expired tem-
poraries, and who have not

received permanent decals, should
contact the Parking Office as soon
as possible.

And, on a temporary ex-

perimental basis, all vehicles
registered in the University
parking system, as evidenced by a
permanent decal or a valid tem-
porary, will be permitted to park in

their assigned lot or any of the

three peripheral lots (11, 12, 13). If

experience shows that this ex-

periment does not overload the

peripheral lots, this degree of

mobility for registered vehicles

will be made permanent.
This experiment is being tried in

an effort to encourage carpools.

DRIVE TO NORTHAMPTON

FREE

10,000 S&H

Green Stamps

with purchase of any

of the below vehicles

'73 AMC Matator V-8, AT,
Air

'73 AMC Javelin V-8, AT.,
Air

'72 Capri 2000, A.T.
'71 Volvo 144$, 4 Door STD.
Chevy Vega, 4 cyl., A.T.,
'70 Renault Rio Auto.,

26,000 miles
'70 Ford Maverick, V-8 Std.
'70 Chevy Monte Carlo, V-8

Auto.
'70 Ford Mustang, 6 cyl. Std.
'70 Dodge Coronet Sta.

Wagon, 8 cyl. AT
'70 Audi 100 LS, Std.
'68 Plymouth Fury III Sta.

Wag. V-8 At
'68 OLD's Vista Cruiser V-8

Auto
'68 Pontiac Safari Wagon
V-8, Auto.
'66 Ford Mustang, 6 cyl.

bad trans.

2695

2995

2695

2295

1795

1395

1095

1995

1595

1395

2495

695

995

895

300

Trucks
'74 Dodge pickup V-8, Auto,

3,000 miles 3695

'71 Chevy C-10 Pickup, V-8,

Std. W-box ?495

'51 Chevy Dump Truck, 2

Ton's 1995

Northampton

Volkswagen

246 King St., Rte. 5,

Northampton
534-0660 534-0791. . .

1-584-8620

Your Authorized VW Dealer

The University of Massa-
chusetts, how it operates and
how it might be reformed, will

be one of the topics of a three credit
course being offered this semester
by the STUDENT CENTER FOR
EDUCATION RESEARCH.

It's not too late to enroll in the
seminar which meets on Thursday
evenings between 7:00 and 9:30
p.m. This Thursday the class will

tour the library and subsequent
sessions will meet with guest
speakers from a variety of fields

including investigative journalism,
public interest research, computer
sciences, questionairre con-
struction, etc. Students par-
ticipating in the seminar will

engage in collective research so as
to produce publishable and usable
reports about specific aspects of
the university.

Tourists

!

General tours of the Library will

be offered this semester on
Wednesday afternoons, staring
from the entrance lobby at 2:30

p.m. All University employees and
students are welcome.

r Y
Wi.

rt>

For enrollment information and
the location of this Thursday's
meeting, contact the Center office

in room 166 Campus Center or
phone 545-2892 between the hours of
1 and 4:30.

5fzz§o and. Grfnders
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The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon Invite all

University Men to an:

OPEN RUSH PARTY

WED., FEB. 13th 9 p.m.
FEATURING: DOC SULLIVAN, SIX KEGS OF BEER, FIVE
SORORITIES, GOOD TIME, GOOD FELLOWSHIP.
LOCATION: 9 CHESTNUT ST. CALL 545-0070 FOR INFO. OR RIDES.

This may be the biggest bash the Greek System has ever seen. You
owe it to yourself to investigate what a fraternity party is like. This is not

a Dining Commons, Dorm sponsored dance where they run out of beer
and the women hide on one side of the room. This is Sig Ep, and Kappa,
and Chi O,* and SDT*, and Alpha Chi,:j|» and Tri Sig *. Come and see

why we say: S IG EP IS WHY YOU'LL GO GREEK!
41 Sorority

If you don't win this Saab,you
can win one of 341 other prizes.

/ gjftl

KV
* --Pi.

GRAND PRIZE
SAAB 99 LE.

The pride of Swedish engineering.
Overhead cam engine, rack and pinion steering,

front wheel drive, fold-down rear seats.

Dannon Yogurt Winter Carnival Sweepstakes

OFFICIAL RULES
On entry blank at right or piece
of 3" x 5' paper print your
name address and zip Mail to
Dannon Yogurt Sweepstakes
PO Box 651 Brooklyn NY 11202

Eachentry must be accompanied
by two disks from containers of
Gannon Yogurt or the words
Dannon Yogurt printed in plain

block letters on a 3" « 5 paper

Winners will be selected in

random drawings conducted by
Marden-Kane Inc an
independent judging organi-
sation whose decisions are
final Limit one prize to a family
Taxes on any prize are the sole
responsibility of the winner No
substitutions will be made for
any prize offered

Enter as often as you wish —
each entry must be mailed
separately Entries must be
postmarked by April 20 1974
and received by April 30 1974

Sweepstakes open to residents
of States east of the Mississippi
River except employees and
their families of Dannon Yogurt
and its affiliates its advertising
agencies and Marden-Kane Inc
Offer void where prohibited or
restricted by law All federal,
state and local laws apply

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

Expense-paid week for two in Austria
via Icelandic Airlines. Enjoy the

fabulous resort of Kitzbuhei

20 PAIRS HART SKIS
Competition USA model, Hart fiberglass, foamed wood core

20 YASHICA CAMERAS
Atoron Electro model. Automatic ultra-miniature camera

50 SAMSONITESUIT-PAKS
Carries two men s suits, shirts, shoes, etc.

250 WHOLE EARTH CATALOGS

Dannon Yogurt Winter Carnival Sweepstakes
P.O. Box 651. Brooklyn, NY. 11202

Please enter me in your sweepstakes Enclosed are two disks
from Dannon containers or the words Dannon Yogurt printed
m block letters on a 3"x 5"piece of paper

NAME.
Please print plainly)

ADDRESS-

CITY STATE. -ZIP.

Dannon Yogurt-The Natural After-Ski Lift

No Artificial Anything Ct-2
]

Hatch concert

series begins
The Campus Center Pood Ser

vice Department is sponsoring a
Thursday night concert series in

the Student Union Hatch. It is an
attempt on their part to raise the
quality of entertainment on
campus specifically within the

Campus Center (i.e. Bluewall
Hatch, IOC).
The admission charge of one

dollar, they say, is as low as one
could expect to charge students for

the national acts and local bands
whose talents were excluded under
their current entertainment
budget. The series starts Thursday
with the much acclaimed Tracy
Nelson and the Mother Earth
Band. The Campus Center Food
Service Department are hoping for

a good crowd which will support
the concert and clear the way for

future attractions which include:
Clean Living, John Hammond, The
Fabulous Rhinestones, Dave Van
Ronk, Fat, Mighty Joe Young, and
Good Friend Coyote.

Need a

sitter?
The Student Affairs Office, 229

Whitmore, recently started a
babysitters notebook to match up
UMass students seeking
babysitting positions with mem-
bers of the community seeking
someone on a regular or irregular

basis.

A UMass student looking for

such a position should come to the

office and fill out a general in-

formation form and also check the

list of those who need a babysitter.

Area residents can stop in to look

through the red notebook, call the

office at 545-2300, or send a card
with such information as
name.address, phone number, a

description of the position in-

cluding the desired days and times,

and whether or not transportation

can be provided, to: Babysitters,

Student Affairs Office, 229 Whit-
more.
There is presenlty a long list of

babysitters and the office is trying

to improve the list of those seeking
babysitters.

LOWEST
JET FARES
TO EUROPE
of any scheduled airline

from
NEW YORK

187

from

CHICAGO

'229
One way to Luxembourg

through May 31

Effective for individuals
on scheduled jets to Lux-
embourg in the heart of
Europe. SAVE $72 to $101
on overseas stays of over
45 days against lowest
comparable fares of any
other scheduled airline.

SHOW INITIATIVE!
SAVE MORE MONEY!
Students can arrange their
own Affinity Groups of 25
or more passengers and
qualify for Icelandic's low-
est-cost one-way affinity
fares. No other airline of-
fers one-way affinity fares.
SAVE via Icelandic no mat-
ter when you leave or how
long you stay.

SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
Prices subject to change.

To: Icelandic Airlines
630 5th Ave., NY, N.Y. 10020
(212) 757-8585

Send folder CN on Lowest
Youth Fares to Europe Q
Name

State .Zip.

My travel apent is

ICELANDIC
AIRLINES
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
ly SYDNEY OMANt<

I'll.- LM man can tM pruieful and
Ixjisterous He gets to heart ol man
makes fantastic claims and puts on a whale
of a show Ho makes a great uncle. |
worrisome lover and is a person who spends
more than he should where the opposite sex
enters picture This is the man who smile*
and is advance man tor what always seems
to be the greatest attraction; he is the man
who will go all out to please but often finds
that he is pleasing someone who couldn't
tare less he is the man who loves and is
loved but doesn't always know who is loving
or envying him He is a puzzle and very
often, mainly to himself

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Money and
friends will not mix Know difference
between loyalty and foolishness Find out
what costs are and do something about it

Be creative rather than impulsive New
love could be on horizon Young person
looks up to you
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) : Avoid excess

speed — traffic accident involves you if you
insist on throwing caution to winds. Be
careful around electricity, sharp objects
You can have fine time now if you know
difference between being daring and
sticking out your chin.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Expand
Break barriers of restriction Sagittarian
figures prominently. If you are keeping
secret, be prepared for cat to escape the
bag. Your ship is coming in. but in way
which could be different than anticipated
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Money and

effort blend and you could, for once, get
credit for past efforts. Specify bill of goods.
Refuse to be talked into or out of situations
Your best approach is one which em-
phasizes frankness, thoroughness and a
reverence for truth. Act accordingly.
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22): Petty an-

noyances could seem to multiply. Key is to
maintain balance, poise — and not to
retaliate Changes you seek will occur
Aggressive individual will trip himself — or
herself. Gemini, Virgo could figure
prominently.

V1KUO Aug IS-Stfl ttl What MMM
insignilicant could MM) to 'mow Means
understand that some persons who toss

•Wa) lines may merely be probing, liming
Helativcs. neighbors make thier mark It

may be necessary to fight for freedom
LIBRA 'Sept 23-Oct 22V Accent is on

spending and limit. You may be taking
plunge without being aware of "tern
peraturc." Pisces. Virgo persons might be
in picture Check costs Get accounting Try
to fathom long-range effects Value or

lack of it will become evident
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 1 Opposition is

active and vocal If you expect to have
things your own way. you probably are
mistaken Key now is to judge, evaluate
Capricorn, Cancer persons could figure
prominently. No one will give you
something for nothing

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) Many
now seem to take it as duty to tell you what
be patient and don't lose sense of humor
Finish what you start Find better means of

communication, distribution Aries. Libra
are likely to be involved
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Friends

disagree Emotions take over — those
around you act on impulse Key now is not
to compound errors New approach is

necessary Individual who stimulates may
not be in agreement with what you do. Be
open Clash of ideas is healthy
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): You can be

optimistic despite some fiery actions,
reactions from older individuals who refuse
to be confused by facts You ultimately will

be vindicated Another Aquarian will open
doors for you Follow through on "inner
beliefs."

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Use in-

dividual style in writing, speaking —
communicate in way that imprints, leaves
mark You obtain fast response In past you
may have been kept waiting. But now call

or message comes"through quickly. Know it

and be ready to counterpunch
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

Mftubborn but a person who adheres to

principles
u>pyriglit 1974, Gen. Fea Corp
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THE WIZARD OF ID

Crossword Puzzler
Answer i.i Yesterday s Puzzle

ACROSS

t Proverb
4 Civil injury

8 Grate
12 Possessive

pronoun
13 Again
14 Lambs pen

name
15 Swiss canton
16 Novices
18 Evaluates
20 Arrow poison
21 Exclamation
22 Sulfix like

23 Cleanse
27 Baker s pro-

duct
29 Music as writ-

ten
30 Article oftur-

niture

31 Indefinite arti-

cle
32 Race of let-

tuce
33 Crony (col-

loq)
34 Chaldean city
35 Burn with not

water
37 Policeman

(slang)

38 Native metal
39 Domesticate
40 Deity
41 Conjunction
42 Oriental nurse
44 Molars
47 Cruel
51 Tibetan

gazelle
52 Great Lake
53 Region
54 Worthless

leaving
55 Feral
56 Scorch
57 Born

DOWN

1 Acid
2 Subtle emana-

tion

3 Contort
4 f laps

6 Number
6 Girl s name
7 Heavy cord
« Restoration
9 Beverage
10 Title ot respect
1

1

Dance step
17 Compass point
19 Babylonian dei-

ty

22 Possessive
pronoun

24 Hebrew month
25 Calumny
26 At this place
27 Time gone by
28 Peruvian Indian
29 Turt

30 Hit lightly

32 Enlightened
33 Seed container
36 Part ot to be
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37 Stick together
38 A state

40 Festive occa-
sions

41 Faroe Islands
whirlwind

43 Mountain
(abbr

)

13

44 Former Russian
ruler

45 Ripped
46 Detest
47 Cut
48 Silkworm
49 Be ill

50 Ocean

DUtr. by United Feature
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Now is the time for all

good men to come to the

aid of the country.
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AAUGHHA

by Johnny hart

by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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Notices

AIKIOO:
Correction. No meeting Tues. bul

Weds. 6:30-8:30 p.m. Boyden Aux

Gym Rm. 122. Meetings on Fri. and

Sun. still hold.

BODY LANGUAGE:
The sisters of Sigma Kappa invite

all University women to an open rush

party tonight from 7-8 p.m. Call 5-

2297 for rides or info! Were at 19 Allen

St.

BRAZILIAN FILM:
"Pagador de Promesas", a

Brazilian film with English subtitles

will be shown Feb. 13 at 8 p.m. in

Thompson 106. Donation to cover

costs.

BRIDGE PLAYERS:
Bridge play in C.C. 165 169 at 7.

Open to all students, staff, and

faculty. Start the semester the right

way.

BULLPEN RAFFLE:
The Bullpen Club would like to

thank all those who contributed

financial assistance and or time for

the Feb. 7 raffle. List of winners is

posted on the door of 217 Boyden.

CAMPUS SCOUT MEETING:
Important meeting Thursday, 7-

8:30 p.m., 177 C.C. Short movie,

refreshments, plans for Spring and

cookie sale. Open to all interested

men and women.

CO-ED GREEK:
Sigma Alpha Mu invites all

University men and women to an

open rush tonight at 8 p.m., 387 N.

Pleasant St.

COFFEE AND THINGS:
The members of Lamda Delta Phi

invite you to 389 N. Pleasant St. from

7:30-9:00 tonight to' "Coffee and

Things."

Give
the
world
a little

gnt
today:

Blood.

+ The American
Red Cross.
TheGood
pteignDot

COMMUTERS:
Reminder to all those running for

Commuter Assembly, your

nomination papers are due Feb. 15 in

the Commuter Lounge Office.

DESIGN STUDENTS:
Important meeting 7:30 p.m., 120

Hampshire. Bring membership fees.

Nominations*

ELECTION '74:

Coffee hour to meet Rep. Paul

Guzzi, D Newton, candidate for

Secretary of State, Thursday, Feb.

14, 2:30, Colonial Lounge.

FILMMAKERS:
Tonight Super 8 Film Club Room

802 at 7:30 C.C. It will be the

organization that we make it! To

improve facilities and cooperative

production.

FOTOGRAPHERS:
Foto meeting for all lnde>

totographers Wd. 13 at 8:30 p.m
Index Office. Important.

HINDI ANYONE?:
If anyone is interested in studying

Hindi, the major language of Nor

thern India, please contact the Asian

Studies Program Office, 804

Thompson Hall, 545 0886.

ITALIAN CLUB MEETING:
Prof. Frank Fata, our guest

speaker will present an informal talk

in Italian entitled "Vino al Vino" at

Thursdays meeting, 7:30 p.m. in

Herter's, 3rd floor lounge. All in-

terested are welcome.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA:
Invites all University women to

come to their Valentines Party at

7. 00 p.m., Feb. 13, 778 N. Pleasant St.

Across from WOPE.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA:
Come meet the sisters of KKG.

We're having two parties 7-7:45 or 8-

8:45. We're at 32 Nutting Ave.

MARIJUANA MEETING:
Meeting of those interested in

working for statewide legalization of

marijuana, Wed. Feb. 13, at 7 :00 p.m.

in 379 Hills South. New members
welcome.

MEETING:
General meeting of American-

Asian Organization, Bartlett 310,

Feb. 13, at 6:30 p.m.

OPEN SMOKER:
All University men are invited to

an open smoker at Delta Chi

Fraternity, 314 Lincoln Ave., Thurs.

Feb. 14 at 8:00 p.m.

PHI SIGMA KAPPA:
Open rush — meet the Brothers and

Little Sisters of Phi Sigma Kappa

tonight. 8: 30.

PI LAMBDA PHI:

Invites all University men to an

open rush tonight at 8.00 at our house

on 14 Elm St. For rides call 256 6837

anytime.

PRE VET CLUB:

General meeting Feb. 14, 7:30 p.m.

in 176 C.C.

RUGBY CLUB:
There will be a meeting of the

Rugby Club Thurs. Feb. 14 at 7:30

p.m. in C.C. 811815. Anyone in-

terested in playing Rugby this Spring

is welcome to attend. Old members
please attend.

RUSH PARTY:
Open rush party tonite. Doc

Sullivan, Six Kegs of XX, Five

Sororities. Come meet the brothers

and enjoy yourself.

SCUBA CLUB:
First meeting of the semester this

Wed. 2-13 Curry Hicks Rm. 14 at 7

p.m. Plans for dive at Cape Cod this

weekend will be discussed along with

new changes in Club Policy.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA:
Come and See what Tri Sigma

Living is all about — Fraternity Parx
— call for rides anytime! 253 9066.

We'd like to meet you!!

SKI CLUB RACE:
NASTAR race open to all Ski Club

members of all abilities. Nastar

medals and Ski Club trophies. Free

party with refreshments this Sat.

Feb. 16 at Berkshire East. Also the

national hot dog contest will be held.

Sign up for free bus today at Ski Club

tables on C.C. Concourse.

SPECTRUM:
Organization meeting tomorrow

night, 7 p.m. — Campus Center rm.

801. Don't forget!!

STOCKBRIDGE STUDENTS:
Math S04 Equivalency Exam is

scheduled for Feb. 14 Thursday at

3:30 in Rm. 201, Graduate Research

Center. You must have ID CARD.

STOCKBRIDGE STUDENTS:
Open rush, Weds. Feb. 13, 7 8 p.m.,

Alpha Tau Gamma, 375 N. Pleasant

St. Call for ride 5 2186.

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB:
Avalon Hill players; Meeting Wed.

(Continued on P. 21)
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Television Tonight
S:M POPEYE (18)

HOGAN'S HEROES "The Defector '* (»)

MERV GRIFFIN SHOW (3)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "Jed In

Politics." (30)

530 THE REAL McCOYS "Leave It To the

Girls" (18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy and the

Ceramic Cat." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Corporal Duke." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROE8 "Rocket Or

Romance." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

Ml WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

«.M NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Suitable For Framing." (18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Is This My
Daughter?" (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,

host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the

Spanish Curse." (40)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

OPEN VIDEO (24)

UNTAMED WORLD (27)

ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:M WHAT IN THE WORLD (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The Foul

Weather Girl " (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Return From the Sea." (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE EVENING COMPASS (57)

7:00 THE NEW PRICE IS RIG.IT (3)

DEAL WITH THE ISSUES (8)

GREEN ACRES "Love Comes to Arnold

Ziffel." (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter

Marshall, host (22)

THE FRENCH CHEF (24)

WAIT TILL YOUR FATHER GETS
HOME "Chefs Pad." (30)

DRAGNET (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:M THE SONNY AND CHER COMEDY
HOUR (3)

THE COWBOYS The Long Rider."

THE CHAMPIONS "Reply Box No 686."

(18)

CHASE "Hot Beef." (22) (30)

WASHINGTON CONNECTIONS (24) (57)

8:3* MOVIE "The Morning After." (8) (40)

THEATRE IN AMERICA "Antigone
."

(24) (57)

9:90 CANNON "Death Of A Hunter." (3)

THE 7N CLUB (18)

MOVIE "The Great Escape " Part II

(22) (30)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "Child's Play." (27)

10:00 KOJAK "Deliver Us Some Evil ." (3)

DOC ELLIOT "The Runner." (8) (40)

ENERGY ALERT (24)

NEWS (27)

CHINA: A PERSONAL VIEW (57)

10:05 THE KILLERS "Trauma. It's an

Emergency." (24)

10:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

7:20 — Scott Bacherman hosts tonight's Off the

Hook program beginning at 7:20. He will be talking

with Dr. Michael Melnick, Director of the Clinic to 1f/i\

improve university teaching, and clinic staff member \

Dr. Paul Adams.
8:00 — Tonight's Women's Show brings you news

and music of The American Indian Movement, in-

cluding a live Interview with two local women la-,

volved in last year's siege at Wounded Knee, and the

current Wounded Knee trials.

U1MUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO
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BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
I D GIN AN OSCAR TO Al PACIN0 FOR SIRPICO '

**** HIGHEST RATING! . ...

ONE OF THE YEARS BEST

AL PACINO- Best ictor ot tht year

BRILLIANT 1 A SMASH HIT 1 HITS THE

SCREEN LIKE.A POWERFUL EXPLOSION'

AL PACINO IS BRILLIANT 1 ONE OF THE

MOST GRIPPING FILMS OF THE YEAR 1

with

DUSTIN HOFFMANN

•U mv Eve*.

UMI 7:2^9:36

Sat.-Tue.

1-2:3*4:45

7:20-9:30

Special Late Shows— Fri.-Sat.-Son - Showcase 1-2-3-4-6

' • THE EXOWCiST iS A MASTERPIECE "SiS
OF PHYSIOLOGICAL CINEMA

m
al memo Eve*

|J 7:40-10:10:

Sat. Tue i

12:30-2:45 :

5-7:40-16:101

It *>H tc*'t tft« h*>i out ot you
Daily iif i —

12:15-2:39 *m*i TO IT*^
4:50-7:10 Jlir
9:40-121 J Ht

EXORCIST

6:30

S.U.B.

9:00 1 1:30

*ok<n m>a* Car*******
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THE BEST

FILM OF

1973r
7: 15-9.45. Sat.-Tue. 2: 15-4:40-7: 15-9:45
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( Continued from P. 20)

nite, Feb. 13, at 6:00 p.m in C.C 103.

All newcomers welcome.

TRANSCENDENTAL
MbDITATION
There will be an introductory

presentation on T.M. tonight, Feb. 13,

in Machmer W 26 at 7:30.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARIES:
Anyone interested in working in a

student run court system may seek
intormation and applications in 422C
ot the S.U.B.

Notices (cont.)

ROOMMATE WANTED
Grad. nonsmoker, 5 bedrm hse, garage,

3 fireplace, 3 miles to I Mass Heat incl.

1102-mo.. 13 Middlest, Hadley. 586-3784.

U2-15

Female roommate wanted to share

furnished Brittany Manor apt. No lease,

negotiable rent. Call 256-0618.

If2-I5

One bedroom in Mt. Sugarloaf Apt., on
bus route, grad. or older undergrad. Rent
negotiable. Call 665-3902. 7 a.m. -8 a.m. or

after 9 p.m.
tf2-15

Roommate wanted immed. for house on
bus line in Northampton. Rent $41 per mo.,

plus utilities. Call 584-9208. keep trying.

U2-14

New 4 bdrm house. N. Hampton. 2 bdrms
avail. 2 full baths. F or M, $90 includes util.

no lease John or Bob. 586-2164. leave phone
number.

tf2-l5

M or F — Own room in house, center of

Amherst — $70-mo.. call 253-5303.

tf2-13

2 people M or F to share apt. in

N.Hompton, close to 5 col bus. Own room,

rent $63 mo., incl util, ex. electricity.

Donna. 584-8130.

112-15

AUTOS FOR SALE

Chevy, Bel Air, *67. 6 cyl„ $450. new
battery, new muffler, call 549-6042, after
6:30 p.m.

tf2-!3

68 YW r a st back. Needs some work. $500.

best offer or trade. 665-3122.

tf2-!3

YW 69 Squareback. dependable $975.

(all Kevin at 665-4316. evenings.
tf2-15

1964 Landrover 109. station wgn. 4 wheel
drive, under 50000 mi. lockout hubs, ex-

cellent cond. All extras $1500. Call 584-3358.

nights.

112-19

1973 Capri, excellent cond. 4-speed, 4

cylinder, must sell. (all 527-4898. after

.V.30.

U2-I3

62 VALIANT SLANT. 6. std. trans. New:
brakes, front end. exhaust, clutch, gd
body, everything works, gd tires incl. 2

snows. 586-3819. $295.

U2-1S

65 Chevy Impala. small V8, very
dependable, interior very good, body good,

(all 665-2462. after 6 p.m.

tf2-13

1971 Cricket Ply. automatic, excel, cond.

25 mi. per gal. $1295, Karen. 540-6331.

tfZ-13

67 Cougar, needs some engine work, rest

of car in good condition. 549-3727. anytime
after 5:30. ask for Pauline.

U2-15

I9C7 VW Squareback. Best offer. 549-

1420.

112-15

Pontiac stick six. economical, sticker,

stud snows. $200; stick six Rambler, $85.

Austin Healy Sprite. 35 mpg. $300. Call 323-

7327.

tf2-l5

For Sale: 1968 Buick Wagon. Needs
a long block engine It small parts. Has
a new starter and a recently rebuilt

transmission. Good interior, if there is

some mechanically minded person
who wants to install an engine in it. he
can have it for $50. Call 546-4658.

tf2-!5

HONEST ALhas 2 SCHOOL Bl SES,
previously owned by a Tobacco
Company. Never used in winter, so

they are almost rustless, both are
MEDIUM SHORT. 31 CtJEV., 6 cyl., I

spd trans, everything works. \gd
mech cond. $373. »>0 FORI), Yx. 1 spd.

even nicer. $400. WANTED Dead or
Alive Darts - \ (Hants - Lancers. 5HK-

3X19 or I-772-HSI7.

TYPING

Dissertation, thesis, term paper &
business typing. IBM Sflectric - I'nil and
hourly rales, (all Marsha. KMBB, plan
ihead!

If2-I5

VOLLEYBALL CLUB:
There will be a meeting tor anyone

interested in the Volleyball Club
Weds. Feb. 13, at 6 p.m. WOPE gym.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY:
An introduction to the programs

and activities at Manomet Bird

Observatory will be presented by
Kathleen Anderson, director, and
Brian Harrington, staft biologists,

Wed. 13 Feb. 7:30, Holdworth 203.

FOUND:

At Britanny Manor Dr. 1 H.S. ring

1969. No stone. To claim give
INITIALS and call Carl 256 0255 or

come to 115 D Britt. MaYior.

FOUND:
Charles M. Johnson. Your ID was

found in Whitmore. Claim at C.C.
Lost and Found.

LOST:
Watch — small black face — has no

numbers — only gold lines that

constantly move, black leather band.
Please contact Linda at 546 1445.

LOST:
Glasses with brown frames Help, I

need them desperately!! Call
Suzanne 6 7290 Reward

LOST:
1 black ski mitten w red stripe

down back Possibly lost at Las
Vegas nite. Contact Gary 256 8864

LOST:
Pair of gold wire frame glasses,

diamond shaped in a hard black case.

Please call 6 8334 I really need them

Thanks

LOST:
Maroon ski jacket — Fri nite at the

JQA dance at Hampden DC. If

found, please contact Pan at 546 8304,

or 402 JQA, or bring to C.C. lost and
found.

LOST:
A black woolen scarf with blue,

yellow, green and red lengthwise
stripes. Please return. Sentimental
value. Call Cindy 549 1175 and leave

message.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE SERVICES TRAVEL

1973 Capri, excellent condition. 4-speed.
I cylinder, must sell, ("all 527-4898 after
5:30 p.m.

MM)

Refrigerator. 3 cu. ft., excellent cond..
cost $90 new. under warranty. $65 firm
(all Paul. 5-5664.

112-13

207 CM K2 Comps with Look toes, $50.
siie 12 Lange Comps. unfoamed fits size
10'.. - 12. $50. call John. 256-0402.

tf2-!3

Refrigerator 3 cu. ft. Delmonico. Pur-
chased new 9-72, cost $75. yours for $40.
Daniel. 584-5444.

tf2-15

4-13 inch spoke rims — good condition. 2
mounted with reg. tires need to sell. Best
offer, call Larry at 6-5984.

ti2-l3

Stereo Component — 20-40 per cent off
list. All major brands available, all

guaranteed. Call Mike 536-4814. after 5:00.

tf2-15

Two Dolby Cassette tape decks, for sale— Teac 250. new 2 yr warr. Sony TC-134. 4

mo. old. I yr war., both ex. cond. Call
Gary. 256-8864. eve.

tf2-l9

Spy camera. Yashica Atoron. complete
kit, $45. used for I roll film. Also GE Stereo
w -speakers. $35. Call Chase. 6-8051.

tf2-14

Complete beginner darkroom for sale.
Includes PRO Kn larger and 11x14" Dryer.
$75. Also 16x20 L'nidrum. Call Fd. 6-5311.

U2-I4

Refrigerator 3 cu ft. Excellent cond.
Cost $90. new under warranty. $65 firm.
Call Paul 5-5664.

tf2-!3

Never used! I pr Fischer VP Metal Skis,

exc cond. 185 < M Dovre Step-In bndngs. w-
poles. $100 or best offer. Call Jean. 549-

6050.

tf2-20

Speakers — Rectilinear 111. I year old.

$280. pr. 549-4534.

tf2-20

Hanson ski boots — Riva Red's — No. 2

Shell will fit between fi' . H. Contact Betty,

253-9697. asking $100.

tf2-!5

For sale '66' Porsche 911, 3 spd, new
paint, new carbs. Good mechanical cond.

$2895. Call 413-863-2768. after 5 p.m.

tf2-20

CAW Wood Company, dry or green $40.

cord. Call after 5 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. or

any time on weekends, at 253-5464 or 323-

7243.

U2-15

12 String Aria w -hardshell case, immac.
cond. Asking $175. also Shure Prof. mic. ur-

ease b-offer. Call Steve. 546-4735.

tf2-l5

Must sell symphonic stereo BSR Turn
table. AM-FM Radio, plus 8-Track $150. or

best offer. Call Casey at 6*5-4065 after 5:00

p.m.
tf2-l5

FLUTE Whitehall Nickel Plated, one
year old, excellent cond. Asking $100 or

best offer. Call Bob in Sunderland. 665-

3269.

tfZ-IS

17' Fiberglass Canoe, flat back, good

cond. Call 584-4840. asking $150.

tf2-15

RIDE WANTED

I would like a ride to Montreal,

anytime! If you are headed that way
and would like someone to share your
expenses, (all Dave at 6-4170.

If2-I3

To Ithaca or Syracuse. NY. this »knd. 2-

15-18. Will share driving & $$. call Patrice.

346-9782.

If2- 1

1

From Springfield forest Park area to I

M;iss and back dail\ Will share expenses

( ill! t:u L'IMX.

tf2-U

To ,la\ Peak, \ciinont or area for

I ridav. Keb. 13. or Saturday. Keb. Hi. Will

help out with expenses. Call Mike, al I

tfL'-n

PERSONAL

Band. Boogie. Beer! Sigma Phi Epsilon
is having a Rl'SH PARTY. Wed.. Feb. 13,

to end all parties. Sig Ep is why you'll go
Greek!

tf2-l3

Want an active social life, good food,

fellowship, non-crowded nlace to live?

Investigate^*!.:. 9 Chestnut St. (all 545-
0070.

tf2-!5

Commuter Assembly needs a secretary,
information is available in Commuter
Lounge Office.

tf2-l3

Kappa Aipha Theta invites all
Cniversity women to come to the Yalen-
tines Party ois Feb. 13 at 7:00 p.m. 778
North Pleasant St.

trz-i3

Problems with homosexuality? For info,
referral, counselling or just rap, call
Gayline. Mon.. Tues., Thurs.. Fri.. Sal. 8-

II p.m. at 545-0154.

tf2-22

Don't you think you should re-read the
ad lor Sigma Alpha Epsilon?

tf2-l3

Tired of high priced pot? Grow your
own. Start now for spring transplant.
Scientific instructions. Send $1 to Mike.
Box 215. (.ray son

If2-I9

Paul — Happy Valentines, all my love.
Sandy.

tf2-l3

If Imperial Gunpowder isn't your cup of
tea. come see what is tonight at 7:30 p.m.
at Lambda Delta Phi!!

If2-I3

Hotnuts: Ain't you cool!! — Your sup-
porting cast.

tf2-l3

Vote for the man who has nothing to
hide! BEN CLANCY.

tf2-13

Happy Birthday Blubbo. a may be
twenty, bul no one can tell. Also welcome
to our side. 4th Floor odd.

If2-I3

WANTED
Babysitter for 8 month old boy — my

home. Mon. and Thurs.. 9:30-1:45 p.m.;
Tues.. 9:30-12:45 p.m. Own transportation
necessary. 256-6602.

tf2-l3

I need an artist to paint a Vargas type
nude, preferably in acrylics. Good $. for
good artist. Call John for more info. 256-
0402.

112-13

Honda 350 or 450. Will look at any year —
But must be good running condition. Call
Rob at 546-9702. (Keep trying).

112-14

Want to buy a double mattress in good
condition, with or without boxspring. Call
2564748.

tf2-13

Someone to teach a student shorthand.
Call Joanne at 253-0215.

IT2-I3

female Mini Schnauier. 6-8 weeks,
preferably without ears cropped. Call 54*^
3974. after 5 p.m.

tf2-l9

Dkrm equip, enlgr, dev. tnk. etc. in gd
cond. no phone so drop a card. Box 204 W.
Hatfield. 01088. Bob Norcott.

tf2-l5

Classical Guitar, good quality. Call R.
Clark. Ph. 5-0055.

tf2-l3

Small female dog to be companion to

lonely English Sheepdog. Would be a great
home, (all 323-6967. eve.

tf2-l5

MOTORCYCLE WANTED

Small used bike in I mi i.e. range wanted.
Must be in good condition, id Brent at

( ollegian Office or call nights at 349-6994.

tf2-22

WATERBEDS
3 *ear guar . all sizes $2t. on campus,

(all MMMt, both lap and hull seams
mailable.

tfMI

Wallpapering, painting, cleaning, and
repairs done by student. Good reliable

work, call 546-9419. between 3 and fi p.m.
tf2-15

Keep old clothes alive — mending,
patching, altering, jeans rebuilt, em-
broidery. Good work, reasonable rates. Rl.
9. Kelt hertown. 323-4025.

H2-22

Attention Datsun owners I perform
all phases of major and minor repairs
on Datsuns at reasonable prices I

have over two years experience on
Datsuns at a Datsun Dealership and
an Aircraft Airframe and Powerplanl
license. Phone. 253-7456. Russ Baca.

tf2-17

ROOM FCR RENT
Don't let dorm life get you down, live in

your cabin with maid service ar.4 low
weekly rates. Call the Deerfield Motor
Court. 665-2645.

tf2-14

FOR RENT
Apt. for rent. I bdrm. dishwsr. all

utilities. $145. Call any time. 665-2719
(liffside.

U2-15

Free room for care of horses. Leverett,
car required. Call Mrs. Brown. 549-0268.
after 6 p.m.

tf2-!3

I or 2 persons. Ig ban., at Mt. Sgrlf. on
bus route, occupy 10-16. security deposit
required. Call Steve, 665-4723. leave name
& no.

tf2-14

Responsible fern for 4 bedrm apt. on
busline, avail imm. Feb. rent pd. $80 per
mo., incl all util. Call Ann B. at 256-0626.

tf2-l9

Sublet — 1 rm efficiency apt., avail
immed.. on bus route. Main St.. Amherst.
int.. month incl. utilities. 256-6713, after 5
p.m.

tf2-IS

Three bedroom apt. First floor. North-
ampton area. Ready for occupancy. $160
per month. Call Skibiski Real Estate. 584-
3428.

tf2-19

FREE
Male Collie and Sheepdog puppy. 16 wks.

old. all shots and fully trained. Call
anytime. Andy. 546-7779.

tf2-!5

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.
Call 584-8816.

tf5-l7

Free pure-bred German Short Haired
Pointer. 2 yrs. Free to anyone who will
give him a good home. Call Ellie. 546-1173.

tf2-13

Chester needs a home. Male kitten
getting too big for dorm. Call 6-7079.

112-15

APARTMENT FOR RENT
2 bedroom apt. on 60 acre farm. 4 miles

from campus. $2l0-mo, 584-7729 584-0812
1-268-7048. •—

tf2-!3

ENTERTAINMENT
Get close to your love with those

romantic hits of the 30s and 60s . For more
info., or booking, call now — The name is
Bob Tel. 536-0075.

tf2-l3

Hatch Celebrity Series presents Tracey
Nelson-Mother Earth. Thursday. Feb. 14, 9
p.m. -I a.m.. admission. $1.00.

tf2-l3

WORKSHOPS
Primal Experience Marathon — 24

hours. Feb. 22. Trained leader. Fee:
$63 i Also weekly groups available'.
Offering a group dynamic that
provides an emotional enviornment in
which the individual can re-create the
in im.ii \ experiences of his or her life.
Call 256-0503 (eves I or 233-9421
'anytime

i for further information

ROOM WANTED
Please help me. I'm looking for a home.

I can afford 70 dollars a month, hut not
much more. Thank vou. please call Jud\
546-6033.

Spring Yacalion in San Juan. %->m. all

inclusive For more information, call
< ampus Tra\el (enter. 345-0500.

If3-I3

Spring Yac&tion in Bermuda (rom $199.
For more information call Campus Travel
(enter. 515-0500.

mm

Spring Yacation in Spain at
Torremolinos. $279. all inclusive. For more
information call (ampus Travel (enter
515-0500

tf3-IS

(ampus Travel Center, handles air.
hotel, car rentals, package tours,
honeymoons, cruises and Amlrak. Call
515-0500. for information.

If3-I5

CRIMSON TRAVEL - BERMl'DA
FOR SPRING VACATION FROM $199.

TIME AND SPACE RUNNING OCT.
DEPOSITS MIST BE IN SOON. CALL
STEVE. 665-3737.

tf2-19

HELP WANTED
Female or male help needed several

days a week from mid-morning to early
afternoon at Gasland. Rt. 9. Amherst,
inquire at station

MM]

Students - Earn while you learn. Part-
time contact work, promises good money
to those who qualify. For interview, call

*
253-5864.

2-22

Jwbb on Ships! No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job or career.
Send $3 for information. Seafax Dept
I7G. P.O. Box 2049. Port Angeles
Washington 98362. (,, „

Live in assistant — Halfway house for
former Belch. Residents — Male adults.
$60-wk. own rm. fine cuisine. 584-9115.
across from Smith.

U2-2I

Help still needed! James. 3rd floor. 850
Schlitz cans donated. Need more. Free
case to largest contributor. Deliver or call
6-7573.

U2-I4

One person or team of two to deliver
New York Times in Northeast: Central
also. Call Campus News Agency, after 6
P.m. 256-8820.

112-15

E. guitarist — Advanced develop. Need
work now. I can solo with best. Ex. big St
in future concerts. Play rock. jan.
classical, 546-6473.

112- 13

LOST

(Void Circular Charm with 21 on front
and ERB on back. Reward Is payment of

its worth. Great sentimental value. Call
K65-305I. nite. , f2 ., 5

Silver Pendant necklace, w-oval shaped
green stone, in vicinity of S.W. on 2-6
Return to Joyce at S.W. Service, off JFK
Call 5-1400. Rw.

tf2-13

Thru Ripoff over intercession. GE
Refrlg: gr-gld afghan A other items.
Contact Officer D. Grader of Sec. Police.

tf2-22

PHOTO EQUIPMENT
Photo Equipment for sale: Vivitar

85-205. 200M lens for Nikon: 50mm fir

& lens for Nikon : a Nikon Gadget Bag.
plus assorted filters and one broken
Nikkormat. Make an offer on all or
separate items. Call 549-0544.

tf2-IS

WANTED TO RENT
Wanted to rent — Want van-V.W . Bus for

I weeks this summer. Price negotiable.
Call days, 736-2678.

tf2-27

RIDERS WANTED
From Williamstown or area. Mon .

Wed.. Fri. 7 a.m. Call 458-8498. after fi:00

p.m.

tf2-15

IfL'-ll

Carpool wanted. Greenfield to I Mass
Tu.. Wed.. Th., 8-4:30. Call 773-9396. after fi

p.m., also Mon. 8-12:30.

MaVtl
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With winning attitude

Swimmers tackle Tufts
Rutigliano resigns

The University of Massachusetts mens' swim team

sports a record of three wins and four losses going

into the last three weeks of the regular season.

Looking at that record, you may not think it is very

impressive. However, if you take a second look at the

scores — the fact that they could very easily be 5-2, —
and the way they compiled that record, you have to

admit it is something to talk about.

In the past three weeks the Minutemen have

managed to break three long-standing varsity

records as well as almost breaking three more. Just

last week against MIT Ben Crooker set a new record

in the 1000 yards freestyle with a time of 11 :03.3. Dave
Boucher broke his own mark in the 200-yard

breaststroke with a time of 2:22.9. Interestingly

enough, both of them are freshmen. The other record

was set by a fairly young combination of talent.

Freshman Duncan Loomis, sophomores Joe Hebert

and Ron Boucher and finally veteran co-captain Dick

Blaisdell managed to break the seven-year old 400

yard freestyle relay record with a winning time of

3:27.7. And it seems that three marks may be

established before the year is through.

Why the sudden change from past seasons? There

appear to be several major reasons. Heading this list

would have to be the addition of some fine young

talent as well as the talented coaching of coaches

Abraham Melamed and Larry Lammert (replacing

Joe Rogers who is on sick leave). As one enters the

Boyden Pool during a workout one can sense the

feeling of seriousness and dedication that goes into

the team's accomplishments, because few teams
' work harder on this campus than this year's swim
team.

They start at 7 a.m. for about an hour of swimming
and then dry exercises and then again in the af-

ternoon for about three hours of the same thing. As
Coach Melamed, himself an Ail-American in the

butterfly from Western Liberty College in West
Virginia, put it, "I've never worked so many yards in

workout, but in the end, it's going to make them
better swimmers.

In talking with co-captain George Kwiecien
yesterday, he said that the feeling on the team is that

five of the last six meets can be victories (perennial

champ UConn is admittedly too strong for the

Minutemen this year). However, it would be wise to

point out that swimming, like track, is a sport of

upsets and backfired strategy and that anything can
happen.

Still, the attitude on the team is a positive one, and
it's made of the belief that the harder it works, the

more breaks it will make for itself, and eventually

regain the status and recognition that it once had on
this campus. Today comes another opportunity to

prove itself to the students. The Minutemen face a
well-balanced Tufts team at the Boyden Pool at 4

p.m.

FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - Sam
Rutigliano, an assistant coach with

the New England Patriots of the

Nation Football League since 1971,

resigned Tuesday after 18 years as

a football coach.

"I regret very much that T must
make this particular move at this

time," he said in a statement
released by the Patriots. "I have
nothing but the greatest .respect

and admiration for head coach
Chuck Fairbanks and the entire

Patriots organization."

A native of Brooklyn, N.Y., he
graduated from Tulsa where he
played end on the football team.

After serving as head coach at

three different high schools,

Rutigliano joined the staff at the

University of Connecticut in 1964

and later coached at Maryland and
Denver.

Correction
The women's gymnastics meet

vs. Springfield College will be held
Thursday night at 8:00 on the

Springfield campus, not Wed-
nesday as erroneously reported in

the Collegian.

JV hoopsters yawn

past Rockwood Prep
By STEVE SARACENO

No. 56 stopped at the right of the key and popped. Good. Thunderous
standing ovation. The black-shirted peewees, thanks to the basket by the

four-foot sparkplug, go ahead, 6-4.

It was the most exciting thing to happen all night.

In an excruciatingly boring game, highlighted only by the halftime
show of mini-players, the UMass JV's romped over Rockwood Academy
at the Cage for the second time this year.

Final score: 69-47. Last time they won by 44.

Arnie Johnson and Billy Santos, the Orr and Esposito of the sub-

varsity, once again were top guns with 16 and 12 points respectively.
Johnson also vacuumed in 14 rebounds.

For slightly improved Rockwood, Joe Wilson garnered 15 points,

John Dean 14, and Dick Hargraves 12. Dean hit the boards for 13 Rock-
wood rebounds.

UMass led from the start, and aside from the speculation that the
visitors' Dean may be the John Dean, the game was perfect therapy for

an insomniac.

While fans were wondering whatever happened to Rockwood's bald
player, Arnie Johnson was making the rest of the Academy players' hair
fall out, what with his tentacles stuffing every other preppie shot and all.

And Santos made what hair was left turn grey, as his roundball wizardry
gave dribbling new and greater stature.

Dave Tewhill, Glenn Cooper, Mike Healy, and Gary Kapinos added to

UMass' ho-hum butchering of Rockwood with 30 points all told. And Glenn
Taylor opened a few sleepy eyes with his five assists, topping even the
playmaker Santos.

The Minutemen shot decent from the field and foul line (50 per cent
and 63 per cent), but Rockwood lost again due to their laughable floor

percentage. Thirty-four per cent (giggle). Wilson (their high scorer)
managed to miss 12 out of sixteen shots.

Special
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Mike Brophy

The Dick Button Show
For Dick Button it was nothing new. He had been here many times

before, both as competitor and broadcaster with ABC's Wide World of

Sports.

And so, I guess, it was fitting that he served as MC for the parade of

Champions that followed the final competition in the sparkling Civic

Center where Marvin's Gang had featured basketball as the Number One

THING In the City.

Well, it took a cute 17-year-old high school student to put Marvin in his

place back in the North End and for four days the Center beamed with TV
lights and many, many skaters in quest of a dream reached by so few.

Dorothy Hamill may not be Peggy Flemming or Janet Lynn ... but

she is the Senior Women's National Figure Skating champion and she

deserves it. For she skated her heart out.

This was, however, a year that saw the men skaters perform better

than the women skaters. The caliber of John McKellen, Jr.'s

showmanship was unsurpassed during the four day period as he was
called out for three encores during the parade of new champions that

lasted until nearly 11:30 Saturday night.

It was, in fact, McKellen that brought the crowd to its feet three times

and drew applause when nearly landing a triple lutz jump ... a feet per-

formed in Nationals competition once in twelve years, and that done

earlier in the same day by Terry Kubicka of the Arctic Blades Figure

Skating Club from Los Angeles.

And dethroned queens, too, could be seen among the spectators

watching the show early during the week. Janet Lynn was there along

with countless others, as they reflected on the past. Janet Lynn is soon to

be appearing at the Boston Garden as the Ice Follies invide the Hub city

while the Bruins are on the road.

Charles Tickner, who placed third in the senior men's finals, pulled

one of the most outrageous stunts of the entire show when, in his final

freestyle performance, he fell twice and then proceeded to leave the ice

without first reporting to the referee's table. He had claimed that

something was wrong with his blades and, after great delay ... returned to

the ice to complete his program.

I mean, really now ... everyone else in the competition was under the

same pressure and either produced or did not place. Tickner did not

produce yet came back to finish third, earning a bronze medal. Is this

right? I think not. Sure the guy is good as he later proved in the final

show, but...

The pairs competition went just about as expected with Melissa

Militano and her partner Johnny Johns gaining the berth on the World

Team that will compete in Munich early next month. Their routine was

done with great precision and crowd pleasing stunts and lifts that left

many a mouth hanging in awe. The surprise of the night, though, was Tai

Babilonia, a thirteen year-old black girl and her 15 year-old partner

Randy Gardner who placed second. Many one arm lifts highlighted their

program from start to finish.

Lastly, the people of Providence the the Providence Skating Club

deserve great credit for putting on such an exhibition. Having talked with

many who have seen an uncountable number of Nationals, I found them

saying that this was one of the best organized up till now. And that is a

compliment to Providence!

STEVE TONELLI, winner of the Connecticut Alpine

Cup, in action in the AIC Giant Slalom. (Staff Photo-

Ben Fernis)

Tonelli wins UConn slalom

Snowless winter slows skiers
By MDC STAFF

In a disastrous no-snow winter,

the UMass varsity ski team got in

as much practice as possible on the

artificial white stuff while their

cross-town rivals spent three
weeks in France on real snow. The
difference in training showed up at

Round Top Mountain in Plymouth
Union, Vermont in the UConn
Slalom on Saturday and also in the

AIC G.S. on Sunday. These races,

the fifth and sixth in a season with

four races already postponed
because of a lack of natural snow,
were held on extremely thin cover

where skiers, after the first 20,

were literally shredding their skis

on rocks. The nine colleges in the

division, all hungry for racing,

fielded 92 racers while Brown skied

a guest team.
Saturday's slalom started well

with Steve Tonelli three seconds

ahead of Bob Morrow of Nor-
theastern in the first run and he
widened this margin to nearly five

seconds in the second run to in the

race by the almost unheard of

margin of 4.56 seconds. Mark
Brown and Dave Babbott of

Amherst copped 3rd and 4th places

while UConn took 5th and 6th, BC
took 7th then UMass' Dick Mc-
Wade, who was second to Tonelli in

his first run, had trouble in his

second and finished 8th. Jim
Hawkins, in his first year at

UMass, was fourth in his first run

but also had trouble in his second
run and finished 9th. Had either

Dave Ferris or Dave Rutter had a

good second run, UMass would
have finished first instead of

fourth. Since each team skis six

men, the best tour to count. UMass
lacked a good fourth. The order of

finish was Amherst first with a

total team time of 436.35, UConn
second with 450.46, Northeastern

third with 452.47, UMass fourth

with 452.54. Other colleges in the

order of finish were: B.C., B.U.,

Tufts, AIC, Bentley and Brown.
Slalom is always a tricky event

with many who don't finish and this

race was no exception. Giant

slalom, on the other hand, is a

much faster race, but most racers

manage to stand up and finish

because the turns are long carving
ones rather than the quick neat

turns of slalom.

The UMass team decided to play

catch-up ball by going "all out''

and this proved to be disastrous to

every skier except co-captain Kurt

Syer, who did not ski on Saturday.

In his first run, Steve Tonelli lost

his line and fell badly, reinjuring

his knee which he had torn up in a

seven college ski scrimage at

Berkshire East two weeks
previously. X-rays disclosed that

he had been skiing and racing with

a bone chip in his knee for two
weeks Doctors say that after a

week's rest, he will be ready to ski

again. In his first run, Bob Chodos
straddled a gate and was out of it.

Kurt Syer put two good runs

together to finish 6th with 154.4

seconds. Jim Hawkins had trouble

in his first run, but ended with a
two run time of 160.2. Dick Mc-
Wade had trouble in both runs and
ended with 189.9 seconds. Co-
Captain Dave Kutter, nearly
always reliable, had two solid runs
but the communications failed in

his second run and the officials had
no time on him. On his third try at

about 4:30 in flat light, too soon
after his second run, he fell and
finished with a two run time of

200.0 seconds. Without a good
fourth man, UMass finished
seventh overall. Amherst was first

with a team time of 620.1, Tufts
was second with 645.3, B.U. was
third with 661.5. Other teams in the
order of finish were Northeastern,
Bentley, UConn, UMass, AIC and
B.C.

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon.

(except during league play)

50* per string

Sat.

OPEN RUSH
at

Alpha Chi Omega

All university women
are invited to attend our

PUB NIGHT

Wednesday, February 13

at7:30p.m.

International Poods

Wednesday, Feb. 20

at7:30 p.m.

Call For Rides
5-2152

Nutting Ave.

ALLIED MOTOR

PARTS
Doctor #/ four ear wHh

• Complete Domestic

ft V.W. Parte

• 15* - 20* Off

on Ml PARTS!!!

111 Mail It., Amh.r.t 211-1141

SPECIAL
BOOK SALES

No. 1 — Webster's 7th Collegiate Dictionary

— was $8.50 , Now $ f-00

No. 2 — Harvard University Press Promotion

- ,av,n*s to 50%
No. 3 — Collection of Penguins & Torchbooks

for $ - 00
5

or
*l

NOW GOING ON AT

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center
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UMass squads crunch canines
Terriers tamed, 77-6

By STEVE DeCOSTA
MDC Basketball Writer

It is a difficult thing to say that a basketball team did not play well
when they beat their opponents by 17 points.

But the Minutemen did not play well last night even though they beat
YanCon foe Boston University 77-60 at the Cage.
"You have to expect this after two tough losses in a row," remarked

UMass coach Jack Leaman. But even Leaman couldn't have expected
what transpired on the court.

The Minutemen turned the ball over a total of 22 times in the game,
including 16 in the second half. But BU was not without mistakes of their

own as they managed to amass 21 giveaways.
Leaman substituted freely in an effort to find a combination that would

click, but most of his efforts were to no avail. The Minutemen were
lethargic for most of the night, playing well at times, but inevitably
falling into periods when they seemed to be sleepwalking.

It was only the total ineptitude of the Terriers that allowed for the final
margin of 17. Their failure to attack the boards was exemplified in the
UMass rebound margin of 16. And it seemed that half the Terriers' shots
missed both glass and iron and only 36 percent of their field goal attempts
found their way through the twine.

But, as Leaman said, "We played well in spots to break the game open.
I thought (Jim) Burke, (Rick) Pitino, and (Bill) Endicott played well in
the guard spots," he added.
Indeed it was Endicott who led the team in scoring with 18 points. Pitino

added 13 as he hit on six of eight shots from the field. Burke saw only
twelve minutes of action but interrupted what little offense the Terriers
could muster with several key steals.

Al Skinner managed 14 points for the winners, but more importantly, he
held BU's Kenny Boyd to 13. Boyd came into the game with an average of
21.1 and was leading the conference in scoring.
Another plus for the minutemen was the play of Steve Mayfield. Shaky

in recent games, the freshman regained his composure as he played solid
defense, blocked two shots, and chipped in with ten points of his own.
Neil Burns was the high scorer for the terriers with 16 points and Walt

Chesley added 13.

The game was played before a disappointing crowd of only 3200 at the
Cage. It was the first time in recent memory that the Minutemen failed to
draw a capacity crowd in their home court.
Despite the ineptitude, Leaman called the contest "an important

Yankee Conference game to get out of the way." Looking ahead, there
are several more conference games coming up that could be a bit tougher
to get through unscathed.
URI comes to the Cage Saturday night with hopes of the Conference

crown dancing in their heads. The Rans are presently 6-3 and an upset
over UMass would put them within one game of the top.

But before the Minutemen can worry about URI, they have to get by
Springfield Thursday night at the Cage. Game time for that one is 8
o clock.

THE LIGITTAT THE END OF THE BU TUNNEL is John Murphy, and Rick
Pitino (22) is the man who's trying to find him. Pitino wound up with 13 points and a
very important eight assists. (Staff Photo-Dan Smith)
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SPORTS
Rheault makes Huskies howl, 7-1

By BILL BALLOU
MDC Staff Hockey Writer

You couldn't call it pretty, but
the 7-1 win for UMass over Con-
necticut last night certainly meant
a lot.

The victory assures the
Minutemen a 500-plus record in

Division Two and if they can
manage wins this weekend over
Colby and Bowdoin they'll almost
certainly get a good playoff seed.
Despite the one-sided score the

game wasn't. The Huskies actually
outshot UMass 41-39 and only some
fine goaltending by Chick Rheault,
especially when the UMies were
killing penalties, allowed the game
to break open.
Mike Merchant and Steve Nims,

just back from a knee injury, led

the UMass attack with two goals
each, and Robbie Quinlan, Jim
Lyons, and Jim Lynch had one
each to round out the scoring.

The Minutemen wasted little

time in breaking out on top. After a
raft of fine scoring chances that
were thwarted by UConn goalie
Lou Parker, the UMies managed to

dribble one past him.
At 9:14 Dave Alesandroni took a

wrist shot from the left wing
boards that was deflected by
Merchant in the slot about fifteen

feet in front of Parker. The puck
rolled slowly into the lefthand
corner and the Minutemen led.

Then, at the 14:56 mark Jim
Lynch swatted a bouncing puck
past Parker for a 2-0 lead. The
Minutemen had a power play, their

third of the period and Connecticut

just couldn't get the puck out of

their zone. Mike Merchant had a

couple of swipes at it before it

rolled to Lynch and he just lifted it

past Parker's stick side

UMass broke it open in the

second period with a three-goal

barrage, despite being shor-

thanded most of the time.

Merchant got his second of the

night on a delightful play at the

1:17 mark. He cut across the

UConn defense and zipped a thirty-

foot wrist shot past Parker for the

goal.

And at 15:06 Lyons matched
Merchant's effort by banging
home a rebound off a Merchant
shot into a virtually vacant cage.

Finally, at 17:20, Brian Mulcahy
fired a shot from the left point that

Nims tipped past Parker and the

Minutemen had given themselves
an insurmountable lead, con-
sidering the way Rheault was
playing.

Connecticut broke Rheault's
shutout at the 6:24 mark of the

third period when Ray Ferry
converted a partial breakaway on
a Huskies power play, and when

the Minutemen were forced to ill

1:11 of a two-man disadvantage
things began to look a bit scary.
But they survived that and at

11:46 Robbie Quinlan scored his
first goal as a forward to put

UMass back in front by five.

Quintan's was a spectacular
unassisted effort and shortly

thereafter Steve Nims did the

same to lock the scoring up at 7-1.

The win gives UMass an eight-
and-five record in Division Two
and greatly enhances their playoff
hopes. They stand at eight-and-
nine overall while Connecticut
slips to thirteen-and-seven.

HR HAD BETTER LUCK THIS TIME -Chick
Rheault whirls in desperation at the B.U. debacle. Last
night against the UConn Huskies his 40 saves told the
story of the game. (Staff photo-Al Chapman)

Bruins are lucky dealers
By BILL BALLOU

Thought the Schmautz for Oddleifson and O'Donnell trade was a bad
one, did you? So did most of New England, save Harry Sinden, and so did
I. The loss of Fred O'Donnell falls into the "who cares?" category, but
Chris Oddleifson was, with Al Sims, the outstanding rookie on this Bruins
team.
Bobby Schmautz has a year and a half of impressive statistics behind

him at Vancouver, but you've got to wonder about the five years in age
the B's are giving up. Probably the fact that there's an expansion draft
this season and Boston doesn't need any extra bodies around, as well as
the amount of money the Bruins were paying Andre Savard to watch
Oddleifson play contributed to the deal.

The Bruins have had a remarkably good record trade-wise, though,
since "THE TRADE" in May of 1967, so first impressions may not be
entirely accurate in this case. Just take a look at the major dealings Milt
Schmidt and Sinden have made since that time:
MAY, 1967 - Bruins received Phil Esposito, Fred Stanfield, and Ken
Hodge from Chicago for Jack Norris, Pit Martin, and Gilles Marotte.
With Stanfield gone for Gilles Gilbert, it gives the B's three all-stars off
that trade. The Hawks traded Marotte for Bill White, so they ended up
with two in Martin and White. A blockbuster trade that Boston got the
best end of.

MAY, 1967 -- Boston got Eddie Shack from Toronto in return for Murray
Oliver. Shack did nothing and was later traded to Los Angeles with Ross
Lonsberry for Ken Turlik (that's right) and the Kings' first round draft
picks in 1971 and 1973, who turned out to be Ron Jones and Andre Savard.
If Savard becomes a star then the Bruins win again, if not it's a nothing
deal.

MAY, 1969 - Bruins traded Barry Gibbs and Tommy Williams to Min-
nesota for a draft choice, which turned out to be Don Tannahill, and Fred
O'Donnell. Bruins appear to lose, just by a hair, on this one. Gibbs has
become a good defenseman, although chances are he would have been
lost in an expansion draft anyway.
DECEMBER, 1969 « Bruins

-

traded Jim Harrison to Toronto for Wayne
Carleton. Both are now in the WHA playing for teams that claim they are
the best players in the league. Neither team did much for themselves.
JANUARY, 1971 - The Bruins, in a three-way deal with Toronto and
Philadelphia, gave up Rick MacLeish and Danny Schock to the Flyers for
Mike Walton of Toronto. After 2»/z up-and-down seasons in Boston Walton
jumped to the WHA, where he's been a disappointment. MacLeish scored
50 goals and 100 points with Philly last season, while Schock is on his way
to becoming a name known only to AHL public address announcers. But
oh, Rick MacLeish would have looked good in black and gold. The B's
were taken on this one.
NOVEMBER, 1971 -- Bruins traded away Ivan Boldirev to Oakland for
Chris Oddleifson. Boldirev has never blossomed, Oddleifson gives signs
he may, but now is gone for Schmautz. Boston gets the edge here
FEBRUARY, 1972 - Boston traded Rick Smith, Bob Stewart, and Reg
Leach to California for Carol Vadnais and Don O'Donoghue. Smith, a
good young player, has jumped, Leach still hasn't come close to matching
his potential, and Stewert looks like he's headed for a lifetime of
mediocrity. Vadnais, of course has become one of the best defensemen in
hockey. O'Donoghue jumped to the WHA and NHL fans are glad for it.
Chalk up a steal for Boston.
RECENT TRADES -Late last season the B's traded what eventually
came to be Eddie Johnston to Toronto for Jacques Plante, supposed
playoff insurance. Plante was nothing of the sort, Johnston is helping the
Leafs. They also traded Ace Bailey and Murray Wing to Detroit for Gary
Uoak. A 'so-what" deal involving equally mediocre players, except for
Wing who s super mediocre.
And so far this season, aside from the Schmautz trade, Boston has

given up Nick Beverly and gotten Darryl Edestrand, a steal from Pitt-
sburgh, and they've literally "given up" Don Awrey to St. Louis
receiving Jake Rathwell (the immortal) and a No. 2 draft choice in
return. Awrey s an all-star now, but was pushed out of Boston plans by Al
Sims. He probably would have gone in the expansion draft™e Bruins have acquired through trades, Phil Esposito, Ken Hodge,
Gilles Gilbert, and Carol Vadnais (John Bucyk too, if you want to go back

£?} \u
e
°?\y duping theyVe received was in the Rick MacLeish deal.

So, if their latest move looks weak at tirst glance, give it a few more
glances. If it goes true to form, it'll work out

Solzhenitsyn deported
By ROON LEWALD

Associated Press Writer
BONN, Germany (AP) -

Banished from his own country,
the Soviet Nobel Prize author
Alexander Solzhenitsyn arrived
Wednesday in West Germany. He
apparently will begin a life in exile

in the West.
The last Soviet citizen of equal

prominence to be forcibly deported
was Leon Trotsky, who was thrust
across the Turkish border in 1929

after losing a power struggle with
Josef Stalin.

Regarded in the West as the
greatest living Russian author,
Solzhenitsyn arrived in West
Germany aboard a Soviet jetliner

that landed at Frankfurt airport in

late afternoon. Newsmen were
barred from approaching the plane
which taxied to a far station on the
tarmac.
A fellow passenger reported that

as Solzhenitsyn stepped off the
ramp he was met by a woman who
handed him a single red rose.

Solzhenitsyn was arrested in

Moscow Tuesday by police who
muscled their way past his wife
into her apartment and dragged
the 55-year-old author away, Mrs.
Solzhenitsyn and her mother
reported.

The Soviet news agency Tass
announced in Moscow that the
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet,

the country's parliament, had
stripped the author of his
citizenship "for performing
systematically actions that are
incompatible with being a citizen

of the U.S.S.R. and detrimental to

the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics."

It added he was exiled Wed-
nesday and that his family will be
allowed to join him "when they
deem it necessary."

His wife, Natalya Svetlova,
waited nervously at home for a call

from her husband.
The Tass announcement was the

first official word on Solzhenitsyn
since his arrest 27 hours earlier.

Solzhenitsyn's arrest and ex-

Alexander Solzhenitsyn

Senate acts on outside

funding, campus recruiters
By MIKE TETREAULT

Last night, a meeting of the full Student Senate
rejected a move from the Budget Committee
which would have forced Social Action Student
Groups to find outside funding. These student
organizations would have had to look for funding
outside of traditional Student Government ap-
propriations by setting arbitrary limits on how
much money could be allocated. No social-
oriented group could have, for example, received
100 per cent of their budgets for more than two
years.

In a bid to generate more interest in student
government the Senate approved an extension of

the deadline for filing nomination papers, to fill

the approximately forty vacant senate seats, till

noon Tuesday.
They gave their nod to a motion sponsored by

Student Senate Speaker David Booker and Senate
President Nick Apostola. The action would force

on-campus recruiters to debate corporate and
personnel policy upon request of a petition signed
by at least one hundred students or faculty.

Recruiters would have to respond in writing two
weeks before they are allowed to use campus
facilities.

The Senate returnea an amendment on
judiciary policy to committee. The amendment
which would have appointed an Office of Af-

firmative Action was returned to the Govern-
mental Affairs Committee. Its clause on racial
and sexual discrimination met with opposition, not

planned on, from civil Iibitarian concerns among
some of the senators.

In other moves the Senate approved:
—the appointments of Martin J. Miller as
Chairperson of Academic Affairs, Jack
Margossian as Chairperson of the Finance
Committee, and Peter Birnbaum to the Budget
Committee.
—the creation of an assistant Treasurer to ex-

pedite the present workload of Treasurer Paul
Hamel.
—an agreement to no further appropriations from
the Student Senate account till March 6, 1974.

—a change in the Senate by-laws which would cut
down to twice the number of times a student
organization could apply for a budget request.

Also, all budgets rejected by a two-thirds vote in

committee would have to appeal to the Executive
Committee, thus relieving the full Senate of

valuable time.

Triples: double the trouble

BvJUDYFRIEDLAND
Many UMies complain about

having problems with their

roommate, and when one has to

cope with two roommates, these
problems are doubled.

There are thirty "legal" triples

in the UMass dorms: four each in

Emerson. Melville. James and
Thoreau Houses in Southwest, and
fourteen in Johnson House in the

Northeast Area These rooms are

•legal'", for they provide the

minimum requirement of six

square feet per person, as opposed

to the "illegal" triples, which are
supposed to have only two oc-
cupants, and do not meet the
requirements previously men-
tioned

Concern over the social
problems which usually ac-
company occupancy in a triple has
prompted action by the Northeast
and Central Area Business Office.

Joan Moore. Business Manager,
and Bill Taylor, an Environmental
Specialist, went to Johnson to talk

with some of the students in the
triples, and to determine whether

or not it would be advisable to have
Physical Plant employees knock
down the adjoining walls of four of

the triples and converting them
into six doubles. Ms. Moore
referred to the problem of the

"third person complex".
"When three people are placed

together, two of them inevitably

become better friends and one is

left out." Although the kids we
talked to didn't feel that they had
experienced any problems, all of

them knew of other people who

(Continued on P. 2)

pulsion from the Soviet Union
climaxed a campaign of criticism

and abuse in the Soviet press, radio
and television following
publication in the West of his latest

book, "Gulag Archipelago," two
months ago.

The book, an account of the
Stalinist concentration camp
system, under which Solzhenitsyn
had spent eight years as a
prisoner, traced the origins of
camp terror to Vladimir I. Lenin,
founder of the Soviet state and
revered by the nation's present
leaders.

The West German government
aanounced that it had been in-

formed in advance by the Kremlin
that Solzhenitsyn would be coming
to Germany, and spokesman
Ruediger von Wechmar said the
country was prepared to accept
him.

In Zurich, Solzhenitsyn's Swiss
lawyer, Fritz Heeb, told a
newsman he expected the author to

settle in a north European country.
"I do not think that Solzhenitsyn
will stay in West Germany or come
to Switzerland," Heeb said. The
lawyer planned to fly to Germany
on Thursday to meet with
Solzhenitsyn.

Solzhenitsyn left the airport by
car for the Eifel Mountain country
home of German author Heinrich
Boll, another Nobel Prize winner
and president of the International
P.E.N. Club. As president of the
club, whose initials stand for poets,
essayists and novelists, Boll had
met Solzhenitsyn on two visits to

Moscow.
Solzhenitsyn was greeted by Boll

in the walled courtyard of the farm
house at Langenbroich, 18 miles
southwest of Bonn.

The German author told in-

terviewers that Solzhenitsyn would
soon make public statements but
for the present had to take the
safety of his family, which was still

in the Soviet Union, into con-
sideration.

At about the same time
Solzhenitsyn arrived in Germany,
dissident novelist Vladimir
Maximov disclosed in Moscow that
he had received permission to

make a year-long visit to France.
This aroused speculation that he
too would be exiled abroad.
Maximov said he was told last

Friday that he and his wife would
get the visas which they had ap-
plied for last October and which
had earlier been refused.

Saying "Hove you"
through the years

By MICHEAL E. C. GERY
"For this was Seynt Valentyne's day.

When every foul cometh ther to choose his mate/7

In the 14th century, Chaucer wrote about the popular belief that
February 14 was a special day in a bird's love life. Since then men and
women have applied that belief to themselves.

But a February 14th celebration was not originally for the birds. The
Romans had feasts for Pan and Juno in mid-February during which it

was customary to hold lotteries where young men randomly chose young
women with whom they might celebrate.

The annual love-lotteries were eventually altered by the Christian
clergy, who regarded the practice as lewd, such that the names of saints
were substituted for the names of women. One was urged to emulate his
chosen saint throughout the year.

As time went on, the custom took a more carnal course. The poet
Lydgate in the 14th centurv wrote that on this day men "chose theyr
choyse by grete affeccioun."

By the 1600's the Scots had resumed the lottery. "Billets'' were
chosen and partners were established. It was noted that "the valentines
give balls and treats to their mistresses, wear their billets several days
upon their bosoms or sleeves, and this little sport often ends in love.

"

St. Valentine himself had nothing to do with these sports. He was a
Roman priest who refused to deny Christianity. He was jailed, and on
February 14 he was beheaded.

Legend has it tnat the martyred priest left a note for the jailer's
daughter, whom he had befriended, saying "from your Valentine."

How Bishop Valentine's doomsday became associated with chance
lovers might be explained by some confusion experienced by the love-
crazed, mid-winter merrymakers. It seems that the Norman word
"galantin", meaning a gallant lover of the fair sex, came to be
pronounced "valantin," since "v" and "g" were frequently in-"'
terchangeable in popular speech.

When sending missives became a commercial enterprise, comic and
vulgar valentines were cheap. The Chicago Post Office once prohibited
25.000 vulgar valentines from the U.S. mailbag. The post office in
Loveland, Colorado deals in high volume during the week of Valentine's
Day.

Thus a celebration as enjoyable as one when pronouncements of love
are made has been sustained throughout the ages. It is an English custom
for men to wear a bachelor-button on Valentine's Day; if the flower lives
through the day, he marries his current sweetheart; it it dies, he goes on
the make.

The custom of saying "I love you" on February 14 is still alive. But
does it have any effect? Shakespeare's King Theseus wondered the same
thing: "St. Valentine is past;—Begin these wood-birds but to couple
now?"
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had."
Ms. Moore included the proposal

about triple-conversion in the
preliminary budget for fiscal year
'75; however, she doesn't know
whether or not it will achieve
realization.

"The budget's presently up in the
air and out of our hands," said Ms.
Moore. "We also recommended
that if there must be triples, the
students to be placed in them
should be informed beforehand,
and advised of the problems that
they should expect to encounter."
Richard Havens, who lives in one

of the Johnson triples, had to deal
with these problems last semester.
Each person in Havens' room had
a different personality.
"We each went our own way,"

Havens said. "It didn't work out."
He also complained of the size of

the room.
"They say that we have enough

room, but they're only considering
"survival space" — with three
people in the room, your desks,
bureaus, and beds alone take up 60
square feet. You also need living

space

!

Havens has written letters to the
Housing Office and attended
Student Senate meetings in an
•effort to let his feelings be known.

"I hate triples!!!" Havens ex-

claimed.

Bobbie Oliver, on the contrary,
does not share Havens' contempt
for triples. In fact, she requested to
be placed in her triple in Johnson.
"I'm in a different situation,

than most people. Things have
worked out for us. We have enough
room here, but I've also lived in a
triple in Emerson, and they're
very small."

Freshmen and transfer students
are placed in triples in the
beginning of the semester because
the University must overcommit
itself, accepting more students
than it has housing for, counting on
a certain percentage of students to
withdraw before the end of the
semester, eventually eliminating
the need for triples, according to
Floyd Martin, Assistant Area
Director of Southwest.

"It's my understanding that
triples exist in Southwest only
where people want to be in

triples," said Martin. "The in-

tention is not to make them per-
manent triples. After things
stabilize, those who want to, can
change rooms."
The number of students that are

admitted to UMass is based on the
amount of money that the Board of
Trustees allots to the University,
according to Bruce Cochrane,
Director of Housing. Cochrane

In their fourth semester ... the triplets are L-R, Linda Laskey, Roberta OliverJudy Beecy. (Staff Photo-Emmett Schmarsow)
'

repeatedly emphasized that the
University does not like to place
students in triples.

According to Rich Picciuca,
Johnson House Head of Residence
said, however, that there is a
University regulation that an area
can't take space away that makes

money. He feels that this rule is

contradictory.

"It only works for one
semester," Picciuca said. "In the
spring, when we usually don't
place students in triples because of
the smaller number of students in
the dorm, they're not making the

money either."

Picciuca has been working to get
triples abolished since he came to

UMass in 1971.

"The administration has listened
to me," said Picciuca, "although it

never quite seemed as if a final

decision was made."

Bromery approves faculty promotions
By BARBARA VOORHEES at no other toe during u,e academic year.

date biographical sketch. 2) A complete list

bers have been approved by Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery. The promotions
which raised in rank ll instructors to
assistant professors, 30 assistant professors
to associate professors and 31 associate
professors to professors, were effective as of
Feb. 3.

In order to be considered for promotion a
faculty member must be recommended to
the dean of his school by his department
head or by the chairperson of his depart-
mental or school personnel committee
The faculty members of each department

and college or school determine the
structure of their personnel committee and

3 members. Personnel committees

of his publications. 3) At least two outside
letters of evaluation. 4) A memorandum
from the department head or personnel
committee chairperson giving detailed
reasons for originating or supporting the
recommendation. This should include
detailed appraisal of the teaching ability of
the faculty member. 5) A similar
memorandum from the chairperson of the
personnel committee.

Recommendations for tenure should
follow the same guidelines.
After receiving his ' departmental

recommendations, the dean of each school

of his school and then submit a memoran-
dum to the Provost summarizing his
recommendations as well as those of his
personnel committee.
Recommendations are submitted an-

nually.

According to a memorandum from the
Provost's office the "normal" (not

Educational Policy of the Board of Trustees.
The raise in salary a faculty member

receives along with his promotion depends
on a number of things including his
background and the number of people that
are in his field (If there are many he will get
less pay than if there are few.)
The announced minimum standard

are subject to change during September but S3Z33?55SZS2X232
Fierce snow-fighting
erupts in Southwest
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By SHERMAN BOYSON eighty more were stationed on theMDC Staff Writer ground.
Sales of Ben-Gay will probably The residents in Washington and

be pretty high in the Southwest Adams Towers had the safest
Munchies today, as a lot of arms positions, as their lounge windows
start hurting in the aftermath of a provided them with a ringside view
rooftop snowball fight last night, and the comfort of protection
The rooftops of Cance. Pierpont, Military strategy was used

Moore Houses, and the throughout the battle One roof
surrounding courtyards erupted
into battlefields as approximately
150 students declared war on
anyone within striking distance of
the snowballs.

Although everyone and his
brother tried to take credit for
starting the battle, most persons
agreed that a few kids on the top of

would stockpile ammunition, and
then charge another roof en masse.
Meanwhile, the troops on the
ground were using trees and walls
to protect them as they fired upon
their enemies on the roofs.
The ground forces had the

disadvantage in firing ability. One
could eet a lot more force behind aMoore House started it when they snowball when you were throwing

ambushed returning students from it in a downward thrust compared
the nearby dining commons The
few on the roof soon became many.
Then. Pierpont and Cance roofs
quickly followed with armies of
their own. and warfare began.
This wan't your average

snowbalr fight. Size alone
separated it from the backyard
fights one is used to. About seventy
students manned the roofs, while

to an upward one.

The ground forces however, had
the advantage of unlimited am-
munition. The roof troops found
their supply of snow quickly
diminishing. Cance solved the
problem by having snow shipped
from below.

A police car stopped in the
horseshoe parking lot on »hp side of

2Uj? ftaHBarlruBPttfl Daily (Hall*gum
The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip
code 01002. Telephones: 545-2550 (news) 545 0344 (sports); 545-0731
(business).

Second class postage is paid in Amherst and additional mailing in
Ware, Mass. 01082 THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,
exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of
an act of March 8, 1879, as amended by an act of June ll, 1943. Sub-

scription rates are $6 00 per semester or $10.00 per year.

Moore, and suggested to the
rooftop warriors that they should
vacate their positions. Most of the
students on Moore complied with
the request, but the other two
dorms maintained their posts.

A police officer came to the roof
of Moore, but by then all the troops
were located on top of the other two
dorms. The officer tried yelling at
the students to get them to leave,
but his only reply was an oc-
casional snowball at his feet.
Eventually the police were able

to have the fighting moved from
the roofs to the ground. No arrests
were made.
Pierpont s lobby became the

main battlefield, while others
battled students in their rooms.
Wastebaskets of snow provided the
floors with the necessary am-
munition.

Some damage was reported from
the dorms in the battle area. Moore
House reported only minor
damage, with some snow in the
building and some screens pushed
in from the force of the snowballs
Washington Lower Head of
Residence Carol Radzik said "One
window is definitely broken, and
I've heard that there may be a few-
others. "' Pierpont Head of
Residence Sandi Blount reported
"no damage, except for a few wet
rugs in the lobby." The Cance
Head of Residence was
unavailability for comment but
observers reported seeing about
three broken windows in the
building.

Student judiciary:

it's there for you
By ROBERTA MARTONE
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The unseen observers B
By CAROL SCHIEB

MDC Staff

Have you ever had the feeling

that you were being watched,
turned around, and no one was
there? The School of Education
provides a special room for lots of

watching and prevents people from
becoming paranoid at the same
time.

Although unknown to many, this

room exists in Mark's Meadow
Elementary School, a part of the
School of Ed. The Observation
Corridor as defined by Michael
Greenebaum, Principal of Mark's
Meadow, is "an area in which
people can observe a classroom
without themselves being ob-
served."

The Observation Corridor was
built fourteen years ago as a part
of Mark's Meadow School, for

observational purposes. To those
being observed, the corridor is

disguised as looking like ordinary
mirrors that line the upper wall of
one side of the classroom.
Those observing find it quite

different in that one can gaze down
upon a whole classroom very
easily through the slightly tinted

glass windows. Upon its con-
struction a sound system was in-

stalled. At that time, classrooms
were still traditional, so it was
possible to follow the conversation
from activity to activity.

Although the sound system still

works, it might not be considered
as useful because of the open
classrooms. The voices are clear
yet many activities are going on at
one time creating a constant flow
of conversation.

The corridor has many uses. The
School of Ed. uses it in preparing
students for their teaching
programs by advising them to use
the observation corridor before
and during their experience in the
classroom. Other groups have
found it useful such as Classroom
Development courses and those
people involved in the seminars
and activities that occurred during
the Marathon which was held at

the end of January.
Mark's Meadow uses the

corridor for similar purposes. The
teachers find it useful in observing
the children and student teachers.
Parents use it in ways that are
personally helpful and rewarding.

A WMB Graphic

A new revival:
Hieroglyphics

By E. PATRICK McQUAID
Dr. David van Blerkom does not teach your average foreign language

flass. His course deals with a dialect that has remained buried in

libraries almost as long as it has been buried under the sand:
Hieroglyphics.

No, the above inscription was not unearthed in the men's wash room
of the Campus Center. It is itself the Egyptian word of Hieroglyphics
which translated reads as "Writings of the Gods".

Dr. van Blerkom, who holds a Ph.D in Astronomy, has always
retained an interest in Egyptianology since his boyhood. In 1968, while a
graduate student, he and a colleague began their studies out of mutual
interest. They had no institution to which they could turn, only a few
books just about as old as the Hieroglyphics themselves.

Last year he conducted his first class in Hieroglyphics at the Project
Ten office. Attendence was above his expectations and by student request
he is teaching this semester, again at the Project Ten Program.

Hieroglyphics is not the simple picture-writing it is thought to be. "It
is," says Dr. van Blerkom, "really a language; with rules to follow and
everything! You wouldn't think that they had rules to follow like: 'i before
e except after c', but they did."

The language itself embodies two basic methods of communicating to

the reader. One is called Ideogram ; which is illustrating the main content
of what is to be read. The second, Rebus, or Phonogram, involves ab-
stract words that cannot be drawn. Dr. van Blerkom used the term
"belief" as an example.

Although not an Egyptian word, it might be thought of, in our ter-
minology, as drawing the animal "bee" and adding the plant "leaf" aside
it. The modern reader would interpret it as "belief".

"The Egyptians," continued he, "were very conservative, and they
used all forms of the word, making it quite difficult to understand (for
modern scholars)".

"In that case," asked a student, "how reliable is Egyptian History?"
Dr. van Blerkom replied that the Hieroglyphics were chisled on walls

and took much time and care. "If a reigning Pharoah was beaten in

battle, he certainly wouldn't shower glory on his enemies by spelling it

out on his palace walls.

"Consider if a historian wrote the history of America based entirely
on what he found written on public walls; you'd get quite a different idea
about us!"

Most of the class are Arts or Science majors who have taken the
course out of interest. It is, as one student put it, "A change from
Chemistry. Math, and other 'hard core' subjects".

Students are expected to be capable of translating simple phrases
and sentences after an adequate time of study and eventually tackling
some Egyptian poems such as can be found in the famous Book of the
Dead, an ancient manuscript.

Amusingly, the first sentence that the class learned translated

literallv as. "The beer is in the house".

The observation corridor at Mark's Meadow Elementary School is a unique
approach to helping student teachers improve their methods.

Outside groups use it frequently
and find it especially ideal for

informal discussions.

The children in the classrooms
are aware that the corridor exists
but have gotten used to visitors and
aren't always conscious of being
observed. They are allowed to go
up and use it with projects they are

Pianist
Houstoun
performs

By DAVID SOKOL
Classical pianist Michael

Houstoun performed the first of

two concerts yesterday evening at

Bowker Auditorium as part of the

Fine Arts Council's concert series.

At age 21, Houstoun is already
the recipient of many prizes and
awards and is currently touring

America as a prizewinner in the

Van Giburn International Piano
Competition. Playing with the style

and sophistication of one much
older, New Zealand's Mr.
Houstoun awed the half-filled

auditorium with his dynamic
command of the piano.

Mr. Houstoun chose a varied
selection of material including a

magnificent performance of

Prokofieffs Sonata number 7 in B
flat major and Chopin's Sonata
number 3 in B minor.

Tonight, Houstoun will be per-
forming a somewhat different

program featuring Bach's English
Suite number 4 in F major and
selected works by Rachmaninoff
and Chopin. He will repeat his in-

terpretations of Chopin's Sonata
number 3 and Liszt's Mephisto
Waltz. Bravo.

preparing.

Jim Nields, a third grader,
walked through while I was
visiting and briefly stopped to point
out a friend. He was very open in

inviting me down to observe his

classroom. He is obviously well
adjusted to the activities that are
continuously occurring there.

The Observation Corridor is open
to anyone between the hours of 8:45
a.m. and 2:30 p.m., five days a
week. No advance appointments
are necessary for individuals.
Greenebaum requests, however,
that advance notice when large
groups wish to observe or want a
guided tour.

Eugene Farnum puts his finishing touches on one of
the many new bus shelters now being built by the
Physical plant. (Staff Photo-Joe Martins)
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Parking and transport council set up

Q
WANT A DATE?
With someone who
makes great coffee,

great donuts and is

ready whenever your
stomach is — Open 24

hrs. weekends.

WiSter
Dorvut.

MISTER DONUT
Mt. Farms Mall

Rfe. % Hadley

By LAWRENCE KORNFELD
Due to protest against the

parking situation around UMass
the Board of Trustees has in-

structed Chancellor Bromery to set

up a committee called the Parking
and Transportation Council. This
council has been charged with
analysing the parking and tran-

sportation situation around UMass
and making recomendations for

improving it.

The council is made up of
representatives from many dif-

ferent groups on campus including
students, faculty, and union local

1776.

According to chairperson Alan

Gross the university has already stop towing in cases where cars are
accepted their recomendation to parked in the wrong parking lots.
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U.S. and the world

Hearst can't meet
kidnapper's demands

By SUSAN SWARD
Associated Press Writer

BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) — Newspaper magnate
Randolph A. Hearst said Wednesday he could not
possibly meet the demand of his daughter's kid-

napers for a multimillion dollar food giveway.
But he sought to assure his daughter and her ab-

ductors by vowing to do "everything in my power" to

set up some kind of food distribution program. To 19-

year-old Patricia Hearst, he said: "Hang in there,

honey!"
Hearst first told reporters that it was impossible to

meet the kidnapers' demand-estimated by state

officials to cost as much as $400 million - and said he
would make a counter proposal within two days.
Later, however, he appeared again outside his
Hillsborough home to say that he would try to meet
their demands — but on a modified scale.

I am going to do everything I can to comply with
their demand, and if that's not enough, I can't help it.

I've done everything I can do," he said.

"Obviously, I don't see how I can meet a $400
million program, but I just want these people to

know... I'm going to do everything in my power to set
up the type of program they're talking about."
Hearst said it was too soon to say how such a

distribution system would be set up. He said work
was being done on the project but declined to discuss
details.

The newspaper executive told newsmen at a late

afternoon meeting that he had listened to a tape of the
statement he had made five hours earlier and was
concerned that his daughter's captors might draw the
impression he was being uncooperative.
"They might construe what I said this morning to

mean that I wasn't going to do anything, but that I

was going to come back with another offer, and that is

not so."

Hearst's earlier appearance included an emotional
statement he said he hoped Patricia would hear:
"You can rest assured that your mother and I and the
family will do everything we can to get you out."

Mrs. Hearst, crying softly, added: "We love you,

Patty, and we're all praying for you... I know God will

bring you back."
Hearst, president and editor of the San Francisco

Examiner, said, "I just wanted to let you know it's a

little frightening because the original demand is one
that is impossible to meet.
"However, in the next 24 to 48 hours, I will be trying

my best to come back with some kind of counteroffer

that is acceptable," he said.

The Symbionese Liberation Army, which claims
responsibility for the Feb. 4 kidnaping, demanded
that Hearst supply $70 worth of free food for every
elderly and needy person in California.

State officials said Wednesday it was virtually

impossible to compute what the price tag would be for

the food. Based on varying estimates on who would be
eligible, officials said, the tab could run anywhere
from $133 million to conceivably more than $400
million.

The SLA said Hearst's free food was the price for
negotiating his daughter's release. It warned that
failure to meet the demand could cost her life.

Immediately after the demand was made, Hearst
said he would make every effort to comply — but it

appeared the cost was just too steep.

In his statement, Hearst said: "It's very difficult

because I have no one to negotiate with except
through a letter that generally comes two or three

days later than we expect it."

Nonetheless, he asked his daughter to tell her
kidnapers "not to worry, no one is going to bust in on
them or start a shootout."

Hearst said he believed the kidnapers were treating
his daughter under the Geneva convention as they
promised, even though she sounded a little tired "or
like you were sedated.

"I think you'd like to know everyone is praying for
you. I think a few are even praying for the people who
have you. ...Hang in there, honey!" he said.

The FBI said Wednesday there were no new leads
to the whereabouts of the heiress and vowed again not
to jeopardize her safety.

Nixon calls for more
unemployment benefits
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Nixon administration asked
Congress Wednesday to soften the
economic punch of the energy
crisis with a $1 billion expansion of
unemployment benefits.

Labor Secretary Peter J.
Brennan said the administration's
proposal would provide an ad-
ditional 13 weeks of unemployment
pay in areas of high unemployment
and extend coverage to 15 million
workers not now included.

Since most states now pay the
maximum of 26 weeks in jobless
benefits, it would mean that
workers losing their jobs would be
entitled to a total of 39 weeks
unemployment pay in most cases.
However, where unemployment

is high enough to trigger a regular
federal-state extended program,
benefits could be paid for up to 52

weeks, Brennan said.

The secretary said the proposal
will help workers laid off because
of the energy crisis as well as those

who have lost their jobs for othe*

reasons.

About 15 million state and local

government employes and farm
workers not now covered by
unemployment compensation
programs would be eligible for up
to 26 weeks of benefits, he said.

The 13-week extension of benefits
would go to areas where insured
unemployment averaged 4.5 per
cent or more for 13 weeks. It also
would apply in areas where in-

sured unemployment averaged
four percent or more if they ex-
perienced at least a 20 per cent
jump in insured unemployment
since the October 1972-September

1973 period.

Insured unemployment is based
on unemployment compensation
rates, and the rates are about 2 per
cent below the national unem-
ployment rate, which is 5.2 per
cent. About 15 or 20 states would be
eligible for extra benefits if the
proposal were in effect now.

The administration's proposal
was suggested as a revision to its

legislation of a year ago. That bill,

still pending, would set national
standards for unemployment
compensation.
Meantime, the Labor Depart-

ment said that unemployment
insurance claims for the week
etded Jan. 26 showed nearly
180,000 persons receiving jobless
benefits attributed to the loss of
work due to the energy crisis.
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Nixon proposes

new transit system

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1974

by JAY PERKINS
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Nixon has proposed a $19.3-billion

revenue-sharing program
designed to improve the nation's

public transportation system.

He also asked Congress Wed-
nesday to approve a program to

revitalize the nation's rail system

through a massive program of

government loan guarantees and
through relaxed regulatory

procedures.

Both proposals have been in the

works for some time but the

President said the energy crisis

brought home the need for im-

provements in mass transit and
rail systems.

"The energy crisis has un-

derscored an important lesson : our
system of national transportation

is not working at maximum ef-

ficiency," the President said in a

message to Congress.

"As our society grows and our
economy continues to expand, we
must insure that the efficiency of

this system keeps stride with the
changing demands placed on it."

The President's plan, if ap-
proved by Congress, would make
$2.3 billion available to large cities

and slightly over $1.1 billion

available to towns of under 50,000

and to rural areas in the fiscal year
starting July 1.

The urban grant program would

consist of $700 million for the
purchase of new equipment,
another $700 million that could be
used for new equipment or to

reduce operating deficits of
current systems and $l.i billion

that could be used either for high-
way construction or for mass
transit programs.
The rural area program would

make available $1.1 billion for

highway construction or bus
purchases and $10 million foi

public transportation demon-
stration projects.

Both programs would increase
slightly through 1977, with the
urban program hitting a high of

$2.7 billion and the rural program
topping off at $1,145 million.

All funds would be channeled
through the governor of each state.

The President's proposal for

revitalizing the rail system calls

for $2 billion in government
guarantees for private loans made
to the railroads. This money would
be used to upgrade track and
purchase new equipment, and
build new terminals.

In addition, the proposal would
liberalize railroad abandonment
procedures, thus making it easier
for a railroad to drop service on
routes that are unprofitable, and
would authorize $35 million to

study freight car utilization
procedures.

Tax checkoff used
for public campaigns

By JOHN BECKLER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The $1

checkoff for a presidential cam-
paign fund on the 1973 income tax
returns has produced so many
questions from taxpayers the
government issued a detailed
explanation of it Wednesday.

It was enacted as part of the
Revenue Act of 19 and took effect

Jan. 1, 1973, but the checkoff box
was on a separate form last year
and was not widely used.

The collar checkoff is intended to

provide public funds for paying the
campaign expenses of presidential
and vice presidential candidates of
the two major political parties and
any other party that received five
per cent or more of the popular
vote in the preceding election.

As they accumulate during the
nonpresidential years the funds
are deposited in the U.S. Treasury.
They are paid out to cover stated
expenses occurred from the date
when a presidential candidate is

nominated until 30 days after the
election.

Each major party candidate is

entitled to 15 cents for every person
of voting age in the population as of
June 1 in the year of the election.
The total was $139 million in 1972,

which would have yielded slightly

less than $21 million for each
candidate.

Minor party candidates would be
intitled to a share based on the

ratio between the minor party's

popular vote in the previous
election and the average vote of the

two major party candidates.
Under the formula, no third

party candidate will be eligible for

funds in 1976. There is a provision
for a new party candidate who
receives more than five per cent of

the popular vote to receive funds
after the election.

Payments are restricted to the

amounts actually needed to meet
campaign expenses or repay loans
obtained for campaign expenses.
Any candidate seeking to

become eligible for the fund must
certify that campaign spending
will be limited to the maximum
subsidy allowable under the 15

cents per vote formula.
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Sen. Ervin guest of Yale
By DAN HALL

Associated Press Writer
NEW HAVEN. Conn. (AP) -

"I think I'd enjoy being in

college again," U.S. Sen. Sam
J. Ervin Jr. mused as he
walked to his next "class" at
Yale University.

The 77-year-old Ervin
reflected his enjoyment during
a three-day stay with students
this week, and the students
responded with respectful
enthusiasm.

"In Washington, as chair-

man of one committee and two
sub-committees, very seldom
does 20 minutes pass without
the telephone ringing or a
member of my staff wanting
me for something," said the
North Carolina Democrat.
His rare college visit of more

than one day, the Watergate
committee chairman ex-
plained, "gives a nice chance
to get to know more students on
a more intimate level."

Although Ervin viewed the

Yale visit as a break from
Washington's hectic pace, it

was no vacation.

After a near comic struggle

to reach a New York City train

Monday from his daughter's
New Jersey house - he missed
the first two - his every minute
from dawn to bed was busy.

Ribbing about his Harvard
Law School affiliation followed

him right from his welcome to

Yale's Timothy Dwight College

by the college's master, Dr.

Homer D. Babbidge.
The senator slept and ate

most of his meals at the

college, one of 12 at Yale, under
a Chubb fellowship.

"He's obviously close to the
ideal Chubb fellow," Babbidge
said.

"He relates well with the

students... and, frankly, he
likes to talk."

Senator Sam J. Ervin

Wearing a cossack hat and
light raincoat despite near
freezing temperatures, the
ample, grey-haired senator
walked to nearly all of his
engagements, cruising through
sidewalk traffic like the prow
of a ship.

One carload of young people
stopped and gave him a cheer.
Two students, one with an

"impeach" sign on his brief-

case, exchanged greetings with
him.

Each day Ervin took part in

some classroom discussion and
repeated receptions, mealtime
discussions, coffee hours,
cocktail parties and student
interviews.

Students were required to

sign up in advance to attend
meals and smaller social
functions with him.

"There's a certain amount of

excitement having a celebrity

here," said senior Daniel
Arnheim. "But otherwise
things don't change very
much."
Watergate was the first topic

out of most mouths, from
Ervin 's initial news conference
to the formal dinner of squab
that marked his departure
Wednesday.

The senator, however, noted
the complete absence of
Watergate from Tuesday
morning questions on radio
with another constitutional
expert, Prof. Louis Pollak, and
in a class on political theory.
His discourses spiced with an

always-handy Ervin anecdote,
he covered a wide range^ of
subjects: his opposition to

federal civil-rights legislation,

the "un-civil war," privacy,
free speech, women's rights,

obscenity laws and federal
finance.

He told one story at least

three times, raising a laughter
and applause each time.

FBI agent testifies

at Wounded Knee trial
Bv JOHN LINDQU1ST
Associated Press Writer

ST. PALL, Minn. (AP) - An
Indian FBI agent told Wednesday
how he was called to western South
Dakota in late February last year
and carried out surveillance at a

Russell Means

meeting held by American Indian
Movement (AIM) leaders.

Stanley Keel, who has been with
the FBI nine years, said Russell

Means and Dennis Banks were two
of those who took part in the
meeting the night of Feb. 21.

Means, 34, an Oglala Sioux from
Porcupine, S.D., and Banks, 41, St.

Paul, a Minnesota Chippewa, are
accused of helping lead the 71-day
occupation of Wounded Knee, S.D.

Charges include theft, burglary,

assault of a federal officers, fire

arms violations and conspiracy.

Keel said he attended the
meeting in Rapid City, S.D., at the

Mother Butler Center where he
said he heard Means acknowledge
Bank's introduction of him as the

"next chief of the Oglala Sioux
nation." He testified Means
"thanked the gathering for the
support they'd shown for the
American Indian Movement."
Keel said Means also urged the

impeachment of Richard Wilson,

president of the Pine Ridge
Reservation Tribal Council.

Court recessed with the agent

still on the stand.

Earlier, the prosecution called

Ivy Goings, the youthful clerk of

the Sioux tribal court and offered

two exhibits, one of which the

defense challenged.

The defense challenge related to

a request for federal marshals

Feb. 9, 1973, and whether it was
properly filed. The defense also

questioned the petition signed by
Tribal Judge Theodore Tibbetts,

saying a request for marshals

must legally come through the 20-

man tribal council.

Meanwhile, efforts oy um
defense to challenge the testimony

of an Indian reservation official

failed. The witness was Clarence

Nelson, director of natural

resources on the reservation. He
was called by the prosecution to

establish that Means was an

enrolled member of the Oglala

Sioux.

Deportation: an

ancient device
By WILLIAM L. RYAN

AP Special Correspondent
AP News Analysis

Soviet authorities came up with what they probably saw as a clever
way out of a predicament by deporting Alexander Solzhenitsyn, but it's

an ancient device and it's use will reinforce an impression abroad that the
Kremlin hasn't changed much over the years.
The Nobel laureate, in a way, has wound up a victor over the Kremlin.

What it did to him is bound to shadow Soviet policy for some time to come
and have an impact on detente projects involved in the current exercise
in peaceful coexistence.

But the Kremlin's situation was unpleasant. While it cherished the
detente for practical economic reasons, it couldn't abide Solzhenitsyn. He
had challenged the authority of the leaders and the party. Something had
to be done. But what?
To place on trial such a celebrated though patently inconvenient per-

sonage and then sentence him to the very punishment he so effectively
exposed in his latest book could have bad effects abroad. Past experience
suggested another way out.

Since Solzhenitsyn was avowedly determined not to cooperate with
them in any way, they couldn't use the "voluntary" trip abroad ploy in his
case, and so the regime dipped back into history.

The last forcible deportation was in the 1920s when Stalin expelled his
political foe, the celebrated Lev Davidovich Trotsky.
But the czars frequently had used forced deportation to get rid of

political undesirables.

Solzhenitsyn suspected the regime wanted to get rid of him by letting
him go abroad and then lifting his passport.
"You may notice," he told interviewers last year, "that in those cases

when it is impossible to get rid of a person with behind-scenes methods
used on the nonprominent, they find it least painful to fling them out to the
West, and it is best if it can be worked out under a voluntary agreement in

the guise of a temporary trip abroad or irrevocable emigration."
That tactic was used many times in recent years against dissidents who

now reside in the United States and Europe, forever forbidden to return to
their native land. " -

The decision to banish Solzhenitsyn permanently to the West instead of
incarcerating him in a labor camp and to let his family join him might
seem magnanimous to some by comparison. Most likely it was reached in

the interest of the detente and the Kremlin image abroad. Solzhenitsyn
can continue his criticism from outside Soviet borders. But the point is

that the West is already familiar with such criticism, and the Kremlin
aim is to shield Soviet and Communist bloc people from contamination.

(AP Wirephoto)
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The energy crisis

David Bruce, left, head of the American delegation to the People's Republic of China, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
and William Donaldson, undersecretary of state for security assistance arrive for the second and final day of the 13-nation
energy conference Tuesday in Washington. (AP Wirephoto)

Energy conference 'a success'
By SPENCER DAVIS

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) The

turbulent 13-nation Washington
energy conference ended
yesterday with agreement to meet
quickly with producer nations to

ease the oil crises.

Although France objected to key
provisions, Secretary of State
Henry A Kissinger called the

three-day meeting a complete
success.

Acknowledging that there had
been sharp differences of view with
France at the meeting, he said this

that the United States attaches to

its relations with its Atlantic
partners.

Kissinger emphatically declared

the United States does not consider

itself to be in a confrontation with

France. He said he had read some
articles in the European press

about a divorce between France
and the United States. "That is

absolutely not true," he said.

At a news conference, Kissinger
also said he thinks international

efforts to meet the energy crisis

will result in lower prices than now
charged by Arab countries "but
considerably higher" than before

the last Middle East war.

The conference gave up efforts to

win a compromise agreement with

France on establishing some
machinery to connect the meeting
of major energy consumers with

later sessions with producing
countries.

Instead, meeting for an un-

scheduled third day, all 13 coun-

tries signed a communique which

contained footnotes that France

had not agreed.

France objected to any kind of

coordinating group and wanted the

conference to end without
agreements for further actions.

France favors the United Nations,

where developing countries and
the producing nations are all

represented at the forum.
Kissinger said the United States

did not tnink the United Nations

was a suitable body to work out
energy crisis problems. But he said

the United Nations was a good
forum for airing the views of all of

the nations.

The American view, he said, is

that oil prices were too low in

September 1973 before the out-

break of the Israeli-Arab war, but
are too high now.
The coordinating group will be

called into action by the United
States but a site for the meeting
has not been decided. The United
States will not insist upon
becoming the chairman of the
group, Kissinger said.

Immediately after the con-
ference ended, French Foreign
Minister Michel Jobert told a news
conference that the nine-nation
Common Market countries were
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being carried away by the United
States and had forgotten it was an
economic and not a political in-

stitution.

Kissinger, however, said no
existing international organization
could deal with the energy crisis on
the basis of the seven-point
proposals the United States had put
before the meeting.

All the foreign ministers, in-

cluding France, agreed that
solutions to the world's energy
problems should be sought in

consultation with the producer
countries.

The American-promised com-
promise machinery which France
objected to established a coor-
dinating group headed by senior
officials. The group was instructed
to "direct preparations of a con-
ference of consumer and producer
countries which is to be held at the
earliest possible opportunity and
which, if necessary, will be
preceded by a further meeting of

consumer countries."

France dissented, but the
remaining 12 nations all "con-
curred in the need for a com-
orehensive action program to deal

with all facets of the world energy
situation by cooperative
measures."
The foreign ministers of

Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Norway, the United Kingdom and
the United States all agreed on the
full communique.
Three proposals for a com-

munique were placed before the
foreign ministers attending the
session.

The proposals, part of a 10-page
proposed communiaue, were

submitted by a working group
which labored until 6 a.m.
The three versions dealt with the

issues which became the most
hotly debated during the three
days of the conference: What to do
next and how to arrange for one or
perhaps two follow-up conferences
which would include both oil

producing countries and less

developed nations.

The session of the ministers
started at 10 a.m. recessed around
11 : 30 a.m. after giving instructions
to a working group to draft a
compromise version.
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Simon slaps Ash
on energy policy

New legislation

unveiled forMassachusetts

WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal energy chief
William E. Simon made clear yesterday he would like

budget director Roy L. Ash to keep out of the energy
area after Ash predicted the energy crisis will end
this year.

"Perhaps I should call a press briefing on the
budget or maybe I should ask Mr. Ash to keep his

cotton pickin' hands off energy policy," Simon said.

His comment, on NBC-TV's "Today" program,
came after Ash said on three different occasions
Tuesday that the energy crisis would be over this

year, although problems would remain.
A source close to Ash said Ash had every right to

speak out on energy. Besides serving as director of

the Office of Management and Budget, Ash is a
member of the Cabinet-level energy committee on
which Simon also serves.

The White House refused to be drawn into the ap-

parent controversy.

"Both gentlemen are working toward the goal set

by the President" - to relieve the energy crisis, press

spokesman Gerald L. Warren told newsmen.
In saying Ash should perhaps keep his "cotton

pickin' hands" out of the energy area, Simon was
using the same words his boss, Treasury Secretary
George P. Shultz, used several months ago to suggest
that then White House advisor Melvin A. Laird keep
out of economic policy areas.

Simon was asked if Ash's statements about the

ending of the crisis would make his job more difficult.

"Nobody's statements can make my job more
difficult," he replied.

Simon said in a recent article written for the
Associated Press that one of his biggest problems has
been to make people believe there is an energy crisis.

Ash had told newsmen Tuesday, "The immediate
short-term crisis is manageable, onetime and will be
over with before the end of this year."

It will be over, he said, because Americans will

have learned to live with seven per cent less energy
than they had before the Arab oil embargo.

BOSTON ( AP) - Gov. Francis W.
Sargent has defended "landmark
legislation" controlling the en-
vironmental impact of new
projects that he said opponents are
trying to scuttle or curtail.

In an address to the New
England River Basins Commission
Tuesday, Sargent said the two-
year-old Environmental Policy act
is working and many of its

weaknesses have been overcome.
The governor said in the eight

months that environmental impact
statements have been required on
construction, $700 million in
projects has been reviewed.
He said these statements "need

not be the enemy of the
businessman or the developer." He

said the statements can reveal
problems long before large sums
are invested.

The governor said it's "too early
to remove the teeth" of the law but
said he won't ignore the
"legitimate protests of those who
must use the system."
The governor said the law has

become the focal point of conflict

between supporters of the en-

vironment and of the economy.
"I reject the assumption that the

needs of the environment and of

the economy are separate and
irreconcilable," the governor said.

"I reject the assumption that those
who believe in the environment
must forever battle those who
believe in the economy."

New federal allocations due today
after Sarge battles energy office
BOSTON (AP) - A new plan for

state gasoline allocations will be
announced by the Federal Energy
Office this morning, following

complaints from Massachusetts

that it was being shortchanged

under the current program.
An updated version of the

allocation system will be disclosed

at a 10 a.m. news conference today,

the energy office said. Officials

declined further comment.
Gov. Francis Sargent pleaded

with the energy office to reconsider
his request for more gasoline for

the state.

"Massachusetts is being short-

changed," Sargent said at a news
conference yesterday.

"I'm appalled at the way they,

energy officials go about getting

their figures."

Figures on which the allocations

are based have been supplied by
the oil industry.

Sargent said figures on the gas
coming into Boston Harbor may be
used to determine what
Massachusetts is getting, when
much of it goes out of state.
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BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND- Pickets from the striking National Union of

Mineworkers stand talking with a policeman, as a heavy truck loaded with coke is

allowed to leave Saltley Gas Works here Monday morning, the first weekday of the

National Mineworkers Strike. The gas works were the scene of ugly clashes during

the rast miners strike in 1972. (AP Wirephoto)
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Gas station operators
upset over new bans

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
New England gasoline station operators are

disgruntled.

They are upset with Federal Energy Chief William
E. Simon's recent order that service stations may not
limit gasoline sales to regular customers only.
And they are upset with other regulations.

If they have any one message, it is that they need
more gasoline, not more regulations.

"We feel this is the straw that broke the dealers'
back," said Robert J. Doucette, president of the New
Hampshire and Vermont Gasoline Retailers
Association.

"It is another point of dictatorship from
Washington, from the F.E.O. Federal Energy
Office," said Doucette, who operates an Exxon
station in Nashua, N.H.

In Waterbury, Conn., 80 per cent of the city's

gasoline station operators have threatened to close
down for a week to protest Simon's order. The
president of their association has asked dealers
throughout the state to join in the shutdown.
Twenty-two dealers from Belmont and Watertown,

Mass., have vowed they will sell gasoline to all

comers until they "pump out."

Simon ruled that preferential treatment for regular

customers was discriminatory and he urged

motorists to report violators to the Internal Revenue
Service. He also ruled against other gasoline station

practices which "arbitrarily discriminate" among
motorists.

"That stinks," is the way Stanley Dworkin,
manager of McGinn's Shell Station in Quincy, Mass.,

reacted.

"These people keep our rent paid and food on the

table," said Tom Harrington, an Exxon dealer in

Watertown, Mass., of his regular customers.

"And when this is over, they'll still be with us and
the strangers will be back with the cut-price in-

dependents," another dealer added.
The 22 dealers from Watertown and Belmont took

their complaints to a representative of the
Massachusetts attorney general's office Wednesday.
They left unsatisfied.

Gov. Thomas Salmon announced that Vermont
would go on a voluntary, alternate-day rationing plan
Monday. The response of service station operators
was unenthusiastic at best. Many said they did not
like having to enforce the new system.

Sargent's newest energy plan

Rationing & waiting
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

To ration or not to ration? That was the question facing more and more
state officials Wednesday as the federal government continued it's wait-

and-see program.
South Carolina, New Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode Island joined the

list of states announcing gasoline rationing plans based on the odd, even
Oregon system.

Eight other states already have put similar programs into effect - all

but three on a voluntary basis - and the governor of Connecticut asked the
legislature Wednesday for authority to implement statewide rationing if

necessary.

Connecticut Republican Gov. Thomas Meskill indicated, however, that

he still opposes such a plan. Meskill previously has argued that rationing -

if it comes - should be on a national basis administered by federal
authorities.

The White House said Tuesday that President Nixon would assess the
results of statewide plans before making any decision about nationwide
rationing of any kind. The government has already printed World War II

style rationing coupons in case it decides coupon rationing is warranted.
U.S. Sen. Lowell Weicker, R-Conn., said he would move to require

mandatory rationing program. He said he is against coupon rationing
prefering a system like the odd-even Oregon plan.

Connecticut has been one of the states hardest hit by the gasoline
shortage and numerous communities already have instituted odd-even
rationing on a local basis.

The only mandatory statewide rationing plans are in New Jersey,
Maryland and Hawaii. Officials in other areas have reported varying
degrees of success with voluntary programs that limit motorists to

alternate-day purchases and, in most cases, do not allow stations to sell

gas to anyone with more than half a tank of gasoline.

BOSTON (AP) — Gov. Francis
W. Sargent unveiled yesterday the
state's draft plan for dealing with
energy shortages if they should get
worse — a four-state scheme
ranging from additional voluntary
conservation to possible closing of

schools and doubling up of
families. The plan also includes a
procedure for deciding when to

consider ordering the various
conservation steps.

The governor released the plan
in a speech before the Steel Service
Center Institute where he said
"Two priorities stand above all

others: the protection of public
safety and the preservation of our
economic base-of jobs."

"In real terms, if the crunch
comes, this means that a super-
market will lose its heating oil

before a home does; schools will

lose their residual oil before a
factory does."

In its discussion of the fourth
stage, "extreme energy
emergency actions," the report
noted the Civil Defense authorities

and the National Guard would be
alerted.

"Because of the maximum
flexibility required to meet this

level of shortages, it is impossible
to rank with any certitude the
measures that would be taken.
Nevertheless, it is safe to say that
in the residential sector, the
consolidation of living quarters
would receive attention," the
report said,

rinsing or not heating a quarter

of the state's homes would save

the equivalent of 12 million barrels
of fuel oil, the report said.

Other extreme measures
possible would be a four-day work
week in offices, closing of schools
and rolling blackouts. The decision
procedure calls for a complicated
array of "trigger" indices based on
Federal Energy Office an-
nouncements, and stocks of fuels
on hand and expected.
The plan calls for the governor to

confer with other state officials

and the legislative leadership
before ordering additional
measures.
Some of the measures belonging

to the first two stages are already
in effect, such as the 55 mile per
hour speed limit.

The draft plan was prepared by
the governor's Emergency Energy
Technical Advisory Committee
and is being submitted to business,
labor, municipal, educational and
consumer advisory task forces. A
final version was to be released
later.
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N.E. hitspump lines

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Drivers in Vermont will get an

alternate day rationing system
next week while in Connecticut,
they may be able to start buying
gasoline on Sundays.
The developments came Wed-

nesday as governors of the New
England states looked for ways for
service stations to distribute
limited supplies of gasoline without
long lines.

Massachusetts has had a
rationing system since Monday,
New Hampshire starts one next
Monday and plans for one in Rhode
Island will be announced within the
next 10 days.

Meanwhile, Massachusetts of-

ficials waited for a decision from
the Federal Energy Office on
whether the state's gasoline
allocations will be increased.
The Energy Office said it would

announce a revised allocation plan
in Washington on Thursday. Under
the plan unveiled last week Maine
and Connecticut were the only New
England states scheduled to get
more gasoline.

Gov. Thomas Meskill said his

recommendation for Sunday gas
sales would probably be criticized.

"The Washington bureaucrats
are going to come charging out of

the very chairs in which they've
been dozing these last week," he
said. "We're going to be accused of

flouting the conservation effort.

"I believe the people will go for

Sunday purchases not to resume
leisure weekend driving but only to

avoid the wasteful results of

congestion at the pumps."
Meskill also recommended that

stations drop all limits on
maximum sales but serve only
cars that come in with less than
half a tank of gas.

In Vermont, a voluntary alter-

nate day rationing system similar

to the one in Massachusetts goes
into effect next Wednesday.

"Should the gasoline supply
worsen in the coming months, the

state may have to go to a man-
datory plan later," said Gov.
Thomas Salmon.
The system bases daily gasoline

sales on whether cars have even or
odd numbered license plates.

Some New England stations

reacted bitterly to a ruling by the
energy office that they cannot give
preferential treatment to regular
customers.

In Waterbury, Conn., 80 per cent
of the city's stations threatened to

close down in protest Wednesday.
The City Council in Lowell,

Mass., has asked the city solicitor

to draw up plans to make gasoline

rationing mandatory within city

limits.

On the Maine Turnpike, service

stations have agreed to sell full

tanks of gasoline to emergency
vehicles whenever they need it.

The action came after a service

station charged an ambulance
driver $20 for five gallons of

gasoline after the ambulance ran
short on the turnpike at night.

Mass. not responsible
for federal highway
WASHINGTON (AP)

Massachusetts will not have to

repay the federal government for

some $58 million spent for

preliminary work and land takings

for the abandoned Southwest
Expressway, the Inner Belt and I-

95 north.

U.S. Department of Tran-
sportation officials gave that in-

formation to Gov. Francis Sargent
and Massachusetts Transportation
Secretary Alan Altshuler when
they traveled to Washington last

week.
The 58 million represents 90 per

cent of the cost of preliminary
engineering, right-of-way
acquisitions and some con-
struction. The federal government
had forwarded the grants to the

Bay State before Sargent decided
in 1972 to scrap the expressways
inside Massachusetts 128.

The DOT ruling comes as a
surprise to officials at the state

Department of Public Works and
the Federal Highway
Administration.

Altshuler said that if the DPW
sells any of the seized property, it

will have to pay 90 per cent of the
proceeds to the federal govern-
ment. He said that several dozen

persons, most of them former
residents of the corridors once

intended for Interstate 95 north,

have expressed interest in pur-

chases.
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Landlords, tenants, andapartments
By RICHARD M. ROWLAND

Attorney for Students
When William conquered

England the foundation of landlord
and tenant law was an agrarian
economy. Since the important
aspect of a leasehold was the

ability of the serf to earn income
from the land, the key to the
relationship was the tenant's
obligation to pay rent and, thereby,
to grow and harvest the crops on
the land. The condition of the land
and particularly the condition of

any habitation, were irrelevant.

The basic premise has remained
unchanged for ten centuries.
Finally, the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court in Boston
Housing Authority v. Hemenway
gave impetus to a national trend to

require that a landlord warrant the

habitability of residential
premises.

The theory which is being given
wide circulation and is appearing
as legislation in a number of states

relies on the notion that the heart of

a tenancy is the residential
capability of the tenancy. With the

shift in legal reasoning tenants
have acquired substantial new

statutory rights.

For a general outline of the

rights and responsibilities of

landlords and tenants a booklet is

available from the Amherst
Landlord-Tenant Relations
Committee at Town Hall and from
most realtors who supply rental

housing. The booklet is up-dated
each summer.
Some important new laws are

now effective and they follow in

brief form here.

Rent Withholding

This continues to be an ex-

traordinary and unusual remedy
for most problems. If rent is

withheld to effect repairs, a
building inspector must first

certify the need and issue a notice

to the landlord. Rent may then be
withheld if repairs aren't made as
required in the order and used for

the repairs. However, a new law
allows tenants to withhold rent

without a prior inspection provided
there are violations which could
materially endanger or impair

health or safety. But a judge or

inspector must later agree that the

violation's were sufficiently
severe. (Chapter 471 of Acts of

1973). The wise procedure will

continue to be prior inspection or

consultation with a lawyer before

any rent is withheld.

Harrassment - Eviction

A landlord may not interfere

with heat, light or water or tenant's

quiet enjoyment nor try to evict

without going to court. A tenant

may sue for three month's rent

plus attorney's fees for a violation.

(Chapter 778 of 1973).

Notice to Terminate
The minimum notice to ter-

minate a tenancy is thirty days,

(except for non-payment of rent

which is fourteen days) even for

tenants who pay rent weekly.

(Chapter 256 of 1973).

Health, Inspection Reports
Health inspection reports on

conditions which may endanger or

materially impair health, safety,

or well being must be sent to

tenant's within seven days of the

inspection. (Chapter 920 of 1973).

Termination of Tenancy at Will

The sale of a building will not

automatically terminate existing

tenancies at will. (Chapter 416 of

1973).

High-Rise Sprinklers

Discussin' the bussin'

AMHERST-Tonight at 7:30 the Amherst Com-
mittee on Public Transportation will hold its long-
publicized open meeting to discuss the feasibility of
establishing an improved system of public tran-
sportation for the Town of Amherst.
The meeting, which is the result of several weeks of

organizational efforts by two Transportation sub-
committees, will provide the first real opportunity for

an open public forum on the possibilities for mass
transit in the Town of Amherst, and maybe other
communities as well.

The tightly-scheduled agenda for tonight's meeting
is as follows:

7:30 - Introduction of Committee and brief history
of public transportaion in Amherst-Robert Rivers,
chairman, Amherst Committee on Public Tran-
sportation.

8:40 - Explanation of mass transit legislation

passed in the Massachusetts General Court in 1973-
State Representative James Collins (D-Amherst).
8:50 - Review of options open to the Town of

Amherst relative to public transportation-Duane
Cromack, vice-chairman, Amherst Committee on
Public Transportation.

9:00 - Description of UM-DOT demonstration
project and possibilities for future expansion-
William Goss, project director, UMass-U.S. Dept. of
Transportation demonstration project.

Although the proceedings will be carried live over
local cable television (Channel 8) and UMass radio
station WMUA (91.1 FM), members of the Committee
on Public Transportation are urging all interested
citizens to attend the meeting in person. The Com-
mittee has made a special effort to invite all of
Amherst's 260 Town Meeting Members and a number
of local "resource people" to offer factual in-

formation during the question-and-answer segment
of the meeting.

Tonight's meeting will take place in the auditorium
of the Amherst Regional Junior High School, off

Chestnut Street.
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OPEN M0N.-FRI. *»t.9/Amher.t.Modl«yl,nt, 413 253-9504
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High rises over 70 feet must have

sprinklers installed. (Chapter 395

of 1973).

Kviction Appeals

If you lose an eviction case in

District Court you now have 6 days

to appeal to Superior Court.

(Chapter 313 of 1973).

In almost every case the conflict

of tenant's personal rights and
landlord property rights need not

develop into warfare. When there

is a problem and before it is a

catastrophe tell the landlord or

manager what is wrong and
cooperate in rectifying it. If

specific repairs are required, back
up oral messages with a letter.

Before resorting to unusual or

drastic remedies, no matter what
the annoyance, try to get
responsible legal help.

Finally, all persons, both land-

lords and tenants and others, are
reminded that Massachusetts is

one of the first states to enact a so-
called "right to privacy" law. It

provides that every person has a
right "against unreasonable,
substantial or serious interference
with his privacy." The Superior
Court has the jurisdiction to issue
restraints against violations and to
award damages in appropriate
circumstances. In the landlord and
tenant relationship this law would
appear to operate in addition to the
anti-harassment law and seems to
prohibit unannounced or over-
frequent inspections of leased or
rented premises. While the injury
must be "substantial" a continuing
course of conduct invading a
person's privacy at their home
would seem to be actionable under
this new law.

Give till it

i

TheAmerican *

Red Cross.
TheGood f

Neighbor. n

>•»

VISTA I PEACE CORPS

Natt Thousands of Interesting Jobs

or^ ?m! vktT *f* and P*°P" * ith " nriMMwl knowledge of poverty

PefceToVnYh.,Z ,E££ "rVe * P,'Ces " d,vws* »s APP.IWWS »»<« Detroit;Peace C orps has requests for volunteers in developing nations.
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n PK E,™«".ry-Secondary Teaching. BBA s.
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i ersonnei Administration. Pharmacy. Agriculture. I.PN.
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r
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v
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-
Plu "">»"« Elementary & Secondary

Heat x Ko« 1„ TZ T *2J P» lho,°«> * abinetm.king. Surveying. Statistics.
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Representatives will be on campus February 19-21.
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REPORTERS

The Collegian - Poor Richard's is prepared
to beg, borrow, and steal fellow students to

work with us.

It seems some people think they have to

have had at least four years experience to

work here. Not so. We welcome pros and
rookies and anyone in between.

We need:

news writers

(today the Collegian, tomorrow the Times)
editorial writers

feature writers

fiction writers

sports writers

photographers

graphics artists

copy editors

(how's your grammar?)
layout staff

(someone has to put the thing together)

and critics

(Tell us what you like and don't like, but do it

gently. We'll probably put you to work)

If you're interested, come over to the office

anytime, second floor of the Student Union
building. It won't hurt. Really.

— The editors

©aeiST

CB90UT/
SPiRTS PboT^apWs

Collegian Recruitment Meeting

Thursday, February 14

6:30 in the Colonial Lounge
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A new high:
airship travel

By KLAUS F. PRUSS
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFURT. Germany (AP)
— In rainy twilight of May 6, 1937,

the German Zeppelin Hindenburg
with 97 persons aboard approached
a U.S. naval airbase after a non-

stop flight across the North
Atlantic.

Without warning, the largest

airship ever flown exploded and its

shattered hulk collapsed on the

sandy field at Lakehurst, N.J.,

killing 36 persons.

My father, Capt. Max Pruss, was
commander of the hindenburg and
one of the survivors of the crash.

He and other airship enthusiasts

were convinced that accounts of

that crash caused the demise of

transoceanic airship travel a

decade before airplanes were to

achieve the same goal. Airship

construction in Germany was
halted with the start of World War
II.

Some aircraft designers now
consider airships to be an answer
to requirements of contemporary
transportation, in which energy
savings and environmental
protection are important concerns.

The 1973-74 edition of Jane's

Freight Containers, an
authoritative reference on tran-

sportation, recently reported plans

by Soviet designers for a nuclear-

powered airship capable of

carrying 180 tons of freight and
1.800 oasseneers at a cruising

Longworth
celebrates
nintieth
WASHINGTON (AP) — Alice

Roosevelt Longworth the grande
dame of Washington's aristocracy

and famous for her barbed wit,

celebrated her 90th birthday
yesterday.

Mrs. L, as her friends call her,

says it's "just wretched... all too

awful."

But those who know her suspect

that the daughter of Theodore
Roosevelt and widow of House
Speaker Nicholas Longworth is

enjoying what she calls "all this

silly hubbub about my goddamn
birthday."

The occasion was marked by a
birthday party last evening at the

fading DuPont Circle mansion
where Mrs. Longworth has lived

for more than half a century.
Scores of friends and admirers,

including many of Washington's
most famous people, were ex-

pected to be on hand.
The guests, Mrs. Longworth

says, will include "everyone you'd
recognize, but I can't recall who
they are... And I'm not telling

anyway. It would be silly."

Word had it that Henry Kissinger
would be there. And President
Nixon has made a point of visiting

Mrs. Longworth on birthdays past.

Mrs. Longworth still has the

rapier wit for which she has always
been famous.

"Tell your wretched people I

send them my curses." she said

with a chuckle when pressed for a
birthday interview.

"I'm 90. I can understand it. But

tell them I'm recalcitrant."

One of her most famous remarks
. is inscribed on a needlepoint pillow

in her mansion : "If you haven't got

anything nice to say about
anybody, come, sit next to me."

speed of 190 m.p.h.

The first of the Zeppelins, named
after inventor Count Ferdinand
von Zeppelin, flew in 1900 at Lake
Constance in south Germany. The
construction company, Zeppelin
Metalwerke, still operates at

Friedrichshafen, but it builds
aluminium containers and radar
equipment now instead of airships.

The first Zeppelin passenger
service was inaugurated in 1910,

and airships served as long-
distance German bombers in

World War I. The first regular

transoceanic schedule was set up
in the 1920s, connecting Germany
with the United States, a three-day
flight, and with Brazil, a five-day

night.

I vividly recall the Hindenburg,
which was truly a flying luxury
hotel. This airship was 804 feet

long, 147 feet high and was
powered by four diesel engines

cruising speed of 78 miles an hour.
Passenger facilities were located

within the rigid hull of the airship.
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BEAU BRITCHES

Join Oat

CkriktsClib

Mountain Farms Mall

Superior Court Judge Gordon Ringer, above, ordered President Nixon to testify

in person for John Ehrlichman's defense in the EUsberg Burglary trial in Los

Angeles. Ringer, commanded Nixon to appear at a pretrial hearing set for Feb. 25

and again on April 15 when trial of Ehrlichman and two codefendants on charges of

burglary and conspiracy is scheduled to begin. (AP Wirephoto)

Fame and fortune can be
yours for a song.

$128,000 cash prizes

THE AMERICAN SONG FESTIVAL
an international songwriting competition

What is it? The beginning of a new era
in music — the first annual international
songwriting competition for both
amateurs and professionals.

The Festival will be crowned with a
series of concerts to be held at the
prestigious Saratoga Performing Arts
Center, Saratoga Springs, N.Y., where
winning songs will be performed by
today's most popular entertainers.
TV coverage of the Festival finale is

planned. An album of the Festival's Best
Songs will be released internationally.

WHAT KIND OP SONGS? There are six
categories for both amateur and
professional: Rhythm and Blues/Soul/
Jazz; Rock; Country & Western; Popular;
Folk; and Gospel/Religious. A song may
be entered in more than one category.
Amateurs compete against amateurs.
Professionals against professionals.
(Songwriters currently members of
performing rights organizations: ASCAP.
BMI, SESAC or their foreign counter-
parts will be considered professional.)

HOW AWE WINNERS PICKED ? Each song
entered will be listened to by experts
from the music industry. Thirty-six
semi-finalists' songs wiU be chosen (three

from each professional and amateur
category) . These then will be judged by
an international jury comprised of
eminent composers, publishers, artists
and other representatives of the
recording and broadcast industries.

PRIZES. Total cash prizes of $128,000 will
be awarded. Each of the 36 semi-finalists
will receive $500 cash and be the guest of
the Festival for the August 30, through
September 2, 1974 finals.

Twelve finalists (a winner from each
category, each division) will receive an
additional $5,000.

The composers of the Best Amateur and
Best Professional song will each win an
additional $25,000. The Laurel Award for
best song of the Festival will be a concert
grand piano in addition to cash prizes
of $30,500.

HOW TO ENTER : Start now. Enter as
many songs as you wish for an entry fee
of $10.85 per song. ($13.85 outside the
USA and Canada.) Send the application
below with $10.85 for each song to the
American Song Festival. Applications
must be postmarked no later than
April 15, 1974.

You will receive the Official Festival

Entry Kit, ASF Cassette by Capitol,
entry form, and Songwriters' Handbook.
This valuable book includes important
information every songwriter should
know; copyright laws, publishing, selling
your songs, etc.

Record your song on the blank cassette
and return it.

Instrumental and lyrical songs are
accepted. You don't have to be able to
write music — recording the cassette is

enough. Elaborate production is not
necessary. The song is what counts.

IMPORTANT FACTS: You do not relin-
quish ownership of a song by entering
the Festival. All rights remain with the
entrant.

The Festival is a competition, not a music
publishing organization. Prizes are not
tied to publishing contracts. Songs
previously recorded and released com-
mercially are not eligible for entry.

CLOSING DAT«
f
Application for entry

must be postmarked no later than
April 15, 1974. The recorded cassette and
entry form must be returned postmarke.1
no later than June 3, 1974.

Enter now -fill out and mail
the coupon below today.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
1. Competition is open to any person but employees, relatives, agents independent

contractors of the American Song Festival. Inc. (ASF, Inc.).
2. Each entry shall be wholly original and shall not, when used as contemplated

herein, constitute an infringement of copyright or an invasion of the rights of
any third party. Each entrant shall, by this entry, indemnify and hold the ASF
Inc., its agents, independent contractors, li.-.ensees and assigns harmless from
and against any claims inconsistent with the foregoing.

3. Musical compositions heretofore recorded and released for commercial sales
in any medium may not be entered

4. An entry of $10.85 ($13.85 outside U.S. and Canada) shall be submitted for
each entry kit desired (blank cassette. Songwriters' Handbook, and official entry
form). After receipt, the entry form duly and accurately completed shall be
returned with each recorded cassette. Any number of songs may be entered by
an individual provided that a separate entry fee is oaid for #arh tnna
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Applicants for a recently vacated administration position took a campus tour yesterday. (Staff Photo-Ken Bernard)

Vermont town to

vote on impeachment
THETFORD, Vt. (AP) - The voters of this rural Vermont town will be

given a direct opportunity next month to vote on whether President Nixon
should be impeached by House of Representatives.
A group of 48 voters signed a petition placing on the town meeting ballot

a referendum on the impeachment question. The referendum reads

:

"Should the House of Representatives of the United States, and
Congressman Richard W. Mallary in particular, impeach Richard M
Nixon, the 37th President of the United States of America, so that he can
answer charges in trial before the U.S. Senate. If he is found innocent, he
can govern effectively, but if found guilty by a two-thirds majority of the
Senate, he should be removed from office as so stated in the Con-
stitution."

Mallary, a Republican, is Vermont's only member of the House.
Thetford has a population of 1,422.

One of those who circulated the petitions and initiated the drive for the
referendum was Jaqueline T. Lucy, who lives in the village of Post Mills
a part of Thetford Town.
Mrs. Lucy said the idea came up because "we felt the idea for

discussing it publicly at the town meeting was exciting."
She said the town meeting would bring together the civic-minded

people of the community. She said that the organizers felt a sense of
urgency in the issue of impeachment because of the many crises in
government.

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

presents

Friday & Saturday. February 22 & 23, 1974

Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m.

Tickets: UM/A Students $1.50 - Others $3.00

Box Office: 125 Herter Hall Telephone 5450202

DISCOUNT COUPONS

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
256-8587

DOMINO'S

FREE DELIVERY

a OFF
1 Any Small

Pizza

Any Large

Pizza

Name. Name

Expires Midnight 2-17-74 Address. Expires Midnight 2-17-74 Address.

* * • • * »«"»'»" «V< /.Y.ViTT^^f*
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TV-TV-TV-TV
Confessions of a UMass addict

By CINDY ROGERS
I am a t.v. addict. Yes, I am compulsively glued to the boob tube for

at least four hours a day.
It actually started when I was a little girl. I was able to cut down once

I entered college.

But I am hooked again and this time it began when I had nothing to do
over intercession but sit around my color tv. It became a daily routine.

My time schedule was centered around what was on TV at a particular
timeslot. The day began around 1 P.M. and ended at 3 the next morning.

First, the soaps to see whether Phil knows he's the father of Tara's
baby, Adam before he became the impotent doctor in Mash, Little Joe,
Line, Julie and Pete, Mr. Spock, Captain Kirk, James West, Arte Gordon
and the Lovable Dr. Loveless with his diabolical plans. Pause for self-

identification — am I on the Ponderosa or on board the Starship Enter-
prise?

My TV dinner was finished in time for prime time as I watched Owen
Marshal push alcohol onto a client who was after a dope pusher .. followed
by Channel 5 all night and George Fernell that kept me satiated until

early hours. Every morning, it was pure agony to finally shut off the
screen. Sharp chills crawled through my body as I thought I saw
Christopher Lee's fangs on the blank screen. Oh God! Could it be true — I

was a TV ADDICT!
But where could I go for help? Is there such an organization as TAA

(Television Addiction Anonymous). I was scared — school was going to

start and I didn't know whether l could kick the habit.

I did try. It was so hard. The two TVs in my room almost made the
temptation uncontrollable. I sat up sleepless nights and stared at the
blank picture tube. I became fidgety as boredom set in. Michael Dunn in

my dreams!
It was too much — so I figured one program a night couldn't do all

that much damage. But it was the fate of an addict that led me from that
one program to another. Soon I found myself saying, "I wonder what is on
television now."

So I returned to visit the Enterprise, James West, Dr. Welby and all

those network movies.
Like the one who fails to quit smoking, I returned to my horrid old

ways.
But what can I do — will I be doomed as a TV addict forever?

Cindy Rogers is a Collegian Staffer.

In future text books, Richard M. Nixon will be
justly criticized as being one of the worst presidents
in American history. He has allowed scandal and
incompetence to permeate his entire administration,
and his overall domestic policy has been everything
but successful. To be precise, Richard Nixon has done
only one thing right — only one action will serve to

credit his record. That action was the recognition of
the incomparable talents of Henry Alfred Kissinger.

In order to more fully understand the great suc-
cess of this worldwide diplomat, it is helpful to go
back to his childhood, beginning with his birth on May
27, 1923, in the small town of Furth in the German
province of Franconia. Kissinger is Jewish and was
raised during the upswing of Nazism. He and his

brother, Walter, were expelled from school and
forced to attend an all Jewish institution, while his

father was forced to resign his professorship. In 1938,
the Kissinger family emigrated to the United States.

But Kissinger rarely talks about those days, and
when asked about his childhood by a recent in-

terviewer, he said, "That part of my childhood is not
a key to anything. I was not consciously unhappy. I

was not so acutely aware of what was going on. For
children, those things are not so serious. It is

fashionable now to explain everything
psychoanalytically, but let me tell you, the political
persecutions of my childhood are not what control my
life." However, one has to sense that they must have
meant a great deal to the man.

Kissinger's political philosophy, unlike that of
most Americans, is primarily based on the
philosophies of Hegel, Dostoyevski, Metternich, and
Bismarck. He is much more skeptical and wary than
most American diplomats, and therefore, he is much
more willing to sacriface a little to gain alot.

However, it wasn't until 1961 that Kissinger was in
any position to put his theories to work. It was then
that McGeorge Bundy, special adviser to President
Kennedy and a former colleague from Harvard,
invited Kissinger to become a White House consultant
on military and security policy. It was during these

Bill Ballou

days that Kissinger was able to make the acquain-
tances of important Western European leaders, but

hiL powers were severely limited. As a consultant, he
was only consulted with about once a week, and his

advice was generally disregarded. In short, he didn't

fit into the all-American, Kennedy mold. He was later

released from his position.

Strange as it may seem, there was one man who
was always attracted to the philosophies of Henry
Kissinger. That man was Richard Nixon. Perhaps it

was Kissinger's hard-line stand in Nuclear Weapons
and Foreign Policy, back in 1957, that influenced
Nixon, or perhaps it was Kissinger's remarks on
premature summitry with Soviet leaders. Whatever
the case, Richard Nixon took Kissinger, who was then
working with Nelson Rockefeller, and gave him the

power to do what he could do best — to make peace.
As we all know, Henry Kissinger has won the

Nobel Peace Prize for ending the American military
involvement in Southeast Asia, and if the peace in the

Middle East continues, he will most likely win
another. I am now convinced that if there is one
person that can save the world from nuclear an-
nihilation, that man is Henry Kissinger.

"In the last sixties, the situation is more complex.
The United States is no longer in a position to operate
programs globally; it has to encourage them. It can
no longer impose its preferred solution; it must seek
to evoke it. In the forties and fifties we offered
remedies : in the late sixties and in the seventies our
role will have to be to contribute to a structure that

will foster the initiative of others. We are a super-
power physically, but our designs can be meaningful
only if they generate willing cooperation. We can
continue to contribute to defense and positive
programs, but we must seek to encourage and not
stifle a sense of local responsibility. Our contributions
should not be the sole or principal effort, but it should
make the difference between success and failure."

Henry A. Kissinger

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist

U.S. problems not that big
I was having a great season my senior year in high

school. I led the team in hitting, and hadn't made an
error all year at second base.

Then, in the third inning of the Oxford game, I

dropped a throw to second. I thought nothing of it

until the next batter hit a popup my way that I again
dropped. My streak broken, my pride wounded, I

tried to pull myself together. The next batter hit a
grounder, right at me of course, which I kicked
around until there was no hope of throwing him out.
But I finally did find the handle, and threw it anyway.
Practically into Connecticut.

Four errors in an inning. The only ones I made all

season. I panicked, I prayed the ball wouldn't come to
me, I fell apart.

Multiply that feeling, that incident, by 200 million
and make the stakes bread and gasoline rather than
hits and errors and you've got what we're into today.

200 million people are panicking, and 200 million
people have inferiority complexes.

It's strange, because the overbearing, over-
confident, condescending American was supposed to
be able to hack anything. We'd solve the problems of
the rest of the world ; and now we can't solve our own.

At least it seems that way.
The sad thing is, the problems we face aren't that

big. People look upon the current energy crisis and
overabundance of shortages as being a threat to their
survival and a threat to their rights.

Survival, in the American sense, has ceased to

become a matter of nourishing the body, keeping it

warm, and keeping it covered.
It has strayed from having friends and enjoying

them, and "progressed" to a level in keeping with
whatever the current state of technology is.

Eating is not surviving. Eating roast beef twice a
week and steak at least once is.

Making a snowman is not enjoyment. Driving to

Vermont to ski is.

Playing cards and drinking Falstaff on Saturday
night with friends isn't a good time. Supper at The
Scupper followed by "The Exorcist" is.

It is easy to say "simplify your existence." It is not
quite so easy to change a life style which has been
distilled to a high plateau of reliance on outside forces
by sixty years of automobiles, movies, television,
space travel, cheap veal cutlets, and even cheaper
electricity.

But change it's gonna have to be. The 11th
amendment (implied) of the Bill of Rights, "I shall
have the right to drive my car wherever and
whenever I damn well please" is in the process of
being repealed.

With that repeal will go a big part of American
life. It may not seem like it, but things could be worse.

I never got into Food Science, but I'll graduate on
time.

Bill Ballou is a Collegian Commentator

"Oh. shut up.'

Riverdale on the Hudson
To the honorable Secretary of the Treasury, Washington, D C
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Your obliged Servant,

Mark Twain, who will be very
grateful and vote right.

Letters To The Editor

Critical time now
To The Editor:

1 noted with interest Howard Spier's letter ("Too Many Campus
Shuttles," Collegian, Feb. 12, 1974) complaining about insufficient bus
service to the Brittany Manor apartment complex on East Hadley Road.
No doubt there are many other commuters, both students and non-

students, who feel the same way. The 1973 Amherst Street List indicated
that of 603 persons reported to be living in the East Hadley Road apart-
ment complexes, a total of 471, or 78 percent, were either students or
employees at the University of Massachusetts-certainly a number large
enough to justify an increased level of bus service.

But this is not solely the University's problem.
The Amherst Committee on Public Transportation, of which 1 am a

member, is presently investigating the feasibility of establishing an
improved system ofpublic mass transportation for the Town of Amherst.
The Committee is sponsoring an open public meeting tonight (Thursday),
beginning at 7:30 P.M., in the Amherst Junior High School Auditorium.
One purpose of this meeting is to hear citizens' views on the need for
public transportation in the Town. I urge Mr. Spier and other citizens

concerned about the problem of commuting to attend this important
meeting and make their voices heard during the question-and-answer
period.

Whether we will someday have a permanent transit system adequately
linking all major population centers in Amherst depends largely on the
intensity of citizen participation at the critical time prior to policy
decision-making by the Town Meeting. That critical time has now
arrived.

Kenneth R. Mosakowski

No pay-freeze
&?!^>s* ;$'! them

By DENNY MALTEAU
It used to be, back in the late sixties, that every so often there'd

be a great social outrage of sorts, and nine or ten thousand of us

would get together and have a good ol' time hiking and singing

about it. Occasionally the local militia, wherever we might be,

would join us in their own way and it would be an occasion of real

down-home, grassroots social interaction. This would happen about

once every semester, either because outrages happened that

frequenUy or because it took several occasions of social interaction

to make what we had to say clear. Another reason why these things

took place once a semester was that it took at least two months to

book a decent rock band.
In recent years, the popularity of such activiUes seems to have

tapered off, as tends to be often bemoaned on these editorial pages.

There are those, as Bill Parent pointed out recently, who point to

the lull and exclaim that the students are no longer crying out

against tyranny, and those who believe this to indicate a new wave
of fifties-style apathy.

I don't believe there is .such apathy. (But then, I sincerely

believed McGovern had a good chance., oh well..) One reason that

such massive indignation is no longer evident is that we are finding

it harder to rally round a cause; we've too many causes now, too

many social outrages.

Besides the goodies laid on us by Walter Cronkite or Harry
Reasoner every evening, we've the monthly bills to contend with.

Bills representing an inflation which is more and more obviously
contrived. For example, the electric company sent my household a
bill which, because we had been nice patriotic little consumers and
froze our butts off, was only slightly more than last fall's bill. But
could we rejoice and blow the money we saved on new earmuffs?
Never. The electric company has charged us an "adjustment",
equal to 50 per cent of our total bill, to pay for the inefficient coal

they're burning! As friend Elaine so eloquently put it: "Those
Godam $!&?+ ():;,$!&? + ; them ! I'm paying more for inefficient

fuel already, for my car!"
The electric company doesn't have to even engage a bill

collecting agency for their more difficult customers. They have a

nice litUe persuader in each and every home, especially new homes
that don't have chimneys. You no pay, you freeze. As if to remind
us of this, they asked us to keep our bill because there's a special

number written on it which makes it easier for them to identify

which lines we're on. Tell me, where can I march?
Further outrages: lingering disclosures of Vietnam, like

"Project Pheonix", constant rumors that oil tankers have been

turned away from New York and Boston, full, expedient disregard

of basic environmental principles, heightening doubts about

nuclear reactors combined with heightened efforts to build them,

and so on. Add to that some of the activities in New England con-

cerning the "special prisoners" compound at Kittery, and what you

get is a certain reluctance to watch the news too closely. A certain

reluctance to activate on one issue because of what might happen
with another. Again, where can we march to?

Denny Matteau is a Collegian Commentator
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Bigwordologist bored with prof
To The Editor:

7 sat through a fifty-minute lecture Wednesday that

would have taken twenty minutes if given in English.
It made me think of George Orwell's essay, "Politics
and the English Language." In it he lists the words
and phrases many professors and politicians use
when they're either trying to con you, or mixed up
themselves, or both. Like "take into consideration"
instead of "consider," "as a result of," instead of
"because," "attempt" instead of "try," "engaging in

the critical act," instead of "criticizing". They also
use "clarification" or "making oneself clear" or

"trying to convey the idea appropriately." I just gave
an example of that tactic.

The lecture I went to was full of such goodies. I

quote exactly: "begin to try to pinpoint your attention
to" (can you believe that one?), "conform to the
patterns ofgood argument, " "It places a good deal of
importance on the persuasiveness of your

argument." I never thought Theater could be made
dull, but it was.

What to do? To the listeners: Don't be intimidated

into thinking the speaker is smart. Big words don't

equal big thoughts. I know a lot of big words, so I

kniw. To the people who have these habits of speech:

get help! I mean seriously. Try to figure out, with or

without help, why you can't commit yoursel/and talk

intelligibly. Probably your parents never listened to

you or laughed at you when they did. So to avoid
humiliation you stop having ideas of your own and
just recite impressive-sounding phrases that mean
very little. But you can get out of that bag and start

living! Not everyone is like your parents were. You
don't need to please them any more. Come on, I'm
rooting for your.

Sincerely.

Laura Uitto

Evaders: pimps, pushers etc.
To The Editor:

I disagree with many of Paul Putes' outrageous
value judgements expressed in his commentary of
February 13th entitled "Evaders are heroes." I live

in a country that has chosen to accept tens of
thousands of these so-called "heroes" and consider
myself perfectly qualified to comment on some of
Putes' contentions.

I seriously question the writer's belief that draft

evaders who fled to Canada, or any other country in

streams had any degree of "true moral courage." To
run away from a situation requiring concrete action,

to evade a question, by exiling oneself reflects not

moral strength but moral weakness. I have always
been against the draft and any such system which
infringes on the individual liberty of a human being

and his right to live and act without the interference

of government, but I think that the tens of thousands

of draft resisters could have done more for their point

of view by staying in the United States even if such

action would have caused their incarceration.

As a native Montrealer, living in a city that is a

haven for thousands of draft dodgers, I know of their

great "moral strength." I also know that many of

them pass their time as pimps, drug pushers, and as

pursuers of other disreputable occupations. They
have not done credit, in my opinion to their own
country or Canada, and although I was opposed to

what they were opposed to, I cannot agree with their

methods or actions. In short, they are not heroes.

Dave Eibel

N. Y.A.-neo nazism foryoung
To The Editor: >

On February 12, a leaflet was distributed on
campus by members of an organization known as the
National Youth Alliance, this organization is the
youth arm of the American nazi party and has con-
nections with other professed right-wing neo-Nazi
organizations such as the "Liberty Lobby".
The leaflet purports to be an anti-Zionist appeal but

in reality it is simply a crude expression of age old
racist anti-semetic ideas. By attempting to exploit
the growing discontent with the Meir-Dayan regime
in Israel and with worsening conditions in this

country, these fascists, repeat the same nonsense as
their German predecessors, blaming the Jewish
people for all the world's problert.s.

It is important to look at this organization's
forebears in Germany. The German Nazis also ex-
ploited discontent against the rule of monopoly
capitalism in Germany and turned it against the left,

the Jewish people, and other minorities.

We on the left who are anti-Zionist have a special

responsibility to repudiate the racist garbage put

forth by the National Youth Alliance. Our opposition

to Zionism is based on the racist character of this

ideaology. Attempts to pervert this position for

racist and anti-semetic purposes are repugnant to us.

We have already seen where this leads to. The
geneocidal murder of six million Jews, the hilling of

20 million Soviet citizens, countless Communists,
Socialists, and other progressives in the resistance,

and the many soldiers of the U.S., Britain, France
and other democratic countries who fought to crush

fascism.
The point of this is that racism must be fought

wherever it is found and in whatever form. The
search for a just peace in the Middle East is of such
importance that it must not be diverted by rodents

such as these American Nazis.

Paul Mishler

Gay line dial 545-0154
To The Editor:

The Student Homophile League has been in

operation for almost four years now at the Univer-

sity. As of last semester, a new service was initiated

by the league. This consists of what is called the "Gay
Line". This Project is a telephone counselling ser-

vice. Anyone who is troubled or curious about their

sexual orientation, would like to know more about

male and female homosexuality, or just have
someone to talk to, is welcome to call Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturdayfrom 8 p.m.

to 11:00 p.m. Everything is kept in complete con-

fidence, no one is asked to give their name or phone

number. The Student Homophile League number is

545-01 54.

The Student Homophile league also has a very

active speakers bureau, speaking to between eight or

ten groups a week. S.H.L., is willing to speak before

any group in the Valley area. For more information,

call 545-0154.

Bruce McKeon, SHL

Fac-Sen rhetoric vote today
To The Editor:

This afternoon at 3:30 in 120 SBA the Faculty
Senate will be discussing and voting on the Rhetoric

Requirement. Some of you might remember that the

Faculty Senate voted to retain the requirement last

year, and then set up a committee to study it again.

Well, that committee has reported. The Faculty
Senate will have four options before them on Thur-

sday: 1) to retain the present requirement; 2) to

eliminate the requirement: 3) to establish a com-
petency requirement, whereby a student would take a

test to prove competence in Rhetoric instead of

taking a course, or in conjunction with various
courses or independent study assignments: and 4) to

establish a test to help channel the students into the
program which will help them the most, similar to the
competency test, but the.re would not be any
obligatory feature to this option.

If you are interested in your education, if you are
interested in this requirement, show up at the
Faculty Senate meeting this afternoon.

Nick Apostola

SGA President

4 4

Craft of the wise
'

'

To The Editor:

Much interest is being shown these days in matters
pertaining to the occult arts and especially to wit-

chcraft. It is unfortunately true however, that the

news media and television, tend to present articles

and programs touching mainly on the subjects of
Satanism and Black Magic.
The religion of witchcraft, or more accurately

"Wicca Craeft". the Craft of the Wise, is the oldest

religion known to mankind, and the first recorded
history of the craft occurs in cave paintings depicting

early hunting magic ceremonies.

The craft gained power through centuries of time

until it was violently suppressed some five hundred
years ago in the name of the gentle Nazarene by those

seeking temporal power.

Since then the craft was practiced in secret, and as

a result survived to emerge openly once more in tne

twentieth century. In order to promote an accurate
understanding of the craft and to counteract cen-

turies of adverse propaganda, various leaders

amongst the Wicca have decided to come out into the

open and offer help to those seeking the path to

harmony, fulfillment and serenity.

I, as a High Priest amongst the Wicca and spiritual

guide to Convens in Galveston, Texas, Temple,
Arizona, New Orleans, Louisiana, and Springfield

and Boston, am now available for lectures to

Colleges. Schools, and private and church or civic

organizations. Those interested in the craft lectures

may contact me by writing in care of the Julia San-

derson Theater, Main St., Springfield, Mass.
Telephone: area code (413) 785-5351.

Lord Theodore Mills
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Shorties
Bassoon recital

The Amherst College Department of Music will present a

Bassoon Recital Saturday at 8:15 p.m., in Buckley Recital Hall.

The recital will feature Joseph Keevil 76 on the bassoon, and
William McCorkle '73 on the keyboard.

Skiing

!

BERKSHIRE EAST BUS SCHEDULE
Lv. Boyden Lv. Berkshire East

Monday and Wednesday 7:45 A.M. 11:25 A.M.
Monday and Wednesday 12:20 P.M. 4:05 P.M.
Tuesday and Thursday 7:45 A.M. 11:25 A.M.
Tuesday and Thursday 12:20 P.M. 4:05 P.M.
Tuesday and Thursday 6:00 P.M. 9:40 P.M.
Tuesday 6:00P.M. 9:40P.M.
Friday 12:20 P.M. 4:05 P.M.

Election 74
State Representative Paul Guzzi, a candidate for the Democratic

Parties nomination for Secretary of State, will meet with

University students at the Colonial Lounge Thursday at 2:30 p.m.

This is to be the first in a series of candidate hours, sponsored by
the University and State Communications Council (U.S.C.C.) The
council also has plans to bring other candidates for statewide office

to the campus. Students interested in aiding the U.S.C.C. are in-

vited to call 6-4388 for further information.

Lumumba Hut
The Steering Committee of New Africa House is now accepting

proposals for the management of the Lumumba Hut (Coffee Shop).

Interested students should submit proposals including in detail

their objectives, operational plans and financial policies to the

Cultural Center Office, Room 115 New Africa House. The deadline

for proposals is Feb. 20.

Project Pulse

PROJECT PULSE has several dates still open this semester for

telephone surveys. Anyone affiliated with the university is

welcome to request a survey. Requests are accepted by the PULSE
staff according to certain criteria. The earlier a request for a

survey is made, the earlier in the semester it is considered for

acceptance and can be scheduled. If you care to obtain more in-

formation, or to make use of our services, please contact the

PULSE office, 245A Whitmore 5-1543.

Road conditions

Massachusetts Turnpike Weather and Road Conditions Advisory
Service is available by telephone 24 hours a day, it was announced
by Chairman John T. Driscoll of the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority.

For the safety and convenience of motorists planning winter
travel on the Massachusetts Turnpike, Chairman Driscoll suggests
that the motorists place a phone call at one of the following num-
bers, which is most convenient, for weather and road conditions for

the entire 135 mile length of the Massachusetts Turnpike: Boston
237-5210, Worcester 791-3316, Chicopee 594-6648, Lenox 637-2555.

ATTENTION
SKIERS

Special BusesTo

Ml.Snow,Vt.
Every Saturday and Sunday

Direct to Slopes
Special Price includes all-area, all-lifts ticket
Reduced rate for students 14 and under
Rental equipment available on arrival
No reservations necessary
Always great skiing on natural and man-made snow

Buses leave Amherst Center 7:45 a.m.

Univ. of Mass 750 a.m.

Price complete only $16.75

For more information contact

Peter Pan
Lines f^fe

Campus Center Hotel

545-2006 or 549 6000

79 South Pleasant St.

253-5285
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Globe may interview Irving ^nTto celebrity

BOSTON (AP) — U.S. District

Court Judge W. Arthur Garrity Jr.

has ruled that The Boston Globe
may interview author Clifford

Irving and any inmate at the
federal prison in Danbury, Conn.
The decision, hailed by Globe

Editor Thomas Winship as
"catering to everyone in the news
business", was moot because
Irving is to be released on parole
Thursday.
The federal Bureau of Prisons

had refused to allow Globe
reporter Richard J. Connolly to

interview Irving, convicted in the
Howard Hughes autobiography
hoax. Irving served 20 months of a
24-year sentence and has been at a
New York City halfway house since

last month.
Irving said he was delighted by

Judge Farrity's decision in the
Globe's suit against the Bureau of

Prisons and the U.S. Attorney
General. "I think it can only lead to

progress in prisons because until

now the prisoner's voice has been
muted-certainly out of Danbury."
Judge Garrity said the federal

regulations on interviews of
prisoners suffer from internal

inconsistencies." He ruled that the
regulations may not prohibit ab-
solutely an interview by Connolly.

While the First Amendment does
not require that the press be given
access to prisoners in all cir-

cumstances," Garrity wrote, "the
preclusion at issue here is ab-
solute."

The policy "does not distinguish

between maximum and minimum
security prisons, between
prisoners who have independent
prominence" — such as Irving —
"and the obscure, nor between
troublesome and model
prisoners."

The judge said visits by
politicians and others "might
cause more 'big Whell' notoriety of

the inmates visited and more
demands upon undermanned staffs

than visits by the press, yet their

visits are not similarly curtailed."

Garrity said each interview
application should be judged on its

merits.

At least two other federal judges
have questioned the prison

bureau's policy - Judge Gerhard Earl Ray, convicted assassin of

Gesell in a 1972 decision, and Judge Dr. Martin Luther King.

Frank Murray of Boston last Ast. U.S. Atty. William A. Brown

December, who allowed a novelist said an appeal of Garnty's order

to interview the brother of James was anticipated.

everu n<

in the coffee ikop

UniversityTheatre
Department of Theatre/University of Massachusetts

Spring 1974 Repertory Season

JohnOsbome The Entertainer
OsarWilde The Importance of

Being Earnest

Henrikbsen Rosmersholm

Production Month Tue Wed Thu Fn Sot

The Entertainer Feb

Importance ol Being Earnest Feb/Mor

21 22 23

28 1

Rosmersholm Mor

The Entertainer Mor 13 14 15 16

Importance ol Being Earnest Mor 19

Rosmersholm Apr

20 21 22

3 4 5

The Entertainer Apr 10 11 !2 13

Importance of Being Eornest Apr

Rosmersholm Apr

18 19 20

2724 25

Performances at 800 m Bartlett Auditorium

For information and reservations coll 545-2579

1203 to 400 Mondoy through Friday

Shop the traditional Indian Way

BargainWith

9prrt - 1 a*rL* admission &/. ooFebruary^? 14

Us!
Come, Negotiate
Your Own Prices.

(except Ivory)

February 14, is, 16, and February 18

ik$Ttm
HOJUZWK

Every Thursday Evening for the coming school year the Campus Center
food service Hatch will he presenting some of the finest local and national
folk, blues, jazz, and rock acts.

• The admission will be one dollar.

• The artists will play a minimum of two sets.

• Provisions have been made to improve the lighting, sound and overall mood of the room
in order to afford everyone a worthwhile evening of entertainment.

The tentative schedule to date:

February 28

John Hammond &
guest artist Mike Polacco

March 7

Howlin Wolf (tent)

March 14

Dave Van Ronk (tent)

April 4

"Fat"

mountain Farm* ITIall
Rt*9 Hadloi

April 1

1

Mighty Joe Young Blues Band (tent)

April 18

To Be Announced

April 25
Mini Blues Festival (tent)

May 2

Don Reno and the Tennessee Cut-ups

May 9 To Be Announced

May 16 To Be Announced

Next Week^s| • • Next weekClean LIVIIig Thursday, February 21

• » » » MlltiM
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1,845,000 books in five college library system
"Let 's see. ..If I read one book a week it will only take me 35,481 weeks to finish.

'

By JUDY BOUCHER
According to Robert Frost "the difference between

a college man and a man lacking in college is that he
has the resource of books, that he knows there's a
book side to every thing...and to me that makes the

library the heart of the whole thing".

As of Sept. 1973 5-college students have been
granted the priviledge of direct borrowing from each
others main library giving them accesibility to

1,845,000 volumes.

Previously library use was restricted to faculty and
students enrolled in courses at that institution. The
move for more cooperation has come from the four

college presidents, chancellor of UMass, and the 5-

college treasurers.

There was also "student pressure and an intuitive

feeling that it would not lead to a bad situation" said

Mr. Gordon Fretwell.

There has been "amazing co-operation" said Miss
Billie Bozone, head librarian of Nielson Library at

Smith, with autonomy of each library preserved.

Although an experiment, a committee reviewed the

program in December and found no major problems
or abuses. Amherst College has felt the brunt of

direct borrowing with the highest circulation

probably due to its central location. Mrs. Eleanor
Brown, head of circulation department in the Robert

Frost Library At Amherst "would like to see the

program continue." "The system has worked quite

well so far with fewer hang-ups than anticipated. The
libraries are used more heavily now" said Miss

Bozone.
The only foreseeable problem is "lost books and

collections of fines" said Miss Edmonds, head
librarian of the Williston Memorial library at Mt.

Holyoke. Furthermore, "the colleges are now serving

populations they are not financially responsible for"

said Miss Anne Peyton, reference librarian at the

Harold F. Johnson Library Center of Hampshire
College.

It is unlikely that there will be a division of

responsibility in building collections or co-ordination

in purchasing books to prevent duplication. "The
clientele on each campus has a strong need for a

basic library collection" said Mr. Fretwell". "Each
library has a responsibility to the college's

curriculum and the needs of, the faculty" said Miss
Edmonds.
Statistics indicate more borrowing while there has

been no need for hiring additional staff to accomodate
increased circulation. The circulation staff at

Amherst has been "much busier. We haven't hired

anyone but would like to see more assistance" said

Mrs. Brown. The demand on Inter-library Loan has
not been affected by the direct borrowing system.
The future of the program is to "maximize the ease

in which the faculty and students can utilize the

libraries" said Mr. Fretwell.
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Mount Holyoke College
Special Strengths: English

history, particularly medieval,
Biology, Economics: monetary
and fiscal policy, International

relations, especially international

organizations, American politics

and government, South and
Southeast Asia, Child development
and psychology, French literature,

especially Anglo-Norman and
Provencal, Classical Arhcaeology,
Egyptology and Assyriology.
(Older materials), Labor History
(Older material), Mathematics,
British political parties: Labour
and Conservative Party,
Publications 1955+ , Women:
education and history, Nineteenth
Century American missionaries.
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Amherst College

Special strengths of the collection: Art: History of French art; history

of printing, Biology : Genetics and cancer research, Drama : English and
American, 17th-20th centuries, O'Neill, Clyde Fitch, Augustin Daly,

Economics: European and American economic history, English and
American literature: Wordsworth, Frost, Dickinson, Clemens, Howells,

Whitman, Whittier, Webster, Henry James, Richard Wilbur, German:
Thomas Mann, Political Science: American politics; selective depository

for U.S. Documents.

Mount Holyoke College

Clip this ad for

FREE
ADMISSION

sS^tMScheSat
Thurs. Fti.and Sat.nights

8:00

plus Matinees
Sat.andSurutt30_

Jfinsdale
New Hampshire

12 races • Daily Double
{

Many Quinellas • Perfectas
Heated • Grandstand 50C • Clubhouse $1 (

Clubhouse Restaurant • Ample Parking

Near Brattleboro • 3 miles off Rte. (91) • EXIT 1

University of Massachusetts

Special strengths: Classical Art

& Archaeology, Latin American
Studies (esp. newspaper backfiles

on microfilm, also Argentine

history), German Language &
Literature (incl. microfilm of

Yale's Baroque Literature

Collection), Afro-American
Studies, Massachusetts & New
England History, Alcoholism:

early temperance & prohibition

movements in the U.S.A., Slavery

& Anti-Slavery, William Butler

Yeats, France - French
Revolution, 1789-1795, Agriculture,

Biological Science, Engineering,

Chemistry, Mathematics, Polymer
Science, Forestry & Wood
Technology, Food Technology,
Nursing, Environmental Sciences,

Geology, Insects (incl. Guy C.

Crampton Collection; also ex-

tensive holding on bees &
beekeeping), Fish & Fisheries,

Birds (incl. Arthur Cleveland Bent

Ornithology Collection).

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Hampshire College

Special strengths: Film; history, criticism and production,
Communications technology, Ecology.

Smith College

Special st-

r e n g t h s :

African and
Afro-American
studies, Art,

Music, Rus-

sian, Social

work, Women.

BREAKFAST

ANY TIME

YOU WANT
ALL DAY LONG

also

— ice cream
— sandwiches

— luncheon

— dinner

168 N. Pleasant St. 253-2291
Now Open 24 hours
Tuesday thru Saturdays

1*
11 i II 1

University Dr. at Amity St.

Here's What's Happening!

An Entertainment Re-awakening in Amherst!

DANCING
DINING

DRINKING
This Weekend featuring

THURS. Greek Night w/Doc Sullivan

DANCE CONTEST 25' Beers
Popcorn Unlimited

FRI. 3 - 6 Happy Hour doc suiiivan

9 to 1 DJ.
SAT. A Night of Musical Nostalgia

MAGIC (from Boston)

9 - 1

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Give our \>tr Menu

a Taste.

Dinners from $1.25

Every Night Starting

at 5

Sunday at Noon. SUN.

Sunday Individual Smorgasbord

w-pitchers of beer & wine

appropriate dress

256-8189

The Great Pretenders

4 til 8 The New Goodtime Hour
Doc Sullivan

Qt. of Budweiser $1.00
2 Maple Leaf Hot Dogs/25*

Popcorn 10'

9 to 1 AAorning Sun
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Nixon reported in good health

By FRANCES LEWINE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Nixon took his twice-

delayed annual medical exam
Wednesday and the White House
doctor reported he is in excellent

health and showing "no evidence

whatsoever of emotional strain."

Despite the pressures of a year of

Watergate-related problems and
Middle East and energy crises, the

President has shown no physical

change whatsoever, Dr. Walter R.

Tkach reported.

Nixon, 61, underwent a 2V2-hour

physical examination by at least

half a dozen doctors, had "a whole

battery" of blood chemistries and
was subjected to probing questions

on his health, Tkach said.

The President himself signaled

an O.K. sign with his right thumb
and forefinger when he emerged
from the National Naval Medical

Center at Bethesda, Md., after the

examination.

Guzzi to speak

Paul Guzzi, state representative

from Newton, will hold an open

coffee hour today in the Colonial

Lounge of the Student Union at 2:30

p.m. today. Guzzi, a Democratic

candidate for Secretary of State in

Massachusetts, is anxious to meet

students and answer questions

pertaining to the upcoming elec-

tions, or any other matters of

concern.

Rep. Guzzi is a member of the

House Education Committee and

therefore will provide an in-

teresting topic for students and

faculty alike. Later that evening,

Guzzi will also address the

Democratic Town Committee at

8:00 p.m. in the Town room of the

Town Hall.

In a White House news briefing,

Tkach, an Air Force major
general, declared Nixon's "health

and physical stamina is excellent."

All of the tests, including X-ray
and electrocardiogram, showed
the President "within normal
limits," and there was no evidence

of any aftereffects from the bout

with viral pneumonia that put

Nixon into the Bethesda hospital

for eight days last July, Tkach
said.

Some White House observers and
even Tkach have said in the last

months that Nixon has looked

tired. But Tkach reported no
change in Nixon's health since his

last physical Dec. 20, 1972. Even
his weight held steady at 172

pounds.

The White House doctor said he

wouldn't recommend any change

in Nixon's health regimen, which

he said includes daily running in

place 400 times.

Tkach did not emphasize the

need for more exercise as he has in

the past, but he said he would like

to see the President "get some
sunshine."

Nixon left hours later for

Florida. He had scheduled the

weekend trip before he went to the

hospital.

ESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,

mail order catalog. Enclose $1 00

to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for

research assistance only.
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Asked why he was recom-
mending sunshine,Tkach said:

"It's a change in atmosphere.... It

does an individual some intrinsic

good"to be exposed to sun.

Nixon is seeing no other doctors

nor is he taking medication for any

reason.

Tkach said in response to

questions, Nixon had put off his

physical exam twice, the first time

in mid-December.

The President explained he was

"busy with the energy crisis." Last

Friday, Nixon drove halfway to the

hospital but turned back because of

traffic jams resulting from a

surprise Washington snowstorm.

P-10 offers film course

A series of classic and recent films will be shown this semester in

Project Ten, the campus experimental college, with the selection ranging

from the surreal psychedilia of Federico Fellini's Juliet of the Spirts to

the science fiction detective drama in Jean-Luc Godard's Alphaviile and

John Ford's great John Wayne Western, Stagecoach.

The film series is part of a three-credit course jointly sponsored by

Project Ten and Southwest titled "The Understanding Moviegoer" and

taught by sociologist and film buff Sam Kaplan. Included in the series,

which meets in Project Ten on Tuesday and Thursday nights is Fellini's

phantasmagorical "erotic fantasy" Juliet of the Spirits, showing tonight

at 7 p.m. in Pierpont television lounge.

Other showings include Antonioni's Red Desert (Febr. 21 ) ; Alphaviile

(Febr. 26); Frank Sturges' Miracle at Morgan's Creek (Febr. 28);

Stagecoach (March 19); Fritz Lang's M (April 9); John Huston's Red
Badge of Courage (April 11); Orson Welles' Citizen Kane (May 7);

Francois Truffaut's Wild Child (May 14); and others.

People interested in enrolling for the course should phone or visit the

Project Ten office in Pierpont (545); 871).

Top of the CAMPUS
last year's special

is this year's feature

Roast Prime Rib

of BEEF

every night

tuesday through Saturday

I
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STORE WIDE SALE
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ONE DAY ONLY!
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JIM CROCE
Life and Times
ABC ABC X 769

JIM CROCE
I've Got A Nam*
ABCABCX797

JIM CROCE
Don't Man writh Jim
ABC ABCX 756

A&M

iHiffi*
3

Burt KavRMrach

BURT BACHARACH
Living Together

A&M SP 3527

DISCOUNT RECOADS CTOTCMANAMR,
SHffiCKYFORHELP ..

m»t v Tiwrs KBBrar
IN TROUBLE!'

HENRY GROSS
Henry Gross

A&M 4416

UNTO A rtEA&BY I

STOCKROOM..

I

COLUMBIA
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BARBRA STREISANO
The Way We Were
COLUMBIA PC 32801

LEKTRA
BOB DYLAN

HERBIE HANCOCK
HEAD HUNTERS
Clmnala u ii/Wtaaaiiial ijii Man

•a/Vaail
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HERBIE HANCOCK
Head Hunters

COLUMBIA KC 32731

CARPENTERS
Singles 1969-1973

A&M SP 3601

Plenty of Free

Parking in the Rear.

I

SHAWN PHILLIPS
Bright White

A&M SP 4402

DONOVAN
ESSENCE TO ESSENCE

•"eluding

Oparabng Manual for Spacasrap Eartti

T»<a Oagraty Ot Man/Vaaow Star

Taai Hl llomaiaaid^-axYOf

w
DONOVAN
Essence to Essence

EPIC KE 32800

BROMBIKG
MAD 9*AIM
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OAVIDBROMBERG
Wanted Dead or Alive

COLUMBIA KC 32717

BOB DYLAN & THE BAND
Planet Waves

ASYLUM 7E 1003

CARLY SIMON
Hotcakes

Includes Mockingbird

CARLY SIMON
Hotcakes

ELEKTRA7E 1002

HarruCnaptn

snort smrtes

HARRY CHAPIN
Short Stories m
ELEKTRAEKS 75065

DISCOUNT RECORDS
VALENTINE'S DOT SALE

.DISCOUNT
1$ SO GREAT!?

,
I WONOER W IU

VEVEfi SEE HtM AGAIH?

JONI MITCHELL
Court And Spark
Includes Rased On Robbery

JONI MITCHELL
Court & Spark

ASYLUM 7E 1001

# Except Budgets

And English Imports

K\ ASAVI/VG'

iscount records
257 TRIANGLE ST., AMHERST TEL. 549-4433

Store Hours: Mon. Wed 10:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m. Thurs. • Sat. 10:00 a.m. till 9:00 p.m.
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Harvard votes placingtenured prof, on leave

CAMBRIDGE, Mass (AP) —
The Harvard University faculty

will investigate the placing of a

tenured professor on involuntary

leave - an action without modern

precedent at the nation's oldest

university.

The Faculty of Arts and Sciences

unanimously voted Tuesday to

create a committee to look into the

status of the professor, Louis

Hartz.

According to the account in the

Harvard Crimson, Hartz,

professor of government, opposed

the move when it came to a vote,

saying he wanted the entire faculty

to consider his case. He then left

the meeting.

Dean Henry Rosovsky said he

placed Hartz on involuntary leave

Feb. 4 because Hartz dissolved a

seminar last fall. The dean said he

acted with the concurrence of

Harvard President Derek Bok, the

faculty council, the university's

attorney and the government
department.

Dissolution of a course in term-

time "is a serious matter requiring

adequate reason", the dean said in

a statement read to the faculty.

He said neither he nor anyone he

consulted could understand why
Hartz' seminar was dissolved, and

since Hartz was scheduled to teach

a large undergraduate course this

spring it would be "unwise for me
to allow circumstances to arise

that could lead to a repetition to the

events of this fall or to other un-

fortunate circumstances."

Hartz told the faculty he

dissolved his seminar on 19th

Century political throught because

it was "inauthentic on the basis of

student response," something he

said a professor has the right to do

when "in his opinion that course

has lost its integrity as an

academic experience."

Under 11 billon s©W
YOU JtlSTCAN'f EAT EM THAT*,. FAST

THE HUNGRY-

U

103 K PLEASANT 51

Free Delivery

256-6350

256-0611

253-9080

Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and

include the author's address and phone number.

Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations-may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference

purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no

guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

AUTOS FOR SALE

S2 VALIANT SLANT. 6. std. trans. \ew

:

brakes, front end, exhaust, clutch, gd

body, everything works, gd tires incl. 2

snows. 586-3819. $295.

tf2-15

67 Cougar, needs some engine work, rest

of car in good condition. 549-3727. anytime

after 5:30. ask for Pauline.

IT2-1S

VW 69 Squareback. dependable 1975.

(all Kevin at •i6.vi.iifi. evenings.

If2- IS

1964 Landrover 109. station wgn. 4 wheel

drive, under 50000 mi. Lockout hubs, ex-

cellent cond. All extras 11500. Call 584-3358.

nights.

U2-19

1907 VW Squareback. Best offer. 549-

1420.

tf2-IS

Pontiac stick six. economical, sticker,

stud snows. 1200: stick six Rambler. 185;

Austin Healy Sprite. 35 mpg. 1300. (all 323-

7327.

trz-is

MDC CLASSIFIEDS HELP WANTED
AUTOS FOR SALE TRAVEL

396-375 hp complete engine. ( hev.

Quadrajet intake .man. 80U cm
Holies spreadbore. 327 crank rods. 4

pistons. 283 4 bbl. heads. 10.4"

flywheel. Carter AFB 4 bbl.. 2 Chev.

small block, fuel pumps. Doug. 253-

9501.

tf2-22

FOR RENT

Apt. for rent. I

utilities. 1145. Call

Cliffside.

bdrm. dishwsr. all

any time. 665-2719.

tf2-!5

SERVICES

Wallpapering, painting, cleaning, and
repairs done by student. Good reliable

work, call 546-9419, between 5 and 6 p.m.
tf2-15

Keep old clothes alive — mending,

patching, altering. Jeans rebuilt, em-
broidery. Good work, reasonable rates. Rt.

9. Belchertown. 323-4025.

tfMI

For Sale: 1968 Buick Wagon. Needs
a long block engine & small parts. Has
a new starter and a recently rebuilt
transmission. Good interior, if there is

some mechanically minded person
who wants to install an engine in it. he
can have it for $50. Call 546-4658.

U2-15

Attention Datsun owners I perform
all phases of major and minor repairs
on Datsuns at reasonable prices. I

have over two years experience on
Datsuns at a DaUun Dealership and
an Aircraft Airframe and Powerplant
License. Phone. 253-7456. Russ Baca.

tf2-17

HONEST AL has 2 SCHOOL BCSES.
previously owned by a Tobacco
Company. Never used in winter, so
they are almost rustless, both are
MFDIl'M -SHORT. 51 CHEV..6cyL. 4

spd trans, everything works, vgd
mech cond. S375. 60 FORD, V8. 4 spd.

even nicer. 1400. WANTED Dead or

AHve Darts - Valiants - Lancers. 586-

1819 or 1-772-0517.

1967 VW dedan — excellent running

condition, new rebuilt engine. 1700. Call

256-8778.

tf2-2l

1967 Toyota Corona. 66K miles,
automatic. 18 mpg. good condition. 1745 or
best offer. .545-0584. 2.56-6297

tfMI

1967 VW Bug — runs perfectly 1555. 25.1-

9603.

tf2-IS

1972 Pinto. 23.MM miles, excellent con-

dition. 12. (8» (all 584-48488 or ISM
If.' .'I

1970 Jeep ( nmmando. I wheel dri\e. \ -fi.

Nam, hubs iiistproofed. insulated,

mech's manual top shape, refuses to gel

stuck. 5-gal. aw tank 549-I209.

irz-n

PHOTOS — Passports, visas, grad
school applications, etc. Size, and
number of photos negotiable. It on
minimum. Fast service, quality
guaranteed. Call Steve at 6-5443.

tf2-29

ROOM FC3 RENT

Don't let dorm life get you down, live in

Miur cabin with maid service and low

weekly rates. Call the Deerfield Motor
Court. 665-2645.

tf2-l4

MOTORCYCLE WANTED

Small used bike in lOOr.c. range wanted.

Must be in good condition, see Brent at

Collegian Office or call nights at 549-6994.

tf2-22

I or 2 persons. Ig bdrm at Ml. Sgrlf. on

bus route, occupy 10-16, security deposit

required. Call Steve, 665-4723. leave name
& no.

02-14

Responsible fern for 4 bedrm apt, on

busline, avail imm. Feb. rent pd. 180 per

mo., incl all util. Call Ann B. at 256-0626.

tfZ-19

Sublet — 1 rm efficiency apt., avail

immed., on bus route, Maui St., Amherst.

1105-month incl. utilities. 256-6713. after 5

p.m.
tf2-15

Three bedroom apt. First floor. North-

ampton area. Ready for occupancy. 1160

per month. Call Skibiski Real Estate 584-

3428.

112-19

2 bedroom apt. near campus on busline,

rent includes all utilities ex. elec., good
light for plants. Call Jon or Cathie, 549-

4502.

tf2-l5

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $280. all

inclusive. For more information, call

Campus Travel Center. 545-0500.

If3-15

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from 1199.

For more information call Campus Travel

(enter. 545-0500.

tf3-!5

Spring Vacation in Spain at

Torremolinos. $279, all inclusive. For more

information call Campus Travel Center.

545-0500.
113-15

Campus Travel Center, handles air.

hotel, car rentals, package tours,

honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call

545-0500. for information.
tf3-15

CRIMSON TRAVEL — BERMUDA
FOR SPRING VACATION FROM 1199.

TIME AND SPACE RUNNING OUT.
DEPOSITS MUST BE IN SOON. CALL
STEVE. 665-3737.

112-19

HELP WANTED

Student Senate Budgets Committee
needs a secretary to work Sunday af-

ternoons and-or evenings. Call 545-0341 for

more Information.

2-14

LOST

(.old Circular Charm with 21 on front
and ERB on back. Reward is payment of
its worth. Great sentimental value. Call
(•65-3051. nite.

tf2-l5

Tbru Ripoff over intercession, GE
Kefrig. gr-gld a fKhan & other items.

Contact officer D. Grader of Sec. Police.

tf2-22

PHOTO EQUIPMENT

Photo Equipment for sale: Vivitar

85-205. 200M lens for Nikon; 50mm fir

& lens for Nikon ; a Nikon Gadget Bag.
plus assorted filters and one broken
Nikkormat. Make an offer on all or
separate items. Call 549-0544.

tf2-15

Students — Earn while you learn. Part-
time contact work, promises good money
to those who qualify. For interview, call
253-5864.

2-22

WANTED TO RENT

WATERBEDS

I \rar guar . all sizes $21. on campus,
(all MS-4091, both lap and butt seams
.\ailahlr

tfMI

ENTERTAINMENT

Blurp! Squonch! Pop! Cuckoo's Nest is

reborn! Rocking 6 piece band, ready to
play for your party or dance. Call BB. 546-

5729.

If2-2I

Non-stop nostalgia will come your way if

you get me. Bob the D.J. for the best rock
'n' roll revival your money can buy. Call

536-6075.

tfMI

ROOM WANTED

Please help me I'm looking for a home.
I can afford 70 dollars a month, but not

much more Thank you. please call Judy.

I0MOS.
tfMI

Jabs on snips. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job or career.
Send S3 for information. Seafax, Dept.
I7G. P.O. Box 2049. Port Angeles.
Washington a*,162,

jp.ls

Wanted to rent— Want van-V.W. Bus for
5 weeks this summer. Price negotiable
Call days. 736-2678.

tf2-27

RIDERS WANTED

Live in assistant — Halfway house for

former Belch. Residents — Male adults.

tfiO-wk. own rm. fine cuisine, 584-9115.

across from Smith.

tf2-2l

Help still needed! James. 3rd floor, 850
Schliti cans donated. Need more. Free
case to largest contributor. Deliver or call
6-7573.

IT2-I4

One person or team of two to deliver

New Vork Times in Northeast. Central

also, (all Campus News Agency, after 6

p.m. 256-8820

tf2-!5

From Williamstown or area, Mon..
Wed.. Fri. 7 a.m. Call 458-8498. after 6:M
p.m.

tf2-15

Carpool wanted. Greenfield to V Mass
Tu.. Wed.. Th.. 8-4:30. Call 773-9396. after 6
p.m.. also Mon. 8-12:30.

tf2-IS

TYPING

Dissertation, thesis, term paper &
business typing IBM seiectric - i_nu ana
hourly rates, (all Marsha. 549-3832 plan
-i head!

tf2-15

FINAL LOOK-This overhead view of the Skylab space station cluster in Earth
orbit was photographed from the Command and Service Modules during the final

"fly-around" by the CSM before the return home. The space station is centered

against cloud-covered Earth. Note the solar shield which was deployed by the

second Skylab crew and which shades the orbital workshop in the area from which

a micrometeroriod shield has been missing since the cluster was launched on May
14, 1973. The OWS solar panel on left side was also lost on the workshop launch day.

(AP Wirephoto from NASA)

The Amherst Film
Cooperative will present the

film Scar-face, Sunday in the

Student Union Ballroom.
Showings will be at 7:30 and
9:30. It's a rarely released

gangster classic, starring Paul

Muni. mm®
ONE YEAR PROGRAM

n For undergraduates a Instruction in English

Hebrew Ulpan prior to academic term

u Independent study project lor interested students

FOR APPLICATIONS AND INFORMATION:

Office of Academic Affairs

American Friends of Tel Aviv University, Inc.

342 Madison Ave. (Suite 1426), New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) Ml) 7-5651

FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

Refrigerator 3 cu. ft. Delmonico. Pur-

chased new 9-72, cost $75, yours for $4l>.

Daniel. 584-5444.

If2- 15

Stereo Component — 20-40 per cent off

list. All major brands available, all

guaranteed. Call Mike 536-4814. after 5:00.

tf2-15

Two Dolby Cassette tape decks, for sale
— Teac 250, new 2 yr warr. Sony TC-134. 4

mo. old, I yr war., both ex. cond. Call

Gary. 256-8864, eve.

tf2-l9

Spy camera. Yashica .Moron, complete
kit, (45, used for I roll film. Also GE Stereo
w -speakers, S35. Call Chase. 6-8051.

112-14

Complete beginner darkroom for sale.

Includes PRO Knlarger and 11x14" Dryer.
175. Also 16x20 L'nidrum. Call Ed. 6-5311.

tf2-14

FOR SALE
PERSONAL

PERSONAL
WANTED

Never used! 1 pr Fischer VP Metal Skis,

exc cond. 185 CM Dovre Slep-ln bndngs. w-

poles. $101) or best offer. Call Jean. 549-

6050.

U2-20

Speakers — Rectilinear 111. I year old.

$280. pr. 549-4534.

112-20

Hanson ski boots — Riva Red's — No. 2

Shell will fit between 6' 2 -8. Contact Betty.

253-9697. asking $100.

tf2-15

For sale '66' Porsche 911. 5 spd. new
paint, new carbs. Good mechanical cond.

$2895. Call 413-863-2768. after 5 p.m.
tf2-20

C & W Wood Company, dry or green $40.

cord. Call after 5 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. or

any time on weekends, at 253-5464 or 323-

7243.

tf2-!5

12 String Aria w hardshell case, immac.
cond. Asking $175. also Shurc Prof. mic. w-

case b-offer. Call Steve. 546-47X5.

tf2-l.i

Must sell symphonic stereo BSH Turn-

table. AM KM Radio, plus H-Track $150. or

best offer. Call Casey at 665-4065 after 5:00

p.m.
tf2-l5

Fl.l'TE Whitehall Nickel Plated, one

year old. excellent rond. Vsking $100 or

best offer. Call Bob in Sunderland. fifi.V

3269.

tf2-l.>

17' Fiberglass ( anoe. flat back, good
rond. Call 584-4840. asking $150

tfMI

Mead I90.M Mi) skis with step-in hind

ings. only need waxing and sharpening.
$60. Call Rob. 6-9702 (keep trvingl.

If2-I6

Furniture. 5-speed bike, 3-speed bike, ski

equipment, double box spring and mat-
tress, plus miscellaneous — cheap! 253-

9603.

tf2-l5

Magnavox stereo, turntable and
speakers. Good sound at a low price, $75.

Call Brent at 549-6994 nights or see him at

Collegian Office.

tf2-22

Eight-track and stereo system. Paid

$140: listen and offer a price. Call 5-2550,

ask for Bob Mackey. If not there, leave

message.
tf2-22

ROOMMATE WANTED

One bedroom in Mt. Sugarloaf Apt., on

bus route, grad. or older undergrad. Rent

negotiable. Call 665-3902. 7 a.m. -8 a.m. or

after 9 p.m.
tf2-l5

Roommate wanted immed. for house on

bus line in Northampton. Rent $41 per mo.,

plus utilities. Call 584-9208. keep trying.

tf2-l4

New 4 bdrm house. V Hampton. 2 bdrms
avail. 2 full baths. F or M. $90 includes util.

no lease John or Bob. 586-2164. leave phone

number.
tf2-l5

2 people M or F to share apt. in

N.Hampton, close to 5 col bus. Own room,

rent $63 mo., incl util. ex. electricity.

Donna, 584-8130.

W2-1S

Grad nonsmoker. 5 bedrm hse. garage.

3 fireplace. 3 miles to I'Mass. Heat incl.

$l02-mo.. 13 Middles!. Hadley. 586-3784.

tfMI

Female roommate wanted to share

furnished Brittanv Manor apt. No lease,

negotiable rent. Call 256-0618.

HI-IS

Want an active social life, good food,

fellowship, •MMi-crowded nl»»-e in live?

Investigate*^: 9 Chestnut St. Call 545-
0070.

112-15

Problems with homosexuality? For info,

referral, counselling or just rap. call

Gayline. Mon., Tues . Thurs., Fri., Sat. 8-

II p.m. at 545-0154.

H2-22

Tired of high priced pot? Grow your

own. Start now for spring transplant.

Scientific instructions. Send $1 to Mike,

Box 215. Grayson.

tfMI

Mack — I must agree with Miss D,

are a beautiful person. Happy
niversary! Your Valentine.

you
an-

2-14

To my dearest Ned — our third year
together has been the best yet. Keep
staying straight and true. Love. Nellie.

2-14

To Johnny-Baby — Happy Valentine's

Day! love. Bunchie.
2-14

Happy Valentine's Day to Russell, Lynn.
Ray and Kathy. From J. and J.

2-14

Tom or Dennis — my number is 617-544-

7026. Rob. Cher's friend.

tfMI

Hi Turtle! Happy V.D. Don't take any
feces about the flowers Hawaiians make
lousy lovers. Wish I was there. Love,

Mellors.

2-14

Happy Valentine's Day. Jeffrey!

Happy Valentine's Day, Eddie. One &
one-half. Love from the Wrapper.

2-14

To Nancy — Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, Michael.

2-14

To I .aura. Nancy and Joanne — have a

Happy Valentine's Day. Your fifth

roommate.
2-14

Hi Valerie — please have a Happy
Valentine's Day. With fondest regards.

Peter Tillson.

2-14

If you are my only ONE, then you know
this is to you. Happy Valentine's Day, my
love, from your loving TWO.

2-14

2-14

Hey Alfred

Dunhill?

how 'bout another

2-14

Girl needed to share new apt. on Rte. 9

Hadley Rent is $46.25 per month plus

utilities, (all 586-0852. nice place, nice

people!
112-15

WORKSHOPS

Primal F.\perience Marathon — 24

hours. Keb. 22. Trained leader Fee:

$«.*> i Also weeklv groups available*

tillering a group rivnamu lli.it

provides an emotional en\ ioi iimenl in

which the individual tan re-create the

primarv experiences of his or her life,

tall IM-MM i eves i or 113-1421

ianvtime> lor further information

112-11

Columbo — how could I forget you on
Valentine's Day? Have a happy. Love,

vour pick-up.

2-14

Mwah' Happy Valentine's Day to the

world's cutest monkey. Love. Sue.

2-14

To Mr. Shadow — Happy Valentine's

Day. I love you. The Shadow.
2-14

Munamana — liappx Valentine's Day
and I love you so much especially Sunda>
mornings and little worm love you 2. Love.

Kachacl.
2-14

Happy Valentine's lo my V-l girl:

Pansv . Tuna, (harly. < utie Fars. Bird.

Mouse, etc. Hope we have many more.

Love. Rig Mouse. I.umpa.

2-14

Hey Doll! Yes. you! The one in 218

Baker. Happy St. Val's. I mean really!

Love, Automatic A.
2-14

Happy Valentine's Day to Tracy Nelson -

Mother Earth. See you tonite in the Hatch.
2-14

Happy Valentine's Day, my little private

eye. J.I.

2-14

To J. — 450 Van Meter I have a very
special secret if you can find me — Happy
Valentine's. Your Secret Pal.

2-14

Karbunkle — I've been in love with you
since I first saw you behind the wheel of

the Belchertown bus. Happy Valentine's

Day. Julian.

2-14

Bob — my love is founded on a rock and
it endures. B.P.

2-14

1 M« — Here's to the last two tumultuous
years, but most of all to the happiness
we've shared. Happy V.D. Love, the Great
Twateii.

2-14

HAJ — Happy Valentine's Day. Love
you much. Gates.

2-14

Hardass — now that you lound me can
you handle me? If not. remember blondes

are nice, redheads are fine, hut brunettes

are mine. H.

2-14

Hey Alison in 1402 — what's it like being
single again? The kids want you to come
home, they miss you. G.K.

2-14

To Carol from II P., Illinois — who
hasn't even been to the Bluewall yet.

Happy Valentine's Day. 2-14

Honda 350 or 450. Will look at any year —
But must be good running condition. Call

Rob at 546-9702. (Keep trying).

H2-I4

Female Mini Schnauier. 6-8 weeks,
preferably without ears cropped. Call 549-

3974, after 5 p.m.

H2-I9

Dkrm equip, enlgr, dev. ink, etc. in gd
cond, no phone so drop a card. Box 204 W.
Hatfield. 01088. Bob Norcott.

If2-I5

Small female dog to be companion to

lonely English Sheepdog. Would be a great

home. Call 323-6967. eve.

112-15

Music arranger wanted to arrange 2

simple pieces in 3 part harmony for female
voices. Will pay $25 for 2 arrangements.
Call Jody. 253-9066.

tfMI

FREE

Male ( ollie and Sheepdog puppy. 16 wks.

old. all shots and fully trained. Call

anytime, Andy, 546-7779.

tfZ-15

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.

Call 584-8816.

tfS-17

Chester needs a home. Male kitten

getting too big for dorm. Call 6-7079.

tfMI

RIDE WANTED

I would like a ride to Montreal,

anytime! If you are headed that way
and would like someone lo share your

expenses. Call Dave at 6-4170.

112-15

To Ithaca or Syracuse. NY. this wknd, 2-

15-18. Will share driving & $$. call Patrice.
546-9782.

tf2-!4

From Springfield Forest Park area to U.
Mass and back daily. Will share expenses.
Call 734-2488.

tf2- 1

4

To Jay Peak, Vermont or area for

Friday. Keb. 15, or Saturday. Feb. 16. Will
help out with expenses. Call Mike, at 6-

6296.

112-14
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Notices

ACTION FOR JEWISH WOMEN:
First meeting of Jewish women's

Forumtoniteat8:30in302S.U. Come
and contribute to the group.

BAHA'I INFORMATION:
Informal talks and discussion,

every Thursday from 7:30 p.m., on.

531 Lincoln Apts. (across from

Whitmore) sponsored by UMass
Baha'i Association. Drop by.

BENEFIT DANCE:
Lilith and the Deadly Nightshade.

8:30-11:30 C.C. Aud. Sunday night,

Feb. 17.

BIOENEGETIC GROUP:
To be held weekly. If interested call

Gene or John at Room to Move. For

interview 545 0400 or 545 0401.

BOXING CLUB:
Organization meeting 19th floor

Washington at 7:15 p.m. New
members welcome.
CASIAC:
An important meeting for all

CASIAC student counselors will take

place next Wednesday, Feb. 20, 7:00

p.m. in 105 C.C. If you can't make it,

please contact Dan or Kris.

CHI OMEGA:
Come to a Happy Hour and

Valentine Day Exchange at 7:30.

Rides provided at WOPE, Van Meter,

Dickinson, and Thoreau at 7:15 or

call 545-0162.

COIN CLUB:
Important meeting 802 C.C. 7:30-

10:00 p.m. Feb. 14. Bring your

friends!

ETA KAPPA NU:
An important business meeting of

all members is scheduled for Friday

the 15th at 12:15 p.m. Check at the

HKN student lounge for the room

number.
FIRESIGN:
BERGMAN:
Don't miss v? of the Firesign

Theater do their zany routines. Nick

Danger, Don't Crush that Dwarf,

Hand me the Pliers, etc. ...Thursday

Feb. 21 C.CC.A. 8:30 p.m.

GAY LINE:
Problems with Homosexuality??

For information, referral, counseling

or just someone to rap with call

Gayline, Mon., Tues ., Thurs., Fri.,

Sat., 8 11 p.m. 5450154.

JEWISH WHOLE EARTH:
Organizational meeting of Jewish

whole earth arts and crafts tonite at

7:30 in 302 S.U. Everyone welcome!

LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS CLUB:
Meeting Thursday Feb. 14, 7 p.m.,

105 C.C. Very important! All fresh

men and Seniors must attend.

MEETING AND LECTURE:
There will be an Alpha Zeta

meeting 2 19 at 6:15 p.m. in 113 of the

C.C, after the meeting at 7:00 p.m.,

Richard Beattie will be speaking on

"Careers in the Cooperative

Extension Service". All members
please attend.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
The bus for Northampton State

Hospital will leave from in front of

Hasbrouck at 6:30, stopping at

Paterson House (Sunset Ave. Side) at

635. Let's bring a Happy Valentine's

Day to the Hosp.

OPEN RUSH:
Come tonight at 8.30 and see the

Brotherhood at Kappa Sigma.

PLAY LIBRARY:
has moved to North Village, D 35.

Our hours are Tues. 7:30-9:00: Wed.

4:30 6:30; and Thurs: 9-11:30. All kids

of UMass students can join. Also

playgroups, babysitters and
cooperatives are welcome.

P-10 POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
SEMINAR:
No meeting tonight. We will meet

on Thursday, Feb. 21.

SCIENCE FICTION CLUB:
Memberships expire today. Get

yourself a new membership for

Valentine's Day.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA:
Here come the brides! Come see

Bride Magazine Rep. at Tri Sigma,

Fraternity Park. Films, samples,

and free drawing tonite at 9:30. Call

for rides 253 9066.

S.H.L.:

The Student Homophile League

will hold a meeting tonight to plan for

the fourth annual Gay Festival.

Check C.C. Schedule for room.

SILKSCREEN WORKSHOP:
Classes begin tonight 7 p.m. at 16

Main St. 3rd floor.

SKI PATROL:
Meeting tonight in 903 C.C, 6:30

p.m. All candidates must attend to

arrange for training. Patrol test will

be 2-24.

SKI CLUB:
Sign ups now being taken in C.C.

Concourse for Sat. (Feb. 16) day trip.

SOFTBALL TRY-OUTS:
Softball try outs for the varsity and

junior varsity teams begin Monday
Feb. 18. Those interested please sign

up for a practice time in NOPE on the

bulletin board across from the

matron's office.

(Continued on P. 25)

TONIGHT
Barbara Streisand and Ryan O'Neal

PROCTOR AND

"WHATS UP DOC?"
7 and 10:15

At 8-45 is a documentary by Richard Schickel

"THE MOVIE CRAZY YEARS" about the 30's

screwball era "What's Up, Doc?" is patterned after.
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NOW SHOWING
AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUS &*te*tuM
RT 9 HADLt Y IN fAYRE'S SHOPPING CNTR i'56-6411

BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!

-National Board of Review

Roman Majwkis
Mm of

MACBETH
•"MACBETH'ARRESTS! ASTONISHES!

FRIGHTENS! DAMN GOOD
MOVIEMAKING BY

ROMAN POLANSKI!"
-BERNARD DREW. Gannett News Service

"ROMAN POLANSKI'S 'MACBETH'

IS A MUST! BROUGHT VIVIDLY,

HANDSOMELY,

EXCITINGLY TO LIFE!"
-FRANCES HERRIDGE. New York Post

Roman Polanski has created an^

altogether perfect setting f
-KATHLEEN CARROLL, NY Daily News

Episode No. 2 of
7 . 15

pius: »The Shadow"

7:35

& 9:55

mm
Harry! Your

Last Chance

To Set It!

WE
7:15 & 9:25WERE

is the best love story
oftheyear!"

iHii

-JOSEPH GELUIS. Ntwsdty

a REDFORD
PG hwm uwmki vxMvm &'

DOLLAR NIGHTS F,b
* 20

MON & TUES <*.
Donald Sutherland

ALL SEATS $1 ^e C™*«*

"Don't Look Now"

Notices
(cont.)

(Continued from P. 24)

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM:
Weekly meeting of those interested

in Ayn Rand's philosophy, tonight at

7:30, 901 C.C.

UNIFIED FAMILY:
will hold its first into, lecture on

Unification Principles — a com-

prehensive understanding for the

creation of a more harmonious world

— today in 806 C.C. at 2:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARIES:
Anyone interested in working in a

student run court system may seek

information and applications in 422 C.

of the Student Union.

VALENTINE SURPRISE:
The Sisters of Sigma Delta Tau

invite all University women to a

Valentine surprise at 7:00 p.m., 409

N. Pleasant St. Call 545-0527 for a
rJHo see you there

WANNA TEACH A COLLOQ:
Call 5-0932 after 5 p.m. Ask for

Cindy.

LOST:
Please return my green knapsack

to the C.C. lost and found. I lost it in

the basket room in Boyden and it

contains some books I need. Thanks.

LOST:
Woman's bracelet. Silver with

green Egyptian scarobs. Please

notify Pattie 549 3804 or 545-1591.

LOST:
Coat pin - stem clip - gold chain -

ruby stone - sentimental value.

Reward - no questions asked. Call

Peggy 253 9066.

LOST:
Silver chain watch with the initials

DHR on the front base. Please return

to 97G Brittany Manor Dr. or C.C.

lost and found. Profound ap

preciation and possible reward.

LOST:
5 mo. old grey and white Angora

kitten lost in the vicinity of Squire

Village. Reward. Please call 546 6840.

FOUND:
We found your ID card, Andrea

Davis, pick it up at the CASIAC
OFFICE, E 20 Machmer.

Kill-A-Watt
CONSERVE ENERGY

The

PANT SALE
continues

0M/NaK Rffular Price!

•4 Wo
selected imperfects

\i
"fcw 'A

UNIVERSITY STORE
Campus Center

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNPf OMAJK. ajj

According to my mail, more persons are
concerned with love, money and health in

that order. Love always is first and perhaps
St. Valentine would agree. No matter what
your zodiacal sign, my wish is for Cupid to

touch the heart of the one you love and for

your love to be returned many times and
also for you to have irioney and health to

keep your love warm.

ARIES (March 21 April 19) . Accent is on
the spiritual, your ability to come to terms
with yourself. The creative you is em-
phasized. You will feel and know — and you
will do something about it. Leo, Aquarius
persons could figure prominently.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Don't play
games where security is concerned. Accent
is on area of solar horoscope related to

taxes, income potential, money relationship

with once close to you. Build on solid

foundation. Get estimates. Do plenty of

comparison shopping.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Social ac-

tivity could accelerate. You may find that

people demand more time from you — and
some even ask for money. Maintain balance
and sense of humor. Sagittarian could play
significant role. Emphasis is on joint ef-

forts, public relations — and marriage.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) : Your routine

comes under certain amount of scrutiny.

One who has your best interest at heart

offers sound advice relating to health and
work. Attend to specifics. Get details out of

way. Give yourself a chance to enjoy what
you earn.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) : Good lunar aspect

now coincides with creativity, romantic
inclinations. Sweeping changes could occur
which ultimately result in greater freedom.
Member of opposite sex figures in im-

portant way. Stick to your own style. Ignore

complaints of envious associate.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Study Cancer
message. Become more aware of family

requirements. Harmony at home becomes
an issue. Taurus, Libra persons play key
roles. Be diplomatic without abandoning

principles. Build on base that is solid What
has been delayed will soon be activated.

LIBRA (Sept. zj-oct. 22): Separate fact

from fancy, determine real issues as op-

posed to imaginary woes. Perceive
motives. See people in light of actuality.

Avoid self-deception. Take cash and let

credit go. Talkative neighbor or relative is

only repeating rumor.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) : Accent is on

money, personal possessions, ability to

collect essential material. Your earning

capacity improves. Bank account could

become more of a joy and less of a woe.

Capricorn. Cancer persons may be
featured.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21): Finish

rather than initiate project. Cycle is such

that you can close important transaction

Take cold plunge. Creative leap now finds

you landing on your feet. Know it and assert

yourself. Be positive, specific.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) : Visit one

confined to home, hospital. Be aware of

limitations without brooding. Plan ahead

for ultimate new start. Creative associate

has suggestions which can remove logjam.

Know it and be receptive.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): Accent is

on fulfillment. Young person could bring

joy. Rise above the petty; perceive

potential. Learn by teaching; share
knowledge. Follow through on hunch
Element of timing, perhaps luck, is on your
corner.

PISCES (FEb. 19-March 20): Special

honor comes your way. You've earned it.

No need to kick toe in sand. If you are too

modest, you could be bypassed for

promotion. Accept recognition that is due.

Restless individual could tell tale out of

school. Listen and be amused — nothing

more.
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

perceptive, fond of travel and an individual

who can gain through the written word. You
attract to you many born under Gemini and
Sagittarius. You are persistent, have had
many bittersweet experiences and you will

be rid of a burden this year. August should

be on of your most significant months of

1974.

Copyright 1974. Gen. Fea. Corp.
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Crossword Puzzler

ACROSS

1 Unit of
Siamese cur-

rency
4 Roadside

hotel

9 Base
12 Oetace
13 Turkish

decree
14 Macaw
15 Dally

17 Merited
19 Entreaties
21 Edible seed
22 Century plant

24 Period of time

26 Walk
29 Is borne
31 Network
33 Organ of hear-

ing

34 District At-

torney iabbf )

35 Afternoon par-

ty

37 Algonquian In-

dian

39 Symbol for

tellurium

40 Tierradel
Fuegan Indian

42 Period of time

44 Challenges
46 Float

46 Away*
50 Lairs

51 Distant

53 Pieces of bak-

ed clay
55 Warming

device
58 Ceremony
61 Silkworm
62 Loop
64 Queen of fa-

iries

65 Armed conflict

66 Depressions
67 Bitter vetch

DOWN

1 Danish land
divisions

2 Thick, black

substance
3 Three-legged

stand
4 Distance

measure
5 Mountain
nymph

6 Symbol for

tellurium

7 Dutch town
8 Jump
9 Woolly
10 Native metal
1

1

Small lump
16 Group of ships
18 Things, in law
20 Carpenter's

tool

22 Enthusiasm
23 Climbing plant

25 Affirmative

27 Dined
28 Newspapers,

collectively

30 Ocean

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

ran nrss qdhh
HI1H HiiD BQG3HB

RHOMB WHH ESS
noma bhs sg

AMAH
HBuraaHBias heo
boob nrarao BED
iioa mboq rar^a

I4
32 Evil

36 Time gone by
38 Military student
41 Event
43 Newt
45 Condensation
47 Make lace
49 Initial

52 Tear

54 Falsehoods
55 Cut
56 Period of time
57 Fish eggs
59 Swiss river

60 Measure of

weight (pi

abbr )

63 Preposition
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A Collegian campus athletics report

Freakball anyone7
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By SCOTT HAYLo
If you have ever seen six guys

running around in socks, trying to

kick a tennis ball, you may have
been watching one of the major
participation sports at UMass —
freakball — and not even known it.

Freakball, also known as lounge

hockey, dates back to pre-

Southwest days. The sport grew up
in Central, and was played in the

Quad, usually in the basements.

The players wore boots, and
supposedly the game was played

under a different name.
With the rise of the towers in

Southwest, it was inevitable that

lounge hockey would become
popular. The lounges on each floor

of the towers are perfect for the

playing field, and when the doors

are opened, there are two built-in

goals.

It was in Southwest that the

game of freakball underwent
refinements. Since the goalie had
no equipment, the injury rate was
astounding. The injuries were
minor of course, (sprained wrists,

broken fingers and an occasional

shot to the mid-section) but freak-

ball officials decided to outlaw the

use of shoes.

The rules of the game are sim-

ple. There are three players on a
team, two forwards and a goalie.

The object of the game is to kick

(use of hands is forbidden) a ball,

which resembles a tennis ball,

through goals measuring about

seven feet by three feet. There is

checking and at times the going

gets pretty rough.

The style of play varies from
"pick up games" to league play.

One of the floors which has had
considerable success in the sport is

the fourteenth floor of George
Washington Middle.

Veteran Rick Clifford, a senior

member of the fourteenth, told the

Collegian, "Last year I organized a
league, which was composed of

five teams. Each team played five

or six games during the semester.

The playoffs had to be cancelled

because of finals, and we never
found out which was the best

team."
This semester, the league's

organizer, Clifford, plays goal for

the Clippers. The Clippers won the

championship last semester and so

far have continued their

domination over the Robins,
winning the first two games this

semester.

The coach of the Clippers is Chris

Hackman. Hackman has had great

success is looking for his second

and is looking for his second
championship in just two seasons.

Larry Munn, the league's leading

scorer last semester, is one of the

many talented players the Clippers

have recruited. Others include:

Fran "Wildman" Brady, Joe "The
Sword" Sheehan, Barry "Red
Light" Emerson, John "Stretch"
Heald and Mike "The Bouncer"

Red Sox
inked
BOSTON (AP) - The Boston

Red Sox announced Wednesday
that seven more players had
agreed to terms, leaving five

members of the 40 man roster still

unsigned.

The latest to sign included pit-

cher Rick Wise, out-fielder Bernie
Carl)ft, and veteran right-hander
Juan Manchal.
Others agreeing to terms were

outfielders Rick Miller, and Jim
Rice, rookie pitcher Steve Barr
and infielder Mario Guerrero.

An Easy Pick-Up

£2
A Dozen Donuts and

a great Cup of Coffee

to go home with —

mister
Dorvuct

Rte 9,

Hadley

WHO SAID BASKETBALL is for big men? Just

because the little guy's hands can hardly grasp the ball

he can still swoosh it with the best of them. ..his size.

(Staff Photo—Dan Smith)

Hegh.
The Robins feature the play of

Jeff "Lafoote" Karathanasis.
Always an offensive threat,

Karathanasis has successfully

recovered from last season's most
serious injury. "Lafoote" was
digging for the ball in the corner
last season, when his foot went
through the retaining glass.

Karathanasis was taken to the

infirmary for stitches and was
forced to sit out the remainder of

the schedule.

The biggest question this

semester for the Robins is whether
or not they can replace Jim
"Tongua" Cunningham. Cun-
ningham, a 6-2, 190 pound forward,

led the Robins in scoring last

semester. Cunningham could
perform amazing feats with the

ball, but unfortunately was lured

by a lucrative offer from an

Orchard Hill team.
Mike Edison, Eric Cummings,

and Bob "Baron" Millette join

Pete Pettengill as the veterans of

the squad. Hopefully for the

Robins, rookie Jim Dale can
replace Cunningham as the star of

the team. Dale, a good looking

prospect, has shown exceptional

abilities in his first two games up
from the minor leagues.

The fourteenth floor freakball

league even has its own play by
play announcer. Gery "Ge"
Steinberg, a highly touted WMUA
disc jockey, calls the action for

those who can't get out to see the

game.
A quick look at last season's

attendance figures substantiates

the success of the league. A total of

45 people turned out for 15 games.
Of course, the figures don't include

the 2,500 "no shows".

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

(except during league play)

50* per string

J

Vacation Special

to

PUERTO RICO
March 22 - 29

$280.*
includes
• Roundtrip jet air on Pan American
• Roundtrip transfers and porterage

• 8 day and 7 nights Hotel with oceanfront rooms

• All taxes included

• All gratuities included

• 2 cocktail parties with open bar

• Hot meals and open bar on plane

* For UMass students, faculty & staff only

For Further Information Contact:

Campus Travel Center
Campus Center 3rd level

545-05UU

Commentary

WFL won't work
By BOB ESTELLE

Since the founding of the American Football League in 1960, many
rich men have embarked on that bandwagon of trying to buck an

established major league in a professional sport. The only sport that

hasn't gotten some type of competitor is baseball and the only reason

may be that expansion of the two major leagues has come to a point that

the talent has become diluted.

In 1961, the American Basketball League came into existence. It had

only two men in the league who could've played in the rival N.B.A.

Eventually, Dick Barnett and Connie Hawkins became stars in the

established league. The ABL lasted for only a year and a half and then

folded.

The merger of the NFL and AFL encouraged another try at stopping

the monopoly of the NBA. The American Basketball Association started

play in 1967 and put pro basketball in such cities as Pittsburgh, Miami,

Oakland and New Orleans. While those franchises did not succeed, others

did and now it appears that the ABA is here to stay. The franchises in

Kentucky, Indiana, Utah, New York and Virginia have been successful

while other franchises are still on shaky grounds.

This apparent success led to the creation of the World Hockey

Association. Starting play in 1972, this league has not succeeded in

established NHL cities such as Boston, New York, Philadelphia and

Chicago. It is a good guess that this league will fold. It doesn't have rich

men willing to absorb initial losses like the AFL did and doesn't have

owners to serve as cannon fodder like the ABA.
Nonetheless, we now have a new major pro football league. The

World Football League will start play this summer. They, too, don't have

rich owners like the AFL. They, too, are trying to establish themselves in

established NFL cities. They don't have a good place to play in New York.

Boston is too saturated for another pro team. Chicago's franchise may
have to settle for Wrigley Field (which the Bears gladly vacated a few

years ago) or Comiskey Park which was vacated by the Chicago (St.

Louis) Cardinals many years ago (1960).

The talent may not be there. While the Southern California team got

Booker Brown of USC and Kermit Johnson and Jim McAllister of UCLA,
the probability of luring college stars away from the NFL is next to im-

possible as the older league has the wealth to compete with any rival and

put them out of business.

I am all for this type of competition. Competition is what made this

country great. But the public is not willing to buy the WFL or the WHA.
The talent just isn't there to establish competition. And trying to buck

established cities of the competitor will not help either.

Sports Notice
Entries for the intramural swim meet are due Thursday February

21st, in the intramural office.
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Glenn Poster Freestyle finale win gives

Requiem for a superstar swimmen Success Over TuftS
The sun will be shining in Florida and Arizona next week. The one

hundred and fifth season of major league baseball gets underway with the
opening of spring training. Players whom you've never heard of before,
young hopefuls with names such as Rick Burleson and Buck Dent will try
to fulfill lifelong dreams of "playing with the big boys.''

All of them report to places such as Tucson, Pheonix, Bradenton,
Fort Meyers, and Winter Haven, locations that don't get major league
baseball during the course of the regular season. One man will be heading
to West Palm Beach. He'll be going for the last time.

This old man, he's played some, he's played a lot and always won...
The Man will be in shape, don't worry about that. He'll be looking

forward to "just playing baseball." The mass media have been asking
him the same questions for months on end. Shortly after the start of the
campaign, his task will be accomplished. The media will want to talk to

him again, so will Johnny Carson, so will Dick Cavett. Maybe the
"president" will even give him a congratulatory phone call. But, The
Man will be relieved; the waiting, the anticipation, the frustration will all

be over. His job is done, however he will play the entire season.

The Man is durable — hardly ever in his long and illustrious career
has he been set down by injuries for an extended period. He plays as often
as possible. It's been a baseball "postulate" to retire people by giving
them first base for the last couple of years of their careers. The Man tried
playing first, but found he didn't like it there and so returned to his proper
place in the outfield. Ballplayers are also retired by their managers by
getting more frequent days off. Just because he wears an even uniform
number doesn't mean The Man will sit down on odd days. He is a team
player and wouldn't want to miss a thing. And boy would he love to end his

playing career in the World Series just as a friend of his did last fall.

However, his friend played his last year two years older than The Man
and hence needed more days off. (He also played two years too long)

But let's get back to spring training. For those of you who have never
followed the national pastime (and are doing so for the first time because
you want to see The Man make history — after all it was his performance
that got you interested in baseball) — let me explain something. He may
hit two or more home runs in exibition games, but those don't count. It

will, however show that he will be in shape when the bell rings.

It gives me a thrill to have seen The Man piay even though it was only

a charity game for the Jimmy Fund some years ago. In a home-run
hitting derby before the game, he put three pitches (out of five) over the

famous Green Monster in Fenway Park. And the ball was being thrown
pretty well.

If you want to see The Man perform this year, I suggest your first

choice of seats be left-field upper deck. But they must be sold out already

in the three cities where the act commences, San Francisco, Atlanta, and
Cincinnati. Bring your big first baseman's mitt if you would like to catch

the souvenir. You'll have to turn it over to an usher who probably will

verify that it's THE ball by a special mark that the National League will

stamp on it. Then you will become rich.

The Man might have played in Boston, but his first year was the

team's first in Milwaukee. He was the one who made the city famous, not

the beer. Now he plays and lives in Atlanta. And his brother is the only

black manager in professional baseball, at Savannah — an Atlanta farm
team.

He will be on the covers of a lot of baseball preview magazines. And it

could be possible that Sporta Illustrated will have the same cover person

two weeks in a row. That would have to be The Man because he most
likely will hit those two homers during the first week of the season. You
might even want to wager with your friends who the pitcher will be.

The Man is Henry Aaron.

PC axes Jesuits, 1 05-8 7
PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP) - Big

Marvin Barnes scored 31 points
and grabbed 21 rebounds as
Providence, the nation's 11th
ranked basketball power, rolled to
its 42nd consecutive home victory
Wednesday night, belting Holy
Cross 105-87.

Barnes also blocked four shots
and had five assists as the Friars
built a commanding 54-42 halftime
lead and went on to boost their

Tonite

season record to OKS.
Holy Cross, which has a 7-13

record, was led by Malcolm
Moulton with 28 points.

By BOB HIGGINS
It was the kind of meet that the

UMass swim team always used to

lose.

The outcome of the meet hinged
on who won the final event, the 400-

yard freestyle relay. In past years,

UMass would lose the event and
the meet. But this is a new UMass
team, and yesterday afternoon
they won the relay and the meet,
62-51, over Tufts.

The Minutemen started strong,

as the teaa of George Kwiecen,
Dave Boucher, Joe Hebert, and
Spence Sullivan combined to wint
the 400-yard medley realy, with a
time of 4:06. Ben Crooker then won
the 100-yard medley relay with a
time of 11:08.5. Steve Latter took
third place, and the score was 13-3,

for the Minutemen.
The next three events were all

Tufts. The visitors took first and
seond in the 200-yard and 50-yard
freestyle, as well as the 200 yard
individual medley. UMass
managed to take third in each of

these; Ron Boucher in the 200-yard
freestyle, Dick Blaisdell in the 50-

yard free, and Duncan Lomas in

the 200-yard medley. Tufts was
now in the lead, 27-16.

From this point on, it was mostly
UMass. Jeff Crouse took frist in the
required one-meter diving, while
Bill Quinn took third. Tufts' only
diver, Susan Swan (that's right,

Swan;, took second.

Joe Hebert then won the 200-yard

butterfly with a time of 2:22.7, with
Turfts taking second and third.

The same thing happened in the

100-yard freestyle as Duncan
Lomas won it with a time of 53.2,

and Tufts again took second and
third, making the score 38-32,

Tufts.

Tufts' BUI Sullivan won the 200-

yard backstroke with a time of

2:16.8, but Scott McNab took
second and George Kwiecen took
third for the Minutemen.
Crooker won his second event of

the meet, the 500-yard freestyle,

with a time of 5:24.1. Spencer
Sullivan also took third for UMass.
Dave Boucher followed with a
victory in the 200-yard breast-

stroke with a time of 2:24.3, with
Tufts taking second and third.

Jeff Crouse then won his second
event for UMass, the optional one-
meter diving. Bill Quinn of UMass
took second, and Susan Swan took
third for Tufts.

This brought the score to 55-51,

College hoop
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

N.C. St. 105, Davidson 78
Temple 56, Rhode Island 52
Jackson ville 113, Fla. St. 89
Boston Col. 86, St. Francis, Pa. 73
Conn. 72, New Hampshire 62

Fridav Nite

11th House

Larry Coryell

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Hir. 17. Sumlcrlarifl

M>.V1<>:*7

Television Tonight
5:00 POPKYE (18)

MKRV ORIFFIS SHOW '3)

HOGAN'I HFROF.S "The Empty
Parachute " <22)

MISTFR RtKiERS NEIGHBORHOOD
i24) T57)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES 'The
Clampett Cha-Cha-Cha " <30»

(iOMER PYLE Gomer Maneuvers"
1 40)

5::io TIIK REAL McCOYS "The Perfect

Swine '"
1 18)

TIIK LltY SHOW "Lucy Goes To

Vegas "
' 22'

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24' 57

IIOGW S HEROEf "Is There a Traitor

in the House" ' '30'

NKWS HEATHER. SPORTS 40'

:, :.V, WIIXTS HAPPENING IPOATK '3

K00 NKWS 3' 18) '22'

I SPY "Pinwheel <I8>

THE TIN LADY 24'

WILD WILD WKST Night of the Winged

Terror Part I '40'

ZOO>L if.?'

i, :tii NKWS '3' '22' .«>'

\B( KNKNING \KV\S R

PHYSICAL CEOGH\PHY (24'

\NI\I\I. WORLD '27

'

THE FRENCH <HKK »T

I ,, NKWSHKAT NKWS 40'

Mm SAIL OF TIIK ( ENTIRY Host Joe

Garagkdi (

FRITH "»R consEQI KNCES Bob

Barker host '8'

THE AM < It B 18'

NKWS WEATHER. SPOKTS <22> <30>

VOIR Fl Tt RK IS NOW 24)

\B( EVEX1XCJ NFWS 4ii

THE EVENING COMPYSS H
7 I.. \RTHIR OK TIIK BRITONS
F.nomies and Lovers ill

THRU LSFFKFHS '8'

IKK I VW<MH> \NI> THE STXHS They

went That A-Way " HaJ Stanton, host (22)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK (24)

THE NEW TREASURE HINT Geoff

Edwards, host <30>

DRAGNET (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY EVENING
EDITION (57»

M:M THE WAI.TONS The Ghost Story
"

(3)

CHOPPER ONE The Informer" <S>

(40)

NHL IRK KEY 18)

HIGHLIGHTS OF RINGUNG BROS:
AND BARNIM AND BAILEY CIRCUS
'22J '30

THE ADVOCATES "More Accurate

Nuclear Missiles Safety Or SuieioV 24

(57)

K:30 FIRFHOISF Implosion " (8) (40)

S:00 MOVIE Ryan's Daughter " (3'

Kl NG Fl "Night Of the Owls. Day Of the

Doves " <8i '40'

IRONSIDE The Taste Of Ashes " '22'

'30'

III M\NITIFS FILM KORIM Ballad Of

A Soldier "
1 24 > < 57

)

IO:00 THE STREETS OF S\N FRANCISCO
<8> '40'

MCSIC COUNTRY ISA. <22i (30)

NEWS 27

1

ll:M TIIK LIVING WORD 18>

THE JOANNE CARSON SHOW '27)

11:011 NKWS WEATHER. SPORTS <8> (18)

'22) <27i '»> <40> *

ENERGY ALERT '24'

< \PTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
'57'

11:31 WIDE WORLD SPECIAL i8> >40>

JOHNNY CXRSON SHOW 22) (30'

12:35 NEWS HIGHLIGHTS '3*

12:40 MOVIE "Arabesque" (3'

l:0U NEWS 8' .40>

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host '22) (30)

.'.Ml NKWS 22 30

Diver Jeff Crouse drys off after winning both diving
events in the meet with Tufts. (Staff Photo - Joe
Martins

)

UMass, going into the final event,

the 400-yard freestyle relay. The
winner would win seven points and
hence the meet. The race started

evenly, but Ron Boucher took a

smaal lead for UMass. The lead

continued to grow. After Boucher
came Joe Hebert, then Duncan
Lomas, and by the time Dick
Blaisdell was swimming the ffnal

leg, the Minutemen had sewn up
the race and the match, with a time

of 3:30.2.

The hard-earned victory brings

the UMass record to 4-4, one of the

best in recent years. With five

meets remaining, they have a good
chance at a record of at least 8-5.

The next meet is Saturday at New
Hampshire.

Do you have a mind of your own? Come to Kappa
Sigma Fraternity and see for yourself what the real

BROTHERHOOD is like.

OPEN RUSH
Thurs. 14th

Tues. 19th
8:00 p.m.

Kappa Sigma Fraternity
70 Butterfield Terrace

ill I niversily \\ omen Celebrate

Valentine's Day
II ith l s!

TONITE:
Chi Omega
Frat Sor Park
256 6868

"Happy Hour"
Valentine's Day
Exchange
7.30 p.m

Sigma Delta Tau "Valentine's Day'
North Pleasant St Surprise

5 0527 7:00 p m

Call For Rfdes!
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Hurting UMass

battles with

Springfield

By CANDY GROSS
MDC Sports Staff

Springfield Memorial Field
House will be the site for a clash

between two of the top women's
gymnastics teams in the nation,

tonight at 8:00, as the reigning
National Champion takes on
fourth-place Springfield College.

Of all UMass' dual meets, this will

provide the stiffest competition,
requiring top performances from
every gymnast.

Springfield coach Mimi Murray
has been with the team for eight

years. In that time her team hasn't

lost a dual meet, including its close
1.5 point victory over UMass last

year.

Springfield has never lost the

Eastern Championships, defeating

UMass by a mere .15 of a point last

year in a much protested decision.

Ms. Murray's team has also been
strong in National Championships,

having won three of the last five

titles. Two years ago Springfield

emerged victorious from a fourth

place position, while UMass
dropped to fourth from a tenacious

lead. This turnabout came as a
result of a weak showing on
UMass' last event, balance beam.
But last year, UMass women
proved they were indeed the best

team in the nation, scoring an all

time high of 105.70 for first, which
put Springfield 3.45 points behind
for fourth.

This is to be their first meeting
since last April and the outcome is

anybody's guess. Springfield has
three of its top gymnasts returning

as well as the addition of an ex-

cellent new freshman. At last

year's meet, Springfield's
Katherine Kolemainen won Ail-

Around, with Debby Dunkley

Even the mighty sometimes must fall

(Staff Photo - Dan Smith)
capturing the balance beam and
Debbie Mezger providing the all

important scoring depth.

This is matched against strong
competition from All-Arounders
Anne Vexler and Jeannine Burger.
It is anticipated that Margie
Combs will also be back in all four
events. Rounding out the line-up

are bar specialists Betsy East,
Gail McCarthy and Linda Nelligan,
with Ms. Nelligan contributing
some strong vaulting, as well.

Specialists on floor and beam
events will include Marian Kulick,

Woman gymnasts face

4th ranked Springfield

By STEVE SARACENO
MDC Sports Staff

In a prelude to the final four
Yankee Conference games of the
year, the suddenly ailing
Minutemen take on Springfield
College at 8 p.m. in the Cage.

Ailing is right. Peter Trow came

UMass women's
gymnast Jeannine
Burger is seen prac-

ticing her routine on the

balance beam in

preparation for
tonight's meet. Ms.
Burger will be per-

forming as an All-

Arounder
Springfield.

against

down with a strep throat and did
not practice yesterday. John
Murphy, whose knees have been in

question of late, may now have
kidney problems. And to top it all

off, Al Skinner is feeling touches of
the flu, which may account for his

play against BU.
But doom is not forecast. Skinner

and Murphy will almost definitely

start, and Trow, the most serious
of the three ailments, will probably
see some spot action throughout
the evening.

Even without the team at full tilt,

Springfield should not prove much
of a test for the Minutemen. The
Chiefs sport a lowly 7-14 record,
and have registered losses against
both New Hampshire and Harvard
whom UMass has handled with
ease.

Springfield lost to UNH by nine.

UMass romped over the Wildcats
by 19.

The Chiefs lost to Harvard in

overtime. The Minutemen solidly

defeated the Crimson in the
season's opener at the Cage.
Coach Jack Leaman, though,

isn't taking S.C. lightly. "They're
small, but they can still press and
run", relates Leaman. "They have
four fine players in Keith Daly,
Fran Aniello. Bill Gregory, and
Joel Goldson."

Daly is a good defensive guard
who can also score < 12.6 ppg).
Aniello (a forward) can shoot. So
can Goldson. who averages a sweet
16 points per game. And the Chief's

center. Gregory, pours in about 14

per outing.

The Minutemen went through
light drills in preparation for

Springfield, which lost to Hartford
in their last contest.

"It's not a matter of harder
physical work now.'' relates

Leaman. "it's confidence, which I

think we regained against BU."

Heidi Armstrong, Jodi Hitt

Alicia Goode.
and

t!tw * i

Sail}} (tnllrgtan

SPORTS
Speaking of the BU game, the

coach had a few words on the of-

ficiating that night: "It was not
well officiated, but often when the
game is played sloppy, it becomes
contagious. The refs were a little

sloppy, too."

"Our players, though, were not
as upset about the officials as they
were about the size of the crowd."
3200 viewed the game Tuesday.
The Cage has a capacity of 4200.

After Springfield, Rhode Island
comes into the picture. "They've
been shaping up well of late," says
Leaman of the team which invades
the Cage Saturday night. The
Rams have a shot at the YanCon
title, but would have to beat a lot of
teams to come within grasp of it.

The Minutemen play three other
conference teams after Rhode
Island, Vermont and Maine at

home -and UNH away, in their

request for a title that would most
probably be a steppingstone to the
NIT.
Before they can continue,

however, the Springfield Chiefs
must be encountered.

Dave Eibel
Spirits have been riding high all

week and Coach Virginia Evans
sums up her team's efforts in this

way: "the team has been prac-
ticing long and hard for this meet. I

have no doubts that we're finally

going to crack their long-standing

dual meet record." Or, as Co-
captain Anne Vexler confidently

states, "I think we'll beat them!"
We'll know Thursday night at

about 10:30.

Solzhenitsyn and sport
Today in West Germany, a lonely embittered man ascends the stairs of

an airplane and in so doing seeks shelter in a nation that only thirty years
before had been the crudest oppressor and anihilator in the history of
Mankind. •

Alexander Solzhenitsyn has assured that his name will live forever. It

may not be remembered for his writing, but he will be forever etched on
the minds of millions as a symbol of true moral strength. He stood up
virtual isolation against perhaps the crudest, most irrational nation in
the world.

The Soviet government arrested the author for his attacks on
"everything the Soviet Union holds dear." In other words Solzhenitsyn
attacked the repression, coercion, and terror that characterize the Soviet
Union, and which constitute the basic horror which is the sine qua non of
its existence and prolongation.

This is the same nation that implores the czars of international sport to
give it the opportunity to hold the 1980 Olympic Games. The Olympics are
supposed to be the extravaganza where athletes from all over the world
come to compete in a free and relaxed atmosphere where the only tension
is that coming from athletic competition. Russia is not the place for such
competition. Forgetting Solzhenitsyn for a moment, a short history of
Soviet treatment of athletes will show why the Olympics must not be held
in Moscow or any country which so outrageously neglects the basic tenets
of human decency and human rights.

In September of 1972, an all-star team of Canadian professionals
travels to the Soviet Union to battle the Russian national hockey team in
the second half of their eight-game hockey series. It's bad enough that the
Canadian team is down two games to one in the series, (one game had
been tied) but the Soviets have devised a number of devious typically-
Soviet ways to make things even worse for the Canadians.
During their seven-day stay in Moscow, the hockey players and their

wives could not even stay in the same roon. The Soviets obviously felt that
sexual-privation would surely make the Canadians too tense to perform
well on the ice. The KGB, the Russian Secret Police obliged Soviet
Hockey Coach Vsevold Bobrov by phoning the Canadian players at all
hours of the late evening and early morning hours trying to disrupt their
sleep patterns. The fact that no one was ever on the other end of the line
when the phone was answered didn't help the frayed Canadian nerves
either. To make things worse, no member of the visiting party of players
and officials could ever venture outside without being followed by one or
two policemen.

To the eternal credit of the Canadian team they won three out of the
four games played in Russia and completed an amazing comeback
successfully, but the feeling as expressed by Paul Henderson un-
doubtedly spoke for the entire Canadian team. "It was great, but I don't
think I could ever go back, the pressure was just too great." And hewasn t talking about competitive pressure either.

Last August, the World University Games were held in Moscow. The
innocence that is sometimes associated with youth, innocence whichsometimes is better left to literature, was nonexistent. The KGB took
care of that. *H
The Israeli contingent to the games - world athletic events are supposed

to be divorced from politics - was booed and had obscenities shouted at itupon its entrance to the stadium. Moreover, the small groups of SovietJews who witnessed the games' events to cheer their brethren were
systematically and viciously hounded by the Soviet authorities, to the
point where a group of Jewish spectators was dragged kickine and

Th^nf^T 5 ^S**!1 g3me Which the israeli Sm 'was involved.The world howled but the Russian government said "no comment."
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d fear that have always characterizedRussian life For the Olympics to be held in Moscow would constitute a

hypocritical act in direct opposition to the ideals upon which the Olympicswere established. The Soviets have no bones about exiling their own
citizens when their words and deed are an embarassment to the state
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Ve m *™* when lt comes to harassing visiting athletes.When not even a skeleton of human decency exists in the Soviet Union
neither the Olympics nor any other international athletic events should be
held there.

Nixon won't give tapes, documents to Jaworski
— see page 4.
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Bus, parking woes hit Amherst
Town transport committee meets

The Amherst transportation committee listens (left) as an Everywoman's
Center spokesperson takes the podium at last night's Junior High school meeting.
Speakers called for establishment of a regional transportation authority to serve
UMass and the town. Story, page 2. (Staff Photo • Emmett Schmarsow)

Senate head says

UMass lots overfilled

Faculty Senate again

refuses to kill rhetoric
By SUSAN R. HUBBARD

MDC Staff

The Faculty Senate yesterday
approved a "strong, effective
Rhetoric Program" in which
students will take courses or

participate in specified activities

according to their performance on
language skills exams ad-
ministered when they enter the

University.

More than two hours of debate
went into this decision as the

Faculty Senate spewed forth its

own "rhetoric on Rhetoric" at

their regular meeting at the School
of Business Administration
yesterday.

Abolishment of the University
rhetoric requirement was called

for in the original motion from the

Academic Matters Council.

In its place, a diagnostic
examination in communication
skills would be required of all in-

coming freshmen and transfer

students.

Upon the basis of their per-

formance on such an exam,
students would be "counseled into"

the activities of the Rhetoric
Program, with note of this per-

formance made on the information

label of the student's academic
file.

"A diagnostic test will help us to

know what a student needs to gain
or increase his competency in. and
not to have each student meet
minimum standards." stated
Senator Castellano B. Turner, of

the Academic Matters Council.

Senator John Muller. President

of the Grad Senate, added. "The

committee was originally con-
cerned with defining the needs of
students and creating a flexible

program in response to these
needs."

An attempt was made to sub-
stitute a "competency exam" for
the diagnostic test. All students in

the University would have to pass
this competency exam before
graduating from UMass,
regardless of their performance
in Rhetoric courses.

Professor Malcolm O. Sillars,

Head of the Rhetoric Program,
stated, "There has never been a
clarification made of the role,

scope or nature of the Rhetoric
Program."

In reference to the competency
examination, Senator Joseph
Frank, Head of the English
Department, said, "Fifteen
months ago I passionately pleaded
for the maintenance of the
Rhetoric requirement. I've now
changed my mind, but I find the
idea of a competency exam
dubious. It may be a dishonest

means of competency."
Senator Howard Gadlin

questioned whether a competency
exam was feasible to determine
exemption from the Rhetoric
requirement because, "A student
could pass Rhetoric and not pass
the competency exam."
Or in the words of Senator Walter

B. Denny. "You can lead a student

to Rhetoric and let him drink, but

you can't force him to Rhetoric and
make him drink."

The substitute motion was
defeated 56-27 and another sub-

By LARRY CARPMAN
MDC Staff

A new experimental parking plan will make "already
oversubscribed lots infinitely oversubscribed" according
to David E. Booker, Speaker of the Student Senate.
The policy will allow all vehicles with a permanent decal

to park in their assigned lot or any of the three peripheral
lots.

Booker said yesterday: "The peripheral lots will be
overworked and made worse. Booker noted that the
peripheral lots (11, 12, 13) are in the worst condition of all

the parking areas.

The potholes are the deepest and the snow removal is the
worst," he said.

Meanwhile Alan Gross, chairperson of the Trans-
portation and Parking Council said: "There was no intent
to abuse the system. The experiment was decided upon
because there were complaints that the peripheral lots

were not fully used," he saicl.

"With this new policy, Gross continued, people in five-

dollar lots can move around with more flexibility."

At the same time Booker pointed out that the proposed
experiment would take away from the initial goal of

making the campus for pedestrians rather than
automobiles. He suggested that with the experimental
policy people will use their cars for short trips rather than
walk.

"It is a contradiction with the original proposal," said
UMass Vice-Chancellor Robert Gage. "However, I do not
think it will have a great effect in my opinion," he said.

The experiment is being run, Gage said, to measure the
impact of the new policy. "There are long range ex-
pectations to close down the core lots, he said, but this is

for sometime in the next five years."
Also, Ms. Carol Drew, an official of the on-campus union

local 1776 who initially opposed the parking proposal said
she was unaware of the new experiment and would bring
the matter up at the next executive meeting.
The initial proposal created in April 1973 and then

Senator Bancroft called for the revised in June called for a plan that would "Discourage
adoption of the final cccs report unnecessary use of the automobile...and increase safety,

including while reducing traffic."

The proposal also calls for the Transportation and
Parking Council to hold open hearings during the "last

weeks in February to review the accumulated suggestions
and to discuss additional ideas."

"All our meetings are open to the public," said Gross.
Transportation Council meetings are held Tuesday
mornings in the Campus Center.

stitute motion was placed on the
floor by Senator Robert L. Ban-
croft

For the past year, the Campus
Committee on Communication
Skills has been studying the
Rhetoric Program and possible
alternatives.

with several

deletion of the competency exam
requirement and reduction of the
student representation on the
Rhetoric Board.
The Rhetoric Board will decide

what courses or activities a student
should participate in so as to

strengthen the skills in which she
or he might be deficient.

Hearst tags Saxbe comments
on kidnapping 'irresponsible'

By SUSAN SWARD
Associated Press Writer

BERKELEY. Calif. (AP) - The
father of Patricia Hearst
denounced as "damn near
irresponsible" a comment by U.S.

Atty. Gen. William Saxbe
yesterday, that if authorities
located the kidnaped newspaper
heiress, "they'd go got her."

Less than an hour later, Saxbe
issued a "clarifying " statement
backing the FBI's handling of the

case and declaring he would not

want agents to take any action that

would endanger the young victim's

life.

"To make a statement that

you're going to bust in and shoot
the place up from Washington I

think is damn near irresponsible,"

Randolph A. Hearst told newsmen
at his home in Hillsborough, IS

miles south of San Francisco.

"In the first place, they don't

know where she is. In the second
place, a statement like that is an
antagonistic one that I don't think

has any place in the negotiations
we're trying to conduct out here,"
said Hearst, president and editor of

the San Francisco Examiner and
chairman of the Hearst Corp.
The FBI also took issue with

Saxbe's original statement that
authorities would be derelict in

their duty if they learned where
Miss Hearst was being held and
didn't attempt to rescue her.

"I would love nothing better than
to be able to rescue the girl," said
Charles Bates, special agent in

charge of the FBI's San Francisco
office. "But we're not going to if

there's a chance it will get her
hurt."

Hearst also rejected Saxbe's
suggestion that the family should
not agree to a multimillion-dollar
food giveaway demanded by the

(Continued on P. 4)
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J Looking for employment?
4 Why not try this

WHAT ARE YOU DOING AFTER SCHOOL?
(Staff Photo - Anne Hamburger)

Small crowd demands
regional bus plan

By MARTIN J. WATERS
Wide support for establishment

of a regional transportation
authority was voiced last night at a
meeting of the Amherst Committee
on Public Transportation.
Spokespersons for a dozen com-
munity groups told the seven-
member panel that they favor
utilization of a new state law
providing for the regional transit
authorities. A thin crowd of about
130 attended the meeting, which
was carried over radio and cable
television from the Junior High
School.

Dissent came from the
Massachusetts State Employees
Association, represented by
Eugenia Shifflett. She said "The
UMass bus system has proved
totally inadequate for the em-
ployees who use peripheral lots as
the only alternative to exhorbitant
fees." Shifflett stated that the
M.S.E.A., representing some 16-
hundred campus workers, "will
oppose indeterminate extension of
outreach (i.e. - Sunderland
Belchertown Road) routes without
the users assuming the costs."
Other presentations, with one

exception, included endorsement
of establishment of a regional
transit authority. Rep. James
Collins (D-Amherst ) told the group
that the new legislation provides
added means of governmental
support for public transit. One
possible procedure for aid would
include Federal payment of two-
thirds of the cost, with the state
and the local area dividing the
other one-third.

University Planning Director
Jack Littlefield re-emphasized
administration support for the bus
system now in operation, but for
which Federal backing expires in
May. "The University is firmly
committed to maintaining the
present level of bus service," he
stated.

Associate Professor William
Goss of the UMass Mechanical
Engineering Department sub-
mitted a preliminary report he has
prepared jointly with LeRoy
Butler. Jr.. a graduate student in
the department It details options
for the future, including cur-
tailment of service to only the
campus, maintenance of present
routes, and extensive expansion
The options for expansion are

listed in preferential order, with
addition of service to the South
Pleasant Street - East Hadley
Road area the first priority if

service is expanded. The cost of
that route, for class days only, is
estimated at $52,000. Other
possible additions, in descending
order of preference, are: Mountain
Farms Mall, Pelham Road-Echo
Hill, South Amherst, East Pleasant
St.-Cushman, and East Hadley.
Service to Belchertown Center,
South Deerfield, Montague!
Leverett, Shutesbury and Pelham
are low priorities.

If a regional transit authority
were established, its operations
might be via an enlarged
University-based system, or
through private bus companies.
G.F. Pellissier, general manager
of the Holyoke Street Railway
Company urged use of private
carriers. "The University's
business is education, our business
is transport" he said. Pellissier
also alluded negatively to the use
of non-union drivers by the UMass
system. Student Government
President Nick Apostola told the
audience that the students
pioneered the bus service, and
want to be included in the decision
making now. In his words "We're
ready to put our mouths where our
money has been."
Other recommendations from

various spokespersons included
construction of bicycle paths and
bicycle storage areas at bus stops,
dial-a-bus service, and indeed, a
proposal for jitney service in
Amherst. The Committee on
Public Transportation will con-
tinue its work, submit an interim
report at the town meeting this
May, and a final report at the 1975
meeting.

Correction
A story in Wednesday's

Collegian incorrectly reported
the current percentage of full-
time faculty with tenured
contracts at UMass.
The correct figure is 57 per

cent of the 1,306 full-time
Amherst faculty, according to
Susan Blonis of the Office of
Institutional Studies.
The percentage represents

747 faculty as of January 17,
1974. The Collegian regrets this
error.

By SUSAN Kl IVATSY
and DON BANKS

Chances are that sometime in

the near future you will be looking
for a job. On the one hand, if you're
a senior, you may be interested in a
particular position which will
hopefully lead to a career. On the
other, you may be looking for an
opportunity to tide you over a
certain transition period.

In either case
, you need not

depend on classified ads to help
you find a job. These are a helpful
source of information, especially if

your accupational choice is

restricted by geographic con-
siderations. However, rather than
waiting for the right job in the right
company to be advertised,
systematically go through any
directory of companies (consider
everything from Fortune
magazine's yearly list of the top
500 corporations to the local Yellow
Pages) — and make your own list

of the places where you would like
to work.
Contact these agencies. If it is a

local firm, you may phone them,
describe the sort of job you're
looking for and ask if they could
employ you. (One woman ar-
chitecture student we know used
this method for landing well-
paying drafting jobs in ar-
chitectural offices four summers in
a row.) Don't be disappointed if

several tries yield no results. Many
employers are short on cash
themselves.

Contact other firms. Send your
resume to the personnel depart-

ments or ask for their employment
application forms; or, in some
cases, write directly to the head of

the department that interests you.

There are also persons and of-

fices on campus for you to contact.

First, consider your academic
department. Especially if you're

closely associated with some of the

faculty and intend to stay in the

ield, approach them and ask if

hey know of any job openings
related to your interests. Com-
munity agencies often keep
academic department heads in-

formed of their openings.

Or, ask to see some of the

professional journals which often

carry job advertisements. If you
are a sophomore or junior, this is a

good time to find out how Ihe

seniors in your field are going
about finding jobs and what
agencies end up employing them.

Second, visit the campus Career
Development Center, which also

serves as a placement office. Get a
copy of the weekly "Career News"
which lets you know who will be
recruiting on campus, what majors
they are interested in and how you
can make an appointment to in-

terview.

It would be wise, at least by the
end of junior year, to have a
complete file on yourself at the
Career Development Center. This
is your placement file, an at-
tractive package of credentials
and personal data which is

released on your behalf and at your

driection to potential employers
and graduate schools. Such a file

contains a resume of your
background, a statement of in-

terests and career objectives
copies of references and, in many
cases, copies of grades or courses.
During your college years, you

"build" your file by collecting good
letters of reference from part-time
employers, workshop supervisors,
and faculty members. In the field

of education, it is almost a "must"
to have usable credentials. In

many other career areas em-
ployers insist on seeing such in-

formation prior to making a job
offer.

In addition, don't hesitate to ask
for a career counselor. He or she
may very well be able to give you
valuable information about how to

use the education you do have and
where else to look for a job. Or,
stop in at the Career Information
Library where you can find in-

formation about various career
fields, projected employment
outlooks, graduate schools, and
specific employers.

Consider taking a "situation
wanted" ad in some publication.
Also, don't be reluctant to utilize
"contacts" that you may have
through family, friends and
teachers. People are generally
happy to help you out if they can.
Later on, you will not only have
your own "contacts", but you will
be able to serve as a "contact" for
somebody else.
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By REID FISHMAN
Paul Guzzi, Democratic State

Representative from Newton and
candidate for Massachusetts
Secretary of State, addressed a
small group of students yesterday
in the Colonial Lounge of the
Student Union. During the period,
Guzzi answered a barrage of
questions concerning such im-
portant issues as public campaign
financing and the importance of
the statewide caucus, which is
scheduled to be held in
Framingham on March 23.

Guzzi, who is the writer and chief
sponsor of what is commonly
known as the "Model Public
Finance Bill", stated that if the bill
passes, it would mark the "first
time in this country that there
would be a publicly financed
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election." Guzzi, who has always
been a leading proponent of public
campaign financing, said that
everybody "didn't care about it
until Watergate," but now it seems
that everybody is interested.
Concerning the caucus in

Framingham, Guzzi said, "If I
don't win the caucus, I will abide
by it and support the caucus
nominee." But when asked what he
would do if the caucus supported
incumbent Democrat John
Davoren, Guzzi replied, "That's
another story."

Guzzi is running for Secretary of
State because he feels that the
office "could become much more
than what it is." He intends to
increase the potential of the office
by using the state computer ser-
vice more fully to distribute in-
formation and to "increase
responsiveness to state govern-
ment".
He appears to be an energetic

candidate who is depending a great
deal of the March 23 caucus, and he
feels that the caucus is "a new way
of going about politics". When
asked if he would support either
Democratic candidate for
governor, he declined, saying that
"everybody has to run his own
campaign", but he did indicate
that his policies were more similar
to those of Mike Dukakis

concert

About 200 concertgoers helped
get the Hatch cafeteria's Celebrity
Series Thursday concerts off to a
start last night, despite a no-show
by nationally-recorded rock and
blues artists Tracy Nelson and
Mother Earth which forced a local
group to perform instead.

The concerts, sponsored by the
management of the Bluewall are
planned for nearly every Thursday
night for the rest of the semester
and several nationally known
artists are scheduled to perform.

Among them are rock and jazz
guitarist John Hammond, black
blues artist Howlin Wolf and folk
singer Dave Van Ronk, all in late
February or early March. Each
will do two shows on a Thursday in
the Hatch cafeteria, beginning at 9
p.m.

Tracy Nelson and Mother Earth
ong.nally scheduled for last night,'h 1

1
go on a makeshift stage in the

cafeteria next Thursday. Tickets
r

m
e $1

\
u
fu
ua"y available up to show

time at the door. A bar is open at
each performance.
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Stoneham: was he a scapegoat?
By MARK VOGLER

Dining commons food may have
caused more than upset stomachs
at the University of Massachusetts
— and it is leaving a bad taste in

the administration's mouth.
Inefficient operation of the Food

Services Department proved to be
a liability for another high level

administrator last week as
Thomas B. Campion resigned as
Vice-Chancellor for Ad-
ministrative Services.

In November Campion had
announced that the contract of Joel
Stoneham, then director of Food
Services, would not be renewed
when it expires September 14. The
then-Vice-Chancellor wasted no
time in appointing Kenneth Dean
to succeed Stoneham, the latter

being placed on "special assign-

ment."
And now Mr. Campion finds

himself with a new job.

Although Campion and most
administrators have remained
nonresponsive to the actual
reasons behind the vice chan-
cellor's stepping down, some
University spokesmen have
suggested that the problems with
the dining commons played an
important factor in the decision.

Stoneham, who in effect was
fired by Campion, is one of those
who voices this view.

"If you've got an albatross

around your neck, then you've got
quite a problem...but I really

question as to whether Campion
should be held responsible,

"

Stoneham said in a Collegian in-

terview Wednesday.
The former food services

director said that he is still very

frustrated over his own dismissal.

According to Stoneham, Campion
never gave him a "definitive"

reason for his dismissal.

"He told me that he and the
students had lost confidence in me,
but he never told me why," he
declared.

Stoneham said he contested the

assertion made by the UMass
administration that the "finances
were messed up."
"They weren't. It was simply the

enormously high rising costs of

food and labor," he said.

"As far as the student's beef
about the quality of the food, it goes
back to the basic problem of
feeding a hell lot of kids in the
factory. It's not like eating in a
restaurant."

Stoneham said that there was a
lack of communication between his

office and Campion's and added
that he never had an advanced
warning that he would be replaced.
He now feels that the "student

furor" was an important factor in

his downfall.

"They had a lot to do with it. ..-

they had an opportunity to beef
with the higher level ad-
ministrators. Perhaps I should
have paid more attention to the
student opposition, but I was too
involved with the rising food costs.

"The kids get bored with hearing
a person's name for too long...and
they heard Stoneham for seven
years."

One newspaper account reported
that Stoneham had attempted to be
reinstated, and had indicated that
he may have been used as a

higher ups.

Stoneham would not confirm

this, but replied "I don't want to

work for a boss who doesn't want
me around."
He predicted that Dean, his

successor, would fall victim to the
same food problems he did unless
"he knows something I didn't know
and has a few miracles up his

sleeve."

Food Services was not the only
problem which forced Campion to

resign. UMass spokesmen told the
Collegian that the controversial
parking policy and inefficiency in

dormitory management were
other reasons why the ad-
ministration forced him out.

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery has said changes in

Campion's office were needed to

exercise better management
control and to reduce the scope of

the office of vice-chancellor for

administrative services.

Campion had performed "with
great dedication in his complex
role," Bromery said.

He was one of three vice-

chancellors who served under
Chancellor Bromery. The other
two are Provost and vice-
Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Robert L. Gluckstern and Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs
Robert W. Gage.

It had been rumored since last

December that Campion would
resign when he took a five week
self-imposed leave of absence from
his duties.

One University spokesman says
that the administrative shake-up
will not end with Campion's
resignation and that another vice-
chancellor will be stepping down in

the future.

Stoneham

Non-profit towing

eyed by Senate
By KATHY SHEEHAN

A non-profit towing service, owned and operated by the students, is

being designed through the Student Senate for the beginning of next year.

The proposal is to buy an inexpensive tow truck from the State Dept.

of Surplus Property. A tow would cost a driver about five dollars. The
cars would be stored on the fourth level of the CC Garage, and the owners
would be charged the regular parking fees at the garage for storage in

addition to the parking fine and the small towing charge.

Although Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs Robert Gage has not yet
given official approval of the plan, the Director of Campus Security,

David Johnston, has given the Student Organizing Committee a clear ok.

for the project.

According to Elyce Cann, a member of the Student Organizing Com-
mittee. (S.O.C.), Johnston gave them approval to store the truck at the

Campus Security Parking Lot behind Dickinson Hall. He agreed to let the

student operators of the truck work out of his office.

The S.O.C. will submit a budget and a proposal of the two service

officially to Gage within the next two weeks.

Amherst Towing has the current contract with UMass to tow illegally

parked cars at a charge of $14.00 plus storage charges of $1.00 per day.

They are frequently criticized by students here.

Only cars illegally parked in fire lines would be towed. Cars without

stickers would also be towed. Cars parked in the wrong lot would escape

the hook.

Approximately 14 to 20 students on the work-study program would be

employed to drive the truck 24 hours a day.

Presently, the process for towing is conducted in three stages. A
security guard calls the desk at Campus Security. The desk clerk then

issues an order to Amherst Towing

With the student-run system, a student would be at the Campus
Security Station at all times. When a security guard calls for a tow truck,

one would be sent out immediately

If the plan is approved, the service would not be able to begin until

January 1. 1975 because Amherst Towing is under contract with UMass
until that time

When their contract expires, the two service will then be open to the

lowest bidder Ms. Cann feels confident that the students will be able to

bid the lowest among the two companies for the contract with the

University

The student operation would be non-profit and charge only for the

cost of purchasing, insuring, and maintaining the vehicle

The S.O.C. is the governing body of the Student Organizing Project

through which the two service is being planned. This committee is open to

all students who want to become involved in organizing and working on

the project.

SW women set up task forces
By B.J. ROCHE

In order to become more atuned
to the needs of Southwest, as well

as work towards serving these

needs, the Southwest Women's
Center has restructured its

volunteer work force.

The new system, recently in-

troduced at the Center, is based on
one which has been used by other

women's centers, with positive

results. Eight task forces have
been set up, each under a different

category, with three main ob-

jectives.

First, the members will study

what has been done in the subject,

with specific regard for Southwest.

Once the information is

gathered, the members will

propose plans for improvements.
This would include changes, ad-

ditions or eliminations of certain

programs.
Each task force will meet about

once a week, and in turn will

present its findings to a general

meeting of the Center, where
policies will be discussed, and
revised. In addition to making
improvements, the task forces will

provide more connections for the

Center, to build a wider range of

referral services.

Task Forces were originated

with many different facets of the

Southwest community in mind, and
cover a large range of topics.

Outreach, Hazards for Women on
Campus, Academics, Budget,
Counseling, and Racism are the

long range projects, as well as a

Communications group set up to

work on communications among
the eight groups. This task force

will also be responsible for com-
munications with all Southwest
residents, and the Campus as a

whole. The eighth task force is for

the upcoming Spring Weekend to

be sponsored by the Women's
Center.

Peggy Cooksen, a member of the

Communications group sees the

task forces as being beneficial in

that there is equality among the

groups, and "It puts an end to the

hierarchal order set up in most
organizations." It is hoped that

Task Forces will be

productive in providing serivces to

Southwest, and that more people
will become involved with the

Center.

Volunteers interested in making
improvements in Southwest are

welcome to work on any of the

Task Forces, and urged to come
down to the Southwest Women's
Center in MacKimmie and sign up.

more
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Jaworski says White House cuts him off
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Special

Prosecutor Leon Jaworski told the Senate
Thursday the White House has refused to

turn over more material for his Watergate
investigations. The White House confirmed
it and said the order came from President
Nixon.

"It is now clear that evidence I deem
material to our investigations will not be
forthcoming," Jaworski wrote Sen. James
0. Eastland, D-Miss., chairman of the
Senate Judiciary committee.
A committee member, Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy, D-Mass., immediately urged
Eastland to call a meeting "to consider the

ominous implications of Mr. Jaworski's
letter." He said the prosecutor should be
given the opportunity to testify.

Jaworski said he had been informed by
letter "that the President has refused to

reconsider his earlier decision to terminate
his cooperation with this investigation, at

least with regard to producing any tape
recordings of presidential conversations."

Asked if this meant Nixon would furnish
Jaworski and hjs staff with no further tapes
or White House documents, Warren
responded that presidential attorney James
St. Clair "will continue to discuss matters
with Mr. Jaworski on a confidential basis
and will cooperate with the special
prosecutor's office to the extent feasible."

Asked whether Nixon was contemplating

firing Jaworski, Warren refused a direct

response, saying the question "is not before

us, the situation hasn't been raised."

In confirming that St. Clair had sent a

letter to Jaworski refusing his latest request

for material, White House aides made clear

that the decision had been made by Nixon

himself.

Eastland, reached by telephone in

Mississippi, said he had not seen the

Jaworski letter. The chairman of the

Judiciary Committee declined comment on

what the committee might do. It has a

meeting scheduled next Tuesday to consider

a nomination for deputy attorney general.

Jaworski aid that in the investigation of

the Watergate break-in and coverup he had
asked, and been refused, tape recording of
27 presidential meetings and telephone
conversations.

A deputy, he said, also was not given
materials relating to the investigation of
dairy industry contributions, and that the
White House refused to permit prosecution
staff members to review files relating to the
special investigations unit known as the
plumbers.

The requests fo% some of the materials
date back to August 1973, Jaworski told

Eastland.

U.S. and the world

'Rival health plans'

cost $80b, Nixon says
By (iAYLORD SHAW

Associated Press Writer
MIAMI ( AP) - President Nixon said yesterday that

rival proposals to his national health plan would
damage the quality of health care and add $80 billion

to America's tax bill.

Dedicating a new hospital wing, Nixon made his
first speech of the year outside Washington - the first

of two political-type appearances planned during his
six-day Southland stay.

As he promoted his own proposals and criticized

Democratic-sponsored legislation before Congress,
Nixon received cheers and applause from more than
1,000 carefully screened invited guests.
He ignored chants and boos of anti-Nixon

demonstrators kept behind three rows of rope
barricades in a nearby street.

He contended that his health insurance plan would
preserve the best features of America's private
health-care system at a low cost to the taxpayer.
"Most of us would not want an $80-billion increase

in taxes," he said, repeating his previously used cost
estimate for the plan proposed by Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., and other Democrats.

Democrats contend Nixon's estimate is erroneous,
and the cost would be about the same as Nixon's
proposal.

Nixon said the rival plans would be costly, too, "in
reducing the quality of medical care."

"I want the doctor to be working for the patient and
not for the federal government," Nixon said.

Nixon's address came after he toured an
automated health testing center at the Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital.

The invited guests outside on the sunny lawn waved
hand-lettered signs saying "We love you," "Hang in

there" and "One Year of Watergate is Enough!"
There also was a small sign saying, "Even Freud
Couldn't Help You."
Farther away, but in clear view of the President,

were demonstrators with signs and banners ranging
from "Impeach and Imprison" to "Nationalize Oil"
to "Exorcize Nixon."
Nixon flew to his nearby Key Biscayne home

Wednesday. On Monday he joins Gov. George C.
Wallace for an Honor America Day rally in Hunt-
sville, Ala.

Food prices soar
WASHINGTON (AP) — Grocery store food prices are rising

much faster than government experts had expected a few months

ago and for all of 1974 could match last year's 16 per cent jump, the

most in a quarter century.

The Agriculture Department said yesterday consumers now
are seeing the biggest increases expected this year. If farmers

produce record crops and turn out more livestock next summer,
consumers might see prices level off ind possibly decline by year

end, officials said.

Based on "most likely" situations, officials said the 1974 store

price of food might be held to a 12 per cent gain from last year.

But meanwhile the Outlook and Situation Board said, super-

market food prices in the first quarter are up 5 per cent from the

last three months of 1973. And compared with January-March last

year, these prices are expected to be up 20.7 per cent.

Last December, in a preliminary analysis, the department said

grocery store food prices would rise about 15 per cent in the first

quarter.

The board, in careful language, said if farmers produce larger

harvests than expected now the food price jump for all of 1974 —
computed on an average for the entire year — might be only 8 per
cent.

A year ago, USDA predicted 1973 food prices in stores would
climb no more than 6.5 per cent. They rose 16 per cent on an all-

year average basis.

Commenting on the first-quarter situation, the board said
"prices for practically all major categories are rising."

Reduced supplies, higher farm prices and rising costs of get-
ting food from farms to consumers were blamed.

"The outlook for food prices after the first quarter is much less

certain," the report said. "Upward pressure will continue to be
exerted on food prices in the form of higher marketing and
distribution costs, partly as a reflection of the energy situation."

Saxbe tells Hearst: reject SLA demands as 'vague and unrealistic'
(Continued from P. 1)

Symbionese Liberation Army, the

underground terrorist group that

abducted the 19-year-old college

sqphomore 11 days ago from her
apartment here.

"Mr. Saxbe is not the father of

Patricia," Hearst said. "I'm going

to do what I can to get her out."

The SLA has demanded that the

Hearst family provide $70 worth of

free food for every needy
Californian as a first step toward
negotiating Miss Hearst's release.

Hearst said Wednesday he could
not possibly meet the demand —
estimated by state officials to cost

as much as $400 million — but

promised to develop some sort of

food distribution plan

At a morning news conference in

Washington, Saxbe said he
believed federal authorities could
identify most of the kidnapers. He
later amended that statement also,

saying, "I have no certain
knowledge there are suspects
identified in connection with this

matter..."

He did not, however, make
reference to his earlier comment
that he did not think the Hearst

family should comply with the

terrorists' demands and a

spokesman said the attorney
general would have nothing further

to say on the subject.

"I certainly wouldn't recom-
mend compliance with such vague
and unrealistic demands." Saxbe
said. "What they are asking is even

beyond the ability of government
to perform. You don't catch kid-

napers or save the victim by doing
what the kidnapers say."
Hearst reiterated yesterday he

was "in the process of seeing what
is possible" in terms of partially

meeting the demand.
"At the moment we're trying to

see what is possible and what can
be done. When we have given them
the plans, we'll announce what we
think we can do. I can't go on a
strict time-table, because I'm not
sure yet what we can do."
Hearst also said his wife,

Catherine, had been wrong when
she announced Wednesday that the
family had received more than $1

million in donations from in-

dividuals and groups who heard

about the huge ransom demand.
"She got the figure from

hearing somebody say that if they
had a telethon or suggested a
telethon they could raise $1
million," he said. "I don't know
how much we have, it isn't

anything like that." He added that

the family is not soliciting funds.

Meanwhile, a coalition of San
Francisco Bay area activist groups
here named by the SLA to be ob-
servers of the food giveaway of-

fered to negotiate for Miss Hearst's
release.

"We are concerned
about avoiding bloodshed in the

case both of Patricia Hearst and
the members of the SLA,"the Rev.
Cecil Williams, a minister of San
Francisco's Glide Memorial
church, one of the groups named,
told newsmen.

"Therefore, we are willing to
appoint representatives from our
organizations to serve as a liaison
between the Hearst family and the
SLA," Williams said, "if doing so
would provide a situation that will
prevent further destruction of
human life."

Miss Hearst was dragged
screaming from her Berkeley
apartment on Feb. 4 and driven off
in a hail of gunfire.

Julie operated on for cyst

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (AP) — Julie Nixon Eisenhower successfully
underwent a 44-minute major operation last night to stop internal
bleeding from an ovarian cyst, a White House spokeswoman said.
The 25-year-old daughter of President Nixon responded when she came

out of the operating roM at the Indiana University Medical Center last
night and "everything had gone well," said Helen Smith, the White House
spokeswoman.
A hospital spokesman said the surgery Mrs. Eisenhower had un-

dergone could take from 30 minutes to two hours
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8:00 p.m.

Kappa Sigma Fraternity
70 Rutterfield Terrace

Berkeley radio station KPFA
received a letter three days later in

which the SLA said it was holding
Miss Hearst as "a prisoner of war"
for crimes her parents had com-
mitted as representatives of the
corporate establishment.
A second letter to the station last

Tuesday contained the demands
for food and included a tape
recording from Miss Hearst in
which she begged her father to
take the kidnapers' demands
seriously.

Authorities have speculated the
SLA may ask for Little and
Remire's release in exchange for
freeing Miss Hearst.
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A field representative will

be at our store on

Tuesday, Feb. 19
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new machines.
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Solzhenitsyn rests, waits
Family still in Russia

By ROON LEWALD
Associated Press Writer

LANGENBROICH, Germany (AP) -Invitations to live in various coun-
tries poured into Alexander Solzhenitsyn 's temporary refuge Thursday.

His host, German author Heinrith Boll, said Solzhenitsyn was ex-

pecting a visitor shortly, and that there would be an announcement "so
there will be no obscurity about our plans tomorrow." The visitor was not

named.
Friends of the family told newsmen in Moscow that prosecutors

presented Solzhenitsyn with prepared charges of treason, which carry
the death penalty, when they held him in prison before expelling him
Wednesday. The Russian Nobel laureate was kicked out of his homeland
because of his book about the Stalinist labor camps.

It aDDeared that the Soviet authorities attempted to frighten the author
into accepting banishment from Russia on threat of standing trial for
treason.

Soviet sources claimed Wednesday that Solzhenitsyn did agree to leave

his homeland but there was no way to confirm this report and it was
entirely possible he rejected exile and opted for the trial.

Fully aware of the international consequences of such a trial, the Soviet

authorities may have forced Solzhenitsyn aboard the Russian jet that

carried him to Germany.
Solzhenitsyn, a veteran of years in Stalin's labor camps, always vowed

he would never voluntarily leave Russia and it was considered unlikely

that he cringed at the treason threat.

Thursday he told newsmen at Boll's estate here, "No interviews. No
questions. I am tired. I have my worries to attend to."

One of those worries was his wife, Natalya Svetlova, who is still in

Moscow with the couple's three sons. The Soviet Communist party

newspaper Pravda says the author's family will be able to live with him
in exile.

She told newsmen in the Soviet capital that she still has not been con-

tacted personally by Soviet authorities about her husband's exile.

She said she has not applied for an exit visa.

Solzhenitsyn said after talking with his wife by telephone Wednesday
night: "Everything seems all right so far."

Scandinavian news agencies reported that Solzhenitsyn planned to

settle in Norway. Other countries making residence offers or mentioned
by newspapers as his future residence include Israel, Australia, Ireland,

Britain and the United States.

Solzhenitsyn spent much of Thursday with his Swiss lawyer, Dr. Fritz

Heeb.
Heeb indicated Wednesday that the author would settle somewhere in

Scandinavia.

The attorney was silent Thursday when he arrived at the Boll country

estate in Langenbroich, a town of 100 inhabitants about 35 miles from

Bonn.
By Thursday afternoon, the Soviet news media was cranking up its

propaganda machine in an attempt to justify the Kremlin's action against

Solzhenitsyn.

The Soviet news agency Tass said the Soviet public was unanimous in

its support of the exile decree.

The government newspaper Izvestia quoted a man who wrote a letter

expressing "satisfaction" with the decree. The letter supposedly was
mailed from Baku, about 1,200 miles from Moscow and arrived in time for

Izvestia's Thursday evening edition, an incredible feat for the Soviet

postal system.

Indians plans

told to FBI
ST. PAUL. Minn. (AP) — Plans

by Indian activists to jail federal

marshals and set up a sovereign

Sioux nation on the Pine Ridge
Reservation in South Dakota were
related to an undercover FBI
agent, the agent testified Thur-

sday.

Stanley Keel, 32-year-old half- -

blood Chickasaw from Oklahoma,
testified as a prosecution witness

at the trial of Russell Means, 34,

and Dennis Banks, 41, leaders in

the American Indian Movement
AIM.
Means, of Porcupine, S.D., a

reservation town, and Banks,
Minnesota Chippewa from St.

Paul, are accused in a 10-count

indictment with theft, burglary,

firearms violations and assault of a

federal marshal. They are accused
for their part in the 71-day oc-

cupation of Wounded Knee, S.D.,

beginning last Feb. 27.

Keel, who wears his black hair to

his shoulders, told how he was
called on for surveillance work
with another man he identified as

"Special Agent Stevenson."

The witness said the pair at-

tended a meeting of AIM at the

Mother Butler Center — a building

owned by the Catholic Church — in

Rapid City. S.D. Keel said they

talked with various AIM members
the night of Feb. 21 and the next

day.

Among those he saw, added

Keel, were Banks. Means and

Clyde and Vernon Ballecourt. Keel

went by the name of Richard

Roundtree and Stevenson as

Charlie Lightfoot. and showed
identification such as drivers'

licenses and social security cards,

the witness said.

Who's next on the list?

"I have my

worries to

attend to"
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Amherst and Holyoke in

report by privates

NEW YORK (AP) — A report
calling for vastly expanded student
loan programs to help students and
their families meet the rising costs

of private higher education was
released yesterday by nine leading
private colleges and universities,

among them Amherst and Mt.
Holyoke.

The report said access to the
Federal Guaranteed Student Loan
Program should be broadened and
that institutions should be ready to
help borrowers repay those student
loans under certain cir-
cumstances.

"If we want to keep our doors
open to other than the very rich, we
must go more heavily to loans,"
Dartmouth College president John
G. Kemeny said at a news con-
ference.

Dartmouth, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Harvard
University, Amherst College,
Brown University, Mount Holyoke,
Princeton University, Wellesley
College and Wesleyan University
cooperated in the two-year study
which produced the report. The
study was funded by $310,000 from
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
The report pointed out that

undergraduate loan demand at the
nine institutions already was
approaching $10 million annually
and that the total outstanding
undergraduate debt among the
nine institutions could conceivably
approach $200 million by the mid
1980s before stabilizing through
repayment.
Changes in the existing

Guaranteed Student Loan
Program were recommended to

make loans available to students

from middle income families who
now are ineligible because they
cannot meet the "needs test"

required by the 1972 educational
amendments.
The report said few middle in-

come families, which have to rely
heavily on savings to meet
educational costs, have made
sufficient provisions to offset the
rate of inflation in those costs.

It recommended restoration of

adjusted family income as the
basis of eligibility, but at a higher
level than the $15,000 prior to 1972.

The report also said the loan

program woutd be more effective

if, where debt levels exceeded
$4,000, lenders were permitted to

make graduated repayment loans

or longer term repayment plans to

minimize repayment difficulties.

Ellsberg sees

'Gulag' link
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) —

Daniel Ellsberg said yesterday he
sees a similarity in his indictment
in the Pentagon Papers case and
the expulsion of novelist Alexander
I. Solzhenitsyn from the Soviet
Union.

In both instances, he said,
governments were trying to block
the release of information about
their countries.

Speaking at Brown University,
the former Defense Department
analyst also criticized the U.S.
government for what he said was a
lack of moral concern over the
exile of Solzhenitsyn. "That con-
cern is nothing, no concern,
negative concern." Ellsberg said.

By WILLIAM L.RYAN
AP Special Correspondent

The exile of Alexander
Solzhenitsyn demonstrates a

certain Kremlin sensitivity to

Western opinion, but at the same
time it seems a new and significant

step toward snuffing out the whole
dissent movement in the Soviet

Union.

The question quickly arises : Who
will be the next to go? Andrei
Sakharov, the physicist who has
defended the Nobel Prize winner?
Roy Medvedev, the historian

whose biologist brother already is

in exile for disagreeing? Vladimir
Maximov, author?

In the days before the current

era of peaceful coexistence bet-

ween Washington and Moscow,
Soviet authorities might have used

other means of silencing such
insistent critics.

However, only last September
the U.S. Senate formally voted

an expression of concern
over Soviet intimidation of in-

tellectuals, specifically mentioning

Solzhenitsyn, Sakharov and some
others by name. The action
suggested that Soviet policy at

home could hamper trade
relations.

Exile is a softer tool and looks

less barbarous to the West than
such things as show trials and
forced labor. In Solzhenitsyn 's

case, authorities had to revert to a

tactic unused since the Trotsky
expulsion of 1929 - forced exile -

because the writer had balked at

leaving voluntarily.

Exile has become an important
official weapon against dissent.

Many noted dissenters who were
persuaded to leave the Soviet

Union for one reason or another
subsequently had their citizenship

canceled and were forbidden to

return.

When Soviet-American relations

were warming at high levels a few
years ago, the KGB, Moscow's
secret police, launched a cam-
paign, codenamed Case 24, against

dissenters.

It was successful in that it

silenced the underground press

that was holding the dissent
movement together. Once facet of

the campaign was that it drove into

exile abroad dissenters so
prominent that trying them at

home would stir too much un-

welcome uproar.

The less known and less lucky

were sent to prison camps or to

asylums for "psychiatric"
treatment on the theory that

anybody disagreeing with the
Kremlin had to be mentally un-

balanced.
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The energy crisis

Mass. stations may strike FEO says more gas for truckers
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS *By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The threat of a statewide shutdown of gasoline stations loomed in
Massachusetts as dealers met in Framingham on yesterday to talk over
their dissatisfaction with federal rules on how they may treat their
customers.

"Most of these guys are pretty disgusted. They're all ready to lock up
and go home," said Harold P. Murphy of Springfield, president of the Bay
State Gasoline Retailers Association.
Murphy said other dealers were invited to a meeting of his organization

at which the rules and a possible shutdown were expected to be the main
topics of discussion.

The dealers are upset over a ruling by the Federal Energy Office that
they cannot give their regular customers special treatment. Violators are
subject to $5,000 fines.

The Bay State group joined two other Massachusetts dealers'
associations yesterday in urging stations to lift all limits on sales as
another form of protest.

Dealers have been putting limits on their sales so they won't run out of
gasoline before the end of the month, when they get new allotments.
Meanwhile, Gov. Francis Sargent expressed disappointment over the

energy office's announcement that it was sending investigators to
Massachusetts and 18 other states to see how bad the gasoline shortage is.

State officals had hoped to receive word yesterday that Massachusetts
would get an increased allocation.

"I couldn't guarantee to the people of this state that there will be
enough gas to get through the end of the month," Sargent said.
"As each day goes by, it becomes more problematical that vigorous

action will be taken by the federal government," he said.
Sargent added that he would meet with federal officials again this

morning to "personally document the case that the Massachusetts
motorist is being shortchanged."
Rep. Silvio Conte, R-Mass ., said he would also "ride herd" over the

investigators while they are in Massachusetts to "ensure they get an
accurate picture of just how bad the shortage has hit our state."
"Massachusetts is being hit much harder than other states by the gas

shortage," Conte said, "because deliveries are based on 1972, when
business was in a slump and gas consumption was low.
Under the federal allocation program, Massachusetts is getting 18 per

cent less gas than it did in 1972. Withe the business recovery and growth
since then, this shortage is at least 40 per cent."
The American Automobile Association said Massachusetts service

stations are low on gas and worse off than they were at the first of the
week. Areas particularly hard hit were Cape Cod, Worcester and
Springfield.

The energy office team assigned to Massachusetts was scheduled to
make its first step today at the State House to talk to Sargent. The team is

comprised of two energy office officials from Washington and one from
Boston.

Illegal deliveries probed
PITTSFIELD Mass. (AP) - The Berkshire County head of the Bay

State Gasoline Retailers Association has called for a probe of possible
back door and black market" gas deliveries.
Ronald L. Brasslett of Pittsfield said some dealers have been ap-

proached by strangers offering to put them in touch with people who can
arrange gas deliveries.

Two dealers who investigated found that they would have to contract
for 400O00 gallons of gas at one time and would have to provide storage

^erda
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tne Berkshire Eagle reported

One dealer said the gas was apparently of foreign origin
"A lot of independent stations that sell unbranded gasoline seem to be

getting all the gasoline they want and are charging outrageous prices for
it, Brasslet said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Energy Office announced
yesterday moves to direct more
fuel immediately to the trucking

industry and to crack down on

propane price-gouging.

There were still no decisions on
gasoline rationing or

redistributions. FEO Deputy
Administrator John C. Sawhill said

the agency was sending teams into

20 states and the District of

Columbia in an effort to verify

gasoline supply data.

Only after that is done, said

Sawhill, can the FEO decide how to

shift supplies around to alleviate

apparent imbalances among the

states.

Sawhill told a news conference
here:

—The FEO found that petroleum
imports averaged some 4.9 million
barrels a day last week, just about
the level expected under the Arab
oil embargo, but some 500,000

barrels a day higher than reported
Wednesday by the American
Petroleum Institute, an industry
group.

—All major oil companies were
directed to adjust diesel fuel and
gasoline allocations to give the
trucking industry all the fuel it

needs.

"Where necessary, you are
directed to make interim
allocations in order to meet
truckers' immediate needs," a
telegram to the companies said.

—Sawhill said FEO in-

vestigations found "some illegal

marketing and pricing practices"
and some "atrocious situations"

creating unnecessarily high prices
for propane gas around the nation.

—He named no specific cases but
said violators of federal
regulations would be prosecuted.

"I think we will see a reduction
in prices — that's what we want,"
he added.

—The FEO told refiners to in-

crease jet fuel production six per
cent and draw from stocks to

supply airlines with their February
fuel allocations.

—The FEO urged more states
and local governments to take
steps to solve long gasoline station
waiting lines and other supply
problems. It suggested minimum-
purchase requirements and
staggered hours of service to make

Conn, protest ends today
WATERBURY. Conn. <AP) - A

strike by gasoline dealers to
protest a federal ban on
preferential customer treatment
will end today, according to Gerald
Vilela, president of the Waterbury
Gasoline Retailers Association.
After meeting with Gov. Thomas

J. Meskill in Hartford, Vilela said
he was calling off the strike.

Police reported yesterday that
only 16 of the 70 active stations in

Waterbury were open and lines

were 5-7 blocks long at the open
pumps.
Meskill told a dozen dealers that

he sympathized with them and that

the state would not enforce the
Federal Energy Office regulations.

However, enforcement is assigned
to the Internal Revenue Service.

Under an FEO ruling, stations

are barred from giving
preferential treatment to regular

customers. Violation could mean a

fine of $5,000.

"If somebody gets fined $5000

it'll put him out of business and if

that happens, we'll close up every

station in the state." said Vilela.

When the strike began Wed-
nesday the statewide retailers

association refused to go along, but

dealers in other towns began
discussing a protest shutdown.

Waterbury's energy coordinator.

Edward Duval, said the stations

were looking for "some support

against what William Simon said.

"They would like to treat their

regular customers with a little

more preference than the average
guy off the street who never sup-
ported their station in the past."

In Washington, meanwhile, U.S.
Rep, Robert H. Steele announced
that Connecticut would receive
about two million gallons of ad-
ditional gasoline per month from
FEO.
The Republican congressman

Said he hones for final figures

Monday. A scheduled FEO an-
nouncement yesterday was
delayed until a study was made in

other states, Steele said.

"Present indications are that
there will be an increase of roughly
two per cent or two million gallons
of gasoline per month in Con-
necticut's allocation. This in-
creased allocation would go into

effect immediately," Steele said.

HONEST...
PRICES
CHOPPED/

ALL DAY
MONDAY
10 to 530

sure gasoline is available

throughout the day.

-Sawhill said the FEO also

would propose legislation

requiring mandatory reporting of

information from all energy in-

dustries.

On two of the hottest issues,

gasoline rationing and gasoline

allocation, however, there were

still no decisions.

FEO administrator William E.

Simon had said a gasoline

rationing decision could be made
as early as mid-February.
But Sawhill told the news con-

ference a gasoline rationing

decision need not be made now,

and that the question would remain
under study.

It would depend, he said, on how
rapidly gasoline production is

increased, how well the public

continues to conserve fuel and
other unpredictable factors.

Meanwhile, the distribution of

present gasoline supplies for

February remained in doubt as the

FEO tried to get its figures straight
for the first month of mandatory
allocation.

Last week, based on incomplete
statistics, the FEO said some
states appeared in line for much
smaller proportions of the nation's
gasoline supply than others,
despite the allocation program's
aim of nationwide equality.

Since then, "have-not" states
have been pressing FEO to
redistribute the supplies more
evenly, while the "haves" braced
themselves against the chance of
excessive raiding of their own
allocations.

Sawhill said Thursday the FEO
has conflicting data and wants to

make sure it has the right figures
before it decides how to move
gasoline from state to state, to

alleviate the inequalities.

—United Air Lines announced it

will reinstate 36 flights on March 2

which it discontinued early last

month because of the fuel shor-
tage

Beating the system
By MARK VOGLER

as more states establish their own lotteries for the sale of

gasoline, shrewd citizens are devising their own ingenious methods
for beating the system.

Here in Massachusetts where rationing went into effect

Monday several sharpies found a way around the long lines and
odd-even days. Gas station attendants have seemed to show
benevolence on those motorists "whose cars suddenly ran out of

gas." Just fill up the five gallon container and they are all set.

For those who don't have the time to resort to such chicanery,
changing number plates has become a simple solution to getting
gas on an off day. New Yorkers are doing it.

One stunt that caught an attendant off guard in New Jersey was
when a motorist bluffed that he had run out of gas and just couldn't
budge his car another inch. It was not his day to fill up.

The strict one-dollar allocation of gas on the New Jersey
Turnpike — while annoying to most travelers — is a cinch to lick.

There are 14 exits from the Goerge Washington Bridge to the
Delaware Memorial Bridge — and there are about half as many
service stations.

This reporter accompanied with a photographer and bound for
Washington last week got on the pike with less than a half a tank of
gas. We exited nearly filled to capacity — thanks to the multiple
exits and u-turns.

Washington, DC. also went to gas rationing on Monday. A
motorist there said that a major weakness in the numbers game
would be if a particular service station ran out of gas on any given
day. Would it be fair to resume sales on the odd-even basis
regardless of what day was denied gas? The motorist considered
this a "convenient gimmick" to get around the system.

3 dealers sell

gas in protest
BOSTON (AP) - Three retail

gasoline dealers associations will

ask their Massachusetts members
to begin selling unlimited
quantitites of gasoline to all

customers, a spokesman for one of

the associations said yesterday.
The spokesman said the action

was a protest against federal rules
that say dealers cannot give
preferential treatment to their

regular customers.
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Drugs, drugs, drugs...

Addiction factor isolated
7 of 10 Yalies

By LEIF ERICKSON
Associated Press Writer

STANFORD, Calif. ( AP) — The first isolation of the brain molecules
involved in drug addiction was reported Thursday by a Stanford Medical
Center research team working with mice.

"Eventually this discovery could have enormous importance in

dealing with narcotics addiction," said Dr. Avram Goldstein, the team
chief.

He said it also might allow development of a nonaddictive pain
reliever.

The new isolated substance^extracted from mice brains, is called

an opiate receptor. Receptors are special molecules into which drugs fit,

like keys into a lock, explained Goldstein, a Stanford pharmacology
professor.

"To understand addiction and possibly develop new ways to deal with
it, the first thing you have to do is to find the receptors involved," he said.

The key for the Stanford-iso-lated opiate receptor is morphine, one of

a chemical compound class derived from opium and its relatives.

The heroin taken by an addict is converted by the body into morphine,
and morphine acts on nerve cells.

The report was published in the current issue of Science, the journal

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. The
research on mice brain tissue extended over several years and was
financed by grants from the U.S. Public Health Service's National

Institute on Drug Abuse and the Drug Abuse Council of Washington, D.C.

"In our work we studied mouse brain fragments and learned how to

isolate and partially purify a receptor molecule that combines with a

narcotic drug closely related to morphine," Goldstein said.

Asked if similar receptors exist in the human brain, Goldstein said:

"Very similar molecules are almost certainly involved in human
narcotic addiction... Many of the effects of heroin and morphine are

almost identical in mice, rats and other mammals, including man."
Goldstein said researchers at New York University and Johns

Hopkins University had reported observing opiate receptors in human
brain membranes obtained at autopsy. No attempt was made to extract

and purify the human brain receptors, Goldstein said.
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have smoked grass
NEW HAVEN (AP) - About 7

out of every 10 Yale University
undergraduates have at least tried

marijuana, about double the
number seven years ago, ac-

cording to a poll.

In addition more than one of

every 10 students has earned
money selling illegal drugs, the

Yale Daily News reported in this

week's news magazine.
The figures came from

questionnaires distributed during
the week of Feb. 4 in dining rooms
of Yale's residential colleges, the

newspaper stated. A total of 836

students responded.
Seventy-one per cent of the

students answering the
questionnaire said they at least

tried marijuana compared with 35

per cent in 1967.

By DAVID HIMMELSTEIN
Associated Press Writer

.UNITY, Maine (AP) -
Residents of this small Maine
community and surrounding towns
are about to embark on a year-long
project to discover and record
their own history and culture.

"We hope that one result of our
work will be a rediscovery of
values implicit in community life.

And we hope to achieve this
through real cooperation among
students, teachers and all in-

terested town citizens," says
David Day, special projects
coordinator for Maine School
Administrative District No. 3.

The National Humanities
Faculty in Concord, Mass., the
district selected as one of six
national sites for original
programs related to teaching
humanities.

Each of the six project schools
receives the equivalent of $9,000 in

the form of 20 visits through the
academic year by specially chosen
instructors from across the nation.

"When we were told we had won
the grant, the first thing we did was
to call a public meeting to ask what
particular area we should study."
Day said. "The overwhelming
sentiment of the twonspeople was
we should have united effort to

preserve our folklore."

A large part of the preservation
will be done electronically.

Teams of interviewers will
question elderly area residents on
a variety of topics aimed at

documenting the culture of the
rural Maine town. Their stories,

songs, instruction and art will be
preserved on tape and sub-
sequently compiled and edited.

Pat Rogers and two of his high
school students from Raban Gap,
Ga., were the first visiting faculty
for the program.

Several years ago, Rogers
helped start the "Foxfire Project"
in his native Georgia - one of the
first grassroots efforts to seek out
and study local folklore.

Starting Wednesday, he and his
students began three days of
meetings with citizens and
volunteers at community suppers,
school assemblies and teacher
workshops.

amherst |[| carriage
shops

bigger q.

we're restocking the
whole store '

but come on down
and see us anyway

for:

drafting , fine art

^framing
supplies

'a

5-Day

Seli-a-Bration

Wed. thru Mon.,

Feb. 13 to 18.

Open

All Day

Monday

Special Purchase

MEN'S FAMOUS

flared slacks

12.99
reg. $18-$22.50

100% polyester
double knits, flared

bottoms. In solids

and fancies. Sizes
32 to 42. All

originally priced $18
to $22.50.

MEN'S 8.98 10.98

sweater
smash

6.66
2 for $13.00

Choice of several styles

in cardigans and
pullovers Plain, cable or

fisherman knits All

wools, Shetland wools,
• s S. m. I, xl

Hadley Rt. 9

fflR.^
i

Open Daily

10 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
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Bankbook shortage

BOSTON (AP) — And now the
bankbook shortage.

A customer of the Newton
Savings Bank walked into the
Chestnut Hill branch this week and
asked for a new bankbook ; the old
book was filled up.

"You can't have one," the teller

said.

The branch bank manager Jean
Colligan, said Thursday that the

bank has been without new, un-

numbered books for a few days.
"Apparently the paper shortage

is doing this," she said. "They tell

us we'll be getting more books next
week.

In the meantime, the branch
bank is recording deposits on small
paper forms.
Charles Coyne, the Newton

Savings Bank Comptroller, denied
that theirs is a major problem. He
said the employe who orders
supplies missed an order some
weeks ago and the bank has been
short of books ever since.

DeSalvo estate small

BOSTON ( AP) - The bulk of the
estate left by the self-confessed
Boston Strangler, Albert DeSalvo,
after his murder at Walpole state
prison last December is $32,000 in

royalties from the book based on
his story.

P.J. Piscitelli, DeSalvo's at-

torney, said most of that money
will be gone after burial and legal
fees have been paid.

DeSalvo, never charged in

connection with the strangulation
deaths of a dozen Boston area
women during the 1960's, was
serving a sentence at Walpole for
assault.

Three prison inmates have been
charged with conspiracy to murder
DeSalvo, who was stabbed to death
as he lay sleeping in his prison
infirmary cell.

Accused slayers

plead innocent
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) -

Four Springfield residents pleaded
innocent in District Court here
today to murder charges in the
January beating death of retired
Enfield, Conn., School Supt. Karl
D. Lee.

The four-Kenneth E. Barnes, 24,
Donna Marie Webster, 20, Debra
Ann Waters, 18, and Iris R: Grice,
18 - were arrested by Springfield
police Wednesday and charged in
the death.

They were held without bail at
Hampden County Jail pending a
Feb. 22 court appearance.
A fifth suspect in the case was

released on personal recognizance
today.

Richard C. Brown, 18, of
Springfield was arrested Saturday
and charged with murder and
assault and robbery in the Jan. 27
slaying. Charges against Brown
were continued to March 15. He
had been held without bail since his
arrest.

Crime declines

SPRINGFIELD Mass (AP) —
Serious crime declined by ap-
proximately 8 per cent here during
1973, according to statistics
released by the police department.
The overall decrease of 1,089

serious crimes was primarily due
to decreases of about 600 each in
reported larcenies and car thefts.
Declines also were noted in
burglaries, police said.

Murder, rape, robbery and
assault showed increases, ac-
cording to the department figures.

The statistics are being sub-

mitted to the Federal Bureau of

Invesitgation for inclusion in the

FBI's annual uniform crime
report.

Another call

to resign
LEWISTON. Maine (AP) -

President Nixon "would be doing a

great service to the country if he
resigned," Sen. William D.
Hathaway, D-Maine, said Thur-
sday.

"Rightly or wrongly, whether all

the charges against the President
are true or all the charges against
him are false," Nixon should
resign because of "the low ebb of

popularity he has throughout the
country and the low ebb of

popularity.and confidence he has
by members of both parties in the
House and Senate," Hathaway
said.

The state's freshman senator
made the statement in a recorded
interview with Radio Station
WBLM. The program is scheduled
to be aired on Sunday.
Hathaway said Republican

members of the Senate "just don't
have faith" in Nixon.
*

'Times are tough"
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —

Educational institutions are faced
with increasing demands for
solutions to society's problems
combined with justification for the
use of public money, Harvard
University President Derek C. Bok
said in his annual report.

Bok said Harvard lost $2 million
in federal and private aid to

graduate students last year, and
the graduate student dropout rate
climbed to 40 or 50 per cent.

Bok said his report — formally to
be issued Friday — was designed
to "raise issues and stimulate an
academic debate" rather than
summarize the past year.
He said doctoral programs, in

comparison to professional
programs, are "highly un-
structured" and that in many
departments students are not
always sure of what is required of
them.

Uve ANd srudy

in ROME
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

ROME CENTER OF LIBERAL ARTS

• Classes taught in English

• All academic credits transfer

• 60 courses offered each semester:

ANTHROPOLOGY • CLASSICAL STUDIES • ENGLISH

& ITALIAN LIT • FINE ARTS • HISTORY • ITALIAN

• PHILOSOPHY • POLITICAL SCIENCE • PSYCHOL-

OGY • THEATRE • THEOLOGY

• 350 schools represented over 10 years

• Campus villa houses some 275 students

MANY STATE SCHOLARSHIPS TRANSFER
APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED NOW FOR 1974-75

FOR INFORMATION MAIL TO: LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
ROME CENTER OFFICE, 6525 N. SHERIDAN RD.. CHICAGO, ILL. 60626

Name

Address

School

City Slate Zip

Quality components
at the right price

1

Tech HIft Introduces
the EPI 90.'.'.'

The top rated EPI 100 is now available

in a vinyl cabinet for only $79.95 ea.

(the 100 is $9495 ea.) - and to

properly match this great value we've

got a special system to go with it.

ask about our policies
SERVICE PEOPLE
'? vr free parts warrantee 6 wks formal trammq
"5 yr. optional service experienced to meet your
warrantee needs

free conversion service checkout testing in every
SELECTION store
over 140 brands PROTECTION
laboratory component "90 day equipment ad|

evaluation '60 day defective exchange
special comparison 7 day money back guarantee
SECURITY PRICING
' 1 yr speaker trade up 30 day lowest price guar
free yearly checkups antee
no hidden extras choice of credit plans

no charge layaways

'Holiday bonus-we'll date them Jan 1 , so you won't
lose any time while your system is in gift wraps'

EPI 90' SPEAKERS

NIKKO 4010 RECEIVER

GLENBURN 2130 TURNTABLE
List $440 now on sale

for only $349.95.

You save the list price of the

turntable ($90).

You can spend part or all, if you

want of the money you've saved

on the system saving money on

RECORDS!! Discount records is

offering 40% off list ANY records

they stock if you purchase any

system from U.S., from now 'til

Feb. 28

discowrt records

259 Triangle St., Amherst
(Next to Discount Records)

also at 186 Main St., Northampton

EPI 90's

REMEMBER!
Last 2 days (Fri. & Sat.) to win ANYTHING in our
store! Our Social Security Card "Raffle" ends
Sat., Feb. 16.

Tech Hif
i
has 38 stores located in Pennsylvania, New York,

New Jersey, Ohio, Michigan, and throughout New
England.

STORE HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Open Thurs. and Friday nite until 9 p.m.

Federal teams begin checking N.E. gas shortage
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Teams of investigators are scheduled to
move into four New England states this
morning to find out if the gasoline shortage
is worse than in the rest of the country.
Massachusetts, Vermont, Rhode Island

and New Hampshire are among 19 states
where investigators from the Federal
Energy Office will check gasoline statistics

to determine if the areas deserve more fuel

than they are now getting.

Figures now compiled by the energy office

show that even though lines may b* longer
in New England, the region is getting about
as much gas as other places.

"We'll double check and cross check our
figures to make sure they are accurate, and

as soon as that's done, if we find a great
discrepancy, something can be done,'' said

Hugh Saussy, regional director of th energy
office at a news conference yesterday.
Gov. Francis Sargent of Massachusetts

said he was pessimistic about getting any
federal action and added "1 couldn't

guarantee to the people of this state there
will be enough gas to get through the end of

the month."
Meanwhile, angry service station owners

threatened to begin pumping gasoline to all

customers without setting limits on
maximum sales. That way, they would use

up their monthly allocations before March 1,

when they get new supplies.

The action was a protest against federal

rules that prohibit dealers from giving

special treatment to their regular
customers. Three dealers' associations in

Massachusetts said yesterday that they
would ask their members to go along with

the protest.

In Waterbury. Conn., where some dealers
said they were closed in protest, a police

check showed that only 16 of 70 stations were
open. Lines of waiting cars were up to 70

cars long.

Members of the Bay State Gasoline
Retailers Association said they would meet
in Framingham, Mass., on Thursday night

to consider their own shutdown.
When the energy office investigators

begin their study in Massachusetts, Rep.

Sylvio R. Conte. R-Mass., said he will "ride
herd" over them.

Conte said he wanted to "ensure they get
an accurate picture of just how bad the
shortage has hit our state. Massachusetts is

being hit much harder than other states by
the gas shortage, because deliveries are
based on 1972, when business was in a slump
and gas consumption was low.

"Under the federal allocation program,
Massachusetts is getting 18 per cent less gas
than it did in 1972. With the business
recovery and growth since then, this

shortage is at least 40 per cent."
Maine is the only New England state that

was on a list of 12 states scheduled to get
increased allocations

State tax man blasts computerized records
By DAVID HERN

Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) - State Tax

Commissioner Nicholas L.

Metaxas says a proposed central

computer system could threaten

the traditional secrecy of income
tax returns.

"One thing Watergate has shown
us is that income tax data must be

kept separate," Metaxas said.

Metaxas is opposing a plan being

developed by the state Planning
and Management Department
which would put tax data into the

same computer with information

from other state agencies.

"I am not satisfied you can have
a foolproof system when you have

several people with access to

computer terminals," he said.

"You should keep your tax

department and tax information as

sacresanct as possible and as free

from political influence as

possible. This what we are trying

to do."

Metaxas said he feared that an
outsider familiar with the com-
puter codes could extract any
information stored in the com-
puter. He said he wants an in-

dependent review which he is sure

DRIVE TO NORTHAMPTON

FREE

10,000 S&H

Green Stamps

with purchase of any

of the below vehicles

'73 AMC Matator V-8, AT,
Air

'73 AMC Javelin V-8, AT.,
Air

'72 Capri 2000, A.T.
'71 Volvo 144s, 4 Door STD.
Chevy Vega, 4 cyl., A.T.,

'70 Renault R-10 Auto.,

28,000 miles
'70 Ford Maverick, V-8 Std.

'70 Chevy Monte Carlo, V-8
Auto.

'70 Ford Mustang, 6 cyl.. Std.
'70 Dodge Coronet Sta.

Wagon, 8 cyl. AT
'70 Audi TOO LS, Std.
'68 Plymouth Fury III Sta.

Wag. V-8 At
'68 OLD'S Vista Cruiser V-8

Auto
'68 Pontiac Safari Wagon
V-8, Auto.
'66 Ford Mustang, 6 cyl.

bad trans.

269S

2995

2695

2295

1795

1395

1095

1995

1595

1395

2495

695

. 995

895

300

Trucks
'74 Dodge pickup V-8, Auto,

3,000 miles 3695

'71 Chevy C-10 Pickup, V-8,

Std. W-box ?495

'51 Chevy Dump Truck, 2

Ton's m$

Northampton

Volkswagen

246 King St., Rte. 5,

Northampton
534-0660. . . 534-0791 . . . 1-584-8620

Your Authorized VW Dealer

would back his position.

Experts who favor the con-

solidation idea reached their

decisions before closely studying

the situation, he said.

Thomas O'Brien, director of

planning and management, said

the objective is to encourage
economies in computer operations.

The plan for adding the tax

department to the computer
system with other state agencies is

a year or two away. It would come
after the computer is installed in

the John W. McCormack Office

Building that is nearing com-
pletion.

"Although the computer would
be in the McCormack Building,"

O'Brien said, "the control of the

equipment would remain in the

department." He said this would

satisfy the departmental demands.
The agency would have access at

all times and other departments
could use it only when it is idle, he
said.

"We probably will bid dual
control processing units," O'Brien
said. "The tax department
wouldn't have to wait in line at
all."

GOT THE MUNCHIES?

Mr. Donut Cares

^'^^# He's open 24 hrs.,

^^ weekends. Ready

^*A»> whenever you are with

^.^ delicious donuts.

Wisti
Dorvu£, m

Great Coffee

Mt. Farms Mall
Rte. 9, Hadley

Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY

for your

shopping

convenience

Stop & Shop

in. .

.

HADLEY-AMHERST £g£SS&
NORTHAMPTON *£%&»*

OPEN Mon.Feb.18

WASHINGTON'S

BIRTHDAY! &%

Is your
privacy

worth $52f°
a month?

It can cost as little as that when you rent

a Brittany Manor apartment with three
friends. And that could change your life-

style next semester. No more noisy room-
mates! Instead, the privacy of a modern
apartment community only a couple of

minutes by our own courtesy bus, car or
bike from Amherst College, downtown
Amherst or UMass. Rental office

open evenings.

• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
• spacious 2 bedroom apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• COURTESY BUS TO
UMASS & TOWN

• parking for cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks

•2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball, football,

badminton.

• ski trips

• recreational facilities

Rent from $210.

Call 413-256-8534

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite

Grist Mill off Rt. 116.

Brittany Manor
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55.93-79.83 a week?
By ANDREW GLACE

The English Miners' strike bears close examination as it draws im-
portant lessons both for unionists and the population at large. This strike
is not an isolated event, as some would have us believe, but rather is the
result of an economic situation that has been festering for thirty years.
Two questions that should be answered are : 1 ) what are the origins of the
present crisis and, 2) what are the responsibilities of the working people
in times of crisis.

Not long ago England was the most powerful nation in the world, Her
colonial possessions lay in every hemisphere and she was able to exploit
their resources as well as tap a large supply of cheap labor. Her
capitalists owned the mines and plantations, the ships in which her goods
were transported, and the factories where these raw materials were
manufactured. She also controlled the prices and distribution on an in-

ternational scale. There was a trade surplus then, not the record $5.1
billion deficit of today.

However, in the first half of this century two disasters struck in the
form of world war from which she never recovered. The first virtually

obliterated her youth. The second war, waged around the slogan of

freedom from tyranny, resulted in almost total loss of her colonies and a
consequent loss of her pre-eminent position in the world marketplace.

In the age of Imperialism and multi-national corporations the English
economy ceased to compete efficiently as America, Japan, and Germany
consistently out-manufactured and out-sold her products in every sphere.
England became a third-rate power dependent on outside technology and
investment merely to keep her head above water. But this was not
enough. They were forced to resort to a tactic with which we in America
have had some experience, wage-price control. If they couldn't have
cheap labor overseas, then they would have to exploit their own workers
more heavily. Simultaneously, they had to raise prices to ensure a
"reasonable" profit margin. The reasoning here is that if you freeze
wages and raise prices, then you can compete more favorably with cheap
labor countries like Japan and Taiwan ; notwithstanding a devaluation of
the pound sterling. The fly in their ointment was the militant tradition of
the English trade unions.

A few statistics are necessary to understand the demands of the
miners, as well as the rail and electrical workers who are also striking.
Last year inflation rose at a rate of 10.8 per cent; food alone went up 18
per cent, and mortgages rose to 11 per cent. On the other hand we find
that the English miners are the worst-paid in Europe. They earn between
$55.63 to $79.83 per week and are demanding raises of $17.60 and $28.60
respectively. This flies in the face of Heath's limit of 7 per cent for any
wage increases. Obviously, a 7 per cent raise will hardly keep pace with
10 per cent inflation. And in fact, since the poor suffer most from in-
flation, adherence to this limit would leave workers far behind. Their just
demands are in direct opposition to the stated goals of the English
capitalist economy and furthermore strike not at any single employer
but at the government and the whole class it represents.

The success of the strike is dependent on militant unionism and the
character of its leadership When Mr. Heath mounted his campaign
around "Who governs England?" and a "Red under every bed" he ad-
dressed the real question for English society. To paraphrase Jefferson,
when a ruling class is unable to solve national economic problems in the
interests of its people, it is the duty of the people to take control of the
reins of power. The large number of socialists in the unions have been
able to pose this question with the enthusiastic backing of their fellow
laborers (81 per cent of the miners) Unlike their toady American
counterparts Meany and Fitzsimmons, their interests lay with the
workers rather than the status quo.

The key lo success ot the Miners' strike is their uncompromising
program for change. Socialists support this strike because it is in the
interest of the working class More importantly, we say that when
capitalism can't satisfy the needs of the people they must make a
Socialist Revolution

Andrew Glace is a Collegian Commentator

Many years ago in Greece a wise man named
Solon said something that is profound and very
relevant these days. His statement "Without law
there can be no freedom" has quite a meaning.
There's no doubt that everyone wants freedom. But in

order to have it several criteria must exist First,
there must be as little government power as possible.
Second, and most important, we must all accept (of
our own free will) certain restraints. Basically that's

In his book The Law, French economist Frederic
Bastiat said that the restraints which we must impose
on ourselves are to honor the right to life and property
(as in laissez-faire capitalism) and to allow each
individual the right to lead his life and guide his
family the way he wishes, not the way a government
wants him to.

Human nature, being what it is, shows that there
are those who will not impose upon themselves these
restraints. Therefore, any government must impose
upon its people laws to protect all citizens from those
who do not honor these basic human rights. These
laws are the ones against murder, arson, robbery,
rape, etc. A system must function which is able to
enforce these laws. We have such a system. It con-
sists of the various police departments in towns all
over the country.

Our founding fathers knew that a delicate balance
must exist so that the police cannot turn a country
into a fascist, Nazi or Communist state. Therefore,
they limited the power of the federal government and
put control of the police in local areas and forbade the
Federal Government from controlling these local
police. In Federalist Paper No. 45, James Madison
carefully explained this stating, in part, "The powers
delegated by the proposed Constitution to the federal
government are few and defined. Those which are to
remain in the State governments are numerous and
indefinite..." Madison went on to explain what this
means stating that the federal government has power
only in areas of war, peace, negotiation, and foreign
commerce and the states have power extending over
affairs concerning the lives, liberties, properties of
citizens as well as internal order, improvement and
prosperity of the state.

Any dictator can honestly tell you that in order for
him to have control of a country, he must control the
police, meaning that a national police force must
exist. Our founding fathers knew that and it is why
they forbade the federal government from taking
control of the police.

You and I both know that the United States is
headed for a dictatorship, even though we may

disagree on hows and means. Let us torget these

differences and concentrate on police.

Since the days of the Warren Court, policemen

have been harrassed by the courts and the federal

government and their already difficult job. Supreme
Courts, who make the Constitution read what they

want instead of what it does read; and too much
concern about criminal rights instead of victim rights

have been responsible for the soaring crime wave
that gets worse each day. That's one problem.

Another problem is the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration. Created by the Federal
Government in 1965, it now doles out $3.2 billion

dollars per year for grants to local and state police

who agree to comply with various edicts and
guidelines laid down by the Attorney General of the

United States and enforced by the LEAA. The
guidelines we will deal with concern training

policemen. Former FBI Agent Dan Smoot has stated,

"The kind of indoctrination imparted by departments
of sociology (which is what the guidelines state) in

many universities will unsuit, rather than improve, a
man for effective police work. The thin blue line of

police officers who correctly look upon themselves as
defenders of society — and who presently constitute

the only real defense of our civilization against

barbarism and anarchy — will gradually vanish. Law
enforcement leadership will begin to reflect the
permissive attitude generally prevalent in the federal

courts and the federal bureaucracy: the attitude that

'society' and not the criminal is responsible for crime
— that it is not society but the criminal who needs
protection." Such attitudes have turned truckloads of

hardened criminals loose on society and this has
increased the crime wave. I say that we should make
sure the criminal has a fair trial but that the rights of

the victim are also honored.
This LEAA also, and more importantly, seeking to

regionalize the police forces of our nation under their
control. To do this, they have the Ford Foundation,
headed by McGeorge Bundy, to help. The details of
what they are doing are illustrated in Gary R.
Handy's article "support Your Local Police" which
appeared in the July 27, 1973 edition of The Review of
the News.

We must not let the government have a national
police force. A synonym for this is GESTAPO! Write
your Congressman and tell him to make the LEAA
stop what they are doing and to SUPPORT LOCAL
POLICE AND KEEP THEM INDEPENDENT OF
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. The police need
our support, not hardened criminals.
Bos Estelle is a Collegian Columnist.

Jerry Lazar

Fizzleheads
Will Franklin Seltzer relieve Benjamin Blaine?

Benjamin Blaine is a born loser.

A born loser is someone who walks in on his
roommate and his roommate's girlfriend at an
inappropriate moment and, still not realizing what he
has done, proceeds to turn on the lights.

A born loser is someone who dresses for and races
to his 8 a.m. class, after partying until 3 a.m. the
night before, only to discover it's Sunday.
For his birthday, a born loser receives a book with

missing pages, scratched records, and pants with
defective zippers, and then loses them before he has a
chance to exchange them.
Such a man was Benjamin Blaine.
Last semester, Benjamin Blaine pulled an all-

nighter to help his roommate study for an exam.
Benjamin Blaine even let his roommate cheat off of
him while they were taking the exam. Benjamin
Blaine's roommate got an A on the exam; Benjamin
Blaine flunked the exam.
"That's too bad," Benjamin Blaine's roommate

said consolingly. "Maybe you should go to talk to the
nzzlehead."

The fizzlehead was Franklin Seltzer. Franklin
Seltzer was the TA of the course in which Benjamin
Blaine and Benjamin Blaine's roommate were
enrolled. Benjamin Blaine went to talk to Franklin
Seltzer.

"I don't understand..." began Benjamin Blaine.
"Eet's very seemple, no?" explained Franklin

Seltzer. "You no geeve me exam, I can no geeve you
grade. Only F."
"But. ..but. ..but ..." protested Benjamin Blame.
"No buts. Only F ."

"But I gave you my exam." argued Benjamin
Blaine. "You must have lost it or something."
"Looose eet?" frowned Franklin Seltzer.

"Eeempossible!"
Franklin Seltzer condescendingly leafed through

the exams while Benjamin Blaine watched over his
shoulder

"There it is!" exclaimed Benjamin Blaine.
"There's my exam, and it has an A marked on it!!"
"But there ees no name on thees exam, no''"

pointed out Franklin Seltzer.

Indeed, there was no name on the exam. In a
moment of confusion. Benjamin Blaine had forgotten
lo write "Benjamin Blaine" on the line which said

"NAME" Instead, he had written this: 5129005.
5129005 is a number which means "Benjamin

Blaine" in the language of the school at which Ben-
jamin Blaine and his roomate were students and
Franklin Seltzer was teaching assistant. It is not a
telephone number or an address; nor is it a social
security number or a license plate number. Rather, it

is a student identification number.
Benjamin Blaine's roommate also has a number,

but Benjamin Blaine does not know what that number
is. Neither does his roommate.

"I no ha( exam from Benjamin Blaine," said
Franklin Seltzer for what seemed to be the fiftieth
time.

"But you have an exam from 5129005," insisted
Benjamin Blaine, "and I'M 5129005. So now you can
give me that A."

"I am sorry," shrugged Franklin Seltzer. "There
ees nothing I can do."
"But you don't understand," pleaded Benjamin

Blaine, trying to be patient with the fizzlehead "You
have an exam from 5129005, and 5129005 is Benjamin
Blaine, and Benjamin Blaine is ME!!! Therefore, I

should get an A on that goddamn exam!!"
By this time, Benjamin Blaine was gritting his

teeth. My father will never believe this, he thought to
himself. Surely, he never had to put up with this
bullshit when he was in college.

"Listen," said Benjamin Blaine as he fumbled for
his wallet. "I'll show you my student ID. You can
even see my driver's license..."
"What do you theeenk I am?" snorted Franklin

Seltzer. "A bouncer at the Bluewall?"
And so Benjamin Blaine was forced to take an F on

an exam when in fact he deserved an A.
When Benjamin Blaine told me his sad tale last

week, I could easily sympathize with him.
"It doesn't make any sense," I said. "But I'm sure

there are Franklin Seltzers all over campus "

"I know, I know," he replied. "That's the sad part
about it. I guess the trick is to avoid them."

By the way, what course was this anyway?" I
3SKCCI

.

"Philosophy 125," he answered. "Introduction to
Logic.

Jerry Lazar is a Collegian columnist.
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Dick digs in
Starting with cross-filing...

..„.. _1 By RAYMOND K. TIE
While I m not exactly sure where Dick Nixon got the name Trickv Iam sure that he has spent a lifetime living up to it. From the beginning ohis political career, Richard Nixon has carried the sour smell ofS
Starting with cross-filing in the forties (a system wherebv the can-

McCa^e^o^h^ pa
£
ties and doubles »* mailing public), to theMcCarthy era to the Vice-Presidency, back to California, out of politics.
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' there has always been a little tarnish on
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ta order ° maintain his popularity (which has been
similar to the action of a piston), he learned to speak eloquently withseeming purpose, while simultaniously saying nothing

n«, nn,3
n
T
eVen^^ 3Ware °f Am«*»n P^tiCS, this attitude is

ELKEft J° ,

S0T degree ,l is a Prerequisite because of the in-
terrelated and plural nature of our political system. Probably most
politicians have been accused of this at one time or another. However
few men have achieved the record or political shenanigans accorded to
Richard Nixon.

At present, Nixon is perpetrating one of the most magnanimous lies
known to man. It is so extensive as to cover the last five years the
present, and even pervades the future. An explicit laying open of the lie is
not necessary, as most are aware of it, but how many of us realize it is
rumbling again?

In his State of the Union message, his annual economic message, and
his budget, the president indicated a desire to make life in America more
dignified and equitable. He proposes increased attempts at world peace
including more intense research and facilitation of atomic energy for
defense purposes. He asks for new social programs, including his own
version of a national health program and increased payments to the
elderly, disabled and unfortunate. He labels as primary, his concern over
the energy crisis and its many manifestations. He is ready to launch the
full economic power of the government into the war against unem-
ployment and inflation.

It seems evident that his real concern in these matters is at best
superficial and at least egocentric and ignominious. His performance in
the last five years proves only disconcern, blindness, and stubbornness
He hides behind foreign affairs and refuses to lend credence to attempts
from any corner to stabilize domestic issues. Suddenly, all the lost con-
cern, all the regard for America's citizenry, all the importance of affairs
within our borders is back. Like the early dawn, it has quickly flashed
upon the scene.

To what do we owe this change of policy? Is it his conscience? No
probably not. Has he had a vision? Again, no. Is it awareness of the House
Judiciary Committee's imminent impeachment hearings 7 Yes it

probably is.

to refusing to honor subpoena

t ,^?u
ep
^
esen
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i
ve Rodino - the chairman of the committee, has already

told the President that he expects the committee to send to the Senate a
request for an impeachment trial and in his traditional style the
President has vowed to fight even if it means refusing to honor the wide
ranging subpeona power recertly granted the House

The he has become a blaring concern for America. It is not forAmerica that he is concerned, but for Richard Nixon. He wants us to be
duped, to mollify us, to make us forget all the lies, the law breaking and
the conflict-of-interest implications that he has accrued in the past

Yet this is not the extent of the gall of this man. He spoke also of
taxation and said there will be no tax increase. (There probably is nomore effective tool for any politician to regain his credibility.) However
will disallowing a rate increase really mean no real increase' No'
because inflation will drive incomes up, but not in proportion to inflation'
hus putting people in higher tax brackets. This means they will pay more
taxes and probably end up with less real income.

Also, how about Nixon's personal record in the field of taxes, or more
precisely, tax evasion? Briefly, he tried to donate his personal papers to
the government archives and claim the gift as a tax deduction. One of his
lawyers falsified the necessary papers to prove that the gift was made
prior to the effective date of a law forbidding that deduction. Fortunately
the Watergate investigations uncovered this story, and he is now facing
the possibility of having to reimburse the country.

But the point is, should we believe a man who pledges no tax increase
knowing that it is untrue, who, behind our backs, is committing fraud
and thinks nothing of deliberately disobeying the law?

to deliberately disobeying the law...

Nixon's proposed changes are so out of line with his past that we
cannot believe his concern is motivated by anything else than his own
political well-being. Don't be fooled, don't be lulled, look at the facts.
They show the real Richard Nixon.

Raymond K. Tie is a Collegian Commentator

Letters To The Editor

ICS approves bar 's Irish night
To The Editor.

We, the members of The Irish Cultural Society of
the 16th floor of John Adams wish to commend The
Chequers on an excellent "Irish Night" on Tuesday,
Feb. 12. Our esteemed club especially enjoyed the
music and jokes of the "authentic" Irish duo, the
Beggarmen. We put our stamp of approval on "Irish

Night" and if future "Irish Nights" are consistent
with the excellence shown Tuesday, we would not
hesitate to recommend these affairs to anyone
looking for a good time.

Sincerely yours.
The Irish Cultural Society

Louise Day Hicks: go to your room
To The Editor:
In reply to Miss Maureen Mitchell:

/ was distressed to find that you took so unkindly
the spirit of the letter of Mr. Wally Clark. (MDC-Feb.
11) I am, as yourself, of solidly Irish extraction, and
possess the pride in my heritage to an equal measure
with yourself. As one of the signatories of Mr. Clark's
letter, I must admit that when I was first asked to
sign, I had misgivings of much the same nature as
those you expressed in your letter.

However, it seemed to me that, in these trying
times in which we live, it was heartening to see a
group of people who were willing to poke fun at
themselves; surely a better jest than many a wordy
ethnic joke against those who are not of the same
extraction. The ability to laugh at oneself is one to be

prized highly, for it ensures a continual cheer at the
expense of nobody save yourself.

1 am quite aware of the difficulties in Ireland
today, as I am aware of its past history. I did not sign
Mr. Clark's letter out of the desire to belittle the ef-
forts of the Third World, in combatting "institutional
rascism"; but out of a desire to instill a modicum ofhumor in the all-too-unsmiling ranks of the Third
World. Ethnic barbs aimed at others can be vicious-
aimed at ourselves, by ourselves, they should only
serve to bring out a sense of humor that is often a
welcome relief.

As for Louise Day Hicks, go to your room, madam
I have no need of you.

Dennis Patrick O'Brien

Hi the diddleyit

To The Editor:
My Irish American allies and I have been observing

in the Collegian a number of letters concerning our
brothers. The Irish are a proud and outgoing people,
and I am glad to see them exhibiting their feelings ; as
for Maureen Mitchell in Wednesday's Collegian -She
was distressed at the satirical proposals revealed to

the great unwashed masses by Wally Clark et al.

Well. 1 am distressed with her distress. Those
proposals were not racist against any community,
but rather, they serve to bring to light some of the

failings in this Yankee, W.A.S.P. university.

Where are the courses in Irish history, literature,

etc. that can accomodate the number of people that

courses for other nationalities (such as the AMo-
Americans, Armenians, and Danish) do? Where is

there a Gaelic course taught? There is not one in any
of the five colleges in this area that the average in-
terested student can take. These are not tidbits of
terrestrial trivia, no indeed not; nor are they
representative of Irish blarney. They are facts.
My pride in the Old Sod will grow as long as the

shamrock sprouts from the earth. I hope this
revelation renders the kiss-ass sentiments of
Maureen Mitchell harmless. That is not to say she
may not be a fair lass, and that is not to say that she
or her allies are my enemies, no, nay, never, for we
Irish have few enemies, "only many friends we have
not met yet." Hi the diddley.

Rich Grady
et al, 7th floor Dickinson

A serious lack ofdecency

To The Editor:

The Familv in Social Context.
Last Monday a very unfortunate and disillusioning

incident was imposed on me. I went in to the
University Store to buy shoelaces, and as is required,
deposited my books in the book drop. When I came
out, my books were no longer there. One book
belonged to my professor, and the other was a text for
Soc. 257 which was jointly owned by myself and my
suitemate. I tried to locate the books, but could not. In

desperation. I was prepared to shell out another
$15.00 for a new soc. book. However, it was not
available at the bookstore, and hasn't been reor-
dered. As a result, 1 am left without a book and will

have to reread and highlight the 150 pages 1 had
already read—if I can find a book.
To rip off something from another student which

was valuable to them monetarily and even more so
because of the work and time they had put into it,

must require a serious lack of decency. I hate to think
other students are capable of such low acts, but what
choice am I left with?

To the new proud owner of The Family in Social
Context, thanks a hell of a lot! If your conscience
begins to bother you, you could always return it—no
questions asked.

Kim Turner
Maura Dolan
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Library Schedule

LIKE HIROSHIMA -A-bomb type mushroom rises over propane tank explosion

near Oneonta. Derailment of 27 cars of the Delaware & Hudson Railway preceded

the explosions of propane tank cars. Fifty-two firemen and spectators were injured

in the blast. (AP Wirephoto)

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHI)

MAIN LIBRARY
Feb. 16 Saturday

hVb. 17 Sunday
Feb. 18-Mondav
MORRILL LIBRARY
Feb. 16 -Saturday

Feb. 17 -Sunday
Feb. 18-Mondav
MUSIC LIBRARY
Feb. 16 -Saturday

Feb. 17 -Sunday

Feb. 18-Mondav
PHYSICAL SCIENCES LIBRARY
Feb. 16 -Saturday

Feb. 17 -Sunday
Feb. 18 -Monday
PHYSICS LIBRARY
Feb. 16 -Saturday

Feb. 17 -Sunday
Feb. 18 -Monday

\Y WEEKEN I)

800a.ni. 6:00p.m.

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 midnight

10:00 a.m. -12:00 midnight

8:30a.m. -5

2:00p.m. -11

2:00p.m. - 11

00p.m.
00p.m.
00 p.m

9:00a.m. * 5:00p.m.

2:00p.m -5:00p.m.

and7:O0p.m.-9:00p.m
9:00a.m. -5:00p.m.

8:30a.m. -6:00p.m.

12:00 noon- 12:00 midnight

12:00 noon - 12:00 midnight

CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED

VD: no clapping matter
The rising incidence of venereal disease has been the focus of concern

for many health professionals. VD affects University of Massachusetts

students as well as any other part of the population. If it could affect

Christopher Columbus, Henry VIII, Ben Franklin and Florence

Nightingale - it could affect you.

The two most common venereal diseases are syphilis and gonorrhea.

Both are usually contracted through sexual intercourse. The highest

incidence of venereal disease occurs in young people between the ages of

15-24 years.

Gonorrhea is the most common. In males, the early symptoms are

usually painful urination and a pus-like discharge from the penis. The

signs usually appear 2-5 days after contact with an infected person.

However, in some men symptoms may take as long as three weeks to

appear, or they may not appear at all.

A woman may or may not have symptoms. Those having symptoms

may experience a burning sensation when urinating, or an increased

vaginal discharge. 80 per cent of women with gonorrhea do not have

symptoms and remain an infectious reservoir. Meanwhile, her own in-

fection may develop into serious complications.

If gonorrhea is not adequately treated, complications can develop -

sterility and serious pelvic disorders, and less commonly arthritis and

heart problems.

The primary sign of syphilis infection is usually a painless sore called a

chancre. This will appear at the point of entry of the syphilis germ, 10-90

days after contact. In the male it usually appears on the head of the penis,

but in the female it usually develops internally on the cervix or vaginal

walls and goes unnoticed. Remember, a chancre might might not appear

at all.

If the disease is not cured at this point, the chancre will disappear

without medical treatment in 1-5 weeks and the disease will progress to

its secondary stage. This stage can include skin rashes, baldness, sore

throat, fever and headaches. Even these symptoms will disappear

without treatment, but the disease is not cured. It enters a latent and

more dangerous stage when it affects the internal organs of the body.

Untreated syphilis can affect every system in the body and even cause

insanity and death.

Both syphilis and gonorrhea can usually be cured at any stage of the

disease. Treatment in the later stages will stop the progress of the disease

but cannot reverse the damage already done. They must be treated by a

physician. You cannot cure yourself. Injected penicillin is the drug ol

choice. Other antibiotics can be substituted if you are allergic to

penicillin.

Confidential diagnosis and treatment can be obtained at the College

Health Service. Call 549-2600 for an appointment if you suspect that you

might have been exDosed to venereal disease. Questions and concerns

can be answered confidentially by calling the Public Health Nurse at the

Health Center, 549-2671.

At

We think you'll know

the difference!

Foil Breakfast Served Daily 7 to 11 a.m.

Bifcalyfast Special

$135
1

Includes a chilled glass of juice, eggs (any

style), buttermilk pancakes served with

butter, syrup and your choice of country style

bacon or sausage.

454 Russell Street

Route 9

HADLEY

Tel. 253-7640

, IC€ CR€flm
SHOP

ATTN: Jr. Women: Mortar Board Coffee Hour

for ALL Jr. women with 3.2 or above cum at

Newman Center
Social Lounge

Mono 2/18/74

7:30 - 9 p,m»

Chris 546-7049

Joan 256-0465

Call:

by Friday

*05

Peggy 549-1219

the evolution is coming!
But don't hold your

breath waiting.

It may take millions

of years for your

body to adapt to

the spine-jarring

concrete world we
live in. If you
cant wait, try

the EARTH SHOE.
Its patented

minus-heel^ design

reproduces the

imprint made by a

healthy footprint

in soft earth. It

returns the body to

a natural posture

and induces a more
graceful walk.

The EARTH SHOE
can ease breathing,

improve blood

circulation and
relieve back
pressure and
fatigue. All this plus

unprecedented
comfort.

Shoes, sandals,

sabots and boots

for men and women
from $23.50 to $42 50.

Brochure available.

264 North rleoMnt Street
Amhertt, Mom. 01002
(413) 256-1911

14 Story Street

ftrottlo Arcodo
Combrtdgo, Man 02 1 38

(617)492-6000

Aiken to retire at 81

Vermont loses senior senator
By PATTI LEE

Associated Press Writer

MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) —
After 34 years in the Senate,

George Aiken announced

yesterday he would retire to his

rural Vermont homestead,

promising he intended to carry on

his work for the state as usual

through January.

For Vermonters, the an-

nouncement was a strong blow;

they would lose the seniority of the

81-year-old Republican senator, as

well as his personal influence,

which had helped to bring special

programs and federal dollars to

the Green Mountain State through

the years, particularly to the

state's farmers.

Politicians of both parties

praised his service to the state and

the nation, but recognized the

announcement left them with a

confused political puzzle to be fit

together as the election year

progressed.

Aiken's place as Senior

Republican member of the Senate

Foreign Relations and Agriculture

Committees, as well as the Joint

Committee on Atomic Energy,

gave him a power he did not

hesitate to use if it would benefit

Vermont and what he called "the

folks back home."
Aiken held a position of im-

portance as a trusted advisor to

both Republican and Democratic

administrations over the year.

It was Aiken's aura of credibility

that Vermont Democratic Gov.

Thomas Salmon said would be

sorely missed.

"His departure from the national

and international scene comes at a

time when this country cries out

for trust and credibility," Salmon

said.

His retirement would mean loss

of the leverage Vermont held in his

seniority, and Republican House

Speaker Walter L. Kennedy, for

one, was not happy at the

prospects.

He said it would relegate Ver-
mont to the "lower depths of hell"

in the Senate.

Politicians of both parties had
words of praise and gratitude for

Aiken.

Vermont's junior Sen. Robert
Stafford, listed Aiken's attributes

as combinations of "greatness with

humility, wisdom with simplicity

and gentleness with strength."

Stafford was one of the few high-

ranking politicians whose political

ambitions were not touched by the

announcement that a seat in the

U.S. Senate would be available.

Democrats signalled their

determination to make a strong

race for the office months ago,

when state Democratic Committee
Chairman Philip Hoff, a former
governor, announced that Aiken's

age would become a major cam-
paign issue if the senator decided

The New

RECORD
SHOP

197 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

253-5394

T
FIRESIGN THEATER
GIANT RAT of SUMATRA
CHI COLTRANE
LET IT RIDE

BLOODSTONE
UNREAL
JOHNNY WINTER
SAINTS & SINNERS
TON I BROWN
GOOD FOR YOU, TOO
LEO SAYER
SILVERBIRD
MFSB
LOVE IS THE MESSAGE
NEW BIRTH

IT'S BEEN A LONG
TIME

GRACE SLICK

MANHOLE

$429
4

ROY BUCHANAN
THAT'S WHY I'M HER£

BOB DYLAN
PLANET WAVES

CARLY SIMON
HOT CAKES
JON I MITCHELL
COURT & SPARK

to seek another term in office.

The two Democrats who have
indicated an interest in the office

have been Chittenden County
State's Atty. Patrick Leahy and
John Downs, a St. Johnsbury at-

torney. Leahy said Wednesday he

felt Aiken's decision was a wise one

because "it is time to give Ver-

monters a chance to be

represented by younger people."

Downs said he would withhold a

decision on running for the office

until a firm statement had been

made by Salmon. Salmon, who has

consistently indicated he would
seek another term as governor,

was mentioned prominently as a

possible candidate for the Senate

seat.

On the Republican side, former
Gov. Deane C. Davis said he was
not ruling out a possible bid for the

Senate. However, the name most
often mentioned as the likely

Republican candidate for the post

was Mallary.

Television Tonight

7 00 WILD. WHO WORLD OK
\NIMALS(3>
NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (8) (22)

HEE—H \w Starring Buck Owens and

Roy Clark (30)

MEM COMB TMB BRIDKS The

l*;adly Trade ." <40>

7:36 WHAT'S HAPPENING (3)

LAWRENCE WELK SHOW (8)

THAT GOOD OLE NASHVILLE MUSIC
(18)

AS SCHOOLS MATCH WITS (22)

THE PEOPLE'S BUSINESS (57)

8:00 ALL IN THE FAMILY (3)

NHL HOCKEY GAME (18)

EMERGENCY! "Propinquilty " A heart-

attack victim refuses medical attention

until Gage agrees to play out his hand in a

high-stakes poker game (22) (30)

COLLEGE BASKETBALL (27)

THE PATRIDGE FAMILY "None But

the Onely." (40)

HUMANITIES FILM FORUM (57)

8:30 M.A.S.H. (3)

MOVIE "Live Again. Die Again" (8) (40)

YOUNG PEOPLE'S FILM FESTIVAL
(24)

8:0* THE MARY TYLER MOOREISHOW
(3)

MOVIE "There Was A Crooked Man.''

(24)

(22) (30)

HARTFORD FESTIVAL OF JAZZ
•»:30 BOB NEWHART SHOW (3)

10:01) CAROL BURNETT SHOW (3)

OWEN MARSHALL. COUNSELOR AT

LAW (8) (40)

THE DAVID SUSSKltD SHOW (24) (57)

ROLLER GAME OF THE WEEK (27)

ID: 30 ROCK CHURCH (18)

II :0O NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3)

(8)

NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

ABC WEEKEND NEWS (40)

11:05 WARREN ROBERTS PRESENTS
(18)

11:15 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

11:30 MOVIE "The King and I." (3)

ROCK CONCERT (8)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (22) (30)

11:35 IT TAKES A THIEF (40)

12:00 BOSTON BRUINS HOCKEY (22)

THE LATE SHOW "The Beast With Five

Fingers." (30)

12.05 NEWS (18)

12:35 NEWS (40)

1.00 ABC WEEKEND NEWS (8)

1:30 THE RISK OF MARRIAGE (30)

1:50 MOVIE "I Saw What You Did." (3)

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

3:25 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.
9 1974 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee and other gfett cities.
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Notes, quotes, and anecdotes
Career planning *» °"er unlimi,ed opUon8 Help for the

There's a new program on

campus for students uncertain

about their occupational plans.

It is offered until March 22. Any
student can come in between these

dates to the Student Development

and Career Planning Center and

begin the project. Students may
work at their own pace and in their

own free time. It usually takes 2-4

hours to complete the project.

The Center is located in

Berkshire House. Interested

persons should contact Sharon

Zanowiak in room 212 from 9-5 on

weekdays.

Hamp volunteers

Northampton Volunteers is a

flexible group that visits patients

at Northampton State Hospital.

They offer unlimited options.

Ideas are welcomed.
Buses leave every Thursday for

Hasbrouck at 6:30 p.m., stops at

Paterson House, Southwest at 6:35,

and returns at 9:30.

Scarface Sun.
SCARFACE, Howard Hawks'

long unseen 1932 gangster film will

screen in the Student Union
Ballroom, Sunday at 7:30 and 9:30.

SCARFACE is a rare classic film

seldom shown in public showings

because the Howard Hughes in-

terests control the copyrights.

Presented by the Amherst Film

Cooperative with assistance by the

Arst Extension of the Continuing

Education Division, the showing

will be open to the public for a $1.00

admission. Tickets are available

only at the door.

handicapped

We are STILL Here,

Snack

The Office of Handicapped
Student Affairs has compiled a list

of potential readers for blind and
visually disabled students and
members of the five ' college
community. Persons interested in

gaining access to this list should
contact the Office of Handicapped
Student Affairs, 229-D Whitmore or
call 545-0892.

Hatha-yoga
Do students of all ages learn

better if their muscles are in-

volved? For example, would a
study of Hindu philosophy "sink
in" more deeply if combined with
practice of Hatha-yoga (physical
yoga)? Questions of this nature
will be discussed at a workshop-
symposium on "BODY-
DISCIPLINES IN ACADEMIA"
Monday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at

Pierpont Main Lounge.
The workshop is sponsored by

the Center for Integration of

Academic & Meditative
Disciplines, based in Pierpont 119.

Intern program tries

for varied learning
Coordinators: Dr. Theodore vironment.

Slovin. Allen Greenbaum A second goal of this program is

An alternative program, the to offer a group of Upperclassmen

Internship, is based on the belief (the Interns) a means by which to

that education is more than content improve and develop their uv

learning. The program endeavors terpersonal competencies,

to combine both content and ex- Anyone interested in becoming

periential learning, which will an intern for the 1974-75 school year

focus on the development of per- can get further information and^or

sonal and interpersonal com- an application at the Student

petencies within the Interns and Development and Career Planning

their peers. The Interns, whose Center, 2nd Floor, Berkshire

major fields vary widely, are House. Deadline for applications is

chosen from quite a number of Tuesday, Febru*r> 19th

applicants the spring before the

program commences. The two

semester program is worth 12

psychology credits per semester to

each Intern. (These credits are

listed as independent study and
independent readings credits.)

The focal point of this program is

the freshman class. It is hoped that

the program will increase their

self-awareness and self-direction,

thus enhancing the possibility that

they will, through their own
initiative, seek out alternatives

and achieve a more rapid ad-

justment to the University en-

Bars
Wliitmoi c

Hampden

\ll(l \\v

M-K. 7 a.m. - •"> p.m. Closed Sunday

M-Sat.. 7 a.m. - :,:'Mi p.m.

M-Sat. h a.m. n (>'«

Sun.. Ha.m lit p.m.

made some changes.

A

^Elavofof
(^America

Rt. 9

Howard
Johnson's

Hadley

Daily Specials *1"
Monday: Fish Fry

Tuesday: Spaghetti Spree
Wednesday: Deep Sea Dinner
Thursday: Turkey Gobbler

Friday: Clam Fry
Seconds on us

AMHERSTIVha
AMITY SI .">! S426

Wilder than anything

on wheels!"
rat.

TiMIMI
1TIIIES

SIT. • TIL
atltM

t

inning
l

uwj^mukimlm

W<&,

good oV down home blues with

ED VADAS' BIG
CITY BLUES BAND

Friday and Saturday

9 p.m. - J a.m.

Huppv Hour 4 to 7 p.m.

DAILY

"Real Tears"
jazz rock

Friday and Saturday

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Happy Hour 8 to 9 p.m.

Friday and Saturday

Learn, not earn
at MDC "class"

i i

China Night
'

' has everything

Have you ever stopped 10 ihink

about how the print came to be on

these pages you are now reading?

How does the Colleigan

"Magically" appear on campus
each day?

To answer these important

questions or gain an inside view of

(he dynamics of newspaper
production (specifically the

Collegian) an informal course is

being formed.

In this class various production

methods, involving mechanics or
often artistic points will be
discussed and demonstrated.
Pages of the Collegian may be
composed in class. Most definitely

a trip to the printer will be in order.
Time: at 7:00 to 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, February 19, and
thereafter on Monday evenings.
For more information please

stop by at the Collegian offices

second floor Student Union and see
Bill Densmore, Managing Editor.

China Night, an annual event

sponsored by the Chinese Student

Association, is back again this year

on Sunday, Feb. 24. The en-

thusiastic response to last year's

event has encouraged the Chinese

community on campus to put in a

greater effort to this tiger year's

China Night, which will introduce

Chinese culture to the audience

through shows on stage and a

delicious Chinese dinner.

The evening will start with a

dinner prepared by Kalihi Kai.

followed by entertainment
featuring fashion show, Kung Fu:
Chinese music; dances and plaxs.

A professional group trom New
York will display Chinese fashions

dated back to two-thousand years
as well as the latest fashions If one
is interested in Chinese martial

arts, he should not miss the Kung
Fu demonstration. Several styles

of Kung Fu including Tai Chi . Shao
Lin; Wing Chun; Choy Lee Fat and
the Praying Mantis style will be

demonstrated. The traditional

Chinese music and dances will no

doubt fascinate the audience in

that evening
Starting noontime on the same

day. a free exhibition of Chinese
arts and crafts will be held on the

lower level of Campus Center.

Tickets for the Night are
available at the Herter and S.U
Box Offices and C.C. concourse
where slides of China will also be

shown at noon Since an early sell

out is expected.
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David Graham DuBois
peaking ( ioffVr hour

"Dr. W.E.B. DuBois:

A Son's Perspective
'

Wednesday, Feb. 20
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Mahar

Auditorium

Coffee hour follow in «r in Memorial Hall
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AUTOS FOR SALE

62 VALIANT SLANT, 6, std trans. New:
brakes, front end. exhaust, clutch, gd
body, everything works, gd tires inc". 2

snows, 586-3819. 1295.

tf2-l5

67 Cougar, needs some engine work, rest

of car in good condition. 549-3727. anytime
after 5:30. ask for Pauline.

tf2-l5

VW 69 Squareback. dependable 1975.

(all Kevin at 665-4316. evenings.

1(2-15

1964 Landrover 109. station wgn. 4 wheel
drive, under 50000 mi. Lockout hubs, ex-

cellent cond. All extras $1500. (all 584X158.

nights.

112-19

1967 VW Squareback. Best offer. 549-

1420.

tf2-15

Pontiac stick six. economical, sticker,

stud snows, $200; stick six Rambler, $85:

Aostin Healy Sprite. 35 mpg. $300. Call 323-

7327.

tf2-15

MDC CLASSIFIEDS MOTORCYCLE WANTED
AUTOS FOR SALE

TRAVEL

396-375 hp complete engine. Che v.

Quadrajet intake man. 800 CFM
Hollo spreadbore. 327 crank rods, 4

pistons. 283 4 bbl. heads. 10.4"

flywheel. Carter AFB 4 bbl.. 2 Chev.
small block, fuel pumps. Doug. 253-

9501.

tf2-22

FOR RENT

Apt. for rent. I

utilities. $145. Call

(liffside.

bdrm. dishwsr, all

any lime. 665-2719.

U2-I5

1972 Pinto, 23.000 miles, excellent con-

dition. $2,00O. Call 584-0688 or 546-5032.

tf2-21

1970 Jeep Commando, 4 wheel drive. V-6.

Ham hubs, rustproofed, insulated.
mech's manual, lop shape, refuses to get

stuck. 5-gal. avx-tank. 549-1209.

tf2-!9

Ford 1966 Kairlane. tan. exc. running
cond. Call 549-6760. ask for John.

tf2-20

Responsible fern for 1 bedrm apt. on
busline, avail imm. Feb. rent pd. $80 per
mo., incl all ulil. Call Ann R. at 2564626.

112-19

Sublet — I rm efficienc> apt., avail
immed.. on bus route. Main St.. Amherst.
1 1 or. month incl. utilities. 256-6713. after 5

p.m.

02-15

for Sale: 1968 Buick Wagon. Needs
» long block engine & small parts, lias
a new starter and a recently rebuilt
transmission. Good interior, if there is
some mechanically minded person
who wants to install an engine in it. he
can have it for $50. Call 546-4658.

fell

SERVICES

HONEST AL has 2 school BUSES,
previously owned by a Tobacco
Company. Never used in winter, so
Ihey are almost rustless, both are
MEDIUM - SHORT. 51 CHEV ., 6 cyl.. 4

spd trans, everything works, vgd
mech cond. $375. 60 FORD. V'8. I spd
even nicer, $400. WANTED Dead or

Alive Darts - Valiants - Lancers. 586-

3819 or 1-772-0517.

Wallpapering, painting, cleaning, and
repairs done by student, Good reliable

work, call 546-9419. between 5 and 6 p.m.

tf2-!5

Keep old clothes alive — mending,
patching, altering, jeans rebuilt, em-
hroiderv . (iood work, reasonable rates. Rt.

9. Belchertown. 323-4025.

H2-22

Three bedroom apt. First floor. North-
ampton area. Ready for occupancy. $160
per month. Call Skibiski Real F.state. 584-

3428.

1/2-19

2 bedroom apt. near campus on busline,
rent includes all utilities ex. elec . good
light for plants, (all Jon or Cathie. 549-

4502.

1(2-15

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $280. all

inclusive. For more information, call
Campus Travel Center. 545-0500.

U3-I5

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from $199.

For more information call Campus Travel

(enter. 545-0500.

(J3-I5

Spring Vacation in Spain at

Torremolinos. $279. all inclusive. For more
information call Campus Travel (enter.

515-41500.

H3-15

Campus Travel Center, handles air.

hotel, car rentals, package tours,

honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call

:> 15-0500. for information.
H3-I5

CRIMSON TRAVEL — BFRMl'DA
FOR SPRING VACATION FROM $199.

TIME AM) SPACE RUNNING OUT.
DEPOSITS MIST BE IN SOON. CALL
STEVE. 665-3737.

H2-I9

HELP WANTED

Small used bike in 100 c.c. range wanted.
Must be in good condition, see Brent at

Collegian Office or call nights at 549-6994.

tf2-22

OVERSEAS JOBS

Australia. Europe. S. America.
Africa. Students all professions and
occupations. $700 - $3,000 monthly.

Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing,

free information. Trans World
Research Co. Dept. H4. P.O. Box 603.

Corte Madera. Ca. 94925.

tf2-22

RIDE WANTED

I would like a ride to Montreal,

anvlime! If you are headed that way
anil would like someone to share your

expenses, (all Dave at 6-4170.

tf2-!5

LOST

Attention Datsun owners I perform
all phases of major and minor repairs
on O.ilsuns at reasonable prices. I

have o*er two >ears experience on
Datsuns at a Datsun Dealership and
an Aircraft Airframe and Powerplant
license. Phone. 253-7456. Russ Baca.

tf2 I

1

ENTERTAINMENT

Students — Earn while you learn. Part-
lime contact work, promises good money
to (hose who qualify. For interview, call
.'53-5864.

2-22

(old Circular Charm with 21 on front
and ERB on back. Reward is payment of
its worth. Great sentimental value. Call
M..-.-305I. nite

tf2-!5

u

1967 VW
condition.

256-8778.

dedan — excellent running
new rebuilt engine $700. Call

If2-21

1967 Toyota (

automatic. 18 mpg.
best offer. 545-66*4

orona. 66K
good condition

256-6297.

miles.

. $745 or

tf2-2l

1967 VW Bug - runs perfectly $555. 2.VI

SMI

PHOTOS — Passports, visas, grad

school applications, etc. Size, and

number of photos negotiable. $4.00

minimum. Fast service, quality

guaranteed, (all Steve at 6-5443.

tf2-29

Dm we have a deal for \ou — V free cop\

of WILLIE THE WHALE, hv Nelson Edrix

II mmi can record from l> rpm to x track

( all MMat
SMI

Blurp! Squonrh! Pop! Cuckoo's Nest is

reborn! Rocking 6 piece band, ready to

play for your party or dance. Call BB. 546-

5729.

Ji>b» on Ships. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job or career.
Send $3 for information. Seafax. Dept.
I7G. P.O. Box 2049. Port Angeles.
Washington %l"«62.

,f
, ,.

Thru Ripofr over intercession. GE
Refrig; gr-gld afghan & other ltem«
Contact Officer D. (irader of Sec. Police.

tf2-22

112-21 Live in assistant — Halfway house for

former Belch. Residents — Male adults.

$60-wk. own rm, fine cuisine. 584-9115,

across from Smith
tf2-21

PHOTO EQUIPMENT

Non-slop nostalgia will come your way if

>om get me. Bob the D.J. for the best rock
'n' roll revival your money ran buy. Call
.VWi-6117,'.

H2-2I

One person or team of two to deliver

New York Times in Northeast: Central

also. Call Campus News Agency, after 6

p.m. 2S6-4P320.

tf2-15

Photo Equipment for sale: Vivitar

85-205. 200M lens for Nikon. 50mm fir

& lens for Nikon: a Nikon Gadget Bag.
pins assorted filters and one broken
Nikkormat. Make an offer on all or

separate items. Call 5494544.

H2-15
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW.

Pisces persons often see through sham
while others are taking the bait Pisces can
become involved in labyrinth affairs but

usually knows how the "story" will end
This native seems capable of getting behind
the scenes, of creating a scenario and of

"playing" every role in the drama Pisces

is subtle in a practical way and maintaiiv-

an aura of poetic mystery.

ARIES i March 21 April 19): Check
communications False claim could be

featured Be versatile investigate various

sources You could come up with procedure
which saves time, money Don't trust

secondhand reports Someone may be
playing "double agent."

TAURUS i April 20-May 20): If thorough,

you uncover money dilemma-and have
means of solving it. Aquarius. Leo and
Scorpio could figure prominently. What
appears a minor detail might be key to

unlocking a mystery Know it and persist

GEMINI 'May 21 -June 201: Legal
loophole could be featured What appears a

binding agreement could actually be a

piece of paper. Lie low-wait and observe.

Partner, mate is insistent but likely to be

misinformed. Be patient. Win through

charm, not force

CANCER tJune21-July 22): You get what
you need, not through drive or power but

through negotiation Know it and don't

rattle any swords. Moderation is key
Measure and plan-get appraisal and ap-

proval Family should be included

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Emotions
dominate. You love or hate and there is

little or nothing in between. Key now is

control. Be mature as opposed to childish

whims. Know there is responsibility con-

nected with pleasure. If grown-up, you gain

Otherwise, you will be embarrassed-and
lose. .

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) Study Leo
message for valid hint You may be temp-
ted to go to extremes Wise course now is to

see who you are relating to, dealing with

and to pull in reins accordingly Capricorn.

Cancer could be involved. Steer clear of one
in authority who is angry.

LIBRA i Sept 23-Oct 22): Sound
relationship, with one who threatens to

leave, is indicated Means what appears

finished will be as if a phoenix rising from
its own apparent ashes Know it and don't

count out allies or yourself

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 2D: New ap
proach to financial affairs would be

beneficial Refuse to be backed into corner

Speak up: maintain independent stance

Leo. Aquarius persons could be involved

(Jet to heart of matters Affair of heart is

not to be discounted.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21): You
are drawn between taking chance on dream
and sticking to what is apparently a

practical course. Key now is tostay with the

familiar Family member who appears
M«M*vat<va will ultimately aid in fulfilling
ideal. Wait and you will win
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): You may

feel as if you are walking on eggs-or thin

ice. Key is to care, to be careful and

cautious and to be gentle lest skeletons

rattle. Be discreet, leave fine points for

another time Maintain low profile What

you must know will be revealed-wait. listen

and "see."
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) : Friends are

in mood to confide. Some want to share guilt

by sharing "confessions." Know it and
protect yourself in emotional clinches You
will be dealing with ambiguities Study

Capricorn message. Keep hole card in

reserve.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Apparent

travail will boomerang in your favor. Know
it and maintain positive mental attitude

One in authority, appearing indifferent, is

actually favorably impressed Wheels may
move slowly but justice will triumph. You

will benefit

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have dramatic qualities, many of which are

exemplified by your voice, compelling,

fascinating, warm-dept June should be one

of your most significant months of 1974.

Many born under Taurus and Libra are

drawn to you. Contact made last year will

blossom
Copyright l«74. Gen. Fea. Corp.

Crossword Puzzler

ACPOSS

t Clean
5 Doom
9 Pellucid

n Craitiest

13 Preposition
14 Studio
16 Preposition
17 Pigpen
19 Writing tablet

20 Number
21 Gold mounds
23 Female sheep
24 Enemies
25 Evaluates
27 Atmospheric

disturbance
29 Soak
30 Goddess ot

healing

31 Move about
furtively

33 Bundles
35 Sow
36 Conjunction
36 Break sud-

denly
40 Narcotic

(abbr

)

41 Coarse cotton
drilling

43 Stalemate
44 Latin conjunc-

tion

45 Liberty

47 Note of sea e
48 Minor item

50 Rubber on
pencil

52 Canvas
covering (col-

loqi

53 Wile of

Geraint

tellurium

8 Hold m high

regard
9 Roster
10 Erases (print-

ing)

1

1

Locations
12 Measure ot

weight (pi I

15 Ordinance
18 Longed for

20 Downpour
22 Spirited horse
24 Fencing

swords
26 Greek letter

28 Beverage
31 Group of six

32 Rest on the

knees
33 Newly married

woman

Answer to Vesterday s Puzzle

UkiD CHUBB BUE
rana naaEH QQQ
OGDOnB BOEGDRE

Qnnao arjD
DBEB rano EQHQ
raoQQH dbq nag
an ana hdh arj
HOa QHS HDBS0
nnso euu hhob

raaa bouse

Ban obese raan
ODD (3BCJQ0 HQR
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34 Went by water

35 Winter vehicle

37 Number
39 Fruit

41 Fall m drops
42 Additional

45 Distant

46 Male
49 Symbol lor tan-

talum
51 Spanish for

yes

DOWN

1 Season
2 Part ot to be
3 Resort
4 Strikes

5 Escape
6 Ventilate

7 Symbol for

DiMr I'mtcd Feature Syndicate
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THE WIZARD OP ID by Brant parkar and Johnny bart

POPEYE
THE SAILOR MAN!

9 classic cartoons from

1933 (the first, with Betty Boop)

to 1940. All but one by the master

of animation, Max Fleischer

MONDAY, FEB. 18

7 & 9 p.m.
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Final Two Days
"SIDDHARTHA"
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all it takes is a little Confidence

Coming!! "ASH WEDHESDAY"
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AMHERSTO**
AMITY ST., AMHERST

253-5426

Where ujere you in '62?

D̂aily 6:00 & 8:30

y as
First Evening Show is Twi Lite Hours • All Seats $1.25 Nightly.

FOR SALE

Refrigerator 3 cu. ft. Delmonico. Pur-

chased new 9-72, cost 175. yours for »40.

Daniel. S84-S444.

ti?-IS

Stereo Component — 20-40 per cent off

list. All major brands available, all

guaranteed. Call Mike 536-4814. after 5:00.

tf2-l5

Two Dolby Cassette tape decks, for sale

— Teac 250. new 2 yr warr. Sony TC-134. 4

mo. old. I yr war., both ex. cond. Call

Gary. 256-8864. eve.

tf2-l9

Sony Tape Recorder, l.af. amp., Sch-

winn 10 speed. Reseller Topcon L'ni, 35mm
camera. RASF tapes. Call 6-5475.

HM|

Volkswagen Trailer Hitch — Rolts to

frame. 1-718 ball. Call 369-4379. eves. Keep
trying.

tf2-15

FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

PERSONAL ROOM WANTED

Never used! I pr Fischer VP Metal Skis,

exc cond. 185 CM Dovre Step-in bndngs, w-
poles. Into or best offer. Call Jean. 549-

6050.

lf2-20

Speakers — Rectilinear III.

$280. pr. 549-4534.

year old,

lf2-20

Hanson ski boots — Riva Red's — No. 2

Shell will fit between 64-8. Contact Betty,

253-9697. asking f 100.

If2- 15

For sale '66' Porsche 911. 5 spd, new
paint, new carbs. Good mechanical cond.

$2895. Call 413-863-2768. after 5 p.m.
trz-20

CAW Wood Company, dry or green 140.

cord. Call after 5 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. or

any time on weekends, at 253-5464 or 323-

7243.

tf2-IS

12 String Aria w-hardshell case, immac.
cond. Asking f 175. also Shure Prof. mic. «

case b-offer. Call Steve. 546-4735.

tf2-l5

Must sell symphonic stereo BSR Turn-

table. AM KM Radio, plus M-Track $150. or

best offer. Call Casey at 665-1065 after 5:00

p.m.
If2-I5

FLUTE Whitehall Nickel Plated, one

>eur old. excellent cond. Asking $100 or

bi-sl offer. Call Bob in Sunderland. 6K.V

:t26».

tf2-!5

Furniture. 5-speed bike, 3-speed bike, ski

equipment, double box spring and mat-
tress, plus miscellaneous — cheap! 253-

9603.

tf2-15

Magnavox stereo, turntable and
speakers. Good sound at a low price. 175.

(all Brent at 549-6994 nights or see him at
Collegian office

tf2-22

Fight-track and stereo system. Paid
$140: listen and offer a price. Call 5-2550.

ask for Bob Mackey. If not there, leave
message.

tf2-22

12 String. Morris, not a good name, but a

good guitar — $100. Bandmaster Speaker

Cabinet. 2 12's — Good condition. $100. Call

Bill. 628-3888.

U2-21

New 4 bdrm house, N. Hampton. 2 bdrms
avail. 2 full baths. F or M. $90 includes util,
no lease John or Bob. 586-2164. leave phone
number.

tf2-15

One bedroom in Mt. Sugarloaf Apt., on
bus route, grad. or older undergrad. Rent
negotiable. Call 665-3902, 7 a.m. -8 a.m. or
after 9 p.m.

tf2 15

(irari. nonsmoker. 5 bedrm hse. garage.

3 fireplace. 3 miles to I Mass Heat incl.

$l02-mo.. 13 Middlest. Hadley. 586-3784.

tf2-!5

17' Fiberglass Canoe, flat back,

cond Call RM-NM, asking fUO.

good

tf2- 15

Head l<M)M STD skis with step-in bind

ings, only need waxing and sharpening.
$60. Call Rob. 6-9702 (keep trying).

If2-I6

Girl needed to share new apt. on Rte. 9

Hadley. Rent is $16.25 per month plus

utilities (all 5K6-0852. nice place, nice

people!

tf2-!5

2 people M or F to share apt. in

VHampton close to :. col bus. Own room,

rent $6:i mn.. incl util. ex. electricity.

Donna. .->K4-8i:ui.

If2-I5

Female roommate uanted to share
furnished Hriltam M.iihh apt. No lease,

negotiable rent, (all ISMSIS.
tf2-l5

Want an active social life, good food,

fellowship, non-crowded nlace to live?

Investigate**^. 9 Chestnut St. Call 545-
0070.

U2-1S

Problems with homosexuality? For info,

referral, counselling or just rap, call

Gayline. Mon., Tues., Thurs.. Fri., Sat. 8-

II p.m. at 545-0154.

tf2-22

Tired of high priced pot? Grow your
own. Start now for spring transplant.

Scientific instructions. Send $1 to Mike.
Box 215. Grayson.

tf2-l9

Tom or Dennis — my number is 617-544-

7026. Rob. Cher's friend.

U2-15

Happy Late Valentines Day to Bob, Dick

and Frank, the guys we love. From Beth,

Debbie. Cathy, and Jill.

tf2-15

Friske. Happy B-Day. Be Happy —
What's age? As long as there's still Cookie

Monster — You're OK. Me too. Late

Celebration OK? Love . . .

tf2-IS

Happy 21st. Jackie. Bet you a kiss for a

dinner.

tf2-l5

To our friends in Amherst, thank you
and good-bye. Tris and Soyoga.

trz-19

Pidge. the struggle of life, with time,

with you, it's all worthwhile. 5 years I

know. l.o\e and sorry. I day late. Happy:
Pudge.

tf2-!5

Med SchuwT hope ful I gave a ride to

Puffton, Tuesday Are you interested in

being dragged away from your desk? Then
call 549-6921.

tO.II

Cntrl Area Third World, needs good, but

inexpensive soul group and-or standup

comedian. Call me (Bruce* at 515-2112.

tf2-l5

Rig Fig. Happ> Valentine s Day! I'm so

glad you came in to m> life. You make me
so very happy. Love from Big Bum.

If2-I5

Happy Valentine's Day, Kathy . From
the onlv one that calls you Kathy.

(IMS

F, 24, new to area, needs good home.
Loves people, children and animals. Call
Sandy 256-0674.

tf2-22

WANTED

Female Mini Schnauzer. 6-8 weeks,

preferably without ears cropped. Call 549-

3974, after 5 p.m
H2-I9

TYPING

Dissertation, thesis, term paper &
business typing. IBM Selectric - Unit and

hourly rates. Call Marsha, 549-3832. plan
ihead!

tf2-15

RIDERS WANTED

From Williamstown or area, Mon..
Wed.. Fri. 7 a.m. Call 458-8498. after 6:00

p.m.

tfZ-15

( a rpool wanted, Greenfield to L'Mass,

Tu„ Wed.. TV. 8-4:30. Call 773-9396. after 6

p.m.. also Mon. 8-12:30.

02-15

Dkrm equip, enlgr. dev. tnk, etc. in gd
cond. no phone so drop a card. Box 204 W.
Hatfield. 91088. Bob Norcott.

U2-IS

Small female dog to be companion to

lonely English Sheepdog. Would be a great

home. Call 323-6967. eve.

U2-15

Music arranger wanted to arrange 2

simple pieces in 3 part harmony for female
voices. Will pay $25 for 2 arrangements.
Call Jody. 253-9066.

IT2-IS

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted to rent— Want van-V.W. Bus for

5 weeks this summer. Price negotiable.

Call days. 736-2678.

112-27

ROOMMATE WANTED

FREE

Male Collie and Sheepdog puppy. 16 wks.

old. all shots and fully trained. Call

anytime. Andy. 546-7779.

H2-I5

Fern, roommate to share one br apt.,
near I Mass on bus line. Call 253-5439^
evenings.

tf2-20

Small and lovable I year old black kit-
ten, landlord hassles, for good home only
253-7241.

tf2-!5

WORKSHOPS

I'rimal Experience Marathon — 24
hours. Feb. 22. Trained leader. Fee:
$65 (Also weekly groups ayailablel.
Offering a group dynamic that
provides an emotional enviornment in

which the individual can re-create the
primary experiences of his or her life,

(all HI SIS] *eves) or 253-9421
(anytime) for further information.

tf2-20

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and \id
Call 584-K8I6.

tf5-l7

Chester needs a home. Male kitten

getting too big for dorm. Call 6-1979.

tf2-l5
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Depth the key as tracksters

shoot for conference title
By SCOTT HAYES

Can a team that was shutout in half of the events

and outscored by 34 points against UConn come back

to challenge the Huskies in the Yankee Conference

championships?
The answer is yes, or at least maybe. A little more

than two months ago, UMass was humbled by UConn

in a tri-meet with Manhattan. UConn scored 53 points

to just 19 for the Minutemen. This time around,

however, things should be a little different.

Although word has it that none of the other Yan-

con teams feel that UMass has a chance, the coaching

staff and the members of the team are confident that

they can overcome UConn for the championship.

Once again, UMass will be depending on its depth

to outscore UConn in most events. UConn has some

outstanding individual performers, but lacks the

talent to consistently back top them up. If UConn

takes first in an event, for example, UMass can still

outscore the Huskies by taking advantage of its depth

and finishing 2-3-4. A team is awarded five points for

first place performances, while second place earns

three points, third two points and fourth one point.

UMass is coming off a good meet at Dartmouth

and the reputation of being a big-meet team should

prove advantageous. The Minutemen are a better

team than the one that was outclassed at Storrs, both

physically and mentally. That tri-meet came only a

week after the start of the regular season and many
members of the squad were still green.

There is one interesting difference between

UMass and UConn that could be a factor in deter-

mining the Yankee Conference champion. The
Huskies have jaunted from the security of the Field

House only once this season. That one journey was to

Columbia, where UConn had trouble winning. This

indicates that UConn is a shaky team away from

home.
UMass, on the other hand, doesn't have an

adequate indoor facility and has been on the road all

season. As Coach Ken O'Brien put it, "Everyplace is

home to us." The Minutemen have already been to

Burlington this season and will not have to adjust as

much as UConn will.

Teamwise, it will be the same old story, with
UMass and UConn competing head to head. Rhode
Island looks like a good bet for third, while Maine and
Boston University will battle for fourth. Vermont and
New Hampshire will be trying to finish sixth and not

last in the Conference.

Q
OPEN
ROUND
THE
CLOCK

WEEKENDS

Doruxf Fresh Donuts
Great Coffee

Mister Donut

Mountain Farms Mall

Rte. 9, Hadley

NHL, WHA near agreement
MONTREAL <AP) — The

National Hockey League's board of

governors will meet in Chicago
Friday and is expected to ratify

terms of an agreement that would
end a $50-million litigation fight

with the rival World Hockey
Association.

Brian O'Neill, executive-director

of the NHL, said Thursday that

governors for all 16 teams will be
represented at the Chicago
meeting accompanied by legal

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 • 10:30 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

(except during league play)

50 c per string

counsel.

"It looks very promising tha* we
might come up with something,"

O'Neill said.

Lawyers have been working on a

brief that was to have been sub-

mitted to Judge A. Leon Higgin-

botham of Phildelphia. The judge

has set March 28 as trial date for

the anit-trust suits the WHA has

brought against the NHL.
He has granted both sides

several postponements to pretrial

meetings in an effort to have the

two parties reach an equitable out-

of-court settlement.

In earlier meetings in Chicago

and Philadelphia the NHL
governors failed to obtain the

unanimous consent required for

such a settlement, although the

WHA trustees had agreed to terms.

The peace proposal offered by

the WHA would have the NHL pay
the $1.9 million legal fees incurred

by the new league in its fight

against the NHL.
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ff Parking

In our Largo

Lot

OPEN
10:00 A.M. - 9:30 P.M.

6 DAYS A WEEK

WOOLCO & SOME STORES
OPEN UNTIL 10 P.M.

Your Areo's Only

One Stop Shopping Moll

"BLACK TY COBB" - Jammes - "Cool Papa" Bell, a

70 year-old veteran of the old Negro Leagues now living

in St. Louis, joined Baseball's Hall of Fame Wed-
nesday. (AP Wirephoto)

JV's siesta in second half,

Springfield pounces, 58-55

By GLENN POSTER
Accustomed to playing the second half of home games in front of a

sellout crowd, the UMass JV basketball team looked around, saw a bunch
of empty seats, and promptly fell asleep for twenty minutes of playing

time. At halftime the Minutemen held an eleven point lead at 35-24. But
when the final horn sounded, it was Springfield College who came away
with the victory, 58-55. You don't even need to be a math major to figure

out how few points the home team got in the second half.

A look at the statistics reveals that UMass lost the game at the foul

line. While Springfield hit on 12 of 19 free throws for a percentage of 63.5,

the Minutemen connected on only one of eight for a miniscule 12.5 per
cent. Sophmore pivotman Arnie Johnson personally contributed in this

department by going 0-5. Another factor in the defeat was that UMass had
more than twice the number of turnovers than their opponent, 26-12.

Things started off on the wrong foot for the Minutemen. Bill Santos,
their fine playmaking guard, drew two early fouls and then became irate

and received a technical, (probably for questioning the referee's

nationality) Coach Chuck Olsen had to cool Santos off by benching him.
And while he was cooling off, Springfield converted a four-point deficit

into a five point lead. Santos re-entered and the Minutemen, over a four
minute stretch went 10-2 to take a 28-21 lead with five minutes to go in the
half. Thirty seconds later Springfield had cut the margin to 28-24. Then
UMass went on a 7-0 scoring blitz, and went into the dressing room at the
half owning a 35-24 lead.

They should never have come out. The team scoring for the second
half was a mere ten field goals.

On the bright side, Santos ended up as high scorer for the game with
19 points. Arnie Johnson and Glenn Cooper each chipped in with 14.

Cooper also had 15 rebounds. Jim Woolston led the Springfield attack with
13 points. POSTER'S PATTER — With the loss, the JV record now drops
to 7-3. The next game will be Saturday night vs. AIC at 5:30 in the Cage.

FOR LIGHTNING FAST DELIVERY ON ANY OF OUR
DELICIOUS PIZZAS OR SUBS CALL THE HUNGRY-U.

PIZZA PATROL
253-90S0

gi mi

Free Delivery"

256-63S0

Wrestlers, pucksters, gymnasts at home
*

Seed-hungry skaters Matmen grapple 6th-best Wilkes

host Colby, Bowdoin
By BILL BALLOU

"This Saturday," says Jack
Canniff "We cash in our cards."
And when the score is totalled,

Canniff should know about where
his team is going in post-season

play.

The Minutemen close out their

Division Two schedule this

weekend with a game this af-

ternoon vs. Colby (Orr Rink at 4

p.m.) and another one Saturday

night vs. Bowdoin.
Neither team has had a good

season. Colby is only 1-8-1, while

Bowdoin stands at . 3-5 (in the

Division). But UMass teams have
traditionally done poorly against

both schools, and who can forget

the 9-3 embarassment UMass
suffered at the hands of Bowdoin in

the semi-finals of last season's

playoffs.

Should UMass sweep both
games, they'd finish the season

with a 10-5 record in Division Two.
It should be good enough for third

or fourth seed, depending upon
what Vermont decides to do. Salem
State and Merrimack will almost

might be sixth, seventh, or eighth

and the chances for a home play-
off game non-existent.

If they split, mail me your guess,
because it'll be as good as mine.
The Minutemen are healthy for

the most part, and the only skater
who'll be sidelined is defenseman
Mike Ellis. However, Bill Mintiens
has filled in well for Ellis in the last

two games so the loss has not been
as devastating as it first seemed it

would be.

So, it's Colby this afternoon at

4:00, Bowdoin Saturday night at
7 :30, and time to ante up right after
that.

INCIDENTALLY: John
Binkoski turned in a fine per-
formance after replacing Chick
Rheault with seven minutes left in

the UConn game. He'll probably
see some action in the la«t week of
the season when the UMies play
Div. I teams Tim Howes still

can't score. He banged the post
square against Connecticut and
was stopped after good rushes a
couple of times. He says he's never
seen anything like it. Neither have

certainly be seeded higher, and I John Muse had an open net but

possibly Norwich and Boston State, couldn't lift the puck and the

Two losses, and a final divisional UConn goalie robbed him The
record of 8-7, and you've got an UMies just don't have that "killer

entirely different story. The seed instinct" around the net.

By JOHN BOCK
MDC Staff Wrestling Writer

It has always been the ambition
of Wilkes College's Colonels to be
the number one small college

wrestling team in America.
However a team of Mustangs from
a school called Cal Poly at San Luis
Obispo has never taken to that

idea, and in the last seven years
has kept the NCAA College
Division Crown in California.
During this time, Wilkes' has
managed as high as second place
and as low as fifth — but never
first.

This year it's different — almost.
Cal Poly is still number one, but
Wilkes College has moved to the

number one spot in the College
Division III category. (The last

year or so the NCAA has un-
dergone a reorganizational change
designed to make competition
among colleges more even).
Wilkes College opted to go Division

III and copped the number one spot
with their decision.

Along with that premier position

the Colonels are the sixth ranked
team in the East and that ranking
includes all division schools. The
Colonels have almost everyone
back from last year's team but
somehow haven't been able to win
the big ones. Losses to Navy,
Syracuse and powerful Oklahoma
have spoiled an otherwise good
season.

Two small-college All Americans
will be wrestling against the
Minutemen tomorrow. Art Trovei,

Gytnmen battle Middies
By WALT POWERS

The UMass Men's Gymnastics team will have four

more cracks at the Eastern League apple tank, but if

they can't bite into a victory tomorrow, the rest of the

season will be played in deference to the schedule.

After three straight tooth-skinning losses to the

Eastern League iron, UMass will finally face a team
of similar ability in Navy. The meet will be held at

home, which ordinarily would spell ROUT, but a

number of factors, will totally negate any home -

gymn advantage.

The most important factor will be the injuries to all-

around Gene Whelan and Steve Scuderi. Whelan
sprained his thumb last Friday and will be under-par

on the pommel horse, but the three days of practice

he missed will probably exert a more telling effect.

The loss of Scuderi is much more serious. A sprained

ankle has scratched him from the all-around, and
he's scheduled to compete in only one event, the

parallel bars. An automatic 9.1 on the high bar, he
will only compete if UMass is behind at that point.

Navy's comparable strengths on the first four

events could decide the outcome of the meet. Navy is

almost evenly matched with the Minutemen on floor,

sidehorse still -rings and vaulting, and to win the

meet, Coach Tom Dunn figures that UMass will have

to win all four. The Minutemen have winning

potential on the parallel bars, but have yet to show it

in a meet. Other than Whelan and Scuderi, UMass is

merely average on the high bar

The Midshipmen own a 6-3 lifetime advantage over

the Minutemen, and last year edged them at

Annapolis. The loss of All American Eric Swanson
and Doug Griffith, however, make a repeat, of last

year's score unlikely. The presence of team Captain

Bruce Griffin and Dave Jacobson, an NCAA finahst

on the high bar last season, should turn the meet into

another percentage-point squeaker. A loss in this, the

final home meet of the season, says Tom Dunn
"would be an embarassment."

In perhaps the two most useless, somnolent con-

tests of the season, both the Varsity and J.V.'s

journeyed into the jungles of eastern collegiate

gymnastics, and both returned awake and victorious

on Wednesday night. The varsity took on the

Engineers of MIT, and before janitors and three

napping math majors, slopped to a 135.40-120.45

victory. The rings there were slippery, the mats were
thin, and UMass, in general, avoided injury at all

costs.

Most of the routines were compulsory, and the only

real highlights of the meet were Steve Clancy's 8.95

on the floor exercises and a rare double-back

somersault landed by Bill Brouillet on the parallel

bars. In a meet held at Lowell, the UMass Junior

Varsity defeated the Varsity of Lowell Tech, 127.5-

115.85. There wasn't much to write home about here,

either, except for a 8.75 thrown by Pete Lusk on the

still rings. Tom Dunn called it his "best routine of the

season, and only low general scoring prevented a
9.00.

HIKING BOOTS
by DUNHAM

JUST ARRIVED
£. Brown Suede
# Molded Sole

He Either Sex

$21 95

WMUA
WUMV presents tomorrow

night's UMass-Rhode Island
basketball game Sunday at the

Bluewall at 5 p.m. Larry Convoy
and Earle Barroll describe the

action.

fourth at 142 and Mike Lee, fifth at

150, seem to have a case of

senioritis and have not been as
outstanding as in years past. Both
wrestlers admit to doing better in

tournaments than dual matches.
Running down the rest of the

lineup, UMass has senior Joe
Phillips meeting Rich Mahonski.
Phillips has not seen any varsity
action this season but is a tough
individual and could give Wilkes a
run for it at 118. Larry Reynolds
meets Wilkes brightest star in the
126 pound bout. Frosh Lon Balum
has pinned almost everybody he
has wrestled this year, including
Oklahoma's Norm Hatchett. a dual
match over last year's top seed at

the NCAA, Billy Martin of
Oklahoma State.

The Colonels aren't weak at 134

either, as Merk Chakmakas will

wrestle UMass' Doug LeMire.
Chakmakas was runner-up in the
Wilkes Christmas Tourney. At 142
Al Elmost wrestles Trovei and
Steve Jabaut will wrestle Lee at

150. The 167 pound class should also
see some good action as

Mmuteman Captain Steve Benson
meets Jim Wisenfluh. Wisenfluh
lists among his athletic ac-
complishments two New York
Gymnastics State Championships
on the parallel bars.

Another highlight match should
be at 158, where Cliff Blom meets
the Colonels highly touted Gene
Ashely. Minuteman Robin Osborne
and Bob Yanku should mix it up at

177 while Al Grinkevich should give
UMass' Bob Spaulding all he can
handle at 190. The Minutemen
could possibly be in the money at

heavyweight, where Dennis
Fenton grapples with Al Scharer.
Scharer has not been as successful

this year as last and is thought to

be hanpered by an injury.

The Colonels don't wrestle away
as well as they do at home but
when a team is that good it

becomes speculation. It is a chance
to see one of the nation's better

tea ms and possibly see a couple of

future national champs. JV
matches preceed the varsity at

5:00 with the varsity to follow at

6:30 in Boyden Auxiliary Gvm.

Russ Small

Out of town

Remember back at Thanksgiving when everyone, including Jack

Leaman was wondering who would be his starting five? Sure, Endicott

and Pitino would be in the backcourt and Skinner and Murphy would be

up front, but it was the fifth starter Leaman was talking about. Duartc.a

J.V. star last year? Trow..a snapshooting forward? Mayfield.a fresh-

man with a rugged reputation? As it turned out the job went to all of them.

"Du" had 16 points against Maine and 12 vs. Niagra, Trow had lb vs. UNH
and 17 vs. B.C., Mayfield was the only good performer in a 16 point loss to

Syracuse. But, in retrospect, the job could have gone to Town.
Jim Town is a 6'6" freshman from Glens Falls, N.Y. whom everyone

believed would be that one player who could pick up the slack left by John

Murphy off the boards and compliment the rebounding*and scoring of Dr.

A. And not only that, but move over and play center to spell Murphy, who
needs to be rested every once in a while when he begins shooting without

the ball

But this was not to be! The National Collegiate Athletic Association has

a new ruling which states that a student must have maintained a 2.0 cum
in high school in order to play college sports. Through judgement errors

by counselors and breakdown in communications, Town's transcript,

which was sent to the NCAA, was correct, but included unnecessary in-

formation which set his cum below 2.0. The people at his high school were
obviously not aware of the new ruling which was in it's first year. The
NCAA reported his ineligibility, and though many appeals were made to

correct the error in the transcript, the NCAA said they would only accept

the first transcript which had been sent. All this had been kept from Jim
by his parents and coach Leaman, but they finally told him 2 weeks
before school started in September.

Surprised and upset, Jim finally learned to live with the idea of sitting

out a year while still losing a year of eligibility. His reaction to the ruling 9

"The 2.0 is a good rule but was put into effect for the wrong class,"

meaning it should have effected high school sophmores in its first year
who had 3 years to get a 2.0 average, not seniors who at this point could do

little about it.

"That's why I like UMass," says Town, "if I were in Arkansas or

Tennessee State and wanted to play football at one of those big schools,

you know they'd cheat and I'd be playing. That's why UMass goes by the

book and they've got a good reputation for it. Coach Wilson, who recruited

Town ) is the greatest man I ever met, he and coach Leaman, they just lay-

it on the line."

Town says he's "enjoying UMass even though I'm not playing." He
adds that he came here because it was a good up-and-coming athletic

university and he'd like to be part of it and try to contribute to it's growth.

As for next year, Jim is optimistic. "We'll be good" says the muscular
frosh, "We won't be a finesse team like we are this year with Al (Skinner

)

but we'll muscle and rebound well." And win? "Yes, we'll win."

A slight bit overweight (coach are you listening? ) Jim plans to do a lot

of conditioning over the summer to get into top shape. "Like I told coach
Leaman," says Jim, his voice crackling with sincerity, "I'm gonna start

next year, there's no way anyone's gonna beat me out." He wants it, and
if he wants it bad enough I think he'll get it. Jim's last words echo his

eagerness. Just tell the NCAA to leave me alone cause I'm gonna be

playing next year.
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UMass falters on beam

S'field nips gymwomen
On a grimy light, in a changing wind

By CANDY GROSS
MDC Sports Staff

"Anytime you give Springfield

two points on beam you can kiss

the meet good-bye."

In those words Coach Virginia

Evans summed up last night's

Women's Gymnastics meet with

Springfield College. The final score

stood at Springfield 107.25 go
UMass' 105.30, with Springfield

adding another victory to that

seemingly impregnable record of

not having lost a dual meet in six

years.

The meet started with a fine

UMass showing in vaulting, by
which they gained a lead of .5

points after the first event.

Springfield's Katherine
Kolemainen took the event with a

9.4. From then on it was dominated
by the UMass trio of Jeannine
Burger, Margie Combs, and Linda
Nelligan, each of whom scored in

the nines. At that point it looked as
if Springfield's dual meet record
was in jeopardy of being broken.

The uneven bars turned out to

somewhat less than hoped for from
the UMass standpoint. Neither

team scored well, with the highest

score of 9.2 going to Springfield's

freshman Stephanie Jones.
Jeannine Burger turned in a strong

second place routine for an 8.9. One
of the problems for UMass
stemmed from the recurring
shoulder injury to UMass' All-

Arounder Margie Combs. This was

an obvious hindrance to all her
routines. Springfield took the event
by a small margin of .4 points

bringing the halfway score to 53.20

to 53.10 in favor of Massachusetts.
Balance beam developed into a

frustrating series of falls for both

sides. But it was Springfield which
managed to produce three solid

routines in the eights. First place

went to Kim Andres 8.95, followed

by Debbie Dunkley with an 8.9.

Anne Vexler held firmly enough to

the beam to score an 8.5 third.

However, Springfield's third

gymnast Debbie Mezger was only

.05 points behind Ms. Vexler, a fact

which ultimately cost UMass the

meet. After three events
Springfield led by 1.45 points.

But there was still hope for

Massachusetts if their floor team
could tumble and dance with near-

perfection. The first performer for

both teams started with some
tumbling falls, but then
Springfield's Stephanie Jones
clicked with 8.8 and from then on it

was Springfield's event. UMass'
Jodi Hitt astounded the crowd with

her dance but it just wasn't enough
to overcome the solid springfield

performances.
Debbie Dunkley of Springfield

won the event with a score of 9.55

followed by Katherine Kolemainen
and Anne Vexler who were tied at

9.35. Anne's score drew quite a

negative reaction from the UMass
audience, indicating some ob-

jections to the judges' decisions.

Jeannine Burger's 9.2 routine

earned her a solid third but the

event score told it all ; Springfield

27.85, UMass 27.35, and a final

meet score of SC 107.25, UMass
105.30.

Though this meet was a definite

disappointment, it doesn't make
the season. The really big meet is

yet to come. This year
Massachusetts hosts the Eastern
Regionals on March 15-16, when
the women gymnasts will get a
shot at breaking Springfield's
record of having never lost an
Eastern Championship.
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Disappointing crowd watches

Minutemen melt Chiefs, 78-52
By STEVE SARACENO

MDC Sports Staff

Nine minutes left in the first half

and heavy underdog Springfield

College leads by two.

In the next eight minutes,
Springfield showed why it was a

heavy underdog.
The Chiefs saw their 16-14 ad-

vantage transformed into a 38-23

deficit as they melted under
UMass pressure and only netted 7

points to the Minutemen's 24.

For the rest of the first half and
all of the second Jack Leaman's
troops steadily built up their lead,

and ended up with a 78-52 semi-
whomping.
The reason it wasn't a full-

fledged whomping (authentic
whompings are generally 40 point

romps) was due to two factors.

One, a few Minutemen were
feeling under the weather. "John
Murphy was pretty sick with a

kidney infection," explained Coach
Leaman, "and Trow wasn't well,

either."

Still, Murphy managed to play
more than half the game ( he had 12

points, second highest for UMass)
and Trow, hampered with a strep

throat, saw spot play during the

aforementioned key eight minute
rally

The second reason why UMass
didn't obliterate SC. was probably

due to a shortage of motivation.

Without a Cage full of people

screaming for blood (only 2000, a

full 2000 under capacity viewed the

game) the Minutemen found it

hard to grind the Chiefs into the

floorboards.

In fact, the crowd was the

smallest at the Cage for a

basketball game in some time.

However, the home roundballers

still had more than enough spirit to

turn in a satisfactory effort. Al

Skinner (who else"
7

) led his team
with 8 out of 1 1 from the field and 19

points. Bill Endicott hit double

figures with 11. and had several

look-at-the-hot -dog-stand-pass-the-

other-way assists. Speaking of

assists. Rick Pitino led everyone

with seven.

Greg Duarte played surprisingly

well, especially in the vicinity of

the boards He grabbed 11

rebounds, more than Skinner or

Murphy - or anyone on

Springfield. Several S.C. shots

collided with his palm, also.

"Greg looked good", said
Leaman, "and you have to

remember he's been away for a

week, due to the death in his

family."

Jimmy Burke got in a lot of

playing time, and didn't waste it.

He was a defensive hound all night.

Everyone played, in what
Leaman called, "a satisfying

outing".

Springfield, not so satisfied, had
a star come out of the woodwork in

guard Mark Shannon. The 6'2"

backcourtman twisted his way to

21 points in a losing cause. Soft and
smooth S.C. southpaw Fran Aniello

jump-shot 14 points before sitting

out trash time.

CAGE CAROUSING — Mike
Stokes, the Nate Archibald type

crowd favorite saw some playing

time for a change before the game
was a foregone conclusion...UMass
is now 16-4 overall, and 8 out of 9 in

YanCon play...The Rhody Rams, a
formidable team, visit the Cage
Saturday night — game time is at

7:30.
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THE BOLSHOI BALLET? - John Olson and
unidentified Springfield player give an impromptu
rendition of Swan Lake in rebounding action last night

at the Cage. (Staff Photo-Steve Ruggles)

Steve DeCosta

UMass woman gymnast Jodi Hitt seen performing
her routine on the balance beam during last night's

meet. (Staff Photo - Steve Smith)

Press ignores N.E. hoop

New England basketball is in a sorry state.

This is not the fault of the players or coaches in the area, however, as
the caliber of play has improved over the years and continues to progress
this season.

The problem, it seems, is with the fans and the press.

The locals simply refuse to turn out to watch talented teams and
individuals flaunt their wares on the hardwood.
Some cases in point: Boston College, an improving quintet on the

verge of qualifying for a national tournament, played St. Francis of

Pennsylvania, a team with a record of 13-7, on Wednesday night in front

of only a handful of family, friends and local diehards. The North-
eastern—UMass game in Boston several weeks ago drew 1400 fans, only
half of the auditorium's capacity, and one of the Huskies radio an-
nouncers informed me that the crowd was unusually large for a North-
eastern game. And who would have thought that this lethargy would
reach all the way to Amherst where the Minutemen were forced to play in

front of a less than capacity crowd for the first time in what seems like

centuries on Tuesday night in a game against BU.

And since the fans aren't interested, the press doesn't bother to cover

most of the contests. Only recently has the Boston Globe begun printing

roundups of the BC games.
Harvard did receive some coverage in early December, but that was

mostly of the novelty kind as the papers were interested in exploiting the

arrival of their new coach, Tom Sanders.

The most striking example of press bias is in Providence. In all of

Rhode Island and southeastern Mass, the PC Friars are everyone's
darlings. Rarely a day goes by when one can pick up a copy of the

Providence Journal without finding at least a ten-inch story on some
aspect of Dave Gavitt, Marvin Barnes, Kevin Stacom, et. al.

But there are some other good teams in the area. Brown is an
emerging power and is still in contention for the Ivy League crown. The
only coverage they have received is when they played PC earlier this
week; a game, incidently, which went down to the wire with the Friars
barely hanging on for a two-point win.

Also in that area, Jack Kraft has rejuvenated his URI Rams but you
wouldn't know it by looking at any Rhode Island newspaper The Rams
are 6-3 b the Yankee Conference, and if they can manage to upend the
Minutemen tomorrow night they will be in definite contention for the
Conference crown. But still, no ink

Another striking phenomenon of basketball in the area is the idea that
Providence is the most overrated team in the country because they have
only managed to squeak by local opponents BC, UMass, and Brown. But
did these dissidents ever stop to realize that maybe they are thinking in
reverse? It just could be that the rest of New England is underrated in-

stead of the Friars being too highly considered.

Right now there are four teams in New England with good chances of
playing in one of the national tourneys. Providence is almost a sure bet
for an NCAA bid. UMass. barring a total collapse, will definitely go
somewhere, most likely the NIT. And Boston College and Connecticut are
actively seeking invitations and will go anywhere they can.

It is unlikely that a team from New England will win one of the
tournaments, or even advance to the finals. But I, for one, am convinced
that several good teams from around the land will be surprised when the
easy pickings they expected from a second-rate basketball area turn into
early elimination

And if you don't believe me, ask somebody from Missouri.
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Another Dollar? For What?
Barbara Voorhees

Sometimes you can't help

but feel a little bit paranoid

that it's out to get you. The
University, that is, is out to get

your bucks, baby.

You get that feeling when
you're paying your tuition and

your dorm and dining com
mons' fees and your Campus
Center fee and your lab fees

and your phone bill (through

the University of course) and
when you're paying $12 for one

of your 20 required books.

'

And when you want to sit

down and have a drink, first

you've got to pay a buck for a

damn Top of the Campus
(T.O.C.) card and they don't

even give you a free drink

anymore.

What kind of a rip-off is this?

You no longer get a free

drink with purchase of a T.O.C.

card, according to T.O.C.

entertainment manager Tony
Tartaglia. because it was

discovered that this was
against an Alcoholic

Beverages Control Com
mission (ABC) regulation

which reads, "No license shall

offer, give, agree to, accept or

receive any prize, premium,
gift or other similar in-

ducement in any agreement or

effort to aid, promote or induce

the sale or purchase of

alcoholic beverages."

You still pay the buck for a

card because it is a T.O.C. by-

law that some nominal fee be

paid for membership in the

club.

The Campus Center (CO
has a club liquor license which

restricts who may go in and out

of the three bars in the C.C.

complex to members of the

UMass community who hold

T.O.C. cards and their guests.

The Amherst Board of

Selectmen favored this type of

license over a regular liquor

license for the C.C. and on

occasion have secretly

checked the three bars to see if

they follow the regulations

YOU GUTTA T.O.C. CARD?

One more dollar? Why? The Campus Center doesn't know either

stipulated by this license,

especially those concerning
admittance. Last semester

when the Collegian reported

that Amherst high schoolers

were frequenting the Blue

Wall, the Selectmen invited

T.O.C. officials to their

meeting for questioning.

Non-members may use the

cafeteria facilities of the three

bars, but persons buying

drinks during meal times are

supposed to show their T.O.C.

cards to the bartender or

waitress.

Faculty and staff, who aon't

pay a C.C. fee as students do,

get cards.

The rest of the money goes

into T.O.C. Inc. funds which

are used for entertainment,

liquor, insurance, and

operating costs and, Tartaglia

and Stuart assure you, even-

tually filter down to student

worker salaries.

Any profit made by T.O.C.

Inc. is given in the form of rent

to C.C. Food Services.

So far this fiscal year

(beginning in July) 10,510

members of the UMass
community have purchased

T.O.C. cards. 10,510 bucks.

Neither Tartaglia nor F. Craig

Stuart, treasurer of T.O.C. Inc.

and business manager of the

C.C. could say exactly where

T.O.C. card money goes.

"When we're talking about

the Campus Center, we're

talking about a two million

dollar budget and $10,000 is

well... nothing," says Stuart.

According to Stuart, 60 cents

of each dollar paid for a T.O.C.

card goes toward making the

card itself. But students don't

(get cards, only stickers.

Stuart is looking into the

possibility of dropping the $1

T.O.C. card charge for

students. The T.O.C. Inc.

lawyer is going over the legal

aspects of such a move with

ABC officials and if he gets the

OK the T.O.C. Inc. Board of

Directors will vote on it. If this

goes through, faculty and staff

will still have to pay the fee.

An ABC regulation requiring

that nightclub owners issue

receipts for cover or admission

charges is awaiting Governor

Sargent's signature and may
have been signed by the time

this goes to press. If this

regulation goes into effect,

Tartaglia says that the Hatch

will continue with its ad-

mission charge and give out

tickets at the door.

Neither the Blue Wall nor the

T.O.C. bar have cover charges

at any time but the Hatch bar

charges a $1 admission fee on

Thursday nights. Tartaglia

says that the money is used to

bring bigger name bands such

as Clean Living, Fat and Tracy

Nelson and Mother Earth to

the Thursday night "Celebrity

Series" in the Hatch.

Only if students express

dissatisfaction with the

"Celebrity Series" will it be

discontinued.

There's still no place in

Amherst (except during Happy
Hours) where you can find

cheaper drinks than at the C.

C. bars. Low prices there

probably also keep prices

lower in competing town bars.

So if you're thirsty, not too

big on atmosphere, and don't

mind the University ripping

you off for another buck,

(keeping in mind that the

charge may be dropped soon)

drown your other sorrows at

the C.C. bars.
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We have nothing to live up to
BELOW THE SALT A WEEKLY MAGAZINE

We're Below The Salt

Yes, Below The Salt. The
name stems trom an ancient
dinner custom in England. Long
tables held the repast, and
while all ate together, all were
not together by any means.
The nobles, royalty, well to-do,

etc., were placed at one end,
always the better, ot the table,

while the hoi polloi, the
distavored, the commoners,
the low lite, were seated on
down the other end. The line ot

demarcation was the salt

supply located around the
middle ot the table. There was
no crossing this line; those
running the show were
definitively seperated from
those with whom they wished
not to consort — they stayed
far above the salt. The people
left out were seated, and
sentenced, tc stay below the
salt.

We are not friends with Big

Business, powermen or the

money-go-round. We're not

likely to be invited, ever, to
The White House for any oc-
casion whatsoever. We don't
like the Army. We don't like

TV. We don't like William
Randolph Hearst. We don't like

Nelson, David, Lawrence, or
any of the Rockefellers. We're
out of it. We have nothing to
Jive up to.

So it is that we can find
ourselves absolutely no other
place than below the salt. And
we will have it no other way.
Thanks to all who took the

time to try and give us a name.
Don't be surprised if some of

these ideas pop up around here
from time to time.

Ed Cohen — New World's
Express, Weekly Rambler,
Collegian Arts and Times, Arts
And Times Weekly, The
Odyssey.
Martin J. Miller — Poor

Richard's
Steven R. Barbanel — Poor

Sally's Pregnant

Michael K. Fox — The
Proposition, The Hobbit,
Thank God It's Friday, The
Washington Post, The New
Poor Richard's.
Karen Lynch — Graphite,

Elderberry, Down Home, The
Rocking Chair, Deja-Vu.
Charles J. Pellet —

Realizations Of Reality
Joj Koumantzelis — Soma
Dave boy Ross —

abracadabra!
Rico Correia — Mixed Bag.
Joey Vonlderstein —

Soujourner's Truth, Folded
Leaf.

Richie Smigielski — Cakes
And Ale, Youngblood, Spinning
Wheel.
Tom Niemczura — Paradise

Misplaced, Shaggy Doggerale,
Tennyson, Anyone?, Umie And
The Lamp Post, Fine Excess,
Redeeming Features, The
Minute-Person, Weekly
Rations.

Judith Wolinsky Soloway —
Bandog's Prophecy.
Nancy E. Bookless —

Serendipity, High Times

Robert Abel — Metawam
pe's Revenge.
Rebecca Ross — sweet

asylum.
Melanie Niemczura and

Ralph Pellota — The Free

Spirit.

Luis Manuel Medina — No

Idea.

Keith Chipman — What's

Happening.
Sue Mullen and Pam Weiner

— The Connection.

Mr. Umie — Ripe Apples.

Suzanne Remar — Through
The Looking Glass.

George Master — Week's
End, Who What'n Where, More
Sight.

And what came out of the

particular gaggle of beaners

and zips connected with this

publication were these:

The

Kibitzer, New Day, The Last

Times, Fearless, Fixable, The
Weekly Barf, Hot Poop, The
Weekly Poop, Buns & Burgers,

The UMass Debator (the
pAopip's cho'<*e). The Right

Times, The Last Time, The
Right Time, Extremities,
Extremes, Famous Name
Magazine, The Last Poor
Richard's, Frenetic Motricity,
Putsus, No Putsus, name
Brand Magazine, Nationally
Known Magazine, The Sheet,

No Coverage, Cumfix The
Truth, and Newspeak-
Newspeak Newspeak.

We did not call Martin Mull,
Frank Zappa, Ayn Rand or
Earl Scheib and ask them tor

ideas.

U.S. Choice
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New Candy Stripers

Ken Blanchard

Steven Kent Blevins

Mark Cuddy

Steve DeCosta

Steve Feld

Arthur Levine

Kevin Mack

Denny Matteau

Don McGilvray

Kathy Podesky
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Ed Smith
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Lori Ann Yeslow

Editor

Michael C. Kostek II

Asst. Editor, Politics

Gary Gomes

Asst. Editor, Books+ Features
Frederic C. Weiss

Energy Editor
John Dean

Art Director

Jeff Clayton

Poor Richard's has been the

kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work. We pledge
to uphold this tradition, but

can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Yours
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to

us anytime.

George
Tyla L. Michelove

A Continuing Story . . .

By Denny Matteau
Part II: Our story thus far: King Pritchet, monarch of a small

but wealthy Atlantean-kingdom, has begun to show signs of

cutting loose from the accepted reality (in other words, he's out

of his tree) and his loyal friend Holyman has been trying to

humor him. Now, we enter a tavern in Cinelli, the capital or

'royal seat' of Mineola:
It is smokey inside, a crowd of workmen throngs the bar, and

small groups sit at tables scattered about the room. 'Way in the

corner sit two men. One is tall and thin and bent, wearing a

tattered monk's robe. His face is partly hidden by his hood. The

other is short and stout, and wears a minstrel's toga.

"No, no nono no. .
." mused the monk, staring into his mug of

frothing mead. He gulped a long draught and rested his head in

his hands.
The minstrel tapped his fingers in rapid succession along the

edge of the table. "You may be wrong, you know!" he said in a

burst. "True, you are Holyman, closer to the king than I, surely,

but still, you may be wrong!"
Holyman lifted his head and stared at the minstrel with a

weighted look. "And if I am wrong, Belvedere, what is right,

what is your explanation?"

The minstrel picked up the mandolin that was leaning against

his chair and thoughtfully plucked a riff "He. . . could. . . be. .

.

up... to... some... thing." he said in a sing-song. Holyman
glared. Belvedere stood up.

"I know whereof I speak. So do you. It's the method of his

Majesty's madness that has me here singing for a meal. Alone,

when once my family was great."

Belvedere took his mandolin and called out to some drunkards

across the room, who all began to sing loudly. Holyman finished

his mead and hobbled towards the door with a walking stick. He
paused and threw a coin at Belvedere's feet before slipping out to

the night.

King Pritchet pranced down the hall in a sprightly mood. He
entered the game rooms and beckoned to a young servant.

"Go to Holyman's quarters and invite him to a game of darts."

he said. The servant left, and King Pritchet strode to an ornate

case which held sets of jeweled darts. He picked up three sterling

ones, and swung round on his heel, landing a dart with one deft

motion right on the center squares of the freshly painted board.

Holy man entered, blinking and slightly out of breath.

"Your Majesty...?"
"A game of darts, Holyman! Here, take the gold tonite. We

play for high stakes."

"High stakes, my King? I... what are the stakes?"

"The stakes, my man? Why, my plan, of course! I wish to in-

clude you in my great plan, but must see that the Gods are with

you, by the darts. My wonderful, truly wonderful plan! My reign
jj£

will be marked by this!"

to be continued. .

.
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Old Weird Harolds
- NEW AND USED CLOTHING -

Just Arrived
GOOD

CLOTHES.

New 1st Quality {p*'c

Buckle

Back
Denim Jeans

(Available in

Sizes 26-31)

Rte. » Between Amherst and Northampton
206 Russell Street

586-3727
Mon -Sat 10 a.m. • 6 p.m.

ihurs , fill 9 p.m.

Lampoon Parodies: Humorous "Ivy
**

The Harvard Lampoon Cen-
tennial Celebration 1876-1973.
Edited by Martin Kaplan, with
a foreword by John Updike.
Little, Brown and Company —
Boston p. 310 $29.95

Reviewed by Frederic C. Weiss

It is a cloudy morning in

March, 1972. You roll out of

your bed in Cambridge,
Massachusetts and pick up
your copy of The New York
Times. As long as you can
remember the Times has
reassured you that even though
there are some troubles in the
world, at least another day has
arrived no less mediocre than
the past. Yet this day is dif-

ferent: The ancient Parthenon
has toppled due to an earth-
quake in Greece; Castro has
seized the U. S. Naval Base at

Guantanamo; A walrus in

Central Park Zoo is reported to

have spoken; and the New
York Thruway is converted
into a one way road.

'What is going on in this
world?" you mumble sadly,
feeling that things are getting
just a bit out of hand. Before
calling your best friend, or
looking through your
Desiderata, for reassurance,
you are informed by a friend
the real story: You've been
spoofed once again by the
Harvard Lampoon.

Yes, the Lampoon has
printed up two thousand of
these "bogus" copies of the
Times and had distributed
them throughout Harvard
College, and other parts of
Cambridge as well. The spoof
is on you, as you roll over in

your bed and wonder aloud
what is worse, the reality of the
Harvard Lampoon or that of
the real world.

The Harvard Lampoon
Centennial Celebration 1876-

1923 is filled with such parodies
as this one on the New York
Times as well as similar spoofs
on Cosmopolitan (including the
now famous "nude" photo of
Henry Kissinger); Time, Life,

and Playboy.

Perhaps the parody on
Playboy is the best. Copying
the type-set accurately and
capturing the smug outlook of

Playboy, it features its month-
ly interview with a new
Presidential advisor — Magic
Eight Ball. From this I quote,

Playboy: As a professional

predictor, don't you consider
the existence of pollsters like

Louis Harris as something of a

threat?
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The Lampoon's Bogus Edition of the TIMES
Ball: You may rely on it.

Playboy: And yet you are
reading a poll right now. Do
you consider this basically
contradictory?

Ball: It is certain.

Playboy: When, then, about
sex?

Ball: Yes, definitely.

In addition to its parodies,
the Lampoon has opened its

letter files and pulled out some
gems to be observed by the
readers of this book. Without a
doubt, the funniest is the Vice
President of the Elvis Presley
Fan Club of San Francisco who
berated the Lampoon for at-

tacking Presley and wrote,
"Elvis is a hero to me, and
you're a heel. I bet you even
look like Godzilla. Another
irate reader wrote in, "So,
Veronica Lake is one of the two
movie worsts, and the worst
discovery of 1941!!! AAay I

have an explanation, or are
you too busy ruining the career
of some other person?"

It is too bad that these people
took the Lampoon so seriously.

The Harvard Lampoon has
been coming out fairly

regularly since 1876. A list of

Lampoon contributors reads
like a Who's Who of Jour-

nalism: John Reed, William
Randolph Hearst, John Updike
and many others. The quality

of the humor and the artistic

talents displayed within the

pages of the Lampoon has been
consistent in its excellence.

Martin Kaplan, a former

President of the Lampoon has

compiled this book, which he

calls "a celebration of
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America's oldest humor
magazine." As editor he has

put together
collection of

this mammouth
humor, parody,

satire, and pure spoof that is a
joy for any reader to skim
through. Of course many of the
jokes are inside affairs; lost in

time and geography to the men
of Harvard College. Never
theless, there is enough in the
collection to please anyone.
The only bad thing about the

book is its price, a heavy
Harvard heist of $29.95. Too
bad. This will surely limit its

circulation outside the halls of

"Ivy". A book like this really

deserves to be read by as many
people as possible. I hope that

the people of the Lampoon will

have enough sense to try and
come up with a paperback
edition of the book soon. Till

then, it will be restricted to

those who can afford (or live in

a situation of utility where they

can pool their money with

friends) this truly excellent,

but much too expensive book.

-The Harvard Lampoon
Centennial Celebration 1876-

1973 is available at the
University Bookstore.

Heinlein's Fiction Betrays Promise
Time Enough For Love
by Robert Heinlein
589 pp. $1.95, G. P. Putnam
Reviewed by Ed Smith

As a beginning reader of the
writings of Robert Heinlein, I

was led to expect something
rather special. From the
reception accorded Stranger In

a Strange Land, which swept
the college campuses about the
same time as Kurt Vonnegut's
novels, I anticipated a science
fiction writer with a refreshing
philosophical perspective.
Heinlein's newest novel, Time
Enough for Love, is, in a word
disappointing.

The major concern of the

story is the activities of

Lazurus Long, a descendant of

the Howard family which has
apparently been a mainstay of

Heinlein's fiction for some
time. Long, who has lived over
two thousand years, is the only

viable character in the entire

book. His age apparently
entitles him to better treat-

ment by the writer than the

numerous and totally flat

characters who populate the

rest of the book.

The first four-hundred pages
of Time Enough for Love
consist of memoirs of Lazurus
Long. In places these memoirs
are interesting, humorous, but
never fascinating. Inter-
spersed within Long's ad-
ventures are excerpts from his

notebooks which have to be the

most absurdly laughable part

of the entire book. It is cer-

tainly an interesting device to

attempt to give the reader a
peek at the personal reflections

of a man who has lived two
thousand years, but the
philosophical aphorisms of

which the notebooks consist

are not brilliant, striking or

even especially touching. They

are at best

witty. The
few that do
show a spark
of creativity

were almost
all repeats
from the
words of the

major
character in

the only
other

Heinlein

novel I have
ever read, I

Will Fear No
Evil.

Robert

Heinlein
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The last one-hundred pages
of Time Enough for Love are
the book's only saving grace.
In that space, Long travels in

time back to his childhood.
Though time travel is a
common device in science-

fiction, this part of the book is

well done because there is a
well-written interaction of

personalities which is

generally not evident in the
rest of the book. This type of

dichotomy in one book makes
me feel that in science-fiction,

like any other literary form,

one cannot rely on fantastic
machines or inventions to hold
a story together. The basic
elements of characterization
and plot, both sorely lacking in

this case, are what it takes to

hold together any piece of

fiction.

A major factor in the future
society which Heinlein
develops in this book appears
to be sexual liberation. In fact,

there is at least one reference
to how sexually liberated
everyone is on each page. To
me, this leads to hangups on
sexual liberation due to an
obsession with it. I would not
mention this except for the fact

that this becomes one of the
most grating, obnoxious
aspects of the entire book.
Although Heinlein appears to

be an optimist, there is one
feature of Heinlein's future
society which is, for me, rather
terrifying. Everyone, in terms
of their moral outlook, is either
black or white. He has
developed the most sterile, one
sided set of characters I have
ever come upon. Aside from
Lazarus Long, who is the
embodiment of everything but
the most object evil, the
characters all talk alike,
respond alike and voice the
same witless comments ad
nauseum for five hundred
pages. If those characters are
supposed to be reflections of

the people in a perfect future
society, I pity those who will

ever have to live it.

-This book was donated by the
Paperback Booksmith,
Mountain Farms AAall, Hadley.
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Explorations Of Time And Space
by Mike Kostek

ASTRO BLACK -

(Impulse AS-9255)
THE MAGIC CITY
(Impulse AS-9243)

SUN RA

SUN RA

we'd started. Channel 5, WCVB
- Boston, was there to film the
show. I can imagine the havoc
at 3 a.m. some morning when
they flip on Ra on Boston's
insomniac's screens.

At last we have Sun Ra found
almost anywhere. Impulse! is

apparently going ahead with
its Sun Ra reclamation project,
giving us Sun's messages old
(the almost impossible to get
Saturn label releases) and
new. The Magic City was
recorded in 1960. Astro Black is

vintage 1972 Ra. Both are
stunning re-arrangements of
time and space. "It's about
time, it's about space, it's

about life and the human
race..."

Sun Ra's appearance at last

spring's Black Musicians'
Conference at UMass was
certainly one of the fullest and
richest concerts I've ever seen.
Sun and his Solar Arkestra did
manage, as promised, to
levitate the Student Union
Ballroom and take us
somewhere else for three
hours, and when they came
back, they left us in a different
time and space than where

Compared with The Magic
City, one of Sun's finest works,
Astro Black shines with less an
intensity, if only for the fact
that it contains less ad-
venturitiveness and hence goes
fewer places. Where Astro

Black does go, however, it

spends its time in greatly
defining and describing some
of the sound tones only briefly
noted in other trips — the
exploration of the "Big Note".
The title song is the only one

on the album with a vocal, and
features a tearing alto sax duet
by Danny Davis and Marshall
Allen, and some tree frog moog
by Sun. It's a lazy anthem, a
chant to "Listen While You
Have The Chance - Find Your
Place Among The Stars «*»

Listen To The Other World -

Rhythm Multiplicity - Har
mony, Equational - Melody
Horizon."

The rest of side one is

"Discipline '99" and "Hidden
Spheres", both of which are
subtle sound color changings
and find tunings that require
patience, patience, but are
quite rewarding in the end.

Side two, "The Cosmo Fire"
is an 18:22 deviation that is of
the usual Ra ken, with shooting
sounds abounding, time
reduced to a force used only at
Sun's command, and isn't the
commanding influence it is

Microtones

WILD TALES - GRAHAM NASH
(Atlantic)

Graham Nash is a simpleton — he
makes no qualms about it. He called
his first Ip Songs for Beginners, quite
fitting considering all he ever really
did was to learn a handful of chords,
rhyme enough incongruent words to
form what is collectively known as
"lyrics", and, slap the two together
to get what is commonly known as
"songs". Only this reviewer ain't a
beginner, compris? And this
reviewer is fed up with people who
think he's a beginner.

Shit. I've been around, y'know. I've
lived through two world wars, seen
people come and go, come and go.
I've had me plenty of women and
may I say that I loved me one or two.
Been all around the world, par
ticipated in African fertility dances,
Indonesian sacrificing of the Virgin— you name it, I've done it. Y'un-
derstand?
'N then this guy comes along with

some Wild Tales. I mean, do you
understand what I'm trying to say?
Do you feel my urgency when I

demand this hunk of tar be taken
forcibly off my turntable? Any self-

respecting person (like me) would
wanna go straight to the bidet and
unchuck his supper.
What can be done, you ask? First,

and most important, DON'T BUY
THIS RECORD (WHATEVER YOU
DO!!!!). Second: tell anyone you see
playing this record to kiss his ass
goodbye, 'n then sock 'em in the
kisser. (It's the only way you can
deal with dem cretins.)

USED CLAY
POTS

THE POTS

& PUNTS
SHOP

Open Daily ft

SUNDAYS

(10:30 - 2:30)

274 N. Pleasant St.

Basement Shop

OH YEAH (I almost forgot): this is

a GREAT record. Gimme more,
mama, daddy's comin' home.

—Hominy Griti

THIS IS MARVA JOSIE-Marva Josie
with the Earl Hines Orchestra
(Thimble TLP-4)
AAarva Josie is the only redeeming

featureof this album. The things that
bother me about the record are the
company she recorded for, the
"musicians" that accompanied her
and the material that was included in

the album.
A few songs sound as though they

were recorded in somebody's
basement, and too much echo-reverb
was used too often. I think I should
give the engineers at Thimble credit
for revolutionizing the recording
industry, though. It appears as
though they've developed a technique
of recording the ring in your ears and
have managed to reproduce it as a
slightly audible, high-pitched squeal.

"You're Not Mine Anymore"
would probably be the best tune on
the album were it not for the guitar
solo. Two or three times the guitarist
found himself on wrong notes and it

didn't sound as thougt he tried to
conceal it. And then, on "Jelly, Jelly"
a guitarist takes a blues solo which,
besides being the most hackneyed
solo I've heard in a while, also con
tains some notes that make you
wince. Just one more thing — the
soprano sax man should sell his sax.
The album, which is supposed to be

a union of symphony orchestras,
jazz, gospel and rock, never manages
to make that concept work. It fails so
miserably, in fact, that I feel com
pel led to say only that I would be glad
to hear the power, depth, and range
of AAarva Josie's voice in some other
context.

— Ken Blanchard
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CLEAN LIVING

BLACK AND BLUE-HAROLD
MELVIN AND THE BLUE NOTES
(Philadelphia International KZ
32407)

A beautiful example of how good,
consistent production can sound.
Gamble and Huff may be formula
writers judging from the distinct
sound of the Notes, but it is a
dynamic rhythm-oriented formula,
featuring immaculate vocal har-
monies and tight instrumentation.
The emotional dramatics of the
vocals blend beautifully in the in-

fectious melodies which come
through with crystal clarity. Lots of
potential follow ups to "The Love I

Lost" with best bets being "Is There
A Place For Me", "It All Depends On
You", or "Satisfaction Guaranteed".
No doubt about this one.

— Solid Vodka

BLO.MDEL The Amazing Blondel
(Island SMAS 9339)

In times such as these winners like
The Kibitzers can make it up to and
over the music staff's mind capacity
as far as quality goes, it's a true
wonder how Blondel could have
escaped without a word of praise or
otherwise. Truly amazing

But here it is, occupying a space on
my record shelf. It's been there for
three months and for three months
I've been trying frantically to put it

into words, trying to compare it; all

to no avail.

It's divided up into chapters,
chapter one starts with a prelude
which might be what a sunrise would
sound like if put to music. It goes on
and on with its beautiful harmonies
and the only place it seems to go on
and on in, is some room in the
basement of Cance. Truly amazing.
Blondel: Eddie Baird vocals and
guitars. Terry Wincott vocals,
guitars, percussion, flute, crumhorn,
piano and recorders.

— Lorie Ann Yeslow

Gomes Microtones

a...)STARS. I

repeat, t
n

a

Jan Garbarek. Afric Pepperbird
(ECM 1007 Stereo) ECM is a Ger
man label which is distributed in this

country through the good grace of the
Jazi Composers' Orchestra
Association (New Music Distribution

almost everywhere else, and
you never know where they'll

go next. This is the music that

makes people like Hawkwind
look really lame.

The Magic City begins with
the title track on side one,

another side long tlight. At

27:24, they've even more time
to bend, and the result is

another excellent excursion.
Sun's work on a cousin ot the
piano and clavinet, the
clavoline, is superb.

The best single evocation ot

Sun's strongest spirit and main
feel is "The Shadow World",
the first song on side one. With
the horn section blaring like a
train that's taken the wrong
turn past Mars, "The Shadow
World" is a most dynamic and
impressive use of the full

powers of the Arkestra.

The last two songs, "Ab-
stract Eye" and "Abstract 'I"

are less full-blown and more
subtle arrangements that
move in more controlled and
yet, at times, freer patterns
than the other more carefully
structured arrangements.

To get the real facts,

checked with one of the few
true Ra crazies around here,

Terry Adams from NRBQ,
owner of over twenty of Sun's

records. He endorsed The
Magic City with words that

shone, and confessed that he'd

not yet heard Astro Black.

Terry's excused, because I

know he'll try it first chance he

gets, as Terry knows the

magic. How about you?

SAY WHAT YOU MEAN - THE HOT
DOGS
(Ardent ADS-2805)
What are the Hot Dogs? They are

primarily Bill Rennie and Greg
Reding. They are backed by some
really fine artists like lead guitarist
Terry Manning. Together they
surprise you with an array of songs
which are at times fairly weak but
very well done. Hot Dog enthusiasm
saves them from being the S5.99
headache.
SAY WHAT YOU MEAN is a fast

alDum that would have done better
four years ago (along with the
Monkees). "Another Smile," one of
the few slower cuts, is perhaps the
best effort. They really have the
potential to become very big and with
a bit of luck, time will deepen their
lyrics and mellow their vocal and
instrumental arrangements.

.

— Ducky Deinak
J

Therapy Rather Than Creativity?

-X2

In Concert:
J. Geils Band
Brownsville Station
Providence Civic Center
l-1»-74

By way of their AM hit "Smoking In The Boys Room", Brownsville
Station can now play with the big boys. They played for an hour, which
for some people was an hour too long. Brownsville can best be described
as a Poor Man's Slade, with a little Chuck Berry thrown in. Honestly,
they would have to pick Slade to model themselves after: How about a
break and bring on Black Sabbath!

After being subjected to such dreck, J. Geils seemed like a Godsend.
They immediately won over the audience by starting with their latest
hit, "Did You No Wrong". The band looked to be in good spirits and their
stage attire was, needless to say, quite flashy. But glitter & satin do not
make a concert.

I was stunned to see the band switch over to almost all slower
material. Geils painfully labored on and on, then, sensing something
was wrong, eventually went back to what they do best, that is — boogie
Though I was quite happy to see this turnabout, I still sensed something
was wrong. Adding to the sullen atmosphere created in the early goings,
Geils's guitar was lost in the mix throughout the show and the sound
overall was badly distorted. The only band member who played con
s.stently well was the keyboard player, Seth Justman. He was dazzling
to watch and turned in two good solos.

Geils was called back for three encores, even though the third one was
evidently a clever publicity stunt. Ironically, after floundering most of
the concert, the band played all of their biggest hits for the encores
Perhaps an apology for us? Perhaps an apology for playing pretty
sloppy? I really can't see how tonight's performance deemed such
approval from the crowd, because it seems to me that J. Geils ha*
turned sour.

— David Santos

\

/

Service, 6 West 95th Street, New
York, New York (10024) — send for
their catalog), and Jan Garbarek is

one of the most staggering im-
provisors to come out of Europe; aad>
his work on tenor sax sounds like it's

based around the late, fantastic
Albert Ayler's work on that in

strument. Arild Andersen is a superb
bass player, full bodied and per
cussive and Jon Christensen is a
finely inventive percussionist. Terje
Rypdal explores new horizons on
guitar (inspired by Sonny Sharrock)
and he matches Garbarek for in-

tensity on the aptly named "Blow
Away Zone", in which Garbarek does
some of the most incredible har
monic leaps I've ever heard on sax.
Jan Garbarek should be a talent to

be reckoned with already, and has
not gained ascendancy on the in-

ternational level, or even in his home
land, for that matter. Still, this is a
lovely album, with a diversity of
materials that range from the bass
compositions of Andersen, to the
"free" improvs of the entire group, to
the orchestral density and structure
of Andersen's "MYB", to the natural
sounds explorations of Christensen's
"Blupp", and into the tightness of
motion featured in Garbarek's title
composition. I should also mention
that this album has the clearest
recording quality I've ever heard in
my life. Thisone'll Drobably cost you
from about $4.25 to $5.85 in the
'Import' bins of a good record store
(it's available in town); however,
don't stop there — JCOA has lots of
qoodies for ya, so don't forget to write

to them. Other fine releases on this
label include Marion Brown's
Afternoon Of A Georgia Faun, which
is one of the most beautiful tone
poems I've ever heard (ECM 1004)
featuring the massively-expressive
reedman Anthony Braxton and erst
while Cecil Taylor drummer
Andrew Cyril le. Then there are
labels like Strata East and Caliq and
Enja. This is music that's being
recorded and distributed by the
musicians themselves, so it's
perhaps the only true musical art one
can hope to gain material possession
of. These aren't the kind of musicians
that Carly Simon would write songs
about, mostly because they are
sincere, and further, true craftsmen,
and not (trumpet fan fare and a big
Cadillac rolls up to reveal a...)
STARS. I repeat, they aYe not stars,
so their music is not easy listening
But it is music, and it's sensitive but
strong, and it breathes alive.

Check it

out, and
remember :

"The music
business and
the music
scene are two
different th
•ngs." Quote
Ornette Col
eman. Album
ratings for the
label and the
artists —
A 4- + +... inf.

—UMan
Gomes

Court and Spark

Joni Mitchell

Asylum 7E-1001

I've been listening to new
records by Graham Nash,
Carly Simon, Yes and Bob
Dylan, and none of them have
come close to entertaining and
enlightening me as much as
Joni AAitchell's latest. Court
and Spark is an eleven-sided
jewel; one of those rare
records where every song is

completely satisfying. Looser
and less complicated than For
the R>ses, it is immediately
access'ble and enjoyable. The
pace i-: more fluid, helped a
great deal by some ex-
perimenting on "Raised on
Robbery" (Bette Midler cum
the Andrews Sisters) and
"Twisted" (a pixilated jazz
tune).

Joni incorporates her pain
with her art. Lennon and Dylan
used to; their music suffered
when they stopped. Court and
Spark marks Joni's annual
return to her vinyl analyst.
There are laments over past
lovers, Inner conflicts and
uncomfortable situations, yet
the poetry is less dense and the
melodies are lighter and more
frivolous than the past.
Perhaps this explains why in

spite of "Raised on Robbery"
is not making it as a single (as
opposed to "You Turn Me On"
from Roses, which did), the
album is still selling at a
furious rate.

Perhaps the single most
beautiful piece is "People's
Parties", featuring two 12-

string acoustic guitars which
lend a velvety texture to the
melody. "Help Me", the
album's most commercial cut,
has Joni tip-toeing over the
notes as a rock skimming on
water. "Free Man in Paris"

brings Crosby, Nash and Jose
Feliciano together. "Car on a
Hill" is an outta sight electric
song; and "The Same
Situation", has Joni's voice
sounding like vibes: at once icy
and brittle, affirmative and

r—

It might not grow on you like

a fungus or hit you like a cube
steak at the dining commons
the first time you hear it. But
give it time, time to let the once
stagnant words come alive.

— Lorie Ann Yeslow

confiding. All can easily vie for
the top notch.

At any rate, Joni Mitchell
has returned and she's better
than ever. Isn't that right Ms.
Yeslow?

—Steve Feld

The words are all there,
printed in a light gray against
a mellow melony background.
Just stagnant gray words. The
whole message is foggy
without the music that was
meant to accompany, so just to
be a sport you put it on the
stereo, and sit back to wait.

From then on over it will just
flow from your speakers
featuring such fine musicians
as John Guerin, John Sample,
Larry Carlton, as well as
David Crosby, and Graham
Nash. All of these teamed with
Joni's numerous talents only
make Court and Spark more
than another Blue.

The only break in the per-

fection comes when Joni tries

at "Twisted", which after
being done by Bette Midler
leaves Joni in the dust with her
fragile voice; a variation, but
definitely lacking.

The most faithful among
Joni Mitchell's recently in-

creased audience know by now
how true love never runs.
Court and Spark is a crucial
point in the relationship of
listener and performer.

Joni, since her mystical and
hauntingly ageless first album,
has consistently baffled those
critics who exercise their
terseness and wit reviewing
monosyllabic rock and roll

writers, and who often end up
inadequately prepared to
honestly appraise the work of a
musician who is also a poet.

Joni has proven herself
capable of lyrical poetry, that

when fused with the sensuality
of her music, tends to trans-
cend the mindlessness and
temporality of many of her
contemporaries.

Recently her sensitivity and
previous poetic works seem to

have become a shield,
deflecting honest criticism:

those who would criticize her
deny the scope of her work, and
those who praise are sac-

charine or elusive in thei,

commending. Jon Laudau's
recent review of "Court and
Spark" (Jan. 30, Real Paper)
exhibited a failure to penetrate

Joni's recently acquired aura.
The dichotomies of love and
freedom, trust and paranoia,
etc. he sights as the grain of the
album are evident more from a
knowledge of her previous
work than from the often weak
and disjointed lyric work in-

volved in these new songs. He
centered out "Twisted" (along
with "Trouble Child") as a

courageous flirtation with
insanity. There are threads
and echoes of madness
skillfully interwoven in songs
from Blue and For the Roses
that need neither gimmicks
(Cheech & Chong and night

club drumming) nor coquet
tishness ("Now do you think I

was crazy?") to move one.
Beyond Joni's rather forced
sincerity here, what's the
point? The cynicism of the
song is evasive, almost to the
point of being flip:

Schizophrenia is fun. "Trouble
Child" reveals little with its

"deceptive simplicity" other
than the uneasy feeling that

Joni seems to be taking less

time to write of herself, to

reach beneath the superficial

and confessional as she has
done so well since "Song to a
Seagull". This album feels

much too often like a work
written to fulfill audience
expectations rather than an
artistic need, therapy rather
than true creativity.

The pettiness and detach-
ment of "People's Parties"
and "Free Man in Paris" are
nearly self-satirizing. It's

tiring to listen to the trials of
being a star; rather than being
introspective or revealing to a
listener (who does not go to
such parties or experience
such struggles of stardom), it

comes off as self-indulgent, at
times almost a fear of com-
munion with those who love her
and her work, and are not
stars.

"Car on a Hill" and "Just
Like This Train" annoy me for
several reasons, one being the
constant expression of Joni's
overly Americanized search
for a man, "a strong cat
without claws".

"Down to You" is the inner
core of the album for me, a
depth of feeling, a quality of

lyric work, and a spirit of self

determination and communion
that was found throughout For
The Roses, which I consider to

be her finest work. Somehow
possibly via her independence
from James Taylor) Joni
overcame her tendencies
toward self-pity and lady like

docility to create a work of art

that was inspired and
revealing. Many of the songs
on Court and Spark seem to be
attempts to "make" music and
poetry out of situations and
ideas where none is in-

trinsically felt.

My criticisms, rather than
expressing a desire to limit an
artist's range, a woman's right

to rock, a star's option to play,

are a reaction from an admirer
who hopes that Joni, as too
many people are doing, won't
allow fame to displace her art.

Her line "I just let things
slide..." frightens me. The
world has come to a dangerous
and confused place, and for an
artist, a female artist,
creativity can be an
enlightening experience, a
sharing, or a contribution to

chaos, a hindering of self-

discovery. To be honest (as she
has been with us) I express the
hope she clear away the shit of

stardom, center her gravity,
and reveal, if she is so moved,
to us the poetry and music at

her roots, the joy and
awareness of peoplekind's
common ground, the main-
spring of her and all others'
artistry.

Steven Kent Blevins

Mr. & Ms. Gizmo
ICE WATER-LEO KOTTKE

(Capitol ST-11242time37:S9)

11'//

. Always
one of the most engaging of the
species called 'Accoustic Guitar
Players', Leo has busted that soft,

contemplative mold for good with
this album. He's done this by keeping
his wry humor ("Tilt Billings And
The Student Prince", "Pamela
Brown"), his excellent ear for
Quieter, more harmonious sounds
("Short Stories", "A Child Should Be
A Fish") and has moved off into the
best rocking acoustic guitar ever
recorded ("Tilt Billings", "You
Know I Know You Know", "Morning
•s A Long Way Home") to make Ice
Water Leo's best all around album.
A

TEXAS TORNADO THE SIR
DOUGLAS BAND (Atlantic SO 7287
time 37:14)
Not exactly a tornado —

more like a
twisted twister

here, as Sir

Douglas is

saddled with a
lot of help he
doesn't need.
This is cer-

tainly the most
corn-vent ional

Sir Doug
album, with

Sahm's
warbling about

the only dif-

ference bet

ween this and a

classic.

stodgy B.B. King quickie in the
Fifties. All sorts of 'nice' music here
— sambas, slow blues, all horned up
with that jazzy night club touch we've
all come to hate so much. And here's

the rub — I love it. Somehow Doug
separates the rock from the schlock

by doing some outstanding singing.

Everytime I get sad and think about

my dead carrot or something, I can
put this on, and there's Doug thinking

about it too. And ooh, Bobby Charles'

"Tennessee Blues" should become
another standard in Sahm's mouth.

Don't play this for the one you love,

unless he she can get the honky blues

too. B
ONE MORE RIVER TO CROSS-
CANNED HEAT (Atlantic SO 7289

time 36:45)

A not 3ltoi,i.lht.-r unreasonable

album. This emerges with a lot more
aim and direction than did the

drifting Ancient Heads and Historical

Figures mish mosh, or their New Age

pish posh. In other words, the Heat,

despite a few more personnel shuffles
(the Hire Vest ine-de la Parra core
remains) have made a quite com-
petent piece of solid business the kind
for which they are eminently and
justly famous. B

— Mike Kostek

SOFT MACHINE 7-

( Columbia KC32716)
This is an album with guts to it. Soft

Machine's fifth and sixth records
were excellent, virtuosic almost, but
so cerebral and detached I was afraid
they were heading for a rut. There
are traces of it still in this album (In
fact, one cut is a direct steal from the
Six album), but still! This album
swoops and veers and leaps out at
you and wraps itself around you like
a sonic boa constrictor. It demands
your attention — or takes it without
asking. It's some of the finest elec
trical jazz, and listening to it will put
hair on your ears.

Your Sacred Cowboy

CHERYL DILCHER—
BUTTERFLY A&M ( SP-4394)

A circus just rode into town
equipped with big cats and other
animals of the wild. A creeking
caravan can be seen passing by as
the little boys begin to run alongside
the small white cart containing a
young clown singing in the tnick
summer's air. She only sings songs of
her own. A hint of times gone oy is

detected as the notes and words fall

all over her dot covered costume.
The words continue to ride along

the straight and narrow track
provided by the steady voice. The
track continues on and maintains its

course throughout as the wooden
wheeled cart stumbles slowly
towards its destination. After some
time, the boys turn away for want of

more variety and run towards a

colorful collection of wagons con-

taining many different sounds. The
clown sings on in her monotonic
manner with her cat seated on her

lap to an audience which has long ago
left her for a more colorful conveyor
of melodious tunes.

—Jonn Dean

in Concert:
Jon Pousette-Dart String Band
Mitch Chakour and the Mission Band
S.U. Ballroom
Feb. 9

Instead of Bonnie . . .

"Last night, right here, was the greatest celebration of life since Wood-
stock," stated Billy seated next to me. He was talking about Friday night, but
the ballroom looked like anything than a celebration of life Saturday night as
the replacements for Bonnie Raitt got under way.

It seems attractions such as Las Vegas, the Bluewall, and the Hatch had
sidetracked a good majority of people, so the ballroom started with the usual
150 sitting on the floor cr lining the walls.

About nine, Jon Pousette Dart String Band wandered on. They managed
to ellicit a few head nods and claps as three guitarists trying their best, but the
main attraction during their set was the mobs of people leaving and organizing
group field trips to the soda machines.

The people who were the real show was Mitch Chakour and the Mission
Band who set the room alive, re-filling the ballroom with people, whether the
long lines at the Bluewall were disgusting people or they just didn't have
anything better to do, the music filtering out into the S.U. lobby was hyp
notizing these drunk UMies on their way to southwest or other far corners of
the campus. Either way, as it ended it was clear it just wasn't the celebration
o f life that supposedly took place the night before, at least according to Billy.

Lori«AnnY«l™

USED CLAY
POTS

THE POTS

SPURTS
SHOP

Open Daily f

SUNDAYS

(10:30 - 2:30)
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Communications at b'Mass.

(or, Are You Listening?)

Mb9BP&rpoise "the most intelligent of all"

Communications at UMass (or Are You Listening?)

by Gomes & Kostek
"How do things get done around here?" With a great deal of

difficulty, I assure you. The question is most often asked by

Whitmore rejects, who've run across the emons of getting

finances, courses, records, etc. Strange and often bizarre fruit

does the computer at Whitmore produce. A young man came up

to me the other day and asked about the designation 'HP' on his

card. Puzzled, I took the matter to Whitless, and got the answer:

"It doesn't mean anything." Strange? Well, it works.. ..all the

rules of Whitmore (especially the ones to raise the cost of going to

school here) work. The same is true of the Senate. Whether these

procedures are dehumanizing still has to be investigated, but

we'll assume for the time being that, as long as the people who
have the energy hang around, these gizmos will work.

However, the people on a media on campus determine how that

system of communication is to work. Why? Inherent difficulties

in the news system, as it had been passed along from generation

to generation. There is a form for writing news stories — a form

sponsored by the prerequisites of "who, where, when and

WHY?" This last part is where the difficulties arise. The first

three aspects are fairly agreeable to very nearly everyone. These

are the facts, ma'am. When a news story comes about, the best

practice would be to view
every news story as an opinion
— which is what it is, of the

three "W's."
And we have "professionals" and "living legends", whom no

one can judge the validity of, since the folks have had experience.

Jim Lavrakas, Nathan Gorenstein and several other turkeys

have been gumming up the works of this office for a long time, as

have I. But the simple truth remains that no one person on this

paper constitutes the truth, and those who come to the Collegian

expecting a professional paper had best look elsewhere. The
Collegian is not The New York Times, or even the Daily News.

This magazine that you're reading is, quite obviously, not Rolling

Stone, or Boston-After- Dark. Thank the Supreme deity (of your

choice), that it's not. We can experiment (as you can), with the

format of the paper — it should be open, as we have been warned
by our advisor, Al Oickle, time and time again, because, quite

frankly, when you get into the realms of the commercial press,

almost all experimentation ceases. That's the cake from which

one must eat (and it truly does).

As in any mathematical formula, it is given that:

1) The Collegian and this magazine have been heading

(hopefully) towards more of a community press, ana as a con-

sequence, they should be having more and more coverage of local

events by "ordinary" students — know what I mean?

Okay, now that we've got

that straightened out, we can
move onwards and up
wards. ..What's this? We have
a front page story telling of a

woman graduating from
ROTC? Whatever happened to

the concern about ROTC on
this campus? Like most issues

of the late sixties and early

seventies, it seems vanished
with morning dew. Con
sequently, the following story

on the article, written by a two
bit flunky named Kostek. Is it

political? You betcha, keed!

CORRECTION:
Oh, prior to last week's

Political Porpoise page, I

neglected to check up on my
sources, so I left out the

WOMEN'S COMMITTEE of

the Student Senate. My
apologies. It's still functioning,

and handling the problems of

women as they occur in the

University and various other

areas. CONTACT THESE
PEOPLE IF YOU'RE
Interested. They won't

age with a Porpoise

"The most intelligent of «//•"

Of all the blatantly political changes wrought on this campus ...

the last three years, the two that have actually been changes are

a pair of attitudes, one toward women, and the other toward

ROTC on this campus.
At long last we are seeing some sort of change in how we treat

half of the human race (no wonder everyone's losing). Imagine

what we might be doing if all the population got a chance. I know

this attitude hasn't spread to many fraternities, sororities or one

sex dorms, as chicks and studs still prosper, but it'll come.

Remember, the sooner we bring our sisters up equal, the sooner

we all can start workinq on Human Liberation.

And ROTC. Rotsy. How many strikes against it? Two? '70 and

'72? Ah, but our friends still grace Dickenson Hall, though

reduced to an activity and publicity level with The Center For

Human Development (whatever happened to them), but still

ugly, still around.

This unfortunate fact gacked back to me on the front page of

The Collegian last Tuesday, with a horror story about Pat

Wojtas's being "the first woman to graduate from ROTC in the

history of the Commonwealth." Fantastic. "People were getting

out of school with no jobs, and ROTC seemed to pay well," said

this particular pawn in their game. She also declared that

"people should have the right to take ROTC courses — no one is

forcing them to take

courses." Wonderful.

any

bite. ..honest!. ..The Senate

props itself on the right side

(as you're entering the front)

of the Student Union's upper

level. OR...come up and see

us.. .we do bite, but we've had

our rabies shots, so the only

damage will be psychological.

WMUA, and the nature of its

broadcasts, will be here soon,

as will sundry investigations

into the seemier side of life

here at UMass, — the

bureacracy, and, to correct

past mistakes, an investigation

of Concert Committee, and an

investigation of the workers

who do the maintenance jobs

here at UMass. We're going

places, but we need your help,

so come on up.

It was also disheartening to read, in the same article, of Oswald

Tippo's presence at this historical occasion. Tippo resigned as

Chancellor a few years back, supposedly for being too strong on

the students' behalf. "Tippo, who was introduced to the audience

by Colonel Paul H. Fisher as 'one of our strong supporters

throughout the years', spoke of the days when he was 'in the

cavalry' at the Massachusetts School Of Agriculture, and gave a

brief history of ROTC on the UMass campus."
Goodbye Oswald, goodbye Pat.

Front page jive from The Collegian?

It's happened before, but not for years in this Daily News type

of news-for-news-sake foolish format. Great job, Larry Carpman,

who told us the Important Facts, and George Withers, who
showed us the scintillating sight of Pat's having her Second

Lieutenant bars pinned on by her brothers, Peter and Charles.

Don't call us. It makes me tingle. DOESN'T ANYBODY KNOW
THAT ACTION LIKE THIS LEGITIMIZES THE IN-

STITUTION? DOES ANYBODY CARE?

Welcome to the world of

Walter

Walter Dver • Heartfelt Leather

AMHERST

103 N. Pleasant St.

253-5135

BOSTON

110 Charles St.

617-277-5135

Theatre:

Compiled by Mark Cuddy

Repertory Season Opens Here

The spring season for the
University Theatre at UMass
opens February 21 through
February 23 with John
Osborne's Entertainer. Then it

will run alternating weeks in

repertory with Oscar Wilde's
Importance of Being Earnest
and Ibsen's Rosmersholm
through April 27.

The leading character in The
Entertainer is Archie Rice, a
second-rate song and dance
man of the British music hall.

Osborne himself has stated
that he used the "techniques"
of the music hall to solve the
eternal problems of time and
space that confront the
dramatist. Thus, The Enter-
tainer is structured like a
vaudeville bill, with a series of

thirteen numbered scenes
separated by two in-

termissions.

For the most part, the scenes
(or "turns", as they are known
in vaudeville jargon) alternate
between the actual stage on
which Archie is doing his act
and the room he shares, for the
duration of the play, with his

wife, father, son, and
daughter. A show-business

atmosphere pervades the
drama from beginning to end,
for the Rice family sing to one
another, strut, and generally
compete for center stage even
in the privacy of their home.
Archie does his professional
act with the help of three
scantily clad show girls who
sing, dance after a fashion, and
otherwise decorate the stage
with a tawdry kind of glamour.
Osborne used the death of the

English music hall literally

and symbolically in his play.
The University Theatre
production of the play has been
set in America of the
Depression thirties, when the
vaudeville performer's skill

and experience had become
useless in the struggle for
survival.

As in The Entertainer, music
has a definite place in the
University Theatre's second
offering of the spring season,
The Importance of Being
Earnest. The UMass
production of this satirical

work employs music not only
to set the mood for the play but
also to highlight style and
actions within it. Following a
tradition well established in

the British theatre, the current

Harry Mahnken plays the title role in John Osborne's
ENTERTAINER, to be presented by the UMass University
Theatre in repertory at Bartlett Auditorium beginning Feb. 21.

production presents a male
actor portraying a leading
female character. Earnest
provides a vivid contrast to

The Entertainer. Where the

latter play is relatively modern
in setting, realistic in treat-

ment, and concerned primarily
with the anguish of failure,

Earnest is drawing-room
comedy of elegant manners

and gorgeous costumes and
furnishings of late Victorian

England.
Oscar Wilde's high comedy

The Importance of Being
Earnest, he tells us, is "a
trivial comedy for serious
people." A friend asked him,
"What sort of play are we to

expect?" The dramatist an-

swered: "It is exquisitely

trivial, a delicate bubble of

fancy, and it has its

philosophy." "It's
philosophy?" "That we should
treat all the trivial things of life

seriously, and all the serious
things of life with sincere and
studied triviality."

Since its first English
production in 1891, Ibsen's

Rosmersholm has consistently
fascinated critics and
audiences. It has been
described as "a play about
sexual identity," "political
power struggles," "a bizarre
murder mystery," or, as
Freud explained it, "an ex
planation of the depths of

man's unconscious."
Rosmersholm may fit all of
those descriptions, but above
all it is a love story. Rebecca
West and John Rosmer, the
main characters, decide to

make a stand against the
various patterns of sexual,
religious, and political
manipulations. In the process,
they discover some jarring
truths about the nature of

society and their relationship.

For information and
reservations call 545-2579,
Monday through Friday from
12 noon to 4 p.m.

Film:

by Steve DeCosta and Kathy
Podeskv

Magnum Force, with Clint
Eastwood, directed by Ted
Post.

In Dirty Harry, Clint
Eastwood played Harry
Callahan, a homicidal
detective on the trail of a
psychopathic murderer.

In Magnum Force, a sequel,

Eastwood is still cast in the
mold of a tough, macho San
Francisco cop and he's still

chasing psychopathetic killers,

only this time they too are
cops.

In a sense, Magnum Force is

almost an apology for the

earlier film. It is the antithesis

of the theme expoused in Dirty

Harry, that law and order is

being emasculated by the
liberals.

Local Killers, Pimps & Others

HEATED

FLOATATION

^%YSTEMS

NEPTUNEVvJ

Bean Bag Chairs

Art Gallery

:
waterbeds

^sli aa(-^urdc furniture

103 n. pleasant st.

amherst 253-7922

In Harry, Eastwood played a
fascist cop whose efforts to

bring the Scorpio killer to

justice was thwarted by, what
he considered, the too liberal

workings of the court system.
In the sequel, Eastwood is

cast in the rold of defender of

the system which he so
callously disregarded in the
first film. He tracks down a
group of rookie policemen who
have decided, as Harry once
did, that the legal system was
just not working, and too many
criminals were getting off

without their due.

The rookie cops, headed by
Hal Holbrook, a lieutenant who
is also Harry's boss, cruise

around the Bay area
systematically murdering
local killers, pimps, and others

who they believed have
escaped the arm of justice.

Harry gets an offer to join

the vigilante group, and the

viewer is almost surprised

when he turns it down. But

Harry says, "I hate the god-

damn system, but I'll stick

with it until something better

comes along."

It isn't as if Harry is a

flaming liberal. It is just that

he becomes, through the death

of his black partner and the

exposure of Holbrook as the

leader of the vigilantes, the

most liberal and likeable guy

around. But even then Harry,

true to his form, says, "there's

nothing wrong with shooting,

as long as the right people get

shot." And it would seem that

he alone reserves the riqht to

make that decision.

But if the film apologizes for

the theme of the earlier work,

it makes no compromises
about the violence. Bombs

explode in people's faces, shots

are fired from close range, and
an entire poolside party is

wiped out by a flurry of

machine-gun fire.

The film is carnage without

emotion. People are
systematically murdered
while no one in the film shows
any feeling whatsoever. The
viewer also feels nothing as

each killing is ticked off,-

except the possible repulsion at

the method in which they are
portrayed.
Even when Harry's partner

is killed there is no remorse.
Harry did try to warn his

partner about his impending
death, but after the act is

accomplished, the film simply
presses on in what is con-

sidered more important

today, we must

.xzz& aac

:ypt\i rale ->,

in the coflfe .
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matters.
Magnum Force even goes off

on tangents that have little or
no bearing on the plot except to

accentuate the violance, such
as when Harry alters the plans
of several potential hijackers.

Eastwood is the perfect actor
in the context of the film. He is

a skin-deep character, a thin
veneer of macho toughness
beneath which lurks no feeling

at all. Even the women in

Harry's life have to come to

him. He uses them as he uses
his gun, relentlessly, and with
one purpose in mind.

Eastwood is, if you will, an
anti-actor. He portrays little

beyond the image that his on-

screen presence presents. He
has progressed little, if at all,

from his roles in the spaghetti

westerns, in which he played a

character called simply The
Man With No Name, who only
spoke in monosyllables and
only when necessary.

Director Ted Post seems
destined to become a master of

the movie sequel. His only
other filmic experience as a
director came on the sets of

Hang 'Em High, a sequel to the
aforementioned spaghetti
westerns that were originally

directed by Sergio Leone, and
Beneath the Planet of the Apes,
a film which needs no ex-
planation.

The script was written by
John Milius, an accomplished
screenwriter. His previous
credits include the script of

The Life and Times of Judge
Roy Bean, and the writing and
direction of Dillinger It would
seem that he used Magnum
Force solely as a vehicle in

which to strengthen his
reputation as a lover of guns
and violence.

"The truth was doomed to die.

It was being downtrodden, was
being drowned, burned, ground
to ashes. But look — it has
survived, it lives, it has been
printed, and nobody ever will

be able to wipe it out."
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Weekend
by Arthur Levine >

American Graffiti

This film is more than just another nostalgic

look into the fifties. It grapples with the very

real difficulties of growing up and finding a

niche for oneself in the adult world. The film

recounts the exploits of four friends on the

night before they are to go their separate ways;

some to college, others to continue to haunt the

local street corners. There's a lot of fun and

good music, but also some interesting studies

of American youth. Playing at the Academy of

Music, Northampton and the Mountain Farms

Mall.

Caberet (1972)

An unusual American musical in that it is not

overly sentimental nor does the music con

spicuosly stand out from the ongoing action. It

deals with the pursuit of fame by a nightclub

entertainer, Liza Minelli, at about the end of

the Weimar Republic in Germany. The songs

comment on the lives of the characters, thus

being a revolt against the Oklahomas and West

Side Stories that we have come to accept as the

norm. Playing Feb. 21 at 7 and 9:30 at the SUB.

A Diary of Anne Frank (1959)

Starring Millie Perkins, Joseph Schildkraut

and Shelley Winters. Produced and directed by

George Stevens and based on the book, Anne

Frank; "The Diary of a Young Girl". Playing

Fri., Feb. 15, at Sage Hall, Smith College.

The Exorcist

A hair raising horror show, based on the

work by William Blatty. It deals with the

possession of a young girl by demonic spirits

and subsequent exorcism. Recommended for

those who like to dabble in the occult and or

are strong of stomach. Showcase Cinemas,

West Springfield.

The Go- Between (1971)

A genuine look black at the summer of 1900 in

a stately home in the English countryside near

Norwich. The story is of a futile love affair as

witnessed by a thirteen year old boy who acts

as the messenger of notes between the parties.

The affair is between the sister of the young

boys, friend, Julie Christie and a farmer, Alan

Bates. Of course this is a clandestine affair

because the sister is engaged to a lord. The film

goes on to show the consequences of the affair

on the youth who unknowingly takes an active

part in its eventual destruction. At the Globe,

Northampton.
Jezebel (1938)

Being desperately anxious to play the role of

Scarlett O'Hara in Gone With the Wind, Bette

Davis was given the role of Southern belle,

Julie Morrison, as compensation. It is a lavish

production, directed by William Wyler, that

captures the "dripping magnolia," "singing

darkies' " atmosphere of the Old South. Davis

turns in a memorable performance. Playing

with Intermezzo. Tues., Feb. 19, at 8:00.

Gamble Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke.

Love (1973)

"In Hungarian; English subtitles. A dying

old woman in Budapest believes her son is

having adventures in America, while he is

really a political prisoner. Beautiful per

formance by Lile Darvas. A gentle and

touching film which conveys the transitory

nature of life and the sense of loss inflicted on

human relationships. Directed by Karoly

Makk." Sage Hall Smith College, Sat., Feb. 16,

7:30 and 9:30.

Magnum Force
Reviewed elsewhere in paper.

The Mouse That Roared (1959)

"Comedy based on the original novel by

Leonard Wiberley, can be enjoyed for either its

sheer humor or rich political satire. The worlds

smallest nation, the Grand Duchy of Fenwick,

realizes that any nation defeated by the U.S. m

a war is always splendidly reconstructed. The

tiny Duchy declares war on the U.S. and in

vades New York City with 20 archers in chain

mail Starring Peter Sellers. Playing with the

Ladykillers." Sun , Feb. 17, 8:00 at West

Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire College.

Macbeth
"Director Roman Polanski converts what in

Shokespeare was pathology into a normal state

of affairs." There are so many horrors that it is

quite difficult to pay attention to the poetry of

the immortal bard. Fine direction and a lot of

action, but don't expect the typical

Shakespearean production. Campus Cinemas.

Performance (1970)

The story of a sadistic British mobster,

James Fox, who is forced to hide from his

fellow gangsters as well as the police. He finds

refuge in the basement dwelling of ex rock

singer, Mick Jagger, who is living the totally

decadent life with two women. The film is a

continuous merger of the two characters

personalities until by the end they are

unrecognizable as distinct persons. The vehicle

for these transformations are psychedelic

mushrooms. Some very interesting acting by

Mick Jagger as well as some comedy, but

overall a very confusing and wearisome

exercise in camera technique. Wed., Feb. 20 at

8 in the Main Lecture Hall of Franklin Pat

terson Hall at Hampshire College.

Scarface (1932)

"Loosely based on the career of Al Capone,

Scarface was released as "the gangster film to

end all gangster films," but in fact triggered

off a whole series of imitations. Its violent

visual style, its cutting, and its cynicism and

sense of character are as arresting today as

they were them.
Hecht and Hawkes create a world for

Scarface and his mob that is not unlike the

court of the Borgias in Renaissance Italy with

similar intrigues, double crosses, and

gratuitous murders. The mobsters are all

identified by their own special peculiarities of

behavior a device often imitated in gangster

films. Though it has often been copied, Scar

face still remains one of the best of its genre."

Sponsored by the Amherst Film Coop at the

SUB on Sunday, Feb. 17.

Repulsion
"This was Roman Polanskis first film in

English. It is a brilliant exercise in

psychological suspense, terror, and murder. A
London manicurist who cringes at sex, retreats

step by step into insanity. Catherine Deneuve

gives a haunting performance, and Polanskis

measured, nerve wracking camera work can

turn you inside out." Campus Cinemas.

Papillon

Steve McQueen and Dust in Hoffman star in

this epic adventure film, based on the memoirs

of the late Henri Charriere, who at the age of 25

was sentenced to a life of hard labor in the

French penal colony of Guiana Unlike most

protagonists in this age of the anti hero,

McQueen displays the virtues which enable

him to overcome what appear to be in

surmountable hardships and achieve freedom.

Sometimes the flashbacks to Charrieres

younger days in Paris appear obtuse, still the

superb acting of McQueen and the sheer

fascination with his struggle for freedom, save

the film from mediocrity Showcase Cinemas,

West Springfield.

Serpico

Al Pacino plays an honest cop, who blows the

whistle on police corruption in New York. A
dramatically explosive film that documents

Serpicos fight for his integrity and his life.

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.

The Seven Ups
Another violent tale of the New York police

force The only high point is the magnificently

directed chase scene, that is if you can stand to

see another one. Starring Roy Schelder,

Mountain Farms Mall.

Sleeper

Allen is the writer, director and star of this

new film which finds him awakening in the 2173

after being frozen for 200 years when an
operation for an ulcer went amiss. The
futuristic satire is full of the usual Allen one
liners and sight gags, but with some
Chaplinesque slapstick added. Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield.

The Sting

Newman and Redford excel as a pair of con

men operating in Chicago about the time of the

depression. But the film is more than just these

two charming heros. The elaborately planned

con of an underworld kingpin, keeps the

audience guessing from the start to finish with

the finale leaving one thoroughly astounded. Its

an authentic look into the thirties with a

number of Joplin rags thrown in. For sheer

entertainment it can't be beat. Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield.

Tristana (1970)

Will be shown in place of originally

scheduled, Murmur of the Heart. "Tristana is

another of Bunuels masterly tales of repressive
religion and perverse love. Catherine Deneuve
plays a devout young Virgin who goes to live

with her free thinking guardian after her
mother's death. She becomes his mistress,

abandons him for a young artist, and then
returns to marry her guardian, only to refuse to

sleep with him. Long after the simpler terrors

of even a well made horror film have disin

tegrated, the final and strangely beautiful

images of perverse sexuality remain as
warnings against illusions, arrogance, and
innocence." Friday, Feb. 15, 7:30 and 9:30. At
Merrill Science Center, Amherst College.

The Virgin and the Gypsy (1970)

The fairy tale like rendition of the novel by
D.H. Lawrence. Set in early twentieth century

England, the story recounts a girls longing for

physical involvement with a man of real

strength instead of the anemic aristocratic

types she is constantly surrounded by.

Beautiful photography and fine acting.

Starring Joanna Shimkus and Franco Nero.

Sat., Feb. 16, at 8:00 at Gamble Auditorium,

m, Mt. olyoke College.

Music & Theatre
LOCAL MUSIC
11th House with Larry Coryell — Feb.

15, The Rusty Nail

Clean Living — Feb. 16 & 17, The Rusty
Nail

Seagull— Feb. 14-17, Crazy Horse Inn,

Charlemont
Some of My Best Friends — Feb. 19,

The Rusty Nail

Fat — Feb. 20 & 21, The Rusty
Nail

Sweet Basil— Feb. 15 8. 16,

Quicksilver
Ed Vagas Big City Blues Band — Feb.
15 & 16, Bluewall.
Real Tears — Feb. 15 & 16, The Hatch
Homefree — Feb. 15 & 16, T.O.C.

Open Road Band — Feb. 20 & 21,

Bluewall
Clean Living — Feb. 21, The Hatch

Tumbleweed — Feb. 19 & 20,

Quicksilver

The Fabulous Itkins — Feb. 18,

Quicksilver

Doc Sullivan, D.J. — Feb. 15, The Pub.

The Great Pretenders — Feb. 16, The
Pub
Morning Sun — Feb. 17, The Pub

John Morgan — Feb. 19, The Pub.

Franconia Notch — Feb. 20, The
Pub
Doc Sullivan — Feb. 21, The Pub
Daddy Longlegs— Feb. 21, The Rusty

Nail

Stoney Creek— Feb. 15, Rusty Scupper

Deadly Nightshade — Feb. 17, S.U.B.

Tusk — Feb. 15-17, Mt. View

UMASS
Madrigal Singers — Feb. 14,

Memorial Hall, 8 p.m.

Linda Smith (French music for the

bassoon), Feb. 19, Rowker, 8 p.m.

Alwin Nikolais Dance Theatre, Feb. 22

& 23.

For more information call The Fine

Arts Council 545-0202.

bPR.NGFIELD
Canned Heat- Firewater — Feb. 15,

Municipal Auci.

Earl Scruggs Revue-Tracy Nelson &
Mother Earth — Feb. 23, Municipal
Aud.

SMITH
Lory Wallfisch, keyboards (playing

Handel & Haydn) — Feb. 17, Sage

Hall.

BOSTON
Fat — Feb. 15-17, Brandy's I

Miles Davis — Feb. 15-17, Paul's Mall

Tracy Nelson & Mother Earth — Feb.

15-17, Joe's Place

Papa John Creach-Charlie Daniels —
Feb. 15 8« 16, Performance Center II

David Bromberg — Feb. 15 & 16,

Performance Center I

Pharoah Sanders — Feb. 16-17, Jazz

Workshop
The Independents — Feb. 15-17, Sugar
Shack
Ohio Players — Feb. 18-24, Sugar
Shack
Harry Chapin — Feb. 17, Performance
Center
The Dillards — Feb. 18 23, Per

formance Center I

Country Joe McDonald — Feb. 18-23,

Paul's Mall
The Gary Burton Quintet — Feb. 18-24,

Jazz Workshop

Howlin' Wolf — Feb. 19-23, Joe's Place
Ellen Mcllwaine — Feb. 20-24, Passim
Coffeeshop
Bee Gees — Feb. 24, Music Hall

Yes — Feb. 26, Boston Garden
Jackson Browne- Linda Ronstadt —
March 1, Orpheum
Dave Mason — March 2, Orpheum
Aerosmith — March 9, Orpheum
Pointer Sisters — March 15, Orpheum
Maria Callas-Giusepee deStephano —
Feb. 27, Music Hall

Deep Purple — March 20, Orpheum
Kinks — April 4, Music Hall

THEATRE LISTINGS
THE ENTERTAINER — by John
Osborne: University Theatre, Bartlett

Auditorium. Feb. 21-23. Info. 545-2579.

THE WHITE HOUSE MURDER CASE
— by Jules Feiffer: Stage-West,
Springfield, 8 p.m. Tickets $3 and up.

Thru March 2nd.

NEW CELL THEATRE WORKSHOP
— Thursday nights, 7:30. Stone
Basement Theatre, Amherst College.

No Charge.

S*"*-*,.,,,...^ Solzhenitsyn vows to continue

;i%ZlZ°-l™l^°"
ud"ci'y " working in exile in Switzerland

By FRANK CREPEAU
Associated Press WRiter

ZURICH, Switzerland (Ap) —
Alexander Solzhenitsyn vowed
yesterday to continue his work in

exile and said he has as much right

to live on Russian soil as those who
had "the audacity to physically

throw me out."

In an exclusive interview with

The Associated Press,

Solzhenitsyn said he did not know
when his family would join him or

where he would settle. It was his

first interview since he was ex-

pelled from the Soviet Union last

Wendesday.
"But I do not think that it is

hopeless," he said, referring to his

exile. "Even old trees — even they

are transplanted, and they take

root in a new place."

Solzhenitsyn, 55, seemed much
the same as in Moscow — defiant of

Soviet authorities who stripped

him of his citizenship and expelled

him and eager to get on with his

writing.

He accepted questions at the

Zurich apartment of his Swiss

lawyer, Fritz Heeb, and then wrote

out the answers.

The Nobel laureate voiced

special concern for his family and
for his literary archives collected

over the years. "If the Soviet

authorities confiscate them, even

partially, it will be spiritual

murder," he said.

Solzhenitsyn said he did not have

the strength to reassemble the

collection of documents. If they are

seized, he said, "then my
remaining years and strength,

instead of being directed to

Russian history, will be directed

toward the Soviet present for

which I need no archives."

He said "the direction" his work
takes now will depend on whether

Soviet authorities release his ar-

chives. He said "October 1916," the

second volume of the history of

revolutionary years begun with

"August 1914," was nearly ready

and the third volume is under wav.

Confiscation of what he called a

"rich collection" of materials,

documents, photographs and rare

books he had annotated, would
amount to "spiritual murder."

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko said in Paris, where he
was visiting French leaders
Monday, that Solzhenitsyn's files

"are not known to many people,"

hinting it might be some time

(Continued on P. 7)
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Five College Major
In Black Studies Proposed

A proposal for a single Black Studies

Major is before the curriculum committees

of the five colleges in the area. Once

adopted, this Major will replace all Majors

presently existing at these institutions.

Regardless of the school in which a student

is enrolled, once he or she declares Black

Studies as the field of academic interest that

student becomes a Five College Major.

The proposal, which shall be discussed

here, has been generated by the Five

College Black Studies Executive Com-
mittee as a major first step towards

creating a Black Studies consortium.

Properly implemented, the major will affect

the academic experience of students and

bring about basic adjustments in the

procedures of the Black Studies Programs
in the five schools.

These adjustments will require a

collective effort in planning and setting up

the mechanism to make this proposal a

reality. To this end the committee will be

calling meetings of faculty and students.

The Five College Black Studies Major has

been designed. The introductory sequence of

courses in the major is intended to present

students with a comprehensive overview of

the cultural and political history of people of

African descent, and to introduce them in a

general manner to the contemporary,

social, political and economic realities of the

Black world. These courses must be taken

during the freshman and sophomore years.

At this point the student must concentrate

in a specific discipline is the field of History,

the Humanities and Arts of the Social

Sciences. The material of the advanced
sequence will involve the Black experience

as it pertains to the particular discipline. In

this way the students will specialize and
advance their study of the Black experience

while learning the methodology and critical

language of a particular academic
discipline.

Afro-Am Majors will also be required to

complete field work in a Black Community
with faculty guidance and participation.

Hearst plans $2M food giveaway

for daughters safe return

By SUSAN SWARD
Associated Press Writer

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Newspaper magnate Randolph A.

Hearst pledged $2 million Monday

to feed the needy as a first step in

winning freedom for his kidnaped

daughter Patricia.

"This is a gesture of good will,"

Hearst told a news conference at a

downtown hotel. "There is no

guarantee Patricia is going to get

home on this."

Hearst said he was donating

$500,000 himself and that the

Hearst Foundation was giving $1.5

million. He said arrangements

have been made for the money "to

be delivered to a tax-exempt,

charitable organization approved

by the attorney general of

California, capable of making a

distribution for the benefit of the

poor and needy
"

Hearst said he was still looking

for a suitable organization to ad-

minister the good give-away

demanded by the terrorist Sym-

bionese Liberation Army which

claims it kidnaped Miss Hearst on

Feb 4

"The money will be available

tomorrow, but we have to find the

proper conduit." the gray-haired

president and editor of the San

Francisco Examiner said.

Hearst said the $500,000 he is

giving is "a substantial part of my
personal assests ." He said the

remaining $15 million from the

William Randolph Hearst Foun

dation had been approved by

directors, of the charitable

organization after family mem-
bers disqualified Aemselves

"This is an honest effort on my part to do

what I can, and that's all I can do. I think

they'll believe that," he said.

The SLA had given Hearst until Tuesday
to devise a sweeping food giveaway
estimated to cost as much as $400 million.

Hearst said he only could afford a modified

plan for the poorest of the poor.

Surf photo-Sieve Rnggles

"It's been a long, cold, lonely winter, but it's alright...here

comes the sun."

Campaign to back Solzhenitsyn

UMass professor stresses individual freedom

as means for world peace

By DONNA HARTMAN
A UMass economics professor. Vaclav Holesovsky, is soliciting sup-

porters for The Ad Hoc Committee for Intellectual Freedom, a new

nationwide campaign backing Alexander Solzhenitsyn.

Solzhenitsyn is the Soviet author who was deported from his homeland

last Wednesday for his accounts of Stalinist conentration camps in his

latest book Gulag Archipelago. Professor Holesovsky. himself a

Czechoslovadian exile, learned of the committee by responding to an

advertisement in the New York Times sponsored by Howard K. Smith of

ABC news, asking for financial contributions to the Norman Thomas

Fund Inc. and the Andrei Sakharov Campaign.

Professor Holesovsky has approached faculty members here in a letter

stating the importance of Western knowledge of Soviet oppression, and

participation in encouraging intellectual freedom for individuals such as

Solzhenitsyn. He feels freedom for individuals could eventually lead to

freedom for Soviet citizens and consequently world peace.

These very ic.eals were expressed by both Norman Thomas, a

respected American socialist leader who encouraged labor novement

liberals in the U.S. to join in the "spirit of freedom" expressed by liberals

in non-democratic countries, and by Andrei Sakarow, Soviet nuclear

physicist, better known as "the father of the Soviet H-bomb," in his 1968

book Progress. Coexistence and Intellectual Freedom.

According to Holesovsky. the funds raised by the campaign will be used

to "enlighten the Western public" to the global importance of the crucial

issues at hand involving Solzhenitsyn. Holesovsky feels it is difficult for

most Americans to realiae the types of harassment people in the Soviet

Union receive. He noted that Solzhenitsyn's life was continually

threatened while residing in the Soviet Union and if not for his depor-

tation he would eventually have been "bumped off by thugs" hired by the

Soviet government.

Holesovsky stated that although Americans are disgusted with the

dificiencies of their own system, the can't conceive of the proportional

differences between their system and totalitarianism. "Americans must

gather enough moral strength and insight in the importance of western

protest actions toward the Soviet Union in order to influence the

development of democracy in the Soviet Union," Holesovky said.

The professor believes that Americans and other Westerners should

devote their technological resources to communicate with the USSR in

order to foster the spirit of intellectual freedom there. Solzhenitsyn's

books are circulating underground in the Soviet Union, but very few

people have the opportunity to read them.

Westerners could share their knowledge with the Russians by initiating

such projects as broadcasting Gulag Archipalago and other news through

Radio Free Europe. Therefore, according to Holesovsky, the Soviet

regime would not find it as easy to manipulate the population for thier

own purposes

Andrei Sakharov issued a statement Thursday asking for the establish-

ment of an international tribunal similar to that which tried Nazi war

criminals. Its purpose would be to deal with the crimes of the Soviet

regime, which are made public. Holesovsky agrees that "moral strength

is toothless without legal strength."

(toatinued on P. 2)
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This photo was recently stolen from secret government files. It proves beyond all

doubt that UFO's do exist. It also proves that there is a strong correlation between

the number of sightings, and the number of students on campus, that is, there have

been no sightings where there have been no students.

Mitchell, Stans go on trial today
NEW YOKK (AP)-Two original members of

President Nixon's Cabinet, John N. Mitchell and
Maurice H. Stans, go on trial here today accused of

selling their influence for a secret $200,000 con-

tribution to Nixon's re-election campaign.
Neither man was still in the Cabinet when the

alleged crime occured in 1972. Mitchell had quit as

attorney general to take over operation of the

Committee to Re-elect the President. Former
Commerce Secretary Stans was the connittee's chief

fund raiser.

Delayed three times since last September, partly

while both sides wrangled over availability of White
House tape recordings, jury selection may start

Tuesday unless there are last-minute pretrial

motions for U.S. District Court Judge Lee P.

Gagliardi.

Mitchell and Stans are the first Cabinet men in-

dicted on criminal charges since the Teapot Dome
scandals of the 1920s. While this case is not related
directly to the Watergate scandal, the two former
administrators and an alleged coconspirator, John
W. Dean III, were major witnesses in the Senate
Watergate inquiry. Dean, not a defendant here, has
pleaded guilty to conspiring to obsturct the
Watergate investigation.

A missing defendant is Robert L. Vesco, the
financier who made the secret cash contribution at a

time when the Securities and Exchange Commission
was launching a major civil action against his

business empire.
Vesco has lived in the Bahamas and Costa Rica

since the indictment last summer and beaten
government efforts to bring him back for trial.

Academic affairs committee

Picking the best

and the brightest
By EDWARD MISCH

An estimated 16,000 students will be applying to UMass this year and it

is the job of Robert J. Doolan and his admissions staff to decide who will
be accepted. Director of Admissions Doolan expresses a growing concern
for the preservation of the individuality of the incoming student.
"Our admission philosophy takes care of the individual," says Doolan.

"We don't want to bring someone here who will get chewed up by the
university."

In an effort to become more familiar with the educational en-
vironments of the applicants, the admissions staff visits most of the high
schools in the state. The three men and two women on the staff each have
a territory in the state for which they are responsible for being
acquainted with.

High academic performance is naturally important in the con-
sideration of an applicant but Doolan indicates that it is beneficial for an
individual to have exhibited an ability to survive socially. Having seen
that incoming students some times find it difficult to cope with university
life, the UMass admissions crew is looking for people who will offer
something to the university community.
But this is a particularly difficult task. As Doolan says, "How do you

judge the social survival of an individual?"
At UMass, the board and aptitude exams that are required from ap-

plicants are no longer given the weight that they once had and Doolan is

seeking the elimination of these scores. He would rather have S.A.T. and
college board results submitted on a voluntary basis, realizing that poor
test scores do not necessarily indicate a poor student. The admissions
staff is now looking for a strong pattern of rising grades.
Doolan regards the extra curricular activities of an applicant as an

indication of the sincerity an individual has for the field he wishes to
pursue. However, an absence of activity is not necessarily held against a
student.

Doolan holds that "you can't penalize an individual for lack of par-
ticipation." Athletic activities sometimes help. If a superior athlete, or
"specialized individual," as Doolan refers to them, does not have a high
academic record, he may receive special treatment. "We bend with these
people."

The current admissions philosophy, according to Doolan, is aimed at
producing a "good mixture of the state" when the university stops
growing within the next few years. The staff is accepting more women for
professional fields and, through pre-retirement conferences, encourages
older residents to consider going back to school.
Doolan also notices an increase in "non-traditional" students, those

who are likely to work through B.D.I.C. and hopes to admit individuals
who will explore all the facets of university life. After twelve years with
the admissions department, Mr. Doolan says, "It's a fascinating
business; the most fun I've had in my life."

Rhetoric requirement, teacher evaluations debated
By DONALD WILHOLM

Maybe when you register next
September, there will be a fresh
copy of a teacher's evaluation
booklet awaiting your thorough
examination: Maybe the rhetoric
requirement will be altered. The
Student Senate Academic Affairs

Committee is working these topics
and many others that affect UMass

students and their education.

Monday night's meeting was the
first of the semester. Chairpersons
Martin J. Miller and various
committee members outlined
some of their activities for the
coming semester.
The rhetoric requirement was

one of the main issues for

discussion, though the committee

Prof stresses freedom
(Continued from P. 1)

The Ad Hoc Committee for Intellectual Freedom argues that "to have a
secure world peace, you need free regimes. " However, Holesovsky is
disturbed by Henry Kissinger's Soviet diplomacy, which "separates the
internal political regime of the Soviet Union from the diplomatic game
with the Soviet Union."
"In other words," Holesovsky stated, "if one must deal with a

totalitarian regime one can be sure that it does not act on good faith.
Therefore, the results of any negotiations remain shaky.

"Both parties must share the same values to make the contract solid.
Kissinger and other theoreticians of power equilibrium are making a
serious mistake if they leave out the state of the internal regime in the
Soviet. Union in their power equations and calculations."
The Committee would aid in establishing free regimes in the Soviet

Union by emphasizing the support from the Western public, and in
transmitting as much information as possible to the Soviet population
through western channels. Consequently, a peaceful coalition between
the U.S. and the USSr would prevail, they say.

Professor Holesovsky was born in Czechoslovakia and exiled himself in
1948 after the Stalinist regime took over He has been teaching at UMass
since 1965 and is now teaching Marxian Economics and Soviet Area
Economics as well as courses about other economic systems. Con-
tributions to either "The Norman Thomas Fund. Inc." or to "The Andrei
Sakharov Campaign" should be mailed in check to Bayard Rustin and
Charles Zimmeman. Suite 802-1182 Broadway New York New York
10001.

Collegian class tonight
The ( olli'gian class as announced in last Friday's paper will meet

in the Collegian offices, second floor. Student Union tonight from 7 :00
tcf 8:00. Evervonc is welcome

did not appear overly optimistic

about its abolishment. The same
applied to the language
requirements. Hopefully, a
teacher's evaluation booklet,

which will rate individual teachers

as to how well they impart in-

formation, their interest in their

students, and so on, will be
prepared this summer. The sheer

difficulty of gathering and
processing such a mass of in-

formation will make the production
quite a job.

The University possesses a wide,
but scattered array of counseling
services, and the UMass student
can put in a day's work trying to

find out who he should see about a

problem he may have. The
Committee is attempting to con-
solidate information about
counseling services into a single
booklet.

Also discussed was the subject of
maintaining relationships with
residence area academic affairs

committees, for helping the
colloquia program, and as a means
of getting feedback from the
student body on what issues they
feel the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee should concentrate on.

The Course Description Guide
and the Handbook on Alternative
Education are produced by the

committee, and the mechanics of
producing them and on main-
taining correspondences with other
universities around the country
was also discussed. The latter is

considered valuable, as university
student governments correspond
with each other to find out how
different schools cope with similar
problems.

All in all, it looks like a busy
semester for the Academic Affairs
Committee. Between the Course
Description Guide and the Com-
mittee's efforts to reform
academic policies, it looks like a
term in which both the Committee
and the UMass student will benefit.

Phonothon: Alumni Office starts

new method offund-raising
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By MAKJORIE MORSE
During the month of April the University Alumni

Office will be exercising a new type of fund-raising.
In previous years, the impersonal mailing method
was used to solicit pledges for the annual Fund. This
year the Alumni pledges will be reached by
telephone. The phonothon was used successfully in
Boston and is expected to be effective in Amherst.

A unique aspect of the Amherst phonothon, as
pointed out by Brenda Rau, Annual Fund Officer at
memorial Hall, is the number of students involved.
No other project of this type has been tried using such
a large group of volunteers Approximately six-

hundred workers will be needed throughout the
month to man the forty phones in Memorial Hall.

The organization of the phonothon revolves around
team competition. Most dorms, sororities, frater-
nities, or any other campus group will have
representative teams working one night out of the
month A prize will be awarded to the team collecting
the most money and possibly the most pledges.
Anyone, however, is welcome to participate any
evening.

Students volunteering will be committing them-

selves to a 6:00 to 10:00 tor one night during April. All
volunteers will be briefed on the art of telephone
soliciting and provided with a meal. Volunteers
should find the calling especially interesting as they
will be contacting alumni from all over the country.
The regional soliciting has already been completed.

The reason for stressing the enlargment of the
Annual Fund lies in the fact that the state
legislature's support of the University's needs will be
lessened in the future. Alumni are considered as
generous supporters of any school, therefore it is

reasonable to turn to the Annual Fund for help in

strengthening UMass. The money raised will be used
toward the Alumni Scholarship Program, Library
and Fine Arts support and Spdcial Academic
Projects. These include BDIC, Everywoman's
Center, Outreach. Institute for Man and His En-
vironment, etc.

The goal of the April Phonothon has been set at
$50,000. Its success depends on student volunteers and
it is the students that will benefit from the project.
Find a team and sign up now to solicit for the future of
UMass

Weight Watchers works

wonders

Stockbridge House, together with the Homestead,
are presently used as the Faculty Club house.

Stockbridge House:

oldest in Amherst
By FRITS GEURTSEN

First in a three-part series

dealing with the history 0/ Stock-

bridge House.

The oldest house on campus
bears the distinction of also being

the oldest existing house in

Amherst. Stockbridge House,

situated behind Morrill Science

Center.

The house, which has been

described by Alumnus Magazine

as the "collective ancestor of all

the buildings on campus", is a

classic New England saltbox —
white with green shutters.

Slate tiles and a large chimney

grace the roof. On either side of the

front door hang two antique

carriage lamps and an old sign

proclaiming the builder's name
and the date of construction.

Stockbridge House, together

with the Homestead, are presently

used as the Faculty Club house.

The Homestead was recently

moved from its old location across

from the Northeast Quad to where

it now stands on the right hand side

of Stockbridge House.

According to town records of the

period, the house was built by

Samuel and Hannah Boltwood in

1728 in the area then known as

"New Swamp". This name
changed consecutively to Hadley

East Farms, Hadley Third

Precinct, District of Amherst, and

finally Town of Amherst.

Samuel Boltwood, according to

historian Charles Hiram Thayer,

was a member of the Hadley
militia who fought against the

French and Indians in Queen
Anne's War.

He was very instrumental in the

development of Amherst as a

community, being involved in the

establishment of the first church,

the laying out of a cemetery, and

the calling of the first town

meeting.
Because he had no male

descendants, Samuel Boltwood
bequeathed the house and property

to his son-in-law, John Field. Field

became Amherst's largest
property holder as well as being a
farmer, innkeeper, and retailer of

liquors.

Due to his Tory leanings, John
Field was locked up in his house
during the Revolutionary War
along with eight other Tory
sympathizers. He was released at
the war's end and once again took
his place as a prominent Amherst
townsman.

Field, it appears, was a born
loser. In 1787 he joined the men of
the ill-fated Shay's Rebellion to

protest what they felt were unjust
taxes imposed by the wealthy
merchant class of Eastern Massa-
chusetts.

Soon after, the taxes became so
intolerable that Field was forced to

sell everything to Nehemiah
Strong, who for a long time was
mistakenly considered to be the
house's original builder.

Strong in turn sold the property

to Elijah Hastings, who established

a blacksmith's shop at the site. At

Hastings' death, his widow
remarried, to Levi Cowles.

It was his nephew, Chester
Cowles, who sold the house and
land to the Trustees of Massa-
chusetts Agricultural College in

1864. The College in time became
the present University.

(Tomorrow — "Stockbridge
House and M.A.C.")

By FRED NOBLES
Jerry, according to Weight Watchers' literature,

"lost 51 pounds and is now a member of the thin

world."

But does their approach really work?
Richard Weiner, a senior in the theater

department says, "If I ever went on a diet again it

would definitely be Weight Watchers." Richard
should know, during the past ten months he has
lost 94 pounds.
A year ago Richard weight 275 pounds and was

still stuffing into all those ugly clothes," like the

biggest Levis on the local market. Today he has a
34 inch waist, weighs 181 pounds and plans to

reach 172 before the semester is over. "That's
three pounds underweight for my height according
to Weight Watchers."
Richard began taking dieting seriously last

spring during the Diet Marathon held to raise

money to improve the campus for handicapped
people. "I lost 26 pounds the first month and raised

about 600 to 700 dollars for the marathon." He won
the Marathon's hundred dollar first prize and
appeared on Channel 40 television news.

At the end of the spring semester he went home,
"I gained a couple of pounds right away, got really

scared, so I went on Weight Watchers." In three
weeks with the Weight Watchers' diet he lost 18

pounds.

"I was very happy on the diet. You can just eat

and eat and eat." He thinks the weekly meetings
are a "great incentive, everyone gets up and ge

weighted, everyone claps if you've lost a few
pounds."
Richard had to quit Weight Watchers when he

went to the beach for the rest of the summer. "It

took me about three weeks to get over being

scared of going off the Weight Watchers diet." He
finally found a substitute for Weight Watchers in a
book, I nitrol: The Magic of the Mind by Alfred

Cantor.

Richard thinks U nitrol isn't for everyone; the

approach is to "positive think your way out of

everything. You have to repeat over and over until

you believe it. 'I'm getting happier and happier,

summer and slimmer and sexually more at-

tractive every day.'
"

Most people, he thinks, can't use the Unitrol

method because they think its either a joke or it

won't work. Richard is a believer; with positive

thinking and plenty of exercise he didn't have to

worry much about his eating. At the end of the
summer he was down to 196 pounds.
Richard has a few weight losing suggestions of

his own. "Don't get into the rut of sitting home
watching TV and eating. Get a positive attitude

and get out and do things."

He also thinks anyone can lose weight on dining
commons food. "I lost 30 pounds eating at the
dining commons. I ate fish, chicken and things like

that and stayed away from macaroni."
As Weight Watchers say, "He did it...so can

you."

Staff photoJ Slwrtorth

Richard Weiner displays his enormous levi's, left over from the days when he

used to carry an extra 90 pounds with him.

David Graham DuBois to speak Wednesday

Give
the world
a little

gifttoday
Blood.

+ TheAmerican
Red Cross.
TheGood
Neighbor.

David Graham DuBois, son of

black scholar WEB DuBois, will

speak here Wednesday.
"Dr. WEB. DuBois: A Son's

Perspective," will begin at 8 p.m.

in Mahar Auditorium, School of

Business, and is sponsored by the

UMass Distinguished Visitors

Program.
W.E.B. DuBois was born in

Great Barrington in 1868,

graduated from Fisk University,

and earned a doctorate in history

from Harvard University. He was
chief founder of the NAACP and

the Pan African Movement, and an

Ambassador Extraordinary to

Liberia for President Coolidge. He
was also a scholar in history,

sociology, and anthropology, and

the author of 22 books, and nun-

I AMNIRST CHINESE FOOD I
1 62 Main St., Amh*rst I

I Tel. 253-7835 |
I EAT IN OR TAKi-OUT I

llUNCH SPECIALS 99c A uj

dreds of papers, articles, ana
essays. Dr. DuBois died in Ghana
in 1963.

In 1973 a collection representing

the bulk of his papers and un-

published manuscripts was
acquired by UMass-Amherst.
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Predicts 6% unemployment

Meany: Nixon is misleading public about economy
By ROBERTA. DOBKIN

AP Labor Writer

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) — AFL-CIO
President George Meany said yesterday the

economy is going into a recession despite

administration claims to the contrary. He
predicted unemployment will top 6 per cent

this year.

Meany also made clear that the 14-million-

member labor federation would continue to

push for President Nixon's Impeachment
despite what he said was the administration

charge that the AFL-CIO was trying to drag
out Watergate for political purposes.

"Blaming us for the President's trouble is

ridiculous," he said "The President could

have ended Watergate last May if he just

came out and told the whole truth."

Meany fielded a wide range of questions at

a news conference after the opening of the

AFL-CIO executive council's midwinter
conference.

On the economy, Meany said that for

years economists generally agreed that if

the gross national product failed to rise by at

least 1 per cent for two consecutive quarters

that would constitute a recession.

But now, Meany added, Herbert Stein, the

President's chief economics adviser, says

there's nothing "sacred" about that

definition.

"So I don't know whether, there is going to

be an official recession or not," Meany said.

In any case, he predicted inflation would

continue rising with the nation's unem-

ployment rate climbing possibly as high as

6.5 per cent. The administration has

forecast a rate of under 6 per cent, up from

the current level of 5.2 per cent.

Meany called wage-price controls

"complete fantasy."

He said it was unfair for the government

to hold workers' wage increases to 5.5 per

cent while proposing pay raises of 7.5 per

cent a year for congressmen and Cabinet

officials.

The administration has asked Congress to

let controls expire April 30 except on the
health, petroleum and food industries.

Meany said the energy crisis has created

the worst "mess" he has seen in Washington
and has resulted in a lot of double talk witfc

no solution in sight

Commenting on h«s private meeting here

last week with Alabama Gov. George C.

Wallace, Meany said he found the governor
"has mellowed somewhat" in his views,

particularly on race. But he said "I doubt it"

when asked if he could support Wallace for

president.

In the nation and the world

Nixon, Wallace attend rally
By GAYLORD SHAW

Associated Press Writer
* HUNTSVILLE, Ala. (AP) — Stumping for the

support of Southerners, President Nixon yesterday
derided those who say the nation is sick, declaring

"the heart of America is good, the character of

America is strong."

The President detoured through the heart of Dixie

en route back to the capital from his Florida home to

join Alabama Gov. George Wallace and a crowd
estimated at 40,000 at an Honor America rally.

In his speech, Nixon made no direct reference to

the Watergate scandal but accused the Washington
news media of painting a distorted picture that

"America is sick, that there is something wrong with

the country that cannot be corrected."

"We're going to continue to be a great nation,"

Nixon said.

The appearance was part of a continuing White
House campaign to overcome the impact of

Watergate on Nixon's presidency. The beaming chief

executive clearly was pleased with the reception he
received.

"...God bless you Mr. President...you are among
friends here," Wallace said in introducing Nixon.
The Democratic governor who was a third party

candidate for president in 1968 said "we in Alabama
have always honored the office of the President of the

United States...we are flag wavers in Alabma and we
don't mind admitting it."

Nixon in turn had words of praise for Wallace
especially for his courage in recovering from bullet

wounds which left him paralyzed and confined to a

wheelchair.

A few signs urging Nixon's impeachment were
sprinkled throughout the crowd jammed into a

downtown Huntsville park, but there was no

noticeable heckling like that which has greeted Nixon
in some other public appearances.

In what perhaps was a fleeting reference to his own
current difficulties, Nixon said "there have been men
and women in our history who have had great

problems and they survived them."
His references to the national news media came as

a "personal note" at the end of his address.

He said there is "sometimes a tendency in repor-

ting of the news...that bad news is news and good
news is not news."
Because of this, he said, "many get a distorted view

of what is America and what it is really like." It is in

Washington more than any place in the world that you
hear America is sick that something is wrong with the

country that cannot be corrected."

He concluded by saying those distorted views are

wrong, then stood alongside Wallace's wheelchair as

the rally ended with the band playing "God Bless

America."
Nixon left Huntsville for Indianapolis, where he

planned to pick up his daughter, Julie Eisenhower,
and bring her to Washington. Mrs. Eisenhower is

recovering from surgery to remove an ovarian cyst.

White House helicopter prankster

seen as ' 'qutet, industrious
'

'

PANAMA CITY. FLA. (AP) -

The flying instructor of Robert

Preston, the soldier who flew a

stolen helicopter onto the White
House lawn, remembers him as a

conservative pilot not given to wild

stunts.

Preston was "a quiet, in-

dustrious, clean cut youth., a

regular hair-cut type of guy and
wore conservative clothes," said

Joe Ashbrook, aviation instructor

at Gulf Coast Community College

where Preston received an
associate degree in aviation

technology.

"He is not the individual I would

have expected it of," Ashbrook
said of Preston, who has a private

pilot's license for fixed-wing,

single-engine airplanes.

Preston, 20, an Army PFC
helicopter mechanic stationed at

Ft. Meade, Md., buzzed over the

nation's capital for two hours early

Sunday before landing his the

military chopper on the White

House lawn in a hail of police

buckshot.

Army officials said Preston
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started the Army's helicopter pilot

school at Ft. Wolters, Tex., in

January 1973 and amassed 157

hours of flight time in 24 weeks of

training before being washed out

for "deficiency in the instrument
phase."
He began training as a helicopter

mechanic last October and was
assigned to Ft. Meade on Jan 23.

Luther McDonald, the principal

of Panama City's Rutherford High
School, said records showed
Preston was a highly intelligent

student who graduated in 1972 at

age 16.

But he said Preston was "a very
quiet young man" who had few
friends and participated in no
social activities.

"Bob did quite a job for our
aviation club at the Inter-collegiate

Aviation Association meet in

Tennessee about 18 months ago,"

Ashbrook said.

Efforts to locate Preston's

mother and father have been

unsuccessful.

VISTA I PEACE CORPS

Have Thousands off Interesting Jobs
Both Peace Corps and VISTA have job openings for college grads. people with some
practical experience in a trade and people with a first-hand knowledge of poverty
problems. VISTA wanU people to serve in places as diverse as Appalachia and Detroit;
Peace Corps has requests for volunteers in 58 developing nations.

Representatives will be on campus soon looking for people with majors and experiences
like these, to go into programs beginning in July-September:

VISTA: Law, Preschool. Special Ed.. Psychology. Guidance Counseling. Social Sciences.
Recreation. Journalism. CKy Planning, Home Ec. Construction work. Carpentry.
Community Health, Lab Technician. PE. Elementary-Secondary Teaching. BBAs.
Accounting. Architecture. Civil Engineering. Voc Ed. Spanish majors & fluent speakers.
Personnel Administration, Pharmacy, Agriculture. LPS

Peace Corps: Architecture. Ag Economics. Biology, Liberal Arta. Ag Engineering. Ac-
counting. Public Administration. Agronomy. Plant Pathology. Business Administration.
Geology. Home Kc -Nutrition. Hospital Administration. Construction work. Auto Body
Repair. Medical Technology. OT. Public Health. Plumbing. Elementary It Secondary
Teaching. Civil Engineering. Speech Pathology, (abinetmaking, Surveying, Statistics.
Heavy Equipment Operators. Industrial Arts, French-Spanish majors and fluent
speakers. MS and BSRVs. Math and Science.

The above is only a partial list. We're looking for people about to graduate in many fields
and people with farm experience and rural backgrounds, problem sohing experience,
literacy, tutorial and organisational experience.

Peace Corps and VISTA pay a living allowance, travel, medical expenses and a com-
ptetion-of-service allotment of $50-175 per month on the Job.

Representatives will be on campus February 19-21.

Stop by the Placement Office now for more information and to sign up for an interview.

Rebel gunners blow up

Cambodian ammunition
By MATT FRANJOLA
Associated Press Writer

PHNOM PEHN. Cambodia (AP)
— Insurgents attacked a 10-vessel

convoy en route to Phnom Penh,

blew up an ammunition barge,

killed one sailor and wounded four

others, the capital's port

authorities said yesterday.

In Saigon, informed sources said

South Vietnamese government
forces have occupied a fifth island

in the Spratly chain, a South China
Seas archipelago claimed by
Peking.

The Cambodian rebels jumped
the convoy about 30 miles
southeast of Phnom Penh on the

Mekong River, the capital's only
major supply artery that remains
open.

The barge that blew up was
carrying 700 tons of ammunition,
the port authorities said. Another
barge caught fire, but the blaze
was put out.

The vessels continued on toward
Phnom Penh for a Monday evening
arrival. Other vessels in the
convoy were cargo ships and
petroleum tankers.

The ambush was the first major
attack on the shipping lane during
the current dry season.

Government forces nine miles
northwest of the capital drove
insurgents from the Somali
Pagoda and tried to trap 1,200

rebels believed to be in the area,
field reporters said.

The pagoda was destroyed in the
fighting. Scores of foxholes were
abandoned by the insurgents, a
newsman reported from the battle

area.

Beer, rice and Cambodian
whisky were hauled in for the
government troops after they
attacked the pagoda, the newsman
said.

To the south of Phnom Penh,
government troops tried to cross

the £tCY. Thnot River to establish a
bridgehead, but were driven back
by heavy machine gun fire from
insurgent bunkers, filed reporters

siad.

Saigon sources said about 30

South Vietnamese government
soldiers were put ashore without
opposition on the fifth of the

Spratly islands to be occupied by
Saigon troops.

The seabed in the area is

believed to contain oil deposits.

The Chinese apparently have not

taken up arms to contest South
Vietnam's claim to the Spratlys.

Last month, a Peking flotilla drive
South Vietnamese forces from the

Paracel islands to the north in the

South China Sea.

Americans
emigrating

to Canada
BOSTON (AP) - Statistics show

that at least 14,325 New Engen-
ders have emigrated to Canada
since 1966, first because of the

Vietnam War and now because of

Watergate, according to the
Canadian consul here.

"A couple of years ago, theywere
moving to Canada because of the

Vietnam war. Now, they're fed up

with Watergate and feel insecure

about the future," he said.

"Most of those going to Canada
nowadays are younger people who
are moving to the Toronto
metropolitan and industrial area to
seek new opportunities," said
Gaston Beaupre.
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BITTER LAKES, OCCUPIED EGYPT-A convoy of United Nations soldiers wait
to move into Egyptian territory evacuated by Israeli troops.

Kissinger, Arabs make progress

to bring Syria into peace talks
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Two Arab
foreign ministers and Secretary of

State Henry A. Kissinger made
some progress yesterday on
bringing Syria into the Middle East
pace talks and lifting the oil em-

bargo against the United States.

The ministers, Ismail Fahmy of

Egypt and Omar Sakkaf of Saudi

Arabia, ' will call today on
President Nixon at the White

House. Fahmy told newspersons he

would be bringing "good news."

"There is progress on every
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Protest strains

U.S., Jordan outlook
By PAIL TIIEL'THARDI)
Associated Press Writer

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Influential circles in Jordan are
asking whether the United States is

preparing to abandon its old ally

King Hussein in the interests of an
over-all solution in the Mideast.
There is speculation in Amman

that reports of demonstrations by
units of the Jordanian army were
influenced by the United States to

weaken Hussein's hand in his

forthcoming talks with President
Nixon in Washington.

Gold
Prices
Soar

avenue," the Egyptian said after

an hour's talk with Kissinger in the

secretary's office and lunch at the

State Department. But he declined
to provide specifics.

Kissinger, meanwhile, said there
had been some "solid" ac-
complishments."
"We had verv useful and con-

structive and friendly talks with

foreign ministers Sakkaf and Fah-
my about the whole range of

Middle East problems and I agree
with his Fahmy's charac-
terization," the secretary said.

Asked whether they had actually

reached an agreement, Kissinger
replied: "They weren't of this

nature but they were constructive

talks."

Sakkaf, suffering the effects of a
virus, stayed for only part of the

meetings with Kissinger. Vice
President Gerald R. Ford was in

the luncheon group.
Kissinger has been eager to get

the Arabs to agree to a lifting of the
embargo before the dis-

engagment negotiations with
Isreal. The Arabs have maintained
that before the oil squeeze is

relaxed the Israelis must pull back
from the Golan Heights.

However, when Sakkaf was
asked whether disengagement and
the oil embargo were directly

connected, he said: "Not
necessarily the way you think it is

connected."

This appeared to raise the
prospect of a lifting of the embargo
once negotiations reach a serious

point.

He said that before he could
consider traveling to the Middle
East as a mediator there would
have to be "a framework" for

negotiations.

The secretary said he called

President Nixon at Key Biscayne,
Fla., before meeting with Fahmy
and Sakkaf and that he would talk

to them again before today's White
House session.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
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Over 50.000 students aided each
year. For FREE Information on
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lope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO. 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901.
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By JULIE FLINT
Associated Press Writer

LONDON ( AP) - The price for an
ounce of gold on the free market
soared through the $150 barrier on
all European bullion market
yesterday as Common Market
finance ministers met in Brussels
to discuss raising the official price

of the metal.

But the dollar eased throughout
the day across Europe, closing in

Paris at 5 francs, its lowest level

since the French currrency was
floated Jan. 21.

In Zurich and London, gold hit

record highs of $152 an ounce, a
jump of $34.50 since the start of the

year.

In Zurich, the price held steady
throughout the day. But in London
it dropped $2 to close at $150 still up
from $149 at Friday's close.

Dealers attributed the sharp
increases to reports that the
finance ministers were prepared to

raise the value of the gold but-

tressing their national currencies

from its present undervalued price

of $42.22.

By increasing the official price,

the ministers would immediately
raise their gold reserves, now
valued at about $18 billion, and so

help to cover deficits caused by the

ever-increasing cost of oil.

Gold trading was split in March
1968 into two tiers, official and free.

Dentists, jewelers, industry and
speculators buy and sell the metal
on the free market. National banks
deal on the official tier with fixed-

rate transactions.

There is also open suspicion in

the Joridanian capital that

Washington will come down
against Hussein and for the

creation of a Palestinian state in

the occupied west bank of Jordan,

on the heels of an eventual Israeli

withdrawal.
Hussein's most conciliatory

position has been to call for a

referendum among Palestinians to

decide the future of the west bank
at an unspecified date after the

Israelis give way to a return of

Jordanian civilian administration.

The United States has never
taken a public stand on the future

political rule of the west bank. The
nearest it has gone is to state that

the "legitimate rights of the

Palestinian people" must be
respected in an over-all set-

tlement.

The immediate strain between
Amman and Washington arose

from the army demonstrations at

the garrison town of Zerqa north of

Amman two weeks ago.

Informed sources said Hussein

may have "misunderstood" early

U.S. Embassy reports of the

demonstrations, sent to him as a

normal courtesy while he was in

London.
Reports from his own officials in

Amman are understood to have
given a much less dramatic view of

the affair, and advised there was
no need for his return to Jordan.

But he disregarded the advice.

Influential Jordanians maintain
their belief that Hussein and
Premier Zeid Rifai were
astonished at the speed U.S.
reports reached them in London,
and of the detailed information

they contained about the army
troubles.

U.S. officials in turn were
astonished that such reports,

relayed as a gesture to their ally,

could have been misinterpreted.

The U.S. charge d'affaires in

Amman, Pierre Graham, has been

in constant personal contact with

Hussein and Rifai in efforts to

resolve any problems.
Amman has been without a U.S.

ambassador since Dean Brown left

at the end of November.
Ambassador-designate Thomas
Pickering, a career diplomat and a

close aide of Secretary of State

Henry A. Kissinger, is due in

Amman after Hussein's expected
visit to Washington.
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Vermont rationing off

Shutdown of service stations hinted
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Gov. Thomas Salmon of Vermont has
suspended a voluntary gasoline distribution

program scheduled to go in effect Wed-
nesday. And service station operators
throughout New England are hinting at

possible shutdowns unless they get
clarification of federal allocation plans.

Salmon said yesterday that the Oregon
plan scheduled to begin in Vermont Wed-
nesday was being suspended because "there
is both massive misunderstanding of this

plan and its purposes and strong evidence of

unwillingness by a substantial number of

gasoline stations to comply."
He proposed a Feb. 27 meeting with

service station operators to discuss supply
and distribution problems and said, "we will

continue to fight the battle with Washington
to get Vermont its fair share of the action."

Operators in Barre, Rutland and
Burlington had indicated they would not
comply with the voluntary plan because it

would not ease the supply situation.

Salmon said the plan, based on serving
motorists with odd or even numbered
license plates depending on the date of the
month, was designed to "ease long waiting
lines for gasoline, ease panic buying of

gasoline, deal with irregular hours of
opening and treat all Vermonters as
equitably as possible."

He said suspension of the plan was in-

tended to indicate to service station

operators his "willingness to listen" to their

side of the problem.
In Rhode Island, meanwhile, a spokesman

for the Eastern Seaboard Dealers
Association said members Were considering

a week-long shutdown to protest federal

gasoline allocation rules.

Irving Guyette, president of the

association, said a delegation of operators

wanted to meet with Gov. Philip Noel, but he
declined to discuss the specific of the

delegation's operations.

Atty. Gen. Richard Israel's voluntary
gasoline distribution plan went into effect in

Rhode Island yesterday, urging motorists to

stay away from gasoline pumps unless their

tanks were below half full and placing a five-

gallon minimum and 10-gallon maximum on
gasoline sales.

A group of service station operators in

Greenwich, Conn., said they will shut down
their stations unless the Federal Energy
Office issues immediate clarification of its

ban on preferential treatment for regular
customers.
Waterbury operators shut down for two

days last week in protest of the same issue.

Dick Roina, an attorney representing the

Greenwich group, said dealers want to be
allowed to reserve 15 to 25 per cent of their

supplies for regular customers arid they
want a 1.5 cents per gallon increase in

prices.

In Massachusetts, state police reported

unusually light traffic for the holiday

weekend. The American Automobile

Association said about 25 per cent of the

state's service stations were open, but most

were limiting sales from $1 to 10 gallons per.

customer and were staggering operating

hours.

The Oregon plan of gas distribution has

been in effect on a voluntary basis in

Massachusetts since Feb. 11. Gov. Francis

W. Sargent has said compliance with the

plan is good, but service station operators

have been grumbling for the past week over

the federal Energy Office regulation

against preferential treatment for regular

customers.
Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn met with

Massachusetts dealers Saturday and ad-

vised them to fill the tanks of regular

customers but continue to sell some gasoline

to other motorists.

The Federal Energy Office said the

dealers who take Quinn 's advice are subject

to a $5,000 fine, but the attorney general
vowed to defend in court any dealer

prosecuted under the regulation.

New Hampshire was scheduled to begin

the Oregon plan yesterday. But holidays are
considered exempt from the voluntary
distribution, so motorists with either odd or
even numbered plates were permitted to

purchase gasoline.

Service station operators in Nashua began
the plan on their own last week. In Man-
chester and in Keene, variations of the
Oregon plan were reported, with gasoline
distribution apparently being left to the
discretion of service station operators

Most Manchester dealers indicated they
would stick to the alternate-day plan
regardless of whether gasoline was
requested on a holiday, 31st day of the
month or Saturday. Under Gov. Meldrim
Thomson's voluntary program, holidays,

the 31st and Saturdays are days on which
any motorist can purchase gasoline,
regardless of license plate numbers.
Maine, the only New England state to be

included in a federal list of 12 states

scheduled to receive increases fuel

allocations, reported heavy traffic during
the holiday.

Eighty per cent of the state's service
stations were reported open and pumping
gasoline. No voluntary program of gasoline
distribution has been instituted in Maine and
Gov. Kenneth Curtis indicated last week
that he would reject any suggestion to im-
plement the Oregon plan.

Service stations in Maine have not
reported long lines of customers, except in

the Rockland area.

Last week's energy picture
By week's end, the focus of the

nation's energy shortage had
shifted from trucks and diesel fuel

to gasoline: How to sell it, how to

buy it.

A three-day meeting of 13

Western oil-consuming nations and
Japan ended Wednesday in

Washington with agreement to

develop "a comprehensive action

program" and establishment of

machinery to prepare for a joint

meeting with the oil-producing

states, possibly by May 1.

But a meeting of Arab oil

ministers, scheduled for last

Thursday in Tripoli, Libya, was
called off abruptly. United States

officials had hoped the meeting
might lead to an end of the Arab oil

embargo.
The truckers' strike, which left

two drivers dead and scores in-

jured, began on a national basis

Jan. 31 over complaints of high fuel

prices. Before it was over by the

middle of last week, 100,000

workers in affected industries had
been laid off temporarily and spot

shortages of food developed.

A settlement, reached in

Washington Feb. 7, guaranteed the

drivers all the fuel they need,

provided for Sunday fuel sales,

Tourist help
PITTSFIELD (AP) — John V.

Geary, executive director of the

Berkshire Hills Conference, says

he will ask the six New England
governors to approve a plan to help

the tourist industry cope with the

fuel shortage.

Geary said the winter ski

business has already been ad-

versely affected by the gasoline

shortage, and he has come up with

a plan to aid the summer tourist

industry.

Motels and hotels would issue

validated cards to guests checking

out of facilities under the plan. The
cards would be presented to

gasoline station operators in order

for vacationing motorists to fill up
with gasoline for the return trip

home.

permitted freight rate hikes and
promised future rate action to so

they can pass along rising costs.

With the diesel fuel problem out

of the way, the gasoline shortage

reasserted itself. New Jersey and
Maryland instituted mandatory
gasoline distribution programs at

the first of the week. New York
State, Washington State,

Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and
Washington, D.C., started

voluntary plans.

Two states, Vermont and New
Hampshire, were scheduled to

begin voluntary programs this

week. And Pennsylvania is con-

templating making its plan

mandatory.
Meanwhile, gasoline dealers in

Norfolk, Va., and Waterbury,
Conn., closed their stations as the

weekend neared to protest the

Federal Energy Office's ban of

preferential sales.

Because of the protests, the FEO
issued a clarification Friday that

said service stations may continue

to give preferential service to

commercial customers.

Then on Saturday, the FEO said

that dealers whose allocations

were cut 15 per cent below a 1972

base level could boost their price

starting next month. The energy

office also said teams were being

sent to 20 states and the District of

Columbia to review data to ensure

accuracy so the FEO can decide

whether to shift gasoline from

possibly well-supplied states to

others in short supply.

R.I. stations may strike
PROVIDENCE (AP) - A number of Rhode Island service station

operators are considering a week long shutdown to protest the current

gasoline situation here, according to the head of the Eastern Seaboard
Dealers Association.

Irving Guyette, association, president, said a delegation of gas station

operators are seeking a meeting today or Tuesday with Gov. Philip Noel
concerning gas allocations and government policies.

Guyette said about 200 gas station workers from all over the state at-

tended an impromptu meeting in Warwick Sunday and urged that the

meeting with the governor be sought.

The dealers will proposed a five point program to Noel, he said,

refusing to disclose the proposals.

Guyette said the dealers were more upset with federal energy policies

than with state regulations.

WHERE WILL YOU SPEND THE REST OF YOUR LIFE?

"Building a
New Town"

Chaim Feifel, Chairman of the
New Israeli town of YAMIT, being built
on the Mediterranean

Tues.
Feb. 19

12:30 p.m.
CC 174

"Problems and
Possibilities

of the Kibbutz"

Eddie Parsons of Kibbutz Kfar
Blum, coordinator of Israeli
representatives to the American
Jewish Community.

Thurs.
Feb. 21

12:30 p.m.
CC 174

sponsored by B.B. Hillel Foundation at UMass.

today's israel

is a

vibrant,

thriving,

growing,

nation

in which the only

thing missing

is you!

after ail

there is

only one thing

beyond being Jewish

and that's

being Jewish

in israel.

so come home
to israel

STUDY IN

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO

Fully accredited University of

Arizona GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL offers July I August 10,

1974 courses in ESL. bilingual educa-

tion. Spanish, anthropology, art. folk

dance and folk music, geography,

government and history. Tuition

$170: room and board in Mexican

home $215. For brochure write:

International Programs. 413 New
Psychology. University of Arizona,

Tucson. Arizona 85721.

CRAFT CENTER COORDINATOR NEEDED
Some important requirements and duties are:

A) Graduate student preferred (B) Instruction in various fields (silver, leather,

art, etc.), for five (5) hours/week colloquia and fifteen (15) hour/week overseeing
activities, (C) Inventory control, ordering supplies, sales, etc., (D) Supervision
of staff members, (E) Supervision of purchase, repair, and maintenance of
equipment, (F) The stipend for the artist-in-residence is flexible but limited
(G) You have the option to live in a two (2) room apartment in Greenough
Residence Hall (that's where the shop is located) with a parking spot in front
for thirty (30) dollars a month, (H) Send or deliver in person all inquifTes to:

Mr. William Kehoe

c/o Greenough Residence Hall

U. of Mass., Amherst, Mass. 01002

Phone: (413) 546-4539

Deadline Feb. 22, 1974

Hotcakes!
NORTHAMPTON. (AP) - Paul

Gravey, director of food services
for Smith College, wo.-ked a little

overtime Sunday as he consumed
28 flapjacks to win !he pancake
eating contest in the Northampton
Winter Festival.

Garvey beat out Daily Hamp-
shire Gazette sports editor Milt
Cole and Country Commissioner
David Musante fo win first prize —
a jar of Alka-Seltzer

"Dr. W. E. B. DuBois:

A Son's Perspective"

Tomorrow 8 p.m. Mahar Aud.

presentation

(Langenbroich, Germany; soviet author Alexander Solzhenitsyn gestures to

journalists and photographers last Thursday when he wanted to go for a walk with
German writer Heinrich Boell.

Solzhenitsyn worries about his archives
(Continued from P. l)

before they are allowed out of
Russia.

Solzhenitsyns wife, Natalya,
their three children, a stepson and
Solzhenitsyn 's mother-in-law plan

to join him as soon as he finds a

place to live.

"If one is to believe the

statements of members of the

Soviet government, my family will

be let go without hindrance," he
said. "But, without my presence,

for two women with four children,

it is not easy to liquidate an
existence of many years, to pack
up, to get moving, to find the

moment when none of the children

are ill."

Ignat, their 17-month-old son,

has been sick with a cold for about

a week.
As to his future home,

Solzhentisyn said Switzerland had
received him warmly and added he

had invitations from other coun-

tries.

"I am most sincerely grateful to

all those who invited me," he said.

"The decision will depand on

where I will be able to find, in a

short time, rather spacious, calm
quarters with some land, con-

venient for work and for health."

He said all his life, he had "lived

without a house, cramped. I could

not reconcile working conditions

with family life. In the years to

come, at least I would like to

achieve that."

The German news magazine Der
Spiegel said Solzhenitsyn has
already rented a country home 12

miles south of Zurich. It said he

wanted to remain initially in the

vicinity of his lawyer.
As to the future, Solzhenitsyn,

who spent 11 years in Stalinist

camps and exile in Soviet central
Asia, declared: "I am an optimist
from birth and do not consider my

exile final."

How his return to Russia would
ever come about, Solzhenitsyn said

was impossible to predict. But he
added: "Wonders never cease in

our lives."

the Top of the Campus

has a new luncheon menu

Lower prices — faster service

Monday through Friday 11:45 a.m. to 1:45 p.m.

Call 549-6000 for reservations.

Are you planning marriage?

Catholic

Marriage Course

NEWMAN CENTER
UMASS

SOCIAL HALL

Beginning
Thursday, February 14, Valentine's Day

8:00 -9:00 p.m.

Fee $10

mm
n For undergraduates a Instruction in English

o Hebrew Ulpan prior to academic term
a Independent study project for interested students
a Tours, seminars and extra curricular activities

ONE YEAR PROGRAM
American Friends of the
Tel Aviv University

342 Madison Avenue

in concert

Thursday,

February 21

New York, New York 10017
(212) MU 7-5651

SPRING SEMESTER
Israel Program Center — AZ
515 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10022
(212) 753-0230/0282
Note: departure, January

missmmmmm,

racy Nelson
/Mother Earth

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST

ANYTIME
YOU WANT

*l*o _ lco cream
— sandwiches

— luncheon

— dinner

168 N. Pleasant St. 253-2291
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Around New England

Catholic schools no refuge for racism
BOSTON (AP) - Roman Catholic

elementary schools here have been
asked by the Boston Arcdiocese
School Board not to accept transfer

students whose parents are
seeking refuge from public school
integration.

Brother Bartholomew Varden,

EPA plans to implement

Boston parking ban
BOSTON ( AP) — The federal Environmental Protection Agency plans

to implement a parking ban in the greater Boston area despite objections

from employers who say workers need to drive their cars into the city,

according to an EPA official.

John A.S. McGlennon, regional administrator, said reduction of

parkins facilities is needed to meet the requirements of the Clean Air Act

of 1970 and to help reduce hydrocarbon emissions from motor vehicles in

the 120 cities and towns that make up the Boston air pollution control

district.

William J. McCarthy, counsel for the Associated Industries of

Massachusetts, said the gasoline shortage has resulted in increased car

pooling and use of public transportation and has eliminated the need for

the parking ban.

"Motor vehicles are absolutely essential to meet the needs of both

employers and workers," he said. "Public transportation is not at all

available in large parts of the sprawling district."

McGlennon said the gasoline shortage is a temporary situation, and his

agency is seeking more permanent solutions.

archdiocesan superintendent of

schools, said he has requested

administrators of 262 schools in the

district to refrain from accepting

such transfers and said a detailed

statement would be issued this

week.
Boston is under a state Supreme

Judicial Court order to racially

balance its schools by September.

The Rt. Rev. Msgr. Francis

Lally, pastor of Sacred Heart

Church, said Sacred Heart School
has received about three times the

normal number of transfer ap-

plications.

"The most obvious concluson one
can make is that the present

Boston school situation is putting

pressure on the parochial schools
in a manner that hasn't been felt in

the past," Msgr. Lally said.

He said his school will interview

parents of children requesting

transfer "to see if their com-
mitment is to a Christian education

or to keep their children out of

mixed schools."

Mid-Cape may get bicycle trails
BOSTON (AP) — Arthur

Brownell, state commissioner of

natural resources, says his

department is negotiating with the

Penn Central Railroad to secure an
18-mile right-of-way on Cape Cod
for a bicycle trail and bridlepath.

Brownell said the abandoned

roadbed is being appraised by the

state. Serious negotiations should

be underway within three or four

months.
It would cost between $6,000 ai.d

$8,000 per mile to convert the 60-to-

80-foot wide roadbed into a trail

with picnic areas and restroom

facilities, Brownell said.

The proposed trail would run
through Dennis, Harwich,
Brewster, Orleans and Eastham.
The target date for completion of

the trail is summer of 1975,

Brownell said.

A Penn Central spokesman said
the railroad is interested in selling

the land.

Some officials have urged the
state to buy the roadbed to prevent
private developers from buying it

and precluding the chance for rail

service ever being restored to

communities on the Cape.
None of the five communities

, affected by the proposed bike trail

has expressed opposition to the

plan. But Orleans Selectman Dean
Howerton said his town has been
negotiating privately with the
railroad to buy the right-of-way for

a town road.

Don Griffin, chairman of the
Harwich Board of Selectmen, said

no opposition has been expressed
to the trail, but "there hasn't been
a wholehearted endorsement of it,

either."

Style Cut & Blow Dry

Kfi(UA BEAUTY SALON
1 V^J WALK-INS WELCOME

MT. FARMS MALL
flton.sat.

8.30 a.m. 9:00 p.m. 584-011

HADLEYi

Good news on campuses
MEDFORD, MASS. (AP) - The

number of crimes reported on the
Tufts University campus during
1973 dropped an average of 45.5 per
cent, while the number of arrests

increased 8.6 per cent over 1972,

Tufts Police Chief Herbert Voye
said on Thursday.
Voye attributed the decreased

crime rate to an extensive campus
crime prevention program that

included high intensity exterior

lighting, assignment of additional

officers, installation of electric
alarm equipment and
dissemination of educational crime

prevention material.

TUITION PLAN
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - A

private business college, Johnson
& Wales, has announced a
guaranteed tuition plan for
students.

Morris J. W. Gaebe, school
president, said a student's tuition

will remain at a constant level for

the entire time he or she is con-
tinuously enrolled at the college.

The plan will allow students and
parents to estimate costs over a
one-to-four year period.

ENTERTAINER
Papa Gino's at Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley, is

looking for an entertainer. Are you a folk singer?

Guitarist? A whiz on wax paper and comb? We're

looking for someone to liven our evenings a few

nights a week, while our customers enjoy Papa's

delicious pizza and frosty mugs of draft beer.

Remuneration negotiable, but from this you won't

get rich. Interested? Call 584-6904 BETWEEN

2 and 5 p.m. ON WEDNESDAY, FEB. 20 ONLY.

Ask for Tom Dietschler, Manager, who will set up

a Thursday audition appointment for you.

Appointments, for Thursday only, will be made

on a first-call, first-served basis.

UNIVERSITY OP MASSACHUSETTS

Literacy level prompts Bowdoins demand for writing samples
By JACK ALKY

Associated Press Writer
BRUNSWICK, Maine (AP) —

Student illiteracy at Bowdoin
College has prompted the
prestigious liberal arts school to

begain demanding writing samples
from applicants.

Admissions Director Richard
Moll, who announced the new
admissions policy at a panel
discussion Saturday, said some
students, especially those from
better-known secondary schools,

were being cheated out of a chance
to learn to write.

The writing sample will be a 45-

minute supervised essay, Moll
said, and the topic will be assigned
on the spot by the applicants' high
school English teachers.

Bowdoin took the step because

the College Entrance Examination
Board declined to reintroduce a
writing sample in the College
Board exams.
Many progressive high schools

and "most prep schools, like

Choate, are in the worst position of

sending literate students here,"
Moll said. In many instances, "we
are getting better prepared
students from some less

sophisticated Maine high schools."

"Some kids are being absolutely

cheated in high school," Moll said.

"One applicant called third in his

class at a major Washington high
school couldn't put a pen to paper."

English Prof. Herbert Coursen,

another panel member, com-
plained there were too many
athletes among the "problem
students."

Of 38 problem students in the

freshman class," Coursen said,

"we were high school athletes and
18 of them either had College

Board verbal scores under 500 of a

possible 800 or didn't submit

scores."

In the late 1960s. Bowdoin made
a highly publicized decision to

allow students to withhold their

College Board scores. At that time,

the school explained that too much
emphasis had been placed on tests.

Moll defended the admission of

athletes as part of Bowdoins
"committment to unevenness in

our classes and the assumption
that those admitted at different

levels of training can catch up
after admission."

But Coursel said his department
is prepared to deal with literacy,

not illiteracy, and that the range of

literacy in some of his current
classes was so wide he "didn't

know what to do " Bowdoin has
1.150 students.

Parents feel ignored

in baby's treatment
WKSTBROOK, Maine (AP) -

Concerned about their baby, the
anguished parents of a deformed
infant said yesterday the news
media have distorted facts in the
case.

"The newspapers have mis-
construed the information," said

Sgt. Robert B. T. Houle. "I don't

know where they got their in-

formation from."
Houle's lawyer, Navy Lt. James

Fryer, said the parents were upset

because it was reported that the

parents had refused to allow in-

travenous feeding of the baby.
Fryer said it was not true.

"I would rather not go into

details, not elaborate," Houle said

Monday. 'My wife and I have
discussed it, and we are still con-
cerned about the baby. We more or

less have decided not to say
anything out of respect for the

baby."
A Maine Medical Center

spokesman said Monday that the

deformed infant was in "poor
condition." He refused to speculate

on when a second operation would
be performed.
A court-ordered operation last

Thursday implanted a food tube in

the baby's stomach. The second
operation, which normally is done
between 10 and 14 days after the

first, would repair the throat,

which does not connect with the

stomach.
The baby was also born without a

left eye and ear canal and several

other deformities.

"We have had phone calls from
all over the country, all the way
from Texas, from people sym-
pathizing with us," Houle said.

The Portland hospital took the

parents to court when they would
not consent to the operations.

Superior Court Justice gave

TUMBLEWEED

TUES. 19th

WED. 20th

QUICKSILVER

custody of the baby to a Portland
lawyer and ordered the operation.

"I disagree with the judge's
ruling," Houle said. "I feel that we
as parents should be listened to."

Doctors say that if the infant

survives, it could be blind, deaf,

possibly mute, possibly palsied and
may never be conscious, "as we
know consciousness."
"Some people are calling us

monsters because of this," said

Houle, an Air Force recruiter.

"But others are very sympathetic.
"I don't want to cause any big

waves here, but apparently we're
just the parents.

papeR House
FAST COPY CENTER

XEROXWe
Otf PER COPY
Mm ' AFTER FIRST 11 COPIES

65 University Drive

256 0553

COPIES

Amherst

TeiRg the
Trains of Europe fora ride.

You're going to Europe and you want to do it cheap. Consider our trains.There's no
more economical way of seeing so much of Europe for so little.

Our Student-Railpass gives you two months of unlimited Second Class travel for
$165. Likewise for travel in Britain, a variety of BritRail Youth Passes from $32 to $85 is

available. Both of these passes are not available in Europe, so you must buy them here
before you go.

On board our trains, our comfortable couchettes offer you a good night's sleep for $6.
Our cafeteria-style dining cars serve excellent, but inexpensive meals. For light

snacks, try our restaurant trolley service on many trains.

Our trains are fast, modern and cover over 100,000
miles of track in Europe.

There's no better way to experience Europe than on
our trains. And if you haven't experienced our trains,

you haven't experienced Europe.

So see your Travel Agent or return the coupon and
we'll send you our free brochure"The Trains of Europe:'

European Railroads

Box 70
Bohemia. New York 11716

Gentlemen,

Please send me ynur free brochure, "The Trains of Europe."

Name

.13

Addres

Citv State _Zjp_

My Travel Agent is

THE TRAINS OF EUROPE
The only way to really see it.

Fares subject to change.
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SEiimem^sound RADIO ELECTRONICS

"Funky Frank
does it again!"

With These Super Specials.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

************ **f*******
Bowmar

MX 20
• Battery Operated • • digit display
• 4 Function • Floating Decimal
o 1 Year Fart and Labor Warranty

Reg.

5995

NOW4995

*
MX50

o AC-OC Nicad
rechargeable battery

o Full floating decimal
el digit display

e All new "Omni-Constant"
e % function

o Vinyl carrying case
1 yar part and labor warranty

Reg.

©9.95 NOW 6995

MX 80
e AC-DC, Nicad rechargeable battery
e t digit display e coastant switch
e % function e Vinyl carrying case

1 year part and labor warranty

********** ****** * **** *»
TEAC TAPE RECORDERS *

I
TEAC 210 • Stereo Cassette Deck *
o Tape strobe o Large VU meter for each channel #/

I

o One hand feather touch piano key operation
e Front panel microphone and head sot jack. jl.

e 3 digit index — is:
now dn *

Reg.

119.95

Reg. $119.95

MX 75 o AC-OC Nicad rechargeable battery

• digit display o full floating decimal
Memory and memory recall

vinyl carrying case

1 year part and labor
warranty

NOW

* * * *

95
Reg.

119.95

ANNOUNCING!
MX 100 "Scientific Brain"

99
• 13 Scientific functions Radiant and dag
• latra large lee* e fell (looting decimal
e All algebraic operation
• Full memery and] Oiani-conttant

with register exchangers

e Rechargeable and AC operations

• Deluxe soft vinyl carrying pouch

otations

ONLY

179
95

*

*

*

*

TEAC 220 • Stereo Cassette Deck
e High density permaf lux heads

^ e Selector with four chromium-dioxide
e Tape strobe • Piano key operation

M • 3 digit index counter
e Quantities limited

regular topes.

165"
TEAC 3300 • Stereo Reel to Reel Tape Deck *
• Semi-professional machine
• 3 mater mechanism, all seleneid operation
• 10' j inch reel capacity
• Hyper belie heads
• Mic/lina mixing
• Quantities limited

58995 NOW

95499
TEAC

BSR

te/c 3300 The leader. Always has been

****************** +

FACTORY SECOND TURNTABLES*
4 BSR Model 610X TURNTABLE

*
»

Reg.
99.95

SALE 74
I 710X TUi

99

95

The^BowmarBrains <
America s N». 1 selling personal calculators. *

*** *** * * * ***** ******

* BSR Model 710X TURNTABLE

:
* 0095

* ALL MODELS complete

j^ with e Bote e Do xt Cover
and ihure cartridge

W ALL MODELS have 1 year full warranty

*•** ************
¥** * ********** ******************** # £^ ******* *MM.*eV
* flOPIONEER AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER CLOSEflliTSf

»jm>»*»**** +

*
*
*
*
*
+ l

*

MODEL
SX828

e 60 Watt* per channel o FM Sensitivity 1.7 UV
e Harmonic distortion (IMF) less than 0.5%
e Capture Ratio (INF) I.Sdb

NQW »*9 499.95

MODEL SX727
e 40 watts per channel
o Harmonic Distortion (IHF) less than 0.5%
o FM sensitivity 1.8 UV
o Capture Ration 2.0 db

NOW

PIONEER
when you want something better

fi Super System Sale _____ I _r * _*_£*.«***_• ******* * * * *

<c

___I*V___
Marantz 2015

Turntable
list $239 95

Interaudio 2000 _
.

S#.? BSR 260 Receive?
List $157.80 pr

System Mighty Mini Priced at $344.95

list $49 SO

Mighty Fine Sound

Marantz 2220 list $299.95

receiver

BSR 310 AXE list $59.95

turntable

Interaudio 3000 list $209.95

speakers

Total list $454.95

Super Priced at '454.95

Mighty Multichannel

Marantz Quad 4230 list $479.95

receiver

4 Fisher XP65 list $109.95 ea.

speakers

Dual 1214 w/base, list $175.00
dust cover & AA91E cart.

Total list $1090.95

Super Priced at '759.95

IYETTE RADIO ELECTRO
SEMEN-SOUND

Amherst Store

15 E. Pleasant St.

( *EXT TO THE PUB)
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What kind of conduct by a public official

constitutes an impeachable offense?
By JOHN BECKLER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House

Judiciary Committee comes to grips this

week with a crucial question : what kind of

conduct by a public official constitutes an
impeachable offense?

The decision it reaches — and it could be
weeks before there is one — will go a long
way toward determining whether the
committee will recommend the im-
peachment of President Nixon.

On Wednesday the committee members
are to receive a brief prepared by the staff

that will examine the history of the im-

peachment provision in the Constitution, the
way in which it has been used, and define in
broad terms the nature of impeachable
offenses.

The brief will represent primarily the
views of John M. Doar, the head of the
impeachment staff and Albert E. Jenner
Jr., the chief minority counsel. As such, it

will in no way be a statement of the com-
mittee's position.

Doar, a Republican who rose to
prominence in the Justice Department
under Democratic administrations, and
Jenner, a Republican who supported a
Democrat — Adlai Stevenson III of Illinois

in his 1970 Senate race — have impressed
committee members of both parties with
their nonpartisan, professional approach to

the investigation. "If Doar and Jenner agree
on a definition it's going to be very per-
suasive with me," said Rep. William E.
Hungate, D-Me.

Rep. Robert McCIory, R-Ill., said "I'll

probably be almost completely persuaded
by the brief."

The question of what constitutes an im-
peachable offense has been an issue for

almost 200 years. The Constitution uses the
words "high crimes and misdemeanors."

The core of the question is whether the
words refer to conduct punishable under
criminal law, or whether they can include a
broader range of misconduct dealing with
the official duties of an office-holder

From the precedents of previous House
actions and from a compilation of im-
peachment material published earlier by
the Judiciary Committee, it appears likely
the forthcoming brief will support a broad
definition of impeachable offenses.

Most of Nixon's congressional supporters
are insisting he cannot be impeached for

anything less than an indictable crime.

Researchers discover how antibodies protect Cholera
BOSTON (AP) — Researchers

have discovered how intestinal

antibodies protect against cholera,

and they say this strongly suggests
that an oral vaccine would give
better protection than the in-

jections now used.

The research conducted at
Massachusetts General Hospital
indicates that antibodies in the
intestine can prevent the toxin

released by cholera bacteria from
attaching itselt to the intestinal cell

wall.

Stopping the attachment of this

toxin, the researchers say, can
therefore prevent the severe
diarrhea and dehydration which
can lead to death from cholera.

In a paper published yesterday
in the journal Proceedings of the
National Academy of Science, the
researchs say these animal
reserach findings on how intestinal

antibodies give protection un-
derscore the need for an oral

cholera vaccine.

The researchers argue that an
oral vaccine would produce the

greatest amount of antibodies in

the intestine to combat the disease.

"We were able to specifically
define the attachment of the toxin
to the intestinal membrane and to

show that antibodies combined
with toxin from attaching," Dr. W.
Allan Walker, the principal in-

vestigator said in an interview.
"What we are hoping to do is

Successor chosen for Ford in Congress
By PIET BENNETT

Associated Press Writer
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. ( AP) —

Balloting in what the Democratic
candidate billed as "a referendum
on Watergate," voters chose a
successor yesterday for the
congressional seat vacated by Vice
President Gerald R. Ford.
Republican State Sen. Robert

VanderLaan, 43, was favored to

win over 51-year-old Democratic
attorney Richard F. VanderVeen
in the special election to fill the 5th

Congressional District seat.

Only about a third of the

district's 260,000 voters were ex-

pected to go to the polls in 40

degree, overcast weather and
political observers said a light
voter turnout dimmed chances for
an upset.

The two minor candidates in the
race lost previous congressional
bids.

Frank Girard, 47, a high school
English teacher, tried for a fourth
time as the Socialist Labor can-
didate, and Dwight Johnson, an
advertising executive, ran again as
the American Independent
nominee after losing in 1972.

Ford endorsed VanderLaan for
the seat he held for 25 years and
which no Democrat has held since
1916.

Kappa Alpha Theta

invites all University Women

to

GREASE UP

Tuesday. Feb. 19 at 7 p.m.

778 North Pleasant St.

Ford, who cast his absentee
ballot from Washington last week,
has said he did not consider his

prestige to be on the line. In

previous elections Ford con-
sistently obtained more than 60

percent of the vote.

VanderLaan, the former Senate
majority leader, conceded it had
been "a very close race." But he
maintained throughout the cam-
paign that Watergate was not an
indictment of the GOP and cer-

tainly not of himself or Ford.

VanderVeen, however, cam-
paigned long and hard to make
Watergate the central issue of the

campaign. The Democrats
collected at least $50,000 for the

campaign, compared to $19,000

spent in 1972.

VanderVeen lost to Ford in 1958

and failed in two other tries for

public office, including a recent bid

to become mayor of his and Ford's

home town, East Grand Rapids.

The district, outside of Grand
Rapids, is primarily rural.

Kill-A-Watt
CONSERVE ENERGY

The Food Services Governing

Board has an opening for any

interested student. Must be a

part-time employee of the Food

Services and be the holder of a

meal ticket. Feel free to

call. 5-0341.

provide a way to produce an-
tibodies which stay on the surface
of the intestine to prevent at-

tachment," he continued.
"It's as if the toxin has an at-

tachment on it which hooks into a
slot in the intestine. The antibodies
essentially cover that attachment
and prevent it from going into the
slot."

Dr. Walker, chief of the pediatric

gastrointestinal unit at
Massachusetts General, said some
experimental work on an oral

vaccine is underway at several
centers in the United States, but
that the emphasis is on the cholera
bacteria itself and not on the toxin

and its reactions with antibodies.

Dr. Walker said he and his

coinvestigators, Dr. Michael Field
of Beth Israel Hospital and Dr.
Kurt J. Isselbacher of
Massachusetts General, feel that

their cholera studies with rats

validly applies to human beings.

The present cholera vaccine is

an intramuscular shot which

produced antibodies throughout
the body, but does not concentrate
them in the intestine where they
apparently are needed, Dr. Walker
said. Cholera is a local intesinal

disease usually caused by drinking

contaminated water and it should
be treated locally in the body, he
added.

Its symptoms include diarrhea,

cramps, vomiting and collapse.

"The present vaccine is effective

insofar as it can slow down an
epidemic," Dr. Walker said, "But
it is not so effective that we can
eradicate the disease, as we did

with polio.

"We used to think cholera was
just a disease found in un-
derdeveloped areas, but the recent
outbreaks in Italy, West Germany
and in small pockets of this country
show that it is still with us," he
said.

Stop hanging around — the Index needs unusual photos of
all RSO groups, the best to be featured in the '74 Index. Call
the Index 545-2874 or Shelly Larezon 256-6887 for In-
formation, photographers, film, ideas. If you don't help
your group no one else will.
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For the people

By BOB MAC KAY, JR.

The shortage of energy supplies in Mass.

and New England is reaching disastrous

proportions. "If meaningful and immediate
steps are not taken, the effect on the citizens

of New England and their economy will be

nothing short of catastrophic," said Mass.

D.P.U. Chairman Robert L. Meade in a

recent letter to Federal Energy Chief

Simon.
Meade compared the possible for-

thcoming economic disaster to 1929 and
warned Simon that "camouflaging the

problems will not make them disappear."

The Department of Public Utilities leader

also stated that New England is obviously

"carrying a heavier share of the burden"
caused by the oil shortage, in spite of

repeated Washington statements that the

burden would be carried equally. In the

letter, Meade also stated that price roll

backs and price-averaging alone would not

bring about the level of economic relief

suggestions, and channel requests for

priority allocations," according to Sen.

Fishman. The resolution was adopted by the

Senate on Feb. 11.

The Mass. unemployment rate rose to 7.3

per cent last December. Energy shortages

accounted for one to two thousand of the

191,000 unemployed in mid-December, at

which time these statistics were gathered by

the Mass. Division of Employment Security.

"The effect* on the citizens of New
England... will be nothing short of

catastrophic."

which is "absolutely necessary to the

Northeast." He suggested the Federal Gov.

provide financial credits to industrial and

utility companies in New England "to

somehow equalize the Northeast's cost of

oil" with energy costs in other parts of the

nation.

"...Mass. is bearing a disproportionate

share of the national gasoline shortage,"

said Gov. Francis Sargent in his recent

letter to Simon. To support the contention,

Sargent cited tax figures that show gas sales

here are lower than they were a year ago,

and they are down specifically because

supplies are lower in Mass. The Governor

again urged Simon to use his allocation

powers to insure that Mass. will be fairly

treated.

"I was stunned to learn that Mass. was not

one of the states slated to receive an ad-

ditional gasoline allotment," said Sen.

Robert A. Hall (R-Third Worcester) in his

recent letter to Energy Chief Simon.

"As a Republican State Senator, I assure

you that the vast majority of my con-

stituents will believe that politics are in-

volved. I request that, if possible, you clear

this situation up immediately. Your office

will be unable to function if the people come
to believe that your decisions are based on

political pressure," stated Hall. The Senator

called for the oil companies to be treated as

public utilities. "They should be entitled to a

fair but limited profit; their records should

be public, and their operations and prices

should be strictly controlled by the Federal

Government."
The order by Energy Chief Simon that

service stations stop giving preferred

treatment to regular customers has been

decried by House Majority Whip William Q.

MacLean, Jr. (D-Fairhaven). Calling on

Gov. Sargent to defend the service station

dealer's right to operate his business freely.

Rep. MacLean said, "If anyone is being

discriminated against it is the service

station dealer. As a result, everyone loses

except the major oil companies that are

reporting exorbitant profits. The forgotten

dealer... is going out of business because of

the Federal Energy Office's arbitrary

edicts."

A statewide toll-free energy

hotline has been called for a

resolution filed by Sen. Irving

Fishman (D-Newton-Watertown).

The hotline would "coordinate

governmental responses to con-

sumer problems, handle com-

jlaints, organize conservation— - ——Mfc

On Jan. 22, 1973, the U. S. Supreme Court

ruled that abortions would be legal. Since

then, a bitter struggle has arisen over that

landmark decision.

Various right to life groups are conducting

state and national campaigns to, in effect,

reverse the Supreme Court ruling and once

again make abortions illegal. In Mass., a

resolution has been introduced into the

General Court which would ultimately

overturn the ruling. (See "For the people,"

Feb. 4). Nationally, right to life groups are

especially working for passage of the Hogan
Amendment. Presently in the U. S. House

Judiciary Committee, the Hogan Amend-
ment would prohibit all abortions by saying

that the fetus is a legal person from the

moment of conception.

At the same time, organizations are being

formed to uphold the Supreme Court

abortion ruling. In Boston, a Constitutional

Defense Project (CDP) has been

established, with support from family

planning and womens' organizations. CDP
will work to defend the abortion ruling and

to defend the family planning programs and

services, which are also under attack by

right to life groups.

Commentary. Tragically, the abortion

controversy is one that usually becomes

very emotional and very personal. But, the

question of an abortion should be a woman's
private decision. Making abortions illegal

won't stop abortions. Rather, abortions will

simply become dangerous and difficult.

Perhaps right to life groups might con-

sider dropping their anti-abortion efforts

and work towards non-controversial goals.

For example, perhaps right to life groups

could work with other groups in helping to

educate the public on preventing unwanted

pregnancies. Also, prison reform and the

War on Poverty are two items that most

certainly could use the help of right to life

groups. And, there are many other pressing,

non-personal problems that desperately

need attention from people willing to help. It

would be a crime for organizations con-

cerned about humanity to start spending

time and money on lengthy battles to

overturn legal decisions. Ultimately, no one

would benefit.

A comprehensive state plan for drug
abuse prevention, treatment and
rehabilitation has been completed by the

Governor's Drug Abuse Prevention Plan-

ning Council. The outline was produced in

•For the people" is a weekly column dealing with con-

troversial issues and state legislation of interest

to our readers. Your reactions are welcome. If you become

really angry over what is reported, remember that the most

effective recourse is contacting your state legislators. —
bob MacKay. Jr.

cooperation with the Dept. of Mental

Health's Div. of Drug Rehabilitation.

Matthew P. Dumont, M.D., asst. com-

missioner for drug rehabilitation, said the

document "is the most up-to-date and

complete" statement of the needs and

resources relating to drug abuse prevention

in the state. He said that Mass. is ahead of

many other states in terms of rehabilitation

activities but that service needs and gaps

still exist.

Highlights of the state plan call for —
1. A more intensive prevention effort

through improved educational programs for

drug dependents undergoing treatment.

2. More and better vocational

rehabilitation and job training op-

portunities.

3. Increased facilities for the

detoxification of barbituate dependency.

4. A special program for women who have
drug problems.

5. Increased outreach activities to help

persons through crises and aid in their

referral to rehabilitation programs.
The plan, which took a year to complete,

has been submitted to federal authorities in

accordance with the Drug Abuse Office and
Treatment Act of 1972. The action permits
the state to receive an estimated $250,000 in

funds to assist in reaching program ob-

jectives.

The skyrocketing costs of attending

college could soon force many students to

discontinue their education. In Mass.,

though, the dilemma of financing a college

education may soon be largely corrected.

Students enrolled in any public or private

college or technical institution in the state

may eventually be able to receive financial

aid through a Mass. Student Loan Office.

Rep. Michael J. Daly (D-Boston) has filed a

bill that would create such an office within

the Board of Higher Education.

Repayment of loans made through such a

Mass. Student Loan Office would not begin

until 12 months after the student leaves or

graduates from school. The repayment
period for such loans would be ten years.

Also, the Loan Office would give special

consideration to those with financial hard-

ship, or to any student who enters em-
ployment in a public service area. Rep. Daly

explained that specifics on the principal and
interest ot such loans have not yet been

determined. The state treasurer would float

The state
treasurer
would float

bonds to the

public to pay
for the loan-

s...Later this

week, a

hearing by the

Committee on
Education for

this bill - House
2155 - will be
scheduled.

Next week: Legislation affecting low-

income students

"For the people" welcomes questions or

comments concerning state government or

Mass. political issues. If your inquiry is of

general interest, we'll do some checking and

publish the results.

Give till it

helps.

i
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Red Cross.
TheGood
Neighbor. j

Bonnie Raitt Ticketholders

Rebates on remaining tickets will be made

from the RSO Office (Second Floor- Student Union)

beginning Tuesday, February 19 and ending Friday,

February 22, from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

5-College Ski Trip

to Bromley, Vt.

Saturday - Feb. 23 - $4.50 round trip

Leave U.Mass. 7:10 a.m. from 5-College bus stop

leave Bromley at 4:15.

Call Steve Fisher, 546-6220

by Wednesday 20th to sign up.

Sponsored by the 5-College Student

Coordinating Board

opinion-editorial

Student judiciary: they're still waiting on the bench
By JAMES PAPPAS

Over the past few years there has existed on the

constantly withering tree of student governance an
innocuous branch called the University Judicial

System. Although the system has evolved and
changed over the years, its basic raison d'entre has
remained somewhat intact; to provide a forum for

arbitrating conflicts involving undergraduates.
Virtually any problem involving an undergraduate

student or an organization controlled by un-
dergraduates can be disputed in this judicial system.
For example, a conduct problem such as being ac-

cused of shoplifting in the University Store is

processed through this court. Anytime a person
violates an established conduct norm, i.e. vandalizing
or stealing university property, the logical place to

resolve the issue is in our court system. If found
guilty, a wide range of sanctions may be imposed,
some of which can be quite harsh.

Leaving the area of individual misconduct for the

time being, University Judiciaries also have
jurisdiction over undergraduate organizations. All

the activities and policies of these roups and their

officials may be questioned in student court. If found
to conflict with the Student Government Association

established laws and procedures, these actions may
be ceased and the appropriate sanction imposed.
The basic structure of this system approximates

any other court. There exists a group of judges who
hear the issues brought before them and rule first on
the question of guilt and second on what sanction, if

any, will be imposed. Secondly, a group of "ad-

vocates" prepare and pesent the issues to the court.

Interestingly enough, all these people are un-

dergraduates, working voluntarily. They put hours of

training into mastering basic legal principles of due
process, double jeopardy, etc. and the procedures of

the system.
This training is aimed at maintaining some sense of

sophistication and "professionalism". The at-

mosphere of the court however, is less formal than
"real" courts, as an attempt is made to allow each
facet of an issue to be introduced and examined.
Procedural steps must be learned, but these

procedures only approximate established legal

procedures in an effort to minimize red tape.

Explanations of procedures are helpful to un-
derstand the system but the real purpose of this essay
is not to describe the functioning of University
Judiciaries, rather to impress upon the community
the need for this system to be fully utilized. Up to now
only a small portion of resources has been tapped.
The bulk of the cases are shoplifting in the university
store and whatever else an adminisistrator
knowledgeable of the system chooses to bring to

court. This is not, by any stretch of the imagination,
representative of what the court could conceiveably
do. In any instance of an alleged misconduct, an
administrator, i.e. head of residence, has two options.

First a head of residence may deal with the matter
administratively, that is, make a personal decision on
someone's guilt or innocense. Secondly, they may
choose to bring the accused to Student Court.
Although the latter follows democratic principles,

most questions are decided administratively.
Whether the reason for this is distrust of the system
by administrators, or the lack of cases of sufficient

soverity to be dealt with in court, the fact remains
that when someone is accused of some violations, that

person has the right to be brought to court and proved
guilty.

On another level, administrators aren't the only
people that can bring someone to court. Anyone can
bring an undergraduate to court. To use only one
example, if someone steals from a dorm room, or

destroys something, the owner may bring that person
to court. The court is empowered to instruct the

defendant to make restitution. Our system therefore
relies heavily on the individual whose rights have in

some way been violated taking the initiative to make
a complaint. There has been a glaring lack of par-

ticipation of this kind. Although people violate the

rights of others each day, rarely does anyone bring a
complaint to court. The explanation of this which
some offer is that no one wants to be the cause of

someone else's criminal record. That may be valid

for District Court but, there can be no sound reason
for this with respect to Student Courts. Our court

system is much less formal than District Court, and
the records are entirely confidential. A defendant
thus has no criminal record.

The tremendous possibilities of this system haven't

been remotely realized. In the areas of institutional

sexism and racism alone, no action has ever been
initiated against any Student Organization for sexist

or racist policies. The courts provide an excellent

forum for such an issue to be aired. Yet through
apathy and general ignorance we allow the situation

to remain.
The main reason for the community is wide

ignorance of the Judicial System is simply the fact

that in most people's lives, court and indeed govern-
ment is not something with which we have daily
contact. Because of the infrequency of our encounters
with courts and the government structure their

workings remain a confusing mass of red tape and
bureaucratic forms in triplicate. Student Govern-
ment and Student Judiciaries represent just another
part of this to most everyone.
However, University Judiciaries aren't as com-

plicated and difficult to understand as it would
initially seem. Working within the system requires
knowledge of it; using the system only requires the
initiative to write out a complaint. There are suf-

ficient numbers of trained people to work in the

courts (although anyone else is welcome)
,
yet there is

a glaring lack of personal initiative in cases being
brought to court. A consciousness of the need and
value of bringing cases to court must be fostered in

the University community.
If we continue to ignore our court system, we can

only expect it to grow weak and disband. If that
happens, there will exist no effective student forum
for dealing with internal undergraduate oriented
problems. One consequence of this would be possible
prosecution of alledged shoplifters at the Campus
Center Store in District Court and the stigma of a
criminal records added.
At present University Judiciaries are far from

dead. On the contrary, great progress is being made
in the direction of a strong Student Court. The crucial
factor now is the degree to which the University
Community uses the Court. To bring a complaint or
find out if one would be valid, you need only come to

422c Student Union, the Attorney General's Office. If

a complaint is being brought against you, then
competent counsel can also be obtained there.

By James Pappas (Student Attorney General)

Letters To The Editor

Leviathan spouts Rap on hum

To the Editor:

Johnny is bigger than Suzy. Johnny takes Suzy's
lollipop. Mother reprimands Johnny and gives the

lollipop to Suzy.

This rather elementary hypothetical situation

reflects directly the very essence and nature of man.
Endless examples throughout history could have
been given re-enforcing the basic presumption: man
is evil, man understands only power.
Perhaps to a great degree it is society's faults yet,

society must be viewed as a savior as well. Society,

that in the United States in particular, has inbred in

man a vicious competitive spirit of self-interest and
preservation since youth. This is not to say the basic

animal like instincts weren't there. They were and
still are.

Society has successfully channeled these energies

within a framework of man-made mores and laws to

help prevent chaotic mass rioting, looting, murder,
and rape. For this, society is to be thanked.

That much-maligned ideal of "law" comes into

play here as a safeguard supporting these so called

"ethics" society has put down. Yes. it is laws that

have saved the ignorant masses from their own
devices. Laws daily bind two seemingly equal op-

posing forces; man and reason, into an unbreakable

contract.

Perhaps now we can better understand why history

has taken the course it has. Irrational man, with self-

interest as the motivating force, finds it impossible to

live in harmony with each other. One is the continual

threat to the very existence of the other. So, the

animal called "man" resorts to various means, no

matter how unscrupulous, to achieve his ultimate

ends of grandeur, wealth, and power at the expense of

others. This tendency by man is continually being

exhibited in a countless variety of ways: politics

corporate affairs, the institution of prisons, etc.

By man's very nature, you will never see two

persons who can fully know, love, or cooperate with

one another. This statement is justified by looking

beyond meaningless superficial, external motions of

affection to an ulterior motive that consequently has

self-interest behind it.

What does the future hold for man? You decide.

Harold B. Goodwin

W5H Hour," at the JQSSElQfeP

T)E51C

To The Editor:

We live in a liquor oriented society. The most common coping
mechanism in use today is a drink. .or two..

There is nothing like a drink to cool you off-or even space you out-from
time to time. Many people today prefer keeping a little glow on much of
the time. That's okay too, if you like it that way, and you feel you can
handle It.

Room To Move is concerned with those people who don't like it that

way-who feel that there might be a better way of handling it.

Problem drinker, lush, periodic, chronic alcoholic-these are some of
the labels. Definitions range from quite specific to very vague-and
usually seem awfully impersonal. Volumes have been written research
conducted, yet many questions arise in attempting to define alcohol

abuse and alcoholism. Cause and cure is based primarily on empirical
evidence.

Room To Move's thrust will be oriented toward the person, his or her
relationship to alcohol and unique life style. Crisis counseling, short term
and long term counseling are offered by various staff members at the
drop-in center. An Alcohol Rap Session takes place in the Campus Center
every Wednesday evening. Special alcohol-oriented workshops and
seminars will be offered throughout the year.

If you feel that some work done in exploring your consumption of
alcohol might be worthwhile, then consider Room To Move.

Bob McCarthy
Boom to Move

Et vous, Dr. Gage

To The Editor:

Last semester the members of Thatcher House asked Dr. Campion to

come and live with them for a period of two or three days to experience

dorm life as it now exists. He was to room in Thatcher and eat in Wor-

cester D.C. The purpose of this was to facilitate knowledge on the part of

the administration as to what dorm existence really is; what it feels like

to stand in a line for a half hour for lunch and then again for dinner, or

even to try to cook on the overcrowded facilities provided by the dorm.
Well. Dr. Campion never made it, so we in Crabtree House now extend

this privilege to you, Dr. Gage. We do not insinuate that the ad-

ministration is oblivious of what it is like down here. We only feel that

first-hand impressions are better than those formed by reading a

requisition sheet.

Please consider our request.

Jim Prelack
Cra btree

ORMndo

More letters to the

editor - page 15
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Steve Anderson

Teddy: come home
For the first time in twelve years it may be

necessary for Edward Kennedy to become involved

in state politics. It will be essential if he hopes to run
for president in 1976.

To convince party leaders in other states that he is

the most desirable candidate he must prove that he
can lead the Democratic party in Massachusetts as

well as the nation. He must also exhibit coattails.

Coattails are the transfer of popularity from one
candidate to another of the same party. This

popularity transfers into votes on election day. For
instance, in 1964 Lyndon Johnson swept other

Democrats into office on his coattails, but in 1972

despite his tremendous victory* Richard Nixon was
not able to help other Republicans. In Massachusetts
Senator Kennedy has been in the same situation as

President Nixon; he hasn't been able to help other

candidates of his own party. In 1970 for instance he
crushed his GOP adversary by 500,000 votes, yet the

Democratic candidate for Governor lost by almost
300,000 ballots. In 1962 when Kennedy made his first

bid for elective office his margin of victory was too

small to produce any coattails. In 1964 despite his

tremendous victory the GOP captured the state

house.

Traditionally the Kennedy's have used
Massachusetts as a power base, a home port. None of

them were ever elected to serve in a local or

state office. They have rarely been involved with the

state Democratic party. There are two exceptions,

however. In 1956 Jack Kennedy wrestled control of

the state's delegation to Democratic National Con-
vention from John McCormick, but this was to fur-

ther his possible Vice-Presidential bid that year. In

1962 Ted Kennedy tried to dislodge Rep. Thompson,
the Speaker of the Massachusetts House of

Representatives with the aid of Governor Peabody;
this ended in a failure. The failure of the Kennedys to

influence state politics has had some adverse effect

on the Democratic party. Damaging primaries have
assured Republicans general election victories in

most gubernatorial contests. A blessing from

Senator Ted to one ot the candidates would not end
the primary fights, but it might curtail the damage.
This year Senator Kennedy will have an op-

portunity to exercise some leadership skills. If a
Democrat were elected governor after ten years of

Republicans, it would boost his standing nationally.

If he actively helped that candidate and was able to

transfer some of the Kennedy magic to him, the

victory would be extra special. The transfer of the

Kennedy magic is difficult to master. In 1960 Jack
was unable to do it and in 1966 Bobby tried but failed

to use his charisma to help some fellow liberals. It

may be that the Kennedy magic is so much centered
around the Kennedy personality that a transfer is

impossible.

The two Democratic candidates for governor,
Robert Quinn and Micheal Dukakis, both have a
chance to defeat Mr. Sargent. Sargent's popularity
is down because of such policies as prison
reform which were handled very poorly.
Incidents like Park Plaza, where he was
unable to convince members of his ad-

ministration to approve the plan, have shown him to

be a weak administrator. The Republican Party will

probably help defeat the Governor by presenting a
series of primary challenges. Sargent's activities on
behalf of the graduated income tax have not endeared
him to the business community, a traditional source
of GOP support.

The Senator may not be able to endorse one
of the two Democratic hopefuls before the

primary, but he could put the Kennedy
organization to work for him. After the

primary Ted will have to work for the victor, but
even before then, he must try to avoid the type of
primary fight that has destroyed the Democrats in

the past. Then he will be able to prove to party
leaders in other states that he can help their can-
didates in 1976 and show he can be a forceful party
leader.

Steve Anderson is a Collegian Columnist.
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He's in San Clemente...follow
Pennsylvania Ave. to Route 30, then.,

Fred Weiss
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Enemy of the people
Patricia Hearst is being held a "prisoner of war"

by the Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA).
Alexander Solzhenitsyn was recently exiled from the
Soviet Union. Both have something in common: The
rationale behind the two acts that have affected their

respective lives so drastically, hides behind the
vague but tenuous phrase, "enemy of the people".

The Soviet Union used the same code of law to rid
themselves ot tne eloquent and controversial novelist

Solzhenitsyn. that they used almost fifty years ago to

banish Leon Trotsky from his Russian homeland. If

Lenin was the father of the revolution, Trotsky must
have been at least the closest uncle. Yet in 1927,

Trotsky was exiled from the Soviet Union by the
Stalinist regime, using the code of law was invoked
against Solzhenitsyn during his recent "trial".

Russian roulette

Before last week. Patricia Hearst was known to a

relatively small number of people; and then as

newspaper tycoon Randolph A. Hearst's spunky
individualistic daughter Yet in the past week, all this

has changed. Branding her father an "enemy of the

people", Ms Hearst was kidnapped as a "political

prisoner" whose future depended on how her

"enemy" father reacted to the SLA and their

demands.
"Enemy of the People". The vague simplistic

sound of it The people have an enemy, and therefore

that enemy becomes an "enemy of the people". As in

other such related (but not as serious matters) we are

laced with the question, "who decides 9 ". Who
decides who is an enemv of the people When we deal

with books and movies we are faced with that

pressing question, who decides whr; is obscene''"

When we deal with the problems concerning racism,

or what rights are guaranteed by the first Amend-

ment, once again we are queried, and must ask

ourselves, "who decides
'*

The most chilling aspect of the concept of "enemy

of the people" is this salient point : For there to be an

enemy of the people, someone (or several people)

must decide what factors make up an enemy Who
was Trotsky an enemy to° Probably not the Russian

people, for often and over a long period of time he put

his life on the line of the cause of the Revolution Yet

the product of the revolution. Stalin, after taking

power upon the death of Lenin, convicted him as

such. In all probability Trotsky was an enemy only to

the paranoic and demented visions of Stalin, who like

all self centered leaders (including our own
President) went under the assumption that "what is

good for me is good for the country".

Ironically the repressive bureacracy of the Soviet

Union, and the terrorist minority of the SLA use the

same terms to justify their actions.

As long as any group can oppress an individual,

either through quasi -legality; or henchman bar-

barism, there can be no real hope for civilizations to

progress closer to a reality of greater personal
freedom, dignity, and moderate comfort in the

existential sense of feeling free and secure in and
with yourself and your environment. As long as a
small minority of Arab terrorists can hold an air-

plane full of people as hostages in their war against

"enemies of the people", or Nixon's plumbers can
pry into the private lives of individuals because they

are "enemies of the people" there can be no such
hopes.

A week ago Randlph Hearst was a wealthy con-
servative newspaperman in California. But today he
is more; much more. He is involved in a drama that

could lead to setting a precedent. His daughter is

being held The SLA wants him to meet their

demands. If he doesn't give in, there is a good chance
that he will never see her again. If he gives in, there is

a good chance that such kidnapping by small but

violent "causes" will become very popular. It might
be to 1974, what skyjacking was to 1971. The thought is

a chilling one.

The Collegian resumes the practice of running policy editorials in this

space. Unsigned editorials represent the views of this paper.

If there is one thing that can safely be said about the UMass bus system
it is this : we need it with the same intensity that a junkie needs a fix.

Without it we would fall apart; and to keep the metaphore
alive..methadone by automobiles would not work.

The bus system has only one way to go. Bigger, and of course more
costly.

Up the same alley in UMass society is the parking and towing system
now being used. The parking system has caused its share of woes, but in

all likelihood it will prevail as a fact of life along with the necessity to tow
cars that are parked in such a way that they block the normal movement
of emergency, service, and repair vehicles.

Amherst towing is presently contracted to do towing.

But we need them not at all.

Why?
Because we could do it ourselves. We could do it with the same ef-

ficiency. We could do it with less hassle. We could reduce the cost to

violators considerably. We could eliminate an adversary relationship
with Amherst Towing and its president "Tex" Jernigan who in the past
has refused to give a Collegian reporter his name.
Furthermore if a profit should be made by the student operated en-

terprise it could be turned back into vital services needed by the com-
muters of the university such as the bus service, parking lot main-
tenance, or the towing service itself.

There are other benefits to a student operated towing service. A few
more precious student jobs would be created. The Campus Center
Garage, a perennial loser could increase its revenue by segregating an
area for towed cars and charging violators their normal rate. A towed
vehicle wouldn't have to be chased to North Amherst. Fees could be paid
for by check.

In total the proposed idea is an infinitely better situation than exists
now.
The Collegian looks to the Administration and Student Government to

pursue this idea with vigor. Saving money and hassles for UMass
students and personnel is a small portion of cure needed to remedy the
low morale that is inherently characteristic of a large institution.

Massachusetts

...Strange red comrades

collegian

Alexander Solzhenitsyn. Leon Trotsky, and Ran-
dolph Hearst. Not the kind of names you might expect

to find on any kind of list. However all three have
been classified as an "enemy of the people" by
someone at sometime
Are you and enemy of the people - to anyone? If we

are to live in a civilization and not a jungle we must
move to wipe out such slogans and labels For labels

such as these are used by people who can never stand

with honor, or strive for justice: People who hide

behind the obscene generalities o polemics, and
rationalize the most heinous and treacherous acts of

our time

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist
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More Letters To The Editor

The tenants ' share
To The Editor:

Every tenent in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts who has paid a

security deposit on his apartment should have received from his landlord

5 per cent interest on this security deposit at the first of this year. You do
not have to request it, you do not have to wait until you move out in June
or August to receive it. Legally, your apartment management should
voluntarily send you this money. However, if you have received the same
run around that I have, according to the state Attorney General's office in

Springfield, you can and should do the following things to get your money.
First, send your apartment management a letter requesting your in-

terest. Keep a copy of the letter for your records. If you do not receive

your money within a reasonable period, send a letter of complaint to the

Attorney General's office in Springfield at 235 Chestnut Street, and state

your complaint. The Attorney General's office will then attempt to obtain

this money for you. The $20 you receive on your deposit of $400 might not

seem like much. However, if every person in a large complex does not

collect his interest, your management can easily make thousands of

extra dollars on your money. So request your security deposit, and have a

nice dinner or party on the money.
Suzanne S. Anderson

White male-washed
To The Editor:

Jam writing in regard to the article of Jan. 31 - "Two Hurt in Bluewall
Fracas" on the front page of the Collegian. Since then I have searched the
pages of the Collegian in vain for a follow-up story which would fill the
missing details. The article distorts the situation by (1) referring to only
one side of the incident and (2) by what it does not say.

Only the men involved and the injuries they sustained are mentioned.
Only men are quoted. The women, referred to as "girls," are not
specified by name, not quoted, and so, apparently were not asked their

version of the story.

What it does not say is that one of the women was also badly hurt; that

the women were black and men white; and that the incident started
by the men hurling racist and sexist remarks at the women who
retaliated in their own defense.

What is wrong with the whole situation is that women can't go into a
place unescorted by men without being subjected to harassment. The fact

that the women were black and the men white was an additional factor. It

is a case of sexist-racist backlash.

Such incidents are occurring more and more frequently on this

campus. The Collegian, as a newspaper of all the students, has the
responsibility to search out and report all the factors in a story.

We don't need any more white-male-washed reporting.

Gayle Dodson - Le Tourneau

U hungry? Forte Forget it!
To The Editor:

Being a weekend night and having no car, we decided to order dinner

from the "Hungry U", who advertised free and quick delivery. Upon
calling, we were told there would be a 30-minute wait.

Understanding that the weekends are normally busier, we called again

after I 1/2 hours to trace our order. We were assured that it had gone out,

and would be delivered in "just a few minutes." Thirty minutes later,

when it still hadn't arrived, we called again to cancel it. Instead of

apologizing and providing an explanation, as is normal business

procedure, the man curtly told us that there was nothing that he could do.

Our plans for the evening were ruined, and we had to find another place to

eat. The order finally did arrive, we were told by a girl in the dorm, 3

hours after we had first called.

Now we know how the restaurant got its name. If everyone at UMass
waited for their quick delivery, it would indeed by a "Hungry U". Please

remember this the next time you order dinner. The Amherst Area has too

few restaurants that deliver-let's not allow this unreliable and un-

businesslike establishment to capitalize - by ripping US off.

Terri Solomon Janet Larkin

in the HaTch.

eat d itinera

Mistrust the masses
To the Editor:

The "Great Deception" editorial

column by A. Glace on II February
makes me wonder: (I) about the

curious mental processes of cer-

tain editorial writers, and (2)

about the remarkable persistence

of myths.
Viewing the energy problem as a

sinister corporate conspiracy, Mr.
Glace curiously concludes that the

remedy is to usurp the Robber
Barons and the government in

favor of "working people who can
make decisions in their own in-

terest."

I wonder how Mr. Glace sanc-

tifies the worker. The worker, after

all, is in the minority: about 80

million of 205 million Americans
work. Further, once this noble

proletariat ceases working and
begins to make policy decisions,

they cease to be workers and
become bureaucrats. And
bureaucrats have their own in-

terests, e.g., self-perpetuation,
power, and comfort.

Mr. Glace seems to confide that

the workers' government would
bask in a communal flood of
magnanimity and brotherhood.
But recall that working com-
munities vote most heavily for
George Wallace, that working folk

form lynch mobs, that working
folk, in short, are capable of as
much surliness, villainy, and
mischief as the rest of us. We are
never shown a causal connection
between doing manual labor and
exercising sound judgment.
Those who hold to the old

Marxist myth of the noble worker
will always be sadly disappointed

if their hallowed dictatorship of the

proletariat should ever gain
positions of authority. The reason

is that motivations are found in

more complex things than income
or "class." The pursuit of self-

interest respects no boundaries of
economic group. Greed, lust,

chauvinism, bigotry, folly, and
such are no less to be found among
working folk than among the

allegedly satanic directors of
commerce and industry. This is no
obscure metaphysical fact, but

may be observed in ordinary ex-

perience.

The American Constitutional

Convention had the best idea.

Rather than entrust our destinies

to the presumed good intentions of

any class or personal dictatorship,

we had best devise a system
whereby the natural self-interests

of each governing branch will tend

to check the excesses of the others.

Mr. Glace and like-thinking people

assume that the problem is to put

the "right" people in power. The
real problem, however, has always
been to guard against the arbitrary

exercise of power and the
inrestrained pursuit of self-

interest. Unless such safeguards
are upheld, we have every bit as
much to fear from a government
by the United Auto Workers as by
"the Rockefellers and the
Mellons" (to cite Mr. Glace's arch-
devils).

No doubt those sunk as deeply as

Mr. Glace in the bogs of self-

deception and wishful thinking are
beyond hope of recall by argument.
But for the rest of us, it were best to

cast a skeptic eye upon any such
"remedy" to our problems as
simply looking for different

masters.

Clark T. Irwin, Jr.

Hurry McGilvray
To The Editor:

/ took a moment out from my 10-nour workday (seven days a week) to

chuckle quietly over the McGilvray cartoon in the February 13 Collegian.

Your cartoonist has no concept of what the life of a professor is really

like, but his naivete is quaintly charming
R. W. French
English Dept.

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon

invite all university men to an:

OPEN RUSH
7 - 9 p.m. T0NITE

s^E - 9 Chestnut St.

Call 545-0070 for rides

« aimcms

t (A reduced"

prices

nextto

NfePctfr

Off 1*6

DON'T MS OUT!

Second Week of Sorority Rush

Begins Tonite:

Visit the House of Your Choice.

Lambda Delta Phi

North Pleasant St.

50939

Kappa Alpha Theta
778 North Pleasant St.

5 2735

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Nutting Ave.

5 0320

Sigma Kappa
19 Allen St.

5-2297

"Cheese Tasting"
Party

'Greaser Night'

7:30-9 p.m.

7 p.m.-?

'Open Party"

"Playboy Night"

CALL FOR RIDES!!

7-8 p.m.
8-9 p.m.

6:30 p.m. -7:30 p.m.
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STORE-WIDE
SAVINGS

EVERY LP* & STEREO TAPE IN

OUR GIGANTIC STOCK IS

INCLUDED IN THIS SALE

TUESDAY ™ru THURSDAY

February 19-21

5.98
LIST

STEREO
TAPES

6.98
LIST

a

20th Century
^©/©ymuL SS

LOVE UNLIMITED
Under the Influence of

20«h CENTURY T414

YOU DON'T MC» AWXINO WITH JIM !

JIMCffXE I

lanmuw • Gonna y^"

AUngTan. Aqo,
1

My Ham*

touOanlMbM

toNo»

pmallWtW i

T>» »», « >«»!
I

T«n. m « Ban.

I* StoctOtkwl

AV

JIM CROCE
Don't Me«s with Jim

ABC ABCX 756

JIMMY BUFFETT
Living and Dying in KTim*
ABC/DUNHILL DSD 50132

JIM CROCE
I'M Got A Name
ABC ABCX 797

Available en GRT Stereo & QUAD Tapet

Alto on ABC/Dunhill QUAD LPs

COLUMBIA
Johnny Winter

Saints & Sinners

SWn* County Bon«» Moran«»'ttnfdtltam
Hurtn So BuiFodbacli On H^hw.y KJ1

A&M* ODE

JOHNNY WINTER
Saints and Sinners

COLUMBIA KC 32715

CokimtM

.***

BARBRA
STREISAND

THE WAY
I
WE WERE

Wh^l *»**T>4J ]

Dom Trifle *l
:

0»\toufLrf»'» I

Summer M* ;

Pi«<*'*0«r>***T«* I

The>IW»i Ttwng
tow **£*•< Oon*

Th#¥eV-W»¥r*«e

ihcsiiujks i*h>m wn Bart Baih*r»c*i

I i»lng luiaeatr

CARPENTERS
Single* 1969-1973

A&M SP 3601

RCA VICTOR
MOTTUNA

T>«PMOSFM01£SClHTtAT

BURT BACHARACH
Living Together

A&M SP 3527

BARBRA STREISAND
The Way We Ware

COLUMBIA PC 32801

0t,Q&>\

&iqh» White

AkMm Lnrmq Juat Fer Van
SmmO Strut I Se« •» Uotn

C Ofnut Without Eirt* - Ee»y Met

ELVIS

^U^>

I

HOT TUNA
The Phoaphoraacant Rat

GRUNT BFL 1-0348

ELVIS PRESLEY
A Looonaor

RCACPL 10341

SHAWN PHILLIPS

Bright Whrte

A&M SP 4402

TIM WEISBERG
Draamspeakar
A&M SP 3045

B*n*f Lyme Dow" - H'» Only
i?T«

JOHN
VEWER5

BREATESTHm

LmhH"*11

Columbia

GRACE SLICK
Mennole

GRUNT BFL 1-0347

JOHN DENVER
His Graataat Hits

RCA CPL 1-0374
' Prioad 2 LP Set

BANKAMEnlCARO

SPECIAL MAJOR LP LABEL PURCHASE --
Qft

Thousands of LPs — All Categories $ I "**

Be sure to waich the

JOHN DENVER
TVSHOW
Monday nigN Marrh 11

Pop-Rock-Qassics-Jazz-Shows-Blucs Per Disc
«»s

v;
lkSAV/AfC

# Except Budojfets

g And English Imports

iscount records
257 Triangle St. Amherst, Mass.

Mon. - Wed. 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

. .: >:>>>:*!

Plenty of free parking

in the rear. ^
* * * *
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Student Senate

Discontent in senate
notes, quotes and anecdotes

publicity group savs
Scho°? of Ed Town meeting vacancies

Jr
14"

•/ Or ^"v^ eXOenenCeS Nomination papers for filing three-year terms.

Discontent and dissent are very much a part of the Student Senate this

year, according to a senate group formed to publicize the legislative

body's activities.

The group, called the Student Senate Communications Committee
(SSCC) is a resource and public information arm of the Senate "set-up to

guage the effectiveness of and the response to the Student Senate," ac-

cording to a statement released by the group last week.
With an office on the balcony of the Student Union the group includes

four student senators as coordinators, Dennis Perry, John O'Keefe,
Barbara Bagley and Steve Kenney.

"Initially an internal agency, the committee has now expanded its

operations to include a continuous system of feedback and information
exchange, assistance to all components of the university community,
orientation and other services to student senators, methods for presen-

ting Student Senate priorities directly to the student community and
building support of an commitment to their programs," the group
statement said.

Spokesmen for the SSCC and for the Collegian said last week the group

will regularly contribute columns and information on Senate activities to

the newspaper for publication.

Last week's statement continued:

Living in the past, the Senate has failed to recognize the crippling effect

of its own powerlessness — reduced by infighting and fierce competition,

it was inevitable that this debating society should come to a end. The
vigor was there, but the determination was not.

"The rebellious spirit, however, continues in earnest along with a sense

of concern, commitment and involvement, all the more lending

credibility to the Student Senate of the Student Government Association

as a champion of student causes. The resolute Senators have raised such

volatile issues as reorganization, student rights, decentralization, food

services, rents and fees, student-faculty-administration relationships,

housing, admissions, financial aid, tuition, women's and minority's

rights.

SKi
SUNSHNE & PCWDER SNCW
HGH ABCVE THE TiMBERLiNE AT

AVORiAZ
HAUTE SAOE, FRANCE

MARCH 23-3Q74

$388 _
iNCl :

AiP FRANCE 747/ MOTOPCCW;HIS
FiRSr CLASS ACCOMDTSWiTH BATH
BRFSTS / WiNE FART Y/ PC WLPA

NiCKPHE^S
Peter Pen World Travel

South Pleasant Street. Aaherat 256 67()4

•.•****« *.'»»•*•*•••.,

experiences
The School of Education is

currently operating under a

curriculum process called Fexible

Curriculum whereby learning
experiences do not necessarily

conform to the three hour a week
semester long University stan-

dard. Consequently, throughout

the semester various learning

experiences become available that

may or may not have been com-
municated at the time of

registration.

Many learning experiences will

be starting in the next two weeks
which still have space available for

additional enrollment. These
learning experiences will be of-

fered in the areas of Humanistic
Applications, Transdisciplinary
Education, Education Planning
and Management, and Education
Policy Studies. Students desiring

information on the specific courses
to be offered should contact the
School of Education Registration
and Advising Offices on the first

floor of Hills House South.

Ton ite

Some

Nomination papers for filing three-year terms,
candidacy for Amherst town Precinct VII - 10 vacancies for

meeting member are available in three-year terms; 3 vacancies for 1

the Town. Clerk's office. The year,
deadline for filing for town meeting
member is March 8, 1974 by 4:30
P.M. in the Town Clerk's office.

Any registered voter may run for a
three-year term, but only where
there are ; vacancies may voters
run for one-or two-year terms.
Vacancies in the seven precincts
are as follow:

Precinct I - 15 vacancies for

three-year terms.

Precinct II - 3 vacancies for

three-year terms.
Precinct III - 3 vacancies for

three-year terms.
Precinct IN' - 16 vacancies for

three-year terms; l for two yrs.; 1

for one yr.

Precinct V- 17 vacancies for

three-year terms.

Precinct VI - 20 vacancies for

of My

Best

Friends

a{ id,'

Dance theatre
The Alwin Nikolais Dance

Theatre will be in residence here

Thursday through Saturday.

The Nikolais Dance Theatre,

which had its beginnings in the

Henry Street Playhouse on the

lower East Side of New York City,

has reached international fame,

and the Company regularly per-

forms in theaters throughout the

world.

Arica weekend
Last year "Psychology Today"

called the Arica Institute "the
nearest thing we now have to a
university for altered states of

consciousness." Early this month
Arica set up shop in Amherst with
a two-day training at the Lord
Jeffery Inn. The Institute reported
a good response, and is offering

their "Open Path Weekend" again
this Saturday and Sunday at the
Lord Jeff.

The Amherst branch of the Arica

Institute will soon be moving into

new quarters at No. 1 Cook Place in

downtown Amherst. Until then

they can be reached at 634-5504 or

at Box 174, Amherst, Mass. 01002.

PANT SALE!

look (of this branded Lee label

UNIVERSITY
STORE

campus center Lee

Rusty Nail

Inn
Kir. IT. S I 'I. Mill

On.")- l<)37

If >oure looking

fa the best
submarine
sandwich
'in+cown

at he Hungry^

FREE DELIVERY
on any of our

Subs & Pizza's

256-6350

253-9080 256-0611
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Stop & Shop Coffee egg

CHICKEN « SEA
Solid White Tuna

lums oitffrt 'tv u't wi
maiKMi ir t*n ten w
to ofw rtU<) fl«i*'J

or wholesaler*

13 02.

Can

PACKED IN WATER

Salad Dressing "& -69'

GREEN GIANT
Niblets Corn

CONTADINA
Tomato Paste

6oz
Cans

CAMPBELLS
Vegetable Soup

10V4 0Z

Cans

DEL MONTE
Sliced Pears

16 oz

Cans

LARSON'S
Veg-AII

16oz
Cans

DEL MONTE
Drink

PINEAPPLE-
GRAPEFRUIT

46 oz

Cans

LADDIE BOY
Dog Food

BEEF
CHUNKS

GET YOUR STOP&SHOPSWORTH WITH MINI-PRICING

IIOI.I.Alt IIAYS

I

All Week Mini-Priced® Specials!

FULLY I SHANK PORTION

okedHams
Mini-Priced*!

GleaningJUds
Johnson's Step Saver

£t FLOOR CARE "J" Jl
\ Sparkling floor* without tha work |

Johnson's Lemon Favor
FURNITURE POLISH ,?« $1

Enhance* tha baauty ot yuur tumitura. c*" |

Lysol Toilet Bowl Cleaner

Lysol Basin, Tub A Tile Cleaner '£ 79*

15 N 1441
C*> '

•l« MM

V 45'

Johnson's Klean & Shine

Beacon Wax
Lysol Liquid Disinfectant

Wet Ones Towelettes count package 89*

WATER AOOCO

Lean, tender and moiat.

A real budget stretcher

FULLY COOKEO
WATER AOOED

HWTECT YOUH
BEAUTIFUL FIOMS CM

If 69*

Butt Portion

Ham Steaks ^**- i? W »»

Fresh American Grown Lamb Sale!

89
$129

Frezen reoo Boys

Deep Fries-French Fries

REGULAR OR CRINKLE CUT
Stock up at this low mini-price.*

Sun Glory Orange Juice
100% Florida

Orange Juice

Mini-Priced* Value 3

Succulent Flavor'
$169

Lender's Bagels

3 w $
1

ONION.

EGG OR PLAIN

Taste O'Sea Haddock Portions

Birds Eye Cut Green or French Beans 4..

JIM
Pkg

-W Rib Lamb Chops
~"

Loin Lamb Chops ess M

Lamb Legs-Wholesor Romp Half T^
Lamb Legs Leg Half -Oven Ready

SF
Lamb Riblets

m»-i»«m- »"»»<»•»«»» 89°

169

r P«)S

3 i« *1Taste O'Sea Fish Cakes

Buitoni Baked Ziti

Birds Eye Mixed Vegetables ,.

pugs

2Uw SI
P»«»

A 10°' S-)

Lamb Combinations SHOULDER, CHOP a STEW $119!

l

IM '» " li :Green Giant Rice Originals

Chicken or Shrimp Croquettes JOHNSON P«g

3 it)

2"'
Kitchen Window Bread Dough

Downy Flake French Toast

Stop & Shop 10 Pack Pizza

Hendne s Fun Ice Milk

Light N Lively Ice Milk

Hendries 2 Flavor Ice Cream Sandwich
,

GAUO* CAMOU

S4._l.PK r.ASTON

79=

69c

69'

79s

95c

79=

79=

,? «1

Si

ctranKsCpc&eans Sale!

Colonial Franks-Tasty Ten

Sun Glory Beans *£5= 20
c

Parks Sausage Meat

REGULAR RETAIL
I LB PACKAGE

$129!

1

SAVE 50e

REGUIAP OR 1 m SI 3
HOT N SAGE* Roll T

GREAT VALUE!
GET
BOTH
FOR

Dairy Specials

Sealtest Cottage Cheese

e LIGHT n' LIVELY q •«

Delicious low calorie tavonte / I

Hood Firm & Fruity Yogurt

5
$
1

^ Fresh Mmi-Pricmd* Produce Specials'.

CHOICE OF 8 FLAVORS

Mini-priced' to save you money

Stop & Shop Soft Margarine

Breakstone ,55" Yogurt

Stop & Shop Fruit Flavored Drinks

MUCOUS a »o:
li»vO«S ^

-JNC« Cl« C'AllBfSP'

2 J
1

99=

3 1) »1
I

erines 18 79
Bosc Pears 10 79 Florida Tomatoes 33

c

Sunkist Lemons - - 10° Western Carrots 2v2St

10% Butter English Muffins (^

2 Mini-Priced irom our Kitchens

Chicken or Beef Pies

$129
24 or FAMILY SIZE

it

\ stop a shop

^3- - Toaat and serve

Stop & Shop Toasties <•; V" T, \

"

Yah Yah Buttercrest Bread ^
Stop 4 Shop Cherry Pie

Stop A Shop Orange Cake

Homestyle Spice Cake m» » N»

100% Whole Wheat Bread »•*

Old Fashioned Type Bread

3« J
1

;

1

.39s

45'
-,-: CQ-
Hg «

16 oi

"8

I'll
ICJ 1

" 69t

69=

1

V. . > Made *ith quality

^rc^-^sT'ngredients Mmi-pnced

Meatballs 50 oz. Can
J

2
49

Meatballs 24 oz. Can T
Partaits *»** 2 89

c

»VMi ABtf IN STONES FEATURING A SI

X Mini-Priced Sen Service Den

%$• Cold Cuts a; 4Q 1

Stop & Shop Sliced Bologna
J

»1»

6erman Style Bologna 'Vc%*^ 99s

Imported Boiled Ham %
l
(^0f '^ M"

lib SI 19
Phg »

Pork Roll

Chicken Salad

CM NtSf STVlE 69'

79'

Colonial Sliced Bacon

I MinirrtctdFlsnseeditt

Halibut Steaks
Smoked Cod Fillets

Dressed Smelts

Cooked Fish Cakes

$139FROZEN *|

• 79*

mn*m ;/ 69=

CONTADINA
Stewed Tomatoes

14V2 oz

Cans

Starts Tuesday, Feb. 19- Saturday, Feb. 23

Sec wRata dollar mllBuyl

JCealtfi er&eauty Jlids

IM

OsMcdi

'-- jfi J
,

12 oz. i

BONUS CAN
REGULAR, UNSCENTED OR POWDER

HAIR COLOR KIT «

CHOICE OF 6 COLORS

SHAMPOO '

Lotion - 7 oz Btl

Ultra Ban Deodorant
REGULAR, UNSCENT

Clairol Balsam

Head & Shoulders

Head & Shoulders

Jergens Lotion

Rolaids-150 Count Bottle *1

SHAMPOO 4 oz*
PLASTIC TUBE

15 OZ. PLASTIC 5
BOTTLE

STOP & SHOP
40 COUNT PKG.

100 COUNT *
BOTTLE

Sanitary Napkins
REGULAR OR SUF

Bufferin Tablets

Cepacol Mouthwash

PepsodentToothpaste2

Halo Shampoo ec^r
c
2

Schick Shave Cream 2
ORANGE OR HERBAL 11 01. CANS

Conyespirin * c°"~ ,ac*ags 2

Wilkinson Blades-aarS

1

1

QUART $1
BOTTLE I

1

Glasbake See-Thru Ovenware

88!
1Vi Ot Round Casserole w/cover,

1 Ot. Oval Casserole w 'cover.

5x9 Deep Loal Pan, 8" Square

Cake Pan or 1 Vi Ot. Utility Dish

|

Our all week
mini-pricing

specials can
help you

save gasoline!

How? Since our mini-

pricing* specials are all-

week specials, you can food

shop any day that's conve-

nient without missing really

important savings.

You don't have to come
early in the week to take

advantage of a few specials

—then shop again the week-

end for the rest of the spe-

cials, as in a lot of other

supermarkets. You'il find all

the great values, all week
long, at your Stop & Shop.

Try these other energy-

saving tips, too: Plan your

The StopA ShopCompantes

m
CommrtmenttotheConsumer

shopping trip during hours
when traffic is lightest. If you
have other errands in the vi-

cinity of Stop & Shop, do
them when you do food
shopping. Plan more family

shopping trips with every-

one piling into the car to do
their errands. It saves extra

trips, saves extra fuel . . .

and it can be more fun!

More families spending
more time at home . . . doing
more things together— that

can save a lot of energy!
And what a heart-warming
thought!

Notices
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

Looking for something better?

Alpha Chi Omega- Nutting Ave. Open
rush this week. Try us!

ART ANO BFA MAJORS
There will be a meeting of all

Sophomore and new transfer art and

BFA majors tonight in Bartlett 61 at

8:00 p.m. There will be a presentation

by the sculpture area faculty.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in Chapter

room. Much important business to

discuss. Meetings are mandatory.

Come - help make decisions.

COLLOQ CAPE VERDEAN
PEOPLE

will be offered. It will deal with the

Cape Verde Islands and its people

from a historical, social, cultural and

political point of view. Come and find

out about the Cape Verde Islands and
its people. For info call 546 8119. 2

credits may be offered.

LOCAL HISTORY
The 5 College Library Lecture

presents "local History Methods and
Resources -A Panel Presentation" at

the University Library, Colloquium
Level. This Friday 2 22 at 3 p.m.

MEETING
of Asian American Association

Wed., Feb. 20, at 6:30 p.m., Bartlett
301. For info, Bill Gee 545 0955 or Stan

Guan 549 3857.

MOTORCYCLISTS
if you want us to try to get a

speaker or if you can get a speaker
and or a film for a meeting, call Jim
546-7151 . Could be meeting next week.

PLAY LIBRARY
has moved to North Village D 35.

Our hours are Tues: 7:30 9:00;

Weds. 4:30 6:30; and Thurs. 9 11:30.

All kids of UMass students can join

Also playgroups, babysitters and
cooperatives are welcome.

SKIING
Physical Ed. Program Busses for

Berkshire East Phys. Ed. Program
will stop at thegrc? lights and stop on
the return trips at Hasbrouck.

TAU BETA PI

Seniors. fellowships forms for grad
school are in C. Novak's mailbox in

Ch. E (Goes) Must be in by Feb. 28.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARIES
Anyone interested in working in a

student run court system may seek

information and applications in 422C

of the S.U.B.

UMASS SKI CLUB
Meeting tonight at SBA 120 8:00

p.m. Sign ups to stratton, Sugarbush
weekend and Thurs night skiing. Ski

movie and possible guest speaker

VOLLEYBALL CLUB
Anyone interested in the Volleyball

Club should attend practices on Tues

and Thurs. this week.

SOUTHWEST COLLOQ
Southwest Colloquium offered on

Venereal Infections; Medical and
Social Aspects For additional info

call Jane Furth 323 4468.

LOST
2.13 in Whitmore Plant and Soil

Science notebook. Please call Mary
LOU at 549 4568.

Pocketbook lost in Bluewall of

Thursday. No questions asked. Call

Jenny 665 3139. Reward!
cold ears. lost early Thurs. mor

ning, bright red knit hat. Call Harriet

665 3737

White knit hat.. Wed 11 12.

Whitmore Hampshire area. Sen
timental value Call Kirsten at 546

7144.

about 2 wks. ago I lost a plastic bag
containing such personal items as
shoes, pants, turtleneck jersey, etc..

I

lost them in a yellow jeep. Call Ann
Marie Converse, 586 1490 or return to

C.C. lost and found at UMass.

my blue bic pen, somewhere on
campus. Great sentimental value. I

need it desperately!! Please return
Keep trying.

FOUND
A ring between the Quad and

Sylvan of Feb 14. May be claimed by

description 703 d Brown, ask for

Cindy.

FOR SALE

Two Dolby Cassette tape decks, for sale
— Teac 250, new 2 yr warr. Sony TX-134, 4

mo. old. I yr war., both ex. cond. Call
Gary. 256-XM4. eve.

tf2-IS

For sale '66' Porsche 911. 5 spd. new
paint, new carbs. Good mechanical cond.

$2X95. Call 413-863-2768. after 5 p.m.
tf2-20

Never used! I pr Fischer VP Metal Skis,

ext cond. 185 CM Dovre Step-in bndngs, w-

potes, f100 or beat offer. Call Jean. 549-

6050.

tf2-20

Speakers — Rectilinear III. 1 year old.

1280. pr. 549-4534.

tf2-20

Magnavox stereo, turntable and

speakers. Good sound at a low price. $75.

Call Brent at 549-6994 nights or see him at

Collegian Office.
tf2-22

Eight-track and stereo system. Paid
St to. listen and offer a price. Call 5-2550,

ask for Bob Mackey. If not there, leave

message.
tf2-22

12 String, Morris, not a good name, but a

good guitar — f 100. Bandmaster Speaker

Cabinet. 2 12's — Good condition. SlOO. Call

Bill. 628-3888.

tf2-21

Crown Power Amplifier D- 150. 150 watts

RMS per channel, laboratory specs. Call

mornings or evenings. 584-0549.

tf2-25

Great Canon Camera, real cheap. Call

415, Greenough.
tf2-19

Mamiya C220 & C22 bodies - 80 mm-f2.8
& 180 mm ft :. - Porofinder & CDS -

Porofinder-Paralax. Corrector, $400.00.

takes all. Steve. 545-2412.

tf2-20

1969 VW Bug. exc. cond.. new snows.

FM. Call 648-9455. mornings.
tf2-20

Ski Boots, must sell! Henke Comps. size

II were $150, will sell for $55, brand new.

Call Jack, 545-2172. Must see and try.

negotiable.

tf2-21

Books and magazines for sale. Old and
out of print. Free search service. Mon.-
Sat. 10-10, 586-3299. Larry Pruner. Box 285.

Nrthmptn.
tf3-l

For real 2 bdrm on bus route, avail

March 1st. $170-month. incl utilities. Call

665-3189. after 7 p.m. ( liffside

tf2-22

Share house in the country with two
others in Whateiy. 15 mins from L'Mass.

$65.00 & call nights. 665-3405.

tf2-22

5-6 bedroom house. 2 of each — Ivng

room, dining room, kit and baths. Finished
bsmnt. w-fireptace. 17 mi to Amhst. Likely
La. 256-8896.

tf2-27

Arcadia Apis. Kt 9. Belcherlown. 7 miles
from campus on the Bus Route. 2 bedroom
apt. all utilities included March I — 256-

tf2-27

Responsible fern for 4 bedrm apt. on
busline, avail imm. Feb. rent pd. $80 per
mo., incl all util. Call Ann B. at 256-0626.

tf2-l9

Three bedroom apt. First floor. North-

ampton area. Ready for occupancy. $160

per month. Call Skibiski Real Fstate. 584-

3428.

tf2-19

For rent. Mar. I. country town house

in Granby <t mi. from Amherst line. I

bedrooms. I', baths, full basement

carpeted throughout, central air

conditioning, large swimming pool. :t

court tennis. $250. plus util. (all Jack

Wood. 467-3701. afternoons or

evenings, if no answer call S37-370I

and leave message.
tf2 22

AUTOS FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

1961 I androvei 109. station wgn. 4 wheel
drive, under 50000 mi. lockout hubs, ex-
cellent cond. All extras $1500. Call 5X4-3358.

lights.

tf2-l»

1972 Pinto. 23.000 miles, excellent con-
dition. $2,000. Call 5X4-0688 or 546-5032.

MMI

1970 Jeep Commando. 4 wheel drive, V-6.

Warn, hubs, rustproofed. insulated,

mech's manual, top shape, refuses to get

stuck. 5-gal. av x tank 549-1209.

U2-19

Ford 1966 Fairtane, tan. exc. running
cond. Call 549-6760. ask for John.

112-20

Renault. 10. 1968. AM-FM stereo. 30
miles per gallon. 67,000 miles. Radial tires.

Best offer over $600, 253-5389. nights.

If2-2I

1965 VW Bus. fair condition, asking $225.

60 Flm Street. South Deerfield. Mon.-Fri..
after 6 p.m.

tf2-21

1967 VW dedan — excellent running
condition, new rebuilt engine. $700. Call

256-8778.

tf2-2l

1967 Toyota Corona, 66K miles,

automatic. 18 mpg, good condition, $745 or

best offer. 545-0584. 256-6297.

tf2-2l

HONEST AL has 2 SCHOOL BISKS.
previously owned by a Tobacco
Company. Never used in winter, so

they are almost rustless, both are

MFDILM - SHORT. II CHFV , 6 cyl.. 4

spd trans, everything works, vgd
mech cond. $375. 60 I OKI) Vx. 4 spd.

even nicer. $400. WANTED Dead or

Alive Darts - Valiants - lamm 586-

3X19 or 1-772-0517.

:'96-375 hp complete engine. Che v.

Quadrajet intake man. 800 (KM
lliillr.v spreadbore. 327 crank rods. 4

pistons. 283 4 bbl. heads. 10.4"

flywheel. Carter AFB 4 bbl.. 2 Chev.
small block, fuel pumps. Doug, 253-

9501.

tf2-22

ROOMMATE WANTED

Fern, roommate to share one br apt.,

near L'Mass on bus line. Call 253-5439.

evenings.
If2-20

Roommate wanted, own bdrm. w-w
carpet pkg. Avail, near Hamp. Ctr. off Rt.

10. $66.50-mo. plus heat. Call 584-5647.

tf2-25

Marr. cple w. sm. child wanted to reside

w. m. gr. stud. & 2 chldrn. Own rm. N.

Hamp twn hse & $30-wk. chid care-It. hk.

586-3391.
• tf2-20

Woman to share apt. in country house.

Own room $70+. pets OK. Pat. 253-7124 or

Mary, 256-6793.

tf2-22

FREE

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.

Call 584-8816.

tfS-17

MOTORCYCLE WANTED

Small used bike in 100 c.c. range wanted.

Must be in good condition, see Brent at

Collegian Office or call nights at 549-6994.

tf2-22

LOST

lliru Hiimll over intercession. GF.

Kid in ttr-glri afghan & other items.

4 ontact Officer D. Grader of Sec. I'olice.

tf2-22

PERSONAL
HELP WANTED

To the girl who left her notebook on the
couch outside the coffee shop. Wed. at 3:20.

Please call Mike at 546-7133.

tf2-20

Bring back the 4-W Blues Band to The
Bluewall.

tf2-!9

To our friend Kmmy-lou. hope this birth-

day is your happiest yet! Best wishes from
the sisters of KnowlU lota Theta.

tf2-19

Crave cheese? Come down to Lambda
Delta Phi. 389 Y Pleasant St.. tonight at

7:30. It's gouda for you and you'll edam all

up.

tTZ-19

Gamma Sigma Sigma — We serve
people. Come serve with us. Thursday,
Feb. 21, 7:30 p.m. Colonial Lounge.

If2-2

1

Put on your high heeled sneakers and
come to Kappa Alpha Theta's Greaser
Party at 7:00p.m.. tonight. 778 N. Pleasant
St. Call for rides, 5-2735.

02-19

Write in George Jansson for the Pizza
Hut College. All Star Basketball team.

If2-I9

L'Mass! We are sorry, it couldn't be
helped: See you this Thursday in the Hatch
— Tracy and Mother Farth Band.

tf2-2l

I'rnblems with homosexuality? For info,

referral, counselling or just rap. call

4.a>line. Mon.. Tues.. Thurs., Fri., Sat. 8-

II p.m. at 545-0154.

tf2-22

Tired of high priced pot? Grow your

own. Start now for spring transplant.

Scientific instructions. Send $1 to Mike.

Kov 215, Grayson.
tf2-l9

To our friends in Amherst, thank you
and good-bye. Tris and Soyoga.

tf2-!9

OVERSEAS JOBS

Australia. Kurope. S. America,
Africa. Students all professions and
occupations. $700 - $3,001) monthl>.
Kxpenses paid, overtime, sightseeing,

free information. Trans World
Research Co. Dept. H4. P.O. Box 603.

Corte Madera. Ca. 94925.

tfZ-22

WORKSHOPS

Primal Fxperience Marathon — 24

hours. Feb. 22. Trained leader. Fee:
$65 i Also weekly groups available).
Offering a group dynamic that
provides an emotional enviornment in

which the individual can re-create the
primary experiences of his or her life.

Call 256-0503 (eves) or 253-9421
(anytime) for further information.

tf2-20

DEATHLESS PROSE

"So much depends on the red

wheelbarrow glazed with rainwater

beside the white chickens." Great
stuff eh? To bring things down to a

crass commercial level I must say at

FAIL'S OLDTIME Fl RNITVRE we
just got a lot of antique velvet dresses,

etc. to go with our furniture and other

jollies. Behind Aubuchons. Amherst.

25.1-3511. See ya!

tf2-22

Calligraphist Needs Money

Italic hand lettering done. Cards,

posters, letters, logos, etc. Original

designs or copies done. Also
photography and kodaliths available.

Good work for cheap prices. Call

Joyce. 253-9557. lf2-26

FOUND

Two belts, near SI' on 2-14. Call Shirley

or Carol. 6-7311.

tf2-22

Live in assistant — -Halfway house for
former Belch. Residents — Male adults.
$60-v.k. own rm. fine cuisine. 5X4-91 15.

across from Smith.

tf2-2l

Students — Earn while you learn. Part-
lime contact work, promises good money
to those who qualify. For interview, call

253-5M64.

2-22

Cook wanted for Fraternity. 5 day week.
Call 545-2163. ask for Rob.

tf2-22

Interested women to join Nat'l Service
Organization. Get to know us — Thursday.
Feb. 21. 7:30 p.m. Colonial Lounge.

If2-2

1

"How to get a job and survive in

Aspen" Special report tells all —
names, places, addresses, maps,
phone numbers, etc. Mail check for

$5.00 to: Red Rocks Publications. Box
9368 - 4. Denver, Colo. 8-0209.

U2-20

TRAVEL

Campus Travel Center, handles air.

hotel, car rentals, package tours,
honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call

MMMaX for information.

tn-15

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from $199.

For more information call Campus Travel

(enter. 515-05(81.

tf3-IS

Spring Vacation in Spain at

Torremolinos. $279. all inclusive. For more
information call Campus Travel Center.

545-0500.

tf3-l5

CRIMSON TRAVEL - BFRMIDA
FOR SPRING VACATION FROM $199,
TIME AND SPACE RUNNING OCT.
DEPOSITS MUST BE IN SOON. CALL
STEVE, 665-3737.

U2-I9

Koundtrip New York - Europe $215.

leave anytime, return anytime Jameson
Travel Box 27. Conway Ma. 413-369-4447.

tf2-20

WANTED

Introduction to Microbiology by Kruger
for Micro 250 Will pay for used book in

good condition. Call 546-8268

tf2-20

Stud — Prefer low -built, massive AKC
Eng. Springer Spaniel, with good
feathering and hunting background, fee

paid. Call Mike. 467-9434.

tf2-2l

Ed Student needs good comftble en-

vironment to leave boys, aged 2 and I in

while attending classes. 6 hrs. a week. 772-

0667.

MM

Live-in tutor needed in Humanities for

Amherst, a better chance house. Free
room, board Call 256-8181 or 253-3272

tf2-25

remaie Mini Schnauzer. 6-8 weeks,

preferably without ears cropped. Call 549-

3974. after 5 p.m.
tf2-!9

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted from L'Mass to Holyoke.
Mon.. Wed.. Fri. mornings: arrive
Holyoke 8-8:30 a.m.: will help with $: call

546-6868. soon!

tf2-22

Ride wanted to Montreal anytime, will

'exchange expenses and driving and give

good company. Call Dave. 6-5926.

tf2-22

Ride wanted. Turners Falls to L'Mass.
Wed.. Thurs.. Fri. for 8:00 class to 4:30
Call 863-2087. after 6:00 p.m.

tf2-2l

ENTERTAINMENT

Remember Roger Saloom! He recorded
"Marie 1* Peau" with "The Mama Bear".
He's at the TOC. Thurs.. Fri. & Sat.. Feb.
2X. Mar I. 2. Great entertainment.

II2-2X

HEY KIDS! THE 3 STOOGES FREAK
OCT— SEE MOE. LARRY. AND CL RLY
IN 4 ORIGINAL AND INSANE SHORTS.
PLCS TV ( OMMKKl I \l s FRI. <22) T-
104. 7-9-10:30.

tf2-!9

Having a party? Need a band? Call
Stan's Rands, guaranteed to get you the
band of vour choice at your price. Call 256-

0316.

tf2-2l

The Hatch Celebrity Series presents
Tracy Nelson-Mother Earth Rand. Thurs .

Feb. 21. 9-1. admission one dollar.

112-21

Who is John Hammond? One of the top
folk-blues artists in the country. He will be
at the Hatch. Feb. 28. Thurs. Be there'
Why Not?

MMM

If you don't n d loud music to be en-

tertained, slide to the Tor Thurs.-Fri.-

Sat. 9-1, if your thirsty come Thursday.

MM
Where have all the Coffeehouses gone?

Wr don't know, but the TOC presents the
best in coffee house type entertainment,
every Thur.-Sat.

MM

Spring Vacation in San Juan, $2X0. all

inclusive. For more information, call

Campus Travel Center. 545-0500.

MMI

Non-slop nostalgia will come your way if

you get me. Bob the D.J. for the best rock

'n' roll revival your money can buy. Call

536-6075.

MMI

Klurp' Squoneh! Pop! Cuckoo's Nest Is

reborn! Rocking 6 piece band, ready to

play for your party or dance. Call BB, S44V

5729.

MMI

SERVICES

Will babysit in my home or yours,
evenings 4 p.m. - 12 p.m Salary
negotiable Please contact at 584-9504.

anytime

tf2-22

Hi-fi audio repair. Sansui. Sony. Dual.
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 hr service Ex. For parts
Tech HiFi. 549-2610.

MMI

Car repair hassles'' Experienced
mechanic available to fix it right, no big
overhead, no job to small Foreign and
domestic. 253-7241.

MMI

Experienced babysitter will take loving
care of your children in my home or yours.
Full or part time. Call Doreen at 665-2484.

112-21

Keep old clothes alive — mending,

patching, altering, jeans rebuilt, em-

broidery. Good work, reasonable rates. Rt.

9. Belchertown. 323-4025.

U2-22

PHOTOS — Passports, visas, grad
school applications, etc. Size, and
number of photos negotiable. $4 oo
minimum. Fast service, quality
guaranteed. Call Steve at 6-S443.

tf2-29

ROOM WANTED

F. 24. new to area, needs good home.
Loves people, children and animals. Call,
Sandy 256-0S74.

tf2-22

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted to rent — Want van-V.W. Bus for

5 weeks this summer. Price negotiable.

Call days. 736-2678.

t/2-27
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Student runs for Selectman
Kenneth Garfield, a third year

student at Hampshire College has
announced his candidacy for the

Amherst Board of Selectmen. The
20-year old candidate issued the

following statement:

"I am running for this office

because, today, the town of

Amherst is split in two. The
townspeople and their government
ignore the students, as evidenced

by the fact that no student

presently serves on the Board of

selectmen. The students at the 3

colleges ignore the townspeople,

and town government. The mutual
ignorance is fast becoming a

mutual distrust.

"This is an unfortunate situation.

Amherst is a truly great town, in

terms of physical beauty, and the

talents and resources of its

citizens. It could be even greater if

townspeople and students came
together for the common good of

our community. In that sense, my
candidacy is a real attempt to

create such a coalition."

In his statement, released to The
Collegian last week, Garfield said

his candidacy will deal with the

crucial issues of town growth,

police policies, liberalized drug
laws, and the issues involved in

construction of a nuclear power
plant ten miles north of Amherst in

Montague.
"With townspeople and students

representing our community, I

know that Amherst can become a

symbol for the rest of the country
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TOMORROW NIGHT!

At the CCA. at

7 and 9 p.m.

The Night of the Living Dead

only 50c

The Truth and Soul THEATRE

Ends Tonite

A MATTER 0F|

WINNING AMHERSTC"***
Ends Tonite

A MATTER OF
WINNING

AMITY ST.

V
253 5426

Also:

PUTNEY
SWOPE

Tell* it like it's never been
totd before/'

Shows Start at 7:00

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS $1 00

Drop by and pick up your student discount card After that all seats are |ust $1.00!!

Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters' must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations-may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for reference

purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all fetters received will be printed.

NOW SHOWING
AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUS tfut&tttu
RT 9 HADLFY IN ZAYRE S SHOPPING CNTR 256-6411

BEST PICTURE
OFTHEYEAR!

-National Board of Review

nomanPolamlii't
Mm of

MACBETH
"'MACBETH'ARRESTS! ASTONISHES!

FRIGHTENS! DAMN GOOD
MOVIEMAKING BY

ROMAN P0LANSKI!"
-BERNARD DREW. Gannett News Service

"ROMAN POLANSKI'S 'MACBETH'
IS A MUST! BROUGHT VIVIDLY.

HANDSOMELY,
EXCITINGLY TO LIFE!"

-FRANCES HERRIDGE. New York Post

Roman Polanski has created an
altogether perfect setting T

-KATHLEEN CARROLL. NY. Duly News

Episode No. 2 of
7

Pius: <iTha shadow"
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ONLY

7:35

& 9:55
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MORE Horrifying

Than the Original!
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is the best love story
oftheyearX—JOSEPH GELMiS, Newtdav
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tuesTOy. febhuarv i»rmi
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Lots of drugs

MMS says
Statistics released by the

Massachusetts Medical Society
(MMS) reveal that in

Massachusetts alone, there are
250,000 alcoholics, 110,000 bar-

bituate addicts, 95,000 am-
phetamine users and 27,500 heroin

addicts. Cigarette smoking is the
greatest cause of preventable
death, and over 60,000 Americans
will die of lung cancer this year.

The MMS points out that the public

needs to be reminded of the harm-
ful effects of these pollutants and
that the damage they cause cannot

be over estimated.

The MMS urges the public to stop

drinking, smoking, drug abuse, fad

dieting, reckless driving, and
eating junk foods. In fact, any
individual can prevent up to 50 per
cent of his "normal" health
problems by taking care of his

health.

As Bentley P. Colcoek, M.D.,
President of the Massachusetts
Medical Society explained, "Many
people believe that doctors can
cure anything these days with all

their modern equipment and
methods.

PG
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*A MUST!"
-FRANCES HERRIDGE

New York Post
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM'

Scorpio is feared and revered—natives of
this sign have secret appeal—they also
have hypnotic eves and. in manv instances,
loud voices.

ARIES < March 21 April 19) : Friends may
be well meaning and promises could flow
like water. However, it is best to be
discriminating. Sweet nothings in your ear
amount to zero. Key is to know what it is

you need—to go after what is substantial,

not a mere whim.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Results

follow sincere, dedicated efforts—you will

hit the mark. Know it and accept respon-

sibility. Don't run away from task,

assignment or opportunity. Say "yes" to

challenge. Professional superior is ready to

accent vou as eaual.
GEMINI (May 21 June 20) Good lunar

aspect now coincides with journey, study,

ability to perceive future trend Broaden
horizons. Get rid of burden which is not

your own Finish task Deal with Aries.

Libra individuals. Highlight personal
philosophy.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Concern
may be evident in connection with savings,

joint accounts Direct approach serves your
best interests. Get to source. Don't beat

about bush . say what you mean—especially
about money Mate, partner is involved

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Accent public

relations Win your way. Avoid forcing,

chiding, making demands. Wait and see.

being patient now serves your basic pur-

pose. Gather information. Analyze
material. Refine techniques. Pisces plays

key role.

VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept 22): Concentrate

on basic issues. Leave frivolity to others

Social contacts are fine, but those who
waste your time should not be given free

rein. Hold yourself high and value your
assets. Then others will follow suit.

Sagittarius. Gemini individuals figure

prominently.

LIBRA (Sept 23Oct 22): Check details

Obtain valid hint from Virgo message

Accent is on creativity, change, dealings

with opposite six. Strive to understand your
own emotions. Then you will be better

equipped to deal with responses of young
persons.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Discussions

could revolve around ultimate goal,

residence, property Gemini, Virgo persons
seem to be involved Reach agreement
about escrow, investment, payments and
collections. Clever associate may be "too

smart" for present project. Means seek

simplicity, not complicated procedures
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21 ) : Accent

is on how you develop ideas. Those who
flatter you may have ulterior motives
Avoid trying to be too many persons to too

many people Means be what you are—if

you are yourself you cannot go wrong
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19):

Emphasis is on income, money,
possessions, debts and payments. Avoid
self-deception. Deal with Pisces, Virgo

persons. Insist on facts, not rumors. People
who are free-and-easy want to be that way
with your resources.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): Cycle is

high, take initiative. Be confident Assert

yourself. Insist on your own ways, style.

Lead rather than follow. Emphasize your
views, opinions Your judgment, intuition

now are on target. Act like you know it.

Authority figure is in your corner
PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20) : Be discreet.

Don't tell all. Hold something in reserve.

Aries, Libra persons are in picture Some,
who are definite, insistent, are trying to

cause you to throw caution to winds. Be
mature. Maintain your own peace, one

behind the scenes is working in your behalf.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
independent, intuitive, not always easy to

get along with, somewhat of an egotist and
due to make important family adjustments.

In September, domestic lifestyle is

changed. If single, you could marry this

year. Married or single, there culd be
change of residence You draw to you many
bom under Leo and Aquarius.

Copyright 1974, Gen. Fea. Corp.
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ACROSS

1 Moccasins
5 The caama
9 Chart
12 Black
13 Facts
14 Native metal
15 Contests
17 Gossip
19 Idle chatter
21 Direction
22 Divulge

clan-

destinely
24 Pronoun
25 Deface
26 Ventilate

27 Teacher
29 Above
31 Prefix

before
32 Teutonic

deity

33 Conjunction
34 Music as

written

35 Compass
point

36 Insect

38 Through
39 Drunkard
40 Spanish arti-

cle
41 Spar
42 Singing

voice
44 Swifter
46 International

combines of

rival firms

48 Pertaining to

birth

51 Girl's name
52 Unwanted

plant

54 Title

55 Declare
56 Comfort
57 Concealed

obstacle

DOWN

1 Wooden pin

2 Arabian gar-

unies

ment
3 Contrast
4 Move about

furtively

5 Paid notice
6 Glassy fabric

7 Heavenly
body

8 Dine
9 Tooth
10 War god
1

1

Saucy
16 Saint (abbr.)

18 Rip

20 At that place
22 Turns around

track

23 Ireland

25 Additional
27 Encounter
28 Fees
29 Southwestern

Indians
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30 Separate
34 Undaunted
36 Footwear
37 Plagues
39 Wander
41 Wherewithal
42 High cards
43 Volcanic

emanation
44 Insect
45 Symbol for
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49 Wine cup
50 Limb
53 Prefix down
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The man behind the

mask-Chick Rheault
By RICH SEVIERI

The only time you see his face is

when he makes a perfunctory

skate around the rink before

assuming his position. Chick

Rheault then occupies himself with

the housework around the cage

that is part of his craft and dons the

mask. He's ready now for another

night of action in the position which

is perhaps the most responsible

and dangerous in all sport, the

hockey goalie.

"When I was 10," recalled Chick,

"a friend called and asked me to

take his place as goalie in a South

Boston Youth Hockey game. The
coach told me all I had to do was
stand in there and let the shots hit

me. That's how I got started as a

goalie and I really liked it."

What followed Chick's first

encounter with net-minding were

long afternoons and street lighted

Southie nights preventing a tennis

ball from hitting the front steps of a

three decker. Chick also rink

ratted at the numerous rinks

around Boston hoping for a team to

show up without a goalie.

Rheault was recruited by UMass
hockey coach Jack Caniff after 3

standout years at Christopher

Columbus High in Boston. Kevin

Walsh who's now publicity director

for the New England Whalers

helped Chick considerably while

coach at Columbus.
Chick's first 2 years at UMass

were spent playing behind his next

door neighbor from Southie, P.J.

Flaherty.

P.J. and I never got along when
we were growing up in Southie,"

said Chick. "We were always arch

rivals. While he was here we got

along great. He was the one who
turned me on to my major,

Elementary Ed. and helped

straighten out some rifts between

myself and Coach Caniff. P.J.'s

loaded with class and poise, right

now he's doing well with Dayton in

he International Hockey League."

Chick enjoys working with kids

and has spent 2 semesters student

teaching fourth graders in Chester.

He hopes one day to teach in the

inner city. It was on his way back

to UMass from Chester last

February 23 that Chick's hockey

career almost came to a rapid end.

My motorcycle went out from
under me," explained Chick. "I

ended up with a separated right

shoulder, a dislocated left

shoulder, and a hole in my knee the

size of a golf ball."

Chick spent the summer working
himself back into shape. He played

handball at the L street Bath House
to strengthen his injured shoulders

and ran along Pleasure Bay for his

legs. An October operation seems
to have brought the left shoulder

almost back to normal.

"I'm basically a

goaltender," says
stand up
Rheault.

"Because of my size (6' 2", 195)

once I'm down I'm slow to get up. I

rely more on reflexes and
positioning than anything else.

After a goal is scored on me I try to

run an instant replay of where
everybody was so we can try to

rectify it. Deflections like the 2 in

AN UNCHARACTERISTIC BREATHER - Defensive lapses by his teammates
sometimes force Rheault into uncompromising positions.

STaff pfcoto-Greg (mar

the Yale game off on my own men
are the most frustrating part of the

job."

Chick feels the intersession
layoff and the fact UMass has no
rink of its own accounted for the
Minutemen's mid-season slump.

"We were peaking after the trip to

Norwich and Middlebury," said

Chick. We'd won 5 straight and
'"me back here and had 10 days

without any ice at all. It's not

Coach Caniffs fault, he's been
fighting for a rink since before I

came here. We're down to our last

dozen sticks right now and he'll

have to fight to get money for

them."
"This team is young," says

Rheault who is one of the 3 seniors,

"but it has the resiliency to bounce
back and get a good playoff spot."

Tim Howes and Mike Merchant
have had outstanding freshmen
years. And there's alot of spirit

left in this team yet. Guys like John
Binkoski, our short relief ace, are
what make this game worth
playing. "He's a 3 year JV, always
a backup goalie, but you can count

on him when times are bad."

Playing goal is an emotional ana
nerve wracking business. It

usually takes Chick awhile to

unwind after a game. "I can never

get to sleep before 1:30 or 2," ad-

mitted Chick, "but I'm lucky

because the girl 1 live with doesn't

give a damn about hockey." "All

she cares about is if I'm in one

piece. From her perspective I've

realized that there's more to life

^^.••- **• <^

UCLA making excuses
By JACK STEVENSON

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Cut down on the Oregon

Trail, the UCLA basketball Bruins face a tough job

battling back to defend their National Collegiate title.

Coach John Wooden's Bruins, beaten by both

Oregon State and Oregon over the weekend, are now
in the rather unfamiliar position of sharing first place

in the Pacific-8 conference.

Both UCLA and arch-rival Southern California

have 7-2 records — the Trojans of USC having lost to

Washington State and UCLA but winners against

Oregon and Oregon State in their invasion of the

Northwest this past weekend.
Wooden and his players disagreed on the troubles.

Some players felt changes made by Wooden during

the week preceding the Oregon trip had helped lead to

the downfall.

On the flight home, the coach and Ail-American

center Bill Walton were in private conversation for an

hour at Walton's request.

Then Wooden called a practice for Monday, usually

a day off for his Bruins, and it was noted that not

European hoop struggling

since 1966 had UCLA lost back-to-back games. That
also was the only year since 1963 when the Bruins

didn't win the NCAA championship.

"In my opinion, it was the turnovers that were
directly responsible for our defeats this weekend,"
said the coach and many television fans could agree
— still wondering about the unbeatable team that

dropped the ball and threw it away with carelessness

not expected from a UCLA club.

After all, the Bruins had won seven straight

collegiate titles, nine of the last 10, and the current

outfit had 88 victories in a row before being beaten at

Notre Dame 71-70. They avenged that loss.

But no one expected both Oregon State, a .500 club,

and Oregon, which was 5-3 in the conference, to turn

in the solid victories. Oregon State started the

scalping 56-51 and Oregon finished it off 61-57.

Wooden, nicknamed the Wizard of Westwood after

his phenominal successes, pointed out UCLa still has
an 18-3 record with five games remaining— the finale

against USC.

ByJOHNVINCOUR
BRUSSELS (AP) — A European

professional basketball league
extending from Paris to Tel Aviv,

to be stocked largely with

American players, is struggling for

life.

An organizational meeting
March 8 is expected to produce an

official announcement of its for-

mation and the names of its first

franchises. The American
Basketball Association and its

president. Mike Storen. are in-

volved in the initiative, providing

the organization and know-how.

'•Basketball is at a critical point

in Europe now." said Guy Van Den

Broeck. coach of the Belgian

Olympic team and Storen's

representative on the continent "It

has become a very popular sport

that could be a major sport like

soccer or cycling. But it's reached

a certain level where the spectacle

itself must improve or the interest

is not japing to keep growing.

Van Den Broeck says

the league would run from
October to April with teams
playing an average of two games a

week. The ideal number of teams
would be eight, he said, but the

league might limit litself to six

teams during its first year.

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon.

(except during league play)

50* per string

- Sat.

i

Staff phoUMJreg Cmar

MDC
Sports Hotline

5-0344

than just hockey."
Rheault is on the negotiating list

of the New York Islanders. "Their

scouts were at the Providence and
Yale games," said Chick, as he
rubbed his hand along a

prematurely reclining hairline he
added, "two of my worst."

"We haven't talked money and
they may just offer me a chance at

their tryout camp in September. If

it comes to a conflict between the

tryouts and a teaching position, I'd

rather teach. The 76 Olympic
Team is another option I'd like to

keep open. Teaching would be
better than working on the docks in

Southie telling everybody how
close I came to making it."

Film Notice
Skiing

There will be a showing of two
interesting films illustrating
downhill skiing techniques used by
blind and physically disabled
persons. The films, produced by
B.L.I.N.D. (Blind Living in New
Dimensions) and the National
Inconvienenced Sportsmans
Association, are co-sponsored by
the Ski Club and the Office of

Handicapped Student Affairs.
They will be shown, along with
other skiing films, at the Ski Club
meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 19, in

S.B.A. 120 at 8:00 p.m.
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EVERY EYE was on all around Bill Brouillet at Saturday's gymnastics meet,

and he rewarded them with his highest score of the season.

Wilkes tvhomps matmen
By JOHN BOCK

MDC Staff Wrestling Writer

It was a disappointing evening

for the Wilkes College wrestling

team. They handled UMass to a

tune of 37-9, but they did something
they aren't used to doing —
wrestling in an empty gym.
"Man, do you people need some

fans," said Wilke's Co-Captain and

150 pounder Mike Lee. "It's like we
traveled six hours and were really

expecting a lot of kids because this

is about the biggest school we
wrestle and there was nobody out

there."

Mr. Lee observed the first rule of

New England wrestling — it is not

a good draw, no matter who you

have as an opponent. In all fairness

to girl friends, parents and a few

visiting Rhode Islanders there

were a few in Boyden Auxilary

gym, but nothing close to the five

thousand the Colonels are used to

wrestling in front of.

If it bothered them, one would
never have guessed it watching

them wrestle. Except for UMass
victories at 167 and heavyweight,

the Colonels controlled the out-

come of the match with three pins,

a default and a superior decision

out of ten bouts.

If they were weak at any aspect

of wrestling, that too was a

mystery as they dominated on

their feet and on the mat. Rick

Mahanski started them off with a

big 19-3 win over Joe Phillips at

118. Phillips got the first takedown
and an escape but that was it as

Mahonski used a Turk ride to good
advantage and racked up the

points. UMass' Larry Reynolds
jumped out to a four point lead

over Wilkes super-frosh, Lon
Balum, but saw that falter and
collapse as Balum edged him 6-4.

At 134 Minuteman Doug LeMire
found John Chakmakas
devastating with a single leg

takedown and dropped an 8-2

decision to him.
Al Elmont found that it takes a

little animal to be an Ail-American
as Wilkes other Co-Captain Arty

Trovei was all over Elmont to

finally put him away in the second

period. UMass Steve Jabaut looked

pretty good against Lee at 150,

despite losing a 9-4 decision to him.

Lee used his knee pull to a good

advantage but found that Jabaut
was tough at a single leg.

It looked like UMass would
finally get on the score board in th

158 pound bout as Cliff Blom was
ahead of Gene Ashley. They were
locked up on the mat fighting for

control when Ashley pushed for-

ward quickly and Blom dislocated

his knee. It isn't bad enough to

keep him out too long but did give

Wilkes six points for the default

Captain Sieve Benson wrestled his

finest bout in a UMass uniform as

he ponnelled Wilkes 167 pounder 19-

3, before pining him with forty

seconds left in the bout

The Minutemen host W.P.I,

tonight at 7:30. The only lineup

changes will be at 134 as Dick Muri

goes in, 150 where Don Rice will fill

in as Jabaut goes up to 158, and 142

where Russell Chateauneuf rejoing

the lineup.

Gymnmen 'ring out'

victory over Navy
By WALT POWERS

MDC Staff

Bill Brouillet likes to practice a routine before he throws it in a meet.

Take the double-back somersault off the parallel bars. He started

practicing this difficult routine over a year ago, but it was not until

Saturday afternoon's meet against Navy that he actually used it in league

competition. For UMass. it couldn't have come at a better time.

Up until the parallel bars, neither team performed like it wanted to win

the meet. After battling the three best teams in the East in three suc-

cessive weeks, The Minutemen had trouble getting excited about a crew
of Midshipmen in the midst of a disappointing season, and this lethargy,

coupled with nagging injuries to Gene Whelan and Steve Scuderi, nearly

led to a Navy upset.. It was emblematic of the quality of play that the

meet turned on by both team's weakest event.

That event was the still ring competition. After Navy had built up a

surprising .35 lead on the floor and pommel horse, UMass rode solid ring

routines from Bill Brouillet, Pete Lusk, and Gene Whelan to a 1.05 lead at

the halfway point. A .15 win on long horse vaulting increased the margin,

but that was the final UMass victory of the afternoon.

Bruce Griffin and Plebe Pete Wdowiarz led the Middies back on the

parallel bars, and a big margin would have positioned them perfectly for

a meet-winning domination of the high bar. But Bill Brouillet, the junior

all-around, wanted nothing to do with that.

The double back somersault is an all-or-nothing trick. If landed, it is

spectacular; if missed, it is a humiliating face-flop resulting in a certain

low score. Brouillet began to practice the trick a year ago, but it was not

until last week that he felt confident enough to use it in a meet.

Steve Scuderi 's quick jumps of the bars garnered him an 8.75, then

Gene Whelan, who alternated between mediocre and spectacular

throughout the afternoon, threw a surprisingly low 7.6. Brouillet then

calmed the capacity Boyden crowd with his somersaulting 9.25, and other

than Gene Whelan's flawless 9.5 on the high bar, the meet was over.

The 157.95—157.10 victory over last year's Eastern League runnerups

was the most important win of the season for the Minutemen, and only

their fourth ever against the Midshipmen. In their biggest seasonal

rivalry UMass takes on the Springfield Chiefs in Springfield Wednesday
night in a battle that will decide fourth place in the Eastern In-

tercollegiate Gymnastics League.

Wildcat swimmers drown, JV's devastate URI
Minutemen go to town
The UMass swimming team continued its reversal of last years 1-10

misfortunes by beating New Hampshire in their own pool at Durham,
disregarding a long bus trip and the brackish condition of the water. They

grounded UNH 75-35, garnering ten firsts and six seconds in thirteen

events, upping their record to 5-4, putting it above .500 for the first time of

the season.

Good performances were turned in Ben Crooker, Kuncan Lamas, Joe

Hebert, George Kwiecen and Dave Boucher. Taken as a whole the team's

times have been better. Crooker, for example, probably found it hard to

push himself when he beat his nearest opponent by six laps with all: 16.7

in the 1000 yd. freestyle. Scott McNabb, Dave Bouccher, Joe Herbert and

Spencer Sullivan easily won the 400 medley relay in 4:07.4. George

Kwiecen turned in a solid performance, 2:19.8 to win the two hundred yd.

backstroke. Freshman Dave Boucher continued his undefeated skein in

the 200 yd. breaststroke clocking 2:25.7. His time was above his best but

again he easily won his event as did Dick Blaisdell in the 100 yd. freestyle

at 53.5. Blaisdell also took second in the 50 yd. freestyle.

Ron Boucher, Scott McNabb and Carl Zulick took second places in the

500 freestyle, 200 backstroke and 200 individual respectively.

Right now Coach Malemed is anxious to get ready for today's tri-meet

against Central Connecticut and Amherst which he feels will give him a

better idea of what his charges can do.

Swimwomen 'dash' to 6th
By MDC STAFF

Led by a record breaking performance by Mary Ellen Dash, the UMass

"swimmin women" amassed 182 points to nail down a solid sixth place

out of twenty-two colleges and universities competing this weekend in the

New England Intercollegiate Swimming and Diving Championships in

Orono Maine. Bowing only to powerful Springfield, Southern Con-

necticut, Yale, Maine, and UVM, the UMass women splashed to their

highest finish ever in championship competition.

"Melon" Dash became the first individual New England Champion for

Umass as she powered her way to a victory and New England record in

the 200 yard individual medley with a time of 2:21.1. Dash also took

second in the 100 yard butterfly and sixth in the 400 yard freestyle.

Other high scorers for UMass included freshman Cindy Whiting who

placed sixth in the 50, 100, and 200 yard freestyle events. Also turning m a

solid performance was diver Carol Canterbury, as she took the sixth spot

in the one meter diving competition. Junior Laurie Seluk, showing her

usual versatility, swam to an 11th place finish in the 200 1.M., 14th in the 50

butterfly, and 10th in the 100 free.

Backstroker Jean Franchebois sprinted to an 11th place berth in the 50

and 100 yard events, while middle distance specialist Kathe German

earned 1 6th place in both the 200 and 400 yard freestyle events.
"

UMass relays also grabbed points as the 200 yard medley relay team of

Jean Franchebois, Diane Perry, karen Johnson, and Roxanne Balducci

took 13th position. The 400 yard freestyle relay team of Laurie Seluk.

Carol Griffiths. Cindy Whiting, and Melon Dash copped the third place

medal losing only to strong Springfield and Yale.

Coach fat Griffin said of the teams performance: We ve only just

begun UMass women's swimming is finally on the map in New England

and considering that we have dual meets this year with four of the top five

schools in New England, I think the team can be very proud of its per-

formance this season."

The team travels to UNH on Thursday and to Southern Connecticut on

Monday to conclude the dual meet season. On March 1 and 2, UMass will

compete in the Eastern Regional Collegiate Swimming and Diving

Championship at Springfield College.

By STEVE SARACENO
MDC Sports Staff

It was like the Atom Bomb vs.

Hiorshima, or God vs. Sodom and

Gomorrah. A complete wipe-out.

The UMass JV's annihilated

Rhode Island Saturday night

during a thirteen-minute first half

barrage in which they scored 21

(yes, twenty-one) straight points

and 29 out of the 33 points tallied in

that stretch.

Nettvomen press

stifles Vermont
By LINDA MACKLER

The UMass women's basketball

team edged the University of

Vermont 49-47 Sunday night with a

hard-earned victory.

Both offensive teams started

slow ; the score in the first quarter

being only 9-8. With 4:05 left in the

game, UMass took the lead and
never lost it.

Center Pat Glispin returned to

the line-up after a two game ab-

sence, and stated, "The key to the

game was UVM's inability to break

our press."

Joanne Smith's performance
stimulated the team. She played

most of the game and never slowed

down. She was hustling, was all

vver the floor, and made the press

work.
Jenny Edminster was the

leading rebounder with nine. She
also was the leading scorer,

sinking 13 points. The team,
however, is going to have to work
harder in their next two games.
They face Worcester State College

Tuesday and the University of New
Hampshire Thursday.

It was 10-10 at the start of the

destruction. When the smoke
cleared, the scoreboard read 39-14.

The Rams limped the rest of the

way to a 78-57 loss.

The phenomenal streak was
much the work of Gary Kapinos, a

consistent Minuteman forward all

year, who went totally bananas in

the first two-thirds of the game. He
burned the cords for 19 points.

Glenn Cooper matched the point

total of the bespectacled Kapinos.

These two led the UMass charge
usually fronted by Billy Santos and
Arnold Johnson.

Johnson wasn't far behind the

leaders, however, as the 6'6"

center went to the basket like

General Sherman going to Atlanta,

and wound up with 16. And he
received some applause when he
left the game from fans ap-

preciative of his tiger-like board
work.

For the shell-shocked URI
survivors, Tom Altschuler and Don
Duarte reached double figures,

with 11 and 10 respectively. Dick
Lamp turned in some tenacious

defensive play on Billy Santos, and
held the sophomore guard to a

mere 5 points.

Strangely, the Rams played

better than UMass after the

deluge. However, no one noticed

the URI 43-39 trash time ad-

vantage, as fidgety fans took more
notice of PA. announcements for

cars with lights on (Massachusetts

registration, K54-054) than what
was happening on the court.

The JV's now face a home and
home series against Dartmouth,
with the first game at the Cage
tonight. Game time. 6:00 p.m.

UMass Sportsweek
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19

Men's Varsity Basketball vs Vermont HOME 8:00

Men s JV Basketball vs Dartmouth HOME 8 : 00

Men's Varsity swimming vs Amherst and Cent. Conn HOME 4:00

Women 's Varsity basketball vs Worcester State Away 6 : 30

Varsity Wrestling vs WPI HOME 7:30

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 20

Varsity Hockey vs New Hampshire HOME 8:30

JV Hockey vs Connecticut HOME 6:00

Men's VArsity Gymnastics vs Springfield Away 8: 15

Men's JV Gymnastics vs Springfield Away 6: 15

Women's Varsity Gymnastics vs Boston State HOME 700
Women's 2JV basketball vs Westfield State HOME 6:30

THURSDAY, f fcBRUARY 21

Women's Varisty basketball vs New Hampshire Away 6:30

Women's basketball vs New Hampshire Away 4:30

Women's Varsity swimming vs New Hampshire Away 4:30

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 22

Men's JV basketball vs Dartmouth HOME 6.00

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23

Men's Varsity basketball vs Maine HOME 7:30

Men's JV basketball vs Thames Valley Tech HOME 5:30
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"Talent alone" lifts

netmen by URI, 75-66
"They defeated us on talent

alone, nothing else," said URI
coach Jack Kraft. "I would
agree," concluded Jack Leaman.
"Statistically we didn't look that
good, but as a team we did get the
job done."

By EARLE BARROLL
That was Saturday night at

Curry Hicks Cage in a nutshell.

The Minutemen DID shoot a paltry

39 per cent from the field. John
Murphy was all of six for 22. Al
Skinner was uncharacteristically

four of nine. But in the end they did
have the quality and they did get
the job done, 75-66, over Rhode
Island.

Jack
did get

Leaman: "We
the job done."

Which means that UMass is now
17-4, 8-1 in the Yankee conference

and nearing that title with three

league encounters to play. The
Minutemen have won three of

three in their current home stand.

And with the recent stumblings of

Syracuse the third at-large slot in

the NCAA is still open. "I honestly

think we still have a shot at that

spot," demanded Leaman.
"UMass has to be considered for

the NIT," said Kraft, who went to

11 post season tournaments as a

coach at Villenova. "Right now I

don't think UMass is as good as

Boston College and I'll hold
judgement until we play UConn
this week."
This was a vastly improved

Rhode Island team the Minutemen
defeated. Nothing in the realm of

trial-horse stuff. They had beaten
an "alphabetical other" in Mar-
shall by 20, stopped UConn by ten

in triple overtime and nearly upset
Quaker City Champ Temple (56-52)

at the Palestra in recent weeks.

"Jack Kraft has done a good job

at Rhody," said Leaman. "My
players are finally finding out what

it's like to play together," noted

Kraft. And in fact, his Rams
outexecuted Leaman 's cagers for

six more field goals on Saturday

night, but apropensity for fouling

sent the Minutemen to the line 27

times — for 23 points — while the

Rams themselves had a free toss a

mere six times — for two points.

Ultimately it was a five minute
period that spanned the final

couple of minutes of the first half

and the first three in the second

half that decided this game. Here's

what happened:
It was tied at 28. Billy Endicott

hit from the corner, Peter Trow
connected on a short baseline turn-

around and Skinner got a layup on

an offensive rebound. That made it

34-28 at the half. Then in the first

two and a half minutes following

intermission Murphy, then Trow,

then Skinner combined for three

unanswered hoops — 40-28.

"That was about as well as we
have played at anytime this year,"

said Leaman. "Twelve's an awful

lot to make up," added Kraft.

"Against some teams you can do it,

not UMass."
Kraft's bunch did slice that

deficit in half on four occasions

thereafter, mainly on some outside

ICBMing. A Randy Hughes bomb
was the last time, 52-46, because
his teammate Joe Charles blew his

cool after fouling Rick Pitino.

Charles' anger was hypered with

a refusal to raise his hand honoring

the infraction leading to a

technical. Rick sank all three, but

this sequence meant more than the

on-paper three point play. From
then on it was just a matter of what
the margin of difference between
the two teams would be.

Charles' resorting to words was

in effect a testimony to Pitino's

denying him his rights to action on

the court. Rick's performance was
accented with a neat numerical

progression. We'll take it in

reverse— seven points, six assists,

five, yes five rebounds and more
importantly the four points he

limited Charles (a8 ppg) to.

"I'd say that his play and that of

Endicott (16), Skinner (16),

Murphy (16) and Trow (12) as well

as our defense were very in-

strumental in us winning," noted

Leaman. Murphy ? 6 for 22? Three

fouls in the first five minutes? "He
more than made up for a

seemingly off night for him with

his rebounding and just his

presence under the basker," said

Leaman. Murphy had 16 bounds

and the Minutemen as a 'team'

dominated Rhody 53-36. Which,

conceptually, was the point of this

game.
(Don't forget...Tonight at the

Cage. 8 p.m., the Minutemen host

Vermont.)
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UMass carpooling by computer saves waiting
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"Did we forget something?" asks Rick Pitino of
himself and an unidentified URI Ram.

Hockey playoff hopes in doubt...

Inside Sports

•Feature on netminder Chick Rheault

•Men gymnasts edge Navy

•Men swimmers drown UNH

•Women hoopers drop Vermont

UMass skaters suffer split vs. Colby, Bowdoin
Ky DAVE EIBEL
MDC Sports Staff

The UMass hockey team con-

cluded its 73-74 Division. Two
schedule at Orr Rink in disap-

pointing fashion. Although the

Minutemen will probably make the

playoffs their weekend split with

Colby and Bowdoin has just about

erased their chances for playing on

"home" ice in the Division Two
quarter-finals.

Friday afternoon, before a

sparse crowd which dwindled to

less than a hundred by the game's
end. UMass prevailed over Colby
College by a score of 6-3.

Although the Minutemen were
outshot 37-32, the game was never

in doubt after three second-period

goals - by Tim Howes. Billy Harris,

and Jim Lynch-gave the

Minutemen a 5-2 cushion.

Harris was a going concern for

Coach Jack Canniff's skaters

scoring twice, assisting on three

others, and killing penalties

brilliantly. His second goal of the

game came at 13:08 of the second

period when he stopped a Colby

clearing attempt, wheeled in front,

and slid a 12-foot wristshot past

goalie Gary Ryerse

Other UMass goals came off the

sticks of Kevin Conners and Harris

in the first. Tim Howes and Jim

Lynch in the second, and Brian

Mulcahy at 15:33 of the third

period

Howes' goal at 5:58 of the middle

stanza was the prettiest effort of

the game He carried the puck out

of his own end. escaped a Colby

defender's clutches at the Colby

blueline and M»t. Ryerse with a

short flip shot as he came in off the

right wing.

Unfortunately for the

Minutemen, things were to be quite

different a night later as they

battled the Polar Bears of Bowdoin
College. For one thing they held the

upper hand in shots 41-31, but their

defensive corps which had been

ragged in spots vs. Colby, became
incredibly charitable and it cost

UMass the game, 5-2.

After only 48 seconds of play

Fred Ahern stunned the UMass

Maft photo-i .rocne Withers

Timmy Howes, three
weekend goals.

fans when he picked up a loose

puck in front of the UMass goal
which had lain here for a virtual

eternity and fired it past Chick
Rheault in a situation similar to

Showdown in the NHL. From then
on Bowdoin as never headed.
The first period ended with

t Mass beginning to come on and
the score tied 1-1 on a Timmy
Howes goal on a rebound off a Carl

Burns shot at 19:17.

Bowdoin made it 2-1 on a power

play marker at 3:56 of the second

when Bill Shanahan got the puck at

the left point, moved in to the edge

of the face-off circle, and let go
with a twenty-foot slap shot that

seemed to go in off Rheault 's pads

through his legs.

Tim Howes' second of the night,

and third of the weekend, came on

a UMass powerplay at 6:03 when
he picked up a pass from John
Muse at the point, moved in to the

slot, and backhanded a shot past

goalie Fred Green's glove side

making it 2-2.

At 14: 15 of the 2nd period, only 8

seconds after UMass' Mark
Sullivan had been sent off for a

questionable elbowing infraction,

Dana Laliberte was credited with a

goal as a shot from the left point by

Robert Quirk hit Sean Hanley, then

a UMass defenseman, and then

Laliberte before caroming off both

posts and falling behind a

mesmerized Rheault. A goalie's

not expected to stop pool shots.

Third period markers by Scott

Blackburn on a steal in front of

Rheault at 4:14 and Fred Ahern's

second goal on a breakaway at

12:18 salted away the win. Except

for Steve Nims' "goalposter" at

the seven-minute mark, the
Minutemen had really no sustained

threats in the third period,

although they did manage 17 shots.

Bowdoin outskated the
Minutemen from start to finish and
again UMass lacked the ability to

finish off their plays in ront of the

net. They seemed content to throw

the puck in and take shots from

long-distance rather than moving
right in.

Wednesday night UMass takes
the part of David vs. the Goliaths of
the University of New Hampshire

at 8:30 at Orr Rink. Slingshots

won't be sufficient to stop the

second-ranked college hockey
team in the country.

SUf( pholo-r.eorgr Wither*

"Hey Brian let's get on our feet, says a sympathetic
Billy Harris to his defense teammate vs. Colby.

ByBILLDENSMORK
MDC Staff

At least one group on campus is doing
something about the gas crunch besides
getting in service station waiting lines.

The UMass commuter assembly, a
legislative organization representing more
than 13,000 non-resident UMies, and the
Dean of Students office have cooperated
over intersession to begin a basic car-
pooling system.
The system will have the effect of

reducing the number of cars commuters
bring to campus each day by allowing them

to get togetner based on me distance they
travel and where they are coming from,
according to Randall W Dahl, of the dean of

students office.

The system was initiated in December,
when the commuter assembly voted $1,000
to fund the details of a computer-controlled
car pooling system, according to Dahl.
The system is now in operation with only

$200 of the original appropriation spent, he
said.

Under the system, students fill our
computer cards which identify the
geographic area they are commuting from.

then the computer matches groups of

students from the same areas, and identifies

each as a potential commuting partner

"We worked pretty hard over intersession

devising a way to divide the commuters up

geographically,'' Dahl said, adding, "it was
our assumption that only by making it

convenient would people do the thing."

About 1,200 students and 75 staff members
from UMass filled out computer geographic

area cards during the spring registrations in

late January, amounting to 10 per cent of the

total commuting population.

Now those that signed, and others who live

in the same areas, have to come to central

points on campus to see who their com-
muting partners are.

"We're trying this to see if people will

pursue the system," Dahl said.

Computer geographic matching lists are

available at ten locations on campus, for the

convenience of commuters. They are: 105

Hampshire. 229 Whitmore, E-22 Machmer.
359 SBA. 201 Engineering East. 110 Stock-

bridge, Campus Center info desk, 416

Student Union, 243 Graduate Research and
the commuter lounge in the basement of the

student union.
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It is a truth univer-

sally acknowledged that

a single man in

possession of a good

fortune must be in want

of a wife.
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Nab, I'm too busy
| Honors heads quit
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campus still

next week's
fStudents from many dormitories

have not filed nomination papers

student senate and commuter assembly elections. This j

sign showing which dorms still need candidates for the 1

seats is posted over the candy counter on the balcony of

the Student Union. One UMie plays footsies with the

railing above.

By MDC Staff

Student senate and commuter assembly elections have been

postponed to Thursday and Friday of next week, a senate

spokesman said yesterday.

"We've postponed the elections from the end of this week to allow

more persons to apply for nominations for the vacancies," John

O'Keefe of the Student Senate Communications Committee said.

Of a total of about 40 positions open on the senate and assembly,

nominations for 15 have not yet been received, O'Keefe said, adding

"they have about twenty-five nominations in now."
"People should stop bitching about the senate, the dorms and

faculty hiring and get involved," he said. "They should either put

up or shut up."

The student senate runs the bus system, sets student fees and

allocates more than $600,000 in student fees for budgets of student

organizations on campus — like The Collegian, WMUA and

Peoples' Market and the Outing Club.

The commuter assembly has five vacancies. That body meets

Wednesday afternoons to allocate the fees paid by the 6,000 UMass
commuting students.

Any UMass student is eligible to run for a position in the Student

Senate. Nomination papers are available at the Student Senate

office on the second floor (balcony level) of the Student Union

building.

Nomination papers for commuter assembly elections are

available at the same location.

ByAVlSYUNI
MDCStall

The two top administrators of the academic
"honors program" on campus have resigned ef-

fective the end of the semester, The Collegian learned

in separate interviews yesterday.

Cynthia G. Wolff, an assistant professor of English
and director of the 800-student program since spring

1972, willcontinueas director until May, she said in an
interview yesterday.

W. Brian O'Connor, the assistant director of the

program and former director from January 1970 to

March 1971, has also resigned. O'Connor, an assistant

professor of zoology since 1967, was the second of four

directors of tthe program, begun as part of the

College of Arts and Sciences that year.

The Honors program allows a select group of more
able UMass students to take special courses,

sometimes with special small enrollment, that are
more demanding academically than standardized

department offerings.

Although the program has existed for over five

years, problems of funding, campus-wide
recognition, and departmental cooperation have
plagued four directors. Some campus administrators

have also felt the program is "elitist" because it

allows special privileges and programs for a core of

students while most UMass students must take the

standard program, fulfulling all course
requirements.
Ms. Wolff announced her resignation in a letter to

the Provost the first day of this semester. It will take

affect on the last day of the term.

In this, her second year as Director, Ms. Wolff

wants to return to return to more teaching and
research, "anyone who takes the job should be ac-

tively interested in working in his field and doing
research," she said.

"The job takes a lot of time and one must cut back
on teaching and research because of administrative

duties," she said.

Ms. Wolff said that two or three years is a fairly

common length of time to hold an administrative

position if that is not one's usual job.

members of ad-

only hold those

For example, she said that

ministrative committees can
positions for two years.

The Honors Program comes under the Provost's

Office, thus allowing the Provost to appoint the
Director.

Ms. Wolff said she didn't know who her successor
would be or how he-she would be chosen. A search
committee made up of students and faculty had
recommended Ms. Wolff for the position. She said she
hoped her resignation and the change in Director will

have no effect on the Honors Program.
"The program changed very dramatically when I

came in. The Honors Program became more open. It

was made available to students from minority

backgrounds. It strove to become coherent with four

year department honors programs," she said.

"I hope whoever takes my place will continue to

expand the program to tie it in with the departments
and make it available to as many students who can do
the work," she said.

The Honors Program was revised last year
allowing for more students to join the program, and
tor more and diversified Honors courses within the
various majors.
Ms. Wolff explained that the programs has grown

now from about 400 to 600 students. She said, "I would
expect it to continue to expand in the next year and
level off."

This new program allows for honors sections of

regularly given courses rather than specific honors
courses. A student need not be an Honors student

(Commonwealth Scholar) to take an honors course
which grants four rather than three credits because
of the extra work load.

Concerning the new program, Ms. Wolff said it is in

the state of still being implemented. However, she
said, "I have gotten quite a bit of positive feedback
from students and professors.

"Students find it exciting, All of the feedback is

terrifically good. There really seems to be a group of

students looking for more challenging work," she
said.

Energy help on the way
18 states get Senate votes More gas for

more gas

By STAN BENJAMIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Energy Office yesterday

ordered an emergency injection of

some 1.6 million barrels of gasoline

into 18 shortage-stricken states.

Eight states were assigned an
additional five per cent of their

original allocations of gasoline for

the one remaining week in

February; two states got an ad-

ditional three per cent, and eight

states were assigned an additional

two per cent.

The additional gasoline was
added to the general three per cent

set-asides under the control of

state governors, who can decide
exactly where it is to go, to relieve

long gasoline station lines and
other impacts of the gasoline
shortage.

Last Feb. 9 the FEO shifted two
per cent of their gasoline supplies

for February from 10 states with

relatively good supplies, into 12

short-supply states and the District

of Columbia whose supplies were
(Continued on P. 5)

rollback Massachusetts

By DAVID C.MARTIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — Ignoring

the threat of a presidential veto,

the Senate Tuesday passed and

sent to the House emergency

energy legislation providing for an

oil price rollback.

The bill that would give

President Nixon power to order

gasoline rationing passed by a two-

to-one margin after the Senate had

rejected an administration-backed

attempt to send the bill back to

conference with the House.

Shortly before the vote, federal

energy chief William E. Simon sent

a letter to Senate Minority Leader

Hugh Scott warning that the

President would veto the bill in its

present form.

Vice President Gerald R. Ford

presided over the Senate for the

crucial vote on the motion to

recommit offered by Sen. Paul J.

Fannin, R-Ariz. However, Ford

never got a chance to cast his tie-

breaking vote as the motion was
defeated by a surprisingly com-

(Continued on P. 5)

BOSTON (AP) — Gov. Francis

W. Sargent reported yesterday

that Massachusetts will receive a 2

per cent increase in February
gasoline allotment to carry the

state's service station operators

through to the end of the month.

The increase represents 3.2

million gallons of gasoline to be

distributed in Massachusetts for

February, the governor said.

"It's clear that we've won a

victory, but we haven't won the

war," Sargent said, referring to his

complaint to federal energy of-

ficials that Massachusetts was
being shortchanged in gasoline

allocations.

"Today's decision is a

breakthrough in our fight to gain

fair and equal treatment for our

state. Today's decision will also set

the precedent for special

allocations in the months ahead,"

Sargent said.

The governor said it was too

early to tell the exact effect and
extent of the increased allocation.

He said he did not know exactly

(Continued on P. 6)
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Hitching: good, bad and ugly too
By BILL MURPHY

Hitching for many of us is a way
of life, a mode of transportation

which is often enjoyable because
we meet new people. It's often

necessary if we don't own a car

ourselves. Hitching however, is

also against the law in many parts

of Massachusetts and always a

potential danger.

Here at UMass., with the

convenience of our bus system and
in view of dangers involved, one

might expect that few people would
need to thumb, but this is not the

case. To try to find the reason for

this , the MDC interviewed a few

people in the Hatch and Campus
Center Coffee Shop.

Tom Currie lives in Belchertown

Center. He has a 10:10 class every

day but the bus leaves the Center

at 7:20 and 9:55 AM. Neither time

is very convenient.

"I wouldn't hitch if I didn't have
to," he said, "but the bus
scheduling is inadequate. I guess I

really don't mind hitching myself,

but my girlfriend is forced to also.

As it turns out, if she has an early

class I get up and thumb with her.

It's too dangerous for a girl to

thumb alone."

"I've had a few strange ex-

periences myself while hitching to

Florida but nothing around
here...most of the people who pick

you up are coming to U. Mass. so

the inconveniences and dangers

are lessened in this area," he said.

"I do take the bus whenever I

can, but its a real drag catching a

bus at 8:00 for a 9:05 class," says

Steve Szwczky a resident of South

Hadley. "Also, the buses are so

crowded on the way here that I'd

rather hitch... I feel one bus should

be run every half hour during the

busiest times rather than two on
the hour as they often do on this

route. If its a nice day I like to

hitch, but if its dark or rainy it can
be dangerous and monotonous."
One girl in the Campus Center

preferred to remain anonymous.
"I used to hitch from North-

hampton to UMass a lot

because the buses don't run that

often until one day I was hitching

and was picked up by a guy in an
electrician's truck. During the ride

Concert com.
needs revival

by BERNARD CONNAUGHTON
For Mary Paulson, being

chairman of the UMass Concert
Committee is a big job .. to say the
least.

With miniscule appropriation, a
waning of general student interest,

and three cancellations so far this

year, Mary believes that "big
changes are needed in the next few
months."
Last year the Concert Com-

mittee was subsidized by the
Student Senate, which aided in the

funding of five productions. "Then
we were a viable committee with
real prospects for growth and
development, but the concerts just

didn't draw the crowd we needed,
and money was lost," she said.

The most recent let down for the
committee came when Bonnie
Raitt was forced to cancel her
appearance at the Winter Car-
nival. Mary said, "the 2400 tickets

were all sold by 2:30 on the first

day, and for two hours everything

seemed perfect. At 4:30 Bonnie's

manager called and cancelled."

When asked of the feasibility of

attracting other top performers to

UMass, Ms. Paulson replied,

"There's always the possibility,

but a good name requires $15,000-

$20,000. This would mean a sub-

stantial hike in ticket price since

seating capacity is limited. We
tried really hard to bring Van
Morrison here, but it was im-

possible. We'll keep trying and

I'm very optimistic about future

shows."
The committee, which consists of

30 people, is a non-profit, student

run organization.

he exposed himself but told me he
wouldn't hurt me; that he wasn't a

"pervert '* He didn't harm me but

I learned my lesson."

"I take the bus whenever
possible and when I do thumb I'm

by people like me who are just

going to Stop and Shop, Mountain
Farms Mall, or Amherst Center
The People's Market and stores on
Campus are a plus, but an ex-
tension of the bus system to these
other areas is essential."

The thumb can
sometimes.

< Stall photo—Mif t.ulrlh.uim

get you where you're going...

very picky about rides. If I don't
like the looks of the car or the
people driving I won't put my
thumb out. I don't thumb alone, or
at night...a girlfriend of mine
memorizes the license plate before
she gets in the car. I like to thumb
with her," she said.

"I hitch to buy food" says Cathy
Hershcopf," and most of the hit-

ching done around Amherst is done

"I never hitch alone, and think

anyone who does is crazy. ..I'm

careful about rides and would
rather be picked up by a woman
than a man. Good drivers should
pickup hitchhikers so they don't

get picked by nuts.People hitching

are trying to get someplace quickly

and safely," hse said.

In the Hatch, the MDC spoke to

three girls. Two lived in Brittany

Manor and did not tnumb because
they had no trouble getting the bus.
but wouldn't hitch under any
circumstances in view of the risks
involved. The third girl, however,
hitched quite regularly and did not
feel it was risky.

"I live in a dorm but eat at my
sorority... its quite a walk and the
buses are always late so I hitch. I

probably would be more cautious if

I had to hitch a long way. We're
lucky to have the buses but I wish

they'd run on time," she said.

It soon becme obvious that there
were a lot of people unhappy with
the bus situation around here.

More information was available at

the Bus Garage.

There was a report there dated
February 14, 1974. Its purpose "is

to present information on potential

bus service options for the
Amherst area long with associated

economic data on operating and
capital costs." It points out that

with the gasoline shortage,
potential and actual ridership has

increased, thus many buses are

overloaded creating a need for

expanded services.

The proposed expansion and
improvement of routes in order of

probable acceptance are increase

the capacity for existing
University Transit Service, create
a South Pleasant St. to East Hadley
Road route, Mountain Farms
MallCommuter Park "N" Ride
Shopper Shuttle, Intercollege
Transit Service, Echo Hill -

Pelham Road route, South
Amherst to Orchard Valley, East
Pleasant St. route, Cushman and
North Amherst route, East Hadley

Amity to Rocky Hill Road,
Huntington and surrounding
residential area, East - West Route
9,Belechertown Center route,
South Deerfield Montague-Mt.
Toby, Leverett, South Amherst to

Bay Road Pelham, and Shutesbury
route.

If any expansion is possible, it

will be carried out in one of four

ways: Administration of a Tran-

sportation System without a
Regional Transportation
Authority, which means the
University can decide whether to

let a private authority take over

the running of the buses or to hold

onto the control of the buses with

financial support of the various

towns and institutions, or with a

Regional Transportation Authority

which could either contract with

UMass or a private bus operator

for expansion; also state support

could be possible.

Another plan involves the capital

grant from the Urban
Massachusetts Transportation

Administration for the federal

share of the thirteen transit

coaches acquired under the

Research and Demonstrations
Grant. Additional vehicles might

also be acquired for limited ex-

pansion but the possibility of ob-

taining vehicles for large ex-

pansion is remote.

The same Grant application

with a Regional Transportation

Authority whereby the Authority

could join UMass in a Capital

Grant Application or take over
and-or initiate all such ap-
plications. Interestingly, at a
meeting of the Amherst Committee
on Public Transportation, the
Capital Grant Application with a

Regional Transportation Authority
was overwhelmingly approved.

However to deal with the im-
mediate hitching and overcrowing
problem, pickup stations are being
formed where people can wait for
rides instead of "illegally" hit-

ching. Two have been set up, one
near Hampshire College and
another on SouthPleasant Street,

but two more have been rejected.
In addition, no pickup stations can
be initiated on State property, so
this program is obviously limited.

The only feasible solution to the
inconvenience and dangers
students experience while hitching
is for further expansion of bus
services. Until this expansion
hitching will remain a way of life

for many of us at UMass.

Stockbridge sees sucession of owners

•»

By FRITS GUERTSEN
(Second in a three-part series

dealing with the history of Stock-
bridge House.)

Stockbridge House, the oldest

house in Amherst, was sold to the
Trustees of Massachusetts
Agricultural College in 1864. The
house was constructed 246 years
ago.

The house's first residents,
under its new owners, were Henry
Flagg Franch and his family.

French was the first president of
the College.

French's son, Daniel Chester
French, achieved fame as a
prominent American sculptor. He
cast both the Minute Man statue in

Concord and the bronze Lincoln in

the Memorial at Washington.
President French laid out the

initial plans for the college, which
was to open its doors for the first

students in 1867. He turned over the
reins in 1866 to Paul Chadbourae,
who became the second president.

Levi Stockbridge moved into the
house then which was later to bear
his name. He was a Hadley farmer
who was named the first farm
superintendant and agricultural
advisor under Chadbourne^ Stock-

at the College and founded what
has become the Recognized
Student Organizations (RSO)
office.

From 1914 until 1934, the house
fell into steady disrepair and was
occupied sporadically by various
campus employees.

In 1934, President Hugh Potter
Baker had the house restored and
established it as the Faculty Club.
(Tomorrow — "Stockbridge

House as the Faculty Club)

bridge lived in the house for fifteen

years, during which period he

served under three presidents both

as an instructor and an ad-

ministrator.

Stockbridge's daughter, Anna
Stockbridge Tuttle, described the

house as it appeared then.

"Surrounded by big trees and an
apple orchard with an iron fence

and hemlock hedge in front. There

were three attics in which the

children played, a big milk pantry,

and the enormous chimney with its

fireplaces, brick oven, and smoke
hole for curing hams and bacon."
Stockbridge became the fifth

president of the college, though he
retained that position for only a
year. After his retirement, the
house was occupied by Sumner
Dickinson and his family for 22
years.

Dickinson was in charge of the
Horticultural Barn. His son,
Lawrence Dickinson, later taught
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SWRC:
where
they
care

By B.J. ROCHE
Got problems? Who hasn't? But

if you live in Southwest, consider
the fact that there is a place where
people care. The Southwest
Resource Center, located in
Hamden Dining Commons, is a
human resource center set up to

help members of the community
with any problems regarding
academics, counseling, or South-
west in general.

Started last January, the center
came about as a result of a SWIP
conference which cited the need for

a general "help center" for South-
west residents. It is set up to

handle just about everything, but
its main work so far has been
cutting academic "red tape" for

students, and counseling.

The Resource Center has various
programs, among them a 390
course in Human Relations, which
is a practicum in one-to-one
counseling. Other programs in-

clude counselor training for six

dorms, Head of Residents Skill

Workshops, and special requests,

where individualized programs are
developed.

Third World Students are served
by the Center as well; three Third
World students are employed as
counselors. The basic goal of Third
World counseling, as pointed out by
Counselor Melvyn Baulkman is "to

show Third World people that

everything is available to them and
to make the services respond to

Third World students." Mr. Baulk-
man also summed up the main idea

of the center by saying that UMass
is an "unreal environment where
real people are needed to make the

situation a little better."

An additional service of the

center is that it serves as the

meeting place of the University

Ombudsman every Monday night.

One of the problems of the center
is that it is not very well known,
though it has been in existence for

a year. One worker stated that this

may be due to the fact that it does
not have a "political stand".

Where the Center for Racial Un-
derstanding and the Women's
Center have causes they are
fighting for, the Resource Center is

a general help center, fighting for

the student.

Supervisor Irene Carew hopes
that the center will help the entire

University in that general im-
provements will be made for

everyone rather than just the in-

dividual being helped by the

center.

Many people will never need the

services of this center. If you do.

however, you are welcome 9-5

Monday through Friday for any
assistance vou mav need.

TOP PHOTO shows, Linda Yamamoto, Gretchen Burdick,

and Eric Bartlett at yesterday's concert

BOTTOM PHOTO SHOWS, from left to right, Diane
Berthelsdorf and Baycka Voronietzky at the same
concert.

Herter hums
Tuesday morning

By SHERMAN BOYSON
If you're hanging around doing nothing on a Tuesday morning ; and you

get tired of that AM rock bopping through your head, you might try some
of the good music that's been coming out of Herter Hall.

The TUESDAY MORNING STUDENT RECITAL SERIES is a weekly

concert of high quality music performed by students in the UMass Music
Department. Dr. Charles J. Lehrer, director of the series, described it is

"about the best thing the Music Dept. has to offer the students of this

university." The programs are held at 11:15 every Tuesday morning in

Herter 227. The fifty minute concerts give the students a chance to per-

form in front of an audience, and gives the general population of UMass a

chance to hear some real fine music performed by their fellow students.

"In the future". Dr. Lehrer explained, "these students will be con-

ducting bands and orchestras, as well as performing. This program gives

them the chance to perform in front of an audience; to give them the

experience they need."
The concert provided a chance for the music student to perform in front

of his peers. For many, it is their first solo performance. Each student in

the department is taking lessons in some instrument. When the student

and the teacher think the student is ready, he may request a spot on the

program schedule. It is totally optional, whether a student wants to

perform or not, but most students take advantage of the opportunity.

Dr. Lehrer, who describes himself as a co-ordinator rather than a

director, organizes the concerts each week. As few as one or as many as

six pieces could be performed at one concert, depending on the length of

the pieces played.

The assortment of instruments played is as varied as the number of

instruments that exists. Cello, tuba, trumpet, violin, — all are played; as
well as vocal selections. Usually the instrument or singer will be ac-

companied by piano.

Tuesday's concert was a feature event. It was Chopin's birthday, and
the majority of pieces played were his compositions. To review the music
takes one word: flawless. Throughout almost an hour of very difficult

music, not one mistake could be detected. The music ranged from solo

pianists to chamber music to a soprano singing in perfect polish.

The music is all classical, but don't let that turn you off. This music is

not like the concerts your high school orchestra used to play during
assembly period. This is high quality, very professional sound coming
from persons no older than yourself. "The kids won't play unless they are
really ready" Lehrer points out. "This means a lot to them and they don't

settle for less than perfection."

The work behind the pieces is tremendous. John McCann, a trumpet
player in his third year at the university, estimated that he spent "three
weeks of hard work" to prepare his five minute piece. Lehrer pointed out

how complicated pieces, like chamber music, can take as much as two
months to prepare.

When the student performs, he usually has the music in front of him,
but none of them really need it. By then it is almost memorized.
Most of the performers are nervous and tense before they play. Cyrille

Doutherd is a grad student who plays piano and sings soprano. She has
performed in front of an audience about 25 times, but she is still nervous
before each performance. "You never know how it is going to go" she
explained. "Only someone who doesn't care about their performance
isn't nervous beforehand."

If the program has any room for improvement, it is in the size of the

audience. Herter 227 can hold about 160 persons. Yet the concerts, which
are totally free, usually attract only 60 persons. The concerts are not long,

they are very inexpensive, and are very enjoyable.

At each concert, there is a stack of programs as you enter the

auditorium. There always seems to be a lot more programs than people.

Maybe the music department is hoping that someday there will be as

many persons as programs.
That's not a bad idea.

<suff Photo - Dan Smith
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Hadley lake makes 3 Umies sick
By JAN ALEXANDER

Three male residents of Kennedy
Tower were recovering this

weekend after contracting an
intestinal disease as a result of
drinking polluted water from Lake
Warner in Hadley.
The students, Richard Dacey, a

sophomore from Milton, Paul
Stypulkowski and Michael
Kryzstofik a sophomore and senior

respectively both of Chicopee,
were playing hockey on the lake

early last Sunday afternoon. All

three drank water from beneath
the ice before leaving, "Because
we were thristy" said
Stypulkowski. "I've done it a
hundred times before."
Late Sunday evening the three

became ill and Dacey and
Stypulkowski were admitted to the
infirmary on Monday. Kryzstofik
entered the infirmary on Tuesday.
"The lake has been considered to

be polluted because Amherst's

Sonny & Cherbreaking up
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — Sonny Bono has filed suit for legal separation

from his wife and singing partner, Cher, a spokesman said Tuesday.
The spokesman for the entertainer said the petition cited irreconcilable

differences.

Bono, 37, and Cher, 27, were married Oct. 27, 1974, and have a daughter,

Chastity, born in 1969.

Rumors of a marital rift between the two popular entertainers had been
circulating for months in Hollywood and Las Vegas.

sewage treatment plant often
overflows into the Mill River which
then flows into Lake Warner," said
Karol Wisnieski, Chairman of the
Amherst Board of Health.

"Pollution tests in the past have
been high", Wisnieski stated,
"Tests are being conducted now on
fish caught in the lake. Of course if

the fish is cooked, the organisms
will be killed. But there is a
possibility that storing the fish

near other food will cause con-
tamination, and handling of the
fish could spread disease."
Tests concerning the specific

disease causing the illness of the
three men are still being carried
out. "I guess we're all right," said
Stypulkowski. "We haven't heard
anything more about it."

Health authorities in Hadley plan
to close the pond on April 1. "I just
don't want anybody around that
area at all," stated Chairman of
the Hadley Board of Health, Daniel

Omasta.
Omasta added that it would take

until April to close the lake because
of problems in obtaining the signs
necessary for posting the area. The
closing will prohibit fishing,

boating, swimming, and all other
recreational activities.

BEAU BRITCHES

Join Our

Clothes Club

Mountain Farms Mall

the Top of the Campus

has a new luncheon menu

Lower prices — faster service

Monday through Friday 11:45 a.m. to 1:45 p.m.

(all ."> 19-6000 for reservations.
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Mitchell, Stans take the stand
By ARTHUR EVERETT
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK ( AP) - Despite their renewed
protest, former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell
and ex-Commerce Secretary Maurice H.
Stans went on trial Tuesday, accused of
exerting corrupt influence in exchange for a
secret $200,000 contribution to President
Nixon's re-election campaign.

Mitchell, 60, and Stans, 65, are charged
with accepting the under-the-table cash
donation from fugitive financier Robert

Vesco with the understanding they would try

to sidetrack a Securities and Exchange
Commission probe of his financial empire.

Fequently in pretrial motions, the defense

had argued before Judge Lee P. Gagliardi

that a fair trial was impossible in New York.

They cited the widespread publicity

engendered not only by the Vesco case but

also by the Watergate scandal in

Washington, where both Mitchell and Stans

have been interrogated

"The prejudicial and massive publicity in

this case has continued right up to the pre-

sent time." a Stans attorney. John Diuguid.

argued in renewing a motion to dismiss the

case, move the trial out of New York or

delay the proceedings indefinitely.

Gagliardi told Duiguid that he would

handle this motion as he had its

predecessors - putting to test whether a fair

jury could be selected by examining

prospective members of the panel.

The first 80 prospective jurors sub-

sequently were brought in to Gagliardi s

federal courtroom for questioning.

Thus the first case of its kind in half a
century of American history came to trial

Not since the Teapot Dome scandal of 192:3

have any former Cabinet officers faced a
criminal indictment.

Vvtfco. :17. is a defendant in the case, but
lied the country and never answered the
indictment. Attempts to extradite him
proved fruitless.

In the U.S.

and the world

Kissinger Watergate committee
to separate votes to end hearings
Golan forces

1 AP Wircphotoi

Vice President Gerald Ford at mike, tells newsmen
he will not be a candidate for political office in 1976.

Others in attendance at Omaha news conference
Friday, from top, were Rep. William Scherle, R-Iowa

;

Rep. John McCollister, R-Neb., and Sen. Roman
Hruska, R-Neb.

Nixon asks state control

over federal poverty funds

By DICK BARNES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon proposed to Congress Tuesday
that states decide where to spend federal money designed to assist

economically depressed areas.

His plan would phase out the present Economic Development Ad-
ministration and regional planning commissions which Nixon has said

have acted too late, have been too dispersed and have had too little

coordination.

He proposed a $330-million program for the coming budget year
compared with $283 million for such aid in the current year.
Nixon offered a similar plan last year but ultimately agreed with

Congress to continue existing programs while thev were studied. Nixon's
plan would channel money in block grants to states who in turn would
decide, consulting with local officials, how the money should best be
spent. The federal government would set broad use of the money.
Principal targets are the more than 400 areas in the country with

chronic unemployment and low income levels.

The money could be used for such diverse purposes as providing public

utilities, constructing public buildings, funding economic planning

studies or providing tax rebates to encourage business development.

Eighty per cent of the block grants would go to states on a formula

whose single strongest factor is the enemployment rate.

The Commerce Department, location of the present Economic
Development Administration, would supervise the program. Seven
regional action planning commissions would be eliminated. Their regions

cover: Coastal Plains, Four Corners, New England, Old West, Ozarks,

Pacific Northwest and Upper Great Lakes

By ENDUE MARTON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)
Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger will begin Monday a

second round of shuttle diplomacy

in the Middle East, this time

seeking a formula to separate

Israeli and Syrian forces on the

Golan Heights.

President Nixon made the an-

nouncement Tuesday of

Kissinger's new mission, ap-

pearing in the White House Rose

Garden, flanked by the foreign

ministers of Egypt and Saudi

Arabia. The purpose of the

mission, Nixon said, is "to get the

talks started."

Nixon conferred for 90 minutes

with Ismail Fahmy of Egypt and

Omar Sakkaf of Saudi Arabia.

Their meeting, with Kissinger

participating, marked the end of a

three-day visit of the two Arab
ministers to Washington.

Fahmy and Sakkaf brought a

message to Nixon from the heads

of state of Egypt, Saudi Arabia,

Syria and Algeria who met in

Algiers Feb. 14. What the message
was neither the two ministers nor

American officials disclosed. Both
Fahmy and Sakkaf repeatedly

termed it as "good news."
"We brought good news. Who is

going to release it I don't know,"
Sakkaf told a news conference

after the White House meeting.

There was, however, no doubt

that the news meant an Arab
proposal worked out at the Algiers

minisummit, and aimed at ending

the deadlock between Syria and
Israel.

The meeting here focused on the

Syrian-Israeli disengagement
issue, but the question of lifting the

oil embarge also came up.

When asked if the

disengagement talks and the lifting

of the embargo, are connected,

Kissinger replied: "Not
necessarily the way you think they

are connected."

"Once we see that intentions are
good, if the embargo might be
lifted ... Who knows, it mignt be
lifted in one or two months,"
Sakkaf said.

But then, pressed repeatedly on
this point, and asked whether the

Syrians hold the key to the em-
bargo, the Saudi minister said: "In
a way, yes." Neither Nixon nor the

two Arab ministers mentioned the

oil question when they made brief

remarks in the Rose Garden, but
Sakkaf said: "We believe
something will happen soon for the

benefit of the United States and the

world."

Nixon stressed that he is seeking
a permanent settlement in the

Middle East, but added that the
immediate problem is

disengagement of Syrian and
Israeli forces.

By DONALD M. ROTHBKHG
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Watergate committee voted

Tuesday to finish its investigation without further public hearings.

In announcing the 6-1 vote, chairman Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C,

said members of the panel felt they "should be careful not to in-

terfere unduly with the ongoing impeachment process of the House

Judiciary committee or the criminal cases which will soon be

prosecuted by the special prosecutor..."

In a related development Tuesday, a federal judge also moved to

squelch continued public speculation about the work of the

technical experts examining the subpoenaed Watergate tapes.

U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica imposed the rule after a closed-

door meeting with attorneys from the White House, the special

prosecutor's office and counsel for Rose Mary Woods, President

Nixon's personal secretary.

Ervin said the Watergate committee voted to ask the Senate to

extend its life to May 28, three months beyond its current Feb. 28

deadline for completion of its report.

The chairman said the committee will pursue in executive

sessions evidence relating to the CIA's involvement in Watergate,

dairy industry contributions to the President's re-election cam-
paign, and a secret cash contribution given to presidential friend C.

G. Roboze by an employee of billionaire Howard Hughes.
"The passage of time and the development of new events have

persuaded the committee that further hearings at this time are not

necessary for completion of its work," Ervin said.

A month ago Sirica had referred questions about the gap in one
tape and the claim that two other conversations were never
recorded to special prosecutor Leon Jaworski with a recom-
mendation he turn it over to a grand jury.

After Tuesday's meeting Sirica issued a brief statement saying,
"All participants in the meeting have agreed that continued public
comment on the grand jury's work by those who have any
association with the investigation is inappropriate."

Lollobrigida snaps

'fascinating men'
By LYNNE OLSON

Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW ( AP) - Gina Lollobrigida is in the Soviet Union this week to

photograph one of the world's most interesting men. But the Italian

movie actress-turned-photojournalist isn't saying who.
"We're keeping that a secret," she said in an interview Tuesday.
Miss Lollobrigida is traveling around the world on assignment from the

Ladies' Home Journal to take pictures of men she and the magazine
consider the most fascinating.

"I'm somewhat spoiled as a photographer, with a decided advantage in

trying to photograph important men," she said. "They would prefer to

see me rather than a normal papparazzi."
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By MALCOLM N. CARTER
Associated Press WRiter

NEW YORK (AP) - Their
wealth rooted in California's gold
rush, the Hearst family gave to the
needy in the decades that followed
and championed working men's
causes through a communications
empire then unmatched in size and
influence.

Now, the family's two non-profit

philanthropic foundations annually
give away nearly $3 million to
charities, schools, museums and
such organizations as the Los
Angeles Orphanage Guild, the
Anti-Defamation League and the
American Indian Movement of

Milwaukee, Wis.
George Hearst, late great-

grandfather of kidnaped Patricia
Hearst, accumulated that weaitn
and through it, brought the family
into journalism.

He assumed ownership of the
San Francisco Examiner in

payment of a bad debt in 1880.

William Randolph Hearst, his son
and builder of the vast press
kingdom, took over the Examiner
seven years later at the age of 24.

And one of William's five sons,

Randolph, who is Patricia's father,

is now president and editor of the
paper.

At William Randolph Hearst's

death in 1951, the family fortune,

diminished by the Depression, was
$57 million. Hearst set aside $43.7

for a charitable foundation and left

the rest to his widow and sons.

There are two foundations now.
One of them — the William Ran-
dolph Hearst Foundation — is to

provide 75 per cent of a $2-million

fund to feed the needy and,
hopefully, bring on the release of

Patricia Hearst. The 19-year-old

coed was abducted Feb. 4 by the

terrorist Symbionese Liberation

Army, which demanded such a
"good faith gesture" from her
father.

The William Randolph Hearst
Foundation declared on its 1972

income tax return, the latest one
available, that it had given $1.94

million in donations from assets of

about $44 million.

More gas

going to

18 states
(Continued from P. 1)

increased 2 per cent.

That shift remained unchanged.

But it was done through normal
oil company distribution and two of

the states given 2 per cent in-

creases last Feb. 9 have had those

increases placed under the control

of their governors, instead of the

companies, the FEO announced
Tuesday.
The FEO made no an-

nouncement on the allocations due
to other states, which had been

announced previously but which
were subject to possible error

because they did not include data

from six companies including Gulf

Oil Corp. and Amerada-Hess.
Here is a summary of all of the

increases now announced in the

February gas allocation:

—New Jersey and Virginia,
previously increased 2 per cent last

Feb. 9, were assigned an additional

3 per cent on Tuesday, increasing

their governors' set-aside by a
total of 5 per cent.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation.

Over 50.000 students aided each
year. For FREE information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED enve-
lope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell. MT 59901
...YOU MUST APPLY EARLY. ...
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It said it had committed $440,000

in the previous two years to the
National Urban League and had
appropriated $190,000 for 1973.

The money was for development
of bilingual, bicultural early
education materials for Spanish-
speaking American children.

Other recipients that year were

the Harlem Preparatory School,

here, the Negro Educational
Emergency Drive in Pittsburgh,

Pa and Boys' Clubs and tne City

of Hope in Los Angeles.

The same year, the smaller
Hearst Foundation declared
717,500 total donations to various

Hearst said the $2 million would
go to a "tax-exempt charitable
organization" approved by the
California attorney general as a
first step to negotiating his
daughter's freedom.

Cites food donations
By SI'SAN SWARD

Associated Press Writer
HILLSBOROUGH. Calif. I AP) -

Patricia Hearst's parents asked
her kidnapers Tuesday to make the
ultimate "gesture of sincerity" in

return for their $2-million pledge to
feed the poor; free their daughter
on Wednesday, her 20th birthday
Newspaper executive Randolph

A. Hearst appeared in front of his

WILL ACT IN HEARST CASE - Rev. Cecil William (left) of Glide Memorial
Methodist Church in San Francisco and Dennis Banks, executive director of the
American Indian Movement are spokesmen for a coalition of groups named by the
Symbionese Liberation Army to distribute food as part of the ransom for kidnapped
Patricia Hearst. Rev. Williams, who received a tape made by Miss Hearst, hopes to

act as a liason between the SLA and the Hearst family.

Rollback could drop prices

Hillsborough mansion to say again
that the $2 million 'is not ransom,"
but an indication of his good faith

to the Symbionese Liberation
Army, which claims to have kid-

naped his daughter.

"I expect them to make a

gesture of sincerity themselves
and nuturally in my position and
Mrs. Hearst's position, the gesture

they could make would be the

release of our daughter," said the

newspaper executive.

"But this $2 million is not ran-

som."
Hearst said he would offer

details of his food distribution plan

soon.

California Atty. Gen. Evelle J.

Younger said Tuesday he would
not prosecute anyone who accepted
the food. He also suggested the Red
Cross and Salvation Army as
possible charitable organizations

that might handle the distribution.

Hearst had said over the
weekend there were legal
problems to be worked out in

connection with the food
distribution plan. He said, for

example, that persons accepting
the food might be violating the

laws by taking part in extortion

activities.

Hearst said he was convinced his

daughter, kidnaped Feb. 4, is alive

and expressed hope she eventually
would be freed by the Symbionese
Liberation Army, which claims to

be holding her as a "prisoner of

war."
The money was available

Tuesday — the deadline set by the
kidnapers for a response to their

demands — but Hearst continued
searching for a suitable
organization to handle the food
distribution program.
Food industry officials said $2

million would provide enough food
to stock 34 supermarkets.

(Continued from P. 1)

fortable margin of 60 to 38.

Senate Interior Committee
Chairman Henry M. Jackson, D-
Wash., claims the rollback could
result in a five cent per gallon drop
in the pump price of gasoline and
could save the consumer $20

million a day.

Opponents say the rollback
would destroy the oil companies'
incentives to expand production.

The emergency bill, which was
first introduced by Jackson in

October, has failed in two previous
attempts to gain Senate passage.
Last month the Senate voted to

send the measure back to con-

ference to remove a controversial

provision designed
company profits.

to limit oil

WHEN YOU CAN'T

WAIT TILL BREAKFAST
Mr. Donuts is

ready for you

24 brs. weekends
great donuts:

coffee
Mt. Farms Mall

Mister Rte. %

DorUOJt Hadley

Will I

s

ENTERTAINER
Papa Gino's at Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley, is

looking for an entertainer. Are you a folk singer?

Guitarist? A whiz on wax paper and comb? We're

looking for someone to liven our evenings a few

nights a week, while our customers enjoy Papa's

delicious pizza and frosty mugs of draft beer.

Remuneration negotiable, but from this you won't

get rich. Interested? Call 584-6904 BETWEEN

2 and 5 p.m. ON WEDNESDAY, FEB. 20 ONLY.

Ask for Tom Dietschler, Manager, who will set up

a Thursday audition appointment for you.

Appointments, for Thursday only, will be made

on a first-call, first-served basis.
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N.E. states get more gas for Feb.
BOSTON ( AP) - Five New England states

will get increased allocations of gasoline

during the last eight days of February, the

Federal Energy Office said yesterday.

Vermont and New Hampshire will get a 5

per cent increase over what they used

during February of last year. Rhode Island,

Massachusetts and Connecticut will get a 2

per cent increase.

Two weeks ago, Maine's allocation was
increased by 2 per cent.

The additional gasoline should have a

quick effect on lines at the gasoline pumps,
said Lawrence Rogers, regional ad-

ministrator of the energy office.

"I would hope to see them dwindle down
by the end of this week and certainly next

week," he said.

The five New England states are among 20

that will get more gasoline.

Under the new plan, Massachusetts will

get an increase of 3.2 million gallons;

Connecticut, 1.6 million; Rhode Island,

586,000; New Hampshire, 980,000, and
Vermont, 675,000.

Although the new allocations represent a

percentage boost for the month, the gasoline

can be burned during the remaining eight

days and will not affect March allocations.

"It constitutes quite an injection for such

a short period of time," Rogers said. "The
impact should be considerable in alleviating

the shortage."

It will be up to the governors of the in-

dividual states to decide which towns get

more fuel, Rogers said.

"It gives governors of the states a chance

to use gas right now in block grant method yi

areas where there are problems," he said.

The decision on which states would get

more fuel was not based solely on statistics,

Rogers said.

"It's a judgment decision," he said. "It's

not a formula. It's an emergency decision

based on a lot of information-car
registration, the number of gallons
available, lots of things."

The governors of the New England states

that were granted increases reacted
favorably to the energy office an-
nouncement.
"Today's decision is a breakthrough in

our fight to gain fair and equal treatment for

our state," said Massachusetts Gov.
Francis W. Sargent.

"Today's decision will also set the

precedent for special allocations in the
months ahead," he said.

Sargent indicated that he would review
state policies, such as adhering to the
federal request for service stations to shut
down on Sundays and the Oregon voluntary
distribution program, and might announce
changes in those policies later this week.
Gov. Thomas Salmon of Vermont said the

energy office decision yesterday confirmed
his contention that a mistake had been made
in overlooking the state when increased
allocations were announced two weeks ago.
Salmon said the 5 per cent increase for

Vermont was good news, but would not solve
the state's fuel problems. He said Vermont
will still fall about 3 million gallons short.

Salmon also said he would ask the federal

energy office to reconsider regulations

banning dealers from giving preferential

treatment to regular customers. Salmon,
who announced Monday that he was
suspending the Oregon plan scheduled to go

into effect in Vermont today, said he has
asked 30 retailers to work with his office to

come up with a voluntary distribution plan

acceptable to both operators and customers.

State energy chief Eckardt Beck said the 2

per cent increase slated for Connecticut

"will go a little ways to help improve the

situation."

He said the state would allocate supplies

where shortages were most critical. If the

increased allocation were distributed
equally to Connecticut's 3,200 service
stations, it would represent about 500

gallons per station or three-quarters of a

tank for each of the 2 million motor vehicles

in the state, he said.

Gov Meldrim Thomson of New Hampshire
said he was "gratified" at the federal

decision to increase his state's allocation by
5 per cent.

"Since it was announced on Feb. 9 that of

the six New England states only Maine
would receive additional gasoline supplies, I

have been in continuous contact with both
the Federal Energy Office and the White
House in an effort to secure an equitable

adjustment for New Hampshire to that

decision," Thomson said.

Of the increased allocation, he said:

"Because there are only nine -days
remaining in the month, it is imperative that

emergency and hardship applications be

filed immediately with my energy office at

Concord. Those in need of this emergency
allocation of gasoline are requested (o

telephone the energy office toll free hot line

at 1-800-562-1115," he said.

A survey conducted by the ALA Auto and
Travel Club indicated that only 33 per cent

of New Hampshire's service station

operators were participating in the Oregon
plan of gasoline distribution that went into

effect on a voluntary basis Monday.
Of that percentage, two-thirds reported

shorter lines at their gasoline pumps since

the alternate day sales plan began.

Only two of 50 dealers surveyed said they

planned to remain open on Sundays, and
only one said he would comply with

Thomson's request for uniform operating

hours, the ALA said.

Nearly half the dealers contacted said the

voluntary distribution plan
a
w.outrf not

alleviate the fuel shortage; 33 per cent said

it would, and the remainder had no com-
ment, according to the club.

An American Automobile Association

survey of New England gasoline stations

indicated the supply outlook for the next few
days was low in Massachusetts, Rhode
Island and Connecticut and fair in Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont.
Areas reporting lowest supplies to AAA

were Cape Cod, Worcester, Springfield,

Holyoke and Lawrence in Massachusetts;
Providence, R. I., and Bennington, Vt.

Most New England stations were im-
posing a $2 to $3 limit on sales and most were
staggering operating hours, AAA said.

The energy crisis

Mass. gas pains lessened
(Continued from P. 1)

when the additional supplies would
be available, but indicated that a
directive from Federal Energy
Chief William Simon was the only

thing necessary to release supplies

already in storage in the state.

Teams of federal investigators

were sent into the state last week
by Simon to determine if service

station operators were entitled to

more gasoline.

In Washington on Tuesday,
Simon announced increased

February allocations for 20 states.

Alabama, Arizona, Georgia,
Nevada, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, Oregon, Vermont, Virginia

and West Virginia will receive an
additional 5 per cent. Connecticut,
Florida, Illinois, Indiana,
Maryland, Missouri, New York,
Pennsylvania and Rhode Island
will join Massachusetts in

receiving a 2 per cent increase.

Simon said the energy office will

equalize gasoline supplies among
all 50 states in another move next
month.

Dealer sessions

scheduled locally
WASHINGTON (AP) — Retail

gas and oil dealers in western
Massachusetts will have an op-

portunity to discuss energy
regulations and procedures with

state and federal officials in two
workshop sessions next week, Rep.
Silvio O. Conte, R-Mass., said

yesterday.

Conte said dealers are invited to

attend meetings scheduled for 7

p.m. Monday at Holyoke City Hall

and 7:30 p.m. yesterday at Taconic
High School in Pittsfield.

Conn, shortage relieved
HARTFORD (AP) - Connecticut will receive 1.6 million gallons of

gasoline for February under a "one shot deal" announced yesterday by

the Federal Energy Office.

The new allocation, two percent qf the 80 million February allotment,

will be added to an emergency supply distributed by the governor and the

state energy office.

If distributed to each of the state's 3,200 gasoline stations it could mean
another 500 gallons per station for the remaining eight days of the month.
The method of distribution has not been determined but FEO chief

William Simon earmarked the gasoline to shorten long lines at service

stations. Connecticut was one of 20 stations to receive extra gas.

In Greenwich, the 46 gasoline dealers began a shutdown of pumps to

protest FEO regulations against preferential treatment for regular
customers. Some stations closed early. Others pumped normal hours and
then closed, vowing to stay shut until the regulation was rescinded.

Attorney R. Richard Roina met with the dealers late in the afternoon to

explain the latest "clarification" of the FEO rule.

"I drove up and down the Post Road and the guys said as far as they're

concerned their doors are closed.

"I can't say whether the stations will stay open. The indications I have
are they are not happy with it."

Ed Koorbush, an Exxon dealer on the Post Road said : "We just want to

stay open for people who need the gasoline, like doctors, ambulances,
fire, police and regular customers. We'd like to put aside 20 per cent for

the regulars."

U.S. Rep. Robert H. Steele, R-Conn., said that under the new FEO
allocations the major oil companies would be ordered to make additional

gasoline available immediately to Connecticut.

He said FEO would announce future emergency allocations month-by

month and that he "expected that figure to increase" in March.
"I don't think it's going to solve the problem but it will help alleviate the

situation. At least we're now moving, taking it from other states."

Until now the state energy office has used its emergency supply, called

a 3 per cent "set aside," for emergencies.
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Proposals to beat crunch
PITTSFIELD, Mass. (AP) - Two proposals to help tourists and the

tourist industry beat the energy crunch have been endorsed by a deputy

commissioner of the state Department of Commerce and Industry.

Ernest A. Lucci said in an interview published here yesterday he ap-

proves of proposals put forward by the Berkshire Hills Conference and
will urge Gov. Francis W. Sargent to lend state support to the plans.

Under one proposal, all six New England states would participate in a

plan under which motels and other tourist facilities would provide

customers with voucher cards to guarantee a fillup at a gas station.

Dealers would turn the cards over to state officials for extra gas
allocations.

Lucci said he would recommend that Sargent pledge Massachusetts'
support for the program.
The second proposal would set up a toll-free information service fn

enable callers within a 150-mile radius to obtain up-dated information on
the availability of gas and accommodations in the Berkshires

.

Lucci said he woud recommend the idea to Sargent for possible state

financial assistance and said he would urge other promotion groups in

Massachusetts to consider similar programs.
Both ideas were suggested by John V. Geary, director of the con-

ference, a county tourism promotion agency.

Nobody
ui

justtoride
the railroads

But wht>n the wise ones get there, and want to get from

one place to the nexl. the way they get around is by train

The fact is. French trains give you more than com
fort and convenience, more than speed and a window

on the world They give you value For even in a day

when almost everything is going up except the dollar

French trains are still one of the greatest transportation

buys in the world

Because distances from Paris are short. Frendi

trains go everywhere To the medieval mysteries of

Vezelay (163 miles. $13.50) and Carcassonne (503

miles. $41 00) To the Provence of Gaughin and van

Gogh (486 miles. $39 50) To the vineyards of the Cote

d'Or (220 miles. $1850) and the sparkling sun of the

Cote d'Azur (660 miles, $5350) To castles and cathe

drals To Alps and oceans To monuments of the

Romanesque and Renaissance To all the hidden cor

ners of a country haunted by history and enriched by

centuries of civilization

Pans, of course, is Pans But France is more Aiul

it's all connected by 25.000 miles of track, more than

4 .(XX) stations, and many hundreds of sleek, swift trains

that will pamper you. feed you. even bed you down
While they whisk you from here to anywhere in no more

than a few relaxing hours

So if vou really want to see Fraixe. see France by

tMin And >*•«' rvxv en >n< >mir,»| (jre.it tMwl < .in ht- Wink*

you're at it. ask about our other travel bargains -a 1st

Class Eurailpass. or the 2nd Class Student Railpass For

tickets and reservations, get in touch with your travel

agent, or nearest French National Railroads office. 610
Fifth Avenue. New York 10020. 1 1 East Adams Street.

Chicago 60603. 9465 Wilshire Blvd. Beverly Hills

90212. 323 Geary St.. San Francisco 94102; 2121
Ponce de Leon Blvd . Coral Gables 33134. Also in

Toronto and Montreal

Please send me literature describing how to get the most
value out of my trip to France

Name
,

Address

Gty_ -State -Zip-

Dept 7. Box 80 Bohemia, NY 11716

French National Railroads
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Lobbyists — they're back

(Staff pholi>—4Jreg Krancr*chi>

"Everybody loves me! I don't know why, but they all

love me"... HAPPY BIRTHDAY JERRY!

Solzhenitsyn shops,

talks to family

By FRANK CREPEAU
Associated Press Writer

ZURICH. Switzerland (AP) —
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, a week
after his arrest and exile, spent a
quiet Tuesday shopping and
considering plans for a place to live

in a Western country.

On Monday he granted his first

interview since his expulsion,
telling The Associated Press he
would carry on with his work and
try to put down roots in a new
place.

It is only a week since Soviet

security agents and police knocked
on the door of his apartment and
dragged him off to prison. The next

day they read him an edict

stripping him of citizenship and put

him aboard a plane for West
Germany.

Solzhenitsyn, who has taken

refuge in the quiet Zurich apart-

ment of hisSwiss lawyer, has been

considering residence offers from

several countries and keeping in

touch with his family in Moscow by

telephone.

Solzhenitsyn left the apartment

late in the morning and asked
newsmen not to follow him on a

shopping tour. When he returned

with some packages that looked

like clothing boxes, the author was
relaxed and smiling.

Solzhenitsyn crossed the street to

thank newsmen for leaving him
alone. "It was very nice," he said.

In Monday's interview,
Solzhenitsyn indicated his family
would not be joining him soon. He
said it was difficult for the two
women and four children in his
family to "liquidate an existence of
many years, to pack up, to get
moving, to find a moment when
none of the children are ill."

In Moscow, friends of the family

said Solzhenitsyn 's wife Natalya

was making plans to take the

family out of Russia, but it was still

not certain when they would leave

or where they would go.

Solzhenitsyn angered the Soviet

authorities with his new book on
Stalinist labor camps, "Gulag
Archipelago." He was expelled

from Russia after weeks of official

attacks on him and his work.

Cape - it 's leaving
BARNSTABLE, Mass. (AP) —

The 15-town Barnstable County
Selectmen's Association has voted

to study a proposal for Cape Cod to

secede from Massachusetts to

form the 51st state in the union.

The proposal, submitted by
Harwich Selectman Donn Griffin,

maintains that the administration

of Gov. Francis Sargent has failed

to pay state money owed to the

Cape communities.
The town of Brewster is suing the

state for about $200,000 it says the

state owes for Nickerson State

Park. Rep. Richard Kendall, D-

Falmouth, says the state owes the

towns of Bourne and Sandwich
nearly $2 million.

Griffin said an economic study of

the Cape by the Cape Cod Planning
and Economic Development
Commission might show that the

area would be better off keeping
the taxes it generates on meals,

gasoline, lodging and alcoholic

By STEVEN A. C'OIIKN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — Despite the slow start and ex-

pected early close of this year's legislative session,

there are nearly as many lobbyists as legislators

signing up to do business on Beacon Hill.

In all, about 225 lobbyists have registered, ac-

cording to the state secretary's public Records
Division. That compares to 145 lobbyists who
registered by the end of February last year.
Most prevalent are lobbyists for the utilities and

insurance companies.
Boston Edison Co. alone has signed up nine lob-

byists, according to registration tecods in the Public

beverages.

"After all, we've been
philosophically and geographically

separated from the rest of

Massachusetts for years," Griffin

said, "and the way things are going

I think a lot of people down here
would rather run their own af-

fairs."
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Amherst

public interest, as opposed to special interests, seem
to be fairly well represented
Americans for Democratic Action has one lobbyist

;

Common Cause of Massachusetts has several, and
the Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
has one.

The whole range of medical care is represented,
with lobbyists for doctors, dentists, nurses and
chiropractors, as well as Blue Cross, Blue Shield.

Massachusetts General Hospital, The Massachusetts
Hospital Association, and nursing homes and the
Massachusetts Funeral Directors Association, with
an interest in "anything affecting the care and
disposition of the dead."

around new england

necords Division. Boston Gas Co. has six.

As of last weekend, the records show utilities had
signed up about 30 lobbyists to protect their interest

during the 1974 legislative session.

The insurance industry had signed up about 25, with

five of them supplied by the John Hancock Mutual
Life Insurance Co.

The state's lobbying laws were changed con-

siderably during the last legislative session, and the

increased registration probably is attributable to

these changes.

One change requires company employes who ap-

pear at hearings before regulatory agencies to

register. Previously, they didn't have to.

The new law also transfers registration from the

sargeant at arms to the Public Records Division.

Procedures now being used make it easier to identify

all lobbyists with their employers.

Even groups which identify their cause with the

Two state agencies, the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority and the Massachusetts Port Authority, hire

lobbyists to influence the legislature. And while the

Massachusetts Mayors Association and the Massa-
chusetts League of Cities and Towns have their

lobbyists, Cambridge is the only community so far

with a registered lobbyist. Harvard University also

has its own lobbyist, according to the registration

records.

Chrysler Corp. is the only automobile manufac-
turer with a registered lobbyist.

Other lobbyists represent diverse groups and in-

terests, including teachers, labor groups, theater
owners, contractors and subcontractors, newspaper
publishers, sportsmen, grocers, liquor and racing
interests, milk dealers, candy and tobacco
distributors, hotel and motel owners, farmers,
lawyers, automobile and motorcycle dealers, savings
banks, realtors, advertisers and manufacturers.
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opinion-editorial

Well, if the ballet slipper fits Meldrim...
By KAREN A. MONACO

This is the biography of a latent, or rather I mean blatant, heterosexual, fictional

character by the name of Meldrim Thompsin who is the governor of the mythical state of

New Hampster.
It all started out quite a while back, when dear Meldrim was born of a heterosexual union,

but actually that part of our story isn't nearly as exciting, in my estimation, as the present

portion of his life is. It is only of late that the once young Meldrim has begun to attract public

attention. You see, Meldrim has an unusual career and it isn't his governorship either.

Meldrim is a heterosexual, which isn't all that startling a revelation to most and some might
think that it is merely a sexuality. But with Meldrim
it has become much more. It is an obsession. Indeed,
a real life-driving force. It has transformed
Meldrim 's rather humdrum term as governor of New
Hampster into one of splendour and gaiety for

himself and the people of this mythical state.

Our story really begins at the local state university

called, surprisingly enough, The University of New
Hampster, where a group of homosexuals who were
students there decided to be terribly outrageous and
actually form a group designed to act as a social-

political base of support for the Gay student
population (yes — even New Hampster has
homosexuals it would seem. Who would have thought
it? ) Meldrim doesn't actually always refer to them by
either of the two names I have used. He has manv
other choice epithets which mine don't even approach
in degree of creativity. "Faggot": that's a nice one
and "queer", that kind of has a nice quality to it too.

After a Gay students dance held last semester, he
and the Board of Trustees issued a statement
prohibiting any further such social functions at the

university. So it would appear that Meldrim doesn't

care too much for the University of New Hampster's

LJ523%mm mssm -mm
NE^V HAMPSHIRE

a life of blissful nihility? For the answer to this puzzling question, it is necessary to delve

once again into Thompsin's past

His family was a poor one. His father was a traveling salesman and mother an average

New Hampster housewife. Meldrim was very attached to his mother and also to his grand-

mother Gertrude, who had been living with the Thompsins ever since her alcoholic husband
left her His family became a little unnerved when, at the age of eight Meldrim asked for a

pair of ballet slippers for Christmas. The problem was quickly solved, though, with the

purchase of a miniature Mack truck by Mr. Thompsin for his son's playtime enjoyment

From that time on il appeared that Meldrim had acauiesced into his proper male
-"

1 ,-ole In high school he dated (women)

often, and was a member of the football team and the

Debate Club. It was in college that he met his

sweetheart (also a woman) whom he later married
One can easily see that his heterosexual chauvinism
is the result of a classic case of the "ballet slipper

deprivation syndrome." as it is commonly known in

professional circles.

LIVE FREE OR DIE^3

Good gosh! Will the gracious governor grant gaietj

to the Granite State gays, or is this license a forgery?

queerfolk or even for queerfolk in general. He thinks that homos proselytize and of course,
we are all cognizant of the fact that "hets" don't. Well, just because the guy is governor
doesn't mean that he can't suffer from brief (50 years) periods of delusional thinking, I

suppose. But I imagine that such are the inevitable trials and tribulations to be endured by
your basic heterosexual martyr. But why does Meldrim Thompsin choose martyrdom over

Just this moment. I have received a bulletin

from the wires of the Associated Press. It reads, "The
governor of the state of New Hampster has just been
arrested by vice squad agents on twelve counts of

sodomy, lewdness, indecent exposure, and illegal

hitchhiking. He was arrested by agents today as he
and a male companion were leaving a highway motel.
This action comes as a complete surprise to the entire
state, whose population was assured of their

governor's sexuality in light of numerous anti-

homosexual statements made by him regarding the
Gay Student Organization on the University of New
Hampster campus. At the police station, bystanders
witnessed the arrival of the Governor and his com-
panion, who was the driver of the Mack truck which
allegedly picked up the Governor whose car had run

out of gas. When questioned by hoards of reporters on how this arrest might affect his

political career, the Governor released a statement which reads, "I see this as no hindrance
to it. I have made two decisions today. First, I intend to run for President of the United
States on the gay ticket with Ms. Elaine Noble of Boston and second, I have enrolled in ballet

classes at the University of New Hampster."

Karen A. Monaco is a Collegian Commentator.

Letters To The Editor
1

'Gypsy
'

' gyped? Mackay called on prison reform
To The Editor:
Many people have asked me

lately, "Who is Gypsy?" Gypsy is

an American citizen, incarcerated
in Mexican jails serving a seven
year sentence for transporting
drugs across international bor-
ders, Columbia to Mexico. This is

his story as told by him in a letter
to a friend in the Amherst area.

"While in Columbia seeking land
for my two daughters, I met two
men who offered connections for
land and work plus money if I

would transport some emeralds
from Columbia to Mexico — / was
led to believe that all was legal — J

agreed and was given airplane
tickets, a suitcase with a sealed
double bottom and instructions for
delivering the suitcase in
Alcapulco. When I arrived in

Mexico City, drugs were found in

the suitcase."

Mexican law states that a non-
Mexican citizen in their jails
serving up to a six year sentence
can post a bond and be deported.

Money is being raised to finance
Gypsy's appeal to get his sentence
lowered and to pay the bond. The
Mexican judicial system deals
fairly openly with a system of
payoffs. This is an appeal to buy
the freedom of a man who
shouldn't be in jail.

The UMass Committee for a
Sane Drug Policy feels that saving
Gypsy is a worthwile endeavor. In
that spirit, we, as an organization,
are donating $20 to the "Save
Gypsy Folks".

We are urging others, anyone
who cares about another human
beings' life, to contribute what they
can. You can help by buying a
"Save Gypsy" bumper sticker. If

you would like to do more, get in

touch with me and I will connect
you with the right people. Please
consider it. Your decision will help
decide whether or not a man has to

spend six more years in a foreign
land, in a foreign jail. Thank you.

Brian Maxfield

WftiTC To THC COLLEGIAN

SUPPORT STUDENT ....

CONTROL OF T0WIMG#"

To The Editor:

Just one month ago I was em-
ployed as a correction officer at

Walpole State Prison. In reading
Bob Mackay 's article of February
If, 1974, I noticed that many facts
were misrepresented. I don't know
where he got his information from,
but I suggest that he change his

source because this type of
propaganda can only serve to

confuse the issue. I have severed
all ties with Walpole, so I wish to

put to rest any thoughts that this

letter is or may be politically

motivated: I have no reason to lie.

First I challenge your contention
that prisoners have not had a hot

meal for months. They are served
hot breakfast at least four times a
week; on the others days they
receive cereal, fresh milk, fresh
fruit, and hot coffee. In most cases
they can eat as much as they like.

They also eat hot lunches every
day. In fact, the officers eat the

same food as the inmates. The
inmates do not have to work or pay
for their food, the taxpayers pay.
Only during lockups are the

inmates prevented from eating
their meals in the dining hall. They
do not eat suppers in there.

You noted that the inmates
haven't been paid since last July,

well there are officers that haven't
been paid their overtime in over a
year.

The minimum security blocks
Al, A2 and A3, all have windows
which have recently been repaired.
Many times the inmates them-
selves smash out their windows
and then complain of the cold.

There is no effective means by
which to control the inmates at

Walpole. The disciplinary board is

doing a lousy job. Many times
officers look the other way rather
than write reports on an inmate
because he knows that it will only
draw heat on him yet be ripped up
by the board.

Inmates constantly harass the

officers. They throw their food,
their feces, and their urine at the

officers. They assault and are
continually abusing the privileges

granted them. There are some who
take it upon themselves to make as

much trouble as possible.

Hence Mister Mackay, I hope
this letter throws some light on the

other side of the issue concerning
Walpole. I am not contending that

reform is not for the good, I just

feel that it should be sensibly
implemented. This is not being
done at Walpole.

Noel Barrett

Vets slate candidates

To The Editor:

Next Wednesday and next
Thursday of this week UMass
commuters will elect represen-

tatives to the Commuter Assembly
Executive Council. The Executive

Council is the governing body for

the Commuter Assembly which is

composed of all undergraduate
commuters at UMass; as such, the

Commuter Assembly Executive
Council has the influence and
financial ability to institute many
programs needed by commuters.
For reasons unknown to us, the

Executive Council has been unable

to institute programs most
required by commuters.
Therefore, a group of concerned
UMass undergraduate Veteran
commuters have united to seek
election to the Commuter
Assembly Executive Council.

Some of the programs they will

support when elected are:

1. Increased University bus
service to the South Amherst area
(Brittany Manor, Riverglade,
etc);

2. Increased University bus

service to Belchertown and South
Deerfield;

3. More frequent peak hour
University bus service to the

Sunderland area;

4. Expand day-care facilities at

the University at minimal cost to

the users;

5. Institution of a nursery at the

University at minimal cost to the

users;

6. Establishment of a committee
to coordinate with local apartment
complex owners to construct bus
waiting shelters.

If you are an undergraduate
UMass commuter and would like to

see these and many more
programs instituted elect the
Veterans Slate to the Commuter
Assembly Executive Council. Jay
ANDERSON, Tom DOHERTY,
Dave GIRARD, Keith GUSTAR-
TIS, Paul SLIWA (write-in), Peter
WINTERS, Richard WOOD.
Remember on next WEDNESDAY
and next THURSDAY of this week
vote the VETERANS SLATE.

The UMASS VETERANS
ORGANIZATION

So smile!
To The Editor:

I sit here alone and unhappy,
wondering why J'm alone.
THOUSANDS of people my age
live around here and I'm sure that
many of them live alone, too. But
what do I see on campus? People
with blank looks, people having
nothing on their minds but the
weight of a university day.

The university day is a mtaaitng
substitute for a normal one. But
what has happened to in-
terpersonal feelings; maybe they
never existed, maybe they don't
live anywhere. Then I will go on
being alone. Fuck that shit! Smile

Sincerely.

Robert J. Stira

.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Zamir Nestelbautn

SLA grabs Tweety
Doubtless by now you have heard of the bizarre and

tragic kidnapping that has taken place on this
campus but a few days ago. A criminal action without
parallel since someone castrated the statue of
Metawampee and blew up a German House bathroom
several years ago, is taking place. Yes, a dastardly
act which only an incomparable crime fighting force
such as the University Metermaid Patrol can solve. A
fanatic group known as the Siamese Liberation Ar-
my, a multiracial, multilingual, bisexual
organization has seized the valuable pet canary
named Tweety belonging to Dr. Otto von Pauerhouse,
Vice Chancellor of Student Confessions here at
Whitmore. Tweety, a six foot 290 lb. bird is quite
valuable to Dr. Pauerhouse and Whitmore. Tweety
can recite the home mailing address of every student
and employee of the University, which it has
memorized, not to mention being the defending
champion of the U.S.I.A. Pigeon Dunking Contest in

Horsehair, Mississippi last year. Dr. Pauerhouse is

very anxious to get Tweety back, as you can well
imagine.

In a terse call made to a payphone outside the
Hatch late yesterday afternoon, a spokesman
identifying himself as part of the S.L.A. made a list of
demands. He also let Tweety speak to Pauerhouse for
one minute to guarantee its safety. The following is a
verbatim transcript of what Tweety said: "Tweet!
Twee-tweet! Tweetie Twietie, Tweet!" referring of
course to Joe Frank of the English Department. Here
is a list of the S.L.A. demands:

1. Poptarts in all assorted flavors — including
peach cinnamon and watermelon, be given out free at
all Dining Commons breakfast lines.

2. A five gallon jar of Dining Commons coffee,
known in Goessman Hall as Nitric Acid, be poured
into the Input Slot of Oscar, the Whitmore Computer.

3. Complimentary "BUI Baird Condoms'' be passed
out at key checkpoints around campus including the
Newman Center, Everywoman's Center and Sigma
Kappa.

4. Mandatory Literacy Tests be given out to all

Rhetoric Instructors before they be renewed for

another semester.
5. Ninety Modular School of Ed credits be given us

for pulling of the kidnapping and fifty more if the
demands are met.

6. All nonfunctional units in the University be
dismantled and deported to Poland including Library
elevators and ex Vice-Chancellors.

7. Amherst Towing distribute $70 worth of free food
to all the poor and infirm in the Town of Amherst
(including students).

The S.L.A. has warned that unless these demands
are met within a week, that they would roast Tweety
over an open flame and have the bird for supper. Dr.
Pauerhouse has issued a statement to the effect that
although the demands are "absurd", he would do
everything in his power to see that they are carried
out. He continued saying: "I can only hope that I'm
dealing with Canary nappers of good faith, that if the
demands are met, they'll release poor Tweety
unharmed."

I talked with several Metermaids who are on the
case and they said that they have several leads as to

where Tweety was taken. It seems that one of them
alertly noticed a thick trail of bird crap running into

John Adams Tower in Southwest. When I asked the
Metermaids what significance this might be toward
the case, one of them shrugged and said that "South-
west was for the birds anyway." "Indeed," I replied

OH! THE PAIN OF IT ALL!

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist

Joyce Kosofsky

Goddamn it's cold
Two years ago I was sitting in a Venezuelan

hospital waiting room, sweating my ass off, wishing
for some nice cool air.

A year ago I was sitting in a gutter in Tijuana,

fanning my traveling companions, wishing it wasn't
so hot.

This year I'm sitting in my living room with two
sweaters and a blanket wishing I was back in the

warm countries.

But given the choice, I'd rather sweat.

Goddamn it's cold.

Granted this is the mildest winter we've had in

years. The mildest winter if you're used to living in

the woods. But it's the coldest winter that I can
remember in a long time.

But how do you keep warm? What do you do? Buy
sweaters? Sleep with your roommates? Escape to the

warm climate? Even if you wanted to escape to the

south, I don't think you could. By the time you waited
through the lines at the gas station, you've probably
allowed enough fuel to get you through the next line.

My eighth grade history teacher told me that the

best time that this country has ever seen was that

time during the Depression. Not economically, but

socially. Socially meaning that people were together.

People were together in that they weren't selfish.

Selfish being: knowing of a gas station that's open
when the others aren't and not telling anyone else

about it.

Sometimes I am frightened
By BARBARA VOORHEES

Taking a look at the laws and legal system in

this country can be a frightening and confusing

experience.

One day last semester I sat in Hampshire
District Court and watched as a 24-year old UMass
student was sentenced to 12 years in a state prison

for the possession and sale of certain controlled

drugs including cocaine and amphetamines.

Twelve years in prison.

This student testified that he had not been

dealing but when repeatedly approached by a

disguised state narcotics agent looking for drugs

he found what the narc wanted. Any of us could do

the same.
The law prohibits us from possessing it, the law

prohibits us from dealing it. But if some dope is

stolen from us it seems the law is willing to step in.

A late January issue of the Amherst Record

reported that a 24-year old UMass-Boston student

had been arraigned in Hampshire District Court

for an armed robbery committed in a Southwest

dormitory last October. He was charged with

armed robbery, assault with a dangerous weapon

and assault and battery by means of a dangerous

weapon. Bail was set at $2.500

What had this man stolen? Reportedly, an un-

specified amount of marijuana.
I remember spending a night in a jail cell for

disturbing the peace. I had been asleep in my
beach house when the police woke me while at-

tempting to break my door down. It was Labor
Day weekend and apparently some others who
lived on my street had been making a ruckus. I

was awakened to be brought to jail.

Many of my friends who were picked up for

drunkenness or loitering or disturbing the peace or

whatever, were beaten by the police. They could
never figure out why and they could never find a

way to take action against the police.

I am sure that each one of you could tell me at

least one similar story.

Perhaps I am naive, but I can simply not un-

derstand why these things have happened and
why, each day, they continue to happen. A lot of

the time I can not understand police actions and
almost all of the time I can not understand court

actions. I especially cannot understand why they

are accepted by the people of this country who
seem resigned to accept almost anything.

Sometimes I am frightened.
Barbara Voorhees is a Collegian Commentator.

DENGLISH

< i

Times are getting hard and instead of hoarding we
should be sharing. We should be sharing our food. We
should be sharing our oil. And we should be sharing

our gas.

During the Depression the expression, "Hey buddy
can you spare a dime?" was heard. During the Crisis

it should be, "Hey buddy would you share that

dime?" Or even, "Hey buddy want to share a dime?"
During the Depression people were aware that

other people had nothing. During the crisis people

don't care what other people have. As long as they,

themselves, have enough.

During the Depression, people saw movies that

made them forget about their troubles. People during

the Crisis refuse to recognize that there is a crisis and

continue their day to day existence as though things

will "be over in a while."

It is this selfishness that is causing a crisis. People

never started carpools when the environmentalists

explained what air-pollution or depleting our natural

resources meant. People waited until they couldn't

escape to their winter retreat any longer, or got bored

waiting in line.

This country is driving itself into a depression.

Maybe by having another depression, people will get

together. I don't think that a depression will solve our

problems, but maybe a little togetherness will.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist

Don't worry sir. ..I'm right behind

you as always."

Tower...fat from UM
ByMIKEALLAIN

Amherst Towing dragged 1653 vehicles off the UMass campus last
semester, according to figures released last week by Allan L. Lawson of
the University Department of Public Safety.
Charging a minimum of $15 per tow, Amherst Towing grossed no less

than $24,795 for the period beginning on October 1 and running through
the end of December.

Oct. 1 - Dec. $24, 795 gross

These figures do not include the month of September, when autos were
neither ticketed now towed while the University's new parking system
was implemented.
Amherst Towing was the lone bidder for the University Towing con-

tract when bids opened on December 12, 1973, said Jake E. Bishop of the

Procurement Office in Goodell.

Nine companies were contacted by the office, and three replied. But
Amherst Towing's bid of $14, plus a dollar a day for storage, was the only

bid received by the Procurement Office, said Bishop.

Amherst towing only bidder. Monopoly?
The contract is normally awarded to the lowest bidder who satisfies

both the University, which demands adequate insurance, and the
Department of Public Utility, which checks on the company's license
according to Bishop.

DPU regulates Amherst Towings operation

The current 15 dollar fee was approved by the DPU, which regulates
Amherst Towing's operation.

The University receives no part of the $15 tow lee. Bishop added.
Parking ticket receipts, however, which for the same three month period
last semester numbered 13,875, are deposited into the University
Scholarship Fund.
A student Senate sub-committee is currently working on plans for a

non-profit towing service, which would be run by students in conjunction
with the Security Department.
Director of Security David Johnston has indicated to the committee

that he will accept the proposal, said Student Senator Rick Savini. But
Savini is unsure whether Vice Chancellor Robert Gage will approve of the

plan.

Amherst Towing's contract expires on December 31 of this year.
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HOT DOGGING AT BERKSHIRE EAST
ii

BALLET ON SKIS FLYING

$

A beautiful royal Christie executed by Dave Gilfoil of

IMass.

A perfectly executed outrigger.

HIGH

Taking off on your poles and rolling around on the
tips of your skis is what the tip-roll is all about.

If only there was snow

in Carnegie Hall.

ESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,

mail order catalog. Enclose SI 00
to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our rettarch mattrtol it told for
research assistance only.

t »

The mule-kick can send
you high into the clouds.

John Eaves, from Montreal, displays the form which
made him the overall winner of the 2nd annual
Berkshire East hot dog contest and got him the top —
literally.

j*U^+~~ U. U ~~~* n ~ 7
Whoever said, "If man was meant to fly he wouldphOtOS by Harry LharyCh have wings" obviously never skied.

The epitome of skiing used to be

either flowing down a mountain
like honey in perfect form and in

perfect control — or erasing
through a slalom gate trying to

have precious seconds shaved off

the clock.

In recent years, the experts who
were bored with looking good or

who never cared much about time
started a new style of skiing - hot

dogging. In the early days, hot

dogging was simply fast skiing

down a slope spending as much
time as possible in the air.

But as with all things that

become popular, some kind of

order has now come to hot-

dogging. There are now three

divisions of hot-dogging. Freestyle
— the old go like hell routine;

ballet — closely resembling figure

skating except that the skates are
replaced by short -skis; and the

most spectacular of all hot-dogging

- aerial acrobatics Going one step above the royal Christie into a flvine
Last weekend Berkshire East ski royal christie. It looks more and more like the Bolshoiarea in Charlemont was the scene c "u18""1 -

for the second annual professional

hot-dog contest. Some of the top

pros in the nation were there

competing for $3,000 in prize

money. A Collegian photographer
captured the action for these two
pages.

Even experts sometimes cross their tips but only in-

tentionally as in this tip-cross drop maneuver.

(mam
Just hanging around watching the trees grow.

TONIGHT! Yes that's right

tonight, the most horrifying picture ever

to hit the campus.

Center Auditorium . . .

The Night of the
Living Dead

For the unbelievably low price of 50c

.

The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

David Graham DuDois
speaking on

"Dr. W. E. B.DuBois:

A Son's Perspective"

Tonight at 8 in Mahar Auditorium

A coffee hour will follow in Memorial Hall.

Things are certainly

looking up from this position.

TODAY
IS THE DAY!

Feb. 20 thru March 1

S&f tOS

/fiiS
811 C.C. 9 to 5 p.m.

$3.50 Sitting Fee
Sign up outside

Index Office (401 S.U.)
and bring a candid.
Next Week: 105 C.C.
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SVS offers chance

for volunteering

MDC classifieds pay Training academy class ends

By JOAN WRIGHT
A need for change, a need for

social rehabilitation, and a, need
for each other is what Student

Volunteer Services (SVS) is all

about. Part of the Outreach
Program, SVS has had resounding

success aiding students concerned
in fulfilling their own and others'

needs.

Doug Scott, placement coor-

dinator for S.V.S, outlined the

opportunities of the UMass student

in this organization. "We act as a

referral service. Students come in

who have some interest and a little

bit of free time who want to

volunteer."

S.V.S. feels that the volunteer

system is designed for the masses
to work for the welfare of a few.

programs that have led people to

believe otherwise haven't and
don't help the system. Doug
pointed out that "social service or

change is in working for it not just

getting together to debate about

it."

S.V.S. lists several agencies
dealing with various problems in

such areas as: Community
Organizing, Tutoring, Physically

Handicapped, Drug Treatment,
Child Care, Elderly, Corrections

Institutions, Poverty Programs,

Juvenile Delinquency, Mental
Retardation, Youth Development,
Alternative Schools, Women's and
Men's Centers, Recreational
Services and many more. Such
agencies affiliated with the above
include: American Friends Ser-

vice Committee, Belchertown
Volunteers, Cooley Dickinson
Hospital, Hampshire Correctional

Services, Mass. Association for the

Blind and Westfield Detention

Center.

The gist of S.V.S. is to act as a

resource center open to concerned
students and to assist them in

locating an agency best affiliated

with his interests. Several

colloquia courses are also offered

in the residence areas to enable the

student in expanding the volunteer

work experience.

Most agencies associated with

S.V.S. are looking for an unlimited

number of volunteers. The amount
of time spent is up to the student.

Many students have developed

specific ideas and have helped to

initiate programs. There is a

display in the Campus Center

listing most everything offered at

S.V.S. Further information may be
obtained at 408 Goodell Building on
campus.

$ workshop offered
"Alternative Economics" will be the subject of a workshop this

weekend, February 22-24, at the Woolman Hill Conference Center in

Deerfield. The workshop, which will run from Friday supper through

Sunday lunch, will explore methods of creating local economic bases and

financing systems for non-profit alternative institutions such as land

trusts, co-ops, free schools and clinics, and community development

groups.

Leading the workshop will be Bob Swann, co-director of the In-

ternational Independence Institute and a well-known organizer of

alternative economic institutions. The cost for the weekend, which in-

cludes six meals, is ten dollars. For reservations and further information,

please call Woolman Hill, at 773-9065.

Twenty-two corrections officers from eight
Massachusetts counties graduated Friday, from the
first of five special training academies at UMass.
The 22 graduates of this first academy represented

the counties of Berkshire, Bristol, Franklin, Hamp-
den, Hampshire, Middlesex, Suffolk, and Worcester.
The Massachusetts County Correctional Officers

Training Academy, which lasted three weeks, was
designed to present corrections officers with in-

formation on changing trends in the field of correc-
tions, and to instill in them "the need to continue their

educations at institutions of higher education," ac-
cording to Academy Director John Anderson of the
UMass School of Education.

In-service training programs will also be offered
county corrections officers. Instructors are chosen
from UMass, the Massachusetts County Correctional
System, and other segments of the criminal justice
system. All counties will be included in this
semester's programs.

144,000 (golf) balls

stolen in Rhody
PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP) —

Thieves escaped with 144,000 golf

balls valued at nearly $200,000 on
the retail market from the
Uniroyal, Inc., plant, police said

Tuesday.
The balls were the most ex-

pensive made by Uniroyal — the

U.S. Royal Plus Six, retailing at

$1.35 each, police said.

Police said the operation ap-
parently required a considerable
amount of time as the thieves
carted the balls from a caged area,
lowered them on a freight elevator
and loaded them on a truck. The
theft occurred sometime late
Sunday night or Monday morning.

Right now we're having a huge frozen food sale It's an event
our buyers have put together to help you save big on your
food shopping, and incidentally. |ust as Lent is coming when
frozen foods can be important to your family meal planning
You'll find famous national brands along with Finast's own in

our frozen food cases, so you have a real choice And
remember, the quality of our own brand is always equal to or
better than the national brands Only your budget knows the
difference

Stock Up with These Terrific Values'
It Pars to Shop the Finest Way!

Ocean Spray
Cranberry Juice

Cocktail
48 oz
btl 59

Sunsweet Prunes c**.*

Hydrox Cookies sur**.

.

Minute Rice

1*9
70 <u

<*0

37'

71*.

Light & Fluffy

Quick and Easy
28 oz
pkg 99

Recipe Dog Food 3
Purina Cat Dinners
Cott Soda*^ft5S^ ... 3

M'-> OJ
cans

Mo*
<*9

<X
btis

89*

35'

99'

Maxwell House
Coffee 1 ib

With Coupon Below can 68'
Wisk Liquid Detergent .

.

Ivory Liquid Detergent .

.

Finast Soda 5

9*
cin

48 ot
Ml

2Sw
MM

2"

r

Finast "SET Pot Pies
Your Choice of Beef, Chicken, Turkey mm^aa* %»^fl mill
Delicious Chunks of Meat. Potatoes and "^m 8 oz WW
Vegetables in Gravy, Covered with a Light. m.^*W Dkas I
Flaky Crust ^aW M

Finast Orange Juice
Strawberries

PST *Z 55* M £% m^% (tj

Finast SpinachW. ... 5 X 85* #| 6 oz f\ ^^
Birds Eye French Fries. . .^ V ™J cans ^^^^

Taste O' Sea Dinner
Taste O' Sea TST V ,' 59« Fish ^% ^\<fc
Roman Cheese Pizza £. 'i? f" J?'™

er
A
9oz «%1^

Finast Fish Sticks T* 75' SSI?™* pkg ^#^7

Pet Whipped Topping
Finast Shrimp K£ V' 3" ^% C^flftft
Broccoli Spears

6
*? .... 3 S," 89« m£ 10 oz ^ |WW

Cauliflower^ 2 S£ 69« ^J ctns |

Seafood Specials

From Fuatf Finast!

Sole Fillet
5 lb Box
4.7S

Snow White Turbot Fillet ,b 89'

mm
'

ml"

Large Haddock Fillet

Medium White Shrimp
Whiting

rCtoarwd Ready 10 Cook
3 lb Bo. I6S

DM*

For Your Health ft Beauty

'

Prell Shampoo
Concent rate
Mfg list 159

5 OZ
tube 99

Bufferin Tablets "tt* .... Si V*

Ultra Ban 5000 JtfSr*. ... l£99*
Miss Breck Hair Spray ^'^'69'
Johnson tSX ^79*

Farm Fresh... From Finast!

Finest Butter
Sweet Cream

Quarters

Cottage Cheese
Befit Yogurt -&'.

11b 79'
^49*

Swifts

Premium

In fttcww Bake Shop Specials'

•toney & Egg
mi?Rons ttnm

1 itri/nn69
ffee Cakes -* 89*

Available in Only the
SttMM with in Store Bakery

Butterball
Turkeys

The Deep Basted Birds with New Tenderness and
Juiciness For Cooks Who Know All About Turkeys
and Especially For Those Who Don t

*£2 OOC
It) to v» ibs W m^^Lm

Sirloin Steaks
Loin Bone-in with Tenderloin XT^9

or Rib Steak - 5th Thru 7th Rib I

Boneless Roast
Bottom Round or Shoulder C *439
Boneless Chuck » 169 | it>

Chicken Leg^r.
Breast Quarters ££ 59** 55^
California Roast ^atST". • 1"

Rib Roast ££. . .»*T. . £ » 1"

Fresh Beef Brisket ST. .

.

* f•

Beef Short Ribs * T
Cube Steak ^SS, .... . f»
Boneless Blade Steak .

.

* T*
London Bro»! £££ • f*
Club Steak XrZ .2"

Veri

BestArmour
FreshHam
Perfectly Delicious No Bone No waste and so easy
To Carve Serve Hot and Have Extra For Delicious

Sandwiches and Cold Plates'

$-429Boneless
Skinless

Shankiess

Cutlets * 149
Whole
or Half1 lb

Tail-less £
Loin *

Bone In T*

or T-Bone
SteakPorterhouse

9 Loin $469
Bone In I

Boneless Roast
Top Round. Top Sirloin

or Back Rump

Chicken Legs • 79*

Chicken Drumsticks » 89*

Chicken Breasts
:
... . . . »95*

Chicken Breasts tXS . . . • 1"

Mr Doll Specials!

Boiled Hem
Freshly Sliced

To Oder
Krakus Imported

half

lb 99
Imported Swiss Cheese * V
Genoa SalamiT
Kahn's Uverwurst .89*

i S»or« «nih Samoa 0«* Onty

V« In* HKJN Ic. Until OuaVtf'fWt

Flret O' the Fresh Produce Dept.i

Strawberr
The Perfect Mixer with M ^\f-
Shortcake ice Cream p,n, #1MV

or Sweet Cream ^J

California Tangelos . . . 8 * 79*

Anjou Pears C55 3« *1

Fresh Broccoli «** 49*

Jumbo Celery ** 39*

Bird Seed... ^e
r.... ^89*

45 c off D Free With This

Coupon

Maxwell Housei
Coffee

[EH "t>cQes
(-Mi ^0<F2

one W* oz can

Campbell's

JS
4
,
1 Tomato

Soup

20 Off

Gold Medal
Rour

ft $469;
bag |

[Ml

15c off

Dove Liquid

Detergent

fl^yi

[M-FJ 22o/
Ml

v»*a \ktu r*> n 1 iTf]^!
44'f

V»K) inru MO n

22 Off D 12 c Off

Easy-On
Spray Starch

i thm F«e ?j

I

Vanish Toilet

|

Bowl Cleaner

i

OBB »<»
ctn 45'i
v*M ir»« M6 n

Prtcm Ef»ectiv« thru Satwma> *e* 23 97*
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Notes, quotes and anecdotes
Career planning project

Yowba chief lectures

Professor Fela Sowande of the

University of Pittsburgh Music
Department will give two public

lectures on "Music in African
Societies." Professor Sowande is a

Yoruba chief and one of the world's

foremost collectors of Yoruba
tribal music. The lectures will be
held in Room 212 of the Music
Building, Amherst College, on
Thursday and Friday at 7:30 P.M.

Pianist visits area
Pianist, composer and author

Charles Rosen will visit the Five

College area Wednesday through

Friday.

Rosen, winner of the 1972

National Book Award for arts and

letters, will give a public lecture on

"Schumann and the Romantic
Theories of Literature and
Expression" Wednesday, at 8 in

Bowker Auditorium. Works by

Debussy, Schumann, and
Beethoven will be on the program.

Admission will be free.

Childbirth classes

Couples expecting a child are
invited by the Pioneer Valley

Childbirth Education Association

to join classes, film showings and
discussions. The seven weeks of

childbirth classes include such
topics as body building exercises,

relaxing techniques and breathing
patterns for use during labor and
delivery. Lecutres and discussions

on anatomy and physiology,
medication, labor, birth, hospital

procedures, feeding techniques,

the newborn, basic infant care,

contraception, the post-partum
and the parental adjustment
periods will be given. Couples
wishing to register for classes may
contact Mrs. Jean Schwartz at 253-

5178.

This guy's

for the birds
By BOB GREENE

Associated Press Writer

PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — "I

would like to get a job working with

birds and possibly help the rarer

species from going extinct," wrote
Mike Robey. His interest in birds

and their survival may turn into a
prosperous career.

Robey, a 17-year-old high school

senior, wrote to American Cage-
Bird magazine. He noted that

college did not particularly appeal

to him nor was essential to his goal.

"I find raising canaries both a

fascinating and profitable hobby,"
he said.

The lanky-6-foot student
received an answer from Bill

Hanning of Silverton, Ore., one of

the largest parakeet breeders in

the nation. Hanning offered the

teenager a job with the prospect of

eventually taking over the
business.

Hanning, 58, raises 20,000
parakeets and sells nearly 1,000 a

week at $3 and up apiece.

This week, at Hanning's ex-

pense, Mike is vacationing in

Oregon, looking at the business

that may one day be his.

"I received a number of

responses to my letter, Mike said.

"Most said I was crazy not going to

get a college education."

There was a San Francisco

widow who has her own private

collection of rare birds. She offered

to move near a college of Mike's

choice so that he could attend

school while he worked.

Soft-spoken, Mike has had birds

for as long as anyone in his family

can remember.
"Every spring, he would be

treating a robin with a busted

wing, or a sparrow that had fallen

from its nest," said Mike's father.

Bill Robey, a field technician.

Mike's been breeding birds for

the past three years, and now has

30 canaries, along with button

quail, finches and ringneck doves.

His canaries sell for $18 each for

males and $10 apiece for females.

Film course offered
A 3-credit film course entitled

Film Ensemble Workshop
(Education 386-686) will be in-

troduced this semester through

continuing education. The group

will develop through discussion,

inspiration, rehearsal, characters

and special environment,
several short, silent films to be

cinemagraphed by the director.

Participants will be chosen from a

wide variety of theater experience

and will be involved in all stages of

the film's development.

The course will meet on Mondays
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. beginning

March 18th with productions
scheduled for some weekends.

Registration began this week in 203

Hills House North. The course will

cost students $81.

' 'Gaybreak"
The Student Homophile League,

in conjunction with WMUA, is

currently producing a radio
program entitled "Gaybreak".
The show consists of gay music,
poetry, and discusses various other

aspects of being gay. On Wed-
nesday, Feb. 20, a special show is

planned, which is the result of

nearly two months of work. The
program will include a gay soap
opera, poetry, a gay sing along,

and a few surprises. The show will

be aired at 8:00 Wednesday night,

on WMUA, 91.1 FM.

Bach's back in Mass.
AMHERST. Mass. — A series of

lectures and open rehearsals will

precede the performance of

Johann Sebastian Bach's B minor

Mass at 7:30p.m. Friday, March 15

in John M. Greene Hall, Smith

College, and 7:30 p.m. Sunday,

March 17 in Buckley Recital Hall.

Would
you
hire
you?
Of course you would.

You work hard. And you're good
at it. Like most Americans.

But, if all of us did just a

little better, we'd wind
up with better products, better

services and even more
pride in the work we do.

America. It only works
as well as we do.

If you are uncertain about your

occupational plans and would like

to do some exploration, there's a

new program on campus for you

It is offered until March 22. Any
student can come to the Student

Development and Career Planning

Center and begin the project. He
can work at his own pace and in his

free time. It usually takes about 2-4

hours to complete the project.

The Center is located in

Berkshire House. Interested

persons should contact Sharon

Zanowiak in room 212 from 9-5 on

weekdays. Coordinators of the

project will make every effort to

accomodate all interested

students.

The Njnnn.il < .immiwiwi nl» /p<H)minn> \fc j^hinglnfi I) C

VISTA I PEACE CORPS

Nave Thousands of Interesting Jobs

Bolh Peace Corps and VISTA ha\e job opt-ninK* f<>> lolleue Rrads. people with some

practical experience in a trade and people with a first-hand knowledge of poverty

problems. VISTA wants people to serve in places as diverse as Appalachia and Detroit;

Peace Corps has requests for volunteers in ."iKdevelopinn nations.

Representatives will be on campus soon looking for people with majors and experiences

like these, logo into programs beginning in July-September.

VISTA: Law. Preschool. Special Kd.. Psycholog> . (.uidance ( ounseling. Social Sciences.

Kecreation. Journalism. City Planning. Home Kc. Construction work. Carpentry.

Community Health. Lab Technician. PK. Klementarv -Secondary Teaching. BB.Vs.

Accounting. Architecture. Civil Engineering. Voc Kd. Spanish majors & fluent speakers.

Personnel Administration. Pharmacy. Agriculture. LPV

Peace Corps: Architecture. Ag Economics. Biology. Liberal Arts. \R Engineering. Ac-

counting. Public Administration. Agronomy, Plant Pathology. Business Administration.

Oology. Home Ec-N'utrition. Hospital Administration. Construction work. Auto Body

Repair. Medical Technology. OT. Public Health. Plumbing. Elementary & Secondary

Teaching. Civil Engineering. Speech Pathology. Cabinelmaking. Surveying. Statistics.

Heavy Equipment Operators. Industrial Arts. Erench-Spanish majors and fluent

speakers. MS and BSRVs, Math and Science.

The above is only a partial list. We're looking for people about to graduate in many fields

and people with farm experience and rural backgrounds, problem-solving experience,

literacy, tutorial and organizational experience.

Peace Corps and VISTA pay a living allowance, travel, medical expenses and a com-
plet ion-of-service allotment of 150-175 per month on the job.

Representatives will be on campus February 19-21.

Slop by the Placement Office now for more information and to sign up for an interview.

YOUR MONEY'S WELL SPEMT ATA Kent
SS&s*

AMHERST
191 No. Pleasant St.

Film Developed

40% OFF

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities.

The Collegian does not print

PERSONALS in the Notices column.

AIKIDO:
Meetings Weds. 6:30-8:30 p.m., rm.

122; Fri. 6:30-8:30 p.m. and Sun. 2:30

4:30 p.m., rm. 237, Boyd Gym.
ALCOHOL RAP SESSION:
Drinking getting in your way,

maybe? Come and talk with others

with the same concern, Wed. 7:30

p.m. Check the C.C. schedule for

room.
ATTENZIONEI:

Informal Coffee Hour with the
Italian Department faculty and
students. Thursday 7:30 p.m.,
Herter, 3rd floor lounge. Anyone
interested in Italian is welcome!
BICYCLE REPAIRS:
The Sylvan Area will sponsor a

BICYCLE REPAIRS COURSE.
Classes will begin Feb. 27 in the
Brown House Basement. Sign up in

the Student Affairs Office in Cashin
545 1391.

BOLTWOOD- BE LCHERTOWN
INFIRMARY:
Old and new volunteers, 1st

meeting of semester will be at 2 K
Brandywine Apts. If you signed up
for Monday evenings, come Thurs.
Feb. 21. If you signed up for Wed.
evenings come Wed. Feb. 20. 7:00

p.m. Any questions call Chris 549

4476. Bring a pencil!

BOXING CLUB:
First meeting of this semester at 7

p.m., 19th Washington. New mem
bers welcome. Plan trip to Holyoke
the 27th. Films next Thursday.
BRIDGE PLAYERS:
Bridge in C.C. tonight at 7. Find the

room number on the C.C. schedule
and come to play. We can get you a

partner.

BUILDING COMMITTEE BOG:
Bldg. Comm. meeting today at

1:30. Discussion of Bldg Regulations.

CHI OMEGA:
Chopping Block demonstration

tonite at 7:30. If you need a ride

please call us at 5 0162. Come and
bring a friend!

ELECTION 74:

The University and State Com
munications council invites the
University community to meet the

candidate night with Boston city

Councilor Larry Dicara candidate for

Democratic nomination of Secretary
of State.

GAY BREAK:
WMUA: "Gay Break" radio

program, featuring this week's
special : "The Queer Hour" as part of

the extraordinary Gay Soap Opera.
Wednesday 8 p.m.

Give
the world
a little

gift today
Blood.

+ The American
Red Cross.
The Good
Neighbor

GREEK AREA REGISTRATION:
Greeks and all University

students: sign up for colloquia this
week and next in Greek Affairs Office
in Whitmore.
ISRAELI FOLK DANCING:
Learn the joyous folk dances of

another country. Tonite and every
Wed., 7:30, Cape Cod Lounge, S.U.
instruction provided. Beginners
welcome.
KENNEDY MIDDLE COF-
FEEHOUSE:
Performers needed to get things

rolling. First coffeehouse planned for

Friday, March 15. Any interested

performers please call Rich 546-4555

or Danny 546-7787.

HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD:
Dental Subcommittee will meet

today at 4 p.m. with Mr. Averill and
Dr. Crowson at the Infirmary
Library. Members please attend.

J.O.E. PROGRAM:
Parole Volunteers. ..meeting

Thurs. 21 at 7:30 p.m., Rm. 105 C.C.

MAKE UP DEMONSTRATION:
The Sisters of Sigma Kappa invite

all Univ. women to a professional

make up demonstration tonite at 7 at

19 Allen St. Call 5 2297 for rides.

Come ask questions and get helpful

hints.

N.E.S. TUTORING:
There will be no tutoring today and

tomorrow at the South End Com
munity Center. There will be tutoring

at the YWCA and DeBerry.
OKINOWAN KARATE:
Meetings Mon. and Wed. nights, 7-9

p.m. For information come to
meeting rm. 24, N.O.P.E. All are
welcome,
OPEN RUSH:
The Brothers and Pledges of

Lambda Chi Alpha invite you down to

our open rush tonight (Wed) at 8:30.

374 No. Pleasant St. corner of

Fearing St. Discover Greek living at

its best.

OUTING CLUB:
Winter Mountaineering Seminar

tonight 7 p.m. 904 C.C. Ice Axe
techniques as well as crampon use
will be shown. All interested please
come!
RESCHEDULED RUSH:
Kappa Kappa Gamma will not

have a rush party tonight as planned.
But we invite you to a more per

sonalized view of Kappa, Thurs. Feb.

21. 7 8 p.m.
SCUBA CLUB:

Ice dive this weekend? It's got to be
warmer than the ocean was Sun-

day...come to meeting for details

Curry Hicks rm. 14 tonight at 7 p.m.
Pool may be available.

SOKO-LOK MOI:
Congratulations to new followers of

Too Tired to Book?

Too Pooped to Cook?

Don't got Shook

we're open

24hrs. weekends'

Rte. 9, Hadley

Mister
Doaut

WE DISCOUNT OVER 3000 ITEMS EVERY DAY

Notices
Gemoi. Many more shall learn of

Ling cha Lung. Next meeting on

Thurs. at 8:00, 203 rm. Min-La Toi.

TM LECTURE:
There will be an introductory

lecture on Transcendental
Meditation on Wednesday. Feb. 20 at

7:30 p.m. in Machmer W 26. All are

welcome.
UNIVERSITY JUDICIARIES:

Shoplifting cases will be heard
tonite in room 917 C.C.

LOST:
Brown suede checkbook. Please

return to P. Petersin, Laura Scales
House, Smith College 584 8846.

SIGMA DELTA TAU:
The Sisters of Sigma Delta Tau

invite you to our house for Singdown
tonight at 7. We live at 409 N.

Pleasant St. Call us at 545 0527 if you
need a ride. See you there....

UCF COMMUNITY EVENING:
Our first United Christian Foun

dation Community Evening for

second semester will be tonight in

Rm. 123 Hills North. Coffee and
dessert at 7 p.m. Everyone is

welcome.

(Continued on P. 17)

it morsto shop
THE FMAST WAY

Wine & Beer
Shoppe!

MT. FARMS MALL, HADLEY

Genesee Beer
one case

of 24 bottles

SAVE 61<C

Q59
Franzia

Champagne

SAVE 30<C one

V5

Pabst Beer
one six pack

of 16 oz cans

SAVE 17C

Franzia
Chablis, Pink Chablis

or Robust Burgundy

SAVE 26<t
one
1/5

SUPERMARKETS
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
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Campus
Carousel
EARLY CLASSES ARE LATER at

St. Bonaventure U., where the

Administration is trying to entice

students into morning classes by
scheduling them a half-hour later.

According to a page one dispatch
in The Bonaventure, first classes

now begin at 8:30 a.m. and at each
successive hour thereafter on
Monday, Wednesday and Fridav.

Only 8:30 and 10:00 o'clock

classes meet on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.

WAR ON TWO OPPOSING
FRONTS has been declared at

Denver University. Headline over
a page one story indicated that

"Student Health Services To Fight

Strep Throat and VD."
Which takes care of things at

both ends.

ON COLLECTIVE BARGAINING,
again...a history prof at Arizona
State, where some faculty are
plumping for unionization,
describes the appeal as "largely to

people who are mediocre" and
"unionization created a vested
interest in forms of behavior which

are now on the way out."

HEADLINE OF THE WEEK-
comes from the CIemson U. Tiger,

over a story about the local petrol

problem: "Local station owners
feel gas pains."

Irving -

he's out
BOSTON ( AP( — Serving time in

a federal prison leaves him
humiliated and bitter, says paroled

author Clifford Irving, jailed for 17

months at the Danbury, Conn.,

correctional facility for his part in

the Howard Hughes autobiography
hoax.

Irving is now living in a New
York halfway house and was
quoted by The Boston Globe, which
took the Federal Bureau of Prisons

to court in an attempt to gain an
interview with the author while he
was still in the Danbury institution.

A federal court judge eventually

ruled that The Globe or any other
newspaper should not be denied

interviews with prisoners in

federal institutions.

"Incarceration of men who are

not violent and, therefore, are in

jail to be punished is not only kind

of barbaric and pointless, but as

far as I can see leads to the har-

dening of the criminal mentality

and to further crime," Irving told

The Globe.

"The longer you stay in prison,

the more bitter you get. It is my
own personal experience and the

experience of every man I know,"
he said.

Irving was held in the Allenwood,

Pa., Federal Prison Camp and the

Lewisburgh Penitentiary before he
was transferred to Danbury.

"That's kind of the gamut of the

federal system," he said, "and I've

done time with men who have been
in practically every prison in the

United States."

He said most prisoners believe

no aspect of the penal system is

working except the halfway house
plan known as the Community
Treatment Center programs.

"I've suffered the shock of in-

carceration. I've learned a lesson

of being taken away, of being
humiliated. Now what more can I

learn?" he said.

"Cheaper by the Dozen"

is not playing at your

^^^ local cinema -

^^1 but runs

1^^ continuously at
'*

Mr. Donut
Rte f

,

Hadley.
Open 24 hrs.

mister ££-*

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
sYorcr OMAMt<

Libra strives to balance - in seeking a

moderate approach, this native can
alienate both sides, various segments
When Libra succeeds, it is a major triumph
However, persons born under this zodiacal
sign live and learn - they gel perfect by
practice.

AKIES 1 March 21 April 19) : Accent is on
relationship which mellows and grows in

importance You feel closer now to one who
experienced crisis period There is em-
pathy, you begin to know the value of

special friendship. You also have more than

a nodding acquaintance with love.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Decision
favors you - promotion, greater standing

in community is indicated Aries. Libra

persons could be in picture. Accent

challenge Deal with persons who have
authority to flash green light Steer clear of

envious, petty individuals

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Creative
resources surge to forefront You are able

to carry through on desires, plans. New
approach succeeds Your own style is ap-

preciated You lead rather than imitate Set

pace Write, open greater lines of com-
munication.

CANCER (June 21-Julv 22): Intuitive

intellect can aid in resolving apparent

dilemma Heed inner voice. Those who
claim to know all may be covering up fears,

doubts Leo. Aquarius could be in picture

You are able to solve puzzle and this leads
to profit

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Light touch is

best—make social contacts. Turn on
charm. Gift purchase for one close to you
works wonders. Know it and proceed ac-

cordingly. Your creativity, imagination are
spotlighted. Legal agreement requires

further attention.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Sept 22): Specify
requirements Be frank If you fail to

outline needs, there will be delay, possible

embarrassment. Work procedures are
emphasized. Special services will be
considered. Get down to practical affairs.

[a-o. Scorpio and Aquarius are likely to be
in picture

LIBRA 'Sept 23 Oct 22) Change,
variety ol experiences, contacts are
leatured You shake off lethargy Where
there was inactivity, there now is action
Restless associate comes up with multitude
of ideas Key is to be selective Stick to your
own style

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 2D: Basic issues
dominate, especially where connected to

family, home affairs. Get together with
individual willing to share experience Bs
aware of values Don't sell yourself short
You have something to offer and deserve
adequate compensation.
SAGITTARIUS 'Nov. 22 Dec 21 1: You

may be wasting time with neighbor or
relative who insists on talking about alleged
get-rich-quick schemes Key now is to

define terms, to set sights on specific goals
Pisces. Virgo persons could figure

prominently
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19): Money

picture dominates Indications are
favorable lor you to gain significant reward
for efforts Accept added responsibility,

overtime Older individuals may be pulling

strings for you.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18) More

persons are willing to listen, to become
aware of your talents, abilities. Know it and
step up distribution Means get product in

limelight Deal with Aries. Libra persons.
Finish important task

PISCES (Feb I9-March 20) : Light is shed
on area previously shrouded in mystery,
pershps fear. You are given opportunity to

glimpse truth Do so. What you learn could
remove burden which should not have been
present in first place.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
sensitive, perhaps musical You understand
people and many consult you about their

personal problems You enjoy food but may
have to battle a weight problem. October
could be one of your most significant

months of 1974 Cancer. Capricorn persons
are drawn to your sphere of activity.

Copyright 1974. Gen. Fea Corp
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WHO WAS "WE PILOT OF THE
PLANE THAT TOOK RJNAlD C0LMAN
TO SHAN6KI-LA INtOSTHOfilON'?"

s5»- '

Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

SEEE HQBQ BCfJ
ACROSS

1 Small aper-

ture

Opinion
Mild exple-

tive

War god
Winglike
Exist

Feasts
Note of

scale
Yellow
ocfier

Sand bar

Country ol

Asia
Trudges
(colloq

)

Compass
pent
River in Ger-
many

29 Energy (col-

loq )

Man s

nickname
Faroe Is-

lands whirl-

wind
Roman
bronze
Also
Preposition
Scottish cap
Weaken
Commonplace
Indefinite ar-

ticle

48 Shocking
50 Surgical

thread
53 Heraldry:

grafted
54 Strike

55 Babylonian
deity

57 Hot
61 Native metal
62 Monster
64 Slippery
65 Through
66 Approach
67 Erase (print-

ing)

5
9

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

21

23

27

28

31

34

35

37
39
40
42
44
46

DOWN

1 Large tub

2 Be mistaken
3 Born
4 Wite of tsar

5 Urns
6 Negative

prefix

7 Organ ol

hearing

8 Singing bird

9 Strained tor

breath
10 Solo
1

1

Secluded
valley

16 Indian tents

20 Persian hat

22 Printer s

measure
23 Jog
24 American

ostrich

25 Three-toed
sloth

HBaa cirj raaQDO CJRC510BQ flO
bbs hq hq boo
hlh QjEHdhh qee

RED mm dGHU
A L T Ol F AlSjT E R
C artJe l_ SllNiA TA L
E VAlWE EIE>B N AME
s aVIe A s el £J A G

26 Pose tor

portrait

30 Vegetable
32 Aleutian is

land

33 Carol
36 Mournful
38 Commanded
41 Substance
43 Prefix before
45 Supposing

that

20

47 Negative
49 Go m
50 Store
51 Ireland

52 Gaseous ele-

ment
56 Mature
58 Female ruff

59 Sick
60 Change color

of

63 Sun god

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1

12 ;/.;. 13 14

15 16 17
. . 1

18

19 20
• • 1

• I

21 22
"•'•*• '.".". \\\
23 24 25 26 27

,
» .

1

• • . <

28 > . . 29 30
•"«*•*

31 32 33

34
"•*.*«

35 36 37 38 39

40 41 42 43 y>.-,
'.-..

44 45

46 47
•!•.-.

48 49

50 51 52 V^53 '."1*1 .'.V i"«*.
B

54 55 56 sg
<.y.

57 58 59 60

61 62 63 1 • *
¥ * •

1 » w
64

65 m 66 67
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B.C. by johnny hart
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Tine WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker
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Johnny hart

Notices (Cont.)
(Continued from P. 15)

LOST:
Set of keys on silver chain w-bottle

opener, nail file. Lost somewhere
between Curry Hicks and C.C. Sat.

night. Please contact Oebora at 549

6506.

LOST:
in the People's Market a woman's

watch, dance theatre tickets, gloves

etc. ..Come to the People's Mkt. to

reclaim,

LOST:
Gold ring with Amethyst stone. Of

Sentimental Value to owner. Please
call 584 0797.

LOST:
a green key ring and keys on Fri. 2-

15. Need desperately. Return to S.W.
services. Kennedy Tower or call 6
8497 anytime. Reward.
LOST:
A silver pendant necklace with

green oval stone on 2 6. Sentimental

value. Please return to Southwest about 7 mos. old Come by 8 Swiss Call 545-2512 ask for Pat or leave
Office, Kennedy Tower or call 6 8497. Village, Amherst or call 546 7125. message
Reward. LOST:

a m i. ^ ^
Gold cross and cnain

- between ,1A dark brownblack and white dog G.R.C. second floor and Leach on 2 Ann there. Would like to refind both
wirn no collar, named Fonda. He's 14. Great personal value. Reward! contact Eric 546 5491.

LOST:
I lost keys in vie. of Drake also lost

Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY

The Truth and Soul THEATRE

AMHERSTC^ta
AMITY ST.

J
feature]

PUTNEY
SWOPE I

Tells it like it'* never been ^M
f told before." ^M

Shows Start at 7:00 ^flf
MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES - ALL SEATS SI 00

Drop by and pick up your student discount card After that all seats are just $1 00"

'

FOR SALE

For sale '«' Porsche 911, S spd. new
paint, new carbs. Good mechanical cond.

$28*5. Call 413-8*3-2768. after 5 p.m.
tf2-20

AUTOS FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

PERSONAL
HELP WANTED

Never used! I pr Fischer VP Metal Skis.

exc cond. I8S CM Don re Step-in bndngs, w-

poles. 1100 or best offer. Call Jean, 549-

6050

tf2-20

Speakers — Rectilinear III, I year old.

$280. pr. 549-4534.

tf2-20

Magnavox stereo, turntable and
speakers. Good sound at a low price, 175.

Call Brent at 549-6994 nights or see him at

Collegian Office.

t'2-22^ ^___
Eight-track and stereo system. Paid

$140; listen and offer a price. Call 5-2550.

ask for Bob Mackey. If not there, leave

message.
if?-2?

12 String. Morris, not a good name, but a

good guitar — $100. Bandmaster Speaker

Cabinet. 2 12's— Good condition. $100. Call

Kill. 628-3888.
tf2-21

Mamiya C220 & (22 bodies - 80 mm-f2.8

& 180 nini-ft .:• - Porofinder & CDS -

Porofinder-Paralax. Corrector. $400.00.

lakes all. Steve. 545-2412.

112-20

1969 VW Bug. exc. cond., new snows.

FM. Call 648-9455. mornings.
tf2-20

Ski Boots, must sell! Ilenke Comps. siie

II were $150. will sell for $55. brand new.

Call Jack. 545-2172. Must see and try.

negotiable.

112-21

Hooks and magazines for sale. Did and

out of print. Free search service. Mon.-

Sat. 10-10. 586-3299. Larry Pruner. Box 285.

Nrthmptn.
tf3-l

Crown Power Amplifier DIM). 150 watts

KMS per channel, laboratory specs. Call

mornings or evenings. 584-0549.

tf2-25

For rent 2 bdrm on bus route. a\ail

March 1st. S I To month, incl utilities, (all

K6.v:il89. after 7 p.m. Cliffsidr.

tf2-22

Share house in the countr> with two
others in Whately. 15 mins from I'Mass.
$6.Vini & rail nights. 665-3405.

Mi
M bedroom house. 2 of each — Ivng

room, dining room, kit and baths. Finished

bsmnt. w fireplace 17 mi to Amhst.l.ikelv

I.S. 256-8896.

tf2-27

Arcadia \pts. Kt 9. Belcher (own 7 miles

from campus on the Bus Koute. 2 bedroom
apt. all utilities included March I — 256-

889K.

tf2-27

Itt-sponsihle fern lor 1 bedrni apt. on
busline, at ail jmni. Feb rent pd. $80 per
mo incl all util. (all Ann B. at 25K-OK2K

tf2-!9

1972 Pinto, 23,000 miles, excellent con-
dition. $2,000. Call 584-0688 or 546-5032.

tf2-21

Ford 1966 Fairlane, tan. exc. running
cond. Call 549-6760. ask for John.

NMi

68 VW Karmen Ghia con v., automatic,
orange, new engine. Also new battery and
starter. Excellent cond. $895. Joseph 665-

2354.

MM
Renault. 10. 1968. AM-FM stereo. 30

miles per gallon. 67.000 miles, Radial tires.

Best offer over $600, 253-5389. nights.

tf2-21

1965 VW Bus. fan- condition, asking $225.

60 Elm Street. South Deerfield. Mon.-Fri..
after 6 p.m.

tf2-21

1967 VW dedan — excellent running
condition, new rebuilt engine. $700. Call
256-8778.

112-21

1967 Toyota Corona. 66K miles,
automatic. 18 mpg, good condition, $745 or

best offer. 545-0584. 256-6297.

MM

To the girl who left her notebook on the
couch outside the coffee shop, Wed. at 3:20.

Please call Mike at 546-7133.

U2-20

Gamma Sigma Sigma — We serve
people. Come serve with us. Thursday.
Feb. 21. 7:30 p.m. Colonial Lounge

MM
I'Mass! We are sorry, it couldn't be

helped! See you this Thursday in the Hatch
— Tracy and Mother Earth Band.

MM
Problems with homosexuality? For info,

referral, counselling or )ust rap. call

Gayline. Mon., Tues.. Thurs., Fri., Sat. 8-

II p.m. at 545-0154.

112-22

OVERSEAS JOBS

Live in assistant — Halfway house for
former Belch. Residents — Male adults
$60- wk. own rm. fine cuisine. 584-9115.
across from Smith.

MM
Students — Earn while you learn. Part-

time contact work, promises good money
to those who qualify. For interview, call
253-5864.

2-22

Cook wanted for Fraternity. S day week
Call 545-2163. ask for Rob.

tf2-22

Interested women to join Nat'l Service
Organization. Get to know us — Thursday.
Feb. 21. 7:30 p.m. Colonial Lounge.

If2-2

1

Australia. Europe. S. America,
Africa. Students all professions and

occupations. $700 - $3,000 monthly.

Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing,

free information. Trans World
Research Co. Dept. H4. P.O. Box 603.

( oi te Madera. Ca. 94925.

112-22

"How (> get a job and survive in

Aspen" Special report tells all —
names, places, addresses, maps,
phone numbers, etc. Mail check for
$5.00 to: Red Rocks Publications. Box
9368 - 4. Denver. Colo. 8-0209.

tf2-20

TRAVEL

HONEST AL has 2 SCHOOL BUSES,
previously owned by a Tobacco
Company. Never used in winter, so

they are almost rustless, both are
MEDIl M - SHORT. 51 CHEV.. 6 cyl.. 4

spd trans, everything works, vgd
mech cond. $375. 60 FORD, V'8, 4 spd.

even nicer. $400. WANTED Dead or

Alive Darts - Valiants - Lancers. 586-

3819 or 1-772-0517.

WORKSHOPS

Primal Experience Marathon — 24

hours. Feb. 22. Trained leader. Fee:
$65 <Also weekly groups available).
Offering a group dynamic that
provides an emotional enviornment in

which the individual can re-create the

primary experiences of his or her life.

Call 256-0503 (eves) or 253-9421
(anytime) for further information.

MM

396-375 hp complete engine. Che v.

Quadrajet intake man. 800 CFM
llolley spreadbore. 327 crank rods, 4

pistons. 283 1 bbl. heads. 19.4"

flywheel. Carter AFB 4 bbl.. 2 Chev.
small block, fuel pumps. Doug. 253-

9501.

tf2-22

DEATHLESS PROSE

ROOMMATE WANTED
Fern, roommate to share one br apt..

near I'Mass mi bus line, (all 253-5139.

evenings.

(12-20

Koommate wanted, own bdrm. w-w
carpet pkg. A vail, near damp (tr. off Rt.

Ml. $66.50-mo plus heat, (all 584-5647.

tf2-25

"So much depends on the red
wheelbarrow glazed with rainwater
beside the white chickens." Great
stuff eh? To bring things down to a
crass commercial level I must say at

PALLS OLDTIME Fl RNITL'RE we
just got a lot of antique velvet dresses,
etc. to go with our furniture and other
jollies. Behind Aubuchons. Amherst.
253-35M. See ya!

tf2-22

Campus Travel Center, handles air.

hotel, car rentals, package tours,
honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call
.i:> icon, lor information.

MM
Spring Vacation in Bermuda from $199.

For more information call Campus Travel
(enter. 545-0500.

MM

Spring Vacation in Spain at

Torremolinos. $279. all inclusive. For more
information call Campus Travel Center.

545-0590.

MM
Roundtrip New York - Europe. $215,

leave anytime, return anytime. Jameson
Travel. Box 27. Conway Ma. 413-369-4447.

tf2-20

ENTERTAINMENT

Remember Roger Saloom! He recorded
"Marie Le Peau" with "The Mama Bear".
He's at the TOC. Thurs.. Fri. & Sat.. Feb.

28, Mar 1, 2. Great entertainment.

MM
Having a party? Need a band? Call

Stan's Bands, guaranteed to get you the
band of your choice at your price. Call 256-

0316.

MM
The Hatch Celebrity Series presents

Tracy Nelson-Mother Earth Band, Thurs..
Feb. 21, 9-1, admission one dollar.

112-21

Who is John Hammond? One of the lop
folk-blues artists in the country. He will be
at the Hatch. Feb. 28. Thurs. Be there!
Why Not?

t12-21

If you don't need loud music to be en-
tertained, slide up to the TOC, Thurs.-Frl.-
Sat. 9-1, if your thirsty come Thursday.

MM
Where have all the Coffeehouses gone?

We don't know, but the TOC presents the
best in coffee house type entertainment,
every Thur -Sat

MM

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $280. all

inclusive. For more information, call
Campus Travel Center. 545-0500.

MM
-i

Non-stop nostalgia will come your way if

you get me. Bob the D.J. for the best rock

'n' rail revival your money can buy. Call

536-6075.

112-21

Blurp! Squonch! Pop! Cuckoo's Nest is

reborn! Rocking 6 piece band, ready to
play for your party or dance. Call BB. 546-
5729.

SERVICES
tf2-2!

WANTED

24 Hour Service on Passports and
Passport Applications. Tel. 253-3148.
Lang's Photo.

MM

Calligraphist Needs Money

For rent. Mar. I. counlr> town house
n(iranh> >., mi. from \mhersi line. .'

hedroiims. |l, haths full basement
carpeted throughout, central air
conditioning, large swimming pool. 3

court tennis. UN, plus util (all Jack
Wood. 167:1701. afternoons or
exenings. if no answer call MMM
and leave message.

MM

Marr. cple w. sm. child wanted to reside

w. m. gr. stud. & 2 chldrn. Own rm. V
llamp twn hse & $30-wk. chid care-It. hk.

586-3391.

tf2-29

Unman to share apt. in rountrv house.
Own room $70+ . pets OK Pat. 253-7121 or
Mar>. 256-679:1

112-22

FREE

Confidential Pregnanes Testing and \id.

(all 5M-HKIK.

If5-I7

MOTORCYCLE WANTED

Small used hike in iwicc. range wanted
Musi he in good condition, see Brent at

( olleman Oflice or call nights at 519-6994

tf2-22

Italic hand lettering done. Cards,
posters, letters, logos, etc. Original
designs or copies done. Also
photography and kodaliths available.

Oood work for cheap prices. Call

Joyce. 253-9557. 112-26

FOUND
Two belts, near SI' on 2-

nr Carol. 6-7311.

4. (all Shirley

112-22

LOST

Thru Hipoll over intercession. GE
Belrig: gr-gld afghan & other items
( ontact Olficer D. Grader of Sec. Police.

If2-22

WANTED TO RENT
Wanted to rent — Want van \ \\ Bus for

I weeks this summer Price negotiable
(all days. 736-267K

tf2-27

Introduction to Microbiology by Kruger
for Micro 250. Will pay for used book in

good condition. Call 546-8268

MM
Stud — Prefer low-built, massive AKC

Eng. Springer Spaniel, with good
feathering and hunting background, fee

paid. Call Mike. 467-9434.

MM
Ed Student needs good comltble en-

vironment to leave boys, aged 2 and 1 in

while attending classes, 6 hrs. a week, 772-

0667.

tf3-l

Live-in tutor needed in Humanities for

Amherst, a better chance house Free
room, board Call 256-8181 or 253-3272

MM
RIDE WANTED

Hide wanted from I Mass to Holyoke.
Mon., Wed.. Fri. mornings: arrive
Holyoke 8-8:30 a.m.: will help with $; call
516-6868. soon!

tf2-22

Ride wanted to Montreal anytime, will

exchange expenses and driving and give

good companv. Call Dave, 6-5926.

lf2-22

Professional camera ft stereo repairs,
all guaranteed, at reasonable prices that
your pocket can afford. Tel. 253-3148
Langs Photo.

trj-i

Will babysit in my home or yours,
evenings 4 p.m. - 12 p.m. Salary
negotiable Please contact at 584-9504.
anytime

MM
Hi-fi audio repair. Sansui. Sony. Dual.

Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech HIFI. 549-2610.

MM
Car repair hassles? Experienced

mechanic available to fix it right, no big
overhead, no job to small Foreign and
domestic. 253-7241

tf2-22

Experienced babysitter will take loving
care of your children in my home or yours.
Full or part lime. Call Doreen at 665-2484

^^^ U2-2I

Keep old clothes alive — mending,
patching, altering, jeans rebuilt, em-
broidery. Good work, reasonable rates. Rt.
9. Belchertown, 323-4025.

tf2-22

ROOM WANTED

F. 24. new to area, needs good home
Loves people, children and animals, (all.
Sandv 254>-m;;t

tf2-22

Ride wanted. Turners Falls to I Mass.
Wed.. Thurs.. Fri. for 8:00 class to 4:30.
(all 863-2087. after 6.00 p.m.

MM

PHOTOS — Passports, visas, grad
school applications, etc. Size, and
number of photos negotiable. $4 oo
minimum. Fast service, quality
guaranteed. Call Steve at 6-5443.

MM
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Second in YanCons
6Z>w#i\?m%te&cM&tfi>

Weights sink trackmen
Bv SCOTT HAYES
MDC Sports Staff

Just when UMass' cross country runners were

making a habit of winning championship meets, the

University of Connecticut stepped in and won the

Yankee Conference indoor track crown, by scoring in

every event except the two-mile run.

The harriers captured the Yankee Conference and

New England championships during the cross

country season, and were looking for their third title

in just five months, this time as a part of the indoor

track team.
A strong UConn squad spoiled the Minutemen's trip

to Burlington on Saturday and captured its second

straight Conference crowri. The Huskies finished 12

points ahead of UMass, 81-69. Homestanding Ver-

mont finished a distant third with 19 points while

Maine, Boston University, Rhode Island and New
Hampshire followed in that order.

The Minutemen enjoyed a great day in the distance

events, long jump and triple jump. By dominating

these events, UMass softened the blow of the defeat

and picked up 59 points. In the two mile, Randy
Thomas led teammates John McGrail, Tom Wilson,

and Tom Maguire to the top four places, as all four

broke 9: 12.5 Equally impressive was a 1-2 finish in the

1,000 by Jack Maloney and Devin Croft, with fresh-

man Jim Hunt taking fifth. Bill Gill in and Chris

Farmer combined with Harry Kelley and Peter

Byron for a runaway win in the two-mile relay. Gillin

and Farmer competed in the relay after having

finished second and third respectively, in the mile.

Mike Geraghty continued his excellent season with

a Conference win over teammate Ken Adamson in tne

long jump. Geraghty and Adamson then finished

behind Connecticut's double winner, Herman
Bigelow, in the triple jump, with Peter Ryan and Bob
Adamson fourth and fifth. Bigelow later captured the

high jump to go with his Conference record of 47'9' »"

in the triple jump.
UMass suffered a scoring lapse, totaling 10 points

in the remaining eight events, while the Huskies

scored 68. A Connecticut win in the weight throw with

two other places and a sweep of the top three spots in

the shot put enabled the Huskies to take a lead they

never relinquished. UMass freshman Scott Herman
was fifth in the shot put with his best throw of the

season, 46'7V.
A UMass school record in the pole vault went

almost unnoticed. Dan Grigus cleared 14' on his first

attempt, only to see three vaulters clear 15' and two
others clear 14'6". With his jump, however, Grigus
became the first UMass vaulter ever to clear 14'

either in indoor or outdoor competition.

Barron Littlefield ran his fastest 600 of the season in

1:13.6 to finish third, but UMass had to take a back
seat to UConn as Steve Hulme equaled the Con-
ference record with teammate Daryl King taking

second. Littlefield later combined with Steve
Crimmins, Larry Whitfield and Curt Stegerwald to

take second in the mile relay.

Jim Hennessy was the final UMass scorer as he
finished fourth in the 50-yard high hurdles behind
record setting Paul Tyler of BU, who added a Con-
ference title to the Greater Boston crown he captured
a week earlier.

Puck leagues
| Send us a letter . . .

settle case,

nomerger seen

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The
57-year-old National Hockey
League and the two-year-old World

Hockey Association settled their

$50-million case out of court

Tuesday, but the older league said

there was no merger agreement in

sight.

"It would be wholly misleading

to describe the settlement of this

legal dispute as a merger," NHL
President Clarence Campbell said

Tuesday after both leagues signed

the agreement before U.S. Dist.

Court Judge Leon A. Higgin-

botham.
Despite Campbell's firm

negative stand on the possibilities

of a merger, the agreement
seemed to point in that direction.

The two leagues agreed to respect

each other's player contracts,

compete in a limited number of

exhibition games and drop all

court claims and counterclaims.

They also promised future

negotiations for more exhibitions

and possibly interleague games.
Under the agreement, the WHA

will be reimbursed by the NHL for

legal expenses of $1.75 million. The
money is to be paid before Aug. 1,

1974, plus interest at the prime rate

prevailing Jan. 15, 1974, through

the date of payment.
In still another gain by the

fledgling WHA, the NHL agreed

not to oppose use of NHL arenas by

the WHA teams.
The consent decree signed by

Judge Higginbotham said
specifically that on or before Jan.

1, 1975, committees of owners from

both leagues would negotiate in

good faith for scheduling of other

exhibitions or interleague games,

including an All-Star game.

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations-may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for reference

purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

L

Notice
MENS GYMNASTICS BUS -

The mens gymnastics meet
against Springfield scheduled to be
held Wednesday, 8:15 in

Springfield, has been rescheduled

for Thursday. To accomodate
I Mass fans a bus will leave from
the Campus Center and return

after the meet Those interested in

attending should sign up with the

Campus Center travel Agency,

third floor Campus Center Total

t. including bus fare and ad-

mission, is $2.50.

NOW SHOWING
AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUS Ci*te*wM
RT 9 HADLEY IN ZAYRE'S SHOPPING CNTR 256-6411

Pass the warning.
"A DARK AND FRIGHTENING
EXPERIENCE UNLIKE ANY-
THING EVER FILMED! Director

Nicolas Roeg establishes as unsettling sense of

foreboding. He hoiWs up an atmosphere of

dread you can taste in your throat!"

—Paul D. Zimmerman. News****

THE THRILLER OF THE YEAR! SEE IT

YOU MUST! YOU'LL BE DUCKING AT
SHADOWS FOR WEEKS!"
— Bernard Drew, Gannett Newspapers

-A BRILLIANT FILM OF DEEP TERRORS
AND TROUBLING INSIGHTS-ONE

Ta!r«:V<».m3M3LtJ

MOUNTING ANXIETY.
—Jay Cocks, Time Magazine

<•<•

A psychic thailler

R '-..•> h

DDITT LOOK
qaw
* A psychic

JULIE
GHRJST.E

non|iL|1
*fc SUTH.EIU.RnD

Matinees daily

1:00 & 2:30
|Evenings 7:15 & 8:45,

children under 12
SI.00 all times

vr

*££L.'*JB

WALT DISNEY
PRODUCTIONS'

WILD NEW CARTOON FEATURE

Robin

m**.t*m* •"»•"-»"—"« TEcmicoLOir gjo
PETER USTINOV • PHIL HARRIS • BRIAN BEDFORD • TERRY THOMAS ROGER MILLER

PAT BUTTRAM • GEORGE LINDSEY • AN0Y DEVINE •

A finishing

school for

Wayward girls

7:15
Whet Your & 8:45

Appetite!

A
aOUUS
only f

Mon. & Tues.
%

Starts Feb. 27

Once in Pat Keenans shadow
Harris looks for the light

— 19>'

By KATIE KING
MDC Sports Staff

"I had a good season last

year, but this season I just
can't seem to get things
together, and I really don't
know why I'm not doing as
well. I thought that this season
would be easier, but it hasn't
been."

After having witnessed
Minuteman starting center
Billy Harris' sparkling per-
formance in last Friday's bout
against Colby in which he

BILLY HARRIS
in the move

figured in five of the six UMass
scores with two goals and three

assists one would never
imagine the above words to be
his. Unfortunately they are,

and he's telling it like it is.

Last season flashy number
eighteen was a confident,
proud, positive, rather cocky
centerman on the Pat Keenan
line. Playing on that line in his

rookie year of Minuteman
hockey, the 5' 10" center proved
that he has what it takes in

becoming the squad's third
highest scorer, finishing the
season with 12 goals and 22
assists. Yet this year has
turned out to be an entirely
different story, and a bit of a
letdown.

It's true that when one plays
on a line with Pat Keenan, he is

bound to have himself a pretty
decent season. It's true that
Billy is playing on a much
younger, less experienced club
this year, with only three
seniors and a lot of new faces.
Yet the sophomore Poli-Sci
major looked promising in pre-
season practices, and it

seemed that he was out for
another impressive campaign
— maybe even more so than
last year— but something went
wrong. About midway through
the season things didn't look as
hopeful. Something was
lacking, and even Billy
couldn't pinpoint just what it

was.

Last year he worked really
hard to get the center position
on the Keenan line. This year
he's working hard too, but
getting different results.
Keenan was the main man last

season. In his absence it would
only make sense that Harris
would be called upon to fill his
spot. It would be Billy's turn to

get the puck more often, and
set up all the pretty plays, but
he hasn't been able to do ti, and
he knows it. "Take
breakaways, for example,"
Billy said. "I've had at least
ten clean breakaways this

season, and I think I've scored
on about two of them. There's
no excuse for that ! Sometimes
I just lie in bed after a game
and ask myself, 'why did you
do this and why did you do
that?'"

Despite Billy's obvious
frustration, he works to
maintain a good attitude
towards the game itself. He
won't let a bad game or the fact

that he hasn't lived up to his

rookie image get the best of
him, because he feels that an

athelete's success is based
primarily on a positive attitude
and a willingness to seek out
the problem and solve it, even
though it may take time. Right
now Billy is sorting out his

game in his mind. He has the
talent to overcome whatever it

is that is holding him back —
he's proven that. He's a strong
skater and much of his style is

reflective of Keenan's.
Billy loves hockey and he

knows that he has the potential.

All the reactants are there but

Records fall, so do
swimmers
CenConn, Amherst take tri-tneet

BILLY HARRIS
in the groove

the product is lacking. Through
the process of elimination,

about the only other thing could
be affecting Harris' game
could be his attitude, but again,
it couldn't be the answer. Billy

feels that his attitude hasn't
changed one bit. "I have
concentration and finesse, and
I try to get myself up for the
games as best I can. I keep a
good attituie, but for some
reason it just isn't the same as
last season."

ByDAYKKIRKI.
MDC Sports Staff

Before yesterday afternoon's
swim meet between UMass,
Amherst and Central Connecticut.
Bey Melamed, the coach of the
Minutemen, gave the meet all the
coloring of an inter-city grudge
match. "We won't beat Central
Connecticut, we just want to beat
Amherst.*'

Unfortunately for the men
swimmers their coach proved to be
wrong. They not only did not beat
Central Connecticut but they were
also edged out by Amherst on the
last event of the meet, the 400-yard
freestyle relay, and in the process
finished third in yesterday's tri-

meet. The final tally had it 83 for

Central Connecticut, 60 for the
Lord Jeffs, and 57 for the
Minutemen.
UMass, led by Ben Crooker's

first in the 1000-yard freestyle and

Jo Jo White
pushes Celtics

past Pistons

BOSTON (AP) — JoJo Whites
hot hand revived the sagging
Boston Celtics in the third period
Tuesday afternoon and sent them
on to a 107-97 victory over the
Detroit Pistons.

White pitched in 15 points in the
crucial period as the Celtics moved
from a 66-59 deficit to a 77-70 lead
over a four-minute span.
White's scoring spree came after

Detroit's Dave Bing had hustled
the Pistons out to their most
substantial lead, popping in six
points and setting up Willie Nor-
wood's basket.

John Havlicek and Don Nelson
steered the Celtics to a 54-52 lead at

halftime. Havlicek had 15 points
and Nelson 13 as Boston was in

front by as much as eight points in

the second period.

Havlicek lead all the scorers
with 31 points, White had 23 and
Nelson 17 for Boston. Bing had 21

and Bob Lanier had 18 for the
Pistons.

Injuries hurt gymnasts at Springfield
By CANDY GROSS

A very real problem in any sport are the injuries which occur. In reply
to questions concerning injuries on the women's gymnastics team and its

possible effect on their defeat by Springfield, Coach Virginia Evans had
this to say.

"There are other injuries than those which happen during a meet.
These either cause the women to limit their workouts or completely
remove themselves from the line-up."

Giving some insight into the problems of coaching, Ms. Evans explains
that one can have a team which looks good in October and as the season
progresses, often will lose some of its top athletes to injury. But these are
unforeseen circumstances and Coach Evans doesn't like the idea of using
team injuries to explain a loss. Her philosophy is to believe in the team
members and work with what she has.
As she expresses it, "We have a good team and there's no reason we

can't beat Springfield." In her opinion, Springfield didn't show they were
the better team, only that they had a slight advantage in consistency and
depth of performance for this meet. This was particularly noticeable on
balance beam. She states that on the whole, UMass' routine composition

and originality is much better than Springfield's, although she does feel

their composition has improved since last year. Summing it up she says,

''You don't lose with a score of 105 points and be considered a lousy

team!"
Asked about specific highlights for UMass in the meet, the following

gymnasts earned particular mention.

"Anne (Vexler) and Jeannine (Burger) are pushing each other for top

All Around honors. (Jeannine won at SC with 35.2, and Anne tied with

Katherine Kolemainen of SC for third with 34.9). Both are extremely
strong competitors. Jodi (Hitt) definitely helped the team with solid

beam and floor routines and continues to improve. Heidi's (Armstrong)
fine beam routine will perhaps earn a higher score with a position further

along in the line-up. Bars, somewhat weak Thursday night, will improve
with the addition of a superior move in both Gail McCarthy's and Linda

Nelligan's otherwise clean routines."

Tonight's home meet at 7:00 against Boston State will see competition

from the top UMass line-up. UMass needs one more intercollegiate score

to earn seeding in the last round at Easterns. This meet should give it to

them with no problems whatsoever.

a two-three finish lrom Joe Hebert
and Duncan Lomas in the 200-yard

freestyle was actually tied for the
lead after three events. However
Central Connecticut won three
events in-a-row, the 50-yard
freestyle, the 200-yard individual
medley, and the required diving

competition to break the meet wide
open.

In fact, UMass outscored the
eventual winners 31-27 in the last

five events but the margin of
CenConn s lead was too large for

the Minutemen to overcome.
The individual story from the

UMass standpoint centered on the
performances of Ben "Ironman"
Crooker. Crooker, bespectacled
out of the pool , a handy dolphin in it

won both his events, the 1000 and
500 yard freestyles leaving the
other five competitors in his wake.
Ben won the 1000-yard freestyle by
an incredible 38 seconds over an
Amherst swimmer and came back
later on to win the 500-yard
freestyle by ten seconds over
another Lord Jeff swimmer.
The only other UMass win was

that of Dave Boucher in the 200
yard breaststroke. The freshman
came back later to swim the third
leg of the 400-yard freestyle relay
which UMass led until the fourth
and last leg only to lose to Amherst
and "the fastest swimmer in New
England" according to UMass'
George Kwiecien, Steve de la

Rama.
Coach Bey Melamed was upset

with the loss but thrilled with his
team's performances. "All our
swimmers swam their best times
ever and we broke two school
records." (Boucher and Lomas)
It's just too bad we couldn't win."
The swimmers now 5-5 on the

season take to the water this

Saturday afternoon at 2?00 taking
on a powerful Coneecticut team.

How do you spell the word for thai
strange noise your automatic trans-
mission makes?

tll.ee. that's how!

They're warning symptoms. Heed
them. Have them checked and corrected
while they're sUII minor, and you can
save yourself a major repair bill later
This is the way we've built our

business on your confidence in us ... by
helping us avoid serious trouble
whenever we can.

United Transmission

Eichange, Inc.

236 Pleasant St.. Northampton

564-6790

Women skiiers slalom to second
By GALEN GOOD

The UMass Women's Ski Team
maintained their high standards by
finishing second and third in

slalom and giant slalom events at

Tenny Mt. in New Hampshire this

past Saturday. Despite icy snow
conditions the W.I.S.C. (Women's
Intercollegiate Skiing Conference)
saw sixty-two racers competing tor

individual standings and combined
team totals.

The traditionally strong Rad-
cliffe and UConn teams edged
UMass in the slalom that morning
However, top individual honors
went to UMass skier Betsy Hussey
who bested the rest of the field by
more than two seconds in winning
both runs. She was followed by
Rachel Courtney in fifth place. The
third time to count for UMass team
standings was a fine performance
by French skier. Marie Spiegel.

The feature event of the day wjs

the longer and faster giant slalom

in which UMass was a close second

behind Radcliffe. UMass was more
consistent due to its highly sup-

portive B-team: Becky Folta,

Eloise Gattso, Theresa Huttin, and
Debbie Mellet. For the A-team
Betsy Hussey was well on her way
to win the second event but caught

her tip at the top of the rooted

course. Rachel Courtney was
fourth, Galen Good was seventh
closely followed by Jean Hayden in

eighth place.

Next weekend the women's team
will again return to Tenny with
hopes of upsetting their rival,

Radcliffe.

TEN PIN BOWLING

4:30

Boyden Gym
10:30 p.m. Mon.

(except during league play)

50* per string

- Sat.

ALLIED MOTOR

PARTS
Doctor up pur our with

• Complete Domestic

ft V.W. Parts

• IS* 20% Off

en ALL PARTS!!!

319 Main St., Amherst 256-8341
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Leaman's lions play games

with 'caged' Catamounts, 89-61

See page 21

"AL SKINNER, CHARGING!"
courage to make a call like that

z
x
s

J.

3

By STEVE SARACENO
MIX Sports Staff

It was a night for fun.

On the way to a 89-61 shellacking of the University

of Vermont, the UMass Minutemen wowed another

under-par Cage crowd with playground im-

provisations that nearly reached sideshow propor-

tions.

Rick Pitino unvieled his Whirling-Dervish pass, Al

Skinner moved to flick a fly off his ear, and in so doing

notched a neat assist, Joe Semder hit a flying hook,

and Mike Stokes knocked down a 6'7" center.

"We beat them with our quickness," said Coach

Jack Leaman, and anyone seeing the aforementioned

antics had to agree.

"It was just a case of us performing as a team,

outhustling, outdefensing, and outshooting Ver-

mont", added the UMass coach.

UMass led from the start, and behind the solid first

half play of Al Skinner, rolled to a 44-20 halftime

advantage.
From then on, it was sit back and watch the show,

as Cage fans (only 2400) thrilled to the exploits of the

trash time troupe.

Mike Stokes, who in one fantastic stretch grabbed a

rebound, scored, scored again, got an offensive for

toppling UVM's Ron Gottschalk (nine inches his

senior), got another rebound, made an assist, forced

a turnover, assisted again, and finally grabbed

another rebound, was the crowd's delight.

"He and Semder have the abilitv." remarked

Leaman of the two sparky subs, "and all they needed

was the chance to play".

Semder sent fans scurrying to their programs in

search of No. 40, as he hit all six of his shots from the

floor for 12 points.

Everyone had a solid game for UMass, it seemed.

Leaman also praised John Murphy (16 pts), Billy

Endicott (14 pts), and Pitino (9 assists).

No one could stop Al Skinner, again. The artful

forward led everyone in both points and rebounds,

with 21 and 10.

Vermont turned in a frail game. Their leading

scorer, Charlie Trapani (15), hit only 33 per cent from

the floor.

Even that was above the team's average for the

night — the Catamounts hit an anemic 29 per cent,

and that was up from a halftime mark of 16 per cent.

CAGE CAROUSING — The NCAA selection

committee was represented at the Cage last night.

The Minutemen still have an outside shot at an at-

large bid, and the show they put on last night couldn't

have hurt...A suddenly apathetic basketball com-
munity is starting to form... last night was the third

small turnout in the last four games...

....The final home game of the year is next Satur-

day night, vs. Maine. ..it will be the last home game
for the Minuteman seniors, Al Skinner, Rick Pitino,

and John Olson, and if the current trend continues, it

could be played before many grey seats...The team
record is now 18-4, and UMass has just about clinched

the YanCon title, with only one conference loss.

It takes a lot of

in front of 2,000

screaming UMies at the cage, but as this photo shows,

some refs can give out as much as they take.

UMass hopeful for
miracles vs. UNH

By DAVE EIBEL
MDC Sports Staff

It's time to look back in history, as the Minutemen skaters prepare to

take on the second-ranked University of New Hampshire Wildcats
tonight at 8:30, in the friendly confines of intimate Orr Rink.

Think back to some of the more incredible events in history and you'll

be able to gauge what a victory tonight would mean for UMass.
In 1967, the tiny State of Israel demolished the armed forces of five

Arab nations bucking everyone's odds. In 1940 tiny England singlehan-

dedly repelled the forces of Nazi Germany. A UMass victory would be
almost as unbelievable tonorrow night as those two events were when
they occured. A UMass upset would be akin to the California Golden Seals

upending the Bruins three games in-a-row.

Although the Minutemen are not in a "do-or-die" situation, their

chances of victory hinge on two things, the miraculous and the im-

possible.

UNH is ranked second in the national rankings to Michigan Tech. They
have a record of 19 wins and 6 losses and lead the ECAC Division One
teams.
Although past records are supposed to be meaningless, a comparison of

past performances by the two teams shows the qualitative difference

between the clubs. UMass dropped 11-2 decision to Colgate during in-

tersession while UNH beat Colgate twice by scores of 6-2 and 8-7 in

overtime. The Minutemen lost to Bowdoin by a 5-2 score over the weekend
while the Wildcats dropped Bowdoin 7-1. New Hampshire dropped Yale 6-

1 while the UMies lost to the Ivies by the same count. According to past

records the UMies should be shellacked tonight BUT...

The Wildcats come to Orr Rink tonight after a tough match against

Cornell at Ithaca, New York, last night. They could be tired and ready for

the taking. The Minutemen have shown that they can be good — at times
very good. They played Vermont nip and tuck in Burlington and came out

of it on the short end of a 4-2 count. With any luck they could have won that

one, and more of the same type of play tonight against UNH: airtight

Chick Rheault goaltending, crisp checking by the forwards, and alert

defensive play by the blueline corps — could produce, if not an upset, at

least a respectable performance.

Healy cleared for baseball

JV's out-defensed by Dartmouth, 51-45

By STEVE SARACENO
MDC Sports Staff

It didn't have a Hollywood en-

ding.

But the rest of the game was
strictly high drama as Dartmouth
out-defensed the UMass JV squad,
51-45, in an unusually interesting

contest last night at the Cage.
As it turned out, the game was

decided by three key flips by
Dartmouth's John Lisowski. The
first two important shots by the

guard came as foul shots with 1 :07

left, and his team ahead by two. He
hit both of them.
Then, after UMass missed a

hurried shot, he iced the game with
a break-away lay-up.

Leading the UMass attack were
the two old reliables Bill Santos
and Arnold Johnson. Santos came
back from some recent sub-par

games to score 18 points. Johnson,
playing opposite a bigger, but

slower, center counted for 15 with a
five for 11 mark from both the floor

and the line.

WMUA
Tonight the Minutemen play host

to UNH, the second-ranked college

hockey team in the nation. Game
time is 8:30, and WMUA will join

the game in progress at 9:00 with

Russ Small, Bill Ballou, and Paul
Allen calling the action.

bave Strader, coming on strong

of late, turned in a houndish effort

on defense, and though he scored

no points, he led everyone in

assists with five.

The UMass JV's are now 8-4 on

the year ana meet the same
Dartmouth team Friday night on
the road, before playing their final

game of the year Saturday night at

home versus Thames Valley
Technical College.

ByMIKEBROPHY
MDC Baseball Writer

AMHERST — John Healy,
catcher for the UMass baseball

team, has had his waiver honored
by the administration, which will

enable him to play baseball for the

UMass Minutemen this spring.

Healy, 21, and his parents had
drawn up a waiver releasing the

University of any responsibility for

injury suffered by Healy while

playing the sport of baseball.

Healy underwent abdominal
surgery last summer for an in-

testinal disorder and it was at that

time the doctors discovered Healy

had been born with one kidney.

Up until the discovery, Healy

had been a top-rated defensive free

safety for the 1972 Boardwalk Bowl

champion UMass football team in

addition to manning the catchers'

box behind home plate. He opted to

give up football in hopes of pur-

suing his baseball career.

At one point during football

season the University doctors

informed Healy that they could not

clear him to play baseball on the
basis that the lack of a paired
organ could be deadly should the

hometown area.

"When I first went into the
meeting I didn't think they could
possibly turn down my request but

Bill Ballou

Div. IIplayoffpicture
9-6 in Division Two isn't that bad for a team that figured to be more or

less a .500 club. Still, considering the opportunities for something like 10-5

or 11-4, it must rank as somewhat of a disappointment.
From this vantage point, with the season almost over, it appears as

though the Minutemen will make the playoffs for the fourth season in a
row.

The only other team that can say that is Vermont, so it ranks as an
accomplishment for the young UMies. But if they do indeed make the
post-season tournament, they face an uphill struggle for the cham-
pionship. Uphill may be too kind a word. Something like "vertical" would
be more accurate.

Anyway, it's prediction time, when I traditionally pick the teams who,
until the time I make my predictions, seem sure bets to qualify for the
playoffs.

In order of seed:

1) Vermont. There's no debate that the Cats are the class of Division
Two, but there is a good chance they could qualify for the Division One
playoffs. Their coach, Jim Cross, has said, though, that they won't play
Division One unless they get one of the four top seeds. I doubt that they
will, ergo...

2) Merrimack. It's really a toss-up between them and Salem State, but
the Warriors hold the only divisional win over Vermont and that should
help. They also play a better schedule than Salem.

3) Salem State. State started off the season with a 9-0 binge that they
haven't been able to duplicate. Definitely the surprise of the season, their
early season heroics will probably carry them to this high seed.

4) Norwich. The Cadets have been one of the strongest teams in the
division over the last two months. They lost earlier to UMass but since
have outplayed the Minutemen in comparative outings. They've done
especially well on the road.

5) Boston State. Another team that started strong but has faded a bit in
recent weeks. They've split two games with UMass even though they
were outplayed in both. They suffered an embarrassing 7-2 loss to Colby
in Boston, but are another team that somehow traditionally makes the
playoffs.

6) UMass. The Minutemen have been streaky throughout the season
and were on a relatively good streak until they suffered their traditional
loss to Bowdoin Saturday. Their five-game winning streak in late

then as the meeting progressed I December is the main reason they did as well as they did
began to have my doubts " said 7) Williams. Have had a good, steady, if unspectacular se

JOHN HEALY

athlete suffer injury to the other.

Healy, an excellent athlete who
wants nothing but to play, started

searching for the answer im-

mediately. His search took him to

his family physician as well as to

kidney experts around his

Healy. "But as the meeting drew to

a close I was not only surprised at

their decision but elated. You don't
know how happy a man I am
today," he continued.
With the administrative

paperwork now out of the way, he
will report for a formal physical on
Thursday and report to practice
either that afternoon or Friday,
according to Coach Dick
Bergquist.

"They were most sensitive to my
desires as I did not really expect
they would be," said Healy. "But

season. They
lost early in the season to UMass but are quite evenly matched with the
UMies. They've played well lately and might be the darkhorse pick to be
seeded higher than this.

8) St. Anselm's. Really a shot in the dark. The "team of the future" of
two years ago still hasn't lived up to expectations and has suffered
through an extremely mediocre season (including a 7-2 loss to UMass).
They might sneak in.

Dark horses include: Army (good record but they say they aren't in-
terested in postseason play); Bowdoin (a good team having a bad
season); Hamilton (off-and -on. mostly off); and Connecticut (they've
been playing poorly lately).

Seeds mean a lot in the playoffs. Very rarely are games won on the
road, and UMass is almost certain to play any of their playoff games on
the road.

Obviously Vermont is the favorite. I don't think either Merrimack or
then again, I guess they are really Salem State will win it. The team to watch after Vermont, is Norwich,

while the Minutemen stand an outside chance.
There is the possibility they'll get a seed in the top four. After all, they

were seeded second last year with a relatively unimpressive record. But
there are just too many good teams in the division this year.

In a series of one-game eliminations, anything can happen. A streak of
luck can bring a team a long way. UMass had better have more than their
share, because just about everything else is against them.

here to do what is best for the

student. They realize that I am 21

and responsible enough to decide
what is best for me so they cleared
me. My prents and I are just so
happy it's hard to put into words,"
said Healy.

Kennedy: our next distinguished visitor?
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"Leave me where I

am; I am not losing, if I

am choosing, not to plan
my life..."
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Senate proposes
new spending policy
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David Graham Dubois

D. Dubois concerned
with the oppressed

By JOAN FASSNACHT
David Graham DuBois, step-son

of the late Pan-Africanist leader
and UMass' first visiting W.E.B.
DuBois scholar, said last night,

"The problem of the 20th century is

the problem of the color line."

Mr. DuBois spoke before a
capacity audience in Mahar
Auditorium as part of a program
here in the celebration of Black
History Week.
Speaking on "DuBois from a

Son's Perspective", Mr. DuBois
said, "I have taken on the com-
mitment to my father's ideals from
the time I became an adult." He
said that he, like his stepfather,

tries to address the issues of

primary concern to Black and all

oppressed peoples of the world.

DuBois' primary concern now is

the liberation of the Black people in

Africa and America, and the

destruction of capitalism,
colonialism, and racism towards
the building of socialism and
communism

While Black leaders and people
in Africa work toward a united

socialist African states, DuBois
said that Blacks in America have
recently discovered among their

own people, "groups everywhere
totally committed for radical
change in America."
He added, "I have found them to

be honest, dedicated, serious
young people, devoted to the

search for freedom."
DuBois believes that American

Blacks will lead the United States

to a revolution involving the

rejection of capitalism with the

replacement of socialism.

"These new Black
revolutionaries know all about

W.E.B. DuBois' belief in socialism

and his struggle for Black
freedom," he said. "They
welcomed me like a long-lost

brother because I held his banner
to carry forth his ideals. Among

these people I have found a home, a
family, a goal."

Essential to the success of the
revolution of Blacks and other
oppressed peoples DuBois said, is

the belief that racism can be
routed out of America. He said,

"We are all victims of racism by
the power elite to keep the people
divided. A divided people cannot
succeed in rebellion."

Institutional racism must be
wiped out, said DuBois. This can be
achieved only through the efforts

of the Black people and their

leaders, although it is essential

that white people carry the
destruction into the white com-
munity.

DuBois also suggested that
Black studies on campuses be
made required courses for all

students to educate them to Black
awareness.
DuBois concluded, "It is a grave

responsibility. History has chosen
us, the Black people, to liberate the
oppressed, and we must accept."
DuBois' speech was sponsored

by the Distinguished Visitors
Program in conjunction with the
WEB. DuBois Department of

Afro-American Studies.

A symposium will be held tonight

in SBA 120 at 7:30 as a part of the
DuBois Series. David DuBois,
Julius Lester, Carolyn Gipson, and
Judith Kerr will debate "The Many
Legacies of W.E.B. DuBois."

By MICHAEL HENAULT
The Student Senate last night

placed a major new spending
policy on the agenda for next
week's session, and with
elections a week away ex-
tended till noon Friday the
deadline for filing nomination
papers.

It was the third such post-
ponement.
Working with a skeleton 39

per cent of their total mem-
bership, the Senate decided to

take up the new spending
policy at next week's meeting.
The new monies policy would

be, according to Treasurer
Paul Hamel, "an attempt at

consistancy in spending and no
increase in student taxes".
More specifically, the bill

would limit spending "across
the board" according to its

sponsors. Some expenditures
would have permanent
ceilings. Others could receive
per centage increases. New
activities would have to prove
their viability and usefulness
within their first year of
existence. No new organization
will be funded for more than
$2000.

Exempt from this category
of new activities are the Area
Governments, Student
Government Association
Service Operations (transit),

and the Student Organizing
Committee. The latter is a
committee of the Senate whose
main purpose is presently ad
hoc. Other exemptions may be
obtained by a two-thirds vote of
the Senate.

In another major action the
Senate approved a bill which
would create an Office of
Affirmative Action. The chief
function of the post is to

channel complaints concerning
racial and sexual
discrimination through the
Student Judiciary. Senate

approbation was won by the
bill's sponsor, Marshall
Spriggs, after two amend-
ments were added. The latter

demonstrated a civil liberties

concern among some members
of the Senate by adding the
words "non-elected officers" to

the Action Officer's jurisdic-
tion.

The Senate also OK'd a
measure which will allow Area
Government to impose an $8.25
tax on students. The measure
must now be approved by the

Board of Trustees. The Senate
is maintaining its level of
subsidy to Area Government at
$6.75.

In other moves the Senate:
—Gave their nod to a $530.

appropriation to International
Women's Day.
—Increased to eleven the

number of members of the
Food Services Governance
Board.

—Created a Personnel
Subcommittee to the Finance
Committee.

• Staff photo—Fmmrtt Schmarsow)

Paul Hamel

The new gas situation-
questions and answers

GI Bill
The House has passed a bill

to raise the GI Bill by 13.6

percent . The Bill is now in the

Senate, and they're asking for

a 23 per cent increase. The
President has asked for an 8

per cent increase

Details, page 13.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
latest Federal Energy Office effort

to smooth out February's gasoline

distribution has given 20 states

more gasoline, but its effect on

service station lines is unclear.

Ten states were given five per

cent more gasoline and 10 states

got another two per cent. The in-

creases announced Tuesday
overlapped previous increases

announced last Feb. 9, creating

some confusion.

Here, in question and answer
form, is the latest — if not

necessarily final — word as ex-

plained by FEO officials:

Q. You've lost me already. What
was supposed to happen in

February in the first place?

A. February was supposed to be

the first month in which gasoline,

and some other petroleum
products, were distributed from
refineries to suppliers, to dealers

and sometimes to customers ac-

cording to a new set of federal
regulations.

The purpose was to provide a fair

distribution during the present
shortage.

Farming, on which the nation
depends for food, was to get all of
the gasoline it required, before
anyone else was served.

Certain essential services which
purchase gasoline in bulk quan-
tities were also to get all they need,
while others including service
stations were to get as much
gasoline as in February 1972; but
those allocations would be
reduced, if necessary, in

proportion to the shortage.

Q. Yes, I remember now, but I

sort of forgot all that while I was
waiting in line an hour at the
service station yesterday.
A. Well, you see, there was one

little hitch in the program. The
regulation was not designed for
getting equal amounts of gasoline

to all of the dealers or areas or
anything like that.

The allocations were to be
carried out by each individual oil

company, based on its own supply
of gasoline.

Some companies were in better
shape than others; some served
certain areas more heavily than
others. The Federal Energy Office
says the February allocation would
have reflected historical
distribution patterns, with some
imbalances resulting from area to
area.

Q. But I thought that energy
office told all the states exactly
how much they would get in
February. I read it someplace.

A. That's right. Last Feb. 6, the
energy office gave newsmen a 55-

page computer printout listing the
gasoline going to each state. They
represented it, at first, as the of-
ficial allocation.

(Continued on P. 6)
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Governor's staff

to challenge FBI
By CHERYL PYLE

Members of the governor's staff

and the Massachusetts Citizen

Commission on Privacy have
announced their intentions to begin
a statewide drive to broaden
support for a possible court battle

with the U.S. Justice Department.
Governor Sargent and the Mass.

chapter of the American Civil

Liberties Union will file suit before
the end of the month citing The

the Marines, as well as the Secret
Service and the Federal Bureau of
Prisons. Each agency sets its own
criteria for the introduction of
information into the system
"This," as Klein said, "has created
a situation in which there is no
discrimination between arrests
and convictions or even felonies,
misdemeanors, and civil of-
fenses." An example of the
problems arising from this was

Justice Department's Data BAnk cited in the following letter to the
system unless certain regulatory Governor:
adjustments are made according
to Andrew Klein, Special Assistant

to the governor.
It was announced at the Amherst

meeting that petitions would be
circulated in the area in the near
future to establish written support
for the Massachusetts position.

"The rational is that we have b

better chance of being heard (ir

court) with a wide based support,'

said Mr. Klein. The petition will

ask the court to "require the of-

ficials of the Justice Department to

adhere to constitutional guaran-
tees to protect individual privacy
and other rights and civil liberties

in the operation and control of the
National Criminal History Com-
puter and files of the FBI."
The FBI National Crime

Information Center (NCIC), the
home of the Computer Data Bank,
was established under the direc-
tion of former Attorney General
John Mitchell. By 1975, the FBI
predicts that their Computerized
Data Bank will receive in-

formation on citizens from over
40,000 different agencies.

This information will then be
distributed through an incredible

network of 45,000 separate NCIC
computer terminal across the
country. According to Governor

A scary thing happened to
me last spring.

A relative of mine got a
job as a deputy sheriff. One
bored night on dispatcher
duty, he ran his family
through the National Crime
Information Center. Ten out
of eleven of us were listed

!

His mother was listed

because when she was
eighteen, neighbors com-
plained of a noisy sorority
party. (No arrests)

.
His stepfather, a

respected businessman,
was listed because he had
complained to the police
that he had received a bad
check.

Ten out of eleven of us!
No criminal record. But we
are on the files of the NCIC.
PS.: I'll probably be

listed for writing this let-

ter."

Since then, the FBI has sent
agents to his house in effort to force
him to withdraw the story.

"It is important to preserve the
rights of the individual in these
cases because past evidence has
shown that it is often used to

Sargent these figures reflect the discriminate against people in thenew possibilities inherent in
computer technology and the ever
greater need for control.

At present, information is being
gathered from local police
departments throughout the
country (except Massachusetts),
the FBI, the Justice Department,
the Bureau of Customs, and the
combined Intelligence Services of

the Navy, Army, Air Force and

areas of employment, housing and
credit. Texas law enforcement
agencies, by selling NCIC lists to
anyone who will buy them, have
been particularly abusive in this
matter," said Klein.

"We are asking the Justice
Department to preserve the
privacy rights of these individuals
by setting standards by which they
can police their own files."
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Theatre from the inside out-ticket buying in the
Student Union.
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Stockbridge history:

few drastic changes
Below is the final article of a

three-part series dealing with
Stockbridge House.

By FRITS GUERTSEN
Stockbridge House, the

oldest house in Amherst, was
not recognized as such until
Hugh Potter Baker undertook
its restoration in 1934. Baker
was a president of the
university, then known as
Massachusetts State College.

ell was added for the ac-

comodation of the caretaker.
The woodshed was converted
into a cardroom. A few par-
titions were removed,
fireplaces and some of the
woodwork rebuilt and rooms
appropriately furnished."
Baker made the house

available to the faculty club
and it has been used by them
since that time. The various

time to time.

Throughout the house, one
can find antiques, some con-
nected with the house's history,

some donated by friends. The
walls are adorned with old
photographs, maps and letters.

Many of the windows still

have the original blown-glass
panes, and the windows facing
out onto the street have Indian
shutters, used for defense

Lathing and plaster had been
applied to the original
paneling, the old fireplaces had
been closed in, and the wooden
floor painted over. Baker had
all these "improvements"
stripped away to reveal the
true interior of the 246 year old
house.

Very few drastic changes
were necessary however.
According to historian Charles
Hiram Thayer, "A southwest

Stockbridge House as we UMies see

rooms of Stockbridge House
are used as (fining rooms for

the club.

Someone touring the house
today can still get an accurate
idea of what the house was like
in its prime.
Most of the woodwork is

original with the exception of
the floorboards which had to be
replaced for safety reasons.
The fireplaces have been
restored and are used from

(Staff photo-Joe Martini)

it today.

during Indian attacks.

Stockbridge House was one
of the waystations along the
Underground Railroad, that
slaves followed to Canada and
freedom. Adjoining the
fireplaces are hidden closets
where the runaway slaves
were secreted during the Civil
War.

In four years Stockbridge
House celebrates 250 years of
existence.

Gloucester marine station

to continue its functions
Chancellor Randolph W.

Bromery, has announced that the
Marine Science Station in
Gloucester will remain open,
contrary to some public
statements made recently.
Bromery said that statements

that some of the investigators

located at the Gloucester Marine
Station may transfer their ac-
tivities to Boothbay Harbor in

Maine does not mean the
University will abandon the
station. He added, "We will con-
tinue to support the Marine Station
as a valuable resource for the

Third World media
increases scope

By LUIS MEDINA
Third World News and

Publications on campus are in-

creasing in numbers as well as
quality.

One of the larger such
publications is DRUM, a Black
literary magazine. DRUM reflects

various aspects of Afro and Latin

American art, culture, and
literature.

DRUM is fincially supported by
the Student Senate. Ed Rogers, the

publication's director, said the

next issue will appear on campus
within two weeks. This particular

issue is being put together by in-

mates of Norfolk Prison. They are
taking a class being taught by
UMass. Professor J. Cole.

DUBOIS LINES is a brochure
type publication printed by the

publicity committee of the WEB
Dubois Dept.

The CCEBS Newsletter is a

publication which has a varied

range of topics, but mostly con-
cerns itself with articles relating to

tutoring, career planning, coun-
seling and placement programs. It

is only publication in New Africa
House that has commercial ad-

University and the community
because the work going on there
has a very high priority. The
University has every intention of

maintaining the Marine Station
and supporting its mission of
education and research."

,

The University has a broad and
comprehensive marine science
program with 21 full-time and part-
time faculty, and 10 member ad-
visory and planning committee.
Research and teaching programs
are carried out at the Marine
Station in Gloucester, the Coastal
Research Center marine
laboratory at Truro, the
Aquacultural Engineering

vertisements submitted by Black-
Laboratory at Buzzards Bay, the

owned businesses. Marine Fisheries unit at Plum
Island on the Merrimack River,
and the Amherst campus.
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The heat's on in Southwest
By SHERMAN BOYSON

If there is such a great energy crisis going on

;

why are most of the students in Southwest going to

sleep with their windows open? The answer is

because of the energy crisis itself.

This strange, but true, paradox is the result of

an attempt to conserve energy during in-

tercession, complicated heating equipment, too
few personnel with too many thermometers, and a
shift in leadership.

A random selection poll of 110 rooms in

Washington and Coolidge Towers revealed that 58

per cent of the occupants complained that the

rooms were too hot, 9 per cent felt the rooms were
too cold, and 33 per cent were satisfied with the

heating. The vast majority of students who said

their rooms were too hot reported that they kept
their windows open most of the time. "We have to

keep the windows open" one UMie reported, "or
we can't breathe."
Why then, if an energy crisis exists and people

are supposed to be putting up with cold, is the heat
so high in some rooms? John Hoffman, a physical
plant official in charge of temperature, explained
the problems. "The heating system in the

buildings is electronically controlled." he ex-

plained. "During intercession it was decided to

reduce the temperatures of all unused buildings to

50 degrees to conserve energy. When you upset the

electronic controls, it takes time to bring them
back to normal."
The energy conservation plan was a success and

the heat in all the unoccupied dormitories was at

50 degrees during January. Then, when the

Concert committee

semester began again, Hottman and his depart-

ment began the.awesome task of resetting and

calibrating seven to eight thousand thermostats.

The number of men needed to accomplish such a

task is not available. To complicate matters more,

the man who was in charge of the feat was
recently transferred to another department. So, a

new man must be brought in to continue the work.

These problems with re-adjusting the heating

system were the cause of the "heat wave" that

occurred in the Southwest dorms the first week of

the semester. Many students found the tem-

peratures in their rooms as high as 85 degrees.

Students had windows open and fans going in an
attempt to bring the temperature down to a more
bearable level. As the heating system is read-

justed, the temperature gets more and more
towards the 68 degree level it should be at. Most

students in the random poll indicated that the

situation has been steadily improving. Hoffman
said "it is in the process of being taken care of, but

it is going to take some time."

In the towers, persons who occupy corner rooms
have it hotter than most. They have double

radiator units in the rooms, and thus have more
heat. Hoffman explained that five or six years ago,

too long for most present residents to remember,
the corner rooms were extremely cold. The extra

radiator units were installed to relieve the

problem. Local plumbing crews are now working
on the problem of balancing the extra radiator

space with the main control systems.

While the situation may be a little hot for some
rooms for a time, the problem is being resolved.

(Staff photo-Dan Smith)

As you can see, some students are really sweating it

out in southwest dorms...

Three strikes and you're out
By MICHAEL E. C. GERY

It seems that superstars have as
many problems as anyone. But
when they suffer, thousands of fans
suffer with them.
In the past three weeks, three

campus concerts have been can-
celled. Leo Kottke had personal
problems, Bonnie Raitt had throat
problems, and Tracy Nelson-
Mother Earth had money
problems.
"They don't give a shit about the

disappointments," said a student
in line to collect his refund for the
Raitt show.
"I've come to expect this," said

another after the Kottke can-

cellation.

The concert committees on
campus bear the brunt of sudden
schedule changes. They deal with
the stars' agents.

Kottke's cancellation was not so
sudden. His agent called a month
before his January 30 date here to

say that Kottke had family
problems. According to Bob
McDonnell of the Campus Center
Board of Governors, the contracts
for the Kottke concert were in the
mail when the agent called.
McDonnell was told that Kottke
needed more time to spend with his

family, and that he had cancelled
nearly all the gigs on his mid-

winter tour.

Two days before her scheduled
appearance at UMass, Bonnie
Raitt's agent called the Program
Council, to say that the singer had
laryngitis and could not perform
two shows at the Winter Carnival.

According to Jim Riley, student

activities program coordinator,

the Winter Carnival committee
decided that with over 2400 ad-

vance tickets sold, to hold one show
was not feasible. Bonnie Raitt had
to be cancelled.

Jim Riley says the negotiations

with Raitt's agency were
businesslike. "By agreement,"
said Riley, "the Program Council

needs certification in a situation

like this. We didn't know if Bonnie
was just a little hoarse or what."

It was suggested that Raitt be
examined by a physician and that
the medical report be sent here. A
doctor's report was sent here by
telegram which indicated
"callouses and nodules on the
vocal chords" of Bonnie Raitt. The
physician recommended 16 days
complete rest and no talking.

Tracy Nelson and Mother Earth
were scheduled to appear in the
Hatch last Thursday to kick off a
regional tour. On the night of the
show, Tracy Nelson called from
Nashville, Tenn. and spoke with

The boys in the buff

Tom Jodka, program director at

WMUA The call was taped and
played on the radio station.

"It would cost us money to come
up where you are," Nelson told

Jodka. The band had not received
the "advance money" from the
Boston clubowner who had
scheduled a performance following
the UMass appearance. So the gig
here was cancelled.

"It's just a rule we have," said
Ms. Nelson, referring to the ad-
vance payment. "You begin to feel

that you've been hustled, and that

you'll get hustled again."
Ed Vadas, director of the Hatch

Celebrity Series, accepted plans to

postpone the Tracy Nelson-Mother
Earth show for a week.

By JACK BELL
ORONO, Me. — As the old saying goes, when it rains it pours.

Until recently, about the only thing the University of Maine was
known for in the rest of the New England states was not being
known for anything in particular.

Then came the formation of a homosexual organization that bent
the students and administration hopelessly out of shape with its

requests for university funding. In the midst of that furor, another
burning issue has emerged that some university officials find
equally as grim and students find hilarious.

Specifically, it is the appearance of legions of "Phantom
Streakers".

Termed the "Boys in the Buff" by UMaine's student newspaper,
The Campus, the streakers are a number of daring young men who
run nude across the campus to various destinations, including
Student Senate meetings, in between buildings, and yes, even
behind the university police station.

schools in the Lady Godiva Bowl. It went on to suggest that
President Nixon might be able to regain some of his credibility if he
streaked from the White House to the Justice Department in front
of television cameras. "The American public would cheer the
President for finally exposing himself," the editorial concluded.
Some students say the streakers are supplying a much-needed

respite from the continuing controversy surrounding the Gay
Liberation movement on the Orono campus, and increasing
numbers of students seem to be getting involved in the newest
outdoor sport.

Jack Bell is a student at the University of Maine. Reprinted with
permission from the Greenfield Recorder.

THE STREAKERS made their debut Feb. 11 during a snowstorm
and 15-degree weather, when they ran past the student union and
went in different directions, all dashing for waiting automobiles.
One of the streakers was pursued in vain by a university police
officer, and another was photographed in mid-stride by the student
newspaper's camera. His picture appeared on the front cover of the
paper the following day.

Apparently encouraged by the coverage they received, (no pun
intended), two more streakers dashed around campus in the
middle of the afternoon on Tuesday, running past a car driven by
the director of university police. Not to be outdone, a third streaker
made an appearance behind the police station itself. All three were
caught and appeared in court Wednesday on indecent exposure
charges. The trio were fined $25.

Meanwhile, Dean of Student Affairs Dwight Rideout issued a
policy statement reminding students that streaking, referred to as
"a nude running activity" by some administrators, was a direct

violation of the law and that streakers would be dealt with ac-

cordingly.

NOT ALL of those connected with the University view the "nude
running activity" with the seriousness that the administration

does, however. An editorial appearing in the student newspaper
speculated that streaking might become a full-fledged varsity

sport, and that Maine might be able to challenge the Big Ten
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Nixon wants more
control for health

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)
Declaring that "inflationary
pressures are still strong in the

medical field," President Nixon
asked Congress Wednesday for

authority to continue federal
controls on health care costs.

In a special message, Nixon said

he wants an extension of economic
stabilization powers in the health

area beyond their scheduled April

30 expiration. He said "we must
maintain federal controls until

other measures are adopted"
under his pending national health

insurance proposal.

The insurance bill would not

impose anything like rigid con-
trols, however. Caspar W. Wein-
berger, secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare told
newsmen its provisions would have
the greatest impact on costs
through discouraging overbuilding
of unneeded medical facilities and
physician reviews of work per-

formed by their colleagues under
the insurance plan.

Very little in Nixon's lengthy
message was new. Most of its

elements were disclosed in the new
federal budget and in a separate
message sent to Congress earlier

on the health insurance topic.

However, Nixon did announce he

will submit legislation authorizing
the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare to support
local planning boards representing
the public, the medical profession,
insurers and elected officials.

Nixon said there is a lack of local
planning with the result, for
example, some communities have
too little hospital beds and not
enough outpatient facilities.

Nixon also promised to make an
effort to prod greater numbers of
physicians - mostly general
practicioners - to serve rural and
other areas with doctor shortages.
Saying he wants to shift the

emphasis of federal aid to medical
education from subsidies to
medical schools to student loans
and scholarships, Nixon said:

"Under my proposed scholarship
legislation, scholarships would be
offered to any student who agrees
to serve in programs or shortage
areas of national need after
graduation."
Weinberger said details have not

been worked out but suggested
three to five years' service might
be required. _^_

Solzhenitsyn's

wife to leave

MOSCOW (AP) - Alexander
Solzhenitsyn's wife said today

Soviet officials have told her

she and her family can join the

exiled writer abroad as soon as

administrative procedures are

completed.
The wife, Natalya, said the

officials promised prompt
action on passport requests for

the family.

She said she was also told

that "in principle" her
husbands' books and papers
could be taken to him in the

West. She said she was in-

formed of this Monday at the

passport office in Moscow.
Mrs. Solzhenitsyn said of-

ficials game her documents to

fill out. She said she has not

started on them yet.

She said one reason was that

on Soviet passport applications

one must say where one in-

tends to go and since
Solzhenitsyn himself has not
decided where he wants to

settle permanently, she cannot
complete that blank.

Sargent files bills

to benefit courts

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON <\P> — Gov. Francis

W. Sargent filed six bills Wed-

nesday which he said would make
the state judiciary system more
efficient

.

Sargent also endorsed five bills

filed by other individuals and

organizations.

The governor's proposals called

for pre-paid legal services for

middle-income people, based on

the principle of group health plans

;

the recall of retired judges for

temporary duty, and the creation

of two additional Superior Court

justices.

Sargent also proposed creation

of an Office of the Jury Com-
missioner under the supervision of

the state Supreme Court to im-

prove jury selection. The bill also

would raise jury fees.

Other bills called for recording
devices in the district courts for

preservation of testimony, and a

resolution for a Judicial Council
study of standardizing rules and
procedures in various state courts.

In the U.S. and the world

Sargent said he support,
legislation filed by the League of
Women Voters to create a Judicial
Performance Commission which
would investigate complaints
against judges, and a bill that
would allow the state to assume
court costs of indigent litigants

Other legislation endorsed by
Sargent included a measure to
create a money-refundable bail
bond system ; a proposal to phase
out part-time justices in the
district courts; and a bill to

eliminate de novo trials, those in

which criminal defendants appeal
District Court decisions to Superior
Court for a second trial.

The bail legislation would, in

effect, eliminate bail bondsmen by
giving the courts sole respon
sibility for administering bail.

Under the proposed phase-out of
part-time District Court justices,
two full-time circuit justices would
be appointed for every three
"special" justice vacancies.
Sargent said his own legislation,

plus the bills which he endorsed!
would make the courts more ac-
cessible to citizens and would
"ensure the integrity, equality and
fairness upon which our judicial

system-in-deed, our society is

based."

High court allows

wiretap evidence
By VERNON A. GUIDRY JR.

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Supreme Court Wednesday ap-

proved the use of evidence
gathered by court-ordered
wiretaps against persons not
specifically under surveillance.

The 6 to 3 decision said the

Federal Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act of 1970

requires that warrants name
specific persons only when the

government has probable cause to

believe they are acting illegally.

Otherwise, a wiretap may
lawfully be placed on a telephone
over which it is suspected that

unnamed persons are committing
an offense, the court said.

The decision arose from an at-

tempt to suppress wiretap
evidence gathered by the FBI
against a suspected bookmaker's
wife. The warrant authorizing the
tap named only the suspect and
"persons as yet unknown," but
now his wife.

In other actions the court:
—Held unanimous that either

party in a housing discrimination

suit filed under the 1968 Civil
Rights Act could demand a jury.

The law does not specifically

authorize trial by jury. Civil rights
lawyers expressed fear that juries

would be less likely to render fair

verdicts in housing discrimination

cases and would slow down the

process. The justices said trial

judges could counteract both
drawbacks.
-Unanimously extended federal

general assistance benefits to
Indians living near reservations
and maintaining ties with the
Indian community. *

The Bureau of Indian Affairs

wanted the benefits reserved solely

for reservation-dwelling Indians.

The court held that Congress in-

tended otherwise.

The benefits are approximately
equivalent to state welfare
benefits.

On Tuesday, the court refused to

interfere with the state conviction
of Arthur H. Bremer for the May
1972 shooting of Alabama Gov.
George C. Wallace in Laurel, Md.,
during a stop in Wallace's
presidential campaign.
Writing for the majority in the

wiretap case, Justice Potter
Stewart rejected the contention
that the government should in-

vestigate potential targets so that
all may be named in warrants for
wiretaps.

"A requirement that the
government fully investigate the
possibility that any likely use of a
telephone was engaging in
criminal activities before applying
for an interception order would
greatly subvert the effectiveness of
the law enforcement mechanism
that Congress constructed,"
Stewart said.

In dissent, Justice William O.

73 inflation report

shows 5.4% increase

(AP Wirrphm..

MITCHELL ARRI-
VES AT TRIAL-
Former Attorney
General John N. Mit-
chell, along with former
Commerce Secretary
and head of the Nixon
re-election committee,
Maurice Stans, goes on
trial for influence
peddling.

Douglas said the decision ap-
parently means that wiretap
warrants "need specify but one
name and a national dragnet
become operative."

Justices William J. Brennan and
Thurgood Marshall also dissented.

By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The final

report on 1973 inflation was in

Wednesday and showed what most
Americans already knew, that
prices throughout the economy
were climbing steeply and steadily
as the year drew to a close.

The inflation rate in the final

three months of the year was 8.8

per cent, and for the year prices
rose 5.4 per cent, the Commerce
Department said in its revised
report on the 1973 Gross National
Product.

The report showed that real
economic growth in the final

quarter was 1.6 per cent and for the
year it was 5.9 per cent. Total value
of the nation's output of goods and
services was at a rate of $1,337.5
billion at year's end.

In other economic developments
Wednesday

:

The Cost of Living Council lifted
wage and price controls from the
$6.5 billion iron and steel foundry
industry.

Council director John T. Dunlop
said the council would oppose any
additional price increases on 1974
models of the nation's auto
makers.

Treasury Secretary George P.
Shultz told a congressional com-

mittee that the dollar would
remain strong and perhaps gain a

little in value this year. He said the
energy crisis should have less

impact on the United States than
other countries.

The Commerce Department's
report on the GNP showed that the
savings rate of Americans was up
sharply in the final quarter of 1973,

to 7.3 per cent of spendable income,
an indication that people are
worrying more about the economy.
"The savings rate usually goes

up in a recession or slowdown and
usually indicates some caution,"
said a Commerce Department
economist. One reason Americans
start saving more in times of

economic slowdown, he said, is the
fear of losing jobs.
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Crucial finding

surrounds tapes
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - With encouragement from the White House two

challenges have emerged to a crucial finding of the technical experts
examining the subpoenaed Watergate tapes.
One came from a volunteer, and the other from an unnamed expert

consulted by James D. St. Clair, President Nixon's chief Watergate at-
torney.

And both were factors prompting U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica on
Tuesday to order all sides in the tapes case to halt further public
discussion of the matter.
At issue is the report of the six-member panel of experts on the 18 4-

mmute gap in the tape of a June 20, 1972, conversation between the
President and H. R. Haldeman.
The panel, chosen jointly by the White House and special prosecutor's

office, and then appointed by Sirica, told the court it had determined that
the Uher 5000 recorder on which Rose Mary Woods, the President's
secretary, had listened to the June 20 tape, had been stopped and started
manually at least five times during the 18 U-minute segment.
The experts said they based their conclusion on the electronic marks

made by the record and erase heads on the Uher machine. The marks,
small parallel lines, are left on the tape when the record key pops up and
sends a momentary pulse of electricity through the heads just before they
are deactivated.

St. Clair questioned the experts about whether they were certain that
deactivating the heads simply by pulling the plug out of the wall wouldn't
leave the same marks. The experts conceded they hadn't done that but
they said they were certain pulling the plug would not leave marks.
The experts also testified that they had found a defective part in Miss

Woods recorder and replaced it. It was that action which was the basis of
the most publicized challenge.
The challenge came from Allan D. Bell Jr., president of Dektor

Counterintelligence and Security Inc., who appeared first on a
Washington television interview program. He said he believed the
defective part, which is linked to the power input on the machine, could
have caused pulses that would have left the same marks the experts said
were caused by pushing of buttons on the Uher.
Members of the White House staff suggested to reporters that they

watch the show on which Bell was appearing.
More recently, when Bell's theory was discussed favorably in an article

in Science magazine, a publication of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, White House Press Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler
told reporters they ought to read the article.
But Ziegler also told reporters at a briefing on Tuesday that Bell was

not the expert St. Clair has cited in statements challenging the panel's
finding. The White House has refused to name the experts.

Kissingerfaces

Cuba question
By WILLIAM F. NICHOLSON

Associated Press Writer
MEXICO CITY (AP) —

Diplomatic skirmishing over
Communist Cuba faced Secretary
of State Henry A. Kissinger
Wednesday in his efforts to initiate

a new dialogue between the United
States and Latin America.
Argentina and Peru indicated

shortly before Kissinger's arrival

to meet with 24 Latin American
and Caribbean foreign ministers

that he would be confronted with

new moves to get Washington to

ease its hostility against the Fidel

Castro regime.

But officials at the State

Department have said that

Kissinger has no intention of

altering the 12-year economic
blockade imposed against Cuba by
the United States.

This major meeting of foreign

ministers is in response to

Washington's call for new and
improved relations with its

southern neighbors and allies, and
they are flexing what muscles they

have in an effort to deal with the

United States on an equal basis.

The issue of Cuba is a major one.

On Tuesday, Peru officially

placed before the conference a

recommendation to "eliminate in

the continent any form of

discrimination and isolation."

Cuba was not named but

the Peruvian intent was clear.

Peru is one of seven Latin

American countries maintaining
friendly relations wirh Cuba.

Cuba is the only Latin American
Country not invited to the meeting,
organized by the others

.
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President Nixon, right, sits with Foreign Ministers Ismail Fahmy of Egypt, left,
and Omar Sakkaf of Saudi Arabia in the White House Tuesday as members of the
press crowd in the door of the Chief Executive's office. The foreign ministers
reportedly met with the President to give him some good news about prospects for
Syria's entry into the Middle East peace talks.

Hearst volunteer effort started
By BERNARD HURWITZ
Associated Press Writer

HILLSBOROUGH, Calif. (AP) - A massive
volunteer effort to give away $2 million in food got
under way on Patricia Hearst's birthday as the FBI
agent handling the case predicted her kidnapers soon
will free their young victim".

Charles A. Bates, agent in charge of the San
Francisco office, said he had "a seat-of-the-pants

feeling" that Miss Hearst would be released Wed-
nesday. Nine days before, Bates predicted the Hearst
family would hear from the kidnapers, and later the
same day they did.

Patty Hearst turned 20 on Wednesday, 16 days
after she was abducted from her Berkeley apartment
by two black men and a white woman who lay down a
barrage of gunfire behind them. The Symbionese
Liberation Army, a mysterious and multiracial
radical group, has claimed Miss Hearst is being held

as a "prisoner ot war."
Prospective volunteers jammed phone lines

Wednesday to the newly opened office of "People in

Need," set up a day earlier by newspaper executive
Randolph A. Hearst to distribute food to California's
needy. The actual distribution was to begin Friday.
Secretary of State A. Ludlow Kramer of

Washington, administrator of the program, said 32

trucks, warehouse space and hundreds of man-hours
already had been donated. He said the organization
expects to seek public donations for the program.
Bates told newsmen in San Francisco he feels "the

next logical step" following Hearst's setting up the
food giveaway should be Miss Hearst's immediate
release.

Bates said the SLA had "backed off their first

demand" for $70 worth of free food for every needy
Californian. State officials estimated the cost at more
than $400 million.
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Hardy Maine copes

with gas shortage
By JERRY HARKAVY
Associated Press Writer

PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Maine's success in coping with the

gasoline shortage reflects the character of the state's people, some ob-

servers say.

"People here are hardy... a little tougher," says Civil Defense Director

Timothy P. Wilson, who pegs Maine's gasoline allocation for February as

the lowest in the nation.

Despite this low allocation, Maine has pretty much escaped the acute

shortages and long lines that have plagued other areas of New England

and the Northeast.

While nobody can pinpoint the specific reason, there's near-unanimous

agreement that Mainers have not been caught up in the "panic buying"

that has sent motorists scurrying to the gas pumps whenever they need to

top off their tank.

Spokesmen for the Maine AAA and the Maine Petroleum Association

MPA agree with Wilson that the ability of Mainers to withstand adversity

has played a part in preventing the gasoline shortage from becoming

more disruptive.

"Maine people are used to adversity, they're accustomed to going

without," said Milton F. Huntington, executive director of the MPA.
"They come from hardy stock, and it's not such a traumatic thing for

them to be faced with shortages. They know how to bite the bullet."

Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis' energy adviser, Rick Stauffer, said talk about

the Maine character "is the kind of rhetoric you get when nobody has the

answer."
He agreed, nevertheless, that the state's ability not to succumb to panic

buying may be the reason for Maine's success. Wilson, who heads the

state's fuel allocation office, suggested that this rural state's low

population density may be serving as a safety valve that prevents panic

from becoming widespread.

The energy crisis

More gas but pains remain
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Officials of gasoline-thirsty

Northeast states who will receive

additional fuel under a new federal

program said today they were

happy with the extra allocation,

but warned that the new supplies

won't solve the shortage problem.

The long lines at the pumps
continued in the Northeast and
elsewhere as more states turned to

some form of rationing.

South Carolina, on Tuesday,
became the 12th state to announce
a distribution system based on the

odd-even plan initiated by Oregon.
The governor of Delaware said he
will propose such a program
shortly.

The problem was compounded
by spotty dealer shutdowns and
protests over how much fuel they
have and who they can sell it to.

The FEO on Tuesday ordered oil

companies to send additional
gasoline from their own stocks to

20 states suffering shortages for

the month of February. The ad-

ditional fuel was to be added to the

amount the states already have set

aside for hardship cases to be
allocated by governors to ease
particularly severe shortages.

The amounts varied from state

to state. Most state officials said

the extra allocation was nice, but

not enough.
Energy chief William E. Simon

said on the NBC "Today" program
that the extra gasoline would not

put an end to long lines of cars at

service stations. He reiterated that

the fuel shortage was a long-term

problem, measurable in terms of

years, not months.

Gov. Thomas Salmon of Ver-
mont, where the February
allocation was increased 5 per cent
or 680,000 gallons, said the boost
was good news, but added that the
state still needs about 3 million

more gallons of gasoline.

Lawrence Rogers, the regional

administrator of the FEO in New
England, said of the increase: "It

constitutes quite an injection for

such a short period of time. The
impact should be considerable in

alleviating the shortage."

Authorities in states not among
the 20 benefitting from Tuesday's
announcement were predictably

disappointed. Gov Dan Evans of

Washington said he was surprised

the state wasn't on the list and
added he would ask the FEO to

explain why.
Evans, chairman of the National

Governors Conference, said he was
going to Washington, D.C., for an

emergency meeting of the con-
ference's executive board. He said

the governors would "attempt to

devise the best possible method of

ensuring equitable allocation of

gasoline supplies to the states and
within the individual states."

Gov. Sherman Tribbit of
Delaware said he was doubtful
whether the voluntary allocation

plans really worked. But he said he
would announce one anyway, of-

fering details after a meeting with
gasoline dealers. Tribbit said the

plan basically would be patterned
after the Oregon system.
Similar plans already are in

effect in New York, New Jersey,

Oregon, Hawaii, Maryland, the
state of Washington, Penn-
sylvania, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, North Carolina,
Virginia and the District of
Columbia.

FEO officials give the latest word
(Continued from P. l)

It turns out, however, that it was
not an official allocation, but only
the oil companies' estimates of

what was heading for each state;

and the FEO now says those
estimates were largely inaccurate.

Q. Well, what are they going to

do about it?

A. They sent special study teams
into 20 states that seemed to have
particularly tough problems of
gasoline supply, to check those
estimates, and energy chief
William E. Simon said Tuesday
study teams would be sent to all 50
states.

Q. That's very nice and I hope
they get their figures straight in

time for March, but what did they
do about February.

A. On Feb. 9, the energy office

asked the oil companies to transfer
some gasoline from 10 states with

relatively good supplies to 12 states

and the District of Columbia, with

poor supplies.

Q. How much?
A. Up to two percent of each

state's original February supply.

Q. Two per cent?

A. No. "Up to" two per cent; it

could be less.

Q. Well, at least it's more than
they had before.

A. Not necessarily. The com-
panies had to make the transfers

only "to the extent practicable and
considering limitation of their

distribution systems" — that
means they didn't have to do it at

all, if they could find a good excuse
not to.

Q. Which states, under the Feb. 9
order, may or may not get
anywhere from nothing to two per
cent more in February?
A. Arkansas, Delaware, the

Scattered violence

erupts in stations
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer

Long lines and short tempers are

adding up to violence at some
gasoline stations around the

nation.

An Associated Press spot check
yesterday showed scattered

reports of arguments and fist

fights among motorists. There
have been assaults on station

attendants as well as accidents,

some fatal, in several areas.

Weekends are the worst. "I

really don't know what happened,"

said Charles Wood, an Atlanta,

Ga., station attendant as he
described a series of fist fights on

Sunday. "Just all of a sudden, all

hell broke loose."

Wood said there were six

separate fights — ended by police

who made all the drivers get into

line. "I say let em fight it out,"

commented Wood. "If they get

bent fenders, it ain't my fault."

A service station owner in Gary,

Ind., was shot and killed Tuesday

night and a customer was wounded

in an argument that began over a

spare tire.

Police said witnesses reported

that a man entered the station

from the wrong direction,

bypassing a long line of cars

waiting for gasoline. The motorist

asked to have a spare tire filled

and the station owner told him to

leave, resulting in an argument

Both men pulled guns, witnesses

said. The station owner was killed

and the customer was wounded in

the face and arm. No charges were
filed immediately, but a police

guard was placed at the wounded
man's hospital room.
Robert Link, a gas station at-

tendant in San Jose, Calif., told

police he was attacked by four men
and a woman who tried to push to

the head of the line. Link, 27, said

he fended them off by spraying
them with gasoline.

Rationing plans have helped in

some areas. Honolulu authorities

said they had no reports of violence

since a mandatory odd-even plan

took effect Jan. 28. Before that,

they said, one man was charged
with felony assault for attacking

another motorist with a tire iron

during a wait on a gasoline line and
another man was charged with

obstructing traffic when he refused

to move after the gasoline line was
cut off just in front of him.
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District of Columbia, Kentucky,
Maine, Mississippi, North
Carolina, Texas and Tennessee.

Q. That's only nine; you said 12

plus D.C.

A. Right, I left out Illinois,

Maryland, New Jersey and
Virginia because they no longer fit

in that group. I'll explain about
them in a minute.

Q. O.K., now which states may or
may not lose anywhere from
nothing to two per cent in

February?
A. Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota,

New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio,

Oklahoma, South Dakota,
Wisconsin and Wyoming.

Q. Now what about those four

you left out?

A. They also turned up on the list

of 20 states announced Tuesday by
the FEO; none of the others were
listed twice.

Q. What does that mean?
A. On Tuesday, the FEO listed 10

states whose February gasoline
supply would be increased five per
cent: Alabama, Arizona, Georgia,
Nevada, New Hampshire, Oregon,
Vermont, West Virginia, and New
Jersey and Virginia. Those last two
were on the old list ; their previous
"maybe" two per cent is now in-

cluded in their definite five per
cent. The oil companies must
provide those five per cent in-

creases.

The February supplies of
gasoline were also increased two
per cent Tuesday for Connecticut,
Florida, Indiana, Massachusetts,
Missouri, New York, Penn-
sylvania, Rhode Island, and
Illinois and Maryland.
Those last two also were on the

old list; their "maybe" two per

cent now has been made a definite

two per cent which the oil com-
panies must provide.

Q. Will those increases end these

darned long gasoline lines?

A. As far as February goes, it's a

little late to do much good, but they

may help for the last few days and
on into early March. It's hard to

tell how much.
They go into a special "set

aside" and the governor of each
state, or his state energy office,

decides which areas need it most.
If you spread an extra two or five

per cent throughout a state evenly
it might not make much of a dent.

But if you concentrate it in a few
areas with serious shortages, it

could help a lot.
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Around New England

Golf ball search N.H. welfare Lexington vote

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) —
Providence police said today
they're still investigating the
weekend theft of an estimated

$200,000 worth of golf balls from
Uniroyal Inc. plant here.

Some 144,000 golf balls and a still

undetermined amount of golf shoes
were stolen from the Eagle Street

plant Sunday night or Monday
morning, police said.

The theft took considerable time,

police said, and involved breaking
into a locked cage, hauling the golf

balls on skids to a freight elevator

and trucking them away. "All

aspects of the loss," including the

possibility it was an "inside job,"

are being investigated police said.

Uniroyal employes were being

questioned about the theft today,

police said. The plant employes
security guards, they said.

A total of 12,000 boxes of the

firm's most expensive brand of

golf ball - the U.S. Royal Plus Six -

were taken. Company officials said

the retail price of the golf balls is

$1.35 each. The wholesale value of

the golf balls was estimated at

$100,000.

Inventories were still being
checked today to determine how
many pairs of golf shoes were
taken. No estimate was available.

Collegian - Marilyn

Clark tuition

WORCESTER, Mass. (AP) —
Clark University has announced a

$300 tuition increase starting with

the 1974-1975 academic year.

The increase will raise the an-

nual tuition to $3,100.

A Clark spokesman said Tuesday
that the increase would enable the
university to balance its $11,658,000

budget for the coming year. The
spokesman also attributed the hike

to rising costs.

CONCORD. N.H. (AP) — The
state Supreme Court ruled illegal

today the flat-grant system of

welfare payments implemented by
the state welfare division last

week.
In a seven-age decision, the court

said Welfare Director Thomas
Hooker "is without authority to

promulgate regulations which
conflict with statutory

requirements."
The suit was brought by six

welfare mothers who said their

welfare benefits would be reduced
under the system, in violation of

state law.

Joining the welfare recipients in

a similar suit was Sen. David H.

Bradley, R-Hanover.
Bradley and the other plaintiffs

said the flat-grant system, which
bases payments solely on family

size, failed to take into account the

state law requiring the division to

give "due regard" to the "con-

ditions existing in each case."

LEXINGTON. Mass. (AP) -

Lexington residents will get a
chance to vote April 1 on whether
President Nixon will be welcome at

the town's bicentennial
celebration.

An article asking the tow

selectman to advise the President

that his apperance "would
diminish the historic value and
demean the high ideals" of the

bicentennial will be up for a vote at

the annual town meeting.

It takes the signatures of 10

registered voters to put the issue

on the town meeting warrent.

The article charges that the

president "illegally removed from
Office" special Watergate
Prosecutor Archibald Cox, "ad-

mitted ordering the illegal bom-
bing of a neutral nation" and
"admitted creating without legal

authority a force of secret agents

which carried out illegal acts."

Spfld. accident Public smoking
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) -

Municipal Prosecutor John M.
Sullivan has been charged with
leaving the scene of a personal
injury accident and operating a
motor vehicle while u^der the
influence of alchol following a
pedestrian accident here, police

said.

Sullivan, 55, was taken to Wesson
Memorial Hospital after he was
charged Tuesday night. He was
admitted after complaining of
chest pains. A spokesman at

Wesson said he was in fair con-
dition today.

Sullivan was arrested by
Springfield police after the
Tuesday evening accident.

Wayne R. Ragsdale, 17, of
Springfield was treated for bruises

after he was struck while walking
along Boston Road.

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) -

Smoking would be prohibited in

public places, except in certain

designated areas, under a bill to be
introduced in the Rhode Island

Senate today.

Sens. Lila M. Sapinsley, R-
Providence, and Guido J. Camilla,

D-Warren, said the measure
recognizes the right of nonsmokers
to breathe air that is not polluted

by tobacco smoke.
Smoking would be considered "a

public nuisance and dangerous to

the public health" under the bill.

Restaurants, libraries, museums,
buses and other public places
would have to set aside specific

confined areas, separate from
those used by the general public, if

they wanted to allow smoking.
Violators would be subject to

fines ranging from $10 to $100-

'Pretzels for God

'

The pretzel power drive is on
By GEORGE W. CORNELL

AP Religion Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — That
curious, convoluted chunk of

bread, the pretzel, was in its origin

a symbol of a Christian season that

begins next week. And there's a

move afoot to revive the custom.

"Pretzels for God," is the name
of the drive, generated in Phoenix,

Ariz., to put the pretzel back into

the observance of Lent, the 40-day

period of penitence and spiritual

renewal preceding Easter.

"The idea has caught on
tremendously here, among young

and old and Catholics and
Protestants," says Marlene Mc-

Cauley, leader of the effort to point

up the real meaning of the pretzel

and restore its religious use.

"It's a holy symbol of prayer and

penance." she says. "It's a sign of

Christian love."

The group urges families at the

start of Lent on Ash Wednesday
next week to explain to children the

religious origin of the pretzel, to

serve it on each plate each day of

Lent at the evening meal, opening

with a "pretzel prayer."

The prayer, recalling early

Christian use of the pretzel, goes in

part:

"Grant us, we pray, that we too,

may be reminded by the daily sight

of these pretzels to observe the

Donuts aren't

just for

breakfast.

Mr. Donuts
are good
anytime!

holy season of Lent with true

devotion and great spiritual fruit."

The pretzel push comes at a time
when Lenten observances are
more open to innovation, now that

Roman Catholicism has lifted its

former rules of mandatory fasting

and abstinence from meat all

through the period.

Instead of focusing on fixed

routines of dietary limitations, the

stress now in Catholicism - and
also in Protestantism - is on
positive programs for spiritual

growth, such as special Bible study

and religious reading, and on
generosity to aid those in need. As
for the pretzel's origins, the Rev.
Francis X. Weiser, of Boston, a

Catholic scholar on the history of

Christian customs, says "it sounds
surprising, but the pretzel has a

deep spirtual meaning for Lent."
He says the pretzel first was

made by Christians in the fifth

century as Lenten bread, since it

consists only of water, flour and
salt also yeast nowadays, but

without eggs or milk forbidden in

LENT IN ANCIENT TIMES.

The pretzel originally was called

"bracellae," Latin for "little arm-
s," because of being shaped in the
form of arms crossed in prayer. In

Germany, it became known as
"brezel" of "pretzel."

"It still shows the form of arms
crossed in prayer, reminding us
that Lent is a time of prayer," says
Father Weiser. He applauds the
idea of reviving the pretzel custom
"since we still have these breads
around everywhere."

Happy Hour Mt. Farms
Mall
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Hadley
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Have nothing to do some afternoon, run down to the

music room check out a tape then sit back put on the

phones and let your mind wander.

Shockley, Innis to debate

race theory at Yale
NEW HAVEN (AP) — The on-

again off-again debate at Yale
University between Nobel Prize-

winning physicist William
Shockley and civil rights leader
Roy Innis appears to be on again.

Shockley said Tuesday night he
had been invited to debate by a
Yale group after two others backed
off from plans to stage the debate.

Gail Schwartz, vice president of

the Calliopean Society, confirmed
that the group has invited Shockley
and Innis, former head of the

Congress of Racial Equality.

Shockley holds the theory that

race and intelligence are
correlated.

Lux Et Veritas Inc., an
association of Yale alumni and
students, decided Tuesday not to

invite the physicist after Yale
President Kingman Brewster and
the Yale Corporation issued
statements critical of the in-

vitation.

Thomas E. Spahn, executive
director of the group, said
Brewster was "trying to create an
orthodoxy of views on campus...to
allow only certain people to
speak."
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Someday we will be known as a beautiful vague name...

By PAUL PUTES
America, like all civilizations, must realize that we

are mortal. Someday we will be known as a beautiful

vague name which vanished like a ship sailing over

the horizon. Everything American civilization stood

for will dissolve into the constancy of the unreachable
depths of time; its culture and sub-cultures, its

politics and laws, its religions and Gods, its

scholastics and applied sciences, its language and
books, its intelligence and ignorance, and its men and
women. Yes, it will be all ashes, the visibility of a
civilization of ashes that once stood for something.

With the current status of inept political leadership,

economic despair, social incompatibility, inflation

running rampant, questionable amounts of natural

resources...it seems that an extraordinary tingling

feeling of numbness has subdued America's senses,

to a point where it will not be able to recognize or

identify itself as a conscious state, if the moral within
continues to decline.

Supposedly the people of America control their

country just like the mind controls the body. But what
people? The masses, the politicians, (who are elected
by a minority of the masses) the scientific com-
munity, academia, the business fraternity and so on.

Realistically and democratically speaking a com-
bination of thought in these areas (and other areas)
control America, this vast American mind has
determined unfortunately, our present status. For
instance, the potentialities of a dangerous energy
crisis which presently cramps American economic
and social life. The wheat crisis in which the Russians
got last year's harvest, the speculators got rich and
the American consumer suffers the rising cost of
wheat products. The fish crisis, which America will

face in the future due to the lack of government
subsidy for fishing vessels equipped with modern
techniques for fishing and processing aboard. The
crime crisis, it certainly wasn't too many years ago
that people could walk alone at night without

worrying about getting mugged. The last survey
indicated something like 75 per cent of the women in

America are afraid to walk alone at night in their own
neighborhoods. With the rise in crime, how many
years do you think it will be, before 100 per cent of the

men and women are unable to walk the streets alone
at night because of terror? Finally, because one can
go on and on, the most important, the pollution crisis.

Pollution was a major factor in the collapse of ancient
civilizations due to the damage caused to the quality

of the soil and water supplies by foolish ecological

practices. Similarly today, the environment is being
spoiled in many parts of the American civilization by
stupendous industrial poisoning, agricultural misuse
or overuse and civil strife. Why can we not learn from
past civilizations and eliminate the practice of ill-

fated acts toward the environment? Why must man
pollute with abysmal ignorance?

Is Nature a polluter by nature? The now technology
teaches that there are examples of natural pollution
such as the natural act of rainfall carrying dissolved
solids and gases and the stripping of silt or topsoil
during rainfall or snowmelt. Man accuses Nature of
being both a polluter and destroyer in such forms of
erosion as floods, earthquakes, and the weathering
away of rocks by winds. Consider the first four letters
of erosion, EROS, who in Greek mythology is the God
of LOVE and is defined in psychoanalysis as "the
sum total of the life-preserving and self-preserving
instincts." No, Nature is not a polluter, for erosion is
the life preserving process of the ever green growing

earth, constantly in motion, shifting and upheaving,
never resting in its travels and migrations throughout
the Universe. And man has just not been able to move
fast enough when he has challenged the many moods
of Nature by defiantly standing in its way, for

example — man builds many of his public works on
the flood plains. Then, when a "natural disaster"

occurs like a flood or quake, man angrily blames
Nature for his failures and their results. When anger,
subsides, he finally rationalizes "It was God's way."
In reality man should say "I got in God's-Nature's
way". Be it a 'natural disaster', an old woman being
eaten away by cancer, or a child being hit by a car,

man always finds a sucker to pass the buck to..and
most of the time he blames the creator he professes to

adore. Man's eternal cop out: It was God's way.
Never admit, man, that you erected where you were
not supposed to erect, that you created the cancer and
can not find the answer, or that you allowed the road,
the car, and the child to collide.

Instead of man redirecting his priorities, Slowing
down his pace on insance public works, and trying to

communicate more directly with nature, man has
alienated Nature and set himself apart from it with
his artificial world of never ending building projects.

If our past thinking has determined our present
status then our present thinking will inevitable
determine our future status, it is very simple, man is

what man thinks. All that we, the American
civilization, represent is merely a result of what we
have thought. Therefore, America's best defense
which will soon be a desperate one will depend on
pure, logical, honest, constructive thought, for 'the

quality of life'. At the moment, the many crises that
plague America add up to be — "The Intelligence
Crisis".

Letters To The Editor
Venceremos brigade

To the Editor:

During the last few month*, rumors of a major change in U.S. -Cuba
relatione have cropped up repeatedly in the press. Fifteen years after the
triumph of the Cuban revolution, the U.S. may finally take steps to nor-
malize relations and lift its blockade on trade, information and travel.

Throughout those 15 years, some North Americans have refused to

abide by U.S. government restrictions. They have visited Cuba, come
home and talked about Cuba, taken pictures and made movies to show
that Cuba isn't exactly the grim regimented society we're told it Is. And
they have formed organizations to spread information and arrange other
trips. One of the main organizations has been the Venceremos (We Will
Win) Brigade.

Since 1969, the Venceremos Brigade has sent six groups from the U.S.
to work in Cuba for a couple of months and to get a first-hand look at what
is going on there. Another trip has been planned for this spring. The
people who will be going have been selected and preparations for their
departure are well underway.

This is all by the way of warning that you may run across one aspect of
those preparations when passing through the Campus Center one of these
days. The Western Mass. Regional Venceremos Brigade are setting up a
table there every Thursday to peddle information, posters, and whatever
they can capture in songs and slides of the spirit of the Cuban revolution.

If you'd like to help out with a little change (and help decorate your
room at the same time), OR if you're just plain curious, stop by the table.

Andrew Marx

Black men : defend our women
To the Edtter:

This letter is concerning the incident in the Blue
Wall on January 31. 1974. Two Black women were
attacked by a group of White men. Now. whether they
were members of the Wrestling Team, the Phi Sigma
Fraternity, or just ordinary "red-necks", the
problem is still the same.
Every nation, and every people has the right, and

even more important, it is their duty to defend their

women.
This kind of racial violence is not new in the history

of Black people. The racial and social conditions in

this country have not fundamentally changed In the
last fifteen years: although many Black folks have
deluded themselves into thinking otherwise.
Therefore, it would be wise for Black women to

socialize where they know Black men are. And for
those Black women who must socialize among those

negative elements, they should da so in the company
of Black men... who are not cowards.

I say to you Blackman defend and FIGHT LIKE
HELL those who try to destroy your women. // those
women who were attacked were white, there would
have been quite a few Black men with their (asses)
whipped — whether they were the attackers or not.
And I ask those Black men who are trying to

rationalize this incident; If it had happened to a Black
woman who was close to you. WHAT THEN?

I say that if Black men don't begin to defend their
women on this campus, these assaults will continue.
Therefore, this statement is a moderate statement
advocating only protection and defense; not revenge.
This letter is addressed to all Black men. if there are
any. on this campus. And if you want lessons on
how to protect our women, see me.

Donald (L Hajja)

WHTJfrTa £>* the jj * C°JLLEGE
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Gays get 35 calls
To The Editor:

Within the last week the Student Homophile League has received over
35 telephone calls, on the Gay Line. Some calls have lasted for over an
hour. We would like to encourage all those wishing to discuss their sexual

™?iao IOn '
and the Problem* therein to call 545-0154. MON. TUES.THURS FRI and SAT. from 8:00 to 11:00 p.m. All calls are kept in

complete confidence, with no names asked or given.

Bruce McKeon
SHL

We want Gomes

!

To The Editor:
'

Gomes' stannic^^ 5J W<?rC «"•*«'* disappointed when Gary

mZnL PP W
7
tmf editorial* ^ the paper. What he wrote hadmeaning to many of us and kept us going in a time of great apathy I don't

SA^Tof\ttZV
ha
u
he WritgS

'

bUt ' W0U,d lik* to^hank BELOW TrlEsalt for letting him have a weefely column and at least giving him the

lerZ?an7Z
hat
S 5£f3 * °< °aid

'
Th° «™Kb -t

i¥JZ /ii 7 ? V°'CeS "fce Mr Gomes '- Neith' r >«r. Gomes or 1

fTact^lnZr^ SUtieS °nd QCtivi8m
'
we «• "•"* calling

amaskT/iAl^
QSkmg " *"' " ° Chancc

- (Sound familiar?) All I

not iusreaa whntT°T T.mM °nd *"< <**> <*"»•• a <*«»*•• *>

Tadand^art tf T'S 1"* S°y tHat you think h< » ^zy or brilliant,

oTd^htTto leakTyo^ *" *** *** G™" ™M
Tyla L. Michelove
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Matt Tackeff

Back to hocus-pocus

"Would you love me if I were a Scorpio?
"

Mysticism is on the rise. The Occult is riding high.

I've heard it from informed sources that more people
read the Collegian for Sydney Omarr's astrological

tables than they do for my columns. And one doesn't

need any sources to observe the proliferation of

religious sects proclaiming adherence to "The Way."
By mysticism, I don't mean nominal adherence to

any traditional religious doctrines, such as a belief in

a god or some ultimate force in the universe. One isn't

encumbered by mysticism merely because one takes
an unquestioning attitude toward the supernatural

assumptions of one's religious affiliations.

Unabashed mysticism begins when one crosses the

line of passive acceptance and enters the realm of

"blind faith," in which one accepts as uncontestable

the validity of a wide variety of supernatural

assumptions. The list of mystical beliefs is a long one,

but it can usually be narrowed down to the following

:

astrology, demonic possession, exorcism, rein-

carnation, afterlife, witchcraft, sorcery, and
spiritualism.

I don't mean to cast aspersions on anyone's beliefs,

religious or otherwise, or to ascribe motives. But as
one who is familiar with the long history of mysticism
and the occult, I cannot remain neutral in the face of

this reversion to the hocus-pocus of the Dark Ages.
Were you "enchanted" by the movie The Exorcist?

So much that you now believe in the existence of the

Devil, and in his power to enter a human's body and
"possess" it? Do you accept as truth the various
reports of exorcism that are becoming increasingly

prevalent since the release of the movie? If you do,

then you owe it to yourself, and to the rest of us, to

study the history of the Middle Ages, or the Salem
Witch Trials, or any other period in which such

beliefs were held by a significant portion of the

population. Read the accounts of the barbaric

practices initiated by communities in order to rid

themselves of the various "evil spirits." Read the

accounts of the wholesale slaughter of thousands of

innocent persons whose unorthodox life-styles con-

vinced the "believers" that such peculiarities were
indeed signs of deviltry. Read the accounts of the

VooDoo practices of contemporary Haiti under
"Papa Doc" Duvalier, or the bloody rituals of the

Manson family in California.

Do You follow a Zodiac Chart when planning your

daily activities? Perhaps you would be interested to

know that Genghis Khan and Adolf Hitler consulted

Oracles and Astrologers before launching major
military offensives.

Do you believe that your particular religious belief

is the only path to "salvation," and that all those who
fail to follow that path are condemned to serve out

their afterlife in hellfire? All I can recommend to you

is that you read about the Holy Wars, the Inquisitions,

and the Pogroms, all of which have been conducted

by zealots who were convinced that it was their duty

to purge the earth of the "heretics and blasphemers"
who failed to affirm the accepted path to salvation.

Does God talk to you? Or have you recently com-
municated with a deceased friend or relative? I

suggest you consult a competant psychiatrist. Don't

come to me with your revelations. You haven't seen

the light. You've enshrouded yourself in darkness.

Matt Tackeff is a Collegian Commentator.

Reid Fishman

Grab-bag Wallace
Who is this Wallace fellow and what is he up to?

That's the question most political observers have

been asking these days, but nobody seems to be sure

of an answer. Nonetheless, George Wallace seems to

be making the rounds in grand fashion. Last year, he

made a surprising appearance on the same stage

with Ted Kennedy, and just this week, he appeared

with the very same man he's been cursing for years,

Richard Nixon.

Whatever the case, it appears that the man from

Alabama has toned down tremendously since the

early fifties and his hard-line racist stand against

integration. It almost seems uncanny that a person

could change his image so drastically, and get away
with it. But now, Governor George Wallace has

become the all-American working class hero, and as

he appeared up there on the same platform with two

Black speakers, it almost seemed that this solemn,

soft-spoken man in a wheelchair was not the remnant
of the "solid South" that he had been only a decade

before.

It's even stranger to note that Wallace had the

leading delegate count in the Democratic party

before the assasination attempt in 1972. Therefore,

it's obvious that he has a great mass of support

throughout the country, :and not just in the South as

we Northerners would like to believe). So what is

George Wallace up to these days?

It's hard to conceive that a man with the apparent

shrewdness and political dexterity of Wallace would

be making such "strange bedfellows" if he didn't

have something brewing in the back of his mind. The

most obvious conclusion that one could reach (and

perhaps too obvious) is that George Wallace would

like to run for president again in 1976. It would be that

Wallace pictures himself as the William Jennings

Bryan of the modern Democratic Party and that this

is his year. Who knows? If Ted Kennedy continues to

refuse to run, the party might decide to go the other

way and choose Wallace.

But that doesn't seem very likely, considering

Wallace is just not as strong as he was before he was
confined to a wheelchair. In that case, the only ob-

servable answer to the question at hand can be

spelled out in five letters — POWER. It's possible

that George Wallace realizes that his chances of

becoming president are minimal, but his chances of

having some control over the president — well, that's

another bag altogether, and it's a pretty important

bag at that. One might call it "the grab bag".

Sticking one's hands into "the grab bag" is not a

new idea at all — why it seems that everybody does it.

Nixon's main problem is that he let so many people

put their hands into "the grab bag" that there wasn't

anything left when it came right down to governing

the nation. Now, Nixon is merely a puppet for those

concerns that got to "the grab bag" first.

Wallace is attempting to appeal to the political

regulars on both sides of both parties. Whether or not

he can spread himself this thinly and get away with it

is another story. If it were anybody except a wary
George Wallace in a pitiable wheelchair, I would
have my doubts. But after seeing his political ability

at work in the short span of my lifetime, I'm afraid

that he could do just about anything he wanted to,

given the chance.

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist

Notes from afar
The COLLEGIAN does not normally print letters to the editor that are unsigned. However there are

certain gems that come from the cowardly ranks of closet critics that are too good not to share. The

letter below came addressed to Bill Ballou after he wrote a column discussing Calvin Coolidge. — The

Editors.

Sir '

Well, well so we tax payers are supporting Mass universities trying to help so

many students to get ahead, and to think we have an instigator Columnist con-

nected with that school. I say he must be another shit head, a gorilla looking

abuser. Yes all you need is a big tub of manure to put your head in it so you can

grow a few brains. You sure must have a head full of shit no good for brain.

And to think we have nuts like you in a university. You are a disgrace to the

schools and to our country, abusers like you have been abusing our Vice-President

and President Nixon.

A big bomber should pick you all smearers abusers and dump you in the jungle. I

doubt that the bugs would eat you. You cowards. You and all your gang of

Democrats are the biggest liars, dirty underhanded crooks. No, No, not Nixon, you

are the dirty, tricky gangsters.
unsigned

t <Do I smell a cigar?"

Tick-tock zzzzzz
By KAREN ('MAR

The energy used to run the clocks that are placed in classrooms
throughout the University is probably the best spent money on

campus. If it wasn't for these clocks countless thousands of

students would never make it through their classes. First of all, the

constant tick tick of the clock can provide just what one needs to

fall over the brink into siumberland. And if a student prefers to stay

awake during class it is always interesting to sit and watch the

hand move on the face of the clock. Occasionally, the hand jumps to

the next number; this can be very exciting.

Jumping hands can be exciting

If it weren't for these important benefits the students might
actually have to listen to the droning voice of the professors. This is

especially dangerous in those classes that last for two hours or
more. In such classes counting the seconds and minutes can be
loads of fun. Those students who tend toward chain smoking may
enjoy the one-two-three smoke game. In this pleasant diversion the
student puts out his cigarette, counts to sixty three times and then
lights another one. Believe me, it's really fun.

It has been said that anticipation is often more exciting than the

actual act. This is another benefit of clocks. Many students have
found that watching the clock and anticipating getting out of class
is a lot more exciting than actually getting out of class. In fact, it

has been asserted that many students actually prefer not going to

class at all. Imagine that.

Note taking should be discouraged

There is, unbelievably enough, a small minority of students who
do listen to the professor and these students have been known to do

very strange things. They have been observed going back to their

rooms after class and staring at the insides of textbook for hours.

They are often seen carrying large stack of very heavy books

around campus and have been known to carry notebooks and take

notes in class. This sort of unstable activity is dangerous to the

atmosphere of the entire University community and it should

certainly not be encouraged.

Karen Cmar is a Collegian Staffer.
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No-smokingfarce
To The Editor:

Returning to school, I was pleased to find NO SMOKING areas in the
dining commons; however, / soon became disappointed as those in

Worcester are a FARCE!! I blame this on three groups of people:
SMOKERS, DINING COMMON PERSONNEL, and NONSMOKERS.
DINING COMMON PERSONNEL - have scantily defined areas and

frequently leave asntrays on tables. Recommendation — put individual
signs on NO SMOKING tables.

SMOKERS — Facing Worcester's front door (parallel to N. Pleasant
St.) the NO SMOKING areas are: 1st dining hall — entire right side,

basics— entire back end, 3rd dining hall— left side. We only ask that you
smoke elsewhere, not that you don't smoke! If you are at a table without
an ashtray kindly check before you light up, you may be in a NO
SMOKING area.

NONSMOKERS— These areas are for you! It is your responsibility to

inform those who light up of their error, many are not aware!

Cheryl Greenberg

Legalize Marijuana

(

t

Great Ireland
'

'

To the Editor:

The personal decision of whether or not to indulge

in the recreational drug of one's choice is an in-

dividual freedom or liberty that has been severely

curtailed by Massachusetts drug laws. The private

use of marijuana is still illegal in this state although

the penalties have been reduced to a point where
many people can find them acceptable. The fact

remains that marijuana use is illegal and the laws
can be and are used selectively to put "undesirables"
away or under wraps when no other charges can be
made to stick on such persons.

The Committee for a Sane Drug Policy, an
organization based in Boston with a branch at UMass,
has been the driving force behind efforts to legalize

marijuana in this state. We have a coalition of Massa-
chusetts legislators sponsoring and backing
marijuana reform bills. It's the largest group we've
had so far and it is growing. But we must have your
help to push these bills over the top.

Seven marijuana bills have been filed this year, the

most important one dealing with decriminalization of
private use and possession of marijuana, House 2457
and Senate 666. You can help assure the passage of
these bills by taking a few minutes to write to your
State Senator and Representative and expressing
your views on the issue.

There will be a table set up in the Campus Center by
the Committee for a Sane Drug Policy, mostly on
Fridays. Stop by to get names and addresses of your
legislators. Postage will be paid for by the CSDP if

you bring your letters to the table. For further in-

formation contact me at 306 Butterfield, 5-2418, 5-

2419.

The little time it takes to get a letter off will be a big
investment in our future as Massachusetts citizens.

Don't wait for someone close to you to be victimized
by the laws. Write a letter urging support of House
2457 and Senate 666. Time is short, the bills may be
voted on by March. Act Now!!

Brian Maxfield
UMCSDP

To The Editor:

We, the members of the Irish Cultural Society of the 16th floor John
Adams have noted with great interest the recent collection of "Irish"
letters in the COLLEGIAN. Our esteemed historian (also our founding
father) has prepared the following comments for the interested ana tne
ignorant.

Everyone knows St. Patrick drove the snakes from Irish soil and that
the Irish are a great race offighters and poets and singers and saints but,

did you know that:

The first man of Columbus' crew to step on American soil was an Irish-

man named Patrick McGuire.
The continent later known as America was referred to as "Great

Ireland", by ancient geographers long before Columbus.
St. Patrick was perhaps the greatest, that Ireland ever knew, or ever

will know - still more, one of the dominant personalities of world history,

whose influence will end only with the final running out of the sadns of
Time. What Confucius was to the Oriental, Moses to the Israelite,

Mohammed to the Arab, Patrick was to the Gaelic race. And the name
and the power of those other great ones will not outlive the name and the

power of this great Apostle.

Sincerely,

The Irish Cultural Society

Norwegian Americans

3 day pizza
To The Editor:

In reference to the letter by Teri S. and Janet L., we do feel sorry for
them having to wait three hours for their pizza from Hungry U, but if it's
any consolation to them they're not alone. We have been waiting three
days for a mushroom and pepperoni pizza from Domino's. We called once
two days ago, and they said it was on its way. We don't want to be rude
and call again.

Richard Tubma
Paul Lappis

To The Editor:

We of the Norwegian American
community at the University
demand that:

1. Norwegian American jokes
shall be eliminated from con-
versation at the University. Any
students caught using such
"jokes" shall be administratively
withdrawn from the University.

2. A Norwegian studies program
shall be established.

3. Franklin Dining Commons
shall have a Norwegian food only
line.

4. Norwegian Americans will be
given an equal amount of prejudice
to that of other minority groups.

5. All non-Norwegians shall hold
doors for Norwegian-Americans,
and shall also give up bus seats to
standing Norwegian Americans.

6. Campus police shall wear
horned Viking hats.

7. Vending machines shall use
Norwegian change.

8. A Viking stave church shall be
erected next to the chapel.

9. Hunting of trolls is hereby
illegal. Any one caught hunting
trools shall promptly be issued a

meal ticket.

We feel that these demands are
reasonable and expect the ad-
ministration to begin enforcing
these rules immediately.

Steven Holmson Gardner
Michael Blake

(formerly Blasjwoerden)

Give
theworld
a little

gifttoday
Blood.

+ The American
Red Cross.
TheGood
Neighbor.

FOR LIGHTNING FAST DELIVERY ON ANY OF OUR
DELICIOUS PIZZAS OR SUBS CALL THE HUNGRY-U.

PIZZA PATROL

Nixon is a person

To The Editor:

This article represents a feeling.

And feelings are not subject to

logical rigor, so what I'm going to

say is going to offend, anger, and
puzzle many of you. I know that.

But hopefully some of you will

understand the feelings behind my
statements and I will have ac-

complished something.
This morning I woke up and read

the Globe. I read how wholesale
prices have gone up, how gasoline

station owners are planning to

force the government to revise its

Oregon plan, and a lot of other

disturbing problems. And of course
there was a lot about Richard
Nixon — impeachment inquiries

etc. And I start thinking about
Richard Nixon not as President but
as a person.

Yes, Richard Nixon, despite all

the cynicism that this sentence
invites, is a human being. He
laughs, cries, loves, hates just like

you and I. But perhaps the thing

which Richard Nixon has more

BEAU BRITCHES

Join Oer

CloHiMClab

Mountain Farms Mall

than some of us is his desire to be
successful in what he wants to do.

It was a long hard struggle for him
to get to the White House. But he
got there because he was deter-
mined to win. The way he got there
was the culmination of his ex-
periences as a person in the course
of his life. Obviously, in reaching
his goals, he committed sins. But
all of us do when we want
something bad enough. In our
every day lives, we con, cheat, and
antagonize people around us
because we're human.

Richard Nixon was elected by
the people of the United States to

lead them. And he can only do it

one way really well — his way. I'm
sure he suffers tremendously when
he reads the paper or watches the
news just as Ralph Nader must
when he reads the same paper or
watches the same news. But at
least for a moment, put yourself in

Nixon's shoes and try to feel his
person being attacked by millions.

/ wouldn't hang him; I hope you
won't.

Joe Formica

Free Delivery"

K4-6HO

ENGINEERS
In energy fields, communications, highway safety, consumer

protection, exploring inner and outer space, defense, environ-
ment ....Federal agencies have been given responsibility for
some of the most important work being done today.

Some of their jobs are unique, with projects and facilities
IouikI nowhere else. All are challenging and offer excellent
poUntial for advancement. Good people are in demand.

Our nationwide network can get your name referred to ;igen-

< irs in every part of the country. Chances are some of them
iire doing things you'd like to do.

Write to: Engineering Recruitment, Room 6All

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. DC. 20415
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MassPIRG reports

Ralph Nadar's creation-the PIRGs
(Each UMass student has the

option of donating $2 a
semester to the Massachusetts
Public Interest Research
Group (Mass P1RG) as part of
his tuition bill.

Because it is collectively

funded by students from
UMass and a score of other
Massachusetts colleges, the
acitivitles of Mass PIRG

deserve particular scrutiny.

The COLLEGIAN today
begins "Mass PIRG" reports,

a weekly column chronicling
the environmental and con-
sumer group's activities. The
column will be written by Steve
DeLancey, a UMass un-
dergraduate who is now an
intern at the Amherst office of
Mass PIRG editor)

Columnist a UMie

;

interns at MassPIRG
(Steve DeLancey, a COLLEGIAN contributing columnist who

will report on Mass PIRG, is a UMass senior from South Deerfield

majoring in English and journalism.

Here he tells how he got involved in MassPIRG as an intern, and
in the process outlines a general plan for student involvement in the

research group — editor)

Five courses for fifteen credits

for six semesters at the University

of Massachusetts had taken their

toll — it was time for a change.
Somehow "an education" consists

of more than classes, books,
exams, and research paper?.
Fortunately, there were (and are)

a number of programs at UMass
that provide alternatives to

regular courses. Having made the

decision to try something different,

it became a matter of finding out

exactly who to talk to and then

deciding in what direction to go.

Eventually I wandered into the

Students Volunteering Service
(SVS) office in Goodell. After

looking through their listing of

agencies and groups requesting

student volunteers, and talking

with a few of the people there, I

decided to check out the possibility

of working part-time at Mass
PIRG in Amherst. Everyone I

spoke with at the MassPIRG office

assured me that there were any
number of ways in which I could be

of help to them and that many
potential projects were waiting for

students to take them over. I

straightened out credits with
Whitmore's computer and have
since begun to discover just what's

going on in the real world — how
thing work, how they don't, and
how they might be changed for the

better.

When this semester began, the

usual "so what have you been

doing" questions began to come
up. When I responded that I was
going to be doing some work at

MassPIRG, the reply invariable

went something like, "Oh, yeah,

that's who the two bucks I paid (or

didn't pay) goes to. What do they

do anyway?"
In this column I'll attempt to

answer that question for the

UMass community — one of the

eleven Massachusetts college

communities that supports the

Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group. After explaining

how it began and generally what it

is and what it does, I'll try to give

you a sampling of the things they

have done and some of the topics

they have in mind for future

consideration.

Hopefully this column will give

you a more complete idea of where

that two dollars that's tacked on

your tuition bill goes beyond what

you might read in the straight

press releases. It might even give

you a glimpse of how we could

begin to crawl out from under the

1)46
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apathy-breeding weight of a
society so often controlled by
private interests with large
amounts of money and power but

little regard for public welfare.

Once we realize there are ways to

fight back we can work to change
some of the many things that really

need to be changed.
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Amherst

By STEVE DeLANCEY
Mass PIRG Intern

The idea of using voluntary
contributions from students to

provide offices and hire a
professional staff to investigate

areas of consumer and en-
vironmental concern came
essentually from one man — Ralph
Nader. He saw the growing con-
cern and awareness of students in

the 60's as a real potential for

social change. Contemporary
college students, because they are
flexible and comparatively free

from society's pressures, have
always provided an element of

activism in a public largely caught
up in a mundane existence that

often precludes active concern
with the bureaucratic handling of

their lives.

That activism, however, never
had any real organization, con-
tinuity, or focus. Consequently, it

had little real or lasting effect.

Nader saw the formation of student

PIRGs as the answer to those
needs.

Student Public Interest
Research Groups combine student

activism and knowledge with
political and legal power, ex-

perience, and know-how in the

form of a professional full-time

staff.

The PIRG is able to use the in-

formation it gathers with the aid of

students to take legal action, file

and back legislative bills, provide

testimony at hearings, and keep
the public informed through the

media. It also acts as a way in

which the public can band
together, form lines of com-
munication, and thereby protect

itself and its interests against

powerful industrial lobbying,
unresponsive government agen-
cies and the like.

The first student PIRG was
formed in Oregon in September of

1970. Since then PIRGs have been
organized in nineteen other states,

Washington D.C., Canada,
Australia, and England — a

number of others are currently in

the planning stage. They operate
on a total funding base of about 1.1

million dollars, are supported by
130 colleges, and involve the efforts

of some 300,000 students.

Although Nader's office in

Washington gives speeches, ad-

vice, information, and inspiration,

each PIRG is entirely autonomous.
They all have a by-law that

states if over 50 per cent of the

enrolled students of a funding
universtiy request a refund or

refuse to contribute, all money is

returned to that school and it ends
its affiliation with the PIRG. A
PIRG could thereby be disbanded

if the students decided that it was
no longer working in their in-

terests.

Ralph Nader came to Curry
Hicks Cage at UMass in February

of 1972 and spoke about PIRGs to a

large crowd of interested people.

Soon after, petitions for student

support were circulated and
discussions between concerned
students and university officials

and faculty ensued.

Finally, in August of 1972, with

the aid of an $8,000 grant from the

Connecticut Valley Committee, the

Western Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group Inc.

(WMPIRG) was formed — a non-

partisan, non-political, non-profit

organization.

Until just recently, Massa-
chusetts had two PIRGs: WM-
PIRG in Amherst (233 N. Pleasant

St. — on the second level of the

Carriage Shops), and Mass PIRG
East in Boston (120 Boylston St.).

On January first of this year,

however, the two combined to form
one state-wide corporation,

retaining both of the branches. The
merger of the two to form Mass
PIRG provides the state with a

more effective, stronger
organization which is still able to

respond to local issues.
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Harmajn Kardon (22 Wts. RMS) 330

JFC4VN 990 (280 Wt 4 ch. integ.

amp SEA controls)

JVC 1555 Reel to Reel (auto Rev)

AKAI 4000 DS
Reel to Reel
AKAI 33D (Cassette peck)

JVC 1616 Cassette Deck
KLH 35 Compact
Dynaco A F6 (tuner)

BSR Metrotec (equal zer)

Koss ESP6
(electrostatic Headphones)

Miida 8 Track
Recorder and Playback

Mfarfdalew60
Dynaco A25
Fairfax FX 300

( Comp to larger advent)

Kirsaeter Monitor 40

Kirksaeter Monitor 50

Watts Dust Bug
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UMass dog of the year

»,<

f-

By LORI ANN YESLOW
Everyone takes him for the

dirty-looking mutt with the hungry
look in his eyes. Hungry until you
you take pity and feed him half of,

or all of your dried up hamburger.
Then you notice the "hungry look"
in his eyes is stationary as he
roams from table to table
mooching food from sympathetic
UMies. A little hungry but alot

more amazed, you leave the
commons already late for your
12:20.

The animal I speak of is none
other than Toby. Almost everyone
knows Toby, he's been roaming
around UMass for over four of his

six years. In that time he's

managed to get himself stuck in a
ditch near the fine arts center

when it was first being built only to

be rescued by students. He is also a
familiar sight at the Amherst
pound having been pulled in a total

y/wWtdj/y of,

TEMPORARY I 0. CAM)

MAMf

Q

VOID AFTER M^h foac<Z

.-.«

of twelve or thirteen times' so far

Aneyet he trots on his almost daily

journey starting with breakfast at

a southwest dining commons,
through the campus center past
grad research, lunch somewhere in

5:30.

After extensive research it was
discovered that Toby does have a

home: 93 Fearing St. which he

shares with twelve people and five

cats. We were informed there that

turned over a new leaf and has
returned home every night so far
at around 6:30.

Due to his fanatical love for
soccer he has come bombing out
after the ball at many a UMass
game, and the campus center pond
helps exercise his never ending
interest in swimming. His interests

do not end with sports, he has acted
with his stiff legs and limps for
many a student, just so someone
will think he's pathetic and-or sick,

and give him a place to sleep for
the night, to save him the long walk
home of course. Officially his name
is Toby, but he can also
scruffy or yeswell.

go by

central and back around landing in despite Toby's tendencies to "sleep
southwest for dinner at around around" last semester, he has

Like dreaded eight o'clocks, like
the library, like notorious south-
west, Toby is UMass without an
I.D. number.

-

»-,-aR&^-m*u>
You wanna trim it close this time Charlie, the old lady's been tellin' me I itch.,.

Toby Hasbrouck is

without a doubt the best
known canine on campus.
His sympathy routines and
dining commons capers
make him one of the finest
actors in the Class of 1974.

(Photos by Greg Franceschi) I'M NOT A DOG!
REALLY I'M NOT!!!

The Hasbrouck family relaxes on their front steps
See you at the Blue

Wall...

House approves 13.6% boost in veterans benefits
By JERRY T. BAULCH
Associated Press Writer

..WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House passed 382 to a bill to in-

crease education benefits for

Vietnam era veterans by 13.6 per

cent, far above the 8 per cent

President Nixon says he will ask.

The measure now goes to the

Senate where members of the

Veterans Affairs Committee have
said they will press for a 23 per
cent increase in benefits. The
committee has been awaiting the

House action before scheduling

new hearings.

The House measure would give a
single veteran in college $250 a

month compared with the present

$220. Nixon's proposal would give

$238 and the Senate proposal $270.

The House bill does not include a

Senate provision to provide a new
low-cost direct government loan

program to help veterans pay

their tuition. Sen. Alan Cran-
ston, (D-Calif.) says he may
propose a lower monthly increase

than the 23 per cent but combined
with a tuition support subsidy.
The question of a tuition subsity

or loan will be taken up separately
by the House later.

Post-Korean veterans, the only
ones now eligible for GI education
benefits, have complained that
they can't meet the soaring tuition

costs with just their monthly
allowances. They say it is unfair

for them not to have the tuition

paid, as was done for World War II

veterans

.

The House bill would:
—Give veterans 10 years after

they get out of service to use their

GI education benefits. The limit is

now 8 years, which means
thousands who were discharged
between Jan. 31, 1955 and June 1,

1966 will lose their benefits June 1

isthis year unless the deadline
changed.
—Reduce the requirement for

eligibility for vocational
rehabilitation for service-
connected disability from the
present 30 per cent disability to 10

per cent.

—Establish a Vietnam Era

Veterans Communications
Committee within the Veterans
Administration, composed of VA
employees who are Vietnam
veterans. It would advise the VA
and Congress how best to reach the
veterans.

—Permit wives, widows and
children under the war orphan

education program to pursue farm
cooperative training, which is now
open only to veterans.

—Open up the work-study
program for veterans who need a
part-time job to supplement his GI
bill benefits from $2 million
dollars.

easnna

tech. hifi
Quality Components at the Right Price

Tech Hi Fi is Auctioning all its old

SOUND IDEAS!

Friday, Feb. 22

See tomorrow's Collegian for details.

259 Triangle St.

549-2610

Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

Mateus

Rose

Schlitz

Beer
12 oz. cans

25 oz.

bottle

Case

1Were it left forme
to decidewhetherwe
should have a
governmentwithout
newspapers,
or newspapers
withouta government,
I should not hesitate
amoment to
prefer the latter."

Thomas Jefferson

Th» P»opl«i Bicentennul Commnsion 1346 Connecticut tanut. H.t, *«hin|ton DC ?003*

German
Beer

12 oi. N.R. bottle

$189

Corsi

Chianti

Case

Q 24 oz.

bottle

Liebfraumilch

Karl Von Stetten

Miller

Beer
12 oz. cans

23 oz.

bottle

Case

Widmer

Lake Niagra

Four Seasons Special

Vodka

$-189 $499
Fifth

V

1 2 Gal. Qt.

Prices effective Thursday through Saturday, Feb. 21 to 23.
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Bowdoin brought down
by 'great uneveness'

Jury selection for

Reilly trial begins
LITCHFIELD, Conn. (AP) - The murder trial of Peter Reilly, the 18

year-old accused of slaying his mother, begins today in Superior Court

with jury selection.

A judge ruled Tuesday that an alleged confession given by the young
man to police could be used as evidence.

Reilly, a high school senior, is accused of killing his mother. Barbara
Gibbons, 51, on Sept. 28 in a small Falls Village house where they lived.

Judge Jonn a. speziale said mat because ot the "attention attracted to

this case and the extensive publicity in the news media" he was issuing

rules to ensure an orderly and fair trial.

He ordered policemen, court employes, jurors and others not to talk

about the case to newsmen! He banned cameras, television or radio

equipment and tape recorders in the court house and surrounding area.

Artists will not be allowed to make sketches in the court house.

By JACK ALEY
Associated Press Writer

BRUNSWICK. Maine (AP) -

Several years ago, Bowdoin
College, like many other well

known New England colleges,

made a commitment to what it

calls "great unevenness" in the

make-up of its student body.

Now, the small liberal arts

college has a healthy percentage of

black students and "special
talents" and seems at a loss of how
to educate them.

It surfaced at a panel discussion

this past weekend on the growing
problem of illiteracy at the school.

As an estimated 170 members of

the idyllic academic com-
munity began to talk and argue, it

became clear that illiteracy, as
such, was not the problem.
The hard question being asked

was whether Bowdoin could live up
to those promises made in the late

1960's.

Could it educate minority groups
and remain a top-flight training

ground for professionals.

"What good is it searching for

the diverse student when Bowdoin
has mostly traditionally skilled

professors teaching courses based
on literacy," asked sociology Prof.

Daniel Rossides, one of the four

panel members. "We have all

categories of students here who
don't have professors prepared to

teach them."
Rossides termed Bowdoin's

commitment to the needs of
disadvantaged students
"rheotorical."

Traditionally, Bowdoin has
trained professionals, turning out
doctors, lawyers and businessmen.
And, as a private school, Bowdoin
depends on contributions from
well-monied alumni to keep alive.

Rossides suggested that while
Bowdoin may have made a policy

change amid the campus tur-

bulence of the 1960's, it has yet to

alter the composition of the faculty

to reflected the needs of so-called

"disadvantaged" students.

Bowdoin has 73 black students
and 231 native Mainers in a student

body of 1.237.College officials says

therewere only a "handful" of

blacks here through the mid-60's

One black student, interviewed

after the lively session in the

college union, said he wanted to be

an urban planner and wasn't

getting the knowledge he needed
at Bowdoin. Because of his

scholarship, the student said he
could not afford to leave.

As one who figures in school

policy, Admissions Director
Richard Moll drew a lot of fire

during the panel discussion and the

question and answer session that

followed.

English Prof. Herbert Coursen
faulted Moll's department for

admitting too many sub-literate

students and complained the range

of literacy was so wide in some of

his classes he "didn't know what to

do."
Coursen also underscored

Rossides point about the faculty's

readiness to handle ill-prepared

and "special" students.

"Our English department is

trained to deal with literacy, not

illiteracy," he said.

After Moll admitted his office

was "under considerable pressure

to get "special talents," including

athletes, he drew a heated

response from Education Prof.

Paul Hazelton.

New crisis plan in store for next year
ByGUYDARST possible savinm in varimi. «—«... ™. . «J

IS

By GUY DARST
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — For most of us
the energy crisis has turned into a
gasoline crisis and few are worried
about other fuel shortages

.

But the experts have been saying
all along that the crisis will be with
us for some time, and the state has
prepared draft contingency plans doing both

possible savings in various sectors
of the economy, and various levels
of crisis severity.

It provides the first hard figures
many laymen may have seen.
For example, which provides the

greater saving — shutting down
television at 10 p.m. or halving
street lighting? The British are

that may have to be used next
winter.

The plan, drawn up by a
technical advisory committee
headed by Henry Jacoby,
professor of management at

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, tries to evaluate

The committee puts these
measures in the class to be taken
after milder steps. Both provide
about the same saving, the
equivalent of 340,000 barrels of oil
for the TV blackout and 300,000 for
halving street lighting. That's 0.7
and 0.6 per cent of pre-crisis usage.

Salmon seeking Vermont
governorship once again

The most effective thing is also
the easiest — simply turning down
the thermostat six degrees. This
applies to homes too, and this
appears to have been done to a
great extent. The New England
Fuel Institute estimates Massa
chusetts consumers are using 16
per cent less fuel than they did last
winter, even before the savings
from the mild winter are counted.
Next would be a tune-up of oil

and gas burners to maximum
efficiency. In the commercial
sector, such tuneups would mean
savings of 2 million barrels of oil.

In homes, it would be 3.2 million
barrels saving even if only half the

homeowners did it. cars, are, indeed, using a quarter

an nVeH SZZfS&JZi *»« *»g "aj been.
rne state has selected four

plan notes a four-day school week
would save 2 million barrels and
cutting back retail store hours
would save 900,000 barrels for each
extra hour closed.

It is this kind of hard-nosed
calculation all states may have to
be doing in future winters.

MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) —
Democratic Gov. Thomas P.
Salmon, turning his back on a
possible run for the U.S. Senate,
announced today he would seek a
second term as governor of Ver-
mont.
The governor said he wanted no

part of the carnival atmosphere
present in the state following Sen.
George D. Aiken's announcement
he would not seek another term in

the U.S. Senate.

Salmon noted a variety of
problems facing Vermont and the
nation, including energy, environ-
mental laws and the economy, and
said he felt the governor's office
was the only one which could face
those problems.
Since Aiken's announcement, all

eyes in the Democratic party had
focused on Salmon as a likely

Democratic candidate of the post.

Salmon said today a poll he had
commissioned showed he could
have been the winner in a general
election race with Congressman
Richard Mallary, who has an-
nounced he will seek the

Expires Midnight 2-24-74

Republican nomination for the
Senate.

The governor said he did not
consider Mallary an indefeatable
candidate and predicted a
Democrat could win in a race for
the Senate.

In regard to his own campaign
for a second term as chief
executive of Vermont, Salmon said
he did not expect primary op-
position for the nomination and
anticipated his campaign would
not begin until after the September
primary.
He vowed he would not be a

"slate-maker" for the Democratic
party and would not influence the
choice of other party candidates
for statewide office.

Mrs. Salmon and three of the
family's four children were
present in the governor's State
House office for today's an-
nouncement. Salmon said his
eight-year-old daughter Caroline
was at home with "a bad case of

the mumps."
Salmon said he made the initial

decision to seek reelection after a

Back in January Gov. Francis
W. Sargent ordered state vehicles
to cut their usage of gasoline by 25
per cent. A reporting and
monitoring system to make sure
the agencies are complying is still

two weeks away.
The man who is setting up that

system says, however, "there is no
question usage is down." Jim
Melillo of the Management Bureau
is beginning to receive the first

reports from the agencies and
hopes to show on March 1 that state

companies from 11 bidders to rent
$800,000 of copying equipment, the
first time it has put copier rentals
out to bid. Administration and
Finance Secretary William I.

Cowin estimated the bidding, and
control procedures, would save
about $114,000 a year.

Infirmary

(In An

Emergency)

(54)5-2671

two-hour conversation with his
wife.

In his announcement, during a
news conference, Salmon said
"Vermont finds itself today in the
hurley-burley of inprecedented
political jockeying in the wake of
Governor Aiken's announced
retirement.

"I for one want no part of this
carnival atmosphere at a time
when credibility in government at
all levels is at its lowest ebb."

^% WANT A DATE?
With someone who
makes great coffee,

great donuts and is

ready whenever your
stomach is — Open 24

hrs. weekends.

mi
DonuJt

MISTER DONUT
Mt. Farms Mall
Rte. 9, Hadley

EVERY SATURDAY
IN THE HATCH
4 ft TO ?m <r
SPAG-HETT
AND ALL
THE SODA
you
CAM
DRINK

DISCOUNT COUPONS

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
256-8587

DOMINO'S

b* FREE DELIVERY

Any Small

Pizza

Any Large

Pizza

Name Name

Address.
Expires Midnight 2-24-74

Address.
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Notes, quotes and anecdotes

Pre-caucus night
The League of Women Voters of Amherst will hold

a televised Pre-caucus Candidates Night Tuesday, at

8:00 p.m. at the Junior High Auditorium. There are
six candidates running for the three year term of
School Committee Member and four candidates
running for the two year term. Each candidate will

have an opportunity to make a statement and the
remainder of the program will be open to questions
from the audience. For those viewing the program at

home, there will be a telephone number of call. The
public is urged to participate.

Sorbonne
Qualified undergraduates in Philosophy and

various other majors can earn from 30 to 32 credits

taking regular courses at the University of Paris

(Sorbonne) during 1974-1975. Students select their

courses from the full range available to regular

French students.

The SUNY Program Director will help students

secure suitable housing and arrange programs, and

will assist or arrange assistance for them in their

studies throughout the year, September 15 to June 15.

A three-week orientation and intensive language

review will be held at the start. Estimated living

expenses, transportation, tuition, and fees, $3,000.

Additional information may be had by writing to

Professor David Blankenship, Department of

Philosophy, FT 1000, State University College, New
Paltz, New York 12561.

Health advisory board
The problem of student non-involvement in

deciding what students need and how their money
should be spent is a real problem.
The infirmary's Health Advisory Board is the

student advocate group to University Health Services

administration. Without input from the Third World,
Greeks, area governments and other groups, the

Health Advisory Board cannot be representative.

The need is for students. Decisions will be made
this year about the health fee. An open meeting of the

Health Advisory Board will be held today at 4:30 p.m.
in room 162 of the Campus Center.

Development center

The Student Development Center (formerly the
Counseling Center) will soon begin a weekly small
group experience for students. The group will meet
on Wednesday afternoons from 4 : 30 to 6 : 00 p.m . for 10
sessions. Its focus will be helping students to better
understand and handle the difficulties they have in

relating to others. Each individual will be asked to

come with a willingness to share her-his feelings and
perceptions of her-himself and others. There will be
time to look at problem behaviors both within and
outside the group.

The group leaders will be Susana Krivatsy and
David Andes, both graduate counseling interns at the
Student Development Center. In order to give
adequate time to all participants, the group will be
limited to eight members. Interested may contact
Krivatsy or Andes at 545-0333.

Women Voters League

have men in midst
TRENTON ( AP) - The League of Women Voters has discovered 11 men

in its midst.

All 11 are members of the Perth Amboy branch where the league

women defied the organization's national by-laws by admitting male

members.
When the male membership was publicly revealed Tuesday, Nina

McCall, president of the New Jersey League of Women Voters, contended

the Perth Amboy chapter was wrong. "Women have really been

discriminated against, and to let men in our organization would only

further that tokenism," Mrs. McCall said.

However, Doris Philipp, president of the Perth Amboy local, said,

"We'll take anybody because we need all the help we can get."

Astrology

The Amherst Astrology Cooperative will hold
Beginner and Intermediate classes in Astrology at
Amherst College, Converse Hall Rm. 207. Beginner
Classes-An Introduction to The Fundamentals of
Astrology starts Wednesday, Feb. 27th, 8-10 p.m.
Intermediate Classes-An Exploration Of The
Astrological Spectrum begins Feb. 25th, 8-10 p.m. For
further information call 253-3693 or 549-0005 before 9
p.m.

Discuss the crisis

A panel discussion on the energy shortage, its

economic impact and the environment, will be held in
room 101 of the Campus Center Monday at 8 p.m. The
panelists will include: Attorney General Robert
Wuinn, who has taken a leading role in the in-

vestigation of the oil shortage ; Dr. Craig Moore of the
School of Business Administration, who has
developed a gas rationing plan; and Mr. Harold
Murphy, a representative of gasoline retailers.

Economist Anthony Pellegerina will also speak and
may be joined by a spokesperson for a leading gas
company and a representative of the engineering
community. An informal meeting with the panelists
will be held in room 103 after the discussion in con-
cluded. All students are invited to attend.

TONIGHT, TOMORROW, & SATURDAY

Feb. 21, 22, 23

Bartlett Aud.

8 p.m.

Call 545-2579

noon - 4 p.m.

weekdays

for information &

ticket reservations

IhtPififi

*fv

Ainhrrul.

University Dr. at Amity St.

Amherst's newest

young action spot!

This weekend featuring

Wild Blue Yonder

Dancing

thurs. Greek Night w/Doc Sullivan

DANCE CONTEST 25' Beers
Popcorn Unlimited

FRI. 3 - 6 Happy Hour doc suiiivan

9 to 1 D.J.

SAT.

Give our \>tr Wienu

a Taste.

Dinners from $1.25

Every Night Starting

at 5

Sunday at Noon.

Franconia Notch 9-1

SUN. 4 til 8 The New Goodtime Hour
Doc Sullivan

Qt. of Budweiser $1 .00

2 Maple Leaf Hot Dogs 25 c

Popcorn 10
c

9 to 1 Franconia Notch

Sunday Individual Smorgasbord
appropriate dress

coming soon on Wednesdays

w-pitchers of beer & wine
256-8189 The Schaeffer Record Hop"

French exorcist works in office
By JOHN VINOCUR

Associated Press Writer
PARIS (AP) — The exorcist has

office hours.

And a beige waiting room, and a
carpeted consultation nook, and a
pretty good-working relationship

with the devil.

Encased in glass and steel and
two floors down from the
headquarters of the archbishop of
Paris, Francois Cardinal Marty is

a once-a-week world of talk of
spells and demons.
The "possessed" begin lining up

at 8 a.m. on Wednesdays waiting
for the Rev. Henri Gesland, 66, to

arrive for work at the an-
tiseptically modern building of the
Paris Roman Catholic ar-
chdiocese.

A small, gnomish man with a
white rim of beard along his chin,

Father Gesland slips behind his
chair and begins a day of listening.

He is the Church's official exorcist

for the Paris region, but as far as
he is concerned the devil is a rare
visitor.

"Since my appointment in 1968,

I've had more than 3,000 con-
sultations," the priest said. "There
have been four cases of what I

believe to be demonic possession."
In a normal day of devil-chasing,

the Father Gesland sees up to 25
visitors who wait patiently for their

turn.

Recently, with French
newspapers reporting on
America's interest in the film "The
Exorcist", Father Gesland's
waiting lines have grown.

"It's pretty much the same
thing," Father Gesland explains.

"I let them talk. And I listen. A
large proportion of my visitors

think someone has placed a spell

on them...

"I give practical advise in most
of the cases. 'Are you eating

enough' I might ask. And then I

might suggest that they see a
general practitioner or even a
psychiatrist."

Father Gesland has no special

training for the exorcist's job, but
after returning from 30 years in

Ceylon as a missionary, he assisted

another priest in helping a woman

Phony ritual

costs $3,500
WHITE PLAINS. N.Y. ( AP) — A

woman and her twin daughters

have "exorcised" their landlord

here in a phony ritual which cost

the man $3,500, Dist. Atty. Carl A.

Vergari says. Held in lieu of $7,500

bail each on an indictment

charging them with grand larceny

are Mary Williams, 45, and her

daughters, Helen Williams and

Laura Lopez, 26.

Vergari gave this account:

The woman told their landlord,

Jose Lopez, recently laid off from a

landscaping job, that he didn't look

well.

Convincing Lopez — no relative

to Laura - that his failing health

and lost job were the devil's doing,

they advised him to undergo

exorcism

.

Lopez consented. He was told to

draw $3,500 from his savings to

demonstrate his faith in the ritual.

The trumped-up rite was per-

formed on Jan. 29 at the women's
residence and involved rubbing

Lopez's head with fake holy water,

the taking of oaths on a Bible and

incantation.

who thought she was afflicted by
devils. When the exorcist in charge
resigned, the diocese called on
Father Gesland.
"The choice," according to the

Rev. Roger Meuillet of the
diocesan headquarters, "was
dictated by Father Gesland's
personality, more than any other
factor. He is an understanding
man, a patient man, who can listen
and calm people."
But for all the "zozos" - the

priest's expression for jokers - that
he sees, there have been the four
cases where he did recite the
Litany of the Saints and the 53rd
Psalm, where he splashed holy
water over the possessed and
ordered the evil spirits to flee and
not return again.

Strangely, Father Gesland's
most convincing struggle with
demons involved two 13-year-old
girls - about a year older than the
preteen-ager played by Linda Blair
in the film, which has not yet been
shown in France.
"This child was at a difficult age,

puberty, and you draw what
conclusions you want from that,"
the priest said, "but there were
reports from many people that
there were many strange things
about her. First, she brusquely
changed from a normal child to one
who insulted everyone - teachers,

relatives, friends - with incredibly
filthy language. When she walked
in front of lamps, the lights would
go out. When she sat in rooms,
things fell from the mantle or a
table.

"We decided exorcism was in
order. I did three sessions that
lasted two to three hours each. I

used a rather long, official Latin
prayer that asks the evil spirit to
name itself and say why it is in the
person. I ordered it to give a sign it

will leave and won't come back.
"As I said the prayers the child

who had been rolling on the floor of
the church appeared to calm down.
But there was a terrible battle
after a while.When I showed my
pectoral cross, she hurled against
the floor and kicked me. But finally

the devil did depart.
"Later when her parents were

leaving the church, the child
opened her mouth and a
miraculous medal fell out. We had
been with her every second. She
could not have placed it in her
mouth. Now, a year later, she is

much better."

The other 13-year-old spoke
Italian and German when she was
possessed even though she did not
know either language, Father
Gesland said. He said that she, too,
was freed of demons through
exorcism.

"These are very special, unusual
cases," he said, "Most people who
come to see me, I try to talk to,

give them 15 minutes of my time
and see if I can't calm them down.
It's quite sad when you have a
person who insists on a solemn
exorcism and you tell them that's
not possible.

"I know that they're not
possessed by any devils, but they
are sure that's the reason life isn't
going their way. I tell them take a
walk, improve your diet, get along
better with your family. The devil
is not hiding behind every rose
bush, you know."

No one eke
cangive us
whatyou can
(JoinUs. Please.)

Nobody else in the world can give us what you can.
A pint of your blood.

And your gift has never been more important. Be-
cause blood from healthy donors, who freely do-
nate their blood, is 10 times less likely

to cause infectious hepatitis in the
recipient than is blood from many
commercial sources. Think about
that.

The need is urgent, and continuous.
Help us. Join us. Today.

The American
Rad Cross.
TheGood
NiJMbT

NOW APPEARING
in the

Speakeasy Lounge
at

PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDING

COURSE

IS COMING TO UMASS.

REAL TEARS
Feb. 21 & 22 8:30 - 12:30

Saturday Night, Feb. 23

INSIDE OUTSIDE 8:30 - 12:30

No Cover No Minimum

HAPPY HOURS Mon. - Fri. 4:30 - 7:00
Rte. 9 University Drive
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BAHA'I INFORMATION:
Informal talks and discussion,

every Thursday from 7:30 p.m. on.

531 Lincoln apartments, (across from
Whitmore) 256-0353 for info. Spon
sored by UMass Baha'i Association
BICYCLE RACING:
Meeting at 7:30 p.m., 175 C

plan Spring racing activities

info call 256 8723.

CAREER WORKSHOP:
A professional Counselor

Everywoman's Center will be here
from 7:30 9:00 to discuss the career
alternatives available to all women.
Call 5 0939 for a ride and more in

formation!

CENTRAL AREA COUNSELING:

C. to

For

from

* Ik*Nr
^S£( M#
^m \

The Center is- now open for the

semester and welcomes all visitors.

Come see our collection of reference

books. B2 Gorman, Mon. Fri. 1-5.

CHINA NIGHT;
China night, Sun. Feb. 24 C.C. Aud.

Chinese dinner starts at 6 p.m.

followed by entertainment. Get your

tickets now at C.C. Concourse.

COIN CLUB:
Meeting room 178 C.C. 7:30-10:00

p.m. Thursday, Feb. 28. We need new
members so bring a friend!

CUSP-ALL PSYCH MAJORS:
Meeting tonight at 7:00 in 622

Tobin. The results of the intra

departmental student questionaires

will be discussed. Plans for upcoming
events will be drawn up. All Psych
students invited.

GAY WOMEN CAUCUS:
First meeting of caucus 4 East

Dickinson Lounge, Liberation
Corridor. Discussion of program,
office, and position paper upon
resignation of chairperson.

HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD:
There will be an open meeting

today at 4:30 p.m. in room 62 of the

C.C,

ISRAELI SINGING COLLOQ:
1 credit colloq. on Israeli singing is

being offered on Thursday nights,

Notices
9 30 12 00, in the Patterson Piano

Lounge Translation and Tran
si iteration of songs will be done
Tonight! For info 6 9591. •

JEWISH WHOLE EARTH:
Due to today's schedule change,

Jewish Whole Earth will not meet
tonite. Next week will be next

meeting time.

JEWISH WOMEN'S FORUM:
will not meet tonite because of

Monday's scheduling.

KEG NITE:
The Sisters of Sigma Kappa invite

all U women interested in sorority

life to a Folknite songfest. We'll have

refreshments and lots of fun. Call 5

2297 for rides to 19 Allen St at 7 p.m

KIBBUTZ:
Eddie Parsons of Kibbutz Kfar

Blum will speak on "Kibbutz,

Problems and Possibilities". 12:30

p.m. C.C. 174. Sponsored by Hillel.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
The bus will be leaving for Nor

thampton State Hosp tonight. Pick up

areas — in front of Hasbrouck at 6:30

and Paterson House, Sunset Ave Side

Southwest at 6:35. All are welcome.
OPEN HOUSE:

Open house at Phi Sigma Kappa,
510 N Pleasant St. (next to Fine Arts
Center) Saturday night after the

basketball game vs Maine.
OPEN PATH WEEKEND:
Arica Workshop Sat Sun, Feb. 23

and 24, 900 6:00 at the Lord Jeffery

Inn. Call 634 5504 collect

P-10 POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
SEMINAR:
No Seminar tonight because

Thursday has been declared
inoperative. Will definitely meet Feb.

28, which is latest chance to sign up.

(Continued on F. 20)
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THE MANHATTAN PROJECT CO.
in

1

1

SAMUEL BECKETT'S

ENDGAME //

B0WKER AUDITORIUM 8 P.M.
TICKETS: UM/A STUDENTS $1.50 — OTHERS $3.00

BOX OFFICE: 125 HERTER HALL TELEPHONE 545-0202

Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

Cicely Tyson says:

"The spotlight's

on birth defects

... it's time for

you to act!"

Give to the

March of Dimes
THIS S'ACC CONTHIUTIO BY TMl fUiUIIMH

DRIVE TO NORTHAMPTON

How would
you like
to sign

the work
you do?

It's a shame that most of us

don't get to sign our work.

Because we'd probably do it

better. Just out of pride.

And that could mean better

products and services

for everybody. So, even if you

don't have to sign your work,

do the kind of work you'd

be proud to put your name on.

America, it only works
as well as we do.

PTto Niimil Comimuo* on />»duciim>. w»»h.n»ior DC
Thit ad a ihc work of Orrit Frutkin and Cavino Sanna

NO*» IHiVP'
» vot K\>*»»

FREE

10,000 S&H

Green Stamps

with purchase of any

of the below vehicles

'73 AMC Matator V-«, AT,
Air

'73 AMC Javelin V-«, AT.,
Air

'72 Capri 2000, A.T.
'71 Volvo 144-s, 4 Door STD.
Chevy Vega, 4 cyl., A.T.,

'70 Renault R-10 Auto.,

28,000 miles
'70 Ford Maverick, V-8 Std.
'70 Chevy Monte Carlo, V-8

Auto.
'70 Ford Mustang, 6 cyl. Std.
'70 Dodge Coronet Sta.'

Wagon, 8 cyl. AT
'70 Audi 100 LS, Std.

•6S Plymouth Fury III Sta.

Wag. V-8 At
'68 OLD's Vista Cruiser V-8

Auto
'68 Pontiac Safari Wagon
V-8, Auto.
'66 Ford Mustang, 6 cyl.

bad trans.

2695

2995

2695

2295

1795

1395

1095

1995

1595

1395

2495

695

995

895

300

Trucks
'74 Dodge pickup V-8, Auto,

3,000 miles 3695

'71 Chevy C-10 Pickup, V-8,

Std. W-box 2495

'51 Chevy Dump Truck, 2

Ton's 1995

Northampton

Volkswagen

244 King St., Rte. 5,

Northampton
534-0660 . . 534-0791 . . . 1 584-8620

Your Authorized VW Dealer

OF JAPAN
ROUTE 116, SUNDERLAND, MASS.

PHONE 413-665-3628

STEAK - CHICKEN - SHRIMP

prepared Japanese sfy/e

hf Ht ekeh it foir ItMr.

Dinner is Served
Monday - Saturday 5:30 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

Sunday 2 p.m. -9 p.m.

We are also open for lunch M-F, 11.30-2:00. LunchSpecials start at $1.95.
i-uncn

Treat panelf to a special

night ot, one pull long remember
i Complete Dinner

To get to:

I

i

Wtiier Ilibachi Shrimp
'mon *»«•» » la <.otrn of Japa „«.otm Salad Hon I

ll.hachi \>«,,ab,„ Hj|h
Mushrooms
and \oodlM . ( ookrd at the TableHire and Urt«a Tn

L

OF JAPAN

Follow Rte. 116, north to Sunderland about 4 miles.
Goten will be on your left. Call 665 3628 to make your
reservation.

Ilibachi Chicken $5.54)

Sukiyaki Steak $6.25
Ilibachi Sirloin Steak 16.75

, Filet Mignon $7*25

16.30

i

f
Ilibachi Shrimp

I

l>*«*ert: Ice (ream or sherbet

Goten Special

Onion Soup
La Goten of Japan

Ilibachi Shrimp
Goten Salad Bowl
Ilibachi Vegetables

with Mushrooms. Noodles

Goten Special Prime
Steak
Rice and Green Tea
Sake or Plum Wine
Melon with Ice Cream

$10.00

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Virgo is service and Mercury; it is health

and work - this is a sign depicting issues,
the practical and spotlighting results
fecial services are a hallmark here Give
Virgo an appointment book, a calendar, a
diary and you will bechoosing a useful gift
for this native. Virgo can laugh and even
appear naive - but there is shrewdness
here and very little wasted motion. Virgo is
in awe of Leo. makes money with Libra
love to Capricorn, marries Pices, fulfills
ambitions with Gimini. For Virgo, proper
diet is essential. The digestive system of
this native is a delicate mechanism. Virgo
makes sacrifices but this is not necessarily
noble: it is second nature.

ARIES (March 21 April 19) : Your desires
are fulfilled. You expand and want more —
tendency is to be extravagant. You can
enjoy yourself. Pressures and relieved. You
get rid of burden and have more room You
feel free of obstacle which you did not
deserve.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): New ap-
proach, added independence — these
factors are highlighted. Obtain valid hint
from Aries message. Bring resources to
forefront Deal with Leo. Aquarius In-

dividuals. Prestige is on upswing Be direct,
confident.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Learn by
teaching. Express unorthodox views
Aquarian can help you solve riddle. Accent
is on knowledge, language, writing and
travel. News concerning publishing venture
could be upcoming
CANCER* June 21 July 22): Find out

where money is coming from and where it

goes. Check interest rates. Be aware of
contractual obligations. Discuss these
matters with legal representative, partner
or mate. You may have opportunity to
expand.
LECH July 23-Aug 22): What appears a

slowdown is merely a period for catching
emotional breath. Another Leo, an
Aquarius and Scorpio individual could be in

picture. Public relations improves if you
avoid insisting or making demands.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Avoid ten-

dency to try doing everything at once, in-

SYPNET OMAtt &
eluding eating What seems like it won't
wait - is a trap. Set your own pace —
deliberate, intelligent. One who rushes you
may have ulterior motive. Know it and
respond accordingly.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21): Land or

property value may be more than you
originally anticipated. Check figures. Avoid
tendency to jump at first offer. Pisces,
Virgo persons may figure prominently.
Take steps which aid in insuring future
security.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21): Get
affairs in order Overcome temptation to
skip essentials. Older individual makes
demands, but they are in your best in-

terests. You are not fulfilling potential.
Broaden horizons. Strive to "see" potential
Return call, message which has been
neglected

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19): You are
rewarded for crative endeavors. You also
are asked to do more, perform an encore.
Key is to be amiable, not foolish. Leo,
Aquarius persons could figure prominently.
Money picture is bright. Know it and act
like you are aware of it.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18) : Drive hard
bargain. You have plenty to offer and your
judgment now is sharp. Be specific. Take
lead — be independent and respect your
own style, qualities, abilities. Those who
claim you are arrogant are merely seeking
face-saving device.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): What ap-
pears shrouded in mystery will soon see
light of day. Know it and proceed in for-
thright manner. Aquarian might hold key to
progress. You finally will be rid of what has
been a secret fear.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
have humor, intellectual curiosity and the
opposite sex finds you attractive. Sep-
tember should be the most important month
of this significant year for you. If single,
you marry. If married, you have more
responsibility — perhaps a business or an
addition to the family Watch your weight
Be wary of friends who offer flatter and
little else

Copyright 1974, Gen. Fea. Corp

•fva-tyf</S fCo>f>e/»S

I HAVE A \
"TfiVlA" 5PQKTS*
at/ESTlON THAT

ILL DftlVE

bJQQVSTOCK

"uJHO PLACED 5WRT6T0F fOK
ST. CAUL WHEN THE'*' UJ0N THE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION PENNANT
(N NINETEEN THIRTY-EI6HT?"

Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Crowd
4 Engine
9 Stroke
12 Exist
13 Musical

drama
14 Inlet

15 Told
17 Brown bread
19 So be it!

20 Force
21 First public

appearance
23 Go
26 Aroma
27 Threefold
28 Symbol (or

xenon
29 Title of

respect
30 Fellows
31 Container
32 Spanish arti-

cle
33 Judges
34 Agreement
35 Disfigures
37 Vehicles
36 Repetition
39 Stop
40 Macaw
42 Instructions
45 Obstruct
46 Lifeless

46 Openwork
fabric

49 Devoured
50 Approaches
51 Ocean

DOWN

1 Deface
2 Native metal
3 Beat
soundly

4 Choral com-
position

5 Unlock
6 Spread for

drying

9
10

11

16

18

20
21

22

23

24
25
27

30
31

Conjunction
Fixed
amounts ot

food
Talk idly

Three-toed
sloth

Make lace
River in Asia
Single in-

stance
Falls in drops
Gave
medicine to

Roman
magistrate
English baby
carriages
Strict

Depressions
Subject of

discourse
Sure
Cardboard
boxes

aosnoB ran son
Mr e e f
Al 1 PSE

SB DBS OHB OH
u

HBDHCJ @CJDB
CIDD dO flGBQDH
HEB HEQ3 BRfflD
QBB E1BQQ QHBB

21

33
34

36

37
39

Entrance
Cronies (col-

loq.)

Physical con-
stitution

Hurls
German title

of respect

40 Girl's name
41 Rodent
42 Meadow
43 Bom
44 Music: as

written
47 Compass

point

Pistr

tlflitt

ofo4 GJHA~ J to.*; V rv^st

M
' / • (r~\ . (p\ v ^^mnv 7T ~#

~\ j. *AJ^K»i

Mk)'0 HE EVER HEAR
OF OLLIE BEJMA ?

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parkcr and Johnny hart

J?
/wwr^Ttfis?
/ THESE flf?E

I FRIED E6GS

...I ORDERED

BENEDICT I

"II

1

?*/

it£ cxay,

7RFWTO?.

tfriuM

B.C. by johnny hart

THERE'S * <=*<OfZTA&£

Or fOCO &MC ^AS
AND F*P6R AMP <bLA3S... THATOsN'r

BcrrH6R,
ANY/

( JUST WHAT poes ]

I BOTHER you ?
J

THE. SHORTfc<&e C^ -SKIRTS

^c\
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(Continued from P. 18)

POLITICAL SCIENCE:
A most important meeting of Pi

Sigma Alpha (Political Science
Honor Society) will be held Tues.

Feb. 26 at 7:30 in C.C. 917.

SIGMA DELTA TAU:
The Sisters of Sigma Delta Tau

invite you to play Hollywood Squares
with us tonight at 7:00 at our house,

409 N. Pleasant St. Call 545-0527 if you

need a ride. See you there.

SKI PATROL:
Mandatory meeting tonight at 6:30

in 903 C.C. Test for all patrol Iers and
candidates is tentatively scheduled
for Sunday 2-24. Bring dues.

SHORT PARACHUTE CLUB:
First jump course will be taught

soon. Watch for dates and times.

Some members may need a refresher

course. State law allows a person 18

to jump wo parental consent.

STOOGES FREAK OUT:
3 Stooges in 4 originals plus TV

commercials, Fri, Feb. 22, Thomp
104 at 7, 9, 10:301!

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE:
Second meeting of semester to plan

4th annual Gay Festival including

any other business suggestions.
Thurs. nite 8-10:30 p.m. Check C.C.

schedule for room assignment.
LOST:
Hunter green midi coat at Rachid's

Fri 2 15. Please! Reward! Call 253

5277.

LOST:
medium sized, golden brown, short

haired dog wearing a black collar

and* Vermont tags. Answers to

Weaver. Call 549 0698.

LOST:
Black wallet lost or taken Fri in

C.C. Need papers desperately.
Please return to C.C. lost and found. .

LOST:
Presciption sunglasses probably in

C.C. Reward if returned. Bring to

C.C. lost and found or call Rick 546

Harvey Wood
to speak

Harvey W. Wood, a Christian

Science lecturer from Chicago, will

speak at 7:30 p.m. Monday in the

Colonial Lounge.
A native of Texas, Mr. Wood is a

graduate of Tulane University.

His lecture, which is open to the

college community without
charge, will be followed by a

question -and-answer session.

Prior to entering the public

practice of Christian Science in

1951, Wood was a manufacturer's
representative for a steel products

company.

7526 after 8:00 p.m. IhanK you. brown and tan, answers to Honda.

LOST: Contact Paul at 45 Levereft Rd.

a 8 mo. old female dog, white, Amherst, or call 549 6038. 1 Compus ±
\^ ^ 256 t>"»M

AMHERST MAOIEV LINI

Pass

warm

7:1
& 9:15

inCdor PnntsOyMovielae » Paramount Picture

[ "The thriller of the year!"

[Gannrt newspapers

A psychic thriller

AMHERSTf>*ia
AMITY ST.

DEMANDS TO BE SEEN MORE THAN ONCE!
—Schitldahl inN * Ttrmi

Putney Starts

at 7:00

253 5426

A >
PUTNEY
SWOPE*

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

Bonnie Raid Ticketholders

Rebates on remaining tickets will be made

from the RS0 Office (Second Floor- Student Union)|

beginning Tuesday, February 19 and ending Friday,

February 22, from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Send us a letter

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations-may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

WALT DISNEY
wtooucnotir

Robin Hofed^rw M JlWw^M>

Matinees Daily
1;M 4 2:30

Eves. 7:15 & 8:45

Children under 12 $1.00

TECHMCOLOIT g||®

Now playing!

PAPILLON
Staring

Steve McQueen
and
Dustin Hoffman

7:00 & 9:40
One of the best

adventure movies of

year"-ABC-TV 7

* i

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TIJES

ALL SEATS

Kennedy may be future UMass energy speaker
By JOAN FASSNACHT

The Collegian learned yesterday that
Senator Edward M. Kennedy (D.-Mass.)
may be coming to Amherst in April to take
part in the third in a series of energy
symposias sponsored by the Five-College
Science and Society Coordinating Com-
mittee.

In a telephone conversation, Ms. Chris
Capito, Kennedy's college appointments

secretary, said, 'There is no answer yet, but
we will have one by the end of the week.
Senator Kennedy is planning some foreign
travel, which might present a time con-
flict.

"

Robert Tinker, a professor of physics at
Amherst College, and a member of the
Coordinating Committee, said the Con-
ference, entitled "Social Control of
Technology," has been tentatively

scheduled for the week of April 15.

Other speakers scheduled to attend in-

clude. - Prof. Norm Birnbaum of Amherst
College, who will speak on "Threats and
Promises of Technology". —Mr. Joseph
West of Western Electric, topic to be an
nounced. —Mr. Bruce Hannay of Western
Electric, will speak on April 29 on "The
Industrial View of Technology".
Senator Kennedy has recently been active

in setting up the new Office of Technological
Assessment (OTA), designed to provide
Congress with a means of assessing present
and future technology. Kennedy is Chair-
man of the Board, with Emilio D'Addario,
the former Connecticut Senator, serving as
Chairman of the Committee.

If Kennedy cannot come to the Con-
ference, D'Addario will atend as an alter-
nate speaker.

FOR SALE

Magnavox stereo, turntable and
speakers. Good sound at a low price. f7S.

Call Brent at 549-6994 nights or see him at

Collegian Office

tf2-22

Eight-track and stereo system. Paid
f 140: listen and offer a price. Call 5-2550.
ask for Bob Mackey. If not there, leave
message.

lf2-22

12 String. Morris, not a good name, but a
good guitar — f 100. Bandmaster Speaker
Cabinet. 2 12's— Good condition. $100. Call
Bill, 628-38X8.

tf2-2|

Ski Boots, must sell! Henke Comps, size
II were $150, will sell for $55, brand new.
Call Jack, 545-2172. Must see and try.
negotiable.

tf2-21

Books and magazines for sale. Old and
out of print. Free search service. Mon.-
Sat. 10-10. 586-3299. Larry Pruner. Box 285.
Nrthmptn.

MM

Crown Power Amplifier D-150. 150 watts
RMS per channel, laboratory specs. Call
mornings or evenings, 584-0549.

tf2-25

For rent 2 bdrm on bus route, avail
March 1st. $1 70 month, incl utilities. Call
665-3189, after 7 p.m. Cliffside.

tf2-22

Share house in the country with two
others in Whately. 15 mins from UMass.
$65.00 & call nights. 665-3405.

tf2-22

$-6 bedroom house, 2 of each — Ivng
room, dining room, kit and baths. Finished
bsmnt. w-f{replace. 17 mi to Amhst. Likely
Ls. 256-8896.

tf2-27

Arcadia Apts. Rt 9, Belchertown, 7 miles
from campus on the Bus Route, 2 bedroom
apt. all utilities included March I — 256-

8896.

tf2-27

For rent. Mar. 1, country town house
in Granby <

2 mi. from Amherst line. 2

bedrooms. I
1
? baths, full basement

carpeted throughout, central air
conditioning, large swimming pool, 3

court tennis. $250. plus util. Call Jack
Wood, 467-3701, afternoons or
evenings, if no answer call 557-3701

and leave message.

tf2-22

Speakers — Rectilinear 111. $280 pr.
Electrovoice 14. $80 pr. 549-1534.

tf2-25

Waterbed heater. Queensize ect., $50,
call 253-5778.

tf2-25

Stereo Components 20 per cent - 10 per
cent off list. All major brands, fully

guaranteed. Vinny 253-7182.

tf2-27

Ski equip, cheap — 190 wood skis $5. 205

CM Fischer metal skis w Miller bindings &
size 8 boots $20. Contact Dennis Conlon at

5-2550.

tf2-22

Homemade desserts: Birthday Cakes,
Cookies. Breads, etc. For info, call 323-4098

or see Hatch Bulletin Board.
tf2-22

Yashica 8mm I.H zoom lens, electric

movie camera and 1 Yashica Mini Spy-

Camera w-flash. both fantastic buvs, used
253-7241.

tf2-22

Virtually new Camp Co drums, natural
walnut finish. 4 heads, high hat, cymbals,
complete hardware. $400. Call 549-0243.

tf2-25

2 Lafayette HB600 CB Radios, mobile or
base, 23 channel, sell new for $600. must
sacrifice pair for $150, 253-7241.

tf2-22

Guitar for sale — Martin 00028 in

beautiful condition. Call Alan. 584-5941.

evenings.

tf2-25

Vivitar 85-205 lens for Nikon with case
and three filters $135. Call 549-0544.

tf2-26

Skis, boots, size 9' ^, poles, all for $25. ask
for Matt, 546-8623.

U2-25

Sony HP 2in stereo exc. cond. fi in.

woofer. 1 '^ in. tweeter. Only $175. Call 546-

8626. ask for Stu.

tf2-22

Fstrada ti-string classical guitar. Hardly
used With case. $10 or best offer. Call
Lisa, 51H-7I82.

tf2-22

Gibson Kass Guitar FBI (violin shape)
perfecl cond, not to be confused w-cheap
FRO, Jiimi or best offer, (all "169-1651.

If2-27

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTOS FOR SALE

1972 Pinto. 23.000 miles, excellent con
(litiim $2,000. Call 584-0688 or 546-5032.

U2-21

68 VW Karmen Ghia conv., automatic,
orange, new engine. Also new battery and
starter Excellent cond. $895. Joseph 665-
2354.

tf2-21

Renault. 10. 1968. AM KM stereo. 30
miles per gallon. 67.000 miles. Radial tires.
Best offer over $600. 253-5389, nights.

tf2-21

1965 VW Bus. fair condition, asking $225.
60 Elm Street, South Deerfield, Mon.-Fri..
after 6 p.m.

tf2-2l

1967 VW dedan — excellent running
condition, new rebuilt engine. $700. Call
256-8778.

tf2-2l

1967 Toyota Corona. 66K miles,
automatic. 18 mpg. good condition. $745 or
best offer. 545-0584. 256-6297.

tf2-2l

HONEST AL has 2 SCHOOL BUSKS,
previously owned by a Tobacco
Company. Never used in winter, so
they are almost rustless, both are
MEDIUM - SHORT. 51 CHEV.. 6 cyl.. 4

spd trans, everything works, vgd
mech cond. $375. 60 FORD, V8. 4 spd.
even nicer. $400. WANTED Dead or
Alive Darts - Valiants - Lancers. 586-

3819 or 1-772-0517.

396-375 hp complete engine, Chev.

Quadrajet intake man. 800 CFM
Holley spreadbore. 327 crank rods, 4

pistons. 283 4 bbl. heads. 10.4"

flywheel. Carter AFB 4 bbl.. 2 Chev.
small block, fuel pumps. Doug. 253-

9501.

tf2-22

68 Pontiac convertible, new tires with
snows, great shape, good mileage. Let the

sun shine in. $400. or best offer. Call Jim,
546-9467.

tf2-22

68 Chevy * t ton pickup, good condition,

all around $900. or best offer. 584-5347.

evenings.

tf2-25

1966 MG Midget, new tires, new interior,

new shocks, no brakes. $500. Call 546-5463.

after 5 p.m.

tf2-27

Porsche 1964 SC. with 1967, 912 eng.

Outside good, inside needs some work,
runs well. 545-2354. after 4 w-day. 1500. but

will talk.

tf2-27

Rambler Amb. 280 V8. new tires, needs
minor work. $150 firm. 549-4534.

tf2-25

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted, own bdrm. w-w
carpet pkg. Avail, near Hamp. Ctr. off Rt.
10. $66.50-mo. plus heat. Call 584-5647.

tf2-25

Woman to share apt. in country house.

Own room $70+ . pets OK. Pat. 253-7124 or

Mary. 256-6793.

tf2-22

Avail, immed. room in house w 2 M. & I

F. $70 inc. heat. Grad pref.. in Amherst.
253-2861. Call late.

tf2-26

One unfurnished bedroom in Sunderland
apt. Sublet until May 31. on bus route. Call
665-3902.

tf2-22

MOTORCYCLE WANTED

Small used bike in 100 c.c. range wanted.
Must be in good condition, see Brent at

Collegian Office or call nights at 549-6994.

tf2-22

FOUND ~

Two belts, near SI on 2-14. Call Shirley

or Carol. 6-7311.

tf2-22

LOST

Thru Hipoff over intercession. GE
Itefrig; gr-gld afghan & other items.
(Mad Officer D. Grader of Sec. Police

tf2-22

(irecn key ring and keys, need
desperately, return to Southwest Services.
JFK Tower, or call 6-8197. anytime,
reward.

tf2-22

PERSONAL

Gamma Sigma Sigma — We serve
people. Come serve with us. Thursday.
Feb. 21, 7:30 p.m. Colonial Lounge.

H2-2I

UMass! We are sorry, it couldn't be
helped! See you this Thursday in the Hatch
— Tracy and Mother Earth Band.

U2-2I

Problems with homosexuality? For info,

referral, counselling or just rap. call

Gayline, Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri.. Sat. 8-

II p.m. at 545-0154.

lf'2-22

Maria Garcia — Leave Mike the Putz for
me. My body is belter I love you. Doc
Shahan's Brother.

If2-2

1

To RL — Happy Saint Francis De Salles
Day.

tf2-2l

Blues harmonica instruction, former
harp player Luther Johnson Blues Band, 7

mos. (all 256-0557. Guido Arnie. Leave tel

no.

tf2-27

You know where you can go! Late at

night and you just gotta have some eggs.
Go to the Gas Lite II. Tues. -Sat., 24 hours.
In town. See ya.

tf2-22

Heads up with Dean Swift Fancy Snif-

fing Snuff. Send for free samples. Dean
Swift Ltd. Box 2009. San Francisco. Ca.
94126.

MM
Duggan — Just like Chiuas, you're the

best & the oldest.

trz-2i

Abalienation, Aband, Abandgrado.
Abandon, Abandoun, Abandon, Abandon.
Abandoun. Abandoune, Abandon, Aban-
don. Abandonable.

tf2-2l

Miss K. Happy B.I) "G-D forbid nothing
should happen'' . . . All your dreams will

come true. They must . . . You're the best.

Always. l.ove P.

tf2-2l

Happy Birthday I.em. we may be slow,

but we think you're the greatest! From 2

North.

If2-2

1

Susan: Tell Tal that I'll be on the road
for the next few weeks. Is there anything
you want me to bring back? Thoughts of

you, JML.
tf2-21

Max. Happy 21st! Love and Happiness to

you always. Enjoy Sunflower 1 even

though it's two years in coming . . . Rosh.

tf2-2l

Try a NEW college experience — Eating
all the good food you can! Sound in-

teresting? Then call Lambda Chi Alpha at

545-2150.

tf2-27

Attention — This week has been
declared Boycott John J. Walsh Week. 2S.

tf2-22

OVERSEAS JOBS

Australia, Europe, S. America.

Africa. Students all professions and

occupations. $700 - $3,000 monthly.

Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing,

free information. Trans World

Research Co. Dept. H4. P.O. Box 603.

Corte Madera. Ca. 94925.

tf2 22

DEATHLESS PROSE

"So much depends on the red

wheelbarrow glazed with rainwater

beside the white chickens." Great

stuff eh? To bring things down to a

crass commercial level I must say at

PAUL'S OLDTIME FURNITURE we
just got a lot of antique velvet dresses,

etc. to go with our furniture and other

jollies. Behind Aubuchons, Amherst.

253-3511. See ya!
tf2-22

Calligraphist Needs Money

Italic hand lettering done. Cards,

posters, letters, logos, etc. Original

designs or copies done. Also

photography and kodaliths available.

Good work for cheap prices. Call

Joyce, 253-9557 tf2-26

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Need your black and white film

processed'1 Quality, custom work done
quickly. Contact with each roll, $1.25. Call

MJ.VI290, eves.

tf2-26

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted to rent — Want van-Y.W. Bus for
"> weeks this summer. Price negotiable,
(all days. 736-2678.

MM!

ROOM WANTED

F. 24, new to area, needs good home.
La*W people, children and animals, (all.
Sandy 256-0674.

lf2-22

HELP WANTED
Students — Earn while you learn. Part-

lime contact work, promises good money
to those who qualify. For interview, call
253-5864.

2-22

Cook wanted for Fraternity. 5 day week
Call 545-2163. ask for Rob.

lf'2-22

Interested women to join Nat'l Service
Organization. Let to know us — Thursday.
Feb. 21. 7:30 p.m. Colonial Lounge.

^^^^ IT2-2I

Live in assistant — Halfway house for
former Belch. Residents — Male adults.
$60-wk. own rm, fine cuisine. 584-9115.
across from Smith.

tf2-2l.

Saxophone or piano player for Ed Vadas
Big City Blues Band, guaranteed $80 a
week minimum salary plus fringe
benefits. Ed, 584-6279.

tf2-27

Performers of all sorts for Kennedy
Middle Coffeehouse on Friday, March 15.

Interested — Please call Rich, 546-4555 or
Danny. 546-7797.

2-27

TRAVEL
Campus Travel Center, handles air.

hotel, car rentals, package tours,
honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call
!' 0500, for informaUon.

If3-I5

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from $199.

lor more information call Campus Travel
(enter. 545-0500.

if 3- 15

Spring Vacation in Spain at
Torremolinos. $279. all inclusive. For more
information call Campus Travel Center.
515-0500.

H3-15

WANTED

Stud — Prefer low-built, massive AKC
Eng. Springer Spaniel, with good
feathering and hunting background, fee

paid, (all Mike. 467-9434.

tf2-21

Ed Student needs good comftble en-
vironment to leave boys, aged 2 and I in

while attending classes. 6 hrs. a week, 772-

0667.

tf3-l

Live-in tutor needed in Humanities for

Amherst, a better chance house Free
room, board Call 256-8181 or 253-3272

MM
175 or 250 Dirt-Street Bike. Used, but

good condition. Call Rrian. 256-8229, after 6
p.m. Leave message. Keep trying.

tf2-25

I am looking for parts for a Weber 40-
45DCOE Carb. if you can help call 549-1263
Ed Cook.

tf2-22

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted from UMass to Holyoke.

Mon., Wed., Fri. mornings: arrive
Holyoke 8-8:30 a.m.; will help with I call
546-6868. soon!

tf2-22

Ride wanted to Montreal anytime, will
exchange expenses and driving and give
good company. Call Dave. 6-5926.

tf2-22

Ride wanted. Turners Falls to UMass.
Wed.. Thurs.. Fri. for 8:00 class to 4:30.

Call 863-2087. after 6:00 p.m.
t/2-21

Ride needed for 2 to Kingston or Albany.
NY or anywhere in-between, leaving
Thurs. or Fri.. Feb. 21 or 22 and returning
Sun. Call 253-3139.

tf2-22

FREE

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.
(all 584-8816.

If5-17

MUSICIAN WANTED

Jazz pianist wanted for DVO work and
Tuesday afternoon class — Please call
Pat. 584-4144.

tf2-27

ENTERTAINMENT

Itemember Roger Salmon! He recorded
"Marie LePeau "with "The Mama Bear".
He's at the TOC. Thurs., Fri. & Sat.. Feb.
28, Mar I. 2. Great entertainment.

tf2-28

Having a parly? Need a band? Call
Stan's Rands, guaranteed to get you the
band of your choice at your price. Call 256-

0316.

If2-2

1

The Hatch Celebrity Series presents
Tracy Nelson-Mother Earth Band. Thurs..
Feb. 21. 9-1. admission one dollar.

tf2-2l

Who is John Hammond? One of the top
folk-blues artists in the country. He will be
at the Hatch. Feb. 28. Thurs. Be there!
Why Not?

tf2-2l

If you don't need loud music to be en-
tertained, slide up to the TOC. Thurs. -Fri.

-

Sat. 9-1. if your thirsty come Thursday.

MM
Where have all the Coffeehouses gone?

We don't know, but the TOC presents the
best in coffee house type entertainment,
every Thur.-Sat.

MM

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $280. all
inclusive. For more information, call
Campus Travel Center. 545-0500.

tf3-l5

Non-stop nostalgia will come your way if

you get me. Bob the D.J. for the best rock
•n" roll revival your money can buy. Call
536-6075.

MM
Blurp! Squonch! Pop! Cuckoo's Nest is

reborn! Rocking 6 piece band, ready to
play for your party or dance. Call BB, 546-

5729.

if2-21

SERVICES

24 Hour Service on Passports and
Passport Applications. Tel. 253-3148.
Lang's Photo.

U3-15

Professional camera & stereo repairs,
all guaranteed, at reasonable prices that
your pocket can afford. Tel. 253-3148.
Lang's Photo

tf3-l

Will babysit in my home or yours,
evenings 4 p.m. - 12 p.m. Salary
negotiable Please contact at 584-9504.

anytime.

tf2-22

Hi-fi audio repair. Sansui. Sony. Dual.
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech HiFi. 549-2610.

tf3-l5

Car repair hassles Experienced
mechanic available to fix it right, no big
overhead, no job to small Foreign and
domestic. 253-7241

tf2-22

Experienced babysitter will take loving
care of your children in my home or yours.
Full or part time. Call Doreen at 665-2484.

tTZ-21

Keep old clothes alive — mending,
patching, altering, jeans rebuilt, em-
broidery. Good work, reasonable rates. Rt.
9. Belchertown. 323-4025.

tf2-22

PHOTOS - Passports, visas, grad
school applications, etc. Sice, and
number of photos negotiable. $4.00
minimum. Fast service, quality
guaranteed. Call Steve at 6-5443.

IT2-29

I am offering good dependable
housecleaning services at reasonable cost
Hours are nexible. Call anytime at 36*
4651. Joni.

tf2-27

APT. FOR RENT

I bedroom apt. all utilities. $145 a month
Sunderland. Rt. iu. Call any time. 665-

tf3-l

TO RENT

2 bdrm apt. in Brit. Manor, air cond. w-
w. dish wash. 2 pools. 2 tenn. co., bus serv.
Open space. $210. mo. includes heat, rent
negotiable. 253-7482.

tf2-22

Quiet room. M. student, share bath &
kitchen. 4 mi. from campus. $70 mo.. 253-
7841.

MM

TO SUBLET

To sublet. 2 bd apt. t liffside $165 per mo.
includes util. available April 1st. option to
renew June 1st. Call 665-3900.

MM
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UMass skiers place second

in weekend Mt. Rowe events
The third and fourth ski races of

the Osborne Division of the New
England Intercollege Ski Con-

ference were held at Mount Rowe
in Guilford, N.H. over the weekend
on artificial snow. UMass placed

second in both events in the nine

college division contests.

Having finished 4th and 7th in the

first two races, these two second

place finishes bring the win loss

ratio to 21 wins to 11 losses. In a

nine college event second place

would mean one loss and 7 wins. In

league standings so far Arrherst is

first, BC is second, UMass third,

UConn fourth, BU fifth, Nor-

theastern sixth, Tufts seventh, AIC
eighth and Bentley ninth.

The races were interesting and

UMass did well considering that

Steve Tonelli was out with a bone

chip in his knee, Jim Hawkins was
out with a broken thumb and the flu

and Ben Ferris was suffering with
a sprained ankle that has not yet
healed. The whole team could,

therefore, pack into Coach Mac-
connell's station wagon for the trip

into snowless N.H. seeking the
artificial snow at Mt. Rowe.

In Saturday's giant slalom, Co-
Captain Kurt Syer placed second to

Tim Cyr of B.C. Dave Babbott and
Mark Brown, both of Amherst
College, finished third and fourth,

skiing with a consistency that

helped to make Amherst the

division leader. Dick McWade
finished a good eighth while Larry
Peck, in his first outing this year,

got a very good thirteenth place.

Bill Nebesky, also in his first

varsity outing this year, got a good

i Staff photo— B^n Ferris)

LARRY PECK in his first outing for UMass this year
finished 13th in a field of 80 racers from nine colleges at
Mt. Rowe.

Finley picks Dark
as A 's new manager
OAKLAND. Calif. (AP) - A well-

traveled Alvin Dark, a former
manager under Charles 0. Finley,

was named today by Finley as the

Oakland A's manager for the

coming baseball season, suc-

ceeding Dick Williams.

Dark, 52, managed the Kansas
City A's in 1966 and was fired on
Aug 20, 1967, after a near-rebellion

by the players. He also managed
the Cleveland Indians from 1968

through 1971 and has been out of

baseball since.

Finley announced the return of

Dark to the A's at a news con-

ference here.

Finley said today he and Dark

Notice
A wrestling clinic for all IM

wrestlers will be conducted by

members of the varsity wrestling

team on Thursday. Feb 21st in the

Boy den Auxiliary gym at 7:30

p.m.. Saturday. Feb 23rd in the

Boyden wrestling room at 200

p.m.. and Monday. Feb 25th in the

Boyden auxiliary gym at 7:30 p m

"have decided to get married
again."

Finley acknowledged, "There
has been a lot of speculation. But I

really didn't know myself who my
manager would be until 48 hours
ago."
Dark also had managed the San

Francisco Giants from 1961-64,

taking them to the 1962 World
Series. He was a star shortstop for

14 seasons in the major leagues,
compiling a .298 career batting
average.

21st place in a field of 80 racers.
Dave Ferris and Dave Rutter
finished 26 and 27th.

Gary Peck, the only UMass B
team skier, tied for 15th place. Had
he been skiing "A" team, UMass
would have won but UConn had a
time of 248.3 seconds for their best
four out of six "A" team racers
while UMass had 248.5 seconds;
Amherst was close behind with
249.5 seconds. Other teams in the
order of finish were BU, BC,
Northeastern, AIC, Bentley and
Tufts.

The weather was warm for

Sunday's slalom and it was
snowing during the first run. A
very complicated, tricky slalom
course was set which eliminated
nearly one-half of the field. In the
first seed, which contained the best
racers from each of the nine
colleges, only two racers found
their way through the bamboo
thicket without disqualification;

Robbie Gray from Tufts, who
eventually won the race, and Kurt
Syer from UMass who stopped to

check the confusing path through
the wickets. A good time for that
run was 33 seconds while Syer had
40. Without the careful check to be
sure of the course, it would have
been another UMass disaster. With
a solid second run to go with the
"lost in the bamboo forest" first

run, Syer finished a very respectful

12th and UMass pulled it out with
another second place.

Dick McWade wiggled his way
through the bamboo to finish third
behind Dave Babbott, the Amherst
freshman who has finished second,
third and fourth in the four races so
far. Bill Nebesky tied for seventh
place while Dave Rutter finished
16th to round out the UMass
foursome. Since Lary Peck was
disqualified in the first run and
Dave Ferris had a binding release
in mid-course in the first run, and
did not finish, UMass was under a
lot of pressure for the second run.
Boston College won the race with

a team time of 287.5 seconds,
UMass was second with 290.1,

Amherst was third with 291.9.

Other schools in the order of finish

were BU, UConn, Tufts, Nor-
theastern, AIC, and Bentley.
The next races are at Prospect

Hill in Waltham, Mass. on next
weekend. The BC slalom starts at
10:00 A.M. on Saturday and the
Northeastern slalom starts at the
same time on Sunday. Prospect
Hill is a good site to watch a race
and there is no admission.

UVM opts

for Division
Two playoffs
BIRLINGTON, Vt. (AP) - The

University of Vermont has notified

the Easter Collegiate Athletic
Conference that it will enter the
Division II hockey tournament
beginning March 2 on home ice.

UVM will be fourth seeded in the
tournament, according to Denis
Lambert, athletic director.

Notice
IN SWIM MEET entries for both
Men and Women are due Friday,
Feb. 22 in the IM Office at 215
Boyden.

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

And

MARLBORO MUSIC FESTIVAL PRESENTS

MusicFrom Marlboro
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1974 8:00 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM

Reserved Tickets: $1.50 UM A Students — $3.00 All Others
Fine Arts Council Office, 125 Herter Hall — 545-0202

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Braves, Aaron stir press controversy
(AP) The Atlanta Braves have struck out with much of the nation's

sporting press over their decision to have slugger Hank Aaron sit out the
season-opening series in Cincinnati and try to break Babe Ruth's home
run record before the hometown fans.

"Baseball has gone crooked," charged Dick Young of the New York
Daily News over Braves' President Bill Bartholomay's recent an-
nouncement that Aaron will not start the games against the Reds in
Cincinnati on April 4-6-7, although he will be available for pinch-hitting
duties and part-time outfield play.
Aaron has 713 career homers, one behind Ruth. The Braves — i.e.,

Bartholomay — want him to get the record in Atlanta, where the team
opens a long home stand April 8 with a nationally televised game against
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
"A fix by any name is a fix...Bartholomay would taint the game, the

record and Henry Aaron with this insidious fix," wrote Larry Merchant of
The New York Post.

"No wonder baseball is not held in the same esteem it once was. The

Woman hoopsters tameWSC

national pastime has become the national joke," wrote John Bansch,
assistant sports editor of The Indianapolis Star.
Dave Anderson of The New York Times called it "brazen defiance of

baseball's integrity" and Jerry Nason of The Boston Globe rapped what
he termed "contriving of the most blatant sort, an unabashed pitch for a
'controlled' TV, a prepared package."
Many writers and columnists urged Commissioner Bowie Kuhn to

order the Braves to play Aaron in Cincinnati. Red Smith of The New York
Times quoted Kuhn as saying he would meet with Bartholomay during
spring training and it would be up to the owner to persuade him the
Braves would do their best to win the games in Cincinnati.
"Come on, Bowie, make 'em play the cards the way they've been

dealt," pleaded Dave Condon in the Chicago Tribune.

Some writers felt Kuhn would order Aaron to play against the Reds.

Wrote Smith : "Depend upon it, if Henry Aaron is fit on April 4 he will be
in the Atlanta Braves' outfield."

(SUff photo—Ben Ferris)

DICK McWADE stays tight to the gate, in the Tufts
slalom. McSade finished third in the field of 80 racers.

: i>. * n
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SPORTS

Jewel-ius
NEW YORK (AP) - Julius

Erving of the New York Nets, who
was only one-hundredth of a
percentage point behind American
Basketball Association scoring
leader Dan Issel a week ago, has
overtaken the Kentucky star.

According to statistics released
Wednesday, Erving scored 123
points for the week ending Sunday
for a season average of 27.59. Issel
chalked up 91 for a 27.07 average.
Erving, who has played in 63

games, has tallied 1,738 points on
673 field goals and 365 free throws
for the Nets, No. 1 in the East

hip
buggers
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f
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FOLLOW THROUGH
— Al Skinner displays
the classic free throw
release. The 6*5" senior
will soon be doing his

charity-line shooting in

either the NCAA or NIT
tournaments.

NHL standings

East Division
W L T Pts. GF CA

BOST. 40 9 6 86 249 148
Mont. 33 16 7 73 204 156
Rangers 28 16 12 68 211 171

Toronto 26 19 11 63 203 163
Buffalo 25 25 6 56 180 186

Detroit 19 29 8 46 183 232
Island. 15 27 14 44 135 181

•Vane. 15 32 9 39 156 216

West Division

W L T Pts. GF GA
Phila. 34 12 9 77 192 117

Chicago 29 11 15 73 189 110

•Atlanta 21 26 10 52 144 168

•St.Louis 22 26 8 5f 154 154

•LosAng. 21 27 8 50 153 176

Minn. 18 26 13 49 173 199

Pitts. 17 33 5 39 159 203

Calif. 1140 7 29 151256

An Easy Pick-Up

A Dozen Donuts and
a great Cup of Coffee

to go home with —

Mister
Dorvufc

Rte. 9,

Hadley

By LINDA MACKLER
The UMass women's basketball

team brought its record to 5 - 2 with
a beautifully played game at

Worcester State College Tuesday
night, winning 49-37.
UMass quickly jumped into a

nine point lead and although at
half-time Worcester had closed to

within one point; UMass regained
command of the game in the third

quarter and maintained it.

For the second game in a row,
Jenny Edminster was leading
scorer and rebounder. After
sinking 15 points and grabbing 12

rebounds Jenny said, "Throughout
the season our offense has been the
weak spot. Now though, everyone
is relaxing and shooting, which
takes the pressure off the defen-

se."

The offense did look very
relaxed. They were moving
quickly and easily handled Wor-
cester's press. In the meantime,
Worcester was unable to break
UMass's press. Worcester's one

outside shooter, Joan Bromley fell

under pressure and scored only
eight points.

"Ann Foley played an excellent
defensive game. This is the first

time she's been so aggresive under
the boards," Coach Fan* stated
after Ann took nine rebounds. She
also said, "Basically we played out
kind of game - a running offense
with control of the ball. We beat
them on the press."

Thursday night in New Hamp-
shire, UMass will play a crucial
game. A victory will assure them
of a seat in the upcoming Regional
Tournament at Brooklyn College
March 7th - 9th, while a defeat may
possibly knock them out of con-
tention. This year's Tournament is

looking for regional representation
and will choose only one or two
schools from each state. Since
Springfield College has been
defeated only by Queens, UMass
must prove it too can beat a strong
team like New Hampshire.

Relay wins it for women
By MDC STAFF

In the first dual meet ever held
in New England between two
women's college track teams,
UMass defeated Springfield
College 28-21 in an exciting,
although small scale, meet held
Saturday at Curry Hicks cage.
The meet came down to the last

event, the 4 x 1 lap relay, before
victory was assured for the UMass
women. Charlotte Lett is anchored
the relay and edged Cindy Bartlett

of Springfield by one tenth of a
second. Lett is, a distance runner,
had a most unusual and straining
expression on her face as she just

barely held off the fast closing
Bartlett.

Lettis also led the UMass sweep
of the mile run with a time of 5:30
followed by Marion Kilick in 5:45.9
and Merry Cushin 5:48.

Another meet is tentatively
scheduled for March 9th.

Summary of events

220: Cindy Bartlett Spfd. 29.8
Judy O'Conner UMass 30.5

440: Cindy Bartlett Spfd. 68.7
Marion Kulick UMASS 72.0
Marie Tofanni Spfd. 73.5

880: Carol Demotte Spfd. 2:36.6
Judy Kline UMASS 2:39.5
Carla White UMASS 2:53

Mile: Charlotte Lettis UMASS 5:30
Marion Kulick UMASS 5:45.9
Merry Cushing UMASS 5:48

2 Mile: Carol Demotte Spfd. 12:18
Marina Jafree UMASS 12:54
Marion Kulick UMASS 13:59

4x1 Lap Relay

UMASS (O'Connor, Kline, White Lettis)

Spfd. (Denning, Kunze, Tofanni, Bartlett)

WHA standings
Cast Division

W L T Pts GF GA
N. ENG. 32 24 2 66 214 197

Toronto 30 27 4 64 238 214

•Quebec 29 27 3 61215 203

•Cleve. 27 25 5 59 179 186

Jersey 26 32 2 54 187 221

Chicago 25 27 3 53 182 192

Atlantic Division

W L Pet
BOSTON 42

New York 38

Buffalo 33

Phila. 19

Central

W
CapiUl 35

Atlanta 28

Houston 23

Cleveland 21

West Division

WLTPb.Gr GA
Houston 34 18 5 73 226 154
Minn. 31 26 1 63 233 203
Winnipeg 27 27 5 59 197 211
Edmon. 28 29 56 196 207
Vane. 23 32 46 211226
Los Ang. 20 38 40 169 233

NBA standings
Midwest

W
GB Milw. 45

Chicago 45

Detroit 41

KC-O. 24

17

25

32

42

.712

.603

.508

.311

Division

L Pet.

.574

.458

.365

.318

6

12

24

Division

L Pet GB
.738 — •

.682

.651

.369

16

21

22

41

2

5

22 hk

26

36

40

45

GB

8>2

13

16%

Pacific Division

W L Pet. GB
Golden St. 33 26 .559 —
LosAng. 32 29 .525 2

Seattle 29 37 .439 7Vi
Phoenix 25 38 .397 10

Portland 21 41 .339 13%

Heads up?! Omar Mustapha lost his head for a
moment as he makes a save on a Beirut opponent in a
soccer game last night.

Clip this ad for

FREE
ADMISSION

1

5Ns«tf2!SfiIfeW >*ini^«;t nights 8:00

lalustMatineesSatjn
oa g

Jiinsdale
New Hampshire

SNA

1 2 races • Daily Double
Many Quinellas • Perfectas
Heated • Grandstand 50C • Clubhouse $1 L
Clubhouse Restaurant • Ample Parking

Near Brattleboro • 3 miles off Rte.Q . EXIT 1

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon.

(except during league play)

50* per string

- Sot.
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Oh so close!

UMass dips 7-5
By DAVE EIBEL
MDC Sports Staff

A cheerleader left Orr Rink last

night and uttered the best
description of last night's UMass -

New Hampshire hockey game, and
it was how every UMass fan felt:

"I think I'm going to cry." So close

and yet so far.

The Minutemen tied the game
with just over two minutes left at 5-

5 only to give up a powerplay
marker a little while after and a
meaningless empty net goal to go
down 7-5 at the hands of the

Wildcats. But for almost 58

minutes they gave the second-
ranked college hockey team in the

country fits.

When asked prior to the opening
faceoff if his club was up for the

game, Jack Canniff laconically

replied, "we'll find out when the

game starts." Then his players
answered the question with per-

fection as they astounded everyone
in the building scoring three first

period goals and blanking the

startled Wildcats.

Eleven seconds after UNH
captain Gordie Clark was
penalized for elbowing, Tim Howes
took a Bill Mintiens point-to-point

pass and let a slapshot go which
UNH goalie Seth Barnum stopped
with his arm only to have the puck
trickle off and fall into the net, at

12:22. At 13:49 Billy Harris picked
up a Howes rebound to Barnum's
right and stuffed a backhander
past his pad into the far corner to

make it 2-0 for the Minutemen.
UMass kept the pressure on, and

at 15: 19 Kevin Conners picked up a

rebound off a Mark Sullivan shot

and scored on a twelve-foot
backhander from the slot to

Barnum's stick side.

The first stanza was all-Umass
as the UMies peppered the Wildcat
goal with 16 shots, allowing only
five at the other end.

Just as UMass fans pictured the

word "upset" in their minds, UNH
showed the stuff they're made of.

Only fifteen seconds into the

second period, Bill Mintiens was
sent to the box for tripping; thir-

teen seconds later Jamie Hislop
deflected a shot from the point with
the blade of his stick as he was
falling down about eight feet in

front of Chick Rheault and put
UNH on the board.

Then the deluge started that

would see the period end with
Umass down by 5-3. After Hislop's

goal the Minutemen seemed to lose

their vim and vigor as UNH started
coming on.

The Wildcats potted goals at

3:10, 3:47, 8:29, and 17:54 to gain
the two-goal advantage, and of the
five second-period markers
Rheault couldn't be faulted on any
of them.
The socond UNH goal at 3:10 of

the period came on a screened
slapshot from the point. The tieing

goal came when Rheault stopped
Jamie Hislop on a breakaway only
to have the puck passed back in

front to a waiting Jim Burke who
rifled it home from ten feet with
Chick out of position.

UNH's fourth goal came on a
passout to Ray Bertollo from
behind the net with Bertollo only
having to redirect it behind
Rheault. The fifth goal for the
Wildcats was of the flukey variety
as Vic Olmstead came over the
UMass blueline and wristed a shot
from thirty-five feet that Rheault
had the bead on all the way.
Unfortunately, the puck tipped off

Tim Howes' kneepad enough to

change its direction and catch the

(Staff photo—Joe Martins)

IT'S YOUR TURN — Chick Rheault lets the ref do the work for a change during
last night's near-win over UNH. He faced 42 shots, 19 in the 3rd period, as UMass
fell by two, the winner with less than 2 minutes left.

Sadly, it was not to be. Ten
seconds after Conners' tieing ef-

fort, Tim Howes picked up an
elbowing penalty and at 18:36

Jamie Hislop scored his third of the
night on a passout from behind the
net to put UNH on top to stay.

Coach Canniff lifted Rheault

with 1 : 17 left and although the

Minutemen came close they
couldn't get the equalizer. With
eighteen seconds left Dave Lumley
scored into an empty net from
center and the UNH victory was an
unhappy certainty.

Rheault was brilliant throughout
the game but especially in the third

period when he stopped eighteen of

nineteen shots. Except for a span
of eight minutes in the second

period, UMass skated step-for-step

with New Hampshire but just

didn't have the ability to finish off

the big play when it counted.

Next Wednesday night the

Minutemen face Division One
Northeastern. After New Hamp-
shire they should be a pushover.

KEVIN CONNERS:
two key goals

lower left-hand corner.
Just before the second period

ended Vic Ronda received a five-

minute major for high sticking Jim
Lynch and breaking his nose in the
process. UMass took advantage of
the infraction by scoring at 1:47
when Mark Sullivan batted a loose
puck in front of the UNH cage past
sprawled goaltender Dan
Magnarelli who had replaced
Bamum in the second period.
At 17:31 Orr Rink erupted. Mark

Sullivan picked up the puck at the
Umass line after stopping an
errant Wildcat cross-ice pass, beat
two New Hampshire defenders into
the clear and fired a wristshot
which Magnarelli blocked from
twenty feet out. But Kevin Con-
ners, the trailer on the play picked
up the rebound and parked it in the
deserted cage making overtime a
virtual certainty.

Wrestlers strangle WPI 39-3

Tradition of intense rivalry key

By JOHN BOCK
MDC Staff Wrestling Writer

It was hoped that the Minutemen
matmen could bounce back big

after losing to Wilkes College. The
UMass grapplers bore out those

hopes and brought their record to

an 8-7 mark with a convincing 39-3

pounding of Worcester Polytechnic
Institute.

The Minutemen hosted WPI on
Tuesday night in their next to last

home performance and won nine

out of ten bouts — four by falls. The
experience that has been gained by
wrestling class teams like Wilkes
was very much in evidence as

UMass out-dueled the Engineers in

every department. Takedowns and
near-falls were very plentiful on
UMass scorecard as the winners
were never seriously put out

against WPI.

Senior Joe Phillips decisioned
WPI's Steve Barnicle 8-4, picking
up three very nice takedowns in the
process. Larry Reynolds had
WPI's talented Co-Captain Larry
Martiniano at 126 but had little

trouble as he handed him an 11-3

shellacking. Reynolds was not
stopped on his feet and was
working for the pin constantly
while he amassed six minutes
riding time in the bout.

The 134 pound match saw
UMass' Dick Muri maul the
Engineer's Paul Wittman, 7-0.

Russell Chateauneuf picked up
UMass' first pin of the evening at
142 as he decked Chet Kokoska in
6:20. In the bout Chateauneuf
displayed the smoothness that was
reminiscent of his freshman year
when he won the New Englands.

UMass gymmen tackle Spfld juggernaut
By WALT POWERS
MDC Sports Staff

Back in the days of Mass Aggie,
a UMass-Springfield mens gym-
nastics meet was always good for a
laugh. After all, the Chiefs were a
perennial NCAA power, and there
weren't too many "farmers" who
even knew what a pommel horse
was. For the Redmen, it was good
experience: for the Chiefs, it was a
chance, to relax and run up a big
score.

Times have changed since then,
but not the results. UMass now
keys for the meets against such
NCAA powers as Penn State and
Southern Connecticut, while
Springfield, still a small college
juggernaut, aims the guns of its

long traditionat it's now powerful
Amherst neighbor This tradition.

not the comparative strengths of

the two teams, will probably
decide the result of the meet
tonight

"This rivalry isn't as intense as

that between the UMass-
Springfield women." said Tom
Dunn, "but it's certainly very

intense. We're the biggest meet on

the Springfield schedule, and they

always come up with their best

meet against us".

UMass has consistently out-
scored the Chiefs throughout this
season, but past results are
irrelevant here. A statistically

superior UMass team was taken to

the final event in last year's one-

point Minuteman victory, UMass'
third in the sixteen year series
history. Tonight's meet will be held
in Springfield, where UMass has
won only once before, back in 1968.

This meet figures to turn on
pommel horse, where Springfield

Bruins tie Stars, 5-5
BLOOMINGTON. Minn. (AP) — Boston center Phil Esposito rifled in

three goals, giving him 50 for the season, as the Bruins came back to tie
the Minnesota North Stars 5-5 in the National Hockey League Wednesday
night J

Esposito tied the game at 15:32 of the third period on a power Dlavsweeping in a loose puck at the corner of the crease to get him to the 50-
goal level for the fourth straight season.

The North Stars, breaking a seven-game Bruin winning streak, had
come from a 4-2 deficit early in the final period to take a 5-4 edge on goals
by Murray Oliver. Lou Nanne and Barry Gibbs, the third at 14:40.

Earlier in the period, Carol Vadnais and Esposito gunned in goals for
the Bruins in a span of 33 seconds.

The goals by Oliver and Nanne came 29 seconds apart.

Gibbs. skating in unassisted from the center zone, and Esposito traded
first period goals Bobby Orr. with an unassisted goal of his won on a
power play, and Nanne. 12 seconds later, exchanged second period goals

The standing room only crowd of 15,555 booed Esposito loudly in the
final minute as the big Boston center skated in circles in his own zone in
an effort to preserve the tie.

lacks death and has scored con-
sistently lower than UMass all

season. All other events should be
close and in one of them, the still

rings, Springfield has the edge. A
strong showing by an up-and-
coming parallel bars squad could
wrap up the meet for the
Minutemen. UMass cannot afford
the sidehorse lapses that occured
against Navy though because as
the scoring gap narrows, any
judging edge shifts to Springfield.

If Gene Whelan loses the all-

around a snowball may freeze in

hell, so the individual spotlight will

focus on Springfield's flying
Scuderi brothers. Two of them, Sal
and Angelo, compete for the
Chiefs, the third brother, Steve,
is Tom Dunn's third all-around. All
three grew up in Springfield, so for
Steve it will be sort of a
homecoming.

With only weak Cornell left to

play, a win tonight would earn the
Minutemen fourth place in the
Eastern Intercollegiate Gym-
nastics Association.

NOTE: the bus trip scheduled for
tonight's meet has been can-
celled.)

"I'm starting to get in shape, that's
all," smiled Chateauneuf
mysteriously upon being
questioned about his thoughts
about the upcoming New
Englands.
WPI picked up their only win at

150 as their other Co-Captain, Eric
Isbister, outlasted Minuteman
Donny Rice, 9-6. It was a close
affair with Rice reversing Isbister

three times for his points. Steve
Jabaut moved up a weight class
and handled Steve Schlitt of WPI,
11-5. Schlitt had a height advantage
that Jabaut minimized in the
second period as he flattened him
with a pancake takedown that was
good for a two and three.

UMass Captain Steve Benson
was out for the school pin record
but had to settle for a pin in the
third period of the 167 pound bout
instead. The time of the fall over
Bill Patonas was 6:38. UMass
swept the next three weight classes
as the trio of Spaulding, Osborne
and Fenton collected two pins and
a win. At 177 Bob Spaulding bested
Bob Winter, 6-2, while Robin
Osborne decked Gerry Batchelder
in 3:58 at 190. Dennis Fenton
collected his second win in the last

two matches by pinning Craig
Arcari in 3:58. On Saturday he beat
Wilkes College's talented Al
Scharer 9-4 for Umass' other win in

the dual match.
PIN POINTS: The dual match

scheduled for this Saturday with
Dartmouth has been rescheduled
for next Tuesday due to problems
at Dartmouth... In the national
wrestling picture the University of
Michigan is a slight favorite to

wrest the NCAA title from Iowa
State... Big Ten teams (dominate)
the Top Ten with Iowa second and
Wisconsin fourth in the ratings...

The UMass Minutemen are
starting their big push down for the
New Englands. Larry Reynolds is

making a concerted efford to drop
to 118 while Steve Benson drops to

158 and Cliff Blom to 150. It is

hoped that in so doing none of these
wrestlers will be working hard for
second place... URI will finish their
best season to date this Saturday
as they meet Ivy League doorman
Brown in what should be a yawner
at Providence. The Rams should
have more top seeds in this year's
New Englands than anyone else.

< Photo ( redU-Slfve Smith)
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Students spark hospital probe
ByMIKE KNEELAND
MDC NEWS EDITOR

Two area students have sparked
an investigation into Springfield
Hospital Medical Center by the
U.S. Civil Rights Commission.
Mark Citron, a UMass pre-med

student, and Douglas Whelan, a
Hampshire College pre-med
student, charge that the hospital

"has created conditions which are

preventing the Spanish-speaking
community from receiving
adequate medical care."

The U.S. Civil Rights Com-
mission in New York City recently

received a copy of the statistics

filed by Citron and Whelan along
with the students' personal ob-

servations. The Commission,
which heads the Region One area
which includes Springfield, plans

on taking a closer look at the

situation.

According to Citron, who spent

more than two weeks at the

hospital, before being asked to

leave, about 20 per cent of the

emergency room patients are

Spanish speaking. He says many of

these people do not speak English,

hospital before

Citron quotes Dr. Miner, director

Impeachment for non-criminal

acts OK, House probers told
By JOHN BECKLER

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House Judiciary

Committee, investigating the possible impeachment
of President Nixon, was advised by its staff yesterday
that impeachable offenses need not be criminal acts.

The advice, quickly rejected by the ranking
Republican member of the committee, was contained
in a staff memorandum exploring in general terms
the constitutional grounds for impeachment of a
president.

In its most significant finding, the memorandum
states that criminal law is not applicable to the
process of removing the president from office.

"The criminal law..does not address itslef to the
abuses of presidential power," says the memoran-
dum. "In an impeachment proceeding a president is

called to account for abusing powers which only a
president possesses."

Chairman Peter W. Rodino, D-N.J., and Rep.
Edward Hutchinson, R-Mich., at a news conference
at which the memorandum was distributed, made it

clear it in no way reflected the committee's position
on the crucial question of what constitutes an im-
peachable offense.

Hutchinson said "it speaks to the committee, it

does not speak for the committee." And he left no
doubt that it did not speak for him.

"It supports a broader concept of impeachment
than I would think wise in dealing with a president,"
said Hutchinson, who added that he believed criminal
behavior should be required before a president was
removed from office.

But the memorandum stated there is nothing in the

400-year history of impeachment in England, the

deliberations of the Constitutional Convention or the

precedents of the House to support the narrow view
espoused by Hutchinson.
Turning specifically to the standards against which

a president must be judged, the morandum states

that no precise criteria can be listed.

"However," it says, "where the issue is

presidential compliance with the constitutional

requirements and limitations on the presidency, the

crucial factor is not the intrinsic quality of behavior
but the significance of its effect upon our con-
stitutional system or the functioning of our govern-
ment."
The memorandum says that the constitutional duty

imposed on a president to "take care that the laws be
faithfully executed," implies a responsibility for the

over-all conduct of the executive branch.

(Continued on P. IS)

of the hospitals emergency room
services, as saying it is not the
responsibility of the hospital to
supply interpreters. People
coming to America should learn to
speak English or else bring an
interpreter with them, Dr. Miner
told Citron.

Citron said he was told by Dr.
Miner that the hospital could not
find any bi lingual, medically
trained persons to hire. But when
Citron called the Springfield Mass.
Employment agency, he says, the
agency said they had not received
any such request from the hospital.
Citron said the employment
workers told him they would
"extensively search" for such a
trained person if the request were
made.

Bill Schaare, a Springfield
Hospital spokesman, said he feels

that the hospital is an efficient one.
"I find it hard to believe that we
are operating in a total void," he
said.

Schaare believes the hospital is

particularly interested in the
Spanish-speaking people. As
evidence, he noted the work done
at the Brightwood-Riverview
Health Center.

The Center, he says, is staffed by
Springfield Hospital employees
who treat outpatients in the
predominantly Spanish area.
Schaare says there are nurses
there who speak "some Spanish",
physicians, and three health aids of
Spanish decent. He said the Center
advertised for people to work there
who could speak Spanish.

In Springfield Hospital itself, a

list of employees wno can speak
Spanish is compiled, Schaare said.
Speaking from his home, Schaare
said he could not be sure how many
employees speak Spanish without
access to files.

The spokesman added that a full-

time Spanish speaking clerk in the
outpatient ward is on duty. He said
that during her working hours she
could easily be summoned to the
emergency room if necessary.
Whelan, who worked seven

months in the hospital, cites one
case where a lack of com-
munication was evident.however.
A child died, he wrote, in the
pediatric extensive care unit. "I
don't mean to imply, in this case,
that the resulting death could have
been avoided by obtaining an
immediate history. What upsets
me is that the grandmother's
feeling of helplessness and anxiety
should not have been compounded
by her frustration at being unable
to communicate with a single
member of the emergency ward
staff."

Citron charges he was in effect
"kicked out of the hospital"
because the questionaire he was
distributing with the hospital's
initial approval, to Spanish people
was yielding embarrassing results
for the hospital.

Citron also says he personally
heard physicians comment
disrespectfully towards Spanish
patients.

He concludes that there is no
"positive motivation in the hospital
to try to understand the Spanish
Culture and life-style."

"You're an animal doctor, you say? Well, if you're from Massachusetts, we don't
want ya!"

Pre-vet students

suffer in Mass.
ByJUDYFRIEDLAND

Aspiring veterinarians, handicapped by their New England residency,

are being rejected from veterinary colleges across the country, ac-

cording to James Fleming, president of the recently revived Pre-
Veterinary Club at UMass.
Members of the club are distributing notices, selling bumper stickers

and travelling to towns, in an effort to alert people to this problem, and to

gain support for a bill proposing the establishment of a regional

veterinary college at the site of the UMass Medical School in Worcester.
Presently, there are 18 veterinary colleges located in 17 states, not one

of which is in any of the six New England states. Intense competition is

increased for New England residents as veterinary colleges give first

priority to their own state residents. Second priority falls to residents of

states without veterinary schools who enjoy regional agreements with
those states which have the colleges.

New England states do not fall into this category either.

"Most of the New England students whom I've talked with are
frustrated," said Fleming, a senior, who recently visited the University
of Vermont, among other campuses trying to start other campaigns.
"Although there are many well-qualified students in this region, they
have no opportunity for a veterinary career."

(Continued on P. 3)
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Tower of troubles

What's wrong with the library?
By MARK VOGLER

The world's tallest library has
king size problems.

It has been labeled by several at
the University as "a monolith to

someone's super ego." Some even
suggest that it may not have been
worth ! 16.8 million to construct the
26-story structure (2% feet high).

Whatever the case, many at
UMass don't consider the new
library the "pie in the sky" which
its planners intended it to be.

Informed sources have cited for
the Collegian a list of woes that
have befallen administrators and
maintenance men since its opening
last June:
--No apparent evacuation plan or

adequate safeguards in the event
of a fire.

-Malfunctioning of the heating
and air conditioning systems which
places in possible jeopardy such
valuable papers as the W.E.B.
DuBois collection.

-Erratic and inefficient elevator
service.

-Security flaws leading to
possible book thefts.

-Use of professional staff to do
the work which nonprofessionals
have been capable of doing.
Several library staff members

who have requested to remain
anonymous have flatly called the
library a "fire trap."

"There are no sprinklers in the
building because of the books.

They don t even have an
evacuation plan worked out.
Looking at it from an insurance
company point of view, it certainly
is a liability," one source told the
Collegian.

"In the event of a fire all five
elevators would come down to the
ground level and people would be
stuck. It's impossible to open the
window to get out. Since the
stairwells would act as flues,

anybody attempting to exit from
above the level of the fire would be
overcome by smoke inhalation."
Gordon Fretwell, associate

director for public services at the
library, said that the latest fire-

safety information instructs not to

evacuate high rise buildings during
a fire.

"We merely respond to getting
people out of zones within the
immediate area of the fire," he
said.

"There are many fire problems
that I am aware of, but none of the
nature which cause me to lay in

bed at night worrying that 500 kids
might ge burned in a tragedy."
Fretwell confirmed that the

stand pipes available in the
stairwells to hook up fire hose are
useless because the doors were
improperly hinged — the fault of
the archetect.

When the doors are fully opened,
it is impossible to get to the stand
pipe. And to unravel the fire hose

<MDC Photo)

'How the hell can I get to the hose!" Amherst fire
officials tell us that they'll use the stand pipe from the
floor below.
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within the stand pipe encasement,
the door must remain closed, (see

photograph

)

Asked whether the carpets
throughout the building are
supposed to be fire resistant,

Fretwell said he assumed they
would be. However, suring a test

conducted by the Collegian, a
carpet sample burned when lit with
a paper match.
Amherst Fire Chief Edward

Dougherty told the Collegian that
he and his department were
"completely satisfied" with the
design and the location of the stand
pipes.

In the event of a fire, the stand
pipe one level below would be used,

he said.

As far as the lack of a sprinkler
system, Dougherty said the
present sprinkler law was not in

effect at the time of the building's

construction. He added that the

absence of an evacuation plan
was of "administrative concern
and a minor inconvenience."
"The best minds in the country

are not in agreement as to the best

methods of evacuating a high rise

building. There is just no set plan,"
he said.

The heating system in the library

has noticeably been malfunc-
tioning this winter and many ex-
pect the air conditioning to create
problems when the warm weather
sets in — just as it did suring the
summer months.
According to Fretwell, heating

and cooling problems in the
building are believed to be linked

to a water pipe rupture which
occured last summer in the engine
room — something which has not
yet been repaired. Over 100,000

gallons of water had to be pumped
out of the basement by the
Amherst Fire Department.
Library employees working in

the lobby have been forced to wear
overcoats and sweaters to fight off

the cold drafts.

One source said that a girl quit

her job after catching pneumonia
— directly attributed to her work in

the library.

"The problem in the lobby is one
of a negative air pressure building
up. The system is exhausting more
air than it takes in," Fretwell said.

"Because of this the outside air

is stronger and is forcing its way
into the building."

Some of the doors in the lobby
have temporarily locked to
minimize the incoming cold air.

Because of the inefficient
heating and cooling system
throughout the building, special
attention must be addressed to the
preservation of special socuments
— including those of W.E.B.
DuBois which were purchased by
the University last spring for

$150,000.

The DuBois documents are
housed on the 25th floor, stored in

cardboard cartons. They are
reportedly in very fragile condition
and will require careful restoration
before they can be studied and put
on display for the public.

Fretwell said that a special
humidifyer and dehumidifyer
device has been installed to protect
the valuable collection. Several
library sources have said that
unless the room conditions are
carefully watched, the DuBois
papers could conceiveably
disintegrate.

Elevators have become an
everyday problem for those
frequently visiting the library.

One of the reasons that Fretwell
cites is that the elevators are "a
conglomeration of parts from three
separate manufacturers." One of

the manufacturers went bankrupt.
"Elevators are complex

machines without fiddling with the
parts in different combinations,"
said one technician who has
worked on them.
Only two of tne elevators can

stop at any floor. To complicate
matters further, one cannot call an
elevator from any floor.

(MDC Photo)

....This sample of the "fire resistant" carpets in the
library burned when lit by a cardboard match.

Two weeks ago, all five of the
elevators were not working.
However, Fretwell maintains that
they have been in fine working
order recently.

People have occasionaly found
themselves "stuck" in one of the
elevators between floors. One
library staffer recounted one such
incident that occured on the 18th
floor.

"Technicians went up in another
elevator to help them. In a matter
of a few minutes they has the
pannels down and had the people
walk across the shaft on wooden
planks into the rescue elevator."
Perhaps one of the most direct

problems facing students is the
misplacement of books.
Fretwell estimates that missing

books — stolen or otherwise
misplaced — are in the thousands,
but adds that he'll have no definite
figure until an inventory is com-
pleted.

Some sources suggest that the
library administration has con-
trived a stolen book problem to
justify the purchase of an elec-
tronic detecting system.

Fretwell defends such a system
on the grounds that it would be
easier to keep track of books and
the individual privacy of students
and others using the library would
not be intruded.

Other sources say that stolen
books is a serious reality due to lax
security. Lax security was cited by
the Collegian on several occasions

Obviously the present security
system is inadequate, and anybody
who wants to can rip off this place
blind, said one student worker

There are two push bar doorson the main floor that aren't e?ennear the check-out desk. One can
steal as much as he wants Fo?
hose in the know, there's alwavsthe underground tunnel down inthl
basement."
The tunnel leads from South

College to the library.

One staff source has accused the
University of "Beefing up" the
library staff with professional help
.n order to get a top library ac-
creditation.

"Money seems to be running
down a rat hole over here and
something ought to be done about
it. Perhaps an investigation ought
to be done by the Bureau of per-
sonnel and standardization into the
staffing patterns in the library,"
the source said.

"The salaries are rediculous
Some people are getting $18,000 a
year for sitting on their butts while
the people doing the work are
getting peanuts."
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Singer Tracy Nelson performed with the Mother Earth Band last night in the
Hatch.

Some innocent in student court
By ROBERTA MARTONE

"Innocent" was the verdict handed down by the

University Judiciary judges in the first shoplifting

case of the semester.

The innocent verdict is not as unusual as it may
seem, according to Jim Pappas, Student Attorney
General. "The verdicts of the cases brought to court
are usually half and half, although most people tend
to believe that the guilty verdict is the more com-
mon," Pappas said.

The court case, presented Thursday night in a
Campus Center room, was similar in procedure to an
actual court case. Although a "lighter" atmosphere
pervaded the University Judiciary courtroom,
compared to an actual courtroom, the University
Judiciary case was conducted in a legal court
manner.
The session, lasting 30 minutes, opened with a call

for pre-trial motions, of which there were none.

Next, the charge was read: shoplifting a record
album from the University Store, and the defendant's

plea was heard: "not guilty".

The first witness was a store guard. The guard said

he suspected the defendant of shoplifting an album
and placing it between a notebook and newspaper he

nad carried into the store.

The Defense then asked the guard if he actually

saw the defendant shoplifting the album. The guard
replied "no."

The Prosecution then posed questions relating to

the general training of a University Store guard, and
how he-she is able to detect a prospective shoplifter.

The second witness on the stand was the defendant
himself. He said he had purchased an album from the

store earlier in the day. On returning to the campus
store, he said he carried the album into the store with

a newspaper and note book.

The Prosecution asked the defendant why he didn't

leave his belongings in a locker or a cubby-hole at the

front of the store. The defendant replied that he had
previously had a large quantity of belongings stolen

from, those places.

The Prosecution and Defense then summarized
their cases. The Defense said the Prosecution lacked

enough evidence to prove the defendant guilty.

The three judges left to decide the verdict. They
found the defendant innocent.

The student was the victor. Concluded Pappas, "If

you know you're innocent, there's probably a good
chance that you can prove it."

Bills to protect veterans' benefits
By FRITS GEURTSEN

Legislation to protect the pension benefits of

veterans and their widows was recently introduced

by U.S. Representatives Michael J. Harrington (D-

Mass.) and Ogden Reid (D-N.Y.).

According to Harrington, "As the law now stands

when social security benefits go up, veterans benefits

go down.
Frank Cotter, Director of Veteran's Affairs on

campus further explained it. "When Congress voted

to increase social security benefits recently they

failed to raise the income limitations for pensions

accordingly. Right now that level is about $3000 a

yeer. Many veterans saw their incomes rise above

that level due to the social security increase and thus
they lost all or part of their pension benefits."

Approximately 13,000 veterans in Massachusetts
alone are affected by the legislation.

"This legislation," said Cotter, "affects Second
World War veterans rather than those from the
Vietnam War era. There are, however, about 1000
war orphans at UMass whose mothers might be af-

fected by it."

Cotter predicted that the legislation would have "no
problem passing. Congress realizes that it has made
a mistake and will rectify it as soon as it possibly

can."

Pre-vet students

suffer in Mass.
(Continued from P. 1)

According to statistics compiled by the New England Board of Higher
Education (NEBHE), in 1970-71, 35 students, or 2.4 per cent of the first-

year veterinary students were from New England. Fleming claims that
of the 135 New England residents who applied to veterinary colleges last

year, only 9 were accepted — 2 by the University of Pennsylvania and 7

by Cornell University — approximately 93 per cent were rejected.

Because of the number of schools, said Fleming, "it's more difficult to

enter a veterinary college than a medical school. People with 3.8 cums
and good references are being rejected."

According to Fleming, most Animal Science majors want to become
veterinarians "in the back of their minds."
"Everyone discourages them," Fleming said. "Peers and counselors

all tell them that it's too hard to get into a veterinary school."
Fleming also warns of a critical veterinarian shortage, based on the

NEBHE's forecast that by 1980 New England will need 17.5 veterinarians
per 100,000 population. They will, however be 1200 short of that mark.
"The need for veterinarians is on the rise; however the opportunities

for becoming one is decreasing," said Fleming.
S1298, scheduled for Senate consideration at a March hearing, will be

the third bill concerning the establishment of a New England veterinary
college to go before the legislature.

The bill, sponsored by Sen. John Conte ( D-Worcester ), is based on what
the NEBHE Committee on Veterinary Medicine had proposed following a
study of the school scarcity. The committee advised that a veterinary
college be built on the site of the UMass-Worcester campus.
The college would be allied with the UMass Medical School and have

access to its research and clinical faculties. Not only would the school
train new veterinarians and conduct research, but it would also provide
for the continuing education of practicing veterinarians, consultation
services and extension activities.

Fleming calls the proposed school "a revolutionary concept." The six

states involved would own and administer the school according to their

percentage of New England's population.

"Since Massachusetts residents make ud 48 Der cent of New England's
population," said Fleming, "they would be entitled to 48 per cent of the
vacancies, and would be required to pay 48 per cent of the costs.

S1298 is similar, though not identical to S92, which passed the Senate
last year "by a landslide of the quorun present", according to Fleming. It

met opposition, however, in the House, where the major complaint was
that the plan didn't conform to the proposal laid out by the NEBHE, as the
bill also planned to utilize the site of the Grafton State Hospital.

Some people believe that UMass President Robert C. Wood's opposition
to the plan helped to kill it. Dr. Alan Ferguson, Executive Director of the
NEBHE accused Wood after S92's defeat that he hadn't taken the matter
of the veterinary school to the trustees because of other plans for UMass-
Worcester. Wood said that he was waiting until the campus became fully

operative next year to see whether or not it would be the ideal site for the
veterinary school.

Fleming and the Pre-Veterinary Club members are doing "grassroot
campaigning" to amass support for S1298, and the subsequent establish-

ment of a New England Veterinary college. They go to towns and ask
people to write their representatives to support the college.

"We want to bring all of the forces together," said Fleming. "Most
people don't know of the veterinary problem. They are the ones who will

be the true beneficiaries if the school goes through."
Fleming explained that veternarians are not just "dog and cat men",

but are involved in medical research, public health programs and con-
sumer protection among other diversified fields.

The Pre-Veterinary Club, celebrated a rebirth last semester after 20

years of dormancy. One hundred twenty members strong, it arranges for

guest speakers from the field of Veterinary Medicine, provides in-

formation on veterinary school requirements in addition to campaigning
for the New England veterinary college.

The club will sell raffles for a bicycle from Monday, February 25 until

Friday, March 8 on the Campus Center Concourse. Profits will be used to

fund club activities.

Dem. Sec. of State hopeful on trail here
ByREIDFISHMAN

Boston City Councillor Larry DiCara addressed a

small group Wednesday night in room 162 of the

Campus Center. DiCara, who is a Democratic can-

didate for Secretary of State in Massachusetts,

referred to the highlights of his past record as being

:

(1) community school programs in Boston, (2) rent

control, and (3) successful actions on bringing a

referendum concerning the structure of the Boston

School Committee.
In a speech to about thirty students, DiCara

mentioned that "Boston is farther away than it used

to be" and that "government is operating as if we
really didn't have any technological advancement."
DiCara feels that the state government should seek to

establish more modes of communication with the
cities and towns, stating, "my bias is against the

legislature and in favor of the cities and towns."
DiCara referred often to the statewide caucus in

Framingham on March 23, but he said, "I don't like to

call it a caucus, I like to call it an open convention."
When asked if he would abide by the caucus' decision,

DiCara said, "If I am not successful in the caucus,
and if somebody else is successful in the caucus, I will

not be a candidate in the primary."

When asked if he supported any candidate for

governor, DiCara refused, but added that his policies

agreed with those of Mike Dukakis about 98 per cent

of the time.
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Hearst kidnappers demand
additional $4M for food

By EDITH M. LEDERER
Associated Press Writer

HILLSBOROUGH. Calif. <AP) - The kidnapers
rs of Patricia Hearst accused her father of "throwing
a few crumbs to the people" yesterday and demanded
he add another $4 million within 24 hours to a $2
million food giveaway.
A source close to newspaper executive Randolph A.

Hearst said commitments for another $4 million in

free food would be sought immediately from grocery
stores and others in the effort to secure freedom for

Patty Hearst, abducted 17 days ago.
It was uncertain whether this would be acceptable

to her guerrilla captors or whether they would settle

only for a personal $4 million contribution. Hearst has
placed his personal assets at around $2 million.
The kidnapers said Hearst's original $2 million plan

"is not at all a good faith gesture, but rather is an act
of throwing a few crumbs to the people forcing them
to fight over it amongst themselves."
They demanded "that the total amount of $6 million

be allotted to your designated People in Need or
charity organizations within 24 hours of receipt of this
order and that the food be available to the people
within one week of receipt of this order."
The Symbionese Liberation Army, which claims

responsibility for the kidnaping, warned that Miss
Hearst would be "executed immediately" if any
attempt was made to rescue her— "or to injure or to
capture our captive soldiers."

This was an apparent reference to SLA members
Joseph Remiro, 27, and Russell Little, 24, charged
with murder in the cyanide-bullet assassination of
Oakland School Supt. Marcus Foster last Nov. 6. They
are being held in San Quentin Prison.
"Once we see compliance with these specifications

and the program well under way, then, as we have
previously stated, we will begin negotiations for the
release of your daughter," the SLA said.
The transcript of the latest communique from the

mysterious and multiracial SLA was made public in
segments and the 24-hour time limit was not known
until a latter portion became available.

In the message, the SLA claimed the Hearst cor-
porate and personal wealth "does in fact go into the
hundreds and hundreds of millions.

"Even if Mr. Hearst was to give all that to the
people he could never pay the people back for the past
losses of freedom nor for the current suffering that
they are now under," the SLA said.

Contents of the message were first relayed by
television newsman John Lester — selected by other
correspondents to meet with the Hearst family as

"pool" reporter — quoted the message as saying Miss
Hearst would be held in accordance with the Geneva
convention and her status won't change until the

status of SLA "soldiers" Joseph Remiro, 27, and
Russell Little, 24, changes.'

The 20-minute message claimed that Miss Hearst's
father, newspaper magnate Randolph A. Hearst, was
withholding the family's fortune.

Lester quoted Hearst as saying that a listing of his

assets in the SLA communication contained some
accurate entries and others that were inaccurate.

Hearst, president and editor of the San Francisco
Examiner, contributed $500,000 of his own money to

the "People In Need" food distribution program he
created Tuesday — an amount he said represented
one-quarter of his total assets. He said Tuesday there
was no more money "in the kitty." The William
Randolph Hearst Foundation put up the remaining
$1.5 million.

Lester said Miss Hearst spoke for only 10 seconds,
saying: "Today is Feb. 19. This morning the shah of

Iran executed tw» men at dawn." In two previous
taped communications she has given similar news
items to pinpoint the day the message was made.

Last Monday, Feb. 18, two men convicted of leading
a plot to kidnap Iranian royalty were executed by a
firing squad in Tehran. The men were described as
anarchists and were accused of plotting to kill the
royal family after kidnaping them — if the govern-
ment did not release political prisoners.
There was no immediate explanation for Miss

Hearst's mention of the Feb. 19 date. The transcript
said Hearst's plan, scheduled to begin Friday, won't
be acceptable unless numerous new demands are
totally met. These include:

—"That an additional $4 million be added to the $2
million already allotted, making a total of $6 million
to be used for the purchase of food. That this total $6
million figure be disbursed to the cities of San
Francisco, Oakland and East Palo Alto.

—"That $70 be given over a one-month period to

each family coming to receive food. That is, by the
end of one month's time, a total of $70 of food will

have been given to each family.
—"That all foods distributed be of top quality. And

that no attempt be made to distribute garbage, or
clothes or surplus storage foods of government
commodities to the people.

The new communication was received as Hearst's
$2 million giveaway was about to begin with handouts
of groceries Friday at four "food banks" in the San
Francisco and one each in Oakland and East Palo
Alto. The program was expected to begin operating
statewide soon. "We will have enough food on Friday
to fill 20,000 requests," said Peggy Maze, acting
director of Hearst's "People" program. She said the
food would include milk, bread, turkey, chicken, hot
cereal and fruit cake.

Atlanta newspaper
to pay $700,000
ransom for editor

BvJ.UKSTILLMAN
Associated Press Writer

ATLANTA (AP) — Persons
purporting to be kidnapers of

Atlanta Constitution Editor Reg
Murphy sent a tape recorded

message from Murphy to the news-

paper Thursday night and
demanded $700,000 ransom.

William H. Fields, executive

editor of The Constitution and the

Atlanta Journal, said the ransom
would be paid.

Fields played the tape at a news
conference but did not say how the

tape was received.

"I have been kidnaped by the

American Revolutionary Army," a

voice indentified as that of Murphy
said in the tape recording. "I wish
you would first tell Virginia, his

wife, and the children that I am all

right, that I have been treated with
courtesy and that I have not been
abused.

"The American Revolutionary
Army, as I understand it, feels that

the American news media have
been too leftist and too liberal.

That is the cause for my ab-
duction."

He continued, "The demand that
they have is a ransom of $700,000.

They understand that I don't have
that kind of wealth and they don't
take it personally. They make it

the demand towards the cor-
poration. They tell me that they
would like for it to be in $5, $10, $20
and $50 denominations."
Murphy disappeared from his

home Wednesday night after being
asked by a man to help him
distribute $100,000 worth of heating
oil to needy causes.
Sources said Murphy left with a

heavy-set white man who wore a
cowboy hat. The man, in his 20s,
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was about 6 feet tall.

Fields said the newspaper will

pay the ransom as soon as it is

"apprised of the method and
time."

The recorded message said his

kidnapers would call "at random"
someone in the Atlanta
metropolitan area.

"They will be given the demand
and will expect the person who is

called to call you," the voice on the
tape said.

Newspaper staffers and officials

said the voice on the tape was
definitely that of Murphy.
"The American Revolutionary

Army tells me that they intend in

the future to engage in guerrilla

warfare throughout the country,"
he said.

"They don't intend to engage in

bloodshed at this time. One of their

significant demands is that all

federal government officials
resign and that free elections be
held in the future."

Murphy said his abductors do not
claim to be working in coordination
with the SLA.
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Kissinger pledges new
Latin America relations

By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer

MEXICO CITY ( AP) — Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger pledged
the United States to a new spirit of brotherhood with nations of Latin
America on Thursday, seeking neither to intervene in their domestic
affairs nor to impose political preferences.
"We meet here as equals — representatives of our individual modes of

life, but united by one aspiration — to build a new community," Kissinger
told the foreign ministers of 24 hemisphere countries in a broad outline of

his long-promised "new dialogue."

The secretary indicated the Nixon administration is ready to submit
new legislation to modify current restrictions on U.S. aid to countries
that expropriate properties of American firms.

He also proposed conciliation machinery to iron out such disputes and
said hemisphere nations should meet on a regular basis. His speech
significantly omitted any reference to Communist Cuba, whose economic
isolation the United States continued to advocate. Cuba was not present at

the meeting in the Mexican Foreign Ministry's modernistic tower
building.

Kissinger seemed to recognize v\ his speech that most of the Latin
American countries have felt neglected, or even snubbed, by the United
States over the last several years. He said that in private meetings
Wednesday with five foreign ministers he found one dominant concern —
"Does the United States really care? Is this another exercise of high-
sounding declarations followed by long periods of neglect."

As evidence that the United States is truly moving forward with a new
hemisphere policy, Kissinger cited recent U.S. agreements with Mexico
over water salinity, with Panama over the canal and with Peru over
expropriation of mines and factories.

"Some of our most troublesome problems," he said, are conflicts over
the obligations of private U.S. firms operating in foreign countries, and of
the host countries.

Kissinger said the administration in Washington is prepared "to ex-
plore means by which disputes can be removed from the forefront of our
inter-governmental relations."

The ministers themselves could discuss "various procedures for fact-
finding, conciliation, or the settlement of disputes," Kissinger said.
Senior U.S. officials said the idea would be to disassociate the U.S.

government as much as possible from the negotiations for compensation
for nationalized American property.

The Gonzales amendment, now on the books, requires the United States

to halt aid to any country which does not make adequate reparation. But
Kissinger said: "We would be prepared to discuss with our Congress
appropriate modifications of our legislation."

He talked also of a new monetary system for the hemisphere in which
Latin America would have a strong voice and a U.S. pledge to avoid new
limitations on Latin American access to U.S. domestic markets.

In the opening speech to the meeting, President Luis Echeverria of

Mexico complained that many past U.S. promises were never fulfilled.

Solzhenitsyn

due in Denmark
FRANKFURT, West Germany

(AP): — Alexander Solzhenitsyn
left Switzerland by train today and
headed for Copenhagen.
The train carrying the Nobel

Prize-winning author who was
expelled from the Soviet Union
made a stopover in Frankfurt. The
author was in a first-class com-
partment that had the curtains

drawn. West German railroad

policemen stood in the corridor

outside.

The train was due in Denmark
Friday morning.

In Moscow, Solzhenitsyn 's wife

said she and her familv have
been promised quick approval of

their application for exit visas to

join Solzhenitsyn in' exile.

House blocks vetoing
of federal pay hikes

By JIM ADAMS
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - House
action on vetoing President
Nixon's pay raise for top federal

officials, including a $10.000-a-year

raise for congressmen, was
blocked Thursday in committee.

Fourteen members kept a veto
resolution against the pay raise

bottled up in the House Post Office

Committee by preventing a
quorum to vote it out for full House
action.

The defeat appeared to leave
only a Senate veto in the way of the
raise, although Rep H. R. Gross.
R-Iowa, said he will not give up his

effort to get a House veto vote.

Asked if he thought the 14

members had boycotted Thur-
sday's meeting to prevent a vote on
his veto resolution, Gross replied,

"They weren't here, were they."
The outspoken critic of federal

spending immediately began
circulating a discharge petition to

try to force the veto resolution out

Kissinger will quit

if Nixon impeached
WASHINGTON (AP) —

Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger has told senior members
of Congress that he would feel

compelled to resign if the House of

Representatives votes to impeach
President Nixon, the Washington
Star-News said today.

The newspaper, in a story from
Mexico City by Jeremiah O'Leary,
said Kissinger "felt he could not

effectively conduct the foreign

policy of the United States if the

President is impeached."
Sen. Gale W. McGee, D-Wyo.,

was quoted as saying: "We spent

some time trying to persuade him
not make such a decision."

McGee accompanied Kissinger

on his flight Thursday from
Washington to a conference of

Latin American foreign ministers

in Mexico City. The newspaper
said Kissinger made known his

view on quitting "in a private

conversation with a group of some
of the most prestigious members of

both chambers accompanying
Kissinger on his flight..."

Senate Majority Leader Hugh
Scott, who was among those with
Kissinger, said Kissinger had only

one conversation with the
congressional delegation "and it

was only about the hemisphere
conference."

of the committee and on the House
or Senate by March 6, will raise

congressmen's pay from the
present $42,500 to $45,700 next year,

$49,100 in 1975 and $52,800 in 1976.

Federal appeals court judges
and assistant federal agency heads
would get the same raise and lower
officials would get corresponding
three-step raises.

Supreme Court justices and
federal agency heads would get a
one-step raise to $64,500 from their

present $60,000 starting next year.
Chief Justice Warren Burger's pay
would go to $67,200 next year from
the present $62,500.

Under a special procedure, a
select commission recommends
pay raises for congressmen,
federal judges and top ad-
ministration officials every four
years and the President then sets

the pay raise subject to Congress'
veto within 30 days.
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The energy crisis

Car owners burn
their gas-guzzlers

By DICK BRAUDE
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — Owners of

large automobiles that get poor
gasoline mileage are apparently
burning the vehicles in record
numbers to collect insurance,
several state officials confirmed
Thursday.
One source said there are two or

three "rings" in operation that will

accept contracts to burn cars for

prices ranging from $100 to $150.

The same source said police

have reports of one Boston resident

who has bragged that he burned
more than 100 vehicles.

Meanwhile, Robert J. Kelly,

deputy state insurance com-
missioner in charge of the
department's Fraudulent Claims
Bureau, said reports from local

fire departments and insurance
companies show a rising trend of

suspicious fires of large
automobiles.

"In a month or two, as prices of

gasoline go up, you'll see a real

ballooning of these fires," Kelly
said. "People are beginning to

decide that they don't want cars
that get six or seven miles a gallon.

"The small car fires have been
few and far between."
Additional confirmation of the

trend came from Massachusetts
Insurance Commissioner John
Ryan and state Secretary of Public
Safety Richard McLaughlin.
"There's been a general belief

that the increase is real," Ryan
said. "A couple of months ago we
asked the insurance companies to

start providing information to the

fraudulent claims bureau."
The bureau is part of the

Insurance Department and is

funded by the state, but these funds
are subsequently reimbursed by
the insurance companies.
McLaughlin said he had heard

reports of substantial increases of

burned-out large automobiles in

junk yards across the state.

The fraudulent claims office,

with 35 investigators, has tried to

begin work on each new case of a

car "torching" as soon as it is

reported, Kelly said.

"If you get to the owner within 24

hours you stand a good chance of

getting him to admit that he did it

for the insurance money, or had
someone else do it," Kelly said.

"You can't get them to say it was
because of gasoline mileage and
prices, but I know that's the reason
in many cases."

Since Jan. 1, Kelly said his office

has received reports of 178
suspicious auto fires. Twenty of

these reports came from insurance
firms.

He said there have been 43.such
fires in Boston in the past 10 days.
Kelly said automobile "tor-

chings" have always been com-
mon, but the new twist is that the
vehicles involved are almost ex-
clusively the biggest and the ones
with the lowest gasoline mileage.
Three weeks ago, he said, The

Fraudulent Claims Bureau set up a
system for the Boston Fire
Department to report suspicious

car fires and the bureau has
continued to seek aid from other
local fire departments.

Station lines

consume gas
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —

Motorists in Massachusetts are
wasting hundreds of thousands of

gallons of gasoline a day in their

search for an open service station,

an engineering team from the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology has found.

The long lines and short hours at

gas stations in the state and
elsewhere "are more than an in-

convenience — they are

significantly worsening the

gasoline shortage," the team said.

The findings are the work of

Prof. James C. Keck and Associate

prof. John B. Heywood, both of the

mechanical engineering depart-

ment, and Lawrence H. Linden, a

mechanical engineering graduate
student. All three are connected
with the MIT energy laboratory.

In a typical case cited by the

team, a motorist driving a stan-

dard size car three extra miles to

find an open service station and
waiting in line 30 minutes con-

sumes about half a gallon of

gasoline in the process.

If the driver is then limited to a

$3 purchase — six gallons at 50

cents a gallon — he has just wasted

8 per cent of his purchase.

If the 8 per cent figure is typical,

then about 450,000 gallons of

gasoline are being wasted each day
in Massachusetts alone.

The team said "Action must be

taken to reduce the waiting lines

and extra mileage so that the

gasoline shortage is not made
worse through its own side ef-

fects."

"BLACK & JEWISH"
a talk on the Black Jews of Harlem

Noach HaShachar

at the

SUNDAY BRUNCH

Feb. 24 10:30 a.m.

S.U. Colonial Lounge

Hillel at U.Mass.

to daaoraif yaur

wall. oo/J/nj or door
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'GIVE CHEQUERS NEW MENU A TASTE"I

Chequers • Amherst, Massachusetts

Soups cu? BOW..

Minestrone jo

French onion -50

Tortelllni
in broth 40

BEER 2QD
bght Dark Imported

•t 0. m»* • »r a»

Featuring

Ceolets of Mlchcleo

Grinders
Meatball with

cheese i.»f

Hot sausage
and pepper* 1.7$

Turkey 1.7$

Roost beef 1 .75

Hans and cheese 1.7$

<^ fOR TWO <>

Carafe at Win*

— U 11 t II A. ^ ! all!Tsn (TDiasssyissasfi o •^mvvjcpsttu

3/ PASTA —** & eudfatit %dituc u*Uf

SPAGHETTI WITH MEATBALLS 1.7s

SPAGHETTI WITH MARJNARA SAUCE 1.35

SPAGHETTI WITH MUSHROOM SAUCE I.fO

SPAGHETTI WITH BUTTER I.2S

SPAGHETTI WITH SAUSAGES
SPAGHETTI WITH MEAT SAUCE
RICATONI WITH MEAT SAUCE
CAVATELLI WITH MARINARA SAUCE

a.as

150

l.SO

x.as

Home mode
meatballs .7*

Italian sausages l.OO

Italian Bread & Butter Toned Salad add S0<
Bieu Cheese lit

Individual loaf
of oven baked
Garlic Bread .75

••••

EL'V EHAGES

Coffee .»o Tea .10

Sanka .%• Milk 3f

Orders
•"0 French trios AS
;-£ Spaghetti with

tomato sance .7*

Italian bread
and batter 2$

Italian Dinners

</>

French

Chet s Italian

Bleu -hew. .IS I

MEAT RAVIOLI with Tomato Sauce

BAKED MANICOTTI wi* Tomato Sauce

VEAL PARMIGIANA ml scoah.tt.

BAKED LASAGNA «, CMb

».7S

».©o

S.7S

CHICKEN
IN THE
BASKET

Italian Bread

BAKED STUFFED SHELLS « Ommb ».7§

BAKED STUFFED CANNELLONI 3.00
with Tomato Sauce

BAKED SAUSAGES AND PEPPERS J.e

o

in Marmara Sauce with Spaghetti

Italian Bread S Butter and Toeeed Sate i Mrved w,th above

American Dinners

VEAL CUTLET *• Tomato Souc French Fr,eS *.7S

FRIED HALF CHICKEN .,* Spaghem

BROILED CHOPPED SIRLOIN
Mushroom Sauce French Fnes

HALF POUND BONELESS SIRLOIN 4-XS
French Fries

BAKED CHICKEN EN CASSEROLE ».•*
with Pepper* and Mushroom? Spaghetti

BROILED HAM STEAK iw**). n**
French Frie.

Italian Bread 4 Butter and Toeeed Salad served with above

WINES
KB) — WHITE — ROSE

•*— nt
H Ur. II SB *4 I*. UTS

a sjjo hsu
MI4.7S *tU0

I Pound choice
T-BONE STEAK
Tce»»d Salad French Fri«

Italian Bread

Desserts

Spumoni .«*

Cheese cake .75

Pecan pie .bo
with Whipped Cream

c
^.eAs.^

w roc cne ^e>

tmnfan stused swi <nd
Meal lovta*. with

Rkh Tomato Sauce,

Sandwiches
HOT ROAST BEEF

Cole Slaw — French Fries

TURKEY CLUB
Sliced Turkey. Bacon Lettuce
Tomato with French Fries

*.*s

S.XS

CHEQUERS SIRLOIN S.7S
SU Ounce, of Pu,, Ground State*)
Served an Italian Bread with Lettuce
Tcttjalo and French Frie.

ROAST BEEF
Choice Beef ar.d Rare
Cole Slaw — Chips
Choice ol Bread

ISO

BREAST OF TURKEY I.fO
All White Meat
Choio. ol Bread
Col. Slaw -Corp.

HOLLANDEK CLUB ».»$
Imported Ham Swiss Cheese Ultuce
4 Tomato with French Fries

WAVED RAM
Choke* of Bread
Col. Saw — Chip,

OPEN STEAK
Lettuce & Tomato
French Fne»

*-se
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Service station owners
to protest allocations
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Protests by service station

operators were threatened or
under way in four Eastern states

Thursday as dealers and motorists

alike grew increasingly impatient

over difficulties with the federal

government's gasoline allocation

program.
Service stations throughout

Pennsylvania were ready to close

at 6 p.m. Friday and stay shut

"until the federal ostriches get

their heads of the sand," the

executive director of the Penn-
sylvania Service Station Dealers
Association said Thursday.
Tom Anderson made the

statement in predicting that the

shutdown approved by the 5,-300-

member association would be
joined by nonmembers and be 95

per cent effective.

In Delaware, station operators in

two of the state's three countries
began a pump-out protest Thur-
sday, vowing to sell gasoline as
fast as customers want to buy it

until this month's allocations are
gone, then padlock their pumps
until March.

In Connecticut, most stations
began closing at noon Thursday to
protest federal sales regulations.
In Greenwich, where only four
stations were open, dealers voted
to continue their two-day strike
until a meeting scheduled Friday
between town officials and Federal
Energy Office — FEO —
representatives.

In New York State, Mac Victor,

executive director of the 5,000-

member New York State

N» Ht studies bill

to control energy
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — A bill that would give the state complete

control over the production and distribution of energy in New Hampshire
received its first public hearing in the legislature Thursday.

It was denounced as a Hitler-like attempt to seize power and the best
way to turn people to communism.
The bill's sponsor, Rep. Ernest Coutermarsh, D-Nashua, said the

measure was necessary to deal with "one of the most serious emergen-
cies in our nation."

The bill would create a nine-member commission, of which Gov.
Meldrim Thomson and Coutermarsh, the House minority leader, would
be members. The commission would control the production, distribution,

allocation and conservation of all forms of fuel and power in the state.

Violations of the commission's rules could result in penalties of up to

seven years in prison and fines of up to $50,000.

Rep. Stanley Williamson, R-Goshen, called it "the most dangerous bill I

have ever seen."
"This is how Hitler came to power... using economic crises to persuade

the German parliament to give his movement the power to take over the

German government."
"It is 'extremely dangerous' for the legislature 'to give somebody else

the power to make laws'," he said.

Gasoline supplies

remain low in N. E.

Association of Service Station

operators said dealers are
threatening to close unless the

Federal Energy Office stops its

"foot-dragging" and makes a

"clear-cut proposal" to keep them
in business.

Hancock uses

more energy
BOSTON (AP) - Replacing the

insulated windows in the new John
Hancock Tower with single-pane

glass will increase the building's

total energy consumption by 5.65

per cent, a spokesman said

Thursday.

However, the John Hancock
Mutual Insurance Life Insurance
Co. said that because of other
energy-saving measures, the 60

story building will still be 3.65 per
cent more efficient in its energy
use that other structures of

comparable size.

The company was forced to

replace the glass when it

discovered that the original double
panes would not withstand high

winds. The glass cracked and fell

into the streets below.
Much of the building — the

highest in New England — is now
covered with plywood.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Gasoline supplies are low in

Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Rhode Island, and Vermont and
are fair in Maine and New Hamp-
shire, according to survey con-

ducted Thursday by the American
Automobile Association of New
England.
Areas reporting low supplies

were Cape Cod, Lawrence, the

Springfield-Holyoke area and Fall

River, Mass.; Providence, R.I.;

and Bennington, Rutland, and
Burlington, Vt.

Many of the stations contacted in

the AAA survey are continuing to

stagger their hours of pumping
gasoline - a few hours in the

morning and then again in

the afternoon.

TOMTE&.
Saturday Nite

Good Friend

Coyote

Sunda\ Nite

Howlin Wolf

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Hte. 17. Sunderland

Others are pumping only in the
morning until they reach their

daily quota. Limits on purchases
are a standard practice in New
England. Two dollars and three
dollar limits are the most common

.

In Massachusetts some of the
stations contacted are awaiting
their last delivery from the
February quotas, which may
reflect the additional two per cent
allocation of gasoline to

Massachusetts.

TODAY
IS THE DAT!

Feb. 20 thru March 1

ssl i oa

?9 S%*

811 C.G. S to 5 p.m.

$3.50 Sitting Fee
Sign up outside

Index Office (401 S.U.)

and bring a candid.

Next Week: 105 C.C.

GOT THE MUNCHIES?

Mr. Donut Cares

3
He's open 24 hrs.,

weekends. Ready

whenever you are with

delicious donuts.

Wli
DOVUlt.•

Great Coffee

Mt. Farms Mall
Rte. 9, Hadley

vM°#t>£x^Prt

New life

next
semester!
Mount Sugarloaf can make you forget all

about those dorm doldrums. It's a modern
apartment community only a couple of,

minutes by car or bike from Amherst
College, downtown Amherst or UMass.

• ON UMASS BUS LINE
• 2 bedrm. apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• roomy closets, storage
• wall-to-wall carpeting
• master TV antenna
• modern kitchens
• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges
• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals
• 2-door refrigerators

•laundry facilities

• swimming pool

Rent: $200/month (utilities included)

Call 413-665-3856

Direction: On Route 47.

MOUNT
SUGARLOAF

We'd like

to rid you of
an old idea

If you consider retailing just a form of distribution, think again.

We move goods, yes. But, primarily, we're merchants of hopes
and dreams. A fascinating people-to-people business that can

stretch your mind and your talents. * No potted palms in your
office when you start, but you'll have what's more important.
Responsibilities right away. A chance to make it while you're
young enough to enjoy it. * So if you're bright and creative,

come talk to us. You don't have to be a business major.

Just ambitious. * What are we selling? The tools and training
that have made the Executive Development Program of Macy 's New York
the place where so many top retailers around the country started.

Maybe you, too.

A Macy New York Executive Recruiter will be on campus

March 1,1974

MACVS
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Disneyworld: best example of the corporate leistireworld

The only real thing you can do is spend money.

By BOB SCHEIER
Driving through the palm tree and commercial

strip wilderness of central Florida, you come to a
three lane exit simply marked "Disneyworld", and at

the end of that road lies the latest and largest
example of the corporate "liesureworld."
And from the time you're pulled away from your

parking lot in rubber-wheeled "mini-trains" until you
are deposited back at your car an exhausting twelve
hours later, you're never allowed to forget the fact

your're having — or supposed to be having — a good
time.

From the parking lots, to the main gates, to the

rides, restaurants, flying elephants, plastic
alligators, and papermache castles, the clean-cut

smiling attendants never let you forget the fact

your're having a great time.

The only trouble is, they're so busy ushering you
from line to line, "attraction" to "attraction," they
never have time to explain just what it is you're
supposed to be having such a good time at.

Disneyworld is, essentially, a big amusement park
which borrowed a lot of props and ideas from a)

comic books, b) modern science, and c) the myth of

America's clearcut past.

Because of the modern socialism of the tour guides-
crowd control expects there's nothing left for the

customer to do besides deposit his rear end in the

rides, pay lor his namburgers, and take up space on
.

-*

the choo — choo train. ,
''

For instance, Main St. USA is simply a street which

re-creates, down to the last detail, a-trfbvie set for a

Western in the 1880's.
-*"""

You walk down the street, take in the newly

painted, air-conditioned, computer-run quaint stores,

and that's about it. The only real thing you can do is

spend money
Or make money. It was on Main St., USA, that I

turned off to Disneyworld while watching a "bar-

bershop quartet" sing. They jovially clowned around,

pretended to make mistakes, pretended to forget

lines on songs, and playfully hit each other with their

hats.

Except if you watch them carefully, you see they

aren't having a good time at all. They were watching
each other for cues, watching the audience response
— in short, earning a living, while pretending to be
carefree and trying to make us feel carefree, too. My
Willing Suspension of Disbelief was hanging a bit too

low for what.

Many of the rides don't leave you any room for

anything more real. On one — "It's A Small World"
— the visitor rides past thousands of multi-lingual

singing dolls carrying the profound message that

peace in the world would be nice. Gee.

The "Hall of Presidents" keeps you just as far from

reality. In a colonial-style building with air-

conditioning outlets in its walls, you get to see

mechanical reproductions of all 36 Presidents stand

and blink in the glare of the Instamatics.

Even the current President stands and fingers

something-maybe a tape, or a subpoena-in his

pocket while President Lincoln speaks of the dangers

of fascism from within the country.

But all of this is kept safely back in the past, as the

36 robots disappear behind the curtains and a roar of

inspirational music.

There is no room for participation, conflict,

challenge, or... I hate to say it., reality. After seeing

two alligators in a "wild" part of Disneyworld,

thinking they looked plastic, and then seeing the

loudspeakers from whence their roar came, I had had

it.

I'm all for escape and relaxation, but there must be

a more challenging, and meaningful way to do it than

this. If this country is ever going to be more than a

chain of shopping malls of the heart and mind from

coast to coast, it will need more than this crowd-

controllld, everything is beautiful, rosy-cheeked and

distorted reflection of our fantasies to challenge it.

Or maybe I just can't forget where Presidential

press secretary Ron Zeigler got his start-as a guide

at Disneyland. Fantasyland, - here we come.

Bob Scheier is a disgruntled tourist and Collegian

Commentator.

NES has record numbers
By SAMUEL P. HASSAN

The largest enrollment ever for the three year old

Near Eastern Studies Program was announced by
Chief Advisor and Professor of Arabic and Armenian
Vartan Artinian last Friday in Herter Hall. In a
meeting attended by Chancellor Bromery, Vice
Chancellor Gluckstern and Dean Jeremiah Allen of

the Classics Department, some 30 students and
faculty members took an encompassing look at the
NESP, and made plans for the future.

The NES Program, which is not a full-fledged

department, is administered through the Department
of Classics by faculty members teaching Classics,

History, Political Science, Art, and Language. Being
intercollegiate (five-college) as well as in-

terdepartmental, the program is highly enrolled, 630

students, and according to NES committee member
Walter Denny, "very diversified, and quite unique."
Because of the diversity and increasing enrollment,

a need for expansion is evident, but what form the

expansion will take remains to be seen.

Vice Chancellor Gluckstern suggested a previously
mentioned umbrella type arrangement with CASIAC,
but noted that the CASIAC staff would need to be
strengthened to bear the burden.

This idea of administering Near Eastern Studies
through CASIAC was frowned upon by one woman at

the meeting who said, "We'd get lost in CASIAC."
Walter Denny who teaches Turkish and Islamic Art
said that becoming a department would require
secretaries and staff, and that the, "informal,
organic way of growing," has meant for no, "internal

rot," in the program He feels the program is better

off the way it is although becoming a department is

on the minds of many involved in the program.
Chairman of the NES Committee Edward Phinney

expressed a desire to become more interrelated with
Afro-American Studies, and Doui Afesi, assistant

professor in that department agreed. Mr. Afesi also
mentioned a more realistic approach to the Near
East, and suggested a program ideology, something
like a department ideology.

Planning of 5 College Seminars, a Summer 1975

program in Egypt, and arrangements for the up-
coming Near Eastern Pot Luck Dinner took place,

and a progress report on committee efforts to obtain
educational subsidies from Iran, Saudi Arabia, and
Bahrain was given by Chairman Phinney. NES has
received over 200 volumes from Armenian
Organizations, and Harvard has donated about 500
volumes that were duplicates. Kuwait has sent books
in the past, requests have been made, and replies

from the governments contacted should be on the
way.
An emphasis was placed on the lack of student

understanding about the Near Eastern Studies
Program, and David Biddle suggested a sepecific

program offering for Freshman. Professor Biddle
teaches History, and is on the NES committee.
The program itself grew out of interest and en-

joyment of both students and professors, and efforts
by committee members and the administration to

keep the program growing with student interest are
being made. Friday's meeting was an excellent
example of these efforts, and it appeared to be a big
step in the right direction.

Sam Hassan is a Collegian Commentator.

Skinorama: X, R, PG, G
By ERNIE KING

It all started with David Hemmings and two young English
starlets named, Jane Birkin and Gillian Hills. All three were in an
film titled, "Blow Up." In a scene that made cinema history, Jane
and Gillian were wrestling in Hemmings studio and managed to

divest each other in front of Hemmings, with a little help from him.
This scene created a storm of controversy, because for a few brief

seconds, you saw on the screen, two completely naked young
women. An ton ion i refused to cut the scene and was not given a seal
of approval by the film industry. "BlowUp," was a success and
Holywood found a new source of income, pandering to the lust of

Americas voyuers. On November 1st, 1968, the old Motion Picture
Production Code was scrapped and the Voluntary Classification

system was adopted. The ratings, G, GP, R, and X would now grace
our eyes every time we saw a film. The first film to earn the X
rating was, "Birds of Peru," a grind house production that was a
box office success.

Skinorama has been with us since the days of the Frat house
cellar partys but never in its history has it been more profitable.

Commercial films exploiting both heterosexual and homesexual
alike are flooding the market and wasting the time and money of
many a, "dirty old man", throughout the country. Most of the films
have no plot and many of them lack basic reality. Naked women
being balled by fully clothed man, psuedo-lesbianism and high
school girls locker rooms dominate the major part of most of the
films. The midnight specials get a little earthier but for the most
part, they are boring ripoffs.

The going rate for enjoying one's perversion on wide screen
cinema-scope and living colour varies from one to five dollars,
depending on the controversy surrounding the film. Films such as;
"The Cheerleaders," "My Bare Lady," or "The Swinging
Stewardesses," are priced between one and two dollars depending
on what night you go. Others bring out the moralist from every
corner of the land, giving the film free publicity through con-
troversy and court action. Two of these films, "The Devil and Miss
Jones," and "Deep Throat," were priced at five dollars and were
drawing capacity audiences from middle class America. Both of
these films were explicit in the sexual scenes but the repetion soon
became boring and the acting was non-existent. The film
techniques used in these meat market productions are those of a
Kindergarden film making class and they have the visual pleasure
of a bad home movie.
To give themselves a guise of respectability, the pornoproducers

have resorted all manner of disguises. Films such as "Together,"
or "High School Girls," are presented as films dealing with
documented cases of sexual deviancy or the treatment of these
problems. Some fantasize on the scandelous goings on in the
various professional fields. "Night Nurses," "The Secretaries,"
and "Sub-Urban Wives," all fall into this what really goes on
behind closed doors category.
With competition as stiff as an erection at a Saturday night orgy,

the pornovies have had to resort to gimmickry to gather audiences!
"Starlett," a sleeper about couching your way to stardom was
rated tnple-X by its' producers and it sucked up profits like a
vacuum cleaner at the same time it took it's audience to the
cleaners.

"Animal Lover," a tender tale of bestiality, currently playing in
New York is using the controversy surrounding "Deep Throat", to
reap it's profits.

Not all of the X-rated films are in the grind house category
however, films like; "Midnight Cowboy," "I Am Curious Yellow,"
or "The Last Tango in Paris," are worth seeing and the choice
should be left up to the viewing public.

What makes these films a box office success is the X-rating and
the controversy that surrounds a film that has been labeled ob-
scene. If the crusading D.A.s and other defenders of the public
morality really wanted to put an end to the stimulation of anyones
Id not be their course of action. Courts and confiscation mean
publicity and people rush to the theater like lemmings to have their
morals offended and senses shocked. If the films were left alone
and people's morals weren't governed by America's army of
censors, the "Tits and ass," syndrome of Hollywood would even-
tually die in the solitude of it's own boredom

.

Ernie King is a Collegian Commentator.

Bob Estelle

Why Rocky quit
A very strange thing happened a

while back in my home state.

Nelson Rockefeller resigned as
Governor of New York, a post he
had held since 1959. Economically
speaking, New York is the most
powerful state in the Union. Also,
the Rockefellers are the most
powerful family, and the richest, in

the United States. It is the family's
money alone that has kept Nelson
in New York's governor's chair.
Nelson says he resigned to head

a "fact-finding" commission. It is

one that he says he suggested to

Nixon. Now why would he do such a
thing? It is my guess that he is

making one last run for the
Presidency in 1976. Nelson will be
68 then. Once he passes 70, he will

have little chance as too many
voters will consider him too old to

be President To take a look at him

,

let us take a brief look at his
family.

It all started out with John D.
who built up a giant conglomerate
known as Standard Oil which was
split up before he died. John D.
hated competition. He wanted a
monopoly on oil. When he was
forced to split up Standard Oil, he
had the Rockefeller Foundation

started as a tax tree corporation
that still today controls most
companies bearing a Standard Oil

name. John D. was also respon-

sible, through his son-in-law
Nelson Aldrich (Nelson's grand-
father) Senator from Rhode
Island, for setting up the graduated
income tax and the loopholes that

go along with it.

Today, there are four
Rockefeller brothers. Nelson,
Laurence, John D. Ill and David.
Let us briefly consider them.

John D. Ill runs the foundation.
He and Rockefeller man Cyrus
Eaton (receiver of the Lenin Peace
prize) have bankrolled numerous
leftist schemes. Laurence is an
environmentalist. He does studies
for Mr. Nixon on population control
as well as other "quality of life"

subjects. Nelson is the Governor
who put New York State into much
debt and made it the horror it is to

live in. But the most powerful is

David. David is the president of the
Chase-Manhattan Bank which is

the most powerful bank in the
world. It's Moscow branch is

located at the most prestigious

address there, 1 Karl Marx Square.

David was also responsible tor

firing Nikita Kruschev in 1964. He
is also Chairman of the Board of

the Council on Foreign Relations, a
semi -secret organization pushing
for worlc government with it

controlling the Rockefeller
sponsored structure for such, the

United Nations.

The Rockefellers are sure to put
a lot of money into what they want.
Until recently, Richard Nixon was
their man. Now, King Richard is

fighting them. What the
Rockefellers would really like is to
get Nixon out of office, have Ford
appoint Nelson vice president
before resigning and then have
Nelson become president without
the benefit of an election. They
want Nelson to be President so
they can merge the US and the
USSR into their World Govern-
ment. And isn't it a coincidence
that Nelson is talking enough of a
conservative line to fool people like

Barry Goldwater?
We must not allow this to hap-

pen. If it does, the freedom of all of
us is at stake.

Bob Estelle is a Collegian
Columnist.

Gerry Cataldo

One Agnew too much
It has often crossed my mind,

while sitting and staring at a blank
page in my typewriter, just how
many people have at one time or
another, attempted to write their

first novel. And how many of those
actually complete a manuscript,
and have it accepted by a
publisher. And of that number, how
many actually make it to the best-

seller list, or there-abouts. It is

discouraging on the one hand to

consider how fast the numbers
dwindle. While on the other side, it

is encouraging to look at many
great authors who were not
recognized as such until very late

in their careers. Some even had
trouble finding publishers willing

to take a chance on them, as was
the case with Malcolm Lowry.
Others, like James Joyce, had to

battle the laws before their books
became available. And of course
one can always imagine the stored

genius of would be authors, who
have not yet broken the bonds of

obscurity, but who will one day be
granted their due.

It is safe to say, therefore, that

the standards of literary worth are
curious ones, and in a sense, ar-

bitrary. Required reading for
some, is trash for others. And so it

should be, at least in as much as
beauty is in the eyes of the

beholder, or some such nonsense.

In other words a balmy day in May
to some is every bit as enjoyable as
a fresh, crisp, ten dollar bill. But
the way things are today, I'm sure
they'd be no lack of enthusiasm for

the sawbuck. Necessity, after all,

is but another determinant of

beauty. But on to the point.

One should think that, in all

fairness, an author would be
required to exhibit a certain talent

as such, or at the very least, a

sense of common regard for the

English tongue. And even if his

manner of speech is repulsive, is it

not fair that he should at least fall

into the category of human being?
Even the experts agree that the
day of a novel written by a Dolphin,
is pretty far off. (And that's the
real Dolphin, Emily, not the
football players; which is not to

say it doesn't apply to both.) But
the hell with the fish and quar-
terbacks, the point is that a writer

should be required to submit
himself to the scrutiny of the
reading public, before any decision

is made as to his greatness. Fit-

zgerald went through it, as ri'd

Joyce, and Hemingway, Grahan.
Greene and Dashiell Hammett. No
exceptions for the masters. And
now we come to the exception; the

first time author with a

recognizable name. The publishers

consider the selling power of this

creature's name, and not the

content of the book. Let's face it, if

a man named John Doe ap-

proached a first-rate publisher

with one chapter, that's one
chapter, of a novel about a future

Vice President who is unwittingly

programmed by some sinister

force to overthrow the government
or some such hogwash, he'd be told

to go back into his hole and re-read

the Manchurian Candidate, and
don't call us, we'll call you, but
•hanks for the laughs.

But as the Lord works in strange

ways, so to, evidently, does the

devil. For the man's name was not

John Doe, but rather Spiro Agnew,
and the book is to be published.

Even a leading magazine, one
which I will never, ever, even
thumb through again, has
bargained for exclusive
serialization rights. And it

wouldn't be all that disgusting

except for the fact that Agnew is a

crook, disgraced the office he held,

spit at the American people, is

protected by Secret Service

agents, and works from an office

provided by the White House at the

taxpayers' expense. If anyone has

a right to publish a book about a

Vice President, we do. I'm sure we
could all compose a dandy. The
nerve of that guy, it's just

sickening.

Now, I'm not denying Agnew's
right to make an ass out of himself

in print if he so desires. And, I

suppose if he can make a buck

while he's at it, then here-here to

the stupidity of Americans. But

that'll be ihe cold day in Hades I'll

help him do it. Talk about

pronography! This'U ruin the

hearts and minds of just about

anyone. Perhaps all the patriotic,

God-fearing, book-burning,
morals-protecting, holier than

thou's, will slap a ban on this baby.

But of course, on the contrary,

they'll probably rush right down to

the nearest book shop, and scarf up
two copies before their gone, and
then wait, breathlessly, until the

day that Agnew comes to

autograph them. My Lord, some
people's children!

So keep thumbing through the

book notices in the papers,

everybody, so you'll be sure not to

miss the publication date. Better

still, why not reserve a copy now,

to avoid the big rush later on. But
as for me, Spiro, old boy, if you
don't mind, I'll just dust off my
cope of Tender is the Night, and see

if I can't get my mind off all this

trash. Thank God there's only one
Agnew, and even that's too many
for me.
Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian

Commentator.

If they don't get you
with the energy crisis,

old age will wear you
out, or maybe worse
your sneakers will give
out in the last sprint. Oh
well, they don't make
life or cars like they
used to.

i <

Don't worry Mr. President, I'm still loyal."

Leave us alone
By STEVE TRIPOLI

WASHINGTON. D.C.You know, for much of my time as a student in
Amherst and a Collegian staff member I've been a big critic of the
academic environment at UMass. The fact that I'm part of the Outreach
program in DC. now attests to my disenchantment with that whole scene.
I'm glad that the journalism department has encouraged us who are in
that major to get out and get our feet wet. Very few strings were attached
to the JS internship programs.
Unfortunately, this is not so for the majority of the people here from

UMass who happen to be Political Science majors. The PoliSci Depart-
ment, through the kindness of their academically backward hearts, has
arranged a once a week class, readings, and papers for the PoliSci
majors who are here. The class meets at 7:30 p.m.
From living in the same house with these people I can attest to the fact

that at the end of a work day they are usually damned tired. They cer-
tainly don't need the once a week grind of hanging around after work,
going to a class, and not getting home until 9:30 or 10 p.m.
Furthermore, they're supposed to be getting a taste of Washington,

memorv of the rancid atmosphere of UMass and the professors hiding
behind their goddam theories. The reading and papers are even more
absurd here than in Amherst, since they keep the student away from
seeing the sights and sounds that he -she is here to see.
Don't these professors realize that most of the people here are trying to

get away from them? Maybe they do realize just that, and this is their
revenge. Don't they realize that this town is twenty times what their
classrooms will ever be, and that it is regressive to victimize people here
with the same trash you've victimized them with already?
To put it simply, the people down here should be LEFT ALONE.I'm

sure that all you blind academics can't begin to imagine what it's like to
live without having "academic pursuits" to hide behind, but don't blame
the people who are smart enough to try dealing with reality for that. If
you have to be what you are in Amherst, and I condemn 90 per cent of
that.

By the way, just as an afterthought, the people who are the victims of
this mostly concur with the opinion expressed, but unfortunately find
themselves intimidated by the old do your work-get a good grade ethic
that tyrannizes so many good students. I have been repeatedly told that
they just couldn't rock the boat for fear of reprisal. An organized
resistance never got off the ground for the same reason. The department
should be proud. The average professor finds this kind of person the
model student.

Steve Tripoli is a former Collegian Editor-in-Chief.
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A whole page of letters to the editor
Shrine restored • Thank you, Ms. Secretary

To The Editor:

Response to .he (Feb. 1 MDC) plas of James House asking for
'motions to rebuild its stolen beer wall has been generous, but a more
extensive effort is needed

Beer drinking philanthropists situated about campus have thus far
contributed 1192 empties, but this is only 34.0571 per cent of the
established goal. The founding fathers of the beer wall are offering a case
ofSchlitz to the largest donor. Thus far, 113 Baker leads the quest with an
impressive total of 307 cans. The residents of third floor James House
gratefully acknowledge the assistance of the major contributors as well
as the many smaller individuals who have selflessly contributed to
restore a fallen shrine.

Once again, we ask the student body to comprehend the cruel nature of
this debacle, a 3500 can beer wall, the sole cource of inspiration ; the very
essence of our existance; mysteriously plundered without apparent clue
or motive. Beer can rings were being compiled to purchase a seeing-eye
dog for a blind person, but they too were abstracted. This calamity places
the morality and humane qualities of all UMASS students in jeopardy.
The destruction of this wall constitutes a moral and economic waste.

Paul "P. J.." Mooney, one of the original wall's largest single con-
tributors claims, "The wall made drinking more meaningful... Beer is

nature's most complete food... Alcohol helps stimulate brain cells.

Despite the consumption of large quantities of beer, the composite
corridor cum. was 3.1. ..The only time one's mind can truly rest is when
one is intoxicated."

Ted Petine, the distinguished president of James House, implores, "I
thoroughly endorse this highly constructive project and feel it will aid in

the revitalization of the dorm's living environment which reached a low
ebb with the malicious destruction of the wall. Despite a recent bout with
tendenitis of the elbow, I have neither curtailed nor slackened my efforts
to rectify this gross injustice!"

To help in the restoration of this historic landmark either bring your
contributions to James House 3rd floor, or call 6-7565 thru 6-7573. Thank
you for your undaunted assistance in fighting the evil and sinister forces
which lurk on campus.

Brian Kelly et al.

To The Editor:

My room-mate and I had
recently gotten into a hassle over
our meal tickets. We were both
turning 21 the first week in Feb.
and had been told twice— once last

semester and again at the
beginning o/ this semester — by
Food Service that as soon as we
turned 21 we could turn our meal
books in. The girls in the office told
us if we turned in a full book we'd
get a full refund.
The day .after my room-mate's

birthday she turned her ticket in

with no hassle. Then my turn came
and I was told I had to be 21 before
the beginning of the semester. I

went to talk to Mr. Flint and told

him what happened but it was like

talking to a wall. He all but said
tough luck and kept shoving the
rule book in my face. Now my
room mate could no longer be sure

of her refund and 1 was supposed to

kiss my 3 weeks loss of meals
goodbye.

The next day both of us went to

talk to Flint but again got nowhere.
We then went over to the Dean of
Students office feeling we didn't
have a chance if everyone was like

Flint. Thank god they weren't. The
dean was our problem and we told
her the whole story. She then went
out of her way to help us. She called
a number ofpeople to inquire about
our problem. She found the place
for us to go — the Ombudsman's
Office— and called Ms. Foster who

agreed to listen to our story. She

was also extremely nice and

helpful and right after talking with

us she went over to talk with Flint.

In the meantime, the dean's

secretary — who had felt sorry for

us — took the time and trouble to

make more inquiries. She called a

dean who in turn called Mr.

Warren and finally we were both

granted refunds for the 3 weefes of

meals we missed.

We want to thank tnai secretary
for being so nice. She didn't have to

take the time to make those calls

but she did. If there were more
people like her and Ms. Foster
around things would go a little

more smoothly.

Thank you Ms. Secretary. (We
don't know your name but you'll

know who we mean.)

Andrea Fraizer

(.ail Nicholsen

Streaking

Support for intellectualfreedom
To The Editor.

You have probably concluded
that the letter 1 sent you, asking
you to support the campaign in the
defense of Alexander Solzhenitsyn,
was overtaken by events and
became obsolete due to
Solzhenitsyn's expulsion from the
Soviet Union. In a sense, this is

true. Personally, the man is
probably safer now than he was
before February 13. However, in a
deeper sense, the turn of events
made the message even more
urgent because the cause for which
Solzhenitsyn stands suffered a
serious setback.

From all available options, the
Soviet government chose the most
clever and devious one. By
removing Solzhenitsyn from Soviet
territory, the government avoided
the odium of direct confrontation
and defused his personal case. The
calculation is obviously the same
as in the case of other Soviet in-

tellectuals who were allowed to go
abroad, and then prevented from
returning home. Once a Soviet
dissident is abroad he cannot
function any mzre as leven of
political opposition at home. And
when the sensation is over, the
Western public buries him by
forgeting both about him and his

cause. To top it all, the Soviet
government reaps credit for
liberalism—for exiling its op-
ponents to the West rather than to

Siberia.

Solzhenitsyn s defeat-he never
wanted to leave the Russian soil-

points to the weakness of cam-
paigns which focus on personalities

in order to dramatize the cause of
freedom and democracy in the

Soviet Union. Once the drama
evaporates, the cause is apt to be
shelved. This is why I decided to

follow up my appeal with a
reiteration of the principal reason

for my initiative.

Behind the concern for In-

dividuals like Solzhenitsyn, there is

the conviction that the only durable

guarantee of a peaceful future for

the world is the end of despotism in

the Soviet Union. I feel the in-

dividual aspects of the Soviet

situations are linked in two kinds of

chains of effects and self-

reinforcing feedbacks, one real,

one hypothetical. The existing

chain runs from despotism to

protection of the internal regime

through isolationism and external

expansion, to militarism, to a
permanent threat of war. The
hypothetical and desirable chain
runs from internal democracy to

mobility of people and ideas, to

integration with the outside world,

to disarmament, genuine dialogue,

and peace. Thus, in Western ac-

tions on behalf of freedom in the

Soviet Union, idealism coincides
with self-interest.

1 presume you actually do not

need any convincing, and hope you
will join such actions as the Ad Hoc
Committee for Intellectual
Freedom and the "Andrei
Sakharov Campaign" 1 mentioned
yesterday, and support the means
of communication with people in

the Soviet area, such as Radio
Liberty and Radio Free Europe, as

Commentary
To The Editor:

For some time now 1 have been

subjected to COLLEGIAN Com-
mentaries from the likes of Joyce

Kosofsky, Bob Estelle, Robert

Riley, and more recently, David
Eibel. To be quite frank, these

individuals make me ill. The
COLLEGIAN does however; have
people like Fred Weiss, Bill Ballou,

and Zamir Nestelbaum. But now
even Nestelbaum disturbs me. In

the past he has combined a good
sense of humor with a reasonable

degree of intelligence. However;
his most recent column leaves

much to be desired. The title in

bold lettering reads "SLA Grabs
Tweety". The reference of course,

is to the recent kidnapping of

Patricia Hearst. Nestelbaum
wrote with complete disregard for

the feelings of those involved.

Anyone finding humor in this

matter obviously cares little for

the life of a human being. I am not

opposed to satire for without it I'm

afraid we'd be pretty dull

creatures. My main criticism is

that the column was written in poor

taste. One does not make light of a
Protestant in the hands of the IRA.

One does not make light of an
Israeli in the hands of terrorists.

What is it then that makes the

ordeal of this young woman the

victim of your 'satire'? The real

SLA has killed before and may kill

again. Patricia Hearst is in danger

oflosing her life. 1 find no humor in

that.

James P. Purcell

well as United States policies
which further the chances of the
democratic movement in the
Soviet Union. I understand
Senators and Representatives like

to get letters from their con-
stituents.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Vaclav Holesovsky
Professor of Economics

P.S. Let me repeat the address to

which you may send a money
contritution: "The Norman
Thomas Fund, Inc." or "Andrei
Sakharov Campaign," both at
Bayard Rustin and Charles S.

Zimmerman, Suite 802-1182
Broadway, New York, New York
10001.

To The Editor:

Recently a friend who attends University of Connecticut informed me
of his schools notorious proficiency in the intermural, bisexual sport of
streaking. Baring one's ass and running across campus has become this

generation's answer to goldfish swallowing at UConn.
I am making an appeal to all the students of UMass. Anything that

UConn can do we can do better (with the possible exception of basket-
ball.) It's a shame to let our great potential go to waste.

Support your university. Lift your school spirit. Drop your drawers and
get streaking!

Jack Burlingame

Service sorority

To The Editor:

The sisters of the National Service Sorority, Gamma Sigma Sigma,
would like to identify themselves. Although we have been in existence for

10 years and have been active in many phases of campus and community
life, we'd be willing to bet that 80 per cent of the University community
has never heard of our organization.

You could have seen us driving off to Belchertown to paint murals on
the ward walls. Or you could have bought a book at our Used Book Ex-
change. Have you come in contact with us? Come meet our sisters— we'd
like to know you better. Come to a coffee hour (Feb. 26 in Colonial

Lounge) or drop by a sisterhood meeting (Monday 6:30 p.m., Memorial
Hall basement). Join us in service!

Renee N.Janes

Mexican deal
To The Editor:

I'm a man who likes to live clean

and think simple. When you live

like that, good things just seem to

come your way. It was just the

other day I got this real great job

offer. I get to bring a suitcase full

of fancy jewels and things all the

way to Mexico, and I don't even
have to pay for the flight. Imagine
me doing a big important thing like

that. Wait till I tell mom.
First off f thought something

might be wrong with this deal, so 1

came right out and asked them.

Brave, that's the way J am. They
said it was legal an all so I feel a lot

better now. You can't be too sure

these days.

Well I have to catch my jet now
so see you next week at the Blue
Wall. I'll be the guy flashen the big

dough, with the gypsum smile.

Thankya kindly.

Bruce R. Allen

Gypsy needs help

To The Editor:

Don't find yourself here. Prison
in Mexico is no fun. It was almost a
month before we got word that
Gypsy was busted in Mexico. They
finally let him write so he could get
his hands on some money. Until the
guards and permanent inmate* are
paid off he's on the bottom; the
only thing he's got going for him is

that they're more interested in
money than his life. Pretty
straightforward.

The first letter painted a vague,
but horrifying picture— living in a
cell with enough gruel to eat to stay
alive, forced to be the object of the
sexual or violent whims of the
others. A game called "whop the
gringo" seemed entertaining to the

folks for a while. Gypsy was "it".

The first letter told of a 28 year old
man who couldn't hang on for long.

It told of a setting that I'd grown
familiar with through the
gruesome fantasies of Hollywood.
Only this is real. They are killing

my good friend Gypsy. I love him
and can't let them do that.

We began by sending enough
money to keep him alive, not

knowing how much was reaching
him, if any. The American Em-
bassy politely excused themselves
from any involvement.

Now, eight months later, Gypsy
lives in a small room without bars.

He has turned this room into a
library which he runs along with
his candle-making business. His
last letter was written on new silk-
screened stationary that he's
making. Added to his other sources
of Income this will hopefully insure
his physical safety. He needs
money; without it he doesn't stand
a chance to stay alive. I share with
you some of that letter.

"...I think you understand
my feelings about this
place. My body is confined,
but there is still opportunity
to expand and grow... The
initiation here was very
difficult but your love
(meaning the many who
have sustained me with
their enduring friendship)
has reinforced my strength
to the point that I am now
the best person I have ever
been... But honestly, Kenny,
you wouldn't want to be
here.

...Have you ever looked
into Australia? I have a
friend here from Australia
and he puts out good reports— wide open and free.
Maybe one day...

I'm on pins and needles
waiting for the sentence
from appeals court. It's the
same old story — they say if

I pay I go...

What can I say... ? Thanks
for the $, it is well spent.

I love you,

Gypsy.

The Mexican judicial system
deals fairly openly with a system of
payoffs. One buys his way out of
prison. Those of us who love Gypsy
don't have the money to free him.
What we do have is the conviction
that people tend to care for each
other. We believe that if we are
able to make the suffering of this

one human being real enough, that
there are few people who wouldn't
help. We're going to raise enough
money to free Gypsy. As we begin
to gather caring people together
we're seeing results.

We need your help, if only a few
hours of your time. Call us or come
by. Most of all we need people. If

you can't give yourself, dig into

your pocket and send us a dollar.

We're not trying to save the world
— we're only trying to save one
person.

We're the "Save Gypsy Folks"
902 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
549-6801

Think about helping somebody...
it's not a bad feeling. Be on the
lookout for a benefit "Save Gypsy"
Dance.

Ken Macher

Attorney for students

Brochure advises
Last year in conjunction with the League of Women Voters of Amherst,

the Attorney for Students Office prepared a brochure for general use in

the District Court. Since then, volunteers from the appropriate language

departments of the University have translated it into Spanish, French,
Portugese, Italian and a Polish translation is in progress. The text of the

brochure follows. If you are ever in a court as a defendant it would serve

you well to consider the material about pleading. It is important to

remember that no matter what you plead (including "Nolo") if you are

found guilty you do have a record of conviction.

Our sources say.

(What would campus administrators say
if they didn't fear for their jobs and
reputations by speaking out? COLLEGIAN
reporter Mark Vogler finds out, beginning
today with a new weekly column printed
here - Editor)

By MARK VOGLER
University spokesmen maintain that the

resignation of Thomas B. Campion as Vice
Chancellor of Administrative Serives did not come
in the wake of a Whitmore shake-up.
However, our sources say the resignation was

not part of the normal administrative process-but
was due to Mr. Campion's incompetence on three
major fronts:

-the "low" manner in which he fired Joel
Stoneham as director of Food Services.
-the $80-thousand-plus loss in dormitory in-

ventories

-the Campus Center Fee blunder
As suggested last week in a Collegian news

analysis, Food Service sources feel Stoneham s

firing was uncalled for and that the former
director was merely used as a scapegoat for the
department's problems which Campion had direct
oversight responsibility to.

Several sources close to the scene said that
virtually no communication existed between
Stoneham and his boss. If this is true should
Stoneham have been to blame for a $500-thousand
deficit cited in the department's budget late last
summer?
Campion handled the firing of Stoneham as if

"the guy were a flunky," said another source. It

was this person's view that Stoneham was a "well
respected man in the community and highly
competent administrator who was unjustly
maligned."
According to Stoneham, his boss never gave a

"definitive" reason why his contract would not be
renewed.
"He told me that he and the students had lost

confidence in me, but never told me why,"
Stoneham told the Collegian.

Some sources in Whitmore have suggested that
Mr. Campion had a bad habit of forgetting things.

Perhaps this could be the reason why the ad-
ministration has expressed a concern for reported
losses in dorm inventories.

Robert W. Gage, Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs, says that $2,000 worth of sewing machines
have disappeared-this representing part of what
Student Senate sources call "the $80-thousand plus
loss in dorm inventories."

Sources in the computer center mention the
possibility of embezzlement, but strictly deny
Campion was involved.

Whether fraudulent or not, any loss of inventory
coming under Campion's domain should be his

responsibility. And if the books are not straight, he
as Vice Chancellor and overseer should duly be
held accountable.

Other sources surmise that tampion tailed to

address himself to an inefficient Campus Center
which was costing the students thousands of

dollars.

Campion failed to see the problem until the
Arthur D. Little Consulting Firm of Cambridge
predicted that C.C. fees for students (presently

$52.50 a year) would skyrocket to $90 in order for

the University to pay off the principal in July, they
said.

The provision stated in the original loan
financing the C.C. was that UMass would pay
interest on the money until Fiscal 75. Thereafter,
the University would pay back on the principal.

Unless the University can prompt the
Legislature to delay payment, students may be
stuck with the bill.

As one source said, "the people of Whitmore are
so concerned with making this school a national
leader, it's ironic they only succeeded in making
UMass number one in the cost of fees."

Another source indicated that "tremendous
friction" existed between Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery and Campion-this clearly spelling out

the reason for the resignation.

However, Bromery has offered only com-
pliments for his colleague "who performed with
great dedication in his role."

Changes in Campion's office were needed to

exercise better management control and to reduce
the scope of the office of vice-chancellor for ad-

ministrative services, Bromery said.

While rumors and inuendos were being dispelled

over intercession about the eminent turmoil

growing in the Chancellor's office, no con-

firmation was given that Mr. Campion would
eventually step down.
One source in the Physical Plant tells us that a

job was in the offing with a salary cut for the

outgoing vice chancellor. Another said "Things
are too messed up in Physical Plant without in-

viting Mr. Campion to make matters worse."
Campion was also reportedly offered a position

in the Alumni office.

Meanwhile the UMass spokesmen told us all was
rosey and Mr. Campion was "only on temporary
leave of absence."
Why all the silence? What's the big secret? Why

not be open about the whole thing?

It's unfortunate for Mr. Campion and the rest of

the University that official spokesmen resort to

concealing the facts, forcing the campus to gather
its own information at cocktail parties or through
the grape vine, our sources say.

A source in Whitmore says that Chancellor

Bromery recently dispatched memos to various

department heads urging a decrease in help from
20 to 30 per cent. The source told us that "many"
employees-a large percentage being students-
would be laid off in the coming weeks.
Mark Vogler is a Collegian staff writer.

Olvers raps utility profits
WILLIAMSBURG (AP)-A state

senator has warned that high profit

margins allowed to utilities pose a

serious threat to Massachusetts
manufacturers.
Sen. John W. Olver, D-Amherst,

made the remark at a protest

meeting here Wednesday. About 60

residents attended the session,

called to air grievances over high

electric bills.

Olver told the group the state

must have a Department of Public

Utilities that represents the con-

sumer.
"The present DPU cannot afford

the expertise which the utilities

can buy a will, passing on the high

costs to the consumer," he said.

"We are in serious danger of

losing all Massachusetts industry,

which is now operating on a 3 or 4

per cent profit margin."

The balance must be made up

through
charge.

the fuel adjustment

court defendants
Whether you received a summons or were arrested and released on bail

or personal recognizance, you have been told to come to Court to answer
to the charges.

You should report to the Probation Office by 8:45 a.m. Do not leave
court until the clerk says you may go.

In the District Court room defendants sit in front of the railing (see

diagram on back page). If you have any questions ask the Court Officer

( in uniform , usually standing near the gate of the railing )

.

When the Judge enters, stand up until he is seated. He will announce
that all defendants have the right to a lawyer and explain the
proceedings.

When the clerk calls your name, stand up. He will read the charges
against you. If he asks if you have a lawyer, the charge carries a possible
jail sentence. Listen Carefully: If you do not hear or understand, ask him
to explain. He will ask you how you plead to each charge.

PLEADING
1. NOT GUILTY: This may mean "I didn't do it." But, it does not

matter whether you did whatever is charged or not! Pleading NOT
GUILTY also means "I want time to talk to a lawyer or someone else."

The Court might enter a not guilty plea for you, even if you want to plead
something else, because the judge is concerned for your rights and knows
that you need time. Most defendants are urged to plead not guilty at first.

(If you are a minor under the law, this plea will be entered by the Judge
for you, and you will be required to return with a lawyer or a parent.

)

2. NOLO: The Latin phrase "nolo contendere" means "I don't want to

argue about it, it's all right with me if you find me guilty and make me
pay a fine." The court does not have to accept the plea of nolo. Unless you
are represented by a lawyer, the Court won't let you plead Nolo if you are
likely to risk a jail sentence or a high fine.

3. GUILTY: This means "I did it." It also means "No-one must prove
that I did it." Except for minor traffic violations this plea should
definitely not be made unless a lawyer has talked to you first. The Judge
will not accept a plea of guilty when there is a possible jail sentence
unless you are represented by a lawyer or have waived your right to a
lawyer. You cannot waive your right to a lawyer until the judge has ex-
plained the possible jail sentence.

Unless you are very sure of what you are doing, plead not guilty and
consult with an attorney of your choice or the Public Defender, if ap-
pointed, before making any other plea. You may always change your plea
later.

If you plead not guilty ask the Clerk to set a date for your return to

Court for trial when you can be sure to be there (usually two or three
weeks ahead). Your lawyer can arrange to change the date later, if

necessary.

YOUR RIGHT TO A LAWYER
You always have the right to hire your own lawyer. If you are penniless

and without property, and if there is a possible jail sentence for the
charge against you, the Court must appoint a lawyer (Public Defender)
for you without cost. If you think you might be eligible, apply.

1. To apply for the public defender go back to the Probation Office and
fill out the Public Defender application form, giving information about
your financial situation.

2. Be sure to call the probation office before the day of your trial (584-

8417) to see if the Public defender has been assigned to you. (The Court
may decide that your application shows you can afford to hire your own
lawyer.)

3. If you decide not to have a lawyer, you must sign a paper called a
"waiver" (saying you give up your right to have a lawyer )

.

BAIL
If bail is set for you in Court, and you feel it is too high, you have the

right to be taken to Superior Court for a bail reduction hearing. The forms
to be filled out are at the Court and at the Hampshire County Jail - ask for
them. Make sure your lawyer knows you are going to have a hearing.

BENCH CONFERENCES
The lawyers and police sometimes go up to the Judge's seat so that the

Judge may talk with them freely about the case. No evidence is taken
against you in a bench conference, but if there are circumstances which
make the offense seem less serious, the Court prosecutor and the
defendant's lawyer may make informal recommendations or suggestions
for disposing of the charges promptly on a plea of guilty or nolo, or a
continuance without a finding.

FINES
If you cannot pay all of a fine, tell the Clerk what you can pay now and

arrange to pay the rest as soon as possible (usually in a week or two; . You
won't go to jail because you have no money to pay the fine, but you will be
required to pay it in the near future.

YOUR RIGHT TO APPEAL
In all criminal cases you have the right to a trial by jury in Superior

Couut if you are not satisfied with the District Court decision. The Clerk
will inform you of this right, and You must file you appeal immediately. If

you have pleaded guilty you cannot appeal for a jury trial unless the
Court allows you to change your plea. You can appeal for a lighter sen-
tence in Superior Court, but you may run the risk of an increase in the
sentence as well.

PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDING

COURSE

IS COMING TO UMASS.

ALLIED MOTOR

PARTS
Doctor up par car with
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POTS
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SHOP
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(10:30 - 2:30)
274 N. Pleasant St.

Basement Shop
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TJMass-South' a community with housing problems
(Outreach, a campus
continuing education
program, sends thirty-

seven UMies to Washington
each sprang as interns in

Congressional and
executive branch offices.

Former Collegian Editor-in-

chief Steven G. Tripoli is

one UMie who has gone to

Washington as part of the
program this semester.

In the first of several
reports to be published
irregularly through the
semester, Mr. Tripoli
describes the program and
the views of some of the
students in it. — editor)

By STEVEN TRIPOLI
MDC Correspondent

It's been nicknamed "UMass
South" by some people, and some
want to get a Massachusetts flag to

hang outside or a sign proclaiming
it the Embassy of the
Massachusetts Nation.

It's across the street from a
Russian trade mission, complete
with a 24-hour guard.
The address is 1515 16th St. NW,

Washington, DC. and the building
is the home of thirty-seven UMass
students working in Washington
offices this semester as part of the
Outreach program.
The UMies are the only

inhabitants of the building, an
apartment house estimated to be
about 40 years old by its owner.
There have been a larger than
average number of moving
problems in the old building,

especially problems with roaches,
with whom a continuing war is

being waged, and the overall dirty

and rundown condition which the

inhabitants found the building in

when they arrived the first

weekend in February.
The roaches have been a par-

ticularly annoying problem, and
have ranged in the thirteen
apartments from only a few a week
to a barrage of fifty to one hundred

a day. The students originally tried

their own methods for coping with

the problem, but the owner of the

building has since moved in with a

more powerful roach killer after

complaints became frequent and
loud. The University and Outreach

Director Bill Burke have had

contact with the owner on the

problem also.

Other problems have been solved

with some old fashioned elbow

grease and a few repairs, and

"UMass South" is now turning into

a very cohesive community.
Apartment doors are often open

when the students are home, and

Kevin McConnell. formerly of 623
Webster at the University, as
•Probably a lot tighter socially

than a lot of dorms I've seen."
That statement appears to have

a lot of validity. When the students
were moving in a few weekends
ago everyone pitched in to help

Thirty-seven UMass students live in this stately Washington, D.C. mansion as
part of the university-run Outreach program. The structure is plagued by roaches
and is generally run down, a student correspondent savs.

FBI agent testifies on
AIM takeover threat

By JOHN LUNDQUIST
Associated Press Writer

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — A
second FBI agent who admitted he
spied on the American Indian
Movement (AIM) in western South
Dakota last year was called to
testify Thursday about alleged
threats by the militant group to
move onto the Pine Ridge reser-
vation by force.

Charles Stevenson, who said he
has been with the FBI three years,
appeared at the trial of two AIM

leaders, Dennis Banks and Russell
Means, charged in the 71-day
takeover of Wounded Knee last
year.

Stevenson followed Stanley Keel,
32, to the witness stand. Keel had

Stevenson said he used the name
Charlie Light Foot, while Keel
went as Richard Roundtree.

Stevenson said he wore blue
denims, an old jacket and

identified himself as being seven- worktype shoes when he and Keel
16th Chickasaw Indian with nine
years FBI service.

Stevenson told the U.S. District
Court Jury how he was ordered to
Rapid City a year ago Thursday
and, with Keel, posed as AIM
sympathizers from Oklahoma.

SUPER SWEATER

I SUCKS SALE

THIS WEEKEND - I

Cheek - There's Mere te Come

C51TCMMS Mt. Farms Mall

Had ley, 584-4405

did surveillance at the Mother
Butler Center, a Roman Catholic
hall AIM was using in Rapid City.
When he told AIM leader Vernon

Ballecourt he had been released
recently from the military service
and had served in Vietnam, the
witness quoted Bellecourt as
replying. "Well, you fought one
war, now you've got one more war
to fight for your people."

He also quoted Bellecourt as
saying: "We've got a real thing
coming off here tomorrow," ad

were planning to go to the reser
vation to observe impeachment
proceedings against Oglala Sioux
President Richard Wilson.

the atmosphere is characterized by everyone else. Those students who
were a little squeamish about the
insects inhabiting their kitchens
and bedrooms (everyone is used to

them now, and some claim to even
be on a first name basis with a few
roaches) could always call on
someone to rout the creatures.
Dawn Carmen, formerly of 200
Field House, told the Collegian that
even though the building has its

problems "The people have been
very supportive of each other. I'm
glad I'm living with people from
UMass."
While people do spend time by

themselves or with a few people
with whom they've established
close ties, the house does do quite a
few things as a group. Last
weekend 26 people got together and
invaded the local Greek restaurant
on Saturday night, and the same
number turned out Sunday night to
watch the Boston Celtics lose to the
Capital Bullets 99-95 at the Capital
Center just outside of the city in

Maryland. Everyone agrees that
the people have been an asset, and
the group, at this writing together
as a group only a little more than
two weeks, is very close already.

Incidentally, the house is already
planning a trip to New York City
should the UMass basketball team
make it to the NIT. So if you see a
banner there proclaiming the
presence of UMass South, don't
wonder. It's your sisters and
brothers from the nation's capital.

Political spying

charges disputed
ByM IKE SHANAHAN
AP Military Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP)-A Navy admiral accused by a young subordinate
of fostering military spying inside the White House said yesterday the
allegations represented "the grossest and most irresponsible distortion of
fact."

Adm Robert 0. Welander testified that his attempts to close off leaks of
highly classified material to the press in 1971 were somehow twisted into
accusations that he spied for the military Joint Chiefs of Staff.
No less a White House figure than John D. Ehrlichman, formerly

President Nixon's domestic affairs adviser, believed he was guilty of
"political spying," the admiral testified in a closed-door session of the
Senate Armed Services Committee.

In prepared testimony made public by the committee, Welander said
Ehrlichman wound up an investigation by the White House plumbers unit
by calling the admiral to his White House office and presenting him with
a
.,E[?

pared statement on White House stationery for my signature
"

This statement would have had me admit to the wildest possible
totally false charges of 'political spying,' " he said.
When he refused to sign the statement, Welander said, Ehrlichman

interrogated him at length about the allegations of Yeoman Charles E.
Radford. The Yeoman has testified Welander praised him for his work indine that 50 to fin aim ,™k~ ««««»". me ieoman nas testitied Welander prais.
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A regular adjustment consists of
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fluid. Doing this once a year for about
every in.eoo miles is like an insurance
policy against major trouble, and it

keeps your transmission shifting
smoothly and efficiently

United Transmission
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3W King Street, Northampton
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Welander indicated he declined to answer some questions because of
the high security classification of the answers
"Ehrlichman s questions were all either directly attributed to

statements made by Yeoman Radford or based on knowledge that only he
coid

B
hav

;
hadof ^rtain aspects of my duties," Welander said.

Those allegations, Welander said, "had apparently served to shift the
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A prototype, but never to be repeated
13

Last fall, The Boston Globes ar-
chitecture critic Robert Campbell
travelled to UMass and reviewed the
multi-million dollar fine arts center.
The complex, which is yet to open, is
pictured here by Collegian
photographer Woei Chin.

By ROBERT CAMPBELL
c. 1973, The Boston Globe

Of all today's architects, the one who
always seems to come up with the biggest,
boldest, most original ideas is Kevin Roche,
the designer of the new Fine Arts Center
soon to be opened at the University of
Massachusetts campus at Amherst.
Roche got his start under the late Eero

Saarinen and shares with that master the
unsettling habit of trying to make every
building a complete new departure. In the
manner of an Oscar Wilde epigram, he often
does this by taking a conventional idea and
turning it upside down or inside out —
literally.

For example, at one new office tower in
Manhattan, Roche floats the building 120
feet in the air on stilts; at the Oakland Art
Museum, on the other hand, he buries it

underground. At the Ford Foundation
headquarters in New York, the standard
tower-in-a-plaza is turned inside out: the
building wraps around the plaza. At the
Knights of Columbus building in New
Haven, the building itself is inside out: the
service core, normally at an office

building's center, is split four ways and
pushed out to the corners.

It's an approach that puts a lot of em-
phasis on coming up with that vital new
twist, then stating it as boldly, as un-
compromisingly, as possible. Every
building becomes a prototype — but a
prototype, paradoxically, that is destined
never to be repeated.
At UMass Fine Arts Center the concept is

as bold as ever. A boldly sculptured bridge
of art studios, 650 feet long, runs the length
of the site one story up in the air. Lining it on
one side, like barges moored at a pier, is a
varied mix of auditoriums, offices, theaters
and workshops.
The whole thing is then sited in such a way

that the bridge of studios becomes a kind of
gateway to the campus : you pass beneath it,

walk between two of the auditoriums, and
emerge on the edge of the pond that forms
the center of the campus.

Urbanistically, it's a brilliant concept.
The straight line of the bridge gives a firm
edge to the central campus and ties together

the varied sizes and shapes of the

auditoriums and theaters, which in turn

reflect the variety and scale of the older

A preformed concrete walkway connects two wings of the center and provides
gallery space for exhibitions above the ground level.

buildings nearby.
Yet one can't be completely enthusiastic.

The building suffers from a quality that if

often pointed out in Roche's work. Entirely
made of concrete, which is hand rubbed to
make it as uniform as possible, the building
is completely lacking in detail or texture.
A building like this raises the whole

puzzling question of how a human being,
looking at a building, senses a relationship
to it, understands it as something more than
an inert mass of material . It helps of you can
see where you can go in, or where, if you
were inside, you could be looking out; if you
can perceive, from the shape and detail of
the exterior, what some of the activities are
that take place inside; if, as you move
toward the building, you can see a gradual
unfolding of smaller and smaller details that
step the building down to you in scale —
from the whole building, to the room, to the
window, the brick, the texture of the brick.
All these things help you to understand the
building as a container of human activity, as
something different from outdoor sculpture.
Enough of these qualities are missing in

the UMass Fine Arts Center to leave it with
a curiously blank quality. It it isn't too

A view from across the campus pond shows the sweep of the enclosed concert hall

and theatre (right) and a cluster of angled windows offering superior indirect

lighting for art studios (far left).

MONDAY NIGHT DINNERS $3.50 & up
served from .'>-«:.w p.m.
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ROAST SIRLOIN BEEF DINNER $5.95
Friday It Saturday Mies 5-9 p.m.
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Luncheons Irom 1 1 '.tt

Tuev A Sal.

iUUalUH (foatAUl
"A" Ea«na T"9 -'
Rare Excellence Reservations

SO. AMHERST, MASS.

anthropomorphic to say it, you get the
feeling that when you look at the building, it

isn't looking back. It's faceless.

But even with this caveat, there remain
many pleasures and lessons to be ex-
perienced in this complex. Great attention
has been paid to realizing the potential of
every interior space. The large auditorium,
with balconies sweeping forward instead of
back, is a wonderful space; so are the art
studios.

Compared to the rest of UMass Amherst,
a jumble of unrelated personal monuments
that looks more like a world fairgrounds
than a campus, Roche's work is in a class by
itself.

Yet one comes away wishing he could
relax his search for singularity enough to fill

in some of those small but vital missing
links that would make a more human ar-
chitecture.

Reprinted with permission from Boston
Globe.

THE GURU IS COMING.

ARICA Open Path Weekend Workshop this Saturday

and Sunday. A fast-paced, high energy short training.

Tuition: $25.00, applicable to further trainings.

THIS TIME IT'S YOU
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Lord Jeffery Inn
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Amherst, 01002
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Around New England
Computer ruling Prison drug abuse
BOSTON (AP) - The Massachusetts House asked

the Supreme Judicial Court Thursday to rule on the

constitutionality of legislation to create a computer
system for executive, legislative and judicial

branches of government.
The questions posed with the court had been raised

in the message from Gov. Francis W. Sargent
recommencing the bill. The governor said if these are
"satisfactorily answered, this legislation should be of

top priority
"

The court was asked if the enactment of the
proposal would violate either the home rule amend-
ment to the constitution or the separation -of-powers
guarantee.

Inmates captured
SOUTH WINDHAM, Maine (AP) - All eleven Men's

Correctional Center inmates who escaped Wed-
nesday night through an unlocked gymnasium door
were back in the prison here by Thursday afternoon,
officials said.

Supt. Edward Hansen said four were picked up in

Gorham, about five miles from the minimum
security facility, at 2:30 p.m. Thursday.
The other seven were apprehended in Portland and

Westbrook the night before, hours after escaping
during an evening recreational period and scaling a
12-foot chain link fence topped by barbed wire.

Hansen said an investigation is underway to

determine how the gym door came to be open. Of-
ficials said it could have been left open inadvertantly
during renovations underway in the gym.

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) - Drug abuse among
inmates at several New England prisons exists

largely as a result of poor medical record keeping

and follow-up, according to study by a Harvard
professor. In her study of the use of behavior

modifying drugs in the prisons. Dr. Phyllis Cath of

the Massachusetts Mental Health Center at Harvard
found "drugs are being abused by neglect almost, not

by intention."

The prisons studied were maximum security

facilities in Windsor, Vt.; Walpole and Norfolk,

Mass.; Cranston, R.I., Somers, Conn., and
Thomaston, Maine.

Dr. Cath said it wasn't that drugs were being

dispensed improperly by prison staff, but that

"nobody knew if the prisoners were actually taking

the drugs.

"In some cases prisoners were not dealing honestly

with the doctors," she said. "They were 'palming' the

drugs or selling them or giving them to a buddy so he

could get high."

Police need help
BOSTON (AP) - State police issued an appeal

Thursday for possible witnesses to a November 1973

accident which caused some $250,000 damage to a

turnpike bridge over Massachusetts 128 in Weston.

All investigative leads have been exhausted, ac-

cording to a spokesman for the state police. The
accident involved a piece of heavy construction

equipment or a crane which hit the bridge about 7

a.m. last Nov. 19.

Witnesses to the accident are asked to contact the

Franiingham state police barracks.

Mayoral challenge Musbv tomatoesPROVIDENCE. R.l. (AP) Providence Public
lVlWitljy WmUtUVA

Energy head leaving
BOSTON (API - The New England head of the Federal Energy Office

said Thursday that he would go back to his old job in the Labor Depart-

ment because the energy position was temporary.

Lawrence Rogers said that "in the next week or so" he would return to

his former job as assistant regional director of the Manpower Ad-

ministration in Boston, which he had left to be on loan to the new energy

office.

Rogers, reached in Dallas where he was attending a labor conference,

said he was upset at published reports that he was leaving because of a

disagreement with federal energy chief William Simon.

"That's irresponsible. It's incredible. People at the national level may

have been very accessable and responsive," Rogers said.

He chose this time to leave the energy office, he said, because "we're

winding down for the month of February. The office is in pretty good

shape."
.

Bill Holmburg. the energy office director of regional affairs in

Washington, said Rogers has made no secret of his desire to get back to

his old job.

"Rogers is a highly honored employe of the FEO, and we have been

struggling mightily to get him to stay on," Holmburg said.

Hugh Saussy. Jr., Rogers' deputy, will take over as acting regional

administrator, his office said. Saussy. who originally was with the Office

of Economic Opportunity, is one of the few staffers in Boston to become a

permanent employe of the energy office.

Transexual loses job
TRENTON, N.J. ( AP) — A state appeals court has upheld the dismissal

of an elementary school teacher who underwent a sex change.

The Appellate Division of Superior Court ruled on Wednesday that

Bernards Township school officials were within their rights in firing Mrs.

Paula M. Grossman on grounds her presence in the classroom would

cause emotional disturbance to pupils.

The court also said its ruling, upholding a decision by the state Board of

Education, would not bar Mrs. Grossman from seeking a teaching

position elsewhere, presumably where pupils would not be aware of her

sex change.

Mrs. Grossman, 54, was dismissed in 1971 after undergoing a sex

change operation. Before the surgery, she had been teaching as Paul

Monroe Grossman, was married and had three children. She has con-

tinued to live with her family.
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PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP) - Providence Public

Safety Commissioner Francis Brown formally an-

nounced today that he will challenge Mayor Joseph A.
Doorley Jr. in the Democratic mayoral primary this

fall.

"I am a candidate, and have so informed the

mayor; Lawrence P. McGarry, Democratic city

chairman; and the entire membership of the

Democratic city committee," Brown said.

The 42-year-old former probate judge said he in-

tends to remain in office until mid-March at the

latest, unless Doorley calls for his resignation or fires

him sooner. Brown was appointed to the $20,000-a-

year post by Doorley 10 months ago.

"A new face, new ideas and new approaches to

problems" are needed in Providence, Brown said,

referring to Doorley's 10-years as mayor.
Four of the city's 13 ward committees already have

given Brown their individual endorsements.

His announcement came at a Biltmore Hotel news
conference.

BOSTON (AP) - Tired of those supermarket
tomatoes that are hard and yellow on the outside, and
discolored and mushy on the inside.

Well, a professor at Northeastern University says
this is because of presently used shipping and storage
techniques and he says he's invented a way to keep
this from happening.

Dr. A. Karim Khudairi, a biology professor, says he
has produced the perfect tomato-red and firm when
ripe-that can be stored for more than two weeks and
still come out perfectly.

Using two natural hormones that can inhibit or
hasten ripening, Khudairi says his method can give
marketers much more control over the ripening
process.

Khudairi's technique involves dipping, spraying or
injecting green tomatoes with gibberellin, a hormone
that slows ripening, and shipping them to faraway
markets. During storage, he says, they would not
have to be refrigerated, just kept cool.

|
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Man waits for heart
PALO ALTO, Calif. (AP) — Canadian broadcaster Bruce Marsh is

waiting for a different kind of "cue" these days, a phone call to tell him
his new heart is ready.

Stanford Medical Center cardiologists have told the 48-year-old veteran

of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. he may have only a few weeks of life

left unless his own heart, ravaged by three attacks, is replaced.

His fingernails are a bit bluish from poor circulation and his breath is

wheezy from an accumulation of fluids in his lungs, but his complexion is

ruddy and he's quick to deal out a gag.

Through three months of waiting Marsh has managed, despite some
periods of depression, to hang onto his humor and cheerful outlook.

Marsh said he is not afraid to die, but he said he has no intention of

departing this life without a struggle.

"Don't let me kid around with you," he said. "Don't go away with the

impression that I don't have some bad days — I'm being kept sitting in

the waiting room and I thought I had an appointment, and no one's come
to get me."
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SAMUEL BECKETT'S

ENDGAME
Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m. Feb. 28 • March 1st

TICKETS: UM/A STUDENTS $1.50 — OTHERS $3.00
BOX OFFICE: 125 HERTER HALL TELEPHONE 545-0202

Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

THE TRIAL

Directed, produced and written by ORSON WELLES

based on the novel by FRANZ KAFKA.

With Anthony Perkins. Orson Welles.

Jeanne Morean, Romy Schneider

Sat., Feb. 23 7 4 9 p.m. C.C. Aud. 50 e
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President responsible

for overall conduct

of executive branch

15

Nixon requests stiffer drug penalties

(Continued from P. I)

"He must take care that the
executive is so organized and
operated that this duty is per-
formed," it says.

The brief also says the duty of a
president to "preserve, protect and
defend the Constitution includes
the duty not to abuse his powers or
transgress their limits - not to
violate the rights of citizens, such
as those guaranteed by the Bill of
Rights, and not to act in derogation
of powers vested elsewhere by the
Constitution."

Albert E. Jenner Jr., chief
minority counsel for the com-
mittee, said the standard for im-
peachment set by the memoran-
dum was "very, very high."

"It must be conduct so grave
that it amounts to a subversion of
the system of government and the
Constitution itself," he said. "It
comes very close to criminality."
With the memorandum to guide

it, Rodino said the committee was
now ready to seek evidence from
the White House. A request listing

specific tapes, documents and logs
is being prepared, he said, and will
be sent to the White House no later
than early next week.

If the request is not honored,

Rodino said, the committee will
turn quickly to the use i »s sub-
poena power. But it appe^ co. that
could lead to a partisan spiit in the
committee.

Hutchinson, who has joint
subpoena powers with Rodino, said
he would not join in any request for
White House material that did not
relate to what he regarded as an
impeachable offense.

In a related development,
Democrat Richard F. VanderVeen
said Congress should view his
victory in the Michigan
congressional election as a sign for
action on Nixon's possible im-
peachment.
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H> DIIKBAHNKS
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON < AP) President
Nixon asked Congress Thursday
for new minimum jail sentences
for narcotics traffickers.

'More than a quarter of those
who are convicted of narcotics
trafficking do not serve a single
day behind bars," Nixon said He
asked Congress in a written
message to close that and other
"loopholes in the criminal justice
system."
The minimum jail sentence of

three years for a first offender
was, however, less than Nixon
requested last year in his crime
message.
John Bartels, administrator of

the Drug Enforcement
Administration, said this softening
reflects changes in the pattern of
drug traffic, including less in-=—

—

AIKID0

WliSter
Donufc* ESSE 1

Mister Donut
Mountain Farms Mall

Rte. 9, Hadley

INTRODUCTION & DEMONSTRATION

SUNDAY, FEB. 24, 2:30 p.m.

Wrestling Rm., Boyden Gym,

U.Mass.

CLASS LED BY PROF. UNN0, 2nd DAN

Aikido is a Japanese art of self defense stressing
harmony with the universal energy. Ques. Call John 256-
6940.

get it on with

BUI Coke/1

Blues Band
friday and Saturday

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Happy Hour 4 to 7 p.m. daily-

don 't forget our great Dog Days!

volvement by organized crime
than a year ago
Nixon also asked lor a three year

minimum sentence for repeat
offenders in non -narcotics drug
trafficking, which includes dealing
in amphetamines, barbiturates
and marijuana. And he requested
that judges be empowered to deny
bail in certain drug trafficking

cases.

Bartels told a White House news
briefing that major French drug
groups "have been at least tem-
porarily destroyed," and that less

heroin is now coming into the

country especially along the East
Coast.

But a higher proportion of drugs
is now coming from South America
and Mexico, he said, often carried
in quantities of two to five pounds
by aliens who are recruited for a

trip but do not have criminal

backgrounds.
Bartels said the minimum

sentences were sought "to provide
certainty of some punishment."
Nixon asked for these specific

penalties:

Narcotics trafficking, first of-

fense three to 15 years and up to

$50,000 fine with no possibility of
suspended sentence or probation.
Present penalty is up to 15 years
and $25,000 with suspended" sen-
tence and probation possible.

Narcotics trafficking, second
offense: 10 to 30 years and up to

$100,000 fine with no possibility of
suspended sentence or probation.

USED CLAY
POTS

THE POTS

ft PUNTS
SHOP

Open Daily &

SUNDAYS

(10:30 - 2:30)

274 N. Pleasant St.

Basement Shop

£* Levi's

C "tHtc CVMS -»

VJKTCfc

vioemp
rock'n' roll

friday and Saturday

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Happy Hour Friday and Saturday

8 - 9 p.m.

> .
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Sonny and Cher and other TV news
ByJAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — The big

question is whether CBS' top-rated

"Sonny and Cher Comedy Hour"
will survive the marital split of its

two stars this week.
Sonny Bono, 37, said through a

spokesman he's seeking a legal

separation from Cher, 27, the
singing partner he married in

October 1964. He cited irrecon-

ciable differences as the reason.

According to CBS-TV's
Programming chief, Fred
Silverman, the couple only has one
more show to tape for the current
season. But he said he didn't know
yet if it'll be back next fall.

He added that a decision will

have to be made by the end of

March because "we're going to set

our programming schedule" for

the 1974-75 season in the week
beginning March 18.

"The Sonny and Cher'' show,
now in its third season, first aired
in August 1971 as a summer
replacement series on CBS-TV.
Paul Duke, an NBC News

correspondent in Washington for 10

years before taking the plunge into

public TV three weeks ago, says

the transition is going well,

generally speaking.

The biggest problem "is getting
used to doing things at a different

pace and on a longer-range basis,"
said Duke, 47, now a correspondent
for the National Public Affairs
Center for Television.

"By that, I mean I've been an
old-fashioned journalist who's been
used to the daily deadline all his

life," said Duke, one of the few top

broadcast newsmen with both a

wire service and newspaper
background.
His current deadlines are for

three weekly half-hour NPACT

shows •Washington Week in

Review," "Washington Straight

Talk" and "Washington Con-
nection."

An attempt to explain and
elaborate on the phenomena of the
16-year-old Maharaj Ji-he's known
in some circles as "The Perfect
Master"is coming up Sunday on
public TV.

The show, called "Lord of the
Universe." centers on the three-
day happening the guru held last

November at the Houston
Astrodome. It's videotape verite
from San Francisco's Top Value
Television crew.

Alas, it's not their best effort,

although I must admit I saw the
show

.

An Easy Pick-Up

5^5

A Dozen Donuts and
a great Cup of Coffee

to go home with —

mister Rte 9,

Doruxt H»d,«y

M00U0
Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

Is your
privacy

worth^Z50

a month?
It can cost as little as that when you rent

a Brittany Manor apartment with three -

friends. And that could change your life-

style next semester. No more noisy room-
mates! Instead, the privacy of a modern
apartment community only a couple of

minutes by our own courtesy bus, car or

bike from Amherst College, downtown
Amherst or UMass. Rental office

open evenings.

• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
• spacious 2 bedroom apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeting

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• COURTESY BUS TO
UMASS & TOWN

• parking for cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball, football,

badminton.

• ski trips

• recreational facilities

Rent from $210.

Call 413-256-8534

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite

Grist Mill off Rt. 116.

Brittany Manor

Mateus

Rose

!9 »»
bottle

Schlitz

Beer
12 oz. cans

Case

German
Beer

1201. N.R. bottle

$199

Corsi

Chianti

Case
Q 24 oz.

bottle

Liebfraumilch

Karl Von Station

23 oz.

bottle

Miller

Beer
12 oz. cans

$462
Case

Widmer

Lake Niagra

Four Seasons Special

Vodka

Fifth V2 Gal.
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hifi
Quality components
at the right pfice

AUCTION TODAY!
hifi

IS AUCTIONING OFF ALL USED &
DEMONSTRATOR EQUIPMENT LEFT
OVER FROM SOUND IDEAS

TODAY
FRIDAY, FEB. 22, 1974

PREVIEW OF THE MERCHANDISE
FROM 10 A.M. TO 3 P.M. AUCTION
STARTS PROMPTLY AT 3 P.M. &

EQUIPMENT
WE

ADC
BSR
B&O
BOSE
BENJAMIN
CREATIVE
DYNACO

EICO RABCO
EPI SANSUI
INFINITY SONY
KENWOOD SUPERSCOPE
KLH SCOTT
LAFAYETTE ULTRALINEAR
NIKKO VARCO

Prices effective Thursday through Saturday, Feb. 21 to 23.

ALL SALES FINAL
TECH HiFi 259 triangle st. DJ,""',,'!,,,,, 549-2610

JM.
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Piano recital

Distinguished pianist and

scholar Charles Rosen will present

a piano recital tonight at 8:15 p.m.

in Buckley Auditorium in the

Amherst College Music Building on

College Street.

Mr. Rosen, who won the 1972

National Book Award for his book

Classical Style, has been visiting

the Amherst area as a Phi Beta

Kappa Visiting Scholar. The Five

College Area is the final stop of an

eleven college tour that he is on.

Tonight's concert will feature

works from Debussy, Schumann,

and Beethoven. Admission will be

free.

Mr. Rosen's visit is sponsored by

the UMass Chapter and the United

Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, and

The Five Colleges, Incorporated.

Phi Beta Kappa is a society of

distinguished persons in all fields

of the Arts and Sciences.

Mr. Rosen has been described as

"one of the great figures in music,

today." He is presently a Professor

of Music at the State University at

Stony Brook, New York.

Third World women
plan active week

Third World Women have an

active week planned.

Dr. McLaughlin, a poet, and
Mente Lema, an Ethiopian
student, will speak in Thompson
104 from 8 - 11 p.m. Monday.
Themes included are present day
myths that linger on in American
Society and the transition from
matriarchy to patriarchy. Three
films will also be shown.
The Black Woman in Slave

Society will be the theme for Pearl

Bowser's speech. From Chamba
Productions in New York City,

Bowser will discuss the stereotype

of the Black woman as portrayed

on the screen. The speech will

begin about 8 p.m.
Bowser will also conduct a

workshop that afternoon from 1 to 3

in room 315 of the New Africa

House. She will incorporate films

and slides.

The following day, Ms. Bowser
will conduct another workshop,
this time in room 310 of the New
Africa House. She will speak at 8

p.m. in Thompson 104 of

Revolutionary Images of the

African Woman.
Johnetta Cole will speak Thurs-

day in Thompson 104 at 8 p.m., on
The Woman in Cuba, Vietnam, and
the United States. iTiree films will

also be shown.
The week will be concluded

Friday with a film titled My
Country Occupied, in Thompson
104.

There will be no admission
charge for any of the events.

Concessions, however, will be
served with the proceeds going

towards the New World Day
School.

Neglected women writers

Arlyn Diamond and Margot
Culley of the University English

Department will present a joint

lecture Sunday at 8 p.m., titled

"Unknown Voices, Neglected
Women Writers," as part of the

spring semester Project Ten
speakers series, "The World of

Learning." Both women have been
active in the study of American
literature from a feminist per-

spective and seek to suggest in

their Sunday lecture an insight into

the state of women's studies and
literary criticism today.

Arlyn Diamond recently joineu

with her colleague Lee Edwards,
also of the English department and
editor of the special issue of the

Massachusetts Review, "Woman:
An Issue," in editing the recent

collection of American fiction

written by "neglected women
writers," American Voices.

American Women.
In that work, an anthology of

fiction exploring life on the prairie,

in cities, and in New England
villages. Diamond and Edwards
wrote that "More and more,
students of American literature

are coming to see its fiction as

centered on love and death. They
are right, but their depositions

state only half the case. The
women American men were
rushing to the sea and the woods to

escape... also had fantasies of

escaping, if necessary, over the

dead bodies of the men who
thought their women really

preferred tatting and waiting. A
cry for help echoes in all these

works."

Mike Best from the Economics
Department, will speak March 10

at 8 p.m. on "Galbraith and
Socialism: The Unconventional
Wisdom." He will use the recent

publication by John Kenneth
Galbraith, the Harvard economist
and former U.S. Ambassador
under President Kennedy to India,

Economics and the Public Pur-

pose, which Best is currently

reviewing for the American
Quarterly, The Partisan Review.

All events in the series meet in

the Pierpont Main Lounge, and the

public is invited.

Sex killer nabbed

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — A
convicted sex killer from Rhode
Island was captured here late

Wednesday during an armed
robbery, police said today.

He was identified as Thomas
Richard Knott, 28, taken into

custody when police broke up a

robbery at a lingerie shop in the

central business district. He was
charged with robbery in that case

and also was charged with the

robbery of a tie shop the day
before.

Police said Knott, who was
serving a life term in the sex

slaying of a Pawtucket, R.I.,

woman, escaped from the Cran-

ston Institute in Rhode Island on

Feb. 6 with two other prisoners.

The other two have been captured.

We think you'll know

the difference!

Full Breakfast Served Daily 7 to 11 a.m.

Bii«il\fast Specif
$
1

Includes a chilled glass of juice, eggs (any

style), buttermilk pancakes served with

butter, syrup and your choice of country style

bacon or sausage.

454 Russell Street

Route 9

HADLEY

Tel. 253-7640

ice cRefim
SHOP

NOW SHOWING
AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUS &«&**&
RT 9 HADLEY IN ZAYRE'S SHOPPING CNTR 256-6411

P&ss the warning.
"A DARK AND FRIGHTENING
EXPERIENCE UNLIKE ANY-
THING EVER FILMED! Director

Nicolas Roeg establishes an unsettling sense of

foreboding. He bwikb up an atmosphere of

dread yon can taste hi your throat!"

—Paul D. Zimmerman. Newswaak

"THE THRILLER OF THE YEAR! SEE IT

YOU MUST! YOU'LL BE DUCKING AT
SHADOWS FOR WEEKS!"
— Bernard Drew, Gannett Newspapers

-A BRILLIANT FILM OF DEEP TERRORS
AND TROUBLING INSIGHTS-ONE
THAT WORKS A SPELL OF CONTINUAL,
MOUNTING ANXIETY."

•Jay Cock$, Time Magazine _ \y

DDqT LOOK
qnw
™ A nturhir t

JULIE
CHRISTIE ggpuLU

SUTIfEllLHqD

A psychic thriller

^liuiirffiik

Matinees daily

1:00 & 2:30
[Evenings 7:15 & 8:45

children under 12

$1.00 all times

WALT DISNEY
PRODUCTIONS*

WILDNEW CARTOON FEATURE

Robin
H©bd

, ©1973 Will Disney Productions TFfH\l( OLOR* tl __-_.
With the talents of

IA>n * l^"l-"R lUWi
PETER USTINOV • PHIL HARRIS • BRIAN BE0F0RD • TERRY THOMAS • ROGER MILLER

PAT BUTTRAM • GEORGE LINOSEY • ANDY DEVINE •

Now Playing?

ONE OF THE BEST ADVENTURE
MOVIES OF THE YEAR! -ABC-TV

AllHD ARTISTS presents

7:00

& 9:40

mcipinl
m a FRAMU.M J SCMAfFNtR Mm

Mon. & Tues._ _ _ Starts Feb. 2"

ALL SKATS $1.00 »Papillon"
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Millionaire milkman determined not to be unhappy
WINCHESTER. Mass. ( AP) - How many

millionaires who drive a milk truck do you
know?
There's a millionaire like that in this

Boston suburb. He's one of the instant
variety who won his million in the
Massachusetts state lottery. And he's
determined not to be unhappy just because
he's rich.

FOR SALE

Magnavox stereo, turntable and
speakers. Good sound at a low price. 175.

tall Brent at 549-6994 nights or see him at

Collegian Office

tf2-22

Eight-track and stereo system. Paid
f 140; listen and offer a price. Call 5-2550.
ask for Bob Mackey. If not there, leave
message.

tf2-22

Books and magazines for sale. Old and
out of print. Free search service. Mon -

Sat. 10-10. 586-3299. Larry Pruner. Box 285.
Nrthmptn.

tf3-l

Crown Power Amplifier D-150. ISO watts
KMS per channel, laboratory specs. Call
mornings or evenings. 5X4-0549.

tf2-25

Stereo Hotel rec HSR trntbl, Fisher
spkrs 1225. Professional stereo amp.
Pioneer SA-1000. 67 wts RMS. Call Tom.
546-7610 or 253-5507.

t/2-27

Sunn amp. less than 6 months old. 115
watts RMS, JBL spkr, excel, for guitar or
organ. Will sac. for $425. Call Abbie, 5-0176.

tf2-25

Speakers — Rectilinear 111, 1280 pr.

Klectrovoice 14. $80 pr. 549-4534.

tf2-25

Waterbed heater. Queensize eel., 150,

call 253-5778.

U2-25

Stereo Components 20 per cent - 40 per
cent off list. All major brands, fully

guaranteed, Vinny 253-7182.

tfZ-27

Gibson Bass Guitar EBl (violin shape)
perfect cond, not to be confused w-cheap
EBO. 1300 or best offer. Call 369-1651.

tf2-27

Ski equip, cheap — 190 wood skis $5. 205
CM Fischer metal skis h Miller bindings &
size 8 boots 120. Contact Dennis (onion at
5-2550.

t/2-22

Homemade desserts: Birthday Cakes,
Cookies. Breads, etc. For info, call 323-4098
or see Hatch Bulletin Board.

tf2-22

Yashica 8mm 1.8 zoom lens, electric
movie camera and 1 Yashica Mini Spy
Camera w-flash, both fantastic buys, used
253-7241.

tf2-22

Virtually new Camp Co drums, natural
walnut finish. 4 heads, high hat. cymbals,
complete hardware. $400. Call 549-0243.

tf2-25

2 Lafayette HB600 CB Radios, mobile or
base, 23 channel, sell new for $600. must
sacrifice pair for $150. 253-7241.

tf2-22

GuiUr for sale - Martin 00028 in

beautiful condition. Call Alan, 584-5941,
evenings.

tf2-25

VivHar 85-205 lens for Nikon with case
and three filters $135. Call 549-0544.

tf2-26

Skis, boots, size •*_, poles, all for $25. ask
for Matt. 546-8623.

lf2-25

Sony HP 210 stereo exc. cond. 6 in.
woofer, m in. tweeter. Only $175. Call 546-
8626. ask for Stu.

tf2-22

Estrada 6-string classical guitar. Hardly
used. With case. $40 or best offer. Call
Lisa. 546-7182.

________ tf2"22

MOTORCYCLE WANTED
Small used bike in 100 c.c. range wanted.

Must be in good condition, see Brent at
Collegian Office or call nights at 549-6994.

t/2-22

OVERSEAS JOBS

Australia, Europe, S. America.
Africa. Students all professions and
occupations, $700 - $3,000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing,

free information Trans WorlJ
Research Co. Dept. III. P.O. Box 603.

( orte Madera. Ca. 94925.

tf2-22

Two belts, near St on 2-n. (all Shirley~ Carol, 6-731 1.

tf2-22

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Need your black and white film

processed? Quality, custom work done
quickly. Contact with each roll. $1 25. Call

665-4296, eves.

tf2-26

"We were very happy before all this

happened to us," said Robert Taylor, 41, a

father of three. 'And we're not going to let a
lot of money spoil that for any of us."
Taylor, a ruddy-faced man, drives a milk

truck for less than $10,000 a year. That's
what he did before he won the lottery one
year ago and started receiving $50,000 an-
",n ' ohooifc Hp ran't see any reason to

change his lifestyle.

"After 19 years on the job, I like it,'" he
said.

Of course, there have been purchases The
biggest was construction of a $35,000 house
on a lot they bought on Cape Cod a few years
ago. And there's a new color television set in

their home here.

Bui »ha»\ nhntit all "I didn't even buv

myself any new jigsaw puzzles, said Taylor,
I puzzle fan.

Now that he has the summer home, Taylor
says he plans to stick to his philosophy:
"Nobody should spend a lot of money just

because he has it."

"You can say that again,'' his wife Sue
chimed in.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS ENTERTAINMENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

HONEST AL CAMPING
SPECIALS - 54 Dodge Mail Trk
Camper, nice paneled interior 5' 6"
high, 7 ft long, 6 cyl.. 4 spd. no rust, gd
tires, new battery. $375. 2 SCHOOL
BUSES not converted, very well
maintained, no rust: 51 CHEY.6cyL, 1

spd. $375 or 60 FORI) \8. 4 spd.. $400.
these are 2 clean rigs. 586-3819 or 1-772-

0517. WANTED. DARTS VALIANTS &
LANCERS.

Mfttl

1966 Chevy Imp. SS 283. 20 mpg. auto, ps
& pb, studded snows. $300. 67 VW Bus. very
nice, low miles $600 or best, (all anytime
549-0924.

tf3-l

67 Plymouth Fury, auto, ps, new brakes,
v good cond.. 17 mpg. $595. See Dennis at
Plaza Shell, Rt 9, Amherst. Fri.. Sat.. Sun.

U2-28

1966 Mustang Shelby, ex cond., 5000
miles on rebuilt eng. AM-FM stereo, new
drive train and rear end. $1000 or best
offer 546-8652.

tf2-25

65 FORD 4 dr. 289, V8. auto, rebuilt
motor, passes inspection. Rusty in rear,
only good interior, $175, 15 mpg. 586-3819.

or 1-772-0517.

trsi

65 Jeep, 2wd, \ ton pickup. 157 Bridge.
Northampton. $500.

tf2-28

396-375 hp complete engine. Che v.

Quadrajet intake man. 800 CFM
Holley spreadbore. 327 crank rods, 4

pistons, 283 4 bbl. heads. 10.4"

flywheel Carter AFB 4 bbl.. 2 Chev.

small block, fuel pumps. Doug. 253-

9501.

tf2-22

68 Pontiac convertible, new tires with
snows, great shape, good mileage. Let the

sun shine in, $400. or best offer. Call Jim,
546-9467.

tf2-22

68 Chevy <
2 ton pickup, good condition,

all around $900. or best offer. 584-5347.

evenings.

tf2-25

1966 MG Midget, new tires, new interior,

new shocks, no brakes. $500. Call 546-5463.

after 5 p.m.

tf2-27

Porsche 1964 SC. with 1967. 912 eng.

Outside good, inside needs some work,
runs well. 545-2054, after 4 w-day. 1500. but

will talk.

t/2-27

Rambler Amb. 280 V8, new Ures, needs
minor work. $150 firm. 549-1534.

112-25

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted, own bdrm. w-w
carpet pkg. Avail, near Hamp. Ctr. off Rt.
10, $66.50- mo. plus heat. Call 384-5647.

tf2-25

Woman to share apt. in country house.

Own room $70+. pets OK. Pat. 253-7124 or

Mary. 256-6793.

M2-22

Avail, immed. room in house w 2 M. ft I

F. $70 inc. heat. Grad pref., in Amherst.

253-2861. Call late.

tf2-2C

Roommate wanted. Brittany Manor,
only $52. 50 per month. Call between 5-7.

256-0188.

t/2-26

Calligraphist Needs Money

Italic hand lettering done. Cards,

posters, letters, logos, etc. Original

designs or copies done. Also
photography and kodaliths available.

Good work for cheap prices. Call

Joyce. 253-9557. U2-X

LOST

Silver pendant necklace, with green oval

stone, on 2-6. sentimental value, return to

Southwest Services, JFK Tower, or 6-8497.

RWD.
t/2-22

Thru Ripoff over intercession. GE
Refrig: gr-gld afghan & other items.

Contact Officer D. Grader of Sec. Police.

tf2-22

Green key ring and keys, need
desperately, return to Southwest Services.

JFK Tower, or call 6-8497. anytime,
reward.

tf2-22

PERSONAL

Problems with homosexuality'.' For info,

referral, counselling or Just rap. call
(iayline. Mon.. Tues., Thurs.. Fri., Sat. 8-

II p.m. at .51.5-0151.

If2-22

Klues harmonica instruction, former
harp player Luther Johnson Blues Band. 7

mos. Call 256-0557, (.uido Arnie. Leave lei

no.

tf2-27

You know where you can go! Late at

tight and you just gotta have some eggs.

<.o to the Cat Lite II. Tues. -Sat.. 24 hours.

In town. See ya.

tf2-22

Meads up with Dean Swift Fancy Snif-

fing Snuff. Send for free samples. Dean
Swift Ltd. Box 2009. San Francisco. Ca.

94126.

tra-i

Hi Janet. Happy 5th on today. Fri.. Feb.
22nd. 1974!!! Jack.

tf2-22

MAF, please have a Happy 21st. tave
ARR.

t/2-22

To the seniors, 34, 22, 30 A 44,

another nit would be a great ending for the
four years you've been together. Best of

luck Sat. Nile

tf2-22

Steve the DJ is alive and working in Los
Angeles. It's just like the Beach Boys sang.

tf2-28

Tony, wanted to talk more about Bar-
nard and Riverdale with you. Was in a
hurry just then. Phone: 549-6630.

tf2-25

Try a NEW college experience — Eating
all the good rood you can! Sound in-
teresting? Then call Lambda Chi Alpha at
545-2150.

tf2-27

Attention — This week has been
declared Boycott John J. Walsh Week. 2S.

lf2-22

DEATHLESS PROSE

"So much depends on the red
wheelbarrow glazed with rainwater
beside the white chickens." Great
stuff eh? To bring things down to a

crass commercial level I must say at

PAULS OLDTIME FURNITURE we
just got a lot of antique velvet dresses,

etc. to go with our furniture and other
jollies. Behind Aubuchons, Amherst.
253-3511. See ya!

tf2-22

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted from UMass to llolyoke.
Mon., Wed., Fri. mornings; arrive
llolyoke 8-8:30 a.m.: will help with $: call
546-6868. soon!

tf2-22

Ride wanted to Montreal anytime, will

exchange expenses and driving and give
good company. Call Dave, 6-5926.

tf2-22

Ride needed for 2 to Kingston or Albany.
NY or anywhere in-between, leaving
Thurs. or Fri., Feb. 21 or 22 and returning
Sun. Call 253-3139.

tf2-22

To Massapequa. L.I. or vie., anytime
Thurs. 2-28 or Fri. 3-1; will share $. Call
Jean, 549-6050.

1/2-27

FREE

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.
(all 584-8816

t/S-17

MUSICIAN WANTED
Jazz pianist wanted for duo work and

Tuesday afternoon class — Please call
Pat. 584-4144.

t/2-27

WANTED

Ed Student needs good comftble en-

vironment to leave boys, aged 2 and I in

while attending classes. 6 hrs. a week, 772-

0667.

tf3-l

Live-in tutor needed in Humanities for

Amherst, a better chance house Free
room, board. Call 256-8181 or 253-3272

172-25

175 or 250 Dirt-Street Bike. Used, but
good condition. Call Brian. 256-8229, after 6
p.m. Leave message. Keep trying.

tf2-25

I am looking for parts for a Weber 40-

45DCOE Carb. if you can help call 549-1263
Ed Cook.

1/2-22

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted to rent Manl \an \ W Kus for
I weeks (his summer. Price negotiable.
Call days. 73K-267X.

H2-27

ROOM WANTED

F. 24. new to area, needs good home.
Loves people, children and animals, (all.
Sandy 2.56-0671.

112-22

HELP WANTED
Students — Earn while you learn. Part-

time contact work, promises good money
to those who qualify. For interview, callBUM

2-22

Cook wanted for Fraternity. 5 day week,
(all 545-2163. ask for Rob.

tf2-22

Attention student wives. I need full-time

child care at my Echo Hill house, in-

terested? (all evenings. 256-8627. own
transport.

U2-27

Saxophone or piano player for Ed Yadas
Big City Blues Band, guaranteed $80 a
week minimum salary plus fringe
benefits. Ed. 584-6279.

H2-27

Performers of all sorts for Kennedy
Middle Coffeehouse on Friday, March IS.

Interested — Please call Rich. 546-4555 or
Danny. 546-7797.

2-27

TRAVEL

Campus Travel (enter, handles air,
hotel, car rentals, package lours,
honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call
>I5-O500. for information.

U3-I5

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from $199.

For more information call Campus Travel

(enter. 545-0500.

t/3-15

Spring Vacation in Spain at

Torremolinos. $279, all inclusive. For more
information call Campus Travel Center,
545-0500

t/3-15

MISCELLANEOUS

The Long Plain Nature Center is offering
a course in birdwalching. starting Feb. 23.

Call John Greene, 549-6352. for further
details

tf2-22

TO RENT

Share house in the country with two
others in Whately. 15 mins from UMass.
$65.00 plus, call nights, 665-3405.

t/2-22

2 bdrm apt. in Brit. Manor, air cond. w-
w, dish wash. 2 pools. 2 tenn. co.. bus serv.
Open space, $210. mo. includes heat, rent
negotiable. 253-7482.

t/2-22

Quiet room. M. student, share bath &
kitchen. 4 mi. from campus. $70 mo.. 253-
7841.

11*2-28

Own rm in 4 bedrm apt. on busline for
respsMe fern, avail Immediately due to
cancellation. $86 per mo. incl all util. 256-
0626.

1/2-25

One bdrm. apt on bus rte. Avail May 1st.

11.55 month, all util.. incl. dish-wash. 665-

4797. after 5 p.m. Cliffside

t/2-25

For rent 2 bdrm on bus route, avail
March 1st. $l76-month. incl utilities Call
665-3189. after 7 p.m. Cliifside

t/2-22

5-6 bedroom house. 2 of each — Ivng
room, dining room, kit and baths. Finished
bsmnt. » fireplace 17 mi to Amhst.l.ikely
Ls. 2S6-8896.

tf2-27

Arcadia Apts. Rt 9. Belchertown. 7 miles
from campus on the Bus Route. 2 bedroom
apt. all utilities included March I — 256-

8896.

t/2-27

For rent. Mar. I, country town house
in Granby Nj mi. from Amherst line. 2

bedrooms. I*i_ baths, full basement
carpeted throughout, central air
conditioning, large swimming pool, 3

court tennis. $250, plus util. Call Jack
Wood. 467-3701, afternoons or
evenings, if no answer call 557-3761

and leave message.

t/2-22

Remember Roger Saloom! He recorded
"Marie LePeau" with "The Mama Bear".
He's at the TOC. Thurs.. Fri. _ Sat.. Feb.
28. Mar I. 2. Great entertainment.

tf2-2K

If you don't need loud music to he en-
tertained, slide up (o the TOC. Thurs. -Fri -

Sat HI. if your thirsty come Thursday
tf:i-M

Where have all the Coffeehouses gone"
We don't know, but the TOC presents the
best in coffee house type entertainment,
eyery Thur.-Sat.

MM

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $280. all

inclusive. For more information, call
Campus Tray el Center. .545-0500.

t/3-15

There's nothing like grease to bring
people together, and Bob the DJ has all

your favorite discs of the 50s and 60V
Call. 5:16-6075.

U2-28

See spot, see puff, see puff run. see John,
see John Hammond play and knock vou
out at the Hatch. Thurs.. Feb. 28. 9-1. only
one buck.

tf2-28

Hey kids! The 3 Stooges freak out — see
Moe. Larry, and Curly in 4 original and
insane shorts, plus TV Commercials Fri
«22». T-104. 7-9-10:30.

t/2-22

SERVICES

24 Hour Service on Passports and
Passport Applications. Tel. 253-3148.
Lang's Photo.

t/3-15

Professional camera A stereo repairs,
all guaranteed, at reasonable prices that
your pocket can afford. Tel. 253-3148.
Lang's Photo

113-1

Will babysit in my home or yours,
evenings 4 p m. - 12 p.m Salary
negotiable Please contact at 584-9504.
anytime

t/2-22

Hi-fi audio repair. Sansui. Sony. Dual.
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech HiFi. 549-2610.

t/3-15

Car repair hassles' Experienced
mechanic available to fix it right, no big
overhead, no job to small Foreign and
domestic. 253-7241

t/2-22

Keep old clothes alive — mending,
patching, altering, jeans rebuilt, em-
broidery. Good work, reasonable rates. Rt.
9. Belchertown. 323-4025.

t/2-22

PHOTOS — Passports, visas, grad
school applications, etc. Size, and
number of photos negotiable. $4.00'
minimum. Fast service, quality
guaranteed. Call Steve at 6-5443.

t/2-29

I am offering good dependable
housecleaning services at reasonable cost.
Hours are flexible Call anytime at 369-
4651. Joni.

tf2-27

Learn Astrology. Beginner-
Intermediate Classes. Beg. starts 2-27; Int.
starts 2-25, for infor call 253-3663. or 549-
0005 before 9 p.m.

TV and Stereo Repair. Call 546-6472.

t/2-27

APT. FOR RENT

I bedroom apt. all utilities. $1 45 a month.
Sunderland. Rt. 116. Call any time 665-

2719.

t/3-1

Three bedroom apt., first flow, North-
ampton area. Ready for occupancy.
$166. per month Call Skibiski Real Estate.
584-3428.

t/2-28

INSTRUCTION

l-earn to play guitar, riddle. S-string
banjo. Dulcimer Mandolin. Call Charlie.
773-7436.

t/2-25

Weaving on improvised looms. Classes
start March 4 and 19, April 22. For more
information call Karin Tristan, 549-6321.

t/3-l

TO SUBLET

To sublet. 2 bd apt. Cliffside $165 per mo.
includes util. available April 1st, option to
renew June 1st. Call 665-3966.

t/2-26
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AIKIDO INTRO DEMON-
STRATION:
Sunday Feb. 24, 2:30, Wrestling rm,

Boyden Gym, UMass. Aikido is a

Japanese Art of self-defense,

stressing harmony with universal

force. Class led by Prof. Unno, 2nd

Dan. meetings W.F. 6:30, S. 2:30

Wrestling Rm. Ques. John 256-6940.

BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEER:
Busses leave this from Whitmore

at 12:45 return by 4:00. All new and
old volunteers welcome??? Ken 253-

7461.

BOOGIE AT THATCHER:
To "Phoenix", live rock on the real

Washington's Birthday, Friday Feb.

22. The excitement begins at 8:30

p.m.

DANCE FREE:
A dance freakout using Im-

provisation creative movement or

just boogying. On Friday nitesat 8:30

in C.C. Check C.C. Info Desk for

Room Number.
LIVESTOCK CLASSIC:
Organizational meeting in Reading

Room, 3rd floor Stockbridge,
Tuesday, Feb. 26 at 7:30. No interest,

no show !

!

LOOK MOE! :

3 Stooges tonight in 4 originals plus

T.V. commercials, T. 104 at 7, 9,

10:30.

MELVILLE COFFEEHOUSE:
Come and listen to many tine

performers featured at the Melville

Coffeehouse on Saturday night Feb.

23, 8:30, in the Lounge.

NOVICE CHESS TOURNAMENT:
originally scheduled Sat. 2 23 has

been postponed one week. Watch

Collegian for details.

OHAG MEETS:
Orchard Hill Area Gov't will meet

on Monday night, Feb. 25 at 9:30 p.m.

in Dickinson Main Lounge. All

welcome.
OXEN CLUB:
Meeting for all old and new

members. Problems will be ironed

out.

PI SIGMA ALPHA:
Meeting of the Political Science

Honor Society Tues. 2-26 at 7:30 in 917

C.C.

PROGRAM COUNCIL:
Meeting Mon. 2-25 at 7:00 p.m. in

Council Chambers. Attendance
mperative — many topics. All in-

/ited.

4 UNIQUE SHOW:
Come see a professional Hypnotist,

Bob Joyce on Sunday, Feb. 24 at 7:00

Student group offers

tours and jobs
English pubs and inns, and hotels

and restaurants in Wales and

Scotland are offering summer jobs

to American college students.

Paying summer jobs are also

available in lakeside resorts and

city hotels and restaurants in

Austria, Switzerland and France.

Irish homes are open to

American college girls who would

like to live and work for their keep

in traditional Ireland with a

traditional Irish family, according

to the Student Overseas Services

(SOS).
Any student may apply, and the

jobs are given on a first come, first

served basis. Jobs, working
papers, room and board
arrangements, and other

necessary paperwork are

processed in advance on a non-

profit basis by the Student Over-

seas Service-a student run

organization which has specialized

in student help and student work

projects for the past 16 years.

Although standard wages are paid,

SOS says the free room and board

is the biggest advantage for

students.

Many students are signing up to

combine a summer job in Europe
with a bicycle tour of Europe. This

means students will be taking to

the roads to bicycle around Europe

before or after working at a paying

job in Europe to earn back most of

their trip costs. SOS has organized

a number of different bicycle trips.

One tour is through the Cham-
pagne country of France, ending

up in Paris with its intoxicating

sights, history and excitement.

Interested students may obtain

application forms, job listings and

descriptions, and the SOS Hand-

book on earning your way in

Europe by sending their name,

address, name of educational

institution, and $1 (for postage,

printing, handling and addressing

only) to either SOS-Student

Overseas Services, Box 5173, Santa

Barbara, Calif. 93108, or to S.O.S.,

22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg,

Europe.

in Hampden DC. Retresnments will

be served.

BIRD WATCHERS:
The Long Plain Nature Center is

offering a course in introduction

birdwatching starting Feb. 23. Call

John Greene, 549 0352 for details.

UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF
AMHERST:
Service at 11 a.m. with Jeffery

Campbell, minister, speaking on "Is

Humanism Enough?" Coffee hour

and open forum at 12.

LOST:
A pregnant grey cat with white

markings. Please bring to Donna, 159

N. Pleasant St. rm 8 (behind Faces of

Earth) Friday.

LOST:
silver chain watch with D.H.R. on

front base. Please return to 976

Brittany Manor on C.C. lost and

found. Possible reward, profound

appreciation.

LOST:
Blue winter hat with red stripe

sometime 1st week, possibly in

Thorn. 102. Call 69756 or visit 135

Mackkimmie.
LOST:
small female golden retriever

answers to Meadow, leather collar,itin rr
* " Vl"Trfr"("aTES

'< >K SMITH COLLEGE 1

!ODE2W:
i NORTHAMPTON

Mass registration tag if you see her

please contact me at 586 0715.

Reward.
FOUND:

I found a small silver ring in the

S.U. If missing one, call me 253 5874.

FOUND:
Puppy with collar, light gold, 14th

floor George Washington. Call Larry
1407, 546 9117.

LOST:
Wooden bracelet under bleachers

m boyocii oi wuinen b gymnastic
meet 2 20 Please return. Call Janet
546 7373.

WRITER'S READING:
8 p.m. Sun. 2 24, Linda Pastan and

Siv Cedering Fox reading poetry,

Valerie Marin reading fiction.

Colonial Lounge.
LOST:
Tri colored collie which means

mostly black with white mane and
tan markings. Call Peter 6 5289.

NOW— 7:0049:05

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

And

MARLBORO MUSIC FESTIVALPRESENTS

MusicFrom Marlboro
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1974 - 8:00 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM

HOW DOYOU THINK
MOST PEOPLE YOUR AGE

DIE?

It's not drugs.

It's not suicide.

And it's not cancer.

It's automobile crashes.

More American people

between the ages of 15 and 25 die

in automobile crashes than in any

other way.

At least half of those deaths

are alcohol related. And the drunk

drivers who cause most of them

are under 25. Sometimes, many
times, they kill themselves.

One of the most dangerous

things you can do is get drunk and

drive home.

You can change it. You
have to.

You march against the war.

You fight for clean air and clean

water. You eat natural foods. You
practice yoga. You are so much for

life. And you are so much against

killing.

It would be unthinkable for

you to wittingly kill another human
being.

So then, why is this

happening?

DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON, DC. 20013

I don't want to get killed and I don't

want to kill anyone. Tell me how I can

help *Youth« Highway Safety Adviaory

Committee.

My
Aodrt***

l?«tz
. State. -Zip-

STOTUWM EMM OTMBL£

Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They roust be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations-may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 22, 1974

Dear
Aggie...

(Do you have social,

academic or personal
problems? Tell them to

Aggie, The Collegian's

exclusive gossip and advice

columnist.

Send letters to: Dear
Aggie, The Collegian, Univ.

of Mass., Amherst, Mass.

01002. Or you can drop them

off at the Collegian office,

on the second floor of the

Student Union building.)

By ROBERTA SIEGAL
MDC Staff

Dear Umies,
This is my letter to all of you

paranoid-schizophrenic, psych-
opathic, dirty-dealing, all around
wierdos representing the UMass
academic community. (Whew!) In

any case, I'm here to answer
everything-you-always-wanted-to-
know-about-UMass-existence-but -

were-afraid-to-ask. Serious or
insane, I've got the answers if

you've got the questions.

So, my first word of advice to you
is— Save those wrappers and keep
those cards and letters coming!
Just send them to : Dear Aggie, c-o

Collegian Office, UMass., Amherst
or just drop them in the box at the
office.

The following letters you are
about to read are true — only the

facts have been changed to protect

truth, justice, and the American
way. So here goes!

Dear Aggie,

I'm a second semester
sophomore; not beautiful, but O.K.
as far as looks go. I was pretty

popular in high school. Everyone
knew me probably because I was a
cheerleader. But since I've been at

UMass., I just can't meet any guys
and that's what I came here for!

The whole reason I'm here is to

find a husband, but there's no
major in it.

Academically Unfulfilled

Dear Ac,

There's a great program on
campus, which lets the student

create his-her own academic
program. And you're just in time to

get into it. It's called BDIC, but for

you it would be DICB — Degree of

Individual Concentration for

Bachelors (Hen! Heh! Just thought
I'd throw that in!) Why don't you
try it and tell me how it goes?

Dear Aggie,

I've been going out with this girl

now for a whole week and she still

won't go to bed with me. How can I

convince her of my sincerity?

Sincerely Frustrated
Dear Sin,

Take two aspirin, a cold shower
every day for another week and try

again. If it still doesn't work, get a
waterbed, fill it with wine, lie on it

naked with the door open when
she's due to arrive. If you still have
the same problem, drop her —
she's not worth it and give me a
call.

Butterfield has

one-man show
Thomas Thampson, Artist-in

Residence .at Butterfield House,
will have a one-person exhibition of

his work in the House Lounge
opening tonight at 8 p.m. The show
will be a review of his work from
1967 to the present and will include

Lithographs, drawings, sculptures,

and films.

A native of Wisconsin, Tom
studied at the University of

Wisconsin before receiving his

B.A. degree from Northland
College in 1967. His graduate work
was completed at Ohio University

where he received his M.F.A.
degree in 1969. Tom has also done
post-graduate study at Ohio
University under a graduate
fellowship in cinima studies.

Before accepting his position at

Butterfield House, Tom taught at

the University of Maine, the Print

Club of Philadelphia, and
Philadelphia Museum of Art
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
>ly SYDNEY OMAM.

UM arouses vi\\\ m niiirn this is a sign
that sparkles with lile giving energN and
also Hashes bright right into the eyes Lm
provides warmth and annoyance Ui) is

affectionate and overbearing Leo is not
easy to take but harder to leave alone l.eo
is the sun and the Fifth House and
creativity and chance-taking and the
gamble ol dramatic situation

AWES (March 21-April I9i: Face issues
you previously ignored Get behind the
scenes Maintain independent stance
Closed door meeting could be on agenda
Visit one confined to home or hospital
Keplace immaturity with enlightenment
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Accent is on

friends, desires and fulfillment You are
able to time moves Professional efforts
pay dividends You receive meaningful
compliment Aquarian could play
significant role Social activity accelerates
GEMINI (May 21 June 20>: Emphasize

goal Deal directly with one in authority
get to heart ol matters. You will be given
green light to obtain needed material
Sagittarian could play key role Perceive
potential Be optimistic about future
CANCER (June 21-July 22) Good lunar

"aspect coincides now with more com
implication writing, ability to evaluate and
to better know yourself Do some
remodeling Check details Get ready to
rebuild Let the past go - the future awaits
Welcome it!

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Remember
resolutions concerning charm, un-
derstanding in connection with those closest
to you. Be free with compliments and
gracious in accepting them Gemini. Virgo
individuals Could be in picture. Relation-
ship intensifies. Don't play childish games
where emotions are concerned.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Lie low; play

waiting game Permit mate, partner to lead
the way You do best now by gathering
thoughts, information - by filing facts for
future use Emphasis is on joint effort, co-
operation, building goodwill
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Stick to what

you do best — perform vital services If this

win in. sou will prom Keep health
i ( solutions Keep medical .dental ap
pointmenls Avoid sell deception See
situations, individuals as they are not
merely in romantic haze
SCORPIO km 2:1 Nov 2H Creative urge

is highlighted Your own st\ le is expressed
Member ol opposite sex ligures
prominently He authoritative Accept
responsibility Make commitment Study
I *h> message I'eople w ill take you at your
word - and they will remember
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec ||i

Conclusions are reached; you linish
projects Relationsship is tested - it lasts
or breaks apart Von will keep what is

worthwhile As (or anything else, let it go
This may not be easy . but is necessary lor
your emotional and financial well being
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19* : New

Moon position emphasizes brothers, sisters,
short trips, ideas Key is to permit concepts
to develop don t be panicked into rushing,
pushing, chiding and alienating those who
care the most for you Leo. Aquarius in

dividuals may be in picture

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Eeb 18): Accent is

on payment and collection Money is

spotlighted. along with personal
possessions Protect assets Build on solid

base Take nothing for granted Get
promises, agreements in writing Value
your time and work
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20 1: New Moon

in your sign highlights independence, new
starts. Iresh contacts, creative expression
Be conspicuous Wear bright colors
Sagittarius. Gemini persons are in picture
Make personal appearance State case
directly, frankly Don't pull punches

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
linish major project this year and August
could be your most important month You
were on your own early; your spirit is

revolutionary You are an innovator,
willing to tear down in order to rebuild
Scorpio individuals play significant roles in

your life You were spea rated physically or

psychologically Irom parents while a
youngster.

Copyright 1974. Gen Fea Corp
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Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

ACROSS

1 Stigmatize
6 Tartan pal

tern

1

1

Click beetle
12 Seasoned
14 Behold 1

15 Afternoon
parties

17 Greek letter

18 A state
labbr )

20 Unit of Iraqi

currency
23 Deface
24 Mine

entrance
26 Designated
28 Preposilon
29 Prophets
31 Rules
33 Containers
35 Bristle

36 Deceive
39 Sweetheart
42 Conjunction
43 Smooth
45 Evaluate
46 Sick
48 Renovate
50 Base
51 Den
53 Biblical

weed
55 Compass

point

56 Gastropod
mollusks

59 Idle chatter

61 Impelled on-
ward

62 Bridges

DOWN

1 Light-haired
girl

2 Sun god
3 Unit of

Siamese
currency

4 Want
b Sewer
6 Postscnpl

(abbr )

7 Note ol scale
8 Pnest s vest-

ment
9 Newspaper
paragraph

10 Hold back
1 1 Man s name
13 Mends with

cotton
16 Proiectmg

tooth
19 Food pro-

grams
2

1

Man s name
22 Merrymaking
25 Quaver
27 Hinder
30 Scoff
32 Having

branches
34 Rescue
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36 Posts
37 Land sur-

rounded by
water

38 Depression
40 Makes

amends
4

1

More recent
44 Jumps
47 Falsifier

22

49 Enfold

52 Spanish for

"river

54 Greek letter

57 Timetable ab-
breviation

58 Compass
point

60 Symbol for

thoron
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Female hotshot

shoots for

varsity letter

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) —
Emily Rush, a straight-shooter,

might become the second girl to

win a varsity letter at the

University of Alabama.
She is a member of the school's

rifle team, and a good one.

"I'm not a women's libber at

all," she says. "People are always
teasing me about it since I'm the

only girl shooter on our team . But I

like all the courtesies a girl should

get."

Still, she performs in a role

generally reserved for men.
She ranks second in accuracy

among the eight shooters on the

team, and has been the top shooter

in 4 of the 11 matches Alabama has
won this year.

"My teammates have all been
very helpful to me and they are

really encouraging," she says.

"The first time I really shot a

decent score, they got all excited

and started running around and
yelling. That made me feel great."

"She has come up with some
incredible scores this year," Capt.

Gene New, her coach, says. "The
only shooter we have that has beat

her is Ralph Cabiniss, a senior,

averaging 267 points a match, and
he's been shooting for six years."
Miss Ruch, a sophomore from

Memphis, Tenn., is only in her
second year of competition.

"I had enjoyed shooting at a

summer camp, so I just had to give

it a go last year," she recalls. "But
I hadn't shot all the positions and
my scores weren't that good.

(Staff Photo-Joe Martins)

THANK GOD it gives— Billy Harris receives a rude
welcome from a UNH defender as he crosses the
Wildcat blueline during last night's game. Harris
scored a goal as the UMies fell valiantly, 7-5.

A matter of life or death
OAKLAND (AP) — Baseball, hockey, basketball —

they aren't games to the volatile, on-the-move

Charles O. Finley. They're a matter of life or death.

And that's just why Finley, who turns 56 Friday, is

getting rid of his vast sports holdings.

A near-fatal heart attack last August and assorted

other ailments make the Chicago insurance executive

literally fear for his life. ^^____^___
"I want to live, more than I

anything else in the world," he
jj

j*-

said this week. "That is my '.

No. l goal, and I have to see

my doctors for a complete
checkup as soon as I return to

Chicago."
Controversial doesn't come

close to describing Finley, one
of the most colorful men in the

history of sports.

-The Athletics' mascot,
Charley O. the mule, has
walked through hotel lobbies

and attended indoor victory

celebrations.

-Finley chastised baseball's

stagnation in 1971 and ad-

vocated a change to three

balls for a walk.

He tried to get baseball to

adopt orange baseballs and
bases.

-He never went a season without firing his manager
until Dick Williams came along and directed Oakland
to two consecutive World Series titles.

-He helped design the Athletics' garish yellow-and-

green uniforms.

-He spent more than $7 million, including the cost of

the franchise, to bring Oakland its first world
championship. Yet he fought bitterly about giving
pitcher Vida Blue a raise at contract time.

-He "fired" infielder Mike Andrews after two
World Series errors.

-He staged all sorts of promotional gimmicks to

hypo fan interest, including special days where
persons wearing hot pants got in free, bald persons
got in free, etc...

Through this incredibly active baseball life, Finley

managed to immerse himself
in two other sports ventures,
the California Golden Seals of

'"n, the National Hockey League
and the Memphis Tarns of the

American Basketball
Association.

Now the Finley trend
toward bigness is reversing
itself.

Last week he sold the Seals
back to the NHL. "I expect to

have the Tarns sold before the
first of March," he added.

"It will break my heart if I

.
have to get out of baseball , but
if I have to get out to live, I

will."

Still, Finley maintains a fast

pace, keeping close personal
track of details other owners
might leave to attorneys.

Finley said his heart attack
is the only reason he's leaving

his sports enterprises behind.

Shirley, his wife of 32 years and mother of their

seven children, came up with the slogan, "One more
in '74," and Charlie admits that would be the
ultimate. He reportedly has turned down lucrative
offers to sell the club.

He just wants to hold on for one more year. Then,
perhaps, Charles O. Finley, the Don Quixote de la

Mancha of baseball, will get down off his mule and
relax.

Marichal to

report late

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) —
Juan Marichal, a veteran right-

handed pitcher purchased from the

San Francisco Giants in Decem-
ber, was given permission Thurs-

day to report late to the Boston Red
Sox training camp.

"General Manager Dick

O'Connell has given Marichal

permission to report March 1, and

it's okay," said Darrell Johnson,

the Red Sox' new manager. "Juan

has been pitching all winter and

I'm told he's in great shape."

THE PARANOIA OF
AMERICAN JEWRY

talk and discussion.

Jack Nusan Porter.

Co-founder of the Radical Jewish Student Movement
in Chicago; Co-editor of JEWISH RADICALISM, a
cultural and political compendium of philosophies

from the Jewish Liberation Movement, visiting lec-

turer at Boston College.

Monday, Feb. 25 12:30 p.m. Colonial Lounge

Sponsored by Hillel at U.Mass.

Sabres' Horton
dies in car crash
BUFFALO, N.Y. ( AP) — "He's in his 40s but he's got the body of a 20-

year-old," said the doctor who gave Tim Horton his physical examination

last year.

Horton, 44, underwent the test to determine whether he could once
again take his defensive post for the Buffalo Sabres of the National

Hockey League this season.

Horton passed the exam easily and as late as Wednesday night took the

ice, against his former team, the Toronto Maple Leafs.

He was killed early yesterday when his sports car crashed out of

control and overturned at St. Catharines, Ont.

Constable Michael Gula of the Ontairo Provincial Police said he was
trying to stop Horton for speeding. Gula said he clocked Horton traveling

at more than 100 miles an hour.

Horton, the second oldest player in the NHL, had been given permission

by Coach Joe Crozier to drive to Buffalo following a visit with his family

in a Toronto suburb. The team came here by bus following its 4-2 loss

against the Maple Leafs.

Crozier was summoned to St. Catharines to identify Horton's body and
was unavailable for comment.
Seymour H. Knox III, sabres' president, said "The loss of Tim Horton

to the Sabres is nothing in comparison to the loss of Tim Horton to his

family and friends as he was only greater in one thing than being a
hockey player and that was being a fine human being."

Punch Imlach, Buffalo's general manager and for whom Horton played

when Imlach coached the Leafs, noted that he had been associated with

Horton on many Stanley Cup championship teams.
"He was the backbone of our team in Buffalo," Imlach said. "He was

not only an all-star defenseman, but was a great person, too. His death is

a great loss to hockey, and a greater loss to his family."

Horton was hit in the face by a puck in Wednesday night's game and
played only briefly in the final period.

Dick Johnson, Buffalo Evening News hockey writer, said Horton was
quiet in the locker room following the game. He was given an injection to

numb the pain, but played down the injury.

"It's no worse than a hangover," Johnson quoted Horton as telling him.
The Sabres met the Atlanta Flames in Memorial Auditorium last night.

Sabres' public relations director Paul Wieland said the team would
wear black armbands and that a moment of silence would be observed
before the game begins.

Hockey seeds for

Div. One postponed
DURHAM. N.H. (AP) - The

selection committee for the
Eastern College Athletic Con-
ference Division I hockey playoffs

has postponed naming the top four

seeded teams.

Committee chairman Andy
Morradian, New Hampshire
athletic director, said Thursday
action was postponed until Monday
because six teams still are running
for the fourth berths and first

round home ice advantage.

. He identified the six as Boston
University, Cornell, Harvard, New

Hampshire, Providence and St.

Lawrence.
The top four-seeded teams will

be host to the next four in quarter-

final playoffs March 5. The
semifinals and finals will be played
at Boston Garden March 8-9.

Mooradian said only three teams
- Boston College, Colgate, and Yale
— have been eliminated from the

playoffs. Still in contention for the

field of eight are Dartmouth,

Clarkson, Penn, RPI, Princeton,

Northeastern and Brown.
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26 Main St. Amherst 253-9293
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ST. REGIS
Mon.-Sat.

6 a.m. -9 p.m.
Sun.

8 a.m. -9 p.m.

RESTAURANT
The place that serves breakfast from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.

daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to ? p.m.)

Take a Friend Te Dinner:

FRIED CHICKEN and SPAGHETTI $2.50
BREADED VEAL CUTLETand SPAGHETTI $2.25

GRILLED PORK CHOPS with choice of

2 vegetables, bread and butter $2.50
FRIED CLAMS with Tartar Sauce
French Fries & cole slaw $2 45
GRILLED MINUTE STEAK with onion rings
choice of 2 vegetables, bread and butter $3.25

Left at the Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. 5, Downtown Northampton
21 PLEASANT ST. NORTHAMPTON

Gymnastic artistry-the yamashita vault by Jeannine Burger

Top trackmen meet at Storrs
B. Robbie

signs with O's
BALTIMORE (AP) — Brooks

Robinson signed his 20th contract
with the Baltimore Orioles
Thursday and said he's eagerly
awaiting the start of spring
training.

"It's tougher pushing yourself
during the winter, doing things you
didn't have to do 10 years ago,"
Robinson, now 36, said in a
telephone interview, "but mentally
I feel like I'm just starting out. I

feel that's a big factor, because a
lot of guys quit after burning
themselves out."

The star third baseman received
an estimated $105,00 last season,
and is believed to have agreed to a
slight raise after two contract talks

with General Manager J. Frank
Cashen.
"I hope I can hit for more

distance this season," Robinson
said. "I've averaged about 18 home
runs a year since 1960, but I hit only
nine last season and eight the year
before that."

A winner of 14 consecutive Gold
Glove awards as the best fielding

third baseman in the American
League, Robinson was named the
league's Most Valuable Player in

1964, and won similar awards in the
1966 All-Star game and the 1970
World Series.

Wottie aims for
indoor'slst sub-4
mile in 1974

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Dave
Wottle will try to become the first

runner to post a sub-four-minute
mile in the 1974 indoor season in the
U.S. Track and Field Federation's
Midwest Championships Friday
and Saturday at Ohio State.

Wottle, the famed Bowling Green
State University runner who won
aie 1972 Olympic 800 meters, is

cheduled for his mile test

Saturday.

Seaver signs

for record $$
ST. PETERSBURG. Fla. (AP)

— Tom Seaver, twice the National
League's Cy Young Award winner,
became the highest paid pitcher in

baseball history Thursday, signing
with the New York Mets for an
estimated $172,500.

Seaver said he telephoned
General Manager Bob Scheffing
Thursday morning after failing to

reach an agreement Wednesday.
"I gave Bob another figure,"
Seaver said.

"The figure he gave me was
agreeable," Scheffing reported.
"No pitcher in baseball is making
as much money."
Seaver reportedly had been

seeking $175,000 and the Mets of-

fered $170,000. The 29-year-old
right-hander earned an estimated

CtK * i (I'
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SPORTS
$150,000 last season when he posted
a 19-10 record and won the Cy
Young Award.
He also led the league with an

earned run average of 2.08 and 251
strikeouts, the third time he won
both those titles in the same
season.

Seaver said he brought up high
salaries in basketball during
Wednesday's meeting with
Scheffing.

"Salaries in other sports have
skyrocketed," he said. "Salaries in
baseball had to come up. Salaries
in other sports put pressure on
baseball owners to pay more."
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Saturday and Sunday

in the bluewall

25° hot dogs!

don't forget— Monday we visit the "Twilight Zone" start-
ing at 9 p.m. Original and Uncut!

By SCOTT HAYES
MDC Sports Staff

Tough competition... some thrive
in the midst of it, and others crack
under the pressure caused by it. In
Saturday's New England Cham-
pionships, 24 UMass trackmen will

be competing against opponents
who represent the best in the
region.

Three members of the UMass
squad, Toney Pendleton, Ken
Adamson and Randy Thomas feel

that the high level of competition
will help the team and their in-

dividual performances.
Pendleton believes that tough

opponents will help more than
hinder him. The freshman
speedster has everything to gain,
with three years of track ahead of
him. Pendleton indicated that he is

ready for the New Englands after
the big letdown last Saturday in the
Yankee Conference meet. The
letdown was not an individual one,
but a blow to a UMass team that
had high hopes of beating UConn.
Pendleton said that he likes

competition and feels that the team
is "mentally and physically
ready." The freshman standout
stated that consistency will be a
key factor in his performances. In
expressing his feelings on what it

will take to come out victorious in

the dash, Pendleton noted, "The
winner will have to run at least
6.1."

Randy Thomas will be up against
Tom Smith and Dan Moynihan,
both "typical road runners", like
to work the second half of the two-
mile. This may cause a problem
for Thomas, because as he con-
cedes, "I'm weaker than them in

the second mile." Thomas will

have his work cut out for him in the
first mile when he will have to take
the lead, and hopefully be able to
hold off Smith and Moynihan.
There is a possibility that Charlie

Duggan of Springfield and Mike
Buckley of Northeastern will run
the two-mile. If so, these two will

be the men to beat. Thomas will be
trying to finish ahead of these top
performers, as well as run his best

Women gymnasts win
as easy as "1-2-3"

By CANDY GROSS
MDC Sports Staff

Wednesday night's lopsided gymnastics meet saw the UMass women
placing one, two, three in every event and accumulating a total of 100.60
points to Boston State's 77.05.

Boston State's all freshman team has only been in existence three
years. Taking this into account, they should be proud of their per-
formance against the defending National Champs.

In vaulting UMass only entered four gymnasts and took the top four
places. Jeannine Burger, high scorer in every event, earned an 8.9,

followed by Marian Kulick's 8.65. Third and fourth went respectively to
Linda Nelligan and Heidi Armstrong. Boston's high scorer. Karen
Fleming was .6 points away with a 7.2.

Bars was dominated by UMass' top two placers, Jeannine Burger with
an 8.85 and Linda Nelligan with 8.4. Both women added a new twist to
their dismount, giving the needed flair to the event. Third place went to
Gail McCarthy, swinging a nice routine despite an unfortunate slip near
the start. UMass's first performer for the event, freshman Carol Roger's,
who scored a 5.6 shows promise of being a fine competitor for future
meets.
After the two events the score was UMass 49.95 to BS 35.25. At that point

UMass was mainly interested in the total outcome, hoping to break 100
points.

The beam brought out some long-awaited performances from the
UMass women. Jeannine Burger, taking the event with a 8.7, was steady
as a rock throughout her whole routine. Another solid performance from
senior Heidi Armstrong earned an 8.35 and second place. A bad fall for
Anne Vexler cost her some points, but she finished strong for a third place
8.1. Fourth place went to Marian Kulic, who, settling down after a fall,

had no difficulty manipulating the beam.
Floor exercise produced the high individual score or me evening mwi

Jeannine Burger earned a 9.2 with some of her cleanest tumbling this
year. Second place went to Ail-Around gymnast Marian Kulick's 8.3,

followed by Alicia Goode's 8.0. BS's Lynn Lacascia displayed some new
dance combinations which earned her a well deserved fourth place with
7.45. The event total, Boston State's best for the night, came to 22.15 to
UM's 25.50

WHO LIKES SCHOOL
Wf re a newly formed'public interest foundation, dedicated to fundamental social change

.specially through public school education We hope to contribute toward a less

materialistic, competitive, and sterile world, and to the development of more interpersonal

and humanistic values Our independent long term funding enables us to develop pilot

proiocts in non traditional human development areas, and to deal with values and a

significant social reorientation

vVE NEED students, faculty, concerned individuals who are very intelligent, sensitive.

alert, articulate, aware, resourceful. ener getic. imaginative and committed
Let us know your thoughts We hope to fill an idealistic void

IF YOU IDENTIFY WITH OUR OBJECTIVES CONTACT US AT:

£££ IN SOt. CHANCE PROJ. S^TtSrl. ,

JOBS OR ACADEMIC CREDIT "" mh St "* "" '

Wash. D.C. 20009

Please include phone number in reply 202-797-8829

time of the season to insure
qualification for the IC4A's.
Ken Adamson agrees that the

competition will help the squad and
himself. Adamson explained that
the competition hasn't been that
good so far this season and
Saturday's meet will provide
plenty of opposition. The freshman
jumper pointed out that Abe Davis
of Springfield is the favorite in both
the long and triple jumps.
Individually, Adamson will be
going for his best jump of the year,
and possibly an exceptional jump
will put him right behind, or even
ahead of Davis.
A total of 38 teams will be

competing at UConn's Field House.
Dartmouth and Brown will be
competing in the Heptagonal meet
rather than in the New Englands.
Bob Adamson will see action in

the long jump. Because of a painful
heel injury, Adamson will be
concentrating on one event. The
injury bothers Adamson in the
triple jump, so Mike Geraghty and
Peter Ryan will see double duty in

the long and triple jumps.
Dan Grigus is the sole entry in

the pole vault. Grigus cleared 14'

on his last vault.

Jim Hennessy and Curt
Stegerwald face extremely close
competition in the hurdles. Only
tenths of a second separate the top
hurdlers and sprinters who will be
going against each other in the
meet.

Barron Littlefield is the only
runner entered in the 600. Lit-

tlefield, who has a great capacity
to come back, is a smart, ex-
perienced runner. Littlefield's
talent as a good come-from-behind
runner should prove advantageous
for him.

Others who will be running in the
meet include: Chet Mysliwicz,
Harry Kelley and Jim Hunt in the
1,000; Bill Gillin in the mile; and
Tom Wilson, John McGrail and
Tom Maguire in the two-mile.
UConn and Northeastern should

battle for the title, with BC a strong
bet for third. UMass and
Springfield will be ready to grab
third if the Eagles falter

NEPTUNE
WATERBEDS

New England's

most complete
waterbed showroom

Bean Bag Chairs $27.50

Jesse Graham Tables

. uture
• waterbeds

L urniSHinGS

103 n. pleasant st.

am her st 253-7922
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Final home basketball game vs. Maine

The graduating seniors and game preview
By EARLE BARROLL

Al Skinner had nairy a hint of his contemporary
Afro and Rick Pitino, Peter Trow and John Olson

were still showing their ears when they were first

introduced to Curry Hicks Cage and its 5,000 plus on
the same billing with Julius Erving.

That was December 2, 1970 when these four along
with Art Levine, who has since retired to academia,
riddled St. Anselm's, 85-69, in the first of 15 wins along
with a single loss that carried them to the number six

slot in the nation among freshman teams.
Skinner had a big night - two points and fouled out

only minutes into the second half. Trow had 23 points

and 13 rebounds, Olson 14 rebounds and Pitino 20

points and ten assists.

"The one thing that I remember about that night

was the crowd," said Trow a couple of days back.

"Being from a small school, I never played before

more than a couple of hundred fans.

"We were upstairs in the lockerroom and they told

us the place was filled. And then when we finally

came out on the court the place erupted. I was so

nervous I didn't loosen up until five minutes into the

second half."

"If anything
this group
changed the

style of
basketball at
Massachusett
s," said coach
Jack Leaman.
"Up to their

arrival the
only fast break
was a one-man
show by Julius

Erving. They
added the
dimension of
speed and
quickness and
turned the fast
break into five

men working
as one."

Rick Pitino

Rick Pitino became the trigger man for this potent
attack. He came out of high school with a sore wrist
and a scoring average that hovered around 30 points
per game. So when you see him today with no points,
fewer shots and nine assists a game you can un-
derstand the metamorphasis his game has un-
dertaken.

"I guess the other players made me into a passer,"
says Rick. "Somebody had to do the job I'm doing.
The other four guys on the court can all shoot and if I

decided to get my share of shots we probably
wouldn't have been as successful as a team."
His change from shooter to ball-handler on the

court has been accompanied by an even greater
change from Rick Pitino-freshman to Rick Pitino-
senior. Simply: he has grown up.
"Ray Wilson assistant coach taught me how to be a

man," he says. "He gave me a different outlook on
life. How to get along with every type of person and
how to deal with all situations."

"The
toughest thing

for Al Skin-

ner," recalled

Leaman, "was
to follow Julius

Erving. We
asked a 6'3 lA"
sophomore to

do the things

Julius did for

us the two
preceding
years."

Al Skinner

"Personally," says Al, "I never considered myself
in the same mode as Julius." Even when they played
together Al noticed that while Dr. J was physical
enough to look for the jumper first and then drive, he
was dictated by finesse - look for the drive and then
the jumper.

"It didn't bother me that the coach asked me to do
so much," he says. "The thing that did bother me was
that my teammates didn't allow me to be Al Skinner.
Most of them had played with Julius the year before
and just put me in his place on the court."

Inside sports

What is an Al Skinner? You cannot define him in

statistics. Sure, you expect his 18-20 points and dozen
or so rebounds. But Al is more. He is a concept in fluid
motion, he is a scintillating moment. He is a factor by
his mere presence on the court. He is, as Jack
Leaman demands, "the second best player to ever
play at Massachusetts."

"When we
recruited

Peter Trow,"
said Leaman,
"we had an 'in'

being that his

coach Roger
Twitchell (Old
Rochester
Regional) had
played for
UMass."

Peter Trow

Would you then believe that UConn was the first
choice of Peter Trow? "That was Dee Rowe's first
year at Storrs," he says. "He knew my parents, but
that program was in such limbo at that point that I

felt UMass was better for me. Anyways I was im-
pressed with coach Broaca (then, freshman coach),
the thought of playing with Julius Erving and the
good phys ed program they offered at UMass."

Peter started for the first half of the year, then a
collarbone injury at Boston University sat him on the
bench and left a void in his psychological bondage
with the team. After a season of football this past fall
he again came out a week before the opener, played
some against Harvard and is now playing the best
ball of his career.

"There were two reasons why I came out," he says.
"Mainly I didn't have anything to do during the
winter. And I also want to play in Europe next year
and I thought it would look better if I put in another
year."

"John Olson
came here as a
baseball

player with
some interest

in basketball,"

said Leaman.
'

' He con-
tributed im-

mensely to our

freshman
program, took

two years off

and is finding

it difficult to

get his legs

back for
basketball." Jonn Qison

John Olson couldn't agree any more. "I've en-
joyed the year, but I wish I could have contributed
more. If anything it's been a great experience for
me." Professional baseball?

"If everything works out and I can have a good
year and the right offer comes, then yes, I'll get into
the pros."

And so it is now four years since this group first met
on the tar courts of Orchard Hill; and exaggerated
their exploits in high school, and went from a 15-1

freshman year to 14-12 to 20-7 and NIT to 18-4 so far
and who knows what else.

"This group far exceeded what we expected of
them," said Leaman. "I thought they'd be good
players, but through hard work and effort they
became exceptionally talented athletes."

They've had many glorious moments as varsity
players, but perhaps none can excede their freshman
victory over Boston College, February 10, 1971. The
final score was 87-67. And Al Skinner slam-dunked
during layup lines setting the Cage in a frenzy that
carried through the varsity's beating of the Eagles.
"Rick told me to jam before we went on the court,"

admits Al. "Then when we got out there I just didn't

feel like it. Rick told me again and seeing that nobody
else would do it, I went up and stuffed it."

With it the 5,000 plus were sucked into a vacuum of

unlimited fall out, hand slapping, screaming and
other sundry expressions of delight and disbelief.

Come to think of it, this pattern of emotions has
followed the seniors, who'll be honored tomorrow
night at the Cage, over the past four years.

New England track preview

Women gymnasts bomb Boston St.

Charlie Finley sells out

WUMV
WUMV-TV presents tomorrow

night's UMass-Maine senior night

basketball game Sunday at the
Bluewall at 5 p.m. Larry Convoy
and Earle Barroll describe the

action.

By STEVE DeCOSTA
Another era in Cage history come to an end tomorrow night.

The Minutemen make their final home appearance of the year against
Maine, and it will be the last time Al Skinner, Rick Pitino, Peter Trow,
and John Olson will don their white uniforms to perform for the Cage
fans.

Their record in the past speaks for itself, but, in many ways, their

biggest challenge may still be yet to come.
A victory tomorrow night would give the Minutemen their second

straight Yankee Conference crown. Another tournament berth is almost
assured at this point, maybe in the NCAA. And, if the Minutemen manage
to beat both Maine and New Hampshire, they would be the first team ever
to win eleven conference games in one year.
Tomorrow night's contest boils down to, according to Jack Leaman,

"Our quickness and experience against their size and strength."
And certainly Maine is big and strong. Their front line measures 6'7,

6'6, and 6'6 and they are very aggressive off the boards.
The pride of the Black Bears is sophomore forward Bob Warner. Last

year's conference rookie of the year, Warner has been among the nation's

leading rebounders for most of this season, and no less a basketball
authority than Red Auerbach has called him the best collegiate player in

New England.
But Red might get an arguement from many UMass fans on that point.

According to the latest figures, Al Skinner has a scoring average of 18.5, a
rebound average of 11.3, and his field goal percentage of S33 ranks him
sixth in the nation in that category.
The Minutemen are coming off one of their better showings of late, an

89-61 battering of Vermont.
"Our offense got untracked a little bit in that game," remarked

Leaman. "We showed a great deal of initiative."
But it is not the Minutemen offense that has been winning games.

"We're winning with defense," assured Leaman.
Indeed the figures bear Leaman out. UMass is presently rated the 17th

the best team in the country defensively, giving up an average of only 63.3

points per game.
More impressive is the fact that the Minutemen are currently the

number one, yes I said number one, team in the country in rebound
margin. UMass has managed to pick off 12 more caroms than their op-
ponents.

FURTHERMORE: The tournament picture, at least in New England
circles, became a little clearer over this past week. Connecticut had their

hopes jolted by losses to Georgetown and Rutgers. Boston College also
suffered a blow to their NCAA aspirations by bowing to St. John's.
UMass is still very much alive, and still has an outside shot at the big

one. The NCAA usually invites three eastern independents to participate,
and at this point,, only two teams have asserted themselves in that
direction. Pittsburgh looks like a sure bet along with the class of New
England, Providence. Beyond that, the picture is cloudy.

St. John's certainly deserves some consideration, but Syracuse has not
been playing well of late, and could drop out of the picture entirely. So
that third berth is still open and the Minutemen could sneak in there.
"People tend to say that one win or loss at this point decides whether a

team gets a tournament bid," said Leaman, "but I think the entire season
dictates whether you go or not."

UMass gymnmen
win by 1

By WALT POWERS
MDC Gymnastics Writer

The score was close, but it didn't
tell the story of the meet.
Sure, the Springfield gymnasts

dominated both the high bar and
still rings. Sure UMass scored
below potential on both the pom-
mel horse and high bar. Sure the
Springfield Chiefs had beaten the
Minutemen in 13 out of sixteen
previous encounters. Sure the meet
was held in Springfield where
UMass had won but once before.

Sure.

There never was any real doubt
that UMass would win this meet.
The Minutemen jumped out to a
26.65-26-40 lead on the floor exer
dses and were never passed en
route to their first victorv
since 1968 in Memorial Hall.
Though the Chiefs mustered
enough brawn in the high bar and
still rings to make last nights meet
a close one, UMass constitently got
the high scores when they needed
them.
The meet was effectively over at

the end of the pommel horse,
where UMass outscored the Chiefs
by the eventual winning margin of
1.10. There was nothing pretty
about this event, and UMass won it

mainly because they had three
performers who managed not to

fall off the horse. Steve Scuderi,
sprained ankle and all, was the
high scorer with an 8.65.

Springfield was a constant threat
after that, and actually outscored
UMass by .05 over the final four
events. UMass however, always
got clutch high scores when
Springfield seemed on the verge of
an upset. At two points of possible
collapse, the still rings and high
bar, UMass got 9.15 from Gene

Whelan and a 9.10 from Steve
Scuderi to stay comfortably ahead.

Individual heros were legion.

RICH SIEKUNAS
UMass co-Captain led
UMass to first win over
Springfield at
Springfield since 1968.

Gene Whelan was Gene Whelan,
winning the all-around for the
umpteenth time this season, and
breaking Springfield's back every
time they ran up a high score.
Important individual per-
formances were elicited from
specialists like Steve Clabhy (8.8

on floor) and John Braddon (8.8 on
vaulting, as Jack Fabricante's
replacement) Overall, depth
played a greater role last night
than in any previous meet this

year.

With almost certain victory
awaiting them next Saturday at
Cornell, UMass finishes the season
in fourth place in Eastern League
Dual-Meet competition.
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The Maestro Quizzed
i The
Mothers

i Invention
FREAK
OUT!

BELOW THE SALT IN-
TERVIEWS FRANK ZAPPA

by Steve Feld
Frank Zappa's been around

for a while. He, along with the
band that is synonymous with
him, The Mothers of Invention,
released his first record in

1966, an avant-garde, aberrant
album called Freak Out. It

established a niche in the
minds of many for Zappa: that
of the intellectual madman, the
depraved genius who has since
become a powerful force in the
recording industry. He's quick-
tempered and often con-
temptuous, yet alone in his

music acumen and sociological
insight vis a vis rock music.
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It's been attempted before,
I'm sure, but Zappa really is

unlike anyone before him. He
is a composer in the purist-
purest sense of the word. One
never knows what to expect
when something new is

released by him. Whereas
most people categorize music
into blues, jazz, rock et. al.,

Zappa sees no dividing lines.

"It's more fun that way", he
says.

I approached Zappa with a
combination of trepidation and
exhilaration. His feelings
toward the media are not
flattering: he dismisses it all

as "jive", filled with half-

truths and outright lies. David
Walley, a Los Angeles-based
writer, released a biography of

Zappa, No Commercial
Potential, amid shouting
matches and threats of legal

action. He refuses to talk to

Rolling Stone because of

something they once printed,
and calls it a "shitty paper".
And when Frank makes one of

his infrequent appearances on
TV talk shows or FAA radio
stations, broadcast licenses
are in a state of constant
jeopardy.

With him throughout our
conversation was his
bodyguard Smothers, a tough
bronze-skinned bald-headed
behemoth from Baltimore. He
was hired after a disillusioned
fellow climbed on stage at a
Mothers' gig in London and
pushed Zappa into the or-

chestra pit seven feet below.
Frank broke his leg. He later
found out the man's motive:
his girl was spending too much
time with her Zappa records
and not enough with him. So he
attacked Zappa. And Zappa
hired Smothers, who hates his

music but loves him, and in-

sists Frank is in no way "only
in it for the money". Smothers
sits no more than four arm-
lengths away from Zappa
while he performs on stage and
wears a set of headphones that
blocks out the noise. Offstage, k

he brags to aspiring reporters
that he has been a bodyguard
to the Beatles, the Stones,
Dylan and anyone else "... who
was big!"

By the way of straight in-

formation, Zappa said his next
album will be called
Apostrophe. Partially
recorded in London, it will

feature Jack Bruce and other
"names". The rumored nine-
record set from the Mothers
has been postponed in-

definitely due to the vinyl
shortage, but when it finally

gets released, it will be as
three three-record sets. And
The Groupie Papers, Zappa's
hand-written account of the
sordid details of rr. .:;-.,

groupies' lives, still doesn't
have a publisher and Frank is

still "getting it together".

Do you plan on producing
any other groups?

No. When I do, I act as a
babysitter, peacemaker and
watchdog. Every group comes
into the studio unprepared,
thinking they're the Beatles.
It's a waste off time and energy.

FRANK ZAPRA

HOT RATS
Other than that, what struck

me as particularly noteworthy
were Zappa's shoes: hand-
painted, with huge heels, and,
in bright, swirling colors, were
such cute sayings as "Big
Tits", "Hot Lips" and "Kiss
My Ass".

THE MOTHERS
Of INVENTION

*AH IUC POWTY

The rest speaks for itself.

Why did you involve
yourself with the new Ruben
and the Jets?

It seemed like a reasonably
good thing to do. I produced
four albums while I was laid up
with my leg: JUST ANOTHER
BAND FROM L.A., WAKA-
JAWAKA, GRAND WAZOO,
and their album, FOR REAL.
They played the Shaefer Music
Festival in New York last

summer and blew Deodato off

the stage. I've heard they're
breaking up, but there should
be another album out which I

had nothing to do with.

<HcrU fflf*.

Were you pleased with Just
Another Band from L.A.?
Fairly so, although I'm

never completely satisfied
with anything I've done. "Billy
the Mountain" had to be
shortened, but the long in-

strumental were edited. The
narrative remained intact.

mh£RS

Did Volman and Kaylan
influence you to sing more?
They haven't influenced me

in any way.

Have you seen Capt.
Beefheart lately?

No, he's an asshole.

What do you think of Billy

Graham?
He's alright; he pays his bills

P" time.

Have you ever heard
anything by Todd Rundgren?

No. He once called me up
wanting to know some bass
players. I gave him a few
names.

flV*s 1

What record of yours has
sold the most?
HOT RATS or 200 MOTELS,

I'm not sure. My favorite has
always been LUMPY GRAVY.
I got to use an orchestra on it.

Will Uncle Meat ever be
completed?

I hope so. It's just sifting

around at home, half-done.

A lot of your records have
been reaching the bargain
bins. Any comment? Every
record ends up there sooner or
later. Either there or the
record clubs.

Are the rumors about Freak
Out and Absolutely Free's
making the Top Ten Album
Charts true?
No. ABSOLUTELY FREE

did get up to about 40 on the
charts, and FREAK OUT!
never did get any chart action.
How well did those albums

sell?

No way to check on that, as
Verve is such a crummy label.

Do you need an instrument to

compose?
No, I write anytime. The

hardest part is teaching the
band. The only songs I do live

are the ones I teach them, and
it takes too long to teach every
one continued on oaop two,
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When does your contract
with Warners expire?

In four years. No comment
as to whether or not I'm
satisfied with them.
Do you think the music in-

dustry is corrupt?
It's no more corrupt than,

say, the garment industry.

issues that was little more than
a compilation of press
releases.

Are there ill-feelings be-
tween you and Rolling Stone?

It's a shitty paper. They ran
an interview with me by Jerry
Hopkins in one of their early

You're married aren't you?
Yes. I have a daughter six

years old named Moon Unit.

She goes to private school and
takes music lessons.

Why did you change the
name of your record label from
Bizarre to Discreet?

It's a whole new deal. More
profits.

Can it be said that the earlier

part of your career was
"bizarre" and now it is more
"discreet"?
What do you mean by

"bizarre"?
"What's the ugliest part of

your body? — I think it's your

mind."
How does the dictionary

define "discreet"?
Prudent.
No, it can't be said.

If touring drives you crazy,
why do it?

I like being crazy. This tour
has been a lot of laughs.

Besides, I never said that. I

said "touring can make you
crazy".

Will there be a follow-up film

to 200 Motels?
It's in the planning stages

now. No comment as to what
it's going to be called. I can tell

you there'll be a monster in it.

What will it be called?

No comment.

One final question: are you
ever afraid you'll turn people
off by being offensive?

If people are offended by
what I am, they shouldn't
listen to my music. I can't be
any other way. My music is an
extension of me; you can't

separate them.

Is it true, as Howie Kaylan
says, that 200 Motels made
money?

No.

What are your plans for the

immediate future?

After tonight's show, we fly

back to L.A. for two nights at

the Roxy on the Sunset Strip.

Next month I'll attend a music
publishers' convention in Paris

... I got to go to work now.

Anaximander, an early Greek,
believed that the earth was a
stubby cylinder suspended in

a hollow sphere containing
the fixed stars!
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Poor Richard's has been the
kind of magazine that would

+ print peculiar work. We pledge
to uphold this tradition, but

can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Yours
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to

us anytime.

"The truth was doomed to die.

It was being downtrodden, was
being drowned, burned, ground
to ashes. But look — it has
survived, it lives, it has been
printed, and nobody ever will

be able to wipe it out."

READ THIS
You 7/ Learn a Great Deal

Goals of the Gay Line

NOTES FROM THE

UNDERGRAD

by E. Patrick McQuaid
A young philosophy student
from Heidelberg once in-
terviewed the late Professor
Heinrich Guttermensch at his
luxurious 54th-floor apartment
in Berlin. The Master (as he is

often referred to by his ad-
mirers) was growing in-

creasingly irritated because he
had a pressing appointment
with von Bismarck, then
Chancellor of Germany. One of
the annoying questions was
where could one find truth and
peaceful harmony; a typical
topic among novice
phflosophers.

Guttermensch led him to the
balcony where he told him to
look out upon the splendors of
the earth. While the youth
scanned the horizon, the
Master quietly slipped his hand
behind him to a night table.
Grasping a marble paper-
weight he struck the student
squarely on the back of the
skull. After casually brushing
off his lapel, he raised the body
to the rail and allowed it to roll

off the edge, plummeting to the
streets of Berlin.

" Iz dat peace enough for you,
dumkopf?"

He chuckled lightly as he
straightened his tie and
departed hastily to catch the
9:36 for Dusseldorf.

Gay people are an oppressed minority and an
unknown number of them deal with their op-
pression by "passing." "Passing" means
pretending to be straight, heterosexual. The
advantage of doing that, of course, is insuring
all of the rewards, the economic benefits, the
career opportunities, the social acceptance this

society has to offer.

Nevertheless, one of the most important
needs a human being has cannot be fulfilled in

"passing," the need to love deeply and be loved
with the full depth of one's fullest potential for
communication. Even though society rewards
them in other ways, gays who pass have some
very lonely times to contend with.

A chief goal of the gay line is attempting to
meet some of the loneliness while preserving
the anonymity desired by the person who has
still chosen to pass. Only the individual can
make the decision of whether or not he or she
must continue to live within the acceptable
boundaries of the straight world or wishes to

bear the burdens of "coming out" as gay. Gay
organizations such as the Student Homophile
League may indeed campaign for the desirable
goal of a totally open and honest society but
nevertheless respects the decisions individuals
must make about their own capabilities.
The gay line tries to offer support and

communication where it is possible to give it to
those trying to satisfy or contend with their gay
tendencies. At the same time it is committed to
the privacy and anonymity which those seeking
it may desire.

The gay line also offers information to
anyone, gay or straight, desiring it:

homesexuality in general, events in the gay
community in particular, and on counselling
which is available. Probably most important,
however, the gay line offers the opportunity
simply to talk to another gay person. The line is

open 8-11 p.m. every night except Wednesday
and Sunday. Number: 545-0154.

—U. Mass. Student Homophile League
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Vietnam Continues
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Preface by Garuman Gomes
Text by Tom Hayden
care of ROLLING STONE

PREFACE

So you thought the Vietnam
business was done with, huh?
Surprise! IT'S STILL HERE
kids! Yes, the same men who
brought you endless atrocities
are doing it again, and with as
much zest as ever.

You didn't really think it was
over now, did you? It you did,
you show a helluva lot of
gullibility for the same crew
who were saying they knew all

about Watergate. Well,
people? Are you going to feel
the pain of the tiger cages as
they KILL US every day ...

And the pity of it is that this
isn't being "brought to you in

living color." Which states
another point, I think — would
there have been an anti-war
movement in the U.S. if our
own men hadn't been sent
over? And now that we've got
those gooks doing the killing

with our money, will anybody
react?

TEXT
by Tom Hayden in the Feb. 28
ROLLING STONE:

Remember Vietnam?

That it is a war, an old war in

new form, is impossible to
deny after many months of

wishful past-tense references.

In South Vietnam, more than
50,000 people were killed in

fighting in 1973 — higher than
any rate excerpt during the 1968
and 1972 offensives, and about
ten times the number killed in

the more-publicized Middle
East war of October. In

December Thieu declared
there would be no general
election in South Vietnam as
called for by the Paris cease-
fire agreement, then changed
the Saigon constitution to allow
himself a third term. Even
within his tightly-rigged
assembly, this latter act was
met by outraged objections
from more than 50 legislators,

some of whom shaved their
heads in shame. Then he or-

dered his troops to attack the
Vietcong in their own territory

because, he said, the Vietnam
War had begun again. In

bombing the mainly rural
zones under Provisional
Revolutionary Government
(PRG) control, whose
existence is allowed by the
Paris Agreement, Thieu has
committed an act equivalent in

gravity to the U.S. bombing of

North Vietnam in February of

1965.

While regularly threatening
to resume bombing, the U.S.
already has sent military aid to
Saigon far exceeding the "piece
for piece" replacement per-
mitted in the Agreement. The
most ominous escalation is the
planned introduction of a new
fighter-bomber, the F-5E, as
part of a supplemental-aid
package sought by our Saigon
ambassador Graham Martin.

The December congressional
decision to send $3.5 billion in

aid — 85 per cent of it military
— to its client regimes in

Indochina was higher than aid

to Israel, our next highest
recipient. The $1.7 billion
earmarked to Saiqon supports

world!

An extraordinary police
state, combining the most
sadistic passions with the most

Page with a Porpoise,

(or, didn't you know)

advanced technology, is being
erected in Saigon. By com
parison with the much
publicized repression in the
Soviet Union, South Vietnam is

the bottom of hell . Estimates of

the number of political
prisoners — who should have
been released in accordance
with the Paris Agreement —
range from 100,000 (Amnesty
International) to 200,000
(Committee to Reform the
Prisons of South Vietnam, a
Catholic organization U.S.
advisers are in every prison,
part of the 25,000 Americans
still in South Vietnam.
American firms continue to

profit from the war. Tiger
cages have been constructed
by a Houston based firm.
Smith & Wesson sends the
handcuffs. Computer Science
Corporation provides the
computers for the Saigon
police to keep efficient files on
11.5 million people, the entire
adult population.

Our culture hhs produced a
new kind of terrifying
American presence for Viet-
nam; the administrator of
torture.

Continued next week
ywwwwwwwwwv

A
MESSAGE

FOR
DADDIES

Daddy, you 're important.
Really important.

"The Most Intelligent of All Of All
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Coryell's 11th (and full) House
Live Music:
Larry Coryell and the Eleventh
House
at the Rusty Nail, Feb. 13-15

The new group, made up of

the genre's superstars, is

rather incredible to behold.

Alphonse Mouzon is a literal

blur upon the drums, and his

playing is incredibly fast and
tight. I don't think his playing
is as energetic as it was when
he was in McCoy Tyner's
group, but he is one of the most
imaginative drummers
around. And powerful — ex-

tremely powerful. Now he can
bash to his heart's delight,

something he did in McCoy's
group, but if you were on the
wrong side of the stage, you
couldn't hear McCoy. When he
and Danny Trifan got together
on the rhythm section deal, it

was some of the tightest, yet

polyrhythmic work I've heard.
Al is also a damn good com-
poser for this stuff and this type
of group atmosphere fits him
well.

Randy Brecker, ex-B, S & T,
Deodato, Dreams, and other
assorted horrors, showed with
an electronically-altered
trumpet, and played the hell

out of the wahs , leaving
scattered electric debris over

the hall.

But, best of all was Mike
Mandel, blind synthesizerist
electric pianist. Mike's been
playing with Larry since both

were about fifteen, and Mandel
is the strongest writer for

Coryell. As well as doing the

nicest synthesizer work I've

heard outside of Sun Ra, he's

got a sense of humor when he

improvises, snatching
melodies from children's songs

and the like. He was heard to

best advantage in his solo
venture entitled "Untitled",
with strange synthesizer
Stockhausen and a ventured
German lesson ("Ich bin ein
Sheisskopf; ich bin ein grosse
Scheisskopf" which means "I

am a shithead; I am a great
shithead.") Educational and
entertaining.

So, this is the way it sums
up; from preliminary reviews,

this reporter found out that

Coryell was tired by the third

night. I saw him, and the entire

group, play much better at

jAmherst College this past

| semester. The group's nice,

jand all are superb players.

8 When we get to hear them on

| wax, we'll be sure that the

2 concert was true, I'm hesitant,

£. because Larry still has some
weaknesses, but nothing that

could prevent the Eleventh

House from becoming one of

the finest groups around,
filling in the gaps that the late

Mahavishnu Orchestra left in

its demise, and opening up new
channels on the set as well.

How I Sat in Front ut carry
Coryell Nearly the Whole Time
and Hardly Saw a Damn Thing
or How I Found God and
Turned Atheist

With a few more windows

— UMan Gomes
and bam

and a folding door the Rusty
Nail would make a decent
phone booth. No, that's not a
good comparison; a phone
booth is a place of privacy
where, hopefully, one person
communicates with another.
How about this: With earthen
walls and a hole in tne top the
Nail would make a passable

antnin. it was bad enougn
when it was Standing Room
Only, but we must have broken

at least a couple of the laws of

physics when we all sat down:
One cannot, theoretically, put

more into a container than it

will hold. Still, there was a sort

of art to it and outstanding

sitting will seat you in good
standing. ..er.

A Wanderer was sent unto

me — No, that's not true: He
was sent onto me, witii both

feet. In my ignorance I thought
him a common drunk and
merely helped him to sit down.
He immediately stood and, in

an attempt to communicate
more clearly, flung himself full

length upon me, muttering to

me in tongues I could not

comprehend. Again in my lack

of understanding, I only helped
him to sit. Even after Shiva,
Goddess of Flying Elbows, had
been materialized directly
behind my spinal column I

remained unhearing. Finally

the Wanderer rose and one
more flung himself upon me,
this time extinguishing his

cigarette in the middle of my
forehead. And then I un-

derstood: It was time to leave.

—Your Sacred Cowboy

The Firesisn's Giant Rat

Pulsus, No Putsus
BRIGHT MOMENTS— RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK (Atlantic SD 2-907)

Is there any truth to the rumor that Rahsaan Roland Kirk has
mellowed? Only if there can be such a thing as "mellow but powerful",
and only if one speaks in reference to Rahsaan's apparent selection of

more "traditional" material for this c»«tjcular recording.

DukeMJc*AMl; OLAND KIRK
BKK'.HT MUMFN IS

M^-\

For example, tunes by
Ellington, Bacharach 8. David,
and Rodgers & Hammerstein
are included in this double-

album set, in addition to original

compositions that seem more
restrained than some of

Rahsaan's previous endeavors.
Almost paradoxically,

however, the flamboyance for

which Rahsaan Roland Kirk has

gained notoriety is quite evident

(perhaps because this is a LIVE
recording). On the opening tune

he is doing his "sax duet" —
blowing separate melody lines

on tenor sax and manzello

simultaneously. And on "Fly Town Nose Blues" he plays the entire
eight-minute and 52 second melody on (what else?) nose flute.

Rahsaan introduces the concert and the album with these words : "We
want you to come on and go with us on this trip...we're going
everywhere."
The terrain is varied. There's the bossa-nova pulsing of Bacharach's

"You'll Never Get to Heaven", the dynamics of Ellington's "Prelude to

a Kiss", then a synthesizer accompaniment to Rahsaan's nose flute.

Fats Waller's "Jitterbug Waltz" is saluted after a rendition of "IF I

Loved You" (from the musical "Oklahoma") that is played with such
feeling, such ferocity that can make the hairs on your scalp tingle.

Rahsaan also experiments with a quasi New Orleans style sound on
"Dem Red Beans and Rice."
Rahsaan Roland Kirk is so much of a virtuoso in every sense of the

world that it goes without saying that the musicians who accompany
him are impressive at the least.

I could go on and on about Bright Moments. ..."isn't it time you found
out why?" Pick up a copy and hear for yourself.

—Ken Blanchard
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THE SIEGEL SCHWALL BAND 953
WEST STREET WOODEN NICKLE
BWL1-0121)
953 West Street is one bustling with

many tales of inner city blues. We are
led down the urban stretches of
roadway and find ourselves tooxing
at the many images which make up
life in the city. Fights, love, hate, joy,
grief, etc. are the many emotions
touched upon. That is not to say that
this little walk of ours is opening up
any as yet uncracked doors or is

approaching life in any sort of novel
way. We can sense only the small
area which our feet have traversed
as we are lead by the melodious
sounds about us.

A wooden nickel sits surrep-
titiously in the corner, as the band
slides smoothly through their
euphonious songs spiced with evenly
flowing instrumentals. Light blues
laced with comic relief provided by
the lyrical delivery makes for an
ease of listening on both heads and
tails. We hold this light object in our
hands flipping it and wondering
whether or not to accept or give it

back. You know the tales told about
wooden nickels? This wooden nickel;
if bitten, would probably break most
peoples teeth.

— John Dean
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GONE CRAZY-GRIN (A&M SP 4415

time 39:3?) Their first two albums
were fresh, beautiful declarations of

life and love, and were a sheer joy to

listen to. Their last two (All Out and
this) sound like parodies of the first

wo. The songs aren't as good, but

they aren't that far removed from the

originals. The difference is that,

besides our being overly familiar

with Nils' basic song structures, all

the little tasteful tricks used so

successfully on Grin and 1 + 1 turnout
just awful now. Mawkish female
choruses, insipid singing, putrid
playing really stop things cold.

I think Nils Lofgren (their main
man) has got only four basically

different songs in his head, so he did

two versions of each (one each side)

(one, "Beggar's Day" is from the

four years' old Crazy Horse album)
and inflated all of them up near the

four minute mark to make enough
album time. Lead balloons. C

Mike Kostek

ON THE THIRD DAY — ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA
(United Artists UA-LA188-F)

Originally conceived to make all else in rock obsolete, Electric
Light Orchestra have now realized that they're not able to annihilate all
of their musical competition and have settled to join it. The grandiose
plans which called for an entire orchestra with soloists (not unlike
England's elitist Centipede assemblage) have been refined since the
days when the Move breathed their last, to an ensemble of six.

Jeff Lynne, who has climbed the ranks from second guitarist
in the Move to (with Wood's departure) leader of the Orchestra, has, in
the past, proven his capacity to write in a variety of different styles.
Compare the rockin' pseudo hit "Do Ya" with the exquisitely eclectic
"From the Sun to the World" from ELO II.

On the Third Day demonstrates Lynne's continued writing ver
satility and the Orchestra's increasing playing ability. Judging from
these criteria, the record is excellent, yet what is wrong is the con
spicuous absence of total originality. Their rock interpretation of "In
the Hall of the Mountain King", from Grieg's first Peer Gynt Suite,
doesn't do the original justice and certainly adds nothing to it. "Ma Ma
Ma Belle" was undoubtedly written with the Stones on the brain,
"Daybreaker" has a Four Seasons riff in it, and "Showdown", which
should have been the single of 1973, is a hybrid between "Brother Louie"
and "I Heard it Through the Grapevine". What it comes down to is that
ELO's imagination transcends their propensity for doing anything
really new and different. Like his former cohort Roy Wood, Lynne and
the Orchestra put being outrageous before being innovative, which isn't
bad, but won't cause existing rock to become obsolete in a world which
is blessed by the likes of Strawbs and Genesis.

— David Sokol
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COAST TO COAST OVERTURE
AND BEGINNERS — Rod Stewart -

Faces
(Phonogram SRM-1-697)
What exactly is the need for a live

album? To recreate a concert-like

atmosphere? To hear a scream in

your favorite part of a song? Either

way you look at it, you yourself can
recreate a concert like atmosphere
right here at UMass! You can even

do it with your very own corridor;

just round up your odd neighbors,
shove as many as will fit into a closet,

put on any Rod Stewart Faces album
and have them scream, yell, clap and
rant obscenities of their choice, then

you will have no need to purchase
Coast to Coast, Overture and
Beginners.
There is an underlying purpose, I

suspect. This is the first recorded
effort of Ronnie Lane's replacement,
Tetsu Yamauchi. Which leaves the
group untouched, no major change
from the days with Lane.

It all makes you wonder if Faces is

hard up for money or why exactly are
they selling themselves cheap with
this? Maybe they should tour again.

— Lorie Ann Yeslow

^
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HOTCAKES — CARLY SIMON
(Elektra do be do be do)

If you put it on in the morning (up
widda cock), you can go about your
routine (get washed, brush teeth,
take a crap or read Collegian). You
can make it loud 'n still hear the
toonz (nice lady).

I was gonna play vHotcakes right
when I got it, but I decided to wait
(save best for last), yvhen the time
was right, so was I (another big one).
Where there was silence, there now
was music: the kind only Carly can
make N now I feel like I know her

HYMN OF THE SEVENTH
GALAXY - ( Polydor PD 5536)
PIANO IMPROVISATIONS, VOL. 1 -

(ECM 1014) CHICK COREA
Still another jazzman leaps aboard

the 'hard jazz' boogie bandwagon
Return to Forever sounds like a

slightly watered down Mahavishnu
Orchestra, especially since Corea
himself seems to be going out of his

way to sound like Orchestra
keyboardist Jan Hammer. But just

the fact that they can be compared to

the Orchestra should tell you that

they're not all bad, just a little late in

arriving. If you like McLaughlin
style boogie you'll enjoy this almost
as much. I particularly recommend a

cut called "After the Cosmic Rain".
An entirely different perspective of

Corea, and perhaps a more honest
one, can be gleaned from the quiet

depths of introspection in his first

volume of solo piano improvisations.
Here are two sides of dreams and
musings in black and white, an
album to have on while you watch the
snow fall or while sharing your
feelings with someone. But listen to it

with someone — I'm not kidding —
Alone, it hurts

Your Sacred Cowboy

The Tale of the Giant Rat of

Sumatra

The Firesign Theater
(Columbia KC 32730)

Total playing time: 40:41

Yes, they're together again;
tightly, and with a lot of room
to spare... It's hard to get
reviews in on time when you're
typing with one hand and
scratching your head with the
other...

The thought progressions of

any average human being, if

shown on a graph, would
probably be a series of curves,
one thought flowing gracefully
into the next. The Firesign
Theater is not only a group
mind (which isn't supposed to

occur in human evolution for

quite some time), but ap-
parently each thought of theirs

is at right angles to the one on
either chronological side of it.

The Alice-in- Wonderland
super-logic, the constant
twisting of mental
associations, the puns (Oh
God, the puns!)... If ever there
was a polluted stream-of-
consciousness — "Oh listen,

it's ticking." "No, it has ticks."

"Ticks? Then we must flee

(flea)!" — can there be any
question of its whereabouts?

It's been said before, but I

think it bears repeating: If

someone were to select the
contents for a time-capsule to

represent our generation to the
future, anything more than the
now six existing Firesign
albums would be sup
plementary. Neither the Whole
Earth Catalogue or even
Reader's Digest come close to
capturing all the nuances of the
concerns, interests, and hang
ups of middle-class America of
the 60's and 70's the way these
little black microcosms with
the hole in the middle seem to,

and neither of them is so ar-
tistically insane (although
'Humor in Uniform' is a
definite runner-up).

You may have noticed by
now that I have avoided
discussing the album's con-
tents: It's a Sherlock Holmes
mystery, Firesign style. If

you've never heard anything
by the Firesign Theater, no
further explanation will
elucidate. If you're already
into the Firesign, none is

necessary.

—Your Sacred Cowboy

"What about all this animal
imagery, sir? Does it have any
meaning?" The Firesign
Theatre's new album will come
as a pleasant surprise to those
who, expected unadulterated
comedy, were alienated or
otherwise put off by I Think
We're All Bozos On This Bus
and Not Insane. For The Tale
of the Giant Rat.. .is written

and performed basically in the
humorous style of "The
Further Adventures of Nick
Danger" and the "High School
Madness" sequences of Don't
Crush That Dwarf. ..which is to
say it is very funny indeed.

Switch, October '73)". To try to
describe the plot would be a
somewhat Herculean task in

this limited space, but briefly it

centers on Hemlock Stones'
search for the Seppelin Tube,
the Amplifier of Unlimited

As mentioned above by
AAssr. AAacKenzie, this is the
Firesign's version of a
Sherlock Holmes story, one
that was in fact never told by
Watson but only referred to, in

"The Final Problem". It also

takes off from the
"fragmented details given by
Watson in the (Basil Rath-
bone) film, Pursuit to Algiers
(Tom Gedwillo, Chromium

Power. The Tube has been
stolen by a mysterious
character named The Elec-
trician (remember him,
friends?), and Stones' search
for both it and him involves a
wide variety of confederates
and compadres. Notable
among these are Dr. John
Flotsom, O. D., His Biographer
and Companion; Violet Dawn
Dudley, An American

Ingenue; Frank Acne, Jr.,

America's Action Hero; Jonas
Acme, the Pharoah of
American Industry; Harold
"The Hawk" Lungett, Famous
Criminal and Nice Guy, and
Willard.

The imagery on this album is

complex and surfaces in a lot of

marvelous puns and Joycean
wordstrings. Rodent imagery,
coke imagery, "bawdy" body
imagery, (of course) Elec
trical Power
imagery. ..Marshall McLuhan
has said that with the ac
celeration of communications
technology, people in-

creasingly make use of old
cliches, transforming them
into new archetypes for the
purpose of fresh statement
making. The Firesign Theatre
has been doing this for years,
and The Giant Rat is crammed
full of these old-new images.
But find them yourself — it's

not hard and it's fun.

And what of the Zeppelin
Tube, the Amplifier of
Unlimited Power, and object
closely resembling the Lord of

the Rings in its potential? Who
does it belong to? Not to you,
not to me, not to Them and not
to the Man — but to the
Sumaratrans. Chew on that,

fellow rats...

—David Miller

Pointers For Pork Profits
Live Music:
Pharoah Sanders with Leon Thomas
Jazz Workshop, Boston
Feb. U

It surprised me to find Leon
Thomas, the jazz vocal pioneer of a
few years ago, back with the group in

which he first made his mark, that of

Pharoah Sanders. After a series of

progressively commercial albums on
Ihe Flying Dutchman label, Leon was
last heard on Santana's Welcome LP
and disappointed many with his lack

3f originality. Having returned to his

roots with Pharoah, Thomas was
evidently trying to establish a

direction for himself last Sunday at

the Jazz Workshop. He soloed vocally
over the rhythm section, much like

Pharoah's sax, sometimes singing a

lyric, often yodeling, crying out or

even laughing. His voice has
beautiful range and tone, but his

musical ideas were repetitious and
ineffective.

Pharoah, however, is still Pharoah,
a saxophone talent unto himself, with
a personal, totally singular way of
playing.

Blowing over a new rhythm section

anchored by veteran Joe Bonner on
piano, Sanders mixed his tenor sax
bellows, shrieks and eruptions with

lovely rhythmic passages and even
took a couple of unaccompanied
solos, showing him to be very con

cerned with melodic ideas.

None of the pieces were familiar,
though all were of the general San
ders — Thomas style. At the end of

the set, Sanders movingly quoted the

unmistakable final bars of
Coltrane's Naima. Thank you J.W.
Coltrane. And thank you, kind
cocktail waitress, for letting rrfe

avoid your outrageously expensive
drink miminum.

—Jack Cahill

better. That's the thing about this
record, whether you wash, take a
crap, or jes' sit 'n listen (O.K. too),
the time you spend with Carly isn't
ill spent. When you hear her on the
car radio ("Mockingbird"), you'll
know what it sounds like live on
record (better). 'N if you read the
reviews ("Title cut needs syrup"),
you'll know what all dem big shots
(not me) are talkin' about.
But if ya jes' like Carly (not

music), get No Secrets (nipples on
cover).

— Freddie Burns
( Burns' Psychotic Plastic)

An Open Letter to Wendy Cole: PflSSOS, No PflSSOS

We've always thought the reason for giving passes to photographers
and writers as not being for the purpose of promotion, but rather for

writing a story on what does happen, and printing pictures of how it

happened. At least that's how *he major leagues play.

But when you are advised to print an article

before the concert, it becomes clear that it is for

publicity. Just reprinting old news is silly, absurd
and impossible. We're not here to sell, we're here to

tell.

We'd like to play it like in the real world and
give an account of what really happens, with pic-

tures of how it happened, rather than handing our
more culturally-minded students instructed,

prefabricated, promotional crap; that is if Wendy
Cole would give us the passes.

The Famous Name— Below The Salt

Music Staff

Ed's Note: The above brouhaha resulted when
Smith College's Wendy Cole refused one of our

reporters access to Saturday's Richie Havens
Concert.)

A LEGENDARY PERFORMER —
ELVIS VOL.1 (RCA CPL1-0341) time
34:11

Quite a package here. 01' El is a
'legendary performer' now, and still

in his first volume. And all things
considered, these mid to late fifties

tunes are still the best he's ever done
What makes this collection more (or
less) than another Worldwide Hits
are the five previously unreleased
live, imported or newly-discovered
takes proudly presented here. Even
the full blownness of the record and
its package is justifiable, as
Presley's importance should be
recounted for the newborn. But to
slap this 'legendary performer' on
warping, hissing, creaking vinyl
undoes the idea, the package and,
most of all, the man. Not to mention
the Historic $7.98 price tag. A for
conception, C for execution.

SAINTS & SINNERS — JOHNNYl
WINTER (Columbia KC 32715) time
37:39

Johnny Winner's Saints & Sinters
is a winter, er, winner, as producer
Rick Derringer has got Johnny to

take some time and modify the
relentless but ultimately empty
raunch attack that made Still Alive
And Well so unsatisfying. In terms of

taste, this is up to the Second Winter
album, but it doesn't drown in it, as
the Johnny Winter And piece did.

Johnny still fires off a plenty on here.

And let's not forget Johnny's arm
pit on the cover, without which he
undoubtedly could not have woven
the splendid versions of Allen
Toussaint's "Blinded By Love" nor
Edgar's "Rollin' 'Cross The Coun
try" nor Lieber Stoller's "Riot in Cell

Block No. 9" nor Van Morrison's
"Feedback On Highway 101"B +

— Mike Kostek
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In Concert:
Yes
New Haven Colosseum
February 15

Nowadays one does not attend rock concerts so much as one endures
them. In order to experience one's favorite musicians in the flesh, one
must tolerate, among other things, barnyard-like sports arenas, tens of
thousands of drugged up high schoolers who shriek "rock 'n roll!" at
the drop of a drumstick, seats several football fields from the stage, the
Superstar Image (an icon worshipped by everyone, including the
Superstar), and perhaps worst of all, 150 decibels worth of ear
shattering electronic mind rape. Then why go? The answer is because
in some cases, such as John McLaughlin, Jethro Tull, and last Friday
night in New Haven, Yes, it is most emphatically worth it.

Actually, the band is not so very different live than they are on
record, because with both the music is the ultimate end-all. Don't be
fooled by the superb light show and the flashy clothes; this band is there
to play. Not that the live act is unnecessary, however: what it lacks in

razzle-dazzle and loses in distortion, it more than makes up for in en-
thusiasm and visceral tension. Unfortunately, improvisation is also
conspicuously absent: this is a show, and don't forget it. Not that that's
bad, of course.

They started with both sides of Close to the Edge (good, though
uninspired), but the concert's focal point was the new album, a ninety-
minute, four part suite entitled Tales From Topographic Oceans. It

became immediately obvious that this was what they wanted to play,
and what they played best. What was tedious on vinyl became brilliant,
and what was already brilliant on vinyl became spectacular. Sparked
by an electrifying bass solo, the band performed the beautiful fourth
section, "Nous Sommes de Soleil" (We are of the Sun"), with perfectly-
executed mastery, framing Anderson's exquisite vocals with com-
pelling force. The encore was, predictably, "Roundabout".
As on the new album, the musical emphasis has radically shifted from

a democratic organization where each musician contributes equally, to
a creative diarchy featuring Anderson's consistantly poignant melodies
and Howe's contrapuntal classical guitar, which cannot be described as
anything less than incredible. Wakeman, Squire, and Alan White (third
only to Ringo and Charlie Wafts-his-name in percussionary
inadequacy) have all been relegated to primarily background func-
tions. All in all, however, a hardly less than unbelievable concert, and I

would highly recommend their date this Saturday at Boston Garden.
Indeed, for the true Yes freak, attendance should be considered no less
than compulsory.

—Michael Peppe

TALES FROM TOPOGRAPHIC
OCEANS-YES (Atlantic SD 2-908)

MONIUM - (Columbia KC 32579)

JEREMY STEIG

Nothing spectacular or original
here, just a good old fashioned get
down albumful of riffiness. Flautist
Steig and his three man back-up
(bass, drums, congas) show a lot of

clean, fine energy throughout, and
one composition, an Eastern textured
piece called "Djinn Djinn" is

striking. A worthwhile addition to, if

not the future pride of, your collec
tion

Your Sacred Cowboy

Is it true that this album was in-

spired by a lengthy footnote on page
83 of the memoirs of Cecil B.

DeMille?

'Closer to the Edge'? 'Over the
Side? Band Overboard'? I'm not
really prepared to say. Reviewing
this album after only two weeks'
listening is like writing a book review
of the Encyclopedia Britannica in the
same amount of time. I don't like to

review an album until my ear has
become used to it, that is, until I

know the album — and I've played
this one all the way through at least

six times without having heard it all.

I can't get inside of it, at least not as a
whole. I've heard segments that

struck me as impressive in some
places, well composed if somewhat
repetitious in others, and tending
towards 'filler' status in others, but
I'm hesitant about criticizing the
album on that level lest the whole
turn out to be greater than the sum of
its parts. If "Roundabout" was a
suite and "Close to the Edge" a
concerto, then "Tales" is about as
much of a symphony as pop rock
jazz blahblah is going to produce and
as such deserves a longer period for
evaluation.

"Yes. Hmmm . . Weren't they the
group who wrote a song about how
they didn't have any bananas?"

Your Sacred Cowboy
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An American Verdict

by Michael J. Arlen

Doubleday and Company,
Garden City, New York

196 pages
$6.95

reviewed by Kevin Mack

An American Verdict
examines a certain incident of

violence that occurred in

Chicago during the last month
of the 1960's; a decade which
seemed characterized by an
excess of national soul-

searching and a vague sense of

imminence. On Dec. 4, 1969

heavily-armed members of the

Chicago Police Force, lead by
State's Attorney Edward
Hanrahan attacked that cities

headquarters of the Black
Panther Party. The early
morning raid claimed the lives

of two Panthers — Fred
Hampton, the chairman of the

Chicago chapter, and Matt
Clark. Four others, including

Hampton's pregnant girl

friend, Deborah Johnson, were
wounded.

Arlen's book looks at the

subsequent police cover-up of

the incident and the trial of

State's Attorney Edward
Hanrahan. The cast of

characters includes Hanrahan,
Mayor Daley, the Panthers,

and Barnabas Sears, the

singular, Darrowesque Public

Prosecutor, who fought for

almost three years to bring

Hanrahan and Company to

justice. He lost! The main
character, however, is none of

these people. It is Justice —
blind and evasive. And it is the

American variety of justice.

The trial, with its grey-suited

lawyers and tedious testimony

makes up the core of the book.

Arlen illuminates this core

with terse, perceptive, por-

traits of the city; its people and
its visitors. He describes the

carnival-like Chicago
Policemen's Recognition
Night, an affair featuring Don
Rickles and Bob Hope, not to

mention Mayor Daley, who is

always good for a laugh when
he said: "No one is more
deserving of respect than the

police. We're not perfect.

Nobody's perfect. But if we've

made mistakes we'll remedy
them. We will remedy them
with Love." There is Mr.

Arlen's insightful view of the

Panthers — a tiny group of

serious revolutionaries, whose
strength lay more in the ef-

fective use of guerilla theater;

rather than in any powerful
organization. Their shotguns,

sinister uniforms, military
discipline and sincere
dedication to their people aided

several hundred Black Pan-

thers in scaring the hell out of

millions of white Americans.
Unfortunately for the Pan-

thers, they were all too suc-

cessful in inciting the mass
paranoia! The myth of the

coming Panther Revolution
became familiar coffee-table

conversation in the late six-

ties: J. Edgar Hoover even
called them the most
dangerous threat to the

nation's internal security.

Hanrahan's trial was long
and drawn out. In spite of the

weight of the evidence, it ended
in acquittal. The tired, beaten
prosecutor, Barnabas Sears
said after the acquittal,

A Case of "Machismo"
The Honorary Consul
by Graham Greene
$7.95, 315 pp., Simon &
Schuster
Reviewed by Ed Smith

In a small, rather squalid
Argentinian town across the
river from Paraguay, Graham
Greene has set a quite
believable tragedy. The
Honorary Consul is the story,

quite simply, of how brutal
just fate can be.

Dr. Eduardo Plarr, the son of
an English revolutionary in

South America, is the major
character; a sort of anti-hero
with a sometimes dislikable
manner. He finds himself in

the middle of the conf I ict owing
to his childhood friendship with
one of the men who has ineptly

kidnapped the honorary
British Consul instead of the
American Ambassador. Dr.
Plarr has been having an affair
with the honorary consul's wife
and is forced by his own sense
of honor to attempt to negotiate
his release. He is involved as
well due to his conspiring with
the kidnappers because of a
sense of honor he felt toward
his late father. In the end, his
attempt leads to his own death,

much in the manner of his

father, who was shot at-

tempting to escape from a
Paraguayan prison.

Greene switches a third
person perspective in the novel
back and forth between Plarr

and Charley Fortnum, the

honorary consul. This serves to

expose both these two
characters and the kidnappers

they are in contact with to a

light in which the reader can
assess their common motive.

The reasons for action lose a

great deal of their political

rhetoric and the reader is able
to see each character as a man
at the end of his rope
desperately trying to achieve a

Graham Greene
bit of notoriety, at least in his

own mind. A great deal is

summed up in the character of

Dr. Saavedra, a second rate

novelist, who is a friend of Dr.

Plarr's. He is absorbed by and
constantly talks about
"machismo", that brand of

courage which drives men to

die for honor.
The characters Greene

creates are by far the best part

of the book. Though they differ

in many ways, an irresistible

situation sweeps them all

toward a similar end. The only

character who survives is the

honorary consul, who goes

back to being a melancholy

drunk. Despite
the fact that he
knows the of-

ficial account of

the final shoot-

out is a huge lie,

he never had
any sense of

"mach i smo"
and so spends
his time trying

to convince
himself that his

wife loves him.
Clara, Fort-

num's wife, is

probably the
most interesting

personality in

the book next to

Dr. Plarr.
Fortnum meets
her
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in Senora Sanchez's brothel,
one of the few social spots in

town. The brothel is the only
place Fortnum and as well, Dr.
Saavedra, can find anything
resembling love. Clara and
Fortnum marry because of a
desire on his part to have a
child and someone to whom he
can leave his money. Clara
though has spent so much of

her time acting out men's
fantasies, that she finds it

difficult to relate to Fortnum
or, one suspects, to Dr. Plarr.

In the end, Greene makes an
attempt at showing her ex-
press a bit of true emotion, but
by that time the reader is

already too sure of her fate to

believe in a change.
Overall, the book could be

said to be depressing. It

examines a small situation,

one that even the high political

figures in the book look upon as
inconsequential. However,
from the small, unpleasant
happening, Greene draws out
some figures which make the
book quite a worthwhile piece.

-f-l-The Honorary Consul is

available at the University
Bookstore.

Mayor Daley

"Respect for the law and
maintenance of our Judicial

system is essential for our

survival as a free society."

Evidently he hadn't lost his

faith in the possibility of

Justice.

Arlen's book seems to imply

otherwise. His American
Verdict is a verdict on the

nation itself. The author does

not pretend to judge. Instead

he states his case and he draws
— (between the politicos and
the people, and between the

courtroom melodrama and the

hustle of city life.) All of this

serves to advance an un-

favorable verdict in the
reader's mind. In the par-

ticular case which the book
examines, justice was
betrayed. Whether or not

Justice is possible in America,
Michael Arlen only hints.

His story ends with a
description of the neigh-
borhood around the apartment
on 2337 West Monroe Street

where the shootout occurred. It

is winter, three years later.

The area is still decrepit and
the bullet holes in the apart-

ment remain. Hampton's girl

friend is living elsewhere with
his child. Edward Hanrahan is

no longer State's Attorney —
he lost an election.

And Justice? The passage of

time has its own sense of

justice which the decrees of

Law can neither contradict nor
promulgate.

The Big, The Bad,
and The Bawdy

The Erotic Muse
An uncensored collection of

the bawdy songs everybody
knows, and no one ever wrote
down before.

by Ed Cray
They've been sung by

Presidents, Supreme Court
Justices and even some cen-

sors themselves. They are the

bawdy songs, set to traditional

tunes that are scribbled on
bathroom walls, and echoed
through varsity locker rooms.
Ed Cray, who serves as the

director of publications of the

American Civil Liberties

Union of Southern California,

has done an extensive job of

putting the words to many of

these tunes on paper, and
trying to document their

origin.

By putting them down on
paper, Cray has let these songs
come "out of the closet" so to

speak. Some of these are over
two hundred years old, and
survived despite energetic
censors and other self

righteous guardians of the

public morals.
A large part of The Erotic

Muse deals with un-

dergraduate course. According
to Cray, colleges and
universities have played a
large part in the preservation

of bawdy sons, "the old songs
are preserved and new ones
created in academe."

For those who remember the

"good old days" at the back of

the varsity bus, or who are
interested in the exact words to

your favorite bawdy song that

you like to sing at your favorite

bar or "smoker", The Erotic

Muse might be just what you
are looking for. However, if

you have never sung a bawdy
song, or heard one sung, or are
anticipating joining a

monastery and never hearing
one in the future, The Erotic

Muse might be an interesting,

and enlightening book to read
through, giving you a taste of a
significant cultural influence,

that until now has remained a
"private" sort of thing to
most everyone.

F.C.W.

+ + The Erotic Muse is

available in the University
Bookstore.
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Feiffer's "Visions" Worth Watchinq
by Frederic C. Weiss

In 1970 when The White
House Murder Case by Jules
Feiffer first appeared off-

Broadway, the Cambodian
bombing missions were known
by only a select few; the
Watergate was a brand new
Washington hotel; and a
"plumber" was someone who
you called when you were
having troubles with your
drains. However, in this
satirical attack of power in

high places, and the tendency
for the United States to get
involved in military misad-
ventures, Feiffer has shown
visionary foresight in the age
of "Watergate".
The White House Murder

Case centers around two
related plots. The first deals
with the United States "latest"
military action — the invasion
of Brazil, and the subsequent
catastrophe when a Lieutenant
Cutler orders the use of CB97
(a brand of newly developed
nerve gas) to wipe out the
"Chicos" (the South American
equivalent to Vietnamese
"gooks"). The CB97 is released
against these "Chicos", but a
chanqe in wind direction blows
it back against the U.S. troops,
killing 750 and paralyzing
another 90. The rest of the
battlefield scenes deal with the
adventures of the wounded and
somewhat neurotic Lieutenant
Cutler; his "companion"
Captain Weems, a C.I. A. agent
posing as an Army Medic, and
their physical and mental
reactions to the nerve gas.
The second plot deals with

the reaction within the White
House to this "catastrophe". In

the Oval Office, President
Hale, meets with his Cabinet to

discuss this very sensitive
issue to "National Security".
The small coterie reviewing
the situation consists of a
sinister Attorney General; less

than brilliant Secretary of

Defense Parson (complete
with a Kissingeristic German
accent); a tedious "good
liberal" research Professor
named Sweeney, who prides
himself on "working for
Peace" from within, while
working very actively to

develop CB97; and Postmaster
General Stiles, whose position
is due less to competence than

electrical power — he is the
head of the President's party.

Joining the group, is General
Pratt, straight from the
Brazilian front, and very
much paralyzed from the
nerve gas itself. All seem to
agree; six weeks before the
elections, the truth is bad for
national security.
Adding levity to the situation

is the President's wife, Mrs.
Hale. Despite her husband's
lethargic and convenient
principles, Mrs. Hale is con-
sidered to be a "left wing
activist" who spends most of
her time "picketing the
Pentagon". Her character is

portrayed as very Martha
Mitchellish, and adds quite a
contrast to the rest of the crew.
To tell you much more about

the plot would ruin what
promises to be a great night at
the Theatre for anyone who has
the time and money to go.
However, I will add one crucial
element that would help you
better

. understand the
possibilities of plot develop-
ment. While sitting at her
husband's desk, and getting
ready to call the Washington
Post to inform them that the
"Official Explanation" for the
gas warfare ("that Brazilian
Guerillas exploded our own gas
capsules behind our own
lines") is a hoax, the First
Lady herself is murdered in

the Oval Office.

Who killed the First Lady?
From here the plot takes on a
temporary Agatha Christie
angle. For reasons previously
explained I will not name the
killer. I will however highly
recommend The White House
Murder Case to anyone who
enjoys Jules Feiffer's cartoons,
and wouldn't mind reading a
whole bunch of them in a row.
The play is very muchFeifferin
style, politics, satirical humor,
and quality.

The performances are for
the most part excellent.
Armand Assante as the
neurotic, wounded, and con-
fused Lieutenant Cutler is the
Star of the Show. His per-
formance does more than
enough to justify such
classification. While going
through the Brazilian swamps
and absorbing myriad quan-
tities of CB97, Cutler goes

REMEMBER, SUPPORT
UNIVERSITY THEATRE.
VISIT BARTLETT
AUDITORI UM. THE

THEATRE DEPARTMENT
HAS SOMETHING YOU
SHOULD SEE.
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Left to right: Joseph Aufiery
as Colonel Dawn, Armande
Assante as Lieutenant Cutler,

and Max Gulack as General
Pratt in THE WHITE HOUSE
MURDER CASE.

through various stages of
change. His big desire is to die
"All Balls". ("If you only take
one chico with you, you're not
even a man. If you take 10 or
more you're doing good, but if

you can take up to 50, you're
doing real good. Anything
more than 50, you're all balls",
he muses). Curt Williams, as
Cutler's companion, Captain
Weems, also gives a standout
performance.
Ed Bordo, gives a fine

performance as Postmaster
General Stiles, as does Harry
Ellerbe playing the part of
Professor Sweeney. Max

Gulack is superb as General
Gulack, and Martin Rudy is all

that and more as Secretary of
Defense Parson. Maury
Cooper, could have been more
credible as President Hale, but
he did nothing to hurt the
production. I got the feeling
that he looked and acted more
like a "big city liberal lawyer"
than the epitome of middle
American moralism in the
office of the President. Betty
Williams is just fine as Mrs.
Hale, and if her part demanded
more perhaps she would have
left a greater impression in my
mind.

The White House Murder
Case deals with all the things
that make the newspapers so
dreary these days (except the
energy crisis, that is). Yet
what is "dreary" in print, is

exciting and quite funny on
stage (thanks to the quick wit
of Jules Feiffer). The show is

really worth seeing; if you get
the time try and catch it.

+ + + The White House
Murder Case by Jules Feiffer

will be playing at the Stage-
West in West Springfield now
through March 2nd.

Filmi

Luther: Does The AFT
Filmir.9 Technique Work?

by Stuart Sojcher—

Luther, with Stacy Keach in

the title role, is the fifth in the
series of play adaptations for

the screen as presented by the
American Film Theatre.
Directors and stars worked for

minimal salaries: thirty-
thousand for top directors like

Tony Richardson and John
Frankenheimer and twenty-
five thousand for stars like

Katherine Hepburn and
Laurence Olivier plus a per-

centage of the grosses.
Certainly the opportunity to

have such distinguished ac-

tors, actresses and directors
working together on plays by
Pinter, O'Neil and Chekhov is a
fine one but the basic problem
is in filming the play which
explains the failure of Luther.
The question arises: is the

intent of the filmmaker simply
to film a play and present it as
such or to film a play and use
camera techniques to present a
more effective filmic version?
One is very aware when
watching Luther that one is

watching a play, not a movie.
Essentially the play is a

strict photographic adaptation
shot mostly in medium and
close-up shots. The play takes
place in a cathedral which was
specially built for the
production to solve the
problems of light and sound
control. Though the film calls

for changes in place and time a
knight narrator is used to

convey the changes. Unfor-
tunately the set itself is to

confining, especially for a film.

The camera is always focused
upon the characters speaking.
Reaction shots are few. In

some sequences this works
well but when off-screen yells

and screams of peasants are
heard one never sees the

people involved. When a
Dominican monk comes to

"sell indulgences" to the
populace, the camera only
focuses upon his figure, never
to the people to whom he is

speaking. Later as Stacy
Keach is giving an important
speech the camera again only
concentrates on him. Is he just

rehea rsing? As one critic put it

"A few shouts and one portable
corpse don't suffice for the

whole Reformation and fail to

convey the rebellion that's

taking place."

In the original version of the

play by John Osborne more is

dealt with Luther's concern
with his physical ailments —
constipation and excrement,
drawing an almost one-to-one
correspondence between
Luther's intestinal discomfort
and his theology. In the film

version less emphasis is placed
on these problems and more so

on Luther's self: the hesitation,

doubt, fear and brilliance of a
man who played such an im-
portant role in the Protestant
Reformation. At times half of

Keach's face is bathed in light

while the other is in darkness
capturing the indecisiveness of

his character.

Mr. Keach, a distinguished
stage actor, doesn't need any
'technical help' to convince us
of his character due to a superb
acting performance. As the
film progresses so does
Keach's character from one of

weakness to one of growing
confidence and strength, yet
still permeated by doubt. When
Keach speaks or gestures one
can sense the anguish that is

gnawing at him. The best scene
in the film is the confrontation
between Luther and his father.

Both try to hide their anger and
hostility at each other but fail;

the father disappointed with
Luther for not becoming a
lawyer and Luther trying to

explain his position. (Yet even
here the scene has been shot in

deep-focus to emphasize the
physical and spiritual barriers
between father and son, it

would have been that much
more effective.) Through their
confrontation one senses their
distress at not getting along
with each other but neither can
change — they are worlds
apart. All of the characters are
well acted, especially Patrick
Magee as the father and Hugh
Griffith as the mercenary
priest.

The next presentation of the
American Film Theatre will be
Chekhov's Three Sisters
directed by Laurence Olivier,

in early March.

f
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Compiled by E. McKmght Weekend
American Graffiti (1973)
A nostalgic look into the 50's where pop was

tops and cars were boss. The plot is not a strong
one but the music holds the film together. It is a
series of episodes revolving around four high
school boys, two of whom will be leaving for
college in the East Coast the next day. The film
is sheer comedy and enjoyment but states the
confusion and trama every youngster has when
its time to leave the coop. Playing for the
second week at the Academy of Music, Nor
thampton and Mountains Farms Mall.

Ash Wednesday (1973)

Barbara Sawyer (Liz Taylor) secretly flies
off to a posh plastic surgery clinic in Italy for a
complete body uplift that transforms a 55 year
old woman to a 35 year old woman, with the
hopes of winning her husband back (Henry
Fonda) from a 25 year old mistress. Director
Larry Peerce gives us beautiful scenes of Italy
and Liz's wardrobe. Playing at the Mountain
Farms Mall.

Babes In Toyland (1961)
A goodie from Walt Djsney based on the

operetta of Victor Herbert. This film was first
made by MGM in 1934 but was issued under
March of the Wooden Soldiers'. Young kids
will love Disney's visual trickery in the love
story of Tom and Mary who are to be married
but alas wicked Barnaby, (Ray Bolger), steals
Tom away in hopes of marrying Mary himself.
Bolger is enjoyable as the sly meanie whose
humor shines, but not much can be said for
Annette Funicello and Tommy Sands as the
lovers. Playing at Smith College Sat., Feb. 23 at
2 p.m.

The Burmese Harp (1967)

Kon Ichikawa's long savage epic of the
Burmese campaign of 43-44 centers on a soldier
who, after horrifying adventures, sees that his
vocation is to bury the unknown dead after the
war, and who becomes a Buddist monk.
Playing at Thompson 106, Fri., Feb. 22, 7 and
9:30 p.m.

Dealing, or 'The Berkley to Boston 40 Brick
Bag Blues' (1972)

Plus a Pink Panther Cartoon
Based on a novel by Michael Douglas, it is the

story about Peter, who uses his girlfriend
Susan to act as a courier, smuggling 40 bricks
from California to Boston, and getting caught
in Boston. What follows is a nicely done
suspense story, wherein a deal is made with the
narc officer in exchange for Susan. Of course
the 'good guys' win, but the battle is worth it.

Barbara Hershy plays the too perfect Susan,
and Robert Lyons plays the too imperfect Peter
at the SUB., Sun., Feb. 24 at 7 and 9:30.

The Discreet Charm of The Bourgeoise (1973)

At 72, Brunuel still shines as a master of

filmic comedy. The film is a comedy of man
ners that keeps changing into a surreal night

mare, back to reality, back to a dream, etc.

The bourgeoise are a group of corrupt, sleek,

gracious people who drive limousines, and are

a testament to the power of respectability, as

they have made their pile by smuggling heroin

into France. Brunuel shatters their peace with

one absurdity after another. Playing in the

SUB. Thur., Feb. 28 at 7 and 9:30.

Don't Look Now (1973)

Nicolas Roeg succeeds with a modernistic
style of filming in this thriller about a young
couple in Venice whose drowned daughter may
or may not be sending them messages. The
father refuses to accept his psychic abilities

and pays for it. The cutting 'tween shots gives
the film a discontinuity, but have a profound
effect on the audience. Julie Christie, as the
mother, and Donald Sutherland as the father

give superb performances, and the audience
can expect to surely get their money's worth.

Playing at the Campus Cinemas.

Heartbreak Kid (1972)

Written by Neil Simon and directs by Elaine
May. A sentimental story of a guy who is at
tracted to another woman while on his
honeymoon, gets divorced, marries woman no.

2 and then finds an attraction to the girl's

mother at the wedding reception (and you
thought you had problems!). Cybil Shepard is

as usual nice to look at. Playing at Sage Hall,
Smith College, Sat., Feb. 23, 7:30 & 9 30

El Topo (1971)

El Topo (the Mole) is a story of a two part
search for truth, light and destruction, set
against nature in its most unyielding form, the
desert. The film is a total visual conception.
Jodorowsky, the director, dazzles us with his
ideas and his beautiful rendering of a
mysterious tale of life and death at the
Amherst Cinema.

Metropolis (1927)

Fritz Lang futuristic fantasy, from a script

by him and Thea Von Harbou, detailing the

horrors of a mechanized Utopia The actual

story is a struggle between capital and labor,

but with great geometric sets imaginatively

handled. At Lecture Room 3, Merrill Center,

Amherst, Tuesday, Feb. 26, 8 p.m.

Modern Times (1936)

Chaplin's voice was first heard in this series

of hilarious gags which comprise a sociological

comedy about how to be happy though poor in

the machine age. One of his most consistently

funny films. As usual, produced, directed and

starring him, with Paulette Goddard as the

waif. Playing in Thompson Hall, Monday, Feb.

25. 6, 8 and 10 p.m.

Kapo (1964)

The horror of WWII concentration camps is

the subject here that drives a young girl to
betray her own people in a German camp.
Susay Strasberg plays a Parisian Jewess who
becomes a Kapo and falls in love with a
Russian soldier, and in order to save the other
prisoners, after realizing her wrong, sacrifices
her life for theirs. The film is a bit soap
operatic, but is emotionally upsetting due to the
knowledge that the details are true for that
period. Playing at the Merrill Science Ctr.
Amherst, Tuesday, Feb. 26, 8 p.m.

Mississippi Mermaid (1970)

Directed by Francois Truffaut, one of the

products and originators of the French New
Wave. Playing at the Gamble Auditorium
Mount Holyoke, Tuesday, Feb. 26, 8 p.m.

Papillion (1973)

Henry Charriere's autobiography of his
attempted escapes. Steve McQueen plays a
pimp who is framed (so he says) on a murder
charge and sent to prison in French Guiana,
whereupon he meets Dustin Hoffman, a
counterfeiter sent out on the same ship,
eventually becoming fast friends. At the
Campus Cinemas. Both stars have won ac-
claim for their portrayals.

Magnum Force (1973)

A sequel to Dirty Harry where Clint East
wood looks good, doesn't say much and wins in

the end. If you've seen one violent, copper story
you've seen them all. If not, you can catch this
one at the Mountain Farms Mall.

Performance (1970)

Stars Mick Jagger
thampton, 7 and 9 p.m.

at the Globe, Nor

The

Rusty

LOCAL MUSIC
Goodfriend Coyote — Feb. 22 23,
Rusty Nail

Howlin' Wolf - Feb. 24, The
Nail.

Willow — Feb. 22, The Rusty Scupper
Deadly Nightshade — Feb. 27-28, The
Bluewali
Big Screaming McGrew — Feb. 26 27
The Rusty Nail.

Bill Caldwell — Feb. 22 23, The
Bluewali.

Hickory — Feb. 27-28, Quicksilver
Open Road — Feb. 22 23, Quicksilver.
Jeff Lyman — Feb. 23, The Rusty
Scupper.
Bluebird — Feb. 22-23, The Hatch.
Fred Israel — Feb. 22 23, T.O.C.
John Hammond — Feb. 28, The Hatch.
Roger Saloom — Feb. 28, T.O.C.
Fran Conia and Notch — Feb. 23-25,

The Pub.
John Morgan — Feb. 26, The Pub.
The Maple Court Tragedy with Bruce
McKay — Feb. 25 26, Quicksilver.
Doc Sullivan (happy hour 3-6 p.m.) —
Feb. 22, The Pub.

D.J. — Feb. 23, The Pub.
Doc Sullivan — Feb. 28, The Pub.
Clem Tilson and the Blue Valley Boys
— Feb. 22, Greenough House, 8 p.m.

Music & The Arts

The Point (1970)

Written by Nilson and narrated by Dustin

Hoffman. A delightful cartoon about a little boy
and his dog banished from their land due tc

their unpointed heads that make them outcasts

in society The music is as good as the story,

sung and written by Nilsson, at the CC Aud.
Thursday, Feb. 28, 7, 8:30 and 10 p.m.

Putney Swope (1969)

A hilareous account of the rise of a black
Madison Ave. advertising agency called Truth
and Soul. Robert Downey has written and
directed a funny, brilliant, obscene and
relevant film. He makes manic attacks on an
things absurd which defines its content. Putney
Swope is the agency's black musical director,
and shows how to transform the agency into a
mad, black brotherhood that rocks with such
successes as Face — Off, (adolescent skin
creme), Lucky Airlines and the Get-Out Of
Here Mousetrap.' It makes full use of four
letter words, whereupon the vignettes of real
life depend simply upon them. The point of
view is a nonsensical, comic, and all-around
put down which can only delight us. Playing at
the Amherst Cinema 7 p.m.

Robin Hood (1973)

A Disney film that is not of the calibre of
previous year, but will delight nonetheless.
Terry Thomas supplies the voice for Sir Hiss, a
snake who soothes Prince John and is in charge
of the royal treasury. Peter Ustinov makes a
pleasing prince, all in good nature at the
Campus Cinemas.

Savage Messiah
Playing at the Globe, Northampton, Feb 22and 23, 11 p.m.

The Sting (1973)

Two Chicago con men of the 30's take a big
Irish racket boss from New York for a big
bundle. Good dialogue with surprises, and a
good job done by Paul Newman and Robert
Redford. Playing at the Mountain Farms Mall.

Three Stooges Shorts
Come for a laugh at Thompson 104 Friday,

Feb. 22, 7, 9 and 11 p.m.

The Trial (1963)

Orson Welles attempts to put Kafka on the
screen. Filmed in a French railway station,
offering some opportunities for bravura
direction and photography. Anthony Perkins
plays the young man, a victim of injustice, and
Welles plays his lawyer. CC Aud. Sat., Feb 23
at 7 and 9:30

Waxworks (1924)

Directed by Paul Leni, who was an important
figure of German expressionistic cinema
Waxworks studies three tyrants in a trio of
linked stories. Playing at Thompson 102,
Tuesday, Feb. 26, 7 and 9 p.m.

Wild Strawberries (1959)
Directed by Ingmar Bergman and starring

Victor Seastrom along with Bibi Anderson.
Bergman's quietly showmanlike film about old
age, superbly written by him and photographed
by Gunmar Fisher. Its movement from past to
present and back is particularly well achieved
and for once Bergman manages to make all his
points explicit in this story of an old man
traveling to the University of Lund, where he
will be honored. During the voyage, he reflects
on many events and phases of his life. He
concludes that he was admired but never loved
Seastrom exquisitely plays the old man. Main
Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson
Hampshire College 8 p.m.

Hall,

UMASS
Manhattan Project in "Endgame" —
Feb. 28 - March 1, Bowker Auditorium
Music from Marlboro — Feb. 27,
Bowker Auditorium
Julian Olevsky and Estela Olevsky
(piano and violin), Feb. 26, Bowker
Auditorium.
Charles Rosen (pianist) — Feb.
Bowker Auditorium.

20,

All above concerts start at 8 p.m. and
are sponsored by the Fine Arts Council.
Ticket prices vary.

BOSTON
The Di Ilards- John Hartford— Feb. 22-
23, Pertormance Center I (8 & 10:30)
Willy Murphy & The Bumblebees —
Feb. 22 & 23, Brandy's I

Ellen Mcllwaine— Feb. 22-24, Passim
Big Screamin' McGrew — Feb. 22-24,
Speakeasy
The Gary Burton Quartet — Feb. 22-24,
Jazz Workshop
Country Joe McDonald — Brigati —
Feb. 22-24, Paul's Mall
Howlin' Wolf — Peter Johnson & The
Manic Depressives — Feb. 22 & 23,
Joe's Place

Randy Newman — Feb. 24, Per
formance Center
Beegees — Da ry I Hall & John Oates —
Feb. 24, Symphony Hall (3 & 8 p.m.)
Chris Rhodes Band — Feb. 24-28,

Brandy's I

Cannonball Adderly Quintet— Feb. 25 -

MT. HOLYOKE March 3, Paul's Mall
Chambers Brothers— Some of My Best Duke & The Drivers — Feb. 28,
Friends — Feb. 23, Chapin Hall Western Front

Jackson Browne — Linda Ronstadt —
SPRINGFIELD Mar. 1 Orpheum

Ear, Scruggs Revue - Tracy Nelson A Z^Lt™ ~ """*' *~ ~^ %
Mother Earth — Feb. 23, Municipa
Auditorium (7 & 9:30)

AMHERST COLLEGE
Charles Rosen (pianist) — Feb.

ELLINGTON, CONN.
Tracy Nelson & Mother Earth
— Feb. 23, Ballroom.

22,

Tusk

Orpheum
Seals & Crofts - Mar. 5, Music Hall

Aerosmith — Blue Oyster Cult — Mar.
9, Orpheum (7 & 10 p.m.)
Humble Pie — Spooky Tooth — Mon-
trose — Mar. 11, Music Hall
Pointer Sisters — Hugh Masekela —
M*r. 15, Orpheum
Joe Walsh & Barnstorm — Marshall
Tucker Band — Mar. 16, Orpheum

THEATRE AND DANCE LISTINGS

THE ENTERTAINER — by John
Osborne: University Theatre, Bartlett
Auditorium. Feb. 21-23. Infc. 545-2579
ALWIN NIKOLAIS DANCE
THEATRE, Feb. 22 & 23. Info, call Fine
Arts Council 545-0202
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING
EARNEST - by Oscar Wilde:
University Theatre, Bartlett
Auditorium. Feb. 28, March 1 & 2 Info
545-2579

THE WHITE HOUSE MURDER CASE— by Jules Feiffer: Stage-West
Springfield, 8 p.m. Tix $3 and up. Thru
March 2nd.
NEW CELL THEATRE WORKSHOP— Thursday nights, 7:30. Stone
Basement Theatre, Amherst College
No Charge.
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Amherst college grad
topples weather tower

(Staff Photo-John Stewart)

Four hundred feet of the Northeast Utilities' Mon-
tague gased weather tower toppled to the ground this
weekend, as an Amherst College graduate registers his
rebellion against nuclear power plants.

By LARRY (ARPMAN
MONTAGUE - A 27-year-old Amherst College

graduate and member of a literary commune here
has admitted to the Friday toppling of a Northeast
Utilities owned weather tower that was collect at-
mosphereic data to be used in an application for
construction of a nuclear power plant by the utility
following Atomic Energy Commission approval next
year.

Samuel H. Lovejoy, the Monatague resident who
has confessed to toppling the Northeast Utilities
tower, said yesterday he had been contemplating the
act for a long time.

"It's not a very radical act, he said, rather it's civil
disobedience.

The bright orange tower which originally stood at

500 feet was used to accumulate weather data for the
proposed nuclear power plant to be built in the area.
According to Charled R. Bragg, vice-president for
public relations at Northeast Utilities, the tower and
the meterological equipment were valued at $50,000
to $60,000. At present 100 feet of the tower still stands.
Lovejoy was arrested at 3:55 a.m. on Friday

morning while he was walking along Montague Road.
Turners Falls Police Chief Edward Hughes said
Lovejoy gave him a four-page statement on how he
sabotaged the tower.

(At his arraignment Friday, Lovejoy issued a four-

page statement to the press detailing why he wrecked
the tower. See related stories page 3 and 11.)

"With the obvious danger of a nuclear power plant,
with the biological finality of atomic radiation, a
clear duty was mine. Loveioy savs in his statement,
to secure for my community the welfare and safety

that the government has not only refused to provide,
but has conspired to destroy."

In a Collegian interview Lovejoy said: "We don't

have the political resources to stop the plants or the
big-shot lawyers to get injunctions."

Lovejoy who has initially charged with malicious

destruction of personal property is a graduate of
Amherst College. He was associated editor of the
Amherst Student and a member of the now defunct
Beta Theta Pi fraternity.

A professor who has asked to remain annoymous
said at the time he knew Lovejoy he "demonstrated a
lack of patience." Lovejoy, according to this same
professor, was "imaginative and striving but lacked
the governing strength of moderation."

In the interview Lovejoy said'i want a jury to go
through the charges and see if they want to live next
to a nuclear power plant."

The people who believe nuclear power plants are
necessary to ease the current energy crisis are
"duped" according to Lovejoy.
"Technology's promises are now technology's

problems," he said. "The answer to the so-called
energy crisis is to sit down and tighten our belts,"
Lovejoy said.

With the proposed nuclear plant Montague gets the
money and Amherst gets the radiation, Lovejoy said.
With the proposed nuclear plant Montague gets the

money and Amherst gets the radiation, Lovejoy said.
Lovejoy lives on a commune in Montague with nini

other persons. The hidden farmhouse where he lives
is about three miles from the tower site. At present
there is a 24-hour police watch at the site.

Meanwhile, a Montague resident who lives closest
to the tower said he wants the nuclear plant to 'keep
the town from becoming stagnant."
James Booker, also a welder at the Physical Plant,

said: "I don't feel that a plant will hurt anybody. I

know of no facts where nuclear plants hurt people,"

he said.

Charles Bragg said the tower would be replaced as

soon as possible, but that he could not estimate how
long it would take.

Lovejoy is the son of Mrs. John M. Lovejoy of

Wilbraham and Drother of Selectman John Lovejoy

also of Wilbraham.

The 'streak'

hits UMass
(AP) — The first reported incident of "streaking" at

the University of Massachusetts here has resulted in a
$25 fine for Brian A. Sangster, 23, of Beverly.
Sangster placed nolo contendre in Northampton

District Court Saturday. He was the only person ap-
prehended after ten youths were seen streaking —
making a mad dash in public with no clothes on —
across the streets of a residential campus area early
Saturday morning.
Police identified Sangster as an unemployed visitor

to the campus. He was staying with friends in a dor-
mitory.

GOP candidates advised not to

ride on 'Nixon's coattails'
WASHINGTON (AP) - The chief strategist for

House Republican candidates is telling them to get
away from President Nixon's coattails if they have to
and go after the landslide conservative moderate
vote of 1972.

"The basic issues that people made a choice on in

1972 are just as alive today as they were then," Rep.
Robert H. Michel, R-Ill., said in an interview.
Michel is chairman of the House Republican

Congressional Campaign Committee.
Besides the obvious campaign difficulties of

Watergate, the economy and energy crisis issues, he
said, Republicans are getting only about a third of the
big campaign contributions they did in 1972.

With that big a slice out of the $1 million fund for

helping some 260 GOP challengers try to unseat
House Democrats, Michel said, "I've got a real, real

problem. And there's no use kidding yourself."
Michel refused to discuss how many House seats

Republicans might lose in November, saying "that
wouldn't do anyone any good."
But he said this year is comparable to 1958 when the

late President Dwight D. Eisenhower was popular
but the country was in a recession and Republicans
lost 47 House seats.

"If I just look at the hard, cold statistics on what
effect the state of the economy has on an election,
why you know that scares me," he said.

"So that's why I keep making the point to the ad-
ministration how important it is to preserve jobs,"
Michel said.

Michel said the strategy he is advising for
Republicans is to keep Watergate and the economy
from dominating their campaigns and stress that
only a Republican can give the 1972 voters for Nixon
the kind of representation they want in Congress.

The narrower a Republican congressman's margin
of victory was in 1972, the more obviously he will have
to run on his own record this year, Michel said.
"And if that means separating yourself from the

administration and the President particularly, then I

say go ahead and do it."

Michel said that "if you get a Congress with a
margin on the Democratic side of even more than the
present 50 votes, then you can really kiss the country
goodbye. Then you've got George Meany running not
only the Congress but the country."

Michel said AFL-CIO President Meany "already
has too many members of Congress in his pocket."

'Staff Photo-Kevin Macki

Boys will be boys...but some may never grow up.
Saturday night in the Campus Center, again, was
highlighted by a fight outside the Blue Wall.

Action taken to reduce

burden on water supply
By BARBARA VOORHEES

Steps have been taken to reduce the burden placed by UMass on
Amherst's water supply and sewer system, Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery has reported in a letter to Amherst Board of Selectmen
Chairman Michael Sullivan.

The letter, dated Feb. 8 and recently made public, was in response to a
letter from Sullivan urging the chancellor to consider such action in
recognition of water and sewer problems in the town.

Letters were also sent by Sullivan to Amherst and Hampshire colleges.
The three colleges are the town's largest water consumers with UMass
accounting for 52 per cent, Amherst College five per cent, and Hampshire
College 1.6 per cent of the town's water consumption. These figures were
compiled by an assistant to the town engineer.
Bromery reports that the university's Energy Conservation Committee

(ECO will be taking up the issue of air conditioning on campus and ways
for reducing its demand on town water supplies, and that an awareness
subcommittee of ECC will campaign to reduce the university's over-all
water consumption and shift use to non-peak hours.

In his letter, Sullivan had suggested the installation of special water-
saving shower heads and float valves in the toilets. He also suggested that
laundry rooms be locked from 8 a.m. to noon and during late afternoon
hours.
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Nikolais Dance: incredible f

By ZOE BEST
Alwin Nikolais and the Nikolais

Dance Company appeared in

Bowker Auditorium Saturday
evening. The performance was no
less than an incredible syn-
cronization of choreography,
sound, costume, light and stage

sets designed by Nikolais himself.

The techniques derived from
technology and the access to

technology (derivitives of empire
surplus profits) were so finely

integrated into form and content

that the three suites were just as
overwhelming as the first televised

moon-landing.
The first dance sequence from

"Sanctum" opened to a view of

neon-wave rhythms backdropped
by a horizon of abstract, organic

projections. The dancers' cor-

puscular movements, enclosed rnd
defined by most likely a space-

technology produced elastic fabric,

depicted an interior, cellular world
that progressed to copulative-

orgiastic pulsations which sub-

sided into statue-like sculptures of

tombstone figures.

The first duet, danced by Gerald
Otte and James Tetters, vaunted
herky-jerky, rat-race and
sometimes hoydenish depictions.

The sequel to this series of dance
dramatizations in amplified ur-

banities hurled the dancers' bodies

into a line-up of unitone people

standing at attention hypnotized in

Mix Photo-Robert* Martone)

Dancers from the Alwin Nickolais Company, per-
forming in "Sanctum". Unusual lighting techniques
added to the already superior skills of the dancers, in
the Friday and Saturday night performances at
Bowker Auditorium.

a state of foreboding suspension.

The second dance sequence,

"Scenario" elucidated even more
precisely the pop-hip style of

"modern" society. To oscillating

electronic music and lights,

dancers, first as workers emitted

repetitive factory movements,
then as over-worked workers,

lurched into hostile and neurotic

gesticulations, and as

bureaucracy -slaves ran in nurse

and secretary fashion from one

cubicle to the next. Out on the

street, young gangster-to-be males

dove after an invisible nothing. The

society, the city, the prison, the

psychiatric ward, the couple

produced grey ghosts of fears.

Hysterical laughter punctuated the

"scenario". Once the dancers
froze. They had become targets.

The people were projected as riff-

raff; babbling, screaming,
demanding, articulating nothing

except "help" whereupon the great

white sex symbol appears to offer

salvation, strip.

This then was the anti-people

message of this dance creation.

The "potential as a revolutionary

artist", the initial response to

Alwin Nikolais and his dance
company by John Martin in 1956,

was not apparent, unless one would
say that in reference to his use of

technology and in deference to the

content of his presentations.

Perhaps since 1956, the U.S. State

Department, the Guggenheim and
Fulbright Foundations, the U.S.

Office of Health, Education and

Welfare and an appointment by
Nelson Rockefeller we;c a suc-
cession of patronages which
generated the venereal effects in

the dance compositions.

The concluding dance of man-
nequins, mechanical toys, stripped
of lyrical passion and still moving
in syncopations to the electronic

sounds, (pace-maker heart-beats),

tried the subway as a bedroom for

their non-harmonic encounters.
The detached, joyless run-ins,

grotesquely splintered into
comical antics: The trials and
tribulations of a midget in love who
attempts to envoke a lover's

response from a giant, a rigidified

cadaver ; and a quartet of guys and
dolls, exuberant in pastel gaity
demonstrated the failings in
following Playboy "new happiness
via new position" theory. The guys
and dolls laughed. Most of the
audience laughed.

The disciplined dancers provided
superb continuity throughout the
three suites.

The kinetic, optic overlay did not
conceal the import of these dance
compositions, that of the
malignant sexual psychoses, an
imperative ingredient for The
Mass Psychology of Fascism. The
final scene of "Foreplay"
culminated in genital exposure
(via the stage projectors) and led
one to ask, "Is this the por-
nographic answer to the 'end'?"

Carnegie: Student crafts create bazaar
women
reaching

higher
By VALERIE CLEMENT

The Carnegie Project recently
opened its new office in Goodell
507, and its primary goal will be to

"encourage more women to
become full fledged professionals
and leaders in fields that have
traditionally been rarely chosen by
women and by their example help
make a wider range of op-
portunities apparent to women."
The "Faculty Fellows" of the

Carnegie Project are Drs. Mary
Barber and Joan Bean. Their
research assistants, Carol Der-
sham and Ellen Wolf will be
collecting data to determine why
women become discouraged from
entering professional careers.

Barber and Bean are both
professionals who, through their

own personal experiences, have
encountered many of the barriers
which confront women. They can
therefore help women who are
considering tradional non-feminine
careers.

Along with the counseling
program is an opportunity for

students to serve as interns and
"acquire technical skills and
competence in fields now
predominantly male." Two interns
per semester will be chosen to

receive stipends of $750 for
working in their area.

The program will be sup-
plemented by Outreach which will

make an effort to place those who
do not receive stipends. Dersham
said she hopes "to encourage
women to take a risk in an area not
considered a known field for

women". She says the program is

"still flexible" and because it is so
new all areas for expansion have
not yet been explored. Eventually
she hopes that the Carnegie

By E. PATRICK McQUAID
Walking through the Campus

Center on any weekday one is

swept away to an archaic bazaar.

The luring tones of a flute, the
jingling of change, voices haggling
over prices all set the exotic at-

mosphere of a Persian market.
What does it take to be a leather

craftsman, a flute maker, or a
fashioner of fine jewelry?
"Patience and persistence,"

says Dave Murray, a senior
Philosophy major who's in the
leather trade.

Dave has always had an interest

in what he could do with his hands
and after looking in enough store

windows he decided to work with
leather.

"I saw all these expensive
things," he said, "Belts, wallets,

and the like that looked fairly easy
to make. So, I gave it a try."

In 1972 Dave began studying

leather craft on his owp through
books and various periodicals. He
did take a course at the YMCA but
found it not to his liking.

"The instructor knew what he
was doing," he continued, "But the
class was mostly older people who
wanted to work on simple leather

Project can also "work with
research and residential centers at

the University".

The research team, Ms. Der-
sham and Ms. Wolf, will assist

Barber and Bean in compiling data
and drawing conclusions con-
cerning the University community
and its treatment of women in

every category. Their research
will cover areas from ad-
ministrative positions to ad-
missions and financial aid
procedures for women students.

They will also try to determine
how the University directs women
in career choices. It is the con-
sensus that women are channeled
into careers such as elementary
school teaching and social work,
and are discouraged from entering

fields such as engineering or

medicine.
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kits. But, for twenty bucks I did
learn some stamping."
Tool stamping is a method of

imprinting patterns onto a
material by simply hammering set

designs from a metal device.

Working in a cellar off campus,
Dave has evolved from a simple
hobbyist to an accomplished
craftsman. This is his third
semester as a merchant and he
feels quite confident of himself and
his work. As he put it, "What I do I

know that I know."
The Campus Center foyer is open

to any student who creates his own
merchandise and does not compete
with the Book Store. There is a
maximum of three days per week
and each day the student must sign
in at the Information desk. If he
has not done so by 10:00 a.m. his

table will be given away.
The area is free to all students

but is also open to commercial
business at five dollars per half

day and ten for a full day's use.

"People think that because we're

out here at tables that our mer-
chandise is below the stores," said

Dave. "This women once said she
could buy a wallet at Zayre's for

three bucks. Sure she could, but the

The scoop

on the mall
Last August, Charles Schnier

Enterprises of Bloomfield, Con-
necticut opened a nearly $5 million

dollar shopping mall on Route 9 in

Hadley.

With thirty-three stores within a
mile of Amherst and a 1,200

parking lot, "Mountain Farms
Mall" has already had a major
effect on UMass and route 9.

Who gets the jobs in the Mass?
How has it changed existing traffic

pattern? What does it mean for the
long standing stores in the
downtown Amherst area?
Tomorrow, Collegian reporter

and UMass student Larry Carp-
man examines these questions and
others in a three-part series titled

:

"The Mall— What does it mean for

you?" Don't miss it.

fine quality is lacking. For what
you're getting, the prices here are

better than any retail store."

Leather is the biggest business

down at the Campus Center, and
Dave feels that he has cornered the

market on wallets and wrist-watch
bands.

"Like I say," he continues,

"people don't look closely at

things. These watch bands have
been called everything from dog
collars to belts!"

Competition at the Campus
Center is less fierce than com-
mercial business. Most of the

merchants know each other — not

all on good terms — but there is

little if any friction between them.
The tradesmen recognize each
others' abilities and look upon one
another as artists.

"I'd say that more than seventy

percent of what's down here is

above par," says Dave. "But, like

any business, you've cot to keep
coming up with new things or you
sink."

Down at the "Persian market"
one can find posters, prints,
jewelry, leather, flutes, and even
politics. But most of all, and this

can't be missed, one finds quality.

Here is the difference, it seems,
between an artifact purchased at
an outside shop and one obtained at
the Center.

The profits are not so high. Many
of the merchants could be working
for factories that mass produce the
same articles, but they remain
above the assembly line artists. As
Dave puts it, "I'm doing my own
stuff and I want it to come out
decent. I'm working for me; they
work for the man."
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Gut courses may be
passing fads, but
Thursday's the last day
for drops and adds.

Apply now for pilot training

Marine Officer Programs
College men who join the Marine Corps platoon leaders class

don't do it for the money. They do it for the opportunity to develop
their leadership abilities before they graduate. All the training is
during th«j early or late summer only. Upon graduation you are
commissioned a Lieutenant of Marines.

But the money can come in - and it can come in handy:
besides pay during training you are eligible to receive S100 a month
every month of the school year- up to a maximum of S27O0 during
a college career.

The PLC program also welcomes men who plan to continue on
to law school. The PLC program lets you continue your schooling
uninterrupted until your law training is complete.

Your college education could lead to a rewarding association
with he Marine Corps. The PLC is a great way to start. For
complete information see the Marine officer selection team that

£* anH^r',^ Mas$achu$«W* on Monday and Tuesday, the

?!?££ tk 4

February 1974 10 dis«ss officer programs that are

ZEIS • •" u f,
!*am v,$Stlnfl the Cam »»w» "* *• >°cated in the

Memorial Hall from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p m
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^!"* " 2?!S 0fflcer ***** can be obtained by

SSETV ISSf °Hicer ^'o^on Office, 135 High Street,
Hartford, Connecticut M101. Phone 244-2160 or 244-2H9

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery in a press conference last year.

Montague tower incident

evokes strong reaction

Bromery criticizes

Collegian cartoon
UMass Amherst chancellor Randolph W. Bromery yesterday labelled

as "racist, disrespectful and insulting" a cartoon printed in Friday's
Collegian.

In the most outspoken reaction to a Collegian cartoon to date, chan-
cellor Bromery said a Friday cartoon by illustrator and UMass student
Don McGilvary "either had to be racist, or it had to stupidly childish

"

Bromery made his comments through press spokesman Daniel Melley
and later in a telephone call with The Collegian's managing editor.

( See related editorial, page 8.

)

"I had probably a dozen people call me to say they regret that the thing
appeared in The Collegian as unfortunate," Bromery said by phone.
Melley said in a statement: "The chancellor considers the cartoon

racist, disrespectful to the office of the chancellor and personally in-
sulting," adding, "strange but true, the cartoonist is a member of our
own university community."
McGilvary was unavailable for comment last night. Friends said he

had travelled to Boston for the weekend as was not due back until late last
night, past The Collegian deadline.
Collegian managing editor Bill Densmore said: "I must take respon-

sibility for the publication of any non-editorial material in The Collegian,
but I certainly don't condone overt racism or disrespectful treatment of
cammis officials in print.

I share Chancellor Bromery s distaste for disrespectful and childish
commentary, and I am sure the chancellor shares my conviction to print
without interference whatever material we feel is of social value to the
community.
Mr. McGilvary 's cartoon Friday was in poor taste and represents just

the kind of abuse of the public trust the new editors of The Collegian hope
to avoid."

By JOAN FASSNACHT
Reaction to the destruction last

Friday of the Montague en-

vironmental tower and in-

struments by Samuel H. Lovejoy

has been one of general con-

demnation.
Ron Bogart, director of WM-

PIRG said, "We certainly don't

condone that sort of activity."

Mrs. Portia Weiskel of the

Hampshire-Franklin Committee to

Safeguard Against Nuclear
Dangers declared, "I don't believe

this is the right dialogue. We
certainly don't advocate it."

Montague Selectmen Chairman
Joseph E. H. Bonnette said, "He's

a nut. What else can be said about a

person like that."

Donald H. Skole, another
Montague Selectman, said, "I am

pondering what Mr. Lovejoy would
feel like if I decided to burn down
his house because I don't like his
way of living."

Seth Many, spokesman for the
Nuclear Objectors, said, "Each
objector will approach nuclear
power differently. But, as with the
Vietnam War and conscientious
objectors, if each is willing to

accept the consequences of his act
and if each believes in the truth of
his beliefs, then the act is

justified."

Dr. Robert May, a spokesman of
the Montague Nuclear Concerns
Group, and a clinical psychologist
at Amherst College, said, "While
we can understand people having
strong feelings, we think the action
is unfortunate and regrettable."
Ironically enough, both May and

Faculty Senate adopts

rhetoric entrance exam
By FRED NOBLES

Joseph Frank, Head of the English Department, is not pleased with the
outcome of the recent Faculty Senate. Their revision calls for the
establishment of a "diagnostic exam" to be given to all incoming
students to determine what Rhetoric courses would best fill their par-
ticular needs.

• Rhetoric courses, he believes, should be "changed from required to

advised." He sees little value in teaching Rhetoric if a student "feels
dragged into class against his will."

Disturbed by what he referred to as Student Senate President Nick
Apostola's "evasiveness" on the issue of required courses, Professor
Frank prepared the following statement:

"I am disappointed but not surprised by Nick Apostola's actions at the
Faculty Senate meeting last week: disappointed because he seemed
again to go against the student desire to eliminate fixed requirements;
not surprised because this is how I predicted he would behave when I

appeared before the Student Senate last fall. Perhaps the Student Senate
could speak for itself by passing a resolution that the Rhetoric
requirement be dropped and then asking the Faculty Senate to reconsider
its decision."

Dr. Frank noted that when both Dartmouth and Smith dropped their

writing course requirements, "90 per cent of the students took writing
courses voluntarily."

In place of a Rhetoric requirement Professor Frank would like to see
"the establishment of a writing skills center that any student could be
referred to at any time." He admits that such a "tutorial center" would
be expensive but the benefits would certainly outweigh the costs.

As an example Professor Frank noted, "This University is currently
underrepresented in Puerto Rican students; partly because they are
Spanish speaking and partly because they are from poor schools."
Professor Frank popes that the institution of a more individualized
system will allow students to seek out specific help for their particular
problems. He does not believe in the current practice whereby, "its

easier if you're giving one hundred sections to homogenize them."

Lovejoy are members of the
Chestnut Hill Commune in Mon-
tague.

Mr. John M. Lovejoy, Lovejoy 's

brother, and a selectman in

Wilbraham, said, "I have no
comment whatsoever. I had no
knowledge of the incident. I have
only spoken to my brother once
since Friday." Lovejoy refused to

comment on that conversation.

The 1500 acre site in Montague
has been a scene of controversy
since the Northeast Utilities

Service Company first proposed
construction of a 2300 megawatt
nuclear power plant last

December.
Debate by various citizens

groups (Montague Nuclear Con-
cerns Group, the Hampshire-
Franklin Committee to Safeguard
Against Nuclear Dangers),
MassPIRG (Massachusetts Public
Interest Research Group), Nor-
theast Utilities, and Western
Massachusetts Electric Company
(WMECO), has ensued concerning
the safety and environmental
suitability of the proposed plant.

Of the various attractions at China Nite, a display of

the five schools of Kung Fu was one of the more in-

teresting demonstrations. Other performances in-

cluded traditional Chinese dance and song.

Black Scientists Society holds

second annual 'Minority Day'
By BILL NEMITZ

Demonstrations ranging from "Robots in

Manufacturing" to "Lasar Communication" were
among the highlights Saturday as the Second Annual
"Minority Day" was conducted by the School of

Engineering and the Black Scientists Society.

Approximately 150 minority high school students
from the Boston and Springfield areas arrived here
Saturday morning as guests of the two organizations.

The program began with welcoming talks by
Chancellor Bromery, Trent Poole, co-director of the
Black Scientist Society, and Dean Picha of the School
of Engineering. A panel discussion titled "Why
Engineering" followed, giving the students an op-
portunity to speak directly with both professional
engineers and members of the BSS.
The rest of the day was devoted mainly to a series

of demonstrations conducted by professors in the

School of Engineering. Travelling in ten small
groups, the students said they found the demon-
strations both informative and enjoyable. Among the

presentations of particular interest were "Robots in

Manufacturing", by Professor Murch and "Com-
puter Graphics", by Professor Ehrich.

Founded in the fall of 1972 by Dr. Rhody McCoy,
CCEBS director, the Black Scientists Socitey is an
RSO group affiliated with the National Black Student
Science Society. According to its co-directors, Trent
Poole and Greg Sommerville, the Society provides
Black science students with the mans of organizing
their particular interests and developing programs
within those areas.

The School of Engineering, working through its

Engineering Career Opportunities Program (ECO),
is trying to provide opportunities for increased
minority representation in the engineering field. The
next major program on the agenda, according to ECO
director Professor John Ritter, is a three week
summer program for tenth and eleventh grade
minority students. Expenses for the participants will

be paid for with School of Engineering funds donated
by a number of industries.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,

Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation.

Over 50,000 students aided each

year. For FREE information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED enve-

lope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,

Kaitspeli. MT 59901.

...YOU MUST APPLY EARLY...
TMS STUOCNT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM HAS BCE*
"f vifWFDtr THf Ff DfRAt TRAD* COMMISSION

GOT THE MUNCHIES?

Mr. Donut Cares

Q
He's open 24 hrs.,

weekends. Ready

whenever you are with

delicious donuts.

Dorvut* Mt. Farms Ma II

Rte. 9, Hadley

"Were it left for me
to decide whether we
should have a
governmentwithout
newspapers,
or newspapers

without agovernment,
I should not hesitate
amoment to
prefer the latter."

Thomas Jefferson
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Farah strike ends;

union recognized
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NEW YORK (AP) — A bitter 21-

month-old strike and nationwide
boycott against Farah Manufac-
turing Co. ended Sunday with
announcement of a settlement
recognizing the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers of America as
the bargaining agent for workers
at the Texas firm.

The company, a major producer
of men's trousers and slacks,

decided to recognize the union and
rehire the strikers after it was
determined that the majority of

Farah employes has signed union
cards.

The ACWA informed the com-
pany on Friday that it has signed
up a majority — 67 per cent — of

the workers.

After this was verified by El Pa-

so mayor Fred Harvey, who was
named as an impartial third party
in the dispute, Farah agreed to

settle.

William "Willie" Farah
president of the company, did not

want to talk about losses incurred
during the strike which shut down
four plants. But he conceded the

boycott had a "very vicious ef-

fect."

He said the plants — two in San
Antonio and one each in Victoria,

Texas and Las Cruces, N.M. —
would be reopened and workers
rehired as soon as possible. "We
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want to get back to our 23 per cent

growth rate," he said. Five Farah
plants have remained open.
The strike began on May 2, 1972,

when about 2,000 workers, mostly
Mexican-Americans, walked out in

a dispute over union represen-

tation.

Farah, who had replaced the

strikers with other workers from a
large pool of Mexican-Americans
in the area, contended that an
election should be held among
employes to determine union
representation.

The AMCA claimed this could

subject workers to intimidation

and launched a boycott which was
supported by the AFL-CIO,
Catholic and Protestant
clergymen, Jewish groups and a
number of student and civic

organizations.

The walkout at plants in El Paso
and San Antonio had been sparked
by claims from some employes
that a group of workers had been
fired for union organizing. A
majority of the company's 9,000-

plus workers had remained on the

job.

Farah said the settlement was
"not my decision; it's a process of

law." This was a reference to the

fact that the union signed up of a

majority of workers at the com-
pany.

However, union sources pointed
to two other factors as leading to

the agreement: A sharply worded
recent decision against Farah by
an administrative law judge of the
National Labor Relations Board,
and the intention and ability by the
union to continue indefinitely the
strike and boycott.

( AP Wirephoto I

Explorer Scout John S. Jordan, left, of Oaklyn, N.J., presents President Nixon
with a box of medals representing the Scout oath, law and slogan Thursday as a
group representing the Boy Scouts of America gave Nixon their 1974 Report to the

Nation at the White House. The top of the box inadvertantly closes on the

President's thumb as he accepts the gift with the resulting expression. Between the

two are Phillip Klawuhan of St. Joseph, Mo., left, and Arthur Justice Jr. of

Cullowhee, N.C.

FTC threatens agribusiness

with antitrust action
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

chairman of the Federal Trade
Commission says antitrust action

against the food industry seems
likely as the result of a broad in-

issued a complaint that the eight

major petroleum companies are
engaged in anticompetitive
practices.

Engman said investigations in

Senate to vote
on pay hikes
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Senate may vote in this week on the
issue the House is expected to
duck . Whether to block a pay raise
for Congress members and other
top government officials.

A three-step increase in
congressional salaries, at a rate of
7.5 per cent a year, is to take effect
March 6 unless either the Senate or
the House disapproves it.

It would give Senate and House
members their first pay increase
in five years, from the present
$42,500 a year $45,700 this year,
$49,100 next year and $52,800 in

1976.

Cabinet members and other
high-level executive officials, as
well as federal judges, also would
have their salaries raised in the
absence of a congressional veto.
The timing of a Senate vote is

uncertain, but Sen. Robert C. Byrd,
D-W.Va., the assistant majority
leader, said it might be Thursday
or Friday.

The Senate first may take up a
far-reaching campaign reform bill

that combines public financing
with limitations on expenditures
and private contributions.

In the House, floor action will
center on a bill to reform private
pension systems. A measure of this
kind passed the Senate last year.
And more maneuvering is in

prospect in the House in an effort
to salvage an emergency energy
bill that has been buffeted- around
in Congress in a dispute over oil

industry profits.

The latest version approved by
the Senate, including a price
rollback for about one quarter of

domestically-produced oil. suf-
fered a near death blow in the
House Rules Committee last week.
The measure also is threatened

with a presidential veto
The touchy pay raise issue was

thrust on Congress in any election
year by the budget President
Nixon submitted earlier this
month

vestigation now underway.
Chairman Lewis A. Engman said

in an interview he also expects
further commission action in the

engery field. The FTC already

both fields are linked to his vow
last July to help prevent inflation

through "tough enforcement of the

antitrust laws."

Engman successfully sought an

additional $2 million in the new
federal budget for the bureau of

competition. He implied in the

interview that this money will be
aimed at enforcement efforts in the

energy andfood industries.

But some, inculding the Food
Action Campaign, have asked the

commission to stage a broader,
systematic attack on the food in-

dustry.

The campaign, a consumer
action group, said that the food
industry in recent years has fallen

prey to the same bottom to top
integration which the FTC says
afflicts the petroleum industry.

British election seen close;

liberals may hold key role
LONDON (AP) — Insiders of

both the ruling Conservative and
opposition Labor parties are
forecasting a photo finish in

Thursday's general elections.

There are suggestions too that

moderate Liberals under Jeremy
Thorpe will realize their old
dreams of a powerbalancing role if

Prime Minister Edward Heath and
Labor party leader Harold Wilson
fail to achieve an over-all margin
of House of Commons seats.

Most of the public opinion polls,

some owned by pro-Conservative
newspapers, make Heath the
frontrunner. Most of them were
proven wrong in 1970 when Heath
snatched a stunning victory from
Wilson against all odds.

But Heath is facing a
minirebellion within his own party.
Conservative maverick Enoch
Powell hinted Saturday that
Britons should vote for Labor as
the only way to retain their

sovereignty in the Common
Market. Labor is pledged to

renegotiate the terms of Britain's

papeR House
FAST COh>Y CENTER

market membership if it wins the
elections.

On Friday the government-
appointed Pay Board torpedoed
Heath's claims that striking coal

miners' pay was relatively high
and that they were holding the
country to ransom over demands
for an increase that goes above his
anti -inflation guidelines.
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Tired of four plain walls?
Turn your bedroom into an instant happening with
Springbok posters. Use your imagination- hang
posters featuring Peanuts characters, cute draw-
ings, romantic photographs or novelty aesigns.
Choose your favorites from the Springbok collec-
tion ...give one to a friend, too.

The University Store
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Kissinger to tour Mid-east anew
Peace forces to be kept alive Sudat sees force disengagement
WASHINGTON ( AP) - In his new tour of

the Middle East, Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger intends to confer with Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat about extending the
life of the United Nations peace-keeping
force in the Sinai Peninsula.

Kissinger's main task, as he heads out
Monday, is to bring Syria and Israel
together to negotiate a disengagement of
their armies in the Golan Heights.

Sadat, in Lahore, Pakistan, winding up a
two-day visit to the Islamic summit, was
optimistic Sunday about Kissinger's mission
and said disengagement on the Syrian front
"will be a very good step" toward lifting the
Arab oil embargo against the Untied States.
The summit on Saturday condemned the

United States and other nations that support
Israel. It also demanded major concessions
from Israel, including unconditional with-
drawal from occupied territoris and the
restoration of Jerusalem to Arab
sovereignty.

Kissinger's effort to keep the U.N. con-
tingent in place between Egyptian and

Israeli troops also is a key to keeping the

peace in the Middle East.

The U.N. force was authorized for only six

months. This ends on April 27. It would take
a follow-up positive step by the Security
Council to keep the force in the buffer zone.

Egypt so far is the only Arab state to work
out even a partial agreement with Israel.

There is considerable anxiety in official

Washington circles that unless Israel comes
to terms with Syria and then follows quickly
with a second-phase withdrawal in Sinai,

Sadat may find himself so isolated in the

Arab world that he might feel impelled to

move against the Jewish state again.

Kissinger's primary concern at the
moment is to maintain diplomatic
momentum by bringing a so-far recalcitrant
Syria into the peace process.
A senior U.S. official who declined to be

identified, stressed that Kissinger would not
be going to Damascus and Jerusalem after a
stopover in London if he were not confident
he could bring Syria into the peace talks.

LAHORE. Pakistan (AP) — Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat predicted Sunday
that Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger
probably will succeed in achieving a
disengagement of Israeli and Syrian forces

during his upcoming Middle East mission.
But the Kuwaiti newspaper Al-Rai Al-

Aam reported from Lahore that Syrian
President Hafez Assad said he was not

optimistic about prospects of reaching a
military disengagement accord with Israel.

It quoted Assad as declaring his

"irrevocable determination to obtain
complete Israeli withdrawal" from oc-

cupied Arab territories.

Assad and Sadat were both attending the
Islamic summit in Lahore.
"We are not optimistic about the situation

on the front...and there is no single tangible
move on Israel's side for the withdrawal,"
the paper quoted Assad as saying.
"Syria will never make any concessions"

regarding the complete withdrawal
demand, Assad said.

In Jerusalem, government officials said

Accused Murphy kidnappers

held in maximum security

Israel has still not formulated any proposals
for Kissinger to take to Damascus.
They said Israel continues to refuse to

negotiate until Damascus hands over a list

of Israeli prisoners it captured in the Oc-
tober war, and allows Red Cross officers to

visit them.
Sadat's prediction for Kissinger's success

in the Middle East came during a news
conference at the end of a two-day visit to

the Islamic summit.
The summit on Saturday condemned the

United States and other nations that support
Israel. It also demanded major concessions
from Israel, including unconditional with-

drawal from occupied territories and the

restoration of Jerusalem to Arab
sovereignty.

"If there is no disengagement on the
Syrian front, there will be less chance, or no
chance, of peace," he warned.
But Sadat expressed optimism about

Kissinger's mission and said disengagement
on the Syrian front "will be a very good
step."

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) —The two accused abductors
of Atlanta Constitution Editor Reg Murphy were
being held in maximum security yesterday.

Asst. U.S. Atty. William Gaffney said, "At this time
I know of no reason to conclude that there were more
than two people involved."
Murphy, who positively identified William A.H.

Williams as his captor from photographs, said during
his captivity the man told him three other men and a
woman were also involved.

The group purported to represent the hitherto
unknown "American Revolutionary Army," whose
existence is now being questioned.

The 40-year-old editor said Saturday he is sure
there were two persons, a man and woman, but isn't

sure if more were involved. He was blindfolded
during the 49-hour ordeal.

Murphy was led from his home Wednesday night by
a man claiming to have 300,000 gallons of fuel oil to

donate to needy causes. He said he wanted Murphy to

help distribute it.

After they drove away, the man pulled a gun and
ordered Murphy to tape his eyes.

Williams, 33, and his wife, Betty Ruth, 26, were
being held on charges of extorting money from a firm
involved in interstate commerce and failure to report
a crime.

Murphy was ransomed for $700,000 Friday after
being held for more than two days. He positively
identified Williams as his captor Saturday from films
and photographs.
The F3I said Sunday it still had not finished

counting the "voluminous amount of U.S. currency"
found at the Williams' one-story home near Atlanta
at the time of their arrest.

Williams was charged with violating the Hobbs Act,
which carries a maximum penalty of up to $10,000
fine or 20 years in prison or both. He is under bond of
$1 million.

Mrs. Williams is charged with failures to report the
crime. Gaffney said she could receive up to a $500 fine
or three years imprisonment or both if convicted. She
is being held under bond of $500,000.

The FBI refused to confirm or deny that Williams
kept a diary, but CBS reported it has located a diary
belonging to Williams.

Hearst waits for response

after pledging $4 million
HILLSBOROUGH, Calif. ( AP) —

Three weeks ago Monday night

Patricia Hearst was dragged from
her apartment by kidnapers.
Sunday, the Hearst family waited
for word from the terrorists on
whether they would release their

captive in exchange for a pledge of

another $4 million in food for the

poor.

The organizers of a $2 million

food program alreadv set up
worx to improve distribution
techniques. They said there would
be more volunteers and more
distribution centers when the
giveaway resumes Tuesday.
"A great many mistakes were

made Friday," said A. Ludlow
Kramer, Washington secretary of

state who organized the program
known as People in Need. "But
they were mistakes we had to take

a chance on, because we had a

commitment."
Kramer referred to violence and

confusion at several of the four

distribution centers. There were
about 30 arrests, but Kramer said

that free food was passed out to

several thousand persons despite
the problems.
The program is operating with

$500,000 provided by Miss Hearst's
father, Randolph A. Hearst, and
$1.5 million from the nonprofit
Hearst Foundation.

It was set up in response to initial

demands from the Symbionese
Liberation Army, which claims to

have kidnaped Miss Hearst, for
food for California's poor. The SLA
said the $2 million was not enough
and demanded another $4 million
from Hearst personally - a demand
that the president and editor of the
San Francisco Examiner said he'
could not mi»et.

Examiner publisher Charles
Gould said the Hearst Foundation
would put up another $2 million

immediately if Miss Hearst is

released unharmed and promised
$2 million more in January 1975.

Gould's proposal was a depar-
ture from the conditions first set by
the SLA in which the food
giveaway was to be considered
only preliminary to negotiations

for her release.

Authorities have speculated that

the SLA's ultimate demand, in

exchange for Miss Hearst's life,

would be the release of two men
charged with the ambush killing

Nov. 6 of Oakland Schools Supt.

Marcus Foster. An SLA com-
munique claimed responsibility for

the assassination.

A tape-recorded SLA message
last week, the fourth since the Feb.
4 abduction of the coed who turned
20 on Feb. 20, labeled the $2 million

food givaway "a few crumbs."
The communique, received

Wednesday night, said all com-
munication would be cut off unless
the additional $4 million was made
available within 24 hours.

There has been no further word
from the SLA, the FBI said Sun-
day.
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The Distinguished Visitors Program presents

Michael Oehler
speaking on

Homesteading: An Alternative
Lifestyle"

Slides will be shown and Mike will discuss his un-
derground home which he built for less than $50.

A coffee hour will follow the lecture
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Simon says rationing possible
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal

energy chief William E. Simon said

Sunday that if motorists were lined

up on a widespread basis for two to

three hours outside service
stations to buy gasoline, "it would
become necessary for me to
recommend rationing."

But Simon stressed in a
broadcast interview that he
believes the three-week-old
gasoline-allocation program will

end the "suffering and hardship
and inconvenience." He repeated
his opposition to coupon rationing.

Problems of intrastate
distribution of gasoline have made
long lines and closed stations a
driving characteristic mainly in

urban centers, he said on NBC's
"Meet the Press" program.
Simon acknowledged that the

allocation program has inequities

that will require time for

resolution.

On Saturday, Simon announced
that 90 per cent of the nation's

stations may raise prices this

Friday by an extra two cents a

gallon.

He called the boost "a modest
increase" as opposed to the "un-
manageable" one operator sought.

The two-cent boost superceded a

one-cent increase announced Feb.

16 for stations with less than 85 per

cent allocation of 1972 supplies.

Simon said Sunday that the

broader two-cent increase was
thought to be "easier to administer

and have less impact on the con-

sumer" than variable rate in-

creases.

The increase applies to all

stations not directly owned by the

major oil companies and is in

addition to the monthly cost pass-

throughs stations already are
allowed. The pass-throughs so far

have averaged two or three cents a

gallon, officials said.

Simon said that he believes he
has a "period of flexibility" during
which he can tap gasoline stock-

piles - as he ordered last week, to

get supplies to severely hit areas.

Inventories are now 1.5 per cent
above the level of a year ago and
refineries have begun the switch he
directed toward producing more
gasoline before the normal
springtime increase in demand, he
explained.

Other action during the past
week included:

—The FEO said petroleum

imports for the previous week were

down slightly, to 4.79 million

barrels a day, from the 4.9 million

barrels daily that had been ex-

pected under the Arab oil em-

bargo.
—Delaware and New York

became the fifth and sixth states to

announce mandatory gas plans

that allow a motorist to buy gas

only on odd or even-numbered days

depending on whether his licence

plate is odd or even. The New York

plan had been voluntary.

—The Senate passed an

emergency energy bill that would
roll back domestic oil prices and
give President Nixon the power to

order rationing. A presidential

veto has been promised.

—The Islamic summit con-
ference of 37 Moslem nations

discussed how to spend the in-

creased revenues of oil-producing

nations. Business International

magazine said oil experts think the

world's 11 oil-exporting nations

could quadruple their 1973 profits

to $100 billion this year.

Energy crisis delays

highway construction
State governments are cutting

back on new highway construction

and delaying repairs on older

roads because of a decline in

gasoline tax revenues, an
Associated Press survey shows.

The Advisory Commission on

Intergovernmental Relations

reported recently that gasoline tax

collections this year would be 17

per cent below those in 1972 - the

year being used as a base for

figuring fuel allocations to the

states.

The reason for the revenue drop

is simple: Less gasoline is being

sold. Jan Lundberg of the Lund-
berg Survey Inc. of Los
Angeles, which keeps track of
nationwide gasoline sales, said
four billion gallons less gas was
sold in 1973 than in 1972 - a drop of 4
per cent.

Areas with toll roads report an
additional revenue decline since
fewer people are driving and using
the turnpikes.

So far, most of the gasoline
revenue declines for December
and January have been less than 5
per cent.

But officials expect sharper
drops in February, reflecting
shrinking gasoline supplies. They
also note that state planners had
expected the tax revenues to in-

Power plants

use less oil
BOSTON ( AP) — New England's

electric power companies
significantly reduced their

dependence on oil as a source of

power, the New England Power
Pool NEPOOL reported Friday.

Oil-fired generating plants
produced 70.9 per cent of the

electricity used in the area in

October of 1973, but by last month,
that figure had dropped to 56.3 per
cent.

Switches to coal, nuclear power
and hydroelectric power were
credited for the drop.

NEPOOL officials also said that

the region's supply of residual fuel

oil needed to generate electricity

remained stable this week.
Utilities were able to maintain
their 20-day reserve supply of

residual fuel oil needed to generate
electricity remained stable this

week

BEAU BRITCHES
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crease so that the actual impact of

the drop is even more severe than
it would seem at first glance.

The slack is being taken up in

most states by budgetary belt

tightening rather than by moves to

impose new taxes or increase

existing ones.

Construction projects have been
delayed or canceled in seven of 27

states responding to The AP
survey

.

The energy crisis

Car will prevail

over mass transit
FRAMINGHAM, Mass. (AP) — A Washington attorney and author

says despite the demand for improved mass transit, the automobile will

be Americans' main source of transportation at least until the end of the
centurv.
Donald Randall, author of "The Great American Auto Repair Rob

bery," also told a seminar sponsored by the Massachusetts Auto Body
Shop Owners Association Saturday, that the car "will still serve % per
cent of our urban travel needs," even with a crash federal program in

urban mass transportation construction.

Randall, attorney for the Washington-based Automotive Service
Council of America, Inc., urged uniform state licensing of auto repair
shops and federal legislation that would force insurance companies to

pay repair shops adequately for their work.
He also said independent garage owners should pressure the federal

government to force big car manufacturers to design easier-to-repair and
harder-to-destroy cars.

Kung Fu Academy
124 Amity St., Amherst

Tel. 253-5602

Wing-Chun Style Tai-Chi Style

COME AND LEARN

Chinese Self Defense
The only authorized Kung Fu school in Western New
England area. — Opens 4 to 10 p.m.

Extra gas not due

until early March
BOSTON (AP) — Motorists

looking for the extra gasoline

promised last week may not find it

by the end of the month, say state

and federal officials.

The state of Massachusetts was

promised an extra 16.2 million

gallons of gasoline to add to the

February allocation.

Federal Energy Office officials

in Washington said over the

weekend that much of the ad-

ditional gasoline may not be
available to oil companies for

distribution for two or three weeks,

according to an aide of Gov.
Francis W. Sargent.

Robert Burns, FEO coordinator

for Massachusetts, said "I don't

think anybody will be able to get all

the extra gasoline out by the end of

the month."
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,

said on Saturday he thinks
Massachusetts has not been get-

ting all the gasoline it is entitled to.

Kennedy, at a hearing of his

Judiciary Subcommittee on Ad-
ministrative Practices and
Procedures, said other regions of
the country are not sharing in the
gasoline "belt tightening" that has
been forced on Massachusetts.
John Weber, assistant FEO

administrator, said allocation
procedures are still being im-
proved and that gasoline supplies

in March will be distributed more
scientifically throughout the
nation.

Weber said there will be at least

a 4 per cent gasoline shortage in

the next quarter of the year even if

the Arab oil embargo is lifted. He
said if the embargo continues, as
he feels is more likely, the shortage
would be 16 per cent.

Witnesses at the hearing in-

cluded two consumers, four
gasoline retailers, Sargent, Atty.

Gen. Robert Quinn, Weber and
Lawrence Rogers of the Regional
Energy Office.

One of the consumer witnesses,
Henry Lash, said he and his wife
drive about 60 miles a day to work
and that he had come to the point

where "I'm going to the gas station

with my hat in my hand practically

begging for a few gallons to get to

work."

Robert McCarthy, who operates
a service station in Boston, said he
sometimes has to violate the rule

about treating customers equally.

McCarthy said he once let a man
go to the head of the line because
his wife was in labor and he did noi
have enough gas to get her to the
hospital.

Kennedy, the only member of his

subcommittee at the hearing,
called for a rollback of crude oil

prices, increased unemployment
benefits to people out of work
because of the energy shortage and
an across-the-board tax cut of $100
per person. He said that would
make up for a $30 billion drop in the
Gross National Product because of
higher fuel prices which reduce
consumer spending.

Around New England
Smith security ROTC is out Yale library

NORTHAMPTON, Mass. (AP)
— Smith College has stepped up
security precautions for Yolanda
D. King, Daughter of Dr. Martin
Luther King and a sophomore
here, a college spokesman said
Friday.

The spokesman said the extra
security has been arranged in the
wake of the kidnapings of

newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst
and Atlanta Constitution Editor
Reg Murphy.

Accused murderer
to be arraigned

WORCESTER. Mass. ( AP) — An
unemployed Worcester man was
scheduled to be arraigned Monday
in District Court on a charge of

murder in connection with the
stabbing death of a woman.

Police arrested Daniel J. Red-
mond, 20, Saturday on a charge
stemming from the death early
that morning of Pamela Hurlburt,
29. Her body was found in her
home.
Twelve hours earlier, Eileen

Ferro, 21, was found stabbed to

death in her Shrewsbury home.
Police said they felt there was no

connection between the two deaths.

Shrewsbury is about five miles
from Worcester.

Police said Miss Hurlburt, the

daughter of Worcester bank
president H. Waite Hurlburt Jr.,

was apparently assulted during the

night by an intruder who ran-

sacked the house.

WATERVILLE. Maine (AP) —
Decreasing enrollment has been
cited as a reason for an Air Force
decision to discontinue its ROTC
program at Colby College.

The liberal arts college reported
Wednesday that the program, now
in its 21st year, is being phased out.

The college was notified of the
decision by Lt. Gen. F.M. Rogers,
commander of ROTC headquar-
ters at the Air University at

Alabama's Maxwell Air Force
Base.

In a letter to Colby President
Robert E. L. Strider, Rogers said

the decision was reached after "an
intensive evaluation." He cited a
decreasing enrollment in the
program.

Smoking needs

more research
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — More

research is needed to determine
the extent of the hazard cigarette
smoke poses for non-smokers, a
former U.S. surgeon general said.

Dr. Jesse L. Steinfeld, who held
the federal health post from 1969 to

1972, listed Sunday several risks

faced by nonsmokers:
-Buildup of carbon monoxide in

smoke-filled rooms and cars "can
lead to serious impairment of
health" to non-smokers who have
existing heart or lung conditions.

-Many of the 20 million
Americans with allergies have at

least some sensitivity to cigarette
smoke and "even nonallergic non-
smokers report discomfort and
respiratory sysmptoms when
exposed to tobacco smoke."

NEW HAVEN (AP) — Yale,
Harvard and Columbia's libraries

and the New York Public Library

are joining in a multimillion-dollar

computer cataloging of their vast
book collections.

The joint program was promoted
by the increasing cost and dif-

ficulty of maintaining detailed
information on their growing
masses of literature, according to

Yale librarian Rutherford D.
Rogers.

GOP trouble

BOSTON ( AP) - State Sen. John
Quinlan, R-Norwood, charged
Sunday that Gov. Francis W.
Sargent is "raising money without
adequate consideration" for the
rest of the Republican party.

Quinlan said in a radio interview

that Sargent is able to raise funds

because the GOP is in a

"psychological state" where it

accepts defeat for everything
except the governorship.

The senator said, "This has been

a trend ever since World War II,

governors and U.S. Senate can-

didates and attorney general

candidates to grab all the money,
leaving very little money for

everybody else."

Sargent is "only the last in a
series of Republican leaders who
are doing the same thing," Quinlan
said. "John Volpe did it before

him."
Quinlan said he thinks the GOP

"is on the verge of extinction" in

Massachusetts.

Kennedy Jr. tests OK
BOSTON ( AP) — Children's Hospital Medical Center reported Edward

M. Kennedy Jr. was released yesterday after a weekend of tests and
treatment to prevent the recurrence of bone cancer.
The 12-year-old son of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., was forced

late last year to have his right leg amputated above the knee.
This is the second time he has been hospitalized for what the hospital

said is a course of therpy and diagnostic tests to diminish the chances for

a recurrence of the tumor that led to the amputation at Georgetown
University Medical Center.

"No evidence exists at the present time for persistence of a tumor,"
said the hospital. The boy is to return every serveral weeks for an in-

definite time to continue the tests and treatments.
Young Kennedy was hospitalized Friday after his grandmother, Rose

Kennedy, 83, was released from a West Palm Beach, Fla., hospital after

treatment and tests following a slight stroke.

Amtrak studies routes
PITTSFIELD, Mass. (AP) - Rail passenger service between Chicago

and Boston is the only one of 14 routes being considered by Amtrak which
has "any real political support," says an aide to Sen. Robert Taft, R-Ohio.

William Lind said passenger service between Chicago and Boston will

probably be restored this summer or fall.

Amtrak may decide this spring on restoration of service but no later

than July 1, Lind told the Northeast Transportation Coalition on

Saturation.

The run would link Boston, Springfield, Pittsfield, Albany, Syracuse,

Rochester, Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo, South Bend, Gary and Chicago, he
said.

Track would have to be laid in Schodack east of Albany, where the Penn
Central removed track needed for a Boston Chicago line, Lind said. This
would prevent restoration of service immediately after any favorable

Amtrak decision, he said.

Deformed infant dies
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Baby Houle died

yesterday without a name but wanted by at least four

families.

Born Feb. 9, the severely deformed baby un-

derwent a court-ordered operation that attracted

wide attention and at least three offers of adoption.

The baby, born without a left eye or an ear canal,

and having several other deformities, died in the

Maine Medical Center, a hospital spokesman said.

The baby had been in poor condition since last

Tuesday.
The hospital sued the parents, Air Force Sgt. and

Mrs. Robert B. T. Houle of suburban Westbrook,

when they reportedly refused to allow corrective

surgery.

"Some people are calling us monsters because of

this, and others are very sympathetic," said Houle,

an Air Force recruiter. Later, Houle said they had no

intentions of placing their baby up for adoption.

The baby's physician, Dr. Martin A. Barron Jr.,

had told the court: "We have passed the point where

the correction...will be of any benefit to this infant."

But, Superior Court Justice David G. Roberts or-

dered the operation, saying the parents "have no

right to withhold such treatment and that to do so

constitutes neglect in the legal sense."

"The basic right enjoyed by every human being is

the right to life itself," Roberts said.

The surgery implanted a food tube in the baby's

stomach. A second operation to connect the infant's

esophaugus to its stomach was to be performed next.

While the baby's plight led to a sympathetic out-

pouring for the parents, lawyers said the case could

possibly be taken before the U.S. Supreme Court

eventually.

John Mitchell, the hospital's attorney, said the

Houle case posed a "highly difficult moral dilemna."

"The question here is if there is ever a point where
a person may be denied life support. The court has

said "no."'
'

If Baby Houle had lived, it possibly would have
been blind, deaf, palsied and have never gained

consciousness "as we know consciousness," Mitchell

said.

Man in ladies room
HOLYOKE, Mass. (AP) — The next comfort

station matron at City Hall's ladies' room may be a

man.
The Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination has turned down a request from the

Holyoke Public Works Department to limit job ap-

plications for the vacant position to women. Under
Civil Service law, the commission must approve any
such restriction.

The commission voted unanimously earlier this

month not to restrict the position to a female, Mayor
William S. Taupier said Friday.

The job requires the matron to be in the rest room
most of the time.

BOSTON

MUSIC

CHRIS MARTIN GROUP

FLESH & BLOOD

LIVE LOBSTER

ZAP!

management

(617) 247-3962

"Need a band .

mickey o'halloran

(617) 353-1184

. we got 'em"

and more . . .

Call NOW for availabilities

312 marlborough st. suite 21 boston, mass. 02116

HEWLETT Jipj PACKARD

and the University Store are sponsoring

a one-day seminar on calculators on

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28th

from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in Room 172

in the Campus Center

A staff engineer will be present to

demonstrate and answer questions

concerning all the Hewlett-Packard calculators
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Simon says rationing possible
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal

energy chief William E. Simon said

Sunday that if motorists were lined

up on a widespread basis for two to

three hours outside service
stations to buy gasoline, "it would
become necessary for me to

recommend rationing."

But Simon stressed in a
broadcast interview that he
believes the three-week-old

gasoline-allocation program will

end the "suffering and hardship
and inconvenience." He repeated
his opposition to coupon rationing.

Problems of intrastate
distribution of gasoline have made
long lines and closed stations a
driving characteristic mainly in

urban centers, he said on NBC's
"Meet the Press" program.
Simon acknowledged that the

allocation program has inequities

that will require time for

resolution.

On Saturday, Simon announced
that 90 per cent of the nation's

stations may raise prices this

Friday by an extra two cents a

gallon.

He called the boost "a modest
increase" as opposed to the "un-
manageable" one operator sought.

The two-cent boost superceded a

one-cent increase announced Feb.

16 for stations with less than 85 per

cent allocation of 1972 supplies.

Simon said Sunday that the

broader two-cent increase was
thought to be "easier to administer

and have less impact on the con-

sumer" than variable rate in-

creases.

The increase applies to all

stations not directly owned by the

major oil companies and is in

addition to the monthly cost pass-

throughs stations already are
allowed. The pass-throughs so far

have averaged two or three cents a
gallon, officials said.

Simon said that he believes he
has a "period of flexibility" during
which he can tap gasoline stock-

piles - as he ordered last week, to

get supplies to severely hit areas.

Inventories are now 1.5 per cent
above the level of a year ago and
refineries have begun the switch he
directed toward producing more
gasoline before the normal
springtime increase in demand, he
explained.

Other action during the past
week included:

—The FEO said petroleum

imports for the previous week were

down slightly, to 4.79 million

barrels a day, from the 4.9 million

barrels daily that had been ex-

pected under the Arab oil em-

bargo.

—Delaware and New York
became the fifth and sixth states to

announce mandatory gas plans

that allow a motorist to buy gas

only on odd or even-numbered days

depending on whether his licence

plate is odd or even. The New York

plan had been voluntary.

—The Senate passed an

emergency energy bill that would
roll back domestic oil prices and
give President Nixon the power to

order rationing. A presidential

veto has been promised.

—The Islamic summit con-
ference of 37 Moslem nations

discussed how to spend the in-

creased revenues of oil-producing

nations. Business International
magazine said oil experts think the

world's 11 oil-exporting nations

could quadruple their 1973 profits

to $100 billion this year.
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Energy crisis delays

highway construction
State governments are cutting

back on new highway construction

and delaying repairs on older

roads because of a decline in

gasoline tax revenues, an
Associated Press survey shows.

The Advisory Commission on

Intergovernmental Relations

reported recently that gasoline tax

collections this year would be 17

per cent below those in 1972 - the

year being used as a base for

figuring fuel allocations to the

states.

The reason for the revenue drop

is simple: Less gasoline is being

sold. Jan Lundberg of the Lund-
berg Survey Inc. of Los
Angeles, which keeps track of
nationwide gasoline sales, said
four billion gallons less gas was
sold in 1973 than in 1972 - a drop of 4
per cent.

Areas with toll roads report an
additional revenue decline since
fewer people are driving and using
the turnpikes.

So far, most of the gasoline
revenue declines for December
and January have been less than 5
per cent.

But officials expect sharper
drops in February, reflecting
shrinking gasoline supplies. They
also note that state planners had
expected the tax revenues to in-

Power plants

use less oil
BOSTON ( AP) — New England's

electric power companies
significantly reduced their
dependence on oil as a source of

power, the New England Power
Pool NEPOOL reported Friday.
Oil-fired generating plants

produced 70.9 per cent of the
electricity used in the area in

October of 1973, but by last month,
that figure had dropped to 56.3 per
cent.

Switches to coal, nuclear power
and hydroelectric power were
credited for the drop.

NEPOOL officials also said that

the region's supply of residual fuel

oil needed to generate electricity

remained stable this week.
Utilities were able to maintain
their 20-day reserve supply of

residual fuel oil needed to generate
electricity remained stable this

week

crease so that the actual impact of

the drop is even more severe than
it would seem at first glance.

The slack is being taken up in

most states by budgetary belt

tightening rather than by moves to

impose new taxes or increase

existing ones.

Construction projects have been
delayed or canceled in seven of 27

states responding to The AP
survey

.

The energy crisis

Car will prevail

over mass transit
FRAMINGHAM. Mass. (AP) — A Washington attorney and author

says despite the demand for improved mass transit, the automobile will

be Americans' main source of transportation at least until the end of the
centurv.
Donald Randall, author of "The Great American Auto Repair Rob

bery, also told a seminar sponsored by the Massachusetts Auto Body
Shop Owners Association Saturday, that the car "will still serve % per
cent of our urban travel needs," even with a crash federal program in
urban mass transportation construction.

Randall, attorney for the Washington-based Automotive Service
Council of America, Inc., urged uniform state licensing of auto repair
shops and federal legislation that would force insurance companies to
pay repair shops adequately for their work.
He also said independent garage owners should pressure the federal

government to force big car manufacturers to design easier-to-repair and
harder-to-destroy cars.

Kung Fu Academy
124 Amity St., Amherst

Tel. 253-5602
Wing-Chun Style Tai-Chi Style

COME AND LEARN

Chinese Self Defense
The only authorized Kung Fu school in Western New
England area. — Opens 4 to 10 p.m.

Extra gas not due

until early March
BOSTON (AP) — Motorists

looking for the extra gasoline

promised last week may not find it

by the end of the month, say state

and federal officials.

The state of Massachusetts was
promised an extra 16.2 million

gallons of gasoline to add to the

February allocation.

Federal Energy Office officials

in Washington said over the

weekend that much of the ad-

ditional gasoline may not be
available to oil companies for

distribution for two or three weeks,
according to an aide of Gov.
Francis W. Sargent.

Robert Burns, FEO coordinator

for Massachusetts, said "I don't

think anybody will be able to get all

the extra gasoline out by the end of

the month."
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,

said on Saturday he thinks
Massachusetts has not been get-

ting all the gasoline it is entitled to.

Kennedy, at a hearing of his

Judiciary Subcommittee on Ad-
ministrative Practices and
Procedures, said other regions of

the country are not sharing in the
gasoline "belt tightening" that has
been forced on Massachusetts.
John Weber, assistant FEO

administrator, said allocation
procedures are still being im-
proved and that gasoline supplies

in March will be distributed more
scientifically throughout the
nation.

Weber said there will be at least

a 4 per cent gasoline shortage in

the next quarter of the year even if

the Arab oil embargo is lifted. He
said if the embargo continues, as
he feels is more likely, the shortage
would be 16 per cent.

Witnesses at the hearing in-

cluded two consumers, four
gasoline retailers, Sargent, Atty.

Gen. Robert Quinn, Weber and
Lawrence Rogers of the Regional
Energy Office.

One of the consumer witnesses,

Henry Lash, said he and his wife
drive about 60 miles a day to work
and that he had come to the point
where "I'm going to the gas station

with my hat in my hand practically
begging for a few gallons to get to

work."
Robert McCarthy, who operates

a service station in Boston, said he
sometimes has to violate the rule
about treating customers equally.
McCarthy said he once let a man

go to the head of the line because
his wife was in labor and he did noi
have enough gas to get her to the
hospital.

Kennedy, the only member of his

subcommittee at the hearing,
called for a rollback of crude oil

prices, increased unemployment
benefits to people out of work
because of the energy shortage and
an across-the-board tax cut of $100
per person. He said that would
make up for a $30 billion drop in the
Gross National Product because of
higher fuel prices which reduce
consumer spending.
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Around New England
Smith security

NORTHAMPTON, Mass. (AP)— Smith College has stepped up
security precautions for Yolanda
D. King, Daughter of Dr. Martin
Luther King and a sophomore
here, a college spokesman said
Friday.

The spokesman said the extra
security has been arranged in the
wake of the kidnapings of
newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst
and Atlanta Constitution Editor
Reg Murphy.

Accused murderer
to be arraigned
WORCESTER, Mass. (AP) - An

unemployed Worcester man was
scheduled to be arraigned Monday
in District Court on a charge of
murder in connection with the
stabbing death of a woman.
Police arrested Daniel J. Red-

mond, 20, Saturday on a charge
stemming from the death early
that morning of Pamela Hurlburt,
29. Her body was found in her
home.
Twelve hours earlier, Eileen

Ferro, 21, was found stabbed to
death in her Shrewsbury home.
Police said they felt there was no

connection between the two deaths.
Shrewsbury is about five miles
from Worcester.
Police said Miss Hurlburt, the

daughter of Worcester bank
president H. Waite Hurlburt Jr.,
was apparently assulted during the
night by an intruder who ran-
sacked the house.

ROTC is out
WATERVILLE, Maine (AP) -

Decreasing enrollment has been
cited as a reason for an Air Force
decision to discontinue its ROTC
program at Colby College.
The liberal arts college reported

Wednesday that the program, now
in its 21st year, is being phased out.
The college was notified of the

decision by Lt. Gen. F.M. Rogers,
commander of ROTC headquar-
ters at the Air University at
Alabama's Maxwell Air Force
Base.

In a letter to Colby President
Robert E. L. Strider, Rogers said
the decision was reached after "an
intensive evaluation." He cited a
decreasing enrollment in the
program.

Smoking needs

more research
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) - More

research is needed to determine
the extent of the hazard cigarette
smoke poses for non-smokers, a
former U.S. surgeon general said.
Dr. Jesse L. Steinfeld, who held

the federal health post from 1969 to
1972, listed Sunday several risks
faced by nonsmokers:
-Buildup of carbon monoxide in

smoke-filled rooms and cars "can
lead to serious impairment of
health" to non-smokers who have
existing heart or lung conditions.
-Many of the 20 million

Americans with allergies have at
least some sensitivity to cigarette
smoke and "even nonallergic non-
smokers report discomfort and
respiratory sysmptoms when
exposed to tobacco smoke."

Yale library
NEW HAVEN (AP) - Yale,

Harvard and Columbia's libraries
and the New York Public Library
are joining in a multimillion-dollar
computer cataloging of their vast
book collections.

The joint program was promoted
by the increasing cost and dif-
ficulty of maintaining detailed
information on their growing

Kennedy Jr. tests OK
BOSTON ( AP) - Children's Hospital Medical Center reported Edward

M. Kennedy Jr. was released yesterday after a weekend of tests and
treatment to prevent the recurrence of bone cancer
The 12-year-old son of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., was forced

late last year to have his right leg amputated above the knee
This is the second time he has been hospitalized for what the hospital

said is a course of therpy and diagnostic tests to diminish the chances for
a recurrence of the tumor that led to the amputation at Georgetown
University Medical Center.
"No evidence exists at the present time for persistence of a tumor "

said the hospital. The boy is to return every serveral weeks for an in-
definite time to continue the tests and treatments
Young Kennedy was hospitalized Friday after his grandmother, Rose

Kennedy. 83, was released from a West Palm Beach, Fla., hospital after
treatment and tests following a slight stroke.
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GOP trouble

BOSTON ( AP) - State Sen. John
Quinlan, R-Norwood, charged
Sunday that Gov. Francis W.
Sargent is "raising money without
adequate consideration" for the
rest of the Republican party.

Quinlan said in a radio interview
that Sargent is able to raise funds
because the GOP is in a
"psychological state" where it

accepts defeat for everything
except the governorship.
The senator said, "This has been

a trend ever since World War II,

governors and U.S. Senate can-
didates and attorney general
candidates to grab all the money,
leaving very little money for
everybody else."

Sargent is "only the last in a
series of Republican leaders who
are doing the same thing," Quinlan
said. "John Volpe did it before
him."
Quinlan said he thinks the GOP

"is on the verge of extinction" in

Massachusetts.

Deformed infant dies
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Baby Houle died

yesterday without a name but wanted by at least four
families.

Born Feb. 9, the severely deformed baby un-
derwent a court-ordered operation that attracted
wide attention and at least three offers of adoption.
The baby, born without a left eye or an ear canal,

and having several other deformities, died in the
Maine Medical Center, a hospital spokesman said.
The baby had been in poor condition since last
Tuesday.
The hospital sued the parents, Air Force Sgt. and

Mrs. Robert B. T. Houle of suburban Westbrook,
when they reportedly refused to allow corrective
surgery.

"Some people are calling us monsters because of
this, and others are very sympathetic," said Houle,
an Air Force recruiter. Later, Houle said they had no
intentions of placing their baby up for adoption.
The baby's physician, Dr. Martin A. Barron Jr.,

had told the court: "We have passed the point where
the correction...will be of any benefit to this infant."

But. Superior Court Justice David G. Roberts or-
dered the operation, saying the parents "have no
right to withhold such treatment and that to do so
constitutes neglect in the legal sense."
"The basic right enjoyed by every human being is

the right to life itself," Roberts said.

The surgery implanted a food tube in the baby's
stomach. A second operation to connect the infant's

esophaueus to its stomach was to be performed next.

While the baby's plight led to a sympathetic out-
pouring for the parents, lawyers said the case could
possibly be taken before the U.S. Supreme Court
eventually.

John Mitchell, the hospital's attorney, said the
Houle case posed a "highly difficult moral dilemna."
"The question here is if there is ever a point where

a person may be denied life support. The court has
said "no."'

If Baby Houle had lived, it possibly would have
been blind, deaf, palsied and have never gained
consciousness "as we know consciousness," Mitchell
said.

Man in ladies room
HOLYOKE. Mass. (AP) — The next comfort

station matron at City Hall's ladies' room may be a
man.
The Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination has turned down a request from the
Holyoke Public Works Department to limit job ap-
plications for the vacant position to women. Under
Civil Service law, the commission must approve any
such restriction.

The commission voted unanimously earlier this
month not to restrict the position to a female, Mayor
William S. Taupier said Friday.
The job requires the matron to be in the rest room

most of the time.
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PITTSFIELD, Mass. (AP) - Rail passenger service between Chicago
and Boston is the only one of 14 routes being considered by Amtrak which
has "any real political support," says an aide to Sen. Robert Taft, R-Ohio.
William Lind said passenger service between Chicago and Boston wili

probably be restored this summer or fall.

Amtrak may decide this spring on restoration of service but no later
than July 1, Lind told the Northeast Transportation Coalition on
Saturation.

The run would link Boston, Springfield, Pittsfield, Albany, Syracuse
Rochester, Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo, South Bend, Gary and Chicago he
said.

'

Track would have to be laid in Schodack east of Albany, where the Penn
Central removed track needed for a Boston-Chicago line. Lind said This
would prevent restoration of service immediately after any favorable
Amtrak decision, he said.
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Black women: slave of a slave no more
Editors note; This article is reprinted from
the Third World Women's Alliance
newspaper "Triple Jeopardy released in

November. The article was written by Fran
Beal, well known activist in the Third World
community.

By FRAN BEAL
Until quite recently, black people in this

country have been denied their history or
even worse, have been subjected to history
books and sociological and anthropological
treatises filled with distortions and lies

either by commission or ommission.
The past ten years however, have seen a

revolt on the part of the Afro-American
against this continuing racist in-

doctrination. All across this nation, African
and Afro-American studies programs have
blossomed and much good work has been
dongby black historians and other scholars
in bringing to light or legitimate past and
providing heroes and leaders with whom we
can proudly identify.

Unfortunately, in relation to the black
woman, the old myths and distortions are all

too often still prevalent even among black
scholars. Therefore, while we recognize that
our primary fight at this stage of history
must be against imperialism and all its

manifestations, nevertheless, out of im-
perialism has grown racism and made
chauvinism — two extremely destructive
forces which the black woman must contend
with.

While it is generally agreed that the black
woman is expected to play several roles,

what is quite distressing is the fact that

whichever role we play, it is assumed that it

will be a role secondary to our males. A
revolution — a struggle waged for liberation
— cannot be won if a segment of that

revolutionary population is still enslaved
under the guise of helping our men attain

their "lost masculinity."

The backward ideas concerning the black
woman that are still so prevalent among
certain black nationalists today are ex-
tremely divisive to the overall struggle for

social justice in this country. Many black
women are turned off because of the blatant
chauvinists attitudes exhibited by their
brothers and become frustrated and
disillusioned with so-called revolutionary
organizations.

Since her arrival on these alien shores, the
black woman has been subjected to the
worst kinds of exploitation andopression. As
a black she has had to endure all the horrors
of slavery and living in a racist society : as a
worker, she had been the object of continual
exploitation, occupying the lowest place on
the wage scale and restricted to the most
demeaning and uncreative jobs: as a
woman she has seen her physical image
defamed and been the object of the white
man's uncontrolable lust and subjected to
all the ideals of white womanhood as a
model to which she should aspire: as a
mother she has seen her children torn from
her breast and sold into slavery, she has
seen them left at home without attention

while she attended to the white-ruling class'

children. Today she sees her children af-

flicted by dope addiction, the lack of a

decent education and subjected to attacks

by a racist society, legal lynchings, cannon
fodder for America s imperialist wars of

aggression, populating the prisons of this

nation and on and on. And in her home she

becomes the "slave of a slave."
As women, it is important to study in

order to understand how the role of the black
and other third world women in ,the home
and in society fits into the general picture of

third world people in this country and to

fully understand how our struggle fits into

the struggle against exploitation and op-

pression of all peoples.

But even more important, it is essential

for women to take part in changing the

reality of their lives. Theory alone doesn't

do anything to change our daily existence. If

we want to understand revolution, we have
to take part in revolution. The task before us

is to develop a sisterhood of women which
stretches across all countries. A sisterhood

that find within itself the resolve and
strength to actively participate in all phases
of the liberation struggles, while at the same
time making sure that the role of women in

the new society will be one which is not

oppressive and will not be a continuation of

the same kinds of stunting attitudes which

are still in mode today, even among the

most revolutionary of men. We must begin

to study revolutionary theory and to study

other successful revolutions to discover the

general truths which we can apply to our

struggle here in the U.S. against im-
perialism, against racism and against male
supremacy. China, Vietnam, Cuba, Guinea-
Bissau, North Korea and Albania nave had
or are in the midst of having revolutions

where colonial and-or class exploitation and
oppression have been elimanated. If you
look at these examples, you notice that each
has used socialist ideology and tactics to

wage successful liberation struggles.

Another relevant fact about the above
mentioned countries is of particular im-

portance to women. The status of women
has been elevated as a result of the in-

troduction of socialism. Although there is

still much to be done in relation to women,
the economic foundation for the oppression

of women has been eliminated and the doors
to true emancipation have been opened.

It is now possible for women in these

countries to unite and struggle to defend
their rithts as citizens, mothers and
workers.

The history of our people in this nation

portrays clearly the prominent role that the

black woman hasplayed in the ongoing
struggle against racism and exploitation.

As mother, wife and worker, she has
witnessed the frustration and anguish of the

men, women and children in her community
and on the job.

As revolutionary, whe will take an active
part in changing this reality. The slave of a
slave is creature of the past.

Letters To The Editor

Viet vets demand equal benefit.

To The Editor:

Vietnam-era veterans account for over 10 per cent

of the total student population on this campus.
However, with the exception of sporadic special in-

terest groups, the Vietnam-era veterans have
remained relatively unorganized and silent. The
UMass Vietnam-era veterans are not isolated in their

lack of involvement; this apathy, if you will, has been
nationwide. But things are changing; Vietnam-era
veterans, realizing that they have been getting

screwed, are organizing and lobbying for more
adequate veterans benefits.

Some of the areas Vietnam-era veterans feel need
improving are: educational allowances which
presently are inadequate for meeting the expenses of
attending college, job opportunities which presently
are severely lacking, and disability ratings and
benefits which presently are not commensurate with
actual disabilities incurred by Vietnam-era veterans.
On January 28 of this year. President Nixon stated

"We owe these men and women (veterans) our best

effort in providing them with the benefits that their

service has earned them....". Why then has the

President asked only for an 8 per cent increase in

educational allowances for veterans — this amount
does not even keep pace with actual cost of living

increases. This also means that educational

allowances for Vietnam-era veterans will still not
equal the real value of educational allowances
available to veterans of World War II (such as
President Nixon). The Vietnam-era veteran demands
equal benefits for equal service!
On Tuesday, February 19, the House of

Representatives voted unanimously to increase
educational allowances by 13.6 per cent. The Nixon
Administration will undoubtedly veto any increase
above 8 per cent unless Vietnam-era veterans
organize and demand the benefits which they have
earned.

UMass Vietnam-era veterans, dissatisfied with
present veterans benefits, are now organizing to
demand "equal benefits". The UMass Veterans Club,
as this organization will be fenown, will hold an
organizational meeting on Weds., Feb. 27th in Room
908. Campus Center.
The Veterans Club already has the support of over

400 UMass Vietnam-era veterans, but expects all

Vietnam-era veterans on campus to become active
members.
The Vietnam-era veteran has earned these benefits

— be there on Weds., Feb. 27th to demand you receive
them.

Allen Metzner

Outreach undersold

To The Editor:

This is in response to Mr. Tripoli's column February 27, "Leave Us
Alone."

As former intern who derived a great deal from the Outreach program,
I think Mr. Tripoli sells academia a little too short.

Since I returned from D.C. I've approached my educational pursuit
with an entirely different perspective from the one emphasized
throughout Tripoli's shoddy piece of journalism--if one can label it as
such.

"The course which he denounces is one offered by the American
Political Science Association. Any polisci majors who feel overburdened
by taking on the extra assignments and the two-hour once a week course
either have marshmellos for brains or are belittling themselves.
Perhaps if any of the interns at 1515 16th St. NW, Washington, D.C.

would like to enrich their internship this spring, I'd strongly advise
sticking with the course. It's a great opportunity to learn from those who
are many years experienced the vast complexities of life on Capitol Hill.

If you don't dig this, Mr. Tripoli, than you're only kidding yourself-and
it's your loss alone. Please take my advice, even though I'm just a
reporter and you are a former editor.

Mark Vogler

Tow the Moe line

To The Editor:

7 would like to express my support for student control of towing.
There are over 30.000 people in the UMass community, and if we
show the kind of support for this proposgl as Moe "Three Stooges"
Howard received Amherst Towing can find someone else to leech

from.
Sincerely,

Bruce A. Corwin

Tackeff: insulting, misinformed

Utters Policy

The Massachusetts Dally Collegian welcomes all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include

the author's address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, doable-spaced, at sixty spaces
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Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference

purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
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Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that

all letters received will be printed.

To The Editor:

After reading Matt Tackeff's article in Thursday's
paper, I was rendered (almost) speechless. While
admittedly it must be difficult to turn out a column
every few days, insulting and misinformed remarks
such as those in that column really have no excuse.
Tackeff says he doesn't mean "to cast aspersions

on anyone's beliefs, religious or otherwise," and then
proceed to talk about the occult in terms of "The
Exorcist", Charles Manson, and Adolf Hitler. While I

am no expert on the occult, I am a student of
astrology, and can give you a few other names
associated with the occult. Augustine. Paracelsus,
Jakob Boehme. Elizabeth I, William Blake, Henry
Miller, Carl Jung.

I think I am fairly representative of most believers
of astrology. I don't "follow n 7nJ>nr rhnr * „.fc r ..

planning my daily activities," but I do use astrology
as a tool to understanding myself and others better.
My chart helps me to know who and what I am, and
where I am going. I believe in astrology as others
believe in psychotherapy-because it works.
While I don't know much about the other fields of

the occult, I don 't presume to judge them or people
who believe in them. It is obvious that this is not a
rational world, and to condemn anything that is not
rational, logical, or "scientific" is to show a narrow
mind that is out-of-tune with reality.
Oh, and by the way, several of those astrologers

Hitler "consulted" predicted his eventual defeat.
Hitler subsequently had all astrologers in Gem.any
rounded up and sent to concentration camps.

Liz Barnett

If Tackeffforgets humility...
To The Editor:

In his column entitled "Back to hocus-pocus," Matt
Tackeff, with his usual arrogant Matt-knows-best
attitude discussed the field of mysticism. He started

out saying: "I don't mean to cast aspersions on
anyone's beliefs...." then proceded to do just that.

By the time he was through he equated the whole
diverse field with everything from devil worshipers
to the Spanish Inquisition

Since Matt doesn't believe in talking to god or
deceased relatives, it only follows those who do it

need psychiatrists and have enshrouded themselves
in darkness.

Unfortunately, inspite of his self professed
knowledge of the field, he seems to have missed one
of the important ideas that the great mystics keep
stressing. That is of course humility

Lawrence Kornfeld

Bill Ballou

Why I write sports
"Politics is dirty," I said to a friend, "and all

politicians are no good."
"Why don't you take a positive attitude," he

replied, "and look for good men."
It is impossible for me to look with anything but evil

eyes upon politics, for as long as I've been able to
comprehend written and spoken words what's been
written and spoken has been negative.

"Politics has to clean up its act," I continued.
"But so don't newspapers," my friend replied,

"and for that matter, so doesn't everything."
Quite true. But basically the little bit of dirt in

everybody's act is a derivative of political dirt.

Make society into a pyramid. On the top is

government, a force that in the past 40 years has been
permitted to seep into every part of society.

Government and politics go htnd-in-hand. When
the political act is dirty, the governmental act is

dirty. Obviously the governmental act is dirty.

The dirt has seeped down into every corner of
society.

Obviously I don't like "Big Government." It is not
desirable, but it may be necessary. Whatever, we're
stuck with it.

But if government could do some housecleaning,
the rest of society would follow. That's why the dirt in

politics is so disgusting. It causes so much harm.
What can you do about it? God only knows and the

only person he talks to is Charlton Heston. It's been

the same no matter how far you look back, no matter
whether you're dealing with town fence-viewers or
the Senate.

The first thing to be attacked should be the cam-
paign. It is the root of most of the evils. My ideal
would be for people to walk into the voting machine,
look at a couple names, and pick the best one.
Not a very good idea, really, but better than what

we've got. It seems that the answer, if there is one,
lies somewhere in between, in the vicinity of shor-
tened campaigns and public financing.
And improvements must be made in the quality of

the candidates. One Jack Davoren is enought, it

would seem, but little Jackies still pop out of small
town cemetery commissions and infect the system.

Finally, voters have to stop electing turkeys and
crying about them two years later. Our Man in the
White House, Mr. Davoren, James Michael Curley,
and lots more typify voter stupidity.

Wh,at can you do? I've got some ideas.

How can you do it? That's the most discouraging
part, and probably the reason why politics is so
hopelessly disgusting.

The system must be changed, but is self-

perpetuating. The only way to change things is

through the system. Keep trying to figure a way out
and you'll get dizzy.

And wonder why I'm a sportswriter.
Bill Ballou is a Collegian Commentator.

n
Pass the sali"

Good riddance Euele Gibbons
By BARBARA VOORHEES

I'm really kina of glad that "natural" is going out of
style.

Aaahh...nature, natural, naturalness.
I personally could never really get into it that

much.
First there was the matter of food. In Amherst, up

popped The Yellow Sun and the Whole Wheat Trading
Company, and on campus there was a new "basic
foods" line in the D.C. and the People's Market
pushed the Science Fiction library up to the second
floor of the Student Union.

Chewing on chewy, old, wholesome, whole-wheat
bread was hard for me after chewing on that horror of

horrors (it has additives! ! and is refined! ! ) good, old,

soft, middle-class, white bread for 18 years.

And to me, granola tastes like saw dust.

And honey. Before I was 18 I had eaten honey once
when my Mom forced it down my throat when I had a
bout with bronchitis. I found it to be so disgusting that

I threw up. I love nasty, white, refined sugar. A no-no.

As everyone else piled honey (which is 98 per cent
sugar) on their whole-wheat pancakes, whole-wheat
french toast, grapefruit and into their herbal tea I

snuck teaspoonfuls of white sugar into my coffee.

(Coffee was also basically a no-no but since a lot of

people are coffee freaks it was accepted in polite

society.)

And vegetables. I always hated them. I can
remember in my youth sneakily stuffing handfuls of

peas into my pockets and then exiting from the kit-

chen into the bathroom and flushing them down the

toilet. And if worse came to worse I could swallow
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them with my milk feeling secure in the knowledge
that they came out whole at the other end.

So when everyone decided to go vegetarian I was
stumped. About as far as I could go was tossed green
salad and maybe a few brussel sprouts. But then
there was fish. It was acceptable! Unfortunately fish

generally used to end up in the toilet too or else

concealed under my mashed potatoes.

Along with food went the clothes and the hair.

Natural.

For my four high school years I had been steadily

accumulating the largest wardrobe of matching
sweaters and knee socks this side of the Connecticut
River. When my school dropped the dress code I was
at a loss. I owned only one pair of pants.

In college my friends and I cut all of our dresses
down to shirts and did a lot of washes at first so that
our jeans would look "natural." When my friends

caught me putting on eyeliner and with rollers in my
hair I gave myself up completely to the natural look.

And suddenly everyone was into back-packing and
mountain climbing and just plain being outside. I've

already done all that. I climbed every tree in our
neighborhood 50 times, climbed every hill and cliff in

the area of my house 100 times, crawled into every
cave I could find and ran myself silly at least once a
day when I was younger.
Yeah~the outdoors isgreat-but, for a little variety,

I don't mind being inside once in awhile.

I just couldn't do it. No matter how much peer
pressure was applied and no matter how hard I tried I

just couldn't be "natural" so I gave up and went back
to being myself.

Now it seems as if the "natural"

trend is dying down and people are
going off in all sorts of directions.

There are a few hard core sup-

porters left but maybe they are the

ones who are "natural" naturally.

The ironic thing about the whole
deal is that it was just those horrid,

nasty, phony old merchandisers

and advertisers that everyone is

down on who created "natural" in

the first place.

Now I see a lot of people wearing

whatever pleases them, eating

whatever suits their needs and
tastes and doing whatever they

wish to do with their, time.

Somehow things now seem so

much more, well...natural.

MDC policy
Unsigned editorials appearing in the space below represent the opinion

of the editors.

It seems that many people do not understand that the
opinions expressed in this, or any other, newspaper are not
necessarily those of the editors or the staff.

There is no censorship in a free and democratic press.
Nor are the opinions of any contributor modified or diluted
on the basis of political beliefs, sec, religion or race.

In last Friday's Collegian, a staff cartoonist depicted
Chancellor Bromery in the demeaning fashion of a Black
stereotype.

The Chancellor did not like it, nor did we. Though the
cartoon does not represent the view of the administrators
of this paper, we are responsible for its content.
We regret this slur on an individual and a race. It is

certainly nor our intention to widen the gap between
blacks and whites on this campus.
We will, however, uphold our cartoonist's, or any other

person's, right to express an opinion in his own way on
these pages.

(See related story, page three.)

L

undergraduate newspaper of the university of massachusetts. the

staff is responsible for its content and no faculty member or ad
ministrators read it for accuracy or approval prior to publication.

unsigned editorials represent the view of this paper, they do not

necessarily reflect the views of the faculty, administration, or student

body as a whole, signed editorials, columns, reviews, cartoons, and
letters represent the personal views of the authors.

the collegian subscribes to the associated press, publication of their

materials does not constitute endorsement.

Barbara Voorhees is a Collegian

Commentator.

Some people say

Zamir Nestelbaum

is crazy. He appears

Wednesdays in

the Collegian.

Simple Syphon
met a student...

By JACKMAN WILSON
Dining Commons food czar William Syphon announced today that

UMass faces a serious food shortage. In a speech delivered from
the Bluewall stage, Syphon said "The era of unlimited food is over.
We'll all have to tighten our belts." After the speech Syphon an-
swered questions from the audience.
"Mr. Syphon, when did you first learn of this situation?"
"We've seen it coming for some time," Syphon said. "Last

semester we were forced to phase out seconds. Now food imports
are falling off. No more Swiss chesse or Swedish meatballs."

From the direction of the pin ball machines came the question "Is
rationing being considered?"
"At the moment, no." The food czar, noticing his pitcher was

empty, waved for an attendant. "What we have in mind is an
Oregon style allocation plan."
A squat old lady wearing a blue dress and a white apron handed

Mr. Syphon a full pitcher of beer. "Tell 'em how it'll work, boss,"
she said.

"Simple," Syphon said, "even students eat one day and odd
students the next."
"How will students know if they are odd or even?" someone

asked.

"The odd students at this school already know who they are,"
Syphon answered with a wink.
"Mr. Syphon, what is this plan expected to accomplish?"
"It should eliminate panic eating," Syphon explained. "Many

students are just 'topping off. Under the Oregon plan students
couldn't eat unless they were really hungry. The long lines at the
Dining Commons should disappear."
"You have to be starving to eat that food! " screamed a drunken

young man who was immediately hustled out by a pair of husky
Bluewall bouncers.

"What other courses of action are being considered by your
agency?" asked a sober-looking girl with pad and pencil.
"Eventually we want to replace food with some alternate form of

energy. Coal, for instance. It's a lot cheaper."

An indignant murmur arose from the audience. "That's
ridiculous!" "People can't eat coal!"
Mr. Syphon gulped nervously from his pitcher. "You'll have to

get used to it. Aren't you people patriotic? It won't be as bad as all

that. Add a little textured soybean and who'll know the dif-

ference?"

The audience calmed as the food czar rose from his seat, pitcher
in hand, eyes aflame. Everyone knew a moment of inspiration was
in the offing. "All I ever hear from you selfish bastards is how
rotten a job we're doing. A year from now you'll think you had it

good, God dammit!" Syphons speech became incoherent at that
point, largely due to he two pitchers of beer he had consumed. The
audience sensed that the interview was over and headed for the bar
to get one last drink before dinner.

Jackman Wilson is a Collegian Commentator.
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The death penalty-yes or no?
By BOB MAC KAY, JR.

Is the death penalty justified in certain
instances of first degree murder?

In 1972, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled on
capital punishment in the Furman vs.

Georgia decision. The ruling struck down
existing state capital punishment laws, but

the ruling was close — 5-4.

Also, different reasons were given by the

justices for their own individual decisions.

One rationale offered by the justices was
that the death penalty was "cruel and
unusual treatment" under the terms of the

Constitution. But, most of the justices ruled

that the death penalty was unconstitutional

because the state laws were applied in an
"arbitrary and capricious manner."

In short, the Supreme Court as a whole did

not formally rule on whether or not the

death penalty itself was cruel and unusual
punishment. Rather, the Court struck down
state capital punishment laws because there

was no uniform procedure for applying
them. Consequently, those who usually

received such punishment were the poor or

oppressed.

Following the High Court ruling, the U.S.

Dept. of Justice drew up a statute on the

death penalty. The statute was never sent to

Congress, but two states — Conn, and
Florida — used the statute as a model for
their own death penalty laws.

Now, Mass. is embroiled in debate over
the capital punishment question. Last year.

Gov. Sargent pocket vetoed legislation that

included restoration of the death penalty.

This year, the Mass. Committee on the

Judiciary is again hearing legislation that

would restore capital punishment in special

cases of first degree murder. Some of the

testimony heard by the Committee is as
follows —

Sen. Jack H. Backman (D-Brookline) said

that, "Our history shows that the death
penalty has been unjustly imposed. We have
put to death innocent people in the name of

justice. We have failed to provide any
deterrent to crime, but we have also failed

to provide any mechanism for rehabilitation

of committed offenders. Attorney General
Robert Quinn, in an advisory opinion to the

Supreme Judicial Court, stated that the

death penalty was a cruel or unusual
punishment. I believe the same."

JACK H. BACKMAN

"The U.S. Supreme Court found that the
death penalty was unconstitutional due to

the discriminatory way in which it has been
applied by juries. As members of the
Judiciary Committee you are considering
ways in which the death penalty may be
imposed in a non-discriminatory manner.
Who can justly decide who should live and
who should die?... I submit to you that no
person can apply such a penalty in a just

manner."
"Our emotions cry for vengeance in the

For the people
"For the people" is a weekly column

dealing with political issues and state

legislation of interest to our readers. Your

reactions are welcome. If you become really

angry over what is reported, remember that

the most effective recourse is contacting

your state legislators.

face
v

of a horrible crime. We become
especially emotional when a law en-

forcement officer is the victim. But ex-

perience and reason tell us that killing the

offender will not undo the crime, will not

deter further crime. We must respect life,

not cheapen it by retributive executions."

"The key to controlling violent crimes lies

in the controlling of weapons. Controlling

the possession of handguns and other

dangerous weapons will deter crime. We
have enough data to show that a death

penalty will not."

Former State Rep. George L. Sacco (D-

Medford), a candidate for Attorney
General, has filed a bill based on the Justice

Dept. statute. Under Sacco's legislation, a
defendant involved in a first degree murder
trial would first be declared either guilty or

not-guilty by a jury.

If found guilty, the defendant then would
receive a separate hearing to determine if

the capital crime was commited under any
of six "aggravating circumstances." (see

table) At this post-conviction hearing, the

prosecution would be bound by the evidence

of the original trial and would have to prove
any one of the six aggravating cir-

cumstances before sentencing the defendant
to death.

AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCES
(in brief)

1 — The offense (murder) was com-
mitted during the performance of, or

flight from, a felony. ..And, the defen-

dant had previously been convicted of

that same felony

2 — The convicted killer had been

previously convicted of one or more
state or federal felonies or offenses of

which the sentence is one or more'
years. ..AND the felony or offense in-

volved serious bodily injury to another

(such as extreme aggravated assault)

3— The convicted committed the offense

while knowlingly creating grave risk of

death to another person besides the

victim

4— The convicted committed the offense

in an especially "cruel or depraved
manner"
5 — The convicted procured the offense

by payment, or promise of payment, or

anything of pecuniary value (i.e.,

money)
6— The convicted committed the offense

as consideration for payment or

anything of pecuniary value (i.e., an-

ticipation of payment)

Meanwhile, the defense would not be
bound by the evidence of the original trial. If

the defense could prove any one of five
"mitigating circumstances" (see table),
then the defendant would receive a life

sentence instead of the death penalty. Such
alternate punishment would apply even if

one of the six aggravating circumstances
had been proved — provided that one of the
five mitigating circumstances had also been
proved.

MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES
(in brief)

1 — The convicted committed the act

while he was less than 18 years of age at

time of the offense

2 — The mental condition of the con-

victed was such that he was unable to

conform conduct to the requirements of

the law (i.e. mental impariment or

emotional strain)

3 — The convicted committed the act

under "unusual and substantial duress"

4— The convicted is criminally liable for

the offense of another, but participation

was minor
5 — The convicted could not have

reasonably foreseen that his conduct

during performance of the offense would

cause or create grave risk of causing

death to another

On his legislation, Sacco said, "I would
prefer the role of an abolitionist but I sup-

port the death penalty for what it is — a

drastic measure for violent times."
"Consistently I have supported

rehabilitative programs for the majority of

offenders. ..I (previously) testified before

this same committee in support of

legislation I filed on Pre-Trial Diversion for

youthful offenders. However, there exists a

small minority of incorrigibles who have no
personal regard for human life — who
murder in cold blood. For those individual

capital punishment serves as a reminder."

GEORGE L. SACCO, JR.

In his testimony, the former Medford
legislator cited the 200 per cent increase in
the Boston homicide rate over the past ten
years and the 134 enforcement officers
killed nationwide in the line of duty last
year.

By MARK VOGLER
Who does Bob Quinn think he's kidding?
Certainly not the informed electorate on

this campus. The Massachusetts attorney
general is in town today-and for the record
it is his first official visit to the University
since March 2, 1972.

One strike against him: Why the big in-

terval in between visits? Probably because
this is an election year and Mr. Quinn is

seriously eyeing the governorship.
So one can assume his mission is not

merely one of participation on an energy
crisis panel discussion this evening.

What seems to be the ultimate motive ot

the attorney general is a vote grabbing

endeavor directed at students. And what
better way to test his popularity than in a

liberal, politically hostile environment at

UMass.
Strike two: For those of us who were here

two years ago and have good memories, Mr.

Quinn 's last visit did not leave a very fine

impression.

Mr. Quinn was verbally abased and
blasted out of the student union ball room by
Students Offering Support (SOS), an ad-

vocacy group for the mentally retarded at

Belchertown State School.

SOS directly challenged Quinn on his

concern for the constitutional rights of the

mentally retarded. Quinn fought back by
insinuating that SOS chairman Joseph Silvia

was acting like a "protege" of student at-

torney Richard Howland.
Whether Mr. Quinn chooses to side step

the Belchertown issue or not is incidental,

because Belchertown has muchroomed into

a political bombshell.

It would seem to be to the advantage of

Mr. Quinn to address himself directly to the

issue and rectify matters. He should take a

lesson from the Sargent administration's

fumbling of this issue.

Help for low-

income students

There are 55,000 young people in Mass.
who could potentially qualify for state-

federal aid in financing their education. Yet,

out of this 55,000 figure, only 1,000 are
presently receiving any assistance. And,

recent Federal cutbacks could soon deny
even more low-income students an op-

portunity for advancement.
"The Nixon Administration has sharply

cut back spending on many social
programs, including financial aid to

students. And the rhetoric that the states

have the funds to compensate for lost

Federal aid is false," said Rep. James G.
Collins (D-Amherst).
Rep. Collins is sponsoring a bill that would

provide special programs for deprived
students. Also, the bill grants financial aid
to another 1,000 Mass. low-income students.

"The bill is based on two general con-
cepts," said Rep. Collins. "First, specific

programs and grants would be directed to

another 1,000 low-income students."

"Also, the bill establishes some general
programs that hopefully would affect all

55,000 low-income students. These programs
would encourage youngsters to finish high
school and advise them about going to

college or technical schools. Also, some of
the programs would work with bilingual,

tutorial, and remedial set-ups in the
schools."

Next week:

GUN
CONTROL

THE PARANOIA OF
AMERICAN JEWRY

talk and discussion.

Jack Nusan Porter.

Co founder of the Radical Jewish Student Movement
in Chicago; Co editor of JEWISH RADICALISM, a
cultural and political compendium of philosophies
from the Jewish Liberation Movement, visiting lee

turer at Boston College.

Monday, Feb. 25 12:30 p.m. Colonial Lounge

Sponsored by Hillel at U Mass

THE MANHATTAN PROJECT CO.
in

SAMUEL BECKETT'S

\ \ENDGAME"
Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m. Feb. 28 - March 1st

TICKETS: UM A STUDENTS $1.50 - OTHERS $3 00
BOX OFFICE: 125 HERTER HALL TELEPHONE 545-0202
Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

Lovejoy states his case
See Page One Story

Here is the statement of Samuel H Lovejoy
of Montague Center, charged in connection
with the toppling of Northeast Utilities

meteorlogical tower on the Montague Plains
George Washington's Birthday
In the long-established tradition of

challenging the constitutionality of particular
events. I readily admit full responsibility for

sabotaging that outrageous symbol of the
future nuclear power plant, the N.U.
meteoroligical tower on the Montague Plains
The Declaration of Independence rightfully

legisimates action "whenever any form of

government becomes destructive of these
ends ..of safety and happiness ." The
Massachusetts Bill of Rights further states.

"...The people alone have an incontestable
unalienable and indefeasible right to institute

forever (or perhaps not occur at all' I Social
blackmail

' Such perverse logic is a usurpation
of normal human rights and cannot be
tolerated

Mr Charles Bragg also compared the

development of nuclear power plants to the
western expansion of the railroads The only
possible extension of his logic is to remember
the liquidation of the American Indian, and
thus realize the ominous repercussions for our
own fragile little community

Characteristic of the times; though, the
corporate giants not only extort us by preying
on the weakness of the local citizenry, but also
they degrade us with bribes The pleasures of

money magnanimously offered in the same
vein as the carrot (and the stick) Here, where
the risks — the costs — are so devastating, tht

system has thrown the entire issue into the

i Staff Photo-John Stewart)

On the right side of the photo, the 100 feet of the tower
that still stands is seen just behind the building. The
wreckage strewn into the woods represents the 400 feet
of the tower that was destroyed.

government: and to reform, alter or totally

change the same, when their protection,

safety, prosperity and happiness require it
"

With the obvious danger of a nuclear power
plant, with the biological finality of atomic
radiation (and their equally ominous
problems), a clear duty was mine to secure tor

my community the welfare and safety that the

government has not only refused to provide,
but has conspired to destroy

I held no malice toward the tower in itself; it

was a beautiful engineering feat Indeed I

always dreamed of riding to the top to see the
entire valley I am wont to love. Symbolically,
however, it represented the most horrendous
development this community could imagine
The very spectre of it oppresred us all.

Charles Bragg, a vice-president of N.U., said

that local opposition, "wouldn't affect us. We
would have to go ahead with it even if there
was a protest movement mounted by the

citizens of the area." When even the most
learned physicists in the country continue to

disagree. Prof. Inglis at UMass.. for example,
the citizens of the town were supposed to make
a definitive judgment in a very few months on
an issue that would radically alter their lives

economic and political arenas. Economically
for our little community, the proposed power
plant budget is greater than Connecticut s

entire state budget. Politically speaking, there
is no democratic solution to a scientific

problem In a situation where unanimity is

imperative, the opposite is true There can be
no trade-off here between money and public

welfare.

The Massachusetts Bill of Rights declares.

"No man. nor corporation, or association of

men have any other title to obtain advantages,
or particular and exclusive privileges, distinct

from those of the community
. '

' And yet, are we
not now only beginning to grasp how grossly

the great corporations view their profit?

It was announced only recently (after much
research, and then and only then admitted
officially ) that the relatively old Rowe nuclear
reactor had not been the impeccably safe place

it has been so eagerly billed by the avaricious
power companies: indeed the plant had no
emergency core cooling system at all until

1972! The ECCS is a rather simple water
cooling idea much like a car — except it is

supposed to control temperatures comparable
to our sun! The AEC itself admits that all

Internships available
Students interested in summer or fall internships should attend

the Outreach meeting tonight and tomorrow night in room 113 of the

Campus Center at 7:30.

The object of the Student Internship Program is to get the student
out of the classroom into a job of his-her choice. Any student is

eligible, regardless of cum.
Other program areas include Volunteer Income Tax Assistance,

which trains students on the preparation of tax returns; Small
Business Administration Assistance, where students work in the

Boston office helping small businesses; Student Volunteer Ser-

vices, presently a non-credit program but one for students who
want to spend a few hours working in the community; and Foreign
Student Volunteer Program which involves foreign students as

paraprofessionals in community action programs.

MDC Classifieds

iy first day

50€ each

additional day

WMUA
Station Meeting

Tues., F*b. 26. 1974

Rms. 168-170 C.C.

All New People Welcome

ECt'S tests nave Deen unsecces.siul The in-

dustry says that the AEC did no! require one
until now' What' say I

I have been living here in Montague going on
five years now. and in the valley for another
five As a farmer concerned about the organic
and the natural. 1 find irradiated fruit

vegetables and meat to be inorganic and 1 can
find no natural balance with a nuclear plant in

this or any community
There seems to be no way for our children to

be born or raised safely in our community in

the very near future No children'' No edible
food'' What will there be
While my purpose is not to provoke fear. I

believe we must act . positive action is the only
option left open to us Communities have the
same rights as individuals We must seize back
control of our own community
The nuclear energy industry and its support

elements in government are practicing ac-
tively a form of despotism They have selected
the less populated rural countryside to answer
the energy needs of the cities While not
denying the urban need for electrical energy
(perhaps addiction is more appropriate), why
cannot reactors be built near those they are
intended to serve'' Is it not more efficient^ Or
are we witnessing a corrupt balance between
population and risk''

In a society only beginning to explore the

philosophical implications of abortion,
euthanasia and genetic manioulatinn. do we
citizens allow the diunited and unconfident
scientists to plop down heaps of high and low
level radioactivity in our midsf We truly have
not delved into all the repercussions of our
actions, yet we seek to proliferate the con-
struction of obviously lethal experiments in

ever increasing numbers of backyards ^ I fear

the monsters of infanticide and forced
sterilization will raise their heads before this

society regains its senses' Jesus begged upon
the cross. "Forgive them Lord, for they know
not what they do

The energy crisis, so-called, is an obvious
signal for the need for immediate and
nationwide introspection and re-evaluation.

We must give up those false and selfish notions

of individual freedom there they impinge on
the freedoms necessary for a wholesome and
balanced community life We must bring to an
end the greed of the corporate state We must
see that profit, as the modus operandi of our
society, is defunct The American people
surely had the power to control their own lives,

and I believe they still do; but today it is a
question of whether they really want control

"The times, they are a -changing." but it is the
task of all men to understand and control these
changes
We must remove the dangerous and sen-

sitive issue of nuclear plant development from
the economic and political arenas, and put the

issue to a more prudent and judicious test. One
of man's highest achievements is the principle

and right of trial by jury In any trial, indeed

staff Photo-John Stewart)

He was humerous and very friendly today, but he
considers his act of civil disobedience very seriously
and hopes that he can rally support for his cause.

only one juror need voice skepticism to create
a hung jury and a mistrial The issue that faces
us is more horrible even than murder, for here
we speak not of one but an exponential number
of grotesque deaths and mutilations Herbert
S Denenberg. insurance commissioner of
Pennsylvania, states. "It may be that no one
by God could write the insurance policy we
need on nuclear reactors!"

It is my firm conviction that if a jury or 12

impartial scientists was empanelled, and

following normal legal procedure they were
given all the pertinent data and arguments;

then this jury would never give a unanimous
vote for deployment of nuclear reactors

amongst the civilian population Rather. I

believe they would call for the complete

shutdown of all the commercially operated

nuclear plants

Through positive action and a sense of moral
outrage. I seek to test my convictions

Love and affection to all my fellow citizens

UNION

of

THIRD

WORLD

WOMEN

»MAGES:

at the

University of Massachusetts

PRESENTS

THIRD WORLD WOMEN AS
PRODUCTS AND MAKERS OF HISTORY

FEBRUARY 25 - MARCH 1, 1974 8 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Mans o whores

The Black Woman in Stave Society

RIMS: IMtTATIOM OF LIFE MON FEB 25 THOMPSON 104

GAMES

RAISIN IN THE SUN

AM. MTAI

rWvobjtwnarv kmgn of the African Woman mt sanhbanga

SPEAKER: PEARl BOWSER

Woman in Cuba. Vietnam & n the U S FUMS: tocu

VIETNAMESE MEWSREEL

NOTHING BUI A MAN

TUES FEB 26 CAMPUS CENTER AUD.

WED FEB. 27 THOMPSON 104

THURS FIB 28 THOMPSON 104

uraafcing Km Back of the MY COUNTRY OCCUPfD. FRI MARCH 1 THOMPSON 104

BWEAK AND FJTTW

WITH THE HELP OF PROGRAM COUNCIL AND ANTNMPERIALIST YOUTH OF AMHERST
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Durham pushes for controling refinery sites

By ALEXANDER G. HIGGINS
Associated Press Writer

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — Op-
ponents of a refinery proposed by

Aristotle Onassis for Durham
Point want a bill that would
establish a site selection com-
mittee for refineries to protect

local interests.

Most of the 30 witnesses speaking

at a legislative hearing last

Thursday asked the House En-
vironmental and Agricultural
Committee to amend the measure
to allow Durham or any com-
munity the right to reject the

project.

Onassis proposes a $600 million

refinery attached by a pipeline to

an offshore superport. His con-

sultants claim it would be the

largest refinery in the country.

Rep. George Roberts, R-
Gilmanton, House majority leader

and a cosponsor of the bill, said its

main features are to separate
refineries from public utilities and
shorten the time required to obtain

a construction permit from the

state.

But some opponents said the bill

stacks the deck in favor of oil in-

terests by assuming the need for a
refinery in the state.

Alan Pope of Rye gave the

committee a copy of a report

prepared by. two University of New
Hampshire professors, showing
what would happen to oil spills in

the Isles of Shoals.

"Whatever is leaked or spilled

will wash up on our beaches and
kill whatever sea life that is in the

way," Pope said.

Consultants to the Onassis-
owned Olympic Refineries, Inc.,

have said the superport they

propose to build in the isles would
be spillproof.

"They say there will be no leaks,

but drips occur and it doesn't take
much of a drip to kill lots of sea
life," Pope said. "And the drips

would become leaks and then
spills."

Spokesmen for Olympic said

they basically support the bill, but
raised objections to the financial

disclosure section.

A spokesman for the state at-

torney general's office said the

bill's omission of adversary
proceedings might be a violation of

due process.

Joseph Bonasia, a consultant

engineer to Olympic, said he ob-

jected to the adversary
proceedings because they were

used to harass expert witnesses.
But most of the other persons

testifying said the cross-examining
was needed to allow the public to

have its say.

Frederick A. Goode, an aide to

Gov. Meldrim Thomson, said
Thomson supported the bill in

principle, but asked that the
provision allowing the attorney

general to represent the public at
hearings be deleted.

Goode said the attorney general
should represent the state "without
getting involved with the general
public."

Also opposing the bill were
commercial fishermen, who said a
refinery would ruin the state's

fishing industry, and Save Our
Shores SOS, a committee of
Durham residents opposed to
Onassis' plans.

SOS proposed a drastic
alteration of the bill, including

three amendments, which would
require:

—A $25,000 nonrefundable ap-
plication fee.

—A surety bond to pay for
restoration of the site in case the
refinery failed.

• —A provision allowing the
.committee to control the refinery

instead of just being able to police

it.

David C. Hamblett of Nashua, an
Olympic spokesman, said state

controls were superfluous because

federal red tape was "horren-

dous."

"I assure you, big brother in

Washington is looking out for New
Hampshire," Hamblett said.

Rl<\ 17. Sunderland

665-1937

Haircuts

for

Super
Styles

Our experts cut the bounce right into

easy flattering styles. We follow your

natural waves and curls to let your

hair fall into place. Great with a soft body

perm. It's a snap to care for. *^ cq
Shampoo, cut and blow-dry

fjewj

'6

BEAUTY SALONS
MT. FARMS MALL HADLEY
Mon.-Sat., 8:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
584-0111

Walk-ins welcome

He then listed names of about 20

federal agencies with which
Olympic would have to clear its

proposal.

"We con't need any more ad-

minuistrative controls or red
tape," Hamblett said.

In response to a question, he said

Durham Point was the only site in

New Hampshire under con-
sideration by Olympic.
A second part of the bill, to allow

the state to tax refined products,
was transferred to the House Ways
and Means Committee for a later
hearing.

it mors toshop
THE FINAST WAY
Finast

iiSUPERMARKETS VALUES!

Tonite

PENNY -xx

NITE
with /YV

Daddy
Long
Legs

yV

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn 1

m

I

Flnaat Seafood deMceciea from Iha Seven Soot
Bait* Tatting Morm Nutritional, Quarant—d Flnatt Quality

Sole Fillet Frozen Boneless
Skinless

White Shrimp^
Casino Clams SSm

Oysters

25.WW
SOI JM

5 lb box
4.75

I Sundvd, 99 lb

Turbot Fillet
Snow
White

Cleaned Whiting
J ?£"

. .»5*
Halibut Steaks CST »1M Seafood

Fish Cakes*!"
vtoiQ, Delight99« 89 lb

Haddock Fillet %f
Fish Sticks VS.VST
Rounder FilletTS.*

9

Deep Sea Treats . .1

1" Family
Favorite 1

19
lb

H

Mm%0 WkWm I IKS Favorite Flavors car^fcjj

HotCross Buns 59c

Yellow Bananas ,12*

/i Sirloin Steaks

ft

Full Cut
With

Tenderloin

rterhouse
lb

or T-Bone
Steaks

y
Loin
Bone-

In

y'

:si

lb

Tail-

less

Bone-In lb

Boneless Roasts
Bottom
Shoulder
Chuck

Rib Roast -

1
49

lb

Top Round
Back Rump 1

5*f* irwu 7th «*
oo «rt» ft»mov#fl

Rib Roast **£X*. .

.

Fillet Steak "srr .

London Broil !T£
Cube Steaks °%T
Top Round Steak
Top Sirloin Steak
Club Steaks rr,: ..

Beef Tenderloin •££*

» 1** Sirloin Tip Roast . .

.

» 1" Eye Round Roast .

.

«1M Chuck Steak ,.<*...

• 1" California Roast ««.

California Steak m
Chuck Roast c^,«cu

Club Steaks »»»»»„

Shell Steaks t.^.l.

Stew Beef **«**. ex*.

<b I

1**

Bon. 1M

. . .

,

r*
or

Chicken Legs ^lcken Less

o-rte.«, „«* eacK CQ* ^icken Thighs

<Xi Ffesh Ter>der chicken O-V^ Chicken Drumsticks
O^JSn ^ •>*-**^N %aW%aft, Chicken Breasts

Rroaclc 8on«i*»» s«.iwm im>Dl caol a s'ok) i» cowl

59
lb

. . * 99*

. »1»
. »r»
. • v*
. »1*

. > 1"

*69«

,79*

fc*V
Wc Reserve the Right to Limit Ouantitws

Prices Effective m this Ad thru Sat March 2 1974

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL-Hadley

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Tonight open rush party at 7:30.

Makeup instruction. Find a different

look at Alpha Chi.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting to be held, tonight in

Hasbrouck 22 at 7:30. Be there.

BAHAI CLUB
Bahai Fireside - Monday at 8 p.m. -

146 Sqay St. - All welcome. Further

information 256-6277.

GSS
To the person who "borrowed" the

box from RSO Box No. 314 PLEASE
RETURN IT. We need those coupons

to buy a wheel chair!

CHILD CARE PEOPLE NEEDED
Graduate students, male and

female, interested in doing Child

Care the week of March 11-16, during

which time there WILL BE A NAT'L
Women's poetry Festival, for $3.00

hr. Call Everywoman's Center at 545-

0833.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE LECTURE
Harvey Wood, CSB, is giving a free

lecture tonite on C.S. in the Colonial

Lounge, SU at 7:30 P.M. What's CS
all about? FIND OUT!

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Mrs. Holmes will be in 178 C.C.

from 3:30-7:00 p.m. on 2-2-5 for

preferance and all interested in

talking about CS.

RSO CRAFT SHOP
Photo dark room Mon's 10:30. Silk

screen printing - Thurs. at noon.

FIRST AID:391

First Aid class meet tonight at

Draper Hall 7:00. Bring bandages,

cravats etc.

JAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting tonight at 6:30. Banquet

must be discussed. Meetings are

mandatory!

HILLEL LECTURE
Jack Nusau Porter, author of

"Jewish Radicalism" will speak in

the Colonial Lounge, SU today at

Notices
12.30 P.M. on "The Paranoia of

American Jewry." Public invited.

HRTA MAJORS
Innkeeper's meeting Tues., Feb. 26

7:00 p.m. Rm. 165. Campus Center.

Spring banquet, wine tasting and trip

to Catskills on agenda. Refreshments
will be served.

INTERESTED IN ASTROLOGY
If you're interested in Astrology,

Fortune Telling and Horoscopes
come to Sigma Kappa sorority tonite

from 7-8 p.m. We're having an
astrologist here to answer all your
questions. Call 5 2297 for rides to 19

Allen Street.

STUDENT DEVELOP CAREER
PLAN

Information and applications still

available for the Undergraduate

Internship in Student Development in

212 Berkshire. Explore this academic
alternative.

OUTING CLUB
Business meeting tonight 6:30, Rm

162CC. Topics for discussion:

nominations for smoke signals

editor, vice president in charge of

trips, treasurers report, rescue fund,

budget results, upcoming trips.

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN
(Continued on P. 15)

MEETING

Special

All You Can Eat

5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

MONDAY

TONIGHT

at

7:00 p.m.

Old and New Members

Alike Welcome

at

Rte. 9 Amherst, Mass.

Many topics to be discussed including:

o)

b)

c)

Spring Fest

Spring Concert

Children's Programs

d) Women's Programs

e) Many Other Ideas?

PRE-OPENING SPECIAL
.».•.•.•.•.'.•.•.•.•.•. '.'.".•.".«.».•.•..•.•.•.

mmmmm :•:•:•»:>
•>:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•

imii<

Dining Commons

Food

getting you out

of shape?

FOR THE PRICE OF
YOU AND A FRIEND CAN ENROLL

FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

FIRST 100 WOMEN THAT CALL 584-0105

The Gloria Stevens method has worked for

thousands of women. It can help you, too . . . even

it other methods have failed.

CALL NOW FOR AN
APPOINTMENT 584-0105

GET IN SHAPE!
No Disrobing

Fun Exercise Plan

Inexpensive

Nothing to Sign

OPEN DAILY 9 to 9/Sat 9 to 3

Sensible Diet Plan

Guaranteed Results

Be Fit For Spring!!!

mountain Forms mm
Hadley- 584-0105

Shirley

Shapely
Says:

"You have nothing

to lose but weight

and inches.

"
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Any or
- all coupons

may be rodeamad
with only one
$5 purchaie

MINUTE MAID
;l

Orange Juice
100% Orange Juice from Florida

WITH THIS

COUPON 12 0Z.

AND A $5
Can

PURCHASE
"C"

I Mo* f»6 29 - S«l H«ich 2 - Liwtl one c**> »»f Cvtl*Mt<

m
smMwmmwt

Witk ttui c»«v«a an a 4 m Jar •• V

MAXIM FREEZE

DRIED COFFEE
iMd Mm Fat n - S4I Marc* 2 - LMtil 0*4 l# H' cuitoaM*

NABISCO OREOS

Sandwich Cremes

WITH THIS

COUPON 15 oz.

AND A $5
Pkg

PURCHASE "C"
1S1

Good Ink" fib ?J - Sat
,
Marct 2 - Limit out pkg par custonwf

§ss

i

i

i

i

p

i

!

I

I

I

I

MIRACLE WHIP

Salad Dressing

WITH THIS

COUPON Quart

AND A $5 Jar

PURCHASE
"C" ^W'WW

Good Mon fro ?) - Sit March ? - limit on* quart (Mr custom*-'

ummtwrnm'- '^mm)mmi»^\mmm^ x
' wvwvw

SAVE lO
W*tft mn coupon on i ? lb pkg of * tQ"

AONT JEMIMA
COMPLETE

PANCAKE MIX

m

GEISHA TUNA
Solid White in Water

i

CLOflOX BLEACH

Gallon Jug

WITH THIS

COUPON 7 oz.

AND A S5
Can

PURCHASE "C"
49°

&OM Moo FfD 24 - Sit . Mi'tn 2 - Limit oni can par cuttomt

£ j
§? WITH THIS

'§£ COUPON Gallon

| §g AND A $5 Ju9

I §£ PURCHASE "C"

OC* Ran

154

fit :s - Sal . Bare* 2 - limit one i«J fv euitoroarM &3&

SAVE 10c
With this coupon on i 24 o; bit of

AONT JEMIMA

PANCAKE SYROP
|«0 Sato

wrownrawwo rawnsifsirffinnsiriiv

SAVE 10c
|il•mil Dkg »i "C" S<|

J

"s premium!!!
SKINLESS

MEAT FRANKS

A

342<

rjoinnnnjMomwoinnniw

SAVE 13
Willi th.* tottton on a 22 at Ml of *'£*'

. LOX LIQUID

x
DISH DETERGENT

Good Hon Fob - Sai , Marc* 2 - limit ono bottlt ptr cuttomafFrt 23 - Sit , Mvcb 2 - LmbH *>< pkg p*r cwttO**r aa^ ami/* 6WI *M "« 2S - Sat Ma/cA 2 - limit on« bottlt ptr CU«©m«r gfc—A,) &OOd •*<* >& 25 - Sat . March 2 - L.m.t one pkg pt< custom*' |J>-— jjk! ><=> <*««1 Man F»* ~ s*' Mwcn ? * l,mt <** b6,,,i pif nmmt

Clip these mini-pricing coupons, get your

Stop&Shopsiniorth!

r on* or t mi sro»a 9MO* r u MCkNil S i

0|
B
U

>.{ =====
i SUPERMARKETS *

A
Starts Monday, Feb. 25 - Saturday, March 2

XI
LaMaVfiicei From Fm ins

1

Stop & Shop Ice Cream

3 m $1
Ca/tont |

ASSORTED FLAVORS
Mini-priced* to save you money

Birds Eye Tasti Fries

Stop A Shop Onion Rings
X 4*
£ 35*

Bints Eye Peas
'«HK» Mans aM amoMK o* Has am cauufiowta i« ;»ucf

Mushrooms, 2^19

Fresh Pork Sale at Stop & Shop!

prk Chops
The Stop& ShopCompanies

m
At Stop & Shop

you never pay for 5j

excess fat and bone.

We trim them away to

give you real value. Pork

chops with applesauce . .

.

umm, good. Mini- priced'

special for your budget!

*ttt4 ro* (jt( not

»¥»^^«^ l e M BtMN >Ol> Dl

10 n1h«r rataitl 4c«lr't

or who -

lb.

Morton Cream Pies 3 '1

Caterer's Kitchen Sharbat «hcmt«, 29*

Hanilrie-s .£. Sandwiches ,J°»s W
Boneless Pork Cutlets <-o.N

Countrystyle Pork Ribs

Pork Loin Roast-7 Rib Portion

favorites! Pork Loin Roast-Loin Portion

Mini-priced" $139

Something different (or dinner $109

FROZEN

FOOD JOenton
Roast slowly for rich flavor.

For a successful dinner.

Commitment to theConsumer

You're starting to worry about

being overweight and wondering

how it happened so easily. The
tormulagoes something like this:

Too little physical activity plus

too much of the wrong kinds of

foods put on the pounds. Perhaps

you don't know which foods can

really add on those pounds and

which will help you slim down. If

you don't . . . Stop & Shop would
like to help.

Our stores carry a complete

line of low calorie products, from

canned fruits and vegetables to

delectable frozen dinners. How

I'm watching my

calories... can

somebody help?
does Creamy Chocolate Pud-
ding, or rich tasting Salad Dress-

ings sound? As skeptical as you
may be that anything so good
could be dietetic, it's all true!

Don't forget if you belong to a

diet group, you can be assured

that when you come in to your

local Stop & Shop, you will be
able to choose from a complete
selection of products that your

diet group will approve of.

Remember, however, if you
have more than a few pounds to

lose, check with your physician

for guidance and supervision.

Flounder Fillets
TASTE OSEA

Serve with French fries

Seafood Platter
TASTE O SEA

Delicious iust heat and serve

Stop& Shop "Quality-Protected"Beef

,

TASTt St*

Stop & Shop Scallops

Sole in Lemon Butter

Howard Johnson's Fried Clams

Stop & Shop Fish Sticks

Carnation '£?47 Large Shrimp

Macaroni & Cheese stomsmc* 2

RibSteaks

Get your Stop & Shopstvorth

r Mple Oranges 10 59*
<Jebj*jmV^^to- Great for eating or for juice

Fresh Eggplants
A
rrJsar 4- $

1

12«l 79*

Our "Ouality-Protected Beef is a special kind

of beef . naturally aged for tenderness

Fresh Eggplants
AX^ST 4 - $

1

Fresh Mushrooms From pmn.yiv.n.. i: 89
c

Fresh Spinach washed and tr,mmed 49»

Asst. Cactus Plants ***>-«<*™°" 2-99°

:

Cheese Spread Slices

99
c

COUNTRYFINE- 16 oz Pkg

INOIVIOUALLY WflAPPEO - WHITE OR YELLOW

Sealtest Yogurt • 4 & 99
c

Stop & Shop Cottage Cheese l* 99*

Tropicana Orange Juice 3 £,?;'„
s1

Fount Wip Topping "J" 8?
Fruit Flavored Drinks !%*Sm •'•""••I

I Mini-fnced Bakery Specials

Hot Cross Buns

Rib Roast-Oven Ready ssjl *Y?

Delmonico Steak-Boneless a s
2
69

€&rom ourSelfService $>elL

Sliced Cold Cuts ^jk tss Sliced Bacon
f^r%> REGULAR P1in

MAPLE CUI OR $| |y

<3rom our o&n Gikfiens.

**- Cooked Chickens
ROASTED OR BARBECUE STYLE
When you're too busy to cook let our

chefs do the work. Mini-priced F value.
-?-

.

STOP & SHOP
Sc'OCnj PAP Ol've *M
0' P: s« Slv'e Lea' '"J 49'

STOP 4 SHOP rj«

A mini-priced - Lenten favonte n ' 59°

S$? English Muffins

3 85
c

Stop & Shop Sliced Bologna

Imported Boiled Ham \
r

&1

Stop & Shop Sliced Bologna

Stop & Shop Sliced Salami

So; S12«
He. •

991

IIM JIN
P1.B '

REGULAR
MAPLE CURE OR

V- THICK SLICED

A great way to start the day

Armour .£, or Beef Franks

Armour Star Canned Ham
First Prize Meat Franks

tm tiM
P»g •

•••I SfSI
Can *
I • $1M
Pag I

cfrom ourQeliJCut
AVAILABLE IN STORES WITH A SERVICt OELi

REGULAR OR SPLIT

PKG OF 6

Sliced Cinnamon Coffee Cake 2 M
Jewish Pumpernickel Bread .

45'

Stop 4 Shop : Natural Bread 3 , , M
Big Daisy Sliced White Bread , 45'

Brown & Serve French Rolls ^ =. 43'

Daisy Country Style Oonuts 45 c

p. a s

Cranberry Orange Muffins \
T&* »?;' 65 e

Stop & Shop Fudge Cake %m 691

Stop & Shop Apple Pie '%' 65(

German Style Bologna

69
c

STOP & SHOP

Mini-pnced for

X( ^!? iunches or snacks

Wisconsin Processed Chedder 79 c

Norwegian Jarlsberg Cheese $1"

Krakus Imported Polish Pickles 79 c

Slim Jims -All Flavors 59c

Carando Hard Salami 65 c

/*n Mini-priced''savings on National Brands!

Colyate Toothpaste
Ge'- s -* sh—

^ 2
$
1

Li sterine Mouthwash -o 63
cColgate*!**

75!
Tapioca Puddings^ 2 - 69° Pizza 2^ 99

c

Chinese Style Sauce A ^hc.ous.opP1ngiorporKchops. ^ 59
c

AVAILABLE IN STORES WITH A SERVICE DELI.

Imported Glazed Ham 79
c

MpQf I njlf Prepared in our Kitchens
. why fuss? W 70®ITlUul LUQI Stop & Shop quality products are exceptional values . *• l5f

JBenfon Seafood *Juvorifos

Turbot Fillets 79!
Fresh Rainbow Trout -- --« $1?

Haddock Fillets-Frozen -•»•—— 99'

Large Baking Shrimp *• «- -~» *2?

Large King Crab Legs "— J2?

Cooked Flounder Fillets ^» $
1!?

HADLEY-AMHERST Route
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Election bill

to fill seat
The House Committee on

Election Laws will hear arguments
(Mon.) on a bill which, if passed,
could result in the calling of a
special election to fill the First
Hampshire District seat vacated
last month by State Representative
Edward McColgan (D-
Northampton).
The legislative petition, to en-

sure election of a new Represen-
tative in the General Court within
90 days after an vacancy occurs,
was filed with State Rep. James G.
Collins (D-Amherst) by Kenneth
Mosakowski of Amherst and John
Lawlor pf Florence.

"If the measure fails," the
petitioners explain, "McColgan's
seat could remain vacant until the
beginning of the next legislative

session in January, 1975. This
would mean that Northampton and
the other twelve communities
within the First Hampshire
District will lose half their
representation in the State House."
The hearing on the special

election bill, House Bill No. 2357,
will begin at 1p.m.

s
OPEN
ROUND
THE
CLOCK

WEEKEND

IMiSter
Doruxt

Fresh Donuts
Great Coffee

Mister Donut

Mountain Farms Mall

Rte. 9, Hadley

*atthe"("ates"
*

of smith college'

lOtMSC

!

1 NORTHAMPTON
• • • • • •

The only theatre playing

this film with a MONDAY
A TUESDAY DOLLAR
nite!

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

Kki 011,1 **' " '*** *u
30* 3 13 J a* « , ti ,|. fgm

lEastwood]
Magnum
Force

Daily 5:45 & K15 - R -

[wl Ui> Hr. - 5:15-5:45 II 25

Taylor

Ash
Wednesday
v Daily 600 tt h in - R -

* Twl Lite Hr. - 5:3«-«.00 • Jl.25

•HI* MfWHAN
ROBtRIR10ri»RI)

THE 8HIMG
O Daily 5:45 tt 8:IS • PG -

Two Lite Hr. - 5:15-5:45 • 11.25

in^ajs a o.nava' yen. » *.'

Daily fi 00 tt H:30 - P(> -

T»i Lite Hr. • 5:30-6:00 - tl.ltt

Notices
(Continued from P. 13)

FELLOWSHIP
We've found hope through faith in

the love of God, our father. Come
explore with us. Inter-varsity
Christian Fellowship. Tonight at

7:30, Campus Center.

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS
An important meeting of Pi Sigma

Alpha (Honor society) will be held
Tues., Feb. 26 at 7:30 in CC 917.

Prospective new members are
welcome.

TAE KWON DO CLUB
Classes will be held again this

semester starting tonight at 6:30 p.m.
in WOPE Rm . 101A. Classes every

Doubli

Mon., Wed.,
welcome.

Frl. Beginners are

PROGRAM COUNCIL
Meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. in

Council Chambers. Attendance
imperative. Many topics. All invited.

SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
General meeting Wednesday at the

Library (Rm. SU 434). All members
must attend, 7:30 p.m.

SKI CLUB
Tonight's ski club meeting will

include a movie, information and
iign-ups for upcoming trips. It will be
leld in SBA 120 at 8 p.m. tonight.

HIRD WORLD FILMS

Putneji Starts

Feature AMHERSTCVm it 7:00

AMITY ST.

DEMANDS Tt) BE SEEN MORE THAN ONCE!
—SchnlOthi mi MY Trnwa

253 5426

A >
PUTNEY
SWOPE'

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S
CLASSIC COMEDY

MODERN TIMES
with Paillette Goddard

written, directed and scored by

Charles Chaplin

TONIGHT at 6, 8, 10 p.m.

THOMPSON 106
an rbc films presentation

Television Tonight
5:00 POPEYE (18)

HOGAN'S HEROES "The Softer They

Fall " (22i

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "Mrs
Drysdale's Father " (30)

GOMER PYLE "Goodbye Camp Hen-

derson. Hello Sgt Carter " (40)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS "Son Of the

Mystic Nile " (18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy Saves Milton

Berle " (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24)

(iOMER PYLE "Gomer Captures A
Submarine " <27>

HOGAVS HEROES Hogan's Trucking

Service " <30»

NEWS WEATHER- SPURTS 14Q)5:SS

5:S5 WHATS HAPPENING I PDATE (3)

6:00 NEWS <3> (8) (22)

I SPY "Dragons Teeth " (18)

HOW '241 (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "With This

Gown I Thee Wed ' (27)

TO TELL THE TRL'TH Garry Moore,

host 1 30)

WILD WILD WEST 'Night Of the

Cossacks "i40i

t:l» NEWS (3' 122) (30)

ABC I VEXING VEWS <8>

GREAT DECISIONS (24'

SAFARI TO \I)\ ENTIRE 1 27

»

WALSHS AMMAIjK (571

l:U \KWSBE\T NEWS 40)

ijn MOVIE Our Man Flint (.3) _

TRITH OR CONSEQl EM ES Bob

Barker host i8>

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW Jealousy

(18i

VKWS. WEATHER. SPURTS (22) (30)

(27)MOVIE "l^and ot tne pnaroans
ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

SILENT COMEDY FILM CLASSICS (57)

7:30 POLICE SCRCiEON "Borrowed
Trouble " (8)

GREEN ACRES (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES "Peter
Marshall, host (22) (30)

ANTIQUES (24)

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

EVENING EDITION: MARTIN
AGRONSKY (57)

H:00 THE ROOKIES "Rolling Thunder
"

(8) (40)

GUNSMOKE 1 18)

THE MAGICIAN (22) (30)

THE HARTFORD CITY COUNCIL (24)

AS-EVENING WITH, umiPJUNS (57)

»:« HERE'S LUCY (3)

MOVIE "Hard Contract " (8) (40)

THE 70S CLUB (18)

MOVIE "The Scaiphunters " (22) (30)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "Dark Legacy ." (27)

9:30 NEW DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (3)

WALSH'S ANIMALS (57)

hi mi MEDICAL (ENTER Spectre" (3)

NEWS (27)

NANA (57)

10:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

THE JOANNE (ARSON SHOW (27)

11:00 NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS '3) (8)

(18i (22> (27i (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57>

11:30 MOVIE "The Rack " (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY (8) (40)

JOHNNY ( ARSON SHOW (22) (30)

i mi NEWS I8i (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder host 22) <30)

lli NEWS WEXTHER (SI
.i la i ? -11 r v <m

FILMS: Imitation of life and
games. Poetry: Andre McLaughlin
and mentenlema. Thompson 104 8
p.m.

UNIVERSITY VIDEO
Station coordinators meeting

tonight at 7:30, Campus Center 167.

Open to anyone interested in

management of student video
organization.

WESTERN MASS ENERGY CRISIS
PANEL
Panel discussion on energy crisis to

be held this evening at 8:00 p.m.,
Room 101 Campus Center. Featured
speaker will be Arty. Gen. Robert H.

Quinn. Coffee hour to follow. All

invited.

FOUND
Money in Hatch last week. Call

Susan 6 9909.

LOST
Pregnant gray cat with white

markings. Please bring to Donna 159

N. Pleasant St., Rm 8 (behind Faces
of Earth) Monday.

i AMHIISTCNWISiHHM
I 62 Main St., Amhertt
I Tel. -93-7835
I U\imOtTMU-OtT
&LUNCH SPECIALS 99c A u

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

And

MARLBORO MUSIC FESTIVALPRESENTS

MusicFrom Marlboro
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY27, .974-8:00 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM

Reserved Tickets: Sl.50 UM-A Students— $3.00 All Others
Fine Arts Council Office, 125 Herter Hall— 545-0202

Se^aV^jJP

PAUL GUZZ1
CANDIDATE FOR SECRETARY OF STATE

ON WMUA TONIGHT
Tonight at 10 p.m., WMUA (University of

Massachusetts radio, 91.1 FM) will air an interview
with State Representative Paul Guzzi (D-Newton),
the first announced Democratic candidate for the
office of Massachusetts Secretary of State.
The interview is being presented as a special

feature of "Focus," WMUA's weekly public affairs
senes produced and moderated by Kenneth
Mosakowski.

Another segment of tonight's 60-minute program
will offer an interview with two workers for "The
Process," a religious humanitarian group whose
representatives will be visiting the University of
Massachusetts campus this week.

U1MUA
STEREO 01.1 FM

FREE FORM/IWORMATIVE
RADIO
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Poets to read I ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
in Amherst

Amherst, Mass. — On Tuesday,
Feb. 26 at 8 p.m poets James Tate,

J.D. Reed and Shirley Kaufman
will read from their own work at

Grace Church Parish Hall, on
Spring St. in Amherst.
The three teach in the M.F.A.

writing program at UMass,
Amherst. Each has gained national

attention through readings and
published works.
The reading is part of the

Tuesday Night Series sponsored as

a community project by Orchard
Hill Residential College of UMass
with the cooperation of the Arts
Extension Service of the Division
of Continuing Education.
The reading will be followed by

an informal discussion with the

poets. The public is invited to at-

tend and participate. Future
readers will include: Joel Op-
penheimer, Diane Di Prima,
Charles Simic and Paul Metcalf.

i Compus A
-

4MHERSTHAOIFV LINt „

warning

SUTHERLAND

|7:n

R
ir.CoKx P»ini$.ByMov*d6 AParamounlPiciure

•The thriller of the year!"

iGannet newspapers

A psychic thriller.

<:

WALT DISNEY
PRODUCTIONS

KobinHood
Matinees Daily
1:00 ft 2.30

Eves. 7:15 & 8:45

Children under 12 $1.00

TECHMCOIOR* G<£B>

Now playing!

PAPILLON
Staring

Steve McQueen
and
Dustin Hoffman

7:00 & 9:40
t *One of the best

adventure movies of

the year"-ABC-TV 7

f S S5 S
DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES ,-

ALL SEATS

SYDNBf OMAM.
More left handed persons and twins are

born under Gemini than under any other

zodiacal sign. These are the quick-talking

persons who can make others laugh, even at

their own expense Gemini is the third sign

and Mercury; communication is featured

and there is talking, travel and debate

Ideas come alive with Gemini Where there

is life, there is Gemini That's the way it is

and restless Gemini wouldn't have it any

other way Gemini has a secret fear of

Tuarus. makes money with Cancer, can

marry Sagittarius and be attracted to

Libra

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Accept

change Highlight what is new. different

You are stimulated and creative juices

flow Be grateful Refuse to draw back into

protective shell Test, experiment and ask

questions You are due to make valuable

contacts.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Be direct,

specific. Those who ask for special services

should not take you for granted. Be sure

they know what is involved in terms of time,

effort and money Deal now with Aquarius,

Scorpio and Leo individuals.

GEMINI ( May 21 -June 20) : Some friends,

associates seem intent on creating

problems Know it and protect yourself

Refuse to become involved in foolish

dispute Another Gemini figures

prominently Emotions dominate Strive

for greater degree of control.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Family
member deserves special consideration,

thanks Be diplomatic Heed concept ol

golden rule You could undergo significant

spiritual experience. Be open and forgive

one who speaks out of turn Eliminate

safety hazard at home
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Hold off on

journey. You need additional information

Take steps to prevent breakdown in com-
munication. Visitor from a distance needs

guidance. You are able now to perceive, to

clarify what was a dilemma Pisces. Virgo

persons are in picture

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Settle

financial questions Parent or authority

figure is involved. Stress willingness to

handle responsibility II single, relationship

could be nearing marriage Capricorn.

Cancer persons may be in picture

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) : Setback occurs

but it could boomerang in your favor. Know
it and ride with tide Finish rather than

begin project One close to you lets off

steam This is temporary; don't compound
error by responding in kind

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21): Highlight

independence, creativity. Exciting, new
contact is featured Check diet Fulfill

recent resolutions concerning health,

recreation and rest Test ideas Stick to

principles. Imprint your own style.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21): Follow

through on hunch. Make connection with

individual who is unorthodox , inventive and
willing to listen. Member of opposite sex

figures prominently. Sweeping changes are

on horizon Know it and prepare
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): The

natives are restless and that could be your
theme Those who seemed contented make
growling noises Sense of humor is im-

portant and so is your ability to com-
municate Adjustment in home area is

essential

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Obtain

hint from Capricorn message. Com-
placency is the opposite of what you require

at this time Study, review and revise. Tear
down, if necessary, for purpose of

rebuilding Aquarian you know could play

significant role.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Someone is

telling a tall story and you might have to

pay through the nose as a result. Know it

and avoid it. Do so by checking facts,

material at hand and by asking pointed

questions The more analytical you are

now. the better for all concerned.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you can
be charming to the point of distraction. You
attract to you many born under Taurus.
Libra and Scorpio. You are going to make
money this year with project or plan

initiated in July of last year You are on

your way to a more secure future If single,

you will marry, with June an outstanding

period in 1974

Copyright 1974. Gen. Fea Corp.
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS DOWN

1 Devoured
4 Prefix: down
6 Growing out

of

11 Caviled
13 Parent
15 Greeting
16 Cubic meter
18 Weight of In-

dia
19 Guidoshigh

note
21 Arabian

commander
22 Pronoun
23 Peculiar
26 Goal
29 Fond desire
31 Loved one
33 Babylonian

hero
34 Above
35 Resort
38 Arid
39 Paid notice
40 Compass

point
41 Story
43 Man's name
45 Nahoor

sheep
47 Tell

50 Administrative
position
(abbr)

52 Peasant
53 Time gone

by
56 Exchange

premium
58 Showy

flower
60 Man's

nickname
61 Oriental

salute
63 Indolent

65 Nerve net-

works
66 Note of

scale
67 Greek letter

Pain
Caudal ap-
pendage
Teutonic de-
ity

Hinder
Dropsy
Came into

view
7 Negative
8 Aleutian is-

land

9 The ones
there

10 Moray
12 Postscript

(abbr.)

14 Sun god
17 Skin of fruit

20 Snake
24 Trial

25 Organ of

hearing
Tidy
Wall border
Barbarians
Unlock
Hindu pea-
sant

Answer to Saturday s Puzzle

ll ll IHII SMI 1 1 ill 111 I I

BE SB@[iOSE SIB
Ban QHHiiM egg
QOUCLJ UOH EJUDQ
HHQSEH 3SHDHS

dhbhb aanasE
QQHH DijQ C3HHB
HHra BQElPffl QDGT]
sb QBtaoaoffl no
S[G || ||i || Jl |

"|l i

1 |0|L I^J

15
nanraa aaann

27
28
29
30
32

36 Shallow
vessel

37 A state

42 God of love

44 Afternoon
party

46 Nimble
48 Moving part

of motor
49 Rugged

mountain
crest

51 Protective
ditch

54 Long, deep J

cut

55 Butter

substitute

(colloq.)

56 Conjunction

57 Long, slender

fish

59 Japanese
measure

62 Three-toed
sloth

64 Conjunction

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
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Atty. Gen. Quinn to appear on UMass energy panel
ByBILLDENSMORE

Unannounced gubernatorial candiate
Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn will be one of six

participants in a UMass energy panel

discussion Monday night, an organizer of

the panel said yesterday.

UMass senior and political science major
Jay Cleary is organizing the conference

along with Robert Harding, a UMass grad
student who is Quinn's western

Massachusetts front man.
"We tried to get the Coalition for En-

vironmental Quality to sponsor it, but they
thought it was too political," Cleary said last
night.

With Quinn on the panel will be Springfield
gas station owner Harold Murphv,
president of the Bay State Independent
Gasoline Retailers, Cleary said. Murphy has
led numerous protests against federal

energy policies.

Other panelists, according to Cleary, will

be:

—Dr. Craig Moore, an economist in the
UMass school of business;

—Dr. Robert Muncie, director of the
Lower Pioneer Valley Regional Planning
Commission, to discuss mass transit;

—An aid to Rep. Edward P. Boland (D-
Springfield), to discuss current Washington

developments;
—Dr. William Hutchinson, a botany

professor at Holyoke Community College,
an environmentalist.

Cleary said the panel discussion would
begin at 8:00p.m. in Campus Center room
101 and would be followed by a coffee hour
where students can meet with the panelists.

The affair will be free of charge, he said.

FOR SALE

DOWN!!! That's right - 100 per
cent pure goose down jackets are
coming to UMASS. These jackets are
first quality, brand new and at prices
far UK LOW list price. Unusual
savings of up to 50 per cent. This is

part of a spring clearance sale so
supply is limited. Keep watching for
further details.

tf2 25

Rooks and magazines for sale. Old and
out of print. Free search service. Mmi
Sat. 10-10,HMW Larry Pruner, Box 2X5.

Nrthmptn.
If3-1

Speakers — Rectilinear III, $280 pr.

Klectrovoice 14, $80 pr. 549-4534.

EMI

Waterbed heater. Queensize ect.. 150,

call 253-5778.

tf2-25

Stereo Components 20 per cent - 40 per
cent off list. All major brands, fully

guaranteed, Vinny 253-7182.

tf2-27

Crown Power Amplifier 1)150, 150 watts
RMS per channel, laboratory specs. Call
mornings or evenings, 584-0549.

tf2-25

Stereo Rotel rec RSR trntbl, Fisher
spkrs S225. Professional stereo amp.
Pioneer SA-1000. 67 wts RMS. Call Tom.
546-7810 or 253-5507.

U2-27

Sunn amp. less than 6 months old, 115

watts RMS. JBL spkr. excel, for guitar or
organ. Will sac. for $425. Call Abbie, 5-0176.

tf2-25

Gibson Bass Guitar KHi (violin shape)
perfect cond, not to be confused w -cheap
KBO, $300 or best offer, (all 369-4651.

tf2-27

Virtually new Camp Co drums, natural
walnut finish. 4 heads, high hat. cymbals,
complete hardware. $400. Call 549-024.1.

tf2-25

Guitar for sale — Martin 00028 in
beautiful condition. Call Alan. 584-5941.
evenings.

tf2-25

Vivitar 85-205 lens for Nikon with case
and three filters $135. (all 549-0544.

tf2-26

Skis, boots, size 9' fc, poles, all for $25. ask
for Matt. 546-8623.

tf2-25

Records — More rock imports & budget
LPS than anyone at fair prices. We pay
postage. Write: Box 39. Canton. Ct. 06019.
Recycled Rec.

tf3-l

Vintage Goya Classical Guitar for sale,

mint condition. $175. Call 1-62K-3279. eves.

lf2-26

Lange Stand. Ski Boots with Lange -

Flow, will fit sizes 8-10. $35. Call Chuck 665-

3416, leave number.
If3-

1

Wooded land in Ashfield for sale by
owner. Year-round streams, view, fron-

tage. 23 miles from campus. Call 1-628-

3279. eves.

EM

Pioneer SA-800 amp. to watts K.MS
Channel, excellent cond. Call Rich. 546-

8994. between 4-7 or after 10.

ti:i-l

Refrigerator, much space. I cu. ft. I*a
>rs old ex cond. $70 ( all Martin at 6-6321.

alter 5.

MMI

Camera: Nikkormat WSC Nikon fl.4

lens, less than 9 mo. old Complete w .">

filters & small Nikon aces. Asking $225
Call Gary 593-6515.

tf2-27

Calligraphist Needs Money

Italic hand lettering done. Cards.
posters, letters logos, etc. Original

designs or copies done. Also
photography and kodaliths available
Good work for cheap prices, (all

Joyce. 253-9557.
If2-26

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Seed MHir black .ind white film

processed' Quality, riistom work done

onickly Contact with each roll. $1.25. Call

Mm- 129*1, eves.

H2-26

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTOS FOR SALE

HONEST AL CAMPING
SPFCIALS — 54 Dodge Mail Trk
Camper, nice paneled interior 5' 6"

high. 7 ft long. 6 cyl.. 4 spd. no rust, gd
tires, new battery, $375. 2 SCHOOL
BUSES not converted, very well
maintained, no rust: 51 OIK) . 6 cyl.. t

spd, $375 or 60 FORI) Vi, 4 spd., $400.

these are 2 clean rigs. 586-3819 or 1-772-

0517. WANTED: DARTS VALIANTS &
LANCERS.

tf:M

1966 Chevy Imp. SS 283, 20 mpg, auto, ps
& pb, studded snows. $300. 67 V W Hus, very
nice, low miles $600 or best. Call anvtime,
549-0924.

tf3-l

67 Plymouth Fury. auto. ps. new brakes,
v good cond.. 17 mpg. $595. See Dennis at
Plaza Shell, Rt 9, Amherst. Fri.. Sat., Sun.

tf2-28

1966 Mustang Shelby, ex cond.. 5000

miles on rebuilt eng. AM-FM stereo, new
drive train and rear end. $1000 or best

offer 546-8652.

tf2-25

65 FORD 4 dr. 289. V8. auto, rebuilt

motor, passes Inspection. Rusty in rear,

only good interior. $175. 15 mpg. 586-3819.

or 1-772-0517

tf3-l

65 Jeep, 2wd. % ton pickup. 157 Bridge,
Northampton. $500.

tf2-28

68 Chevy ' t ton pickup, good condition,

all around $900. or best offer. 584-5347.

evenings.

tf2-25

1966 MG Midget, new tires, new interior,

new shocks, no brakes $500. Call 546-5463.

after 5 p.m.
tf2-27

Porsche 1964 SC. with 1967. 912 eng.

Outside good, inside needs some work,
runs well. 545-2.354, after 4 w-day, 1500, but

will talk.

tf2-27

Rambler Amb. 280 V8. new tires, needs
minor work. $150 firm. 549-4534.

tfZ-25

1965 Chevy Wagon, snow tires,

removable rack, looking for a good home
for my baby. Reasonably priced at $150.

Contact Bob at 253-2213.

if3-1

68 Ford Cortina GT 4 cy, 30 mpg. ex
cond.. 66 Sprite, ex mech. cond. $300. stick

6 Pontiac Com . 200. Rambler, stick-6 $95. I

Porsche & TR4. 323-7327.

tf2-28

Dodge Dart 1966. 2 door automatic
transmission, runs excellent, gets good
mileage. Asking $285. Call evenings or

weekend. 323-4456.

tf3-l

1971 Chevv Vega -- Green excellent

condition. 6 new tires included. $1575. Call

527-1022.

tf2-28

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted, own bdrm. w-w
carpet pkg. Avail, near (lamp. Ctr. off Rt.

It). $66.50-mo. plus heat. Call 584-5647.

tf2-25

Avail, immed. room in house w 1 M. & 1

K $70 inc heal. Orad pref.. in \mherst.

ZS3*2MI. (all late.

If2-2fi

Itoommate wanted. Krittans Manor.
Mb $52 .50 per month Call between 5-7.

23MMM.
If.'-.'fi

Own room in Ml Sugarloaf apt On

busline, asking $loo-mo Working space for

art student or serious student. 54»i-ll»7l bet

Tin p.m.
If 1-1

Need person to share 3 room apt in

Northamp close but comfortable and

quiet. $75 per month includes utilities ( all

,Xfi-l25l.

tf:t-i

SWK 21. wants room in bouse with

famih. group rent free in exchange for

housework cooking or hab> silling M't

1511. Margaret.
tf:t-i

PERSONAL

In honor of your legalization you are
entitled to 89 youtes. 89 oz. of
Columbian. & 89 screwdrivers. Awoa
ah! Deb. Diane. Sheryl, & 56'er.

tf2-25

Blues harmonica instruction, former
harp player Luther Johnson Blues Band. 7

mos. (all 256-0557. Guido Arnie. Leave tel
no.

tf2-27

Steve the DJ is alive and working in Los
Angeles. It's just like the Beach Bo>s sang.

U2-28

Tony, wanted to talk more about Bar-
nard and Riverdale with you. Was in a
hurry just then. Phone: 549-6630.

tf2-25

Try a N'KW college experience — Kating
all the good food you can! Sound in-
teresting? Then call Lambda (hi Alpha at
545-2150.

tf2-27

Heads up with Dean Swift Fancy Snif-

fing Snuff. Send for free samples. Dean
Swift Ltd. Box 2009. San Francisco. Ca.
94126.

If3-

1

I love you all my Little and Big Bum
schkies. Thank you.

tf2-25

Rumor has it that J. A.M. is the Streak
Queen of the campus. She made it all the
way to Cumberland Farms without getting
caught!

tf2.25

Happy Birthday. Arlene. 22 can be a
great year. Love, Mike.

H2-25

Confidential, eat an egg tonight. The Gas
Lite II is open 24 hours. Tues.-Sat. Come in

and try our 99c Special. You'll like I'm
sure.

112-26

To Cathy from Dave. Ahnee Ahtem
Anton.

112-26

Thank you for making another girl

happy. R. H302B.

tf2-25

All persons interested in George L.

Sacco. candidate for Attorney General
welcome to attend Org. Meeting in Km 917

CC at 8:00 p.m.

tf2-26

Janice— You picked me up thumbing on
Rt. 9. Mon Call me about 1 Mass dating.

Andy 546-7623. I don't go to Mikes.

tf2-25

Hey Man! Happy Birthday. Dave you're
finally catching up. S.W.I.S.H.

tf2-25

Thanks again to the person who found
my license in Southwest. Monday. Linda.

tf2-25

RIDE WANTED

To Massapequa. L.l.

Thurs. 2-28 or Fri. 3-1:

Jean, 549-60511.

or vie. anytime
will share $. Call

tf2-27

FREE

Confidential Pregnant > Testing and Aid.

Call 584-8816.

tf5-17

MUSICIAN WANTED

Jazz pianist wanted for duo work and
Tuesdav afternoon class — Please call

I'al .'.Ml 1114.

tf2-27

WANTED

Kd Student needs good comlthle en-
vironment to leave hovs. aged 2 and I in

while attending classes. « hrs. a week. 772-

lfl-1

l.ue-in tutor needM in Humanities tor

Amherst, i letter chance house Free
room. Ixwrd Call 256-8181 or 2.Vi-3272

112-23

175 or 23* Dirt Street Hike 1 sed. hut
good condition ( all Brian. SM-HCB, after ».

p.m. Leave message. Keep trving.

tf2 -25

WANTED TO RENT

W anted to rent — W ant van-\ W . Bus for

I weeks this summer. Price negotiable,
(all days. 736-2678.

(f2-27

HELP WANTED

Need 2 students to teach reading in

Nllampton Jail. Credit through Out
Reach. No experience necessary. 268-7154.

collect.

H2-27

Hang Nixon in Kffigy — Helpers needed.
Write or call Tom Driscoll, Kffig.v. Ver-
mont.

tf2-25

Attention student wives, I need full-time

child care at my Kcho Hill house, in-

terested? Call evenings. 256-8627. own
transport.

H2-27

Saxophone or piano player for Kd V'adas

Big City Blues Band, guaranteed $80 a

week minimum salary plus fringe

benefits. Kd. 584-6279.

tf2-27

Performers of all sorts for Kennedy
Middle Coffeehouse on Friday. March IS.

Interested — Please call Rich. 546-4555 or

Danny. 546-7797.

2-27

TRAVEL

Campus Travel Center, handles air.

hotel, car rentals, package tours,

honeymoons, cruises and Amlrak. Call

545-0500. for information.

EMI

Spring Varation in Bermuda from $199.

For more information call Campus Travel
Center. 545-0500.

t/3-15

Spring Vacation in Spain at

Torremolinos. $279. all inclusive. For more
information call Campus Travel Center.
545-0500.

EMI

CRIMSON TRAVEL SPRING
VACATION IN BERMUDA FROM $199.

DEPOSITS MUST BE RECEIVED SOON.
SPACE IS EMPTYING. CALL STEVE.
665-3737.

tf3-l

TO RENT

Quiet room. M. student, share bath &
kitchen. 4 mi. from campus. $70 mo., 253-
7841.

tf2-26

Own rm in 4 bedrm apt. on busline for
respsble fern, avail immediately due to

cancellation. $80 per mo. incl all util. 256-

0626.

EMI

One bdrm. apt on bus rte. Avail May 1st.

$155-month, all util.. incl. dish-wash. 665-

4797. after 5 p.m. Oiffside.

tf2-2S

5-6 bedroom house. 2 of each — Ivng
room, dining room, kit and baths. Finished
bsmnt w-fireplace. 17 mi to Amhst. Likely
Is 256-8896.

H2-27

Arcadia Apts. Rt 9. Relchertown. 7 miles
from campus on the Bus Koute. 2 bedroom
apt. all utilities included March I — 256-

8896.

U2-27

TYPING

Typing — Fast. ace. and cheap — Pickup
and deliver (all Sue 1-527-4802

If3-

1

MISCELLANEOUS

Brand new B. \.S.F reel & cassette
tapes ME reels. II I hr cassettes. 3 for a
$1. ItMMt,

tf3-l

ENTERTAINMENT

Itcmembcr Roger Saloom! He recorded
"Marie LePeau" with "The Mama Bear ".

He's at the TOC. Thurs.. Fri & Sat., Feb.
Es Mar i. 2. Great entertainment.

H2-28

If you don't need loud music to be en-
tertained, slide up to the TOC. Thurs. -Fri.

-

Sat. 9-1. if your thirsty come Thursday.

EM
Where have all the Coffeehouses gone?

We don't know, but the TOC presents the
best in coffee house type entertainment,
every Thur.-Sat.

lf3-8

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $280. all

inclusive. For more information, call
Campus Travel Center. 515-U.500

IT3-I5

There's nothing like grease to bring
people together, and Bob the DJ has all

your favorite discs of the 50's and 60's.

Call. 536-6075.

tl2-28

Se* spot, see puff, see puff run, see John,
see John Hammond play and knock you
out at the Hatch. Thurs.. Feb. 28, 9-1, only
one buck.

tf2-28

DOUBLE FEATURE HORROR!
"TALES FROM THE CRYPT" A "THE
BLOB" WITH STEVE MCQUEEN —
BOTH IN COLOR! FRIDAY NIGHT.
MARCH I IN MAHAKAT7&I0.

tf3-l

SERVICES

Hi-fi audio repair, Sansui. Sony, Dual.
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech HiFi. 549-2610.

tf3-15

24 Hour Service on Passports and
Passport Applications. Tel. 253-3148.
Lang's Photo.

If3-I5

Professional camera & stereo repairs,
all guaranteed, at reasonable prices that
your pocket can afford. Tel. 253-3148.
Lang's Photo.

t/3-1

ETERNAL LIGHT TUTOR SERVICE.
Graduate students with experience, will

tutor general physical or organic
chemistry; call 665-3607.

EM
Cash for selected paperbacks in good

condition. Call 774-2954. we will pick them
up.

tf2-27

PHOTOS — Passports, visas. grad

school applications, etc. Size and
number of photos negotiable. $4.00'

minimum. Fast service, quality

guaranteed Call Steve at 6-5443

112-29

I am offering good dependable
hnuset leaning services at reasonable cost.

Hours are flexible. Call anytime at 369-

4651. Joni.

tf2-27

Learn Astrology. Beginner-
Intermediate Classes. Beg. starts 2-27: Int.

starts 2-25. for infor call 253-3693. or 549

0005 before 9 p.m.

' TV and Stereo Repair, tah 546-6472.

tf2-27

APT FOR PFNT

I bedroom apt. all utilities. $1 15 a month
Sunderland. Rt. 116. (all anv time 665-
2719.

EM
Three bedroom apt., first floor. North-

ampton area. Ready for occupancy.
$160 per month, (all Skibiski Real Estate
Ml HE

H2-28

INSTRUCTION

Learn to play guitar, fiddle. ..-string

banjo. Dulcimer Mandolin (all Charlie,
773 7436.

U2-25

Weaving on improvised looms. Classes
start March 1 and 19, April 22. For more
information call Karin Tristan, 549-6321.

EM

TO SUBLET

I bedroom apt. for sublet. '
t mile from

\mh. $146 a month with util. Univ. Park
Apts (all 253-5851.

EM

To sublet. 2 bd apt. Oiffside $165 per mo.
includes util. available April 1st. option to

renew June 1st. Call 665-3900.

EMI
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The philosophy of

a UMass gymnast
By KATIE KING
MDC Sports Staff

A gymnast's success is basea on a hitting average similar to that of a

baseball player's. When he hits an 8.7 or better on a n itine, he ups his

average-much lower and he does himself no favors. Last Thursday night

when the men's gymnastic team defeated Springfield College in a close

battle, you can bet that senior co-captain Rich Siekunas was batting for a

thousand.

When Rich was a freshman, the Minutemen dropped a match to

Springfield that they should have taken easily. Again in his sophomore

year a strong Springfield line-up defeated UMass. Then, in his third

season of competition, the Minutemen took the meet from the Chiefs by a

one and a half point margin. Now, in his final year as an all around man,

Rich felt confident long before the meet that the Minutemen would pick

up the victory. "It was a wicked pride match,' he said, 'The team was

really up for it. In order for Springfield to have posted the win, they would

have to have had one of their best nights while we had one of our worst. It

would have been embarassing to have lost that one."

It was the competition that attrajted Rich to gymnastics. For the past

11 years, under the coaching of his sister, a former UMass gymnast

captain, he has spent at least 18 hours a week working out routines on the

side horse, high bar, and floor. Four years of competing in the

Minuteman line-up has made Rich a consistent performer, but a

separated shoulder in his final season has made things a bit frustrating.

"I haven't been able to do all that I wanted to do, but after graduation I

want to return and help coach the team." Rich pointed out that one of the

major problems with the gymnastic program at UMass is the fact that

after team members graduate, they don't return to coach younger

teammates. He cited Penn State as an example of a school where gym-

nasts return to coach. "Look where it's gotten them," he exclaimed.

Another lacking feature in the program is promotion. It seems that

somehow gymnastics just doesn't get the publicity that other sports

receive, nor is it considered a money making sport. Rich feels that an

increase in promotion would help raise gymnastics to one of the highest

ranked spectator sports on the University. He recalls what television and

news coverage did for the Olympic gymnastic competitions. "Take Olga

Korbut, for example. Before all the coverage, she was unknown. Now her

name is a household word."
To Rich, gymnastics takes great self-discipline, and it demands a high

degree of will power. It is a sport in which an athlete cannot achieve a 9.4

overnight, and progression is usually slow and very time consuming. As

he said, "Every move requires time and patience. And in the end, it's you

against yourself-a 11 alone."

Like other gymnasts, Rich knows that a poor routine or a slip cannot be

blamed on an inanimate object such as a horse or highbar. He must carry

the blame entirely, and keep in mind that it's a two-way street. When a

performance earns a good mark, the gymnast alone receives all the glory

and extreme self-satisfaction. It's that individualism that Rich admires

most. He considers his routines personal endeavors. His philosophy of

gymnastics, though, is surprisingly simple: "You do your best, and the

hell with the rest."

No aquatic surprises

UConn sinks swimmers
By BOB HIGGINS
MDC Sports Staff

Nobody really expected the

UMass swim team to even come
close to beating Yankee Con-
ference champ and perennial
power UConn. So when the Huskies
jumped to a large early lead and
then coasted to a 73-40 victory on
Saturday, nobody at the Boyden
Pool was very surprised.

Although it was obvious from the

start that UConn was too strong for

the Minutemen, there were some
bright spots for the Minutemen,
two of which came in the first two
events. The 400-yard medley relay

team of George Kwiecen, Dave

ffcl (*. .fha.rtl-

lathj (Enllpgian

SPORTS

Boucher, Joe Hebert, and Dick
Blaisdell turned in the time of

3:58.2, just 5 seconds off the school

record. UConn turned in an
identical time, however, and won
the event on a judge's decision.

Amazingly enough, the same
thing occurred in the 1000-yard

freestyle. UMass' freshman
phenom Ben Crooker broke his own
school record with a time of 11:02.7

(his previous mark was 11:03.3).

Yet UConn 's Lewis turned in the

same time and won on the judge's

decision. So the Minutemen were

down 13-3 on two incredible close

decisions.

But the Huskies soon began to

show their superior strength and
depth. They took first and third in

the 200-yard freestyle (Duncan
Lornas took second for UMass);
first and second in the 50-yard

freestyle (Spencer Sullivan took

third); and first and third in the

200-yard individual medley (Carl

Zulick took third). And after they

took the first three places in the

three meter diving (though UMass
automatically received one point),

the Huskies had an overwhelming
lead of 41-11.

UMass took first in the 200-yard

butterfly, but unfortunately it

didn't count. Coach Bey Melamed,
a former Olympic swimmer, en-

tered the race unofficially and won
by 10 yards. Officially, UConn took

first and second, while Joe Hebert
took third for UMass.
UMass dominated the next two

events. First, Duncan Lornas took

first in the 100-yard freestyle with a

time of 53.3, and Dick Blaisdell

took second. Then co-captain
George Kwiecen turned in his best

time ever (2:16.6) in winning the

200-yard backstroke, with Scott

McNab taking second. Ben
Crooker salvaged a second for

UMass in the 500-yard freestyle

and Dave Boucher took third in the

200-yard breaststroke. In the 12-

meter diving competition, Jeff

Crouse took third for UMass but

Connecticut took the first two
places. Joe Hebert, Dick Blaisdell,

Duncan Lomas, and Spencer
Sullivan, teamed up to win the 400-

yard freestyle relay with a time of

3:33.3, making the final score 73-40,

UConn.
However, the most exciting

swimmer in the meet came in last

place in his event. Peter McDwitt,
the 10-year old son of the UConn
coach, swam unofficially in the 200-

yard individual medley. Peter had
both teams and the whole crowd
behind him, and did an admirable
job.

The AH shuffle
ByTOMO'CONNELL
MIX' Sports Staff

Okay boxing fans (I'm sure local news coverage of

the sport is no reflection of our number, if it was, I

wouldn't bother writing this) let's take a look at the

story behind the on-off-on-off Ali-Quarry fight.

Here are the basics. Gil Clancy, Jerry's manager,

had a verbal agreement with Garden (that's Madison

Square) matchmaker Teddy Brenner and Ali's

people for a May 6 bout between the two

heavyweights. The press conference was all set up,

Quarry was On his way to New York by plane, and

through a phone call to Ali's absent attorney Bob

Arum it was learned that the former champ had

changed his mind, that he didn't want to fight so soon

after the Frazier bout. Clancy became angry and

made the charge of a possible "Black conspiracy" to

keep the title from any white man. Hey, minority
sympathizers, don't side with Ali too quicly. Quarry is

only half Irish. His mom is an American Indian, and

the Quarrys were at least as poor as the Clays before

Jerry and Cassius struck it rich in boxing. Anyhow,
the racial remarks, as usual drew more fans' at-

tention then the planned fight itself. The remarks
could be justifiable.

After the second Ali-Norton fight, Champ George
Foreman announced that he would fight Quarry in

November. Foreman backed out. After a quick kayo
of nobody James J. Woody Quarry signed to fight

Earnie Shavers. Since his one round, one punch
knockout of former W.B.A. Champ Jimmy Ellis, the

other top contenders had avoided Earnie. Quarry
pummeled him to defeat in the opening round. Then
the agreement to fight Ali went down the drain. In

short, Quarry fights everyone but the top three

contenders and the champ will not go near Quarry

Let's face it Muhammed Ali knows a lot about

fighting and fighters He knows as does his friends,

former Light heavyweight champ Jose Torres,

author of Ali's biography, that the first Quarry fight

probably wou'd have ended with a different outcome

had Quarry - voided being cut. Quarry's fight plan

was to wait until the middle rounds when Ali would

begin to tire before putting on the pressure Torres, in

Float Like A Butterfly. Sting Like A Bee, called the

cut a "gift of Allah", since Quarry doubled Ali

against the ropes in the best round of the fight, the

second, with the only hard hook he had thrown up to

that point. Ali apparently agreed to some degree. In

the rematch, Muhammed was at his best since his

comeback, possible the best of his career. His low

weight and lightning speed attested to his respect for

Quarry, who wasn't himself. Whether it was seeing

his brother kayoed by Bob Foster in the semi-final or

marital problems or a hangover, I don't know, only

Jerry does. But how many men can do a punching bag

imitation for Muhammed Ali and not leave his feet?

Quarry did just that.

Ali, Foreman, Norton, and possible even Joe
Frazier, who never ducked anyone, are afraid of

Jerry Quarry. It is not that Quarry will definitely beat

them all, but that he has a very good chance. He is

definitely a smarter, more mature fighter now than
he ever was before. He can spoil that $5 million

Foreman Ali gate. But I can't understand why
Foreman's people advised (and very effectively) Ali

not to take on Quarry. If Jerry was to beat Ali, a
Foreman-Quarry Championship Fight would do as
well as a defense against Ali, who is just off a not too

convincing victory over Frazier.

Unless, of course George Foreman & Co. think

Jerry Quarry is a bigger risk than is Muhammed Ali.

Skiwomen win

weekend pair

at Tenny Mt.

By L. HUSSEY
MDC Sports Staff

Returning again to Tenny
Mountain in Plymouth, New
Hampshire, the UMass women's
ski team made a clean sweep in the

slalom and giant slalom events.

Despite slushy and icy snow
conditions, which made racing

potentially dangerous and
questionable, the slalom event was
held as scheduled in the morning
with all eight teams competing.

UMass' number one skier, Betsy

Hussey again won best overall in

the slalom event, leading her team
to another win over arch-rivals

Radcliffe and UConn. Second and
third for UMass, and sixth and
ninth in the overall standings were
Rachel Courtney and Galen Good.

After the morning's victory the

women skiers were hoping to

repeat their performance in the

afternoon giant slalom event. The
course was very fast and wide
open. It was set in a manner to

avoid, rutting in the soft snow, and
the rocks, laid bare by the morning
slalom.

. The team turned in its most
consistent performance ever. All

eight women completed the course
without a fall or disqualification. In

the individual standings Betsy
Hussey placed second. Rachel
Courtney came in eighth with Jean
Hayden and Galen Good placing

tenth and eleventh. Eloise Crat-

tuso, Marie Spiegil, Teresa Hutley
and Debby Mellet also came in

with good runs, giving UMass their

second victory of the day.
If snow in the north holds out, the

team will head for Mittersill in

Franconia, New Hampshire, this

weekend for the final meet of the

season.

Handballs and

Handball

Gloves

at

A. J. Hastings, Inc.

Newsdealer & Stationer

Amherst

UMass trackmen 4th

in New Englands
By SCOTT HAYES
MDC Sports Staff

Although the best race over the

weekend was between two
streakers in Southwest, the UMass
Indoor Track team scored 24 points

in the New England Cham-
pionships, Saturday, at Storrs.

The Minutemen captured fourth

place, ten points behind Boston
College. Northeastern won seven of

the meet's 16 events to nip UConn
for the championship. NU totaled

51 points, while UConn scored 50.

UMass picked up some early and
expected points in the jumping
events, with three of the top five

finishers. Bob Adamson moved
from fifth to second on his last

jump, with teammates Pete Ryan
and Ken Adamson following. Ken
came back to place in his second
event of the meet, the triple jump.
Adamson took fifth and Mike
Geraghty placed third with a jump
of 45W.
Hurdler Jim Hennessy finished

third with a time of 7.6. Bill Gillin

ran the mile in 4:11.5, just behind
Charlie Duggan of Springfield.

Duggan, who finished second, was
timed in 4:10.2. The only other
individual scoring points was
Randy Thomas, who captured
third in the two-mile with a time of

9:00.

The mile relay team was nipped

for second place by BC, running

the distance in 3:24.5. The two-mile

relay team consisting of Devin
Croft, Pete Byron, Chris Farmer
and Jack Maloney lowered another
school record with a time of 7:42.5.

The quartet was just 2.5 seconds off

the winning time, but finished fifth

in the closest and most exciting

race of the day.

"Cheaper by the Dozen"

js not playing at your

local cinema -

^^i but runs

\^ continuously at

'• Mr. Donut
Rte. 9,

Hadley.
Open 24 hrs.

weekends.
Great
coffee TOO!

IMiSter
Dortufc'

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon.

(except during league play)

50 f per string

- Sat.
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Billy Santos and Arnie Johnson

UMass' dynamic JV duo
By STEVE SARACENO
MDC Sports Staff

The honor roll of Jamous team-ups is en-
dless... Elgin Baylor and Jerry West; Mickey
Mantle and Roger Maris; Kreem Jabbar ana
Oscar Robertson; and Billy Santos and Arnie
Johnson....

Unless you're a follower of the UMass JV
basketball team, (Do you keep seasonal stats on
the Toledo Mud Hens? Have you been to the center
of the Sun?) you probably don't know who Billy
Santos and Arnold Johnson are.

Billy Santos is a 5'11" sophomore Phys. Ed
major from Brockton, who lives in Grayson.
Arnie Johnson is 6'6", also a second year man, a

PoliSci major from Boston, and he dorms in
Washington tower.
And they both play basketball -'ery well.
...Sandy Koufax and Don Drysdale; The Lone

Ranger and Tonto; Gale Sayersand Brian Picollo;
Billy Santos and Arnie Johnson...
They both hope to play varsity next year. There

will be several starting spots open. Will either one
make the starting five?

'it's too early to tell", says Santes, "A lot of
things can happen between now and the next
season."

Indeed. One of those things may be the change of
Arnie Johnson from center to forward.

'i wouldn't mind that at all," relates Johnson.
"In high school I played forward, because I was

only 6'3" then. Uur center was six-six .

...Batman and Robin; Kelley and Brophy; Billy
Santos and Arnie Johnson...
Both have had some superb games for the junior

Minutemen.
A.J., when pressed, had to admit that his best

game was against St. Thomas More at the Cage.
Remember that one, all you fan(s) out there? It
was one of the few (4) contests the squad has lost
all year.

B.S. likes to play Connecticut, both at home and
away. He scored 26 at Storrs, and had a
memorable 30 point night here. He amazed the
crowd that game when he outleaped UConn's 67"
center in a jump ball.

...Don Earle and Cooney Weiland; Death and
Taxes; Billy Santos and Arnie Johnson...
"I like George McGinnis," relates Johnson.

Anybody who has seen the nifty Indiana Pacer
forward play can see why. It's easy to draw a
comparison between the sweet shooter McGinnis
and Arnie.

"Nate Archibald is one guy I can admire-he's a
small man in a big man's game," says Billy,
looking at the towering Johnson. Again, to com-
pare is easy; Santos is an inch shorter than
Archibald.

...Babe Ruth and Lou Gheeig; Moe and Curly
Howard, Better homes and Worse Gardens;
William Santos and Arnold Johnson.

UMass seeded fifth

in Div. II hockey
Opens playoffs at Boston State
BOSTON ( AP) - Vermont, the defending champion with a mighty 23-4

record, was top-seeded as expected Sunday for the Eastern College
Athletic Conference Division II hockey tournament.
Selection committee chairman Gus Sullivan of Boston State announced

the seedings and pairings for the start of the tournament next weekend
Merrimack, 19-10-2, was seeded second, Salem State, 20-3 third and

Boston State, 18-10-2 fourth. The top four-seeded teams will have home ice
advantage in the quarter-finals.

Massachusetts 9-11 was seeded fifth, followed in order by Williams 12-5-
2, Norwich 13-7-2 and Army 18-6.

Merrimack will be host to Norwich, Williams will play at Salem State,
and Boston Sate will be at home against Massachusetts in opening games
next Saturday Vermont's opener will be delayed probably until Sunday
because Army has a game commitment in Canada.
The semifinals will be held March 6, with the championship gam-'

March 9. All games will be played at the home of the higher seeded team

Sabres snap B's streak
BUFFALO (AP) - Rene Robert's

18th goal of the season early in the

second period helped the Buffalo

Sabres snap a nine-game Boston
unbeaten streak with a 3-2 victory

over the Bruins in a nationally

televised National Hockey League
game Sunday.

Robert's goal was the second by

JV hoopsters

clobber TVTC

to end season

By STEVE SARACENO
MDC Sports Staff

The lead paragraph was all but
typed — "Gary Kapinos led the
UMass JV's over Thames Valley
Technical College last Saturday
night at the Cage with a shooting
performance that would rival even
Wyatt Earp's."

After all, the Minutemen were
leading by 16 points, Kapinos was
shooting the heck out of the net,

and it was well into the second half.

But as they say in JV basketball,

"The game is not over until the
final turnover".

Thames Valley cut the lead to 7

points, 70-63, with less than eight

minutes left. And Kapinos stopped
scoring.

Enter the Dynamic Duo. Exit
Thames Valley's hopes. Forget the
lead sentence.

Arnold Johnson and Billy Santos
scored 23 of UMass' final 27 points.

Johnson had 15 while Santos had 8.

In this same period TVTC had all of

6 points.

So, the final score: UMass - 97,

Thames Valley Technical - 69.

Johnson hit a superb 11 of 17

from the floor, sank all his foul

shots, grabbed 17 rebounds, and
generally made Thames Valley

players hate life during the last

eight minutes.
Kapinos, though he sank only one

basket in Johnson-Santos Crazy-
Time, hit for 26 points and grabbed
12 rebounds in what was probably
his finest game of the year.
Santos had 16 points, quite a task

when his 9 assists are also con-
sidered.

Stanley Hodgin and Dave
Tewhill also performed well.

Hodgin matched Santos' assist

total while Tewhill as the fourth

junior-Minuteman to score in

double figures, with 10 points.

For the losers, towhead guard
Jeff Butler swished his way to 21

points, Jack Lima netted 14, and
Marty Sheldon got 13.

"MAN, THIS BEATS AN OUNCE OF GOOD COLUMBIANS" A small segment
of Saturday night's crowd giggles at a UMaine basketball team that may have been
recruited by the National Lampoon.

Hondo sparks Celts

past Hawks, 111-96
PROVIDENCE, R.I. ( AP) - John Havlicek sparked a Boston outburst

early in the second half and the Celtics rolled to a 111-96 National
Basketball Association victory over Atlanta Sunday, defeating the Hawks
for the fifth consecutive time this season.
Leading just 48-46, the Celtics outscored the Hawks 16-3 in the next six

minutes and were in command the rest of the way. Havlicek scored eight
points in the explosion en route to taking game honors with 32.

Atlanta, playing without injured Lou Hudson, made a brief rally early

in the fourth period, closing to within 80-70, but the Celtics then broke
loose and outscored the Hawks 12-2 to nail down the decision.

the Sabres in less than two minutes
of the second period as Buffalo
overcame an early Boston lead.
The Bruins scored at 2:22 of the

opening period on their second shot
of the game, by Don Marcotte.
The Sabres tied it little more

than two minutes later on a power
play goal, Jim Lorentz deflecting a
long shot past (lilies Gilbert.

Phil Esposito then put the Bruins
ahead again with his 51st goal of

the season at 12:20, a 25-footer
which put the Bruins ahead 2-1.

Gerry Meehan tied the score
with a 15-foot backhander at the
six-minute mark of the second
period and less than two minutes
later, Robert delivered the game-
winning goal after a pass from Gil
Perrault.

There was no scoring in the third
period as the Sabres, led by goalies
Dave Dryden, protected their one-
goal margin. Boston outshot
Buffalo 35-21 in the game, in-

cluding a 16-6 edge in the first

period.

UMass Sportsweek
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26

Women's Varsity Basketball vs. Bridgewater State HOME 7:15

Women's JV Basketball vs. Bridgewater State HOME 6:00

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27

Varsity Basketball vs. Fordham Away 8: 00
Varsity Hockey vs. Northeastern HOME 8:00

Women's Gymnastics vs. UNH and Salem State HOME 8:00

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28

Women's Varsity Basketball vs. Plymouth State HOME 6.00

Women's JV Basketball vs. Plymouth State HOME 4:30
FRIDAY. MARCH 1

Varsity Swimming New England Championships at Brown

Varsity Wrestling NEUWA at Dartmouth
SATURDAY, MARCH 2

Women's Gymnastics vs. Southern Connecticut HOME 2:00

Men's Gymnastics vs. Cornell Away 2:00

Women's Varsity Basketball vs. Southern Connecticut • Away 4:00

Women's JV Basketball vs. Southern Connecticut Away 2: 00

Women's Ski Mittersill

OFFERSYOU
THE UNCOLA

GLASS

BURGER
KING

GET YOURS
FOR 20c WITH THE PURCHASE

OF A WHOPPER
ONLY AT

BURGER KING
Mountain Farm* Mall Hadlay Matt
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It was just unbelievable

ECSTACY AT THE CAGE— Freshman Steve Mayfield (40) and Joe Semder (40) raise their arms in unison with the 5,000-plus crowd as the

game-ending shot by Mike Stokes (10) swishes through the net.

Record win clinches conference Seven (7) UMies hit double figures

UMass massacres Maine, 108-
By STEVE DeCOSTA

"I'm just awed by what hap-
pened," remarked a disbelieving

but jubilant Jack Leaman.
And indeed it was an awe-

inspiring performance of total

dominance on the basketball court

that was turned in by the four

departing Minuteman seniors and
their teammates Saturday night as

they dismantled Maine by a
shopping record margin of 70, yes I

said 70, points, 108-38.

It was a score that must have
sent hundreds of late night editors

into a frenzy, calling the wire
services for a double, or even
triple-check of what had to seem
like a misprint.

But the only mistake of the night

was on the part of the Black Bears,
who decided to show up at all, or

maybe for hundreds of UMass fans
who decided to skip the game or

showed up too late to crash the

gate.

There is absolutely no way
possible to describe what happened
on the court. Suffice it to say that it

was Senior Night, there were 5000

screaming UMies who seemed to

be hanging from the rafters, and
everything, just everything fell

into place.

The night's final shot exem-
plified the near mystical quality of

the game. Mike Stokes stole the
ball from a Maine dribbler on the

far-side of mid-court with time
running out. As the buzzer soun-

ded, Stokes heaved up a lunging

two-hander from 50 feet away that

arched toward the iron.

"When I first saw it, I said it

couldn't go in," said Leaman. "But
then I figured it had to: everything
else had been going in all night

long."

And Leaman was right. The ball

glanced off the glass and slipped

through the twines with a
whispering swish that was im-
mediately replaced by a roar that

shook the foundations of the Cage,
the campus, and all of New
England college basketball.

But the night was for the seniors.

The crowd came for one purpose,
to honor the likes of Al Skinner,

as it turned out, finest hour in the

Cage.

Skinner wound up as the night's

scorer with 21 points and pulled in

eight rebounds, all in 23 minutes of

playing time. After sitting out most
of the second half in favor of the

patterned team. Pitino turned on

all the moves, behind-the-back,

between-the-legs, and com-
binations of the two. He finished

with only six points, but ran the

offense with near-perfection.

Peter Trow hustled all over the

Staff Photo-Steve Smith)

THEY WENT OUT IN STYLE — The featured stars

of senior night slap hands before a game that would
bring one of the most illustrious eras in UMass sports

to an end. From L-R, Al Skinner, Peter Trow, John
Olson, and Rick Pitino.

subs, Skinner came back for an

encore to the cries of "We want
Al."

With less than a minute left,

Skinner got the ball under the

basket. Al went up for what

everyone just knew would be one

last jam. But the defender pushed

Skinner too far under the hoop, and

the senior forward had to be

content to lay it in, for his last hoop
ever in Curry Hicks.

For Rick Pitino, it was a night of

Rick Pitino, Peter Trow, and John releasing all the tensions built up in

Olson, who enjoyed their final, and three years of playing for a well-

Cage court for the last time, and in

the process picked up 16 points and
six caroms.
And even John Olson, a forgotten

man who usually played only when
the outcome was no longer in

doubt, contributed heavily to the

cause with some aggressive
defensive play and six hard-earned

rebounds.

But it was a team effort that

felled the Black Bears, and the

supporting cast deserves more
than its share of accolades.

Greg Duarte, who didn't even

play in the first half, garnered 13

rebounds and 11 points in all of 17

minutes of game action.

The other juniors also con-

tributed, John Murphy although

used sparingly, heaved in 10 points

and Bill Endicott finished up wirh

15 markers.
Mike Stokes, in addition to his

afforementioned last-minute
heroics, split the twines for 10.

The freshman duet of Steve
Maytield and Joe Semder con-
tinued their steady improvement
and gave hope to continued
basketball success in the future

with their solid play in the front-

court.

Actually, the game should have
been close. The Bears came into

the contest with a record of 13-8

and appeared loose and ready to

play in warm-ups.
UMass was tight in the early

going and seemed to have dif-

ficulty establishing their offensive

pattern The Minutemen broke to a
6-0 lead thanks to good "D'

;

and
poor Maine shooting, but the Bears
climbed back to make the score 6-

4.

Then came the deluge. The
Minutemen ran off 14 unanswered
points, saw Maine counter with
two, and then came back with
another 16 straight.

It was coasting time from there

as UMass rolled to a 50-18 half time
lead.

If you get your kicks from
statistics, check these out:

-UMass solidified their number
one ranking in the country in

rebound margin by destroying
Maine off the boards 71-31.

-27 assists were turned in by the

homesters, while Maine could
manage only five.

-Bob Warner, the leading
rebounder and third leading scorer
in the conference was held to only
nine points and as many rebounds.
And if you like a little wildness

:

-The Minutemen kept their
fingers on the "reject button",

blocking eight shots.

John Murphy blocked a shot with

his foot, kicking the ball out of the

shooters hands on an attempted
scoop lay-up.

-Steve Mayfield accounted for

(Staff Photo-Steve Smith)

NO WONDER
MAINE WAS
MASSACRED — Al
Skinner takes a corner
pop over an unidentified
Black Bear whose eyes
are focused somewhere
at the other end of the
court.

two of the Maine points as he
tapped a rebound through the

wrong hoop.

Impeachment unexpected: Nixon
ByGAYLORDSHAW

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon

said last night "I do not expect to be im-

Herbert W. Kalmbach, a
corporate lawyer who handled
President Nixon's personal legal
affairs, pleaded guilty to two
charges stemming from his
political fund-raising in 1970. —
See page 5.

peached," and renounced resignation as a
step he said would threaten the survival of
the presidency itself.

"...It is vitally important in this nation

that the presidency of the United States not
be hostage to what happens to the popularity
of a president at one time or another," he
told a nationally broadcast news con-
ference.

So, while he forecast Republican suc-

cesses in the 1974 congressional elections,

Nixon repeated his vow that he will never
resign, even if GOP candidates face the

prospect of wholesale defeats.

"...We have a lot of work left to do, more
than three years left to do, and I'm going to

stay here until I get it done," he said,

leaning forward, jaw set as if to emphasize
his words.

"I want my party to survive, but more

important 1 want me presidency to sur

vive." he said. One of the prime problems on
that agenda is the energy crisis, which, with

Watergate, impeachment and the economy,
were major topics of the 38-minute news
conference.

Nixon said he believes gasoline rationing

can be avoided, but threatened to veto an
emergency energy bill now pending in

Congress because of its price rollback

provisions.

He said the administration "will not stand

by...and allow a recession to occur." Nixon
conceded that inflation remains a nagging
problem, but said he expects the economic
picture to improve in the second half of the

year

Nixon also said that in the judgment of

White House lawyers, a criminal offense is

required as grounds for the impeachment of

a President.

In response to a question as to whether his

interst in ending the Watergate matter
would be served by a full impeachment
trial. Nixon said:

"Well, a full impeachment trial in the
Senate under our Constitution comes only
when the House determines that there is an
impeachable offense. It is my belief that the
House after it conducts its inquiries will not

reach that determination. I do not expect to

(Continued on P. »>
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THE MALL
What does it mean for you?
(Part I: why here?)

'Staff Photo - firm Mancusoi

By LARRY CARPMAN
First there was farmland then there was a mall. It

seemed to happen almost as simply as that.

The Mountain Farms Mall on Route 9 in Hadley is

just over seven months old and has changed the

Amherst-Hadley area in some quiet yet important
ways. The structure cost between four and five

million dollars and has room for 33 stores, 29 of which
are now leased.

Why a mall in this serene country community?
In a market analysis for the mall provided by the

developer, Charles Schnier Enterprises of Bloom

-

field, Connecticut, it is revealed that "Hampshire
County, where Mountain Farms Mall will be located,

has had the third largest population explosion in

Massachusetts over the past ten years." Also, the

report points out, "Hampshire and Franklin Counties
have only "Class D" shopping centers" (i.e. only

neighborhood centers with one or two variety or

discount stores). The only mall in this area before

Mountain Farms was built was located in Springfield.

"People are getting away from downtown shops,"
said Jeff Bryan, Promotion Director for the mall.

"Mass transit is to blame for that," he said.

The student population in the area, along with the

population explosion of Hampshire county, would
seem to be a good reason to locate the mall in the

community. However, the mall is concentrating on
being community orientated, not simply student

minded.
"People can use the mall for anything," said

Bryan. He suggested a recent bake sale as an
example.

"We don't particularly cater to the student needs at

present," said Louis G. Spanose, general store

manager for Almy's. "We could survive without the

students, he said, but in the future we hope we can
cater more to the college community."
The mall attracts between 1.000 and 2,000 people on

weekdays and slightly more on Saturdays.

"People probably went to either Greenfield or

Springfield before the mall," said Spanose.

The mall's primary market is estimated to be
150,374 people. It includes Amherst, Belchertown,
Northampton, Sunderland, Hatfield, and 15 other
surrounding communities. There is a secondary
market for the mall that also includes 20 town totaling

60,422 people.

The location of the mall is one of convenience. To
many people in the area Mountain Farms serves as a
place to spend the whole day. While walking through
the mall on a weekday this reporter found many
people spending long hours strolling in and out of the
stores and generally making a day out of a trip to the
shopping center.

The mall has had some effects ehich are beginning
to show

:

—it has most definitely increased the flow of traffic

along Route 9,

—it has had some effect on downtown Amherst and
Northampton stores,

—it increased greatly the student employment for

the area.

These effects will be included in the next two parts
of the series.

People spend long hours strolling in and out of the
stores and making a day of their shopping trip.

Sargent, Backman rally

for gun control bills
By BOB MACKAY
MDC Correspondent

BOSTON — More than 1,000

people jammed a state house
hearing on gun control proposals
yesterday.

The joint committee on Public

Safety heard public testimony on
more than thirty bills dealing with

the controversial issue.

However, the gathering was not

an accurate reflection of the

public's views towards gun control.

Aside from legislative committee

Governor Francis W. Sargent
testified for his legislation to ban
Saturday night specials," or all

handguns with a barrell of five

inches or less.

Also, under Sargents bill, Senate
no. 1474, a person using a gun for

legitimate purposes would first

have to pass a training course.

Legitimate purposes outlined in

the bill include hunting, com-
petition, and - under specific cir-

cumstances - self-defense.

Sargent asked the legislature to

see page 10 and 11 for debate

members and representatives of

the press, approximately 90 per

cent of those in attendance were

representing various organizations

opposed to gun control.

The lopsided hearing featured a

large number of people in the

audience wearing tags saying,

"Stick to your Guns."

require a training program for any
person who owns a handgun "for

legitimate purposes," and he

proposed that the state pay for

guns which are turned in.

At a hearing on proposed han-

dgun legislation before the

legislature's Public Safety Com-
mittee. Sargent said handgun

ownership in America is at an all

time high and in Massachusetts
alone 150,000 persons have permits

to carry guns.

"In only one case out of 250 does

a homeowner with a gun suc-

cessfully block the criminal,"
Sargent said. "But for every
criminal who is stopped with a gun,

four innocent people die through

accidents."

The governor said, "the time for

rational handgun control is here

and now. We cannot allow this

proliferation of guns to continue

unabated.

"As long as concealable guns can
be found in American homes,
criminals will have no trouble

stealing them."

The hearings saw considerable
testimony from both sides of the

volatile issue and emotionally
charged arguments were an in-

tegral part of the day's events.

Attorney General Robert H. Quinn (left) and
Springfield gasoline dealer Harold Murphy (right)

spoke last night at an energy conference in the campus
center. Quinn reaffirmed his support of preferential

treatment to some customers at gas stations. During a
WMUA radio interview, he said he does not support the
legalization of marijuana.
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u . . . . 'Ma" I'huto - Urry HershkowiU)
waiting for the campus bus won't be half as bad now that they built these waiting

stations.

Women's career awareness
subject of special program

By MARJORIE MORSE
A special program has been

started on campus to deal with
women's career awareness. The
need for such a program developed
after a number of women appeared
at Everywoman's Center seeking
help in finding a career suitable to

their life plans. Consequently
several of the Center's workers got
together in October of '73 and
formed the Career Task Force
Awareness Program.
Terry Rumpf , a counselor for the

Task Force, explains what has
been happening with the program

:

"Since then two of us, Elizabeth
Kennedy and myself, have been
hired by the Student Development
office in Berkshire. What is hap-
pening is a recognition of the fact
that women and work have special
kinds of problems."
Ms. Rumpf separates the women

participating in the program into
the categories of undergrads,
graduates, alumni and people not
affiliated with the University.
These women come
where they can get a _

area, or they are already employed
but want a change. Ms. Rumpf
noted that a large number of the
latter roup are teachers.
The Task Force offers short term

counselling or, four week coun-

selling on a one to one basis for the
women especially confused as to

their career aims. The two
counsellors meet with about
seventy women a month. The Task
Force helps the women get the jobs
they want, along with aid with
resumes, interviews or any special
problems.

Ms. Rumpf stresses the prac-
ticality of the Forces approach.
"We help them set their goals and
help them in their decision making.
Sometimes we use the vocational
test if they feel they'd benefit from
it," she said.

anyway."
Job inequality

problem faced by
Rumpf notes that students may not

is another
women. Ms.

Dubois papers seen

as valuable set
BvJl'DYBOl'CIIKR

The WEB. DuBois papers, "the most significant collection at this

library" according to Mrs. Kathrine Emerson, director of Archives,

arrived at UMass within a month after moving into the new library. The
collection of DuBois. an outspoken leader of the Black's since the early

1900s, consist of manuscripts, correspondence, medals, tapes, degrees,

citations, and photographs.

An agreement was made with Mrs. Shirley Graham DuBois to reserve

a room on the 25th floor in the northwest corner of the library in addition

to paying her $150,000 over a ten year period. This will be financed by

special university funds attached to the Chancellory and not from tax-

payers money.
Two-thirds of the collection was acquired in July where they were

previously in the possession of Dr. Herbert Aptheker of Brooklyn. In

August Chancellor Bromery traveled to Cairo, Egypt, where Dr. DuBois
spent the last years of his life, and supervised the transporting of the

other one third of the collection.

Mrs. Emerson reported that "the papers are not being used for

research at this tiee, they are too old and fragile". There have been,

however, requests for information from students working on doctrinal

dissertations and from DuBois experts.

To prevent further deterioration of the papers, a hygrothermograph, a

sensitive instrument which continually reads and records the room
temperature and humidity level, has been installed. The room tem-
perature must be maintained around 65 degrees and the humidity level

must be between 45 to 55 degrees.

Before the papers can become available to the public, each individual

sheet must under go a preservation process. There are approximately
100,000 to 150,000 sheets of paper.
The preservation will be done by well-trained personnel from the New

England Document Conservation Center in North Andover. The process
will involve cleaning to remove the dust, deacidification, and
strengthening the page by fusioning it with a transparent back.
Once this is accomplished, a curator will then be able to arrange, index

and describe the content of the papers. A grant for $150,000 has been
applied for from the National Endowment for Humanities to cover the
cost of restoring the papers and funds for the curator.
The money has not been granted yet, but Mrs. Emerson believes it will
^f i 1- TTlf 111 il _ »•_• • a .. .-
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The aspect of life planning in

conjunction with career
development is an important part
of the Task Force's approach. Ms.
Rumpf explains that "women face
decisions that men don't," for
instance the question of career and
children. "There are very few
models of the two-career family to
follow," she said.

"Women need to be made aware
in asking that there are options open besides
job in this the usual female occupations such

as teacher, nurse and social
worker, that are really okay for
them," continues Ms. Rumpf.
"These are rewarding, fulfilling
careers. Many of the traditional
women's careers are overloaded

» --.w ...w..<**j •*•** *>WV MVVIIglUIIVVU JVl, KT\*\. i»*10. UHIH OU11 UtlltVCO II Will
be seriously confronted with this be given to UMass "because the papers are highly regarded nationally".

She explained that once the money has been allocated for the project, it

will be two to three years before "all qualified scholars will have ac-
cessability of the papers".
The collection will be microfilmed so copies can be made available

elsewhere while it will also take wear and tear off the original. Also,
"UMass will not merely index the DuBois papers but will have a com-
puter based index to all other holdings of W.E.B. DuBois Papers" said
Mrs. Emerson.
With the acquisition of the W.E.B. DuBois papers, Mrs. Emerson

predicted that UMass in the future will probably be a leading depository
for the collections of other Black Scholars.

Northampton Volunteers:
companionship, involvement

Legislature repeals drinking age bill

BOSTON (AP) — A bill repealing the year old law lowering the
drinking age in Massachusetts from 21 to 18 was rejected by the
House yesterday on a 156-61 role call.

The bill had been given an unfavorable report by the legislature's
Government Regulations Committee.
The House also overturned an adverse committee report and

voted to consider a bill raising the state meals tax exemption from
$1 to $2.

That bill then was shipped off to the House Ways and Means
Committee.

difficulty yet as conditions at

school are "relatively equal." It is

outside the University that the

inequalities begin.

Besides counselling, the Task
Force offers referrals, a job bank,

self-workshops, a Speaker's
Bureau, a career conference for

high school guidance counsellors,

weekly meetings and pilot

programs. The aim of the pilot

programs is to take the Force from
its central location and bring it into

the dorms. Two have already been
established in Central and Nor-
theast. "This is the kind of

workshop," says Ms. Rumpf, "I'd

like to see every student take
before getting out of here."
Even with the success of the

program Ms. Rumpf says that

there is a large problem. "If we
can continue to do what we are
doing we're going to need funding.

We have no definite means of

support and this is very
threatening to us," she said. Ms.
Rumpf feels that "it would be too

bad if all this got built up and then

was wiped out by the end of the

year." More recognition of the

program is needed before support

will be received.

The two counsellors work out of

the Student Development office

now. The positions they hold are
not yet secure. According to Ms.

The MDC Editor-in-Chief and News Editor said today they will
meet Thursday night will all interested publicity managers of
campus groups and organizations who submit press releases to the
newspaper.

According to Karen Lynch and Mike Kneeland, the purpose of the
meeting will be to explain press release policies to the groups'
representatives. They also said the meeting should promote better
understanding between groups seeking publicity and the student
newspaper.
News Editor Mike Kneeland will show the representatives how

press releases should be written to help insure publication.

The meeting will begin at 8:00 p.m. in room 101 of the Campus
Center.

By PAMELA NORMANDY
The Northampton Volunteers are a group of UMass students who visit

the Northampton State Hospital patients every Thursday. About one
hundred volunteers work to develop a relationship with mentally
disturbed adults.

The Volunteers provide companionship for the patients and involement
in activities such as basketball, pool, cards or singing. The students
choose between men's and women's wards and between the different
psychological problems the hospital attempts to heep.
Formed more than five years ago, this group has grown in number and

the format has changed. Debbie Daniels, this year's chief UMass coor-
dinator, noted that in only the two years she has been involved in the
program, it has become closer-knit organization with more independence
from the hospital. Another modification is that a student can volunteer or
?et credit through Outreach or the Psychology department.
A bus is provided for the program with pick-up spots in front of
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Parking issue

brought to court
By FRITS GUERTSEN

The University won the first round in a court battle concerning the

campus parking situation. The trial took place Friday afternoon at 2:30 in

Hampshire District Court in Northampton.
Of the three students against whom the University had grievances, two

were found guilty on all charges and one had his case postponed.

Vernon Rhett and Steven Carey have both appealled the verdicts they

received. The case involving David Carlon was postponed, pending the

outcome of a case now in Superior Court , to which it is related

.

Although the cases had originally been intended to be test cases to try

the parking system itself, the presiding judge, the Hon. Luke Ryan ruled

out this course of action when he declared, "I'm only interested in the

facts of these particular cases. I don't want to hear anything else.

Rhett was charged with parking in a tow zone. The space in question is

situated in front of Brett House on the corner closest to the infirmary. The
parking guard who issued the ticket and authorized the towing of the car,

said that Rhett 's vehicle was occupying a space demarcated as

"Physician's Parking — Tow Zone".

Rhett testified that to the right of the space he occupied was a space

reserved for the Head of Residence and to the left were two spaces

reserved for physicians, but that his space was unmarked.
Rhett said "There is easily room for four cars in that area. That space

has been the subject of a lot of debate and confusion lately. I had never

heard of anyone getting towed or ticketed from there however."

Carey was charged with three counts of parking his motorcycle on a

sidewalk and three counts of parking his motorcycle in a restricted area

without the proper decal.

The parking guard who issued the tickets said tnat he had found the

motorcycle illegally parked on a sidewalk in Southwest three days in a

row. A few days later the same guard discovered the motorcycle parked

in an area reserved for motorcycles with decals, also for three days in a

row.

The attorney for the defense, Harry Miles of Amherst, attempted to

bring through various testimonies the fact that the area specified in the

first three counts was not clearly demarcated as a sidewalk.

Judge Ryan disallowed this, saying "Any schoolboy who doesn't know
the difference between the street and the sidewalk has no business being

at the University."

When Miles attempted to press his case, he was found in contempt of

court and fined 50 dollars.

An appeal request for both cases was made by Miles immediately after

the guilty verdicts were rendered. No date has yet been established

however for the new trials.

Snow, ...I thought you said snow.

Fire hazards of library questioned
There are no serious fire hazards

in the University of Massachusetts
library, a University official told

the Collegian yesterday.

Last week informed sources
cited for the Collegian fire-safety

inadequacies as one of several
problems facing UMass ad-
ministrators and maintenance
men.
However, Barry W. Averill,

director of University Health
Services has presented in-

formation which refutes the
sources' charge that the library is

"a fire trap."

"There are no serious fire

hazards on this campus, but we are
very concerned about educating
people to act properly in the event
of a fire," Averill said in an in-

terview yesterday.

"Most of the charges made by
the sources are inaccurate and
misconceived."
The fire-safety hazards cited by

the sources included.

—lack of a sprinkler system

—no evacution plan

—stairwells acting as flues

—stand pipes improperly
hinged; and therefore useless

—"fire resistant" carpets that

apparently burn

—no means of escape because

elevators are called to main level.

Averill challenged the accuracy

of each of the allegations except

the carpets, but added that their

fire resistance v^uld be studied in

the near future.

There was never a sprinkler

system installed in the library

because the present state sprinkler

law did not exist at the time of its

construction.

But according to Averill, it is not

of primary concern "because
sprinklers were meant to save

property and not lives."

"And since sprinklers are highly

expensive to put in-and they could

accidently go off during a false

alarm and ruin millions of books--

we question their financial

feasibility."

As for the absence of an
evacuation plan, he said "You
don't evacuate a 26-story

building."

"Anything over eight stories it is

recommended that you do not

evacuate. The appropriate
procedure is to exit everyone from
the fire floor above and below."
"The stairwells would not act as

flues unless opened, Averill said.

And since the library is con-

structed of concrete and still with

only its contents burnable, a fire

would be contained within a

compartment. The smoke would
not travel from floor to floor."

The stand pipes which are
available in the stairwells to hook
up fire hose are not deficient, he
said, sine ? the fire would not be

fought from the fire level.

Quinn backs preferred gas sales by dealers
By MARTIN J. WATERS
and BILL DENSMORE

State attorney general Robert H.

Quinn said last night he favors the

continued application of

"preferential treatment" to good

customers of gas stations in the

Bay State.

Under questioning from a panel

discussion audience of one-

hundred in the campus center, the

probable Democratic guber-

natorial candidate said gas station

dealers have a right to give more

gas to their best customers and

may give a pre-set minimum to

others. But he also said it would be

discriminatory for a station to give

no gas at all to any driver.

Quinn responded to questions

from students who, said his ruling

allows discrimination against

students and others.

During an earlier radio in-

terview, Quinn said: "So long as.

during the opening hours nobody is

turned away, special consideration

may be given to regular

customers."
During the "Off the Hook" in-

terview program on WMUA radio,

Quinn said if gasoline stations were
forced to treat all customers alike,

it would mean "total shut down of

all our gasoline stations, crippling

our state and threatening the

livelihood of our residents."

Sitting on a "Western
Massachusetts Energy Crisis

Panel" with Bay State Gasoline

Retailers president Harold Miller

of Springfield, Quinn said

"everyone who gets in a gas line

should get some gasoline."

Murphy said during an interview

after the panel that he favors

preferential treatment based on

the need of the motorist rather

than how good a customer the

driver is.

But he also acknowledges, that

basing service solely on need

would be protested by station

owners.
If a dealer had to chose between

the two allocation systems, "for his

own profit, it would be his own good

customer" that would get the gas.

Quinn reaffirmed his

disagreement with federal policy

on the treatment of gasoline

customers by retailers. He said

service stations my give prefer -

netial treatment to certain
customers "if they handle all

customers at least to a minimum."
The Attorney General's position

appears to contradict the policy of

Federal Energy Administrator
William Simon. Simon's office says
it is illegal for service stations to

engage in any form of preferential

treatment.

Murphy expressed confidence
that the federal government's fuel

allocation efforts will begin to

alleviate the problems of both

dealers and motorists.

"We have a lot of confidence in

Simon," he said.

Murphy asked the panel's
audience to accept surtailed
amounts of driving and the in-

conveniences of the fuel shortage.

"This summer is not going to be
easy" for vacationers, according
to Murphy, "if we don't cut back,

government's going to come out

with rationing." He said he has not

met anyone who favors coupon
rationing.

A zoologist at Holyoke Com-
munity CoLlege, Dr. David Stickel,

spoke about the various alternative

sources of energy available now
and for the future. He claimed that

the Atomic Energy Commission
(A.E.C.) is extremely lax in its

safety research. Stickel cited an
experiment in which it was found
female lizards became sterile from
exposure to "relatively moderate"
nuclear radiation, while the males
did not. He then said: "To this day,

the A.E.C. uses the human male in

determining radiation-sterility

relationships." Solar energy will

likely be practical within a

relatively short timespan, ac-

cording to Stickel, who added that

the Massachusetts coast is second
only to California in the number of

"sun days" in the continental

United States, making the sun an
especially useful energy source

here.

Asst. Prof. Craig Moore of the

UMass School of Business Ad-

ministration related his ex-

periences with officials in

Washington, condemning the

federal government's overall
handling of the energy situation as

"totally inept."

Moore said: "The reason they're

not rationing is that they don't

know how to." He claimed that

mild weather this winter averted a

major fuel shortage, saying:
"We've just been damn lucky."

TIRED OF COMMON DINING?

try the Top of the Campus

dinner served Tuesday

through Saturday

5:30 to 9:00 p.m.

Racial Understanding starts collective

In an effort to express its ideas through the media the Center for Racial

Understanding in Southwest has started its own Theatre Collective. The
collective will allow all people to work on all aspects of production, from

publicity to acting.

Auditions are being held this evening, as well as tomorrow night in

Mackimmie, Classroom one, at 7:30. People are needed and welcome in

such areas as Stage managership and sets, choreography, technical

directorship, lights, costumes, public relations and production.

George L.Sacco
Democratic Candidate

for

Attorney General

Needs Your Support

and
Wants Your Ideas

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Date: February 27. 1974

Place: Room 917. Campus Center
Time: S: (XI p.m.

Coffee and Donuts served
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Kissinger begins mission

to disengage Israel and Syria

LONDON (AP) — Secretary of State Henry A
Kissinger began his new Middle East peace mission
yesterday. He was arriving here on the first stage of

the assignment, aimed at getting Israeli and Syrian
forces to disengage on the Golan Heights.

But as he was flying from Washington, gunfire
exploded along the tense truce line, the Israeli

military command announced. It said Israeli and
Syrian soldiers clashed with light weapons and
recoilless rifles near Tel Shams in the northern Golan
sector after the Syrians tried to advance over the

cease-fire line. No casualties were reported.
Kissinger holds brief talks with British leaders

today, and diplomats reported some evidence to

suggest he already has laid the groundwork for

separating the October Middle East war foes.

One sign of this was provided by Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat who has publicly forecast the

success of the Kissinger mission. Sadat's foreign
minister lately has been active, along with other
senior Arab diplomats, in consultation with Kissinger
is Washington.
Another sign was provided by well-informed

Middle Eastern diplomats who declined to be iden-

tified. They said there have been intensive
discussions between Arab, American and Israeli

authorities on a disengagement formula similar in

principle to the one that led to the separation of

Israeli and Egyptian forces along the Suez Canal.

If Kissinger succeeds, it could pave the way for

resumption of the recessed Geneva peace talks and
an easing of the Arab oil embargo against the United

States.

Diplomatic sources in Damascus said Kissinger

would have more difficulty arranging a Golan
disengagement than the Suez pact because of sub-

stantial opposition within the Damascus regime to

any negotiations with Israel. And his talks in Israel

will be conplicated by a ministerial crisis.

But sources in the Syrian capital said they were
certain Kissinger will emerge from his talks with
Syrian leaders carrying a list of Israeli prisoners of

war, estimated to number 80

Israel has insisted that the list, and visits to its

POWs by the Red Cross, precede any negotiations on
military disengagement in Golan, the strategic-

plateau that overlooks Lake Tiberias.

In return, it was understood in Damscus, Israel

would agree to evacuate the 300-square-mile bulge on

the Damascus-Kuneitra road it captured in fighting

last October, and commit itself to eventual with-

drawal from some of the territory captured in the

1967 war.
Syrian sources said the government was prepared

to accept a U.S. guarantee of Israeli withdrawal.

Search for stolen painting tightens

LONDON <AP> — British police

clamped tight security on air and

sea terminals yesterday to prevent

thieves from smuggling the Jan

Vermeer painting, "Guitar

Player," out of the country.

Scotland Yard said it expected a

ransom demand for the 17th

century Dutch masterpiece which

is considered too famous to be sold

on the open market, but a

spokesman said so far the thieves

had made no contact.

The painting was snatched from

a national museum, Kenwood
House, in London late Saturday

night.

Art dealers in Europe were

warned to keep an eye out for the

painting, which depicts a young

girl playing a guitar. The 20-by-18-

inch work is one of about 40 pic-

tures Vermeer painted before

dying in 1675 in poverty and ob-

scurity. Its value is estimated as

high as $4.4 million.

Both the museum and police

refused to say if the Vermeer was
insured. The museum is ad-

ministered by the Greater London
Council, which is believed con-

sidering offering a large reward.

No figure was given.

Denis Mahon, art historian and
former trustee of the National

Gallery, said the Vermeer was
"one of the finest pictures in

Britain. The only possible motive

for stealing it, apart from sheer

lunacy, is some sort of insurance

racket or blackmail."

In New York, a city detective

whose job is hunting down s*olen

art said he believed whoever took

the painting had a definite

customer in mind and was not a

common thief.

"What's this guy going to do, go
up to a dealer and say: 'Hey, I'm

looking to sell my Vermeer." Det.

Robert Volpe said

Volpe also raised the possibility

the painting was taken by an
idealist who felt it should be
returned to its ountry of origin.

Police said the thief or thieves

bashed through a steel-barred

ground floor window at the

museum, grabbed the painting off

the wall and got away before the

alarm system was activated.

Telephone lines into the building

had been cut to slow down any
pursuit.

The museum was bequeathed to

the nation, along with a collection

of 60 old masters including the
stolen Vereer and three others, by
brewery tycoon Lord Iveagh when
he died in 1927. The collection in-

cludes Rembrandts, Romneys,
Gainsboroughs and others, but
none was touched in Saturday's
raid.

echhifi
Year End Clearance !

!

(Our Physcal Year, That Is)

Feb. 28 - Thurs.

10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Everything we can cut price on,
we will!

Lots of closeouts, one of a
kinds, see tomorrow's paper

for details.

259 Triangle St., Amherst

549-2610 (Next to Discount Records)

also at 186 Main St., Northampton 586-2552

Shell Oil fails

to dislodge Douglas
WASHINGTON lAP> - A major oil company sought and failed

yesterday to dislodge Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas from a

case concerning natural gas regulation.

Shell Oil Co. asked Douglas to drop out of the case, or failing that, for

his colleagues to take the unprecedented step of forcing him to disqualify

himself because of a speech Douglas made, reportedly critical of oil and

gas corporations.

The plea was rejected in a brief, routine order.

In other actions the court refused to interfere with alower court

decision upholding the rule-making-powers of the Federal Trade Com-

mission.

The case arose out of a 1970 FTC ruling making it an unfair practice for

a service station not to post octane numbers on gasoline pumps The

National Petroleum Refiners Association challenged the regulation. The

refiners said the FTC cannot be sufficiently expert to make such rules

governing many types of business.

The court also agreed to decide whether the federal government may
continue its regulation of the sale of alcohol on privately owned land

within Indian reservations.

Shell's attempt to disqualify Douglas was prompted by a speech Jan. 28

at the University of Mississippi Douglas was widely reported to have

said that the oil companies generated the energy crisis in the interest of

profit.

"Statements attributed to Mr. Justice Douglas, if in fact made by him,

reflect such a hostility toward corporations engaged in the oil and gas

business, and imputes such wrongdoing to them that, we submit, it would

be highly improper for Mr. Justice Douglas to participate in this case."

Shell had said.

The case in question involves Federal Power Commission rate struc-

ture established in 1971 governing natural gas production in southern

Ix>uisiana, source of one-third of the nation's supply.

The court declined to hear a case in which a peace group said the FBI
should be forced to purge its files of some information gathered in ad-

vance of a 1969 antiwar demonstration. Lower courts ruled that the in-

formation was gathered by the FBI to determine the likely size of the

demonstration, not to identify individuals.

Nixon speaks to the nation
(Continued from P. 1)

be impeached."
It would take a majority vote of

the House to impeach Nixon, thus
sending any charges against him to

the Senate for trial. In the Senate, a
two-thirds vote would be required
to convict him and remove him
from office.

Discussing energy problems,
Nixon said he expects the Arab oil

embargo will be lifted, but did not
say when that might happen.
He said progress toward a peace

settlement in the Middle East will

be helpful in efforts to get the
embargo lifted.

If it is not lifted, Nixon said, "it

will slow down the efforts we are
making on the peace front."

The President said he believes

"there is a much better than even
chance" that the nation can
weather the energy crisis without
gasoline rationing.

But he said price rollback
provisions in an emergency con-

servation bill now before Congress
would change that prospect.

Nixon said he would veto that bill if

it comes to him with the rollback

provision.

Nixon said the energy shortage
had led to predictions that fuel oil

would be short, leading to hard-
ships in the home and in the fac-

tory, but "we have now passed
through that crisis."

He acknowledged that the
gasoline shortage remains severe,

particularly in the East, and said

the federal energy office is

prepared to take further steps to

deal with that if necessary.
Nixon said he believes the

waiting lines at gasoline stations

will be alleviated by spring or
summertime. "In fact that is the

objective of our program and I

think we will achieve it," he said.

At the same time, he said the
price of gasoline is not going to

decrease until more supplies
become available.

Kung Fu Academy
124 Amity St., Amherst

Tel. 253-5602
Wing-Chun Style Tai-Chi Style

COME AND LEARN

Chinese Self Defense
The only authorized Kung Fu school in Western New
England area. - Opens 4 to 10 p.m.
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It's time again—

End-of-the-month gas squeeze

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The end-of-the month gasoline squeeze grew tighter yesterday

and anticipated delays in extra allocations ordered by the Federal
Energy Office appeared to be too little and too late to ease the
agony of gas-thirsty motorists.

"This is going to be the toughest week in the gas crisis for all of
us," said Robert Malchow, an Appleton, Wis., service station
operator who already is dipping into his March gasoline allotment,

(other energy stories, page 6)

"Everything is really down," said Arthur Johnson, an official of

the Retail Gasoline Dealers Association of Wisconsin. "Thank God
there's only 28 days this month."
But even in some states which on Friday were named by federal

energy chief William E. Simon to get a last-minute additional

allocation for February, delays cropped up.

"We have to wait for directions from each state that is getting the
additional supply," said a Sun O I Co. spokesman. In Pennsylvania
distributors said they did not have the time to figure out the

logistics of doleing out and who should get the extra gasoline.

And as many service stations around the counnry sat shelplessly

dry waiting for their March allocations, there was:
—Further talk of mandatory gasoline rationing.

—Saber-rattling strike talk by dealers.

—And where gas was available, often long, long, long, long lines.

In Montpelier, a spokesman for the Vermont governor's office

said it may take "a couple of weeks" for the 1.35 million gallons of

federally allocated gasoline to arrive in the state.

However, the first part of an 8.8 million gallon addition to

Maryland's allotment began trickling in Monday. Service station

lines in the Baltimore-Washington areas were reported much
shorter than the long queues of late last week.

The Georgia Motor Club reported Monday that conditions in the

state were worsening, and half of 149 stations surveyed said they

expected the gas supply to deteriorate further.

Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., said over the weekend that the

nation is "getting closer and closer to mandatory rationing."

"We're already in a form of rationing - you stand in line,"

Jackson told newsmen in San Francisco.

Joining the list of states which have imposed mandatory
rationing is New York, where the odd-even systems based on

license plate numbers goes into effect Tuesday. Gov. Malcolm
Wilson on Saturday ordered implementation of the plan after

voluntary rationing failed to curb long lines.

Talk of strikes by some dealers continued to circulate.

Gold hits high

on European Market
ZURICH. Switzerland (AP) —

The free price of gold hit a record

nigh on European markets
yesterday for the third straight

session. Dealers were betting it

still had not hit the ceiling.

The closing quotation at Zurich,

the world's largest bullion

exchange, was $169 per ounce, up
$7 from the previous high last

Friday and a spectacular $39, or 30

per cent, above the Feb. 1 price.

The United States dollar, which

often went down in the past when
gold went up. also steadied

noticeably after a weak closing last

weekend The closing Swiss fr«nc

price was 3.1190, six centimes or

two per cent higher than Friday.

The new gold price increase
came in the wake of a statement in

Tokyo Saturday by President
Francois-Xavier Ortoli of the
Common Market Commission that

the European community was
preparing to raise the official

price. Zurich's opening price
Monday was $6 above the Friday
close.

DON'T LET THE

UNIVERSITY IGNORE

THE ADVANTAGES

OF 5-COLLEGE

COOPERATION

Help to increase U.Mass. involvement with

the other four colleges

FIVE-COLLEGE STUDENT

COORDINATING BOARD
is currently seeking new representatives from UMass.

FCSCB is dedicated to promoting academic, cultural, and

social cooperation among Amherst, Hampshire, Mt.

Holyoke, and Smith colleges and the v'liversity of

Massachusetts.

For more information call Stephen Fisher 546-6220

WAITING FOR THE FOOD GIVEAWAY — This was the scene in the Hunters
Point section of San Francisco as people lined up, waiting for the start of the

giveaway food program set up at the instruction of Randolph A. Hearst in an at-

tempt to get the freedom of his kidnaped daughter, Patricia.

After $6m food giveaway,

the Hearst's wait
(AP) — Trucks bearing tons of

free food streamed to distribution

centers yesterday as Randolph A.

Hearst awaited word on whether a

$6 million giveaway will win
freedom for his kidnaped
daughter.

"There is nothing for us to do. It

is frustrating, just waiting," said
family spokesman Jay Bosworth,
brother-in-law of Patricia Hearst
who was dragged screaming from
her Berkeley apartment three
weeks ago.

Leaders of People in Need said

they were reorganizing the free

food distribution system because of

confusion, crowding and violence

which marred the first distribution

Friday at four centers. The
distribution was scheduled to

continue Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday at a dozen locations.

"The response has been super,"

said PIN's acting director, Peggy
Maze. "People from all over the

country have been sending bread,
milk, frozen food, money and

love-
It was the fifth day since the

Symbionese Liberation Army,
which claims to have kidnaped
Miss Hearst, demanded that her
father pump another $4 million into

the $2 million food giveaway.

Hearst said the latest demand
was beyond his personal means,
but the Hearst Corp. offered to

provide the additional money if the

20-year-old University of

California coed is released
unharmed.

AIM connected with armed occupation
ST. PAUL. Minn. (AP) — Cars

carrying American Indian
Movement (AIM) members were
in a caravan that drove to the Pine
Ridge Indian Reservation in South
Dakota where an armed oc-
cupation began nearly a year ago,
a policeman testified yesterday.
Wayne L. Romero testified at the

trial of two AIM leaders charged in

connection with the 71 -day oc-

cupation of Wounded Knee, S.D.,

that began Feb. 27, 1973.

Dennis Banks, 41, of St. Paul,

and Russell Means. 34, of

Porcupine, S.D.. ar<; charged in a

10-count federal indictment with

burglary, theft, assault, firearms

violations and conspiracy.

During cross-examination by
defense lawyers, Wayne L.

Romero said he recognized three

vehicles in a 13-car caravan near

Calico, S.D., as belonging to AIM,
members.
Romero told the jury hearing the

case before U.S. District Judge
Fred Nichol that he and a fellow

Bureau of Indian Affairs officer,

Virgil Randall, were patroling the

western outskirts of the reser-

vation in mid-afternoon Feb. 27

when they noticed the caravan stop.

SENIOR
PORTRAITS

105 Campus Center

9-12 1-5 thru Friday, March 1.

Sign up outside Index Office (401 S.U.)

$3.50 sitting fee

Please bring a candid picture of yourself

for use along with the portrait.
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Single horsepower:

sign of the future?

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1974 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

NORTH ADAMS, MASS. — WAVE OF THE FUTURE? — Motorists lined up for
gasoline in North Adams, were surpeised to see Mrs. Kenneth DeMers Sr. and
children of Clarksburg, as they passed the long line in a norse and wagon while on a
shopping trip. New England states are still plagued with long lines at gas stations
as officials continue efforts to eliminate them with higher gasoline allotments for
the area.

FALMOUTH, Maine »AP>

Grocer Tom Randalls gets 15 miles

to the bale when he delivers his

wares.

Randall, owner of Town Landing

Market in Falmouth Foreside, a

Portland suburb, deliveries his

groceries with a horse and wagon

Ry-Ann, a handsome ex-pacer,

will run only about 10 miles a week

in the cold weather. Randall said.

But come spring, "she'll go about

25 to 30 miles a week."

Randall said he began thinking

about the horse and wagon for his

business last fall.

"The energy crisis wasn't the big

factor," he said.

"I began looking for a horse... for

publicity and to add flavor and tun
to the business."

Randall believes Ry-Ann will be
a big hit with summer boaters who
walk to his store for provisions
from two nearby anchorages. But
the year-round residents already
are enjoying the "new" mode of
delivery.

"I think it's priceless," said Mrs
Stewart T. Lamson after receiving
her grocery supplies delivered by
the wagon.
And everywhere he goes,

grinning, waving motorists and
wide-eyed children greet Randall,
armed with shovel, pail and broom
for emergencies, and his horse and
wagon.

The energy crisis

R^ulars get better treatment Limits and staggered

hours, but gas flows
BOSTON < AP) — Service station

operators in Massachusetts may
give preferential treatment to their

regular customers, Atty. Gen.
Robert H. Quinn said.

Quinn's opinion originally was
given about one week ago, and he
reaffirmed it yesterday although it

contradicts a Federal Energy
Office statement that no
preferential treatment for gasoline
customers is permitted under
federal regulations.

Quinn said all service stations

must sell to all customers at least

the minimum amount, either by
dollar or by gallon, that they have
posted at their stations.

But, said Quinn, the operators
may sell more than that to their

regular custoners.

Quinn's opinion came as regional
officials of the FEO worked to

determine how to distribute 16.2

million gallons of additional

gasoline allocated to the state for

February.
Hugh Saussey, deputy regional

director of the FEO, said he ex-
pected extra gasoline to be
delivered to Greater Boston ser-

vice stations this week, and he
urged dealers to begin operating at

more regular hours when they get
the additional allotments.

Robert Burns, FEO coordinator
for Massachusetts, said "I don't
think anybody will be able to get all

the extra gasoline out by the end of
the month."
The FEO did warn that the

emergency allocation of 25 million
gallons of gasoline to New England
could mean more severe shortages
later.

The additional gasoline is

coming from reserve stocks.
Unless those stocks are
replenished, there may be a
shortage in the spring, it was said.

The FEO said that a continuation

of the shortage into the summer
would be a blow to the tourist

business.

John Webber, assistant ad-
ministrator of the FEO, said there
will be at least a 4 per cent gasoline

shortage in the next three months,
even if the Arab oil embargo is

lifted.

He said it was more likely that
the embargo would continue, and
the shortage would be 16 per cent.

Webber said allocation
procedures are being improved
and gasoline supplies next month
will be distributed more scien-
tifically throughout the nation.

Threats of a shutdown by in-

dependent dealers appeared to
have been quieted by the FEO
granting such dealers a two-cent
per gallon retail price increase
effective Friday.

BOSTON (AP) - On all turnpikes and toll roads in the Northeast,
gasoline is available with limits ranging from $1 to 10 gallons, according
to a survey by the American Automobile Association.

Some stations on the New York Thruway and the Pennsylvania Turn-
pike have a maximum of 10 gallons. No gas is available from 9 p.m.
Saturday to midnight Sunday on the toll roads and turnpikes. However,
turnpike stations are open for emergency repairs and road service, AAA
said.

Massachusetts Turnpike stations are limiting purchases to $3 and are
staggering their hours for pumping gas.
On the New York Thruway stations are complying with the odd-even

plan for all motorists. Stations have not increased the amount of gas that
may be purchased to a minimum of $3.

On the New Jersey Turnpike, stations are applying the mandatory odd-
even plan to out-of-staters. Motorists from states that do not have a
rationing plan are exempt. Stations on the turnpike have a one-time limit
of $2 and are pumping gas 24-hours a day, seven days a week.
The Connecticut Turnpike and Wilbur Cross and Merritt Parkways are

operating on a wide variety of hours. In general the stations take turns
pumping gas on a rotating basis and there is only one station on each road
pumping gas at any given time. Limits range from $2 to $3.

*WCf.

Wed. & Thurs.

This Week
Thurs.

the Deadly Nightshade

Fri. & Sat. —

John Lincoln Wright
and
the Sour Mash Boys

John Hammond
and guest artist

Michael Polaceo
in Concert

Fri. & Sat.

Big Screamin MaGrew

Bluegrass is back

!

all performances 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Around New England
Wyman to run O'Neill speaks
CONCORD, Nil. (AP) Rep

Louis C. Wyman, R-N.H., today
officially declared his candidacy
for the seat to be vacated by the
retirement of Sen. Norris Cotton
R-N.H.

In a news conference hre,
Wyman said his campaign will be
based on "qualifications and
issues," not on personalities and
that he did not plan to be part of
any "bitter" GOP primary.
Immediately after Cotton an-

nounced last summer that he
would retire at the end of his term
in January 1975, Wyman said he
would run for the post, but he held
off an official declaration until

Cotton reaffirmed his decision.
Earlier this year, the 73-year-old

senator said he was reconsidering
because Republicans feared
Wyman and former Gov. Wesley
Powell might engage in a divisive
primary that would hurt the party
in what was already expected to be
a tough year for the GOP.
But last week Cotton said he had

reviewed his announcement of last

summer and found that his reasons
tor retiring - including his age and
the health of his wife, Ruth, 80 -

were still valid.

Powell has also said that he is

running, but has not yet made a
formal announcement.
Three Democrats have declared

for the seat: former Insurance
Commissioner John Durkin,
Dartmouth Prof. Laurence I.

Radway and engineering con-
sultant C. Christopher Chimento of

Nashua.
William Kennedy, a lawyer and

former Manchester legislator who
has spent the last 23 years in

Washington, has declared his
Republican candidacy.

Spfld. fire
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) -

Investigators from the state Fire
Marshal's office inspected the site

Monday of a weekend fire that

damaged two parochial schools

here.

The Sacred Heart Elementary
School was extensively damaged in

an early morning fire Sunday.
Officials of the Springfield Roman
Catholic Diocese said the school

would be closed for an extended
period of time because of the

damage.
Heavy smoke damage occurred

in the adjoining Notre Dame High
School, which was expected to

reopen next week.

Diocesan school officials must
relocate about 800 pupils from the

two schools.

CORDUROY
LEVIS

FOR XALS

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) -

Rep. Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr., D-
Mass., said today he thinks
President Nixon will resign in

April or May.
"From what I've seen, the

evidence is very damaging," said
O'Neill, House majority leader.
O'Neill said Special Watergate

Prosecutor Leon Jaworski could
have indicted the President . But
O'Neill said he is rather glad
Jaworski didn't try to do so.

Speaking to a group of Harvard
students, O'Neill said "I'd hate to

see the President of the United
States indicted."

O'Neill said he expects Judge
John Sirica to transfer the
evidence on the President to the
House Judiciary Committee. One
that happens, in April or May,
"rather than see the evidence
made public, I think the President
will resign," he said.

O'Neill expressed confidence in

the House Judiciary Committee's
ability to collect and present the
evidence.

He said he thinks Gerald Ford as
president would "give stability to

the country." He said Ford would
be hard to beat in 1976.

O'Neill said he thinks Sen. Ed-
ward M. Kennedy, D-Mass. will be
the Democratic presidential
candidate in the next election.

Walpole costs
BOSTON (AP) - Inmate unrest

at Walpole State Prison has cost
Massachusetts taxpayers $634,138
in overtime pay for corrections
personnel since October 1971, the
state auditor's office said today.
Auditor Thaddeus Buczki said in

a report on Walpole that 55 per cent
of the overtime costs were in-

curred during the first six months

ot 1973.

Buczki said $14,221 in prison

industries profits was lost as a

result of unrest and inmate refusal

to work.
He also said a corrections officer

at Walpole collected six months
pay while under supension.

Human Services
BOSTON (AP) - Human i>er-

vices Secretary Peter Goldmark,
pleading that his budget already
had been "cut to the bone,"
Monday urged the House Ways and
Means Committee not to recom-
mend further cuts.

On instructions from Gov.
Francis W. Sargent to all the

cabinet secretaries, he declined to

give his own priorities in his

bidget.

Goldmark said his $1.42 billion

budget, 51 per cent of all proposed
state spending in the next fiscal

year, was up only 3.8 per cent and
had grown over the past five years
by 7 per cent annually compared
with a 15 per cent growth for the

other state departments

Goldmark's budget includes
$1.06 billion for the Welfare
Department, a 2.6 per cent
reduction over the current year.

"I da not feel that I can properly
move unilaterally to explore
reductions in a budget which, on
the basis of all information
available to me, is balanced,"
Goldmark said.

Edward Moscovitch, deputy
commissioner of administration
and finance for fiscal affairs, said
all secretaries had been instructed
not to answer the committee's
requests to discuss reductions.

The head of the Executive Office
for Children asked the Committee
to keep intact the $20 million the

Streaker madness
invades UConn

By RlC'KMGKNT
"Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to tonight's edition

of Streaker Madness. ." Such is the announcement made nightly by an
unidentified voice over a public address system, in a residential area of
UConn known as the jungle'.

This, immediately thereafter, is followed by a sprint across the area
between the dorms by two torch bearing young men in the flesh ; thus
signifying the opening of the night's festivities

Streaking, the fast spreading fad which is causing quite a stir on college
campuses across the country, is already a generally accepted fact of life
at the UConn campus. This practice of the made dash in ones birthday
suit, is prettv much taken for granted by the students, and is now in
growing popularity with the women on campus.
More and more women are now taking part in what was previously

considered to be an all-male sport. One UConn woman, quoted recently in
the school newspaper, claimed: "It's a challenge; it's something I

thought I'd never be able to do - but you kind of get caught up in the ex-
citement." Another woman asserted that men aren't the only brave
creatures. "I went out completely straight", she said, and added "A lot of
guys have to get stoned first, and then the next day they regret it. Not
me."

Male or female, the streaker is up against more than mere em-
barrassment by recognition. Streakers run outdoors, and at this time of
year, New England weather is not what you would call balmy. And if the
wind don't getcha, you still have to worry about the vast anti-streaker
faction. One male streaker at UConn was tackled by three or four other
students and held down in the snow. That could be quite painful.
Streaking is not viewed highly by school administrators or by the

police. Several students have been caught and legal charges were
brought against them. Most are fined $25. The fact that streaking is in
violation of the law may inhibit a few, but the true streakers will no doubt
continue undaunted.

budget provided in new funds for

children's programs. Sargent has
said the money was his highest
priority in the new budget.
"This should be a year in which

the scissors are spared on budget
items that benefit children," said
David S. Liederman.
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Kissinger: another side of the already bronzed coin
fc^ W mr>r« in u/nrrl than in tiwri thprp ic a

By GLEN MANSKAU
I would like to take issue with Reid Fish-

man's conclusion, last Thursday, that Henry
Kissinger is the saviour and true light of the
world. If he can get up from off his knees
long enough and interupt his worship of the
"one person that can save the world from
nuclear annihilation", I would like him to

listen to another view of Dr. K.
Mr. Fishman cites Henry's book Nuclear

Weapons and Foreign Policy in which Dr. K
argued the practical uses of tactical nuclear
weapons. In it Kissinger presupposed that

nations would act in a rational way while
using on each other weapons that, in human
terms, defied rationality. Most importantly
he failed to recognize how the raised
technology of war had destroyed most of the
old assumptions about the limits of war. He
placed exaggerated faith that the limits of

war could be contained by shrewd, neo-
Metternich-style diplomats.

There's also the matter of Dr. K. sanc-
tioning wiretaps on some of his best friends.

On May 9, 1969 the New York Times printed
a story by its Pentagon correspondent
William Beecher that threatened to blow the
cover off the secret U.S. bombing of Cam-
bodia. This sparked a minor witch-hunt in

the administration to find out who was
leaking the truth. The White House told the
FBI to put phone-taps on 13 government
officials (including some of Kissinger's
closest aides on the National Security

Council) and four newsmen (CBS' Marvin
Kalb, Beecher and another Times reporter
and a correspondent from the London
Sunday Times).

It is very unlikely that leaking the truth to

the American people falls into the "Foreign
intelligence activities" category that the

constitution authorizes the President "to
protect national security information
against". But no matter how you look at it

Dr. K. was part of a policy of which lying to

the American people was an essential

ingredient. The likely outcome of not being
to trust the people's elected representatives
was an atmosphere in which they could not
trust each other with "friend" tapping
"friend". This led to the air of paranoia in

and around the White House that we've
heard so much about since the Watergate
revelations.

The man who, during his confirmation
hearings for Secretary of State, told the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee that

"we cannot conduct foreign policy by
deceiving the elected representatives of the

people" has a history of doing precisely

that. Members of that Senate committee
have complained of Kissinger's "failure of

communication" in his private and informal
meetings with them. In April, 1970, he gave
them no inkling of the forthcoming Cam-
bodian invasion. Dr. K. seems to believe

more in "delicate initiatives that require a

high degree of secrecy" than in discussion

and democracy.
Early media analyses of Nixon's Vietnam

decision-making team cast Defense

Secretary as the "hawk" and Kissinger as

favoring the "soft" line. In fact the situation

was almost exactly the reverse. When in

1969, North Korea shot down an EC-121

American spy plane Dr. K. was the one who
favored launching a retaliatory strike.

Mr. Fishman quotes Kissinger as saying

the U.S. "can no longer impose its preferred

solution; it must seek to evoke it." Well, in.

November '72 when Dr. K. told the U.S. that

peace was at hand and then the talks bogged
down and broke off the Nixon-Kissinger

team acted decisively to "impose its

preferred solution" by launching the
biggest, bloodiest air strikes ever. The goal

:

to clobber the enemy's homeland as never
before (not sparing populated areas), to

"bomb them back into the stone age" (the

cry of the war-hawks for years) and thus

persuade them to resume serious
negotiations.

As for the matter of Dr. K's winning the
1973 Nobel Peace Prize (awarded jointly to
him and North Vietnam's Le Due Tho, who
rejected it), that decision was met with an
unprecendented storm of criticism As the
U.S. News & World Report points out the
prize went to "two men who negotiated a
'cease-fire' in South Vietnam that exists

more in word than in deed. ..there is a built-

in irony — especially in SaigonhO in the

award of a peace prize to m3n who suc-

cessfully negotiated their own nations'

peace to South Vietnam itself." Paris
prestigious LeMonde noted that Tho had
spent his life committed to violent wars of

liberation and that Kissinger was part of the

American policy that reached its most
unpeaceful moment in the Christmas '72

bombing of Hanoi. In Norway, where
criticism of U.S. policy in Vietnam had long

been widespread, two members of the 5-

member prize committee resigned in

protest.

But the prize wasn't given to Tho and Dr.

K. because they deserved it. The real

reason, in the Nobel Committee's own
words, was so "that the undersigned parties

will feel a moral responsibility for seeing

that the Paris agreements are followed."

So Mr. Fishman, before you nominate
Henry Kissinger for sainthood, you should
realize that your world saviour is merely the

one charismatic figure in a dour ad-

ministration — the best of a bad lot, so to

speak. The only redeeming thing about Dr.

K. was his opinion, made while he was with

the Rockefeller campaign in '68, that Nixon
was "not fit to be President". He's gone
back on that statement, too.

Glen Manseau is a Collegian Com-
mentator.

Letters To The Editor

Cartoon not racist
To The Editor:

Sometimes it seems that any White person that criticizes a Black
person is immediately labeled "racist". I can't hope to speak for Mr.
McGilvray, but if Chancellor Bromery doesn't know how to run a
university effectively, he deserves whatever criticism that might be
leveled upon him. To ignore the fact that Chancellor Bromery is Black
would be much more racist than anything else McGilvray could do. I'm
certain that when Donald drew the cartoon, with the caption, "Dat's me,
folks.", he was attempting to illustrate the chancellor's incompetence,
and not his race. But because Chancellor Bromery couldn't refute the
incompetence issue and due to pressure from other groups, he turned it

into a race issue. I am sorry for those who felt the need to apologize, but I
am more sorry for those who felt the urge to ce»*nr.

Reid Fishman

Nixon: most corrupt
To The Editor:

*
In a brief span of five years the Nixon administration without a doubt

has proved to be the most corrupt and contemptuous administration ever
voted into office. Whether Mr. Nixon is impeached or not, the ignorance
and carelessness to which he has shown cannot exonerate him.
The oddity of the entire situation is that Mr. Nixon will probably

complete his second full term in office. This suggests one of two con-
clusions. Either Mr. Nixon is a extraordinary, persuasive man or the
majority who elected him were extremely, gullible voters.

In the five years that Mr. Nixon has reigned as President, the most
important question that must be answered is what has Mr. Nixon ac-
complished? The most positive aspects Mr. Nixon and his followers

constantly remind us of is the somewhat vague
nuclear arms talks with Russia, the inevitable ending
of Viet Nam as far as we're concerned, and the
friendship of China. These accomplishments can't be
denied as to their great value but, if we begin to

formulate the negative aspects of his two terms in

office, we will easily see how we have been screwed.

The largest offense against the Nixon ad-
ministration is the illegality shown by many high-
keyed men in the Nixon administration. Many of
these men have openly admitted doing illegal acts.
This must surmise that even if Mr. Nixon were not
directly involved, he must bear some blame for his
disorganization, naivete, and clear stupidity. These
are hardly the characteristics to which the
presidency is respected and known for.

Perhaps the most devastating error perpetrated
was the intent of all these illegal acts, large or small,
to sustain themselves and thus slander the electoral
process of Democracry to which we hold sacred.
To reiterate what John Locke, a famous political

philosopher had said, "When in a political society to
which there is a legislative or executive body, a body
violates the consent of the majority, it is the
responsibility of the Popular Sovereign (the people)
to remove by force if neccessary that body or in-
dividuals who hinder the consent of the majority."

Thomas Brine

Uglies unite

Amherst
CENTER, •

A chance to cfet away

from, it ail...

To The Editor:

We the Members of the most discriminated against
majority at UMass, the Ugly People of the World, do
hereby demand recognition of our right to look ugly,
to think ugly, to be ugly. We demand a Department of
UGLY STUDIES, with a 5-college major in
UGLINESS. We demand UGLY contests in opposition
to those dreaded (Yeech!) Beauty contests. We
demand token UGLY people be hired by the
University, and that the University raise its quota ofUGLY ADMISSIONS. We demand a guaranteed
allotment of UGLY people in the Student Senate.
After all, it's our bodies we are fighting to control —
The right to be horrid looking. UGLINESS goes
beyond ethnic, sexual and racial barriers. Everybody
can be UGLY. Everybody is UGLY. Remember our
cry — UGLINESS IS NEXT TO GODLINESS!!

Bill Macdonald et al

Vets organize
To The Editor:

The UMass Veteran's Club will hold an
organizational meeting on Wednesday Feb. 28 in
room 904 of the Campus Center. The Veteran's Club
already has the support of 400 Vietnam-era veterans
on the campus but expects all Vietnam-era veterans
to become active members.

Allen Metzner

YanCon villainous
To The Editor:

An important problem facing the students at UMass is sports. There is
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Ralph H. Barner et al

5 signatures

When Matt Tackeff writes, people come

out of the wordwork to respond.

Read his column Thursday.
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Best of both worlds
There comes that moment in most every students

life, when he or she looks in the mirror and asks,
"What the hell am I doing here?" The question is

asked sometimes with frustration; at times even in

desperation. With a sense of purpose in question, and
a real doubt in personal direction; these words run
through many people's heads everyday. If there is a
variation in the theme, it is slight indeed.
Perhaps this anxiety over direction and purpose

comes from the times in which we live. No doubt one
can find a "theoretical explanation" for this con-
fusion; many social scientists like to speculate on
personal solutions. Here is mine.
A few years ago a friend of mine remarked that the

reason that there was no real sense of logic to

anything ; the reason everything was going crazy was
because our generation was the first generation that
was not guaranteed a future. Because of the Nuclear
weapons, there was no real guarantee that any of us
would be here tomorrow. She went on to point out that

you could plan your life; go to school;

live a responsible existence; follow the rules;

and the next day be blown to bits because someone
else lost control in Washington or Moscow. Therefore
she reasoned, "why plan for tomorrow, live for
today".

For many it would not be hard to argue with such
logic. In fact in my more melancholy moments I flirt

with the possibility of becoming one of the more
active advocates of the "live for today" philosophy.

Yet there are other times that I plan ; work ; bust ; and
hope for the future. I believe in it; want to have a
control in my own fate. I want to live for today and
plan for tomorrow with equal intensity.

But is this possible? Can you have the best of both
the present and the future? Perhaps this question can
draw an excellent example in the academic paradox:
"In this age of specialization and technocratic

society, can one risk the effort to become a
Renaissance man or woman?"

With graduate school pressures, and the desire to

continue the "Paper Chase" and go to Law or
Medical School, few students feel confident enough to

dive into the unknown ; to take a course that would be
interesting, but which he or she knows nothing about.

Many ask themselves if they can afford to take this

chance, but back off. This movement towards
specialization, and guarding the cumulative average
with the protectiveness of a mother hen is having a
drastic academic affect. For one, it is killing of the

possibilities of learning in college things that will help
learn to live in addition to helping you learn to make a
living.

Just realize the possibilities; the things that there
to learn, and grow with while you are at the Univer-
sity that you will never be able to devote so much
time or concentration to again. To learn more about
life; how others felt about it; and how you feel about
it; to learn more about cultures, or sciences; or
lifestyles; or just plain people.

Writing is very important to me. I want to be able to
write a column that people will enjoy reading ; a book
review that readers will respond to. But I also want to

understand what made Rembrandt so fine ; and what
makes Norman Mailer so sharp. I'd like to know how
Freud came to his conclussions; or why some modern
thinkers are trying to prove him wrong.

But there are contradictions. I'd like to go to law
school; maybe be a speechwriter or columnist
someday. Perhaps do something even more sub-
stantial than that. So I must live for tomorrow as well
as today. I must live with the memories of yesterday
as well. And of course there will always be the ad-
venture of understanding; love, loneliness, and the
ambitions that drive us on. These are the drives that
move us; the feelings which make us pause; and at
times the sighs which make one conclude; is anyone
out there really reading this at all.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Commentator.

Communication gap
This is a big country. Perhaps all that keeps it

together is the media. How else could we know about

the SLA or Henry the K and all those other

newsmakers?
This is also a big university. Perhaps all that keeps

it together is its media. Maybe that's why it's not

together at all.

It's a strange state of affairs that this university

has such meager efforts in teaching its students how
to communicate.
You have to take two bullshit courses

in Rhetoric to learn how to communicate,

but you can't major in Journalism. To be a

so-called Journalism major, you have to take the

required number of English courses of which few

have anything to do with journalism.

You can't take a course in radio programming
here. You can't even take a course that prepares you
for a third class operators license. You can work for

WMUA, but to become a disc jockey, you have to have
that license. (Which by the way, cannot be obtained in

this area) In a sense, you have to know what you're

doing before you can do it, but you can't learn it here,

at the school at which you've chosen to attend.

You can take courses in television production and
direction through the department of communication
studies. But the facilities are so limited and the

equipment is so tired that you're better ott ap-

prenticing in Springfield or Boston if you can get in.

You can work for WUMV and perhaps get credit for it

if you know someone, but there is no true feedback on
what you have done.

There are no university courses in newspaper
graphics. Neither are there any photo-journalism

classes. You could do photography as an independent
study, or as a five-college course, but you still have to

find or build your own darkroom.
There are no courses in the psychology of com-

munications. There are no classes in the sociology of

communications. There are no courses in the physics,

mathematics, philosophy, or business of com-
munications. Marshall McLuhan said that the media
is just an extension of ourselves.

But this university does not extend itself into the

field of communications.
Communication is perhaps the most important

thing that a person can emit. For how are we to know
anything without some form of communication,
whether it be audio, visual, am, fm, tv, or the writings

on the wall. McLuhan stated that communication is

just the beginning of understanding. Well, maybe if

we could learn how to communicate, we could un-

derstand each other.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist

(SUff Photo - Robert Berm»n>

Bored with Brittany Manor? Pissed off by Puffton? Addled by Adams? Screwed

by Squire ViHage? Try the Un-cubed cubicle. —Air conditioning, no summer lease,

privacy, scenic view, and our special courtesy coaster which runs every other

Tuesday.

...more...

Student loans
By BILL PARENT

Everywhere I look these days the world is getting more expensive, it

seems that we the students and the workers are getting hurt the worst.

President Richard Nixon proposed that the Federal government cease
subsidizing int. .-est on loans, except for students most needing the

money.
This means that 500,000 students across the country are going to lose

Federal aid next year if the proposal goes through.
Whether or not this proposal goes through, rests on the debate between

Michigan Democrat James G. O'Hara and Commissioner of Education
John Ottina. O'Hara, chairman of the House Education subcommittee,
has introduced a bill that would allow students whose family income is

$20,000.00 or less to qualify for a government subsidized loan of up to

$2000. Ottina argues that more students would then seek loans because of

this interest subsidy which would enhance the "Red Corvette problem",
(it seems that some kids these days use government loans to purchase
cars).

The students who will be most effected by this cutback will be those who
are from middle and lower class families. Once again the people who
aren't poor enough or aren't rich enough are the ones who carry the

burden.

As incomes remain stable while prices soar the middle class has
become disenchanted with the government. Already the President has
lost his "Silent Majority". When Nixon said in Alabama that "Here in the

heart of Dixie we find that the heart of America is good", I could only
think back to last month when I had the opportunity to watch a Nixon
speech in a hardhat bar near Boston. These men were all standing
around the television with their V.F.W. Bowling League jackets on,

calling Nixon a "
liar" and saving nasty things about his mother. If 1

had walked into that same bar and said those same things two years ago..

But these men are the ones who are feeling the pains as food prices rose
more in 1973 than any year since 1947, and Agriculture Secretary Earl
Butz predicts that prices will be 5 to 6 per cent higher this year. The
future doesn't hold any promises either. According to U.S. News and
World Report; by 1980, to feed a family of four, the cost will jump from
the current rate of $52 to $75 per week, the cost of a new home will go from
$33,000 to $52,000 and the price of cigarettes will rise from 50 cents a pack
to 70 cents a pack.

It is also predicted that the cost of college which now averages $3,300.00

a year will, by 1980 cost $5,400.00.

Now that we can't afford college, and the unemployment rate among
young people is 15.6 per cent, where do we go from here?

Bill Parent is a Collegian Commenator.
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"...a vocal, well-organized interest group ... have blocked any
legislation... limiting the possession of the "criminal's best ally, the
handgun." GUN CONTROL

Testimony by state Senator Jack
Backman (D-Brookline)
Exerpts of testimony by state

senator Jack Backman, D-Brookline,
before the joint legislative Public
Safety Committee yesterday. Back-
man is a leading supporter of bills to

ban the sale of handguns in the Bay
State.

The time has come for effective handgun
legislation in Massachusetts. I have filed
legislation in the 1974 session of the
Massachusetts legislature that will remove
the handgun as a deadly toy in the hands of
the public.

Under this legislation, law enforcement
officials, members of the armed forces,
authorized pistol clubs, employees of armed
guard agencies and licensed businessment
will be the only persons allowed to possess
handguns. Even this will be under the strict
control of the Commissioner of Public
Safety.

As defined in Senate 235, a handgun is any
weapon having a barrel of less than ten
inches in length. Thus, my bill would cut out
the heart of the handgun traffic currently
employed in violent crimes.
Joining me this year in sponsoring the

measure are Representative Peter
Harrington, the Massachusetts Phar-
maceutical Association, Senator Stephen
McGrail, Sheriff John Buckley and
thousands of Massachusetts citizens.

MINORITY VIEWS
For the past three years I have sponsored

legislation which would effectively end

handgun abuse in Massachusetts. However,
despite my efforts, a vocal, well -organized
interest group representing the views of a
minority of the public, have blocked any
legislation which would strike at the base of

our rising crime rate by limiting the
possession of the criminal's best ally, the

handgun.
The people of the Commonwealth deserve

better. Bills covering every aspect of the

subject have been developed and filed. This
is the time for a joining of hands. This is the
tirr° *n rnntrol handguns in Massachusetts.

FOUR ARGUMENTS
This year I would like to squarely address

and put to rest the main arguments which
have been presented in opposition to my
legislation at past hearings.

First, there is the continuing argument
that the second amendment to our Con-
sitution provides each citizen with a right to

own a firearm.

Common sense causes most to reject this

argument. There are thousands of state and
federal gun control statutes which have
been upheld by state and federal courts as
Constitutional and are on the books today. If

the second amendment prohibits controling
firearms then these thousands of regulatory
statutes, which have been in effect for
years, would have to be eliminated.

Also, the courts have continually upheld
the interpretation of the second amendment
as being solely in reference to the state's
right to establish and arm a militia. In U. S.

v. Cruikshank (1875), Presser v. Illinois

(1885), Miller v. Texas (1894), and most
recently in U. S. v. Miller (1939) and U. S. v.

Tot in 1942, the courts upheld this in-

terpretation..

The existing gun control statutes and
Supreme Court decisions leave no legal

justification for arguing that Senate 235 is in

anv wav unconstitutional.

Secondly, many well meaning sportsmen
have appeared at these public hearings
expressing concern that once we prohibit

private ownership of handguns then we will

take steps to ban legitimate sporting

weapons.
There is no foundation for their concern.

Senate 235 has specifically exempted the
sport of pistol shooting from the overall ban
on handguns. Instead, we have offered
regulation and licensing of this activity

through the mechanism of pistol clubs many
of which already are in existence. I

recognize the rights of sportsmen. I have not
filed legislation designed to eliminate their
sport and I cannot conceive of a situation in

which hunting, riflery or any other
legitimate sport would be eliminated as a
consequence of the passage of Senate 235.

Third, opponents of my legislation have
claimed that private citizens purchase
handguns in order to protect themselves,

their family and their property from the

criminal element. However, study after

study conducted by National Commissions
or academic research groups unanimously
conclude, "a handgun is not a deterent to

crime in the home."
The Eisenhower Commission Staff Report

on Firearms and Violence concluded that

firearms have little use in these cases

because the robber has the advantage of
surprise. In only one or two per cent of
burglaries and home robberies does it ap-
pear that the crime was thwarted by the use
of guns.

At the same time, the fact that so many of
our citizens, stimulated by the fear of crime,
are using handguns for private protection
purposes has created a substantial public
safety hazard without providing adequate
protection for our citizens. A study of
firearms use in Cuyahoga County, Ohio, an
area including the City of Cleveland and its

suburban areas was conducted in 1973 by
members of the Case Western Reserve
University Medical School. Their results
show that from 1958 to 1972, only 17 burglars,
robbers or intruders were killed by guns in
the hands of persons who were protecting
their homes. In the same period of time six
times as many firearms fatalities occurred
in the home while at least 1,000 to 2,000
serious non-fatal firearms accidents oc-
curred from 1958 through 1972. The odds that
a handgun will be used on an assailant
rather than on its owner or his family are so
slim that none of us would feel secure if our
life would be determined on its statistical
probability.

The fourth and final major criticism of my
legislation contends that passage of Senate
235 would lead to a rash of killings by
firearms because only criminals would
possess handguns.

This notion is completely inconsistent with
the established facts on the subject.

OF JAPAN
ROUTE 116, SUNDERLAND, MASS.

PHONE 413-665-3628

Break up Your Day:

Take A Trip To Japan

Enjoy luncheon. Monday - Friday

from 11:30 - 2:00

Food Prepared Japanese Style

by our Chefs, at your Table,

To get to:

'A

XuHchech fftehu

fried Rice 1.95
Served with soup and salad

Fried Noodles 1.95
Served with soup and salad

Teriyaki Steak .... 2.50
Served with soup and salad

Teriyaki Chicken .... 2.25
Served with soup and salad

Tempura 3.50
Served with soup and salad

sure?

sure!

fast?

fast!

economical?

especially!

Vou tan be sure of our work and our
Kuarantee. (We're an I.T.K. shopi
We're ultramodern equipped to be
thorough and efficient with no time lost
And we built our reputation on keeping
things simple and inexpensive wherever
possible.

United Transmission

Exchange, Inc.

389 King Street, Northampton
584-6790

OF JAPAN

Follow Rte. 1 16 north to Sunderland, about
4 miles. Goten will be on your left. To make
your reservations call 665-3628.

WARM
WEATHER

DEM/tl
SKIRTS

The debate heats
"The modern idea that disarming the public will disarm the criminal is

false, and has been proven so in England. The percentage of criminals
carrying pistols in England is higher today than ever before..."

Exerpts of essay by UMass senior
and political science major Leonard
J. Umina, part of a longer research
piece on the constitutionality of gun
control legislation. Mr. Umina is the
former chief engineer of WMUA
radio and an avid hunter of small
game with licensed revolvers.

Many volumes have been written on gun
control .The problem has been attacked from
both sides, with neither side really gaining
any ground. Surely, it is the wish of the
people that they not be deprived of their

arms, whatever reasons they have for

owning them; many a politician has com-
mitted political suicide by introducing anti-

gun legislation.

The strength of the gun enthusiasts
argument has usually centered around their

claim that the Second Amendment gives the

people the "right to keep and bear arms."
This philosophy certainly is in keeping with

the philosophy of freedom under which this

country was founded, however, although
most anti-gun control writers point this out,

they usually fail to give specific evidence.
To this end I have researched the origin of

the Bill of Rights, and in particular the

Second Amendment. My source of in-

formation has been the University of

Massachusetts Library, which has many old

records, and I will freely quote from them.
The men who made up the Constitution

had witnessed opression firsthand. They had
lived under worsening tyranny and ex-

ploitation until they were forced to act.

When the British realized the dissatisfaction
among the colonists and decided it was time
to confiscate guns, they made a mistake that
was to end their colonial rule. The colonists
realizing the importance of their guns to

their liberty, chose that moment to stand
and fight. The memory of the British trying
to take their guns away would not be
forgotten.

States Ratified
It should be pointed out here that each of

these states in a similar manner stipulated
rights which, it would seem, are related to
firearms. Each had a passage similar to the
following which is quoted from the com-
munication given by the state of Rhode
Island. The underlining is mine, and serves
only to point out the specific words of in-

terest in the discussion.

"1st That there are certain natural rights,
of which men when they form a social
compact, cannot deprive or divest their
posterity, among which are the enjoyment
of Life and Liberty, with the means of
aquiring, possessing and protecting
Property, and pursuing and obtaining
happiness and safety."...

The Supreme Court has held many times
that the Bill of Rights is binding on state
governments, and with the addition of the
14th Amendment it was made clear in

writing. Despite this there are those who
still say the Second Amendment only

restricts the power of Congress to limit the

possession of arms.
The founding fathres were in all cases

opposed to a "standing army ", rather than a

"militia of the People", because they feared

the power of a standing army, and were
fearful that its power would be used against

the people. Limiting service in the militia by
age groups was discussed and rejected for it

was decided that everyone, of all ages,

should be equally armed. It was pointed out

that, in the event a standing army were
needed, it should not be the only one to be

armed, but rather a reserve militia com-
posed of all those not in the standing army
should be ready to back up the army, or to

protect themselves from the army.

Mandatory Armament
The Congress even went so far as to

debate whether or not it should be man-
datory for everyone to be armed.
Congressman Fitzsimons thought this would
not be accepted by the people because there
were those who would not wish to go armed.
He said:

"As far as the whole body of the people are
necessary for the general defense, they
ought to be armed; but the law ought not
require more than is necessary; for that
would be just cause for complaint."

It is clear that they wished all those so
inclined to arm themselves for the defense
of the country from outside invasion, and
from invasion within.

After Congressman Wadsworth com-
mented on limiting the age group of those
who should be armed, Congressman
Jackson made the following comment
concerning the will of the people, and what

Congress should do to appease and protect

them. It is written he said:

"that he was of the opinion that the people
of America would never consent to being
deprived of the privilege of carrying arms.
Though it may prove burdensome to some
individuals to be obliged to arm themselves,
yet it would not be so considered when the
advantages were justly estimated. Original

institutions of this nature are highly im-
portant."

Congress then considered providing arms
for all those who wanted them but were too

poor to obtain them. This line of debate was
abandoned after the following comment
made by Congressman Wadsworth, who
said:

"Is there a man in this house who would
wish to see a large portion of the country,
perhaps one-third, armed by the United
States and liable to be disarmed by them?
Nothing would tend more to excite

suspicion, and rouse a jealousy dangerous to

the Union."
The Second Amendment thus evolved into

the form we know it today.

It is clear that the Second Amendment
was intended to provide for all who wished
to be armed to arm themselves, that no
government had the right to impede or stop
the citizenry from being armed, and that it

be stated in the document from which the
government derived its power that the best
"security" of a free state was to have the
ownership of arms widespread among the
citizens, who were themselves the "state".

"Were it left for me -

to decide whether we
should have a
governmentwithout
newspapers,
or newspapers

without agovernment,
I should not hesitate
amoment to
prefer the latter."

Thomas Jefferson

Knowland wound
self-inflicted
GUERNEVILLE, Calif. (AP) -

An autopsy shows that a single

gunshot wound in the head killed

former Sen. William F. Knowland,
65. Authorities say the wound was
self-inflicted.

The body of Knowland, who
fought world communism both as a

U.S. senator and as editor and
publisher of the Oakland Tribune,
was found Saturday in the Russian
River behind his $150,000 summer
home at Mont Rio, 75 miles north of

San Francisco.

Undersheriff Robert Hayes said

an autopsy showed death was
caused by a single, self-inflicted

gunshot wound in the head. He said
divers recoverd a 32-caliber
automatic pistol in the water near
the body.

Hayes said investigators were
called to the home Saturday af-

ternoon after Knowland, who was
seen arriving there failed to keep
an appointment.

for people
who walk on
this earth...

If you've walked
barefoot on sand or

soil you know how
great It Is. Your
heels sink low and
your feet embrace
the earth. Then you
put on your shoes,
return to the city,

and become another
concrete fighter . .

.

but the concrete
always wins. You

yearn for the earth
that lies buried
beneath the city.

The Earth Shoe is

the first shoe in

history with the heel
lower than the sole...

this helps return you
to nature though
you are forced to live

in a cement-coated
world. The Earth
Shoe's patented
design gently guides
you to a more erect
and graceful walk,

and reduces fatigue

and the aches and

pains caused by our
hard-surfaced city.

For men and women
in shoes, sandals
and sabots.

From $23.50
Brochure available.

Garth

SUMMER STUDY & TRAVEL IN FRANCE
students 16-20

4 FULL weeks in Southern France

A total living & learning experience!

For Details - Call Soon!!

Ms. Pasquale 369-4053 or 5451301

Patent No. 3305947

"Our Soft Clog"

14 Story Street

Brattle Arcade
Cambridge, Mass.

(617)492-6000

2*4 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002

(413)254-8911

springbok

Amherst Store Hours
Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30; Fri. 11 to

7

A place for everything
There's a place for everything when you let Spring-

bok Desk Toppers and Ensembles organize the

desk in your bedroom, kitchen, office or class-

room. Lots of brightly colored feminine designs to

choose from, in sets of four items or individually.

Pick a set for yourself, give another to a friend.

UNIVERSITY STORE

campus center
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NEW HELP FOR BLINDING DISEASE-Dr. Eliot >

Berson of the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary in $

Boston helps a patient use a recently developed |

electronic light amplifying device originally used by |

battlefield soldiers in Vietnam. The instrument

enhances vision in dim light and may be beneficial to

victims of a blinding disease called Retinitis

Pigmentosa.

PREP involves students

in prison awareness
The Prisoners Rights and Education Program is a new student

organization on campus that aims to do exactly what the program name
says. The several students involved, including ex-offenders, currently

attending this University hope to involve the larger campus population in

the world of the incarcerated adult.

Some students have already taken the initiative by becoming involved

in a 90 day student internship in which they voluntarily went to jail. So far

six have completed the ninty "bit" while five more UMass students are

currently undergoing incarceration this Spring. However, the main

thrust of PREP is to involve students in an advocacy role for inmates

presently doing time.

One of the first tasks students are undertaking is the organizing of this

student involvement around the scheduled visit to this campus of former

Correctional Commissioner John 0. Boone, on March 11.

In the past the University community has responded to the human
service needs of other members in our society. The current membership

of PREP is greatful to the Distinguished Visitors Program for

cooperating in sponsoring Boone's appearance on campus. Areas of

concern include anything from lobbying for prison reform legislation to

fund raising to help the wifes, children, and relatives of inmates. In-

terested students may contact Nate Anderson at 545-2361 during regular

office hours.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

HAPPY HR. DAILY 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

ALL DRINKS ONLY 49*

WED. -SUN.

LOBSTER SPECIAL ^M.

BAKED STUFFED LOBSTER *3*8

Serving Luncheons Daily from 11.-30 on
Complete Menus

Che Captains

584-6080

DAMON ROAD

NORTHAMPTON. MASS

Kalmbach pleads guilty

to charges in fund-raising
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Herbert W. Kalmbach, a

corporation lawyer who handled President Nixon's

personal legal affairs, pleaded guilty yesterday to

two charges stemming from his political fund-raising

in 1970.

One count was a technical violation of the Federal

Corrupt Practices Act. The other accused Kalmbach
of promising an ambassador a better post in return

for a $100,000 contribution.

Kalmbach could be sentenced to a maximum 3

years and $11,000 on the two charges.

In return for the guilty pleas and Kalmbach's
pledge to testify against others, the government
promised not to prosecute him in the Watergate
coverup or in future political contributions cases.

The 52-year-old Kalmbach admitted to the Senate

Watergate Committee last year that he raised

$220,000 that was then passed to the defendants in the

Watergate break-in. But he denied any knowledge
that the money was to buy the conspirators' silence.

Kalmbach lives in Newport Beach, Calif., and
practices law there and in Los Angeles. He told

reporters he still performs legal work for the

President. The White House said Kalmbach's firm

"continues to do some work on the President's tax

matters," but would not discuss Kalmbach's personal

role.

Assistant Special Watergate Prosecutor Charles

Ruff told in court about a committee, established in

March 1970 by three members of the staff of the

President, to raise and distribute campaign funds.

Ruff said Kalmbach raised $2.8 million in pledges
for the committee out of a total $3.9 million

distributed "for the purpose of 'influencing the

election of candidates of the Republican Party" in 19

One count against Kalmbach, a felony carrying a

maximum two year prison term and $10,000 fine,

charges he worked for the committee which was

operating without an elected chairman and treasurer

as required by law at the time.

The committee referred to apparently was a once-

secret fund-raising effort called "Operation

Townhouse" and run by former White House aide

Jack A Gleason

The Washington Star-Ncvs said the operation was

run from within the White House by then chief of staff

H. R. Haldeman.
Ruff also said that in the summer of 1970, one in-

dividual contributed $1,150,000 which Kalmbach

turned over to the committee.

The person was not identified, but the Star-News

said he apparently was John J. Mulcahy , the head of

a subsidiary of Pfizer Laboratories, whose con-

tribution of $599,000 is on the public record.

The second charge against Kalmbach, a

misdemeanor carrying a maximum one-year prison

sentence and $1,000 fine is that he promised "an

appointment as United States Ambassador to a

European country" to J. Fife Symington Jr., in

return for a $100,000 contribution.

Symington, now 63, was ambassador to Trinidad

and Tobago from August 1969 through November
1971. He is the former president of a hardware and

building supply firm in Luthervi lie, Md. and a first

cousin of Missouri Sen. Stuart Symington, a

Democrat.

Michael Oehler
speaking on

"Homesteading: An Alternative

Lifestyle"

Friday, Feb. 27th at 8 p.m.

at the Public Health Auditorium

A Coffee Hour will follow the Lecture,

Worcester Dining Commons.
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Peter PanWorldTravel Presents

InThe
Colonial Hilton Hotel,
Northampton

3 to9pm February 26,27&28
Peter Pan World Travel invites you to travel around the world without leaving the luxurious

surroundings of the Colonial Hilton during Travel Expo 74. You'll see exhibits from

different countries and displays about airline and steamship transportation. There's also information
m%*

about special package tours to Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Disney World, Las Vegas and Rio de Janeiro.

Highlights each night include:

Tuesday
Mardi Gras Celebration

Wednesday
An evening in Israel presented by the Israeli Tourist Commission with a representative from El Al

Airlines. Also a visit from Nanna, the giant lovable sheep dog from the Peter Pan Show coming to the

SpringfieldCivic Center in March. Bring your camera for some fun pictures of you and your children

with Nanna.

Thursday
Film Tours of the World.

Special Package Tours!

$0
Rio De Janeiro — June 23

Only $533.00 per person

in twin

• Round Trip Air Transportation

• Hotel

• Sightseeing

• Full American Breakfasts

• Transfers

VM*#ti&
Hawaii

from $469.00 per person

in twin

• Round Trip Air Transportation

• Hotel

• Lei Greeting
• Transfers
• Musical Show
• Optional Tours

• Optional Dine Around

\s&
Ve^i
Las Vegas

from $279.00 per person

in twin

• Round Trip Air Transportation
• 3 Nights Hotel
• Transfers

*****
Tours of the Carribbean and
Disney World. Come to Expo 74

and find out about low summer
rates!

The Colonial Hilton Dining Room Menu will be coordinated to the country or area being featured each night

The public is cordially invited to attend and register for free prizes to be awarded nightly.

Peter PanWorld
Old South Street, Northampton

586-1030

Travel
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Notes, quotes and anecdotes
Jamaica, Nigeria exchange programs
Two new academic exchange programs have been

initiated by UMass with the Universities of the West

Indies, in Jamaica and Lagos, in Nigeria for the 1974-

75 academic year. Students from the entire Five

College community are encouraged to apply.

Under the exchange agreements, four or five

Valley students will exchange places for an entire

year with an equal number of students from the

University of the West Indies and the University of

Lagos while earning one to one credit toward their

home degree for successfully completed course work.

To be eligible one must be a junior or senior with at

least a 3.0 cumulative average. Preference will be
extended to students of the humanities, social

sciences and related fields.

Northeast colloquia

"l?l*f±L8 Dining Commons meeting
Michael Oehler, a homesteader

from northern Idaho who built his

own subterranean home for under

$50 will speak and show slides on,

"Homesteading: An Alternative

Lifestyle," tomorrow at 8 p.m. in

the Public Health Auditorium. The

program is a presentation of the

Distinguished Visitors Program.

Oehler feels that persons living

in cities are maintained at the level

of "infants'* with all of their needs

dependent on the social order.

"You depend on the social order

to bring you your water, to take

away your garbage, to bring you

your food and so on," says Oehler.

He predicts that this high

dependence level will lead within

two decades to one of two things

:

brave new world or chaos.

Oehler "returned to the land"

and built his underground home
after living in New York City for a

short time.

There will be a meeting down-
stairs in Hampden Dining Com-
mons at 7:30 tonight to solicit

student input on Food Services.

This meeting is being held by the
Food Services Governance Board.
The Board is looking for student

input to be used in the formation of

a referendum to be held sometime
in mid-March and will attempt to

help determine the Board's future

policy.

*

The Food Services Governance
Board was created to allow
students a method for making
policy decisions regarding the

University Food Services. All of

the voting positions on the Board
are held by students including

three representatives from the

STUDENTS SI .00
With Student

Discount Cards

Student Senate, a representative

from each area government, two

representatives from the Third

World and a position for a graduate

student. The Director of Food
Services also sits on the Board as

an ex-officio member.

Solzhenitsyn

A colloquium, Solzhenitsyn

Winner or Loser, will he held

Thursday at 8:00 p.m. by the Soviet

and East European Studies

Program in 227 Herter Hall. A
panel composed of faculty and
students from various depart-

ments will discuss the nature of the

issues involved in the author's

exile, and its probable im-
plications. Public discussion will

follow brief presentations by
members of the panel. Everyone is

welcome to attend and participate.

Northeast Area Colloquim not

yet filled, (show up at the class if

you are interested).

WORLD REVOLUTION - a

view from the right on the con-

spiracy theory of history. Meets

Wed., Feb. 27, 7-9 p.m. Thatcher

study room

SENIOR LIFE SAVING - lab

fee $1.50 for the lifeguard. Begins

Tues., Feb. 26, 7 p.m. at Boyden
pool.

HATHA YOGA — organizational

meeting Wed., Feb. 27, 3:30 p.m.

Dwight lounge. Lab fee around

$5.00. If you can't make this

meeting, call Steve Hanson, N.E.

Academic Programmer, at 5-0290

during the day, before 3 p.m. or

call Yael Ariel, at 549-0842 after 7

p.m.

WOMEN & SOCIETY — This

course is sponsored by the N.E.

Area Women's Center. The course

intends to help clarify our values

and views to ourselves and to

arrive there through serious

thought & discussion. The course is

restricted to women, and it starts

Thurs. Feb. 28, from 7-8:30 p.m., at

the Open
House.

Door Study, Crabtree

VOCATIONAL AWARENESS -

Another Women's course, spon-

sored by the N.E. Women's Center.

The course deals with information

about jobs and careers for women,
options, etc. open for women and
the unique problems they confront.

It starts Thurs., Feb. 28, in the

N.E. Women's Center, B-4 Lewis

House.

THE BAH'AI FAITH — Begins

Wed., Feb. 26, 7-9 p.m. in rm. 339,

Graduate Research Building.

CONVERSATIONAL ITALIAN
(BEGINNERS) - Starts Tues.,

Mar. 6, 7:30 p.m., in the Dwight

Seminar Room. Advanced course

begins Wed., Mar. 6, 7:30 p.m. in

the Dwight Seminar room.

SENIOR LIFE SAVING — lab

fee will be $1.50. Classes will be
held at Curry Hicks pool Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays in the

afternoon. Completion can give the

student one credit, in addition to

Lifeguard certification. If in-

terested in this section, please call

the instructor, John McHale, at

549^581.

John Hammond at Hatch

THE GREATEST ADVBITIIRE OF ESCAPE!

JWQUEEN

The Campus Center Food Ser-

vice sponsored "Thursday Night

Celebrity Series" got off to a good

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

And

MARLBORO MUSIC FESTIVAL PRESENTS

MusicFrom Marlboro
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY27, 1974

AUDITORIUM

Reserved Tickets: $1.50 UM-A Students — $3.00 All Others
Fine Arts Council Office, 125 Herter Hall— 545-0202

P.M.

start with Tracy Nelson-Mother

Earth Band and is following up this

week with Columbia recording

artist John Hammond. He'll be in

concert in the Hatch this Thursday,

Feb. 28, from 9-closing. Admission

will be one dollar.

ENDS TONIGHT

rITHET SWIPE

7:0BI 9 10

MARLON BRANDO

MONDAY A TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations-may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either

content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all k-tters received will be printed.

Television Tonight
5:00 POPEYE (18)

HOGANS HEROES 'One Army At A
Time." (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "Mr
Farquhar Stays On." (30)

GOMER PYLE A Star Is Bom " Chef
"

(40)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS "Kate Leams To
Drive." (18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy Bags a
Bargain." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "A Star Is Born." (27)

HOGANS HEROES "To The Gestapo
With Love." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5.55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)
6:00 NEWS (3) (8( (22)

I SPY "The Loser " (18)

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Hawaii
Calling." (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore.
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the
Tycoons." (40)

ZOOM! (57)

«:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

CAPTURE (27)

WALSH'S ANIMALS (57)

«:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 AUDUBON WILDLIFE THEATRE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "Washington
vs the Banny." (18)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)
MOVIE "Ambush At Cimairon Pass "

(27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)
SILENT COMEDY FILM CLASSICS f»>

7:30 OZZIE'S GIRLS "Murder. Mystery,
Mystery " (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host

(8) (22)

GREEN ACRES "A Kind Word For the

President." (18)

THE FOURTH ESTATE (24)

ANIMAL WORLD "Rocky Mountain
Bear (30)

DRAGNET (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

H:00 MAUDE (3)

HAPPY DAYS (8) (40)

CAN YOU TOP THIS? (18)

ADAM 12 (22) (30)

BILL MOYERS" JOURNAL (24) (57)

8:30 HAWAII FIVE-O "30.000 Rooms and I

Have The Key." (3)

MOVIE "Killer Bees " (8) (40)

TOWARDS THE YEAR 2*00 (18)

POLICE STORY The Night Hunter
"

(22) (30)

BLACK LIFE (24)

9:00 THE 700 CLUB (18)

BLACK JOURNAL (24) (57)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "Mr George." (27)

9:30 MOVIE "Manhunter " (3)

10:00 MARCUS WELBY. M. D. "Out Of
Control." (8) (40)

AMERICAN BAG (22) (30)

ENERGY ALERT (24)

NEWS (27)

NANA (57)

10:05 MANY MOODS OF THE BLACK
EXPERIENCE (24)

10:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

THE JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

II :M NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS <8) ! 18)

(22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

11:30 MOVIE

Kentucky

Fried Chicken

The Colonel

delivers to

the university.

Call 256-8745

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

wwiprc MM

lEastwood]
Magnum
Force

Daily 5:45 A 8:15 - R -

_Twi Lite Hr. - 5:15-5:45 11.25

Taylor

Ash
Wednesday"

j

C V Daily 6:00 * 8:30 • R
[ **J Twl Lite Hr. - 5:30-8:00 tl.25

F*U INTW*M*
noMRTRfDrono

THE STING
© Daily 5.45 * 8:15 - PG -

Two Lite Hr. - 5:15-5:45 - $1.25

**«•>» H.T* you r «.' ?

_J£um&t

k

Daily fi:00 A 8:30 - PG
Twl Lite Hr. - 5 30-6:00 - tl.ZS

Spring
over

to our
Record

Sale!

Mammoth Values!
Over 40 major labels including: Columbia, RCA, Sine Qua Non,
Nonesuch, Vanguard, Atlantic, Turnabout, ABC, Command.

Rock, Classical. Blues, Folk, Jazz
The James Gang, Fifth Dimension, B. B King, Mountain,

Aretha Franklin, The Who. Ella Fitzgerald, The Doors,

Dave Mason, Mark Almond, Joan Baez, Dave Brubeck,

Andres Segovia, Carlos Montoya, Julian Bream, Pablo Casals,

Pittsburgh Symphony, London Symphony, William Steinberg,

Otis Spann and many more.

Boxed Set Values!

$12.98

$5.98

Beethoven
The Nine Complete Symphonies, William Steinberg and
the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra

8 record set Value to $44.50

Worlds Greatest Cellists "Limited Edition"

Pablo Casals, Pierre Fournier, Janos Starker

3 record set Value to $15.00

The Classical Guitar

Segovia, Almeida, Williams, Montoya and many others

5 record set Value to $25.00 $7.98
Debussy and Ravel

The best of these two great composers including:

Clair de Lune, La Mer and Bolero

5 record set Value to $20.00 $7.98

Americana
Includes Grand Canyon Suite, An American in Paris.

American Suite and many others

3 record set Value to $15.00 $5.98

Gustav Mahler
Symphony No. 8 and Symphony No. 2.

Conductors Mitropoulos and Klemperer

3 record set Value to $15 00 $5.98

Plus hundreds more!
University Store

campus center record sales
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Tonite

&
Tomorrow Nite

Screaming

McGrew
at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 17, Sunderland
«;:>- 1«»:.7

i Campus A
-

4MHERSTHADIFY LINI

Pass

warning.

SUTHERLAND

7:1
& 9:15'

mCoK* P-inHSyMovtiaO »P#amount Picture

["The thriller of the year!"

[Gannet newspapers

A psychic thriller.

WALT DISNEY
PRODUCTIONS'

Robin Hood
Matinees Daily
1;M A 2:30

Eves. 7:15 & 8:45

Children under 12 $1.00

TECHNICOLOR* [6)o

Now playing!

PAPILLON
Staring

Steve McQueen
and
Dustin Hoffman

7:00 & 9:40
One of the best

adventure movies of

theyear
,,-ABC-TV 7

< <

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES
ALL SEATS

I ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM.

Aries enjoys cnallenge. will try to do what
others consider impossible These natives
have a psychological imprint about being
first. original, creative and inventive Aries
cannot always live up to self-expectation
but there usually is a top effort, all the way
or nothing

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Make
changes which add to creative vitality

Refuse to be lectured to by one who is old-

fashioned, mistaken and resentful Seek
allies now among Gemini and Virgo in-

dividuals. Emphasize freedom, in-

dependence. Key messag? is "on the way."
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Check with

persons who seem reticent, shy or

secretive. If you make an effort, you gain

access to valuable information Keep
promise to friend or family member con-

fined to home, hospital Libra may play

paramount role.

GEMINI (May 2l-June 20): Friendly

persuasion goes a long way. Know it and act

accordingly Light touch brings results.

Heavy-handed methods brighten prospects.

Accent is on winning friends and in-

fluencing people Pisces and Virgo figure in

important ways.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Emphasis
now is on ability to display executive

qualities. Make decisions Assert yourself.

Organize Be firm without being autocratic.

Deal with headstrong individual who wants

to change your ways. Adhere to principles

in calm, deliberate way and you will win.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Now you reach
above and beyond -you almost "taste"

potential. Travel, write, publish and ad-

vertise. Be "in touch." Get hand on pulse of

public reaction Break restrictive barriers

Distribute. Refuse to accept excuses by

those not capable of delivering, as agreed
upon
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): New deal

involves marriage and money, special

relationship with member of opposite sex.

Situation can be complicated and you need
wits about you. Take nothing for granted,

especially where security, investments are

concerned.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): If you don't

know what to do. do nothing That applies

strongly for you at this time Mate, partner

is raising ruckus you have choice of op-

posing and battling, or steering clear of

direct confrontation Choose latter course-

at least for time being

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21) : If you fail to

concentrate on basics, you lose ground

This includes diet. rest, recreation and

general routine However, you can get

moving if there is solid base under you

Message will become increasingly clear

You simply get nothing for nothing.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21): You
can turn apparent defeat into victory

Sudden changes occur which favor you.

Member of opposite sex might play

significant role Aquarius, Leo and Scorpio

persons are likely to be in picture.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19 >: Family
affairs, home, property dominate. Be
aware of subtle nuances. Be thorough,

capable of checking details and detecting

fine points. Gemini, Virgo persons could

figure prominently Older individual will

lend benefit of experience.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): Dealings

with relatives are emphasized Make in-

telligent concession. Strive for greater

harmony. Avoid making claims which are

based on wishful thinking. If you are

reasonable, you open door to greater

contentment. Act accordingly.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) : Be selective

and a comparison shopper Someone may
be trying to sell you a bill of goods. See

persons, situations in a realistic light Take
nothing for granted. Virgo individual is

likely to be in picture.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

a responsible person, capable of organizing

and preparing for proverbial rainy day.

You draw to you older individuals who
share their experiences and find it

delightful to confide in you. April could be

your most significant month of 1974. You
are intuitive, creative and capable of

transforming ideas into actions, projects

Copyright 1974, Gen. Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS DOWN

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

12

13
15
17

19

20
21

23
25
26
27
28

1 Likely

4 Store
8 Dance step

11 Sign of

zodiac
Sheet of

glass
Preposition

Gam
Metal
Printers
measure
Number
Fondle

22 Crony (col-

loq.)

Merriment
Be mistaken
Consecrated
Succor
Garden tool

29 Household
pet

30 Exist

31 Keep within

limits

33 Symbol for

silver

35 Policeman
(slang)

36 Dawn god-
dess
Music: as
written

Blemish
Emmet
Simians
Cut

43 Conjunction
44 A state

(abbr.)

45 Preposition
46 Fruit seed

Pendent
mass of ice

Title

Slave
Lamprey
Meadow

56 Transgresses
57 Ocean

High moun-
tain

Through
Sounded a

horn
Twirl

Chapeau
6 Preposition

7 Man s name
8 Transfix

9 Indefinite arti-

cle

10 Take
unlawfully

14 Preeminent
16 Toll

18 Pronoun
21 Sham

Vessel
idle talk

Falsehood
Vast age
Mans
nickname

28 Jump
29 Race of let-

tuce
31 Temporary

QOS EH BCSfJOB

SHQ BQOQ RIB

EQ Hf2D QL3H DB
rsrj onriR godh
see mnQQaas ^

HE] HBHL3 DHB
OBOE URDBQ Q(P
lAlLlAlAlMBOITl I OS El

uuunn no sou

22
23
24
25
26

bed
32 Decay
33 Devoured
34 Aeriform fluid

35 Farm animal

37 Places at in-

tervals

38 Part of leg

39 Pertaining to

punishment
40 Puts up stake

41 Mohammedan
name

43 Three-toed
sloth

44 High cards

46 Edible seed
47 Hostelry

48 Confederate
general

49 Guidoshigh
note

51 Pronoun
53 Spanish for

"yes

U

37

38
40
41
42

47

50
52
54
55
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unies
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inr. jL

t bM DoNALO

B.C
by Johnny hart

iOU ffiWL. THE D&&RE.E.
OP SI6HT DEFICIENCY*
is inversely" PtofbRT*
TO THE A£JTer4E.SS OF
V\Y HEARING* •

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC:
Meeting tonight at 8:00 in CC, 177.

At 9:30 we go to Budget's Comm.
Come and give support- Ladd.
ASIAN-AMERICAN ASSOC.

:

Meeting Wed.. Feb. 27, Bart 301,

10:00 p.m. For info, Call Bill Gee, 545-

0955 or Stan Kwong, 549 3857.

BUILDING COMMITTEE OF BOG:
Meeting this afternoon at 2:30.

Discussion of Bldg Regulations.

Check schedule for room.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE:
Why don't you come and see what

C.S. is really all about. Find out for

yourself. It just may be what you've
been looking for. 1-26, 6:45 in 803 CC.
COLLOQUIUM ON TRANSLATION:
The department of Comp.

Literature is sponsoring a
Colloquium on "Translation The
Question of Fidelity" at noon, Weds.
Feb. 27, Room 301, Herter Hall.

FOR SALE

Hooks and magazines for sale. Old and
out of print. Free search service. Mon.-

Sat. 10-10. 586-3299. Larry Pruner, Box MB,
Nrthmptn.

If3-1

Stereo Components 20 per cent - 44) per

cent off list. All major brands, fully

guaranteed. Vinny 253-7182.

lf'2-27

Stereo Rotel rec BSR trntbl. Fisher

spkrs S22S. Professional stereo amp.
Pioneer SA-1000. 67 wts RMS Call Tom.
546-7610 or 253-5507.

U2-27

Gibson Bass Guitar FBI (violin shape I

perfect cond, not to be confused w -cheap

FBO, $300 or best offer. Call 369-4651.

tf2-27

Vivitar 85-205 lens for Nikon with rase

and three filters 1135. Call 549-0544.

tf2-26

<

Records — More rock imports & budget

LPS than anyone at fair prices. We pay
postage. Write: Box 39. Canton. Ct. 06019.

Recycled Rec.

tf3-l

Vintage Goya Classical Guitar for sale,

mint condition. 1175. Call 1-628-3279. eves.

tf2-26

Lange Stand. Ski Boots with Lange -

Flow, will fit sizes 8-10. 135. Call Chuck 665-

3416. leave number.
tf3-l

Wooded land in Ashfield for sale by

owner. Year-round streams, view, fron-

tage. 23 miles from campus. Call 1-628-

3279, eves.

MM

Pioneer SA-800 amp. 40 watts RMS
Channel, excellent cond. Call Rich. 546-

8994. between 4-7 or after to.

tt3-l

Refrigerator, much space. 5 cu. ft. lift

yrs. old ex. cond. 170. Call Martin at 6-6321.

after 5.

tf2-26

Camera: Nikkormat WSC Nikon fl.4

lens, less than 9 mo. old. Complete w 5

filters & small Nikon aces. Asking $225.

Call Gary 593-6515.

tf2-27

For sale — 2 Melbourn Radial tires.

560:15. good tread. $25. Call Shelley at 5-

2304.

tf2-28

Krown Sheepskin Coat, midi length, size

small wnmens. $110 new will sell for $70 or

best offer, in excellent condition. 584-8964.

lf2-27

Italic hand lettering done. Cards,

posters, letters, logos, etc. Original

designs or copies done. Also

photography and kodaliths available.

(.(mmI work for cheap prices. Call

Joyce. SMUT. tf2-26

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Need your black and white film

processed" Quality, custom work done

quickly. Contact with each roll. $1.25. Call

Mi". 1290. eves
tf2-26

MUSICIAN WANTED

Jazz pianist wanted for duo work and

Tuesday afternoon class — Please call

Pat :.8» 1141

tf'2-27

ROOMS FOR RENT

Kiiriiishcd room M edge of ranipnv M
kill hen. arc. t-l Call MfMOIff. after 1 p.m.

lf:l-l

I to per & $10 per utilities. ."> bedroom
house, close to Smith Bo* and downtown
Call \fter I. 581-11112

if:!-

1

ROOM WANTED

Malt' .mil lo\ahlc. uil! turned dog. need

ar bedroom : hMrf (nil lime job. ( all Boh.

I -1 15-10:15.

1(1-1

Notices
DVP MEETING:
There will be a DVP meeting at

4:45 today in 903 CC
ENVIRONMENTAL ELECTIONS.
Important elections tonight for

officers of C.E.Q at 6:30 in 426 D,
S.U.B. Everyone interested in the
environmental movement is urged to

attend. All of last years officers must
attend.

LIVESTOCK CLASSIC:
Organizational meeting tonight at

7:30 in the Reading Room, Stock
bridge. Please come and help to

make this a good show.
MASS PIRG MEETING:
Tonight, 7:00, Duke's room in the

S.U.B Anyone in the academic
community welcome. If you can't
come but want project information,
Call Pam, 6 8525.

NEW STORE HOURS:
Beginning next Monday, The

Textbook Annex will be open Week
days, 10:00 a.m. 2:00 p.m.
OPEN RUSH:
The Brothers of Pi Lambda Phi

invite all University men to an open
rush tomorrow, Weds, at 8:00. Free
refreshments. For rides, call 256
6837.

PE 100:

Learn the foxtrot, waltz, tango,
samba, bossa nova, cha-cha, and
other basic social dance skills. TUTH
1:00 2:15 No. Pe. 101 - 1 credit
Begin on March 6. Sign up at Gen.
P.E. Program Office, Boyden 209.

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS:
Pi Sigma Alpha meeting tonight at

7:30 p.m. in CC 917.

SENIOR LIFE SAVING:
All those in Tom's class, report to

Hicks pool for Tues. eves, class, not
Boyden. Textbooks are in annex.
Questions, call 546 9034.

SPARE TIME:
Looking for something to do

besides studying? Join an alternative
sorority- a Service sorority.

Gamma Sigma Sigma, tonight in

Colonial Lounge, 7:30 9 p.m.
SQUARE DANCE:
Workshop 8 10 Cape Cod Lounge.

Important meeting to discuss for

conventions and other activities, for

the semester. All members please
attend.

THE BLACK WOMAN IN SLAVE:
Speaker: Pearl Bowser, Films:

Inifai and Birth of A Nation. AFT
Workshop: 13 p.m.. New Africa
House, 315, evening presentation in

CC Aud. 8 p.m.
WOMEN'S TRACK CLUB:
New runners, if you are still run

ning and would like people to run with
call Linda at 549 6647

LOST:

At Tracy Nelson concert, key at-

tached to key chain roach clip. I just

want the clip. 6-6825.

LOST:
Two notebooks, one containing

irreplacable silkscreen portrait.
Sorry no phone Please send to: 266
Stanley St., Amherst.

LOST:
A small brown burlap change

purse, near candy counter in S.U. on
Friday. Money enclosed desperately
needed. Keep the watch, if you must.
Return to lost and found or call 256

8084.

LOST:
Gold ring in the 3rd floor men's

room of ELAB on 2 24 around 9:00

p.m. Info about ring, from Boston

College High School 1971 initials

A.P.Y. Call Tony at 546 4648. Thank
You.

AUTOS FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS
1966 Chevy Imp. SS 283, 20 mpg. autd. ps

& pb. studded snows. $300. 67 VW Bus, very

nice, low mites $600 or best. Call anytime.

549-0924.

tf3-l

67 Plymouth Fury. auto. ps. new brakes,

v good cond.. 17 mpg. $595. See Dennis at

Plara Shell. Rt 9. Amherst. Fri.. Sat.. Sun.

tf2-28

65 FORI) 4 dr. 289. V8, auto, rebuilt

motor, passes inspection. Rusty in rear,

only good interior. $175. 15 mpg. 586-3819.

or 1-772-0517.

tf3-l

65 Jeep. 2wd. H ton pickup, 157 Bridge,

Northampton. $500.

tf2-28

1966 MG Midget, new tires, new interior,

new shocks, no brakes. $500. Call 546-5463,

after 5 p.m.

lf2-27

Porsche 1964 SC. with 1967, 912 eng.

Outside good, inside needs some work,

runs well. 545-2354. after 4 w-day. 1500, but

will talk.

tf2-27

68 Ford Cortina GT 4 cy. 30 mpg. ex
cond., 66 Sprite, ex mech. cond. $300, stick

6 Pontiac Con v. 200. Rambler, stick-6 $95. 1

Porsche & TR4. 323-7327.

U2-28

Dodge Dart 1966. 2 door automatic
transmission, runs excellent, gets good
mileage. Asking $285. Call evenings or
weekend. 323-4456.

MM

1971 Chevy Vega — Green, excellent

condition, 6 new tires included. $1575. Call

527-1022.

tf2-28

'65 Kuick Sport Wagon, excel. Running,
good body. 15-18 mpg on hiway. 9

passenger. $275. 5H4-7697.

tf2-27

Must sell. 1966 Ford Fairlane. exc
running cond. R & H. no extra charge for

dents |IM or best offer. Call 549-6760.

2-27

1965 Cnrvair. :i speed, good on gas. good
condition. Asking $300 or best offer. Call

584-9242.

tf2-28

62 Chevy Impala. runs well, reliable.

Dave 665-4172.

tf2-27

All aluminum van. 1966 Ford. 6 cyl

engine, automatic traps Very dependable.

Call Debbie. 549-6582. after 6.

tf3-l

PFRSONAL
SERVICES

HONEST AL CAMPING
SPECIALS — 54 Dodge Mail Trk
Camper, nice paneled interior 5' 6"

high. 7 ft long. 6 cyl.. 4 spd. no rust, gd

tires, new battery. $375. 2 SCHOOL
BISKS not converted, very well

maintained, no rust: 51 CHFV. 6 cyl.. 4

spd. $375 or 60 FORI) VS. 4 spd.. $400.

these are 2 clean rigs. 586-3819 or 1-772-

0517. WANTED: DARTS VALIANTS*
LANCERS.

MM

FREE

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.

(all 5H4-88I6.

If5-I7

\ery energetic :i'.. y. m. tinman Shep.

e\c pet & walch dog. Oood for breeding,

needs alfec & space. Leaving country &
can! lake 2.1-7182

112-26

I lull » (ream Puppies -- Male or

female. se\rn weeks old. Will be medium
sized tall lo — 519-0912. Keep trying.

Morning or later e\e
If2-28

INSTRUCTION

Weaving on improvised looms. < lasses

start March 1 and 19. \pril 22 For more

information call Karin Tiistan. 549-6321

tf:i-l

STAFF

She's a better shooter than \l

Skinnci Mie jumps higher than Dt .1

she dribbles behind her hack heller

than l)i P 1(2-27

Blues harmonica instruction, former
harp player Luther Johnson Blues Band. 7

mos (all 256-0557. Guido Arnie. Leave tel

no.

tf2-27

Steve the DJ is alive and working in Los
Angeles. It's just like the Beach Boys sang.

tf2-28

Try a NEW college experience — Eating
all the good food you can! Sound in- -

teresting? Then call Lambda Chi Alpha al

545-2150.

lf2-27

Heads up with Dean Swift Fancy Snif-

fing Snuff. Send for free samples. Dean
Swift Ltd. Box 2009. San Francisco. Ca.

94126.

tf3-l

Confidential, eat an egg tonight . The Gas
Lite II is open 24 hours. Tues.-Sat. Come in

and try our 99c Special. You'll like I'm
sure.

Ml
To Cathy from Dave, Ahnee Ahtem

Ahtoh

tf2-26

All persons interested in George L.

Sacco, candidate for Attorney General,
welcome to attend Org. Meeting in Rm 917

CC at 8:00 p.m.

tf2-26

Think Service — Think Gamma Sigma
Sigma. Try an alternative organization

tonight. 7:30 p.m., Colonial Lounge
tf2-26

Dear Bagle. sorry it's late but I'll be
your Cream Cheese any day. especially on
your birthday. With Love DiDi.

tf2-26

TO RENT

Quiet room. M. student, share bath *
kitchen. 4 mi. from campus. $70 mo.. 253-

7841.

tf2-26

I or 2 freaks to share apartment. $65 mo.
including utl. Private room, pets allowed,

in the country. 589-9249.

MMI

5-6 bedroom house, 2 of each — Ivng
room, dining room, kit and baths. Finished
bsmni. w -fireplace 17 mi to Amhst. Likely

Ls. 256-8896.

H2-27

Arcadia Apts. Rt 9, Belchertown, 7 miles
from campus on the Bus Route. 2 bedroom
apt. all utilities included March I — 256-

8896.

tf2-27

APT. FOR RENT

l bedroom apt. all utilities. $145 a month.

Sunderland. Rt. 116. Call any time. 665-

2719.

tf.VI

' Three bedroom apt., first floor. North-

ampton area. Ready for occupancy.

$160. per month. Call Skibiski Real Estate

584-3428.

tf2-28

WANTED

Ed Student needs good comftble en-

vironment to leave boys, aged 2 and I in

while attending rlasses. 6 l.rs. a week. 772-

0667

tf3-l

Needed desperately —
reasonahlv priced. Call

tr\ing please.

I double bed.

323-4200. keep

tf2-27

Six. - ten week old male kitten. Call 546-

5237. ask for \nd> or tieorge.

H2-26

STEREO COMPONENTS

Stereo <

per cent

i ailahle

. 16-1811. ,

omponenls — 20 per cent - 40

off list Ml major brands

all guaranteed Call Mike at

ifter ."> p.m.
1(1 11

Hi 1 1 audio repair. Sansui. Sony, Dual.

Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 hr. service Ex. For parts

lech Hit i. 519-261(1.

if:i-ir.

24 Hour Service on Passports and
Passport Applications. Tel. 253-3148.

Lang's Photo.

tf3-15

Professional camera & stereo repairs,

all guaranteed, at reasonable prices thai

your pocket can afford. Tel. 253-3148.

Lang's Photo.

tf3-l

ETERNAL LIGHT TL'TOR SERVICE.
Graduate students with experience, will

tutor general physical or organic-

chemistry; call 665-3607.

tf.'1-l

Cash for selected paperbacks in good
condition. Call 774-2954. we will pick them
up.

tf2-27

I am offering good dependable
housecleaning services at reasonable cost.

Hours are flexible. Call anytime at 369-

4651. Joni.

tf2-27

Learn Astrology, Beginner-
Intermediate Classes. Beg. starts 2-27; Int.

starts 2-25, for infor call 253-3693. or 549-

0005 before 9 p.m.

TV and Stereo Repair. Call 546-6472.

tf2-27

A oga i Hatha) Courses, 8 and 10 weeks
beg. & inter. Experienced teacher, for

more information, call 549-0842, keep
trying.

tf3-4

PHOTOS — Passports, visas, grad

school applications, etc. Size, and

number of photos negotiable. $4.00'

minimum. Fast service, quality

guaranteed. Call Steve at 6-5443.

U2-29

ENTERTAINMENT

Remember Roger Saloom! He recorded
"Marie Le Peau" with "The Mama Bear".
He's at the TOC. Thurs.. Fri. & Sat., Feb.
28. Mar I. 2. Great entertainment.

ti2-28

If you don't need loud music to be en-
tertained, slide up to the TOC, Thurs.-FrL-
Sat. 9-1, if your thirsty come Thursday.

UM
Where have all the Coffeehouses gone?

We don't know, but the TOC presents the
best in coffee house type entertainment.
every Thur.-Sat.

MM

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $280. all

inclusive. For more information, call
Campus Travel Center, 545-0500.

tf3-15

There's nothing like grease to bring
people together, and Bob the DJ has all

your favorite discs of the 50's and 60s.

Call. 536-6075.

tf2-28

See spot, see puff, see puff run. see John,
see John Hammond play and knock you
out at the Hatch Thurs.. Feb. 28. 9-1. only
one buck.

U2-28

DOUBLE FEATl'RE HORROR!
"TALES FROM THE CRYPT" & "THE
BLOB" WITH STEVE MCQUEEN -
BOTH IN COLOR! FRIDAY NIGHT.
MARCH 1 IN MAHARAT7&I0. -

If3-1

MISCELLANEOUS

Brand new B.A.S.E. reel <v cassette

tapes. 1200' reels. $1. I hr cassettes. 3 for a

$1. 546-8902.

tf3-l

TYPING

Typing—"East. ace. and cheap— Pickup
and deliver, (all Sue 1-527-4802.

tf3-l

ROOMMATE WANTED

Avail, immed. room in house w 2 M. & I

F. $70 inc. heat. Grad pref.. in Amherst.

253-2861. Call late

tf2-26

Roommate wanted. Brittany Manor,
only $52.50 per month. Call between 5-7.

256-0188.

tf'2-26

Own room in ML Sugarloaf apt. On
busline, asking $IOO-mo. Working space for

art student or serious student. 546-1074 bet.

7-10 p.m.

tfa-i

Need person to share 3 room apt in

Northamp close but comfortable and
quiet. $75 per month includes utilities. Call

586-1251.

tf3-l

Housemate wanted, own room, dblbed, 1

mile from campus, friendl\ people. $85.

253-5267.

112-28

SWF 24, wants room in house with

family, group, rent free In exchange for

housework, cooking or babysitting. 549-

3534. Margaret.
UM

HELP WANTED

Need 2 students to teach reading in

NHampton Jail. Credit through Out
Reach. No experience necessary. 268-7154.

collect.

tf2-27

Attention student wives. I need full-time

child care at my Echo Hill house, in-

terested? Call evenings. 256-8627. own
transport.

tf2-27

Saxophone or piano player for Ed Vadas
Big City Blues Band, guaranteed $80 a

week minimum salary plus fringe
benefits. Ed. 584-6279.

tf2-27

Performers of all sorts for Kennedy
Middle Coffeehouse on Friday. March 15.

Interested — Please call Rich. 546-4S55 or

Danny, 546-7797.

2-27

Reliable person with interest in movies
and good typing skills. Solid weeks work.
Flexible hours. Call 617-544-3792, keep
trying.

tf3-l

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted to rent — Want van-V.W. Bus for
I weeks this summer. Price negotiable.
Call days. 736-2678.

tf2-27

TRAVEL

Campus Travel Center, handles air,

hotel, car rentals, package tours,
honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call
545-0500. for information.

MMI

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from Jitfi.

For more information call Campus Travel
(enter. 545-0500.

tf3-l5

Spring Vacation in Spain at

lor remolinos
. $279. all inclusive. For more

information call Campus Travel Center,
'.i:.-ii:.iNi

tf3-15

CRIMSON TRAVEL SPRING
VACATION IN BERMUDA FROM $199.

DEPOSITS Ml ST BE RECEIVED SOON,
-SPJWE IS EMPTYING. CALL STEVE.
665-3737.

IBM

TO SUBLET

I bedroom apt. for sublet. >

2 mile from
Amh. $146 a month with util. I'niv. Park
Apts. Call 253-5851.

tf3-l

To sublet. 2 bd apt. Cliffside $165 per mo.
includes util. available April 1st. option lo

renew June 1st. Call 665-3900.

MMI

i-i~.rt^ it* iiu\i 11 MJ
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A new challenge for track

—

would you believe streaking?

TUESDAY. PEAttUAteYtt.W TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1974

By SCOTT HAYES
Track is becoming a "steady"

sport with its foundation at the high
school and college levels. This is

especially true now that more and
more amateur trackmen are ad-
vancing to the professional
heights. A new sport, however,
known as "streaking" is beginning
to grow in popularity on college
campuses. With the birth of the
"sport" of streaking, track may
lose some stability and who knows,
maybe streaking will provide track

with a challenge in years to come
(much like the young WHA is

challenging the NHL).
Streaking is simply the art of

running with a minimum amount
of clothing (in fact, only shoes and
sometimes a hat). The low cost of

the sport should aid its spread
across the nation.

The University

reportedly began
has enjoyed success since last

semester. The Huskies have great
experience and depth, and at last

of Connecticut
streaking and

Letter to Sports Editor

Derisive Cage fans
To The Editor:

*~* J
I am writing this letter in regard to the UMass basketball team's

overwhelming victory over the University of Maine Saturday night.
As an avid basketball follower, not only of this University, but of the

sport in general, having played varsity ball at the college level for three
years, and presently in the role of assistant junior varsity coach here at
UMass, I can only say I have the utmost respect for the players who
compete for Coach Leaman. Under no circumstance did they attempt to

do anything spectacular or go out of their way to humiliate their op-
position once the game's outcome had been just about a foregone con-
clusion midway in the first half. They simply played hard basketball, and
richly deserve praise for an excellent team effort.

However, J wonder if the same respect may be accorded the people who
observed the contest. The point differential had already reached SO, but
the fans (not everyone, of course) somehow hadn't had enough. They
wanted UMass to score that magic 100th point, and when they did, beer
cans, bottles, and oranges were the reactions. I am not implying that

everyone at the Cage was guilty, but it just makes me wonder if anyone
had really taken the time to consider the feelings of the Maine players
and coaches. After all, what is so special about the number "100", other
than it follows "99" and precedes "101 ?" As high as UMass had to feel,
wasn't Maine probably feeling the same degree of dejection and disap-
pointment?
Why couldn't the fans (again, I am not addressing myself to the

majority who displayed a genuine enthusiasm for their team) simply
accept the fact that we were a better team, had played exceptionally well,
and won, without adding insult to injury? If anyone can provide me with
any answers to these questions, I should be haoDV to listen.

Phil Roitman -Ass't. J.V. Coach

look were atop the Yankee Con-
ference with eight out of the top ten
streakers in the league. UConn
may turn out to be the UCLA of
streaking, with this year's NCAA
title practically sewn up already
and many more in sight.

Not to be outdone by its rivals to
the south, UMass started a
streaking program. Last Thursday
night, streakers from John Adams
initiated the program. Two
Washington residents followed suit
Saturday night by conquering the
tough course from Washington to
Sunset Ave.
Although the streakers preferred

that their names be kept out of the
COLLEGIAN, they were available
for comment.
The speedster of the group said,

"I don't think it was disgusting,
just funny." He later added, "It
was the fastest 220 I ever ran."
When asked about the reactions

of other people, one streaker an-
swered, "We saw a few people and
said 'excuse me' as we ran by, but
we didn't stick around to find out
what their reaction was."
The second member of the pair

was running behind his partner for
the entire distance and explained,
"He got his pants off first and I

couldn't catch up with him." For
both streakers it was the first time
and simply "something to do."
What motivated the pair to

streak? "It was just a spur of the
moment thing," explained one, and
done for the "mementary thrill."

Both streakers stated that they
have made plans for the future on a
different course, but they are not
ready to reveal these plans to the
public.

Coach Ken O'Brien and his
assistants have recruited some of
the best runners in New England,
including state champions, but
they sure overlooked two fine
prospects from the same campus,
who made their debut Saturday
night.

Notice
Entries for the co-recreational

bowling meet are due on Thursday,
February 28th, in the Intramural
Office.

WEDNESDAY

FISH

SPECIAL

PER
PERSONH.99

Featuring SCROD
...either Fried or Baked
- your choice. Cooked In

a light, fluffy batter.

...with tartar sauce,
coleslaw, French fries,

bread
Fit* Spec/a/

All Day Wednatday

OPEN
SUN thru THURS. 11-9
FRI and SAT to 10

2S1 King St, Northampton
Phone S84-5958

AMERCAS STEAK EXPERT

Pro hockey,

basketball

standings

NHL standings

East Division

W L TPti. GF CA
BOST. 41 10 7 89 262 158

Mont. 34 16 8 76 213 162

Rangers 31 16 12 74 223 179

Toronto 27 20 12 66 213 172

Buffalo 26 26 7 59 189 196

Detroit 2130 8 50194241
Island. 15 28 14 44 138 186

Vane. 17 33 9 43 166 227

West Division

W 1. X Ft*. GF GA
Phila. 35 14 9 79 198 124

Chicago 31 12 15 77 197 115

St.Louis 23 27 9 55 165 161

Atlanta 22 27 11 55 154 182

LosAng 21 29 10 52 166 192

Minn. 18 27 14 50 181209
Pitts. 18 34 6 42 166 212

Calif. 1142 7 29 154 263

ABA standings
kit DlTlltOB

m „ W L. Pet. GBNew York ,43 24 63a —
KcntucKy 39 29 .608 2
Carolina 42 29 5S.2 2'»
Virginia 21 42 .333 19

'

»

Memphis 17 4W .Z04 *>
Wttt DfvtiUa

Utah
W
« K P

657-?"
Indiana 35 33 .515 9SSan Antonio 33 33 .500 10 'i
Denver 30 35 .442 13
San Diego 28 3* .414 15V,

AHL standings
Nartkera DItuiob

goche.fr 34 17 S *?i ?& ?04
Providence 33 23 8 74 28i 205New Haven 31 21 10 72 237 203
Nova Scotia 28 23 10 68 213 lfc
Springfield 17 36 8 42 187 250BOSTON 17 38 8 42 187 246

Southern Dlvlalaa

u- k JK L T pts GF <:AHershey 32 19 10 74 252 194
Baltimore 33 20 7 73 242 187
Cincinnati 33 20 7 73 217 186

Jacksonville 19 38 7 45 183 260
Richmond 17 34 8 42 174 246

NBA standings

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

W L Pet. GB
44 17BOSTON

New York
Buffalo

Phila.

.721 —
40 26 .606 6V2

35 33 .515 12V2

19 45 .297 26 4

GB

10

Central Division

W L Pet.

Capital 37 28

Atlanta 28 39

Houston
Cleveland

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

569

418

25 41 .379 12 4
23 47 .329 16 Vi

UNIVERSITY QP MASSACHUSETTS

Milw.
"Chicago

Detroit

'KC-O.

W
47

L
17

46 21

Pet.

.734

.687

GB

2 4
4Vi44 23 .657

26 41 .388 22 4

Pacific Division

W L Pet.

Golden St. 35 27 .565

'Los Ang. 34 30 .531
K

Seattle 29 38 .433

Phoenix 25 40 .385

GB

2

8 4
1 1

4

Portland 21 44 .323 15 4

WHA standings

East Division

W L. T Pts. GF GA
N. ENG. 33 26 2 68 219 203

Toronto 32 28 4 68 248 222

Quebec 30 28 3 63 225 214
Cleve. 28 28 5 61 187 191

Chicago 26 28 3 55 187 199

Jersey 26 33 2 54 189 208

West Division

W L T Pts GF GA
Houston 36 18 5 77 23C 158

Minn. 33 26 167 241208
Winnipeg 28 28 5 61 202 218
Edmon. 29 30 58 202 213
Vane. 23 35 46 222 243

Los Ang. 21 38 42 173 235

Rote leading superstars

By WILL RIMSLEY
ROTONDA, Fla. (AP) - The super baby of the Superstars, Kyle Rote

Jr., forged into the early lead Monday in the unique contest to decide the
best all-around of sports' modern heroes.
"Kyle has to be the odds-on favorite now-I don't think anyone will beat

him," said O.J. Simpson, football-carrying ace of the Buffalo Bills who
had been the strong advance choice for the $25,000 first prize.
Rote, 23, a member of the Dallas Tornadoes soccer team, won the

tennis tournament, upsetting Simpson in the first round, and finished
second in golf.

This gave him a total of 17 points after the first two events in the two-
day, 10-sport competition to determine the 1974 Superstar.
Points are awarded on a 10-7-4-2-1 scale for the top five finishers in each

event. Competitors may choose seven of the 10 disciplines, but not their
specialty. A $300 bonus is awarded for each point.
The golf tournament was won by Dick Anderson, star safety of pro

footballs champion Miami Dolphins. He shot a four-over-par 40 on the
ninehole course, three shots better than Rote.
After the first two events, Rote had 17 points; Anderson 10; Jim Mc-

Millian of Buffalo's basketball Braves 7; and baseball's Pete Rose of
Cincinnati, 6.

Defending Superstar champion Bob Seagren, who owns the world
record in the pole vault, lost his first round in tennis and did not compete
in golf.

Rote is the youngest, poorest-paid at $1,400 a year, and hungriest of the
Superstars and would be the most obscure were he not the son and
namesake of one of the football's all-time stars.
The slender, 6-foot Rote beat Simpson 6-4 in his first tennis match

bested Havlicek 6-3 and polished off McMillian 6-4 in the final.

in a rush?
grab a Quickie Lunch!

Try a Quickie at the Top
Fast Buffet Service

Room 1101 daily, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
'

Monday through Friday

19

Glenn Poster

The name is McNamara
Kd. Note - the following dorm was chosen bee

the situation there
ause of familiarity with

SS ST.ZZUZiZi-£fsr~&vtStfl5K
Matmen face Dartmouth
in pre-NE home battle

By JOHN BOCK
MDC Sports Staff

The Minutemen matmen have a big weekend in
store as they go to defend their New England title at
Dartmouth. There is, however, the small matter of
closing out the dual match season tonight. It happens
that Dartmouth travels to Amherst to honor their
commitment that was postponed from last Saturday.

It being the last horn dual it is also the last time that
seniors Larry Reynolds and Steve Benson will
wrestle. Coach Homer Barr will be anxious to see how
these two seniors plus seven other Minutemen will do
at new weight classes. Reynolds has dropped to 118
Benson to 158, Cliff Blom to 150, Dick Muri to 126, and
Russell Chateauneuf to 134. Bob Spaulding has traded
his 190 pound berth with Robin Osborne and moves
down to 177. Doug LeMire has moved up to 142 and
Steve Jabaut, pending an elimination later this weekmay move to 167.

It will be the first and last chance the matmen have
to wrestle under fire at these weights and get used to
them. They will be watching Dartmouth closely to see
if there is any chance that the Big Green can help
them at the New Englands.

UMass may have had its problems filling a class
here and there this year, but nothing like Dartmouth.
The Green have forfeited 118 and 126 most of the year,
which put them down by twelve before even stepping
on the mat. Then they went and joined the Ivy League

Wrestling Race and ended up scheduling the Ivy Iron
like Cornell, Princeton, and Yale. They went 1-7 to the
rest of the League, beating Brown out for next to last.

hJ?
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h matmen are not without somedecent individuals, however. At 167 Rick Clark third
at 158 in last year's New Englands, has don4 wdl tn'sseason. Dartmouth's lone New England Cnamn Jim

%£?$?£* 3t» haS droppito 177^To
P
pes or

NCSA's Perhi!L
a^leS and m

u
aybe doin« wel1 Sineincaa s. Perhaps their smoothest wrestler is at 190 in

tSSSSE!! Estin ^J^r from Cofata*has placed third twice in the varsity New Englandsand was the only man to beat last year's cha™
Horowitz of URI. UMass will have its hands fuU ft
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Larry Reynold's push to118 comes at a good time because Peter Sachon hasnot recovered from the injury sustained at the Yan

2ESJ** t00
'
Reynolds has never beaten URI'sScott Pucino at 126 so a New England title and a trioto Iowa State and the NCAA's at 118 beckons Ben

ESjfif^ i PromPted °y a like motive. Benson*****^P *> U8 will guarantee a New EnglandChampionship and at the NCAA's he could reaUyhave a chance at placing. It was a long cut in weightfor these two seniors, but it could be worth it

When one thinks of collegiate sports and the people who play them akey word that comes to mind is recruitment
. Al Skinner was recru ted A?the larger universities throughout the country (Ohio State. UCLA? thecoach of the prospective sport goes to the home of the stars family andthen takes them out to dinner. And there are other fringe benefUs Whatdid John Wooden do to get Lew Alcindor (as he was known then )K

from Power Memorial High School in New York City to Los Anedef

°

Obviously |fs a form of 'playing for pay" in the college ranks AndliS Theprofess.onal sports these days make millionaires out of everybody

What's the point of all this? Well. I'm going to point out that there isanother side of the coin on the most campuses today and that !ncTudes
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Up in McNamara the desire to compete for the "nam*" nr »k« a
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Wh° d0) *nd most P,ay at lea'st one £2£££S^^ «? mind^

we've got a softball game a°ie sScer tao^r£?I£j?5 y0Ur mitt -

Pete, Lf the socce'r ^J!Za^oS^'^^l^ J"^doubleheader. (both teams made the playoffs in thei ^nectfve lea*2?soccer was the eventual runner-up for the entire cTrnpu?)
* "

This fall the man who played quarterback the previous year came backsaying, "I want to play line." But for the sake of the team h Slavedquarterback Of course he could have played for one ofthe other M^Namara football teams but his schedule would have Seer/conflictingWhen it comes to forming teams, McNamara has to have more than onein some sports because of the number of people involved
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e Regan T^hout the dormJoe is known as Coach. He was the head of intramurals in the dormrom the moment he became a UMass student. (I was the one who refused

£eS10
" VIZ

J0C W3S 3Sked next ) Joe was also instrumentaHn helpingthe women of the dorm get started on the field of battle
8

conducting a bed check." As things turned out aboutlo af£fTi?
aSST-SS^2 f°r£ gir,

'

S^ 35a. gamet ^ nighUasfSu?**« « en o'clock with the temperatures in the low thirtS Andthough they lost the game, the spirit w£ there to the^nd
^d

rJfw°
Se °Ut there wh0 would like t0 compete and have fun at the sametime, join your intramural team. McNamaVa sure has proven whatTnexperience it can be.

proven wnat an

Jan Garavano

Post-season Swimwomen tops in tri-meet
hoop action

By GLENN POSTER
It's official. A UMass basketball

team is going to a post-season
tournament. The women have
received an EAIAW (Eastern
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women) regional bid.
UMass is one of sixteen teams
selected for the competition which
will be held at Brooklyn College
March 7-9. Our opponent for the
first game will be the University of
Rhode Island Rams.

Right now the team's record
stands at 5-3 with four games
remaining on the schedule. Two of
the losses have been to seeded
teams in the tourney. (Springfield
University of New Hampshire -
UMass is not seeded) The
Minutewomen have beaten three
other teams invited to the com-
petition: Northeastern, Worcester
State, and University of Vermont.

If you want to see this group
perform, they'll be in action
tonight at 7:30 from NOPE. The JV
will provide first game excitement
beginning at 6:00. Both teams will
be taking on Bridgewater State.

By MDC STAFF
The UMass Women's Swim

Team completely dominated the
University of New Hampshire and
Dartmouth College Thursday nightm Durham, N.H. The final score
UMass 113, UNH 57, and Dart-
mouth 32 reflects this fact. Taking
firsts in all but two events, UMass
was led by several outstanding
performances.
Coming up with their fastest

swim of the season, the 200 medley
relay team of Jean Franchebois
Diane Perry, Reran Johnson, and
Carol Griffiths took top honors.
Leading individual scorers for
UMass included Cindy Whiting
who streaked to first place in the

50, 100, and 200 yard freestyle
events, and Melon Dash, who
continued her winning ways by
finishing first in the 200 I.M. 100
butterfly, and 400 yard freestyle.
Breaststroker Diane Perry led the
field in the 50 and 100 yard events.
Backstroker Jean Franchebois
placed second and first in the 50
and 100 yard events. Junior Laurie
Seluk led the competition in the 50
fly turning in her fastest time of the
season and added more points to
the UMass score with a second in
the 200 IM.

UMass divers Caro! Canterbury
and Karen Fedora nailed down the
first and third place slots in the one
meter event.

Is Boyden sexist.?

This column is being written for women, like myself, who have run unand down the stairs of Boyden, clad in a sog^y suit, and shiverSig
P
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me that re«ardless of what the sign out front sayssome small consideration could have been given to the "fairer" sS I
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h°Se gCniUS Was re™e forTe cXtotermed Women s Locker Room." Realistically this concession nW
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t
S eight showers

' two worktog dryers (upon aSeTanhr?and 40-50 lockers, half of which are reserved for pT nSErs merestbelonging to whoever has the most guts.
majors, tne rest
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WMUA
Station Meeting

Tuos., Feb. 26, 1974

8 o' clock

Rms. 168-170 C.C.
All New People Welcome

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon.

(except during league play)

50" per string

- Sot.
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Up from last year 's 1 7th place NEfinish

Trackmen ignore record, jump to 4th
SCOTTHAYES iujaw.^ ^Ti_- i._. ' W A.By SCOTT HAYES

There are some defeats that are
more triumphant than victories.

The triumph in Saturday's defeat
at Storrs (if you want to call a
fourth place finish in the New
Englands a defeat) was fabricated
by the best performances of the
season for most of the trackmen.
Nearly everyone who took the

bus ride to UConn came up with his

top effort of the season. Mike
Geraghty was a disappointment in

the long jump, fouling three times,
but bounced back to place in the
triple jump. Barron Littlefield ran
his best time in the 600, but his

accomplishment was cancelled by
a disqualification. The senior, a
native of Bristol, Connecticut, was
unfitted from the event for cutting
into the inside lane too soon.

All the jumpers enjoyed their
best day of the indoor track
schedule and the runners fared
well also. Bill Gillin ran a great,
strategic race in the mile to finish

third. Gillin put on an exciting last

leg kick that moved him from fifth

to third. With his best time coming
in the all-important New Englands,
Gillin appears to be ready for the
IC4A's, to be held this weekend.
Randy Thomas set a blistering

pace in the two-mile and held the
lead for the first mile and a
quarter, but had to settle for third
place in 9:00. Although Thomas did
not run his best race, the time was
just two seconds behind his top
performance. Jim Hennessy's 7.6

in the hurdles was good for third
place and another personal low.
Both the mile and two-mile relay

teams held the lead until the last

leg, only to be beaten. Bill

Charland of BC passed Steve
Crimmins and stole a first place
finish from the Minutemen. In the
two-mile relay, Keith Francis of
BC overhauled the field with a
1:51.5880. The fast anchor leg run
by Francis gave BC first place
instead of third. Chris Farmer and

_!_ . . A .„ .
<«*•" Photo- Steve Smith)

The victory still hasn't subsided. Captain AI Skinner
goes up for two of his game-high 21 points against
Maine Saturday night in his final game at Curry Hicks
Cage. Notice that it takes three to defend.

Inside Sports

•"Streaking" hits UMass

•Grapplers in home finale

•Derisive Cage fans?

•Glenn Poster reminisces

•Is Boyden sexist

Jack Maloney ran impressive
880s Farmer took his lap with the

baton in 1:54.8, while team co-

captain Maloney ran the half-mile
in 1:53.8.

Coach Ken O'Brien is pleased
with the results of the season. The
mentor said, "The season was
quite a bit more successful than I

expected," and explained that

success should be measured by
performances rather than won-lost
records. O'Brien added, "We're
the best 3-5 team around."
Seven records have been broken

during the 1973-74 indoor season.
These include records in the mile,
two-mile relay, distance-medley
relay, four-mile relay, long jump,
triple jump and pole vault.

The outlook for Spring track is

encouraging. The Minutemen will

be helped by the addition of several
events and are definitely a
stronger team outdoors. Hopefully,
when the nice weather rolls

around, UMass will be able to use
its depth and convert some third

and fourth place finishes into firsts

and seconds. In the past, the team
has had more success in both dual
meets and big meets during the
Spring. .

Coach O'Brien singled out
Barron Littlefield as the most
improved member of the team.
Littlefield was hampered by
bronchitis throughout the season,
but when he did run, he ran well
and beat some tough opponents.
O'Brien also mentioned Dan

Grigus and Mike Geraghty, who
have improved steadily over the

schedule. Grigus came from
nowhere, bettered the school
record and finished sixth in the

New Englands by clearing 14 feet

on his first attempt.

CO-CAPTAIN JOHN
MALONEY
1 :53.8 half mile relay leg

In summing up the New
Englands, the Minutemen simply
hit their seasonal bests at the right
time.

PASSING THE BATON A
partisan crowd in excess of 1,000

came to life during the shot put, 35-

pound weight throw, pole vault and
triple jump. Those were the events
in which UConn battled Nor-
theastern for points that later
decided the New England cham-
pionship.

UMass took ten places in the
meet, while BC captured nine.
UConn and NU took 13 places each,
so the Minutemen did not lack
firepower. The difference was BC,
UConn and NU had a number of
first and second place finishers,
while UMass garnered mostly
third and fourth place finishes.

The crowd saw outstanding
performances from Keith Francis,
Daryl King, Abe Davis and Dan
Mahoney. Francis ran the 1,000 in

2:08.6, just off his own record set a
year ago and UConn s King set a
New England record in the 600 with
a time of 1:09.6. Springfield's Abe
Davis qualified for the NCAA meet
with his tremendous effort of 50'8"

in the triple jump. Mahoney
lengthened the New England long
jump record with his 23'9" per-
formance.

13 UMass trackmen will be
making the trip to Princeton, N.J.
for the IC4A's on Saturday and
Sunday.

House will get Nixon Watergate action

Daily (CnUrgian
Steve Saraceno

SPORTS
NIT will draw
despite new post-

season tourney
By ALEX SACHARE

NEW YORK (AP) - Pete
Carlesimo, chairman of the
selection committee of the
National Invitation Tournament,
said Monday he expected the
Madison Square Garden event to
continue to be a major attraction
despite the competition offered by
a new post-season basketball
tournament.
"The NIT is flourishing, and it is

going to keep on flourishing despite
that new tournament," said
Carlesimo, referring to the
Collegiate Commissioners
Association (CCA) Basketball
Tournament.
Carlesimo pointed to the at-

traction of playing in Madison
Square Garden and New York City
as one of the prime lures of the
NIT.

The NCAA at-large bids will be
announced Thursday, at which
time the NIT also will name its

first selections. The NCAA tour-
nament will be held March 9-25, the
NIT March 16-24 and the CCA
March 14-18.

The NIT is expected to draw
heavily from the list of major
Eastern independents, where St.
John's, Manhattan, Rutgers,
Syracuse, Fairfield and Boston
College all rate as strong can-
didates. It is also expected to pick
two clubs from the Atlantic Coast
Conference, where North Carolina
State, Maryland and North
Carolina must go through a
tournament to determine the ACC
representative in the NCAA
tourney. The ACC is not among the
conferences sending teams to the
CCA.

Is National Anthem a must?
_ „ .

By STEVE SARACENO
The National Anthem is a bore.
And that's sad, because it didn't used to be
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The special
prosecutor's staff has decided that any
action involving alleged presidential in-

volvement in the Watergate scandal should
be up to the House impeachment inquiry
rather than a grand jury, it was learned
yesterday.

That decision, reached after months of
study and debate, was disclosed after
President Nixon said Monday night that he
had rejected a grand jury request for his
testimony.

Nixon lawyers said yesterday no state

court can compel the president to appear,
citing such action as an "imposition". The
White House position raised the possibiliu
that former Nixon-aide John I). Krlichman
will escape prosecution in a California court
case. Story, page 21.

"I did offer, of course, to respond to any
interrogatories that the special prosecutor
might want to submrt or to meet with him
personally and to answer questions and he
indicated that he did not want to proceed in
that way," Nixon said.

Sources close to the investigation said the

request for presidential testimony was
made at the insistence of the grand jurors

and that unless they continue to insist, no
effort will be made to force Nixon to testify

The apparent reason, the sources added,
was that special prosecutor Leon Jaworski
finally had concluded that the proper forum
for evidence pertaining directly to the
President was the House Judiciary Com
mittee rather than a grand jury The
sources gave no indication whether any
evidence against the President exists.

Authorities on constitutional law differ on

whether a President can be indicted and, if

indicted, can be brought to trial. Some say
he must first be removed from office by
impeachment and conviction in the Senate
Others claim he could be indicted, tried and
convicted while in office.

It was understood that the prevailing view
within the prosecutor's office was
somewhere in between: That there is no
constitutional bar to indicting a President
but that, as a practical matter, the best
course to follow would be to refer the matter
to Congress.
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Town could face 'water crisis'
By BARBARA VOORHEES

A number of proposals and
recommendations have been made
but no action has been taken to

reduce the burden placed by
UMass on Amherst's water supply
and sewage system, Edward
Simpson, a member of the
university's Energy Conservation
Committee (ECO, has reported to

the Collegian.

"We have had to work on saving
fuel during the heating season and
also on saving electrical energy so
we have not been able to work on

saving water. It is on our agenda,"
said Simpson.
Simpson noted that reduction in

the use of air conditioners is being
researched. Reduction in this area
would save electrical energy and
also cut down on water con-
sumption.
Amherst Selectwoman Nancy

Eddy told the Collegian that she
hoped the University would act

soon in order to avoid a "crisis

situation" which could occur this

summer if UMass does not cut

down on its water usage.

Eddy said that the selectmen
were "disturbed" by the minutes
of a December Faculty Senate
meeting in which members of the
Senate asked Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery what should be done
about water and sewer problems in

Amherst and he replied that he did
not know that they existed.

Bromery recently replied to a
letter from chairman of the
selectmen, Michael Sullivan, dated
Jan. 3, asking that UMass take
action on the water and sewer
problems.

A fact sheet on Amherst water
and sewer problems shows that the

current safe yield on the Amherst
water supply is 4.5 million gallons

per day (mgd). The peak con-

sumption for summer, 1973 was 4.5

mgd and is projected at 4.8 mgd for

summer, 1974.

UMass accounts for 52 per cent

of Amherst's water consumption.
A test well has been drilled off

Bay Road in South Amherst but a

controversy has arisen as to

whether this well is safe to use to

supplement the town's water

w»vp3m«) j

"Skippin' classes
all.. ..PASS IT!"

and playin' hockey...maybe UMass isn't so bad after

(Staff Photo-D»nirl Smith)

91-year-old Blake here March 4
By AVIS YUNI

Eubie Blake, ragtime pianist,

composer, and vaudeville per-

former, will present a lecture

demonstration in Emily Dickinson

lounge at 8 p.m. on Monday, March
4th.

The 91 year old musician is being

brought to campus through the

Orchard Hill (OH) Academic
Affairs Office and the Orchard Hill

Music Series.

Joseph Baron, co-ordinator of

the OH Music Series told the

Collegian that seating for this free

performance will be extremely

limited, with the first 200 people

being admitted. He said that

priorities will be given to OH
residents and students in Afro-

American Studies and Music.

Eubie Blake is a ragtime pianist,

composer, and vaudeville per-

former. Sometimes called "The
Dean of Ragtime," he began

playing ragtime professionally at

age 17 in 1901 with a traveller

medicine show.

He formed a partnership as
lyricist and composer with Noble
Sissle in 1915 and they later

became the vaudeville team of
Sissle and Blake.
Blake has written music for

fourteen Broadway shows
beginning with "Shuffle Along" in

1921 . He has more than 300 songs to

his credit including "You Were
Meant for Me," Memories of You,"
and "Love Will Find a Way."
Another song, "I'm Just Wild

About Harry," originally ap-
pearing in "Shuffle Along" was
used by Harry Truman as the
theme song for his presidential
campaign.

Blake retired in the mid 1940's

but has come out of retirement
with the ragtime boom of the late

1960's.

Blake will tape a television show
in Boston on Friday, March 1st,

and then come to campus March

2nd-5th, Baron explained. While
here, Baron has said his itinerary

will be to relax, and how much he
does will be up to him.
Baron said Blake will probably

tour the campus, visit the Afro-
American and Music Depart-
ments, and have a radio interview
for Black Mass Communications
on WFCR. Whether there will be
other public receptions and talks

will depend on how Blake feels, he
said.

"As much as we're going to

enjoy him we want him to enjoy his

week up here. That's as important
if not more so," Baron said.

Blake is being invited to visit the

campus in conjunction with the
Orchard Hill Music Series, Baron
said. He explained that one of the
facets of this series is the
relationship between Black music
and white society.

"The OH Music series is trying to

bring people to realizing who their

roots are," said Baron. He said

that Blake, a contemporary of

Scott Joplin, underlines all of

American popular culture.

Baron said the series is also

trying to get at the concept of who's
known and who isn't and why.

The majority of the funds for

Blake's stay are coming through
the offices of Michael Wolff,
Director of OH Residential College
and Alan Davis, Academic Officer

of OH, rather than through the OH
Music Series, Baron explained.

He said that the idea to bring
Blake to campus came from
Reggie Workman, a musician who
teaches in Orchard Hill. Workman
found out that Blake would be in

Boston and made the initial contact
which OH followed up, Baron said.

"Eubie Blake is a great musician
who has been a major influence on
American music," Baron said. He
will be accompanied during his
stay by his wife, Marion, who is

also his manager.

supply.

Hampshire Geological
Associates reported to Amherst
selectmen that the well would
provide an excellent emergency
supply but town water consultants
Tighe and Bond reported that the
site would not yield enough water
and that a high presence of carbon
dioxide in the water would make it

too corrosive to pipes.

Amherst selectmen have ap-
pealed to the town of Hadley for

help in meeting their demand for

water. It is believed by engineers
that Hadley has abundant un-
derground well fields.

The fact sheet also shows that

the sewage treatment plant in

Amherst has a capacity of 4.25

mgd. Because of over-usage
overflows have occurred causing
partially treated sewage to be
discharged into the Mill River.
A new secondary treatment

plant with a capacity of nine mgd
should be completed by Nov. l,

1976. Completion of a new outfall

line to the Connecticut River is

scheduled for Oct. 1, 1974.

Nader may
speak here

ByBILLDENSMORE
The Amherst-based

Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (Mass PIRG) is

expected to announce today that
consumer advocate Ralph Nader
will speak at UMass March 18.

Nader's UMass speech will kick
off a three -day swing through the
Bay State culminating in a March
21 speech before a joint session of
the Massachusetts Legislature in

Boston.

Although the precise details are

not yet available, Nader is likely to

make stops in Springfield and
Williamstown on the same day he
comes to UMass. Funding for a
UMass speech will probably come
in part for the campus Coalition for

Environmental Quality (CEQ).

Meanwhile, The Collegian has
learned that Nader's Washington
based organization plans to use
Massachusetts as a legal test case
for a nationwide moratorium or
ban on the construction of new
nuclear power plants.

There are already two operating
in the state, one in Plymouth and a
second small plant in Rowe a

prototype built by the Navy.
Northeast Utilities', the electric

firm which serves Connecticut and
Western Massachusetts, has also

proposed construction of a twin-

nuclear power plant in Montague,
ten miles north of Amherst.

Mass PIRG has filed legislation

in Boston calling for a moratorium
on construction of new nuclear
plants, labelling them en-
vironmentally unsound and of

questionable safety.
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UMass prof picked for

Land Use Task Force
ByKATHYSHEEHAN

Dr. N. Eugene Engel, head of the
UMass Dept. of Agricultural and
Food Economics, has been ap-
pointed to the National Task Force
on Land Use set up by the
Extension Committee on Policy of
the Extension Service, U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture.

The general purpose of the Task
Force is "to develop educational
materials to be used by citizens of
local communities for purposes of
discussing alternative land use
techniques," said Dr. Engel.
The Task Force will attempt to

gather information on all alter-

natives of land use planning and to

disseminate the material to the
general public through radio and
TV programs, educational pam-
phlets, and National, regional, and
local study groups and seminars so
that individual citizens may get
involved, according to Engel.
Today, with a minimum of local

guidance, land space has not been
used effectively. Apartment and
office buildings, factories, and
shopping centers have sprung up in

the communities without property
owners and other users of land
having been informed as to the

alternatives or even the impacts of

these decisions. "Zoning hasn't

solved the problem. Other
techniques must be implemented,"
said Dr. Engel.

He forsees that the information
gathered by this Task Force will be
used to form policy guidelines in

the form of legislation to correct or

prevent mistakes in land use. "I

know that state plans will be
developed in cooperation with state

agencies and local citizen groups,"
said Engel about the expected
outcome of the Task Force.

In their first meeting on
February 11, the members of the

Task Force outlined their plans.

Information that will be gathered
and disseminated includes: land
information systems, land use
planning procedures, property
rights, and resource ownership and
control.

The Task Force will be closely

watching the National Land Use
and Planning and Assistance Act
(HR 10294) now before the House of

Representatives. It is similar to a
Senate-passed bill which would
grant state planning groups $100

million per year for eight years.

However, the Senate bill gives

states three years to complete a

state land use and regulation

process; HR 10294 allows five

years.

Also, the Senate provides Indians

$10 million annually for planning;

the House bill provides no planning
funds or planning directives. It

authorizes instead a two-year
study on Indian planning needs and
legalities.

Dr. Engel estimates that it will

take between 18 months and two
years to get all the information and
probably five years before
legislation will be enacted.

Dr. Engel, who has a Ph.D. in

Agricultural Economics, is a

member of the Pioneer Valley

Agricultural Land Use Study
Committee, and has served as

secretary of Environmental
Affairs Fosters Task Force on
Agricultural and Land Use in

Mass. and Commissioner of the

Agriculturers Task Force on Rural
Development in Mass.
Engel has been active in many

agricultural, research, and
planning organizations and is

credited with numerous scientific,

technical, and public service
publications on those subjects.

Quinn sees energy problems
By MARK VOGLER

State attorney general Robert H.
Quinn says that the country is

presently entrenched in a serious

energy crisis which will take from
five to 10 years to solve.

As a recent guest on WUMV's
Telopolitics (to be shown in

campus center today) Quinn
discredited President Nixon's
forecast that the energy outlook

was improving and accused the

administration of discriminating

against Massachusetts in gasoline

and fuel oil allocations.

Quinn, a Democratic guber-
natorial hopeful who has not yet

declared his candidacy, also cited

Belchertown State School, civil

service reform and education as
relevant campaign issues for the

November election.

Questioned as to the authenticity

of the energy crisis, Quinn replied:

"If it has gone away as fast as Mr.
Simon and President Nixon have
said in a recent announcement,
then apparently it has no
authenticity at all.

"But, we do have a serious crisis

that is not going to go away simply
because the President says. We're
five to 10 years from resolving it.

There has to be the investment of a
lot of money and policy
programing."
Specific legislation sought on the

state level would be the ap-
propriate means to deal with the
current crisis, he said, adding that

a mandatory rationing plan, posted
information regarding closing
times and the concept of public

accomodation should be included.

"There is a great think tank
located in Massachusetts that can
be put to work in the same way that

Sen. Kennedy put it to work to put a
man on the moon," Quinn said.

He confirmed Kennedy's sen-

timents that Massachusetts is

being discriminated against by the
Nixon administration in fuel

allotments.

"I think we're getting much less

than we merit under any program
that can be promulgated by the

Federal Energy Office.

"The administration tends to

worry less about a situation when
this state is involved."

Quinn criticized the Sargent
administration for being "forced to

take action" in upgrading the
human conditions for the mentally
retarded at Belchertown State
School.

"Let me tell you why they are
now addressing themselves to the
problem...certain citizens in this

case challenged the behavior of the
administration," he said.

The attorney general credited
his office with having achieved a
consent decree in which the state is

presently meeting some of the
demands resulting from a suit filed

by the Belchertown State School
Friends Association two years ago.
But he added he was leary that

"we might be robbing Peter to pay
Paul by taking out of the budget of

other state schools to provide the
necessary funds for Belchertown."
He maintained that he has a

record of continuing support of aid
to retarded persons. "And if there
has been any dispute it is because I

represent the agencies of
Government."
The issue of mental institutions

would be a significant one in the
November election because tax
payers are willing to support their

financing out of compassion,"
Quinn said.

Quinn labeled the state's civil

service system as "good", but
suggested that it could be greatly
improved removing its abuses and
eliminating exams "that mean
nothing."

"I certainly do not favor losing

the baby down the tub drain in the
dirty water," the attorney general
remarked.
Referring to education as a "big

strip of pork," Quinn hit the

Sargent administration for con-

tinuing "a super layer across the

government that has cost us
millions of dollars and has not

proved its effectiveness."

He said he favored "the con-

tinued integrity of UMass and its

board of trustees," and opposed
educational reorganization "for

the sake of reorganization."

"Reorganization for what? What
ineffectiveness are we trying to

cover up for what ad-
ministration?"

Asked whether he would be
willing to make his personal
finances public, Quinn snapped:
"Sure, but what has that got to do
with my ability to be Governor?"

"It isn't a question of whether
I'm richer or poorer than the other
fellow in dollars or cents. It's a
question of whether I'm richer or

poorer in ideas and the ability to

implement them."
Reminded of President Nixon's

problems resulting from the abuse
of campaign finance expenditures,
Quinn asked: "Do you want to talk

about whether he was rich in ideas
and the ability to implement
them?"

"I think he was poor there...

I

don't know whether he was
wealthy in dollars and cents."

"Imitai" shown
"Initai", a film about the per-

sistence and courage of the women
of an African tribe, was presented
last night to an audience of about 25

persons as part of the Union of

Third World Women's film
festival.

Women of the Diola tribe (a

minority group in Senegal) refused
an order from a French general in

World War Two to give the tribe's

rice harvest to the European
Army. According to Diola custom,
women control food distribution

and men cannot overule their

decisions.

To prevent the French from
stealing the rice, the women hide
it. Enraged, the general herds the
women together and holds them as
political prisoners. The Diola men,
eventually hand the food over to

the French.

(Photo-Karen (man

New Amherst police chief Don Maia sees his force as
"not one of enforcement."

Amherst chief says

force aims to serve
By CINDY ROGERS

"The Amherst Police Force is

one of service to the community
rather than one of enforcement,"
Don Maia, Chief of Amherst Police
recently told the Collegian.

Maia, who has been in the

position since Dec. 1, also said that

"Amherst is not a town of violent

crime. Education is Amherst's
only industry and college students
usually don't generate problems in

the community. It is only a small
percentage of students who end up
in jail, usually for misdemeanor
offenses." Maia added that "the
rowdiness in bars is not
necessarily caused by students,

but they are usually outsiders."

Maia believes that the police

have "an excellent rapport with

college students" and he would like

to see it continue. He asks that

students come to the station to

speak to the police on any topic.

Maia, himself, had attended the

University and has personal
feelings toward it. "The police," he
said, "have a lot of respect for the

students." Presently two police

officers are attending the

University.

In hopes to improve student-

police officer relationships, Maia is

in the process of applying to Town
Counsel for a Community Service
Office Program. Through this

program, students, both men and
women who are interested in law
or law enforcement, can be
recruited to do various police

functions. Maia stated that "any
phase of a criminal justice system
would be the first step in moving
toward a professional police
department while maintaining
services which the community
needs."

The Amherst Police station, open
24 hours a day, provides assistance
to the community in emergencies,
plumbing leaks, highway needs
and no-school announcements. The
force consists of 22 men who
basically patrol areas of probable
crime.

Traffic vio'ations are the major
concern, especially with the influx
of people to and from the
University and the two other

colleges. "The efforts of the

department," Maia said, "are
aimed at control, direction, and
assistance. Amherst averages
around one accident a day."

Other offenses in the community
include larceny, bicycle thefts

(which have been increasing over

the last few years), shoplifting,

and breaking and entering, which
has had a substantial increase in

the last year. Maia suggests
registration of bicycles and em-
bossing of social security numbers
on personal possessions.

Intoxication is no longer a

criminal offense, but inebriated

individuals may be put into

protective custody if necessary.

Maia does not believe the lowered

drinking age has added to the

number of offenses for drunken-

ness.

The Amherst police have a

working agreement with the

campus police to call them if

needed. Maia stated that female

assistance is usually requested in

cases of sex crimes.

There is one rape reported a year

which Maia calls "an alarming
rate," and he realizes that most
cases go unreported.

Located in the basement of the
town hall, the Amherst Police are
in the process of applying for a new
station. Don Maia enjoys his job
and is willing to get to know
University students.
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THE MALL
What does it mean for you?

(Part II : Cars , cars , and more cars)

By LARRY CARPMAN
Route 9, where Mountain Farms

Mall is located, has always had its

traffic congestion problems. The
present traffic overload is not the

fault of the mall per se, but the new
shopping area certainly has not

helped the situation.

A spokesman for the local
branch of the State Department of

Public Works (DPW) said he
thinks the volume of traffic on the

road has increased "about two per
cent."

"The traffic count for the portion

of Route 9 directly in front of the

mall is not up-tp-date," he said.

"However, before the mall was
built 17,597 cars was the count for a
12 hour-period on that portion of

Route 9. This is quite high for a
two-lane road," he said.

To alleviate the congestion
around the mall a project is in the

planning stages to alter the traffic

patterns on Route 9. "We're
planning a safety project," said the

DPW spokesman.
The project, which is expected to

be complete by 1975, will extend
the medium strip at the entrance of

Route 116 past the mall. This

change will limit left turning

possibilities on Route 9 to five

specific intersections where stop

lights will be located.

With a large volume of traffic on
any road accident occurrence is

expected to be high. Route 9 is by
far no exception.

"The accident history on Route 9

was high before the mall," said the

spokesman.

However, Hadley Police Chief,

Frank E. Koloski, said "there has
been an increase in auto ac-
cidents" since the mall opened.
The heavy traffic and high rate

moyntwn
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of accidents has caused some
tentative plans for the widening of

Route 9 into a four lane highway.
According to the State Highway
Department there is a possibility of

enlarging the portion of the road
extending from University Drive to

past the Mountain Farms Mall.

"I don't think Route 9 should be
enlarged," said Louis G. Spanose.

Customers for the Mountain Farms Mall, plus normally heavy Route 9 traffic,

bottle up at the intersection at an entrance to the Mall. Traffic lights attempt to

alleviate the frustrating and dangerous situation.

General Store Manager for
Almy's. "It would take away from
the country atmosphere of the
area."

Spanose, who has his permanent
residence in Connecticut, said: I

wouldn't like to see Route 9 turned
into a superhighway."
Meanwhile. Robin Wagner,

Manager and LeasingAgent for the
mr'i said "eventually widening the
road will be a necessity." Jeff

Bryan, Promotional Director for

the mall, said he would rather see

better mass transit than the
widening of Route 9.

Another auto related effect the
mall has had in the area is the
increase in auto larcenies.

Police Chief Koloski pointed out
that there have been numerous
auto thefts from the mall parking
lot.

One thing seems sure: Without
an effective mass transit system
the mall relies almost totally on the
automobile to bring customers into

the shopping area. With this in

mind plus the fact that the mall is

here to stay the problems along
Route 9 remain very real.

The traffic problem is not the
only effect the mall has had on the
area. What has the mall does to the
established businesses in down-
town Amherst? There are 33 stores
in the mall. That adds up to a good
deal of needed employees. Who
gets the jobs in the mall?

These two questions will be
answered in the third part of the
series.

'Library not a fire trap
5

says

Health, Safety Services director
By BONNIE ASSELIN

"The library is not a fire trap," declared Robert Gleason, director of
Environmental Health and Safety Services. "It's met all the safety

requirements."

Richard Talbot, director of the library, stressed, "It's important to

know that with high rise buildings, the standard procedure is not to

evacuate buildings."

Gleason and Talbot were among the series of University officials of-

fering counter-evidence to what Gleason called the "misconceptions" in

last Friday's Collegian article, "What's Wrong with the Library?" They
each refuted the findings of the investigation which found the library

minus an evacuation plan, fire safeguards, an adequate heating and air

conditioning system or elevator service and more.
Gleason criticized the article for "using words of non -qualified sources

who didn't know anything about fire protection...except those of Amherst
Fire Chief Edward Dougherty."
Talbot called evacuation "an administrative concern." He has in-

structed his staff on evacuation procedures; only the floors above or
below the fire would be evacuated. He said the fire is not likely to spread
from floor to floor.

In the event of a fire alarm, allelevators would go immediately to the
ground floor, a "wise" plan, Talbot judged. The action prevents people
from using the elevators and thus prevents one from dangerously stop-

ping on the floor with the fire.

"One elevator is left accessible to fire fighters who then take it to the
floor just below the fire," Gleason further explained. There they would
hitch their hoses to the stand pipe on that floor and approach the fire on
the next floor by the starewell.

"It doesn't matter that the stand pipes are behind the door," said
Gleason in response to the article's inference that it was a hazard. They
were not meant for use on the same level, he said, but only for use on the
floors above or below. Talbot concurred, "Each floor is taken care of by
the hose below."
According to Gleason, a source in the article incorrectly stated that the

starewells could act as flues. Little smoke would pass through the
starewell, he said, unless the fire doors were left open, which is

"unlikely."

As far as its evidence of the non -fire resistant carpet, Gleason 's answer
was: "There's no such thing as a non-cumbustible rug. They'll burn
under certain conditions." His real concern is with ceiling materials that

are subject to rising heat temperatures.

The malfunctioning of the heating and air conditioning systems which
possibly places valuable papers as the WEB. DuBois collection in

danger was an issue in the article.

Talbot attested to the problem. "It takes a couple of seasons for ad-
justment," he said. "The process is dealyed by the new controls put in

after last summers breakdown." Nevertheless, he feels the restricted

area is the "best storage yet for the W.E.B. DuBois collection, the closest

to a controlled environment."
The article also claimed the library's professional staff was doing non-

professional work. Talbot denied the accusation. "It's too expensive for

us," he said. According to a recent study on academic libraries, he
concluded they were understaffed six positions for professionals. Their
current ratio of professionals to non-professionals is 1 to 2. In summary,
he said, "The facts speak for themselves."

Report

postponed
The first report of the Faculty

Senate Committee on the Status of

Women will be presented at the
March 21 senate meeting rather
than tomorrow, Pat Sackrey,
coordinator of Everywoman's
Center said yesterday.

The report is expected to deatil
changes in health insurance
benefits for women employees of

the University, particularly as it

relates to childbirth and benefit
payments for women with
dependents.

UMass
Police
5 2121

NCAA hopes may rest on tonight's encounter against

the Rams of Fordahm University. The Rams are

struggling along still dreaming N.I.T. and the

Minutemen are flying high after their stunning 108-38

victory over Maine. So join the irascible Gerry
Brooks and the Irresistable Don Gorski for all the

exciting basketball action starting tonight at 7:50 on

WMUA, 91.1 F.M. and join Stick with WMUA for all

Minuteman post-season play.

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

Presents

NETHERLANDS

WIND

ENSEMBLE
THURSDAY, MARCH7, 1974- AT 8:00 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Reserved Tickets $2.00 UM-A Students 14. All Others

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall - 545-0202

Kentucky

Fried Chicken

The Colonel

delivers to

the university.

Call 256-8745
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Kissinger flies to Damascus
MILWAUKEE. Wis. <AP) —

Daniel Ellsberg said yesterday the

Nixon Administration tried to

discredit him after he released the
secret Pentagon Papers for fear
the papers would reveal continuing
deception of the American people
about the Vietnam war.
He said memos and tapes

released during investigation of

the Watergate scandal have
revealed attempts to "destroy
Ellsberg's reputation" with the
aim of creating a negative image
around both Ellsberg and the

Pentagon Papers.
Espionage charges against

Ellsberg in connection with the

papers' release were dismissed

last year after it was revealed that

members of a secret investigative

unit set up by the White House had
burglarized the files of Ellsberg's

psychiatrist.

The historic papers were
published in several newspapers
after they were made available by
Ellsberg, a former Rand Corp.

researcher and Defense Depart-
ment worker who helped produce
them. The papers indicated
various discrepancies between
public policy as stated by govern-
ment officials and actual military

activities.

Ellsberg said tne admin-
istration feared disclosure of

plans for mining and bombing
major North Vietnamese ports and
the "secret bombing of Cam-
bodia," which occurred between

March 1%9 and April 1970 while

false reports were being made to

Congress

"I say secret.' but it was no

secret to the Cambodians."
Ellsberg told an audience at

Milwaukee Area Technical

College He claimed iioo.ooo tons ol

bombs were dropped on Cambodia
and Laos during the 13-month
period

"It's as it we had conducted our
entire Asian bombing of World War
II and denied it." he said

Army unit rebels

in Ethiopian city
ADDIS ABABA. Ethiopia <AP)
— Rebel army units took over
Ethiopia's second—largest city
Tuesday to back demands for more
pay, unofficial sources said.

There were reports that the
uprising in Asmara, a city of

250,000 about 450 miles north of
Addis Ababa, had also spread 90
miles northeast to the Red Sea port
of Massawa.
Unconfirmed reports said as

many as 10,000 soldiers were in-

volved in the bloodless mutiny at
Asmara. The reports said the
biggest garrison of Ethiopia's four-

division 45,000-man army had
rebelled, but there was no official

confirmation from Addis Ababa,
the largest city and Ethiopian
capital.

Rebel soldiers were reported
holding several senior army of-

ficers under guard. There were
also reports that rebel soldiers had
entered the palace of the governor
general at Asmara and placed him
under arrest.

Streets in Asmara, capital of the
troubled province of Eretria. were
reported deserted, but most shops
were open.

Reports in Addis Ababa said
Asmara's seizure was not aimed at
toppling Emperor Haile Selassie or
the government. They also said it

was unrelated to the secessionist
movement to free the Moslem
province of Eritrea from the rest of
Ethiopia, which is chiefly
Christian.

In Addis Ababa, site of unrest
last week over the cost of living,

life was reported normal but there

were rumors of fresh disorders

elsewhere in the country. Several
persons were killed in last week's
rioting and hundreds of soldiers

had to be moved to the capital to

end the disturbances.

In Washington, State Depart-
ment officials said they had no
details on the Asmara situation

other than they had received
reports from the American
Embassy saying the difficulty

centered on the Army garrison at

Asmara. U.S. officials said in

Washington that they would
consider the situation "serious"
throughout the nation on the
northeastern bulge of Africa.

They added that the Ethiopian
government faced serious
domestic problems. One official

Egyptian army engineers search for mines and explosives at Fanara, a small
harbor on the western bank of the Suez Canal, after the recent withdrawal of Israeli
forces. In background are two of 14 ships trapped in the Bitter Lakes area of the
Canal since the 1967 war.

U.S. and the world
was asked about the future of Haile
Selassie, the wiry leader famous
for his resistance to Italy in the
1930 's.

"There are problems there, but
as far as a coup goes the answer is

no," the official replied.

In a nationwide address Monday,
Haile Selassie announced im-
mediate pay increases for military

personnel.

Asmara is the site of an
American satellite tracking station

but the Americans, with several
hundred personnel and dependents
in Asmara, began phasing out their

operations at Kagnew base.

Ellsberg accuses

Nixon of harassment

Authorities offer
reward for painting
LONDON (AP) - Municipal

authorities offered a reward
yesterday for the recovery of a
Vermeer masterpiece stolen from
a London museum. The mystery
deepened over who seized the
priceless painting.

Illtyd Harrington, deputy leader
of the Greater London Council,
which governs the British capital,
said: "We will not in any cir-

cumstances enter into any
discussions involving a massive
amount of money."
The masterpiece - "The Guitar

Player" by 17th century Dutch
artist Jan Vermeer - has been
valued by art experts as high as
$4.4 million. However, many ex-
perts have said the Vermeer is

priceless.

It was stolen Sunday night from
Kenwood House. a home
bequeathed to the nation by
brewery magnate. With it came 60

old masters, including the Ver-

meer.
Harrington made the vague

reward offer after a man calling

himself Harry telephoned a British

newspaper Monday night and
demanded about $1.15 million for

food to be distributed to the poor of

the troubled Caribbean island of

Grenada for the safe return of the

painting. The painting would be

destroyed if the money was not

paid in 14 days, he said.

Grenada, which gained in-

dependence from Britain this
month, has been troubled by riots
that have paralyzed essential
services and food distribution. The
island's prime minister, Eric
Gairy, said in a telephone in-
terview of the ransom demand:
"Grenada is not interested in that
type of money at all.

Scotland Yard detectives said
they believed the "food-for-the-
poor" ransom was inspired by the
distribution of food by newspaper
executive Randolph A. Hearst in
California.

DAMASCUS. Syria (AP) —
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger arrived here Tuesday
night hopeful of getting a list of
Israeli war prisoners and
generating movement toward
Syrian-Israeli troop
disengagement.
Syria's foreign minister, Abdul

Halim Khaddam, welcomed
Kissinger at the airport and they
headed for President Hafez
Assad's palace for their first

working session.

Kissinger made the comment as
he took off for Damascus following
friendly discussions with British
leaders.

Israel has demanded a list of the
some 100 POWs held in Syria as a
precondition in troop withdrawal
talks on the Golan Heights — the
goal of Kissinger's Middle East
peace mission.

Few details emerged from
Kissinger's talks with Prime
Minister Edward Heath, Foreign
Secretary Sir Alec Douglas-Home
and Energy Secretary Lord
Carrington during his stopover
here. However, Kissinger in-

dicated he had some advance
notice that Syria may be ready to
meet Israel's demand for the list of
Israeli prisoners.

Kissinger's talks with the British
leaders covered the energy crisis,

the Middle East situation and U.S.-
Soviet talks on strategic arms
limitation. He met with Heath for
two hours with emphasis on the
medium-and long-range future in
the energy crisis.

Israel has said it is prepared to

withdraw from the 300 square
miles of Syrian territory she
captured in the October war. But
there was no indication from
Jerusalem that Israel was
prepared to meet Syria's demand
that she pledge withdrawal from
the Golan Heights territory she
captured in 1967.

Why Mot

Hearst captors

keep still

HILLSBOROugh, Calif. (AP) —
The terrorist kidnapers of Patricia
Hearst continued their silence for

the sixth straight day yesterday. In
the 23 days since the newspaper
heiress was abducted, this is the
longest stretch in which there has
been no word from her or her
captors.

Randolph A. Hearst kept a vigil

yesterday at the family mansion
here and hoped for word from the
Symbionese Liberation Army,
which claims to hold his 20-year-
old daughter as a "prisoner of
war."
Meanwhile, the food giveaway

program he set up prepared to
sever all connections with the
Hearst family.

The last tape-recorded com-
munication from the SLA was
received last Thursday. Since the
pretty coed was kidnaped from her
Berkeley apartment Feb. 4,

communications had been
received at three, five, four and
five-day intervals.

The SLA's latest demand is that
Hearst, editor and president of the
San Francisco Examiner, add $4
million to his $2-million program .

EUROPE
This Summer?

Save
$60.00 — $387.00
Take advantage of Peter Pan's

^college area departure dates

May 28. 29% 30 and June 20.

contact

Peter Pan World Travel
79 South Pleasant 8t .. Amherst

256-6704

Peter Pan World Travel

<SUff Photo-Greg Kranceschi >

Point of concentration: The only way to fly is to think like a bird!

Judge bars treaty evidence

in Wounded Knee trial
By JOHN LUNDQUIST
Associated Press Writer

ST. PAUL, Minn. ( AP) — The defense in the trial of
two American Indian Movement AIM leaders
charged in the occupation of Wounded Knee failed
Tuesday to get 1868 Sioux Treaty provisions admitted
as part of the geographical description of the Pine
Ridge Reservation.
U.S. District Judge Fred Nichol ruled it out,

declaring there was no reference to a reservation in

the treaty.

Dennis Banks, 41, St. Paul, and Russell Means, 34,
Porcupine, S.D., are accused in a 10-count indictment
with burglary, theft, firearms violations, assault and
conspiracy.

The government charges they helped spearhead
the 71-day armed occupation of the town by some 200
militants last Feb. 27.

The defense hopes to justify the Wounded Knee
takeover in light of the 1868 pact and other treaties it

contends were broken.
Del Eastman, the Pine Ridge chief of police, was

called by the government Tuesday to explain the
geographical area and the placement of law en-
forcement barricades.

Eastman, who said he was agency special officer
for the Bureau of Indian Affairs BIA, said Indian
police maintained two roadblocks and private
citizens threw up another for a time during the oc-
cupation of the hamlet.

He said U.S. marshals and FBI agenst maintained
six primary roadblocks and explained that four were
located on main roads leading out of the village, while
two others were astride two-lane dirt trails where
vehicles could be driven.

Looks like 'wounded butt

for 'Wounded Knee' duo
HAVRE, Mont. (AP) - "They were headed for

Wounded Knee when they left," their mother said.
"But it will be Wounded Butt when they get back."
That means an uncomfortably warm reception for

two Wisconsin kids who left home by train to join the
Indians. They might have made it all the way to

Seattle, too, if they hadn't insisted on building a
teepee in the observation car.

Douglas Morgan, 10, and his 9-year-old brother
William told authorities here that when they left their
Milwaukee home Sunday equipped with Indian
headdresses, a tom-tom, homemade spear, bow and
arrow and about 60 cents they wanted to be adopted
into a tribe.

The boys successfully hopped an Amtrak train
headed west, but they missed connections to the
South Dakota Indian country. Their 1,300-mile
journey came to an end in Montana when they began
waving their spear and trying to build a tent in an
Amtrak car.

That's when they got shot down in this northern
Montana community; and there wasn't an Indian in

sight.

"It was just like a Huckleberry Finn deal," said

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

Exceptional Opportunity

(n work in a unique summrr slrrpawat

program for rmotionally disturbed and

mentally retarded children and
adolescents. Sponsored by Maimonides
Institute, the oldest leading organization

under Jewish auspices conducting

schools, residential treatment renters,

day treatment renters and summer
ramps for special children. For in-

formation and applications contact

immediately

:

Vlaimonides Summer Residential

Program
II in Mod \\rnue

r'ar Korkawav. New York iii.'m

212- OHM

conductor Lee M. Grant, who discovered the youths
trying to turn the passenger car into their own Indian
settlement.

"They were going to join the Indians and when that
didn't work they decided to go to Disneyland. They
were just dreaming and rolling along all the while.
They had no conception of how far away from home
they were."
Doug and William, whose journey was derailed

Monday, remained in the custody of juvenile
authorities Tuesday while arrangements were being
made to return them home. They may not like what
they find when they get there.
"About the first thing we're going to do, after we

hug them, is blister their bottoms," said Phyllis
Plonka, the boy's mother. She said this is not the first
time Doug and William set out on their own.
She said last year they ran away and were found

several hours later in a nearby park armed with
carpenter tools. They were scouting trees to use for a
log cabin where they wanted to live "by ourselves."
Mrs. Plonka, who has remarried, said both her

boys were big on Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn and had
learned from their stepfather about outdoor survival.

ENTERTAINERS!!
The Down Under is back again, and interested

in performers for Cabaret - type entertainment.

- Bluegrass, Folk, Jazz, Comedians, Whatever! -

(Come In and Leave Your Name & Tel. No.'s.)

THE

DOWN UNDER

Snack Bar at Greenough.

Watergate not tops

in Ohio election
By MARY KCHKIKK

Associated Press Writer
(INCIWATI. Ohio ( AP

)
- Watergate has taken a back seat to energy

inflation and foreign policy in a special congressional election campaign
to fill a seat vacated by a Republican last month
Neither the Republican nor the Democratic candidate for next weeks

election in Ohio s traditionally Republican 1st District has stressed
Watergate.

The March 5 election will be the third of six special congressional
elections scheduled this year in the nation. It pits two former Cincinnatimayors -Republican Willis D. Gradison Jr.. 44. and Democrat Thomas A.Luxen, 48.

The two previous elections also have been for Republican seats, and
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Democrats In one-Michigan-Watergate and

President Nixon were the Democrats' central issues
Politicians are watching these races to try to gauge the effect ofWatergate on Republicans who will be running this fall
Nixon, in his news conference Monday night, was optimistic about the

fate of his party in the elections "I think it will be a good year for those
candidates who stand for the administration," he said.
And Gradison, the Republican, has not attempted to go it alone He has

stressed the President's record on foreign affairs and the budget andreminds the voters: "The only names that will be on the March 5 ballot
are Gradison and Thomas A. Luken."
Gradison blamed Watergate on the "incredible growth of government

power and said Nixon had been "secretive and too legalistic" in his
treatment of the Watergate investigation. But he said he had seldom been
asked about Watergate by voters.
Luken has concentrated on inflation, the energy crisis and the need for

a veto-proof Congress - a theme of the AFL-CIO, which has been cam-
paigning for him. He has mentioned Watergate only rarely.

Food prices may jump
16 per cent in 1974

By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) -Sharply higher farm prices for major food
items, including beef, pushed the annual retail cost of a grocery
market basket to a record $1,680 in January, the Agriculture
Department said Tuesday.

Officials said Tuesday the January base was up an annual rate of
$30 or 1.8 per cent from December. The indicator had soared to
$1,653 last August and then dropped for two months before begin-
ning its current spiral.

Compared with a year earlier, the January food basket cost
consumers $305 more on an annual basis. Higher farm prices ac-
counted for more than half of the gain.
Department economists say food prices will keep rising at least

through mid-year but could level off later if farmers produce more
crops and livestock.

For all of 1974, USDA says grocery store prices may go up as
mucha s 16 per cent from last year if record harvests do not
materialize and consumer demand continues strong.

In related developments:
-President Nixon signed a proclamation removing all restrictions

on imports of beef into the United States this year in a move in-
tended to drive retail prices down.
-Federal Reserve Board chairman Arthur F. Burns told

Congress: "Inflation cannot be halted this year." He said the
government may have to act to push the economy toward recovery
but recommended against a tax increase.
-The American Bakers Association held a 40-minute "Save Our

Bread" rally on Capitol Hill, then took its campaign to a Senate
committee room. Members are lobbying to "assure an adequate
domestic wheat supply." The National Wheat Growers Association
countered that the alleged wheat shortages "simply don't exist."
The market basket, which includes only U.S. farm-produced

food, is theoretically enough for a household of 3.2 persons an entire
year.

Based on department calculations, farmers in January received
$769 as their share of the retail basket cost, up $47 or 6.6 per cent
from the annual rate in December. Compared with a year earlier,
farmers in January got 29.1 per cent more or $173.
Middlemen, whose margins for processing and selling food had

been expanding for months, had a reduced share in January of $911,
a decline of $17 or $1.8 per cent from December.
But the figures showed middleman spreads were up $132 or 17 per

cent from January 1973.
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"GET THAT GASOLINE
Photo-John Stewart)

No gas closes mines
CHARLESTON, W. Va. (AP) —

Mines producing 100,000 tons of

coal a day were shut yesterday as
miners in West Virginia and
Virginia complained they couldn't
get enough gasoline to get to work.
The West Virginia Coal

Association said it believed an
accurate estimate of the number of
men out of work in its state was
9,000. It said the more than 30
mines in southern West Virginia
would produce about 75,000 tons on
an average day. These mines
produce metallurgical coal, a high-
grade fuel used to make steel.

In Virginia, the president of the
United Mine Workers district said
about 40 per cent of his members
were home because their cars
didn't have enough gasoline to take

them to work.

One UMW official stressed that
the shutdown of the area mines
was not a strike.

Rep. Carl Perkins, D-Ky.,
warned in Washington that eastern
Kentucky coal miners would strike
if no more gasoline is fed into the
area. A spokesman for Beth-
Elkhorn Coal Corp. said four of its

mines in eastern Kentucky may
have to close today "because there
isn't a gas station in Letcher
County that has any gas."
Miners said gasoline has been

short in the area for the past few
weeks, but the situation has grown
in the final days of this month.
Gasoline is a necessity in the
sparsely populated mountains
because miners living in scattered

towns may have to drive 5 to 6
miles each day to get to and from
work. The winding up-and-down
roads are not conducive to high gas
mileage and car pools are im-
practical.

West Virginia Gov. Arch A.
Moore Jr. telegraphed federal
energy chief William E. Simon
yesterday, accusing the govern-
ment of foot-dragging in getting
fuel to energy producers.

On Sunday, Moore ordered oil

companies to supply an extra
500,000 gallons of gasoline to the
southern counties and much of it

arrived in stations Monday. But
miners complained that stations
were staying open only a few hours
each day.

March brings price hikes

as February crunch ends
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Motorists struggling with the end-of-the-month fuel
crunch yesterday had more bad news ahead of them

:

price hikes within the next few days.
Mandatory gasoline rationing took effect in New

York and Delaware and Rhode Island announced a
voluntary odd-even distribution system will begin
Friday

;
and coal mines in Virginia and West Virginia

closed because workers couldn't get gas to commute.
The National Petroleum Council predicted the

nation will have to institute some form of mandatory
gasoline rationing unless federal allocation measures
prove more effective.

The mandatory rationing that went into effect in
New York seemed to help cut the lines that had
persisted during a voluna try sales distribution
program introduced Feb. 11.

Independent service stations — those not directly
owned by the major oil companies — got permission
from the Federal Energy Office last weekend to raise
prices by two cents a gallon. Then, on Monday, the
government okayed another penny -a -gallon boost in
the wholesale price, effective March 1.

Standard Oil Co. of California officials planned a
meeting for tonight to decide what to do about prices.
A spokesman would say only, "No price increase is
planned before March 1."

The company already has raised the price it

charges dealers by 5 cents a gallon since Dec. 1.

Exxon, Gulf and Shell Oil said they had made no

decisions yet about new price hikes.
A spokesman at Mobil said a decision probably

won't be made until late Feb. 28.

The Oil & Gas Journal, reporting on a 55-city sur-
vey, says the average retail price of gasoline on Feb.
12, 1974 was 45.76 cents a gallon. On Feb. 13, 1973, the
average price was 36.95.

President Nixon said in his news conference
Monday night that the crisis stage of the energy crisis
is over and predicted there was a better-than-even
chance the nation could avoid gasoline rationing. He
said the gasoline lines would get shorter by spring.
Some people weren't so sure.

Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield of Mon-
tana said yesterday he had spent 35 minutes on line
waiting for gas. "The shortage remains and so does
the crisis," he said.

The Petroleum Council, an advisory panel to the
Interior Department composed of Oil Industry
executives, concluded that additional reductions in
fuel usage, including gasoline, will be required to
balance demand with supply.
The Federal Energy Office said the whole thing

was a matter of semantics. Whether you call it a
crisis or a problem, the FEO said, "we still have an
energy emergency because we are going to continue
to have a shortage of gasoline."
California Gov. Ronald Reagan readied an an-

nouncement on an odd-even gasoline marketing
system that will be established in any county.

Rationing Eagle

predicted unveiled

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

NEW YORK (AP) — The

National Petroleum Council

yesterday predicted the nation will

have to institute some form of

mandatory gasoline rationing

unless federal allocation measures

prove more effective.

The council also said in a report

that unless petroleum imports are

increased substantially before the

end of the year, the real Gross

National Product could not grow
beyond present levels and
unemployment would hit about 6

per cent.

The unemployment rate rose

from 4.8 per cent in December to

5.2 in January, the largest monthly
increase in four years.

The council, an advisory panel to

the Interior Department composed
of oil industry executives, con-

cluded that additional reductions

in fuel usage, including gasoline,

will be required to balance demand
with supply.

DAYTON. Ohio ( AP) - A bronze
eagle that guarded the entry to
Adolf Hitler's office in Berlin three
decades ago, was unveiled
yesterday morning at the Air
Force Museum here
The 450-pound statue was

donated by Mildred C. Hill of
Belgrade Lakes, Maine, at the wish
of her husband, the late Air Force
Maj. Gen. Edmund W. Hill.

Hill had acquired the eagle on a
bet while on special duty during the
occupation of Berlin in 1945, his
wife said.

She said a fellow officer bet Hill
$10 he couldn't remove one of a
pair of eagles from their perches
above Hitler's doorway.

Hill asked Russian officers for
assistance, the wife said, and later
the Russians kept one of the eagles
and gave Hill the other.
The eagle had been in their house

until now.
Mrs. Hill was not at the

ceremonv.

The energy crisis

Long hot summer may
follow winter's cold
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BOSTON (AP) — The worst of

the winter demand for heating oil

seems to be behind us, but officials

are not at all sure if there will be
enough electricity for air con-
ditioning next summer.
"We have all the equipment we

need to produce the amount of
electricity required," said Bill

Connolly, a spokesman for the New
England Power Exchange.
"We have the capacity. The

question is whether we will have
the fuel," he said.

Air conditioning is one of the
largest electricity users in sum-
mer. And since by far the most
electricity in New England is

produced from oil, the amount of
electricity available this summer
will depend greatly on how much
oil is available.

Connolly said the fuel situation
has improved. But there's no way
to know if it will continue to im-
prove, level off or get worse.
Of the electricity produced by

New England utilities, about 20 per
cent comes from muclear power
plants and 80 per cent from plants
operated on fossil fuel-primarily
oil.

Connolly said there are no plans
to extend the present voltage
reduction of 5 per cent for four
hours daily.

But Gov. Francis W. Sargent has
prepared a contingency plan for
Massachusetts in case the oil
shortage gets dramatically worse.
The plan calls for a 5 per cent

voltage reduction around-the-clock
and a mandatory 20 to 30 per cent
power usage reduction for all
consumers. Another alternative of
the plan is rolling blackouts that

would leave entire communities
without electricity for certain
times.

But with or without such drastic
measures, the oil shortage may
make it essential to use air con-
ditioning less.
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Needs Your Support

and

Wants Your Ideas

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Date: February 27, 1974

Place: Room 917 Campus Center

Time: 8:00 p.m.

Coffee and Donuts served

More gas on the way
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Increased gasoline allocations for the six New
England states should reach consumers in two or
three days, Federal Energy Office spokesmen said
yesterday.

Representatives of oil companies and state energy
officials met at the regional Federal Energy Office in

Boston to discuss plans for distribution of the 34.5
million gallons of gasoline allocated for New England
last Friday.

Hugh Saussy, Jr., deputy FEO regional ad-
ministrator, said that the extra allocations would
carry over into March, despite the fact that the next
month's allocations also will be delivered.
Saussy predicted that March allocations

throughout New England would be somewhat higher
than the initial February allotments.
He said, however, that lines may continue at gas

stations unless station operators decide to stagger
their hours of business so motorists can buy gas in the
afternoon as well as in the morning.
Saussy strongly urged service station operators to

post their hours of business.
At the meeting of energy officials and oil company

representatives, the suppliers said their basic
problems are delivery time delays, logistics,

problems with computer programming,
requirements for small deliveries and truck
scheduling.

The suppliers said that they can make deliveries of

the new allocations within two to three days of their

formal notification by state officials.

Saussy said states are now in the process of

notifying the oil companies.
Massachusetts Gov. Francis W. Sargent announced

yesterday that his office already has notified the
suppliers. He also revealed a distribution plan which
will send about 25 per cent of the state's most recent
allocation to metropolitan areas.

Massachusetts has received 16.5 million gallons of

gasoline in extra allocations during February. A total

of 12.9 million gallons was awarded by the FEO last

Friday.

Representatives of the six New England states

complained to the FEO that they were short of

gasoline. Massachusetts cited a specific shortage in

metropolitan areas, while Maine officials said the

state has acute requirements for fuel for agriculture.

Spokesmen for New Hampshire and Rhode Island

said their states will be forced to use their reserves
this month.

In Massachusetts yesterday, Consumer Affairs

Secretary John Verani said the state has "broken the

back of the panic psychology" that caused long lines

at gasoline stations.

A spot check around the Boston area showed that

many service station lines were much shorter than a

week ago.

One service station operator said the key factors

were making Saturday an "open" day with gasoline
available to all customers and allowing stations to

sell gasoline on Sundays.
Verani agreed with that evaluation. He predicted

the improved situation will continue into next month
if federal allocations are realistic.

In another development yesterday, the
Massachusetts Farm Bureau Federation said it has
called an emergency meeting for Friday in Waltham
to discuss problems that farmers have in getting

gasoline.

These areas, which have been hardest hit by the

gasoline shortage, were listed as: Boston, Worcester,
Springfield, Holyoke, the Merrimack Valley area,

New Bedford, Pittsfield, Fitchburg, Fall River and
Brockton.

Verani said the remaining allocation will be
distributed to all other retail gasoline dealers in the

state.

He said additional trouble spots have been
designated for special supplies, including Gloucester,

Taunton, Gardner, Greenfield and Barnstable.

Verani said the latest allocation represents an
increase of 8 per cent over the state's initial allot-

ment.

Gov. Francis W. Sargent said "while we welcome
this latest allocation, it simply reinforces our basic

arguments that Massachusetts has not received its

fair share of the available gasoline."

In Massachusetts yesterday, Consumer Affairs

Secretary John Verani said the state has "broken the

back of the panic psychology" that caused long lines

at gasoline stations.

A spot check around the Boston area showed that

many service station lines were much shorter than a

week ago.

One service station operator said the key factors

were making Saturday an "open" day with gasoline

available to all customers and allowing stations to

sell gasoline on Sundays.
Verani agreed with that evaluation. He predicted

the improved situation will continue into next month
if federal allocations are realisitc.

Simon agrees: gas

now "problem"
By LAWRENCE L KM'TSON

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Energy

chief William Simon said
yesterday he finds no fault with
President Nixon's demotion of the

fuel shortage from a crisis to a
problem. Simon also told critical

senators he believes long gasoline
station lines will ease by April.

"We'll have to dig a big bomb
shelter for you by April if the lines

are longer," said Sen. Henry M.
Jackson, D-Wash.
Jackson and other members of

the Senate's Government
Operations Committee told Simon
that his credibility and that of the

President is being severely tested.

"How do you reduce demand
through voluntary conservation
when people are told the crisis is

over?" Jackson asked.

Simon said there is no conflict

between his statements that
energy shortages will remain until

the nation develops self sufficiency

and the President's news con-

ference statement that the crisis

has passed but that a problem
remains.
"The President is distressed by

the hardships caused by long lines

and he is moving to allocate more
gasoline to relieve them," Simon
said.

He said three weeks is too short a

time in which to judge the

allocation program a failure.

Simon also said that spot shor-

tages, especially in urban areas,

will be equalized in the coming
months and he does not believe

rationing is now necessary.

Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield told newsmen he waited
in line for 35 minutes to get gas!

called for immediate rationing and
said: "The shortage remains and
so does the crisis."

"I think it is still serious." said

Republican Leader High Scott.

"The greatest problem is to get

more gasoline to the people and to

end the gas lines."

Mansfield predicted the situation

will be worse by April and said the

President has authority now under
the Defense Production Act to

impose gasoline rationing without

waiting for enactment of the

emergency energy bill stalled in

Congress.

Sen. Warren Magnuson, I)

Wash., chairman of the Senate

Commerce Committee, said the

allocation system "is simply not

responsive to regional and state

needs."

"It is all very well for President

Nixon to say the energy crisis is

over. He doesn't have to wait in gas

lines," Democratic House Leader
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. of

Massachusetts said in a statement.

Asked if he agrees with Nixon's

statement that the energy crisis is

over, House Speaker Carl Albert,

D-Okla., said: "I don't. It's a
genuine crisis."

Around New England
Sargent

challenged
BOSTON (AP) — Former

Commerce Commissioner Carroll

Sheehan, taking a verbal swipe at

Gov. Francis Sargent's handling of

the energy crisis, announced
Tuesday he will seek the

Republican nomination for

governor.

Referring to recent trips by
Sargent to Washington to meet
with Federal Energy Chief William
Simon, Sheehan said: "It is not

proper to go to Washington and
publicly harass public officials who-
have a difficult job. I would have
gone quietly to Washington first to

determine what our needs are and
how to resolve them."

Sheehan also said Sargent, a

Republican, has misdirected the

commonwealth and neglected

social programs.

Sheehan made his an-

nouncement in a series of news

conferences here and in Pittsfield,

Worcester and Westfield. He said

he is appalled at how little in-

formation is available on the

energy crisis and said he would set

up an agency to make sure

Massachusetts residents have

complete information on the whole

energy situation.

Future defeats predicted
By SETH MYDANS

Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) — Large number
of Republicans, and possibly in-

cumbents of either party, will be
swept out of office this fall in

"probably the most explosive
election year since 1948," ac-

cording to Senate President Kevin
B. Harrington.

Reversing a prediction he made
six weeks ago, the Salem
Democrat said one victim will be

Gov. Francis W. Sargent.

"I think a landslide is coming,
and I think it's going to carry him
in its path," Harrington said.

"Watergate plus the gasoline

shortage plus high unemployment
have now produced anger, a

seething resentment against in-

cumbents," Harrington said.

For this reason, he said,

legislators are eager to end the

session early this year, both to

begin their campaigns, and to

disassociate themselves from
government.

He predicted a record number of
bills killed without debate on the
floors of the House and Senate.

The election is likely to change
the composition of the Senate,

which now has 32 Democrats and 8

Republicans, Harrington said.

KAOUD BROTHERS PROUDLY
ANNOUNCE AN IMPORTANT

AUCTION
of Fine

ORIENTAL RUGS
ON FRIDAY, MARCH 1. 1974

AUCTION AT 7:30 P.M.

VIEWING FROM 6:30 -7:30 P.M.

AT COLONIAL HILTON INN
JUNCTION 91, ROUTE 5

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
I KAOUD BROTHERS, Specialists in Fine Oriental Rugs, will sell atl

Public Auction a magnificent collection of genuine all guaranteed!
Persian and other Oriental Rugs, directly imported from the majorl
weaving centers of the Orient, to be sold directly to the public,!

strictly thru promotional auctions held only by KAOUD|
BROTHERS.

We buy old Oriental Rugs. If you have any to sell, please bring thei

| during our exhibition period, or write or call:

KAOUD BROTHERS
SPECIALISTS IN FINE ORIENTAL RUGS

334 Boston Post Road, Organge, Conn.

Tel: 1-203-795-5264— Terms: Cash -Check
Free Catalogs Available at Time of Sale

Homecooked

Food

Lunch

11:30-2:00

Dinner

5:00-7:30

THE MANHATTAN PROJECT CO.
in

\\ II

SAMUEL BECKETT'S

ENDGAME
Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m. Feb. 28 - March 1st

TICKETS: UM/A STUDENTS $1.50 — OTHERS $3.00

BOX OFFICE: 125 HERTER HALL TELEPHONE 545-0202

Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

LUNCH AT 7METOP CAW MAKEYOUR DAY

TOP of the CAMPUS

lunch served daily

Monday - Friday 11:45 a.m. to 1:45 p.m.
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Living in Belchertown: a dialogue
a commentary by Denny Matteau

with para-commentary by Bill H usted

and unsolicited remarks
by Kris Jackson

D.M.: Hey, anybody wanna read my
Collegian article?. ..Anybody-? Awww.
come on, people....

B.H.: Ok, I will. Let's see, "It's a ten or
fifteen minute drive from campus, or an
hour by bike, or a very long walk to Lake
Metacorn et. When I first moved out here, I

thought I must be in the very midst of

legendary suburbia, and that the neighbors
would surely believe me and my roommates
to be drugridden hippies. But I soon found
out that a good many of my neighbors are
not typical suburbanites at all, a good many
of them are hippies." They are? 1 don't see

any hippies!

D.M.: Oh, just keep reading and pass me
that jay.

B.H.: "All along the roads in this area is

farmland, or really, once was farmland.
Now it's being turned into rather nice

looking housing tracts. Most of the houses
here look to be five years old or younger.
"Behind the backyards are woods, and in

the woods is the Metacomet Trail, a hiking

trail that extends down into Connecticut.
Behind my house there's this hill, just a

slight swelling in the earth, and off it grow
lines of piees." Wow, what descriptive
phrases! Denny, if you were a sophomore in

high school, you'd get a prize for this, 'lines

of pines'!

D.M.: Hmph.
B.H.: "They stick their short arms up to

support the heavy sky, The sky's an upside
down hill swelling close to the earth. Those
pines have something on their minds, the
way they stand there like that...

K.J. I know what they have on their minds!
Euell Gibbons!

B.H.: (regaining composure) Ahem,
"There's no wildlife under them except a
rabbit or two, and a timber-doodle (also
known as a woodcock). I've been told the
timber-doodle is in it's last generation
because its eggs won't hatch anymore.
They've picked up chemicals in the
ecosystem which have softened their
shells.'' Who cold you that?
D.M.: You did, last fall.

B.H.: But I could never have said any such
thing! It's not true!

D.M.: I distinctly remember you said that!
B.H.: No I didn't.. .Wait a minute! I

remember, that was a TIME magazine
article I read, about bald eagles.

DM. : Well. Now I have to rewrite mis entire

article, thanks to you.

B.H.: No you don't. The ecology freaks will

love this. It will give them something local

to feel guilty about.

DM.: (with insulted journalistic integrity)

But it will be FALSE!
B.H.: Well, if you're gonna be picky about

it... "But this timber-doodle I saw was such

a clown, springing straight up in front of me
to eye-level with a "codoodle-oodle-oo" and

then flying straight away for a distance of

five or six feet. This is the way that bird

migrates south from the upper reaches of

Canada, drawing millions of right-triangles

in the air.

"Besides Metacomet Trail, there's

Metacomet Road and Metacomet Lake, (a

pond, really. Back where I come from, lakes

are big and so are their nam-

es : Chargogagogmanchaugoggagogchaubu-
nagungamaug) "Wait a minute, you can't

use Chargogagognan-
chaugoggagogchaubunagungamaug in this

essay, it's irrelevant!

D.M.: Irrelevant. But it's important! Where
else would I use that?

K.J.: Well, at least those long words will

improve your typing.

DM.: Sexist!

B.H.. "Metacomet" is the Nipmuck name
for a governor of Massachusetts Bay
Colony. I'm curious as to how his puddle of a
lake on what was then the furthest frontiers

came to be named after a British Gen
tleman, but the Indians who hold the story

are all dead, now. The Nipmuck also named
Lake Chargogagogman-
chougoggagogchaubunagungamaug, which
was their favorite gathering place, when
they could wrest it from another tribe, the

Mohawk. The incongrous name actually

embodies a treaty the Nipmuck finally

made with the Mohawk, agreeing that one
tribe would fish in the North pond or cove,

the other would use the South pond, and the

large middle pond would remain unused.
"There are supposed to be Great Blue

Heron on Metacomet or the neighboring
lake, Arcadia..." Watt a minute! You're

talking about birds again! You can't skip

around Indians and two lakes and birds and
trails like this!

DM. : Yes I can! I took a course in the New
Journalism, You know!
B.H.: Oh, of course, I see. This is all very
esoteric, I take it.

K.J.: Actually, it has all the coherence of a

badly done grocery list.

DM.: Sexist!

Letters To The Editor

Ballon 's ' 'prayer

'

' condemned
To The Editor:

J address my remarks to Bill Ballou's Feb. 25
editorial "Why I write sports," and contend that the
political system remains "hopelessly disgusting," for
precisely the same reasons Mr. Ballou claims he
writes sports-to escape confrontation of the political
mess, averting his gaze with the type of attitude that
seems to be based on a hope that the problem will

simply disappear. Yet, even though he finds politics
"dirty" and typifies the situation as dizzying, he does
profess and "ideal solution." Mr. Ballou's answer is

for "people to walk into the voting machine look at a
couple names and pick the best one."
Having co-authored a book with Representative

Francis C. Lapointe (D-Chicopee) on the subject of
campaign financing, I have a better idea. The
problem of politics lies not in the names we must
choose from but with the system under which we
must choose. The indictment must be upon the
system, not upon the men and women forced to work
within it.

True, there is difficulty in expecting officeholders
to legislate the sweeping changes needed in our
present system of elections. Public financing must

become a reality, at all levels of government, and
there must be an independent director of campaign
finance set up to enforce the laws (which could also
stand some revisions.)

The problems today are 1) that it costs too much to

run for public office, and 2) election laws, campaign
statutes which are virtually ignored. I can cite a host
of campaign spending violations in the state of
Massachusetts in 1970-72 alone, which have not been
followed up by the Secretary of State. Yet Mr. Ballou
would have us resign ourselves to this fact. I say we
can bring pressure to bear upon political of-
ficeholders to remedy this situation.

The problem has been defined and it must be dealt
with. Change can come with citizen interest, and
demand for that change.
Screaming at Jack Davoren (Mass. Sec. of State),

Mr. Ballou and praying to God and-or Charlton
Heston serves about as much purpose as abstaining
from voting, resignation to "the system," and con-
demning all politicians as "crooks." This is the easy
way out, encompassing an attitude which serves only
to perpetuate a rotten system of election.

Susan M. Rivest

*.««•*• •
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Double standard
To The Editor:

In an age when double standards are frequently brought into con-
sciousness a certain sensitivity to their existance develops. The recent
controversy stemming from an alledgedly racist cartoon drawn by Don
McGilvray has unearthed a striking one. Under a heading labelled MDC
policy the Collegian editors reaffirmed the right of the staff, or indeed
any person to state his opinions without censorship or modification. Thus
even the price of offending a significant number of individuals is not
considered by the free-minded, "liberal" MDC editors to be too much to
pay for the principle of uncensored expression. Yet, in Monday's
Collegian (2-25) on the page immediately before the above cited
statement of editorial principles, there appeared a direct contradiction of
these principles in the statement of Collegian policy on the publication of
letters to the editor.

Such letters are subject to editing, according to the statement, on the
basis of either length or content. Is the university community to assume
from this, that the high-minded standards of freedom of expression are
reserved for the Collegian staff alone? Are we all equal with the qualifier
expressed in Orwell's Animal Farm that some are more equal than
others.

It seems that there are only 3 alternatives to this apparent and of-fensive double standard. (1) Declare and somehow prove (a difficult
task) the superiority of the opinions of the Collegian staff to those of the
general community and thereby justify their superior right to uncensored
publ cation. (2) Apply the policy of no censorship as to content to all whowould express their views. (3) Devise, state, and enforce general stan-dards for content which will apply to staff and public alike. A truly freeand responsible press cannot evade a concrete stand on this issue.

Lou Boudreau

No sacred cows
To The Editor:

I just got back from the courthouse where me and Sheriff Tate was
testifying against some Criminals, and I was relaxing on the veranda,
reading the latest cotton prices when Elsa, my maid, brought me my
mint julep and last Friday's MDC. As always, it was a journalistic
masterpiece, a paragon of unbiased reporting, and a veritable goldmine
of fact. Why, there was even an illustrated encapsulation of several
valuable facts, including, for those who may have doubted, that the
VMass library is the most useless in the world. But one thing about that
particular feature offended my sensibilities, aroused my anger and in-

sulted my intelligence, and that was the crude and tasteless caraciture of
the good Chancellor Bromery. Now, cartoons of dirty hippy marijuana
addicts, or of bloodthirsty soldiers, or of nearsighted women from the
Fish and Game Commission are legitimate caracitures, but to make
laughing stock of Chancellor Bromery is an affrontery! Is nothing
sacred? Why, a man in his position, at the head of such a smoothly run-
ning, highly syncronized administrative machine as VMass ought to be
immune from such slanderous and flippant criticism as is the President
of the United States.

Edward Sandifer

Weiss: speech writer
To The Editor:

I thought Fred Weiss had a brain until I read his column "Best of Both
Worlds on Tuesday. If he turns to things like Norman Mailer's sharp-

TZrssVmseT" ^ ^ WUl ^^ ^ °ble » *~ anytMng bUt

i^ssff&i?a^^ to me which »*» t°°w
He will make a fine speech writer. Rhetoric, bullshit and false in-

nocence are in the true tradition of U.S. politicians.

J. Byrd

Zamir Nestelbaum

{•Possession hits UMass
In these times of garish headlines telling of massive

governmental corruptions or of gross in-
competencies, one can be mistakenly led into the
assumption that our men of high esteem into whom
we have put so much of our public trust are lacking in
certain qualities of intelligence or basic coordination.
Just as we see our leaders suddenly skipping to Rio or
San Clemente, or when we notice large im-
provements in the Swiss economy, we are so quick to
nod our head assentingly and mutter derogatories
about "politicians". But it is just not true! When our
gallant President scampers about the county hiding
in one retreat or another, coming out only at night or
at local D.A.R. meetings trying to find one or two old
line supporters, we should not be so quick to criticize.

For it is just the sign of these dommed times. Our
leaders today are bding infested with denizens of the
occult who are taking over their bodies and are trying
to lead them straight to hell.

It has come to our attention, that many of late have
been speaking in those less than laudatory terms of
our ex Food Services Chief Joel Stoneham. People
have been commenting on his ability to add and
subtract and making "crypto-Fascist" remarks
about the Brazilian weather, and all just because
Food Services has a deficit of half a million dollars.

How Absurd! I recently consulted with a local

demonologist Dr. Heinrich von Belchbreakfast who is

recuperating in the Infirmary from a stomach
ailment (terminal diarrhea) acquired from many
years of Dining Commons cuisine.

Z.N.: "Doctor, what are the possibilities of certain
upper level University bureaucrats being possessed
by the devil?"

Dr. von Belchbreakfast: "If you mean Joel
Stoneham, that's highly likely. In the few weeks prior
to his sudden "departure", there were certain signs
of a possession taking hold of his body."

Z.N.: "What do you mean?"

Dr. von B.: "Well a source close to me, whose
accuracy I cannot verify revealed that a large puddle
was found in his office late last semester. Of course it

was used, my source reputes, as halibut sauce that
night, the workers not knowing exactly what it was
and not wanting to waste anything "

Z.N.: "OOHHH!!!! "I groaned painfully," 'I ate
halibut that night! OHH!!"
Dr. von B.: "And that's not all. A week later

Franklin Dining Commons started shaking and
trembling early one lunchtime, and wrecked the
Bontrae Ham Souffles they had concocted. Most of
the students and workers didn't notice it figuring it

was just another D.C. meal churning thru their
tortured stomachs."
Z.N.: "People must have started wondering. What

happened then?"
Dr von B.

: "Well after several reports of someone
stabbing themselves with Dining Commons utensils,
Whitmore decided to tackle the problem by the horns
and called in an Exorcist, figuring that the situation
with the food had gone straight to the devil. The
Exorcist was a mild mannered type named Tom
Champion who reluctantly accepted Stoneham 's
exorcism.
Z.N.: "Was he successful?"
Dr. von B.

: "Well after many weeks of prayers,
incantations, rain dances and assorted other rituals
involving deviled eggs and angel food cake, he failed.
I last saw Stoneham spiriting away in a Dodge
Demon beneath the light of a full moon munching on a
shrimp shape. Poor Champion, the shock is said to
have killed him."
Z.N.: "That's too bad about Stoneham. He was a

hell of a nice guy!"
OH! THE PAIN OF IT ALL!!

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist.
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Bay state leap frog
One of the problems with politics in this state is that

no one wants to stay in their present office. Mayor
White is expected to make a bid for the Senate in 1976
or for Vice-President; Representative Harrington
might run for the Senate in 1976 also. State Senator
John Quinlan of Norwood is running for Secretary of
State this year to keep his chances for the governor's
chair alive in 1978.

We have seen what can happen when our elected
officials desert us for higher offices. In 1969 Governor
Volpe and Attorney General Richardson left
Massachusetts to serve in the Nixon Administration
with different degrees of success. This put Francis
Sargent in the governor's office with only two years of
experience in elected office. We were luckier in the
Attorney General's Office; Robert Quinn a man with
experience in the state House of Representatives was
chosen to serve. In 1967 Kevin White left the
Secretary of State's job to become Mayor of Boston

;

three years later he tried to leave Boston's highest
office to become governor.
For Massachusetts this has resulted in inex-

perienced men in office. In the base of the lower of-
fices (Sec. of State, State Treasurer, and Auditor)

appointment means a lifetime job. When someone
becomes a State Auditor he stays one for life. One
Auditor remained in office for twenty years; he left

only because it wasn't feasible to serve after he was
dead.
To keep our ambitious politicians in their offices we

might reduce the number of elected positions. The
lower state offices mentioned before do not require
public approval for the occupant. Most people do not
know who the Secretary of State is what he does or
even care who he is. If they were appointed by the
governor with the approval of the State Senate we
could be assured of high quality officials. Further we
would know that they werent running for Auditor so
they could run for Senate three years later.

New bosses usually force employees to work harder
to prove their worth. A lack of change means that

workers will often become sluggish. This is what has
happened in state government; the employees are
good people but they are not exposed to the great
amount of new ideas they would find with new
supervision.

Steve Anderson is a Collegian Columnist.

I do not expect to be impeached.'

Domenicana
Today is the commemoration of the Independence of
the Dominican Republic. We reprint this poem
in honor of the day.

By CESAR A. CHAULETTE
Those eyes looking straight at me

I can't forget them.
A soundless voice begging for help
A bloody hand trying to reach me,
It kept dripping blood.

Like falling stars those eyes went off.

I ran.

How many were there. Who knows?
It kept dripping blood.

I wipe it off my eyes
and I saw...

All races... all ages dying....dead.
People.

Who's doing all this? Why?
It kept dripping...blood
that day.

So anemic...flashless... lifeless.
Even his death was anemic... no
blood came out of his mouth.
Blood...Fire...Death
Even the sky felt passion and shed tears.

It rained for three nights.

It rained for three nights, there were no days.
Rain and blood mixed with the black soil.

Channels of blood all over the earth.

It kept dripping blood.

I didn't know where to run to, tired...weak.
I fell

Raising my head up I saw pointing at me his gun.
He did it all

I saw stars...then stripes.

Then his hand holding the flag.

It's still dripping blood.

Common sense for cores
By BOB ROSSMAN

Wouldn't it be great if everybody in this world, or at

least this campus knew the square root of 564739?
Probably the only good it would do would be to gain
the reputation for UMass as the place dispensing the
most worthless information. Nothing personal to you
math majors who might find this tidbit of information
essential to your existance. It was just an example. It

could just as easily been what an oxymoron is or how
many ounces in a kilogram or even how to say,

"where is the library" in German. The point is that

most people not in the fields of knowledge that study
any of the above type of terminology don't care at all

what the answers are. But unfortunately some person
who would rather spend his time concentrating on
getting through all he has to learn for a speech major,
also has to bust his behind trying to remember the
square root of 564739, and other such mathematical
trivia. In order to get through school, this person has
to waste his time on things he doesn't want to learn

and will probably never retain. It really seems like a
waste. All this because of an institution called Core
Requirements.

There are always the obvious answers for why the

system of core requirements as we now know it still

exists. If, for example, the core requirements were

done away with, students would be too limited in their

knowledge to be able to exist in society The old line is

that nobody will hire you if you know nothing else but

mathematics. After all how would you communicate

with people 9 The other argument for core

requirements in »h»1 •• r
"'

' ^ ,nn - '

student will be able to examine several different

majors for the one he would like to earn his degree in.

And then there's always the question of these 120
credits.

Somehow, I like to believe in the intelligence of the
average UMie. If you've got enough smarts to be a
college student, you've also got enough smarts to

know what's going on around here, and probably even
the world. 120 credits are a lot to fill, and there aren't
many majors that would require even the most avid
student to take nearly that many. So you've got a lot

of credits to fill. The next step is to look around for

some course that look somewhat interesting. If

there's one thing that this University has a lot of,

that's interesting courses, and there are four other
colleges around here to draw from. So, finding

courses is no problem. It doesn't seem like that big a
difference if you only take on science course instead
of three. But if you like that one course, it means
more than the three courses you had to take and
didn't like. If you know you need all those credits, and
you know you should take some varied courses to

round out your education, then most people will know
enough to take enough courses that will ii.terest them
and be useful to their future.

The system of core requirements may have been
useful once upon a time, but it isn't worth that much
nowadays. The only thing that will work is a system
of common sense. That, I like to believe, is what
would work best with the UMass student community.

Bob Rossman is a Collegian Commentator
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An 'impeachable offense
5 — one view

What is an impeachable offense

under the Consitution? Last Friday
the counsel for the House Judiciary

Committee, John Doar, said a non-

criminal act could under certain

conditions fit the "high crimes and
misdemeanors" the Consitution
defines as impeachable. The next day
the Justice Dept. said just the op-

posite. Monday night President
Nixon told a national TV the Con-
stitution is "very specific" on the
point and defined an impeachable act
as an esentially criminal one.

What do scholars think? Today The
Collegian reprints experts of a
speech former Special Watergate
Prosecutor and Harvard Law
Professor Archibald Cox gave as
part of Amherst College's Copeland
Colloquim on January 22, 1974:

If President Nixon should be impeached
and convicted, the question of legitimacy
will be paramount If President Nixon is

acquitted, the country will still need
assurance about the integrity of that con-

clusion. Whatever the event, we may fairly

ask that the leadership build better for the

future than their predecessors at the im-
peachment of Andrew Johnson.
The central challenge is to formulate the

principles - the general standards of conduct
- by which a President is to be judged in a
proceeding that vacates, without direct

expression of the popular will, a choice
made by the people - in this case over-
whelmingly made by the people - in the
regular election only a few years before.

For Democratic Senators and
Representatives to keep silent upon the
ground that impeachment is a Republican
problem and for Republicans to keep silent

while they test the political winds is to deny
the country the debate necessary to

educated self-government and the
development of governmental institutions.

A priori we might give any one of three
polar meanings to the "high crimes and
misdemeanours" for which a President, a
judge or any other civil officer may be
impeached.

(1) William Giles, President Jefferson's

majority leader in the Senate, advised his

colleagues during the proceedings against
Supreme Court Justice Samuel Chase that -

impeachment is nothing more than
an enquiry, by the two Houses of

Congress, whether the office of any
public man might not be better filled

by another.

Justice Chase was acquitted. The view of

impeachment expressed by Giles never
again had serious support (unless one
counts as "serious" the speech of
Congressman Gerald Ford a few years ago
advocating the impeachment of Justice
Douglas).

(2) The strictest view of the constitutional

phrase "high crimes and misdemeanours"

fioius mat impeachable offenses are con
fined to violations of the criminal law and to

"high," i.e. very serious crimes, whether
felonies or misdemeanours. This reading
has better standing than the first, but the
weight of the argument is against it.

The recorded debates at the Philadelphia
Convention and the subsequent expositions
of the Framers make it pretty clear that
impeachment was intended to be a vehicle
for dealing with officials whose wrongs
require removal from office even though not
technically criminal Refusal to perform the
functions of an office while clinging to the
status and perquisites seems a good

tear ot impeachment not unlike the tear of

regicide and the horror of the regicide once

accomplished during the time of Cromwell
and King Charles I.

Of course, impeachment cannot be wholly

illegitimate - the Constitution provides for it

- but I think that the country has a deep,

unarticulated intuitive understanding that

impeachment is extraordinary, radical

surgery, legitimate only upon some equally

fundamental wrong-doing, doing such grave
injury to the Nation as to make any in-

cumbent's further continuance in office

unacceptable even though his previous

entitlement was based upon popular elec-

illustration.

(3) We are left with a third view; i.e., that

"high crimes and misdemeanours" covers
some but surely not all "political," in the

sense of governmental, offenses.

Reaching this conclusion moves us along,

but it is only the beginning of the challenge.

What are the wrongs against the people, the

body politic, for which a President may
properly be impeached?

It would be easier if history provided a list

of legitimate grounds for impeachment, but

the only precedents are scattered pretty far

afield from current issues. Working with a

clean slate, perhaps we can best begin by
asking what deep-seated needs any rule we
formulate must satisfy.

The Gallup Poll and like measures of

public opinion report that a very large
majority believe that President Nixon is

guilty of covering up wrongdoing, but of

those expressing an opinion, a majority
oppose removal by impeachment. The
difference, in my opinion, is attributable to a

tion.

Any general standard of political conduct
the violation of which would support im-

peachment must have abroad and generally

accepted moral base, understood by the

country, so that again the same rule would
apply to any President, so that we should not

be resolving questions of public policy by
impeachment nor should we be making up
new rules of conduct as we go along.

Of course, it is unnecessary to draw up a

complete code of Presidential conduct.
Mixing pragmatism with principle is one
source of much of the creativity in Anglo-
American law and government. We work
electically up to a point, passing judgment
upon particular sets of facts, but we also test

our judgment by asking whether it rests

upon reasons that we can articulate and
apply to other situations having the same
essential elements, with enough generality
both in scope and continuity, to give
guarantees against prejudice, caprice, self-

interest or unreasoned emotion. So here, the

articulation of minimum acceptable
standards of conduct for any President or
high executive officer can begin with facts
proved or assumed.

It is fair to say that evidence may be
available to show that President Nixon's
lawyers and accountants, without deliberate
misrepresentation, zealously sought every
loophole and cut every corner in an effort to
avoid or minimize the payment of taxes; to
show that others acting on his behalf
likewise stretched every possible point to
add to the convenience and comfort of Key
Biscayne and San Clemente at public ex-
pense; and, finally, to show that in some
cases they claimed more than the law
allows.

Bad taste? Surely. Avaricious? Yes. Bad
leadership? Again, surely. Morally shabby?
I think so even though the same shabbiness
infects thousands of tax returns and expense
accounts. Grounds for impeachment 9

I

wonder. Are we hardly prepared to say that
any officer of the United States who, without
concealing or misrepresenting material
facts, claims a tax deduction not due should
be removed from office? If not, does my
phrasing omit some essential element in
President Nixon's situation? What would
make the omitted element decisive?
The President's duty is to see that the laws

are faithfully executed. Is it an impeachable
violation of this responsibility for him to
refrain for months from any form of per-
sonal intervention when there is first

suspicion and later at least some evidence
that his highest personal aides and party
officials are obstructing justice by covering
up criminal misconduct, for him to withold
disclosure and refuse evidence when in-

vestigation leads to papers taken into his
files, and for his aides, apparently with his
approval, to cooperate with those seeking to
avoid indictment and conviction?

I do not imply answers to these questions,
nor do I suggest that my factual predicates
represent the actual facts. The evidence
may show more or less. The point I wish to
emphasize is that it is past time for all those
deeply concerned with our government to
bend some of their time and effort away
from the fun of factual disclosures to the
very arduous task of formulating and thus
creating a substantive law of impeachment
where now there is none.
Whether the present proceedings help to

rebuild confidence in our system of
government or push us further down the
slope to cynicism and despair will depend
upon the ability of the House Judiciary
Committee to sense the as-yet-unstated
moral intuition of the country and articulate
it in operative principles by which President
Nixon's conduct can be judged.

Friday UMass professor of Con-
stitutional History Milton Cantor, a
consultant to the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, will suggest
another view of impeachment.

Bud Drinkers, can
you figure this out?
Ralph bought ;i fi-pnk of Hudweisor and invited four friends over to share it.

Since he bought, he exacted to have two tans to himself, but unfortunately
when he returned to the refrigerator for his second, he found it missing. So he
asked who took it. Al said. Joe drank it." Joe said." Dan drank it." Dan said.
"Joe. that's a lie!" And Bill Mid, "I didn't drink it

." If onlv one of these
statements is true, who really drank it?
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Mass PIRG reports

Education

,

By STEVE DeLANCEY
Mass PIRG Intern

Last week: Mass PIRG reports
explained how the idea of student
Public Interest Research Groups
came about, how one got started in
Amherst, and why the two in
Massachusetts recently combined to
form a single state-wide corporation

SLUG
Mass PIRG's basic function is to research

areas of consumer protection, the en-
vironment, and public health, and then to
act as a citizens' spokesman and lobbyist. In
a number of ways it also directly serves the
students that support it.

The PIRG acts as an educational in-

stitution, aiding students who are doing
practical research on their own or in con-
junction with the organization. Its staff is

available for consultation and guidance and
its files are full of information and current
newsclippings on consumer topics.
During the first year of Mass PIRG's

existence (August 1972-73) some 150
students used its facilities while conducting
research into areas such as prescription
drug pricing, flammable clothing, and
unsafe toys. A number of the students were
able to further support consumer legislation
through lobbying efforts.

Mass PIRG also serves as an outlet for the
research done by faculty and provides an

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHOi>C T TS n

research mainstays of Amherst group
alternative organization for professionals
who want to do full-time public interest
research rather than be funneled into the
straight job-market.
A certain amount of dedication is needed,

however, since the staff members' pay is

considerably less than they could receive
doing similiar work in other organizations.
The Amherst staff attorney, for example,

receives $8,000 for his work with the PIRG

-

from 20 to 100 per cent below the yearly
salaries of legal services attorneys in the
OEO (Office of Economic Opportunity)
program in western Massachusetts.
Mass PIRG's current full-time staff

consists of eight people - two attorneys, an
environmental scientist, a press coor-
dinator, a health-research director, a
student organizer, and two office managers.
In addition to their basic jobs of directing
and coordinating the projects of others, staff

members are involved in doing research
into areas of their own interest, ranging
from women's rights to utility reform to

nuclear power plants.

The PIRG offers a rather unique learning
experience for students interested in

discovering how an organization of its size is

actually run. All the headaches, hassles, and
occasional pleasures of running a cor-
poration with an estimated budget of

$112,000 are felt by the members of the
Regional Board of Directors. The students

that make up this board are democratically
chosen from the members of the local

chapters of Mass PIRG at each supporting
school The hiring of staff, distribution of
funds (expenditures), and project decisions
are overseen by the Regional Board which
meets twice a month.
Every funding, school is allowed at least

one member on this board For each ad-
ditional block of 4,000 enrolled students
above the first 4.000. the school is allowed
another member. The University of
Massachusetts, with an enrollment of over
20,000, thereby has five students on the
Regional Board. Boston State has 3. B.U.
Law School 1, Clark 1. Hampshire 1, Holy
Cross 1, Mt. Holyoke 1, Springfield 1, U-
Mass Boston 3. Westfield State 2, and
Williams 1.

The local chapters of Mass PIRG have
offices on each of the campuses and handle
issues that are of particular concern to that
college community. They also attempt to
keep students informed of the activities of
the regional board and the staff, maintains
communication with student represen-
tatives and campus officials, recruits
student volunteers, and act as a referral
service for students and faculty interested
in doing research.
The local chapter holds board meetings

which are much less structured than those
of the Regional Board. Anyone who's in-

terested in the PIRG'l activities is welcome
to attend its meetings and get involved. The
local chapter of Mass PIRG has an office in

Room 413 A on the second floor of the

Student I'nion (telephone 545-0712)

Mass PIRG attempts to keep the students

and public aware of what it is doing through
a quarterly newsletter distributed to fun-

ding colleges and mailed to legislators and
interested groups and individuals The
Spring copy of "Mass PIRG Reports" came
out last week and a number of copies are

still available in the Student Union Lobby
(or at the Amherst office).

An internal newsletter keeps a direct line

of communication between the staff and the
local chapters. The newsletter, ac-
companied by a list of potential student
projects, gives the staff a chance to com-
municate their needs for student volunteers
to the student body through the local
chapter. Nearly fifty different topics for

research were suggested by the staff in the
February newsletter.

If you're interested in learning more
about Mass PIRG's structure and-or ac-
tivities either the UMass or the Amherst
office downtown has additional information.

-Next week: more on Mass PIRG's
current and future activies.

PIRG pushes drug info
BOSTON — The Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group
( Mass PIRG ) yesterday supported
a proposed measure to give con-
sumers more information on
prescription drug prices.

In testimony before the joint

Lake sludge

suit near end
MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) —

Vermont Atty. Gen. Kimberly B.

Cheney said yesterday that his

office may be nearing a settlement

in its U.S. Supreme Court case

against New York State and the

International Paper Co.

Cheney said that about 90 per
cent of the issues had been
resolved in the case, which cen-

tered around alleged pollution of

Lake Champlain.

He said tnat formal hearings in

the case might not have to resume,
but warned that the remaining
issues were the most difficult to

settle.

The case started about two years
ago when Vermont went to the
Supreme Court to force the paper
company and New York State to

remove a 300 acre sludge bed from
Lake Champlain.

Committee on Social Welfare,
Mass PIRG Executive Director

Ronald E. Bogard urged passage
of a bill to require posting of

prescription drug prices in all

Massachusetts pharmacies.
Bogard said the measure would

"remove the secrecy that has, for

too long, shrouded the retail drug
field. It will provide the consumer
with information on prescription

drug prices, enabling him to

compare prices and services and to

choose the pharmacy best suited to

his needs."

The proposed legislation. House
bill no. 1855, would require phar-
macists to post prices of the 100-

most-commonly prescribed drugs
and to give price information on
request for other drug items.

Bogard outlined results of a

• comparative drug price survey
conducted last November which,
he said, showed a wide-spread
range of prices at about ninety

Massachusetts pharmacies. The
PIRG survey disclosed prices
ranging from $1.20 to $8.00 for 20

capsules of a common antibiotic.

Survey volunteers also found that

27 per cent of the pharmacists
questioned discouraged com-
parative shopping by refusing to

quote prices prior to sale and that

nearly half refused to give price

information over the phone.

Bogard also urged passage of

House Bill No. 126. That measure,
sponsored by the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health,
provides for reform of the state's

first-in-the-nation generic drug
law, enacted in 1970.

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

And

MARLBORO MUSIC FESTIVAL PRESENTS

MusicFrom Marlboro
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY27, 1974-8:00 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM

Reserved Tickets: $1.50 UM-A Students — $3.00 All Others
Fine Arts Council Office, 125 Herter Hall — 545 0202
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The Distinguished Visitors' Program

presents

Michael Oehler
speaking on

"Homesteading: An Alternative

FmrT
Slides will be shown and Mike will discuss his

underground home which he built for less than $50.

Tonite at 8:00 p.m. Public Health Auditorium

A coffee hour will follow the lecture at

Worcester Dining Commons
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Holyoke Community College — a campus is born

WE MOVED . . .

MDC staffphotos

by Paul V. Benoit
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Overview of architect's model.

A dream come true

H.C.C. Soph. Robert LaPalme. "They ought to call it

I Mass Community College. You'd swear you were up
in Amherst!"

Tuesday, February 19, marked the first day of classes at
the new multi-million dollar campus of Holyoke Com-
munity College. This ultra-modern megastructure, located
off Homestead Ave. (Route 202), is the result of nearly five
years of planning, ever since fire destroyed the College's
old building in 1968.

The buildings were designed by the firm of Daniel,
Mann, Johnson, and Mendenhall of Los Angeles and the
builder was Daniel O'Connell & Sons Inc. of Holyoke.
The Physical layout was designed to take advantage of

the natural surroundings. The buildings are constructed on
the slope of a ridge overlooking a sprawling 135-acre site,
which the College intends to keep in its present "wild"
state for use as a nature and ecology study area.
The layout is straightforward, but aesthetic appeal has

not been overlooked. The buildings which are rectangles,
are separated by a mall complete with flowering
crabapple trees. Corridors located on the mall side of all
buildings give access to classrooms, laboratories and
offices. A huge multi-tiered plaza between building
complexes is spanned by the reading and stack floors of
the library.

H.C.C. was founded in 1946 (it was originally known as
Holyoke Junior College) and was incorporated into the

state community college system in 1964. Today it is a far
cry from the days when only five degree programs were
offered, and the enrollment was less than 100 students
taught by 12 part time instructors. Presently H.C.C. offers

nearly 30 degree programs taught by a full-time faculty of

138, and has an enrollment of approximately 2000 students.
Students enrolled at H.C.C. come from some forty-five

high schools, small and large, within a radius of twenty-
five miles of Holyoke. The major function of Holyoke
Community College is the implementation and
organization of strong transfer curricula, of opportunities
for continuing education to meet the needs of the in-

dividuals in the community, for cultural development, for

increased vocational competence, and the provision of

community services either by itself or in cooperation with
other community agencies. All this, Holyoke Community
College does to the limit of its resources.

UMass has a special interest in H.C.C, in that, of all the
transfer students that matriculate to UMass, a sizeable
number come from Holyoke Community. Exact figures
were unavailable, but the UMass Transfer Affairs Office
estimated that last year nearly 200 H.C.C. students were
admitted to the university.

H.C.C. Soph. Paula Kirkpatrick. "The transition to

UMass will be a lot easier now."

Straightforward, but authentically pleasing. The smiles returning to their faces.
The mall area offers an excellent opportunity to enjoy a brief moment of solitude

between classes.
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New bus shelters

protect students
By CINDY ROGERS

UMas:> students should be a little

warmer as six bus shelters are
nearing completion.

They are located at lots 11, 12 and
13, the campus center way, the fine

arts center and the Sunset Ave. bus
stops where there were not any
other available buildings in which
to wait.

The shelters, basically con-
structed out of wood, concrete,

steel plating and plexiglass win-

dows, are advantageous because of

their proximity to the ground. This

makes them warmer, but cleaning

of the ground will be the respon-

sibility of the Transit Service and
the physical plant instead of the

wind.

The design, according to the

Student Senate Transit Service, is

based on copies of plans of the

Burlington Vt. Chamber of

Commerce bus shelters. The cost

for each shelter is estimated to be

around $1100, not including labor.

The idea of constructing the

shelters came about as part of the

research and demonstration grant

which alloted money for buses and
shelters. The money alloted last

year, however, budgeted for added
bus costs and construction of

shelters, was delayed until ad-

ditional money was received.

The bus shelters are not yet in

full operation. Bus signs, schedules

and outside bicycle racks are still

to be included in the construction.

Space will also be alloted inside

for free public notices. There is no
anticipation of paid commercial
advertising. The Student Senate

Transit Service asks that students

not put any notices on the glass

since removal of these notices may
result in scratching it.

Most students seem to be aware
of the purpose of little buildings

and may are already taking full

advantage of them.

Southwest searching

for new director
BY STEVE TETREAULT

Applications are now being

received in Southwest from people

wishing the position of Southwest

Director next year. The "com-

mittee to find a new director" has

received three applications so far

from persons responding to ad-

vertisements placed in various

newspapers and education jour-

nals.

Vaughn Jeffries, Southwest
Director of Student Affairs and
chairman of the committee, stated

in the advertisement that "Can-

didates must have demonstrated
concern for undergraduate
students; demonstrated ad-

ministrative ability and ex-

perience in institutions of higher

learning ; must have knowledge of

management and budget systems;

have experience in program
development; and must have
demonstrated ability to bring

together students, staff, and
faculty in cooperative manner."

Deadline for the filing of ap-

plication has been set at March 15.

As a result of discussions and
interviews held with various
University students faculty
members and administrators, the

Search Committee has been able to

draw up a job description for the

position of Area Director. But
Jeffries noted that "a person in a
job like this must be very flexible.

He has contacts all over the

University and must be able to

adapt to many things."

Jeffries added that he expects
about 200 applications. Most of

these will be checked out first by
phone, with not more than one or
two dozen outstanding candidates
appearing before the Search
Committee.
The Committee is currently

studying the job description and
history of the director position. The
current Director, John Hunt, has
announced that he will leave the

job at the end of the semester.

Hampden serves as center
By STEVE TETREAULT

MDC Staff

Hampden Commons is being utilized much more often this semester,
and is becoming a true student center for the residents of Southwest.
Bob Antil, Southwest Social Activity coordinator, remarked that it has

been a tradition for dorms and organizations to be more active over the
second half of the semester. He attributed this to two things.

"One is that organizations tend to be a little conservative in the first

semester, sometimes a little tight with their money. They realize over
intercession that they can afford a little fun, and they have it in the second
semester," he said.

"The other reason is just the opposite. Several dorms have held func-

tions so far in order that they, hopefully, can make money to take care of

deficits," said Antil.

So far this semester, Hampden has been the scene of several house-
sponsored parties, regular Southwest Assembly meetings, a visit by a
hypnotist, Bob Joyce, the Southwest Resource Center, a local Munchies,
and a cafeteria. In coming weeks, more events will be held there.

Antil also hopes to continue work on a Hampden Arts and Crafts Center.

The establishment of a drinking-dancing operation would take big steps

into making Hampden a complete student center. Presently the Campus
Center and the Southwest Assembly are stalled in negotiations for such a

facility.

Community school requests student help

IT PAYSTO SHOP
THE FINAST WAY

Wine & Beer

MT. FARMS MALL, HADLEY

Sant'Gria
Yago

one 1/5

Schlitz Beer
one

six

pack

12 oz

cans

Costa Do Sol

one

quart

Miller's
High

Life

Pack
12 oz

btls

SUPERMARKETS
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

The Valley Cooperative School is

an alternative community school

of 23 children (ages 3-12), their

parents, 2 full-time continuity
people and concerned volunteers.

The school was created and
planned by parents, who are
responsible for basic decision-

making and for working on a
regular basis within the school.

With many different adults as well

as children involved in the com-
munity, a great diversity of

models, challenges and support is

expected. It is believed that real
learning occurs through a sense ol
connection to experience, and that
our diversity expands the
possibilities for meaningful con-
tacts.

The aim is toward diversity,
away from stereotyping. Some
concerns involve shaping the
movement of the school. The
categorizing of human beings,

whether by sex, race, financial

status, skills achievement or
physique opposes basic beliefs

about learning. A community of

adults and children must meet on
terms of their inherent equality

and dignity as human beings. By
liking each other, and together
liking life, the bond which is the

base for real learning is created.

Given this bond; music, math
reading and sciences, as well as
feelings, thoughts, fantasies and

experiences become exciting in

struments through which people
explore and learn to know life The
goals lean toward liking each other
and learning together

Of course, realities are not as
idyllis as philosophy. Besides the
enormous amount of effort which
actualizing beliefs entails, there

are many other needs, namely:
more children (especially girls age
7-12, and boys age 10-12); equip-

ment 1 anything and a good outdoor
jungle gym i; larger space (the
school is now in 2 rooms in the
basement of Si Johns Episcopal
Church), volunteers willing to

come in for a regular period once a
week; and last but never least,

money People are giving what
they can monthly, and can barely
cover rent, one paid person, and
supplies Interested students
should call 586-2806. 584-4432 or 584-

3711.

First O' the Fresh From Fussy Finast

r\§ Yellow^ Bananas
j

ssr 1 o«
Delicious I mb lb

Escarole sa^r^o-ie ib 29°

Chicory s»«>Fa.o..te » 29c

Romaine Lettuce »«> 29 e

Cherry Tomatoes •« 49 e

Red Onions „ 19*

Mr. Deli Service Deli Specials!

Baked Ham
Freshly ha„ QQ(

Sliced to Order , b J* ^J
Imported Swiss Cheese > 1

39

Mr. Deli Liverwurst . 1"

Pastrami ^ T 79e

Available M S'oies witn Seivice Deli Dept

Sirloin Steaks Full

Cut
"I

5th thru 7th Rib

Rib Steak 139
lb

With
Tenderloin1

39
lb

or T-Bone
SteaksPorterhouse

.

V*-^ * Loin "fly TaillP<;<; ^B f 5#Loin

Bone-In

It Pays to Shop Finast tor Frozen Food

Peas or Corn
Richmond
Frozen

220oz 7Q<
pkgs g ^

Pet Whipped Topping 3 ?.£T
Finast Pot Pta**S£ZT 5S£f
Finast Cottage Fries

Orange Juice

3? oz C4(
pky O I

Finast

Concentrate ^f cans ^^^^
Taste O' Sea
Finast Shrimp £££$..
Finast Crispy Shrimp

73 eFish n

Chips pfag

Peeled s « 07 #J67
pkg O
6 O/ QQc
pfcq 09

1
^»5/ Tailless

Bone-In
Ib 1 Ib

Boneless Roast Sale
Bottom Round
Shoulder Roast
Chuck Roast

DiK Qnoci iih irwu ;tn Ribruu nudoi iup R* f^emo»<>(i

Rib Roast 'UT. . .

.

Fillet Steak "SSST. .

.

London Broil

'

1
49

SlHiuldei

LrUDe oteaks aowKuoua

Top Round Steak eon.**.

Top Sirloin Steak bo*....

L/IUD OteakS Boneless Rib Eve .

Beef Tenderloin r..et Mgnon

Ib

1
3»

1"
1"
1"
1
M
1"
1
M

269

2"

Top Sirloin Roast
Top Round Roast
Back Rump Roast

Sirloin Tip Roast . .

.

Eye Round Roast .

.

Chuck Steak mom. .

.

California Roast dm
California Steak qm.

ChUCk ROaSt Ceme, Cu. .

Club Steaks h* (**»„ .

Shell Steaks T^„io.n

.

159lb
1
M

• 1"
99'

1
M

. 1
4'

.
1"

b 1
M

Stew Beef Hooeie*»chuc k „, 1"

Chicken Legs

53?
Quartered with Back
Fresh Tender Chicken

Chicken Breast

Chicken Legs ,,69'

Chicken Thighs b 69'

Chicken Drumsticks. . *79*
Chicken Breasts 89'

For Your Health A Beauty

Vicks Vaporub
Mfg List

Price 65s
13oz
jar 49

Mfg list

1» .

rjr§rBreck Shampoo
Crest Toothpaste t£f . . ,

7X79
Vicks Lozenges M.g'";

n

a» .
^"69*

Sure Deodorant 53££ . E T*

Vicks 44 Cough Syrup ft tf V9

Vicks Nyquil £& Mtg l.si 60/ 419
16b Ml I

1

Oven Fresh Delights. ..Irom Finast

Hot Cross Buns
Finast

Lenten Special

White Bread t£S

pkg
8 59*

. 3::r
Old Fashion Donutsfi? V 49'

Finast Apple Pies .... %" 59*

Pays to Shop the Finast Way!

-Kist Tuna With
Coupon

Cain's Mayonnaise V 89*
Rjch

Finast Soda m **,<*%. ... 3 «T 1
00

in

Hunt's Skillet Dinners . . p* 9 39* Protein
3,100

cans I

Hi-C Fruit Drinks
Your Choice of Florida Punch, Grape
Cherry, Orangeade, Citrus Cooler,

Wildberry. Apple, Orange-Pineapple,
Strawberry, Lemon Lime

Treat
the 46 oz
Kids can 29

Veg-AII

Mixed Vegetables
Nestle Hot Cocoa Mix.

.

Finast Peanut Butter . .

.

Finast Kosher Dill Spears

?r 99«

V 63'
V 0/

I*'
55«

416oz J
cans

00

At the dairy case in all Finast

supermarkets, there s a fresh
ness" chart And all through the

day the dairy manager checks
his cases for temperature, suffi-

cient stock, cleanliness, broken
cartons, etc When all is in

order, he initials the chart If it

isn't, he makes it right Then -

and only then - he puts his John
Hancock on the chart His sig-

nature is your guarantee that

our dairy products reach you in

tip-top shape and fresh as can
be

Land O' Lakes
Butter. Quarters 1 lb

With Coupon Below pkg 69
Temp-Tee Whip
Mazola Margarine.
Orange Juice

.

BrrM«iou
( << 1" ( hi 59'

63 c

For the Perfect Lenten Meal.
Ocean Fresh Frozen... to You

Sole Fillet
Frozen

Seafood Delight 99 ib

Sole Fillet .. .. 5:.47$

Medium White Shrimp . 1"
Casino Clams ' " ";. 89 c

Turbot Fillet
Frozen

Snow White 89 lb

Large Haddock Fillet 1"

Fresh Standard Oysters T9

Cleaned Whiting 59'

Halibut Steaks .
1"

risn oaKes .. P*g 9S
Fish Sticks T»
Flounder Fillet ,i . „ 1

25

Deep Sea Treats Sea

30* OFF D 35' OFF
Land O' Lakes

i

Butter

E
pkg 69'

l

J^

Star-Kist

S5? Tuna
. Limit

I One
6'? OZ

r* ^ cans
With "S F\jicnase j | IIP '

f W> '5 Purchase
Valid thru Mar 2 ,i

^^••^ valid ihtu Mai 2

36'? oz«4
cans \

12' OFF 13' OFF
the purchase of two t)' ? oz pkgs

2 Bath Size Bars
, Betty Crocker

Safeguard Blueberry Muffin

J^Soap
s

i
Mix

|
^^^^^ Vai.dmiuMac 2 I

1
*— > v,n t) Idrv Mat

30' OFF H 14' OFF
Spic n' Span Downy

Cleaner iFabric Softener

96 oz 457| 53 33 oz

fl^ffil
pkg

j!uhb«,
65"

vtttd ihru Mai 2 r l ^^^"" Valid ih'u Mai 2

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities Prices Effective thru Sat March 2 1974

Finast
SUPERMARKETS
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tech hifi
MIDNIGHT
MADNESS!
Thursday, Feb. 28
3 p.m. to 12 Midnite

Year End Inventory Closeout! tour /•.«•„/ Year. ih<„ uu

2 DAY SPECIALS!!
LIST Sale Price

GLENBURN 2110 Turntable w/Shure M75C $70 $40
GLENBURN 2130 Turntable w/Shure M75EC $80 $50
GARRARD 42M/S Turntable w/Shure M75EC $91 $55
INTEGRAL Systems Demos 20% OFF
EPI Microtower It's Speakers $240/pr. $199/pr.
12-Cassette Carrying Case $15 $7
25 ft. Headphone Extension Cords $5 $2
Watts Record Maintenance Kits $15 $10

(inc. dust bag, preener & stylus cleaner)

Madnight Midness Specials!
Model List

Benjamin 50H MKII w/DC/B Turntable $275

Ultralinear 100 Speakers $200/pr.

Sony 824CS 4 Channel 8-Track Player w/Speakers $300

Varco SC-83 Loudspeakers $120/pr.

Concord DBA-10 Dolby Systems $170

TEAC 3340 4 Chan. Open Reel Tape Deck $1076

ALTEC 887A Loudspeakers $200/pr.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS \7

Quan.

4

2pr.

2

2 pr.

2

1

1 pr.

Sale Cond.

$160 New

$75 pr. New

$99 New

$35/pr. Demo.

$99 Demo.

$799 Demo.

$99/pr. Demo.

Hourly Super Specials 3 p.m. to Midnite Thursday

6 p.m. QUAN. usT
2 — Large Advent Loudspeakers $232

Walnut

2 — EPI 100's Loudspeakers $190

1 — Mara ntz 1060 Amplifier 60 Watts $250

1 — Rabco ST-4 Turntable $255
with Shure M91ED Cart

Spec. Cond.

$175 - U

$120 - D

$150 • D

$125 - U

7 p.m. 1
-

2 —

Harmon- Kardon 150+
4 Channel Receiver 180 Watts RMS

EPI 400 "Minitower"
Loudspeakers

$699

$800

8 p.m. 1 — Sony 6060 Stereo

Receiver 90 Watts RMS

2 — ESSAMT-i Loudspeakers

1 — Sherwood 8900A Stereo

Receiver

9 p.m. 4-

1
—

OHM C Loudspeakers

Sony TC 230 Open Reel

Portable with Speakers

$399 - D

$625 - D

$42o
*«»* -

**°° $499.95 - U

$430 $239/pr.

$3oo-pr. $299.95 N!

$250 $125 • U

10 p.m. quan.

1 — Sony TA-1120 Amplifier
120 Watts RMS

2 — EPI 601 Loudspeakers

2 — Creative 77 Loudspeakers

1 — Dynaco ST-120 Power
Amp

list Spec. Cond.

$225 - U
$425

ssoo-pr. $349/pr. - D

$2oo-pr. $75/pr. - U

$99 -U

11 p.m. 1 — Nikku TRM 1200 Amplifier
90 Watts RMS $245.95

1 — Dual 1216 Turntable $160

2 — Pioneer 828 Receiver
(120 Watts) $500

1 — Harmon Kardon 930

Stereo $480

Receiver (90 Watts)

$150 U

$120 • I

$329.95

$299

12 - Madnite

Make an offer for

anything left over

259 Triangle St., Amherst

186 Main St., Northampton
549-2610

586-2552

Notes, quotes and anecdotes
Poetry seminar Planning workshop Cox rebroadcast

Norfolk prison inmates will

present for the first time at the

UMass a music and poetry reading
seminar on Saturday from 7:30-

10:00 p.m. in the Student Union
ballroom. The program is spon-

sored by the social committee of

Program Council and is free of

charge.

The group, Creative Con-
sciousness, consists of twelve
parolee inmates. These men will

perform on instruments and read
selections of poetry.

Ronny Ingram choir, a twenty
member group from Boston, will

perform on the same bill. The choir

has previously given free concerts

at Norfolk.

'Endgame

Sunday

9 ?

Thursday and Friday, the

MANHATTAN PROJECT will

present Beckett's "Endgame" in

Bowker Auditorium, Stock bridge

Hall at 8 p.m.
Under the direction of Andre

Gregory, considered one of the

most interesting and innovative

directors of our time, the

Manhattan Project's "Endgame"
has been eliciting extraordinary

reviews.

Tickets for these performances
are now on sale at the Fine Arts

Council Box Office, 125 Herter

Hall, and are priced at $1.50 for

UMass students, others $3.00.

Special group rates may be
arranged by calling the Fine Arts

Council Box Office.

Representatives from the
Massachusetts Council on the Arts
and Humanities will hold an in-

formal panel discussion as part of

a Community Arts Planning
Workshop beginning at 9 a.m.
Saturday at the Campus Center,
room 101.

The Workshop is presented by
the Arts Extension Service of the

UMass Division of Continuing
Education and is open to the public
free of charge.

Present on the panel will be
Louise Tate, executive director of

the Council, Diane Perkins,
program director of the Artists in

the Schools Program, Jane
Doerfer, program director of

State-Local Partnerships, Susan
Channing, coordinator of Creative
Artists' Services, and Linda
Lieberman, deputy director of the
Council.

The Workshop will also include
an informal talk by Louis Jansen,
Community Arts Development
director of the Arts Extension
Service, on Arts Festival
Programs.

Moliere lectures

Two consecutive lectures on

Moliere will be given Thursday, at

8 p.m. in Rooms 911-915 of the

Campus Center.

The lecturers will be Prof. Edith

Kern of Smith College and Prof.

Alex Szogyi of Hunter College.

Prof. Kern will lecture in England
on "Moliere and the Tradition of

the Grotesque." Prof. Szogyi will

lecture in French on "Moliere

abstrait."

Striking teachers want

federal mediator
PLAISTOW, ( N.H. )-

Striking teachers in the

Timeberlane Regional School

District have asked for a federal

mediator to enter their dispute

with the school board.

The school board was to meet

Tuesday night to discuss the

demands of the teachers.

About 120 of the district's 150

school teachers walked off their

jobs Tuesday after the school

board refused to meet with the

teachers to negotiate the final

phases of a proposed contract.

Schools remained open in the

districe except for the high school,

which was closed down Tuesday

when a problem developed with the

school's heating pipes.

Substitute teachers and

supervisors assisted teachers in

keeping the schools open in the

district that contains 2,500 pupils.

The contract dispute centers

over the school board's refusal to

negotiate mediation and ar-

bitration for teachers, according to

Donald Chase of the New Hamp-
shire Education Association.

$099

Special

All You Can Eat

5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
atM V

Rte. 9 Amherst, Mass.

Archibald Cox came to Amherst
on January 21, 1974 and spoke at

Amherst College's Cage Much and
most of his speech was drenched in

Watergate as was expected. A
capacity crowd turned out to see

the ex-special Watergate
prosecutor, former and once again

professor at Harvard University

speak on an issue that clouds

America ever so much today.

WMUA, 91.1 fm stereo in

Amherst was there to record the

speech and will rebroadcast it

Thursday.

"Telepolitics
9 9

Telepolitics, a WUMV produc-

tion, presents the first in a series of

video-taped press conferences with

the candidates for November's
gubernatorial election.

Attorney General Robert Quinn

is the guest for today's show with

Mark Vogler as the moderator and
Collegian reporter Mary Vorderer

and WMUA news director Gerry
Brooks on the panel.

Air time for the half-hour show is

10:15-2:00 at the Video sidewalk of

the Campus Center Concourse
level. The WUMV production staff

includes Chris Sophinos, Joseph
Vera and Gary Burnham.

Wind ensemble

The Netherlands Wind
Ensemble, making its first tour of

the United States, will appear in

concert in Bowker Auditorium at

the University of Massachusetts in

Amherst Thursday evening, March
7, at 8 p.m. as the fourth offering of

the Fine Arts Council's Chamber
Music Series.

Tickets are now on sale at the

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125

Herter Hall (Tel. 545-0202) and are

priced at $2 for UMass-Amherst
students; $4 for others. Special

group rates may be arranged.

Climber presents slide show
on May 12. 1973 an American expedition succeeded in placing

three of its members on the summit of Dhaulagiri. the sixth highest
mountain in the world I 26.795). Tom Lyman, a I Mass graduate,
was a member of that expedition. He will give a slide show Wed
nesday at 7 30 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.
Lyman, who is also a former President of the UMass Outing Club,

has climbed extensively in Canada. Mexico and the U.S. He
founded the Eastern Mountain Sports climbing school is presently
Dean of Men and Director of Outdoor Program at the White
Mountain School.
Dhaulagiri is generally considered to be one of the most difficult

of the high Himalayan peaks. Its summit is so well protected by
steep ice walls, avalanching snowfields, and razor sharp ridges
that the first seven expeditions failed before it was finally climbed
by the Swiss in 1960.

Lyman's group, only the third expedition to reach the summit,
was the second attempt by an American Expedition to climb
Dhaulagiri. The first attempt in 1969 was tragically terminated
when a glacial ice fall killed five American climbers on the ap-
proach to the southeast ridge. The 1973 expedition numbered
seventeen climbers including all the survivors of the 1969 ex-
pedition.

A donation of $1.00 will be taken at the door.

and
you tjjfr

too

BEADED

CURTAINS
and we've got
tm m 0000,
BAMBOO Oft FUSTIC

/!Awy MUftfl * DE8J6MS

FACES
EARTH

Oo.

¥ur to post owe* w aukhsi
9.50 nti. ria, 9 e •»

for people yearn for the earth pains caused by our
that lies buried hard-surfaced city.

who walk on beneath the city.

this earth... The Earth Shoe is

For men and women
in shoes, sandals

the first shoe in and sabots.
If you've walked history with the heel From $23.50
barefoot on sand or lower than the sole . .

.

Brochure available.
soil you know how this helps return you

i_——-H^great It is. Your to nature though
heels sink low and you are forced to live ^calLM
your feet embrace in a cement-coated uj^lfll M 1
the earth. Then you world. The Earth rfd^^^^^^5
put on your shoes, Shoe's patented 2sl lUt:
return to the city, design gently guides
and become another you to a more erect
concrete fighter . .

.

and graceful walk, 14 Story Street

but the concrete and reduces fatigue
uraiTie Arcaae

Cambridge, Mass.

always wins. You and the aches and (617) 492-6000

264 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002

(413) 256-8911

Patent No. 3305947

"Our Soft Clog"

Amherst Store Hours
Mon. Sat. 10-5:30; Fri. 11 to 7
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Eclipse at New Africa House

Photo and text by Bill Foster.

Eclipse, the visual art component of the Artists Collective Inc.

of Hartford is on exhibit at the New Africa House until

March 2nd. The show can be viewedfrom 11am to 5pm, for

the remainder of the week. Pictured here are some of the

more dynamic works on display. The total collection numbers
about twenty-five pictures and a kinetic art display.

LAST DAYS
SHOE

BOOT
SALE

• FANTASTIC SAVINGS *

MANY STYLES % PRICE OR LESS

ftDUfi&Shoes
8 Main St., Amherst

"Home of the Boot Cellar" .

FOR SALE FOR SALE

Books and magazine* for sale. Old and
out of print. Fre« search service. Mon.-
Sat. 10-10. 586-3299, Larry Pniner. Bos 28S.

Nrthmptn.
trj-1

Stereo Components 2* per cent - 40 per

cent off list. All major brands, fully

guaranteed. Vinny 253-71*2.

tft-27

Stereo Hotel rec BSR trntW. Fisher

spars $225. Professional stereo amp.
Pioneer SA-1009, «7 wts RMS. Call Tom.
546-7610 or 253-5507.

ttt-27

Gibson Bass Guitar EBl (violin shape)
perfect cond. not to be confused w-cheap
F.BO. $300 or best offer. Call 389-4451

U2-27

Records — More rock imports a budget
LPS than anyone at fair prices. We pay
postage Write: Box 39. Canton. Ct. 9*019
Recycled Rec.

tf3-l

Lange Stand Ski Boots with 1-ange -

Flow, will fit sites 8-10, $35. Call Chuck •OS-

MIS, leave number.
tf3-l

Wooded land in Ashfield for sale by
owner. Year-round streams, view, fron-

tage. 23 miles from campus. Call 1-628-

3279, eves.

tf3-l

Pioneer SA-800 amp. 40 watU RMS
Channel, excellent cond. Call Rich. 54*-

8994. between 4-7 or after I*.

113-

1

Camera: Nlkkormat WSC Nikon fl.4

lens, less than 9 mo. old. Complete w 5

filters * small Nikon aces. Asking $225.

Call Gary 593-«5lS

ttt-27

For sale — 2 Melbourn Radial tires.

560:15. good tread. $25. Call Shelley at :.-

am.
tf2-28

Brown Sheepskin Coal, mkli length, site

small women*. $140 new will sell for $70 or

best offer, in excellent condition 584-8964

U2-27

Firewood. One cord dried hardwood.

sawed 16 '. C all Barry, after 7:30. 527 MM8
tf:t-5

For sale— 8 track auto tape player $30;

22 cal. bolt action tub. feed rifle $40.

Phonowir auto. rec. changer. Call 369-4018.

Billy

112-28

Kenwood Amp. Good dependable AM-
FM Tuner-Amp. 20 WatU RMS. $125. Call
Ed. 546-5312.

tf3-l

TEAC C010S Deck. 7 in. reel, all 4 new
heads, excellent condition $350. Ernie. 527-

4877, leave message.

tf3-l

Moving — Must sell by Friday.
Aquarium, double bed. tables, bureaus,
couches, turntable. Call anytime "Keep
Trying" Dave 25*-©430.

ttt-27

Zoom Lens for Nikon: Vivitar 85 - 205mm
f3.8 lens with three filters and case. $135.

Call 549-0544.

MM
Fisher Stereo Receiver Model 301. 30

watts RMS. excellent cond. • mot. old.

New $349.95. asking $185.09. Call 256-0837.

ask for Hooper.

tf3-5

Really nice compact G.E. Cassette
Player & Tape Recorder. Good for use in

care A or class. $25.00. Call Paul. 256-6043.

ttt-28

Ludwig Snare Drum, almost new w-
carrying case. seat, music holder stainless

steel finish First $75 takes all 253-7241.

IT3-I

Yashiea 8mm 1.8 Zoom all electrical

Movie Camera and 1 Yashica Mini Spy
Camera. Both slightly used and fantastic

buys. 253-7241.

tf3-t

MUSICIAN WANTED

Jan pianist wanted for duo work and
Tuesday afternoon class — Please call

Pat. 584-4144.

ttt-27

STEREO COMPONENTS

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTOS FOR SALE

1966 Chevy Imp. SS 283. 20 mpg. auto, ps
a pb. studded snows. $309. 67 VW Bus, very
nice, low miles $600 or best. Call anytime.
549-0924.

tf3-l

67 Plymouth Fury. auto. ps. new brakes,
v good cond.. 17 mpg. $595. See Dennis at
Plaza Shell. Rt 9. Amherst. Fri.. Sat.. Sun.

stva

SERVICES
AUTO FOR SALE.

65 FORD 4 dr. 289. V8. auto, rebuilt
motor, passes inspection. Rusty in rear,
only good interior. $175. 15 mpg. 586-3819
or 1-772-0517.

tf3-l

65 Jeep. 2wd. *Jj ton pickup, 157 Bridge,
Northampton. $500.

ttt-28

1966 MG Midget, new tires, new interior,

new shocks, no brakes. $500. Call 546-5463.

after 5 p.m.

ttt-27

Porsche 1964 SC. with 1967. 912 eng.
Outside good, inside needs some work,
runs well. 545-2354. after 4 w-day. 1500. but
will talk

ttt-27

HONEST AL CAMPING
SPECIALS — 54 Dodge MaU Trk
Camper, nice paneled interior 5' ft"

high. 7 ft long, ft cyl„ 4 and. no rust, gd
tires, new battery. 1375. 2 SCHOOL
BUSES not converted, very well
maintained, no rust: 51 CHEV, $ cyl.. 4

spd. $375 or 60 FORD V8, 4 spd.. $400,

these are 2 clean rigs. 586-3819 or 1-772-

0517. WANTED: DARTS VALIANTS A
LANCERS.

tfa-1

68 Ford Cortina GT 4 cy. 3ft mpg. ex
cond.. 66 Sprite, ex mech. cond. $300, stick-
6 Pontiac Conv. 200, Rambler, stlck-6 $95. I

Porsche A TR4. 323-7327.

ttt-28

All aluminum van, 198ft Ford. ft cyl

engine, automatic trans. Very dependable

Call Debbie. 549-6582. after ft.

tf3-l

68 VW Sq. back. Needt body work. Good
condition otherwise. Asking $500. WUI
consider trading for stereo equip. Call
Mark 546-4108.

tT3-l

1967 VW Squareback best offer 549-

142ft.

trc-i

For sale — Auto. 1966 122S Volvo. $2*0.

Mike. 665-4150.

ttt-1

Hi-fi audio repair, Sansui. Sony. Dual,
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed, 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech HIFi, 549-2810.

U3-15

24 Hour Service on Passports and
Passport Applications. Tel. 253-3148.
Lang's Photo.

tf3-15

Professional camera A stereo repairs,
all guaranteed, at reasonable prices that
your pocket can afford. Tel. 253-3148.
Lang's Photo.

tf3-l

ETERNAL LIGHT TUTOR SERVICE.
Graduate students with experience, will

tutor general physical or organic
chemistry: call 665-3607.

MM
Cash for selected paperbacks In good

condition. Call 774-2954. we will pick them
up.

ttt-27
_________ *

I am offering good dependable
housecleaning services at reasonable cost.
Hours are flexible. Call anytime at 369-

4651. Joni.

ttt-27

Dodge Dart 1966. 2 door automatic
transmission, runs excellent, gets good
mileage. Asking $285. Call evenings or
weekend. .123-4456.

ttt-i

King size bed mattress and frame $200

5l<MI2ft.
tf:i-i

Stereo ( »m portents — 20 per cent - to

per tent off list. All major brands
available, all guaranteed, (all Mike at

536-4NII. after I p.m.

tft-ll

1971 Chevy Vega — Green, excellent
condition. 6 new tires Included. $1575. Call
527-1022.

tf2-28

'6.5 Huick Sport Wagon, excel. Running.
Kood body. 15-18 mpg on hiway. 9
passenger. $275. 584-7697.

ttt-27

Must sell. 1966 Ford Fairlane. exc
running cond. K A II. no extra charge for

dents $150 or best offer. Call 549-6760.

2-27

1965 < orvair. 3 speed, wod on gas. Rood
condition. Asking $300 or best offer. Call
5K1-9242.

tf2-28

62 Chrvv Impala. runs well, reliable.

Dave 665-1172

tf2-27

72 F100 Ford Pickup. 302 V8. low
mileage, push bumper. Excellent like new
condition. $2150. Call 617-544-6028.
anytime.

Mm
1969 Tempest Lemans Convert. 6 cyl.

standard. Economical, new tires, just
tuned. No rust, fine reliable engine, asking
$700. 253-7634.

MM
1968 VW. 3400 miles. Excellent cond.

Radials. automatic, new muffler and
Irani Asking $1150. 253-7(34.

t!3-l

FREE
Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.

Call 584-8816.

tfS-17

Learn Astrology. Beginner-
Intermediate Classes. Beg. starts 2-27; Int.
starts 2-25. for infor call 253-3693. or 549-
00«5 before 9 p.m.

TV and Stereo Repair. Call 546-6472.

W2-27

Yoga (Hatha) Courses. 8 and 10 weeks
beg. A inter. Experienced teacher, for

more information, call 549-0842, keep
trying.

tfW

PHOTOS — Passports, visas. grad
school applications, etc. Site, and
number of photos negotiable. $4.00
minimum. Fast service, quality
guaranteed Call Steve at 6-5443

ttt-29
-— .,

Fluffy (ream Puppies — Male or
female, seven weeks old. Will be medium
sited, (all Jo - 549-0912. Keep trying.
Morning or later eve.

tf2-28

Lovable kitten. 10 months old. all black
female for good home only. Too timid with
my dog and other cat, 253-7241.

t!3-l

PARTY-FREE BEER

Looking for some action Saturday
Night? Come see Worcester's Finest
— Dark Horse. March 2nd at Hamden
Dining Commons, from 8:30 to 100.
ti mi Donation — Free Beer.

tf3-l
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Weisner, Galbraith deny

tax deduction charges
BOSTON (AP)-Two men have denied President Nixon's charges

that they took the same kind of tax deduction ne did for personal papers
contributed to the government or public agencies.

One of them, Massachusetts Institute of Technology President

Gov't, to fight ban
on GI drug program
WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S. Army com

Jerome B. Weisner, said be M««r tool, any tax di&iMt^tor dontlina
mander in Europe told congressmen on Monday the

papers to the National Archives. government will appeal a court order against his

The White House subsequently acknowledged that Wiesner did not
s
^
rPrise GI inspections and other steps against drug

claim such a tax deduction and said President Nixon regrets saying he
did.

Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren said Nixon's inclusion of
Wiesner in a brief listing of individuals who had claimed such tax
deductions was based on news accounts citing Wiesner as one who had
given his papers to the government.

The other, Harvard economist John Kenneth Galbraith, said he took
a tax deduction for a donation of some private papers but left his public
papers behind when he left government service.

Nixon, in his news conference Monday night, said Weisner,
Galbraith, former Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey and the late
President Lyndon B. Johnson were among those "who made deductions
such as I made in this particular case."

He was referring to a federal tax deduction of $576,000 taken by Nixon
for the donation of his vice-presidential papers to the National Archives.

abuse.

Gen. Michael S. Davison said he was told U.S.
Solicitor Gen. Robert H. Bork would seek an im-
mediate stay of the court order pending the govern-
ment appeal.

U.S. District Judge Gerhard A. Gesell ruled Jan. 14

on a class action suit filed on behalf of GIs in Europe

that parts of Davison's "Drug Abuse Prevention
Plan" were unconstitutional.

Testifying before a House armed services sub-
committee, Davison called the court order an "im-
pediment" to his drug control efforts in that he has
ordered suspension of disciplinary action in drug
cases uncovered by surprise inspections.
But Davison, a former commander in Vietnam,

disagreed with Army Chief of Staff Creighton W.
Abrams' reported statement that the drug problem in
Europe is now as serious as it was in Vietnam.

Television Tonight
5:00 POPEYE (18)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Standing Room
Only." (22)

MISTEH ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "The

Marriage Machine." (30)

GOMER PYLE "Go Blow Your Horn."

(40)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS "Grampa's
Private War " (18)

THE LUCY SHOW 'Lucy Discovers

Wayne Newton." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Duke Slater. Night Club

Comic." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Man's Best Friend

Is Not His Dog." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

8:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "No Exchange on Damaged
Merchandise." (18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Kate's Bir

thday." (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,

host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the

Plague." (40)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

CTW HEALTH PILOT (24)

UNTAMED WORLD (27)

WALSH'S ANIMALS (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:ftft WHAT IN THE WORLD (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The Un-
welcome House Guest." (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOLK r l TURK IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Snow White and the Three
Stooges." (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

SILENT COMEDY FILM CLASSICS (57)

(57)

7:30 THE NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

DEAL WITH THE ISSUES (8)

GREEN ACRES "Not Guilty " (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter

Marshall, host (22)

THE FRENCH CHEF (24)

WAIT TILL YOUR FATHER GETS
HOME "Alice's Freedom." (30)

DRAGNET (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 THE SONNY AND CHER COMEDY
HOUR (3)

THE COWBOYS "Many a Good Horse
Dies " (8) (40)

THE CHAMPIONS "A Case Of Lem
mings." (18)

CHASE (22) (30)

WASHINGTON CONNECTION (24)

THEATRE IN AMERICA "Mass." (57)

8:30 MOVIE "Unwed Father " (8) (40)

THEATRE IN AMERICA "Mass " (24)

9:ft0 CANNON "Bobby Loved Me." (3)

THE 700 CLUB (18)

MOVIE "The Thomas Crown Affair
"

(22) (30)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "The Grim Reaper " (27)

10:00 KOJAK "Before The Devil Knows."
(3)

DOC ELLIOT "A Time to Live " (8) (40)

NEWS (27)

NANA "The Victim." (57)

10:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

ENERGY ALERT (24)

JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

ENTERTAINMENT

Remember Roger Saloom! He recorded
"Marie Le Peau" with "The Mama Bear".
He's at the TOC. Thurs.. Fri. a Sat.. Feb.
28. Mar 1. 2. Great entertainment.

ttt-28

If you don't need loud music to be en-

tertained, slide up to the TOC. Thurs. -Fri.-

Sat. 9-1. if you- thirsty come Thursday.

MM
Where have all the Coffeehouses gone?

We don't know, but the TOC presents the

best in coffee house type entertainment,
every Thur.-Sat.

MM
Spring Vacation in San Juan. 828ft. all

inclusive. For more information, call

Campos Travel Center. 545-ft500.

tf3-l.»

There's nothing like grease to bring
people together, and Bob the DJ has all

yonr favorite discs of the 5ft's and 60s
Call. 536-6075.

ttt-28

See spot, see puff, see puff run, see John,
see John Hammond play and knock you
out at the Hatch. Thurs.. Feb. 28. 9-1. only
one buck.

ttt-28

DOUBLE FEATURE HORROR!
"TALES FROM THE CRYPT" * "THE
BLOB" WITH STEVE MCQUEEN —
BOTH IN COLOR! FRIDAY NIGHT,
MARCH 1 IN MAHAR AT 7 * 10.

tf3-l

APT. FOR RENT
1 bedroom apt. all utilities. 8145 a month.

Sunderland. Rt. lift. Call any time. 665-

2719.

tf3-l

Three bedroom apt., first floor, North-

ampton area. Ready for occupancy.

Ilftft. per month. Call Skibiski Real Estate.

584-3428:

tf2-28

2 bdrm. apt. walking distance to I'M on

bus rte. 1180. util. inc. pets allowed, immed
occ 253-2842. Call quickly!

ttt-28

ROOM WANTED
Male and lovable, well-trained dog. need

one bedroom ; have full-time job. Call Bob,

1-415-4035.

tf3-4

INS1 RUCTION

Weaving an improvised looms. Classes

start March 4 and 19, April 22. For more
information call Karin Tristan. 549-6321.

MM

HELP WANTED

Need 2 students to teach reading in

NHampton Jail. Credit through Out
Reach. No experience necessary. 2S8-7I54,

collect.

ttt-27

Attention student wives,

child care at my Echo
terested? Call evenings,

transport.

I need lull-time

Hill house, in

256-8627. own

ttt-27

Saxophone or piano player for Ed Vadas
Big City Blues Band, guaranteed 88ft a

week minimum salary plus fringe

benefits Ed. 584-6279.

U2-27

Performers of all sorts for Kennedy
Middle Coffeehouse on Friday. March IS.

Interested — Please call Rich. 546-4555 or

Danny. 546-7797.

2-27

Reliable person with interest in movies

and good typing skills. Solid weeks work.

Flexible hours. Call 617-544-3792. keep

trying.
U3-I

Sell new American Made cars and
trucks, most foreign on commission basic.

Drop us a card. Box L. No. Amherst. 01059.

tf3-5

ROOMS FOR RENT

In Northampton apt. 3 rooms and kit-

chen to share. 875 mo.
ttt-28

Furnished room on edge of campus, no

kitchen, occ. 3-1. Call MMW, after 3 p.m.
tf3-l

840 per & $10 per utilities. I bedroom

house, close to Smith Bus and downtown,

(all After I. 584-3402.

MM

WANTED TO KfcNI

Wanted to rent — Want van-V.W. Bus for

5 weeks this summer. Price negotiable,

(all days. 736-2678.

412-27

MISCELLANEOUS

Brand new B.A.S.F. reel • cassette

tapes. 1200' reels. II. I hr cassettes. 3 for a

fl. 546-8902.

413-1

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

For sale 1971 BSA Gold Star SftftSS. Ewcl

cond.. 5Hftft mi. 8650. (all 323-4223. after

6:3ft p.m.

MM
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STUDENTS $1.00
With Student

Discount Cards

THE GREATEST ADVENTURE OF ESCAPE!

MHHIEEN
After 5 years as an international best-seller

unquestionably the greatest adventure

of escape ever filmed

!

*_>

-*

HOFFMAN
STEVE mcQUEEn

TONITE
7:00 & 9:30

(No Passes)

ma FRANKLIN J. SCHAFFNER lilm

•PflMLLOfl-
Midnite Show Fri. & Sat.

CALVlNjr^lne
KIS(. ST NORTHAMPTON

DC CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONAL

ROOMMATE WANTED

Own room In Mt. Sugarloal apt. On
busline, asking IlOO-mo. Working space for

art student or serious student. 546-1074 bet.

7-10 p.m.
MM

Need person to share 3 room apt in

Northamp close but comfortable and

quiet. 875 per month includes utilities. Call

586-1251.

MM

Housemate wanted, own room, dbibed. I

mile from campus, friendly people. 885.

253-52C7.

U2-2H

SWE 24. wants room in house with

family, group, rent free in exchange for

housework, cooking or babysitting. 549-

3534. Margaret.
113-1

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt. No lease, negotiable rent. Call

256-0618.

Mm

Girl needed to share new apt. on Rte. 9,

Hadley: 846.25 per mo., plus util. Call 58ft-

0852. Nice place, nice people!

MM
•m

I or 2 freaks to share apartment. 8S5 mo.
including utl. Private room, pets allowed,

in the country. 589-9249.

tf2-28

TO RENT
5-6 bedroom house. 2 of each — Ivng

room, dining room, kit and baths. Finished
bsmnt. w-fireplacr. 17 mi to Amhst.Likely
Is 256-8896.

tf2-27

Arcadia Apts. Rt 9. Belchertown 7 miles
from campus on the Bus Route. 2 bedroom
apt. all utilities included March I — 256-

K896.

tf2-27

Blues harmonica instruction, former

harp player Luther Johnson Blues Band. 7

mos. Call 256-0557. Guido Arnie. Leave tel

no.
tf2-27

Steve the DJ is alive and working in Los
Angeles. It's just like the Beach Boys sang.

U2-28

Try a NEW college experience — Eating

all the good food you can! Sound in-

teresting? Then call Lambda Chi Alpha at

545-2150.

tf2-27

Heads up with Dean Swift Fancy Snif-

fing Snuff. Send for free samples. Dean
Swift Ltd. Box 2099. San Francisco, Ca.

94126.

03-1

Have you seen today's Sacco Ad?

Campus Travel Center, handles air,

hotel, car rentals, package lours,
honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call
545-0500. for Information.

tf3-15

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from $199.

For more information call Campus Travel

(enter. 545-0500.

U3-I5

Spring Vacation in Spain at

Torremolinos. 1279. all inclusive. For more

information call Campus Travel Center.

545-0500.
If3-I5

CRIMSON TRAVEL SPRING
VACATION IN BERMUDA FROM 1199

DEPOSITS MUST BE RECEIVED SOON.
SPACE IS EMPTYING. CALL STEVE.
665-3737.

tfT-1

tf2-27

Furnished room for rent im-
mediately in relaxed but quiet country

house in Whately. Sorry no pets. tft5.

plus. Call 253-3511 or 665-3405.

tf3-l

Jackson have a good trip. I hope you still

remember me when you return. Don't hit

the road too hard. Thanks T.A.L.

tf2-27

Attention all females! Strano the
Sharker is back. Great in the rack when
he's not drunk. Call. 549-1256.

tf2-27

Black Prisoner in NH State Prison
wishes to correspond with understanding
women. Philip Blake. Box 14. Concord.
NH. 0331ft.

tf3-l

Sick of Rock? Let Clem Tilson and The
Blue Valley Boys play Bluegrass at your
next gathering. Call Tom in 102. 545-2ft38.

MM

I know the score it's just the game that

bothers me.
tf2-27

Zook: Nine years today. Four to go for

lucky thirteen, and twice that for double
lucky. Now: before; and till then . . . Ze
Zookje.

tf2-27

WANTED

Wanted!
'

' Jewish students to share

a suite in Cashin with 3 concerned

Jews trying to find their Jewishness,

in a communal type of living. Ad-

vantages include an automatic meal-

ticket exemption, a private room, and

the opportunity to explore your Jewish

identity. Call Dov at 6-4157. anytime

Am Yisroel thai!!

tf3-5

Wanted trans axle for VW Bus. IS

Mike. 665-4150.

tf3-5

I want to buy your sick car any make or
model, any major problem, foreign or
domestic. Let me buy your headache! 253-

7241.

MM
Books wanted. Old or new. whole

libraries, odds and ends. Call evenings.
2564143. we pick up.

tf3-4

TO SUBLET

STAFF
I -

She's a better shooter than Al
Skinner. She jumps higher than Dr. J.

She dribbles behind her back better

than Dr P.
112-27

1 bedroom apt. for sublet. >
2 mile from

Amh. 1146 a month with util. Univ. Park
Apts Call 253-5851.

tf3-l

To sublet April I. S.Deerfield. partly

furnished 3 rm. apt., stove, ref . 8120 a elec.

665-2486. keep trying.

MM

Ed Student needs good comftble en-
vironment to leave boys, aged 2 and 1 in
while attending classes. 6 hrs. a week, 772-
0667.

113-1

Needed desperately —
reasonably priced. Call

trying please.

I double bed.

323-4200. keep

tf2-27

SERVICES

Car repair hassles* Experienced
mechanic available to fix it right, no big
overhead, no job too small Foreign and
Doanestk. 253-7241. tf3-i

TYPING
Typing— Fast. ace. and cheap— Pickup

and deliver. Call Sue 1-527-4802.

MM

RIDE WANTED
Ride needed to Spfld Fri.. Mar 1. after

30 Call Ann. 546-^253 Keep trying.

MM
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Notices
The Collegian does not accept

personal messages in the NOTICES.
ATTENTION VETS:
The UMass vets club will hold an

organizational meeting on Wed. 27,

Feb. in Rm. 908 C.C. from 7 9 p.m.
AVALON HILL PLAYERS:
Strategy Games Club will meet

Wed. nite Feb. 27 at 6:00 p.m. in C.C.

103. All newcomers welcome.
CAMPAIGN 74:

Anyone interested in working for

George L. Sacco, Democratic can
didate for Attorney General meet
tonight (27th) in 917 C.C. at 8:00 p.m.
Refreshments served.

BETTY CROCKER COUPONS:
Please return the box of coupons

you took from R.S.O. No. 314. No
questions asked. We need them.
BRIDGE PLAYERS:
Bridge tonight in C.C. at 7 p.m.

Check the C.C. schedule and come.
We can get you a partner.

COLLEGIAN CRITIQUE:
A Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday exercise conducted by the

adviser, Alvin F. Oickle, S.U. 402,

open to all, especially the staff of the

edition being reviewed each evening

at 6:16.

ENGLISH-HONORS MAJORS:

For those writing senior these, the

complete project should be given to

the three members of your com
mittee no later than April 15. The oral

examination should then take place

promptly, final grade is due in the

University Honors Office by May I.

For further details see Prof Donohue,
Bart left 457, 5-0978 or thesis advisor.

ETA KAPPA NU:
An important business meeting to

discuss the constitution will be held

12:20 p.m. on Thurs. the 28th in 102

EBE. All active members are
requested to attend.

ITALIAN CLUB MEETING:
Attenzione! Club meeting Wed. at

7:30 p.m., in Herter, 6th floor lounge.

Anyone interested in Italian is

welcome.
MEHER BABA:

Tonight, an evening of sharing.

C.C. 911-915 7:30 p.m.

MOVIE:
Tonight in the SUB. the Wild

Angels starring Peter Fonda and
Nancy Sinatra at 7,8,9.

OXEN CLUB:
Meeting tonight Wed. Feb. 27

Grinell Arena, 6:30 p.m. Problems
will be ironed out. New and old

members welcomed.

POP TOPS MUST GO:
Chadbourned House collected a

large box of aluminum pop tops for

charity last semester. Our problems?
Who do we give them to? Call 546

4758.

PRE VET CLUB:
No meeting this week, but mem-

bers are requested to pick up raffle

tickets to sell. C.C. Concourse 10 am
to 2 p.m.
AFRICAN WOMAN:
Speaker; Pearl Bowser, films; A

Luta Continua and Samgizanga. Aft

workshop: 10-11 a.m. Rm 310. New
Africa House. Evening presentation:

Thompson 104 8 p.m.

SCIENCE FICTION:
Elections tonight at 7:30 in the SF

Library. Members must attend.

SCUBA MEETING:
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. Curry

Hicks Rm 14. Pool and air available

from 7:30 on.

SKI CLUB:
The Ski Club office is located in 304

of SUB. Hours: 1 4 daily. Sign up for

night skiing, Saturday to Vt. and
spring vacation trip to Canada and

Jay Peak can be done there.

STUDENT NURSES ORGAN-
IZATION:

WINNER OR

discuss

exile.

issues

Panel

Only 11 more days until the con-

vention. We still need many people to

help out with last minute details.

Come to a meeting tonight for more
information. 4th fir, Morrill.

SOLZHENITSYN;
LOSER:
A colloquium to

involved in his

discussion, to be followed by public

discussion. Thursday, Feb. 28,8 p.m.,

227 Herter, UMass.
TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION:
There will be an introductory

presentation on Transcendental
Meditation tonight. Wed. Feb. 27 at

7:30 in Machmer W 26.

WHO SHOULD RULE THE
UNIVERSITY:
A Central Area colloquia dealing

with issues of how decisions over
students lives are and should be
made, starts Mon. 3-4 at 7:30 in

Greenough House classroom. Jeff

Howard 545-2642 at Greenough.
UNIFIED FAMILY:
Presents introductory lectures on

Unification Principles at 1:00 p.m.
*nrt 100 in 177 C.C. on Wed. and Fri.

And in 178 C.C on Thurs. Unification

Principles examines Universal Laws
of relationship and interaction

WOMEN'S WEEKLY HAP
PENINGS:
Discussion on female reproductive

system surgery. Wed. Feb 27 C.C.

904 908, 12:00 noon and 3:00 p.m.

FOUND:
Gold hand made mittens outside

SUB. Monday around noon. Check

C.C. lost and found.

FOUND:
Curry Hicks Calico black, white,

orange female cat ,meoww!
LOST:
On Saturday by WOPE, Textbook

about Group Sensitivity Training by

Blumberg. Desperately needed. If

found, call Kathy 665 2672 Thanks.

LOST:
Silver cross and chain; lost about 3

wks. ago. Call 546 4059.

LOST:
2 tickets to Netherlands Wind

Ensemble for March 7, seats 3 and 4,

Rowd, Right side. Would appreciate
their return. If found, call Dave 546-

9563.

Vibraphones, Joanne Tanner

feature Sunday concert
The UMass Percussion

Ensemble directed by Peter
Tanner will present its fifth annual

Concert of Music for Percussion

Instruments Sunday at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

An unusual array of sound
patterns will be featured, including

an original composition for five

vibraphones and a special

arrangement of a song by the

technical director of Bowker,
Raymond Nichols.

Joanne Tanner, assistant

professor of flute at the University,

will be guest artist. She will join

her husband in a performance of

Ingolf Dahl's "Duettino Con-
certante."

The concert will also be the debut

of the Western Massachusetts
Percussion Players. Dr. Tanner
has recently formed this per-

cussion ensemble of high school

musicians from Longmeadow,
Wilbraham, Agawam, Chicopee,
Petersham, Belchertown, and
Amherst. The concert is open to the

public without charge.

HICKORY
Appearing

Wednesday

February 27

and

Thursday

February 28

AT

*>.<

Amherst, MA.

MONDAY NIGHT DINNERS $3.50 & up
MT\e<1 from 5-8:30 p.m.

AND

NOW SHOWING AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUS &*te*HA&

Academy Award Nominee!
mamon* "PAPIUON' IS A FILM THAT LEAVES YOU WITH

mi DUST!! THE FEELING THAT YOU WERE ACTUALLY THERE

m Mircn iSSmMMI A LARGER THAN LIFE PORTRAIT Of MEN

IHCIPIUII HUtTllMi CAUGHT UP IN A MEAT GRINDER THE ESCAPES

ARE THE HIGH POINTS OF THE FILM THEY'RE

ACTION FILLED AND SUSPENSEFUL."

"CAPTIVATING! PROFOUND! McQUEEN SHINES!

BOTH HOFFMAN AND McQUEEN ARE SUPERB!"
--Seait't Pott intelligence'

AH you can eat Special

ROAST SIRLOIN BEEF DINNER $5.95
Friday ft Saturday Nites 5-9 p.m.

and Sundays 12-7 p.m.

PflPILLOn
r DAILT: 7:00 A 0:40 It * tad P0 V

Luncheons from $1.50

Tuts, ft Sat.

JfUUSalley tfrtatJRlU "*",?S»2S£J' . .

SO. AMHERST, MASS.
"*" Excellence

233-2843

Ybu've always
thought you were
aGood Neighbor.
Nowprove it

(JoinUs.)

There are a lot of jobs to be done in

this world, helping people in trouble, in

pain, in distress. American Red Cross

takes on more of these jobs than any-

body. Surprised9

We need money, it's true, so we can
go on offering all our free services But
we also need hearts And hands And
conviction.

Call your local chapter. Join us

TheAmerican
Red Cross.
TheGood
Neighbor.

DDnHLD
SUTIfEflLflnn

JULIE
CHRISTIE
"* * * % *••

N.Y. Daily News

"The thriller of the year! See it you

must! You'll be ducking at shadows

for weeks to come!"
Bernard Drew

PASS
THE

WARNING!

ally

7:11

aid

9:15

(I)

tie I Soift ly

Neil Diamond

The
Hall Bartlett
Film

Jonathan
Livingston
Seagull

»*•*•«•• N-< K«itJ ImK **fca*«c**f»k> nm h-,^i wi*

Daily: 7:40 i 10:05

It's a life style. It's the

beauty of love, the |oy of

freedom. It's a movie.

• HIS *

THE SHADOW

PART IV

7:15 I MS (|)

MON. A TUES. ADMISSION $1.00
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Ehrlichman
testimony by

Nixon out

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AF)-Lawyers
for President Nixon said yesterday
that no state court can command
the president of the United States
to appear before its bench.
Such a move "would open the

door to an unwarranted, unfetered,
and an unconstitutional im-
position" upon his office, the
lawyers said.

The White House position was
outlined in a brief filed in DC.
Superior Court. The court is

considering whether the President
must testify in a case now pending
in Los Angeles against former
White House adviser John D.
Ehrlichman.
Nixon was subpoenaed last

month by California Superior
Court Judge Gordon Ringer as "a
material and necessary witness."
The suboena was forwarded to the
District of Columbia -court for

service.

"In the 187 years since our
Constitution was adopted no court,
federal or state, has held that the
president of the United States can
be compelled to testify in person in

compliance with a summons," said
the White House brief filed by
presidential lawyer and Boston
native James D. St. Clair.

"The office of the president of

the United States cannot be sub-
jected to the command of any state

court," he said.

Such as order, St. Clair con-
tended, would pave the way for

similar actions "by each of the
courts in all of the 50 states.

Therefore, we ask this court to

reject this California state court's
assertion of sovereignty over the
president of the United States."

Ehrlichman 's lawyers have until

March 8 to file an answer. The
President's lawyers can respond
until March 13. A hearing on the
matter is scheduled by Chief Judge
Harold H. Greene on March 15.

The California judge had ordered
Nixon to testify at a pre-trail

hearing scheduled for Feb. 25. But
the date was allowed to slide

because the subpoena took eight
days to get from Los Angeles to

Washington and there was not
enough time left for a hearing in

the capital.

Ehrlichman is charged with
conspiracy, burglary and perjury
in connection with the Labor Day
1971 break-in at the office of Dr.
Louis Fielding, Daniel Ellsberg's

psychiatrist. Two others also are
charged with burglary.
They contended the President's

testimony is needed to support
their claim that they were acting
as federal agents on a national
security mission.

The White house cited
precedents going back to President
Thomas Jefferson.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
by SYDNEY OMAM &-

I) SYDNEY OMAMM
PiMM can appear to be daydreaming but

ii you try to take advantage of appearances
you could be in for a rude awakening
1'isces may seem to be far away but. in
actuality, is aware, perceptive, prescient
and capable of transforming dreams into
viable plans Pisces distills feelings into
poetry, sound and motion

AMIES i March 21 April 19> Kmphasis is
on process of selection Kefme and define-
let others know what you need and expect
Be specific 1'ay and collect Deal with one
who works behind the scenes Be discreet
I ash could change hands in transaction of
direct benefit to you
TAURUS 'April 20-May 20 1: Take

initiative Let older individual know that
you do have life of your own to live Be
independent, not arrogant Be un
derstanding. creative and see in light of
reality Study Aries message Closed-door
meeting may be on agenda
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): You are able

now to open areas previously restricted
There is light as well as proverbial heat
Capricorn person could play significant
role Emphasize ability to separate fact
from illusion Excellent for special
"media" appearance.
CANCER (June 21-Ju y 22) .Accent now

is on friends and wishes The two. however,
may not go together Key is to get rid of
losing proposition Hanging on to past
would be an error Know it and act like you
know it Romantic involvement may be on
horizon

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) : Set sights on goal
Accent ambitions Clear away emotional
debris Maintain independent stance
Professional superior wants to know if you
can handle additional responsibility
Present original, creative concepts
Response will be positive
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Good lunar

aspect now coincides with long-range plans,
ability to communicate Study distribution
process near away deadwood Express
yourself in direct manner One who taught

\ou in past could make reappearance
Libra Sept O-Oct 22 What appear- I

difficult situation can actually be easil>

resolved Key is versatility Don't feel you
must adhere to only one method lot
experiment Ask questions Display in

tellectual curiosity Funds that are
restricted will soon be released

SCORPIO tOct. B-Not 111 Emphasis is

on joint efforts, co-operation with mate,
partner Be thorough where legal affairs

enter picture Study proposed agreement,
contract Aquarius. Leo and another
Scorpio could be involved Wait listen and
observe Defer direct action
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21 > Be

ready for possible change of scener\
Member of opposite sex could play
paramount role Basic work, specific issues
are involved Keep appointments con
cerned with health Avoid extremes,
especially in eating, drinking
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19 •: Accent

creativity, individual style, dealings with
persons who have "young ideas " Purchase
of luxury item could be on agenda You are
due for surprise -of pleasant variety Don t

fight progress Go with tide and you sue
eeed.

AQUARIUS 'Jan 20-Feb 18 > : Stick to

what is solid, familiar Wandering too far

afield might prove costly or embarrassing
Check values Home, property, place of

residence may be involved Individual who
is introspective decides to confide in you.

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20: Short
journeys, visits, neighbors and relatives
are emphasized, more so than usual (Jet

feet on ground Find out what it is you really
want to do One with experience is willing to

lend helping hand Be receptive

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
direct, but sympathetic to needs of persons
with problems Many consult you and draw
from you and seldom give much in return
Y'ou attract Aries and Libra persons March
and December could be your most
significant months of 1974 Y'ou are a fighter

when the cause is right law and medicine
hold strong appeals for you
Copyright 1974. Gen. Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS DOWN

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

"ToT
i

5
9
12

13
14

15

16
18

22

24

27

Carry
Simpletons
Female deer
Hebrew
month
Quarrel
Newt
Printer s

measure
Actual
Further

20 Negative
prefix

Keyed up
with interest

Amount
owed
Footless

29 Large birds
31 Fish eggs
32 Balloted
34 Washing
36 Symbol for

tantalum
37 Pagan
39 Apertures

Compass
point

Period of

time

Concur
Queen of -

fairies

Colorless
49 O rgans of

hearing
50 Sicilian

volcano
52 Black
54 Postscript

(abbr

)

55 Scottish cap
57 Boast

King of

Bashan
Be in debt
Great Lake
Girls name
Article of

furniture

68 Makes lace
69 Reward

41

42

44
45

47

1 Pedal digit

2 Almighty

3 Symbol for

tellurium

4 Sin

5 Tributary of

Missouri
River

6 Self-

assurance
7 Note of scale
8 Pigpen
9 Hinder
10 Preposition
1

1

Latin con-
iunction

17 Babylonian
deity

19 Mans
nickname

21 Insect

23 Pacific island
25 Causing an-

noyance
26 Plagues
27 Thoroughfare

28 Negate
30 Portico
33 Expired
35 Massive
38 Solicitude
40 Snare
43 Rodent
46 Put up stake
48 Uninteresting

persons
51 Cooled lava

53 A continent
(abbr )

56 Encountered
58 Precious

stone
60 Wander about

idly

61 River in

Siberia
62 Pronoun
64 Sun god
66 Pronoun

59

61
63
65
67
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UMass 'lifters finish two,

three, four in Boston Open

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By ERIC WISEMAN
The cold weather outside didn't seem to affect the

UMass Olympic weightlifting team as they captured
second, third, and fourth places in the Boston Open,
on Saturday, Feb. 16th. Perenially a favorite, the
Boston Open attracts the finest lifters not only from
New England but the Northeast as well.

The biathon which determines placing, distributed

by different body weight divisions, consists of the

snatch (a movement starting from the floor to

overhead in one motion) and the clean and jerk (the

bar is brought to the chest in the first motion being

completed by a second jerking of the bar overhead).

The middle-heavyweight division (198 lbs.) often,

draws the largest crowd with this occasion being no

exception. National champion Mark Cameron of

York, Pa. had no trouble securing first as expected

but the remaining eight lifters must still prove

themselves. Among the remaining competitors were

John Donnelly, Rudy Woloss, and Doug Cooney - all of

UMass.

First to appear for UMass in the snatch was Rudy
Woloss. Though this is his first year lifting, he proved

himself a worthy competitor. Opening with 185 lbs. he

handled it with ease - that of a revitalized champion.
Next to appear was John Donnelly. Several weeks

prior he dominated the Junior New England
Championships. Would he have another fine per-

formance? It took him two tries to "subdue" his

opening attempt with 185 lbs. Rudy moved to 200 lbs

and again easily overcame the apparatus. John at-

tempted to keep pace with 200 lbs. on his last attempt

but it all went for naught.

The bar was now increased to 250 lbs. Doug Cooney
appeared with his trance-like walk to the bar, han-

dling it as expected - very easily. Requesting 265 lbs.

for his second attempt he again sent it overhead with

a power-filled effort. Sensing his finest mement, 280

lbs. (a Mass State Record) was loaded on the bar.

Approaching the bar with seeming confidence a

miscalculation in technique resulted in a "no-life" -

so close. The audience agreed that Doug will conquer
this weight in the near future.

The final event, the clean and jerk, would deter-

mine the placing of the leaders. Rudy appeared first

with 250 lbs. A good clean followed by a stronp ierk

characterized this lift. John chose 260 lbs. for a good
lift. Rudy tactfully chose 265 lbs. to secure third place
from his teammate. John now took 270 lbs. for

another success. Finally Rudy chose 275 lbs. in an
attempt to lengthen his lead and also to qualify for the

Collegiate Nationals. Rudy approached the bar,

coughed, (an epidemic of colds hitting the lifting

team ) and secured his grip. Such big weights for one
so new to a difficult sport. Yet here he was among the

best in the Northeast. Cleaning the weight in good
form he failed the jerk portion. It was a critical

moment. John had one attempt left. The leaders put

280 lbs. on the bar - a success would mean third. The
will to excel must be evident to advance - and on this

occasion the weights were obstinate.

The pressure shifted to Doug Cooney. A trip to the

European championships last summer had a lasting

influence on this athlete. The fall saw Doug win a New
England Open doing some very impressive lifts.

Opening with 315 lbs. in Boston proved to be no
problem as he handled it with consumate ease.

Having secured second place Doug attempted 335 lbs.

but was unable to "subdue" the barbell on this oc-

casion. The National Collegiates, to be held in several

weeks, should bring the best out of Doug. Having
placed fifth in the nation last year, Doug is indeed one
of the brightest hopes for UMass.

As the Boston Open came to a close, "well done"
could be heard from the spectator stands. Indeed the

UMass delegation had proved themselves worthy

competitors.

FORT WORTH, TEX. — In the next-to-last jump of

his career, Evel Knievel jumps over 11 Mack trucks at
Green Valley Raceway, Sunday afternoon, surpassing
all previous records.

Russ Smith

Intramural Basketball

Bridgewater State ekes win
over women hoopers, 56-52

By LINDA MACKLER
After holding the lead for two

and a half periods, the UMass
women's basketball team fell to

Bridgewater State College 56-52 in

WOPE gym last night.

UMass entered the second half

ahead, 24-19. But with 4:38 on the
clock in the third quarter,
Bridgewater tied it up at 26-26.

Neither team took a significant

lead after this and with 56 seconds
to go, Bridgewater went ahead 54-

52 and stayed there.

Jackie Dunphy of Bridgewater
was a major factor in this second
half surge. After scoring only two
points the entire first half, she
came back to put in 4 in the third

quarter and eight in the fourth.

The absence of Jenny Edminster
also hurt UMass a great deal.

Jenny has not suited up for two
games now because of a possible

stress fracture on her ankle. It is

unknown when she will be able to

return to the line-up.

With two seconds left in the
game, forward Ann Foley fouled

out. This, combined with Jenny's
absence, put all the pressure on
center Pat Glispin to score. Pat did

come through with twenty points

as high scorer and eight grabs as
high rebounder but it just wasn't
enough.

Coach Jane Farr can only look

forward to the Regional Tour-

nament for revenge. "We're two
tournament teams," she said.
"We've been piacea in tne same

four turnovers under the

Bridgewater basket which all

resulted in Bridgewater points.

The rule states that if two teams
are tied at the end of regulation

play (two fifteen minute halfs),

they shall play a three minute
overtime. If at the end of that

overtime period the score is still

tied, then the first team to go up by

two points, wins. So, you think this

is a fair rule ; it depends on who you

talk to - the Hamlin Skumks or the

Wheeler Trojans.

The Skunks and the Trojans both

were playing a fantastic game,
with the lead switching back and
forth. At the end of the first half, it

was Wheeler-17 Hamlin-15.
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PF AST
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HT M1N TO

Al Skinner 23 174 274 .635 80 103 .776 256 11.1 70 130 428 18.6 Sr 6'4 806 81
Bill EndicoCt 23 146 282 .518 54 68 .794 82 3.6 40 59 346 15.0 Jr 6'3 725 40
John Murphy 23 160 333 .480 24 38 .632 191 8.3 77 46 344 14.9 Jr 6'8 708 42
Peter Trow 23 82 173 .474 23 28 .821 68 2.9 23 33 187 8.1 Sr 6'4 457 32
Greg DuarCe 21 56 109 .514 18 25 .720 102 4.9 46 22 130 6.2 Jr 6'4 318 30
Rick Pitino 23 55 110 .500 10 15 .667 43 1.9 48 143 120 5.2 Sr 6'0 754 54
Steve Mayfield 22 38 74 .514 15 19 .789 70 3.2 36 14 91 4.1 Fr 6'7 350 28
Mike Stokes 15 22 46 .478 11 13 .846 12 0.8 14 10 55 3.7 So 5'9 118 17
Joe Semder 12 16 25 .640 9 11 .818 32 2.7 17 2 41 3.2 Fr 6'5 74 11
Jim Burke 21 18 58 .310 17 24 .709 26 1.2 31 34 53 2.5 Jr 6'3 300 30
John Olson 17 3 20 .150 4 11 .363 27 1.6 13 7 10 0.6 3r 6'5 121 10
Joe Artime 1 1 .000 .000 2 2.0 1 0.0 So 6'3 4 1

Team 1 1 147
UMASS 23 770 1506 .511 265 356 .744 1058 46.0 416 510 1805 78.5 387
OPPONENTS 23 578 1443 .401 279 404 .691 747 32.5 405 277 1435 62.4 402

bracket and if we both win or if we In contrast, Bridgewater had an
both lose, we will face each other." extremely well-disciplined team.
The junior varsity team took an Their record has now been brought

even worse defeat. They fell to UP t0 6-0- They had excellent ball

Bridgewater State 55-37 in a poorly control and a very effective press.

played game.

The offensive team came up with
a tie for high scorer. Kathie Dowd
and Judi Tremblay both sunk six

points. The team was not working
together. Their passes were off and

Coach Ellen Greaves of UMass
said, "Bridgewater is an excellent
team. They have a lot of height and
a lot of speed which they put to
good use. They are the best team
we will face this year."
UMass will face Plymouth State

College this Thursday in the WOPEthey were sloppy in running their

plays. In the first quarter, they had Gym beginning at 4:00 p.m.

Harvard coach to retire | UConn, 77-69

But the Skunks fought back to tie

it and send the game into overtime.
And then into the sudden death
overtime. And in overtime,
anything can happen, and it did.

Wheeler won the jump at center

court and broke fast for its basket.

But the Skunks got back. And then

it happened. A pass from the right

to the top of the key..was in-

tercepted by one of the Skunks,
who then broke alone. Fast behind
him, were two Trojans. In perfect

unison, (he two Trojan players

leaped to block the potential

winning shot. Only the shot didn't

come, at least not until the two
defenders had gone by. It was up,

and good! Hamlin had won it 36-34.

Moving along into women's
basketball, most of the games
continue to be low scoring affairs,

with a few exceptions.

Take the Brown Broads vs. the

Johnson Jocks. Sound like two

tough teams, right? Don't let them
fool you! In a recent contest, the

Broads slipped by the Jocks 9-2.

Now you might think the Broads
have some kind of defense, or the

Jocks had an off night offensively.

But if you really think about it, it

could have been the other way
around too.

In any case, watching the Broads
(or rather, women) play in-

tramural basketball, is a lot dif-

ferent from watching men. And at

times, even more exciting.

You see, the girls are out to have
a good time. Winning is second in

their minds. Sure, some are out to

kill, but most couldn't care less

about being the Campus Champ.
There isn't any pressure on them-
they joke during the game, they

fall down, miss easy layups, hit on
twenty foot shots once in awhije.

and even shoot at the other teams
basket. They have this idea that

intramurals are for fun.

Anyways, intramural basket-
ball, (one of the top major sports

participated in by students ( season
is almost over. Then come the

playoffs for Campus Cham-
pionship. But if your team just

didn't make it, don't worry, you
had a good time. And that's what
intramurals are all about, right?

Plus, there's Softball season...

-

soccer .. .tennis. . .horseshoes . . .and
more!

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) — J.

Bruce Munro will be relieved, at

his own request, of the Harvard

varsity soccer and lacrosse

coaching duties he has held for 26

years, effective this fall.

Munro will remain at Harvard as

head freshman coach of both

sports, also at his own request, it

was announced Tuesday.

Harvard Athletic Director

Robert B. Watson said he had

granted both Munro's requests

Munro said the prime reasons for

his decision were his age, he'll be

58 next week and increasing

coaching pressures from the boom

in inter-collegiate soccer and

lacrosse.

"After 26 years, you start losing

some of that desire and com-
petitiveness," he said.

STORRS, Conn. (AP) — Jimmy
Foster scored 18 points to lead a
balanced attack that gave Con-
necticut a 77-69 victory in a seesaw

basketball game Tuesday night.
The score was tied at half-time,

36-36, and the lead changed hands
17 times throughout the game.
Connecticut put some breathing

space between itself and BC by

running up a 12-4 streak in the first

six minutes of the second half.

BC's Bob Carrington led all

scorers with 25 points. Teammate
Jere Nolan added 20.

IS CHANGE POSSIBLES
Wc re « newly formetfpublic interest foundation, dedicated to fundamental social change

especially through public school education We hope to contribute toward a less
materialistic, competitive, and sterile world, and to the development of more interpersonal
*nd humanistic values Our independent long term funding enables us to develop pilot
proiects m non traditional human development areas, and to deal with values and a
significant social reorientation
WE NEED students, faculty, concerned individuals who are very intelligent, sensitive,

alert, articulate, aware, resourceful, energetic, imaginative and committed
Let us know your thoughts We hope to till an idealistic void

IF YOU IDENTIFY WITH OUR OBJECTIVES CONTACT US AT:
MODEST e w* m r> j ..i

IN SOC. CHANGE PR0J. *£**?**
1711 19th St. NWrm.2
Wash. D.C. 20009

Please inck.de phone number in reply 202*797-8829

JOBS OR ACADEMIC CREDIT

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

(except during league play)

50' per string

>

Matmen blast Big Green
23

By JOHN BOCK
MIX Sports Staff

If green is the color of the Irish then come Saint
Patricks' Day the fortunes of the Dartmouth College
wrestling team are bound to change for the better.
Unfortunately that will be too late to help them this

year. It was too late for the Big Green last night as
UMass blasted them all the way back to Hanover with
a 42-9 pasting.

It has been a bad year for the Big Green from every
angle. They haven't been able to fill the first two
weights, they had their defending New England
Champ drop from the team this past week because of
missed school work, and they are inexperienced at
other weight classes.

UMass had twelve points before the wrestling
began as Steve Ruggeri and Larry Reynolds picked
up the forfeits at 118 and 126 pounds respectively.
Russell Chateauneuf wrestled at 134 and was im-
pressive from the word "Go" until the word "Pin" as
he struck Dartmouth's 134 pounder at 2:39 in the bout.
Doug LeMire continued UMass' pinning way as he

decked Bob Queeney at 4 : 26 to make the match score
24-0. Cliff Blom was constantly looking for the pin but
had to settle for the big win as he decisioned Jim
Keyes, 8-0. Blom was in control from the first

takedown and pulled Keyes back on the mat three
times in the last thirty seconds in an effort to pin him.
Steve Benson, wrestling his last match as a senior,

ended Dartmouth's Dave Sweet's career early in the
second period as he posted his fourteenth win and
seventh pin of the season. Benson had it all over

Sweet in every department so it was no surprise that
it was a quick bout.

The 167 pound match was a David versus Goliath
affair as Dartmouth's Kevin Young played Goliath
and UMass' Steve Jabaut played David. Unfor-
tunately Jabaut dropped a riding time decision to

Young but wrestled a far superior bout. Jabaut has
wrestled 150 a good deal of the season and is definitely
sized for that weight class as he stands about five foot
six. He was leading Young by virtue of an escape and

takedown but lost a takedown and after a last second
escape, the bout by riding time, 5-4

Bob Spaulding wrestled one of his best bouts of the
season at 177 as he beat Dartmouth's Jim Dawkins 12
6 in a see-saw bout that had Dawkins getting cranked
to his back only to have the referee break the hold
because it was illegal in his estimation. Dawkins
picked up an escape immediately thereafter and
almost came back but Spaulding prevailed
The Big Green picked up a pin at 190 as their most

talented wrestler, Charlie Estin, decked Robin
Osborne fifty seconds into the second period. At
heavyweight UMass picked up six more as Dennis
Fenton caused Darrvl Gibson to default at 4:41.
Gibson was Dartmouth's surprise of the evening
because he is defending NEUWA 167 pound runner-
up. He bulked up to 198 and will wrestle heavyweight
in the New Englands. He did nothing to improve his
ailing shoulder that cost him the New Englands last
year. He was ahead of Fenton for a while, took some
injury time, fell behind, took some more injury time,
and then defaulted as Fenton turned him on his back
for the pin.

It was good to end the dual match season on such a
convincingly winning note because the Minutemen
will need all the confidence they can get for this
weekend's New Englands at Dartmouth. The
Minutemen looked like the weight drop could be the
think that will put them in the ball park for the team
title. PIN POINTS on the New England scene; both
the small college and university division teams are
prepping for their tournaments this weekend
NEUWA at Dartmouth College and NEUWA Tourney
qualify for the NCAA Championships at Iowa State
March 14-16...The University of Michigan Wolverines
continued as the number one team as they squeaked
by the University of Iowa 21-16 by virtue of a
disqualification at 190 for the Hawkeyes.The East
won the East-West dual meet at Oklahoma State in
the first part of February. The East won six out of ten
bouts but had two NCAA Champs get upset at 142 and
167.

The complexity that isn't

basketballplayer John Murphy
By MEG CAULMARE

Imagine six feet eight inches of
city-cool assurance, wearing
flashy clothes, speaking in slang,
proud, strong, and not a little in-

timidating. Imagine the Ail-
American Fraternity boy and
athlete, the kind who knows he's
good at what he does: the pam-
pered basketball star.

Imagine John Murphy. By
throwing all that rubbish out.

I found John in jeans and flannel
shirt, barefoot, working on a
paper. He invited me to sit down
while he finished. He seemed shy
but open, friendly, and totally

unimpressed by my title of
"reporter". His voice is amazingly
deep, but very quiet. When he was
done, a few moments later, he
casually came over and settled
himself in a huge stuffed chair,

propped his feet on the bed, and
faced me, waiting for the first

question.

He smiled when he talked,
glancing away occasionally, and
showing only one nervous habit: he
twists his hair through his fingers
as he talks.

Boredom for a basketball
players is answering the question
"What can't you do because of your
height?" Murph smiled and
finished the subject with a concise
"Buy clothes."

John was most willing to impress
upon me that he's no different from
any other student on campus, that
he doesn't like being singled out,
and thinks of himself as part of the
college community ; no better than
anyone else. The only difference
between John's basketball game
and another student's studies is

that basketball is a spectator sport,
so "people come to watch".
And they certainly do. In the

multiples of thousands. John
Murphy has never been hit by the
court version of stage fright. He
says that in fact the team does
better when there's a crowd. Some
of the last few home games "were
awful" to John because attendance
ran down so that only parts of the
bleachers were filled. He agrees
that a crowd can only help. Though
the Cage is a perfect setting for a
real show, Murph's concentration
Is always and only with the game.
He is not an entertainer, but a
serious athlete.

Everyone assumes that college
players would like to go on to the
pros, but Murph came up with

unconventional answers to the
questions about his future. "I'd
rather go to Europe where I'd be
sure of playing. They're really big

on basketball over there." Murph
like the idea of being able to mix

a he !•• -oftw-rn*
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SPORTS
travel with his work.

Basketball now is another
question completely. John feels

that Coach Leaman does an ex-

cellent job. He makes no effort to

restrain his opinions about the

players' actions; Murph sees it as

Leaman s job to tell the team

what's wrong, and his own place to

work with that criticism in order to

develop his game to the best it can
be. He is his own harshest critic,

and the worst moments on the
court for him are the ones "when I

do something stupid".

The only question Murph
couldn't answer was the question
of his real ability. "They say my
talent is shooting," he said very
quietly, but claims that he himself
has no idea how much talent he
has. He sees most of the game as a
question of practicing to develop

skills. A mental map of the court is

aiso a great help, and Murph has
memorized the floor so he knows
how far he is from the basket at all

times. "I should," he laughed.
"I've spent most of my life there."

In high school John ran cross
country, but admits "I came in last

in every race." He had more time
for books then, but now academics
are secondary to games and daily

workouts. Summers are hardly
vacations, as he spends his time
teaching basketball to kids ("Kids
are great!")

For relaxation, and to get out of

the house and away from books,
Murph likes individual sports;

tennis and golf being the two he
mentioned most, along with an
aside that he's a decent swimmer.
Now imagine John Murphy: he

wants to be good at what he does.
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Mike Brophy

Exclude The Violators
At their annual meeting held last January, the National Association of

Football Coaches voted to disqualify any NCAA member under penalty
for a violation from receiving votes for the top ten spots in the country.
The Basketball Coaches Association is considering taking similar

action at their annual meeting to be held next month in Greensboro, N.C.
35 basketball coaches sit on a panel named by the UPI throughout the

duration of the basketball season for the sole purpose of voting for the
nation's top 20 teams each week. The same set-up is conducted for foot-
ball during the fall season.
Perhaps a classic example of a situation where a team under penalty

has made the top ranking in the nation took place this past season in
football when the University of Oklahoma team was rated among the Top
Ten all season long. During the entire season, however, the University
was under penalty for a recruiting violation for the first of two years. Is it

right that a team caught and punished for a blatant recruiting violation
should be allowed for consideration in the Top Twenty or Ten regardless
if it is basketball or football or any other sport? I think not.
For they have been punished. Let they who have committed the

violation reap the full harvest of their crime. The Sooners finished second
in the nation's poll last fall but will be seen nowhere next year because of
the recent decision at the Football Coaches Conference held in San
Francisco.

'Is it a good move?' you may ask. It is a move that will sufficiently
embarass the schools who have continually violated the rules and
heretofore gotten away with it.

Getting back to basketball...one team presently ranked among the top
20 and serving out a penalty is Long Beach State, ranked twelfth.
North Carolina State last year finished second in the country while

serving out a recruiting violation.

This is all fine and dandy as far as the UPI polls are concerned as the
coaches do the balloting there. But what about the AP poll? Would the
writers who conduct that weekly poll feel obligated to follow suit?
Members of the voting ranks are primarily members of either the
Football Writers Association or the Basketball Writers Association and,
although the organizations have made no official statements, it is my
feeling that they will see the logical reasoning behind such a move and
follow suit.

What does Jack Leaman have to say about the affair? "I think it is a
logical move. Right now not everybody is playing with the same deck of
cards. And what type of a game does that lead to?"
Not only are recruiting violations involved in a situation such as this.

Eligibility problems also arise. Take the case in point of Jim Town.
Recruited by UMass as a senior in high school last year, the blue

chipper was found not to meet with the eligibility standards needed to
play. Here at UMass he is sitting out the year and awaiting next season.
Had he attended some other basketball power, no names please, he
probably would have had the matter sluffed under the rug and would be
playing.

UMass is not a place that attempts to get away with things like that.
Let's keep it that way.

Celtics over Pistons by 3

DETROIT (AP)-John Havlicek scored 36 points, 10 during the third
period, to lead the Celtics to an 86-83 National Basketball Association
victory Tuesday night over the Detroit Pistons.

Boston held off a final period Detroit rally which turned a 72-59 game
after three quarters into a nip-and-tuck affair in the closing minutes.
Dave Bing sparked the Piston comeback, hitting 10 of his 22 points in

the fourth period.

Bob Lanier was the only other Detroit player in double figures, scoring

It was the fourth straight victory for Boston.

319 Main St., Amherst 256-8341

Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations-may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

AH letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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Looking for no. 20

UMass hits Fordham
Bv STEVE DECOSTA

What do they do for an encore?
The Minutemen travel to Fordham tomorrow for their first game

since the Senior Night ambush of Maine.
They take with them a chance to notch 20th victory ( 19-4 record at

present ) and an almost sure berth in a post -season tournament.
There are several reasons why it would not be wise to expect another

70, or even 20, point margin.
—The Rams play their home games at Rose Hill on a court that has

been likened to Curry Hicks, and we all know what the Cage can do to a

visiting team.
—This will be Fordham's last home game, and, according to Jack

Leaman, "it could be as emotional for them as Senior Night was for us."

—Though the Rams are young and inexperienced, they are quick, do

not fold before the press, and use, in Leaman's words, "an especially

effective press" of their own.
—They boast one of the top players in the East in 67 junior forward

Daryl Brown, who Leaman calls "as good a player as we have played
against this year.

Fordham is presently 8-14, but that can probably be attributed more
to their schedule than to a lack of talent.

"Their schedule definitely affects their record," confided Leaman.
"They play too difficult a schedule. I would call it the most difficult

schedule in the East."

This season the Rams have lost to, and get this, Penn, Penn State,

Princeton, Southen California, Boston College, Syracuse, South Carolina,

Maryland, Marquette, and Notre Dame. In other words, if you have to be

beaten, you might as well be beaten by the best.

But all does not loom totally dark for the Minutemen. They are

coming off what can surely be called their best performance of the year
against Maine.

"I think now we're playing about as well as we possibly could," said

Leaman.
One problem for the Minutemen could be a lack of depth in the back-

court. Jim Burke missed the Maine game with what was termed the flu,

but latest reports say Burke is still in the infirmary and could possibly be

lost for the rest of the season with mononucleosis.

Turning to the inevitable tournament talk, the Minutemen seem like

shoo-ins to go somewhere, but the question now is where.

"There is a real possibility that we could get an NCAA bid," assured

Leaman. "Several of the major independents (Syracuse, St. John's) have
expressed a real desire to go to the NIT." The thinking there is that this

could open the NCAA door for UMass.
But even if the Minutemen do not receive that coveted NCAA in-

vitation, there is little reason to believe that they would also be snubbed
by the NIT.

Those are the questions that remain up in the air at this point. The
answers will come tommorrow when the selection committees of both

tournaments meet to send out their initial bids.

Senate approves acts of civil disobedience

GLACIAL ECSTASY — Johnny Muse (21) raises his stick to signal UMass*
second goal last week against New Hampshire. The skaters hope to have more of

the same opportunities to rejoice and to break their Division One jinx tonight

against Northeastern.

Skaters host Northeastern
By BILL BALLOU

The seeds are out, the game
between inter-divisional rivals.

"Who cares?" you might ask that

Northeastern invades Orr Rink
tonight at 8 p.m.

Actually, there's several reasons
why this one should be worth
seeing. For one, Northeastern-

UMass games are traditionally

very close and well-played, with
three of the last four going into

overtime.

For another, the Minutemen
have lost their last twelve Division

I games and Northeastern is very
beatable.

And finally, this is the last

chance UMass gets to play before
the playoffs open (for them) in

Boston Saturday night, and since

they haven't played in exactly one

yet lose to UNH, but it seems that

playing so well against such a good
team would do much for UMass'
confidence.

It wouldn't be too surprising to

see some unfamiliar faces seeing

lots of action, and John Binkoski

would seem likely to get some well-

deserved ice time.

INCIDENTALLY: Scott Stuart,

who's played some center in recent

weeks, looks good there Tim
Howes couldn't score before the

Colby game and now can't miss.

He's got four goals in his last five

games
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Peter Trow shoots over a lost Maine player in

Saturday's UMass win. Don't expect a 70 point margin
when the Minutemen battle Fordham tonight in the
Bronx.

Inside Sports

>Mike Brophy: "exclude the violators"

Women hoopers victimized 56-50

»Meg Caulmare on John Murphy

•Wrestlers pin Dartmouth 42-9

week, it's a vital tune-up.

The Huskies, coached by former
Bruins great Fernie Flaman,
aren't a great Divison One team,
but in the past few years have
improved their lot considerably

and are now quite competetive.

Still, a not particularly strong

UMass team took them into sud-

den-death on their own ice last

season, and if they can ever be
beaten, it's now.
The Minutemen just can't shake

the jinx that's seen them lose those

dozen straight to top division

teams. Last week they turned in

their best performance of this

season, were up by three goals, and
still couldn't take New Hampshire
(who incidentally is now third in

the nation).

Last season they had UNH,
Providence, Northeastern, and
Colgate within easy reach and lost.

It may be damaging,
psychologically, to come so close

Bill Ballou

The same old story
As the shadows shorten and the day lengthens, the hockey season ends.

Within two weeks another UMass hockey year will be history, which,
when you come to think of it, is quite an accomplishment.

For once again the pucksters have survived a season of being the

Athletic Department's step-child of UMass. For the 5x10-8 season Boyden
has successfully hidden the skaters away like a senile grandparent who's
put in a closet so he won't embarrass the family when company comes.

The main thing, of course, is that they have no rink. This is un-

derstandable, because several good reasons why UMass can't have a rink

have been voiced. Three are:
1

)

If there was a rink and the roof collapsed, the University would be held
responsible for all the personal injuries and would be faced with gigantic
lawsuits.

2) A volcano could appear at the spot where the rink is, destroying the

building and wasting all the time, effort, and money used in construction.
3) At the conclusion of the hockey season evil-minded profiteers may
steal the red lights behind the nets and set up houses of ill repute, giving
the university a bad name.

Actually, not having a rink is a blessing -in-disguise for members of
the team Because of it, they get a chance to do a lot more traveling.

For instance, in October, before Orr Rink is open, they're lucky
enough to be able to drive up to Greenfield to practice. The university
doesn't provide transportation, but who cares, the foliage is lovely.

And the Minutemen get to dress in the Cage and walk, thumb, drive,
skip, or pole vault over to Orr when it does open for practices and games.

This is delightful on the way over, since, with all those pads and
things on, players can keep warm and cozy. But it does pose difficulties

on the way back, especially when they sweat (which often happens during
practice), and occasionally colds result.

They even get to "truck on over" before and after games. Last week
they played the No.2 team in the nation, New Hampshire, and after it was
over four lucky UMies enjoyed the brisk ride back to the Cage in the back
of a pick-up truck. "Invigorating," they said.

Picture this happening to, say, the football team.
The gridders are playing Alabama at Alumni Stadium. Dick Mac-

Pherson has spoken with his men as they dress in the Senate Bus Garage.
Not enough players have cars, so several have to find their own way
down. The inspired MacPherson's last words are "Don't take rides from
strangers."

It's all part of a massive cover-up. The Boyden administration hopes
that by pretending the hockey team isn't there, it'll go away. Then nobody
will know that the team was, at one point, down to about four left-hand

curved sticks and that Chick Rheault's goalie pads are held together by
trainer Bill Smith's genius at using ace bandages.

It doesn't really matter, anyway. Everyone knows that hockey
players will do anything to play. And despite the circumstances, the
hockey team has managed to make the playoffs four straight years.

I mean, why tamper with success?

By DEAN TUCKER
and MIKE RENAULT

The undergraduate senate of UMass gave
a vote of approval to acts of civil

disobedience here last night.

The action comes in the wake of the
toppling of a Northeast Utilities owned
weather tower in Montague by Amherst
college grad and local resident Samuel
Lovejoy.

In a motion that interupted the normal
senate proceedings Senator William
Steward moved the following motion be
considered. "Be it resolved that the un-
dergraduate student senate supports the
right of any individual to take action con-
sistent with normal principles, which does

not endanger other individuals and for
which the individual accepts responsibility
for that act."

In a voice vote no nays were cast, however
a motion to record the vote as unanimous
was rejected by a handful of senators.
Lovejoy claims the tower toppling was an

act of civil disobedience. He pleaded not
guilty to the charge of malicious destruction
in a Greenfield court last Friday. He hopes
to use the pending trial as a forum for airing
the pros and cons of a nuclear power plant in

the Pioneer Valley.

The UMass Student Senate has condoned
civil disobedience twice in recent years.
Both cases involved support of Anti War

activities in the area

The Student Senate also grappled with a

monies policy proposal. The spending plan

would attempt to meet inflationary
demands while keeping the students' tax

rate at a minimum Specifically, the policy

statement will, — set the Student Activities

Tax at 21 00 per student per semester. —
maintain a budget ceiling for all UMass
activities at $717,343.00, —establish Reserve
Account requirements which would
guarantee financial solvency to the Student
Government Association., allow $11,000.00

for Special Appropriation monies. This
would mean a $6,000.00 increase over last

year to give the program more flexibility.

A system of 'Priority Categories" was
postponed till next week. The categorization
of UMass' fifty-two organizations could
mean life or death for their budgets.

In several minor moves, the Senate
moved to make "category changes" in the
budgets of many studen programs. A
category change allows money allocated for
one area to be spent in another. The changes
will give $330.00 to Belchertown State School
for the purchase of educational equipment,
and $100.00 for the advertisement of political
candidates appearing on campus. Other
allotment switches granted $1100.00 for
Elma Lewis Lecture Series and $1700.00 to
guarantee the future existence of a Third
World Day Nursery.
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I'm a fool...
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Celloist Madeline Foley warms up backstage for the second half of last night's
performance at Bowker Auditorium. The music was presented by Marlboro Music
Festival. See page 2 for review.

Payroll inadequacies force

Fac-Sen to form committee
By LAWRENCE KORNFELD

Inadaquacies in the present payroll system have
forced a special committee of the Faculty Senate to

deal with changing its implementation according to

Faculty Senate Secretary Steven Fletcher.

Called the Personnel Policy Committee, it is not
expected to announce anything definite unti 1 April.

Fletcher said the committee would only make
"adjustments in implementation and technicalities."

He emphasised that the basic payroll system will

remain the same.
Professor David Clarke, head of the Personnel

Committee for the English Department, attributes

the cause of the problem to a misunderstanding
between the Faculty Senate and Chancellor
Bromery's Office. He explained that a year ago the

Faculty Senate suggested a way of rewarding people,

and the Chancellor misunderstood this proposal.

As a result a fixed system was implemented. The
faculty did not want that. By the time the mistake
was discovered, President Wood said it was too late to

change it, since it would cause too many com-
plications in the University system.

Under the present merit system, departments in

the University can award pay raises to their faculty
members under three catagories: extra-
departmental service, outstanding service, and
professional achievement. The departments get a
fixed amount of money from the Provost's Office to
use in each of these categoies.

Professor Clarke calls the present system "lousy"
because many faculty members qualified for raises
can't get them. As an example, only 15 per cent of the
faculty in the English Department may receive
raises for "outstanding achievement" no matter how
many actually deserve them. The department only
gets enough money in that catagory to give 15 per
cent of its faculty raises.

He added that they often have to "rob" some people
who deserve awards just to give raises to other
deserving people.

The raises awarded in each catagory are : up to $400
for professional achievement and extra-
departmental services, and $1000-11400 for out-
standing achievement.

Loeb attacks
commentator

By BILL DENSMORE
MIX Staff

The publisher of the Manchester
Union Leader has threatened a
Massachusetts Daily Collegian
commentator with legal action
because of a column she wrote
February 20 about the University
of New Hampshire Gay Students
Organization (GSO).
William Loeb, president of the

Union Leader Corporation made
the threat in a February 26 letter

which Collegian commentator
Karen A. Monaco received
yesterday afternoon.

"Your column is in extremely
bad taste. Personally I think the
best remedy would have been to

have your mother use laundy soap
to wash out your mouth," Loeb
began.
"As it is, I am turning it over to

the proper legal authorities with
the hope they will find a way to

bring legal action against you," the

letter concluded.

Monaco said from her dorm by
telephone last night she was ap-
palled by the letter, but not

worried. "I consider it more a
threat to all gay people than to just

me personally," she said in a
statement.

"If there is such a thing as
freedom of the press I have little to

worry about," she added.

Monaco's comment ran on page
eight of the February 20, 1974

Colleigan, under the headline,

"Well, if the ballet slipper fits

Meldrim...". It ran directly under
the heading: "Opinion-editorial."

In her comment, Monaco
parodied Thompson's views on
homosexuals and made reference
to the governor's childhood, ending
by quoting a fictitious wire service
account pretending to report that

Thompson has been arrested for

sodomy, lewdness, indecent ex-

posure and illegal hitchiking.

Publisher Loeb has backed
Thompson's fight to supress the

gays at UNH through front page

The House of
Representatives begins
a series of votes that
should determine the
fate of the emergency
energy bill, (see page
6)

A Justice Department
study made public last

night reports there is no
historical basis for the
"political power"
position that a president
can be impeached by
the House merely
because it has the votes
to do so. (see page 2)

editorials and major news
coverage of the continuing court
battle, which is now in the federal

court. The Union Leader is the

largest circulation newspaper in

the state and the only one which
publishes in the morning.
A January 18 editorial, from

which Monaco says she was in-

spired to write, said:

"This newspaper wonders
whether (federal) Judge Bownes,
for instance, realizes just how far

out of step he is with the moral
principles and the wishes of the

people of New Hampshire when he
tells the UNH board of Trustees
that they must recognize and grant
every privilege to a group of

sodomites..."

Monaco, responding yesterday,

said:

"Any person who would un-
dertake to make such cruel,
ignorant and fallacious
generalizations about so large a
segment of the American
population and indeed even the
population of New Hampshire,
should have not only his mouth, but
also his mind washed out with
soap. Where was his mother?"

5 UMies busted,

plead innocent

By DAVID SPARLING
Five UMass students pleaded not

guilty to charges of posession and
growing marijuana in the cellar of
their Amherst home at an
arraignment Wednesday at
Hampshire District Court in

Northampton.

Taken in the raid, occuring at

9:42 p.m. Tuesday night at the

students' home at 97 Belchertown
Rd., Amherst, were 27 marijuana
plants growing under artificial

light in the cellar, a quantity of

additional marijuana and items

related to marijuana use, ac-

cording to the police.

The students, Michael J. Martin,

22; William H. Lavigne, 20; John
Brooks, 26; Neil Benjamin, 20; and
Paul Johansen, 19, when contacted
by the Collegian could not offer a
reason for the raid.

The raid, led by Lt. Clarence
Rabb of the Amherst Police Dept.,

came after a two week surveilance
period by Officer Gorden A. Jones.

Lt. Rabb told the Collegian that

surveilance action "came as a
result from a complaint of a
citizen. We observed the house for

a period of two weeks and as a
result of his (Officer Rabb) ob-

servations a warrent was issued."
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The Homestead
By JAN ALEXANDER

Michael Oehler, a Northern Idaho homesteader for the past five

years, described himself last night as a "conscientious objector to

the industrial revolution".

Speaking before an audience of 150 in the Public Health
Auditorium, the bearded, heavy-set outdoorsman said that he had
dropped out of college and "out of the system altogether" in 1960.

Then came eight years of traveling around the country until he
invested in 40 acres of timberland.
"Land is a great investment", Oehler said. "When I bought in '68,

my land cost $4,000. Now it's worth $12,000."

Oehler outlined a step-by-step process for homesteading.
"There's no more land available now for free, so you have to buy it.

You can find land that's up for sale through real estate magazines,
which also show comparative values around the country. Good land
still exists in Northern Michigan, Northern Wisconsin, West
Virginia, and parts of Maine. Then you put a down-payment on the
land and build the smallest house you could possible live in for a
year."

Oehler is a firm believer in the do-it-yourself school of thought.
He built his own underground house from "recyclable materials ",

and subsists mainly on food which he has hunted, grown or

gathered himself.

The homesteader drew diagrams on a blackboard to show the
floor plan and dimensions of his one-room home. "The entire cost

was only $50.00, since I was able to salvage a lot of the wood for it,

plus all 14 windows", Oehler proudly pointed out.

Oehler spoke extensively about the joys of country life.

"Sometimes I do heavy work for 10-14 hours a day, and that puts me
in good shape. The food gives you more energy because it's fresher,

and with more energy, you can do more. There have been times
when I felt so good running through the woods and everything, that

I couldn't stand it anymore and I'd go home and get stoned
!

"

"My goal in life is to achieve peace and serenity", Oehler con-
tinued, "and I'm doing that right now."
Oehler decried the growth of technology and the establishment's

power. "We're dependent upon the system for everything except

air," he said. The homesteader cited smog alerts and plastic palm
trees along Florida's highways as proof of the coming of Thomas
Huxley's Briva New World. "Huxley is the only true prophet in

America in this century", Oehler stated.

Michael Oehler will be speaking again tonight at 8:00 p.m. in

Educational Unit No. 2, near Dickinson Hall.

Music from Marlboro:

a rare experience
By DOROTHY L. Ml"Ll.ER
MDC Fine Arts Reporter

Rarely is a university audience permitted to savor

such excellence in chamber music virtuosity as last

night's performance by Music from Marlboro. Anton

Bruckner's Quintet in F is one of the composer's few

chamber music works, and one in which he rejects

the traditional light liricism of chamber music and
weaves a beautiful contrapuntal texture with the

richness of symphonic orchestration. Traditionally,

called the "disguised Symphony" Quintet in F
nevertheless allows equal development of violin and
cello parts in the development of musical theme. The
first movement is characterized by a surprising

spriteliness, while the second movement delicately

reiterates the scherzo theme finally ending on a

whisper. The finale, typical of Bruckner and of

symphonic orchestration, ends in a final increment of

sound.

Bartok's Contrasts for piano, violin and clarinet is a

deliberate juxtaposition of 3 solo instruments. The
work was originally commissioned by Benny
Goodman and it is clearly a setpiece for Goodman's
versatility. Originally composed for a studio

recording, the work is an unusual concert choice.

From the standpoint of the pianist, Contrasts

requires little more than technical competency since

the expressive percussive qualities of the piano are

deliberately muted
The instrument's versatility is limited to bell-like

sounds and lower case rumblings. Last night's per-

formance continued this tradition. In addition the

clarinet overwhelmed the violin but this might

perhaps be remedied under recording studio con-

ditions (as originally intended) where the volume

could have been electronically modulated

Mozart's Quintet in D is the work of the Mature
composor. The contrapuntal flow is balanced and
somewhat melancholic, perhaps the projection of the

sad personal life of the composer into his music. It is

the last of Mozart's great works composed at the

technical apogee of his career. To denigrate the

quintet as being merely competent would be a grave
injustice.

However, the popularity of this work and the

number of outstanding musicians who have per-

formed unfortunately reduces its impact. However,
the Quintet in D rounds out a very sophisticated
program

.

Debate over impeachment
grounds still continues

By TOM SEPPY
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON <AP) — A
Justice Department study made
public Wednesday reports there is

no historical basis for the "political

power" position that a president
can be impeached by the House
merely because it has the votes to

do so.

Vice President Gerald R. Ford,
as minority leader of the House,
held the view that the House could
impeach on any grounds. Former
Atty. Gen. Richard G. Kleindienst
told the Senate last year that

Congress, if it has the votes, does
not need facts to impeach.
President Nixon took the much

narrower view during his news
conference Monday night that the

House could not impeach a

president without first finding

evidence that he had violated

criminal law.

At a news conference Wednesday
Atty. Gen. William B. Saxbe sided

with Ford despite the report. Saxbe
said he did not think the House will

impeach Nixon "unless they come
up with something I am not aware
of."

"I don't have a firm view," said

Saxbe. "I personally don't question
what Gerry Ford said. If they were

so inclined, they could impeach
because they don't like his necktie.

"But I think the House will be
reluctant to go down this road if

they didn't think it would be a

charge that could be upheld in the

Senate," Saxbe said.

The final three sections of the

five-part Justice Department
study on impeachment law, begun

in October, were released Wed-
nesday. The study, described as an

objective historical survey, is

being sent to the White House
Watergate Special Prosecutor
Leon Jaworski and the House
Judiciary Committee, which has

initiated an impeachment inquiry

against President Nixon.

In the overall summary, the

study says, "There are persuasive

grounds for arguing both the

narrow view that a violation of

criminal law is required and the

broader' view that certain non-

criminal 'political offenses' may
justify impeachment.
"One conclusion which clearly

emerges is that the 'political

power' positions advanced by Mr.
Kleindienst in the 1973 Senate

hearings on executive privilege no

need for any 'facts' or by Mr. Ford
in 1970 regarding the Justice

William O. Douglas investigation

any ground adopted by the House

are not supported by pertinent

historical sources..." the study

says.

It points out, however, that the

near-successful impeachment of

President Andrew Johnson has

ibeen interviewed by some as an

example of the "Political power"

view and that it was ctiticized on

that ground.

In ending, the study says, "There
is, however, fairly wide support for

an essential premise of 'political

power' position, i.e., that judicial

review of congressional im-
peachment action is unavailable."
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Exorcist

okayed

Johns Hopkins lecturer—

Women's Lib a needed ingredient
By PAUL BRADLEY

The women's liberation movement is not only a good thing for women,
but also a needed ingredient in society, Dr. John Money, Professor of

Medical Psychology and Pediatrics at Johns Hopkins University Medical
School, told a group of 150 five-college students at Amherst College's
Music center Monday night.

"It is absolutely necessary, he said, to find something for young women
to do between the agr > of puberty and child rearing. A career should be
pursued also, so that when the woman is completed her child rearing, she
should have something to do aside from purely domestic chores."

Dr. Money said that the differences between tne sexes, as they exist
today, are a result of child-rearing techniques that make a child identify
with a certain pattern of behavior, and that this is transmuted through
the family. These sociological and environmental factors play the most
important role in the development of gender identity, according to Dr.
Money.

Then the differences between the sexes, he said, are results of the long
period of child rearing. "The absolute differences betwen the sexes," said
Dr Money, "are remarkable few. The only absolute differences are those
involving the reproduction process itself." Differences such as facial

hair and bone structure are distributive differences because the
determining hormones appear in both the male and the female, although
in varying amounts.

Dr. Money claimed that most professionals in his field were not

shocked by the rapid rise of the liberation movement. "Until this century,

the life expectancy in this country was 45. Due to public health and

medical knowledge, this figure is now 75. At the same time," Dr. Money
pointed out, "the age of puberty has been steadily decreasing at a rate of
four months every ten years."

Dr. Money then noted that this unusually long period of time between
puberty, marriage, and parenthood has to be filled with something
rewarding for the individual. Hence, follow the demands by women for
equal opportunity in choosing a career.

Dr. Money cited birth control as a very useful means for the liberation
of both sexes. Birth control provides us with the opportunity "to seperate
recreational sex acts from procreational sex acts," he said.

Although there are important hormones that to a certain extent
determine gender identification, Dr. Money stressed the factor of post-
natal development. "The deep intensity of gender identity is so impressed
that we na'urally assign sex roles."

BOSTON (AP) - A Boston
Municipal Court judge ruled on
Wednesday that the controversial
motion picture, "The Exorcist," is

neither blasphemous nor obscene.
Judge Theordore A. Gllynn

dismissed complaints brought by
Rita Warren of Brockton against
the Sack 57 Theater Corp. which is

showing the film in the Boston
area.

"I have viewed the picture and
ruled that it does not meet the

guidelines of obscenity as laid

down by the U.S. Supreme Court,"
Glynn said in his one-page ruling.

"I have ruled that the picture
was the best evidence. Nothing is

to be gained by further testimony
or argument."
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THE MALL
What does it mean to you?

(Part III : Downtown Amherst : Can it

survive against malls and shopping strips?)

Buying ice-cream in the mall.

By LARRY CARPMAN
MDC Staff

Any new store in an area poses a threat to the existing shops of
the town. So much for one store. What about 33? What exactly has
been the effect of the mall with respect to the Amherst shops

.

'The Mountain Farms Mall hasn't really done anything as far as
we're concerned,'' said one local store owner who asked to remain
.anonymous.

"My sales from August to Christmas were bigger th n any other
period, he said, but possibly they could have been better — who
knows?"

He pointed out that it is hard to judge the effect of the mall
because the shopping area was opened at about the same time the
gasoline shortage began to get acute. He said Amherst should
survive the new pressure because, as he put it, "there is still more
variety uptown."
Alan Thompson, owner of Thompson's Men Shop in Amherst,

said: "The only thing the mall has effected is our Friday night
business."

"The center of Amherst provides more goods and services than
any mall," Thompson said.

With the current gasoline problems the merchants in Amherst
seem to agree on one point : Since the downtown shopping area is

within walking distance from many parts of the town, including the
campus, their shops should fair well in spite of the mall.

"I think malls fight with malls, not established downtown areas,"
said Thompson. "It may effect us, but not as much as inflation

will."

Many of the merchants in Amherst have been in the town for
several decades. For example, Thompson's store has been in

operation since 1887. The feeling among these owners appears to be
that if their bussinesses survived this long nothing (not even a
mall) should effect them too drastically now.

Another aspect to the impact the mall has had is the very
welcome increase in student employment.
With the rising costs of the University and simply life in general

any increase in employment for students is most desirable. Almy's
employs 30 students, all part-time. Some of the smaller stores also
have a generous amount of student help. (Beau Britches: six part-
time. The Weathervane: one part-time. Paperback Booksmith:
three part-time).

This series has tried to examine closely a new neighbor that sits

big and innocent on Route 9. It has cars from Northampton and
Greenfield that clutter the highway only to end up in a mass
somewhere in its 1200 space parking lot. It causes a few, but
seemingly not too many, grey hairs on the heads of some Amherst
merchants.

Meanwhile, though, it provides some necessary spending money
to many UMass students. It also serves as a place where many lose
some of their boredom walking by the maze of shops. Not men-
tioned before, the mall gives the community a few more outlets for

entertainment with its four theaters and nightclub.
However, it appears that only time will tell if Amherst was truly

ready and in need of a mall such as the one that replaced some
farmland in 1973.

(End of Series)

Rochester Prof discusses Presidential dilema
By DONALD WILHELM

MDC Staff

Is Watergate the result of Nixon's per-
sonality and his unfortunate choice of
associates? Or is it the inevitable outcome of

today's political system, a system in which

Prof. Lasch said that today's system of a
strong Presidency surrounded by a group of
loyal aides has led to a situation in which
these aides "have insulated the President

making were mired by the increasing size

and complexity of the governmental
system

.

In addition, Prof. Lasch said "The rise of

the mass media has made allegations of true

and false irrelevant to evaluations. The
advertising and public relations industry

has often taken to using statements that are
not technically unture, but are radically

misleading and are designed to be."

Because of the complexity of the news,
and of the public's soph: cation to cruder
forms of propaganda, ..^ch tactics have
become commonplace. "Product X has

twice the pain reliever doctors recommend
most" is an example of this. And this carries
over to presidential press secretaries as
well. The public may not believe or
correctly appreciate the plain truth, but it

will believe simplified half-truths, by many
media men's logic.

Prof. Lasch holds little hope for the future
of our democracy unless drastic reforms are
undertaken. The sheer complexity of today
has rendered the democracy of
revolutionary days, to use Ronald Ziegler's

word, "inoperative."

Prof. Christopher Lasch

the power of the Presidency has vastly in-

creased at the expense of Congress and the

Cabinet, a system in which half-truths by

media experts replace the simpler
declarations of years past.

These and the ramifications of these

events were expressed in a speech Wed-
nesday night by Professor Christopher

Lasch of the University of Rochester's

History Department, in a lecture sponsored

by UMass' Departments of History and

Political Science.

from the intrusion of everyday factual
events, and have shut the President off not
only from dissent but from conflicting ad-
vice and opinion".

And this is nothing that arrived with
Nixon, according to Prof. Lasch. President
Kennedy's decision during the Cuban
missile crisis and President Johnson's
decisions during the Vietnam War reflect

the result of the same sort of situation. And,
this has been developing since the thirties,

when more democratic means of decision

DO YOU send press releases to the COLLEGIAN?

THEN PLAN on meeting Karen Lynch and Mike
Kneeland, editors, tonight at 8:00 in room 101 of the
Campus Center.

THIS IS your chance to discuss press release policies...air
gripes...offer suggestions...and see how releases should be
prepared to help insure publication.

:
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Calley released
COLUMBUS. Ga. (AP) - Lt. William L. Calley Jr., the onlv man

convicted for the massacre of Vietnamese civilians at My Lai, was
released from custody yesterday by a civilian judge

"I feel I could be useful to society," Calley told the judge

Calley, 30, who has nearly exhausted his appeals for the murders of at
least 22 Vietnamese, smiled and waved at friends as he walked out of a
federal courthouse here, free for the first time since President Nixon
ordered him held in an apartment three years ago pending appeals.

Calley signed an order allowing him to be released without paying the
$1,000 bail set by U.S. District Court Judge J. Robert Elliott.

Calley declined comment on the day's events.

He left the courthouse and went by military escort back to Ft. Benning,
where he has lived in an apartment since March 1971 while appealing his
convictions.

At Calley 's side yesterday as she has been in the live years he has
faced charges for leading the My Lai massacre, was his red-haired
girlfriend, Anne Moore.

Miss Moore told the court there was no reason to believe Calley would
not honor the terms of bail. "He had ample opportunity before he was
confined and he never considered it," she said when asked if Calley would

"I feel it necessary to be able to consult more freely with my at-

torneys...Also, there's a financial need," Calley told the court.

An informed court source, who declined to be named, said Calley left

the court by military escort because he had received a threat. The source
refused to elaborate.

Calley 's appeal is now before Army Secretary Howard W. Callaway,
who reportedly met with military attorneys following the decision
yesterday. The Army had no comment on the judge's decision.

After Callaway rules on Calley s appeal of his 20-year sentence, Nixon
has said he would give the case final review.

At Wounded Knee

Booby trap found
ST. PAUL. Minn. (AP) — A dynamite booby trap with a delayed fuse

was found in one of the bunkers abandoned by militants who held
Wounded Knee, S.D., a federal marshal testified Wednesday.
James Propotnick of Minneapolis, a specialist in demolitions, said his

team of four men checked more than a dozen locations where defenders
had dug in for the 71-day siege.

On trial are Dennis Banks, 41, St. Paul, and Russell Means. 34, Por-
cupine, S.D., for their alleged roles as ringleaders in the occupation that
began last Feb. 27.

Charges against the two American Indian Movement (AIM) leaders
include burglary, theft, firearms violations, assault and conspiracy

.

Propotnick testified that 80 to 100 marshals and some FBI agents - he
couldn't estimate how many - wnet into Wounded Knee to safeguard the
area after the last holdouts gave up last May 8.

Under cross examination by defense attorney Douglas Hall, Propotnick
said one bunker had an "anti-personnel device" set to go off manually.
He said it was located at a bunker near the Big Foot Trail, the main

road leading into the village from the south. Propotnick added:
'There was an ammunition box with some dynamite in it and there was

pull-type fuse. It had a wire strung from it. If you had walked over it, it

would have exploded after a 15-second delay."
He was not asked how much dynamite the box contained.
The marshal testified he found several anti-personnel grenades in a

house and dismantled them. He said he found molotov cocktails in a
church. Propotnick said the firebombs were not set to explode.
Some of the bunkers were rather elaborate, said Propotnick, being

fashioned from cinder blocks and lumber - "Good wood, I don't know
where it came from."

In San Francisco

More Hearst food
HILLSBOROUGH. Calif. < AP> —

Organizers stockpiled food and
prepared to resume Thursday a $2-

million giveway designed to feed
the needy and help win freedom for
kidnaped heiress Patricia Hearst.
Foodstuffs, including fresh

meats and produce, were delivered

Berkeley apartment on Feb. 4.

In the last tape recorded
message, SLA Leader "Cinque"
denounced the Hearst offer and
demanded that an additional $4
million in food be available by
Thursday. He threatened to cut off
all communication and hold Miss

Tuesday and Wednesday to a San Hearst indefinitely if the demand is
Francisco warehouse. Food will be not met.
given to everyone who asks at
about a dozen Northern California

locations, said a spokesman for

People in Need.
Miss Hearst's father, newspaper

executive Randolph A. Hearst, has
offered $2 million to tne People in

Need program in response to

staggering demands to feed all of

California's needy. The terrorists

Symbionese Liberation Army
claims to hold Miss Hearst as a
prisoner of war and demanded the

food as a condition for negotiating

her release.

The Hearst family waited nor the

SLA break a seven-day silence —
the longest from them since the 20-

year-old coed was abducted from a

I AMHERST CHINESE FOOD

|
62 Main St., Amb«rst

J Tel. 253-7835

j
EAT IN OR TAKE-OUT

IlUNCH SPECIALS 99c & u|

The Hearst Corp. has promised
the additional $4 million if the SLA
releases the college sophomore
unharmed.
Chaos and violence struck one of

four food distribution center last
Friday when trucks were late and
food supplies short. Organizers
postponed resumption of the
giveaway Tuesday in hopes more
preparation and distribution points
would halt further trouble.

EXPLAINS WASHINGTON'S DENTAL
PROBLEMS-Dr. Reidar F. Sognnaes, founding dean
of the UCLA school of dentistry, explains with a model
the type of dental problems which plagued President
George Washington. Washington, through the years
tried dentures made of lead, gold and the tusks of

elephants. Washington's lower denture was fastened
via a hole in the ivory base to Washington's only
remaining natural tooth.
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Shockley to

be debated
NEW HAVEN, Conn. <AP> _

Physicist William B. Shockley and
civil rights leader Roy Innis have
tentatively accepted an invitation

to debate Shockley's genetic
theories next month, a student
sponsor says.

The event probably will be
March 14 sponsored by the
Caliopean Society, society
president Martin Gatter said
today.

Two other campus groups earlier

invited one or both of the speakers
but then sithdrew the invitations

Shockley, a Nobel Laureate in

physics, theorizes that intelligence

is related to race and proposes
voluntary sterilization for persons
with lower IQ's.

Innis, executive director of the
Congress of Racial Equality
(CORE) refused to debate
Shockley at Princeton University
last year when the sponsors closed

the controversial event to the
public.

Gatter said his group of 25

students is trying to raise enough
money to meet expenses of the

debate.

"No one is cooperating. When
you have as guests a Nobel
physicist and an executive director

of the Congress of Racial Equality,

usually you can fine a college

master who will house them,"
Gatter said.
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Brooke says impeachment a must
MILWAUKEE (AP) — The rule

of law requires that Congress
continue consideration of im-
peachment proceedings against
President Nixon, Republican Sen.
Edward W. Brooke said Wed :

nesday night.

"In my opinion avoidance of the
impeachment process at this time
would have a far more devastating
effect upon the fabric of the
American body politic than the
impeachment proceedings
themselves," Brooke said.

"For their avoidance would
mean the relinquishing of one of

this country's most precious
heritages-the rule of law, "the
Massachusetts senator said in an
address prepared for the student
body of Marquette University.

Brooke, who last November
urged Nixon to resign, siad the

greatest threat of a constitutional

confrontation would be if the

President refused to cooperate

with the House Judiciary Com-
mittee, which is conducting an
impeachment probe.

Should that happen, Brooke said,

"If through defiance or reluctance,

the President seeks to impede or

thwart the impeachment in-

vestigation, he may very well find

nimself subject to impeachment on
these grounds alone."

Brooke said he is not convinced
that enough evidence exists to

remove Nixon from office. But he
said there is ample evidence to

warrant the investigation.

The senator said it would be
better for the nation if Nixon were
to resign, rather than to face im-
peachment.

Should the President resign, the
nation would be spared "The
prolonged agony of im-
peachment," vice President
Gerald R. Ford could assume the

presidency and spend his time
solving U.S. problems, and the

threatened crippling of the two-

party system could be ended,
Brooke said.

He scoffed at statements that

Nixon's resignation would set a
precedent wunder which future

presidents, "would be hounded out
of office when enough voters
became disenchanted with them."

But, Brooke said, "This
president is not being asked to
leave office because of a fun-
damental disagreement with his
policies and a concommitant
slump in the polls.

"On the contrary, resignation is

suggested because president
Nixon, based on the misdeeds of so
many of his chief subordinates, no
longer commands the consent of
the governed," Brooke said.

Arc foa ttni of campis food?

How about $ good homo cooked moal?

ST. REGIS
Mon.-Sat.

6 a.m. -9 p.m.
Sun.

8 a.m. -9 p.m.

Give
till it

helps.

+ The American
RadCrau.
The Good
Neighbor.

RESTAURANT
The place that serves breakfast from 6 a.m. to 9 p m

daily except Sunday (8 a.m. to 9 p.m.)

Take a Friend To Dinner:
FRIED CHICKENandSPAGHETTI
BREADED VEAL CUTLETand SPAGHETTI
GRILLED PORK CHOPS with choice of
2 vegetables, bread and butter
FRIED CLAMS with Tartar Sauce
French Fries & cole slaw
GRILLED MINUTE STEAK with onion rings
choice of 2 vegetables, bread and butter $3.25
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Downtown Northampton,

c PLEASANT ST. NORTHAMPTON

$2.50

$2.25

$2.50

$2.45

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

(except during league play)

50' per string

Top Michigan lawman
hits metro bussing

WASHINGTON (AP) — The courts should not seek to achieve social
goals the Michigan Attorney general argued today before the Supreme

Atty. Gen. Frank Kelley urged the court to overturn an appeals court
decision ordering busing of school pupils across Detroit city and subur-
ban boundary lines.

"This case was argued on the theory of a single school district
violation, ' he said in oral argument before the Supreme Court.
However, he added, at the remedy state, the district court decided to

pursue a social goal.
This is the classic case of a remedy in search of a violation," he said
Michigan officials and 43 suburban Detroit school systems are ap-

pealing a ruling by the U.S. Circuit Court in Cincinnati that the only
constitutional way to desegregate Detroit city schools was to include
predominantly white suburban school systems.
The State of Michigan contended in its brief that there was no showing

that either the school authorities or any state agency deliberately at-
tempted to fix or alter demographic patterns lo affect the racial com-
position of the schools.

The National Association fo»- the Advancement of Colored People,
originator of the suit, contended that the "deliberate confinement of
black children to a core of schools within a line separating them from
reciprocally white schools - is not constitutionally different from
gerrymandering school attendance zone lines around black neigh-
borhoods."

J. Harold Flannery, an attorney for the NAACP, Argued that school
district lines "are not more than artifacts of convenience" and that
school segregation and housing segregation are "mutually interlocking
devices."

He said school district lines were drawn in such a way as to conform to
segregated housing patterns resulting in "segregative school practices
operated in lockstep with area-wide segregative housing practices."

Rep. candidates to run on merit

Think administrations record
might cause trouble

STANS AND ATTORNEY ARRIVE FOR TRIAL-Hatted and wearing a scarf
against the falling snow, former Secretary of Commerce Maurice Stans smiles for
the cameras on arrival Monday for his trial at the federal courthouse in New York
City. He is charged with obstruction of justice, conspiracy, and perjury in con-
nection with a $200,000 cash contribution to President Nixon's re-election cam-
paign. Walking with Stans is defense attorney Walter Bonner.

By WILLIAM L. CHAZE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon's advice
to the contrary, some congressional Republicans
seeking re-election say that running on the ad-
ministration's record would cause them trouble at the
polls.

Others, however, say they agreed with the
President when he said at a Monday news conference
that "it will be a good year for those candidates who
stand for the administration" because peace and
prosperity will decide the elections.

But all of the dozen House and Senate Republicans
asked to comment on the President's remarks
Tuesday said they would be running independent
campaigns, focusing on their own records.
Most felt that Nixon's own popularity would be as

much an issue as "peace and prosperity."
"To say that his popularity is not going to be an

issue is not quite accurate in my opinion," said Rep.
Pierre S du Pont of Delaware, running for a third

term. "The President's situation-Watergate et al-is

one of the three or four major issues.

"I've never gone down the line with the ad-

ministration and I intend to continue my independent
ways in the campaign," he said.

Sen. Robert Dole of Kansas, former head of the

Republican Party, said that in his remarks, Nixon
"was putting the best face possible" on the situation

faced by GOP candidates.

Dole said that in his own campaign "we haven't
been trying to avoid the administration. But we've
been trying to underscore our own candidacy."
Similar remarks were made by Sen. Bob Packwood

of Oregon.
"I don't think I'm going to wrap the mantle of the

administration around me or take occasion to deny
it," he said. "If I had to say vote for me or against me
solely on the basis of the administration's record, it

would be a liability."

Rep. James R. Grover Jr. of New York said Nixon
was "speculating that things are going to be at a high
point for the administration by election time."
Grover, who has served six terms, said that the

energy crisis may well undercut prosperity as an
issue the Republicans can confidently campaign on.
Rep. Joel T. Broyhill of Virginia said he agreed

with Nixon that the administration's efforts to "bring
peace to the world" and stimulate the economy are
helpful to candidates.

"Nixon himself would be the kiss of death in any
campaign," said Broyhill, whose district includes
part of suburban Washington.
Rep. Trent Lott of Mississippi said that he planned

to talk about the administration's successes, but
would attack Nixon for his budget proposals. "I'm not
going to hide the fact that I'm a Republican, but I'm
going to run on my own record"

"I don't think you could say the administration's
record is an asset," said Lott.

Senators urge dollar check-off
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ten

senators joined yesterday series of

Senate speeches urging the

nation's income taxpayers to use

the dollar check-offs on their tax

forms.

By checking a box on the federal

income tax form, each taxpayer
may direct that $1 of his tax

payment be placed in a fund for

equal division to major political

parties to finance the 1976

presidential election campaign.

Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield, D-Mont., aid "this is

one way to get away from the fat

cats that have bet.:, dominating
presidential elections for too many
years.

Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D-

Maine, called it "a chance for the

average citizen to do something

about what went wrong in 1972." 1971, "before Watergate.

Sen. Joseph R. Biden, D-Del.,

who joined his Republican
colleague. Sen. William V. Roth of

Delaware, in arranging for the

Senate colloquy, emphasized
however, that the fund was
established by a law enacted in

Sen Edward M. Kennedy, D-
Mass., said the fund is going well,

but not yet well enough. Early 1973

tax returns, he said, show 14.4 per
cent of taxpayers using the
checkoff option, compared with 3.1

per cent on 1972 returns.
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Ehrlichman refused

guilty plea twice in

L.A. court case
WASHINGTON ( AP) — John D. Ehrlichman received and turned down

as offer within the last two weeks to plead guilty to a single charge in

return for his cooperation with Watergate prosecutors, his attorney said

yesterday.

If he entered the plea, said lawyer Frank H. Strickler, Ehrlichman was
promised he could avoid more serious charges, expected shortly from one
or more of the three Watergate grand juries.

Strickler said he expects President Nixon's former domestic aide,

already facing trial in Los Angeles on state charges, to be indicted in

more than one Watergate case.

Ehrlichman was offered an opportunity to plead guilty charge of

violating the civil rights of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist, Dr. Lewis
Fielding. He was in charge of the group that broke into Fielding's office in

September 1972 searching for Ellsberg's records.

Such plea-bargaining would have involved a promise to co-operate with

investigators and to testify for the government at any future trials.

Ehrlichman s former assistant, Egil Krogh, accepted a similar deal,

pleading guilty to the civil rights violations charge. He has begun serving

a six-months prison sentence at Allenwood, Pa.

Ehrlichman is scheduled to go on trial in Los Angeles Superior Court on
April 15 on state charges of burglary' conspiracy and perjury. Two other

members of the White House Investigations Unit, known as the plumbers,

also are scheduled for trial there.

Asked if the testimony sought from Ehrlichman included presidential

involvement, Strickler said, "It's only fair to say that we know of nothing

that would have satisfied a prosecutor along these lines."

Ehrlichman 's California lawyers are seeking the testimony of

President Nixon to support their contention that Ehrlichman was acting

in the interests of national security in the Ellsberg case and that the

plumbers unit had presidential sanction.

Without the President's testimony, Ehrlichman's lawyers are expected

to ask dismissal of the charges on grounds they are being denied evidence

available to prosecutors.
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Emerg
WASHINGTON (AP) The

House passed emergency energy
legislation Wednesday, providing
for an oil price rollback and giving
President Nixon the authority to
order gasoline rationing.
The measure how goes to the

White House where it faces an

1 he energy crisis

almost certain veto.

Final passage came after
motions to strike several of the
bill's more controversial
provisions, including the price
rollback and rationing authority
were defeated by roll call votes.

Earlier, the House reversed its

energy bill passed
Rules Committee and voted down a

parliamentary rule that had
threatened to kill the bill

The vote on final passage was 258

to 151, short of the two-thirds vote

that would be needed to override a
veto.

According to figures from a

House committee the rollback floor manager of the bill, calling
provision would reduce gasoline for full-scale roll-call votes on the
prices by up to four cents a gallon price rollback, rationing authonu
at the pump and cut propane prices

in half.

A motion to strike the rollback

section from the bill was defeated

238 to 173.

The House turned down the

parliamentary rule on a 259 to hi
vote

Instead, it adopted a com-
promise rule proposed by House
Commerce Committee Chairman
Harley 0. Staggers, D-W. Va.,

and a section giving the President
temporary author»y to put energj
conservation plans into effect
without first seeking Congressional
approval.

Under the original rule, a
challenge to the legislation could
have come on Ihe rollback
provision on the grounds that it

was drafted by a Senate-House
confeience and was never voted
upon by the full House

Gas reserved for

golden agers only

William E. Simon, right, administrator of the Federal Energy Office and Under
Secretary of State William H. Donaldson arrange their notes at the State Depart-
ment Monday prior to the start of a one day meeting of the energy Coordinating
Group. The meeting, chaired by Donaldson, is the first one for the group
established by the Washington Energy Conference.

ANNAPOLIS. Md. (AP) —
"Born in 1899," read the hand-

printed sign displayed by one spry

motorist here.

"He's holding it up for me to

see," said Richard Parks, who has
been restricting afternoon sales of

gasoline at his service station to

motorists over 70 years old.

"It's worked out wonderful,"
said Parks, 57, who began the plan

Monday because of concern that

older motorists either could not or

would not wait in long lines for

gasoline.

The older folks must still obey
Maryland's mandatory odd-even
gasoline rationing system. But
between 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. each
day, the pumps are all theirs at

Parks' station. No identification is

required since Parks figures his

eyes won't fool him to much.
The state energy office said

Parks didn't appear to be breaking
any rules, such as one which
prohibits preferential treatment
for regular customers.
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Coal miners refuse
to work; need gas

|
THE MANHATTAN PROJECT CO.

CHARLESTON, W. Va. (AP)
Appalachian coal miners, saying
they cannot get fuel for their cars,
continued Wednesday to refuse to
dig fuel for the nation's steel mills.
Up to 15,000 miners stayed away

from their jobs in southern West
Virginia, enough men to produce
about 140,000 tons of coal daily,
according to state agencies and a
coal association. Most of this coal
is metallurgical, a high-grade type
used mostly to make steel.

Officials said gasoline was
moving into the area, but blamed
the Federal Energy Office and
unnamed oil companies for slow
deliveries.

A United Mine Workers
representative at Welch, in the
heart of the affected area, said
most stations were closed and that
gasoline was hard to get. He said

Levis

I All
SHIRT

he believes station owners and oil

companies are holding fuel back.
But a similar shutdown in ad-

joining sections of southwestern
Virginia eased some Wednesday,
and a threat of shutdowns of mines
in eastern Kentucky was reduced
with increased supplies of
gasoline.

"All the announcements and
promises from Washington mean
nothing," Senate Majority Whip
Robert C. Byrd said in a letter to
the FEO, "until the needed gas
actually reaches the pumps."
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Federal Energy Office

confuses applicants
A homeowner seeking more fuel

oil this winter 1 may, 2 may not or 3
must use a Form 17 supplied by the
Federal Energy Office.
The homeowner should seek the

increased allocation from l his
supplier, 2 the state or 3 the FEO.
The correct answers depend on

which of the FEO's 10 regional
headquarters the homeowner asks.
Unless he lives in Boston.

"I don't think he can do it. I

never heard of it," said a
spokesman at the FEO's New
England office.

The confusion about
homeowners and heating oil was
typical of the varied and often
contradictory responses from FEO
regional offices to a series of
identical questions related to the
energy crisis.

The questions dealt with federal
regulations and policy, not state or
local situations. Answers came
from regional administrators or
public affairs officers. In most
cases, they were off-the-cuff
replies, not formally prepared
responses. The officials did not
know their answers would be
compared with those of other FEO
offices.

Does the federal government
now have the power to ration
gasoline?

"No, I don't think so," said the
information officer at the Atlanta
headquarters.
"I think it does," said a New

York office spokesman.
"It is possible that gasoline

rationing may be implemented
under the Emergency Defense
Production Act," said the regional

administrator in Seattle.
The question was posed to the

FEO in Washington. "It doesn't
have the power to ration,'' said a
spokesman.
He called back.
"There is some confusion about

that," he said. "The position is that
we would prefer to have specific
authority from Congress."
Who handles complaints about

gasoline or home fuel prices?
"They contact the Internal

Revenue Service," said the San
Francisco office.

"They can either call us or the
IRS,' said the Philadelphia
headquarters.

"This is the place," said a
spokesman in the Atlanta office.

The FEO in Washington said
such complaints should go to the
economic stabilization section of
the IRS.

All the regional offices agreed
there was no way for service
station operators to give
preferential treatment to regular
customers at the gasoline line
pumps. But there was some debate
about exactly what that meant.
"He can't discriminate, but he

can go ahead in a way in which he
can take care of his own regular
customers," said the Atlanta of-

fice.

An FEO spokesman in Dallas
reached for the regulations: "Let
me read to you. If they have as a
normal business practice before
the mandatory allocation program
a relationship of providing certain
preferential treatment in con-
nection with the sale of products to

commercial accounts, or bulk

commercial accounts, they may
continue to serve people in that

manner."
"Commercial people can get

preferential simply because they

are commercial, but there's got to

be no discrimination," said the

Boston office.

For the average citizen, just

asking the regional FEO a question

can be a problem. Ask the local

information operator for the
telephone number of the Federal
Energy Office in Philadelphia:

"There is nc Federal Energy
Office."

Call the federal information
operator: "I'm going to give you
three numbers because all day
we've been getting complaints they
can't get through."
She supplies three numbers and

signs off with a cheery, "Good
luck." Recorded announcements
reveal that the first two numbers
are not in service. The third is

busy, 14 times.

How can a service station
operator apply for an increased
gasoline allocation?

"He fills out a Form 17. It goes to

the supplier. If the supplier OKs it,

that's as far as it goes. He gets the
stuff," said the Boston office.

"They make application to our
office. A Form 17. We have them,"
said the Denver office.

"He goes to his supplier," the
Dallas office said. "Sometimes the
suppliers to require them to fill out
a Form 17 just to have the guy's
signature on a piece of paper. Or
some of them have an affidavit or
some of them just ask for a letter."

Mass. gas allocation

to begin arriving
BOSTON t \|») - Massachusetts motorists mav have a gasoline wind-

fall for the first two weeks in March.
Consumer Affairs Secretary John Verani said Wednesday that the

Federal Energy Office's most recent gasoline allocation of almost 13
million gallons will begin reaching the pumps within two days, but the
deliveries will be spread out over about two weeks.

Should regular gas customers get preferential treatment? MDC stafl
member. Bob MacKay. Jr., reports on State House debate of this
question, (see page 16)

This allocation, plus the regular allocations for March, should make
more gasoline available for consumers during the next two weeks than at
any time in the past month, Verani said, in an interview.
He said his office has begun notifying suppliers by telegram on how to

distribute the latest allocation.

Verani said he is hopeful that regular March allocations from the
federal government will be based on February's extra allotments so the
state does not have to seek additional supplies during the month.
The latest 12.9 million gallon allocation will be distributed throughout

the state, but 25 per cent has Deen targeted to metropolitan areas where
supplies have been particularly low.
The allotment represents an eight per cent increase over

Massachusetts' original allotment.
Originally, the state was supposed to distribute the entire 12.9 million

gallons of gasoline by the end of the month. But Verani said this was
logistically impossible, and that requirement has been dropped.

Many problems face

extraction of shale

Opponents continue battle

against planned refinery
CONCORD N.H. (AP) —

Opponents of a planned refinery
for New Hampshire's seacoast
spent much of yesterday com-
muting between legislative
hearings here and a refinery
presentation in Durham.
About 300 persons jammed a

legislative hearing in the morning
that was considering a bill to allow
Durham voters the right to reject
the $600 million refinery proposed
by Olympic Refineries, Inc., of
New York.
The hearing was continued in the

afternoon. At night, Olympic
consultants scheduled a four-hour
slide show and lecture to present
their plans to residents of Durham,
home of the University of New

Hampshire.
Rep. Dudley W. Dudley, D-

Durham, said she was sponsoring
the bill that would allow the town to
decide its own destiny, according
to the home-rule traditions of New
Hampshire.

The measure would prevent the
state from overriding local zoning
regulations.

An Olympic spokesman said the
firm opposed the bill. William
Craig, a lobbyist, said the House
committee was "burrdened" with
deciding whether the refinery will
be located in New Hampshire or
another state. The company has
indicated it would consider sites in

Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
Durham was the only site under

consideration in this state, the

spokesman said.

DENVER (AP) — The figures
show billions of barrels of oil

locked in the rocks of three western
states. But don't count of seeing
much of the precious stuff anytime
soon.

Enormous engineering problems
are involved in squeezing the oil

from the shale and much of the oil

may be too expensive to produce.
The government reports 16

million acres of deposits in
Colorado, Utah and Wyoming, with
a possible yield of more than a
thousand billion barrels of oil.

Two-thirds of the vast tracts
are considered of eventual com-
mercial value, with yields of 25
gallons or more of oil per ton of
shale. That could mean 600 billion

barrels, the Interior Department
says.

Proven world oil reserves —
recoverable oil in liquid form

known to exist in the ground — are
currently estimated at 600 billion

barrels, with about two-thirds of it

in the Middle East.

"Even the most rosy predictions
don't portray shale as a complete
solution to the nation's energy
troubles," said Dr. Charles H.
Prien, head of the chemical
division at the Denver Research
Institute.

Prien sees the development of
the industry this way:

First, prototype mines and
processors that may produce a
dribble of 40,000 or 50,000 barrels of

oil a day about 1980. Next, an
output of one million barrels a day
in another few years. Finally, a
tapering off of production by the
end of the century.
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The all time great deception of a red-blooded American
By HOWARD SPIER

The Nixon Administration has per-
petrated one of the all time great deceptions
upon the American People. I am referring to

the case of the missing 18 minutes on a tape
which was part of the White House collection

subpeoned by Judge Sirica's Grand Jury
Investigation.

During the time in which the lapse in 'he
tape was discovered, Richard Nixon was
very busy trying to restore his integrity and
legitimacy as the leader of our Country.
Naturally when he was told of the missing
conversations he became very distraught.
How could he now convince the American
people of his righteousness? The tapes
meant a great deal to Mr. Nixon for he
hoped they would clear him of any wrong
doing. Now the President was forced to

manufacture a viable explanation in order
to keep the American people from com-
pletely turning on him. As a result he did

what any red blooded American would do -

he hid behind a woman! Thus the President
prepared his personal Secretary, Rosemary
Woods, as his scape goat. He prompted her

to tell the public and Judge Sirica that it was
her own fault that there was an 18 minute
lapse in the 'tape' in question. Everyone by
now knows of that crazy explanation that

was even illustrated by Ms. Woods while

testifying in the court room.

Mr. Nixon was very pleased with this

explanation and probably thought 'he had it

made'. There was only one thing wrong -

nobody believed him! He appealed to his
biggest pushovers - the American people!
Even they could not buy his story! Seeing
that his popularity had once again plum-
meted further, he returned to his Oval room
and tried to dream up a better explanation
for the missing conversations - one which
everyone could believe! Thus he did what
any red blooded American would do - blame
his misfortunes on the unknown. What
developed was actually quite interesting.
However, his story would only work if he
had the right person to divuldge it. Rose
already had her chance and blew it. And
Ron couldn't be found. So Mr. Nixon turned
despairingly to General Hague. If anyone

could convince the American public to

believe this astounding story of the missing

18 minutes - certainly General Hague was
that man. So Mr. Nixon persuaded the

General to inform the American people that

this entire episode was caused by the

workings of mysterious forces'.

For awhile this explanation worked. Then
some genius finally asked, "Can you define

just what those mysterious forces are.

General?" Baffled, Hague could not utter a
single explanation Thus, once again, the

American people became further disen-

franchised with the President.

Fearing that the end was near, and that

his popularity was falling into the twilight

zone, the President once again re-treated to

his Oval office. It was as if there were 10

seconds left in the game and the President

was trailing by 20 points. "What does one do
in this situation?", asked the President,

"Call on Dr. J?" As it turned out. Dr. J. had
an appointment in New York and could not

be reached. So Mr. Nixon again did what
any red blooded American would do, he

turned to God tor his linai sanation.
However, it seemed as though even God was
looking the other way.
The question was, "How does one get in

touch with God?" The answer came to the
President in a flash. He realized like
anything else, in order to see the top gun'
you had to deal with a middle-man. Thus
Mr. Nixon rushed to the phone and
feverishly dialed his good buddy. Reverend
Billy Graham. Mr. Nixon grew more and
more impatient as the phone reached its

thirteenth ring. If anyone could give God a
call, certainly Billy was that anyone'. Thus
the President beseeched Reverend Graham
to help him with his problem. The results of
this meeting were viewed coast to coast by
millions. Reverend Graham captured a
thirty second spot on television and calmly
asked the American people to turn their
heads towards the sky and pray. So, while
everyone had their heads turned upward,
Richard Nixon furtively stole away to the
winterland, leaving only David Fry to take
his place.

It was God's will...

Letters To The Editor

Weiss is nice
To The Editor:

This letter is really to Fred Weiss who writes columns for the Collegian
He had another good one in Tuesday, and among some other thoughts he
said he sometimes wonders if anyone out there really reads what he says.
Well, I do, and have been since I read a column of his on October 15 of last
year — coincidentally a significant day for me because it reminds me of a
lot of political events in 1969 and 1970. That column was about Spiro
Agnew and I thought it was especially good. I even sent copies of it to
some people I know. Since than I usually check to see if Fred has a
column in the paper and have saved some like "State of the Union" and
"Trucked up in D.C.". Maybe 1 should have said something before, but it

was something I "never gor around to doing" which is the reason a lot of
thins don 't ever get done that should be. So I think it 's time for me to say
so. I happen to think you're pretty good, Fred.

David Backer

Power speaking stuff
To The Editor:

/ was fortunate enough to read the "Residence Hall Organization
Proposal" recently sent out from the offices of West, Dean, Fitzpatrick,
Hampton, and Gage. After reading the twelve page memorandum I felt
throughly disgusted. The administration seemingly wishes to put more of
their say into the residence halls — the only place that we as students
currently have control. Many of the ideas are great, like better facilities

and upkeep — but just as many are merely "This is power speaking"
stuff. Are we going to sit back and let them form a governing body over
our private lives too?. If you can get your hands on this proposal do! Let
us fight it while it still is only a proposal.

Beth McDonald

Children are sacrificedfor jobs
To The Editor:

/ am quite surprised to discover how many women
on this campus are so "idealistic". Idealistic
meaning that on the issue of abortion they believe
that every fetus has a "right" to live.

A right to live what kind of life?

When a woman gets pregnant and knows that if she
has to bear a child it will be an added burden to her
and to society, what kind of life and love can she and
that society offer to that child?

When someone can prove to me that every child
born will have a good (and non-economically
discriminating) education with decent facilities,
when not one child will go hungry or cold, when
mothers won't have to sacrifice jobs for children, or,
as is more often the case, children for jobs because of
limited or non-existent free, qualified day care

centres — when society can take economic respon-
sibility for those unplanned children, then 1 will
believe that they do indeed ha ve something to live for.

Let me clarify my stand a bit more. Abortion is an
issue which I support in our times, in our given
society. However, it would be wise for us to realize
that abortion is not and cannot remain an end in it-

self. Its roots are deeply imbedded n social,

economic, and political reform. But, again, the way I

see it, there's a lot of reforming to be done before I

can believe that an unwanted or unaffordable child
will not suffer the ills of our society.

For now, let the woman who is in the position to
take responsibility not only for her own body, but for
the birth and health of her child, decide.
Please write to your Congressmen. Let's keep this

right to decide alive.

Barbara Boulden

To The Editor:

This note is directed to Joe Formica who wrote
"Nixon is a person" to the editor.

I must thank him for reminding me that Nixon is

human. Admittedly, I do forget that — and that is

wrong. However. I would like to say something to

justify (to some extent) my bad habit.
Mr. Formica states that Nixon is human - that he

committed only a few sins in order to get what he
wanted which is something we all do.

In my opinion a problem arises. At times, while we
are being realistic about our corrupted state, we tend

Stand up and shout
to cite an approval for it. 1 feel that we are learning
that it is necessary to stand up and shout something
we feel is wrong. That is exactly what many people
did about the war in Viet Nam.

I would be interested in knowing whether or not Mr.
Formica could apply his reasoning in good faith to
leaders of different countries in different eras....

Maybe now I will remember more of Nixon's
personal humility, but I will never, never use that to
shut my eyes or quiet my voice to his action. Never.

Susan Bruyn

Add/drop cards are edible
To The Editor:

Recently your paper has been carrying tetters announcing the presence
of groups on campus which up until now have received little or no
recognition. Particularly after your recent article on "naturalness"
entitled "Good riddance Euele Gibbons," Euele Gibbons Gastronimics
Anonymous would like to reveal its efforts to unearth an alternate eating
plan to dining commons, vegetarians and those indulging in refined sugar
products.

One need only to look around one's self here at UMass to discover edible
eating matter. However, one must be certain that he, she or whatever,
knows what is and isn 't edible. Therefore, we have compiled a list of some
results from the early stages of our research for your benefit.
Dining commons trays are edible, but only the yellow ones.
Organic chemistry books are edible.
ID. cards with T.O.C. stickers are edible. But. eat sparingly as

sometimes morning-after side effects are prevalent.
The rubber tree in Berkshire Commons is edible except on every third

odd-numbered Tuesday.
The reserve desk in the library, the television in the Blue Wall, the juke

box in the Hatch and all Pinball Machines are edible
Add-Drop cards are edible. (Do not bend, spindle or mutilate - just

eat.)

No. 2 lead pencils are edible.
The Course Discription book is edible except for pages containing Food

Science, Organic Chemistry and Bio-Chemistry. These pages tend to give
the eater indigestion.

Last, but not least, all doorknobs are edible provided they are served
with granola.

After dining, Euele Gibbons Gastronomies Anonymous recommends
the wooden bench in front of the Student Union as an excellent toothpick.
Good eating. Ay-up!

Pat Garrett
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Go west politicos
Politics is a topsy-turvy business. There are those

who will tell you that there is no such thing as political
science, since political events are too complex to
analyze systematically. Everything that happens
politically, they will tell you, happens by accident. It

is impossible, they say, to study the attitudes and
beliefs of the voters who determine the outcome of
elections, because very few people hold any definite
opinions about a broad spectrum of issues. But that's
their opinion.

In my opinion, politics can be understood in a
systematic way. Certainly, the events of the past year
have made things difficult for those who desire to

predict trends in our political environment, but it is

possible to make some sense out of what appears to
be a jumble. We can make some sense if we merely
accept the fact that the jumble is not in our heads, but
in Richard Nixon's head.

In November of 1972, the overwhelming majority of
voters cast their votes for Richard Nixon, in what was
generally believed to be a decisive repudiation of the
ultra-liberal philosophy of George McGovern. In the
1968 election, 44 per cent of the voters cast their ballot

for Nixon, and over 13 per cent cast their ballot for

George C. Wallace. If one combines the votes of
Nixon and Wallace, the 1968 election must also be
considered as a decisive repudiation of liberal-

domocratic philosophies. In both those elections, the
"experts" sought to evade the crucial trend
discernable in the results : the American electorate is

swinging to the right.

After Nixon's re-election, many commentators
begrudgingly acknowledged the conservative drift of
voting behavior. But Watergate and the energy crisis,

they will argue, have brought Americans to their

senses. These commentators are obviously looking
forward to November, with its predicted backlash
against Republican congressional candidates.

Certainly, no one will argue that there is a
devastating revulsion against Richard Nixon. And he

certainly deserves it. But do Republicans deserve it

also? Simply because they belong to the GOP along
with Nixon?
Many will argue that the loss of Gerry Ford's House

seat in a recent election is a harbinger of things to
come. But they overlook that in another off-year
election, Robert Bauman, a conservative Republican
from Maryland, won a House seat despite efforts by
his opponent to make an issue of his friendship with
Spiro Agnew.
So the question is: will a revulsion against Nixon

turn into a reversal of the conservative drift of the
electorate? The answer is: No.
As far as the Republican party is concerned, there

may be some setbacks in the upcoming election, but it

must be remembered that the Republicans survived
the corruption and scandals of the Grant ad-
ministration and also of the Harding (Teapot Dome)
administration. And the Republican standard bearer
in 1976 is likely to be either Vice President Ford or
Ronald Reagan.
So what about the Democrats? Are you looking

forward to the Democratic Party's furtherance of the
repudiated McGovern philosophy? No such luck. As it

stands now, the most active hopefuls for the 1976
nomination are Senator Henry Jackson, whose
chairmanship of the Senate's energy committee gives
him millions of dollars worth of television exposure;
and Governor George Wallace of Alabama. Yes,
Wallace. You don't think he stands a chance of having
any influence over the Democratic Party? You're in

for a surprise. His long standing constituency
remains intact, fortified by a strong sympathy ap-
peal. With the right type of organization (ala

McGovern in 1972), the Wallace movement may just

move the Democratic Party back into the con-
servative camp. Then where will the liberals go?
The next boat to Shangri-La, perhaps.

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist.
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Political trends
During the summer, a group of White liberals from

within the boundaries of route 128, got together and
decided they would have a caucus. They further
decided that this caucus would be held to endorse
candidates for the offices of Attorney General and
Secretary of State within the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
The office of Attorney General will be officially up

for grabs as soon as Bob Quinn gets around to an-
nouncing his obvious candidacy for Governor. On the
other hand, the office of Secretary of State will not be
vacant, but the hope of the caucus is to endorse a
liberal candidate that will be able to defeat in-

cumbent conservative Democrat, John Davoren.
It is the contention of this writer that the caucus

organizers have completely forgotten about Western
Mass. until recently and that a strong showing of
citizens from Western Mass. could turn the tide of the
caucus, and perhaps, the general outlook of
Massachusetts politics. The commonwealth has
existed too long while ignoring the views of a sub-
stantial portion of its population. This caucus could
make a difference.

Let me explain. Although the candidates for At-
torney General have announced no intentions to abide
by the caucus decision, the candidates for Secretary
of State (excluding Davoren) in the Democratic party
have announced that they will support whichever
candidate wins the caucus. This adds a great deal of
credibility to the caucus, in the fact that now, the
caucus is much more than a group of Eastern Mass.
liberals getting together and spouting off how they
think the state should be run. The caucus is now a
binding convention with far-reaching affects.

Those affects could be better summarized by the
three liberal candidates for Secretary of State; Paul
Guzzi, Larry DiCara, and John Bussinger. It is these
three candidates that will be in the forefront of this

event. They are vying for an office that is usually

occupied by old time bureaucrats who intend to retain

the office until they die, and really do very little to

alter the scope and purpose of the office. The in-

cumbent, John Davoren is such a person.

To the contrary, the opposing liberals that will be
presenting themselves at this caucus have based
their campaigns on a wide variety of issues ranging
from Public Ca*~ aign Financing to the general
conduct of st-.^ide elections. They will present
themselves openly and announce the intended pur-

poses of their candidacies. This will provide for a
more than interesting, life or death struggle.

And Western Massachusetts should be there! The
caucus will be held on March 23 in the Framingham
Town Hall, and the caucus organizers have at-

tempted to stifle student participation by imposing a
one dollar pre-registration fee or a two dollar

registration fee at the door. This could be considered

almost openly hostile to students and un-

derpriveleged groups, but there are efforts underway
now on practically every major college campus to

organize student participation in the March 23

Framingham caucus, despite the attempts to deny it.

Here at UMass, a group headed by Ellen Regal is

attempting to get students together in an effort to

attend this caucus, and all those interested are urged
to call Ellen at 546-6754.

It is important that students from Western Mass.
should be present at this caucus, if the state is to be

responsive to the needs of both students and Western
Mass. citizens. If the caucus of March 23 takes place

with the conspicuous absence of both these roups that

is expected, then we had might as well kiss our state

officials goodbye until the next election year.

However, if students from Western Mass. can emerge
as the worthwhile continuous force that they have the

potential of being, we might see a new era of

responsiveness in Massachusetts politics.

Matt Tackeff is a Collegian Columnist.

Civil disobedience
Last Friday, a member of a Montague commune con-

fessed out of court to deliberately toppling a $50,000
weather tower on the site of a proposed nuclear power
plant to dramatize the nuclear power safety and en-
vironmental debate.
Last night, the UMass Student Senate, while not con-

doning or justifying the action of Samuel H. Lovejoy, 27, in
wrecking the tower, affirmed the right of an individual to
commit an act of civil disobedience according to the
dictates of his conscience.
Lovejoy pleaded innocent to a charge of malicious

destruction later Friday morning in a Greenfield court,
and hopes to use the pending trial as a forum to air the pros
and cons of nuclear power production.
The Collegian cannot condone Lovejoy's action because

it was violent and interfered with the personal property of
another person ~ in this case Northeast Utilities Service
Co., the owner of the wrecked tower. But the Collegian
supports the vote of the Student Senate last night en-
dorsing civil disobedience as a viable means to effect
change in society.

What Lovejoy did was wrong, although his motivation
and the result of his action are both right and beneficial to
UMass students who will share the risk and responsibility
of having a nuclear power plant in their back yard.
We don't know what the risks are. What we do know is

that those risks should be appropriately aired for everyone
to hear before irreversible steps are taken to construct the
$1.35 billion double nuclear power plant at the Montague
site.

Two things strike us as unfortunate. First, that Lovejoy
was unable to think of a non-violent way to dramatize the
issues involved in the nuclear plant site debate. It is a
comment on the press that we only respond when a violent
act is committed.
Second, it is sad that we have been subjected to yet

another example of a failure of the system to deal with a
legitimate issue before it reaches the crisis stage. That
Lovejoy had to make a gigantic, horrendous, symbolic act
to get the attention of us all is a distressing comment on
what it take to get real discussion of important policy in a
pluralist society.
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more letters to the editor
Not a ' 'Kingfish

'

' Racism condoned? Is UMass turning inward?

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1974

To The Editor:
In my three years here I have become accustomed

to the barely literate, frequently vulgar, in-

tellectually incoherent commentary that seems to be
the Collegian's idea of student journalism. Stupidity

and incompetence are forgivable, or at least

tolerable. What is not, is a stupidity married to

smugness and arrogance, which, I am afraid is the

only way one can characterize the Collegian's

behavior in the incident of the Bromery cartoon.

In the first place it was extremely bad judgement
and poor taste to print the thing. It was racist in the

worse tradition of American journalistic racism
coming out of the anti-black propaganda of the

Reconstructs n. If the Collegian staff cannot
recognize this, then that is an index of how poor an
education they have received. This is not to suggest
that any criticism of a black by a white is racism as
Reid Fishman suggests in his stupidly dishonest

attempt to cloud the issue. Nor should Chancellor
Bromery be exempt from valid and deserved
criticism, or even caricature, any more than any
other public figure.

No one is arguing those positions, and for the

Collegian ho print only such patent distortions of the

issue is to compound their initial vulgarity and poor
taste with journalistic dishonesty, since I cannot
believe that Fishman and Saidfer's were the only two
letters they received on this subject. For, if this is

true, then the general campus community is indeed

as insensitive, boorish, and vulgar as the Collegian,

and as a black member of this community I prefer not

to believe that. Were there other letters?

Now, I should like to explain why the cartoon was
beyond the bounds of decency and good taste. The
depiction of the Chancellor was racist because it

transformed him into a fat, jowly, processed-haired,

"Kingfish" type (you remember him from Amos and
Andy?) Now, I have met the Chancellor, and he is, as

one would expect, a gracious and articulate man, not

given to modes of speech like "Dat's me, folks."

Therefore the cartoon, was on its face, racist and
ugly, not to mention its pointless and crude lack of

wit, because it chooses to operate on the level of

racial stereotype. That is a certain and recognizable

style of projecting onto a race of people, charac-

teristics intended to insult and parody. If the editors

of the Collegian can't see this, then they should be

doing something else.

The graceless petulance of the Collegian's apology,

and their subsequent attempt to obscure the issue is

even more reprehensible than the original insult. But

then, it does require a certain decency which is

clearly beyond their personal resources.

The explanation that "well, they are only

recapitulating the racism of their parents." if really

not acceptable. It is of no comfort because
presumably in 1974, this college generation is sup-

posed to have had the benefit of social and
educational experiences denied their parents. They
do not even have the excuse of ignorance, and that is

why they are so thoroughly despicable.

Merrianel asey Hamer. '75

Racism after DuBois
To The Editor: I

/ have been reading the Collegian for many years
and have rarely felt moved to write a letter about its

contents-silly or serious. I must, however, comment
on the racial slur against our Chancellor that ap-

peared in last Friday's MDC (2-22-74). If anyone
doubted the grim prognosis of David Graham DuBois
concerning racism in our society, he had only to see

this "darky" cartoon featured among your "funnies"
to be convinced of its likelihood.

One cannot help wondering why this hind of humor
at this time? I hate to thinfe.

Chancellor Bromery deserves an apology. What
you deserve I'm not certain, but I hope you'll get the

education you so obviously need, f

Doris E. A bram son
Associate Professor
Theatre Department

To The Editor:

On Friday, February 22, the Collegian's cartoonist

gave way to his baser instincts and resorted to racism
in his depiction of Chancellor Bromery. The massage
of that cartoon was clear: It is strange to this car-

toonist, that a "nigger" is at the head of this

University campus. He fenows, of course, that

"niggers" are fat, slimy, illiterate and dumb-Jesus,
is they dumb! It blows his mind to think of one of

"dem" ever presuming to head anything. What a

joke.

Needless to say, every Black on the campus was
enraged by this cartoon. And, needless to say, the

Collegian's staff heard about this anger. So what does
Monday's Collegian bring us? More insults! The luke-

warm, half cocked apology to Chancellor Bromery
(and Black folks) which the Collegian's editor

published was more infuriating than the cartoon it-

self.

"We regret this slur on an individual and a race. It

is certainly not our intention to widen the gap bet-

ween blacks and whites on this campus." the editors

say, but then, in an inept rhetoric which talks of

democracy and censorhips and freedom of the press,

etc., they boast that they will continue to, uphold their

cartoonist's, "or any person's, right to express an
opinion in his own way on these pages."

Bull! The cartoonist is a part of the Collegian's staff

(our cartoonist the editors say) and not a guest
cartoonist. This means that the staff condones his

racism and therefore, shares it. Otherwise, the Black
community would have received from the editors
(who, of course, do not wish to widen the racial gap) a

firm committment that no other such cartoon would
be forthcoming from within their ranks. To hedge out

of such a committment and to expect the Black
community of this campus to be duped by such
hedging is really an insult! The entire Collegian staff
must believe that "niggers" are dumb and illiterate

and as easily manipulated as cattle.

No way. The Collegian must bear responsibility for
what appears in its pages by its staff. And "niggers"
got sense enough to know that! If responsibility is

what the staff of the Collegian wants, then they have
got it in this instance. Accept it; and that means, of
course, accepting the fact that when one of your staff
insulted the Black community, you all condoned it.

Otherwise, of course, he would be peddling his car-
toons to another paper today.
For your insulting apology to the Black community,

we the undersigned say, no thanks.

Ernest Mkalimoto
Esther Terry
Johnetta Cole

Censorship bogey
To The Editor:

/ think the Collegian editors missed the point in

their editorial on Don McGilvray's childish attack on
Chancellor Bromery. Certainly the function of editors
should not be to censor unpopular views, but rather to

exercise their editorial prerogative to insure a
responsible press.

The Collegian exercises this prerogative daily in

deciding which "Letters To The Editor" are to be
accepted and which rejected. Foolish and senseless
letters tehd not to get printed. Why, the, is the bogey
of censorship invofeed when Collegian readers ask
that these same journalistic standards be applied to

-egular contributors as well?
Some minimal standards are necessary if the

Collegian is to be more than just an uneven
hodgepodge of sophomoric articles and cartoons.

It's not a question of censorship, but of mature
journalism.

Menachem Rosenberger

HOW DOES YOUR CAR SAY
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To The Kditor:

The last several years have seena remarkable growth of interest on the

part of Amherst campus undergraduates in contact with foreign students,

in overseas study, and in participation in on-campus international

cultural events. Student Senate support for these activitit s r,as helped to

make them possible.

The Budget Committee of the Student Senate at its session last Sunday
afternoon voted down the funding request of the International Programs
Office. If this action is not reversed, next year the Amherst campus will

be a far less cosmopolitan place.

1. Events such as the International Fair weekend, scheduled this year for
March 16-1 7, China Night held last Sunday, India Night, and other foreign
cultural presentations will be much more limited or will not be feasible at

all.

2. The fifty or more American undergraduates who are able to study
abroad each year because of Student Senate support towards their in-

ternational travel costs next year will stay home. That crucial extra cost

of travel they cannot afford. The wider experience and outlook they bring
back to fellow students and to the campus at large as a result of foreign
study will no longer be a vital element subtly broadening attitudes,

stimulating curiosity, and raising students' personal and professional
ambitions.

3. Out-of-state American undergraduate .students wanting to study
abroad because they are generally not eligible for scholarship support
from the Financial Aid Office will find their only on-campus source of
scholarships for overseas study eliminated.

4. Undergraduate foreign students who meet with an unexpected
catastrophe will no longer be able to borrow money from the Inter-

national Programs Office, the single source of loans available for them
for the years the Senate has funded this loan fund. With relatives far
away, with currency restrictions which prevent their getting money
quickly drom home for emergencies, and with no other University office

able to help, their plight will be critical.

The International Programs Office willappeal the Budget Committee's
negative decision to the Executive Committee of the Senate. Should this

appeal be successful, the IPO funding request will go to the full Senate.
This letter is written in the hope that students and faculty committed to

maintaining and even strengthening the international life of the Amherst
campus through the kinds of activities so far funded by the Student
Senate will make known their views to the Student Senate Executive
Committee by noon Thursday February 28.

Barbara B. Burn Director
International Programs Office

Focus on real issues
To The Kditor:

Jn response to the recent allegations of Collegian cartoonists Don
McGilvray's intent to deliberately depict Chancellor Bromery "in the
demeaning fashion of a Balck sterotype," as suggested in Monday's
MDC Policy, I would like to chastise the irresponsible editor who wrote it.

I think it is personally demeaning to Mr. McGilvray that he was not
even consulted by that particular editor before a decision was made to
run the editorial-for only Mr. McGilvray knows the intent of racism of
the cartoon.

Furthermore, I chastise the Chancellor for not approaching Mr.
McGilvray and trying to smooth this matter over in a diplomatic fashion-
rather than making it into a big black-white issue to further polarize this
campus racially.

I condemn Mr. Bill Densmore, the managing editor of the Collegian for
interpreting Mr. McGilvray's intent of "overt racism or disrespectful
treatment" of a campus official.
Who the hell is Bill Densmore to speak in apolegetic behalf of Don

McGilvray-who I trust has a conscience and mind of his own.
Furthermore I chastise all people across the campus for citing one little

cartoon -AND MAKING A MOUNTAIN OUT A MOLE HILL!
Unfortunately indeed there is extensive racism on this campus, but

why don't the Chancellor, Mr. Densmore, the Collegian and all those
condemning Mr. McGilvray address themselves to the real symptoms
instead??

___ Mark Vogler
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more letters to the editor

Students are second class citizens
To The Editor.

/ would like to take the time to make public to those who are not aware
of it, a deceitful policy being followed by certain departments on campus-
-in particular, the math department at Arnold House.
The policy concerns the question of tenure-who will get it and for what

reasons. (The usual criterion are given as teaching ability, research work
and participation in committees etc.)

The Board of Trustees at U. Mass. have passed certain documents
insisting that equal weight be given to the under-graduate teaching
ability of any professor up for tenure. These have been circulated by the

Provost's Office to all the faculty. Also, I was assured by the Head of the

Math Dept. that equal consideration was given and will be given to a
professor's undergrad. teaching ability as concerns his or her tenure
position.

But. ...in apparant contradiction to what the Board of Trustees have
decreed and to what I was told personally, among the people having been
denied tenure at Arnold House are those held in the highest esteem by the

students who know them and who have been the most willing to devote the

greatest portion of their time and energies to the undergraduate student

boay.

Again, in contradiction to both the Board of Trustees' decree and to

what I was told personally, Provost Gluckstern claims that it has been the

"policy" that each department was allowed to decide on how much un-

dergrad. teaching should be considered AND that the Math. Dept. has
decided to give it NO WEIGHT! ! ! (In all honesty, I must admit to having

received this information second hand, but I can vouch for it's accuracy.)

Obviously, someone is lying! Also, it appears that ALL undergrads are

being blatantly and intentionally lied to when they are assured that they

have some input into the decision-making processes at this institution,

though perhaps not blatantly enough for some.

To accept this as I was advised, is to accept a second class citizenship

or worse. The decisions and actions of the P..E.S. fthe decision making
body concerning tenure at the departmental level) have assaulted in-

dividualism. (Remember Mike Best and his roubles with the Economics
Dept.) Their policy, which trivializes and dehumanizes the students, FOR
AND BY WHOM THEY EXIST, is a disgusting affront to all students who
believe they should have some input into the educational processes ef-

fecting them.
It becomes clear that the actions of the PES and the administration are

done for other than altruistic reasons for the benefit of the student body.

I would like to quote a thought put to me, in disgust over the "disgusting

duplicity regarding undergraduate teaching at this institution", by one of

the professor's involved:

"It (fighting the PES) has taken alot out of me and I'm looking forward
to leaving. Perhaps it is more healthy that I should look forward to the

discovery of an institution which respects the activities of a scientist as a

whole and respects the student as a person."

I have taken it upon myself to speak out and I hope other concerned

students will voice their outrage and demand that the truth come out as to

what position and importance an undergraduate really has at this

TAXPAYER supported institute, so as to allow us and others a free and

educated choice in selecting a school (not U. Mass. at present) which

serves the interests of the students and not the adn.inistration s and-or
the faculty's self-interests.

It is of tantamount importance that the student body demand to know
Whitmore's official policy as concerns the undergraduate program.
(Dean Edds and-or Provost Gluckstern would be the best people to see.)

And if the official position is favorable (eg recognizes that the University
exists for and by the student body and that the students DO count and
have a say as to policy decisions effecting them), get it documented and
hold them to it. Our education is a road that should be shaped, ultimately.
by ourselves; with guidance from those with more experience than
urselves for sure but not to the exclusion of our own needs and int-

erests.

Play it again Tumbleweed
To The Kditor.

The band "Tumbleweed" played at the Blue Wall once last semester
and received a tremendous response. They also played there at the
beginning of this Spring semester and despite the fact that they were
missing a vital piece of equipment, their music was still welcomed.
Those who have seen "Tumbleweed" at the Blue Wall or elsewhere,

know that the band can get the crowd moving.
The fact is that "Tumbleweed" is not scheduled at the Blue Wall this

semester, the reason being that the people in charge of hiring bands at the
Blue Wall don't know how enjoyable and well received "Tumbleweed"
has been.

What the situation comes down to is this: anyone that would like to see
"Tumebleweed" at the Blue Wall must make their feelings known in the
paper, at the Blue Wall or preferably to the people on the hiring com-
mittee. I have no ties with the band - I just like to hear them play.

I would like to see "Tumbleweed" perform at the Blue Wall this

semester. Where are the rest of you that enjoyed their tunes those nights?
Let's hear it!

J.H.Tanona

Ugly person contest
To The Editor:

In response to the letter by Bill MacDonald et al in Tuesday's Collegian.

Alpha Phi Omega, The National Service Fraternity, would like to make
the following statement:
For the past twenty years or more, chapters of Alpha Phi Omega

across the country have been sponsoring Ugly Man contests. In recent

years, the term "man" has been used in the general sense, and both

females and males have been free to participate. At the University, APO
has run many Ugly Man On Campus (UMOC) contests, but in the past

years interest has declined. If there really are people on campus in-

terested in reviving this contest, please drop a note to:

Ugly - RSO No. 315 Student Union
Francis J. Evans

Coupons
To The Editor:

The next time you sit down to

breakfast with a bowl of your
favorite "Big G" cereal, do us a
favor - send us th Betty Crocker
coupon. After your chocolate cake
or fudge brownies come out of the
oven, do us a favor — send the
Betty Crocker coupon our way.
When you're done enjoying your
home-made bread, mail the coupon
from Gold Medal flour to us.

Gamma Sigma Sigma. the
National Service Sorority needs
these coupons to buy a wheelchair

.

The Betty Crocker coupons that we
need come on all General Mills

products. Please mail them to:

RSO No. 314. UMass. Thanks!
• Kenee Janes

Gamma Sigma Sigma

Kentucky

Fried Chicken

The Colonel

delivers to

the university.

Call 256-8745

tech hifi
fToday!!

Feb. 28th!
Year-End Clearance Sale

Special Prices All Day Plus These,

HOURLY SPECIALS
From 6 p.m. 'til Madnite

6 p.m. QUAN. LIST
2 — Large Advent Loudspeakers $232

Walnut

2— EPIl 00' s Loudspeakers $190

1 — Marantz 1060 Amplifier 60 Watts $250

1 — Rabco ST-4 Turntable $255
with Shure M91ED Cart

Spec. Cond.

$175 Used

$120 Demo

$1 JU Demo

3>l/j Demo

7 p.ftl. 1 — Harmon- Kardon 150+ $699
4 Channel Receiver 180 Watts RMS

2 — E PI 400 "Minitower"
Loudspeakers $800

$399 used

$0£J Demo

8 D m 1 — Sony 6060 stereo
K ' * Receiver 90 Watts RMS

2 — ESS AMT-l Loudspeakers

4— OHM C Loudspeakers

$249.95 Demo
$420

woo $499.95 used

$3oo-pr. $299.95 new

10 p.m. quan.
1 — Sony TA-1120 Amplifier

120 Watts RMS

2 — E PI 601 Loudspeakers

2 — Creative 77 Loudspeakers

1 — Dynaco ST-120 Power
Amp

list Spec. Cond.

$225 Used
$425

$5oo-pr. $349/pr. Demo

$200-pr. $75/pr. Used

$99 used

11 p.m. 1 — Nikkp TRM 1200 Amplifier
90 Watts RMS

1 — Dual 1216 Turntable

2 — Pioneer 828 Receiver

(120 Watts)

1 — Harmon Kardon 930

Stereo

Receiver (90 Watts)

$245.95

$160

$500

$480

ew

$150 used

$120 n

$329.95

$299

9 p.m. 1 ~~ Sherwood 8900A Stereo

Receiver

1 — Sony TC-230 Open Reel

Portable with Speakers

$430 $239/pr.

$250 $125 used

12 - Madnite

Make an offer for anything left.

259 Triangle St., Amherst (Next to Discount Records)

also at 186 Main St., Northampton 586-2552
549-2610
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Alcohol selling in dorms illegal, attorney says
By RICHARD M. ROWLAND

Attorney for Students
In the past two weeks a number of special

problems have arisen which University
students can avoid with some warning.

1. Signing Contracts. Anyone who
executes a contract for an installment
purchase at a place other than a store may
cancel that contract by written notice
postmarked within three (3) business days.
Most merchandise offered by intinerant
salespeople will not be competitive with
store sold products either in quality nor in

service.

2. Travel. Be sure that the charter flight
and vacation plans you make are with
reputable organizations that at least have a
history of bringing travelers back ! Ask for
references.

3. Discrimination. There are many
varieties of illegal discrimination and some,
unfortunately, which are not prohibited. If

you feel that you are the victim of
discrimination because of race, religion,
national origin, sex, marital status, receipt
of public assistance or because you have
minor children, you should file a complaint
with the Massachusetts Commission Agains
Discrimination in Springfield or Boston.
This applies to discrimination in the sales

of gasoline or oil products as well. The only
sort of discrimination that the Attorney
General has supported (regardless of the
view you have of his position) is a positive
preference for regular or contract
customers at gas stat ;ons. Such a practice
should, it seems to me, mean that for

something like every ten customers one
would be entitled to preferential sales under
the Attorney General's ruling.

It does not mean and should not be in-

terpreted as meaning that a class of people,
such as students, can be discriminated
againsi i If you feel that such a practice is in

operation at any station, please let this

office know with specific details.

4. Drugs. Massachusetts has new drug
laws, to be sure, and they are relaxed in

many respects compared with the past.
However, Speed, so-called, is treated more
harshly, almost like heroin, and only first

marijuana offenses are given light treat-
ment. It is not worth being paranoid about
the fact that there have been several raids

recently and all appear to be related to

undercover police activity of one sort or
another. It is reckless at the very least,

however, to assume that the police are
either disinterested or will not enforce the
drug law.

If drugs of any sort experience a growth in

usage it is reasonable to anticipate a firm

law enlorcement response Kor persons who
elect to use chemicals the fact remains that

the law has very stern provisions and both

courts and law enforcement agencies take a
dim and determined view of most of them.

5. Shoplifting. It has become common for

individuals convicted of shoplifting to pav
a minimum of $50.00 and often $100.00 to the

Sargent judicial nominees
will have lasting effect

By DICK BRAUDE
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON ( AP) - Gov. Francis W. Sargent
has now appointed 60 per cent of all

Massachusetts judges, a record that may
never be broken.
Last week's Executive Council con-

firmation of Rep. Cornelius F. Kiernan, D-
Lowell, as special justice of the Somerville
District Court and John P. Pollis of North
Attleboro as special justice of the Attleboro
District Court increased Sargent's
judgeships to 157 out of a possible 261 ap-
pointments.

Sargent, elected lieutenant governor in
1966 and named acting governor in 1969
when Gov. John Volpe joined the Nixon
administration, has been able to do this
because of his length of tenure and a 1972
constitutional amendment which requires
state judges to retire at age 70. Sargent was
elected in his own right in 1970 and will in
December become the first governor to
fulfill a full four-year term.
The 1972 constitutional amendment

created 38 immediate openings last year
and caused many subsequent retirements.
Many state judges used to stay on the bench
into their 80s.

Sargent, a Republican, has been criticized
by some members of his party for ap-
pointing Democrats to about one third of all
judicial vacancies.
The governor's chief counsel, William G.

Young, says his office mainatins 1,600
dossiers on prospective judges and that
anyone who asks for consideration gets it.

But the list of Sargent's appointees is

accented by former district attorneys,
former assistant district attorneys, former
assistant attorneys general, and former
state legislators.

Kiernan was the 11th state legislator or
former legislator to be confirmed in the past
three years alone.

Young says about a dozen state legislators
annually asked to be appointed judges.
The list of Sargent appointees also in-

cludes, among others, two former executive
secretaries to the Executive Council, the
governor's former chief secretary and his
former legal counsel, plus a few former
associates of former Gov. John A. Volpe.
Since Sargent became governor in 1969-

when Volpe went to Washignton to become
Transportation Secretary-only three
judicial nominations have been rejected by
the Executive Council.
Meanwhile, Sargent has named six of

seven members of the state Supreme Court

;

all six members of the state Appeals Court
created in 1972; 25 to 46 Superior Corrt
judges; 100 of 164 full and part-time District
Court judges.

Sargent has named 13 of 27 judges in
Probate Court; two of three state Land
Court judges; three of six Juvenile Court
judges and the two Housing Court judges in
Boston and Springfield.
He has named the chief justice of every

state court, plus 31 District Court clerks and
six registers of probate.

court as a fine or costs even for nickel -dime
theft. Remember that if merchandise is put
out of sight in a bag or coat or anything else
inside a store that constitutes shoplifting
even if you never try and leave without
paying.

6. Breaking Leases. Anyone who has a
lease should remember that breaking it is

difficult and requires a number of specific
grounds. Usually in May, such grounds are
not provable. If you have a lease and expect
to be unable to complete it, it is a good idea
to seek subleasees at the earliest possible
time. If all else fails, see the landlord about
the problem first. You may be able to

arrange a way out of the situation with a
minimum of loss to yourself. If you do leave,
be sure and return the key and tell the
landlord that you have left or the unit cannot
re-rented to save you later liability.

7. Tenancies without leases. Those tenants
who do not have formal leases should be
alert to the notice requirements of their
tenancies. If you expect to terminate your
tenancy before June remember that you
must give notice during April or you may
become liable for rent in June.

S. Beer and Wine Licenses. Organizations,
dormitories and groups who plan Spring
bacchanalias including any form of sale of
beer and wine should be sure that license
application is made with the Board of
Selectmen of Amherst in time for the party.
The Board only considers licenses on the
first and third Monday of each month and
the agenda is prepared the preceeding
Friday. University permission is required
and should be sought several additional
weeks in advance, though the appropriate
offical, Head of Residence, Area Director or
Dean. The Selectmen will want to know who
is going to be responsible for cleanup and
control. Late applications will not be con-
sidered until the meeting two weeks later.
No license is available for sale of liquor

and whiskey. There is no lawful system for
selling alcohol without a license. Entry fees,
tickets, chits, sales of the container, glass or
cup are all unsuccessful in avoiding the
statute. The safest procedure is for each
person to bring their own. Almost every
other method risks heavy fine, possible jail
and a resultant problem in ever owning a
license.

DISCOUNT COUPONS

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
256-8587

DOMINO'S

y FREE DELIVERY

Any Small

Pizza
Pizza

Name

t Apires Midnight, March 3, 1974
Expires Midnight, March 3, 1974

Address.

Name

Address.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By Dan Smith

They call it the Cage, and
for those of you who've
never been there, you've
missed a large part of the

UMass experience. But it's

more than the Minutemen
themselves that make the

Cage such a trip. It's the

cheerleaders and the band
to lead the fanfare, coke
and candy to cure the

munchies, and WUMV,
VVMUA, and the Collegian
to relive the two hours of

madness.

But most of all, what
makes the Cage what it is is

the people in it. Whether
you come with "a friend",
or with "the guys", the
phenomenon is the same --

basketballmania.

And after it's all over,

check the scoreboard -- ten

out of ten times, the

Minutemen are on top. So
ends another wild season at

the Cage...See you at the

Blue Wall!
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Watchdog Organization raises

$25,000 from contributors

HARTFORD, Conn., -- SMITH TESTIFIES
Connecticut Board of Education chairman Catherine
Smith speaks at a hearing held by the state
legislature's education committee at the state capitol
in Hartford Tuesday. Mrs. Smith and various others
asked the committee that funds for the state's public
schools be increased.

EPA may order fines
BOSTON (AP) — The city of

Providence, R.I., and two Rhode
Island companies could face fines

of up to $10,000 for failure to

comply with sections of the
Federal Water Pollution Control
Acts, the Environmental
Protection Agency said Wed-
nesday.
The city and the companies have

30 days in which to comply with the
EPA orders before they could be
brought into court.

Providence is the first city in

New England to be cited under the

1972 amendment to the water
polution statute.

According to John AS.
McGlennon, regional EPA ad-

ministrator, the city has failed to

supply the agency with all in-

formation needed to write a permit
for control of discharges from the
Providence Wastewater Treat-
ment Plant into the Providence
River.

McGlennon added that
Providence has told the agency
they would supply the information
shortly.

The Yawgoo Finishing Co. of
Slocum, R.I. and the Hope Valley
Dyeing Corp. of West Warwick,
R.I. were the first industries in

New England to be cited by the
EPA.

BOSTON (AP) - The new state

government watchdog
organization, "Citizens for
Economy in Government," has
raised more than half of its money
from six businesses giving the
maximum suggested amount —
$25,000.

The six are Boston Edison Co.,
the First National Bank of Boston,
The John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Co., Massachusetts
Mutual Life, New England Mutual
Life, and the Norton Co. of Wor-
cester.

The Liberty Mutual Insurance
Co. gave $22,500 and an affiliate.

Liberty Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,
gave $2,500.

On the list of 49 businesses
contributors released by the group,
the six account for 52.6 per cent of

businesses giving and 53 per cent of
all donations.

Donations of $10,000 or more
accounted for 85 per cent of all the

money raised ; of $5,000 or more, 92

per cent ; of $2,000 or more, 97 per
cent.

The report lists 13 donations of

less than $100 each, including one
for $65 from the Electrical, Radio
and Machinery Workers of Pitt-

sfield, the only union listed as a

contributor.

He said advertisements had
attracted nearly 500 responses and
a telephone campaign "by late

March should show progress
toward our goal c. 10,000 sup-

porters."

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
HAPPY HR. DAILY 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

ALL DRINKS ONLY 49*

WED. -SUN.

LOBSTER SPECIAL
m „

BAKED STUFFED LOBSTER *395

Serving Luncheons Daily from 11: 30 on
Complete Menus

^he Captains 'Cable

584-6080

DAMON ROAD

NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

DON'T LET THE

UNIVERSITY IGNORE

THE ADVAHTAGES

OF 5-G0LLEGE

COOPERATION

Help to increase U.Mass. involvement with

the other four colleges

FIVE-COLLEGE STUDENT

COORDINATING BOARD
is currently seeking new representatives from UMass.

FCSCB is dedicated to promoting academic, cultural, and
social cooperation among Amherst, Hampshire, Mt.
Holyoke, and Smith colleges and the University of
Massachusetts.

For more information call Stephen Fisher 546-6220

f*
i i li

University Dr. at Amity St.

Amherst's Newest Young Action Spot

This Fridoy and Saturday

Featuring a

Weekend of Musical Nostalgia

with

25* beers

THURSDAY

Greek Night
with

Doc Sullivan
dancing popcorn

3 -6

FRIDAY

Happy Hour w/Doc Sullivan

9 - i The Great D.J.

SATURDAY

The Great Pretenders
Cuckoo's Nest

Give Our New
Menu

A Taste

SUNDAYS

Individual Smorgasbord

w-pitcherof beer

Nightly at 5 Sunday at Noon

SUNDAY

4 8 Goodtime Hour
Qt. of Bud $1.00 Hot Dogs 2/25'

pop 10*

9 -
1 Cuckoo's Nest

Flynn testifies to House
that reading crisis exists

is

Representative Raymond L
Flynn (D-Boston) in testimony last

week before the Joint Legislative

Committee on Education stated

that House Bill 5029 is vital

legislation which "would for the

first time guarantee every child in

the • Commonwealth the right to

read". This bill is co-sponsored by
many Boston and Springfield
legislators who understand the

serious problems the lack of

reading skills are having in their

cities.

Representative Flynn has been
conducting meetings with
education leaders, teachers and
parents over the past several

months to help develop this much-
needed and long overdue reading
legislation.

"The reading crisis in

Massachusetts is not just an
education problem. It is a people

problem. Thousands of

Massachusetts citizens, young and
old, are handicapped socially and
economically because they cannot

read. Jobs are unobtainable, op-

portunities denied, and a large

segment of the people of this state

never achieve their potential,"

stated Rep. Flynn.

"Reading is the gateway to

learning for a child, yet we allow 35

per cent of our children to com-

plete school with serious reading

problem", Flynn continued.

"There is a remarkable
statistical relationship between a

Reward
awarded
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — The

New Hampshire Executive Council

has voted to distribute a $10,000

reward it promised ten years ago
for information leading to the

conviction of the murderer of a 14-

year-old girl.

The council acted at the advice of

Atty. Gen. Warren G. Rudman who
said that 40 per cent of the money
would go to Dorothy Maheu, the

next-door neighbor of Edward
Coolidge, convicted in 1964 in the

snooting death of Pamela Mason of

Manchester, a babysitter.

Rudman said other informers
who should share in the reward
money were Bernard Sperro of

Haverhill, Mass., Earl Harris and
Joseph Bushey, both of Goffstown,
as well as Gerald Gravel of

Manchester.

Collidge was convicted of first

degree murder and was sentenced
to life in the State Prison. Last
year, the U.S. Supreme Court
reversed the conviction and
Coolidge later pled to second
degree murder and is now serving
a 2540 year term at the prison.
Rudman also suggested that

Manchester radio station WKBR,
which had offered a $2,000 reward
distribute it on the same basis.
Miss Mason was a babysitter

hired by Collidge.

person's ability to read and the
degree of his success in adult life

Figures point out that 60 per cent of
the convicts in Massachusetts
prisons can read only at a 5th
grade level and over one-half of our
unemployed cannot fill out an
employment application", Flvnn
stated.

Flynn's "right-to-read" bill

would require mandatory class-

room time for the teaching of

reading skills, summer and after-

school reading classes, tests to

detect medical problems including
sight and hearing defects and the

updating and universal use of
modern visual aids including
closed circuit and public
educational television.

New teachers, called reading
specialists, would be hired and
increased individual attention
would be given each pupil in

reading classes. Colleges and
universities training teachers
would offer advanced reading
technique courses for teachers.

Yale club loses

liquor license
The bill also calls tor the creation

ot a special reading evaluation
task force in the Department ot

Education. "With a cooperative
effort among the federal, state and
local authorities, we can take a
giant step in heading off many of

the social problems such as high
crime, growing unemployment and
chronic welfare which have their

root in illiteracy", continued the
South Boston legislator.

"The decade of the 70s will see
the 200th anniversary of our
Nation. A most appropriate
celebration of that event — a
celebration that would honor the
true spirit of the democratic
concept, and recognize the fun-

damental importance ascribed to

education from the beginning of

our Nation, would be to secure for

all of our citizens that right to read
which so long ago made possible

the feasibility of a democratic
society and continues to undergird
its strength. This legislation would
give us that long over-due start,"

concluded Flynn.

Around New England

Car sputter?

Don't blame it

on the crisis
ByGUYDARST

Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — If your car goes sputter, cough, spit, or jerk don't

blame it on "bad gas " during the energy crisis.

That's the advice from otticials in the state's Division of Standards,
who test 250 samples of gasoline a month, selected at random from
stations all over the state.

"The gasoline is testing out now the way it always has in previous
winters," said Edward Stadolnick, chief administration of the division.
There have been stories, and even some articles, to the effect that low-

quality gasoline coming into the state can damage your engine, lower
your mileage and make the car even harder to start

.

Rubbish, says John Norton, supervisor of inspections.
"We had hundreds of complaints last summer about gasoline that

smelled bad. Service station operators thought it had been contaminated
with diesel fuel.

"It sure stank, but it passed all the tests,"Norton said.

The problem was that the gasoline had been refined in Europe, where
gasoline does not contain compounds that would mask the odor. The
distributor added some of those compounds and the complaints stopped.

Gasoline is a mixture of compounds, some of which vaporize at 100

degrees Fahrenheit this is what causes "vapor lock" in the summer and
others become vapor-that is, boil-at higher temperatures.

One standard test for quality is the boiling point of the highest com-
pound in the mixture, usually around 400 degrees. Laws of 37 states, in-

cluding Massachusetts, don't permit the sale of gasoline with compounds
that boil above 437 degrees.

Regular gasoline being sold today usually has its highest boiline ooint

around 370 degrees-about that of high-test in normal times-since refiners

are squeezing out every possible gallon ot home heating oil, and the
higher-boiling compounds go into the oil.

HICKORY
Appearing

Wednesday

February 27

and

Thursday

February 28

AT

r*>;«

Amherst, MA.

OPEN HOUSE

Friday, March 1

8:00 p.m. - ?

Theta Chi

Next to the Newman Center

1 1 i n i.

IIAKTFOKU l API Mory's. an exclusive eating club at Yale Univer-
sity, will be unable to serve liquor for at least 21 days under a recent court
decision, the state Liquor Control Commission indicated today
The commission ordered the all-male club to surrr ider its liquor

permit March 8 as a result of a state Supreme Court decision Tuesday
that the club's board -elect ion policy did not meet state regulations.

'They're going to be out of the liquor business until they get a new
license-if they do." Commission Chairman George J. Montano of New
Haven said today. The 62-year-old club must reapply for a permit and
then wait 21 days for anyone to object formally to the commission, he
said.

In the event of objection, another 10-day wait is required while the
commission decides whether to conduct a public hearing on the issue.
A group of New Haven residents complained earlier that Mory's was

discriminating against women by not allowing them to join the club. They
probably will raise the objection again, according to Katheryn Emmett,
an attorney representing them.
Although the Court of Common Pleas ruled that the commission had no

grounds to revoke Mory's liquor permit on the basis of discrimination,
Ms. Emmett, as she prefers to be called, said a recent U.S. Supreme
Court decision could affect that ruling.

spring are aimed at "cashing out" various services and putting more
He said the present program would run out June 30, 1975. "We believe a

three year extension will provide the opportunity to continue to evaluate
the program and to make improvements," Thomas said.

Health plan needed,

says H.E.W. Sec.
BOSTON (AP) — Caspar W. Weinberger, secretary of Health,

Education and Welfare, said Wednesday"the time has long since come
for a national health insurance plan from which no one is excluded."
Weinberger, addressing a regional seminar here, said he hoped to see

passage of such a bill this year.

Although praising the "conciliatory attitude" of Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., Weinberger said he would find it hard to compromise
with Kennedy's national health insurance plan because it "junks the
existing system" of private health care.
The biggest hand-up in passage of both the health insurance proposal

and the department's $6.3 billion education budget is the "awfully
sluggish" pace of Congress, Weinberger said.

The secretary added that the crucial issue in education is a federal
effort to replace some 30 narrow and restrictive grant programs with
several broader categories.

He said President Nixon is prepared to veto the Senate's version of the
education budget which does not make those changes in grant categories.
Welfare reform is another major priority of the administration.

Weinberger said.

"We believe the 1975 department budget will raise another million
people out of poverty." he said, "giving them the means they need to

bring their own potential into full force."

HEW Assistant Secretary Stanley B. Thomas Jr. said the agency will

request a three year extension of the Head Start program, now serving
some 379,000 preschool youngsters across the country.

Weinberger also assured the audience that the Boston Head Start
program is "not in danger. The children will not be allowed to suffer," he
said.

Local Head Start officials are embroiled in what Weinberger called a
"local dispute" with federal officials over how the governmental funds
are to be used. Weinberger said he wants less money going into ad-
ministrative costs and more into programming to directly benefit
children.

Thi
Importance ofBeing Earnest

for*- -**'

Department or Theatre

iniversity Theatre University of Massachusetts

TONIGHT, TOMORROW, & SATURDAY
Feb. 28, Mar. 1,2-8 p.m. — Bartlett Aud.

Call 545 2579 weekdays 12-4 p.m. for

information & ticket reservations
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Child care debated
STATE HOUSE, BOSTON - Foster child care for more than 6,000

children in Mass. is "a sham," according to the Director of the State
Office for Children.

Director David S. Liederman made the statement Monday at a hearing
before the House Committee on Ways and Means on the $2.7 billion

proposed state budget for fiscal 1975.

The hearing concerned the $1.4 billion budget request of the Office of
Human Services, of which the Office for Children is a part. The Office for
Children is asking $20 million for fiscal 1975.

Many foster children are "pushed around" and treated "rough,"
Director Liederman said. He remarked that some orphans are rammed
through anywhere from five to seven foster homes.

Director Liederman termed it "a shame" 750 orphans were eligible for

adoption last year but could not be released to foster homes because the

state "could not do the paper work to put them in the homes."

Rep. Joseph D. Early (D-Worcester) did not totally agree with Director

Liederman. Rep. Early, vice-chairman of the committee, questionned

the Director's remarks about children's services being "neglected" by
other departments.
"We give those departments enough money to deliver services they're

supposed to deliver, services they don't deliver and services to several

other states," Rep. Early observed.

"The clients simply are not getting the services," Rep. Early added

In other comments before the committee, Secretary of Human Services

Peter C. Goldmark remarked that costs for his office were not

"skyrocketing" as some of his critics claim.

"Contrary to conventional wisdom," Secretary Goldmark said, "the

average annual growth of the Human Services budget has been about 7

per cent while the budget outside Human Services has increased 15 per

cent."

Secretary Goldmark also noted that his office's proportion of the
budget has decreased. In fiscal 1971, Goldmark said, Human Services got
56 per cent of the budget while in fiscal 1975 it is receiving 51 per cent.
(From the State House News Service)
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'SUff Photo • Kmmrlt Schmarsow •

A bright underline concluding another day at the Campus Center - it's transients

basking in the warm glow of the late afternoon.

Is special treatment okay:?
By BOB MAC KAY, JR.

A bill to prohibit gasoline dealers from serving only

regular customers has been filed with the Mass.
Legislature.

Rep. Anthony Michael Gallugi (D-Wakefield), who
filed the measure, says it would make gasoline "a
public commodity." The late-filed bill must be ad-

mitted to the Legislature by a vote of the House of

Representatives.

The bill reads:

"No person shall discriminate against the public in

the sale of gasoline, motor fuel, automotive
lubricating oil, or any automotive product."

Penalties for first violations would be a fine of up to

$500 or imprisonment for up to one year.

Second violation., could be punished by suspension

of the dealer's operating license for a maximum of

three months, and third violations by license

suspension for a maximum of one year.

The State Division of Standards would oversee

implementation of the proposed legislation. The
Division presently regulates the quality of gasoline
sold in Mass..

Rep. Gallugi filed the bill, he says, because the
Oregon plan of voluntary gas rationing is not
working.

He cites continued long lines at gas stations and
people's going to stations to buy gas on the wrong
days.

Commentary; One problem with favoring regular
customers is defining them. What is a regular
customer? Gasoline dealers have varied answers.
And another problem is the present lack of coor-

dination throughout the state in serving customers.
Gallugi 's bill would help establish rules for selling

gas in every city and town.
But, would regulation serve the public interest?

And, most importantly, whatever happened to the
independent gasoline dealer's right to run his own
business as he sees fit?

Kill-A-Watt
CONSERVE ENERGY

Hewlett-Packard presents a small miracle:
theHP-65 fully programmable pocket-sized

computer calculator.^795.

Sterling Pendant
\by InternationalSilver.

Soaring with infinite grace, this

symbol of free flight has paused for a
brief moment to become a lovely

sterling silver pendaiit (or pin). It has
been created by International Silver,

master silversmiths, in a special

edition.

This Seagull pendant comes with
a chain finished in tarnish-proof

rhodium, and pin attachment to

provide a variety of uses.

Sterling "Journey of the Seagull"

Pendant with chain, $10.

Baker-Winn

Jewelers

31 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.

/Won. Sat., 9:00-5:30

253-3986

Come in arid try it

The HP-65 is the only fully program-

mable pocket-sized computer calculator

in the world that lets you write, edit,

and record your programs on

magnetic cards.

The HP-65 also lets you use hundreds

of pre-recorded programs from

Hewlett-Packard. Each comes with

easy-to-follow instructions.

And, the HP-65 is a powerful „

keyboard-operated calculator

with 51 pre-programmed

functions and operations.

Hewlett-FMwi makes
the most advanced pocket-siied
computer calculators in the world.

TODAY!
staff engineer from Hewlett-Packard will be here to demonstrate

the HP-65 as well as the other HP calculators*

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Rm. 172

Campus Center

All students, Faculty and staff are welcome.

Sponsored by

JjZL UNIVERSITY STORE Campus Center

MM University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Notes; quotes and anecdotes Phone Co. profits rise

U.N. conference

Fellowships are available 'o help
defray costs for participation in the
United Nations World Popjtation
Conference this summer in
Bucharest, Romania, August 17-31.

Travellers leave about 2 veeks
earlier for classes on the subieet in

Lucerne, Vienna and Budapest
from July 29-August 16.

Expenses covered are round trip
transportation from New York
City, room and some meals Costs
are based on student group rates,
so if you are over 23 you must make
up the rate difference.

Students will receive 6 credits
from Southern Methodist
University for taking part, credits
probably transferrable to your
school As accredited press
correspondent, those selected are
expected to write daily stories in

Romania for a home-state paper,
and attend all meetins of U.N.
delegates.

Students interested should write
to Coalition for Population Year,
110 Maryland Ave., NE,
Washington, DC. 20002. March 15
is the deadline date.

Everywoman's Center, North
Village Day Care Center, North
Village Resource Center, Bowditch
Hall, Day Care Center at New
Africa House, Commuter Affairs
Financial Aid Office. Student
Activities Office, and the Campus
Center Information Desk

For further information, contact
5-0801.

Day care study
The Parking and Transportation

Council, an advisory council to the
Chancellor composed of
representatives from the major
campus governance groups, is

currently considering policy
recommendations for the 1974-75
parking-transportation system.

The Council would like to explore
and better understand the
prevailing attitudes of the users of
the system and therefore is
soliciting opinions from the
campus community. Anyone who
has constructive recommendations
regarding next year's parking-
transportation policy is invited to
submit them, in writing, to the
Council All such recom-
mendations should be sent to
Professor Alan Gross, Public
Health Building, before March 22
1974.

Parking policy Montague tower
A questionnaire has been

developed by a sub-committee of
the Faculty Senate Committee on
the Status of Women to obtain
reliable information about the
needs of the University community
in the area of child day care. The
data obtained will be used to make
realistic recommendations to the
appropriate Vice Chancellors.

The questionaire is available at
the following locations:

MONTAGUE (AP) - A 500-foot
weather observation tower is

expected to be replaced next week,
according to Northeast Utilities
engineer Kirby Gearing.

Most of the tower toppled last
week after its supports were
loosened.

Police have charged 27-year-old
Samuel H. Lovejoy of Montague

This Week the

Top of the Campus
presents something special!

>* r
'** 4*'

*":

H--

h

-%«•

direct from Nashville Tennessee,
Chess recording artist

and story teller extraordinaire
. .

.

ROGER SALLOOM
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

don'f miss "imi

with malicious destruction of
personal property in the incident

The tower has been used for
testing weather conditions at the
Montague Plains site, chosen late
last year by the Connecticut utility

for a $1.35 billion twin nuclear
power plant.

BOSTON I API — The New England Telephone Co said in its annual
report Tuesday that it had improved earnings and significantly improved
service in the region during 1973.

William C. Mercer, company president, said that during 1973, earnings
per share were $2.66, compared with $2.59 the previous year.

Mercer said all measures of telephone company service last year
"were at levels that assured good service to customers " The company

has sufficient capacity to handle potentially higher volume because of
travel restrictions associated with the energy crisis, he added.

Manila
Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

LORELI

LIEBFRAUMILCH

BUDWEISER

BEER

$019
12 oz. cans

24 oz.

bottle
$489

case

HEINEKEN

Imported Holland Beer

$099

6 Pak
12 oz. N.R.

99

PAUL MASSON

CRACKLING

ROSE

$199
case

ALMADEN

Mt. Red Burgundy

$149

DONELLI

LAMBRUSCO

$129
Fifth

24 oz.

bottle

OLD

GERMAN

BEER
12 oz. N.R. Bottle

$099
£ case

FOUR SEASONS

SPECIAL

Blended Whiskey
80 Proof

$425 $025
Quart Vi gal.

Prices Effective Thursday through Saturday, February 28 to March 2.
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The Project can
get you going
The Vocational Project is appropriate for people uncertain about oc-

cupational plans and would like to do some exploring. It may also assist

students in gathering more support for present plans or in helping to

explore some alternatives.

Students work individually in free time. It takes about 2-4 hours to do
the exploration. This Project is offered until March 22nd; any student can
come in to the Student Development and Career Planning Center, in

Berkshire House, Room 211, 9 to 5 on weekdays.

Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY
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DRIVE TO NORTHAMPTON

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1974

Do You Think that Greeks

ere a Drag?

Fraternities and sororities are primarily socially
oriented. If you want more than that, learn about an
alternative to Greeks. If you'd like to belong to a
UNIQUE organization, then you're looking for us!
SERVICE to others is our primary goal. Interested?
We hope so because we're interested in you!

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA

Till Alternative Greeks

( )
I am interested in Alpha Phi Omega National SERVICE

fraternity

( ) I am interested in Gamma Sigma Sigma National SERVICE
sorority

NAME

ADDRESS;

PHONE

MailtoRSO No. 314or dropoff in RSO Office, 2nd Floor, S.U.

STARTING TODAY

SKI SALE
20% Off

Most Items
Some Items Up to 50% Off

FREE

10,000 S&H

Green Stamps

with purchase of any

of the below vehicles

Brought to you by the skier's friend,

2J0iim> of Halaij, ittr.

AmfffTBt, aiaBBarlfiurtta

'73 AMC Matator V-8, AT,
Air

'73 AMC Javelin V-8, AT.,
Air

'72 Capri 2000, A.T.
'71 Volvo 144-s, 4 Door STD.
Chevy Vega, 4 cyl., A.T.,

'70 Ford Maverick, V-8 Std.
'70 Chevy Monte Carlo, V-8

Auto.

'70 Dodge Coronet Sta.

Wagon, 8 cyl. AT
'70 Audi 100 LS, Std.

'68 OLD's Vista Cruiser V-8
Auto

'68 Pontiac Safari Wagon
V-8, Auto.

'72 Toyota Corolla
Wagon

'71 Chevy Vega
4cyl.stnd

'71 Ford Pinto
4 cyl. at

'71 Ford Pinto
4 cyl. at

2695

2995

2695

2295

1795

1095

1995

1395

2495

995

895

2295

1795

1895

1895

Northampton

Volkswagen

246 King St., Rte. 5,

Northampton
534-0660. . . 534-0791 . . . 1-584-8620

Your Authorized VW Dealer

ENTERTAINMENT
Hrmembfr Roger Saloom! He recorded

•Marie Le Peau" with ••The Mama Bear".
He's at the TOC, Thurs.. Fri. 6 Sat.. Feb.
28. Mar I. 2. Great entertainment.

MM
If you don't need loud music to be en-

tertained, slide up to the TOC. Thurs.-Fri.-
Sat. 9-1. if your thirsty come Thursday.

MM
Where have all the Coffeehouses gone?

We don't know, but the TOC presents the
best in coffee house type entertainment,
every Thur.-Sat.

MM
spring Vacation in San Juan. 1280, all

inclusive. For more information, call

Campus Travel Center. 545-0500.

tf3-l5

HELP WANTED MDC CLASSIFIEDS
Reliable person with interest in movies

and good typing skills. Solid weeks work.
Flexible hours. Call 817-544-3792. keep
trying.

MM
Sell new American Made cars and

trucks, most foreign on commission basic
Drop us a card. Box L, No. Amherst. 91059.

lf3-5

There's nothing like grease to bring
people together, and Bob the l).l has all

your favorite discs of the 5fl's and M's.
Call. 536-6075.

MM1

See spot, see puff, see puff run, see John,
see John Hammond play and knock you
out at the Hatch. Thurs.. Feb. 28. 9-1. only
one buck.

MMi

DOUBLE FEATURE HORROR!
•TALES FROM THE CRYPT" * -THE
BLOB" WITH STEVE MCQL'EEN —
BOTH IN COLOR! FRIDAY NIGHT,
MARCH I IN MAHARAT7&I0.

MM

Ixwking for something to do? Come see
"The Point" tonight at 7. 8:30 * 10 p.m..
C.C.A., 7Sc.

2-28

Musicians! Drummer-singer needs bam.
or bunch of musicians for spring-summer.
Into jazz but will do anything. Call Mike.
519-1.17.

tf3-4

APT. FOR RENT

I bedroom apt. all utilities. Si 45 a month.
Sunderland. Rt. IK. Call any time. 665-

2719.

tf3-l

ROOMS FOR RENT

In Northampton apt. 3 rooms and kit-

chen to share. $75 mo.

MMI

Furnished room on edge of campus, no
kitchen, occ. 3-1. Call 549-6397. after 3 p.m.

tf3-l

S40 per & $10 per utilities. 5 bedroom
house, close to Smith Bus and downtown.
Call After I. 584-3402.

MM

WANTED TO RENT

ROOMMATE WANTED
Own room in Mt. Sugarloaf apt. On

busline, asking f100-mo. Working space for

art student or serious student. 546-1074 bet.

7-10 p.m.

MM

Need person to share 3 room apt in

>.>rthamp close but comfortable and
quiet, $75 per month includes utilities. Call

586-1251.

tf3-l

Housemate wanted, own room, dblbed. I

mile from campus, friendly people. 185,

253-5267.

.
tf2-28

SWF 24, wants room in house with
family, group, rent free in exchange for
housework, cooking or babvsitting. 549-
3534. Margaret.

MM

PERSONAL
TO SUBLET

Steve the DJ is alive and working in Los
Angeles. It's just like the Beach Boys sang.

tf2-28

Heads up with Dean Swift Fancy Snif-
Hng Snuff. Send for free samples. Dean
Swift Ltd. Box 2009, San Francisco. Ca.
94126.

MM

Black Prisoner in Ml State Prison
wishes to correspond with understanding
women. Philip Blake. Box 14. Concord.
Nil. 03310.

MM
Sick of Rock? let Clem Tilson and The

Blue Valley Boys play Bluegrass at your
next gathering. Call Tom in 102. 545-2638.

MM

I bedroom apt. for sublet. '? mile from
Amh. $146 a month with util. I'niv. Park
Apts. Call 253-5851.

MM
To sublet April I. s. Deerfield. partly

furnished 3 rm. apt., stove, ref. $120 & elec
6*5-2486. keep trying.

MM

TRAVEL

Congratulations Kathy O'D and Linda S.

2-28

Female roommate wanted for Brittany
Manor Apt. No lease, negotiable rent. Call
256-0618.

MM

Sean. Peter. & Mike — tonight's the
night. Smile and be cool, you'll do well.

2-28

Girl needed to share new apt. on Rte. 9.
Iladley

: $46.25 per mo., plus util. Call 586-
0852. Nice place, nice people!

tf3-l

"Me and my arrow ..." Remember
Nilsson's hit song? Hear it tonight in "The
Point." C.C.A.. 7. 8:3* & 10 p.m.. 75«.

2-28

2 bdrm. apt. or 1-5 rms.. 10 mile
radius of Amherst. $I20-$I50 range
Call Lynne at WMl'A. 11-4 p.m.

MM

I or 2 freaks to share apartment. $65 mo
including utl. Private room, pets allowed,
in the countl y. 589-9249.

MMI

Do you remember Obilio and Arrow?
Come see them tonight in "The Point "

C.C.A.. 7. 8:30 * It p.m.

2-28

Campus Travel Center, handles air.

hotel, car rentals, package tours,
honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call
545-0500. tor information.

MMI

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from $199.

For more information call Campus Travel
(enter. 545-0500.

113-15

Spring Vacation in Spain at
Torremolinos. $279. all inclusive. For more
information call Campus Travel Center
545-0500.

t13-15

CRIMSON TRAVEL SPRING
VACATION IN BERMUDA FROM $199.
DEPOSITS MUST BE RECEIVED SOON.
SPACE IS EMPTYING. CALL STEVE.
665-3737.

MM

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

M or F wanted to share house, own rm..
$80 per mo., util. included. 253-7998.

MM

Nancy of the 9th — it's strange the way
people vanish around here. Hope to see you
again. Falmouth.

2-28

Wanted trans axle for VW Bus 1$
Mike. 665-4150.

Three bedroom apt., first floor. North
ampton area. Ready for occupancy
$160. per month. Call Skibiski Real Estate

Brand new B.A.S.F. reel k cassette
tapes. 1209' reels. $1. I hr cassettes. 3 for a
$1. 546-8902.

MM

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALt

For sale 1971 BSA ( .old Star 500SS. Excl
cond.. 5800 mi. $650. Call 323-4223. after
6:30 p.m.

tf3-l

Roommate wanted — large country
house in Conway. Own rm.. $63 per mo.,
utilities included. Female preferred W
1649.

tf3-4

tf3-5

Cathy — happy 19th birthday. This year
promises to be one of the best. 2 weeks and
6 days. Love always. Sieve Gerard.

2-28

Own room in 3 bdrm. Puffton apt., grad.
preferred until Aug. or later. Pool, tennis
h«s route. 549-6258 anytime.

tf3-4

Questions about Greek life? Come to 23*
Whitmore or call 5-2711. ask for Ed Bowe!

tf3-l

I want to buy your sick car any make or
model, any major problem, foreign or
domestic. Let me buy your headache! 253-
7241.

tf3-l

584 3428.
state.

U2-28

INSTRUCTION

TO RENT

Furnished room for rent im-
mediately in relaxed but quiet country
house in Whately. Sorry no pets $65.

plus. Call 253-3511 or 665-3405.

tf;t-i

Do you park in C.C. garage? Then I've
got a deal for you. Strictly legit. Call Jerry
584-3735 or 546-7079.

MMI

Books wanted. Old or new. whole
libraries, odds and ends. Call evenings
256-6113. we pick up.

MM

2 bdrm. apt. walking distance to I M on
bus rte. $180. util. inc. pets allowed, immed
occ. 253-2X42. Call quickly!

tf2-28

ROOM WANTED

Male and lovable, well-trained dog need
one bedroom : have full-time job. (all Hon.

I II. Mil:.

MM

Weaving on improvised looms. Classes
start March 4 and 19. April 22. For more
information call Karin Tristan. 549-6321.

tf3-i

SERVICES

Car repair hassles" Experienced
mechanic available to fix it right, no big
<»erhead. no job Ion small Foreign and
Domestic. 253-7211.

(f:t.,

Rooms, immed. occ. by month, no
lease, single, double, next to campus. 401
N. Pleasant. Ask for Duncan. 253-9938.

lf3-7

Attention Bogetrotters! Horny
football jock is looking for female
companionship. Must be fat-assed and
ugly. If interested call Yush at 549-
IO»*. Hurry!

2-28

Ed Student needs good comftble en-
vironment to leave boys, aged 2 and 1 in
while attending classes. 6 hrs. a week 772-

U3-1

Wanted — exp. instructor to teach flute
Will pay. Call Bob. 546-5823.

MM

Quiet room. Brittany Manor, pref. F.
Sum a month includes utilities and some
food. 256-6993.

MM

TYPING

For rent — own bedroom in t bdrm.
house, no lease. $70. Avail, immed. Call
256-0581. 2> t miles from campus.

MM

Typing- Fast. ace. and cheap- Pickup
and deliver. Call Sue 1-527-4892.

MM
t.eneral typing done, (all Karen. 665-

2625 after 5 p.m.

MM

Wanted! ! ! Jewish students to share
a suite in Cashin with 3 concerned
Jews trying to find their Jewishness.
in a communal type of living. Ad-
vantages include an automatic meal-
ticket exemption, a private room, and
the opportunity to explore your Jewish
identity Call Dov at 6-4157. anytime.
Am Yisroel Chai! I

MM
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Notices
BAHA'I INFORMATION:
Informal talks and discussion,

every Thursday from 7:30 p.m. on.

531 Lincoln Apts (across from

Whitmore) sponsored by UAAass

Baha'i Association. Drop by.

CIVIL LIBERTIES COM/*:
The Civil Liberties Committee ot

the Southwest Assembly will meet

today at 3:00 p.m. in the 10th floor

lounge of Coolidge Tower.

COIN CLUB:
Meeting 178 CC. Thursday

February 28, 7:30 10": DC p m.

Everybody welcome! Bring your

trade material.

DOUBLE FEATURE:
"Tales from the Crypt" and "the

Blob" with Steve McQueen.
Dynamite horror double bill. Friday

March 1, Mahar, 7 and 10.

FILM MAKERS:
Tonight 7 p.m. Room 901 UMass

Super 8 Film Society. Do drop in and

leave your name and interests in

Super 8 facilities at UMass.
FIRST AID CLASS:

First Aid Class will meet in Draper

124 every Monday night at 7:00. This

Monday March 4 there will be a guest

speaker. See you at 7:00.

GROUCHO AND THE ROAD
RUNNER:
The Marx Bros, classic, "Duck

Soup" will be shown in Thompson 104

Sat. March 2 at 7,9,11. Also on the bill

are 2 Road Runner cartoons.

HELLO DOLLY!:
Come and meet the Sisters of Tri

Sigma. Good show and good mun
chies. Great company. Movie starts

at 8:00 tonight. Call 253-9066 for rides.

INTERESTED IN GREEK LIFE?:
If you have any questions about the

Greek area and or Greek Life come
to the Greek Affairs Office, 236

•Vhirmcrt. Can 5 2711 Ask tor Ed 6
CHRISTIAN CONCERT AND
LECTURER:
Thursday night, March 7 at 7:30pm The Anointed" band will

perfor,
,

in the main lecture hall
(Pattp- sci) Also presenting religious

speaker, discussing "The Last Days'
"The Second Coming"
ISRAELI SINGING:

Israeli singing (1 credit) coiloq
meets again, tonight at 9 30, Pat
terson Piano Lounge Still room for a
few more Deonip For into 6 9591

JEWISH WHOLE EARTH:
This week only class begirt! at

6.30. Class held in Mi I lei f3W S U.B )

LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS CLUB:
Meeting, Thursday Feb 7%, 7 p.m.,

904 C.C Elections for next years
officers Buffet and keg Guest
speaker from Shrewsbury Nurseries
Please attend and be on time!
LIVING RIVERS??:
"The River Must L 1 v a Shell

ecology film, will be shown Wed.,
March 6 at 730 pm 90 > CC All

welcome!! Geog Assoc
organizational meeting, loo 1

LOOK! :

Check out the display 1 *•* in The
Student Union Lobby
MOVIE:

See the best cartoon since "Yellow
Submarine"! "The Point" starring

Obilio and Arrow, tonight, 7, 8:30 and
10. C.C A Hear the hit song, "Me and
My Arrow .." *

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
< Continued oil P. 20)

It's not drugs.

It's not suicide.

And it's not cancer.

It's automobile crashes.

More American people
betWWl the ages of 15 and 25 die
in automobile crashes than in any
other way.

At least half of those deaths
are alcohol related. And the drunk
drivers who cause most of them
are under 25. Sometimes, many
times, they kill themselves.

One of the most dangerous
tilings you can do is get drunk and
d live home.

You can change it. You
have to.

You march against the war.

You fight for clean air and clean
water. You eat natural foods. You
practice yoga. You are so much for
life. And you arc so much against
killing.

It would be unthinkable for
you to wittingly kill another human
being.

So then, why is this

happening?

1

!

DRUNK DRIVER. DF.PT Y*
1 BOX 1969

I

WASHINGTON. DC 20013

J

I don't want to get killed and I don't

I

want to kill anyone Tell me how I can
1 help *Youths Highway Safety Advisory
! Committee.

WW
Poruxt

Donuts aren't

just for

breakfast.

Mr. Donut's
are good
anytime!

Mt. Farms
Mall

1 Rte. 9

Hadley

My name is

Address
City State -Zip

__ STOP DftMNG DRUNK.
STOP KHiJNG EACH OTHOL£*

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

Presents

NETHERLANDS

WIND

ENSEMBLE
THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 1974 - AT 8:00 P.M.

BOYVKER AUDITORIUM
Reserved Tickets $2.00 UM-A Students $4, All Others

[Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall - 545-0202

FOR SALE FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE SERVICES

Books and magazines for sale. Old and
out of print. Free search service. Mon -

Sat. 10-10. 5M-32W. Larry Pruner. Box 285.
Nrthmptn.

MM
Records — More rock imports ft budget

LPS than anyone at fair prices. We pay
postage Write: Box 31. Canton. Ct. 06019.

Recycled Rec.

MM

Lange Stand. Ski Boots with Lange -

Flow, will fit sites 8-10, $35. Call Chuck «S5-

3416, leave number.

MM
Wooded land in Ashfield for sale by

owner. Year-round streams, view, fron-

tage. 23 miles from campus. Call 1-628-

3279, eves.

tfj-l

Pioneer SA-H00 amp. 40 watts RMS
Channel, excellent cond. Call Rich. 546-

8094. between 4-7 or after 10.

MM

For sale — 2 Melboum Radial tires.

560:15. Rood tread. S25. (all Shelley at 5-

2304.

02-28

Newly dry-cleaned suede coat with fur
collar. Worn 3 months, best offer. Call
Patricia nites at Leach. Room 408, Tel 546-
2924.

tf3-4

Classical guitar — excel, cond.. new
$125. sell for |6C. Call Gary, 256-8864
evenings.

tf3-4

Dolby cassette tape deck — Sony, 5 mo.
old. excel, cond.. cost 1260. sell for $160
Call Gary. 256-8864 evenings.

MM
Left-handed guitar. Gibson Heritage.

1275. excellent condition. Call 546-6424 or
546-6509.

tf3-4

AUTOS FOP SALE

1966 Chevy Imp. SS 283. 20 mpg. auto, ps
& pb, studded snows. $300. 67 VW Bus. very
nice, low miles $600 or best. Call anytime,
549-0924.

MM

67 Plymouth Fury. auto, ps, new brakes,
v good cond.. 17 mpg. 1595. See Dennis at
Plaza Shell. Rt 9. Amherst. Fri.. Sat.. Sun.

MMI

65 FORD 4 dr, 289. V8. auto, rebuilt
motor, passes inspection. Rusty in rear,
only good interior. $175. 15 mpg. 586-3819
or 1-772-0517.

MM

1968 VW. 1400 miles. Excellent cond.
Radials. automatic, new muffler and
Irani Asking $1150. 253-7634.

MM

Hi-fi audio repair. Sansui. Sony. Dual.
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech HiFi. 549-2610

If3-I5

1969 Tempest Lemans Convert. 6 cyl.
standard. Economical, new tire;, just
tuned. No rust, fine reliable engine askins
$700. 25:1-7634.

MM

1965 Olds, runs well. 1968 engine, reg.
gas. $300 or best offer or deal involving
good 10 speed bike or motorcycle. 256-6091.
keep trying.

MM

24 Hour Service on Passports and
l assport Applications. Tel 253.314a
l-angs Photo.

MMi

65 Jeep. 2wd. -
4 ton pickup. 157 Bridge

Northampton. $500.

Firewood. One cord dried hardwood,
sawed 16". Call Barry, after 7:30, 527:1648

MM

For sale — Queensize waterbed. brand
new mattress, wooden frame and liner.
Call 253-3849. $40.

MM
For sale — 9'xl2' Oriental rug. white

•at*, red. gold, and blue trim, asking $40.
"uase call 253-3849.

If3-

1

Eight-track and stereo system, good as
new. paid $110. will sell for $100. «'all

Collegian at 5-2550. ask for Bob MarKay.
1(3-1

1

tf2-28

68 Ford Cortina GT 4 cy. 30 mpg ex
cond., 66 Sprite, ex mech. cond. $300. stick-
6 Pontiac Conv. 200. Rambler, stick-6 $95 1

Porsche & TR4. 323-7327.

tf2-28

Dodge Dart 1966. 2 door automatic
transmission, runs excellent, gets good
mileage. Asking $285. Call evenings or
weekend. 32.1-4456.

tf3-l

Auto for sale— 1970 Por kM Grand Prix,
mint condition, p.s.. p.b.. *M-FM. new
battery, just tuned up. 12 r mpg. Please
call 253-3849. $2,000.

MM

1973 Toyota. 5-speed. radials. r.w.. def..

AM-FM. 12.000 mi.. $2.55u. (all Jeff. 665-

3025.

tf3-«

Professional camera * stereo repairs,
all guaranteed, at reasonable prices that
your pocket can afford. Tel. 253-3148
Lang's Photo.

MM

ETERNAL LIGHT TUTOR SERVICE.
Graduate students with experience, will
tutor general physical or organic
chemistry: call 665-3607.

MM

King-size bed mattress and frame $200.
519-1120.

tf:t-l

I960 Kord Kconoline, excellent cond..
panelled & insul. tape deck frhed. Call 581-

8207 after 6 p.m.. $1,509 or best offer.

lf:i-fi

1971 (hevy \ega - Green, excellent
condition. 6 new tires included $1575 (all
527-1022.

tf2-28

1960 Porsche 35GA. excellent running
cond.. AM-FM, Mich. X. Carrera exhaust,
red-black int.. must sell to first $800 cash
516-5764.

If3-I

L*«m Astrology. Beginner-
Intermediate Classes. Beg. starts 2-27; Int
starts 2-25, for infor call 253-3693 or 549-
0005 before 9 p.m.

r or sale — 8 track auto tape plaver $30;
22 cal. bolt action tub. feed rifle $10.
Phonowir auto. rec. changer. Call 369-4018.
Billy.

tf2 28

Kenwood Amp. Good dependable AM-FM Tuner-Amp. 20 Watts RMS. $125. Call
Ed. 546-5312.

MM
TEAC 60I0S Deck. 7 in reel, all 1 new

heads, excellent condition $350. Krnie. 527
1877. leave message.

tf:i-l

Zoom Lens for Nikon: Vivitar 85 205mm
Bj lens with three filters and case. $135.
Call 549-0511.

tf3-6

Fisher Stereo Receiver Model 301, 30
watts RMS. excellent cond. 6 mos. old.
New $349.95. asking $185.00. Call 256-6837.
ask for Hooper

MM
Really nice compact G.E. Cassette

Player & Tape Recorder. Good for use in
cars & or class. $25.00. Call Paul. 256-6043

tf2-28

Ludwig Snare Drum, almost new w-
carryingcase. seat, music holder stainless
*eel finish First $75 takes all 253-7241.

MM

Stereo for sale — Panasonic 8-track tape
player. \M-r.M receiver, and speakers,
includes 20 tapes. $125. Please call. 253-
:txi9.

if3-

1

Stereo — Crown DC3O0. power amp.
under warrantee. $150. exc. cond.. also
brand new Crown 1(150 preanip. with
guarantee card, (all Kim. 512-5818

tf:t-t

For sale — one pair of P. A. column
speakers. 6-8" I tah speakers per rabinet.
very reasonably priced. Call John at 584-

7151.

MM
Bass players: I yr old llofner bass —

absolutely new condition, molded case
included, asking $150. certainly will
haggle. Kuth. 519-6073.

2-28

(orvair parts — save. 260 new parts
available for your valuable car, 25c for

catalogue. Clark's (orvair Paris. Colrain.
Ma. (ICIIO

tf3-7

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Spfld. Fri.. Mar I. after
1:30. Call Ann. 546-8253. Keep trying.

tf2-28

STEREO COMPONENTS

1965 (orvair. I speed, good on gas, good
condition Asking $300 or best offer Call
581-9212.

tf2-28

1968 Pontiac convertible, new tires,

great shape, good mileage. Let the sun
shine in. $1(8) or best offer, (all Jim. 516-
9(«T.

MM

Yoga 1 Hatha 1 Courses. 8 and 10 weeks
beg. & inter experienced teacher, for
more information, call 519-0842 keep
Irving.

tf3-4

HONEST XI. CAMPING
SPECIALS - 54 Dodge Mail Trk
Camper, nice paneled interior 5" 6"

high. 7 ft long. 6 cyl.. t spd. no rust, gd
tires, new battery. $375. 2 SCHOOL
BISKS not converted, very well
maintained, no rust: 51 CHKV. fi cvl.. I

spd. $375 or 60 FORD \ 8. I spd.. $400,
these are 2 clean rigs. 386-3819 or 1-772-

0517. WANTED: DARTS VALIANTS &
LANCERS.

If3-

1

LOST & FOUND

Allan — please cs." jack re camera left

in your car on Lriday afternoon ride to

Arlington. 519-0118.

MM

PHOTOS - Passports, visas, grad
school applications, etc. Size, and
number of photos negotiable. $4.00'
minimum. Kast service, quality
guaranteed. Call Steve at 6-5443.

tf2-29

FREE PARTYFREE BEER

Yashica Hmm 1.8 Zoom all electrical
Movie Camera and 1 Yashica Mini Spy

J
amera. Both slightly used and fantastic

buys. 253-7241.

MM

Stereo

(

omponents — 20 per cenl - Itl
1

per cenl off list. All major brands
|

available all guaranteed, (all Mike ?'

536-1811. iifter 5 p.m.
Ill II 1

1

All aluminum van. 1966 Kord. 6 ryl

engine, automatic trans. Very dependable,

(all Debbie. 549-6582. after h.

MM

68 VW Sq. back. Needs body work. Good
condition otherwise. Asking $500. Will
consider trading for stereo equip, (all
Mark 516-1108

MM

1967 VW Squareback. best olfer. 319-

1420.

tf:i-l

Kor sale — Auto. 1966 I22S Volvo. $200.

Mike. 665-1150.

MM

72 FI00 Ford Pickup. 302 V8. low
mileage push bumper Excellent like new
condition $2150. (all CI7-544-6028.
anytime.

tfl-l

Confidential Pregnancy testing and Aid.
(all 584-8816.

tf5-17

Looking for some action Saturday
Night? Come see Worcester's Finest
— Dark Horse. March 2nd at Hamden
Dining Commons, from 8:30 to 1:00,

$1.00. Donation — Free Beer.

MM

Lovable kitten. 10 mon.;.. old. all black
female for good home only. Too timid with
my dog and other cat. 253 724;

tf3-l

CAMP COUNSELOR

INTERVIEWS

BEAT THE HIGH COST

(amp Vega (Readfield. Maine) will
interview applicants for counselor
positions in teaching o* swimming,
sailing, canoeing, skiin:'. tennis,
riding, pioneering. & cultural arts.
Times: March 3. 9 a m.-noor.. Career
Placement. Whitmor*. !-: n.m., Mt.
Hnlyoke: March 6. 9-4 p. 1,1., Career
Placement. For appointment call
Ellen. MMMM or 253-7268.

tf3-4

Spacious I or 2 bedroom con-
dominium apartments, only $157 to
$190 monthly after $500 down pavment
Includes closing costs, principle, in-
terest, taxes, maintenance, upkeep
and insurance. Located in Sunderland,
(all 256-6070 for appointment eves..
665-2641.

tf3-lf

PHOTOGRAPHER

Custom black and white film processing
done. Quick service.' One roll of film and
contact only $1.25. Call John or George.
665-1290.

tf3-7
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Notices (cont.)
(Continued from P. 19)

The bus will be leaving for Nor
thampton State Hosp. tonight. Pick
up areas in front of Hasbrouck. at
6:30 and Paterson House, Sunset Ave
Side, Southwest at 6:35 All are
welcome.
NOTICES:

Ski Club now has office, 304 SUB
Hours: 12 4 daily. Information, club
memberships, trip sign ups.

O.H. COLLOQUIUM:
"The Gospel According to Mark",

starting tonight, 8 p.m. Grayson, 4 N
Lounge. Text provided free.

OPEN HOUSE:
Open house at Phi Mu Delta, Frat

Sor Park. Life Band, St. March 2

starting at S:0G p.m.
PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE:
The University Percussion En-

semble will present its fifth annual
Concert of Music for Percussion
Instruments March 3 at 8:00 p.m. in

Bowker Aud. The concert is open to

the public and free of charge.
SAILING CLUB:
There will be a organizational

meeting next Weds. March 6 at C.C.
904 908. Plans for upcoming races
and possible sailing plans for up-
coming races and possible sailing

instructions will be discussed. New
members welcome.
SOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE:
The Social Action Committee of the

Southwest Assembly will meet today

at 500 p.m in Melville House
Lounge
SOKO-LOK MOI:
GREAT turnout for last wk.

meeting. Gemoi will shine in the light

of Hommtra sing. Sing Bo Sing.
Next meeting Feb 29

SOLZHENITSYN:: WINNER OR
LOSER:

Issues and implications of exile,

panel discussion with audience
participation. Herter 227, 8:00,
tonight. Profs. L. Tikos, T. Aczel,
Mary Desjeans (Hist. Grad St.), V.
Holesovsky, R. Jones, K. Ryavec.
SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB:
Old and new members come back

to life as a new jumping season starts
April l. Classes and meeting wiji he
held in April. Watch for dates in

Collegian.

STAR TREK LIVES!:

Meeting on Wednesday March 6,

7:00 rm 172 C.C Any questions? Call
Barbara at 546 6672.

THE WOMAN IN CUBA:
Film; ("Internationally ac

claimed") Lucia. Speaker: Johnetta
Cole, Thompson 104, 8 p.m.
FOUND.

1 Schnauzer puppy pure bred, no
tags, two collars. Contact Debbie 615
Grayson Hall 6 7022.

FOUND:
Psych textbook in Goodell on

Monday, 25th Call 413 648 9748.

LOST:
Navy blue ski jacket lost Tues night

at 9:00 p.m. in front of WOPE. Call
Cathy, 403 Leach, 6 2924 Reward.
LOST:

a green wallet lost on 2 26. Very
valuable pictures! If found, call 546
5478 or send to 401 Lewis, UMass.

Kill-A-Watt
CONSERVE ENERGY

papeR House
FAST COPY CENTER
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65 University Drive Amherst
256 0553
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SATISFYING MOVIES
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IN A LONG TIME" >>"»
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n I mmmt

w k wbs murder, where s

tiSe body? If it was for a

woman, which woiTian?

If its only a game,

wKytne blood?

TWENTIETH CENTURY-POX

Thursday, Feb. 28
7 & 9:30 S.U.B. 75«

Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie"
Cancelled

Reward, if desired. Thanks!! mos old Lost Feb 26 in Harlow

LOST: Drive E Pleasant St area Named
Dark grey miniature Schnauzer, 5 "Rudi" call 549 1579 Reward!

MDC Classifieds

7

5

€
first day

50e each

additional day

*,

CALVlNl&e
I KIS(, ST NORTHAMPTON 584-2310

rfcijiian HOFnran

PflWLLOn

SORRY

NO PASSES 1

WOW

SMMts

$100
i'

Ev*» 7 NUN
MwJnitt Show Fri 4 Sjt

With Student
Discount Card*

Student Discount Cards on Sale at the Boi Office Now!

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

ioon To Win I

Best Pictureil AMHER$T(Vmt
Soon To Win
Best Actor!

AMITY ST. 253 5426

7:M I 1:10

' <paTisRATED

MARLON 8RANDO

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

Television Tonight

"Opie Joins the

"Never Play Cards

SPORTS i40i

:>:IHI POPKYE (18)

NOGAN1 IIKKOKS Six lessons From
Madame l-a(irange " (22)

MISTKK HOt.KRS NKIGHBOKIIOOD
1 24 1 (57)

\l)VK\Tl RKS OK SI HKRM.W < 27

»

BEVERLY Hll.l Bll I IKS Elly Comes
Out." (30)

GOMER PYLK A Visit From Aunt
Bee." I4tl

:• :io THE REAL UaCOW "The Rain
maker " H8i
TIIK I.KY SHOW Lucy and Art

Unkletter " (22)

TIIK ELECTBJC COMPANY (241 1ST)

GOMEfl PYLK
Marines." (27)

IHM.AVS HKROKS
With Strangers " (30)

NKWS. WKATHKH.
5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

6:00 NKWS (3) (8) (22)

1 SPY "A Time Of the Knife " (18)

TIIK TIN LADY (24)

PKTTICOAT JlACTION The
Honeymoon Is Over " (27)

TO TELL THK TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WKST "Night Of the Bub-
bling Death " (40)

ZOOM! (57)

ti:M NKWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NKWS (8)

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (24)

ANIMAL WORLD (27)

WALSH'S ANIMALS (57)

«55 NEWSBEAf NEWS (40)

T.M SALE OF THE CENTURY (3)

TRl'TH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW 'Harrison B
Harding Of Camp Crowder. Mo " (18)

(3)

(30)

NEWS. WKATIIKR. SPORTS (22) (30)

VOIR KITIRK IS NOW (24)

MOVIK "Drum Beat " (27)

ABC EVENING NKWS (40)

SILENT COMEDY HIM CLASSICS ( S7 >

7 Ml ARTHUR OK THK BRITONS The
Slaves ." (3)

THRH.USKKKKRS (8)

MOVIK "Toyko Joe (18)

HOLLYWOOD AND THK STARS
Natalie Wood: Hollywood's Child " Hal

Stanton, host <22>

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK (24)

THK NEW TREASURE HINT Geoff
Edwards, host (30)

DRAGNET (40)

MARTIN AGHONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

H:0U MOVIK "Hello Dolly
CHOPPER ONE (8) (40)

THE KLIP WILSON SHOW (22)

RKIIIND TIIK LINKS (24) (57)

k:m» FIRKHOUSK "Strike. Spare and
Burn " 18) (40)

»:00 KING TV "The Passion Of Chen Yi."
(8) (40)

THK 700 CLUB (18)

IRONSIDE "Close to the Heart " (22)

(30)

HUMANITIES FILM FORUM (24)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "Terror In Teakwood." (27)

AMERICAN BICENTENNIAL: (57)

1 : 90 THE STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO
(8) (40)

MUSIC COUNTRY U.S.A. (22) (30)

NEWS (27)

NANA (57)

10:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

1030 THE LIVING WORD (18)

ENERGY ALERT (24)

JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

Send us a letter . . .

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor They must be signed, and
include the authors address and phone number
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages
Organizations-may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
content or space, according to the judgement of
the editors Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that all letters received will be printed
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Speech

!

State Representative James G.
Collins of Amherst will be the
featured speaker tonight at 8:30 in
Patterson House. The speaker's
series is intended to keep the
members of the community in-

formed on topics of both interest
and importance.
Representative Collins, a former

President of the UMass Student
Government Association,
welcomes an open format allowing
for free and informal give and
take. Issues such as mass tran-
sportation, the future of public
Higher Education, the effects of
Watergate on the political process
and many other matters which are
currently before the
Massachusetts Legislature wil be
discussed.

As a part of the. Third Annual

DuBois Lecture Series and Sym-
posium, Nana Kobina Nketsia, IV

will deliver a lecture tonight on the

subject of missionaries in Africa.

The lecture, third in a series of four

concerning "Europe in Africa: The
Ghanaian Experience," will

commence at 7:30 p.m. in S.B.A.

120.

A Paramount Chief of the Fante
in Ghana, Mr. Nketsia is currently

a Professor of African Culture in

the DuBois Department of Afro-

American Studies at UMass. The
lecture series is being held under
the auspices of the DuBois
Department in conjunction with

the Five College Black Executive
Committee. Professor Nketsia s

final .lecture is scheduled for

Thursday, March 7.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
^V h STTXCY OMAJW ^

The way people feel about astrology often
reflects their tastes in other areas The
hard nosed skeptic who shouts. "It's all
bunk' usually lacks intellectual curiosity
and makes a poor companion

ARIES (March 21 April 19 > Money and
extravagance could team up to create
havoc Know it and be factual Take nothing
for granted Friend who appears to know
plenty may be striving for attention Refuse
to be sold proverbial bill of goods
TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Accept

responsibility Cycle is such that you are
aided by one with visions of expansion
Show that your own vision is not limited
Means perceive potential And remember
to laugh at foibles, those of your own and
others

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Long-range
view is essential If you limit yourself, you
invite setback Aries. Libra persons are in
picture Finish rather than begin -strive to
get finger on pulse of public Broaden ap
pea! Gain additional outlets
CANCER (June 21-July 22): New ap-

proach is most likely to succeed Bring
forth 'hidden'

-

creative talents Permit
yourself to express, to speak up. to imprint
style This is no time for modesty, false or
otherwise Self-assertion is key to
fulfillment Act accordingly!
LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Trust hunch One

who pulls strings is willing to listen and be
influenced Follow through on call-see one
in command Bypass those who wish to rip
you in maze of red tape Aquarian may play
significant role

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Avoid trying to
be something you are not -those who cannot
accept you as you are should be cast aside
Be selfish in that you like yourself Means
stop apologizing to one who is "holier-than
thou ." Revere your own feelings If you
care for yourself, you also can love others
LIBRA (Sept 23-0ct 22) : Emotions could

'run over " Means what had been con
tained or thought to be under control
probably is the opposite You need outlet to
express You can find your way now if

persistent Throw aside barriers which are

arunciai wmcti na\c MM maue t» jealous
associates

SCORPIO (Hi 2.j-Nov 21 r Change is

necessary One who does plenty of reading
may be posing as an authority Know it and
do some personal investigating rompile
data Avoid direct confrontations l^t
others reveal their plans Play your own
c;ird.s close to chest

SAGITTARIUS < Nov 22 Dec 21 . Strive
for harmony on domestic front Make
changes at home but in the main, consider
needs of loved ones Put up with in

convenience, if necessary, to accommodate
one who is sensitive and bruised
emotionally You make yourself happy bv
being sympathetic
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19) See in

light of reality Romantic notions are fine

in proper perspective However, it is

necessary now to define terms, to know
what you are getting -and giving Pisces.
Virgo persons might figure prominently
Money picture is brighter than is apparent
on surface
AQI 1ARH 'S 1 Js»n ?»-F<fb !<!

I Power play
is featured Let others understand that you
are not without allies Stick to principles
Watered-down versions will not suffice
Know it and act accordingly Friendly
advice now is worth real money
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) You may

have to give up something 01" apparent
value In actuality, you could merely be
getting rid of unnecessary burden Know it

and be positive in attitude Some who do
plenty of talking are basing assertions on
rumor Know it respond accordingly

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
dynamic, creative, independent and
stubborn You also are sensitive, sur
prisingly shy -although not many would
know it Persons born under Leo and
Aquarius are drawn to your sphere of ac-
tivity November could be one of your most
significant months of 1974 You can make
money with Aries but should be cautious in

dealings with Gemini and Sagittarius
Family adjustments are featured this year
your lifestyle improves and so does health
Copyright 1974. Gen. Fea Corp
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

DOWN
1

4

Chinese
pagoda
Cubic meter
Music as
written

12 High moun-
tain

13 Ardent
14 Greek letter

15 Rumor
17 Females
19 Before
20 Part of step
21 Need
23 Obese
24 Keen
27 Ancient
28 Drink slowly
29 Showy

flower

30 Guido s low
note

31 Seme
32 Frozen

water
33 Note of

scale
At no time
American
essayist
Uncouth
person

38 Traced
39 Measure of

weight
40 Journey

forth

41 Doctrine
43 Swiss river

44 Tasks
46 Mistakes
49 Fish eggs
50 Look fixedly

52 Hawaiian
wreath

53 Affirmative

54 Former Rus-
sian rulers

55 Deposit

1 Sailor (col-

loq I

Beverage
Affix

Withered
Make lace
For example
(abbr

)

Illuminated

again
Periods of

time
Enthusiasm
Definite arti-

cle

Three-toed
sloths

Worthless
leaving
Thick
Knock
Injury

22 Change
23 Suitable
25 Evergreen

tree

I

3

4
5

6

7 II

8

9
10

11

16

ifi

20
21

26 Wear away
28 Weight of In-

dia
29 High card
31 More recent
32 Electrified

particle

35 Reiects
36 Vessel
37 Sings

39 Trials

40 Distant M
42 Bird s home
43 War god
44 Sob
45 Garden tool

46 8e mistaken
47 Female ruff

48 Pose for

portrait

51 Cooled lava

34
36

37

38

44 45

49

53

19

42

50

54

23

70

?9

51

17

8

43

52

55

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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Letters to the Sports Editor

Smith insults women Probation enough
To The Editor:

After reading the article concerning "Intramural Basketball" by Russ
Smith (Weds. 2-27), several things caught my attention and should be
brought to light.

These "girls" Mr Smith, if you hadn't noticed are women. Fur-
thermore, these women are not dribbling idiots who engage in in-

tramurals for the sole purpose of finding their good times exclusively in

"falling down", "missing easy lay ups" or even accumulating "twenty
foul shots once in awhile".

Men involved in intramural basketball may also fall down once in

awhile or miss that easy lay up, but this is all within the fun of the game.
So, Mr. Smith, next time you dribble on down to Boyden to observe the
boys and girls falling down or missing easy layups, during intramurals,
take a closer look at the individuals who are having their fun. You may
discover that women as well as men can shoot for those baskets, and not

only that... but remain on their feet throughout the entire game!!!
Karen L. Wisentaner

100 quite a feat
To The Editor:

I am absolutely amazed at the letter that appeared in yesterday's
paper by Mr. Phil Rhoitman. Somehow I cannot believe that he is a coach
here at UMass, or at any other school. I am also an avid sports fan and I

appreciate a good game of basketball I or any other well-played sports

event.

Why were 5000 students strong arriving before 5 and packing the Cage
in an hour with enthusiasm? To thank and congratulate Al Skinner, Peter
Trow, John Olson and Rick Pitino for their tremendous years of

representing this school in a manner unmatched or unsurpassed by
anyone and to show appreciation of their individual talents at a sport that

has taken hours (too many to count) of hard dedicated work, for missing
Thanksgiving and Christmas vacation with their families so they could
practice is why the students took this last opportunity to see these guys
perform their feats and to thank them for the last time.

In the preliminary contest Ihe crowd saw a well played game between
the JV's and Thanes Valley. With a little more than two minutes left to

play the JV's went over 90 point mark and the fans went wild, shouting
and rooting for that 100th point, not because it would have meant winning
by 31 but because it would mean a sign of a major accomplishment — a
sign of a well-played game. You ask me why that is? When was the last

time that the JV's scored 100 points? When was the last time the Varsity
scored 100 points, Mr. Rhoieman? Take a look at the scores in the Sunday
morning papers and see how many schools across the country scored
over 100 on Saturday!!!! Is it still not a major accomplishment?
So I say to you that the 100 points that myself and the other fans were

cheering for was not for the humiliation of the fine Maine team, but a
fitting end to four of the greatest years of UMass history. To me it was a
sign of a team pulling together for one goal. My feeling would be the same
as yours had the starting five remained in the game and scored over
thirty points each and has beaten Maine by 100 points. The way the team
was playing they certainly could done this. THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN
POOR SPORTSMANSHIP AND UNNESSARY HUMILIATION!!!

If this had been the case I would not have stayed around cheered for

that 100th point. I would have been long gone, but there was not much
more Coach Leaman could do. He had the reserves in from midway
throught the first half. Like yourself, I too, was disappointed at the fans
throwing things on the court. This was poor sportsmanship on the part of

those people but what can you expect from a campus this size?

This is why wanted that 100th point. To symbolize the great end to the
great Class of 74!

WEREN'T YOU TRYING TO REACH THAT MEANINGLESS 100TH
POINT???????????????': ???????

Stephan O'Conner

Former Bruin signs

with Whalers

To The Sports Editor:

Apparently Mike Brophy would like to be in charge of conducting top

twenty polls for the two major wire services in both football and

basketball, (re: Exclude the Violators, Feb. 27) While some, Brophy

included are entitled to their own, "straight," opinions on the matter. I

would like to let them know where they are so hard-headed.

Granted, the University of Oklahoma Sonners were placed on athletic

probation by the NCAA for a period of two years. However, this act was

not the fault of the players on the team. And it was the players (as in the

case of the North Carolina State basketball team) who went out, under a

lot of pressure, on the field of battle, and helped their respective teams

compile records worthy of national recognition. It was the Oklahoma

football team who deserved to be ranked number two in the country. Polls

are made on the basis of won-loss record and not by whether a team is on

probation or not. It is the playing of the games that counts first and

foremost.

Enough has already been done to these teams - and I agree that

probation is a just punishment. However, to take away a high ranking

that the players have overcome to earn (at Oklahoma auarterback Kerry

Jackson was declared ineligible because someone else tampered with his

high school transcript) is a downright shame. Oklahoma has one more
year of probation (they won't be allowed to play in a bowl game) and for

the next two seasons, none of their games will be allowed on television.

I say to hell with all this added bull. Enough has already been done to

the players by placing a team on probation. Taking away a ranking they

have struggled hard to earn is just going too damn far. Case closed.

Glenn S. Poster

BB clinic
to be held
Saturday

Coach Bergquist and the UMass
baseball squad will conduct the 7th
annual versior of their in-

structional baseball clinic
Saturday that every year provides
baseball coaches and players from
around Western Mass. a chance to

get a look at some of the latest in

coaching theories and playing
techniques.

Stan Benjamin, northeast area
scout for the Houston Astros will

be on hand to talk about and
demonstrate some of the basics of
bunting and hitting, while Archie
Allen, the noted baseball coach of
Springfield College for many
years, will talk on baserunning.
Members of the 1974 version of

the diamond Minutemen will be on
hand to demonstrate various skills

and to talk with the younger
ballplayers who attend the clinic.

Jeff McKay, the new JV baseball
coming season, will deliver a short

talk on "motivation
1
'.

Although there is a slight ad-
mission charge to the general
public, a current UMass ID will get
any student in to the event who
wishes to attend. The talks start at

9:15 and run until 1 that afternoon.

Marlboro warm-up for Marathon

BOSTON (AP) — The New
England Whalers of the World
Hockey Association announced
Wednesday night the signing of
forward Fred O'Donnell, who
balked at being traded by the
Boston Bruins to the Vancouver
Canucks in the National League.
Whalers general manager Jack

Kelley said that O'Donnell, 24, had
been signed to a multiyear con-
tract, effective next Oct. 1. Kelley
said negotiations had been under
way before O'Donnell was traded
by the Bruins to Vancouver early
this month.
"I'm very happy to be joining the

Whalers," O'Donnell told a news
conference. "They have shown me

a first class organization. Just the

over-all situation, my personal life

and such, made the decision for

me.

By Ken Cormier
The traffic in the center of

Marlboro, Massachusetts stopped
at noontime Saturday, as 150

people poured out of the junior high
school onto Main Street for the
start of the Cullinan Ford Last
Chance Marathon. Onlookers
stared curiously at the assembly of

variegated dress which milled
about, ran in place, or stiffly

waited in the thirty-eight degree
weather. Stiff wind gusts of up to

forty miles per hour ripped into the
group.

The first five miles was like a
picnic, as a tail wind drove the
runners along with little effort. The
circular marathon route (a
standard 26miles, 385 yards)
created a side wind after five and a
half miles, and the lighthearted air
of the runners disappeared. Their
bodies swayed under the
staggering blasts of wind which
were increasing in their oc-
currence and duration, and the
temperature began to drop. Icy
blasts swept off the lakes along the
route and sand buffeted the run-
ners' faces.

Then the hard part came. The
thirteenth mile through the
eighteenth were into the wind.
Heads bent into the wind, the
marathoners' eyes became glazed
and their noses dripped in protest.
The marathoners swore, pleaded,
and prayed to the Wind Maker, all

to no avail. The headwind was
jaded into a side wind as the
marathon circuit headed north and
the temperature kept dropping.
Their energy spent, they finished,

121 of them. Of the finishers,

almost one hundred qualified for

the Boston Marathon (slated for

April 16) with times better than
3:30.0. The winner of the Last
marathon was Ken Mueller with a
time of 2:32.31.

Among the Amherst delegation
to qualify was Steve Gardner,
Mark Elmer, Dave Eiben, and
Charlotte Lettis. Each of these
qualifiers finished within one
minute of each other at three hours
and eight minutes. Charlotte's
husband, Tom Derderian, who has
already qualified for the Boston
Marathon with a time of 2:26.0,

paced the Amherst group for the
twenty-six miles. Two other
Amherst residents to finish were
Mary Cushing and Ed Sandifier at
3:26.0.

Marathoners are a rare breed of
people who come from all walks of
like, and all ages. The one thing
that they have in common is a
passion for completing the im-
possible tasks they have set for
themselves. Marty Cavanaugh, a
76 year old man finished the
Marlboro Marathon in 4:56.10.
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Tourney uids to be
announced today

By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer

Nine teams will get the call Thursday morning to join the fight to give
college basketball a national champion other than UCLA for the first time
in eight years.

The National Collegiate Athletic Association was scheduled to invite
nine at-large teams to its postseason tournament via telephone calls at
9:30 a.m. local time.

The National Invitation Tournament also was to begin issuing in-

vitations Thursday to the annual affair at Madison Square Garden
beginning March 16 and ending March 24.

Considered shoo-ins for at-large invitations to the NCAA tournament
were second-ranked Notre Dame and eighth-ranked Marquette.
Other candidates were 11th - ranked Pitt, 12th-ranked Providence, No

14 South Carolina, No. 16 Creighton, Boston College, Maryland-Eastern
Shore, Massachusetts, Rutgers, St. John's of New York, Syracuse,
Cincinnati, Dayton, Detroit, Marshall, South Alabama, Southern Illinois]

Houston, Oral Roberts and Hawaii.

A school that gets an at-large bid has 30 minutes to accept. "I can't
remember anyone declining," said an NCAA spokesman.
The nine at-large teams will be joined in the NCAA tournament by

winners of 16 major conferences, including the Pacific-8 in which UCLA
currently is tied for first place with Southern California.

First-round NCAA games will be played March 9. The four regional
champions will advance to the national semifinals March 23 at Green-
sboro, N.C., and the championship game will be played at Greensboro
March 25.

The NIT in recent years has drawn runnerup from several major
conferences but this year it will be hampered by the debut of another
tournament-the Collegiate Commissioner's Association.
The CCA has agreements with eight conferences to send teams to a

tourney to be held March 14, 15, 17 and 18 at St. Louis. The teams will be
determined after conference titles are decided.

The Big Eight, Big Ten, Missouri Valley and Western Athletic con-
ferences will send teams to the CCA, and four remaining teams will be
picked from the Mid-American, Pacific-8, Southeastern, Southern and
Southwest conferences.

Braves beat

Celtics for

first ever
PROVIDENCE. R.I. ( AP) - The

Buffalo Braves, led by Bob
McAdoo and former Providence
College All-American ERnie
DiGregorio, defeated the Boston
Celtics for the first time after 22nd
consecutive losses 122-104 Wed-
nesday night in the National
Basketball Association.

Boston captain John Havlicek,
the team's leading scorer who
suffered a leg injury in a victory at
Detroit Tuesday night, watched as
the game in street clothes and
Buffalo capitalized on his absence.

The Celtics spurted to a 34-22

first period lead, but the Braves
out-scored them 37-18 in the second
quarter as Randy Smith hit for 15

points.

McAdoo, the league's leading
scorer, finished with 37 points and
DiGregorio 20. McAdoo, who had 15

rebounds, and DiGregorio, who
had 15 assists, each scored 10

points in the final period as Buffalo
shook off a Boston challenge which
had closed the gap to four points.

Dave Cowens led the Celtics with
23 points, while Jo Jo White had 15.

Cowens also grabbed 23 rebounds.

NL gets DH-for exhibitions
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —

National League baseball clubs

will be permitted to use designated

hitters for the first time this spring

when they play exhibition games
on the road against American
League teams and the NL club

manager agrees to the experiment.

In a bulletin sent Tuesday to

managers, general managers and

umpires, Charles Feeney, National

League president, spelled out the

change in policy from last year
when designated bitters were
prohibited for either club in in-

terleague spring training
exhibitions.

Under the designated hitter rule

adopted by the AL last year on a

trial basis, a 10th player is in the

lineup as a batter only, in the place

of another player.

Feeney 's bullet ing said:

"The designated hitter rule may
be used in games when the

American League club is the home
club in spring training games only,

but the National League manager
must give consent...

"If such consent is not given,

neither club shall employ the rule.

"The designated hitter shall not

apply for either club when the NL
team is the home club."

Rote wins, Rose steals show
By WILLGRIMSLEY

AP Special Correspondent
ROTONDA, Fla. (AP) - Kyle

Rote Jr. proved to be the superstar
of the 1974 superstars, but some
sort of medal should have gone to
Pete Rose, the scrappy outfielder
of the Cincinnati Reds.

It could have been inscribed:
"The man who tried the hardest
and got the most out of his
equipment."

The stocky, 32-year-old baseball

star, in some respects, was the real

sensation of the two-day, 10-sport

test of versatility involving 12 of

the world's most famous athletes.

Until last November, he had

never swung a tennis racket. Yet

he stunned the tournament by beat-

ing the tennis favorite in the first

round, Karl Schranz of Austria,

and coming within an inch of

erasing Jim McMillian of the

NO. 1 SUPERSTAR-Kyle Rote Jr. fooled

everyone by winning The Superstars

basketball's Buffalo Braves, who
says he's played tennis all his life.

Schranz, who plays top-flight
tennis, was dazed.

"He just kept running all over
the court and pushing the ball

back," the Austrian skier said.

"He played like a girl, but he was
terrific."

"Tennis is a good game - I have
good reflexes at the net," Rose
said.

He also entered the golf com-
petition. When he teed the ball up,
it marked the third time in his life

he had been on a golf course.
He needed a par on the last hole

to beat John Havlicek out of fourth
place. He got it. He swings a golf

club with a baseball grip.

"My specialty is deter-
mination," Rose said. "I guess
you'd call me more of a competitor
than a great athlete." Pete also

entered the weight-lifting.

"I'd never lifted weights
before," the 5-foot-ll, 195-pounder
said, "so 20 minutes before the
competition I went to this

weightlifting expert and he showed
me a few tricks."

Rose lifted 200 pounds and placed
fourth. He was barely beaten out of

the finals in the 100-yard dash. He
proved an expert cyclist and was
one of the best on the tough ob-

stacle course.

"This is a competition for the

hard bellies," Rose said. "Look at

me - I've been on the banquet
circuit for the last three months.

I'm soft. The football guys are

coming off a hard season, the

basketball guys are in the midst of

their season and fellows like Bob
Seagren and Kyle Rote have been
working out for three to six

months. "I wish this came along

after I'd played a 162-game season
- it might be different." Now Rose
goes to the Reds' training camp at

Tampa.

Willie Mays with his wife, Mae, starts to

enjoy his retirement.

ABA plots to snare Walton

DENVER (AP) - Although San
Diego possesses the negotiation
rights to Bill Walton, each of the

other nine American Basketball
Association teams have a shot at

signing the UCLA star, according
to Denver Rockets Coach Alex
Hannum.

"I can see nine teams standing in

line to get a crack at him," said

Hannum, who is also the Rockets'
president.

Under current ABA bylaws, a
team can give any other franchise

a 48-hour notice that it intends to

contact a particular player off that

team's negotiation list, then has a

period of two weeks to sign the

player.

Consequently, all of the other
ABA teams could make a
legitimate claim for Walton some
48 hours before he plays his last

scheduled collegiate basketball
game.
Hannum said the Rockets were

in an unusually good position to try

to draft Walton. Denver has a

special bonus draft selection as a

result of the settlement which
allowed Spencer Haywood to jump
his Denver contract two vears ago
and sign with Seattle of the
National Basketball Association.

The bonus had been expected to
be exercised upon the merger of
.the ABA and NBA.

The bonus selection would be the
first by an ABA team only, and
would precede any regular draft
selections, denver would have to
flip a coin with the NBA franchise
which possessed the No. 1 pick in

that league, however.
Since the merger of the two

leagues is no longer a contingency,
Hannun said Denver can exercise
the bonus pick at any time.
Asked why the Rockets did not

use the privilege to select Walton
last spring, Hannum said, "Simply
because we thought the chances of
signing Walton at that time were
iiegligible. For us to use that pick
then would mean we would now
have the same rights to Walton
that San Diego has."
Walton already has turned down

pro offers reportedly in the $2-

million-plus range and has stated
he would prefer to play with a
California franchise.

There is some speculation that
his tender knees would not hold up
over an 80-to-100 game schedule,
but Hannum agrees with those who
feel the gamble is worth it.

Lame duck Whalers
win, regain first
BOSTON (AP) - John Cunniff, recently recalled from the minors,

scored two goals and the New England Whalers regained sole possession

of first place in the World Hockey Association East Wednesday night with

a 5-3 victory over the Toronto Toros.

Cunniff, a former Boston College star, hiked his scoring production to

five goals in four games since being recalled from Jacksonville of the

American Hockey League.

He broke a 2-2 deadlock by firing a 25-foot rebound shot into an open net

late in the second period and then tallied the fifth goal on a partial break-

away in the third period.

Tim Sheehy, Al Karlander and Mike Byers were the other New England

scorers as the Whalers moved two points ahead of Toronto in the East

Division race.

Pat Hickey scored two goals and Gavin Kirk contributed one for the

Toros, who blanked the Whalers 2-0 in Toronto Sunday night.

Visa trouble...again
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) — Luis Aparicio failed to report on time

Wednesday at the Boston Red Sox spring training camp here as Manager
Darrell Johnson greeted 40 players at the first full squad workout.

Johnson said Aparicio was held up in his native Venezuela because of

visa trouble and was expected in camp Thursday or Friday.

Juan Marichal and Orlando Cepeda also were absent from WEd-
nesday's workout but were expected Thursday, Johnson said.
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Lea-men ram Rams
...another rout

By STEVE DeCOSTA
NEW YOr.K - UMass 93, For-

dham 66.

If it was an omen of tilings to

come, it was certainly a good
omen.

The Minutemen neared per-
fection in nearly all the aspects of
basketball last night, as they
convincingly defeated the Rams of
Fordham, 93-66 at Rose Hill.

Granted, it wasn't Madison
Square Garden, and there were
only 2500 people in the stands ( 1000
less than capacity) but any win in

New York is a big win.

The Minutemen played their best
road game of the year as they
seemed intent on showing off their
talent to Pete Carlisimo, chairman
of the NIT selection committee.
The victory was the result of a

well-balanced team effort. Jack
Leaman termed the contest
"Outstanding" from his point of
view and called it "the best all-

around performance I've had at
Massachusetts."

The five starters for the
Minutemen reached double
figures, led by AJ Skinner with 24.
John Murphy finished with 20
followed by Peter Trow who
finished with 18 points while, ac-
cording to Leaman, "doing a great
job of beating the press."

UMass broke the game open
early as they snapped an 8-all tie

with five straight hoops to go up by
10. The Rams never recovered and
pulled no closer than 8 as they
trailed by 12. 42-30 at the half

Daryl Brown led Fordham with
24 points and 12 rebounds, but six of
his hoops came when the outcome
was no longer in doubt. John O'Neil
chipped in with 18.

The Minutemen continued their

torrid shooting from the field as
they hit for 54 per cent of their field

goals, including 63 per cent in the
second half.

The Rams actually outshot
UMass, but a strong press that
forced numerous turnovers and
individual brilliance in the man-to-
man defense held down the number
of shots Fordham could get off.

Indicative of the type of defense
played by the Minutemen was the
fact that Fordham turned the ball
over 18 times, compared to seven
for the winners.
The wait for word on a possible

tournament invitation could end
today. Both the NIT and NCAA
selection committees meet this
morning.

The NCAA's board will invite

major independants to fill out their

field, while the NIT will send out

their initial bids.

i Staff Photo Sieve Smith I

Peter Trow, shown dribbling against two University of Maine Black bears,
scored eighteen points last night in the 93-66 UMass victory over Fordham, and did
a great job of beating the press. After such a convincing win in Fun City the
Minutemen should almost be shoo-ins for a tournament bid.

UMass will play somewhere,
that is almost a certainty. Now it's
only a matter of where, when, and
who. The answers to these
questions could come today.

Female gymnasts beat UNH, SS
By CANDY GROSS

The only bright spot in last

night's gymnastics tri-meet
against Salem State and UNH was
the performance given by the
UMass women, as they outshone
their competitors with a final score
of UM 94.02, SS 60.93 and UNH
50.50. It was another case of UMass
capturing at least the top three
places in all events.

Margie Combs snatched first

place on vaulting with an 8.9.

Teammates Marian Kulick and
Heidi Armstrong took the next two
places with 8.47 and 7.97 respec-
tively. Both Salem and UNH
placed only one girl in the sevens
with a 7.57 from Michelle
Plaisance (SS) and Sue Gould's
7.13 (UNH).
On bars, senior Betsy East

dismounted her way to a winning
8.27 Heidi Armstrong placed
second with 6.3, freshman Carol
Rogers followed with a close 6.23

third and Marian Kulick placed
fourth. UNH and Salem failed to

attain even one score of five points.

The halfway score of UM 46.14,

SS 32.51 and UNH 30.34 indicates
the overwhelming difference in the
competitive levels of these teams.
UMass' beam team took the top

four places led by Jodi Hitt's 8.1.

Heidi Armstrong, showing strongly
once again earned a 7.77, followed
by the steady performances of
Marian Kulick and Gail McCarthy.
Floor Exercise brought a

welcome performance from
Margie Combs who, upon landing
her back layout, found she had
captured first with an 8.97. Smiling
her way to a well deserved second
place was Marian Kulick with an
8.17. Alicia Goode, showing some
stronger tumbling, captured third
with 7.8.

Salem State's Joanne Gen-
tleman took fourth with some
cleaner tumbling than exhibited by
other competitors of the two away
teams. The event score for floor
came to UMH 12.36, SS 17.09, and
UM 24.94.

Both UNH and Salem lack the
needed higher level moves on all
events. This was a primary
problem in their routines, which

added to the drastically lower
scores in last night's meet.
Attendance last night was

somewhat lower than at previous
meets. Hopefully, the last home
meet this Saturday will take place
before a capacity audience as it

will be honoring the team's four
seniors. Southern Connecticut,
being one of the higher ranked
schools in the East, should prove
somewhat more interesting for the
spectators.

ON AND OFF THE
BEAM. ...Last night's individual
scores may seem somewhat dif-

ferent, in odd numbers as they
ended. This resulted from the
absence of one of the four judges.
Usually, to arrive at a score, the
high and low judge's score is

thrown out and the middle two are
averaged. Last night it was
necessary to average all three
scores resulting in the peculiar
points. ...Graduating seniors —
'Ms. Vex', 'The Beast', 'Co', 'Legs
Weak' - look for the story in
Friday's paper.
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An unidentified Northeastern defenseman is a picture of dejection in sharp
contrast with UMass' Kevin Conners (22) who has just scored the first Minuteman
goal in last night's 6-6 tie. The win should set the UMass vessel upright as the
Minutemen start the playoffs Saturday night.

Blade boys rally;

tie NE in overtime
By BILL BALLOU

Throw away the thesaurus; find some new adjectives and make up a
couple of new adverbs, because the words that could describe this one
ain't been uttered yet.

"Incredible" is about as close as you'll come, and that's pretty tame
when you're trying to comprehend the wild finish that highlighted last
night's 6-6 tie with Northeastern.

Only about 700 fans saw the Minutemen break a 12-game Division One
losing streak, but none of the 700 even considered leaving eany

.

Most of the thrills were packed into the last fifteen minutes of hockey, a
span of time that included the last seven minutes of the third period (in
which five goals were scored) and the ten minutes of scoreless overtime.
Things were moseying along rather dully through most of the game.

The Huskies, on goals by Duncan Finch and Bob Desjardins led the
Minutemen 2-1 after two periods. UMass had the better of the play, but
Kevin Conners' first period goal was all they had to show for it.

Then, early in the third period Northeastern broke it open, or at least it

seemed that way at the time. Evan McPhedran fired a 35-foot slap shot
past Chick Rheault at the 3:00 mark, but Mike Merchant got it back for
UMass on a short stuff at 4:59.

But linemates Jim Martel and Dave Sherlock hit for goals at 5:44 and
9:12 respectively and the UMies were dragging.
Then things began to happen.
First, with about eight minutes left in regulation, Jack Canniff took

Rheault out to give John Binkoski some ice time.
Then, at 13:26 Jim Lyons scored on a breakaway to make it 5-3. A "so-

what" goal if there ever was one, it seemed. But at 14:37 Tim Howes fired
in a 40-footer, his fifth goal in his last four games, bringing the UMies
within a goal. Binkoski was playing superbly in goal and the Minutemen
were now flying, so it was no shock when Lyons' weak shot from the left
win broke through goalie Bill McKenna just twelve seconds later to tie it

up at 5-5.

But the insanity hadn't run its course yet.
Billy Harris was sent off for tripping at 15:38 and, shades of New

Hampshire, Northeastern scored. Dave Sherlock tipped a shot past
Binkoski at 16:35, putting the Huskies ahead again. But not for long.
Almost exactly one minute later, at 17:36, the Minutemen tied it up.

This time the hero was Jim Lynch, whose vicious 30-foot slap shot had
new goalie Tod Blanchard (he had played the first period) ducking. It
zipped over his shoulder and the score was 6-6.

Sudden death wasn't quite the same, but both teams had chances to win
it. With Rheault playing goal again, UMass held off the Huskies. Their
best chance came with only about two minutes left when She-lock went in
alone only to be broken up from behind on a diving play by Brian
Mulcahy. A bit earlier Steve Nims had walked in alone but lost control of
the puck on his stickhandle.
So it ended 6-6 and ended a 12-game losing streak to Division One

teams, as well as ending the Minutemen s regular season They finished
at 9-11-1 overall and 9-6 in Division Two.
Noah Webster, where are you?
INCIDENTALLY: UMass outshot the Huskies 45-39. ..The last Division

One team UMass beat was Northeastern back in 1972... 16 of the Huskies
were Canadians... Mike Ellis, out of action since before the Yale game is
scheduled to return Saturday night. His replacement Bill Mintiens,
played his best game of the season last night....

Again! Hoop in the Garden! (see page 28)
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Student addresses are big business

Even if the only other missives you receive are fromma and pa, it looks as though junk mail will never stop
flooding your dorm mail box.

By SHERMAN BOYSC:.
MDC Staff

University addresses of students
at UMass are commercially
available to any company that is

willing to pay for them.
That is the conclusion of a week

long Collegian investigation into
the process of how mailing lists of

UMass students for commercial
use are compiled and distributed.
The investigation was instigated

when the U.S. Naval Aviation

_ Office^ sent out recruitment
material to almost all male

s students of UMass. The Navy had
3 obviously gotten a list of student

| names and addresses.

I
Director of Public Relations,

s Dan Melley, said that "the list of

I student addresses are not given out

ft. to non-campus groups. Campus
' organizations, with the permission
of the Dean of Students, may,
however, have the list."

Melley suggested that the Navy's

list "could have been easily
compiled by buying a telephone
directory at the university store for
25 cents." He also suggested that a
campus organization such as
ROTC or the veteran's
organization, could have supplied
the Navy with a copy of the list.

Calls to the two groups revealed
that neither had given out copies of
ihe list.

Melley mentioned that "the
Navy had requested the list about
two years ago, but were turned
down."
Telephone calls were made to the

Navy to determine exactly how
they compiled the list. The
recruitment material listed a
Pelham Manor, New York address
as being the center of the
recruiting office. There was,
however, no such listing of an
office in the New York phone
directory.

Through questioning of the

Nuclear Objectors

A political party is born
By DENNY MATTEAU

MDC Staff

A new political party is being
born over in Montague: the N.O.
party. "NO Party" stands for
"Nuclear Objectors Party", and
seeks to run a slate of anti-nuclear
leaders in the elections, in May.
Twenty-eight positions in Mon-
tague's government are being
contested. They include the major
positions of Town Moderator and
One Selectman, as well as many
committee openings, including
some seats on the school com
mittee and finance committee.

In an interview last week, Seth
Many, proprietor of the No End
Bookshop, in Turner's Falls ex-
plained the general platform of the
NO Party. "The party is not simply
a one issue party," he said. "It's a
two issue party, and our issues are
the two that all civic activity is

ultimately concerned with, death
and taxes."

"The tax section is basically
this : we have plans that can reduce
the tax rate in this town to zero
within a decade, and we won't need
the Nuclear Plant."

When asked to explain the
party's plans, Many said "Number
One Point is to stop, In its tratkis.

the use of public funds for private
special interests."

As an example of this kind of use
of funds, he cited a recent town
meeting in which some thirty

thousand dollars worth of property
was sold to a private club for five

hundred dollars. "That's just the
surface," he said, "I haven't
looked into this in any depth, but
the town as presently operated has
become a party to all kinds of

centralized schemes which con-
stitute a continuous drain on the

income of every citizen. I really
believe this town could generate
revenues, generate an annual
wage to all citizens, in twenty
years."

In pursuing this goal, the NO
Party would "develop the prin-
ciples of a co-op community, taken
from those used in food co-ops and
credit unions," he continued, "This
would permit the community to fill

its own social needs: medicine,
food, shelter...the needs now badly
met at much greater cost by the
present system."
"And then there's the death

program, so-called because if we
don't act now, that's exactly what
it will be

!

" he said., in reference to
the nuclear power plants. "We're
really concerned about the seven
nuclear plants that will eventually
be put in this area, at least seven."
According to Many, besides the
presently controversial twin plants
planned for Montague Plain,
another twin set is being con-
sidered for the same plains, as well
as more in Northfield. "Northfield
was an alternate site," he said,

"but the Atomic Energy Com-
mission's alternate sites have
tended to become additional sites."

The reason for concern, ac-
cording to Many, is "the worldwide
threat presented by the 200 plants
planned for New Engaand, as a
whole. The Atomic Energy
Commission does not know enough
about the dangers of radioactivity,

although they claim to. The AEC
cannot handle nuclear energy, and
won't admit it," he charged.
"Remember the Threfher? The

nuclear submarine that v>ent down
off Cape Cod, killing 19 seamen?"
he said, "We don't know that that
was a nuclear failure. It could have

Labor party takes lead
LONDON (AP) - Harold Wilson's Labor party, helped indirectly

by a Liberal upsurge, took an early lead Friday in Britain's crisis
election.

The Laborites gained 11 seats in the 635-member House of
Commons from Prime Minister Edward Heath's Conservatives
and one from the Liberals after returns were in from 198 election
districts.

(Staff Photo-Paul V. Benoit)

Seth Many explains

the platform of the N.O.
political party.

been a technical failure, or
human...but what does it matter?
If there's a failure at a plant here,
It's not going to sink out of sight,

out of mind."
"The latest thing was out in

Hanford, Washington. The same
waste center that would be
receiving the first wastes from the

Montague Plains," sa;d Many, "In
June, 1973, their tanks leaked one
hundred and fifteen thousand
gallons. They found out when they
measured the levels in the tanks
that that much waste had gone,
leaked out into the ecosystem.
Charles Bragge sa^s these things

are safe?!"
Seth Many also said that a

Boston television station ran an
Eyewitness news report about a
New Jersey nuclear plant situated
on the coast. He said that, ac-

cording to the report, the plant
caused a ten to twelve degree rise

in the temperature of the water,
which then attracted a sea animal
known as Toraedo worm. The
worms act like termites and
destroyed the wooden piers and the
boats in the Marina, completely

ruining the lifestyle of the com-
munity. "The worst part of this

incident is that the plants there
disclaimed responsibility for the
effects of their activity," he said.

To explain what he called the
"untrustworthiness" of the Atomic
Energy Commission, Many said
"the government and the AEC are
in such a position of face-saving
that to admit ignorance in the face
of the billions of dollars they've
poured into this is to dmit
dangerous incompetence."

The No Party, in the specific

issue of the Montague Plains pl-

fants, intends to fight the "Inter-

connected power interests : We see

the consequences of current
policies in our gasoline lines and in

our supermarkets. Objectors are

popping up everywhere as they

become aware of the ways in which
all these issues are of the same
material," according to Many.

"I can't give you a list of the

people we're supporting yet,

because we've still got to have our
convention. It will probably be on

the Ides of March, (the 14th)

because, taking it symbolically,

that's when imperial power Is

challenged."

Naval station at New Rochelle, it

was learned that the Pelham
Manor address belonged to a non-
military company who had been
contracted by the Navy to send out
the recruitment material The
company, Listsax Computers
Services, told the Collegian that
they had gotten their mailing list

from Chapman Direct Marketing
Company of Manhattan. The
spokesperson for Listsax
suggested that a William
Sutherland be contacted at
Chapman.
Sutherland would not talk to the

Collegian. Instead, the call was
transferred to a Robyn Mendoza.
Mendoza was very reluctant to

answer any questions. She said
that the list was "commercially
bought, but I cannot reveal the
source." She then informed the

Collegian that "if you want any
more information, you will have to

contact Grey Advertising in New
York City." It seemed that
Chapman was only handling the

account for Grey Advertising.
When pushed for more in-

formation, Mendoza said "the lists

are commercially bought." When
asked if they were compiled from
telephone lists, she replied
"definitely not. Lists of student
addresses are commercially
available from registrar offices at

universities".

This statement was directly

refuted by UMass Registrar Ralph

Jones and Dean of Students
William Fields. Dean Fields said

"the only non-campus groups that

get access to the list are public
service groups. Definitely, a

(Continued on P. 20)

Indictments
due today
WASHINGTON <AP)*

/— The
long-awaited and multiple federal
indictments of former high of-

ficials in the Nixon administration
will be returned this morning by
the grand jury investigating the
Watergate cover-up, sources said
yesterday.

There was the possibility, also, of

indictments springing from other
grand jury investigations in the
Watergate aftermath: the 1971

break-in at the offices of Daniel
Ellsberg's psychiatrist; illegal,
corporate campaign contributions

;

the milk fund aw ITT cases; and
violations of federal campaign
l?ws,

(Staff Photo- An nr Hambvrxer)

What are these boys doing and why? See page 2.
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Southwest Resource Center
offers gay counseling

By B.J. ROCHE
"There are two problems I have

to deal with." says Counselor

Nancy Schroeder of her job. "First

are people who are just in the

process of questioning their

sexuality, and second are people

who have realized they are gay
who may be having problems of

some kind

Nancy Schroeder is a gay
counselor for the Southwest
Resource Center.

A graduate student in Human
Relations. Ms. Schroeder has had
experience working in a mental
institution as well as having done
counseling in a prison for a year.

She first began working for the

Resource Center when it opened
last January. Since then, her job

has consisted of personal coun-

seling, counselor training for

Women's dorms in Southwest, as

well as community education
regarding homosexuality.

She sees her work as being two

fold. First there is the attitudes of

'straight" people towards gay
people, and second is the results of

those attitudes: gay people who
are oppressed. Counselor training

is important in that most women
counselors are not gay. and may
not be able tohelp gay women with

their problems.

The Community education
aspect is also important in helping

people to accept gays, thereby

lessening the oppressiveness of

being gay. "Unbiased reingor-

cement" is what the Center offers

people who are in need of coun-

seling.

Though she does counsel men.
most of her requests have come
from women, some of whom do not

live in Southwest.

Gay counseling is an institution

which has come recently to focus.

It is seen as a much needed form of

counseling. Ms. Schroeder has

connections with other Women's
Centers in the area, and sometimes

works in conjunction with the

Southwest Women's Center.

Her services are open to

residents of Southwest and she is

located in the Southwest Resource

Center.

mons
Hampden Dining Corn-

Next week the Collegian will

print a series of articles con-

cerning Gays at UMass, and the

University of New Hampshire and
Maine.

Nursing home personnel

begin negotiating contract
Bv JANE MARINO.

MDC Staff

Local Union 1199. unlicensed hospital personnel at the Amherst Nursing
Home, is presently undergoing negotiations for wage increases, working
hours, vacations, holidays, and the reduction of a two year term of

agreement to a one-year contract.

Their present contract which is due to expire March 14 now states that

all unlicensed personnel receive two dollars an hours with a nickel raise

every six months. The Union is asking for a two dollar and fifty cent

starting wage with a nickel raise every six months which the ad-

ministrators have thus far refused.

The Union is also asking that all personnel may have every other

weekend off if requested as opposed to every third weekend off in the

present contract.

A two week paid vacation after one year and three weeks after three

years, plus the addition of two more holidays is also being requested. The

contract now grants a one week paid vacation after one year and two

weeks after three yeaes. and seven paid holidays.

So far the administrators have refused these requests. They have of-

fered an increase in wages of two dollars and ten cents an hour with a ten

cent raise every six months for a year and a nickel raise every six months
thereafter, but the Union will not accept it.

Ms. Suzanne Temple, nurse aide and Union delegate said "With the

economic conditions in this country the way they are now, we don't feel

that two dollars and fifty cents is an unreasonable amount to ask for. We
will stand firm on the wage increase, every other weekend off. and the

reduction of the contract period from two years to one. If the agreements
are not made by the fourteenth of March we are no longer under contract

and have every right to strike."

You're being filmed
By FRITSGEURTSEN

If you've had a movie camera pointed in your direction for no

apparent reason recently, there's no need to get uptight about it.

Chances are the people behind the camera were Jim Cooper and
Al Caso. two undergraduate students at UMass, who are filming the

campus police for an independent research project in sociology.

, "We're not cops," said Cooper, "but everyone's reacting to us as

if we were."

"Last week we were filming in the Bluewall and a lot of people
got upset. Six complaints were called in that night about police

filming in the Bluewall. We're not cops, and we're not connected
with them in any way."
The film, which is intended to be a documentation of the social

organization of the UMass police, has been in progress since Oc-
tober.

The two students are pesently trying to get some funding for their

project.

"Right now the money's coming out of my G.I. check," said

Cooper, "But I can't keep that up. Film is pretty expensive. We
approached Dean Field of Student Affairs but he gave us a flat no.

The commuter assembly is considering our request right now."

Cooper and Caso would like to see the film used as part of the

Freshmen Orientation program.
"We think there's a definite need from the student viewpoint to

know exactly what the police are on campus for and what they do."

Cont. Ed. offers paralegal program
education, legal assistants in needBy BONNIE COHEN

MIX Staff

A paralegal program is being

instituted through the School of

Continuing Education in an effort

to "train people u> get jobs", ac-

cording to Harvey Stone, coor-

dinator of the program.
According to Stone, who also

serves as prelaw advisor for

UMass. "a paralegal is whatever

his or her employer wants her to

be". It is hoped that the program
will be flexible enough to meet the

needs of students with varied work
and educational experience.

The program, which is being

offered on the campus of

Springfield Technical Community
College, is open to applicants who
are presently serving as legal

secretaries, graduates of four and

two year institutions of higher

QUp JtefiBarlniBpttB fiailg (Bull*gfan
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of certification, and others
possessing a high level of

motivation and work experience.

Projected to commence its first

class in the fall of 1974, the

curriculum could be completed
either on a full time basis, or

through part time study, both to be
offered in evening sessions.

As for aspiring lawyers who hope
to increase their chances of getting

into law school by completing the

course and working as a paralegal.

Stone said, "it couldn't hurt", but

quickly added, "but the way the

law school situation is now, it

probably wouldn't help either/'

C.C. Governors looking

for student workers
By JULIE SMITH
MDC Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors said last night that they are
having problems hiring students for the 11 to 7 and the 7 to 3 shifts.
Among other duties, the committee oversees the hiring of students in

Food Services. So far, they are having problems finding students to work
during the day and late at night. $400,000 of the budget is set aside for
student employment.
The 21 member board also discussed why students aren't employed at

the crafts shop. Michael Curran, Finance Committee Chairperson, ap-
proached Ms. Worman, head of the Crafts shop about this matter.
Ms. Worman said students couldn't be found that weee proficient

enough in crafts and that they don't have the time to work at the center
due to class conflicts. Non-students are presently employed there. It was
suggested that more money be spent on advertising to find students able
to work at the center.
The possibility of increasing the price of goods sold at the crafts shop

was also discussed. It was felt that to break even, a per belt price would
have to be $6-8. At this price however, the committee felt the operation
would die.

The Board passed a raise in the pricing schedule for student hotel rates
from $8.75 to 10.75. A price of 11.25 was first suggested but it was lowered
to $10.75.

There was a difference of opinion discussed about the need for an in-
crease in the student rate. Since the total cost per room of the hotel is
$8.50, it was thought that should be the price asked. Others felt that
anything charged above this price, the profit would be returned to the
students. It was felt an increase was needed for maintenance of the
rooms.
Next week, the Board of Governors would begin the discussion of tte

campus center budget.
Dave Winchester, Vice-Chairperson, stressed the need for student

""J"!* ^ork°n the committees of the Board of Governors. He felt
students should find out what is available for them tftrough the campus
center and Student Union Interested people should go to their office on
the 8th floor of the Campus Center.

Erratum Live jazz on WFCR concert
It was erroneously reported in

Monday's Collegian that Dr
Robert May, a spokesman for the

Montague Nuclear Concerns
Group, lives in the Chestnut Hill

commune with Samuel Lovejoy.
the man who toppled the weather

tower in Montague Dr. May does

not live in a commune.

WFCR. the Five College FM station.will roadcast a live Herbie Han-
cock jazz concert beginning at 10:30 p.m. Saturday, March 2.

A triomverate of the country's youngest and finest jazz musicians,
headed by jazz pianist Hancock, will be heard in concert from the Boston
University campus, in the live broadcast of approximately three hours.

Joining Hancock are flutist Jeremy Stetg and drummer Horacee Ar-
nold, both young musicians who have already made their mark on the
music industry.

Fac-Sen approves 5-college

major in Black Studies
By SUSAN R. HUBBARD

MDC Staff

A 5-College major in Black Studies and a Western
European Area Studies program both gained the

approval of the Faculty Senate at their regular
meeting yesterday at the School of Business Ad-
ministration.

In other discussion, motions were passed calling for

a new review of the Graduate program at UMass, and
for financial aid to be made available to part-time

grad students.

Also, Provost Robert L. Gluckstern reported on an
administration proposal for a five year tenure

program, with 3 per cent of the faculty designated as

following a "non-tenure track."

"A 5-College major in Black Studies is an attempt

to pool and formalize the existing departments within

the 5-College community," stated Castellano B.

Turner, who reported on this motion from the

Academic Matters Council.

"This would legitimize the sharing of people and

ideas, with students still getting their degrees from

the college or university in which they are enrolled,"

added Turner. The motion then passed unanimously.

Team teaching and new courses would be the main
results of the concentration in Western European
Studies, as it was proposed by Academic Matters.

This "area" study would parallel already existent

programs such as the Latin American Studies

program. The program was approved.

In response to the "one man" Graduate school

study performed by Mortimor H. Appley, the

Graduate Council reported to the Fac-Sen their desire

to see new studies launched or completed which

would allow for more faculty input.

One of the motions passed pertaining to this topic

called for the maintenance of graduate enrollment at

UMass not below its present level, assuming that

undergraduate totals did not slacken either.

Financial assistance to part-time grad students

was also suggested by the Grad Council and approved

by the Fac-Sen.

In Provost Gluckstern's remarks, he said that the 3

per cent (proposed) non-tenure track segment of the

faculty could include "visiting facutly, faculty

brought to the University for a limited time, and
teaching associates."

This percent would increase in subsequent years to

approximately 10 per cent according to Gluckstern.

"We need to provide some level of flexibility,"

stated the Provost. "We cannot turn off future

faculty flexibility."

The meeting was recessed until next Thursday.

SW balconies to stay closed

By SHERMAN BOYSON
MDC Staff

The balconies of the five Southwest towers will

continue to be unavailable for student use until

money can be found to make potential suicides from
them impossible.

The balconies, located on the 5th, 12th, and 19th

floors of each building, were closed after a former

UMass student jumped to his death from one of them

last November.
Floyd Martin, assistant director of the Southwest

Residential College, reported that the Southwest

administration felt justified in closing the

balconies after the last suicide." Ed Waddington, an

Amherst resident and former, was the third person

since 1968 to jump from a tower balcony. Wad-

dington, and another student in 1971, jumped from

Washington Tower. A third student jumped from

Kennedy in 1968.

A few days after the last suicide, the ad-

ministration, headed by Martin and Southwest

Director John Hunt, met and decided the balconies

should be closed. The windows were bolted shut from

the outside, and the doors were locked.

Martin reported that alternatives to sealing the

balconies off were considered, "but are impossible

now because of a lack of funds."

Alternatives include screening in the balconies, or

encasing them in glass.

The decision to close the balconies was made en-

tirely by the Southwest administration. A spokesman
for the security department said "apparently the

Southwest office took it upon themselves to close the

balconies after the suicide

N.H. governor may
take legal action

against commentator
By DAVID SPARLING

MDC Staff

Legal action-threatened by Manchester Union-Leader publisher

William Loeb because of a column written by a Collegian commentator
satirizing the Governor of New Hampshire-will not come from Loeb hut

possibly from the Governor.

MDC commentator Karen A. Monaco said yesterday she sent her

opinion-editorial of February 20, in which she described New Hampshire
governor Meldrim Thompson's life as a heterosexual and his phony

arrest, to Loeb in Manchester, N.H. following its Collegian publication.

Loeb wrote Monaco a letter on February 26 saying he would "turn it

(Monaco's column) over to the proper legal authorities with the hope they

will find a way to bring legal action against you."

Concerning the MonacoLoeb situation, UMass Attorney for Students

Richard M. Howland said yesterday, "whatever 'legal' course Mr. Loeb
contemplates by his letter it would seem to me that he lacks an un-

derstanding of journalistic law, the First Amendment, and relies on lack

of wit, humor, or compassion."

When contacted yesterday, Loeb would offer no comment but his at-

torney, Ralph Sullivan of the firm Mulloy and Sullivan in Boston said,

"Since neither Mr. Loeb nor the newspaper (the Union-Leader) are

mentioned in the Monaco article they would not be involved in a legal

action against the author."

"Proper legal authorities," Sullivan continued, ""to my mind would be

referring to the Governor and his attorneys." Governor Thompson,
acting in his capacity as an ex-officio trustee of the University of New
Hampshire recently offered a minority opinion in the Trustees' recent

decision to recognize and fund the UNH Gay Students' Organization. The
Union-Leader has editorially supported Thompson's view. Monaco's
column was written in response to these actions.

Efforts to find Governor Thompson's position on the matter yesterday

were unsuccessful. A press aide of Thompson's was unavailable for

comment.

His secretary, however, acknowledged that a copy of the Monaco ar-

ticle was on her desk, though she said she doubted anyone but her had
seen it.

Monaco said last night she would "sit tight and wait and see what
happens."

WMUA
FRIDAY, MARCH 1ST.

12:00 Midnight - Moon over Morrocco - Jack is pondering his

future with much disdain. Join him for the blown out episode at the

Happy Hour.

2 a.m. to 6 a.m. - Our Sacred Cowboy makes us non-stop radio all

weekend. Very Bizarre.

SUNDAY, MARCH 3RD
6 p.m. to 2 a.m. - Jazz, jubilation that is, with Ah Wil and Dick.

9:30 p.m. - Recap of "Moon over Morrocco" from the week
before.

Alex Montgomery digs greenhouse plants

By CAROL SCHIEB
MDC Staff

By February, everyone is pretty

tired of the cold, barren trees and

are looking forward to Spring. It's

still a long wait until the green

lawns, heavily foliaged trees, and

red geraniums appear, but in the

meantime there's still some hope.

Durfee Conservatory provides a

preview of what many of us will be

leaving New England to see during

Spring Vacation.

Alex Montgomery, who main-

tains Durfee Conservatory, the

tropical plant greenhouse next to

French Hall, is a pleasant, in-

teresting, and very friendly per-

son. When asked to define what his

responsibilities include, he an-

swered, "This is hard to define, for

instance this morning I have to

prepare for the classes that will be

coming in."

"I have a list of plants that need

labeling for each professor so that

when they come in, their students

can identify the plants they will

need to know. I take care of the

plants here: trim, water, and

fertilize. I give tours through the

greenhouse to other schools,

teachers, and small groups of, say,

four or five people ", he said.

Alex acquired his horticulture

experience by working with plants

all his life. "It was in the family

and goes all the way back to my
Great Grandfather", he said.

While walking through the

conservatory, you become com-

pletely enveloped by plants and

one wonders how it is possible to

carrv out such a large respon-

sibility successfully. Alex

responded to this by saying. "All

knowledge isn't written in a book.

You keep learning more and more

each vear It is a good place to

learn because there are a lot of

smart people and smart professors

around here. I can learn from

them."
Alex gained his tropical plant

experience from 1959-1960 at the

McKee Jungle Garden in Vero

Beach Florida. "It was one of the

first gardens established as a

tourist attraction", he said.

When asked when he became
affiliated with UMass he quickly

replied, "I can remember that

because it was the day after

Easter, April 22, 1962. I've lived in

Hadley all my life so UMass has

always been familiar to me. You
know that it used to be a school

mainly for Horticulture and
Agriculture". .

Durfee Conservatory was built in

1955. The original was built in 1868

and was connected to the

President's office. When the office

burned down in 1955, the original

conservatory was torn down and

Durfee was built that same year.

Since the plants, their sizes,

needs, and pots differ so much,

Alex waters everything by hand.

However, the Conservatory has

automatic steam and air systems

which work on thermostats.

Besides functioning as a growing

place for plants, Alex explained

that the conservatory is also used

by the Plant and Soil Science

Department headed by Dr.

Franklin Southwick. It is used by

majors as well as non-majors

taking classes such as propagation

courses It's used by the Botany

department, and also by other

students and the general public.

The plants come from many
parts of the world When asked to

elaborate. Alex replied "That's a

toughiel Let's say the U.S.. that's a

fact also South America. China.

Japan, Europe, and Australia, to

name only a few."

Durfee provides a home for

plants that many people have

never seen, such as the Banana
tree grown most anywhere in the

tropics where it is warm and there

is no frost, the Cottee tree from
Mexico, and the Chickle tree from
Guatemala. Alex elaborated by
explaining that "the gum
'Chicklets' was named after the

Chickle tree. The tree produces a

latex which is used as a basis for

Alex Montgomery in Durfee Conservatory.

all chewing gum". Other trees he
mentioned that can be found there
were orange, lemon, and lime
trees.

Alex feels that his rarest plant is

the Australian Grass tree found in

queensland, Australia, and New
Zealand. It resembles a delicate

green waterfall of long, slender,

and fragile leaves that extend up
and out from the stalk of the plant.

Alex said that "It takes 75 years to

mature and at that time stands

about eight to ten feet tall".

Presently it reaches about two and
a half feet and has flowered three

times.

When asked if those people that

go in feel free to ask him for help,

Alex proudly replied "They really

and truly do. I don't teach officially

you know, but I tell people what I

know when they need the help. I do
the best I can, and when I don't
know an answer I suggest where
they can go for further help".

Alex occasionally needs extra
help, but runs the conservatory
pretty much on his own.
"Sometimes students come in for
an hour or so and give me a hand.
They don't have to be Plant & Soil

Science majors, one girl was in

here last week that's a Dancing
major!", he said.

Alex summed up his everyday
responsibilities and personal
satisfaction gained in his work by
saying "I like plants and I like

people and it's a wonderful com-
bination for working in a place like

this.

Anyone is welcome to visit the
conservatory at any time, although
it's wise to make an appointment
with the secretary in the main
office of French Hall for large

tours.
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Secretary of State Henry Kissinger makes a statement on arrival to Ben Gurion

Airport Wednesday for latest Mideast mission, as an Israeli military plane lands

behind tail of his aircraft (backgr. r.). At left Foreign Minister Abba Eban, 3rd 1, is

U.S. Ambassador Kenneth B. Keating, 4th 1, is Ellsworth Bunker, former am-
bassador to South Vietnam.

(AP Wir«-pholo>

Diplomatics relations

with Egypt resumed
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Proclaiming "a new era,"

President Anwar Sadat announced yesterday he is

resuming full diplomatic relations with the United

States and inviting President Nixon to visit Egypt.

He added that Arab oil ministers will meet this

month to decide whether to lift the oil embargo
against the United States.

With Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger at his

side, Sadat declared to newsmen: "As long as Dr.

Kissinger is handling the whole thing, everything is

okay."
The American secretary was in Cairo to confer with

Sadat on, among other Middle East topics, efforts to

arrange negotiations between Israel and Syria on
disengagement of their Golan Heights forces.

Asked whether recent progress in getting the

Syrians and Israelis together enabled him to give

Kissinger cause for optimism on an end to the oil

embargo, Sadat replied:

"The oil ministers will be meeting in March and

they will take the decision. It is not my decision. It is

the decision of all the Arabs."

The main leader of the Arab oil boycott is Saudi

Arabia, a strongly Moslem country whose King

Faisal has insisted that Arabs must regain the Golan

Heights and East Jerusalem before turning the oil

spigots back on.

Kissinger met with Sadat for 34 hours at Sadat's

rest home near the pyramids at Giza just outside

Cairo. They looked over maps of Syria's occupied

Golan Heights, on the northeastern Israeli border.

Asked afterward what advice he would give

President Hafez Assad of Syria, Sadat said : "To give

Dr. Kissinger the opportunity to work out and achieve

what he has achieved on the Egyptian front."

That was a reference to the troop disengagement

pact engineered by Kissinger for Egyptian and
Israeli forces in the Sinai peninsula. The Egyptian

and Israeli troops completed the first phase of their

pullout last month.

Solar beats

atom, he says

MONTREAL <AP) — Solar

power is a better energy source

than atomic powei because of

potential disasters from a

sabotaged nuclear reactor,

said Sir George Porter, a
British photochemist and 1967

Nobel Prize winner for

chemistry.

Porter, director and
Fullerian professor of

chemistry of the Royal
Institution of Great Britian,

said Tuesday energy derived

from fossil fuels, fast

diminishing, should be
replaced with solar power
rather than nuclear power.
"What really worries me is

the possibility of sabotage of

nuclear reactors and the fact

that the world is as anarchic as
it is," he said.

Brooke wants model spending code
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.

Edward W. Brooke, R-Mass!,
yesterday called on the Republican
party to develop a model campaign
sending code in time for this year's

congressional elections.

Such a code would help restore

the GOP's "battered" post-

Watergate image, Brooke said in

remarks prepared for a
Republican audience in Madison,
Wis. The code outlined by Brooke
would include:

-Stricter limits on the size bi

individual contributions.
-Limits on the amounts wealthy

candidates can contribute to their

own campaigns.

SUMMER STUDY & TRAVEL IN FRANCE
students 16-20

4 FULL weeks in Southern Franco

A total living & learning experience!

For Details - Call Soon!!

Ms. Pasquale 369-4053 or 545-1301

-Spending ceilings on every race.

-Complete disclosure of all

campaign receipts and ex-
penditures.

Brooke said the reforms should
be adopted by all GOP candidates
regardless of whether any election

financing proposals now pending in

Congress are enacted.

The Massachusetts Republican
said a voluntary code was one of

several campaign initiatives

needed to stave off a Democratic
sweep in the coming elections.

"We must recognize the fact that

millions of Republicans who can in

no way be considered responsible

for the inept and illegal activities

of Watergate, are being blamed,"
he said.

Speaking at the Dane County
Republican Party Lincoln Day
Dinner, Brooke also urged reform
in the method of chosing a vice

presidential candidate.

Brooke, wno occasionally is

mentioned as a possible contender

for the number two spot in 1976,

called for a process that would
make the selection of the vice

presidential nominee a shared

responsibility of the national con-

vention and the presidential
candidate.

govt

after violence

in Ethiopia
ADDIS ABABA. Ethiopia (AP)

— Ethiopia's rebellious soldiers

forced Emperor Haile Selassie to

name a new prime minister

yesterday and grant pay raises

demanded during three days of

nonviolent mutiny.

The emperor went on nation-

wide radio to announce he had
asked Endalkachew Makonnen, a

47-year-old diplomat who had been
telecommunications minister, to

form a new government. Selassie

called for calm and promised no
reprisals against the mutineers.

There was no immediate
reaction from the non-
commissioned of •

revolt involving nearly all

Ethiopia's 40.000 soldiers, sailors

and airmen.

Observers said the emperor's

measures appeared to

stand a good chance of ending the

country's gravest civil crisis since

an attempted coup in 1960.

The rebels, reflecting widespread
feeling among civilians as well,

had privately accused former
Prime Minister Aklilu Haptewold
of inefficiency and failing to meet
problems of inflation and famine in

drought-hit Ethiopia.

Selassie made his brodcast hours

after dissident troops in battle

dress appeared at Addis Ababa
airport and banks, main roads and
other key points in the capital.

It seemed to be a show of

strength in support of some hard

bargaining at the palace between
the emperor's military aide, Lt.

Gen. Assefe Demisse, and a

mutineers' delegation, rather than

an attempt to seize the city.

But the soldiers declared an 8

p.m. curfew for Addis Ababa.
Later troops set up a road-block

on the only route to the airport and
began checking drivers' identifies.

Long lines of traffic backed up.

Observers speculated that the

soldiers were looking for former
cabinet ministers who might be
trying to escape.

The U.S. Information Service

library closed but most civilian

activities went on normally during
the day.
The emperor disclosed that he

had accepted the resignations of

former Prime Minister Haptewold
and 18 other ministers.

The emperor said pay and
benefits would be raised for all

ranks, with a private's base pay
going to $56 a month from $50. The
rebels had demanded base pay of

$75 which would have doubled the

rate of two months ago.
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MONDAY NIGHT DINNERS
served from M:M p.m.

AND

$3.50 & up

All you can eat Special

ROAST SIRLOIN BEEF DINNER $5.95
Friday & Saturday .Sites .VS p.m.

and Sundays 12-7 p.m.

Luncheons tram SI.St

Tues. & Sat.
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KAOUD BROTHERS PROUDLY
ANNOUNCE AN IMPORTANT

AUCTION
of Fine

ORIENTAL RUGS
ON FRIDAY, MARCH 1.1974
AUCTION AT 7 :30 P.M.

VIEWING FROM 6:30 -7:30 P.M.
AT COLONIAL HILTON INN

JUNCTION 91, ROUTE 5

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
KAOUD BROTHERS. Specialists in Fine Oriental Rugs, will sell atl
Public Auction a magnificent collection of genuine all guaranteed!
Persian and other Oriental Rugs, directly imported from the majorl
weaving centers of the Orient, to be sold directly to the public.!
strictly thru promotional auctions held only by KAOUD|
BROTHERS.
We buy old Oriental Rugs. If you have any to sell, please bring thei
[during our exhibition period, or write or call:

KAOUD BROTHERS
SPECIALISTS IN FINE ORIENTAL RUGS

. 334 Boston Post Road, Organge, Conn.
Tel: 1-203-795-5264— Terms: Cash -Check
Free Catalogs Available at Time of Sale

Food prices up higher than ever
One year after rumblings of

consumer discontent which
prompted boycotts and demon-
strations over rising food costs, the
family grocery bill is higher than
ever. An Associated Press market
basket survey shows the tab is 16

per cent above last March's level.

"Shopping is a real problem,"
complained a Miami, Fla., woman.
"I don't buy brand names any
more and shop on sale days. I'm
managing because I buy in

quantity and use food helpers to

extend the food."

In the other side of tne counter, a
Dallas, Tex., supermarket
manager said wholesale prices of

just about everything were rising.

"Consequently," he said, "the
whole grocery business is

scarmbling to keep up with the

price changes."
The AP checked the prices of 15

food and nonfood items in 13 cities

on March 1, 1973 and has rechecked
at the beginning of each suc-

ceeding month.
The AP found that the market

basket total was higher this March
than last March in every city

checked, rising an average of 16

percent. Seventy -six per cent of the

total number of items on the check
list were up over the 12-month
period.

The latest round of increase was
led by a jump in sugar prices - a
boost that will be reflected later in

everything from bakery products
to soft drinks to processed meats.
During February, sugar went up

in every one of the 13 cities, rising

an average 14 per cent. Over the
year, sugar went up an average of

36 per cent and in some cities, the

same five-pound sack of

granulated sugar that cost about 70

cents last March was selling for $1

or more this year.

Eggs - which soared to record
levels last year, then seesawed for

a while - declined in every city, but
the decreases did not offset the

higher sugar prices.

the AP market basket total went

up during February in nine of 13

cities checked, rising an average of

3 per cent. It was down in four

cities - decreasing a little less than

2 per cent.

In addition, 33.8 per cent of the

total number of items checked

went up in price during the one-

month period. Nineteen per cent

went down in price, 39.5 per cent

were unchanged and 7.7 per cent

were unavailable on one of the

check lists.

At home, beef prices continued to

rise in many areas, although

special sales brought the price

down in some cities. The price of

chopped chuck, however, was
higher this March than last in 11

cities; all-beef franks were more
expensive in 10 cities.

The U.S. Department of

Agriculture has predicted that food

prices over-all may rise as much
as 16 per cent this year. Last year,

the government said, food prices

generally rose about 2 per cent.

The cities in the AP survey are:

Alurquergue, Atlanta, Boston,

Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los
Angeles, Miami, New York,

Philadelphia, Providence, R.I.,

Salt Lake City and Seattle.

The items covered in the survey

are : chopped chuck, center cut

pork ci.ops, frozen orange juice,

coffee, paper towels, eggs, butter,

detergent, fabric softener, peanut

butter, tomato sauce, chocolate

chip cookies, milk, all-beef franks

and granulated sugar.

Calley gets new day in court
COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) — Lawyers for Lt. William

L. Calley Jr. yesterday requested clarification from
the Army as to just how much freedom Calley has

since he still is a military prisoner.

Calley, 30, convkiid nearly three years ago in the

My Lai massacre, was freed on personal

recognizance ir li..-u of $1,000 bond Wednesday by U.S.

District Court Judge J. Robert Elliott.

It was Calley's new day in court, a civilian court

this time instead of military, and it gave him new
hope for his future.

But with the freedom are still restraints, some
imposed by the Army and some self-imposed.

"As an ajudicated military prisoner, he is still

subject to Army regulations," said an Army
spokesman who declined to be named.
"The Army still has some responsibility to him and

he still has some responsibility to the Army. The
crunch is — what are they?" the spokesman added.

"We have requested clarification from the Pen-

tagon as to Calley's status," said Kenneth M. Henson,

the local civilian attorney who pleaded for his bail.

Calley's only outing was on the night of his release

when he and his girlfriend, Anne Moore, left his Ft.

Benning apartment to have dinner with the Henson

family.

"He was glad to get away from his apartment and

see the outside world," said Henson. "That a man

Hearst giveaway successful

SAN FRANCISCO (AP> — Sacks brimming with foodstuffs from beef

stew to bananas flowed out of distribution centers in the second in-

stallment of a massive giveaway demanded by Patricia Hearst's

terrorist kidnapers.

Hundreds of people gathered in the rain before dawn outside ten People

in Need centers in the San Francisco Bay area providing free food under

a $2 million plan set up by Miss Hearst's father, newspaper executive

Randolph A. Hearst.

The distribution was orderly, and the crowds were small and even

jovial at times as the lines moved quickly in most locations. It was a

marked contrast to last Friday, when distribution was disrupted by

violence and confusion.

San Francisco and Oakland police said there were no reports of any

trouble at centers in the two cities.

"I'm not happv the girl was kidnaped, but the fact there was free food

and we're hungry is the reason we got it. It's not like we kidnaped her,"

said Joe Jergel, 23. as he left the Grove Street center in an abandoned

store here.

Members of the Hearst family still waited at their Hillsborough

mansion to learn whether Patty Hearst was alive and whether her ab-

ductors would release her in exchange for an additional $4 million

donated to the food program by the Hearst Corp.
said throughCatherine Hearst, the kidnap victim's mother, said through a

could be penned up all that time and not feel personal spokesman in Hillsborough she hoped the food distribution would con-

animosity is amazing. This man has reached beyond tinue to go well.

"That sounds good. I sure hope it will go like that for the rest of the

day," she said.

himself to achieve something."

A new civilian job and marriage may be in his

immediate plans, but he refuses to discuss either.

Asked about marriage plans, Miss Moore said,

"I'm not telling."

Calley's chief military counsel, J. Houston Gordon,

said Calley had made a job choice from thousands of

offers and will announce it "in due course."

Without a ruling from the Army on his status, some
question remains whether Calley can accept a

civilian job.

Calley and his lawyers have agreed he will abide by

the restraining order that he not discuss his case with

anyone but counsel. He has refused to meet with the

news media.
"His sentence is under review by Army Secretary

Howard Callaway," said Henson. "Our judgment is

that we do not want to do anything until Callaway

rules."

Calley apparently is free to come and go as he

pleases, even to leave town, according to Henson.

Mitchell-Stans jury set

Rebels controlling Argentine city

CORDOBA, Argentina (AP) — residents not to go to work. But

Rebel police holding the Cordoba there was no accurate estimate ot

hostage controlled the how widely the strike call was

heeded.
One person was reported

wounded as the rebels fired

governor
streets of this paralyzed city

yesterday with no sign of action by
federal forces flown in to calm the

uprising.

President Juan D. Peron met
with Interior Minister Benito

Llambi at the presidential palace government

in Buenos Aires, 450 miles headquarters

southeast of Cordoba, in an effort

to defuse the crisis.

But Peron gave his 250 federal

police envoys no immediate orders

to move in against the 800

provincial policemen who revolted

Wednesday night and took over

Cordoba, Argentina's second-

largest city.

The provincial police rebelled

after Gov. Ricardo Obregon Cano

fired provincial Police Chief

Antonio Navarro in a local eruption

of the nationwide dispute between

the left and right wings of the

Peronist movement.

Cano accused Navarro and the

rebel police of sedition. They

retorted that Cano was a

Bolshevik, underlining their

contempt for his leftist leanings.

A group of right-wing Peronist

workers joined the rebels' cause,

invading a local radio station and

broadcating support of Navarro

against "Marxist infiltrators in-

cluding the governor."

The rebel poMce held Cano, his

vice governor and about 80 of their

aides in a heavily guarded radio

communications headquarters.

They told Cordoba's 900,000

reported in a prison riot.

The federal police were sent to

Cordoba in air force planes after

the rebels seized Cano.

Scattered gunfire was heard

throughout the night. Unidentified

NEW YORK (AP) — A jury of

eight men and four women were

chosen and immediately
sequestered yesterday at the

federal conspiracy trial of former

Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell and

onetime Commerce Secretary

Maurice H. Stans.

The two formerCabinetmemDers
are charged with trying to impede

a federal securities investigation of

fugitive financier Robert Vesco in

return for a secret $200,000 con-

tribution to President Nixon's 1972

re-election campaign
Selection of the jury was com-

pleted at 1:30 p.m. on the seventh

day of the trial.

An hour later, six other jurors,

five men and one woman, were

chosen as alternates, and Judge

P. Galiardi put the entire 18-

of

ac-

member panel in the custody

three U.S. marshals.
The jurors were to be

companied to their homes by the

marshals to pick up their personal

belongings. They will be quartered

for the night in a Manhattan hotel.

The swearing and sequestering

of the jury was expected to signal

release of a batch of Watergate

indictments, announcement of

wmch has been held up to avoid

possible influence on the panel

trying Mitchell and Stans.

The two former cabinet mem-
bers are charged with trying to

derail a federal securities in-

vestigation of Vesco, in return for

the latters secret $200,000 con-

tribution to resident Nixon's re-

election campaign.

automatic weapons into the air to groups bombed a newspaper office

clear the streets Wednesday night and the home of a Cordoba

while they invaded the provincial criminal court judge. Rightist

and police

Two deaths were

groups were reported making
searches of leftists' homes.
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Will veto energy bill

Nixon asserts rationing not needed
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon

said yesterday the United States is not going

to have gasoline rationing and announced he

will veto the emergency energy bill passed

by Congress.

"That bill will result in longer gas lines

and also would inevitably lead to com-
pulsory rationing in this country, and that

we are not going to have, and we should not

have, Nixon said.

It was the most unequivocal statement yet

by the President that there won't be any

rationing. At a news conference Monday
night, he had said chances were much better

than 50-50 there would be no rationing, and

he had said earlier he wanted to avoid

rationing if possibe.

Asked later at a news briefing if the

President meant to say so flatly that there

would be no rationing, White House Deputy

Press secretary Gerald L. Warren said: "I

will not qualify his satement."
Nixon's announcement that he will veto

the energy bill was no surprise because the

White House had been saying in recent

days the bill would be rejected if not

changed.
The aspect of the bill most objected to by

the White House would roll crude oil prices

back to $5.25 a barrel but would permit

increases back to $7.09, which is still lower

than some current prices.

Nixon said he would veto the bill "not

because I am against lower prices, because

the energy that we need. Nixon said.

Nixon's comments on the energy bill camei am lor lower prices: not because I am

aeainst more gas and oil available to the

American oeople but because I am for more during a half hour speech at the opening of a

gas and oil available to the American people Young Republican Leadership Conference

at prices they can afford to pay.

The administration believes a price

rollback would make gasoline and oil

scarcer.

The President said Congress should act on

proposals the administration has had on

Capitol Hill "now for months, in some cases

for years, which would increase the supply

of energy in this country."

"By increasing the supply the price will go

down, the gas lines will certainly disappear

and we can move forward as a country with

in Washington.

Later, at a White House news briefing.

Warren said the energy bill had not been
received at the White House and thus he
could not say precisely when a veto message
would be sent back to Congress.

Nixon also urged the Young Republicans

to "get in there and fight" for the

Republican cause despite Watergate.

"Don't assume the time to run for an

office is only when it's a sure thing.'' he

told the cheering audience.

The energy crisis

Natural gas prices

up 60% last year

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
wellhead cost of natural gas sold

without federal price regulation

has risen nearly 60 per cent during

the past year, unpublished
government statistics show.

Such increases inevitably mean
higher prices for consumers but

the alternative, one government
agency says, would be a cutback in

service to gas customers.

Normally, the price of natural

gas sold to interstate pipelines is

closely regulated by the Federal

Power Commission. However,
under FPC regulations, short-term

sales or deliveries designed to

meet emergency situations can be

made without prior price approval.

According to figures compiled

for in-house use by commission
economists, wellhead prices paid

for emergency sales in February,

1963, averaged 35.4 cents per

thousand cubic feet, roughly
enough gas to meet an average

family's cooking needs for a

month. In the first two months of

1974, the figures show, the prices

were averaging 55.2 cents per

thousand cubic feet and in several

cases, the prices ranged as high as

72 cents.

"You really can't tell what

causes something like that to

happen," said Frank A. Jeneski, a

power commission economist who
compiles the sales figures. "We
know that on the intrastate

market, where there is no price

regulation, the prices have been

going up because of a shortage of

supplies. I would presume that the

unregulated interstate prices rose

in order to stay competitive."

Since about 70 per cent of the gas

purchases made in the United

States are made by interstate

pipelines, a shortage of supplies to

those pipelines would have
potentially disastrous effects for

consumers, a fact recognized by

the FPC in 1970.

In that year the commission
initiated a policy under which

emergency gas sales could be

made without prior price approval

for periods of up to 60 days.

The commission last Sept. 14

extended the allowable duration of

emergency sales to 180 days.

Suits by consumer groups kept

the order tied up in court battles

until December when the Supreme
Court upheld the commission.

In an explanation of its order, the

commission said a staff study had
estimated that firm gas customers
would suffer a supply curtailment

of .5 trillion cubic feet of natural

gas this winter, the equivalent of

about 85 million barrels of oil.

Some gas industry critics have
charged that producers were
deliberately withholding supplies

from the market until prices rose.

Gasoline supplies

rose last month
BOSTON (AP) - Gasoline sup-

plies were fair in most of New
England Thursday, the American
Automobile Association reported.

The AAA said a special survey
showed fair supplies in

Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Maine, Vermont, and New
Hampshire and low in Rhode
Island.

The gasoline situation was a

marked improvement over that at

the end of the months of December
and January, the AAA said.

Areas reporting low supplies

were Lawrence, Cape Cod, Fall

River, Worcester and Springfield,

Mass.; Providence, R.I.; Ben-

nington and RuMand, Vt.; and

Portsmouth, N.H.

The AAA said about half the

stations in its survey were pum-
ping for a few hours in the morning

and a few in the evening. The most
common purchase limits were $2

and $3.

Throughout Massachusetts, and
especially in the Boston area, the

survey showed marked reductions

in lines at gasoline pumps as

compared to a week ago.

Take a few minutes to
bring your bicycle in

for service.

TVMBLEWEED
Appearing

Friday & Saturday

March 1 — March 2

AT

Quicksilver

Amherst, MA.

BRING
YOUR SICK BIKE

TO THE
BIKE DOCTORS

Our Qualified Staff Is Expertly Trained And Carry B.D.B.
M.I.T.* Degress in Bicycle Mechanics.

FEBRUARY BICYCLE TUNE-UP SPECIALS
1) Clean Hubs & Repack New Grease

2) Clean Crank & Repack New Grease

3) Clean Chain & Sprockets

4) Clean All Rust & Grime From Bike

5) True Both Wheels
6) Adjust Gears & Brake

7) Wax & Polish Bike

ALL FOR ONLY $12.95
(OFFER EXPIRES MARCH9th.)

* Best Darn Bike Mechanics In Town.

The Bike Breaker, Inc.
WE FINANCE BICYCLES ^k—

WE SERVICE ANY BICYCLE. ^T^
19 Damon Rd. 586-3865 Northampton

NERBC report warns

of oil spill costs
BOSTON <AP) - The New

England River Basin Commission

says "damage costs from severe

near shore spillage could offset any

regional income benefits gained

from locating a refinery complex

in New England with or without a

large oil discovery on George's

Bank."
The joint state-federal agency in

its 1973 annual repot released this

week says "near shore spills

associated with tanker movement
or refinery development could

increase as much as 100 per cent.

The report was based on a

$105,000 study conducted in 1972

and 1973 by Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.

The commission says the study

was undertaken after the U.S.

Interior Department announced

tentative plans to lease oil and
mineral rights along the New
England coast, especially along a

section known as George's Bank.

"Even a very large find of oil on

George's Bank would not supply ali

the needs of the region,"' the report

said. "Because the price of a

product is determined by the most
expensive alternate course for

meeting the demand-in this case

foreign oil-George's Bank oil would
not be significantly cheaper than

the refined product however short

the supply that the region now
consumes is."

Unless the New England states

receive a substantial share of the

least payments and royalties "the
gross economic benefits to the

region from George's Bank
development may be marginal."
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This Week the

Top of the Campus

presents something speciall

.- .
-

• »•/

direct from Nashville Tennessee,
Chess recording artist

and story teller extraordinaire
. .

.

ROGER SALLOOMl
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday

9:00 p.m. 1:00 a.m.

don't miss 'iml

ICoal miners boycott in protest

Iof short gasoline supplies
CHARLESTON, W. Va. (AP) - doors with Gov. Arch A. Moore Jr.

Some 17,000 southern West in efforts to gain additional
Virginia coal miners continued a gasoline allocations for the area
work boycott yesterday in protest and to seek changes in sales
of short gasoline supplies as their policies.

union leaders sought state "We've still got gas problems,"
government aid. said Fred Wilson, secretary
Most mines in southeastern

Virginia were opened Thursday as

emergency gasoline supplies
flowed into the area, but ab-

senteeism remained high, mine
owners said.

The movement in West Virginia

that has cost steel mills and
utilities more than 175,000 tons of

coal daily began Monday in

McDowell County with miners
simply staying away from work
because, they contended, they

couldn't get enough gasoline to

drive to work.

treasurer of UMW District 28 at

Norton, Va. "A lot of mines still

have a number of men absent. But
it's looking a whole lot better."

He said it appeared uicu aoout mi

per cent of the miners in

southeastern Virginia remained off

the job. Absenteeism had run as
high as 5 per cent earlier in the
week.
Most Boone County gasoline

stations remained closed following

a vote by some station owners to

strike in protest of low fuel

allocations.

U.S. automakers to improve

big car fuel economy

DETROIT (AP) — U.S. engines, radial tires and fuel

automakers say they are going all guages to let owners know when
out to produce big cars with im- they're wasting gasoline.
proved fuel economy and hope to

market fuel-saving devices within
the next few months.
But most major fuel-economy

improvements are still on the
drawing boards and many of the
current devices will add to the
price of the autos.

In the short term, the auto
companies plan to offer rear axles
that help save gas, smaller

N.Y. state Power Authority plans

nuclear power plant for MTA by 1982
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — The

state Power Authority said today
Thursday, however, the West^^

it pians to build a nuclear
Virginia Coal Association said the power piant in Green County by
shutdown movement was being
spread into Logan and Boone
counties south of here by pickets

protesting fuel allocation policies.

A few pickets were also reported at

some mines in McDowell County.
The association also said that

while miners claimed they couldn't

get to work, there was no unusual
absenteeism among office and
supervisory staff members.
United Mine Workers President

Arnold Miller sent UMW Safety

Director Steve Liming into the

state to meet with miners in the

stricken area.

Yesterday, Liming and other

union officials met behind closed

1982.

The plant, one of two the

authority wants to construct to

provide generating facilities for

the Metropolitan Transportation

Authority, will be located either at

Athens of Cementon along the

Hudson River.

The announcement is certain to

intensify a controversy over the

Power Authority's plans for

Greene County.

Local residents have been

protesting the siting studies for

more than year, and the opposition

is expected to grow now that the

authority has confirmed that the

plant will be nuclear.

The authority said the second

plant will be fossil fueled and will

be located at one of three sites:

Athens, near Poughkeepsie, or on
Hart Island off New York City.

The Hart Island site was added
to the potential locations recently,

after local governments in the

Hudson Valley area protested that

the authority whould consider a

site closer to New York City for the

MTA plant. *

The authority said it if selects the

Hart Island site, a fossil-fuel plant

there could burn refuse as well as
oil or coal.

The nuclear plant, to be com-
pleted by 1982, will have a capacity
of 1,200 megawatts and is to be
completed by 1980.

R.I. official opposes dumping proposal
PROVIDENCE, R. I. (AP )

—
Rhode Island's state director of

natural resources is opposing a

Connecticut chemical firm's

proposal to dump residue off the

Block Island coast.

Director Dennis J. Murphy Jr.

criticized the federal Environ-

mental Protection Agency Wed-
nesday for not scheduling a public

hearing in Rhode Island on Pfizer

Gas regulations

amended in R.I.

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) —
Atty. Gen. Richard J. Israel has

amended nis emergency
regulations on gas sales to bring

them into conformance with the

governor's new alternate-day sales

program which goes into effect

Friday.

Under Noel's voluntary plan,

service station dealers are urged to

sell gas to motorists only if they

have less than a half-tank. Under

the attorney general's regulations,

dealers must sell at least five

gallons or $2.50 worth of gas to all

customers who wait for service

and drive up to the pumps while

they're in operation.

Israel's amendment states, "No

such dealer is required to make a

sale of gasoline to be delivered to a

vehicle whose fuel tank is more

than half-full."

Chemical Co. of Groton's proposal.

Murphy said a hearing has been

scheduled for March 20 in Groton

Municipal Auditorium.

"Apparently, the federal

government wants to make this the

ocean-dumping state," Murphy
said, referring to a previous Navy
proposal to dump polluted dredged

materials from the Thames River

in Rhode Island waters. The state

slogan is "the ocean state."

Murphy said he will ask the EPA
to insist that Pfizer keep its residue

on land, where it now is being

dumped and where it can be

monitored.

The Pfizer proposal calls for the

dumping of some 1,200 cubic yards

of residue about seven miles

southeast of Block Island each

week.

The authority said tinal decision

on the sites for both plants will be
made soon.

The Power Authority was
v directed by the legislature in 1972

to construct one or more power
plants to meet the power needs of

the MTA, which currently buys
electrictiy from private utilities to

run its subways and commuter rail

lines.

Since then the authority has
conducted environmental studies

of a wide number of sites up the

Hudson Valley, concentrating in

Greene and Dutchess countries.

The nuclear plant, if approved by
the Atomic Energy Commission
and other licensing bodies, would
be the largest in the state.

The Power Authority expects to

put its 821-megawatt nuclear plant

on Lake Ontario into operation

later this year.

State tax rebate viewed

as no help to consumers
BOSTON (AP) — The states tax

rebate for energy-saving ex-
penditures was unanimously op-
posed by the Taxation Committee,
according to Rep. John R. Buckley,
D-Abington, chairman. He said it

would benefit primarily persons
"well able" to make investments.
"This would do nothing to

alleviate the shortage of energy,"
Buckley said. "It would do ab-
solutely nothing to help the con-
sumer."
Rep. John S. Ames III of Easton,

assistant Republican leader, said

Try

Quicksilver

on Sunday

We have no entertainment

but the musicians like it

and sometimes they bring

their instruments.

[

SALE
on

Old
and

Unique

CLOTHING
at

ut-ure
waterbeds

urniSHinGS

103 n. pleasant st.

amherst 253-7*22

extra

long sleeve

"We had a four-hour meeting

with Henry Ford II and others a

few days ago where we went over

how and what we are going to get

better economy," said Ford
president Lee A. Iacocca. "We
discussed radial tires, a lot of

goodies and what the possibilities

are for breakthroughs."
Chrysler and General Motors

have made similar commitments
and plans for coaxing more miles

per gallon out of big cars, but as

Iacocca points out : "Many of these

are long-term projects.

Improvements come hard and in

the short term all we can look for is

a couple of miles per gallon."

Ford says the fuel economy
gauges, which let drivers know
when they are wasting gas, are
scheduled to go into production

next week as an accessory for all

the firm's full and intermediate

size cars.

American Motors says it will

begin offering economy gauges
this spring and GM plans to offer

the gauge as an option on its

oldsmobiles in March, Pontiacs in

April and Chevrolets by June.

Chrysler says its gauge, called a

"Fuel Pacer System," will be
available on its compacts by
March and its larger models by
April.

The devices will vary in price

from $12 to $14 for Chrysler's

version to $20 or $25 for General
Motors'.
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this could be an incentive tor

improvements that would conserve

fuel. He said the oil shortage is

likely to continue for five to 10

years. He said he knows -from
experience in the home building

business that many residences are

constructed in Massachusetts with

inadequate insulation.

flannel
shirts

Top of the Campus

Sunday Buffet
this week featuring

Steamship Round of Roast Beef

Baked Sugar Cured Ham
Barbequed Beef Ribs

Curried Shrimp w/Rice Pilaf

Barbequed Chicken Pieces
Shells w/Meat Sauce

assorted cold dishes and salads

beverage and dessert

4 - 8 p.m. *405
,

special
Sunday ^aflSS^V student price

$4.50
non-student
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Editors answer ble to both staff and community

Collegian cartoonist Donald E. McGilvray
has labelled as "ridiculous" a public

criticism by Chancellor Randolph Bromery
of a cartoon printed in last Friday's

Collegian.

McGilvray, 20, of Brighton, said he

thought that Bromery overreacted "without

a doubt" to what the creator of 'UMies' and

'Strange But True' considered to be a

"harmless" cartoon.

"I think it's unfortunate that the Chan-

cellor doesn't have a sense of humor," said

McGilvray.
"I'm really surprised that of all the things

Bromery should have to worry about, he

should waste time getting upset about one of

my cartoons," he added.

McGilvray, who has taken shots at

numerous aspects of campus life, most
notably the dining commons and English

professors, said he didn't see anything

wrong with the cartoon, which said that

Bromery "is in charge of UMass" and in-

cluded a caricature of the Chancellor saying

"Dat's me, folks."

"I'm not a racist and I don't think the

cartoon was racist," said McGilvray in

response to the Chancellor's criticism. "I

don't really give a shit what the Chancellor

thinks about me or my cartoons anyway."
When asked what he intended by the

cartoon, McGilvray replied, "it defeats the

purpose of the cartoon to try and explain it.

Maybe some people won't find it funny, but

it'a certainly nothing to get upset about.

"I'm really disappointed in the editors of

the Collegian for kissing the Ad-

ministration's ass and agreeing with the

Chancellor that I'm a racist when they know
I'm not," he continued. "I think this reflects

the change in the general student attitude on

the UMass campus from several years ago

when students realized they had rights and

were not afraid of using them."
Bromery 's response to the cartoon came

after he was contacted by approximately a

dozen members of the Third World com-
munity who urged him to publicly decry it.

"I can't remember the last time we heard

a public statement from Bromery," said

McGilvray. "I'm glad he finally got around

to making one."

Will this incident alter McGilvray 's

controversial style?

"No," replied the cartoonist flatly. "This

Bromery: "Racist
1

1

will just increase the number of Chancellor

Bromery cartoons. And," he added with a

smile, "I'd like to thank the Chancellor for

all the help he has given my career."

********
And so Don McGilvray was quaintly

amused, his ego mi tta i>ated by the thought

of having been singled out by the man who
"is in charge of UVass. " But as far as he

was concerned, the issue at hand was
relatively cliche — freedom of the press.

He had a right to draw whatever he pleased

and to see it appea in the Collegian.

But other people saw bigger, more
complex issues. . o r those that thought

McGilvray 's cartoo. dfl indeed racist, the

question arose as to '/ > iher he had the right

to wave it under tvi »ty thousand noses.

Or what if he was ,~ xis*? Or anti-Semitic?

And, above all, wh. was to determine if he

was racist, sexist, o» anti-semitic? The
Collegian editors? lo-vsibly, but who will sit

and judge the collet iive editors' bigotry, or

lack of it?

To some, who di iegarded racial boun-

daries, the cartoon < vs in poor taste simply

because it was an a Iroatery to the office of

the Chancellor, am' therefore lacked the

proper respect whi :h should be accorded

that office by a UM I >s student. But even if

the cartoon was (.'eemed disrespectful,

should it not be pub a shed? And if not, who
should be the one to 'ess it in the can and tell

McGilvray to clear jp nis act?

Suppose tor the moment we conclude that

McGilvray does indeed have the right to

have all of his cartoons printed in the

Collegian, uncensored and unretouched

(yes, there have been occasions when a

'UMies' was banned or a character's

dialogue was altered, much to the artist's

chagrin).Now we must ask why this same

privilege is not extended to the average

joker on campus. Can it truly be a free press

if access to its pages is reserved to a few

dozen elite?

Granted, the Collegian is a special case. It

is in the precarious position of being a

community publication and, theoretically,

should be accessible to any segment of that

community which has something to com-

municate. In the past, the Collegian editors

have found themselves cornered when
confronted by a groups demand that their

articles be printed, for there is no formal

policy to which the newspaper can adhere.

Rather, the content of each day's Collegian

is governed more or less by a sort of vague

notion of what news and commentary is of

educational or social vlaue to the cpmpus
community, a notion which varies from

editor to editor.

Yet, it is important that the editors, and

only the editors, are the gateway to the

Collegian's pages. They do have the right

and responsibility to edit all news and

editorial copy which is to appear in the

McGilvray : \ 'Ridiculous
'
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newspaper, and also \\\e power to determine
WHAT appears in thi ;»«per and what does

not.

As a former Collegian editor, I know that

Collegian editors te id to be fairly lenient

when it comes to editKg and selecting copy,

almost to the point of assuming an
"anything goes" attituat. Perhaps they are

just beginning to realise that the power of

being selective can be put to good use in

producing a quality publication.

Unfortunately, muci nf the Collegian staff

is still adverse to hav \vg their work altered

in any manner, for rex. ons which don't go

far beyond egotism. Almost all writers,

including authors of otters to the editor, are

afraid their thougnts and ideas will be

tampered with, when in fact their ears

should be laid to rest with the knowledge

that as standard Co'legian procedure, no

editing for content is done withouth the

author's consent

To Don McGilvray, each of his cartoons is

a work of art, one that cannot be toyed with

by an editor without his consent, and that, I

think, is a fair policy. It should be up to the

editors to decide vhat appears in the

Collegian.

However, in the case of editorial opinions

or cartoons, onlyy the authors and the

cartoonists, not the editors, are accountable

for the opinions presented and the manner in

which they are presented.

The editors' chore is to see that a variety

of opinions are presented and that they are

presented in a responsible manner. And
whether or not McGilvray 's cartoon was
"responsible" is clearly the only issue at

hand. Since it was printed we must assume
that is was a responsible attack on the

Chancellor and, therefore, the editors must
back their decision to print it or apologize

for it. Instead, they did both, which
demonstrates a seeming lack of boldness

and-or direction.

Whether McGilvray 's cartoon was racist

will never be resolved (what if he had the

Chancellor saying "t! at's me, folks" in-

stead of "dat's me, lolks"?). What needs to

be resolved, and quickly, is this: what
grounds shall the editors use for determing
what news stories, editorials, and cartoons

shall appear in the Collegian.? For this, the

editors are answerable not only to their

staff, but tot he community as well.

LefWrs To The Editor

Nine months; no diploma
Gentlemen:

/ sincerely hope that this letter will receive immediate attention, sinw
it deals with a matter of great importance to me. I graduated UMa;> in

May, 1973; or should / say - / THINK I have! I have not, after line

months, received my diploma, and I am extremely concerned about l^e

reason for the delay in sending it. I did receive a letter with the U.M. i j!

on it stating that I had graduated. I received this, however, only becau e l

requested it, since I needed it for my teaching certification and for my
employer. I have been patient concerning this matter, but I cannot zee

how it could take this long for my diploma to be processed and to r 'nch

me. I believe J was classified as a deferred May graduate, since one cf r.y

Professors from the last semester failed to get my grade in on Mm* I

su.ely hope that someone will take this matter into hand and give m >. the

consideration that I feel is due to me.

J also would like to inquire about the '73 Yearbook. I don't know if h\aj

were mailed to seniors ('73) or not, but I did not receive one. If they an In

print, and if 1 should receive one, free of charge, I would like to knov why

I have not. If there is a charge, why wasn't I ever offered the chart » to

pay for one? I know thatsome undergraduates already have them, nd I

would like to find out why the graduates don't!

I sincerely feel that my undergraduate education at UMass w« a

worthwhile investment and it is to me, a genuine treasure. I arr ex-

tremely disappointed that such negligence to myself as a post-grac.ate

has occurred, and I think I am due at least an explanation.

StacervJ'/,

LelaK.J *2S

Towing and repression : a comment

Wallet lost
To The Editor:

J lost my rent money, food, books and expense funds today 'ear

Goessman Lab. Ifanyone finds it will they return it to me. I am not p * <^h

person. This is a great deal of money to me and I offer i reward fn its

return. Please find it in your heart to return it.

Kathleen Dunleavy (665- 20)

,, , *•••«*«-.»-.- W»r*Wi

To The Editor:

Since I was one of those who
became vocal about getting
Groucho Marx to come to UMASS,
I thought it would be consistent for

me to speak out on two issues that

have recently come to my at-

tention. One is a local issue and the

other international but needless to

say both are more important than
Groucho coming to UM.

The local issue concerns towing
on our campus. I would like my
name to be added to that (hopefully

increasing) list of students who are

for student control towing.
Although my car has never been
towed on this campus, I know the

aggravation of it because of the

experience I had elsewhere.
The second issue was recently

brought to world attention by a
man named Solzhenitsyn. It was
truly painful for me to listen to the

news of his arrest. (Perhaps it hurt
because my grandfather was
arrested and deported to Siberia by
the Russians towards the end of
World War II. His arrest was for no
apparent reason.) Solzhenitsyn'

s

writing's and his subsequent arrest

testify to the existence of
regression in Russia. Last year,

another writer named Siniavsky
was put in a Russian prison only to

find that for the most part the

nmates had been imprisoned for
1 . ****** *^» * * *, *> * _.*» * _

religious beliefs. I got this information from a news letter put out by an
organization called Jesus to the Communist World Inc, Box 11, Glendale,
Calif. 91209. Write to them to find out about some of the persecution going
on in Russia. Perhaps someone from the Jewish Community could write
in to the Collegian and inform us of Jewish persecution in Russia. Above
all we must write to the Kremlin and protest persecution and
repression^ I think the correct address is PREMIER KOSYGIN, THE
KREMLIN, MOSCOW, USSR). World Opinion freed Solzhenitsyn —
World Opinion can free possibly millions more. WRITE!!

Normund Strsutin

Course hassle

To The Editor:

Due to the problems, hassles, and inconveniences to Whitmore,
professors, and students concerning course scheduling and the dropping
and adding of courses after the first day of classes, we have proposed
Course Availibtlity Banh (CAB). Pre-registration, course change, and
final registration would proceed as usual. Propo.ed CAB would then be
the next step. What CAB, in simple terms, hopefully will become is a
central information center where students can go and find out about the
most current changes occuring in course enrollment such as: (I) course
capacity, (2) course and section availability, (3) how to add or drop a
course with a simplified course reservation form, without the problems of
going to the registrar to get the proper form, or going to different

professors hassling to get into class, going bach to the registrar to return
the forms and just plain causing big headaches and wasting time. This
proposal is obviously going to take time and some consideration but we
are confident CAB could effectively alleviate so many problems that
develop after the 1ST day of classes begin. We know so many others at
this University are also concerned and would like to see a new system
work.

Marie ForgH

et al 4 sigiiatBres

We need an arena
I've been here for four years. I've seen a lot happen

to UMass in that time. But one thing really disap-
points me. This campus needs an indoor facility for
winter sports. True, we have the cage, but it's not
enough.

I've been priviledged to see some really good
basketball these past four years. Names like
Betancourt, Mathias, Skinner, Peters, Austin,
Murphy and, of course, Erving have graced this
arena these past few years. Three of those four
teams have been or will be NIT teams. Yet they are
forced to play their home games in the antiquated
Cage and their advancement into big time is being
eatly hampered by this. No big time team will come
here.

Like Fenway Park, Hicks is a great place to watch
a game. You're right on top of the action and the
cheering for the home crowd is tremendous. From
Jack's Corner (4th Floor Patterson), to Thatcher
House to even the Third World, there isn't anywhere
that more spirit can be found in supporting the home
team. It's one of the things that can inspire a team.
Yet the Cage is way outdated. And now, it won't

even draw against some teams. The BU and UVM
games are examples of this. While people will come
to watch two good teams play each other, they don't
want to watch poor teams. They can't be blamed. We
need to have some good teams come in here. If only
there were more Niagara's.

The UMass-Providence game was a sellout last

January. True, we could schedule tough competition
in the Springfield Civic Center but students shouldn't
have to make a thirty mile trip to see their school's
basketball team play. What we need is an arena.
Such an arena can and should be built in the close

Charles Camelopard

proximity of campus. It's only function need not be

for the basketball program Concerts, speeches,

wrestling meets, roller derby and other events could

use such a facility.

With such an arena, UMass could play big time

teams and forget about the likes of UVM and BU. Of

course, getting out of the YanCon is a must. Who
needs it?

I'm sure that if we could get teams like North

Carolina, Notre Dame, B.C., St. John's and the like to

come up to such an arena, they would be sellouts.

(Might also a Moe Howard be a sellout?)

The reason we don't have one is because of "anti-

jock" student leaders like Lee Sandwen (72), Larry •

Ladd (73) and Nick Apostola (74). They have

blocked any attempts to get such an arena. I am in

favor of a student referendum to see whether or not

we should build one. This is the was I see it hap-

pening: First, the Athletic Council should get

together a committee to make a study involving

costs, the type of structure and so on. Then, when a

final cost is arrived at, check who is to finance it. If it

come from private areas, so be it. But I don't think

so. The state, we all realize, won't pay for it. Will the

students? THIS IS WHAT SHOULD BE PUT ON A
CAMPUS WIDE STUDENT REFERENDUM! Up to

now, there has been no way of objectively measuring

this. There should be.

We do need this facility. Perhaps, a combination

basketball and hockey facility could be built. So

come on, Athletic Council, make a study. And then,

let's have a student referendum. Let us see if it's

feasible to do it. Let's cut out all the bullshit. Let's

find out for sure, once and for all

.

Nixon backs streaking
My friend Harry Buffbottom, a

White House maintainance man
was outside the Eastroom cleaning

up pidgeon droppings when he

overheard the following con-

versation between Alexander Haig

and President Nixon last Tuesday:

"Now Al, I am the President and

I want to make it perfectly clear

that I am worried about the college

students this year.

"Why is that Mr. President?"

"Well you know that I have kept

the political scene sufficiently

confused for the last three years

with help from Mitchell, Stans and

all the rest of my loyal aids, but

now it looks as if I'm in trouble for

real. If we don't keep the campus

quiet I will have reneged on

another campaign promise. My
popularity can't go any lower. I

have got to hang on to the job I was

elected to do.

"I have a good idea sir, let's

organize a sports program for the

students. That will keep them

busy."
"That's a good idea alright Haig,

remind me to take credit for it."

"Yessir."

"What did you have in mind

Haig."
"Oh you know, football, baseball,

basketball, hockey, just the

regulars."

"Where do you suppose we could

get all the money to pay for

equipment and build stadiums and

hockey rinks? You know I cut the

budget down on everything except

defense this year, and *e're sun

overdrawn a bundle."

"Mmmm, you're right Mr.

President, "how about boxing, that

doesn't cost too much, and if

< Staff Photo-The Phantom)

Will this man get an
A.S.S. Scholarship and
streak his way into grad
school?

handled right it can cut down on
the number of dissidents."

"That would never work, this

generation is full of peace freaks,

they don't want to hurt anybody
they say."
"Mmmmm, you're right again

sir."

"Haig we need a sport that

doesn't require any uniforms, no
equipment, and no particular place

to engage it." Haig, I've got it.

Streaking!!! Streaking is the

answer to our problems. We must
start immediately to get the

students of this country to take off

their clothes and run around.

They'll all get so hung up with

streaking that they'll ignore
politics for another few months.
But Mr. President, young people

aren't very sympathetic wto White
House ideas."

"We can take care of that Haig.

We'll offer scholarships for

.streaking, we'll set up streaking

leagues. We can get Hugh Hefner
and Helen Gurley Brown to be
recruiters!"

"Imagine it Haig, the whole

nation will be streaking around and
I will be able to stay in office!"

"Mr. President, you are a
genius ! I have a good idea too, we
can create a bureaucracy to

control it, we can call it the Office

of Streaking Management, it

sounds very official."

"No, no, Haig you have to give

these youth oriented programs a

catchy name, we'll call it the

American Streakers Society,

ASS."
"Right-on Mr. President, you

have done it again."

The Collegian regrets that on yesterday's editorial pages the writing of Matt

Tackeff was inadvertently placed under the headline and kicker for Reid Fishman

and vice versa. The error was apparently made by the Collegian's printer, The

Ware River News.

"I'll let you go free...you seem harmless."

Complaining
By KAREN CMAR

Benjamin Franklin once said, "there are only two certainties in life,

death and taxes." It appears lately that there are actually three cer-

tainties, death, taxes and complaining. It is inevitable; no matter what is

done or created or said that there will always be someone complaining

about it.

Don't get me wrong, there are manv important purposes for com-

plaining. If it weren't for complaining how would we ever fill the editorial

pages. If it weren't for complaining what would we do with our spare

time. And besides that, I hear that once something actually was im-

proved by complaining.

One of the great artists of totally useless complaining is our beloved

cartoonist, Don McGilvary who found the pastime of making us laugh too

simple, and took up the occupation of complaining about people he

doesn't know and things he knows nothing about. First there was coach

"McFierce" who is actually not like that at all. Then there were English

teachers reading Playboy (that's really a laugh). Finally there was his

Chancellor Bromery. This was certainly his finest act of complaining

because not only did he complain about nothing but he because all kinds

of people to complain about his complaining about nothing.

Another gem of complaining was the editorial by Bob Schier on Disney

World which appeared in last Friday's paper. The amazing thing about

Disney World is that it has so little to complaint about. It is a beautiful,

spotlessly clean place that experiments with many solutions to important

problems including city planning, mass transportation and pollution. It

does present the tourist with an imaginary' world where everything is

perfedt and none of the outside world's problems exist. But a place where

one can escape the reality of modern life for a day or a weekend is hardly

something to complain about.

Yes, it certainly is hard to find something that hasn't been complained

about. Joyce Kosofsky has complained about sports and Bill Ballou

complains about politics. Bob Estelle complains about Communism and

Matt Takeff complains about astrology. What is most amazing though, is

that with all of these complaints (politics, sports, communism and

astrology and countless other complainable things) still exist on campus.

This raises the inevitable question, "Does complaining do any good?" to

which the answer must be, "No, not usually, but it sure helps pass the

time.

Karen Cmar is a Collegian Commentator.
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Nixon deserves fair trial

To The Editor:

Joe Formica's attempt to restore the personhood of

Richard Nlxor (February 21, 1974) is, 1 feel, a

commendable acl of Christian generosity. "He

laughs, cries, loves, hates.. .deslre(s) to be successful

in what he w> nil to do." Few person's would have

denied Nixon \umanness. Rather, an overwhelming

body of supporting evidence, 1 suspect, could be

submitted strictly on the grounds of Nixon's

characteristic :lly human fallibility. It was because

of this humanness, this "sin(fullness)" that the

authors of our governing system provided for a

"separation of powers". Remember the term

"checks and balances"? Right now, Richard Nixon is

an innocent man, legally. It is up to the Senate

Judiciary Committee to collect evidence that proves

otherwise. That's due process.

I have to disagree with Mr. Formica, though, that

to "con, cheat, and antagonize" are acceptable,

much less legitimizing, methods for achievement.

Even the Presidency as an end does not justify them.

In fact, they tarnish that office in ways far more

destructive than its devaluation as the "big prize" in

American politics. If these practices are, as Mr.

Formica contends a part of "our everyday lives,"

certainly sue* a climate is propagated by the

widespread icceptance of corruption within the

government' % highest offices. Furthermore, it is hard

for me to see Richard Nixon as a sympathetic figure,

i.e., "....suffer(ing) tremendously when he reads the

paper or watches the news." his "suffering" betrays

him then, since if he really is innocent, morally, he

has nothing to fear, not even another year of

Watergate, and he is at peace with himself.

In his novel, Advice and Consent (Garden City,

N.Y.: Doubleday & Company. Inc., 1959), Allen

Drury (ironically, one of Spiro Agnew's favorite

writers), through a fictitious U.S. Senator in a

somewhat similar situation, offers some appropriate

insight:

Judge not that ye not be judged, the injunction said; let him

who is without sin cast the first stone. But the practical needs of

society had made the admonition impossible to affirm. First the

responsibility and then, if there were integrity enough and

courage to face the consequences whatever they might be. there

came the hard necessity to step forward and say. I will cast it.

for someone must And, if the troops were with you. you suc-

ceeded in rendering judgement fairly or unfairly according to

your lights, humbled as you might be. if you were lucky, by your

own human failings: and if the troops were not with you, the

stones were hurled back upon you. and the judgement was
reversed.

"Richard Nixon was elected by the people of the

United States to lead them", the reality of Mr. For-

mica's statement, particularly for us in

Massachusetts, has reached a level of clarity con-

siderably less than perfection. It is the legitimacy of

that election which, among other things is being

questioned, since it relects on the quality of the

leadership which Nixon can provide. If he is really

the people's choice, as the 1972 Presidential election

indicated then they trust his judgement, and will

follow him.

Mr. Formica said that he "wouldn't hang (Richard

Nixon)". I wouldn't either. I think that we owe him a

fair trial.

Jeannette Martineau

Eroticized bureaucracy
To The Editor:

Memo on Otto and Herbie.

Study them carefully Dr. French. These stoned out creatures who cut

class, turn in copied papers from stolen books and then return to their

lairs in the dark. Study their contempt for the irrelevance of their

traditions. They "ball" in the halls of this eroticized bureaucracy and

wander in the cement wasteland downed out beyond any compensatory

pride in revolt against a more mindless university culture which seeks

the historical camouflage of tradition within bright high buildings

The university of the faculty is the mirror image of McGilvray's

UMIES. Utterly engrossed in the details of committee work, these

specialists breed and rebreed an academic methodology designed to

pluck hairs from the face of terror - a methodology lost in a sea of

mimeographed material. The grand imperial vision from the top of that

unexplored library lacks the historical memory and the tragic awareness

that a society which seeks to live like an empire, will die like one. The

Huns could laugh at themselves Doctor, and that is why they won.
Phiiip Marshall

Uglies who needs uglies
To The Editor:

We sympathise with our UGLY
brothers (Bill McDonald et al.

MDC-Feb. 26) We demand that the

University look into the

discrimination against us

UGLIES. We UGLIES need fair

representation too. So, UGLY
PEOPLE of the world —

UNITE!!!!! Vincent D.Galli

Mark W.GU-isburg

Lovejoy : a lovely paradox
To The Editor:

Last week, some guy totally

destroyed over 50,000 dollars worth

of weather tower just to make a

statement. He'll probably do a stint

in some stinking jail and come out

in time to set his dreaded reactor

already built, whipping-up enough

power to keep the population of

Hartford from having to give up

their automatic garage-door

openers or brush their teeth

manually.

So why did he do it? Why bother

going through the incredible

amount of hassles just to make a

statement? Surely he could' ve sent

a letter to the Collegian and rallied

the masses to his support.

The truth of the matter, and it is

a painful one which burns through

the core of my breast, is that his

action didn't even stir up a

whisper. By Tuesday, the issue is

dead.
"Hear about that guy yesterday

who did in that tower?" I must

have asked a hundred people.

"Yeah, heavy shit huh? So who's

goin' for coffee?"

"I'll go."
And 1 went, and 1 had a beer and

played sor.te pinball. And 1 went

home and thought.

"Civil disobedience", he says.

Neither Ghandi. Thoreau, King or

Tolstoy would have backed him up

on that one. After all, he was

violent. He destroyed the private

property o* those people and hurt

them more than they would have

him. So he's not justified, he's

some kind of "nut" who should be

thrown in the clinh to protect

decent folk the likes of you and me
from potential harm. That's the

law and that's what'II happen.

But who's he harming? Nor-

theast Utilities 7 John Dandau and

the crew from "What in the

Worid"? The way Lovejoy sees it,

the "investor owned" N.U. is not

acting m accordance with com-

munity interests by duping the

populac through well placed

advertising and monetary per-

suasion into thinking that a nuclear

reac'-or in their backyard is the

same as a local branch of Tel. and

Tel.: it means jobs for the locals

and a generally boosted economy.

Reactors are safe they say, ...and

say and say again until one

begins to wonder why it is in the

first place that a utilities outfit

which monopolizes an entire valley

should need to spend money
derived from a higher electric bill

to convince the people that the

company has their best interest at

heart.

There shou'd be at least a little

bit of doubt in our minds and if this

guy's been doing his homework,
(which he has), comes to the

conclusion that we're being duped
and can't afford the big time

lawyers to fight N.U., then it's at

least a logical extension of the

thought to make a little noise

somehow. And if destroying the

property is such a dastardly deed,

then aren't we drawn to the classic

analogy of the man aiming a knife

at our angelic little sister's throat

and us holding the gun that could

stop him ? We shoot and deem that

a loved one's life is more justified

in continuing than that of a

potential murderer? Or do we
stand and watch, knowing that we
are in the right by not harming a

fellow human being?

A lovely paradox indeed, and^

some of us might enjoy getting into

it a little deeper over cheese and
wine, but Lovejoy was brought to a

point where the paradox was nice,

but the choice was imperative. He
decided, he acted responsibly, no

one was hurt, and he's got my
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respect. The least we can do is let

the rumble of his thunder bounce a

few times between the green hills

of the area and consider for our-

selves what this reactor really

means to and for us before

someone buys the hills themselves

and ships them off to a New York
museum.

Francois A. Bonneville
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The Framers left the matter somewhat va^ue because, fearing

illimitable power, they wished to curb the presidency...."

By MILTON CANTOR
I Mass Prof, of History

What is an impeachible offense

under the Constitution? Last Friday

the counsel for the House Judiciary

Committee, John Doar, said a non-

criminal act could under certain

. conditions fit the "high crimes and

misdemeanors" the Constitution

defines as impeachable. The next

day the Justice Dept. said just the

opposite. Monday night President

Nixon told a national TV audience the

Constitution is "very specific" on the

point and defined an impeachible act

as an essentially criminal one. Vice-

President Gerald Ford has said

impeachment can be voted by the

house for just about anything they

don't like about the way a President

conducts himself and Att. Gen.

William Saxbe tacitly agreed on

Wednesday.
What do scholars think? Today the

Collegian runs the second in a con-

tinuing series detailing just that.

Milton Cantor, University professor

of Constitutional History, has ad-

vised the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee and with Amherst
College's Henry Steele Commanger
is an acknowledged expert on the

Constitution and impeachment. Here

is what he has to say:

Like the work of the more visible

Watergate committee, that of the House
Judiciary Committee, serves as a sort of

folk moot. It has already compelled many of

our countrymen, in Henry James's words, to

have "eaten of the tree of knowledge. It has

helped them to rediscover the living Con-

stitution, which is one of the great ironies of

our history, since this rediscovery evolves

out of such illegal practices as mass arrests

of demonstrators, attempts to impose prior

restraints upon publications, claims of an

unlimited right to bug and wiretap,

unauthorized war in Cambodia, the chilling

White House program of "domestic in-

telligence," efforts to tamper with a federal

judge in the Ellsberg case ; since it comes at

a time when the "national security" blanket

has been thrown over everything from in-

terior decoration to common crimes, when
the nation's faith has been corrupted and its

legal tribunes founder in a virti al morass of

moral obtuseness and procedural as well as

institutional atrophy.

Ironically, the, Watergate and develop

ments attendant upon it have opened up a

national debate on such critical issues as

presidential power, presidential war-

making, checks and balances, im-

peachment, etc. Regarding the last, it has

prompted a discussion of definitional

matters, most pointedly on what is an im-

peachable offense.

What is really meant by that express

provision of the Constitution that provides

for the impeachment of "the President, the

Vice President and all civil officers"?

Gerald Ford once replied, "the only honest

answer is whatever a majority of the House

of Representatives considers it to be in a

given moment of history."

But must we, then, h* dge in the definition

along the lines ofttrtJ '-ome days ago by

President Nixon, and conclude that "high

crimes and misdemeanors" is simply an

inflated version of ordinary "crimes and

misdemeanors"? I think not. The Framers
left the matter somewhat vague because,

fearing illimitable power, they wished to

curb the presidency. The Framers,
moreover, understood that "high crimes

and misdemeanors" were primarily state

crimes — that is, political crimes, as

distinguishable from crimes against the

person, such as felonious assault or murder.

The latter crimes, according to English

criminal law — which was the Framers'

model — were punishable by courts, but

"high crimes and misdemeanors" were

punishable by Parliament and did not

require an indictable crime. Neglect of duty,

subversion of Parliamentary power,

corruption that fell short of ordinary crimes

were, as Raoul Berger has observed, im-

peachable offenses.

The rramm knew their common and

criminal law of England; they feared

centralization of power by the President,

having just emerged from this very sort of

executive tyranny under George III; and

they, moreover, relied upon Blackstone as

their theoretical guide and accepted his

definition of high misdemeanor as "the

maladministration ot such officers, as are in

the public trust and employment".
"Maladministration" should indeed be
italicized It is the key word. Writing in that

hot Philadelphia summer of 1787. George
Mason, an influential delegate from
Virginia, included "maladministration in

the definition of impeachable offenses. He
explained why: "treason as defined in the

Constitutor! will not reach many great and
dangero> ' offenses. ..Attempts to subvert

the Cons Jtion," which is not an indictable

and ordinary crime, "may not be Treason as
above defined.'

But Mason's friend, James Madison,
called it too "vague a term," and they then

substituted "high crimes and
misdemeanors. Two years later, however,
Representative Madison told the House that

"maladministration" was included in this

revised phrase. This architect of the Con-
stitution, if it had but one, was also of the

opinion that the President's power to

remove officials would "make him, in a

peculiar manner, responsible for the con-

duct and subject him to impeachment
himself, if he suffers them to perpetrate

with impunity high crimes or misdemeanors
against the United States, or neglects to

superintend their conduct, so as to check
their excesses." Surely, by Richard Nixon's

own words (of March 22, 1973) he is guilty of

neglect, for he stated: It is clear that

unethical as well as illegal activities took

place in the course of the election cam-
paign...to the extent that I failed to prevent

them, I should have been more vigilant."

Surely, too, Madison's further contention

that displacement "from office a man whose
merits require that he should be continued

in it," is an act of maladministration and
consequently impeachable has an obvious

relevance to the firing of Archibald Cox.

Turning to a couple of later precedents,

which is all that space allows, Andrew
Jackson — who was a strong executive if

ever there was one — nonetheless admitted
that the President must be "accountable at

the bar of public opinion for every act of his

Administration." And when the House voted

in 1868 to impeach Andrew Johnson, it

construed an impeachable offense as "one
in its nature or consequences subversive of

some fundamental or essential principle of

government or highly prejudicial to the

public interest, and this may consist of the

Constitution, of law. of an official oath, or of
duty, by an act committed or omitted or,

without violating a positive law. by the

abuse of discretionary powers from im-
proper motives or for an improper pur-
pose." This broad construction still stands
as precedent, even though the Senate
refused by one vote short of the necessary
two thirds to convict President Johnson.
George Mason said, "no point is of more

importance then that right of impeachment
be continued." It was, and is, essential in the
system of error-correcting devices the

Framers built into the Constitution. It was
the counterweight to a fixed four-year term,
to remind the President that he was not an
elected king. He remains accountable. And
impeachment is still essential procedure.
Indeed, Richard Nixon has himself
repeatedly claimed, through his counsel,

that it is the only remedy for the abuse of

presidential power.
.Surely the executive branch has acted in

ways which — using the impeachment
criterion employed by Hatton Sumners,
House manager in a 1936 impeachment —
"cause people to doubt the integrity of the
respondent...." Surely doubts have been
raised about the present incumbent. There
was the secret and unauthorized bombing of

Cambodia in 1969-1970, violating the war-
making powers, usurping congressional
power, subverting the Constitution. Or
witness the President's flouting of explicit

congressional law prohibiting the ex-
penditure of funds in Laos and Cambodia —
by using 100 million dollars to support the

forces of other nations in these countries at

this time.

There is the presidential approval, in

principle, of electronic surveillance, mail

covers, and burglaries for the purpose of

gathering domestic intelligence. There is

presidential flouting of the Mansfield
Amendment Above all, shall that man be

above it, who can commit the most ex-

tensive injustice?" We do know the

Framers' response and the weapon that

they used

Next week, Congressman Silvio O.

Conte (R-Pittsfield)

St. Regis and Sheenan's Cafe
28 N. Pleasant St.

Northampton

24 N. Pleasant St.

Northampton

Present DINNER and LIVE MUSIC
Are You Tired of University Life? Try Northampton CENTER

Have a hearty meal at St. Regis followed by entertainment at Sheenan's.

Reasonable Prices!!

Sea Food Dinners from $2.45

Chops & Steaks

from $1.25 - $4.25

Bottled Beer $ .55

Mixed Drinks

starting at $ .65

ENTERTAINMENT
Friday Night

CAS III
plus

Clark Alexander Shattuck

Folk Music

Saturday Night

Hampshire County

Cielie Band
Irish Folk Music
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Around New England

Political advertising policy

change may increase rates
BOSTON (AP) — A change in state law which goes

into effect March 12 may create some problems for

Massachusetts newspapers and eventually could lead

to higher rates for political advertising.

The change is to an existing statute which requires

that political ads be signed by a registered voter. The
signer's name appears at the bottom of the add.

As of March 12, the signer will have to file a wit-

nessed statement with the newspaper acknowledging
that he has agreed to have his name used. The
newspaper, under the amended law, will be required

to keep the statement on file for a year.

The bill requiring the statements was filed last year
by state Rep. Thomas G. Simons, R-Montague, who
said there have been frequent instances of

unauthorized use of names in political advertising.

The record keeping will be a "pain in the neck" said

William Plante, executive editor of a chain of

newspapers in Essex County and vice president in

charge of constitutional affairs of the Massachusetts
Newspaper Publishers Association.

But although the new law apparently isn't par-

ticularly objectionable to newspaper publishers, it

A.F. doctor says he was

called liar by captain

could lead to higher political advertising rates if the

perennial effort at the State House to regulate these

rates ever is successful, Plante said.

Massachusetts newspapers, as elsewhere, used to

charge higher rates for political advertising than for

other types of advertising.

In the interest of helping to keep election costs

down, Plante said, all daily newspapers in the state

have voluntarily eliminated the practice during the

past few years.

Despite this, bills have been filed each year, in-
cluding three this year, to outlaw the practice.

In an advisory opinion to the Massachusetts Senate
last year, the state Supreme Court said any
legislation affecting advertising rates should take
special handling which some ads may require into
account.

"Theoretically then, according to the State
Supreme Court, we now have a situation where we
would be justitied in establishing a differential for
political advertising," Plante said in reference to the
new law.

Drugs missing in Boston
BOSTON (AP) — An East Boston drugstore has been shut down after

agents of the Federal Drug Enforcement Administration and state in-

vestigators found large amounts of drugs missing and unaccounted for

Mahoney Pharmacy, Inc., had its license temporarily suspended

Wednesday by the Massachusetts Pharmacy Board, pending an in-

vestigatation of possible violation of state and federal drug abuse laws.

Some 185,000 pills, including some in the highest abuse potential

category, disappeared during the past nine months, according to federal

agent Lewis Fisher.

Drugstore owner Richard V. Moscaritolo of Melrose told the pharmacy
board he had no idea what happened to the missing pills.

UFW boycott gets support
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A third

area grocery chain has agreed to

participate in a United Farm
Workers boycott on non-UFW
lettuce and grapes.

The Food Mart chain, which runs

20 supermarkets in western
Massachusetts and Connecticut,

agreed this week to support the

boycott, according to Kenneth
Allen of the UFW office here.

Stop and Shop and Finast have
supported the boycott.
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CHICOPEE (AP)-A Westover
Air Force Base medical official

told a court martial here Wed-
nesday that he was called a liar

and "a disgrace to the uniform" by
a 28-year-old Air Force captain.

Lt. Col. Neal J. Logan, the

medical officer testified in the

second day of the court martial of

Capt. Charles M. Kolinor, a

physician charged with disrespect

to a superior officer.

Logan, chief of hospital services

at Westover's medical facility,

said Kolinor's accusation occurred

during a discussion of whether
Logan should participate in the

medical officer of the day rotation.

"He (Kolinor) turned to leave to

go out the doorway, stopped,

turned around and that's when he
said 'You're a liar. You alwavs lie."

or something to that effect," Logan
testified.

"He went on to say that I was a

disgrace to the uniform and that he
had no respect for me," Logan
added.
Defense attorney Stephen

Hyman of New York City con-

tended the verbal confrontation

occured on a doctor-to-doctor level

and not as a captain-to-colonel.

Hyman called two witnesses who
testified that rank is rarely con-

sidered in dealings among military

physicians.

Kolinor, who graduated first in

the class of 1966 at the Air Force
Academy, has charged the court

martial is the result of attempts by
superiors to get him.

He has applied for conscientious

objector status.

New life

next
semester!
Mount Sugarloaf can make you forget all

about those dorm doldrums. It's a modern
apartment community only a couple of

minutes by car or bike from Amherst
College, downtown Amherst or UMass.

• ON UMASS BUS LINE
• 2 bedrm. apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• roomy closets, storage
• wall-to-wall carpeting
• master TV antenna
• modern kitchens

• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges
• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals
• 2-door refrigerators

• laundry facilities

• swimming pool

Rent: $200/month (utilities included)

Call 413-665-3856

Direction: On Route 47.

MOUNT
SUGARLOAF

("Tighter controls

needed for plant
MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP)

Three top state officials have
agreed that the state should tighten

its control over the Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Plant at

Vernon.
Health Commissioner Anthony

Robbins, Atty. Gen. Kimberly
Cheney and Public Service Board
Chairman William Gilbert decided

at a meeting Wednesday that

tougher controls over the nuclear

plant were needed.

Cheney said the need for tighter

control has been emphasized by a

series of malfunctions and shut-

downs at the plant during the last

two weeks.

OPEN HOUSE
AT

Phi Mu Delta

FRAT/SOR. PARK

LIVE BAND

SAT., MARCH 2 8:00 • ?

COME AND ENJOY!

moe depalma presents

TWO BIG, BRIGHT
FIFTIES MUSICALS

ETHEL MERMAN
in

CALL ME MADAM

Words and Music

by Irving Berlin

go
GO

Coupon of all

' Coupons!

Domino's /

you must be '

GO
GO

DOMINO'S

PIZZA
announces its first

C Super

L Give-A-Way!

c
Streaker's

t
Special! .

GO
GO

256-85871 Free Delivery

GO
GO

DO-IT! DOIT! DO-IT! DO-IT! DO-IT! DO-IT! DO-IT! DO-IT! DO-IT! DO-IT! DO-IT! DOIT!

Super Sunday Special
This Sunday, March 3, 1974 Domino's is offering

GO
GO

A COUPON WORTH

CUT OUT-

GO
GO

FRED ASTAIRE
in

FUNNY FACE
Words and Music by

George and Ira Gershwin

FRIDAY, MARCH 1 8:00 and 10:

CC 101

f
Sunday]

\0nly!/

GO
GO

fSunday

A

\0nly!/

GO
GO

OFF
GO
GO

GO
GO

Sunday

Only!

Any Large Pizza

GO
GO

Expires l:a.m. March 4, 1974

1 COUPON PER PIZZA

THIS SUNDAY THIS SUNDAY THIS SUNDAY THIS SUNDAY
t«*.<.»«ii»*M»V»t«' ( «'M>n.»«»»»t»»*

m t I
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Philosophy is a growing major
By BOB DEA
MIX: Staff

There are no more than 75 un-

dergrad majors in philosophy at

this institution, an astonishing few

when one considers the vast

multitudes of undergrads around.

Members of the department

seem to feel that, although a fairly

young department (it has only

been coherently existent for ap-

prox. 5 years, with most of the

faculty being equally recent), it

has been one of the strongest and

most organized depts. at UMass.
The faculty are a distinguished

and reputable cast of characters:

virtually all hail from places such
as Columbia, Stanford, Yale,

Princeton, etc, and have been

known to publish writings of

widespread reknown. The
department offers a strong

graduate program, which gets

deluged by applications from the

"best places" annually.

Graduates of the program have

even been able to get jobs at other

schools, a remarkable feat for any
graduate these days. Still, un-

dergraduate interest is quite low.

This has become a matter of

concern to the department. Prof.

Vere Chappell, head of the

department, expressed his

dissatisfaction when I interviewed

him last week. "I don't feel

philosophy is a big enough part of

the life of undergrads" he said.

"We would like to see more
significant contact with students.

We are offering many varied

courses and programs now, but

still aren't reaching as many
students as desirable." He went on

to say that there was already a lot

of "activity" among the grad

students, but- felt there was "too

much distance between the profs

and the undergrads." Professors

tend to spend a great deal of

timeworking with grad students,

and more time and effort should be

devoted to the undergrads as well.

The phil. dept. carries on an
exchange of profs and resources

with the Five Colleges and UMass
Boston (the only dept. to do so!),

widening the
variety of courses offered.

Interdisciplinary courses are being

offered, and three new in-

terdisciplinary major programs
involving phil. have been designed

and are awaiting university ap-

proval: Classics, Linguistics, and
Mathematics. Also there is now a
teacher preparation program
worked out with the school of Ed.,

training for certification as a high

school philosophy teacher (there is

now a big push in many public high

schools to introduce phil. into the

curriculum). Other departmental
activities include a guest lecture

series, informal parties and din-

ners with faculty of the dept., etc.

A memorandum from the
American Philosophical
Association warns that positions

for graduates with Ph.D's in phil.

are few and growing scarcer. This

kind of thing scares undergrads
away from philosphy; they
question the usefulness and
practicality of such a major. Prof.

Chappell 's reply to this was: "The

study of philosophy, like most

social sciences, is general

preparation and definitely not

vocational, like Engineering or

Accounting. Learning philolophy

means learning intellectual

discipline: it teaches one to be

rigorous, logical, critical, and
effective in thought. In any in-

tellectual field it is necessary to

develop your rational powers,

learn to be critical, and learn firm

control over your ability to reason.

When you study philosophy, you
learn about the structure of

thinking, the process of rational

thought. Philosophy teaches these

skills, expands your capabilities,

and broadens your horizons. It's an
excellent preparation for anyone
planning on going to law, grad. or

professional school."

Theatre openings

The Center For Racial Under-
standing, located in the Moore
House Apartment in Southwest,
still has openings in its Anti
Imperialist Theatre Collective.
Help is needed in production,

direction, acting, publicity, and
other facets of theatre. Auditions

will be held March 4, in

Mackimmie House, Classroom
one, at 7:30.

Polish

Contact

Lens

Hearing v
Aids P

AKMK
"WOO WOO
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Amherst Optical Shoppe
105 North Pleasant St., Amherst

presenting

"John Lincoln Wright
and the

Sour Mash Boys"
Down Home. Fool Stompiti' Country Blue Grass

Friday & Saturday

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

don't 4-get: Dog Days Sat. and Sun.

Happy Hour 4-7

U.Mass. Basketball, Sunday Evening!

You'll nevor REALLY know till you've been there

Hey UMies, Don't miss

out on all the FUN!!!

Come join us at College Life,

8:00 p.m., this Friday—March 1.

We're in the Colonial Lounge S.U.

and we're featuring Ellis Goldstein

on "What is a Jew?" and

Gary Morris from "Clear Sky"

%KTGf.

"Big

Screamin 9

MaGrew"

Boogie

!

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Happy Hour

8 - 9 p.m.

Students of the third floor of James House relax in thier corridor, one wall of which is solid

Schlitz cans. It has taken most of this semester to duplicate the efforts of last semester. Those
cans were stolen over intersession.

Don't speak of the wall with irreverence

Early boosts

med school

expansion
A slate representative charged

the Sargent administration with

attempting to "Stifle" growth of

the I'Mass medical school in

Worcester
Hep Joseph D. Karly, (D

Worcester. ) at a meeting of the

House Ways and Means Committee
Wednesday said Sargent's
proposed budget allows admission
of only IB students next September,
though the school plans call tor M
students next fall and an increase

of 100 more students by 197f»

Karly charged that pressure to

cut back on the med school's grow-

th has come from private med
schools at Harvard. Boston
University and Tufts.

State Education Secretary
Joseph M Cronin argued that the

med school already is costing too

much.
Cronin said he objected to "The

rate of increase and ex-

pensiveness" of the school, saying

at one point the state was spending
$50,000 per student at the in-

stitution.

Answering Rep. Early's charge
that private med schools were
responsible for the UMass med
school's budget woes, Cronin said,

"The private sector has not in-

dicated that they want to stop the

growth of the Massachusetts
medical school."

Original plans for the school

called for classes of 100 students

each September, beginning in 1975,

with a total enrollment reaching
400 students.

ByJIMLAVRAKAS
Mix Staff

These days inspiration comes
from strange sources. For the

majority of a third floor corridor of

James House in Southwest though,

it's not the blood in their veins

which is the life of their inspiration

and comradery-it's the beer.

And the BeerWall.
"It's an historical shrine which

represents many memorable
events", says Brian Kelly, a

corridor-mate. "Almost everyone
on the corridor shares in the

economic and physical burdens of

the Wall." It seems that most
everyone really puts their gut into

it, too.

Starting last semester as a

typical exercise in geometrical

construction (commonly known as

a "pyramid") the corridor walls

were slowly covered. The building

process was refined to a machine-
like precision, and one rand of

beer--Schlitz. At semester break
over 3500 cans illuminated the

corridor and plans were in the

offing to use the tabs of the cans to

buy a seeing eye dog for a blind

person.

The spirit of the Wall also

ushered into existence the first of

two Passout Festivals whose two

single purposes were to foster

comradship and gather together

more construction materials for

the wall.

Imagine how this brotherhood

felt on arriving back at school to

find that their monument to the

visceral joys of life had been

swiped. "We were bummed out",

said John Iannacci, another
worker on the wall.

"But", said Brian Kelley, "At

3: in the morning, like a devine li-

ght" came the solution to their

despondency and desperation.

They decided to take donations for

the Wall from the campus at

large and reward the largest

contributor with a case of the

corridor's fovorite frostv stuff.

"We will stop the donations as

soon as we reach 3500", said Kelly.

"They're really symbolic cans, but

we know we drank 'em."

Iannacci asserted that he has no

guilt feelings about taking con-

tributions. "You have to earn the

Wall, not just ask for cans." At

each Passout Festival each par-

ticipant is asked to drink a case.

That's earning it.

"We should have the Wall back

to its original proportions - con-

sidering the progress so far - in two
to three weeks", Iannacci and
Kelly agreed. Almost 2000 cans to

date.

It seemed for a while thai

another crisis loomed up for the

Wall. "John Cunniff, structural

engineer, is leaving this

semester,,' Kelly said.

"There was a moment of panic",

Iannacci said. "then two
capable apprentices were ob-
tained."

It should be mentioned, at least,

that these illustrious guzzlers do
not just guzzle away their hours at

UMass. Kelly claims that the

average cum. on the corridor is 3.1.

There's something else involved
here. The general atmosphere on

the corridor is not one of lethargy
and stupor. They're like a hive of

bees up there! And they're still

looking for more assistance with

their cause. So. this weekend,

UMass Police

Emergency

Number

5-3111

Please Note

Beginning Monday, March 4

NEW STORE HOURS

for the

Textbook Annex

Weekdays

10:00 a.m. - 2: P

"Creative Consciousness/

Ronnie Ingram Choir"

Saturday, March 2

7:30 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Party Following

FREE
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Goldwater: Republicans

threatened by budget
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Barry Goldwater said

today that the Watergate-weakened Republican

party is being further threatened by President

Nixon's 1974 budget.

"I believe it is a political mistake with the gravest

kind of overtones for the welfare of my country,''

Goldwater, R-Ariz., said in remarks prepared for a

Young Republican leadership conference here.

"If you think our party is in trouble at this point, I

suggest that you take a shot at predicting what kind of

shape it will be in if the inflationary dynamite of a

$304-billion budget is laid at our doorstep," Goldwater

said.

The budget for the year beginning July 1 represents

White House abandonment of "its axwielding

austerity plans for reducing the size and cost of the

federal establishment," he said.

He referred to a Wall Street Journal editorial in-

dicating that Nixon is seeking an accommodation

with the Congress he earlier had castigated for ex-

travagance.

"If the President's advisers believe that any

progress can be made toward appeasing Mr. Nixon's

would-be impeachers by compromising economic

policy, they are badly mistaken," Goldwater said.

Americans converting paper to gold
NEW YORK (AP) — With most of her life savings

in her pocketbook, a 42-year-old waitress joined the

growing number of Americans who are lining up at

coin dealers to convert the dollar into gold as a hedge

against inflation.

"I wish I had done this three weeks ago," the

woman said, confessing she was hardly a

numismatist. "But I'm learning."

With inflation continuing and gold prices soaring,

the city's biggest coin dealers report that Americans

are buying gold frantically, wildly and voluminously.

By law, Americans can own gold only as collectors.

"We can't even handle the volume any more," said

Luis Vigdor, coin manager at Manfra, Tordella &
Brookes Inc. at Rockefeller Center. "I've never seen

a situation like this."

Benjamin Stack, a partner at Stacks Coin Co., the

nation's oldest and biggest, termed the situation

"madness."

"Every now and then you get a traditional

collector," he said, adding that new consumers of

gold coins were mainly professional persons, "who
are aware of what is taking place."

Wednesday, U.S. $20 pieces were going for $360.

Two days earlier, the price was $330. And just two

weeks earlier, it was $260.

Vigdor said customers are waiting one to two hours

at the rate of a couple of hundred a day just to buy
gold.

"It's not only here," he said. "I speak to dealers all

over, and it's nationwide.

"Who wants paper" he asked. "What the hell are

you doing to do with it."

Richardson defines

impeachment grounds

KACRAMFNTO. Calif. < AP) - Former Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson

says heVhinks a president can be impeached for acts resulting from gross

abuse of authority or neglect of responsibility.

A crime need not have been committed, Richardson said

The former cabinet officer thus differed with President Nixon, who said

Monday a presulent could only be impeached for committing a criminal

0f

R?chardson said the major legal question facing the House Judiciary

Committee is whether Nixon had general responsibility for Watergate

and the alleged cover-up even though the President might not have been

directly involved. , .. . ..

The Judiciary Committee is deciding whether to recommend that the

full House adopt an impeachment resolution.

Richardson quit as attorney general last October rather than follow

Nixon's order that he fire special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox,

who was subsequently dismissed by a lower Justice Department official.

Asked to give his definition of grounds for impeachment, Richardson

Sa
'i think that an impeachable offense is an action or a failure to act

which involves the gross abuse of authority or neglect of responsibility.

It may or may not include an offense that is indictable under the U.S.

penal code."

At 100, she's handing out $100 checks
EUGENE, Ore. ( AP) — Agnes Graham celebrated

her 100th birthday Wednesday by writing out $100

checks to each of 16 of her favorite charities

Only her lawyer knows how much money Miss

Graham, a retired school teacher, has given away. A
financial adviser said she invested her earnings as a

school teacher wisely at a time when income taxes

didn't take as big a bite as they do now.

She was born 100 years ago at Lee, Mass.

At her birthday party at Cascade Manor, a

retirement home, a large bulletin board was covered

with thank you notes from past beneficiaries of her

gifts.

A rescue boat is named "Miss Agnes" after her at

the Boy Scout camp at Florence. A college in Greece

annually holds a "Miss Agnes day."

On the day before her birthday, the chancellor of

the University of Kansas, her alma mater, called to

wish her well and to thank her for her financial help to

his institution.

She is deaf and has trouble seeing but, greeting

guests at her party, she said, "I feel like a thousand."

'Truthful' artist sprays a Picasso
NEW YORK (AP) — A man who said he was an

artist wanting to "tell the truth" sprayed red paint

across the famed "Guernica" painting by Pablo

Picasso at the Museum of Modern Art in midtown
Manhattan Thursday.

A self-styled artist, the alleged vandal was ap-

prehended by a guard and taken into police custody
within moments.

In letters more than a foot high, he sprayed, "KILL
LIES ALL." But the museum began removing the

paint immediately and said the masterpiece cubist

work about the Spanish civil war was undamaged.

The alleged vandal identified himself as Tony
Shafrazi, 30, authorities said.

Morning Call Coffee Stand

Asked why he did it, Shafrazi said, "I'm an artist,

and I want to tell the truth."

He declined to say anything more about himself.

Museum visitors who witnessed the desecration of

the painting, which is massive and surrounded by
Picasso's studies preparing for its execution, said an
unidentified man tried to stop the vandal but was
shaken off.

"I'm an artist," the vandal Was quoted as saying to

the man who interceded. "Leave me alone."

At that point, a guard grappled with the vandal,

who shouted, "Call the curator."

The painting memoralizes an undefended Basque

town that was destroyed in an air raid in April 1937.

Where the great met the not-so-great
NEW ORLEANS, La. (AP) —

William Faulkner and Sherwood

Anderson used to sit on their ad-

joining French Quarter balconies

back in the '20s, dropping BBs on

unsuspecting passers-by in the

alley below.

As the story is told, a direct hit on

a woman carrying laundry was

worth one point, a priest brought

two and a tourist, three. The loser

bought coffee and doughnuts for

both at the nearly Morning Call

Coffee Stand.

There the faces of the two

famous writers mingled with the

weathered visages of fishermen

and farmers and the bright cheeks

of society's debutantes.

For 103 years the great sat

among the not-so-great at Morning

Call, burning their tongues on hot

chicory coffee and splattering

powdered sugar all over them-

selves. It was the usual way to end

a night on the town or a day selling

produce in the open air French

Market.
First opened for the farmers who

peddled their vegetables at the

market, it later attracted tourists

from all over the world with its

main fare — cafe au lait, a rich

brew of coffee and boiled milk ; and

beignets, square doughnuts

liberally sprinkled with sugar.

This week Al Jurisich will pack

up the marble counters, mirrors

and coffee urns and carry to the

suburbs the business begun by his

grandfather in 1871.

"So many faces in here are

familiar to me," he said on one of

the last days. "I've seen all kinds

of people in here, Gary Cooper,

Edward G. Robinson...Phil Harris

was here last night raising hell

with my brother for leaving."

A French Market rennovation

project took away the parking

places that attracted local

residents, who make up the bulk of

its business. And Jurisich said he

was socked with a $70,000

assessment as his share of the

project, intended to increase

tourist appeal.

"It's a hard thing to pack up and

pull out. My people have been here

all my life. I ran around this

market when I was a kid. But

conditions have changed. I can't

pay my waiters with tradition."
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•PAPILLON' IS A FILM THAT LEAVES YOU WITH

THE FEELING THAT YOU WERE ACTUALLY THERE

A LARGER THAN LIFE PORTRAIT OF MEN

CAUGHT UP IN A MEAT GRINDER THE ESCAPES
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N.Y. Dally News

"The thriller of the year! See it you

must! You'll be ducking at shadows

for weeks to come!"
- Bernard Draw

lie I Songi By:

Neil Diamond

The
Hall Bartlett
Film

Jonathan
Livingston
Seagull

It's a life style. It's the

beauty of love, the |oy of

freedom. It's a movie.
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Notes, quotes and anecdotes

Elon speaks Chess club Recycling
Amos Elon, author of the con-

troversial analysis of Israeli

society. The Israelis: Founders
and Sons, will make a special

apperance at UMass Sunday, at

8:(M) p.m. in C.C. 163. Mr Elon will

speak on "Israeli Society in the

Aftermath of the October War".
Mr. Elon, a fourth generation

Israeli, spent several years as the

Washington D.C. correspondent of

Ha"aretz the Israeli daily

newspaper. He is recognized in

Israel as a keen observer and critic

of the Israeli social and political

scene.

Since the Yom Kippur War, Mr.

Elon has traveled extensively in

the U.S. speaking to Jewish and
non-Jewish groups alike. He at-

tempted to explain Israel and
Israeli society to American
audience.

Arts panel
Representatives from the

Massachusetts Council on the Arts

and Humanities will hold an in-

formal panel discussion as part of

a Community Arts Planning
Workshop beginning at 9 a.m.

Saturday, at the Campus Center.

The Workshop is presented by

the Arts Extension Service of the

UMass Division of Continuing
Education and is open to the public

free of charge. The meeting will be

in Room 101.

Present on the panel will be

Louise Tate, executive director of

the Council, Diane Perkins,

program director of the Artists in

the Schools Program, Jane
Doerfer, program director of

State-Local Partnerships, Susan

Channing, coordinator of Creative

Artists' Services, and Linda
Lieberman, deputy director of the

Council.

The Workshop will also include

an informal talk by Louis Jansen,

Community Arts Development
director of the Arts Extension

Service, on Arts Festival Program.

By JIM LANE
This weekend the UMass

Campus Center Chess Club will

sponsor a variety of chess tour-

naments, designed to give every
interested player competition at

his-her own level. On Sautrday the

club will hold the 4th UMass
Novice Chess Championship, open
only to those who have never
played in a nationally rated
tournament The entry fee is $1,

and the winner will receive a

year's membership in the U.S.

Chess Federation.

On Sunday, more experienced
players will compete in the Second
Amherst Sunday Open, with at

least $50 in cash prizes plus seven
trophies. All players must be U.S.

Chess Federation members ($10,

under 20 $5), and USCF will issue

national ratings, based on per-

formance, for all who play. This
tournament will be split into two
sections, one open to all, one open
only to those in USCF Classes D
and E or unrated players. The
entry fee is $3 for those competing
just for trophies, $7 for those

competing for cash as well, with $2

off for anyone joining USCF for the

first time.

Both tournaments will be four

rounds with no knockouts — win-
ners play winners and losers play
losers. Registration will close at

9:45 A.M. each morning in Campus
Center Room 809. Players who
have chess boards and sets should
bring them.

Philosopher
Existentialist philosopher Hazel

Barnes will present a paper en-

titled, "Sartre and Being-With-

Others", at 3:30 this afternoon in

room 162 of the Campus Center.

The reception will be held at 9:00

p.m. in the lounge of Dickinson

House in the Orchard Hill Com-
plex. Refreshments will be served.

Much of UMass paper waste is

doing just that — going to waste.

Instead of being recycled, much is

simply thrown away. This is not

due to lack of convenience, since

there are many deposits for

recyclable paper on campus, so the

problem must be that many are

unaware of what types are and are

not recyclable.

If so, the following list may be

helpful: items are acceptable for

recycling are computer cards,

newspapers, paper bags, card-

board cartons, magazines, cards,

letters, and envelopes, notebooks,

(minus the spiral), soiled paper
towels, napkins, and tissues. Those
unacceptable for recycling:

carbon paper, milk cartons,
cellophane (envelopes with

cellophane windows),
photographs, aluminum foil,

styrofoam, any plastics, any
waxed paper products, stencils,

mimeos or dittos.

Mens' center
The men's center in Amherst will

hold a meeting for men who want
to form new support groups
Tuesday. The men's center is

located on the second floor of the

Jones Library on Amity Street in

Amherst center. Meetings are held

at 7:30 p.m., on each first Tuesday
of the month.

'Anointed' band
On Thursday night, March 7 at

7:30 p.m. "THE ANOINTED"
band will perform at Hampshire
College in the main lecture hall

(Patterson). This unique group of

musicians make up one half of an

organization called The Anointed
Music and Publishing Company of

Meriden, Connecticut.
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Factory Sponsored Sale

on

x^.-vw^xtv^^AVA'AV'

DOWN PARKA'S . .

.

Snorkel & Ski Parkas

Warm-up Pants

no $
2o

and

under

%10

1st Quality

Men & Women - S-M-L-XL

This Saturday . . .

SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1974

10 a.m. • 4 p.m.

Colonial Lounge - UMass. Student Union.

THIS SALE IS "ONE DAY & CASH ONLY"
.

Racial segregation

continues in schools
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Justice Department said Wed-
nesday Kansas City, Kan., public

schools have intentionally con-
tinued racial segregation despite
the Supreme Court's desegregation
ruling 20 years ago.

The charge was made in

pleadings filed in U. S. District

Court in Kansas Cit to amend and
supplement a faculty
desegregation suit filed by the

Justice Department May 18.

Since the Supreme Court
decision in 1954. racial seereeation

in Kansas City has been per-

petuated through the location of

new schools, establishment of

school attendance zones, school

feeder patterns, faculty assign

ments and student transportation,

the government said.

"The result of these practices is

that 60 per cent of the black

students of Kansas City, Ka , at-

tend segregated schools," the
government said.

The school system has ap-
proximately 33,000 students, 11,690

of them black.

i,

Is your
privacy

worth^f
a month?

It can cost as little as that when you rent

a Brittany Manor apartment with three

friends. And that could change your life-

style next semester. No more noisy room-

mates! Instead, the privacy of a modern
apartment community only a couple of

minutes by our own courtesy bus, car or

bike from Amherst College, downtown
Amherst or UMass. Rental office

open evenings.

• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
• spacious 2 bedroom apts.

• .heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpeui 19

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• COURTESY BUS TO
UMASS & TOWN

• parking for cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball, football,

badminton.

• ski trips

• recreational facilities

Rent from $210.

Call 413-256-8534

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite

Grist Mill off Rt. 116.

Brittany Manor

mt
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Notices
BAHA'I FAITH

Informal discussion about Baha'i

Faith, with slide show on Australia,

Sat., March 2, 8 p.m. Everybody
welcome. Call 256-0559 for direction.

BELCKERTOWN VOLUNTEERS
Bus leaves this Sat. 12:45 from

Whitmore. Return by 4:00. All are
welcome. Help people help them-
selves. ??? 253-7401.

BICYCLE TIME TRIAL
10 mile time trial starts at in-

tersection of Stockbridge Rd and
Rte. 47, Sunday, March 3, at 2 p.m.
For info., call Mark 256-8723.

COLLEGE LIFE
Hey UMies, don't miss out on all

the Fun! Come join us at College

Life, 8:00 p.m. this Friday, March 1

in the Colonial Ounge. Featuring:

Ellis Goldstein on "What is a Jew"
also Gary Morris from "Clear Sky".

CONCERT COMMITTEE
There will be an organizational

meeting on Tuesday, March 5 at 7:30

p.m. in the S.U. Council Chambers.
Old members please attend.

DANCE FREE
Come to a Dance Happening and let

it all hang out Friday night at 8:30 in

C.C. Check C.C. info oesK for room
number.
DIRADICAL IN THERMAL
REORGANIZATION
Prof. Wiliram von E. Ooering,

Harvard Unviersity, The Diradical in

Thermal Reorganizations of Small
Rings, Monday, March 4, 4:30 p.m.,
201 Graduate Research Center,
Tower 1.

ENTERTAINMENT
Where have all the Cotitv Houses

gone? Come to Patterson and find

out. Tonight, Friday. Good music-
good time.

ELECTION 74

Edward Harrington Democratic
Candidate for the Nom natinn for the
Office of Attorney General will be on
Campus next Friday, March 8, Th.
EX PATRIOT RON BURTON

Sec. of State Candidate will be
speaking on his candidacy for the
Office of Secretary of Sta :<-, Monday,

March 4 at 2:30 in the S.U. Ballroom.
Come and meet the man, and hear
what he has to say ! It's your vote and
your state.

GAY LINE
Gay lineopen tonite, tomorrow nite

from 8-11. Referrals, counseling,

questions and general rap. 545 0154 or*

drop by SHL office at S.U. mez-
zanine.

HILLEL LECTURE
Amos Elan, speaking on "Israeli

Society in the Aftermath of the Oc-
tober War", Sunday, March 3, 8:00

p.m. C.C. 163.

HINDI ANYONE?
If anyone is interested in studying

Hindi, the major language of Nor
hern India, please contact the Asian
Studies Program Office, 804

Thompson Hall, 545 0886.

HOPE AND RECONCILIATION
There will be a retreat with Fr.

Francis Level le, as leader, March 8

and 9. See Bulletin Board at Newman
Center for details.

JAMAICAN POET
Dennis Scott, Jamaican Poet, will

give a reading of his works Wed-
nesday, March 6, at 1:00 p.m. at the

Center for Racial Understanding in

the Morehouse Faculty Apt. of South-

west. Program is sponsored by
Harambee.
MOVIE
"Beyond the Valley of the Dolls",

x rated sequel to the fabulous
"Valley of the Dolls" shows at 6:30, 9,

11:30 on Tues., March 5 CCA. Come
get a thrill.

MOVIE BUFFS
There are still openings in a one

credit course on the history of

American movies. Movies will be
seen. A three to five page paper is

required with class attendance. If

interested, in a fun class call 467-7999

after 6 p.m. before March 6.

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
There will be a general meeting of

the Newman Community to discuss

upcoming events, Sunday, March 3 at

8 p.m. Social Lounge, Newman
Center.

p.m.
9:30

NORFOLK PRISON REVUE
Sat., March 2, Program Council

Comm. with the Union of Third World
Women-Afro Am. present "creative

Consciousness" and "Ronnie Ingram
Choir". Performance in. S.U.B. at

7:30 p.m., Admission free, party

following.

PI SIGMA ALPHA
Important elections will be held at

7:30 p.m., C.C. 165 Tues., March 5.

REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE
starring James Dean, Natalie

Wood, Jim Backus will be shown in

Webster Main Lounge at 8:00 p.m.

and 11:00 p.m. All welcome.
A SABBATH IN HILLEL

Creative service, Fri., 6:15

C.C. 105. Shabbat morning,
service, discussion of Torah portion

and brunch. Afternoon -5: 30 p.m.

service, light meal and hardalah.

SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Meeting, Sunday, March 3, 7:30

p.m., Room 178 C.C
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL COMM.
The Social and Cultural Committee

of the Southwest Assembly will meet
today at 1:00 p.m. in the Southwest

Assembly Office in JQA lobby.

T.A.'S IN CHINESE AND
JAPANESE
The Asian Studies Program is

seeking native speakers of Mandarin
and Japanese to be teaching
assistants during the 1974-75

academic year. Any graduate Level

students interested in these positions

should please contact Prof. S.H.

Treng 545 0880 for mandarin or Prof.

C Kitagawa 545-034? for Japanese
THE LATIN WOMAN
Films from Guatemala: My

Country Occupied and Break and
Enter. Thompson, 104, 8 p.m.

THIRD WORLD NURSERY
Needs volunteers. Third World

students are needed to work with

children (2V2-4) Mon. -Fri., 9-3.

UPCOMING TRIPS
This weekend sign up! Rock-

climbing: Chapel Ledge 3-2, 9 a.m.
meet at Hatch; Ragged Mtn. 3 3 8

a.m. meet at Coffee Shop. Hikes:

School of Ed: new learning changes
The School of Education is

currently operating under a
curriculum process called Flexible
Curriculum whereby Learning
Experiences do not necessarily
conform to the three hour a week
semester long university standard.
Consequently, throughout the
semester various Learning
Experiences become available
that may or may not have been
communicated at the time of

registration. Below are listed those
Learning Experiences which are
starting within the next week
(Mar. 4-8) and which still have
space available for additional
enrollment. Students desiring to

sign up for these Learning
Experiences or gv.t more in-

formation about them should
contact the School of Education
Registration and Advising Offices
on the first floor of Hills House
South.

Humanistic Applications

713H Issues in Human Services -

.Mental Health materials for
Beginning Professionals, Th. 7:30-

8.30. Mar 7, 10 mods. L. McNeer-
Tooley

7131 Issues in Human Services -

Community Organizations (1) Th

8:45-9:45, Mar 7, 10 mods,
Ausbrooks-Hynes-Tooley
7140 - Issues in Human Services -

Current Issues in Clinical Theory
(1): "Radical Man" and Radical

Therapy Mon. 7:30-9:30, Mar 4, 10

mods, Wainrib-Tooley, Marst 220.

Ed. Planning and Management
4066 - Ed. Statistics 1: Intro to

Statistical Inference Th 3-5:30,

Mar 7-Apr 11, 100 mods, Quilling,

Hills No. 417-419.

4099 - Fundamentals of Innovation

:

Structuring for Independence or

the Mole Burrows Aimlessly, Wed
9-10:30, Mar 6, 7 mods, Warmer-
Allen

4100 - Fundamentals of Innovation

:

Individualizing of Instruction -

High School, Wed 10:30-12 noon,

March 6, 7 mods, Barksdale-AUen
Designs for Effective Learning
1540 - Interpersonal Skills and
Racism in the Classroom,
Workshop 2, F,S,S 9-5, Mar 8,9,10,
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200 mods, Love-Harmon
8552 - Science and Technology in

Ed. Systems in the Post-Industrial

Society, Th 1 :30-4, Mar 7, 14, 21, 28,

Apr. 4 100 mods, Dede, Hills So. 165

Ed. Policy Studies

2013 - Curriculum Models in Early
Childhood Educ: The Piagetion
Derived Curriculum, Tu. Th, 1-

2:15, Mar 5-14, 50 mods, Kushner-
Day
2100 - Foundations of Ed: Grades
and Grading Systems, Mon 7-10:00,

Mar 4, J&M Adams, 15 mods

UMass
Police
5-2121

Holyoks R3nge Traverse 3-2 meet 10

a.m. S.U.

UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF
AMHERST
Service at 11 a.m., Jeffrey Camp-

bell, minister, will speak on "Why the

Devil".

UMASS VOL. FIRE OEPT
Notice to all interested parties, we

are getting back to our feet again. We
now have an office, S.U. 306, new
applicants pick up forms from Bruce
433 Gorman, any more info call

Bruce or Wendel.
FOUND
On Feb. 26 I found a girl's watch

inside Machmer. Describe it and it's

yours. Keith 546-6414.

Angora kitten, brown and gold has
collar with bells. Found near SW.
Pick up at 159 N. Pleasant St. Rm. 8

Donna.

LOST
Gold cross and chain lost last week

between GRC and Quad. Great

personal value. Reward! Call 545-

2512! Ask for Pat. Rm. 321 or leave

message.
1 brown velvet hat with viser, two

gold buttons. Please call Cindy, 6

6944. Thanks.
PINNING
Margie Fishman, Class of '74,

Sigma Alpha Mu to Rich Zides, Class

of '74, Sigma Alpha Mu.
ENGAGEMENT
Dorothy Roak, Class of '75, John

Quincy Adams to Wayne Sorenson of

Portland, Maine.
Linda Olson, Class of '76, J. Q.

Adams to James Cooney, Class of '76,

J. Q. Adams.
Joanne Robino, Class of '75, J.Q.

Adams to Brian Laverty of Medfield,

Ma.

MDC Classifieds

7y first day

50* each

additional day

Wn $60
No. 2 1 4520

Kung Fu Academy
124 Amity St., Amherst

Tel. 253-5602
Wing-Chun Style Tai-Chi Style

COME AND LEARN

Chinese Self Defense
The only authorized Kung Fu school ir Western New
England area. — Opens 4 to TO p.m.

MU

RUN fUORONKS P»««*

AN END OF MONTH
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU MARCH 2, 7974

1S EAST PLEASANT ST.,

.AMHERST <NBXT T0 TH£
.
PUB>

VALUABLE COUPON

KOSS PRO 4AA

STEREO HEADPHONES

$3900
WITH CORD

Now
WITH THIS COUPON EXPIRES 3/2/74

T^yqgr2H£*^>*rTT^

UNIVERSAL
AC /ADAPTER

6-'/>9 VOLT

VtllMBU COUPOH

WITH THIS COUPON . EXPIRE8 3/2/74

ss
MINI-VOM
1,000 AC-250 DC VOLT

$
6.95

WAS
'8.50

#99-5079 HOW

WITH THIS COUPON • EXPIRES 3/2/74

_--*.

iSk

VALUABLE COUPON

CRITERION 333
2 WAY ACOUSTIC SUSPENSION BOOK SHELF

SPEAKER
SYSTEM
WAS
'34.95

NOW
ITH THIS COUPON
EXPIRES 3/2/74

nr+

A

MARCH fi

PHRNWrt
or
THE

WITH
fcON

CHUNKY

I

OPERA
*

2. MARX
BROS.

50?
7-9-11 C.C. Alio.

5At\

A Public Lecture

AMOS ELON
author of the Israelis: Founders and Sons"

speaking on

ISRAELI SOCIETY

in the AFTERMATH of the

OCTOBER WAR.

SUNDAY, MARCH 3 8:00 p.m.

Campus Center 163

VULUABU COUPOH

ELECTRIC 24 HR. TIMER
FOR LAMPS OR
APPLIANCES
1I7SWATTS-#1327S|_

NOW
WITH THIS COUPON
EXPIRES 3/2/74

VUUABU COW*

»« warn mm $!&£?,

TELEPHONE
EXTENSION CORD

30' LONG WITH PLUG AND JACK

s
2.49

WITH THIS COUPON - EXPIRES 3/2/74

WAS
'3.23

*MS39 NOW

s***:J53

VALUABLE COUPOH

HIGH INTENSITY

DESK LAMP

** $A95
NOW M0.12MSJ

WITH THIS COUPON EXPIRES 3/2/74

VALUABLE COUPON

*
WALKIE TALKIE
SINGLE CHANNEL W/M0RSE CODE KEY

s
6.25

WITH THIS COUPON - EXPIRES 3/2/74

#W-S2tS klfWAJ
0MLY *tlS EA. NOW

EA.

MG&^Jt'.HE2EEB!^sra^ i

CASSETTE HEAD
CLEANER

FITS ANY CASSETTE

49°WAS'2.§6

*2§-l6M
NOW

WITH THIS COUPON - EXPIRES 3/2/74

+*-7

S/U£
VALUABLE C0UP0W

SOLDERING GUN

H| | Comphtfr with •cc«tior<*»

$730
NOW I *•*"•

WITH THIS COUPON • EXPIRES 3/2/74

VALUABLE COUPON_ !<S5?£ZJ

NEWNS
CALCULATOR

BATTERY OPERATED 4

FUNCTION-! DIBIT

*29.95
t DIGIT $39.95

WITH THIS COUPON •

EXPIRES 3/2/74__

»

r

VALUABLE COUPON .^ZTdxL,

SSCT; VALUABLE COUPON

T

MICROPHONE
REPLACEMENT FOR CASSETTE RECORDS

'3.95
WAS
'4.95

mm* NOW

WITH THIS COUPON • EXPIRES 3/2/74

sJr.GS*£Al VALUABLE COUPON

BSR - 260 |

TURNTABLE I
—~-~JrMAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

CUEING, IASE

f
DUST
COVER
INCL.

WAS
•48.15

#21S»1W

$
34.95

•HI-'

WITH THIS COUPON - EXPIRES 3/2/74

>s<TT

ALBANY, N.Y. SCHENECTADY, N.Y.

7* C«rtnil Am.

441*501

141 fri* «*4-

3444111

GLENS FALLS, N.Y.

191 U?f*r«lM

HS49H

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

42 Smmmt St.

4W14IQ

AMHERST, MASS.

1SI PlMtwrtSl.

S49-11M

COtONK, N.Y.

Pl#rt»wwf Mall

4S17IM

UTKA,N.Y.

1413 0ri»k««T S»..WM t

71! 1144

Hillel at U Mass.

• •«"*'
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Postal rates up tomorrow
WASHINGTON ( AP) — It will cost 2 cents more to

mail a letter or postcard after midnight Friday.

And before long people will be paying more for

mailings from their book or record club, merchandise
from mail-order houses and, in some cases,

magazines and newspapers.

The new cost for first-class mail will be 10 cents, for

airmail 13 cents and for postcards 8 cents.

The cost cf mailing a one-pound bundle of books or

records will go up to 30 cents over five years, an in-

crease of 14 cents. As an example of magazine costs,

the Postal Service estimated that mailing the

Reader's Digest will go from the current 4 cents a

copy to 8 cents a copy in three years.

The new stamps are available now. The Jefferson

Memorial replaces former President Dwight

Eisenhower on the nation s ba&ic sump.
Publishers can choose to absorb the increased costs

or raise advertising rates instead of subscription

rates, but a spokesman for the Magazine Publishers

Association said publishers are expected to pass

along the increases to subscribers where possible.

The publishers association and other bulk mailers

still are trying to convince the Postal Rate Com-
mission to trim the increases. But Postal Service

officials see no chance the commission, which must
grant final approval to rate changes, will act before

Saturday.

The Cost of Living Council earlier had delayed the

increases for two months, saving mail users $236

million. The Postal Service will ask Congress to make
up the money.

Amherst candidate bulletin

School committee Board ofselectmen re-elections

Maria Roberts has announced
her candidacy for one of the two
three-year terms on the Amherst
School committee. These terms

will be filled at the time of the

Amherst Town Election on April

9th, after the field of candidates

has been narrowed at the Amherst
Town Caucus on March 5th. Voters

thus have two opportunities to

express their views on the can-

didates.

Mrs. Roberts, an Amherst
resident for 12 years, and an active

participant in community affairs,

will place emphasis during her

campaign on evaluation of school

programs and on community
participation in School Committee

decision making.

Among her major goais:

—Maximum expression of

opinion, from parents of children in

the Amherst school system: "I

want the Committee to make in-

telligent decisions based on the

members' knowledge of town-

speople's many viewpoints as well

as the opinions of the members of

the staff of the schools."

The candidate has also stressed

her interest in promoting a School

Committee of independent spirit,

and one that would help people

understand more fully the

programs under discussion and
those in operation within the

schools.

Mrs. Roberts has been a
volunteer aide at the Mark's
Meadow School library for three

years, and a member of the Mark's
Meadow parent council. Presently

she is a member of the Task Force
on the future of Mark's Meadow
School. For more than a year she
has attended most of the meetings
of the Amherst and Regional

School Committees and visited in

all of the local schools. Mrs.

Roberts is a graduate of Radcliffe

College and holds a masters degree

from Johns Hopkins University.

She and her husband, Larry, and
their four elementary school age
children reside at 19 Nelson Circle.

Nancy B. Eddy announced today
that she has filed papers for re-

election to the Amherst Board of

Selectmen. Mrs. Eddy, who resides

at 127 Mill Lane, was first elected

to the Board in 1971 and is now a
candidate for her second term.

She stated, "My major efforts

during the past three years have
been in the area of environmental
concerns, citizen participation in

government, and in re-organizing

the Board of Selectmen so that we
could become an active force

providing leadership to the Town.
While I am sometimes discouraged
by the length of time change takes,

I do feel I, along with other
members of the Board, can point to

solid areas of achievement."

"The last three years have seen
the initiation and final report of the
Select Committee on Goals, the
initiation of long-range capital

budgeting, a thorough in-

vestigation of the plans for the
secondary sewage treatment plant
in the hope of utilizing innovative
methods, the beginning of re-

cycling efforts by the Town, the
passage on a local and then on a
state level of farmland
assessment, the establishment of a
bicycle paths committee, a land
acquisition review committee, and
a historical commission. We have
formed numerous special com-
mittees to investigate problems
and issues. We have seen the
beginning of the Boltwood Walk
plan, of protection of aquifer
recharge areas, of water con-
servation efforts, of increased
communication among town
boards and committees. We have
opened up our communications
packet in the belief that an in-

formed public is the keystone to the
democratic process."

"Much remains to be done — in

control of town growth, in

provision of public transportation,
in establishment of more equitable
forms of taxation. I would like to

continue to work on these problems
and others and look forward to

serving the people of Amherst if

they wish me to do so.

Michael P. Sullivan, Jr. of

Amherst has announced his can-
didacy for selectman in the March
preliminary election.

Sullivan is presently chairman of

the Board of Selectmen, an ex
officio UMass trustee and resides

at 76 Stony Hill Rd. on the town.
He is employed as an assistant to

the comptroller at the University.
The thirty-seven year old graduate
of Amherst High School, Nor-
thampton Commercial College and
the University of Massachusetts
claims expertise in educational
administration, business
management and government
finance.

He has been a selectmen since
1971, registrar of voters from 1964

to 1969 and a Town Meeting
Member from 1959 to date.

"Traffic and transportation
remains a key issue in today's

campaign as it has for the past few
years," Sullivan says in a
statement announcing his can-
didacy. "The present energy
shortage propels this issue to the

top of the priority list in this year's

campaign."
"I have worked to open the lines

of communication between those in

the town and those at the univer-

sity making decisions that affect

our community.
I believe we are entering a new

era when the town can look to the

University not in fear of more
growth, but in terms of its

beneficial effect on the com-
munity.

Sullivan also pledges a com-
mittment to the problems of the

aged, and pledges to maintain a

"stable" tax structure.

He concludes that because of a

"long interest in government" and
active participation he has the

"necessary knowledge and
background to continue to ef-

fectively serve as a selectmen."

Room To Move
Drop-In Center

5-0400, 5-0401

THE MANHATTAN PROJECT CO.
in

\\ ll

SAMUEL BECKETT'S

ENDGAME
Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m. Feb. 28 - March 1st

TICKETS: UM/A STUDENTS $1.50 — OTHERS $3.00

BOX OFFICE: 125 HERTER HALL TELEPHONE 545-0202

Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

Student addresses "From Courtside"
i Continued from P. n

pin ate company would never get

access to them."
Registrar Jones said "we guard

very carefully, the confidentiality

of the lists, even with campus
organizations."

To get further information from
Grey Advertising, the Collegian

was given the name of a Harvey
Robinson to contact. When his

office was called on Tuesday.
Robinsons secretary, after
determining the nature of the call,

informed the Collegian that "Mr.
Robinson has just left for the

airport", and that she "didn't know
when he would be returning".

When contacted again on
Thursday, the secretary reported
that Robinson was "in an all day
meeting, and will be going out of

town again the next day." The
secretary suggested that the
Collegian "direct our questions to

Mr. Robinson- through written
correspondence".
When asked what the policy was

concerning the availability of
mailing lists, Dean Fields ex-

plained that "There is a general
University policy of not letting lists

out to any outside organization."

Exceptions to this policy have
occurred in the past. State agen-
cies or voter registration drives

have sometimes been allowed the

use of the mailing list. Whether or

not an organization will be treated

as an exception is at the discretion

of the Registrar or the Dean of

Students. But there are damn
few exceptions" Dean Fields

pointed out.

He went on to explain how even

the groups that get lists, get them

in the form of mailing labels. Thus

they never get a permanent list.

In spite of the comments made
by\ls. Mendoza of Chapman, most

indications point to the list being

used by commerical companies

being compiled by use of the

telephone directory.

The attorney for the students,

Richard Howland, points out how
"this is perfectly legal. If the

University were selling the lists,

we could stop them ; but everyone

can have access to the lists for a

quarter."

There is no way to get off the

commercial mailing list, unless the

company lets you. The Amherst
Post Office reported "you can only

legally stop them if they are

sending obscene or bulgar

material". Some groups, however,

will allow you to get your name off

the list if you request it in writing.

In any case, student names and
addresses are providing big money
for a lot of firms, and it is very

doubtful that they will stop using

them.

Bi-lingual education in Mass
Bv LUIS MEDINA
MDC Staff

According to Dr. Silvia Viera, "The recognition of the language and the

culture of any individual, is a recognition of his or her own personality."

In an interview held in Spanish with Dr. Viera, different facts came to

light in relation to the Bilingual-Bicultural Education in Massachusetts

and benefits that minorities as well as the majorities could obtain from it.

One of those benefits is the recognition of the individual personality

through being aware of his-her language and culture. "Everybody
conceptualizes and socializes using the native language", Dr. Viera said,

she added that any individual whose language is not recognized and
doesn't know the "accepted one", is pulled out of society.

According to the physiologist, a person who feels happy functions

better, physically and mentally. Some of the pressures of belonging to a

different culture, could be released through education and recognition of

the values of that culture.

"The needs of a multi-cultural society, (as the United States is), could

not be served through the uses of a monocultural education." Dr. Viera

said.

She has been involved in bilingual education programs in the United

States, Puerto Rico and American Virgin Islands and in Quebec,

Dominican Republic, Haiti, Trinidad, Jamaica and Bolivia.

Dr. Viera is director of the Bilingual Bicultural Education Program of

the School of Education. The program that began last semester to

prepare bilingual teachers for the elementary schools, is developing fast.

Nest semester bilingual teachers will prepare for the high school level.

Three graduate students, Edward Sotolongo, Ms. Elba Rivera and
Linda McCrosan. are part of the regular program's staff. The Program
was created by a state law which says non-English speaking children

must be taught in their native language.

The eventual "transculturation" of the students, could release many of

the tension that the country has concerning cultural differences, dif-

ferences which may generate other problems.
Concerning the Puerto Ricans, one of the largest non-English speaking

groups in the State, Dr. Viera said, "The Puerto Ricans always had
believed in the benefits of education".

According to a spokesman for the Puerto Ricans, 32 percent of the total

budget of the Island is being use for public education. The total amount in

dollars, however, is not known.
According to Dr. Silvia Viera, bilingual Education must be bilateral in

order to be effective. "Majorities and minorities must be educated in

respect to culture and the history of the other group". She added that
understanding of both cultures must be met through the education and
the respect (esteem) of each groups cultural values.

Ah fmi Ht§4 of c$mpnt ko4?

H$w $h*t $ ft km* i$4k$4 mil?

Mon.-Sat.

* a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun.

• a.m.-9 p.m.

RESTAURANT
ST. REGIS

Tht place that serves breakfast from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
daily except Sunday (• a.m. to 9 p.m.)

Take a Fritnd To Dinner:

FRIED CHICKEN and SPAGHETTI $2 50
BREADED VEAL CUTLETand SPAGHETTI $2.25
GRILLED PORK CHOPS with choice of

2 vegetables, bread and butter $2 50
FRIED CLAMS with Tartar Sauce
French Fries & cole slaw $2 45
GRILLED MINUTE STEAK with onion rings
choice of 2 vegetables, bread and butter $3.25

Loft at the Intersection of Rt. 9 and Rt. S, Downtown Northampton
2t PLEASANT $T. NORTHAMPTON

By RUSS SMITH
High atop the bleachers in

Boyden's Main Gym, I can see
everything-a perfect aerial view of

all the basketball courts, and tne

games being played on them: I

catch the fouls on court one, the tip-

ins off the glass backboards on
court two, and the fast breaks on
number three court, all at the same
time. Keeping track of the score

while watching the trio of games is

impossible.

On court three, the Field House
Stars play the JFK. Colonels. On
number one, it's the Baker Broncos
vs. the Bullets from Moore House.

At center stage, it's the Kennedy
Panthers (who ended up third on
campus in basketball last year)

against the Magicians from
McNamara.
Not knowing which game would

be the best to keep track of, I

decided not to watch any of them.
And it's a good thing I did decide
that 'cause I would've missed what
was happening on court four.

The game: The Desperados vs.

the Highboys. The score was close

when I got there, the 'boys were
down by four, 22-18. The play was

lUMass wins
ifec tourney
UMass teams in five events

combined to win the American
College Unions International
recreation tournament for New
England. The tournament, held

last week at Central Connecticut

State College in New Britain, in-

cluded billiards, bowling, bridge,

chess, and table tennis com-
petitions. Strong performances in

bowling and table tennis gave
UMass enough points to win the

"sweepstakes" trophy for the best

overall school.

In men's table tennis singles,

UMass campus tournament
winners Mike Telch and K. K. Low
finished second and third,

respectively. In women's singles,

Sherrie Kowarsky finished first in

New England for the second year
in a row, thus qualifying for a

return trip to the Nationals, which
will be at the University of

Wisconsin this year.

The greatest success was scored

by the bowling team. In other

events, UMass was represented by
Chip Baye (billiards), Frank
Burke and Milton Watt (chess),

and the bridge pairs of Bob
Natelson-Peter Novick and Subhas
Das-Chunhyee Leeung.

really getting rough under the
basket, but the ref didn't seem to
notice.

Then it came — pressure of this
important game. You see. both
teams were in first place in the
Continental League, with identical
3-0 records. And with only one
game left after this one-which
meant the winner of this contest
would at least clinch a tie for first.

Anyway, back to the game: The
Desperados were looking to in-
crease their lead. They shot.and
missed. Two players went up for
the rebound. Both of them got it.

Now, everything would've been
alright if they were on the same
team. But it didn't happen to be
that way. So there they were —
fighting over the ball (no whistle
yet) — until they dropped the ball
and starting pushing each other.
This cleared both benches and the
players paired up.

With the exception of the High-
boy coach being threatened by the

timekeeper to keep cool or leave, a
couple of questionable calls the
refs made (by the same coach), a

technical foul (don't see many of

those in intramurals), and the

eviction of another player for

arguing with the ref, the rest was a
normal game. Oh, oh, the final was
the Highboys over the Desperados,
38-34.

As for the rest of the intramural
basketball teams, in all forty-four

leagues, here are the first place

teams: MenGrayson Aces, Baker
Broncos, Chadbourne Maroons,
Crabtree Tree, Thatcher Tokes,
Lewis Lovers, Gorman Oaks,
Hamlin Skunks, the Gorman Leafs,

Thatcher Redwoods, JFK
Grasshoppers, McNamara
Strikers, Moore Bullets, Patterson

Weeds, Washington Wizards
Lamda Chi Alpha, Phi Mu Delta,

Theta Epsilon Phi, Stale Nectar,

Gorman Booters, Civil

Engineering, Dishrags, Kicks,

Dodos, Bulldogs, On Beam, Sheiks,

TEP "B" Slo Gin Fiz, Rolling

Rocks, Shaks, Chenzos, Duke and
the Drivers, Plague, Panama
Reds, Ossibissa, J. B.'s, Issues,

Mixed Bag, Pacemakers,
Berkshirites, Project Rap
Crusaders, Crickets, Hills

Heads, Munchkins, Nixon Bom-
bers, Hot Shots (last year's cam-
pus champs), Blues, Buckeyes,

Players, and the Salukas. Out of

those, only 38 will make the

playoffs. Women-Collidge Lakers,

McNamara Manglers, Bakers
Bombers, Dwight Ducks, Mary
Lyon Dupas, Chi Otees, Melville

Fillies, Second Floor SAM, Babe Z;

and the Van Meter Vamps.
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Lyle holdout

Ten pinners excel

The Umass Intercollegiate Bowling team has finally come of age. Last

Friday the men's and women's teams competed in the Association of

College Unions International Intercollegiate Tournament, and combined
to capture five out of eight possible first place finishes. Also Karen James
and Brian Elsden qualified for competition in the national championships

to be held in early April.

In the team event it was a clean sweep of first place for both teams. The

women's score of 2520 outdistanced the rest of the field by over two

hundred pins for an easy victory. The women's team consisted of: Cyndy
Adams, Joan Felde, Nancy Heglin, Barbara Holt and Karen James.

The men's team finally put it all together for a solid 2724, good for first

place. The team was led by strong performances by Elsden (599), Wayne
Lowalski (last year's regional champion and sixth place finisher in the

nationals) (560), and Bill Fisher (553). Matt Diehard and Dave Dimmick

rounded out of the winning team.

Next came the doubles event. Here it was the women who led the way to

victory. Nancy Heglin and Karen James combined for a 1038 to capture

the title. The men could manage only a fourth (Kowalski and Elsden,

1097) and a fifth (Diehard and Dimmick, 1074).

In the singles event both teams were shut out

In the All-events, the most important segment of the ACU-I tournament

it was again all UMass. The winner of this event is designated as regional

champion and becomes the region's representative in the national

tournament.
In the women's division Karen James captured first place with a fine

score of 1625 for the nine games, averaging over 180. Nancy Heglin

finished third. Karen will compete in Houston on April 6-8 for the national

title.

In the men's division Brian Elsden fired a 1750 for the crown, an

average of just under 195. Bill Fisher finished in fourth place. Brian will

compete for the national title in Indianapolis on April 6-8. If either Karen

of Brian should win in April as both are quite capable of doing, it would

mean not only a national championship but also an invitation to the world

ch,a.ippiqflsbm, §n4 ic shot ALUie .world lille. -

a
not serious
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GET THAT OALL-Dave Bing passes over Don
Chaney and Pr.ul Silas as Dave Cowens moves in

behind. Boston defeated Detroit in Tuesday night's

game, 86-83.

Pitt
t SC, PC in east...

NCAA names 9
KANSAS CITY <AP. - Second-ranked Marquette

and seven other teams vere named today to at large
berths in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association's basketbp.il championship tournament.
The other at -large selections were Pittsburgh,

Providence, South Can, Una and Creighton, all ranked
among the nation's Top Twenty teams, plus

Syracuse, Dayton and °>ral Roberts.

Notre Dame upset UCLA 71-70 on Jan. 19 in South
Bend, ending the Bruin* M-game winning streak and
jumping temporarily u> No. 1 in the national

rankings. A week later, UCLA avenged its first defeat
in three years with a 94 75 victory over the Irish in

Los Angeles, the only blemish on the Irish record so

far this season.Notre Dame has won 23 games.
The Irish have appeared in 10 previous NCAA

championship tournatu ents — the latest in 1971 when
they were eliminated in the second round. Notre
Dame's best tournamei.; performances came in 1953,

1954, and 1958 when tht \ reached the regional finals.

Marquette, 22-3, w> 1 be making its ninth ap-

pearance and fourth in a row. Its 1955 and 1969 teams
reached the regior.ai finals. Four years ago it

declined an invitation.

Creighton, ranked V h with a 21-5 record, will be
making its first NCAA tourney trip in 10 years. In

three previous appea ances it never got past the

second round.

Oral Roberts, 20-4, vhich launched a varsity

basketball program eight years ago, is in its third

year of major college co .. petition and will be making
its first NCAA tournament appearance.
Notre Dame and Ma quette will play first-round

games in the M ideas regional at Indiana State;

Creighton and Oral Rokxrta in the Midwest regional,

hosted by Oral Roberts.

HKVKKI.Y. Mass (\P> —
Sparky Lyle. the New York
Yankees' southpaw relief ace. said

Thursday his holdout doesn't

appear to be "a serious problem,"
but he will not go to training camp
until he signs his 1974 contract.

Lyle. who lives in nearby Dan-

vers, participated on a sports talk

show conducted by Radio Station

WMLO of Beverly

He said the Yankees originally

asked him to take a $5,000 salary

cut, then offered him the same pay

as in 1973.

'They told me there was not

going to be any more money and I

told them I wouldn't be there for

training," Lyle said.

Lyle, traded by the Boston Red
Sox in March. 1972. had a fabulous

first year with the Yankees,
compiling a 9-5 record, 35 saves

and a 1.92 earned run average in 59

games.
He got off to a good start in 1973,

but later had trouble and finished

with a 5-9 record, 27 saves and a

2.51 ERA in 51 games.
"If I had ended the season the

way I started, I probably wouldn't

be having any trouble now at all,"

he said.

N1T$HERE
WE £0ME

(Staff Photo-Al Chapman)

MARVIN BARNEY AND
THE FRIARS. ..NCAA
bound.

TIRED OF COMMON DINING?

try the Top of the Campus

dinner served Tuesday

through Saturday

5:30 to 9:00 p.m.
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Manhattan sale avenged; Sitting Bull sells US back
HARTFORD (AP) — A 61-year-old

woman who claims her grandmother bought

the United States from
Chief Sitting Bull for Sv9 million filed her

claim too late and in the wrong court, a
federal judge ruled Wednesday.

U.S. District Court Judge Jon O. Newman
dismissed the suit by Louise Staedtler Hopp
of South Norwalk, noting that she could not

produce any cancelled checks allegedly

used in the purchase.
Mrs. Hopp filed a 10-page handwritten

complaint after Bridgeport bankers refused

her claims to land and mortgages in Con-

necticut.

She said a copy of the bill of sale was kept

under military guard in a glass case and

that another copy is held by a Chief Eagle in

California.

She said her grandmother, Franceses

Staedtler, purchased the country from tne

Indians in 1864 with the approval of

President Abraham Lincoln and Congress.

Announcing Papa Gino's
Monday thru Thursday
Night Pizza and Beer

Parties
Come treat your taste buds to Papa's delicious pizza and

a frosty mug of draught beer. We'll treat you to live guitar

and vocal talent to liven up the evening.

Monday thru Thursday
8 to 12 p.m.

Bring your appetite, your thirst, and your ears.

PAPA GINO'S

Mountain Farm's Mall Route 9, Hadley

The
Importance oiBeing Earnest

*Osc

TOMORROW A SATURDAY, MAR. 1,2

8 p.m.— Bartlett Auditorium

Call 545 2579 weekdays 12-4 p.m. for

information & ticket reservations

ENTERTAINMENT

If you don't r.eed loud music to be en-

tertained, slide up to the TOC. Thurs.-Fri.-

Sat. 9-1. if your thirsty come Thursday.

MM

Where have all the Coffeehouses gone?

We don't know, but the TOC' presents the

best in coffee house type entertainment.

every Thur.-Sat.

MM

HELP WANTED

Spring Vacation in San Juan. law, all

inclusive. For more information, call

Campus Travel Center. 545-0500

U3-I5

DOUBLE FEATURE HORROR!
"TALES FROM THE CRYPT" 4 "THE
BLOB" WITH STEVE MCQUEEN -
BOTH IN COLOR! FRIDAY NIGHT.
MARCH I IN MAHAR AT 7 * It.

tfj-i

Musicians! Drummer-singer needs band
or bunch of musicians for spring-summer.
Into jazz but will do anything. Call Mike.

549-1617.

tf3-4

Let's make one thing perfectly clear.

Rock 'n' roll is here to stay and Bob the DJ
can bring it to you in fine style. Call 536-

6975.

tfl-7

Reliable person with interest in movies

and good typing skills. Solid weeks work.

Flexible hours. Call 617-544-3792, keep
trying.

tf3-l

Sell new American Made cars and
trucks, most foreign on commission basic.

Drop us a card. Box L, No. Amherst, 01059.

MM

ROOMS FOR RENT

In Northampton apt. 3 rooms and kit-

chen to share. $75 mo.
112-28

Furnished room on edge of campus, no

kitchen, occ. 3-1. Call 549-6397. after 3 p.m.

MM

Ho per a $io per utilities, 5 bedroom
house, close U> Smith Hus and downtown.
Call After t. 584-3402.

MM

WANTED TO RENT

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
ROOMMATE WANTED

Own room in Mt. Sugarloaf apt. On
busline, asking $100-mo. Working space for

art student or serious student. 544-1074 bet.

7-1$ p.m.
MM

TO SUBLET
PERSONAL

Need person to share 3 room apt in

Northamp close but comfortable and
quiet. $75 per month Includes utilities. Call

5*4-1251.

MM

SWF 24, wants room in house with
family, group, rent free in exchange for

housework, cooking or babysitting. 549-

3534, Margaret.

MM

Tired of the same old shit? Try a band
from Boston Musk Group, for your next

concert or party. 417-353-1184 or 617-247-

39*2.

MM

Hello operator meet your match at the

Dialtone lounge. Rte. 5. Hatfield. Tue -
Sundav rock with Sweet Basil, no cover.

MM

PARTY-FREF BFF.R

2 bdrm. apt. or 1-5 rms.. 10 mile
radius of Amherst. $120-$ 150 range.
Call Lynne at WMUA. 11-4 p.m.

MM

looking for some action Saturday

Night? Come see Worcester'"i Finest

— Dark Horse. March 2nd at llamdrn

Dining Commons. from H30 to I «o.

UN. Donation — Free Beer.

If3-1

ROOM WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

Brand new B.A.S.F. reel 4 cassette
'.apes 1200' reels. $1. I hr cassettes. 3 for a
$1. 544-8002.

MM

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

For sale 1971 HS \ (.old Star 500SS Fxcl
cond.. 5800 mi $650. Call 323-1223. after

C::M p.m.

MM

Male and lovable, well-trained dog. need

one bedroom, have full-lime job (all Hob.

i tu $$ai.

MM

1072 Honda (1350. excellent condition.
$600. Musi sell soon, (all 540-I382. after 5.

MM

Female roommate wanted for Brittany-

Manor Apt. No lease, negotiable rent. Call
2544418.

MM

Girl needed to share new apt. on Rte. 9,

Hadley: $44.25 per mo., plus util. Call 586-

•852. Nice place, nice people!

MM

M or F wanted to share house, own rm..
$80 per mo., util. included. 253-7998.

MM

Roommate wanted — large country
house in Conway. Own rm.. $63 per mo.,
utilities included. Female preferred. 369-

1649.

tf3-4

Own room in .1 bdrm. Puffton apt., grad
preferred until Aug. or later. Pool, tennis,

bus route. 549-6258 anytime.

tf3-4

Rooms, immed. occ. by month, no
lease, single, double, next to campus. 101

N. Pleasant. Ask for Duncan. 253-9938

lf3-7

Heads up with Dean Swift Fancy Snif-

fing Snuff. Send for free samples. Dean
Swift Ltd. Box 2464. San Francisco. Ca.

94124.

MM

Black Prisoner in NH Stale Prison
wishes to correspond with understanding
women. Philip Blake. Box 14, Concord.
NH. 03310.

MM

Sick of Rock? Let Clem Tilson and The
Blue Valley Boys play Bluegrass at ..wur

next gathering. Call Tom in 102. 545-2638.

tf3-l

Questions about Greek life? Come to 236

Whitmore or call 5-2711. ask for Ed Bowe!

MM

Huggins Things Ginos Faces, Hew, Hew,
Hew.

MM

1 bedroom apt. for sublet. '7 mile from
Amh. $146 a month with util. Univ. Part
Apts. Call 253-5851.

MM
To sublet April 1. S.Deerfleld. partly

furnished 3 rm. apt., stove, ref . $126 It elcc.

665-2486, keep trying.

MM

TRAVEL

Campus Travel Center, handles air,

hotel, car rentals, package toura,

honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call

545-054)0, for information.

MM1

Spring Vacation in Bermuda fiam $199.

For more information call Campus Travel
Center. 545-0500.

MMa

CRIMSON TRAVEL SPRING
VACATION IN BERMUDA FROM $199.

DEPOSITS MUST BE RECEIVED SOON,
SPACE IS EMPTYING. CALL STEVE.
665-3737.

MM

Spring Vacation in Spain at
Torremolinos. $279. all inclusive. For more
information call Campus Travel Center.
545-0500.

tf3-15

Wanted trans axle for VW Bus.

Mike. 665-4156.

Happy Birthday. Andy! From a friend.

tfl-l

"Leave me where I am. I am not losing,
if I am choosing, not to plan my life."

MM

To Sherie from Jim. Monday nite in the

library is no place for a conversation; call

me at 256-6451.

MM

tf3-5

I want to buy your sick car any make or
model, any major problem, foreign or

domestic. Let me buy your headache! 253-

7241.

MM
Books wanted. Old or new, whole

libraries, odds add ends. Call evenings.

256-6143. we pick up.

MM

Ed Student needs good comftble en-
vironment to leave boys, aged 2 and 1 In
while attending classes, 6 hrs. a week. 772-
0667.

_ua<

TYPING Wanted — exp. instructor to teach flute

Will pay. Call Bob. 546-5823.

MM

FOR RENT

For rent — own bedroom in I bdrm

house, no lease. $70. \vail. immed. Call

M MlII. ft «"«>» fr*m **mitu%

MM

Furnished room for rent im

mediately in relaxed but quiet country

house in Vvhatel.v Sorry "° »*«* ***.

Call 253-3311 or 645-3405

MM

WANTED TO BUT

Silver coins . pa> ing 220 per rem of fare.

contact mr al Hi Whitmore; Tues.. Thur..

ask for Mark.

MM

INSTRUCTION
Weaving on improvised looms. Classes

start March I and 19. \pril 22. For more
information rail Karin Tristan. 549-6321.

MM

Quiet room. Brittany Ma.10.. pief. F.

$ton a month includes utilities and some
food. 256-6901

If3-1

Roommates nanled for apt In Mlamp
Ion. own room, rent $63. includes util. exc.

elec (lose to I col. bus (all Donna 581-

6117.

MM

Typing — Fast. ace. and cheap — Pickup
and deliver. Call Sue I -527-4802.

MM

(General typing done. Call Karen. 665-

2625 after 5 p.m.

tf3-4

APT. FOR RENT

I bedroom apt. all utilities. $145 a month.
Sunderland. Kl. 114. Call any time. 665-

2719.

MM

Wanted! ! ! Jewish students to share
a suite In Cashin with 3 concerned
Jews trying to find their Jewtshneas,
in a communal type of living. Ad-
vantages include an automatic meal-
ticket exemption, a private room, and
the opportunity to explore your Jewish
identity. Call Dov at 6-4157. anytime.
Am Yisroel Chal!!

MM

Attret liberal open minded female who
likes leather boots etc. Goad pay for
modeling. Give details KB. P.O. Box
262. Hotyoke. MA.

MM
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Rising spud prices in Maine
not small potatoes to farmers

By JERRY HARKAVY
Associated Press Writer

PRESQUE ISLE, Maine (AP) -

After a decade of rough economic

sledding, northern Maine potato

growers are enjoying top dollar for

their spuds and rising prices for

their land.

The increased cost of potatoes at

the supermarket checkout counter

has brought a sweet taste of

prosperity to the farmers who
cultivate the fields of Aroostook

County, where 15 per cent of the

nation's white potatoes are grown.

Potato prices have soared to

unprecedented heights, and a

sharp jump in future prices on the

commodity market signals even
higher supermarket prices in the

months ahead.

Recent future prices for May
delivery on the New York Mer-
cantile Exchange have
skyrocketed to more than $17 per
hundred weight, and stunned
observers seem to think there's no
end in sight.

"The betting up here is on when
the May board will hit $20," says

Lowell Weeks, executive vice
president of the Maine Potato

Council.

Although awe-struck at the
speculative frenzy, farmers
generally applaud each upward
jump of the futures price as an
indicator of a higher price on the
cash market.

"It's ridiculous ... but it's great,"

one farmer said.

Besides higher spud prices, the
current countywide boom has also

caused a run on agricultural land,

with prices climbing to record
levels.

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

(except during league play)

50* per string

Television Tonight
5:66 POPEYE (18)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES The Gypsy's

Warning." (30)

GOMER PYLE "Private Ralph Skunk."
(40)

S:M THE REAL McCOYS The Perfect

Houseguest." (18)

THE LUCY SHOW (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer and the Father

Figure." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Color The Luft

waffe Red." (30)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHATS HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

4:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Tatia." (18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "A Horse On
You. Mr. Bedloe " (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the

Firebrand." (40)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

HOOK BEAT (24)
' CHALLENGING SEA (27)

WALSH'S ANIMALS (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 WORLD AT WAR "Reckoning." (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES (8)

THE 700 CLUB (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

AVIATION WEATHER (24)

MOVIE "The Thin Red Line." (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

SILENT COMEDY FILM CLASSICS (57)

7:30 THE NEW DATING GAME (8)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host

(22)

WALL STREET WEEK (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter

Marshall, host (30)

NANNY AND THE PROGESSOR "The

Unknown Factor." (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 DIRTY SALLY (3)

THE BRADY BUNCH "The Hustler

NBA BASKETBALL GAME (18)

SANFORD AND SON (22) (30)

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW (24)

(57)

THE PARTRIDGE FAMILY (40)

8:30 GOOD TIMES (3)

THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN
"Doomsday and Counting." (8) (40)

THE BOB HOPE SPECIAL (22) (30)

INTERFACT (24)

THE ELDER AMERICAN (27)

WALL STREET WEEK (57)

9:00 MOVIE "The Sweet Ride " (3)

THE UNQUIET DEATH OF JULIUS
AND ETHEL ROSENBERG (24)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "The Prisoner In The Mirror."

(27)

MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Upstairs,

Downstairs." (57)

9:30 THE ODD COUPLE (8) (40)

AN EASY PICK-UP

£2

mi:
Doruxt

a dozen donuts

and a great cup

of coffee to go

home with.

Rte. 9

Hadley

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

Presents

NETHERLANDS

WIND

ENSEMBLE
THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 1974 - AT 8: 00 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Reserved Tickets $2.00 I MA Students $4, All Others

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall - 545-0202

DOUBLE FEATURE HORROR!

{Tales From The Crypt)
( Horror of the 70's)

plus

"The Blob"
(Monster from the 50's with Steve McQueen)

Both in Color

TONIGHT - MAR. 1 in Mahar Aud.
2 Complete Shows at 7:00 & 10:00

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS
Books and magazines (or sal*. Old and

out of print. Free search service. Mon.-
Sat. 10-10. 586-3299. Larry Pruner. Box 283.

Nrthmptn.
U3-1

Records — More rock imports & budget
LPS than anyone at fair prices. We pay
postage. Write: Box 39. Canton. Ct. 06019.

Recycled Rec.

MM

Lange Stand. Ski Boots with Lange -

Flow, will fit sixes 8-10. $35. Call Chuck 665-

3416, leave number.
tf3-l

Wooded land in Ashfield for sale by
owner. Year-round streams, view, fron-

tage. 23 miles from campus. Call 1-628-

3279. eves.

MM

Pioneer SA-800 amp. 40 watts RMS
Channel, excellent cond. Call Rich. 546-

8994. between 4-7 or after 10.

tf3-l

Firewood. One cord dried hardwood,
sawed 16" Call Barrv. after 7:30. 527:1648.

tf3-5

King-size bed mattress and frame $200.

549-1420.

tf3-l

Kenwood Amp. Good dependable AM
FM Tuner-Amp. 20 Watts RMS. f 125. Call
Ed. 546-5312.

MM
TEAC 60I0S Deck. 7 in. reel, all 4 new

heads, excellent condition S356. Ernie. 527-

1877. leave message.
tf3-l

Zoom Lens for Nikon: Vivitar 85 - 205mm
R.8 lens with three filters and case. SI 35.

Call 549-0544.

MM
Fisher Stereo Receiver Model 301. 30

watts RMS. excellent cond. 6 mos. old.

New 1349.95. asking 1185.00. Call 256-6837.

ask for Hooper.
tf3-5

Lndwig Snare Drum, almost new w-
carrymg case. seat, musk holder stainless
steel finish. First »7.i takes all 253-7241.

tf3-l

Yashica 8mm 1.8 Zoom all electrical
Movie Camera and I Yashica Mini Spy
Camera. Both slightly used and fantastic
buys. 253-7241.

tf3-l

Newly dry-cleaned suede coat with fur
collar. Worn 3 months, best offer. Call
Patricia niles at Leach, Room 408. Tel. 546-
2921.

tf3-4

Classical guitar — excel, cond.. new
' $125. sell for 160. Call Gary. 256-8K64
evenings.

tf3-4

Dolby cassette tape deck — Sony. 5 mo.
old. excel, cond.. cost t260. sell for 1160
Call Gary. 256-88*1 eveninga.

tf3-4

Left-handed guitar. Gibson Heritage.

$27i excellent condition. Call 546-6424 or
546-6509:

tf3-4

Stereo — Crown DC300. power amp.
under warrantee. $450, exc. cond.. also
brand new Crown ICIS0 preamp. with
guarantee card. Call Kim, 542-5848.

tf3-4

For sale — one pair of P.A. column
speakers. 6-8" I'tah speakers per cabinet,
very reasonably priced. Call John at 5*4-

7154.

MM
Corvair parts — save. 260 new parts

available for your valuable car. 25c for

catalogue. Clark's Corvair Parts. Colrain.
Ma. 01340.

tf3-7

For sale — Queensize waterbed. brand
new mattress, wooden frame and liner.

Call 253-3819. $40.

MM
For sale — 9'xl2' Oriental rug. white

base. red. gold, and blue trim, asking $40.

Please call 253-3849.

MM
Eight-track and stereo system, good as

new. paid $110. will sell for $100. Call
Collegian al 5-2550. ask (or Bob MacKay.

If3- II

1969 Ford Econoline. excellent cond..

panelled & insul. tape deck & bed. Call 584-

8207 after 6 p.m.. $1,500 or best offer.

MM
Stereo for sale — Panasonic 8-track tape

player. AM-FM receiver, and speakers,
includes 20 tapes. $125. Please call. 253-

3849.

MM

8 trk tape plyr. compltly ptbl AC. DC.
cig Itr. adptr & 1 albms worth of tps & batt,

$55 frm. 549-1409 after 6 p.m.

MM

Fisher Silver ( .lass Skis, I85's. Only used
three times. Nordica Ski Boots, size 7. also
for sale. Asking $60. Call Jan. 253-9595.

MM
(am pro Drums, virtually new. natural

walnut finish, high hat. cymbals, complete
hardware. Best offer. Call 549-0243.

MM

CAMP COUNSELOR
INTERVIEWS

AUTOS FOR SALE

65 FORD 4 dr. 289. V8, auto, rebuilt
motor, passes inspection. Rusty in rear,

only good interior. $175. 15 mpg. 586-3819,

or 1-772-0517.

tf3-l

Dodge Dart 1966. 2 door automatic'
transmission, runs excellent, gets good
mileage. Asking $285. Call evenings or
weekend. 323-4456.

MM

AUTO FOR SALE
SERVICES

I960 Porsche 35GA. excellent running
cond.. AM-FM. Mich. X. Carrrra exhaust,
red-black int.. must sell to lirst $800 cash.
516-5764.

MM

HONEST AL CAMPING
SPECIALS - 54 Dodge Mail Trk
Camper, nice paneled interior 5' 6"

high. 7 ft long, 6 cyl., 4 spd, no rust, gd
tires, new battery. $375. 2 SCHOOL
BISKS not converted, very well

maintained, no rust: 51 < IDA
. 6 cyl.. 4

spd. $375 or 60 FORD V8. 4 spd.. $400.

these are 2 clean rigs. 586-3819 or 1-772-

0517. WANTED: DARTS VALIANTS It

LANCERS.
tf3-l

All aluminum van. 1966 Ford. 6 cyl
engine, automatic trans. Very dependable.
Call Debbie. 549-6582. after 6.

MM
68 VW Sq. back. Needs body work,

condition otherwise. Asking $500.
consider trading for stereo equip
Mark 546-1I0M.

Gooi
Will

Call

MM
1967 VW Squareback. best

1420.

offer 549-

tf3-l

For sale — Auto. 1966 I22S Volvo.
Mike. 665-4150.

$200.

tf3-l

1968 Ponliac convertible, new tires,
great shape, good mileage. Let the sun
shine in. $400 or best offer. Call Jim. 546-
9167.

MM
67 CamaroSS. stnd trans., like new. tires

good cond. Call Rick between 8 & 5. 584-

38X3.

tf.3-7

1972 Pinto, auto trans., blk vynl hood, blk
inter., blk carpets. 20000 miles, v good
rond. Good on gas. $1800. (all 665-3116.

after 5.

tf:i-x

1966 Chevy Imp. SS 283. 20 mpg. auto, ps

& pb. studded snows. $300. 67 VW Bus. very

nice, low miles $6(8) or best. Call anytime,
1 19-0921.

MM

LOST & FOUND

Reward for returning Dk grev miniature
Schnaurer puppy. Lost on 2-26 in Harlow
Dr — E. Pleasant St area. Named Kudi.
Call 549-1579.

tf3-5

Hi-fi audio repair. Sansui. Sony. Dual.
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech HiFi. 549-2010.

If3- IS

24 Hour Service on Passports and
Passport Applications. Tel. 253-3148.
Lang's Photo.

MM!

Professional camera A stereo repairs,
all guaranteed, at reasonable prices that
>our pocket can afford. Tel. 25:i-:ilix.

Lang's Photo.

MM

72 FI00 Ford Pickup. 302 V8. low
mileage, push bumper. Excellent like new
condition. $2150. Call 617-544-6028.
anytime.

MM

1968 VW. 3400 miles. Excellent cond.
Radials. automatic, new muffler and
Irani. Asking $1150. 253-7634.

MM

Allan — please call Jack re: camera left

in your car on Friday afternoon ride lo

Arlington. 519-0118.

If3-

1

FREE

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.
Call 584-8816.

lfS-17

Camp Vega (Readfield. Maine) will

interview applicants for counselor

positions in teaching of swimming,
sailing, canoeing, skiing, tennis,

riding, pioneering. & cultural arts.

Times: (March 5. 9 a.m. -noon. Career

Placement. Whitmore. 1-5 p.m.. Mt.

Ilnlyoke: March 6. 9-1 p.m.. Career

Placement. For appointment call

Ellen. 545-2557 or 253-7268.

MM

1965 Olds, runs well. 1968 engine, reg.
gas. $300 or best offer or deal involving
good 10 speed bike or motorcycle. 256-6091.
keep trying.

If3-

1

1969 Tempest Lemans Convert. 6 cyl.

standard. Economical, new tires, just

tuned. No rust, fine reliable engine, asking
$700. 253-7634.

tf3-l

Auto for sale — 1970 Ponliac Grand Prix,

mini condition, p.s.. p.b.. AM-FM. new
battery, just tuned up. 12-16 mpg. Please

call 253-3849. $2,000.

tf3-l

1973 Toyota. 5-speed. radials. r.w.. def

AM-FM. 12.000 ml.. $2,550. (all Jeff. 665

3025.

MM

livable kitten. 10 months old. all black
female for good home only. Too timid with
my dog and other cat. 253-7241.

tfl-l

PHOTOGRAPHER

Custom black and white film processing
done. Quick service! One roll of film and
contact only $1.25 Call John or George.
665-1290.

tf3-7

ETERNAL LIGHT Tl TOR SERVICE.
Graduate students with experience, will

tutor general physical or organic
(hemistrv : call 665-3607.

if3-1

Learn Astrology. Beginner-
Intermediate Classes. Beg. starts 2-27: Int.

starts 2-25. for infor call 253-3693. or 549-

iHNi-, before 9 p.m.

Yoga i Hatha) (ourses. x and Ml weeks
beg. tt inter. Experienced learher. for

more inlormation, call .119-0842. keep
in ing.

If3-4

,

PHOTOS — Passports, visas, gradj
• school applications, etc. Size, and <

number of photos negotiable. $4.00
'

! minimum. Fast service, quality '

|
guaranteed. Call Steve at 6-5443.

tf2-29 .

BEAT THE HIGH COST

<ar repair hassles? Experienced

ov'ete!,
1 availab««' *» «* it right, no big

JVL* .

•

n° iob t0° Sl"»" ^eign and
Domestic 253-7211. tfM

STEREO COMPONENTS
Spacious I or I bedroom con-

dominium apartments, only $157 to
$190 monthly after $500 down payment.
Includes closing costs, principle, in

leresl. taxes, maintenance, upkeep
and insurance. Located in Sunderland,
(all 256-6070 for appointment eves.
665-2641.

tf3-ll

Stereo ( omponents — 20 per cent - 10

per cent off list Ml major brands

»\ .lilahle all guaranteed (all Mike at

536-1811. iifter '. p m
If4-11
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Mass offices filled by legislature
By BOB MACKAY. JR.

MIX Staff

Interestingly enough, three of

the four present incumbents for the

lower Mass. constitutional offices-

Attorney General, Sec. of State,

Treasurer, and Auditor-were
originally elected by the
Legislature and not by the Mass
electorate.

Robert H. Quinn (candidate for

Governor) was Speaker of the

House in I960 when he became
Attorney General. Quinn was
elected by the Legislature to fill the

void left by Elliot Richardson when
the latter went to Washington.
John F. Davoren was Speaker of

the House in 1967 when he was
elected Sec. of State by the

Legislature. The General Court's

action was necessitated when
Kevin White, Sec. of State at the

time, became Mayor of Boston.

Robert Q. Crane was Asst.

Majority Floor Leader in the

House in 1964 when he became
State Treasurer. The Legislature

elected him to the post when
Treasurer John Driscoll went to

the Turnpike Authority.

Thaddeus Buczko became State

Auditor in 1964. Buczko was ap-

pointed as a candidate by the

Democratic Stite Committee when
Thomas PfHoy, the Dem. in-

cumbent, died on the night of the

primary. Buczko stood for election

and won.
Quinn, Davoren, Crane, and

Buczko have all since been con-

sistently re-elected to their

positions. Presently, when there is

ATTHl (i.ATKS
OF SMITH <<>[.[. K'iK

iOGQVF/;
mjsic

!
I NORTHAMPTON

a vacancy in one of these con
stitutional offices, the General
Court elects a successor. And, if

the Legislature has prorogued, the
Governor appoints a successor.

Legislature has prorogued, the

Governor appoints a successor.

Once in the office, the incumbent is

seemingly guaranteed the position

for life.

Consequently, Sen. John M.
Quinlan (R-Norwood) has filed a

proposed constitutional amend-

ment that would require a special

election to fill vacancies in these

constitutional offices. Quinian

commented, "If these offices are
important enough to warrant
elections in the first place, then the

filling ot vacancies should not be

left to the General Court.. .there is

little logic in calling a special

election to fill a vacancy in the 280

member Legislature (240 Reps, 40

Senators) while not bothering to do

so to elect a new constitutional

officer."

SORRY

NO PASSES!

Kentucky

Fried Chicken

The Colonel

delivers to

the university.

Call 256-8745
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AKMK
"WOO WOO"

GINSBIRG

at THE PUB
MARCH «;

MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS SI 00

I

The Marx Bros.
IN

DUCK SOUP
PLUS

Two Road Runner

Cartoons

SAT., MAR. 2 Thompson 104

I 9, 11

75*

MH* TCI 73S-S1J1

U<H<1S| « Mi *UMi I4X
W» Mono. MASTER CMABGl

ROUTE 5 RtVCROALE RO WEST SPUD

5)

. Daily —
\, T-f-OS-S: 10-7: 20-9; 40- 1 1<

I

'Woody "Diane
cA llen^

'"' 'Keaton

"Sleeper"'

Eves —
7:30-9:20

ALPAGINO
I

Eves —_
7:30-10

PAUL ROBERTS
NEWMAN REDTORO
pGTHEsnNO

Eves —
7:15-9:45

JOHN WAYNE

S^ Eves— 7:00-9; ?<t
y.yyf.'.'.::' '

. ...
'

. MW,w.:. :...y,.,'w

WUJ D6NEY MKXMCIKMt

, TCCHMCCH-OW

Con't. from 1:00

mum

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR RQ/l Q1CQ MOUNTAIN FARMS MAILOOH-3IOO ROUTE9 HAOif* MASS

This time the bullets are hitting

pretty close to home!

Clint Eastwood
is

m
m

Hagnum

WTT'ONE OF THE MOST
wins ENJOYABLE AND

SATISFYING MOVIES

THAT I HAVE SEEN

IN A LONG TIME." , k t «,
-c.n.Sh.i,t Twi-Ute 4:1S thru 4:45|

14:45. 7: IS, 9:45

'Twi-Ute 4:15-4:45 $1.25

m
NBC TV Today Show 4 -45-7: 15* 9:30

ofl tt takes is o tinw? Confidence

PAUL I ROBERT
fEWMAN REDFORD

ROBERT SHAW
" ^"1 lUf A GEORGE ROVHUHiM

JMtT THESUNG
^Nominated for 10 Academy Awards

, ^^ Picture • Actor Director

\C\ 4:30. 7:00. 9:30

P^^ Twi Lite 4:00-4:30 $1.25

l

MThe Paper Chase"

Nominated for 3 Academy Awards

Picture • Director - Sup. Actress

tW as they said

back
thenSupe,^ v> .

m
Fri. 5:39. 8:99, 9:55

Twi-Llte 5:00-5:30 $1.25

ADMISSION DURING TWI LITE HOUR $1.25 Nightly

Send us a letter

BUT
make sure it's:

1) typed, double-spaced, 60 spaces,

2) signed,

3) includes address and phone,

4) less than two pages.
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes

all letters to the editor. They must be signed, and
include the author's address and phone number.
Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations-may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either
•content or space, according to the judgement of

the editors Due to space limitations, there is no
guarantee that ail letters received wiU be printed.

uVivtRtffVl>^XsSA£ttMm *25

Aggie-
Chuck the

whole thing

By LAFILLE SANSMARBRES
MDC Staff

Dear Aggie,

Your column really upset me,

not for what you said, for you said

nothing, but simply because I AM
NOT 'DEAR AGGIE !

' Why did you

do that to me? What have I ever

done to you? Using my name to

take the blame for what you do is

about as low as you can get. Would
you please use your own name next

time?
Roberta Siegel

Dear R.S.,

I'm sorry my column upset you

and thanks for the compliment, but

you can blame the Collegian Staff

for the mistake, not me. They
mixed up your name with the

author of an article entitled, "The
Impace of the Energy Crisis on a

Grease Monkey and its Effect on

his Philosophical Existence or How
I Spent My Summer Vacation."

Sorry about that.

Dear Aggie,

Every time I have a Chem
discussion I put my books down on

a desk go to get a drink of water,

and curie back only to find my"
homework gone. At first I thought I

kept leaving it in another book, but

checked and it wasn't there. So one

day I left the room as usual and

made like I was going to get a

drink, but stayed outside to keep an

eye on my desk instead. Lo and

behold, 1 saw a kid in my class

sneak up to my desk and take my
homework — someone I knew, too!

What should I do?
Feeling Cheated

Dear Cheated,

You certainly do have a problem

there. What some kids won't do

just to get a grade. But I have come
up with a few options you can act

on. Depending on your personality,

you could be sadistic, malicious,

masochistic, or just plain stupid. If

you're the sadistic type, write up

pages full of wrong answers and

keep potting them in your book. If

you w;«it to be malicious, catch the

person red-handed, take him up to

the professor and get him kicked

out of class. Or you could play the

masochist by confronting him with

the truth and then offer to help him

with the problems. Of if you choose

not to do any of the above, be a

dumbbell and don't do anything.

Keep letting him do it! Take your

pick and let me know what hap-

pens.

denim a
corduroy

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM,

When the moon is in a fixed sign, dentures
are apt to remain in place Tooth ex-

tractions are liklely to be more difficult

when the moon is in one of the fixed signs.

Taurus. Leo. Anuarius or Scorpio.

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Relatives,
neighbors are apt to be pugnacious Don't
attempt too many changes Go slow,

especially where travel is concerned Be
sure of messages, calls, reservations Some
people tend to be malicious and they
misquote you Know it and protect yourself

in clinches.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Questions
concerning costs, earnings, budget are
featured Ail answers are available, but not

immediately. Patience now is a virtue.

Aggressive individual could be covering up
an expensive error Do some personal in-

vestigating Hold your ground
GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Take special

care around machinery, electricity Cer-

tified check could be coming your way.
What you had given up may actualiv k»

revived Past-due bills could be honored.

iajii t rusn. push. Chide or incite anger in

those who could be your allies.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Select those

who can keep a secret Some around you
are only too willing to upset applecart

Know it and be discreet Tempers flare

around you Check tendency to compound
unpleasant situation.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22>:Lovers' quarrel

should not be taken too seriously Impulse

tends now to dominate logic. Study Cancer

message for valid hint Bring forth sense of

humor. If you expect perfection from one

close to you. there will be disappointment
Mnve ior givmei uc«in «. uuiuiit;

VIRGO (Aug 21! Sept 22): Be thorough

You may uncover details which make
present tasks much easier One in authority

may appear harsh However, this is only of

temporary duration Aquarius, Leo.

Scorpio persons could figure prominently.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Analyze Find

reasons. Reject superficial explanations

Gemini. Virgo persons could be involved

Hold off on journeys, if practical. Some

long range planning is in need of revision
Memories could be deceptive Best to check
on conditions as they currently exist —
before making commitments
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 2D Costs may

bee too high — know it and do something
about if Protect your own interests Those
who supposedly are assigned to certain
tasks seem not to be aware of duties Put
foot down No more needless spending at

your expense
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) See

plainly, not with embellishments Means be
practical about about evaluating situations,
persons Mate, partner wants action You
should be diplomatic unless you want a
knockdown, drag-out kind of battle Legal
counsel may be required to complete
transaction.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19):
Highlight practicality — review time,
motion, basic costs and responsibilities

Expect added pressure But also realize you
are not without allies Older individual will

lend benefit of experience, as well as moral
sunonrt .

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18 >

Relationship could be going through

•stormy'' period Key now is to maintain

balance. Avoid making statements which

ultimately result in embarrassment,
regrets Member of opposite sex figures

prominently Promises tend to be broken -

know it and don't expect something for

nothing

PISCES i Feb 19-March 20) : You are able
to finish assignment which has been
restrictive. Yqu will have chance to

exercise greater independence There will

be more room for style, creativity, special
touches Property may be worth more than
is apparent on surface.

IFTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
sensitive, independent and will undergo
revealing emotional experiences this year,
with October a most significant month
Persons born under Leo and Aquarius are
drawn to you Original ideas are a strong
point with you. Key now is to prepare, to

plant seeds for future...because you are on
brink of making a coup.

mm
% .1

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Aenlorm

Anfwer to Yesterday s Puzzle

.- 4T

fluid

4 Mold
9 Definite arti-

cle
12 High moun-

tain

13 Fertile spots
m desert

14 Pronoun
15 Gems
17 Atmospheric

distur-

bances
19 Start

20 Cubic meter

21 Barracuda
23 Length

measure
(abt>r

)

24 Harvests
27 Dance step
28 Turkish

regiment
30 Mine

entrance
31 Bone
32 Chastised
34 Negative
35 Newspaper

paragraph
37 Merriment
38 Lair

39 Sweetheart
41 Babylonian

deity
42 Come to life

43 Baker s pro-

duct
45 Existed
46 Ate to get

thin

48 Chatler (col-

:oq
Paddle
Title of

respect (pi )

Mature
Abstract
bemg
Pulverize
Parcel ot

land

DOWN
1 Opening
2 Beverage
3 Extras
4 Traded for

money
5 Possesses
6 Conjunction
7 Nuisance
8 Chemical
compound

9 Cotton fila-

ment
10 Pronoun
1

1

Worm
16 Decay
18 Mountain

nymph

DDE fcJH@Ba bod
OtlQ rjQBsra QQB

rjrarj GOBrara

QD GSLlQ OH@ EH
EBOridl GEL1 BEE
EQEC3 BEH GEGR

BGfSHQ EOE
ssrj bqbqb bed
D0R UEBGB BtzJii

28 Alternating 44 Man s name
current (abbr ) 45 Clean

20 Bogged down 29 Mental -mage 46 Female deer

21 Decay
22 Adhesive

substance
23 Lash
25 Evergreen

trees
26 Rock

32 Sting 47 Scottish for

33 College John
degree (abbr ) 48 Affirmative

36 Burning coals 49 The sell

38 Cheerless 50 Soak
40 Wants 53 Parent (col

42 Male sheep log )

frtyftVS
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THE WIZARD OF ID
by Brant ptrker Mid Johnny hart

0fF&fZ\U6r TWO &= THE* ^IN^S

Trzm
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B.C.
by johnny hart
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Dedication keeps

Reynolds on top

The core of the 1973 National Championship women's gymnastics team— Seniors

Margie Combs, Betsy East, Captain Anne Vexler and Heidi Armstrong. The

Eastern Championship at the Cage on March 15-16 is their next goal.

Benson smiles at success
By JOHN BOCK
MDC Sports Staff

Steve Benson never smiles when
he wrestles. He is one of the

meanest and most physically

bruising wrestlers in the East

(Though Coach Homer Barr
swears he has become milder with

age).

Off the mat, though, Benson is

famous for his smile and good

nature. He has a laugh that one can

pick up from any point in any gym.
A phys-ed major now, he had it all

planned out to be an
oceanographer and might well

have been had the job market not

fallen out in that field.

Steven Benson (or Pook Benson

as his Kappa Sigma fraternity

brothers call him ) has athletics as

a focal point in his life. He has been

wrestling ever since sixth grade

when his mother got him interested

in it. The Valley Stream, Long

Island native also played football

and ran track through high school.

A football injury that separated his

shoulder leaves that prominent

scar that is very evident each time

he reaches for a knee-pull

takedown.

"I tever anything super in

high school. I guess I was kind of a

late maturer in wrestling. My
senior year I was second in the

county but that was it. I ran track

because there was nothing else to

do after school. The coach told me I

had the guts to run the two-mile

and everyone believed him
because that's what they saw

every time I finished - my guts all

over the track."

Steve transferred from New
York Maritime Academy where he

was in oceanography. "The
program they had was really good

and the attrition rate was wicked.

In most schools they say look at the

guy sitting next to you on either

side and you won't see him here in

four years. Well, at Maritime they

•Sun Photo-Bob SteveM)

STEVE BENSON
Senior, 158

said 'look at the three guys sitting

next to you and they won't be here.'

Things started to go bad when the

shipping industry fell off and then

decided that it was a good field."

The sea is still an influence in

Benson's life as he enjoys sailing

(he is a decent carpenter and built

his own sail boat), water skiing,

and is a certified scuba diver.

When the surf's up on the Island

one might find him out chasing

waves, too.

Another thin that Steve is really

big on is Motocross Bike Racing.

He races as an amateur down on

the Island and placed third on the

Long Island's Sports Committee
poll-and he only made half the

races. Every race he entered he

won. Unfortunately, a recent theft

of his Bultaco bike has left him off

the track.

Steve has matured in a lot of

ways since coming to UMass,

especially his attitude toward
developing himself to his best

potential." I believe that you just

can't go to school for wrestling. I

have learned so much in exercise

science that will help me in

wrestling and coaching. It has to be

that way."

He has demonstrated enough
leadership to earn him the Kappa
Sigma National Scholarship and
Leadership Award which he prizes

as much as his wrestling trophies.

Steve Benson has been suc-

cessful at the most competitive

one-on-one sport there is. Any
secrets he has he just writes off to

the fact that "I've always tried mv
hardest to learn and practice self-

discipline. Plus I believe in com-

petition all the way down the line.

It upsets some people that I am so

competitive in everything but that

is the only thing that makes you

better."

After graduation Steve is looking

at an assistantship as wrestling

Coach at UConn and is very excited

about the possibilities of helping

their program.

By JOHN BOCK
MDC Sports Staff

My involvement with wrestling

goes back some seven years. I've

seen a lot of great wrestlers and
had the chance to step on (and get

thrown off) the mats with one

national champ.
But every time I think of

dedication in wrestling I think of

the lightweights and every time I

think of lightweights I think of

Larry Reynolds.

It's kind of strange (that UMass
boasts it's two top wrestling
seniors as transfers but that is the

case. Larry, who has held down the

126 pound class for two years (until

dropping to 118 this year) is a

transfer from Bloomsburg State

College of Pennsylvania.

A native of Portville, New York,

Larry has been wrestling for ten

(Staff Photo-Bob Steven)

LARRY REYNOLDS
Senior, 126

years now and hopes to continue to

participate in it plus coach it. He

was a four time section cahmpion

and was the New York State Junior

Olympic Champ. He transferred to

UMass because the wrestling

program at Bloomsburg was in

trouble and he wanted a better

education.

Reynolds has worked very hard

as a physical education major and

is justly proud of his 3.26 cum.
"Academically UMass is great. I

learned a lot in physiology of

exercise that has helped me in my
wrestling. I got to meet some
really top people here, too."

Then Larry came because the

wrestling coaching was very good.

"Coach Barr is one of the best

coaches I've ever had and he has
helped me a lot since I've been
here."

Larry Reynolds is a study in

motivation. He wants to win the

championship badly and saw that

dropping to 118 from 126 was his

best chance. Now that doesn't

sound like much of a drop, but

consider that his off season weight

hovers around 140 and that 16 per

cent loss in body weight becomes
substantial.

"I've been working out three

times a day running, lifting

weights, and wrestling for the last

two weeks. I managed to do it bout

would never have made it if my
girlfriend Nora hadn't given me so

much support."

Larry expects to win the New
Englands and feels assured of

placing at the NCAA. For all the

hard work and concentration he

has a dry wit that makes one smile

just to talk to him.

Off the mat he is one of the

biggest sports boosters among
UMass' athletic corps. He has

managed to see every sport that

UMass fields a team in at least

once, and that includes some of the

women's sports teams too. He is

big on watching any athletic event

but has a special love for baseball,

which he played in high school. He
has organized a team the last year

or so that plays in the Intramural

Independent League, named, what

else, the Grapplers.

The future for Reynolds is

hopefully grad school and a

teaching-coaching position. He
wouldn't mind a junior college

position as head coach either if one

became available. Whatever he

pursues, if he matches the task

with the dedication he has given

wrestling Larry Reynolds will

always make things go.

Ritz, Foley make
Mass rock Plymouth

By LINDA MACKLER
It was the women's answer to the

Maine massacre, as the UMass
women's basketball team crushed
Plymouth State College last night

53-18 in WOPE Gym.
Before a small, quiet crowd, the

team executed perhaps their best

offensive game of the season. They
had no turnovers in the fourth

quarter and only three in the entire

second half.

Guard Marilyn Ritz controlled

the press and forced Plymouth into

many hasty shots She was also the

first player down the court on the

fast breaks blocking the lay-ups.

Forward Ann Foley's per-

formance was excellent. Both high

scorer and high rebounder. with

eleven and seven respectively. Ann
hustled under the boards and on

the floor.

'Tin glad we had a good game
before we play Southern Con-

necticut." she said This *ill

psycholigically prepare us

Coach Farr too. v as expecting a

good game against Plymouth She

played everyone on the team and
tried new combinations.
"Our defense was our strength,"

she said, "in the first quarter, our

passes were bad and we were
missing the open man. By the last

quarter, though, our offense began
to click."

As UMass steadily built it's lead,

the crowd began to fall asleep. The
loudest response came at the half-

time buzzer when Chris Molonea
swished the ball in from mid-court.

The junior varsity played a

strange game-chalking up a score

of 37-16. The score going into the

third quarter was 30-5.

"We combined the best half and
the worst half of our season into

this one game " said a bemused
coach Ellen Greaves

The first half was complete with

good offense and defense. They
were well-balanced in outside and
inside shots. They were together

on the fast breaks. They had only

three turnovers the entire first two
periods, after averaging twenty a
game.
The team that returned to the

floor at the start of the second half

was totally different and inef-

fective. This may have been due to

their confident and relaxed at-

titude.

Both teams will be sufficiently

tested this Saturday afternoon at

Southern Connecticut College.

They face the defending Regional

Tournamentchampions beginning

Bruins cut off Wings, 8-1
BOSTON ( AP) - Ross Brooks tied the National Hockey League record

for the most consecutive victories by a goalie and Phil Esposito reached

another milestone with his 450th and 451st career goals Thursday night,

leading the Boston Bruins to a 8-1 romD overDetroit.

Brooks, 36 and still considered a rookie under NHL rules, had 28 saves

as he registered his 14th consecutive victory in goal, equalling the record

set by one-time Boston great and Hall of Fame goalie Tiny Thompson in

the 1929-30 season.

The Bruins have not been beaten with Brooks starting in goal since last

Oct. 23, when they dropped a 3-2 decision in St. Louis. Gilles Gilbert is

Boston's regular goalie, getting occasional rests.

Esposito, bidding for another scoring championship, became the ninth

NHL player in history to reach the 450 goal mark when he connected for

his 52nd of the season to give Boston a 5-0 lead in the third period.

The big center also had two assists, giving him 112 points in 59 games.
Terry O'Reilly scored two goald and Johnny Bucyk, Ken Hodge, Al Sims
and Gregg Sheppard one each in the Boston attack. 2701-1 210
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Saturday night the Minuteman skaters begin their quest for
*

another ECAC Championship as the ECAC Div. II playoffs #
begin. It's been a rebuilding year for UMass, who were q
champs in 1972, yet here they are ranked fifth in the *
playoffs. The Minutemen will travel to the Boston Arena •
where they'll take on Boston State in the first round. WMUA •
will be there to cover all the action beginning at 7:20 with •
Russ Small, Bill Ballou and Paul Allen. That's WMUA, 91.1 •
F.M. •
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By RUSS SMALL
When was the last time Maine scored 70 points, let alone lose by 70?

How come it was onlv 70 points?...

...probably because only Mike Stokes was taking percentage shots.

The entire game dispells the old adage that bbsketball is the last two
minutes of the game.

27 1
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a
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IN ICY PURSUIT— UMass* Johnny Muse (21) and Timmy Howes (4) pursue a

Northeastern forward during Wednesday night's 6-6 tie at Orr Rink. The
Minutemen seem to be peaking at just the right time for Saturday nights playoff

start vs Boston State.

(Continued from P. 28)

second in that event at Nationals.

But what she has seen happen in

women's sports in the past few
years is what pleases her most.

"I'm really happy with the

changes for the better which have
occurred, so far, in women's sports

and I hope they will continue." As
ft * as changes for the team's
benefit, she's hopeful that either

women's collegiate competition
will increase or "that we'll be able

to compete against distant schools

of more equal skill level. This will

better prepare us for the Easterns
and Nationals."

This concern for the team is what
Coach Evans highlighted when,
asked to describe Margie. "Marge
is representative of a fine All-

Around gymnast who has not only

given fine performances, but in

mental attitude, is one of the best

competitors I know. For two of the

three years I've known her she has
supplied excellent leadership as
co-captain and guided the team
through some troubled times."

Betsy's (Beast) freshman year
was spent out of competition due to

( Continued from P. 28)

at this weight last year. Wrestled

almost the entire year at 167 but

dropped because he feels he can
minimize any height advantage.

Should not really be contested at

this class even if BU's Paul

Donovan moves down from 167.

167 Steve Jabaut — Freshman
Moyed up from 150 in order to help

the team. No way is he fitted for

this class, but has the guts and
desire to suprise. Top seed qill be
URI's Jim Urqhart, defending

Champ.
177 Bob Spaulding — Freshman.

Has not wrestled to his potential

yet this season but seems to be
coming on. BU's Mark Jones will

most likely be the top seed.

190 Robin Osborne — Freshman.
Has had a fine season at both 190

and 177 but moved up because he
thinks that he can do better at this

class. If rumors are true then

Rhody's Stu Horowitz has come
back at this class, but top seed

should still go to Dartmouth's
Chuck Estin.

Heavywieght — Dennis Fenton.

Freshman. Has held this spot ably

all year and looks like the only man
who can stop URI's Ray MIro.

Should be a sure second seed

Assistant Coach Mike Welch will

have eight wrestlers entered in the

JV New Englands and they lira

Steve Rugerri at 118. Greg Tallon

at 134. Alan Elmont and Dave
Schutt at 142. Tom Smith at 167.

Paul Masi at 177, Greg Scanlon at

190. and Steve Swartz at

heavyweight. Chances for the little

Minutemen to win it are good.

a serious ankle injury. So she
adapted into the role of a coach,
helping and spotting the team
where necessary. Sophomore year
she was back in competition as a
bar specialist and in that year she
earned top honors in both the
Eafherns (6th place) and Nationals
(10th place). Last year was an
even bigger thrill as she bettered
both those positions with a fourth in

the Easterns and a tie for sixth in

the Nationals.

But Betsy has found that for her,

"the people and companionship
was one of the most important
aspects in those daily workouts.
You become closer to them than
anyone else, sharing together all

those ups and downs that a team
goes through." To Betsy the
ultimate climax of her whole
career "would be to win the

Easterns for the first time."

Coach Evans says this about
Betsy, "Betsy helped the team
before I came and since my
arrival, has continued in her
leadership capacity, serving two of

her four years as co-captain with

Margie. She's the type of person
who helps and encourages the

gymnasts on all the events even
though she herself isn't involved."

Both Margie and Betsy ex-

pressed the fact that it was en
enjoyable experience to work with

women who really wanted to

achieve and succeed. They added
also that, "It's been a real

privilege to have the coaching we
have had with Ms. Evans and Mike
Kasavana."

to the school by being the alternate

to the games. Her floor routines

have electrified the audiences with

her showmanship and direct

communication to the people."

A man who has been coaching,

spotting, and kidding (to him goes

the credit for the original

nicknames!) with these women
since their freshman year, is

assistant coach Mike Kasavana.

Playoff icefacts

WHAT: Division Two
hockey playoffs.

WHO: UMass (9-6 in

Division Two) and
Boston State (13-5-2)

WHERE: The Boston
Arena on St. Botolph St.

(just off Huntington
Ave. in the Nor-
theastern Univ. area) in

Boston
WHEN: 7:30 p.m.
Saturday
OTHER GAMES: Army
at Vermont, Sun. night;

Norwich at Merrimack,
Sat. night; Williams at

Salem State, Sat. night.

And last, but certainly not least,

is Captain Anne Vexler (Ms. Vex).

Her awards also are many and
include being a finalist in floor

exercise in both the Easterns and
Nationals of 1971 and 1972. Last

year she bacame Eastern Ail-

Around Champion, fourth

Nationally and earned various

other individual awards. Probably

her most publicized honor was her

position as the alternate U.S.

gymnast to the World University

Games in Moscow this past

summer.
Gymnastics has always been a

large part of Anne's life. As she

puts it, "I'm trying not to think that

it's almost over. I can't imagine

what it's going to be like not getting

ready for competition. I wish I had

four more years !^ In agreement

with her teammates she says that,

"being on this team has been the

most fantastic experience, it really

has. We've become so close,

having worked to build the team to

what it is It will be strange not

sharing the problems, victories

and ..each other."

Coach Evans says of Anne,

"She's an outstanding Ail-Around

gymnast who has brought attention

Having worked with the women the

total four years, it seems only

logical to ask him for his im-
pressions.

"These women have exemplified

the type of athlete the University

can be proud of, we're really

going to miss them. The Beast'

has provided strong leadership

both in and out of the gym. 'Legs'

started out shy and inexperienced

but has become a very competent
performer. 'Vex' has provided the

flair and style that has become
somewhat characteristic of the

UMass program. 'Co' has been

totally dedicated to building the

program and unselfish in her

contributions. All in all, these four

women promoted, struggled and
for the most part, conquered the

previously chauvinistic per-

spective of UMass athletics. I only

hope that we can continue all that

they have helped to begin."

What do all the words and praise

mean? It's probably best summed
up by the coach herself.

"These four gymnasts are about

as different as people can be in

their style and approach to a sport.

But all of them have the ingredient

of dedication to hard work, needed

to become the best they can be.

And I think they've been suc-

cessful

Congradulations to Jack Leaman and his entire team for being invited

to their fourth National Invitation Tournament in the last five year-

s...they must be doing something right.

If NIT selection committee chairman Peter Carlesimo doesn't look like

he stepped right out of the cast of the Godfather then... it don't rain in

Indianapolis in the summertime.
John Olsen is the captain of my All-State team.
All-State, youknow, the good hands people.

Actually Olsen's a good guy and has a lot of guts.

Beating B.C. was the bbst thing that's happened to Holy Cross since

Bob Cousy.

Now that B.C. has been awarded the 1974 "fold of the year" award if

one more Boston sportswriter jumps on the B.C. bandwagon, I'm going to

punish him with season tickets to UMaine basketball.

For you statistic-minded fools:

Al Skinner is the Nation's sixth leading shooter, hitting at a 63.6 clip.

The Minutemen lead the Nation in rebound margin (how much you
outrebound your opponents by ) with a margin of 13.5.

UMass has outscored their opponents by an average of 16 points, which,

by last years final standards would place them fourth in the country.

Gymnmen prep for

Easterns at Cornell
By WALT POWERS

After facing five of the top six

Eastern League teams in the past

four weeks, the UMass Gymnastics
team has finally had a chance to

relax, and this, said coach Tom
Dunn, "is a scary situation."

Dunn was referring to

Tomorrow's meet against Cornell

in Ithaca, New York. Cornell, 1-8

and ranked next to last in Eastern
League competition, has averaged
- about 15 points a meet less than

the Minutemen, but because of a

reduced UMass squad and vast

recent improvement, figure to

make a run at the Minutemen.
Most of Cornell's problems stem

from a mid-December walkout

when several of their better per-

formers quit the team because of

academic pressure. Their scoring

at that time dipped into the 130's

but since then most of the deserters

have returned. In recent outings

against Pitt and Southern Con-

necticut, Cornell scoring was in the

respectable low 150's.

In a move calculated to prepare

them for the Eastern Cham-
pionships, UMass will operate at

less than full strength. Co-Captain

Rich Seikunas won't make the trip.

All-around Gene Whelan is

scheduled to compete in only two
events. The Minutemen will also be
underpsyched for this meet

,

wherein lies the danger.

"We've been up' for every meet
in the past four weeks" said Dunn,
"and I want the team to relax so

they can build up again for the

Eastern Championships. I just

hope we're not too relaxed."

The Eastern Championships will

take place March seventh, eighth,

and ninth in this same Cornell

gymnasium, so it will give the

Minutemen a valuable chance to

prepare and acclimate them-
selves.

UMass is about one point

stronger than the defending Ivy

League champions (That's right

Cornell, the only member of both

leagues, is eighth in the Easterns

and first in the Ivy's) in each
event, so there probably won't be a

turning point. Cornell could come
close on the still rings, but figure to

get blown out of the arena on the

pommel horse. How far UMass is

ahead after the vaulting will
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determine whether Gene Whelan
throws compulsory or optional

routines on the final two events.

If everything goes as planned,
the Minutemen should leave Ithaca
with their second consecutive 6-3

record in a conference regarded by
many as the strongest in the
nation.
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MINUTEMEN ACCEPT NIT BID
Minutemen make it

four out of five
By STEVE DECOSTA

For the fourth time in five years, the University of Massachusetts
Minutemen have been invited to compete in the National Invitational
Tournament in New York City.

The announcement came yesterday in a telephone call to assistant
athletic director Bob O'Connell shortly before noon.
The Minutemen were one of four teams to receive initial bids, the other

three being St. John's, Manhattan, and Hawaii.
The tournament will be held from March 16 to March 24 and will consist

of a field of 16 teams. The other 12 competitors will be chosen at a later

date, after conference championships have been decided and other in-

dependents have finished their regular season schedules.
UMass carries a record of 20 wins and four losses, while St. John's is 19-

5, Manhattan 16-8, and Hawaii is 17-7.

The NIT bid was received after the Minutemen were snubbed by the
NCAA, who chose eastern independents Providence, Pittsburgh, and
Syracuse to fill their at-large berths.

UMass coach Jack Leaman said "I'm disappointed for the team's sake,
but I can see how they (the NCAA) picked the three teams they did. They
are fine basketball teams."

"I think some of our senior players are a little bit disappointed," he
continued. "They've been to the NIT and they would have liked to try the
NCAA."

But Leaman was pleased that his received the invitation to the Madison
Square Garden tourney. "Overall, for our fans, our student body, our
basketball family, and our recruiting program, I think, myself, that the
NIT is possibley the best tournament we could go to," he confided.

On his team's chances in the tournament, Leaman said, "The thing that

excites me is that our team is starting to play ball well at this time and the

tournaments are short, short series and the team that is playing well at

the time can possibly win it. That gives me a little bit of hope for what's
gonna happen down there."

Just because the Minutemen were chosen early does not necessarily
meaa they will be seeded high in the tournament. Leaman explains: "I
think what they do is they get all the 16 teams together and then they put it

togetherand make the best tournament they can possibly make out of it.

The last time we were picked early was the time we played North
Carolina (the eventual tournament winner) at 11 o'clock in the morning."
But being picked early does have its benefits. "The thing that it does do

is get rid of the tension of waiting and give our kids a quiet confidence,"
Leaman said.

The Minutemen have one regular season game left on their schedule, at
New Hampshire on Wednesday, March 6. The game was originally
scheduled to be played during intersession but was postponed as the
Durham campus was shut down in January as a result of the energy
situation.

"I think that will be a good game for us to go up there with nothing at
stake and have an opportunity to play a lot of people," said Leaman.
"Then we'll probably take two or three days off and then we'll come back
and just work and get ready for the tournament.

Au revoir senior gymwomen
"Co, Vex, Legs, Beast"

By CANDY GROSS
Ms. Vex", Co", Beast', and

Legs Weak', names likely to do
down in UMass sports history. Who
are they? The core of the team
which finally brought a National

Championship to the University of

Massachusetts.
Anne Vexler, Margie Combs,

Betsy East and Heidi Armstrong
are the four senior gymnasts who,

at the end of this season, will close

out their collegiate careers.
Tomorrow's 2:00 home meet
against Southern Connecticut will

be the last chance to watch these

women perform in a dual com
petition

Looking back on their four years

competing for the team, the

women unanimously agreed that

one of the major highlights for

them as a team was winning last

year's Nationals in Iowa. As true

competition, their various honors

and victories are obvious rewards
to them. But as individuals, they

each have found their own personal

fulfillment in the sport.

UMASS' SECRET WEAPON— They'll scare you to death if you meet them in an
alley, but one thing is for sure, the UMass pep band will bring you more — good
clean entertainment at the N.I.T.

Peaking UMass skaters

battle with Boston State

Heidi (Legs* is really looking

forward to competing in California

at this year's Nationals, but says
that for her, "The real highlight of

gymnastics is hitting the
routines." In the '73 Nationals she
did just that, becoming famous as
the snowflake that got the ball

rolling' on the balance beam. This
year Heidi has steadily improved
on beam, coming through with one
of the steadiest performances of

that close Springfield meet.
As described by Coach Virginia

Evans, "Heidi, out of the four, is

the most improved gymnast. She is

an excellent example of someone
who believed in herself and
produced for the team. In the

Nationals she came through on the

beam, right when we really needed
it."

Then there's Margie (Co), who has
accumulated an Impressive record
in her four yfars here. 1972 brought
one of her more notable honors
when she became the Eastern Ail-

Around Champion and placed
seventh in the Nationals. Last
year, among numerous awards,
she captured first place on the
uneven bars at the Easterns and

( Continued on P. 2j)

By BILL BALLOU
Tomorrow may be the last one for the UMass

hockey team as they start their playoff fight at

Boston State.

The post-season tournament is a single elimination

set-up, so a loss means "bye-bye" for another nine

months.

The Minutemen are seeded fifth in the eight team
qualifying' group, and thus play fourth seeded Boston

State at their home rink, which is the Boston Arena.
Three wins and they've got themselves a Division

Two championship, a feat they accomplished just two
seasons back for the only time in UMass hockey
history.

Jack Canniff is pretty high on his team's chances,

thanks to two impressive performances in the last ten

days against tough Division One opponents.

"Right now,", says Canniff, "were playing the best
we have all season. We're definitely peaking, and
we've finally put it together."
There's plenty of evidence to support that

statement. Last Wednesday UMass lost to (then
number two nationally) New Hampshire by just one
goal ( and an empty-net score ) and two nights ago tied
Northeastern in overtime, a team which in its

previous game had taken national power Denver into
overtime out in Colorado.
"There isn't a college team in the country we have

to be afraid of the way we're going right now," he
continues, "and if we keep playing this way we can
beat anyone."

They've already beaten Boston State once, a key 6-5

victory in Orr Rink at the beginning of February. But
they've lost to State too. That one was a 5-3 decision
in the Arena over intersession, with Jim Lynch
providing all the UMass goals.
State is led offensively by Paul Fisher, Duncan

Campbell, and John Caccamo. Defense isn't their
strong suit, but goaltending is. They've got one of the
best in the Division in Doug Brooks, who's played two
strong games against the Minutemen.
Physically UMass looks to be in top shape. Mike

Ellis, out with a shoulder separation for a month,
should be back, but the long layoff will undoubtedly
hurt. His return, and the improved play of his
replacement. Bill Mintiens, bodes well for the
Minuteman defense.

Canniff has been especially pleased with the work
of Mintiens. "Even with Ellis back," he says, "I'm
keeping Mintiens in the rotation. He's been playing
very well and I think he complements Timmy Howes
almost perfectly."

This means that if Ellis plays, it will be in tandem
with Brian Mulcahy.
The UMies, while decided longshots, aren't in bad

position to go all the way. They've peaked at the
perfect time, they're healthy, and they've got strong
goaltending, a must in play-off hockey.

"I think we've got a real good shot at it," says
Canniff, "and if we're ever gonna be ready it's

now."
We'll find out tomorrow night.

Grapplers ready for New Englands

Inside Sports

•NCAA at-large bids p. 21

•Bruins bomb Wings p. 26

•Senior Wrestlers' profiles p. 26

•Small's "rim rumblings" p. 27

•Women hoopers pull a Maine p. 26

Bv JOHN BOCK
"This is the time of the season I

like best because all of the work
begins to show." With this
statement wrestling coach Homer
Barr looked aheda to this

weekends New England University
Wrestling Association (NEUWA)
Tournament at Dartmouth
College The Tournament begins

' on Friday morning And finals are
slated for eight o'clock Saturday
night. The Minutemen are
defending champs and will wrestle
with URI.BU. Maine,
UNH.UConn.Boston College.Holy
Cross,Dart mouth and Brown for

the title.

Regardless of the dismal dual
meet record that UMass finished

with (9-7) the whole point of the

season, the whole point of every
wrestler's season, is the tour-

nament that decides who is the best

and in this case,who will represent
the NEUWA at the NCAA
Championships March 14-16 at

Iowa State.

This is what you have worked
for You guys have spent a lot of

energy in this room and wnen you
get up to Dartmouth you have to

get in a corner and talk to yourself

and remind yourself of all the work
you ve done.'" This admonishment
came at the last practice the team
held before leaving for Dartmouth
and the whole philosophy of

wrestling is embodied in it.

The Minutemen are not the

favorites to win the New Englands.
The University of Rhode Island

Rams have ridden roughshod over
every New England team they
have wrestled. They walked away
with the Yankee Conference title

and showed great balance in

putting nine out of ten into the

finals

These facts alone have been
enough to make URI the pre-

tourney favorite, but UMass has
not taken this sitting down. After

Yan Con the Minutemen matmen
decided they would all go to a lower
weight With some of the toughest
dual match wrestling yet to come
they started dropping and now with
the rearranged team Coach Barr is

super-serious when he says that

"We are looking Rhode Island
right in the face from 118 to 158.

After that we are still in it but
maybe not in the finals."

The team that will defend
UMass' New England Crown and a
brief look at each wrestler follows:

118 Larry Reynolds-Senior and
NEUWA Runner-up a! 126. Larry
dropped because he believed he
had a better chance at 118 and
thinks that it will help the team.
His competition at this class will be
Rich Adham of URI (Runner-up to
I Mass' Dave Amato last year ) and

\fcff Lambert of Boston University.

126 Dick Muri — Junior and
former 134 pounder. He has had a
really hard time dropping to 126

but if he can recover some strength
could be the man to upset URI's top
seeded-defending Champ, Scott
Pucino. Other competition could be
from Blair LUdeman of UConn.

134 Russell Chateauneuf —

«

Junior and New England Champ in

1972. Dropped from 142 because he
feels more confident at this class.

A very smooth wrestler on the mat.
Top seed at this class should be
Severei Poplizio of Boston
University.

142 Doug LeMire — Sophmore
who has come up from 134 because
he lost so much strength at that

weight. Strength and conditioning
should be his best weapons. New
England Runner-up Joe Savino of
URI will be the top seed if he
doesn't move down to 134 or Tom
Kryzak doesn't move down from
150.

150 Cliff Blom-Sophmore and
NEUWA Runner-up and 1974
Yankee Conference Champ at 158.

MOved down and eliminated Steve
Jabaut at weight. If Kryzak of BU
(defending Champ at 142) moves
down then it will be between Blom
and Dave Hovey of URI.

158 Steve Benson — Senior and
team Captain NEUWA Runner-up

(Continued on P. 2J)
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PEREGRINATING WITH
PROCTOR AND BERGMAN
by Dave Miller

Andrew MacKenzie
Philip Proctor writes down a

lot of things in a little notebook
he has. He also takes a lot of

pictures with a vest-oocket
Kodiak (Polarnoid?) camera,
like the one of Peter Bergman
posing by our own cigarette
papers machine on the Con-
course. Mssr. Bergman doesn't
do quite as much of this, but he
too is always looking out. They
have to; when you're "an alien
in your own country,"
collecting images and omens to

try to keep ahead, you can't let

things like cigarette papers
machines and signs like

"Mike's Speed Shop" pass you
by. Proctor and Bergman,
those congenial defectors from
the Firesign Theater, were in

Amherst and vicinity on the
21st for a concert appearance
in the Auditorium, and they
continued to feed their heads.
And the heads of those people
fortunate enough to uncover
some of the Mysterious
Vanishing Publicity, and come
to the concert.

We interviewed P&B at

HoJo's from noon ti 1 11 : 00 or so,

the results of which appear
below. Much of the rest of the
afternoon was spent in sur-

prising people at WMUA,
where phone calls from
various UMies were answered,
and at WAMH at Amherst
College, which featured
Bergman exhorting the
students to "Put down that

Chaucer! Get out in the hall

and Dance! !" to "Honky Tonk
Woman".
Proctor and Bergman's

stage act consisted of a kind of

expanded stand-up comedy —
two men in front of a couple of

mikes, diving into these Big

Suitcases (of 1969) to bring out

simple costume pieces or

props. Their material was
taken mainly from their album
TV Or Not TV, but scaled down
to the medium of a two-man
presentation, and including
Ralph Spoilsport and other
familiar faces. Needless to

say, they were enjoyed by
everyone — but let us turn (on

our sanitary pedestals) to the

interview — which is already
in progress:
(The interview began minus

Proctor, who was still sam-
pling HoJo's 28 flavors of

beds.)

Below The Salt: The first

question is, and it seems a

strange question to be asking
anyone, but how much time do
you and the rest of the Firesign

spend reading? Because all of

your albums seem to cover so

many references, from Robert
Frost to the Tibetan Book of

the Dead ...'

Berg.: Really? Where do we
mention Robert Frost?

B.T.S.: Well, I might have
gotten the reference wrong,
but something about the "bees
living inside your head" seems
to be from a poem by either

Frost or ...

Berg.: Well, that demon-
strates your own high degree of

literality, if literality is a word.
We do read a lot, we read a lot,

certainly, when we were at

college and before, and in-

dividually we keep up with a lot

of newspapers and magazines,

In an exclusive interview,

Proctor & Bergman ask "What? Normal?"

and I recently have found that I

have become very, very in-

terested in finance. I'm
president of an audio-visual
corporation, in which I'm
partner now with Honeywell.
It's called Showcron American
Corporation, and we make
flatbed editing machines.
Sixteen millimeter editing and
... I've gotten into inventing, by
the way. I am becoming an
industrial designer, and I've

been reading a lot about
a professor of

Yale before I

the Firesign
an assistant ...

finance. I was
Economics at

started with
Theater. Yes ...

what do they call that?
B.T.S.: T.A.?
Berg.: I was a T.A., yes.

Professor is a heavy word, I

was. a T.A. Yeah, a tough
academician. And uh, yes we
do read a lot ... "Bees in your
head": I've got an interesting
little sidelight on that, which is

... that came to us, I don't
remember how, but I found out

later that Philo Farnsworth,
who invented the cathode ray
tube, invented the television
set, when he was in high
school. I don't know if you
know that story ... a fantastic
man, Philo Farnsworth ...

B.T.S.: For a Science Fair or
something like that?

Berg.: Yes, exactly. For his

physks class.

B.T.S.: Transmitted a
picture of Felix the Cat ...

Berg.: In his head, in his

head, right. Well Philo Farn —
I'm talking about "bees in your
head" — Philo Farnsworth,
who invented the cathode ray
tube, got a vision of a bunch of

bees in his head, and this we
found out later. He said, "I had
this picture of a swarm of

electrons", he said, "like a

bunch of bees", and from that

he created the cathode ray

tube. So "living like bees in

your head" was just something
funny David Ossman said, or
something like that. We were
sitting around one of those
endless meetings on Bozos,

'cause Bozos was written
around a round table over a
long period of sitdown, grind-
ing out word-by-word, by
thought, rejecting tremendous
numbers of ideas ... There's a
film that was made of us while
we were doing that, a cinema
verite film, and at that point
we were into a concept of an
amusement park in this huge
man, like Hobbes' Leviathan,
right? You see, the ride was
through his legs, his groin and
up his arm, you know, like

Fantastic Journey, and half of

him was above the water and
half was below and we went
through these complicated
peregrinations of exactly what
to say and what to do. So Bozos,
as you'll see, is an incredibly

'studied' album. There isn't a
word on that album that isn't ...

B.T.S.: There didn't seem to

be too much in the way of

improvisation in there.

Berg.: No. There's a little bit

in some of the acting; we acted
the improvisation with
'Chester Catherver' (into
drunk voice) and that whole
thing. When you start to do a
drunk, little things have to

come out, you know. (Returns
to normal voice.) But
generally it's very heavily
scripted and very carefully

done.
B.T.S.: I noticed the same

thing about the similarity in

style between that and How
Time Flys in terms of a
narrative kind of quality ...

Berg.: And they're both
amusement parks, aren't
they? The interesting thing

about How Time Flys is that it

demonstrates again what can
happen when you give the

individual inside a group like

the Firesign Theater his head,
his leeway to create his

product, and you'll find out you
begin to understand more
about the mind of David
Ossman, and you begin to

understand it in terms of the

group of the Firesign Theater.

B.T.S.: That's the one thing I

noticed about ... take TV or Not
TV and How Time Flys ... the

style is so different, but you
can't mistake that it's coming
from the same source. Also,

more generally, from Bozos on
out you seem to be tending

more towards sticking to the

plot, rather than all the endless
digressions that you used to get

into on, say, Dwarf.
Berg.: Dwarf is a constant

digression, and I think we're
going to turn out another of

those. I think that what Dwarf
represents is something that

came partially off the tour.

Firesign toured only once
before, and it's going to tour

again, a whole heavy month
tour, from April 18th to about
May 18th ... And Dwarf is a

combination of tour material,

from our 70 tour, and stuff that

we wrote coming back. We
then created Porgey and
Mutthead. We're going to do
another album at some point,

Proctor and I were talking — a
Firesign album that deals with

the contemporaneous 1974

culture. Dwarf is like '69 and
'70. A few things have changed
considerably, and we will, I

think, get into what we call a

'multiple-digression' album, or

creating an album that will

have both a mundane plane
and an astral plane at the same
time — any word can switch
you off into another area — I

know people like that; it gets
you very high. Rat, on the
other hand, is a first. The thing

that's unique about Rat that
I've been trying to explain is

that it is, as far as I know, the
only piece of pure rprordpd
theater. Take Electrician:
Electrician sometimes goes to

the media; it goes inside the
radio in the guy's car, even
though it doesn't do that too
often. It's almost pure
recorded theater; a new
medium, something that as far

as I know has never been done
before the Firesign. Writing
drama for records. Audial
theater.

B.T.S.: Nick Danger.
Berg.: Nick Danger's a radio

show, though. It's specifically

a radio show and it constantly

makes fun and constantly does
"How did I make my voice do
that", "Don't lose your place",

but Rat never breaks that; Rat
never talks about the people in

Rat being actors, about being
the Foresign Theater; they're

not on record, 4hey don't make
any record jokes, nothing in

the groove. It's all, you know ...

you might just as well be there.

B.T.S.: Yes, you seem to be
relying a lot more on straight

verbal humor, just puns and
word play and things like that

Berg.: Yes, absolutely.

B.T.S.: When you're making
— this specifically has to do
with you as Proctor and
Bergman — when you're
making decisions about what
recorded material to do on
stage, or vice versa, how are
decisions made, that is, how do
you convert from one medium
to another?

Berg.: Good question. When
we started TV or Not TV we
wanted to write a stage show
first and then make a record.

The company said make a
record first and, then you can
tour it. So we did. We wrote
that record with stage show in

mind, with the ability to
convert it. And sure enough,
the act that you'll see tonight

has a lot of TV or Not TV
material in it. It's got Fred &
Clark, it's got Boscoe Hearn,
it's to 'Mz. Information', Ken
Hitt, it's got Bobby Roberts,
it's got 'Cirque Internationale',

it's got 'The Roaming
Umpire'; it's very heavily TV
or Not TV. We're going to

create a second act out of our
new material for What this

Country Needs.
B.T.S.: A solo album? That

is ...

Berg.: A Proctor- Bergman
album. I'm working on a solo

album. It's called Deal with
Me. It's musical. It's got
twelve songs, just like an early
Beatles record.

B.T.S.: Solid music? No
dialogue whatsoever?

Berg.: I don't want to say for

sure there'll be no dialogue,
but I think basically it'll be
twelve singles. Like "Nasi
Goring"; just twelve of those.
It's really what I'm interested
in — I've been working on it

—
it'll take a couple of years. How

continued on pg. 2
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do we work from one medium
to another? — Well, the

Firesign in general, Proctor-

Bergman, Firesign just as

writers, seems to write
theatrically — seem to write as

much for the stage — that's

why it's recorded theater. And
there's nothing that we write

that couldn't be staged, I've

found. Like in our new play,

Anytown, U.S.A., we do sec-
tions from the first four
albums. We even start mixing
them — like 'Mrs. Preskey'
and 'Beat the Reaper' get
mixed into one show, called
'Buy or Die'. And just when
she's given the plague, and at
the same time, being forced to

choose. And then she goes
through a sex-change. So you
can see that when we bring it

on stage it gets a little more
bizarre. We're also adapting
Electrician into a feature film,
and we're thinking of making
'P' (Electricians protagonist)
a computer-vacuum salesman.
He's come to Enroute to sell

computer vacuums, and he
speaks four or five languages,
he sings his companv songs.

In Anytown, U.S.A. we've
mixed in things like ... It's all

rides ... I'm flipping around be-
tween Electrician and the play,
Anytown, U.S.A. ... but in

Anytown, U.S.A. Mutthead
gets lost in the 'Spoilsport's

Freeway Ride', suddenly runs
out of gas and goes to the hotel
... here's Phil.

— 00000—
(Phil Proctor arrives, and

the tape becomes garbled for a
couple of minutes as in-

troductions are made
amongst a barrage of verbal
insanity. Salvaged from the
holocaust:

)

Bergman: "The tape is

running, by the way, so be
careful what you say."

Proctor: "Oh, that rewinds
me ... (Imitates a rewinding
tape recorder)."

B.T.S.: "We came here to
unwind, actually."

Proctor: "Here are two
publicity kits — This is the
Proctor & Burglar kit, and the
Frankenstein Theater kit."

All of this was followed by an
amazing range of noises as the
four of us tried to find a
suitable location for the
microphone on the table. We
finally hooked it over the
pepper-shaker, which of course
resuhed in the mike being
turned upside down and shaken
severai. times throughout the
meal.)

— 00000—
B.T.S.: One thing that Dave

Ossman said is that you
combined ideas from the
original Giant Rat play with a

play called The Fuse of Doom,
and I was wondering what
elements were used because
I'd never heard of that before.

Firesign Together at Play

I'm not Joe." "And he's not Ed.'

Proc: Well, the Electrician,

for instance, made his first

appearance, after Waiting for

the Electrician or Someone
like Him, in that particular
cliff-hanger, The Fuse of

Doom, which was performed
as a serial ...

B.T.S.: You could only listen

to it in the morning ...

Proc: ... that snap, crackles
and pops, you see, that's

because of the Electrician
himself. He was the arch-
villain, and I believe that that
was where we first discovered
the 'Zeppelin tube', or the
absence of it.

Berg.: The Fuse of Doom
was also written into movie
script form, into the great,
unfinished Big Suitcase of 1969.

There was chapter seven of

that, and we're going to go
back and do it someday, 'cause
it's just the corniest, most
Flash Gordon stultified, bad
set, Griffith park ...

Proc: The Big Suitcase of

1969, is the name of our first

unfinished screen scenario —
since then we've had no other
unfinished screen scenarios,
but we still consider that our
first. We performed it at the
Ash Grove in Los Angeles ...

Berg.: Which is now burned
down ...

Proc: ... which is now
literally the 'Ash Grove', just

sowing seeds there on the
ashes, ... and it as very well
received. And when we ap-
proached The Giant Rat of

Sumatra, we went to the
original script, which is called
By the Light of the Silvery. And
that particular script, by the
way, ... well, let me backtrack
just for a second. (Repeats
sound of rewinding tape
recorder) I got a phone call

from Harlan Ellison ...

Berg.: Asking for the
month's rent again. He's our

landlord, aside from being a
very fine science fiction writer
and anthologist. We pay the
rent with stories, just like

Stones.

Proc: He put together the
Dangerous Visions an-
thologies, and he called me up
and said, look, I really admire
you guys and your work, and
I'd like to publish one of your
works in the science-fiction

genre in the last Dangerous
Visions. So I looked over our
old stuff and talked to my
partners, and we decided that
the only one that had a Jules
Verne-ian science fiction
feeling to it that had not been
published before, you know,
like Dwarf or anything we'd
published with Straight Arrow
press, was the original stage
version of The Giant Rat of

Sumatra, in which Sherlock
Holmes is responsible to
discover why the moon
disappears every month. And
he finally discovers that it's an
old Scottish pawnshop owner
who has stolen the moon in

order to prevent the Russians
and the Americans and the
other small nations from de-
filing it with ...

Berg.: MucRing about.
Proc: Right. (Drops into

Yorkshire accent, reciting)
"Don't muck about, Don't
muck about, Don't muck about
with the moon." It's a Brendon
Beehand (Sp.?) song that I

heard many years ago. And it

was on that inspiration that we
wrote this piece. So, Harlan
accepted the manuscript and it

will be published in the last

Dangerous Visions — and that
brought to our minds this

particular piece of work and
we said, well, let's rein-
vestigate it for a record. We
brought in the element of the
Electrician because we wanted
to bring a contemporary threat

into it, and this was really

before the energy crisis was in

the consciousness of ...

B.T.S.: The Firesign has
always been predicting things

that way. Every album that

comes out is about two years
ahead of what's ...

Proc: ...Right, and we got"

into these two things that we've
been talking about for years
amongst ourselves: One was
oil, gas and oil, and the other

was the enerrrr gy
crisis. So we put those things

together in a conspiracy, and
those were the Rich people.

And the Rich people came out
of The Fuse of Doom.
Proc: It took place on New

Year's Eve ...

Berg.: Yes, in the mammoth
wing of the mansion — "Oh,
I've never seen the mammoth
having such a good time." So,

we tell the story of the Rich
people and the Rich people ...

In act, side one of Rat comes
from By the Light of the
Silvery.

Proc: Although the only
lines which still remain from
the original have to do with
"Why, without your clothes,

Miss Dudley, you're naked".
Berg.: That whole scene

about 'your wrap, your this,

your that' is from the original,

but that's all. The second side,

'Chicago', is taken from The
Fuse of Doom.

Proc: It's gotten more
risque'. We got into "your
muff" (into falsetto)". Oh,
that's my muff!"

Berg.: How do you like the
performances on Rat? What
does it say to you about the
Firesign? Do you see a change,
a maturation ...

B.T.S.: One thing I noticed

was voices; I was able to tell

that you were playing Stones,

(to Proctor) because it

sounded a lot like Freddie

Burns. And Jonas Acme,
because it sounds a lot like Mr.
Motion.

Also, I've found that if people
have only heard Firesign once
or twice, they've either heard
Nick Danger or Dwarf. And
they don't call it Dwarf, they

say, 'I like Porgey and Mut-
thead'.

Proc: So out we went on the

road, and then when we came
back; slowly but surely the

Firesign realized we weren't a

threat to them, but actually

were the legmen who were
setting up the important
relationship with the outside

world. And when we say 'the

Firesign', we as the Firesign,

as fifty per cent, began to

realize also, and when we'd get

back together we'd say "How
are you?", and we discovered
that we were fine ... And we did

the record and had more fun

and did it in a shorter time than
ever ... And out of the

stimulation and excitement of

doing this, plus the continued
success of Proctor & Bergman
as an evolving theater and
stand-up comedy team, or

comedy concert team, is

leading the Firesign into more
theatrical presentation. Our
primary intent as a group now
seems to be to really do a

knock-out tour with this

Anytown, U.S.A. theater-piece.

Really make it a special
evening for ourselves and for

the people who come to see us,

and it's going to be that, too;

because it's a compilation, a
guided-tour through Firesign
World. It starts with the
'Anytown, U.S.A.' scene with
Porgy and Mutthead ...

Proc: Yes, both the Fire-

sign Theater and Proctor
& Bergman. What's essentially

happened with the Firesign
Theater over the last year or so

was that Peter and I felt

restricted by certain
limitations in traveling, and in

entertaining with the rest of

the group.

Berg.: It's nice to be here, I

mean this expands our life

tremendously — If we don't

get a chance to travel, see

signs, and meet people and find

out where the audience is and
what they're thinking, we've
got no way of remaining ahead
of the times.
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"The truth was doomed to die.
It was being downtrodden, was
being drowned, burned, ground
to ashes. But look — it has
survived, it lives, it has been
printed, and nobody ever will
be able to wipe it out."

Poor Richard's has been the
kind of magazine that would
print peculiar work. We pledge
to uphold this tradition, but
can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Yours
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to
us anytime.

Mi

Nudes from up the street

Cutting a blue streak across
New England's campuses is

the nude fad of the truly eager
beavers, that is strutting their
stuff unfTI everyone's Tiad
enough. Shining more brightly
than the moon up above, it's

plain to see that it's been many
moons since so many moons
have flown across out staid
campuses. As fair Ms. Spring
begins to unfold and bust out
all over, the cocky young
wards of the Commonwealth
have been getting it off and
letting things go, not caring a
fig about the consequences.
Jettisoning their dinky cares
and their fears of em-bare-
assment, more and more have
been running to join this nude
development, and without
outside assistance. And yes,
having a ball. Last Tuesday
night this reporter saw this

particular mania grip Van
Meter, Greenough, Chad-
bourne and Baker, reducing
their dormers to a bunch of

ugly roomers as streak buffs
kept them buzzing unbearably.
Thank goodness we are still in

February's icy grip, lest we be
subjected to hundreds of

pumping thighs and beaming
buttocks. How awful! It all just

goes to show that there is

something nude under the sun,
er moon, and that these
students are bearing a new
message. Assuredly, these
people at Um Ass are partaking
in a newd expression of
assumptive assimilation — the
assid experience.
At least students won't sit

mooning away. Moon over
Umie, too?

The following is a behind the
scenes chronicle and
assessment of one of the first

streak attacks, by one of our
cracks, asstute nudesreportes
who doesn't want to expose
himself, and exhibits some
caution by pennaming himself

'Joe Smith'. In this no-holes

bared, er, barred exposee, Mr.
Smith dares to bear all, in his

asserbic tongue, from the
initial disrobing to one un-

fortunate's clothes-call with
the police. On a bum rap,

natch.

Always ready with the hot

poop, Below The Salt sent Joe
Smith to uncover the story of

these assassinators of common
decency who refuse to be
assimilated in UmAss's
bummer living. Actually, it's

surprising how long it took us.

Joe gets to the bottom as he
tried to find out what's behind
it all.

Perhaps it all stems from
President's Nixon famous
assertion of a few years back,

which certainly bears
repetition now, namely that

"the colleges are full of bums".
Is there any end in sight?

Whose?

NOW, WHAT HAVE THEY
DONE?

by Joe Smith

(Editor's Note: The
following account is based

upon an incident which hap-

pened in a certain unnamed
Quad dorm last Friday night.

The names have been changed

in order to protect all involved

parties.

"Jesus Christ!", said Joe

Smith, "how what have they

done?" He had known a good

deal of history about college

pranks, going back to the

goldfish-swallowing days, but

this streaking business was
surely something else. He has

read the newspapers talking

about, mate ..yid .female, wfip, ,

what it's known as). He also

found the streakers clothed
andworriedabout their friend,

who was now under arrest.
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Will UMass's masses carry their classy asses to classes? Is this what the student
body is coming to?

were mostly giggling. There
were guys who did get their

girlfriends out of the way
without them seeing anything,
but these were few and far be-

tween. Meanwhile, the
photographer took a picture of

the streakers in their undies
and another of flashing moons.
Then it happened.

Joe saw ten guys leap out of

the lounge windows on the

sidewalk, take off their shorts
and start running around the
Quad waving them high. Two
of the women's dorms were
roustrd by the noise. You could
hear cheering, yelling, and
insults. One guy (Joe couldn't
see who) grabbed his dick and
waved it at a broad yelling,

"take some of this, bitch!" The
group took a ten minute run
around the Quad, amidst all

kinds of noise and then
returned to the lounge.
"Campus Center," someone
yelled. Moments later, they all

dashed out again, first going
through the party, which was
still going on.

Joe fol lowed Coon Dog and
saw the horrors. They all ran
through the CC Councourse
and went through again. Joe
got to talking to some of the
bouncers just getting out of

work at the Bluewall. A small
crowd cheered the streakers
and they went back towards
the crowd. Joe left shortly
thereafter.

When he got to the top of the
incline, Joe saw a bubble gum
machine empty, and the cop
nearby putting his cuffs on Al,

who had been clotheslined by
the fence near West
Experiment Station. After
watching the cop lead Al to the
machine, Joe returned to the
dorm. He found the guys
yelling obscenities at the girls
from a nearby convent (that's

runners cavorting about on
other campuses, and had even
even read the Collegian article

by a UMaine student. The
following day, the letters

section of the paper had
carried a letter saying that co-

ed streaking was a big thing at

UConn, but Joe didn't pay any
attention to it. In fact, when he
read a sign on his dorm's
bathroom mirror announcing a

streaker run at midnight, he
laughed.

It was Friday noon, and Joe
was done with classes for the

day. As he returned to his room
from Herter, he thought about
the conversation that went on
the previous night near his

room. He had been dared to go
streaking with the guys, but

had declined. When asked
about it by Phil, his next door

neighbor, he said, "those guys
won't do it." It was just as

plain and simple as that.

As he
returned to the dorm, he
remembered that this was the
big night of the band party.

"Ah, when we have a band
party, the place is too
crowded," Joe said to himself,

"and when we don't have a
bar u at our parties, there

aren't enough females." At
lea^t he'd go down for awhile;

besides, he wanted to see if

those guys would actually be
the first UMies to go streaking.

It was nine o'clock when Joe
forked over a buck to get into

the party. At the counter, he
ran into Bronson who men-
tioned the streaking that was
scheduled to take place in a
few hours. "We moved it to one
because that's when the band
stops playing. We got fifteen

guys so far."

Joe laughed. "You guys
won't do it."

Fifteen minutes passed.
Then an announcement came
over the intercom: "All
streakers report to the main
lounge!" Joe, for the first time,
realized that they just might go
through with this. He hurried

to the main lounge. He had to

see this.

Bronson was having trouble
getting followers. "Lookit," he
was telling everyone, "I'm
going by myself if nobody else
is coming." Shortly he was
joined by Coon Dog, Smitty, Al,

Arps, Bennie and Nyeet. A few
more joined them and they
started stripping. A
photographer came in v».ien

they got down to their shorts.

By this time, a large crowd had
gathered near Joe. The guys in

the crowd said little, the girls

Meanwhile, Al was having
his troubles. He had a wicked
red mark on his belly from the
fence. The bubble gum
machine took him to the in-
firmary to get it treated and
the cop was screaming at him
all the while. "C'mon, who
were the rest of those guys?"
Al says nothing.

It grr worse when Al was
treated for his bruises by the
doctor. The fucking cop was
grabbing his shoulders, yelling

at him to rat on his com
panions. He didn't.

A trip to the UMass police

station was next on the agenda.
The desk sergeant greeted the

cop, "Harry Handcuffs!"
"Jesus, this guy is a real

mother," Al thought. The
booking procedure was done
quickly, and Harry and Al

headed for Amherst and the

jail.

When they got there,
Bronson and crew was waiting
with Al's clothes. Al put them
on and was lead away. Bronson
then talked to the desk
sergeant and found out that Al

would be taken to court in the
morning. The group left, to

return at ien the next morning.

It all ended around eleven
the next morning. A no contest
plea to a $25 fine concluded it

all, but when Joe found out
what happened, he got to

thinking again.

"What will come of this?

What happens when The

weather gets warm?" Joe
concluded that it would be
interesting to see.

T
Photo by Gina Starodoj

Oh, mama, can this really be
the end? Or is this the end-all?
Or lust means to an end? Is this

the living end? Or just another
dead end? Or the end of man
and woman as we know them?
Or is it the beginning of the
end? Endcidently, we do
wonder how this can be. Now
can it for a second. The can-
can revival? Or are they
merely out to titillate? We
know there'll be no hard
feelings on the streaker's part.
But how long will it be before
this all ends? As Bob Dylan
says, "there is no end in sight."
But there is.
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Every hifi dealer in

town offers the top
lines so do we....

but at bottom
line prices

Nikko tuner / BSR Changer / Marantz speakers

The NIKKO 4010's Tuner Section will pull in all area stations with excellent clarity. Its

amplifier delivers more than enough power to drive the AAarantz 5G Speakers to room
filling levels. These features coupled with its outstanding flexibility, (separable main &
pre-amp for future quad or noise reduction use) offer an unusual value. The 4010 comes
with a walnut cabinet.

The BSR 301 AXE Changer incorporates dampened cueing for gentle record handling,
full sized platter, dust cover, base, and ADC cartridge.

The MARANTZ 5G, 2-way, Speaker System provides full range efficient performance.
The 5G carries the AAarantz full 5 year parts and labor warranty.
List Price $473.75 Save $174.75

The Bottom line $299.00

^Tr4

LIST PRICE $473.75 SAVE $174.75

the bottom line *299."
BSR
McDOMlO

>«•*«• • +

Sherwood Receiver/Superscope Speakers
BSR AXE Changer

The SHERWOOD 2C50 Receiver offers compact high performance at a low price. The
sensitive tuner will provide many pleasurable hours of radio listening. Its amplifier
delivers 20 watts RMS into 8 ohms, easily driving the SUPERSCOPE S-H SPEAKER
SYSTEM. Hook up for 2 pairs of speakers is provided along with many other
features. Walnut cabinet included.

The modestly priced SUPERSCOPE S-H Extended Range Speaker System will
handle the 7050's power comfortably. It has the extended frequency response of much
longer and more expensive speakers.

The 260 AXE Changer comes complete with cueing control, anti-skating, dust cover,
base and Shure cartridge.

List Price $306.70 Save $107.70

LIST PRICE $306.70 SAVE $107.70

the bottom line *199.°° SUPERSCOPE
Luten to us

Mastercharge

BankAmericard

soundscope
779 Boylston St., Boston*

291 Harvard St., Coolidge Cor., Brookline
Mountain Farms Malt.Route 9. Hadtey. MA.

975 Elm St., Manchester, N.H.

Money
Talks .

Intro by Gary Gomes

I. The Vietnam War Con-
tinued. .

.

As you may have read on this
page last week, Vietnam and
Southeast Asia continue on
their crimsoncoloured paths to
obliteration — which becomes
just another fancy way of
saying that people (whether
they be called "the enemy/' or

'Enter freely

"casualties" — and there is

nothing casual about this kind
of bloodletting). Suffice it to

say that this type of American-
sponsored playing off of Third
World nations has been oc-

curring for quite a while. Just
turns out the U.S. pulled an
inexcusable error in allowing
its precious youth elixir go and
do the killing. In Mozambique
is a prime example. Nixon will

give $400 million to the fascist

Portuguese government for the
purpose of keeping Mozam-
bique as a buffer zone be-

tween Black Africa and South
Africa. Oil interests abound in

this region.

but,

will you?
So, at last the U.S.

businessman has found a way
to exploit the youth market
(give them bread and circuses
— dope and rock) or else con-
vince them that the U.S. is

really working in their in

terests. How can you live if

you're napalming an entire
country? I'll leave that
question on your un
derdeveloped consciences,
friends.

II. "Hit 'em where they live"
Most assuredly, I shall, read

the upcoming article of in-

terest on the demise of the
Program Council, and weep for
your bucks. Bucks that you'll
be paying, without even
knowing the How or Why of the
dilemma. Wanna find out how
the Campus Center Board of
Governors work. Then read
on:

Feature:

POLITICAL GAMES

by Noel Conley
Program Council is dead. It

isn't official at the time of this
writing, but should be by the
time you read this. What is

official as I am writing this, is

that the Graduate Student
officers of the Campus Center,
Board of Governors are
planning to dissolve the

POLITICS

Program Council (which takes
a 2-3 vote of the entire Board —
but who's picky — send the
memos out anyway), and
without the courtesy to talk
with more than a token handful
of the Council's members.
But that's not all — there is a

reorganization proposal that's
been kicking around for a few
weeks now. Out of the jungle of
SATF's, CCSUBOG's, PC's and
CC Taxes come two ideas.
First, that the Student
Activities and RSO Staff
salaries will be paid for by the
Senate, but administered by
the Campus Center. At least
now they will work together
instead of independently.

Page with a Porpoise

"the most intelligent of all"

———————— jsj

and of.

Conflict of Interest

The second idea is that the
Graduate Students won't pay
one cent towards Student
Activities next year. That
means that the Staff Salaries,
RSO Group subsidies,
Program Council, and the
Student Union Craft Shop will

be paid for by the
Undergraduate Senate. Last
year, the Campus Center paid
over $270,000 towards activities

(now remember, Graduates
and Undergraduates pay the
CC. TAX), this year (thanks to
legislation proposed by the
Graduate Student Members of
the CC. Board of Governors)
the Graduates paid for their
fair share of only $75,000, from
the Campus Center, which
leaves Undergraduates with
paying the other roughly %
million dollars (15,000 times
$48.77 each). Next year, if all

goes according to plan, we
undergraduates would bear the
burden of $51.00 each, while the
Graduate Students pay
nothing. Where is the conflict
of interest?

First, Graduate Students,
although they don't pay even 1

cent towards the Senate, read
this magazine, our paper, etc.

Surprisingly, the organizers
who engineered last year's
transfer and this year's
proposal are Graduate
Students on the Board of

Governors (they're the guys
who run the Campus Center)
who also happen to be on the
Graduate Student Senate who
also happen to be Officers on
the B.O.G. The Chairman, who
gets $175 per month for his

work, also gets paid by the
Graduate Senate as Treasurer.
We undergraduates are paying
most of his salary, and yet the
unpaid portion of Student

Activity Taxes that he
engineered is costing us up to

$12.75 per year. And he did that
to us solely for the Graduate
Students.

Free Ride for the

Grad Students
Now then, after arranging a

reorganization that will allow
the Graduate Students to pay

your own will."

none of the $750,000 for ac-
tivities, they want the Student
Senate to give BACK the small
sum of a few hundred thousand
dollars so that these same
people on the Board (the
Graduate Students who will

pay nothing) will have some
control over how the money is

spent (they want to control the
Student Activity and RSO Staff
salaries). I seem to remember
a Revolutionary war fought
somewhere in the 1700's over
Taxation without Represen-
tation, and now the Graduates
want Representation without
paying the taxes.

• • Energy Analysis • •
Compiled by Tyla Michelove

One could go on forever
making lists of actions the
average person could take to

slow down or stop our
wastefulness. If we reuse
many paper and plastic bags
as we can, that would be a
start. Look at what you throw
away everyday and see what
can be saved or not used at all.

Now that the individual is

somewhat aware of what
changes must be made within
his-her home, it is also time to

make changes within the
professions. We must make our
technology work for us, not
against us. The group that I

mentioned originally is doing
just that. To explain in more
detai! exactly what they are
doing, Leon Michelove, a
materials scientist and
member of the group sent
Below the Salt Magazine the
following.

Sponsored by the Boston
Industrial Mission and the
Association of Technical

Professionals, a group of
engineers and scientists is

attacking the energy crisis by
applying their expertise in a
multitude of fields. Meeting in

homes of members of the
group every other Monday
night, this group of 20-25
professional men and women
are providing Governor
Sargent with a volunteer
technical overview of the many
plans and proposals being
brought to public attention for

discussion or action. The
original purpose was met
several weeks ago with the
presentation to the Governor's
Energy Emergency Com-
mittee of a series of proposals
for conserving oil and elec-

tricity."

"The group has continued to

meet, for several reasons.
First, but not primary, the
suggestions made for reduc
tion of state energy con-
sumption by elimination of

many wasteful practices were
successfully adopted.
Secondly, the group has

established several liaison

paths with major business

concerns along Route 128 for

further conservation im-
plementation. Most important,

however, is the concern of all

of the members that once the

short term problems appear to

be under control, the politics

and polemics will hide the

Power
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really pressing needs for mid-
term, long lasting activities

that will eventually lead to

practical, long term, lasting

solutions tj the Massachusetts
energy problems."
"This group is not prepared

to enter the struggle for fun-

ding for the development of

new or more efficient energy
sources. They feel best
prepared to review presently
available governmental ap-
proaches to conservation,
planning and data acquisition
and evaluation. The need to

establish a single source for

energy information is one of

the critical problems of the
next few months. The further

need to properly evaluate data,
projections and business
growth planning as it relates to
the needs of the citizens must
be addressed."
"The BIM-ATP group has

taken the position that it will

provide Governor Sargent with
its views, plans and
evaluations. In addition, it will

provide the Legislative leaders
with these same ideas. Should
there be no action in either

sector, or if the action is pure
bluster and bravado and
detrimental to the real needs of

the poor, aged, ill and under
privileged, then the press will

be brought into the picture."

"The group is composed of

basically conservative, skilled

technical people from many
areas of expertise: Electrical

Engineering, Electronics,
Business Management,
Materials Science, Physical

Science, Domestic
Engineering, Computer
Technology, etc. The members
range from executive assistant

to the Vice President for a
major research and
development (R&D) house on
Route 128 to unemployed
engineers trying to maintain
professional competence.
Democrats, Republicans,
Progress Labor and
Independent political leanings

are evidenced, but the group
hopes to stay non-political.

Acting as advisors and long

range planners, the ultimate
goal is to make Massachusetts
a model for the nation in

planning and effective action

to reduce the impact of the
present energy crisis and avoid
its prolongation."

It doesn't seem to matter
whether the oil shortage we
face now is real or not. We will

be faced with something much
worse in the future if we do not
change our way of life right
now. No longer can we be the
image of the American with a

Solutions
to

Problems.
color T.V. in every room. We
can not afford to litter the
countryside with unnecessary
billboards or empty beer cans.

It is no longer a question of

having enough money to clean
up what we have already done.
It is a question, rather, of

having enough resources to not
only wipe up our mistakes, but
have enough to survive in the
future, not to live in comfort,
simply enough to survive. We
have the opportunity to answer
these questions now, through
our action or our inaction.

I am not a big firm trying to

scare you into buying my
product at an inflated price,
neither are members of the
BIM-ATP group. We are
merely concerned members of

the human race trying to make
our surroundings a lot better. I

hope that this is the kind of

selfishness that replaces the
'get-it-while-you-can' ment-
ality. I can not make you
change, but I can get you to

think about what you are
doing. I know that it has been
said before, but, America, the
joy ride is over.
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The Strawbs' Powerful Benevolence
by David Sokol

Hero anc Heroine
Strawbs
(A&M SP 3607)

Total Playing Time: 39:26

Hero and Heroine, the
Strawbs eighth album, em-
phatically furthers the rich

heritage of this most eloquent
group. Despite major per-

sonnel changes in the band's
line up since last year's Bur-
sting At The Seams, the
group's sound is as impressive
as ever. Richard Hudson and
John Ford, both responsible for

"Part of the Union", the

Strawbs' catchy establish-
ment-defying English hit, have
left to pursue a more com-
mercial career and have
already scored with two
British chartbusters. (Their

latest, "Burn Baby Burn" has
been banned by several
American stations due to the

controversial nature of the

title. Not again). Keyboardist
Blue Weaver has also left to

pursue his own venues, and can
be heard on Lou Reed's Berlin.

But the Strawbs, who in the

past have weathered the losses

of Rick Wakeman and Sandy
Denny, maintain their
strength, primarily the result

DAVID COUSINS

of founding genius Dave
Cousins' inspired writing.

Cousins' music has evolved a
long way from the fairly

straight folk-rock sound which
he was playing in 1968. An
English Pickwick recording of

the earliest Strawbs featuring
the then-budding Sandy Denny
has only recently become
available, and is important not
only for its historical
significance, but also because
it captures Cousins' voice in its

early de/el
opm ent. Today
Dave Cousins
sings with a
powerf 'j i ly
hau nting qu-
ality which
com pi iments
the fullness of

his music
Like Burs-

ting At the
Seams and the

aw e s q ir. e
Grave New
World, Hero
and Heroine is

a blending of

many musical
forms, though
like its

predecessors, the classical
mellotron-keyboard sojnd
prevails, and the Strawbs are
one of only a small handful of

bands who can make this sc jnd
work. The title song coupidd
with "Midnight Sun" is only
one of three masterworks on
the album. The lyrics tell it-e

story of a lone sailor wo
becomes enticed with and
ultimately falls in love with his

savior Heroine who then turns
"slowly into a snow white dove
and spreads her wings to fly

'

l hough more complex than

either "Lay Down" or

"Benedictus", there is the

same powerful benevolence

that marked these earlier

gems. "I wonder is there death

after life." Cousins' voice is

especially moving on "Out In

the Cold", a song thematically

reminiscent of Bergman's film

"Wild Strawberries", and on

the existential "Round and
Round." "For we were just the

products of the endless spin-

ning wheel."

Dave Cousins' music is

marked by his extra-sensitive

perceptions of living and
loving, and his music is a

celebration of his life. His love

songs are too strong to be
cliched (unlike, say the
Moodies) and vary in form
from up tempo rockers to

quiet, piano dominated, Haydn
or Mozart-influenced pieces.

Cousins' voice is diversified,

with the capacity of sounding
as mellow as Pete Seeger or as
intense as Roger Chapman,
and with the same conviction

that marks the music of Procol

Harum and, more recently,

Genesis. The Strawbs are still

waiting for the elusive
recognition which they

deserve, although their music
is sometimes a bit too
sophisticated to appeal to huge
numbers.

A few discographical notes:

A generally unheard musical
gem is Cousins' solo album
Two Weeks Last Summer
(English A&M AMLS 68118),

featuring the likes of Rick
Wakeman, Jon Hiseman and
Roger Glover. Also of interest

are the fairly obscure first two
American Strawbs albums
(Just a Collection of Antiques
and Curios and From the

Witchwood), both recorded
while Rick Wakeman was in

the group. Antiques, recorded
live in 1970, features "Tem-
perament of Mind", a five

minute Wakeman solo which is

a forerunner to current
Wakeman concert material.

Like most fine records, Hero
and Heroine gets more im-

pressive with each listening

and should certainly make' new
admirers for this premier
group. Bless the Strawbs.

Singing Ink

The Wizard Runt To The Ground?

"We Don't Shoot Arrows At Dead Lions"
ESSENCE TO
DONOVAN (Epic)

ESSENCE

I hate having to stomp on an album
like this. Somebody probably likes it.

To those of you who might be
Donovan fans, my most humble
apologies.

One thing for sure, it is Donovan —
the vibrator he swallowed years ago
is still running, if sporadically.
Maybe the batteries are running
down, it's all for the better. The cover
is a laff-riot. Four pictures of

Donovan humbling, or rather,
degrading himself; I am led to

believe that Mr. Leitch has been
hanging around with Sri Chinmoy
and the gang. Unlike John
McLaughlin and Carlos Santana,
Donovan's approach to spirituality

seems almost humorous. I don't

doubt his sincerity or anything, but

the bit with the white robes and
bowing hasn't helped his music any.

Like most of the Donovan songs I

can remember, the songs on this

album are mildly pleasant and
eminently forgettable. I say mildly
pleasant because you soon discover
that the lyrics are too cute for words,
and worse, that they've been
rearranged and amputated to fit the

tunes, and can therefore be ignored.

The music itself is brain candy,

dissolved and digested with no

conscious effort. As such it is

relatively inoffensive. I suppose
there are a few million people who
would disagree with me, some of

them violently, but I have a hard
time viewing such music as anything
but essentially boring. Music can
certainly be quiet and unobstrusive,
and if it's good it will make some
impression, leave some mark. With
Essence to Essence I forget the songs
as soon as they're over. Seems a
waste.

— Barnyard

In Concert:
Bill Staines

CC Auditorium
Feb. 21

All the hard core Firesign freaks
were sitting in the auditorium
waiting to see Proctor and Bergman.
They had been listening to jokes
about Bill all day: "I wonder if he
does stain?" And they expected to

suffer through his folk-singing until

the real show began. Surprize! They
were truly entertained. Bill Staines
did the songs from his second and
third albums. He has an amazing
talent to use his lips as a trumpet and
employs this and other sound effects.

The audience really got off on that. In

between songs he'd share stories

from his past and explain how some
of the songs were written. If you've
seen him before, then you've already
heard most of the stories, but they
lose nothing in the repetition. His
only flaw was although he asked for

audience participation, he didn't give
us a chance to join in. The show could
be summed up by the guy sitting

behind me. "You know, this guy is

alright!" Then we brought him back
for a hilarious encore. Bill, you're
beautiful!

— TylaL. Michelove
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YOU AND ME — CHICK CHURCHILL (Chrysalis)

This debut solo album by ex-Ten Years After keyboard man Churchill has

its equal high and low spots, and falls somewhere inbetween. The lyrics and

vocals are forgettable, and the string arrangem..its detract from the group's

tightness. Chic> 's good old acoustic piano rocks well however, and he wisely

concentrates on leading the band via his keyboard work. "Chiswick Flower,"

a trio cut, has Chick laying down a funky piano base and soaring over it on

double tracked C' ga»i. The title cut, too, bounces along in a nice groove. B.

— John Cahill

After listening to -nis album, I can understand why Alvin Lee wrote most

of Ten Years After 's naterial. Lee's songs have some air of respectability

when compared a„,*ir<st these. It seems Mr. Churchill has spent too, too much

time plonking awav 9\ the keyboards for TYA. One cut from this disc is aptly

titled "You're Not Listening"; which is precisely what you should do if you

ever come across this album.

David Santos

SILVERBIRD — LEO SAYER
(Chrysalis BS 2738)

Time: 34:53

Imagine an impassioned
awakened Elton John with some new
and interesting arrangements, ana
you'll begin to see Leo Sayer. But wc
demean him in comparing him anc'

Elton, as Leo brings a lot more
fullness, guts and feeling in his work
than Elton ever1 gets across.

Silverbird is a loser's album. All

the songs are about some poor,
abused sap, stepped on once again.
"The Show Must Go On" has been \ht

number one single in England for the
last six weeks, and if the label said
'Elton John' instead of 'Leo Sayer', i'

would be flying high here as well. The
song's veddy English, and it seem?,
we still have this thing about
Foreign Sounding Music. B + .

—Mike Kostek

FLORENCE WARNER-FLORENCE
WARNER
(Epic KE 32654)

This is one of those albums that you
could sum up in one word. Nice.
Florence is just another female
singer, nothing exceptional about
her. Her voice is like Linda Ronstadt
trying to do a Joni Mitchell imitation
with a little Judy Collins and Carly
Simon thrown in for good measure,
only it doesn't quite measure up. She
does songs that you've heard before;
Rundgren's "It Wouldn't Have Made
Any Difference", Loggins' "Til The
Ends Meet", and Andy Williams'
current hit by Nilsson "Remember".
There are others, but why continue?
There are even two mediocre poems
on the back cover, written by Ms.
Warner's brother Byron, who also
wrote another, "Dixie", a little better
than mediocre song on tne first side.
It is hard to be down on this album,
because it's not really that bad. It's

just not worth paying real money for
it.

—Tyla L. Michelove

FEELING THE SPACE
YOKO ONO (Apple SW-3412)
Time: 44:48

Say, did you know that David Spinozza's hips are only 34"? 3 hairs on his

chest? Not too virile, if you know what I mean, huh? On the other hand, this

guy Robert Kreinar's measurements are 46-37-39. I guess that's more like it.

Says so right here on the liner notes...

With "Feeling The Space", Yoko Oro continues the development of "con
ventional" songwriting, from a generally feminist perspective, which she
began in Approximately Infinite Universe last spring. The last release was a
double album : "Feeling The Space" is a single album, and therefore has a lot

less room for the kind of excess ("What A Bastard the World Is", "Now or
Never", etc.) which largely prevented the listening public from hearing some
of Universe's gems (such as "Catman", "Looking Over From My Hotel Win
dow", and "Peter the Dealer"). So it should not be surprising that, with a
couple of exceptions, Yoko's songwriting K more disciplined here than
previously. Her vocals are also improving, in the conventional sense, although
I still enjoyed her more in "Cambridge 1969", on the Life With The Lions
album.
The subject matter of "Feeling The Space" songs come from a wide-ranging

feminist point of view. There are songs of defiance and revolt — "Angry
Young Woman", "She Hits Back", "Woman Power"; songs about woman's
denial of individuality and the struggle to regain an identity — "Growing
Pain", "Coffin Car", "Woman of Salem", "Run, Run, Run", "If Only", "A
Thousand Times Yes"; and a couple of songs which are my personal favorites,
"Yellow Girl (Stand By For Life)" and "Men, Men, Men". "Yellow Girl"
explores the problem of the poor little rich girl, or any woman placed on any
pedestal — "She tells her man to stand by— She tells her friends to stand by —
She tells her world to stand by — But nobody knows she's a standby for life."
"Men, Men, Men" is a definitive answer to a male claim that he wouldn't mind
being treated as a sex object, heh, heh, heh — "Men, men, snails and puppies— Your muscles are not for fighting in war — Your lips are not for voicing

opinions— Your eyes are there for us
to look into — I want you to take your
rightful position". (But John has the
last word.) Stylistically, the songs
range from the rock 'n' roll drone of
'Woman Power" to the lyricism of
'Growing Pain" and the dance-hall
Bmbiance of "Men, Men, Men".
Yoko's backing group is competent

»nd versatile, with the outstanding
TiC-mbers being David Spinozza and
<en Ascher on guitars and keyboards

> espectively. I personally prefer the
Ycko Ono of Fly, but if you're the
'ype that heads for the nearest
'estroom when "Why" gets played in

the Hatch, "Feeling The Space" just
might be a pleasant surprise.

—David Miller
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LES VARIATIONS — MOROCCAN
ROLL
(Buddah Records)

In many European and Asian
countries, hashish is mixed with
tobacco and rolled into a cigarette.
This eliminates the need to carry
around a pipe and also, since many of
the inhabitants roll their own
cigarettes anyway, it's a natural
thing to do. This cigarette is known as
a "moroccan roll".

Fact is, the hash doesn't have to

strictly come from Morocco for it to

be a "moroccan roll", it can come
from India, Turkey, Lebanon,
Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, or
anywhere else. It can be any kind of

hash.

The reason we don't have
"moroccan rolls" in the U. S. is

mainly due to the fact that North and
South America have the primary
marijuana coun-
tries: Columbia
(40 percent),
Jamaica (30
percent),
Mexico (25
percent) and the
U.S. (5 percent).
Europe and Asia
have the hashish
countries, and
Les Variations is

French.
So everybody:

More rock 'n'

roll!

— Dennis O'Bell . ..

J

Todd Rundgren
( Bearsville 2BR 6952)

If "Hello It's Me" hadn't
become such an unexpected hit

single, Todd would have been
released months ago as a

single record and everything
would have been better for all

concerned. As it stands, Todd
is your usual excercise in 2-

;
record, $9.98 indulgence; a
post-Wizard Something Any
thing where Todd's studio

pyrotechnics get the best of

'him and inevitably render a

Jgood deal of the album
.negligible.

Perhaps it's because A
Wizard/A True Star was such
a perfect outlet for Todd. It

was a single record and as such
served as a harness for Todd's
dangerous over-eclecticism.
The pace was rapid — a! least

10 songs per side, many under
two minutes — and the overall

effect was one of restrained
resourcefulness. Without the
self-imposing limits of a single

disc, his strength becomes his

weakness.

Which is to say if you
eliminate the Emerson, Lake
and Palmer take-offs ("The
Spark of Life", "In and Out the
Chakras We Go"), the
humiliating attempt to take on
Gilbert and Sullivan ("Lord
Chancellor's Nightmare
Song"), and the sheer
listlessness of all of side two,
only then could Todd be con-

sidered successful.

But let's not be totally
negative. Todd's best songs
have always been the least
ambitious ones, his ballads,
and sides one and three are
where they're found. "A
Dream Gees On Forever" will

become the new Rundgren
song to hit the airwaves, and it

has the punch and spark to

make it big. "I Think You
Know". "Useless Begging"
and "Izzat Love" are all happy
music that is brilliantly
arranged and produced.

"Sons of 1984" features
thousands of New York hippies
on the right channel, and the
equal amount of San Francisco
freaks on the left. It was
recorded live in Central Park,
with the SF audience over-
dubbed later. Surprisingly
enough, It is executed with
more control and aplomb than
one would expect under the
conditions. It takes on an
anthem like quality similar to

Wizard's "Just One Victory."

"No. 1 Lowest Common
Denominator" is basically a

slowed-down "Black Maria"
(S-A), a song Todd has always
felt comfortable with, if just to

show us he's no rock and roll

pussy.

Get a friend to buy Todd,
borrow it, tape all the good
songs and forget the rest. The
next one will be a monster.

—Steve Feld

no, no, no, a
little more
humanity
please

West 24th

street is a

five minute
walk from
classic

Times
Square, its

sides lined

with
decaying
coke signs

and old,
useless

looking

buildings.

You glance
down at the

cracked pavement as you
rummaae through your
pockets for the address, only to

find out you were right, and
somewhere amid this New
York madness, built by
Rundgren himself, is the
Secret Sound Studio. It was
here that I met Mark Kling-
man, Todd's partner in the
studio as well as the second
most important member of his

present band, explained Todd,
as well as the Klingman-
Rundgren history (too detailed
and unrelated to go into here)
and Utopia, the new band.

"We've started to work on a
group album. We're putting all

of our music and ideas
together, they're going to be
like suites. Until that album
comes out we'll be mostly

known as Todd's back-up
band, but after it comes out it

will establish us as a group,"
explained Klingman.

Which only left me to think
that Todd's new album would
be more of a group effort than
another one-man show as the
majority of his past albums
have been. There was a faint

clue that he might be finally

moving over tc share the glory
on Something/Anything? as he
used one of Klingman's songs,
"Dust In the Wind." But this

notion was dispelled when the
honors of singing it were taken
by Todd, even though
Klingman is more than
competent on vocals. And after
taking one look at the credits
on the new album's poster, it

was clear Todd had once again

pushed Klingman as well as
the other capable musicians
into the background and had
once again made it an almost
solo album.

You might almost think
Todd has taken up voice im
personations with his Bowie
sound on "I Think You Know".
Then, just when you're ready
to melt it down and sell it back
to Warner Bros., "A Dream
Goes On Forever" floats off the
turntable and all but leaves
you sighing. Insanity returns
with "Lord Chancellor's
Nightmare Song" where
Klingman's keyboards
mesmerize. And it goes on like

that, from depressing lows to
all time highs, and you might
find yourself skipping two or
three songs a side, oc-
casionally wondering why the
two albums weren't simply
separated according to
brilliancy of music and
repetitous Rundgren sounds. It

can't be listened to while
you're playing with your feet
or something equally per
verse; it must be delved into,

leaving you either wide-eyed
and flabbergasted, playing
frisbeewith it or both, lam left

both.

Brad thinks he's mad and I

tend to agree with Seneca,
'There is no great genius free
from some tincture of mad-
ness".

—Lori Anne Yeslow

Swamp Thang, You Make My Heart San3
NEXT THE SENSATIONAL ALEX
HARVEY BANO(Vertigo VEL-1017
time 35:53.

Not the Alex Harvey that
wrote "Delta Dawn", and more than
a bit good, this sensational band of
maddies from England manage to

bring something new to hard rock.
"Let me be your Swampsnake till a
real one comes along" they say.
Talented bunch that can raunch it,

rock and roll it and do a most
creditable job on the Jacques Brel
tune "Next". B +

— Mike Kostek

SABBATH BLOODY SABBATH-
BLACK SABBATH (Warners)

Black Sabbath's latest offering

might just finish them off as the kings
of heavy metal rock. Save for one
song, "Spiral Architect", this album
is a waste of time, effort and money.
The only thing this album is good for

is as a soundtrack for a Japanese
horror film. Even at that, it would be
an insult.

This disc suffers from a lack of

direction, ideas or better yet —
everything, Sabbath is content to

borrow overused riffs from previous

albums. God only knows how they

ever convinced Rick Wakeman of

Yes to play on this disc. Obviously, he

was either drunk or doing it for the

money, cos' this album won't be any

feather in his cap. Most of the cuts

are slower, none of that power stuff

like last years single, "Supernaut".

As far as the band members' per

formances go, they still play as

dreary as ever.

SKIN TIGHT— SKIN ALLEY (Stax
STS 3022)

Here's an interesting case of an

English rock band recording for

America's soulful Stax label. Skin

Alley have put together a varied,

enjoyable second album, recorded in

Oxfordshire and remixed under Don
Nix's auspices down in Memphis.
Sounding at different times like

Roger Daltry, Leo Sayer, Herbie

Mann, and the Raspberries (dare

they all be invoked in the same
breath), Skin Alley demonstrate

their ability to do lots of things

decently, but are a long distance

from having their own sound, which

is a pretty important commodity in

these days of the nickel a dozen rock

band syndrome.
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Best bet would be for them to stick-

with their more lyrical compositions,

which come off the best anyway. "If I

Only Had the Time", "Broken
Eggs", and "The Heap Turns
Human" all have singles potential;

the latter two are especially nice,

sounding both English and American
at the s'me time. The musicianship

on the part of all four members is

generally credible throughout,

though fuller production would have
strengthened the whole recording.

The band keeps to the instrumental

basics with guitar, bass, drums, and

keyboards. Hats off to the

keyboardist, Krzysztof Juszkiewicz

for having the most unique name of

the month. With proper exposure and
better packaging, Skin Alley could

get the chance they deserve

"THE YELLOW RIVER CONCERTO*
AND OTHER PIECES
THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA,
EUGENE ORMANDY, CONDUCTOR
Total Playing Time: 45:30
RCA ARL 1-0145

Apparently it is possible to write good music by committee.
Last September, the Philadelphia Orchestra, under the direction of Eugene Ormandy, undertook a concert tour of

mainland China — the first such tour by an American orchestra. Among the pieces they played was the "Yellow River
Concerto", written by anonymous members of the Central Philharmonic Society of the People's Republic of China. I ap
proached this record with some caution, as most of the group-written pieces of classical music which I've encountered have
proved to be either rather dull or pasted up, with little structure or coherence. Fortunately, this piece not only avoids those
dangers but also displays an interesting fusion of Eastern and Western forms, in addition to providing a glimpse into the role

of music in one revolutionary society.

Basically, the "Yellow River Concerto" is a piece of program music, its four movements depicting the history of the

hinese people from slavery through liberation, and using the Yellow River as a metaphor for the Chinese nation. The first

movement, "Prelude: The Song of the Yellow River Boatmen", sets the scene by depicting boatmen struggling in the river.

l» also introduces the first of the many folksongs used in the piece— and it might be well to note that, although the treatment
of folksongs in the concerto sometimes needsto be simplistic, on the whole the melodies are treated with respect and without
•he ( often unconcious) condecension too many composers bring to folk melodies.

The second movement, "Ode to the Yellow River", begins with a melody in the cellos which could almost be taken for a
gospel tune. As the title indicates, the movement is a tribute to the endurance of the Chinese people throughout thousands of

years of history, ending with a piano solo symbolic of the "a vakened Chinese people, who tower in the East like the lofty

Kunlun Mountains". A beautiful opening passage with hushed strings and Chinese flute opens the third movement, "Tht
Yellow River in Wrath." Here the music (which is not developed as fully as it could have been) deals with the hardship or
life under Japanese domination, and the final determination of the people not to submit. Finally, "Defend the Yellow River"
is a triumphant exposition of the people's long liberation struggle. It includes a fugal treatment of the song "Defend th<

Yellow River" and culminates in an arrangement of "The East is Red", which combines with the "Internationale" in the

coda. Whew. Opening with a large fanfare, the movement is about one third the length of the entire concerto; it is interestinc.

to note that the revolutionary struggle is not depicted in a Wagnerian, sturm-und-drang manner, but entirely in majo>
keys, exuberant and joyous.

The soloists are Daniel Epstein, who handles the piece's brilliant piano part with much skill and style, Murray Panitz
on >he Bamboo Flute, and Hauman Lee on the Pipa, a short lute sounding at different times like a mandolin or a banjo. M-
only complaint about the latter two instruments is that we don't hear enough of them. The piece itself, as mentioned, is ar
interesting fusion of the West — in the use of the Western orchestra and concerto form — and the East— in the folk songs am
solo instruments. Most of it could pass for a European concerto written sometime within the last century, but then there i-

he "Internationale"...

<s —David Sokol

MEL & TIM MEL & TIM (Stax STS
5501)

An album filled with "What You
See is What You Get" and "Back
Stabbers" Philosophy, Mel & Tim
suffers from sounding too sterile, too

easy to listen to. In the past, Mel and
Tim have done the do beautifully with
both their funky rockers and their

cover versions, but here they suffer

from a too evenly-textured per
formance. "Forever in a Day" is the
only thing here that really matches
their earlier stuff. M8.T fans ought to

stick with Good Guys Only Win in the
Movies and Starting All Over Again,
both most enjoyable albums. The
former languishes in the bargain
bins, a forgotten treat. C'mon Mel
and Tim, git your backfield in motion
and make the next one more than
merely innocuous. You kin do it.

—David Sokol

The recording also includes an arrangement of "San Pei", a
worker's and peasant's march, plus "The Stars and Stripes Forever"
and Respeghi's "The Pines Of Rome". The latter two don't interest too

much.
—David Miller

Audio Servicenter
Stereo Component Repairs

Guaranteed Work
at Reasonable Rates.

18% OFF with this ad
274 N. Pleasant St.
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Sly Stone's former bass player, Larry

Graham, together with some of the funkiest

folks around, are Graham Central Station.

Their first album is a collection of prime

body movers, the results of a happy union of

top musicianship and soulful vocals.
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list price *5.98

price *3.18
j

tapes also available

Win a Return

Trip for Two
On Amtrak's luxu: y "Silver Meteor" from

New York to Miami plus $200. cash.

No entry forms, no number hassles, no essays

to write — You don't even have to make

a purchase. Just leave name, address,

and phone no. in ballot box at any

Soundscope or Minuteman location. It's

easy !!! Winner will be drawn at

the BoyUton Street Soundscope

store on Monday, March 11.

3 for *9.99 list *5.98 our price: *3.54 each
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"Joy of Sex": Share It

!

The Joy of Sex
Ed. by Alex Comfort
253 Pages — $4.95

Simon and Schuster

Reviewed by Patric Coffey
The Joy of Sex, is sub-titled

"A Gourmet Guide to Love
Making" and it is that and
more. With humor, honesty
and directness it covers all

areas, sensual and sexual,
from beds and breasts to

venereal disease and voyeurs.
This book is an unanxious
account of the full repertoire of

human heterosexuality. As
such, it is long overdue.

There are many sex manuals
on shelves in your bookstore,
maybe one or two on the
shelves in your own room; they
are about the basics and their

main use is to get rid of worries
over the normality, possibility,

and variety of sexual ex-

perience. This book excels
because it deals not with sex,

but with love making. And it

deals with love making on the
level of someone already
making satisfying love and
who wants to go on from there.

The starting point of all

lovemaking is close bodily

contact. Love has been defined

as the harmony of two souls

and the contact of two
epidermes. This book points

out that it is also, from our
infancy, the starting point of

human relationships and
needs. There may be other
places we can express all

ourselves but there aren't
many.

In writing descriptively
about sex, it is hard not to be
solemn, however, unsolemnly
we play in bed — bed is the
place to play all the games you
ever wanted to play. The
writing in The Joy of Sex is so
unsolemn, so openly and
joyously playful that it takes a
great effort of will and a cold
shower to keep from sharing
the book with a friend and
looking into the subject. But
why keep from doing this?

It is designed to be read
together or separately. All the
ideas in the book are a turn-on
for some people, virtually none
for everyone. The 252 pages
are divided into topics of turn-
ons including: foreskins,
frequency, tenderness,
virginity, mouth music,
quickies, bondage, bites, penis,

playtime, foursomes and
moresomes, slow mastur-
bation, navels, come again,
vulva, rear entry, and south
slav style (which is a real
kick).

As I turned the pages of The
Joy of Sex with a friend I found
myself saying "I'd like to try
that." And that's what it is for,

to be taken mutually from
there. It offers a chance to find

and match up with your own
and your partner's needs and
preferences. Finding someone
else's needs and your own, and
how to express them in bed, is

not only interesting and
educative, but rewarding and
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what sexual love is all aboout.
Then there's the illustrations

— humorous, honest, and
direct — they artfully reflect

the tone of the Joy of Sex.

Charles Raymond and
Christopher Foss, the artists,

won a Graphic Designers
Award as one of the 50 best
illustrated books for their work
in The Joy of Sex. Many are
full page and they are all placed
at least one, large or small,
every two or tf.ee pages. The

striking true to life quality of

the sketches is accomplished
tastefully with a minimum of

lines and shading.
Also included are 16 full page

colorplates of ancient erotic
art from India, China and
Japan. The bawdy, explicit art
of the ancients is presented in a
center insert with no captions,
no accompaniment. It is

perhaps a silent way of point-
ing out that joy in sex has a
long tradition, indeed has
always been with us — it has
just been suppressed. And we
must learn to appreciate it

where we discover it, whether
it be in the center of a book or
in the core of our lives.

Is all that 'normal'? That
question is dealt with early;
"Normal implies there is

something sex ought to be.

There is. It ought to be a wholly
satisfying link between two
people, from which both
emerge unanxious, rewarded
and ready for more." And on
abnormality, "It's abnormal in

Papua to bury dead relatives,

and abnormal in California to

eat them."
Pick up a copy of the Joy of

Sex. You might find out things
about yourself and your part-
ner you didn't know, and all of

them will be rewarding. If for

some reason you can't read
this book, tt's okay. You might
be lucky enough to meet
someone nice who has.

+ + The / of Sex is

available at The University
Bookstore.

The Preachers
The Preachers
by James Morris - lllus. by Tom Huffman
$8.95 - 418 pp.
St. Martin's Press

God is Against

Communism . . .

Hypnotism and The Beatles . .

Drugs, Sex, Liberals, McGilvray . . ?!

Reviewed by Jon Carr
Oral Roberts has reached a position that the

other people James Morris profiles in The
Preachers must envy. Unlike most of Morris'
other subjects, Roberts doesn't have to faith

heal, lead evangelical crusades, or rail against
Communism. He is well-enough off to get away
with hanging around celebrities and preaching
theological pap.

The other subjects of Morris' book, though,
are quite flamboyant. Most came from
backgrounds of grinding rural poverty, sketchy
education and conventional ministries early in

their careers. But eventually they were
"called" from their humdrum churches to the
big-time world of tents, miracles, million-dollar
budgets and radio ministries.

Take, for example, the "Right Reverend,
Father-in-God, His Divine Eminence, Dr.
Frederick J. Eikerenkoetter" — better known
as Reverend Ike.

"You must get rid of that pie in the sky bye
and bye when you die attitude," Reverend Ike
tells his followers. "Let your attitude be: I

WANT MY PIE NOW, WITH ICE CREAM ON
TOP."

That philosophy has worked well enough for

Reverend Ike — he owns three Rolls-Royces,
two Mercedes, and .homes in New York and
Hollywood. His basic philosophy is centered
around a "Blessing Plan"; that is, what you
send to Reverend Ike, the Lord will return to
you — presumably with a little ice cream on
top.

In contrast, God has ordained Billy James
Hargis for a somewhat different ministry — the
Christian Crusade, which he admits equates
"liberalism and socialism with Communism."
"Dr." Hargis — a title all the preachers seem
to have in common — opposes a wide variety of

modern trends, from sex education ("Is the
Little Red Schoolhouse the Proper Place to
Teach Raw Sex?") and Satan worship ( "It will

become the state religion of the youthful
militant Marxist."), to rock music.

Hargis' Tulsa publishing house once put out
a book entitled "Communism, Hypnotism and
the Beatles." As the author, a close associate of
Hargis' named David Noebel, explained, the
book revealed that the Beatles were "preparing
our teenagers for riot and ultimate revolution
against our Christian Republic. Ifsail a part of

the Communists' master music plan. The drum
is the key — little Ringo."

Morris covers a number of other preachers
at considerable length: Carol Mclntire, who
organized the abortive series of "Victory in

Vietnam" marches; A. A. Allen, a white faith
healer who catered to a predominantly black
following before his death of "acute
alcoholism" in 1970; C. W. Burpo, the "general
practitioner" of radio, who is equally adept at
faith healing, moralizing, uncovering Com-
munist conspiracies and/or proselytizing; and,
of course, the President's preacher, Billy
Graham, who , in 1968, thanked God because
"in Thy sovereignty Thou has permitted
Richard Nixon to lead us at this momentous
hour of our history."

In their own way, all of these men represent a
peculiar form of modern Horatio Alger. Oral
Roberts is the best example. He has progressed
from an obscure Oklahoma faith healer to
president of an accredited university named
after himself. Along the way he stopped
"curing", deserted his fundamental Pen-
tecostal faith for a more socially acceptable
Methodism, and even altered his basic money-
making operation, the Blessing Pact, for an
even more profitable scheme, "Seed-Faith."
Oral's accelerating attempt at sophistication
can be seen in the evolution of his three
autobiographies' titles: from Oral Roberts'
Life Story As Told By Himself (1949) to My
Story (1961) to The Call (1972). What it all
comes down to is that once Oral made his wad,
he apparently decided to go, well, if not exactly
high society, then at least respectable. And
what could be more American than that?

Morris, who is like so many of his subjects a
native Oklahoman, has done a thorough
research job in The Preachers. I only wish that
he had some personal interviews with the
preachers or their followers to go along with his
prodigious amount of material on their books,
magazines, radio shows and finances. In
particular, I'd like to have found out why more
people haven't realized that — at least when
dealing with these preachers — Reverend Ike
was right: "When you kneel down to pray,
you're putting yourself in a good position to get
kicked in the behind."
+This book is available at the University
Bookstore

i
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BOOK

TOUCH!*.
1
EflBTM

TOUCH THE EARTH. My T.C. Mcl.uhan. A self-

portrait of Indian existence in the United States

today. The book recounts the nature and fate of

the Indian way of life and how it now attempts to

revitalise itself as an affirmative cultural force

in today's society. Pub. at $6.95. was $2.9*.

Now Only
$2.09

ill-

GENERAL

30% off publishers price

on entire stock of

paperback and hardcovers.

Hardcovers already reduced

25-75% discounted further

30% off marked price

WEBSTER'S

NEW WORLD
DICTIONARY

.1 iDlllON

WEBSTER S NEW WORLD DICTIONARY of

the American LanRuage. This famous College

Edition has the largest word slock of all college

dictionaries. The modern record of words and
phrases, with clear and comprehensive
do nitions. easily read pronunciations, com-
pl< !e etymologies — all in large, clear type.

Over 142.060 entries — more than 1.200 illus —
1,760 pages — thumb-indexed. Pub. at $7.50, was

l4 -9"- Now only

$3.49

HRDS
BIRDS OF THE WORLD. By D. Stephens.

Realistically illustrated on each page in

glowing color and exact detail by Takeo Ishidy.

Complete with handy glossary and index. Text
arranged geographically. Pub. at $5.95, was
AM. Now only

$2.09

Novels - Fiction
Harold Robbins. THE BETSY. Compelling,
sweeping novel of the Hardeman famil>,
founders of an auto dynasty, from backyard
bicycle repair shop to a life-and-death battle in

a Detroit board room for control of a vast
financial empire. Pub. at $7.95, was $1.98.

Now $1.39

Robert Ludlum's OSTEHMAN WEEKEND. A
new novel by the author of THE SCARLATTI
INHERITANCE. A terrifying account of how a

wealthy Manhattan suburb-isolated, secure,
inviolate — becomes the scene of international

intrigue, terror, and murder. More than a

thriller — it's a study of loyalties, ambitions, &
private fears ; of the deceptions people create to

protect their reputations: and. more im-
portantly, of the chances they take to defend
Uieir lives, their families, and the security of

their country. Pub. at $6.95, was $1.19.

Now only $1.04

OAKLAHOMA CRUDE. A novel by Marc
Norman. Set in the Oklahoma oil fields shortly
before the outbreak of World War I. it is the
story of Lena Doyle and her desperate fight to
bring in her oil well against overwhelming odds.
This exuberant tale of heroes, rogues, and
villians is a classic American adventure story,

a love story, a pure delight. Pub. at $6.95. was
$I.9H.

Now only $1.39

R.F. Delderfield. THEIRS WAS THE
KINGDOM. Brilliantly woven tapestry of

historical fiction, of the ambitious and suc-

cessful Adam Swann. and of his family as they

live through the triumphs & tragedies of the

Victorian Empire; an independent sequel to

"God Is An Englishman". 798 pages. Pub. at

$8.95. was $1.98.

Now only $1.39

ART TREASURES IN GERMANY. Ed. by

Myers & Copplestone. Excellent survey of

German art and architectural treasures from
ancient Celtic jewelry & Roman ruins to north

ern Renaissance and the major contribution;

of modern German art; surveys both art

created in Germany and that in the great

German collections. 259 Illus. 127 Full Color;

S'r'xIlT -

. Pub. at $6.95. was $3.98.

Now only $2.79

COOKING HOME ARTS

Biography
Joan Crawford: MY WAY OF LIFE.
Written for every woman who wants to

live beautifully and successfully, by a

woman who triumphantly does both.

Joan Crawford presents her own "Script

for a Complete Woman". Her book —
lavishly illustrated — is both her way of

life and a means to change yours. Pub.
at $7.50. was $I.9H.

Now only 1.39

JENNIE. Vol. II. The Life of Lady
Randolph Churchill, The Dramatic
Years 1895-1921. By Ralph G. Martin. An
enchanting, electrifying It fully

illustrated biography of the second half

of her life— her romances & friendships,

her success as organizer of the hospital

ship "Maine", and as editor & publisher

of the "Anglo-Saxon Review", plus

much more. 498 pp; index. Pub. at $8.95.

was $1.98.

Now only $1.39

PICTORIAL KEY TO THE TAROT — In Full

Color. By A.E. Waite: Intro, by C. San.

Reproduces all 78 Tarot cards in four sump-
tuous colors with, alongside. Waite's ex-

planations of the significance of the cards, and
an Intro, explaining the methods of Tarot
divination & fortune-telling. Pub. at $15.00. was
only $1.98. Now $.1.49

THE CIRCCS LI RE AND LEGEND. Ed. by

Mildred Sandison Fenner and Wolcott Fenner.

A fascinating collection of pictures, prose &
poetry from the days of yesterday and today,

see the exotic animals and their courageous

trainers. Live the circus life — on the road,

behind the scenes, in and out of the big top.

Heavily illustrated with 24 magnificent Four-

Color photos of circus scenes and posters, as

well as many black and white illustrations. Pub.

at $10.75, was $3.98. Now only $2.79

THE BHAGAYAD GITA. Translated from the

Sanscrit by Mohini M. Chatterji. The meaning

of human existence is the theme of this ancient

Hindu scripture, dating from the centuries

before Christ. The Gita finds an answer which is

directly relevant to our own times. Pub. at

$7.95. was $3.98. Now $2.79

GREAT MOMENTS IN ALTO RACING. By
Irwin Stamler. The color, danger, thrills and
heartbreak of auto racing are described in terse
graphic prose. Beautifully illustrated with 24

pages or FILL COLOR photographs and more
than 60 alack and white shots, this absorbing
book will hold you spellbound. Pub. at $10.00.

was $3.98. Now only $2.79

ON YOUR OWN IN THE WILDERNESS. By
Angier & Whelen. For both weatherbeaten
outdoorsmen & first-timers — All the vital, solid
outdoor wisdom necessary to get you to your
hunting, fishing or camping paradise, keep you
there, and get you back with outdoor comfort &
style. Illus. Pub. at $7.95. was $2.98.

Now only $2.09.

,

FONDUE. CHAFING DISH
AND CASSEROLE COOKERY
By Margaret Deeds Murphy.
Contains hundreds of interesting

and taste-tempting recipes and
will become your one-volume
guide to easy, informal en-

tertaining. A fantastic guide to

great great dishes that also let

you spend more time with your
guests and family! Pub. at $5.95.

was $2.98.

Now only $2.09

THE YANKEE COOK HOOK
By Imogene Wolcott. This
revised edition includes the

chowders, fish cakes, lobster

and native fish, cranberry
dishes, johnnycake. baked In-

dian pudding, pies, dumplings,
and hundreds of other authentic

recipes that have made Yankee
cooking famous. Regional ar-

ticles offer the reader in search
of a recipe pleasant browsing.

359 pp; index. Pub. at $6.95. was
$2.98. Now only $2.09

AMERICAN COOKING.
American fresh food cookbook.

A feast from America's rich ft

abundant earth. The beauty of

natural ingredients at the peak

of ripe perfection. This is

America's own style of cooking,

developed gradually by time

and traditions of many lands.

Illus. throughout in beautiful I-

Color photographs describing

the delectable creations. Pub. at

$6.95. was $2.98.

Now only $2.99

COMPLETE HOME
DECORATING By Connie
Dodds Devitt Editorial Director.

Ideas for every room in your
home or apartment, suggestions
for windows, walls and floors . .

.

Color concepts, how-to direc-

tions, space saving and more.
Hundreds of photos, many in full

color. Pub. at $10.00. was $3.98.

Now only $2.79

FOOD. FACTS ft FALLACIES: The Intelligent Person's Guide to Nutrition &
Health. By Carlton Fredericks ft Herbert Bailey. All the essential facts that every
modern thinking person should know about what he eats, what he should eat. and
general health. Pub. at $7.95. was $2.98.

Now only $2.09

THE HENRI CHARPENT1ER COOKBOOK: The recipes and memoirs of the

world-famed French chef who created Crepes Suiette. More than a cookbook,
more than a memoir, this magnificently created book is truly about the joy of food

and the joy of eating. All of the recipes are written in a simple and concise

fashion. 8 pages of rull color. Pub at $12.50. was $5.98. Now I

$4.19

HOI SE ft GARDEN S GUIDE TO INTERIOR DECORATION, t encyclopedia

of stimulating and practical information on how to decorate your house or

apartment. The accent Is on Color, with sections on backgrounds, space, lighting,

furniture design < including a Dictionary of Design covering 1 centuries of fur-

niture styles), talented rooms, professional expertise, historic inspiration,

storage, and personal expertise — a>! magnificenty illustrated with four-color

photographs. A basic book to be used for years to come. Pub. at $17.50, was $9.98.

Now only $6.99

Family Circle DIET *
EXERCISE GUIDE. By Mary
Milo (Beauty Editor). Special

Value $2.98.

Now $2.09

Family Circle GREAT
CHICKEN RECIPES. Edited by

Nancy llecht. Special Value

$2.98.

Now $2.09

Family Circle GREAT
GROUND-BEEF RECIPES. By
Family Circle Food. Special
Value $2.98.

Now $2.09

Family Circle GUIDE TO
BEAUTY. By Mary Milo
(Beauty Editor). Special Value
$2.98.

Now $2.09

Family Circle HOME
DECORATING. Ed. by Carolyn
Bishop ft Delephene Richards.
Special Value $2.98.

Now $2.09

MADAM.

MADAME: An Intimate

Biography of Helena
Rubinstein. By Patrick

O'Higgins. A fascinating,

firsthand account of the

woman who used a family

face-cream recipe to

establish a cosmetics em-

pire that made her one of the

world's ten richest women.

Filled with human interest,

philosophical truths, and

touching episodes. Pub. at

$7.95. was $1.00.

Now only 79c

"DOLLAR BOOKS"

OurGaog
t-Philip

Philip Koth: OUR GANG.
Possibly the funniest liOok

yet written on American
politics. OUR GANG is

Philip Roth's stinging and
uproarious vision of national

leadership featuring - the

"hero" or "vidian" — Trick

E. Dixon, the peace-loving

"Quaker and somehow
President of the United
Slates Pub. at $5.95, was
$l.«*.

Now only 70c

CAMPING. By John L.

Ilolden. A complete guide to

all the basic techniques that

are vital to camping in

comfort and safety. Point-

ers on picking a camp site,

making a fire, cooking

outdoors, food to include on

a camping trip, more . . .

Pub. at $4-95. was $I.M.

Now only 79c

FORTUNE MADE HIS
SWORD. A novel by Martha
Rofheart A spellbinding.

entertaining and skillful

recreation of the life and

times of the hero king.

Henry V. one of the last

medieval rulers. Pub. at

$8.96. was $1.99.

Now only 79c

TUNE
Hersey: THE CON-

SPIRACY. A recreation of

ancient Rome in the lime of

Nero. A plot against the

emperor's life, as Nero has
now grown fat on power and
gives himself to dreamlike
pleasures. Pub. at $6.95. was
$1.99.

Now only 79c

c
I

JOHN HERSEY

-

THE GRAND DEFIANCE. A novel by Bernard Frizell.

A great story of escape and pursuit in this compelling
tale of a man who breaks out of an impregnable Nazi
fortress. Pub. at $6.95. was $1.00. Now only 70c

IN EVENING WITH RICHARD NIXON By Gore Vidal
An engrossing two-hour ENTERTAINMENT presenting
our 37th Presidents career, USING HIS OWN WORDS
and those of others - exactly what Nixon said about
China. Truman, price controls. Cambodia, more incl
sources Pub. at $4.95. was II.N. Now only 70c

John Le Carre: THE NAIVE 4, SENTIMENTAL
LOVER. Rich novel of 38-year-old Aldo Cassidv. brilliant
business success, a sad failure In life, who suddenly
overwhelmingly, falls in love with a glamorous
wayward couple, their way of life ft their way of
FEELING. Pub. at $7 95, was $1.00. Now 79c
Irwta Maxwell Stillman THE DOCTOR'S QUICK
TEENAGE DIET. With Samm S. Baker. At long last a
diet for teenagers that WORKS - safe medically proven
* fun you too can loose from 5 to 19 more pounds per
week. Menus * exercise. Pub. at $5 95. was $1.99.
Now only 79c

Jim Morrison: THE LORDS* THE NEW CREATURES.
The first book of poetry by the late, great lead singer,
composer, and lyricist for The Doors. Speaks of con-
temporary America, the cities, drug scene, movies, and
new freedom in love. Pub. at $3.95, was $1 90 Now only 79c

FOUR

FOUR FABULOUS FACES. By
• Larry Carr. The most sumptuous

[film book ever published. Illustrated

[with over 1.000 rare photographs.

I many m-ver before in print and a 16-

page color section of priceless oM
[movie magazines. FOUR
FABULOUS FACES is a lavkh

I testimonial to the ageless beauty of

four extraordinary actresses:

Gloria Swanson. Greta Garbo. Joan
I Crawford and Marlene Dietrich.

Pab. at $49.96. was $14.98.

Now only $10.49

FILM

M*^***^

[THE AMERICAN MOVIES: A
I Pictorial Encyclopedia. Paul
Michael. Ed. in chief. A pictorial

guide to over 1990 of the best and
most popular sot nd films, as well as
illustrated complations of all the
film awards from 1927 to the
present. Over 1999 photos. 490
pages. 8V xll" Pub. at $17 .so, was
$5.98.

Now only 14.19

«,* \.n*coaow.

MOVIE GREATS: A Pictorial

Encyclopedia. Paul Michael. Ed. la

chief. A pictorial presentation of

over 799 actors and actresses,

directors and producers who have
made their mark in American sound
film. Not only the top stars but also

the character men and women who
have given their talents to the

medium. For each player a brief Master Charge — Bank Americard
biography, for each director and MOUNTAIN F4R\K
producer a complete listing of their

»™UUN " Al™ * AKOTSj

sound films. Over 799 photos. 256 HADLEY
pages 8V'xll" Pub. at $12 SO. was
$3 98. Now only $2.79

Store hours: 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Daily

Film:

by Arthur Levine

The Schlep of Things To Come
Jt*M

Sleeper written and directed

by Woody Allen

In his latest film, Sleeper,
Allen plays the ro|e of Miles
Monroe, owner of a Greenwich
Village health food store,
clarinetist, and schlep. When
the operation for his ulcer goes
amiss, Miles is frozen,
wrapped in aluminum foil, and
then placed in a capsule to be

saved for posterity. Following
the Washington Irving
scenario, Miles awakens in the
year 2173, to find he has slept

through an atomic war started
by Albert Shankar, which has
drastically changed the shape
of the world as he once knew it.

This highly mechanized

society has all the terrors of

1984, but with the usual Allen
absurdities thrown in, i.e., a
highly inept police force,
machines to aide in orgasmic
pleasure, and cosmic orb-like
things which induce mind
altered states, better known in

1973 as dope.
His revivors intend to use

Miles as a pawn in their plan to
overthrow the authoritarian
regime, headed by a facsimile
of Big Brother. Thus he is

forced into the underground
movement and hunted as an
enemy of the state. New forms
of rehabilitation of criminals
have been implemented; one
being to alter his brain. The
prospect of which causes
terror for Miles, claiming it to

be his second favorite organ.

Miles manages to scape his

pursuers by posing as a robot
in the household of Luna
Schlosser, played by Diane
Keaton. When she learns that
he is an alien, Miles is forced to
kidnap Luna and use her as a
means of reaching his un-
derground contact. The police
finally apture Miles, but Luna,
who has begun to fall for him
escapes and plans to continue
the underground activities.

Miles is brainwashed and
assimiliated into the society as
a useful citizen, until Luna
comes to his rescue. Shocked
at what has become of the once
rebellious Miles, Luna at-

tempts to reach him through a

form of primal therapy,
whereby he will experience the
traumas of his life, i.e., Sunday
dinner at his mother's. After
Miles regains his senses, he
and Luna make plans to
capture the leader of the state.
The final episode finds Miles
posing as a surgeon in order to
abduct the mighty leader, who
has been reduced to a
probiscus by an assassination
attempt.

Keaton got laughs by
presenting a character who
showed an unwavering
determinism to accomplish a
task even in the face of con-
stant harrassment by his
environment, human or
mechanical. Laurel and Hardy
kept the audience laughing by
virtue of their stupidity and
inability to cope with the
complexities of life. The Three
Stooges have become cult
heroes because of their various
techniques of inflicting bodily
harm upon one another. All

these comedians share the
same basic formula for
evoking laughs, that being to

exploit their basic ineptitude in

social situations and their
physical dexterity in com-
bating their mechanized
surroundings.

It is obvious that Allen

borrows from other comedians
and also rehashes some of his

old material, but much more

importantly Sleeper is further

proof that Allen is a unique
comic genius because of his

ability to blend various comic
techniques into his own zany
brand of humor. Allen uses the
futuristic setting as a vehicle to

parody many present day
situations. He takes the
"gripping" concerns with
corrupt politics, health foods,
therapy, and sex and renders
them absurd. It's a vicarious
relationship between Allen and
viewer. He asks you to step
aside for a second and laugh at
things which are usually
spoken of only in solemn tones.

For Allen nothing is sacred, not
even his own work. In a spoof
on film criticism he describes
the film as, "taut, tense,

powerful, and warm."

Many have said that Sleeper
does not fair as well as his

previous films, like Bananas,
Take the Money and Run, and
Play it Again, Sam. I would
tend to disagree with this

opinion by citing the new vistas
Allen has begun to explore.
With this film Allen has
established his ability as a
comic ballerina, par ex-
cellence. He has gotten away
from his straight barrage of
one-liners and begun to utilize

his physical capacilities which
help the continuity of the film.

film: A Blue Bottle With a Badge
The Seven-Ups: directed by

Philip d'Antoni, starring Roy
Scheider
by Stuart Sojcher
One has a story: a tough guy

hero, a psychotic bad guy, a
touch of violence, a spattering
of obscenities and of course, a
car chase. Most of this is

evident in The Seven-Ups, one
of the latest and better of the
cop films.

The Seven-Ups are a unit of

special cops working within
"New York's Finest." their

tactics are cold and efficient;

they get results but do they
operate within the law? They
break into a mob leader's
house at night, point a gun up
his nose while threatening to

slit his wife's throat, get their

What one wonders about is how
often this actually happens.
Roy Scheider, Gene Hack-

man's partner in The French
Connection, is the leader of our
heroes. One never sees his

private side — he's always on
the job trying to snag another
crook. A childhood friend
played well by Tony Bianco, an
undertaker, supplies him with
information about the mob's
doings. Little does Scheider
realize that his buddy is doing
a pretty profitable business
kidnapping top members of the
mob and holding them for

ransom. One of the Ups unit is

killed by Bianco's men and it's

only a matter of time before ...

The car chase. Philip d'Antoni,
information and quietly exit.

director and producer of this

film, is no stranger to the chase
sequence, having also
produced Bullitt and The
French Connection, which had
the best chases ever on
celluloid. This one measures
up quite well, if a bit too long,

but as in Bullitt, the viewer
'feels' the car's gyrations over
bumps and inclines. If you
enjoy a good chase sequence,
then the film is worth seeing if

only for that reason.

The film, however, does have
some other good points. The
musical score is perfect as it

combines suspense and
melodrama, especially in the

films opening moments. The
acting is realistic; one of ttje

Ups is a real cop. The scenes

between Bianco and Scheider
are all very good as they
reminisce about their past, all

the time wary about each other
and their positions. And of
course there is a final shoot-
out.

All this is very entertaining,
but it does raise some good
questions. In most of the cop
films, revenge is a legitimate
reason for going beyond the
law as in The Seven-Ups. Is

this justifiable? Is it not time
for Hollywood to curb the
endless cop films? Is there no
stop to violence on the screen?
The situation becomes rather
scary when one can witness
killing after killing and feel

nothing. (Violence is handled
fairly well in this film.) I don't

wish to spoil anyone's en-
tertainment; I also like to be
entertained, but one should be
aware of what one is watching.
What are the implications?
How am I being manipulated?
Films hold a powerful in-

fluence over us. They serve as
a form of entertainment, but
many are raising some very
important issues about our-
selves and our society. So let us
continue to be entertained, but
try to be a little more aware of

what the film is trying to do or
say.

I don't have answers to the
questions raised, but I feel that
something is wrong when there
is no stop to violence on the
screen, or the endless stream
of cop films. Is this what the
public wants?

Narcs Shut Down "Drug" Play
A MIDSUMMER'S NIGHT
DREAM
Hampshire College

Feb. 11-17

by Michael Grossman
Hampshire College's

production of A Midsummer
Night's Dream was a delightful

night for those, myself in-

cluded, who were just craving
to see a live Shakespearian
performance. For me, at least,

it has been a long time. I

arrived with two friends rather
early and we found ourselves
talking to one of the actors who
was cleaning up from the night

before. Ralph Anderson, who
was celebrating his birthday

incidentally, felt that the

performance that night

(Wednesday) was going to be

the best due to the initial sell-

out and the availability of

enough energy for the lighting

and the recorded music, a

problem that popped up the

first two nights. And, indeed, it

was a fine performance. After

the play, I remarked that the

actors had more fun than we
had.

Although the play abounded
with dream and illusion, as any
good performance of this play
should, I felt the real strength
of the performance lied in the
veracious comedy the play
itself possesses. Or, as a friend

of mine stated, "I haven't
laughed so hard in over five

years." The sheer comic
treatment given to the
misguided relationships,
courtesy of our fairy prankster
Puck (Shari Belafonte), and
the excellent performance
turned in by Stephen Steisel as
Nick Bottom, transcended the
dream-like setting into

somt.hing so ridiculously real

that Shakespeare's greatness
cannot be denied.

Nevertheless, our
imaginations were tantalized

during what I thought to be the

most enjoyable moments of the

entire play. The encounter be-

tween the fairy goddess
Titania (Dede Burns) and the

'ass', Nick Bottom, ended in a

marshmallow free-for-all with

her jovial, audience toying
fairies Mustardseed (Ralph

Anderson), Moth (Kevin
Gilles), and Cobweb (Nick
Kroes).
t did have its weaknesses

though. The end dragged out,

particularly the peasant's play
Pyramus and Thysby. The
most notable weakness,
though, was the character of

Puck. Ms. Belafonte handled
the physical aspect of jumping
about, maneuvering between
1: actors and pretending to be
invisible rather well, but her
acting fell a bit short. It

seemed to me that she could
not deli/er the significance
Puck is given in this play
toward the mortals. For
example, when he looks on the
mixed-up lovers, (Act III, Sc.

II) he states "what fools these
mortals be!" this very key
line, where we clearly see
Shakespeare's intent on having
a character Puck, was
delivered so complacently that

it had no affect whatsoever.
Fine performances were given
by others, particularly Jeff

Steele (Lysander) and Chris
Bancel (Oberon Theseus)

"The encounter between the fairy goddess, Titania, and the ass,
Nick Bottom ended in a marshmellow free-for-all."

along with Colette Cutter
(Hermia) and Kathy Kar
tiganer (Helena).
Combined with all of this, the

elaborate costumes,, the

Elizabethan dancing and
music made this more than
just a Shakespearian play. It

was, in all respects, an
Elizabethan show.
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Weekend Do's
by Arthur Levine

The Adventures of Robin Hood (1938) + ++
One of Warner Brothers most satisfying

adventure films. Starring Error Flynn as
Robin, Claude Rains as Prince John, and Basil
Rathbone as Guy of Gisbourne. Directed by
Michael Curtiz. Friday 7: 30 and 9:30 at Merrill
Center, Amherst College.

American Graffiti ++ +
This film is more than just another nostalgic

look into the fifties. It grapples with the very
real difficulties of growing up and find.ing a
niche for oneself in the adult world. The film

recounts the exploits of four friends on the
night before they are to go their separate ways;
some to college, others to continue to haunt the
local street corners. There's a lot of fun apd
good music, but also some interesting studies
of American youth. Playing at the Academy of

Music, Northampton and the Mountain Farms
Mall.

i

Beyond the Valley of the Dolls +
A doltish and sappy sequel to the famous

Valley of the Dolls: rated X; shown at 6:30,

9:00, and 11:30 in the Campus Center
Auditorium on Tues., March 5.

Black Orpheus (1958) + +
"The myth of Orpheus and Eurydice was

given a Negro setting in this visually splendid
but dramatically unsatisfactory piece written
and directed by Marcel Camus. With Marpessa
Dawn and Bruno Mello." At the Globe, Nor
thampton, 8:30.

Duck Soup + +++
An uproarious political satire with Groucho

as Prime Minister Firefly of Freedonia. Chico
and Harpo play peanut vendors who become
secret agents. Their job — to spy on Groucho
for his scheming enemy, Tarentino, the Prime
Minister of Sylvania. A highlight of the movie is

the incomparable mirror scene. Two Road
Runner cartoons will also be shown. Saturday,
March 2, Thompson 104 at 7, 9 and 1 1

.

The Exorcist + ++
A hair-raising horror show, based on the

work by William Blatty. It deals with the

possession of a young girl by demonic spirits

and subsequent exorcism. Recommended for

those who like to dabble in the occult and -or are
strong of stomach. Showcase Cinemas, West
Springfield.

Jonathan Livingston Seagull +
"Screen droppings from the novel add up to

laughable absurdity, with gulls who talk like

adult idiots and music that defies the ear, fine-

feathered or human. Seemingly endless and
strictly for the gullible." Campus Cinemas.

A King in New York (1937) + ++
Charlie Chaplin stars directs and composes

the music for this film. "Fleeing a revolution in

his own country, King Shahdov (Chaplin) takes

refuge in the USA. He is suspected of being a

Communist and brought before the Un-

American Activities Committee, but the film

ends with his return to Europe. This was
produced after Chaplins' departure from the

US and is largely autobiographical. Sponsored

by the Amherst Film Coop Monday at 6, 8, 10 at

Thompson 104.

Last Tango in Paris (1973) ++++
A must for every serious filmgoer . Bertolucci

has perfectly recreated the nightmare world of
a very lonely man, played by Marlon Brando,
who has just about given up on life, until a
young woman, Maria Schneider, enters his life.

In one last desperate attempt to find something
to live for, he enters into an unusual love affair

in which their pasts remain unknown and the
present is all that matters. The ending con
firms his and Bertolucci's negative suspicions
about the possibilities of uncomplicated love in

the modern world. Amherst Cinema.

Magnum Force + +
The sequel to Dirty Harry, with Clint

Eastwood reciting his lines like he just sat on
his 44 Magnum. A lot of action but little

suspense. Mountain Farms Mall.

McQ + +
John Wayne fights the forces of evil in this

police drama Wayne plays a clean cop who
turns in his badge and becomes a private eye
militants instead of following the narcotics
lead Wayne knows to be the key. This film
will definitely win him a permanent place in

the Harvard Lampoon Hall of Fame. Showcase
Cinema, West Springfield.

Little Big Man (1972) ++ +
The epic tale of Jack Crabb (Dustin Hoff

man), who at a very early age was captured by
the Pawnee and rought up as one of their own,
until by chance he is brought back to the

"civilized" world. The film vividly portrays the

white man's inhumanity to the Indians in a
very personalized way that is rare in American
cinema. The narrative wanders a bit, and
possibly there is too much coincidence to take
seriously; nevertheless a very entertaining and
moving film. Tuesday at the Campus Center

Auditorium at 6:30, 9:00 and 11:30.

The Miracle of Morgan's Creek (1943) + + ++
"An outrageous satirical farce, written and

directed by Preston Sturges, about a small-
town girl who gets drunk at an army party,

marries a soldier whose name she thinks is

Ratskywatsky, can'! find him, and has terrible

trouble getting someone else to marry her
without admitting she's pregnant; finally

becomes a heroine by presenting the nation
with sextuplets. Prudes could console them-
selves with the thought that the film made quite
a comment on the morals of the nation in time
of war." Amherst Film Cooperative, Friday at

7:30 and 9:30 at Merrill Science Center,
Amherst College.

Orpheus (1949) + + +
"A strange poetic fantasy written and

directed bv Jean Cocteau, based on the myth of

Orpheus and Eurydice, but with twists of his

own. Its real meaning is obscured, but there is

much pleasure to be gained from watching it

purely as a piece of instinctively successful
cinema using all the devices of the medium.
Photographed by Nicolas Hayer, music by
Georges Auric, with Jean Marais as Orpheus
and Maria Casares as Death." At the Globe,
Northampton, 7 and 10:10.

Papillon +++
Steve McQueen and Dustin Hoffman star in

this epic adventure film, based on the memoirs
of the late Henri Charriere, who at the age of 25

was sentenced to a life of hard labor in the
French penal colony of Guiana. Unlike most
protagonists in this age of the anti-hero,

McQueen displays the virtues which enable
him to overcome what appear to be in-

surmountable hardships and achieve freedom.
Sometimes the flashbacks to Charriere's

younger days in Paris appear obtuse; still the

superb acting of McQueen and the sheer
fascination with his struggle for freedom, save
the film from mediocrity. Campus Cinemas.

Paper Chase + + +
A drama exploring the rigors of a Harvard

Law school student. Some excellent per
formances, especially John Houseman as a
professor of contractual law. An interesting
film, but the melodramatic finish leaves one
wondering if the script writer didn't just run
out of gas. Mountain Farms Mall

Serpico + +
Al Pacino plays an honest cop who blows the

whistle on police corruption in New York. A
dramatically explosive film that documents
Serpicos fight for his integrity and his life.

Showcase Cinemas, West Springfield.

Sleeper + + + +
Allen is the writer, director and star of this

new film which finds him awakening in 2173
after being frozen for 200 years after an
operation for an ulcer went amiss. This
futuristic satire is full of the usual Allen one
liners and sight gags, but with some
Chaplinesque slapstick added Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield.

Sleuth (1973) + ++
This acrobatically cunning and intricately

well directed film, starring Michael Caine and
Laurence Olivier, has all the suspense any
amateur Sherlock could ask for. The plot in-

volves the plans of two masterminds who at-

tempt to best one another at the others game.
Superb acting. Thursday at 7 and 9:30 at the
SUB.

Some Like it Hot (1959) + + ++
Billy Wilders very funny film about two

roaring twenties musicians who are on the

Lam from a group of Chicago mobsters. Tony
Curtis and Jack Lemmon pose as unlikely

members of an all girl band in order to make
their escape, but experience some difficulty in

keeping up the pretense when they discover

that Marilyn Monroe is also a member of the

combo. A zany comedy with Marily giving one
of her more memorable performances. Also
starring George Raft and Joey Brown.
Tuesday, 9:15 at Gamble Auditorium, Mount
Hoi yoke.

The Sting + + ++
Newman and Redford excel as a pair of con

men operating in Chicago about the time of the

depression. But the film is more than just these

two charming heros. The elaborately planned

con of an underworld kingpin keeps the

audience guessing from the start to finish, with

the finale leaving one thoroughly astounded.

It's an authentic look into the Thirties with a

number of Joplin rags thrown in. For sheer

entertainment it can't be beat. Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield.

Superdad +
"Fatuous Disney effort about all -American

father who is spurred on to a togetherness

campaign with his off -to-co I lege daughter. He
is a well-meaning boob, and Mama is won-
derful. Uninspired, shopworn and superbad.

Bob Crane and Barbara Rush. Showcase
Cinemas, West Soringfield.

Explanation of Ratings
+ ++ +.. A superior film

++ +— Worth some attention

++ If you have nothing else to do
+ Stay home and catch up on your
sleep

Live Music, Live Music
CONCERTS

BOSTON
Cecil Taylor — Mar. 1-3, Jazz

Workshop
Jackson Browne — Linda Ronstadt

— Mar. 1, Orpheum
Ed Vadas Blues Band — Mar. 1-3,

Speakeasy
How I in' Wolf — Mar. 1 & 2, Joe's

Place
lOcc— Tracy Nelson & Mother Eart>

— Mar. 1-3, Performance Center
Cannonball Adder ly Quintet — Mar.

1-3, Paul's Mall

Weather Report — Jeremy Steig —
Mar. 1, Perf Center

Dave Mason — Henry Gross — Mar.

2, Orpheum
Aerosmith — Blue Oyster Cult —

Mar. 9, (7 & 10) Orpheum
Keith Jarrett Quartet — Mar. 5-10,

Jazz Workshop

Freddie Hubbard — Barry Manilow
— Mar. 4-10, Paul's Mall
Humble Pie — Spooky Tooth —

Montrose — Mar. 15, Music Hall
Joe Walsh & Barnstorm — Marshall

Tucker — Mar. 16, Orpheum
Deep Purple — Mar. 19, Boston

Garden
Helen Reddy — Mar. 24, Symphony

Hall

Kinks — April 10, Music Hall

UMASS
Netherlands Wind Ensemble —

March 7, Bowker Auditorium.
The Manhatten Project Co.

"Endgame" — March 1, Bowker
Auditorium.

SMITH
China Exhibition — Feb.

College Museum of Art.
21, Smith

LOCAL MUSIC
Howhn' Wolf — March 3, The Rusty

Nail.

Fat — March 1-2, The Rusty Nail.
Seagull — March 4, The Rusty Nail.
Open Road Band — March 6,

Quicksilver.

Tumbleweed — March 1-2,

Quicksilver.
Foster — March 6, The Rusty Nail.
John Morgan — March 6, The Pub.
Cuckoo's Nest — March 2, The Pub.
Doc Sullivan — March 1, The Pub.
D. J. (Happy Hour 3-6) — March 1,

The Pub.
Sweet Basil — March 1, 2, & 3, Dial

Tone Lounge, Hatfield.

Then a fast change of pace as
"Ice Cycles" take over. Now
hear this! All skates on deck.

its "Ship-a-Hoy".

EATHER
REPORT
Josef Zavvir
Wayne Shorter-

I

Al Johnson i

[Ishmael Wrlburn
Dom Um Romao

JEREMY
STEIG
THURSDAY & FRIDAN
FEB 28 MARCH 1

Golda Meir resigns as Israeli government head
V S** I>HO t I r* mm g m fc v w^ __JERUSALEM (AP) — Premier Golda Meir announced yesterday she

was resigning as head of the Israeli government.
The 75-year-old leader made the stunning announcement at a closed

meeting of her Labor party executive, or governing council, Transport
Minister Shimon Peres said. Then she walked out of the meeting.
Mrs. Meir told the party leadership she would not be premier of Israel's

next cabinet, evidently because she was thwarted in the efforts she has
been making for the past two months to put together a broad coalition
government.
"This is my final decision," Mrs. Meir declared. Peres said "it would

take a political miracle" to persuade Mrs. Meir to retain the premiership.
The surprise announcement came just two weeks after Defense

Minister Moshe Dayan threw the Labor party into turmoil by refusing to
join Israel's next cabinet.

Israel's state radio said Mrs. Meir would make her resignation for-
mally to president Ephriam Katzir, the ceremonical head of state. The
radio said she would probably meet Katzir Sunday night.
Mrs. Meir has led the Israeli government since 1969. Her refusal to

form a new cabinet left the Labor party floundering without a clear
successor, after dominating Israeli politics since the state was formed 25
years ago.
Peres said Mrs. Meir gave no detailed explanation of her walkout, but

said she implied the reason was "the half-hearted reception" for her
plans to form a minority government.
Neither the party nor ministers of the present caretaker cabinet in-

dicated who might take over as premier. One of Mrs. Meir's aides
speculated that Dayan might emerge as the new government leader.
Among the chief candidates for premier were Finance Minister Pinhas

Sapir, Daputy Premier Yigal Allon and Foreign Minister Abba Eban.
"I have tried to serve to the best of my ability," the radio quoted Mrs.

Meir as saying. In an inside report of the session where Mrs. Meir an-
nounced she was stepping down, the radio said she told her party
colleagues, "It would have been better if I had resigned in August or
September" — before the October Middle East war.
The Labor alignment, Israel's military leadership and Mrs. Meir's

entire establishment have come under heavy public criticism for the lack
of preparation for the war and early losses in the Arab onslaught.
But Mrs. Meir told the party, "I reject the claim that we have failed.

We in the government have not failed and neither has anyone else," the
radio quoted her as saying.
Party executives at the meeting said Mrs. Meir had announced a new

minority cabinet - with Yitzhak Rabin, a former ambassador to
Washington replacing Dayan as defense minister — and only later
disclosed she would not continue as premier.

Golda Mier

new england's

largest

college daily

the massachusetts weather

daily collegian
Lizzie Borden took an axe.
Gave her father fourty wacks.
When she found what she had done
She gave her mother fourty-one.

Now, write a fourty page essay...
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. Gifford: 'Major discrepancy'

in recent remarks by Quinn

Attorney General Robert H. Quinn

By MARK VOGLER
MDC Staff

Massachusetts Common Cause chairman K. Dunn
Gifford said Sunday that there is a "major
discrepancy" in recent remarks made by state
Attorney General Robert H. Quinn on the subject of
his personal finances.

Quinn refuses to participate in a campaign
monitoring project sponsored by Common Cause -
ct said during a University of Massachusetts video

taped program last week that he would be willing to
make his personal finances public.

"I certainly want to go back to the Attorney
General and clarify this apparent discrepancy,"
Gifford said.

"He told the student press at the University one
thing; and then turned around and told Common
Cause just about the opposite We'll have to see
whether he is or is not willing to release the requested
information."

According to Gifford, 16 candidates for state
constitutional offices, including Gov. Francis W.
Sargent and Democratic gubernatorial candidate
Michael S. Dukakis have agreed to cooperate in
reporting their campaign expenditures.
Christopher Sophinos, producer of WUMV's

"Telepolitics" (UMass video production) of which
Quinn was a guest last week, also said the
discrepancy was "definite."

"I definitely have to say that he was positive in his
response to a reporter's question about making public
his personal finances," Sophinos said.
"After he answered 'sure', he didn't refute the fact

that he would allow his finances looked at. He only
raised the view that he couldn't see the purpose this
would serve."

Quinn's actual response to the question of his
willingness to disclose personal expenditures to the
public was: "Sure, but what has that got to do with
my ability to be Governor?"

"It isn't a question of whether I'm richer or poorer
than the other fellow in dollars and cents. It's a
question as to whether I'm richer or poorer in ideas
and the ability to implement them."
Sophinos suggested that Quinn might have changed

his stand on the issue in a manner which would be
more accomodating to UMass students.

"It has been proven by Watergate that politicians
don't always say what they feel — it just goes to show
the public what a politician is capable of doing," he
said.

"WUMV will be interviewing all the gubernatorial
candidates this spring, and it is important that our
reporters asking the questions do look for the
discrepancies and point them out.

"And we do expect each of the candidates to
respond to the questions as honestly as possible; it's

(Continued on P. 6)

Grand jury report discusses executive clemency
J£ZFX?LV**Am*} .

Two and the raising of hush money, .There were reoorts that the rasp to nmtrti *iipnt and KM. nf ~-
*Two

subjects of the sealed grand jury
report on President Nixon involve
discussion of executive clemency

Heath may
resign soon
LONDON (AP) Prime

Minister Edward Heath has
failed to win the support he
needs from the Liberal party to

stay in office and he will resign

soon, a senior politician in

Heath's Conservative party
said Sunday night

The source, who was in-

formed about discussions
Heath held with his cabinet,

said Queen Elizabeth II is now
expected to ask Harold Wilson,

leader of the opposition Labor
party, to form a government
when Heath resigns

Wilson returned from his

farm outside London Sunday-

night to await a summons from

the queen, perhaps as early as

Monday His Labor party won
the most seats in Thursday's

general election but fell short

of a parliamentary majority

Sec earlier story. Page ll

and the raising of hush
sources indicated Sunday
The 50-page report was handed

to U.S. District Judge John J.

Sirica Friday by a grand jury that
also indicted sevenformer Nixon
aides and campaign officials for

allegedly trying to block the in-

vestigation of the Watergate
break-in.

It was learned that the 23-

member grand jury which spent 20
months investigating the break-in
and cover-up was determined to
take some action based upon its

findings concerning the President.

The panel finally voted to give a
secret report to Sirica with a
recommendation he pass it to the
House impeachment inquiry.
Special Watergate prosecutor Leon
Jaworski advised the jurors that
the House was the proper forum for
any action against the President

Sirica could decide as early as
Monday whether to follow the
grand jury's recommendation.

The Washington Post ana New
York Times reported that the

jurors concluded in the report that

Nixon was involved in the con-

spiracy to cover-up

There were reports that the

panel also suggested the judge
make its presentment public if he
sends it to the House.

Sirica ordered all parties in the

case to remain silent and little of

the substance of the secret report
could be learned.

The indictment indicated that

the grand jury, which had access to

White House tapes, accepted

Dean's version of key events in the
alleged cover-up and conspiracy, a
version that says Nixon was more
involved than he has so far ad-
mited.

(Continued on P. 6)

WHERE ARE THEY? About 200 people waited in eager juitfcjpationtor ;
streaker extravaganza last Friday. A rumored 15 people were to flash from
Whitmore to Goodell during the break between 12:05 and 12:20. However the hasty
deed was called off when a police car was coincidentallv parked in back of Herter
Hall. The rumor had obviously been well spread because one student showed up

_vvith_a portable videotape set. I'tmlll ;ind ( n|l\ k\ Hill 1(|>(«-I
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Music head discusses job so far

Dr. Robert Sutton

By JAMS BERGMAN
"Yet it wounded him still to think that he would

never be but a shy guest at the feast of the world's
culture."

JAMES JOYCE, Portrait of the

Artist as a Young Man

"I found things out that were pleasantly sur-
prising."

That was one reason why Dr. Robert Sutton
recently decided to accept the chairmanship of the
University Music Department. Dr. Sutton had been a
teacher at the Eastman School of Music at the
University of Rochester, one of the oldest and most
prestigious institutions of it's kind.

"I didn't think that it was a likely thing that I would
come here." After more thought, however, Dr. Sutton
found the post attractive, largely due to "a very
positive first impression" of the faculty and ad-
ministration here.

Dr. Sutton was one among several people ap-
proached for the position. When finally offered the
job, Dr. Sutton asked for exposure to the student
community here before making his decision.

A schedule was therefore arranged for Dr. Sutton
to attend a series of rehersals, classes and per-
formances. "This was the critical and decisive factor

in my decision to accept the job,
'

' he said.

Having been at UMass six months now, Dr. Sutton
says he is satisfied with the faculty, students and
"supportive efforts of the administration."

Dr. Sutton's background affords him a genuine
understanding of the needs and potentialities of the
music department. He is now concentrating his ef-

forts on strengthening graduate studies in the form of
larger summer sessions as well as the development of
a music program for doctoral candidates, a degree
not offered by any of the six New England state
schools.

"This department owes the university as much
service as it can possibly give and I hope to be able to
do more." This was Dr. Sutton's response to the
problem of accomodating non-music majors with
music appreciation courses.

In reference to a department specialty, Dr. Sutton
expressed his desire to see "an even greater ex-
pansion in offerings in Afro-American music and jazz
— one in which we can take great pride."

Dr. Sutton believes that the kind of student that the
music department attracts is "highly motivated,
having to spend considerable amounts of time in
solitude — I suppose they do feel more like a part of
the department than the university."

Changes in attitude sighted in Israel

By ROBERTA MARTONE
The Israeli-Arab war has at least brought about a

definite change in attitude for most Israelis, said
Amos Elon, a journalist from Israel, in a speech
sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors Program last
night.

According to Elon, the post-war "period of grace
when it was fashionable to be a jew" in Israel, is over.
"We must face the changes and the disillusion-

ments they bring with them", Elon said.

Some illusions Elon cited were: the feeling that
Israel could deter the Arab aggression; that the
Israeli status-quo could continue in a "diplomatic
vacuum"; that, in case of war, the United States and
Europe would view Israel with sympathy as in the
past.

More optimistically, Elon said there was a "ray of
light" from the support given by Jews in the US and
Europe.

Next, Elon spoke of the predicament of the younger
generation because of the Israeli victory in 1969. He
also compared the previous Arab-Israeli fighting

with the current war. He said that this war seemed to
be the most brutal and senseless.

Yet, Elon stressed that "the basic humanity and
sacredness of life has not been cheapened. The Roots
of Judaism remain."

Elon also drew a comparison between Israel today
and Czechoslovakia in 1938. He said, although there
are obvious differences, there are also similarities
between the two countries. He cited, as examples, a
hostile minority and "familiar rhetoric", but said the
comparison shouldn't be drawn too far.

More positively, Elon said he was hopeful because
the Arabs are now saying they want peace, and are
agreeing to attend a peace conference. Active peace
negotiations by the US have also lifted his hopes.

Finally, Elon said there were "new voices in the
Arab world", and quoted articles written by Arabs
that were pro Israel.

Elon concluded, "We must now look for new modes
of compromise. We must try and find new and
imaginative avenues that will lead us out of this

deadlock." He then opened the floor to questions.
Amos Elon

Umies still struggling with parking policy
Bv MARK VOCI.FR ... " * JBy MARK VOGLER

MDC Staff

More and more University of
Massachusetts students are having
their day in court.

No, the crime rate is not on the
rise. But ticketing and towing are
certainly topping all other ac-
tivities on campus
The problem is the u..p^:'ar

parking policy's present im-
plementation. Many are obviously
at odds with the UMass ad-
ministration-when you consider
the fact that over 18,000 ticket
violations have been recorded in

Hampshire County District Court
during the past three months while
Amherst Towing seems to be
having a field day at the students'
expense.

But the parking policy is not
being challenged nearly so much
as its enforcement-which some
consider unethical.

This week the Collegian explored

in a series of interviews with the
student attorney, a student senate
leader and Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery whether the policy
should continue to be enforced
through the local court system or
be dealt with by the University.
"The principle problem of the

system at the moment is that the
University is trying to enforce by
club,'* says student attorney
Richard Howland.

"If the system is desireable, it

would work. Anything that would
generate 18,000 tickets in three odd
months can't be working all that
well."

Howland said the University
must solve the problem without
going through the Hampshire
County District Court system.
The University should adopt a

self-enforcing system, but with all

tow zone violations being strictly

enforced, he said.

"But we need an operational
system -one that we can use with
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reasonable assurance as a form of
tax to implement our own goals.
It's all part of the same package."
he said.

"If your option for transit is

personal, then we have a right to
assess you and use the tax as an
instrument of social policy.

"Transit and pollution are tied
up. and there is nothing wrong to
use one to reduce the other-
because they are inextricably
wound t

r iether."
David Booker, speaker of the

UMass undergraduate sentate,
urges that parking policy troubles
"should be kept in the house,"
rather than being decided in court.
"Every time a student goes over

to Northampton court, he gets a
record. At an institution of higher
education, I'd much rather see this
type of thing kept in the house,"
Booker said.

"There should be a con-
sciousness on this campus which
would accept a fair parking
proposal and live with it. If they
think it's fair, they're going to live
with it and not fight it. We don't
really need strong penalties to
enforce it."

Booker added that the manner in
which the University formulated
the parking policy was
"questionable ethics."

"There was a totalbreak-down in
student governance-it was drawn
up in secrecy without the students*
imput," he charged.
"And there's a strong question as

to why those tactics were involved-

-it's too good to be incidental."

"We can't have a self-enforcing

policy because it won't work,"
declares Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery.
"We car 't depend upon good will

to make it work, because un-

fortunately we just don't deal with
good will anymore.
"What do you do for the guy who

pays money to park in a con-
venience spot -and when he comes
into the parking lot, his spot is

taken?"
Bromery said that the strict

AMHERST CHINESE FOOD
62 Main St., Amhtni

Tel. 253-7835
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enforcement of the parking policy

stemmed from the teedback of the
people who expressed their
opinions on the matter.

It would be ideal to set up a
system within the University as an
alternative to the criminal law
system, Bromery agreed, "but not
feasible."
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Streaking: What the dickens is it all about?
ByMIKEHENAULT

Rumors, facts, and fabrications swung widly in all

parts of campus this weekend. Twenty-five in Cen-
tral. Seven with torches in streak-in at the Campus
Pond Saturday night. It was too much to track down
and becoming increasingly evident that everybody
had their own streaking story and it was probably
more fantastic than the one you just heard.
Just everybody at UMass has figured out that

streaking has arrived.

since the practice began last fall at the University

of Florida streaking has spread northward with the

warm weather.
Everywhere this reporter went last weekend people

were talking about the newest cultural "fad" to hit

this campus.
"What's the record so far?"
"252?"

"No, I heard 400 did it at North Carolina."

Reaction to streaking ranged from wild exhiliration

on the part of some streakers to disqust on the faces

of a few observers.
The most frequent responses to the sight of the

naked runners stacked itself somewhere between
neutrality and a pleasant smirk.

Speculation ultimately arises : why do people do it?

For crystal ball gazing this reporter talked to several

local acedemics and streakers to see what they

thought about the developing situation.

"It's exhibitionism" says Psychology Professor

Alan Lieberman, "But it's not too serious and non
pathological."

Professor Mario DePillis, a social historian, said

that streaking was of no real social significance.

"It's much the same as gold fish swallowing in the

forties or panty raids in the fifties", Dr. DePillis said.

Well, it's March, you know, and people like to be

outdoors."

SW coordinator

Closeup of a Streaker
"I read about it, I thought it was

stupid". That's what Pete had to

say about "streaking" before he
tried it.

Peter Peterson (no joke), 18,

resides in 204 John Adams and is in

the process of starting a streakers
club on campus.
Peter, along with two com-

panions, gave a demonstration of
their skills Friday night in the
Southwest dormitory area. Before
he, Bill Carroll and a friend who
wished to remain nameless did,

they had their intension announced
over WMUA.
Then they 'struck'. Before an

estimated crowd of three hundred
people (with many more hanging
from the windows of the triple

tower area) Peter mounted the
pyramid structures and waved to

the cheering crowd like he had won
the decathlon. He continued the
process several times in the thirty

degree weather despite the fact

that he just recently got over a
case of bronchitis.

In an interview later Peterson
said, "It's definitely legitimate and
it's growing". Peterson added,
"every generation grows freer and
freer". Mr. Peterson agreed that

(Staff Photo-Jim t'appas)

Peter Peterson

streaking is a fad, but said that it

was important and showed that
people were upset with "society"
and wanted "a change."

Peterson, a pre-med major, says
he really always wanted to be an
actor.

Peter Peterson 18, of John Adams (see story aside)
considered by some the king of UMass streakers,
gave his impressions of the newest thing students can
do on this campus. "It's great," he said, you feel
really free."

Psycologist Norman Simonson commented, "Well,
it's more interesting than jogging."
Mary Jane Canavan, 20, who may have the

distinction of being the first woman streaker at
UMass., said i just wanted to do it. "Ms. Canavan
thought there was really nothing behind the whole
thing." "It's just for the sake of breaking a stupid
law."

Stephen Nissenbaum, associate professor of
American Cultural History said that people streak for
different reasons. Nissenbaum, co-author of a recent
book entitled Salem Possessed, claimed that
streaking has taken a different direction. Com-
menting on the incident of the three "advertised"
Southwest streakers Nissenbaum said," They
originally began with the idea of surprise,. "They
(streakers) wanted to begin with the idea of sur-
prise,, "they (streakers) wanted to "freak people
out," as the movement moves it seems to reflect the
various hang ups of the respective communities."

In a comment about streaking Pete Peterson
claimed that streaking had to be done in a group,
"Otherwise it's perverted".
Some generalizations made about streakers don't

seem to hold true. One was that females were usually
sober when they went streaking and males got arunk
or stoned before they decided to make the naked run.
Although the Southwest group of streakers have no
official rules or feelings on the subject, they claim
they have been streaking straight.

Nissenbaum theorized further that streaking is a
social act unlike skinny dipping as some streakers
claim. "It's a personal statement", he added.

Trying to strengthen the "education experience"
Within the confines of a corner office in

John Adams, Academic Affairs' Coor-

dinator, Maurianne Adams, works on
programs for the 5600 students in Southwest
so they can have an alternative to

University education.

The purpose of Adams' job is to turn a
cold, concrete, urban area, into a "living

and learning" environment. She, and the

Policy Board of SW, which consists of SW
heads of residence, students, faculty, and
Center representatives, have two ob-

jectives. They must try to serve the life

needs of the students. And, they must try to

supplement what the University offers.

The five Centers and the Houses are the
two right arms of the Academic Affairs

Office. They carry out the goals by offering

courses and colloquium during the school
term as well as during inter-session.

Enrollment in courses this semester is over
2,000 students.

Students, with the help of the Office,

organize faculty, graduate students and
other resource people to teach. Topics range

from Theater and Art, to Urban Studies,

Women's Studies, and Racial Un-
derstanding; making the program ap-

pealing to every student.

This semester, emphasis is on
strengthening the "educational experience

in the Houses." Melvill is developing an
International Studies Program, James has
the Environmental Science Program and
Racial Understanding is in McKimmie
House. A program in Urban and Community
Studies is being considered for the towers.

The towers tend to be the most difficult to

deal with because the students are not a
strong unit. Most are first year students,
and the turn-over each semester is greater
than that in any other dorm. Therefore,
Adams plans to develop a First Year
Program in these dorms. The Program
would answer questions dealing with living

and learning problems in SW and the
University.

Adams hopes that with student in-

volvement, a strong, legitimate, academic
program will develop in three to four years.

Project pulse

Umies polled on impeachment
On February 26, Project PULSE conducted an

opinion survey of UMass undergraduates and
graduates. The purpose of the survey was to collect

student opinion data on the question of impeachment
of Nixon and related political issues.

A random sample of UMass, Amherst, un-
dergraduates and graduates was taken for use in the
survey. 142 students were contacted.

A summary of major points trom the collected data
follow. A more detailed report is forthcoming.

1. 95 percent of those contacted considered them-
selves to be at least somewhat politically aware of

national and international events.

2. 82 percent lelt that Nixon has not been honest
with the people in regard to Watergate, while 10

percent felt that he was somewhat dishonest. 70

percent felt that Nixon was personally involved in or
had knowledge of the Watergate affair when it oc-

curred, and 80 percent felt that he was responsible for

or aware of the cover-up of the incident when the

cover-up occured. Futhermore. 81 percent felt that

his involvement warrants his impeachment or

resignation.

Tea Party for you

3. To the question, "How severe do you think the
damage would be to the nation if the president were to
be impeached," 25 percent responded "moderately

severe," 32 percent "slightly damaging," and 26

percent "insignificant damage." To the question "If

Nixon should vacate his office, how do you feel about
Gerald Ford becoming president," 39 percent said

that Ford is acceptable, and 29 percent disapproved
of the idea. Somewhat surprisingly, 71 percent felt

that the question of Nixon's resignation or im-
peachment would not have arisen if it had not been
for the Watergate affair.

4. 59 percent of those who were contacted did not
feel that the Watergate scandal may have taken such
prominence as a result of a power play on the part of
the Democrats, while 22 percent did. 77 percent felt

that political reporting in this country was at least

somewhat biased, while 17 percent felt that it was not
biased. 51 percent felt that the Watergate and related
issues have very much caused the Republican party
to lose its credibility with the public, and 39 percent
felt that this was so only to an extent.

5. 82 percent said that they believed that political

subterfuge (spying, etc. > is a common occurrence in

government.

yJEANMURRAY
Tea Party Member

The Tea Party is the only visable radical electoral

politics to date in Amherst. The party originated in

the winter of 1972 when Ken Kesey drew a post-acid

crowd to Amherst College.

Kesey abandoned his apolitical "Beatles" peace
philosophy and advocated that students peaceably
control their own community life thru the new youth
ballot This turnabout astonished the crow. 2000 of

whom drifted away in disappointment that electric

Koolade was not served
Kesey charied an informal convention of 1000 who

chose an enthusistic committee to germinate a local

partv The committee worked for months writing a

scholarly draft platform and called a spring con-
vention. No energy gathered and all save one of the

original committee lost heart and abandoned the

project

The Tea Partv has mdiired horauw its lucid

»

statement of small-tf wn political philosophy has

inspired a few die-hards to stick it out in the Amherst
doldrums. The party's present nature is simply (Da
basic statement of values centering on true self-

government. (2) a large platform of specific planks

proposing to realize self-government and the mellow

life. (3^ a small sometimes-active membership in-

cluding one local party at Hampshire College, and (4)

a much larger cheering section of students and
disaffected townspeople of all ages and stations. Tea
Party members are spokespeople for the re-

education phase of radical electoral poltics. The
party is not yet a political movement except as part of

the national picture.

A member is one who : 1 1 1 shares Tea Party values,

( 2 1 takes action on the platform or his-her own plank

.

and (3 > does not actively oppose any Tea Party plank

Because the Party has no power-structure members
hold one vote in all decision-making processes.

Whitmore changes

now under way
By BARBARA VOQRHEBfl

MIX Staff

The reorganization of Whitmore administration went into the talking
stages at the beginning of this semester. Progress in this reorganization
will be reported each week in the Collegian.

Steps being taken in the reorganization of the administrative structure

at UMass were listed by Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery in a Collegian

interview Friday. Bromery said he hop » planning stages will be com-
pleted by the end of this semester and that the new organizational set-up

would be implemented this summer.
Steps listed include:

—1) Defining functions of the present administration.
—2) Defining functional areas which the administration should cover.
—3) Defining the relationships between functional areas.
—4) Discussion on alternatives for developing a framework for the

reorganized administration.

Bromery said the next step would be to discuss the reorganization with
individuals within the administration, faculty members and represen-
tatives of the Student Government Association and other student groups.

Women voters to

hold crime lecture
The Amherst League of Women Voters will hold an open meeting on

Wednesday, March 13, at 8:00 p.m. in the Jr. H.S. Auditorium. Mr. J.H.

Daingerfield Perry will speak on crime and corrections and present a

slide show, "30,000,000 Rip-Off." A question and answer period will follow

the presentation.

Dain Perry was appointed Deputy Director of the Massachusetts
Council on Crime and Correction in February, 1973. Currently President

of the Boston Jaycees, Mr. Perry's involvement in prisons began in

March. 1972 when Commissioner Boone asked the Jaycees to enter MCI
Walpole just after the St Patrick's Day riot.

He then formed a Correctional Reform Committee in the Boston
Jcycees and worked in organizing a job market for parolees and setting

up a Speakers Bureau on Massachusetts Correctional Reform.
A resident of Boston's South End, Mr. Perry attended King's College,

Taunton, England, and the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland.
Kay Moran is in charge of the program. Refreshments will be served.
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Kissinger talks with German leaders
MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1974

BONN, Germany (AP) Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger arrived here
Sunday night, expecting a breakthrough in

the deadlocked European security con-
ference negotiations in Geneva.

After six months of virtual intransigence
between East and West, both sides are now
prepared to make concessions according to

a senior American official in the Kissinger
entourage.

Kissinger was to confer with Foreign
Minister Walter Scheel and Chancellor Willy
Brandt.

Besides the security conference, topics of

discussion were expected to include
European unity, the Atlantic alliance, and
the possibility of a mutual reduction of
American and Soviet troops in Europe.

The secretary of state tlew to Bonn from
Amman, Jordan, where Kissinger an-
nounced that the United States and Jordan
had reached "complete identity of views on
all subjects." He did not elaborate. Earlier
he said that King Hussein would visit

Washington on March 12.

Kissinger previously stopped in

Damascus, where senior American officials

said a "very wide gap" still separated Syria
and Israel. Kissinger has been trying to get
the two nations to agree to a troop
disengagement pact for the Golan Heights.
The secretary's Bonn visit came just

before two days of North Atlantic Council
talks in Brussels. Scheel will preside over
the discussions since it is the presidency of

the key European decision-making body.

Two days before the Kissinger visit,

Scheel and his French counterpart, Michel

Jobert, failed to make any apparent
progress in Bonn talks on the vital U.S.-

European energy co-operation issue.

Jobert said Friday he and Scheel did not

even discuss the French refusal to go along
with the eight other Common Market
members on energy cooperation with
Washington.

Kissinger's plans to inform Bonn and the

Brussels NATO council on his Middle East
talks apparently serve a dual purpose,

observers said.

The first concerns restoration of West
European confidence in U.S. defense and

security consultation after the European
furor over Washington's failure to give
advance word of a worldwide U.S. military
standby alei t ordered during the October
war.

Bonn officials said the other aim is to help
the Brussels foreign ministers decide
Monday and Tuesday on the Common
Market's future role in helping secure the
peace in an area vita? to Europe's trade and
security interest.

The officials said they expected a joint
European policy on trade, industrial and
political cooperation with the Arabs, an aim
made more urgent by an Arab offer of future
oil supplies in return for industrialization

help.

U.S. and the world

346 Killed in jet crash
PARIS ( AP) — A packed Turkish jetliner exploded

and slammed into a wooded slope north of Paris
Sunday, spewing debris and bodies for miles. French
authorities said all 346 aboard were killed, making it

the worst civil air disaster in history.
"It exploded with a great roar," said a witness.
The trijet DC10 had taken off only five minutes

earlier from Paris' Orly Airport after a stop on its
flight from Istanbul to London when it crashed into
the forest under sunny skies, rescue officials said.

Officials of Turkish Airlines said 334 passengers
and 11 crew members were aboard the fat-bellied
aircraft, which was reported loaded to capacity. But
Aymar Archille-Found, secretary of state at the
French Transportation Ministry, later told newsmen
on the scene there were 335 passengers. '

It was not immediately known wnetner any
Americans were among them.

"I was looking at the plane as it came over the
area," said a witness. "It was still climbing. Then it

suddenly pointed downward and crashed with a
heavy explosion."

French officials said there was no immediate ex-
planation for the crash. The Turkish communications
minister, Ferda Guley, said in Ankara that "con-
sidering the world situation" he was not ruling out
sabotage.

"The fact that debris of bodies was found in a
village more than 10 kilometers six miles from the
accident tends to prove the explosion occurred in
flight," said Archille-Found.
Another witness, who ran to the site right after the

airliner crashed, said:

"Through the black smoke I saw blood, blood
everywhere. Bits of bodies, scarred trees, shards ot
metal. It was horrible."

Pieces of the red-and-white plane jammed between
trees. Cushions and other material from the interior
hung draped over the stark winter branches. Parts of

'Bodies hung
from trees...'

bodies were buried in the undergrowth.
Rescuers carried away bodies in blankets and

paper bags. Firemen said that when the American-
made plane broke up into small pieces, it flattened a
part of the forest, a favorite picnic ground for

Parisians.

Rescuers reported strollers in a field nine miles
south of the main wreckage found seven bodies.
Helicopters hovered over the area to look for the
scattered bodies and debris.

The Turkish airline officials declined to reveal the
identities or nationalities of passengers and crew.
A spokesman for the British airlines said about 200

were Britons. They were to have taken other flights to

London but a strike of the British airways led them to

converge on Paris from various points in Europe to

take the Turkish het, the spokesman said.

The British rugby team, which played against
France here Saturday, intended to travel on the plane
but could not get bookings, airport sources said.

The highest previous known crash toll was 176,

records show. That count was recorded twice: when a
Soviet plane crashed near Moscow in October 1972,

and when a Jordanian Boeing 707 went down at Kano,
Nigeria, in January 1973.

The plane smashed to the ground shortly before

noon in the Forest of Ermenonville 24 miles north of

the French capital. It fell near a highway and three

villages, officials reported, but the point of impace
lay in an uninhabited spot and there were no reports

of casualties on the ground.
It was the second crash of a Turkish Airlines piane

in just over a month. A plane on an internal Turkish
flight from Izmir to Instanbul crashed Jan. 26, killing

63 persons.

The U.S. National Transportation Safety Board in

Washington announced it was sending a three-man
team to France to observe the investigation into the
crash

Addict is exorcised
NEW YORK ( AP) — A Roman Catholic priest fighting drugs in his East

Harlem parish used exorcism to try to banish the evil addiction and he
says the ritual brought some success — and a threat.

"It seemed nobody was doing what they should to fight drugs," said the
Rev. Phil Treanor. "We thought maybe God could do something about

He held his first exorcism in May, 1972. Surronunded by other priests
and nuns, Father Treanor called on God to oust the devils of dope and
then threw a vial of blood on the door of a building that had been a
hangout for dealers and addicts.

By JOHN VINOCl R
Xssociated Press Writer

MORTEFONTAINK, France
(AP) Bodies hung from trees. A
red shirt, a yellow dress death's
leftovers blowing crazily in the
wind over a charred forest
graveyard.

On the ground, stumps, trees

sliced off at the middle and burned
black. At the base ol them, like

offerings in a gruesome ritual,

more parts of bodies, more bits of

clothing, more pieces of metal
History's worst plane crash in a

damp forest north of Pans went
beyond statistics and into horror

Firemen lucking remains into

yellow plastic body bags turned

.uk\ gulped in nausea.

A French cabinet minister
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FEO allocation off to rough start
WASHINGTON (AP) - In or-

dering gasoline withdrawn from
stocks to increase February
supplies, the Federal Energy
Office was acting like a worried
father taking money from his
savings to feed the family until his
raise comes through.
The FEO knows that can't go on

forever, so the office expects to
*rite fewer, and smaller
emergency checks on its gasoline
account as its allocation program
shapes up.

In February, the allocation

program got off to a rough start,
plagued by unreliable data which
nevertheless showed a lopsided
distribution pattern.
To relieve the largest gasoline

shortages, energy chief William E.
Simon finallv ordered some 7 R
million barrels of gasoline drawn
from stocks aad distributed among
26 states and the District of
Columbia.
That represented about 3.5 per

cent of the nation's total gasoline
stocks of some 221 million barrels.
But in fact, the draw-down was

considerably more significant than
it appeared.
Most of the gasoline stocks are

not actually available for use
because much of it is tied up all the

time in pipelines, storage tanks,

refineries and tank-trucks.
The FEO itself bases its planning

on estimates by the National
Petroleum Council - industry
advisers to the government - that

gasoline stocks cannot be reduced
much below 195 million barrels
without starting to disrupt the

distribution system and create
shortages.

By that reckoning, stocks of 221

million barrels really represent
only about 26 million barrels of

available gasoline, and subtracting
7.8 million barrels would take a big

30 per cent bite out of that gasoline-
in-the-bank.

John C. Sawhill, deputy ad-
ministrator of the FEO, said last

Wednesday that the FEO may
have to tap gasoline stocks again,
especially if fuel demand goes up.
Fuel-saving measures have

succeeded in cutting gasoline
consumption as much as 13 or 14

per cent in recent weeks, but such
restraint may not continue once
spring weather arrives.

At the moment, gasoline stocks
are about the same as they were
last year but that offers little

reassurance. Last year they werea

far below normal, causing fears ot

shortages even without a cut-off of

Arab oil.

Without Arab oil, U.S. refineries

have been operating at only about
84 per cent of their capacity, so it

will be a strain for them to meet
this year's gasoline demand no
matter how hard they try.
Last Jan. 21, answering

questions for a Senate sub-

committee, Sawhill said the FEO
policy was to assume "that
inventories will not be allowed to

fall below the average levels of the

last two vears.
In other words, if the inventories

cannot be kept healthy any other

way, gasoline rationing may be

>sed.

The energy crisis

Energy week

Crisis over, but gas prices up

>

a

Federal Energy Office administrator William Simon
pauses in his testimony Tuesday before a Senate
Government Operations subcommittee on Capitol Hill.

Simon appeared before the subcommittee that is

hearing testimony on a proposal to create a depart-

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Gasoline prices continued their upward climb with

a bound as the new month began. And President
Nixon downgraded the energy situation from a crisis
to a serious problem.
Although Nixon noted last week that the gravest

difficulty would involve gasoline, he said the odds
against national gas rationing have improved
because of the federal government's efforts to up the
available amount of the fuel and reduce consumption.
And the President said concern for the availability

of gasoline would cause him to veto an emergency
energy bill passed Wednesday by Congress.
The National Petroleum Council, an oil-industry

advisory group, also voiced concern about the
quantity of gasoline. It warned that reduced
petroleum imports will force the nation to use even
less oil this spring or face, as an ultimate solution,
gasoline rationing.

The March 1 gasoline price increases, approved
earlier by the Federal Energy Office, included, two
cents a gallon for the service station operator, one
cent a gallon for the whole-saler and any pass-
through of higher prices refiners had to pay for crude
oil. The highest increase at the pump was noted in

Wisconsin - 13 cents a gallon for one brand.
ment of energy and natural resources.

States comply with 55 mph law

The threat to veto the energy bill also involved
prices. Included in the emergency legislation, which
Congress had had since before Christmas, was a roll-

back of the price of domestic crude oil.

Nixon said the rollback - estimated to mean four
cents less per gallon of gas at the pump.

-ultimately would reduce the amount of gasoline
available. Other energy developments during the
week:
-The FEO reduced the wholesale price of middle

distillate fuel oil, including home heating oil, by two
cents a gallon. Linked with the penny increase for
wholesale gasoline, the reduction was intended to
stimulate production of gasoline.

-The Shah of Iran said the United States is im-
porting as much oil now as before the Arab oil

boycott. FEO chief William E. Simon labeled the
statement "irresponsible and reckless." He said
America was importing six million barrels of oil a
day before the embargo and said the previous week's
statistics showed U.S. imports to be only 4.8 million
barrels a day.

-Delaware and New York became the fifth and
sixth states with mandatory gasoline distribution
systems based on the odd-even Oregon system.

Iwe

Slow down!
Federal legislation requiring a

nationwide 55-mile-per-hour speed
limit takes effect Monday and an
Associated Press survey shows the
states have complied with the law.

The measure, designed to con-
serve fuel by forcing motorists to

drive more slowly, was signed by
President Nixon on Jan 2. It gave
states 60 days to post a 55 mph.
speed limit or face the possible

cutoff of federal highway funds.

The deadline actually was
midnight Sunday, but the Tran-
sportation Department extended it

to 12:01 a.m. EDT Monday in order
to avoid weekend confusion.

All 47 states responding to the AP
survey had moved to lower the

speed limit by Sunday - some just
under the deadline. Speed limits in

most areas had been about 70
mph. - with variations depending
on the type of road and vehicle or
the time of day. The new laws
apply equally to all vehicles - cars,
trucks and buses - and are ap-
plicable 24 hours a day.
Some states got a head start on

the slowdown and federal officials

said the lower speed limits saved

lives. Dr. James P. Gregory, head
of the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, said last

week that there were 23 per cent
less deaths on the nation's high-
way's in January, 1974 than in the
same month of 1973.

California lowered the speed
limit to 55 m.p.h. Jan. 1 and of-

ficials estimated the move would
save 300 million gallons of gasoline
annually
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Summing up Watergate:
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In Mitchell, Stans trial
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"We wanted to keep the lid on."
By DONALD M. ROTHtfERG

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Watergate scandal yielded its

secrets slowly, grudgingly.

It began with a tenuous link to

the White House. Now, men who
had formed President Nixon's

innermost circle of advisers stand

accused of conspiring and lying to

conceal their involvement.
And locked in a courthouse safe

are findings returned by a federal

grand jury about the role played by
Nixon himself.

To John N. Mitchell, who
believed that "the most important
thing to this country was the re-

election of Richard Nixon," the

need in those days following tte

June 17, 1972, break-in at

Democratic National Committee
headquarters was simple:

"We wanted to keep the lid on."
A willing and active participant

in trying to keep that lid on the

scandal was John W. Dean III, the

White House counsel who came to

see the cover-up as a "cancer
growing on the presidency and that

if the cancer was not removed the

President himself would be killed

by it."

The lid rattled a bit, but it stayed
on through the 1972 election.

The cancer grew but the
President seemed stronger than

ever as he carried 49 states to

sweep to a second term in a

historic landslide.

But now, the lid is off, the cancer
detected.

After a 20-month investigation, a

federal grand jury spelled out

Friday the "deceit, craft, trickery

and dishonest means" by which
men so close to the President

sought to "obstruct and impede the

due administration of justice."

They were charges un-
precedented in American history.

And they may yet be over-

shadowed by the contents of a

sealed envelop handed to U.S.

District Judge Judge John J.

Sirica.

It is up to Sirica, already given
much of the credit for cracking the

Watergate case, to decide what to

do with that sealed presentment.
He only glanced at the first page
and gave no hint of what he saw
and what he might do.

The indictment gave some clues

to what the sealed report might
contain. While they carefully

avoided any mention of the
President, the jurors gave great
weight to Dean's testimony about
alleged offers of executive
clemency, the raising of hugh
money and Nixon's knowledge of

what his subordinates were doing
to keep the lid firmly in place.

It was learned earlier in the

week that special prosecutor Leon
Jaworski had decided that if any
action against the President were

warranted, the proper forum for it

was the House of Representatives
rather than the grand jury.

If Sirica agrees, the sealed

report and the brown satchel filled

with evidence that accompanied it

will go to the impeachment inquiry

already under way in the House.
But the judge also will have to

decide whether to release the

report to the public.

The American people have
waited a long time for the full story

of Watergate.
Few of the thousands who

flocked in a festive mood to

Washington to see President Nixon

inauguarted for a second term on

Jan. 20, 1973, were giving much
thought to Watergate. It had been a

bizarre incident that had little

headquarters.
They all were wearing surgical

gloves and had electronic equip-

ment with them. Police also found
they were carrying $2,300 most of it

in consecutively numbered $100

bills.

It wasn't until the next day that

one of the five was identified as
James W. McCord Jr., security
coordinator for President Nixon's
re-election committee.

In Los Angeles on June 18,

Mitchell was quick to condemn the
break-in

:

"There is no place in our cam-
paign or in the electoral process for
this type of activity and we will not
permit nor condone it."

According to the grand jury, on
the 17th, as soon as he learned of

WATERGATE: the scandal behind the re-election
campaign

effect on the campaign.
Not more than a handfull of the

spectators at the inauguration
knew that Jeb Stuart Magruder,
executive director of the inaugural
committee, would be a witness
three days later at the trial of the

Watergate conspirators. Fewer
still knew that Magruder planned
to lie.

According to the grand jury,

while plans were being made for

the inauguration, other planning
was under way in an atmosphere
far more furtive-at times,
desperate. The Watergate
defendants wanted money for
themselves and their families and,
above all, they demanded
assurances they would spend little

or no time in prison.

It all started to unravel at 2:30
a.m. on June 17, 1972. Frank Wills,
a security guard in the Watergate
office building, noticed that the
latches on two doors had been
taped so they would not lock. He
called the Washington police, who
arrested five men inside
Democratic National Committee

the Watergate arrests, Mitchell
met in Beverly Hills, Calif., with
Robert C. Mardian, a former
assistant attorney general who had
followed Mitchell in joining the re-

election committee.
Mardian was told to tell G.

Gordon Liddy to try to get Atty.

Gen. Richard G. Kleindienst to

arrange for the release of the
Watergate burglars. Liddy caught
up with Kleindienst at about noon
that day at Burning Tree golf

course and the attorney general
flatly rejected his suggestion of
preferential treatment for the
arrested men.

H.R. Haldeman, White House
staff chief, was in Key Biscayne,
Fla., with the President.
Haldeman called Gordon
Strachan, a member of his staff,

and told him to make sure the files

were clean. On orders from
Haldeman, said the grand jury,
Strachan destroyed documents on
June 18.

The next day at Key Biscayne,
Ronald L. Ziegler, presidential
press secretary, described the

|yuinn contradicts] Grand jury's
(Continued from P. l)

the reporters' job to ensure that."

Quinn indicated to Common Cause that he would
not cooperate in their campiagn monitoring project,

on the grounds that it was "an evasion of privacy."
"Frankly," Quinn wrote in a letter to Gifford last

week. "I do not see the necessity, nor the value of

your proposed monitoring project in light of the new
law and the fact the information you said you would
need is now being made available through the

Secretary of State's office."

Since writing the letter. Quinn has reportedly

learned that Common Cause also is requesting the

occupation and employers of all persons contributing

more than $100 — information which is not reported to

the Secretary of State.

Quinn. according to an aide, regards that request

as an evasion of his privacy and the privacy of his

contributors

Gifford said that while Massachusetts law does not

require the reporting of contributors* occupations

and employers, the information is required by new
Federal campaign laws

"Patterns of industries contributing to particular

candidates." would be analyzed, he said.

fornmon Cause. Gifford said, would attempt to find

out information about Quinn and any other non-

partinpafing candidates on its own

Nixon report
(Continued from P. 1)

After tne grand jury gave Sirica its indictment and
sealed report, the judge told the panel that it was not
being dismissed and that it would be called back into
session.

That led to speculation that there may be additional
charges brought against lesser figures involved in the
cover-up. There also was a possibility that the panel
could ask Jaworski to subpoena 27 White House tapes
related to the cover-up investigation that the
President refused to hand over.

In other developments:
-The two other Watergate grand juries reportedly

were close to returning charges in related in-

vestigations, including the activities of the White
House plumbers; the ITT anti -trust probe; campaign
contributions and campaign dirty tricks.

-David J. Williams, a Seattle attorney, has begun a

campaign to raise a $150,000 legal defense fund for

Ehrlichman Williams and four other friends of

Ehrlichman sent out a letter on Feb 4. seeking
donations

incident as "a third-rate burglary

attempt" and predicted some
people "may try to stretch this

beyond what is."

At the White House, John D.

Ehrlichman, domestic affairs

adviser to the President, told Dean

to get word to E. Howard Hunt Jr.

to get out of the country, the grand

jury said.

Ehrlichman and Charles W.

Colson, White House special

counsel, also allegedly told Dean to

take possession of the contents of

Hunt's office safe.

The disclosure by Tha
Washington Post on June 20 that

Hunt's name had been found in

address books belonging to the

Watergate burglars provided the

first public link leading directly to

the White House, for Hunt also was
identified as a consultant working
for Colson.

Mitchell, Magruder and Mardian
flew back to Washington from
California and, on the evening of

June 19, they met at Mitchell's

Watergate apartment. Dean
joined them and, according to the

grand jury, Mitchell suggested

that Magruder destroy material in

his files.

During the same frantic few
days, Liddy, who was counsel to

the campaign finance committee,
was spotted feeding documents
into a shredder.

Hugh W. Sloan Jr., the com-
mittee treasurer, later recalled

Liddy mumbling, "My boys were
caught last night. I made a
mistake by using someone from
here which I told them I would
never do."

What sent these men scrambling
for their shredders and burn bags?
One thing was the Gemstone file,

the fruits of the wiretaps installed

in the Democratic headquarters
during a break-in on May 22, 1972.

From Room 149 of the Howard
Johnson's Motor Lodge across
Virginia Avenue from the
Watergate, Alfred Baldwin, a
former FBI agent, monitored the
bugs planted May 28.

But Baldwin wasn't getting
anything from the bug placed on
the telephone in Democratic
chairman Lawrence F.

O'Brien's office. McCord and his

crew would have to go back in to fix

it, which they did June 17.

Magruder told the Senate
Watergate committee he gave
Mitchell Gemstone documents.
Mitchell called his testimony "a
palpable, damnable lie."

But the grand jury said that
when Mitchell denied knowing
about the Gemstone files or telling

Magruder to "have a bonfire with

the massachusetts

them" his statements, "as he then
knew were false."

Getting rid of incriminating
documents could solve one
problem. But what of the men
arrested. How long would they
remain silent?

It would take money, a lot of it, to

make it worth their while to

remain silent. They would need
expensive lawyers and assurances
their families would be cared for.

One week after the break-in,

Mitchell and Mardian met with
Dean and, according to the grand
jury, suggested that the CIA be
tapped for secret funds to support
the defendants. Ehrlichman also

thought that was a good idea, the
indictment said.

But officials at the CIA would
have no part of the deal.

With the CIA out of the picture,

Herbert W. Kalmbach seemed like

a logical alternative choice. A low-

profile California lawyer whose
firm represented the President on
personal tax and real estate
matters, Kalmbach was a premier
Nixon fund-raiser.

Kalmbach flew East in response
to a call from Dean and soon the

money began to flow, all of It in

cash and most of it delivered by
Anthony Ulasewicz, a former New
York policeman.
On July 7, Ulasewicz delivered

$25,000 to William O. Bittman,
Hunt's attorney. Eleven more
deliveries cited by the grand jury

accounted for a total of $402,500

funneled to the defendants.

Meanwhile, on June 20, the

President and Haldeman discussed
the need for a public-relations

counter-offensive to combat
Watergate. The taped record of

that conversation would be
obliterated mysteriously 16 months
later. How it happened remains
under investigation.

That evening the President and
Mitchell talked briefly on th"
telephone. No record of that

conversation survives
Nixon had said little about

Watergate until, at a news con-
ference Aug. 29, he said Dean had
conducted a thorough investigation

and had repooted that "no one in

the White House staff, no one in

this administration, presently
employed, was involved in this

bizarre incident."

On Sept. 15, the grand jury in-
dicted the five men arrested in the
Watergate break-in plus Liddy and
Hunt. That was it. According to
Dean, the President was pleased.

Finally, the Nov. 7 election was
over. The lid had stayed put.
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Ruling expected today on mistrial motion
NEW YORK (AP) - A judge is

expected to rule today whether the
criminal conspiracy case against
former Atty. Gen John M. Mitchell
and ex-Commerce Secretary
Maurice H. Stans should be
declared a mistrial.

A motion for a mistrial was
made Friday after Asst. U.S.
Attorney James W. Rayhill in-

structed jury members in his

opening statement they should put
themselves in the place of grand
jurors who indicted the two ex-
Cabinet officers.

The defense objected, con-
tending the statement was
prejudicial in that it implied the
trial jurors should infer guilt from
the indictment.

Actually, indictments are only
accusations and not findings of

guilt. It is up to the prosecutor to

prove guilt in a case.

U.S. District Court Judge Lee P.
Gagliardi said Rayhill 's remarks
contined "apparent excesses." He

Maurice Stans

ordered the prosecutor and defense
attorneys to file statements over

the weekend on the mistrial
motion.

Gagliardi suspended the historic

trial and continued to sequester the
jury of eight men and four women.
Announcement of last week's

Watergate indictments in

Washington had been held up until

the jury was sequestered Thur-
sday. Mitchell was named in one of
those indictments.

Gagliardi had screened hun-
dreds of persons over a period of a
week before he found an impartial
jury for the Mitchell-Stans trial.

Speculation arose that should a
mistrial be declared now, it would
be near impossible to find a new
impartial jury - especially after the
Watergate indictment.

In that case the defense probably
would move for dismissal of the
charges or the prosecution might

ask for a change of venue.
Mitchell and Stans are accused

of trying to impede a Securities

John Mitchell

and Exchange Commission fraud
investigation into the financial

empire of Robert L. Vesco. In
return, the government charged,
they got a secret $200,000 con-
tribution from Vesco to President
Nixon's 1972 re-election campaign.
The money was returned later.

Mitchell and Stans were charged
with conspiracy, obstruction of
justice and perjury. They were the
first former Cabinet members to

be indicted on criminal charges
since the 1923 Teapot Dome
scandal.

The Watergate grand jury in-

dicted Mitchell for the part he
allegedly played in covering up the
1972 break-in and bugging of
Democratic national headquarters
in Washington. It also charged him
with conspiracy, obstruction of
justice and perjury.

Mitchell was director of Nixon's
1968 and 1972 presidential cam-
paigns.

Congress to debate O'Neill sees Nixon's
pay increase today resignation imminent
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress

comes to grips with a prickly
political question this week -

whether to allow a pay raise to go
into effect that eventually would
mean $10,300 a year more for each
lawmaker.
The Senate is scheduled to begin

debate today on altering or stop-

ping the scheduled 7.5 per cent a
year raise for three years for

Congress, federal judges and
higher officials of the executive
branch.

Various alternatives are up for

consideration, including post-
poning the raise for a year, sub-
stituting for it a one-time 5.5 per
cent raise or killing it out-right. If

Congress does nothing, the raise
will go into effect.

On Tuesday, the Senate is

scheduled to take up a bill that

would raise the minimum wage,
for most persons covered, from the
present $1.60 an hour to $2 now and
$2.20 in a year. It would also ex-
tend coverage to an estimated 7

million additional workers.
The bill is much like one

President Nixon vetoed last year,

but proponents hope that as finally

drafted in conjunction with the

House, it may win approval.
If Nixon vetoes the emergency

energy bill, as he has said he will

do, efforts may be made to over-

ride. If they fail, the House may
take up a relatively minor bill to

turn the energy office into a
statutory agency and graft on to

that legislation some aspects of the

energy bill, such as standby
authority for gasoline rationing.

Also scheduled for House debate
later in the week is a bill to provide
a voluntary, 10-year conversation
to the metric system of weights
and measures.
The Senate Finance Committee

begins hearings Monday on the
trade bill. The House passed it

with a provision, opposed by the

administration, denying trade
advantages and credits to the
Soviet Union unless it revises its

policy impeding emigration of

Jews and other minority groups.
Treasury Secretary George P.
Shultz is the first scheduled wit-

ness.

On Wednesday the House
Banking Committee begins
hearings on extension of wage-
price control authority, scheduled
to expire April 30. Shultz and Cost
of Living Council Director John T.

Dunlop are to be heard first.

The House also is scheduled to

begin debate Wednesday on a
measure designed to simplify
registration for federal elections,

providing a postcard form of

registration application.

PORTLAND, Maine ( AP) - House Majority Leader
Thomas P. O'Neill predicts President Nixon will soon
resign.

The Massachusetts Democrat said in an interview
Saturday that the President would step down to

prevent the disclosure of information that the
Watergate grand jury handed over to U.S. District
Judge John Sirica.

"I just have the feeling that within the next six
weeks, particularly if this evidence is turned over,
that the President will resign," O'Neill said.
He said there has been considerable speculation in

Washington about the grand jury's report concerning
Nixon's role in the Watergate scandal.

"I just have the feeling that the President will

conclude that the best way to gel rid of this without it

being turned over to the nation as a whole would be
for him to resign," said O'Neill.

He said he presumed that Sirca would turn the
material over to the House Judiciary Committee,
where impeachment proceedings against tte
President would originate.

Meeting with newsmen prior to his appearance at a
reception for Maine Congressman Peter N. Kyros,
O'Neill said that although he has yet to make up his
own mind about Nixon's part in Watergate, it would
be in the best interests of the nation for him to resign.

"The President had lost his credibility even before
the action of the grand jury had taken place," he said
"the public feeling toward the President is lower than
it was before."

O'Neill said the indictments handed down by the
Watergate grand jury came as no surprise.
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CONSERVE ENERGY

IOMIM. SOON:

Myra Breckinridge
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Hev He«*d
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"Cheaper by the Dozen"

is not playing at your

^^ local cinema -

^^| but runs

1^ continuously at

Mr. Donut
Rte. 9,

Hadley.
Open 24 hrs.

waister GrM,

DOVXJUJL" coffee TOO!

PREHISTORIC
BIRD-With warming
temperatures coming into
the state, snow covered
light poles and lights for-

med icicles from the
melting snow.

Your Local Authorized
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Dictation
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CARL SIGNET
Royal Business Machines

30 Robbins Road
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MEN AND WOMEN

Gain Important Medical Knowledge

Train for a position as a skilled member of a medical team
Summer jobs for skilled personnel are plentiful.

HOSPITAL TRAINING PROVIDED

Courses in
: Emergency Medical Technician

Nursing Assistant/Orderly

Beginning: March 18, 1974

Call Now! 736-1803

Health Services Foundation
1537 Main Street

Springfield, Massachusetts, 01103
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a whole page of letters to the editor

McGilvray bigot
To The Editor:

I have been writing for this paper for three semesters now. I am
disgusted, enraged, and confused. I think McGilvray has more than once
shown himself to be an ignorant bigot. The two most obvious cases, of
course, have been the Bromery cartoon of last week and earlier, a car-

toon of two ofhis characters being confronted by a big ugly ballcrushing
"Libber".

J have seen this paper, and by "this paper" I mean the editorial staff
and all others who consider themselves a part of the press and have not
spoken out against this, to be by association as bigoted and more
irresponsible than McGilvray.
His image of Bromery as Kingfish was racist, was a kick in the teeth,

and I ask you, Mr. Bromery, to please not let this die. I don't mean that

you should take any kind of administrative action, but as an individual
please don't dismiss this paper. As a feminist, I felt personally insulted by
the earlier stereotype of the woman's "libber".

lam not only a member of the community that pays for this, but I am a
member of the press that prints it. I have been considering the action of
resignation, as a potitical act, because I have lost all respect for the

editors of this paper, and I feel that as long, as I am part of the staff my
reputation is in danger. But I will not resign. Instead, I will ask all self-

respecting blacks and feminists to take over this paper. I am not

suggesting a violent, revolutionary act. This paper is run by anyone who
has the energy to get into it. I am asking the people in the Afro-Am.
Studies to please get on this staff and affect policy. I am asking all

feminists to do the same. I feel my voice is in the minority here, I feel this

very strongly, and if definite action is taken, if people radical enough to

believe in black and womanly dignity will get active here now, next
February we can elect a black and feminist board of editors.

I cannot remain silently associated with this paper as it is now, but to

simply resign would be a form of surrender. All appearances of friend-
ship I may have shown to McGilvray may hereby be disregarded, I am
ashamed to consider him and anyone who would protect him a colleague.

Denny Matteau

Collegian biased
To the Editor:

"The Collegian exercises this prerogative (to insure a responsible
press) daily in deciding which 'Letters To The Editor' are to be accepted
and which rejected. Foolish and senseless letters tend not to be printed."
So says Menachen Rosenburger (2-28). I would regret very deeply if he or
any of you readers believe that this is the only thing that would keep an
unsolicited letter from being printed. There are two reasons. The first is

space. What goes into that space is the second, and this is the question I

write about in this letter.

The space alloted for editorial comment is subject to what is called in

news circles as "Editorial Standpoint." A free and responsible press has
an editorial standpoint of being free and responsible, and only that. I

therefore accuse the Collegian of self-vesting itself with an added pro-
abortion standpoint.

In Thursday's Collegian was the second in a series, I suppose, of a
"write to your congressmen" letter, which had a focus on persuading
people to write their congressmen to save a woman's choice to abort. A
week ago I personally delivered a rebuttal of the first letter to the
Collegiano//ice. This letter was not silly, foolish, nor senseless. But it was
in the spirit of life for life's sake, rather than for the sake of the almighty
dollar society. It was not printed. I am sure the Collegian could have
found some space for that letter since that time, but now I realize that
space is not the problem — it is the self-vested editorial standpoint of this
supposed free and responsible forum which prevented my letter from
being printed.

I think that the Collegian can at least have the courtesy to return my
letter to me. The Boston Globe and the New York Times do that much,
and I don't even pay for them with my student fees.

S. Masse

Council not dead
To The Editor:

Misinformation seems to be the name of the game on this campus. The
research and printing of facts seems to have gone all the way of South
Hadley's dinosaurs. Two writers and a cartoonist who appeared in the
March I, 1974, publications of the Collegian and Below the Salt would
have served the interests of the UMass community better if they had
delayed the printing of their material until April 1st.

Don McGilvray of late must be too busy drawing sometimes-funny,
sometimes-tasteless cartoons to have paid his semester bill; either that,
Don. or you were taken and the computer owes you eight dollars. Your
Campus Center fee for the semester was twenty-six dollars, and for the
year fifty-two dollars. But maybe cartoonists don't have to deal with
facts, if not. then they area real joke.
Gary Gomes, the first writer in the Below the Salt publication (p. 5),

with whom I take exception, apparently has a long way to go in becoming
a journalist. He talks about the "demise of the Program Council."
weeping for your bucks." and if you "wanna find out how the Board of
Governors works" to read on to Noel Conley's article. Id like to extend to
you a personal invitation to come up to the BOG office and find out what
really is going on there. Valid and factual information which can be
gathered there might turn you into a better journalist. Gary Gomes.
As for Noel Conley and his article (same publication, same page) it

consisted of 98 per cent fiction and 2 per cent fact. I find it extremely
painful to say that he is a member of the BOG; but don't blame me. he
represents and is the appointment of the Southwest Area Government. I

find it hard to believe that out of a constituency of 5.000 a more capable
and responsible individual could not be found. Is that really true South-
west ?

For the sake of brevity. I shall try to clarify only his major miscon-
ceptions. Program Council is not dead, and the officers of the BOG are not

involved in a graduate student "conspiracy." There is a reorganization

proposal kicking around, formulated by and being discussed with both
undergraduate and graduate senate leaders. Consideration of such

proposals is a normal and necessary part of the

student governmental process. No plan will be

finalized except through the usual channels, i.e., the

majority approval of UMass student representatives.

Last year there was no legislation proposed by any
graduate student member of the BOG to transfer

Student Activities - RSO (Recognized Student
Organizations) funding over to the undergraduate
senate. It was a proposal by the undergraduate
senate to the graduate senate and the BOG, which
proposal the latter parties accepted. Got that, Noel?
It was your undergraduate government which
initiated the transfer last year.

As to graduate students paying their fair share —
the approximately 3,600 graduate students pay the
same Campus Center fee as undergraduates and
their representation on the Board is in direct
proportion to this number of fee-paying students
(four graduate students on a 21 member body.) As a
graduate student elected a Board officer by the un-
dergraduate majority of the Board, I am honored by
their faith in me. My constituency became, by the
process of that election, 23,000 students, both un-
dergraduate and graduate.

I've spent a year and a half on this campus fighting
taxation without representation on behalf of both the
graduate and undergraduate population. I've won
most of my battles and lost some others; what I don't
like are half-truths and untruths presented to the
UMass community by people who should know better
as if they are "telling it like it is." The BOG office in
room 817 of the CC is not so far from the Collegian
office that factual news can not be obtained. I would
welcome with open arms any and all persons in the
community who would like to find out what is going
on; we need help, advice, counsel, and support in

room 817 of the Campus Center. I hope to see you
there.

Sincerely yours,

James A. Lindsey
Chairperson

CCSU Board of Governors

Chinese power
To The Editor:

On March 4, 1880, Governor George Perkins of
California proclaimed the day a legal holiday for anti-
Chinese demonstrations throughout the state. This is
typical of the hostile feelings shown by the whites
toward the Chinese at that time. Then in 1882,
Congress passed the first Chinese Exclusion Act
prohibiting Chinese immigrants from coming into the
U.S. This act and its amendments stayed in effect for
sixty-one years until 1943.

The majority of people in this country do not know
what it was like to be Chinese and in the U.S. during
that period. According to law, no Chinese could
testify against a white person in a court of law.
Therefore, beating the Chinese was considered a
legitimate form of amusement for whites. There were
mob lynchings, women raped, dogs set on little
children, and countless other untold murders.
"Special hospitals" for Chinese people had their
windows constantly being broken by people throwing
rocks and bricks through them. The patients,
themselves, were victims of stonings as they entered
the hospital.

Hundreds of women were shipped from China into
this country unaware that they were to be used as
prostitutes. Chinese workers were used to break
strikes at the miserable salary of $3.00 per month for
a sixteen hour work day.
The Chinese have had to withstand racial

discrimination and open prejudice ever since they
stepped foot on this country of Liberty, Freedom, and
Equality. Nothing has changed, even today. ' The
Chinese are toleratedlike all the other minorities. The
Asian-American students must unite and act together
to preserve our cultural heritage and maintain our
human dignity. Be proud.

Russell L. Chin

Fee protested
To The Editor:

/ would just like to express my opinion about the
Project Self course registration preceedings. When I
went to sign up for a course, I was told it would cost
$18. 1 assumed it was to pay for the teacher teaching
it. I was not told there was a non-refundable
registration fee for all courses.
Upon hearing it was $18. I stated I could not afford

it and sta -ted to leave. 1 was then told I could be put
on scholarship and would only have to pay $5. I then
thought I was being subsidized. I was again not told
this was a registration fee. I was then asked for the
money and paid, assuming if I could not take the
course (of which I was in doubt) I could always get
the money back.

As it turns out. I decided not to take the course and
when I went back to get my money I was told then

that it was a none-refundable registration fee. I told

them I was not given that information when I paid,

that I needed that money. 1 was told it was im-
possible. I left. But the more I thought about it, the

more I thought, "Why should I suffer for a mistake or

misconception for which I was not to blame?" If I had
been told this money was not returnable, I wouldn't

have paid it. I blame no one. I just think that I was
treated unfairly, and because of the mistake I feel I

should get that money back. I'm sorry to make such a

big deal over this, but I am very tight for money and
$5 is an awful lot when you don't have that much.

In the future, I would also advise you to inform
people about the rule of a non-refundable $5

registration fee to prevent this type of thing hap-
pening again.

Roberta Siegel

320 Grayson

Leobphobia

To The Editor:

J have often thought that those individuals who are

afraid, nervous, or uneasy around homosexuals, are
individuals who are uncertain about their own sexual
identity. Individuals who persecute and torment Gay
people, must be the ones most searching for their own
sexual identity. It seems to me that if one is positive

about their sexual orientation, any other person's
sexual preference would be of little circumstance.

It is very interesting to note Mr. Loebs crusade
against the Gay students at U.NH. This man would be
as Dr. George Wienberg (Author of Society and the
Healthy Homosexual) called a "Homophobe", an
individual who has an extreme phobia about
homosexuals. Dr. Wienberg goes on to state that he
would never consider a patient healthy, until this

phobia was gone. It is also interesting that this is not

thefirsttime Mr. Loeb's phobia has been aroused. He
has written editorials in the Hartford Currant against
the "sick" Gay organizations in Conn, area; often
quoting God in his attacks, I have wondered if he had
a hot line.

It seems to me, that Mr. Loeb is a very frightened,
and insecure individual, who would attack any group,
if that attack would ease his own fears, or justify his

own existence.

Bruce McKeon

Artist needed
To The Editor.

All people who applied for the position of Artist-in-
residence for The Central Crafts Center
We are very happy to have received all of your

applications for the Artist-in-Residence position. But
we can't get in touch with some of those who've ap-
plied.

The Central Area Crafts Center is holding in-

terviews for the jobs starting this weekend on Sun-
day, March 3rd, and again on Tuesday, March 5th. If
you have submitted an application, please contact
Pam in 318 Greenough, 545-2643, or Mark at 546-4774.
This position means a great deal to the organization
of the Crafts Shop, so reply and let us give you some
consideration. It might be our gain....

Gary Gomes
Vice-chairperson,

Central Area Crafts Committee

Editor apologizes
Editors Note:

A letter to the editor in Friday's edition
headlined "Uglies who need uglies" was signed
Vincent D. Galli and Mark W. Ginsburg. They
were not the real signators. And we don't know
who sent the letter. We apologize to Mssrs. Gin-
sburg and Galli.
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There will be a meeting of ALL
Collegian Commentators tonight at 7:00
p.m. in the editorial office.
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Gerry Cataldo

A matter of life
It's Gun Control time again. It seems that about

this time last year I was in the same boat, trying to
convince a few people that non-gun owners have some
rights too. But did you ever try to reason with a gun
owner? Ever quote statistics from countries that do
have gun restrictions? Or what about percentages of

murders by hand guns in this country, or accidental
shooting deaths, or serious woundings? If you have,
then you've probably heard the same old arguments.
"People kill people, not guns!" That's a classic. It's

like saying that people fly, not airplanes. It seems to

me that if we banned airplanes there'd be a hell of a
lot fewer people flying these days, in the conventional
sense anyway. The human and the machine are
relatively inseperable in each case. If there's a plane
around, then you might consider taking a flight. If

there's a gun around, they you might consider taking

a shot. I mean, that's what they're around for, isn't

it?

But society is rediculous. They swamp you with ads
about cigarette smoking being the worst thing since

Grant took Richmond, and yet there isn't a single TV
commercial in sight concerning the hazards of

handguns. I must day hand guns, of course, since I

wouldn't want my "sportsman" friends to burn their

hunting caps in disgust. If they want to step out on a
sunny afternoon, and destroy wildlife, and call it a
sport, then that's their business. But I somehow doubt

like hell that they'd be waiting behind that tree, if the

deer was equipped with a rifle to shoot back with ! But
that's another matter altogether, and not to be
confused. Hunt on, brave souls.

Sorry about that. If it's your bag, fine. But why are

all ihe hunters against slapping some restrictions on
hand gun owners? They're obviously scared to death

that someone is going to take away their rifles. Well

have no fear, with the National Rifle Association

protecting the, there's not a chance anything will

ever happen to their rifles. But the smartest thing

that the NRA, and the hunters alike, could do is

support hand gun restrictions. It would certainly

dramatize the difference between them and the guy

who keeps a loaded .38 in his closet. And it would

prevent that guy trom hiding under the cloak of the

weekend hunter.

Is gun control going to stop murder? I can just

imagine if a law restricting handguns were passed,

and the first reported shooting death came out in the

papers. They'd be a line of "I told you so's" from here

to Dallas. No, damnit, it's not going to stop murder.

It'll do what it's done every place else it's been tried:

reduce the frequency of killing in general, accidental

as well ; drastically reduce the incidence of death by

hand gun; and give society a new sense of sanity. It

would also make law enforcement a hell of a lot

easier.

"If a criminal wants a gun, he'll get one." That's a

beauty too. I guess a guy first becomes a criminal,

and then sits around and says "Hey, I'm a criminal,

so I need a gun." What about the guy today who can
walk into a store, pick up a gun, and keep it just in

case he ever decides that he'd like to become a

criminal? Sound far fetched? Sure, but I seriously

wonder if possession of a hand gun in the first place

makes a lot of people contemplate things, and do

things, that they never would have otherwise, and I

don't think that's so far fetched!

So here I go again, making the same arguments to

the same ears. But I figure, what the hell. If gun
owners can swamp the State House year after year,

and if the NRA can lobby in Washington, putting

pressure on Congressmen, then I can write a column
about it. And I'll probably get the same letters from
the same people as last time. And they'll all contain

inuendos, and references to their rights, and to hell

with mine. But that's OK, maybe a few of you will

send in some friendly letters this time. So to answer
the usual questions I'll just say : yes, I've fired a gun.

Yes, I've carried a gun. Yes, like a great many
others, I've seen what guns can do to people, on both

sides of the trigger. And no, I don't want to see any
more. It's not a matter of rights at all, it's simply a

matter of life.

Gerry Cataldo js a Collegian Columnist.

Bill Ballou

I rode a train once
In a song lamenting its passing, Arlo Guthrie called

it our "father's magic carpet made of steel." Though
it's still made of steel, the passenger train has lost
those "magic carpet" qualities and exists as the
Prohibition Party of transportation, something
remembered by many, experienced by few.
Once it was to a nation what the automobile is to the

individual. Besides being a means of travel it was a
national virility symbol. Our trains were bigger, and
faster, and better-built, as we like to think our cars
are.

Its demise is a shame. In a country which has made
travel the fourth necessity of life, there is no better
way to go.

Perhaps its relaxed pace and plebian atmosphere
are to un-American. What's a trip without a movie or
hand-to-foot service. Why ride when you can drive
and release your hostilities upon that SOB in front of
you who didn't use his signal?

It is an education. You can tell what a house is

really like by its backyard. The junk that goes with
living ends up back there, and what it is and how it's

kept tells lots about those on the inside.

The train doesn't see the neon, artificial green and
fresh paint of the Interstate; it goes by the stonewall
in the back and steps right over the mushy spot where
the cesspool overflows.

The backyard that it sees isn't very pretty. Rivers,

alternately green and brown, dumps, junkyards,
scrap heaps filled with the residue from the

junkyards and dumps, and thousands upon thousands
of beer cans are evidently the major forces in

American life.

Whatever, the forces in American life have led the

country into a crisis that can't be solved by their

personal four-wheeled virility symbols.
It must look elsewhere to get where it must go. The

thumb, the bus, the bicycle. Boats, planes, feet. And
trains. Like the 40-year-old slugger who has hit .235

for the last five seasons and is up with the bases
loaded and two outs in the seventh game of the World
Series, the train is being asked to call on its better

days just one final time. One time for the team.
Itll come through, and help with a crisis (now only

a "problem") that some day will be over. And then

the train will return to being an anachronism; a
remnant of a simpler time when fosseilized sea
microorganisms did't run our lives.

Too old to swing a bat, its usefullness served, it will

be no more. Fathers will drive by rusted racks in

their Wankel-engined economy Cadillacs, turn
towards the kids in the back seat and say, "Yeah, I

rode in a train once."..

Bill Ballou is a Collegian Columnist.

Mavbe we can sell this thing to t'Mass. their buses are overcrowded already and

thev need some new ones.

Out of gas

Winos, revolt!!
"In the souls of the people the grapes of wrath are filling and growing

heavy for the vintage."

By BILL PARENT
The battle rages on between the migrant farm workers and the

Teamsters still, thirty-five years later. In the past two months, the

hardships of these people have been magnified.
In Blythe, California on January 15th, a bus carrying migrant workers

100 miles to the fields plunged into an unmarked irrigation ditch.

Nineteen men were killed and twenty-eight others were injured. When a

second bus came down the road fifteen munutes later, the driver of that
bus would not pull over and allow the other workers to help. They had to

force him to a stop a mile down the road. The owner ot the Duses, Jesus
Ayala, refused to take responsibility for the poor conditions and the

overcrowding of the buses.

In Florida, two windowless van trucks which contractors commonly
use to herd the workers to theTields overturned, killing one man and
injuring one hundred others.

Throughout history, people have been poor and uneducated but the

tragedy occurs when those people are surrounded, controlled and bled by
the affluence around them. Last year, as migrant workers continued to

live in shabby mobile homes and unsanitary camps, Ronald Reagan and
Richard Nixon sat at a political dinner and ate grapes and lettuce for all

to see.

What can be done?
First of all, we can stop drinking those cheap Gallo wines on Friday

nights. Included are "Boones Farm," "Spanada," "Tyrolia," "Ripple"
and anything else bottled in Modesto or Rippon California. A poll of local

package stores revealed that lately, a very popular wine in this area is

Hearty Burgundy — this too should be boycotted.
Steve Rowley of the local Juan De La Cruz Boycott Committee says.

"It's one thing that can really affect students, we don't eat that much
lettuce but we drink all the time."

Boycotting has paid off too. Because somebody cared, the lettuce in the
dining commons is UFW lettuce, Stop & Shop and the Peoples Market now
sell eastern lettuce from Florida and Finast finally made an agreement
not to sell Teamster lettuce.

Something must be done. The average lifespan of a farmworker is 49

years, education is unheard of, the infant mortality rate is twice as high
as the national average and disease is rampant in the camps where there
is no plumbing.

Last year, Ceasar Chavez and a large group of farmworkers came to

Boston. There was a march through the city and a rally in front of the

A&P building. Afterwards they gathered in the basement of the Paulist
Center where the young women were la* ghing, dancing and singing the

songs of liberation while the dark skinned, short, muscular ment sat

smoking cigarettes and talking rapid Spanish. Chavez and Huertas
looked fatigued but continued to shake hands, answer questions and
smile.

I asked one of the men what he thought of the long trip from California.

"I did not come for me," he said through a thick Chicano accent, "I

came here for my children and my people so that they may lead better

lives."

These Farmworkers are strong people but they need support. Don't buy
Gallo, Guild or Franzia wines or lettuce or grapes without the UFW-
AZTEC symbol. There are many alternatives and the cause is just. .

Bill Parent is a Collegian Commentator.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Csilegian welcomes all
letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, doable-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.
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"If people show no interest in politics, then politics will be controlled by
people who shouldn't be controlling it. The active participation of young
people will help to insure a more honest and better government."
State Rev. James G. Collins (D-Amherst) speaking at Patterson House

(UMass) on Feb. 28.

For the people

By MARK VOGLER
The plight of the mentally retarded at

Belchertown State School - a major issue in

the 2nd Hampshire County House seats two

years ago -seems destined for the platform

of this year's gubernatorial candidates.

That is the way House Speaker David
Bartley sees things.

"Unquestionably Belchertown State

School should be an issue of the 74 cam-
paign," Bartley (D-Holyoke) said this week.

"How much of an issue it will be, I really

don't know. But certainly the fact that it

took court action to bring change reflects

rather badly on the Sargent administration

and gives us something to think about."

Commentary: Whether or not candidates

Carroll Sheehan (R), Michael Dukakis (D),

Attorney Gen. Robert Quinn or Gov. Francis
Sargent wish to avoid the state school issue,

"Unquestionably Belchertown State

School should be an issue of the '74

campaign."

the choice now seems beyond their control.

Dr. Benjamin Ricci, President of the

Belchertown State School Friends Ass'n.,

said he will make it an issue.

Two years ago.whenthe Friends' suit was
filed, it was Ricci who arranged for the four

candidates running for the two House seats
in the 2nd Hampshire County to tour the

institution.

Ricci has already extended the same
invitation to this year's gubernatorial
contenders. So far, only Dukakis has agreed
to come.

"If they don't come, they obviously don't

want to come. ..it would just indicate that

they want to dodge this important issue,"
Ricci said.

"But. ..this has been an issue right along.

When citizens have to go to court to get some
kind of relief, then anyone running for the

office of governor ought to come and see
what's wrong."

COLLEGE DEMOCRATS of MASS.
(C.DM.) announces its second local

meeting, to be held tomorrow night (Tues.)

at 8 p.m. in room 105 of the UMass Campus
Center.

The local chapter - Five College

Democrats - will discuss plans for

organization and recruitment. The mem-
bership goal is set at 300 by April 1

.

At the meeting, methods for publicizing

the •People's Caucus ", to be held March 25,

will be outlined

C.DM. is conducting its own public

caucus in early April. At that caucus, par-

ticipants will nominate candidates for

Governor and Attorney General.

News commentary...

Gun control

Taking sight

By BOB MAC KAY
"A well regulated Militia being necessary

to the security of a free State, the right of the

people to keep and bear Arms shall not be
infringed."

Does the second amendment to the U.S.
Constitution guarantee each citizen with the
right to own a firearm? If so, then any state
or Federal form of gun control is un-
constitutional.

Yet, proponents of gun control argue that
the second amendment was not directed to

the individual citizen's right. Rather, they
say that the amendment was meant solely to

maintain the state's right to organize and
arm a militia. Supreme Court decisions

appear to support this contention.

In U.S. vs. Miller (1939) the Supreme
Court ruled that they could:

"not take judicial notice that a gun having
a barrel less than 18 inches long has today
any reasonable relation to the preservation

and that one-half of all homicides are
committed with handguns. Still, these

figures do not directly say how many crimes
of passion are committed with handguns.

Also, the Brookline legislator said that,

"...In 1973, of all murders in Boston, 70 were
committed with handguns as opposed to ten

for rifles and shotguns combined." But what
Backman didn't say as that all of these 70

handguns were illegal - they had either been
stolen or never registered.

In fact, at the hearing anti-handgun bill

spokesmen were able to show that some of 1

the statistics used by gun control proponents
|

were incomplete or misleading. At the same
time, though, the hearing itself was
misleading. Gardner Auditorium was filled

by almost 1100 people. Close to 1000 of them
wore "Stick to Your Guns" tags.

Many of these "Stick to Your Guns"
people were inexcusably rude to those sp-

Olver speaks on

energy hearings

Senator John W. Olver (D-Amherst) is

urging consumers to write to the Depart-
ment of Public Utilities and Gov. Sargent
protesting rate increases that have been
requested by Mass. Electric and Western
Mass. Electric. The D.P.U. has scheduled
hearings on the proposed rate increases.

"If possible, "Sen. Olver said, "customers
should try and attend the hearing for the

utility which serves them, otherwise they

should write."

The Mass. Electric hearing is today
(Mon.) at 2 p.m. in the Leverett Saltonstall

Building in Boston. Mass. Electric is

Many of these "Stick to Your Guns"
people were inexcusably rude to those
speaking for handgun legislation. They
especially booed Gov. Sargent, Sen. Back-
man, Sheriff John Buckley, and Boston
Police Commissioner Robert diGrazia.

Sen. Jack H. Backman

or efficiency of a well regulated militia and
therefore cannot saj that the second
amendment guarantees to the citizen the

right to keep and bear such a weapon."
In U.S. vs. Tot ( 1942) the court ruled that:

"weapon bearing was never treated as
anything like an absolute right by common
law" and declared that the second amend-
ment "was not adopted with individual

rights in mind, but as a protection for the

States in the maintenance of their militia

organizations against possible en-
croachments by the Federal power.
Advocates of gun control often cite

various reports and statistics to support
their stand. For example, Sen. Jack H.
Backman (D-Brookline) has said that "The
FBI Uniform Crime Reports of 1972 show
that 70 per cent of all homicides were
committed without felonious motive by an
assailant who knew the victim, (a crime of

passion;"

Backman also testified at last week's
State House gun connrol hearing that 70 per
cent of all homicides are crimes of passion,

paking for handgun legislation. They ex-

pecially booed Gov. Sargent, Sen. Backman,
Sheriff John Buckley, and Boston Police
Commissioner Robert diGrazia.

This year's Legislative Session includes
some thirty bills dealing with handgun
control. Testimony both for and against the
bills was heard by the Committee on Public
Safety. Still, many citizens do not realize
that Mass. has some of the strictest gun
control laws in the nation. But these laws
are not seriously enforced.

Closing comments: There is definite
justification for additional handgun control.

But, more laws will be useless if they are not
enforced - and state laws can easily be
avoided by crossing state lines. Also, such
people as the sportsmen must be considered
when discussing additional gun control.

Finally, vested interests have aired their

thoughts concerning gun control. The public
as a whole has not. For that reason, the
question of handgun legislation should be
decided on a referendum question in this

November's general election.

Sen.

John W.
Olver

seeking a $24.6M increase, claiming in-

creased fuel costs and decreased use of
electricity make the increase necessary.
They have received $7M increases in each of

the two preceding years.
The Western Mass. Electric hearing will

be on March 19th, also in the Saltonstall

Building at 10 a.m. Western Mass. is

seeking an $11.2M increase. In the past three
years they have sought increases totalling

S22.3M; decisions on the bulk of these
requests are still pending.

Sen. Olver said he plans to attend both
hearings. He added, "I will be happy to
provide additional information about utility

bills. Anyone with questions is welcome to
write or call my office: Room 217 at the
State House, telephone 617-727-8832."

No. 1 line????

Marijuana -

Soon legal?
Legislation is pending that would remove

all penalties for the possession or non-profit

transfer of an ounce or less of marijuana.
The Mass. Social Welfare Committee

heard testimony last Thursday on Senate
bill 299, sponsored by Sen. Jack H. Backman
of Brookline. The measure would virtually

make an ounce or less of grass legal -

provided that the drug wasn't being sold for

profit.

Sen. Backman says that he expects the

Committee to issue a favorable report on the
bill. Other measures involving the
decriminilization of marijuana are also

being considered by the Committee-and will

probably be reported out favorably. But
whether or not the bills go through the
Legislature is an entirely different question.

Tickets Now On Sale For

Count Basie

and
His Orchestra

M
»

arch 16 8 p .m

.

Studen t Union Ball room

Tickets: S2.00 UM-A sludents , S4.00 all others,

General Admission

Fine Arts Bo> Office: 125 Her ter Hall, 5-15 0202.

chartpak /graphic products

GRAPHIC TAPE

SYMBOLS, EASELS, AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSFER LETTERING

ART AND MECHANICAL FILMS

GRAPHIC ART KNIVES

VINYL SIGN LETTERS

now available at

*^UNIVERSITY STORE Campus Cente r

iversity of Massachusetts at Amherst

Heath ponders resignation dilema
By FRED COLEMAN

Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) - Prime Minister

Edward Heath called in key
members of his cabinet Sunday
night amid speculation that the
resignation of his Conservative
government may be imminent.
At the same time Harold Wilson,

leader of the opposition Labor
party which won the most
parliamentary seats in last
Thursday's general election but
fell short of a majority, returned to

London from his farm west of the
capital, setting the scene for a
possible change of power.
With Heath were Conservative

party chairman Lord Carrington,
Foreign Secretary Alec Douglas-
Home, Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer Anthony Barber and other
senior ministers.

A source close to Heath refused
to speculate on whether a
'definitive decision" was possible

Sunday night. The source stressed

that Heath had been consulting
with cabinet members since
Friday.

The general expectation, he said,

was that no decision would be
taken until after the Liberal party,

which has the potential balance of

power in the new Parliament,
holds a caucus Monday.

Earlier, sources in Heath's party
aid the prime minister was likely

to resign by Wednesday unless he
can form a government with the
help of smaller parties.

His chances of climbing to office

appeared slim as the British press,

striking coal miners and other

Hearsts see

soon release
By JACK SCHREIBMAN
Associated Press Writer

HILLSBOROUGH. Calif. <AP) —
Tired and taut from a 28-day vigil,

the parents of kidnaped newspaper
heiress Patricia Hearst pleaded
Sunday for word from her and said
they believe she soon will be free.

"You've never harmed anybody,
and I know that pretty soon God
will touch their hearts and they'll

send you home again," said Miss
Hearst's mother, Catherine.
"We might add to the people who

are holding you that you could be
allowed to send us a letter or get in

touch with us by tape," said her
father, Randolph A. Hearst, editor
and president of the San Francisco
Examiner.

The Symbionese Liberation
Army claims it kidnaped the 20-

year-old coed Feb. 4 from her
Berkeley apartment and is holding
her as a "prisoner of war" under
the international rules of the
Geneva Convention.

"Patty, we kind of missed you on
your birthday. Feb. 20. We thought
maybe you'd be home then, but I

think you'll be home pretty soon,"
Hearst said.

"I'm sure she is all right. I

believe she is being held under the

Geneva Convention. We just would
like to say hello to her," said

Hearst, who appeared with his wife

on the steps of his here and pleaded

with the terrorist captors to break
a 10-day silence

"Patty, honey, your father is

doing everything in his power and I

want you to know that millions of

people all over the world are
praying for you.'' said Mrs
Hearst.

"I know it's a long time.

sweetheart, and you keep up your
courage We'll keep praying

The kidnapers, in the first of

three communications issued since

Miss Hearst was abducted,
demanded a food giveaway
program estimated to cost up to

$400 million They said the

program was to be a good faith

gesture on Hearst's part

POOLING HIS RFSOl'RCKS -British Prime Minister Edward Heath sinks a red
while trying his hand at snooker during visit Tuesday to the United Service Club at
Sidcup near London. The prime minister was on the campaign trail in preparation
for Britain's general elections Thursday.

trade unions began a "Heath Must
Go" campagin. Four out of the
seven British national newspapers
said in Sunday editorials that
Heath should quit.

The prime minister called last

Thursday's elections to seek an
increased mandate of tough
measures to resolve what he called

Britain's worst economic crisis

since World War II. Instead the

virtually dead-locked result

created the country's worst
political crisis since the war.

Heath lost his 15-vote majority in

the old parliament and no party
won the 318 places needed for a
majority in the new 635-seat House
of Commons. The results gave
Harold Wilson's opposition Labor
party 301 seats, Heath's Con-
servatives 296, Jeremy Thorpe's
moderate Liberals 14 and others -

mostly nationalists from Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland - a
total of 24 seats.

Although the Conservatives
finished second in terms of

parliamentary seats, they won the

largest popular vote -11.8 million to

11.6 million for Labor. Heath used
this to justify attempts to try and
stay in office.

The prime minister faces two
immediate problems. He must
have assurances from other
parties that would give him a
majority in Parliament. And he
must be able to settle quickly the
national strike by coal miners that

threatens to choke off coal-fueled

electricity supplies later this
month and halt industry His
prospects on both counts appeared
poor.

Heath called in Thorpe Saturday
and offered the Liberal leader a
place in the cabinet in return for

parliamentary support. The 14

Liberals, divided on whether they
should join the conservatives, meet
Monday to decide. Heath would
need all Liberal votes plus some
from Scottish nationalists and
Northern Ireland Unionists if he is

to retain power. On the basis of

public statements from minor
parties so far, he is unlikely to get
enough support.
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Campaign funding

already started

By H. L. SCHWARTZ III

Assoicated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional elections are eight months

away, but many of the senators seeking votes already have started
campaigning — for contributions to build up their political treasuries.
Six senators reported contributions of more than $200,000 apiece as the

election year began. Nine senators had collected a total of more than $2.1
million, according to reports filed with the secretary of the Senate.
Most of the money came in small contributions.

However, in some cases, there were big donations from people with
actual or potential interests in legislation, or from organizations under
federal investigation.

Thirty-four Senate seats will be at stake in the November balloting, but
six members have announced retirement, leaving a maximum of 28 in-

cumbents to campaign for new terms.
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif ., and Sen. Richard Schweiker, R-Pa., were

the leading early fund-raisers.

Cranston raised $338,100 in cash last year, more than half of it between
September and December. He also reported $88,000 in pledges.
Schweiker reported raising $339,165 in cash.
Other senators topping $200,000 were Democrats Adlai E. Stevenson III

of Illinois, $280,374; Daniel K. Inouye of Hawaii, $270,473; and Thomas F.
Eagleton of Missouri. $236,520; and Republican Robert Dole of Kansas,
$273,438.

Most of these senators raised the bulk of their contributions through
fund-rasing dinners. But several also had large individual contributors.
Inouye, for instance, received $20,000 from four executives of the Page

Aircraft of Rochester, NY. Inouye is chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee's aviation subcommittee.
Page executives also contributed $10,000 to Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, S-

S.C., another member of the aviation subcommittee.
Inouye reported two $5,000 contributions made from Washington

lawyer William F. Ragan. whose firm represents Sea-Land Service Inc
of Elizabeth, N..J

Inouye also reported a $5,000 contribution from George M. Steinbrenner
III, president of American Shipbuilding Co., which is under investigation
for allegedly making an illegal corporate contribution to President
Nixon's re-election campaign.
Inouye aides say the senator and Steinbrenner are old feiends and

assurances had been received Steinbrenner's check was from personal
funds.

Two other senators received contributions from dairy cooperative
political committees, involved in federal investigations stemming from
the so-called milk fund affair. That case grew out of contributions and
pledges to President Nixon's re-election campaign prior to a 1971 ad-
ministration decision to increase federal milk price supports.
Dole received a total of $15,000 from three of the dairy copperativt», but

said he is returning the money.
Stevenson got one $5,000 contribution which an aide said was returned.

But the senator decided to keep $1,500 with which one of the dairy com-
mutes purchased tickets to a Stevenson fund-raising dinner last October.
The same milk cooperative committees contributed $10,000 to Sen.

Herman Talmadge. D-Ga. Talmadge is a member of the Senate
Watergate Committee, one of the bodies investigating dairy contributions
to Nixon A Talmadge aide said the senator does not plan to return the
money.
Belfmon raised $122,642 in one day of fund raising with the help of

former Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally. Much of it came as
$1 ooo contributions from Oklahoma oilmen.
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Around New England

Vermont's land

plan sick
BOSTON (AP) — The land use plan proposed for

the state of Vermont looks like "one of the remnants

of the Battle of Bastogne," Vermont Gov. Thomas P.

Salmon said Saturday.

And he placed the blame for the destruction of the

plan squarely on the shoulders of the state

legislature.

The governor was the principal speaker at a day

long conference on state land use planning being held

in Boston for the New England region.

"In the name of local autonomy, the state's role in

flood plain and shoreline zoning has withered under

legislative heat," Salmon said.

He added that members of the legislature were

"behaving in a decidedly unfriendly manner toward

several items of critical environmental legislation

now before them."

The governor said he was disheartened by

developments in his own state but "it's a political

year," he added.

"It's a year poisoned by events in Washington,

which seem to prompt legislators to keep their heads

down, do as little as possible and get out of the

limelight quickly," he said.

It is also a year of regression in the area of en-

vironmental affairs, Salmon said, with the energy

crisis providing a convenient "if irrelevent excuse."

He said Vermont is a poor state and "needs

economic growth desperately. But we will have it on

our terms," he said.

Comm. urged to

okay marijuana

WAY OF ALL PUMPS? -

Nature has taken over this

gasoline pump, last used in

1951, in North Kingstown,

rv.l..

Notes, quotes and anecdotes

BOSTON <AP) - A legislative

committee was urged last week to

reduce or eliminate penalties for

private use of marijuana.

Rep. Michael F. Flaherty, D-
Boston, House chairman of the

Social Welfare Committee ad-

mitted he had tried marijuana.

Lester Grinspoon, director of

research in psychiatry at

Massachusetts Mental Health
Center, was interrupted by Rep.

William Saltzman, I-New Bedford,

who wanted to know if Grinspoon

had tried marijuana.

Flaherty interrupted, "that's not

the issue here today, for that

matter I've tried it, inside, outside,

up above and down below."

Later he clarified himself,

saying he did not want to read

"Flaherty is a pothead" in the

newspapers.
"I tried it as an experiment, and

I didn't get anything out of it.

There were those present who will

remember that I pretended I did,"

he said.

Grinspoon said he had tried

marijuana and found it pleasant,

but added, "I wouldn't go out of my
way for it." Saltzman said "I stuck

with alcohol for 50 years and I'm

not ashamed of it."

Dr. Matthew Dumont, director of

the Division of Drug
Rehabilitation, said in support of

the bills in question that would
remove either all or most criminal

penalties for marijuana violations,

"We have branded half our high

school students as outlaws. Our
marijuana laws are among the

most harmful we have. We have

made hotshot lawyers rich."

Grinspoon said there was no

evidence that marijuana was
harmful to any human tissue. "It

is not harmless," he said, "but its

harmfulness must be put in per-

spective with the harm caused by

the laws."

Robert Glass, former counsel to

the Boston Police Department who
spoke for the state Bar Association

at the hearing, said the bills

decriminalizing use and possession

should be redrafted. The
legislation should permit police to

use their discretion in making
arrests for possession with intent

to sell, he said.

Poetry in translation

The five colleges are sponsoring a symposium on

poetry in translation, today through Wednesday, here

and at Hampshire College.

There will be an opening lecture today by Jonathan

Griffin at 7:30 in room 106, Thompson Hall. Tuesday

afternoon, a workshop will be held in room 113 of the

Campus Center, from 2:30 to 5:00. Guest speakers

will be Peter Viereck, Frederick Will, Christopher

Collins, Michael Benedikt, Jonathan Griffin, and
William Moebius, will read poems written in tran-

slation.

Wednesday, the symposium moves to Hampshire
College's West Lecture Hall where Stanley Kunits,

Jon Griffin, and Judith Thurman will read papers and
lead discussions from 2: 30 till 5: 00. Again, that night,

there will be a poetry reading beginning at 7:30 with

Stanley Kunitz, Jonathan Griffin, Judith Thurman,
Michael Benedikt, and Hampshire's own Lawrence
Pitkethly.

Commuter Elections

Commuter elections held Feb 27

and 28 resulted in the following

elections to the Commuter
Assembly Executive Council

:

Lawrence Gendron, Thomas
Doherty, Keith Gustartis, Joseph

Beals, Martha Esquivel, Paul
Sliwa, Karen Mangan.
The referendum pertaining to

allocation of funds to the Outreach

Service of the Transit System was
voted YES by an overwhelming

majority.

All new members of the Com-

muter Assembly Executive
Council should attend the orien-

tation meeting Wednesday at 12:30

in the Commuter Lounge. A time

for regular scheduled meetings

will be decided at that time.

Ron Burton speech
Ronald Burton will be the

featured speaker at the S.U.B.

tonight at 7 : 30 pm . As a candidate

for the office of Secretary of State,

Burton will be discussing his

platform in terms of personal

goals, and party policies in

retrospect to Watergate.

MOUNIAIN FARMS FOUR

iastwood]

A Play By Moliere

Directed By Walter Boughton

8:00 p.m.

March 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17,

Kirby Memorial Theater

Amherst College

Box office open:

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(413)542-2277

$2.00

ACADEMY
Magnum I HfSfflflHSK

atthe(;atks
of smith college

NOW— Ends Tuesday
at 7:00 & 9:05

Mon.-Tue.— DOLLAR Nitc

Special

All You Can Eat

5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

MONDAY
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IP

lappr(£t|asp
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Soon To Win I

Best Picture!! AMHERSrC^Ha Soon To Win
Best Actor!
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"Fairness" group for Nixon defends his "virtues"
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - A zealous

staff working out of a crowded four-room

office has raised nearly a half-million

dollars to wage a nationwide publicity

campaign defending President Nixon
against Watergate scandals and other

charges.

Seven monins alter its formation, the

National Citizens Committee for Fairness to

the Presidency has grown from 18 charter

members to a network of about 200 chapters

claiming more than 200,000 members.
"I truly want to see thousands of groups,"

defending the President, says the Rabbi

Baruch Korff, who put his career in limbo

and donated his vacation savings to for-

mation of the committee.

Through newspaper advertisements,

petitions, matchbook ads and public ap-

pearances, the rabbi and his committee are

spreading their message: the news media

and scheming politicians have found Nixon

guilty on all charges and are dedicated to

driving him out of office.

By contrast, Korff characterizes Nixon as

one of the greatest presidents in the nation's

history. "What rattles the liberals and the

radicals," he savs. "are not his vices, but

his virtues. He has accomplished everything

that eluded his predecessors of the liberal

vintage."

The committee's fans include the

President himself and his family. After the

Korff appeared on a recent segment of

NBC's "Todav" show, he received a

telegram from Pat Nixon and Julie

Eisenhower saying, "We have just watched

your appearance on the Today show. You

were tremendous and have our great ad-

miration."

Nixon has sent Korff two notes of ap-

preciation and met with him privately last

December. The President also has con-

sented to appear as the guest of honor Feb.

22 at a luncheon tribute sponsored in

Washington by the committee.
Korff, a 72nd generation rabbi who works

without pay, presides over a staff of eight

paid workers and 200 volunteers who
demonstrate unwaivering support to the

President. The office's administrative
assistant, Miss Elizabeth Mudge, took a

leave of absence from a job in public

relations to join the campaign on a volunteer

basis. At the same time, she makes financial

contributions to the committee

Canned
Hams

99Mohawk
3 1b

can 3

2 Great

Beef-O-Rama &

Coupon Sale!

Finast
Farm
Fresh

Large
White one
Grade <joz77

Finast Meat Values!

Boneless Roasts
Bottom
Shoulder
Chuck 1

49
lb

Top Sirloin

Top Round
Back Rump 1

Fillet Steaks Bon.**^,..

.

London Broil *»»*». Sh«*fe..

CUbe StGakS Bon.i.MChucl. .

Top Round Steaks .

.

Top Sirloin Steaks . .

.

Fresh Brisket
59

Steak Sale
139 r b steak H29w** 5th Thru |

ib 7th Rib »>

Porterhouse

Sirloin Steak
Full Cut With
Tenderloin

or T-Bone
Steaks

Whole 1.69 *>

Thin Cut 1.79 *
Thick

Cut 1 lb

Loin

Bone-In1
49

lb

Tail-less

Bone-In 1
79

Mora Finast Meat Values!

Ground Beef
Freshly Ground
Many Times Daily

Chuck Steak <•< * ...

ChUCk ROaSt Onler Cut . .

California Roaster
California Steak c***

Club Steaks bo^m ^de*.

1
09

,
89*

ID
1°»

lb 1*

» 1"
. 2"

Oven Ready Rib Roast
Mr Deli Service Deli Specials!

Boiled Ham
Krakus Imported half

Sliced to Oder lb 99

Cut From the
Tender-First

4 Ribs Only 149lb

5th Thru
7th Rib-Top of

Rib Removed 1
29

Sliced Bacon
Finast or Colonial

Breakfast Time Special 99 ib

In Store Bake Shop Specials;

Imported Swiss Cheese » 1"

Carando Veal Loaf «*<*
, .. • 99'

Liverwurst ---;,

i i T 79'

Chicken Legs
Quartered with Back ^%m^

Fresh Tender Tasty Chicken %sw\tW ib

Chicken Breast^ .,57*

Chicken Legs '% * 69*

Chicken Thighs * 69*

Chicken Drumsticks » 79*

Chicken Breasts * 79*

!
Honey -Egg

69*-, Rolls one
^ \y Freshly Baked dozen

Fresh - one dozen
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Ol CdOlO SlicaO lor Cutfcti 1

49
Cake Donuts 49"
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Clorox
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39gallon

With This Coupon
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@

it^t^i
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can
With Thi» Coupon

ValiO thru March 9 H042
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Dish PowderS
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one pkg

Finast
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Gloves

fT^^l
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35 oz
pkg 64

Wctn Thu Coupon
Valid thru March 9 MOS5
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lifflnl
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Valid thru March 9 mo*j
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\sW I

1
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24* OFF
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jar
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Instant
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Oil
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30* OFF

i?yii

Salada
Tea Bags

89*

15* OFF
Glad Wrap
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roll
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J wrap
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Valid thru March 9 MOW
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Dog Food
a
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>
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a
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Shampoo
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btl
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49
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Florida Citrus Sale Frozen Food Values From Finast

Grapefruit Boil-in-Bag Meat
Florida

Fresh 6 '0-69'
Finast Meat Loat. Turkey.
Chicken Ala King or

Salisbury Steak
4§pkgs^

00

Florida Oranges 5 Z 79*

Temple Oranges S5 . . 10 - 69*

Eggplant * 29*

Fresh Crisp Carrots ... 2 .£ 39*

-JMDonzi Cheese Pizza .

.

Finast Orange Juice.

.

Birds Eye Tiny Taters
Pet Ritz Apple Pie £? 49*

c*s

4^ 83*
O I60J 400
*» p>ga I

Fresh Dairy Values From Finast

2 Finast Butter

89*
69«

65«

41

Sweet Creamery
Quarters\

16 oz
pkg

Top Value Swiss Cheese
Woody Chunk Gold ....

Kraft Cheese Spread .

.

Befit Cottage Cheese .

.
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pkg
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P»8
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16 oi
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IT POTSTO
THE FINASTWAY

Contadina
Tomato
Sauce

8oz
cans

IceCream
Richmond
All Flavors

half

galbn

Lettuce
Fresh

Iceberg head

Muellers
Regular

Spaghetti
Ib

pkg

Castel

Ruboun Lambrusco
From our

Wine and Beer
Shopee

1/5

Save 61<P

Budweiser
The King

of Beer
12 oz
cans

Andre' ChampagneTPl:k^^Tk ' 1/s1 -79
Gallo Hearty Burgundy p.nkChabiiS y2-ganon 2.59

Mateus 25 oz 2.65 Isabell Still Rose' l /51.75

SUPERMARKETS

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL - Hadley

It's a preview
Telepolitics, a University of Massachusetts WUMV production,

presents the second in a series of video-taped press conferences with the
candidates for November's gubernatorial election.

Former state Commerce Commissioner Carroll P. Sheehan, who will
challenge Gov. Francis W. Sargent in the Republican primary, is the
guest for this week's show.

Air time for the half-hour show is 10: 15-2:00 Wednesday morning at the
Video sidewalk of the Campus Center Concourse level.

The WUMV production staff includes Chris SoDhinos. Joseph Vera and
Gary Burhan. Mark Vogler is the moderator for the show and the panel
will include reporters from the Massachusetts Daily Collegian and
WMUA radio station.

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council

Presents

NETHERLANDS

WIND

ENSEMBLE
THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 1974 - AT 8:00 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Reserved Tickets $2.00 I'M -A Students $4, All Others

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125 Herter Hall - 545-0202

Television Tonight

Dr

.V.30THE MEAL McCoys The Wedding
(18)

TIIK iky show Lucy and the Ring a
Ding Ring " 122)

TIIK ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)
GOMCK nut Crazy Legs Gomer "

(27)

MOAN'S HKROKS Guess Who Came
For Dinner " (30)

NEWS, WEATHER. SHORTS (40)
5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING I'POATK (3)
«:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Weight Of the World " (18)
EOOM! (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION Kates Day In
Court " (27)

TO TELL THE TRITH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST Night Of
Loveless Death " (40)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

\B( EVENING NEWS (8)
GREAT DECISIONS (24)

SAFARI TO ADVENTURE (27)
WALSH'S ANIMALS (57)

f:M NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7 00 MOVIE "Marriage On the Rocks '

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "One Angry
Man " (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)
YOl'R FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE Big Jim McLain " (27)
\B< EVENING NEWS (40)
THE EVENING COMPASS (57)

7:30 POLKS SURGEON Bag Full Of
Dreams " (8)

GREEN ACRES "Eb Elopes IK

(3)

Bob

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter
Marshall, host (22 m
ANTIQUE! (24 1

POLKA With Fr. \night (40)

MARTIN AGKoNSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

X:00 THE ROOKIES "Timelock ." (8) (40)

GUNSMOKE (18)

THE MAGICIAN "The Illusion Of the

Fatal Arrow " (22) (30)

RACHEL LA CUBANA (24)

VIENNA CONCERT (57)

»:00 HERE'S LUCY (3)

MOVIE "Chato's Land " (8) (40)

THE 700 CULB (18)

MOVIE "I Walk the Line " (22) (30)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "Letter To a Lover " <27)

»:30 NEW DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (3)

CONNECTICUT EDUCATION (24)

WALSH'S ANIMALS (57)

10:00 MEDICAL CENTER (3)

ENERGY ALERT SPECIAL (24)

NEWS (27)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK (57)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

THE JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

THE OPEN DOOR (57)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

11:30 MOVIE "A Fine Madness " (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY (8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Synder. host (22) (30)

1:10 NEWS. WEATHER (1)

2:00 NEWS (22) (30)

*vlA^^1
»<>"

MONDAY. MARCH 4th.

6:30 P.M. - University Week In Review - A recap of

events which happened around campus from the

week before.

7:30 P.M. - Jovial Gerry Brooks (Zappo) hosts our

daily telephone call in show.

10:00 P.M. - Focus with Ken Mosakowski.

12:00 P.M. - "Moon Over Morrocco" - Popular Jack

is running into some strange things down there in

Morrocco.
SOON TO COME - Original "Dear Friends" series

by the Firesign Theatre.

U1MUA
STEREO 911 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

•'•Illl tit »l»«t M
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Notices

ALPHA PHI OMEGA:
Meeting tonight of all Brothers in

Chapter Room. Please attend.

COMMITTEE FOR PALESTINE
ARAB RIGHTS:
Organizational meeting, Monday,

7:00 p.m. See C.C. schedule for room
no

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION:
There will be a meeting tonight of

the Coalition for Environmental
Quality at 6:30 in 426 D , S.U. We will

be electing officers as well as a

general meeting. All interested may
attend. Current officers must be

present.

FIRST AID; 391:

Permanent room for first aid class

is Draper 124. Tonight is a guest

speaker. See you at 7:00!!!

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA:
Meeting tonight in Room 105 of the

C.C. Meetings are obligatory; see

you at 6:30!

movie

;

"Beyond the Valley of the Dolls", x

rated, uncensored, uncut en
tertainment. Shows at 6:30, 9, 11:30

on Tues. March 5, CCA. Come and
see an entertaining flick!

NORTHEAST WOMEN'S CENTER:
Northeast Area Women's Center

meeting tonight at 8:30 in B-4 Lewis.

(Continued on P. 17)

Com pus ±
i'nentab \i
y 25b-64 II

AMMEHST HALUF V LINf .

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES
ALL SEATS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAftR.

Pisces is drawn to the theater, to acting,

to a "let's pretend" atmosphere Pisces is

sensitive and can create moods and. at

times, interpret them
'ARIES ( March 21 April 19)

:

You become more aware of basic issues

Home, family, property and security are

highlighted You are slowed by those who
insist on assurances, collateral This may
be ultimatley to your good - you get

emotional second wind. Don't panic
Progress will resume.
TAURUS ( April 20-May 20) : Accent is on

putting ideas into motion Short journey is

on agenda. You make contacts, express
thoughts and study special articles. Fine for

writing, advertising, submitting concepts,

formats and suggestions You may not

immediately strike mark, but you do get lay

of land.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Emphasize
details in connection with money,
valuables, personal possessions Check
insurance. Get appraisal. Find out where
you stand, who owns what and what you can
do about it Aquarius. Leo. Scorpio in-

dividuals could be involved

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Lunar cycle

is high; take initiative. Accent original

ideas, independence Personal magnetism
soars You attract opposite sex Be ready
for involvement Protect yourself. Don't

give up something for nothing Special

message contains favorable news
LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Maintain low

profile Be discreet Make peace at home
One who badgered you in recent past is

ready to offer apology. Be a gracious
winner If mature, you gain. Taurus, Libra
persons are in picture. You discover that

your fears are groundless Be quiet within

VIRGO (AUG 23-Sept 22): Promises
should be defined. Not wise now to take

situation, individuals for granted. Element
of deception, intentional or otherwise, is

present. Opportunity for advancement is

available — but get instructions, intentions

in writing from one in authourity.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Suggestion
made in past come home to roost. You

asked lor chance .» demonstrate plan,

ability - now you get it. Draw upon ex-

perience. Take older individual into your
confidence. Path will be cleared for

progress Know it and be confident.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Lunar
aspect is such that you complete project,

reach more people and gain greater

recognition. Stand tall Stick to principles

Open lines of communication. Aries, Libra

persons could be involved. Travel
arrangements for yourself or associate

should be considered.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):

Creativity is solution to apparent dilemma.
Means find ways of expressing yourself.

Your own style, achievements and methods
will rank higher than imitations, other

person's procedures. Be confident. Make
ally of partner, mate.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan 19): Make

amends for any slights to one who mean
much to you. Defer long-rang decisions

Wait, listen and observe Be aware of legal

ramifications of any actions. Patience is

your ally. Build bridges of goodwill. Cancer
individual plays important role

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Low key
approach is best - study inviatation could

be bright spot. Become more aware of

potential Exchange ideas with Sagittarius,

Gemini persons. Employment and special

services grab portion of spotlight.

PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20) : Emphasis is

on creative endeavors, basic changes,

variety of contacts and experiences. Where
emotiions were dormant, they now spring to

life. Aquarius, Leo and Scorpio persons
could be in picture. Show affection to young
person. Throw aside false, foolish pride.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
sensitive, frank, somewhat of a seer in

sense that your hunches often are valid.

New starts, added independence indicated

for this year, with July your most
significant month. You make money with

Aries and are stimulated by Taurus. Take
chance on your own abilities. Grab op-

portunity to be more "on your own."
Copyright 1974. Gen Fea. Corp.
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Crossword
ACROSS

1 Spanish
plural article

4 Pitcher

8 Concoct
12 Likely

13 Title

14 Danish is-

land

15 Propounded
17 Shower
18 Floats m air

19 Swift

21 Heraldry
grafted

22 Vedic fire

god
23 Organ of

hearing

26 Journey
forth

28 Resolution
30 Feel regret

for

33 Harassed
34 Avoid
35 Church ser-

vice

36 Pale
37 Smooth
39 Musical in-

strument
43 Egyptian

leader
45 Piece cut to

fit mortise
46 Comely
48 Playing

leading role

50 Preposition
51 Otherwise
52 Golf mound
53 Rockfish
54 Search for

55 Sin

9
10
11

16

20

22
24
25
27

Puzzle
DOWN

Fall into dis-

use
Dress protec-

tor

European er

mine
Man s name
Existed
Come into

view
Part ol for-

tification

Italian

seaport
Schoolbooks
Silkworm
Emerged vic-

torious

Rather have
Evergreen
trees
Skill

HaiM
Communist
Put up stakes

Answer to Saturday s Puzzle
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29 Christian

festival

30 Uncooked
31 Girl s name

Retired per-

sons pay-
ment
Sunburn

35 Courage
38 Urns

32

33

40 Join T
41 Faux pas

(slang)

42 Ire

44 Wild buffalo

of India

45 Hike
46 Animals coat
47 Simian
49 PeerGynt's

mother
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(Continued from P. 16)

Everyone is welcome! For in-

formation call Colleen Cassidy, 403
Knowlton, 52510

OPEN GYN:
Open Gym will be held Mon and

Wed in Boyden Auxiliary Gym from
7-9 p.m. The first hour will be
restricted though due to I.M.
wrestling finals.

OUTING CLUB:
Mexico Slide Show tonight 6:30, 162

C.C. Elections for V. P. trips and
Smoke Signals Editor also.
Upcoming trips announced.
Everyone welcome.

FOR SALE

Firewood. One cord dried hardwood.
<>awed IS". Call Barry. ?fter 7:30. 527-3648.

tf3-5

/©om Lens for Nikon : \ ivitar 85 - 205mm
f3.8 lens with three filters and case. 1135
Call 549-0544.

tf3-€

Fisher Stereo Receiver Model 301 30
watts RMS. excellent cond. 6 mos old
New 1349.95. asking $185.00. Call 256-6837
ask for Hooper.

MM
Newly dry-cleaned suede coat with fur

collar. Worn 3 months, best offer. Call
Patricia nites at Leach. Room 408. Tel. 546-
2924.

tf3-4

Classical guHar — excel, cond.. new
$125, sell for $60. Call Gary. 256-8864
evenings.

tf3-4

Dolby cassette tape deck — Sony. 5 mo.
old. excel, cond.. cost $260. sell for Urn
Call Gary. 256-8864 evenings.

-. : tf3-4

Left-handed guitar. Gibson Heritage.
$275. excellent condition. Call 546-6424 or
546-6509.

tf3-4

Stereo — Crown DC300, power amp
under warrantee. $450. exc. cond.. also
brand new Crown It 150 preamp. with
guarantee card. Call Kim. 542-5848.

tf3-4

I- or sale — one pair of P. A. column
speakers. 6-8" Itah speakers per cabinet
very reasonable priced. Call John at 584-

113-5

Corvair parts — save. 260 new parts
available for your valuable car. 25c for
catalogue. Clark's Corvair Parts. Colrain
Ma. 01340.

tf3-7

8 trk tape plyr, compltly ptbl. AC. DC.
cig Itr. adptr & 4 albms worth of tps & batt.
$55 frm 549-1409 after 6 p.m.

tf3-4

Fisher Silver Glass Skis. 185s. Only used
three times. Nordica Ski B"ots. size 7, also
for sale. Asking $60. Call Jan. 253-9595.

MM
Campco Drums, virtually new. natural

walnut finish, high hat. cymbals, complete
hardware. Best offer. Call 549-0243.

ttt-4

German Shepard pups. AKC. $50. 323-
7490 after 5:00 p.m.

lf3-5

«ui« & private W trailer, extra wide
I'vmg rm.. 2', wooded acres in Williams-
burg. $12,000. Call College Town Realty. G
Shea. 586-2415.

tf3-l2

Country beauty — 6+ bdrms.. 4
fireplaces. 2 full baths, country sized mod
kitchen. 4+ acres. Ashfield. $45,000 (all
G. Shea. 586-2415.

KM!
Sanyo car stereo tape deck and

speakers. $35 in great condition, need the
cash. Call 256-0615 anytime.

MM
Revox A-77 Mark :i tape deck, studio

quality. I >r. old. 3 heads. 3 motors, list
$950. sell $700. with rmt. ctrl. 4 tape Call
.".19-1121

tf3-8

1969 Bug. exc cond . FM. new snows
618-945.) mornings & evenings.

3-4

Notices
PI SIGMA ALPHA:
All members please attend

meeting March 5 at 7:30 in C.C. 165.

Elections will be held.

PRE VET CLUB:
Members are requested to return

raffle stubs and money by Wed
nesday March 6. Watch NOTICES for

time and place of this week's
meeting.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY:
Will meet tonight at 8 p.m. in 804

808 C.C.

Ten speed hicvcle $85 cash, need to sell
for rent 2.V1-2875.

MM
Marlin IWO-IM. 1 >rs . $275 t nivov amp

l<».> wis $2lNi (all Mark. 253-5913

MM
Vashica Super 8mm zoom lens, all

electrical movie camera with carrving
»asp. must sell RMMft.

tf;i-6

Wow!' Garrard \T6»I turntable with
brand new Shure HS-7C cart . onlv $«)'

VMAZK VOIR FKIFVOS' 1

Zowie! (all
Xndv. .-.IK-1017. midnites

tf:i-8

3 tickets to Aerosmith and Blue Ovster
Cult. March 9 at Orpheum Boston (all
586:1672. Ken.

II

VIDEO MEETING TONIGHT:

Open meeting for any University
people interested in video produc
tions in C.C. 167 at 7:30. WUMV is

feedback.

LOST:
An electronic, gold wristwatch on

leather wristband Lost in WOPE on
Tuesday night Feb. 19. Call David
5468584. Sentimental value.

LOST:
Gold cross and chain lost last week

between GRC and Quad. Great
personal value. Reward! Call 545
2512 ask for Pat, 321 or leave a
message.

LOST:
L brown leather wallet with id's,

charge cards and cash.
Kathie at 665 4420.

Reward! Call

MDC Classifieds

75' first day

50' each

additional day

FOR SALE

MDC CLASSIFIEDS

Realistic TR-I0ID reel to reel tape. 3
speed. 4-track stereo. $50.00. 253-7482.

3-4

Hammond organ. Leslie speaker, ex-
cellent condition, plus 100s of rock n' roll
records. 323-7490 after 5 p.m. Must sell.

tf3-5

PAUL'S OLDTIME FURNITURE -
featuring the finest (and cheapest) in
recycled and pre-owned furniture
chairs, pictures, clothing, magazines
and many other articles of dubious
value and recent antiquity. Yes. all
this and more at Paul's, located in the
heart of gay. exciting Amherst, behind
Aubuchon's. 253-3511. Open 6 days Der
week. POTF.

tf3-5

CAMP COUNSELOR
INTERVIEWS

Camp Vega (Headfield. Maine) will
interview applicants for counselor
positions m teaching of swimming,
sailing, canoeing, skiing, tennis,
riding, pioneering. & cultural arts.
Times: March 5. 9 a.m. -noon. Career
Placement. Whittnore. 1-5 p.m.. Mt.
Holyoke: March 6. 9-4 p.m.. Career
Placement. For appointment call
Ellen, 545-2557 or 253-7268.

tf3-4
J

AUTOS FOR SALE

Fight-track and stereo system, good as
new. paid $140. will sell for $100. Call
Collegian at 5-2550. ask for Hob MacKay.

MMI

1969 Ford Econoline. excellent cond..
panelled & insul. tape deck & bed. Call 584-
8207 after fi p.m.. $1,500 or best offer.

MM

1973 Toyota. 5-speed. radials. r.w.. der..

AM-FM. 12.000 mi.. $2,550. (all Jeff, 665-

3025.

MM
67 CamaroSS. stnd trans., like new, tires

good cond Call Rick between 8 4 5. 584-

3883.

tf3-7

1972 Pinto, auto trans., blk vynl hood, blk
inter., blk carpets. 20000 miles, v good
cond. Good on gas. $1800. (all 665-3416.
after 5.

tf3-8

1961 ( atalina. p.s.. p.b.. a.t.. good engine
and body, very dependable. $150. Call 549-

026.

MM
1949 Ford pickup. $110: 1965 Ford

pickup. $75; 1947 Ford pickup for parts.
$30: 1967 Chev. Impala. 2 dr. hdtp.. $325.

(all 665-3410.

tf3-5

1965 Corvair. automatic, very good
condition, over 20 mpg. must seil. $175.
Call 256-06K3.

H3-7

1971 Fiat 121 coupe. I speed, ex. cond.. 25
mpg. AM-FM radio, must sell. Call 546-

6689 or 339-8371.

MM

FREE

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid
Call 5H4-8816.

tfS-17

Tri-colored pup. 6 mo. old. housebroken
ex. sensitive, free to good home. Call 256-
830.'.. ask for Mike - Moses.

1(3-8

BEAT THE HIGH COST

Spac ious
| »r f bedroom con

dominium apartments, onlv $r>7 to
$iwi mnnthlv after RM down pavment
Includes closing costs, principle, in
icr.si taxes, maintenance upkeep
and insurance located in Sunderland
tall ZMMTI for appointmr-M eves
i*.".-.*KII

If II)

PERSONAL
SERVICES HELP WANTED

Hi-fi audio repair. Sansui. Sony, Dual,
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech Mil i 549-2610.

MMI

Sell new American Made cars and
trucks, most foreign on commission basic
Drop us a card. Box L, No. Amherst. 01059

tf3-5

To the red haired streaker in Southwest
Wed. nite — I love your body. P.S. The
dark haired one wasn't bad either.

3-4

Hungry Chuck is alive and living in 216
Dwight. Biscuits.

2t Hour Service on
Passport Applications.
Lang's Photo.

Passports and
Tel. 253-3148.

tf3-15

ROOMS FOR RENT
3-4

Learn Astrology. Beginner
Intermediate Classes. Beg. starts 2-27; lm
starts 2-25. for infor call 253-3693. or 549^
0005 before 9 p.m.

In Northampton apt. 3 rooms and kit-
chen to share, $75 mo.

H2-28

Free cat — roommate developing asth-
ma, wt. l'i yr. old. spayed f. with calico
markings. Please call Ed. 665-2995.

tf3-6

Yoga (Hatha) (nurses. 8 and It) weeks
beg. & inter. Experienced teacher, for
more information, call 549-0842, keep
trying.

MM

WANTED TO RENT

2 bdrm. apt. or 4-5 rms., lo mile
radius of Amherst. $I20-$I50 range
• all Lynne at WMUA, 11-4 p.m.

MM

Anita Philadelphia (ream Cheese has
"P.E." (and that's not Phys. Ed.). From
your roommates — John Boy. Star Trek.
Brandy, and Jason.

3-4

(ar repair hassles? Fxperienced
mechanic available to fix it right, no big
overhead, no job too small. Foreign &
domestic. 253-7241.

MM

MISCELLANEOUS

Happy birthday.
Stretch & Brit.

Crutch! I^>ve. Mel,

3-4

Street hockey — anyone interested in
playing informally or organizing teams'.'
(alt John 5-2742, leave message if not
there.

Please! Want any posters to help furnish
Belchertown playroom. Bring to (T Music
Room, ll-l on Mon.-Wed. or call 256-0615.
thanks.

MM

PHOTOS - Passports, visas
graduate school applications, or
similar kinds of photographv. $4.00 for
six passport size photos. Sizes and
prices are negotiable Quality
guaranteed. Very fast service (all
Steve at 6-5443.

tf3-29

tf3-6

STEREO COMPONENTS

•^es.

Stereo Components — 20 per cent - 40
per cent off list. All major brands
available, all guaranteed. Call Mike at
536-481 1, after 5 p.m.

tf 4-1 1

ENTERTAINMENT
TO SUBLET

"Leave me where I am. I am not losing,
if I am choosing, not to plan my life."

tf3-5

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted - large country
house in Conway. Own rm., $63 per mo
utilities included Female preferred 369-
Ib49.

U3-4

If you don't need loud music to be en-
tertained, slide up to the TOC, Thurs.-Fri.-
Sat. 9-1, if your thirsty come Thursday.

MM

Apt. to sublet — June 1 to Sept. I. 2 bed
Brandywine. PFTS ALLOWED, rent
negotiable, (all 549-4547.

U3-8

Own room in I bdrm. PuHlon apt. grad
preferred until Aug. or later. Pool, tennis
bus route. 519-6258 anytime.

tf3-4

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE
Where have all the Coffeehouses gone?

We don't know, but the TOC presents the
best in coffee house type entertainment,
every Thur.-Sat.

tf3-8

Rooms, mimed, occ. by month, no
lease, single, double, next to campus. 401
N. Pleasant. Ask for Duncan. 253-9938.

tf3-7

Spring Vacation in San Juan, $280 all
inclusive. For more information, call
( ampus Travel Center. 545-0500.

t/3-15

1972 Honda (1350. excellent condition
$600. Must sell soon. Call 549-1382. after 3.

MM
1972 Yamaha 175 trail machine. Ceriani

forks, excellent cond. Call 256-8691.

tf3-6

TYPING

Musicians! Drummer-singer needs band
or bunch of musicians for spring-summer.
Into jazz but will do anvthing. (all Mike
549-1617.

MM
Uts make one thing perfectly clear

Kock n' roll is here to stay and Bob the I)J
can bring it to you in fine style. Call 536-
6075.

tf3-7

Typing — list accurate, cheap. Pickup
and delivery. Smith Corona 7000. Call Sue
1-527-1802.

MM
General typing done. ( .11 Karen. 66^

^625 after 5 p.m.

tf3-4

Roommates wanted for apt in NHamp
ton. own room, rent $63. includes util exc
e ec. (lose to 5 col. bus. (,|| D„nna m,

H3-5

Private bdrm.. Ig. 5 rm. apt.. 3 bdrms..
living room, kitchen. $45 a mo., one-third
of utilities, (all 584-7642 or come to 18
Orchard St.. Northampton.

MM

TRAVEL

(ampus Travel Center, handles air.
hotel, car rentals, package tours,
honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call
545-O500. for information.

MMI

WANTED
Tired of the same old shit? Try a band

from Boston Music Group, for your next
concert or party. 617-353-1184 or 617-247-

tfS-6

Attrct liberal open minded female who
likes leather boots etc. Good pay for
modeling. Give details: KB.. PO Box
262. Holyoke. MA.

tf3-4

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from $199
ror more information call Campus Travel
(enter, 545-0500.

tf3-l5

ROOM WANTED
Wanted trans axle for VW Bus. 1966

Mike. 665-4150.

MM

Spring Vacation in Spain at
Torremolinos, $279, all inclusive. For more
information call Campus Travel (enter
545-0500

113-15

Male and lovable, well-trained dog. need
one bedroom: have full-time job (all Bob
1-445-4035.

t/3-4

FOR RENT

Books wanted. Old or new. whole
libraries, odds add ends. Call eveninas
256-6143. we pick up.

'

H3-4

Wanted — exp. instructor to teach flute
Will pay. Call Bob. 516-5823.

tf3-4

EL ROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA — Travel
discounts year round. Int'l. Student Travel
(enter. 739 Boylston St.. Suite 113. Boston
Ma. 617-267-1122.

tf5-17

RIDE WANTED

Furnished room for rent immediately inrelaxed but qaiet country house' in

tf3-8

€>»£
'" rnl ™ »"""«• '" Amherst

(enter grad student or mature couple
kitchen A bath privileges furni,hed (allBob. 256-6942

113-

Wanted! !
! Jewish students to share

a suite in Cashin with 3 concerned
Jews trying to find their Jewishness.
in a communal type of living. Ad-
vantages include an automatic meal-
ticket exemption, a private room, and
the opportunity to explore your Jewish
identity Call Dov at 6-4157. anytime.
Am Yisroel Chai!!

MM
J

To Miami. Florida or area for the
March, spring break Will help out with
expenses. Call Mike at 6-6296.

tf3-5

Leverett Elem School to CMass approx
noon. Mon.-VAed. & Thurs., 1000 Tues. Call
Julie" Rosenthal mornings. 549-0344
please.

tf3-«

WANTED TO BUY

PHOTUOKAPHER

t ustom black and white film processing
done. Quick service' One roll of film and
contact onlv $1 .25. (all John or GeorgeM4M.

tf:i-7

I want to buv your sick car. an.v make or
model, any major problem, foreign or
domestic Let me buy your headache' Bob
253721 1.

If3-8

Sliver coins; paying 220 per cent of face
contact me at 215 Whitmore: Tues Thur

'

ask for Mark.

tf3-5

LOST & FOUND
Attractive open-minded LIBERAL

females for go-go dancing. No exp. nee.
good pay Write giving details: K.B.. Box
262. Holyoke. Mass

tf3-5

Reward for returning Dk grey miniature
Schnauzer puppy. I^st on 2-26 in Harlow
Dr — F. Pleasant St area. Named
(all 549-1579.

Rudi

tf3-5

»'*•'• Mlttlli • . . .- .*.'.
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But no lady jock

Edminster loves sport
By KATIE KING

Ask any UMie his image of a

woman athlete, and you'll get a

response similar to this: "Oh,
that's easy. She's a masculine,
radical, woman's libber with a

sixteen inch bicep flex, deep
voice, tough face, and bowed
legs. On a typical Friday
evening, you can find her
weigh tlifting in WOPE, donned
in her favorite sweats, which,

incidentally, she lives in. In her
spare time, she gets her kicks

out of running around campus,
castrating helpless male
UMies. Yup, that's her, the

'lady jock."*

Now introduce that same
UMie to women's basketball

star Jenny Edminster, and
he'll realize that his image of

his "lady jock" is without a
doubt one of the worst
stereotypes on campus.
Jenny is everything that his

image is not. She is a quiet,

feminine co-ed, who does not

take active part in the present

Women's Liberation
movement. She couldn't press

any more than thirty pounds
without great difficulty, and
she usually goes out on Friday
evenings, like any other
woman on campus. In her
limited spare time she simply
studies or relaxes. "Sports is

just another part of my life that

I enjoy — like anything else,"

she claims.

Having played organized
basketball since the seventh
grade, Jenny, now a
sophomore with two years of

college varsity experience,

recalls having been hassled by
her male peers ever since she
can remember. "But it seemed
to me that the more intelligent

guys respected me because
they knew that I played only
because I was competitive, and
I loved the game. They knew I

wasn't out to prove anything —
and I'm not," she added.

It is fairly obvious to Jenny
that women lack the physical

strength necessary to compete
against men on an equal basis.

Men are gaster, bigger, and

JENNEY EDMINSTER

stronger. However Jenny feels

that the present trend to en-
courage women atheletes,
rather to surpress them as has
been in the past, is in full bloom
both off and on the UMass
campus. She cited Little
League as an area where
women are now competing
successfully against men.

"But," she added, "It will be a
long time before women
will De creteating men around
here."

Perhaps a great portion of

the blame for this could be
placed upon the UMass
Women's Physical Education
Department. Although the
department offers a wide scope
of intramural sports, it is not

oriented towards strong in-

tercollegiate competition, and
therefore grants a minimum of

scholarships to women
athletes. Also the facilities for

women are not anywhere as
near advanced or available as
they are for men.

Despite this hindrance, the

University has produced,
nevertheless, a number of fine

women athletes who too often

are overlooked — Jenny is one
of them. She is a consistent,

talented, team oriented for-

ward who is counted on time
and time again to come
through when the team is

down. Her teammates readily

admit that they look to her for

the big points and inspiration,

which she almost always
produces one-hundred percent.

Although she sees no future in

basketball professionally, the
game presently evolves a great
degree of enjoyment,
satisfaction and relaxation for

her. Jenny works as hard on
improving her game as she
does on being a woman —
which is hardly the image of

the stereotyped "lady jock"
that many UMies imagine.
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NIT no cakewalk
Let's not all get carried away.
In the past week all I've heard about is how the Minutemen are lucky

they were bypassed by the UCLA Invitational (more commonly known as

the NCAA Tournament) in favor of the NIT. The reason behind this great

stroke of fate, so I'm told, is that it will be better to win the NIT than to be

eliminated in an early round of the big time.
Well guess again. Anytime you come right out and say that the

Minutemen are capable of winning the Madison Square Garden Party,

you've said a mouthful.
Granted, the NIT will be a more competitive tournament <provided

UCLA beats out USC forthe Pac-8 title and advances into the NCAA ) . But
to say that the Minutemen are the class of the field is another matter.
Any team can put together four good nights of basketball and come

away with the tourney crown. Virginia Tech did that just last year.

But the field was not as strong as it will be this time around. Notre
Dame, Tech's victims in the finals, had a mediocre record that barely
topped .500 as they were building for this year's once-beaten, number two
ranked team.
This season the field is so strong that it is doubtful that similar versions

of last year's winner and runner-up would even be invited.

UMass, St. John's, Manhattan, and Hawaii have already received bids

for this year's tournament. These teams are the first picked, but far from
the best available.

The class of the tourney will undoubtedly be the two losers in the ACC
round robin. Any combination of Maryland, North Carolina, and North
Carolina State would have to be rated as the odds-on favorites to cop the

crown. In fact, as long as they aren't in the same bracket, I would wager
that the two who come to New York will meet in the finals.

But the Atlantic Coast teams are not the only outstanding basketball
teams that have yet to be invited. The list of possibilities is, to say the
least, impressive.
The country's leading offensive team is indeed a possibility. Maryland-

Eastern Shore is the only team in the country averaging over 100 points
per game.
Another southern team, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, has

a season record of 18-4 and have been outscoring their opponents by 19
points per game.
The Bearcats from the University of Cincinnati have completed their

season with a record of 19-7 including a 92-77 pasting of NCAA-bound
Marquette on Saturday.
There are still plenty of other capable basketball teams on the outside

awaiting bids, including Centenary (20-4), Houston (14-7 with a killer
schedule), Jacksonville (16-9), Rutgers (17-6), and let us not forget our
conference rivals, UConn (18-7 with wins over Syracuse, Boston College,
and, lest we forget, UMass).

In other words, don't count your rebounds before the shot is missed.
UMass will be there, and they'll be as competitive as hell. But beyond
that, it's all guesswork.

Women hoopsters outclassed Former pitcher Tom White
By LINDA MACKLER

The UMass women's basketball team fell to
Southern Connecticut State College Saturday af-
ternoon 69-35.

It is obvious why Southern Connecticut is rated
fourth in the nation and seeded first in the Regional
Tournament. They are a well-disciplined team with a
regimented offense and defense. In the third quarter
they had no turnovers. They took fourty-one rebounds
to UMass' twelve.

Coach Farr, an alumnus and ex-varsity basketball
player for Southern Connecticut, claimed, "They are
the top team in the East. They have a well-executed
fast break but we stayed with them. We just couldn't
block their shots."
UMass held their own in the first quarter. They

went into the second period down by only seven. But
Southern quickly scored four baskets and broke the
game wide open. They went into the final quarter
leading 62-24.

Sophomore Joanne Smith said, "I expected to be

able to run our offense and contain their fast break
better."

The junior varsity team did not fare too much
better. They also were defeated, but only 48-42.

Coach Ellen Greaves was very dissappointed in the
team's performance. "We suffered a lack of con-
centration in the second half, she said. Our press was
effective but we made too many mental errors. There
were twenty-four turnovers and you can't expect to
win with that. Of course, Southern Connecticut is an
excellent team."

Nancy O'Neil was both high scorer and rebounder.

She had twelve points aad made eleven grabs. She

was not as upset with the performance.

"Our major weakness was that we didn't break the

press well," she said, "but I don't think we have too

much to complain about. We played a decent game."
The two teams will be playing their final regular

season games Tuesday night at home against Smith.

Starting time is at 6:30 p.m. in WOPE Gym.

will report with Phillies

Sittier shoots Celts sunk in OT, 108-102
Leafs over

stunned B's, 6-4
BOSTON (AP) - The Toronto

Maple Leafs, led by Darryl Sittier

posted their first National Hockey
League victory in Boston in nearly
six years Sunday night, stunning
the Bruins 6-4.

Sittier scored his 34th goal and
assisted on two other tallies as the

Leafs defeated the Bruins at the

Garden for the first time since

March 31, 1968. Toronto had an 0-

15-2 record in the long stretch.

Johnny Bycyk put the Bruins on
the board in the opening period,

stickhandling through the Toronto

defense, before the Leafs got

going
Sittier tied the score, sinking a

long rebound of Mike Pelyks shot,

and Ron Ellis set up Norm Uliman
at the corner of the Boston goal to

put the Leafs in front.

Toronto rookie Ian Turnbull and
Boston defenseman Dallas Smith

traded goals 14 seconds apart in

the second period and the Leafs'

Jim McKenney and Wayne Cash-

man also matched goals late in the

session.

Pelyk and Dave Keon beat

Boston goalie Gilles Gilbert with

tallies in the final period, before

Cashman got the last goal on a

power play in the last minute.

BOSTON (AP) — Walt Frazier,

held to six points for four periods,

came through with a tie-breaking

three-point play in overtime and
the New York Knicks went on to a
108-102 National Basketball
Association victory over the
Boston Celtics Sunday for a split of

a weekend series.

With the score 99-99, Frazier
drove in for a layup, was fouled on
the play and cashed the free throw
to give New York the lead to stay.

Bill Bradley sank a pair of

baskets around one by Don Nelson
and the Kicks were home free for

their second victory in six

meetings with the Celtics this

season.

Frazier capped a New York
comeback sparked by Dave
DeBusschere with a pair of free

throws which put New York in

front 93-92 with 47 seconds
remaining in regulation.

The lead then was swapped until

Bradley put New York ahead on a
long jump shot with four seconds
left.

By MIKE BROPHY
MDC Baseball Writer

Tom White, former UMass
pitcher and 1973 UMass co-captain
will report to the Philadelphia
Phillies minor league training
camp in Clearwater, Fla. for a
tryout, it was learned Saturday.
Dick Tedd, Executive Scout for

the Phillies announced Saturday
while attending the seventh annual
UMass baseball clinic that he had
talked with White and had taken
him through a preliminary
workout last week. He also said,

"Tom is big, strong and a lefty. We
are going to give him the chance he
wants and I think he has a good
one. He has regained his control
and speed on the ball and if he
continues to improve at this rate,

he could be deadly."
White finished up last season

with a 3-3 record while striking out

66 opponents in 57 innings. "Tom is

also a strikeout artist who, when he
is on, can put the ball right where
he wants it," Teed added.
Also to White's credit were three

saves and a 3.93 ERA on the season
in which he made 14 appearances.
Perhaps White's finest per-
formance of the season last year
came on the western trip where he
blanked nationally ranked Van-
derbuilt 2-0 on six hits, while
striking out eight batters in his

nine inning performance.
White has always been known as

a good hitting pitcher and last year
posted a .350 batting average while
collecting one triple on the year.

Too Tirod to Book?

Too Pooped to Cook?

Don't get Shook

we're open

241ns.

Rte. 9, Hadley

Mister
Doruxt

HOW DOYOU THINK
MOST PEOPLE YOURAGE

DIE?

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon.

(except during league play)

50* per string

- Sat.

It's not drugs.

It's not suicide.

And it's not cancer.

It's automobile crashes.

More American people
between the ages of 1 5 and 25 die
in automobile crashes than in any
other way.

At least half of those deaths
are alcohol related. And the drunk
drivers who cause most of them
are under 25. Sometimes, many
times, they kill themselves.

One of the most dangerous
things you can do is get drunk and
drive home.

You can change it. You
have to.

You march against the war.

You fight for clean air and clean
water. You eat natural foods. You
practice yoga. You are so much for
life. And you are so much against
killing.

It would be unthinkable for

you to wittingly kill another human
being.

So then, why is this

happening?

I

—

—

I

DRUNK DRIVER. DEFT V
BOX 1969

|

WASHINGTON. DC 20013

\

I don't want to get killed and I don't
want to kill anyone Tell me how I can
help 'Youths Highway Safety Advisory

1

Committee.

i

i

i

Gymnastics teams win big

STOP K1UW6 EACH OTHER.
g£

Seniors help

women dance

past South Conn

By CANDY GROSS
Before a capacity crowd

Saturday afternoon, the senior

women led the UMass women's
gymnastics team to a convincing
victory over Southern Connecticut

with a score of UM 103.35 to SC
95.55.

In the opening ceremonies of the

meet, the seniors were each
presented with a corsage as a

small token of appreciation for

their hard work and dedication to

the team.

Vaulting proved to be the closest

event of the evening as UMass won
it by only .8 points with a score of

25.95 to SC's 25.15. Jeannine Burger
took first with an 8.85, followed by

a UM tie at 8.55 between senior

Margie Combs and freshman
Linda Nelligan. Southern Con-

necticut stole the third and fourth

positions though, with Terry
DeNardi's 8.45 and Polly

Dellagoia's 8.4 In all, it was a high

scoring event with only one score

in the high sevens, indicating the

good depth on both teams.

The bars event had its high and
low points that evening. Two of

UMass' seniors, bar specialist

Betsy East and Captain Anne
Vexler tied for top position at 8.55

Both routines flowed nicely from
one move to the next, Betsy not

letting the unsettling SC injury

interfere with her performance in

the least. Mary Fedyn of SC threw
some nice tricks to earn an 8.45

second followed by another UM tie

between Jeannine Burger and
Linda Nelligan at 8.25. The one low
point of the evening came when an
unfortunate problem upon
dismounting cost SC's All

Arounder Terry DeNardi some
points and a dislocated knee. This
removed her from competition for

the rest of the evening.
At the end of the two events,

Southern Connecticut's 49.30 put
them two points behind UMass'-
51.30.

Balance beam was dominated by

senior Anne Vexler's 9.3 routine,

which saw her tumbling, leaping

and turning with amplitude
previously unseen by many in the

crowd. UM's Jodi Hitt took second
with 8.5, again displaying the style

of dance for which she's being

recognized. Southern Connecticut

captured the third and fourth

positions with Mary Beth. Huber's
7.9 and Polly Dellagoia's 7.85. The
beam event on the whole is

becoming less of a 'down fall' for

UMass, as fairly solid routines

were given by the whole beam
team. The event score was a quite

substantial 25.55 to SC 22.35.

Floor exercise brought the fitting

close to this season's home meets
when, as Anne Vexler finished her
overwhelming performance, the

crowd rose in a standing ovation,

demanding she present herself one
more time. Not to be forgotten are
the close second and third place

routines of Jeannine Burger and
Margie Combs, which earned 8.75

and 8.7 respectively. SC's Polly

Dellagois took fourth with 8.45

followed by UM's Marian Kulick

and Jodi Hitt. The event was
completely UMass' as indicated by
their score of 26.50 points to SC's

23.90.

Anne Vexler won the All Around
with 34.95 points and second place
went to Jeannine Burger's 33.60.

SC's Mary Beth Huber and Mary
Fedyn took third and fourth,

respectively.

On Tuesday evening, March 5th

at 8:00, the JV's will travel to

Springfield for another close meet
between these two rivals. The final

dual meet will take place next
Saturday. March 9th. when the

team meets a strong Clarion State
team at Clarion State

(SUff Photo - Steve Smith)

Betsy East, Margie Combs, Anne Vexler, and Heidi Armstrong were honored
before the Southern Connecticut meet.

(Staff Photo - Phil Aubrey)

STEVE SCUDERI shows the form that pommelled Cornell.

• surf Khoto - sieve Smith)

JEANNINE BURGER
Balance Beam

Tired men pommel

Big Red in

eastern tuneup

By WALT POWERS
In warmups just prior to

Saturday afternoon's men's
gymnastics meet a Cornell vaulter
rumbled down the takeoff lane,
made a sloppy, lunging hand-
stand, and toppled flat on his face.

This triggered a paroxysm of
giggling from the Cornell bench,
and if UMass never got excited in

the 154.65-146.95 romp that
followed, it was hard to blame
them. As the meet neared an end,
two bored Cornellians sprawled on
the floor in front of their bench, and
one got the impression that the
freewheeling Minutemen couldn't
have lost this meet had they tried.

The final dual meet of the season
saw the Minutemen give one of

their weakest performances, but
considering the circumstances, it

was a good effort. Gene Whelan
emerged sleepless from an all-star

meet the night before where he
beat half the Polish National team
and the enitire American squad,

which included Olympian John
Crosby. (The Polish team finished

fourth in the 1972 Olympics.) The
entire team endured a seven-hour
bus ride, and Rich Seikunas didn't

even make the trip. Then there
was their competition, which at

times deteriorated to high -school
level. UMass had an in-

surmountable lead after the second
event, and the rest of their af-

ternoon was spent in a successful

experiment with compulsory
routines and difficult dismounts.

The Minutemen jumped out to a
one point lead after the floor
exercises, even though Dave Apple
gave the most impressive Cornell
performance of the afternoon. The
Big Red seemed totally lost on
sidehorse, where UMass "pom-
melled" them 25.35-21.25. In-
strumental in this meet-winning
trouncing were Steve Marks (8.25)
and Brian Hassig (8.55).

After that it was garbage time.
With no pressure on them, the
Minutemen were just plain sloppy,
but the Big Red seemed bent on
showing the crowd of about a
hundred friends and relatives how
difficult gymnastics really is. The
notable exception was dismoun
ting, where almost everbody from
UMass landed spectacular double-
back somersaults or full forward-
twists. Also on the plus side were
surprising showings from John
Brandon (8.15) and Co-Captain Jay
Thomsen (8.25) on the high bar.

All in an, the meet was a
relaxing tuneup for this week's
Eastern Championships, which
will be held in the same arena . The
win gave the Minutemen a dual
meet record of 8-3, overall and 6-3

in the conference. Cornell may be
no. 1 in the Ivy League, but the
Easterns? Who are they kidding?

•Staff l'h«Mo S(r\p Smith i

i Staff Photo - Ste\r smith)

JODI HITT
Floor exercises.

LINDA NELLIGAN
Vaulting

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

K { Mm. oqe 19 & completion of 01 leotf I ytat ol college )

GRADUATE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS
THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS

. . . comprising 350 outstanding Boys. Girls. Brother-Sister
and Co-Ed Camps, located throughout the New England. Mid-
dle Atlantic States and Canada.

. . . INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES concerning summer employment a-> Head
tf* Counselors. Group Leaders. Specialties. General Counselors.

Write. Pfione. or Call in Person

Association of Private Camps - Dept. C
<- Moxwell M Alexander, Executive Dnecfor

Ik, 55 West 42nd Street, OX 52656. New York 36, N. Y.
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Reynolds Chateaheuf, Benson, Fenton win

Wrestlers
By JOHN BOCK

MDC Staff Wrestling Writer
HANOVER, N.H. - The tie is

ours, the loss is theirs", exclaimed
a jubilant Coach Homer Barr as his
Minutemen grapplers claimed a
share of the first place trophy in

the New England University
Wrestling Association's Cham-
pionship Tournament held in
Alumni Gvmnasium on the Dart-

mouth College campus.
The Rhode Island Rams were

odds -on favorites to win the title

and before the varsity consolation
finals they held what seemed like

an insurmountable lead. For
UMass to come from way behind
and tie them (139Vz points apiece)
is a tale of sacrifice and com-
petition that makes collegiate
athletics something special

i 3*9

Winning titles for UMass were
champions Larry Reynolds at
118, Russell Chateauneuf at 134,

Steve Benson at 158, and Dennis
Fenton at Heavyweight. Their
story and contributions are just
part of a weekend that left ob-
servers and a sad Rhode Island
contingent of fans shaking their
heads and drying their eyes.
The Minutemen entered the

tournament with a 9-7 dual match
record and a second place in the
Yankee Conference tournament.
With the exception of Steve Benson
no Minuteman had an impressive
dual match record. Most of the
season UMass could never be
counted on to wrestle the same
lineup twice due to injuries and
weight problems. One thing that a
poor dual match season does for
the individual is to give him a poor
seed in the tournament. That is

where Coach Barr's boys found
themselves on Friday morning as
Rhode Island came out of the
seeding meeting with five top seeds
to UMass' one. Even Boston
University had three number one
seeds and that spelled trouble for
the Minutemen.

If it bothered them, though, it

never showed as they went on to
upset the seedings seven times
before the tournament was over.
As in any tourney it is place win-
ners that can make the difference
with winning and losing and in that
respect UMass had the personnell
that understood what the ex-
pression "hang in there, baby!"
means. The other six team
members placed no less than

consoldations. UMass had four

finalists and that margin gave
them the lead over BU.
To catch Rhode Island though

meant that one of two things had to

happen - every Massachusetts
wrestler had to win in the finals

and consolation finals or URI had
to blow a few matches. A com-
bination of the two was what
UMass forced. In the consolations

Doug LeMire and Steve Jabaut
were outstanding. LeMire pinned
Kevin Keyes of Dartmouth in 1 : 56

was just not himself in his semi
final bout with URI's Dave Hovey
and lost 6-3 despite a brilliant third
period performance that should
have had Hovey penalized for
stalling but saw nothing done. In

the consolation semi-finals Cliff

received an elbow to the eye that

resulted in eight stitches to close a
nasty gash and left him with a
king-size headache. In the finals

for third place the extremes of

pain, fatigue, and disappointment
caused him to lose a riding time

STEVE BENSON AND LARRY REYNOLDS, New
England champions at 118 and 158.

decision to Glenn Smith of Maine.
The stage was set for the finals

with UMass ahead of BU by twelve
but down to URI by about the

to take third. It was sweet revenge
because Keyes had beaten Doug 7-1

in the quarters. Steve Jabaut
showed he is the gutsiest wrestler
UMass has, as he beat UConn's
George Smith 7-4 for third place
Jabaut was at least two weight
classes above what he normally

fourth. Second place winner was wrestled and managed to take aRobin Osborne at 190, while Doug strong third and even give theLeMire and Steve Jabaut took champion at that class a run for it
thirds at 142 and 167 pounds, At 126 pounds Dick Muri lost to
respectively, and Dick Muri, Cliff slick and smooth two time NEUWA
Blom, and Bob Spaulding placed Champ Scott Pucino 6-1 in the

[

OVER THE TOP goes Dennis Fenton's opponent in a
recent match against Dartmouth. It was the same
story on Saturday when he won the New England
Heavyweight title.

fourth at 126, 150, and 177
After the quarter final round

Boston University was given the
best chance of beating URI
because they were tied with them
and still had eight of ten alive. It

was in the consolation semi-finals
that things changed for the
Terriers as they failed to claim any
more than two finalists for the

semi-finals, but proved that he can
stay in there with him. In the
consolations he was robbed of a
reversal and near fall and thus
third place.

The most unfortunate wrestler
on the team was Cliff Blom who
was the second seed at 150 but
managed to place fourth. Blom

Meet Vermont in semi-final Wednesday night in Burlington

Skaters upend Boston State, 7-4

same. In the championship at 118
pounds was UMass LarryReynolds and
URI's Rich Adham. Reynolds was
the third seed by virtue of the fact
that he had never wrestled at 118
during the season. He had upset
Jeff Lambert of BU in the af-
ternoon semi final by an 8-4 score.

In the evening match Adham took
Reynolds down in the beginning of
the first period and rode him out.

The second period Reynolds had
the advantage and really pushed
Adham and finally put him on his
back for two. In the third period
Larry escaped and hit Adham with
everything he had and caught him
with a pancake that put him in the
mat for the pin at 5:51.

By DAVE EIBE1
They came, they scored, they

conquered
In the almost empty Boston

Arena, the Minutemen upset
fourth-seeded Boston State College
to the tune of 7-4 last Saturday
night to advance to the semi-finals
of the Division Two Playoffs
against Vermont, this coming
Wednesday night.

It was a game which had all the
ingredients of UMass' two most
recent outings against Vermont
and Northeastern-clutch offensive
play and the stellar goaltending of
Chick Rheault, who has latelv

adapted to his new job of being a
target on a firing rant but. unlike
the target, refuses to be scored
upon, with any great frequency
The first period of the game was

full of Boston State disap-

pointments in that state took
twenty shots on Rheault, only
counting once — a rebound goal at

the 0:51 mark by John Caccamo.
The Minutemen played with

extreme caution in the early going
but seemed to get stronger after
Jim Lynch tied it at 7:58 on a
rebound off a Bill Mintiens slap-
shot. Ten minutes later, at 17:56

Carl Bruns defelcted a Lynch shot
past Boston goalie Paul McBrine
and the Minutemen had the lead

for good.

But they broke the game open
during a span of 3:49 of the second
period during which they outscored
their opponents 4-2.

Mike Merchant picked up two
within r>4 seconds, at 9:14 and
10 08. Kevin Conners scored the

prettiest goal of the night, and the
winner, at 12 28 when he picked up

Inside Sports

•Women gymnasts conquer So Conn

•Men gymnasts vault past Cornell

•Women hoopers dropped by So Conn

•Tom White at spring camp with Phils

•Bruins and Celtics lose at home

•Special on Jenny Edminstcr

a Mike Ellis pass at center, walked
in all alone decked McBrine and
backhanded the puck into the right
corner of the net. At 13:03 Steve
Nims scored a powerplay marker
only 7 seconds after State's Bob
Layrie was penalized for tripping
when he slapped in a rebound off a
scramble. Paul Fisher, State's
leading scorer, scored both second
period goals for his team, the first
on a deflection at 10:27, the second
a wristshot from the slot at 12:37.

It was the period that turned the
game around. The Minutemen
.came back agter a flat first stanza
and put tremendous pressure on
McBrine firing 18 labelled shots at
him. The UMass onslaught took all
the wind out of Boston State's sails-
all that was left after they fired
twenty shots on Rheault in the first
period and only came away with
one goal.

In a totally academic third-

period UMass' Jim Lyons, scored
52 seconds into the period on a slap
shot from the edge of the left face
off circle to make it 7-3. Boston
State closed out the scoring at 6:59
when Joe Legro converted on a 2
on 1 break with Caccamo.

/.a mbonies-Vermont boombed
Army nil last night in

Burlington... In their only meeting
this year the Catamounts edged the

Minutemen 4 2 The Arena, which
seats over 8.000. was filled" to
about 1-8 capacity.. .In the other
Division Two semi-final Wed-
nesday night. Salem STate faces
Mernmak Lynehie had a hand in

the tirst four I Mass goals with one
goal and three assists

Boston St. goalie Paul McBrine is kicking air as the %
Puck, deflected by Mike Merchant, is about to enter the

'

victory*
tMass '

fourth g°al •" their 7-4 Saturday night
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Sirica
to decide
on Nixon

HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
District Judge John J. Sirica will

hold a hearing tomorrow to

determine disposition of a secret
grand jury report said to deal with
President Nixon's role in

Watergate.
The judge set the hearing for

open court after a meeting
requested by James D. St. Clair,

Nixon's lawyer in Watergate-
related matters.

"All interested counsel may
state their views regarding the
disposition of the report and
recommendation filed last Friday
by the 1972 grand jury," Sirica said
after meeting with St. Clair,

assistant prosecutors and lawyers
for H. R. Haldeman and John D.

Ehrlichman.
White House deputy press

secretary Gerald L. Warren
confirmed St. Clair asked for

Monday's meeting and added:
"Our position will be made known
in open court, I have nothing
further to say at this time."
Earlier in the day Warren had

said "there is no present intention"

on the part of the White House to

ask that the grandjury's report be
withheld from the House im-
peachment inquiry.

Asked whether the President's

lawyers planned to make any
representations to Sirica, he said

"not to my knowledge."
After the Sirica meeting, Warren

said he didn't know that St. Clair

planned to request it. "If he was,"
Warren said, "he didn't tell me."
The judge's reference to the

"recommendation" was the first

public confirmation that the grand
jury had accompanied its report
with a suggestion of what should
become of it.

There had been published
reports that the jury asked it be
forwarded to the House Judiciary

Committee.
Sirica did not spell out the

subject matter of the report in his

brief statement.

The report, said to be in 5

paragraphs, was handed to the
judge along with the Watergate
coverup indictments of H. R.

Haldeman, John D. Ehrlichman,
John N. Mitchell and four others

last Friday. There also was a

satchel full of documents.
Sirica told a reporter he spent

part of the weekend researching

the law for precedents to guide him
in his decision.

Warren said the White House
was not aware what the report

contained.

But he said, in reference to

reports last weekend that the

grand jury detailed Nixon's in-

volvement in the coverup,
"presumptions are being made
that you gentlemen should be very
cautious about."

"I'm not in a position to discuss

the sealed report because it is a

grand jury matter presented to the

court in a traditional secret

manner," Warren said.

More indictments are expected

in the coming days from two other

Watergate grand juries.

It was believed that charges

growing out of the activities of the

White House Special Investigations

unit, particularly the foray for

psychiatric records of Daniel
Ellsberg, would be returned in

midweek.

i Staff phi.tol.arrs Hershkowiti i

David Johnston finds the streaking situation
"amusing", but worries about the ensuing noise
created by crowds.

Police "relaxed"

with streakers
By FRITS GUERTSEN

MDC Staff
"The police will respond to all complaints concerning streaking," sau

David Johnston, UMass Director of Public Safety, "but we're taking i
relaxed line with it right now."

Johnston, who finds the situation "amusing", said that the biggest
problem was not the streaking itself, but the ensuing noise created by
crowds drawn by the streakers.

"We've had a lot of complaints," he said, "not only from students, but

from Amherst residents concerning the noise. Let's face it - we don't live

in a vacuum here and we have to take into account the rights of area
residents."

Johnston added that he thought the noise problem could be better
controlled by residence hall staffs rather than the police.

Thus far there has only been one streaking-related arrest on campus,
and that person was not a student.

"The only reason the arrest was made," said Johnston, "was that the
person stopped. What the police want to do is keep the streakers
streaking. It's when they stop somewhere that we take action."

The FBI released a statement last Friday condemning streaking. Their
rationale was that charges stemming from a streaking arrest could
jeopardize a person's job opportunities later in life.

Saul Chafin, Assistant Director of Operations for the Department of
Public Safety, explained this further. "The charge goes down as indecent
exposure in the books, but no explanation goes with it. It could just as
easily be a sexual offense and no one would know the difference."
"What we're doing here," he continued, "is charging the offender with

disorderly conduct, not indecent exposure. Unless, of course, someone
decides to parade around in broad daylight."

"So far," said Chafin, "there have been no complaints about either
overaction or inaction on the part of the police."
Johnston sees the entire situation as healthy. "It's a far cry from

students throwing bombs and fighting police. I see this as indicative of a
change back to normalcy, a return to traditional student behavior. It's a
welcome change, from a law enforcement official's viewpoint."
Chafin said "It's a return to the fifties and fun. Students have been too

serious lately - involved in all sorts of issues and totally humorless."

Jesse Jackson talks tomorrow at Amherst
The Reverend Jesse L. Jackson,

national civil rights leader and
Black business advocate, will

deliver the keynote address at the
Amherst College Black Business
Symposium at 8 p.m. tomorrow in

the College's Johnson Chapel. All

symposium events are open to the
public without charge.

Entitled "Black Capitalism:
Myth or Reality ", the Symposium
lectures, workshops, and panel
discussions will examine the roles,

Inside:

University of New
Hampshire President
Thomas N. Bonner
resigned yesterday to

accept the president's

position at Union
College in Schenectady,
N.Y. effective July 1.

The editor of the student
newspaper at UNH tells

the story. Page 11.

Amherst's town
caucus is tonight and a
bevy of candidates vie

for three seats on the
school committee. The
caucus is en elimination
primary election in

which all town
registered voters are
eligible. Stories, page 2

and 10.

successes, and failures of Black
businessmen and Black-oriented
businesses. The risks, com-
promises and general feasability of
a Black person pursuing a career
in business will be illustrated

during the course of the events of

the three-day symposium.
The next symposium event

scheduled after Jackson's speech
will be an address by Ken Guscott,
president of Guscott Associates, a
Boston-based employment
recruiting agency, at 8 p.m.
Friday, in Johnson Chapel.

On Saturday, speeches will be
given by Black managers in bi-

racially owned businesses and
corporations; the general goal of

the sppeches is an identification of

risks endemic to the business
world in relationship to Black
businessmen. Black businessmen
with expertise in corporate ven-
tures will exchange ideas with
student participants in a series of

workshops throughout the day. The
titles of some of the workshops are
"The Black Entrepreneur:
Community Development",
"Blacks in Media ", "lhe Role of

the Black Manager in the White
Corporation", and "Black
Marketing".

The Reverent Jackson, hand-
picked by the late Reverend Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr. to serve as
national director of Operation
Breadbasket, has long been a
proponent of the important role

Black businessmen can assume in

their communities. He is currently
the director of special projects and
economic development of the
Souther Christian Leadership
Conference and president of

Operation PUSH, < People United
to Save Humanity), an issue

oriented lobby.

Other speakers and panelists

include Ted Adams, president of

the National Association of Black
Manufacturers; Dr. Floumey Cole

of Vanderbilt University School of

Management; Thomas
Farrington, president of Input-

Output; Atlanta University

Professor of Business
Administration; Dexter Eure of

the Boston Globe newpaper.
The Black Business Symposium

is being planned by the Straight
Ahead Executive Committee, the

governing arm of the Amherst-
based Intra New England Black
Students Organization.

Caught in the act

•

.
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Olver says Quinn misinformed

over Belchertown funds
Bv MARK VOGLEB

MIX Staff

Sen. John Olver <D-
Amherst) Monday accused
Atty. Gen Robert H Quinn of

providing inaccurate in-

formation regarding the source
of funds allocated for
Belchertown State School.

Last week on WUMV's
"Telopolitics" (UMass video-

tape production I , Quinn said he
feared progress could be
setback in the state's in-

stitutions for the mentally
retarded by taking out of the
budgets of other state schools
to provide the necessary funds
for Belchertown.
Yesterday Olver said Quinn

was "not very aware" of the
recent $2.6 million budget
passed by the legislature as a
result of a suit filed two years
ago by the Belchertown State
School Friends Association.

"Not only is the suit

responsible for more capitol
outlays and operating funds for

Belchertown, but it also
achieved the same for other
institutions across the state,"

Olver said.

"It really puzzles me that

Mr. Quinn would even suggest
'that we are robbing from

Peter to pay Paul. The facts
just don't support this."

Olver charged that each of
the other institutions may have
to sue the state to release
monies that the legislature had
appropriated because "the
Administration is flouting and
violating legislative intent."

Dr. Benjamin Ricci,
president of the Friends
Association and a UMass
professor said Quinn was
"totally ignorant of the
legislative process."

"The $2.6 million gained
through our consent decree
represents money which had
already been budgeted for

Belchertown State School.
Through judicial pressure, we
merely assured its release,"
Ricci said.

"An example of what might
have happened took place last

Thursday when Gov. Sargent
permitted $1.1 million - which
had already been allocated by
the legislature for direct care
at other positions (Monson,
Dever and Fernald State
Schools) was transferred to the
welfare budget. Who's robbing
whom?"
Ricci said Quinn had no right

to accept credit in helping to

achieve the consent decree
because the attorney general
'permitted stalling - through
legal manuvering - which
extended for 21 months and 28

days from the filing of the

suit."

<PhoU-K«rwi Cm«r»

Quinn last week said he has a
record of "continuing support
of aid to retarded persons."
"And if there has been any

dispute it is because I

represent the agencies of
Government." he said

Course offered

for veterans
Dr. Ken Lenchitz, a staff psychologists at the Veteran's Administrative

Hospital in Northampton, is co-ordinating a course through the School of

Education entitled: "Vietnam Veterans. Something Different, Nothing

Special."

The course deals with the specific problems that a Vet may encounter

and is designed to give them a clearer perspective. The course is very

unstructured and rap sessions are encouraged.

Although Veterans comprise about 10 per cent of the UMass student

population, this is the first time a course such as this has been offered.

Dr Lenchitz is running the course as an extension of the Mental

Hygiene Clinic at the V.A. Hospital in conjunction with the Veteran's

Affairs Office.

Bill Staton, a student in the course and a staff member at Room-to-
Move, has long awaited a course such as this and was happy to see it

implemented : "Veteran's needs are finally starting to be recognized -but

it's still far from being enough."

Staton speaks to Vets with empathy: "As a Nam Vet I put up with the

same shit you did yesterday and I hassel with the same gameb you do
today '•He says this can lead to personal or educational problems that

may warrant attention.

A big problem is the age difference between most Vets and today's

college student. One Vet said "it's like going to school with a bunch of

kids."

There are other programs being offered for Veterans through Room-to-
Move. They have a Vet's Rap Session, in addition to one-to-one coun-
seling, crisis intervention, an alchohol rap session, and a referral system
when necessary.

Like everywhere else-Amherst living cost is high
By JOHN P. HARRINGTON

The Amherst area is no ex-

ception — it's getting more and
more expensive to live. And for

students here, the high cost of

living has stimulated a stiffer-

than-ever competition for part
time jobs. Most remain unem-
ployed.

In the Amherst area the demand
for jobs is extremely high but the

supply is severely limited.

For those who find a job, the

quality of work is apt to be low, the
wages poor, and the attitude of

employers "take it or leave it."

Turnover rates are high,
especially in jobs like dishwashing
and telephone soliciting. For every

employee who quits there are
many more waiting to take his or
her space.

The job-hunting student finds

that wages offered to students are
low-sometimes between $2.00 and
$2.50. but often only the
Massachusetts minimum wage of

$185.

Much of the work available to

students in the Amherst area is

service type work in restaurants,
take-out establishments, and the
like. The gas shortage has cut back
on gasoline pumping jobs.

According to Patricia Grossman
of the UMass Financial Aid Office,

about 100 to 150 students a week
visit her office looking for jobs.

The Financial Aid Office
maintains a listing of known
available jobs, but Grossman said

that most of the jobs are unat-

tractive; a high percentage are
housekeeping and babysitting.

Richard Dent, Director of
Financial Aid said "there's just not

that many jobs." He said 700-800

applications are on hand in

Financial Aid at any one time.
Currently the Financial Aid

Office is attempting to improve the

listing system and formalize a
procedure for keeping contact with

prospective employers and uu
dergrads
Charles Perusse. manager of the

Woolco store in Mountain Farms
Mass, said. "If I have a job opening

I'll have it filled very soon."
Persusse said he employs about 40

percent students.

Frank Brown, Manager of
Zayre's in Hadley, said its difficult

to estimate the number of students
seeking jobs at his store.

Brown said there is "quite an
influx" of job hunters at the
beginning of every semester.
During the semester an average of

10 to 15 students a week apply, he

said.

What are some of the area jobs

like? Exploitation may be too

strong a word some say, but

dissatisfaction is certainly not

strong enough.

The McDonald's work ex-

perience begins with filmstrip

indoctrination, instructing the

employee on all aspects of

"McLife" — everything from
turning the quarter pounder to

suggestive selling.

The "Management Team"
makes it clear that the empolyee is

expected to be busy at all times, to

use deoderant, and to memorize
the store's phone number.
Waste baskets are called "castle

bins"; everything is jargonized

and systematized. Beepers, buz-

zers, and other noise bombard the

employee constantly, who is paid

$1.85 an hour.

'Staff photo—hay Kredericks

Dr. C.W. Rettenmeyer spoke yesterday on some relationships between ants and
plants.

Foreign

language

requirement:

it still is

By FRITS GEURTSEN
You got something against the

foreign language requirement?
So do a lot of people, but the fact

is it exists. And while it dies you've
either got to go along with it, get a
waiver — or not graduate.

If you're waiting for the
requirement to go away, don't hold
your breath. It's not likely to

happen soon, if at all.

According to Dean James Shaw
of the Casiac Office, "Relatively
few requirement waivers are
granted, but we don't wish to

discourage people with this. There
are students who for one reason or
another can't fulfill the language
requirement. We sincerely hope
that any and all students who fell

that they have a block where
languages are concerned will come
in and talk to us."

"Even if we can't grant a
waiver," he continued, "we have a
number of substitutions to offer.
We're working more with the spirit
of the requirement than the exact
letter."

The Casiac office is in charge of

all waivers, not only those in-

volving foreign lnguages. Anyone
with any questions or problems is

invited to come to the Office in

Machmer Hall.

As Dean Shaw put it, "I would
like to see students taking more
initiative with their own education.
I don't like to see them accepting
anything without question.".
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Dwight Allen: he won't walk out of an unfinished job
By BILL DENSMORE

MDC Staff

UMass education school dean
Dwight D. Allen might accept a
new job at another institution if a
sufficiently attractive offer were
made, but he's not actively seeking
it.

The colorful and active educator
made that statement in an in-

terview with The Collegian to

review the school's activities and
achievements.

Sitting in his cushioned office

chair at Marks Meadows school
and drinking the characteristic

one-quart bottle of diet drink, Allen

described the job he might take.

"I might consider anything from
working in a foundation to the
presidency of a rapidly growing
institution interested in change -

maybe even a superin-
tendantship," Allen said.

"No one could accuse me of

walking out on a mess or an un-

finished job," h3 said, adding that example of positive achievement
at the same time, "the school is not by the school. The marathon is a
in a position where it would benefit twice a-year potpourri of lectures,
from a change of dean."

Among the school's
achievements in alternative
education and minority recruit-

ment since he took the helm in the
late sixties Allen cited the Career
Opportunities Program (COP) as
one of the most successful.

He said the program, which
UMass administers with federal
funding, would graduate 180
Brooklyn, NY. students w.ih
advanced degrees in education this

spring, out of 211 who originally
enrolled in the program.

•

"For the first time I feel com-
fortable in going if something
comes up," he said, adding, "the

place is working and has active

agendas."

He cited what he called an
"excellent" intersession 1974
education marathons another

Mall photo — Kill KeRKS

Dwight Allen would
accept good job offer...

seminars and classes by visiting

educators and experts on a variety
of topics in education innovation

This year the event was held
over two weeks from January 14 to

25, the last two weeks of in-

tersession before the second
semester began. Other years it has
been offered in March and October
and over a single week.

Allen said attendance over the

two-week period this year was
4,000 compared to 7,000 over a one-
week marathon in spring of 1973.

Allen labelled as "uninformed
criticism" statements by some of

his critics that he has spent too
much time promoting educational
innovation and change without
practicing it. "We have not done a
very effective job of publicizing

what we've done," he said in

response.

On the "agenda" for the future,

according to Allen, is a cooperative

program with the Boston School
Committee to revitalize the
academic and educational en-
vironment of Boston English High
through the offer of a graduate
UMass education degree to the

entire professional staff of the

school if over a period of years they
can show improvement by a set of

pre-arranged criteria.

The cooperative program was
supposed to have been approved by
the School Committee at a meeting
in Boston several weeks ago but
was postponed by last-minute
arrangements. School Committee
chairman John Kerrigan is a
doctoral candidate at UMass, Allen
said.

Whether he stays or goes, the
veteran of two building take-overs,
numerous confrontations and a
heck of a lot of hustling for money
is happy where he is as long as
ther's nothing better to go to.

"There are a whole lot of really
interesting projects that we're
into," he said.

Today is the Amherst town caucus primary

Radical town meeting
candidates to meet tomorrow
It's been going strong in Ann

Arbor, Madison, and Berkeley
since 1971 radical electoral politics

inspired by the new college vote.

Somehow a post-1970 radical
movement in Amherst has yet to be
seen.

The Amherst Tea Party has been
busy translating radical political

ideals into local electoral politics.

"Now we have completed our
educational phase of political
work," says Tea Party
spokesperson, Jean Murray, "and
are now watering the grassroots in

hopes of sprouting some popular
action."

The Tea Party has released a
"Plan for 1974 Radical Politics" as
is explained below:

If you live in Precinct 7 (Puffton
and vicinity) and are a possible
candidate for Town Meeting
Member or a political worker,
"YOU ARE INVITED TO A
MEETING AT 219 PUFFTON ON
THURS., MARCH 7, at 7:30says
spokesperson Murray. If they find

3 more candidates (they have two
volunteers so far) they are "in
business" with a Precinct 7 Tea
Party slate. People from other
precincts are also invited.

If they get a slate, here are the
legal dates and their suggestions
for a "Radical Spring Political
Calendar."

March 8: Deadline for filing

nomination papers with the Town
Clerk (requiring 10 signatures of
registered voters in Precinct 7.)

March 20: Deadline for a special
voter registration session in the
Campus Center (which citizens can
require the Town Clerk to hold.)

March 21: Beginning of 20 day
permit for political signs (a 5
candidate slate is entitled to 10

signs on a public right-of-way.)

March 25: Deadline for Warrant
Articles to be filed for presentation

to Town Meeting. (They can
present an unlimited number on 10

signatures. They plan to treat their

Articles as the planks on their local

platform.)

April 9: Election day (car pool to

the polls.)

May 6: Town Meeting. If elected,

they plan to find support "amongst
true liberals and strange-bedfellow
true conservatives" to pass some
legislation.) "Seeing that people
are doubtful of us winning and may
not bother to vote, we need good
PR about our progress, like the
Heart Fund has: namely a 'Voting
Thermometer.' " They plan to

make a deal with each potential

voter thusly :
"(1) You endorse our

Tea Party Slate on the basis of our
righteous beliefs and (2) promise
to go down and vote for us only if

we show you that we have rallied

up 199 other supporters like
yourself. (3) If elected, we push for

our platform without chickenshit.

(4) If we become chickenshit while
in office, you kick our asses."

Here's the Tea Party secret:
Because non-student voter turnout
is only 35 per cent in Town elec-
tions and last year's winners
needed only 119 to 187 votes to win
(while the losers got 85 to 114

votes), therefore, they claim to be
a cinch to win with 200 sure votes
(plus "hidden allies.")

As the candidates gain en-

dorsements they plan to tally them
up on a "Voting Thermometer."
Only if they get a "hot" reading of

200 voter-degrees do they expect
people to make good on their

promise to vote.

"But do students in Puffton have
the spirit to govern- themselves,"
that is the question Murray asks,

"or have we already signed in as
happy lackeys in Brave New
World?"

The Tea Party has released an
outline of its 1974 Platform which is

re-printed below.

TEA PARTY
OUTLINE

PLATFORM

I QUALITY OF LIFE
Stop the developers (Save our woods and
farms and lower taxes i

Kent control

Polution Prevention I stop sewage in our rivers

and all nuclear power.)

Bicycle Transportation system
Health & birth control clinic

Public Market place.

Alternative schools tax funded

II LIBERTY AND LIBERATION
Community control of police

Sane drug policy 'legalize marijuana.!

Women's issues (child care centers and jobs*

Minority group issues

Safeguards for non-conformists i nude bathing

place, legalize "streaking "
i

Community Legal Services

III SELF GOVERNMENT
Minority representatives

Universal voter registration

Neighborhood self government.
Ballot questions

Town lobby (for state and federal action >

Home town court

Income taxation do replace property tax >

IV SOCIAL CHANGE
Impeach Nixon resolution by Town Meeting
Official lettuce boycott

Half way houses

Solidarity policy (with other independence
movements >

HALDEMAN AFTER INDICTMENT--H.R.
Haldeman talks briefly to newsmen at the door of his
home in Newport Beach, Cal., after learning a grand
jury in Washington, D.C., had indicted him and six
others on charges of conspiracy to obstruct Watergate
investigations. The former top White House aide was
charged with three counts of perjury and one of con-
spiracy to obstruct justice.

Got a requirement gripe?

Questionnez votre education!
By FRITS GEURTSEN

MDC Staff

You got something against the
foreign language requirement?
So do a lot of people, but the fact

is it exists. And while it does you've
either got to go along with it, get a
waiver - or not graduate.

If you're waiting for the
requirement to go away, don't hold
your breath. It's not likely to

happen soon, if at all.

According to Dean James Shaw
of the Casiac Office, "Relatively
few requirement waivers are
granted, but we don't wish to

discourage people with this. There
are students who for one reason or
another can't fulfill the language

requirement. We sincerely hope
that any and all students who feel

that they have a block where
languages are concerned will come
in and talk to us."

"Even if we can't grant a
waiver," he continued, "we have a
number of substitutions to offer.

We're working more with the spirit

of the requirement than the exact
letter."

The Casiac office is in charge of

all waivers, not only those in-

volving foreign languages. Anyone
with any questions or problems is

invited to come to the office in

Machmer Hall.

As Dean Shaw put it, "I would
like to see students taking more
initiatize with their own education.

I don't like to see them accepting

anything without question."

Collegian error
The MDC erroneously reported yesterday that the lecture given

Sunday night by Israeli journalist Amos Elon was sponsored by the
Distinguished Visitors Program. The article should have said that
Mr. Elon was being sponsored by Hillel at UMass.

6:30 11:30
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Mistrial move denied; Stans to testify
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

NEW YORK (AP) - Former Commerce
Secretary Maurice H. Stans revealed
through his lawyers yesterday that he will

testify in his own behalf at his criminal
conspiracy trial.

Hiscodefendant, onetime Atty. Gen. John
N. MitctMlMias not announced whether he
will take the stand.

Stans' disclosure came after the judge
denied a defense motion for a mistrial.

In his opening statement to a jury of eight

men and four women, Stans' defense chief,

Walter Bonner, said his client twice had
voluntarily gone before the grand jury that

indicted the two former Cabinet members.
"Maurice Stans is going to rise again, and

he is going to speak a third time, and this

time he'll speak to you," the bush-haired
Washington, D.C. defense attorney declared
in a 55-minute address to the panel.
Mitchell and Stans are accused of ac-

cepting a secret $200,000 presidential
campaign contribution from international
financier Robert Vesco.

In return, the government charges,
Mitchell and Stans tried to impede a
Securities and Exchange Commission in-

vestigation that eventually led to a $224
million civil suit, charging Vesco with
looting companies he controlled at the ex-

pense of stockholders.

The first witness as the third week of the

trial began, was recently appointed SEC
Chairman Irving M Pollack. He testified for

the government on the origins and

background of the Vesco investigation.

"Did Mr. Mitchell ever attempt to in-

fluence you personnally on any case under

your jurisdiction" Pollack was asked on

cross-examination by Fleming.

"No sir," replied the witness, who was

appointed SEC chairman Feb. 14.

In a 45-minute statement in Michell's

behalf, his lawyer, Peter Fleming Jr. said

tne government's case was based on

"suspicion and innuendo.'

Aside from a fleeting introduction at a

political gathering, Fleming said Mitchell

had never met Vesco.
Fleming sought to soften the impact of the

$200,000 figure on the jury's mind,
declaring: "That $200,000 was part of $60
million that was contributed by the people of
this country, obviously some of them rich,

obviously some of them poor, to support the
re-election of the President."

Bonner brought a mist to Stans' eyes when
he described the former commerce
secretary a burdened throughout the
campaign by the illness of his wife of 40
years. The lawyer said she was near death
at times from a blood disease so rare there
were only 100 prior recorded cases in this

country.

U.S. and the world Golda: her profile

High court denies

GI objectors benefits
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

Supreme Court ruled eight to one
yesterday that Congress may
properly deny veterans education
benefits to conscientious objectors
who perform civilian service as an
alternative to the draft.

There is a rational basis for
treating veterans and con-
scientious objectors differently,

the court said, since the aim of the
benefit law is to make military
service more attractive and to aid
in readjustment after the
disruptive effects of active duty in

the service.

Black Militant

The Court also refused to hear a
plea from H. Rap Brown that he
deserves a new trial on a federal
firearms charge because of alleged
illegal electronic surveillance by
the government.
Over the objection of Justice

William O. Douglas, the court let

stand a decision by the U.S. Circuit
Court at New Orleans upholding
Brown's conviction and sentence of
five years and a $2,000 fine for

transporting a firearm on a plane
from New York to New Orleans
while under indictment elsewhere.
The black militant's lawyers

argued that electronic surveillance
by the government, and by New
Orleans jail officials who
monitored a call between Brown
and his lawyer William M. Kun-
stler, violated Brown's rights.

Kunstler claimed that Brown's
right to counsel was violated when
the jail officials passed on in-

formation from the call to the FBI.
The circuit court found the in-

formation irrelevant to the con-
viction.

Kunstler also attacked the
legality of the federal electronic
surveillance which also has been
found not relevant to the firearms
conviction.

Cable TV
Also, the fledging cable

television industry won twin vic-

tories in the Court that are ex-
pected to save operators con-
siderable money.
The court ruled 6 to 3 that cable

TV operators are not liable for
copyright fees for programs picked
up by microwave and imported
from commercial stations in

distant communities.
And the court decided 6 to 2 that

cable operators do not have to pay
the annual fee of 30 cents per
subscriber imposed on them by the
Federal Communications Com-
mission. The court said the fee was
a tax that can be levied only by
Congress.

In the copyright decision written
by Justice Potter Stewart, the
court said cable operators merely
act as a transmitter and not as a
performer and thus escapes
liability for copyright fees to the
producers
David H. Foster, president of the

National Cable Television
Association, said this "puts us in a
better negotiation position" on
legislation stymied in Congress for
y*»ars on cable TV copyright fees.

fhe case was brought against
TelePrompter, the nation's largest
cable TV system, by the Columbia
Broadcasting System Inc., and

TOWN OF AMHERST
STUDY COMMISSION ON THE CONTROL

OF RENTS

PUBLIC HEARING
WHO: All interested citizens.

WHAT: Public information gathering hearing.

WHERE: Town Room, Town Hall

WHEN: Wednesday, March 6, 1974 7:30 p. m.

WHY: To RECEIVE facts, comments and opinions

- pro and con - relating to the control

of rents in amherst.

David R. Bloodsworth

Chairman.

three production companies which
sell programs to the network.
After the decision was an-

nounced TelePrompter stocks rose
more than one point in a generally
sluggish stock market.

Abortion Consent
The court also declined to con-

sider the rights of an unwed father
in determining whether to abort a
pregnancy.
The justices rejected without

comment a petition for review
from Florida where state courts
found no paternal say in the
decision.

An unwed father, identified as
"Mr. Jones" unsuccessfully sought
an injunction barring the abortion
desired by "Miss Smith" a
nineteen-year-old woman he lived

with.

The Florida District Court of
Appeals, drawing on Supreme
Court decisions, held abortion is

"purely personal to the mother."

JERUSALEM (AP) — Golda
S Meir, called unwillingly out of

retirement five years ago at age 70

to lead Israel through some of its

most turbulent times, announced
her decision Sunday to fulfill her

greatest ambition — to retire again

and then recinded it yesterday.

See news story, page 5.

Accepted by her Labor party as a

compromise candidate for the

premiership after the death of Levi
Eshkol in 1969, Mrs. Meir was
convinced she would last only a few
months until a younger party
leader could be chosen.

"I don't plan a new career," she
said soon after being sworn in. And
she looked forward to rejoining her
daughter and grandchildren on a
kibbutz in the stark Negev desert.
But the short, stocky woman

with worry lines cut deep into her
brow became a national in-

stitution.

She led the country through a

bitter two-year war of attrition

with Egypt and into a precarious
cease-fire in August, 1970, through
a deadly underground war with
Arab guerrillas, through daring
raids across the frontiers into

guerrilla strongholds and all-out

war.

Always convinced of the Tight-

ness of her cause, Mrs. Meir states
her case for Israel's right to exist
with eloquent simplicity:

"We intend to remain alive, our
neighbors want to see us dead. This
is not a question that leaves much

room for compromise."
Born in Kiev in 1898 to Moshe

Mobovitz, a poor Russian car-

penter, she was taken to American
in 1903.

As a schoolteacher in

Milwaukee, Wis., she became
involved with Zionism and
preached her new religion on street

corners.

I
Ohio, coast

races on today

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Voters in traditionally

Republican districts in Ohio
and California make their
choices today in special
congressional elections that
may provide another clue to

public sentiment on Watergate.

The races are the third and
fourth special congressional
elections this year. Democrats
won two earlier contests, in-

cluding one for Vice President
Gerald P. Ford's old seat.

The Ohio race is in the 1st

Congressional District, an area
that has gone Democratic only
three times this century. The
candidates themselves have
generally avoided the
Watergate issue.

Judiciary may receive Nixon court data
(Continued from P. l)

Sirica, who turned down the

White House last year in its bid to

keep its Watergate tapes and
documents from the grand jury,

has a number of options:

—He can turn over the report

and an accompanying satchel
filled with documents to the House
Judiciary Committee which is

studying whether to recommend
impeachment to the full House.

—He can order the document
sealed and kept in the court's

custody.

—He can make it public.

—He can order the grand jury,

which has not been discharged, to

make its findings part of the in-

dictment — perhaps even naming
the President as an unindicted co-

conspirator should its evidence
warrant it.

Special Watergate Prosecutor
Leon Jaworski's office has decided
that the proper forum for any
charges against the President is

the House. That decision avoids the
court battles sure to result over the
question whether indictment can
precede impeachment. Con-
stitutional scholars argue on both
sides of the question.

In his White House briefing,

Warren also reaffirmed the
President's support for the ac-

curacy of a statement by
Haldeman that figured in last

week's indictment.

One of the counts against the

former White House chief of staff

alleged he lied in quoting the

President as saying raising $1

million for Watergate defendants
would be wrong.

Nixon was asked on Aug. 22

about the Haldeman statement,
made before the Senate Watergate
Committee, and replied "his
statement is accurate." Yesterday
Warren said "I am standing firmly
behind what the President said" at

that news conference.

Open new vistas of hope for her
Sbf'l the kind of young girl that feels

lonely. I eels left out Feels the whole
world is a hostile place.

The kind of girl who has crumbled
tinder the awesome pressures of a

disrupted home and an inconsistent

society. The adolescent girl who hftl

built a wall around herself and who
will RTtrer gro« upcmotion.ilh unless
love breaks through to free her. .

The Sts i irs Of I hi Gouo Shi r-

lU.RD who are religioush committed
and professionally trained dedicate

themselves to guiding adolescent girls

who have personal, social, and family
difficulties.

As psychologists, child care and
social workers, teachers, nurses, rec-
reation leaders, and in other fields,
the sisters strive through love, under-
standing, and total commitment to
Chrisi to help these girls find them-
selves and God again.

Do you have a deep interest in
others'.' Would you like more infor-
mation on our apostolatc of caring?

<a

^_
Yes. please send me information

2£) Vocation Director

Sisteps of the QooG ShepheRo

p
Mt Florence, Peekskill. New York 10566

Name
Age

Address
Z<P

College

Heath resigns; Wilson to try

building new government
LONDON (AP) — Conservative

Edward Health resignated
yesterday after 44 months as prime
minister and his arch rival,
Laborite Harold Wilson, took over
the task of trying to form a new,
minority government.
A terse Buckingham Palace

statement announced Wilson's
appointment as prime minister. He
previously headed the British
government from 1964 until
Heath's Conservatives defeated
elections.

The change of government
became effective from the moment
Wilson kissed Queen Elizabeth's
hand in the private audience room
on the first floor of the palace! His
wife Mary waited in a room
nearby.

The Wilsons drove from the
audience directly to 10 Dowing
Street, the residence of Britain's

prime ministers. Only two hours
earlier Heath had left to tender his

resignation to the queen.
"We've got a job to do," the pipe-

smoking Wilson told a crowd of

well-wishers. "We can only do that

job as one people. I'm going to do
that job now."
Moving men were taking Heath's

personal possessions out the vack
door of the prime minister's
residence. The Wilsons planned to

move in Tuesday.

Three days earlier Wilson's
Laborites narrowly defeated the
Conservatives in national elec-
tions. They took more seats in the
House of Commons than the
Conservatives-301 to 296

—
' but

neitherwon enough for a majority
in the 635-seat House.
For three days Heath sought to

form a coaiition government, but
he finally had to relinquish the
government when Jeremy Thor-
pe's Liberals, with 14 seats,
refused his offer.

It was the third time Wilson led

his Laborites to victory in national
elections. He was elected leader of
the party in 1963, and one year
later Labor won a slender five-seat
majority in the House
Wilson called new elections in

1966 and increased the margin to

100 seats, but in 1970 he lost to
Heath in what was regarded as a
major upset.

The top priority for Wilson's
government will be the coal
miners' economy. The reason
Heath called elections in the first

place had been to win a mandate to

handle the strike, which forced him
to place the country on a three-day
work week.
Heath pledged that "the new

government can be assured of my

support in whatever realistic
measures it takes in the interests
of all the people."
The next task before the new

government will be to seek
massive laons abroad to offset a
trade deficit running at an annual
rate of $10 billion. Even before the
election, the British treasury said
the government would have to find

more than $6.9 billion to cover the
deficit and to meet the higher costs
of oil.

The economic and industrial
crises climaxed an unremitting
string of setbacks for Heath's
policies and for himself personally
since last fall.

First his program of economic
expansion began to come apart
with big rises in world commodity
prices. This pushed up living costs
at home and generated ever
swelling wage demands fom
workers.

By the time the Middle East war
flared last October, the country
already was spending at the annual
rate of $5.6 billion more abroad
that it was earning from exports.
Then came the huge increases in

oil prices and on top of that unrest
among workers in the railroads,
coal mines and power stations.

After the coal miners banned
overtime .vork last November to

back their wage demands. Heath
proclaimed a national emergency
and on Dec. 31 he cut the work
week to three days.

Europe will pursue

own Arab policies Meir withdraws resignation;

LABOUR LEADER ARRIVES TO VOTE--
Government opposition labour party leader Harold
Wilson and his wife Mary arriving at a Westminster
polling station to cast their votes in the 1974 general-
election.

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) —
The nine Common Market coun-

tries informed Secretary of State

Henry A. Kissinger yesterday
that they are going ahead on their

own with plans for a long-term

cooperation agreement with 20

Arab states.

Kissinger told newsmen the

United States does not "claim a

veto on all the Europeans"
relations with the Arabs, although

it does oppose separate
arrangements on oil. France had
split against the eight others on

cooperating with other big oil

consumers, including the United

States and Japan.

West German Foreign Minister

Walter Scheel, who led a Common
Market meeting Monday, said the

European-Arab effort would in-

clude increased economic,
technological and cultural

cooperation. He said oil problems

would not be in the foreground.

Kissinger met with the European
leaders yesterday on his way home
from the Middle East after a stop

in West Germany. He left for

Washington late Monday af-

ternoon.

Foreign ministers from the nine

Common Market nations met
yesterday for the first time since

their disagreement over oil, and

quickly agreed to arrange a con-
ference with the Arabs.
They also approved a draft of a

proposed joint statement with the
United States on economic prin-

ciples.

Full approval could not be given
by the British representative,
Oliver Wright, because a new
British government might blick the

decisions. But Scheel said he
thought British approval would be
a formality.

Kissinger said European and
American representatives would
discuss the draft statement in mid-
March. He reported good progress
on another joint policy statement,
being drafted by all 15 allies in the

North Atlantic Treaty
Organization — NATO.

He added that both might be
signed on a visit by President
Nixon to Western Europe-expected
in April-but that a decision would
be made when the agreements are
completed.
NATO Secretary-General Joseph

Luns said America's allies ap-
preciated U.S. efforts in the Middle
East and were encouraged by the
prospects of a step-by -step peace.
NATO and the Common Market

both are headquartered in

Brussels.

agrees to continue talks
JERUSALEM (AP) — Premier

Golda Meir withdrew her
resignation yesterday ajid will try

to form a new government for

Israel in the next two days.
President Ephraim Katzir an-

nounced.
Mrs. Meir, who had announced

Sunday she would not head the next
government, agreed to continue
political bargaining and try to

form a government by a deadline
set for midnight tomorrow, Katzir
said.

"Mrs. Meir informed me to my
delight that she will carry on her
efforts," Katzir announced to

newsmen just about 24 hours after

the 75-year-old premier told her
Labor alliance whe would not head
the next government.
Labor party sources said earlier

that Mrs. Meir had agreed to stay
on as leader of Israel's next
government after colleagues
pleaded with her to remain in

power.

"I wish her success," Katzir said
in a brief statement at his

presidential residence in Jer-
salem.

Mrs. Meir. 75, who has been

suffering since the start of the year
from shingles, a nervous disorder,
announced her resignation after
some key factions of the Labor
alliance rejected her list of Cabinet
nominees.
The list contained six new faces,

including Yitzhak Rabin, a former
chief of staff and ambassador to

Washington, to serve as defense
minister in place of Moshe Dayan.
Dayan s refusal to take part in

the next Cabinet, in reaction to
party censure of his handling of the
October war, was one factor
prompting her to announce that
she was stepping down.
Aides said Mrs. Meir twice

postponed her visit to the
president's residence to allow
Labor party colleagues time to

convince dissident party factions,
primarily backers of Dayan, to
support her proposed cabinet list.

Before the Labor party sources
said she had changed her mind, top
ministers in the caretaker

government visited Mrs. Meir at

her home and, as they left one by
one, glumly told newsmen she was
adamant in her decision to quit.

Amid the government cirsis,

Israel's military command
reported that Syrian forces on the
Golan Heights fired bursts of ar-

tillery at Israeli positions. The
firing was the first reported since
U.S. Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger visited Syria last Friday
night, seeking a separation of

forces on the Golan plateau.

Until a new government takes
office Mrs. Meir's preelection
cabinet continues as a caretaker
government, and one of its chief

jobs will be to pursue Kissinger-
sponsored negotations with Syria.

Political analysts said Mrs.
Meir's resignation announcement
might not harm these tasks, but
infighting in the Labor party could
weaken Israel's hand in bargaining
with the Arabs for an over-all

peace settlement.
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People are rediscovering the railroads

By The Associated Press
A young Saratoga Springs man said he

was afraid of planes, a Utica woman cited
the "convenience and relaxation" of train
travel and another woman said simply, "I
love train rides."

Railroad passenger business is booming
in New York State, largely because of the
energy crisis.

"During the World War II war years it

was like this," recalled George Myers of
Buffalo, a conductor for 35 years."
"Some people are beginning to rediscover

trains. Some people who haven't ridden a
train for 20 years say they're delightedd
Some say they'll stick with trains even after
the crisis," he said.

"This energy crunch has doubled our
business," declared F.B. Conners, super-
visor of service for Amtrak in Buffalo.
Passenger ticket sales last month totalled

$36,117 compared with $18,000 in February
1973," he said.

Brian Duff, an Amtrak spokesman in

Washington, said commuter patronage on
the Empire Line between Buffalo and New
York City was 60 per cent higher last

December compared with December 1972.

"Many of the people who normally drive

to New York each morning have shifted to

trains because of the difficulty in obtaining

gasoline in the New York City area," Duff
said, adding that the most dramatic in-

crease of passengers on the Empire Line
may be from Westchester County north to

Dutchess County.
A ticket agent for the Harlem Division of

the Penn Central, which runs commuter
trains from Dover Plains in Dutchess
County to New York City under contract
with the Metropolitan Transportation
Authority, said business in January "in-

creased about 50 per cent, and I would say in

February about 70 per cent."

Passengers are coming to Dover Plains

from as far away as Torrington, Conn., and

Great Barnngton, Mass., he said. And an

extra car is added to all trains from Dover

Plains to New York City on Sundays, when

the round-trip fare is $4.50, the ticket agent

said.

Frank Conte, Amtrak ticket agent at

Utica, said business was "fantistic," with

the largest increase coming after

Thanksgiving. Allegheny Airlines hai cut

back on service out of Oneida County Air-

port, he noted.

"We went from 5 to 50 reservations in one

week and we've been going great guns

since," Conte said.

He also is hearing more passenger

complaints.

"They expect this station to look spic and

span and they want to know why we don't

put on more cars to accommodate them.

And we can't help but ask them where
they've been keeping themselves for the

past 20 years," Conte said.

In Utica, Kathleen Jones of Utica said she

took the train because of "the fuel situation
the convenience and relaxation. And
besides, it's cheaper."

In Buffalo, Jeffery Anthony, 26, of
Saratoga Springs, was taking a trip to

Albany because he's afraid of planes, he
said, and train travel is "more com-
fortable."

"It's cheaper and for me it's more con-
venient," said Charloutte Gutfield, 62, who
was traveling from Buffalo to her home in

Newburgh. The trip by train takes only an
hour more than by plan when the time scent
getting from the New York City airports to

Newburgh is included, she said.

Since Amtrak came into being in 1971, the
basic inter-city rail passenger service in

New York State has been between Buffalo
and New York City with intermediate stops
at such cities as Rochester, Syracuse,
Rome, Albany and Poughkeepsie. There are
also commuter lines such as the Harlem
Division of the Penn Central.

"Gunna get me an ass....'
(Photo by Ken Barnard)

More gas won't
cover cutbacks

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
For some gasoline stations in Massachusetts, the "windfall" additional

allocations won't even be enough to cover cutbacks announced by their
suppliers, some station owners said yesterday.
John Neely of the state office of Consumer Affairs said the two special

distributions of 5.8 million and 12.9 million extra. gallons will amount to

about a 10 per cent increase for stations.

However, the Shell Oil Co. has told its dealers they will be getting 15 per
cent less this month than in March of 1973. An American Oil dealer in

Chicopee said his distributor is cutting back 5 per cent on his allocation
this month.
"We know their position isn't enviable," Neely said, "but it could be a

lot worse."
Dr. Richard Burns, a Federal Energy Office official working with the

state on the gasoline situation, said neither Shell nor Amoco has officially

notified the regional FEO of a change in their distribution plans. He said
the companies are required to file revisions with the regional office. Few
gas stations reported any line-ups of motorists waiting for gas yesterday.

Stations in the Boston area that did have lines of from 10 to 20 cars
considered that a vast improvement over the situation a few weeks ago
before the state instituted a voluntary Oregon style rationing plan.

Most stations were still limiting their gasoline sales to two hours in the

morning and two in the afternoon.

However, those statidhs warned of cutbacks in their allocations said

they would be cutting back on their hours.

A Waltham Shell dealer said he has already been forced to lay off 10

employes.

Brief relief with
shipments for March
BOSTON ( AP) — Gasoline supplies have improved and are now fair in

all of the New England states because most stations have received the

first shipments of their March allocation, according to a special survey
conducted yesterday by the American Automobile Association Clubs in

New England.
Areas reporting low supplies are Lawrence and Worcester, Mass.;

Providence, R.I.; Portsmouth, N.H., and Bennington and Rutland, Vt.

In New England many stations report they are limiting purchases
usually from $3 upwards.

In the Boston area many of the stations contacted have extended their

gasoline selling hours because of the reduction or in some instances the
disappearance of lines.

The AAA survey also reported that the average price of gasoline in the
Boston area has increased 4 cents to 51.9 cents for regular and 55.S cents
for premium.
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DENNIS SCOn

Jamaican Poet

Wednesday, March 6th at 1:00 p.m

CENTER FOR RACIAL

UNDERSTANDING

Morehouse Faculty Apartment Southwest

KaUlu KcU
Chinese and Polynesian

TAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE
10A BELCHERTOWN ROAD

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01002
256-8336 — 256-8337

Hrs.: Sun. & Mon. 11:30 a.m.10 p.m.; Tues. Sat. 11:30 a.m.-
1 a.m.

\

^ SPECIAL LUNCHEONS • ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
ENTERTAINMENT:

JERRY MORSE'S EN TEMPO 74'
Musical Comedy— They play for hotels such as the Holiday
Inn and the Sheratons.

SHOWTIMES:

THURS & FRI.

Music in between

SATURDAY

Music in between

SUNDAY

1st Show

2nd Show

1st Show

2nd Show

8:30 p.m.

11:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

11:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Hear the sounds of the TEMPO 74's in our lounge

Tuesday & Wednesday
HAPPY HOURS in our lounge from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Mon. - Fri.

LUNCHEON SPECIALS
11:30 a.m. 3:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

also, $2.99 all you can eat

Mon. and Wed. 5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Call For Reservations
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Mass. Electric requests
12.7 million rate increase
BOSTON (AP) A $12.7 million rate increase
requested by the Massachusetts Electric Co. to make
up for lower revenues caused by consumer con-
servation was opposed yesterday by public officials
and private citizens at a Department of Public
Utilities hearing.
The electric company, with 700,000 customers

throughout the state, asked for the rate increase in

January citing inflation and a "slowdown in sales"
cuased by reduced usuage.
The company's associate general counsel, Philip

H.R. Cahill, told the DPU yeserrday that thev slow
down has jeopardized "our ability to maintain good
service and finance necessary construction."
But a variety of public officials, cheered on by

about 250 citizens who attended the hearing, insisted
that consumers will be penalized needlessly for
conserving energy if the rate increase is approved by
the DPU.

Atty. Gen. Robert H. Quinn, representing his office
and the Massachusetts Consumers Council, said that
"the consumer is being asked to pay double for not
using electricity."

He charged the company with "serious and
questionable business practices," referring to

"builder kick backs" whereby the firm offers
financial incentives to contractors who install

electric heating devices.

U.S. Rep. Michael J. Harrington, D-Mass., said
consumers, who are suffering from inflation, must be
protected at the expenses of the utility company's
stockholders.

"If Mass. Electric cannot provide the service it is

licensed to supply at rates which people can afford,"
he said, "then it is time for someone other than Mass
Electric to supply that power."
A dozen state legislators, many from North Shore

communities, joined the opposition. Several cited
continually increasing profits for the electric com-
pany since 1969.

Several state representatives presented the DPU
with petitions from their constituents, opposing the
rate increase.

Cahill said that "We recognize that rate increases
are not popular, either with our customers or with
their elected representatives ...But it was a necessary
move...Otherwise we would endanger our capacity to

meet our obligations as a public service company."
The company spokesman said Massachusetts

Electric has economized but that it still cannot meet
its financial obligations without the increase. Cahill

cited the need to pay interest on the firm's mortgage
bonds, interest on short term loans from banks,
dividends to holders of the company's preferred
stock, taxes, insurance and maintenance costs.

He said the company is "not maintaining a
reasonable level of earnings on Mass. Electric 's

common stock and in January ran an $800,000 deficit

on common stock returns.

Harrington termed the company's arguments
"false," and urged the DPU stop "cheating con-
sumers by discounting their problems when it comes
time to grant rate increases."

Americans blame oil

companies for crisis

NEW YORK ( AP) - A majority of American families surveyed by
a consumer research organization feel the oil companies bear the
biggest share of the blame for the energy crisis.

Most families also believe the problem is being exaggerated and
they say they are not etting accurate or complete information
about the situation, said the survey which was released yesterday.
The poll was taken by the Home Testing Institute of Manhasset,

NY., a market research organization The institute mailed
questionnairies to 500 families of different income levels, ages and
regions selected from among 60,000 households on the
organization's roster.

Responses were received from 395 families, but not all the
families answere every question so the percentages don't add up to

Among key findings:

-Almost half the families surveyed said the energy crisis had
caused them to change their thinking about vacation plans and 8
per cent said they would simply stay home. Of those planning to
travel, most said they would still use the car.
-There has been an increase in the number of people using car

pools to get to work, but 74 per cent of the male heads of household
and 70 per cent of the working wives still drive to work alone.
The oil companies and the government came in for the most

criticism on the energy crisis. Sixty-seven per cent of those
responding said tte oil companies were "very responsible" for the
energy crisis; 26 per cent said they were somewhat responsible;
and only 3 per cent said they were not to blame at all.

» 1 urnpike revenues

reduced by crisis
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Toll roads in New England have been hit with reduced traffic and
revenues since the gasoline shortage began.

Traffic on the Massachusetts Turnpike span between the New York
border and Route 128 outside Boston was down 14 per cent in January
from the first month last year, and revenues were down more than 15 per
cent.

On the turnpike extension into Boston, traffic was off 10.5 per cent and
revenues 9.5 per cent.

On the Maine Turnpike, traffic declined 16 per cent in January and
revenues 14 per cent.

The three turnpikes in New Hampshire reported average declines of
about 20 per cent in traffic and revenues.
However, turnpike officials say they have enough money in reserve to

continue paying interest on the highways' revenue bonds.

\( t-W^) celebrity series
I ^— ^* -^ presents

(AP Wirephoto)

LANSDALE— BACK TO PONY EXPRESS DAYS— Out for a family drive, Mr.
and Mrs. James Hartnett Sr., Lansdale, Pa., with their three children, clatter past
idle gasoline pumps in their pony cart. While automobiles are slowing down
because of the gas shortage, the Hartnett pony still has plenty of energy.

Fabulous
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featuring

HARVEY
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Thursday, March 7\

in the Hatch

9 p.m. > 1 a.m.

admission $1.00
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opinion#editorial#opinion«editorial#opinion

Poli-Sci twaddle
ByBOBSCHEIER

To write like a political scientist, you have to learn to be able to ramble
on forever and ever while saying either nothing or very little.

For instance, I can illustrate this technique by taking the above idea

and expanding it into a full-size column, using the techniques I have
observed in the required readings for some political science courses right

here at UMass:
In tackling the writing of a political science textbook, a political science

professor (those most often involved in such projects) often find them-
selves with very little to say; or, if they do have something to say, it will

often be so obvious that steps must be taken to expand the size of the book
or article being written.

This is done by several means, all of which can be combined in the

same article or book. For instance, convoluted, awkwardly phrased
sentences, such as these, can often be used to great effect in taking a

lonely, threadbare idea and emplanting it so firmly in a forest of verbiage

that the student will never be able to find his way out.

And, if that does not expand the book enough, another good trick is to

simply repeat the concept again, in a different convoluted sentence, not

really saying anything but sounding impressive, confusing the student,

and giving the author another paragraph-as I just did here.

Another good tactic is stating obvious, taken -for-granted exceptions to

the main concept and then shooting them down. For instance, I could
mention here that of course you have to have a basic concept to begin
with, since in most cases it is close to impossible to expand no concept at

all into a lengthy book or article, while you can take a simple concept, like

the one I started with, and I by now have written close to 250 words
without saying anything new.
Another obvious exception is that if one can come up with any sort of a

new idea or perspective on an old idea (known as a "new angle" in a news
story), then the author can milk that for all it is worth and just go on and
on for practically forever.

For instance, my theses is that this garbled, confusing, space-filling

expansion of simple ideas often obscures the fact that the author has
nothing to say, and encourages students to think in the same abstract,

generalized terms as the authors. If I wanted to, in this essay I could go on

and on about the subtle effects of this on a student's thinking process, on

the way he approaches new problems, how he views the world about him,
and how it affects the way he will view the study of political science.

Another good way to stretch an article or book is to list long lists of

examples, such as political science courses that take a semester to teach

you that different countries have different interests, and that stronger

countries can force their wills on weaker ones; or seminars on
Watergate, held by political scientists, in which nothing is said in great
detail, length, and even controversey.

This process of stretching, of course, is not confined to political science.

I could go further into the subject of how political scientists talk, but

since I want to graduate this spring I won't. For more information on

that, consult your course schedules for next fa 11-or take a walk through
Machmer Hall sometime.
Bob Scheier is a Collegian Commentator

Steve Anderson talks about

the good and bad of the

UMass Placement Office

tomorrow.
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Letters to the editor

Act on discrimination
To The Editor:

The recent events in the Soviet Union should point

out that despite "relaxed tensions" with the Soviet

Union, they have not changed. Can we really

associate and deal with a country whose ideas are so

contrary with our own without admitting that these

ideals we hold are not really so important to us in the

first place?

If you are against discrimination, for free speech

and expression, and due process and seek to erase

from our society any and all contrary example,

should you not seek the same for all humanity? What

is the difference betweee an American Black and a

Russian Jew? Don't both have the same right to life

and liberty? Or do we reserve these rights for persons

b< rn in the US, putting the other inhabitants of the

world in a lower class, inferior, and therefore not

entitled to the same privileges? If this is the way you

feel I feel sorry for you.

Is not an American ideal that All Men are Created

Equal, that everyone, every human being, should

have the right to Life Liberty and The Pursuit of

Happiness? We can never deal with those who op-

press large segments of the worlds population, who

stifle free speech, who keep a million people in

political prison. Instead we should seek to cause the

liberation of these people by withdrawing all support

of such governments. I, for one, cannot sit by and

watch other human beings being treated in such a

manner.. Leonard J. Cmina

So stay a while
To The Editor:

It is disturbing to see signs all over campus ad-

vertising vacations in "sun-filled" San Juan or "fun-

filled" Acapulco at a mere $189 (and up) for 8 days

and 7 nights.

It is to be completely insensitive to the Third World

struggle to think that we, as North American
students, would spend spring vacation in one of these

Latin lands. A whole range of tourist services and
Hilton Hotels await us which are either North

American owned or which were built with North
American capital. This tour is industry has succeeded

in not only physically conforming beautiful, peaceful

places to a real estate agent's idea of beauty, but can

be mentally destructive to vast numbers of native

workers who sell their services as waiters or taxi-cab

drivers or more likely as janitors and chamber
maids.

If you really feel like a vacation to one of these

places, why not plan it for a longer amount of time

when you can learn some of the language when you
will be able to give something as well as learn about a

whole new culture and people. After all, apathy is one
thing, but going on such a vacation would be tacit

consent to ine oppression on the part of North

America over less developed nations.Would you be

above to enjoy this kind of vacation?

Pamela Yates

To The Editor:

I feel that after my experiences with the University

Health Services this past weekend that it may be of

general interest to the students of UMass to know that

this is not the place to get injured or ill. On Saturday

afternoon my roommate waited, bleeding and in pain

for one hour for a doctor to come and stitch her hand.

Later that same night with an ill friend at the in-

firmary there was one nurse present while four

people were in need of help. The problems required

Get sick on time
more than a nurse, who incidently was more capable

of moralizing than treating anyone.

I don't know if maybe service is better on weekdays

or during the daytime: possible if you can plan your

problems to suit the convenience of the infirmary you

will be more successful. If you do find it necessary to

become ill at off hours I hope that your problems are

not too urgent— because you'll never make it.

Wendy White

McGilvray: sexist, crude
To The Editor:

Even if this letter does not get printed, I would like

to give full support to Denny Maiteau's accusation of

Don McGilvray.

As soon as something in a cartoon is depicted as

racist, the editors of the Collegian immediately

apologize. But if something is depicted as sexist, it

somehow manages to be shoved under the table.

This cartoonist, if I can give him credit for being

one, has no conception of what a woman actually is.

He either portrays them either being voluptuous sex

objects or as male-castrating bitches. Although

exaggerations are often a way of expressing humor,

I, as a woman, find his cartoons offensive and in

despicable taste. What McGilvray needs is a sense of

humor of which he, no doubt lacks.

His portrayals of women are crude and one may
psychologically conclude that he has a terrible sex

hangup and this is his only way of releasing his

frustrations.

His topics seem to rely on his base knowledge and

opinions of sex, drugs and racism and if this is all of

which he is aware, then I feel sorry for him as a

human being.

UMass students are supposed to be above the

baseness of McGilvray's cartoons. I would suggest

that he try protraying the lighter side of UMass

everyday life in a more accurate and higher in-

tellectual context.

But after seeing McGilvray's vain attempts of

depicting humor at a higher level, it is no wonder that

he has to stick to his simpleton ideas. It is an insult to

my intelligence and it should be to those people who

represent the Collegian and the UMass community.

The only thing I find humorous about "UMies" is

McGilvray's total inability to be humorous.

Cindy Rogers

McGilvray: not racist, talented
To The Editor:

.Congratulations Donald, you did it. You finally
made an administration person think and become
responsive to what is going on around this place.
However negative that response might be, you did
nothing wrong. It is not your fault that Mr. Bromery
cannot share with the rest of the campus community
the laughter you bring us every day.

Knowing who you are, I believe that your cartoon
was not racist in intent. I also feel that the ad-
ministration should publicly apologize to you for

having yourlabeled as "stupidly childish" by one of

its members.
Did the English department feel insulted? No. Did

Dick Mac Pherson? No. Did the BIuewaH, the D.C.?

No. It might be that they know something Bromery
doesn't.

Donald your art captures life as you see it. It is

real talent. It is your gift to all of us. Mr. Bromery
overrates his political position.

Robert Paul Foynes

McGilvray : offensive , scurrilous
To The Editor:

We write with both concern and alarm at the
cartoon by Mr. Donald E. McGilvray published in the
Daily Collegian on February 22, 1974, a subsequent
cartoon by Mr. McGilvray published in the Daily
Collegian on February 28, 1971, and certain
statements deriving from the correspondence and
from an editorial of February 25, on the subject,
which we consider to reflect a serious misap-
prehension of the role of the press in a "free" society
and its accompanying responsibilities.

The Committee has no concern with Mr. McGilvray
as a person, or with his personal views and, indeed, it

is unlikely that his name would ever have attracted
the Committee's attention but for his offensive and
scurrilous pieces, in themselves an imposition upon
the perceptiveness, intelligence and sensibilities not
only of the University of Massachusetts community,
but the entire Five College community. The Com-
mittee is not concerned with Mr. McGilvray's views,
sine a realistic assessment of social process in

American society suggests that there are many
Donald E. McGilvrays in this world. Rather, the

Committee is astounded that Mr. MdGilvray can be

allowed to insinuate his views into a newspaper that

boasts of being "New England's largest collegiate

daily" and which, ostensibly, provides a service for

the entire University community. To compound this

error, the imagination that they "will ... uphold our

cartoonist's or any other person's rights to express an
opinion in his own way on these pages." This

statement reveals a belief, on the part of those

charged with running the paper, that anyone has a

right, without adducing credible supportive evidence,

to have their opinions published in the paper no

matter how malignant or potentially damaging to the

subject. In the Committee's judgment, a duty both

moral and legal, devolves upon the editors to ensure
that the reverse is the case, and we make bold to

suggest that the paper's legal advisers would reaf-

firm this position if consulted.

(Continued on P. 10)

No on quotas
Does reverse discrimination exist in the admission

policies of academic institutions in America? The
Supreme Court will decide on this question in a
controversial case that is bound to splash through the
papers this coming month. The case: DeFunis vs
University of Washington Law School. The question:
Is the establishment of racial quotas in academic
institutions a violation of the equal protection clause
of the Constitution?

I react to this issue with very mixed feelings. On
one hand I can see the validity of some of the points
put forth by the defenders of racial quotas. They refer
to such a policy as "affirmative action"; an active
movement to diversify their student body and give a
greater opportunity to "minority" students to
achieve an education. The proponants of "af-
firmative action" tell me that "equality has to start
somewhere, and minority students have to be given a
chance now."
Those attacking the racial quota system, such as

Marco Defunis Jr., charge that such a system is

"reverse racial discrimination." DeFunis, an honor
student at the University of Washington was rejected
from UW Law School, even though 37 students with
lower grade averages and test scores were admitted.
On further examination, DeFunis was told that the 37
were admitted because they are "members of a
minority group." It was on these grounds that
DeFunis is suing the University; and the case seems
compelling enough for the highest court in the land to
consider.

In simple terms the question is this : Should a school
have seperate standards of admission, one for white
students, and another for "minority" students? I

don't think that such a policy is just, whether it be on
moral or constitutional grounds. If you accept the
premise that people should be judged for who they
are, and not what they are than the basic concept of
racial quotas is a contradiction, and therefore un-
workable.
Quotas do two things: They get people in, and they

keep people out. When quotas kept minority students
out (if you can ever define what exactly a minority is-

for example are Jews a member of minority group? ),

the schools were branded as "racist". Now these
same groups who called the first policy "racist"

defend this new quota system as just. Somehow I

can't see it.

If you go under the assumption that this new
system is to "make up for the crimes of the past," you
should ask yourself just who formed the "policy of the
past."

The people who controlled the power structure
then, still control it now. However they are not paying
the price of "affirmative action." A Kennedy or
Rockefeller can get into just about any school in the
country because he or she is a member of that power
structure. Slick administrators who push "Af-
firmative Action" rarely have to wonder whether
their children can get into college or graduate
schools. The people who are paying the price are the
members of the predominantly white middle class

;

usually people who had little say in the policy making
in the past.

I'm against racial quotas because I believe that the
Constitution is color blind. People should be judged as
people, and not as members of "this group" or "that
sex." Your chances for reaching your maximum
potential should be determined by what you know,
and not who you know. I'm against discrimination on
all grounds, at all times. You can't say, it is bad for

this, but o.k. for that. Without an absolutist approach
you get involved in the same trap concerning freedom
of speech, a "who decides" what is free speech?
Things in the past were really unfair. Many people

were cheated out of their best possibilities because of
it. But racial quotas don't improve the system, they
just appease the conscience of those who formed the
previous policy. Yet these same people will never be
affected by "affirmative action" in the least.

We must move towards a progressive and populist

coalition that recognizes that all people have a right

to get maximum exposure to academics; the right to

breath clean air ; eat good food ; receive proper health

care; and have a chance to work.
Quota systems just play the people with the least

influence off against each other. Any kind of

prejudice or discrimination is wrong, whether it

takes place against a Julian Bond, or a yound man
named Marco DeFunis.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Commentator.

Gusher

A modest proposal
Dear Mr. Nixon:

I am quite certain that the President of the United
States is as aware of the present energy crisis, as are
all other loyal Americans. I am one of these fortunate
individuals who does not own any formal means of oil

dependent transportation.

As an avid reader of the daily press, it has come to

my attention that the President frequents certain
areas of the country, and of specific interest to me,
the Key Biscayne area in Florida.

My sister lives in that general vicinity and it has
been quite some time since I have seen her. I am sure
that the President sympathizes in the separation of

families. I would like, very much to visit her and
seeing as the President is constantly going down
there, without due reason, I wish to submit a modest
proposal. The next time that you wish to visit that

area of our country, would you take me along for the

ride? I have no other means of getting there, and we
all know of the dangers a woman might encounter
while hitch-hiking.

I assure you that I would be of little bother. I don't

take up much room, would provide my own lunch (I'd

even make a few extra sandwiches for you and the

crew), and would take the responsibility of getting to

Washington, providing of course, that you would put

me up for the night in one of the spare rooms in the

White House, or even a couch in the Oval room if need

be.

I think that the President should get himself in the
habit of taking passengers with him on his excursions
throughout the country. Getting around this rather
large country of ours is somewhat hard, especially
now, with the availability of fuel at a minimum.
There are many people of whom I know that would be
in need of rides to either the Key Biscayne area or the
San Clemente area. If you are interested, Mr.
President, I will have them get in touch with you. Or,
you could always put your name up on the ride boards
of the University under "riders: wanted."
Think of the fuel that people could save if you, Mr.

President, would take a few along with you on your
trips. Think of the great service that you would be
doing for our country's energy crisis. Think of the
great service that you would be doing for me and my
fellow Americans. Think of the great service that the
Gallup Polls could do for your popularity.
The best time for me to go to Florida is at the end of

March, when school closes down for a week for spring
vacation.

I'll be looking forward to our trip together.

Keep in touch.

Your fellow American,
Joyce Kosofsky

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist

Fooling Mother Nature

For all the supposed intelligence of college students
there is nothing more amusing to watch than the annual
trick of trying to get spring to happen early.

Late February and early March bring out the warm
weather lovers in drove.
Snorts are taken out of mothballs.
Basketballs are filled with air after a deflated winter

hibernation.

Bicycles start vying for equal space in traffic lanes.
Sometimes a coat worn in early morning becomes un-

bearable by three p.m.
This year there is streaking.

A few years ago there were enthusiastic marches on the
capitol to save a few lives before summer.
There is always the time honored theory of a persons

mind turning to love in the spring.

But this year it will be the same as always. Shorts are
put away again, and basketballs go flat. Bicycles disap-
pear for a while and sweaters go on before a coat. It will be
tough to streak with snowshoes. And no one will be off to

Washington, if they're ever going, until it really warm
enough to stay out all night.

Love? Who knows if that is myth or not?

It's been tried before, but you can't fool Mother Nature.
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Letters fcontj
(Continued from P. 8)

The effort of Mr. Donald E. McGilvray is neither more nor less than an

attempt to perpetuate a distortion of the reality concerning the proper

role of Black Americans in the society and to justify the continued ex-

ploitation of Blacks by Whites.

The Committee endorses the Chancellor's statement that the original

McGilvray cartoon is either "racist" or "stupidly childish"; regards the

characterisation of the Chancellor's response as an "over-reaction" as

outrageous impudence deriving from the amateur psychiatry which

Whites are so prone to inflict on Blacks; and considers the Fishman
statement as emanating from the same aforementioned propensity on the

part of Whites for the amateur psychiatric analysis of Blacks, the logical

culmination of which would be the assertion that 22.000.000 Black

Americans are presently suffering from acute paranoia. This last is not

novel, but is an argument that has been used by White America with a

repetitiveness, at once depressing and dizzying, to suggest that racist

outrages protested by Blacks are but the product of an exceptionally

fertile imagination. Furthermore, the Committee welcomes the

statement by Mr. Jerry Lazar in the March I issue of the Daily Collegian

as being an effort to secure decency and mature judgment, but deplores

the reference to ego masturbation and to the statement by Mr. McGilvray
that "I don't really give a shit what the Chancellor thinks about me or my
cartoons anyway" as being more appropriate to a "jock house" carnival,

the latter statement, in particular, serving to provide Mr. McGilvray
further mileage for his views that are, at once, an outrage to the in-

telligence and to good taste.

That the Chencellor of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst is a

Black man is, in the context of American social institutions, perhaps a

novelty— a novelty that engenders "cognitive dissonance" on the part of

some. Such a development would hardly fit the stereotypes developed by
Whites for Blacks for the purpose of justifying their subordination of the

latter. The costs of the struggle to overcome this "cognitive disonance"
as evidenced in the McGilvray and Fishman efforts ought not to be borne

by the Black community, the members of which themselves have legal

rights guaranteed both by the Constitution of the United States and of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The Committee hopes that those who
are responsible for the publication of the Daily Collegian would them-
selves ensure that its contents are worthy of a great university, and that

they espect the legal and moral rights of others. It is the earnest hope of

the Committee that constructive and intelligent self-regulation will ob-

viate resort to the courts in what might well be, in the minds of some, a

case of novel impression but, concerning the outcome of which, the

Committee has little doubt. Indeed, the Committee is neither endorsing
nor advocating legal action in this matter or in comparable situations

that might develop elsewhere in the nation from like circumstances.
Rather, it is the Committee's position that willful destructiveness of the

McGilvray variety, if repeated, might in time trigger responses by af-

fected individuals who might seek legal protection in the belief that the

vicious "barracking" to which they were being subjected was neither "in

the nature of things" nor "ordained by the Almighty."

Walter E. Stewart

Professor of Black Studies and

of Political Science

Mount Holyoke College

For the Five College Black Studies

Executive Committee

Committee candidates (cont.)
Keochakian

MDC Classifieds

75* first day

50* each

additional day

Simon Keochakian, a UMass
Counselor at the Student
Development Center, announced
his candidacy for the Amherst
School Committee issuing the
following statement:

"Public education in Amherst
could prove to be both exciting and
challenging during the next few
years. A new administration
should be looked upon as an op-

portunity to assess what has gone
on in the past and to plot bold, new
steps for the future. The people of

Amherst have long been strong

advocates of education and have
given generous financial support
when asked to do so. This is readily

apparent as we view the modern
physical facilities in town
However, there seems to be an

increasing attitude that we are not

getting the most for our
educational dollar. The increasing
number of dissatisfied indivuduals
suggests that the quality of the

system does not equal the level

indicated in the publicity
generated by the administration.

One gets a nagging feeling that all

of the transfers into private schools
cannot be attributed to an elitist

attitude. It is very likely that the

number of actual transfers to

private schools is exceeded by the

number who may wish to do so but

are prevented from doing so

because of financial or
philosophical reasons.

An effective School Committee is

one which is willing to confront

such an issue directly. However,
this can be more readily addressed
if there is broad community
support. At a time when we need
them most, the various Parents
Councils are relatively inactive or

ineffective. Such a phenomenon
can be easily brushed aside by
stating that it is an indication of

disinterest on the part of parents,

but I as a parent, find this hard to

believe. I would suggest that this

lack of participation comes more
from a feeling of futility in that an
individual's comment is not
valued. Unfortunately, that has
been all too true in the past. An
effective School Committee must
aggressively rebuild its credibility

with the community and function

as agents of its constituency. When
this spirit of collaboration has been
achieved, the community can then,

through its designated
representatives, develop a broad
philosophy which meets the needs
of this community.
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University of Massachusetts at Amherst
presents

NETHERLANDS WIND ENSEMBLE

THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 1974 AT 8:00 P.M.

BOWKKR AUDITORIUM
Reserved Tickets

:

Kim* Arts Council Box Office.
• n. . ,1 A Students - $1.00 All Others |£i llertei Hall - 545-020.

Kojolan the Australian National University
and also the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in Tenn.

Gabriel Kojoian, a candidate for

the three-year seat on the Amherst

School Committee, issued the

following statement:

"Why do we send our children to support the following policies:

As a candidate for the office of

school committeeman he plans to

school ? What do you view as the

purpose and function of the public

school system?
(a) Is it to solve societal

problems?
(b) Or should its emphasis be to

help the student develop as an

individual?

"The fundamental effort within

the educational process should be

the attempt to develop and
enhance the degree of confidence

in the individual's decision-making

abilities, so that he-she may ef-

fectively confront situations

present and future. To this end, the

learning of basic skills and em-
phasizing the rigorous disciplines

are essential. Social relation-type

courses must never be promoted at

the expense of basic education. We
owe the students more than the

"now."
"The myth that an open-ended

financial commitment is essential

for quality education must be

challenged. Substantial, periodic,

precipitous increases in the school

budget, without the corresponding

broadening of the tax base, has

helped to diminish the at-

tractiveness of Amherst to middle-

income families.

"To help reverse this trend, the

School Committee should review

the contents and direction of the

current and projected school
programs with the purpose of

developing priorities in the budget.

"Further, a clear public

declaration that increases in the

school budget will be allowed only

to the extent of meeting the needs
of inflation, will help to reestablish

the effectiveness of the School

Committee as a policy-making
body."

1) Reduce the amount of money-
spent on administrative costs by
abolishing, for example, the
position of assistant superin
tendant.

2) Encourage principals to take
part in classroom teaching so as to

build a better rapport with the
students.

3) immediately equalize athletic

budget allocations between males
and females.

4) Encourage more intramural
sports, perhaps at the expense of

varsity sports.

5) Continuously evaluate the
physical condition of school
children and look for better
methods of improvement.

6) Support affirmative action
programs modified to include age
as part of the desired staff

diversity.

7) Look for better age
distribution among the elementary
school teaching staff.

8) Increase the vocational
training component of the
curriculum for all students.

9) Use the various citizens'

groups to help teachers devise
curricula.

10) Retian teachers to take care
of students with handicaps and
disabilities.

Quinton
Professor Arthur Quinton of the

UMass Department of Physics and
Astronomy is a candidate for a
three-year term on the Amherst
School Committee. This semester
he is teaching Physics 162, a course
on electromagnetism taken largely

by engineering majors.
Mr. Quinton is from a North Sea

fishing family and after obtaining
a bachelor's degree in 1944 he was
commisioned in the Royal Navy at

the age of 20. Following WW II he
v orked as an industrial physicist
and as a school teacher before
entering Yale as a graduate
student. He then taught at Yale for

nine years and at Florida for three
years prior to coming to UMass.
His research in nuclear physics

is currently being carried out at
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UNH president resigns to head up Union College
By DAN FORBUSH

Editor
The New Hampshire

DURHAM, N.H. — University of New
Hampshire President Thomas N. Bonner,
50, said late yesterday he will leave that
university to take the presidency of Union
College in Schenectady, N.Y.
Speaking confidently, he told the

University combined student and faculty
senate at its regular Monday meeting that
his resignation will be effective June 30,
1974, three years to the day after the
beginning of his term at UNH in 1971.

He then returned to his office to make the
same statement to waiting newsmen.
Bonner said personal reasons and the

attraction of a "new professional challenge"
at Union are his main reasons for leaving
UNH.
He mentioned a "general sense of

exhaustion".

"The years at UNH for all the excitement
and change they have brought, have taken a
heavy toll," he said, "and I sorely miss the
kinds of intimate friendships and clos

contact with students and faculty that are
possible in a smaller academic com-
munity."
When Bonner replaces Union president

Harold C. Martin this summer, he will take
command of an institution of 1,900 students,

compared to the 15,000 graduates and un-
dergraduates of the University of New
Hampshire system.

Bonner, 51, took over as president at UNH
in 1971. His leadership has been criticized by
some politicians and the conservative

Manchester Union Leader.
A native of Rochester, N.Y., Bonner was

graduated from the University of Rochester
in 1947 and earned his doctorate at Nor-

thwestern in 1952.

He left academic life briefly in 1962 to run
in Nebraska as a Democratic candidate for

Congress. The next year he served as a
legislative assistant to Sen. George
McGovern, DSD
From 1963 to 1968, Bonner was professor

of history and chairman of the history
department at the University of Cincinnati
He served as vice president and provost at

Cincinnati to 1967.

Bonner's announcement did not come as a
shock to most of the University. His change
of position had been hinted at by a Sunday
story in the Boston Globe. Union College
named a press release on the naming of a
new President to a number of news outfits
including the Associated Press.
The AP apparently ignored the March 5

release date and broke the story for af-

ternoon papers yesterday, according to

Union director of public relations Phil

Johnson.

The campus buzzed with the news of
Bonner's incipient resignation message by
early afternoon.

"I would like to express my appreciation
for what President Bonner had done in his

three years here, "said Provost Eugene
Mills. "He has brought vigor strength and
imagination to his work at the University."

Pressure from state officials and critics

had nothing to do with his decision to leave
New Hampshire, Bonner said.

"We have overcome our critics and ob-
tained the largest increase in state ap-
propriations in recent years," Bonner said.

Bonner added that he has no ill feelings
toward New Hampshire or "the people who
have been critical or harsh in their
judgments" of his administration

Amnesty bill gives hope to

Americans jailed in Turkey
ANKARA ( AP) - An amnesty bill

now before Parliament may
present some hope of freedom or
reduced sentences for most of the

35 Americans jailed in Turkey on
drug charges.

The amnesty, legal experts said

yesterday would cancel or reduce
sentences of 29 Americans serving

or facing 2^ to five years for

possession or use of narcotics. But
six serving sentences of 10 years to

life for smuggling drugs would not
benefit from the bill.

Although Washington is pushing
for reduction of the heavy sen-

tences imposed on the four young
men and two girls, it is also trying

to persuade Turkey not to permit
resumption of poppy growing,
formerly the source of much of the
illegal opium entering the United
States.

Turkish officials view the two
U.S. positions as contradictory.

Turkey gave up most of its poppy
production in June 1971 under
anagreement with the U.S.
government. The United States
agreed to contribute $35.5 million
to ease the financial burden from
the curtailment.

Now it is generally believed in

Ankara that poppy production will

be resumed despite U.S. ob-
jections.

The Turkish government claims
the growers are suffering
economically. Diplomats say that
the new left-of-center government
of Premier Bulent Ecevit is em-
barassed to have the United States
or any other country dictate its

agricultural policy.

Ecevit made broad promises
during his election campaign to

help poor peasants, and poppy
growers are among the poorest.
The 47-year-old Ecevit also

promised the amnesty now before
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parliament, primarily to free

about 2,000 political prisoners.

These intellectuals, writers,
educators and students were jailed

under martial law during a period
of riots and demonstrations that

unsettled Turkey from 1970 to 1972.

If the amnesty bill passes, drug
users and possessors, along with

some common criminals, will

benefit. Terrorists, drug
smugglers and traffickers and an
assortment of hardened crinimals
will not.

Among the six Americans not

touched by the proposed amnesty
are: Kathryn Zenz, 28, of Lan-
caster, Wis; Joann Marie
McDaniel, 30, of Salem, Ore., and
Robert Ernest Hubbard, no fixed

address.

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
NOT OVEN GRINDERS

FREE DELIVERY
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"All Pizzas are different.
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Around New England

Boston Repertory Truck hijackings Jr. college closing

Night seeing device

aids blind people

BOSTON (AP) — The Boston
Repertory Theatre announced it

received two grants to help
renovate a building into a new
theatre it plans to open late this

coming spring. The theatre will be
at 1 Boylston St., in the theatre
district near the Colonial Theatre
and the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority Boylston
Street stop.

A theatre spokesman said The
Committee for the Permanent
Charity Fund gave $10,000, and The
Cabot Foundation gave $5,000
toward a goal of $25,000 to renovate
the building into theatre, offices,

costume shop and scene shop.

The repertory company is

leasing the building for a possible

occupancy of seven years. The
building formerly housed a
recording studio, and before that, a
nightclub. The theatre will seat

more than 200 persons and have a
three-quarter thrust stage.

"After much searching, this is

the only space that suits all our
needs," said Esquire Jauchem,
managing director of the company.

WOBtIRN, Mass. (AP( — One
truck driver was abducted and

released and another was missing

in two separate apparent hijack

incidents yesterday.

A driver from Waterloo, Iowa,

was grabbed at gunpoint when he

reached the Rath meat packing

plant at Woburn's industrial

complex. He was freed some two

hours later at an Everett
playground near Boston.

The truck and its contents, some
$50,000 in meat, were missing.

Richard Rose, 33, of Woburn was
reported missing while driving a

truck loaded with electronic

equipment valued at $750,000. The
equipment was en route from

Cleveland for

the Pittsburgh
Analytic Equip-

ABCC outlives need

PITTSFIELD, Mass. (AP) —
The state Alcoholic Beverages

Control Commission ABCC has

outlived its usefulness, says Gov.

Francis W. Sargent.

"It is absurd to think that the

ABCC is enforcing a minimum
price law in Massachusetts,"
Sargent said in an interview here

Sunday.
"I can't understand why there is

a minimum price law and I can't

see why the ABCC is enforcing it,"

he said.

Sargent also criticized a credit

law that prevents licensees from

purchasing liquor from
wholesalers if their bills haven't

been paid.

Newspaper price hik
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) -

The Springfield Union and the

Daily News increased their prices

Monday to 15 cents each.

The papers cited "constantly

rising costs" for the price hike, the

first in over four years.

The Union was the last morning
paper in New England to sell for a

dime.

The daily papers are owned by

the Newhouse Chain, which also

owns the Springfield Sunday
Republican.
The Republican's price will

remain at 25 cents.

Medford to

exhibition at

Conference of

ment.
The equipment was owned by the

Digilab Co. of Cambridge. Digilab

Service Manager Allen Weldon
said Rose and the truck were due in

Cleveland Saturday night or

Sunday morning.

Fatal apartment fire

CHELSEA, Mass (AP) — One
victim remain unidentified Sunday
after a weekend apartment house

fire that killed four persons.

Police said Sunday they still had
not established the identity of one

of the victims, a woman. The other

dead were identified as Frederick

Fox, 63, Victor Rodriquez, 37, and

Victor Hermett, 45, all residents of

the building.

Seven other occupants of the

four-story brick building and four

firefighters were hospitalized.

The cause of the blaze Saturday
remained undetermined. Fire

officials said the damage could be

as much as $100,000.

Hospital discounts
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) —

Two insurance companies have
agreed to a plan under which
Mercy Hospital patients can
receive 2 per cent discounts for

bills that are paid within five days,

the hospital said yesterday.

Joining in the plan are the

Massachusetts Mutual Life

Insurance Co. and Aetna Life and
Casualty Co.

Mercy said the discount is

available to all "self-pay" patients

and to all others who have unpaid
balances on their accounts.

The same offer was extended to

Massachusetts Blue Cross last

year, Mercy said. Blue Cross

declined to participate.

The plan grew out of a dispute

between Mercy and four other

hospitals against Blue Cross.

FOR THE REST _____
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TRANSCENDENTAL

MEDITATION
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• expands awareness
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dynamic action
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CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) —
Cambridge Junior College will

close May 18, another victim of

financial problems in the academic
community.
The 40-year-old private liberal

arts and business training school

has been operating with a deficit

doubling each year, Dean Denis
Frauenhofer said.

In the last two years, enrollment
dropped from 120 to 60 students.

Frauenhofer blamed the ad-

ministration of president Harold D.

Talbot for failure to recruit
students and promote the school.

Talbot declined to discuss the

school's closing.

"We have posted notice in-

ternally, but we have no public

statement. I have nothing more to

say," Talbot said.

Tanglewood concerts
PITTSFIELD. Mass. (AP) —

The Boston Symphony Orchestra
plans to hold its traditional 10-week
summer concert series at

Tanglewood, the arts center in

Lenox, this year despite the energy
crisis.

The season will begin July 5,

according to BSO Manager
Thomas D. Perry.
Perry said advance ticket sales

and plans by the Berkshire Hills

Conference, a county tourism
promotion agency, to maintain a
free telephone service listing in-

formation on gas and ac-
commodations, played a key role

in the decision to hold the full

season as usual.

Cafe accident
CHELSEA. Mass. (AP) — One

man was killed and two were in-

jured when a portion of the cement
facing on a Chelsea cafe toppled to
the sidewalk, according to Chelsea
police.

Dead was Dominque Matys, 53,
of Chelsea. In satisfactory con-
dition at Massachusetts General
Hospital was John Marotta, 58, of
Chelsea. Walter McKay, 57, of
Chelsea was in guarded condition
at Chelsea Memorial Hospital.

BOSTON (AP> — A military

device used by battlefield soldiers

to convert night to day has proved

successful in aiding persons with

blinding eye disease to see in dim

light.

Initial studies involving 50

patients at the Massachusetts Eye
and Ear Infirmary proved so

successful that field studies with

prototypes soon will begin, and the

developer hopes to have a

marketable device ready in less

than two years.

The light amplification device

was developed for the military

over the last eight years by

International Telephone and
Telegraph Corp., and the Army
Night Vision Laboratory in Fort

Belvoir, Va.

The amplifier was used by night

patrols and air rescue teams in

Southeast Asia and attracted the

attention of Dr. Eliot L. Berson of

the Boston hospital who thought it

might be useful to patients with

retinitis Pigmentosa.
Berson, with Arnold R. Rabin

and Leathern Mehaffey, III, says

studies show that the device-

amplify light sufficiently to give

the patients with this disease the

quivalent of their best daytime
vision under dim to poor light

conditions such as moonlight.

Retinitis Pigmentosa is a

hereditary, progressive eye

condition, affecting tens ot

thousands of Americans, which
usually leads to almost total

blindness over a period of years.

The retina, an extension of the

optic nerve in the back of the

eyeball which sends sight signals

to the brain, contains light

receivers called rods and cones.

The rods are the eye's night-time

system that recognize dim tones

and the cones see brighter lights,

natural or artificial.

Forms of retinitis pigmentosa
impair both rods and cones, Berson
says, but the effect is more
pronounced in night vision because
there are 16 times more rods than
cones in the eye.

"The contribution of this device

is that it can amplify light enough
for abnormal cones to work, as
well as normal cones and rods

working in dim light," Berson
says.

"Because the device can be set

for varying degrees of am-
plification, it can help people for

many years up until the most
advanced stages of the disease,"
he continues.

Berson, head of the Infirmary's

Laboratory for the Study of Retinal

Degenerations, emphasizes that

the devices do not cure the disease

and must be prescribed by
specialists according to each
patient's needs.
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would cause layoffs
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BOSTON (AP) - Abandonment
of 1,400 miles of railroad lines

described in a federal report as
"potentially excess" could have a
severe effect on New England's
economy, state officials said
yesterday.

Widespread layoffs were
predicted at a hearing on a U.S.
Department of Transportation
proposal for reorganizing seven
bankrupt railroads in the northeast
and midwest.

In Massachusetts, the report
found one-third of the state's track
to be potentially excess — prime
candidates for abandonment if the
floundering railroads are
reorganized into a profitable
Consolidated Railroad Corp.
But Gov. Francis W. Sargent told

the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission hearing that "clearly"
these lines are not excess.
"These lines alone are serving

industries employing almost 35,000
people. If that service is cut, one-
third of those jobs will be lost,"
Sargent said. "And when one
considers the ripple effect in the
state's economy, up to 25,000
workers could find themselves out
on the street."

The transportation report
considered only the railroads'
profitability, the governor said. "It
did not consider the impact of these
rail lines on the overall economy."
The report described 400 miles,

or 49 per cent, of the railroad track
in New Hampshire to be potentially
excess.

"No more serious threat to our
economy has emerged than the
recommendations in this report,"
said Commissioner George Gilman
of the New Hampshire Department
of Resources and Economic
Development.
"A survey of medium and large

employers in our state shows that
more than 2,000 jobs would be
endangered by the loss of rail

service, and another 26,000 would
be affected," Gilman said. "This
amounts to more than half the
manufacturing jobs in New
Hampshire."
Gilman called the federal

proposal unacceptable. "It is

inadequate. It is wrong in concept.
And Gov. Meldrim Thomson and
others representing New Hamp-
shire will fight its implementation
at every step."

One of the losers under the
tentative reorganization would by
the Boston and Maine Railroad.
The Department of Transportation
found several of its branch lines to
be excess and urged that its main
line across northern
Massachusetts be downgraded to a
branch.

However, the bankrupt line has
gone to court to try to keep from
being included in the rail
reorganization.

Benjamin H. Lacy, a B&M
trustee, predicted that unless there
is a major recession in 1974, the
railroad "will be in striking range
of a breakeven operation, before
fixed charges, this year.

Program Council Special Events Committee

Present a U.Mass.

"SUPER FREE BOOGIE"
on Saturday. Mar. 9th at the C.C. AUD.

from 8-2 a.m.

with Super Rock & Soul Music Bands
SOUL SIDE

Fabulous Sound Dimensions

& Black Ice of Boston

ROCK SIDE

Exciting Greg Chansky

& Hollow of Boston

Bar will be Open" "Continuous Music" and PARTY
We expect & hope all will attend.
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Wart Day is here!
WART DAY was celebrated this month at the Health Center of Central

Michigan U. with the introduction of liquid nitrogen to remove the pesky

pimples.

The benign tumor is said to occur most often among young persons in

the mid-teens to mid-Twenties age range, the CMU Life reveals.

The CMU Health Center has been experimenting with "cyrosurgery"

on the high incidence of cases they see.

RFK Library papers tell

LBJ's civil rights position

WHO NEEDS GIRLS? Not the 900 men who voted recently to keep their

Wabash College the all-male institution it has been for the last 141 years.

TOMBSTONED HEADLINES in the Denver Clarion provide new
fodder for journalism profs who are trying to impress upon their students

the "no-no" of placing headlines of the same size and intensity on

separate, adjoining stories.

Page 7 of a recent edition of the Colorado campus paper ran a story

about a history prize being offered for the second year by the local

American-Hungarian Alliance. Immediately to the right of this two-

column piece, the Clarion editors placed a single-column dispatch from

the College Press Service which told of the hazards of being a trash

collector in America.
The resulting headlines, run side by side, were: "Contest offers prizes"

and "Garbage!"

IFF'N THAT DOESN'T GRAB YA, The Northeastern News editors

put this head on an opinion piece: "Morticians stiffen in energy crisis."

AND IF YOU'RE STILL NOT CHUCKLING, the M.I.T. Tech recently

covered their announcement of the revival of the campus humor
magazine under this umbrella headline: "VooDoo revival, other

disasters reported in news (?) article."

Discriminating gas

methods filed in House
BOSTON (AP) — The

Massachusetts House admitted a
late-filed bill yesterday to prohibit

discriminator practices by
gasoline stations.

At the brief, informal session

attended by a handful of members,
the lower branch also admitted for

consideration a bill to exempt
religious organizations from
reporting features of the new
lobbyists' control law and a

measure to re-establish the

traditional police-fire entrance

BEAU BRITCHES

Join Our

Clothes Club

Mountain Farms Mall

examination on a local level.

WALTHAM. Mass. (AP) — Vice President Lyndon

Johnson urged the late President John F Kennedy

not to file his landmark civil rights legislation in

June, 1963, and told an intermediary the proposals

would not be approved.

Ironically, Johnson-alone among top Kennedy

officials to recommend delay on the legislation-

proved correct in his evaluation, and ended up

shepherding the omnibus bill through Congress

himself in 1964 after Kennedy's death.

Johnson's attitude came to light last week in a June

4, 1963 memorandum from Norbert A. Schlei, an

assistant attorney general in the Kennedy Ad-

ministration, to Atty. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy, the

President's brother.

The document was one of about 10,000 of Robert

Kennedy's papers opened to the public at the Ken-

nedy Library, located here at the Federal Records

Center.

Johnson, according to the memo, told Schlei that

adequate legislative groundwork had not been done

on the civil rights bill.

Johnson told Schlei that the legislation would be

"disasterous for the President's program."

Nevertheless, Kennedy filed the bill June 19, after a

television address June 11.

The legislation-which followed avoting rights

proposal by Kennedy in February, 1963-dealt with

desegregation of schools and public accomodations

and fair employment standards.

Although Kennedy officials had almost definitely

decided to file the legislation in June, 1963, a series of

violate racial confrontations in Southern states early

in the month hardened that decision-despite John-

son's misgivings.

The Schlei memorandum said Johnson showed

strong support for the civil rights legislation. Schlei

reported the then Vice President 'grasped the flag

beside the desk" and said that the President "might
have occasion at any time to order Negro citizens of

this nation to die in a foxhold in some foreign jungle

for this flag, and yet on their way to die for this

country those Negro citizens would not be able to go
into a public lunchroom in the state of Mississippi and
have a cup of coffee."

But Johnson said time was needed to get solid

Republican support, plus a unified endorsement from
"Negro leaders." Johnson also proposed a
"declaration of support" from the three ex-

Presidents then alive-Hoover, Truman and
Eisenhower.
Johnson urged President Kennedy to speak on the

legislation in the Southern states "on the moral
principal involved." And he suggested parliamentary
maneuvering in Congress to make sure the civil

rights legislation ended up before a sympathetic
committee.
Johnson asked for 15 minutes to make his case to

the President, but apparently he was denied.

Johnson eventually used this proposed legislative

approach on the civil rights measure when he became
President.

The Schlei memorandum alluded to a meeting of

top Kennedy officials a few days earlier. At the

earlier meeting, there was apparently unanimous
agreement that the legislation should be filed im-
mediately.

Johnson told Schlei,as reported in the memo, that

he had said nothing at that meeting "because by
speaking out he might have created problems for the

President with some of the legislators who were
present," and, that if word leaked out that he was
opposed, the press would brand Johnson "anti

Negro."
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Notes, quotes and anecdotes

Metcalf reading
The poet, novelist and critic Paul

Metcalf will read from his work
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Grace
Church Parish Hall on Spring St. in

Amherst.
The great-grandson of Herman

Melville, Metcalf has published
three novels ("Will West,"
"Genoa," and "Patagoni") and
numerous shorter works in

magazines and anthologies. He
studied with Charles Olson and
Conrad Aiken and played an active
role in the writing and events that

grew out of the historic Black
Mountain College. He has been
acknowledged as one of the major
writers of this country by such
figures as Robert Creeley,
Jonathan Williams and Charles

Olson.

The reading is part of the on-
going series of Tuesday Night
Readings sponsored, as a com-
munity project, by Orchard Hill

Residential College at the
University of Massachusetts with
the cooperation of the Arts
Extension Service of the Division
of Continuing Education of UMass
There will be an informal

discussion following the reading.
The public is invited and asked to

participate.

"Tout en francais"

AMHERST, Mass. — "Tout en
Francais," the French program
broadcast over radio WFCR (88.5

FM), will be shifted to Tuesday
and Thursday nights at 6:30,

beginning tonight.

The half-hour program includes
interviews, book reviews, and
music.

"Tout en Francais" features
music popular in France and
Franch-speaking Canada; in-
terviews with French and
Canadian entertainers, actors, and
artists; critiques of recently
published French books; and
monthly reviews of the French and
French-Canadian press. French-
speaking people including students
and faculty members of the Five-
Colleges have also been on the
program.

Piano recital

Music for solo piano will be
featured in Fernande Kaeser's

recital at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium Wednesday.
On the program will be two

preludes from Bach's "Well
Tempered Clavier," two of
Schumann's earliest works,
"Fantasiestucke Op. 12," and
"Abegg-Variations, Op. 1," and
Cesar Franck's "Prelude, Choral
et Fugue."
Fernande Kaeser, a Swiss

native, has studied at the Music
Conservatory in Vevey, Swit-
zerland and has won several in-

ternational competitions including
those at Zurich and Munich.
Before joining the UMass music

faculty in 1969, she toured
throughout Europe and the United
States. The concert is open to the
public without charge.

UMass summer
school
UMASS Summer School, 1974

will be housed at Orchard Hill this
year. There will be one session of
eight weeks duration and will run
from June 24 to August 16.

Tel: (413)

253-9276
Pick-A-Dilly
Factory Shoo Outlet

255 Triangle St., Amherst, Mass. 01002

Store Hours

Mon. - Wed. 10:00 - 5:30

Thurs. and Fri. 10:00 - 9:00

Saturdays 10:00 - 5:30

you should shop witK us I

AVING$
on every
purchase

InSbck Values
Thousands of pairs of the very
latest styles always on hand.
Sizes from 4-10 all widths and
colors. We've got what you
want in your size and color.

Self Service
Thousands of shoes to pick from
in leathers, synthetics,
ctyeables, evening shoes, sport
shoos, casual shoes, party shoes,
dress shoes, boots ... you name
it, we've got it.

Famous maker, famous brands at
prices way below regular retail.
You can save $10 to $15 on many
styles.

No Salespeople
You shop at your convenience,
your leisure with no pressure
or sales talk. You get help
when you want it.

No high-overhead
If you. can get what you want
at the price you want to pay
when you want it. .

.

WHY SHOP ELSEWHERE ?

1 ptc*

! *>>

\
1

*

SPECIAL COUPON VALUE

20% OFF OUR ENTIRE STOCK
(with this coupon)

TUES. THRU SAT. ONLY
MARCH 5th - 9th

PICK-A-DILLY
225 TRIANGLE ST., AMHERST

Students interested in serving as
Residence Hall Counselors for

summer school may obtain ap-
plication forms from Paul R
Appleby, Assistant Area Director
for Orchard Hill. He is located at

103 Grayson House and will be
responsible for the Summer School
Program on the Hill. Application
forms and related materials must
be completed and returned to

Appleby on or before April 1, 1974.

Materials received after that date
will not be considered.

Baha'i colloquia

The UMass Baha'i Association is

offering three, one credit, colloquia

on "The Baha'i Faith" this

semester. They will be held at 7:00

a.m. on Tuesdays at Orchard Hill,

Wednesdays at Northeast, and
Thursdays at Southwest.
Registration is still open. For
specific information phone
Philippa Biggers at 6-6797, or

Barry Magnus at 549-3949, or the

Academic Affairs Office at one of

the three areas.

The three colloquia are identical,

and will include eight units of two
classes each on topics such as:

"Cycles of Civilization," "Faith
and Self," "Religion," "Law," and
"The Baha'i Faith: An Over-
view." Included are handouts, a

media presentation, and a required
book that will be distributed in

class. Reflection, questioning, and
discussion are encouraged.

Study in England
The deadline for application to

the Oxford Summer Seminar has
been extended to March 15th

because of the long January break.
The Seminar provides a chance to

earn academic credit for a course
taught by an Oxford don. This year
the program offers several inter-

disciplinary courses that would be
helpful to students in art,

sociology, philosophy, and history.

There are a few places left in

excellent courses, both literature

and sociology. Students live in an
Oxford college for the summer.
Students have free time to travel
both before and after the seminar.
Graduates and undergraduates of
all majors are welcome to apply.
For details student may visit the
English office in Bartlett Hall,
room 160.

Meditation course
THE CENTER FOR THE IN-

TEGRATION OF ACADEMIC
AND MEDITATIVE
DISCIPLINES AND PROJECT
TEN are offering a 1 credit
colloquium in meditation in the
form of an intensive weekend
workshop, beginning Friday,
March 15 and ending Sunday the
17th.

The workshop will be led by Lock
Rush who has long experience with
Zen and spent two years doing LSD
therapy at the Maryland
Psychiatric Institute. Both
beginners and experienced
meditators are welcome. For
further information call the
CIMAD office on any weekday
afternoon, 545-2166.
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UMass
Police
5-2121

TOMORROW:

MYM
BRECKINRIDGE

With

Raquel Welch

ft

Rex Reed

in the CCA.
MARCH 6, 7

7,9

Your Head
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS IS

Professor is subject of sexual fantasies
By DR.'S ANDREW W
McC ASH IN AND STEPHEN M
KLEIN
Q. I am currently involved in a

relationship with a boy who is my
peer. For me our sexual relations
are adequate; sometimes great,
sometimes bad, mostly average.
My problem is that I create sexual
fantasies about one of my
professors (he is in his early
thirties-not a father image). I

enjoy weaving this imaginary
saga. Some amount of fantasy is
normal, I know, but I worry about
this one's extra "affairial" aspect.
Also it can have, at times, an ad-
verse influence on my role as
student. Should I worry about this,
or simply accept it as the way life

is?

A. Your question contains

several elements some of which
are clear others less so. The sexual
relationship with your boyfriend
sounds reasonably satisfactory.
Fantasy life (sexual and otherwise

)

is an important experience for all
of us. It serves as an important
source of gratification. People
need to abandon the ego directed or
task oriented focus in their lives to
"play" through imagination.
Fantasy is the wellspring of
creativity and is a way to
"rehearse" and prepare for future
possibilities. Past and present
difficulties can be worked through
by fantasy. Fantasy becomes a
problem when it loses it's "as if"
quality and is acted upon as though
it actually represented reality.

Fantasies about having an affair
with someone older, and par-

ticularly someone in a role of
authority (teachers, doctors,
employers) are not very unusual.
Such fantasies allow one to feel

more "grown-up" and mature
while feeling safely dependent at
the same time.

The concern you express about
the extra "affairial" aspect of your
fantasy life and how that affects
your "student role" is a bit con-
fusing. Being involved with
someone can't be expected to

prevent you from being attracted
to other men or even from having
sexual fantasies about them. If,

however, such fantasies are
constant and unrelenting, it may
well be that you are less happy
with your current relationship than
you think. If you feel that you are
experiencing some "adverse"

Notes, quotes and anecdotes

CATV broadcast

Watch Channel 8 on the CATV at
9 p.m. Thursdays for Studio A-a
focus on people and events in the
Emherst area, broadcast from
Hampshire College. This Thursday
Studio A features an editorial on
students involved with local
governments and an interview
with Ken Garfield, candidate for
selectman in Amherst, an in-
terview with the producer of
Hampshire's Midsummer Night's
Dream, and highlights from
Amherst Junior Hockey. Watch
studio A, Thursday at 9 p.m. on
Channel 8.

SW students
On Wednesday, auditions will be

held for "Slave Ship" a play being
produced by the Southwest Center
for Racial Understanding at
Mackimmie House, Classroom
One, at 7:30 p.m.

NAM meeting
The Amherst chapter of N.A.M.

(New American Movement), will
hold a public meeting Thursday at
8:00 p.m., in room 105 Campus
Center.

Frank Ackerman (ass't. prof, of
economics at Harvard) will speak
on "The Energy Crisis: A Crisis of
Power". Also scheduled is a slide

show: Gulf Oil and Angola,

Collaboration in Empire. For in-

formation call 542-3377.

NE colloquia

-Senior Life Saving — class

meets Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday at 11:15 at Curry Hicks

Pool. Bring own suit and towel.

Completion of course will give the

student one academic credit and
Red Cross Certification in

Lifesaving.. .lifeguard cer-
tification. If interested, call the

instructor, John McHale, at 549-

4581.

effects either in your relationship
or in satisfying your goals as a
student then you might find a
consultation with an M.H. staff
member helpful.

CONFIDENTIAL to "SerlDUsiy
Anonymous": The "medical"
condition you describe is a
naturally occurring situation, and
does not indicate any patholigical
state. Feel free if you have any
other questions to consult a UHS
physician.

Amherst Action

Amherst College Action
Coalition will hold a public meeting
tomorrow at 7:00 in 209 Converse
Hall (Amherst College).
Discussion will center on the
possibilities of organizing a 5-

college co-operative effort to
sponser speakers, obtain films,
form a study group on American
Labor and Socialism, and establish
an inter-college radical political
network.

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

584 915»1 !*rM "• S Mil

astwood]
Magnum
Force

5:45 & 8:15

Twi-l.itf Mr. 5:15-5:45 $1.25

Old Weird Harolds
- NEW M0 USED CLOTHING -

SALE!
all fur coats

now only $10.

Many other items also

on sale.

Rte. 9 Between Amherst and Northampton
206 Russell Street

586-3727
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Happy Hour

Every Day at

Television Tonight

75*

5:00 POPEYE (18)

HOGAN'S HEROES Wink's Master
piece." (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "The Flying

Saucer." (30)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer and the Dragon
Lady." (40)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS Kate's Diet
"

(18)

THE LUCY SHOW Lucy Gets A
Roommate." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer. the Carrier"
(27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "No Names.
Please." (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

fi:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I spy "Tigers Of Heaven." (18)

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Uncle Joe and
the Master Plan " (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the Legion
Of Death " (40)

ZOOM! (57)

6:30 NEWS (3) <2?> (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS 8)

CAPTURE (27)

WALSH'S ANIMALS (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 AUDUBON WILDLIFE THEATRE
"Insect World " (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

THE 700 CLUB (18)

*>,<

4 - 7

All Drafts 25 c

Bar Liquor 50 (

5:30-7:15-8:45

Twi-L.te Hr. 5-5:30 $1.25

nUJLNCWMAN
ROIIfRl MEDfOftO

THESUNG
5:45 & 8:15

Twi-Lu> Hr. 5:15-5:45 $1.25

Mfftar* umtc you n %2?

5:30 & 8:15

Tvu I. it. Hr. 5:00-5:30 $1.25

J
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.
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NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW !24)

MOVIE "The Babe Ruth Story." (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE EVENING COMPASS (57)

7:30 OZZIE'S GIRLS (3)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host
(8) (22)

THE FOURTH ESTATE (24)

ANIMAL WORLr
y 'An Album Of

Japanese Treasures " (30)

DRAGNET The Search
."

MARTIN AGRONSKY:
EDITION (57)

8:00 MAUDE (3)

HAPPY DAYS (8) (40)

NHL HOCKEY U8>
ADAM-12 (22) (30/

BILL BOYERS' JOURNAL (24)

8:30 HAWAII FIVE-O (3)

MOVIE "The Victim" (8) (40)

MYSTERY MOVIE The Devil Made Me
Do It

" (22) <30)

THE MYSTERY OF KAHOl TEK (24)

9:00 BLACK JOURNAL (24) (57)

BORIS KAKLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER Guillotine " (27)

9:30 HAWKINS "Candidate For Murder
"

(3)

10:00 MARCUS WELBY M.D. Tve
Promised You A Father ..." (part |l (Part II

will be seen on Owen Marshall . Counselor at

law., on March 9) (8) (40)

POLICE STORY The Wyatt Earp
Syndrome ." (22) (30)

ENERGY ALERT (Ml
NEWS (27)

GREATER SPRINGFIELD PER
SPECTIVES 57i

10:00 OPEN LINE (24)

10 :30 THE I.IVIM. WORD 18)

WMIM NEWS RELEASE

TUESDAY, MARCH 5th.

7:20 P.M. - OFF THE HOOK - OUR DAILY TALK

SHOW WHICH IS SURE TO MAKE YOU

WANT TO CALL AND ASK QUESTIONS.

8:00 P.M. - WOMEN'S SHOW - COMPLETELY

WRITTEN, DIRECTED AND PRODUCED £

BY WOMEN, BUT FOR LISTENING BY

EVERYONE!

12 MIDNIGHT - "MOON OVER M0RR0CC0"

- THE CONTINUING ADVENTURES t

OF JACK IN THE FAR OFF LAND

OF MYSTERIOUS M0RR0CC0.

Send, bring or call in your
questions and comments to 303

Machmer Hall or 545-2337. All

inquiries are confidential.

PROFESSIONAL
BARTENDING
COURSE

REGISTER AT STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

Send your

groom to

us for bis

tuxedo
The best man and ushers

will look great too • We
have all the best styles to

choose from

HOMPSON'S
13 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

pus^
/nemos y
/ 25b-b4ll

AMHERSTHADIEV LINI d

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES
ALL SEATS

rnmmm ronnmnm mmran tfrcwnronrm Z
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Dear

Aggie...

By LAFILLESANSMARBRES
MDC Staff

(Do you have an
academic, social or per-
sonal problem? Tell it to

Aggie, The Collegian's
exclusive columnist. Send
or bring letters to The
Collegian, Student Union
Building, UMass, Amherst,
01002 - editor)

Dear Aggie,
As you are well aware, streaking

has become quite the pastime for

college students. All of my friends
are encouraging me, but frankly,

I'm embarrassed. This is bound to

become a big issue. I'll be chided
and cajoled. How can I overcome
my inhibitions?

PS. I don't have an 'ex-
traordinarily beautiful body, a
source of my inhibitions...

Thanks,
Forever Inhibited

Dear Inhibited,

To streak or not to streak; that is

the question, eh? If you're sure you
want to be a streaker, then you
should have no problems. It seems
to me that in reality you are in

doubt. If, in fact, your doubt lies

only with your being inhibited, then
that is something only you can deal
with. Don't listen to your friends,

for it may just be that they are
encouraging you because they
want to say that they know a real

live streaker. Have your friends

streaked themselves? If not, then
why not all do it together some
night? Being with your friends

may ease your "inhibitedness"
which does seem to be the root of
your problem. If you can get over
being inhibited, then you can have
a good time and run free!

And remember, it's not the body
that counts, for looks are nothing!
It's the principal of the thing. Our
society has taught us (unfairly and
with much conservativism) that
the human body is disgusting and
should be covered to be beautiful

.

Well, now we're finally breaking
that archaic code of ethic. We all

know the body (any-body) is a
beautiful sight, and there should be
no reason why it can't be seen as it

is. There's nothing to be ashamed
of. Everyone has basically the
same thing. Why discriminate? If

streaking is what you want to do,
then go right ahead! Do your thing
and be not ashamed of that work of

art that makes you YOU!

CH3
BREAKFAST

6 a.m. - 11 a.m.

Student Special

99*

DELIVERY
256-8745

Weekends

6 a.m. * 2 a.m.

Week Hours

6 a.m. • 10 p.m.

Kentucky

Fried Chicken

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAIW<

A survey of thousands of horoscopes
reveals that famous French scientists and
physicians were born when Mars was
coming over the horizon Writers, painters
and musicians were seldom born at this

time Politicians were born with Jupiter
rising, but scientists seldom have Jupiter in

this sector No famous French writer was
born with Saturn on the Ascendant.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Accent on
change, creativity, intensified relationship
Element of timing is in your favor
Dramatic flair comes to fore; personal
magnetism soars Popularity increases
You receive meaningful compliment. Be
confident

'

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Home,
security, installment payments -these are
likely to be featured Stick to the basics
Review plans, ambitions. Relations with
parent or other authority figure command
attention You find out what means the
most to you -and what to do about it

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Bright spots
appear where, in recent past, there was
gloom Visits, calls are featured Ideas
click. Change of scenery could be on
agenda Laughter is here and so are new.
vital social relationships You are going to

be more optimistic!

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Money,
payments and collections are featured
Special hobby provides creative outlet and
can be profitable Know it and proceed
accordingly Taurus, Libra persons could
be in pic'ure Avoid eating too many
sweets This is more important than usual
LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Take initiative

Vitality makes comeback. Ambitions are
crystallized You get clear view. You
perceive potential and can do something
about it Perfect techniques Rehearse and
review Television appearance could be
upcoming
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) : What occurs is

likely to be obscured, behind the scenes
You may be visiting hospital or institution

Courtroom also could figure prominently
Law and confinement dominate. Freedom
could be temporarily restricted. Capricorn.

Cancer persons are involved
LIBRA i Sept 23 Oct 22) Spotlight is on
friends, desires, reward as result of
professional endeavors You have more
appeal You are able to reach more per
sons Those you respect take you into their
confidence You have chance now to make
important points Do so!

SCORPIO (Oct 23Nov. 21): Be direct
Get to source Skip clerks, middlemen
Reach one in authority You can obtain
green light Be persistent. Leo. Aquarius
persons could figure prominently Welcome
challenge Impress superiors You will be in

line for reward, promotion
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21):

Favorable lunar aspect now coincides with
publishing, communication, long range
plans and travel. You are able to glimpse
future You perceive potential and what to

do about it. Aquarian plays key role.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Lunar
position emphasizes funds, research,
savings, taxes, dealings with legal counsel
Key is flexibility If stubborn, you pay a
price. If versatile, you can come to con-
structive understanding regarding costs,
legal settlement
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Dig deep

for information Avoid being in too much of
a hurry Give attention to statements by
partner, mate, others close to you Someone
wants you to know-if receptive you will add
to your knowledge Aquarius and Leo
persons are involved

PISCES (Feb 19 March 20): Ask
questions designed to improve service.
Give full play to intellectual curiosity One
who is concerned with your health deserves
a hearing. Respond in mature manner
Don't permit wishful thinking to displace
logic

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
inquisitive, persistent, attracted to lively

people who travel and write. You are at-

tractive to opposite sex. poetic and able to

express yourself in interesting manner
June should be your most significant month
of 1974. Persons born under Gemini and
Virgo are drawn to you.

Copyright 1974, Gen. Fea. Corp

Crossword
ACROSS

Puzzle
DOWN

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

1 Woody plapt

5 Ordinance
8 Noblewoman
12 Paper

measure
Anger
Toward
shelter

Likely

Send forth

18 Man s name
9 River in Italy

Bucket
Greek letter

Teutonic
deity

24 Cook in

oven
Engine
Begin
Flying mam-
mal
Devoured

32 Snug retreat
33 Part of body
34 Distort

35 Fruit drink

36 Gram
7 European
Weakens
Grant use of

Conjunction
43 Symbol for

tellurium

44 Warble
45 Part of "to

be
Greek letter

Kind of foot

race
A state
(abbr)

52 Pollution
55 Held in high

regard
56 Music as

written

Execute the
commands
of

13
14

15
16

20
21
23

26
28
29

30

38
40
41

47
49

51

1

2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
1

1

16
17

20
22
25

26
27
28
29
31
33

Snare
Rumored
Dine
Printer s

measure
Boundary
Seed coating
Damp
Not.e of scale
A state (abbr

)

Abandoned
Period of time
Direction
Blemish
Separate
Pronoun
Bacteriolo-
gist s wire
(pi)

Chart
Made of oak
Mahoor sheep
Tiny amount
Female sheep
Possesses

L A s E w e R B R E W
A P T N A M E A E R
P R O PO S E i> R

r

A I iN

S O ARS R A P S
E N T E AG N 1 e A R

F^ R£ M[E RV E
REPENT t]e[a s E P
AVERT G2DHR
WAN E \Pen| T u B As
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A
R

t> A Tte N NJ

s TARR 1 N G
luiPio N R L SE T E E
QBCaa HSGQ SQQ
34 Booty
36 Musical

drama
37 Girls name
39 Near
40 Climbing

plant
41 Alms box
42 Presentation
44 Narrow open-

ing

45 Century plant

46 Indefinite

number
48 Number
50 German spa
51 White lie

53 Touchdown
(abbr)

54 Preposition

57

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc
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ALPHA ZETA:
Pledge meeting tonight at 6:30, 101

C.C. All Juniors in the College of
Food and Nat. Resources with
overall 2.7 cum are invited to attend.

ASIAN-AMERICAN STUDENT
ASSOC:
Meeting Wed. March 6, Bart 301,

1000 p.m. For info, call Bill Gee 545
0955 or Stan Kvvong 549 3857.

ON NURSINGATTE N T
STUDENTS:
Final meeting before the N INC this

weekend. All committee members
urged to attend. Bring registration
and any last questions to this
meeting, 6 p.m., 4th floor Morrill.

BOOGIE-BOOGIE!:
The Big Bad Boogie is coming!

April 6 featuring Ed Vadas Big City
Blues Band. Don't miss it.

FOR SALE

Firewood. One cord dried hardwood,
sawed 18". Call Barry, after 7:30. 527-3648.

MM
Zoom Lens for Nikon: VivlUr 85 - 205mm

f3.8 lens with three filters and case. 1135
Call 54*4544.

tf3-<

Fisher Stereo Receiver Model 301, 30
watts RMS, excellent cond. 6 mos. old
New 1349.95. asking 1185.00. Call 256-6837
ask for Hooper.

tf3-5

Books and mags. Old and out of print.
Free Search Service. 586-3299, anytime.
Larry Primer. Box 285. Northampton.

tf4-l

2 Electric Guitars, one in excellent
condition, good sd ; silvertone amp. ; guitar
case $75, easy. Call 546-5034.

tfl-7

For sale — one pair of P. A. column
speakers. 6-8" I tan speakers per cabinet,
very reasonably priced. Call John at 584-
7154.

tf3-5

Corvair parts — save. 260 new parts
available for your valuable car. 25c for
catalogue Clark's Corvair Parts. Colrain
Ma. 01340.

tf3-7

German Shepard pups, AKC ISO. 323-

749* after 5:00 p.m.

MM
Quiet * private 59' trailer, extra wide

living rm„ 24 wooded acres in Williams-
burg. 112.000. Call College Town Realty, G.
Shea. 586-2415.

tf3-12

Country beauty — 6+ bdrms.. 4

fireplaces. 2 full baths, country sixed mod.
kitchen. 4+ acres. Ashfield. $45,090. CaU
G. Shea. 586-2415.

tf3-12

Sanyo car stereo tape deck and
speakers. 135 in great condition, need the
cash. Call 256-0615 anytime.

tf3-5

Revox A-77 Mark 3 tape deck, studio
quality. 1 yr. old, 3 heads, 3 motors, list

1950. sell t700. with rmt. Ctrl. & tape. Call
549-1421.

tf3-8

Ten speed bicycle. $85 cash, need to sell
for rent. 253-2875.

• tf3-6

Martin 000-18, 2 yrm., $275. Univox amp.
105 wts.. $200. Call Mark. 253-5913.

tf3-5

Yashica Super 8mm zoom lens, all
electrical movie camera with carrying
case, must sell. 527-5015.

MM
Wow!! Garrard AT60 turntable with

brand new Shure RS-7C cart., only $40!
AMAZE YOUR FRIENDS!! Zowie! Call
Andy. 546-4047. midnites

tf3-8

Hammond organ. Leslie speaker, ex-
cellent condition, plus 100's of rock n' roll

records. 323-7490 after 5 p.m. Must sell.

tf3-5

PAUL'SOLDTIME FURNITURE -
featuring the finest (and cheapest) in
recycled and pre-owned furniture,
chairs, pictures, clothing, magazines
and many other articles of dubious
value and recent antiquitv. Yes, all
this and more at Pauls, located in the
heart of gay, exciting Amherst, behind
Aubuchons. 253-3511. Open A days per
week. POTF.

lf.1-5

Notices

BEAT THE HIGH COST

Spacious I or 2 bedroom con-
dominium apartments, only $157 to
$i»» monthly after $500 down payment.
Includes closing costs, principle, in-
terest, taxes, maintenance, upkeep
and insurance, located in Sunderland.
CaU 256^070 for appointment eves..
665-2641.

tf3-!4

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE:
If you want to find peace of mind

and a way to really change the work
come tonite in C.C. 803 at 6:45 p.m.

CONCERT COMMITTEE:
There will be a meeting Tuesday

March 5 at 7:30 p.m. in S.U. Council
chambers. We will begin to work on
Spring Concert. All members must
attend.

DVP MEETING:
There will be a DVP meeting today

at 4:45 in 102 C.C.

JAMAICAN POET:
Dennis Scott, Jamaican Poet, will

give a reading of his works, Wed
nesday March 6, at 1.00 p.m. at the
Center for Racial Understanding in
the Morehouse Faculty Apt. of South
west. Program is sponsored by

Harambee.

MASS PIRG:
Board meeting tonight, 7:00, Dukes

room, S.U.B. New people welcome.

OPEN RUSH:
Come join the Brothers and

Pledges of Lambda Chi at an open
rush Wed. night 8 10, 374 N. Pleasant
St. corner Fearing. Come see why
Greek living is the best.

ORCHARD HILL:
7:30 Tues. nite — Dickenson.

Women and work. Stoia: Herstory.
Best: current economic situation.
Lastner: Chinese women.

PI SIGMA ALPHA:
Meeting tonight, 7:30 p.m. C.C. 165.

POLITICS:
College Democrats of Mass. The

meeting of the local chapter (Five
College Democrats) scheduled for
tonight (Tues) at 8 p.m. in 105 of C.C.
UMass has been cancelled.

PRE SOCIAL WORK ADVISING:
Advising for students interested in

social work as a profession is
available through the CAS IAC office
E 22 Machmer on Thursday af
ternoons, 1:30 3:00.

PSYCHIC PHENOMENON:
The practical evolution of man as a

species through meditation will be
clearly outlined and discussed. The
program begins at 7:30 tomorrow
night in 805 C.C.

SCROLLS-MAROON KEYS:
Meeting tonite at 6:30 p.m. in

811-815.

SKI CLUB:

C.C.

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
AUTOS FOR SALE

1968 VW. 24.000 miles. Excellent cond.
Radials. automatic, new muffler and
Irani. Asking $1150. 253-7634.

tf3-7

Eight-track and stereo system, good as
new. paid $140. will sell for $100 Call
Collegian at 5-2550, ask for Bob MacKay.

MMI

1969 Ford Econoline. excellent cond
panelled & insul. tape deck & bed. Call 584-
8207 after 6 p.m.. $1,500 or best offer.

MM
1973 Toyota. 5-speed. radials. r.w.. def..

AM-FM, 12.000 mi.. $2,550. Call Jeff. 665-
3025.

$JM

67 Camaro SS. stnd trans., like new. tires
good cond. Call Rick between 8 1 5. 584-

3883.

tf3-7

1972 Pinto, auto trans., blk vynl hood, blk
inter., blk carpets. 20000 miles, v good
cond. Good on gas. $1800. Call 665-3416.
after 5.

MM

1961 Catalina. p.s.. ph.. at., good engine
and body, very dependable. $150. Call 549-
1026.

MM
1949 Ford pickup. $110; 1956 Ford

Pickup. $75; 1947 Ford pickup for parts
$30; 1987 Chev. Impala. 2 dr. hdtp.. $325
Call 665-3410.

MM
1965 Corvair. automatic, very good

condition, over 20 mpg. must sell. $175
Call 256-0683.

tf3-7

1971 Fiat 124 coupe. 5 speed, ex. cond.. 25
mpg. AM-FM radio, must sell. Call 546-
«689 or 339-8371.

MM

FREE

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid
Call 584-8816.

tfS-17

Tri-colored pup, 6 mo. old. housebroken
ex. sensitive, free to good home. Call 256-

8305. ask for Mike - Moses.

MM
White Angora stray kitten, looking for a

home, comes with beehive bed and food
dishes. Call 253-9812. nite. 545-0147 days.

tf3-5

PHOTOGRAPHER

Custom black and white film processing
done. Quick service! One roll of Him and
contact only $1.25. Call John or George
665-4290.

tf3-7

LOST & FOUND

Reward for returning Dk grey miniature
Schnauzer puppy. Lost on 2-26 in Harlow
Dr — E. Pleasant St area. Named Rudi.
Call 549-1579.

tf3-5

TO SUBLET

Apt. to sublet — June I to Sept. 1. 2 bed
Rrandvwine. PETS ALLOWED, rent
negotiable. Call 549-4547.

MM

STEREO COMPONENTS

Stereo Components — 20 per cent - 40
per rent off list. All major brands
available, all guaranteed. Call Mike at
536-4814. after 5 p.m.

MMI

SERVICES

Hi-fi audio repair. Sansui. Sony. Dual.
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed, 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech HiFi. 549-2610.

MMI

24 Hour Service on
Passport Applications.
Lang's Photo.

Passports and
Tel. 253-3148.

tf3-15

Learn Astrology. Beginner-
Intermediate Classes. Beg. starts 2-27

j Int.
starts 2-25. for infor call 253-3693. or 549-
0005 before 9 p.m.

Car repair hassles? Experienced
mechanic available to fix it right, no big
overhead, no job too small. Foreign &
domestic. 253-7241.

MM

PHOTOS — Passports, visas,
graduate school applications, or
similar kinds of photography, $4.00 for
"»ix passport size photos. Sizes and
prices are negotiable. Quality
guaranteed. Very fast service. Call
Steve at 6-5443.

113-29

Datsun. Toyota and Volvo, repaired
at reasonable prices. I have plenty of
experience and equipment. Call
Russell Baca. 253-7456.

tf3-25

ENTERTAINMENT

If you don't need loud music to be en-
tertained, slide up to the TOC. Thurs.-Fri.-
Sat. 9-1. if your thirsty come Thursday.

MM
Where have all the Coffeehouses gone?

We don't know, but the TOC presents the
best in coffee house type entertainment,
every Thur -Sat.

MM

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $280 all
inclusive. For more information call
Campus Travel Center. 545-OS00.

MMI
Let's make one thing perfectly clear.

Rock 'n' roll is here to stay and Bob the DJ
can bring it to you in fine style. Call 536-
6075.

tf3-7

Tired of the same old shit? Try a band
from Boston Music Group, for your next
concert or party. 617-353-1184 or 617-247-

tf5-6

Don't miss Harvey Brooks formerly w-
Electric Flagg is playing in The Hatch this
Thursday with the Fabulous Rhinestones!

tf3-7

See the "Fabulous Rhinestones"
shimmering in The Hatch. Thursday night
9 p.m. -I a.m.

tf3-7

King of Hearts — Friday. March 8. 1974— Mahar Aud. Showing at 7-9-11 and 1:00
A. M. Now you can't miss it! 75c.

tf3-8

FOR RENT
Furnished room for rent immediately in

relaxed but quiet country house in
Whately. Sorry, no pets. $65 plus. Call 253-
3511 or 665-3405.

tf3-8

Room for rent in house in Amherst
(enter, grad. student or mature couple,
kitchen & bath privileges, furnished. Cali
Bob. 256-6942.

MM
TYPING

Typing — fast, accurate, cheap. Pickup
and delivery. Smith Corona 7000. Call Sue
1-527-4802.

MM
Will do typing in my home — Thesis,

papers, envelopes, mailing lists letters
Reliable, ace. fast. Call after S p.m. 253-
7454 or 253-7145.

If4-1

HELP WANTED

Sell new American Made cars and
trucks, most foreign on commission basic
Orop us a card. Box L, No. Amherst. 01059.

tf3-5

Person to type 50 wds per min. Must
have 10-20 hrs. wk free- Next 4 wks work
also during spring vacation. Call 5-2645
eve 665-3968.

MMI

ROOMS FOR RENT

In Northampton apt. 3 rooms and kit-
chen to share. $75 mo.

MMI

WANTED TO RENT

2 bdrm.
radius of

Call l.ynnt

apt. or 4-5 rms.. 10 mile
Amherst, $120-$I50 range
at WMUA. IN p.m.

MM

MISCELLANEOUS

Street hockey — anyone interested in
playing informally or organizing teams"
Call John 5-2742. leave message If not
there.

MM

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1972 Honda CI350. excellent condition
$«00. Must sell soon. Call 549-1382. after 5.

MM
1972 Yamaha 175 trail machine. Ceriani

forks, excellent cond. Call 256-8691.

MM

WANTED

Wanted trans axle for VW Bus. 1986
Mike. 665-4150.

MM

Gay or Bi. People of Spirit wanted to
grow with Commune in the country Box
723. Amherst, Mass.

MMI

Please aid young damsel in distress. Will
settle for only the creme of the crop. CallKaren. Keep trying!

lf3-5

or "r?|

W
,!T ?

u
i
G

1

ood,M " ••«* n' roll bandor DJ to entertain at parties. Call: Bob orNancy^ 545-0845 after 5 p.m. Leave

tf3-7

10 Sp. Bike. It. wt. frame, will nego.
Price. Call Wayne. 256-0497.

tf3-5

Wanted!!! Jewish students to share
a suite in Cashin with 3 concerned
Jews trying to find their Jewishness,
in a communal type of living. Ad-
vantages include an automatic meal-
ticket exemption, a private room, and
the opportunity to explore your Jewish
identity. Call Dov at 6-4157, anytime.
Am Yisroel Chai!

!

MM

1/

Iwant to ouy your sick car. any make or
model, any major problem, foreign or
domestic. Let me buy your headache! Bob.
253-7241.

MM
Attractive open minded LIBERAL

females for go-go dancing. No exp nee

V?£!¥ Wrtte glvta« d*u,h: KB. Box
2*2. Hoiyoke. Mass

MM

Important meeting tonight SBA
120, 8 p.m. Trip sign ups, Sat.
Killington, March Break — Canada,
Jay Peak and Sugarloaf, Maine.
Spaces limited. Nominations for
officers; new by laws, please come.

RUGBY SOCIAL:
The Rugby Club's preseason —

social get together will be held
tonight at Farley Lodge, 7:00 10:00
p.m. A rugby film will be shown and
refreshments provided. All in
terested welcome to attend.

WOMEN:
The first National Women's Poetry

Festival will be held at UMass next
week. Watch the Collegian for
details...

FOUND:
Silver rimmed eyeglasses. Contact

Mike 549 1276. Found near NOR
THEAST.

PERSONAL

Please! Want any posters to help furnish
Brlchertown playroom. Bring to CC Music
Room, ill on Mon.-Wed. or call 256-0615.
thanks.

MM
"Leave me where I am. I am not losing,

if I am choosing, not to plan my life."

MM

Fr** cat — roommate developing asth-
ma, wt. I' 4 yr. old. spayed f. with calico
markings. Please call Ed. 665-2995.

MM
Yush thanks for the heavy date Thur-

sday night, and I mean heavy. Us
Bogetrotters know where it's at.

MM
Get ready. The Questor is here, what's

happening to the new Quad newspaper*
Only Hungry Chuck knows.

MM
Happy Birthday. John Ski. even if it is a

day late. Ling-Ling.

MM
ROOMMATE WANTED

Own rm. in Mt. Sugarloaf apt. On bus
line. $l00-mo. Quiet working space for art
student or serious student. 546-1074 bet 7-
10 p.m.

MMI
Rooms, immed. occ. by month, no

lease, single, double, next to campus 401
N. Pleasant. Ask for Duncan. 253-9938.

tf3-7

Roommates wanted for apt in NHamn-
eiec. t lose to 5 col. bus. Call Do™. 584-

tf3-5

Private bdrm.. Ig. 5 rm. apt., 3 bdrms..
living room, kitchen. $45 a mo., one-third
of utilities Call 584-7642 or come to 18
Orchard St.. Northampton.

MM

TRAVEL

(ampus Travel Center, handles air.
hotel, car rentals, package tours
honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak Call'
545-0500, for information.

tf3-t5

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from Sim
I- or more information call Campus Travel
Center. 545-0500.

lf3-15

Spring Vacation in Spain at
Torremolinos. $279. all inclusive. For more
information call Campus Travel Center
545-0500.

MMI

EUROPE ISRAEL - AFRICA - Travel
discounts year round. Intl. Student Travel
Center. 739 Boylston St.. Suite 113. Boston
Ma. 617-267-1122.

t/5-17

RIDF WANTED
Ride badly needed for 2 to Kingston or

Albany. NY or anywhere inbetween. on

tf3-7

Round trip to Albany each wkend, leave
MHC. Fri. 4 p.m., return Sun. 7 p.m. $3 50
one way. Call Elaine at 5-1531 or 536-0871.

MM

To Miami, Florida or area for the
March, spring break. Will help out with
expenses. Call Mike at M296.

MM
Leverett Elem. School to UMass approx.

noon. Mon.-Wed. & Thurs.. 10:00 Tues. Call
Julie Rosenthal mornings. 549-0344
Please.

MM

WANTED TO BUY

Silver coins : paying 220 per cent of face,
contact me at 215 Whitmore; Tues.. Thur..
ask for Mark.

MM
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A picture tells a thousand words. Henry Aaron watches as he hits one over the
fence in a Friday workout at the Braves' West Palm Beach training site. All the
writers went beserk over the whole thing, but the homer doesn't count. The catcher
is Larry Howard.

f '•'

University Dr. at Amity St

WEDNESDAY

Mich Night
Michelob 40*

Continuous Juke Box

Dancing

Hors d'ouvres

Dinners from $1.25

Every Night Starting

at 5

Sunday at Noon.

SOME OF OUR BEST SELLERS

Spaghetti Meatballs $1.75

Veal Parmigiana $3.00

Ravioli $2.00

Give our \etr iffenu
a Taste.

Ulir Enuliub pub. Amhrrat. fflaflBarhuartte

TUESDAY

JOHN
MORGAN

with

Rico Flashback

WEDNESDAY

Schaefer

Record

NO COVER

Johnson has plenty

Sox to choose from
By DAVE O'HARA

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. ( AP) - The Boston Red Sox-long noted for good
hitting, bad pitching teams-are trying to go the opposite way this year in
hopes of quitting the brides-maid role in the American League East.
Playing 81 games in Boston's chummy Fenway Park, and its not too

distant fences, the Red Sox are gambling on pitching after finishing
second in the division the last years.
General Manager Dick O'Connell went into the trade market

vigorously. He acquired veteran infielder Dick McAuliffe for young Ben
Oglivie from Detroit, but proven pitching was his goal.
When the wheeling and dealing had finished, the Red Sox had Dick

Drago from Kansas City; Rick Wise, Reggie Cleveland and Diego Segui
from the St. Louis Cardinals, and Juan Marichal from the San Francisco
Giants.

Marichal-with 238 victories, the biggest winner among active pitchers-
was picked up for a bundle of cash. The Red Sox are hoping he still has
something left at the age of 36.

With Luis Tiant 20-13, Bill Lee 17-11, young Rogelio Moret 13-2, veteran
reliever Bob Bolin and a Hock of young prospects battling for pitching
berths with the newcomers, the Red Sox are happy.
"I'm very pleased with what we have to work with," Johnson says.

"We think we have the best pitching here in years. Things should be in-
teresting in spring training. I'll carry no more than nine pitchers, the nine
best.

Veteran Carl Yastremski remains the team's best long ball threat,
although he hit only 19 homers last season. Rico Petrocelli had only 13
homers in 1973 when he finally had to submit to elbow surgery, creating a
third base problem.
All-Star catcher Carlton Fisk led Boston last year with 26 homers, but

he had only eight with a . 1% average in the second half.
Johnson, who stresses defense to help the pitchers, insists he will field

the best players from what they do in Florida. Yastremski carries both a
first asemen's mitt and an outfielder's glove.
However, the betting is he'll be at first opening day. Doug Griffin is set

at second and Petrocelli at third. Shortstop Luis Aparicio, who will be 40
next month, faces a stiff fight despite his $100,000 salary.
Many observers fear Aparicio has slowed down too much and Johnson

will go with rookie Rick Burleson or Mario Guerero. Burleson started for
Johnson at Pawtucket in the International League last season while
Guerrero saw part-time duty as a Boston rookie.
Veteran Tommy Harper, who hit .281 and led the league with 54 stolen

bases in 1973, figures to be the regular in left, with young Rick Miller
replacing Smith in center. Carbo will battle Dwight Evans, a young in-
consistent slugger, for the right field berth.
Orlando Cepeda, who batted .289 with 20 homers and 86 runs batted in

as the designated hitter, is back, gimpy knees and all. He may have to
, prove to Johnson that his slugging is more valuable than his liability on
E the base paths.

How the Pros stand

WHA standings

East Division

W L TPtt. GT GA
Nl ENG. 36 26 3 75 240 213
Toronto 33 29 4 70 254 227
Quebec 33 28 3 69 248 223
Cleve. 28 28 6 62 202 210
Chicago 28 30 3 59 203 217
Jersey 27 34 3 57 204 245-

West Division
W l TPta. GF CA

Houston 39 20 5 83 262 175

Minn. 3626274261221
Winnipeg 29 31 5 63 206 238
Edmon. 3130 62 212 218

Vane. 23 39 46 230 269
Los Ang. 21 43 42 192 262

NBA standings

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

W L Pet GB
BOSTON 46 20 .697 —
New York 43 27 .614 5

Buffalo 38 34 .528 11

Phila. 20 47 .299 27

NHL standings

East
w

BOST. 42

Mont. 37
Rangers 34

Toronto 30
Buffalo

Detroit

Island.

Vane.

27

22

15

17

Division
L T Pts GF GA
11 8 92 278 169
18 8 82 232 180
16 12 80 238 184
21 12 72 233 189
27 8 62 197 205
31 10 54 212 261
31 15 45 148 203
36 10 44 173 243

Central Division

W L Pet GB
Capital 39 30 .565 —
Atlanta 30 40 .429 9*
Houston 27 42 .391 12

Cleveland 24 48 .333 16V4

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

W L Pet GB
Milw. 50 19 .725 _
Chicago 47 24 .662 4
Detroit 44 26 .629 6%
KC-0 27 44 .338 24

Pacific Division

W L Pet GB
Golden St . 38 27 .585 wmm

Los Ang. 38 30 .559 IVi
Seattle 31 40 .437 10

Phoenix 25 44 .362 15

Portland 22 46 .324 17%

West Division
W L T PU. GF GA

Phila. 37 14 10 84 210 128
Chicago 32 12 17 81 208 124
Atlanta 23 29 11 57 165 194

St. Louis 23 29 10 56171 170

L.A. 23 30 10 56 174 199
Minn. 18 29 15 51185*217
Pitts. 20 35 6 46177221
Calif. 12 43 8 32 162 274

ABA standings
SMt Division

mr- . •-
W L Pet. GBKentucky 43 25 .027 —

New York 43 27 .614 VtC'roliru 43 3u .588 2

Memphw is 51 .261 25
West DlTlatoa

it«.w w L Pet- GBUtah 45 24 652 —
San Antonio . . . 38 34 .'514 9>A
Jndi«n» 37 35 .514 8*Denver 32 37 ,464 13*» P*R **m.JR 40 .429 15*

Homecooked

Food

Lunch

11:30-2:00

Dinner

5:00-7:30
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Long night for cheerleaders

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By MIKE BROPHY
MDC Sports Staff

The UMass cheerleaders ended up spending last
Wednesday night in the Enfield Jail after running out
of gas in a mall parking lot in that city.
They had driven down to Fordham University to

cheer the Minuetmen on to their 93-66 victory and set
out for home with a 3-4 full reading on their gas
gauge, Sue Cirkl said. However, upon nearing Enfield
the gauge took a dive for the E.
The day had started out with their departure from

Boyden Lot at 3:30 that afternoon and saw them get
lost in the jungle of Manhattan, thus arriving at Rose
Hill just in time for the National Anthem

They had reportedly begged gasoline on three
separate occasions and had received some although
at exorbitant prices, Cirkl said.
The cheerleaders were followed by policemen,

harrassed by old men, and otherwise humiliated in
their efforts to support the UMass basketball squad
that infamous Wednesday night.

After landing in the Enfield cell block for the night
they attempted to contact someone at UMass for help
but were unable to do so at that hour of the morning
Lorraine Harvey, Sue Cirkl, Donna March, Anne

Novak, and Johnetta Bagby and loyal fan Adian
Doherty were the women who suffered through this
unusual chapter of the sporting experience in
following the Minutemen.

'Staff photo—Dan Smith)

Sue Cirkl, one of the six UMass cheerleaders who spent a night marooned in the
Enfield, Conn. Police department, will be at the N.I.T.

Letter to the Sports Editor

Roitman returns blast
To The Sports Editor:
In response to a response to my letter of February

26, I have a few points to bring to the attention of Mr.
O'Conner.

It is obvious that you have missed the point which
my comment was intending to make. Although I

repeatedly made mention of the fact that not all those
present were at fault, and that it was not my purpose
to snatch any credit awayfrom the team, you seem to

have overlooked this. My major purpose was simply
to make a few people stop and THINK about the
nature of a sporting contest in that it involves op-
ponents, and that when one of the opponents suffers
degradation or humiliation, then perhaps the true
nature of that which we calV'sport" has lost some of
its meaning. My contention was not that the players

were guilty, but that it became an obsession to some
people for us to score 100 points after the outcome had
been decided. Why 100 points can be equated with a
well-played game, as you seem to believe, Mr.
O'Conner, sure is a mystery to me.

Also, am I supposed to justify what we both feel is

unsportsmanlike behavior with your rationalization
that "what can you expect from a campus this size?"
No, I don't think so. In addition, you might try
sounding out some of the players' reactions to my
comment. I have.

There is one thing on which we do agree, however.
That is, I guess that from a campus this size, I should
have expected at least one reply such as yours.
Thank you.

Phil Roitman

Announcing Papa Gino's
Monday thru Thursday
Night Pizza and Beer

Parties
Come treat your taste buds to Papa's delicious pizza and

a frosty mug of draught beer. We'll treat you to live guitar

and vocal talent to liven up the evening.

Monday thru Thursday
8 to 12 p.m.

Bring your appetite, your thirst, ami your ears.

PAPA GINO'S

19

Mountain Farm's Mall Route 9, Hadley

Ste^e Saraceno

The Hacks get the ax
AMHERST (API) - Dave Leibe!. sports editor of the Massachusetts

Daily Collection, announced yesterday numerous personnel changes in
an effort to make his department "big-time."

Leibel stated at a press conference: "In order to upgrade the sports
staff, we've decided to get rid of some of the dead wood and replace it, via
deals with other newspapers, with the best journalistic talent possible-
sportswriters or otherwise."
The first victim of the massive house-cleaning was assistant sports

editor Nuclear Powers, who was fired The abrupt dismissal left a bad
taste in Powers' mouth, whose parting shot was, "You wont have my
captions to kick around anymore."

His replacement is a young, unknown cut-line writer by the name of
Cap Shun. Leibel remarked that Shun is also "superb at headlines."
Other additions to the staff included columnists Jim Murray, Ray

Fitzgerald, and Art Buchwald. Leibel lured them to the paper by offering
juicy increases in salary and promising that they would't have to work
layout.

Another top acquisition, Howard Cosell, will also be paid generously
but will have to do layout Monday nights.
"He doesn't have much newspaper experience explained Leibel, so

he'll start from the bottom."
The ambitious sports editor also said he had Ernest Hemingway lined

up to write this semester, but did not elaborate on how he rose him from
the dead.

To make room for the new blcod, wrestling writer John Botch, track
writer Snot Haze, aging veteran Pearle Barrel, and basketball writer
Steve DeCaustic were placed on waivers.
The only one to be claimed by another newspaper was DeCaustic, who

interested the Muncie Junior High Gazette. The wheelin' and dealin'
Leibel then withdrew DeCaustic from waivers and instead sold him to the
Gazette for a sum of 50 typewriter ribbons.
Though Botch's and Haze's careers seem ended, Barrel hopes to hang

on as a free-lance layout man.
Baseball writer Mike Atrophy was given an unconditional release
Gone through trades were columnist Bill Ballyhoo, gymnastics writer

Candy Growth, and reporter-at-large Glenn Posterity.
Ballyhoo was dealt for Clark Kent, a mild mannered reported for a

great metropolitan newspaper. When contacted at his office in the Daily
Planet, and asked his opinion of the swap, Kent beamed "Super, man!

"

Growth was traded for that great storyteller as well as writer, Ann
Ecdote.

Meanwhile, Glenn Posterity went in a multiple deal. He was carted off
to the National Enquirer in return for two thesauruses (thesaurii? ) and a
dictionary to be named later.

Leibel canned all staff photographers, commenting, "they can't even
develop a picture unless they use a Polaroid."

"I asked Howard to bring three ABC cameramen with him, anyway."
When questioned on the status of the remaining staffers, Leibel said flat

out, "I've fired all but one. I'm fed up with them. They practically never
get their articles in on time, and when they do, I wish they hadn't."
The editor, worn out from twenty-four hours of hard-line bargaining

and visibly sweating from the television lights, had started to leave the
press conference when a score of microphones were shoved in front of
him.

The media wanted to know who was the one staffer he didn't get rid of.

Leibel smiled and said, "Of course, it's Sleeze Saracheentzie. He's
nationally known for his JV basketball writing, and a great columnist as
well. Even with our new writers, he's still tops around here."

"I just can't say enough about him".

Television has big

influence on sports
EDITOR'S NOTE: In this second
of five-part series on the economics
of pro sports, an Associated Press
sports writer looks at television's

impact on athletics and how it

influences the sports world.
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer

All evidence points toward the

tact that television is the largest

single influence in sports today.

National Basketball Association
Commissioner Walter Kennedy
recalls, "When I was first in-

terviewed for this job in sports
today.

National Basketball Association

Commissioner Walter Kennedy
recalls, "When I was first in-

terviewed for this job in 1963, the

first question the owners asked-

before they even wanted to know
how much salary I wanted-was,

"Do you think you can get us back

on national television?"

The answer, of course, was yes.

"I immediately turned my at-

tention to national television, and
in the next three or four months put

us back on the ABC network,"

Kennedy said.

The contract called for 16 games
to be telecast during the 1964-65

season at a fee of $600,000-

equivalent now to the cost of three
commercial minutes on the Super
Bowl. Last summer the Columbia
Broadcasting System purchased
the NBA rights for three years at $9
million per year.

Things were no different in

hockey, baseball and football,
where television made its most
staggering impression by bringing
the American Football League
from the brink of oblivion to a
merger with the established NFL.
"There's nobody, I think, who

could quarrel with the fact that the
National Broadcasting Company's
investment in the AFL put them in

business, made them a competitive
fator, and forced the merger" says
Carl Lindeman, Jr., a vice
president of NBC Sports.

"The commitment was $42
million. It was for five years, but it

was lots more than twice what the

AFL had been getting from ABC at

that point.

"But quite apart from the
money," Lindeman continued, "we
gave them network exposure,
committed ourselves to doing all

the games-earring them back to

the home markets.

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon.

(except during league play)

50 c per string

Sat.
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New England mat wrapup

Weak schedule didn't hurt wrestlers
By JOHN BOCK

MIX Staff Wrestling Writer

HANOVER. N.H. - There is

always the perennial discussion

about scheduling and what it can
do for a team's performance. The
usual axiom is "You migrate to

your competition." The UMass
wrestling team tarnished that rule

when they defended their mat title

by tying the University of Rhode
Island in the NEUWA Tournament.

"It isn't always who you wrestle

but how you wrestle at the end that

determines who is the champion,"
mused Coach Barr after his team
made a come-from behind victory.

URI had wrestled a far superior

schedule this past season and
looked to sweep the tournament as

they had six men in the finals. In

the end, four of the six were in the

runner-up position while four out of

five UMass finalists were wearing

gold medals.
After Larry Reynolds pin over

Adham of URI in the finals at 118,

Rhody made it one for two as top

seeded swifty Scott Pucino
manhandled BU's Mat Thomas 6-0

at 126 for his second New England
title in as many years.

It was UMass vs. BU in the finals

of the 134 pound weight class.

Russell Chateauneuf had done the

improbable-gained the finals after

being laid off for a year with in-

juries. In his freshman year he won
the varsity NE's at the same
weight but a bad knee forced him
to sit out his sophmore year. After

a dismal dual match season at 142

Chateauneuf dropped to 134 to see,

in his own words, "If I am as good

as I was my freshman year." His

opponent in the finals was Sev
Popolizio, the top seed at the

weight class and a very quick,

smooth wrestler. They tied the

regulation bout at 5-5 after

numerous single-leg takedowns.

They tied the overtime bout 1-1 by
virtue of an escape and penalty

point. In this case the champion is

decided by a vote of the referee and
two mat judges and they decided

unanimously in favor of

Chateauneuf.

The finals at 142 were also BU-
URI but this time BU won big as

freshman Guy Bercier pounded top

seeded senior Joe Savino, 20-3 for

the title.

In the 150 pound class Tom
Kryzak of BU broke his hand in the

second period but otherwise had no

trouble in disposing URI's Dave

Hovey, 2-1.

Steve Benson won the New
England title that he had pursued

so rigorously (he wrestled the

whole season at 167 and dropped

for the New England's) but didn't

really wrestle to his potential. He
had two pins going into the finals

but had to settle for a muscular and

methodical 10-5 decision over BU's

Paul Donovan. Takedowns,
escapes, and some back points

were characteristic of Benson's

final match.
Jim Urquhart of URI defended

his 167 pound title as he squeaked

one by Dartmouth's Kevin Young
by a score of 5-3. Boston U claimed

their second and last champ at 177

as Mark Jones lived up to his top

seed by beating fourth-seeded Rick

Clark of Dartmouth in the finals.

UMass made it to the finals at 190

as freshman Robin Osborne pinned

last year's 177 pound champ Stu

Horowitz in the semi-finals and
gained the finals against top

seeded Chuck Estin of Dartmouth.
Estin brought some impressive

credentials with him, winning the

World Maccabian Games held last

summer plus being a two-time

(Staff photo—Steve Smith)

EYES DOWN, BODY UP, Jeannine Burger whirls around the parallel bars in

Saturday's Gymnastics meet.

Two women seniors conclude

basketball careers tonight

MARILYN RITZ

By LINDA MACKLER
Tonight marks senior Marilyn Ritz' last regular

season varsity basketball game. Since transferring

from Bristol State College her sophomore year,

Marilyn has been a stronghold on the team. Now co-

captain with Heannie Abrahamson, Marilyn

reminisces about her three years at UMass:
"There has been a great improvement in the

team,'* she said. When I first came here our record

was 1-10. We were all first year players. Now that we
have worked together for so long, our experience

shows."
According to fellow players and Coach Jane Farr,

Marilyn's ability is a significant factor in the im-

provement. Teammates feel that Marilyn is a leader

on the floor and off. Center Pat Glispin thinks that

Marilyn has developed her self-cinfidence.

Pat said, "Marilyn knows what she can and cannot

do. She keeps the game moving and the team
together. We look to her to set the pace and control

the tempo
."

Coach Jane Farr agrees. "Marilyn is the floor

general, she claims "She has excellent reflexes and

quicK hands. The team will definitely miss her next

year. We need her ou' there."

Although Marilyn fooled around with a backyard

basketball hoop, she didn't play organized ball until

her junior year in Westport High School. On tran-

sferring to UMass, she immediately joined the

varsity team. Most of her career has been spent at

guard, but she has also played forward.

"I like playing guard better," she said. "You are

the person passing instead of receiving. You also

avoid the contact under the basket."

A Physical Education major, Marilyn hopes to

teach and coach following graduation. She intends, to

become involved with organized women's teams.

Marilyn is a mature and likeable player. As
teammate Chris Basile says, "Marilyn speaks
quietly, but her action and abilities make her

presence known."
Debi Stoll is another player seeing final action

tonight. Center for the junior varsity team, Debi has
played basketball since she was a freshman at North

Middlesex Regional High School in Townsend.
Also a transfer student, Debi played one year of

varsity ball at Asbury College, transferred to UMass,
and broke her foot. She has played two years at

UMass.
A physical Education major, nicknamed "Frip" for

an expression she uses when she makes a mistake,

Debi plans to "teach, coach, and continue playing

basketball as long as possible."

Debi started out as a forward, but is glad with her
change to center. She plays competively and
aggressively She is a good rebounder and a good
term player.

"I like it at center," she stated. "Although there's a

lot of freedom at forward, there's a lot of respon-

sibility at center."

placer in the New Englands before.

Osborne shot a quick double leg

and lost it. He came back, tied up,

shot and found himself wrapped in

a cradle and pinned in :59 of the

first period.

As the finals droned on and on it

became increasingly clearer that

the Minutemen had closed the gap
that separated them from URI. In

fact, if Dennis Fenton pinned or

scored a superior decision over his

opponent UMass would win ; a win

would tie, and a loss would send

URI home with the trophy. The
pressure on Fenton was immense
because not only was the team title

at stake but the fact that he had
never beaten Ray Miro of URI
loomed in front of him. The first

period Fenton demonstrated what
having the best heavyweight coach

in the East can do for one as he

mopped up the mat with Miro,

scoring eight points on him and
holding Miro scoreless. The second

period he rode him out and the

third period he gave up three

points but still scored the big 12-3

decision that UMass needed. Not

only had they not walked away
with the tournament as predicted

but they failed to convert four of

six finalists to champs while

UMass collected the largest

number of champs they had ever

had.

In competition for the Junior

Varsity New England Title, UMass
little Minutemen placed second to

URI, crowning two champs, a

runner-up and four thirds. Steve

Ruggeri at 118 and Al Elmont at 142

were JV Champs while Gregg
Tallon was second at 134.

Thirds for UMass were Tom
Smith at 167, Paul Masi at 177,Greg

Scanlon at 190 and Steve Swartz at

Heavyweight. Special mention
goes UMass' Dave Schutt who
upset the second seed at 142 to

break up the weight class for

Elmont. Also Swartz's 16-second

pin was the fastest pin in either

tournament but didn't qualify him
for the Fastest Pin Trophy.

Summary
TEAM

UMASS, URI 139' 2 (tie), Boston

University, 125 Dartmouth, 66

UConn20, Maine 19 l
2 ,
Brown 17V*,

BC 1.

INDIVIDUAL
118— Reynolds (UMass) pin.

Adham (URI) 5:51. 126 Pucino

(URI) dec. Thomas (BU) 6-0. 134

Chateauneuf (UMass) dec. Joe

Savino (URI) 20-3. 150 Tom Kryzak
(BU) dec. Dave Hovey (URI) 2-1.

158 Steve Benson (UMass) dec.

Paul Donovan (BU) 10-5. 167 Jim
Urquhart (URI) dec. Keven Young
(Dart) 5-3. 177 Mark Jones (BU)
dec. Rick Clark (Dart) 6-1. 190

Chuck Estin (Dart) pin. Robin

Osborne (UMass) :59. HYT Dennis

Fenton (UMass) dec. Ray Miro
(URI) 12-3.

Outstanding Wrestler-Guy
Bercier of Boston University.

Most Falls In Least Amount of

Time and Quickest Pin Trophy
went to Chuck Estin of Dartmouth
College.

Coach of the Year-Alan Nero of

University of Rhode Island.

Inside Sports

>Pro standings

•Roitman rebuts rebuttal

•TV dominates pro sports

•The hacks get the ax-Saraceno

•Red Sox preview

•Long night for cheerleaders-Brophy

Seven new teams added to NIT
By JOHN NELSON

NEW YORK (AP) — Seven more schools — in-

cluding Maryland-Eastern Shore and Cincinnati, last

week's upset victor over llth-ranked Marquette,

have accepted berths to the National Invitation

Tournament, the NIT committee announced Monday.
"We've got it, we've got it," cheered an exhuberant

John Bates, coach of Maryland-Eastern Shore, at 26-1

the winningest college basketball team in the nation.

"It's a great feeling," said Bates, whose team is an
NAIA member but decided this year to participate in

the NIT rather than the NAIA regionals. "This is

what we've been after. This campus is in a state of

bedlam." It's the first time the school has been to the

NIT.
Others accepting bids to the post-season tour-

nament at Madison Square Garden March 16-24 were
Rutgers, 18-7, Utah, 19-7. Boston College 18-8;

Fairfield, 17-8, and Connecticut, 18-7, said Ken
Norton, vice president of the NIT committee and
athletic director at Manhattan College.

Cincinnati, 19-7, defeated than eighth-ranked

i»i a i queue y^-77 Saturday to clinch its invitation to

the NIT. The Bearcats, who also have beaten No. 18

Louisville twice this year, are led by 6-foot-5 Lloyd
Batts, averaging 21 points a game.

Batts' brother, Boyd, is a starter for the University

of Hawaii, one of four teams picked earlier to com-
pete at the NIT. The other earlier selections were St.

John's, N.Y., Manhattan and Massachusetts.
Five more teams will be named later, filling out the

16-team contingent to compete in th*» tourney.

Rutgers, making its fourth NIT appearance, is led

by 6-5 sophomore Phil Sellers of Brooklyn, N.Y., with

a 23-point average. Sellers was the Most Valuable
Player in the All-College Tournament.

Utah, making its seventh NIT bid, is averaging 90

points a game.
Connecticut Coach Donald "Dee" Rowe says the

invitation is "the beginning of the culmination of a

lifetime dream for me.

"I have been in basketball as a player and coach for

more than 30 years and have always dreamed of

receiving the opportunity to participate in a national

tournament," Rowe said.

GOP loses again; blamed on Nixon, Watergate
By BILL VALE

Associated Press Writer
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP) - Democrat

Thomas A. Luken defeated Republican
Willis D. Gradison Jr. in an Ohio
congressional election Tuesday. Republican
leaders, some openly and some privately,
blamed Watergate and President Nixon for
the defeat.

Voters in the traditionally Republican 1st

District turned their backs on the
Republican candidate for only the fourth
time this century.

In 1972, President Nixon polled 67 per cent
of the district's vote, and William J.
Keating, whose resignation created the
congressional vacancy, polled 70 per cent.

It was the third Democratic victory in

three special congressional elections in the
country this year. California voters were
deciding a fourth on Tuesday.
With 458 of 478 precincts tabulated, Luken

had 53,121 votes, or 52 per cent, while
Gradison had 49,262, or 48 per cent.

Election officials estimated the turnout
was about one-half of those eligible to vote.

Earl Barnes, Hamilton County Cincinnati
GOP chairman, wouldn't directly blame the
defeat on Watergate. He said Gradison got

Republican votes, but added: "There are
approximately 123,000 independent voters in

the district who generally vote 62-65 per cent
Republican. This is where we lost... the
breakaway. They voted for the Democrat.
Obviously, the Washington thing was the
factor in losing the independent vote."

Barnes said, "We'll have to do a lot more
careful analysis of the voting, before
anybody can say whether Watergate really
was an issue in this election."

The Republican state chairman. Ken
McGough, said in Columbus before the votes
were tabulated that he doubted Gradison
could win. He said registration favored
Luken. He was reported to have said
privately that Nixon's handling of
Watergate was a critical element.

In Washington, the White House declined
comment on Luken's victory.
The race for the seat was between two

former Cincinnati mayors who did not make
Watergate the major issue. The tipoff came
early in the tabulation when one suburban
Cincinnati precinct went Democratic for the

first time since 1900 That precinct went to

Luken.

Gradison conceded his defeat at 9: 10 p.m.
KDT Tuesday when just a handful of
precincts were untabulated. He said
Watergate was one of many factors in the
election, but said his defeat was "just the
first round."

Luken's term will run through 1974. Luken
is unopposed in the Ohio May primary for
the seat he won Tuesday night. Gradison
will have opposition in the Republican
primary for the seat.

Sid Weil. Hamilton County Democratic
chairman, said the major issue was not
Watergate, but the economy.
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English head resigns

but will still teach
By BARBARA VOORHEES

Staff Reporter
English Department Head

Joseph Frank has announced his

resignation effective June 1, 1975.

"Joe" Frank says that he is

neither frustrated nor disgruntled

back to being a teacher and a
scholar and let some fresh blood in
to take my place."
Frank was offered a deanship at

another university but he turned it

down. He will remain at UMass as

'Staff Photo-Kevin Mack)

PROFESSOR JOSEPH FRANK, who has announced
his resignation as Head of the English Department.

with his job as head of the
university's largest department
but after six years in the position

he feels he has done most of the
things he wanted to do.

"I love Amherst, UMass and the
English Department but I don't

want to be department head any
longer says Frank. "I want to go

a professor and plans to write a few

books and travel when he can.

Associate Head of the English
Dept., Ernest Hofer who has
worked with him every day since

Frank came to UMass in Sep-
tember, 1969, said that he will miss
him because of his "enormous

Free food, but still no Patty
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — More

than 30,000 persons carried away
sacks of free food distributed at the

demand of Patricia Hearst's
kidnapers Tuesday, while Gov.
Ronald Reagan urged Californians

to pray for the young woman's safe

release.

The massive People in Need food

giveaway seemed to be reaching

an air of normalcy with recipients

filing through quickly and quietly.

"It is developing its own
momentum," said organizer A.

Ludlow Kramer, Washington
secretary of state. "Our operation

is getting smoother, but we still

have to do a better job for the

community."
Kramer said he would expect

Miss Hearst to be released because

the food program is meeting the
demands of the terrorist Sym-
bionese Liberation Army. Kramer
noted that $4 million more has
been pledged to People in Need on
the condition that the newspaper
heiress is first released unharmed.
Reagan, noting the widespread

concern for the young hostage's
welfare, proposed two days of
prayer.

"No one can fail to be moved by
the anguish that this tragic
situation has meant for Miss
Hearst and her family," Reagan
said in Sacramento.
"So I ask every church and

temple and citizens of all faiths to

make this weekend a time of
prayer for the safety of Miss
Hearst and her quick return to her

family," said the governor.
He has said law-abiding citizens

should reject food demanded for

the poor by the armed guerrilla

band holding the 20-year-old coed.

But throughout the San Fran-
cisco Bay area, young and old

streamed out early to get their

share of the third massive People
in Need handout. The giveaway is

funded by $1.5 million from the
William Randolph Hearst Foun-
dation and $500,000 from the vic-

tim's father, newspaper executive
Randolph A. Hearst.
The distribution was reported

orderly at the 12 centers prepared
to feed about 35,000 persons
groceries that included frozen
chicken, bread, milk, oranges,
onions, chili and cereal.

administrative abilities and his

utter reliability in every

situation."

Hofer also remarked, "We have
110 members in our department
and Joe knows them all and has an
idea how they feel about depart-

ment matters."

Director of Undergraduate
Studies in the English Dept. James
Leheny said, "I think department
morale has been exceptionally

high during Frank's ad-
ministration and his generous good
nature has contributed
significantly to this. I hope his

successor can have as good a
rapport with as many people as Joe
had."
Professor Howard Brogan,

former head of the English Dept.

said, "I can understand Mr.
Frank's view that six years is

enough. It was a busy six years
with a lot of changes. I haven't

gone along with all of the changes
but most of the staff has*"
Changes which Frank has seen in

his department include growth in

the areas of film, folklore,

women's studies, journalism and
OUTREACH programs; reform of

the PhD. program and the
development of dozens of new
courses.

Frank says that during the time
he has left as department head he
will continue to fight for some
changes including the abolishment
of the rhetoric requirement per se,

unionization of faculty and ex-

pansion in the areas of in-

terdisciplinary programs, team-
teaching and OUTREACH
programs.
Says Frank, "I guess from now

on I'm going to be a lame duck but

an obstreporous lame duck."

(Staff l»hoto-<;reg Francrsrhi)

Man or dog? The great search for the truer meaning
of existence. .."To be or not to be". ..9:05, 10:10,

?%&$&+. ..What does it all mean???

Caucus turnout

'embarassing'
BySHERMBOYSON

Voter apathy was the real winner in the Amherst Town Caucul held
yesterday. Only 682, or 7.5 percent, of the town's 9,087 registered voters
bothered to go to the polls.

The caucus is the primary election in preparation for the Town Election
to be held April 9th. By town law, the caucus has to be held when there are
more than two candidates running for a single post. The caucus is used to

narrow the field of candidates down to the top two vote getters, who then
compete against each other in the Town Election.

this year, only one office had more than the minimum of two candidates
trying for it. Town officials cited this as the reason for the poor turnout.

Five candidates were trying for the two positions available on the
regional school committee. The caucus had to be held to condense the
field to four candidates. The winners were: Maris Roverts (412), rovert
Fisher (311), Simon Keochakian (220), and Arthur Quinton (164). Gabriel
Kojoian was eliminated with only 82 votes.

The turnout was one of the worst in the history of the caucus. One
worker in the Town Clerk's Office commented, "we were embarrased
when the turnout was only 19 per cent." A large turnout was not expected,
but neither was an extremely small one.

University of Massachusetts students were very rare sights at the polls.
It was estimated by the workers at the precinct polling places that only 10
students who live on campus, there is no way to determine how many off-
campus students voted, as no record of whether a resident is also
a student is kept.

Students comprise as much as much as 20 Der cent of the registered
voters in some precincts. One worker commented, "The students are not
really interested in local affairs. When the presidential election was held,
the line stretched down the street. A student doesn't really care who gets
on the school committee, and who doesn't."

the election scene now turns to the April Town Election where offices of
Selectmen, Town Moderator, Town Meeting Members, Housing
Authority Members, as well as others will be decided.
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CEQ deplores

nuke proposals
ygUEADLEY

The UMass "Coalition For
Environmental Control" recently

released a position paper calling

for a moratorium on nuclear power
plants. Excerpts of the position,

adopted on Feb. 19, follow:

"The Coalition supports a
moratorium on the construction

and the operation of nuclear power
plants. We maintain that the

current state of technical
development of nuclear fission

power reactors is neither clean,

safe, nor econmical."
"Nuclear power is clean' only if

clean is defined as the absence of

smoke, ash, or other by-products
which we as human beings can
perceive. Radiation, however,
cannot be felt, seen, smelled, or
tasted, though its damage is real,

nonetheless. The routine
radioactive releases to the air and
to the cooling waters of nuclear
power plants (which contain
isotopes such as Strontium -90 and
Iodine- 131) are biologically con-

centrated in organisms and are re-

concentrated up the food chain to

higher animals where they do
damage to tissue cells. For some
radioactive substances, we know
the danger and the organs af-

fected."

"It would be a dangerous policy

to assume that other radioactive
substances released, do not have
similarly damaging effects. The
highly radioactive, long-lived
wastes (some are active for

thousands of years) are even
'dirtier' in the sense that they can
cause extensive loss of life and
genetic damage if leaked by a
breach of the containment vessel

at a power plant or by leaks in the
waste storage systems."
"The safety of nuclear power

plants is in grave doubt. Whereas
the Atomic Energy Commission
(A.E.C.) relies on computer
models to accurately describe the
basic safety system of a reactor
(called the Emergency Core
Cooling System - E.C.C.S.) all

small scale tests have failed! Thus,
we have systems which are proven
failures, 'protecting the public

from one of the most deadly
technologies ever developed.
Reassurances based on estimates
(such as 1 in 10,000 or 1 in 1,000,000)

based on guesses should not be
relied upon."
"Problems of sabotage are also

becoming increasingly likely with
the proliferation of nuclear power
plants.. .We conclude that the
current state-of-the-art is in-

sufficiently developed to warrant
proliferation of nuclear power
plants when evaluations of cost,

safety, and environmental con-
tamination are considered. We
recommend placing nuclear power
plant technology back into
research programs to be developed
sufficiently to protect public
safety, to prevent environmental
contamination, and to be truly

competative, economically,
without massive government
subsidies."

Ranan Cohen, a Coalition
member, said that their position is

not just in opposition to nuclear
fission power. It just gives alter-

natives. Cohen also said that a
conference on alternate energy,
similar to the one the Coalition held
last semester, is a possibility for

the near future.

The Coalition is looking for

support for their position from the
UMass student body. A table will

be set up in the CC Concourse
Thursday, manned by members of

the Coalition, with petitions ready
to be signed.

IT'S DAYS LIKE TODAY THAT MAKE THIS A DOG'S LIFE!

Sheehan says BHE needs replacement
BvMARK VOKI.RR coiH _. .

*By MARK VOGLER
BOSTON — The administration

of higher education and human
services in Massachusetts is

misguided and geared to "those
who are only interested in earning
more money," former state
Commerce Commissioner Carroll
P. Sheehan said Tuesday.
Appearing as a guest on

WUMV's Telopolitics, (to be shown
in the Campus Center Concourse
level today, 11:30-12:30), Sheehan
said the Board of Higher
Education should be eliminated
and that mental and correctional
institutions could not be closed on a
"mass basis."

As a challenger to Gov. Francis
W. Sargent for the Republican
nomination in the September
primary, Sheehan cited commerce
as the key to his platform.

He announced his candidacy last

week after contending that a

"hostile economic climate" has
hindered employment in

Massachusetts.

Sheehan criticized the educators
of the state for approaching their

job without facing the "relevant

issues."

"The entire Board of Higher
Education should be replaced —
they're all bent in a direction I

don't want to see us going in," he

said.

"You just can't talk about
education without mentioning
issues such as racial imbalance... it

will mean the death of the city of
Boston if this is not changed."

He said he opposed the "wode-
open" autonomy of any institution

of higher learning, and added that

the educators are not providing the
citizens with "essential services."

"The problem is that the goals of
the Board of Higher Education are
hot the same goals as
Massachusetts residents, and I

think the people of this state are
disgusted with the quality of
education they are receiving,"
Sheehan said.

Efficiency in the area of Human
Services is impossible, he said,

"because the people in charge are

not administrators, but social

scientists."

In what he referred to as the

"great job of miscasting,"
Sheehan said the social scientists

are attempting to close down in-

stitutions with "coming to grips

with the real problems."

The state has an obligation to the

institution and to the family of each
resident to work within the
svstem's famework. he said.

Want something

in print?

.We can use it — but only if you bring in your un-
solicited news or information before 3 o'clock on the
day prior to publication. Weil do our best to get it in
the next edition, but remember that space limitations
may postpone your information's publication a day or
two.

Monday Night Dinners

Served from :>-H:Mt p.m.

S3.50 & up
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Friday A Saturday \ite* :.-9 p.m.. and Sundays 12-7 p.m.

Luncheon*

from Sl.S*

Tues -Sat.

JRUISalUy grist £U|
SO. AMHERST, MASS.

An Fating Place of

Kare Excellence

Heservations

233-2*4.1

$1.00 OFF
WITH THIS

COUPON

ROAST PRIME

RIBS OF

BEEF

DINNER

"It's costly... it's got to be costly,

and the state has to do it,
"

Sheehan said.

"We have to begin to deliver the
services. Maintaining our in-

stitutions is necessary. To close

them and put the residents in half-

way houses on a mass basis is not

the answer."

Sheehan charged that the
Sargent administration is in-

project sponsored by
Massachusetts Common Cause,
and suggested they should study
the Governor's pay raise over the
last three years before checking
the finances of another candidate.
The 48-year old Milton resident

resigned in 1971 from his state

Commerce post over
disagreements with Sargent. He
later served as regional director of
the U.S. Department of Labor

terested in putting people on wlfare before becoming vice president of
regardless of need, but is not in-

terested in new jobs in the state.

As Governor he said he would
encourage the people to be less

dependent on government and
more dependent upon themselves.

"We can't make an econony

work if we don't have private

enterprise. ..the creation and
holding of jobs is my most im-

portant priority," Sheehan said.

He said a balance should be

drawn between social programs
and taxes which would attract new
jobs to the state.

Sheehan criticized Sargent for

"brow beating" Energy Chief
William Simon when no in-

formation was available on the
arnmint of gasoline and fuel oil

supplies coming into the country.
"Mr. Simon certainly isn't sit-

ting there wondering about how
much gas he can give
Massachusetts," he said.

"Even today nobody knows for
sure what the story is. It's a very
complicated problem of dealing
with the multi-oil companies.
He said Massachusetts was "at

the end of the pipe" in receiving
supplies, but did not put the blame
on the Sargent administration or
accuse the Nixon administration of
intentionally discriminating.

Sheehan said he would comply
with all campaign expenditure
laws but would not make other
personal finances public.

He added he would not par-

ticipate in a campaign monitoring

Beacon Construction Co. of Boston.
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'Piano-Plunker' Blake
going strong at 91
"My mother used to say, 'you ain't gonna be nothin'

but a piano plunker'," Eubie Blake told a packed
Emily Dickinson lounge during his hour-long per-
formance there this week.
The 91 year old ragtime pianist, composer and

vaudville performer arrived at UMass March 2nd.
and is staying until March 6th through the Orchard
Hill (OH) Academic Affairs Office and the Orchard
Hill Music Series.

"No wonder I can't get a girl. Who wants a guy 91
years old," Blake told the audience after Max Roach
of the Music Department left out Blake's age in his
introduction.

He then began his performance with the
"Charleston Rag." Blake composed this in 1899, the
same year Scott Joplin wrote "Maple Leaf Rag."
"Boy, if I don't say what I got to say right away, it's

gone," Blake explained as he inter-mingled stories
with his piano playing. He told how people ask him
why Black pianists tend to play the black keys.
"Down south you can't strike the white keys," he
explained.

Jesse Ricket's "Dream Rag," Cole Porter's You Do
Something to Me," and a James P. Johnson medly of
"Charleston Dance," "Old Fashion Love," and "If I

could Be with You Tonight," followed, intermixed
with other stories.

In 1973-74 Blake said that he had written six rags
and six waltzes. He played his most recently written
waltz, "Valse Marion" which he said he wrote for his
wife and manager, Marion. "Troublesome Ivory"
written by Blake rounded out the first half of the
program.
"I could see once, you know. Don't think I've been

old all my life," Blake said upon returning as he
searched a piece of paper to see what he was to play.

He played the "Classical Rag" and then launched
into a story of his vaudville days and how he and his
partner, Noble Sissle, finally came to play the palace
in New York City, the height of the vaudeville cir-

cuits.

"You play the Palace and then you die and to

heaven for there's nowhere else to play after the
palace," he said. He explained that he and Sissle used
to perform at all the sophisticated parties.

"We played for everbody, leaving out the
Rockefellers and the Fords. They didn't give any
parties that I know of."

Blake wrote the music for fourteen Broadway
shows in the 1920's and 1930's. He played a medley
from his first one, "Shuffle Along" in 1921. It was a
medley of "Bandana Days," "Love will Find a Way,"
"Gypsy Blues," and "I'm Just Wild About Harry."
"I'm Just Wild About Harry" was used by Harry
Truman as the theme song for his Presidential
campaign. Blake explained that when he originally

wrote it, it was an untitled waltz.

He was forced to change it to it's

present one step form when the star of "Shuffle

Along" said she wouldn't sing it as a

waltz.

Blake next performed an arrangement of Richard
Wagner's Pilgrim's Chorus from "Tannhauser." This
was followed by Blake's "Memories of You", which
was sung by Miss Bernice Hall. Blake explained that

Miss Hall, a resident of the Amherst area, was the
second person ever to sing this song.

Blakes piano arrangement of "Memories of You"
and a ragtime version of John Philip Sousa's "Stars
and Stripes Forever" rounded outrthe performance.
Alan Davis, Academic Officer of OH, told the

Collegian that the efforts of Reggie Workman, Archie
Shepp, and Max Roach of the University faculty, and
John Betsch and Alden Griggs, professional
musicians helping to co-ordinate the OH Music
program, helped bring about Blake's performance.
Joseph Baron, co-ordinator of the OH Music Series,

has been accompanying the Blakes during their stay
at UMass. He told the Collegian that the Blakes have
been an "absolute pleasure" to be with.

He said that Eubie Blake "just tells stories and he
tells them in such a way that they seem like yester-
day and when you ask him when it happened he says
1903, 1904."

Baron said that the only place on campus Blake

remembers is Blaisdale House. Staying in the

Campus Center Hotel, Blake passes Blaisdale House
everyday and calls it the 100 year old house and
remembers it because it's older than himself.

Baron said that the Blakes have gone at their own
pace while on campus. When they arrived Saturday

night, March 2nd, they felt like meeting some people,

Baron said, so an impromtu reception was held by

Alan Davis.

On Sunday, March 3rd, Blake performed at the

Amherst Nursing Home. Mr. and Mrs. Blake taped an
interview for Black Mass Communications on WFCR
with John Betsch of WFCR, Max Roach (Music

Dept.), and Bill Hasson of Student Activities.

Baron said he also had a reception at Chancellor

Bromery's house on Sunday and a cultural dinner run

at and by Grayson House.

Mr. Blake has talked and performed for students in

Dr. Fred Tillis' Jazz Workshop, Dr. Horace Boyer's

Afro-American Vocal Course, and Max Roach's

percussion course yesterday afternoon.

Baron explained that the major problem the co-

ordinators of Blake's visit have had was with

facilities for his performance. He said that the

Student Union Ballroom (SUB), Campus Center

Auditorium (CCA), and Bowker Auditorium are the

major places for performance on campus.

"The SUB and CCA are ugly and really not worthy
of someone of this stature to the people up here (OH).'
Boker is a very difficult place to be booked into. So,
we're here (in Emily Dickinson lounge). It gives
intimacy and atmosphere but it doesn't give us
number," Baron said.

Backstage : earnestand important
By BONNIE COHEN

MDC Staff

"Every color makes me look

orange".
"I think that red lips look fun-

ny".

"I'm scared to death to do
anything "

the massachusetts

With just a little more than an
hour before curtain time, the ac-

tors, actresses, designers,

directors and a myriad of other

people associated with the show
were running around backstage

getting ready to do what they had
been practicing for weeks.
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"Where's Narya?"

"Getting the champagne ready
for the cast party ".

"What cast party?"
The party, held at the home of

director Marya Bednerik, was to

be a grand finale to the opening
night of the University Theatre's
production of "The Importance of
Being Earnest."'. The play, which
was billed as "a trivial comedy for

serious people" had a cast com-
posed entirely of students.

'Where are the costumes?"
"Don't worry, they're not sup-

posed to arrive until seven
o'clock."

"But it's seven-twenty now "

Paul Tauger, the stage manager,
ran around backstage, nervously
checking to make sure that

everything ran smoothly.
Anxiously, he tried to calm
everyone down.
But as professionally calm and

collected the actors and actresses

appeared, they could not forget

that they were still students.

Hidden beneath the lipstick, cold

cream, bobby pins and wigs were
copies of Chinese textbooks and
physics notebooks. "I'm not on
until the second act and there's

plenty of time to study before "

An interruption — "Hey listen

everyone, the 11:15 discussion

group of Theatre 115 wrote us a

poem.'" The actress had a chance
to practice her histrionics as she
read aloud the poem which
measured "the earnesty of being
important".

The costumes finally arrived.

The self claimed "friendly and
amiable" stage crew moved
between the corsets and frock

coats tr\mn •" t-'H 'Sinus r<>;»rlv

< Staff I'hoK. Iu<l\ Kmichn .

Malcolm Turner looks over a copy of The Boston
Traveller announcing memorial services for President
Lincoln. The paper is one of hundreds of items at

Turners Treasures.

The older the better
By LARRY CARPMAN

If you ask Malcolm or Hope Turner what's new they will always
say '

'nothing
. '

' Everything new to the Turners is old

.

Malcolm and Hope Turner are antique dealers and proprietors of

Turners Treasures, an antique shop in downtown Amherst. The
shop is completely full of antiques and collectables some of which
date back to 1764.

Hope, wearing an ancient looking pin with an American flag

encased in glass, said she gets much of the store's merchandise
from buying out people's attics or houses.

"Since we've had the shop we get about two calls a week to buy
items in someone's attic," she said. The shop has been open since
October 1973.

She pointed out that some people get upset when they are told

their items are worthless. Meanwhile she said : "we have gone back
and given people more money for an item if we find out later on that
it is older and worth more."
Turner said at first she was not sure how students would react to

an antique shop. "I was impressed at how the students seem very
knowledgeable about antiques," she said.

,rMy first customer was a Hampshire College student, she said,

and he bought a Spanish mantilla (a scarf worn over the hair and
shoulders). "The triangular shaped blacklaced item she described
was first worn in 1840.

"Now who would think a young man would buy a lace mantilla,"
she said.

"I notice a certain trend with students," she said. "They're going
back and would like to preserve history."

On one cluttered wall was a copy of the Boston Traveller citing

the various churches holding memorial masses for the assasinatior
of President Lincoln. The newspaper was torn and brown-edged but
still had clear print.

"People will collect anything from buttons to tin cans to post-

cards," she said.

"The general public is much more aware of the value of antiques
now," she said. "Possible, it's because there are more antique
shows and more adds for antiques."

She noted the busiest time for antique dealer is tax season.
"People need money around this time so they'll sell their attics,"

she said.

Turner described what she called "one of the most interesting

items" the shop has had.
"It was an Indian peace pipe from around 1850," she said. Indian

things don't stay here too long they're very collectable."

In this area items pertaining to Mt. Tom Reservation are popular
with natives and dealers, Turner said.

"A 15 inch vase with a picture house on Mt. Tom is the most
beautiful local item I've ever seen," said Malcolm Turner.
Turner, a 51 year-old small-framed grey-haired man who is also

a full-time clothing salesman in Amherst, said: "A lot of people
think antique dealers are shysters, but they're actually very fine

people."

"I've always been a collector. Turner said, there are a lot of

people who are like this."

"I never thought I could get'turned on' by a collection of
posters," he said.

"Postcards are really very interesting, said Hope people like
them because they want to see what their town or city looked like
back as far as 1800."

A Massachusetts state law requires that anything labeled as
antique must be at least 100 years old. For this reason the Turners
describe many of their items as "collectables."

"People buy anything as a collectable because it will soon be an
antique, "Hope said.

Near the entrance of the small underground shop hangs a
silhouette cloth picture of President Harrison. The item is unique
explained Hope because it was the first time any United States
president had a full length picutre done. Previous to that only busts
or profiles were seen, she said.

"You never know what you're going to find," Malcolm said. "You
find things you don't expect all the time."
"This thing is like a fever, said Hope, the more vou do it the more

you just keep going.'
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Trial on for narcs

charged in false raid
By DENNIS MONTGOMERY

Associated Press Writer
ALTON, III. (AP) — Eleven

narcotics agents go on trial
Wednesday in connection with
mistaken drug raids on six homes

hear this screaming. I take about
three steps out of bed and I see
these hippies with guns... "I told

my wife, 'My God, we're dead."
Giglotto said a dozen agents

invaded his apartment looking for

U.S. and the world
that allegedly left their residents
terror-stricken.

Six federal officers and five local

policemen were charged in in-

dictments returned by a federal

grand jury last August. They were
accused of planning and carrying
out raids in the East St. Louis area
last April violating the civil rights

of 11 persons.

No drugs were found in any of the
raids and all 11 law enforcement
officers have been suspended.
The raids first came to light

April 24 when Herbert Giglotto of
Collinsville, 111. told his story.

"At about 9:30 last night we
heard this crash," he said. "We

drugs. They left after discovering
they had the wrong address but not
before Giglotto, according to the
indictment, was handcuffed and
thrown on a bed by an agent who
held a pistol to his head, demanded
information on drug trafficking
and threatened to kill him.

Later that night there was a
second mistaken raid, at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Askew in

Collinsville. The door of the house
was broken down and men bran-
dished pistols and shotguns, the

Askews said, before discovering

they had the wrong house.
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STEREO COMPONENTS
ALL major brands — wholesale prices

Typical system:

Sansui 101 amplifier

KLH 32s

BSR 310 AXE List $329.00

SALE PRICE $209.95

CALL 546-7393

- SAVE THIS AD -

THE SERIOUS BUSINESS OF COMBAT -Cambodian soldier holds a round of
ammunition between his teeth as he prepares to fire a grenade launcher at in-

surgent positions some 10 miles south of Phnom Penh recently. The U.S.-made M-79
grenade launcher is a blunderbuss-type weapon that can fire a grenade up to a
range of 200 yards. Soldier in background fires an M-16 rifle.

If you're gonna streak,

say police - Don't stop!
Streaking has hit campuses
nationwide and the
Associated Press, a news
service to which The
Collegian subscribes,
summarized the craze in a
story printed over
nationwide teletypes to

newspapers yesterday
afternoon. A report in

Tuesday's Collegian

quoting UMass public
safety director David
Johnston was part of that

report. Here it is:

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
What do you say to a naked

streaker? Not much-as long as he
keeps going.

"It's when they stop somewhere
that we take action," said David L.
Johnston, University of
Massachusetts public safety
director.

Not all school authorities are as
lenient as Johnston, but campus
police generally have not in-

terfered with the groups of
students, racing across campus in

the nude, trying to keep up with the
latest college fad.

There have been scattered
arrests, generally when the
streaking spilled onto city streets
and interfered with non-students.

"If streaking is the most serious

problem ahead, we're going to

have a pretty uneventful spring,"
said Paul Ginsberg, the dean of

students at the University of

Wisconsin.

Johnston said streaking is better

than "throwing bombs and fighting

police. I see this as indicative of a
change back to normalcy, a return
to traditional student behavior."
Two Missouri streakers

managed to speed through a police

station and excape arrest. "They
caught us by surprise," said one
policeman who watched dumb-
founded as the two men, wearing
nothing but boots, raced through a
St. Louis stationhouse early
Tuesday.
About 90 students, led by a coed,

got into the act at West Chester
State College in Pennsylvania late

Monday night, streaking from
dorm to dorm and winding up at
the campus recreation area, where
a brass band from the school of
music played "Hey Look Me
Over."

One young man was charged
with indecent exposure and posted
$53 bond for his release; the other
was accused of disorderly conduct
and resisting arrest and had to post
$105 bond.

Hurokdies
NEW YORK (AP) -

Impresario sol Hurok,
who brought Russia's
greatest performers to

the most prestigious
American concert halls,

died Thursday of a heart
attack. He was 85.

His office said he had
had lunch with famed
guitarist Andres
Segovia and then visited

David Rockefeller,
president of the Chase
Manhattan Bank. He
fell ill during the
meeting.

Hurok was
pronounced dead on
arrival at Beekman
Downtown Hospital,
near the bank's offices

in the Wall Street area.

PSYCHOTHERAPY:

A Variety of Current Approaches

Several members of the Psychology Department
will present their views and approaches to
Psychotherapy: Dr. Sheldon Cashdan — In-
teractional Psychotherapy, Dr. Morton Harmatz —
Behavior Modification, Dr. Alexandra Kaplan —
Short-Term Focal Therapy, Dr. Alan Lieberman —
Interpersonal Therapy, Dr. Norman Simonson —
Role Enactment Therapy.

THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 1974

7:30 p.m.

HERTER 231

Refreshments will follow.

Sponsored by Council of Undergraduate Students in
Psychology.

'CARPENTERS JEANS
with Buckled Back

• LOW-RISE JEANS
Especially for Har
•CUFF or no CUFF
*10oi and 14oi. JEANS
•FLARES-BAGGIES or

STRAIGHT LEG

In Sizes 26 to 46
Up to 36 lag

MR. SLACKS

Israel, Britain rebuilding governments

Meir wins support

TEL AVIV (AP) - Premier Golda Meir won a
massive vote of support from her Labor party
yesterday to head a new government for peace talks
with the Arabs.
But the voting failed to end a Cabinet crisis that

could prompt Mrs. Meir to resign.
More than 500 members of the party's 615-member

Central Committee voted for "the immediate for-

mation of a government able to take action and
decisions, headed by Golda Meir."
Only four Laborites abstained and none voted

against the resolution. But Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan, who refuses to stay in office, wants the op-
position included in any new government for
strength.

Dayan and 44 of his party associates voted to

support Mrs. Meir but refused to vote for the
proposed minority government. Their* dissent
threatened to keep the political crisis simmering.

"I regard Golda Meir as the most suitable prime
minister," Dayan declared, throwing his weight
behind the 75-year-old leader, but he warned: "I do
not think a minority Cabinet is a good thing... I am not
in favor of this government." The fragile minority
Cabinet Meir has proposed would be charged with
handling, among other things, negotiations with the
Arabs through Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger.
It would represent only 58 of the 120 seats in

parliament.
She opposes the idea of a "national unity" govern-

ment embracing the opposition. She contends it would
be paralyzed in peace bargaining with the Arabs or in

handling Israel's mounting problems following the
October Middle East war.
The ailing Mrs. Meir, who stayed at home resting

from shingles and fatigue, declined to attend the
crucial party session that lasted six hours. She had
until Wednesday midnight to present a new govern-
ment.

In any case, Mrs. Meir will stay on as premier of a
caretaker Cabinet until a new government emerges
from the political confusion since Israel's election
last Dec. 31.

Yitzhak Rabin, former ambassador to Washington
and a former chief of staff, was named to replace
Dayan as defense minister. He has taken part in

Israel's negotiations with Kissinger.

Witness called 'liar'

at Wounded Knee trial

Wilson names cabinet
LONDON (API Prime Minister Harold Wilson

chose a new cabinet with a left-wing look Tuesday
and ordered swift action to tackle Britain's gravest

economic crisis since World War II.

He aimed first at settling the strike of the nation's

280,000 coal miners so that the country can get back to

full-time work. Other key goals in his program were
arrangements to set up billions of dollars worth of

foreign credit to keep Britain solvent and steps

toward renegotiating terms of Britain's membership
in the European Common Market.

Brokers, bankers and businessmen appeared
relieved that a phase of uncertainty and instability

now seemed to be ending. Shares on the London stock

market surged forward at the prospect of an end to

the three-day workweek and reopening of the coal

mines. The pound jumped up an initial four cents to

$2.3220, a show of reviving international confidence.

Wilson's 15 cabinet ministers, with two women
among them, seemed on the surface to be a careful

balance of the Labor party's left, center and rightist

factions. But with crucial posts going to radical-

minded Socialists, the over-all bias appeared
distinctly leftist. Among those considered more
radical were Michael Foot, Anthony Wedgewood
Benn, Barbara Castle, Peter Shore and to a lesser

extent Denis Healey.

The middle-of-the-road Liberal party, which holds

the balance of power between the much larger Labor
and Conservative parties, said in a statement that

"claims that this would be a governemnt of national

unity are wholly begus."

Wilson will need the Liberals to get major

legislation passed in the House of Commons, where
he holds only 301 of the 635 seats. That is more than
any other party, but not enough for an outright
majority. But his minority government would not
necessarily fall on every defeat, unless the issue were
made a question of confidence.

Wilson handed the major ministerial assignments
to three men:

-Foot, 61, employment minister, was under orders
to settle the coal miners' strike quickly.

-Healey, 56, as chancellor of the exchequer, will

work in harness with Lever. His orders are to prepare
a budget likely to recall the austerity of World War II

days.

-James Callaghan, 61, as foreign secretary has the
task of beginning the process of renegotiating terms
of Britain's membership in the Common Market.

ST. PAUL. Minn. (AP) — A
loudly whispered "liar" from the
defense table yesterday challenged
the truthfulness of a Roman
Catholic priest testifying about
events surrounding last year's 71-

day occupation of Wounded Knee,
S.D.

It also propted a stern rebuke
from U.S. District Judge Fred J.
Nichol to defendants Russell
Means and Dennis Banks.

"I think it's entirely uncalled for
on the part of both defendants,"
said Nichol of the whispered ex-
clamation.

Asst. U.S. Atty. R. D. Hurd ob-
jected to Means' whispered
remark, but defense attorney
William Kunstler, conducting
cross examination of the Rev. Paul
Manhart said: "I didn't hear it."

But, the judge retorted: "I heard
it!"

Father Manhart, pastor of
Sacred Heart Catholic Church
which was taken over by militants
on Feb. 27, 1973, was on the witness
stand for a third day.

Kunstler offered in evidence a
statement read by Father Manhart
at a teepee meeting March 8 when
several Indian and government
officials were negotiating.

The statement, purporting to be
the sentiment of most Wounded
Knee residents, called for an end to

roadblocks manned by govern-
ment forces with freedom for all at
the besieged village to come and go
at will.

ERIC'S GIANT

SUBS

tentestiriffic

314 College St., 253-9521

Amherst

A TOUCH OF CLASS

HAPPY HR. DAILY

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

ALL DRINKS ONLY 49*

Student Senate ^ Committee

presents

NON-TRADITIONAL

CAREERS FOR WOMEN
in honor of International Women's Day

Friday, March 8, 1974

12:00 -4:30 S.U.B.

Speakers followed by Coffee Hour and Career Workshop

WED. THRU SUN.

LOBSTER SPECIAL

Baked Stuffed

Lobster

Lv.'.v

Serving Luncheons Daily

from 11:30 on

Complete Menus

'Che Captains Cable
DAMON ROAD

(First right after Coolidge Bridge)

NORTHAMPTON. MASS
584-6080
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Was all of February's gas delivered ?
By LOUISE COOK

Associated Press Writer

State energy officials say they

really can't tell whether the oil

companies are delivering all of the

gasoline they're supposed to under
emergency fuel allocations or-

dered late last month.
"We have no precise way of

knowing," said James W. Cook, the

energy coordinator of Illinois,

which was supposed to get an extra

31.4 million gallons of gasoline

added to its regular February
allocation of 313.6 million gallons.

Pennsylvania energy chief

William Wilcox said he didn't even
know how much the regular
February allocation would be until

Feb. 20. "We're flying blind," he

said, adding that he has no idea

whether all of his 25.2-million-

gallon emergency allocation has
been delivered.

The Federal Energy Office, in

two separate orders, directed the

oil companies to release extra

gasoline from inventories to 26

states and the District of Colum-
bia. The emergency allocations

totalled more than 315 million
gallons and boosted the original

allocations by 10 per cent.
State officials contacted in an

Associated Press survey said
yesterday that they generally had
to depend on reports from the oil

companies and service stations in

trying to determine whether the
fuel actually arrived. They said
service station lines seem to be
shorter, indicating that there
probably is more gasoline
available. How much more, they
don't know.
Cook said that some of the extra

gasoline involved already was in
the state, stored in tanks, barges
and filling stations. The rest of the
fuel had to be rought from other
areas.

Did the gasoline get to the
public? "We don't have a for-

malized checking arrangement,"
said Cook. "One of the most
significant checks is the number of
calls we get for emergency help in

getting the product."
The energy officer said calls

dropped off "drastically" after
Feb. 22, when the second

emergency allocation was an-

nounced. He also said that service

station lines seemed shorter.

Federal energy chief William E.

Simon said Monday that the

allocations had succeeded in

cutting down the wait for gasoline.

"We've seen the alleviation of the

lines in all the hard-hit areas," he
said, although he could not promise
that the lines wouldn't return once
the allocations are exhausted.

Connecticut officials agreed that

the lines are shorter and said,

therefore, that the extra gasoline

must be arriving. But the state

Energy Emergency Agency says it

hasn't received any reports from
the oil companies or their

distributors and can't really tell

how much fuel has been delivered.

The best way of checking, said
agency officials, would be gasoline
tax records, but those records
aren't compiled until a month after

collections

Nevada officials said that only

45,000 of the extra 1.9 million

gallons allocated to the state had

been delivered by Monday.

The rest of the fuel "is in the

process of arriving and will come

through normal cha.nels during

the first two weeks of this month,"

said Kelly Jackson of the state

Public Service Commission.

Jackson said the oil companies

"have told us by telegram that

they recognize their obligation" to

provide the gasoline.

John C. Tolson HI, the chairman

of the North Carolina Energy
Panel, said he asked the oil

companies to advise his office how
much fuel was delivered and to

whom. Thus far, he said, he's

received no reports and doesn't

know how much of the allocation

has arrived.

George Rodericks, who is

heading the gas allocation
program for the District of
Columbia, said he received
telegrams from the major oil

suppliers telling him the fuel had
been delivered. He said the extra
gasoline enabled 40 stations in the
district to open for two hours a

night last week.
Vic Rasheed, the head of the

Greater Washington-Maryland
Service Station Association, said
the District of Columbia "seems to

be doing well with its share, much
better than some of the suburbs."
Was all the gas delivered? "Who

can tell," Rasheed replied.

Missouri officials had another
problem. The Fuel Allocation
Board said it was so busy trying to

fill requests for gasoline and other
petroleum products that it didn't

have time to keep track of the

extra 12.4 million gallons in the

emergency allocations.

Optimism continues

towards oil embargo
WASHINGTON (AP)

Optimism that the Arabs will

completely lift their oil embargo
against the United States con
tinued here yesterday as Secretary
of State Henry A. Kissinger briefed
President Nixon on his Middle East
trip.

Kissinger spent 45 minutes with

Nixon at the White House. After-

ward, Gerald L. Warren, the
deputy press secretary turned
aside all question with the com-
ment, "they said any assumption
other than they are hoping for a

removal when the Arab oil

ministers meet Sunday in Libya
"would be absurd."
Kissinger also had lunch with

Sen. J. W. Fulbright, D-Ark.,

chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee. Kissinger
testified on Wednesday at a closed

session of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee.
Experts says an early end to the

Arab oil embargo might ease the

threat of U.S. gasoline rationing

but would not necessarily bring a
quick return to business as usual in

this country.

It probably would take at least a

month for tankers carrying Arab
oil to begin reaching the United
States once the embargo is lifted,

and it could be several weeks more
before the rate of imports in-

creased to pre-embargo levels.

Delays will follow embargo end

Beyond those built-in delays,

however, a big question is whether
the Arabs would remove all limits

from their preduction and imports,
allowing the United States to go
back to meeting all demand.

Gas this Sunday

on Mass.

Turnpike
BOSTON ( AP) — The 11 service

stations on the Massachusetts
Turnpike will be selling gasoline
again this Sunday, continuing the
practice initiated last weekend,
Turnpike Authority Chairman
John T. Driscoll announced today.
"Things went smoothly Sunday

and patrons were pleased with the

Sunday sales system," he said,

adding the practice would continue

as long as gasoline allocations for

the turnpike hold out.

"An application has been filed

with the state energy office for

additional allocations for the
turnpike stations," Driscoll said.

The stations began selling

gasoline on Sundays to all cars
regardless of license plate num-
bers at the request of Gov. Francis
W. Sargent.

WASHINGTON (AP) — An early
end to the Arab oil embargo, new
hoped for by U.S. sources, might
ease the threat .of gasoline
rationing but would not necessarily
bring a quick return to business as
usual

.

It probably would take at least a
month for tankers carrying Arab
oil to begin reaching the United
States once the embargo is lifted,

and it could be several weeks more
before the rate of imports in-

creased to pre-embargo levels.

Beyond those built-in delays,
however, remained two big
questions

:

-How seen would the embargo
actually end?
-And how much oil would the

Arabs permit to be preduced and
exported to the United States?

If the embargo continued much
longer, its ending could be too late
to increase U.S. supplies, par-
ticularly of gasoline, in time for
spring and summer vacation
seasons.

Just as big a question is whether
the Arabs would remove all limits
from their production and imports,
allowing the United States to go
back to meeting all demand. They
may not.

Instead, the Arab nations could
limit their production and refuse to
provide ever-increasing exports of
oil to meet a rising U.S. demand ; in
that case, the United States would
have to continue its fuel-saving
measures or face a growing oil

shortage.

Authoritative U.S. sources,
hoping that a meeting of Arab oil

ministers scheduled for next
Sunday would bring an end to the
embargo, nevertheless seemed to

think it would not lead to
unrestrained production.

Instead, the expectation ap-
peared to lean toward a return to

pre-embargo production levels,
requiring continued U.S. con-
servation efforts.

A few statistics show the
situation

:

-Total U.S. petroleum imports
peaked last November at about 7.1

million barrels per day, then
plunged downward as the Arab
embargo took effect.

-In recent weeks, total petroleum
imports have averaged around 4.9
million barrels daily, about 2.2
million barrels below the
November peak.
-An end to the embargo and

restoration of pre-embargo im-
ports could raise imports back to
the 7.1-million-barrel rate; but
U.S. petroleum demand
presumably would have continued
to grow in the meantime.
-The National Peroleum Council

estimates that increased demand
would require imports averaging
some 7.5 million barrels daily by
the second quarter of this year.

-If the embargo continued, the
NPC said, the nation would have to

increase its conservation efforts to

save that additional 400,000 barrels
per day.
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Chinese Club plans

March cultural fair
By JANE OATES

"Chinese Martial Arts are a physical expression of Sino Culture", said

Philip Luk, vice-president of the campus Chinese Club. An obvious lover

of these arts, Philip went on to say that through the dances, or katas, one

can grasp the teachings of the ancient Tao and Budhist Priests. During

the informal get-together the club's co vice-president Victor Lo added his

quiet but firm enthusiasm.
With the successful China Night in their favor, the Chinese-club is going

on with bigger and better plans for the future. Presently they and the Five

College Asian Student Association are making plans for an international

culture fair to be held during the week of March 16th. The program, still

in the planning stage, will offer demonstrations on Japanese flower

gardens and arrangements, Japanese paper folding, martial arts from
all over the world, calligraphy, arts, crafts, films and sports for all age

groups.

A non-profit organization, the Chinese Club invites anyone interested to

join. Club meetings can be cultural experiences also. Mr. Luk said that

those interested in calligraphy and Chinese Art forms may find members
who are willing to share their knowledge and talent. Anyone interested

may contact either Mr's Luk or Lo.

when I was young, they told me that the doors of higher education would always

be open. They also said there would be some obstacles along the way, but I never

thought the obstacles would be garbage cans.

Leverett— all roads now 'scenic'
By MARK KELLEHER

Hoping to maintain the rural

quality of their town, delegates to

the Leverett Town Meeting
recently passed a law designating

all roads within the town as scenic

roads.

The scenic road category falls

under Chapter 40, Section 15c of the

General Laws of Mass. and is as
follows

:

"After a road has been
designated as a scenic road, any
repair, maintenance, recon-
struction, or paving work shall not

involve or include the cutting or

removal of trees, or the tearing

down or destruction of stone walls,

or portions thereof, except with the

prior written consent of the

planning board after a public

hearing duly advertised in a
newspaper of general circulation

in the area, as to time, date, place

and purpose, the last publication to

occur at least seven days prior to

such hearing.

"Designation of a road as a

scenic road shall not affect the

eligibility of a city or town to

receive construction or recon-

struction aid for such road pur-

suant to the provisions of Chapter
90".

Rt. 63 was not included in the

new law.

Contacted at the Amherst Town
Hall, town planner Jim Cope said

that "a list of names has been
submitted to the Board of Select-

men, but as of yet no action has

been taken." Asked as to whether
action was possible in the near

future, Mr. Cope replied that he

didn't know.
The scenic road proposals will

primarily affect the rural sections

of Amherst.

Two Vermont towns
urge impeachment
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Two town meetings in Vermont

passed resolutions Monday night
urging the Congress to impeach
President Nixon.

In one town, Thetford, television

cameras from the three major
networks rolled as town meeting
members voted 160 to 130 to ask the
House of Representatives to im-
peach the President "so that he
can answer charges in trial before
the U.S. Senate."

A few miles south in the Con-
necticut River Valley, town
meeting members in Springfield

voted 130 to 108 urging the House to

impeach the President so he can
answer charges in a Senate trial.

The resolution stated that "if he
be found not guilty, the integrity of

the government will have been
restored. If he be found guilty, he
shall be removed from office, as so
stated in the Constitution."

Program Council Special Events Committee

Present a U.Mass.

"SUPER FREE BOOGIE"
on Saturday. Mar. 9th at the C.C. AUD.

from 8 - 2 a.m.

with Super Rock & Soul Music Bands
SOUL SIDE

Fabulous Sound Dimensions

& Black Ice of Boston

ROCK SIDE

Bar will be Open'

Exciting Greg Chansky

& Hollow of Boston

'Continuous Music" and PARTY
We expect & hope all will attend.

for people
who walk on
this earth...

If you've walked
barefoot on sand or

soil you know how
great it is. Your
heels sink low and
your feet embrace
the earth. Then you
put on your shoes,

return to the city,

and become another

concrete fighter . .

.

but the concrete

always wins. You

yearn for the earth

that lies buried

beneath the city.

The Earth Shoe is

the first shoe in

history with the heel

lower than the sole...

this helps return you
to nature though
you are forced to live

in a cement-coated
world. The Earth

Shoe's patented
design gently guides
you to a more erect

and graceful walk,

and reduces fatigue

and the aches and

pains caused by our
hard-surfaced city.

For men and women
in shoes, sandals
and sabots.

From $23.50
Brochure available.

earth

Patent No. 3305947

"Our Soft Clog"

14 Story Street

Brattle Arcade
Cambridge, Mass.

(617)492-6000

264 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002

(413)256-8911

Amherst Store Hours
Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30; Fri. 11 to
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That's all
By BARBARA VOORHEES

Goddam it every time I try to turn around there it is again that
finger someone pointing that big fat finger at someone else who is a
sexist or racist overt mind you and that big fat finger gets pointed
so many times over and over and the words get said so many times
over and over that it gets to be a goddamn trite joke this big serious
business turns into something to laugh about ha ha ha and the joke
is on you oh I'm so tired of it.

And maybe we each one of us ought to sit down and think about
where we each one of us is coming from before we can figure out
where we are at and where we together can and are going to go.

Cause I'm real sorry everybody but I couldn't come up here to

UMass and say la da da da da da here I am liberated and snap my
fingers and stop being a racist and a sexist after learning how to be
a racist and a sexist all my life.

My grandparents and parents were and they never evenknew it

and they taught me to be like them not because they were evil but
because they wanted to fit in and be normal and they wanted me to

fit in and be normal cause life is a lot more pleasant and easy that
way.
Yeah I learned to be upset when the coloreds moved in next door

and I learned that I was gonna have to make myself pretty and
dumb to get a nice big smart guy to take care of me while I had
babies.

Yeah I learned to be unfair to other people because of the color of
their skin and to be unfair to myself because of my sex and I know
right now down in the pit of my stomach and I can feel it in my guts
that I want to unlearn everything and wipe that slate clean and
start out fresh and pure and white...

And you see that I can't do it.

Already when I'm thinking fresh and pure and clean and all sorts
of fresh pure clean things I come out and call that white-a Freudian
slip and I can sense that big fat finger geting ready to point itself

my was and I can sense that hand getting ready to slap me down
and I can hear those words I've heard them over and over and over
you are a racist and I can just laugh ha ha in a tired way oh I'm so
tired of it and I don't want to try anymore.

And when I go to a women's center I don't feel supported or
happy that I am a woman but I feel uncomfortable maybe it's the
way I look or talk or how I'm not at all up on every stitch of
women's rights activities or am I a sexist because it makes me feel
good and liked when a man opens a door for me or buys me a drink
or because I really love men but I don't want to look or talk or act or
be like a man because I love being a woman. I don't know what it is

but I feel that finger and that hand and those words coming my way
and I don't even want to laugh anymore but I want to scream that I

am a person.

That's all.

Reid Fishman sends Martv

Moronsky through the horrors

of UMass on tomorrow's

editorial page. You'll see

it first here.

Knives better than guns
To The Editor:

Gerry Cataldo has declared (4 March) that it's

"Gun Control Time" again. I disagree; it's long past

time. My commendations go to Mr. Cataldo for his

concise argument and 1 would strongly urge him to

send it to a larger paper. Times, for wider
distribution. I, too, feel that the NRA has misplaced
its priorities and energies by trying to keep handguns
legal. Handguns are not "sporting" rifles; there is a
basic difference.

I might add that, having been trained as a killer in

the service of Uncle Sugar, I find shooting at other
human beings to be an eminently unsatisfactory
pastime. And, having been on the receiving end as
well, I know it is definitely outre to be shot at. My

We are not dead

peace of mind and that of others with a life-wish

would definitely be enhanced by the knowledge that

hand guns are restricted. True, I would not be ab-

solutely safe from them, but the betting odds would
t~ greatly improved. I like to improve my survival

odds whenever possible. If we must carry "self-

defense" weapons, why not a knife? A knife at least

has multiple peace-time uses which a gun does not:

cutting string, peeling oranges, sharpening pencils

and its contribution to noise pollution is negligible.

In short, Gerry, right on. Keep on trucking; there
are still a few sane people in this world you might
influence.

Douglas B. McGaw

To The Editor:

At the risk of giving undue legitimacy to the article

on Program Council in Friday's "Below the Salt", I

would like to correct a glaring inaccuracy •- We are

not dead! As Chairperson of Program Council, I

speak with assurance and- would like to use this oc-

cassion to inform the campus community of some of
our upcoming events.

Throughout the coming semester a variety of local

artists will be exhibiting their works in the Art

Gallery and Music Room of the Campus Center-

Student Union; the movie committee has completed
its schedule of major motion pictures to be shown on

Thursdays and Sundays for the remainder of the

year; the recreation schedule of bridge, chess,

bowling, etc. is continuing with UMass being

represented in three national championships; social

committee is finalizing plans for a major concert on
April 5 and, in co-sponsorship with Concert Com-
mittee, will be presenting the annual Spring Concert
in the Stadium on May 12. Other events are also in the

planning stage including a talk and workshop

featuring Gary Trudeau of "Doonesoury jame, a
children's art festival and "Springfest" in
cooperation with CC Food Services among other
things.

I find it sad that individuals deliberately disrupt
and misrepresent and, even sadder, that these
malcontents are given a forum for their mindless
chattering. I call upon Mr. Gomes and other staff
members of the Collegian to demonstrate some
professionalism in their investigative reporting,
advocacy journalism or whatever name is usually
given to this type of information.

I invite anyone interested in working on Program
Council this year or next to contact me through RSO
activities office in the Student Union or the Board of
Governors office CC 817. The quality ofprogramming
in this campus will continue to be good as long as
interest and involvement continue.

Robert S. McDonnell, Chairperson
Program Council

Campus Center-Student Union
Board of Governors

Jim Lindsey: for yourself?
To The Editor:

James Lindsey's letter attacking my article in
Below the Salt seems to have the same ratio of fact
vs. fiction he accused my article of having (98 per
cent - 2 per cent). He states that no Program Council
reorganization will take place without first going
through proper channels and that no change has
taken place yet. Well, it has!! The Program Council
Constitution provides that each Committee shall elect
it's own Chairperson and that the Chairperson has
signatory power (can sign the checks). However, at
the Board meeting the day before his letter, Mr.
Lindsey announced that he had removed the
Chairperson of the Special Events Committee and
had even taken over the signatory power himself.
Such action can take place only after a 2-3 vote of the
Program Council and even then, Mr. Lindsey cannot
assume the duties of the Chairperson. How do you
explain that, Mr. Lindsey?
As for the legislation that reduced Graduate RSO-

Student Activity payments to $3.26 and increased
Undergraduate payments to over $51.00, those
members of the Undergraduate Senate I've talked to
seem to feel that YOU, Mr. Lindsey, did most of the
work organising that proposal. However, Mr. Lindsey
in his letter of rebuttal said that he merely approved
someone else's idea. Mr. Lindsey was also quick to
state that "the officers of the BOG are not involved in
a graduate Student conspiracy". It's nice to have
such information volunteered, but "conspiracy" is a
word I was carefull not to use in the article. I merely
mentioned the effects of last year's re-organization

and of this year's proposed one. 1 merely stated that
we undergraduates pay the lions share this year, and
that your proposal will have us Undergraduates pay
at least $52.00 while the Graduates pay cents. Your
rebuttal is an example of the inequities of such a
system. This year, Graduate Students have not
contributed one cent towards Below The Salt, or the
Collegian. We Undergraduates still allowed you to
publish a rather scathing rebuttal. Don't you think it
only fair that you pay at least a token amount Mr
Lindsey?

I noticed that Mr. Lindsey was careful to avoid this
issue of Graduate Student non-payment under the
proposal, which is what the article was all about.
Also, he did not deny this fact, or his share of the
authorship for this years proposal, on HIS conflict of
interest in being paid by the Board of Governors, the
Graduate Senate, and the University all at once, or
that under his proposal Graduate Students will pay
nothing towards RSO-Student Activities and yet have
a profound effect on the administration of the funds
through their membership on the BOG

I will let Larry St. Cyr, President of the Southwest
Assembly answer to Mr. Lindsey's slur on Southwest.
In closing, I'll quote from Mr. Lindsey's letter, "...we-
need help, advice, and support in room 817 of the
Campus Center." Yes, I think you need all that and
more.

m

Noel Conley
Southwest Representative
CCSU Board of Governors

Lindsey : answer my questions
To The Editor:

In response to Chairperson of the Board of
Governors James Lindsey's letter Monday, I feel that
he ignored one of the major facts in Noel Conley's
article.

Is it or is it not true that you are being paid from the
Campus Center for being Chairperson of the Board,
from the Graduate Senate for being Treasurer of the
Graduate Senate, and from the School of Business
Administration for doing research, Chairperson
Lindsey? Since the answer is is the affirmative and
the Board of Governors granted you a waiver from

their previously steadfast rule that anyone paid as a
Board member could not receive pay elsewhere, who
do you really represent? Could it be possible that you
don't like Noel Conley, the Southwest representative,
because he is one of the few who opposed your
waiver? Or is it because he doesn't agree with you
everything?

I would like a response to these questions in writing
to the Collegian.

Larry St. Cyr, Jr.

President, Southwest Assembly

Nixon a person? I doubt it

1te Pnsi<lBNt is Innocent \[\

To The Editor:

Nixon is a person? I doubt it.

Apparently Joe Formica thinks that Nixon should
be forgiven for his numerous sins because he is, after
all, a human being. Well, Joe, I have news for you.
The Americans who died in Vietnam were human
beings. The men who got their arms, legs and balls
shot off are human beings. The Vietnamese who were
bombed, shot, arrested and tortured were and are
human beings. The Americans at home who are
freezing, unemployed, manipulated and spied upon
and deceived are human beings.
Nixon is indeed being "attacked by millions."

Nixon is harvesting the crop that he planted. The
millions that he has victimized have had it.

I'm sure Nixon does suffer when he reads the
paper, l hope so. He deserves to suffer.
And you're right. Jne I wouldn't hang Nixon.

Hanging is too good for him. Nixon should "hang
there, twisting, slowly, slowly in the wind."
We should have a contest to pick a fitting punish-

ment for Richard Nixon. I would suggest that we take
away everything he has earned from bribery, tax
dodges and evasions; that is to say, everything he
has. Then give him a job as boring and demeaning as

• if £**
m°8t amcricans "ave. ft should pay, say,

$11,000 per year. Then let him try to support a family
Ml that. Watch him as the IRS devours his paycheck.
A* the bank repossesses his car. Sweet thought, isn't

But if anyone has a better one, please send to the
Collegian.

And as for you, Joe, 1 suggest that you work on a
good excuse for Hilter before you tackle the big
creeps like Nixon.

By Tim O'Brien

Steve Anderson

Placement Office woes
The goal of the Career Planning and Placement

Service (now part of Student Development and
Career Planning) is not to get you a job but to teach
you how to get one. They clearly do not provide most
Umies with jobs and it is questionable how many they
instruct on the finer points of seeking employment.
Jobs are difficult to come by this year especially if

you're a liberal arts major. According to a recent
survey only 27 per cent of the companies interviewed
were looking for liberal arts people. Accountants and
engineers were in high demand, however. The ad-
verse employment situation is compounded by a
trend where more college graduates are produced
than can be absorbed by the labor market.
The Placement Office, located in Berkshire House,

brings interviewers to campus. Last year 246 dif-
ferent organizations conducted over four thousand
interviews on this campus. Rooms have been
provided in the Student Union and Whitmore for these
meetings. Some firms return yearly.

Other organizations are sought out by the
Placement Office. If more people sign up for ap-
pointments than can be handled the interviewer will
be given the resumes of other interested students if
they with them.
There are some major problems in the recruitment

schemes, however. First, it seems that the interviews
conducted on campus are oriented more towards the
needs of the companies than to the goals of the
students. This year for instance a large percentage of
those willing to speak to liberal arts majors are life
insurance companies, banks and retail stores They
want people willing to train in insurance un-
derwriting, management, and retailing. It seems tome that if someone has spent four years studying
history, government and sociology and enjoyed it

insurance unnerwriting is not a first job choice. The
problem with on campus recruitment is not the
number but quality of the organizations. The Plac-
ment Office should be more selective in what com-

Zamir Nestelbaum

panies it invites. They should look for organizations
who will have needs related more closely to student's
goals. To do this it is necessary to understand what
students want which brings us to the second major
problem in the office.

The Placement Office has a great deal of in-

formation to pass out, but because of a lack of

publicity most people will not hear about it. Last year
only 46 per cent of the graduating class left a resume
with the office. This is a minimal amount of par-
ticipation. A member of the staff said this was
because students are apathetic but this explanation is

difficult to accept. Students may be apathetic about a
lot of things but very few people are apathetic about
themselves. The problem is communication. The
Placement Office can offer advice on how to write a
resume, where to look for a job, what kind of job to

look for and when to start looking. They will also keep
your resume, transcript and recommendations on file

for a number of years.

To inform people of these services they should
begin a massive publicity campaign. Area govern-
ments often offer colloquia ; these one credit courses
would be an excellent opportunity to advise students.
Next, more information should be printed in the

Collegian; perhaps a list of the organizations will

appear on campus in the future. Third, more in-

formation should be distributed directly to the dorms.
At present some houses post the Career Placement
News; every dorm should have a member of the

government who is responsible for this. The degree of

coordination between faculty members who counsel
students on careers and the Placement Office should
be increased.

Perhaps the most important service the Placement
Office could offer would be to inform students in their
first and second years what the job prospects are in

their field. Then help them find a job that coincides
with their interests when they are seniors.

Steve Anderson is a Collegian Columnist.

H.J. Moore: streaker!

Last week, whilst I was pondering over a
multivolume documentary on the Potential of
Petrified Yak as an Artificial Stimulant for Use in

Frontal Lobotomies, my serious thoughts on these
protentious subjects, manifestly crucial in our
Freudian world, were grossly interrupted by certain
screams and shouts eminating from outdoors. Tur-
ning from my Greenough study, I thought I

recognized the sound of the mating call of the South
American Armidillo but upon mulling it over, I

concluded it had to be the call of the Passed Out
Umie.
"VAN ETER SIX, CHADBOURNE ONE, AND

GREENOUGH SUCKS! ! ! ! ! was belched hideously a
number of times.

"What! Who!" was all I could intelligently muster
until I looked out the window and noticed several of
the University's finest scampering up and down the
lawn, clad no less in "woolens woven from the fine
threads of their Brain cells," eg. total nudity. People
were oozing out of Van Meter's windows cheering
them on and notching up another score in the en-
during battle with the neighboring dorm. In this life-

death struggle for supremacy between these bastions
of lechery, I have it from a reliable source, the losing
dorm would be orched at the end of the month, and
salt plowed into the earth where it had previously
stood. Well priding myself as an objective journalist,

I put on my Jimmy Olsen Visor and my Walter
Cronkite White Gloves and went outside to interview
one of the "Streakers," to use the vernacular as he-
she struck by. To my disappointment there were no
females flying about but I did manage to flag down
one sort, dressed in nothing but a Sherlock Holmes
Cap. Pipe and Kamikaze hiking boots.

Z.N. : "Excuse me, sir! ! excuse me, could you stop
for a second and answer a few questions that I have?"
Streaker: "Well, Ok! for a second. The pigs are

coming and it is a bit nippy out!"
Z.N. : Ok. Alright. What's your name and major?"
Streaker: "My name is Harvard J. Moone, that's

moon with an E, see! (As he bent over backwards to

demonstrate) and I'm a HumDev major from

ChicoDee."

Z.N.:"Im sure you are. Tell me. as an

unenlightened type, why are you "streaking?"

Moone: "I'm glad you asked me that question. ..

There are in fact a number of motivating factors for

my joining the 'Movement.'

Moone: "Why Streaking of course (he said

reverently). One reason is that I'm catching some
rays. You see I firmly believe in an even suntan or an
even moontan as the case might be. I don't want those
ugly pale blotches on My ass. Another reason is that
its excellent exercise. Two streaks every night
around the campus puts me into shape so 1 can fight
off the crowds at the check cashing lines in the
Student Union. You know streaking is part of the
President's National Sports Program. Yessir, I read
in the Collegian where he streaked over to Judge
Sirica's house and back, in an effort to lay out the
bare facts of Watergate once and for all.

Z.N.: "I didn't know that!"
Moone: "And that's not all! I'm getting fifteen

credits from the School of Ed for this entitled
Learning Experience: Methods in Organic Ludity
Lex 5553. Not only that but I'm planning to teach a
course for Global Survival entitled "Get Your Ass in
Gear!/' and I'm getting what is known as "in the
field experience."

Z.N.: "No doubt. But tell me really, aren't you
afraid of getting arrested. It's against the law you
know."
Moone: "Yes, imprisonment has crossed my mind.

But you see, a man must search his soul and plumb
the depths of this conscience and arrive at his own
personal course of action. After much thought, I've
decided that total student apathy and a reversion into
the degenerate days of the Pre-Peace Generation
were too dear to me to keep still anymore. You see,
for the past several years, college students have been
arrested for anti-war activities, such as sitting in at
Westover. Now they can be arrested protesting for
the right to "Total Personal Expression." We've got
to get our heads together and forget about politics and
life and concentrate on streaking, eating goldfish and
crowding into telephone booths.

Z.N.
: "And of course if I'm arrested, I will become

a symbol, a martyr of civil disobedience. The Student
Senate can then vote DM funds for my defense. I can
just see the bumperstickers reading: SPRING
MOONE. HE GAVE THE SKIN OFF HIS ASS, WILL
YOU GIVE YOURS'' People will be wearing Harvey
J. Moone Bracelets on their wrists until they release
me I can see it now!"

Z.N.: "You over estimate the commitment of your
fellow exhibitionists, I think."
Moone: "You know you might be right There are

too many assholes streaking. Well! Gotta Run'"
OH. THE PAIN OF IT ALL! !

!

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist.

TENGUSH

MDC defined
The following article was written by Micheal Shor, Business Manaeer

of the COLLEGIAN.

By MIKE SHOR
After much thought and consideration I've decided to

enter the arena and dabble in the fine art of college
journalism. This decision was initiated by the wide and
numerous array of recent complaints lodged against both
the Collegian, and its board of editors. As a member of this
esteemed group, I can only read a maximum amount of
stacked criticism before I ask myself, and the readership.
Why?

Let me first note a number of brief facts concerning our
paper, which may set straight mistruths, or serve as a
sense of enlightenment to what may represent a misin-
formed public. The Collegian, printed daily with a press
run of 18,000 copies, is manufactured entirely by the work
of UMass students, and the bulk of the workload is done on
a voluntary basis with little or no financial renumeration,
only a sense of accomplishment being the reward.
The Collegian has a budget for fiscal 1973-74 of $211,000,

including a Student Senate appropriation of $85,000
collected from the undergraduate student fees. This in-

cidentally is equivalent to the payment of approximately
v2 of the printing costs of the paper. The remaining
$126,000 is anticipated or projected advertising revenue - a
combination of solicitations by advertising staff members,
national ad agency revenue, and local walk-in advertising.
As a college newspaper, the Collegian should have, in

my opinion, a few goals to meet the needs of its supporters.
First it must present to the best of its ability an unbiased
representation of the "news"; second serve as a training
ground for budding journalists; and third, act as an organ
of public opinion. Apparently there is much doubt per-
meating this campus about the fulfillment of these goals.
So where does my argument fit into this discussion?

Criticism is rampant and should be welcomed by the
newspaper, but what are the concrete benefits of this
criticism if those who criticize stand idly by without
making attempts to improve our product. BECOMING
INVOLVED! This should be stressed without hesitation.
Decent letters to the editor chastize the works of both our
controversal cartoonist and the efforts of a hard working
staff who usually remain nameless but represent the back-
bone of this paper. If mass dissatisfaction exists the
solution may be a transfusion. The Collegian cannot
survive without a replenished supply of talent and sub-
sequent improvement may be forthcoming.
The writings of Bill Ballou, Larry Carpman, Barbara

Voorhees, Matt Tackeff, Reid Fishman, Joyce Kosofsky,
Fred Weiss et al have not sprouted out of oblivion. They
became involved and hence have their opinions heard
and works read. Why don't you do the same!

Letters Policy

The Massachutetta Daily Collegian welcome* all
letters to the editor. They mutt be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, doable-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.
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MassPIRG fights highways Around New Englanc
Last week: MassPIRG reports

explained the many ways in which
the group serves the students who
support it and how students on the
regional and local boards direct its

activities.

Since its formation, the
Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group has filed a
number of environmental and
consumer-oriented bills in the state

legislature. It has also strongly

backed lobbied for the passage of

public interest bills filed by others

and provided testimony at

legislative hearings. When
necessary, the PIRG has filed suit

and entered into the suits of others

as an intervening party. All of

these actions are part of its role as
an effective citizens' spokesman.

possible for citizens to decide
whether or not they needed or
wanted such a superhighway.
By masquerading the gradual

construction of the highway as
minor improvements to already
existing sections of road, the

transportation officials would be
able to achieve two things :

First, they would only have to

evaluate the individual sections of

the highway as to their effect on
the region before they were
allowed to be built. The question of

the total effect a superhighway
would have on Western New
England could be avoided. The
Coalition saw this to be a direct

violation of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1970,

which requires a full study to be

The decision by Judge Oakes has
since been appealed by the Ver-

mont highway department and will

be heard this spring. Students from
B.U. Law School are currently

working with MassPIRG's at-

torneys to prepare a legal brief for

that hearing.

This is one example of how
MassPIRG works to protect the

environment and the citizen
against powerful (and often
evasive) private interests. In this

case, it forced the transportation

officials to at least adhere to the

law before they push through yet

another strip of concrete, tar, and
metal guard rails. Such efforts

represent a good deal of time and
labor.

The readme, notetakine. writing,

One example of the type of

projects that MassPIRG un-

dertakes was its effort in 1973 to

block construction of a new high-

way in Western New England.
Although a court order was issued

barring further construction, it has
been appealed. The environmental
groups involved in the suit are
hopeful that the appeal will be
decided in their favor, especially

since current energy shortages
make clear the need for other
modes of transportation besides

high-speed interstate highways. In

1973, however, the possibility of the
transportation authorities cutting

a fourlane superhighway through
the Berkshires to the west of us
was very real.

On February 11, 1973, the
Amherst office of MassPIRG,
(then WMPIRG), announced the
formation of the New England
Highway Coalition. This coalition

consisted of WMPIRG, Vermont
PIRG, and two other en-
vironmental groups who were
investigating a number of 'town
by-passes' and 'local highway
improvements' that were taking
place in the Western New England
area.

That same day the coalition

released a report that used in-

formation gleaned from Mass.,
Conn., and Vt. highway depart-
ment maps and publications. The
report concluded that these ap-
parently local and limited im-
provements were actually only
part of a larger undisclosed plan to

construct a new limited-access,

four-lane divided superhighway
from Long Island, NY. through the
Berkshires in Massachusetts, and
up into Burlington Vermont.
The report disclosed that

transportation officials had
withheld and misrepresented the
total scope of the plans at public
hearings, thus making it im-

HOW DOES YOUR CAR SAY

HELP! QUICK!

IN AUTOMATIC TRANS-
MISSION LANGUAGE?
Strangs so'inrts . . . sluggish-

ness . . . delayed response to
shift changes . . . these are all

SOS s. gnats from your trans-
mission meaning, "Quick, get
me serviced before my ail-

ments become serious."
»\e Know the language well.

And v e ve built our business
en you'r confidence in us by
applying "band aids" in time-

to avoid "major surgery".

United Transmission

Exchange, Inc.

236 Pleasant St

Northampton

made of the effect on the en-

vironment of any planned high-

way. The path of this particular

route would wipe out part of the

Green Mountain Forest in Ver-
mont, the Coaliation pointed out.

Second, once the individual
sections of the highway had been
constructed, the transportation
authorities would be in a strong
position to push for the highway's
completion.

The report stated that such a

highway would have a very serious

effect on the lives of the people and
the physical environment in its

path and questioned the need for

such a major road through rural

New England. The coalition felt

that construction shouldn't
proceed until an extensive study

and evaluation of its effect had
been completed.

A suit was filed by the Con-
servation Society of Vermont, Inc.

and others against the state and
federal highway departments
charging the officials with failure

to completely survey the effects of

what they were planning.

MassPIRG entered the suit in

May of 1973 as an intervening party
and organized the support of

eleven national and regional
conservation groups. Its attorneys
aided in legal research and student
volunteers investigated highway
department records and prepared
maps for court hearings.

Finally, on July 31, 1973, Appeals
Judge James L. Oakes issued an
opinion in Vermont federal court

blocking the construction on a 20

mile stretch of U.S. Route 7-one of

the smaller improvements that

was to become part of the

superhighway. This decision was
seen as an important precedent in

regard to the Environmental
Policy Act and represented quite a

victory to the environmental
groups involved in the suit.

TOMTE
&

Tomorrow Nite

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

rewriting, and typing that is

necessary to compile preliminary
research reports that are effective,

factual, and concise can be tedious.

The time spent on the telephone
trying to gather support or get
information can often be
discouraging. The slow, plodding
process of the courts and the
legislature can become extremely
annoying. Often the total effect of a
lot of work seems very slight. But
when that investment of time and
labor results in real change, the
PIRG staff and volunteers feel that
it was all worth it.

—Next week: Nader is coming to
Massachusetts; What's all this
about nuclear power plants?—

Credit privacy

BOSTON ( AP) - Gov. Francis W.

Sargent filed legislation yesterday

to bar banks and telephone com-

panies from disclosing customer
information to unauthorized
persons.

The governor also proposed
expansion of the access rights of

private citizens to data compiled

by consumer credit organizations.

Sargent asked for a prohibition

against sex discrimination in

granting credit.

The governor's message cited an

instance where an unidentified

Waltham retailer who had granted
credit to a single woman in her own
name insisted on using her
husband's name on the credit card,

alter as married.

Tl

«

man, identified by
Sargeni only as "Jennifer"
protested that she, and not her

husband, applied for the credit

card and when the retailer

preferred the husband's name, she

cancelled.

The bill affecting bank and
telephone information was aimed
at ending what the governor said is

a practice of both in "regularly

disclosing personal, supposedly
confidential records to a variety of

governmental and private agen-
cies, businesses and institutions

without the permission of tthe

consumer."

Warren mini-city
WARREN, Mass. (AP) - Voters

here have advised potential
developers they object to seeing
their town of 3,000 become the site

for a small city.

A referendum Monday over-

whelmingly rejected proposals to

create a "mini-city" here. The vote
was 1,069 to 415.

Local officials scheduled the

referendum after a Meriden,
Conn., firm, Carabetta Enter-

Park Plaza project

tentatively approved
BOSTON (AP) . Stat*. Pnm. _._,___. . . ...BOSTON (AP) - State Com

munity Affairs Commissioner
Lewis S. W. Crampton announced
yesterday that he has granted
conditional approval to the fourth
submission of the proposed $266
million Park Plaza urban renewal
plan for downtown Boston.
Crampton said at a news con-

ference that he included some 23
conditions in the approval.
Included, he said, are the same
environmental provisions outlined
in his last Park Plaza decision,
which at first was conditional
approval and finally a rejection
after the developer refused to
abide by the conditions.

The controversial project in-

tended in part to clean up Boston's
honky tonk district has been
rejected three times previously.
Crampton said at the news

conference he has no doubt that his

decision will lead to court action,
but "I have little doubt that the
courts will uphold this action."
He said his decision means that

the Park Plaza project can move
ahead.

BEAU BRITCHES

Join Oat

Clothes Club

Mountain Farms Mall

A

prises, detailed plans to build a
community that was to have in-

cluded industry, recreational
facilities and housing for 30,000

people.

The federal Department of
Housing and Urban Development
rejected Carabetta 's application

for $16 million in financial
assistance, citing unprecedented
local opposition.

Last week a new group, Warren
Western Community Inc., an-
nounced it had acquired
Carabetta's options on 6,800 acres
of land and hoped to build a
smaller version of the mini-city,

housing up to 15,000 people.

Monday's vote was a non-binding

referendum designed to guide town
officials in considering develop-

ment plans.

Death penalty
BOSTON (AP) - A bill to restore

the death penalty in Massachusetts
was passed by the House yesterday
and sent to the Senate.

The measure won initial ap-

proval on a 156-67 roll call vote and
was sent to the Senate on a voice

vote after less than two hours of

debate.

The bill, similar to death penalty

legislation votoed by Gov. Francis
W. Sargent late last year, would
restore the death penalty for nine

specific categories of murder.
Sargent, when he vetoed the bill

last year, said he would approve
restoration of the death penalty
only in connection with the murder
of a law enforcement officer.

The governor's decision was
made after the legislature's
regular session had adjourned.
Thus the House and Senate did not

have an opportunity to override
him.
Under the measure approved by

the House Tuesday, the death
penalty would be applied to those

who commit premeditated mur-
der; murder in the course of a
kidnaping; rape or hijacking;
murder for hire; an extremely
cruel murder; murder in the

course of a reaking and entering or

armed robbery, and murder by
anyone who previously had been
convicted of first degree murder
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Vermont rail lines

not to be abandoned

The Netherlands Wind Ensemble, which will appear at Bowker Auditorium on
Thursday.

Dutch musical group

to perform Thursday
The Netherlands Wind

Ensemble, making its first tour of

the United States, will appear in

concert in Bowker Auditorium
Thursday at 8 p.m. as the fourth

offering of the Fine Arts Council's

Chamber Music Series.

Combining superb technique
with enthusiasm and youth, (the

average age is 27) the group has
captured the hearts of European
concertgoers. The ensemble is

made up of 17 young artists from
the leading orchestras in The
Netherlands-the Concertgebouw
Orchestra of Amsterdam, the
Rotterdam Philharmonic
Orchestra, the Netherlands Radio
Philharmonic Orchestra and the

Hague Philharmonic. They all

share an enthusiasm for their

work, and love of playing together

and dedication to the best in music.

Founded in 1960 by the solo

bassoonist of the Concertgebouw
Orchestra, Thorn de Klerk, the

ensemble's aim is to restore to

popularity the undeservedly
neglected wind music of the great

masters and lesser-known com-
posers. They are, however, by no
means confined to the music of the

past. The Netherlands Wind
Ensemble includes many modern
works in their repertoire, and
thirteen contemporary composers
have already dedicated new works
to the group.

For their only concert in

Amherst, the Ensemble will

perform Charles Gounod's "Petite

Symphonie;" Mozart's Seranade
No. 12 in C Minor, K. 388;"

"Chason et Danses," Opus 50

(1898) by Vincent D'Indy and

CH3
BREAKFAST

6 a.m. - 11 a.m.

Student Special

99*

I'mum
256-8745

Weekends

6 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Week Hours

6 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Kentucky

Fried Chicken

Serenade in D Minor, Opus 44, by
Antonin Dvorak.
Tickets are now on sale at the

Fine Arts Council Box Office, 125

Herter Hall (Tel. 545-0202) and are
priced at $2 for UMass-Amherst
students; $4 for others.

BOSTON (AP) - The Canadian
Pacific has no intentions of

abandoning its railroad lines

through Vermont even though they
are listed as "potentially excess"
in a ederal report, a spokesman
said Tuesday.
The Department of Tran-

sportation says the Vermont line

would be a prime candidate for

abandonment if the northeast's
railroads are reorganized into a

proposed streamlined rail system.
However, Charles P. Watson, a

Canadian Pacific spokesman, told

an Interstate Commerce Com-
mission hearing that his railroad
would not go along with aban-
doning the track.

The transportation report said

the Canadian Pacific's line bet-

ween St. Johnsbury and Orleans,

Vt, was potentially excess because
it did not carry enough local

traffic.

But Watson said this did not take

into consideration the line's im-

portance as an international

freight link.
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Notes, quotes and anecdotes

Demonology
"Who Are The Demons and

Where Do They Come From?" is

the title of a talk and discussion

Thursday between 12:15 and 1:15

noon in the Colonial Lounge of the

Student Union.

The speaker will be Dr. Edward
Phinney, Acting Head of the

Classics Department, and a

Professor of mythology and
paganism. Dr. Phinney's fields of

interest include demonology,
alchemy and astrology.

The discussion will open the

spring semester series called "The
First Amendement," sponsored by
the United Christian Foundation.
The title comes from the series'

use of First Amendment rights of

assembly and free speech, to

discuss significant topics.

Great Decisions

The third discussion in the Great

Decisions program broadcast

tonight over WFCR (88.5 FM) at

8:30 p.m.
Discussing "Cuba and the

Panama Canal Zone: Time for a

Change in U.S. Policies?" will be

panelists: Carol Banglesdorf of the

Hampshire College social sciences

department; Robert C. Cole,

UMass economics, and Harvey F.

Kline, UMass political science.

WFCR is broadcasting the entire

seven-program series which
originates from the Webster House

Lounge of the Orchard Hill

Residential College at UMass.
Discussion participants come from

the Five-College Area.

Resident Heads

Applications
Information and applications for

Head of Residence and Resident

Director positions for the 1974-75

academic year are available in the

Dean of Students Office, 227

Whitmore. Head of Residence
positions are full-time, twelve-

month professional appointments.

Resident Director positions are

part-time service assistantships,

September through May, available

to students enrolled in the

Graduate School. The deadline for

applications has been extended to

March 15, 1974, and minority and
female candidates are urged to

apply.

SW film series
In its continuing use of the media

to combat racism, the Southwest

Center for Racial Understanding

has announced its film seires for

the remainder of the semester. The
films are basically for Southwest

students, and will be shown in

residence halls. For March, the

categories of films will be: "The
Sixties and Civil Rights," to

Thursday, "Latin American
Liberation", March 1M4, and
Black History. March 18-21.

The residence halls to show these

selections of films will be Thoreru,
Patterson, Mackimmie, Kennedy,
Washington, John Adams, and
J.Q.A. A preview of the films will

be shown each Monday afternoon

at 1:30 at the Center. For more
information regarding times and
places of the films, call the Center
for Racial Understanding, at 546-

0457.

Nixon assistant calls

House inquiry 'ludicrous'
By STEVEN A. COHEN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) - A presidential

spokesman said yesterday that the

congressional committee con-
sidering impeachment of

President Nixon is an affront to the

American system of justice.

Dr. John McLaughlin, deputy
special assistant to the President,

told newsmen the House Judiciary

Committees "behavior of late is a
ludicrous affront to our legal

system."
"Apparently the. ..committee

believes that if it forages the White
House files long enough ;md ran-

sacks widely enough, and bleats

the definition of an impeachable
offense so as to include non-

criminal acts, it should be able to

catch the President within its net

and topple him."
McLauglin, a Jesuit Priest who

joined the administration in 1971 as
a speech writer, said the Judiciary
Committee "has not yet deter-

mined what is an impeachable
offense, so there is no charge
against the President Yet they are

collecting evidence on an
unidentified charge."
He said the "worst back alley

mugger has the right to know what
he is being charged with" but "the
President is beind denied that
right."

McLaughlin told newsmen it is

his believe that "there is not a
shred of evidence" to suggest that
President Nixon was an ac-
complice to any of the Watergate
related crimes.

Under the American system of

justice, he said, the man in charge
can't be held liable for what is

subordinates do unless complicity
can be demonstrated.
He called the Judiciary Com-

mittee's impeachment
proceedings "a political football
and not a legal process."

As for a possible Watergate
backlash against Republican
candidates in this falls elections,

McLaughlin said it is "difficult to

believe that the average American
voter is so insufficiently
sophisticated so as to visit the sins
of people in Washington" on other
politicians

Paneurythmy
A colloquium sponsored by the

Southwest Colloquium Office, John
Adams Lobby, called "Is There A
New Teaching?" will be held on the

19th floor of that building in the

lounge by Ernestina Staleva
(Northampton, tel. No. 584-0258).

The first meeting will be on
Thursday, at 8:30 a.m. Until spring

vacation, the meetings will be held

in the lobby. After that, the class

will meet on the field across from
the Southwest Complex.
The main objective is to in-

troduce the PANEURHTHMY
EXERCISES, which are related to

the teaching of Beinsa Douno,
native of Bulgaria who taught

there until the end of World War II.

These exercises have a great

significance for the physical as
well as mental well being of

modern man.
Together with the explanation of

the exercises, E. Staleva will speak
on the environment, the woman
and motherhood, the idea of man,
nature, God, the new humanity.
Some lectures of Beinsa Douno on
health, breathing, absolute purity

and others will be read. Thoughts
on the significance of music as well

as new spiritual songs will be
presented. Those who play in-

struments or like to sing are
especially invited to participate.

CASIAC expands
The College of Arts and Sciences

Information and Advising Center
(CASIAC) now offers an extension

center in Orchard Hill.

Information concerning major,

core, graduation and foreign
language requirements, including

substitution and waivers of these

requirements is available. Other
areas include: practicum 200

(independent study) courses,
teaching certification. Five
College interchange courses and
other special programs at the

University.

A survey is being circulated to

consider how this center can be
adapted to particular needs of

Orchard Hill residents.

Office hours are Mondays 4-6

p.m., Wednesdays 3-6 p.m. and
Thursdays 10-12 and 1-4 p.m. in 101

Webster.

Weicker on WMUA
The Honorable Senator Lowell

Weicker of Conn, spoke at Amherst
College on Jan. 24, 1974, as part of

the Copeland Colloquim taking
place that week. The speech was
again heavily drenched in

Watergate as was expected.
WMUA (91.1 fm) was there to

carry the speech live, and will

rebroadcast that speech on
Thursday at 9:00 p.m.

• t

ERICA JONG, pictured above, will be one of the 20

women poets at the National Women's Poetry Festival.

UMass to host first

Women's Poetry Festival

The first National Women's Poetry Festival will be held at UMass the

week of March 11-15.

Twenty women poets will read from their works and partake in

workshops during the festival which is sponsored by the Feminist Arts

Program of Everywoman's Center.

Participating poets are: Gwendolyn Brooks. Mari Evans. Anne Hallev.

Erica Jong, Shirley Kaufman, Carolyn Kizer, Audre Lorde, Robin
Mrogan, Sum Paz, Marge Piercy, Adrienne Rich, Sonia Sanchez, Susan
Sherman, Margaret Walker, Pineapple Whitcomb, Tomia Arai, Fay
Chiang, Lucille Clifton, Nerle Okada and Caroyn Rodgers.
The festival is open to the public without charge and free child care will

be available during all readings and workshops.

Hood Co. announces

delivery changes
BOSTON ( AP) — H. P. Hood Inc. has announced a program to convert

400 home delivery routes in Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire
and Maine to individually-owned distributorships.

Routes in Rhode Island will be sold to Hillside Farms, Inc. of Cranston.
A similar arrangement for the Hartford, Conn., area was set up two years
ago with Mohawk Farms, Inc. of Newington, Conn.
A Hood spokesman said salesmen will be offered opportunity to acquire

ownership of the routes in Massachusetts and the three northern New
England states.

The independent distributors will carry the complete line of the fim's
dairy and food products, the spokesman said.

Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY

Faculty Wanted

TO TEACH ONE WEEK WORKSHOPS
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

1. Alternative energy sources and shelter forms

2. Natural foods; production and storage

3. Ecology and ecological science

4. Philosophical considerations to alternative

lifestyles

June 14- July 6, 1974

University faculty, Graduate students and other qualified
individuals are encouraged to contact:

"Toward Tomorrow"

[413] 545-3103

cef division of continuing education

7THERMAL
> HOODED

$

red
grey
navy

dk. green

Electric files, more space in

rebuilt UMass health center

*ATty
celebrity series

Power files, computerized
scheduling, and more clinic space

are changing the outpatient scene

at the campus Health Center.

"Student patients are spending

less time waiting for physicians,

and physicians are seeing more
patients each day," according to

Director Barry Averill of UMass
Health Services.

When the $1.2 million building

addition is completed this spring,

the Health Center will have three

outpatient clinics, each with a tele-

processing computer terminal to

schedule appointments. Completed

so far in the addition is the

justopened new entrance and
reception area which contains a

computer terminal, and a power
filing system to speed up the

acquisition of health records.

Health Center officials look

forward to even greater ef-

ficiencies when the addition is

completed. Then, a clerk will push

a button to rotate the power filing

shelves and acquire a helath

record which win he placed on a
conveyor belt and dropped off at

the appropriate clinic by a tactile

code.

Even now, the power files and
computer scheduling are saving
time.

About 29,000 health records are
available in four ceiling-high
power files which each contain a
section of the alphabet. Seated
clerks simply push buttons to

rotate the filing shelves and reach
for files, instead of thumbing
through tightly packed records in

file drawers.
According to Averill, this is New

England's first fully automated
record system for filing, acquiring,
and transporting outpatient health
records.

When the computerized tele-

processing appointments terminal
was introduced three years ago,

the UMass Health Center was the

first student health clinic in the

country to have one, according to

the director.

> resents
The system was designed by

Robert Baron, then a graduate
student in the UMass industrial

engineering and operations
research department. It has, says
Averill, reduced the time
necessary to process records of

incoming outpatients by about 25

percent, and has increased the

available physician appointment
time by 50 percent.

"Before the tele-processing
terminal, physicians saw patients

mostly on a walk-in basis which
created long patient waiting times,

and now they're scheduled to see

patients on an appointment basis

which saves both staff and student

time," he says.

Computer scheduling cuts
patient waiting time by producing
a list of the next day's ap-
pointments so that health records
may be taken out of the power files

and sent to appropriate clinics

before patients arrive for ap-
pointments.

c<*
A*&

HP <±

^

*fi

QUEEN VASHTI
will be

STREAKING
Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Memorial Hall (next to Old Chapel)

PURIM CELEBRATION
"You won't leave thirsty" c

--^Songs Jw* Fun ^

V
"**.

«*

«*

Fabulous

Rhinestones
featuring

HARVEY
BROOKS

Thursday, March 7|

in the Hatch

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

admission $1.00

Schaefer is the one beer
to have when you're
having more than one

and
that's what we're serving at

THE PUB
WEDNESDAY cJjcnae/e/

Record Hop

NIGHTS

TONIGHT
\R\ IE "WOO-WOO" GINSBURG

dmae/e/

playing

OLDIES but GOODIES
cmae/a

DANCING NO COVER CONTESTS

• »

t
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Notices

ALCOHOL RAP SESSION
Drinking getting in your way,

maybe? Discuss questions and
personal concerns with others, Weds.
7:30 p.m. Check with C.C. schedule

for room number.
AIKIDO:
Weds, and Fri. 6:30 8:30 p.m. Sun

2:30-4:30 p.m. Boyden Gym
Wrestling Room.
ATTENTION:
Art and BFA Majors, there will be

a meeting Thursday, March 7,

ceramics area presentation, Bartlett

61, 8:00 p.m.
AVALON HILL PLAYERS
Strategy Games club meeting

tonite, Wed. March 6 at 6:00 p.m. in

Campus Center Rm. 103. All

newcomers welcome.
BAHAI COLLOQUIA:

8 week colloquia on the Bahai faith

sponsored by Northwest. Begins

Piano recital

in Bowker
An array of works for solo piano

will be performed by Fernande
Kaeser in her recital tonight at 8

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Two preludes from Bach's
"Well-Tempered Clavier" will be

the first pieces on the program.

These works are part of a series of

preludes and fugues which Bach
composed. Two compositions by

Robert Schumann, who stated

"Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier is

my grammer," will follow. The
pieces, "Fantasiestucke" and
"Abegg-Variations" are among
the composer's earliest works.

Fernande Kaeser, who has won
both the Zurich and Munich In-

ternational Competitions, is a

faculty member of the music

department here. The concert is

open to the public free of charge.

Kill-A Watt
CONSERVE ENERGY

with this

tonight in Rm 339 Gres at 7:00 p.m.

Each week a different subject and

speaker, One credit.

BIG BAO BOOGIE:
Committee meeting tonight at 7:00

p.m. in 909 Brown House! Discussion

will be on the Ed Vagas big city blues

band. Also whether or not to charge

for alcoholic beverages.

BINGO:
The sisters of Sigma Delta Tau

invite you to play Bingo with us

tonight at 7:00. Call us at 545 0527 for

a ride. We live at 409 N. Pleasant

Street. See you there...

CASIAC TUTORING SESSIONS:
Casiac has tutors available in

every discipline for a minimal fee.

For information, call CASIAC, 5 0974

and ask for Salli.

CHRISTIAN CONCERT AND
LECTURER:
Thursday night, March 7 at 7:30

p.m. "The Anointed" band will

perform in the main lecture hall

(Patterson). Also persenting
religious speaker, discussing "The
Last Days", "The Second Coming".
COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB:
Meeting tonight Rm 805 Campus

Center at 7:30. Guest Speaker David

Graham of Mass. Aero. Comm. Film

on Instrument Approaches, refresh

ments.

FOOD SCIENCE & NUTRITION
CLUB:
There will be a meeting tonight at

7:00 p.m. Rm 217 Chenowith Lab.

(Continued on P. 15)

Fiije J\ris ( ou i\gi I

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
presents

NETHERLANDS WIND ENSEMBLE

THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 1974 AT 8:00 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
Reserved Tickets

:

Fine Arts Council Box Office,

nm I'M-A Students - $4.00 All Others 125 Herter Hall - 545-0202^

(Continued from P. 14)

Must organize plans for student night

March 19th at A.D.L. in Cambridge.
Also Dr. Potter will be speaking on
the Dairy Industry.

GAY LINE:
Gay Line open every night except

Sun. and Wed. 8-11 p.m. Questions or
just want to talk. Call 545-0154.

D.W. GRIFFITH LIVES AGAIN:
The American Film History colloq.

will meet Wed. March 6, 1974, 8 10

p.m. in 01 Cashin House (Sylvan
Student Affairs Office). All in

terested are welcome.
HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD:
The H.A.B. will hold a meeting

today, 4:30 in Rm. 176 of the Campus
Center. The H.A.B. is the consumer
advocate Group to Health Services
Administration. This is the place to

air your opinions and feelings about
Health Services.

LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP:
Outdoor Leadership Workshop

tonight 7 p.m. Rm 175 CC. Learn how
to lead trips and plan overnight
excursions. Don't wait for someone
else to lead them. Be there.

LIVESTOCK CLASSIC:
Livestock Classic: Meeting

tonight, March 6, 1974 6:30 p.m.,
Stockbridge Reading Room for all

committees and superintendents.
Please attend.

MARATHON SPRING '74

The School of Education invites the

UMass Community to an action

packed week of films, lectures, ex
periences, seminars, all with
University credit available. April 15

19; School of Education and Marks

TONIGHT:

MVRA BRECKINRIDGE
With: Raquel Welch

&

Rex Reed

in the CCA. MARCH 6, 7

7, 9 75*

KOOIL
KALI

4,000 paperbacks

from
over 30 PUBLISHERS

50% off list price

AT
THE UNIVERSITY STORE

CAMPUS CENTER

saLe ooa) io pnogness

Special

All You Can Eat

5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
at

flte. 9 Amherst, Mass.

Notices

Meadow School More into — 545

1585

MEHER BABA:
Don't worry. Be Happy! Tonight

CC 102 7:30 p.m
OPEN RUSH:

Phi Mu Delta Wednesday March 6

at 8:00 p.m. located in Fraternity

Sorority park in back or Orchard
Hill.

PHILOSOPHY UNDERGRADS:
Reminder: meeting tonight, Weds.

March 6, at 7.00 p.m. in Greenough
basement Lounge, Central Area.
Very important!

PRE-VET CLUB:
Important meeting this Thursday,

March 7, at 8:00 p.m. in Rm 174 176

Campus Center. All members urged
to attend.

PURIM:
Get in the spirit of Purim. Come

tonight to bake hamautashan. 9:00

p.m. in 302 SU.

RELIGION, HUH?
Christianity, Culture and

University. Lutheran Students Org.
This Thursday, 8:00 C.C. 902.

SAILING CLUB:
There will be an organizational

meeting tonight 7:30 in C.C. Rm 904

908. New members welcome.
SEX, GORE AND VIOLENCE:
See the Student Senate in action in

southwest tonight at 7 p.m. Hampden
Commons. Come and make your
interest known. Free admission.
SPANISH CLUB:

Social Hour will be held today,

March 6th, 168 CC at 7:30 p.m. —
open to all interested in Spar tit -nd
the Club.

STAR TREK LIVES:
Meeting tonight. Room 172 C.C.

7:00. Everyone welcome.
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITAT-
ION:

There will be an introductory

presentation on Transcendental
Meditation tonight in Machmer W26
at 7:30 p.m.
UYA PHASE VI:

Recruitment meeting will be held

tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Rm 105

Campus Center.

VETERAN'S MEETING.
Thurs March 7. 7 p.rA. Rm. 113.

Campus Center.

WESTERN MASS. HER
PATOLOGICAL SOCIETY:
First Herpatological Society

Meeting, Friday March 8, 8:00 p.m.
Valley Bank, Sumner Ave.
Springfield. All interested are in-

vited.

LOST:
Feb. i 27, 1974, stopwatch at

N.O.P.e. engraved on back "Cyn"
72. Sentimental value: Reward. Call

Cyn Flint 545 0549.

LOST:
One red wallet in the Hatch on

Monday 3 4. If found please return to

the "Lost 'n Found". No questions

asked.

LOST:
7 month old female kitten. Multi-

colored, predominantly black on Sat.

3 2 in North Village. 549 1400.

LOST:

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

Q1CO MOUNTAIN FABMS MAIL3130 ROUTE 9 -hAOl£Y MASS 3k

PICTURE INGMAR BERGMAN S

SCREENPLAY vJvlbDAINU
WH6PERS

Mon. Thurs. — 5:45 A 8:00
Twi-Lite Hr. — 5:15-5:45 - $1.25

* J

o

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

SUP. ACTOR j m . w

SCREEN PUTM 1*W
souro paper (Ettaer

© _- Mon Thurs. — 5:30 & 8:15
™"* Twi-Lite Hr. — 5:00-5:30 - $1.25

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

JEL PICTURE PAVL ROBERT
«& ||5T|||| NEWMHN REDFORD

A DIRECTOR
ROBERT SH"W

)L^\ "THE STING"« m Tin Mon Thurs. - 5:15 & 800

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

PICTURE

DIRECTOR

SUP. ACTRESS

5:30 & 8:15

Admission During Twi-Lite Hour - $1.25 Nightly

Did anyone tind a silver stickpin
with mounted fossil in Dickinson
Main Lounge during Feb. the evening
the Deadly Nightshade played? It

was a present and of great sen
timental value. Please return to lost

and found in C.C. or call 549 6589 ask
for Virginia. Thank You.
FOUND:

Dorm key found on March 5 near
Kennedy. Call 6-1048.

FOUND:
D Desjardins: Your SSLNP Card

tor Anthro is at the SSLNP. Office.

LOST:
My wallet probably in Boyden

Gym Keep the Money — I just want
the wallet Reward.

TONIGHT!

HITCHCOCK'S MASTERPIECE

SPELLBOUND
Ingrid

Bergman

with

Gregory

Peck

CALVlNjJ^ie
klS(, SI SORIHWUMOS 584 2310

HELD OVER 2nd Hit Week!

HkQUEER H0FHRRR PAPILLOn

STUUERTS S1.00 WITH UISCUUHT MRU!
MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES ALL SEATS SI 00

EVES.

7:00 I

9:30

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

University Theatre presents

fc^-^
f

March 7, 8, 9,— Bartlett Auditorium - 8 p.m.

Call 545-2579 weekdays- noon— 4 p.m.

for information and ticket reservations
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Continuing Ed. to offer

special interest courses

r

Beginning this month, the
Division of Continuing Education
will offer an Open Semester — a
series of courses of special in-

terest, both credit and non-credit,
that are run on a schedule that is

most appropriate for the course
material, instead of on a regular
semester basis.

There is no real reason why
certain courses must only run from
the start of a traditional semester.
In fact, certain subjects are better
handled on a schedule which suits
the needs of the instructor, the
material, and, of course, the
student. For this reason, Con-
tinuing Education is introducing
the open semester, in which
courses can begin at any suitable

/ •••—•'-- XJ MHM.TEl 733S131 "m

f
SI \\* VM < ISI M VN l/UK)

** Mono, MASTER CHARGE /
ROUTE •> RtVERDALE RO WEST SPFIO

nSessfrv "" " ^ " " ( Astronomy >. and a class «nnecessary. Counseling Theoripc an rf

JSP&SrtLTSS l° * Techniques' (whilhisTgradua^e
offered during the first open

ieve l course to be offered insemester period are: Abnormal Greenfield)
°»erea ,n

Psychology, Cosmic Origins of Life

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

:£| JACrjUiaiBSStt

^

Eves. 7:10-9:40

TRUFAUT5

Jii'FOftM\ NIGHT

Eves. 7:30-9:50

ALBXCINO

i

S5S.

Eves.
7:30-10

IHLL K«miKi
NEWIHAN REDFORD
PGTMCOTIW

tt Eves. 7:15-9:45

I STORY FOR EVtRV (HE ^
who mums they cam never

FttI IN LOVE AGAIN
p

liberty

Eves. 7:40-10

WALTDfShEY MtOOUCT>0«1

,

T K.HMCOl.(W-

*5- T-Snn

Son or
RUBBER

Sat. Sun. from 12

' AT Hr:<;,\TES
OF SMITH COl [ F.CV

i/CADE3viY:
IfcfjTiiSaTAll

unviu.
ill

NORTHAMPTON

starts TONIGHT!
and ends SUNDAY!

at7:15A9:i5

111:

Oh yah? And I suppose you've got a big

stick to chase us out with, don't 'ya? Hah,
Hah, Hah!

1 Preposition
4 Tolls

9 Club
12 Exist
13 Malicious

burning
14 Time gone

by
15 Mends
17 Consumed
19 Lubricates
20 Leading ac-

tor

21 Females
23 Father and

mother
26 Decays
27 Walks in

uua|ar

28 What ? (col

-

loq)
29 Possessive

pronoun
30 Ignited

31 Nahoor
sheep

32 Parent (col-

loq)
33 Passengers
34 Cease
35 Landed pro-

perties
37 Coast
38 Strikes
39 Heavenly

body
40 Cubic meter
42 Abounding
45 Goal
46 Retail es-

tablishment
48 Period ot

time
49 Golf mound
50 Tall struc-

ture

51 Weaken

DOWN
1 Distant

2 Native metal
3 Rumors
4 Buckets
5 Is mistaken
6 Beast of

burden
7 Behold!
8 Scoffed
9 Conductors

stick

10 Mature
1

1

Measure of

weight
16 Distresses
18 War god
20 Underworld
21 Complain
22 Specks
23 Peels
24 Singing voice
25 Form
27 Metal strands

dh on Hncra arc
|H O Rlfi'L AlvpiF LA
C ONTIAIM nUF ON
AWeoMs A|O0 E y

30 Most obese
31 Tales
33 Equitable
34 Pretend
36 Subiectof

discourse
37 Beef animal
39 Withered

40 Posed for

portrait

41 Stalemate
42 Haul
43 New Deal

agency (init )

44 Opening
47 Preposition

Distr. by t'nited Feature Syndicate. Inc.

Koi))\>US f(o.£>e/>S
Hrf# unJcs

WimnMM: HELPIZZY FIND HIS URV TO
AN ELEVATOR THAT WORKS//

.HOEUVtf*. I

TWIiRWHf—

ffiitejfe

TOTP~r

71 mmrrmmaBBBSBi

I BELIEVE THAT 6EA6LE5
Aft THE M05T SENSITIVE
Of ALL 006S...

B.C.

11

I BELIEVE THAT I AM
THE MOST SENSITIVE OF
ALL SEA6LES....

MISTER 5ENS/TIVE";

1

ICAM'r

P^ETTHEais40T--
THe rM&i^ a>Jes

K"r?™- WHEREABOUT^/

ANYWHERE.

by Johnny han
u

[HARRIETANDERSON*
• fNGRID THULIN

•LIVULLMANN^To

INGMAR BERGMAN S

ICRIESAM
IWHISPER

This Program Knds
St'N. No Dollar Night!

4«C

CX*CKITY
CLACK
CLATTER

V CLUMK

-> u

THE WIZARD OF ID

Cl.lCK.lTf CLACK
^L-ATTER CLANe
CLUMK.

IT

WrUT Pfc?

You V&
WHEN

Amoy

I £l/MPLY UTtbk
^N l*iCAHTAT\0N

<4NP THEY
V&AfTM* in

THIN Am

'to

by Brant park.r and Johnny hart

gfiufu-
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NOW MORE THAN EVER,

NOW MORE SHOWS THAN EVER

King of Hearts

7-9

MARCH 8, 1974

FRIDAY

11 and especially 1:00 a.m.

75*

:. 30 THE REAL Mel OYS What's A
Family For

-*"
in

THE LUCV SHOW Lucy and Carol In

Palm Springs " <22)

THE ELBCTMC COMPANY <24> (01
COMER PYLE Corner and the Little

Men From Outer Space "
1 27 >

HOGAN'I HEROES Bad Day In
Berlin ." (30i

news. WEATHER, sports <4<»
5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING CPDATE <3

>

6:00 NEWS (3) 18) (221

I SPY Three Hours On a Sunday Night
1 18)

ZOOM! (241 (57l

PETTICOAT JUNCTION All That
Buzzes Ain't Bees " (27)

TO TELL THK TRITH Garry Moore,
host .Me

WILD WILD WEST Night Of the
Assassins." (40)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

OPEN Y1DEO (24)

UNTAMED WORLD (27)

Television Tonight

Bob

WAI.SH ANIMALS (57)

•:M NEWSBEAT \KV\s 1401

7:00 WHAT l\ THE WORLD ,3,

TRITH OR CONSEQUENCES
Barker, host (81

THE 7(KI (LIB i 18)

NEWS WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (301
VOIR El TIRE IS NOW tgJ

MOVIE "Cole Younger Gunfighter
"

(27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE EVENING Compvss >57i

7:30 THE NEW PRICE IS RIL.HT (3)

DEAL WITH THE ISSUES (8)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter
Marshall, host (22)

THE FRENCH CHEF (24)

WAIT TILL YOIR FATHER (JETS
HOME "Model Alice " (30)

DRAGNET The Big High ' (40)
MA«TIN AGRONSKY: EVENING

EDITION (57)

HOI) THE SONNY AND CHER COMEDY
HOCR (3)

THE COWBOYS The Avenger (SI 40)

NBA BASKETBALL GAME H81
TIMEX PRESENTS Heidi " (22) (30<

WUSHINCiTON CONNECTION lM> 57

8:30 MOM E TheS(ranger Who Ixwks Like
Me " (8) (40)

THEATRE IN AMERICA Paradise
Lost " i24i (57)

»:00 CANNON Endangered Species " )3»

BORIS KARLOEE PRESENTS
THRILLER The Innocent Bystanders

"

(27)

1000 KOJACK Dead on His Feet (3)

DOC ELLIOT A Time To Grow " (8>

(40)

THE DEAN MARTIN COMEDY HOCR
(22) CHI 1

NEWS (27)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

THE JOANNE (ARSON SHOW (27)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

1130 MOVIE Secret Ceremony ." (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL (8) (40)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22» (30)

ENERGY ALERT (2*4)

FOR SALE

Books and mags. Old and out of print.

Free Search Service. 586-3299, anytime.
Larry Pruner. Box 285, Northampton.

MM

2 Electric Guitars, one in excellent

condition, good sd: silvertone amp. : guitar

case $75. easy. Call 546-5034.

tfl-7

Corvair parts — save. 260 new parts

available (or your valuable car. 25c for

catalogue. Clark's Corvair Parts. Colrain.

Ma. 01340.

tf3-7

Zoom Lens for Nikon: Vivitar 85 - 205mm
f i.s lens with three filters and case. 1(35.

Call 549-0544.

KM
Quiet & private 50' trailer, extra wide

living rm.. 2'? wooded acres in Williams-
burg. 112.000. Call College Town Realty. G.
Shea. 586-2415.

tf3-12

Country beauty — 6+ bdrms.. 4

fireplaces. 2 full baths, country sized mod.
kitchen. 4+ acres. AshHeld. $45,000. Call

G. Shea. 586-2415.

tf3-12

Revox A-77 Mark 3 tape deck, studio

quality. 1 yr. old. 3 heads. 3 motors, list

$950. sell $700. with rmt. Ctrl. Ac tape. Call
549-1421.

MM
Ten speed bicycle, $85 cash, need to sell

for rent. 253-2875.

MM
Yashica Super 8mm zoom lens, all

electrical movie camera with carrying
case, must sell. 527-5015.

MM
Wow!! Garrard ATM turntable with

brand new Shure RS-7C cart., only $40!

AMAZE YOUR FRIENDS!! Zowie! Call

Andy. 546-1047, midnites.

U3-8

Issues 1-140 of Rolling Stone Magazine.
Best offer. 546-5109.

MM
One pair. Caber of Comp. Ski Boots. Size

10 med. Flow Innter Boot. 1974 Model,
never been used. Call Bob, 546-4717. best
offer.

MM
Color TV RCA 25" Console, excellent

condition. Mutt tell for first $150. 253-7241.

MM
Marble Slabs 3x3' 3V'xV', $70 ea. We

can cut and install. Meal for hearth, foyer,
patio. Call 253-7839 or 665-2249.

MM
1 pair Lowa Climbing Boots Just broken

in $36. Call 665-4225.

MM
Speakers EPI 169, 1 yr oM. Iioo Pioneer

799 new. $350. Both exc cond. Call 1-967-

4434. will deliver.

MM
Used Sony 13ISD Cassette Deck. KRO

and Dolby. Best offer. Bob. 546-9155.

MM
Fisher 292 stereo AM-FM Receiver,

excllnt cond.. warranty $160. Call Bob. 256-

0527.

MM)

72 Toyota Corolla 2-dr sedan; well-

maintained, good condition, AM-FM radio,

30 mpg. Tom. 253-3888.

MM
1

'
1

'— ' *

Sears Kenmore Washing Machine.
Excellent condition. 1 yr. oM. Call 549-0235.

keep trying.

tf2-7

Csed Hohner Electric Piano.
condition $250. Call 268-7165.

Good

tf3-12

BEAT THE HIGH COST

Spacious 1 or 2 bedroom con-
dominium apartments, only $157 to

J tmi monthly after $500 down payment.
Includes closing costs, principle, in-

terest, taxes, maintenance, upkeep
and insurance. Located in Sunderland.
Call 256-6070 for appointment eves..

665-2641.

tf:t-it

PHOTOGRAPHER
Custom black and white (ilm onxessinx

done. Quick service! One roll of (ilm and
contact only $1.25. Call John or George.
SSJ- t2uo. tf:t-7

AUTOS FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS
1968 VW. 24,000 miles. Excellent tond.

Radials. automatic, new muffler and
Irani. Asking $1150. 253-7634.

tf3-7

..ight-track and stereo system, good as
new, paid $140. will sell for $100. Call
Collegian at 5-2550. ask for Bob MacKay.

1(3-11

1969 Ford Econoline. excellent cond..
panelled & insul. tape deck & bed. Call 584-
8207 after 6 p.m.. $1,500 or best offer.

MM

1973 Toyota. 5-speed. radials. r.w.. del..

AM-FM. 12.000 mi.. $2,550. Call Jeff. 665-

3025.

MM
67 CamaroSS. stnd trans., like new. tires

good cond. Call Rick between 8 & 5, 584-

3883.

tf3-7

1972 Pinto, auto trans., blk vynl hood, blk
inter., blk carpets. 20000 miles, v good
cond. Good on gas, $1800. Call 665-3416,
after 5.

MM
1961 ( atalina

and body, very
1026.

P.s.. p.b.

dependa
. a

lie

L, good engine
$150. Call 549-

1(3-6

1949 Ford pickup. $119; 1956 Ford
pickup, $75; 1947 Ford pickup for parts,

$30: 1967 Chev. Impala. 2 dr. hdtp.. $325.

Call 665-3410.

MM
1965 Corvair. automatic, very

condition, over 20 mpg. must sell.

Call 256-0683.

good

$175.

tf3-7

1971 Fiat 124 coupe. 5 speed, ex. conn.. 25

mpg, AM-FM radio, must sell. Call 546-

6689 or 339-8371.

MM

1967 Rambler American. 6 cylinder std.

shift. 65000 miles, needs a little work. $100.

Call after 5 p.m., 665-4376. keep trying.

MM
1966 122S Volvo, exc. engine & clutch,

body needs work. Good miles, two new
front & back tires. Asking $200 or B.O. Call
Mike. 665-4150.

MM
Walk-in Van, Lyn Air Van, aluminum

body. 1966 Ford engine. 6 cyl.. recently
rebuilt, automatic trans. Best offer, call

Debbie B.. 5494582.

113-H

Ford Cortina GT. 68. 39 mpg. Healy
Sprite. 4 cyl, $350. Stick 6. 65 Rambler
$199: 1967 TR4A I.R.S. needs work; Por-
sche, XK129. Best offer. 323-7327.

tf3-15

1968 V.W.. 1969 eng 32.000 miles, new
clutch, brakes, and electrical system.
Must sell. Call Chuck. 549-6852.

MM
1967 Buick Riviera, p.s.. p.b.. at. Good

engine and body call 323-4428.

U3-I2

67 Volvo 122S, 25 mpg.. good cond..
many new parts 549-1745, after 9 p.m.

tf3-l2

1966 Dodge Cornet, good condition. $350
or best offer. Call 545-2172. ask for Dennis.

MM
62 Chevy Impala. good condition, 2

snows, starts easily. $125. 665-4172.

MM

LOST & FOUND

Black Brimmed Cap sometime Friday.

Has great personal value. Call Pat at 546-

6131. Reward.
tf3-7

$10 for return of my lost black woolen
scarf with lengthwise stripes. Please leave
scarf and your name at DC Lost & Found.

MM

FREE

Tri-cnlored pup. fi mo. old. housebroken
ex. sensitive, (ree to good home. Call 256-

SMS, ask for Mike - Moses.

tf.V8

RIDERS WANTED

Round trip to Albanv each wkend. leave

MMC, Fri. 1 p.m.. return Sun. 7 p.m. $3.50

one way Call Elaine al 5-I.VII or 536-0871.

H3-6

SERVICES

Hi-fi audio repair, Sansui, Sony, Dual,
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed, 48 hi service Ex. For parts

Tech IliFi. 549-26(0.

03-15

24 Hour Service on
Passport Applications.
Lang's Photo.

Passports and
Tel. 253-3148.

K3-I5

Tutoring Services available. Specialized
to suit your needs in Math, Stat. Econ &
(hem. Call Jason at 546-4729. Clip & Save
this Ad.

tf3-7

Car repair hassles? Experienced
mechanic available to fix it right, no big
overhead, no job too small. Foreign &
domestic. 253-7241.

tf3-H

r-
PHOTOS — Passports, visas,
graduate school applications, or
similar kinds of photography. $4.00 for
m\ passport size photos. Sizes and
prices are negotiable. Quality
guaranteed. Very fast service. Call
Steve at 6-5443.

tf3-29

*»».

Datsun, Toyota and Volvo, repaired

at reasonable prices. I have plenty of

experience and equipment. Call
Russell Baca, 253-7456.

tf3-25

ENTERTAINMENT

If you don't need loud music to be en-
tertained, slide up to the TOC, Thurs.-FrL-
Sat. 9-1. if your thirsty come Thursday.

MM
Where have all the Coffeehouses gone'.'

We don't know, but the TOC presents the
best in coffee house type entertainment,
every Thur.-Sat.

tf3-8

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $280. all
inclusive. For more information, call
Campus Travel Center, 545-6500.

tf3-15

Let's make one thing perfectly clear.
Rock n' roll is here to stay and Bob the DJ
can bring it to you in fine style. Call 536-
6975.

tf2-7

Tired of the same old shit? Try a band
from Boston Music Group, for your next
concert or party. 617-353-1184 or 617-247-
3962.

tf5-6

Don't miss Harvey Brooks formerly w-
Electric Flagg is playing in The Hatch this
Thursday with the Fabulous Rhinestones!

tf3-7

See the "Fabulous Rhinestones"
shimmering in The Hatch, Thursday night.
9 p.m.-l a.m.

tf3-7

King of Hearts — Friday. March *. 1974
— Mahar Aud. Showing at 7-9-11 and 1:00
A. M. Now you can't miss it! 75c.

MM
Hands — Available for hire through

reliable talent agency — DARK HORSE.
RUN DRY, MAD ANGEL. Call Bill Nosel
— Local Agent. 256-0680.

tf3-12

FOR RENT

House or apt. 3 bdrms. 6 rms $300. Walk
to (Mass 3 rm apt. for $165. Either avail
now. Call 256-8233. between 2:30 and 7:30.
241 Northampton Rd.

tf3-8

I Bedroom for rent. Avail immed. Brand
new house in Northampton. Call 586-2164,

190 incl. everything. tf3-8

Furnished room for rent immediately in
relaxed but quiet country house in

W'hately. Sorry, no pets. 165 plus. Call 253-
35 1 i or 665-3405. ttt-x

INSTRUCTION

Now accepting limited no. non\oi<c
majors (or private singing lessons. For-
mer Fulbrighl (Italy) Soprano.
Reasonable. 253-7352. tf.3-12

HELP WANTED
Person to type 50 wds per min Maal

have 10-20 hrs. wk free — Next 4 wks work
also during spring vacation. Call 5-2645
eve 665-396K.

wa.11

1974 Earn At Home Directory.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Order now. send
$2 to WG Smith, Box 1287-BL. Palmdale
CaliL. 93550.

1(3-11

Full & Part Time Salespeople - The
Lodge is a youth-oriented retail clothing
firm, headquartered in Boston, with a
store opening in Amherst at the end of
March. We are looking for energetic,
personable salespeople, both full and part
time. If you are interested, please apply in
person at the Garden Room of the Lord
Jeffrey Inn on Wednesday. March 6.
between 2 and 5 or 7 and 9 p.m.. or on
Thursday. March 7. between noon and 4

p.m.

MM

Full & Part Time Salespeople. The
Lodge is a youth-oriented retail

clothing firm, hdq in Boston, with

store opening in Amherst in late

March. We need energetic, personable

salespeople. Full & part time. Please

apply in person at Garden Room of

Jeffrey Inn on Wed.. March 6, bet 2

and 5 or 7 and 9 p.m. on Thurs.. March
7, betw noon & I p.m.

tf3-7

WANTED TO RENT
2 bdrm. apt. or 4-5 rms.. 10 mile

radius of Amherst. $I20-$150 range.
Call I \1111e at WMl'A. 11-4 p.m.

MM

MISCELLANEOUS
Street hockey — anyone interested in

playing informally or organizing teams?
Call John 5-2742. leave message if not
there.

MM
TO SUBLET

Apt. to sublet — June I to Sept. 1. 2 bed
Brandywine. PETS ALLOWED, rent
negotiable. Call 549-4547.

MM
MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE
1972 Honda C1359. excellent condition

Must sell soon. Call 549-1382. after 5.

MM
1972 Yamaha 175 trail machine. Ceriani

forks, excellent cond. Call 256-8691.

MM
WANTED

Gay or Bi. People of Spirit wanted to
grow with Commune in the country. Box
723. Amherst. Mass.

MMj
I want to buy your sick car. any make or

model, any major problem, foreign or
domestic. Let me buy your headache! Bob.
253-7241.

,
tf3-8

"Oldies, but Goodies" rock n' roll band
or DJ to entertain at parties. Call: Bob or
Nancy. 545-0845 after 5 p.m. Leave
Message.

tf3-7

TYPING
Typing — fast, accurate, cheap. Pickup

and delivery. Smith Corona 7000. Call Sue
1-527-4802.

MM
Will do typing in my home — Thesis,

papers, envelopes, mailing lists, letters.
Reliable, ace. fast. Call after 5 p.m. 253-
7154 or 253-7145.

MM
ROOMS FOR RENT

Furn. rm. — Priv. bath. apt. air cond.,
w-color TV, auto, dish-wash. 2 can share
for $50. I for $100. incl. util. Call John at

549-1581. 8-l0^m. or after II p.m.
*_ tfJ-11

In Northampton apt. I rooms and kit-

chen to share. $75 mo.
112-28

STEREO COMPONENTS

Stereo ( omponents -- 20 per cent - 40

per cent off list All major brands
available all guaranteed. Call Mike at

.VI6-IMU. after 1 p.m.

If4- 11

PERSONAL

Free cat — roommate developing asth-
ma, wt. l'i yr. old. spayed f. with calico
markings. Please call Ed. 665-2995.

tf3-6

Get ready. The Questor is here, what's
happening to the new Quad newspaper?
Only Hungry Chuck knows.

MM
Open Rush. Phi Mu Delta. Wednesday.

March 6 at 8:00 p.m. Located in Frater-
nity-Sorority Park in back of Orchard Hill.

MM
Reynolds. Chateauneuf. Benson. &

1 .111. in plus the rest of the 1974 Neuwa
Champs — No team worked harder or
sacrificed more! Thanks J.B.

MM
If you park in the C( Garage. I might be

able to save you some $$$$. Call Jerry, 584-

3735 or 546-7079.

tf3-13

Wanted: Streaking Partners, males, call
Pam 6-8304. Females call Carlena 6-8313.

MM
Robin H. A belated Happy B-Day to you— 365 more Happy Days. You tie a mean

shoelace! Margie.

MM

BICYCLES FOR SALE

(2) 10 Speed women's 26" bikes for sale
Csed. $60; new. $85 AMF. Call 253-3740.

MM

ROOMMATE WANTED

Living in 7 room house in Amherst on
Bus Route, rent $90. No lease, own room,
modern house, phone 253-2409. 157 East
Hadiey Road.

tf3-7

Private bdrm., Ig. 5 rm. apt., 3 bdrms.,
living room, kitchen. $45 a mo., one-third

of utilities. Call 584-7642 or come to 18

Orchard St., Northampton.

MM
Own rm. in ML Sugarloal apt. On bus

line. liiMi-mo Quiet working space for art
student or serious student. 546-1074 bet. 7-

10 p.m.

MMI

Rooms, immed. occ, by month, no
lease, single, double, next to campus, 491

N. Pleasant. Ask for Duncan. 253-9938.

MM

TRAVEL

Campus Travel Center, bandies air.

hotel, car rentals, package tours,

honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call

545-0SM. for information.

MMI

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from 1199.

For more information call Campus Travel
(enter. 545-0500.

MMI

Spring Vacation in Spain at

Torremolinos. $279, all inclusive. For more
information call Campus Travel Center,
545-0500.

1(3-15

EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA - Travel
discounts year round. Int'l. Student Travel
Cenler. 739 Boylston St.. Suite 113, Boston.
Ma. 617-267-1122.

MMI

RIDE WANTED

Ride badly needed for 2 to Kingston or
Albany. NY or anywhere inbetween, on
Thurs. or Fri. 3-7 or 8. returning Sun. 3-10.

Call 253-3139.

tf3-7

Leverett Eiem. School to CMass approx.
noon, Mon.-Wed. & Thurs.. 10:00 Tues. Call
Julie Rosenthal mornings. 549-0344.
please.

MM

COOK CHINESE

Learn to Cook Traditional Chinese
way. Learn to cook regional dishes

using traditional cookware. This 5

week course starts March 7. The fee is

$15. Held in Central Amherst. 253-2729.

tf3-7
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What men lurk under yon masks? The goalies of the NHL and the WHA are not

getting together for a masquerade party, they're just showing that safety's their

goal.

Finley "close" to

sale of hoop Tarns

A sports satire

Nixon 's Option
By PAUL PUTES

"Hello Mr. Nixon this is Mr. Bloop, general manager of the Washington

Redskins and I am calling to offer you the position of head coach for the

coming football season."

"But Mr. BLOOP what happened to George Allen, I thought he was
doing an excellent job for the Redskins."

"Oh, he was Mr. Nixon but he plans on running for President in 1976 and
wants plenty of time to plan a strategic, George Allen for President,

campaign."
"Well tell George if he wants any help on how to run a Presidential

campaign, I will be glad to help him call the signals."

"I'm sure you will Mr. Nixon but my main concern is finding a football

coach for the Redskins and with your often talked-about football savy
and loyalty as a Redskin fan, I can't seem to find a better candidate than

yourself."

"Gee Mr BLOOP, I haven't received a compliment like that, for I don't

know how long, and it really makes me feel proud to know that somebody
out their knows about my football capabilities."

"Oh, don't mention it Mr. Nixon, I'm sure a lot of football fans realize

that you can teach any pro football quarterback how to throw the long

bomb, which happens to be our major concern with Billy Kilmer.

"I certainly could teach Billy how to throw that all-important long

bomb. I've been throwing them for years.

"But, Mr. Bloop there seems to be one problem."
"What's that Mr. Nixon."

"I still have just under two years to serve as President and I don't know
if I will have time to coach the Redskins also

.

"

"But Mr. Nixon, President of What?"
"President of the United States, what do you think?"

"But Mr. Nixon didn't you read yesterday's newspaper?"
"Why no, Mr. Bloop, I've been basking in the sun down here in Key

Biscayne for the last couple of months."
"Well, to make it perfectly clear Mr. Nixon, you are not President of

the United States anymore, you have been convicted of numerous 'high

crimes and misdemeanors.' And sentenced with the following options.
(1.) Five years as chief salesman for Dilly & Dally tape recording
company, (they need expierenced men ) (2. ) Five years as an undercover
agent for the FBI or CIA. (the choice is yours tricky Dick) (3.) Head
football coach for any team that will hire you. The Redskins are relying
on you to pick your last option so you will be able to help the Redskins
have the long bomb threat, something we desperately need to be con-
tenders for the Super Bowl next year. Well, what do you say Mr. Nixon."

"Well, huh...huh... I'll take the job Mr. Bloop, but under one condition."
"What's that coach?"
"If I can pick my own assistants."

"What are you damn wacky, when you were president we fell for that

one. What are you trying to do? Come back with the same play. Forget
it!"

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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By ROBERT SHAW
Associated Press Writer

MEMPHIS (AP) — The Stax

Record Co. has resolved all dif-

ferences with owner Charles O.

Finley for the purchase of the

Memphis Tarns of the American
Basketball Association, an official

of the soul music firm said

Tuesday.
Larry Show, a Stax vice

president, said that while Stax had
not concluded the purchase, he
expected an announcement to be
made before week's end.

Shaw would not say what mat-
ters remained to be completed
before the sale could be finalized.

He said Finley and Stax, a black-

oriented, Memphis-based firm that

is the nations largest soul music
recording company, had reached
agreement on a purchase price,

but would not reveal the figure.

Finley reportedly has sought $1

million.

Finley said in a telephone in-

terview Tuesday he and John
Burton, a Stax official, were
"close" in their negotiations.

When your automatic tran-
smission doesn't obey your
command instantly . . . It's time
for 2 hours "extra duty".

.' hours is all »e nerd to diagnose the

(rouble with most sluggish tran-
smissions and make necessary ad-

justments We'll ha\e it taking orders
like a West Point cadet.

This is the was we've built our
business <m vour confidence in us . . . by
nippinv lint- problems in the bud. while

thr\'re still little

United Transmission

Exchange, Inc.

234 Pleasant St., Northampton
S84 6790
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SpringSchedule!

plus Sunaaysj«H?L

New Hampshire

INDOOR TENNIS
RETURNS TO THE VALLEY

at the

AMHERST
' TENNIS ACADEMY

RTE. 116 SUNDERLAND. MASS.

Hrs. 7 a.m. - 11 p.m. 2
Call for Reservations Today. ^

>p_j
549-4545 *

Lessons available with: William Serues. USPTAl

Certified Professional

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS

Lt"v"-«. ((

Youjust can't believe
how exciting dog racing is!

Come see for yourself!
12 races • Daily Double • Many Quinellas • Perfectas
Heated • Grandstand 50C • Clubhouse $1.00
Clubhouse Restaurant • Ample Parking

near Brattleboro • 3 miles off Rtc. («) • EXIT

Mike Brophy

Cincy loves the game too

Many a baseball writer, fan and executive of any level is eoinc thmnah
a trying stage at this point before the rapidly*i^^x$^&
season is indeed here and in session. The issuecausingLh concertnone other than the treatment that the baseball fans of Cincinnati arereceiving from the front office of the Atlanta Braves

^ncinna"» are

A few weeks ago the owner of the Atlanta Braves spoke out announcing
the policy that would disallow Hank Aaron from paying pr?o" to tn!Braves home opener in Atlanta so as to give the home town fans heopportunity o view the record tying and-or breaking blasts that willmake Aaron the hom run king of all time
Since then the Commissioner of Baseball has stepped in and, although

not officially on the record, told the Braves that they have no r gh" to

SSlS' baSCbaU f3nS fr°m the 0hi0 City of their dances to see theScimC 1631.

Commissioner Kuhn is using the authority of his office to come down
?
a^Tl rT

n
,T

Wh° tend t0 play the 8ame '
or ra™er have it played

for the benefit of their own home ballpark fans
F»«*yeu,

What would happen if Aaron failed to hit a home run in the oneninehome s and? Would he then be barred from the next road trip too'' This isaosurd! Theoretically this could go on all season although realistically
there seems no way that it could.

duy

This type of decision regarding who to play is reserved for the teammanager. This is what he is paid for. The owner is supposed to make the
business ends o the game meet along with the General Manager He is
not to take over the coaching aspects of the game

It is people such as this that have been ruining the sport culture ofAmerica. Let the game be played as the game and not as a "Bring themost fans tomy ball^^ version of parker Brothers Mo j
B

Jn TZHS. *? I?*?
1 is broken in 0hi0 as °PP°sed to Georgia. Is thisreaUy to effect attendance in Atlanta? Are the home town fans going to

boycott the ballpark because number 44 stroked a couple on the road trip*'Be realistic about this whole affair.
w

H^^f8"00
/*161

!

ariS
f
S0f Whether or not *• Commissioner has the

right to step in to a team's internal affairs such as is the case here If the
authorities from Atlanta had not spoken so early about the whole matterhey probably could have pulled it off. Such was not to be, however, and

rite
baseball it had better not come off that way

The manager is the only one who shaU decide the starting lineup from
day to day and he should, theoretically, not receive any pressures from
the front office. His motive would, in most every case, be to play the best
eight men he has available in the field, with one of his best pitchers on the
mound.
For the sake of this great American game. Mr. Henry Aaron had

better be in the line-up come the opening series in April. If he is not-one
can bet that the decision came from the front office and not the clubhouse
on game day.

\. ?

ctu aV.>s*fc«-.rn.
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SPORTS

Notices
FREE SWIM - Curry Hicks Pool
will be open to the UMass com-
munity from 2:30 to 5:30 Wed. and
Fri. afternoons starting March 6th.
UMASS SAILING CLUB -
Interested in intercollegiate
racing? Interested in in-
tercollegiate racing? IDELETE
UMASS SAILING CLUB -
Interested in intercollegiate
racing? Interested in learning how
to sail? Also plans for upcoming
sailing movies to be discussed.
Meeting Wed. March 6 7:30 PM,
904-908 CC. New members
welcome.

Johnson says

trade rumor
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) —

Boston Red Sox manager Darrell
Johnson denied reports emanating
from Chicago that the Red Sox are
trying to acquire White Sox third
baseman Bill Melten.
A published report in Chicago

said the Red Sox had offered
second baseman Doug Griffin to

the White Sox for Melten.
"It's all news to me," Johnson

said Tuesday. "We have Rice
Petrocelli, and I consider him my
starting third baseman."
The Red Sox also were awaiting

the arrival of pitcher Juan
Marichal, who is now nearly two
weeks late for spring training. He
is overdue from his home in Santo
Domingo in the Dominican
Republic.

Late-reporter Orlando Cepeda, probable Boston DH, takes his cuts at the Red Sox
spring camp in Winter Haven Florida.

Martial arts with Bill Howelle

Origins of Martial Arts
About 1500 years back,

mami «»«
Bodhidharma crossed the
Himalayas to teach monks of the
Shalolin Temple the way of Bud-
dha. Judging by the availability of
information on the arts at UMass,
he should have stayed in India.
According to legend this 5th

century holyman brought "the
Way of Enlightenment" to monks
physically unable to endure the
rigors of training. "Eighteen
hands" exercise was developed to
condition the minds and bodies of
those, though not allowed weapons,
charged with helping the helpless,
curing the ill, and acting as
benevolents.

Shaolin priests are the
recognized source of the Robin
Hood-like Kung Fu legends. Kung
Fu Wu Su, the disciplined
technique of Chinese martial art,
was practised 3000 years before,
but Bodhidhara is the Moses-like
figure in the history of all the
"martial arts," as Master Itosu of
Okinawa is acknowledged as the
key to 20th century karate.
Suffering repression such as

John Mitchell would marvel at,
Okinawans refined the art secretly
through the turn of this century
when the teacher of Motobo and
Funakoshi broke with tradition and
taught karate openly in Japan.
The next appearence of this

column will provide a partial
listing of five-college dojo's. To
have your dojo listed, please call
549-3644 between 7:00 and 8:30 any
morning. Any suggestions con-
cerning subject matter will be
most welcome.

N**JU*-

Sensei Stanley Jacobs, Isshin Ryu 3rd dan,
demonstrates to his newly promoted shodan UNass
anthropology graduate student Bruce Ferrini, "It
doesn't hurt," at Hadley Karate Inst.

jniimiuiiniuinm>MmMtlnM|HM
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6th.

7:20 p.m. —
Off The Hook - With host, Scott Bacherman. His
guest will be Joseph Roche, Assistant Executive
Director of the Western Mass., Health Planning
Council. The topic of discussion is Data Collection
Systems and how they affect every sphere of
contemporary life from birth to death.

8:00 p.m. —
Gay Break — Featuring poetry, songs, and news
which are worth listening to.

12 Midnight —
"Moon Over Morrocco" — The continuing ad-
ventures of Jack Flanders on the Continent of
Africa.
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Skaters face tough
Vermont in semis

By DAVE EIBKL
Tonight at 8:00 o'clock, 3500

screaming fans will herald the

start of the ECAC Division Two
semi-final playoff game between
the Minutemen of UMass and the

Catamounts of Vermont, at Gut-
terson Field House in Burlington,

Vt. But for the Canniffmen to skate
to an upset they'll have to come up
with a better performance than
they did last Saturday night
against Boston State.

As Coach Jack Canniff said,

"We've got to come up witn a

better game than we did against

Boston State. We can't expect

Chickie (goaltender Rheault) to

come up with the same type of

game. He was magnificent.
Without him we probably wouldn't

be going to Vermont at all."

Speaking of Rheault, he rein-

jured his shoulder in Saturday's 7-4

UMass victory, but should be in

goal come tonight. More bad news
comes in the person of defenseman
Mike Ellis who played his first

game in three months over the
weekend but injured his shoulder.
His playing status is still up in the
air. In practice Monday he could
not shoot and if he can't suit up
tonight Canniff will have to go with
five defensemen.

In the only meeting between
Vermont and Massachussetts
earlier this year, the Minutemen
played well even though they did
lose by a 4-2 count. In that tilt,

Canniff used four lines to keep

everybody fresh, but tonight he'll

use three lines and have four
swingmen ready, including Bob
Quinlan and Dave Alessandroni
who can play either forward or
defense.

"Vermont won't come at you as
roughly as Boston State did, but

they'll be still physical. They
combine their physical strength
with speed and if we're going to

beat them we'll have to really

move for sixty minutes."
Vermont has combined their

iathj (InUegtan

SPORTS

The UMass powerplay , which so far have produced lamplighters on a mere 20 per
cent of power play opportunities will hope for better success in Burlington tonight.
The Minutemen will have to capitalize on their opportunities if they hope to upset
Vermont.

speed and strength to reel off 35
Division two wins in its last 36
games, and that one loss was an
overtime loss to Merrimack in the
first Week of the 73'74 season.
"They're obviously a consistent

team with the record they have,
but in a one-shot deal like a sudden-
death playoff game you can throw
consistency out even if they are the
best team in Division Two." said
Canniff.

The game tonight could hinge on
the team's goaltenders, John Kiely
for Vermont, who is the better of
the two, according to Canniff, and
Chick Rheault for Massachusetts.

Kneault has been almost un-
beatable of late, and if his shoulder
holds up the Minutemen could pull

off an upset but it will take a
tremendous team effort.

"When we play our best we can
beat any team in Division Two on
any given night," said the coach of
the Minutemen.

In any event the Catamounts
won't be taking the UMies lightly.

Two years ago, when UMass won
the Division Two title, Vermont
faced Buffalo State at home and
were upset. It's probable that the
cry of "Remember Buffalo" is

being heard around Burlington. A
setback for Vermont tomorrow
night, in their final year of Division
Two play, could cause Ethan Ellen
and all the Green Mountain Boys to
turn over in their graves.

UMass visits UNH in finale

No, he's not waving to the fans. But tonight he'll be
able to wave all night, for the contest between the
Minutemen and UNH is almost meaningless.

Inside Sports
•Brophy comments on the Aaron case

•Bill Howell's intro to martial arts

>Putes sports satire on the prez

'Charlie Finley ready to sell Tarns

By STEVE DECOSTA
If you forgot about it, you're

excused.

Tonight's basketball game at
New Hampshire was an easy game
to forget about. It isn't listed on the
schedule and it means little for the
tourney-bound Minutemen.

The game was originally
scheduled to be played on January
8, but was postponed when the
UNH campus was shut down due to

the energy shortage.

The Minutemen have little to

gain in tonight's encounter, except
for the fact that a record of 21-4

would look better than 20-5. There
is also the matter of momentum
and preparing for the NIT, which
begins on March 16.

For the Wildcats, however, there
is more at stake. With a victory
over the conference champs, UNH
would complete its most successful
basketball season ever.

A Minutemen victory, on the
other hand, would mark the first

time a team had ever amassed
eleven wins in one season in the
conference. Actually, that is not as
impressive as it sounds. For many
years, the conference was made up
of six teams and they only played
ten games a year. Only with the
addition of BU two years ago did
the YanCon schedule encompass
twelve games and allow a team to

win eleven or twelve contests in

any one season.

UMass played the Wildcats
earlier in the year in the Cage, and
thoroughly dismantled them, 72-53.

Even though tonight's game will
be played at Durham, it is doubtful
that the home court advantage will
enable UNH to overcome the
original 19 point eficit.

The big guns for the Wildcats are
Wayne Morrison and Erie
Feragne, two guards who have a
tendency to slow the game down,
and could trouble the Minutemen if

they control the tempo of the game
and throttle the UMass fast break.

Rich Gale, Lon Cohen, and Rick
Minkiwitz round out the New
Hampshire line-up.

The Wildcats are among the
nations top defensive teams, but
this is probably due more to their

Bulletin
NHL: Atlanta 4, Boston 1

Division II Playoffs: Marrimack
7, Salem State 2

style of play than their defensive
prowess. UNH plays a control
game, holding the ball for that

inevitable good shot. Their games
are slow and tedious, with few, if

any, fast breaks.

The Minutemen should be
coasting as they prepare for their
tournament opener. Coach Jack
Leaman should clear his bench,
using players sparingly without
wearing anyone out.

It's a miracle
BOSTON, (DVP) -Massachusetts governor Franklin Sergeant an-

nounced today that a special program initiated after the Boston
University-UMass hockey game in January has been completed
The program, sponsored by federal disaster-relief funds, was put into

operation immediately following the Minutemen's 15-1 loss to BU.
Sergeant, in announcing the end of the program, told members of the

press, "I wouldn't have believed our goals could be accomplished so soon
Although I didn't see the "game'' itself, I did talk to many survivors and
the consensus of opinion seemed to be that the UMass hockey program
would take at least nine months to recover."
The governor's announcement came on the heels of a 7-4 UMass win

oyer Boston State in the opening round of the ECAC Division Two
playoffs. The Minutemen were the only team among the bottom four
seeds to advance to the semi-final round.

"I attended the game,'' Sergeant continued, "disguised as an empty
seat, and the improvement I saw was amazing."

Earlier in the season, and especiaaly around the time of the BU game
UMass had had a great deal of difficulty finishing off plays and scoring
goals. However, during the Boston State game the Minutemen were
virtually unstoppable when they had good chances.
Zack Canknife, UMass hockey coach, expressed his gratitude for the

federal funds, saying "It's the only time since I've been here that anyone
besides the students, a few other coaches, my wife, and the players'
parents have expressed interest in the program."
Canknife could not pinpoint the reason for the UMass resurgence

saying "things just started coming together."
However, several concrete improvements can be noticed
Chick Rheault who had been awful against BU, has returned to his

previous form and has been spectacular in recent games.
Jim Lynch, the only senior non-goaltender, has been scoring at a fast

clip and providing the key goals that are expected of a veteran
B
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forced int0 a re8ular defensive role because of an injury

to Mike Ellis, has played steady, solid, defense
Kevin Conners, after a long, long, scoring slump has begun to score like

he can and is sparking his line, which is playing solid two-way hockey.
The disaster funds, paid in three installments, only amounted to $1.39,

so Canknife has played down their importance in his team's resurgence!
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e Said "we ^Peeled a little more money." Per-

sonally, I had hoped that we might get enough to make a down payment
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u2ed 0Ut ' il wasn>t emxx^ to even Put a down payment

on an "Official Bobby Orr NHL" table hockey game " P*ym«»
Sources close to the team say, however, that the federal money was at

least partially responsible for the UMass win over Boston State
Supposedly Canknife purchased $1.39 worth of Bazooka bubble gum and

offered a slab to anyone scoring a goal. When Jim Lyons heard about it,he was reported to have said "There'll be no stopping me now." Lyons
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e third t*" * that broke th* *"ne wide <££The Minutemen, who play Vermont tonight in the semi-finals ofthe
playoff tournament, are going to have to go it without federal funds for
the first time since late January.
"This doesn't bother me," says Canknife, "we've gone it alone beforeand won the whole thing, and I think we can dd it again

"

They'll have to. Governor Sergeant has said that problems with the
administration m Washington preclude the sending of more funds.
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Springfield Hospital En CFDC
Por: MikeKneeland

Dos estudiantes del area con la

Comision de Derechos Civiles de Estados
Unidos iniciaron una investigacion del

Springfield Hospital Medical Center.

Mark Citron de UMass y Douglas
Whelan de Hampshire College, ambos
estudiantes de pre-medica, acusaron al

hospital de que "ha creado condiciones
que impiden que los hispanos puedan
recibir un servicio medico adecuado."
La Comision Federal de Derechos

Civiles en Nueva York recibio las

estadisticas y observaciones de Citro y
Whelan. La Comision que cubre la

Region I, incluido Springfield, planea ver
de cerca dicha situacion.

Citron dice que cerca del 20 por ciento

de los pacientes que llegan al salon de
emergencia son hispanos. Muchos no

saben ingles. Citron despues de estar por

dos semanas en el hospital fue invitado'

a abandonar el mismo.
Citron cita al Dr. Miner, director del

salon de emerge ciadiciendo que no es

responsabilidad del hospital de tener

interpretes. Y que la gente que viene a
Estados Unidos debe aprender ingles o
traer interpretes. De Acuerdo a Citron, el

Dr. Miler le dijo que el hospital no habia
encontrado personal bilingue entrenado.
Al llamar Citron a la Agencia de
Empleos de Springfield encontro que en
dicho lugar no habian recibido ninguna
informacion del hospital. Y que de haber
pedido dicha clase de personal lo

hubieran buscado intensamente.
Bill Schaare un vocero del Hospital de

Springfield cree que el hospital esta

particularmente interesado en los

hispanos. Senalo como evidencia, el

trabajo hecho en el Centro de Salud de
Brightwood Riverview.

Schaare dice que el Centro tiene em-
pleados del Hospital de Springfield,

quienes tratan a pacientes ambulantes
del area predominantemente hispana.
Anadio que habian unas cuantas en-

fermeras que hablaban algun espanol, y
tres ayudantes de salud de descendencia
hispana. Y que el Centro trata de
conseguir empleados que hablen
espanol.

Anadio Schaare que el hospital de
Springfield tiene empleados latinos,

aunque como hablaba de su casa no pudo
determinar la cantidad de ellos.

Whelan trabajo en el hospital por 7

meses y cito un caso en que hubo una
evidente falta de comunicacion, la muerte

de un nino, en la unidad pedriatica de
cuidado extensive "Y no implico que en
este caso se pudiera evitar la muerte del
nino, obteniendo una historia medica
immediata. Me molesta el sentimiento de
impotencia y ansiedad de la abuela, que
no pudo comunicarse con ninguno de los

empleados de la sala de emergencias."
Citron afirmo que en efecto fue votado

del hospital, porque estaba distribuyendo
a los hispanos un cuestionario, que
aunque fueron aprobados por el hospital
inicialmente, no presentaban buenos
resultados para el hospital. El dice
ademas que ha oido al personal medico
expresandose irrespetuosanu nte de los

pacientes latinos.

Citron concluye que en el hospital no
hay suficiente motivacion para tratar de
entender el estilo de vida de los latinos.

Bi-Lingual

Education

In Mass.

ABOLICION ESCLAVITUD NEGRA
ABOLITION OF BLACK SLAVERY

El 22 de marzo del 1973 se abolio la esclavitud negra en Puerto Rico. El Doctor Ramon Emeterio
Betances, (1827-1898), fue uno de los principales abolicionistas y gestor del Grito de Lares del 23 de
septiembre del 1868. En esa fecha se proclamo la libertad de los puertorriquenos.

On March 22, 1893 Black slavery was abolished in Puerto Rico. Doctor Ramon Emeterio Betances
one of the principal leaders in the abolitions movement was also the principal leader on the movement
for independence that established the Republic of Puerto Rico (Sept. 23, 1868).

PUERTO RICAN and PROUD

PUtRTORRlQMNOS Y 0RGULL0S0S

By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
According to Dr. Silvia Viera, "The recognition of the language and

the culture of any individual, is a recognition of his or her own per-
sonality."

In a interview held in Spanish with Dr. Viera, different facts came to
light in relation to the Bilingual-Bicultural Education in Massachusetts
and benefits that minorities as well as the majorities could obtain from it.

One of those benefits is the recognition of the individual personality
through being aware of his-her language and culture. "Everybody
conceptualizes and socializes using the native language", Dr. Viera said.
She added that any individual whose language is not recognized and
doesn't know the "accepted one", is pulled out of society.
According to the psychologist, a person who feels happy functions

better, physically and mentally. Some of the pressures of belonging to a
different culture, could be released through education and recognition of
the values of that culture.

"The needs of a multi-cultural society, (as the United States is),
could not be served through the uses of a monocultural education." Dr!
Viera said.

She has been involved in bilingual education programs in the United
States, Puerto Rico and American Virgin Islands and in Quebec,
Dominican Republic, Haiti, Trinidad, Jamaica and Bolivia.'

Dr. Viera is director of the Bilingual Bicultural Education Program
of the School of Education. The program that began last semester to
prepare bilingual teachers for the elementary schools, is developing fast.
Next semester bilingual teachers will prepare for the high school level.

Three graduate students, Edward Sotolongo, Ms. Elba Rivera and
Linda McCrosan, are part of the regular program's staff. The Program
was created by a state law which says non-English speaking children
must be taught in their native language.

The eventual "transculturation" of the students, could release many
of the tension that the country has concerning cultural differences, dif-
ferences which may generate other problems.

Concerning the Puerto Ricans, one of the largest non-English
speaking groups in the State, Dr. Viera said, 'The Puerto Ricans always
had believed in the benefits of education".

According to a spokesman for the Puerto Ricans, 32 percent of the
total budget of the Island is being use for public education. The total
amount in dollars, however, is not known.

According to Dr. Silvia Viera, bilingual Education must be bilateral
in order to be effective. "Majorities and minorities must be educated in
respect to culture and the history of the other group". She added that
understanding of both cultures must be met through the education and
the respect (esteem) of each groups cultural values.
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Editorial Comment
As a community the Spanish Americans have achieved suc-

cess. In the last six semesters the Latino students have ac-
complished much, individually and collectively.

Even when sometimes we have experienced lack of op-
portunities and equality, we have maintained a sense of direction,

confidence and success, because we know we represent the hopes of

our communities.
Our achievements are not only ours, but the results of the

cooperation of different people in the university community, with
different cultures, races and life styles. Whether they be White
Americans, Afro-Americans, Spanish-Americans or whatever, we
are creating the bases for success and mutual understanding.

Together we are getting closer to the realization of our goals ...

a better society.

To all those friends, our best wishes, and we say to them in our
best Spanish ... MUCHAS GRACIAS.

Luis Manuel Medina is Eco Latino's editor.

Caroline

Buttoned with a rusty hook
That was the church
That was the service

Where they let her go.

Incense diddled out stained glass windows
Coffer chugging on a rack of gold
Priest exclaiming in a slurred drone
Everyday tongues.

I shivered blind.

Gladly would I have trumpeted a golden rood
Down an aisle strewn for queens for her
Gladly would I have sweated dark
And dug a hole in the earth for her.

Weak at the knees
I hallucinated

And slipped the mass with its options into my pants
Wondering why Thanatos
Was written over this altar, in this church
Death would have sufficed for these.

9-24-73

Ms. M. Cramer
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Opiniones

En Torno Al Cambio Educacional
by Miguel A. Rivera

Desde hace algunos anos, hemos sido bom-
bardeados por la fiebre del cambio educacional. Cada
universidad reclama para si el honor de haber parido

uno o varios cambios. Los cria con la ternura im-

prescindible del presupuesto economico Lo bautiza

publicamente, y espera el momento culminante para
presentarlo a la sociedad. Se celebra, desde luego, un
gran baile quinceanero en la comunidad "cientifica".

Existe la impresion de que, cuando llegamos al

campo de la educacion, hay necesariamente que
sentar en la picota de los acusados a toda la estruc-

tura social que lo condiciona, determina y justifica.

Asi ha de ser porque lo requiere el analisis critico.

Si lo anterior es correcto, parece que proponer
cambios en el sistema educacional sera
necesariamente un acto de exigirlos tambien en la

estructura social.

Muchos enfoques nuevos tienen la intencion de
vender el mismo viejo contenido, las mismas
burundangas a que hemos estado sometidos por
siglos. Es un nuevo metodo de vender las viejas

verduras en plazas de mercado remodeladas. La
unica diferencia la constituye el uso de nombres
sofisticados con precios mas altos.

En algunos casos, la mayoria de ellos, el aumento
ha sido puramente cuantitativo, lo que es deseable,
necesario. Claro, baja ninguna circunstancia,
suficiente. Hemos experimentado cambios en la

manera de ensenar. Se ha ido modernizando la

educacion, tecnificandola. Se emplea la grabadora y
su cinta, la television y su circuito cerrado, el "video-
tape", los laboratories electronicos para los idiomas,
los satelites y miles instruments mas. No podemos
negar la necesidad de esas medidas porque la

poblacion del mundo va en aumento, lo que obliga a
muchos a pensar que la unica solucion es masificar la

educacion. Y para lograrlo hay que utilizar las tec-

nicas masivas de medios de comunicacion.
Todavia cabe preguntarse si esa es la respuesta al

problema educacional. Surgen, como diablos en los

templos sagrados, varias dudas.
El que controla la tecnica puede imponer su

cultura, su ideologia. No podemos medir todavia los

efectos cualitativos producidos por la tecnica
moderna en el hombre. Podemos pensar que el

peligro no es el satelite, sino el mensaje. Luego, hay
que concluir que quien sea dueno del satelite sera
tambien el dueno del mensaje.

Como implicara Nicolas Maquiavelo en EL
PRINCIPE, no estamos bregando con angeles.

Nuestra escuela ha producido ese hombre hecho a
la medida de la tecnica. El graduado correcto. El
hombre tornillo, amante callejero de la maquina.
Creado para la maquina y ajustado a ella con cin-

turones de seguridad para que no se atreva a
escapar.

Por otro lado, viviendo en un paiz de profundas y
exajeradas contradicciones, se encuentran unas
cuantas escuelas hundidas en la mania del cambio.
Ciegas y locas por el amado cambio. Mi amigo
Maquiavelo hubiera dicho "amado presupuesto".

Estas escuelas no han producido todavia un hombre
claro; pudiera decirse porque el tiempo ha sido corto.

Hay, sin embargo, otras impresiones. Algunas
escuelas "modernas" han olvidado que el hombre ha
de aprender. Es ahi donde se reflejan las con-

tradicciones. Mucha laxitud para no aprender gran
cosa es peor que poca libertad para no aprender gran
cosa tampoco. Pero, esta segunda alternativa hace
mas dano porque le permite al hombre creerse que en
el ambiente libre no se aprende.

La primera situacion, aquella en la que no hay
libertad para aprender, es realmente mucho mas
positiva si la comparamos con la segunda porque, por
lo menos, produce rebeldes. La segunda produce
idiotas utiles en la permisividad.

El hombre no puede seguir escogiendo entre un mal
menor y uno mayor. No se puede continuar creando
un imbecil tecnificado, adorablemente quieto;
electrico funcionario del engranaje, que
paradogicamente lo mantiene y lo destruye en vida.

Necesitamos un hombre consciente, critico y creador
Un hombre creado para la pedagogia del cambio
estructural. Refinar la tecnica sin refinar al hombre
es crear dominadores mas eficaces.

Tal vez, haga falta una nueva concepcion de
"educar". Pero, hasta que logremos un cambio de
contenido, de esencia, y no de accidentes, realmente
continuaremos caminando como el cangrejo: para
atras.

//OROEN EM^ CORTE/

Kris Jackson

Senadores Estudiantiles
La comunidad hispana cuenta con varios

senadores en el Gobierno del Senado
Estudiantil del Campus de U. Mass en
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TOLL FREE

Amherts.
Los companeros fueron eiectos como

resultado de un aumento de los senadores
del Tercer Mundo, que se elevo a quince
el semestre pasado.
Los senadores latinos son Juan Cruz,

Hector Vega y Arturo Brito.
El aumento en la representacion de

estudiantes de razas y culturas
minontanas representa un gran avance,
para las comunidades del Tercer Mundo ypara la Universidad en general.
Otros senadores estudiantiles en esta

universidad han sido Herbie Flores
Armando Morales, Jose del Valle y
Edmundo Ramos.

La fotografia fue tomada por Bill Mai key en los mementos en que la Sra. Shirley Graham Dubois, <al
centro), firmaba el acuerdo formal para que la Universidad de Massachusetts eti Amherst, tomara en
custodia todos los trabajos literarios del fenecido intelectual afro-americano De. W.E.B. Dubois. A su
izquierda Cam-tiler Randolph Bromery y Dean Appley.
A la derecha de Mrs. Dubois esta el Dr. Herbert Aptheker. editor de una serie de 10 volumenes sobre

los trabajos literarios de Dubois, Padre Intelectual del Pan-Africanismo.
Aparece tambien, (sentado), el Profesor Michael Thelwell. Presidente del Dpto. W.K.B. Dubois. La

historica trancision fue hecha el ano pasado en New Africa House.

Salud En La Comunidad
Esfuerzo y estudio empiezan a

vislumbrar frutos que
beneficiaran grandemente a las

comunidades latinas de Western
Massachusetts.
Empieza a verse un aumento

de profesionales hispanos en el

area que indiscutiblemente
ayudan al desarrollo social,
politico y cultural de los miles de
hispanos que por muchos anos
han carecido de servicios
sociales que realmente sirvan sus
necesidades.

Irma Rivera (Graduada) y
Rafael Otero (subgraduado)
ambos del Dpto. de Salud
Publica estan llevando a cabo
un cuestionario sobre el cuidado

de la salud en la poblacion
hispana de Springfield. El Dr.
Jesse Ortiz, les sirve de consejero
academico.
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Ingles Como Segundo Idioma

Desde el pasado semestre existe un componente en el Departamento
de Retorica, llamado English AS A Second Language, dirigido por el Dr.

Tim Cabanas
El componente ensena tres clases para preparar al estudiante

hispano en lectura y escritura en ingles. Los cursos son muy importantes

porque representan la base para que el estudiante esta mas preparado
cuando vaya a tomar clases completamente en ingles.

Al momento aparte del Sr. Cabanas, hay dos profesores mas, el Sr.

David Labiosa y el Sr. Ed Trujillo.

El semestre pasado las clases de retorica, (ingles como segundo
idioma), fueron ensenadas tambien a un grupo de estudiantes hispanos

en la ciudad de Worchester.

Zapatos Nuevos
La comunidad hispana del

estado de Massachusetts, al igual

que en otras partes de la Nueva
Inglaterra conocen a Julio Torres

y a Sonia Vivas a traves de su
programa radial QUE TAL
AMIGOS, que se transmite desde
la emisora universitaria WFCR-
U Mass en Amherst.
Pero hay otras tareas ar-

tisticas que han Uevado a cabo
que no son tan conocidas, Por
ejemplo ZAPATOS NUEVOS,
una pelicula de 15 minutos de

duracion, sobre como es que se

bate el cobre en los pueblos

marginados en San Juan, Puerto
Rico. La pelicula que fue hecha
por Julio Torres para la

Universidad de Puerto Rico en
Rio Piedras, lleva un alto con-

tenido de emocion estetica, que
logra una admirable com-
binacion entre el arte, y el

mensaje de contenido social.

Rene Marquez, en su obra LA
CARRETA, presenta el problema
del campesino mudandose del

campo a la ciudad. Zapatos
Nuevos presenta a ese campesino
en la ciudad.

Los estudiantes que han
tornado las clases de television

con el Dr. Juan Caban de la

Escuela de Educacion, han
tenido la oportunidad de ver y
estudiar a Zapatos Nuevos. Y
creemos que se deberia ensenar a

los demas estudiantes como
parte de una actividad cultural y
de reconocimiento a los valores

artisticos de nuestra cultura.

ESCUELA DE LA VER-
DAD
Los ninos de la Escuela Che-

Lubumba, Escuela de la Verdad —
lucen uniformes nuevos desde el

comienzo de clases. Los Mismos
fueron preparados por Vicenta

Herranz de Sotolongo. (Home
Economic Major — Diseno de

Ropa).

Todos los padres con ninos en la

escuela hacen diversos trabajos

voluntarios. La escuela esta

situada en el cuarto piso de New
Africa House.

SERVICIOS A
VETERANOS
La Universidad de

Massachusetts ha creado un nuevo

programa dedicado al servicio de

los veteranos en el Commonwealth
de Massachusetts.

Personas interesadas en el

programa favor de comunicarse

con:

Sr. Frank Cruz, Director.

Out Reach For Mass Vets.

Whitmore Administration

Building

CONCURSO DE DOMINO
El Centro Hispano de Nor-

thampton esta llevando a cabo un
concurso de domino, De acuerdo al

Sr. Federico Brid, cordinador, "las

parejas de jugadores entraran en
competencia con otras parejas
eliminandose unas a las otras

hasta que obtengamos una pareja
campeona.y tendran derecho de
poseer el trofeo que sera entregado
al final de la competencia."
El Centro Hispano de Nor-

thampton ofrece diversos servicios

sociales a la comunidad, al igual

que recreativos.

Personas interesadas sobre
dicho programa deben
comunicarse con:

Federico Brid

Spanish American Center

Tel. 586-1097

Tiempo
Tiempo o debo llamarte

Eterno Flujo: Maestro
Cambio de Anexagoras.
Contra ti se rebelan mis
ojos, manantiales de
esperanza. Ellos, reflejos

de un bello amanecer
perdido en el pasado, hoy te

desafian.

CAMBIO, senor de los

mares, patriarca de los

rios, escucha: "Veo la luna

con la misma romantica
mirada; escucho el arrullo

de mi mar tal alma gemela.
El hombre, reinvindicado

ante mis ojos, prismas de
esperanza."

CAMBIO, mis suenos
tienen vida. No lo puedes
ver? Mis ojos Nazarenos,
me despiertan:

Levantate....

Fernando Colon

Cursos En Espanol

El aumento que han tenido los cursos en espanol durante los ultimos

anos ha sido considerable, asi como el aumento en el profesorado puer-

torriqueno.

De acuerdo a la Sra, Maria Simpson, den componente hispano de

CCEBS, se estan ensenando alrededor de 25 cursos en espanol, que in-

cluyen computadoras, historia de Puerto Rico, Administracion de

Liderato para Minorias, Antropologia, Civilizacion Latino Americana,
ect.

Ha habido un aumento en el numero de profesores puertorriquenos y
cinco de ellos tienen titulo de doctorado.

Los estudiantes han expresado diversas opiniones sobre los mismos.
De acuerdo a Esther Sotolongo, dichas clases le benefician porque puede
practicar su espanol en un nivel academico. Esther al igual que otros

estudiantes latinos que han crecido en los Estados Unidos han sido

educados en ingles.

Esta opinion de Esther Sotolongo ha sido compartida tambien por los

estudiantes hispanos que participaron de la conferencia de SWAP. En
dicha ocasion Linda Santos, y Ruth Cardinale, expresaron que dichas

clases le ayudaban a desarrollar su idioma nativo. En la misma con-

ferencia, Olga Rodriguez, Elba Cruz y Luis Medina expresaron que las

clases en espanol ayudan al estudiante a mantener su record academico
mientras tiene tiempo para aprender ingles.

Jaime Santiago expresandose sobre el mismo particular dice que:

"Las clases en espanol me dan confianza."

Section De Los Ninos
Capitulo 1

por Roberto Llamas
El Origen de Boofer

Todo empezo un dia cuando dios creyo que la tierra estaba

demasiado vacia. Un dia una burbuja floto abajo y aterrizo en la hierba.

De la burbuja vino un perro. Dios le dijo que el perro se llama Boofer.

Boofer miro por todos lados. Habia hierba para comer, agua pura para
beber. Todo era hermoso. Boofer iba a pie — mirando a todas las vistas

bellas. El creyo que no habia nada a preocuparse pero espere Uds. hasta

leer el capitulo proximo!

Capitulo 2

por Jose Llamas
Boofer y sus Amigos

Entonces tuvo Boofer una sensacion horrible. El creyo que si no

havia nadie alii, el por siempre seria solitario Esa noche rezo a Dios. El

dijo "Ojala que tuviera un amigo para jugar conmigo". Dios sabia todas

las lenguas. A Boofer le concedio su deseo. Vinieron cinco mas burbujas

flotando abajo. Boofer las miro mientras empollaron una por una. Ya
Boofer tenia cinco mas amigos.

?Que pasara? !Miren Uds. por el capitulo que viene!

(Los hermanitos Llamas asisten a Pelham Elementary School).

Cosa Ma' Grande Caballero!

En este mundo de guerra el

nacer es un problema. Vaya que
problematical Empezemos:
—Puede que sucedan dos cosas

:

que nazca hombre, o que nazca
mujer.

—Si nace mujer no hay
problema, pero si nace hombre
puede que ocurran dos cosas : que
vaya a la guerra o que no vaya. Si

no va a la guerra no hay problema,
pero si va puede que ocurran dos
cosas: que lo manden a
vanguardia o que lo manden a

retaguardia.

—Si lo mandan a retaguardia no
hay problema pero si lo mandan a
vanguardia puede que sucedan dos
cosas: que lo maten o que no lo

ma ten.

—Si no lo matan no hay
problema, pero si lo matan puede
que sucedan dos cosas: que lo

entierren o que no lo entieren.

—Si lo entierran no hay
problema, pero si no lo entirran
puede que sucedan dos cosas : que
lo quemen o que lo conviertan en
papel.

—Si lo queman no hay problema,
pero si lo convierten en papel
puede que sucedan dos cosas : que
lo transformen en papel higienico o
papel de oficina.

—Si lo transforman en papel de
oficina no hay problema, pero si lo

transforman en papel higienico

puede que sucedan dos cosas : que
sea usado por un hombre o que sea
usado por una mujer.

—Si es usado por un hombre no
hay problema, pero si es usado por
una mujer puede que sucedan dos
cosas: que lo manden a
vanguardia o a retaguardia.

Que cosa mas grande caballero!

Roberto Clemente
El 24 de julio de 1970, los Piratas de Pittsburgh celebraron la

noche de Roberto Clemente. Roberto se expreso asi: "£n un

momento como este, uno visualiza muchisimos anos en solo unos

minutos. Uno ve que todo esta firme y todo esta claro. "No se si

llore, pero yo no me averguenzo de llorar. Yo diria que un hombre
nunca llora por dolor o por desilucion, pero si Usted conoce la

historia de nuestra Isla, si conoce la forma en que nosotros somos

criados, recordara que somos un pueblo sentimental."

"No tengo palabras para explicar como me siento al entrar al

campo de juego sabiendo que hay tanta gente que me
respalda.sabiendo que tantos son de mi Isla y de la America
Latina/'

(Tornado del libro: Roberto Clemente: United Press In-

ternational )

.
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What Happens If You Get Caught
In many states in our country,

the laws regarding posession of

marijuana are becoming more
lenient. In Canada, at present,

possession of marijuana carries

a maximum fine of $1,000 and up
to 6 months in jail for a first

offense. New legislation soon to

be introduced would reduce the

penalty to only a fine. These
changes increase the problems
Mexico already has with many
North American tourists and
pot.

By July of 1971, there was a

total of 234 Americans in prison

throughout Mexico and the

number is increasing. There
were 20 Americans imprisoned
in the border town of Nogales,

Sonora; and 80 in the state

prison in Hermosillo just 177

miles further south. This is the

largest American prisoner
population in any U.S. Consular

District abroad.

Why? Because 90 percent

were arrested on drug charges.

This Consular District includes

the area close to the border
where all the west coast traffic

funnels south.

Many young people head south

thinking Mexico is a haven for

drug users. They believe the

narcotics regulations are even
more relaxed than in U.S. and if

there is any question of legality,

they need only to bribe the

agents and they can go on their

merry way. By the time they

learn the facts, it is too late.

Mexican narcotics laws are

rigidly enforced. Any drug
charge is a federal offense and
even possession in small
quantities is punishable with a 2

to 9 year sentence while traf-

ficking in narcotics means 3 to

10 years. Nor does Mexican law
grant release on bail. The
authorities are not sympathetic

and a violator can languish in

jail as long as a year before

being sentenced. This can have
a devastating effect on a young
person.

Of the 80 Americans in the

state prison at Hermosillo, 79

were there on drug charges and
one was charged with counter-

feiting American money ($20

bills).

One prisoner is a boy of 19 who
is serving a sentence of 4 years

and 2 months. He has already

served 1 Vk years and has not had
any visitors in that time. His

family lives too far away and a

journey to visit him is costly.

After graduating from high

school, this boy spent the

summer doing nothing much
and it was easy to go to

Guadalajara with a 26 year old

acquaintance just to goof off. On
their way back to the border,

they were stopped at a road

block and one policeman found

marijuana in the car.

The older of the two
Americans offered the
policeman $1,000 in cash and the
car if he would allow them to

take a bus to the border instead

of arresting them The car and
their personal effects - including

clothing - were confiscated.

Under Mexican law, any
vehicle which is involved in

contraband drugs, is con-
fiscated, regardless of how
much or how little is found. The
same law applies here in United
States. .

Another American has been
there 3'^ months without being

sentenced. He had hopes of

being released quickly but later,

he and his partner ran out of

money for their attorney. The
attorney had a little difficulty

with the case; this American
has been in several American
prisons including San Quentin.

An attractive young American
girl in her late teens decided to

travel through Mexico by hitch

hiking rides with fellow

Americans. Three personable

young men picked her up and an
hour later were arrested for

possession of Marijuana. She
had unwittingly become an ac-

complice and was taken into

custody. She was held 3 months
before she could prove she was
not part of the group even

though the three said they had
just given her a ride.

Many Americans, when
arrested, feel they can contact

the American Embassy and
officials can obtain a speedy
release for them. The American
Consulate is forbidden by law to

act as attorneys or to give legal

advice. The members of the

consulate can offer moral
support and can refer the ac-

cused to competent attorneys.

The suspect first appears
before the Agent of Public

Ministry (District Attorney)
where he can be held for 24

hours while the Agent deter-

mines if there is a case or not.

If there is a case, the accused
is consigned to a court and goes

to the federal or state prison.

During the next 72 hours, the

accused will give his

preliminary statement to the

judge who informs him of the

charges. The judge's final

decision, in this 72 hour period,

will be a writ of dismissal or a

writ of formal prison.

If the maximum penalty for

the crime does not exceed a two
year prison term, the suspect
will be judged before 4 months.
If the maximum penalty
exeeeds two years, the suspect
can be held up to one year before

judgment. The time during
which the suspect is held, is

credited to the length of the

sentence.

Entrenamiento De Liderato

La clase mas innovativa que se esta ensenando este
semestre en espanol, probablemente sea
Administracion de Liderato Para Minorias, ensenada
por el Sr. Eduardo Sotolongo de la Escuela de
Educacion.

La misma consta de numerosos ejercicios ten-

dientes a desarrollar el liderato latino dentro de la

universidad, y el crear una dinamica de grupo que
ayude a trabajar con mayor objetividad en la ob-

tencion de logros que beneficien al estudiantado al

igual que a las comunidades latinas.

The State Prison at Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico

BRUJERIA
Por Juan

Aquello de la bruja que dejaba

su cuerpo y salia disparada por

una ventana a cometer diabluras

por el mundo, o del mago que leia

el porvenir en una bola de cristal,

esta adquiriendo en la actualidad

fundamento cientifico.

Investigadores en parasicologia

de universidades americanas y
europeas han verificado la telepa-

tia, la clarividencia, y otros feno-

menos de perception extrasenso-

rial. Ciertas personas parecen po-

seer un sexto sentido que les per-

mite percibir las cosas mas alia

de sus sentidos ccrporales, tras-

mitir su pensamiento a otras per-

sonas, y prededr aeontecimientos

futuros. En menor escala, ese ocul-

to sentido opera en la mayoria de

la gente en forma de intuicion

que resuelve un problema. sueno

que se realiza, o presentimiento

de algo sucedido o por suceder.

Los "mediums" que se utilizan

en los experimentos creen que sus
raras facultades se debe a la

intervencion de espiritus desen-
carnados, pero los cientificos no

MODERNA
Garrastegui

han podido aiin aislar ese factor

entre la marana de reacciones psi-

cologicas envueltas en el proceso.

Hallando muchas reacciones que
no tienen explicacion por los cri-

terios y metodos conocidos, han
optado por aceptar la hipotesis de

que pudiera haber envuelto el

ente inmaterial, y han organiza-

do una poderosa asociacion que se

dedica al estudio del supuesto fe-

nomeno.
"The Psychical Research Foun-

dation", con el proposito de estu-

diar la supervivencia de la perso-

naiidad humana despues de la

muerte, esta dirigida y asesora-
da por eminentes profesores de
reputadas universidades de Esta-
dos Unidos y Europa. Tiene su se-

de en Durham, Carolina del Nor-
te, y publica un boletin trimestral
de sus actividades. Para infor-

mes, puede escribir a "THETA,"
College Station, Durham, N. C."

Si estos brujos de la edad ato-

mica se salen con la suya, ha-
bran dado el paso mas trascen-

dental en la historia de la huma-
nidad.

Proteja Su Salud

Servicio Gratuito Para
Estudiantes Hispanos

La Universidad ofrece servicios medicos a los

estudiantes Estos servicios se aumentaran para los

estudiantes hispanos ofreciendoles servicios de
laboratorio que normalmente no se hacen en el centro
de salud.

El Dr. Jesse Ortiz estara a cargo de este programa.
Se ofreceran las siguientes pruebas:

1 - Analisis de excretas, (Evaluacion parasitologica
completa)

2 - Analisis de orina (Diabetis, proteina, nefritis).

3 - Analisis de sangre, (anemia, nivel de an-
ticuerpos contra parasitos).

Esta es una gran oportunidad para que los
estudiantes nn*vfc»n rp«nlver los nrnblemas mm

afectan su salud. Los estudiantes con analisis
positivos seran enviados al servicio de salud, (en-
fermeria), donde se les dara el tratamiento
adecuado. Los estudiantes interesados en estos
servicios deben ver o llamar por telefono al Dr. Jesse
Ortiz, (Oficina 228 A Public Health Building-Morrill,
telefono 545-0814.

Estos servicios de laboratorio tambien se ofrecen a
las familias de los estudiantes hispanos. El
tratamiento medico gratuito solo se ofrece a los que
estan asegurados con los Servicios de Salud de la

Universidad, los demas deben ver a sus medicos
propios cuando el analisis de positivo.
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Nixon claims never ok'd silence payoffs
WASHINGTON (AP)

President Nixon said Wednesday
night he never authorized any
payoffs or clemency to silence
Watergate defendants, declaring
that he told top aides a year ago
that would be wrong.
"I know what I said, I know what

I meant, I know what I did," the
President declared.
Nixon thus supported the

testimony of his former top aide
H.R. Haldeman, indicted for
perjury for quoting the President
as saying last March 21 that
payoffs would be wrong.
He told a nationally televised and

broadcast news conference that
others reading transcripts or
hearing tapes of the March 21
conversation night reach different

conclusions.

"But I know what I meant: I

meant the whole transaction was
wrong," he said.

Nixon offered sworn testimony,
in writing or before top members
of the House Judiciary Committee,
in its impeachment inquiry. He
said he wants to speed that
process, and is confident the panel
will not find him guilty of im-
peachable crimes.
He repeated his lawyers' offer to

turn over to the committee all

tapes and documents provided to
the Watergate grand jury. But the
President said he would not
provide masses of White House
material for the committee to
"paw through in a fishing ex-
pedition."

Rev. Jesse Jackson spoke last night at Amherst
College.

Let's streak around
the block tonight!

By BOB SCHEIER
A crowd of at least 250

streakers took a 40-minute, two
mile nude run around the
campus last night before
returned to Southwest to claim
they had captured the world
streaking record.

The streakers, wearing party
hats, neckties, an occasional t-

shirt, and most often nothing at

all, emerged from the lobby of

John Adams around 9:20 to the

cheers, clicking cameras, and
applause of around 2,000
students.

Several hundred spectators
were led on a wild chase across
campus as the streakers who
included at least 25 women
made their way from South-
west, to the campus pond,
Orchard Hill, Central, Nor-
theast, and through the
Campus Center concourse in 46

degree weather.
When the streakers finally

staggered into Southwest
again, about 1,000 people
gathered around John Adams
to hear a student on a bullhorn
announce an "official" count of

475 streakers which he said
broke the world's record.

"I just had to be in on a tie-

breaking thing," said one
streaker as he puffed his way

from North Pleasant St.
towards the campus center.

Another streaker, dressed
only in a brown raincoat and
shoes, stopped to catch his
breath near the campus pond.
When asked why he streaked,
he thought for a moment and
said "The motive eludes
mcit'sakindof a mass shock
thing..."

Another streaker, fully
clothed after his arrival back
in Southwest, said he was
graduating next year "...and I

wanted to do something worth-
while besides learn some
thing..." He said he was calling
the Dept. of Public Safety
because he had locked his
valuables and keys inside his
car.

Streakers reported no
harassment from either
onlookers or campus police.

When the panting streakers
finally entered the Campus
Center concourse, the smell of
sweat and the sounds of fictory

chants filled the jam-packed
concourse
At least 400 people had

jammed every inch of me
concourse, standing on the
information booth and tables to

gape at the streakers.

As the line of naked bodies

The President said he has no
intention of offering clemency to
former aides now facing criminal
action because of Watergate,
although he did not rule out
clemency because of persoanl
tragedy or other individual
situations.

It was his second news con-
ference in nine days, and his first

public discussion of the issues
raised by the indictment last
Friday of seven former ad-
ministration or political aides.
The disputed Haldeman

testimony was a central point.

Haldeman told the Senate
Watergate committee that the
President had said on March 21
that $1 million could be raised to
pay off defendants "but it would be

wrong."
That contested statement, and

Nixon's public statement, thus are
in agreement.
Nixon said it would be improper

for him to comment on the in-

dictments. But he discussed in
detail the March 21 meeting with
Haldeman and then-White House
counsel John W. Dean HI.
He said Dean told him then, for

the first time, that Watergate
defendants had received payments
for their silence. Nixon said he told
Dean that money alone wouldn't
work, that it would have to be
linked with clemency, and that
both would be wrong.
Now when individuals read the

entire transcript of the meeting or
hear the entire tape where we

discussed all these options, they
may reach different in-
terpretations," Nixon said.
But I know what I meant and I

know what I did. I meant that the
whole transaction was wrong, the
transaction for the purpose of
keeping this whole matter covered
up."

The President also: •
—Said "I also stopped beating

my wife" when a questioner asked
whether perjury or obstruction of
justice would be an impeachable
offense. But, he added, "I don't
believe the House committee will
find the President guilty of any of
these crimes."
-Declared "the back of the

energy crisis has been broken,"
(Continued on P. 6.

Jackson derides portrayal

of Blacks in American media
By DONALD WILHELM

Rev. Jesse Jackson, noted civil rights activist and
co-worker of Martin Luther King, delivered an
emotion-packed speech to a large crowd at Amherst
College's Johnson Chapel last night.
Jackson to an extent emphasized the Black's

progress in civil rights, rather than their problems.
"George Wallace said a Black girl couldn't go to the

University of Alabama. Martin Luther King said she
could. Ten years later George Wallace crowned a
Black girl Homecoming Queen." He also said that the
civil rights movement is over, because we won, and it

never has been told by the press, but we challenged
them and we won."
Jackson said the media are virtual puppets of the

White power structure, giving a distorted picture of
Blacks in America. He said this extended to movies,
television, and advertising.

Jackson gave as an example, "A cheap horror
movie will take a magnifying glass and turn an ant
into a monster. Similarly, today's Black pictures
magnify Blacks into pimps, robbers, rapists, and
shiftless lazy bums. But most Blacks are honest and
work hard, and get paid a lot less than Whites do."
Jackson, giving his speech in connection with the

Amherst College Black Business Symposium, said

that economic progress was the key to progress.

"The Black man has the right to buy a house in any
neighborhood in America. But he can't afford it."

Jackson said.

He said that Blacks have to build themselves
economically to take advantage of their legal gains.

Jackson noted that 85 per cent of the workers at
Zenith television plant, 55 per cent of the workers at a
Budd railroad car plant, and large majorities in steel
and auto plants are Black. The power of numbers in
such businesses can effect a lot of change. Rev.
Jackson added, "Whether you're Black, Jewish,
giant or midget, the only protection against genocide
is to remain neccessary. Pimps, robbers, and
hustlers aren't necessary."

Jackson emphasized the importance of African
Studies Departments in colleges. Blacks often have to
take courses such as Shakespeare and Western
Civilization, but Whites don't have to take courses on
Black culture and history. And Blacks often get
educationally chanelled into powerless occupations.

"It is not enough to play baseball — you have to be
able to count the receipts from the game." Jackson
said.

Oh say can you see...? Or-Dear Mom... Or-When what to my wondering eyes
should appear... Or-By the light of the silvery moons... Or—

to break thejogged through Northeast,
some of them seemed to make
their way through Leach House
before streaming across North
Pleasant st. back towards the
campus center.

"Okay, off with the
clothes..." someone yelled
through a bullhorn

"It'll probably decline after

this," puffed one streaker. "We

just wanted
record "

But David L. Johnston,
director of the public safety
dept., said he thought
streaking would continue till

the end of the semester.
"Generally, our whole

concern was crowd and traffic
control," said Johnston, who
said Monday that the depart-

ment was taking a "relaxed
line" with the activity. The
department had run into some
traffic problems on North
Pleasant St. and Mass. Ave., he
said.

"Generally, a fun evening
was had by all," Johnston said.

"Nothing surprises me too

much after 15 years at law
enforcement."
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JEM
Suni Paz displays her talents as a folk artist.

Chief to explain

African view of God
By MICHAEL PATTERSON

Black News Service
Chief Nana Kobina, a

Paramount Chief of the Fante in

Africa, said he would explain fully

the African conception of God in

his speech tonight. The lecture

titled, "The Black World Speaks:
Where do we go from here?", will

begin at 7:30 in room 120 of the

School of Business Administration.

Only four third world people
were present at the lecture last

Thursday, titled, "Missionaries,
Missionaries, Missionaries." The
vast majority of the audience was
Caucasion. Chief Nketsa's
message, while it could be un-

derstood by Caucasions was for

and about black people.

He began his speach by citing to

the audience how Europeans
perceived African culture and
civilization. He did this by reading
from various texts written by noted
European philosophers and
scholars about African people.

These texts were written in the

period from the 16th to 19th cen-

turies. Today, the texts sound like

the statements of some mad racist

ignorant fool. But in their day these

statements reflected the way most
thought and felt about African
people and their American
descendants.

According to these scholars,

black people had no culture, no
history and no potential for

development. Chief Kobina then

proceeded to explain, some little

known facts about African culture

and history.

Chief Kobina told us of how
Europeans were amazed to find out

that African doctors could cure
diseases they were incapable of

curing using their own secret

methods.

He also explained while the

missionaries that came to the

African continent thought Africans

to be pagan and spiritually un-

derdeveloped, the Africans, in fact,

had a spirituality equal to if not

more developed than the
Europeans.
The European missionaries, it

seems were so inflated with the

importance of their own religions

that their minds were unable to

perceive the African conception of

God which is foreign to the Western
mind. Many things that westerners
dismiss as myth or superstition are
proven realities in the east.

The Fante believe that God is

always creating through scientists,

artists, songwriters and poets. And
that these peoples' minds are just

an extension of God. They hold
certain instruments sacred.
Among these are the drum and the

loom.

Nana Kobina Nketsia IV, is

chairman of the board of directors,

Ghana Film Corporation. During
the regime of Kwame Nkrumah he
served as Director, Ghana
Institute of Art and Culture, and as
Ambassador-at-large concerning
questions of African unity.

He has academic degrees from
Oxford University and is currently
a professor of Anthropology at

Hampshire College, and an
Adjunct Professor of African
Culture in the Dubois Department
of Afro-American Studies at

UMass.
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Twenty women poets to read

works at festival next week
Twenty women poets will read

from their works and participate in

workshops during the first

National Women's Poetry Festival

next week at UMass.
A schedule of events for the week

will appear in tomorrow's Below
The Salt.

Participating poets will be:

Gwendolyn Brooks, Pulitzer
Prize-winning poet and Poet
Laureate of Illinois, author and
editor of more than a dozen books
dealing mainly with the Black.
Adrienne Rich, winner of the

Yale Younger Poets Award for her
book "A Change of World" and
author of four other books.

Three local women poets:
Shirley Kaufman who teaches
creative writing at UMass; Sonia
Sanchez, a teacher at Amherst
College and Anne Halley, a teacher
at Holyoke Community College.

Robin Morgan, co-founder of

women's newspaper, RAT; co-

founder of New York Radical
Women and founder of WITCH, she
has written a number of articles

and poems and three books.

Erica Jong, whose two poetry
collections, "Fruits and
Vegetables" and "Half-Lives"
have won her several awards. She
is also the author of "Fear of

Flying."

Audre Lorde, who has published
three collections of poetry in-

cluding "Cables of Rage", and
poems in more than 20
publications.

Pineapple Whitcomb, a poet
from Ohio who has* worked with the

Farm Labor Organizing Com-
mittee.

Mari Evans, whose book "I Am a
Black Woman," received the

Indiana University's Writers'

Conference Award for the most
distinguished work of poetry
published by an Indiana author and
the Black Academy of Arts and
Letters first annual poetry award.
Her poetry has been used on record
albums and she is also the author
of several children's books.

Suni Paz, a Latin American folk

artist and songwriter.

Carolyn Rodgers, a member of

the Organization of Black
American Culture and winner of

the first Conrad Kent Rivers

Writing Award.
Susan Sherman, author of two

poetry collections and "With
Anger-With Love", selections of

prose and poetry.

Marge Piercy, author of "Going
Down East" and two other works
of fiction and of four poetry
collections including "Hard
Loving."

Lucille Clifton, author of "Good
Times", "Good News About the

Earth" and "An Ordinary
Woman" and 10 children's books.

UMass given grant

for English seminar
By JANE MARINO

MDC Staff

The National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) has awarded a
grant of $44,481 to UMass for a seminar in the discipline of English en-
titled, "Writing in the First College Years", announced Dr. Ronald S.
Berman, Chairman of the Humanities Endowment.
Twelve college teachers will participate in the seminar directed by

Professor Walker Gibson of the Department of English here. They will
study the act of composition and will seek to relate scholarship in
linguistics, criticism, and even physical science with day-to-day activity
in the freshman-sophomore classroom. In addition, participants will be
expected to carry on independent research using the resources of the
University library.

This seminar is part of the Humanities Endowment's program of
summer seminars which is providing $1.3 million to 24 colleges and
universities in support of 34 seminars for 400 college teachers in 1974
Begun during the summer of 1973, the program of summer seminars
provides teachers at smaller colleges and junior and community colleges
with opportunities to work for two months in their area of interest with
distinguished scholars at institutions which have libraries suitable for
mature study.

The National Endowment for the Humanities is a Federal agency
established in 1965 to stimulate scholarship and public interest in the
humanities. The Endowment makes grants through its divisions of
Research, Fellowships, Education, Public Programs, and through its
Office of Planning

A by-line was left out under a
story in yesterday's Collegian.

The story, '"Piano Plunker'
Blake Going Strong at 91," was
written by MDC staff writer
Avis Yuni. The mistake was
made by the newspaper printer
in Ware.

Marge Piercy contemplates a theme for her poetry.
Carolyn Kizer, founder of the "For My People", "Jubilee" and

poetry quarterly, "Poetry Nor- "Prophets for a New Day" and
thwest and Poet-In-Residence at poetry contributor to a number of
the University of North Carolina at anthologies and other publications.
Chapel Hill. Also Tomia Arai Fay Cniang
Margaret Walker, author of and Nerle Okada.

Feature film

to be shot here

(AP) - Representatives of a
Hollvwood film studio are scouting
possible sites for a feature film to

be shot in part in the Connncticut
Valley.

"The Reincarnation of Peter
Proud" will be filmed in the area
for five weeks beginning in June,
according to Hal W. Polaire, a
production manager, and Cary
O'Dell, an art director, by Bing
Crosby Productions.
They are in Northampton to

arrange for locations for the film
which is about a Los Angeles
professor who dreams of returning
to a small New England com-
munity after his death.
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WMUA: of, by and for the students
By DEAN MERCHANT

"WMUA, the UMass radio station is

owned and operated by the students," and,
according to Tom Jodka the station's
program director," uses a free-form, in-

formative format which equals a
progressive radio style." He said their style
could be compared to WBCN of Boston.
"The station runs 365 days a year and is on

about 154 hours a week shut down from 2

a.m. to 6 a.m., except for Saturday night,"
Jodka said.

He said, "we do have basic FCC.
regulations to follow, but basically do what
we want. No advertising gives us a free hand
and we have control over all the

programming."
"The station has been heard as far away

as Hartford, Albany and into Vermont,"
Jodka said.

According to Jodka the format contains a
mixture of all types of music, and "killowatt

stereo also puts the station ahead of others."
He said he feels WMUA gets a good

response from the students especially the

serials — "Moon Over Morrocco,".
John Harrington, a news staff member for

WMUA said "the news department is trying

to stress local reporting as it is easy to rely
on just the wire services."
Jodka added: "WMUA has UPI and AP

teletypes but now uses more local items.
"The reporting is getting continually better,
he said, and we cover more things locally
such as the meetings on mass transit. Sen.
Lowell Weicker's visit to UMass, and
campus strikes"."

"WMUA is doing a lot more public affairs
and getting more sophisticated as a college
station," Jodka said. "Since two years ago,
the station has become bigger, and most
people now treat it as a radio station rather
than a club," he said.

All the funds for the station are allocated
by the student senate. WMUA costs $50,000 a
year to operate. Jodka said since students
run the station many more people are
needed than a professional radio station,
because students have classes to attend.

"I personally believe that WMUA is the
most democratic radio station in the
Pioneer Valley without any other station
coming up to our standards," Jodka said.
He added that more women are now

working for WMUA than ever before — in all

areas of production. He said 50 to 70 is the

largest number of people that work for
WMUA at any given time and there are
about 18 to 20 discjockeys.
Jodka, a mass communications major, is

responsible for everything that goes on the
air along with picking the discjockeys.
"I've grown a whole lot working here in

this position and it is a lot of fun and hassles
at the same time," said Jodka. "I do this for
personal enjoyment."
John Harrington, a mass communications

major, said he has been working for WMUA
for two years.

"Its good experience if your going into the
field after college," he said. "In my opinion
WMUA is far ahead of our illustrious
communications department because for
the communications student it really offers
nothing for a university of this size as they
don't even offer a radio course."
Janet P. Rome, another newsperson, said

the work is personally gratifying. "You
have to assume a sense of responsibility.
You are your own person with the news
depending on you," she said.
Gary Mcauliffe, WMUA's chief engineer

spends a good 30 hours a week involved with
the station. Mcauliffe is in charge of

A look at the gay life
By DONNA A. DIODATI

MDC Staff

What rights do Gays have?
How are they treated in their

academic communities?
The Collegian looks into the

matter with the first of a three

part series. Other articles will

deal with gays at the

University of New Hampshire
and Maine.

Students interviewed, except
for two, requested for privacy
reasons that only their first

name be used.

"People 'in the closet' should
be less fearful of 'coming out.'

There's plenty of support.
UMass is an easy place to be
gay, as opposed to UNH," a

member of the Gay Women's
Caucus said recently in a

Collegian interview.

Jenny, a freshman from the

Liberation Corridor in

Dickinson, was one of several

gay students contacted in an
effort to contrast the situation

at UMass with those of the

University of New Hampshire
and the University of Maine.
Gay students at those two
schools recently have met with
administrative and-or
legislative opposition to their

organizing.

At UMass, there are two
student homosexual
organizations: the Student
Homophile League and the Gay
Women's Caucus. Both are

Recognized Student
Organizations funded by the

Student Senate. SHL has an
office in Room 413 of the

Student Union. The Gay
Women's Caucus will be
opening its headquarters in the

same building soon.

The SHL membership, ac-

cording to Demian. producer of

"Gay Break" on WMUA, is

overwhelmingly male. No
record of numbers is kept, but
he estimates that there are
probably 2500 homosexuals at

UMass, based on Dr. Alfred
Kinsey's findings. Speaking of

the four-year-old SHL, Demian
said: "An open organization is

a very important thing. Things
like dances, the gay hotline,

gay peer counseling, and the

speakers' bureau are im-
portant. People can drop in and
relate to other people for

support."
"...I feel there are a lot

organizational problems"
added Todd, another SHL
member.
Serving the needs of lesbians

on campus, the newly-
reorganized Gay Women's
Caucus has a membership
between four and twenty, but
with much fluctuation, ac-

cording to Jenny, who com-
mented: "I see the Gay
Women's Caucus as having two
purposes: 1. to break down
stereotypes, and 2. to provide
counseling and a supportive
environment.
"The SHL isn't functioning

for women. It's not directed
toward women," she added.
Nancy Schroeder, gay

counselor at the Southwest
Resource Center, facilitates

workshops "with women in

sexism classes and other
groups where straight women
learn they have a lot in com-
mon with gay women." She
feels that gay oppression is

often not taken seriously
enough. "A stated policy of

Southwest is to hire non-sexist

and non-racist people. It should
also include non-gay op-
pressive."

Ellen, a counselor in

Mackimmie, said that,
generally, "there is no effort to
find the gav perspective in

residence halls. In my dorm,
however, there's a positive
attitude toward being gay. It's

positive; not just O.K." Calling
the SHL "very sexist," she
added that "lesbians have
benefited more from the
Women's Movement than from
any gay organization."

In reference to the difficulty

facing gay students at UNH
and UMaine, Ellen com-
mented:, "At UNH, it's ob-
viously horrible. It's true that
we (at UMass) may be one or
two steps ahead. .but just
because it's better here doesn't
mean it shouldn't be im-
proved."
"At UNH, there's an

ignorance of how gays feel...,"

added Todd.
Demian felt that the "im-

plication is disastrous," and
that "anti-human feeling is the
real problem."
The gay students in-

terviewed seemed generally
pleased with the ad-
ministration's attitude here,
however. Demian called it

"tolerant," while Patty, a
Mackimmie resident, said:
"The administration doesn't
find gay life a threat. They find

it more an outlet."

"I don't know whether they
just accept it passively or if it's

Massachusetts liberalism,"
Jenny added.
An attitude less frequently

considered is that of "straight"
students toward their gay
counterparts. Chris, an SHL
member, commented: "Many
think we shouldn't get money
(from the Student Senate)
because of our supposed ac-
tivities. Most still maintain
we're deviants. It

(homosexuality) still gets
taught as a perversion."
"We're thought of as

students first, gays second...

I

think it's fairly liberal..." was

Student Senate considers
energy conservation committee

By LAWRENCE KORNFELD
MDC Staff

A lack of Student input into energy conservation on
campus has forced the University Energy Con-
servation Committee to ask the Student Senate to

form a student committee for energy conservation.

They first requested this at the beginning of last

semester, but the Senate is just starting to form a

sub-committee of Rents and Fees to deal with the

issue.

Ed Sunderland, Chairman of the University

committee, is anxious the new committee get under
way. He feels a committee of students will have a

much greater effect in getting students to cut back
energy usage.

Rick Savini, also on the committee, sees the main
function of the committee as "keeping the students

from becoming the brunt of enrrt'v conservation " Hp

considers the effect of the present committee to be
"zilch." However, he admits he has not attended
most of the meetings.
The Student Senate, responsible for selecting

someone to represent them on the University com-
mittee, has not sent anyone to replace Savini.

Ed Sunderland says the committee's ideas have
been "received very well by Whitmore." He adds that
cutbacks made at the recommendation of the com-
mittee will save UMass $200,000 a year if they remain
implemented.
Doug McCallum. a student on the committee, says

it "should do more than what it's doing now." He sees
the main problems with the committee as being a
lack of power and isolation from the students. Both
committees have the power to make recom-
mendations

Todd's viewpoint.

Most gay students in-

terviewed agreed that straight
people at UMass should
become more informed about
homosexuality. Chris feels
strongly that gays should take
the first step: 'coming out of

the closet." Then, he says, "the
straight must hold his tongue
until he learns; the gay must
take the time to explain. One
must interact with the other.

Then he should ask: 'Was I

taught this or do I really

believe this? The more gays
hide, the more straights will

think they're ashamed."
Jenny sees information

about homosexuality and gay
students as being transmitted
most effectively by using
several means. "Do it through
the media, through
organizations like the SHL and
Gay Women's Caucus, and the

speakers' bureau ... You aren't

going to destroy stereotypes
and drive out straight people's
fears in an hour, but an impact
is made... 'Gay Break' is a
really good way to reach
everybody..."

Demian added: "Gay
liberation is a consciousness-
raising movement. It works in

two directions: it liberates

people who feel drawn to their

own sex and, hopefully,

maintaining all equipment, installations,

and keeping the station on the air.

"I've been taught a lot about production
and my knowledge of electronics has greatly
expanded," said M^ uliffe. "It was my
hobby before, but now I take it very
seriously."

Mcauliffe said generally things work
because of preventive maintenance. He also
works part time for WMAS and WHVY radio
in Springfield and is involved in volunteer
work as a part time enginner at WGBY TV.,
channel 57 in Springfield.

Mcauliffe said the station was "one of the
best places to learn about radios and the
experience at WMUA has really helped me
in outside areas

"

"I handle the administration, letter
writing and am liason with the university
ect." said Jack Harper WMUA's station
manager. Harper is a communication
studies major and has been with WMUA for
one and a half years.
According to Harper, WMUA is "open to

every student on campus." He said that
those that want information can come down
to WMUA and talk with the staff.

Outreach
almost
outta room
A greater student turnout than

expected has forced the Outreach
Staff to possibly limit the number
of student placements. Susan
Rivest, Publicity Coordinator for

the program, says she expects to

have about 300 applications for an
estimated 250 positions.

Rivest advises "stragglers" to

"hurry up and straggle in" for an
interview appointment with
Outreach officials.

Last semester Outreach placed
about 145 students in various
positions. "No way did we expect
this many applicants this year"
she told the Collegian. She said the
high turnout could probably be
attributed to increased publicity

the program has received and the
good evaluations of students who
participated in the program.
The Student Internship Program

(CSIP) provides an opportunity for

students to earn 15 academic
credits for participating in federal,

state or local community service.

provides a way for those who
are not to understand the
others...Everybody is part of
the human family. People
should not be put in
'boxes'...That's a means of
escaping dealing with people."
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Grechko doesn't want Soviet
in East-West detente

By STEPHENS BROEMMi
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW <AP) Soviet Defense Minister Andrei
Grechko says that the Soviet Union should remain
wary of East-West detente and increase spending on
its military night.

In an article written for the current issue of the
Communist party's theoretical journal "Kom-
munist," the marshal declared that "the aggressive
forces of imperialism must constantly feel we are
always on the alert."

The prominent display given Grechko's call for
vigilance seemed to be further indication that in-

fluential men in the Soviet leadership view party
leader Leonid I. Brezhnev's opening to the West with
some apprehension.
Publication of the article, entitled "V. I. Lenin and

the Armed Forces of the Soviet State,
'

' coincided with
resumption in Geneva of Soviet-American strategic
arms limitation talks SALT.
"At present," Grechko wrote, "due to the efforts of

the Soviet Union...relaxation of tension in relations
between countries with different social systems in

c

being outlined on our planet.

"Hnwpvpr " he adds, "these changes do not suit

those in the reactionary circles of imperialism who
are still rather numerous and possess significant
strength.

"They continue to disseminate lies and slander
toward the socialist countries, aspire to poison the
international atmosphere, hinder the improvement of

the situation and return the world to the times of the
Cold War.
"This puts a great responsibility on the Soviet

armed forces. They understand that despite some
weakening of international tension, the threat of war
has not been completely eliminated."
The marshal said "imperialist reaction" has not

started a new world war because of the "increasing
economic and defense might of our state and its ar-
med forces."

"In order for peace to be established on the whole
planet, for the Soviet people to build communism, it is

also necessary henceforth to strengthen the defense
capacity of the country and increase the military
power of the army and navy," he said.
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U.S. and the world

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

MEMBERS OF NEW BRITISH GOVERNMENT —
Three newly-appointed members of Prime Minister
Harold Wilson's Labor government are shown at No. 10

Downing Street in London Tuesday. From left are
Foreign Minister James Callaghan, Employment
Secretary Michael Foot and Chancellor of the
Exchequer Denis Healey.

British coal miners
accept pay packagi

LONDON ( AP) — The leaders of Britain's 280,000 striking coal miners
Wednesday night accepted a one-year, $230 million pay package designed
to end the nation's gravest industrial crisis since World War II.

The 27-man executive of the miners' union voted 25 to 2 to accept the
deal after 12 hours of bargaining with the state-run coal board.
Ending the strike and resuming the flow of coal that fires 70 per cent of

the country's power-permitting cancellation of the three-day work week
now imposed on many British firms and factories — was the first order of
business for Prime Minister Harold Wilson's new Labor government.
Joseph Gormley, president of the union, said the men would go back to

the mines by Monday after a bitter dispute that has dragged on for nearly
four months and hamstrung the economy.
While leaders of the miners and National Coal Board were thrashing

out the pay settlement, lawmakers assembled in the two houses of
Parliament for traditional swearing-in ceremonies.

"It is going to be an exciting Parliament for all of us," Wilson told the
crowded chamber from his place in the government benches that had
been occupied since 1970 by former Conservative Prime Minister Edward
Heath.

Wilsons minority government, with 301 places in the 635-seat House of
Commons, faces parliamentary struggles in the months ahead. The
Conservatives have 296 seats, the Liberal party 14 and smaller parties a
total of 24.

Wilson thus will need help from the Liberals to get legislation passed.
Under the British system, he would not necessarily fall with the defeat of
a particular bill unless he lost a confidence vote,

Senate extends

cancer research

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate Labor and Public Welfare
Committee approved unanimously
Wednesday a $2.7 billion, three-
year extension of the research
program to try to find the causes of
and a cure for cancer.

The funds are sharply increased
from the $1 .6 billion provided in the

first three years of the program
when it was started in 1971.

The allotment for the first year

of the extension period — fiscal

1975 beginning this July 1 — would

be $800 million, or $200 million

more than President Nixon asked.

The Committee added to the bill

a provision sponsored by Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., in
response to fears of many scien-
tists that other government health
research programs are suffering
because of the heavy emphasis on
cancer.

J Meir, Dayan will stay
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JERUSALEM ( AP) - Premier Golda Meir and Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan reversed decisions to quit Israel's new government yesterday
amid reports of a Syrian buildup on the Golan front.

But no crisis, tension or military buildup was visible on the Golan
Heights, where Israeli and Syrian tanks battled during the October war,
Israel's state radio reported.
Dayan, however, was quoted as saying he agreed to remain Israil'

defense boss because of a "new security situation...to help overcome the
crisis."

He flew to the Golan Heights by helicopter to inspect the front.
The state radio said "intelligence information had been received in-

dicating that the Syrians were planning aggressive action." Israeli
newspapers headlined unidentified foreign reports of Syrian troop con-
centrations on the 40-mile Golan front and a new Soviet arms airlift.

The Israeli military command, in a statement repeated in every hourly
radio newscast, said the Golan Heights front was calm.
The crisis reports ended a 65-day political crisis. Until Tuesday night,

Dayan had refused to join Mrs. Meir's cabinet and Mrs. Meir herself had
made no final decision on whether to retire or remain premier.
Some Israelis suggested the Golan reports were a device for the

government to end the political crisis without losing face. But one
Western diplomat noted, "It couldn't be a fraud. In a society as open as
this it would be revealed right away."

Mrs. Meir announced she would lead the new government following an
urgent top secret cabinet meeting in Jerusalem Tuesday night.
Radio Israel said the cabinet was briefed by Dayan, chief of staff. Lt

Gen. David Elazar and Maj. Gen. Eliahu Zeira, head of military in-
telligence.

Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger's latest Mideast peace efforts
have aimed at separating Israeli and Syrian forces on the Golan front the
way Israel and Egypt disengaged on the Suez Canal. Israel's failure to
put together a new government could have hampered the Syrian-Israeli
talks arranged by Kissinger to be held in Washington later this month.
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Senate votes to kill pay raises
WASHINGTON (AP) Election

year pay raises for Congress
members, federal judges and top
executive branch officials were
voted down by the Senate
yesterday.

A resolution of disapproval
carried by a 69 to 28 vote.
No House action is necessary.

The Senate vote was enought to kill
the salary increases President
Nixon had included in the budget
he submitted to Congress.
Leading supporters of the pay

raises said many of their Senate
colleagues had told them privately
they agreed with them but were
unable to vote with them.
The key vote was on substituting

the resolution of disapproval for
one the Senate Post Office and
fivii Service Committee had

recommended providing for killing
only the congressional salary in-

creases.

Once the substitute was adopted,
the final vote on passage was 72 to
26

The Senate cleared the way
earlier in the day for the showdown
by voting 67 to 31, one more than
the required two-thirds majority,
to put its debate limitation - rule
into effect.

Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, who
had threatened to fulibuster
against the resolution of disap-
proval, protested that the debate
cutoff was ordered before the
Senate had a chance to consider
compromises he intended to offer.
But Sen. Robert P. Griffin, R-

Mich., did get a vote on a proposal

to cut only senators out of the pay
raises. It was rejected 80 to 18.

Under a 1967 law, the pay raises
Nixon proposed of 7.5 per cent for

three years automatically would
have taken effect at midnight
Saturday unless disapproved by
the Senate or the House

The increases were less than the
$45,700 this year, $49,100 next year
and $52,800 in 1976 recommended to
the President by a special com-
mission provided for by the 1967
law as a way of removing from
Congress the setting of its own pay.

But the law hasn't worked as
intended, and after the vote
Republican Leader Hugh scott
said, "We failed to do justice for
others because we feared to do
justice for ourselves."

Victors in special elections

differ on Watergate influence
by THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Republican Robert J.

Lagomarsino of California said
yesterday his election to Congress
was a personal triumph-not a
victory for the GOP or President
Nixon. Democrat Thomas A.
Luken of Ohio, the other winner in
Tuesday's special elections, said
his success showed that people
were concerned about the ad-
ministration.

The contests were the third and
fourth special elections this year.
Democrats won the two earlier
seats, including the one formerly
held by Vice President Gerald
Ford.

Lagomarsino, 47, got 53 per cent
of the total vote cast in California's
13th Congressional District and
avoided a runoff with any of his
seven Democratic opponents.
"We have not said this should be

considered a victory for the party
or the President," Lagomarsion
commented. "It was a victory for
me."

In Ohio's 1st District, where

Nixon got 67 per cent of the vote in

1972, Luken, 48, scored an upset
over Republican Willis D.
Gradison Jr., becoming only the
fourth Democratic representative
from the district this century. He
won with an unofficial count of

55,171-51,057 as about 51 per cent of

the registered voters cast ballots.

Luken downplayed Watergate in

his campaign, stressing the
economy as a major issue. But all

the elections have been carefully
watched by national party leaders
as barometers of public sentiment
over the scandal.

"I believe the voters of the 1st

District of Ohio have expressed
their concern about the nature of

this administration and our
society," said Luken, who filled a
seat vacated when Republican
William Keating resigned to
become president of the Cincinnati
Enquirer.

Gradison called Watergate "one
of many factors".

Lagomarsino fills the seat of the
late Rep. Charles M. Teague, a

From Economy

Headquarters

ECONOMY SPECIALS
70 Ways To Save

GAS SAVERS

1972 Mercury Capri, AT

1972 Toyota Corolla Wagon

1972 Ford Pinto, AT

1971 Chev. Vega, Auto, blue

1971 Ford Pinto, auto, green

1971 Pinto, 4 cyl., auto

1971 Pinto, 4 cyl., auto

1971 Chev. Vega, 4 cyl., std.

1971 Chev. Vega, 4 cyl., auto

1970 Audi, 100 LS, Std.

Northampton
Volkswagen

246 King St., ( Rte. 5) Northampton, Mass.
584-8620

$
2695
'2195

'2095

'1795

'1695

'1895

'1895
'1795
'1795

'2495

Republican who represented the
area for 19 years.

The unofficial ballot counting
gave Lagomarsion 53,078 votes.
The nearest opponent, Ojai Mayor
James Loebel, had 18,791. The rest
of the Democratic field got 27,834
votes.

Lagomarsion said his election
was "an indication that people will

vote for a Republican if they think
he is the best man."

UMass
Police
5-2121

BRUNCH AND BLOODY MARYS

DELTA CHI
invites University Men

11 a.m. SAT., MARCH 9th

1 block from Southwest *

/

\

Chinese and Polynesian

TAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE
1()A BELCHERTOWN ROAD

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01002

25<>-8336 — 2tt-W7
Hrs.: Sun. & Mon. 11:30 a.m.-lO p.m.; Tues. Sat. 1 1:30 a.m.

1 a.m.

\

SPECIAL LUNCHEONS • ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

ENTERTAINMENT:
JERRY MORSE'S EN TEMPO 74'

Musical Comedy— They play for hotels such as the Holiday

Inn and the Sheratons.

SHOWTIMES:

THURS & FRI. ist show 8:30 p.m.

Music in between 2nd show H:00 p.m.

SATURDAY

Music in between
1st Show MO P-m -

2nd show 11:00 p.m.

SUNDAY 7:00 p.m.

Hear the sounds of the TEMPO 74's in our lounge

Tuesday & Wednesday

HAPPY HOURS in our lounge from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Mon. - Fri.

LUNCHEON SPECIALS

11:30 a.m. • 3:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

also, $2.99 all you can eat

Mon. and Wed. 5:00 p.m. • 10:00 p.m.

Call For Reservations
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Nixon vetoes energy bill;

objects to price rollback

THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 1974 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

N.H. town to vote
on Onassis refinery

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon vetoed the Emergency
Energy Act yesterday, declaring

that it "solves none of the

problems, threatens to undo the

progress we have already made
and creates a host of new
problems."

His veto sent the legislation back
to Congress, where it would
become law only if the veto is

overridden by a two-thirds vote in

each house.

The Senate scheduled a late

afternoon vote on the possible

override.

The House passed the bill last

week, but the vote for the measure
was less than the two-thirds that
would be needed to override.

In his five-page veto message
Nixon repeated the arguments
against the bill which he and White
House officials have made
previously.

The President objected most
vigorously to the bill's provision

for a rollback in domestic crude oil

prices.

Such a rollback, he said, would
make the oil industry "unable to

sustain its present production of
petroleum products, including
gasoline. It would result in reduced
energy supplies, longer lines at the

energy situation.

"The government would be
saddled with the impossible task of

determining whether the unem-
ployment of each of the nation's

jobless workers is 'energy related.'

1)1 KH A.M. N.H. (AP) - The

citizens of this college town were to

take their first vote yesterday

night on whether they want

Aristotle Onassis to build a $60

million oil refinery in their com-

munity.

Olympic Refineries, Inc., owned

The energy crisis

gas pump, minimal, if any,
reduction in gasoline prices, and
worst of all, serious damage to jobs
in America."
"Unemployment would go up,

and incomes would go down,"
Nixon said.

The net effect would, he con-
tinued, "make compulsory
rationing of gasoline much more
likely."

The President also objected to

the bill's provision for unem-
plyment payments to persons
losing their jobs as a result of the

In addition eligibility for those
benefits would not take into ac-

count the availability of jobs in the
area" the President declared.

He also objected to a provision
providing low interest loans to

homeowners and small businesses
to finance installation of storm
windows and heating units. He said
the program could cost billions of
dollars without producing suf-

ficient energy savings to justify the
spending.

Nixon denies payoff approval

by Onassis, has proposed that the

huge facility be constructed on

1,200 acres of land near Great Bay,

a tidal estuary off Durham Point.

Olympic also would build an off-

shore terminal for supertankers at

the Isles of Shoals about 15 miles

from Durham.
The company has taken options

on about 3,500 acres for the project

and is reportedly willing to spend
as much as million to convince the

people of New Hampshire- that the

refinery should be built.

In two meetings in Durham last

week, Olympic officials en-

countered strong opposition from

Durham and seacoast residents.

A nonbinding referendum was to

be conducted at the Wednesday
night meeting to get some official

indication of how Durham voters
feel.

Gov. Meldrim Thomson, who has
officially backed the refinery
proposal, called on citizens across
the state to support the refinery

plan at their annual town meetings
this week.

Results from Wednesday's
meetings indicated that citizens

want the refinery but that they
believe Durham residents should
have the final say if it is located
here.

The town of Rye, which owns
some of the islands where Onassis
wants to build the superport,
soundly defeated the governor's
proposal and passed zoning
regulations that would prohibit its

construction.

The legislature was expected to
take up an ammended bill this

week that would give the state
control of site selection and the
power to override local opposition.

(Continued from P. l)

adding, that both energy and food

prices will drop later this year to

fulfill his assertion that "there will

not be a recession in 1974." At his

news conference last week, Nixon
had downgraded the energy
situation from crisis to severe
problem.
—Commended the Senate for

upholding his veto of emergency
legislation containing an oil price

rollback provision. He said the

Senate action vetoed longer lines at

gasoline stations and vetoed the

rationing of gas.

—Said dire predictions of

Republican defeats in the 1974

congressional elections will prove
to be wrong. Nixon said special
congressional elections are no
indicator of what is to come.
Republicans have lost three out of
four special house elections.

—Said U.S. diplomacy in the
Middle East will influence the
Arab oil producers to end their
embargo against the United States,
but declined to forecast what will

happen when oil ministers meet
next week. "Indicating what they
might do might lead them to do
otherwise," he said.

—Restated his opposition to

public financing of presidential

campaigns, saying they "should be
financed by the candidates and not
the taxpayers." He said one part oi

his campaign reform package
would be an attempt to give can-
didates a way to defend themselves
against unfair criticism by their

opponents or the press.

In his discussion of the in-

dictment of Haldeman, Nixon said
other persons might reach a dif-

ferent conclusion in reading a
transcript or listening to a tape
recording of the White House
conversation last March 21.

Gas prices rise 3.2*
BOSTON ( AP) - The ALA said that in the last two weeks, there has been

a 3.2 cent increase in the average price of a gallon of regular gasoline in
the area, from 49.4 to 52.6 cents.
Connecticut was listed as the most expensive place to buy an average

price of 54.7 cents, while western Massachusetts was the cheapest with
51.1 cents.

Other prices were given as. Maine and New Hampshire. 52 8 centsVermont, 54.1 cents; eaastern Massachusetts. 52.0 cents central
Massachusetts, 51.4 cents; and Rhode Island. 52 3 cents

more

&new drafting supplies

fine art supplies

styles for /our framing

needs

amherst carriage shops
J9 "e^HrCTicxvs ?•»

Alleged murderer

stabs jail visiter
BILLERICA, Mass.(AP) - Anthony Jackson, being held in the Mid

dlesex County House of Correction on murder charges in connection with
the deaths of three Boston area women, was charged yesterday with
assaulting a woman who came to visit him at the jail.

The Middlesex County District Attorney's Office said Jackson will be
taken before a grand jury "as soon as possible" on charges of assault
with intent to murder and assault and battery by means of a dangerous
weapon stemming from the stabbing of Michelle Maupin.

The Maupin woman, of Boston's Roxbury section, was treated at St.
John's Hospital in Lowell for flesh wounds to the shoulder.
Jackson, 34, of Boston, was returned to his cell in the maximum

security section.

Officer Paul Tierney of Cambridge, who was on duty in the visiting
room yesterday said Jackson appeared to be striking the woman. When
the officer attempted to pull Jackson away, he discovered a wire con-
cealed in the inmate's hand had been used to stab the visitor Tiernev
said.

' J

Jackson is awaiting trial on murder charges in the deaths of Ellen Ann
Reich, 19, an Emerson College student; Damaris Synge Gillispie, 22, of
Boston University, and Ruth Ann Hamilton, 23, a Winthrop art teacher.

College democrats

to meet tonight

Berrigans

expecting
WORCESTER, Mass. (AP)

Philip and Elizabeth Berrigan
are expecting their first child

later this month.
The controversial former

Josephit priest made the an-

nouncement Wednesday in an
interview.

Berrigan and Elizabeth
McAlister, a former nun in the

Sacred Heart of Mary order,

were automatically ex-

communicated after an-

nouncing their marriage last

May.
Berrigan said he didn't ask

Church permission to marry
because he wanted to make his

marriage "a challenge to the

Church's discipline of

celebacy."
"If conscience is to be

honored, celebacy should be
optional," Berrigan said.

Berrigan is on a campus
speaking tour, "advocating
non-violent protests and
resistance to our value system,
consumerism and war."

'SCaff Photo-Bob (.amachri

Now that the good weather is here, all Umies are
doing their annual spring cleaning. This young co-ed is

going to clean out southwest; by the time she's done
she should be old enough to retire.

COLLEGE DEMOCRATS OF
MASS. (C.D.M.) announces at
important meeting of the local

chapter, to be held TONIGHT
(Thurs.) at 8 p.m. in room 169 of

the UMass Campus Center.

The local entering - Five College
Democrats - will discuss plans for

organization and recruitment. The
membership goal is set at 300 by
April 1.

At the meeting, methods for

publicizing "The Mass Caucus

Streak on,

Harvard

!

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - The
first incidence of streaking at
Harvard University was reported
Wednesday when an unidentified

nude man charged from a building

across Harvard Yard into a
waiting van on Massachusetts
avenue.

He handed out leaflets sup-
porting an organization called

FUDA-Fully Unclothed Dashing
Activists.

"We have nothing to hide," the
brochure said.

'74," to be held March 23, will be
outlined.

C.D.M. is conducting its own
public caucus in early April.
Expected attendence is 2-3,000. At
that caucus, participants will
nominate candidates for Governor
and Attorney general.

MDC Classifieds Pay!

Program Council Special Events Committee

Present a U.Mass.

"SUPER FREE BOOGIE"
on Saturday, Mar. 9th at the C.C. AUD.

from 8 - 2 a.m.

with Super Rock & Soul Music Bands
SOUl S IDE

Fabulous Sound Dimensions

& Black Ice of Boston

ROCK SIDE

Bar will be Open"

Exciting Greg Chansky

& Hollow of Boston

Continuous Music" and PARTY
We expect & hope all will attend.

A Play By Moliere

Directed By Walter Boughton

8:00 p.m.

March 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17,

Kirby Memorial Theater

Amherst College

Box office open:

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(413)542-2277

•*««
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The Mall: religion

The new puritainism
When our Puritan ancestors settled the Northampton-Amherst

region in the seventeenth century, the land was a wilderness in a
new and alien world. Through their categories of thought and
feeling, our ancestors began to transform their wilderness into a
workable social order. The formal cornerstone of their social order
was that the political, economic, and social components of their
dailv life were intrinsically tied to and were rightly controlled by
their religious world view. This formal cornerstone of their social
order was faithfully applied to their daily living and the
meetinghouse was the concrete symbol of its success.

In November of 1973 the Puritan life-process remains only a
venerated memory in the Northampton-Amherst region, as time
and history have brought a new social order to the land. In ap-
pearance this new social order is strikingly different from that of
our Puritan ancestors. Highways, motor vehicles, large complex
buildings, and flying machines now set the atmosphere that farms
horses, and carts once controlled. Yet this new social order exists
like the Puritan social order, through the categories of thought and
feeling that determine the behavior of the persons who live in the
region.

The formal cornerstone of the modern American social order is
that the political, economic, and social components of daily life are
inherently disconnected and that religion properly has a separate
and peripheral existence. Thus today's formal social cornerstone is
the antithesis of the one our Puritan ancestor's adhered to. Yet, is
this also true when it comes to its application tc daily life? The fact
is that on application, the formal cornerstone of the modern
American social order creates the same type of unified daily life
process that the Puritan formal cornerstone did!
The reason for this paradox can be found in the American way of
life itself. The American way of life has become a religion and its
power over the thought and feeling of modern Americans is as
strong subconsciously as the Calvinist thrology was strongly
consciously over our Puritan ancestors. Our venture into Southeast
Asia, our commitment to the conquest of our solar system, and our
dependence on technology for the running of our daily life are
behavior patterns that are more strongly statements of faith and
belief, than of sound rational judgment.
The best example in the Northampton-Amherst region of this

paradox is the Mt. Farms Mall. The Mt. Farms Mall was first an
idea that required political, economic, and social translation before
it became the concrete reality that it now is. Yet these three
components of American daily life were not separated from the
religion of the American way of life. Instead they were inexorably
bound to this religion, of which a concrete manifestation is the Mt
Farms Mall.

The Mt. Farms Mall is a symbol of the authentic cornerstone of
modern American life. Covering a massive area of land with man-
made materials which provides for a large number of different
stores, most of which are under the same roof, the Mt. Farms Mall
is an impressive statement of modern America's ability to impose
large-scale order in a very short span of time. The statement
becomes more impressive as one views the large flow of machines
and persons that takes place every day at the mall. Even more
impressive is how the vast complexity of goods, services, helpers
and managers are effectively regulated with the flow of customers
and shipments, so that order, instead of chaos reigns. With the
design of the signs and interior decoration of the mall and the
stores, the Mt. Farms Mall aquires a distinctive identity of its own
When our Puritan ancestors walked up the stairs leading to their

meetinghouse, entered, and were seated down; they consciously
experienced deep religious feeling which was intensified by the
service that followed. Today when a person drives into the Mt
Farms Mall, parks his car, and begins the walk to the mall he
experiences religious feeling which is intensified when he walks
through the mall. The difference between this persons' religious
experience and his Puritan ancestors' religious experience is that
his is subconscious while his ancestors was conscious. Thus un-
familiar persons are caught up in a religious experience that is a
part of their daily life which binds them together without their ever
being aware of what is taking place.
The Mt. Farms Mall is then a place of religious worship a

modern meetinghouse, which symbolizes the power of religion over
the daily life of the persons who use it. Unlike our Puritan an-
cestors, the formal cornerstone of our social order is not the same
cornerstone we put into practice. Thus on the conscious level we
believe the Mt. Farms Mall to be another result of economic and
practical motivation, while on the subconscious level we ex-
perience it as another statement of the power of religious thought
and feeling over our daily life.

Stanley Newman is a Collegian Commentator.

Letters To The Editor
Sign petition to paralyze nuke grip

To the Editor

The Coalition for Environmental Quality would like

to join MASSP1RG. the Hampshire-Franklin Com-
mittee, and all other groups who feel that Mr.

Lovejoy's act of collapsing the Montague weather
tower was irresponsible. It was also jeapordizing to

the movement which is now forming in this area to

constructively paralyze the nuclear grip, not only in

Montague, but in this state as a whole. In addition, we
would like to ask all those who are truly concerned
about this critical issue to come and sign our local

and national petitions! (Our office is located in room

426D S.U.) We will be having an alert table on March
7th and 14th and hope to collect as many signatures
against the Montague plant as possible.

On March 21st, Ralph Nader will be going to the
Massachusetts Legislatures to speak in favor of a
virtual Mass. Moratorium on nuclear energy
Thousands of our names could carry a good deal of
weight! Please help us in this honest cause to fight a
harmful source of energy.

Kanan Cohen
DougMcCalluiii

New ideas will make better 1st year
To the Editor:

During intersession a group of concerned students,
faculty and staff members got together for a two
week workshop. The conference, entitled Toward
Collaboration was funded through H.E.W. and was
coordinated and sponsored by the Resource
Newwork. As a result of this workshop several task
groups were formed. One of the groups has been
meeting regularly for the past month and is con-
cerned with the First Year Experience. This com-
mittee is composed of interested students, faculty,
and staff members. Our goal is to help make the first
year experience significant and meaningful rather
than oppressive and alienating.

The first year planning group has separated itself
into three task forces. The first group is concerned
with freshperson orientation in the fall for the South-
west residential area. The committee is headed by
Rob Gilbert and he will be meeting with a planning
group on Monday, March 11 at 10:00 a.m. in the
Resource Center in Southwest to discuss orientation
and how to make it more effective.

The second group is interested in summer orien-
tation and counseling. Rich St. George is forming a
team of people who want to look into the ways in

which we can present Southwest to First Year
students in a more dynamic and informative manner.
He can be contacted at 6-4555.

Joe Battista is heading the third group which is

focusing on the long range picture. This group is

concerned with the educational experience first year
students will go through. There will be a meeting of
this committee on Thursday, March 7 at 4:00 p.m. in

the Resource Center.

We are anxious to get yourinput early so that we
may make some significant changes for next year.
People are needed to help with the various com-
mittees and all ideas and suggestions are welcomed.
The needs of the UMass community can be met if

people are willing to help each other.
Please call the Resource Center in Hampden

Dining Commons at 5-2416 and speak to Ronald
Goldman if you want any further information.

Lynne Wheeler

McGilvray stirs the apathetic UMies
To the Editor.

Being a UMie of good standing (i.e. I paid my
tuition), I'm taking a chance of ruining my future at
UMass by writing this letter and getting involved in
an issue and not remaining apathetic.

In the past week I've noticed a slight amount of flak
over Mr. McGilvray 's cartoon of last Friday 22
February.

I've attended Massachusetts' official asylum of
higher learning at Amherst for three semesters and
have been enjoying(?) the Collegian since 1972

I feel that while I have been following ms cnaracter
exploits, Mr. McGilvary has shown an unbelievable
and enjoyable insight into the life of many a Umie.

I don't claim to know why Mr. McGilvary has
depicted certain characters as he has but I think the
level of his humor is above the simple and straight
forward. Maybe it is just me, but in his UMIES series
Mr. McGilvary has been able to penetrate many
facades and show the humor in us all and our actions.
Keep up the good work, Don, and as for your car-

toon, change. only your underware.

Richard Sousa

Late check receivers need vets club
To the Editor:

This letter is addressed to all veterans who are
concerned about their financial situations here at
UMass. I don't know how you feel about it, but I find
that my finances are getting a little bit tight at the
end of every month. This is especially so when a
check is a week or more late in arriving. The Vets'
Office in Wittless Hall tries to do everything they can
for us. but there 's only so much they can do. One thing
they can't do is lobby to get us more money. The
V.F.W. and American Legion do most, if not all of the
veterans' lobbying in Washington, but they aren't
about to help the younger vets, because they don't
have many younger members. So we get screwed out
of money which we earned, simply because we aren't
into their trip. Consequently, we're going to have to
do our own lobbying. Although the educational
benefits have gone up since our fathers were getting
them, the real costs of an education have gone upmuch more. Result, we're not gettng as much in real
dollars.

There is a solution, however. The UMass Veteran's
I lub. which is not a social club, intends to represent

the younger veterans when lobbying for. or against
legislation that we feel is important. In order to push
effectively, we need a lot of people helping us, and
this means you. There are 2400 vets on this campus
right now, and if we band together we could con-
ceivably become the biggest and, subsequently, the
most powerful special interest group on the campus.
If we could organize statewide, with community
colleges, state colleges, even UMass Boston, we could
have a large block of votes, and our lobbyists could
have a lot of influence.

I, therefore, urge all veterans who feel that they're
getting a raw deal from the beaurocracies of
government and university, to attend the next
meeting of tte UMass Veteran's Clubthis Thursday.
March 7, 1974 in the Campus Center.

In the meantime, we will have a table set up on the
concourse of the Campus Center for most of the week.Come by and rap with other concerned vets about
what bothers you most. Find out what the club can do
for you how it can do it, aad how much more it can do
if we all push together.

AlanH.Muir

Collegian can H howlfreedom
To the Editor,

What surfaced with the publishing of Don
McGilvray's caricature of the Chancellor has been
building at least since the beginning of the school
year.

Throughout the year the Collegian has printed
sexist articles and cartoons. The close relationship
between sexism and racism is obvious to all but the
Collegian editors.

Tki week before the cartoon appeared a fight took
place in the Blue Wall. It was reported simply as a
brawl. The next day in a letter to the editor, it came
out thai this fight had started with racial insults
aimed at two Afro-American women. Given that the
original article might have been put together from
hearsay, or learning that what actually happened
involved racism and sexism 1 would think that any
press would attempt to correct the error. A respon-
sible press would attempt to bring the issues to light
yet no attempt was made by anybody let alone the
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UMass is fun
I'm Marty

Hi. I'm Marty — Marty Moronsky that is. I'm a
Freshman — at least, I used to be. But now, I feel like
I've been here for years. I mean, it's only been six
months, but it seems like so fuckin' long.

Not that I haven't learned anything. I mean, man, I

know more dope about more dope than anybody
around. Why, since I came here from Marlboro, I've
tried just about everything I can think of. One time, I

was doing sopors and I fell out the window. It's lucky
as shit that I live on the basement. I could've gotten in

alot of trouble. You can* get in trouble for just about
anything at UMass.

Anyhow, I can't really complain too much about
UMass. My car's only been towed five times, and I've
only been ripped off twice. And for Southwest, that's a
pretty good record.

So this is where I stand. The only thing I'm sure
about around here is that I'm not sure about
anything. I'm not even sure what I'm doing here. I

started off as a pre-med major, but I flunked
chemistry. So I switched to psychology, but the
computer knocked me out of all my courses. So here I

am with a shitty course in rhetoric, two history
courses, food science, and a course in home
economics, and I have no idea what my major is.

Besides, most of my courses just put me to sleep.

Except food science - that's funny. They even throw
in some sex education for the hell of it. I guess it all

depends on what vou've been eating.

Right now I've been waiting for a check from my
mother, so I can buy some cocaine. It's supposed to

be really good stuff, and Sharon wants to do some
with me. So who am I to argue?

It seems like the new fad around here is

"streaking". It doesn't really make sense to me. I

mean, why would anybody want to freeze their asses
off, running around Southwest. It's cold enough
around here, as it is. I wonder if "streaking" is

anything like "skinny dipping".

My roommate, Carl, writes for the Collegian. He
says it's a pretty shitty paper. I don't know — I only

look at the funnies and the horoscope. I used to do the

crossword puzzles, but they always use the same
words. I told Carl I thought they should have other

games in the Collegian. He said they do, but nobody
knows about them.

It's getting near suppertime. Not that it matters —
it's only the Dining Commons. It seems like

everybody is always complaining about the Dining
Commons, but they eat there anyway. I'd just prefer

not to think about it at all. Besides, everyone at

UMass knows that if you don't think about something,
it just goes away.

So I'll just sit around and get high and listen to the
Grateful Dead. Sometimes I wonder if it's all wor-
thwhile, but it's easier not to think about it. Besides,
UMass is so much fun.

Matt Tackeff

Judgement needs integrity

"Judge, and be prepared to be judged."
Very often, when one makes a moral evaluation,

one is confronted by those who assert that nobody has
a right to stand in judgement of others. Adhering to
the religious view of man's inherent imperfectability,
they insist that since no one is perfect, no one is in a
position to pronounce a moral judgement. "Judge
not, that ye may be judged," remains the watchword
for moral abdication.

But moral neutrality is a blank check, to be played
for all it is worth by those whose intentions are to

ravage the stammering multitudes. The barbarism of
the Twentieth Century has been encouraged by those
who resign themselves to the belief that "one man's
barbarian is another man's savior." Unfortunately,
the countless victims of totalitarian savagery were
never given the opportunity to express their moral
evaluation of their fate. I sincerely doubt that they
would have been neutral about moral issues.

The existence of unmitigated evil necessitates that

we speak out with righteous indignation. To do so
does not mean that we are being blind or
dogmatic...or hypocritical. One does not have to be
infallible in order to denounce evil. The only
precondition that a judgement requires is integrity.

Obviously, one who denounces repression in Chile but

applauds it in Cuba (or vice versa) has no business
standing in judgement. Unfortunately, those who
posture as opponents of one particular brand of

tyranny are often apologists for another brand.

Can anyone stand as judge who has not attained

"perfection?" Omniscience is not attainable to man,
because the human species is limited biologically.

But in the moral realm, an individual may strive

toward a goal of perfection by not willfully breaching

his or her integrity. We can properly evaluate and
judge if we can honestly say that we have never
consciously violated the standards by which we judge
others.

We may choose to express a moral evaluation to a
number cf other individuals, hoping to persuade
others toward our point of view. An example of such
appeals is the current publicity accorded to
Alexander Solzhenitsyn. Many people in the West are
hoping to mobilize enough sentiment on behalf of
Solzhenitsyn and his admirers in the Russian liberal
community in order to prevail upon the Soviet rulers
to discontinue their persecution of dissenters. But
what is the status of dissent within our own business
scrutinizing Soviet repression when our system is so
"repressive."

A person of integrity will realize that there is a
world of difference between the planned execution of
hundreds of thousands of "suspected counter
revolutionaries" during the lifetime of the present
Soviet leaders, and difficulties experienced by
dissenters in America. That same sense of integrity
would compel us to make those differences more
distenguishable.by practicing what we preach.

We can begin our preparations for our own
judgement by cleaning up our own house, so that
there will be no mistake about the seriousness of the
standards we set. We must seek the elimination of all
repressive legacies in America: military con-
scription and the imprisonment of those who evade,
racism, legal double standards, enforced conformity
to certain lifestyles, etc. But while we are cleaning
up. we must not forget that we have the right to talk
about the dirt in our house without being stripped of
our right to live in our house.
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"All right, you guys, I'll cooperate a little."

Pure waste
By WHITNEY CRANSHAW

Increasing recognition of the finite nature of the Earth's mineral and
energy resources has focused attention on the need to reduce waste. For
the most part people seem to be pursuing this in the form of direct fuel
savings by lowering thermostats and driving less. Rarely considered, but
also of importance is the energy involved in the production of consumer
goods. New energy-intensive materials such as plastics and aluminum
have moved into every field of production and are probably most
regularly encountered in packaging. The result has been a great increase
in energy demands and the problems of solid waste disposal.

Rather symbolic of this energy intensive pure waste in packaging is the
fate of the returnable bottle. There was a time, perhaps vaguely
remembered when returning bottles was a routine part of visits to the
store. These bottles were then reused 30^0-50 or more times-an ideal
form of recycling.

This was before glass and can manufacturers realized the potential
market. They could change bottling practices and substitute throwaways
for multiple-use bottles. Spurred by the huge profits possible they un-
dertook to sell their pure waste product through slick promotion,
questionable pressure on bottlers, and a downplaying the indirect costs
involved in a throwaway container system. Corporate profits zoomed to
the point where beverage cans are 45 per cent of the can industry's
market and throwaway beverage bottles are roughly 30 percent of the
sales by glass manufacturers. Unfortunately, the success of the
irresponsible promotion has been paid for by a variety of public sub-
sidies :

-Environmental deterioration produced by litter which has been so
aggravated by the change that the discarded beer can is often used as a
symbol of the callousness of American attitudes towards the en-
vironment.

-Increased consumption of electricity (at 500 watts per can;. Enough
energy is being used to produce throwaways each year to provide for the
energy needs of a residential area of 7 1

2 million people

-An extra load of the sorely taxed solid waste disposal system produced
by enough unnecessary bottles and cans to yearly form 17 stacks to the
Moon. Higher product cost produced by charging consumers for the
container (about 4-5 cents) instead of reusing it and spreading out the
costs.

-A decrease in employment in the beer and soft drink industries
produced by a system that favors automation and national concerns over
locals.

Currently before the Natural Resources Committee of the
Massachusetts legislature is H 4122, a bill which seeks to set a minimum
refund value on all beer and soft drink containers as a means to en-
courage the multi-use returnable containers and to reduce litter. It is
patterned after a bill that has been very successfully operating in Oregon
for the past year and a half. Strong industry lobbying in the past has tied
up similar bills, but a more favorable committee assignment and the
successful results of similar laws in various towns, counties, and states
around the country has helped increase its chances of passage. The bill
deserves support. Throwaway containers cost too much both in market
and in social and environmental cost to be continued for their dubious
convenience value. By writing state representatives, senators and the
Natural Resources Committee you can help begin to effect a more
rational approach to the use of Our Earth's resources

• ! TV

The Third World i The Third World will not take this backwoods

mentality any longer.

Letters Pelicy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegia n welcomes all
letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all
letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.
Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.
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More letters to the editor
It 's clear who I represent

To the Editor:

As stated in my previous letter to the Collegian /

simply desire that all of the rhetoric consuming the
Board of Governors, Program Council and graduate
and undergraduate fees be accurate. Noel Conley still

persists in binding the facts to fit his own desires and
misconceptions. As stated previously in my letter,

Noel, I would urge you to talk to Paul Hamel,
Treasurer of the Undergraduate Government
Association, and David Booker, Speaker of the
Undergraduate Senate. Perhaps, they can present
vou with the factual information you need to clarify
your letters to the "Collegian" and the miscon-
ceptions you seem to be operating under.
Larry St. Cyr, Jr. appears to be keeping alive the

Nixonian philosophy of attacking the character of the
person vou disagree with. The answers to the

questions you posed in your letter to the Collegian
are a matter of public record. No attempt was made
on my part to hide those facts. Yes. it is true that I am
not particularly fond of Noel Conley, but not for the
reasons you suspect. I am displeased with his per-
formance on the Board and have told him so on
numerous occassions, not for opposing me, which
every member of the Board has done at one time or
another, but for failing to justify his actions with the
proper information. As for who I represent - rather
than answer that myself, I would prefer that any
UMie who is interested simply look at my record and
ask around the community. I believe that it will
become abundantly clear as to whom I represent -
student interests.

James A. Lindsey, Chairperson
Board of Governors

Do you think steaks grow on trees?
To the Editor:

J just finished reading Cataldo's commentary on
gun control. He definitely had his points in con-
demning the legality of handguns. But he went a bit

far in downgrading the entire sport of hunting. He
feels hunters are cowards because they "hide behind
trees" and shoot deer. He wonders if hunters would
shoot deer if they had rifles also. By that little gem of
reasoning, Mr. Cataldo should be grateful that th*
cows, chickens, pigs, and other animals that are pre-
packaged for him don't cut his head off! "Civilized"
people don't realize that the sporting chance the
hunter gives his game far outweighs the breed 'em,
feed 'em, slaughter 'em methods of commercial meat
conglomerates. Yet, no outcry is heard for the three
month old lamb whose feet are delicacies to some. Or,
Mr. Cataldo, did you think steaks grew on trees?

I pay $13.50 for a combination fishing and hunting
license, which goes much further towards preventing
the "destruction of wildlife" than any idealistic rap
against hunting can do. It is not anti-hunting articles
which preserve marshlands, upland game preserves,
and other covers for wildlife. It's the hard buck paid
by sportsmen thru taxes on ammo and guns, license
fees, and duck stamps, that helps wildlife in general,
through hard winters. Since "civilized" man has
taken over the land, there are no natural predators to
hold deer herds, and other animal populations, in
check. Hunting, the skilled pursuit of game, has a
sound ecological basis. It prevents overpopulation,
starvation, and ruined gene pools of many species of

RIPPED OFF?
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CITIZEN ADVISORY
SERVICE
can help
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wildlife. Or, Mr. Cataldo, would you prefer that we
catch them, slaughter them, and can them? Would it

then be okay to "destroy wildlife"? Or, shall we just
let them reproduce themselves to the point of
famine?

I am not a fanatic NRA member. On the contrary, I

believe handguns of all types, (not just those with
barrel lengths of under five inches), should be
outlawed. There exists too much temptation for the

inexperienced or mentally deficeint to take the power
of life into his hands. Shotguns and rifles, however, do
not pose as much of a threat to public safety.
Adequate legislation would also prevent most of the
unstable from acquiring long-guns.
To me, there is nothing more exciting than wat-

ching my springer spaniel digging through the frosty
turf, on a late autumn morning, looking for that cock
pheasant she smells so clearly. When she does find it,

raises it for the shot, and makes the retrieve, I find all

the class, style, and excitement rooted in this ancient
sport.

No, Mr. Cataldo, I am not destroying wildlife, and I

resent your inflammatory remarks on the states of
hunters' "brave souls." At the end of his com-
mentary, Cataldo seems so concerned with proving
his own bravery by saying he has seen a gun from
both ends. Bravo!! But, Mr. Hero, bravery is not
dictated by the views man holds on how he should
make people live their lives, only in how he lives his

own.

Michael Lescord

Change target, please
To the Editor:

We would like to request the mighty snowball marksman housed in the

vicinity of the Tao Epsilon Phi house refrain from making passing motor

vehicles their target. On Wednesday evening. February 12th while we
were driving towards Amherst, a snowball suddenly hit our windshield.

Our seven year old daughter hit the dash board when the brakes were

slammed on. stopping the car. When we got out of the car snowballs were
aimed directly at us. Stephanie was not hit by a snowball because she

ducked. The people throwing the snowballs ran into Tao Epsilon Phi. We
filed a complaint with the police department and a kind officer visited the

Tao Epsilon Phi house with us. However, in a group meeting at Tao

Epsilon Phi, nobody was involved in snowballing us. So, as parents we
were left to explain to our child, who was wearing her Brownie uniform I)

why "Grownups" were trying to hurt her in the dark; 2) why some people

thought it was funny to frighten children; 3) why "Grownups" were

laughing at her when she was scared, and 4) why nobody could be found

who admitted to throwing snowballs at her.

We have attended this University for three years and have never had an

experience like this. So, the next time someone is looking for some kicks,

please stop and consider the fact that many students are parents with

small children. Unfortunately, our child just doesn't understand why
someone would deliberately attempt to injure another person. Must she

learn fear at this University, at age seven?
Julia and Arthur Stacy

Send your

groom to

us for his

tuxedo
The best man and ushers

will look great too • We
have all the best styles to

choose from

Faculty Wanted

TO TEACH ONE WEEK WORKSHOPS
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

1.

2.

3.

4.

HOMPSON'S
13 N. Pleasant St..

Amherst

Alternative energy sources and shelter forms

Natural foods; production and storage

Ecology and ecological science

Philosophical considerations to alternative

lifestyles

June 14- July 6, 1974

University faculty, Graduate students and other qualified

individuals are encouraged to contact:

"Toward Tomorrow"
[413] 545-3103

(XI division of continuing education

In Concert

The James Montgomery Band
Foster

Brothers

at the

Rle. IT. Siiii<i<*rlanc]

665-1937

Capricorn Recording Artists

Thursday Evening March 14

(Next Thursday)

Campus Center Auditorium

Admission: $2.00 in advance

$2.50 at the door

Tickets to be sold on The Concourse.
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The law and you

By RICHARD M. HOWLAND
Attorney for Students

One of the games law school
students play might be described
as the "Exploding Question" or
"What If. ..then..." Those of you
who see the movie "Paper Chase"
will see it being played, but may
not understand it.

The rules are based upon the
idea of Socratic method (for every
answer there is another question).
The smart guy (usually someone
with whom you share irrecon-

cialable ennity ) starts by stating a
fundamental proposition with
which everyone can readily agree.
Then the same person offers a
variation (acting as if the answer
were simple) which does not
conform to the original
proposition. As the game develops
the variations expand through
limitless permutations with very
little goal save ego gratification.

To illustrate, let me suggest the

following fundamental
propositions

:

1. The First Amendment protects

the rights of speech and assembly,
among others, partly on the notion

that truth will be the ultimate

product of the rule.

2. Truth is good.
3. Truth is a natural and ob-

servable fact.

4. Truth cannot harm because by
its very nature, truth is harmless
and non-truth is harmful.

If the foregoing can be accepted
without a reat deal of debate, let

me suggest another set of fun-

damental truths:

1. Everybody has a body. (That's

easy enough).
2. Everybody may be assumed to

have a reasonably accurate if

subliminal, knowledge about the

shape and size and organization of

their own body. This may be
limited to natural and observable
facts about it and may notextend to

an appropriate cerebral ap-
preciation or understanding.

3. People being what they are,

are made more or less uniform as

to size, shape and organization.

The perceptual variations are far

more mental and visual than
measurable and are really quite

subtle. I suspect that most people

don't really believe that, but it

won't matter here.

4. The unclothed human form of

any age, sex, or size is

unabashedly true. It is precisely

what it is and it looks precisely

what it looks like. It is not the

subject of any false rendering. It

does not promise what it can't

deliver.

5. As a form, humans find human
forms attractive. Sometimes some
humans find particular forms

more attractive than others, but on
the spectrum of things, human
bodies can be marked fairly high
on the better side of life.

I hope that digestion of the two
sets of my selected fundamentals
is complete and that there is no
serious disagreement yet. (You
may have to be a bit honest with
yourself).

I contend that the undraped,
denuded, bare, unrendered, un-
painted human body is truth.

Therefore it follows that the human
is harmless by itself. The mere fact
of such body is a threat to no one.
My view does not change whether
the body is in motion, or
stationary, verticlc or horizontal or
in any other particular attitude.

It is my own philosophical view
that given nudity as truth about
which curiosity is natural, it is

nevertheless more hamrful to

establish the clothed form as it

were truth than the contrary. I

refuse to accept the notion that

nudity of members of either sex
has any adverse effect upon other
members of the community
regardless of age or sex with the

exception of those whose cultural

background has kept them from
the truth of which I now am
speaking.

The same rationale is applicable

to such non-threatening objects as
automobiles, airplanes or (I wish it

wasn't so obvious) guns. By
themselves these objects are
relatively innocuous. It is fear of

whaT-they might do or in any
particular instance specific fear of

what they are being used to do that

prompts the law to intervene.

The same reasoning should
apply to streaking in my view.

Nothing intrisically harmful is

likely to result from buff behinds

batting in the breeze or free fronts

frolicking in the flesh. I agree with

Security Director David Johnston
as far as the disinclination of his

troops to trap ravelling traipsers.

It is gladdening to note the

sagacity of Assistant Director Saul

Chafin that stranded streakers will

be termed disorderly and not in-

decent. One wonders why motion
(Continued on p. 16)
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65 University Drive
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Amherst

FOR LIGHTNING FAST DELIVERY ON ANY OF OUR
DELICIOUS PIZZAS OR SUBS CALL THE HUNGRY-U.

PIZZA MTROL
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"FAST & COURTEOUS DELIVERY"
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IT ROTS TO SHOP
THE FINAST WAY

Contadina
Tomato
Sauce

8oz
cans

IceCream
Richmond
All Flavors

half

gallon

Lettuce
Fresh

Iceberg head

Muellers
Regular

Spaghetti
lb

pkg

Castel
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From our

Wine and Beer
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WFCR&
women
WFCR will commemorate the

sixty-third anniversary of Inter-

national Women's Day Friday by
pre-empting all of its regular

programming in order to bring its

listeners a nineteen-hour
panorama of broadcasts devoted to

the present and past condition of

women throughout the world.

Women in many field will come
together to reflect on the role of

women and on a variety of themes
affecting all lives.

Officially started on March 8th,

1910, in Denmark, the history of

International Women's Day goes
back to 1857 when women garment-
textile workers held a mass
demonstration in New York City

for better working conditions and
equality of work opportunities for

women. As the women's movement
progresses today, these same
issues are alive. These and other

concerns will be discussed March 8

on WFCR, at 88.5 FM.
Throughout the day, there will be

profiles of many women influential

in past and contemporary times
whose lives have made a dif-

ference in the way we view things

today. Among them: Ella Baker,
founder of SNCC; Maya Deren,
filmmaker; Carmen Pereira of

Guinea-Bissau; Kaethe Kollwitz,

artist; Severine, 19th century
French women's rights advocate;
and many others.

Meet a

candidate
Attorney Edward F. Harrington,

a candidate for the Democratic
party's nomination for Attorney
General will meet with members of

University community at room 162

of the Campus Center, Friday at

1:00 p.m.

Harrington served under former
Attorney General Robert F.
Kennedy as a member of his

special prosecutive group against
organized crime and labor
racketeering, and a member of his

select team dispatched to

Mississippi in the summer of 1964

to investigate the murders of three

civil rights workers.

In announcing his candidacy,

Harrington described the position

of Attorney G -neral as "The chief

attorney for the Commonwealth"
whose duties include prosecution of

certain criminal matters, ren-

dering advisory opinions to other

state agencies, supervision of

public charities, investigating and

regulating consumer protection,

conducting continuous in-

vestigation and procescution of

organized* crime, including trade in

narcotics and other dangerous

drugs, and representing the

Commonwealth in numerous civil

cases."

Attorney Harrington will be on
campus as a part of a series of

candidate hours, sponsored by the
University and State Com-
munications Council U.S.C.C,
students interested in further in-

formation are invited to call 6-4388

Notes, quotes and anecdotes

Campus Crusade for Christ will be hosting a musical ensemble. The
Sing Praise, Friday night at 7:00 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge of the

Student Union.

The Sing Praise are 8 students who are studying at the Bible Institute in

St. Johnsbury, Vermont. They will be singing and sharing the ministry of

life in the Lord Jesus Christ. All are welcome. Refreshments will be
served.

YSA to present forum
On Thursday, March 7, at 8 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge in the Student

Union, The Young Socialist Alliance will present another forum as part of
its continuous forum series. Britain's Crisis: Working People vs. the
Government will cover all aspects of the recent crisis of British
capitalism from a Marxist perspective, along with discussions of the
Socialist alternative.

Rising prices, massive inflation, and shortages of nearly all basic
necessities are symptoms of a degenerating economic system : not only in
England, but around the capitalist world. The United Mine Workers of
American have recently revealed that U.S. coal is being diverted to
Britain in large quantities, and have declared solidarity with their British
comrades and pledged to do all in their power to stop these scab coal
shipments.

Speaking for the Socialist alternative is Tom Moriarty, a member of the
Socialist Workers Party and a former UMass antiwar activist. All are
invited to attend the forum and informal discussion and question period
which will follow.

Gay
coffeehouse

The Student Homophile League
and the Gay Women's Caucus will

sponsor a gay coffeehouse this

Saturday evening from 8 p.m. at

Dickinson main lounge in Orchard
Hill. Only the very best in en-

tertainment and refreshments will

be provided. The Coffeehouse is

open to all members of the gay
community and of course, there's

no charge.

Psycho-

therapy
On Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in

Herter Hall 231, the Department of

Psychology and the Council of

Undergraduate Students in

Psychology will present a program
entitled. "Psychotherapy: A
Variety of Current Approaches."
The program will feature five

members of the Psychology
Department, who will present their

views and approaches to

psychotherapy: Dr. Sheldon Cash-
dan (Interactional
Psychotherapy), Dr. Morton
Harmatz (Behavior Modification),

Dr. Alexandra Kaplan (Focal
Therapy), Dr. Alan Lieberman
(Interpersonal Therapy), and Dr.
Norman Simonson (Role Enact-
ment Therapy).
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OPEN
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GIRLS
Want to find out what fraternity life is all about?

Become a Little Sister of Alpha Tau Gamma. Come
and meet the Brothers at 375 No. Pleasant Street,
Thursday, March 7, at 8:30 p.m.

BEER, DANCING, & FUN

"BRIAN'S SONG"
Campus Center Aud.

7:00 8:30 10:00

Sunday, March 10th 1974

Sponsored by UMass Rowing Assoc.

75«

NOW IT IS IMPOSSIBLE

TO MISS IT . . .

King of Hearts

FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 1974
*
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AND YES! 1:00 a.m.
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HAS THE CATERING SERVICE

YOU MAY BE LOOKING FOR

LET US PLAN YOUR SPRING DANCES,

GRADUATION PARTIES. BUSINESS LUNCHES

AND PLEDGE FORMALS.

CALL 549-6000 FOR RESERVATIONS

Sargent and colleague think

Ford should replace Nixon
WASHINGTON (AP)

Republican Gov. Francis W.
Sargent of Massachusetts and
several Democratic colleagues
said Wednesday the country would
be better off if Gerald R. Ford
replaced President Nixon in the

White House.

However, two other
Republicans, Washington's Daniel

J. Evans and Michigan's William

G. Mil liken, said it is important for

the congressional impeachment
investigation to proceed so the

country can learn the whole story

of Nixon's possible involvement in

the Watergate scandal.
Their comments came as the

National Governors Conference
opened a two-day winter meeting
amid general dissatisfaction with
the way the Nixon administration
is handling such problems as

*

energy, the economy and
Watergate.
Some of the governors sat

around the conference tables,
listening to a speech by Vice
President Ford about the need to

safeguard personal privacy and
listening to contradictory
statements about the nation's
economic prospect .

Chairman Herbert Stein of the
Council of Economic Advisers said
the administration expects to avoid
a recession this year. But
economist Arthur Okun, who
headed the council under the
Democrats, said that "when all the
returns are in," we will call 1974 a
recession year."
Meanwhile, other governors

circulated around the conference
hotel and talked to reporters about
matters ranging from the Arab oil

embargo to Watergate.
Gov. Patrick J. Lucey, D-Wis.,

renewed his call for Nixon's

resignation. In contrast to an icy
reception he received at the last
meeting in Nevada last June, he
now found some support.
"A lot of damage has been done

already," Lucey said. "I hate to
think of three or four months more
in which this thing is dragged out."
Democrats taking a similar

position included Govs. Wendell
Ford of Kentucky and Jimmy
Carter of Georgia

Asked if Nixon should resign,
Gov. Ford said, "Yes sir. It would
elminate the concern people have
for the office of the presidency."

Carter said Southerners have
great respect for the presidential
office. "That's why I'm so
disgusted with the way Nixon has
disgraced it," he said. "I'm for

impeachment if there's not a
quicker way."

A TOUCH OF GLASS

HAPPY HR. DAILY

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

ALL DRINKS ONLY 49'

TONIGHT

MYRA BRECKINRIDGE
with Raquel Welch & Rex Reed

in the CCA.

March 6 & 7 7 & 9:00

75*

WED. THRU SUN.

LOBSTER SPECIAL

Baked Stuffed

Lobster

Serving Luncheons Daily

from 11:30 on

Complete Menus

The Captains Tabic
DAMON ROAD

(First right after Coolidge Bridge)

NORTHAMPTON. MASS
584-6080

DISCOUNT COUPONS

DOMINO'S
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The law and you
(Continued from P. 11)

somehow makes it better and even
more why it makes a difference.

The law clearly frowns upon the

sport and the University approach
seems to be wise management at

least.

I do not wish to convey to anyone
that streaking is a lawful activity.

But, I do think there is much to be
said for the constitutional question
which, in Vermont at least, was
resolved in favor of skinny dipping.

(Of course, the fact that a senior

law eniorcemeiu oiiicial ot that

state was busted for skinny dipping
is not suggested as a reason for

that result).

Finally, it seems to me that any
sport which is on the edge of the
law ought to be organized into

leagues with specific rules and
appropriate standards. (Consider
that anyone who did what hockey
and lacrosse players do to each
other would serve long terms were
it not for organization and rules).

Messrs. Johnston and Chafin have
suggested at least two: 1. the field

must be large enough that players
can keep moving (at least if a
referee shows up) and 2. the
audience should limit its ap-
preciation to polite applause,
perhaps as for tennis matches.

I do not agree with any con-
tention that laws against streaking
are supported by the First
Amendment right to redress
grievances.

M

TOMIGHT

7 & 9:30

S.U.B.

75'

with short

Best of Bogart"

Streaker injured in cycle crash

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Some of the fun of the streaking

fad sweeping college campuses
was spoiled by the critical injury of

a nude motorcyclist yesterday.

A crowd of 300 at the East-

Central State College campus in

Ada, Okla., watched in horror

Tuesday as Mitchell Scruggs, 21,

lost control of his bike and slam-
med into a parked car. He suffered

critical head injuries.

Elsewhere in Oklahoma, dashing

around in the buff were some
Oklahoma State students, who
made a successful streak from the

school library to a dormitory at

high noon. And late Tuesday
evening, about 40 streakers en-

tertained an estimated 2,000

persons on the University of

Oklahoma campus.

In Sioux Falls, S.D., the

streaking fad reached down into

the high school set Tuesday night.

A youngster, wearing only a ski

mask, socks and white tennis

shoes, made a made dash across

the basketball court between

quarters of the Sioux Falls Lincoln-
Brandon Valley high school
basketball game.

An estimated 3,000 persons
witnessed the sprint, and he was
given thunderous applause. But the

Sioux Falls Police Department

took the youth into custody shortly
after the incident.

Students at the University of
Pennsylvania admitted their
planned April 1 "streak for im-
peachment" at the White House
was all "a giant hoax."

Student Senate £ Committee

presents

NON-TRADITIONAL

CAREERS FOR WOMEN
in honor of International Women's Day

Friday, March 8, 1974

12:00 4:30 S.U.B.

Speakers followed by Coffee Hour
and Career Workshop.

GCUl/
CREPES

a whole bunch * *

of casual crepe
sole shoes for ladies

¥
187 n pleasant st. amherst

M**> «r».r

r* -

i ii ii

THE IPUID

University Dr. at Amity St.

Amherst's Newest Young Action Spot

This Friday and Saturday

Featuring

Cuckoo's Nest

THURSDAY
Greek Night

with

Doc Sullivan
25* beers dancina popcorn

FRIDAY
3 - 6 Happy Hour w/Doc suiiivon

9 - l The Great DJ.

SUNDAY'S
individual Smorgasbord with

pitcher of beer or carafe

of wine $4.00

starting at noon

GIVE OUR NEW MENU i TASTE

SATURDAY
[The Deadly Nightshade!

SUNDAY

4 8 Goodtime Hour
Qt. of Bud $1.00 Hot Dogs 2/25*

popcorn 10'

9 - 1 Mama's Little Jewel

Butz pushes

farm exports

WASHINGTON (AP) - The best

hope of giving Americans more
food for their dollar lies in in-

creased farm exports, Agriculture

Secretary Earl L. Butz said

yesterday.

Butz appeared with Commerce
Secretary Frederick B. Dent and
Labor Secretary Peter J. Brennan
to urge the Senate Finance
Committee to give the Nixon ad-

ministration board authority to

make trade agreements with other

nations.

.

Butz noted it was a record $13

billion of farm exports that put the

U.S. trade balance in the black last

year. And he predicted a rise to $20

billion this year.

He said the trade reform bill is

necessary to take full advantage of

this nation's agriculture system,
generate economic expansion and
reduce the trade deficit by ex-

panding farm exports.

Butz conceded that American
farmers now are hard pressed to

meet current export demands but

said they will plant 40 million acres

more this year than they did in

1972.

If increasing numbers of people
are to be fed, the world's first

objective must be to negotiate for a
rational use of agricultural
resources, "one in which each
country produces what it can
produce best because market
competition demands it," he said.

"Consumers benefit when export
oriented agricultural policies
stimulate the general economy,
provide jobs off the farm, and
reduce tax costs, Butz said.

Dent said the U.S. balance of

trade is expected to shift back to a
deficit this year because of the

energy shortage, and called the
trade bill a tool for obtaining
greater market access for
American products and services.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Governors ask suspension of
matching state highway funds

17

WASHINGTON (AP) The
chairman of the National
Governors Conference called on
the Nixon administration today to
suspend temporarily "the
requirement that states match
federal highway funds in c ler to
avert "a further depressing effect'
on their economies.
Republican Gov Daniel J. Evans

of Washington made the request as
a study showed the fuel crisis

might cost states up to $2 billion in

gas tax revenues this year plus

additional losses in other revenue.
Robert E Merriam, chairman of

the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, said
in releasing the figures that "in
less than two months, the general
fiscal situation of state govern-
ments has changed from optimism

to great uncertainty

Evans, appearing with Merriam
at a news conference as the

nation's governors opened their

midwinter meeting, declared that

lifting of the Arab oil embargo
would reduce threatened state

revenue losses only slightly

ERIC'S GIANT

SUBS

hntestiritfic

314 College St., 253 9521
Amherst

eaaflttH

cuffed
cords

U
llVE-IN .-W*

Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mail

\f0UR

Choice

YAG0

SANGRIA

$139 23.5 oz.

bottle

SCHLITZ

BEER
12 oz. Cans

$479
Case

MICHEL0B
UATty

celebrity series
presents

BEER
12 oz. N.R.

$C49
Case

Fabulous

Rhinestones
featuring

HARVEY
BROOKS

Thursday, March 7\

in the Hatch

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

admission $1.00

GUILD

TAV0LA RED
WINE

Case

VINYA

ROSE

$125

Chateau de Montrabel

Gironde - France

Red Bordeaux

$129
Fifth

GENESEE

BEER
12 OZ. N.R.

$049
Case

Four Seasons

Special

Fifth
$ 789 $ 199

Prices Effective Thurs. through

Sat., Mar. 7 to 9.
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Notices-

ALL ASIAN DANCE:
Sat March 9 Cape Cod Room,

SUB. starling 8 p.m.; sponsored by

Chinese Student Association; All

Asian Students and their triends are

welcome.
ALL PSYCH STUDENTS:
Tonight at 7:30 in Herter 231, a

program presenting the variety ot

approaches to psychotherapy. A
distinguished panel of speakers,

audience participation encouraged.

Refreshments served. All invited.

BAHAI COLLOQUIA:
8 week colloquia on the Bahai Faith

sponsored by John Quincy Adams
begins tonight in the 5th floor lounge

at 7 p.m. Each week a different

subject and speaker. One credit

given.

Katahdin survivor

Isuffers amputation

ORONO. Maine (AP) • A
member of the ill-fated winter
climb on Mt. Katahdin has had
part of both feet amputated, one of

his campanions said today.

Robert Proudman, 25, of

Gorham, N.H., told an inquiry here
that Paul DeBello lost parts of both
feet as a result of the climb which
resulted in the death of Tom
Keddy.
DeBello, 23, of Jackson, N.H. was

the last person to see Keddy alive.

Proudman, one of the leaders of

the six-man climbing party, said

the group "made no big mistake,

but may have made a series of

small mistakes in judgement
before we made the climb."

The inquiry is being conducted
by the Baxter State Park Authority

in an effort to evaluate the search
and rescue mission and to take
steps to prevent similar tragedy in

the future.

Speaking for the group,
Proudman said they misjudged the

seriousness and size of the storm-
front which stranded them on the

mile-high mountain located in the

southern end of the park.

The group started climbing in

spring-like weather, but were
caught by rain, fog, snow and a 60-

degree drop in temperature.

Kill A Watt
CONSERVE ENERGY

Your Local Authorized

Norelco

Dictation

Systems

Distributor is:

CARL SIGNET

Royal Business Machines

30 Robbins Road

Springfield

Tel. 781-5495

BAHA', INFORMATION:
Informal talks and discussion,

every Thursday from 7:30 p.m. on 531

Lincoln Apts. (across from Whit

more) sponsored by UMass Baha'i

Association. Drop by

BERKSHIRE EAST SKI:
UMass Ski Program is concluded.

Will be a party at the Crazy Horse,

Thurs. night for the Ski Club and all

members of the Ski Program. Buses
will leave Boyden at 7:30 p.m.

BOXING MEETING:
Important meeting to vote on

constitution and hopefully watch two
boxing films.

COIN CLUB:
Meeting Thursday March 14, 178

C.C. 7:30-10:00 p.m. Everyone
welcome. Bring your trades, you
may find a bargain.

DEMONOLOGY DISCUSSION
TODAY:
"Who Are The Demons and Where

Do They Come From?" Edward
Phimneyof Classics Dept., Professor

of Mythology, Astrology, etc. ..12: 15,

1:15, Colonial Lounge. Sponsored by
United Christian Foundation.

FILMMAKERS:
Tonight — forming purposes and

constitution for Super 8 Film Society

at UMass. All interested please

come, or sign sheet in RSO Office. 7

p.m. in C.C. See C.C. schedule for

room number.
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA:
New pledges and big sisters,

pledging ceremony tonight at 7:30

p.m. in 102 C.C. All sisters are urged

to attend.

GAY BOUNCE:
Organizational meeting Thurs. at

9:30 p.m. Same room as SHL
meeting.

GAY LINE TRAINING:
Meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. Same

room as S.H.L. meeting.

GOSPEL OF MARK:
O.H. colloquium on "The most

important book in the world" is still

open. Come Thursday night, 8 p.m.,

Grayson 4 N lounge. Text provided.

ITALIAN DEPT.:
Italian Dept. guest speaker, Gino

Rizzo, Prof, of Italian and Com

parative Literature, City College,

City Univ. of N Y. is speaking on

"Pirandello Our Contemporary",
Thurs. March 7, at 8 p.m., Herter

Hall, 3rd floor lounge.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Bus for Northampton State Hosp.

leaves from in front of Hasbrouck at

6:30 and stops at Paterson House at

6:35. Beginning n«xt week, the bus

will leave at 6:00 and return at 9:00.

All are welcome.
OPEN RUSH:
Open rush, the Brothers of Pi

Lambda Phi invite all University

men to an open rush at 14 Elm St.

Free refreshments, for rides call 256

6837.

POLITICS:
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS OF

MASS. Meeting originally scheduled

for Tues. March 5 has been re-

scheduled to TONIGHT (Thurs.) The
local chapter — Five College
Democrats — will meet in room 169 of

the C.C. at 8 p.m.
NOTICE:
There will be a meeting to discuss

the long range educational ex
perience of the 1st year student on
Thursday, March 7 at 4:00 in the

Southwest Resource Center, right

hand side of Hampden Dining
Commons.
SKI PATROL:
There will be a brief meeting

tonight promptly at 6:30 p.m., in C.C.

903. End of season activities

BEAU BRITCHES

Join Our

Clothes Club

Mountain Farms Mall

discussed

SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB:
The jumping season is almost here

and the meetings and classes are

also Watch Collegian for times and

date.

STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE:
Important general meeting tonite

at 8:00. Festival, U.N H., State

Legislation and Social plans among
things to be discussed. New people

welcome. Check C.C. schedule for

room number.
VETS CLUB MEETING:
Are you aware of all the money and

benefits due to you? Let's get with it,

they're our bennies. Only your

participation will get us the benefits

we've earned. Drop in Thursday

March 7, Campus Center 7.00 p.m.

YOUNG SOCIALISTS FORUM:
"Britain's Crisis; working people

vs. the government". Tonight at 8

p.m. in the Colonial Lounge, S.U.B.

Public invited. Sponsored u
y the

Young Socialist Alliance.

LOST:
Brown wallet lost Friday in the

vicinity of North Pleasant and
Kellogg St. I need my license and id.

200 I.U. - 100 CAPSULES
REG. $3.75 - BOTTLE

2 FOR $376
ONE CENTSALE

Natural B Supplement

REG. $2.15 PER 100

2 FOR $216
GENERAL
NUTRITION CENTER

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadlev

&
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QUEEN VASHTI
will be

STREAKING
Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Memorial Hall (next to Old Chapel)

^
'%

PURIM CELEBRATION
"You won't leave thirsty"

*V« a * * *
1*

ThorsddL) dt ibe TOP

9 OOpm- 1 OOd<n,
taxe a breaK {rom rocK * roll

and -ratfe yourself tx> the Top of the Campus

Reward tor return Ellen 549-1748.

LOST:
A wallet belonging to Greg

Sullivan, and a leather coat lost in the

Bluewall last Friday nite. Call 546

5120.

LOST:
Brown velvet hat with visor and 2

gold buttons. Lost last week between

Hasbrouck and SUB. Reward. Call

Cindy 6 6944.

LOST:
Gold rim glasses in SW. Need badly

call 6 5292 or 6 5290.

LOST:
Brown wallet, C.C. coffee shop,

Tues. 5:00 p.m., ID'S for Robert

Carlson within, I will split cash if you

are good enough to return it. Call 549

0925. Thank you.

LOST:
Brown hat and mittens between

S.U. and Bartlett. Please return to

either C.C. lost and found or call

Nancy at 546 5387. Thank you.

FOUND:
Meal ticket and ID for Sharon

Wainshilbaum. Claim at Food Ser

vice Office, Worcester D.C.

i Campus^

AMHERST MADLEY LINE

WOODY ALLEN'!

NEWEST COMEDY

cw8ody
cAlleq,

and

TDiaqe
<Tfeaton

in

'Sleepei^

WEEK!

7:00

10:40
ALLIED ARTISTS present

mcquEHi HOfflnm
inaFRANKUNJ SCHAFFNER film

ranLum

X-RATED DOUBLE

THEY NEVER FLUNKED 7: is

AN ORAL EXAM! & ions

A Dlf f ERtNT KIM) OF LOVE STORY

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES
ALL SEATS

Dear

Aggie...

By LAFILLE|SANSMARBRES
MDC Staff

(Do you have an
academic, social or per-

sonal problem? Tell it to

Aggie, The Collegian's

exclusive columnist. Send

or bring letters to The

Collegian, Student Union

Building, UMass, Amherst,
01002 - editor)

Dear Aggie,

I have a tnend who has a crush
on a friend of mine. The problem
is, I have a crush on him too. What
I want to know is if I tell him that
my friend has a crush on him,
would he avoid her and spend more
time with me because we are
"good friends" I don't know how he
feels about - or her. But he's
always friendly and makes an
effort to come to visit us both. But
then again, he visits a lot of girls.

Should I let him know how I feel,

and if so, how?
End of Rope

Dear End,

I can only tell you what anybody
else would. Go in there and be
obnoxious! Let your feelings be
known. Goput of your way to bump
into him, by meeting him for lunch
- accidentally, of course. Why care
about your girlfriend? All's fair in

love and war, right? If he doesn't

take to you then, forget it. No man
is worth that much aggravation.

Dear Aggie,

My boyfriend complains that my
mustache is unfeminine. He's been
after me for the past few months to
have it professionally removed. I

feel that women should be allowed
to grow hair, and that societal
modes are outdated. I love my
boyfriend and want to keep him.
What should I do?

Delilah

Dear Delilah,

What do you want to do? Elec-

trolysis is sometimes painful and
costly, and not always effective,

although in most cases it has
worked very well. If removing it is

too harsh a move for you, com-
promise. Why not dye it? That way
you can keep the hair but it won't
be so unsightly. If it's the principal
of the thing, then keep a stiff upper
hairy lip and combat the looks you
get plus the comments from your
boyfriend. Whatever the case, let

me know. If you lose your
boyfriend, I'm sure I'll be hearing
from vou anyway.

Dear Aggie,

I have this problem with my
girlfriend. Not her, really.
Actually, it's her mustache. You
see, it's heavier than mine! I've
been trying to grow one for two
years now and I still get em-
barrassing comments. I've asked
her to have it professionally
removed and she's refused. She
must know how resentful I am
because all she does is gloat. And
to make things worse, every time I

go to kiss her on the lips, she
always moves her head down just a
little so I end up kissing her idiot

mustache! It's degrading. What'll
I do?

American Hairless
Dear Hairless,

Cheer up. It can't be all that bad,
although for some reason this

problem seems awfully familiar to

me. Is your girlfriend's name
Delihah by any chance? In any
case,' try appealing to her
emotions. Tell her how you feel and
see what she says. If she loves you,
shell do something about. It she's
SWI adamant, this just may be
another The Way We Were story -

although, politics, I can see maybe,
but a mustache...?

UNI VERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAMt.

By SYDNKV OMAKH
Jockeys born under Taurus do their best

riding on grass or off track conditions, such
as mud^ For a steady ride, choose the
jockey born under this zodiacal sign The
big horse, the large animal who must bemade to understand who is boss, is made m
order for this rider Taurus jockeys bring
more horses in the money during the month
of September

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Do more
analyzing than confronting-your position
needs reinforcement Persons who are
supposed to perform basic services might
let down on the job Know it and don't
commit yourself Wait, listen and observe
TAURUS ( April 20-May 20 ) : Avoid acting

on impulse. Count Ten" before making
response to accusation The more calm
deliberate you are. the better for you. Know
it and act like you are aware of it Smooth
talking individual may be trying to trap
you, using flattery as a weapon Be wary'
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Much that

occurs could be clouded by wishful
thinking. It may not be easy, but it is
necessary now to be factual Otherwise, you
will be embarrassed Applies especially to
relationships with opposite sex.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Hold off on

journeys. Overcome temtation to bicker
with neighbors, relatives Many around you
now appear stubborn, heavy-handed Ride
with the tide. Conditions, as they exist, are
but temporary You actually are due for
good financial news
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) : Some desires are

fulfilled only after they are revised. A more
realistic approach is necessary. Don't hang
on to losing proposition Let go of past
Prepare for future. Aries, Libra persons
could figure prominently.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22): Cycle is high

but nothing is handed you on proverbial
silver platter Take initiative. Make your
own luck Blustering associate tests your
mettle Eliminate safety hazard at place of
residence. Take no unnecessary chances.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Go slow despite

urgings of one who has head in clouds Heed

inner voice Follow through on hunch- but
keep logic right up front Aquarian figures
in important way Double-check behind the
scenes Separate fact from illusion

i-^R°r1 C-t 2->-No" a?: Frisnds may
quai.t. .we». „ei.sc of .turner »ughhght
veija.1l.4y ^i.e full Diay io intellectual
curiosity Deal with Sagittarius. Gemini
persons Don't promise more than you can
deliver Study Libra message
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec 21): Sur-

prise is due and it comes from one who
usually keeps distance. Procedures are due
to be revised Be ready to assume more
responsibility Contract, partnership, joint
ef'orts are £;tv;tti. Check location of
legal iGJL.njn.s.

CAP.UCCRN (Dec ^2-Jan 19): Be
aware of fine points, apparently minor
details Associate who is supposed to
perform certain tasks may be negligent
Know it and ask questions. Obtain answers,
not evasions Be thorough Ignore one who
talks fast but has little to back assertions.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18) : Money and

emotions make powerful mixture Nothing
happens to you halfway -now it is all or
nothing. Some persons close to you begin to
express unusual opinions. Instead of being
upset, try to learn. You might be delighted
with ultimate results

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Be selec
tive. Choose quality. Turn down secon-
dhand products You have right to the best-
show it and know it and make others realize
it, too. Decision time is due regarding
marriage, partnership, joint effort. Let
others have their say before committing
yourself.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
capable of creating illusions, of being
poetic, of sensing what others need and
think and desire. April will be a most
significant month for you this year Persons
born under Pisces and Virgo seem to be
drawn to you. You are selective, at times
autocratic but nearly always for the un-
derdog. You are introspective and loyal;
you also are easily hurt and often see
persons only as you wish they could be
Copyright 1974, Gen Fea Corp.

Crossword Puzzle
DOWN

21
22
23
27

29

ACROSS
1 Girls name
4 Spheroid
8 Pack away
12 Nothing
13 Turkish

regiment
14 Brazilian

estuary
15 Scottish cap
16 Familiar

forms of

proper
names

18 By oneself
20 Sharp

Conjunction
Footlike part

Greek letter

Parcel of

land

Cushion
30 Pertaining to

the kidneys
31 Negative

prefix

32 Occupied a
chair

33 Crony (col-

loq)
34 Pronoun
35 Fleshy
37 Policeman

(slang)

Ocean
Pilaster

Obese
Symbol for

tantalum
Bellow

44 Lavished
fondness on
Guardian
Period of

time
Stir up

53 Pith helmet
54 Goddess of

healing
55 Ivy school
56 Break sud-

denly
57 Openwork

fabric

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

7

8
9
10
11

17

19
22
24
25
26

27

Pilaster

Face of watch
Nearly
Poison
Mohammedan
name
Was destitute
of

Chooses
Breed of dog
Scottish cap
Native metal
Existed
Compass
point

Negative
Stroke
Preposition
Domesticate
Appellation of

Athena
South Ameri-
can capital
Foreboding
Remunerate

auu uGnoe moo
[aTr e A R S|0[Nl AGIO!
|r|e p A I R S E A T EJNJ

O I L S H E RO
G i R LS P A R ENJlT s

H
A

R T S w A O E S m
I

P
E

T S F I R E O N
F A R E B s T O P

S|T A T E H SH OR E
H I T S s T A R

ST E R E TE E M I N|G|
A I M BSlTl O R E e RiAl
MRS UMEHLd HDU

30 Knock
32 Frighten sud-

denly
33 Vessel
36 Near
37 Cardboard

box
38 Glossy fabric
40 Data
4 I Preposition

43 Faroe Islands
whirlwind

44 Fall in drops
45 Great Lake
46 Arrow
47 Lift with lever
48 Brown kiwi
49 Lubricate
50 New Deal

agency (init )

38
39
40
41

42

47
51

52

Dittr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc

K+I1)¥U& fC»f>e/>S
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THREE HElWrS Of "MANHATTAN Mr3^TU)AF.
,

?
,

I'M AFRAID rrs ANOTHER SV\UDE.

id.c.

r Have HERfj am eye
CHART. NOW, I WANT"
ybU TO TRY TO REAP
THE TOP LJNE .

-3LT
97

by johnny hart
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Give
till it

helps.

+ The American
Rad Cross.
The Good
Neajhbor

W^ »HR TEl 733 5131 """"^k

[M<WiU <rNIUV\l/U *\
*» Honor MASTER CHARGC /

733 5131

i MASTER CHADGC
RIVf ROALE RO WEST SlflD

«t/M HI! i.*'"'

iSTHE
EXDRCIS1

s. Eves. 7:10-9:40

43
£ flOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOQOflaOOd OOOOOOOOOOOOO OJ

TRUFAJJI5

lAcouiittasst'

[PCS

jKi'FOR
li NICHT

Eves. 7:30-9:50

"***'-'*''*'-'-*--'''-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-*-'
-'-'^*i'-

AL PACINO
''SCRPICO"

wra Eves.
7:30-10

WyPWL
NHWWkN RCDfORO
pg THE STING

:•!

Eves. 7:15-9:45

w
k STORY FOR EVERY ONE

WHO THINKSTHEY CM NEVER

HU. m LOVE MAIN.

Cindcrdka Liberty

Eves. 7:40-10

V\*MJ DISNEY —««:,,o„

;:;J _ TECMNICOCOB

w Sat. -Sun, from 12 ^M

FOR SALE

Hooks and mags. Old and out of print.
Free Search Service. 584-3299. anytime.
Larry Pruner. Box 285. Northampton.

MM
2 Electric Guitars, one in excellent

condition, good sd : silvertone amp. : guitar
case 175. easy. Call S4C-S034.

lfl-7

Corvair parts — save. 260 new parts
available for your valuable car. 25c for
catalogue (lark's Corvair Parts. ( olrain
Ma. 01340.

tf3-7

Quiet 4 private 50' trailer, extra wide
living rm., 2i, wooded acres in Williams-
burg. 412.000. Call College Town Realty. G.
Shea. 584-2(15.

tfJ-12

Country beauty — 4+ bdrms 4
fireplaces. 2 full baths, country sited mod.
kitchen. 4+ acre*. Ashficld, $45,044. Call
G. Shea. 586-2415.

tf3-l2

Revox A-77 Mark 3 tape deck, studio
quality. I yr. old. 3 heads. 3 motors, list

$954. sell 1700. with rmt. Ctrl. * tape Call
549-1421.

MM
Wow!! Garrard ATI4 turntable with

brand new Shure RS-7C cart., only 140

:

AMAZE YOl'R FRIENDS!! Zowie! Call
Andy. 544-4*47. midnites

_?_*

Issues 1-144 of Rolling Stone Magaiine
Best offer. 544-5109.

MM

Sargent asks Congress to fund

aid to handicapped children
WASHINGTON tAP)

Massachusetts Governor Francis
W. Sargent yesterday asked
Congress to help end the "legacy of

neglect" for the nation's estimated
seven million handicapped
children.

Appearing before the House
Select subcommittee on
Education, Sargent testified in

support of a bill by Rep. John
Brademas, D-Ind., which declares
that 60 per cent of handicapped
children receive "no special
educational services at all."

The bill would require the

federal government to meet up to

75 per cent of the additional cost of
educating the handicapped.
The government currently

contributes about 7 per cent to
state and local programs for the
handicapped, according to Dr.
Daniel Ringelheim, chairman of
the National Advisory Committee
on the Handicapped.
Ewald B. Nyquist, Commisioner

of Education for the state of New
York, told the sub-committee that
the cost of educating handicapped
children is "anywhere from two to
five times the cost of educating
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• 7:20 p.m. —
I Off the Hook — YVMUAs daily talk show con-
Sj tinues. Tune in and listen to the numerous subjects

being discussed and then have the opportunity to fc

air your views afterwards.

:

:

i

i

normal' children."

Dr. Ringelheim, who also serves
as New Jersey's Director of
Special Education, compared the
plight of the handicapped child to a
normal fifth grade child who was
suddenly told there would be no
fifth grade classes next year.
In Massachusetts, Sargent said,

50,000 children suffering from
some sort of physical or mental
retardation are in classrooms with
no special services. Another 3,000

"reside in large, impersonal state

institutions, stagnating for lack of
care," he said.

"And beyond these, thousands
more are simply waiting at home,
untouched by any social or
educational service," he added.

* " \VVHK(TaTES
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INGMAR BERGMAN'S

CRIESAND
WHISPERS

CORMAN presents j»
WORLD PICTURES RELEASE l

and Coming Soon '.

"THE STING"
•MAGNUM FORCE"

"SLEEPER"
"DAY FOR NIGHT"

(all with DOLLAR nite)

*--
8:00 p.m. —

WMUA Lecture Series — Tonight, Senator Lowell

Wiecker's Speech at Amherst College, which was
taped in January.

Television Tonight

12 Midnight —
"Moon Over Morrocco" — The African Continent
provides the setting for Jack's continuing ad-

— ventures.

flrmmmm rwrrrm rrrrrrrrrcyrrrri—j

5:00 POPEYE (18)

ilOGANS HEROES "Lady Chitterlys

Lover " Part II. (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OP Sl'PERM\N (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "His Royal

Highness " (30)

GOMER PYIJT'A Date For the Colonels

Daughter " (40)

5:30 THE REAL McCOYS "Grandpa Takes
the Primrose Path " (18)

THE LUCY SHOW Lucy and the Sub
marine " (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "How To Succeed in

Farming Without Really Trying." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Will The Blue

Baron Strike Again?" (30)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

4:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

I SPY "Always Say Goodbye." (18)

EYE TO EYE (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "AH Sales
Final." (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the Jack Of

Diamonds " (40)

4:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (24)

ANIMAL WORLD (27)

WALSH'S ANIMALS (57)

4:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 SALE OF THE CENTURY (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW "The At-

tempted Marriage." (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

MOVIE "Boomerang " (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE EVENING COMPASS (57)

7:30 ARTHUR OF THE BRITONS "The
Pentitent Invader " (3)

THRILLSEEKERS (8)

MOVIE "No Sad Songs For Me ." (18)

HOLLYWOOD AND THE STARS
"Teenage Idols " Part I Hal Stanton, host

(22) •

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK (24)

NEW TREASURE HUNT Geoff Ed
wards, host (30)

DRAGNET "The Big Problem " (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 THE WALTONS "The Five Foot
Shelf." (3)

CHOPPER ONE "The Copperhead," (8)

(40)

THE FLIP WILSON SHOW (22) (30)

AETNA WORLD CUP TENNIS (24)

THE ADVOCATES (57)

830 FIREHOUSE Tide Of Terror."
(40)

900 MOVIE TBA (3)

ABC THEATRE "Pueblo " (8) (40)

THE 700 CLUB (18)

IRONSIDE "Come 11. Come 12.'

(30)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER "What Beckoning Ghost 9 " (27)

HUMANITIES FILM FORUM (57)

10:00 MUSIC COUNTRY U.S.A. (22) (30)

NEWS (24) (27)

10:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

10:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

THE JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

(8)

(22)

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE

ENTERTAINMENT

Marble Slabs 3x3' 3'»"xV\ 170 ea. We
can cut and install, ideal for hearth, foyer,

patio. Call 253-7839 or 445-2249.

tf3-8

I pair Lima Climbing Boots. Just broken
in 130. Call 845-1225.

tf3-8

Speakers EPI 140. I yr old. $100. Pioneer
700 new. $350. Both exc cond. Call 1-967-

4434. will deliver.

MM
Used Sony I3ISD Cassette Deck. KRO

and Dolby. Best offer. Bob. 544-9155.

tft-8

1948 VW. 24.040 miles. Excellent cond.
Kadials. automatic, new muffler and
Irani. Asking f I1S0. 253-7434.

tf3-7

Fight-track and stereo system, good as
new. paid 8140. will sell for $100. (all
Collegian at 5-2550. ask for Bob MacKay.

tra-ii

47 Camam SS. stnd trans., like new. tires
good cond. Call Rick between 8 A 5. 584-

3883.

tf3-7

Red Olds Vista Cruiser Station W agon —
'47 body in great condition in and out.
Excellent running condition, for a look call
549-4073.

tf3-7

1965 Oldsmobile 442. '48 engine, burns
regular gas. $300 or best offer. Must sell!

Call 254-4091. keep trying.

Ml

If you don't need loud music to be en-
tertained, slide up to the TOC. Thurs.-Fri -

Sat. 9-1. if your thirsty come Thursday.

tf3-8

SERVICES

Fisher 2#2 stereo AM-FM Receiver,
excllnt cond.. warranty $144. Call Bob 254W
4527.

tf3-!2

1972 Pinto, auto trans., blk vynl hood, blk
inter., blk carpets. 2»ooo miles, v good
cond. Good on gas. $1800. Call 445-3416.
after 5.

MM

Where have all the Coffeehouses gone"
We don't know, but the TOC presents the
best in coffee house type entertainment
every Thur -Sat

MM

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $280. all
inclusive. For more information, call
Campus Travel Center. 545-4500.

tfc-15

Hi-fi audio repair. Sansui. Sony. Dual.
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech HiFi. 549-2410.

tf3-l5

1945 Corvair. automatic, very good
condition, over 24 mpg. must sell. $175
(all 254-4683.

72 Toyota Corolla 2-dr -sedan: well-
maintained, good condition. AM-FM radio
34 mpg. Tom. 253-3888.

tf3-8

tf3-7

24 Hour Service on Passports and
Passport Applications. Tel. 253-3148
Lang's Photo.

MMa

Let's make one thing perfectly clear.
Rock 'n' roll is here to stay and Bob the DJ
can bring it to you in fine style. Call 536-
vV75.

tf3-7

Sears Kenmore Washing Machine
Excellent condition. 1 yr. old. Call 549-4235
keep trying.

tf3-7

1947 Rambler American. 4 cylinder std.
shift. 45400 miles, needs a little work linn
Call after 5 p.m.. 445-4374, keep trying.

tf3-8

Tutoring Services available. Specialised
to suit your needs in Math. Stat. Econ A
(hem Call Jason at 544-4729. (Tip A Save
this Ad.

tfl-7

Tired of the same old shit? Try a band
from Boston Music Group, for your next
concert or party. 417-353-1184 or 417-247-
3962.

tf5-4

Used) llohner Electric Piano
condition. $254. Call 248-7145.

Good

t!3-12

Walk-in Van. Lyn Air Van. aluminum
body. 1964 Ford engine. 4 cyl.. recently
rebuilt, automatic trans. Best offer, call
Debbie B.. 549-4582

tf3-8

Car repair hassles? Experienced
mechanic available to fix it right, no big
overhead, no Job too small. Foreign A
domestic. 253-7241.

MM

PAUL'S OLOTfMC FURNITURE —
featuring the finest ( and cheapest > in

recycled and pre-owned furniture.

chairs, pictures, clothing, magaiines
and many other articles of dubious
value and recent antiquity. Yes, all

this and more at Paul's, located in the

heart of gay. exciting Amherst, behind
Aubuchon's. 2S.I-3SI I. Open 6 davs per
week. POTF

tf:i-5

i
one pair, t aber of ( omp. Ski Boots. Site

19 med Flow Innter Bool. 1974 Model
never been used. Call Bob. .546-4717. best
iffer.

lf.1-8

Color TV RCA 25" Console, excellent

condition. Must sell for first $150. 253-7211

MM

Canon Super 8 auto. loom 814. $275: AR
IX Speakers. $74 for a pair. Call Jock. 465-

3581. nights.

MM
AKC Reg Mini and Toy Poodle*. 8 wks

old. 3 males. I female. Apricot and Mack.
Call 665-4224. after 4 p.m. Asking $85.

113-11

LEFT-HANDED quitar Gibson
Heritage, excellent condition. $275.44. Call
544-5424 or 544-6549.

tft-ll

Ideal for dorm Electric Broiler-Oven
and Double Burner Hot Plate. Both in good
condition, call Carolyn at 584-4399

113-7

For sale, steel 4 String Guitar, hand
carved back, made in Spain. Call Sharvn.
544-7248. after 4:30.

tf3-!3

Ford Cortina GT. 88. 34 m.p.g. Healy
Sprite. 4 cyl. $354. Stick 4. 65 Rambler
$144; 1967 TR4A I.R.S. needs work; Por-
sche. XKI24. Best offer. 323-7327..

tf3-!5

Don't miss Harvey Brooks formerly w-
Electric Flagg is playing in The Hatch this
Thursday with the Fabulous Rhinestones!

tft-7

See the -Fabulous Rhinestones"
shimmering in The Hatch. Thursday night
9 p.ml a.m.

MM

1948 V.W.. 1949 eng. 32.404 miles, new
clutch, brakes, and electrical system.
Must sell. Call Chuck. 549-4852.

tf3-8

1947 Buick Riviera, p.s.. p.b.
engine and body call 323-4428.

at. Good

tf3-!2

47 Volvo I22S. 25 mpg.. good cond..
many new parts 549-1745. after 9 p.m.

tf3-12

1944 Dodge Comet, good condition. $354
or best offer, (all 545 2172. ask for Dennis.

atM

PHOTOS — Passports, visas.
graduate school applications, or
similar kinds of photography. $4.44 for
six passport site photos. Sites and
prices are negotiable. Quality
guaranteed. Very fast service. Call
Steve at 6-5443.

tf3-29

Datsun. Toyota and Volvo, repaired
at reasonable prices. I have plenty of
experience and equipment. Call
Russell Baca. 253-7456.

MM

Kjng of Hearts — Friday. March 8. 1974— Mahar Aud Showing at 7-4-11 and too
A. M. Now you can't miss it! 75c.

tftd

Bands - Available for hire through

E£?rL£
,
_1
.!?T2 - DARK H°RSE.RUN DRY. MAD ANGEL. Call Bill Nosel— Local Agent. 256-0484.

113-12

LOST & FOUND

Boogie with James Montgomery Band
Thursday. March 14. 7:34 and 14:36. CC.a!

tftl3

WOODY ALLEN'S PLAY IT AGAIN
SAM. FRIDAY. MARCH 8. CCA. 7-9-11.

MM

62 Chevy Impala. good condition. |
snows, starts easily. $125. 445-4172.

tf3-8

Black Brimmed Cap sometime Friday.
Has great personal value. Call Pat at 544-
4131. Reward.

lft-7

Party with "Some Of My Best Friends"
Friday nite. 9-1. at Hamden Commons in
Southwest. Donation $i.oo. Free Beer.

MM
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Defamation

'hostility' to Jews in media
NEW YORK iAPi _Tho A__1_J__ o»;~„ i «„„..,* ;„»„ ,._ •NKW YORK (AP) — The Anti-Defamation League

of B'nai B'nth has releasea a report asserting that
"hostility and insensitivity to Jews and Jewish
concerns'* have been "displayed by respectable'
elements in the American media, clergy and
government."
The report, released Tuesday, is the result of a 34

year study by League officials. It cited the following
as examples of "hostility and insensitivity:"
—Rowland Evans and Robert Novak whose syn-

dicated columns "frequently echoed the main themes
of pro-Arab propaganda."
—An address before the Association of Arab

University Graduates by the Rev. Daniel J. Berrigan,
who "castigated Israel in New Left terms."
—The Christian Science Monitor, an international

newspaper, which "swallowed whole the Arabs'
propaganda claim that they were merely attempting
to reclaim Arab territories,"

—Sen. J. W. Fulbright, D-Ark., chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, whom the
report says made a "false charge that the Israelis
control Mideast policy in the Congress contrary to our

interests.

—The American Friends Service Committee, a
Quaker group, which the report says published a
study on the Middle East which "repressed facts and
distorted history to reach a slanted and one-sided set
of conclusions."

Though much of the report's criticisms relate to
American stances on the Middle East considered to
be hostile to Israel and American Jewry, it also deals
with other, broader instances of alleged anti-
Semitism in the United States.
The report says there is a "revival of anti-Jewish

stereotyping in the media and arts," including the
movies, "Fritz The Cat," and "Portnoy's Com-
plaint," based on the book by Jewish novelist Philip
Roth.

Arnold Forster, the League's associate director
said in an interview that an upcoming ABC-TV
production of Shakespeare's "The Merchant of
Venice," does not permit the viewer "to forget the
Jewishness of Shylock," a usurer who is the
protagonist in the play.

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

ACADEMY AWARD
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PCS Mon.-Thurs. — 5:15 A 1:00
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pG< Mon.Thors. — 5:30 A 1:15
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Admission During Twi-Lite Hour - $1.25 Nightly

HELP WANTED MDC CLASSIFIED
Person to type 50 wds per min. Must

have 14-24 hrs. wk free— Next 4 wks work
also during spring vacation. Call 5-2W5
eve 646-3968.

tf3-ll

PHOTOGRAPHER MISCELLANEOUS ROOMS FOR RENT

1974 Earn At Home Directory.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Order now. send
12 to WC Smith. Box 1287-BL. Palmdale
Calif.. 93550.

tf3-ll

Full A Part Time Salespeople - The
Lodge is a youth-oriented retail clothing
firm, headquartered in Boston, with a
store opening in Amherst at the end of
March. We are looking for energetic,
personable salespeople, both full and part
time. If you are interested, please apply in
person at the Garden Room of the Lord
Jeffrey Inn on Wednesday. March 6.
between 2 and 5 or 7 and 9 p.m., or on
Thursday, March 7. between noon and 4

p.m.

tf5-5

Custom black and white film processing
done. Quick service! One roll of film and
contact only $1.25. (all John or George.
665-1290. 11*1-7

FREE

Tag Sale | Books. Upthes household
items, some antiques. Off Rt 63. on
Jugglar Meadow Rd. in Leveritt. Starts 10
a.m.. Saturday. March 9.

t/3-4

Furn. rm. — Priv. bath apt. air cond
w-color TV. auto dish-wash. 2 can share
for 450. I for SIM. incl util Call John at
549-4581. 4-14 am or after 11 p.m.

113-11

Mellow feminist to share home with 3
otAer women, own room S7S-mo. plus
Pets welcome. 549-4549. please keep
iryiag.

tft-U

Tri-colored pup. 6 mo. old. housebroken
ex. sensitive, free to good home. Call 256-
K305. ask for Mike - Moses.

tf3-K

Credit where credit is due — Marathon
Spring '74. April 15-19.

U3-7

TO SUBLET STEREO COMPONENTS

Apt. to sublet — June I to Sept. I 2 bed
Brandywine. PETS ALLOWED, rent
negotiable, (all 549-4547.

tfJ-8

Stereo Components — 24 per ce«t - 44
per cent off list. All major brands
available, all guaranteed (all Mike at

534-4414. after 5 p.m.
U4-II

Own rm hi Mt. Sugarioaf apt. On bus line
175 mo Quiet working space for art
student or serious student 4*5-2 1W. bet 7-

14 p.m.

t/3-ll

PERSONAL

FOR RENT
WANTED RlUE WANTED

Full A Part Time Salespeople. The
Lodge is a youth-oriented retail
clothing firm, hdq in Boston, with
store opening in Amherst in late

March. We need energetic, personable
salespeople. Full A part time. Please
apply in person at Garden Room of

Jeffrey Inn on Wed.. March 6. bet 2

and 5 or 7 and 9 p.m. on Thur* . March
7. betw noon A 4 p.m.

tf3-7

House or apt. 3 bdrms. 6 rms $344. Walk
to I Mass 3 rm apt. for 1145. Either avail
now. Call 254-8233. between 2:34 and 7 30
241 Northampton Rd.

MM
I Bedroom for rent. Avail immed. Brand

new house in Northampton. Call 584-2164
is« incl. everviMtig. m_g

Furnished room for rent immediately in
relaxed but quiet country house in
Whately. Sorry, no peU. tCS plus. Call 2S3-
3S1I or 445-3445. tfj^

INSTRUCTION

Gay or Bi. People of, Spirit wanted to
grow with Commune in the country Box
723. Amherst. Mass.

_ tf3-!8

I want to buy your sick car. any make or
model, any major problem, foreign or
domestic Let me buy your headache! Bob
2S3-724I.

t—-8
"Oldies, but Goodies" rock ' roll band

or DJ to entertain at parties. Call: Bob or
Nancy. 545-4845 after 5 p.sa. Leave
Message.

tft-7

Ride badly needed for 2 to Kingston or
Albany. NY or anywhere inbetween. on
Thurs. or Fri. 3-7 or 8. returning Sun. 3-14
CaO 253-3139.

tfJ-7

Ride wanted to Maiae. prefer Orono. this
weekend, will share expenses Call Larry
544-7584

tf3-7

Reynolds. Chateaaneaf. Benson. A
Kenton plus the rest of the 1974 Nesma
Champs — No team worked harder or
sacrificed more! Thanks J.B.

_M
If you park in the CC Garage, I might be

able to save you some WM CaU Jerry. 584-
3735 or 544-747*.

t/3-13

COOK CHINESE

Get ready. The Qaestor is here, what ,
happening to the new Quad
Daly Huagry Chuck knows.

tf3-8

NEED MONEY? Here's how to earn
money at home or la your room ad
dressing and mailing! Brand new
directory with offers, complete with
names and addresses! Guaranteed.
Just $2.00! Order today! W<. Smith
Enterprises. Box 1287 ( B. Palm
dale. Calif. 93550

03-8

Now accepting limited no. aoa-v«
majors for private singing lessons Far-
mer Fulbright duly) Soprano
Reasonable, 253-7352. tfj-| 2

WANTED TO RENT

H anted A female's 5 Speed Bicycle, kt
544-9528

tfJ-6

Leant to Cook Traditional Caiaeae
way. Leant to cook regional dishes
using traditional caokware. Thss 5
week coarse starts March 7. The fee hi

115. Held in Central Amherst. 2S3-2729.

tft-7

Happy 22ad Birthday to the most ap-
pealing Baaaaa from SOT. From the
Sammy Smudge.

tft-7

BICYCLES FOR SALE

Darling Fussbadget. I have 3 secrets sad
they're all far you Love. TVkiebaillt PS
Harry back. I miss yrn.

tft-4

TRAVEL
Need apt. far otte person m area under

1144. for rest of term with option on
Summer. CaU 1-547-3445. between 4 and 4.

tft-4

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

Campus Travel (enter, handles air
hotel, car rentals, package tours,
honeymooas. cruises and Amtrak. Call
^>-4S44, for information.

tft-tS

<2> 10 Speed women's 243" bikes for sale
Used. 144: new. *$ AMF. CaU 253-3744.

tft-8

Happy Birthday E. From the Q We will
bath have a good time Friday night

tft-7

ROOMMATE WANTED*

Free room in excaaage far babysitting
Female oal)

. mast Uke kids. CaU 253-2S34

tft-13

BEAT THE HIGH COST
1948 B8A 441 Victor. Beat offer,

between S p.m. A 4 p.m. 445-4914.

call

tft-8

Spring Vacation in Bermuaa trom siw.
For more information caU Campus Travel
Center. 545-4544.

tft-15

Living to 7 room house hi Amherst oa
Bus Route, rent 494. No lease, owa roam
modern house, phone 2S3-2449. 157 East
Hadley Road.

tft-7

al mass Momma » _ose je.r. ."
Pub. Sua. Nate, from 9 to 1.

tft-7

Spacious I or 2 bedroom con
dominium apartments, only 1157 to
$194 monthly after ISM down payment.
Includes closing costs, principle. In
terest. taxes, maintenance, upkeep
and insurance I <M a led In Nundrrland
Call 254-4474 for appointment eves..
445-2441.

tfl 1

1

TYPING
Typing — fast, accurate, cheap. Pickup

and delivery. Smith Corona 7444. Call Sue
1-527-4842.

tft-8

Spring Vacation in Spain at
Torremolinos. $279. all inclusive. For more
information caU Campus Travel (enter
545-4544.

tfti_.

Private bdrm., |g. s rm apt.. 3 bdrms..
living room, kitchen. 445 a mo one-third

!!_?_?_ C'" M4-7*42 ~ come to"
Orchard St.. Northampton

tft-4

Did yoa see ATG Ad aa The fettle
Sister's Rash-

tft-7

J

Will do typing In my home — Thesis,
papers, envelopes, mailing lists letters
Reliable, ace. fast, (all after 5 p.m. 253-
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Many enlightened at clinic
By MIKE BROPHY

MDC Staff

The seventh annual UMass baseball clinic was held Saturday morning
in Curry Hicks Cage and was an interesting session for nearly 400 high
school athletes and coaches.

Coach Archie Allen of Springfield College was on hand to give a short
talk on the techniques of base running. He talked of things such as cutting

down the large turns a runner may take when rounding a base as those
extra steps give a fielder more time to throw the ball to a waiting fielder

attempting to make a putout.

Allen also lent his knowledge to the audience on the art of sliding,

showing the proper positioning of the legs as he slid across the basketball

floor in the Cage.
Stan Benjamin, scout for the Houston Astros and former baseball coach

at Greenfield High School, talked at length on batting and bunting skills,

enlightening many a ballplayer on the various techniques of weight
control while swinging and the placement of the feet as well as the

movement of the head in controlling the whole coordination of the body.

Jeff McKay and Dick Bergquist delivered short talks on topics such as

rule changes, motivation, and ideas on equipment and practice routines.

Bergquist, UMass varsity baseball coach, said after the clinic was
completed, "If one boy or coach left here today having learned just one
thing, then this was a success. I was pleased with the turnout and I think

they got a lot out of it."

Many distributors of baseball equipment were on hand with some
displays to show the coaches and to present new ideas of their own.

Vida blue no more;
shows fine attitude

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By ERIC PREWITT
AP Sports Writer

MESA, Ariz. (AP) — The
Oakland A's have called off their

search for the old Vida Blue —
they're excited about the new one.

"I've never seen him with such
great desire and attitude — I guess
those are the right words —
before," pitching coach Wes Stock
said after the opening week of

spring training.

The left-handed pitcher ad-
mitted, "If I could predict my
season performance on how I feel

now. I'd say I was going to be a 50-

game winner."
But, he added, "I don't set goals.

I just want to be part of the team."
And for the first time since 1971,

when he was the best pitcher in

baseball with a 24-8 record, a 1.82

earned run average and 301
strikeouts, Blue was part of the A's
squad when spring training
opened.

"I'm not used to being here
before March. I might tire out
before the season opens," Blue
quipped after an early workout at
Mesa's Rendezvous Park.
Blue held out until late March —

A new man at the Oakland A's spring training camp
Blue. Blue has missed the last two springs while he was
controversial owner Charles Finley. Here he is talking to

even announced he was quitting

baseball — before signing his

contract in 1972. Last year, he
arrived here in early March after a
shorter holdout.

This year, he accepted owner
Charles 0. Finley's offer for an
estimated $75,000 after a three-

minute telephone talk.

"I guess he was in a good mood,"
Blue said of Finley.

It must have been infectious.

Vida Blue, an often-moody young
man the past two seasons, is in a
good mood as his fourth big league
season approaches. And he's in

excellent shape after a winter that

included weight-lifting to

strengthen his legs.

When he posted a 20-9 record last

season, coming back from his 6-10

mark in the year of the big holdout,

<A»' Wirephotoi

in Mesa, Arizona is Vida
negotiating a salary with
new manager Alvin Dark.

people stopped worrying about
what had become of his 1971

fastball.

"In 1971, I won half my games
before anyone knew what I was
throwing," the 24-year-old pitcher
says now about his first full season.
"Last year, I threw hard and
earned all 20 victories."

Alt, Frazier: what happens?
By TOM O'CONNELL

Assuming that most would wait
for the Wide World of Sports
presentation of the Ali-Frazier

rematch rather than pay twelve
dollars for closed circuit (which I

treated myself to since it was the
day before my birthday ) , I decided
to comment on the fight now. This
is not a report on the fight, that is

unnecessary. It is a commentary
on it and the implications of the
performances of the fighters, two
of boxing's greatest and still top
contenders for the Heavyweight
Championship of the World.

First off, I personally am not
sure whether or not Ali won the
fight. He definitely won the first

few rounds against the late starter

Frazier, but towards the middle of

the fight, around the fifth round,
Frazier began to come on. I had
him winning a number of rounds
consecutively starting at the sixth.

Around the ninth Ali started lan-

ding his lefts again, winning him
that round. Going into the tenth

round the fight was, in Howard
Cosell's words, "up for grabs."
The crucial factor, in my

opinion, was not anything either

fighter could control. It was the
pathetic manner in which veteran
referee Tony Perez, a supposedly
capable official, controlled the

fight, or didn't control the fight.

The pattern was established early.

Ali would run from Frazier, jab
and throw his lightning com-
binations, and clinch when Joe
attempted to follow up on the

solitary hooks which he landed
throughout the battle. Joe was
denied the chance to follow up on
his hooks by the inept Perez.

Perhaps a man of greater stature

would have beee more effective in

controlling Ali's clinching, perhaps
Perez was just too small to come
between two heavyweights. But I

don't think Perez recognized Ali's

clinching as a tactic to pile up
points, or if he did, it wasn't his size
which prevented him from using
his power as a referee, he just
didn't care. I think his actions
could have drastically altered the
outcome of the fight. But since it

was not a title fight and the
closeness of the decision is known
to the fans, I don't think the result
will affect either fighter's future
too radically.

Joe Frazier is done. He is a
shadow of his once awesome self.

His punches will destroy you and I,

but they are no longer capable of
crippling the world's top
heavyweights. The guts, the desire
is there, but the physical ability is

gone. Muhammed Ali is done.
Some of the old speed is there, the
durability remains, but with a
different referee he would have
been beaten by the shell of Joe
Frazier. Against Foreman, the
clinching would be met with

powerful shoves which would send
Muhammed flying helplessly
across the ring, prolonging the
moment when Big George's blows
would finish him.

Joe Frazier could not in my
opinion, eat Ken Norton, Jerry
Quarry, or George Foreman. Ali

knows this, and with a victory over
Frazier in his last fight, he is un-

willing to risk his chance of being

the second man to regain the

Heavyweight Championship by
fighting any contendei , especially

Jerry Quarry, who Ali backed out

on two weeks ago when he can-

celled their scheduled May 6 bout
at Madison Sq Garden. If Ali is

going to risk being beaten again,

the prize will have to be much
greater than just another payday,
it will have to be the Heavyweight
Championship of the World. And if

Ali takes that risk, it will be the last

time he fights. There will be no
excuses or critisisms of the of-

ficials strong enough to refute a

knockout by Foreman, and with

that knockout a great era of boxing
will have come to an end.

MOUTHING MAULER — Muhammad Ali may not
have many fights left in him, but it's a sure bet he'll
never run out of words.
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JV eagers: winning campaign
By STEVE SARACENO

MDC Sports Staff

"We're shooting for a .500

season," stated coach Chuck Olsen
of his JV basketballers three
months ago.

"It's my first year, and I'll be
learning along with my players."
Well, Olsen 's premier season is

over, and one of the things he
learned along with his team was
that the junior-Minutemen could
win.

The .500 mark was achieved and
then some. They ended up with a 9

5 record.

And many of those nine wins
were romps. Witness some scores:
87-41 (Rockwood), 78-57 (Rhode
Island), 69-47 (Rockwood, again),

and 97-69 (Thames Valley
Technical Junior College).

Yet, in JV basketball, the matter
of who won or lost is only of

secondary importance. The per-

formance of individual players is

what merits primary con-
sideration, since the JV's are, for

the most part, a farm club for the
varsity.

A couple of hoopsters caught
more than one eye with their play
during the season.

Billy Santos and Arnold Johnson,
who had practiced with the varsity

prior to the start of the schedule,

were Olsen 's seasonal one-two
punch.

Santos, the flashy scorer and
ballhandler, was brilliant in just

about every game. Even in games
when he didn't score well, his mere
presence on the court seemed to

make things happen.

Johnson, the lanky and tenacious

center, was a vulturous rebounder
as well as an eagle-eye shooter.

Very few opposition pivotmen
could handle him.
Watch for these two sophomores

next year.

Group 1, 10-5

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) —
Dick McAuliffe belted a grand
slam homer and Carl Yastrzemski,
Tommy Harper and Bob Mon-
tgomery also homered Wednesday
as Group 1 defeated Group 2 10-5 in

the Boston Red Sox first in-

trasquad game.
McAullife, a 34-year-old in-

fielder, acquired from Detroit last

October, unloaded against right-

hander Dick Pole, who took the loss

after being bombed for eight runs
and as many hits in three innings.

Rick Miller, counted upon to

replace departed Reggie Smith in

center field, drove in four runs with

three singles for Group 1. Bernie
Carbo, obtained from the St. Louis
Cardinals, was the only other

player with more than one hit,

getting two singles in the seven-

inning game.

The game was marked by seven

errors, including a pair by veteran

third baseman Rico Petrocelli,

who underwent elbow surgery last

August. However, Petrocelli un-

corked a couple of strong throws,

getting a warning at one point from
manager Darrell Johnson to take it

easy.

Craig Skok, who, like Pole, spent

much of last season with the Red
Sox, was the winner, although he

allowed five hits and four runs in

three innings.

Southpaw Lance Clemons, who
had a 1-2 record in 35 appearances

with Pawtucket in the Inter-

national League last year, was the

most impressive pitcher with three

hitless innings. Clemons was ob-

tained from St. Louis last March.
Veteran right-hander Juan

Marichal, who was delayed in

reaching camp, worked out for the

first time and then watched the

intrasquad game.
The 35-year-old Marichal,

purchased from San Francisco

after winning 238 games for the

Giants, said he thinks he'll be able

to start regularly every five days.

Another soph who impressed was
Glenn Cooper. The forwards
stylish jumper burnt many a cord,
and with his 6'6" body, he filled in
capably at center when Johnson
rested.

However, two-year men weren't
the only stars.

Forward Gary Kapinos, only a
freshman, could score as well as
anyone on the team. There were a
few nights when it was like

shooting into funnel for him.
Swing man Dave Tewhill, though

not often among the leaders in

scoring, made his presence felt as
a tough defensive player and
rebounder. He's only a frosh, too.

Other contributors to the team's
fine record included freshmen:
Mike Healy (a hard working for-

ward), guards Stan Hodgin and
Dave Strader (both spot starters
throughout the season), Dave
Couture (a forward-center who
saw limited play), and guards
Leroy Elleby, James Mosely, and
Glenn Taylor, who all saw some
action.

Also: assistant coaches Earl
Edwards and PHil Roitman, and
trainers Bill (Frito Bandito)
Sangster and John (Human
Bowling Ball) Hendry, who turned
in some clutch tape jobs in

pressure situations.

Aquamen set for NE test
ByBOBHIGGINS

MDC Staff

Coming off one of their biggest
victories of the season, nine
members of the UMass swim team
are preparing for the New England
Championships beginning today at

Brown University.

The Minutemen breezed past
Rhode Island last Saturday at

Kingston, 75-36, in their last meet
of the season. In fact, the UMass
swimmers took first place in every
event to end a fine season on an
extremely positive note.

The nine swimmers who will

participate in the New Englands
are Dick Blaisdell and George
Kwiecien, co-captains, Duncan
Lomas, Ben Crooker, Dave
Boucher, Ron Boucher, Scott
McNab, Carl Zulick, and Joe
Hebert. With the exception of

McNab, each of these men took at

least one first place in Saturday's
massacre.
The 400-yard medley relay team

of George Kwiecien, Dave
Boucher, Joe Hebert and Dick
Blaisdell began the meet, winning
in an excellent time of 4:00.8. Ben
Crooker then won his first event of

the meet, the 1000-yard freestyle,

with a time of 11:34.5, beating the

two URI opponents by over a
minute. Duncan Lomas won the

200-freestyle in 1:56.3, with Ron

Boucher finishing third. Dick
Blaisdell followed with a first in the
50-freestyle, and was clocked at

24.0. After Carl Zulick won the 200-

yard individual medley (2:17.3)

and Chris Southard took third, the
Minutemen had a 29-14 lead.

Jeff Crouse then won the first of

his two victories in the diving
events. He was followed by Joe
Hebert and Steve Latter 's 1-2 finish

in the 200-butterfly, (winning time,
2:21.3). Ron Boucher then took
first in the 100-freestyle in 52.9

seconds. The next three events
were won by George Kwiecien
(2:21 in the 200-backstroke), Ben
Crooker (5:20.4 in .the 500-

freestyle), and Dave Boucher
(2:25.5 in the 200-breaststroke).

Crouse won his second diving event
and the 400-yard freestyle relay
team of Spencer Sullivan, Carl
Zulick, Ron Boucher, and Duncan
Lomas finished off the slaughter,
winning with a time of 3:36.8.

The New Englands, which will

last until Friday, will be another
big test for the Minutemen. They
have already shown that they have
stepped out of the doldrums of the
past few years. A few victories in

this meet, which is certainly within
the realm of possibility, would
undoubtedly provide even greater
hope for next year for Coach Bey
Melamed and his team.

Win, tie, loss in IM hoop
By RUSS SMITH
MDC Sports Staff

The win
:
The Kamikazes of Brown won their first game of the season

Monday night. The thing is, they did it without having to shoot the ball.
How? Their opponent, Beta Chi, failed to appear at game time,
technically giving the Kamikazes a 2-0 victory. The Kamikazes however
did use the time to prepare for their season finale against the Issues. It'll

definately be a tougher game (the Issues are in second place in, the Indian
League), that is, providing the Issues show up-which they probably will.

The loss: In the Lake League, the JFK Berkshirites were undefeated
(3-0) going into their game vs. the Project Rap Crusaders (also 3-0) and
came out of the game still undefeated as they stole a 49-39 decision. The
'shirites are an explosive team, averaging a little over 53 points a game,
and have some good outside shooters, while the Crusaders have a team
average of 38 points a game, and a better than average defense. But this
game belonged to the Southwest team, as they broke for an early 18-4

lead. The Sylvanites fought back, but never quite made it. Prediction.
The Berkshirites will remain undefeated, and possibly win the Campus
Championship, with the Kennedy Panthers the only team with a shot at
knocking them off.

The Tie: Luckily, the game was only between two teams from the same
organization, otherwise, they'd still be arguing this one down at Boyden
Gym. Kappa Sigma played Kappa Sigma "B" team to a 26-26 tie.

Technically though, the win went to Kappa "A" 26-24, but I watched the
game, and kept track of the score. And unless they've changed the
number system, I'm right. Kappa "B" even thought it was tied, but being
good sports, didn't argue. Somehow, the scorekeeper lost two of "B's"
points. Someday they'll find them. Still, they were good sports-and that's
intramurals for you!
Elsewhere, in the Central League, the League leading McNamara

Strikers and Kennedy Grasshoppers will playoff against each other in
their final game of the season Wed. night.

In women's basketball : Field Goal has clinched the Gray League with a
54) record. The Crampton Koales have the Beige League title...,In the
Turquoise League, the first place Dupas (4-0) will play the second place
Van Meter Vikings (3-1) in their season finale...and the McNamara
Manglers of the Maroon League, will play their co-leader, the Coolidge
Lakers in their final game.
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Glenn Poster

Three's a crowd
Sports Flash - Denver attorney Johnny Dee, founder of the World

Basketball Association, says his league will not commence play until the
1975-76 season.

What? Is this guy for real? Aren't there already two professional
basketball leagues currently in operation in this country? This truly is

unprecedented (a sports term). Even Gary Davidson didn't catch onto
the idea of having three "professional" leagues in one sport.
Of course the next question is, "Where will the players come from?"

How about the Boston Neighborhood Basketball Association? Could one
of the teams use Clarence Glover? Well I know that I'm going to get in
shape because I most likely could hook on as a free agent somewhere and
become an instant millionaire. And this also goes for all you people out
there who have dribbled at one time or another.
Where will the franchises be located? A good idea might be to tap cities

where no professional teams have ever played so that the fans will come
out in herds and droves to attend the games. Places such as Cody,
Wyoming; Butte, Montura; Winnemucca, Nevada; and Juneau, Alaska
will represent the Western Division. And the Eastern Division will in-
clude teams in Bath, Maine; Wheeling, West Virginia; King of Prussia
Pennsylvania; and Fargo, North Dakota.

I can see the headlines in the papers now. "Bath Takers Wash Out
Fargo." "Cody Cowboys Lasso Butte." "Wheeling Put Into a Deep
Freeze by Juneau Igloos." "King of Prussia Rulers Dictate to Win-
nemucca Whose in Charge."
This may not be the end by any means. The three leagues are, of

course, the NBA, ABA, and WBA. That leaves three more possibilities for
leagues open: NBL, ABL, and WBL.
There was an American Basketball League in the early sixties. It lasted

about a year and a half and their most famous player was probably
Connie Hawkins who at that time was being exiled from the NBA.

)

Maybe other sports entrepreneurs will join the bandwagon. We have
neglected three leagues in hockey, football, and baseball, (by the way I

don't even think there's a second league in baseball yet)
So fans, maybe a "professional" franchise will be coming to your home

town in the near future. And by then you many not even be a part of the
paid attendance, because you and your friends may have to fill out the
rosters of some teams.

JV gymnasts edge SC by .6
Armstron (UM) and Stephanie
Jones (SC) with 7.9. Springfield
won the event by .9 points, exactly
the spread by which UMass won
the floor exercise.

First place on floor went to

Margie Combs' 8.7, a significant

victory since her shoulder
problems at the last Springfield

meet. Second also belonged to

UMass, captured by Alicia Goode,
as she threw one of her best

routines for an 8.45. Completing the

floor sweep was Marian Kulick
with an 8.35.

This weekend the team com-
pletes their dual meets in Clarion,

Pa. as they take on Clarion State

College. The following weekend,
March 15-16, finds them competing
as the second seeded team in the

Eastern Regional Championships
at Curry Hicks Cage. Tickets are
available at the Boyden ticket

office.

By CANDY GROSS
MDC Sports Staff

On Tuesday night, the
Springfield JV gymnasts edged the
UMass JV's by a score of 98.15 to

97.50. Since neither team has a
definite junior varsity, several
women competed on either their

weaker events or those which they
had some problems with at the
Springfield-UMass varsity meet.

In retrospect, it was probably
vaulting which cost UMass the
meet. Springfield took the event by
.8 points aided by the first and
second place combination of
Stephanie Jones (8.85) and Kim
Andres (8.8). UM's Marian Kulick
earned third with 8.5 followed by
Anne Vexler's 8.4.

UMass did retaliate to win the
bars event by a slight .2 of a point.

A superb 9.0 routine by Anne
Vexler was probably the highlight

of the evening. Kim Andres (SC)
took second with 8.7 followed by
Heidi Armstrong's smooth 7.95

routine.

The score at intermission was SC
49.10 to UM 48.50, the .6 point
spread which would ultimately
decide the meet.
Balance beam was Springfield's

as two of their gymnasts,
Katherine Kolemainen and fresh-

men Terry Pasqua tied for first at

8.25. Margie Combs, back on the
beam for the meet, threw a nice
routine for second at 7.95. Third
place was also a tie between Heidi
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Skaters give all, fall, 4-3 Ehrlichman indicted for Ellsberg break-in

By DAVE EIBEL AND BEOFF KURINSKY
"If we skate our hearts out, we can beat them" said Jack Canniff the

day before the semi-final game. The Minutemen did just that and more,
but it just wasn't enough as they dropped a 4-3 decision last night to
National Invitation Hockey Tournament-bound Vermont.
The Assistnat Athletic Director of Vermont predicted before the game

that it would turn into a slaughter. He said "We killed Army, and well kill

you, we're so psyched up." They were lucky, because the Minutemen
made everybody at Vermont eat their words.
The first period started cautiously and surprisingly, the Minutemen

had the first two chances as both Brian Mulcahy and Jim Lyons shot from
close in. These resulted directly from brilliant UMass forechecking,
especially from Steve Nims. In fact, the Catamounts didn't get off a shot
for the first six minutes, but their second shot, which came at 6:42, put
them ahead, 1-0.

The Vermont goal was a fluke. Ted Castle stopped the puck at the
UMass blueline, and passed to Defenseman John Murphy at the right
face-off circle. He moved around a fallen UMass defenseman and took a
flip shot in front which was deflected by Willie MacKinnon behind Chick
Rhealt, making it 1-0 Vermont. That's the way the period ended.
Rheault was a story in himself as he consistently stopped Vermont

from close in, making incredible saves.

The second period was just like the first as Rheault continually made
incredable saves. But at 5:22 Tim O'Connell snared an errant at the

UMass blue line, and beat Rheault with a hard wrist shot from eight feet

out.

UMass retaliated almost three minutes later when Jim Lynch stole the
puck at the UMass blue line, pass to Carl Merchant who had gotten behind
the defence. Merchant popped a wrist shot to Kiely's right side, making it

2-1. And that was how it stood at the end of the second period.

It took Vermont only thirteen seconds to score after the start of the
third period. Bill Koch took a Tim O'Connell pass. His shot from the edge
of the crease beat Rheault and it looked like the rout was under way.
But the Minutemen kept up their aggressive back-checking and fore-

checking, and at 10:35 were rewarded with their second goal when Billy

Harris back-handed a rebound past Vermont goallie John Kiely.

It looked like the Minutemen would bounce right back into the game,
but unfortunately at 11:43 Mack MacKinnon scored his second goal, after
taking a pass from behind the net from Ted Castle and beat Rheault with
a slap shot from the edge of the crease.

UMass wasn't dead yeat. At 17:50 John Muse beat Kiely with a 10-ft
wrist shot. Play was up and down the ice for the next few minutes, and
Rheault was lifted by Coach Canniff with 1:01 left, and though the
Minutemen tried hard, they just couldn't mount a sustained attack.

There were many keys to this game. Chick Rheault, who set a new
UMass record for saves in one season, was just incredible, stopping
everything save those few deflections and close in rebound.

Perhaps the major key in the UMass loss were unfortunate lapses in a
few inoportune times. Every man on the UMass defence played their
finast game of the season. But on every Vermont goal except for the first
one, the Minuteman defence was just a little slow in clearing the puck,
and against a team like Vermont, you just don't do things like that.

NOT ENOUGH-UMass, shown here on offense in an earlier season game vs.
Salem State, had some of that offense last night at Vermont-but not enough. The
Blade Boys succumbed to the No. 1 seed in the Division 2 semifinals, by a score of 4-

3. Thus ends the season for the young skaters, most of whom will be back next year.
«!hr 4 i-- i if l<u •*
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Inside Sports
•JV wrap-up—Saraceno

•WBA breaks in—Poster

•Ali-Frazier—O'Connell

•JV gymnasts triumph—Gross

•Swimmers get ready—Higgins

•No blues for Vida

IN A TANGLE OF ARMS Greg Duarte swipes at the ball in the last New Hamp-
shire game at the Cage. UMass controlled the boards last night winning 83-58.

Minutemen shoot

Cats down, 83-58
By MDC SPORTS STEVES

A touch of a stingy defense, a dash of fast break, and a pinch of some
ungodly shooting. ..those are the ingredients of the UMass Basketball
brew that choked UNH last night, 83-58.

Peter Trow, the spice of the night, led all scorers with 22 points. The
senior hit an excellent 10 for 13 from the floor in his last regular season
game.
Another outgoing senior, Al Skinner, scored a score (20 points), while

pivotman John Murphy hit double figures with 12.

All in all, the Minutemen hit 62 per cent from the field, down from a 67
per cent first half. In vivid contrast, the Wildcats paws put in only 35 per
cent and that was up from a 29 per cent halftime mark.
But shooting wasn't the only statistic department dominated by the

Lea-men. The national leaders in rebound margin grabbed 15 more
caroms than UNH, 49-34.

More stat lore: Rick Pitino had 8 assists to top off his regular season of
playmaking wizardry

; and Skinner made himself at home on the boards
by collecting 12 rebounds.
For the losers, Steve Singelais scratched his way through the imposing

UMass defense for 16 units, while Ernie Feragne came up with 14.
Though New Hampshire lost by 25, the rout could have been worse. The

Minutemen kept UNH from scoring for the first five minutes, and had a 6-
lead with illusions of a shutout. Of course, it was not to be, as the

Wildcats broke the ice a few seconds later.

With the score 20-13, Trow went pineapples (not quite bananas) and
scored 8 straight points to UNH's 3, and it was 28-16.

Then Skinner took over, and scored the next 10 visitors points, to make
it 38-23, before scoring rights were passed on to another Minuteman
The first half was a very untidy one for UMass, with 11 turnovers. Yet

they made up for it with some superb shooting, and led comfortably at the
half.

UNH, though soundly beaten, threatened time after time to close the
gap, but were continually rebuffed by the Matt Dillon shooting.
Eventually the home team subsided and the garbage time so common

throughout the year, came once again. So, everyone saw some action.

BROKEN BACKBOARDS - UMass finished the season at 21-4, ana a
precedent setting 11 conference triumphs...New Hampshire did alright,
too, thank you, with their best season ever at 16-9...Jimmy Burke was
back in uniform after his brief absence . . the final selections from the NIT
committee will come Monday, after the Atlantic Coast Conference
tournamenk is over...the two top losers of this tourney will get the nod
with the winner going to the NCAA's...

(see page four)
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Student towing
proposal almost

ready for review
By BARBARA VOORHEES

MDC Staff

A proposal to implement a student-run car-towing service on
University grounds will be presented to the Student Senate and Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs Robert W. Cage within two weeks.
Rick Savini, Chairperson of the student government Rents and Fees

Committee and instigator of the proposal, is working with student
senators and student Attorney Richard Howland to overcome difficulties
which have arisen in making a legal arrangement that will be acceptable
to both students and administration. Savini told the Collegian that his
proposal should be completed by the end of next week.
Besides approving the concept, the Student Senate must also approve a

budget proposal for the system before it can go into effect. Savini
estimates the service will cost $20,000 for the first six months of
operation.

If a lot is used to store the towed cars on it will have to be enclosed by a
fence which Savini estimates will cost an extra $7,000, a sum which he
thinks will be unacceptable to the senate. He is considering using the
Campus Center garage for storing but Cage objects saying that cars can
easily be stolen from there.

Cage told the Collegian that his main concern is with the public
relations issue.

"If the Student Senate backs the system they've got to keep in mind
that no one's going to thank them for towing' cars even if they are
charging less than an outside service," said Cage.

Savini is waiting for written permission from the state Department of
Public Utilities (D.P.U. ) to run student tow trucks without D.P.U. license
plates. Because the trucks will be towing only from state property to state
property (always on university grounds) and will have state license
plates they will probably not be regulated by the D.P.U. to have special
plates as other towing companies are.

If the new system is approved it cannot go into effect until Jan. l, 1975
when the University's contract with Amherst Towing Inc. runs out.
The system which Savini plans to propose will be run much the same as

the present system but it will be a non-profit-making service and will

therefore cost less. A person will not have to go off campus to get back his
car and students will be employed as tow-truck drivers at an anticipated
$3 per hour.

Staff pholo-Thr Bernard Brothers

Any way you like it:

swinging from a star or
hanging from your toes.

N.H. House backs Durham
denial for Onassis refinery
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — The

New Hampshire House handed
Aristotle Onassis a stunning defeat

yesterday by unholding the right of

a seacoast community to reject a
$600 million oil refinery proposed
by the Greek shipping magnate

In a 233-109 roll call vote, the
legislators defeated an amend-
ment that would have given the

state the power to overrule local

opposition in the selection of an oil

refinery.

Olympic Refineries, Inc., which
is owned by Onassis, had proposed
to construct the huge facility at the
University of New Hampshire town
of Durham.
Nicholas A. Papanicolaou.

Olympic vice president, said he
was not surprised by the rejection

of the Olympic-backed amend-

ment.
He said he was returning to New

York to confer with Onassis and
that he expected it would be a week
to 10 days before Onassis makes a

decision on whether to seek
another refinery site in New
Hampshire.
Durham residents, in a non-

binding referendum, voted by a 10-

1 margin Wednesday night at their

annual town meeting to reject the

refinery proposed for Durham
Point.

About 5,000 persons reside in

Durham, home of 10,000 UNH
students.

Gov. Meldrim Thomson, a strong
supporter of the refinery, said he
was "naturally disappointed'' that

the amendment failed to pass.

He said, however, 'I am very

Wholesale prices up 1.2%
WASHINGTON (AP) — Wholesale prices jumped sharply in

February but at a less explosive rate than the previous four months,
the government said Thursday.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics said wholesale prices leaped by 1.2

per cent last month, far below the 3.1 per cent rise of January but still

extremely high by ordinary standards.

The report provided mixed news for consumers. If the smaller rise

turns into a trend in later months, it will mean that inflation is finally

abating.

But consumers will be noting the higher prices at the retail level in

the weeks ahead, primarily in food and fuels.

pleased" that the House approved
the site selection committee bill

The bill establishes a state agency
to determine where a refinery

could be located.

"I shall continue to do
everything I can to try to find new
sources of energy so that our
citizens will not have to wait in line

for gasoline or fear empty home
and school heating-oil tanks."

"Cheaper energy tor our people
and a more abundant supply will

come only in the wake of new
nuclear plants, development of oil

fields and construction of
refineries," the governor said.

Federal energy chief William
Simon commented on the Durham
town vote in a terse one-line

telegram to Thomson Thursday
"I can assure you that if New

Hampshire had a refinery now, the
price of fuel to your consumers
could be less and the availability of

supply to your people greater than
at present," Simon said.

State Rep. Dudley W Dudley. D-
Durham, who championed home
rule legislation to allow Durham to

reject the refinery, said she was
surprised by the margin of

rejection.

"Olympic's hard-sell
propaganda campaign backfired,"

she said.

Free medication
to stay; health

fee to increase
By BILLY NEMITZ

MDC Staff

The Student Advisory Board of the University Health Services
recommended the continuation of the policy of free pharmaceutical
medication for UMass students Wednesday.
However, according to Barry Averill, Health Services director, ad-

ditional funds for upcoming programs are still necessary. In addition to
the improvement of several existing areas, Averill cited Dental Health,
an Eye-Care Program, and a Women's Health Care Program as the
major new developments requiring more money.
In its budget proposals for the upcoming fiscal year, Health Services

originally included a proposed $7.50 increase in the student health fee for
the next two years, resulting in a fee of $46 per semester. This proposal
carries with it the guarantees that the fee will not rise during that period
and that the medication would remain free.

Meeting with the Student Advisory Board on Wednesday, Averill stated
that the proposal is being reconsidered. According to Averill, who still

personally favors the plan, Chancellor Bromery has requested that all fee

increases be minimized due to the fact that the University is placing itself

out of the price range of many potential applicants unable to afford its

student fees.

In response to the Chancellor's request, Health Services has come up
with several alternative proposals. The Advisory Board narrowed the list

down to the following:

-1) Sticking with the original proposal of a $7.50 increase for the next
two years.

-2) An increase of $4.50 on a one-year basis, using virtually all of the
Health Services' cash reserve to make up the difference. Subsequent fee
increases would then be added on a year-to-year basis.
The Board was unable to reach a clear decision on which proposal to

advocate.

Mark Citron, co-chairperson of the Student Advisory Board, came out
in favor of the original proposal, saying the guarantee for free medication
is a necessary item on the budget. Citron feels that it is a bad precedent to
start charging for medication as it would lead to fees in other service
areas which are presently covered by the Health Fee.
Those favoring the $4.50 increase felt that $7.50 was too much and that

the cash reserves should be utilized, although it was pointed out that the
reserves are relied upon for various emergency financial needs.
The Advisory Board decided to meet next Thursday to resolve the

issue

f'Hell yes, we'll undress!"!
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Streaking, the latest college fad of dashing in public in the buff, is
changing readin,' writin' and 'rithmatic to running, rhyming and riding.
"Have you got the cheek to streak?" chanted a crowd of University of

Louisville students Wednesday night. "Stop your grinnin', drop your
linen."

Thirty students accepted the challenge and streaked, including one who
carried an umbrella and explained later, "It was windy."
While a crowd chanted "Hell yes, we'll undress" at the University of

California in Berkeley, three men and two women performed a nude
chorus line dance atop a fraternity house.
Bare back met bare bottom at Central State University in Edmond,

Okla., Thursday, when two male students wearing only ski masks and
goggles took a cue from Lady Godiva and streaked across the campus on
horses.

A streaker at Southwestern State College in Weatherford, Okla., also
rode nude on a horse, taking part in a six-hour streak-in that began
Wednesday night and ended Thursday morning.
Another lengthy streak occurred Wednesday night when 50 to 60 coeds

and two men-one wearing a cast on a broken arm-dashed from dorm to
dorm at Hood College in Frederick, Md., for 1> 2 hours.
With colleges and universities trying to set streaking records, the St.

Louis University student radio station has set up the National Collegiate
Streaking Association.

"We plan to compile streaking records from the colleges and to rank
the top 10 each week," said Steven Huelskoetter, the station's general
manager. A national champ will be named in June.
North Carolina at Greensboro won first place in the first rating and

Florida State finished second for streaking performances last week.
Ratings are determined on the number of participants, length of streak
and size of audiences, Huelskoetter said.

In other streaking developments:
-Charles Valent, 18, of Akron, made good on his promise to streak in

public on Thursday. A quick arrest occurred, probably because he chose
the city jail lobby for his jaunt.
-Demanding racial balance, two blacks joined in the University of

California streaking. "Blacks should be represented in streaking," said
Eddie Tillman. "I did it because blacks should be part of a streaking
quota."

B

-A man wearing only a ski mask entered the Bellevue, Wash., library
Wednesday, let out a rattling scream, exited and dashed past the police
station next door.
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Town study panel eyes rent control at public meeting
Some 45 persons attended a public hearing

on rent control at the Town Hall in Amherst
Wednesday night with the Study Com-
mission on Control of Rents. The purpose
was to gather information from the citizens

of Amherst about their feelings on rent

control.

George Scheuer of Colonial Village raised
the philosophical question of why private
capitalism should infringe upon the
pocketbooks of the people in Amherst who
must pay rent to live here. He stated that the

town of Amherst has the tenth highest rents
in the state which should not be in a college

town.

Kenneth Mosakowski of Crown Point

Apartments and member of the Valley
Tenants Association, issued a statement to

the Commission saying, "should this

Commission ultimately determine that rent

control is not feasible, the town of Amherst
should nonetheless continue to investigate

practicable means to reduce the crushing
burden of high rents which tenants must pay

if they want to live in mis community.
Some responded on a neutral basis

stressing they didn't know much about the

subject but feel that there is a definite need
to cut down on the absorbitant rents in

Amherst.

Steven Puffer of Puffer Construction

and part owner of Pufton Village in Amherst
took the floor speaking against rent control

unless "electricity, heat, and taxes are

added to the rent."

He said rents can't possibly go down until

land costs, which are on a national upswing,

go down. Kent is high in Amherst says

Puffer, because "regulations, times, plans,

and engineering in addition to land costs."

Puffer said people could alleviate high

rents by "investing their money in building

and buying homes." The tenants, mostly
students, said that was out of the question.

After two hours of open discussion,

Bloodsworth adjourned the meeting saying

he and the Commission would take the data

gathered at the meeting and look into rent

control programs in Berkeley, Ann Arbor,

and other higher education cities in search

of a feasible program in Amherst. The
results will be reported at the next regular

town meeting in May.

Senate passes minimum wage hike

Give
till it

helps.

+THtAMricM
MCnw.
The Good

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
passed a bill Thursday to raise the
minimum wage from $1.60 to $2.20 an hour
— a measure almost identical to one
President Nixon vetoed last year.
The measure now goes to the House,

where a labor subcommittee has approved a
somewhat similar measure.
The boost would apply to 56 million

American workers, including 7 million who
would be newly covered under the wages
and hours law.

It would take effect in a series of steps, but
most workers would get $2.20 an hour one
year after enactment of the legislation.

The measure also would repeal overtime
pay exemptions now in effect in several
industries, tighten present law on child

labor on farms and extend the scope of the

law aimed at discrimination against elderly

persons in employment.

The House version, would boost the wage
floor to $2.30 but would take a year longer to

do so for each category of workers.

The Senate vote on the measure was 69 to

22.

Stockbridge:small but unique

GAYMB
545-0154

WHEN T0U CAN'T

WAIT TILL BREAKFAST
^**k Mr. Donuts is

\ J ready for you

U< 24 hrs.

great donuts:

coffee
Mt. Farms Mall

Mrtister Rte 9 '

DOrVUJt Hadley

By PAUL BRADLEY
MDC Staff

There are slightly over seven hundred students roaming this campus
who are not students at UMass at all. This sounds like a paradox-but these
students attend Stockbridge, which, although located on University
property, is an entirely separate entity.

Stockbridge is the "most separate" of all the unviersity schools, "sort
of a Westfield State on the UMass campus," according to Paul Harcovitz,
executive secretary of the Stockbridge Student Senate.
Although one of the smallest schools in the state in terms of the number

of students enrolled, Stockbridge offers to its students 12 major programs
ranging from hotel administration to animal science. Contrary to popular
belief, Stockbridge offers training in fields other than farming.
This is not to say that Stockbridge does not train some of its students to

be farmers. Stockbridge has its roots in Mass Aggie which started in 1863,
and it became a separate entity in 1918 when Mass Aggie was renamed
The University of Massachusetts. The Stockbridge school was formed
from a land grant from the Massachusetts' legislature in order to
maintain interest and promote development of agriculture in the Con-
necticut River Valley.

"The current shortages in food and lumber point out the need for this
sort of training," says Harcovitz. "I think people are finally realizing the
importance of agriculture. We all have to eat, you know."
The curriculum at Stcckbridge also includes Environmental Science,

food processing, turf management, and landscape operations as well as
the basic agricultural courses.

As well as offering a diversified curriculum in its own right, Stock-
bridge students enjoy the opportunity to elect any regular UMass course.
"Every Stockbridge student enjoys a number of advantages over the
regular UMass student," said Harcowitz.

"First of all, with the two year program, most of the students know
what field that they are going to enter. Most have a very clear goal to

reach for. Also, Stockbridge students don't have to go through the CORE
requirements that all Umies have to meet."
Although Stockbridge is considered to be a separate entity, students

there are considered to be UMies in most respects. They enjoy all the
advantages of the Campus Center and all of her facilities that are
available to regular UMass students.
The only significant difference is that students at Stockbridge are not

allowed to compete in sports at the university level. Stockbridge does
field teams in basketball, soccer, and golf. As far as administrative
procedures are concerned -such as Financial Aid and Housing, Stockies
are considered to be regular students at UMass.
For all the advantages that the Stockies enjoy, Harcovitz pointed out

that there are very few disadvantages. "The only one is that we have to
fight for our identity in the university community. We have to function as
a separate entity."

Harcovitz pointed out that the Hotel, Restaurant, and Travel Ad-
ministration (HRTA) program, currently under Stockbridge, is being
phased out. "This year's freshman class will be the last to be accepted
into this program. This program will be picked up by the state com-
munity colleges, and the four year program here at the university will be
strengthened-as well as more emphasis on the graduate level." The
Environmental Science program is undergoing a similar transformation,
Harcovitz said.

Currently, a Stockbridge Graduate earns an associate's degree in his
field, with an opportunity to go right to work or to transfer to a University
to seek a bachelor's degree. Harcovitz pointed out that there is a program
where Stockies can easily transfer to UMass. He also pointed out that
Stockbridge graduates have a higher job placement percentage than do
graduates of UMass.
Stockbridge derives both its advantages and disadvantages from being

so small. It is no longer a school of farmers but like the university itself
offers training in different and diversified fields

Faculty Wanted

TO TEACH ONE WEEK WORKSHOPS
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

1. Alternative energy sources and shelter forms
2. Natural foods; production and storage

3. Ecology and ecological science

4. Philosophical considerations to alternative

lifestyles

June 14- July 6, 1974

University faculty, Graduate students and other qualified
individuals are encouraged to contact:

"Toward Tomorrow"
[413] 545-3103

ce? division of coniinuing education

Council head in fight

over program changes
Program Council is in the

process of reorganization, ac-
cording to Bob McDonnell,
chairman of Program Council.
A dispute disrupted after Noel

Conley claimed in his feature,

Tonite:

City Lights

Chaplin Review
7:00p.m.

8:30 p.m.

Amherst Cinema
Amity St., Amherst

"Political Games," in the March
1st edition of Below The Salt that
Program Council was dead.

"I don't mind critisism, but not
irresponsible critisism,"
McDonnell replied. "Further
checking would have doubted the
substance of the article."

Gary Gomes, assistant editor of
Below the Salt, agreed there were
inaccuracies in the article, but he
would accept any article.

"I want as much input about
politics as possible. This is the
purpose of Below The Salt,"
Gomes said. "Accepting any ar-
ticle helps maintain interest in

political happenings on campus."
A committee has been appointed

and is in the process of studying the
problems of Program Council,
according to McDonnell.

Program Council does the
programming on behalf of the
Campus Center. However, at this
time there is no one responsible for
refusing programming.

"The council should be set up in
such a way that it fits the needs of
the students and is responsible
fiscally," McDonnell said.

"There should be a variety of
programs on campus. People are
concerned, but the programming is
not balanced," McDonnell said

BOOGIE THURS., MAR. 14
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BAND

C.C. AUDITORIUM
7:30 & 10:30

Tickets: $2.00 advance

$2.50 at door

Available on C.C. Concourse
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Women's Day joins

working women
By ZOE BEST

The earliest known strike of women factory workers took place at
Pawtucket, R.I. in 1824 where they joined men in striking against a wage
cut and longer hours. The 102 young women held their strike meetings
separate from men.

In 1828 in Patterson N.J. women again participated in a strike; the
basic demand of a ten-hour day was refused and backed up by calling of
the militia.

The first strike where women workers alone took part was in Dover
N.H. in 1828. In 1834, 800 textile workers struck and as reported :.. one of
the leaders mounted a stump and made a flaming Mary Wollstonecraft
speech on the rights of women and the inequities of the "monied
aristocracy", which produced a powerful effect on her auditors, and they
determined to "have their way if they died for it."

In Woman, published in Springfield, Mass. in 1901, Lucy Larcom notes
that "in Chicago, the girls of the shop, fifteen, sixteen and twenty years of
age, were kept at work thirty-three hours at a time without sleep and only
a brief stop for black coffee. And it is no unusual thing for them to work
fifteen and sixteen hours per day, that is from five o'clock in the morning
to nine and ten o'clock at night. At this high pressure, which is suicidal or
homicidal, they earn from $4.00 to $8.00 per week.
At Fall River in 1848, 800 operatives struck several cotton mills over a

reduction of wages The strike lasted three weeks, with considerable
rioting, and was violently ended.
On March 8, 1857 women garment-textile workers on the Lower East

Side marched from the poor district to the more affluent area. They
wanted higher wages and a working day of twelve hours. The march was
dispersed with police, some women were trampled. Three years later
these women had formed a union.
On March 8, 1908 thousands of women marched on the same issues.
On March 8, 1908 thousands of women marched from the lower East

Side of New York City and demanded the same as 61 years earlier. Added
to them were demands for legislation against child labor and the right to
vote.

In 1910 at the International Socialist Congress in Copenhagen on a
motion proposed by Clara Zetkin, those attending proclaimed March 8
International Women's Day, to commemorate those women who
struggled for a better life.

This year a victory for over 3000 garment workers, mostly Chicana
resulted after 21 months strike against Farah to gain recognition of the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America. Now the union can take up
other issues. The average take-home pay of a Farah worker is $69 a week
and they begin at $1.70 an hour.
With the contraction of the economy and many lay-offs due there may a

rash of strikes. The United Mine Workers, 15,000 are on strike because of
lack of fuel to get to the mines ^heir contracts end in November and this
last fall in Harlan County, Kentucky women and children were jailed
when they replaced their husbands who had been arrested for picketing,
because of unsafe working conditions.

In our own area, waitresses, which is the fourth largest employment
category for women in the nation, are on strike at Joe's Cafe and the
Ramada Inn. At Hampshire College secretarial and office workers are
forming their own local of the Distributive workers union. The Valley
Women's Union located in Northampton, among other functions acts as
support contingent to women strikers.

Women have contributed to the productive capacity of the United
States and will continue to do so, but as before in the past women will
demand rectification for any inequality they suffer.
Most of this labor herstory was collected and compiled by Laurie

Nisonoff, Yale.
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Grad Research vandalism:
one helluva problem for all

By CINDY ROGERS
The Grad Research Center

(GRC) is only one year old and
already graffiti, computer van-
dalism and ripped-out partitions in
men's rooms are a common site.

"The writing on the plaster walls
is the main problem," Curt Snow,
head janitor, told the Collegian.
"It's a helluva job to get it off."

It takes at least two hours and
often the crayon and pen marks
makes it too difficult to get it off at
all. It is the janitor's job to keep the
building clean but having to wash
the walls twice a week is "not in
their line of duty." Curt Snow also
said that as soon as they wash the
walls, the writing starts all over
again.

"We try to help the students as
much as possible", he said. "If a
notebook is left in a classroom, we
lock it up in a closet before handing
it over to lost and found. If fur-

niture needs moving, we move it

even though it is not . part of our
job."

Snow asked the Collegian if

students have something against
the janitors, personally. When he
sees someone writing on the walls
or being destructive, he will
usually ask them why. "Most
students, he said, reply that they
don't know and just walk away."
About 1 per cent do give the
janitors a hard time and reply,
"Who the hell are you?"
"The janitors," Snow continued,

(Staff Photo - Dennis Conlon)

The writing on the wall. Who does it and why?

The graffiti, a common site on
the 18th floor lookout is not the only

place where it is found. Other
areas are the lavatories, the

corridors and the classrooms.
Other problems, the janitors

seem to be having are water
damage from pulled out fire hoses,
broken furniture, cigarette butts

burning out the rugs and heel

marks on the walls.

Curt Snow does not believe it is

just UMass. students. "The cen-

ter," he said is open 7 days a week
from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m. and most of it

happens on weekends." He has
seen this type of destruction in all

of the 8 years he has been a janitor

at UMass. But what he can't un-

derstand is "Why do they do it?"

"gets it from all ends." The
professors complain and the
physical plant wonders if the
janitors are doing their job. Snow
has asked professors to stop any
destruction in the classroom, but
feels that they may be too busy to

take notice of it.

"The professors are disturbed
over the destruction," H.N. Line of

Biochemistry told the Collegian.
He said he has commented to

students who put out cigarette
butts on the floor.

The physical Plant was not able
to give the Collegian any
"significant" figures on damages
occuring in the Grad Research
Center.

The Computer Center in the GRC

has had two terminal phones
ripped off the walls in the past
year. Dave Musante, director of

the center figures the cost of

replacement and installation of a
phone to be around $61. He added
that "six weeks ago, a computer
terminal was stolen out of the Grad
Research tower." The cost of the
terminal was estimated at $1,400.

The Grad Research Center is not
the only building on campus that is

a victum of vandalism. Graffiti
and destruction can be found in

dorms, elevators and classrooms
throughout campus.
The question, remains, WHY DO

STUDENTS DO IT?

Wednesday, the Collegian spoke
to various members of the
Psychology Faculty, who all

agreed that there hasn't been any
conclusive research done in this
area.

Norm Simonson said that any
theory on his part would only be
"speculation."

Sheldon Cashden told the
Collegian that the vandalism could
be explained with any number of
models. He further explained that
from "a psychanalytic model,
ripping out toilet seats could be the
result of harsh toilet training."
"But," he continued, "the same
act could be explained with a
communication model." The
student may be angry at his
professor and this is how he is

communicating that anger. Or if

one uses a demonic model, then the
"devil made the student do it.

M

Ivan Steiner, a social
psychologist viewed graffiti and
destruction as a form of anger and
"seeing other students do it

legitimizes it for him."

Finally, B. Nelson-Shapiro
doesn't know of any theories on the
subject, but she finds it an in-

teresting one to pursue.

International Student Week:
a different event this year
International Student Fair,

scheduled to open at 11:00 a.m.
Saturday March 16th in the
Campus Center Auditorium, is a
different event this year. Under
active student leadership, it will

feature a whole week of evening
events leading up to the opening of
the Fair itself. And there are other
changes.

Said Ravi Kulkarni, of India, one
of the energetic student
organizers, "This year there was
real question whether there would
be a Fair until enough foreign and
American students decided on
their own that it was a good idea.

Then we brainstormed for ideas,

rather than letting a small inner
group determine what events
would take place and how."
As a result, the Fair will feature

interest areas rather than
nationality booths; Teaching

"And in conjunction with the
Japanese-American Club we are
showing the film IKIRU by Akira
Kurosawa at 7:30 p.m. on Friday.
Admission is 75 cents, but unless
you buy a raffle ticket on a TV set
or enjoy international wine or food,
that is the only event that will
necessarily cost you money."

The international folk dancing,
exhibits, sights and smells are
free. At the Campus Center
Auditorium next weekend.

Program of events: All weekday
events in the Campus Center
starting at 7:30 p.m.; Monday. CC
168, Panel Discussion on prospects
for world peace; Tuesday Mar. 12.

CC 168, student presentation and
simulations on population, world
resources and Global Survival;
Wednesday Mar. 13, CC 917, color
slide photo contest; Thursday Mar.
14, CC 168, panel discussion on
foreign student viewpoint; Friday
Mar. 15, Thompson 106, IKIRU
(movie by Kurosawa).

Higher ed. debated in House

STATE HOUSE, BOSTON - State colleges are not driving private

colleges out of business according to Massachusetts Chancellor of
Higher Education Patrick E. McCarthy.
Chancellor McCarthy made the remark at a hearing before the House

Committee or. Ways and Means on the Board of Higher Education request

Events (e.g. how to wrap a sari or
of $228 million in the fiscal 1975 budget.
The hearing was part of the committee's continuing examination of

Gov. Francis W. Sargent's $2.7 billion state budget for fiscal 1975.

Deficits in private colleges began to mount, Chancellor McCarthy
reported, when private schools started granting aid to students.
He said state aid enters private schools through the state scholarship

program.
"By law, 75 percent of scholarship money must*be given to private

students," he said, "but in reality the percentage is more like 80 per-
cent."

Chancellor McCarthy's request for $15 million for scholarships was
trimmed to the fiscal 1974 level of $9.5 million by the state Office of Ad-
ministration and Finance.
But at the hearing, the Chancellor repeatedly used the $15 million

how much we really need for scholarships? Forty million dollars."
Committee Vice-Chairman Joseph D. Early (D-Worcester) questioned

the fairness of working class youngsters not being able to afford to attend

contest on Wednesday evening at Private schools, and suggested the Board needed a new set of priorities.

7:30, which will be shown in the
"We need more money," Chancellor McCarthy responded to the vice-

Campus Center, enjoyed and chairman.

awarded prizes "That applies to everyone," Rep. Early replied, "but teaching
professors."

use chopsticks), a "sidewalk cafe"
where all the international foods
will be clustered, sales booths and
a Children's Corner are typical

areas where different new ac-

tivities will be tried. Admission is

free.

"At the Fair we will have Scotch
bagpipers at 1 p.m. and at

three," said Sridhar Ramadas,
President of the International
Student Association sponsoring
International Student Week. "But
the events preceding the Fair itself

are something special. We are still

accepting entries for the color slide
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U.S. and the world

Ehrlichman indicted

for Ellsberg break

Mitchell arranged

'productive' meeting

WASHINGTON (AP) — John D
Ehrlichman, already charged with
conspiring in the Watergate cover-

up, was indicted again Thursday -

this time for allegedly sending
White House agents to rifle a
psychiatrist's office and lying
about it later.

The federal grand jury charged
Ehrlichman, along with former
White House aide Charles W.
Colson and four men tied to the
Watergate burglary, with con-
spiring to violate the rights of Dr.

Lewis J. Fielding of Los Angeles.
The felony indictment said the

intent was "to search for con-

fidential information concerning
Daniel Ellsberg" in the September
1971 break-in.

At the time, Ellsberg was under
indictment for unauthorized
possession of classified materials-

held responsible for leaking the

Pentagon Papers, a study of the

development of the Vietnam war.
Ehrlichman, who resigned as

President Nixon's top domestic
adviser last April 30, had denied

knowing in advance about the

Fielding break-in but said national

security could justify it.

The White House special in-

vestigations unit, nicknamed the

Plumbers, had been put in his

charge by President Nixon.

The conspiracy charge, carrying
a maximum 10 years in prison and
a $10,000 fine, named Ehrlichman,
Colson, G. Gordon Liddy, Bernard
L. Barker, Felipe DeDiego and
Eugenio R. Martinez.

Additionally Ehrlichman alone
was charged in one count of lying

to the FBI and three of lying to the

grand jury. Each carries a

maximum five-year prison term
and a $10,000 fine.

If convicted on all counts in the

Watergate cover-up and Ellsberg

case indictments, Ehrlichman
would be liable for a 55-year prison

term. He also is scheduled for trial

April 15 on conspiracy, burglary
and perjury charges in Los
Angeles.

Deputy District Atty. Stephen
Trott, the prosecutor of the state

case, said he will fly to Washington
with Dist. Atty. Joseph Busch
Monday for a conference with
special Watergate prosecutor Leon
Jaworski.

"We've done a lot of ground-
work," he said, "but now we have
to get together and decide how this

will be handled."

California statutes are that a

person once tried elsewhere for

specific activities should not be
tried for the same activities again
in the state.

Colson, facing his second in-

dictment in six days, restated his

innocence and said "there is much
the public has not been told about
circumstances surrounding this

matter. A great deal more may be
revealed in the course of this

proceeding." Colson formerly was
special counsel to Nixon.
Barker and Martinez pleaded

guilty to breaking into the
Watergate office building quarters
of the Democratic National
Committee. Martinez was released

on parole hours before Thursday's
indictment. Barker is free on

appeal.

G. Gordon Liddy, the stoic

mastermind of the Watergate
break-in and a team leader in the

Ellsberg foray, was charged also

in a separate indictmen' Thursday
with two counts of refusing to

testify or produce papers when he
was called before a House com-
mittee last July.

DeDiego, along with Barker and
Martinez from Miami's Cuban
community-and like them a

veteran of the Bay of Pigs in-

vasion-was indicted for the first

time. But he was named in the

Liddy-James W. McCord
Watergate trial as one of the men
who broke into Watergate some
three weeks before the others were
arrested inside.

Barker heard of the indictment

at a Spanish-language radio station

in Miami where he was to

broadcast an appeal to the Cuban
community to attend an airport

"welcome home" ceremony for

Martinez and Virgil io Gonzalez,

another of the Watergate burglars

paroled Thursday.
"We will fight this indictment

and we will plead innocent,"

Barker said. "I speak for DeDiego,
Martinez and myself."
Thursday's indictment was

returned by a grand jury im-
paneled in August 1973 — a time
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when the original Watergate grand
jury had its hands full with in-

vestigations.

It named Egil Krogh Jr., E.

Howard Hunt Jr. and David R.

Young as co-conspirators in the

Ellsberg case, but did not indict

them.
Krogh was the former chief

assistant to Ehrlichman and
Young had been on the National

Security Council when they were
assigned the job of heading the

Plumbers' unit investigating leaks

of secrets.

Krogh had been indicted in Los
Angeles, but the charges were
dropped when he pleaded guilty to

a single count of violating

Fielding's civil rights. He was
sentenced to serve six months of a

2-6 year term and is in the federal

prison farm at Allenwood, Pa.

Hunt and Young were given

immunity in return for their

testimony before various forums
and therefore were not charged,

but Young remains a defendant in

California.

As the court indicted Ehrlich-

man and Colson, the House
Judiciary Committee considered
President Nixon's offer to turn

over the same evidence in the

Watergate case that he had given a
grand jury.

Members said they found the

offer unsatisfactory, saying more
documents were needed but
decided against issuing a subpoena
at this time.

And in related developments :
—

Government witness Harry Sears
testified in New York that former
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell
arranged a meeting between the

head of the Securities and
Exchange Commission and a

lawyer for financier Robert Vesco
within hours after Vesco made a

$200,000 cash contribution to

Nixon's re-election campaign.

MOW YORK IAPI — A govern

ment witness testified today that

former Atty. Gen. John Mitchell

arranged a meeting between the

head of the Securities and

Exchange Commission and a

lawyer for financier Robert Vesco

within hours after Vesco made a

$200,000 cash contribution to

President Nixon's re-election

campaign.
Harry L. Sears, the witness,

testified at the conspiracy trial of

Mitchell and former Commerce
Secretary Maurice Stans that the

meeting with then SEC chief

William Casey was "very
productive."

Mitchell and Stans were accused

of trying to abort an SEC fraud

probe of Vesco's multibillion-dollar

financial empire in return for the

$200,000 contribution. They were

charged with conspiracy, perjury

and obstruction of justice.

Sears said he and Laurence
Richardson, a business associate

of Vesco, delivered the cash in a

briefcase to Stans, who was
President Nixon's re-election

finance chairman, at Stans'

campaign office in Washington.

He said the money was delivered

on April 10, 1972, three days after a

new law requiring reporting of

such contributions went into effect.

Sears said Richardson opened

the case on Stans' desk and tipped

it toward him so he could see the

currency inside.

"Do you want to count it?"

Richardson asked, according to

Sears.

He said Stans answered: "No,

that won't be necessary. Sears

said Richardson then stated: "Mr.
Vesco wants me to deliver you a

message He'd like to get some
help."

He said Stans responded: "Tell

him that's not my department or

bailiwick. That's John Mitchell's

department."

Sears said he met alone later

that day with Mitchell in his office

after a prearranged appointment.

He said he told him that the money
had been delivered to Stans and
that Vesco was going to give a total

of $250,000, raised from foreign

sources with only $50,000 on the

record.

He said he told Mitchell that "I

hope Maury knows what he's
doing."

"I'm sure he knows his
business," he said Mitchell
responded.

BEAU BRITCHES

Join Our

Clothes Club

Mountain Farms Mall

JOAN JONAS and her

"ORGANIC HONEY'S VERTICAL ROLL"

Thursday, March 14, 1974, 8 p.m.
Room 163— Campus Center

Admission:
50c UM-A Students
$1.00 General Admission

Sponsored by The Fine Arts Council

This Sunday
at the TOP • •

Steamship Round
of Roast Beef

Baked Sugar

Cured Ham

Tenderloin Tips

Potatoes O'Brien

Halibut Au Gratin

Variety of Salads

Assorted

Cold Dishes

Dessert &

Beverage

Top of the Campus Sunday Buffet

4 - 8 p.m.

$4.05 Student

$4.50 Non-student

SLA members may be

key to Hearst freedom
HILLSBOROUGH, Calif. (AP) - Two imprisoned Symbionese

Liberation Army members claim they want to save kidnaped heiress
Patricia Hearst and have asked for a nationally televised news con-
ference to outline their suggestions. There was no immediate response
Thursday to their request.

SLA kidnapers of Ms. Hearst continually have linked her fate to that of
the two SLA "soldiers" - Joseph Remiro, 27, and Russell Little, 24-who
now say they may hold the key to her freedom.
The two are charged with murder and assault in the cyanide-bullet

assassination of Oakland Schools Supt. Marcus Foster-a crime for which
the SLA claims responsibility. They are being held at San Quentin Prison.

Little and Remiro did not elaborate on their suggests except to say they

"might possibly be acceptable to the SLA, FBI and the Hearst family and
which could result, if accepted, in the release of Patricia Hearst."
The girl's father, Randolph A. Hearst, president and editor of the San

Francisco Examiner, said Thursday he had "no comment as of yet" on
the prisoners' letter, which was delivered Wednesday to Berkeley radio
station KPFA. The letter was dated Feb. 27.

Hearst has not heard since Feb. 20 from the SLA kidnapers who claim
to have abducted the pretty University of California coed from her
Berkeley apartment on Feb. 4. Organizers planned Friday to resume a
fourth food giveaway demanded by the SLA as a "gesture of good faith."

Possible break between

Church and State

Israeli troops on
alert on Golan front

MADRID (AP)- Dissident
Bishop Antonio Anoveros was
summoned to Vatican talks in

Madrid Thursday while the
government denied reports it was
prepared to terminate its 1953

Church-state concordat over tte

bishop's actions.

A Foreign Ministry spokesman
said the unconfirmed reports from
Church sources were "false" and
"lacked foundation."

The Vatican made no comment
on a possible rupture between the

Roman Catholic Church and the

Spanish government.
The break, if it developed, would

leave the government free to try

the bishop for what it called "a
grave attack on national unity" by
urging more freedom for the

Basque minority. It would also

mark the lowest point in Church-
state relations since the end of the

civil war in 1939.

The concordat, attacked by both

the Church and state as an

anachronism in recent years, bars

trial or arrest of bishops without

permission of the Vatican.

Bishop Anoveros and his vicar,

Msgr. Jose Angel Ubieta, brought

on the wrath of the government for

authorizing distribution of a

homily in their Basque diocese

Feb. 24 decrying "oppression of

peoples" and urging more civil

rights for Basques.

The bishop has been under house

arrest for a week in the Basque
capital of Bilbao.

Informed sources reported the

new government of Premier Carlos

Arias Navarro had informed the

Vatican, via Spains's primate.

Archbishop Marcelo Gonzalez
Martin, that it was ready to ter-

minate the concordat because of

the bishop's remarks and his

refusal to leave the country.

A termination of he concordat

would not officially affect

diplomatic relations between the

government and the Vatican. But it

would mark the first time in three

decades that Gen. Francisco
Franco was without Vatican
support. A devout Catholic, Franco
has counted heavily on Church
support since he won the civil war
and came to power in 1939.

TEL SHAMS. Occupied Syria
».\l') - Reinforced Israeli troops
and tanks were on high alert

Thursday after warnings of a
Syrian attack on this October war
battleground, front-line military
sources said.

Intelligence reports of the
possible Syrian attack were cited

as the reason Defense Minister
Moshe Dayan canceled his
resignation and extinguished a
cabinet crisis that nearly forced
Premier Golda Meir to quit.

Some Israelis had suggested
Wednesday that the attack reports
might have been more a device to

enable Mrs. Meir to settle the crisis

than a real danger.
But Israeli military sources at

this front about 25 miles from the

Syrian capital of Damascus said

messages had been received
outlining the proposed Syrian
offensive and the political strategy
behing it.

The reports disclosed that

President Hafez Assad of Syria
wanted to launch a limited of-

fensive to heat up the Golan
Heights front and apply pressure
on Israeli-Syrian truce talks,

arranged by Secretary of State

Henry A. Kissinger on his last trip

to the Middle East, are to start in

Washington - in about two weeks
with Kissinger as go-between.

Israeli positions basked quietly

in spring sunshine. Troops played
soccer beside their tanks and rode
donkeys across the Basalt Plain.

But front line forces were taking
the reported Syrian plans
seriously. There appeared to be no
skepticism among the troops like

that voiced in Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem.
Any Syrian fighting, said the

sources on the Golan Heights,

would aim at following a pattern

set along the Suez Canal in

January when Kissinger was
pressing for disengagement.

Cease-fire violations had flared

daily on the canal front, adding to

the urgency of separating Israeli

and Egyptian forces, and
Kissinger arranged it in a few days
of talks.
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Britain's industries

back to full-time work
LONDON (AP) - Britain's new

Labor government told the nation's

industries on Thursday to get back
to full-time work following the

settlemenet of a miners strike that

forced factories into a three-day

week.
Energy Secretary Eric Varley

decreed factories would resume a
normal work week at midnight

Friday after 68 days on part time.

That will signal the end of the

grave industrial crisis that con-

tributed to the downfall of Edward
Heath's Conservative government.
Coal shipments started moving

Thursday from pits to power
stations and state-owned steel

plants on which much of industry

depends for its raw materials. The
shipments were the first since the

280,000 miners launched a

nationwide strike for more money
a month ago.

Varley said industry should get

back to a full production "pretty

quickly." However, the secretary

appealed to Britons to continue to

cut electricity consumption in their

homes to speed the return to

normality in industry.

Varley said the three-day week
had cost about $4.6 billion in lost

production and unemployment
payments to temporarily laid-off

workers.

Full steel production, cut by
some 40 per cent during the

miner's campaign, was not ex-

pected to resume for some weeks.

That will mean many factories will

not be able to be fully back in

business for some time.

Heath's decision to put

nonessential industry onto a three

day week Dec. 31 sparked mass
unemployment and cut most most
production by 30 per cent.

The deal still has to be approved
by the miners' union locals, but

union leaders consider approval a

mere formality.

The settlement came two days
after Wilson's Laborites replaced

the ousted Heath administration.
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New life

next
semester!
Mount Sugarloaf can make you forget all

about those dorm doldrums. It's a modern
apartment community only a couple of

minutes by car or bike from Amherst
College, downtown Amherst or UMass.

• ON UMASS BUS LINE
• 2 bedrm. apts.

• heat & air conditioning
• roomy closets, storage
• wall-to-wall carpeting
• master TV antenna
• modern kitchens
• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges
• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals
• 2-door refrigerators

•laundry facilities

• swimming pool

Rent: $200/month (utilities included)

Call 413-665-3856

Direction: On Route 47.

MOUNT
SUGARLOAF

John Boone,
former Massachusetts

Commissioner of Correction,

who now leads the national

campaign against prisons

will speak

Mon., March 1

1

8:00 p.m.

Mahar Aud.

A Coffee Hour will follow

in Colonial Lounge

Co Sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors Program
and the Prisoners Rights and Education Program. (§)
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Simon predicts shorter lines

as gas supplies increase
WASHINGTON (AP) - Federal energy chief

William E. Simon tapped gasoline stocks yesterday to

increase distribution in March and keep service-

station waiting lines from getting as long as in

February.
Simon announced increases in March averaging

only about 2.9 million gallons per day-an im-

provement of about one per cent over February-but

the increases were concentrated most heavily in

states with poor supplies, and improvements there

should be more marked.
The increases were distributed so that no state

would receive less than 85 per cent of its March, 1972,

gasoline supply, adjusted for growth of motor vehicle

registrations since then.

Meanwhile, the American Petroleum Institute

(API) reported that gasoline production decreased

about two per cent last week, matching a decrease in

refinery inputs.

The API, an oil industry organization, blamed the

decreased refinery operations largely on "scheduled

shutdowns for repairs" and "partially to lack of

crude oil."

Both production and imports of crude oil slipped

downward last week, the API reported, although

imports of refined products increased substantially,

by about 377,000 barrels a day.

In the last week of February, Simon ordered

Egypt requests

end to embargo
CAIRO. Egypt (AP) - Egypt has asked Arab oil

countries meeting here Sunday to lift their five-

month-old embargo against the United States, an Oil

Ministry official said yesterday.

Informed sources in Kuwait said that rich Persian

Gulf oil sheikdom also is ready to drop the embargo.

The ministers are gathering here-with the em-
bargo at the top of their agenda-at Egypt's invitation,

officials said. Their meeting originally was scheduled

for Tipoli, Libya.

The Egyptian Oil Ministry official said it was
switched to Cairo because of a lack of hotel space in

Tripoli. But there was speculation in some quarters

that the change grew from Libyan resistance to lif-

ting the embargo. Iraq and the Palestinian guerrilla

organizations also are known to oppose resumption of

U.S.-bound shipments.

President Anwar Sadat proposed lifting the em-
bargo in return for Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger's help in concluding an agreement to

disengage Egyptian and Israeli troops along the Suez

Canal front, and for Kissinger's efforts to arrange a

similar disengagement of Syrian and Israeli troops

on the Golan Heights.

Resumption of shipments to the United States

would help ease the gasoline shortage that has

resulted in long lines in front of many American
service stations. Authorities say the embargo is

costing the United States about 10 per cent of its total

daily needs of about 19 million barrels of crude oil.

President Nixon expressed optimism at a White

House news conference Wednesday night that U.S.

diplomacy in the Middle East inevitably will in-

fluence the Arabs to lift their embargo.
But he declined to predict outright that the Arabs

will decide Sunday to resume oil shipments to the

United States, observing that such a prediction from

him might "lead them to do otherwise."

There were reports that Saudi Arabia and several

Persian Gulf states in addition to Kuwait endorsed

the Egyptian call for an end to the embargo.
The embargo was imposed after the October

Middle East was as a way to pressure Washington

away from support of Israel.

He said his goal was to being all state supplies,

within five per cent of the national average.. The
national average for March would have been 84.3 per
cent of the adjusted 1972 base, but the extra
allocations increased it to 98.6 per cent, with no state
below 85 per cent.

emergency shipments of gasoline from company
inventories into 26 states and the District of Columbia

to relieve local shortages and long gas station lines.

Although that emergency injection was to total

some 7.8 million barrels of gasoline and it seeerned to

be flowing, the drawdown did not show up in the API
statistics, covering the week ended March 1.

Instead, the API figures showed a 5.48 million

barrel increase in the gasoline stocks, to a new total

of 226.5 million barrels, about five per cent higher

than a year ago.

By ordering special allocations to increase the

March distribution, Simon appeared to be dipping

into gasoline stocks for another 6.76 million barrels.

Simon told the National Governors' Conference,

where he announced the March allocations, that

further emergency allocations could be made if new
problems arise, but he did not think they would be

nncessary.

Simon also told the governors he was considering

the idea of lifting the voluntary ban on Sunday
gasoline sales, to aid the recreation and vacation

industry; but his deputy, John C. Sawhill, later told

newsmen that Simon meant Sunday sales might be

resumed after the Arab oil embargo against the

United States is lifted.

Figures released by Simon at the conference
showed that the states would have received widely

varying amounts of gasoline in March, if Simon had
not stepped in to order increases for many of them.

New Hampshire, for example, would have received

only 61.7 per cent of its March, 1972 supplies adjusted

for new vehicle registrations ; Nebraska would have
received 65.9 per cent and Wisconsin 66.8 per cent of

their adjusted 1972 supplies.

Simon's action, instead, increased the supplies of 30

states to at least 85 per cent their adjusted 1972 levels.

Simon emphasized that the increases were coming
from inventories, not from the supplies of other

states.

Even the six states with more than 100 per cent of

their adjusted 1972 supplies were untouched ; they are

Alaska, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, North

Carolina, Texas and Wyoming.
But Simon warned that he would start equalizing

the distribution in April, allowing no state to receive

more than 95 per cent of its adjusted April, 1972, base

supply.

Miss World fired

LONDON ( AP) — Majorie Wallace, the 20-year-old
Indianapolis model who last November became the
first American to win the Miss World title, was fired

by the contest's British organizers Thursday and flew
off to New York.
The only previous title holder to end her reign

prematurely was Brazil's 1971 winner, Lucia Pet-
terle, who abdicated after only 10 days to return to

her medical studies.

But Miss Wallace's dismissal was unprecedented in

the 22-year history of the competition.

The sponsors of the annual beauty extravaganza,

Mecca Ltd., said Miss Wallace had failed to fulfill the

basic requirements of the title — good relations with

the media, discipline and a "first-class public

image."

The brief reign of the blonde beauty, steady
girlfriend of millionaire racing driver Peter Revson,
was marred by controversy over her relationships
with a number of British pop personalities. These
included former soccer star George Best whom she
accused of stealing $13,800 worth of furs and property
from her London apartment. She is to appear in court
March 27 when Best is arraigned.

But Mecca cheif Eric Morley said the parting had
been "friendly."

"Marjorie felt is was fair," he said. "I expect her to

return home to America now."
The company's statement said adverse publicity

surrounding Miss Wallace risked demeaning the

contest and giving "the wrong impression abroad."

The International Student Assn. presents:

INTERNATIONAL WEEK

EVERYONE INVITED DROP BY COME TO BROWSEJDRTAKE PART

Weekday events: Start at 7:30 p.m., Campus Center, and include Panel Discussions,
Slide Show Contest and presentation of IKIRU (admission 75c) with the Japanese
American Club.

March 16-17: INTERNATIONAL FAIR C.C. AUDITORIUM
from 11:00 a.m. on

Fair events include Sidewalk Cafe of food-drink, TV set Raffle, Teaching Events,
Children's Corner, Wine Tasting —

and starring George Young to lead you in International
Folk Dancing on Saturday evening.

NY streakers

puzzle elders
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Bv THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Singly or by the hundreds, some

college students in New York State

are running naked in public, often

alerting the news media

beforehand to their startling

sprints.

The "streaking" fad has puzzled

their elders.

"I'd kind of be ashamed to run

around like that. I'm not built that

well," a state trooper in Saranac

Lake said Thursday.

"It's more a joke than a crime,

isn't it," he added.

At least 40 men ran four times

around the quadrangle late

Wednesday at Paul Smiths

College, near Saranac Lake, fresh-

man Fred Fox said. "We got a little

numb after a while," Fox said. He
said the temperature was 47.

A solo streaker raced through

Buffalo's largest indoor shopping

center, the Main Place Mall,

Thursday and then jumped into a

waiting auto.

About the same time, eight male
students wearing only sneakers

ran in front of the library building

at Fulton-Montgomery Community
College, near Johnstown, to the

cheers of hundreds of students. No
arrests were reported.

A campus radio station at New
Paltz State College said about 100

persons-including some women-
ran nude on the campus late

Wednesday, Columbia University

in New York City reported its

second streaking incident in two

days and an unidentified student

reported streaking occurred

Thursday at Chatham High School

in Columbia County.

A young man wearing a black tie

and a bag over his head ran
through the high school cafeteria to

the cheers and laughter of spec-

tators, the student said.

Chatham Principal Richard
Kraham refused to confirm or

deny the report, saying, "The less

said, the better."

Five Marist College students

accused of dashing nude through

the center of Poughkeepsie early

Thursday pleaded innocent to

charges of public lewdness.

"They weren't too hard to spot

There's not too many nude people

out at night," one policeman said

In Buffalo, police said they

caught two streakers, using a

police dog to track down one of

them. David Tobin, 24, and
Michael Kempf , 20, both of Buffalo,

were charged with disorderly
conduct and public intoxication.

eric'smm
SUBS
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314 College St.,
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TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

(except during league play)

50' per string
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Streaking: spring madness
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - Rhode Islands at-

torney general does not plan to prosecute streakers
Streaking is "just another aspect of spring mad-

ness" according to Atty. Gen. Richard J. Israel.
The college student craze of running naked might

be illegal, depending upon the circumstances, Israel
said, but it "calls for a sensitive evaluation of stan-
dards of decency that we are not prepared to do."
However, the dean of students at the University of

Rhode Island has told campus streakers that they are
violating the law, and warned the university may call
in local police if the fad gets out of hand.
Dr. Paul W. Brubacher said any streaker taken into

custody by police will be subject to normal
disciplinary procedures used for students who have
been arrested. The dean's statement came in reac-
tion to an early Wednesday morning streak by some
35 male students before pajama-clad crowds.

However, just a lew hours after Brubacher

s

warning, about 40 students ran naked past seven
dormitories while an estimated 500 spectators
cheered them on.

One of the 40 streakers was a female student
identified only as Joan. "It's like flying. You don't
realize you have your clothes off," she said
Meanwhile, some 20 Roger Williams College

students celebrated their basketball teams upset
victory over rival Bryant College by running naked
through the Bristol campus. Not to be outdone, about
25 Bryant students also streaked before an estimated
crowd of 300.

Streaking on Rhode Island campuses got its official
start early Tuesday at Providence College. A school
spokesman said, "My personal opinion is that when
the media stops publicizing it, it will stop by itself."

McLuhan : streaking not new
TORONTO (AP) - Marshall McLuhan, University of Toronto English

professor, said Wednesday that streaking, the fad of running nude in

public, is not new.
"A friend of mine did it 20 years ago," he said in an interview after

receiving a civic Award of Merit.

McLuhan said his friend, Louie Van Gastrin, of Amsterdam directed

traffic in the nude on a bet.

"It took authorities 20 minutes to get around to arresting him," he said.

McLuhan, best known for his expoundings on communications, said the

streaker is never naked but nude.

"It's only when you don't want to be seen that you're naked," he said.

"A stripper back stage is naked, but when she is in front of an audience,

she is wearing her public."

He said to the extent the streaker is caught unawares he is naked.
"But when he isn't caught unawares he is wearing his public so he is

nude not naked.
"The streaker is, of course, putting the public on-one of the biggest

things of our time, like a form of hijacking," he added.
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Congressional reform: across the board
"To make the rules for the government of

the land..." Sound familiar? Right, its from
Article 1 Section 8 of the Constitution. In this

time of perversely bad Executive leader-

ship, and in light of the usurpation of

Congressional power by the executive over
the past forty years, it is time for us to

realign the system of checks and balances
our country survives on.

Truly, the reasons and circumstances for

the loss of Congressional power are not
always bad or ill-thought, but the cir-

cumstances which led our legislators to

allow this theft are long gone. Given,
President Roosevelt did need complete co-

operation during the first years of his ad-
ministration, and given also, that as the
battle for power between that President and
Congress grew in the late thrities, it was
unavoidably put off by World War Two.
Moreover, President Truman's conception
of the danger of Communism in the post-war
era was probably not ill-conceived, and
probably did deserve tha maintenance of

wide ranging Presidential powers.
But the fact is, as the fifties left us, so did

the need for that super power in the White
House. However, a simultaneous attempt to

redistribute the power of the Federal
government was not made. Not until

recently has this been attempted.
Why so much time was wasted, or what

happened to the concern for balanced
government become secondary questions.
Of primary importance now is what does the
future hold?

The Congress is by Constitutional edict
able to set their own rules. It seems this

should be a substantial aid to those people
now trying to effect change in Congress.
However, it turns out that there are several
inherent problems in the Legislative branch
that must be exorcised before any quan-
titative reform can be successful. Reform of
these problems will require a whole new
attitude on the part «f the individual

Congressmen, and wide ranging education
for the populace. Only a concerted reform
movement from within the Congress, forced
by an equally concerted move on behalf of
the many concerned public interest groups,
will effect the necessary changes.
Of all the problems, the most devastating

is systematic secrecy. Clandestine
operations, secret committees, under-the-
table bargains, and overall exclusive at-

titudes of the members are seriously
wounding the ideally open nature of our
legislature.

In the House (where the bulwark of
legislation and work is done), the problem is

more pressing. Due to its size, floor debate
is minimal, and, in fact, very little change of
opinion is ever made on the floor. Most of the
hard work is done in committee meetings of
which a sizeable portion are secret. So
secret that a shocking number of junior
Representatives and aides are all to often
uninformed of the minutes or decisions of
these meetings. On the other hand, lobbyists
have no difficulty in obtaining information
about these same meetings. Apparently, the
concern for secrecy is based on the fact that
the electorate is the only quarter that should
be kept in the dark. It is an attempt to isolate
the decision making process from the public
and keep it in the hands of a few narrow-
minded, powerful Congressmen.
The latter exhibits another inherently bad

process in Congress, seniority. This an-
tiquated process has succeeded only in

centering the Chairs of the most important
committees in the hands of the Cotton Kings,
while it has also prevented able people from
acquiring the power necessary to promote
social reform, from effectively blocking
Presidential initiative, and from allowing
new and fresh edeas to be implemented.
Partly because of the sheer power in-

volved in spending twenty odd years in
Congress and partly because of the attitude
of the r»*t nf the Congress, committee

Who's best and brightest ?
By CHILLY WILLIAMS

Hello UMies, Tonight we have a very special guest. The man who
coached his school to an undefeated streaking season with no busts,
coach UConn. A few boos from a UMies crowd that felt cheated out of
the most prized trophy since the building of the library. For those of
you who don't read the New York Time, there's an article about the
long lost senior and how it can only happen at UMass.
"Coach UConn," How did you get your school in first place and

what kind of program does UConn offer to its All-American athletes?
"Well, it wasn't easy, it took long hard hours of practicing and we do
have a large budget, that aUows us to search out and find the best and
only the best streakers'' said Coach UConn. "As far as the All-
American athlete is concerned if he's really that good we will hear
about him or her," commented coach UConn. But some of the
benefits that we do offer to our recruits are the best in the country 1

Unlimited bail money; 2. A guaranteed job as an exhibitionist or
psych experiment; 3. A guarantee to make the Who's Who list and
maybe a chance to make Ripley's Believe it or Not; 4. King Richard
always a pick-up a graduate if her or she needs a ride home while
hitching.

Annoc: "Could the UMess come down one day and watch your
team work out?" Anytime except Mon, Tues, Wed, Thur, Friday
Sat. and Sunday we have off," said coach UConn.

Annoc: "If you were coach of UMess how would you improve their
record of no win and ten losses? Coach UConn:" "Well I could tell
you all how to improve your record but I won't mainly because
UMess claim to be the zoo capital of the country and we the people of
UConn think that UMess isn't the zoo capital of the country. Ask
yourself these questions and try to answer them. 1. What outstanding
feats have UMess committed' 2. Why is UMess always last in getting
into new styles? 3. Why do the students at UMess claim to be UMies,
when in fact their not!

Annoc: Well that's all for new but be sure to get your tickets to the
Last of The Red Hot Streaker's Show. And I would like to thank my
special guest, coach UConn. Good-nite UMies and thanks for com-
ing out to the Streaker Ball.

chairmen can easily stop any move on the

part of subordinates to institute new ideas.

Yet, there is a good possibility that the same
people would be elected to those chairs
whether or not the seniority system was in

effect. While there are a few legislator's

deeply concerned with this problem, their

plight has been largely ineffective due to the
lack of public reinforcement. However,
Common Cause, the American Civil
Liberties Union, The League of Women
Voters, and others are now advocating these
reforms.
We must also be aware of a problem which

makes the others all the more evident,
ethics. Consider this: How do we change
anything if the people we elect are not
responsible to their constituencies, and
above that, not concerned with the
responsibilities of their jobs? How can we
expect good government, visible, ac-
countable government from people who tell

us they are going to Washington to promote
our welfare while reality shows they do little

except answer questions about Social
Security and Veteran's Benefits? Who are so
seldom in their offices that appointments
are genuinely difficult to get? Who spend
virtually no time in session? Who are con-
sistently carousing about Washington? Who,
on the other hand, are so concerned about
their own well being that they offer little

resistance to the perpetuation of
irresponsibility in Congress.
They are also the people who most avidly

avoid the discussions and implications of
election reform, for they do not want their
personal records bared to show the special
interests they are involved with, the
gargantuan elections gifts, the kickbacks
and pork barrel projects they have obtained
for their financiers.

Unquestionably, these problems will be
more difficult to eradicate than most statute
based deficiency's. But if any semblance of
democratic government is to remain, action

must be taken and the realization of the

possible duration and expense in both

pecuniary and human resources must be
consciously forced.

As to what can be done, there are many
routes to follow. Right now, there is a

vehicle available with which to effect

change in the realm of secrecy. The media
and others are trying to get Congress to

allow more and more permanent coverage,

including allowing cameras on the floor.

While some people are searching for an
alternative to alleviate the resultant con-

fusion on the floor, the idea, if instituted, will

force a good amount of professionalism to

impress the folks back home.
Moreover, irresponsible representation

can be repudiated by election. As a tool for

popular involvement in governmental
decision making, the election is unequaled.
However, the uncontested election com-
pletely dessimates the ideal of popular
control of government; electee's lose their

concern for the electorate and conversely,
the mere length of service on the part of the
Congressman lends itself to disconcern and
a feeling of impotence on the part of the
electorate. Hopefully, awareness in the
citizenry can and will serve as a control to

single man, single party elections. Directly
related to this concept is a recent raise in

pensions for retired law makers to thirty-

four thousand dollars a year. This attractive
sum may be used to increase turnovers in

the legislature.

Over and above these suggestions, there is

election reform, incumbents who are now
trying to effect reform, and the stress on
publication of personal assets. There is no
shortage of avenues towards reform, only
means, and ideally, that is no shortage at
all.

Raymond Tie is a Collegian Com-
mentator.

Letters To The Editor

Give Lovejey support

Chillv Wtlliams is a Collegian commentator.

Signs ripped off

To The Editor:

We, the students of Grayson House Council, have really worked hard
trying to bring the movie, "Play It Again Sam" to the campus. The
competition was stiff but what the hell. ..Volunteers from our dorm went
around putting up signs. Less than an hour later our signs were ripped
down, replaced by signs put up by competing movies. Now as far as we
are concerned, the students should have the right to choose the movie
they m ant to see. It is upsetting to work hard at sponsoring a movie and
seeing other people ruin your efforts. We actually saw these people
tearing down our signs and when asked why, they said that they were our
competition.

Come on, we are all students. Publicize your movies. We hope that you
do well, but give us the same chance. In a university such as ours it is not

necessary to let your lust for profit interfere with your responsibilities to

your fellow students.

Grayson House Council

To The Editor:

This is in response to your editorial "Civil
Disobedience," which dealt with the destruction of
the Northeast Utilities weather tower by Samuel H.
Lovejoy.
You state: "The Collegian cannot condone

Lovejoy's action because it was violent and in-
terfered with the personal property of another per-
son-in this case Northeast Utilities Service Co...."
The use of the term "violence" without

qualification turns it into but another meaningless
scare word. A word appealing to prejudice rather
than reason.

If Mr. Lovejoy's action was "violent" what is the
nature of that violence? Was anyone physically in-
jured directly or indirectly as a result? Did it

seriously disrupt the owners' lifestyles?
Clearly Mr. Lovejoy's "violence" injured no one.

His comparatively mild "violence" was an effort to
counter the greater violence that would inevitably
result to our environment if Montague was saddled
with a nuclear power plant.
Your arguement that Mr. Lovejoy "interfered" (to

use your language) with corporate-not private-
property is rather limp under the circumstances.
NU's tower is easily replaced. This is not the case
with the ecology of the Connecticut Valley. The stakes
are too high for even the most ardent defender of
capitalism to afford to proclaim without question the
sacrosanctity of private property.
You say it is unfortunate that Mr. Lovejoy could not

find a "non-violent" way to dramatize the issue.
Perhaps. But don't you wonder how many people are,
as a result of his action, more enlightened about the
violence that is being propogated against them by
NU? How many were aware that NU, if you believe
its vice president, Charles Bragg, was planning to
sock us with that plant whether we liked it or not -or
that there were plans for a plant in the first place?
How many more people are more skeptical about the
wisdom of a plant here now that Mr. Lovejoy has
informed them in his statement that the Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Plant at Vernon "had no emergency
core cooling system until 1972"?
You yourselves admit that Mr. Lovejoy's

"motivation and the result of his actions are both
right and beneficial..."

However, I see nothing right or beneficial, either

morally or pragmatically, resulting from your
editorial. I commend the student senate in its support

of Mr. Lovejoy and hope your readers will disregard
your editorial inanities and give Samuel Lovejoy the

support he needs and deserves.

Alex Shishin

Streakers ' source
To The Editor:

Just as Maine witnesses the first streak of dawn
every morning (yes, Cape Codders, the sun really
does rise at Campobello), I believe that the
University of Maine spawned the dawn of streaking in
January of 1965 about I 30 a.m. on a 20 degree below
(or behind) Saturday night.

"You are there" in your best overcoat (no flashing
Dlease, cameras or otherwise) as the very tired and
grubby future UMie returns to the University cabins
from his cleaning the kitchen of the Bears Den.

Only the center cabin in the ring of forlorn, yellow,
kerosene stove heated shacks has a shower and our
friend stands his clothes in the corner and sends SO
gallons of suds aad sweat down the hole leading to the
Penobscot River a short distance away. Emerging,
he realizes with a mumbled "F-" that clean clothes
and a towel had failed to appear in the empty, gray
shower room. He contemplates the frosted handle of
the door leading across 75 feet of ice-covered gravel
to the hopefully unlocked cabin nr. 4 and
Whoosh, a new sport is born as a smoking, ghost-

like figure is launched in a "streak" across the
clearing, yelling something about brass and
monkeys!
The preceeding is perhaps little solace to the Maine

basketball team, but unless the alumni association or
one of your readers can prove otherwise, we must
"raise our steins" to Maine for being to streaking
what Springfield is to basketball or Dartmouth to
skiing.

David Reynolds (545-0695)

Parking and towing
As all faithful UMies know, our "beloved" Chan-

cellor Bromery inagurated a radical change in the

parking system last summer. It upped the fees by

much dinero but in return, put in a much stronger

parking system that guarantees a spot for everyone

who pays for one, even though you may not get a

desirable area.

Now, the student left is screaming. It seems as

though the penalty for illegally parking in a lot was
being towed away from that lot to Amherst Towing 's

lot, a total cost of $25. Hmmmm.
Also, it became a hassle getting a sticker. (It seems

as though it always was.) But now, that doesn't seem
to be much of a problem. The problem is towing and
fine paying.

Let me say right out that if anyone parks illegally

on campus, he should get tagged. In the case of a

visitor on campus unaware of the rules and
regulations, the University is generous about this.

Let me also say that if one illegally parks in han-
dicapped areas, on sidewalks or where it hassles

traffic, he ought to be towed.
And let me further say that a person who parks in

"the wrong lot" ought not to be towed, just ticketed

except that if a lot is full and someone assigned to that

Charles Camelopard

lot comes in to park, he should have the right to
request the campus police to have any illegally

parked car towed. This person should not be
penalized because of a more lenient policy.

I have talked, informally, about this with Dr. Alan
Gross, the Chairman of the Parking and Tran-
sportation Advisory Council. It is this body that
recommended the more lenient policy towards
towing. But there is a catch. The catch is that
payment of fines will be strictly enforced, even to the
point where one may be arrested if one doesn't pay
one's fines. Of course, this is an extreme measure
which should (and is) only to be taken if all else fails.

I am openminded enough to wait and see how well it

works.

But one thing I am not in favor of is student control
of towing. It is not my feeling that the police are out to

screw the students. The penalty of a tow must still

exist because of certain circumstances regarding
illegally parked cars where towing is a necessity.
Like most UMies, I don't really like the Student

Senate and all its bullshit. I don't want towing and
politics to mix. What we do have is fair and equal. It

can only stay that way if the police remain in control
of "to tow or not to tow?"

Bob Estelle is a Collegian Columnist

Helen Thomas, the victor
My journalistic comrade Schlemie Mendelbaum

who works for the Strawberry Courant in Strawberry,
Montana got very drunk after the presidential news
conference Wednesday night.

I ran into Schlemie in the Beauracrat Bistro a few
blocks down Pennsylvania Avenue from the White
House. He was up to his eyes in scotch and had about
him the look of a sad cow.

"Schlemie, Schlemie, what ever is wrong", I asked,
"you should be happy, the president just made a fool

of himself at the press conference again. Twice in less

than ten days. Why are you so unhappy?"

"I know, Charles, I know, but sometimes the

bafoonery of Nixon just can't liven up my days."

"Well, what happened, did your wife die, is your

mistress out of town, what is it Schlemie?"

"Its that damn Helen Thomas", he wailed on, "she

got the job I wanted, she's going to be the new UPI
White House Bureau Chief, that job would have been
mine if I hadn't lost a lottery in the White House Press

room in 1968."

"Oh be Jesus," I thought, "Schlemie can't take the

pressure of Washington anymore. He's flipped his

reportorial wig completely." I decided to humor my
confidant and asked him more about this

:

"Schlemie, what are you talking about?"

"Well," he moaned, "I came to Washington the

same day as Helen Thomas and we had to figure out
who we would cover." We had a lottery and I drew
Judy Agnew." I covered her for three years and she
said all kinds of stupid things, but my stories never
got printed."

"Why not," I asked, afraid now that the worst was
yet to come.
"Because her husband said more stupid things than

anyone else in the city, except for Martha Mitchell."
"So what," I asked.

"You nurd, Camelopard the Agnews had to leave
town and I haven't had a thing to do for months. No
one even knows I'm here. I didn't even get a
Christmas card from the USO."

"Schlemie, I'm sorry, I can't put this together, why
are you so unhappy, I still don't get it."

"Don't you see, that damn Helen Thomas just had
to sit around and wait for the phone to ring and she
became famous. I chased Judy Agnew all over the

place, worked myself to the bone and got nowhere.
It's just too much to handle."

"Schlemie, you have to turn this life experience
into a learning adventure, now you know who makes
it big in Washington," the Zieglers, and Thomas's the

court jesters, the fool's fools."

Mendelbaum ordered another drink to wash that

one down.

Charles Camelopard is a Collegian columnist.

Sat. at the meat market
By RUSSELL J. CATALDO

Though my friends and I have long abandoned the

campus bars in favor of saner forms of weekend
entertainment, in lieu of proper transportation and
financial stability we sometimes find ourselves amid
the bustling crowd within four dark walls, and sud-

denly I feel as though I am an extra in an old Olivia

D'haviland movie, the name of which I cannot recall

at the moment.

So it came, one Saturday night not too long ago,

when I was sitting quietly in my room trying to

complete some of my professors' well intended

assignments that an invitation came to me to ac-

company some friends to one of these establishments,

the Blue Wall.

I threw my coat around me, checked my I.D. for the

expensive though little used sticker on the back, and

after a long walk in the nippy winter's night air I

found myself standing on line trying to determine the

method they used to decide how many people to let in.

Once inside we suddenly became aware of a greater

power looking over us for we found four seats

together almost immediately.

We then purchased a pitcher and proceeded to do

what ninety percent of the crowd was doing, drink

and watch the other ten percent.

During all of this, one of my friends, a peer sex

educator and feminist extrodinaire, wore a disgusted

look. Finally she commented to me her personal

conviction that "this place is a meat market ". On
hearing this I said to myself "she's drunk" but her
words began to play in my mind as I tried to look at

the crowd through her eyes in a critical light, instead

of with my usual sarcasm.

Her analogy of "meat market" did not accurately
describe the scene at the Blue Wall. Since most of
those who come to the Wall looking for sex come with
their intended partners, it is more in the way of a
slaughterhouse, where the fatted calf is brought to be
salted and blessed in a strange ritual before the ac-
tual slaughter takes place.

Slaughterhouse oi meat market one thing is cer-

tain, it can only be considered on an amateur level.

The Blue Wall would never be listed in any self

respecting singles' bar directory. And in spite of all

favorable rumors of fights and unsavory characters

it will probably always remain the kind of place any

serious barhopper will avoid.

The Blue Wall can be viewed as a kind of lab to

those who can perceive that the education we receive

here could actually extend into a field that some may

find useful. Lab fee is one dollar plus all you can

drink. Bar Dating 101 could become another gut

course it only needs a few lecture sections.

I think I'll go back to looking at the Blue Wall in the

mildly amused light which I always have. It seems I

have relearned something that I learned some time

ago; no one can take the Blue Wall seriously.

Justice:

"the accused
shall enjoy"

By BOB FOSTER
Justice. It's a strange term the knowledge of which

seems open only to very few in our society today. As
defined by Webster's New World Dictionary, justice is

"the quality of being righteous." As defined by the
courts today, justice is the power of being right.

Indeed, one might ask what "right" is for all the world
seems relative. Right, as implicitly defined by the
courts, is the quality of saying the "right" thing at the
"right" place at the "right" time. Justice then is as
ambigous as "truth" or "free" or the entire gambit of
political and legal rhetoric. Justice is what one
(especially those in positions of power) defines it to be.
Let's examine some specific figures dealing with this

asset that the entire legal system is based upon. The
arrest figures for all criminal offenses except traffic

violations number anywhere from 7 to 8 million per
year depending upon the study one reads. Not included
are the litigants in civil disputes, inmates involuntarily
committed into mental institutions, etc. Further, if one
includes moving traffic violations, the numbers
become astronomical.
A large segment of our population obviously has a

very direct relationship with the first step in the legal
process, arrest. From this moment onward, the con-
cept of justice takes over. The Constitution in Article
VI states that "in all criminal prosecutions the accused
shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial...and
to be informed of the nature and cause of the ac-
cusation; ...and to have the assistance of counsel for
his defense." Through such an adversarial method,
justice shall be done and the system shall "live happiiy
ever after".

Reality presents to even the most uncritical ob-
server, a very stark and contrasting picture. Travel to

Northampton District Court for an hour or two and
observe the proceedings. Your illusions of Perry
Mason and Owen Marshall will more than likely

disappear from your mind as quickly as the coin from a
magician's hand. Upon entering this noisy, crowded
and mechanistic tribunal of the law, you may wonder if

indeed the concepts of due process and speedy trial

exist in any place other than the high school civics

texts. Typically, the scene resembles the Chicago
slaughterhouses of the early 20th century. Justice is

performed in a quick (as opposed to speedy), efficient

and definitely bureaucratic manner that defies the
sensitivities of even the cruelest ogre.
One must not blame the individuals involved in such

a bureaucratic machine. They appear as cogs in the
most complex of automations. Their role is

predetermined. They have been groomed by the
system to work as the replacement parts in a con-
tinually malfunctioning machine. Instead, we must
carefully examine a process that arrests 7 to 8 million
people per year and sees a mere 10 per cent of that
number in situations similar to the one^just described.
The further irony is the fact that the most just of all

mechanisms, the trial, is more realistically a concept
reserved for the television, not the courts. Instead,
bargaining becomes the key motive, the spark that
starts the legal furnace. Trial does not enter the legal
experiences of 90 per cent of its litigants.

Thus, we are at the mercy of a seeming automation
that knows no right or wrong, no morality or im-
morality. Instead, it knows the law and the "law" is

justice.

Bob Foster is a Collegian Commentator.
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WFCR(88.5FM) commemorates'
International Women's Day

JOHN BOONE '

WFCR (88.5 KM five college
radio) has pre-empted its regular
broadcast schedule to com-
memorate International Women's
Day. The all-day program,
produced by Director of Women's
Programming, Janus Adams, is

dedicated to seeker of Puerto
Rican independence, LOLITA
LEBRON. imprisoned twenty
years in Alderson Federal Prison
for women in Alderson. West
Virginia.

6: 45 SIGN-ON- ISRAELI PRESS
REVIEW
7:00 JA-Intro-History, Inter-

national Women's Day
7:05 Dedication -for Lolita

Lebron
7:10 Music -Women as com-

posers

7:30 History-Legal Rights of
Women

7:35 Music
8:00 Profile-Severine
8:05 Music
8:30 History-Women's Suffrage
8:35 Music
9:00 Profile-Billie Holiday
9:05 Music
9:30 History-'Women Power'
9:35 International Women
10:00 Profile-Puerto Rican

Woman
10:05

10:30

Women
10:35 Women of the Phillipines

11:00 Profile-Kaethe Kollwitz

Asian-American History
History-Education of

11:05 "Why Are There No Great
Women Artists?"

11:30 History-DuBois, The
Damnation of Women

11:35 International Declaration
of Human Rights

11:45 News
11:58 Day schedule rundown
Noon Profile-Virginia Woolf - **A

Room of One's Own"
12:05 Womanspace, California
12:30 History-Eleanor Holmes

Norton
12:35 Delores Huerta-United

Farm Workers
1:00 Profile-Vilma Espin
1:05 Eleni Paudoussi (Greek

women

)

1:30 History-Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC)

1:35 Ella Baker-SNCC
2.00 Profile-Victoria Woodhull
2:05 League of Women Voters
2:30 History-Film and the

Women's Movement
2:35 Filmmakers
3:00 Profile-Lorraine Hansberry
3:05 Diana Ramos-

choreographer
3:30 History-Women poets
3:35 Poets Festival

4:00 Profile-Elizabeth Gurley
Flynn

4:05 Mme. Sun Yat-sen (Ida
Pruit)

4:30 History-Women and
Prostitution

4:35 Valley Women's Union and
the Waitress Strike

Best to analyze Galbraith

5:00 Profile-Mother Bloor
5:05 News and Sports
6:30 History-German Women
6:35 Native American Women
7:00 Profile-Carmen Pereira,

Guinea-Bissau
7:05 Union of 3rd World Women
7:30 History-Puerto Rican

Women
7:35 Tribute to Lolita Lebron
8:00 Profile-Angela Davis
8:05 Tribute to Lolita Lebron

(con't.)

8:30 History-"A Letter to

Ericka"
8:35 Women in Prison
9:00 Profile-Gwendolyn Brooks
9:05 Sojourner Truth
9:30 History-Women and Mental

Institutions

9:35 Beyond Masculinity-Warren
Farrell

10:00 Profile-Marion Palfi

10:05 Phone-in
10:30 History-Emma Goldman
10:35 Phone-in
11:00 Profile-Barbara Hepworth
11:05 Phone-in
11:30 History-Images of women

in film

11:35 Vicki McLaughlin-
producer

Midnight Profile-Gertrude Stein

12:05 Women in Egypt -Radwa
Ashour

12:30 History-Drugs
12:35 Health
1:00 Profile-Maya Deren
1:05 Music
1:30 History-International

Women's Day
1:35 Music
1:45 Acknowledgements

Mike Best of the University
Economics Department will

present a lecture Sunday at 8 p.m.,
titled "Galbraith and Socialism:
The Unconventional Wisdom," as
part of the spring semester Project
Ten speakers series, "The World of

Learning." Best, who is a member
of the Five-College Union for a
Radical Political Economy, will

give a socialist critique of
Galbraith 's analysis of the
American economy and his view of
human nature.
John Kenneth Galbraith, the

Harvard economist and former
U.S. Ambassador under President
Kennedy to India, is the author of
the recent best-seller, Economics
and the Public Purpose, which
Best will review shortly in the
American quarterly, the Partisan
Review.
In Bests's words, "while

Galbraith has always recognized
the weakness of Neoclassical
economics and offers a profound
critique of conventional theory, his
writings nevertheless provide an
inadequate theoretical base for

progressive social change because
he fails to identify the fundamental
and decisive forces in American
capitalism."

Best argues that Galbraith has
admitted that the powerful

Toilitr

Saturda\ Nitr «JC

Sun<l;i\ \ite

multinational corporations, owned
in the sense of "control" by
perhaps only one per cent of the
American people, are the
dominant force in American life,

responsible both for price inflation
and energy crisis as well as the
political corruption only recently
underscored by Watergate.

This "power has become the
centerstone of Galbraith 's system,
and the corporation is the center of
power," Best says, but concludes
that Galbraith cannot bring
himself to explain economic power
as stemming principally for the
control over the forces of
production and the resultant
buttressing of hierarchy and social
classes, racism and sexism, by the
owners of capital.

Speaking next week, March 17,
at 8 p.m. is Bill Connolly, of the
University Political Science
Department, discussing "Political
Corruption: Behind Watergate."
All events in the series meet in the
Pierpont Main Lounge, in South-
west, and the public is invited.

2:00 SIGN-OFF

1
RIPPED OFF?
SMALL CLAIMS COTRT
CITIZEN ADVISORY
SERVICE
can help youl

for informatiot
umass-siMJBA- »« i^v^
turn 230 500 thur noo-soo
or aae N PVaasant 8t - wrUM
wed's 7oo woo
MASSPIRG

Mikes

Westoie* Cafe
(Sunderland Rd., North
Amherst)

Every Night!

6-10
Draft - 25 c

Hi-ball - 50*

YOUR STORE FOR

BARE TRAPS

"the whiz
?>

of California

red latigo leather

# wooden bottom

REAL

TEARS

Rusty Nail

Inn
Kte. 17, Sunderland

urnnai^ii \gainst I'

III IH Mil Of I'll

reiiion. who. now Ic.nk t li«-

Will spt'.ik oA

Mon., March 11 &:00 p.m

Mahar Aud.

uli.m.il I ouniii

NOW SHOWING
AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUS &tem<u
RT 9 HADLEY IN ZAYRE'S SHOPPING CNTR. 256-6411

COMEDY HIT Z YEAR!

WOODY ALLEN
TAKES A
NOSTALGIC LOOK
AT THE
FUTURE ,.

:
:

:
: >: ;

:
:>: :

:
::W:¥;-5wtt ::¥:v

s\V6ody<
^Diaiie

cAUen "od6
lfeaton

Sleeper S*
JPGj«®>

7:15 & 9:00

THEY NEVER FLUNKED " 5 &

AN ORAL EXAM!

Plus: MARYLYN CHAMBERS
in

SSeSier at

9:00

•>•"-

e

ALLIED ARTISTS

presents

«
McQueen

and
Hoffman

are both

superb/'
— Cue Magazine

&0LLE& SHOES
8 MAIN ST., AMHERST

••»#»••

mcQUEEn
ma FRANKLIN J. SCHAFFNER Mm

PG<3&* I Ml
w

7:00 & 9:40

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES
ALL SEATS

Coming Soon:

Al Pacino in

"SERPIC0"
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What 's the story

Ombudsm

UNIVERSITY OF AAA! SAC H JSE T T S
II

By EDITH WIEDEK
Ombudsman's Office

Well, UMies, you've had over a
month now to find yourself the
object of abuse by the intangible

and invulnerable demons of the
UMass Machine. Whether it be
your English prof, the Whitmore
Computer, Amherst Towing, the
Southwest toilets, or the un-
concerned voice on the otner end of

the telephone line, the source of
your problem is causing you undue
hassle and a mild-to-severe per-
secution complex.
You can stop banging your head

against the wall (Excedrin's too
expensive anyway), for there is

relief available. All you have to do
is call or visit the Ombudsman's
Office, state the nature of your
"bitch", return the smile you've
received, and watch the
RESULTS.
For those of you who are un-

familiar with this strange animal,
the Ombudsman is a position

presently filled by Jay Savareid; a
position created solely to satisfy

the needs of harried and confused
UMass students, faculty, em-
ployees, alumni, even visitors who
are faced with some problem or
question concerning the University
system. Problems the office deals
with range from tenure grievances
to financial aid difficulties, from
teacher-student conflicts to
housing problems. Another in-

valuable service that the
Ombudsman's Office provides is

access to information and handy
news items which would otherwise
never be exposed to the light of
day.

The Ombudsman's Office is not a
substitute for an honest attempt on
your part to deal with your
problem directly through the
obvious channels. What it is, is a
means toward opening a few
locked doors, cutting through red
tape, providing answers to difficult

questions, and guiding you to the
right office or person who

an helps students cut red tape
Polici
5-2121

ultimately has the authority to
clear up the difficulty Jay and the
Assistant Ombudsman. Phyllis
Foster, as well as the student
assistants, Marybeth Carney and
myself, do not guarantee 100 per
cent satisfaction for all cases.
What we do promise is an am-
bitious and concerned effort to
attack the problem directly and
solve it speedily -and all this done
with the "personal touch."
You can often see someone in the

office on a walk-in basis, but it is
wiser to call and make an ap
pointment. We're stationed in
Room 919 of the Campus Center
and you can reach us by phone 0y
dialing 545-0867. Office hours are
8:30-5:00.

There are two other alternatives
through which your problems can
be solved. The first is to approach
the Student Ombudsman located in
your dormitory area whose task it

is to represent you and hear your
gripes. In many cases, going
directly to your Area Represen-
tative may prove more convenient
for you for he can be reached at all

hours (well, almost) and he is in
walking distance of your home
Each Representative is equipped
to capably handle your problems;
in the event that your particular
difficulty is too hot to handle, the
matter is transfered to the central
Ombudman's Office for con-
sideration. These Student

Ombudsmen are Mark Myers.
Southwest; Marcus Buckley
Central; Jim Prelack. Northeast:
and Jim Maltz. Orchard Hill and
Greeks
The second alternative provides

you with the opportunity to write
your quest ions or gripes on a slip of
paper and drop them in the
WHAT'S THE STORY" box
located at the entrance to the
Campus Center store. I'll try to
answer as many questions as I can,
as fully as I can, and print them for
the benefit of the University
community in the WHAT'S THE
STORY? column, soon to re-
appear weekly in the pages of the
Collegian.

So do yourself a favor. Don't
allow yourself to be ignored or be
reduced to student number status
through your own illusion of

powerlessness You can help
yourself by taking that first step
into the Office of the Ombudsman,
seeing your Area Representative
to the Ombudsman's Office, or
responding to WHAT'S THE
STORY 9

V >tr|H/

s
OPEN
ROUND
THE
CLOCK

lister
Dowxcf

L

A
S
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C
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Fresh Donuts
Great Coffee

Mister Oonut
Mountain Farms Mall

Rte. 9, Hadley

March 18-19-20-21

175 Campus Center

$3.50 sitting fee

Sign-up outside Index Office (401 S.U.)

(You may bring a candid photo of yourself for use
with portrait)

Nite Sittings Available

WW.

presenting Sweet Pie
Daddy Long Legs"

Tonite and Saturday

9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

DOG DAYS SAT. & SUN.

Hot Dogs 25 c

Sunday: U.Mass. Basketball

Monday: Twilight Zone

Fri. & Sat.

9 p.m. • 1 a.m.

Happy Hour

8 - 9 p.m.

».» »»»>»»
'. . .». *. •,
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Notes, quotes and anecdotes
Right-to-Life Committee

heads anti-abortion suit

Indian art Moliere play Energy talk

Through March 22 the Art

Department and the Fine Arts

Council of UMass are presenting

an exhibition Indian Art-Vishnu

Murti.

The exhibit contains objects

from India along with photographs

and slides selected to show their

original cultural contexts. The
images on display in the University

Art Gallery will range from stone

sculpture from the monumental
Hindu temples to metal and paper

icons of modest household shrines.

A picture book explaining the

images and their context in Indian

culture is available at the Gallery,

and a staff is available, by

arrangement, to take groups
through the exhibit and discuss the

meaning of the objects in

traditional Indian society.

The Gallery is located in Herter

Hall. Hours are Wednesday
through Friday 10-4; Saturday and
Sunday, 2 to 5; Thursday and
Friday evenings 7 to 9; and by

arrangement.

Teacher

A comic love story for young and

old, Moliere's "The School for

Wives", will be performed by the

Amherst College Masquers at 8:00

p.m. today through Sunday, and 15,

16, and 17 at the College's Kirby

Theater.

The play revolves around
Arnolphe, a foolish, aging French
provincial who lives in terror of

being made to look foolish by an

unfaithful wife. To insure a faith-

ful, loving wife, he has kept his

ward and future bride, Agnes, in a

convent since childhood "to keep

her growing mind a perfect void."

The play opens with the time for

matrimony at hand.

Nature refuses to be so con-

trolled and takes its own spon-

taneous course. A dashing youth,

Horace, falls madly in love at first

sight with Agnes, much to her

delight and Arnolphe's despair.

The comedy builds as Arnolphe's

plans are thwarted at every turn.

program
A bachelor's degree is the main

qualification for enrollment in the

teacher certification program at

UMass.
The one-year program offers

such learning experiences as ur-

ban education, international ex-

periences, alternative school
emironments and open classroom
experiences. The program is

designed only for teacher cer-

tification and is sponsored by the

UMass Division of Continuing
Education and the School of

Education.
Candidates must have a B

average or better in un-
dergraduate courses and must be
screened by the UMass Cer-
tification Committee. Deadline for

application for the 1974 fall class is

April 1. Full information is

available from Ruth Greene,
Teacher Preparation Program,
Division of Continuing Education,
Amherst 01002.

•CARPENTERS JEANS
with Buck lad Back
•LOW RISE JEANS
Especially for Har
•CUFF or no CUFF
•lOosand 14oi. JEANS
'FLARES-BAGGIES or

STRAIGHT LEG

In Siiat 26 to 46
Up to 36l«g

MR. SLACKS
J!

Mountain Farms Mall

I Hadley

»j Baystatt Wtst - Springfield 5 ,

INDEPENDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
dresents a

PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDING COURSE
AT U. MASS.

March 13 & 14 7:00 p.m.

Room 100, 170, 172

Campus Confer Building

Price: $12 par parson

REGISTER FOR THE COURSE AT

The Financial Aid Office

Whitmore Hall

Course Includes

• •

EXAM
LAB SESSION
DIPLOMA

DOOR ' P»IZ€ •

rescheduled
Massachusetts Congressman

Paul W. Cronin's talk on the energy

crisis at UMass today has been

rescheduled to 1:15 p.m. in the

East Engineering Building

Auditorium.

The Fifth District Represen-

tative's talk is part of the

Department of Mechanical and

Aerospace Engineering's Seminar

Series and is open to all interested

persons without charge.

PROVIDENCE, K.I. (AH) -

Hearings on the Constitutional

Right-to-Life Committee's anti-

abortion suit against the state

health department director were

slated to continue before Judge

James C. Bulman in Superior

Court here today.

A Massachusetts obstetrician

and gynecologist testified

Wedensday that he believes human
life begins at the moment of con-

ception. Dr. William T. O'Connell

of West Roxbury played a tape in

court of what he said was the

recorded heartbeat of a child less

than 10 weeks after conception.

The committee's suit charges

healtl : i rector Dr. Josepn Cannon

violah i the 1929 statute

establishing the department by

promulgating abortion
regulations. Cannon said he

received legal advice that the U.S.

Supreme Court decision on

abortion did not allow him to

consider the question of when life

begins when drawing up the

abortion regulations

Arl-F

»-7:30

S9-4

253-9271

Main St. Amherst 253-9293 OFFff SHOK

Lady Sings The
Blues

March 8 S.l.B.

March 9 Mahar
Showings at: 6:30, 9:00, 11:30

Adm. 75c

for people

who walk on
this earth...

If you've walked
barefoot on sand or

soil you know how
great It Is. Your
heels sink low and
your feet embrace
the earth. Then you
put on your shoes,

return to the city,

and become another

concrete fighter . .

.

but the concrete

always wins. You

yearn for the earth

that lies buried

beneath the city.

The Earth Shoe is

the first shoe in

history with the heel

lower than the sole...

this helps return you
to nature though
you are forced to live

in a cement-coated
world. The Earth

Shoe's patented

design gently guides
you to a more erect

and graceful walk,

and reduces fatigue

and the aches and

pains caused by our
hard-surfaced city.

For men and women
in shoes, sandals

and sabots.

From $23.50

Brochure available.

earth

Patent No. 3305947

"Our Soft Clog"

14 Story Street

Brattle Arcade
Cambridge, Mass.

(617)492-6000

264 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass. 01002

(413)256-8911

Amherst Store Hours
Mon. -Sat. 10-5:30; Fri. 11 to 7

if

Around New England
Marijuana laws may change Boston study Grad applications
BOSTON (AF) - Legislation to

legalize possession of one ounce of

marijuana may be on the way to

defeat, despite a lack of vocal
opposition.

The legislature's Social Welfare
Committee recenlty held a public
hearing on several bills to
"decriminalize" possession of the

drug, but the committee's House
chairman has predicted that
"there's no way this will get

through the House of Represen-
tatives, especially in an election

year." Rep. Michael F. Flaherty,
D-Boston, an opponent of the
proposal, said even some
legislators who might favor change
in the law are unwilling to risk

protest from their constituents.
However, this apparently has not

deterred a bi-partisan group of 16

state representatives, who have
filed legislation which would
eliminate penalties for possession
of a small quantity of the drug.
Social Welfare Committee

Senate chairman, Jack Backman,
I) Brookline, the leading advocate
of marijuana law reform, said he
thinks his committee will give a
favorable report to permissive
legislation.

Backman said that "legislators

do seem to think it will hurt them
with the voters. I don't happen to

think so."

Backman has supported similar
legislation since 1970.

Flaherty predicted that the
strongest legislation likely to be
approved is a resolution to
Congress, urging change in the
federal marijuana laws.

Flaherty said he was "amazed"
by the lack of vocal opposition to

marijuana "decriminalization"
proposals at the public hearing.
Police officials who usually testify

against a change in the law did not

attend, although the
Massachusetts Police Chiefs
Association sent a letter stating
opposition, Flaherty said
Nevertheless, Flaherty said,

lack of opposition at a public-
hearing does not necessarily aid
passage of legislation.

Persons currently convicted of
possession of marijuana are
paroled for the first offense.
Subsequent convictions can lead to
a fine of $500 or a six month prison
term.

One legislative proposal-
patterned after an Oregon law-
would reduce the penalty to a $50
fine.

Several other proposals call for

outright legalization of the drug,
requiring state regulation of sales
and permitting advertising.

Legislators at the public hearing
said this is unrealistic, due to

conflicting federal law.

Federal law was also cited by
Flaherty as one reason
Massachusetts could not
unilaterally decide that citizens

here could possess an ounce of

marijuana.

(Al») - A year-long study of
Boston rape victims has concluded
that rapes occur in all parts of the
city at all times and include
women from all walks of life.

"Contrary to the stereotype that
all rape victims are mini-skirted
women who walk alone at night,
rape victims can be anybody,"
said Boston College sociology
professor Dr. Lynda Holmstrom.
"Many rape victims believe they

will die and expect to be killed
after the rape," said Dr. Ann
Burgess, a Boston University
nursing professor.

Commune news
GREENFIELD. Mass. (AP) -

Michael Metelica Rapunzel, leader
of the now-defunct Brotherhood of
the Spirit Commune, has pleaded
innocent to four assault and bat-
tery charges.

Rapunzel was charged by
Montague police after two girls,

who police have declined to
identify, claimed Rapunzel
spanked them and cut their hair in

two separate incidents after they
said they wanted to leave
Rapunzel's group.

BRUNCH AND BLOODY MARYS

DELTA CHI
invites University Men

11 a.m. SAT., MARCH 9th

1 block from Southwest

/

^

KjoIUu KgU
Chinese and Polynesian

RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE
10A BELCHERTDWN ROAD

AMHERST, MASSAC HCSliTTS I)100J

Mr*.: Sun. & Mon. ii:30 a.m. 10 p.m.; Tues. Sat. 11.-30 a.m.

-

1 a.m.

\

SPECIAL LUNCHEONS • ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

JUL*.

ENTERTAINMENT:
JERRY MORSE'S EN TEMPO 74'

Musical Comedy— They play for hotels such as the Holiday
Inn and the Sheratons.

SH0WTIMES:

THURS & FRI.

Music in between

SATURDAY

Music in between

SUNDAY

ist show 8:30 p.m.

2nd show 11:00 p.m.

ist show 8:00 p.m.

2nd show 11:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Hear the sounds of the TEMPO 74's in our lounge

Tuesday & Wednesday

HAPPY HOURS in our lounge from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Mon. - Fri.

LUNCHEON SPECIALS

11:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

also, $2.99 all you can eat

Mon. and Wed. 5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

'«l.v .!"____ . . ... Ll^_v
CaU For Reservations

jj_

V

( AMBKIIH.K (API - The
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology said there has been a 7

per cent increase in graduate
school applications this year and
said it comes when there has been
a general downward trend at many
large, private universities.

Ronald S. Stone, graduate school

executive officer and assistant
dean, said "the quality of the
students applying has risen, too."

The graduate school reported the
increase as of its Jan. 15

preliminary closing date, it said
total applications last year
numbered 5,813 and that 1,907 were
accepted and 990 registered.

"MIT is a special case for two
reasons: our reputation for
professional excellence and our
ability to aid graduate students
financially,'' said Graduate School
Dean Dr. Irwin W. Sizer.

MIT said its undergraduate
applications were up 20 per cent,

primarily because of a 93 per cent

increase in women applicants.

uevr.5

llVE-IN

Choke
1

Is your
privacy

worth*52!°
a month?

It can cost as little as that when you rent
a Brittany Manor apartment with three
friends. And that could change your life-

style next semester. No more noisy room-
mates! Instead, the privacy of a modern
apartment community only a couple of
minutes by our own courtesy bus, car or
bike from Amherst College, downtown
Amherst or UMass. Rental office

open evenings.

• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
• spacious 2 bedroom apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpein 19

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• COURTESY BUS TO
UMASS & TOWN

• parking for cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball, football,

badminton.

• ski trips

• recreational facilities

Rent from $210.

Call 413-256-8534

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite
Grist Mill off Rt. 116.

Brittany Manor
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Notices
ANIMAL SCIENCE:
Mock Show, 7:00 Tuesday, March

12 in Grinned Arena. Demonstration
of showing animals, come and decide
what you want to show for The
Livestock Classic.

ATTENTION HRTA STUDENTS:
Speed Reading and Comprehension

program will have a meeting at
12:20, Friday, March 8. Those who
have signed up, please attend so that
we can get an accurate number of
those interested. Go to Goodell 615
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Buses will run to Belchertown State

School this Saturday at 12:45 from
Whitmore. Return by 4:00. All are
welcome!! Jay at 253-5897

CHAPLIN'S GREATEST:
"Limelight" Chaplin's 1952

autobiographical film of an aging
music hall comedian rekindle by a
young ballerina. Recognized as
secondionly in greatness to "Gold
Rush".
COLLOQ STILL OPEN:
"Who Should Rule the Univer

slty"? a Central Area colloquia
dealing with issues of student role in
University governance meets
Monday night at 7:30 in the
Greenough Classroom.
DELTA CHI:
Delta Chi invites University men

for brunch and Bloody Marys Sat.,
March 9 at 11 a.m., 314 Lincoln Ave.
ELECTION 74:

The University and State Com
munications Council is presenting
Attorney Edward Harrington can
didate for the Democratic Party's
nomination for Attorney General
today, March 8 at 1 :00 p.m., C.C. 162.

Refreshments win Lie served.
ETA KAPPA NU:
The Spring 74 pledge party will be

held Tuesday, March 12 at 8:00 p.m
to 12:00 p.m. in Memorial Hall. All
members and prospective pledges
are expressly invited

ETA KAPPA NU:
The pledge election meeting will be

held Thursday, March 14 at 12: 15
p.m. in EBE 102. All members are
requested to attend.

FAMILY TIME:
Christians! Come join us this

Friday night at 7:00 in the Colonial
Lounge SUB. We'll be having a
great time with a singing group from
the Bible Institute of New England
MASS CAUCUS:

Rep. Paul Guzzi, candidate for
Secretary of State will be present at a
discussion Sunday night, concerning
the March 23, Framingham caucus.
Anyone interested to attend, C.C. 113
at 8 p.m.

4:00

must

MORTAR BOARD:
Selections. ..C.C. 908, 9:00

p.m., Saturday, March 9. All
attend.

MOTORCYCLE CLUB:
First meeting of semester,

Tuesday, March 12, 7 p.m. C.C. 901.
Come down and talk about
motocross, enduros, or what you
want.
MOVIE:
King of Hearts is playing tonite,

March 8, in Mahar Aud at 7, 9, 11 and
1:00 a.m. There is an admission
charge.

OHAG NOMINATIONS DUE:
Nomination DaDers for President

and Vice President are due Sunday
night, March 10

PARTY:
Tonite with "Some of my Best

Friends" from 9 p.m. l a.m.
Hamden Resource Center Free
liquid refreshment.

VOLUNTEERS:
People interested in helping out

please come in and leave your name
and tel. number. All are welcome.
Remember the People's Market is

your market.
UNITED FAMILY:

Will present Unification Principles
today at 3:30p.m 177 C.C. unification
Principles examine universal laws of
relationship and interaction among
people between man and his en
vironment and essential insight
concerning man's relationship to
God
UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF
AMHERST:
Service at 11 a.m. Jeffrey Camp

bell, minister, will speak on "The
Racist Rollback". Coffee hours at 12
WRITERS READING:
To be held in Colonial Lounge,

SUB., Sunday, March 10 at 6 p.m.
Poets Irma McLaurin and Tomas

O'Leary will read their work,
together with the fiction of Dennis
Williams, all area writers of

distinction

FOUND:
Calculator in Hasbrouk 20,

Thursday Morn after 10:10. Call 6

9085.

LOST:
Brown leather key holder with 3

keys and a small can opener. Call

Dan 256 0203.

(Continued on P. 15)

f
Kentucky

I Fried Chicken

I HUNGRY THIS

I WEEKEND?

Call the Colonel

256-8745

For your
student

party needs or

r.

TU5 MAIUO 3-|

SPECIAL

Breakfast

a.m.

Wknd. hrs.

6 a.m. -2 a.m.

MDC Classifieds I

75* first day I

50' each
j

additional day •

MMMMMMMMM ••••••••••

Program Council Special Events Committee

Present a U.Mass.

SUPER FREE BOOGIE"
on Saturday, Mar. 9th at the C.C. AUD.

from 8 - 2 a.m.
with Super Rock & Soul Music Bands

SOUL SIDF

Fabulous Sound Dimensions

& Black Ice of Boston

ROCK SIDE

Exciting Greg Chansky

& Hollow of Boston
// Bar will be Open" "Continuous Music" and PARTY

We expect &hope all will attend.

St. Regis and Sheehan's Cafe
28 N. Pleasant St., 24 N. Pleasant St.,
Northampton Northampton

Dinner and Live Music
Are you tired of University Life? Try Northampton Center.

Have a hearty meal at St. Regis followed by entertainment at Sheehan 's.

Reasonable Prices !

!

Casual Atmosphere
Sea Food Dinners from $2.45 Draft Beer $ .25

Steaks and Chops from $1.25 - $4.25 ^ffig at $ .65

ENTERTAINMENT
FRIDAY NIGHT SATURDAY NIGHT
CAS III Sheehan's Reel

with
Clark Alexander Shattuck Concert Orchestra

on guitar ^
Folk Music Folk Music
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Notices (cont.) An Easy Pick-Up

(Continued from P. 14)

LOST:
Male dog, 5 mos. old and one half

Husky, one half sheperd. Light brown
with black tail , Wearing choke collar.

Lost around Colonial Village. Please

call 586 2368.

LOST:

Green raincoat on campus bus. it

found— please leave at C.C Lost and
Found. Or Call Steve 253 2247
LOST:
Somebody walked off with a bag

containing all my lecture notes and a
couple of books. To me the notes are
very valuable; to any one else they're

worthless Please return at least the

notebooks. Andrew Marx.

• • • •

i OrMUSI
* 1 NORTHA

• • •

OLLEGE
WOW—ENDS SUNDAY

at 7:15-»:|5
No Dollar Nights!

NORTHAMPTON MASS 584-8435
• • •

"BEST PICTURE" . "BEST DIRECTOR
"BEST SCREENPLAY". "BEST ACTRESS

-NEW YORK FILM CR.T,CS
,VULLMANN

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

CRESAND
WHSPB£

r*?l

ROGER CORMAN presents
A NEW WORLD PICTURES RELEASE '

SOON - THE STING" m \<
, ,

,

J!™™,
ER" '

"DAY F°R NIGHT" * <aH with COLLAR

She screamed for more as he moved closer to her body.
Her flesh trembled with passion unknown to mankind
before. Then suddenly she remembered: The

"RELATIVES WERE COMING"

253-5426

This Friday

Television Tonight
5:00 MERV GRIFFIN SHOW (3)

POPEYE (18)

HOGAN'S HEROES The Gestapo
Takeover." (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES Super
Hawg." (30)

GOMER PYLE "Dance. Marine. Dan-

ce." (40)

5:» THE REAL McCOYS Batter Up "

(II)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy Gets Caught In

the Draft." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "The Borrowed Car."

(27)

HOGAN'S HEPOES "Will The Real

Colonel Kllink Please Stand Against the

Wall?" (30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5S5 WHATS HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

«:M NEWS (3) (*> (22)

I SPY "The Tiger." (18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION The Power of

the Press," (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,

host (30)

WILD WILD WEST Night Of the

Samurai." <40>

C:M NEWS (3) 122) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

BOOK BEAT (24)

CHALLENGING SEA '27)

WALSH'S ANIMALS (57)

6:.VS NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:«0 THE WORLD AT WAR (3)

TRUTH OR <ONSK«HEN( KS Bob
Barber, host (8i

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW Hustling The
Hustler " <I8)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS '221 <*H
AVIATION WEATHER (Ml
MOVIE "Song Of the Open Road 27;

ABC EVENING NEWS • 4»»

.

CITIES -74 (57)

7:30 NEW DATING GAME (8)

MOVIE "You'll Never Get Rich " (18)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall host
(22)

AETNA WORLD CUP TENNIS (24)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter
Marshall, host (30)

NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR Kid
Stuff." (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 DIRTY SALLY (3)

THE BRADY BUNCH (8)

SANFORD AND SON (22) (30)

THE PARTRIDGE FAMILY (40)

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW (57)

8:30 GOOD TIMES (3)

THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN (8)

(40)

LOTSA LUCK (22) (30)

THE ELDER AMERICAN (27)

WALL STREET WEEK (57)

ioo CBS SPECIAL Really Raquel " (3)

THE 700 CLUB <J8)

THE GIRL WITH SOMETHING EXTRA
"The Not-So-Good Samaritan." (22) (30)

BORIS KARLOFF PRESENTS
THRILLER The Weird Ta*lor ." (27)

MASTERPIEtE THEATRE Upstairs.
Downstairs " (57)

930 THE ODD COUPLE "New York s
Oddest " (8) (40)

BRIAN KEITH SHOW (22) (30)

1000 CBS NEWS SPECIAL Shanghai
ttl

TOMA (8) (40)

CORONATION MM. (22>

< AN WORCESTER CHANGE? < 24 >

CHEVROLET PRESEVTS GLEN
( \MPBELI. AND THE MISK \l WEST
:u)i

IE\N MIEI'IIKRDS \MERH \ l»l
NEWS LETTER OF F \ITII IK-

Hi to THE I.IYIM. WORD <IH>

THE OPEN DOOR .7

TWUfci
Ffc«
SKT

LOST:
Commodore Calculator with

memory x 2 and reciprocal functions
In brown Kodak pouch ..a Christmas
present so please call or contact Ken
Farland, 807 JFK 546 7703 Thank
you !

!

CX5

A Dozen Oonuts and
a great Cup of Coffee
to go home with —

mi
Dovuxt

xi«m 73J 5131

M « VH VM < INI H VS IV 1 1 H
«*• Monoi MASTER CHARGE

HOUTE s mvEROALE RO WEST SPHD

Eves. 7:10-9:40

TRUFAUT5, DAY
FOR
NIGHT

Eves. 7:30-9:50

ALPACIND
"SCRPICO"

w

,v*s

*

Eves.
7:30-10

W IHLL KUDIKI
NEWMAN REDfORD

Eves. 7:15-9:45

WMUA
News Release

Friday and Saturday Nights at Midnight: "Moon over
Morrocco," the continuing saga of Jack Flander's
adventures in far off Africa "

SUNDAY. MARCH 10th.
6:

T Eh?' SiS am
- - The Nation Jazz Show.

Eight solid hours of Jazz, hosted by yours truly
Dick and Ah Wil.

y '

9:30 p.m. - "Moon Over Morrocco" - A recap of this
past week's shows, so you can listen to the ones that
you might have missed

A STORY FOR EVERY ONE ^
WHO THINKSTHEY CAN NEVER

FAlt IN tOVE AGAIN.

I

a UP:<rfy

Eves. 7:40-10

WALT DISNEY P«ODU< liQNS

g^m^vj^
WaitOSney

sonor
TFCMNICOl.OR

I&v Sat. -Sun. from 12 Jy-\

UIMIIA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

PICTURE
DIRECTOR

INGMAR BERGMAN S

SCREENPLAY CRIESAND

o WHISPERS
Fri. — 5:00-7:00-8:45

Twi-Lite Hr. — 4:30-5:00 $1.25

SP/l Qmi MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL3IJJ aonug-HAOiey mass

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

SUP. ACTOR 4 m. h
screermjv W*f
sound pg ffaprr (Eliaar

10
Fri. — 4:30-7:00-9:30

Twi-Lite Hr. ~ 4:00-4:30 - $1.25

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

JL PICTURE PBVL ROBERTA
ICJOR

"EWMAN REDFORD
& DIRFftTftR ROBERT SHAW

to
DIRECTOR

PG "THE STING"
Fri. — 4:45-7:15-9:45

Lite Hr. 4:15-4:45 - $1.25

PICTURE

DIRECTOR

SUP. ACTRESS

OPGFri. — 4:45-7:15-9:30

Twi-Lite Hr. 4:15-4:45 - $1.25

Admission During Twi-Lite Hour - $1.25 Nightly

.,.-.% maum
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW<

For daily double wins, rely on the Gemini
jockey, he is especially good on two-year-

olds

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Special

services are featured. You are appreciated

by co-workers, associates who need your

skills Those who appeared indifferent will

now take trouble to pay compliments
Reconciliation with family member is in-

dicated. Make peace at home
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Accent

creativity. Young persons figure

prominently. Move with the times. Be
flexible. Emotions require outlet. Express

yourself. Let member of opposite sex know
how you feel . Toss aside false pride. Specify

requirements and don't be a victim of wish-

ful thinking, romantic notions.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Full moon
position now accentuates basic values,

property, relationship with one who can

enhance sense of security. Be sensible.

Refuse to give up something for nothing.

See persons, situations in light of reality.

Get appraisal.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Lunar
position stresses exchange of ideas. You are

able to distribute, publish and advertise.

You reach more persons. You are com-

plimented as one you respect confides

problem. Your advice is sought. Permit

humanitarian instincts to surface.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your special

abilities will result in a jackpot. You gain,

win, add to personal possessions. New
contacts pay dividends Your qualities of

independence, originality prove valuable

assets. You get break and your creativity

carries you through to success. This can be

quite a day!
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Emotional

debris can be removed. Recover self-

esteem. Assert yourself. Special offer is on

agenda. One who handles legal affairs has

your best interests at heart. You will be

vindicated. Your vitality returns. You act in

more definite manner and you feel good,

too.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22): Area
previously off limits will be open-step

forward and cast off fears Experiment
Ask questions Answers are available and

come from surprise sources Sagittarius.

Gemini individuals play important roles

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): Affair of

heart is featured Emotions tend to push

logic aside. Do some remodeling Also, stop

giving to one who returns nothing.

Aquarius, Leo persons are featured.
Another Scorpio makes unusual request

Take time before deciding one way or

another.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Full

moon at top part of your chart depicts

chance to rise above circumstances. There
will be opposition, but prestige results. Go
to source. Deal with persons you respect.

Don't fall into maze of red tape Speak up
and your voice will be heard.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Good
lunar aspect now coincides with travel,

publishing, communication. Family
member deserves special consideration.

Know it and do something about it Make
intelligent concession. You'll be happier as

result

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Check
financial resources of one who would be

your "partner." Don't jump at first offer

Have confidence enough to know that you

have something of value to contribute.

Expect the same of others. Be sure that one

who makes claims can back them with

more than talk.

PISCES ( Feb 19-March 20) : Time can be

used to advantage. Wait and observe. Your
judgment, intuition may be slightly off

target. It is best to delay, especially where
legal ties are concerned. Capricorn, Cancer
persons may be involved.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

may appear indecisive, but you are capable

of organizing, of fighting when you feel the

cause is worthwhile. You are not a

naturally gregarious person. However, the

firends you have are loyal. March and

December are your key months of 1974. You
are due for changes and, if single, marriage
is on horizon.

Copyright 1974, Gen Fea. Corp.

Crossword
ACROSS

1 Vigor (col-

loq)
4 Aflame
9 Wine cup
12 Macaw
13 Matched
14 Opening
15 LurcTi

17 Expel trom
country

19 Emmets
2

1

Symbol for

nickel

22 Mast
25 Three-toed

sloths

27 Dillseed

31 Label
32 Clear level

space
34 Preposition
35 Rodent
36 Trouble
37 World

organization
(abbr)

38 Kin
41 Frozen

water
42 Verve
43 Uncouth

person
44 Bard
45 Earth god-

dess
47 Tissue
49 Diatribe

53 French
painter

57 Native metal
58 Fabric

60 Man s name
61 Change col-

or of

62 Sows
63 Limb

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

16

18

20
22
23
24

26
28

29
30

Puzzle
DOWN

Moccasin
Period of time

Equality
So be it

1

Bizarre
Pronoun
Communist
Paradise
Time gone by
Deface
Likely
Organ of

hearing
Musical in-

strument
Drink slowly
Shop
Jury list

Symbol for

silver

Defamed
A continent

(abbr.)

Elicit

Doctrine

Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle

32
33
35
39
40
41

44

46

Dine
Paid notices
Stove
Note of scale
Grain
Maiden loved
by Zeus
Shallow
vessel
Lampreys

48
49
50
51
52
54
55
56

59

Part of eye
Turf
Sob
Female ruff

Expire
Lubricate
Anger
Tattered
cloth
Compass
point

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc
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T°wn
> utility coordinator proposed in Montague

^™HJl!!™FuS-J}?*ZZ power plant here. The Hartford-based ulilitv I- accord,,,, ... sn,k«miw th.mu.uT3
MONTAlilK The town

planning board has recommended
the hiring of a full time coordinator
to act as a liason between town
government and Northeast
Utilities (NU), which plans to build
a $1.35 billion twin-reactor nuclear

HELP WANTED
Person to lype 30 uds per min. Musi

have 10-20 hrs. wk free — Next 4 wks work
also during spring vacation, (all MM
eve 665-3968.

MMI

1974 Earn At Home Directory.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Order now send
$2 to WG Smith. Box 1287-BL, Palmdaie
Calif.. 93530.

tf:tn

Full & Part Time Salespeople — The
Lodge is a youth-oriented retail clothing
firm, headquartered in Boston, with a
store opening in Amherst at the end of
March. We are looking for energetic,
personable salespeople, both full and part
time. If you are interested, please apply in
person at the Garden Room of the Lord
Jeffrey Inn on Wednesday. March 8,

between 2 and 5 or 7 and 9 p.m.. or on
Thursday. March 7. between noon and 4

p.m.

lfS-5

NEED MONEY? Here's how to earn
money at home or in your room ad-
dressing and mailing: Brand new
directory with offers, complete with
names and addresses! Guaranteed.
Just $2.00! Order today! WG Smith
Enterprises. Box 1287 — CB. Palm-
dale. Calif. 93550.

MM

$65 to $95 per wk part time.
Inlimited earning potential in ad-
dressing envelopes at home. Com-
panies pay top money for that ••per-
sonal" touch. For further information
regarding opportunities with these
companies, send $2 to Phoenix Adv
P.O. Box 11707. Atlanta. Ga. 30305.

tf3-14

Black artist needs black model. $3.00 per
hour. Contact Arturo at 549-6129. after 2
p.m. or 545-3146, after 9 p.m.

tf3-l4

BEAT THE HIGH COST

Spacious I or 2 bedroom con-
dominium apartments, only $157 to
$190 monthly after $500 down payment.
Includes closing costs, principle, in-
terest, taxes, maintenance, upkeep
and insurance. Located in Sunderland.
Call 256-6070 for appointment eves
665-2641.

tf3-!4

FOR RENT
House or apt. 3 bdrms. 6 rms $300. Walk

to I Mass 3 rm apt. for $165. Either avail
now. Call 256-8233, between 2:30 and 7:30.
241 Northampton Rd.

tf3-8

1 Bedroom for rent. Avail immed. Brand
new house in Northampton Call 586-2164.
$90 incl. everything. tf3-8

Furnished room for rent immediately in
relaxed but quiet country house in
Whately. Sorry, no pets. $65 plus. Call 253-
3511 or 665-3405.

tf3-8

Lg. room in private home, kitchen priv.
$6©-mo. Walking distance to campus. 549-
1213.

If3-I4

Room in Puffton apt. for rent $82.06 a
month. Call Charlie, 5494713.

tf3-IS

ENTERTAINMENT
Interested in free expression, im-

provisation or a touch of the magical world
of movement? Come to Dance Free CC
Friday. 8:30.

tiJ-8

If you don't need loud music to be en-
tertained, slide up to the TOC. Thurs -Fri
Sat. 9-1. if your thirsty come Thursday.

MM
Where have all the Coffeehouses gone?

We don't know, but the TOC presents the
best in coffee house type entertainment,
every Thur.-Sat.

MM
Spring Vacation in San Juan, $280. all

inclusive. For more information, call
< ampus Travel Center. 545-0500.

tf3-IS

Tired of the same old shit? Try a band
from Boston Music Group, for your next
concert or party. 617-353-1184 < 617-247-
3962.

MM

Boogie with James Montgomery Band.
Thursday. March 14. 7:30 and 10:30. CC. A.

U3-I3

WOODY ALLEN'S PLAY IT AGAIN
SAM. FRIDAY. MARCH 8. CCA. 7-9-11.

tf.I-8

Party with "Some Of My Best Friends",
l-riday nite. 9-1. at liamden Commons in
Southwest. Donation $1.00. Free Beer.

tf:t-x

Rands — Available for hire through
reliable talent agency — DARK HOR.SK.
KlA DRY. MAD ANGEL, (all Rill Nosel
- l.ocal Agent, 236-0680.

%
tf3-!2

power plant here
But the planning board member

who proposed the idea, William J
Powers, says the coordinator
should have his salary paid by the
utility as part of their development
costs, not by the town

The Hartford-based utility
expected to file an initial" ap
plication for twin 850,000 kilowatt
boiling water reactors on 1,500
acres in Montague with the Atomic
Energy Commission next month.

ENTERTAINMENT MDC CLASSIFIEDS

according to spokesmen
Meanwhile, the first hearing in

the case of a 27-year-old Montague
man charged with malicious
destruction of property in con-
nection with the toppling of Nor
iheasts 150.000 weather tower on

King of Hearts — Fridav. March ft, 197

1

— Mahar Aud. Showing at 7-9-11 and I: (Ml
A. M. Now you can't miss it! 75c.

MM

WANTED TO RENT
Need apt. for one person in area under

$140. for rest of term with option on
Summer. Call 1-567-3645. between t and «.

tf:i-8

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE
1988 BSA 441 Victor. Best offer. caH

between 5 p.m. & 6 p.m. 665-4916.

tf3-8

1971. 750cc Honda Fairing, rack, padded
siss> bar. 367-9546.

MMI

1968 BSA 441 Victor. Best offer. Call
between I p.m. & 6 p.m. MMMt.

tf3- ll

Typing — fast, accurate, cheap. Pickup
and delivery. Smith Corona 7000. Call Sue
1-527-4802.

tf3-8

Will do typing in my home — Thesis,
papers, envelopes, mailing lists, letters.
Reliable, ace. fast. Call after I p.m. 253-
7454 or 253-7145.

H4-1

MISCELLANEOUS
Tag Sale : Books, clothes, household

items, some antiques. Off Rt. 63, on
Jugglar Meadow Rd. in Leveritt. Starts 10
a.m.. Saturday. March 9.

tf3-8

TO SUBLET
Apt. to sublet — June 1 to Sept. 1. 2 bed.

Brandywine. PETS ALLOWED, rent
negotiable. Call 549-4547.

MM

WANTED
Gay or Bi. People of Spirit wanted to

grow with Commune in the country Box
723, Amherst. Mass.

tf3-18

I want to buy your sick car. any make or
model, any major problem, foreign ordom

,
est,c

- Let me buy your headache! Bob.
253-7241.

tf3-8

Wanted A female's 5 Speed Bicycle, in
good condition. 546-9528.

tf3-8

Wanted, used boxspring & mattress
double or single. Call after 10 p.m. 546-
5670.

tf3-!2

Goalie to skate on Tues. nights. 10 or 1

1

P.m. Have own equip. Call Bob. 5-2086 or 5-
0056.

MMI

TRAVEL
(ampus Travel (enter, handles air

hotel, car rentals, package lours,
honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call
543-0500, for information.

U3-I5

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from $IM.
For more information call Campus Travel
(enter. 545-0500.

t/3-15

EUROPE ISRAEL - AFRICA - Travel
discounts year round. Int'l. Student Travel
(enter. 739 Boylston St.. Suite 113. Boston
Ma. 617-267-1122.

If5-I7

rPHOTgradual
similar I

civ -..». .

SERVICES

PHOTOS — Passports, visas,
-ate school applications, or

r kinds of photography. $4.00 for
six passport size photos. Sues and
prices are negotiable. Quality
guaranteed. Very fast service Call
Steve at 6-5443.

tf3-29

I

Datsun. Toyota and Volvo, repaired
at reasonable prices. I have plenty of
experience and equipment. Call
Russell Baca. 253-7456.

tf3-25

1

Brooks residents only. Fxpert typing by
Dana. Fast and accurate. 75c per page,
and worth it. Room 105. or call 6-6367.

tf3-l5

Special campus rates are still available
for Time. Sports Illustrated and Fortune
Magazines, (all 346-4425.

tf3-l2

Hi-fi audio repair, Sansui. Sony Dual
Specialist. All others serviced' work
guaranteed. 48 hr. service Fx. For parts
Tech IliFi. 319-2610

P "*

U3-15

Car repair hassles? Fxperienced
mechanic available to fix it right no big
overhead, no job too small. Foreign A
domestic. L'.vt-;:'!! |f:( .K

SERVICES
21 Hour Sen ire on Passports and

Passport \|i|ilications Tel. 2.»:i-:||4H.
Lang's Photo

113-15

HOUSE FOR RENT
(ountr> house for rent in t (drain 253-

»i:i.">, $235 per month.

if:i-i5

PERSONAL

INSTRUCTION
Now accepting limited no non-voice

majors for private singing lessons. For-
mer Fulbright (Italy) Soprano
Reasonable. 253-7352. tf3.i 2

ROOMS FOR RENT
Furn. rm. — Priv. bath. apt. air cond..

w -color TV, auto, dish-wash. 2 can share
for $30. 1 for $100. incl. util. (all John at
519-458;, 8-io a.m. or after II p.m.

MMI

STEREO COMPONENTS

Stereo Components — 20 per cent - 40
per cent off list All major brands
available, all guaranteed, (all Mike at
I3MKI4, after 5 p.m.

tfl-ll

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Chicago for Spring
Break. Musi get as close as possible. Will
share driving and all expenses. Call Mark
546-6623.

tf:i-n

Two women desire ride to Ft Lauder-
dale or Miami - March Vac. Will share
expenses and driving, (all 665-4493.

MM
To Washington leaving Mar. 21 or 22.

Will share expenses and driving. Call l.ori
or Ronney. 665-4778.

MMI

ROOMMATE WANTED
Private bdrm., lg. 5 rm. apt.. 3 bdrms..

living room, kitchen. $45 a mo., one-third
of utilities. Call 584-7642 or come to 18
Orchard St., Northampton.

MM

For Cliffside Apt. — Immediate occ till
6-1 or sublet til 9-1. $88 mo plus $50 dep
Pool, tennis ct. air cond. in ( . (all 665-3490.

tf3-U

Mellow Feminist to share home with 3
other women, own room $75-mo.. plus.
Pets welcome. 549-6589. please keep
trying.

MMI

Own rm in Mt. Sugarloar apt. On bus line
$75 mo. Quiet working space for art
student or serious student. 665-2189 bet 7-
10 p.m.

MMI

PERSONAL

Reynolds. Chateauneuf. Benson. &
Kenton plus the rest of the 1974 Neuwa
Champs — No team worked harder or
sacrificed more! Thanks J.B.

MM
If you park in the CC Garage. I might be

able to save you some $$$$. Call Jerry. 584-
3735 or 546-7079

1/3-13

Get ready. The Questor is here, what's
happening to the new Quad newspaper"
Only Hungry Chuck knows.

MM
Sean. I didn't forget the tradition —

Happy Day today and all year! Mary.
ttJ-12

Sean. Peter & Mike, if you are good
tonight "Weil" buy you an ice cream
cone!

tf3-8

Jack, this isn't March loth, but Happy
Birthday anyway! Marishka.

MM
Benjy — You are the sunshine of my life

after two and a half years, all we ran do is
hope for more. All my love — KD.

MM
DBW: You'll always be Sweet Sixteen to

us. F.E.W. and Pat.

tf3-8

Happiness is Streaking with Frank
Brillo

tf3-8

To a real treat - Have a great birthdav- And don't take a hike. Signed. Leo.

tf3-8

P. here's to a great weekend. May there
be many more. 143 ft,

MM
Abandonate. Abandoned. Abandonedly

\bandonee. Abandonrr. Abandoning.
Abandonly. Abandonment. Abandum
\banet: Abnet. Abann

tf3-8

To the potential streaker with the low
kneed to achieve, it's your move. WW.

tf.l-8

All attractive I niversity sheep are in-
vited to a barnyard party at ft! Rolling
(reen. ( ome and roll around in the grease

tf:t-x

\h. sure. sure, sure llaxe a good da\
I jiue>. \l' I in .

113-11

Ted. smile
Sticker.

Happ> 20th I in i-

MM
Flash! The phantom fornicators of

( oolidge || announce their weeklv special
is 50 per cent off on Gail . . .

If3-8

M\\ — din who sat next to me — II:H
(hem Lect — Did'nt mean to give cold
shoulder. Just shy, oka\ , MV\ — Last Sem
BtM, Thurs. I.ab Partner.

MMI
Farly mornings on park benches in the

warm spring sunshine, hi Michael hope
xou're enjoying the day.

MM
Darling Fussbudget. I have 3 secrets and

they're all for you. Love. Ticklebullit P S
Hurry back. I miss you.

MM
Free room in exchange for babvsitting.

Female only, must like kids. Call 253-2634.

tf.l-13

SAT.. MARCH 9 — ALL-NIGHT
COMEDY FILM FKST. 8 P.M.-6 AM
HAMPDEN SI, BRING A PILLOW
AND A FRIEND. LALREL & HAR-
DY. W( FIELDS. CHAPLIN.
KEATON. REFRESHMENTS, $1.00
DONATION. SPONSORED BY THE
FOLKS WHO WILL SAVE GYPSY.

MM

RIDERS WANTED
Round trip to Albany each wkend. leave

Mhc. Fri. 4 p.m., return Sun. 7 p.m.. $3.50
one way. (all Elaine at 5-1531 or 536-0871.

tf3-l2

Do you commute to Boston? Am looking
for people to share $ & driving on Tues
afternoons George Greenslein. 253-2993 or
542-2075.

tr:t-lH

FOR SALE

Revox A-77 Mark 3 tape deck, studio
quality. I yr. old. 3' heads. 3 motors, list
$95(1. sell $700. with rmt. Ctrl. & tape Call
549-1421.

MM

72 Toyota Corolla 2-dr sedan: well-
maintained, good condition. AM-FM radio
30 mpg. Tom. 253-3888.

MM
Wow!! (, arrant AT60 turntable with

brand new Shure RS-7C cart., only $40'
AMAZE YOLR FRIENDS!! Zowie! (all
Andy. 546-4017. midnites.

. tf3-8

Issues 1-140 of Rolling Stone Magazine
Best offer. 546-5109.

MM

Books and mags. Old and out of print.
Free Search Service. 586-3299. anyUme
l-arry Pruner. Box 285. Northampton.

MM
Quiet & private 50' trailer, extra wide

living rm.. 2'* wooded acres in Williams-
burg. $1 2.000 Call College Town Realty. G.
Shea. 586-2415.

tf3-l2

Country beauty — •+ bdrms.. 4

fireplaces. 2 full baths, country sited mod.
kitchen. 1+ acres. Ashfleld. $45,000. Call

G. Shea. 586-2415.

113-12

PAl'L'SOLOTIME FL'RNITLRE -
featuring the finest and cheapest) in
recycled and pre-owned furniture,
chairs, pictures, clothing, magazines
and many other articles of dubious
value and recent antiquity. Yes. all
this and more at Paul's, located in the
heart of gay. exciting Amber*!, behind
Aubuchon's. 253-3511. Open 6 days per
week. POTF

MM

One pair. Caber of Comp. Ski Boots. Size
10 med. Flow Innter Boot. 1974 Model
never been used. Call Bob. 546-4717 best
offer.

MM
Color TV RCA 25" Console, excellent

condition Must sell for first $150. 253-7241.

tf3-8

Marble Slabs 3'x3' 3'i"x 7 »". $70 ea. We
can cut and install, ideal for hearth, foyer,
patio. Call 253-7839 or 665-2249.

MM
I pair Lowa Climbing Boots. Just broken

in $30. Call 665-4225.

MM
Speakers FPI 100, 1 yr old. $100. Pioneer

700 new. $350. Both exc cond. Call 1-967-
1434. will deliver.

MM
I sed Sony I3ISD Cassette Deck, KRO

and Dolby. Best offer. Bob. 546-9155.

MM
Fisher 202 stereo AM-FM Receiver,

excllnt cond., warranty $160. Call Bob. 256^
0527.

MMI

the nuclear site two weeks ago will
be March 17 in Greenfield District

Court

Samuel Lovejoy. 27, a resident in

a Montague literary commune and
Wilbraham native plead innocent
to the charge

FOR SALE

For sale, steel fi String Guitar, hand
carved back, made in Spain, (all Sharvn
316-7248. after fi:w.

tf:t-i:i

Canon Super 8 auto, zoom 811. $275: AH
IX Speakers. $70 for a pair, (all Jock. 665-
3581. nights.

MM
1

AKC Reg Mini and To> Poodles 8 wks
old. I males, l female Apricot and black.
Call 665-4220. after I p.m. Asking $85.

MMI

LEFT-HANDED quitar Gibson
Heritage, excellent condition. $275.00. Call
546-5124 or 546-6509.

MMI

Ised llohner Electric Piano. Good
condition. $250. (all 268-7165.

MMI

For Sale: Schwinn mans bike: English
woman's bike, call 549-3813.

MMI
Peugeot PX-io. bicycle for sale, ex-

cellent cond'n. Michelin tires. A great bu>
Asking $140. call 256-0157.

MMI
Head Skis. 200 CMS. $25.00. gd. cond .

but must sell. Wrong size for me Call
Ruth. 549-4459.

lf.t-14

Two great tickets to Acrosmith. March
9th at The Orpheum in Boston. Call
Collegian at 5-2550. ask for Bob MacKa>

tf3-8

For sale — One pair mens Nordica Ski
Boots, size 10'

_

: used 4 times, sell cheap
call Jim. 256-0451.

MM
Audi 1972 - 25.000 mi, good condi. hi gas

mi. Best offer, write, Doug, at 709
Washington Twr., or call 546-9009.

MMI
1972 Dodge Van. V'8. auto.,

steering and brakes. 367-9546.
power

If3- 1

5

AUTOS FOR SALE

Eight-track and stereo svstem. good as
new. paid $140. will sell for $100. (all
Collegian at 5-2550. ask for Bob MacKay.

MMI

1967 Rambler American. 6 cylinder std
shift. 65000 miles, needs a little work, lino
Call after 5 p.m.. 665-4376. keep trying.

tf3-8

1972 Pinto, auto trans., blk vynl hood, blk
inter

, blk carpets. 20000 miles, v good

after
-

GOod °" «" »'«00. Call 665-3416.

MM
Walk-in Van. Lyn Air Van. aluminum

body, 1966 Ford engine. 6 cyl.. recently
rebuilt, automatic trans. Best offer call
Debbie B.. 549-6582.

MM
Ford Cortina GT. 68. 30 mpg. He.lv

Sprite, 4 cyl. $350. Stick 6. 6S Rambler
$160; 1967 TR4A IRS. needs work: Por-
sche. XKI20. Best offer. 323-7327.

MMI
1968 V.W.. 1*69 eug. 32.000 miles, new

clutch, brakes, and electrical system
Must sell. Call Chuck. 549-6852

MM
I9«7 Hulck Riviera, p.s.. ph.. at. Good

engine and body call 323-4428.

tf3-!2

67 Volvo I22S, 25 m.p.g., good cond
many new parts. 549-1745. after 9 p.m.

MMI

1966 Dodge Cornet, good condition. $350
or best offer. Call 545-2172. ask for Dennis.

MM
62 Chevy Impala. good condition. 2

snows, starts easily. $125. 665-4172.

MM
1965 Olds mobile 442. '68 engine, burns

regular gas. $300 or best offer. Must sell*
Call 256-6091. keep trying.

tf3-ll

1964 Olds Cutlass. Low mileage, good
condition. Call evenings. 549-6861.

MMI
1957 Chevy Pickup. 6 cyl. standard

good running cond. $350 or best offer
( ontact Jqyce at 323-4848. after 5.

tf3-l2

FREE

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid
Call 584-8816.

tf5-17

Credit Where Credit is Due - Marathon
Spring '74. April 15-19.

MMI

Tri-colored pup. 6 mo. old. housrbroken
ex. sensitive, free to good home. Call 256-
8305. ask for Mike - Moses.

tf3-8

BICYCLES FOR SALE

<2> 10 Speed women's 26" bikes for sale.
I'sed. $60; new. $85 AMF. Call 253-3740.

MM
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Liz Hart

Hoop's unsung heroine

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Russ Small

By KATIE KING
If spending long afternoons in a kitchen, slicing

nearly twelve dozen naval oranges into bite size

pieces and placing approximately one-hundred and
fifty Stella Dora cookies on plates is important to the

success of a women's basketball squad, then Mary
"Liz" Hart should receive this season's most
valuable player award.
Although she hasn't scored a single basket, pulled

down a single rebound, or ballhandled past a single

opponent, Mary is the nucleus of the UMass women's
basketball squad. She is their unsung hero — their

manager, who works as hard behind the scenes as a

forward does underneath the boards.

Managers are more times than not overlooked,

hidden behind all those breathtaking plays of the

team's superstars, and Mary is no exception. She is

the "sucker", who does all the team's dirty work. But
who else except a happy-go-lucky Phys: Ed. major
would hold an outlook concerning managing such as
"It's really a lot of fun—there are quite a tew fringe

benefits such as going out to eat at Valley's when the

team is on the road"?
Besides handling oranges and cookies, Mary's dirty

work includes a number of menial tasks that are
literally a pain in the ass to a coach and the players.

For example, no coach wants to send time filling

water bottles, gathering towels, or running around
WOPE looking for the lost air pump needed to fill all

the old deflated basketballs. Mary gets the honors
instead, but she doesn't mind one bit.

Nor does sne mind away games, which prove to be
the real testers of her ability. Not only is she
responsible for holding every piece of jewelry and
every set of car keys that her players own — there is

no other place for these items, and who else but a
good natured manager would be more than willing to

help out? —but she must also record all the team's
statistics. To compound matters, these stats must be
turned into the coach at the end of each quarter to be
used as coaching guidelines, and the team couldn't do
without them.
"Sometimes I find myself fudging or trying

desperately to get the statistics recorded as they
occur. If you've ever attended a game, you'd know
that things aren't exactly terribly organized," she
remarked. Yet Mary always comes through, even in

the most hectic games

If being the team's manager is such a bummer,
then why does Mary bother with it? The answer to

that is pretty simple. She enjoys working with and
around people, to the extent that during summer
break she coaches a softball team. By managing a
team, she can pick up the techniques of being a good
coach and use them in her own work. Also, as a Phys.
Ed. major she hopes to teach eventually, and what
she learns from managing will greatly aid her.

Besides all her "noble reasons", Mary says, "I

enjoy it very much, and it's just a lot of fun. Anyhow,
I figure somebody has to be manager, and it might as
well be me."

Women drub Rhody in

hoop tournament opener
It was a happy night for the

UMass women's basketball team
in Brooklyn. Last night in the first

game of the Regional Tournament
they posted a score of 61-53 against

the University of Rhode Island.

They jumped immediately into

the lead and led at the end of the

first quarter 19-11, the half, 34-20.

Jenny Edminster and Pat
Glispin were the two high scorers

and rebounders.

Jenny was returning to the line-

up after a two-game absense. After

missing games against Plymouth
State College, Southern Con-
necticut, and Smith due to a bone

stress fracture, Jenny came back
in the clutch to sink 18 points, while
Pat added 10.

The defense was in top form.
They pressed well and forced
Rhode Island into sloppy passes
and hurried shots. Rhode Island
also had more turnovers.
Coach Jane Farr was proud of

her team. "We played very nicely
today", she said. "I am looking
forward now to playing Queens."
UMass will face a tough test

today when they meet the no. 2

seeded team in the Tournament,
Queens College, at 12 noon.

UMass 5

Lynch

named ECAC
weekly All-star

Senior forward Jim Lynch was
named to the final edition of the
weekly ECAC Division Two weekly
All-East hockey team yesterday.
The Woburn native scored six

points in two games • last week
which put him into a tie for the
team scoring lead.

Other selections were: Tim
O'Connell and Michel LeBeau
(Vermont), Dick Lamby and
Harry Lahey (Salem State), Bill

Cantwell (Norwich) and Tom
Kilduff (Merrimack).

Notices

MDC Classifieds

15* first day

50* each

additional day

RIPPED OFF?
SMALL CLAIMS COURT
CITIZEN ALJVI80RY
SERVICE
can help yon!

for infonnatioli*^/
UDiaSS- SU41M- sis -ana- ^
tusft 2=30-500 thur 1100 300

or 288 N Pleasant 8t • asfe-wsw

weds 700-10=00

MASSPIRG

WATER POLO CLUB -
Practice will be held Tues.-Fri,
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. in Boyden
Pool. Everyone welcome to come
and try.

FREE SWIM - in Boyden Pool
on Mondays March 11 and 18 from
3 : 30 to 5 : 15 and on Tuesdays March
12 and 19 from 4:30 to 6 p.m.

How would
you like
to sign

the work
you do?

It's a shame that most of us

don't get to sign our work.
Because we'd probably do it

better. Just out of pride.

And that could mean better

products and services

for everybody. So, even if you
don't have to sign your work,
do the kind of work you'd

be proud to put your name on.

America. It only works
as well as we do.

The N«i«mai (ummntMM am /6o4vcm*h> W»*h,n#io*» D C
This jj is ihc work ot Ocrw Fruihtn and CJtino Sanna

ingmar Bergman's

Cries and Whispers
Sundav* March 10

All not golden for Pitino
With routs over Maine, Fordham and New Hampshire to close out the

season, and as the fourth NIT in the last five years steadily approaches,

what better time to look at the man who's been the floor leader of the last

two teams to make the trip to New York. He's been here for four years

and has been a starting guard for the past two...his name is Rick Pitino.

Pitino has one regret out of his four basketball years here at UMass. "I

regret quitting the team my sophmore year. ..I quit because of the guys on

the team, most of them were good guys off the court but on the court their

attitude was rotten. They didn't like Leaman and they had young guys

like me who didn't even know the coach, disliking him." When those

players left, Rick came back. "I was the last guy on the team," says

Pitino adding the Coach Leaman made things quite tough for him.

Despite the old adage that "statistics don't tell the story" people still

look at the stats to judge a player's performance. When they do, they look

at the 'assist' column to see how Rick did. "When Murph's shooting 22

times and Billy (Endicottl takes 12-14 and Trow likes to shoot and you

gotta give Al (Skinner) the ball, somebody's got to be there to pass."

He wasn't always just a playmaker. Teammate and roomate Joe Ar-

time saw Rick play in high school and says, "He was unbelieveable, he

was an offensive machine, he could do anything he wanted to."

"I was heavily recruited by N. Carolina State (No. 1 in the nation) and
Tennessee and others down South," says Pitino frankly, "but I chose to

come to UMass because I knew I would play and because with Julius

(Erving) I felt UMass baaketball was growing. They Julie quit and that

was that."

Pitino, the "floor General" feels that money has hurt the program both

in recruiting and in Scheduling. "Sure we can go down to West Virginia

but they won't come here. If it weren't for coach Wilson (who does most of

the recruiting) the program would be nothing."

However, money or no money,UMass awaits either an NCAA or NIT
bid and Pitino would prefere the former, bigger tournament. "I'd like to

go NCAA, hell it only takes one good game in the NCAA's to be looked at

and maybe drafted. Like Al says, he'd rather get his head knocked off in

the NCAA then play the NIT." Pitino added that this was in no way a

slight on the NIT and if they didn't get an independant eastern regional

berth in the NCAA, he'd like to play in the NIT's again. "Except for the

top five in the nation we can beat anyone."
He speaks highly of his team and of their chances, but is more

pessimistic about himself. "I'll try out for a couple of pro teams and after

I get cut I'd like to coach." He mentioned the Milwaukee Bucks as a team
that's promised him at least a tryout.

Pitino, who thought of transferring when he had his sophomore
problems "would have been better off at a bigger school like N.C. State,"

says Artime who feels he would have developed better against better

competition.

However, speaking for the whole UMass community, we're glad Rick

came here.

"Under the lights
9$

By RUSS SMITH
When winter came, most sports minds turned to the indoor sports, like

basketball and hockey. After all, not many normal students like to play
tennis or even frisbee in the snow. Well, seeing how we have intramurals,
those two sports will have to do in showing off your athletic ability. You
could wrestle or compete in squash, but those are individual sports (you'd
have no one to blame if you lost except yourself)

.

Wait! You didn't know there was such a thing as intramural ice

hockey? Well, just to set you straight, there isn't, probably because there
isn't a rink on campus. Nothing!
Look ahead to April. April gives us good times, and the promise of

softball, soccer, horseshoes, tennis, badminton, and wrist wrestling. Out
of those, you almost have to be good at one of them - or at least like to

play. Wouldn't you like to hit your first college career homer? Or score
the winning goal in your first soccer match since you left the minor
leagues (high school)?

For those who participated in last years soggy, spring activities, it's a
chance to prove that it was just the wet ground that made it impossible to

catch up with those line drives, a chance to prove that your falling down
wasn't because you were light on your feet, but rather the soft turf.

And the intramural department has even added a new sport for those of
us who stay here on weekends: co-ed. softball! Otherwise known as one-
pitch Softball. The games will be played on the intramural fields across
from Boyden Gym. Why the name one-pitch? 'Cause that's all you'll get
from the pitcher -one pitch - you either get a hit or you're out. Now, if you
think that's different, get this: the pitcher is on the same team as you - in
other words, you pitch to your own team, and the other team just waits.
For more information, either drop by the i.m. office, or see the athletic
director of your dorm.
According to Ted Schmitt, the Director of the Intramural program, we

could also see the addition of team Handball if the facilities can be made
available. Team handball, for those of us who didn't know it existed, is a
combination ob basketball-soccer into one fast sport : Instead of kicking a
ball into the soccer goal, you have to dribble this mini-soccer ball down
court, can pass it around like a basketball, but must throw it into the goal.
But, that's in the future. It would probably be played during the
basketball season, because it is usually an indoor sport.

In any case, that's what's coming up after our spring vacation. So, don't
forget your gloves or your soccer shoes.
And if you still want to hear about basketball, here: The Playoff for the

Campus Championship begin next Wednesday and will continue for about
a week. Last year's champ the Panthers ended the regular season 4-1 in
the High-Low Rise League, with the Moore Bullets going undefeated 5-0.

Bowling for the Campus Championship, it'll be Sigma Alpha against the
Brooks Trouts.shooting for Campus Third in Ten Pin, Beta Chi vs. the
Magicians from McNamara....

7 & 9 s. I . it

.

75'

Gymnasts seek

second in Eastern

championship meet
By WALT POWERS

The most important half of the men's gymnastics
schedule occurs this afternoon.

The Eastern League championships, part of a big
three-day NCAA qualifying meet that opened
yesterday at Cornell's Barton hall will take place this
afternoon. A team gets two points for each Eastern
opponent beaten in dual meet and championship
comeptition, so this afternoon's meet amounts for
half the season.

In this situation a team that hits well on one given
afternoon will win everything, and this is where
UMass stands to gain. It is concievable that the
Minutemen could advance from their current fourth-
place standing to second. The outcomes in two close
losses to Temple and Southern Connecticut were
determined by freak, unexpected breaks in key
events, and if UMass can hit consistently, the results
will be reversed.

The real Battle of the meet will be for runnerup
honors, since nobody has shown the ability so far to

beat meet favorite Penn State. State, led by all

American Jim Kreust, has lost just once, 162-161 to
Michigan, and are undefeated in Eastern League
competition. Superb in All-around with Kreust,
Wayne Chandler, and John Juliano. They boast
awesome depth in every event, and have yet to feel

the loss of Olympian Marshall Avener. They were
runnerup in the * T

~tion last year, and are almost a
cinch to make the top five this year.
Led by all-around Bob Rice, Temple has the inside

track on second place. They lost to Southern Con-
necticut early in the season but recently held Penn
State to their closest victory margin of the season.
They tied with Southern in dual-meet competition,
and beat UMass by four points in Philadelphia.
Southern Connecticut's margin against the

Minutemen was a mere .15.

Southern Connecticut looked like they'd sneak
away from the rest of the league at the start of the
season, but a recent loss to Penn State snapped an
eighteen meet winning streak. The defending College
Division NCAA champions have, in 1972 Olympic
Coach Abe Grossfeld, one of the best Coaches in the
country and in Rich Onysko, Pete Kormann and Jay
Whelan, one of the best all-around teams in the East.
They lack depth, however, and the loss of Olympian
John Crosby has hurt them.
UMass will be bucking a low seed in their battle for

eastern honors. Because of their third place dual
meet finish, they will be competing directly against
the third and fourth place finishers. Navy and
Springfield, and this will keep the scoring down.
UMass' success will key on their consistency. With
the exception of the Southern Connecticut meet, the
Minutemen have yet to hit to their potential this
season.

The key event for UMass and probably the entire
meet will be the pommel horse. UMass has poten-
tially the best sidehorse team in the East, but lapses
on it were instrumental in losses to Penn State and
Temple. In their best showing of the season on this
tricky event, the sidehorse nearly pushed UMass to
an upset of Southern Connecticut.
After UMass the ranks thin out. Last year's run-

nerup Navy is in the midst of a dissapointing season

;

the loss of Ail-American Doug Griffith should push
them back to fourth. Springfield has a powerful rings
team and little else; peg them for fifth. Army,
Syracuse, Cornell and Pitt are really only in this for
the experience.

The top University-division team in the Easterns
will qualify for the NCAA Championships.

GENE WHELAN
Top all-around

LAST CHANCE - Steve Scuderi, here on the parallel
bars, closes out a long career on Saturday.

Marvin Barnes wins

NCAA rebound title
NEW YORK (AP) — Barring a few major miracles, Larry Fogle of

Canisius is the nation's major-college scoring champion for 1974, Marvin
Barnes is the rebounding king and Rickey Medlock of Arkansas is the
free-throw titlist.

But there's still a tight race going on for the "dead-eye" championship.
Arizona sophomore Al Fleming, who has finished the season, and UCLA
senior Bill Walton, with one game to go, are in an eyeball-to-eyeball tie in

field goal percentage shooting.

Both have made exactly two-thirds of their shots, equalling the all-time
record of .667 per cent set in 1967 by UCLA's Lew Alcindor and tied in 1972
by Kent Martens of Abilene Christian.

Walton's regular season ends Saturday night in the Pacific-8 Con-
ference championship game against Southern California. He's got to hit

better than two-thirds of his shots to break the Alcindor-Martens mark
and clinch the field goal shooting title.

Walton is also on the verge of breaking Alcindor's career major-college
field goal shooting record of .639 per cent. He's currently got a .651 mark
and if UCLA once again makes it past Southern Cal and into the finals of
the NCAA tournament-has to shoot at a .494 clip to surpass Alcindor. A
year ago, Walton blistered the record books with an all-time high .763 in

four NCAA playoff games.
Fogle owns a 33.4 average, well in front of Bruce King's 31.0 for Pan

American. James Williams of Austin Peay is third at 27.5

Barnes is averaging 18.8 rebounds per game to 16.3 for runnerup Carlos
McCullough of Pan American and 16.2 for Kent State's Brad Robinson.

Monday Night Dinners

Served from 5-8:30 p.m.

$3.50 & up

All You Can Eat Special

ROAST SIRLOIN BEEF DINNER $5.95

Friday & Saturday Niles 5-9 p.m.. and Sundays 12-7 p.m.

RICHSEIKUNAS
Co-Captain

(Staff Photo • Stove Kuggles)

JAY THOMSEN
Co-Captain

Luncheons

from 1 1.SO

Tues.-Sat.

jRUl BaiUa fcriat JRUl
SO. AMHERST, MASS.

An Hating Place of

Rare Eicellence

Reservations

2S3-2JM3

$1.00 OFF
WITH THIS

COUPON

ROAST PRIME

RIBS OF

BEEF

DINNER

INDOOR TENNIS
RETURNS TO THE VALLEY

at the

AMHERST
< TENNIS ACADEMY

RTE. 116 SUNDERLAND, MASS.

Hrs. 7 a.m. • 11 p.m.

« Call for Reservations Today.

^ 549-4545

Lessons available with: William Serues, US TA|

Certified Professional

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
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I couldn 7 have asked any more of them
'

'

—

Jack Canniff

The Vermont story-spell it PRIDE
By BILL BALM HJ

Steve Nims sat by himself in a

corner of a Gutterson Field House
locker room, sweat dripping off his

hair and face.

"That's all she wrote," he
mumbled to no one in particular.

"Nice game, Nimsie" someone
said.

"Yah."
There were lots of "nice games,"

well-deserved "nice games", going

,.•• i %t
«,

CHICK RHEAULT
Set record

around that UMass locker room,

but very few meant much to the

recipients.

The Minutemen had just lost a

semi-final game, 4-3 to Vermont,

and for them the season was over.

Most people hadn't expected them

to get that far, but they did. Most

people hadn't expected them to do

that well against Vermont, but

they did.

They had been accused in early

and mid-season of having no heart,

no guts, but they found them
somewhere. They used them to get

past Boston State after almost

upsetting New Hampshire and

Northeastern. They used them to

almost take Vermont, and left

them on the soft Burlington ice

when something they couldn't

fight, the clock, made them quit.

"They played with a lot of

pride," said coach Jack Canniff. "I

couldn't have asked any more of

them."
They never led, but that pride

kept Vermont from ever opening

up more than a two-goal lead.

Pride brought them back to within

one with only 130 seconds left in the

game. Pride made Brian Mulcahy
take a Vermont shot in his gut in

front of an open UMass net with

only six seconds left in the game.
"I don't know what it is," said a

Vermont fan after the game, "but
UMass always gives up a hard
time, no matter how good we're
supposed to be and how bad they're

supposed to be."

Canniff knows what it is.

What pride couldn't do, Chick
Rheault almost did. Canniff had
said for months, "Chick Rheault is

one of the best around, if not the

best." The rest of the Division

laughed.

But there was no laughter in

Burlington as Rheault stopped shot

after shot, only a begrudging "that

goalie's pretty good'' from the

fans. Coming from them, that

borders on idolatry.

Beaten on a deflection, Rheault
made a glove save on Willie

MacKinnon that was physically

impossible. It kept the score 1-0.

Beaten on Tim O'Connel's
breakaway, Rheault stopped Bill

Koch's 20-footer with a right pad
save and tied the puck up. Koch
stood in the slot, stunned.
Then Jim Lynch stole the puck at

center ice and fed freshman Mike
Merchant, who went in alone. What

had threatened to be a rout was a

one-goal game.
Koch took advantage of a UMass

mistake in back of their own net to

beat Rheault on the first shot of the

third period. 3-1 and the Cats
closed in for the kill.

But Jim Lyons and Billy Harris
broke two-on-one into the Vermont
zone and Harris' backhander off

Lyons' slap shot made it 3-2. One
goal again, an upset in sight.

58 seconds later it was
MacKinnon, again thanks to a
mistake in back of the UMass net,

and again the Cats were up by two.
That was it, that had to be it. Once
again Vermont would make the
opponent fold.

But Rheault broke a record for

career saves, got hurt, stayed in

and played in pain, and his mates
kept going.

Two Vermont defensemen
collided and John Muse went
around them, found a perfect shot
in a stick that hadn't seen too many
most of the year, and it was one
again.

It'll be one forever, and the 4-3

score on some ECAC guide will be
all that's left come next November.

Then it will be time for new
memories, which should be

pleasant ones.

Muse, as he headed out of the

locker room, had already started

thinking.

"Wow," he said, "we went this

far this season and we're only

gonna lose two regulars. Pretty

good, huh? You know, I'm already

looking forward to next year."

And that's all she wrote.

JIM LYONS
Lots of pride

"Finest team I've ever had"—Jack Leaman

Minutemen gunners gird for the NIT
By EARLE BARROLL

The New York Nets are in-

terested in Al Skinner. In fact,

there are a number of teams in

both the NBA and ABA who have
likewise shown some interest in

number 30, or as his teammates
call him "silk", as in smooth.
"He'll definitely be drafted,

possibly in a high round,"
predicted Jack Leaman yesterday
as his 21-4 cagers began NIT
preparations for an opponent we'll

deem brand X until Monday when
the official pairings come out in

New York.

"A lot of pro teams have talked

to me about him," said Leaman.
"The Nets, especially have an
interest in him because of his

background and the fact they've
had success with another player
from Massachusetts." That, of

course, is Julius Erving.
But unlike Julius, who never

lacked the motivation needed to

"explore his abilities" as he put it,

the one quality that Leaman sees

hurting Skinner at the moment is

motivation, period. "There is no
doubt that Al has the innate ability

to be a professional," said
Leaman.
"Right now though he lacks the

desire to make basketball number
one with himself. I'll guarantee
you that if he does want it bad
enough he'll be a more than
average player."

There is also the case of one
Richard Pitino who's been mired in

the cloud of obscurity that usually

accompanies all UMass athletes,

but who has been perhaps in the

words of his coach, "the best guard
in New England over the last half

of the season."

That clearly explains why he was
not picked for either the first or
second teams in the all-Yankee

Conference selections. "Rick has

guarded more good guards to

standoffs," said Leaman. Like:

Kevin Stacom of Providence,
Dennis "Sweet D" Duval of

Syracuse, Jim Foster and Al

Weston of UConn, etc.

Pitino, who has a chance of

breaking the UMass single season

assist record at the NIT, has ex-

pressed a desire to get at least a

tryout from the pros. "I don't know

if they'll take a 6' guard,"

questioned Leaman, "but someone

would be smart to take him to

camn and give him a look. Maybe

he'll finally get the recognition he
deserves at the NIT.

While Pitino's absence from the

conference team and even that of

poppin Peter Trow remains a
mystery, UMass can still lav claim

Inside

SPRING ISN'T far away that

means, of course, intramurals.

Russ Smith writes about the

prospects this year. — page 18.

Women Basketball triumph.

UMass "other" tournament team

opened their playoffs with a vic-

tory. — Story, Page 18.

LYNCH MAKES ECAC
WEEKLY ALL STAR TEAM -
page 19.

LIZ HART LIKES THE "DIRTY
WOfltK" — Katie King writes about

the unsung hero of the Women's
basketball team. — page 18.

to three of the five places on the
first team. Those being Skinner,
who was also named the MVP of
the league, John Murphy and Bill

Endicott.

"These guys represent the finest

team I've ever had at
Massachusetts," said Leaman. "I
have had a better individual in

Julius Erving, but overall this

team can do more things to hurt
the opposition and produce wins. I

expected them to be fine offensive
club, but never did I envision the
defensive job this team has done.
With any luck they could 24-1 right

now and on their way to the
NCAA."
As it is they're only 21-4 and

they're only going to the NIT. But,
anyways the emphasis right now
for Leaman and crew is to keep
sharp. "We'll work on what we do
best," said Leaman," and on e the
pairings come out we'll get into

specifics." One thing that Leaman
is anticipating and has concerned
his team with is the spectre of the
dominating big man in the tour-

nament.
"Our front line will be

challenged with any team we'll

face," he indicated. "It really

hasn't been that big a factor for us
as we've been out-sized up front
with most teams we faced this year
and have usually come out in front

(number one in the country in

rebound margin). We have been
working though on some com-
bination zones in case we rim into a
center we're having a hard time
handling."

Okay, any predictions? "I think
we have a chance to win the
tournament. Sure, we won't be a
favorite. But just give me foud
games the way we played at
Fordham and we just might be
there in the end."

Inside

i Staff Phrto-EmmrU Schmarsow i

YOU AND ME IN THE NIT? The possibility of facing each other again in the NIT
came as a real shock to UMass' Bill Endicott and I 'Conn's Tony Hanson.

EASTERN GYMNASTICS
CHAMPIONSHIPS - The best
gymnastics teams in the East meet
this week in three days of head to

head competition. UMass, led by
Gene Whelan, hopes to finish

second. Story and photo - page 19.

THE RICK PITINO STORY -

Things have not always been
golden for super playmaker Rick
Pitino. Russ Small reports on
Pitino's sometimes stormy career
and future prospects in a page 18

Column.

Proctor, Bergman Tell Truth
details pg. 2If you didn't like it, you read it in —
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Tim Crouse: Man On The Bus
by Michael Kostek

and Frederic C. Weiss

Tim Crouse, author of the Boys on the
Bus, the story of Press Corps' coverage of the
1972 Presidential race, is an up and coming
journalist. With the publication of his first book,
he has risen rather quickly from a rather ob-
scure Rock writer for Rolling Stone magazine
("I was getting sort of tired of looking into
stories like 'is Stephen Stills snorting cocaine',
and that kind of junk") to a respected 'political'
writer.

Any interview with Tim Crouse,
Associate Editor of Rolling Stone and aide and
abettor to Dr. Hunter S. Thompson's Fear And
Loathing On The Campaign Trail '72 scheduled
to start at 12 noon would certainly begin, if

ever, at about five or six o'clock the next week,
depending how long his hangover lasted.
Anyone able to write feature stories for Rolling
Stone about Sly Stone, and follow the price of
Gonzo journalism, Hunter Thompson, around
the country on that most brooding and cathartic
of trips, the 1972 Presidential Election, had to
be crazy, and had to have a lot better things to
do than piddle around with a couple of college
greenies. So when Crouse walked in at 11:58
after having already eaten in the Hatch,
looking a polite, prepper-Harvarded-hipped
understanding twenty-seven year old, it was
somehow reassuring to see that the Truth hhd
been in the hands of this slightly angry but
responsible and erudite young man.

A few introductory queries as to how he
could have possibly been early ("I hate people
who are late."), and how he liked being

on the college circuit ("It beats
working.") left us with nowhere to go except
the Top of the Campus for an excellent three
and a half hour talk.

The reason for all this was Crouse's book,
The Boys On The Bus, a frank, witty and honest
description of the reporters who report our
Presidential campaigns. Investigation in this

area was certainly long-overdue, as those who
script for the nation's newspapers certainly
have a lot to do with this greatest of power -go-

rounds. Unfortunately, The Boys On The Bus
has been mishandled by Random House, who
don't quite know how to handle it — serious,
funny or subversive? As a result, sales have
been bungled and a bit of the Truth has been
lost.

In a Rolling Stone adClt's not exactly the
staff of life'), Tim Crouse is listed thusly:
Associate Editor, Boston, ("As 'Associate
Editor', I have no official duties."). Formerly
editor, Harvard Crimson ("Everyone on the
Crimson staff is called an 'editor'") ; pop music
critic, Boston Herald ("I didn't know anything
about music, but the Herald's readership is

mostly over 80/ so no one cared."); Taught
English for the Peace Corps in Oujda, Morocco
(" I had to get out of the draft." ) . Claiming self-
defense, he once hit Sly Stone in the face with a
wet washcloth.

Our interview with Tim Crouse went
smoothly; what started out as a rigid question
and answer type of thing, soon "deteriorated"
into a delightful conversation. Describing the
reasons why he wrote the book, he went on,
'Thompson resented the fact that they (The
ress Corps) were treating him like shit! Both

books started out as a sort of 'politics of

vengeance'; in fact that is a motif of Thomp-
son!" Yet while the project started as an act of

revenge by an eccentric writer who felt that he
was being persecuted by the press because of

his style and publication (after all Thompson
was the main political writer for Rolling
Stone), Crouse soon found himself working
alone on the book. "Hunter got tired of the
whole thing, and started working on something
else", he concluded with a grin.

His study of the Press Corps, left him
with some definite conclusions: "Political

journalism is like politics. Every four years you
find yourself with a chance to become a 'win-
ner'. You find that if you work hard, do a good
job, and in some cases, 'kiss ass', you'll get a
chance to cover a candidate. If that candidate
wins you've got a chance to go all the way.
Therefore people want to stay with a 'winner';
something like that just has to affect your
coverage of the news."

Yet despite this ironic twist to political

coverage, this twist that encourages "pack
journalism" ("people are afraid to break a big
story, a 'controversial' story, because they feel

they'll be on the outs and lose their chance to

'stay with a winner, so they stay with the
pack'," he muses), Crouse does have a great
deal of respect for most of the members of the
press corps.

Crouse found that despite the fact* that
many of the reporters on the Press Bus were
already established, they worked hard. Despite
the pack journalism, the fear of chancing
defeat, he found that covering a campaign was
"Very hard work. Reporters have incredible
drive, even the established writers as much
now as ever! You have to almost go on a
campaign to work on a good paper."

Five years coming out of Harvard,

Crouse found himself riding, talking, drinking

and observing things with established writers
like David Broder, Jules Whitcover, Johnny
Apple, the journalistic "heavies", and many
other writers who were trying to "make it".
Now because of the positive response to his
book, Crouse's future looks very good. How
does one go about "making it" in journalism?
'The main thing is that you've just got to work.

I had faith to feel that if you worked hard the
breaks would come. You've got to esign
yourself to three or four shit years ... before you
get your break." For Crouse, the 1972 cam-
paign was his break.

His remarks concerning the candidates,
and politicos that he observed are as in-

teresting as his material on the press corps.
McGovern — "After the Wisconsin primary, I

was sure in my heart that he was going to win
the nomination ... The reason that his campaign
seemed to fall apart so badly is that there was a
small amount of loyalty among his staff.
McGovern allowed himself to be taken ad-
vantage of." He likes McGovern, but considers
him to be a paradox. "He was naive in a lot of
ways during the election. He is tough and
vulnerable, but he is a politician.

Nixon — When pressed upon his opinion
of Nixon's stability as a President and a man,
he commented, "I think that Nixon is unstable.
He is uninformed! You know, the way someone
becomes a neurotic, is that the information
being fed to him is faulty. That is the problem
with Nixon, he was always getting faculty in-

formation from guys like (H.R.) Haldeman and
(John) Ehrlichman."

Crouse expressed disappointment con-
cerning the relationship between the Press
Corps and their coverage of the Nixon cam-
paign. "They (the Press) were blind to the fact

continued on p#. 2
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Tim Crouse, Associate Editor of Rolling Stone, looks to better things.
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the rest of the CROUSE article
tnat the Nixon men were thugs ... They were so

willing to see this (i.e., a picture ot a relaxed
Ron Ziegler on a 'informal' pleasure cruise)

that they weren't willing to see that they were
thugs.'

"You know, when I was in Washington,
Spiro Agnew was till around. And the standing
cliche among the members of the Press Corps
was; 'I don't a^ree with the guy, he's honest'.

Well, he never struck me as an honest man.
Despite all the things that he was saying, I

never felt that they really took him seriously."

Crouse would like to see a new type of

campaign coverage. He feels that reporters
should go into detail concerning news events. If

someone says something now, that clearly
contradicts something they said a few weeks
before, he feels that reports should "point this

out". As of now, they don't because it is con-
sidered to be "too subjective".

As a prime example of the coverage he
would like, he points out the problems of the
Nixon-McGovern campaign. "McGovern was a
victim of the system. It doesn't explain things,
and tell just why something happened, or why
he said this. McGovern got zapped because he
told lies that were very checkable. Perhaps the
pressure of a national campaign brought this

on."
"However Nixon's lies were more subtle

But if yoi explained the history of Nixon's ideas
and record it Is clear that he was a liar during
the campaign. If you explained his mov4tes ... it

was clear that he was a pig! The press didn't
take the time to do this, but they should have."

Asked what his gut reaction to 'The New
Journalism" was, Tim replied, "It's a positive
one, but with reservations. Most people
working in this area are second-rate. Unless
you get xceptionally perceptive and interesting
peole like Norman Mailer and Thompson, you
get a lot of dull, unresearched stuff that isn't

going to convince or persuade anyone. I con-
sider the best example of this in someone like

Jimmy Breslin. I believe in more hard work,
more researched and investigative reporting!"

He doesn't foresee any real change
toward investigative reporting. "It will

probably peak as a technique with the
publication of Woodward and Bernstein's (the
two main Washington Post diggers in un
covering Watergate) book later this year, nd as
a fad; but will be on the decline by 1976, mainly
because it's easier to do it the other way."

"Rolling Stone is good in that it will take
chances other papers won't. However, things
will never be the same, as the paper has gotten
too big in the sense that, when I started, I

figured I could write anything I wanted, as no
one would read it anyway. That's not true now.
But the paper will definitely be around for a
while. In fact, it's scary how many people read
it now, and take it completely seriously,
especially some of Hunter's stuff. I remember
him writing something quite obviously untrue-
like when he reported that he and John
Chancellor of NBC went tripping toqether. The
Republican national paper picked that up and
reported it a fact, and for quite a while

Chancellor had a lot of explaining to do in New
York."

Speaking of the Stone's increasing
political coverage, Tim replied that "Jann
Wenner (founder and Editor) is the paper. A lot

of us put pressure on him to change the paper's
policy and change our musical assignments.
Wenner suffers from the Westerner's in-

feriority complex towards the East, and this

was the way to be respected, by writing about
powerful people. Rolling Stone does a lot of

boring, silly things, but I feel we've also done a
lot of good things."

I contrived to get assigned with Hunter in

New Hampshire. They told me to stay out of his

way, but the first night t the motel in Durham
he came down and pounded on my door at about
four in the morning. From then on we got along
well. It turned out that Hunter needed an
assistant on the trail, and I was glad to fill that
role. The first time I had anything political

published was one week that Hunter couldn't
meet the deadline, and we fed something I was
working on in to them

What about the infamous Mr. Thompson?
What kind of person is this crazed legend?

"There is a lot of Hunter in his writing.

I'd say about 50 per cent of it is really him, his

own personality. His persona that he's

developed in his writing is quite ccurate. He is

very self-destructive; he starts drinking at 7:30

in the morning, but while you always will see
him with a drink in his hand, he never gets
drunk, unless he's very tired, having been up
for four days or something like that. So he is

always pretty lucid and impressive, appearing
very intelligent. He looks like a banker, and is

really very gentle, patient and generous. He is

always involved with lawsuits and fights with
publishers, as he will avoid writing until

bsolutely necessary.
"For a while there he was distracted by

the cult following his writing fostered, and his

writing suffered, but he's gotten over that.

Hunter's great, if you agree with him from the
start, as he's not really one for facts and hard
investigative reporting. He has an uncannily-
correct gut reaction to things, but you have to
believe with him. Most of his writings, such as
Fear And Loathing In Las Vegas, is fantasy,
based on some fact. For example, if he writes
'Crouse and I sit in his Toyota, heavily smoking
hash and having some great visions.', what's
really occurring is that Hunter and I are sitting
in the Toyota.

"Most people don't have as much sould
as Hunter. I know that sounds extremely
condescending, but it's true. Most reporters get
their personality beat out of them very quickly,
and this becomes a problem on the Campaign
Trail, as without the candidate, the writers
have no identity, so they necessarily become
parasites. Hunter is really unique. He's a
combination of all the things that have hap-
pened to him — he was in jail as a kid, he was
Southern American Correspondent for the
National Observer, he was beaten up by the
Hells Angels, and in Chicago in '68. He's crazy,
no doubt about it. Inside, he's a frustrated
politician. In twenty years he'll be writing
novels."

"It's really hard to say how much of the
'off the record' confidences he keeps. I know
it's not true, unlike he professed, that he
reported everything, with no holds barred,
there are many things that he doesn't even tell
me!"

While he admires Thompson's style, he
feels that his future will be more involved in
investigative reporting. Having already taken
on the rigors of the campaign trail; done
features on more than one prominent Senator;
and done an indepth story on the Watergate
Senatorial Committee; his next rask might be
an indepth study of the U.S. Supreme Court.
One this is clear; he will be writing. After all,
there aren't enough writers to do the in-
vestigative reporting that must be done. Crouse
wants to be one of thooe who will tell the stories
that must be told.

The Boys On The Bus is available at
the University Bookstore.

Proctor & Bergman

Maybe you remember: last

week we peregrinated . with
Firesign Theater's Proctor &
Bergman. Well, we weren't
done then and we're not done
this week, but read on. . .

Berg.: Let me tell them
about The Fuse of Doom. The
Fuse of Doom was a serial

cliff-hanger, as Phil said —
Clifford Irving Hanger, ac-

tually, but they didn't hang
him, they let him go. He came
out of jail and he said — this is

true. In Switzerland, Clifford

Irving came out of jail, and
they asked him, 'have
learned your lesson
Irving?', and he said,

name is not Irving,
Hughes.' And there was a
pause and then they put him

you
Mr.
'my
it's

right back in. Incredible.

Proc: And then he bought
the prison.

Berg.: Yeah, 'cause he
signed out his valuables,
Howard Hughes, when they put
him right back in, and he
bought the prison, and he's
living there right now with
Bernie Kornfeld.
The Fuse of Doom was

performed at The Ash Grove in

'68 and we did two chapters:
we did chapter 1 and chapter 7,

»o give you an idea. It's the
story of Frank Acme, here. . .

Proc: Acne.
Berg.: Acne, now played by

Phil Austin on the album, but
originated by Phil Proctor.
And his father, Jonas Acne,
myself, and Charles Foster
Dudley, the newspaper guy,
and the famous inventor,
Doctor Emmanuel Archetype.
And we told the story of ftiis

very wealthy family with this
son who flies and everything
like that, and the tube gets
stolen and the inventor is left

with a fuse in his mouth and
when they pull the fuse out he

Another
Little
Taste

runs down and they can't tell

what. . .

Proc: And Benway, the

servant, was a spy, was ob-

viously a spy. . .

Berg.: "Draw the curtains,

Benway", and so he takes out a
pen. . .

—00000—

Next week: more.
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Below The Salt has been the
Kind ot magazine that would
print peculiar work. We pledge
to uphold this tradition, but
can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Yours
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to
us.-anytime.

Mcst of Man
There is truth in the seas
far beyond that which most of
man
is capable of knowing.
Most only float, running
tongues
over lips, incapable of tasting
life,

yet capable of tasting salt.

—Shelly Bakst
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The Grapes of Raths

Politics
I. Feedback (or, how to react
and win friends)

I'm overwhelmed. Honestly.
I haven't received this much
notice for something I've had
the privilege of printing in a
very long time.

First, it's time to vitrify the
rock — clarify the focus, if you
will.

Page with a Porpoise
originated in my mind from
my own involvement with
Student Government. I formed
Concert Committee, along with
Joe Tropiano and Elliot
Sherman, three years ago. Big
deal — I got over it fast, and
my ego wasn't seriously
damaged by any criticism I

received. As Jim Lindsey now
knows, I'm not an irrespon-
sible idiot — as a matter of
fact, both Bob McDonald and
Jim Lindsey did what I had
intended from the beginning —
THEY ACTUALLY ASKED
PEOPLE TO COME DOWN
TO THE OFFICE AND SEE
WHAT THEY WERE DOING!
This reaction, and nothing
more, is all I ask for.

As for Noel Conley's part in

this, I'm doubly gratified that
Noel came up to us, and ex-
plained his part in the system,
and how he viewed it. I will

print anything that Noel
submits to me, since he has
shown himself to be active and
concerned with the direction of
events coming from the
Campus Center. I haven't seen
such interest in a long time,
and I'm overwhelmed when I

do encounter it. This is the real
thing:

4. Finance Committee
February 26, 1974

Under the discussion of
Program Council Budget:
there has been a change in the
make up of Program Council.
A new committee has been
formed which will oversee PC,
make recommendations ap-
prove functions and oversee
financing. The committee
structure will remain the same
and no previously planned
functions are cancelled."
Those are the facts, folks —

okay? I don't care if you dislike
my writing style — I care that
people can still respond to a
call for action.

I would like to encourage
everyone to check out
Program Council, Campus
Center Board of Governors,
and the Collegian itself. There
will be a meeting of the
Campus Center Board of
Governors to discuss the
Rathskellar on Monday,
March 11 at 3 p.m. in Campus
Center 802. Interested students
are invited to come. Now, you
might want to arm yourselves
with this info. No hard

feelings?

KNOW.

II

If there are, let us

—Garuman Gomes

we
the

the

The Rathskellar Tapes
by Steve Tetreault

Southwest students want a
Rathskellar in Southwest. The
Southwest Assembly wants a
Rathskellar in Southwest. The
Campus Center wants a
Rathskellar in Southwest.
Unfortunately, life is not that

simple.
First of all, the word

"Rathskellar" originates from
Germany, where it signified

the cellar of a city building,
often used as a beer hall. The
Campus Center and the South-
west Assembly (Southwest's
student government) have
been in "negotiations" for such
a Rathskellar, which would be
located in Hampden Commons.
At present both sides are in

disagreement over several
involved issues. Like control
over the operations, the
distribution of monies, the
atmosphere and decor of the
nitespot. Little things.

Late last semester, John
Corker, Campus Center
Director, suggested that the
Food Services Division of the
Campus Center open up a
drinking operation in South-
west.

porker, Jim Lindsey,
Chairman of the CC Board of

Directors, and Larry St. Cyr,
Southwest Assembly
President, discussed the
suggestion over intercession,

and arrived at what the
Campus Center represen-
tatives felt was an almost
complete agreement. Under
these terms, Southwest would
receive 25 per cent share of a
$15,000 entertainment budget
to be used within Hampden for

renovations, resource center
equipment, and the like. They
would also name several
students to act as an "Advisory

Larry Sinewitz, a member,
admits, "I don't care about the
money. The Campus Center
was pretty fair to make an
offer. I'd be satisfied if

didn't make a penny off
deal, as long as we qot
place."

But if Southwest doesn't
know what it wants, it knows
what they don't want. "We
don't want another Bluewall
down here," said St. Cyr
Maureen Mitchell, another
member of the Assembly,
added, "What qoes on at the
Bluewall is very similar to
what goes on at a typical
Southwest party. If the
Campus Center opened a Blue
wall in Hampden, then the
problems of drunkenness and
rowdiness would only in-
crease."

The considered space in the
building is not very large,

about 150 capacity, and con-

sidering acoustics, not more
than one or two amplified

Page with a Porpoise
''the most intelligent of all."

Well, What
Do You Know

instruments should be allowed.
Apparently the area is suited

for a more intimate at-

mosphere than the Bluewall.
This would mean that

whoever set up an operation in

the area would have to spend
some money to renovate and
install proper decor. The
Campus Center, in its original
proposal, had laid aside about
$2500 for basic renovations,
and art additional $18,000 to

Board" to the CC in regards to transport and install supplies
the operation.

St. Cyr slept on the proposal,
and had a change of mind. "I

don't think I can buy what
they're offering. Advisory
boards' have reputations of
being pushed aside and not
really consulted in many
matters," he said.
What does Southwest want?

Nobody really knows. "The
issue of governance and
control hasn't really been
defined yet," says St. Cyr. "As
for the matter of money, well,
it varies from day to day. The
Campus Center has offered us
so much, but I feel that we
could — and should — get
rrure."

This holdout attitude is not
shared, however, by everyone
m the Southwest Assembly."

and equipment. Here is where
some Southwest Assembly
members become wary. They
point out that the area, which is

located

emotional venture. "It's a
purely business venture,"
began Jim Lindsey. "South
west wants things that we can't
give them. They want control
over the operation. At present,
they have a representative on
the Campus Center Board of
Governors (Noel Conley). We
did offer them an advisory
voice in parts of the operation.
We offered them a certain
percentage of the en-
tertainment budget. They want
a bigger share of the profits,
but sometimes I wonder if

they'd be willing to share in

any possible losses." Lindsey
later stated that estimated net
profit for a Rathskeller in

Southwest could come to about
$40,000 per year.
Both Lindsey and John

Corker feel that they are acting
in the best interest of the
students. They cite that they
are willing to pay $25,000
yearly rent to University Food
Services for Hampden. This
money could go into reducing
meal ticket prices. They are
also willing to staff the
Rathskellar with Southwest
students.

But Lindsey will still hold out
on the big issue of giving
control. "Its the University's,
and basically the students'
money that we're playing with,
and I think it could be foolish to
throw a bunch of it into South-
west without having some say
about where it goes. As far as I

know. Southwest might decide
to hire bartenders for the place "Hampden
at $4 per hour. We'll have to
negotiate more."
Corker understands South

west's concerns. "We certainly
aren't going to put something
into Hampden that the students
of Southwest don't want. We
have proposed to sell only beer
and wine in the Rathskellar,
but no matter what sort of
decor you install, people are
still going to get drunk."
And if things weren't com-

plicated enough, Whitmore is

also involved. Vice Chancellor
Gage was requested by the
Campus Center to study and
comment on certain policy- in the basement, ,---,

already contains a counter and suggestions, such as the effect

is equipped with some fur- " ^ ^ ^ ~.

niture. The room was used
periodically during the fall to

feed the football team. "All

they have to do is move their

kegs in, and they can set up
shop. For all we know, they
might slough off when it comes
to really fixing up the place.

Personally, I wouldn't trust
them as far as I would throw
them," said one member.
Meanwhile, the people in the

Campus Center look at the
situation from a different
perspective. This is not an

an alcoholic-beverage outlet
would have on an area. "There
are still questions to be an-
swered," said Corker. "For
example, if Southwest receives
a Rathskellar, how soon will it

be before other areas ask for
one?"

"

At this writing, the South-
west Assembly and the
Campus Center have not met in

into Hampden by September,"
said Corker. According to

Corker and Lindsey, the
Campus Center wouldn't cry if

the project was abandoned.
Lindsey takes more of a

"take it or leave-it" stance.
"I'd like to get this thing over
with one way or the other. We
either open or we don't. We can
be spending our time and
money on other things. It's up
to Southwest."

St. Cyr apparently considers
these statements as bluffs. He
stated that the Southwest
representative on the CC
Board, Conlev, hasn't been
fully brought into discussions
on the matter. He also claims
to have received an "anxious"
call from the Vice-Chancellor
Campion inquiring about the
project. He also feels that
Whitmore's involvement in the
project indicates that both
sides will be a little less hasty
in dropping the whole thing.
"Jim Lindsey has also

threatened to call a student
referendum in Southwest on
the matter," said St. Cyr. A
student vote would almost
certainly be overwhelmingly in

favor of the Rathskellar,
thereby putting pressure on
their representatives in the
Southwest Assembly to accept
any offer from the Campus
Center.

Getting the Rathskellar
would be taking big steps
towards the completion of
Hampden as a student center,

doesn't have a
Rathskellar now, and its
surviving," said Bob Antil,
Southwest Social Activities
Coordinator, who is respon-
sible for booking dates at
Hampden, "but having it

would be nice." Larry Sinewitz
feels that Hampden will be
stepping backwards if it loses a
nitespot. "We've done lots of
work to get students more
involved in the place. It would
be a disappointment if we lost
it now.
The Campus Center feels

that it has been very generous
in the matter and finds it hard
to believe they could be cast as
vidians. Indeed, some ob-
servers feel that the stub-
bornness of Southwest will
prove to be its undoing. They
don't seem to know what and
how much they want out of a
Rathskellar deal. Chances are
as good as not that the
Rathskellar project will be put
off another semester.
"That would be a shame,"

stated one resident. "A place
two weeks, and negotiations like that would go a long way to
are at a stand still. making Southwest a place to

"If we haven't got this thing live instead of just a place to
resolved by April 1st, it will be sleep."

\/ery difficult to get everything

If The Space Fits . . .

If The Space Fits

No longer in virginal body
bound,
Delighting now in new freedom
found.

Giving, taking, knowing as
such,

Shp-ing love; touching in

Together

The joining of bodies in loving

embrace,
Merging of minds that in-

terlace

Our hearts and souls as one,

Never again to be alone.

>

And the time shall come some
day,
Unto Cerridwen and Adonais
And the golden child of the
morning,
We shall gotogether, willing.

Carol MacBaron

The Setting

are we ready for the day
He walks away with His soiled

coat over His shoulder
stealing light as He hides
behind the hills burning His

disgust in the sky

and this time He promises
to neveV return in His fresh

pressed pants
and starched white shirt

will we cry when He's finally

gone or why not celebrate

and go barring and whoring
and shoot some niggers

from our trucks and toast

the final shot at the Bastard
we'll get the dogs and run them

dead
chasing west

and to hell with Him
we were dying anyway

—Christopher Leighton
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Real Stuff And Desperate Brilliance
by Mike Kostek —
Rock N Roll Animal
Lou Reed
(RCA APLl 0472) time 40:38

Lou's taken a dramatic
swerve from the big Berlin
production, but one thing we
can always count on Lou for is

dramatic swerves away from
what he did before. This
Animal's captured live, with a
slooped up unnamed band
bombing out some seventies
hot stuff behind him, and it all

sounds fine.

This seems like a com-
pendium updating of Reed's
biggest Velvet Underaound
days with one particular Berlin
gut-grabber, "Lady Day",
poked in. Even though more
than a bit of the band's playing
is specious and working in over
used forms, Rock N Roll
Animal breathes a lot of fire,

mainly due to the fact that
Reed's big Underground days
were as big as they come.

"Intro" is a nice bit of
opening instrumental bom-
bast, with swirling chords
rising and teasing. Out comes
the Animal, and the New York
crowd goes mad. Lou schoicks
marvelously stumblebum

through "Sweet Jane", with
the band giving us plenty of

those rolling tree trunk chords,
and we reach the squalid-
splendid anchor of side one, a
13:11 "Heroin". It's amazing to

reflect that this song is almost
ten years old ("I have made a
very big decision") and is true
("I'm going to try to nullify my
life") and fresher ("cause
when the blood begins to

flow") than ever ("and it

shoots up the dropper's
neck").

The rush chords are nor
teenage aimless energy
scrabbles of squalling noise
("and I'm closing in on
death"), as in the original
("you can't help me, all you
guys"), but now are trium-
phant chords that signal a
more mature euphoria ("and
all you girls with your pretty
talk").

The first part of the song
climaxes with "you can all go
take a fuckin' walk", a great
line, a great moment. This
"Heroin" swings not only
differently in the speed runs,
but also in the moments of
inbetweenness ("Heroin, be
the death of me"). Reed's
shooting along, confident in his

game ("Her-ROW-ln, it's my

wife, and it's my life"). Strong
('"cause a mainer"). The
concentration of surity is

almost total ("to my brain"),
and we're watching a true
heroin animal whose grip on
his life is firm, bold and un

Lou Reed the Animal.

shakable until "leads to a
center in my head". "Head" is

pronounced like he's just taken

a spear in the side, and he

cracks like a wounded child,

helpless victim, heroin addict.

We get the animal back a bit

("and then I'm better off than

dead") rolling the words once
again, but not totally

recovered from that inevitable

unravelling moment of

vulnerability and weakness.

The song, the drug, the world
remain problems. We all want
to get away from "the
politicians makin' busy
sounds and all the dead bodies
piled up in mounds", and
heroin certainly does it, but

there always will be that

"center in my head" that lays

us open, and out.

Side two unfolds with "White
Light-White Heat", not a great

song, but the suitable perverse
lyrics are always a treat.

"Lady Day" has more rough
edges than the Berlin version,

but is wilder, more out of

control here, and more chilling

in a lot of ways. The band plays
it like Alice Cooper whooping
into a Procol Harum song.

The classic "Rock & Roll"
closes it up in excellent,
driving style, as a final

benediction and reminder that

it's still fun, and "her life was
saved by rock & roll".

What's this all for? The
Velvets did have 'Golden
Archive Series' collections

and The Velvet Underground
featuring Lou Reed best of

albums released by MGM, but

nobody noticed. This stuff, now
more than ever, kills the Mott
T. Rex-NY Dulls 'gutter-glitter

rock' dead, as all these groups
typify is a lot of empty
posturizing as they never
actually step off the curb into

the gutter, where so much of

this 'life' takes place. Lou Reed
has always carried us (with the

empty exception of Trans-
former) right into the Real
Stuff, replete with dangerous,
despicable characters that
make us cringe. Rock N Roll

Animal, besides getting these
classics into the new Seventies

audience, gives them a fresh

and revitalizing turn, as the
band (drums, two guitars,

bass, organ) is recorded
unusually well for a live

record. This is desperate
brilliance I love being trapped
with.

"her life was saved

by rock <k roll"

Bop Comes Back-The Voice As Instrument

D03 Blow Over The Radio

INTRODUCING THE ELEVENTH HOUSE
WITH LARRY CORYELL
(Vanguard VSD 79342)

This album, delayed a couple of months by
the vinyl shortage, will undoubtedly contain a
few surprises for anybody who heard Coryell
and The Eleventh House at Amherst College's
Alumni Gymnasium last December or at the
Rusty Nail three weeks ago. It's also full of
goodies for the "novice" listener.

The songs, although they sound melodically
like the tunes you may remember from these
concerts, just don't seem to FEEL the same. I

don't mean that that's not good. On the con
trary, I find it a welcome relief from the
needlessly loud (even painfully loud) ventures
the group has offered lately.

As a result of this recording, the group's jazz
sound has become "intimate" (as jazz
probably should be), instead of bumptious. The
synthesizer is not overpowering, the trumpet
sounds like a trumpet instead of a competing
synthesizer, and there's a balance of each
instrument.

Trumpet man Randy Brecker stands out as
star soloist, particularly on "Yin" and "Low-
Lee Tah", where a beautiful trumpet solo
unfolds crisply and logically.

As for guitarist Larry Coryell's solo work
with the band, this album stands as final, vinyl
evidence that "Coryell -fanatics" ought not to
fall down on their knees in praise of him as the
new "Guitar God". It's all been done before
him (and better). However, on "Gratitude", an
unaccompanied guitar solo, one can hear the
reason why Coryell at least deserves respect. I

wish he'd play in a way that would make me
respect him more often, though.
Mike Mandel's contributions on piano and

Arp Synthesizer are faultless as usual,
although he does seem to be a little subdued on
this album. On a segment of "Yin", where
synthesizer, trumpet, and guitar exchange
comments, Mandel gets a chance to put
together some nice ideas.

It's the dynamic duo of Alphonse Mouzon
(drums) and Danny Trifan (bass) that keeps
this album cooking, however. The drive, the
interplay, the syncopation, the precision are all

there, especially on "Yin", "Riqht On Y'AII"
(written by Mouzon), and "Adam Smasher".
"Introducing The Eleventh House" is a fine

album in all respects ... get into it.

— Ken Blanchard

ATMOSPHERES CLIVE STEVENS
(Capitol ST 11263)

Five years ago this album would have
loosened my earwax. Being a recent release
however, it suffers by comparison with others
who've done the same thing and better for

years, notably Mahavishnu, Coryell, Corea,
etc. And with most of the big names giving up
composition to boogie their, souls away, there's

no room for an unknown who is merely a
stylistic echo — close but no banana.

— Your Sacred Cowboy
I AGREE!

— Your Matching Gomesmole

WHY QUIT WHEN YOU'RE LOSING
COWBOY (Capricorn 2CX 0121)

In recent years, Macon, Georgia has become
one of the country's most prolific spawning
grounds for new white rock bands. Over the
years, several of these groups have been drawn
into a loosely knit family with ties to Macon's
own Capricorn Records and engineers
producers Tom Dowd and Johnny Sandlin. The
head of the household, of course, is the Allman
Brothers Band whose superb fusion of rock,
blues and more recently, country, has made
them America's premier rock band. The most
recent addition to the family, the Marshall
Tucker Band, recently received Rolling Stone's
nomination as one of the five best acts to debut
in 1973.

Lost in the shuffle somewhere was Cowboy —
a six-man country-rock band whose only two
albums, Reach for the Sky (vintage 1970) and
Five'll Getcha Ten (vintage 1971) have been re
released as a two-record set titled (ap
propriately enough) Why Quit When You're
Losing.

Five is unquestionably the better of the two
albums. Reach for the Sky (Record One) has a
rough, unfinished quality that was obviously, at
the time, what Cowboy was after. The back
woods humor on several cuts ("Amelia's
Earache," "Pick Your Nose," and
"Everything Here") is so overdone that its
taste permeates the whole album, lessening the
impact of the seriously performed numbers —
a number of which, particularly Scott Boyer's
"It's Time" and the harder rocking "Rip and
Snort," are nearly as good as the best the band
had to offer on Five'll Getcha Ten.
There are no lapses into sheer silliness on

Five. The only cut with a touch of outright
humor is "Shoestrings". Things were
frequently disjointed on Reach for the Sky, but
here everything meshes perfectly. The har
monies are tight, the performances on guitar,
piano and drums reserved but impressive, and
the melodies imaginative and memorable. It's

laid back country rock as it should be played.
Stand out cuts include "The Wonder,"

"Lookin' For You," "All My Friends," and
"What I Want is You " The only contribution by

a writer outside the group, "The Wonder", is

one of the album's most moving songs. Com-
poser John McKenze mourns the loss of
common feeling among the young people of the
'70's: "Oh where is the wonder that could
weave us all together— I hope it's not gone
forever."

The similarity between "Lookin' For You"
by Scott Boyer and "What I Want is You" by
Pete Kowalke goes beyond the titles. Each
closes a side of the album and both feature
extended instrumental fade outs that are
flowing and ethereal.

Boyer's "All My Friends" is his most im
pressive song in all respects. It is a beautiful
synthesis of lonesome country and soft rock
laments, and his work on violin coupled with
sideman Chuck Leavell's (now with the
Allmans) delicate piano adds conviction to the
already stirring vocals.
An historical note: Duane Allman plays slide

guitar on "Please Be With Me". It turned out to
be his last studio performance.
Rumor has it that Cowboy has long since

disbanded, but Capricorn is giving those who
missed them the first time around one last
chance to catch onto the music of another fine
Macon band. There's something here you just
might regret missing.

—Bruce Larson

Iff

SLOW DANCER - BOZ SCAGGS
(Columbia KC 32740) time 36:56

If a soulful white man could push his way
onto Motown's soulmill, would you listen'' If
you would, then Slow Dancer will be a beautiful
delight, for Box Scaggs has made one of the
finest white soul records ever

It's really quite amazing how well Boz has
moved in different musical areas. From his
soft hard rock days with Steve Miller ("Baby's
Callin' Me Home", "Overdrive"), his bluesy
first solo album ("Loan Me A Dime") Boz
Scaggs, his quiet, sambaesque Moments to the
big banded horns on Boz Scaggs & Band, he's
been able to move right in and do justice to
himself and the music. Here he's assuming all
the forms, the tricks, the well known and well
used musical devices that The Temptations
Four Tops et al have in the past, and Scaggs
has made a platter that truly works. The first

two times I played the record I was so im
pressed and pleased with the songs that I

thought Boz had picked out a lot of his obscure
old soul favorites to redo here, but a check of
the label revealed one good old Allen Toussaint
tune, "Hercules" and nine new W.R. Scaggs or
Johnny Bristol (the producer) songs.

Reservation Time: This is still sitting a bit

uneasily with me, because Boz has made
another 'nice album' that creates little,

borrows a lot and winds up as an interesting
synthesis. If you plugged Al Green or The
Spinners into these arrangements, you
wouldn't know. By putting himself, even as
fully as he does, into all these other forms, Boz
will make a lot of fine albums, but won't show
us anything except: (1) how fine a music
mimic he is (got to have soul to mimic well
what Boz mimics) and (2) how good the music
he's working in really is.

Celebration Time: The man's got taste, and
some of the singing he does on here is top stuff.
On "Angel Lady (Came Just In Time)" he
gives us an earful of heart, and he and his
chorus combine on "Pain Of Love" in a totality
of sound that's a wonder, as it neither syrups
nor grates, but dances lightly 'under the
diamond sky with one hand wavin' free'.
Slow Dancer might just be, if you've always

been put off by soul, an excellent entry into this
sweet black world of feeling and taste. Boz's
own musical identity, however, remains that of
a sprightly enamel ion. A-

CHUNKY, NOVI ft ERNIE
(Reprise MS 2146) time 40:23
A delicate dance of John Cale's elegant rock

mixed with Zappa ed munchkin attitudes and
Dan Hicks Hot Licks violin choral sweetness.
Too sweet, to be sure, for some, but those in
tune might well swoon. B

— Mike Kostek II

IN CONCERT
EUBIE BLAKE
DICKINSON LOUNGE
ORCHARD HILL
3-04-74

The Orchard Hill Concert Series got off to a
great start last Monday night with a concert by
one of the all time great pianists of "ragtime
music", 91 year old Eubie Blake. Judging from
the introduction, Mr* Blake's career 5s an
immense one, with many, many contributions
spanning nearly a century.
Dickinson Lounge was

overflowing with people,
with some standing outside.
Considering the type of
music being played, the
audience was very en-
thusiastic. Both sets
spotlighted Mr. Blake's
immaculate playing
abilities. In all, the evening
was one well spent and Mr.
Blake's return to the
UMASS campus couldn't be
any sooner as far as this
reporter goes.

—David Santos
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by John Cahill —

"My Analyst Told
Me...."

"Some tolks say that

bop is dead,
But that cat done lost

his head;
Tell that square he been
misled,

Cause everybody's
bopping." — Jon
Hendricks

The recent revival ot bebop
songs like "Twisted" (Bette
Midler and Joni Mitchell) and
"Cloudburst" (the Pointer
Sisters and Barry Manilow),
plus the overall nostalgia binge
that has seized the country has
led this writer to believe that
the listening public will soon
discover the intluential and
musically intriguing bop
singing heritage.

The detinition ot bop or scat

singing is using one's voice as a
jazz instrument, mimicking,
say, a saxophone solo by titting

either lyrics or nonsense
syllables to the improvised
melody. The supposed
"discoverer" ot this school ot

singing was Louis Armstrong
who accidentally dropped his

music sheet at an early
recording session and had to

ad-lib sounds such as "Scah be
da loo be dah be bop."

The leader ot the bebop
revolution in jazz, Dizzy
Gillespie was also a pioneer
bop singer. His inexhaustible
musical ideas shine out on such
classic vocal numbers as
"Salted Peanuts", "Oop Pop
Ada", and the tamous duet
with Kenny Hagood on "Ool Ya
Koo".

The relatively new
"vocalese" style demanded a
strong malleable voice with a
good range, a wide knowledge
ot music, and very speedy lyric

articulation. Singers such as
Joe Carroll, Eddie Jetterson,

the exuberant Babs Gonzalez
and Slim ("Flat Foot
Floogie") Gaillard mastered
this style in the late 40's.

Annie Ross, an English
singer - actress, became a
prolitic bop singer. Her voice
was no less than incredible in

its range and strength, and
allowed her to sing passages
that no other vocalists could
touch. Imagine a voice singing
as high as Maynard
Ferguson's stratospheric
trumpet and you have an idea
ot Annie Ross's talent. In the
early 50's, she put a set ot mad
lyrics to the popular tune
"Twisted" by tenor
saxophonist Wardell Gray and
created an enduring hit.

In the late 1950's, Annie
Ross, Jon Hendricks and Dave
Lambert came together to
torm the landmark vocal trio
known as Lambert, Hendricks
and Ross. Atter an excellent,
but quite unavailable session
on the World Pacitic label, they
recorded their tamous
Columbia album, The Hottest
New Group in Jazz (now re
released).

The album includes the trio

version ot "Twisted", as well

as the machine gun fast
"Everybody's Boppin" and
"Cloudburst." Jon Hendricks,
by that time a well known jazz

man, sings the swinging solo on
"Cloudburst" at such an ac-

celerated tempo that you will

be amazed that a human voice
can sing lyrics so quickly.

The detunct Double Six ot

Paris expanded upon the
number of vocalists in a group,
and often sang difficult big

band arrangements, each
member singing the part for a
different instrument. The
Swingle Singers still perform
and have enlarged the scope of

bop singing by using its

methods to interp/et classical

works, notably those of J. S.

Bach.

Vocalist Clarence Beeks,
known as King Pleasure, wrote

and sang the memorable lyrics

to two classic alto sax im
provisations: James Moody's
"Moody's Mood For Love" and
Charlie Parker's tragic
"Parker's Mood". Most King
Pleasure albums are still

available on Prestige Records.

Betty Carter, a true jazz

singer, has a distinct style

somewhere between Billie

Holiday and bebop and beyond.
Ella Fitz and Sarah Vaughan
have been institutions in the
jazz and pop world for some
time and rightly so.

Today most of the old singers
are gone: Dave Lambert is

dead, Annie Ross has lost her
voice, King Pleasure and many
others have disappeared and
are only remembered through
the re-release of their albums.
The bop tradition and its in-

fluence live on, however, The
words to "Twisted" are now on
many people's lips, the Pointer
Sisters have made "Cloud-
burst" their own, and Bette
Midler (as well as others)
seems to be going deeper and
deeper into the past. In fact,

she interpolates Lester
Younq's salute to radio man
Symphony Sid Torin, "Jump-
ing With My Boy Sid in the
City", "Mr. President of The
D. J. Committee", in her
version of "In The Mood."

Though more of a "music
singer" than a jazz singer, the
increasingly popular Cleo
Laine from England is

astounding everyone with her
voice, said to be one of the best
in the world, even over Yma
Sumac. She and her husband,
saxophonist-bandleader
Johnny Dankworth, put
together a strange, but
beautiful album of

Shakespeare's sonnets put to

music a few years ago. Also try

to check out her Grammy
winning I Am a Song on RCA.

Leon Thomas, renowned for

his "jazz" yodel, and his strong
sense of Third World Tradition,

is still on the scene, trying and
succeeding in changing the
role of the vocalist. He has
worked with a wide variety of

musicians including Count
Basie, Rahsaan Roland Kirk,

and Santana as well as having
recorded prolifically with
Pharoah Sanders and on his

own.

Finally, some words must
necessarily be said about the
rapidly rising Pointer Sisters.

Their first album on Blue
Thumb was fine and promised
something unusual and
unusually good in the all too
typical pop music of today.
Their just released second
album more than fulfills that
promise. Their agile voices
sound improved, the back-up
musicians, including Herbie
Hancock, are impeccable, and
the material is well-chosen.
The Pointer's version of John
Birks Gillespie's "Salt
peanuts" knocked me out,

more so than anything they've
ever done. Their music is not
an approximation of old bebop
licks, it is latter day bop with
all the quality inherent in that

style.

Subtly, the bebop singer

legacy has become an Im-
portant root of today's vocal

music.

Esoteric Innovations in The
"Scat" Form

If one wishes to do a general
and comprehensive outline of

the form and the way it

developed, one has to in-

vestigate the new uses of voice
as expressed in the late sixties.

Robert Wyatt of Soft Machine
and Matching Mole (he has one
incredible solo album
available as a British import —
End of An Ear on CBS-Britain)
and has taken advantage of the
truly incredible "jazz" and
avant garde "classical"
knowledge he possesses, and
turned it into duo and trio ef-

fects with the aid of tape
machines and echoplex
devices.

Two other Englishmen,
Roger Chapman and Vivian
Stanshall, formerly of Family
and the Bonzo Dog (Doodah)
Band, have taken approaches
to voice improvising which are
truly astounding. Chapman's
vocal dexterity is amazing,
and once you get through the
goatlike quality of his voice
(tremolo and vibrato) you
have a beautiful sound in-

strument. Stanshall works in a
Dada ist format, reshaping
words and rounding his voice
in order to imitate anybody
conceivable. An example of his

tonality can be heard very
easily on the end of side one of

Mike Oldfield's Tubular Bells.

Not his best, but a good "ready
made". (Marcel Duchamp
inventions).

On the 'free' "jazz" scene we
have Julie Driscoll's

saxophone-voice duets with
Trevor Watts on the Spon
taneous Music Ensemble LP
Birds of a Feather, as the

result of interpretations of

innovator Albert Ayler's work.
Jeanne Lee has also been doing
some amazing things with
Anthony Braxton and Marion
Brown. Yoko Ono should count
too, possessing the ability to

stretch and shape notes over
considerable times; and
putting it in a new (to western
ears) framework.

Need I mention Lester Bowie
(of the Art Ensemble of

Chicago), and his outstanding
work on vocalizing trumpet
sounds with his own voice? Or
Captain Beefheart's stretching
and splitting his voice into

octaves on "When Big Joan
Sets Up" on the Trout Mask
Replica LP? Check them out.

Of course, I should add that
Tibetan monks, through the
use of certain air and
breathing techniques, have
succeeded in producing three
and more tones with their
voices. Sure beats gargling...

—gOMes SHANTI gOMes

Lost Celebrity Series: This Week, Stove Fold
In Concert:

Jackson Browne
Linda Ronstadt
Orpheum — Boston

March 1

Despite Chesty Morgan's (73 24 36) ap-

pearing a few blocks down Washington Street

from the Orpheum, it became apparent after

the opening notes of Linda Ronsfadt's first

number, "Colorado", that the real thrills were
indeed to be had right here. It was a double bill

that couldn't miss. When Linda announced
"You're No Good" would be her last song so

she could make way for Jackson, half the

audience cheered in anticipation while the

other half vociferously expressed their

disapproval of Linda's leaving. It was that kind

of evening.

Linda and Jackson have been touring

together for a few months now. Jackson prefers

(read "demands") an opening act that is

female in gender and acoustic in genre. Last

year's partner was Bonnie
Raitt, while this year Linda
is whetting audiences' at

the same time, almost
stealing the show away
from Jackson
Her Boston performance

consisted largely of songs
from Don't Cry Now,
doubtlessly her finest

album yet. Besides
"Colorado", a Flying
Burnto Brothers' ballad

where Linda's voice soars

like a maiestic bird, she did

J D Souther's "A Fast

On**' thr Eagles'

"Desperado", a definite crowd pleaser, and
"Love Has No Pride", where Linda effortlessly

glides over the chorus' shimmering high notes.

The high point of Linda's performance, and
probably the entire night, was when she
reached for her acoustic guitar and proceeded
to stultify the audience with a magnificent
version of "Long, Long Time." One could hear
a pin drop as the almost filled house gawked in

silent ecstasy.

Jackson Browne made his way to the stage
and broke into "Take It Easy", made into a hit

single by the Eagles, and resurrected on
Jackson's latest record, For Everyman. After
explaining Lowell George of Little Feat was
amongst our presence, he introduced "Lady of
the Well" as "a song about a wanderer in

Mexico." Next was the heart rendering "Song
for Adam", from his first Ip. He explained "For
Everyman" as "a song for people I used to

have as friends."

Stepping to the piano, he played "Jamaica
Say You will" ("written for a girl who used to

live across the street from the Pacific Ocean")
and "Ready Or Not" ("written for my old lady
thirteen months ago It happened at the
Troubador Bar in Hollywood")
During his performance, Jackson made his

way from acoustic guitar, to piano and finally
to electric guitar, where he finished off his set
with 1 ip snorting versions of "Rock Me On The
Water" and "Doctor My Eyes" As an encore,
he kept the plugs in their sockets for a rousing
"Pedneck Friend" and Sweet Little Sixteen",
t*ien after a screaming Boston audience got
iim back once again, he re introduced Linda
tind the two did a short, but satisfying tune,
"One More Sonq "

— Stove ^eid

In Concert:

Yes
Boston Garden
Feb. 26

It is truly rare to see an audience known for
their madness react to any group of musicians
with respect. Such was the case last Tuesday
night at Boston Garden. It is also rare to see the
masses alert enough to actually listen rather
than collecting in the empty aisles mumbling
deliriously, foaming at the mouth.
Sometimes around 9:30, after the spinning

disc, after the sound of waves had died out, Yes
waltzed across the garden's crowded stage,
apologizing, for the delay. After they climbed
over their props and around their numerous
inslruments, you braced yourself. To want to
hear Yes at the Garden is definitely displaying
your masochistic tendencies but you look
around and notice the packed Garden and you
realize you're not alone. You take a firm grasp
of the stranger next to you; it couldn't be all

that bad. Surprisingly enough, it was far more
than decent. You loosen up your hold on this

stranger, apologize to him and begin to listen.

They did all four sides of Tales From
Topographic Oceans, as well as "Close To
The Edge" with double the intensity of the all

perfectly synchoronized: the rule rather than
the exception with Yes.

It ended late, around midnight, with
"Roundabout", the only time the audience
seemed to awaken from their amazed stupor
since the toilet paper, frisbee throwing tour
nament earlier in the evening. With their
hearing devices still slightly numb, they
wandered out already missing or just catching
the last trains home

Incomparable and only excellent: Yes in
Boston.

—Lori Ann Yeslow

New In Town:
The Littlest Coffeeshop
Amherst

What happens when you place 35 people in a
tiny, trolley turned restaurant, put good
ragtime musicians up on a platform in front of
them, and have a waitress in a purple velvet
gown dashing around serving pastries''
CHAOS? Not Always.
The Liniest Coffeehouse, located in the

Equinox Cafe, in Amherst center, celebrated
its opening Friday night with bursting seams,
but mellow vibes. People sat on laps, squeezed
into booths with strangers, but contributed to
making the atmosphere comfortable by singing
with the performers, laughing a great deal, and
getting to know the people snuggled next to
them. #
The performers were James Johnston and

Michael McDonnell, two students from
Hampshire College, and Dan and Jude Itkin,
with their friend Bill, playing banjo and guitar
numbers.
The Littlest Coffeehouse was opened to

provide a place for the talented accoustic
musicians of Amherst to perform. It is open on
Friday nights, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. All money
collected from sale of coffee and pastries goes
to the musicians.

This Friday's (March 8) performers are
Ruth and Jon, lady guitarist singer and her
flute accompanist. Mark Shapiro, a folk
guitarist and composer follows. You should
stop in and enjoy the music and warm at
mosphere.

»
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The Case Worker
by George Konrad
Published by Harcourt, Brace,

Jovanovitch, Inc.

173 pages $6.95

reviewed by Kevin Mack
One of the more effective

methods which law en-

forcement agencies have for

obtaining information about an
individual is to sift through
that person's garbage. They
have discovered that what an
individual throws away tells a
lot. In The Case Worker, a
most auspicious first novel, a
young Hungarian writer,
George Konrad, examines
human refuse; the disfunc-

tional projects of modern
society.

The novel, which is short and
experimental in style, has for

its main character a nameless
first person singular; a social

worker in modern Budapest.
His cases number among the

perennial losers; the societal

cloaca. Suicidal and perverted,

his cases are the extreme
products of society; the outer

tributaries of society's

mainstream; the borderline

cases which more lucidly than
the norm, define the nature of

the whole.
Mr. Konrad's Case Worker

speaks of his society with a

depth and universality which
extends his vision to include all

of us — the "we", which is the
first person plural. His
namelessness and facelessness

is not conditioned by an in-

security of identity; it is the

ef fect of his fundamental
virtuousness. The Case Worker
is a good man in a sinister

society. His apparent lack of

identity is merely the pose
which society compels him to

assume.
George Konrad, himself a

social worker in Budapest, has
published numerous papers on
sociology and literature before

publishing The Case Worker in

1969. Since then it has been
translated into several
languages. It has only recently
been released in English.

What little plot there is in the
novel concerns the Case
worker and his involvement
with an idiot child. The Case
Worker's specific job is being a
"Baby snatcher". "To protect
children and safeguard the

interests of the state", is how
he describes his position. His
clients are the displaced and
homeless children and their

parents. He is a social scientist

and these clients are his em-
pirical data. Mr. Konrad
writes of his main character,
"His cases, which arise when
the traffic of human
relationships gets jammed for

shorter or longer periods,
predictably repeat themselves
with a certain statistical

regularity."

hAr. Konrad's novel begins
with pungent descriptions of

the Case Worker's clients and
his work, which he compares to

that of a "surgeon who sews up
his incision without removing
the tumor." The anguished
desperate cries of his clients

are routine occurrences. And
he has learned to listen with
the ear of a scientist, not
caring that his clients
frequently mistake this at-

titude for more genuine con-
cern.

The Case Worker's own
personal history is only
sparsely related: he is the
product of a middle class
upbringing; he was in the
army; and he studied law at

college. There is an encounter
with a Buddhist reporter, who
tells him that, "Our whole
existence is sullied with
violence. A man who par-
ticipates in such mass
slaughter, made possible by
modern technology, will turn
against his brothers tomorrow
and crush them with his
machines, methodically and
quickly, recognizing no other
sin than wasted motion." The
Case Worker sees the truth of

the Buddhist's words, but
cannot bring himself to follow

his "weightless, vegetarian
morality". "In a few naive

propositions, (the Buddhist),

swept away the very names of

existing nations, institutions,

churches, and armies ... If I

had subscribed to his breviary

of universal meekness and
succeeded in forgetting what I

knew of suicides, mental in-

stitutions, prisons, and other

dismal facts of life, what would
I have been offered in ex
change?"
Somehow, in the course of his

daily grind, the Case Worker
becomes inextricably involved

with an idiot child. Ferike
Bandula's parents, his father,

a schizophrenic ex-political

scientist, and his mother, a

fanatically religious former
beauty, have just poisoned

themselves. Ferike is their five

year old child. He is com
pletely incapable of learning or

of communication, only of

grunting and biting. Rather
than attempt to toilet train the
child, The Bandulas left him
naked in his crib, throwing him
food when they had any, and
letting him deficate at will. The
child's very existence tempts
the definition of the word
"human".
"We can learn from idiots",

the Case Worker tells us. From
this idiot child he learns that no
human life has any more value
than any other human life. He
sees that his cases are victims;
but they are not blameless.
They are no better or worse
than any other human beings.
For a brief moment the Case

Worker engages in

eschata logical speculation. He
ponders spending the rest of

his days with this idiot child;
trying to reach it; sitting in old
Bandula's rocking chair,
swaying back and forth and
alternatively gazing into the
idiot's eyes and observing the

grimy city street outside his

window; the Case Worker
realizes that their is no
significant difference between
their respective views.

But the Case Worker does not

abandon his job and go to live

with the cild. This is not a cop

out; it is merely an acceptance
of human weakness. —
Weakness which arises from
the fear of the cohesive
violence which is the essence of

society: he is justly terrified of

the padded cells and locked

doors which await those who
rebel completely. This fear is

firmly grounded in the em-
pirical data which he has ac-

cumulated in his profession.

And he knows he is too weak —
too human to conquer this

necessary veil of paranoia.

The Case Worker ends,
appropriately, with a sort of

list. The list is one of the

commonest forms of

bureaucratic communication
and the Case Worker is, after

all, a bureaucrat. This list,

which goes on for three pages
is an invitation from the Case
Worker to his clients, "The
children — our examiners . . .

the babies abandoned in

doctor's offices and on
stranger's laps, on park
benches and in garbage cans . .

Let the tyrants of selfishness

come . . . the eternal underdogs
. . . the Bungling mechanics . . .

Let all those come who want
to; one of us will talk, the other
will listen: at least we shall be
together."

I suppose that the ability to

justify one's existence is the
most efficacious test of the
security of one's identity.

The nameless, faceless Case
Worker more than adequately
justifies himself with the
sincerity and lack of con-
descension of his final in-

vitation, which is really to all

of us. And we should be content
to find ourselves on the Case
Worker's definitive list.

KGB: Right Wing Nightmare
by John Barron
$10.95, 462 pp. Reader's Digest Press

Reviewed by Ed Smith
The KGB, ( Komitet Gosudarstvennoy Bezopasnati) is the chief

arm of the Soviet Secret Service. It has been in force since shortly
after the Bolshevik revolution. The organization's purpose is

twofold. On the one hand it is responsible for the internal security
of the Soviet Union. In addition, it serves as the principle foreign
intelligence agency of the country.
John Barron's book, KGB, is an interesting attempt at a brief

history of the activities of this organization. As a senior editor of
"Reader's Digest", Barron's writing reflects to some extent the
extreme rightist views of that, magazine. However, it is not
nearly as virulent an attack oh'communism as is characteristic
of "Reader's Digest". Barron makes allowances for some
element of humanity in his treatment of the Russians. In the
introduction, Robert Conquest says, "This book . . . implies the
need for continual vigilance." Barron is able to imply this

without actually denouncing the Russians in rightist cliches.

A great deal of the book is taken up by case histories. In general
the histories examine operations which were stopped before any
significant damage was done. The characters on both sides are
stereotypes because it is the events which are emphasized, not

the per-

sonalities. Consequently, the
Russians are usually shown as
compassionless, subhuman
plotters and the Americans as
benevolent, ready to forgive,

protectors of democracy. I

wonder if the Rosenbergs saw
it that way.
These little scenes though,

are the most interesting, part

of the book. They have been
constructed from the accounts

of former agents and defec-

tors. It is not difficult to

imagine that such

people would tend to put their former comrades in a rather poor
light in an effort to get in good with their new friends. Never-
theless, much of the book reads like a spy-thriller and for that
reason alone it could be considered worth reading. In one
example, the author draws out a scenario linking the KGB with

/fir&iifrrt •Jftjwdy'*'- assasjn^.io^^^ndi^tfi^y de^a?ev <*e
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Barron claims his information is derived from former agents,
the FBI and the CIA. As well, he has obtained, from where is not
clear, a training manual for KGB agents. It outlines techniques to

be used in recruiting Americans as agents. Barron reproduces a
large portion of the pamphlet in one of the appendices of the book.
It is amusing to read because it contains many of the same
euphemisms Americans have come to regard as political

rhetoric.

In addition to the KGB, Barron describes some of the activities
of the GRU (Glavnoye Razriedyvatelnoye Upravliiye), a secret
service of the military. Until it became a virtual subsidiary of the
KGB, the GRU conducted a large amount of foreign espionage.
According to Barron, the KGB has now monopolized all secret
police operations on both a national and international level ;•

The KGB is a fearful manifestation of the modern age. The
ability to hold a rein on an entire country is what makes the
organization so- fearful. Their international operations are not
really that different from the operations of half a dozen similar
agencies in western countries. However, evidence of an
organized system to hold an entire country effectively paralyzed
is something which does call for "continual vigilance". This
vigilance though, should not be directed so much against sinister,

Ifyou like to read,

and write

• • •

why don't you try

and combine

the two —

— Frederic C. Weiss
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if somewhat mythologized,
foreign agents: Rather, it

should warn us how easily such
a system can develop. In this

country we have already had
alarming evidence of such
developments, infiltration of

groups opposing the govern-
ment, uncovered conspiracies
against individual citizens and
the like are chilling parallels to

KGB activities in the Soviet
Union.

In this country a willingness to allow such things to go on can be
witnessed. "Law and Order" and "National Security" have been
used all too often as excuses for abridgements of civil rights. I

agree with Barron that there is a lesson to be learned from the
KGB, but our opinions differ on what that lesson should be.
N. B. This book was made available by the Paperback Booksmith,
Mountain Farms MalJ, Hadley.
.r.».\ vi
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Endgame: Interestingly Boring
by Tom Glynn
"The farther he goes, the

more good it does me. He is the

most courageous, remorseless
writer going and the more he
grinds my nose in the shit the

more I am grateful to him." —
Harold Pinter commenting on
Samuel Beckett.

It is hard to explain a play by
Samuel Beckett because his

plays are more sensual than
intellectual. As a playwright,

he has no philosophical
questions or answers, no
statement to make. He
presents a true situation and
forces the audience member to

experience it. It doesn't matter
if the "true situation" is not a
situation that we commonly
run up against, what matters is

that we believe it to be true for

the characters in that
situation. As Peter Brook says
in The Empty Space; "In
everyday life, 'if is a fiction, in

the theatre, 'if is an ex-

periment, 'if is the truth.

When we are persuaded to

believe in this truth, then the

theatre and life are one."
The central character in

Endgame is Hamm, who is

paralyzed from the waist down
and blind. He has a servant,

Gov, whose "specialty" is that

he can not sit. Also under
Hamm's power are his
parents, Nagg and Nell both of

whom are legless and reside in

a laundry cart and a cardboard
carton respectively. The play
opens, or rather, the situation

begins, prior to the audience'
arrival with Clov going
through the ritual of looking

out the windows, in this case
the windows above the balcony
on the left and right side of the
auditorium. This arduous task
completed (with the help of a
thirty foot ladder) and the
audience seated, he proceeds
to remove the sheets that have
been covering Nagg, Nell and
Hamm. He wakes Hamm up,

who sleeps with a handkerchief
over his head.
Hamm begins to continue

telling himself a story "the one
you have been telling yourself
all your days". He bullies
Clov; making him push the
deskchair in which he is

confined all around, open and
shut his parent's containers,
carry and fetch, and look
through the windows. Clov is

trying to leave. Nagg nags
Hamm for a biscuit and loves
Nell, for whom he tells a joke.

Nell dies. Clov kills a rat in his

kitchen (off stage) and a flea

on his person. Looking through
the window for "the last time"
Clov sees what looks like a
small boy. He then retires to

change into his traveling
clothes and reappears as
Hamm discards ail of his

possessions: his whistle, with
which he summoned Clov, his

gaff, with which he propelled
his chair, and his toy dog. Clov
does not leave. Hamm replaces
handkerchief on face.
Endgame.
The Manhattan Project

Company's production of this

play, under the direction of

Andre Gregory was unique.
Incorporating vaudeville
music, sight gags and double
entendres they managed to

exploit every possibility for

humor that existed in the
situation. This I assume, was
their experiment. For
example, when Hamm asks
Clov how he is feeling, Clov
replies "I don't complain" to

which Hamm retorts "I feel a
little queer" and makes a grab
for Clov's vitals. I feel

reasonably sure that Beckett
didn't mean that as a
homosexual reference, but it

was funny. And
criticism of this production
centered on the fact that the
company was not faithful to the
script would, I think be un-

justified because the script
only gives you the dialogue and
some stage direction. What is

done with the dialogue and
stage direction is up to the
performers.

And since this play has no
"meaning" or "message"
there is a broad freedom in-

volved in its production. The
only thing that really matters
in a play I ike this is its effect on
an audience.

While this particular ex-

periment was not a complete
failure, it was not really as

successful as it might have
been. For example, I thought a
f're was beginning on stage

until I realized that the smoke
coming out of the laundry cart

was merely Nagg having a

cigarette. Hamm continually

used his face as though he were
not blind and even went so far

as to zero in on his hat which
had fallen to the floor. The
singing of "Please Release
Me" seemed more editorial

than organic. Finally, and
most importantly, the
audience was bored to the point
of alienation. It is important
that the audience should ex-
perience the tediousness and
boredom of the situation in

Endgame; one should feel a
sense of dread at the prospect
of Clov climbing that thirty

foot ladder again to look out the
window and a sense of relief

when he decides not to and
says he did. One should be in

some agreement with Hamm
when, toward the end he says,

"Ah let's get it over." The
danger lies in the audience
becoming so bored that they
lose interest and have lost all

concentration on the play. In

other words, the performance
must be interestingly boring.

Two and a half hours without
intermission is a long time to

hold an audience's attention
but maybe two hours is too
short a time to convey a sense
of tediousness relative to this

situation. Boredom and
tediousness belong to life but
an alienated audience can only
exist in either a theatre or a
church.

Otherwise, Endgame was
very interesting and worth
seeing. The acting was ex-

cellent, especially on the part
of Clov (the program notes did
not list actors by character).
His voice and body movements
were well coordinated and his

concentration was maintained
flawlessly throughout.
Whether a person left the

theatre elated or depressed did
not matter and in that sense
this was a very successful
production.

Papillon
by Stuart Sojcher

In this period of low budget
films it is surprising to see
thirteen and a half million

dollars spent on a movie.
However, in putting together

two big name actors, Steve
McQueen and Dustin Hoffman,
an experienced director of the

big budget spectacular,
Franklin J. Schaffner, and a

good story, a movie studio

figures that the initial in-

vestment will pay off hand-
somely. In the case of Papillon

it has.

Briefly, Papillon is the true

story of Henri Charriere who
was sentenced to the French
penal colony of Guiana for a

murder he claimed not to have
committed. From the moment
he sets foot on the ship which
will take him to Guiana his

mind is obsessed with one
thing-escape. But escape is not

that easy and the consequences
for being caught are harsh:

first, one year's solitary

continement on half rations

and a 6 month period in total

darkness; then, following five

years in solitary, a sentence to

Devil's Island. Throughout
these years of torture, hunger
and frustration Charriere's
will never wavers and finally

his efforts prove fruitful as he

escapes permanently, the only

man to. do so from Devil's

Island:

Steve McQueen plays
Charriere and can one think of

anyone else who better fits the

part? McQueen .has always
been a 'non-actor' relying pn

* his cool" Wanner and facial

expressions to carry off his

usual role of the cool, rugged

individual. In Papillon

McQueen has somewhat of the

same role, however, the

character demands a lot more
than looking good and he

delivers a superb per-

formance. It's surprising to

note that McQueen wasn't

nominated for ©n Academy
Award and the same goes for

his co-star Hoffman, who plays

an intellectual counterfeitor.

Though the film is blessed

with fine acting and a lush

musical score, nominated for

an Academy Award it is the

photography which is most
outstanding. Some of^the best

scenes in the film are the shots

of McQueen, Hoffman and
another prisoner traveling

towards freedom in a small

boat in the middle of the ocean.

The ocean is a clear dark blue

contrasted by a light blue sky:

the screen vibrates with color.

Later there is some other fine

camera work of McQueen's
brief stay among a tribe of

natives, especially the scenes

of him swimming with a native

girl and a gorgeous shot of him
looking out over the ocean

wondering if he will ever

return to France. The
photography lends a dream-
like effect to the film at times

and one almost wishes that one

were along on the journey, but

only some of the time.

The film is about two and a

half hours long and it is a bit

slow at times. Many have

commented that after viewing

the film they felt that they had

also been subjected to

McQueen's excruciating trials.

And he does literally go

through hell, physical and

psychological. Imagine eating

insects for food, living in total

darkness and not speaking to

anyone for five years. The film

is also quite graphic in showing

blood. In the beginning of the

movie McQueen slits someones
throat; a prisoner cuts open his

knee in hopes of being kept out

of hard labor; and a young boy

is shot through the head while

trying to escape as the camera
shows the blood oozing out of

his head. The film simply

drains you.
Yet Papillon is more than

just a depiction of forms of

terror. It is more than the

incredible story of one man's

fight for freedom. It is a story

of man's insurmountable will.

In a time where heroes are

few, Henri Charriere is a

person with whom one can

identify, a man whose will and

belief in freedom are stronger

than any pain, any hunger, any

torture. All of us have those

qualities but most of the time

they don't surface.

The French word "Papillon"

means "butterfly" in English.

On Henri Charriere's chest

was tatooed a butterfly. That

seems rather apropos as a

butterfly represents freedom.

Charriere obtained that

freedom by his unrelenting will

and beliefs. In a way all of us

are that butterfly. But the only

way we are able to fly is to

believe that we really can.
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A WEEK OF FILM
UMass may establish law school

Compiled by Eileen McKnight

ALEX IN WONDERLAND (1970) + +
A 34 yr. old director, Donald Sutherland,

after having made an immensely successful
first film, sinks into controlled despair as he
tries to find a new project. His family drives
him crazy and offers no sympathy till he finally

has himself believing Fellini is his spiritual kin.

There are Fellini images which appear in the
film, (clowns, dwarfs) which are meant to as
comic hommage to the film maker but don't

come off as such. The scenes of Sutherland and
Ellen Burstyn as his wife along with their two
kids are funny but not much else. Playing at

Main Lee. Hall Franklin Patterson, Hampshire
Thur., March 14.

AMERICAN GRAFFITI + + +
This film is more than just another nostalgic

look into the fifties. It grapples with the very
real difficulties of growing up and finding a

niche for oneself in the adult world. The film

recounts the exploits of four friends on the

night before they are to go their separate ways ;

some to college, others to continue to haunt the

local street corners. There's a lot of fun and
good music, but also some interesting studies

of American youth. Playing at the Mountain
Farms Mall.

BEDLAM (1942) ++
A horror with the master Boris himself. This

is one of his lesser known movies but is in-

teresting. Karloff plays a sadistic asylum
director who is bricked up alive by the inmates.

Playing Tues., March 12, 7:30 p.m. in Lee
Room 3 Merrill, Amherst.

COMEDY FILM FESTIVAL
Starring Charlie Chaplin, W.C. Fields,

Laural and Hardy Buster Keaton. this will be a

ten hour, all night barrel of laughs. Saturday
night, March 9 at Hampden S.U. 8 p.m. to 6

a.m.

CRIES AND WHISPERS (1973) + + + +
Ingmar Bergman displays his cinematic

genius in this film. His use of color, sound and
silence is fantastic. As usual, the film deals
with the human relationship or lack thereof.
The plot revolves around three sisters, their
husbands, their servants, and their fantasies. If

you have a hard time separating 'real' life from
fantasy, remember that color is the key. A
tr lely fascinating film. Playing at the
Academy of Music, Mountain Farms Mall and
on Sun. it will be in the SUB. at 7 and 9.

GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT (1948) + +
A product of post war formula directed by

Elia Kazan. Gregory Peck stars as a journalist
who poses as a Jew to investigate anti-

Semitism in the U.S. after the war. His im
personation causes problems in his family life

with his wife, Dorothy McGuire. It's not one of
the most thrilling movies on this subject but
was significant as an anti racist film at the
time. John Garfield gives an excellent per
formance in a supporting role. Playing Tues.,
March 12 at 8 p.m. Lee. Room 1 Merrill,
Amherst.

THE GREAT ESCAPE (1963) + + ++
If you've already missed this once here's

your chance to see one of the greatest ad
venture films ever made. John Sturges
directed this film about a group of prisoners in
a German camp who plan a great escape. Steve
McQueen plays the 'Cooler King' and James
Gardner his counterpart who scrounges sup-
plies. They do pull off the escape but gradually
get caught only after causing the German's
much embarrassment. Playing Sat., Match 9
Main Lee. Hall Franklin Patterson Hall,
Hampshire at 7:30.

I ACCUSE (1958) +
This screenplay by Gore Vidal and Directed

by Jose Ferrer, who also stars, dramatizes
details of the Dreyfus Affair that took place in

France 60 years ago Dreyfus is portrayed as
an unfortunate victim of bureaucratic bungling
instead of the common image of the Jewish
scapegoat Wednesday, March 13 in the SUB
at 7 and 9.

KING OF HEARTS (1967) + + + +
Philippe De Broca's satirical look at wcr and

society that can't help but win over each
viewer. A town in France is taken over by in
mates of an insane asylum when it is vacated,
due to the fact that it is going to be blown up
Alan Bates comes from a Scottish Regiment to
help find the bomb and recomes the "King of
Hearts" and succeeds in saving the com
munity. The German's return and battle with
the Scottish after which the inmates decide that
life in the asylum is more sane than the outside
world. Mr. Bates joins them in what has
become the classic manner. A penetrating
comedy encased in a beautiful movie. Playing
Friday, March 8 in MaharAud 7, 9 and 11.

KUHLE WAMPE (1932) + +
Directed by Bertolt Brecht about the life of

unemployed workers in Germany who organize
a community. It deals with the political fights
that preceeded Hitler's rule and was banned by
the Nazi's in '33. It profoundly depicts the
working class and their hopelessness. Main
Lee. Hall Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire
at 7:30 Monday, March 11.

LADY SINGS THE BLUES (1972) ++++
Dianna Ross portrays a great lady, Billie

Holiday, whose life swung from success to
tragedy. A great movie with a great sound
track, playing on campus Friday in the SUB.
at 6:30, 9 and 11:30 and then again on Saturday
in Mahar Aud. at the same times.

THE LEARNING TREE (1969) + +
Written, and directed by Gordon Parks about

life in a Kansas town 40 years ago. It is the
story of a boy's youth and his experiences
growing up dealing with sex, love, death, and
the injustice brought against him cause of his

color. The emotion of the film becomes drained
after awhile but is good visually. Gamble Aud.
Mt. Holyoke, Sat., March 9, 7:30.

LIMELIGHT (1952) + + +
Chaplin's last American Film is more

touching and tender than any of his others.
Chaplin succeeds in combining inner pathos
with comedy. In this particular film we are

treated to a duet performance of Chaplin emu
Buster Keaton The theme song Eternally" Is

known as one of the best songs made in the 50's

Chaplin plays an alcoholic who helps a dancer
overcome her depression He prevents her
from committing suicide and aids in her at

tainment of stardom Playing in Thompson 104

Monday, March 11 at 8, 1030.

LOVE ME TONIGHT (1932) + +
Another Hollywood musical of the 30's but

with the Parisian Don Juan, Maurice
Chevalier This is one of the last to come out of

that decade before film became more
sophisticated Chevalier and Jeanette Mac
Donald dance, sing, and romance to the
direction of Robert Mamoulin who carries the
wit of Lubitsch The score is by Rogers and
Hart. (Everyone remembers 'Mimi' and Isn't

It Romantic'). If not come see what you've
been missing on Tues., March 12 CC101 at 8 and
10. The film will be doubling with Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington.

MODERN TIMES (1936)

Chaplin's voice was first heard in this series

of hilarious gags which comprise a sociological

comedy about how to be happy though poor in

the machine age. One of his most consistently

funny films. As usual, produced, directed and
starring him, with Paulette Goddard as the

waif. Amherst Cinema

NEW YORK FESTIVAL OF WOMEN'S FILMS
+ + +
Wednesday, March 13 in the CCA at 7 and

9:30.

PAPER CHASE + + +
A drama exploring the rigors of a Harvard

Law school student. Some excellent per

formances, especially John Houseman as a

professor of contractual law. An interesting

film, but the melodramatic finish leaves one
wondering if the script writer didn't just run
out of gas. Mountain Farms Mall.

PAPILLON + + +
Steve McQueen and Dustin Hoffman star in

this epic adventure film, based on the memoirs
of the late Henri Charriere, who at the age of 25

was sentenced to a life of hard labor in the

French penal colony of Guiana. Unlike most
protagonists in this age of the anti hero,

McQueen displays the virtues which enable

him to overcome what appear to be in

surmountable hardships and achieve freedom.
Sometimes the flashbacks to Charriere's

younger days in Paris appear obtuse; still the

superb acting of McQueen and the sheer

fascination with his struggle for freedom, save
the film from mediocrity. Playing at the Calvin

and Campus Cinema.

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM (1972) +++
Woody Allen wrote, directed and starred in

this film which is a typical Allen film. If you
like him, go, because the film is hysterical, if

not, don't. Allen plays the klutz, as usual, who
goes to pieces everytime he's near a girl; thus

he gets the most debonnaire person for advice,

Humphrey Bogart. Except Bogart is only in

Woody's imagination, which brings some very
amusing results. Playing in the CCA Friday,

March 8 at 7, 9 and 11.

SLEEPER + + ++
Allen is the writer, director and star of this

new film which finds him awakening in 2173

after being frozen for 200 years after an
operation for an ulcer went amiss. This

futuristic satire is full of the usual Allen one
liners and sight gags, but with some
Chaplinesque slapstick added. Showcase
Cinemas, West Springfield and Campus
Cinemas.

THE STING + + + +
Newman and Redford excell as a pair of con

men operating in Chicago about the time of the
depression. But the film is more than just these

AND MUSIC TOO

two charming herov The elaborately planned
con of an underworld kingpin keeps the
audience guessing from the start to finish, with
the finale leaving one thoroughly astounded
its an authentic look into the Thirties with a
number of Joplin rags thrown in For sheer
entertainment it can't be beat Mt Farms and
Showcase

SUMMER OF '42 (1972) + +
The film that started everyone on the

nostalgia kick. It's the story of three boys
working their way through growing pains. The
jokes are a bit common by now but the in

nocence of the boys lifts the film from
mediocracy Worth seeing if you haven't
already Playing Fri., Sat., and Sun. at Merrill,
Amherst, Lee Room 1 7 30 and 9:30

TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN (1969) + + +
Woody Allen's debut as director although he

wrote the screenplay also. A very funny movie
about a schlemeil, Virgil Starkwell who cannot

do anything right When he tries to rob a
gumball machine his hand gets stuck in the

slot, this is Virgil's fate in any attempt
throughout life. The film is a comedy of short

takes and the pacing carries the view over the

bad gags right into the new ones. Tues., March
12 SUB. at 7, 9 and 11.

TOP HAT (1935) + + +
Ginger Roger's and Fred Astaire are at their

peak in this amusing comedy musical with a
score by Irving Berlin. There isn't much plot

but it's an entertaining film in the good ol' 30's

tradition. Everyone will remember the tunes
such as 'Cheek to Cheek' and both stars prove
themselves as top dancers. Gamble Aud. Mt.
Holyoke on Tues., March 12.

WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOLFE?
(1966) ++ + +
Nichols debut as director was a sure shot to

success after filming this quick paced tight
film about George and Martha. George,
(Richard Burton) is a professor at a New
England college and his wife's father is the
president. Liz Taylor gives a remarkable
performance as the vulgar wife hiding her
femine insecurity who believes she has a son.

When she goes to bed with a younger colleague
of George's. George pulls the breathe out of her
dream. They are a couple who have destroyed
each other and themselves during their 20

years of marriage. But we can see something
touching and sad between them. George Segal
plays the younger man and Sandy Dennis, his

wife. Excellent, excellent movie. Playing at the
Globe in Northampton.

ZACHARIAH (1972) ++
Described as the 'first electric western' and

that it is. John Rubinstein plays a young man
who becomes a sharpshooter, kills an infamous
black bandit (Elvin Jones) yet decides he
doesn't want to become the number one man
and travels to the city where he meets up with
buxomy Belle Starr. Decides this isn't the life

for him either and retires to a hermit's abode
where he learns to enjoy nature and the
uselessness of violence. His friend (Don
Johnson) comes looking for him yet he reforms
also and they ride off into the sunset. The script
was written by Firesign Theatre but Zachariah
does not use their verbal wit to capacity. The
funniest misadventures occur when the boys
meet up with an outlaw band, the Crakers,
played by Country Joe and the Fish, who 'sure
play better than they rob.' On the whole a fun
movie. Playing in Mahar on Wednesday at 7

and 9.

Explanation of Ratings

+ +++ .. A superior film

+ + + Worth some attention

f + If you have nothing else to do
+ Stay home and catch up on your
sleep.

Ar qeio
•s LOCAL MUSIC

Big Screamin' MacGrew— March 810,
Rusty Nail

Seagull — March 11, Rjsty Nail

Luther Allison Blues Band — March 14,

Rusty Nail

Mitch Chakour Mission Band — March
12-13, Rusty Nail; March 14,

Bluewall

Sweet Pie — March 9, The Hatch
Daddy Longlegs — March 8-9, Bluewall

Milky Way — March 8 9, Steakout

Restaurant
The Deadly Nightshade — March 9,

The Pub
John Morgan — March 12, The Pub
Stonycreek — March 8 9, The Rusty

Scupper.
Boutskaris & Weed - March 13, The

Williams & Vallam — March 14, The
Rusty Scupper

Disc Jockey — March 13, The Pub
Doc Sullivan — March 8 (3-6), March

14, The Pub
D. J. — March 8 (9 ), The Pub
Momma's Little Jewel — March 10,

The Pub
Rati Sinclair — March 14, T.O.C.
Peter, Sean & Mike — March 9, T.O.C.
Dave Van Ronk — March 14, The Hatch
James Montgomery Band — March 14,

CC Aud.
AMHERST

Amherst College Mt Holyoke -

Soundsational 74 — March 8,

Chapin Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke.
CONCERTS

SPRINGFIELD
Joe Walsh & Barnstorm Marshall

Tucker Band March ,», Municipat
Auditor

Leon Redbone - Matthew & Peter
March 8-10, Passim Coffeeshop

Good Friend Coyote — March 8 10,

Brandy's I

Jimmy Witherspoon - Buddy Guy &
Junior Wells — March 8& 9, Per
formance Center

Billy Colwell Blues Band — March 8-10,

Speakeasy
Freddie Hubbard Barry Manilow —

Mar. 8-10, Paul's Mall
Mitch Chakour — March 8 8. 9, Burke's

Place
Keith Jarrett Quartet — March 8 10,

Jazz Workshop
Aerosmith Blue Oyster Cult — March

9, Orpheum
Humple Pie Spooky Tooth - Montrose
— March 11, Music Hall

Donny Hathaway — March 11-17,

Pa«r*.M$U
Chas^^7^anc^n7Ja^^jJ|bjj^

Roger McGuinn • The Ozark Mountai
Daredevils — March 11-16, Per-
formance Center

David Buskin — March 13-17, Passim
Coffeeshop

Pointer Sisters - Hugh Masekela —
March 15, Music Hall

Joe Walsh & Batnstorm • Marshall
Tucker Band— March 16, Orpheum

Deep Purple — March 19, Boston
Garden

Preservation Hall Jazz Band — March
22, Symphony Hall

Slick Kantner & Jefferson Starship —
March 27, Music Hall

Pete Seeger - Arlo Guthrie — March 30,

Music Hall

Graham Nash - Livingston Taylor —
March 31, Music Hall

Kinks — April 10, Music Hall

By MARY MU1RHEAD
MOC Staff

The expansion of UMass during the last

ten years has been impressive (doubling its

doctoral and masters programs and adding
over 35 new undergraduate majors), but one
area left undeveloped is the creation of a law

school.

According to the Quinn Committee (1972)

which researched this problem,
"Massachusetts is the only state with a

major industrial population that has not

created a public law school." Among the 50

largest universities in the country,

Massachusetts is the only public institution

without a law school.

Although the state does have 5 accredited

private law schools (all in the Boston area),

less than half of their students are

Massachusetts' residents.

In 1971 UMass president Robert Wood
appointed a committee to research the

establishment of a public law school in

Massachusetts. With Attorney General
Robert Quinn as its chairman, the com-
mittee concerned itself with the lack of

openings in law schools compared with

student demand, the difficulties in providing

legal education for the poor and minorities

(women included), the need for new ap-

proaches to the study of law and the services

such a public program could offer the

community.
Inflation has prevented existing schools

from expanding their facilities to handle the

growing numbers of applicants. High tuition

rates prevent low" and middle income

students from receiving adequate financial

aid. The committee estimated that 300-500

students who are accepted into

Massachusetts' law schools never go
because of insufficient financial aid. These

are two problems a public law school would

help to alleviate.

The report, finished in May 1972, proposed

the establishment of a "Law Center" at

UMass which would not only train lawyers

but would offer legal education to un-

dergraduates and help to give those outside

the profession a better understanding of our

legal systems.

The undergraduate program would en-

compass both law as liberal arts and law in

a more career-oriented sense. The present

undergraduate Legal Studies department,

co-ordinated by Claude L. Shepard, is part

of that dream. It is designed to explore the

nature of law, not to feed its students into

law school.

The responsibility of a public law center to

the community would be essential, con-
sidering that it would be directly funded
through the public. The program could help
the community in any number of ways:

—1 Students and faculty assisting local

governments with special projects.

—2 Continuing education for practicing
lawyers and law enforcement officials to

increase their knowledge of changes in the
law.

—3 Education of the public through the
distribution of helpful information.

A law center in Amherst would not only
benefit UMass but also Western
Massachusetts which is not serviced by any
accredited law school.

In an interview with the Collegian, Dr.
Robert Woodbury (Associate Provost),
Dean Alfange of social and behavioral
sciences, and Professor Peter d'Errico
(Legal Studies) outlined some of the op-
position toward the law center.
The Massachusetts Bar Association is

against it because not only does

Massachusetts have a high ratio of lawyers
per capita, but the no-fault auto insurance
has diminished a number of legal positions.

What they fail to consider is that Eastern
Massachusetts has by far a greater number
of lawyers than the western part of the state.

The 1970 State Ratio of Lawyers per Capita
was 1:451. Suffolk County, however, had a

ratio of 1 :37 compared with the 1 : 1514 ratio

of Franklin and Hampshire counties.

The established private law schools also

oppose the plan and claim they would admit
more Massachusetts residents to their

schools if they received proper funding.

Massachusetts State Law Article XVIII,
however, prohibits "the use of public money
or property or loan of public credit... to any
college which is not publicly owned and
under the exclusive control...of public of-

ficers..."

Probably the most significant opposer is

the Governor, who has the power to

recommend or to deny recommendation of

the proposal to the state legislature. The
governor feels that such a project would be
too expensive for Massachusetts' stringent

budget to handle.

Until the governor decides on the issue

( it's been almost 2 years) the idea of a law
center for UMass will go nowhere.
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UMass' Tikos tells of

Russian writer's trial

Asst. Prof. Laszlo Tikos

By BONNIE ASSELIN
MDC Staff

The plight of the Russian writer

demanding literary freedom
before the powerful threat of Soviet

authority is a story never losing its

timeliness. The war between the

Soviet leaders and the Russian

intellectuals has been a struggle

ever since the beginning of the

totalitarian government. Today,

Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn's exile

has gained the world's attention

and sympathy; yesterday, it was
the trial of Andrei D. Sjnyavsky,

Russian literary critic and
creative writer.

The send-off for Solzhentisyn

was the publication of his dissident

book. The Gulag Archipelago.

Bromery to go before House
ByJl'DYFRIEDLAND

MDC Staff

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery will go before

the Massachusetts House Ways and Means
Committee today to ask for an increase in

Governor Sargent's recommended $66,500,000

budget for the UMass-Amherst campus for fiscal

year '75. This figure is $2,073,720 less than the

University's proposal of $68,573,720.

Budget Director Warren Gulko said that the

University's proposal represented an 8.7 per cent

increase over fiscal year 74. Higher prices ac-

count for two-thirds of the raise.

"This is a very conservative estimate," said

Gulko, "considering the higher prices we now pay
for postage and paper, among other items."

The figure excludes the cost of utilities, for

which the University has requested a separate

state subsidy.

According to Gulko. the Governor's budget does

not provide for extension or expansion.

Gulko explained that the state funds 60 per cent

of the budget, and the Federal government and

student fees each contribute 20 per cent of the

money Students pay fees for use of the "auxiliary

enterprises ", such as residence halls, food ser-,

vices, and the Campus Center.

Gulko said that the University tries to avoid

•significant" fee increases

There have to be some increases, though." he

said, "in order to pay for increased services and

utilities."

"We fought hard." said Rick Savini. chair-

person of the Student Senate Rents and Fees

Committee, which reviews the student fees Dart of

the budget, "but the Administration finally agreed

on a 'zero budget'. They withdrew their original

proposal of a $55 per student increase in residence

hall fees. Students will probably have to pay about

$20 more, however, for food services, as well as $8

extra for the Campus Center," he said.

According to Savini, UMass students pay ap-

proximately $1700 in student fees, which, he said is

"one of the, if not the most paid by students in any

other state university."

Gulko said that the University spent about$7.5

million on utilities, a figure which next year he

expects to rise substantially. This exceeded the

estimated utility cost, arrived at last summer.
Due to the "dislocation of utilities", the University

needs a subsidy in order to defray the costs. Gulko

is confident, however, that the state will allocate

the money to pay for this year's as well as next

year's costs.

A final budget requires one and a half years of

preparation. After drawing up a proposal, the

University submits it for three reviews: first to the

Board of Higher Education, then to the

Secretary's Office and the Secretary of Ad-

ministration and Finance The proposal is

amassed with those of other state institutions, and

is incorporated into the Governor's budget, a

document entitled "House 1". The House Ways
and Means Committee reviews this document,

which is afterwards passed on to the Senate

Usually, a Conference Committee must be formed

to draw up a document which they both agree

This work is passed on for the Governor's ap

proval and signature which finalizes the budeet.

abroad (in defiance of Russian

Criminal Code which condemns
foreign publication). Similarly, on
February 14, 1966, Sinyavsky was
convicted of slandering the State in

writings published in the West and
sentenced to seven years im-

prisonment in the vast network of

Soviet slave-labor camps. He was
released six years later, 1972, and
in August, 1973, he and his family

were allowed to "emigrate." They
now reside in Paris, France, where
Sinyavsky, 48, teaches Russian

Literature at the Sorbonne.

Laszlo M. Tikos, associate
professor of Slavic languages and
Literatures at UMass, is one of the

few American citizens granted a

meeting with the Russian critic

and writer, Sinyavsky. Dr. Tikos

wrote him a letter requesting

permission to visit, and last

December, Sinyavsky consented to

the meeting. With the aid of a

University grant, in January he

spent three weeks in Paris. Three
of those nights were valuably spent

with the heroic Russian writer,

when the eight-year ordeal was
enfolded to Tikos.

Sinyavsky and solzhenitsyn have

been of special interest to him.

Sinyavsky 's book, For Freedom of

Imagination, was translated and
introduced by Tikos and his

colleague, Murray Peppard. He
has written, Solzhenitsyn: A
Critical Appraisal, soon to be

published. He also plans to write an

essay for the New York Times on

Sinyavsky, focusing on the

author's literary works, as a result

of the January interview

Dr Tikos has also written to

Solzhenitsyn's lawyer, similarly

requesting a conference with the

writer He has yet to receive a

reply

Dr Tikos revealed the story of

Sinyavsky's trial to the Collegian.

Another writer was also convicted,

Yuli M. Daniel, a lesser-known
poet and translator. The two
published fictional stories under
pseudonyms: Abram Tertz
(Sinyavsky) and Nikolai Arzhak
'Daniel). The Soviet prosecutors

accused them of malisciously
intending to spread anti-Soviet

propaganda and agitation. The
two, teachers at Moscow's Gorky

Institute of World's Literature,

publicly declared their innocence.

Protest mounted, but nevertheless,

they were sentenced.

Dr. Tikos reflected on the irony

of the individual sentences:
Sinyavsky received seven years

and Daniel, only five. Daniel's

writings were more political, he

said "Paradoxically, Sinyavsky
deals in religion; he's not in-

terested in politics."

He compared the Russian
government to the American
government. "The supposedly
secret' system of slave-labor
camps is like Watergate," he said.

The corruption in both govern-

ments is slowly being revealed, he
observed.

Prison camp officials constantly

tried to bribe Sinyavsky into

compliane. They offered him soft

jobs and special treatment, but he

said, "No, treat me like the

others
"

"What to do with them, prisoners

whose spirit remains unbroken?"
was once again the question the

Soviet government faced after his

release in 72. "He basically had
three alternatives: to accept an
offered soft' job, to live on his

wife's wages and remain unem-
ployed, or to work on getting

permission to leave Russia," Tikos

explained. He chose the third.

Dr Tikos called it the "two-

prong approach." He scheduled his

book, A Voice from the Choir,

based on prisoner's conversation

during his imprisonment, for

publication. At the same time he

applied for emmigration to Israel,

claiming to have Jewish relatives

there. The Jewish relative claim

was made over and
over again for permission to

emigrate. Sinyavsky knew it. The
Soviets knew it. Yet, consent was
given in August, 1973.

Sinyavsky is writing two other

books on his imprisonment. "No,
he's not drained by the exile",

Tikos explained. "He has enough
material for a lifetime," unlike

Solzhenitsyn who calls exile

"spiritual castrations."
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Netherlands Wind Ensemble

Celebration ofmelody
By DOROTHY L. MULLER

MDC Staff

When serious music was
solemnly played, then somber
muscians gravely attired in

concert black, earnestly set-

tled down to the night's concert

business. But last night's

performance of the

Netherlands Wind Ensemble
was a celebration of melody by
17 young artists.

Charles Gounod's Petit

Symphony is a simple texture

of melodic variations, more in

keeping with the light theme of

a serenade. Not that it lacks

symphonic strength or

richness, but rather it is

relaxed interplay of in-

tertwined and reiterated
melody, completely in har-

mony with the easy stage
presence of the young
musicians.

There is a natural
progression from the gentle,

slightly melancholic melodies

of Gounod to the classic

melodies of Mozart (in his

Serenade 12 in C minor) that

turn upon themselves in a

classic balance of diatonic

harmony and clarity of form. It

should be noted that Mozart is

the precurser to the

homophonic melody which
characterizes Gounod's work.

Melody is of supreme im-

portance in Chanson et Danses
by Vincent D'Indy. It is

through confluence of melodies

that D'Indy achieves musical

emotion; he loathed the

musical pendantry of chords

and reveled in the harmony of

concurrent melody. If D'Indy
appears to wander timelessly

in his work; if the tempo is

disconcertingly precipitated or

slackened it is because he
despises the tyranny of the bar
line. And it is D'Indy's revolt

against the musical
"doggeral" of symetrical
form, which renders the

tremendous musical emotion
which has become synonymous
with his work.

The Serenade in D minor by
Antnnin Dvorak is '•'oarly a

Staff Photo-Paul Hi-m.it)

Netherlands Wind Ensemble

return to the rococo serenade
theme. There is hardly a more
representative theme of

melody exposition than this.

The Serenade proper is a warm
melodic lyricism but the finale

in the finest serenade tradition

is a lively elaboration of the

opening melody of the first

movement which abruptly
abandons the C minor mode
ending with a jubilantly
triumphant D major. It is the
culmination of melodic in-

terplay dramatically closing

an evening of the celebration of

melody.

Boston Harbor closed
BOSTON (AP) — Boston Harbor

was closed yesterday after scrap
metal caught fire in two holds of a

cargo ship docked at the Mystic

River Pier.

The blaze developed, possibly by

spontaneous combusion, in two of

the five holds aboard the Galicia, a

freighter of Panamian registry

which docked at the pier a week
age after a trip from Spain,

authorities said.

Deputy, Fire Chief Leslie

MaGoon" of the Boston fire

Department said no injuries were
reported and there was no im-

mediate danger unless the fire

broke through to the ship's fuel,

which he considered unlikely.

The fire could smolder for more
than a week, fire officials said, and
tons of carbon dioxide would have
to be used to smother fire.
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Amherst town eyes

Transportation Act
ByBlLLGONET
MDC Staff

A group of citizens from Amherst and surrounding towns gathered

Thursday night to hear Robert Murphy of the Mass. State Department of

Transportation explain the ramifications of the newly passed Regional

Public Transportation Act vis-a-vis the community of Amherst.

The act, recently passed by the state legislature, outlines the

mechanism for establishing and operating regional mass transit

systems. A concommittant legislative study has designated the Pioneer

Valley region, along with nine other regions, as a prospective candidate

for this system. Comprising the Pioneer Valley Region are 15 com-

munities of which Springfield, West Springfield, Chicopee, Holyoke,

Northampton, and Westfield, are the most notable.

Under the provisions of the act, the transit system of each region will be

administered by an advisory board, comprised of members from each of

the participating communities within that region. In regard to decision-

making within each of the regional advisory boards, each community will

receive one vote and an additional number of votes reflecting the size of

its respective population in relation to the total population of the region.

Thus, Springfield would receive 21.8 per cent of the votes while Nor-

thampton and Amherst would receive respectively 6.1 per cent and 5.8

per cent of the votes.

Once established each regional board will plan the routine network of

each respective system, set the fare rates, and will award the contract for

service along the designated routes to a private transit company. Within

the act are provisions for establishing different fair rates for different

routes and for establishing free service along designated routes.

Financing for the initial costs of establishing each regional system will

be subsidized by matching regional, state, and national allocations.

Already 20 million dollars have been allocated by the Massachusetts state

legislature to be distributed among the 10 prospective regions to partially

cover the initial costs.

Overlooking the hemorraging condition of the state's ever-increasing

deficit, the formulators of the act have been provisions that the state will

pick up one half of the tab of the deficit costs incurred by the operation of

each regional system. From past experience, it has been assumed that a

mass transit system is unlikely to support itself. The remainder of the

deficit costs incurred by the operation of each system is to be apportioned
among the communities participating in that particular regional system.
The apportioning of the deficit costs of each system among the par-

ticipating communities will be determined by the cost incurred along
each route.

Each community will pay for the operational costs of portions of those
routes which run through its respective area. Thus, communities
providing free service along portions of its respective routes will face
higher operational costs.

In the near future the 15 communities of the Pioneer Valley will decide

whether or not to participate in the proposed system. To establish the

system a majority of 8 communities is required. Those declining will

simply drop out.

Under the act, the decision to commit a particular community to

participation within the proposed system rests with the mayor or the

chairman of the board of selectmen of that particular community.
However, once committed to the system, any community can withdraw if

it finds its interests are being overlooked or threatened by the decisions of

the regional advisory board.

During the question and answer period which followed Murphy's ex-
planatory presentation, it appeared many of the attending citizens were
very skeptical as to how the state was going to be able to pay for 50 per
cent of the deficit costs of 10 regional transit systems, especially in light

of its increasing difficulties with the financing of the debt ridden MBTA.
Likewise, other citizens appeared to be singularly dissatisfied with
Murphy's inability to explain how the proposed regional system would
affect the Five College free bus system.
From the response of Amherst residents present at the meeting, it's

evident the state will need a great deal of salesmanship to convince the
people the system is necessary and can work.
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Campus Police seek new union— vote contested
By FRITS GEURTSEN

The police officers of the UMass Depart-

ment of Public Safety are currently trying to

change their union affiliation.

A vote was taken on Feb. 6, the outcome of

which was to decide whether the 28 officers

of the department would remain in Local

1776 of the AFL-CIO or join the International

Brotherhood of Police Officers (IBPO).

Eight of the votes were
contested by the University

administration and so

voting is currently being
reviewed by the State
Labor Relations Com-
mission in Boston. The
votes were contested on the

grounds that the seven
sergeants and one
lieutenant who cast them
should be .considered
managerial class, and not

labor.

H.S. "Scotty" Overing,

Coordinator of Labor
Relations for the

University, said "The
reason that I contested

those votes was that I felt

the duties of the eight men
clearly put them in

managerial status. The)
have decision-making
responsibility that
someone of labor status

does not have."

Officer
Guilmette

Officer Richard Guilmette, who has acted

as the unofficial representative for his

fellow police officers who wish to join the

IBPO, said "We need a 51 per cent majority

vote to change unions. The result of the vote

was 14 for the BIPO, five for the present

union, one for no union at all — and the eight

contested votes. If those eight votes are
considered valid and at least one is for the

IBPO, then we've got our majority. If

they're called invalid, then we'll have to

vote all over again."

"The reason behind our desire to switch
unions," continued Guilmette, "was that we
didn't feel that our best interests as police

officers were being seved in a union that

represents the physical

plant people, the dining

comons workers, janitors,

and so forth. It just doesn't

make sense that one union

could possibly be
adequately representing

such diversified groups."

"We're hoping to release

the tenacious grip that the

AFL-CIO has on this

campus. They're the only

union at UMass right now.
this isn't a totalitarian

country — there should be

freedom of choice. I'm not

saying that the AFL-CIO
hasn't done anything good
— they have certainly, but

we feel we'd be better

-represented by a

"professional police union."

"The IBPO is such a

union. We feel that it is an

agency that engenders true

professionalism and will

better understand our
needs."

Overing expressed amazement that the

AFL-CIO does not have a special unit for

police officers.

"Although it's simpler to deal with one

union than several," he said, "we respect

the wishes of any individual to be

Richard

represented by whomever he wants. A
variety of unions would cause more
headaches, but this is not to say that it would
be inappropriate."

Questions concerning the proposed union
switch by the police, drew an angry
response from Carol Drew, President of

Local 1776 and vice president of the

Massachusetts AFL-CIO.

"Of course the University doesn't mind
other unions coming in," she said. "It

makes it easier for them to divide and
conquer the workers on this campus."

Referring to the IBPO, she said "The
University has always been a political plum
to maverick unions. This is not the first time

that someone has tried to steal out mem-
bers. And it won't be the last time. The AFL-
CIO is a lot bigger and so has more lobbying

power — and that's what you need."

Guilmette outlined the events leading up

to last month's voting. "We filed our first

petition for voting in November of 1972. It

took more than a year to finally get to vote

due to procrastination on the parts of

bureaucracies at the state, University, and

departmental levels."

"I feel the delay borders on a violation of

employee rights. We can't hold any contact

negotiations with Whitmore right now
because this thing is up in the air."

A hearing was held last Tuesday before
the Labor Commission, whose decision on
the contested votes will be announced in two
weeks. Representatives for the police of-

ficers, the University, and the two unions
were present.

Guilmette said "We presented reasons

why the sergeants and lieutenant should be

included in the bargaining process, and not

considered managerial. It seems irrational

to me that sergeants should be considered

managerial and still be receiving State

grade 14 pay."

Overing refuted this, saying "The
determiner in the managerial question is not

grade but duty. We have several people in

the administration who are considered

managerial and receive less than that

even."

"A lot of people are watching the outcome
of this all." concluded Guilmette. "If we can

break away from the union I'm sure other

groups will try it too. Our main objective

now is just to get this thing settled and not

waste any more time doing it."

Poets Adrienne Rich
and Robin Morgan will

read at 8 p.m. tonight in

the Campus Center
Auditorium. During the

reading free child care
will be provided in room
105 of the C.C.

The two poets will

conduct an informal
workshop Tuesday
morning at 11 a.m. in

room 804-808 of the C.C.

A complete schedule of

the week's readings will

appear in tomorrow's
Collegian

Now that the vogue is back...

ByBlLLGONET
MDC Staff

"Esquire Magazine" in a recent

issue said beer-drinking and
fraternity membership are, once

again, in vogue on campus.

Therefore, acquisition of an
appreciation of "the hop" and
acquisition of a pledge pin are two

goals which should be earnestly

pursued by those intent on being in

the vogue. There are more serious

and concrete reasons why un-

dergraduates join a fraternity.

Fraternities provide their

members with better food and

more pleasing living ac-

comodations at lower prices, more
varied and more numerous social

activities, as well as the character

molding eatures inherent to any

self-governing organizations.

However, for whatever reason

one is considering fraternity

membership, all who are in-

terested share one common
problem — the process of selecting

the right house. For newcomers to

UMass, unless they have

previously established contacts

with brothers of certain houses, the

task of evaluating the different

houses can be a confusing and
frustrating experience.

Rushing activities, such as open
house and smokers, attempt to

acquaint interested newcomers
with the general character and
features of the respective houses.

Between beers, hearty "how's it
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goin's", the brotherhood tries to

put on its best face to the

prospective recruits attending an
open house party.

Hopefully, if one stays sober long

enough to ask some pertinent

questions and to evaluate the

responses, he might get enough

information to make a decision as

to whether or not the particular

house might be a possibility

However, in order to economize

on hangovers resulting from at-

tending 15 different functions, it is

wise to assess the general

characteristics of each house.

Instead newcomers should call the

Office of Greek Affairs, located in

the Student Union. To the best of

their ability the personnel will

attempt to provide students with a

selective list of houses that should

accomodate particular interests

and considerations.

Having narrowed one's choice of

prospective houses to visit, one can

best obtain an objective im-

pression by simply dropping in

uninvited. Once there, explain to

whomever is present that you're

interested in their house. At least a

couple of brothers present will be

happy to oblige you with a candid,

ad-libbed question and answer

session.
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Gays in Maine

Out of the woods
Last week the Collegian interviewed GAYS on the UMass campus.

What situation do the GAYS face at the University of Maine? Below is

part two of the four-part series.

By BILL GORDON
The Maine Campus

Gay liberation has finally come out of the closet in Maine, and it looks

like it is out in the open to stay.

A gay group began last semester at UMO as part of the Abenaki

curriculum. Intended as an academic discussion of the social and

psychological aspects of homosexuality, the small group expanded and

turned from discussion to become an active gay social-support group.

Initial efforts to establish a meeting place near the UMO campus were

met with opposition, notably from the Newman Center which refused to

house the group because homosexuality is not condoned by the Church.

The group also ran into opposition at Maine Christian Association, but

eventually succeeded with a Unitarian church in Bangor. The group,

called "Action and Support," meets each week in the large traditional

church on Hammond Street.

Members say the group is the first of its kind in this area, and prior to it

establishment homosexuals had no place to meet.

The group is composed of both male and female homosexuals. Three-

fourths of the members are UMO students; the rest often travel several-

hours distance to attend the weekly meetings. Numbers are continually

increasing, and attendance runs from 25 to 50 gays for the newly formed

group which has existed only a few weeks.

Most members say they joined for personal and social reasons. "It's

just that when you're with other people who think like you," one girl said,

"there is a bond."

"If you are in straight society and smoke dope, you know you can't talk

openly about it. But when you're with friends, they know exactly know

you feel."

Explaining what the group means to the individuals involved, one

member, a UMO student, said it helped him accept himself even with the

label "deviant" applied.

"I think I'm deviant, i don't go through a day with the same kind of

attitudes, knowledge, and responses that other people do. I think that

because I am gay I have an awareness that other people don't. I'm not

suggesting any superiority - it's just a cultural thing. You get pushed and

you respond differently."

The people who compose the group disprove the sterotypes created by

the straight world depicting homosexuals as limp-wristed sissies or

lesbians with butch haircuts. All could and do pass for straight.

Deception of the straight society, tor reasons ot sell -protection was
emphasized by the member who said, "One problem is exposure -

whether anyone in this group wants to openly admit that they are gay.

The fact is he probably would be leaving his job soon afterward
.

"

They have adapted themselves to a world that condemns mem, and
now they have come together out of a mutual need to bring about their

self-acceptance of what they are and admittedly have no desire to

change
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States pass capital punishment laws
New capital punishment laws

have been written in 22 states since

a 1972 Supreme Court decision

struck down the old ones as too

vague and freakish . And President

Nixon, alarmed over recent kid-

napings, says he wants a federal

death penalty for kidnapers who
kill their victims.

Sixteen states already have new
laws that could lead to execution of

kidnapers and similar proposals

are pending in 14 others. The 14 are

part of 23 states where moves are

under way to establish death laws
meeting the high court's criteria

for executing a criminal.

Arizona, Arkansas, California,

Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
Illinois, Louisiana, Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, Texas, Utah, and
Wyoming are the states where
kidnaping can end in death for the

kidnaper. Similar proposals are

pending in Alaska, Iowa,

Maryland, Massachusetts, Min-

nesota, Nississippi, Missouri, New
York, Ohio, Pennylvania, Rhode
Island, South Carolina, Virginia

and Wisconsin.

While the details vary, the new
death penalty laws and the

proposed ones list specific crimes

that can lead to death row and in

most cases make it mandatory. In

U.S. and the world

general, they apply in the com
mission of any crime wherein
someone is murdered.
The Supreme Court ruled in July

1972, in cases involving Georgia
and Texas that the death penalty,

as imposed in most instances, was
unconstitutional. The 5 to 4 ruling

left the way open for legislatures to

reimpose capital punishment,
providing it was applied uniformly.
An Associated Press survey

finds that almost 20 months after

the decision, 22 states have new
laws, 23 could get them, and five —
Maine, New Jersey, Oregon, South
Dakota and West Virginia — have
no death penalty and no immediate
plans for establishing it.

The court has yet to involve itself

in a death penalty levied under
state laws revised since its 1972

decision.

Most states have made the death
penalty mandatory for specific

crimes in order to eliminate
discriminatory application. But
some states provide alternatives.

Arizona's new law provides that

a hearing must be held before

This is a mockup of America's space shuttle of the future which was assembled at

Rockwell International in Downey, Calif. A blend of airplane and spacecraft, the

shuttle is expected to begin hauling cargo from earth into orbit and back again in

1979. At the tail of the craft are huge bell-shaped rocket exhaust nozzles.

GOP funds

below'72 level
AP news roundup

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ticket
sales for the $l,000-a-plate
Republican fund raising dinner
March 27 are trailing last year's
pace when the GOP failed for the
first time in recent years to top the

$1 million mark, sources said
yesterday.

However, they indicated that
revenue from an expanded direct
mail program may enable GOP
Senate and House committees to at

least equal the total 1973 take of
some $900,000.

Democrats, meanwhile, said
their sales for a $500-a -plate dinner
March 21 are running at least even
with, and "probably ahead" of,

1973, when a take of just under $1

million produced their most suc-
cessful dinner.

The two dinners are the major
political fundraising activities for
the 1974 congressional campaign.

Until 1973, the Democrats had
consistently raised less money
than the Republicans, partly
because their tickets cost half as
much.
However, in 1973 — in the wake

of Watergate — the Democrats
caught up. Although it is too early
to tell, the same thing may happer
this year.

Vice President Gerald R Ford is

likely to be the chief attraction at

the GOP dinner.

Hearst message
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)

Newspaper heiress Patricia
Hearst, in a zape-recorded
message which broke a long
silence in the kidnaping case, has
accused her parents of indifference

and says, "It's the FBI who wants
to murder me." She added, "I

really want to get out of here. I ask
you not to aid the FBI." The 20-

year-old coed, kidnaped Feb. 4,

made the statements in a tape
received Saturday by a San
Francisco radio station. The
comunique came from the Sym-
bionese Liberation Army which
claims to hold Miss Hearst captive.

Price controls
WASHINGTON (AP)

Congress is divided on whether to

extend all or part of the wage and

price controls or let them lapse on

April 30 when they are due to ex-

pire. The House Banking Com-
mittee, which completed three

days of hearings last week on the

economic controls issue, may
block extension of any controls

through a loose-knit coalition of

conservative Republican and
labor-oriented Democrats.

Ethiopian strike

ADDIS ABABA. Kthiopia (AP)
— The Confederation of Ethiopian
Labor Unions said yesterday it had

reached agreement with the

government on labor reform and
pay increases, and was calling off

its four-day-old general strike. The
announcement appeared to signal

the end of a two-week-old civil

crisis of labor unrest, street
violence and government
upheaval.

Watergate seven

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
seven men indicted in the
Watergate coverup are forbidden
to travel out of the country but are
otherwise unrestricted as they wait
for their trial in September. U.S.
District Judge John J. Sirica
imposed no bond as the men. all

former White House or Nixon
reelection aides, pleaded innocent
Saturday to the charges against
them. The judge ordered only that
they relinquish their passports.
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The International Student Assn. presents:

INTERNATIONAL WEEK

EVERYONE INVITED DROP BY COME TO BROWSE OR TAKE PART

Weekday events: Start at 7.30 p.m., Campus Center, and include Panel Discussions,
Slide Show Contest and presentation of IKIRU (admission 75c) with the Japanese
American Club.
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sentencing lo ueiei inine whether
there were mitigating factors in a

crime punishable by death. In

Colorado, a proposed law would
require a jury to first determine
guilt or innocence. The same jury

would then hear evidence on
whether mitigating circumstances
were involved in a death. If so, the

death penalty could not be im-

posed.

Connecticut spells out possible

mitigating factors, including the

defendant being under 18, having
deficient mental capacity or being

under unusual and substantial

duress.

Uklanoma has the most thorough
law with a mandatory death
peanlty for any first-degree
murder, which includes killing a

peace officer, penal employe,
prosecutor or fireman, killing

during rape, kidnaping, arson,
armed robbery, or sexual
molestation of a child under 16;

killing a subpoenaed witness, the

President, vice president or any
official in line of succession to the

U.S. Presidency.

Detente not to be

stalled: Breshnev
MOSCOW (AP) - Communist

party chief Leonid Brezhnev said
yesterday that exiled Russian
author Alexander Solzhenitsyn
cannot be allowed to slow in-

ternational cooperation and
relaxation of tensions.

It was his first public comment
on the Nobel laureate, who was
stripped of his citizenship and
expelled last month after weeks of
attacks on his new book about
Stalinist labor camps, "Gulag
Archipelago." Solzehnitsyn is now
staying with his lawyer in Zurich.
Brezhnev was questioned about

Solzhenitsyn by a group of French
newsmen who met with the party
general secretary two days before
a summit meeting with French
President Georges Pompidou.
The case of Solzhenitsyn came

up in an indirect way as the
newsmen met with Brezhnev.
Brezhnev expressed regret at

what he said were certain articles
in the French press "which do not
conform to Soviet reality."

Asked if he was referring to the
Solzhenitsyn case, Brezhnev
replied:

"No I wasn't. Besides this case, a

great number of problems have

been presented in a way which is

not very objective. They have no

relationship with Solzhenitsyn.

Besides, I don't think that

solzhenitsyn alone could represent

the polcicies of an entire state.
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No talk on embargo lift

BY C.C. MINICLIER
Associated Press Writer

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Six Arab oil ministers met here informally for
90 minutes Sunday but did not discuss lifting the oil embargo against the
United States, an Egyptian spokesman told newsmen.
Describing the Cairo meeting as "a family get-together," spokesman

balim Rizakallah said: "Certainly there was no discussion of the oil
embargo."
The ministers of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Qatar and

Egypt agreed to meet Wednesday in Tripoli, Libya.
Algeria, Libya and Syria — they did not come to Cairo — will be at the

Libyan talks, the spokesman said. The nine nations which imposed the oil
boycott against the United States and the Netherlands in October had
been expected to consider Egypt's proposal to lift it and halt oil
production cutbacks.

Algerian Oil Minister Belaid Abdel Salam said Saturday that Arab oil

The energy crisis

Cronin advocates technology
as solution to shortages

By BILL DENSMORE
MIX Staff

Massachusetts Congressman
Paul W. Cronin (R-Andover) told a
campus audience of only twenty-
five Friday that the present energy
crisis will be only temporary if the

U.S. can properly employ existing

technology to ease it's fuels use.

"The information that we were
having an impending crisis has
been available for some time,"
Cronin said, adding, "decision

<gn
ministers were free to hold private talks in Cairo it they wanted to, but
the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries would meet in
Tiipoli on Wednesday.

Algeria and Libya oppose lifting the oil boycott at this time, although
Egypt favors it in response to Washington's successful efforts in per-
suading the Israelis to withdraw from the Suez Canal front.

Gas outlook divided

after week's events

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Increased gasoline allocations, a

presidential veto and hopes for an
end to the Arab oil embargo
marked last week's developments
in the energy area.

Arab oil ministers had been
scheduled to meet yesterday in

Cairo and there were predictions

that the 4-month-old embargo on
oil shipments to the United States

would be ended. The meeting was
cancelled at the last minute,
however, and a spokesman said

another session had been set for

Wednesday in Tripoli, Libya.

National developments on the

energy situation included:

—President Nixon on Wednesday
vetoed an emergency energy bill

that Congress had passed the

previous week after holding it

since before Christmas. A Senate
vote to override the veto failed.

The bill had included a provision

for a gasoline price roll back,
which Nixon had said ultimately

would mean reduced production of

gasoline.

—The Federal Energy Office

announced to a meeting of the

nation's governors that gasoline

allocations would be increased for

March FEO chief William E.

Simon said Thursday that each
state would get at least 85 per cent

of its consumption in the March
1972 base period, with a national

average of 89.6 per cent. The in-

creases average about 2 9 million

gallons a day, about one per cent
over February.
—Southern West Virginia coal

miners ended the second week of a
strike mainly to protest a state ban
on sale of gasoline to any driver
with a tank more than one-quarter
full. By week's end, strike leaders
were urging the 20,000 idled miners
to return to work for two weeks to
give state officials time to resolve
the problem.
—The House passed and sent to

the Senate a bill to create a
statutory Federal Energy Ad-
ministration to replace the
presidentially created FEO.
Energy chief Simon said

Saturday that the end of the em-
bargo would end long lines at
service stations. But he warned
that an increased flow of costly
foreign oil would not necessarily
stop the rise of gasoline prices.

However, it was learned as
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger returned to Washington
from a Middle East trip that prices
of Arab oil might drop to about $7 a
barrel from the current 1.65.

It has been estimated that it

would take at least a month after
an end of the embargo for Arab oil

begin reaching the United States.
According to conservative
estimates, the embargo has cost
the United States about 10 per cent
of its total need for 19 million
barrels of crude oil a day.
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CIA foiled

in oil search
WASHINGTON (AP) - The

Central Intelligence Agency tried

last year to assess prospective oil

sources abroad, and found it dif-

ficult, according to its former
director, Richard Helms.
He said in year-old testimony

made public Sunday that getting

information from American oil

companies about prospective
prices and supplies "is one of the

hardest jobs we have."

Helms conceded there was "an
overwhelming amount of in-

formation" on foreign oil reserves,

but that he had reason to believe it

was not accurate.

Helms testified before the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee in a

secret session Feb. 7, 1973, as he

was leaving the CIA for a new
assignment as ambassador to Iran.

His discussion of gathering in-

formation in the face of the ap-

proaching energy shortage was in

response to questions about the

operations of the CIA Domestic
Contact Service.

The service, he said, contacts
Americans upon their return from
travels abroad. It also contacts the
heads of companies doing business
abroad.

The CIA-businessmen
relationships are kept confidential
at the businessmen's request to

avoid a foreign government's
reaction against employes, Helms
said.

"It is pretty much a one-way
street" and the businessmen
"dictate the terms under which
they are prepared to collaborate,"
he said.

»—

makers have been tailing to make
decisions" on energy.
The freshman congressman

spoke as part of a mechanical and
aerospace engineering department
seminar series coordinated by
professor Gabriel Horvay.
Cronin expressed support for the

"feasibility" of the proposed
government-funded Dickey-
Lincoln hydroelectric project in

northern Maine, said he favors the

deregulation of natural gas prices,

and outlined the two steps he feels

are necessary to develop a

"comprehensive energy policy."

"We're going to have to change
the structure of our government at

every level. ..and use the
tremendous advantages that
science has brought us." he said.

"Then," he said, "we need to

develop the ability to use, convey
and teach that science to humanity
as a whole.

"I am optimistic and I'm con-

vinced this temporary shortage is

a springboard for good things in

the future," he concluded.
Cronin also supported drilling for

oil off the New England coast, but

only with proper technical and
environmental safeguards on the

drilling rigs. He said oil companies
are sometimes reluctant to take
adequate precautions because of

high costs but should be forced to

by government regardless.

"If corporations aren't prepared
to accept their civic responsibility

to America, I'm prepared to im-
pose it on them, and vote ac-
cordingly," he said.

Cronin has four House sub-
committee assignments that in-

volve energy policy formulation.
He serves on the energy and the
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science and technology suu-
committees of the Committee on
Science and Astronautics. In ad-
dition, he is assigned to two In-

terior Committee sub-committees
on mines and mining and on en-
vironment.

"Just a few years ago, Dickey-
Lincoln didn't make any sense
from a cost point of view," Cronin
said. "Today it's very feasible. ..it

has the capacity to provide us with
billion kilowatts of electrical power
every year."
Cronin said the New England

Congressional Caucus, most
members of which have switched
to supporting Dickey-Lincoln, will

report on the feasibility of the
project and propose funding
legislation for it within a few
months.

Among three other speakers in

the seminar series sponsored by
the engineering departments will

be Dr. Edward Teller of the

University of California at

Berkeley's Lawrence Radiation
Laboratories.

Teller, a major contributor to the

A-bomb effort during World War
II, will discuss "energy resources
of the future on March 22, a Friday
in Hasbrouch 20 at 8:15 p.m.
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Onassis now eyes two new sites after Durham defeat

MONDAY, MARCH 11, 1974 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By ROBERT MEDEIROS
Associated Press Writer

DURHAM. N.H. (AP) - Aristotle Onassis

is looking at two new sites for an oil refinery

after unsuccessfully spending at least $1

million trying to convince the residents of

the seacoast town of Durham to accept New
England's first refinery.

Durham, with its family farms and
retirement homes, seemed an unlikely site

for a $600 million refinery. About 5,000

people reside in Durham, the home of the

10,000-student University of New Hamp-
shire.

Onassis, backed by Gov. Meldrim

Thomson, announced last November that he
wanted Durham as his site for the nation's

largest refinery.

But the Durham residents voted against

the refinery by an 8-1 margin at their annual
town meeting last week.
The following day, the New Hampshire

House rejected a proposal by the Onassis

-

owned Olympic Refineries Inc., that would
have given the state the power to override
local opposition in the selection of a refinery

site.

Onassis' emissaries say they are looking

at other possible sites in New England in-

cluding the factory town of Newmarket,

which borders Durham, and any town that is

"ready to accept us."

The Greek shipping magnate also has
commissioned preliminary feasibility
studies for the Melville tank farm on a
section of the abandoned Newport Naval
Base in Rhode Island.

The tank farm was one of the largest
Naval oil depots on the East Coast before the
Navy decided to close the base as part of an
economy program announced last year.
Newmarket is a mill town of 3,500

residents where the townspeople have
become use to seeing industries come and
go. They see the refinery as an economic

bonanza to help make up for setbacks

caused by the decline of the shoe and woolen

industries in New England. The townspeople

were the only seacoast-area residents to

vote in favor of the refinery at recent town
meetings.

The decline of the shoe and woolen in-

dustries in New England has been par-

ticularly felt in Newmarket. The town-

speople were the only seacoast-area

residents to vc'e in favor of the refinery at

recent town meetings.

Onassis' aides are scheduled to meet
Tuesday with Rhode Island Gov. Philip Noel

By SUSI KRIVATSY
DON BANKS

Collegian Cotnributors
Once upon a time by going to college a

woman deviated from acceptable stan-
dards. Later, the woman who finished a
graduate degree or built a career on her
college education was the deviate. Today,
college women are common phenomena,
and certain graduate schools and
professional fields are flooded with women
applicants. It seems like things have
changed a lot, mainly because generations
of women started considering jobs and
careers as viable alternatives for self ex-
pression.

However, whether you or

any woman holds a job or a

career makes a difference.

A woman's (or man's) first

decision is whether she
wants a mere succession of

jobs or a career. Webster
defines "career" as "a
course of continued
progress...a profession for

which one trains and which
is undertaken as a per-

manent calling." Regar-
dless of education or
competency level from
which you enter the

Women
in

Careers
professional world, you
must consider where you
are headed-whether to
take dictations or dictate
the letters, prepare the

food or manage the

restaurant, operate a
machine or run the factory,

prepare blood slides or.

head the research lab.

"Career" involves
progression and
development, and unless-

you know what to aspire to,

your jobs and professional

growth will be haphazard
at best. Typically, you will

spend your working year
going from job to job, with

the minimal salary in-

creases. If this pattern ^is

acceptable to you, then with

some basic secretarial or technical training

you enter the work force. On the other

hand, if you want a career, you must be

prepared to devote time and effort to

planning and pursuing it.

Chances are that in school you had the

opportunity in all areas of the curriculum to

equal or surpass the male segment of the

population. Your grades were determined
largely by the effort you put into achieving
them and your success and failures were
your own responsibilities. With some ex-

ceptions, this is the same in the professional
world, which ostemsibly re-recruits and
promotes on merit, not on race or sex.

State's landlord's peddle

influence in legislature

. .BOSTON ( AP) — Many owners of rental property throughout the state
will contribute unspecified, but apparently large sums of money to

legislators who vote against extension of the state's local option rent
control law this year.

The law, passed in 1970 is scheduled to expire in April, 1975, but rent
control advocates plan to seek an extension this year.
The legislature's Local Affairs Committee on April 10 will consider

about 30 bills to extend the law for from two to five years.
The Greater Boston Real Estate Board's 1,500 member Rental Housing

Association has been told by its president, Rudy Fleischhacker that
property owners will be asked to provide personal checks for the
organization's new "political action committee;" these funds will be
turned over to "the industry's friends."

In the Rental Housing Association's Bulletin, Fleischhacker is quoted
as saying, "For years unions and other powerful groups have used this
method. Although we will comply with recent legislation concerning
political campaigns, we still will not be shy in our support of friendly
candidates."

"Like it or not," Fleischhacker continued, "our fate in this industry
rests with our friends in city councils, the state legislature and the U.S.
Congress.

"If we are there to support them when they need us, we make their job
a bit easier."

Michael Faden, an attorney with the Massachusetts Law Reform
Institute, which supports an extension of rent control, said "that candor is

shocking."

He said "the law can be extended, but it will be a major fight."
The 1970 law allows rent control of all cities, plus towns with

populations of 50,000 or more. At present, Boston, Brookline, Somerville,
Cambridge and Lynn have rent control.

Richard Frankovich, assistant managing director of the Rental
Housing Association, said last week that "chances for outright extension
of the law are diminishing every day. Tenants are not as organized or as
outraged as they were in the late Sixties."

Frankovich said the Rental Housing Association favors legislation that
would allow "rent review boards," as a replacement for rent control.

Around New England

GOP 'shivering'
BOSTON (AP) — Republican

members of Congress are "doing a
lot of shivering," about their

political futures U.S. Rep. John J.

Moakley, < I) Mass.) said
yesterday.

Moakley made the comments on
WEEI's Bay State Forum.
"Many Republicans confide to

me privately that the Ohio and
Michigan Congressional races are
very bad omens," he said.

"The longer Richard Nixon stays
in office the more Republican
Congressmen are going to go by
the wayside," Moakley said.

Yankee upheld

VERNON. Vt. (AP) — The
Appeals Board of the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission's Safety and
Licensing Board has upheld the full

operating license of the Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Plant.

Albert Cree, chairman of the

board of the Vernon electric
generation company, said last

week, "It leaves us in a better

position than we've been in before
in this licensing procedure."

Midnight strike

BOSTON (AP) - About 3,000
heavy equipment operators em-

This is yourkey to unprecedented calculating
capacity. Only Hewlett-Packard offers it

It lets you "speak" to your calculator with total consistency, because
it lets you load data into a 4-Register Stack. This means: (1) you always
enter and process your data the same way, no matter what your problem;
(2) you don't have to re-enter data; (3) you can see all intermediate data
anytime.

Our HP-45 is one of two pre-programmed scientific pocket-sized
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most pow-
erful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calculator. Here
are three of many others:

1. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic, trigonometric and
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operations beyond the
basic four ( + , -, x, -*-).

2. It lets you store nine constants in its nine Addressable Memory
Registers, and it gives you a "Last'X" Register for error correction or
multiple operations on the same number.

3. It displays up to 10 significant digits in either fixed-decimal or
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point through-
out its 200-decade range. /

Our HP-35 is the other. It handles 22 functions, has one Addressable
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 digits in either fixed-decimal
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pre-programmed
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator

Both of these exceptional instruments are on display now. If you're
looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for your money, by all

means see and test them.
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HEWLETT-PACKARD
Hewlett-Packard makes the most
advanced pocket-sized computer
calculators in the world
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ployed on construction projects in

Eastern Massachusetts were
scheduled to go on strike at mid-
night last night.

The strike concerns a dispute
over wages and working conditions
in a new contract. The old one
expired Feb. 28.

industry spokesmen said the

strike could affect an estimated $1

billion worth of construction
projects. The strike was called by
Local 4, Operating Engineers
Union, AFL-CIO.
The walkout was to affect crane

and bulldozer operators, scrapers,

hot top rollers, steam shovel

operators, oilers and others who
operate elevators and hoisting

equipment.

Ski woes

PITTSFIELD (AP) — The
president of the Massachusetts Ski
Area Association said last week his

group has requested federal
financial assistance in the wake of
one of the worst ski seasons ever.
Paul R. Bousquet, owner of the

Bousquet Ski Area here, said the
group has requested that ski areas
be granted guaranteed loan status

by the Small Business Ad-
ministration.

At the association's request,

Rep. Silvio O. Conte, (R-Mass.)
has filed legislation that would
provide low interest, long term
government loans to operators,
Bousquet said.

Tatty Pizza

Starting

March 15

we will be

featuring a full

line of Italian

food.
Not just another
pizza place — the

best pizza place in

town. Pizza, Subs,

and atmosphere,
we have a

working fireplace.
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a whole page of letters to the editor

Streaking: perversion, bafoonery
To The Editor:

UMass means a social atmosphere, which may
appear to some, as a playground for pot smoking,
partying, and of late, perversion. Four out of the

last five nights in Southwest have been studded
with streakers. It is becoming a regular evening
activity of many men and an occasional woman,
(last night there was a streaking couple-how

cute!). Whenever the streakers are out, so are

crowds of people cheering them on: and the police,

who can be seen lined up on either Fearing St. or

Sunset Ave. to become spectators of this

bafoonery. I understand why the police have been
unable to put a stop to this activity. It would be

quite a scene to see a police officer chasing a nude
body around campus, to say nothing of the flack

they'd get from the crowd. The fact is, that these

streakers are breaking the law and can be

arrested and fined for indecent exposure (per-

sonally I don't find it indecent, rather pathetic).

What I don't understand is why the Goddamn

people continue to flock outside to watch and cheer

these bare-assed bafoons. Where are their heads

at? The spectators scream, applaud, throw

firecrackers and waterballoons as they gather

outside or stand with noses pressed against

windows to get into what's happening. It is not

proving anything, particularly by hanging out of

windows nude!
Some people are at this University to learn

which, for some, includes studying. The noise

pollution coming from these latent exhibitionists

and their followers makes this very difficult.

Perhaps the priorities of Southwest, along with

combatting racism and sexism, ought to include

studying, to remind a few people why the hell they

are here!

Something must be done before we are able to

look up at John Adams or Kennedy at midnight
and see a penis in every window.

Bob Gold

Streaking: "normalcy", "traditional
9 9

To The Kditor:

Thanh you, Mr. Johnston, for your insightful

comments upon the "streaking" phenonmenon

currently the rage on this campus. I'm overjoyed

that you consider this a return to "normalcy"

(sic) of traditional student behavior. I, also, am
glad to see a "return to the fifties and fun." The

late state of consciousness that epitomized the

student of the latter part of the sixties was indeed

"too serious" and "humorless" lately. The only

streaking done during those "abnormal" times for

student behavior was done by veterans on their

crutches and wheelchairs and Vietnamese

children with burning napalm on their bodies. If ii

hadn't been for those "crazies" (not the bomb
throwing type) running around with their clothes
on and protesting against such things as the draft,

the South Vietnamese people's fight for freedom
and the so-called "rights" of minority groups, our
country would not be in its current state.

So, Umies, keep up the good "streaking" and be
reinforced in the thought that you are supported
by your Director of Public Safety as you continue
your "forward Streak into the Past" of the
nostalgic Fifties.

Ronald Betts

Streaking: just freedom from clothes
To The Editor:

Streaking is important according to Peter
Peterson because it shows that people are upset
with society and want a change. I agree that
people are upset with society and a change is

needed, but what does streaking have to offer?
Does it offer the freedom it has been said to? Are
people simply looking for a freedom from their
clothes?

I don't believe that streaking is going to help

society in the least, but society does need help.

Could there be another solution? Is it possible that

God has already provided an answer? Has
anybody heard about Jesus Christ?

Societies have come and gone and their

problems have changed, but an unalterable an-

swer remains. Jesus Christ, the long awaited for

Messiah, came to earth some 2000 years ago. It

because of His love for you that He died and it's

because He is God, that He's alive today. This is

how He can set us free and this is why we should

allow Him to help us.

Back in the first century, the apostle Peter said

to the people, "Save yourselves from this un-

toward generation." God is calling us to do this

today. He is offering us an answer the problems

which are gripping society. It is our part to ask the

question and make a decision. Do you want to be

truly free?
Elizabeth Wallace

Streaking: an escape from responsibility
To The Editor:

It makes me very sad to see "streaking"

becoming the obviously popular sport that it is.

Why is it that one can see 200 naked people jogging

across campus, stirring up innumerable dorm
residents and townspeople (till all hours of the

morning), when just two years ago one couldn't

get fifty people in a room together to plan protests

against the mining of Haiphong Harbor? Why is it

that when people are dying in an unjust war people

on this campus don't "have time" to show their

concern, but now. suddenly, they have the time to

go out and joggle their "privates" in thirty degree

weather ? What saddens me and scares me is that

this has been interpreted as a "change back to

normalcy" and a "return to traditional student

behavior". Is this implying that those who cared

enough to demonstrate at Westover. Washington.

Wounded Knee, etc., those who care enough now to

boycott non-union grapes and lettuce, and those

who care enough to give of their time at

Belchertown. etc. are all somehow "abnormal"
because they should concern themselves with

something so "untraditional"?

I shall never forget standing in a lounge on
Orchard Hill and hearing Prof. Luther Allen

presenting a problem to the people there, who
were considering committing civil disobediance at

Westover Air Force Base in protest of the mining

of Haiphong Harbor: He ashed how, in good
conscience, we could answer our children or

grandchildren when they asked us, "Where were
you when the mines went off?".
Could we dare to say that we were "streaking"?

Catherine M. Delizia

Allen \ David

Streaking: no needfor shrinks

To The Editor:

The article appearing in Monday's Collegian

about streaking was all well and good, but I think

bringing psychologists into it and printing that

close-up of a streaker is completely missing the

point. I know you can't print every incident of

streaking, since each day there are more and

more. It's just that I'd like to define "streaking."

Streaking is just what it appears to be. "Sim-

ple." There aren't any gimmicks involved such as

in putting ones clothes on in the morning.

Bareass! So there's no need for psychologists to go

into a vast study of human nature. Half these

Goddamn streakers are just exhibitionists. Cer-
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need for attention. Dangling on statues for a

college audience is like going to a nudist colony

with a hard-on. Streaking is done secretly, ap-

pearing fast and fleeing.

A few of my friends streaked earlier in the

winter. And when done in the cold it is called a

polar-bear attack, the real name given to

streakers. I know what I am talking about because

a friend and I "ran" through Campus Center

Friday night. This isn 't so great but it is one of the

more ballsier stunts pulled at UMass. Running

through a church or past old ladies is my idea of a

Gold Medal Streaker.

D. Delery
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McGilvray: typically cynical

To The Editor:

I'm sick to death of reading letters downgrading that "racist, sexist"

McGilvray and please God may this letter be the last letter I read on the

subject.

But I had to write to ask what is happening to our sense of humor ? What
is making us so sensitive that we are no longer able to laugh at or with

ourselves? The nature of today's humor is cynical. How many of your

have cracked a joke at the expense of a friend and had the friend laugh?

Everyone. This is because he knows you and knows you mean no harm.

What makes you think McGilvray has no sense of hunor — he just

broadened it include the school instead of keeping it on a personal level.

We must stop being so sensitive — this only stems from suspicion and

distrust of others, two social diseases running rampant on this campus.
Did you see the depiction of the prof, in Tuesday's MDC ? Of course we

all know there's no one on campus who looks that bad but you get the idea.

I doubt that we'll have many teacher's writing in because of that

"vocationalist" pig McGilvray. *

By definition, a cartoon takes an aspect of a person-place-thing and
satirizes this — purely for humor, or it isn't a cartoon.

I think that his cartoons are usually pretty funny. So next time you read
him, don't think the worst — he's just got the typical, cynical sense of

humor.

Susan Fernald

UMies: a good laugh
To The Editor:

In response to the harsh criticisms of McGilvray's "UMies", I'd just

like to let those critics know that cartoons can make serious situations

take on a humorous note without degrading those involved, if those in-

volved would see beyond their own selfishness of trying to let everyone

see them as high in status and intelligence. Anyone who can't laugh at

himself and who is afraid of what others may say about him or her,

knowing inside themselves that the humor depicted isn't a true per-

ception of reality, must have a real psychological hangup.

I don't think "UMies" is written to degrade; it is written to give up a

good laugh at ourselves.
Dick Powers

McGilvray: a lighter look

To The Editor:

Unfortunately when something controversial appears on the pages of

the Collegian, everyone and his brother treats it as a worldwide issue. Of
course I am referring to the now infamous cartoon drawn by Don
McGilvray concerning Chancellor Bromery. I would also like to refer to

the letter written by Cindy Rogers appearing in Tuesday's paper.
I take it that Ms. Rogers was offended by some of Mr. McGilvray's

cartoons. So now I quote a paragraph from that letter: "His topics seem
to rely on his base knowledge and opinions of sex, drugs and racism and if

this is all of which he is aware, then I feel sorry for him as a human
being."

I feel sorry for you Ms. Rogers because you obviously don't have a
broad mind. Let me tell you something which I have a feeling you're not

ware of. The name of the comic strip is "UMies." A UMie is a UMass
student, just like you and me. And what does a student at this or any other
college campus throughout this country see going on around him every
day? The answer to that question is sex, drugs, and racism.
McGilvray is merely taking a lighter look at these things, just like Dave

Berg does in Mad magazine, (or is Mad too beneath your dignity to look at

Ms. Rogers?) Unfortunately we are living in a sick society when we can't
even laugh at ourselves anymore. There are other more serious issues
like the gas shortage which we should concern ourselves with.

So, Cindy, you know what you can go and do with that letter of yours?
Glenn Poster

Letters Pelicy

The Massachusetts DaUy Cailegian welcomes all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, mere is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.

—

Bill Ballou
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i Streaking and apathy

,'For every action," Kinley S. Herboldsheimer, my
high school Chemistry teacher, often said, "there is

an opposite and equal reaction."

One of the few things I remember from that class, I

learned its validity through several car accidents,

countless golf games, and an occasional back-biting

swinging door.

UMass has extended the genius of that law to in-

clude the non-physical, and has been demonstrating it

for a while.

I'm talking about streaking.

Though it seems like twenty years, I came to

Amherst as a freshman in the fall of 1970. The activist

movements on college campuses of the late sixties

had peaked with the strike of the preceding spring,

but the class that came to school in September was in

its slipstream.

Left-wing organizations abounded, limited in

numbers but vocal. While violence had never been a

big thing at UMass, memories lingered and "protest"

had not yet been relegated to use in disputed sporting

events.

Fraternities and sororities were, we were told,

places where remnants from the Eisenhower era hid;

hanging moons a fond, but chillish memory from high

school days ; and panty raids the Edsel of college life,

a seldom seen reminder of simpler times.

Appropriately, I came to UMass in the fall, when an

era was ending, and I will leave in the spring, amidst

entirely new circumstances. Like streaking.

I think streaking is stupid, although not as stupid as

watching it, but it is a fad, and its importance lies not

in the fact that people run around bare-ass, but that it

symbolizes the new university student.

After living in limbo for two years, he is reacting to

the sixties. Changing the world has taken a back seat

to coping with the world.

Frats and sororities have come back, as people

realized there was an alternative way of life ; I saw a

moon in the Collegian the other day ; who needs panty
raids when you can get more basic than that.

I'm not saying it's bad, though an instinct inside me
says colleges should be places of turmoil and conflict.

Perhaps we have come to a time when the pieces of

society that were strewn about from 66-70 have to be

picked up and made back into something.

The prosecution of the Watergate scandals in-

dicates that maybe this is so. Every dog has his day,

and the day is coming in an era strangely different

from when it all started.

I do hope, though, that the new way is not just a

slide back into the apathy of the 50's and early 60's.

There's a lot to be said for apathy, in certain cases

( generally in regulatory agencies like the police and

government), but there is no place for it in a

university. Apathy toward things within a university,

like student government, classes, and marks, can be

tolerated, for they affect no one but the student, but

apathy toward things on the outside cannot.

Call it what you want, and like it or not, the things

that streaking symptomize are a return to simpler

days. If these simpler days indicate that students,

and universities in general, are retreating into

isolated towers where the cruel world and its realities

aren't permitted to enter, then the action of the late

sixties was a waste of time.

Society just can't afford to let so many people use

its time and money to exist in an expensive

playground and "make believe" living.

The cost is too high, the potential too great.

Bill Ballou is a Collegian Columnist.

Dean Tucker

Elitists stay home
In an article in yesterday's "New York limes

Magazine" Edward Hoagland posed the interesting

question, "Where have all the heroes gone?"
Hoagland begins his article by describing the thrill

he got from the New York Yankees during the

DiMaggio era focusing particularly on Tommy
Henrich, indeed a great clutch player that was never

recognized in the record books.

Hoagland then talks briefly about how the

-assassinations debauched our spirit and left a hollow

in our souls, where once lived the part of the psyche
that let us love heroes.

Hogwash

.

Mr. Hoagland looks desperately through the world

to find potential heroes, Sam Ervin, Henry Kissinger,

Ralph Nader, Daniel Berrigan, and Bobby Fisher are

among his also-rans.

The trouble is that if one is looking for heroes in the

world of politics and intellect the chances of

discovering one are about as great as finding a filet

mignon in a garbage pail. They don't exist, and there

is no reason for them to exist.

People that need heroes are not the Lincolned,

steak fed Chivas-Regaled affluent. They have enough

of their dreams satisfied without having to idolize

anyone.
People that need heroes drive Chevrolets that they

hope will make it through another year, they eat

Hamburger Helper and drink First National beer.

( Or what ever is 99 cent a rack that week. ) They work

endlessly at mundane jobs and know they will never

get anywhere far from where they began.

They have neither the time nor intellect to worry

about Henry Kissinger's globe dashing. They cant

get a vaguely vicarious thrill from Bobby Fisher

winning a chess game when there quiet-time

diversion is probably jig-saw or Monopoly. The
political wars are meaningless to them, because no

matter what elitist hot shots say, prices go up and

quality goes down, lines get longer and shortages

more frequent.

So where do they turn? Oddly they turn to where
Edward Hoagland began his writing about the lack of

heroes... to sports.

If men like Hoagland spent less time in their ivory

towers they would know that poor people still have

heroes. In Pittsburgh, a rough, crummy, dirty, town

of steel workers, hero worship brought about the

creation of Franco Harris's Army, a public

cheerleading group that believed in Harris and the

Steelers. When Muhammad Ali returned to boxing

after a three year layoff for which there was no legal

justification, the world turned out to see him, the

black world with it's essentially poor background that

is. When Hank Aaron hits number 714 it will be a

victory for the oppressed. The white bigots who hate

to see Babe Ruth's record shattered by one of "those"

people, will have to sit home and complain. In

Atlanta's ghettos there will be dancing in the streets.

There are indeed heroes and hero worshippers. In

South Boston saloons on hockey night the roar is

deafening...but unfortunately not loud enough for

men like Hoagland and other New York Times greats

to hear. You hear no cheers in moneyed suburbia,

only the silence of forgetting where this coutnry is

really at.

Dean Tucker is the Executive Editor of the

Collegian.

Words mean what they say?

Bv DENNY MATTEAl
Our Illustrious Leader had another press con-

ference the other night. You know the guy I mean, the

one who has contributed so much to the evolution of

our language, completely changing the use of the

term "perfectly clear", and creating inoperatives

hither and you. .."I'd call this a down-turn" he said

(jeez, and I had been worried, too. oh I'm so glad this

is only a downturn!) Well, at his last press con

ference. the laurels for imaginative in operation went

to a member of the press, a collegiate-looking gen-

tleman whose name escapes me The gentleman was

asking a question about economics and used the

phrase, "...consumers becoming disenchanted with

inflation..." I must be a real misfit, because as a

consumer. 1 was never enchanted with it in the first

place .

When one considers that the quintescence of a

universitv is. after all. words, winding windy weighty

words is'it no wonder that we used to say the library

was sinking'' ll fellow, this is a non sequiter. hut it s

all in the spirit of the times) Words make up

language, or te langage, or la langue... "La langue is

the French for the tongue ana the French don't

always distinguish between "tongue" and language"
- So translate "tongue twister" directly into French

and you'll get a twisted language. which brings us

back to this university. In sociology this week I

learned that "The Family Is The Legitimate Way to

Found A Family", and when another student, silly

thing, thought she'd get a clarification of this, she got

a repetition. ..far out. But as I glance back through the

nuggets of Truth jotted in my notes. I see that the

venerable Professor had clarified himself, after all.

He said, and I quote. "If you're looking for common-
sense definitions of terms used in sociology, you're

not going to get your definitions ." Ah yez.

Grasshopper, harken to the wisdom...

Another student in another class wanted to know if

an upcoming exam would be concept -oriented or

question-and answer, and the professor answered his

question. "I don't like those terms." he said And that

is all he said.

Dennv Matteau is a Collegian Commentator.

Ressurrection

Bye! Amherst Towing
It is not immoderate to assume that governments are

created to take care of the governed, although at times the

impression is that no such idea is in the mind of those

governing.
The UMass Student Government Association will soon

propose to the Administration a method by which that

body can assume the responsibility of towing illegally

parked cars.

The Collegian lauds such an idea and enthusiastically

offers support to Rick Savini, Chairperson of the Rents and
Fees Committee and that committee for their work.

Several questions concerning the implementation of a

student towing service have arisen during discussion

about the idea.

One issue, raised by Dr. Robert Gage, Vice Chancellor of

Student Affairs was the possibility of towed cars being
stolen, if they were stored in the Campus Center Garage.
His fear is justified, except we feel that if a car thief was
seriously interested in stealing a car why would he
necessarily go to the Garage to do it? There are literally

hundreds of cars parked in outdoor lots.

Further, if a thief wanted a car housed in the garage,
and had the skill to steal a car, wouldn't it be smalltime for

him to steal a ticket to be used at the exit booth as if he
were the owner of the car anyway?
Gage also felt the public relations issue of student

operated towing was worthy of consideration. He is right

again, but it is inconceivable to think that anyone getting

towed is going to get along in a brotherly way with the

tower.

Getting a car towed is a pain...no matter who does it.

We are optimistic that a better relationship can exist

between the tower and the victim. A student driver would
not be so prone to charge a person for lifting his car and
putting it down when the driver appears during the snatch.

Amherst towing gets paid for this, it is parasitic and un-

necessary.

Student towing will create a few more student jobs,
which at a time that is seeing money for higher education
hard to come by, become semi-precious.

Most important, the fee for getting a vehicle towed will

go down. A decreased cost for any good or service in this

age of outrageous inflation deserves a long and serious

look.

To reiterate, we are in full support of Savini and his

committee in this consumer-oriented legislation. We have
confidence that they will satisfy Dr. Gage's paternalistic

nervousness. We look to Gage to support student operated
towing. Last, although the initial $20,000 expense sounds
repulsive to senators forced to belt-tighten, we remind
them that the money will be spent to improve the quality of

life for many UMass drivers.

And that is the governors taking care of the governed,
which is indeed not an immoderate assumption at all.

I ,ist wrrk I i «'<! Weiss scooped Newsweek. Read his

ics<l;j\ 1'ich.inl Nixon's

.iiid the Watergate aftermath
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For the people

In the past year, this country has reeled as day after day stories of ^
bigging, burlary and surveillance burst forth from the nation's capitol.

For the first time millions of Americans are aware of an assault on

personal privacy. Yet, in the long run, I believe the true danger lies not in

the dramatic adventures of Watergate. ..but rather with the more per-

sistent centralization of power in nie federal government." - Gov. F-ancis

Sargent; March 5. 1974,
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Attorney General Robert H.

Quinn made the following
statement at a meeting of the

Mass. Broadcasters' Ass'n. on
March 5--

"There has been some misun-
derstanding concerning my

position on the reporting ot cam-
paign finances. Let me take this

opportunity to sketch briefly what I

have done and what I will do

regarding full disclosure of

campaign funding information.

The new campaign finances

reform act provides for full

reporting of all campaign receipts

and expenditures. My committee -

Friends to Promote Attorney
General Robert H. Quinn - has filed

all information with the Secretary

of State's office, the repository

named in the reform law. In ad-

dition, although not required in the

act, all contributions to the com-
mittee made prior to the law's

January 1 effective date have also

been filed.

It is also not required that the

occupation and principal place of

employment of contributors of $100

or more be reported. But I will ask

my committee to make this in-

formation a part of my public

report

.

As for my decision not to join the

campaign monitoring project of

Common Cause of Massachusetts -

under the new law, all campaign
funding records will be open

records - available to any citizen

and to all civic groups. I believe

that this information must be

available to all groups not just one

particular organization.

May I reiterate, firmly, what I

have said time and again - the

public shall have all information,

not only that information to which

it is legally entitled, but everything

it is entitled to under those moral
and ethical standards that I insist

should be adhered to by any person

in public office."

Learn
Want to tmd out exactly where

the Mass gubernatorial can-
didates stand on the issues?

Telepolitics. a WUMV-TV
special production, presents
gubernatorial hopefuls Carroll

Sheehan <R> and Michael Dukakis
<D> this week.

This Wed., March 13 Collegian

reporter Earl Barroll interviews

Carroll Sheehan. Following the

talk, WMUA News Dir. Gerry
Brooks and MDC Reporter Steve

Seche question Michael Dukakis.

Mark Vogler. MDC Political Ob-

server, moderates both shows.

The broadcast is to be shown in

the Campus Center Concourse next

to the Coffee Shop Airtime is

slated at approximately twelve

noon
Telepolitics has announced that

Gov. Sargent will be next week's

guest Attorney General Robert

Quinn appeared two weeks ago

IF YOl plan to be a

doctor or a teacher... "For

the people'' has bad news

for you. ..in a special report

appearing in tomorrow's

Collegian.

By BOB MAC KAY
Final plans are being made by a

non-partisan group of Mass.
citizens to nominate and endorse
candidates for certain state con-

situtional offices.

The Mass. Caucus '74 is being

held Sat., March 23 at the Town
Hall in Framingham. Registration

is at 9 a.m. Those attending the

public event will nominate can-

didates for Attorney General and
Secretary of State.

Citizens for Participation in

Political Action (CPPAX) and the

The
Mass
Caucus

74

Mass. chapter of Americans for

Democratic Action (ADA) have
both endorsed The Caucus.
Three candidates for Sec. of

State - John Bussinger, Larry
DiCara, and Paul Guzzi have all

agreed to recognize The Caucus.
Endorsements received at The
Caucus will be particularly
noteworthy in light of the fact that

there is no longer a Democratic
State Convention.

The Mass. Caucus '74 is con-

ducting a series of candidates'
nights throughout the state. All

possible candidates for At t. Gen.
and Sec. of State are asked to at-

tend, so that the public can directly

question the candidates on the

issues. A candidates' night is

scheduled for Amherst on Thurs.,

March 21. The sight has not yet

been determined - telephone 253-

2635 for more details.

Harrington writes

thank-you letter

Polici
5-2121

Edward F. Harrington is a

candidate for Attorney General.

His office sent the following letter

to Rep. Ralph Sirianni, Jr. (D-

Winthropl on Feb. 26--

Rep. Ralph E. Sirianni, Jr.

House of of Representatives
State House, Room 482

Boston, Mass.

Dear Representative Sirianni,

I want to thank you for your

courtesy in failing to call me as a

witness before your Committee
which was conducting hearings on

gun control legislation yesterday
at Gardner Auditorium. The fact

that you are a supporter of former
Rep. Sacco for the Democratic
Party's nomination for Attorney
General and that I am an opponent
of his, I know, had no bearing on

your conduct towards me. (In-

cidentally, former Rep. Sacco was
called out of order to testify by

you.)

As the Attorney in Charge of the

U.S. Dept. of Justice's Organized
Crime Strike Force, I have faced

every major racket figure in this

part of the country and this ex-

perience in law enforcement has
provided me insights which might
have proved useful to your Com-
mittee. But the fact seems to have
been disregarded in view of more
important "political con-
siderations."

My candidacy will offer to the

people of Mass. an alternative to

this type of cronyism which has
long infected the politics of this

State. Your act of political

cronyism inspires me to continue
to age a good fight against

"politics as usual" and serves as a

point of reference to exemplify that

conduct which the public at large is

fed up with

Faculty Wanted

TO TEACH ONE WEEK WORKSHOPS
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

1. Alternative energy sources and shelter forms

2. Natural foods; production and storage

3. Ecology and ecological science

4. Philosophical considerations to alternative

lifestyles

June 14 July 6, 1974

University faculty, Graduate students and other qualified

individuals are encouraged to contact:

"Toward Tomorrow"

|413| 545-3103

ce£ division, of continuing education

\

"The Death of Prison Rehabilitation"

JOHN BOONE
speaking

Tonight 8 p.m. Mahar Aud.
presented by D.V.P. and P. RE. P.

I want to thank you for

displaying political favoritism in

the public forum for all to see.

Very truly yours,

Edward F. Harrington

The Amherst Democratic

Town Committee meets this

Thursday, March 14 at 8 p.m.

in the Town Hall. Interested

UMass students are URGED to

attend.

"Cheaper by the Dozen"

is not playing at your

^^ local cinema -

^| but runs

I^J continuously at

-* Mr. Donut
Rte. 9,

Hadley.
Open 24 hrs.

Great
coffee TOO!Dorvut.

TheAirForce Pilot
has itmade.

AirForceROTC
willhelpyoumake it.

Here's how.
If you qualify, the Air Force ROTC will give

you free flying lessons. It'll be in a Cessna 150—
you're started towards the day when you'll solo

in an Air Force jet.

That's only one of the fringe benefits of the Air
Force ROTC Program. Consider all this:

Scholarships-6,500 of them that cover full tui-

tion. Plus reimbursement for textbooks. Plus
lab and incidental fees.

Plus $100 a month, tax-free, to use as you like.

Interested? Contact_

at.

Get your college career off the ground in Air
Force ROTC.

J.\. \*

~j

NV

Haircuts
for

Super
Styles

^

Our experts cut the bounce right into

easy flattering styles. We follow your
natural waves and curls to let your
hair fall into place. Great with a soft body
perm. It's a snap to care for.

Shampoo, cut and blow-dry $6.50

BEAUTY SALONS

Mt. Farm's Mall Hadley

584-01 1

1

Walk-ins welcome

it

J.D.SUPERSTAR

• ; V to

ONLY
$3.53

EACH
IP/ 5.98*» LIST

ONLY
$4.99

EACH
TAPE
LIST $6.98

ItC/l * m

^Promises §**,

DenverJP

Featuring: My Sweet Lady
Sunshine on My Shoulders

Savings On All JOHN DENVER Albums
RC/I JOHN

VEA/VERJ
(mEATESTHin

JohnDenver
Farewell Andromeda

i\

includes: Jake Me Home.Country
Leaving.on a Jet Plane • Follow Me

Rocky Mountain High • Goodbye Again

RC/I
ONE
WEEK
ONLY

JOHN DENVER
Poems, Prayers & Promises
RCA LSP-4499

JOHN DENVER
His Greatest Hits

RCACPL 1-0374

JOHN DENVER
Farewell Andromeda
RCA APL 1-0101

rtc/i VICTOR

WHOSE GARDEN WAS THIS

nc/i
•rteRie

John Denver

VICTOR hcji

rocky mountain high
JOHN DENVER

Include* Rocky Mountain High
Mother Nature's Son • Goodbye Again

JOHN DENVER
Rhymes & Reasons

RCA LSP4207

JOHN DENVER
Take Me To Tomorrow
RCA LSP-4278

JOHN DENVER
Whose Garden Was This

RCA LSP4414

JOHN DENVER
Aerie

RCA LSP4607

JOHN DENVER
Rocky Mountain High
RCA LSP-4731

e Largest Selection

• Convenient Shopping Hours
• Probably the Best Price in Town
• Every Lp & Tape Guaranteed New
• Expert Salespersons to Assist You
• Bank Americard & Master Charge Credit

records
257 Triangle St.

549-4433

Amherst
L ^

Mon.-Wed., 10 6
Thurs. Sat., 10 9

Plenty ot Free Parking in Rear
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Hurting for money?
Hurting for money to make it through the rest of the school year?
If you're a first year, ful time student, you still may be able to get a

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant. The deadline for submitting an
application for the 1973-74 academic year is April 1.

Basic Grants is the Federal government's newest program of student

financial assistance. Begun just this year, it is providing eligible students

with outright grants of money to help see them through school. Grants
average about$260 per student with a maximum of $452.

So if you need money for your education, look into Basic Grants. Get an
"Application for Determination of Family Contribution" from your
school's financial aid officer or write to Box 84, Washington, DC. 20044.

Then fill the application out and mail it by April 1 to B.E.O.G., P.O. Box
B, Iowa City, Iowa, 52240.

Within a few weeks you will be notified whether or not you are eligible

for a Basic Grant this year. He will determine the actual amount of your
Basic Grant.

The money can be used to help pay for tuition, fees, books, housing,

meals and other miscellaneous expenses.

Next year Basic Grants will be extended to second-year as well as first-

year students. The amount of an average grant will be increased to about
$450 with a maximum of around $800. Application forms for the 1974-75

school year will be available after mid-April from student financial aid

officers at colleges, universities, vocational and technical schools or from
Box 84 Washington D.C. 20044.

FOR* FURTHER INFORMATION CALL: Jeanne Park, 202-245-7915.

Music in Deerfield

Today's workshops
The Aesthetics and Humanities Program iTransdisciplinary Cluster)

of the School of Education is offering a series of Workshops in the Arts as
part of a new course exploring the role of the arts in basic education.
The workshops will deal with creative movement, creative dramatics,

puppetry, music, environmental design, poetry, music and sound, and
MORE, focusing on their role in the classroom.
The workshops will take place today through April 27, and will run from

one session to eight sessions. For more information call 545-3197 or come
to 225B School of Education. (Register in Hills S. 151)

"An Evening of Eighteenth
Century English and American
Organ Music" will be presented at

the Brick Church in Deerfield on

Thursday, March 14th at 8:00 p.m.

David W Dangremond, organist of

Anherst College, will be the

principal performer. He will be

Discover

Room-To-Move
In the past Room-To-Move

has been known primarily as a
drug problem center, but in

order to meet the needs of the
student population it has with
time expanded its resources
and capabilities in many
directions. Over the past few
years there has been a constant
trend toward interest in

meditation and spiritual

disciplines, and while some
people do not view it as im-
portant, others find that it can
indicate a serious search and
unfold valuable qualities.

Members of the staff at

Koom-To-Move have con-
siderable experience with
various spiritual traditions and
disciplines, and are always
interested in discussing
questions and concerns in these
areas As part of an effort to

meet these needs a spiritual

resource referral system was
recently begun and will

eventually contain information
on all area spiritual resources
Students and community
members alike are invited to

stop in the center or call at .V45-

0400 or 0401.

accompanied by Lisa Compton of

Smith College on the recorder and
the flute. The concert will be
presented as part of Historic
Deerfield's Winter Lecture Series.
The concert will be open to the
public. Admission is free and all

are welcome to attend.

papeR House
FAST COPY CENTER

XEROXMF
O& PER COPY
Am ' AFTER FIRST tl COPIIS

65 University Drive

256 05&3
Amherst

KOREAN KARATE

Tae Kwon Do

Classes will be held every
Mon., Wed., Fri., 6:30-8:30

p.m.

Room 101A N.O.P.E.

CLASSES BEGIN
TONIGHT

Short demonstration
before class

Members and
Beginners Invited

Mike's

Westview Cafe
(Sunderland Rd., North

Amherst)

Every Night!

6- 10

Draft - 25 c

Hi-ball - 50 c

Announcing Papa Gino's Monday thru

Thursday Night Pizza and Beer Parties

Come treat your taste buds to Papa's delicious pizza and

a frosty mug of draught beer. We'll treat you to live guitar

and vocal talent to liven up the evening.

Monday thru Thursday 8 to 12 p.m.

Bring your appetite, your thirst, and your ears.

PAPA GINO'S

Mountain Farm's Mall Route 9, Hadley

SPECIAL BUSES TO
Opening Rounds

N.I.T. Basketball in New York City

Right From Univ. of Mass. Campus

Saturday, March 16

SPECIAL LOW PRICE
For Students — Just $9.95

Round-Trip Including Game Ticket

(Available To Adults— Slightly Higher Price)

BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW AT BUS TICKET WINDOW
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. only

Campus Center Hotel Lobby

BUS
PRtertrEan.

LINES

CAINS

Mayonnaise

HUNTS
Tomato Paste

32 oz.

Jar

PALMOLIVE
LIQUID

HAWAIIAN PUNCH
6 Delicious Flavors

STOP & SHOP
FRENCH STYLE

Green Beans

CHICKENS SEA
Solid White Tuna

Dish Detergent

COLLEGE INN

ST33 Broth

32 oz.

Bottle

NABISCO

Premium Saltines

Hfl
rk«*».\

products must equal or better the

leading name brands by every test, and must

sell tor less Otherwise, we wouldn't put our

label on The best test of all is your test! If you've

never tried Stop & Shop brands, ease your way

in and redeem our FREE coupon on Stop & Shop

canned soda

PENN DUTCH
br

o
a
r
d
f.Ke

ed
Noodles

PACKED IN OIL

SUNSWEET
Prune Juice

13sAoz
Cans

•USMBS* 40 0Z.

Bottle

|
W 'TH TH 'S «*«>" AND A ,5 PURCHASE

Stop & Shop
12 oz. Can

SON
c

221 I

Limit one can per customer
Good Monday, March 11 -Saturday. March 16

^i

i

i

j—.«ares u.vr^wuuji jojoomwajg

Starts Monday, March 11 - Saturday, March 16

a m Mr* rum ft*5B
Birds Eye Orange Juice

100% ORANGE JUICE M SI
FROM FLORIDA fc| Cam I

Roman 10 Pack Pizza

Stock up the treezet and have ?3oi QQ"
some when company drops in

Pkl
> JJ Jj

Ranchers Beef Patties

$199

Our all week mini-priced specials give you your

Stop&Shopsworth!
"Quality-Protected" Beef Naturally Aged For Tenderness!

Porterhouse

2W POUND BOX
Get your Stop & Shopsworth!

S

1

lit mt olltff 1 lw Mlf Ml
twiilMIt m C«W let* V

Naturally aged tor superb tenderness and

flavor and trimmed for extra value Mini-priced.

Swanson Meat Pies chimin mt ,e

FkU

International Vegetables
B$5

2 ££

69'

89*

"Quality-Protected" Beef

You'll like the tantalizing flavor and the mini-price

'

HAWAIIAN ITALIAN OR BAVARIAN

Taste 0'Sea Fishcakes

Roman Manicotti

3 a oz

PKJI
*1

18 M Pkg 99*

Taste 0'Sea Haddock Dinners 2 J& M

Freezer Queen Entrees tSSStfm 2*«« 79«

Sadtbwry Slot* 6S or Vti »*"MO, * 1*> M 0* Slued tat' t't U

Vegetables in Butter Sauce g!K? 2 .
69*

PEAS COflN MIKfD 0B LEAF SPINACH

Taste 0'Sea Pollack Fillets

Fleishmans Egg Beaters

Shoestring Potatoes stop a shop

Ocean Spray JuicesJSSXm 2 85
59c

Taste 0'Sea Fried Clams (g 79*

Howard Johnson Corn Toasties3
. .

89*

Buttermilk Waffles «•« jemima 2 £ 89*

Shoulder Roast

London Broil Steak-Shoulder
"Quality-

Protected"

Pkg

16 02

Pka 85c

320 01 M
DIM

White Gem U.S. Grade "A"

hicken Legs 69

Your

Stop & Shopsworth

is a Good Deal for you!

I've made my promise to talk straight

with you, so let's begin with our Stop &

Shopsworth slogan — what does it

mean? As your store manager I'm con-

cerned about the worth of your shopping

dollars, not only low prices but quality

and service as well. No magic formula,

just a week-in, week-out way of doing

business.

We back this claim with what we like

to think of as the Stop & Shopsworth

Consumer Charter, the foundation on

which we build such programs as:

Our Quality Protected Beef Program:

At our Marlboro Meat Processing Plant,

special equipment makes it possible to

maintain uniform cleanliness and tight

quality control. This allows us to reg-

ulate the aging carefully (and naturally,

with no additives of any kind) We can

guarantee that you serve meat at its

peak of taste and tenderness.

Our private label foods:

The Stop & Shop brand has to be as

good as the leading national brand or

you won't find it on our shelves, but ours

The Stop& ShopCompanies

SffU
Commitment to the Consumer

costs less. We'll put our cake mix

against Betty Crocker, our detergent

against Tide, but gelatin desserts? We
haven't made one to match Jello— yet!

Our leadership in Consumer Affairs:

As far back as 1959, our Manager of

Consumer Relations was concerned

about improving communications be-

tween Stop & Shop management and

the consumer. Just recently, we re-

ceived an award from Family Circle

Magazine for our efforts in nutrition

education.

Most important, we listen:

In addition to a network of Consumer

Boards that provide a constant com-

munication link to our shoppers, we are

here to respond to your questions and

suggestions Stop & Shopsworth? The

point is we're listening and working to

be responsive to your needs.

Your Store Manager

I Pkgs

Chicken Breasts zsssSmit 85"

Chicken Thighs 69! Chicken Drumsticks 89'
Che! Boy Ar Dee Ravioli

CHEESE OR BEEF q , iM ft
A quick and easy meal Cr"

I

Blueberry Toasties Sons
27"i or

PVQS 7*

Hendries Ice Cream
'"™

r
s
..

Stop & Shop Chocolit Covers

Stop & Shop Fudge* Pop a V^"' 99*

6At CARTON
40u k sin
rn>inl r.kfl

ftli^frtceo Dairy Speciau |

Stop & Shop Cheese Slices

59'
WHITE OR YELLOW

Top your hamburgers Mini-priced/

BREAKSTONE

Temptee Cream Cheese 49
c

Cheese Loaf Cheese Spread

Mrs. Filberts %?, Margarine

Maybud Brie Cheese

Borden Gruyere Cheese

Maybud Camembert Cheese

Churney Rugged Sharp Stick '*"

Kraft Whipped Cream Cheese 3
CHIVE SALMON ONION OS PLAIN

it's simply super!
A totally new fresh meat product that looks cooks . .

.

? tastes like ground beet . . but costs you less! A de-

licious way to stretch your budget A blend ot our reg-

ular ground beet (75% ) and hydrated textured vegetable

protein . . blended in our federally inspected meat plant

where quality is scrupulously controlled. And you can

only buy it at Stop & Shop!

Underwood Deviled Ham

C«n i y
Everybody's tavorite

sandwich spread

PETER PAN

Sun Glory Cookies=s 3 -
$
1

Chef-Boy -Ar-Dee Spaghetti

WITH GROUND BEEF nm, $1

Kids of all ages love this Ctm I

Lunch Pack Potato Chips

39
e4«

P*0

Peanut Butler

Mayonnaise
WHAMMO SUGARLESS

Bubble Gum »""<

STOP &

SMO"
Vol
Jar 69

c

49
e

;re

p»«

i it

Cent

4'i

Pvg

6 02

Ptg

99*

59«

891

49*

89*

89*

«1

Ground Beef Mix 79

STOP & SHOP
Packed in 8 individual bags

KEEBLER

Animal Crackers - 10
c

Cracker Jacks «5 3 -89
e

BREMNER

Animal Crackers -37 e

SUNSHINE peanut buttia

Keebler Cookies 49
c

Oatmeal Sandwich
6
" 59

e

lb.

Dtii fudge w Choc Ch»p 13 c fcpi

)3 0/ Oatmeal or n w Iced fta-sm Bar
A wholesome snack'

MMMttced Banery soeciais

White Bread
SLICED O . . $1

Mtni-pnced * J»5i I
njoy the savings w I

Cinnamon Coffee Cake
STOP 4 SHOP SLICED t\ -,„ $1

A great way to start '.he day £ icly*' |

Flavored Eng Muffins

39
c

•[JMIM-Prtcsd Drti-Hul specials

AVAILABLE IN STORES FEATURING A SERVICE DELI

Alpert's Pastramiw 79
c

Imported Finnish Swiss Cheese ,' 75(

Watson's White Meat Turkey Roll g 69°

Swift's Beef Stick ! 99c

Aged Provolone Cheese mmim $1?

J Mini-Priced Fish specials

Pollack Fillets
fR0ZEN 69

c

Dressed Smelts 59c

Cooked Haddock Fillets :-^'.: j1"

Clam Chowder Base -Pint Container 89c

Sausage Sale!

Primo Italian Sausage

i
FRESH SAUSAGE tilQ

Great for grinders or for '•
a really special spaghetti

Countryfine Sausage Links FWSH M 1 '

Jones Pork Sausage « j£ M 4»

Rath Sausage Meat mm
Rath Breakfast Sausage

Jones Brown & Serve Sausages/,,

Park's Little Link Sausage c °o7fN uj »i"

Oscar Mayer Smokie Links *1"

n \« 79c

itif S-1 09

STOP A SHOP PACKAGE OF 6

CtiwMa' Cneese Bacon,
1

^J
7

65'

. Blutbtiry or Cinnamon Raisin

Daisy ^^ Donuts

Cracked Wheat Bread n» • *o>

Choc, or Butterscotch Brownies M."

19 01

P»9

'pV,'
39*

Chocolate Eclair Pie stop a shop

p*g

Pk8
69*

C 3 Mini-priced Savings on NationalBrands

!

a Playtex Tampons Kansas 99
c

™
Dial Doodorant au purpose regular m oz can ™

LtlUrCn lOliei OCdlS *nf»aihuv«tthialowm,ni-orlce» *••

iSrom our own KitcRons.

_ r Large Pizza 79
c

- Tapioca Puddings - «*•« 2 k 69
c

Gelatines a^s 3 - *1 Custards »&. 2 - 69
c

AVAILABLE IN STORES WITH A SERVICE DFLI

Potato Salad or coie siaw 39°

Cherry Pineapple Ham 69° Ham Salad ; 79
c

Get your Slop & Shopsivorth!

Navel Oranges 10 98'

Homtstyla Spice Cake stop* shop «g 69*

Get your Stop & Shopsworth 1

A great buy at this low mini-price*.

~H'gh~0U«My. smart styling, triple dipped baked on enamel-w.ll not erack.chip or peel Corrosive

resistant hinges, easy to install.

STOP & SHOP in
• HADLEYAMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley Amherct tine.

California Pascal Celery stalk 29
e

Florida Salad Tomatoes ?"**««**»* ***** 29!

Gardenia PlantS
Enhancethebeautyof yOUrhome %" tys

8;30a.m.lu:iUp.m., Mon.-SaL

.

V A A < ' »

* r t t 4 t ..iiliHMIIHIIIIHIIM' • • -SA, *** 6 #«#.'#.• * f .
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ALPHA PHI OMEGA:
Meeting tonight in Chapter Room

please attend.

ANYONE:
Through faith in our foundation,

Jesus Christ, we believe that we have

God as our father. All welcome at

Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship.

7:30 C.C.

COLLOQUIA STILL OPEN:
"Who Should Rule the Univer

sity?" a Central Area Colloquia

dealing with issues of student role in

University governance meets tonite

at 7:30 in the Grenough classroom.

ETA KAPPA NU:
The Spring 74 pledge party will be

held Tuesday March 12 at 8:00p.m. to

12:00 p.m. in Memorial Hall. All

members and prospective pledges

are expressly invited.

FIRST AID 391:

Tuesday, Thursday section only!!

New room beginning March 12,

Marston 134, same time 2:30 sharp

for guest speaker. See you then.

Monday night section remains in

Draper 124.

FOOD SERVICES COMMITTEE
BOG:
meeting scheduled for 2:30 today.

All members please attend. Isn't it

nice to be needed?

GEOGRAPHY ASSOC:
"Peru; Geography and

Archaelogy", a slide presentation by

Prof. Donald Proulx, Umass
Anthropology Dept. Tues, March 12,

7:30 p.m. 176 C.C. Everyone
welcome!

GSS:
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in 101 C.C.

All members are please requested to

attend.

JOE PAROLE VOLUNTEERS:
There will be a meeting tonight

Mon. March 11 at 7:30 in 174 176 in the
C.C

Rusty Nail
Inn

Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

Notices

MOTORCYCLE CLUB:
First meeting of semester Tuesday

March 12, 7 p.m. C.C. 901 Come down

and talk about motocross, enduros,

or what you want.

MOVIE:
Woody Allen!! "Take the Money

and Run". Tomorrow in S.U.B. at 7,

9, 11. A riot!!

NORTHEAST AREA WOMEN'S
CENTER:
There will be NO meeting Monday,

March 11 to allow everyone to attend

the National Women's Poetry

Festival.

NOTICE:
There will be a meeting Monday,

March 1 1 at 10:00 a.m. to discuss fall

orientation in the Southwest

Residential Area. To be held at the

Southwest Resource Center.

OUTING CLUB:
AMC White water Canoe movie

6:30 tonight 162 CC. Upcoming trips,

check, the board. Come see White
Water at its finest

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION:
There will be an open meeting of

the Coalition of Environmental

Quality tonight at 6:30 in 426 D S.U.

Also planning for this weeks nuclear

moratorium table.

PHI BETA KAPPA:
There will be a meeting of Phi Beta

Kappa on Tuesday March 12, at 4:00

p.m. in 113 C.C. The agenda will

include; election of members in

course, election of officers for 74 75,

*nrl Visitinq Scholar Program 74-75.

WAFFLE DRAWING:
The Pre Vet Club will hold the

drawing for a 10 speed bicycle today

at noon on the Campus Center

Concourse.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIARIES:
There is an important meeting

toniqht for Judges at 8 p.m. in 804, 808

C.C

FOUND:
one pair of brown eye glasses found

between Grad. Res. Center and

Goesmann Lab. Owner may pick up

in Goesmann Lab, see Rita, rm 159.

AMHERST CHINESE FOOD
62 Main St., Amherst

Tel. 253-7835
EAT IN OR TAKE-OUT

INCH SPECIALS 99c & u

LOST:
Commodore Calculator in brown

Kodak pouch. This calculator was a

Christmas gift, if you find it, please

call or contact Ken Farland. 807 JFK
546 7703 Thank you!!

LOST:
My green raincoat on the campus

bus. If found, please leave at C.C. lost

and found or call Steve 253 2247.

LOST.
A pair of blue framed eyeglasses in

a multicolored pink case. Please call

Fran 6 8350 or leave at C.C. lost and

found.

LOST:
One pair of gold rimmed

eyeglasses in a black metal case I

misplaced them early in the week. If

found, call John at 665 4290 or leave

them with the Receptionist at the
Collegian office. Thank you.

NOTICES:
On Monday evening at 8:00 p.m. in

the C.C. Aud there will be a Poetry

Reading given by Robin Morgan and

AtJrienne Rich. An informal

workshop will be held at 11 a.m.

Tues. in 804 808 C.C.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT WEEK AND FAIR
March 11-17, Campus Center

Tonight, 7:30: Panel Discussion

"Prospects for World Peace", Rm. 168

Tuesday, 7:30: Global Survival

Potpourri — simulations, Rm. 168

OPEN TOALL — FREE ADMISSION, COFFEE

IT WOTS TO SHOP
THE FINAST WAY

INDEPENDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATES, INC.
presents a

PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDING COURSE
AT U. MASS.

March 13 & 14 7:00 p.m.

Room 168, 170, 172

Campus Center Building

Price: $12 per person

REGISTER FOR THE COURSE AT
The Financial Aid Office

Whitmore Hall

Course Includes

EXAM
LAB SESSION
DIPLOMA

DOOR PRIZE

PorkChops
Center Cut Quarter Loin

$-|39 $-|09

PorkRoasts
Loin-7 Rib Portion Loin Portion

79? 89*
Rib Half 99*

PorkRibs
Pork Roasts

Country
Style

Boneless

7 Rib

Half$1°?
»89«
.$139

FinastSoda
All Your
Favorite

Flavors 6-$100

Fruit Cocktail
Fruit and

Honey \3 Ca^oy

For Finast

shop the

savings,

Beer and Wine
|

section of our store!

SUPERMARKETS

Where has all the water gone?
The three biggest water users in

town — Amherst, Hampshire
College and gigantic UMass — are

soon to be hit with a combined

$88,000 increase in water bills to

pay for next year as the result of a

special Amherst Town meeting

Monday night which ended
preferential rates for the three

institutions.

The town meeting voted

unanimously for a flat 34 cents per

100 cubic feet of water used and

voted to eliminate the old sliding

scale which had applied for large

users. Under that scale, regular

residential users were charged the

full 34 cents while the big users

paid less money per cubic feet

depending on how much they use.
UMass's share of the increase

has been estimated at
about$74,000. Since the 1974-75

fiscal year budget proposal allows

1 iEAU Britthel

JOIN OUR
CLOTHES CLUB

ASK fOR OCTAtLS

«vmsm«i Va*1

less than $9,000 for increased water
costs, changes in the budget will

have to be made.
H. Jack Littlefield, University

lit said such budget category
changes are "routine" and are
processed through the Governor's
office. He added that the
University is experiencing in
crease in coal and oil costs because
of the energy crisis as well.

planning director wno now ad-
ministers physical plant functions,
said last night the budget office of
the University "is revising their
calculations and will advise the
state of the changes" in the water
rate.

JOAN JONAS and her

"ORGANIC HONEY'S VERTICAL ROLL"

Thursday, March 14, 1974, 8 p.m.
Room 163— Campus Center

Admission:
50c UAA-A Students
$1.00 General Admission

Sponsored by The Fine Arts Council

"Spectacular Sunglass Sale.

"

*
w*

*• tVv«
glasses that turn <*

*+*.

world turns brighter! '<p

'4.

From Mar. 11-Mar. 23 we will be giving

25% off
On all non-prescription sunglasses including the new Sunsensor sunglasses

Amherst Optical Shoppe
195 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.
256-6403

HELP WANTED FOR SALE
MDC CLASSIFIEDS

Person to type SO wds per min. Must
have 10-20 hrs. wk free — Next 4 wks work
also during spring vacation. Call 5-2645.

eve 665-3968.

MMI

1974 Earn At Home Directory.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Order now, send
12 to WG Smith. Box 1287-BL. Palmdale.
Calif.. 93550.

MMI

Full & Part Time Salespeople — The
Lodge is a youth-oriented retail clothing
firm, headquartered in Boston, with a
store opening in Amherst at the end of

March. We are looking for energetic,
personable salespeople, both fuU'and part
time. If you are interested, please apply in

person at the Garden Room of the lord
Jeffrey Inn on Wednesday. March 6.

between 2 and 5 or 7 and 9 p.m.. or on
Thursday. March 7. between noon and 4

p.m.

tf5-5

Black artist needs black model. 13.00 per
hour. Contact Arturo at 549-6129. after 2

p.m. or 545-3146. after 9 p.m.
tf3-l4

Knglish major needed to help with a

research project. Choose your own hours,

excellent pay. Call 546-7911. keep trying.

MMI

For sale, steel 6 String Guitar, hand
carved back, made in Spain. Call Sltaryn.

546-7248. after 6:30.

tf3-l3

AKC Reg Mini and Toy Poodles. 8 wks
old. 3 males. I female. Apricot and black.
Call 665-4220. after 4 p.m. Asking $85.

MMI

AUTOS FOR SALE

Ford Cortina GT. 68. 30 m.p.g. Healy

Sprite. 4 cyl. 1350. Stick 6. 65 Rambler
$100; 1967 TR4A I.R.S. needs work; Por-

sche. XKI20. Best offer. 323-7327.

tf3-l5

Used Hohner Electric Piano,

condition. $250. Call 268-7165.

Good

tf3-12

1967 Buick Riviera, p.s.. p.b.

engine and body call 323-4428.

a.t. Good

tf3-l2

For Sale: Schwinn man's bike: English
woman's bike, call 549-3813.

tf3-l2

Peugeot PX-IO. bicycle for sale, ex-
cellent cond'n. Michelin tires. A great buy.
Asking $140. call 256-0157.

tf3-l5

Head Skis. 200 CMS. $25.00. gd. cond..
but must sell. Wrong sixe for me. Call
Ruth. 549-4459.

113-14

Audi 1972 — 25.000 mi. good condi. hi gas
mi. Best offer, write. Doug, at 709

Washington Twr.. or call 546-9009.

ttt-12

67 Volvo I -MS. 25 m.p.g.. good cond..

many new parts. 549-1745. after 9 p.m.

tf3-l2

1965 Oldsmobile 442. '68 engine, burns

regular gas, $300 or best offer. Must sell!

Call 2564091. keep trying.

ttt-ll

1964 Olds Cutlass, low mileage,
condition. Call evenings, 549-6861.

good

ttt-15

1972 Dodge Van.
steering and brakes.

V8. auto.

367-9.146.

power

ttt-15

$65 to $95 per wk part time.
Unlimited earning potential in ad-
dressing envelopes at home. Com-
panies pay top money for that •per-
sonal" touch. For further information
regarding opportunities with these
companies, send $2 to Phoenix Adv
P.O. Box 11707. Atlanta. Ga. MM.

trait

FOR RENT

l.g. room in private home, kitchen priv.

iMiiiiii Walking distance to campus 510-

1213.

MMI

Kmim in Puffton apt. for rent $x.'.tMi a

month Call Charlie. 519-0713

MMi

Himiiii in house, no lease. $.vi plus

utilities, mimed occupancy, two miles

from I Mass (all 233-9123

tf:t-l:t

Female roommate wanted lo share I

'lg. ' room apt. for April HUJ and _
utilities in Northampton mi Id •». ."18K-I6S.V

tf:t-ir»

( ape I ikI summer rental — llvannis. a

bedrooms. l<_. baths, near (raigville

Itcach. hiit vard. $I.x«mi .luiic-Sepl. Donna
or Bill. :>i<mh:io

ttt-15

ROOMS FOR RENT

Kurn rm.. pri b.ilh. air cond . color T\ .

auto dishwasher. -' for $.".n ca . mi. for $ino.

in. I mil (all MR, Sur Mm. -Ml' ;il 253-

'i j Mi between in \ II |i in or Iv mess
ifa-i:>

Hooks and mags. Old and out of print.

Free Search Service, 586-3299. anytime.
Larry Pruner. Box 285. Northampton.

tft I

Quiet & private 50' trailer, extra wide
living rm.. 2 1

* wooded acres in Williams-
burg. $12,000. Call College Town Realty. G.

Shea. 586-2115.

tf3-l2

Country beauty — 6+ bdrms.. t

fireplaces. 2 full baths, country sited mod.

kitchen. 1 + acres. Ashfield. $45,000. Call

G. Shea. W1IH
MMI

Fisher 202 stereo AM-FM Receiver,

excllnt cond.. warranty $160. Call Bob. 256-

0527

.

ttt-12

Queen site water bed. hand finished

(rame. fitted liner mattress, t mo. old.

must sell, moving to Calif $65. (all 253-

3XIH.

tfa- 12

IM \ WT color TV. $150: Vashica electric

and mini-spv camera's. I.udwig snare

drum with stool. $75. must sell, need

bic.nl Hob. 253-7211.

ttt-13

1957 Chevy Pick-up. 6 cyl. standard,

good running cond. $350 or best offer.

Contact Joyce at 323-4848. after 5.

ttt-12

1963 VW camper with 1965 rebuilt

engine, runs, has sticker, beaut, interior,

needs work. $375. Call 4I3-967-72SI.

ttt-15

Must sell mimed — 1962 Falcon van.

needs very little work. $75. 546-9724.

ttt-15

1967 used Ford Galaxy 500. light blue,

only 11.000 mi., still gets almost 20 miles to

the gal., best offer over $300. (all Steve.

253-5798.

ttt-15

I'h.m Malibu. excellent cond.. vinyl lop. fi

cyl.. p.s.. a.t.. over 20 mpg. much rec. wk..

asking $975. Call 665-1975.

tfa-ia

SERVICES

PHOTOS — Passports, visas,
graduate school applications, or
similar kinds of photography. $4.00 for

six passport siie photos. Siies and
prices are negotiable. Quality
guaranteed. Very fast service, (all
Steve at 6-5H3.

ttt-29

Owner M(. Mid net I'M,!,

trade for til-»7 Till (all E

wishes

a -7 1.vi

III

"»»•

Datsun. Tovota and Volvo, repaired

at reasonable prices. I have plen(y of

experience and equipment, (all

Kussell Baca. 25.1-7156.

tfa-25

ttt-12

HUuiE FOR REN1

( uiintrv house lor mil in t oli.nn. _'.Y;

513V $235 pel month
tfa-i.'i

Itrftigeralor. ."• til. ft toasler men and
hotplate (all 2.l3-'i7i;t after r. p.m

ttt-13

LEFT II \M»f I) guitar, (.ibsnn

Heritage, excellent condition. $275. no. (all

*> |i;«; i_ i in "iii, i.Mi'i

tfa-l-'

Fight-track ami stereo svslem tfood as

new paid Slln will sell lor $HNI (all

I nllcui.m at v.'.'i.'io. ask loi Boh MacKa\
If til

INSTRUCTION

BEAT THE HIGH COST

Spat lolls I or .' heilriHitn inil

dominium apartments oiilv l\'<" lo

Sl'Mi motilhlv alter $MMi down |i.i\inenl

Includes closing costs, prim iplc. ill

teres! laves in.nnlcn.incc upkeep

and insurance I mated in Sunderland

t all .'.M.-iaiTn lor appoint mciil e\es .

ar.-.'i.ii

III- 1

1

Now accepting limited no non-voice
majors for private singing lessons. For-
mer Fulbright llalv i Soprano
Reasonable. 253-7352. ttt-12

Krnoks residents onlv . Fxprrt Iv ping hv

Dana. Fast and accurate. 7,">c per page,

and worth it. Itoom Ml, or call li-63K7.

tfa-15

Special campus rates are still available

lor lime. Sports Illustrated and I oiiune

Maxa/ines ( all 516-1125.

ttt-12

Hi-fi amlm repair. Sansui. Sonv . Dual,

spciialist. \ll others serviced. Murk
iiii.it .inteed. tx hr service Fx. For parts

led. IliFi. Mi -2610.

Itt-li

( ar repair hassles" experienced
mechanic will liv it right, no big overhead
no job (ini small foreign and domestic
Boh. -Til 7.' 1

1

ttt-13

.'I Hoar Service on
'assporl Vpplications
ami's Photo

>. ou need not pav a lot „| moncv to learn
lo meditate We are experienced and vim
Mill learn Milh ease SiJiuidavs at Man
".x| -x| in

tfan

l'ass|Hirts and
Tel 253-31 IX.

Ifa- I.i

Will do tvimiK in mv home thesis
papers envelopes mailing lists, letters.

Keliahle act. last ( all alter I p m. .\">3-

7151 or _"Yl 7II.V

tfl-l

ROOMMATE WANTED
Mellow Feminist to share home with 3

other women, own room $75-mo . plus.

Pets welcome, 549-6589. please keep
trying.

ttt-ll

Own rm in Mt. Sugarloaf apt. On bus line

$75 mo. Quiet working space for art

student or serious student. 665-2189. bet. 7-

10 p.m.
ttt-ll

For ( lilfsidr Apt. — Immediate ore till

6-1 or sublet til 9-1. $88 mo plus $50 dep.
Pool, tennis ct. air cond. in C. Call 665-3490.

ttt-14

Female roommate wanted — nice apt.

close to campus. $67.00 per month. Call

Bev. 253-5858.

ttt-14

Roommate wanted — large apt. near

Smith and 5-College bus line, own
bedroom. $85.00 per month. Call Dennis

after 7:30 p.m.). 586-1415.

ttt-15

TRAVEL

Campus Travel Center, handles air.

hotel, car rentals, package tours,

honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call

"it".-0500. for information.

ttt-15

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from 1199.

For more information call Campus Travel

(enter. 545-0500.

tfa- ir.

Spring Vacation in San Juan. U>W, all

inclusive. For more, information, call

Campus Travel Center, 545-0500.

ttt-15

Kl'ROPF. - ISRAEL - AFRICA — Travel

discounts year round. Int'l. Student Travel

(enter. 739Hoylston St.. Suite 113. Boston,

Ma. 617-267-1122.

tf5-l7

WANTED
t.av or Id People of Spirit wanter1

to

grow with Commune in the countrv. Box
723. Amherst. Mass.

ttt-18

Wanted, used boxspring & mattress,

double or single, (all after Id p.m. 546-

6570.

tfa- 1 a

(•oalie to skate on Tues. nights. Ill or II

p.m. Have imn equip, (all Bob. 5-2086 or 5-

0056.

ttt-ll

I want to huv vour sick car. any make.

model, or major problem. Let me huv vour

headache, foreign or domestic ( all Hob.

253-7-> 1

1

ttt-15

RIDE WANTED
Hide needed to (hit-ago fm Spring

Kreak Musi net as close as possible. Will

share driving and all expenses (all Mark.
:,\K-nnr.i.

ttt-u

To Washington leavinx Mar. 21 or 22.

Will share expenses and driving ( all l.ori

or Konnev. Wi.'i-I778.

tfl II

RIDERS WANTED
Hound trip lo Mhanv each wkend. leave

Mhc Fri I p m . return Sun. 7 p m $a..1u

one Mav ( all Flaine at 5-1331 or $36-0671,

ttt-12

Do von commute to Boston' \m looking

lor people to share $ & driving on Tues.

afternoons l.eorge (.reenstein. 2U-SM9 or

.-,12-2075 ttt-IH

ENTERTAINMENT

Tired of the same old shit? Try a band
from Boston Music Group, for your next
concert or party, 617-353-1184 or 617-247-

3962.

tfs-a

Boogie with James Montgomery Band.
Thursday. March 14. 7:36 and 10:30. CCA.

ttt-13

Bands — Available for hire through
reliable talent a icy — DARK HORSE.
RUN DRY. MAI iNGEL. Call Bill Nosel
— Local Agent. 256-0680.

ttt-12

Come and go with me to the 50's and 60's

and let the good times roll! Get together
for a real grease party. Call Bob. 536-6075.

ttt-13

PERSONAL

Congratulations Jason — the first 4 yr.

IM wrestling champ! From ( hadbourne.

ttt-12

Happy 21 Hon — from the woman who
plans to make your birthday just that —
happy!!!

ttt-ll

Would like to meet young homophile
member or sympathiter for get together
off campus. Reply Box 518. North
Amherst. Mass.

U3-I3

If you park in the CC Garage. I might be
able lo save you some $$$$. Call Jerry. 584-

3735 or 546-7079.

ttt-13

Sean. I didn't forget the tradition —
llappv Oav lodav and all year! Mary.

ttt-12

Ah. sure. sure. sure. Have a good day
Limey. M' Luv.

ttt-ll

MW — Guy who sat next to me — 12:20
(hem l.ect — Did'nt mean to give cold
shoulder. Just shy. okay. MW — Last Sem
8:00. Thurs. Lab Partner.

ttt-12

Free room in exchange for babysitting.

Female only, must like kids. Call 253-2634.

ttt-13

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE*

1971. 750cc Honda Fairing, rack, padded
sissv bar. 367-9516

ttt-15

1968 BSA Ml Victor. Best offer. Call
between 5 p.m. & 6 p.m. 665-4916.

tfa-l I

FREE

t mil idential Pregnanrv Testing and Aid.

(all 581-8816.

MMI

( redit Where Credit is Due — Marathon
Spring '71. April 15-19.

ttt- 1

4

STEREO COMPONENTS

Steieo Components — 20 per cent - 40

per tent off list. All major brands

available, all guaranteed, (all Mike at

Uli-lxU, after I p.m.
tft-ll

ROOM WANTED

Need room in house or apt., Amherst
area, will pav $80 per month, (all 549-1275.

ttt-13

'»»•»»..-•
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Campus CarouseJ
MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

SP4 9153 S' A *, » AJMS V*

PICTURE INGMAR BERGMAN S

JSEZ, CRESAND
" WHISPERS

Mon Thurt - J «5 t I 00
Twi Lilt Mr — $ 1} } 4] || jj*o
ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

a PICTURE

*r ACTOR
t DIRECTOR

to

PAUL ROBERT
NEWMAN REDFORD

ROBERT SH/IW

"THE STING"
tton Itiurj — |tH 4 I 00

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

sound Jlayfr (Uhaiir^

M^A ton
Mon Th " r > 5 10*1 15 i.

^^^ PC» I*i Lit* Mr 5 00 5 JO SI 25 pi

i

I
P>

».

».

Mon Thorv - 5 30 ft I IS 40

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

PICTURE

DIRECTOR

SUP. ICTRESS

Idmitnon Ourmi Twi-Litt Hour - S1.26 «i|htlj

CHARLES CHAPLIN'S

portrait of a music hall comic

LIMELIGHT
with Claire Bloom (J Buster Keaton

written, directed and scored by Charles Chaplin

ACADEMYAWARD WINNER
Best Original Musical Score

TONIGHT
in Thompson 104 at 7 & 9:30

an rbc films presentation

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW.

I cannot help being charmed by the

classical Gemini Many persons complain
about this native, pointing out annoyances
with regard to Gemini s penchant for

touching, talking,

ebullient and restless

AMES March 21 April 19 >. Mystery
intrigue are featured Mate, partner and
money situation are to be seriously con
sidered Take nothing for granted Do some
personal investigation Reject the super
(icial Dig beneath surface indications

TAURUS i April MS*) .i> Kmphasis on
relationships of a permanent nature Don't
play games with emotions Stakes are high
and could be "for keeps Contracts, legal

agreements and marriage are featured
prominently l<eo and Aquarius could be in

picture

(iKMINI Mu> _M June Mi Regulate
pace A\oid excess Work with those who
are dedicated Stick to principles Kscheu
the sensational You can gain solid results

Open way to service* which aid great

numbers of persons You « ill obtain needed
co operation

t'AV'KH June 21 July B< (.ood lunar

aspect coincides now with creative en
deavors. basic changes dealings with those

who have young vital concepts You will

change preconceived notions One vou arc

emotionally involved with could make
surprise announcement
I.KO July _':i Aug Si He thorough

aware ot cietails Stick to task until it is

completed Ruild on solid base Put

together puzzle pieces Complete picture M
available Refuse to be sidetracked by get

ikfclflhli win fill Sincere effort now will

pay dividends

VIRGO Aug .MScpt 22 RoadbliH'ks

are removed There is more activ itv You
make .idrlilion.il contacts sonic ot then

worthwhile Relative, neighbor could nl.r.

M^nifuant role (iemini individual figure*

prominently Highlight versatility

.IBRA S.-pt SMlTl 23 h Manual
indic.tt i'"! -"

,- .l«right S'ftM cuJki'l neetled

material Mgn.it un"" faun*" individual

plays important role Consolidate Get
parts'' in working order Debt is repaid

Kamily member makes intelligent con-
cession

SCORPIO i Oct 23 Nov 21 ) : You are able
to perceive motives Clarity can replace
illusion Cycle is such that you see what to
do and are able to act in constructive
manner Pisces. Virgo persons could figure
prominently Take initiative Make new
starts in new directions

SAGITTARIUS 'Nov 22 Dec 21 > What
occurs behind closed doors is likely to
directly affect you Special meeting is on
agenda You could be given additional
assignment overtime project Motives may
not he clear but one in authority is in your
corner

CAPRICORN 'Dec 22 Jan I9i Accent is
on friendship, romance desires You get
what you ask for know it and be careful
One who whispers sweet nothings could
lack substance Finish what you start
Popularity rating zooms more persons
expect more from vou
AQIARUS Jan 2n Feb lRi Study

• apricorn message for valid hint Accent is

on career ambitions relations with
professional associates, superiors Be
original Don't merely repeat what others
M) or do VMM own style ideas are of
paramount importance
PISCES Feb m March »»: Special

study proves beneficial Review lessons
Take nothing for granted One at a distance
communicates You learn and decide
Travel is a distinct possibility Catch up on
calls correspondence Aquarius. Leo
persons may be involved
IFTODAN IS VOW BIRTHDAY you are

intuitive ,i natural teacher, capable of
perceiving potential in others Those with
unorthodox interests lascinate you Veil
prefer out >! wav places You are in

valuable irtttfl irWl occurs September
fthoukl he your most significant month of
1*74 Mam bum under l.eo and Aquarius
are drawn to you l! -ingle marriage is on
lion/on Married or single you could be in

!>usiness o| \,iur own in near future
1 "p\ right 1974 <; !' Fi i i "i |.

By TONY GRANITE
VD DAY WAS VALENTINE'S

DAY at Central Michigan U. That's

what the instructor in health

education reminded students about
in a letter to the editor of the CMU
Life, last month.
"Tomorrow is that special day

for which all you campuses lassies

and laddies have been waiting,

VALENTINES DAY! It also
seems appropriate at this time to

remind all you lovers that it is VD
dav. VD stands for VENEREAL
DISEASE..." There's a killjoy in

every crowd.

SPEAKING OF OBSCENITIES.
they're cleaning up the computer
center at Akron University, these
days. An AP dispatch reports that

the computer used by students
there has been programmed to

demand an apology from any
student who types obscene in-

structions and four-letter words
into the machine.

If the student refuses to

apologize, the computer turns
itself off.

Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY

AMHERSTO*
AMITY ST. 253 541*

ME KING OF LAUGHTER \

.

CHAPLIN
REVIEWI REVI

^L-l «»» miSTMT 7:M

MONDAY i TUESDAY BARGAIN AITEV^rftl SEATS Si

3>

Television Tonight
:>:0tl POPKYK 1 18)

IIOGA.VS IIKROKS "Kommandant
Schultz " (22)

MISTER ROGKRS MCK.IIBORIIOOD
i24) (57)

ADYKNTl'RES OF Sl'PERMAN < 27

)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES The Mayor
of Bug Tussle." (30)

GOME* PYLE 'Sergeant Carters
Farewell To His Troops." (40)

5:30 (.BEEN ACMES "Won't You Come
Home. Arnold Ziffle." (18)

THE IKY SHOW "Lucy and John
Wayne " (22>

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Follow That Car " (27)

IHM.ANS HEROES "Man In A Box
"

(30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5.55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

fi:O0 NEWS (SI (8) (22)

12 IITMK'K UK. II Back To the
Drawing Board." <I8>

ZOOM! (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNTOS*. "Steve. The
Apple Polisher " (27)

TO TELL THE TKl'TII Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the Red
Eyed Madman " <40>

S:3ft NEWS (3) <22) (30)

ABC EN EMM. NEWS (8)

GREAT DECISIONS (24)

SAFARI TO ADVENTLRE (27)

JEAN SHEPHERDS AMERICA (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (4)

7:00 MOVIE "Countess From Hong Kong
"

• 3)

THt'TII OR (ONSEQIENC ES Bob
Barker, host iR)

DIC K VAN DYKE SHOW The Night The
Roof Fell In < 18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

Vlll'R Fl TIRE IS NOW (24)

From

Peter

MOVIE "Call Of the Wild " (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE EVENING COMPASS (57)

7:3© POLICE SURGEON A Sound
Edward Sanchez " <8>

THE WIIBIRN BBOTHERS (18)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
Marshall, host (22) (30)

ANTIQUES (24)

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

EVENING EDITION: MARTIN
\GRONSKY (57)* MARIO THOMAS AND FRIENDS IN
FREE TO BE VOL AND ME (8) (40)

THE 7M (LIB (18)

THE MAGICIAN The Vanishing Lady
"

• 22) <30)

THE KILLERS "Cancer The Cell That
Won't Die " (24) (57)

»:«• HERE'S LUCY (3)

THE JOHN DENVER SHOW (8) (40)

MOVIE "Change Of Habit " (22) (30)

»:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

»:30 NEW DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (3)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS ( 18)

THE KILLERS: IOCAL FOLLOW-UP
(24) (57)

mi (Mi MEDICAL CENTER (3)

PORTRAIT - THE MAN FROM
DEPENDENCE (8) (40)

ENERGY ALERT SPECIAL (24)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK
10:30 THE JOANNE CARSON SHOW
THE OPEN DOOR (57)

ll ini NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

• 18) (22) <27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

it Mi MOVIE "The Hanged Man " (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY (8) (40)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW <22) (30)

1:00 NEWS '22i 40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22) (30)

1:10 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

IN-

(57)

(27)

WMUA News
MONDAY. MARCH llth

0:30 p.m. - University Week in Review — Charles Pellet and Ken Lin-
berg host a 30-minute recap of University happenings of the past week

7 :20 p.m. Off the Hook Russ Small and Bill Ballou host a recap of the
I Mass hockey season

Hi: mi p.m. - Focus - Ken Mosakowski will moderate a 60-minute debate
on the controversial issue of gun control Speaking in favor of stronger
gun control will be Robert MacKay columnist for the Daily Collegian
Leonard Umina. a member of the National Rifle Association and the
Mass Rifle and Pistol Asso will offer opposing views

n Midnight - -Moon over Morocco" Tales of mystery from the far off*

land of Morocco
( oming Wednesday. March 13th - Controversial cartoonist Don'

McGilvray talks about cartoons and editorializing, along with Bill
|

Densmore. managing editor of the Collegian

U1MUA
STEREO 91 1 FM

FREE FORM /INFORMATIVE
RADIO

Which proves that even a

machine can't compute if it is

turned off.

EVALUATION of faculty by
students and administrators isn't

new. Evaluation of students by

faculty isn't new. But there aren't

many campuses where the Ad-

ministration is evaluated by both

faculty and students. The
.via neater newspaper of the

University of Missouri suggests it

be done there to "provide a clue as

to where things have been going

wrong and why this University has
not developed into the haven of

quality it should be."

The editors are supporting a

faculty request that "a critical

evaluation of the university's

administrative structure and of its

impact on educational policy be

made."
Which seems only fair.

WHAT A NICE THING FOR
ENGLISH TEACHERS TO DO.. .at

UDenver, three English Dept.

instructors are on duty for stated

periods every day of the week to

help students with writing
problems.
The Denver Clarion says the

tutorial program assisted 90

students with their compositions
during Fall semester.
Write on!

Take the Money

and Run

with Woody Allen

Taet., March 12

SUB 75'

7:00, 9:00 & 11:00

on. and Tues,

*>/«

presents

it night tvith

Norm Sehell

Frank Show
Good Acoustical Music

at :<,,\Tr:s *

OF SMITH roi.l.Ff.p-'-

I )Lj1 U jlJ V I T •

iCWVUSC

:

i NORTHAMPTON *
• • • •

TODAY & TUESDAY
at2:00&8:00

Anton Chekhov's

THREE SISTERS
With The fiabonal Theatre Company
of England Starring Alan Bates,
Laurence Otivier. Joan Ptowright
Directed by Laurence Olivier

Mat. students $2.50

Eves, all seats $5.00»

jVtassAction
BOSTON (AP) — A newly

revived MassAction, a citizen

lobby, today called on guber-

natorial candidates to speak out on

such issues as waste and unethical

conduct in state government.
Albert E. Anderson, MassAction

chairman, said that the group has

picked up some 400 new members
in recent months, bringing their

total membership to 2,000..He also

announced that a co-founder and
president of the organization, Sam
Tyler, has resigned that post and
will become a director of the

organization.

The Sunday news conference

was the first held by the group in

more than three months.
Anderson said that five potential

gubernatorial candidates — Gov.
Francis W. Sargent, Atty. Gen.

Give
till

it

helps.

+ TheAmerican }
RedCross. i

TheGood
Neighbor. s

Robert H. Quinn, Michael Dukakis,
Peter Fuller and Carroll Sheehan
— have all been sent question-
naires asking how each would
handle four issues dealing with
political ethics.

Anderson said it is just as im-
portant for politicians to deal with
questions of ethics and waste in

government as it is to deal with
"big issues" such as welfare, taxes
and the energy crisis.

1

4

11

Lawrence, how many times do 1 have to tell you to leave that poor

fish alone!

Crossword
ACROSS
Snake 1

High school 2

(abbr )

Venetian 2
magistrates

Crown 4

13 Beast

15 A state

(abbr)

16 Visionary

18 Note of

scale

19 Postscript

(abbr)

21 Paddle

22 Praise

24 Morays
26 Musical in-

strument

28 Devoured
29 Rasp
31 Killed

33 Printer's

measure
34 Separate

36 Scorch
38 Paid notice

40 Wire nail

42 Choice
45 Communist
47 Slender

49 Float in air

50 Sacred bull

52 Dregs
54 Symbol for

thoron

55 Sun god
56 Sham
59 Enlisted man

(colloq )

61 Debates
63 Seesaw
65 Doctrine

66 Compass
point

67 Before

5
6
7

8
9

10
12

14
17
20
23
24

25
27
30

Puzzle
DOWN

Swiss river

One who
shoots from
cover
Parent (col-

loq )

Courageous
person
Besmirch
Young girls

Number
Female
Printer s
measure
Greet
Clerical

degree
(abbr)

Burdened
War god
Strike

Cooled lava
For example
(abbr)
Pierce
Profound
Is mistaken

Answer to Saturday s Puzzle

II
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A
C
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T
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32 Armed con-

flicts

Highest
Disturbance
Macaw
Leave
Food program

43 Trough for

holding fod-
der

44 Teutonic -

deity

35
37
38
39
41

46 Roman gods
48 Encounters
51 Twirled

53 Dirk

57 Female ruff

58 Prefix: down
60 Anger
62 Earth god-

dess
64 Symbol for

tellurium

Ko-njft/S fCopers

Diatr. bv United Feature Syndicate. Inc

s£) 'T«t Kior, units kPTGtl-VRAM

BEST BUY ON CAWUS/

5 BALLS for 10Y///
.•-i».eec ei KfttU^

PEANUTS
vx w WE'RE 60IN6 10

^_ 7 BE LATE FORr
*J I SCHOOL, sir../:

I'M NOT 6OIN6, MA6CIE...I
CAN'T TAKE IT ANYMORE.'

IM GETTIN6 nt/Mr3ER EVERY
OM, AND ITS ALL JUST
TOO EMBARRASSING...

I'M THE ONLWW IN THE
HIST0KY OF EDUCATION TO HAVE
A £Tr?Al6HT"Z" AVERAGE!

\/Ufi i

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart

B.C. by johnny hurt

COCK-A-DOODLE-DO
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Communist block

sweeps golds in ' 74

world ice skating
By DAVID MINT/HORN
Associated Press Writer

MUNICH (AP) — America's Dorothy Hamill was the new star of

women's freestyle skating Sunday but Christine Errath of East Germany
wore the world crown as the 1974 World Figure Skating Championships
ended with a Communist bloc sweep of major gold medals.

Miss Errath, a 17-year-old East Berliner, won the women's crown
Saturday night, edging the 17-year-old Miss Hamill as partisan and
unruly spectators marred the final competition at the Olympic Sports

Hall.

East German's Jan Hoffmann succeeded Ondrey Nepela of

Czechoslovakia as the men's singles champion. Russia's Irina Rodina
won the pairs crown for the sixth year, skating with her new partner,

Alexander Zeitsev. Ludmila Pachomova and Alexander Gorshokov won
the ice dancing for the fifth straight year.

Miss Errath, fell on a triple toe loop jump combination during her four-

minute freestyle finale but still pulled into first place overall by virtue of

a strong showing in the compulsory school figures.

Miss Hamill was stunned by a chorus of boos and whistles from the

crowd of 8,000 as she skated onto the ice.

Bewildered by the roars of the angry fans, the American champion
from Riverside, Conn., looked helplessly towards the sidelines when her

musical accompaniment failed to come on. Then she skated off in tears

and was comforted by her father. About five minutes later she went back
on the ice.

Despite the interruption, Miss Hamill skated sensationally, earning her

first "perfection" mark of 6.0 from the British judge and 15 marks of 5.9.

"One of the judges - the Italian - told me he felt sorry for me, so maybe
the incident helped me. Maybe I got higher marks because of it," she said

later.

The final routine earned Miss Hamill a "small" gold medal for free

skating as well as the over-all silver, the only U.S. medals of the com-
petition.

Dutch champion Dianna de Leeuw, who lives in Paramount, Calif., won
the bronze medal for third place.

Celts ko LA, 94-82
BOSTON (AP) - John Havlicek

and Paul Westphal revived the

faltering Boston Celtics from a 14

point deficit in the second half

Sunday for a 94-82 win over the Los
Angeles Lakers in a nationally

televised National Basketball
Association game.
The Celtics trailed by ten points,

61-51, late in the third period when
Westphal came off the bench to fire

two baskets in a Celtics rally that

cut the lead to 61-59 at the period's

end.

Havlicek tied the score with the
first shot of the fourth period. After

Gail Goodrich and Dave Cowens
matched baskets, Havlicek broke
the tie with a jumper to make it 65-

63.

Pat Riley sank a free throw for

the Lakers and Jo Jo White got a
basket for Boston, then Westphal
came in with three points and a 70-

64 lead that was never threatened.

The Lakers led by 14 points, 57-

43, in the early stages of the third

period as Goodrich ignited them to

a 17-2 run on Boston as the period
opened.

The Celtics ran up two big leads

in the first two periods only to

watch them evaporate.

Don Nelson shot them in front,

18-8, in the first session, but with
Jim Price gunning from the out-

side, the Lakers moved out 19-18 at

the end of the period.

Nelson and Havlicek teamed for
a 37-29 bulge in the second period,
but Hap Hairston and Goodrich hit

to bring Los Angeles within a point,
41-40, at half-time.

Dave Cowens led all the scorers
with 24 points and Havlicek, who
missed six of the last seven games
with a leg injury, had 14 points.

Starts Tomorrow

The Pioneer Valley's First Annual

BOAT SHOW
Tuesday, march 12 - Saturday, march 16

Starting Tuesday, March 12, through Saturday March 16
Mountain Farms Mall, in cooperation with Brunette's Marina,
of So Madley. the Ox Bow Marina of Northampton, and Woolco
Department Store, will present The Boat Show. Over 40
displays of power and sail boats, clinics on boating safety and
recreational opportunities will be highlighted all week. Plan to
bnng the whole family and see what's new in boating for 1*74.
No admission or purchase necessary.

o

O
Join Us

1
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RUSSIANS IRINA RODNINA AND ALEXANDER ZAITSEV show their form in

Munich during the World Figure Skating Championship competition. They seem to

be having more fun on the ice than Bobby Orr and Phil Esposito.

Eight months after crippling injury

Kassulke accepts paralysis

lathj (Enllrniatt

SPORTS

BURNSVILLE. Minn. (AP) -

Karl Kassulke knows now he'll

never walk again.

"I've finally accepted things as
they are," the former Minnesota
Vikings strong safety said in an
interview at his suburban Min-
neapolis home.

"I kept thinking for a long time
that I could lick this, but now it

looks like I won't."
The 10-year National Football

League veteran was injured last

July when the motorcycle he was
riding collided with an automobile.
Doctors have told him he will be a
paraplegic the rest of his life,

paralyzed from the waist down.
"I took a tough blow," Kassulke

said, "but I'm getting by pretty
good. I feel that I can handle things
a lot better now. As much as I can,
I'm enjoying life."

Kassulke is keeping himself
busy. He handles the public ad-

dress system when his former
teammates play in benefit
basketball games and he's part
owner of three restaurant-bars
located in Mankato and Rochester,
Minn., and Mason City, Iowa.

"The bars are the main thing I

have going now," Kassulke said.

"They're all doing well."
Kassulke has a degree in history

from Drake University and wants
to teach eventually.

"I thought for a while I would try
to do some football coaching, too,"
he said, "but I think now that
would be a little tough. I know that
I could do the job in the
classroom."

\bur house
justburned
tothe ground.
(JoinUs.) (Fast.)

Here are some of the things the American
Red Cross can do: help you find (and pay for)

temporary lodgings. Provide you with clothes.
Counsel. And other necessities. All free.

Surprised?
Remember: Red Cross is more than

blood drives. It's more than helping thou-
sands of victims of disasters. In fact,

American Red Cross tackles over 100
different kinds of "Helping People"
jobs— in the city, the suburbs, wher-
ever you are.

We need money it's true, so we
can go on offering al I our free serv-
ices. But we also need hearts. And ij
hands. And conviction. *

Call your local chapter.
Join us.

TheAmerican
Red Cross.
TheGood
Neighbor.

A f>w»c Sevc« <* Tm NewvKoer t rue n^etw) Couroi

Letters To The Sports Editor

Let Henry make his own decision

UCLA, NC State in NCAA
CCA for Southern Cal

To The Sports Editor:

I would like to know why everyone keeps butting in

on the Henry Aaron matter. In my opinion it is not

Commissioner Kuhn's business nor the business of
the Braves' front office. The decision to let Henry
play in Cincinnati is that of one person, and one

person only - Mr. Aaron himself. If he doesn 't want to

play in Cincinnati, then he should not. But I'm sure it

doesn't matter to Henry where he hits it iust as long
as he's enjoying the game and gives that enjoyment
to the fans everywhere in the country.

Kick Mikolajesak

Thank you UMass pucksters
To The Collegian Sport's Editor:

The story of the UMass varsity hockey season goes

beyond the after practice brewin' at Mike's and

Barsellotti's. The 73-74 hockey season was much
more than some sweet diversions in Utica, New York.

The image of this year's pucksters is lost when
viewing John Binoski reaching over the boards to

pick up his teeth during the brilliant finale against

Vermont. This year's UMass hockey was a show of

determination, a collection of guts far surpassing

those left at the Springfield Civic Center after the

Providence near-miss. There was Jimmy Lyons

broken nose during the last three games. Steve Nims
played without bendable knees at Colby. Mike Ellis

played with a separated shoulder. So did Mark
Sullivan and Dave Alessandroni. Brian Mulcahy's

every game was played on injured legs. And on and

on...

Guts, and for those few of us who dig the under-

publicized and Blackhawk-like uniformed crazy

bastards who risk their bodies for a small, inanimate

piece of rubber, there were highlights: Mullie's dive

across the ice to save a goal against Northeastern in

the sudden death overtime; three break-away saves

by John Binh against division-one Colgate; Timmy
Howes' winning goal against Merrimack; John

Muse's tying goal against Merrimack; Robbie
Quintan's shift against Boston State; Steve Nims
deforming two Merrimack skaters; at the same
time; Mike Ellis going for four games without a goal
being scored while he was on the ice; Billy Harris'
five points against Colby, out of six goals; Mike
Merchant, a freshman, as the leading scorer; Kevin
Connors showing his form as the best all-around
player on the team with a super effort against New
Hampshire, then ranked second nationally; and there
was Chickie Rheault, who hopefully will be in the New
York Islanders net soon, and who was everything a
hockey player could be - Everything! And again, on
and on...

So, congratulations UMass Hockey team - thanks
for some damn good hockey out here in N.I.T.
'Emerald City'. You don't have the best fans in New
England, nor the best rink in New England (and that
includes Greenfield). You don't get the best publicity
in New England, and you don't dress in the best
locker room, and you don't have the best size or the
best speed or the best stick-handlers or the best
defense, but shit, you're the BEST FUCKING
HOCKEY PEOPLE in the New England states - in the
United States, even.

Peter Smith

Leads UCLA past Southern Cal

Bill Walton is BACK

!

By RON ROACH
AP Sports Writer

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Coach
John Wooden has some bad news
for UCLA's foes in the way of a

record eighth straight national

college basketball championship.

Bill Walton is back.

College basketball's 6-foot-ll

Player of the Year as a sophomore
and junior outscored and
outrebounded the entire Southern

Cal team for the first 20 minutes
Saturday night, the Bruins romped
to a 47-13 intermission lead and
coasted to their 23rd victory in 26

regular season games, stampeding
the Trojans 82-52.

Walton finished with 26 points

and 20 rebounds — but he had 20

points and 16 rebounds at the half.

"It was one of Bill's better ef-

forts,'' Wooden said of the man
who made 21 of 22 shots against

Memphis State in the NCAA final

game a year ago.

Dayton, which upset Notre Dame
last week, will be UCLA's opponent

Thursday night at Tuscon. Ariz.,

when the Bruins will try to stretch

their record to 37 consecutive

playoff victories. The 36 have
resulted in eight NCAA cham-
pionship banners.

Walton suffered a back injury

against Washington State Jan. 7.

Me wore a brace when Notre Dame
ended UCLA's all-time record

winning streak at 88 games, a one-

point defeat the Bruins avenged a

week later with a 94-75 shellacking

when Walton scored 32 points.

Before games. Walton usually

appears relaxed and jovial as he

warms up. But at the Sports Arena,

where 15. 387 fans were whipped
into a frenzy by the closest Pac -8

race in history, Walton's lantern

jaw was tight

This game could have ended

Walton's college career. It could

have ended the Bruins" domination

of college basketball

While the Bruins took warmup
shots, the Bruin band played

"Jesus Christ Superstar." Walton
paced back and forth, head down
and his hands in his jacket pockets.

With the tip-off for the nationally

televised game still about 10

minutes away, Walton was
anxious. He made a hurry-up
gesture to his coach.

"I knew that Bill was ready,"
said Wooden. "He wanted me to

get the game started before TV
was ready and we know you can't

do that."

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer

It's the NCAA for North Carolina

State and UCLA, the CCA for

Southern California and probably

the NIT for Maryland.
Those teams were headed for

those places after these results in

college basketball Saturday night

:

—North Carolina State beat
Maryland 103-100 in overtime for

the Atlantic Coast Conference title.

—UCLA swamped Southern
California 82-52 for the Pacific-8

Conference championship.
The victories gave top-ranked

North Carolina State and third-

rated UCLA, the defending
national champion, berths in the

National Collegiate Athletic

Association's post-season playoffs.

The loss sent Southern California

to the College Commissioner's
Association tourney for runnerup
teams in St. Louis. Maryland,
whose ACC is not part of the CCA
setup, will no doubt be invited to

the National Invitation Tour-
nament in New York. The tourney

historically invites two rufnerup

NBA adds
New Orleans

By F. RICHARD CICCONE
AP Sports Writer

CHICAGO (AP) - The National
Basketball Association awarded
Thursday a franchise to New
Orleans for the 1974-75 season.
Commissioner Walter Kennedy

said anine-man group headed by
Fred Rosenfeld of Beverly Hills,

Calif., paid $6,150,000 for the
franchise.

Kennedy said the NBA board of

governors will meet again within
two weeks to consider further
expansion plans for next season.

GOOD REASON TO SMILE. John Wooden was in

good spirits after his UCLA Bruins polished off

Southern Cal on Saturday night, automatically

qualifying for the NCAA plavoffs.

teams trom that league.

North Carolina State earned a

place in this week's East Regional
semifinals against Providence,
which beat Ivy League champion
Penn 84-69 in a first-round game
Saturday night.

In other first-round action in the

East, Pitt trinned Middle Atlantic

Conference winner St. Joseph's,

Pa., 54-42 and Southern Conference
champion Furman defeated South
Carolina 75-67.

In the Midwest, Oral Roberts
turned back Syracuse 86-82 in

overtime and Creighton topped
Southwestern Conference winner
Texas 77-61.

In the West, Dayton stopped
Pacific Coast Athletic Association

representative Los Angeles State

88-80 and New Mexico beat Idaho
State 73-65.

In the Mideast, Notre Dame and
Marquette scored first-round

knockouts and established
themselves as heavyweight con-

tenders for the national title.

The Fighting Irish floored Ohio
Valley Conference champ Austin

Peay 108-66 and Marquette
walloped Mid-American Con-
ference king Ohio University 85-59.

Notre Dame earned a berth
against the champion of the Big
Ten, which still was a question
mark after both Indiana and
Michigan won Saturday and tied

for the title.

Indiana, which nipped Purdue
80-79, and Michigan, a 103-87

winner over Michigan State, will

meet Monday at Illinois for an
NCAA playoff berth.

Tom Burleson burned Maryland
with a season-high 38 points and
Monte Towe put the Terps away
with two free throws with six

seconds left in the overtime period.

Burleson was named to the

ACC's second team this year by
sports writers.

RIPPED OFF?
SMALL CLAIMS COURT
CITIZEN ADVISORY
SERVICE
can help you!

for information*^^
IHI1<1SS-S1M13A- sis-ona-

tues 2:3o-5©o thur uoo-aoo"

or 233 N Pleasant St - vatrum

weds 700 iooo

MASSPIRG

GM LINE

5450154

Too Tired to Book?

Too Pooped to Cook?

Don't get Shook

we're open

24hrs.

Rte. 9, Hadley

mister
Dorvut

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

(except during league play)

50 c per string
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1 pt. splits top 4 teams Whelan wins all-around

Whelan sparks UMass to near upset

The ups and downs of local gasoline prices

By WALT POWERS
Gene Whelan performed one of the greatest strong-man feats in UMass

sports history this past weekend and in the process led the UMass men's
gymnastics team to a near-upset fourth-place finish in the Eastern In-

tercollegiate Gymnastic League championships.

To no sane person's surprise, perennial champ Penn State won the

Easterns for the 17th time in Coach Gene Wettstone's career. But to the

surprise of just about everybody, less than a point separated the top four

teams and UMass, in a record breaking team performance actually led

after three events. In one of the closest championship meets in Eastern

League history, the Nittany Lions won with 161.55 followed by NCAA
College-Division champ Southern Connecticut, 160.15; Temple, 159.65;

and UMass, 159.60.

UMass, in a performance reminiscent of their dual meet against

Southern Connecticut three weeks earlier, rode the backs of Gene
Whelan's all-around victory and their most flawless team performance of

the season to their highest point total of both their season and their

history. Though their final standing, fourth, was the same as last year
when Southern Connecticut was not a member of the league, their

scoring, in all departments, was much higher. Their optional score of 159

was up six points from last year. Their compulsory score of 139.7, was
twenty points higher than UMass had ever done before. Though they

missed the magic 300 mark in the optional-compulsory totals by less than

a point, the team's total was a whopping 25 points higher than anything

they had done before.

None of this could have happened though, without the cooperation of

Gene Whelan, who picked the final weekend to turn in his best per-

formances of the season. Though Whelan is one the UMass' Athletic

program's smallest athletes, few people would argue that he's not the

strongest, considering that in two days he singlehandedly : carried the

Minutemen to the strongest showing in their history, best the strongest

gymnasts in the east to become UMass' first all-around champions, and
rewrote the UMass record book in qualifying for five NCAA cham-
pionship events, the all-around, floor exercises, still rings parallel bars,

and the high bar.

The Eastern League championships which consisted of Friday's op-

tional routines, were much closer than expected mainly because Penn
State, who was supposed to obliterate everybody, broke on key events and
UMass, who was supposed to score a decent, unspectacular 157.8, broke

less than anybody else at the meet. The scores from Temple and Southern

were low, but not unexpected. "Penn State, Southern Connecticut and
Temple had more depth than we did", said co-Captain Jay Thomsen,
"But we made less breaks than any of them". UMass was also the most
emotionally prepared team at the meet.

"We were the most psyched up team there," said parallel-bar man Tim
Beasley.

Senior Steve Clancy, another Eastern finalist, helped UMass to a

virtual tie in the free exercises at 27.5 with pre-meet favorite Southern

Connecticut. The Minutemen then won the pommel horse by .10 over

Penn State, taking a lead that would hold despite minor breaks in the still

rings event that followed. The Minutemen ran up their highest score of

the season, (27.45) on the long horse vault, but South Conn (27.85) and
Penn State (28.15) were spectacular.

UMass hopes for a collosal upset fizzled in the parallel bars however.
This was the one e\ent where UMass hit below potential. It would be

very easy in retrospect to point out that, had Mass hit here, the meet
would have been theirs. It was the one event that prevented UMass from
executing, in the words of Tim Beasley, "The Perfect meet". Tom Dunn
was philosophical about it, "every team expects to break at sometime
during the meet," he said. UMass' score of 25.5 placed them third behind

Penn State and Temple. Ironically, Gene Whelan's outstanding optional

routine on the following day's individual finals of the parallel bars gave
him his only individual victory of the meet.

In the final event, the high bar, UMass did well, 27.05, but both Penn
State and Southern Connecticut were phenomenal.
Gene Whelan led from the start in the all around and was the only

performer at the meet to escape serious breaks. His victory was
sweetened by the fact it was only his third victory ever over his twin

brother Jay. Jay from Southern Connecticut, finished second. No other

UMass gymnast has even placed in Eastern all-around competition and
only three other men have placed in individual events. Whelan placed in

four.

THE MEET BELONGED TO HIM -- Gene Whelan won the Eastern all-around at

Cornell on Saturday, capping the most successful season in UMass gymnastics

history.

Satlg (EoIUgian

SPORTS
Superweek

This week the Eastern
Women's Gymnastics
Championships take place
Friday and Saturday at the
Curry Hicks Cage. The
basketball Minutemen open in

the N.I.T. Saturday night at

7:00 p.m. against Jacksonville.
Watch the Collegian in-depth

coverage of both events.

Scoring Summary
EASTERN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIPS (optional routines only)

1: Penn State 161.55

2: Southern Connecticut 160.15

3: Temple 159.65

4: UMass 159.60

5: Springfield 156.25

6: Syracuse 150.1

7: Cornell 149.45

8: Army 149.25

9: Navy 147.35

10: Pitt 37.75

NCAA QUALIFYING SCORES (optionals and compulsories)
1 : Penn State, winner 312.00

2: Temple 303.00

3: Southern Connecticut 301.00

4: UMass 299.00

5: Springfield 286.00

6: Navy 277.00

7: Cornell 252.00

8: Syracuse 233.00
9: Army 212.00
10: Pitt 77.00

ALL AROUND (Average compulsory and optional
final day optionals)

1: Gene Whelan, UMass 107.75
2: Jay Whelan Southern Connecticut io6.3
3: Jim Kreust, Penn Stare 104.05
4: Bob Rice, Temple 101.00
5: Rich Onysko, Southern Connecticut 98.15
Gene Whelan, Jim Kreust, and Bob Rice qualify for University Division
Championships.

Gymwomen "floor"

Clarion in finale

FEELING GOOD --- Alicia Goode's expression on

her floor routine was emblematic of the entire

women's gym team in Saturday's season-ending defeat

of Clarion State.

By CANDY GROSS
The UMass women's gymnastics team ended their

season on a high note Saturday morning as they

overcame Clarion State College, Clarion, Pa., by a
score of 100.30 to 92.05 It was a very commendable
score by both teams considering that they had to

compete at 10:30 in the morning.

Vaulting, one of UMass' strong events, wasn't as
good as usual, perhaps caused by a problem with a
cracked reuther board Nonetheless, UMass won the

event with first place going to Jeannine Burger's 8.85

and second to Linda Nelligan's 8.35.

The uneven bars brought a break' in the action

when Jeannine Burger cracked the low bar while
springing into a handstand. Both she and the last

Clarion competitor has to finish their routines at the
end of the meet . Despite this. Jeannine earned second
with an 8 70 Anne Vexler swung ther way to a first

place 8 80 and Clarion's Betty Cieply took third with
8 35 Betsy East, just edged out of third with an 8.3,

had one of her finest routines until she touched out on
her dismount . quite possibly costing her a tie for first

The combined scores of the first two events had
I'Mass leading with 50.10 points to Clarion's 45.90.

Balance beam brought top honors to Anne Vexler.

leaping almost half a point ahead with an 8.7U. Betty

Cieply (CO took second with 8.25 followed by

Jeannine Burger's 7.80. It seems that once again the

winner of the event was the beam itself, as it gave
most of the symnasts nightmares throughout their

routines, causing numerous falls.

Floor exercise was UMass' strong event as its two

top All Arounders took first and second with the

highest of the meet. Anne Vexler threw her best

tumbling to win with a 9.30. Jeannine Burger, adding
new difficulty to her already superior tumbling,

captured second with an 8.90. Third went to Clarion's

Betty Cieply with an 8.45, just edging Jodi Hitt's 8.40.

At Clarion, the winer in each of the four events is

honored with a spray of flowers. In Saturday's meet,

three of them went to Captain Anne Vexler with

Jeannine Burger earning the fourth spray for her

first place in vaulting. The All Around honors went to

Jeannine Burger who scored a 34.25. Second place

went to Anne Vexler's 33.85 and third to Clarion's top

gymnast Betty Cieply. scoring 32.35.

Clarion will be competing in the Easterns as the

fifth seeded team this coming weekend at Curry
Hicks Cage.

See page 7
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Boone said he saw more community interest in Mass.
than in any other state he knew.

Boone attacks

prison system
By LAWRENCE M. CARPMAN

John O. Boone, former Massachusetts Commissioner of Corrections
and now the director of the National Campaign Against Prisons, told a
crowd of 250 in Mahar Auditorium last night: "Rehabilitation is misused,
corrupted and destroyed. Prisoners are recalled just like Chrysler
autos."

J

Boone, in a speech entitled, "The Death of Prison Rehabilitation",
said: "The present prisons accomplish nothing, except pure punishment.
Prisons as they currently exist should be phased out," he said.
The former commissioner then outlined what he called "the triple

jeopardy" syndrome of prisoners. First, a person is in prison for a crime.

"Secondly, Boone said, a person in prison is civilly dead. He is later
forced to go through hostile job application procedures." He gave an
example of a reform program in the New York state prison system
training prisoners for food service occupations. He explained, however,
that once prisoners completed they program they could find no jobs.
The third aspect of Boone's "triple jeopardy" is the rehabilitation

philosophy. "Third is the sick model; he said, if you are sick, you must
get well."

"Less than one per cent of the prison population is sick," Boone said.
He cited an example of a prison that had 32 psychiatrists. "Thirty-two
psychiatrists are too much — they cost too much," he said.

"Parole, Boone said, is the most insidious rehabilitation hurdle."
Boone, in citing the history of prisons, explained: "The Quakers in-

vented prisons to get rid of torture, mutilation, and execution." Now, he
said, we have put back the torture, mutilation, and "even execution", into
the prisons.

The National Campaign Against Prisons is developing alternatives,
according to Boone
"Community schools and mental health programs should be devised,"

Boone said.

"The time for correctional change is now," he said. "A national
campaign against prisons is needed, said Boone, because there is so
much happening in our nation."

He cited Watergate, ITT, and the Vesco affairs as examples of what the
nation is experiencing now.

Boone, in discussing the "apathy and complacency now ruling to
prevent people from rising up to.rehumanize the nation" said. "We
must do something in addition to streaking."
"The big issue generates around the question of social ethics," he said.

"Social ethics is the business of every relflective citizen."
"Toilet paper makers, lock makers and toilet stool makers are the

lobbies that make you, the taxpayer, keep paying $10,000 a year for each
prisoner," Boone said.

In response to a question from the audience Boone said Governor
Sargent "intends to do something right for reform."

"I see some good signs, he said, he (the Governor) vetoed the capital

punishment bill."

Concluding, Boone said: "I see more community interest in

Massachusetts than in any other state I know."

University budget

Bromery, Wood oppose cuts
BOSTON (AP) — Top ad-

ministrators of UMass appealed
yesterday for restoration of budget
cuts made by the governor and in

turn were criticized for ignoring

the legislature's intent.

Robert Wood, president of the

university, called the cutting of $2

'Starr Photo

>

million from the budget for the

medical school at Worcester
"incredible."

"I can only believe," Wood told

the House Ways and Means

Committee, "that these proposals
are punitive in impulse and
ideological in origin."

Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery of the Amherst campus,
asking restoration of another $2
million to the $66.5 million
recommended by the governor, for
his campus said "without this

restoration, serious dislocations
and in some cases truncations cuts
will occur within our academic
program."
Rep. Joseph D. Early, D-

Worcester, noting that the
Amherst campus had transferred
$1 million from one account to

another, said "You're taking fiscal

autonomy and abusing the intent of
the legislature."

"Last time there were more than
100 votes to repeal fiscal
autonomy. It it's repealed it'll be
the fault of educators," Early said.
Bromery said the transfer was

made to fulfill comittments made
to graduate student teaching
assistants before the legislature

appropriated the money.
Lamar Soutter, chancellor of the

medical school, sought from the
committee restoration of $1.48
million of the governor's cuts. He
estimated at least 300 qualified

Massachusetts youngsters a year
could find no place in any medical
school, and said reports of a

national surplus of physicians by
1980 would not apply to

Massachusetts since the state has
too many specialists and not

enough family physicians

Pressed by Early, he said he
thought the school "could
manage" to take in 40 freshmen
next year, the same as last year,
under the governor's budget, even

i SUM Phnto-Slr\f Smith i

though that budget was based on 16

entering freshmen instead of 64

projected by the school. "But we
shouldn't be able to open the

teaching hospital," he said.

200 NIT-bound fans lose out

on cheaper Amtrack seats
By DOROTHY L. MILLER student who still plans to use

If you are one of two-hundred Amtrack to get to New York will
sports fans with $9.50 reserved have to make his reservations
group seats on Amtrack bound for individually at the Campus Center
the NIT's your're out of luck. Any Travel Service and pay the full

Nader to speak here

during Mass. tour
By BILL DENSMORE

MDC Staff
Consumer crusader Ralph Nader will speak in the Student Union

Ballroom here at noon next Monday, the Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (MassPIRG) said yesterday.
According to MassPIRG director Ronald E. Bogard, Nader will come

to Amherst as part of a four-day whirlwind tour of five Massachusetts
colleges culminating in a speech on energy policy before a joint session of
the legislature Thursday March 21.

"Nader is expected to speak on fuel shortages and other issues in-
cluding nuclear power development," Bogard said yesterday. The UMass
speech is sponsored by the campus Coalition for Environmental Quality,
the Institute for Man and His Environment and the University and State
Communications Council, he added.
Nader is understood to be coming to Massachusetts to advocate strong

state involvement and initiative policy-making in nuclear power
development. Bogard said he will probably stress the need for student
involvement in the nuclear power debate when he speaks on campus.
There has been some speculation that Nader would advocate a

moratorium on new nuclear plant construction in the state as a test of the
feasibility and legality of a nation-wide moratorium.
He cited three bills before the Legislature as possible targets of support

by Nader:
—House 2373

: calls for the final plant siting approval to be vested in the
Massachusetts legislature rather than the Atomic Energy Commission
filed by MassPIRG.
—House 2668: calls for the sharing of tax benefits for nuclear plant

siting by all communities which will share the danger of radiation con-
tamination in case of accident. Filed by Rep. James Collins, (D-
Amherst).
—Senate 658: calls for the state dept. of public health to study the im-

pact of radiation levels of nuclear power plants in the state and suggest
licensing provisions. Filed by Senators John Olver, (D-Amherst), Chester
Adkins (d-Concord), and Rep. Collins.

round trip fare of fifteen dollars.
The request for a special train or

200 extra seats for NIT bound
students from UMass was denied
by the Washington office of Am-
track on the contention that the
energy crunch has increased the
number of rail passengers and
there are no available extra cars.
A similar request by Boston
College for reserved seats was also
refused.

Mr. Paul Merulo, temporary
district sales manager, for Am-
track contends that the verbal
agreement which Mr. Steve Lepow
of the Travel Service, negotiated
with his predecesor was strictly an
agreement to "pursue
possibilities" of accomodation. Mr.
Merulo suggests students might
make individual reservations on
the Connecticut Yankee which
originates in Springfield at 7.00
am. on Saturday. An alternative
route would be the shuttle from
Springfield to New Haven with a
transfer to New York. However,
Mr. Merulo could not guarantee
the number of available seats. He
also noted that although UConn has
made no requests for additional
rail service, the number of
students bound for the NIT's could
not be determined.
The failure of Amtrack to

provide service has placed Steve
Lepow of the Travel Service in the
awkward position of refunding
formerly reserved seats. "When
Amtrack came soliciting they
wanted a travel agency to sell

tickets and promote business and
now we get a bloody nose."
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National Women's Poetry

Festival still

in progress
Fay Chiang will appear among the poets in the National Women's

Poetry Festival tonight at the Campus Center Auditorium. She is

Assistant Director of the Basement Workshop and Asian American
Resource Center. Fay Chiang is the student co-ordinator for Asian-

american studies at Hunter College and on the co-ordinating committee
of the Yellow Pearl.

Ms. Chiang herself has had her poetry published in Bridge, Envoy,
Harmony and Yellow Pearl. Joanne Mayamoto and Nikki Giovanni have
provided poetic reference points for her writing.

Accompanying Fay Chiang for this presentation of readings will be

Mari Evans who wrote I am a Black Woman, and Merle Okada, in the

Campus Center at 8 p.m. Child care is available in room 105 of the C.C.

Tuesday 3-12, 11 a.m., informal workshop with Ms. Rich and Morgan,
Rm. 804-808 Campus Center. 3 p.m. Carolyn Rodgers and Pineapple

Whitcomb, Campus Center Auditorium. 8 p.m. Mari Evans, Susan
Sherman, Tomia Arai, Nerle Okada and Fay Chiang, child care for all 3

events-Rm. 105 Campus Center.

Wednesday 3-13, 11 a.m., informal workshops with Ms. Sanchez,

Rodgers, Whitcomb, Evans, Sherman, Arai, Okada and Chiang, Rm. 168-

70 and Rm. 165 Campus Center. 3 p.m., Marge Piercy, Audre Lorde and
Shirley Kaufman, Campus Center Auditorium. Child care for morning
and afternoon-Rm. 105 Campus Center.

(8 p.m. — Gwendolyn Brooks and Mari Evans will participate in an
evening honoring Paul Robeson—SBA 120)

Thursday 3-14, 11 a.m., informal workshops with Ms. Piercy, Lorde,
Kaufman, Brooks, Rm. 811-815 and Rm. 804-808 Campus Center. 3 p.m.,
Carolyn Kizer, Erica Jong, Student Union Ballroom. 8 p.m., Gwendolyn
Brooks, Lucille Clifton, Sonia Sanchez, Student Union Ballroom. Child
care for all 3 events-Rm. 105 Campus Center.
Friday 3-15, 11 a.m. informal workshop with Ms. Kizer, Clifton, Jong,

Rm. 904-908 Campus Center. Child care Rm. 105 Campus Center. 3 p.m.,
Winnie Oyoko, 101 C.C. 8 p.m., Margaret Walker, Suni Paz, Anne Halley,
231 Herter. Child care Rm. 917 Campus Center.
Saturday 3-16, 11 a.m., informal workshop with Ms. Walker, Paz,

Halley, Rm. 904-908 Campus Center. Child care Rm. 917 Campus Center.

MEN AND WOMEN

Gain Important Medical Knowledge
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TheAirForcePilot
has itmade.

AirForceROTC
willhelpyoumake it.

Here's how.

If you qualify, the Air Force ROTC will give

you free flying lessons. It'll be in a Cessna 150-
you're started towards the day when you'll solo

in an Air Force jet.

That's only one of the fringe benefits of the Air

Force ROTC Program. Consider all this:

Scholarships-6,500 of them that cover full tui-

tion. Plus reimbursement for textbooks. Plus

lab and incidental fees.

Plus $100 a month, tax-free, to use as you like.

Interested? Contact

at.

Get your college career off the ground in Air
Force ROTC.
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The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip

code 01002. Telephones: 54S is50 (news), 545-0344 (sports), 545-0731

(business).

Second class postage is paid in Amherst and additional mailing in

Ware, Mass. 01082. THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,

exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of

an act of March 8, 1879; as amended by an act of June 11, 1943. Sub-

scription rates are $6.00 per semester or $10.00 per year.

The UMass novice debate team surveys the hardware at the Neophite Tour- j

nament held here over the weekend.
L to R - RICHARD LYNN, NORTON BRAINARD, LAWRENCE HER-

SHKOWITZ, DAVID DONOVAN

Amherst College symposium
advocates black business power

By MARK KELLEHER
Speaking last Friday at Amherst

College's Black Business Sym-
posium Ken Guscott, president of

Guscott Assoc, and a governor of

the Federal Reserve Bank in

Boston, stated that, "blacks have a

great future if we know how
economics work."
Speaking on the realities the

black businessman face today,

Guscott said, "rapping is cheap,

now is the time to take philosophy,

put the pieces together and come
out with a product."

The development of black
business enterprises has been
hindered, Guscott said, "by a lack

of access to the marketplace.

Business today is not conducted in

the public forum but rather on the

golf course, or the social club,

making it difficult to share in the

opportunity for information, we
vitally need."
How is access to the marketplace

gained? "Not separatism, it's a
cop-out, a defense mechanism. We
must get out and compete with the
big boys," Guscott said.

He went on to say that black
people must analyze what the
Arabs have done. Power and
monetary policies are shifting and
we must be willing to deal with the
following realities:

1. That black people realize the
power Vector can be shifted with
the wise use of resources. A case in

point is the 40-50 billion dollar
economy of Black America.

2. Institutional racism: Guscott
remarked how he had compiled a
"directory of minority businesses"
in New England as a marketing
tool to help the minority

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

(except during league play)

50' per string

JOAN JONAS and her

"ORGANIC HONEY'S VERTICAL ROLL
Video Performance

Thursday, March 14, 1974, 8 p.m.
Room 163— Campus Center

Admission:
50c UMA Students
$1.00 General Admission

Sponsored by The Fine Arts Council

M

businessman. Until that time the

large companies didn't know how
to reach the minority
businessman.

3. Stop kidding ourselves about

business: "It's only natural to be

uptight about things we don't know
but we must be honest with our-

selves to deal with business."

4. Manipulation : Of young blacks

by (a) white people and (b) black

people.

5. The failure to plan and do
homework: You must know your
opposition and that includes both

financiers and the people you may
be buying the business from.

6. The problem of ourselves.

"The number one problem is

jealousy." This can only be un-

derstood when one realizes that

this is natural for newly emergent
groups. It is borne out and caused
by frustration.

7. Integrity: There is no chance
of financing if your name can be
associated with drugs. Also
Guscott warned against the
dangers associated with the black
front.

Some of the positive things Mr.
Guscott mentioned was his belief

that the cities will be rebuilt.

"They are prime locations,"

Guscott said, and as evidence he
pointed to the reversal of Boston's

downward trend in population.

In sharp contrast to the housing
construction failures of the late

60's minority businessman are now
finishing projects before contract
time and also below the budget. As
an example he pointed to the
Hotwell Terraces project in the
Grove Hall section of Roxbury.
For future directions Guscott

emphasized the acquisition of

proper skills and training and the

development of role-models in the

black community to enable young
blacks to compete.

(Continued on P. 11)

We've brought you Tom Wolfe, Isaac Asimov, Edwin Canham,

*f the great BIGEL0W, Jill Johnson and many, many, many more.

J Come join us and help us make decisions - The Distinguished

)f Visitors Program is now accepting applications for membership

*

J
Pick up your application in the Student Activities Office or

)f at the C.C. Information desk.

Shhh! A quiet dorm is being organized
By AVIS YUNI
MDC Staff

Sign-up sheets for all students
interested in living in and-or
working on the organization of a
"quiet dorm" will be in the
CASIAC office, E-22 Machmer, this
week, March llth-15th.

Ms. Ann Marie Plaziak,
Treasurer of Alpha Lambda Delta
(ALD — a National Women's
Sophomore Honor Society) told the
Collegian that ALD is seeking, with
the help of any interested un-
dergraduates, to "encourage the
establishment of a "quiet dorm" in
the fall semester for those students
who request such a living en-
vironment."
Ms. Plaziak said that a meeting

will be held on Monday, March 18th
at 7:30 p.m. in room 164 Campus
Center for anyone wishing to help
organize a "quiet dorm".

Unrelated to the work of ALD, on
Friday, March 8th, the Faculty
Senate passed a motion urging for

the establishment of a "quiet
dorm," Dr. Ellen Reed,
Mathematics Professor and ALD
Faculty Advisor told the Collegian.
The motion was introduced by

Doris Abramson of the Theatre
Department, on behalf of the
UMass Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
(National Arts and Sciences Honor
Society )

.

Ammended by the Senate, the
motion now reads. "That the
Faculty Senate of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst urges
the administration of this campus
to make a concerted effort to
establish at least one "quiet dorm"
at the earliest possible date."

It also asks, "That the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs and
President of the Student Govern-
ment Association report to the
Senate about the results of this

effort no later than the last

meeting of the Faculty Senate in

the Spring of 1974."

Dr. Reed explained that the

Although some would argue a "quiet dorm" is a

contradiction of terms, those involved have high hopes
for the project.

Faculty Senate ammended the
motion because they thought it was
not strong enough. The Senate
added the words "at least one"
instead of just calling for the
establishment of "such a quiet
dorm".
Dr. Robert Gage, Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs
explained the background of this
push to establish a quiet dorm. He
said that, "For a couple of years
we have been receiving in-
formation about serious students
leaving the University; they gave
the reason that the dorms were
noisy."

"We want to establish areas if

not whole dorms where students
can pursue academic interests,"
Dr. Gage said. He said that all

sorts of living options should be
available to students and cited that
some students don't study well
with stereos on.

Dr. Gage said that in a "Mini-
Pulse Survey" conducted by the
University Counselling Center last

semester, 30 per cent of the
students polled said they would
prefer to live in a "quiet dorm."
He cited that a big problem with

the idea will be in identifying a
dorm that has a large turnover of
students, in asking the remaining
students if they would be willing to

become a "quiet dorm", and
getting those who don't wish this to

leave.

Dr. Helen Hill, Director of the
Non-Student Resident Resource

Center and Advisor to ALD, told

the Collegian that Dr. Gage spoke
to her about "quiet dorms" and she
suggested that ALD become in-

volved in trying to establish this.

"If the students feel there is a
need for this ( a ' 'quiet dorm "

) , this

is our obligation to help fulfill their

needs and wants," Dr. Hill said.

To determine just how many
students are interested, Ms.
Plaziak of ALD explained that they
have put sign-up sheets in the
CASIAC office from March 11th-

15th. Ms. Plaziak explained that

letters concerning this have also
been sent to every dorm Head of

Residence.

She said that the letter requests
that they poll the students in their

dorm (by ballot, sign-up sheets,

mail-box notices, etc.) and send
the results to Dr. Hill by March
15th. (Originally the date was
March 20th but it's been changed.)

"It is evident by the "Mini-Pulse
Survey" as well as by frequent
student sentiment that an ap-
preciable number of resident
undergraduates want and need a
specifically-designated residence
hall(s) on campus that realizes the
desire for comfortable surroun-
dings that foster study conditions
for the student who desires it," Ms.
Plaziak said.

She said that, "Although ALD, in

conjunction with Student Affairs,

hopes to make such a living option
available to the resident com-
munity, it is not the role of either

group to dictate the structure nor
the government of the "quiet
dorm" environments."
Ms. Plaziak said that the student

residents as potential residents of

such a dorm should play an active
role in the establishment of dorm
administration and living
arrangements.
She explained that the meeting

on March 18th will set up a com-
mittee or student panel which will

decide such things as the dorm's
location, whether it will be co-ed or
not, how the quiet hours will be set

up, etc.

Dean George Sulzner, Assistant
Dean for Social and Behavioral
Sciences in the College of Arts and
Sciences, offered the services of

CASIAC in establishing a "quiet
dorm" to both the Faculty Senate
and ALD.

Sulzner told the Collegian that,
"The idea of a "quiet dorm" is an
idea we've been promoting or
trying to promote for a long time."
He said that CASIAC has been sort
of "working behind the scenes" on
this and is lending its support to
Dr. Gage's idea.

Dean Jeremiah Allen, Dean of
Humanities and Fine Arts in the
College of Arts and Sciences and
Secretary of the UMass Chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa, told the Collegian
that "I encourage that the impetus
for the "quiet dorm" come from
the students, I think it has to be
that way."

UMass allowed more Conservation Committee:

city sewage tie-ups keeping the people aware
J ^2 » . Bv DONNA A. DIODATI several thousand thermostats have I

UMass has been given a chance to tie six new buildings into the town of

Amherst's sewage system by the state Division of Water Pollution

Control (DWPC).
The buildings, including the brand new, concrete block fine arts center,

were banned from connecting with the local sewage system by the DWPC
in February, 1973, after local environmental groups claimed the system
was overloaded at peak use times, resulting in the dumping of raw
sewage into the Connecticut River.

The new DWPC ruling would allow UMass to seek tie-in permits for the

new buildings, providing it can prove that the buildings will not add to the

flow of sewage currently handled by local sewage treatment plants.

UMass claims that the use of the new buildings will only relocate

existing personnel and their wastes and not increase the total amount of

sewage pumped into the system by the university.

In addition to the UMass buildings a number of other new houses in the
area have been forbidden from tying into the sewage system by the

DWPC until a new "outfall line" to the Connecticut River is completed in

November.

The "no new sewage" clause is the only loophole in the ban imposed on
sewage tie-ins by the DWPC. The ruling forbidding new sewage tie-ins

may result in at least one court fight. A local developer with seven new
homes in North Amherst has taken the city to court once, unsuccessfully,
and reportedly plans to try again.
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"The energy problem is going to be with us for a
long time," says Gordon Gillett, a member of the
UMass Energy Conservation Committee.

Gillett. one of three students on the twelve-member
committee, explained the group's origin: "Back in

August, President Wood asked UMass Chancellors to

look into energy conservation. (Then) Vice-
Chancellor Campion was charged with organizing a
committee of students, faculty, administration, and
staff to set short-and long-range goals of energy
conservation."

Two subcommittees, Technical and Public
Relations, have evolved from the original ^roup.
Referring to the former, of which he is a member,
Giillett said that it "has lately been concerned mostly
with writing up policies on conservation to be sent to

the Chancellor." As for public relations, he stated
that "we've got to keep people aware, to change their

habits." He added that more work in this area is

needed.

Accomplishments of the Committee can be seen in

several categories. According to Gillett, the

University has saved almost 10 per cent in steam
usage (primarily for heating) over last year. Con-

sumption of electricity is averaging 6 per cent less

than a year ago. (For some inexplicable reason, last

month's electrical consumption was 15 per cent less

than that of February 1973). The Committee also was
involved in plans to close dormitories and other

unused buildings during intercession. In addition,

Rt. 47 crash:

one killed,

one injured
One youth died, and one was

seriously injured, in a single car
accident on Rt. 47 in Amherst at
11:30 last night. Amherst police
and Northampton-based State
Police would not release the names
of the victims pending notification
of next of kin.

The accident apparently oc-
curred when their car went out of
control and struck a tree. The car
was torn in half. Although it could
not be offically confirmed, the
victims were believed to be
students, as among accident
records were found several text-
books and academic parapher-
nalia.

Details will be forthcoming upon
police investigation.

several thousand thermostats have been turned down
to 68 degrees, but, Gillett, admits, "errors are
unavoidable."

The "Kill-a-watt" stickers on light switches and
"Walk-don't ride" elevator stencils are the work of

the Committee. They also were instrumental in en-

couraging car pools and janitorial conservation

practices.

Suggestions from the community resulted in

energy conservation action at the Campus Center
Garage. Previously, the large exhaust fans that

remove automotive fumes from the building had been
used 24 hours a day. Due to the Committee's
recommendation (based on students' suggestions),

the fans are now not used between midnight and 7:00

a.m.

Plans for the future include decreasing excessive

ventilation in order to conserve heat. Too much
ventilation, according to Gillett, pushed hot air out

and cold air in, thus wasting energy. At the request of

the Chancellor's office, and in view of Amherst's
sewage treatment problems, the Committee is in-

vestigate water conservation steps to be im-

plemented at UMass.
Attributing the Committee's pre-energy crisis

formation to "President Wood's foresight," Gillett

went on to say, "We're going to submit to the ad-

ministration an annual report indicating how UMass
has conserved energy." He added that community
suggestions have proved helpful in the past, and
asked that those with conservation ideas submit them
to the Energy Conservation Committee, 341 Whit-

more.

i Staff Photo-John Stewart)

Gordon Gillet, a member of the I mass Energy
Conservation Committee, stresses the fact that people
have to change their habits.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - California

authorities surrendered priority to federal

indictments in the Ellsberg break-in case
yesterday and agreed to ask that state

conspiracy-burglary charges against John
D. Ehrlichman and two others be dismissed.

Superior Court Judge Gordon Ringer in

Los Angeles, who has summoned President

Nixon as a material witness in the case,

must make the final decision.

The agreement to seek dismissal of state

charges against Ehrlichman, G. Gordon
Liddy and David R. Young-all former.White
House aides-was announced after Dist. Atty.

Joseph Busch of Los Angeles and Special

Watergate Prosecutor Leon Jaworski met
for an hour.

Ehrlichman would remain under a per-

jury charge in Los Angeles, the agreement
said because "it involves protection solely of

a state interest." There was no further

explanation.

The California case had been scheduled
for trial on April 15.

The state periurv charges stemmed from

nia drops Ehrlichman charges
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Ehrlichman s denial to the rand jury that he
knew about or authorized the 1971 break-in
at the office of Dr. Lewis Fielding by White
House "plumbers" seeking files of Daniel
Ellsberg. Ellsberg at the time had been
indicted on charges of stealing and leaking
the Pentagon Papers.

Ehrlichman 's testimony to back their
contention that Ehrlichman acted in his

official capacity to prevent breaches of

national security. It was expected that
dismissal of the main charges would make
the issue of presidential testimony moot.
Young, who was named as a co-

conspirator in the federal case but was not
indicted, would be free of any charges
should Ringer go along with the agreement.
Liddy, already convicted and sentenced

as a Watergate burglar and conspirator, is

charged in the federal indicted returned last

Thursday-alongside Ehrlichman and four
others-with conspiracy to voilate Fielding's
civil rights. Ehrlichman, additionally, is

charged with four counts of lying to the FBI
and grand jury.

"Among the reasons given for seeking to

dismiss the state charges are that many of

these issues involve matters of national

interest and therefore would best be decided

in the federal court system," said the joint

Busch-Jaworski announcement

"The two indictments would be exposing

defendants to trial in two different

jurisdictions and, in fairness to those

defendants charged in both jurisdictions and

in the interests of justice," they should be

ried in one jurisdiction."

Bush was joined in the talks with Jaworski

by Stephen Trott, an assistant district at-

torney.

Ehrlichman, formerly President Nixon's

chief domestic adviser, and former special

counsel Charles W. Colson, pleaded innocent

to the charges in the Ellsberg case last

Saturday as they were arrainged in the

Watergate coverup indictments.

The other four indicted on the conspiracy

charges were Liddy, Bernard L. Barker,

Eugenio Martinez and Felipe DeDiego.

Their arraignment is set efore U.S. District

Judge Gerhard A. Gesell on Thursday.

In other Watergate-related matters:

-In Key Biscayne, Fla., White House Press

Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said "we will

address...at some time in the future" a

difference in statements made by President

Nixon in August and at a news conference

last Wednesday.

Ziegler would say only that there were
"semantic differences" in the two
statements concerning what the President

learned of payments to the original

Watergate defendants last March 21.

In a statement Aug. 15, 1973, the President

said:

"I was told then that funds had been
raised for payments to the defendants...but I

was only told that the money had been used
for attorneys' fees and family support, not

that it had been paid to procure silence from
the recipients."

"...And for the first time on March 21 he
John W. Dean III told me that payments had
been made to the defendants for the purpose
of keeping them quiet, not simply for their

defense."

U.S. and the world

Dist. Atty.

in call for
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The

FBI said yesterday kidnaped
Patricia Hearst's accusations of

political intrigue against the
agency and a letdown by her
family were put into the victim's

mouth by her terrorist captors.

Meantime, Alameda County
Dist. Atty. Lowell Jensen indicated

that two men accused of the

terrorist-claimed assassination of

Oakland School Supt. Dr. Marcus
Foster could get the televised news
conference they have demanded if

some conditions are met.
In a 30-minute tape, the kid-

napers demanded that nationwide
television broadcast facilities be
made available to purported SLA
"soldiers" Joseph Remiro and
Russell Little, as the pair have
demanded. They are charged with
killing Foster last Nov. 6.

Charged
NORTHAMPTON. Mass (AP) —

Three persons pleaded innocent

Monday to charges of indecent

exposure after they were arrested

in separate weekend streaking

incidents.

Ronald Altimari, 24, of Nor-

thampton, was arrested Saturday

night as he allegedly dashed nude

in the downtown area in a group of

eight. Police said the other

streakers escaped. Altimari's case

was continued to March 26.

Penny Manson, 20, of Amherst
and Sally Rhymes, 22, of Nor-

thampton will be back in court

March 19 on charges in a separate

Saturday incident

supports SLA
TV air time
On Sunday, Jensen said their

lawyers would have to "make the
first move toward such a broad-
cast."

On Monday, defense lawyer
William Gagen said he would have
a statement Tuesday or Wed-
nesday, adding, "We must protect

the interests of our clients in a fair

trial and to comply in some way
with demands of the SLA." He said
last week such a conference might
not be in the best interests of his

clients.

Miss Hearst, in three tape-
recorded Symbionese Liberation
Army communiques clandestinely

received over the weekend, ac-
cused the FBI of wanting her killed

to promote President Nixon's

policies, and scolded her parents
for not "doing everything you can"
to have her freed.

The food giveaway demanded by
the SLA was to resume Tuesday.
Charles Bates, FBI agent in

charge of the kidnaping in-

vestigation, asked if the 20-year-

old coed, abducted Feb. 4, was
being forced to make those
statements, said, "I don't know,
but I think it's a logical assump-
tion."

Bates said that since the SLA
was holding Miss Hearst, "she's
saying what they tell her to say."

In response to a question, Bates
said he had no evidence Miss
Hearst was in on a plot to have
herself kidnaped.

Announcing Papa Gino's Monday thru

Thursday Night Pizza and Beer Parties

Come treat your taste buds to Papa's delicious pizza and
a frosty mug of draught beer. We'll treat you to live guitar

and vocal talent to liven up the evening.

Monday thru Thursday 8 to 12 p.m.

Bring your appetite, your thirst, and your ears.

PAPA GINO'S

Mountain Karat 'k Mall Houtrt ll;idli-\

Amnesty for evaders
WASHINGTON (AP) — Splitting

with President Nixon, former
Army Secretary Robert F.

Froehlke urged Congress
yesterday to legislate blanket
conditional amnesty for Vietnam
war draft evaders^ and case-by-

case consideration of amnesty for

deserters.

"We should forgive and forget if

amnesty will help heal the hurt this

nation has suffered," Froehlke told

a House judiciary subcommittee
considering amnesty legislation.

He said "this country will some
day again be facing a draft," and
any amnesty should not make a
future draft unworkable.

But he told the congressmen he

believed blanket amnesty for draft

evaders who are now willing to

serve their country in some form of

public service would not have that

effect.

Amnesty for deserters is more
complicated, Froehlke said, and
proposed that a special board be
created to "look at the deserter's

total record in a non-vindictive.

generous manner" and decide
whether he deserves amnesty.

Froehlke said amnesty should

not be granted in the spirit that

men who refused to serve in

Vietnam were morally right but

also should not be given on demand
of public service that is treated as

punishment or vindication.

During the afternoon session, the

committee, chaired by Rep.
Robert W. Kastenmeer (D-
Wisconsin), heard testimony from
a University of Wisconsin graduate
representing a statewide amnesty
project.

"To suggest conditional amnesty
only perpetuates descrimination

against those persons who chose to

act out their oppositions to the war
openly," said James Struve, a

spokesman for the Wisconsin
Amnesty Project.

"An argument for conditional

amnesty overlooks the fact that

many young Americans faced no
alternatives but illegal resistance

to the war," he said.

NOTICE
Budgets Committee Unanimous

Recommendation for the Priority

Structure System for those

Organizations applying for Fiscal,

1975. This is subject to the

approval of the Student Senate.

The Senate will consider the

following Wednesday, March 13

at 7:00 P.M. in Room 163

Campus Center.

Nixon gives IRS a headache
By RICHARD PYLE

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Public controversy over

President Nixon's income taxes has set alarm bells

ringing in the Internal Revenue Service, but officials

of the tax agency are not sure yet whether they have a
fire.

The question is whether Nixon's minimal tax
payments, about $6,000 on total income of nearly
$800,000 over the three years ending with 1972, may
tempt other Americans to look for loopholes or try to

avoid taxes.

It will be several months before the IRS can
analyze enough 1973 returns to determine whether
there is such a taxpayer reaction. For the present,
tax officials publicly express confidence there will be
none; privately, they are known to be concerned.
From around the country, in news reports, in

declarations by politicians and in statements from
outside tax experts, come warnings of taxpayer
resistance, resulting in part from the Nixon affair,

that could lead to a significant reduction in an-
ticipated government revenues.
Rep. Charles Vanik, a Democrat on the tax-writing

House Ways and Means committee, predicts "a
massive movement by American taxpayers into the
gray areas of tax avoidance" which he said could
slash revenues by as much as 10 per cent, or nearly

$25 billion.

AFL-CIO President George Meany said "the fact

that the President combed the tax laws for loopholes

sets an example to the American people to likewise

avoid or evade taxes."

Wounded Knee S.D. <

Civilians do hospital run

during past AIM attack

A New York-based tax advisory firm told its clients

that "IRS officials are afraid that average taxpayers

will follow the recent examples of corner cutting

politicos and do some wholesale cheating of their

own." The IRS, it added, would scrutinize all returns

with large business expense writeoffs.

Senior IRS officials dispute such predictions. The
worst that can happen, they contend, is that many
taxpayers are likely to press harder than in the past

for legal but perhaps questionable deductions.

Even that, some of them concede, could result in a

cutback in anticipated federal tax receipts for 1974.

"Certainly we don't expect the taxpayers to be any
less honest with themselves this year," says John J.

Olszewski, chief of the IRS Intelligence Division

which pursues tax fraud cases.

"They are going to be either honest or dishonest,

depending on their own moral standards, but not
because somebody else supposedly set an example
for them."

He added, that on the basis of past experience some
taxpayers caught chiseling can be expected to point
to the questionable records of high-ranking or
prominent people in defense of their own tran-

sgressions.

Despite its outwardly calm approach, there is no
doubt that the Internal Revenue Service is concerned-

if not about 1974 tax collections, then about what one
official calls false impressions generated by tte

publicity given Nixon's tax troubles and resulting

speculation about how other taxpayers might react.

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) - An
elderly man testified that he and a

companion were ordered to drive

an injured man to a hospital from
Wounded Knee, S.D., the night the

village was invaded by the

American Indian Movement AIM.
"He, the injured man, said Mr.

Banks hired him to come down
there," said John E. Provost of

Martin, S.D.. at the St Paul trial of

two AIM leaders. "He said he was
from St. Paul."

The court strained to hear the

sometimes inaudible testimony of

tte 71-year-old Provost, who said

he was hard of hearing. Provost

testified at the federal trial of

Dennis Banks, 41, of St. Paul, and
Russell Means, 34, of Porcupine,

S.D.

The two American Indian

Movement leaders are charged

with burglary, theft, assault,

firearms violations and con-

spiracy.

Sears cites

Vesco tipoff
NEW YORK (AP) - Financier

Robert Vesco was tipped in ad-

vance by an unidentified federal

informant that a criminal con-

spiracy indictment was in the

works involving himself, former

Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell and ex-

Commerce Secretary Maurice H.

Stans, government witness Harry

Sears testified today.

Sears said he was summoned by

Vesco's home on Dec. 7, 1972,

several days after the Securities

and Exchange Commission had

filed a massive fraud suit against

the international financier The

witness said the only other person

present was Donald Nixon Jr., a

nephew of the President and a

Vesco aide.

"Mr. Vesco told me he had in-

formation that led him to be cer-

tain the SEC staff had jumped

Provost said that he visited a

sister in Pine Ridge the night the

village was occupied last Feb. 27.

Provost said that he and a friend,

Robert Carlow, drove the 17 miles

to Wounded Knee in Carlow 's car,

arriving there between 7 and 8 p.m.

As they drew near the trading

post, a pickup truck blocked the

road, so they made a short detour

and approached from the other

British miners back to work
LONDON (AP) — Britain's 280,000 miners began fulltime work today

after a four-week strike and a three-month slowdown that crippled the

country's economy. ,

The National Coal Board said it would take another four weeks to

return to 100 full production. It predicted production would be 50 per cent

of normal by the end of this week, 75 per cent by the end of next week and

90 per cent plus the weekend after that.

Normal weekly coal production is about 2.5 million tons. The miners'

action to get a larger pay raise than the Conservative government was
willing to give them started with a ban on overtime and weekend work

that cut coal production up to 40 per cent. The government put much of

industry on a three-day work week on Dec. 15 to conserve fuel supplies.

Mike's
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side.

While they sat in the car, "six or

seven guys came out of the

building with guns - looked like

guns to me," the witness said.

One came to the passenger's side

where Provost was sitting, hit on

the door with his gun and said,

"Open the door, we want this car."

Provost said he and Carlow were

ordered by one of the men to leave.

ft
These days are not gone forever.

Viet hospital bombed
32 children killed;
MY THO, South Vietnam (AP) -The children in My Tho hospital

shared no laughter yesterday. Only pain.

Saturday afternoon a single 82mm mortar round landed in their

midst seconds before they were to have left the playground.
Officials said 32 children were killed and scores wounded.
The seriously wounded were taken to the My Tho city hospital,

about five miles from the Cai Lay schoolyard where the Viet Cong
shell exploded.

The hospital is an average one for Vietnam. Water in an old

whisky bottle, one pink plastic cup for 55 sick bodies, and 11 double

beds for them. On one of those beds were eight little boys.

"I didn't know what had happened," said Dang Van Ngot, 13.

"My leg felt itchy and I looked down. I saw blood coming out from
both my feet. I tried to crawl to the classroom wall to hide. I didn't

hurt, but I was very afraid. Then a teacher came and picked me
up and took me to the firstaid place. Then I hurt. But I didn't cry."

As he spoke softly Ngot held the hand of his best friend, who was
lying next to him, and tried to keep the buzzing flies away from his

bandaged legs. Like the rest of the children, his small body was
encrusted with grime and dried blood was still caked between his

toes and fingers.

His plastic sleeping mat and mosquito net, too, were stained from
the drippings of his wounds. He still wore the once-white shirt and
black short pants he'd put on to walk to school three days earlier.

"We were once more than 70. But now how many are left I don't

know. Blood just kept coming out everywhere.everyone wanted
their mother and father. I was so afraid I almost fainted," said Vo
Van Dan, 7.

Hour after hour, Dan writhed back and forth on his small hospital

bed moaning from the pain of his shrapnel-riddled left leg and
shattered hip.
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Some restrictions change
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Louisiana Gov. Edwin Edwards

says he will announce a voluntary

gasoline rationing plan for

Louisiana motorists today, based

on the so-called Oregon license

plate system.

Edwards, contacted at the

executive office in Baton Rouge
Sunday night, said, "I want to

emphasize that this is a voluntary

plan."

He called it "an effort to cut

down the size of long lines at

service stations and to conserve
available gasoline."

He added that he had no im-

mediate hopes for increasing the

amount of gasoline available for

Louisiana motorists.

Nationwide, motorists generally

found last weekend a bit easier in

their search for gasoline. Fourteen
weeks after the first "Gasless
Sunday," service stations were
open in increased numbers, an
Associated Press survey revealed.

The trend for business as usual on
Sunday is a result of concern over
declining tourist revenues and long

lines during the week.
In many cases, the Sunday

openings were urged by state of-

ficials. The New York State
Thruway Authority announced an

end to Sunday closings, claiming

they caused too much "hardship

and inconvenience."

In Allentown, Pa., the gasoline

shortage has been blamed for the

first cancellation in the history of

the city's annual St. Patrick's Day
parade.

R.I. considers refinery
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Representatives of Olympic Refineries were scheduled to meet with

Gov. Philip Noel of Rhode Island today to discuss a refinery proposal for

a portion of the Newport Naval Base.

Meanwhile, officials from Newmarket were to meet with Gov. Meldrim
Thomson of New Hampshire to discuss shifting a proposed refinery site

from Durham to Newmarket.
Last week the voters in Durham, the home of the University of New

Hampshire, turned down a $600 million refinery proposal by Olympic.

The company said it would build the refinery in Newmarket if the town

approves the project, but that it would also explore other sites in New
England. Newmarket was the only seacoast-area town to approve the

Durham plan in straw polls at town meetings.

Philip G. Hendrickx, a selectman in Newmarket, said that governor's

office requested the meeting, presumably "it will be talk about the

refinery."

The chairman of the Senate Committee on Resources and Finance
announced that hearings on two bills that could affect a refinery proposal

would be given public hearings in Portsmouth on Wednesday night.

The measures would establish a state agency to select refinery sites

and would allow towns without zoning to reject refineries on a majority

vote. Sen. Frederick A. Porter, R-Amherst, said the Portsmouth session

would allow for more comment from the "area of the state most affected

by the establishment of an oil refinery,"

The Rhode Island proposal involves the Melville Tank Farm, a portion

of the Newport Base that is being phased out under an economic cutback

by the Navy.
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Arab split widening

over oil embargo
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

In an apparent widening of the Arab split over lifting the oil

embargo, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat initiated his own in-

formal talks with Arab oil ministers Monday, and Tunisia made a
bid for a wider role in solving Middle East problems.

After a top meeting of Arab oil ministers was postponed for the

second time, Sadat called a smaller meeting of oil ministers for

Monday night.

At about the same time, Tunisia called for a shift in the location

of an upcoming Arab League meeting from the Egyptian capital to

Tunis.

A reliable Arab League source said that President Habib
Bourguiba of Tunisia "wants Tunis to have a greater voice in Arab
decisions."

In Seattle, Wash., Egyptian Ambassador Ashraf Fhorbal said his

country was looking ahead positively to the upcoming meeting of

Arab foreign ministers in Tripoli. But he suggested that lifting of

the Arab oil embargo might hinge on disengagement of Israeli

troops on the Syrian front.

Sayed Nofal, the Arab League's assistant secretary-general, said
Tunisia proposed that league ministers meet in Tunis on March 25
to discuss "very important" topics. He declined to elaborate, but
one topic is expected to be the twice-postponed Arab summit
conference on oil.

If Tunisia's request is approved Thursday when the league's
council convenes in Cairo, it would be the first Arab League
meeting scheduled outside the Egyptian capital in 12 years.
The Arab League, a grouping of 14 Arab states headquartered in

Cairo, was formed in 1945 to promote Arab unity and work toward
various Arab goals.

Oil ministers from the nine Arab nations that originally imposed
the oil embargo scheduled their top-level gathering in Tripoli,

Libya on Feb. 14. That meeting was reset for this past Sunday in

Cairo, and then put off again until this Wednesday in Tripoli.

Sadat had tried to get all the Arab oil ministers to assemble in

Cairo to consider his proposal that the oil embargo against the

United States be lifted.

However three of the nine countries involved-Algeria, Libya and
Syria-failed to send representatives. Those who were prepared for

the Cairo negotiations were representatives from Saudi Arabis,
Kuwait, Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Qatar and Egypt.

Sadat has been pressing for an end to the Arab oil embargo
against the United States because of Secretary of State Henry A.

Kissinger's help in getting Israeli troops to withdraw from the Suez
Canal. Algeria, Libya and Syria are holding out for a similar pull-

back of Israeli troops facing Syrian forces in the Golan Heights.
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FRESH FISH...
We have a complete selection
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Survey computes gasoline average

in Amherst-Northampton Area
By CHRISTINE DILLARD

MDC Staff
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Congressmen ask

broadcasters to

promote oil

company reform

Bv JAMES OER8TENZANG
WASHINGTON (AP) — In an

effort to counter oil company
advertising, 16 members of

Congress asked the nation's 7,(MX)

broadcasters yesterday to carry

commercials suggesting the oil

companies, not the consumers will

have to change their habits.

Announcing the media campaign
at a news conference. Rep. Ben-

jamin Rosenthal, D-N.Y., cited the

"Fairness Doctrine" in his effort to

convince the radio and television

stations to carry the an-

nouncements to balance what he
calls a multi-million dollar ad-

vertising campaign waged by the

energy industry.

He said that if his efforts are not

successful within 30 to 60 days,

legislative action to remove cer-

tain tax exemptions granted to

companies for advertising ex-

penses may be necessary.

"The average consumer - the

average American - simply has not

been afforded an equal opportunity

to hear the other side." Rosenthal

said.

"We must combat the gross

imbalance created by the in-

dustry's advertising blitz if the

public is to make intelligent and

well-informed decisions about the

current situation and future

national energy policy."

The group of representatives,

joined by five consumer and en-

vironmental groups, is offering

several commercials. One,

showing a well lit office building at

night, features an announcer
saying:

"The power companies tell the

small users to conserve, but rate

studies tell the big users to use

more It seems like a strange way

to save energy
"
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50.4

48.9

50.5

50.3

53.7

48.1

51.2

Low Lead Premium
Or Middle
Grade

54.1

56.0

52.4

53.6

54.052.0

53.9

54.4

53.2

55.4

53.4

57.9

55.2

56.9

51.5

56.9

53.3

51.9

52.1

54.5

55.9

55.4

59.1

55.4

59.4

54.4

54.9

59.9

54.9

57.2

59.9

60.0

58.9

60.9

56.9

52.5

58.9

60.9

56.9

59.2

54.9

59.9

55.3

52.9

51.4

53.9

51.9

54.5

54.3

57.7

54.1

54.7

A Collegian survey of 36 local

area gas stations found
motorists paying an average of

51.8 for Regular, 53.8 for mid
grade, and 56. for Premium.
The survey covered all

stations on Route 9 from 202 in

Belchertown to Rt. 5 in Nor-

thampton, both stations in

downtown Amherst on N.

Pleasant St., N. Amherst, E.

Pleasant St., Pelham Rd., and
Rte. 5 North of Rt. 9 in Nor-

thampton to Damon Rd. It was
taken Sat., March 9, in the

afternoon. The same brands of

gas will generally cost two or

three cents more in Amherst
and Hadley than in Nor-
thampton.
We found the majority of

stations were closed at this

time although gasoline was
easily attained in the middle
afternoon. With few ex-

ceptions, the lines were ap-

prox. five cars in length.

Summer allocations:

Tourism won't
be considered

By DAVID C. MARTIN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Deputy energy chief John C. Sawhill
acknowledged yesterday that state by state allocations of gasoline this
summer will not reflect recent increases in tourism.
Allocations are based on a percentage of gasoline sales in 1972 plus

growth in vehicle registration since then, said Sawhill.
He told a group of New England senators that the formula would not

take into account any increases in the number of out-of-state motorists
visiting a tourist area during the summer months.
"Northern New England is going to be hit in the head,'' by the formula,

predicted Sen. Thomas J. Mclntyre, D-N.H.
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D Me., asked Sawhill to set up a study group at

the Federal Energy Office to evaluate the impact of the current formula
on the summer touring season.
Sawhill also came under sharp questioning by Sen. Edward M. Ken-

nedy, D-Mass., over the allocation of gasoline for the month of March to
Massachusetts. Although emergency allocations have temporarily
reduced the size of gasoline lines, Kennedy said, Massachusetts "will
have less gasoline per day in March than in February."
Kennedy explained that the FEO had not taken into account the

emergency allocations ordered at the end of February when figuring the
March level of supplies.
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Trains of Europe for a ride.

You're going to Europe and you want to do it cheap. Consider our trains.There's no
more economical way of seeing so much of Europe for so little.

Our Student- Railpass gives you two months of unlimited Second Class travel for
$165. Likewise for travel in Britain, a variety of BritRail Youth Passes from $32 to $85 is
available. Both of these passes are not available in Europe, so you must buy them here
before you go.

On board our trains, our comfortable couchettes offer you a gcxxi night's sleep for $6.
Our cafeteria-style dining airs serve excellent, but inexpensive meals. For light

snacks, try our restaurant trolley service on many trains.

Our trains are fast, modem and cover over 100,000
miles of track in Europe.

There's no better way to experience Europe than on
our trains. And if you haven't experienced our trains,

you haven't experienced Europe.
So see your Travel Agent or return the coupon and

we'll send you our free brochure "The Trains of Europe."
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To streak is not for the meek
By DARK) POLITELLA

To steak is not for the meek.
That's the very first conclusion to be

drawn from raw data available from the

studies, both textual and photographic, that

have been appearing in the nation's press.

It takes guts to practice what students
have been preaching, since their coming out
of the campus doldrums that followed those
halcyon days when they drove goldfish down
their alimentary canals.

Nowadays, they're literally letting it all

hang out.

And from the other side of the lectern, the
professors see that this is good.
As student-watchers of experience and

devotion, some professors are predicting
that a result of streaking is that campus
lifestyles will be better. And streaking is

only the first manifestation. For as soon as
students succeed in exercising this devil

within, they'll find others.

Like inhibitions about dress, contempt for

aged profs, distaste for the Establishment
they will inevitably join, marriage and
motherhood.
Streakers are obviously the leaders of the

New Generation. For they are already
putting into practice what the White House
has been preaching since Watergate 1972:

hide nothing and keep America moving.
An editorial in the University of Maine

student newspaper recently suggested that
even President Nixon might be able to

regain some of his credibility if he streaked
from the White House to the Justice
Department, in front of television cameras.

"The American public would cheer the
President for finally exposing himself."
Further proof, if needed, that the

streakers are heading for fame and fortune
in politics is indicated by the heady slogans
they have conjured.
"Have you got the cheek to streak?" is the

challenge at the University of Louisville.

"Stop your grinnin', drop your linen."

The echo comes from Berkeley, where
University of California students have been
smarting at their apathy, since Mario Savio
lead the Free Speech Movement in 1964 that
began the student revolts that spread across
the country. In 1974, their cry became "Hell
yes, we'll undress."
Mad Ave couldn't have done better. But

then, in the eyes of the New Generation,
they're too meek to streak.'

The new Spring rite of barreling in the

buff has come as no surprise to academics,
both teaching and administrative, who know
that the fullness of the moon and the ap-
proaching vernal equinox portend that the
saps would soon be running. It's happened
every year since the Greeks began their

Olympiad with a run in the raw.
Three Yalies remembered. And they

streaked the streets of New Haven, ac-
companied by a fully clothed guide carrying
a torch.

And as if to emphasize the educational
aspects of the new campus caper, The New
York Times has reported that when a trio of
streakers appeared at a lecture on Roman
history at Princeton University, "It could
not be immediately ascertained whether

they were attempting to illustrate the

discussion or to comment on civilization's

decline and fall."

Another aspect of the streaking

movement which has aroused admiration
among professors is the talent for

organizing which has surfaced on the

campuses.
Directing the dashes at St. Louis

University is the National Collegiate
Streaking Association. At the State

University Center at New Paltz, N.Y., it's

the New Paltz Intramural Streaking Club.

Under the banner, "We have nothing to

hide," some Harvard students run the

gauntlet organized as FUDA- Fully Un-
clothed Dashing Activists.

And while "Streak Control" is into things

at Texas Technological University, ac-

tivities at Indiana University are decen-
tralized into outfits like the Colonial Crest
Apartments Streaker Club and the Dunn Hill

Apartments Streakers.

But the group that has shown the most
imagination, at least as far as English
professors are concerned, is at Penn State.

Someone there with an appreciation for

acronyms has conjured the Association of

Student Streakers (A.S.S.).

To streak undoubtedly is not for the meek.
Where did it all start?

Professors with a penchant for history

have looked to the popular press for the

answer.

An editor at the University of Bridgeport's
student newspaper says it all began at the

University of Maryland in November 1973.

One press service credits the University of

Florida. And at the same time, it discovered

one Fred R. Pierce, who was expelled frrm
Stanford University in 1918 for sprinting his

bare bottom past sorority row. Now 74, Mr.
Justice Pierce is retired from the California

Appeals Court.

There are other conclusions a professor
may draw from the serious side of the
podium. Former University of
Massachusetts president John Lederle, who
now teaches political science at the Amherst
campus, has told his students that "It's
better than painting clenched fists on the
buildings."

At the University of Maine at Crone, there
was a suggestion that streaking be adopted
as a varsity sport, with annual Big Ten
playoffs in a "Lady Godiva Bowl."
And under a photo showing nude couples

at the end of the sprint, a University of
Massachusetts Daily Collegian writer asks,
"What is the student body coming to?"

At Indiana Unviersity, a psychology
major told an inquiring newsman that "The
whole practice is insane and shouldn't be
analyzed."

But from a professor's eye view, streaking
can be scholarly.

Soc et tuum.

Dario Politella is a professor in the
Journalistic Studies Department.

Letters To The Editor

Quinn: incorrect, discredited
To The Editor:

Mr. Mark Vogler's questioning, of unannounced
gubernatorial candidate Attorney General Robert
Quinn, resulted in some interesting answers ('Quinn
sees energy problems MDC Feb. 27, 1974) relative to

Belchertown State School.

Mr. Quinn is correct in noting that the Sargent
administration is being forced, by U.S. District Court
Judge Joseph Tauro, "to take action". Attorney
General Quinn is also correct in observing that
"certain citizens in this case challenged the behavior
of the administration." We have indeed and we shall
continue to do so.

Mr. Quinn credited his office with having achieved
a consent decree in the suit in question (Ricci et al. v.

Greenblatt et al. 72-469T). To whom, then, does the

discredit go? Did Mr. Quinn advise his Assistant

Attorneys General O'Malley and Mayo to file their

contemptuous motion, on March I, 1972, "A Con-
stitutional Right to Treatment Cannot Be Predicated
Upon A System of Voluntary Admissions"? That
motion was denied. Did he also advise his

"lieutenants" to file the April 20, 1972 document
which was replete with the phrase "Defendants deny
each and every allegation"? Did he permit the

stalling — through legal maneuvering — which ex-

tended for 21 months and 28 days from the filing of the

suit? Perhaps Attorney General Quinn, the "Peoples
Attorney", might wish to replay?

The Attorney General is also incorrect . In ex-
pressing the view that "we might be robbing Peter to

pay Paul by taking out of the budget of other state
schools to provide the necessary funds for Belcher-
town", Mr. Quinn exposes his ignorance of the
process. The $2.6 mi/lion gained through our consent
decree represents money which had already been
budgeted for Belchertown State School. Through
judicial pressure, we merely assured its release. An
example of what might have happened took place last

Thursday, February 28th. Governor Sargent per-
mitted $1.1 million, which had already been allocated
by the legislature for direct care positions at Monson,
Dever, and Fernald State Schools, to be transferred
to the welfare budget. Who's robbing whom?

The gubernatorial campaign is on. The rhetoric will
flow — there is no metabolic energy crisis — and it

may even sound convincing, but we will cut through
the verbiage. Instead, we will look at the record. We
ask each student-voter, in fact each Massachusetts
voter, to vote with the retarded citizens in mind. We
are their voice — and their vote.

Benjamin Ricci
President, Belchertown State

School Friends Association
Principal Plaintiff

Bussing suggestions
To The Editor:

I am a bus rider. As many of you with similar persuasions may have
noticed this semester, the buses are quite crowded much of the time,
what with the gas shortage and all. The crowding is a problem since
sometimes people can't be let aboard, and I would like to offer a few
suggestions which might help to alleviate the space problems we now
face.

1. Install roof racks. Students could ride on the presently unused roofs
by climbing up (ropes would be provided) and strapping in.

2. Put a small hydraulic ram in the front of the bus next to the driver.

This would be used to compress bodies and make more room. Most
UM1ES would never notice and many more people could be fit into a
limited space. The driver would also benefit from increased visibility.

3. Install body racks which would hang from the hand hold bars inside
the bus. The roof racks can't be used in inclement weather.

4. Replace the engines with sets ofpedals to be manned by volunteers at
each stop. This would save energy, reduce the UMASS waistline, cut bus
maintenance, and not adversely affect general bus performance.

5. Charge fares. This would. ..wait a minute. I ride too.

Rick Mayforth

Racism real, but...
To The Editor:

re: Prof. Walter Stewart's letter to your paper. Damn straight the
blacks in this area can be generally characterized as being somewhat
paranoid. Who wouldn't be. taking the crap they get in this country? As a
white who has spent time in predominantly black countries. I too, have
felt the pressures of being a member of a despised minority. However. I
also know how often I "detected" insults where none were intended. I
think the people who object to McGilvray's cartoons miss the point that
he is deliberately caricaturing the stereotypes in our society, in order to
mock and enervate them. Lenny Bruce used the words, "nigger, sheeny,
shit, cunt" countless times in his performances in the hope that by
pounding these obscene words into our heads we would become bored, yet
impatient with their obscene connotations. Would anyone accuse Bruce of
being, for instance, anti-semitic?

John Stone

UMass dating dull
To The Editor:

In my several years at UMass 1 have noticed that dating has become
almost a lost art on campus. The growth of co-ed dorms has destroyed the
mystique of the opposite sex and limited the amount of campus dating. At
UMass it has gotten to a point where either you live with a member of the
opposite sex, or you sit in on a co-ed card game, with very little in bet-
ween.

There doesn't seem to be any place in the UMass vicinity where
members of the opposite sex can meet. Bars such as the Blue Wall and the
Pub have too phony an atmosphere for meeting people. You rarely
develop a relationship out of a bar room meeting, anyways.

It has gotten to a point where the stereotyped UMass girl is one with
horn-rimmed glasses, hair that she ran an electric current through, and
patched jeans. The average girl would rather groove on Robin Morgan's
latest book than be exploited by going to a movie.
VMass has a very large population of girls with boy friends at home.

1 hey come to UMass because it is a cheap place to go to school while they
wait for their boy friends to graduate or make a start in life. It all boils
down to the fact that UMass has perpetuated a system that fosters unreal
relations with the opposite sex.

Mark Dlugosx

V Fred Weiss

The money movement
Where have all the hippies gone? Whatever hap-

pened to the revolution? How come you never see
anyone flash the peace sign as a greeting any longer?

I guess it's not hip to be a hippie. I guess it's not in

vogue to denounce middle class values and really

stick by those philosophies. I guess that it's gauche to

become involved.

If the eighteen year old voting age had as much
support and enthusiasm as the eighteen year old
drinking age, we'd all be in a lot better position. If the

primaries had the same turnout as a Saturday night
in the Bluewall, maybe we'd have a political system
that didn't make everyone so wary of politicians.

Maybe we should streak to the polls.

When Timothy Leary asked people to tune in, turn
on, and drop out, I guess everyone thought that he
meant to ignore the world around us. Maybe we took

his advice too seriously. I never thought that we'd
drop out of life.

If more men got involved in the woman's
movement, and more WASPS got involved in the

minority movement, and more people got into the

people movement, there would be no need of these
movements. We'd already be there. I mean, that was
the whole purpose of the hippie movement.
So what happened? Where did it all fall apart?

Whatever happened to $15 lids and $2 Salvation Army
overcoats? Well, your friend who sells you dope now
tells you that the quantity price is higher, so you have

to pay the price for getting higher. And another friend
has bought out the Salvation Army so that he can sell

the clothes in the Campus Center or in the back of a
"hip" store as antique clothing. I guess as long as
everyone has their pockets filled everyone is happy,
which is cool, in a way. But when evervone starts
getting greedy and selfish, then that philosophy goes

against the flower-power, love children theme.

Is everyone so qualuded out that all they can think
of is getting the bucks from their friends? The idea
used to be that you bought a quantity of downs so that
you could sell most of them, and have a few left over
for yourself. Now it seems that the idea is to buy
quantities so that you can sell a few, have a lot for
yourself and have some money left over. The big
profit idea used to be "the enemy, the establish-
ment.the capitalist pigs." I guess big profits are the
new prophets of life. Money is powerful and why give
spare change to charity when you can buy yourself a
beer? Besides, a revolution means that you have to

work for it. And who the hell wants to work when you
don't get paid?
So what's happening to the counter-culture? Are we

going to become what we originally turned away
from? I think so, because the only counter-culture
that I see is what you can sell over it.

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist

UMass needs cultural day
By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
We live in a society in which

old and new values are com-
bined in order to maintain a
constant movement toward
peace, progress and
cooperation among the dif-

ferent people living in the

world.

Universities play an im-
portant role, because it is in

those liberal places that people
have more freedom to try new
ways of getting ahead of
problems. The integration of

old and new ideas, values,

concepts and methods are the

basis for innovations that
everybody expects to work.

The University of

Massachusetts is one of those

innovative places. It combines
methods of education, ideas

and concepts from different

races, cultures and sub-
cultures. Here, we try to im-
prove the best approaches to

find solutions to problems. We
are part of an innovative in-

stitution, that is dealing with

one of the most important

aspects of the success of any
action, that is people.

Considering the differences

of each individual personality,

together with the complexities

of the differences in culture

and sub-culture, religion and
race, this is not an easy task. It

is not an impossible one, either.

We usually talk about how
well prepared a student should
be when leaving the university
to enter a profession. Another
important factor of education
is how much we learn in

dealing with people whose
culture is different from ours.
People coming to this

university, students or not, we
must learn how to deal with
people. University President
Robert Wood once said that
modern universities must have
students from all over the
world. Many UMass students
are from foriegn countries.

Everybody in the university
must make an effort, so that
even with those cultural dif-

ferences, an individual un-
derstanding can be achieved.
Things are not perfect, but

progress has been made.
Students, faculty

, professor
s and staff need to make an
effort to try to understand
minority groups. Minority
groups must make a great
effort, too, to understand the
majority.

One of our biggest respon-
sibilities is to strive for goals
that satisfy the majority and
minority groups. Minorities
ask respect for their values and
culture. The same holds for the
majority?

Minorities can do it. Dr.
Silvia Viera said "Majorities

and minorities must be
educated in respect to the
culture and the history of the
other group. And Dr. Johanetta
Cole has said "Sharing and
reciprocity are very essential

in dealing with people".

If we think that education in

other histories and cultures is a
good approach to improve
racial or cultural relations,

why not establish a day the
university community can set

up goals in order to develop
these relations as the Pilgrims
instituted a day for thanks.

(Accion d Gracias in Puerto
Rico). Things were certainly

not perfect then, they had
confidence that they could
improve the situation.

We cannot say that UMass
has achieved complete racial

or cultural equality, though it

has made progrrss in human
relations that give more op-
portunity to the minorities.

Minority groups now we are
getting more rights and
equality, and many of them
have been achieved with the
help of members of the
majority group. Let's establish

a Thanks Day, in respect to the
majority.

As Winston Churchill said
"Responsibility is the price
of"...equality.
Luis Manuel Medina is a

Collegian commentator.

Joyce Kosofsky

ast round KO for Nixon?
The White House Seven are under indictment.

Richard Nixon is coming out for the last round. Spiro

Agnew is sipping champagne and playing golf with

Frank Sinatra. The campuses have turned to a new

kind of activism. To a large extent, the majority of

citizens in the United States seem confused; they

want to revise the past without bringing on a new

adventure for the future.

Students are tired of protesting. The silent majority

seems tired of not protesting. Gerals Ford seems to

be slipping into the role as the dignified-if not too

bright hero of Republican inertia. Fritz Mondale is

running; Scoop Jackson is plotting; and Teddy

Kennedy is trying to come to grips with both his

ambitions and desire to stay alive.

While this is only the second year of Nixon's second

term, it seems to be the final act of the Nixon drama.

Trapped from various sides by elements he once

depended on as well as those he always despised; he

is now more than ever proving that just ecause you

are paranoid, it doesn't mean that you don't have

enemies.
Nixon's enemies list now stands close to 142 million

people, the people who have lost trust in him; who

feel he is a crook ; and-or an incompetent The people

on the list belong to no one pressure group, religion,

or political party. The movement to remove the

President is becoming more and more a non-partisan

effort. If anything, it is the Republicans who are

.' : * ' •

beginning to panic and now starting to hint openly
and more often, that they wouldn't mind one bit if

Gerald Ford was the next President of the United
States...by next month.
So it seems safe to conclude that the days of

Richard Nixon's Presidency are numbered. The
death blow might be Watergate; or his income tax

problems; or the shady dealings concerning the

purchase and government improvements of his

homes in San Clemente and Key Biscayne. The final

pressure might come from Eastern bankers; Con-
servative Senators; or pompous oilmen. One thing

seems certain-Richard Nixon will go. One thing is

definite-Nixon should go!

Nixon should go because he is a crook. Forget about
his attempts to answer questions concerning his

involvement in the Watergate cover-up with the slick

smurky reply. "I've also quit beating my wife."

The statement is sinister; the mind seems weary,
and the man seems weak. His knees are beginning to

buckle from escalating verbal "punches" from the

right as well as the left. His eyes dark from sleepless

nights, resemble those of a boxer whose face has been
smashed. This is Nixon's last round, and some of the

people at ringside have given up hope for a victory;

they are now praying that he can walk out of the

ring and not be carried off on a stretcher

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist.
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Cuba, si!

For 13 years the U.S. has been observing an economic
embargo against Cuba. And like Secretary of State
Kissinger's evaluation of the Arab oil embargo, "it is

growing more inappropriate each day."
Representative Michael J. Harrington (D-Mass.)

recently introduced legislation to repeal the Cuban
Resolution of 1962 which established the embargo. In a
press release, Harrington said in the "context of this
changing state of international affairs, U.S. policies
toward Cuba are simply out of date."
The Collegian agrees with the Congressman. The high-

point of the Nixon administration has been the opening of
diplomatic channels with Communist China. The
President says he also has a good dialogue with Soviet
leaders.

The purpose of this detente, the public is told, is to im-
prove the world's diplomatic climate, to hopefully prevent
a world war which has resulted from a misunderstanding
or lack of communication between countries.

If this is so, then Mr. Nixon seems to have forgotten
about the Cuban Missile Crisis, seems to have forgotten
that U.S. and Cuban soldiers face each other 24 hours a day
with loaded machine guns at Guantanamo Naval Station,
and seems to have forgotten that Mr. Castro wants the
American military out of the Naval base.
To further tensions, Mr. Nixon also seems to have

forgotten that the U.S. Navy uses Guantanamo Bay as a
home port for ships practicing war maneuvers.
Cuba remains a potential "hot-spot." As our cold war

and hard-line attitudes toward Cuba continue, the spark
which could set off a nuclear confrontation is being kept
alive.

The time has come to normalize relations with Cuba,
beginning with an end to the economic embargo. We urge
the President to reconsider his present policies toward the
island and we urge our readers to support the Harrington
resolution.

Tomorrow Zannr Nestelbaum

explains the problems

of getting accepted as
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Around new england
Harvard director

CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Jonathan
Moore has been appointed director
of the Institute of Politics at

Harvard University, the school
announced yesterday.

Moore, a close associate of

former U.S. Attorney General
Elliot Richardson, formerly was
Assistant Secretary of Defense for

International Security Affairs
Deputy Assistant Secretary ol

State and a counselor to the
Department of Health, Educatior
and Welfare.

A graduate of Dartmouth College
and Harvard, Moore, 41, followec
Richardson in 1973 to the Defense
Department as special assistant to

the secretary and subsequently tc

the Justice Department. Moore
resigned in October when
Richardson resigned as Attorney
General.

As director of the Institute of
Politics, Moore will become an ex
officio member of the public ad-
ministration faculty in the John F.
Kennedy School of Government, of
which the institute is a branch.
The institute, established in 1966,

sponsors student, faculty and
fellows programs in political
study.

Moore and his family live in

Alexandria, Va.

Construction strike
BOSTON (AP) - Hundreds of

heavy-equipment operators stayed
off the job at construction sites

throughout eastern Massachusetts
yesterday as union members went
on strike because of wages and
working conditions.

Members of Local 4 of the
Operating Engineers Union, AFL-
CIO, struck four major con-
tractors" associations at midnight
because the union says no new
wage increases have been offered
since the old contract expired Feb.
28.

"Construction projects in excess
of a half-billion dollars will be
affected," said Thomas Gunning,
executive director of the Building
Trades Employers Association,
one of the contractor groups af-

fected.

Meskill not to run
HARTFORD (AP) - Gov.

Thomas J. Meskill announced
Monday that he will not be a
candidate for re-election this year.
"After much thought I have

decided to seek a new and different
challenge," Meskill said without
elaborating.

Meskill, elected in 1970, read a
one-page statement to a news
conference but refused to answer
any questions.

Right to die
BOSTON (AP) The

Massachusetts legislature begins
discussion today of an emotional
issue that may haunt it for the next
few years: the right of a ter-

minaaly ill patient to die if he
chooses.

The bill, sponsored by Rep. John
S. Ames, R-Easton, woud give
legal force to a "living will" in

which a person requests that "if

there is no reasonable expectation
of my recovery from physical or
mental disability... I be allowed to

die and not be kept alive by ar-

tificial means or heroic
measures."
Ames does not expect the bill -

which comes before the Judiciary
Committee Tuesday - to pass this

year or even next year.

But he says he would like to open
a dialogue on the subject, which he
says most people shy away from.
"The major difficulty with

coming to grips with such an issue
is the fact that our society now for

three or four generations has had
no intimate experience with
death," he says. "Death is as much
a part of life as birth is, yet it's the
unknown, untalked about part of
life."

Even doctors and nurses, he
says, admit that it is easier to work
at prolonging life than to come to

grips with the fact of death.
In a letter to Ames, Cardinal

Humberto Medeiros said the
subject should not even be
discussed.

"I am personally convinced that
the very presentation of such a
propo al is further evidence of
continuing attempts to erode the
moral fibre of society in the
Commonwealth of
Massachusetts," Medeiros said.

Candidate Iannella
BOSTON (AP) - Boston City

Councillor Christopher A. Iannella
today announced his candidacy for
the Democratic nomination for
lieutenant governor.
Iannella joins a growing field of

candidates which includes state
Rep. Michael McLaughlin, D-
Billerica, and Eva Hester, an aide
to the House Ways and Means
Committee.
The councillor rapped the

Uargent administration for failing
to address such major problems as
unemployment, crime, taxes and
inflation.

"Time and time again the state
has imposed obligations on our
minicipalities, then refused to fund
them," Iannella said. These
practices must stop. It's time
Massachusetts called a halt. Those
who spend the money must be
forced to raise it."
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Wrong color plates

BOSTON < AP) - A small number
of Massachusetts motorists are
beginning to see red about their

blue license plates.

The latest plates issued to Bay
State motorists have red lettering

on a white background. The
previous issue had blue letters on
white.

However, 1,400 of the two million

plates on state roads are still blue

because the state Registry of

Motor Vehicles says either the

plate makers made mistakes or
bureaucratic red tape has held up
issuing new ones.

Most of the blue plates are
special vanity or ham radio tags
and drivers have been reporting
being pulled over repeatedly by
police who think they are driving
illegally.

The Registry has issued green
decals for the blue plate specials
showing that they are legal and
motorists has paid all his fees.

But because of complaints about
hassles with the law, Registrar
David J. Lucey issued letters of
proof to each driver to flash in

front of a policeman with a ticket
book.

However, the problems continue
and motorists still are being pulled
to the side of the road.
One reason for this, a Registry

spokesman said, is that the
department has yet to notify police
departments in writing about the
blue plates and many policemen
just don't know about the problem.

10 years too late
CRANSTON, R.I. (AP) - A man

assigned to the criminally insane
ward at the Rhode Island Medical
Center in 1948 has been released -

nearly 10 years after he regained
mental health and should have
been allowed to go home, ac-
cording to the doctor who pressed
legal officials to consider the case.
Albert Campanini, 58, was

described as docile and mile-
mannered when he was officially

discharged from the Medical
Center after a Superior Court
hearing last week. He was ruled
incompetent to stand trial 26 years
ago on three robbery charges and
was sent to the Medical Center for

treatment of schizophrenia.
The charges were dismissed at

the hearing, in accordance with a
new law. It provides that criminal
charges be automatically dropped
if a man is sent to the Medical
Center for incompetency to stand
trial and remains there for two-
thirds of the maximum term of
imprisonment for the most serious
offense he is charged with.

Companini served six years
more than the new law requires.
The patient's release was

triggered by the persistent efforts
of Dr. Hugo Halo, a Medical Center
physician who was assigned to the
case in January, 1973.

"He should have been released
many years ago," the doctor
contended.

Ford in Boston:
"Participate in

the system"
By STEVEN A. COHEN
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) - Vice President Gerald Ford was honored by a group
of young people at the Harvard Club here yesterday, while outside about
200 other young people demonstrated peacefully against the Nixon
Administration.

Ford spoke to some 100 members of the Harvard Young Republican
Club, which presented him with its man of the year award. Outside, the
protesters paraded with signs reading "Impeach Nixon, Dump Ford."
Later, the vice president was to address the 107th annual Lincoln dinner

of the Middlesex Club, a Republican social club. Over 1,000 persons were
expected to attend.

Ford told the young Republicans that his loyalty to President Nixon and
the White House has not compromised his convictions about the
President.

i don't think you should ask any person who believes he's innocent to
admit guilt," Ford said. "If you ask a man who is innocent to step down
that means you feel he is guilty."

He said he deplored and condemned the Watergate participants, "but I

don't believe the President, according to all the information that I know,
was involved in Watergate and I don't believe he was involved in the
coverup."
The Vice President encouraged young people to stay in politics and not

sit on the sidelines.

"I know there has been disolutionment among our young people about
the political system and some of the personalities in that system, but I

know of no way to improve that system or the political environment other
than to participate."

Death penalty approved

Health education
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS II

BOSTON (AP) The
Massachusetts Senate gave initial

approval yesterday to a bill that
would make the death penalty
mandatory for nine categories of
murder.
The 23-14 roll call vote would not

be enough to override a possible
veto by the governor. The bill was

given final approval last week in

the House by a more than 2-1

margin.
Gov. Francis W. Sargent vetoed

a similar bill last year but said he
would consider a measure man-
dating capital punishment for
murder of policemen.

CAMPUS CENTER BLDG.
Room 804-808, Univ. of Mass.

TUESDAYS
7:00 P.M.

You don't have to be alone anymore,jtk
$6.00 First Meeting Then $2.50 Weekly

New Members Accepted At All Times

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 786-6611
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Lab tests: anemia to V.D.
Over 70,000 laboratory tests are

performed annually at the
University Health Services ac-
cording to Leo B. Hall, director of
laboratory and x-ray services. Lab
tests are done for everything from
sickle cell anemia to V.D. For
those planning to get married, the
laboratory offers pre-parital blood
tests. Testing is provided as part of
the health fee. Pre-marital blood
tests are available to non-student
partners for a nominal fee.

The laboratory consists of three
specific areas: Chemistry,
hematology and microbiology. The
chemistry laboratory primary
tests for mononucleosis, hepatitis
and pregnancy. Blood counts,
urinalysis, stool tests for parasites,
blood typing, and tests for diabetes
are among the many tests per-
formed in the hematology

Richardson
opposes

Nixon resigning
BOSTON (AP) — Former Atty.

Gen. Elliot L. Richardson said

yesterday that he opposes the

resignation of the President as an
inconclusive move that could leave
many questions unresolved.
Richardson says he favors a

speedy impeachment process to

air the issues of Watergate.
"Resignation would leave us

with a potentially dangerous
precedent of a President forced out

of office by public pressure where
no proof of impeachable offenses

have been established." he said.

Richardson also said that a
speedy conclusion to the Watergate
investigation is of greater im-

portance to the American people
than strict preservation of cour-

troom justice.

He said the preservation of a fair

trial might be a problem because
of pretrial publicity.

laboratory. These tests enable the
nurse or physician to determine
whether you are suffering from
anemia, syphilis, malaria, a tape
worm or some other pathogen.
The microbiology laboratory

grows cultures of a variety of
organism including those from
wounds, respiratory infections,
bacterial infections, urinary tract
infection, and fungus infections.
Most of these tests are for strept
throat and genital cultures. Genital

'•»rp«; include tests for
Milt

gonorrhea as well as non-
gonococal urethritis and vaginitis.

Tests must be requested by a
nurse or physician (except for
premarital blood tests). Make sure
to find out whether you are to wait
for the results or return when they
are completed. Usually you must
come into the Health Center for
results; they are not normally
given out over the phone. If you
have any questions about
laboratory services, call 549-2671.

Amherst symposium

for black business power
(Continued from P. 2)

Lastly there must be a change in
values standards. He decried the
status ascribed to the black pimp
and this waste of young black
talent. He called for young blacks
to go downtown and learn how to
count the money and then come
back at night, and on the weekends
to help the young black brothers.
On Saturday the Black Business

Conference was addressed by Dr.
Ed Irons of Atlanta Univ. and the
National Banker's Association. He
opened his speech with the
declaration that, "until black
people master the art of businesss
we will remain serfs."

With 800 billion at its disposal the
banking industry is a large part of
the financial community. Ac-
cording to Dr. Iron, "whoever
controls the finances of this nation
determines its direction."
Speaking of the progress of

blacks in the banking industry

Irons noted the increase in
minority controlled banks from 11
in 1963 to 53 in 1973. However the
scope of black banking is still

comparitively small. He advocated
that blacks should concentrate on
getting into the larger system of
commercial banking but keeping
intact a strong system of minority
banks, though small in scope.
As an aflerthough he mentioned

that blacks with advanced degrees
in finance are in high demand and
with salary ranges from 15,000 to
17,000 dollars

As an adjunct to the business
symposium there was a panel
discussion of the present black
situation. In it Asa Davis, of
Amherst College, asked the
audience if, "as blacks have we
moved away from acquiring skills
and moreover what are we doing to
be useful to the society we belong
to?"

/
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KalUu KcU
Chinese and Polynesian

ESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE
10A BELCHERTOWN ROAD

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS MOM
2)6-8336 — 216419)?

Hrs.: Sun.&Mon. 11 :30a.m. -10 p.m.; Tues.-Sat. 11:30 a.m.-

1 a.m.

\

SPECIAL LUNCHEONS • ORDERS TO TAKE. OUT

ENTERTAINMENT:
JERRY MORSE'S EN TEMPO 74'

Musical Comedy— They play for hotels such as the Holiday
Inn and the Sheratons.

SHOWTIMES:

THURS & FRI.

Music in between

SATURDAY

Music in between

SUNDAY

ist show 8:30 p.m.

2nd show 11:00 p.m.

ist show 8:00 p.m.

2nd show 11:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Hear the sounds of the TEMPO 74's in our lounge

Tuesday & Wednesday

HAPPY HOURS in our lounge from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Mon. - Fri.

LUNCHEON SPECIALS

11:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

also, $2.99 all you can eat

Mon. and Wed. 5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Call For Reservations

>

AT THE CONTROLS — It beats driving a car
anyway. Or so the operator of this crane seems to be
saying to the photographer. His standing companion
thinks its fun though. The second a final graduate
research center town looms in the background.

3

New—from
Levi ,s®
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A good-looking multi-

stripe stretch belt

accents these new

slacks for the Panatela M

Signature Collection,

fashioned from a cool

linen-like fabric.
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Notes and quotes, no anecdotes

Study in France Workshop on jails

A chance for summer study and
travel abroad is now being offered

to university students.

For any student, (age 17-20) with
one year of French and a desire to

learn to speak it as well as to

become acquainted with French
life and culture, LUVBERON
COLLEGE program offers this

opportunity at very reasonable

cost. The program takes place in

Avignon, Southern France from
July 1-July 27 during the Festival

of the Arts.

A fee of $590 covers tuition,

books, room, all meals, sight-

seeing, field trips, health insurance

for the month. Transatlantic fare is

not included, but a group flight

from New York to Paris is usually

arranged at the rate of $280 for the

round trip with alternative return

dates for those who wish to stay on
a week or two longer. For complete
information write or call Ms.
Therese Pasquale Maguire, Dept.

of Comparative Lit., Univ. of

Massachusetts, 545-1301 or
evenings 369-4053. Applications
should be finalized by the end of the

month.

Labor seminars

The Student Colloquia Series of

the Labor Relations and Research
Center is sponsoring two speakers
this week in its continuing series of

seminars on labor relations.

Professor Charles Gregory,
arbitrator and attorney, will speak
at 10:30 a.m. today in Campus
Center, Rm. 917. He will speak on
Labor Arbitration: A current
assessment of trends, techniques

ard problems. Prof. Gregory was
a Solicitor of the U.S. Dept. of

Labor, has served on the faculty of

the University of Virginia Law
School and is the author of Labor
and the Law. Prof. Gregory is also

a member of the National
Academy of Arbitrators.

On Thursday, also at 10:30 am.
Mr. Charles Feigenbaum, Chief, of

Union Management Relations for

the Internal Revenue Service will

speak in Rm. 904 of the Campus
Center. He will discuss "Labor
Relations in the Federal Sector:

An Overview and Assessment."

Following the discussion Mr.
Feigenbaum will be available to

discuss with students career op-

portunities in the public sector.

"County Jails in Western
Massachusetts" will be the subject

of a workshop this weekend, March
15-17, at the Woolman Hill Con-

ference Center in Deerfield. The
workshop, which will run from
Friday supper through Sunday
lunch, is for people in the region

who have either been working in

the field of county corrections,

been affected by county correc-

tional systems, or who are simply

concerned about criminal justice

on a local level.

Some oi the topics which will be

discussed are community in-

volvement, inter-county
cooperation, inmate programs and
opportunities, and the relationship

between county jails and state

prisons. The cost for the weekend,

which includes six meals, is ten

dollars. For reservations and
further information, please call

Woolman Hill, at 773-9065.

Free boat show

HADLEY, Mass. — A free boat

show at Mountain Farms Mall will

beheld today through Saturday, on

the concourse at Mountain Farms
Mall. This is the Mall's first annual
boat show, and will feature over 40

boats and displays from area
dealers and marinas. Pioneer
Valley residents are invited to

come and browse through the

displays and talk with the boating

industry representatives.

There will be a drawing on

Saturday for a free pair of water

skis, 2 life vests, and some fishing

equipment. Clinics will be held

each evening on boating safety and
recreational boating in the Pioneer

Valley.

Chess tourney
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RIPPED OFF?
SMALL CLAIMS COTRT
CITIZEN ADVISORY
SERVICE
can help youl
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The UMass Campus Center
Chess Club will hold its Spring Club

Championship over the course of

the next five weeks, beginning

today. See C.C. event list by the

elevators for room numbers. One
game will be played every Tuesday
night except March 26, with the

last round held April 16. The
tournament is open to the

University community and the

general public — club membership
is not required.

Several trophies will be awar-

ded, including one to the best score

among beginning players, and
USCF (U.S. Chess Foundation)

will award national rating points to

each participant based on his or

her performance. Players who
have chess sets are asked to bring

them.

Tasty Pizza

Starting

March 15

we will be

featuring a full

line of Italian

food.
Not just another

pizza place — the

best pizza place in

town. Pizza, Subs,

and atmosphere,

we have a

working fireplace.
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Lasagna

Manacotti

Stuffed Shells

Ravioli

Fearing St.. Amherst
Across from Southwest

Dorms. IMass

University Pizza
Ta«ci» Out Service 9 25:i-«i:u»n253-ftMtt
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Raffle winner!
The University of

Massachusetts Pre-Vet Club

announces that the winner of

the 10-speed bicycle was:
David Sender, 12 C Bran-

dywine. The drawing was held

yesterday.

Proceeds from the raffle are

being used to pay for printing

of information about the need
for a veterinary college in New
England, postage, speaker
fees, and other club expenses.

Underground film
Joan Jonas and her "ORGANIC

HONEY'S VERTICAL ROLL'' are

coming to UMass on Thursday.
The 8 p.m. performance will take
place in Room 163 in the Campus
Center.

Black Rep. Theatre

adapts Achebe novel
AMHERST, Mass. — Chinua Achebe's classic novel of Africa "Things

Fall Apart" has been adapted for the stage by Esther Terry and will be

presented by the Black Repertory Theatre of the WEB. DuBois

Department of Afro-American Studies this Fri., Sat. and Sun.

Performances will be at 8 p.m. each evening in Bowker Auditorium,

general admission $1.50. The adaptation was done by Ms. Terry with the

special permission of the author. Both teach in the W.E.B. DuBois

Department.
Department head Michael Thelwell commented that "Brother Achebe,

whose novels of the cultural clash between traditional African modes

and the colonial presence have become international masterpieces and

have engendered the modern school of African fiction, has read and

approved Ms. Terry's adaptation. It represents the creative collabration

across disciplines of two members of the Five College Black faculty."

"Things Fall Apart," Achebe's first novel, describes the impact of

colonization on a traditional Ibo village in Nigeria at the end of the 19th

century. Published in 1958, it has been translated in 25 languages from its

original English.

Achebe came to UMass in 1972 as visiting professor and has a joint

appointment in the W.E.B. DuBois Department and the English

Department, where he teaches literature and writing.
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Some 55.000 Sea-Land containers world-wide,

move on land, by truck or rail. Designed

to handle any type of cargo, even perishable or

liquid, this great fleet of containers is scheduled

and controlled by computer

When this

trailer comes
toan ocean...
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For ticket & travel information call

Ticket Office, 413-545-0810
Boyden Building, UMass-Amherst

Travel Possibilities to Madison Square Garden

The Sea-Land fleet has grown to 73 ships The largest.

the SL-7 Class, carry 1 .096 containers, can make 33 Knots,

cross the Atlantic in about 4' i days, the Pacific in 6 days.

Less than 20 years ago, Sea-Land
led a revolution in shipping

We developed "containerization"

a system for moving all kinds of

freight from door to door .

.

worldwide . in sealed

containers.

Our growth has been amazing.

We presently service 106 ports

in 43 countries with our fleet of 73
ships and 55.000 containers.

We are seeking graduates,

preferably business majors, who
can learn, take on responsibility

and develop in a "shirt-sleeve"

company. They must be willing to

relocate to any of our U.S.

locations.

These men and women will

enter our Basic Training Program
which will lead to a career in

either Sales or Operations.

SEA-LAND
SERVICE, INC.

An 1 .(.i.l Dpjj.iiluf.ily FmplwyPi M* f

INTERVIEWS
ON CAMPUS
MAR. 20

See your Placement Office

to schedule interview.

Bus Transportation
Special Bus to Madison Square Garden from the
Campus Center on Saturday, March 16

Departure from Campus Center
1 p.m

Arrive Madison Square Garden
5 p.m

Departure from Madison Square Garden will be
following the end of the 2nd game
STUDENT PACKAGE:
S9.9J (includes transportation and game ticket)
GENERAL PUBLIC
S7 45 plus price of game ticket

For Bus information call 545 2006 between 8am
and 4 p.m

AM TRACK I*-**
FRIDAY EVENING

Leave Arrive
Springfield New York City

7:20 p.m. 10:45 p.m. SUNDAY
3:20 p m 645 p.m. Leave Arrive
i 20 p.m. 4:40 p.m. New York City Spr ngfield
SATURDAY 9:10 a.m. 12 :40 p.m

Leave Arrive 11:10 am 2 35 p.m
Springfield New York City 1:10 p.m. 4 40 p m
7:00 a.m. 10:20 a.m. 3:10 p.m. 6 35 p m
11:00 a.m. 2:38 p.m 4:50 p.m. 8 10 p.m

l 20 p.m. 4:40 p.m. 9:10 p.m 12 25 p.m
3:30 p.m. 6:45 p.m.

TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN
with WOODY ALLEN

75*

TUESDAY, MARCH 12

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

7:00, 9:00 & 11:00

For Reservation call Campus Travel, 545 0500.

RESERVATIONS NECESSARY

UMASS. vs. JACKSONVILLE 7 p.m.
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Pres. of League of Women Voters:

Nixon's campaign reforms inadequate —
By LAWRENCE SPIEGEL
Associated Press Writer

President Nixon's campaign
reform proposals "don't go far

enough," the president of the

League of Women Voters said

yesterday.

Lucy Wilson Benson of Amherst
said the President's bill, submitted
to Congress last week, is

"inadequate" because it offers

neither an overall limit on cam-
paign spending nor a proposal for

public financing of campaigns.
"In many ways the bill is a good

one," she said.

"It limits the amount of a cash
contribution and the amount an
individual can donate to a can-
didate and it creates an in-

dependent comission to enforce the

laws."

But, she continued, "I don't think

it's going to be possible to bring

about the kind of reform that's

needed without limits on both fund
raising and spending."
Under the President's proposals,

an individual could contribute up to

$3,000 to a House or Senate can-
didate and up to $15,000 to a

presidential candidate. Cash
contributions would be limited to

$50.

"They're all right as far as they
go, but they don't go far enough,"
Mrs. Benson said.

"When you limit spending you
are keeping the lid on the amount
of money that has to be raised.

"By not limiting spending you
are leaving the door open wide for

the large amounts incumbents can
raise that challengers can't meet.
"We recommend a spending

limit not only to keep out dirty

money but also to make the system
more equitable for challengers,"

she said.

The league's position, formalized

earlier this year, proposes that

campaigns be financed through a
combination of private donations
and public money, including the

income tax checkoff system.
At his news conference last

week, the President said he op-

posed public financing in part

because he felt many citizens

would object to their tax money
going to support candidates they
opposed.

"I think that's irrelevant," Mrs.
Benson said. "You're helping to

pay for a process under public

financing.

"I think people would welcome it

as a means of keeping down
campaign spending," she said.

Mrs. Benson has headed the

160,000-member national
organization since 1968.

Our Officer Selection Officers are looking for a few good college men—
maybe 3 out of 100—who will make good Marine officers. If you're one of

them, we II give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quan-
tico, Virginia.

Our program is Platoon Leaders Class. PLC. With ground, air and law

options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college.

But if money is all you're looking for. don't waste your time.

The challenge is leadership. If you want it. work for it. If you've got it,

show us. It's one hell of a challenge. But we're looking for one hell of a man.

The Marines

l

Box 38901
Los Angeles. California 90038

Name

CP 1 74

Please send me information on
Marine Corps Platoon Leaders
Class. (Please Print)

Age.

Address

City

School

Phone _

State .Zip.

.Class of.

Sor >l Security -*

If you are a senior, check here for information on Officer Candidates Class
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Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY

Television Tonight

5:00 POPEYE (18)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Eight O'Clock and
Ml Is Well." (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "Granny
Retires." (30)

GOMER PYLE The Feudin' Pyle'S."
140)

5:30 GREEN ACRES "Jealousy. English
Style." (18)

THE LUCY. SHOW "Lucy Goes To
London." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

HOGAN'S HEROES "The Missing
KJink." (30)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UP-DATE (3)

6:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

SECRET AGENT U8)
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (24)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the Human
Trigger " (40)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

CAPTURE (27)

ROMAGNOLI'S TABLE (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 AUDI BON WILDLIFE THEATRE (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

IHCK VAN DYKE SHOW "The
Masterpiece." (18)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Alexander Graham Bell " (27)

\B( EVENING NEWS (40)

THE EVENING (OMP\SS<57>
7--w rw/.lK 1* niRl.s (.1)

LETS MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host

(3;)

(8) (22)

TOWARD THE YEAR 2000 (18)

THE FOURTH ESTATE »24)

ANIMAL WORLD "Killer Whale.

DRAGNET "The Gambler " (4;)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:00 MAUDE (3)

THE HAPPY DAYS (8) (40)

ADAM-12 (22 (30)

BILL MOVERS' JOURNAL (24 (57)

H:30 CBS SPECIAL "One Night In

Paradise." (3)

MOVIE "Wonder Woman." (8) (40)

MYSTERY MOVIE "Now You See Me -
Now You Don't." (22) (30)

THRILLER "Waxworks." (27)

9:30 G. E. THEATRE "Tell Me Where It

Hurts." (3)

TEACH IN (18)

10:00 MARCUS WELBY. M.D. "Designs
"

(8) (40)

POLICE STORY "Fingerprint." (22) (30)
NEWS (27)

GREATER SPRINGFIELD PER-
SPECTIVKS (57)

10:05 OPEN LINE (24)

10:30 SPECIAL - A MOMENT OF TRUTH
(18)

THE JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

1100 imatW, WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (30) (30)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

11:30 MOVIE Johnny Tiger." (3)

WIDE WORLD MYSTERY (8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW <22> (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) .40)

TOMORROW (30)

NEWS (22)

1:15 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

2:00 NEWS (221 (30)

: * »**

WMUA News
TUESDAY. MARCH 12

6:00-7:0© p.m. — Spotlight on the Arts — featuring
music and interviews with events happening around
the Fine Arts Council.

7:20 p.m. — Off the Hook — hosted by Tom Jodka. His
guests are Mike Kostek, Gary Gomes, and Fred
Weiss, editors of "Below the Salt", Collegian
Literary Section.

X:00 p.m. — The Women's Show — weekly review of
women's events in the area.

12:00 Midnight — "Moon over Morocco" — tune in to
hear Jack's continuing adventures in Morocco.

Wednesday's "Off the Hook" — you're invited to call in
and talk about Collegian Editorial Policy. Host Scottl
Batherman talks with cartoonist Don McGilvray
and managing editor Bill Densmore.

U1MUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

^

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAWl«

With many Taurus persons I feel I am in a
contest, striving to move what refuses to
budge Some of these natives seem to feel

that being stubborn is a blessing and they
seldom attempt to disguise it. However,
when the chips are down, the Taurus person
will pitch in and fight and aid in fulfilling

goals Taurus is a puzzle at times very
difficult to feel close to and at other times
actually noble, princely, willing to sacrifice

for principles Taurus knows the meaning
of money and can be mature, un-
derstanding and, at one and the same time,
churlish, childish and obstinate What kind
of Taurus do you know?

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Concern
with occult could be featured. You have
intense desire now to penetrate mysteries.
Applies to relationships, and you are no
longer satisfied with superficial ex-
planations. Leo. Aquarius persons could
figure prominently.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20); Hold off on
commitments You require additional in-

formation. Mate, partner may be im-
patient. It's best, however, for you to follow
your own counsel . Time is on your side . You
can afford to wait, to be cautious. Aquarian
could be in picture.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Highlight
humor, versatility. Ask plenty of questions.
People want to aid, to serve, to provide you
with material and information. This may
not always be so -take advantage of trend
while it exists. Another Gemini and a
Sagittarian are likely to be involved.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Do some
remodeling tear down for purpose of
rebuilding. Romance, creative endeavors
are featured. Give of yourself -imprint your
style. Refuse to be a copycat. Set your own
pace. Let others imitate you.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Be ready for

change, travel, variety, intense emotional
experiences. Gemini. Virgo persons are in

picture. Home, where you are to live,

property values are featured. Get basic

affairs in order Review factual in-

formation.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Relatives,

close neighbors could be part of your "big

picture " Be diplomatic Sharp retorts now
would be out of order Sense of beauty and
humor serve as twin allies One who loves

flowers, plants may take too much for

granted Be patient, tolerant

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Money,
selectivity, quality -these areas are
featured Take hard look at what is offered
Be a comparison shopper. You have right to

get money's worth Shrewd bargaining is

called for -don't shy away from it.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21): This is a
power period You have authorities in your
corner Get going -be a self-starter Invest in

your own abilities Be confident Persons
with experience pay meaningful com
pliments You make right decision at right

time. Move ahead.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21): Put

finishing touches on project which has been
obscured or secret Aries. Libra persons
could figure prominently Be discreet, not
fearful. What you doubt is probably merely
a speck in overall picture.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Your
own feelings should be considered. Be
selfish, if necessary. You do have right to

live your own life Others should be made
aware of this and there is no need for

reticence. You are on verge of a coup!
AGUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): Build

toward greater security. Protect image,
reputation. Those who advocate action
based on impulse are being childish Know
it and heed your own counsel. Teach and
learn Exchange ideas, knowledge
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Travel and

change are featured. Shake off lethargy
Accent action, contacts Social life im-
proves. You meet people who offer

challenge, creative outlets. You come alive.

Horizons broaden. You perceive potential

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
active, dramatic, concerned with theater
and law. Medicine also plays a role in your
life and you draw to you persons born under
Gemini and Sagittarius August could be
your most important month this year. You
will, in 1974, reach more persons, travel

more, finish important cycle-you are on
threshold of exciting, vibrant life.

Copyright 1974, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
DOWNACROSS

1 Dance step
4 Performer
9 The urial

12 Turkish
commander

13 A state

14 Succor
15 Solace
17 Stirs

19 Jab
20 Man s

nickname
21 Hebrew

month
23 Pertaining to

the Jewish
law

27 Financial in-

stitutions

29 Underwater
vessels
Icolloq )

30 Exclamation
31 Abstract

being
32 Experience
34 Southern

blackbird
35 French arti-

cle
36 Bristle

37 Swift
39 Abstruse
42 Speed con-

test

43 Diversify

44 Fish sauce
46 Mohammedan

shrine
48 Hidden

(slang)

51 Dine
52 Color
54 Silkworm
55 Exist
56 Wipe out

57 Unit of

Japanese
currency

1 Moccasin
2 Time gone by
3 Chinese skiffs

4 In a frenzied

manner
5 Gem weight
6 Small bird

7 Preposition
8 Recall
9 Rescued
10 Hasten
1

1

Paid notice
16 Piece of

cutlery
18 Burden
20 Satiate
21 White poplar
22 Europeans
24 Brazilian palm
25 Pertaining to

Ionia

26 Scold
28 Guidance
33 Kept bow

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

I3BQ C3H QHBBH

QO EDBDSEE HB

BBHH DSSE QBE
BQHBE EHHE2 @Ea Rraaa
DH aQoa egoee
OEQ HHD23 EEHE
rang Hra@H urn
ran EraRQSuDE mo

it DRtSDlU HE Quill

34

36
38
40
41

onto the sea
Athapascan
Indians

Pierce
War god
Egg-shaped
Choice
viands

Path

46

47
48

49

50

53

New Zealand
parrot

Swiss river

Ocean
Before

Noise

Railroad

(abbr)

Distr. by United Femture Syndicate, Inc
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Notices

}

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC:
Meeting tomorrow night Wed

nesday at 7:30 p.m. in C.C. 901.

BAHA'I FAITH:
Paula Henderson will speak tonight

on The Baha'i Community at the

Caban's home, 64 Van Meter Dr. All

are welcome.
BUILDING COMMITTEE BOG:
Meeting today at 2:30. Check

schedule for room.
CHESS TOURNAMENT:
Spring chess tournament starts

tonight, 7:30 p.m. C.C. 904 908.

Games on Tuesday nights. All

eligible trophy to besf newcomer.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE:

All are welcome tc attend meetings
in which members relate how C.S.

works for them. "Seek and ye shall

find", 803 C.C. 3-12 at 6:45 p.m.

COLLOQUIUM:
Romanticism and Revolution the

dept. of Comparative Literature is

sponsoring a colloquium on this

subject at noon, Wednesday, March
13, 301 Herter Hall.

CONCERT AND SOCIAL COM-

"THE ENTERTAINER"

Returns

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
March 13, 14, 15, 16

Bartlett Auditorium - 8 P.M.
Call 545-2579 weekdays 12-4 P.M.

for information & tickets

MITTEE:
There will be a meeting tonight

Tuesday, March 12. Meeting con-

cerning Spring Concert. All members
please attend.

EXORCISM:
The ancient science of eliminating

anxieties and tension through the

practice of meditation is the subject

of an informal seminar. The program
will be held tomorrow night, Wed-
nesday beginning at 7:30 in 805 C.C.

FASHION SHOW:
The Sisters of Sigma Delta Tau

invite you to a Fashion Show with

Paraphernalia and Shoe Bin, Wed
nesday at 7 p.m. We live at 409 N.

Pleasant St. Call us at 545-0527 if you

need a ride. See you there

FINANCE COMMITTEE:
The Finance Committee of the

Southwest Assembly will meet today

at 6:30 p.m. in the assembly office in

JQA lobby.

GET HIGH ON WEDS:
See "Zachariah" with the James

Gang, Country Joe and the Fish,

Elvin Jones, New York Roch
Ensemble and More! in color Weds.,

March 13, Mahar Aud. 7 and 9 p.m.

LIVESTOCK CLASSIC:
Mock show or demonstration —

Dairy, Sheep, Beef, Horses, Ponies,

Oxen. Tues. tonight, March 12,

Grinnell Arena, 7 p.m.

MOVIE:
Woody Allen in the hilarious "Take

the Money and Run", tonight in

S.U.B. at 7, 9, and 11.

SENIOR LIFE SAVING:
All in Tom's S.L.S. course (505788

G08 Sec. 6) suits and locks are

available. Men — Hicks cage during

daytime hours, women — Boyden 252

during daytime. Questions call Tom.
SOKO-LOK MOI:

2635421

A Dixintfuuhcd Company
Breathes Life Into

Shakeapcarr't LuMy Age

imwwc 0RS0K WUIES JtANNE MORtAU MARGARET RUTHtRFORO JOHN GIELGU0 MARWAVIAOY
KEITH BAXTER hkth h ORSON WEllES w.iuio • mmoN, womtsu mc hlh uumtisu

STARRING

ORSON WELLES

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

ACADEMY AWARD
I NOMINATIONS

',<M 9153 ?f I t I -». M' W * j

PICTURE INGMAR BERGMAN S

SCREENPLAY V-KlfcajAJNU
• WHSPERS

Mon Thurt — S 45 ft I 00
Tw. Lite Hr 5 15 5 45 1125*o

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

SUP. ACTOR .1 m . L t

sound jiaurr (Ihaiir^

e Mon Thur» — $ JO ft I IS A.PC t»i MM Mr 5 00 5 JO tl 25 •>

Another meeting ot SOKO-LOK
MOI, another day of MING LA HOI.

If by chance we don't catch you,

bring us song of Riss-la Tu. Gemoi
and Lobbaatz to all. Wed. eve. 8:00.

Usual place, please attend.

SOCIAL AND CONCERT COM-
MITTEE:
There will be a meeting tonight at

7:30 in S.U. Council Chambers.
Concerning Spring concert. All

members please attend.

SQUARE DANCE:
Important workshop for all

member** 8 10 Cape Cod Lounge.

Nomination for officers. Please
come.
UMASS SKI CLUB:
Important meeting. Monday

March 18, Mahar 8:00 p.m. Elections

of officers, if you want a say in the

club. Come need people. Sign up for

Ski Vacation trips.

UNDERGRAD BUSINESS CLUB:
Election meeting Wed. March 13,

SBA 103, 7:00 p.m. Important!!

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUN-
DATION:
Community evening at Newman

Center, beginning at 7 p.m. with

coffee and dessert. All are welcome.
FOUND:
Key with bottle opener and roach

clip. Pick up at lost and found in C.C.

LOST:
Eyeglasses, octagonal tortoise

shell. Please call 549 2616.

LOST:
Pair of gold rimmed glasses in a

black metal case. If found, please

call John at 665 4290 or leave the

glasses at the Collegian Office.

FOUND:
A friendly calico cat. Please call

546 5191.

4 .
i NCTUE«* iriAi

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

PAUL ROBERT
ACTOR

"fWMAN REDFORD

i DIRECTOR *OBERT SHJ,W

"THE S77/VG'
Man Thurt - 5 IS ft I 00

PICTURE

DIRECTOR

SIP. ACTRESS

Admission Dunnj Tai-titt Hour SI.25 lifhilj

HELP WANTED FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTOS FOR SALE SERVICES

Full & Part Time Salespeople — The
Lodge is a youth-oriented retail clothing

firm, headquartered in Boston, with a

store opening in Amherst at the end of

March. We are looking for energetic,

personable salespeople, both futTand part

time. If you are interested, please apply in

person at the Garden Room of the Lord
Jeffrey Inn on Wednesday. March S.

between 2 and 5 or 7 and 9 p.m.. or on

Thursday. March 7. between noon and t

p.m.

tfS-5

Black artist needs black model. S:t Ml per

hour Contact Arturo at 519-6129, alter 2

p.m or 545-3146. after >i p.m.
If3- 11

165 to 195 per wk part time.
I nlimited earning potential in ad-
dressing en\ elopes at home, torn
panies pay top mnne\ for that "per-
sonal" touch. For further information
regarding opportunities with these
companies, send $2 to Phoenix \d\
P.O. Box 1 1 707. Mlanta. (.a WMl.V

Kill

HiHiseho\s needed at Chi Omega, start

immediate^ II interested call 515-2092.

tfll It

For sale, steel • String Guitar, hand

carved back, made in Spain. Call Sharvn.

546-7248. after 1:30.

tft-13

I'sed Hohner Klectric Piano. Good
condition. S250. Call 268-71(5.

113-12

For Sale: Schwinn man's bike: Fnglish
woman's bike, call 549-3813.

tf3-12

Peugeot PX-10, bicycle for sale, ex-

cellent cond'n. Michelin tires. \ great buy.
Asking $110. call 256-4H57.

tf3-l5

Head Skis, .'ihi CMS. 125.00. gd. cond..

but must sell. Wrong site for me. (all

Kuth. 5 IS- 4 459

tf3-U

\udi 1972 — j.vooo mi. good condi. hi gas

mi. Best offer, write. Doug, at 709

Washington Twr.. or call 5I6-90V9.

tf:t-i2

1972 Dodge Nan. Vs. auto., power
steering and brakes '.IK7-95I6.

US-IS

KiMiks and mans, old and out ol print

Fret Search Service. 5Hfi-32H9. anytime
l.arrv Pruner. Box 285. Northampton

III I

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

l.g. room in private home, kitchen pri\

SMi-mo Walking distance to campus MS-
1213.

tfl-ll

Mooni in Pufflon apt for rent $82. on a

month (all ( harlie. MM?13

If3- 15

Koom in house no lease $59 plus

utilities, immed occupancy, two miles

from I Mass (all BMtt
tfl-ll

Uuiet & private M* trailer, extra wide
living rm.. *•, wooded acres in Williams
hurg.Sl2.oon (all College Town Kealty. I.

Shea. 5*6-211'.

if. I-
1

1

I ountry beauty — K^ hdrms . I

fireplaces. .' full haths. counlrv sized mod
kitchen. 4 i acres \shfirld $4Vimki (all

(. Shea ".Hfi-.'ir.

1(1 I

J

Owner M(. Midget. 1968. wishes to

trade for '64'67 TBI Call 253-7159.

tf3-l2

Refrigerator. 5 cu. ft., toaster oven and

hotplate, (all 253-9764 after 6 p.m.

U3-I5

LEFT-HANDED guitar. Gibson
Heritage, excellent condition. 1275.00. (all

546-6424 or 546-6509.

tf3-!2

Stereo tape recorder, r. tor.. Lafayette 4-

Irack solid state. :i speed, sound-on-sound,
special effects, built-in speakers. 546-7091.

tfS.il

Weimaraner pups. A.K.C registered —
ex. choice of top lineage for field, show or
inmpanionship 1-113-339-6688.

114-12

slink Kraco tape deck adapter for

home use. with some oldie tapes: flute,

stainless steel, exc. cond. Call Janet. 5-9

p.m.. SIMMS.
tf3-l9

Sony IIP2I0 stereo, excellent cond.. must
sell — cost $275 new . sell for $170. (all Ufi-

Hfi2fi or 546-H624.

If3-I3

Double bed. maple head and foot board
with mattress and box spring. S2.V 25.1-

i.vi.v

inn

For sale — almost new TFAC tape deck
model M.inti. \ery little use. best offer

oxer KM cost $(ioo new I. (all Flliot 367

an
tf3-l5

Ford Cortina GT. 68. 30 m.p.g. Healy
Sprite. 4 cyl. $350. Stick (. 65 Rambler
$100: 1967 TR4A IRS. needs work; Por-
sche. XKI20. Best offer. 323-7327.

tf3-l5

1967 Buick Riviera, p.s.. p b ,

engine and body call 323-4428.

a.t. Good

tf3-12

67 Volvo I22S. 25 m.p.g.. good cond..

many new parts. 549-1745. after 9 p.m.

tf3-12

1964 Olds Cutlass. Low mileage, good
condition, (all evenings. 549-6861.

tf3-l5

1957 Chevy Pick-up. 6 cyl. standard,
good running cond. $350 or best offer.

Contact Joyce at 323-4848. after 5.

If3-I2

1963 VW camper with 1965 rebuilt

engine, runs, has sticker, beaut, interior,

needs work. $375. Call 41:1-967-7261.

If3- 15

Must sell immed. — 1962 Falcon van.

needs very little work. $7.V 546-9724.

tf:i-r.

MM used Ford (.alax\ MS, light blue,

only 44.000 mi., still gets almost 20 miles to

the gal., best offer over $300. Call Steve.

253-579M.

Mi
i960 Malibu excellent cond.. vinyl top. fi

cyl.. p.s.. a.t.. oxer 20 mpg. much rec. wk,.

asking NU (all 665-1975.

tf:t-i:i

PHOTOS — Passports, visas,
graduate school applications, or
similar kinds of photography, $4.00 for

six passport size photos. Sixes and
prices are negotiable. Quality
guaranteed. Very fast service. Call
Steve at 6-5143.

U3-29

Datsun. Toyota and Volvo, repaired
at reasonable prices. I have plenty of

experience and equipment. Call
Russell Baca. 253-7456.

tf3-25

Brooks residents only. Expert typing by
Dana. Fast and accurate. 75c per page,
and worth it. Room 405. or call 6-6367.

t/3-15

Special campus rates are still available
for Time. Sports illustrated and Fortune
Magazines, (all 546-4(25.

113-12

Hi-fi audio repair, Sansui. Sony. Dual.
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech HiFi. 549-2610.

t/3-15

tar repair hassles? Experienced
mechanic will fix it right, no big overhead,

no' job too small, foreign and domestic.

Boh. 253-7211

03-15

21 Hour Service on Passports and
Passport Applications. Tel. 253-3148.
Lang's Photo.

tf3- 1

5

Fisher 2*3 stereo \M-FM Receiver.

excllnt cond warranty $160 ( a II Bob 256-

fttti

ti!-l.'

Female roommate wanted to share 4

i fat. i room apt. for Vpril MUM and ',

utilities in Northampton on Rt. 9. 586-I68.V

tf:!!.->

(ape Cod summer rental — llvannis I

bedrooms. \< • baths, near (raigville

Reich, big yard. $1,800 June-Sept Donna

or Bill MMNJft
If i-l'i

tjuern sire water bed. hand linished

frame, fitted liner mattress. I mo old.

must sell, moving to ( alif . $6.1 t all 25:1-

1849

113-12

l« \ 2.V color TV. $15* Vashica electric

and mini-spv camera's. I.udwig snare

drum with stool. $7V must sell, need

bread Bob 253-7241

If3- 15

I can'l believe I nought the whole

thing! Just bought the contents of a

large old hotel Oxer 10 bureaus from

fancy oak to cheap, oxer 60 chairs,

desks, solas, lamps, hall trees, brass

beds, and manv other items on sale

PU'l.'S OLD TIMF FIRMTIRL
\mh . 2.VI-:I5II. I'm also looking for

someone to share a house in Whatelx.

$65 a month (all 665-3(05

tf:i-i:t

1973 Corvette — auto., p.s.. p.b.

cond . small Hi onl\ 7.500 miles).
ll.I-Ttl-9269 anv day after 4 p.m

air

(all

tf:i-l3

I960 Karmann Ghia VW . 30 mpg. all past

records, best offer taken, please call 256-

X989

If3-I3

INSTRUCTION

Will do typing in my home — Thesis,
papers, envelopes, mailing lists, letters!
Reliable, ace. fast. Call after 5 p.m. 253-
7151 or 25.1-71 15

tf4-l

Attention streakers - photos of the
famous record Wed night streak now
available Ruv them for posteriors. Call
Joe. 6-9579

113-12

BEAT THE HIGH CU*T

WHEREABOUTS
Help: If >nu know the address of l.u<

(fores of Montreal. Canada, please contact

Susan Latourse at Baypath College

longmeadow. Mass
tfl-IH

Now accepting limited no non-voice
majors for private singing lessons For-
mer Fulbright 'Italy) Soprano.
Reasonable. 253-7352. tf.t-i?

You need not pa v a lot of money to learn

to meditate. We are experienced and vou

will learn with ease. Saturdays at II a.m..

581-8130.

tf'J-13

Spacious l or 2 bedroom con-
dominium apartments, only $157 to
$190 monthly after $500 down payment.
Includes closing costs, principle, in-
terest, taxes, maintenance, upkeep
and insurance. I ocated in Sunderland,
(all 256-6070 for appointment eves..
665-2641.

$B44
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Wife loses

control
By DR.'s ANDREW W.
McCASHIN and STEPHEN M.

KLEIN
Q. I have a strange and em-

barrassing problem. I've been

married for two years now to a

woman I really love. We get along

very well in our daily lives, but

something seems to happen to

make my wife behave very badly

when we go out socially.

Everytime the same thing hap-

pens. After she has a few drinks

she becomes terribly flirtatious.

On some occasions she actually

drapes herself over some guy (any

guy?) creating a situation that is

humiliating to me and usually

enbarrassing to the guy she flirts

with. The evening winds up with

me trying to coax her to leave

early and come home with me. I

wind up yelling at her and she

winds up crying and promising not

to do it again. I feel guilty for

making her upset and don't

mention it until it happens
(inevitably) again the next time.

How do I stop this?

A. Let's begin by assuming that

you have accurately described a

situation which repeatedly upsets

an otherwise happy and stable

relationship. This recurring drama
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Your head
(like a recurring nightmare) would
seem to be creating guilt and
anxiety that neither of you want. In
this drama your wife "looses self

control" and "behaves very
badly". Then you scold her and she
tearfully and remorsefully
apologizes, promising never to
behave badly again. The question
is

: what function is served by this

drama for you, your wife, and the
relationship? Many interpersonal
conflicts get played out in this

manner, namely by involving a
third person in an uncomfortable
triangular situation. "Triangling"
allows for the indirect acting out of
conflicts that for one reason or
another cannot be confronted
directly between two people. We
would need at least a few hours of
talking with the two of you to figure
out exactly what is happening. But
for you and our readers, here are
some possibilities, any or all of
which could be true.

1) You are overly apathetic and
unresponsive to your wife. Unable
to gain affection from you directly

she resorts to dramatic excesses to

elicit a sense that you care by
getting you to react.

2) There is a power struggle
going on in your relationship which

,
neither of you is willing to face or

even feel. Your wife's "rebellious''

flirtations and your angry scolding
represents a caricature of a con-
trolling parent-child stereotyped
sex role struggle. She may be
reacting to what she feels is an
unnecessary need on your part to

control her life.

3) Your wife feels guilty about
sexual feelings, impulses, fan-

tasies, and etc. and uses social

situations to bring punishment and
absolution from you.

Probably the worse time to deal
with the problem is immediately
after the drama takes place. It

would be best if the two of you
could try discussing things at times
when each of you is feeling good
about the other. Unfortunately
many couples avoid dealing with
their difficulties at such times
because they are fearful of turning
a good day into a bad one. Since
you both are locked into a
stereotyped pattern of response
and counter response, someone has
to break the pattern if there is to be
any real chance of changing
things.

Send, bring or call in your
questions and comments to 303

Machmer Hall, or 545-2337. All

inquiries are strictly confidential.

IN CONCERT

James Montgomery
Band

Thurs.

March 14

Tickets:

C.C. Auditorium

7:30 & 10:30

$2.00 Advance

$2.50 at Door

Available on C.C. Concourse

moe depalma presents

TWO HOLLYWOOD
CLASSICS from the

THIRTIES
Jeanette

MacDonald

Maurice

Chevalier

in

Rouben .

Mamoulian's

LOVE ME
TONIGHT
"A perfect

example of how

to make a

musical."

V. Minnelli

Jimmy Stewart

Jean Arthur

in Frank Capra's

SMITH
GOES TO
WASHINGTON
TUES., MARCH 12 8 and 10 C.C. 101

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted — large apt. near

Smith and 5-College bus line; own

bedroom. 185.00 per month. Call Dennis

(after 7:30 p.m.). 586-1415.

tf3-15

Female roommate wanted — nice apt.

close to campus, 167.00 per month. Call

Bev. 253-5858.

tf3-14

For ( liffside Ant. — Immediate occ. till

6-1 or sublet til 9-1. 188 mo plus S50 dep.
Pool, tennis ct. air cond. in C. Call 6C5-34S0.

U3-I4

Own bedroom in large house, about

three minutes from campus. $83 per month
plus utilities. Call any time. 256-8820..*

tf3-!3

ROOMS FOR RENT

r urn rm.. pri bath, air cond.. color TV,

auto dishwasher. 2 for 150 ea.. ori for 1100.

incl. util. Call John. Sue < Rm. 211 > at 253-

3256 between 10 It 1 1 p.m. or Iv. mess.

tf3-l5

HOUSE FOR RENT

Country house for rent in (olrain. 253-
5135. 1235 per month.

tf3-IS

WANTED MDC CLASSIFIED PERSONAL TO SUBLET

Gay or Bi. People of Spirit wanted to

grow with Commune in the country. Box

723. Amherst. Mass.
tn-18

I want to buy your sick car. any make,

model, or major problem. Let me buy your

headache, foreign or domestic. Call Bob.

253-7241.

tfJ-15

RIDE WANTED

Wanted, used boxspring & mattress,

double or single. Call after 10 p.m. 546-

6570.

tf3-l3

Ride needed to Georgia — points south

between now and March 15. will share I

and driving. Call 6-1283 evenings.
tf3- 1

5

RIDERS WANTED

TRAVEL

< a in pus Travel Center, handles air.

hotel, car rentals, package tours,
honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call
.'i.vn.'.nu. for information.

If3-I5

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from $I9».

Kor more information call Campus Travel

(enter. HMM
lf3-l.i

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $-'*'> all

inclusive. For more information, call

< a m pus Travel (enter. 545-0500.

If3-I5

Kl ROPF. ISR \KI. AFRICA - Travel

discounts) ear round Intl. Sludenl Tra\el
(enter. 7:» Bovlston St.. Suite IIS, Boston.
Ma KI7-2K7-U22.

If.>- 1

7

Round trip to Albany each wkend. leave

Mhc, Fri. 1 p.m.. return Sun. 7 p.m.. 13.50

one wav. Call Flaine at 5-1531 or 536-0871.

If3- 1

2

Do you commute to Boston? Am looking
for people to share I A driving on Tues.
afternoons. George Greenstein. 253-2993 or
542-2075. If3-I8

ENTERTAINMENT

Tired of the same old shit? Try a band
from Boston Music (.roup for your next
concert or party. 617-353-1 184 or 617-217-

:m>2.

MM
Boogir with James Montgomery Band.

Thursday. March 14. 7: 30 and 10:30. CCA.
03-13

Bands — Available for hire through

reliable talent agency — DARK HORSF.
Rl N DRY. MAD AM.FI. Call Bill \osel

— Local Agent. 256-0680.

tf3l2

Come and go with me to the M*l and fid's

and let the good times roll! lid together

for a real grease party, (all Bob. 33«-«07.V.

113 13

(.FT 1114.11 <»\ WFDS - SFF.

"ZACIIAKIAH" WITH COTNTHV JOE,
FISH. JAMFS (.AM. WD MOM.: IN

( Ol OK WFDS . M \K( II II M \ll \l< AT
7 WD !t P.M

113-11

ENTERTAINMENT

Spankv - Alfalfa - Buckwheat — the

original "Little Rascals" T.V. comedies
plus Marx Bros, festival — comedy hits

Fri.. March 15. 7-9-11, Mahar.
tf3-15

Woody Allen's zaniest nick "What's Up
Tiger Lilly" plus W.C Fields first talkie —
"The Golf Specialist". Sat.. March 16. 7-9-

II. Mahar.
tf3-!5

STOP KILLING YOURSELF — let us

put up those posters. Call Stick 'Em Up.
367-2340. Klliot or Ruth.

U3-15

FLICKS \ KICKS - a good way to

spend 5 minutes.
tf3-15

PERSONAL

Congratulations Jason — the first 4 yr.

IM wrestling champ! From Chadbourne.

tf.1-12

Would like to meet young homophile
member or sympathizer for get together

off campus. Reply Box 518. North
Amherst. Mass.

sfiMI

If you park in the ('(' Garage. I might be
able to save you some MIS. Call Jerry. 584-

3735 or 516-7079.

tf3-!3

Six more people needed to share cottage
in llyannis, Mass.. this summer. If in-

terested call Mike at 6-«296

113-14

Streaker of the Month Award goes to Al

Kennedy for outstanding performance!!
tf3-12

Bet ya thought we forgot you! How could

we? Happy birthday Pam. Hugs & kisses,

JKS.
U3-I2

To the Hamlin man with the gold towel

who visited Ith floor I .each Thurs. nite —
show us your face, it's the only part we
missed!

t/3-12

Honey — sorry about things, but happy
birthday. Ich liebre dich. always Sunny.

IfaVl!

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1971. 750cc Honda Fairing, rack, padded
sissy bar. 367-9546.

If3- IS

1972 Pen ton 125 Molo-X. new piston &
rings, good cond., convert to on-off road
for 150 — W5«. Call Jerry after 6 p.m .

549-

1460

tf3-IS

Apt. to sublet — June I to Sept. I — 2

bedroom Brandy wine. PFTS ALLOWED,
rent negotiable. Call 549-4547.

113-18

Townhouse apt. on bus line, all ad-
vantages, sublet June I until Aug. 31 with
option to renew. Three bedroom, air cond.,

cable T.V. 549-0187.

tf3-22

GRAFFITI LOVERS

Do you write on walls and enjoy it? Call
Cindy Rogers at 546-7029. Need info for

research, will keep names anonymous.
t/3-12

PHOTOGRAPHER

Custom black and white film processing

done. Quick service! One roll of film and
contact only 11.25. Call George or John.
665-4290.

tf3-29

TYPING

Typing — papers, theses, etc., fast,

accurate, cheap. Smith Corona 7000 Flite.

Call Sue. 1-527-4802.

U3-I8

FREE CALCULATORS

Sean. I didn't forget the tradition —
llappv Dav todav und all year! Mary.

U3-I2

MW — Guy who sat next to me — 12:20

(hem l.ect — Did'nt mean to give cold
shoulder. Just shy. okay. MW — Last Sem.
x ihi Thurs. Lab Partner

tr.t-12

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.
Call 584-8816.

«5-17

Credit Where Credit is Due — Marathon
Spring '74. April 15-19.

tf3-l4

STERCO COMPONENTS

Free room in exchange for babysitting.

Female onlv. must like kids. Call 253-2634.

tf3-13

Sean. I didn't forget the tradition —
happy dav today and all year! Mary

tf.1-12

Jay and Kichard — "Ij> me down In

sheets of linen. \ou had a busy da> today",

tee hee Welcome In I Mass. Sharon and
Julie

tf:i-i2

Stereo ( omponents — 2« per cent - 40
per cent off list All major brands
available, all guaranteed, (all Mike at
VIR-1KI1. after I p.m.

tfl-ll

Calculators — all major brands.
T.I.. Bomar. Commodore. Sanyo
Unicom. Casio, etc. Desk and hand
held models from six to twelve digit,
some with memory-square roots.
Scientific notations, constants
reciprocals and trig, functions. Low
prices. I will try to beat anv price you
get. (all for meeting. All new, all
guaranteed Cordon HoffstHn. 549-
0187.

tf3-22

FREE SANDWICHES

ROOM WANTED

Need room in house or apt.. Amherst
area, will pay Iho per month, (all 519-1275.

tf3-l3

Pres. Nixon hasn't answered my
offer, but give me a ride to Boston on

Thurs.. 3-21 and I'll give you a peanut

butter sandwich and some It for gas.

(all Joyce. 253-9551

tf:t-20
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How the
i\BA standings

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

W L Pet GB
BOSTON 48 22 .686 —
New York 46 28 .622 4

Buffalo 39 35 .527 11

Plnla. 22 49 .310 26 lis

Central Olvisiou

W L Pet. GB
Capital 42 31 .575 __
Atlanta 31 43 .419 1 1 Vt

Houston 29 44 .397 13

Cleveland 24 50 .324 17 '*

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

W L Pet. GB
Milw. 53 21 .716 —
Chicago 49 25 .662 4

Detroit 47 21 .691 6

K.C.-O. 28 47 .373 25 y»

Pacific Division

W L Pet. GB
Golden St 40 30 .571 —
Los Ang. 41 32 .562 V4

Seattle 32 42 .432 10

Phoenix 27 46 .370 14'/..

Portland 23 49 .319 17
'

WHA standings
East Division

W L. T Pts. GF GA
38 27 3 79 256 225

35 30 4 74 269 238

34 31 3 71 266 245

31 29 7 69 222 227

30 32 3 63 217 231

28 36 3 59 215 263

N. ENG
Toronto
Quebec
Cleve.

Chicago
Jersey

pros stand

NHL standings
East Division

W L T Ptf. Gr GA
BOST. 43 13 9 95 293 183

Mont. 39 19 8 86 243 195

Rangers 36 17 12 84 253 192

Toronto 30 22 13 73 236 183

Buffalo 28 28 9 65 209 214

Detroit 23 33 10 56 216 273

Islands. 15 34 15 45 181 255

Vane. 17 37 11 45 179 251

West Division

W L T Pt«. CK GA
Phila. 40 14 10 90 222 133

Chicago 32 13 19 83217 134

Atlanta 26 29 11 63 176 196

L. Ang. 25 30 11 61 183 206

Si. Louis 23 32 10 56 177 194

Minn. 19 301654198225
Pitts. 22 36 7 51 193 233

Calif. 13 44 9 35 172 283

ABA standings
Eait DiTltlon

K'nWkv, % 26 fift EL"
N*w, York 45 2S .616 1
Carolina 44. :il .587 3
Y,

,r*inia 24 48 .333 21'*
Memphis 18 S4 ,250 27 V*

Witt Division
... . W L Pet. GB
i
T,*h

-i
48 25 .658 —

S*n Antonio .... 33 35 .521 10
Indiana 39 38 .520 10
Denver 33 30 .458 14 'iSan Dicko 31 42 .4?5 17

West Division
W I. TPts. GF GA

Houston 40 21 5 85 268 182

*Minn. 38 26 2 78 278 232

Winnipeg 30 33 5 65 219 24P.

•Edmon. 32 31 1 65 220 227

•Vane. 23 41 46 238*1 7!i

•Los Ang. 22 44 44 199 289

PROFESSOR UNO leads his attackers of KI into the

mats.

Faculty Wanted

TO TEACH ONE WEEK WORKSHOPS
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

1. Alternative energy sources and shelter forms

2. Natural foods; production and storage

3. Ecology and ecological science

4. Philosophical considerations to alternative

lifestyles

June 14 July 6, 1974

University faculty, Graduate students and other qualified

individuals are encouraged to contact:

"Toward Tomorrow"

[413] 545-3103

qdJ* division of continuing education

Kennedy-profile in courage
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ByDAVEO'HARA
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) - Only 32 but with

nearlv 10 vears in the major leagues, John Kenned

v

of the Boston Red Sox is at the crossroads of his

career. He's fighting an uphill battle for a job, but

isn't conceding.

After two sparkling seasons in 1971 and '72, earning

the nickname Super Sub, Kennedy slumped last year.

When it came time for the Red Sox to adjust their 40-

player roster, the veteran utilityman agreed to step

down to Pawtucket of the International League last

fall.

However, he hasn't given up the thought of

remaining in a Boston uniform. He's working as hard

as anyone as a special invitee to the Red Sox' training

camp. And he's as popular as ever, with teammates,
team brass and fans.

"I need only about 100 more days in the major
leagues to become a 10-year man, and I think I can
play at least two more years," says Kennedy, who
will be 33 on May 29. "The Red Sox have a lot of good

young players here, but I think I still can help.

"I'm not even thinking about playing at Pawtucket.

In fact, I don't know at this stage what I'll do if I don't

make the Red Sox. Things will take care of them-

selves, as they usually do. Many funny things happen
in this game "

Sports Shorts

Kennedy has developed strong ties in Boston since

being acquired from Milwaukee in 1970. He lives in

West Peabody, Mass., year round, and has worked

the last winters doing promotion work for the Red
Sox. Says team publicist Bill Crowley: "JK is one of

the best goodwill ambassadors we've ever had."

Kennedy got his first chance in the young exhibition

season Monday when the Red Sox travelled to Cocoa

to play the Houston Astros. He played shortstop,

where 18-year veteran Luis Aparicio is trying to ward
off the challenges of young Rick Burleson and Mario

Guerrero.

Kennedy made a couple of fine plays in the field and

had a key base hit in a two-run fifth inning. Therl, in

the seventh, he unloaded a long homer far over the

left field fence, breaking a 4-4 tie as the Red Sox went

on to victory, 9-5 over Houston.

Despite his fine performance, Kennedy realizes

there's a long way to go in the training season. In

addition to the three shortstop candidates, there's

Dick McAuliffe and Doug Griffin at second, Rico

Petrocelli at third, utilitymen Terry Hughes and
rookie Frank Vazquez. Others are capable of filling in

at various spots in emergency situations.

However, count JK in the fight of things. The last

trip he wants to take is down Interstate 95, the high-

way from Boston to Pawtucket.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Bill

Walton of UCLA completed his

three-year Pacific-8 basketball
career with four records, including

an average of 16 rebounds per

game.
The 6-foot-ll All-American

,

leading the Bruins into the NCAA
tournament this week, just missed
another career record. He had a

Pac-8 field goal shooting average
of .641, compared to the .642 mark
by UCLA's Lew Alcindor from
1967-69.

Walton set Pac-8 single season
records as a sophomore for total

rebounds. 239, and rebounding
average, 17.1. This season, he

established another record with his

69.4 field goal per cent.

BELLEVILLE, Ont. (AP) -Gary

Murphy donned his skates and a

smile and became ice hockey's

first streaker Sunday night.

Murphy, a left winger for the

Pickering Panthers, won a $40 bet

from his teammates by taking a

turn around Memorial Arena after

the Panthers had been eliminated

from the Metro Junior B League
semifinals.

Most of the 1,750 spectators

already had headed for the exits,

but about 30 fans saw the

teenager's impromptu post-game

show. Most of them were girls

waiting for players to emerge from

the dressing room.

Martial arts with Bill Howell

The art of Aikido
By BILL HOWELL

No contact between opponents IS

advanced Aikido Sensei Unno
graciously demonstrated this by
leading an "attacker" into the

mats repeatedly during a recent

1 1Mass Aikido meeting.

Professor Unno (World
Religions, Smith) explained that as

his antagonist became more for-

ceful and arrogant, self inflicted

collision with the mats was just

that much more violent. Without
physical contact, the attacker's KI
was led to an end determined by

the professor and aquiesced to by

the violence of his opponent.

A 100 pound boulder is rolling

downhill toward you, do you try to

catch it or step aside? Now con-

sider a 1000 pound boulder or a

younger, stronger, equally skilled

martial artist. Questions like this

led the founder of Aikido to his

"non-fighting" martial art. Un-

conquerable as a young man,
Morihei Uyeshiba questioned the

true UtilitV Of his »wnrH and

mastery of the arts. His answer

was harmony with the universe,

"...martial training is not training

that has as its primary purpose the

defeating of others, but the
practice of God's love within

ourselves." Ninth Dan Tohei ex-

plains, "...the aim is not to conquer
the enemy but to conquer oneself."

Gentleness and formalized
courtesy are rigorously observed.

The attacker does himself in,

O'Sensei is honored before and
after training, Sensei is always
honored; students bow and thank
each other by name after each
technique and after class.

If you are deciding which art to

study, further time spent in-

vestigating might be valuable.

Aikido is offered as a physical

education course taught by UMass
Aikikai President John Barbaro.
and is also available to the com-
munity Wednesdays and Fridays,
6:30 to 8:30 and Sundays 2:30 to

4:30. For more information call

John Barbaro at 256-6940.

WANTED
Undergrad Commuters to serve on the

following committees.

- Student Judiciary (female)

- Campus Center Governing Board

- Public Safety Council

- Student Executive Council

- Commuter Assembly Ways and Means

Stop by at the Commuter Assembly office anytime. If

no one is there leave your name and telephone number.

;(.. «* i KM < H

Satlif fflnllrgtan

SPORTS

Notices
The UMass Bridge Club is

looking for interested players to

join the weekly games, Wed-
nesdays at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center. The game is open to all

interested students, faculty, and
staff. Final plans for upcoming
intercollegiate tournaments are
being made and teams are being
formed. On April 5 and 6 we will be
hosting our own tournament.

Schools which have already
accepted invitations for the April

event are: Brown, Dartmouth, BU,
MIT, WPI, UConn, Hampshire,
Lowell Tech, and more are ex-

pected later. MIT won this year's
New England championship held
last month at Central Connecticut.

SOCCER!!! Any woman in-

terested in playing intramural
soccer contract Viv or Laura at 6-

9879, or Janet at 6-9884. We need
your support.

IM swim meet today - March 12.

Diving will start at 5:45 and the

swimming will begin at 6:30. All

divers must be there at 5:45 to

commence competition.

sure?

sure!

fast?

fast!

economical?

especially!

You can be sure of our work and our
guarantee. (We're an I.T.E. shop).
We're ultramodern equipped to be
thorough and efficient with no time lost.

And we built our reputation on keeping
things simple and inexpensive wherever
possible.

United Transmission

Exchange, Inc.

389 King Street, Northampton
584-4790

Steve Saraceno

NIT, NYC, MSG, Hicks Cage
It's a complete change.
It's Joe Namath spending Saturday night reading the Bible and

drinking milk. It s Walt Disney turning out an X-rated movie Its Owen
Marshall losing a case.

It's going from the Curry Hicks Cage to NYC's Madison Square Gar-
den.

No longer will the UMass basketball fan have to go through so many
tribulations that he makes Job seem like a hypochondriac
The Minuteman rooters who trek to the MSG for the NIT will for once

get seats with backs. No more knees pummelling the vertebrae
throughout the game. No more ominously bending planks to sit on No
more coats getting accidentally kicked under the stands
No more falling twenty feet trying to retrieve them
And the Garden's seating facilities have that wonder of wonders

Aisles
!
One won't have to walk over the heads of half the crowd in order to

get to the refreshment stand. Now it will be possible to take off for a Coke
at halftime and get back to the seat before the final buzzer sounds
One thing that will surely surprise the out-of-towners is the vendor No

that guy walking around with all those boxes of popcorn is not just a
heavy eater. He wants to sell the stuff. Imagine, not having to miss half
the game if you're hungry!

It's just like room service.

And instead of fighting cold drafts from under the bleachers students
will be drinking cold draughts from out of the suds. stand
Unlike the Cage's, the Garden's scoreboard doesn't look like it was

stolen from the P.S. 14 intramural league. And the buzzer doesn't sound
like the horn off of a 1913 Studtz-Bearcat.
Joe Fan will not have to show up two hours early for the varsity game to

be sure of getting a seat. And he will not be driven bughouse by JV games
that last from here to eternity.

Yet, there is one drawback. You've got to pay to get in.

SHORT SPORTS SNORTS - With so many students here from eastern
Massachusetts (Orr Country) it seems strange that the hoopsters get so
much support while the blade men get so little. ..Everybody and their
cousin is going to the NIT, but you could have comfortably seated all the
people who went to the recent hockey playoffs at Boston and Burlington in
a Toyota...

...Mirthful Marty Moron, hoop fan and resident BMOC (Big Man On
Campus), thought it funny that someone asked if Peter Pan was taking
him to Fun City, so he wisecracked, "No, Dorothy is taking me to
Emerald City!"...

...This scribe says the Lea-men will at least get to the semifinals. .only
staff soothsayer Bill Ballou (known in forecasting circles along with
Jeanne Dixon, Jimmy the Greek Snyder, and Guy Mainiella) can ef-
fectively predict what will happen after that...Just bet opposite of what he
says...

...Aside to Steve DeCosta : No, Ray Fitzgerald is not my idol I'm Ray
Fitzgerald's idol!

The NIT. What does it mean to the

UMass community? How will the

team fare? Watch for a special

NIT issue later by Collegian sports

FOR LIGHTNING FAST DELIVERY ON ANY OF OUR
DELICIOUS PIZZAS OR SUBS CALL THE HUNGRY-U.

raiAMTROl
151-9010

2S4-0411

"FAST & COURTEOUS DELIVERY"

256-6150

Sanderson suspended-season finished
By KEN HOSK1VS and
JOHN J. !\U LUNS

BOSTON (AP) — Derek San
derson's off and on hockey career
was off again Monday as the
Boston Bruins suspended him for
the remainder of the season and
the upcoming Stanley Cup
playoffs.

In a one-paragraph statement,
the National Hockey League team
said the action was taken because
of "conduct detrimental to the
proper operation of the hockey
team."
Bruin management declined

further comment, but Sanderson's
attorney, sports specialist Bob
Woolf, said he believed the
suspension stemmed from a
personality conflict between the
flamboyant center and Coach Bep
Guidolin.

"What I think it is, is there has
been a huge breach between the
coach and Derek," Woolf said as he
prepared to cut short a vacation at
his Hollywood, Fla., home and
return to Boston. "It's been a
personality conflict."

Woolf said he would seek a
hearing with Bruins management.
"I'm hopeful that when all the

parties meet something can be
worked out."
Woolf said he hoped to meet with

Sanderson here Monday night, but
that he had been in contact with
him so far only through a third
party.

Sanderson missed the team's
return flight from Los Angeles to

Boston Sunday night. Woolf said
some incident apparently
triggered that and Sanderson
remained in Los Angeles Monday.
The attorney said he was not

sure exactly what precipitated the
suspension, which he termed
"rather drastic action." He added
that "nobody notified me ahead of
time either, which is a little

unusual."
He said he was referred to the

team's manager, Harry Sinden,
when he sought details from

assistant general manager Tom
Johnson Sinden was reported en
route to Chicago
Such a suspension could involve

a "substantial amount" of money
for Sanderson, Woolf noted.
When it was noted that midnight

Sunday was the deadline for trades
in the NHL, Woolf said "Ap-
parently that is not going to be one

TO*****

of the solutions."
Sanderson, who has been known

as the "Peck's Bad Boy" of the
Bruins, won the Calder Memorial
Trophy as the outstanding rookie in

the NHL for the 1967-68 season, the
year after teammate Bobby Orr
won it.

He was nicked Turk for his

fondness for turkey sandwiches
and not because of a rebellious
attitude. But he could irritate

game officials and bring screams
of fury from opposition fans while
delighting hometown folks.

His lack of reticence made him
well known for quotes to the press
for public consumption.
The 27-year-old Niagara Falls,

Ont., native was rated one of the
best face-off men and penalty
killers in the league. Six-feet tall

and weighing between 170 and 175

pounds, he was known for his

defensive play.

He helped the Bruins win two
Stanley Cup championships, in

1969-70 when he fed the puck to Orr.
who, although tripped, slapped it

into the net for a sudden death
overtime victory, and again two
years later.

Sanderson left the Bruins in the
fall of 1972 to accept a reported 10-

year, $2.4 million contract with the

Philadelphia Blazers of the World
Hockey Association The Blazers
have since moved to Vancouver.
A back injury and problems with

the Blazers' front office, especially
after a management change,
ended his WHA career. He had
played eight games.
He and the Blazers agreed on a

contract settlement rumored to

have paid Sanderson as much as $1

million.

He rejoined the Bruins, repor-
tedly with a two-year contract for

$200,000.

He suffered a back injury during
a preseason scrimmage last fall,

was hospitalized at Massachusetts
General Hospital, and then joined
the Bruins, American Hockey
League affiliate, the Boston
Braves, to get in shape.
He missed the first part of the

season with the Bruins, and after
joining the team, suffered a broken
foot bone when he was struck by a
puck.

This put him out of action again,

and he returned to the team only

last Wednesday in St. Louis.

He played in 29 games for the

Bruins this season, including
Sunday's game against the

California Seals, and had eight

goals and 12 assists.

His best year with the Bruins
was 1970-71, when he scored 29

goals and had 34 assists for a total

of 63 points in 71 games. The
following year he had 25 goals and
33 assists.

Colorful on and off the ice.

BEER
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University Dr. at Amity St

Every Tuesday

Spaghetti and Saucel
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quart Bud $
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WEDNESDAY

MICH NIGHT

Michelob 40'
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Hows and whys of gymnastics
Bv CANDY GROSS •/ C^ •/

MDC Women's
Gymnastics

Special

By CANDY GROSS
Since the Women's Eastern Regional Championships are being held at

UMass this weekend, it was felt that some insight into gymnastics would
be valuable to the viewers.

The women compete in four events in what is called Olympic order;
vaulting uneven bars, balance beam and floor exercise.

In scoring the four events, each of the four judges turns in a score. The
high and low score is dropped and the middle two are averaged. These
two scores must be within a certain range, set up by the International
Gymnastics Federation (FIG), in order to be averaged.

If the scored are out of range the superior judge calls a conference and
the scores are adjusted to within the specific range.
After the first routine in each event the four judges consult to arrive at

a base score. Usually then, the scores will get higher as the event
progresses, with the top competitors last to perform.

In women's collegiate gym-
nastics only optional routines are
done. The routines are broken into

specific categories for more
precise judging. All beam, bar and
floor routines start with a possible

10 point score and the breakdown
for them is the same. In vaulting,

some vaults are worth less then 10

points and the breakdown is

specific for that event.

In vaulting, the specific areas a judge observes are: Preflight (2.0),
Repulsion Afterflight (2.0), Position of body during vault (2.0), Direction
of vault (0.5), and General balance of vault (1.5). These point breakdowns
will change proportionately for vaults worth less than 10 points. Any vault
passing through a handstand is worth 10 points.
Women's gymnastics allows the vaulter two attempts, the best score is

counted. She may do two different vaults if desired.
There are numerous specific deductions, but a lew common to every

vault include; steps on landing, .30; touching hands on the floor, .50;
supporting hands on floor, 1.0; fall to knees, 1.50; fall to hips, 2.0. As can
be seen, a good solid landing is a strong asset in vaulting.
The ten point breakdown for the other three events is divided as

follows: Difficulty, 4.0; Originality and Value of combinations, 1.5;
General composition, 0.5; Execution, 1.5; Amplitude, 1.5; General im-
pression, 1.0.

Often, of primary importance is the 4.0 difficulty which includes at
least six elements of difficult - two superior moves worth l point each
and four medium moves worth .5 points each. A gymnast not having a
superior will lose a full point and no matter how flawlessly she performs
can score no higher than 9.0. This often results in a difference of opinion
between the judges and the audience as to what score is deserved.
Uneven bar routines include a mount, dismount and 10-12 stunts. A

judge looks for continuous, rhythmic moves, predominantly swinging, as
the gymnast passes from one bar to the other. Only two brief pauses are
allowed, primarily for concentration and preparation for a difficult
move.
There is no set time for a bar routine, but if a gymnast fails to remount

after a fall before 30 seconds, her exercise is terminated. A complete fall
to the floor or on the bar is a full point off. Any extra swings costs her .5
points each time. A coach spotting during the routine brings a 1.5 point
deduction and spotting during a dismount costs .5 points.
Balance beam, notorious for its slowness, has a time limit of 1:20 to

1 :45, beginning when the feet leave the floor or board and ending as the
feet touch the floor. A timer calls out "Warning" at 1 :40 and "Time" at
1 :45. If the gymnast is in the air at "Time" at 1 :45 she isn't penalized the
.3 for overtime. An undertime routine is deducted .05-sec under 1:40.
These deductions are taken off the gymnasts' final score.
A beam routine is composed of mount, dismount and dance as well as

tumbling which must cover the whole length of the beam. The elements of
difficulty should be evenly distributed, changes of rhythm and amplitude
displayed, with only 3 stops allowed and above all balance maintained at
all times.

When a gymnast falls, she is allowed 10 seconds on the floor, otherwise
her routine is terminated. A fall to the beam, to the floor, or grabbing at
the bram costs the gymnast .5 points each time. A fall while dismounting
deducts 1 full point. Usually after three falls the gymnast will end her
routine. Deductions for assistance from the coach are the same as for
bars.
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HEIDI ARMSTRONG shows her form on the beam. The Team will be peaking
this whole week in preparation for the Eastern Women's Gymnastics Cham-
pionships to be held Friday and Saturday at Curry Hicks Cage.
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SPORTS
Save gas to NIT
dribble down

By DAVE EIBEL
This Saturday night at 7:00 the

University of Massachusetts
Minutemen will be tipping off

against the Dolphins of Jackson-
ville in the opening round of the

NIT in New York's Madison
Square Garden. But they will not

Floor exercise brings in the added element of music, which should fit S!fiSi2ft E?£?
rePr<*en

n
tative*

the style and personality of the gymnast. Making use of only one in-
dnbbl,n8 ,nto the Garden floor,

strument, usually piano, it combines changes of rhythm and speed.
The time limit for floor is 1 : 00 to 1 : 30 which begins with the first move

of the gymnast and ends with her final pose. A warning is given at 1 :25
and time is called at 1:30. This is generally rare as the music is pretimed
and tape-recorded.
A floor routine combines all forms of dance with tumbling and

acrobatic moves. These should be distributed evenly over the entire floor
area. Transitions should flow smoothly and use different levels, in the air
and on the floor.

Some common deductions irfclude: .10 everytime the gymnast goes
outside the floor area; fall to the floor, 1.0; touch hand to floor to avoid a
fall, .5.

If the gymnast has competed in all four events she is an Ail-Around
competitor. Her four scores are totalled to determine her position in the
All-Around event.

In determining team score, the top individual scores for each team in
each event are added to arrive at the event scores. The four event scores
are then totalled for the final score.

DRIBBLING SCHEDULE

These are approximations!!!

(Rte. 9 to Rte. 10 (202) to Rte. 1 to Madison Square Garden)

Wednesday, March 13th ; 6 AM to 6 PM

8 miles to Northampton

18 miles to Southampton

34 miles to Mass-Conn border

42 miles to Granby

50 miles to Simsbury

53 miles to Avon

60 miles to Farmington

7:00 AM

9:00 - 9:30 AM

12:30 - 1:30
eat lunch

2:00 - 2:30

3:00 - 3:30

3:30 - 4:00

5:00 - 6:00

A contingent of thirteen James
House residents will dribble down
to New York City starting Wed-
nesday morning at 6:00 a.m. The
group, organized by Brad Kowetz,
Matt Zofrea, Bob Curtis, and
WMUA personality Grant Baxter,
plans to arrive in New York prior
to game time and then dribble on
the floor with the Minutemen.

The group will travel along state
highways rather than Interstate
routes and will be helped out by the
State Police forces of
Massachusetts. Connecticut, and
New York along the way.

Inside Sports

•Sanderson suspended

•Luxury for fans-Saraceno

•A look at aikido

•Another Kennedy

Each of the thirteen intrepid
basketballers will dribble for a
mile at a time and then rest until
his turn comes around again.

Two Springfield television
stations and one in Hartford will
cover the dribblers on their way to
New York.

There's no doubt that this junket
will surely raise the level of sup-
port on the part of UMass students
to a fever pitch and give UMass
and its basketball team a great
deal of local and regional ex-
posure. But the question is, do the
thirteen Jamesites intend to
dribble ...and streak onto the
Garden floor?

Stay: Avon Old Farms Motel 1 mile at junction US 44, 202

Thursday, March
8 miles

12

19
29
46

51
56

60

miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

14th: 6

"Rte3ct
Plainville
Cheshire
Rt. 15
Stratford
Southport
Darien
Noroton

AM to 6 PM
84 7:00 AM

8:15 AM
9:30 AM
11:30 AM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

lunch

Stay: Go back to Darien - 4 miles to Howard Johnson'

s

Lodge
Motor

Friday, March
17 miles
30

36

40

miles
miles
miles

to
to
to
to

15th : 8 AM to 4 PM
Rye or Portchester
intersect. Rt. 95
Bronx River Pky.
Fordham

11:00 AM
2:00 PM - lunch
3:10 PM
4:00 PM

Stay: 3 Fordham straight down Fordham Road

Saturday, March 16th : 6:00 AM to 12:00 NOON

(1) Go back down Fordham Rd. to Webster Rd.
(2) Go to 3rd Ave.
(3) Then to 12 5th St.
(4) Then to 8th Ave. (Central Park West)
(5) Down 34th St.
(6) Park van and car in garage
(7) Go in Madison Square Garden

= 20 miles
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You can keep the
sports parade moving
by being a good sport.
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Consider the dichotomy between the emptierical edifices of educated excellence
and the scenic serenity of this simple scene. Supercilious?

Doctors, yes; teachers, no
By BOB MAC KAY

There will be a million too many
teachers by 1975.

That prediction — from the U.S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics — was
related by Sec. of Educational
Affairs Joseph M. Cronin on
Beacon Hill last week. Cronin
made the statement before the

House Ways and Means Committee
while testifying on the $955M
education budget request for fiscal

1975.

Sec. Cronin said, "Last year we
certified 23,000 teachers. There
were only 4,000 to 5,000 jobs for

them."
He also said school systems are

deluged with applicants.

"For 30 or 40 jobs in a system, as

many as 3,000 applications are

received. I think these figures

indicate that we net the teacher

gap about two years ago."

Explaining previous too-high

estimates, Sec. Cronin said, "We
thought the population explosion of

the 1950's and 60's would expand

forever."

Rep. Early countered by saying,

"The only thing that exploded was

faculty enrollments."

The spokesman for Educational
Affairs emphasized that prospects
for elementary and higher
education teachers are not good.

"We must avoid overbuilding,"
he warned, "or Mass. will face the
prospect of mass firings in higher
education."

A DOCTOR SURPLUS TOO?
Sec. Cronin also testified that

there would soon be a surplus of

doctors. He explained that the
state was second and third in the
nation in a number of categories of

doctor specialists.

Accordingly, Cronin told the

Committee, Education Affairs

planned to limit expansion of the

UMass Medical School in Wor-

cester.

Cronin said that for the school

"We recommend only an increase

of $l.2M instead of the $3.2M
requested by the school. The
Secretary believed that the school

should not hire staff to train

(doctor ) specialists when there is a

need for doctors to work instead in

community and preventative

medicine.

House Ways and Means Vice-

Chairman Early challenged
Cronin s assertions. "They told us

the shortage of doctors would be so

acute by 1980 that our mothers

would have to operate on us. Now
you're telling there's going to be so

many doctors they'll be giving

haircuts."

"It amazes me," Rep. Anthony
M. Scibelli (D-Springfield).
chairman of the Committee, said,
"to hear there will be surplus of
doctors. All of us know how dif-

ficult it is to see one now without an
appointment."

Kep. Early explained to this
reporter that under Cronins
proposed budget, only 16 freshman
students would be allowed into
UMass Medical School next fall.

Board wants

more facts
By MIKE ALLAIN

The Amherst Board of Selectmen
voted Monday night to solicit in-

formation from town residents
concerning charged of police
brutality made before the Board at

their weekly meeting.
The action followed a report

made public at Monday night's
meeting by Town Manager Allen
Torrey investigating charges
made by Mrs. Marion Rock of

Amherst at the Selectmen's
meeting on March 5.

Mrs. Rock complained bitterly

that her son Joseph, 22, was beaten
with night sticks by five Amherst
policemen on February 10
following an alleged fight at the
Rustic Roost Bar on North
Pleasant St.

The following day, Rock was
charged with one count of
disturbing the peace and two
counts of assault and battery in

Hampshire District Court. Rock
later pleaded guilty to the charges
and was given two suspended six-

month sentences.

^
In his investigation, which the

Selectmen classified as a
"preliminary report", Torrey
chose to consider for comment
what he believed to be Mrs. Rock's
"most serious allegations."

These include charges that her
son "had to have 15 stiches in his

head and had a concussion," was
"belted with billy clubs," came
home "all bloody", and that an un-
named police officer "beat the hell

out of him at the station."

Torrey, who conducted a
separate investigation, in-

dependent of Police Chief Donald
Maia's findings, found that "Rock
did not have 15 stiches in his head,
nor that he had a concussion."
Furthermore, the report stated

that Torrey found "no evidence
that Rock came home 'all bloody'
on the morning of February 10th."

Torrey did find, that "Rock was
struck with night sticks in the
course of the fight on Sunday
morning and his subsequent
arrest."

Torrey's findings are based on
interviews with officers John
Burns, Clarence Babb, Richard
Buckley, David Jankowski, and
Stephen O 'Conner. Rock was also

interviewed, in the presence of his

attorney, Richard Evans of
Amherst, and Robert Wellman, an
observer from the American Civil

Liberties Union.
An investigation carried out by

Maia said that police were sum-
moned to the Roost at 12:45 a.m. on
February 10 following the outbreak
of a "fight" between Rock and
"another person". Rock, in-

toxicated, resisted the ap-
prehension, according to Maia's
report.

Force was used to apprehend
Rock, but "only such force as
appeared needed and necessary."
The report concludes that Rock
was not "bloodied or injured", as
Mrs. Rock had later charged.
The police officers contend that

it was their intention to place Rock
in protective custody — which does
not consitute arrest — and release
him in the morning, Torrey's
report states.

Unresolved in Torrey's report is

who struck the first blow outside
the Rustic Roost. Rock stated that
he was "rapped on the head as soon

as he stepped out of the Roost,"
according to Torrey's report.
According to the officers,

however, Rock struck Officer
Burns on the shoulder, and tore at
his coat, after Burns informed
Rock that he was being held in
protective custody.
Rock said he was later beaten in

the back of the cruiser and at the
station, although "both mv arms
were handcuffed behind my back "

he said.

Torrey's preliminary in-

vestigation, released in the
presence of both Rock and his
mother, stated that Torrey did
"not find sufficient grounds to take
any further action."

However, charges brought by
David Maslanka of 124 Summer
St., and Mrs. Rock, indicated to the
Selectmen that the issue was not
closed.

Maslanka, speaking from the
audience, told the Board that he
and Rock were only "fooling
around", and not fighting, prior to
the police's arrival at the Roost.
He also concurred with Rock's

earlier statement that Rock was
beaten, while handcuffed, at the
station following his apprehension.
Maslanka followed Rock to the
station demanding that he be
locked up also, according to
Torrey's report.

Maslanka, a former Marine, told

Selectmen of two incidents of
alleged police brutality involving
friends of his, and asked that
Selectmen look into them.

"It's happened more than once in
this town," Maslanka said, "and I

think it's time something gets done
about it."

Mrs. Rock bitterly informed
Selectmen that action "had better
be brought against the five police
officers, or I won't let them off the
hook until hell freezes over. I'll

never let up on them.
"If you people, the Board of

Selectmen, don't take a stand on
this, you're going to hear about this

for a long time," she said.

Selectwoman Nancy Eddy in-

vited any members of the com-
munity with information on any
other incidents of alleged brutality
by town police to come forward
and discuss it with Selectmen.
Eddy emphasized that the

matter could be discussed
privately with Board members if

the parties involved wished not to
make a public issue of their par-
ticular complaint.

A.C.L.U. representative
Wellman asked the Board for an
investigation of circumstances
surrounding the apparent neglect

of police, who allegedly did not

permit Rock to make a phone call

following his arrest.

Selectmen agreed to look into the

matter, which, if true, would be a
denial of Rock's constitutional

rights.

Selectmen Merle Howes later

offered a motion that the Board
investigate the phone call matter,

seek witnesses of the alleged

beating of Rock, and discuss with

citizens any complaints dealing

with potential misuses of police

power.

The Board passed the motion
unanimously. Developments in the

issue will be discussed at the

March 25 Selectmen's meeting.
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UMass from strikes to streaks

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

By ROBERTA MARTONE
Streaking is "more fun" than

other fads that have surfaced
at UMass in the past fourteen

years, according to John W.
Lederle, former president of

the University.

Lederle, who was president

of the University from 1960 to

1970, has seen a lot of fads

come and go at UMass. He
compared the fad of streaking
to the gold-fish swallowing and
panty raids of "yester-year".

"They're all harmless and they

don't bother me any", Lederle
said.

Lederle also said he didn't

think streaking was a return to

the fifties. "Too much has
changed. There has been a
great change in the direction of

the students."

Lederle said he feels there
has been a long movement
towards student responsibility.

"I think a lot of good has
evolved from this movement in

the direction of students
organizing their own affairs."

Comparing the strikes and
dissent of 1968 to the
"movements" now on campus,
he said the strikes were a time
of "vandalism and alienation

aimed erroneously at the
University.''

Remembering the strikes,

Lederle said there was a
minimum of active response on

this campus, as compared to

others. "I'm not saying that the

students weren't concerned.
They were. But, there was
minimum damage and ac-

tivism at UMass."
Among other happenings

during the 1968, Lederle
recalled the one sit-in

protesting Dow Chemical
Recruitment when the
University had to call in troops.

Lederle also remembered

the student's reaction to the

speech by Hubert Humphrey,
at this campus in February
1970. He wondered how
students could seek support

from the public when they

didn't live up to the ideas of

Jojin Lederle

free speech themselves, during

these years.

"I remember a change in

tone of the students. This was
one of the first times I met with
student organizations that used
four letter words," said
Lederle.

When asked if he thought
streaking "smacked of
rebellion" against the ad-
ministration, Lederle said it

depended on whether or not the
streaking was done in public
places. "If streaking con-
tinues, I may begin to wonder.
It could be an alienation from
society too."

Lederle said he didn't know
how long streaking would last,
or how reknowned it would
become, but he said goldfish
swallowing was "pretty short-
term, yet it is still remem-
bered."

Lederle concluded: "I
always enjoyed the student end
of business more than anything
else, and I live in the hope that
they will continue to move in
this direction of respon-
sibility."

Lederle began his academic
carrer in 1941, prior to which he
practiced law. He is currently
a professor in the department
of Political Science at UMass.

One dead Wanted: one house for all kinds
in auto crash
A Turners Falls man is dead and

a Leverett man is in serious con-
dition following a one car accident
on Rt. 116 two miles north of
UMass last night, police said.

The dead man was identified as
Charles E. Milkey. 23, of Turners
Falls. Listed in "guarded" con-
dition in the intensive care unit of
the Cooley Dickinson Hospital was
Edward J. Bronson, 25, of
Leverett.

Police said the car left the road
around 11:30 Monday night hit a
tree, and split in two, throwing
both occupants from the vehicle.

By ELAINE ORPHANOS
"For all; company, a home,

a place of our own. For you, for

me, an abode of peace," is the
slogan for the committee to

institute an International
House on camous.
Two members of the com-

mittee, Ravi Kulkarni and
Haridasen, are managing a
table at the concourse level in

the Campus Center and their

goal is to obtain student sup-
port by petition. The petition
will then be submitted to the
Provost for approval. They will

be accepting signatures at the
Campus Center Tuesday and
Friday from 10 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Petitions will also be
circulating around campus

WANTED
Undergrad Commuters to serve on the

following committees.

- Student Judiciary (female)

- Campus Center Governing Board

- Public Safety Council

- Student Executive Council

- Commuter Assembly Ways and Means

Stop by at the Commuter Assembly office anytime. If

no one is there leave your name and telephone number.

after this time in order to

secure the 2000 signatures that

are needed.

Kulkarni stated that there is

a student International
Association on campus but it

can not function properly
without a home base. He
emphasized the fact that the
600 foreign students may have
active separate organizations
but no ways or means for

unification. "The purpose of

the house is to furnish a
housing facility in which
American and foreign students
can have the experience of

living and working together",
added Kulkarni.

Some students feel that
Prince House functions as an
International House. Kulcami
argues that Prince is a dorm
for graduate students which
obviously excludes un-
dergrade. "It is not an In-

ternational House because no
group activities exist for the

purpose ot integrating foreign

and American students", he
said.

The highlight of In-

ternational Week is the fair

which will be held March 16

and 17 in the Campus Center
Auditorium. Both Kulcarni and

The Fine Arts Council an-

nounced yesterday afternoon
that the Count Basie Concert is

sold out.

Haridasen feel that this years
fair will surpass all others. As
opposed to the pure en-
tertainment aspect of previous
years, the accent of this years
fair is on group participation
and discussion.

"It will be more than last

years sidewalk cafe," added
Kulcarni. Some of the in-

teresting events include
Calligraphy (turban tying) and
the childrens corner.

After four hours of sitting in

&t)t AaamthuBtttB Bails (UnlUgtan
The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip
code 01002. Telephones. 545 2550 (news); 545-0344 (sports); 545-0731
(business).

Second class postage .s paid in Amherst and additional mailing in
Ware, Mass. 01082. THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,
exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of
an act of March 8, 1879; as amended by an act of June 11, 1943. Sub-
scription rates are $4. 00 per semester or $10.00 per year.

CHALLENGING

EXCITING . . .

ONE YEAR STUDY PROGRAM IN ENGLISH

IN ISRAEL

for American and Canadian students at the

University of Haifa

Starting July 25, 1974 through June 30, 1975

PROGRAM FEATURES:
Small groups
Israel and Middle East Contemporary Scene
Integration into Israel student life and cultural life of Haifa
Guided individual student field projects

TOTAL COST. $3,375.00, includes tuition, transportation,
housing, board and Hebrew Ulpan.

For additional information and applications write to:

AMERICAN FRIENDS OF HAIFA UNIVERSITY

500 FIFTH AVENUE - SUITE 802

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10036

i

the Campus Center Monday,
Kulkarny counted only seventy

five signatures. He felt that

gaining student support is a
tremendous task. A foreign

student who was glancing
through the pamphlets com-
mented, "Good work as long as
you do it, not me." When
Kulcarni asked if he would sign

the petition, the student
muttered no and left.

Medic Alert
(Continued from P. 3)

countries, and the Medic Alert
emblem is registered in 41 others.

Each emblem is registered. The
serial number is engraved upon it,

as it the telephone number of the
Central File. On the reverse side is

engraved the inconspicuous
medical problem of the wearer, for
example: ••DIABETES,"
• TAKING ANTI-CO -

AGULANTS," "WEARING
CONTACT LENSES," "ASTH-
MA," "HEMOPHILIA," "RARE
BLOOD TYPE." "GLAUCOMA."

Or, ALLERGIC TO:
"BEESTINGS," "IVP DYES,"
"NOVACAINE," "TETANUS
ANTITOXIN," "PENICILLIN,"
etc.

There are over 200 known
reasons for wearing medical
problem identification, most of
them not familiar beyond the
medical profession. Therefore, if

you have any reason to suspect
that you should wear such a
warning, but are not sure, make
sure by consulting your personal
physician.

Alpha Phi Omega, National
Service Fraternity and Gamma
Sigma Sigma, National Service
Sorority, have distributed Medic
Alert applications throughtout
Amherst and the UMass campus.
They are available from your
heads of residence, and at the
Student Union, Infirmary and
University Library.

For more information, please
call 549-0538.

Com Stu grapples with staff problems

(Staff Photo-Judy Boucher)

COMSTU student John Desjarlais looks through a
camera in the TV studio in South College. Equipment
and staff troubles are hampering progress in the
department.

Lifesaver, pal?
Do you have a medical problem

that is not obvious on the surface
even to the trained eye of a
physician? Are you one of the

40,000,000 people in the U.S. who is

in double jeopardy if accident
strikes and is rendered un-
conscious delirious or in a state of

shock and cannot tell the

policeman fireman, ambulance
attendant or physician about your
medical problems and acute
allergies? Do you wear contact
lenses? Are you a scuba diver? If

so, you should join the 670,000

Americans wearing a Medic Alert

Emblem-either as as a bracelet or

a necklace.

The Cooley Dickinson Hospital
Auxiliary is making an all-

out effort during the month of

March to inform residents of the

Northampton area of the Medic

Alert Foundation. The Medic Alert

Foundation is a non-profit,

charitable, tax-exempt
organization with headquarters in

Turlock, California. Here there is

an automated Central File which
accepts, on a 24-hour-a-day basis,

collect calls, when necessary, from

authorized persons (physicians,

emergency-room personnel, law
enforcement officials, etc.) and
then relays to the inquirer in-

formation from the file pertaining

to the wearer of the emblem in

question. Affiliate organizations

have been established in fourteen

(Continued on P. 2)
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Problems are widespread this semester as the

Communications Studies department comes to grip
with the troubles of a no growth university. Since the
semester began, two faculty members have been
refused tenure and another is expected to be refused.
Graduate students are upset because of lack of

student input and undergraduates are faced with a
semester of over subscribed courses.

It is not clear why these people did not receive

tenure and are therefore forced to leave. One
professor felt that it was due to an unfavorable
evaluation in the graduate review (a publication

which evaluates all the graduate departments in the

University).

"There was an element of panic, an element of

crisis. I don't think the department expected what it

got," he said.

He further added, "The direction has definitely

swung to a graduate emphasis. Recruiting has em-
plasized people with strong research interest as well

as graduate orientation... In a way, in terms of em-
phasis and direction, undergraduate teachers are

looked on as less important."
A graduate student in the department said that

"the department is losing the people who are most
interested in tne undergraduate students. We are

losing the best teachers and gaining researchers."

She felt that those who devoted a lot of time to

research were not as involved with students.

James E. Lynch, head of the Communications
Studies Department denied that there was any ad-

ditional graduate emphasis as a result of the review.

"If there is any reemphasis, it is in increasing the

scholarship of the faculty. We are looking for a

proven or potential teacher-scholar who is prepared
to do research," he said.

Lynch declined to comment on the individual cases

involved.

Several professors in the department agreed that

there was a lack of student input in personnel

decisions and in the long range plans and goals of the

department.
"Department philosphy has little to do with

students wants and needs. There is minimal student

input into the long range plans and goals of the

department. The philosophy is determined by heads
of departments and sometimes even the untenured
faculty aren't consulted," said one professor.

There is an undergraduate curriculum committee
which includes four students, designated as a vehicle

for students viewpoint to be heard, said one

professor. Several undergraduates were queried and
said they had never been told about the committee.

Several professors said that Mass Communication
majors and others in the University wanted more
media production courses and there is a definite
trend away from this.

"We're not a production oriented program. We
were never meant to prepare people for professional
jobs in media, producers, directors, writers, per-
formers. Students who want that should go to a
professional school The principal reason is that the
department is a member of the School of Social and
Behavioral Science so we're committed to study all

aspects," said Lynch.
"With the department moving away from

professional training, I wonder what the department
is preparing people to do when they get out of school,"
said another professor.

The television equipment in the Communications
department is in very bad shape and the film
equipment is in fair condition, according to a
professor. The School of Education has a better set up
all around, he said. The television equipment has
been around since 1962.

The Department has been having a problem with
oversubscribed courses. In one area of concentration
(Mass Communications) there are only two courses
that are not oversubscribed and these are low level
lecture courses, according to department records.
According to Lynch, this may be due to the fact that

Mass Communications has only eight of the depart-
ment's 34.75 faculty. 225 of the department's over 500
majors are in Mass Communication, he said.

Another contributing factor according to one
professor, was the reduction of faculty from nine
hours of teaching per week to six hours, bringing
them in line with other departments in the Social and
Behavioral Sciences. There was no faculty increase,
so the department had fewer courses, he said.

The department is working on the situation and
may consider some large scale changes. Faculty may
be returned to a nine hour a week teaching schedule.
The Communication Disorders area may split with
the department and join the School of Public Health.
The Mass Communication area may merge with the
Communication and Rhetorical Theory area and
make a combined major. If this happens, Mass
Communications majors will be required to take
Rhetorical Theory courses and visa versa.
One graduate student felt that the merger would be

mainly for the convenience of the department,
because the faculty is so large in Communications
and Rhetorical Theory and the number of majors is

so small. She felt that it would not be for the benefit of
students.

Lynch felt that it would benefit students by
"opening up the department and allowing students to
study across the lines of communication."

Volunteer
tutoring

By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA
"The experience of learning

educational methods in the
university, and the im-
plementation of those methods in

the city's school is completely
different," according to Gilberto
Sotolongo, a bilingual teacher in

Lynch Junior High School in

Holyoke.

"Students behave as adults in the

street, but in the school they
behave differently," he said.

Sotolongo feels that the junior

high students need tutoring in

Math, English and Spanish
reading, and other subjects.

UMass commuter students from
Holyoke expressed that education
is certainly a need in the city.

"Programs in education for

Spanish-Americans could be
better", said Evaristo Rodriguez,
one of the Holyoke commuters.
Another UMass commuter

student from Holyoke, Angel Colon
said that Latins "need more
educational programs and better

social services."

Lynch Junior High School has a

bilingual program for Spanish
speaking students. People in-

terested in volunteer tutoring
should get in tuch with: Mr.
Gilberto Sotolongo, Telephone 532-

1085- Lynch Junior High School
Holyoke

The New
RECORD SHOP
197 No. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

Give 'em a buzz
Collegian editors Karen Lynch and Bill Densmore, and cartoonist

Don McGilvray are putting themselves on the line.

They'll be on "Off the Hook" tonight at 7:20.

Call, They dare you.

WMUA 91.1 FM
5-2876

JOAN JONAS and her

"ORGANIC HONEY'S VERTICAL ROLL"
Video Performance

Thursday, March 14, 1974, 8 p.m.
Room H3— Campus Center

Admission:
50c UM-A Students
$1.00 General Admission

Sponsored by The Fine Arts Council

Old Weird Harolds
- NEW ANP USED CLOTHING -

SALE! /goiT
Used Blue Jeans & Cords / CL?TH^

$3.00, 2/$5.00

New UFO, Male and

Seafarer Jeans $5.00
Many other items also

on sale.

Rte. 9 Between Amherst and Northampton
206 Russell Street

586-3727
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. -6 p.m.
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CREEP transfers surplus to trust fund
WASHINGTON <AP) - The Finance

Committee to Re-elect the President has
ended its turbulent two-year history by
transferring $3.57 million to a trust fund.

Trustees of the fund told the General
Accounting Office in their first financial

report this week that they will continue to

pay legal fees and other expenses, including
an estimated $775,000 to settle major law
suits arising from the Watergate break-in.
Fees for lawyers involved in defending the

committee and its officials in civil actions
and in preparing for Senate or grand jury
appearances already have approached $1

million.

The financial report lists a $25,519 bill still

owed for the committee's principal
Watergate lawyer, Kenneth W. Parkinson,
who was among those indicted two weeks
ago in the Watergate cover-up.
The report also lists a $1,066 salary

payment for this year and a $200 advance to

former Secretary of Commerce Maurice
Stans one of the three current trustees who
headed the Finance Committee from its

inception in the spring of 1972.

Paul Barrick, secretary-treasurer of the
trust, said the salary check was the last that
Stans will get pending outcome of his trial in

New York federal court on charges arising
from a $200,000 secret campaign con-
tribution from financier Robert Vesco.
Former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell is a

codefendant with Stans in the trial, expected
to last well into the spring.
Barrick said Stans' $30,000-a-year salary

was discontinued at the former Cabinet
secretary's request when the trial began
Feb 20.

Barrick said he did not know why Stans
drew the $200 advance which, according to

the financial report, was received two days
after the trial began and was repaid on Feb.
28.

"I guess ne needed pocket money,"

Barrick said.

The Finance Committee was one of two

committees charged with over-all

operational control of Nixon's re-election

campaign.
Serving along with Stans as trustees of the

fund, called the 1972 Campaign Liquidation

Trust, are Charles Potter, former U.S.

senator from Michigan, and Guilfoid
Dudley Jr., a Nashville, Tenn., insurance

executive.

No one has said what will be done with the

campaign surplus after all the pending
litigation is done with. But the Republican
National Committee has repeatedly said it

should get the money.
The Committee for the Re-election of the

President, which was headed briefly by
Mitchell in mid-1972, handled political

chores. It closed its doors last October. The

Finance Committee raised the money-more
than $60 million in all, making it the richest
political campaign in U.S. history

The financial report listed return of
$40,000 to Braniff Airways, Inc., of Dallas,
noting it was a "refund of a contribution
illegally made." The contribution, made
secretly in cash before a new federal
disclosure law went into effect in April 1972,

was first disclosed by the Finance Com-
mittee in response to a lawsuit late last

year. At that time it was listed as varying
cash amounts from Braniff executives with
a note that the committee was trying then to

determine whether it was an illegal con-
tribution out of corporate funds.

The financial report also listed as a
separate item for the first time $15,200 owed
by former White House counsel John W.
Dean III.

U.S. and the world

-This was the scene in the yards of San Francisco's Municipal Railway system as
thousands of commuters had to find other means for getting to work. Municipal
employes and teachers were on strike, and although not involved in the wage
dispute, leaders of the Transport Workers Union, which represents 1,800 drivers
said they would honor the picket lines.

Venezuelan president pledges

speeded-up nationalization
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) -

With Pat Nixon watching from the

presidential box, Carlos Andres
Perez was sworn in yesterday as
Venezuela's 39th president. He said
he would speed up the
nationalization of the country's
huge foreign-run petroleum in-

dustry during his five-year term.
Perez offered Venezuelan

support "backed by oil"-in aiding
Latin-American efforts to achieve
"independent development, fair

prices for raw materials and just

and economically balanced par-

ticipation in world trade.

"We are going to realize our
country's old aspiration that its

petroleum be Venezuelan," Perez
added.

His inaugural address was
delivered to a joint session of

Connress and delegates from more
than 70 foreign countries.

Mrs. Nixon, representing her
husband, arrived at the 19th

century legislative palace in an
eight-car motorcade. She was first

seated with fellow United States

delegates Robert McClintock,
American ambassador to

Venezuela, and Miami

businessman Nicholas H. Morley.
Just before the cermonies began,
she was invited to join the wives of
the incoming and outgoing
presidents in the presidential box.

In his speech, Perez said that
"different legal dispositions exist
which quarantee the reversion" of
the 3.3 million barrel-a-day oil

industry. "But today we see the
convenience of stepping up the
process to establish once and for
all a new national and nationalistic

petroleum policy."

He did not outline how or when
nationalization would take place
and emphasized that the process

must be discussed. "No
dogmatism will blind the
petroleum policy of the govern-
ment which I am beginning
today," he promised.
The 51-year-old leader replaces

outgoing Social Christian
President Rafael Caldera, 56.

Perez, a former interior
minister, who was elected by more
than 500,000 votes last December,
was presented with the yellow,
blue and red presidential sash by
Caldera and was officially sworn in
by Senate President Gonzale
Barrios.

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
NOT OVEN SUNDERS

AU 3ritdK&

JOIN OUR

CLOTHES CLUB
ASK FOR DETAILS

FREE DELIVERY
ON CAMPUS

"Let's streak down to Bell's for

something HOT . . . Pizza, that is!
M

65UNIVERSITY DRIVE
Tel. 256-8011

Tel. 253 9051

Wilson to focus on
*

economic troubles
LONDON (AP) - Prime Minister

Harold Wilson's Labor government
pledged yesterday it would con-
centrate on overcoming the
country's economic troubles and
promised Britain another vote on
terms of its membership in the
Common Market.
The policy statement by the

minority government, read by
Queen Elizabeth II at the opening
of the 46th Parliament, avoided
mention of some of Wilson's more
controversial campaign promises,
including nationalization of several
big industries.

The address listed a string of
moderate measures aimed at
restoring "national unity at this
difficult time" and achieving

tairer shares tor all Britons
through a redistribution of wealth.
The queen said the new govern-

ment would seek a "fundamental
renegotiation of the terms of entry
to the European Common
Market." Later Wilson said the
outsome of those negotiations
would be put to the British people
at the ballot box, and "their
decision will be final."

The monarch opened Parliament
in a simple ceremony that recalled
the austerity of the war years.
The imperial crown was not on

view. The queen arrived by
limousine rather than in the
traditional horse-drawn coach and
she wore a daytime rather than
evening dress.
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Sears:

never asked

Mitchell
NEW YORK (AP) — Govern

ment witness Harry Sears testified
yesterday that he never asked
former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell
to "fix" financier Robert L.
Vesco's fraud case with the
Securities and Exchange Com-
mission.

"Never, at any time," Sears said
at the Federal criminal conspiracy
trial of Mitchell and former
Commerce Secretary Maurice H.
Stans.

In cross-examination, Sears was
taken back over a series of
meetings he had with Mitchell on
behalf of Vesco, a secret $200,000
contributor to President Nixon's
$972 re-election campaign. Mit-
chell's attorney, Peter Fleming
Jr., then asked:

Q. There was nothing clan-
destine, was there, Mr. Sears.

A. No, sir. There wasn't.

Q. Do you know what 'to fix a
case' means?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you attempt to fix the
Vesco case with Mr. Mitchell?

A. No sir.

Q. Did you ever ask Mr. Mitchell
to fix the Vesco case?

A. Never, at any time.
Vesco's $200,000 contribution to

Nixon's campaign is at the heart of
the government's case against
Mitchell and Stans, who are ac-
cused of impeding an SEC fraud
investigation into Vesco's in-

ternational financial operations, in

return for the donation.
Sears, former Republican

majority leader of the new Jersey
state Senate, was indicted with
Mitchell and Stans but was granted
immunity from prosecution for his
testimony on behalf of the
government. Vesco also was in-

dicted but fled the country.
Under direct examination for the

better part of five days, Sears had
testified that he turned over the
contribution to Stans in

Washington on April 10, 1972, then
went to Mitchell's office. The two
defendants had quit their Cabinet
job to direct Nixon's re-election

campaign.
There was further testimony that

Sears told Mitchell of the exchange
of money and that the latter then
picked up the telephone and
arranged for Sears to meet that
same day on Vesco's behalf with
the then-SEC Chairman William
Casey.
Fleming asked Sears if Mitchell

hadn't promised the meeting with
Casey a month before the con-
tribution was made, depending
only upon when the SEC chairman
was available.

"That's correct," Sears said.MH was confronted with his
grand jury testimony that he had
not even discussed the campaign
contribution with Mitchell April 10.

"Even today you have no
recollection of ever telling Mr.
Mitchell at that time, April 10, that
the contribution was in cash?"
asked Fleming.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Mills suspects tax returns

would lead to resignation
WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep

Wilbur Mills contended yesterday
that congressional findings on
President Nixon's taxes will do
more to force his resignation than
Watergate "simply because people
understand taxes."

Mills, chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, said,

"I have no idea" if tax fraud might
be involved. "I said specifically I

was not accusing the President."
At a news conference last Friday

in Little Rock, Ark., Mills said he
expects Nixon to resign, primarily
because of a report being prepared
by the House-Senate Internal
Revenue Taxation Committee, of
which he is vice chairman.

Mills told newsmen yesterday he
does not know if the President had
personal detailed knowledge of
controversial deductions such as

presidential papers.
The Arkansas Democrat refused

to comment on White House
statements that he is taking cheap
shots at the President and that if he
has any evidence for his
allegations he should "put up or
shut up."

Mills repeated that the com-
mittee report, to be issued in 30 to

40 days, will do more to force the
President's resignation than
Watergate.
Mills said later in an interview

:

"What I said was that the tax issue
could hurt the President more than
Watergate - simply because people
understand taxes.

"If the figures that have been
talked about - $250,000 or $300,000
owed - are correct, people cer-
tainly will be asking questions,"
Mills said.

Asked again about the possibility

of tax fraud findings, he said as far
as he is concerned the House-
Senate report will draw no con-
clusions at all.

"We will simply lay out the facts
and let people draw their own
conclusions," he said.

Mills suggested that much of
what will be in the report already
has been publicly disclosed.

"You fellows have already
written about this...," he said. "—
What developed in California about
the residence and the accountant
not being able to see him. But
everything has not been printed."
He said the memorandum

surfacing Monday reporting that
Nixon wanted to see past
presidents' tax returns to look at
their deductions is not one of the
new disclosures that he believes
will hurt the President.

Nixon confers with Hussein
on Mideast military policy
WASHINGTON! AP) —

President Nixon told Jordan's King
Hussein yesterday that the United
States intends to press for military
disengagement in the Middle East
despite uncertainty over lifting of
the Arab oil embargo.
"We're hopeful the embargo will

be lifted," said Ronald L. Ziegler,
the White House press secretary,
in reporting on their one-hour
meeting attended also by
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger.

However, the spokesman went
on, "there is not a direct link
between U.S. efforts for peace and
lifting the embargo." The king had lunch
Hussein, whose country does not Kissinger at the State Department

produce oil, is in Washington and has a date at the Pentagon

consultation." Other U.S. officials
said Hussein was asked before
coming here to scale down his list

which is headed by Hawk surface-

to-air missiles, and is being asked
to winnow it again.

wun

primarily in a quest for a wide
range of sophisticated weapons to
modernize his armed forces. He is

also seeking a boost in U.S.
military aid, now averaging about
$40 million a year.
Ziegler said military aid to

Jordan is "a subject of frequent

Thursday with Secretary of

Defense James Schlesinger.
Hussein will see Kissinger again
and Vice President Gerald R. Ford
in his week-long visit.

The next step in the
disengagement process is a session
rhursday between Kissinger and

Israeli Foreign Minister Abba
Sban to set the stage for the
irrival of an Israeli negotiating
earn within two weeks. Kissinger
is holding up plans for a trip to the
Soviet Union pending the outcome
of Eban's visit.

Ziegler said the Nixon-Hussein
conversation was cordial and they
"discussed in detail U.S. efforts to

help the nations that were parties
to the Israeli-Arab war to negotiate
a peachful settlement."
Jordan supported the Yom

Kippur attack by Egypt and Syria
only indirectly. The White House
spokesman said the President also
went over with Hussein Jordan's
hopes for an Israeli withdrawal
from former Jordanian territory.

Youth
hijacks

Japanese jet
TOKYO (AP) - A youth who

said he wanted money for earth
research hijacked a Japanese
jumbo, jet yesterday by bran-
dishing a black bag that turned out
to contain little more than a
fountain pen, some vitamin tablets
and a few clothes. He was captured
seven hours after he comandeered
the plane.

Police said the youth, holding his
black bag, presented a threatening
note to a crew member as the plane
was en route from Tokyo to Naha,
Okinawa, with 426 persons aboard.
"Obey our orders," the note said.

"If not, I cannot guarantee the
lives of the passengers."
The youth, who told crew

members there were other
hijackers aboard, was taken to the
cockpit of the Boeing 747, and the
passengers remained unaware of
the hijack until after the plane
landed in Naha, the capital of
Okinawa.
Ninety minutes after landing in

Naha, the hijacker released 162

'passengers - 111 women, three
children and 48 men who were
elderly or in frail health. The police
identified the youth as Katsuhite
Owaki.

Police said the youth never
mentioned a specific weapon or
referred to the contents of his bag,
which turned out to hold a sweater,
a pair of trousers, pencil, fountain
pen, Japanese map, airline ticket,

bottle of vitamin tablets, two
notebooks and about $50 in cash.

Officials of Japan Air Lines said
the 18-year-old hijacker demanded
$55 million in $1,000 bills, another
$660,000 in 10,000 yen notes, 15

parachutes and alpine equipment
including masks.
From childhood, the youth told

police later, he had been interested
in geology and biology but had no
money to pursue studies in these
field.

Fighting continues

on Golan Heights
By The Associated Press

Syrian forces shot down an Israeli helicopter Tuesday during an ar-
tillery and tank battle which raged for 3V2 hours in the central and nor-
thern sectors of the Golan Heights, a Syrian military spokesman an-
nounced.

Earlier, Premier Golda Meir of Israel interrupted a speech on peace
prospects with Syria with the announcement : "I have just received a note
telling me that shelling has been coming from Syrian bases onto our
bases."

There was no immediate word on casualties from either side.
It was the first flare-up on the tense Israeli-Syrian border since

Saturday.
In Geneva, Egypt notified the International Committee of the Red

Cross that it is willing to accept a three-month-old Red Cross proposal

.
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this week
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TheAirForcePilot
has it made.

AirForceROTC
willhelpyoumake it.

Here's how.

If you qualify, the Air Force ROTC will give

you free flying lessons. It'll be in a Cessna 150-
you're started towards the day when you'll solo

in an Air Force jet.

That's only one of the fringe benefits of the Air
Force ROTC Program. Consider all this:

Scholarships-6,500 of them that cover full tui-

tion. Plus reimbursement for textbooks. Plus
lab and incidental fees.

Plus $100 a month, tax-free, to use as you like.

Interested? Contact

at.

Get your college career off the ground in Air
Force ROTC.
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Arab leaders to discuss oil policy
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) - The
Libyan news media stepped up
attacks yesterday against the
American government on the eve
of a crucial Arab conference to

discuss the oil embargo against the
United States.

Diplomats in Tripoli indicated
that despite strong pressure by
Egypt's President Anwar Sadat,

the conference may decide to
retain the ban, which started last
October.

The question of relations with
Washington has apparently opened
a rift among the nine oil-producing
Arab states, and there were per-
sistent rumors in Tripoli that the
meeting would be canceled.

Nuclear Pollution "The conference comes at a time
when the Arab world is ex-

periencing more plots and
challenges from the Zionist enemy
supported by the United States,"
the Libyan radio said. "The use of

Coalition

takes on plant

PUTNEY, VT. (AP) - The New
England Coalition on Nuclear
Pollution reached a tentative
decision Sunday to take further
action against the full operating
license granted to the Vermont
Yankee Nuclear Power Plant at

Vernon.
Mrs. Esther Poneck said that a

formal announcement of the
coalition's decision is awaiting
approval of its attorney,who is tied

up in another case for the coalition.

She indicated the further action
could be legal action before the
U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington.
The Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeals Board of the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission upheld last

week the granting of a full

operating license to the 540,000
kilowatt power plant.

The coalition had brought the
case to the appeals board on issues
of plant safety and environmental
impact. The appeals board
rejected those grounds when it

upheld the license of the Vernon
plant.

oil has proven an effective weapon
for the Arab cause."
The Libyan press dismissed the

U.S. role as mediator between

Israel and the Arab world as

"meddling in Arab affairs."

American sources, however,
warned against drawing
premature conclusions. They said

a compromise solution could be in

the offing, such as replacing the

total embargo with shipments of

about half the pre-October volume.
Some Western diplomats said

Libyan President Moammar
Khadafy might soften his strong
anti-American stand in gratitude
for Sadat's role in reconciling him
with Saudi King Faisal earlier this

year.

But an American diplomat said

the United States would not be
pleased with a compromise.

Suit filed against

Mass. Electric
BOSTON ( AP) - Rep. Michael J. Harrington, D-Mass., said yesterday

he has filed a class action suit against Massachusetts Electric Co to
recover $3.6 million in alleged overcharges during the last two years.
Suffolk Superior Court Judge John J. McNaught scheduled- a show

cause hearing on the suit for 10 a.m. Friday.
Harrington said overcharges resulted from the fuel adjustment clause

that allows the company to recover more than 100 per cent of its in-
creased fuel costs.

"Massachusetts Electric bills its customers on a bi-monthly basis, but
it applies the second month's fuel adjustment clause to the total kilowatt-
hour use for the two months, completely ignoring the fuel adjustment
clause in effect for the first month," Harrington said.
"Whenever the fuel adjustment clause has gone up from the first month

to the second month, the customer is being overcharged," he said.
Harrington's suit asks the court to enjoin the company from continuing

this billing practice.

The energy crisis

No wonder Brittany Manor only has five trips a day!

"Henry would not be happy with

it," he said, refering to Secretary

of State Henry Kissinger.

There had been hopes that the

embargo would be lifted in

recognition of Kissinger's role in

mediating a Middle East peace.

In Cairo, Egypt's semiofficial

newspaper Al Ahram provided

Prices predicted

to level between

65-75' a gallon

BANGOR, Maine (AP) - The
president of New England's largest

petroleum products distributor

said vesterdav easoline prices

in the region should level out this

year at 65-75 cents a gallon.

Henry Power of the Boston-

based C.H. Sprague and Sons also

said, "Gasoline will be the most
difficult petroleum product to

come by this year."

He commented in an interview

with WABI-TV here.

"As long as we control the price

level of gas, there is going to be
less coming to this country from
foreign sources," the oil executive

said.

"If the price of gasoline is

allowed to go up, two things will

happen : People will stop wasting it

and more gas will come to the U.S.

Power also predicted the price of

home heating fuel in New England
would "stabilize in the neigh-

borhood of 30 cents a gallon but

there will be no return to prices the

consumer has seen in previous
years"

another indication Tuesday that
Saudi Arabia, considered a key to
lifting the embargo, was in favor of
resuming shipments to the United
States. The paper saic Sadat and

the oil ministers of Saudi Arabia
Kuwait, Qatar, Abu Dhabi and
Bahrain had met Monday and
agreed "on all aspects of the oil
policy."

This report indicated that those
countries might form a bloc to
oppose Libya, Algeria and Syria at
Wednesday's meeting.

Algerian Oil Minister Belaid
Abdel Salam was expected to fly to
Tripoli to preside over the con-
ference in his capacity as current
head of the Organization of Arab
Petroleum Exporting Countries.
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Nader and research groups
lead nuclear plant fight

UMass graduate

helps Belchertown
By STEVE DeLANCEY

—Last week: As an example of
how MassPIRG works, MassPIRG
Reports reviewed efforts to expose
the secret, illegal construction of a
superhighway in Western New
England-
Ralph Nader will be coming to

Massachusetts next week to give a
number of speeches on the current
fuel shortage, the energy 'crisis',

and nuclear power plants.

The attorney, consumer-
advocate, and founder of the
Student Public Interest Research
Groups has been invited by House
Speaker David Bartley to address
a joint session of the Mass.
legislature on March 21. Prior to

that engagement, Nader will be a
guest speaker at five Mass.

energy production.

His position on atomic power has
been disputed by many pro-nuclear
people incluging Dr. Dixie Ray
Lee, Chairperson of the AEC. Dr.
Lee has cited the safety records of
existing plants and referred to
Nader's warnings as "scare
statements". She was quoted
recently in the Boston Globe as
saying, "Both Nr. Nader and the
UCS are wrong. Once again they
have used innuendo and in-
nacuracies to build a case against
nuclear power largely on
emotional grounds."

Existing facts can be used to

support both sides of the argument.
The basic question, though, is this:

the AEC cannot prove that the
plants are safe even though it

alone. Whether they are safe or

not, a major expansion is under
way.

In a 1973 report on energy policy

by the Senate Committee on
Commerce, it was stated that the

US. with 6 per cent of the world's

population, consumes about 40 per

cent of the world's energy every
year. If the country is going to

expand its dependence on energy,

or even continue its present rate of

consumption, it's obvious that it

will need a new source of power.
In response to this need,

President Nixon in his Nov. 7th

energy message, urged the
shortening of licensing and con-

struction time for the plants. This

would allow even less time for

public hearings and further

Mass PIRG reports

colleges, three of them in the
western part of the state. On
March 18, he will start his tour at
the UMass Student Union Ballroom
at twelve noon. MassPIRG will be
coordinating the visit.

During the past year, Mr. Nader
has spent a lot of his own energies
gathering research on the energy
shortage and on nuclear power
plants. Characteristically out-
spoken, he has labeled the current
fuel shortage a hoax perpetrated
by the American fuel companies in

an attempt to gain "higher prices,
the Alaska pipeline, offshore

drilling for oil, added tax credits, a
favorable regulatory environment,
lowering of pollution standards,
and squeezing out of independent
dealers".

And he has cautioned most
forcefully against replacing an
"energy crisis with a nuclear
crisis". Nader has repeatedly
questioned the safety of nuclear
power plants and criticized the

Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) for backing construction

and licensing of the plants. The
AEC was formed in 1946 as a
civilian-run independent agency to

promote and regulate the
development of the atomic energy
program. Nader feels the Com-
mission has pushed nuclear power
to such an extent that it has
forgotten its obligation to protect

the public against the dangers
involved.

On May 30, 1973, Nader and the

Friends of the Earth, an en-

vironmental group, filed suit to

shut down 20 nuclear plants. He
asked a Federal District Court to

order the AEC to revoke operating
licenses of the plants on safety

grounds until public hearings could
decide their future.

Last January, he testified before

the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy and released material
which he said was part of a secret

AEC study on nuclear power
safety. The report concluded that

reactor safety is still "an unan-
swered question".

Nader has also made a number
of statements in conjunction with

the Union of Concerned Scientists

(UCS), a Cambridge-based group,

asking for a moratorium on
nuclear power until the safety of

the plants is proven beyond a

doubt. Nader and the UCS have
strongly urged the development of

alternative power sources such as

solar and geothermal methods of

assures the public tnat an accident
is "almost impossible." The
emergency cooling systems in

question have never been tested.

Nader contends that the burden of
proof lies with the proponents of its

development — which seems a
reasonable stand. Many of the
people pushing nuclear power have
made large investments of time
and money which they want to

protect. Their position can
therefore be readily understood. I

wonder, however, why en-
vironmentalists — what have no
money at stake — would wish to

block nuclear power if their fears
were really unfounded.
People in favor of nuclear power

are depending on the creation of an
industry with a perfect technology.
It can't allow for a single human or
mechanical error. Many current
plants have already been plagued
by problems, some of which have
caused the plants to have to shut
down completely. Certainly the
precedent set down by history

would not recommend dependence
on the infallibility of man or
machine.
A 1967 AEC report stated that a

single major accident would claim
a maximum of 45,000 lives, cause
an additional 100,000 injuries, and
result in some 7 billion dollars in

property damage. The reactors

that are being constructed today
are considerably larger than the

ones used in that estimate.

William Anders, an AEC
Commissioner, has stated that the

probability that such an event
would occur is once in one million

years of power put out by ten

reactors.

I wonder how the Commission
can estimate these figures so cooly
and exactly — especially since

they are dealing with thousands of

human lives. If the plants are safe
why does the AEC recommend that

they be constructed away from
areas of high population? Why
have insurance companies refused
to insure the plants? Why didn't the
utility companies become in-

terested in nuclear power until the
government stepped in and limited

their liability in case of an accident
(and at the taxpayer's expense)?
The time for a thorough

examination of our priorities is

now. Currently 39 nuclear power
plants are operating in the US. The
AEC estimates that 1000 will be in

use within the next 25 years — 200
will be located in New England

ivnr wk/v

HilU'l at I Mass proudly presents

I ACCUSE

examination of the problems
inherent in nuclear power.
Government officials and scien-

tists are making decisions that
concern all of the world's
population — not just for our times
but for thousands of years to come.
This decision should not be a hasty
one made only on the grounds of

immediate technological need.

An interesting sidelight is the
fact that General Electric is one of

the country's foremost
manufactureres of nuclear
reactors. All of us, as consumers,
have had experience with
American appliances that feature
a guarantee as well as 'built-in

obsolescence'. Would we be willing

to bet our genes, our environment,
and our lives that nuclear reactors
are absolutely foolproof and will

continue to be so for hundreds of

years to come?
On December 28, 1973, the

Northeast Utility Company an-
nounced plans to build two nuclear
reactors in Montague, 12 miles
north of Amherst. Boston Edison is

planning to exapnd their nuclear
facilities in Plymouth.

In response to these an-
nouncements, MassPIRG spon-
sored House Bill No. 2373, which
would require legislative approval
for the construction of all plants in

Massachusetts employing nuclear
fission as its heat source.

The PIRG has also issued a letter

to Governor Sargent urging him to

curtail further construction in the
Commonwealth until there is

sufficient evidence documenting
that the plants "will not pose un-
justifiable hazards."
MassPIRG released a

"Preliminary Report on Nuclear
Power Plants" on January 11, 1974.

The report concluded that too
many questions are still unan-
swered and urged a moratorium on
construction of such plants. The 25

page report is informative, well-

written, and extremely eye-
opening. Copies are available at
the MassPIRG office and should be
required reading for everyone
interested in the current nuclear
debate.

Again, Ralph Nader will be
addressing himself to these issues

on Monday the 18th. High noon at

the SUB.

—Next week: Small Claims
Court and MassPIRG's Citizen
Advisory Service.—

Monday Night Dinners

Served from S-«:3© p.m.

Amherst — Sasha won't
remember it. but in her first year
or so of life, she helped bring a new
life to adult retarded residents of

Belchertown State School.

She did it by accompanying her
mother, Mrs. Alice Gerritsen, to

night classes at the School-classes
aimed at preparing the residents to

live in the world outside.

Mrs. Gerritsen, who graduated
in January from the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst, spent her
senior year as a UMass volunteer
for University Year for Action, the

federal program which enlists

volunteers to help people. As ad-

ministrative assistant to the
director of adult education at

Belchertown State School, she
expanded the education program
for the adult retarded with a small
night school last summer, and a
large-scale effort this fall

semester.

From UMass, and Hampshire,
Westfield State, and Amherst
Colleges, she recruited 188 college

students who volunteered their

time to teach about 300 State

School residents things like how to

tell time, how to use a stove, how to

get help from a policeman, how to

buy on credit, how to use a bank
account. Mrs. Gerritsen directed

the expanded program, and
brought Sasha along. Getting
acquainted with a baby was
"really thrilling for the adult

residents, and Sasha liked the
attention," says Mrs. Gerritsen.

She calls the meetings "a mar-
velous interaction experience" for

the residents.

Since the residents are preparing
for life outside the School, they had
to be taught basic things which
most people take for granted. Mrs.
Gerritsen felt her volunteer
teachers would not have enough
time to teach reading, as in

reading a book, so she asked that

they teach "preventive reading "--

the ability to understand certain

key words like "danger,"
"poison," "ladies," "exit."

Another course, "consumer
law," might also be called "how to

survive in the community, "Mrs.
Gerritsen says. Here the residents
learned about buying on credit,

resisting sales pitches, and con-

sumer rights. Since some of the

residents will be receiving their

first paychecks when they leave
the School , they were taught how to

endorse their checks, how to

budget their money, and how to

pay bills.

John Osborne's

"THE

ENTERTAINER"
returns

University Theatre

Tonight through Saturday

Mar. 13,14,15,16

Bartlett Aud.— 8 p.m.

Call 545-2579, weekdays 12-

4 p.m. for information &

tickets
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125 Herter Hall
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Thestor\ ol ( apt. Dreyfus. a French \rm\ captain accused
of leaking war secrets to the Germans. The rage ol French
anti-Semitism helps convict him and he is condemned to

Devil's Island for life. Hut his courage, his knowledge of

innocence and the love lor his wife keep him alive. In

dramatic fashion, his ease is reopened and he is fi,iall\

\ indicated.
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Democracy in USSR only guarantee of world peace
By VACLAV HOLESOVSKY

I have been off and on bothered by the
following thought. On what grounds do I feel

strongly about people like Solzhenitsyn,
Andri Sakharov, General Grigorenko,
Andrei Amalrik, and other dissidents
persecuted bv the Soviet regime, more
strongly than about victims of persecution
in other corners of the world? When I con-
sult my cinscience. I find that I actually
don't. As far as my feeling is concerned, I

do not feel more strongly about them than
about others. Indeed, as a feeling human
being, I am much more moved by the

assassination of Salvador Allende, as I was
by the massacre of people in Biafra five

years ago, people in Haiti under Duvalier,
victims of General Amin in Uganda, or the

extermination of Communists in Indonesia
in 1965. After all, it would seem that Soviet
dissidents, with all their undeniable suf-

fering, are personally not as badly off as
they were under Stalin, or as others are in

countries of, in some ways, still greater
degree of barbarism.
The reason is that they represent a

political cause which I consider most im-
portant for the future of the world. To my
mind, they have political priority. In a
sense, I think of them not so much as suf-

fering great men worthy of compassion, but
more as fellow militants in a political cause
we share. I think, in that respect, we would
see eye to eye. As much as Solzhenitsyn may
deserve it, our thinking should not con-
centrate on hero worship, but go beyond that

and concentrate on that common cause, just
as Solzhenitsyn himself does. This is also
why the matter is not closed when he
reaches personal safety and when his wife
and children will have joined him. It con-
tinues. It remains open. Perhaps it is only
now that it should seriously begin, because
by moving Solzhenitsyn — and tomorrow
perhaps Sakharov — abroad, the Soviet
regime knocks them out from the most
important sector of the political battlefield.

They gain personal safety, but politically

they are killed, or at least seriously
wounded.

What kind of cause am I talking about? I

am talking about the struggle for freedom
and democracy in the Soviet Union and the

entire Soviet area.

Freedom and democracy — what does
that mean? We moderns are suspicious of
big words. We are wary of being taken in by
phoney slogans, and rightly so. Let me.then,
translate these words into the lingo of
political sociology. After that, let me explain
why we, in the West, have a vital interest —
a selfless interest as well as a selfish in-

terest — in Soviet-area freedom and
democracy?
How does the cause of freedom and

democracy translate into the cool language
of social science? The totalitarian regime of
the Soviet type represents an attempt at
total domination of the state over society.
First it pulverizes society into atoms by
destroying the natural groupings of people
according to their true interests. Then it

destroys their right to organize freely for the
defense of those interests. And finally the
regime squeezes people into artificial

organizations created by the state and
controlled by the state. The information
monopoly tries to brainwash people into
thinking that the official fairytale about
their country and their interests is the true
story. It does that by preventing a free flow
of authentic information between people.
And it screens out information from abroad,
screens out the knowledge of facts that
might challenge the official fairytale. Thus,
an open defense of people's interests by the
people themselves — which is what con-
stitutes democracy — is kept under tight
totalitarian control. The state is free: free to

manipulate society. And society is

paralyzed.

Now, society is not entirely helpless.
People use favorable opportunities, chinks
in the totalitarian armor, to communicate
with each other out of the earshot of the
controllers, to find out about their true state
of affairs, their true interests, to find out
about facts and ideas from abroad. Society
tries desperately to reconstitute its

autonomy from the fetters of the state.

Writers and political thinkers try to com-

municate their ideas to their fellow citizens,

to articulate their true needs, and figure out

ways of defending them within the limits of

the letter of the law, and beyond it. Society

tries to regenerate the true web and texture

of social and human relations. People are

trying to be in touch with the outside world.

They try to rejoin directly, without super-

vision, the rest of the human family. This is

the fight for freedom and democracy in the

Soviet area. It is a difficult and uneven fight,

a protracted fight, but a steady fight. It is a

continuing process.

Let ne now turn to the question, What
stake do we have in this struggle for

freedom and democracy in the Soviet area,

and in its eventual success?

There is, of course, the matter of plain

human decency and solidarity, which ap-

plies to the people in the Soviet area, as it

does to people in Spain, Greece, Uganda,
South Africa, or Chile. But in the case of the

Soviet area, there is more. We need
democracy in the Soviet area because
ultimately it is the only reliable and durable
guarantee of peace in the world.

Can this be demonstrated? Can it be
proven? I think what can be shown beyond
reasonable doubt is a coherent pattern

revealing an intimate connection between
the totalitarian nature of the Soviet regime
and its permanent posture of aggressive
defense and defensive aggression. What is it

the Soviet rulers are trying to defend
themselves against? It cannot be their

territory. Nobody in the West makes any
territorial claims against the Soviet Union.
They do not need military power in order to

secure economic gains for themselves. The
West is ready to offer them on a silver

platter whatever they might need in

economic assistance, even now. There is no
aggressor in sight. Western conventional
military forces are pitifully inadequate for

any purpose whatsoever. China is relatively

too weak.
The only potential danger there is, is

aimed at the domestic positions of the
despotic rulers in the Soviet Union, and it

comes exclusively from within the country.
That threat is the innate thirst of men for
freedom. That urge has to be neutralized
And it is being neutralized. It is for that
purpose that the image of an external
enemy is being kept alive, defenses set up,
missiles and submarines perfected, armies
trained. The climate of encirclement and
isolationism is carefully nurtured, so that

people are diverted from their true domestic
needs. For this, the manipulation of in

formation is essential. This is why a cold
war rages inside the country, on the front of

communications. This is why intellectuals

are being prevented from communicating
freely with their countrymen. This is why
the same cold war rages with respect to the
West, preventing a free flow of informations
from abroad. Machines — yes. Books — no.

Computers — yes. Newspapers — no.

Pipelines — yes. Broadcasts — no.

Unfortunately, in this strategy of blind-

foling people, military armaments cannot
be used as mere stage props. They have a
life and momentum of their own. To be
believable, they have to be used in actual
staging maneuvres, in preparing positions

for possible action, without any obvious
rational objectives. This, however, provokes
countermeasures on the part of the West and
justifies Western military budgets. These,
in turn, are used by the Soviet regime as a

proof that the image of the external enemy
is correct.

This vicious circle, this unending spiral,

can be ultimately broken only by the

conquest of freedom by the Soviet people.
Only that can eliminate the deepest reason
of the instability of peace — the totalitarian

regime. And that is why we have a vital

interest in supporting that slow struggle for

freedom and democracy by using
imaginatively all means at our disposal.

Vaclav Holesovsky is a UMass Professor
of Economics.

Letters To The Editor

Right on! UYA
To The Editor:

Jama veteran presently enrolled at UMass as a senior, and I would like

to tell you about an experience I had during all of my second year at the
University. I took part in the University Year for Action (UYA) program
at the University, and, without a doubt it was one of the best-spent years
of my life, and definitely the best of my time here. If you're interested in

an exciting, meaningful, challenging way in which to spend one year of
your time here, please read on.

My freshman year was not exactly what I had expected when I came
back to school. Large lecture halls filled with disinterested students
frustrated the hell out of me. Even the classes in my major bored me. I
couldn't find any real purpose for them once I finished school. They were
just requirements to be gotten out of the way.

Then, by a stroke of luck, I heard about the UYA program. UYA is a
program whereby student Volunteers go into a community (usually
Holyoke or Springfield) and work at any one of a variety of agencies, in

any number offields of interests. A year in UYA gets you 30 credits at the
University towards your degree, plus a stipend of approxiamately $2400
from the federal government. An extra benefit for veterans is that you
can still collect your full G.I. bill allotment. More important than these
practical aspects is that, for once, you can really feel that you're doing
something with your life, possibly even affecting some change in the
community in which you'll be working.

If you'd like to find out more about a very unique way to fulfill a year's
requirements, no matter what your particular field of interest, please
give the UYA office a call at 545-1381, or just come to any of the special
recruitment meetings listed below. You might discover your whole life

changing as a result.

LIST OF MEETINGS
ALL RECRUITMENT MEETINGS ARE AT 7:00 P.M.
Thursday, March 14, 176 Campus Center
tuesday, March 19, 105 Campus Center
Thursday, April 4, 105 Campus Center
Wednesday, April 10, 904 Campus Center

Rick Lombard,
Phase III Volunteer

200 mile dribble
To The Editor:

We ask for your support as we attempt to dribble our way from James

House to the floor of Madison Square Garden.

This will be a 3% day journey of over 200 miles. Our sanity has bee*

seriously questioned by those who do not think that we can accomplish

this. But when you get up for your 8 o'clock class this morning, we had

already been out for 2 hours. In view of this, we ask for your spiritual

support along the way.

We would like to thank all of those who helped make this trip poss>

and we hope to see as many UMies as possible cheering the Minutemen m
in the NIT.

Harrington letter sarcastic
To The Editor:
The students supporting George L. Sacco for the

position of Attorney General were distressed to see a
letter of distortion and naivete written by Edward
Harrington, another candidate for the Attorney
General job.

Mr. Harrington claims political favortism was
shown by Rep. Ralph Sirianni Jr., Chairman of the
Committee on Public Safety, at a gun control hearing
on February 25th at the State House.

If one looks at the facts, it is obvious that this is not
true in the least. Mr. Harrington argues that political
biases were shown by Sirianni when he called Sacco
to testify before his committee out of order. It is

perfectly natural that this occured. Before resigning
his seat in the House and his position as Vice
Chairman of the House Committee on Ways and
Means so as to avoid any conflict of interest in raising
his campaign funds, George Sacco had filed a number
of bills concerning gun control. As with any citizen
who files or co-files a bill. George was notified of the
hearing date at which time his bills were to be
discussed. Indeed on February 25th, George was
testifying before the Public Safety Committee on his

bill, H 3388 which in part would provide a mandatory
minimum sentence of six months for anyone con-
victed of illegal possession of a firearm in violation of
existing state law.

Furthermore, George was only being accorded the

privilege which ALL State Senators and Represen-
tatives are accorded in being called out of order to

testify. It was no more than a professional courtesy
and it is indeed unrealistic to label this "cronyism."

Lastly, Mr. Harrington was free to have testified on
Sacco's bill or any of the other pieces of pending
legislation concerning gun control. That he was not

"invited" to testify is really not at issue as
Harrington would have us believe in that the hearings
were well advertised in advance and were open to all

to attend and to testify at. Harrington had the right to

testify before the committee on this vital legislation

without being issued an invitation. We are sorry to

see that he chose instead to write a sarcastic letter of

thanks.

Michael D. Roth, Campaign Coordinator

Tracy Duffy

Joseph Poplaski

MUA pseudo intellectuals
To The Editor:
Concerning the article, WMUA: OF, BY AND FORTHE STUDENTS (written on March 7; should read

SWDEN?*:
F0R AND BY THE WHITE MAL£

As expected the Collegian overlooked the black
populus involved with the station as they overlook
Blacks in the University community.
For such a self acclaimed progressive college

station, stagnation seems to be their main theme.
There has been no effort in better coverage of Black
news or events, unless the Black Mass Com-
munications Project intervenes.
Co-op-ration is low, and a general concensus of

r

incompetence (on the Black student especially the
female) seems to prevail over the "acting" heads.
At present I am engaged with two Black News

services to see if a teletype may be purchased and
placed on the premises (since thats the only way they
will consider blacks in the news other than sports) ;

however / was told that WMUA could not afford it.

I have worked at the station for two years and still

find many of the members psuedo-intellectuals and
resistant to change. Many wish that I would leave-
but I have a job to do. I am Black, a Woman and a
Communicator and must affect change the best way I

can. It's not much, but at least it's something.
Johnetta P. Bagby

(irant Baxter et_

ISSignatar

More letters to the editor on page 10.
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]FPre derelict major full

Perhaps no more pathetic sorts running about these
days during times of Watergate economies and
parachuting streakers are those doomed to
graduation in June. They seem to be walking about
with grey sunken cheeks and a greenish pallid hue to
their benign complexions. Being an observer of the
old Eric Sevareid School, I note that these seniors are
not like their predecessors, the seniors of the past
They were a bright eyed and healthy lot, filled with
endless amounts of nervous energy .They were set to
go out and fight a war, or make large amounts of
bucks selling insurance or some other Americana, or
even to embattle the evil foes of society, such as the
Military Industrial Complex, Bess Myerson, Fuller
Brush and ole Uncle Tom, depending on what decade
they graduated in. Next to these old seniors,
especially the latter, the present crew seems a sad
bunch. No longer are they eager to take on the op-
pressive war manipulating power structure or
engage the evil spectre of in-
stitutional racism or even find
solace in the nihilistic nervana of a
hippie commune. They seem
content to squander in meaningless
"meaninglessness" (if you catch
the drift), drink Old Bohemian
beer, streak about and delight in
memories of past glories, fast
becoming unattainable again.

I spoke to an old friend of mine
recently who is graduating this

June. His name is Jamieson P.

Lanke and his appearance sort of

reminds me of the lost senior of

Kris Jackson fame-extremely
blitzed.

Z.N.: "How're ya doin there
Jamieson?"

J.P.L.. "Fine! Uh... I don't know
where I am. Could you help me?"

Z.N.: "Uh, Uh, Sure! You're at
UMass Jamieson. YYEEWW
MASSS!!"

Lanke: "Oh Ya! I forgot. Now I

remember what I was doing. I'm
on my way to declare a major. Did
you know that everybody had to
declare a major before they
graduate?"

Z.N.: "Its obscene isn't it. What ever happened to
the days of the good ole fashioned Liberal Artist. Well
I suppose the market shrunk on that like everything
else. What are you declaring?"
Jamieson : "I've decided to be a Pre-Derelict Major

with an area of specialization in Reverse Streaking."

Z.N.: "Reverse Streaking:

Jamieson: "That's where I run fully clothed thn
Nudist Colonies waving a yellow flag with a picture of
Frank Rizzo on it. Anyways, I've decided to go to
Derelict school in the fall, if they take me."

Z.N.
:
"What d'ya mean IF they take you. You're a

sure thing!"

Jamieson: "Waal!! No! There are just too many
people wanting to be derelicts these days. And there
just aren't enough park benches and empty railroad
cars to go around. Why the gutters of New York are so
overcrowded with Derelicts that you can't step onto
the street from the sidewalk without stepping on one.

Z.N.: "I didn't know that."
Jamieson: "You think that Clinical Psychology,

Education and Medical School are tight, but
Dereliction is the fastest growing
field. More people are vying for
each spot than any other. And the
Association of American Derelicts
and Hoboes is alarmed at the
geometrical rise in Pre-Dereilcts
and is lobbying hard to turn the
profession into a closed shop, like

the Bricklayer's Union."
Z.N.: "WOW!! HEAVY!! What

are your chances there
Jamieson?"
Jamieson: "I think I rate a

better than excellent chance. Right
now I'm sporting a 1.9 cume-a very
essential ingredient that low cume.
I've spent the last three summers
bumming around at Malibu,
Wakiki and Fall River, spending a

lot of money and making nothing.

Let see, I flunked out my Fresh-
man year getting all F's, but since
Freshmen don't get thrown out,

I'm still here. Now my F's don't

count on my cume which is pretty
neat. I took Rhetoric 100 six times
before I finally passed it. I've got
good recommendations from
Police Chiefs of three major U.S.

cities and half the bouncers at the
Hatch, with whom I've dealt with
my meanderings. As long as I

-c. ~ «f ^. spend another useless summer
&c*t6n vegetating, I think I'm golden.

Z.N.: "What 11 you do it you don't
get in?"

Jamieson: "Oh! in guess ill apply to be an
elevator operator in the Library, but it really doesn't
matter anyway."
Z.N.: "How's that?"
Jamieson: "I'll make it down to the gutters

somehow. They can't keep a good Derelict up!!"
OH! ! THE PAIN OF IT ALL! !

!

lamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist

Amtrak-phooey
Last week the Washington office of Amtrak was very

excited about the possibility of furnishing a special train
for UMass students to attend the NIT. Failing that,

Amtrak planned to reserve a total of two hundred seats out
of 240 per train on selected runs between Springfield and
New York at a group rate of $9.50. The latest word is that
you can still get to New York by train but at the regular
fare of $15.00 per person.
Amtrak for all intents and purposes reneged on their

original agreement to give UMass students a reduced rate
provided that the Athletic Department could guarantee
that at least 200 students would make the trip even though
Vic Fusia, the assistant sports information director told
them that he would have at least 1000 persons making the
trip.

The excuse that Amtrak gave for not being able to block
off sections for UMass students was that the Energy Crisis
was forcing them to use all their available rolling stock so
that they could not provide any preferential treatment to
UMass students.

The Collegian feels that Amtrak's excuse is an ex-
tremely poor one in that a 20th century corporation should
have the intelligence and foresight to plan ahead for such
eventualities as the Energy Crisis might bring-in
Amtrak's case the need for additional trains.

Furthermore, one wonders what would happen if

Amtrak had competition from a private company which
might be desirous of our business. There is no doubt that if

competition did exist Amtrak would find the trains. But
since they're the only company available they couldn't
give a damn. There is the position of a state-owned
monopoly, unwilling to put out one ounce of effort for a
potential market, unafraid if they act in an unethical
manner.
The Collegian feels that this incident has proven beyond

a doubt that competition in business is an absolute
necessity if the consumer is going to have the opportunity
to get the best possible deal available, and the freedom to
give his business to whatever concern he wishes.

oeb: truthtwister

llll

The Manchester Union Leader, whose
publisher recently took exception to a

column by the Collegian's Karen Monaco
has far greater influence and fame than

most papers its size. What is even more
remarkable is that this influence effects

national politics at least once every four

years because of New Hampshire's first in

the nation presidential primary.

The Union-Leader is New Hampshire's

largest daily mainly because Manchester is

the only city in the state that has a large

enough advertising base to make the

operation of a statewide newspaper possib-

le. In 1964 the Union-Leader had over three

times the circulation of its nearest rival the

Nashua Telegram. This creates a near

monoply of printed news.

The Union-Leader has some features

which distinguish it from most other papers

in the New England area. Mr. Loeb is

famous for his front page editorials which

are often accompanied by photographs.

Parts of these articles are accented in bold

face type to attract the reader's attention. In

the mid-sixties (I do not know if the practice

still continues) on the last page news was

printed that might appear on the front page

on a slow newsday. A regular feature of the

last page was the "Over-the-Masthead"

series which was an opinion article but not

identified as such. The papers policy

editorials reflect Mr. Loeb s opinions. The
editorial pages carry few syndicated and
local columns along with a daily cartoon.
Letters to the editor are extensive and
present every side of an issue. National and
world news is covered through the news
services. This still does not explain why the
paper is infamous.

In "Communication is Power" Herbert
Brucker accuses the Union-Leader of
"blanketing the state with its news reports
and opinion articles, it feeds on and rein-
forces the state's endemic right-wing
myopia." As mentioned before Loeb prints a
column on the front page every day. These
editorials tend to be rather sensational. For
instance in 1964 he said "the consequence of
the Negro question.. will inevitably lead to

many more Negroes migrating to the state
of New Hampshire. This would cost the jobs
of many white people and cause all sorts of
disruption and disharmony where there is

none at present..people would lose jobs,
union members would lose seniority,
employers would lose the right to hire
people they WANT to hire and should hire
and things would be a terrible mess." This
has not come true as the black population of
the state is a low .2 per cent. Yet it shows the
sort of opinion the residents of the Granite
State read every day. It becomes even more
important when one recognizes that for

many people this is the only source of news.
Loeb is known for attacking his political toes for instance Senator

Muskie in the 1972 primary. In the 1964 Republican primary he
reminded voters of Mr. Rockefeller's divorce with lines such as "so
now Rockefeller comes back this time with more deception, deceit
and divorce!" and "if the New York Governor had come to New
Hampshire this time and had played the game of politics hard by
clean and straight, perhaps many people would have been inclined tn

forget his career as a wife-swapper and those Murphy children

whose mother he lured away." (Rockefeller's second wife had left a

family that included some small children to marry him.)

More recently on the subject ot gay rights William Loeb said of

some students at Keene State College who signed a petition favoring
the rights of homosexuals "If, after an educational program these
individuals continue to support those responsible for moral pollution,

then obviously they would not be fit to teach students in the schools of
New Hampshire. Nor would the members of the faculity be fit to
teach our future teachers. At that point they should be removed from
both the faculty and the student body."
One might argue that these opinions can be expressed on the

editorial page and in columns; which is of course where they belong.
But one cannot overlook the fact that these ideas are not confined to
the editorial page which relatively few people read in most papers.
They are on the front page in bold type. Even if Loeb were able to
completely segregate his editorial opinion from the news articles

which I'm not sure any paper can do. There articles would still

present a "slightly bias" view of the world.
Loeb once said "this newspaper; of course, as all our readers

know, has very strong editorial opinions and we express them ac-
cordingly but if we distorted the news as these papers do we couldn't
sleep at night."

I would contend that by giving such prominence to the editorials

some members of the Union-Leader's staff should have a problem
sleeping eight hours a night.

Steve Anderson is a Collegian Columnist

» i
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more letters to the editor

Singers need support
To The Editor:

The University Chamber Singers has been invited by the Council on

Inter-Cultural Relations of Vienna, Austria to undertake a European
Concert Tour this spring. The invitation was mads following a com-
petitive audition which involved colleges aad universities across the

country. The group will be singing in some of the finest cathedrals in the

world, and in such cities as Vienna, Venice, Florence, and Salzburg.

The Group has been rehearsing diligently to prepare a suitable

repertoire which would be representative of the calibre of choral work
which comes from this University. Because the ensemble is acting as

representatives of the school, we hope that every member of the campus
community will show support in this project. Although the members of

hte group are working to raise the necessary funds, recent changes in air

fare due to the gas shortage have altered the previously projected tour

cost. As we are already committed to the tour we urge those who can to

help.

In the near future members from the ensemble will be canvassing
dormitories and apartment complexes for contributions. Please, don't

feel you have to give a great deal, but with the support of everone, even a

little goes a long way. Thank you!

The Chamhm Singers

Med school wasting
To The Editor:

In recent weeks it has come apparent that a severe budget cut at the
University of Massachusetts Medical School at Worcester will drastically
limit the number of incoming students for the class of 1974-75, far short of
the number of students projected for this year and also far short of what
the facilities could handle.

Last week I had a tour of the facilities at the medical school and was
astonished by the fact that the buildings were almost devoid of people.
Nevertheless, I was impressed by the construction of the buildings which
showed a great deal of careful planning had gone into the construction of
the school. While there, I was told that the top two floors of the building,

although completed, were not in use because of lack of students and staff.

The point I am trying to make is that the medical school is finished
(power plant and all) and is ready to take on its full complement of
students for the upcoming year.

So why the cutback of funds? Not filling the buildings with students is

similar to permitting only a thousand people into Schaefer stadium after

its completion because of not wanting to spend money for ushers.

This state needs its own medical school for many reasons, one of which
is that Massachusetts state university and college students, particularly
UMass students, are discriminated against when applying to medical
schools, law schools etc. because of the suppoSed inferior education a
student obtains from such an institution. There is no foundation for this

assumption.

A second important reason is that state residents need a source of
quality medical education at a nominal cost. There is no way a person
from a middle class background could pay for a medical education at a
private university or college without some Jorm of outside help.

A third consideration is the advances in health care available to Wor-
cester and nearby communities if the medical school and its 600 bed
hospital are used to their fullest.

You must be wondering by now why the state isn't allowing maximum
use of the facilities already established. It seems such a waste to have a
fine medical school built for 400 students being used at less than SO per
cent efficiency. The only reason I can venture is that the medical school is

again being used as a political football. If the three private medical
schools in Massachusetts are influencing this budget cut can not be
ascertained. What is certain, however, is that there are many, many
people bound to be the losers in this political haggle.

James E. Stanchfield

Stop sending the cash!

To The Editor:

In last Monday's Collegian / had written a letter

protesting the fact that I paid $5 for a course I decided

not to take and then could not get my money back.

Needless to say, 1 heard not from the Everywoman's
Center, but to my surprise I did get $5. Yesterday I

received a $5 bill folded in a piece of white paper. No
note - no name. I figure it wasn't from the

Everywoman 's Center, for they surely would have let

me know who it was from had they sent it. That

leaves me with a big fat question mark. Who sent that

$5?

Totheperson(s) who sent me $5: First, I would like

to thank you very much. Needless to say I was
flabbergasted to receive it. The thought was more

than sufficient, but I just can't accept it. I don't warn
to seem ungrateful, but for me to take that money
would be worse than criminal. It still doesn't change
the fact that the Everywoman's Center has $5 it

should not. It is they who should have sent the money,
not someone who sympathizes with me. Can you just

imagine what would have happened if everyone who
sympathized with me sent me $5? It'd be ridiculous!

Please, who are you? I want to give you back your $5

with a great big "Thank you. There should be more
people like you in the world!" Please let me know
who you are. If you don't want to reveal yourself, at

least send me the name of your favorite charity so the

money can go to a good cause.

Roberta Siegel

Hooray Ballon
To The Editor:

Hooray for Bill Ballou's com-
mentary, "Streaking and apathy."
An added note that supports and
exemplifies Mr. Ballous article.

Last Wednesday night at the

Student Senate meeting in the

Hampden Dining Commons Nick
Apostola made a motion to recess

in order to hear President Nixon's
speech and news conference. The
Senate did not pass this motion.

About an hour later though, it

hurriedly passed a motion to

recess in order to watch the

streakers. Does this tell you where
student politics is today???

P.S. I am a member of the

Senate and I did note in favor of
listening to Nixon...and, as 99 per
cent of the Senate members
grabbed their coats and ran out-

side, I will admit that I did too. I

still think however that we owed it

to ourselves as citizens and
representatives in a governing
body to have listened to Nixon.

Barbara Boulden

ll/E H/ll/E E/11

UMass Poliee

Emergency

Number
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the evolution is coming!

But don't hold your
breath waiting.

It may take millions

of years for your

body to adapt to

the spine-jarring

concrete world we
live in. If you
can't wait, try

the EARTH SHOE.
Its patented

minus-heel® design
reproduces the

imprint made by a
healthy footprint

in soft earth. It

returns the body to

a natural posture

and induces a more
graceful walk.

The EARTH SHOE
can ease breathing,

improve blood
circulation and
relieve back
pressure and
fatigue. All this plus
unprecedented
comfort.

Shoes, sandals,
sabots and boots

for men and women
from $23.50 to S42 50.

Brochure available.

2*4 North Pleasant Street
Amherst, Mass. 01002
(413) 256-8911

14 Story Street
Brattle Arcade
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
(617) 492-6000

Patent No. 3305947

"Our Soft Clog"

Amherst Store Hours
Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30; Fri. 11 to

7

n

Greylock tower gone
by summer's end
ADAMS. Mass. (AP) — A 40-foot

tower atop the state's highest
mountain is expected to be
replaced by the end of the summer,
according to a state Department of
Natural Resources official.

Richard J. Correia, chief of

engineering for the DNR, said
replacement of the Veterans
Memorial Tower on 3,491-foot Mt.
Greylock here will resume as soon
as weather conditions permit.

Carol Corty of the UMass theatre dept, and her now
'travelling children's theatre group", made a lot of
kids happy yesterday at their improvised performance
at Marks Meadow Elementary School.

Nixon: never saw
other returns

9t
-

5e

7.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Nixon said through a
spokesman today that he had never
seen any previous president's tax
returns and does not recall asking
aides to obtain such materials.
Press Secretary Ronald L.

Ziegler, reporting the President's
statement at a news briefing,
criticized leaks of information on a
congressional committee's study
of Nixon's personal finances.
The New York Times said in

today's editions that Nixon
suggested in June 1969 that
members of his staff be given
access to the tax returns of former
presidents so he could learn what
deductions his predecessors had
taken.

The Times said it had obtained a
copy of a memorandum written by
John D. Ehrlichman, then the
President's chief demestic
counsel, to Edward L. Morgan,
then Ehrlichman 's deputy,
detailing questions that Nixon was
said to have had concerning ways
he could reduce his tax payments.
Ziegler said he had raised the

subject with Nixon today and "he
said he had never seen any of the

previous presidents' tax returns
and does not recall ever asking
anyone to obtain such in-

formation."

Ziegler said he didn't ask Nixon
whether the President was
satisfied that none of his aides had
seen such tax returns.

In complaining about leaks,
Ziegler said his criticism was not
aimed at the news media as much
as it was at officials who he
charged were "misusing their

authority."

Special draw

for 'game'
NEWTON, Mass. (AP) — A

special $100,000 jackpot drawing
has been scheduled by the
Massachusetts state lottery for

May 2 as part of the Spring Fever
Game, lottery director William E.

Perrault said yesterday.

All holders of $100 winning
tickets for any of the nine weeks of

the Spring Fever Game will be
eligible for the draw.

SAVE
at

MUNCHY
Contact Caps

99
Reg. Price $1.39

Right Guard

Deodorant

76
Reg. Price $1.10

Suave

SHAMPOO

Reg. Price .99 57
3 LOCATIONS

North — Worcester
Southwest— Hampden
Central — Franklin

10a.m. -6p.m.
8a.m.-10p.m,
11 a.m. -7 p.m.

MEN AND WOMEN

Gain Important Medical Knowledge

Trein for paction *\ Uilled momeer of fnodicel loon
Summer torn lof tk.lloe oorvonnol ore pfontilul

HOSPITAL TRAINING PKOVIOCO

Counts in Emergency Medicel Technician

Nurtinf Assistant Orderly

Beginning March 18. 1974

Call Now' 736 1803

Health Services Foundation

li» Mem Street

SoMtetioid MotvoctHJtom enoj

Mike's

Westview Cafe
(Sunderland Rd., North
Amherst)

Every Night!

6-10
Draft - 25 c

Hi-ball - 50 c
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March 18-19-20-21

175 Campus Center

$3.50 sitting fee

Sign-up outside Index Office (401 S.U.)

(You may bring a candid photo of yourself for use
with portrait)

Nite Sittings Available

$2,500 worth of prizes!

in the

Streak-A-Thon
J

12-5 p.m. in the CC Concourse
|

Streak your way to one of 325 prizes
2 SOUNDSCOPE STREAKER SYSTEMS

- (Component Hi-Fi systems including

Superscope amp, Superscope S-16
speakers,BSR 2(fl. turntables and Sonic
Headphones.)

"i«» $10 (iift Certificates for WARNER-
REPRISE ALBUMS from SOUND-
SCOPE
An AM-FM Portable Radio from
LAFAYETTE of AMHERST
A pair of Sharpe Headphones from
FRED LOCKE STEREO

:> $5.98 value albums from DISCOUNT
RECORDS, AMHERST

20 $5. (Ml gift certificates (toward any $10.

purchase) from WEARHOUSE,
AMHERST

'.0 Pairs of BVD Brief Skins from BEAU
BRITCHES. HADLEY

10 Haircuts (Styles) from the CHOPPINC;
BLOCK, AMHERST

"> Large pizzas from PIZZA-RAMA,
AMHERST

10 12" medium size pizzas (w-choice of 2

items) from DOMINOS, AMHERST

10 $5.00 gift certificates from FACES OF
EARTH, AMHERST

• Hours of playing time from INDOOR
TENNIS CLUB OF AMHERST

100 Gift certificates fog a hamburger and-
from MCDONALDS

50 Hit record albums. ( COLUMBIA, A&M
CAPITOL) from WACKY RADIO

-'« WACKY T-SHIRTS
Plus. WACKY CHECKS FOR $10.20
And BOSTON CELTICS T-SHIRTS

Hell yes! We'll undress!
WAQY

Stereo 102
.»4:)-»ev5^,..ti«t«(<,

« • « » * sit HllttM HI
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Volunteer
lobbyist

avoid

disclosure
By DICK BRAUDE

Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — The state's

1973 law aimed at subjecting

legislative lobbyists to new public

scrutiny has bypassed the largest

lobbying faction on Beacon Hill,

the League of Women Voters.

The League has about a dozen
women who regularly testify at

legislative hearings. As individuals

who "promote, oppose or in-

fluence" legislation, these women
are lobbyists under the law.

But they do not have to register

in the Public Records Division of

the Secretary of State's office

because the League lobbyists are
not paid. They volunteer their own
time. «,
Under the 1973 law, which is

having its first full effect during

the present legislative session,

paid lobbyists must register in the

Public Records Division office.

And they must report many of their

specific expenditures related to

influencing legislation — including

meals, gifts, transportation, en-

tertainment, advertising, public

relations, printing, mailing and
telephone calls.

In addition, employers of lob-

byists must also file expenditure
reports.

These reports, for both lobbyists
and their employers, must be filed

on or before May 15 and Nov. 15.

Under the old law, lobbyists did
not have to report their ex-
penditures and their employers
had only to file one report, 30 days
after the end of each legislative

session. These reports simply
listed the sum of money paid to any
one agent.

The League of Women Voters,
along with a few small
organizations with unpaid lob-

byists, are left out of this

procedure.

All that is required of the
League, and groups with unpaid
agents, is to make semi annual
reports of their general legislative

expenditures, if these exceed $250
in any calendar year.
Officials in the Division of Public

Records say this reporting
procedure is largely "a matter of
conscience" since no one really
<nows how much organizations
with unpaid lobbyists spend on
legislative affairs.

John J. McGlynn, supervisor of
the division, says the League has
been in touch with him about
keeping track of its expenditures.
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Is this what they mean by "recycling"?

Measuring the solar wind:

undergrads build space test
CAVIRUIIUIL- V!~ />nv -•_CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP)

Undergraduate physics and
electrical engineering students at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology are putting finishing
touches on a complex experiment
to be put into orbit next year.
The solar wind experiment built

by the students is to be launced in
1975 aboard the Naval Research
Laboratory's SOLRAD 11 satellite.
The experiment is one of a series of
projects intended to measure in-
terplanetary solar winds and their
interaction with the earth.
Unlike most projects undertaken

by MIT's Center of Space
Research, undergraduate students
did the major part of the design
work.

"It is most unusual to use
students, particularly un-
dergraduates, to build something
as sophisticated as this," said Dr

Alan J. Lazarus, a senior research
scientist in MIT's physics
department.
Lazarus and Dr. James K.

Roberge, associate professor of

electrical engineering, supervised
the work on the project.
Many of the students who worked

on the experiment used it for
master's and bachelor degree

theses. The students designed the
electronics and tested it from its

very preliminary stages on workup
boards to the final products.

New Republic sold
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sale of the 60-year-old weekly journal The"New Republic, to Martin Peretz for $380,000 was announced Tuesday by

Gilbert A. Harrison, owner and editor-in-chief.
Peretz, 35 lecturer on social studies at Harvard University becomes

chairman of the editorial board.
P
l
re

l
Z a™ounced that the P^ent staff, including Harrison as editor-

in-chief, will continue intact. He said that there are no present clans for
altering the format, content or policies of the publication
The journal, printed in Washington, has a circulation of 100,000 It wasfounded ,n 1914 by Willard and Dorothy Whitney Straight as an Americanweekly journal of opinion, concentrating on public affairs, books and artsHarrison bought it 20 years ago.

l4.

Lazarus said the final work of
electronics constuction and
mechanical design was done by
professional technicians of the
Center for Space Research. He
said the project is essentially

complete and should be shipped off
to the Navy next month.
The Naval Research Laboratory

has contributed $300,000 for the
experimental package. Calling this
a "relatively small amount" for
such an experiment, Lazarus says
"a number of persons, such as
parts suppliers, have been willing
to give us a break on prices
knowing that students were in-
volved in the project."

Around new england
Conn, rail service Vt. death penalty

WETHERSFIELD, Conn. (AP) -

Cutting railway freight service in

Connecticut would affect even
communities not directly on the

abandoned rail lines, residents

complained to a federal hearing

yesterday.

Fairfield County, gateway for

much of the state's incoming rail

freight, would feel the greatest

impact, according to planners

from the southwestern part of the

state.

The Connecticut Turnpike
already is filled to capacity bet-

ween Greenwich and New Haven
but would have to carry more
vehicles if trains abandoned some
of their freight to trucks, a
spokesman for the Darien
Environmental Action group said

during an Interstate Commerce
Commission ICC hearing.

In addition, abandonment of

existing track probably would
eliminate the chance of reviving

rail passenger service to meet
future mass transit needs, said a
planner with Environmental Study
and Protection Inc. of Newtown.
Several dozen witnesses spoke

during the second day of an ICC
hearing on a nationwide freight

reduction proposal. The plan,
drawn up by the U.S. secretary of

transportation, seeks to ease the

financial lead on struggling
railroads.

The trucking industry may not
be able to provide the heavy units

to move bulky or large shipments
now hauled on railways marked for

abandonment, said a tran-
sportation specialist.

Industry reports indicate that

enough big trucks are not
available, either in Connecticut or
elsewhere, to carry freight now
moving on lines that may be
closed, Adrian H. G. Forestier, a
governmental transportation
consultant, testified.

He added that it was as
"unreasonable" to consider
segments of the nationwide
railfreight network for elimination
as it would be to cut off the small
but lifegiving capillary blood
vessels in the body.
The 175 miles of Connecticut

railroad labled "excess" in the
proposal include meet of the
Norwalk-North Canaan line
through Danbury, the New Haven-
Suffield line through Plainville and
much of eastern Connecticut's
freight service.

Gradual reduction of railway
freight into southern Connecticut
by the Penn Central and its

predecessor, the New Haven, had
caused a sharp increase in truck
traffic on the Connecticut Turn-
pike, said Stephen Nightingale of
the Darien group.

MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) - The
Vermont Senate gave initial ap
proval to provision for the death
penalty in specific cases of murder
within the criminal statutes.

Voting 18-12, the senators ap-
proved the death penalty for
conviction on a charge of
aggravated murder when a judge
has found "beyond a reasonable
doubt that, in view of the nature
and circumstances of the offense
and the history and character of
the offender, the protection of the
public requires that the death
penalty be imposed."

In addition to that finding, the
death penalty could be imposed
only if the offender's conviction
"was based on the direct testimony
of at least one eye witness" or if

evidence against the offender
"included his confession to the
murder."
The vote on the death penalty

was the first in what was expected
to be a long series of votes on a
complicated rewrite of the state's
criminal statutes.

Supporters said requirements
that a psychiatric evaluation be
made and studies by a judge and
that a judge determine whether the
death penalty should be imposed
probably would bring the punish-
ment in line last year's U.S.
Supreme Court decision on capital
punishment.

Bookstore larceny
BOSTON (AP) - Former Boston

State College bookstore treasurer
Edward J. O'Donahue of Newton
has been given a 2'^-year
suspended sentence and two years
probation after pleading guilty to
larceny of bookstore funds.

Suffolk Superior Court Judge
John T. Moriarty suspended the
sentence and placed O'Donahue on
probation on condition that he
make restitution of $10,000 within
three months.
A Suffolk County grand jury

indicted O'Donahue on charges of
taking a total of $44,500 from the
bookstore between July and
October 1966.

Alleged accomplice
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Kenneth

Walters, 17, of Springfield, has
pleaded innocent to two counts of

being an accessory after the fact to

murder in the January slaying of

Karl D. Lee, 81, the retired Enfield,
Conn., superintendent of schools.
Walters was arraigned Monday

in Hampden Country Superior
Court here on grand jury in-

dictments handed down last week.
Four other persons have been

named in murder indictments in

the slaying.

Lee was found beaten to death
Jan. 27 in Blunt Park.

Boston area holdups
QUINCY (AP) - Quincy and

Boston police were continuing their
search yesterday for six armed
robbers: who held up bank offices in
apparently unrelated incidents
Monday.
Three men wearing ski masks

fled from the Norfolk County Trust
Co. branch in Quincy with $5,000.
Later in the day, three other men
escaped with $21,000 from a
downtown Boston State Street
Bank and Trust Co. office. Guard
William Clark, 55, of Salem, N.H.,
was treated and released from
Massachusetts General Hospital
for head injuries sustained in a
struggle with one robber at the
Boston bank.

In Quincy, one bandit fired a shot
into the ceiling of the bank office,
disarmed a security guard and
forced him outside, where he was
released unharmed.

STCC at Westover
CHICOPEE (AP) -The president

of Springfield Technical Com-
munity College will meet Friday
with members of the Westover task
force to discuss a proposal for a
college branch using Westover Air
Force Base facilities declared
excess by the Defense Depart-
ment.
Dr. Edmund Garvey's proposal

was made public at a legislative
education committee hearing in
Boston Monday by Rep. Francis C.
Lapointe, D-Chicopee.
Lapointe said Garvey has

recommended a branch that would
specialize in occupational training.

Perry school closing

MILTON (AP) -The Perry
School will close July 1, 1974, after
76 years of continuous operation,
and its early childhood teacher
training program will be absorbed
by Curry College, school officials
announced yesterday.
"The boards of trustees of Curry

and Perry have agreed that it is in
the interest of both schools to in-

tegrate the Perry program of early
childhood education into the Curry
College division of education and
behavioral sciences next fall," said
Frederick G. Perry of The Perry
School.

"From a financial standpoint, it

is an absolute necessity.
Educationally, the Perry program
will be continued and broadened
within the framework of a
specialized major."

Federal judgeship

rumored for Meskill
HARTFORD (AP) - Gov.

Thomas J. Meskill is "under active
consideration" for a federal
judgeship, an aide to U.S. Sen.
Lowell Weicker Jr., R-Conn., said
vesterday.
The aide, Richard McGowan,

said an announcement may be
made later in the week.

Meskill, who announced Monday
he would not seek re-election, is

"definitely under consideration"
for a vacancy on the U.S. Second
Circuit Court of Appeals,
McGowan said in a telephone in-

terview from Washington.
Under a gentlemen's agreement,

Weicker will recommend someone
for the job to President Nixon who
nominates the judge. Senate
confirmation is required.

Earlier in the day Meskill said he
would serve out his term as
governor through this year.
At his morning news conference,

Meskill held open the possibility of
taking the judgeship or even
running for elective office again.
"The next announcement should

come from Weicker," Meskill said.

"The last word I heard was that he
was going to talk to me about it."

He said that although he would
be considered a "lame duck" he
planned to be a vigorous governor
in the remaining nine months of his

first term.

"I just decided I did not want to

be governor for four more years,"
Meskill said. He cited family
obligations and rejected any
Watergate influence in his
decision.

He said he wouldn't try to regain
the 6th District Congressional seat
he held for four years prior to

becoming governor.
Meskill often said he wanted to

spend more time with his wife and
five children. He added that at
times as governor he became
bored between crises.

"I had to decide what I thought

was best for my family," Meskill
said.

"Being governor was never
anything I had set my sights on.
When the opportunity presented
itself four years ago... it appeared,
quite honestly, that if I didn't run
the Republican party was going to

nominate a very good man but a
man whom I felt would not win. It

was at that time that I decided to
make the run," he said.

If Meskill hadn't been the can-
didate in 1970 the GOP nomination
probably would have gone to
former state Sen. Wallace Barnes
of Farmington.

"I suppose you could say since
the day I was inaugurated the
possibility existed that I wouldn't
run again," Meskill said.

He said neither Watergate nor
pre-election polls that consistently
showed him finishing second to

Democratic Congresswoman Ella
T. Grasso influenced his decision.
Meskill said he thought GOP

candidates in Connecticut could
win this year if they don't let

themselves by "psyched out" by
Watergate.

He said he hoped to plan an
active part in the campaign but
had no choice yet who the nominee
should be.

Meskill yesterday nominated
Republican Party counsel Francis
J. McCarthy of Wethersfield for a
seat on the Connecticut Superior
Court bench.
McCarthy was nominated last

year by Weicker to fill a vacancy
on the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals. Weicker later withdrew
his name when it appeared the
American Bar Association
wouldn't approve him.
McCarthy was named by Meskill

to succeed Milton H. Meyers of
Waterbury who will reach the
maximum age for judges, 76, later
this year.

Mt. Washington ordeal

ends for 2 brothers

MT. WASHINGTON, N.H. (AP) -

Two brothers were rescued safely
and reported in excellent condition
yesterday after spending three
days in sub-zero temperatures and
hurricane force winds near the
summit of Mt. Washington.
A state conservation officer

found John Kelley, 26, of Mar-
blehead, Mass., and Joseph Kelley,

41, of New York, NY. in a lean-to
shelter about one-half mile from
the summit of the 6,288-foot high
mountain.

The men began the climb
Saturday and as they reached the

summit the weather changed
drastically. They told rescuers

they made their way to a shelter

and spent the night there Winds
reached 100 miles per hour on the

summit and the temperature
dropped to -16. officials said

On Sunday they were able to

reach another shelter but were
forced to stop by 60 m ph. winds

and sub-zero temperatures

Fireman dies

in Wakefield
WAKEFIELD ( AP) - The body of

a Wakefield firefighter was found
yesterday at the site of a general
alarm blaze tnat destroyed two
clothing stores and a pharmacy.

Lt. Robert Sullivan, 37, fell

thrugh a floor that collapsed in the
fire, which began late Monday
night. Firefighters searched for
Sullivan's body for about four
hours after the blaze was put out.

Damage was estimated at
$125,000. The cause of the fire was
not determined, and the state fire
marshal's office was called to
investigate.

Give
till it

helps.

+ The American
RedOou.
TheGood
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Saying nay to the naysayers STUFFED, STABBED & STRANGLED
(following is the text of

university president robert wood's

speech given at the umass harbor

campus in boston, february 25,

1974)

The opening of the Harbor

Campus is an appropriate time to

take stock, to identify choices that

lie ahead for this vital part of the

University. The Chancellor ably

began that process on February

14 ; I am glad to continue the course

of conscious analysis and
deliberate consideration of our

priorities. For this University is a

continuing, expanding enterprise.

Its growth is not concluded; its

programs are not fixed; its future

is not pre-determined; its role of

leadership is still intact. All of us,

and all who observe us, should

understand that we mean to

continue, to progress, and to lead.

We are asked now to prove the

worth of higher education, to

justify with increasing specificity

our call on public resources, to

demonstrate the personal and
public gains that accrue from a

broadly based, easily accessible

public institution of higher lear-

ning.

a complex of forces, of course,

have combined to bring about this

shift in national mood; the

backlash from campus turbulence

of recent past; a sense that the

expansion of enrollments

throughout the 1960s somehow
rectified the studied neglect of

public colleges and universities,

especially here in massachusetts

;

the darkening economic scene ; the

frustration at the halting process of

disengagement from indochina;

the disenchantment with in-

stitutions of all hinds; the

acknowledgement that limits of

growth were applying everywhere.

But the mood is especially in-

tense in education, in no small

measure because of that per-

plexing, ironical impulse of the

academic community to self-

destruct. Philosophically, the

impulse expresses itself in com-

mentary and analysis skeptical of

the human capacity change and

grow, and of the effectiveness of

the role of formal education in the

process—one might characterize

this commentary as galloping

Jencksism. I

At rock bottom, the new con-

servatism advances an ex-

planation of poverty strikingly

similar to the assumptions of the

Elizabethan Poor Laws, and
correlates once again material

failure with moral indulgence. So

far as education is concerned

breeding counts; so does family

background. Scholars are born and

not made; in the pursuit of un-

derstanding and knowledge, you

have it or you don't.

And in the specific area of higher

education, the academic
disposition to retreat before joining

battle seems unlimited. The
shining example : five years in the

making, six years in production,

the report of the Carnegie Com-
mission on Higher Education,

soberly concluding that research in

"the great research universities is

essential," education in small,

private colleges is "particularly to

be preserved," and public

universities should raise tuitions

and place a moratorium on ex-

pansion.

Three fundamental errors flaw

the Carnegie Commission work:

—First, an inappropriate

economic analogy that treats our

undertaking as a factory, and

undertakes to judge us by in-

dustrial standards of productivity

and profits...

—Second, a persistent bias,

evident from the composition of the

Commission, through, its separate

reports, to its final themes, toward

the private and restrictive...

—Third, as many have observed,

the Commission is empty of

educational content. No sub-

stantive themes as to the shape and
direction of education, like those

that characterized the Harvard
and Columbia reports after the

Second World War, have appeared

in the Carnegie reports...

t do not believe the anti-

intellectual, anti-education mood
will prevail, i do not think,

especially in massachusetts, that

we will be content to educate only

the very rich and the very poor, i

believe that we can demonstrate

that sons and daughters of "or-

dinary" people-and "ordinary

people" themselves-can enrich

their own lives and society as well

by easy access to higher education,

i do not believe the naysayers

among us are right.

I do suggest, however, that their

presence means we are in new
times, with new chances, that call

for new ways of carrying out our

traditional commitments.
For the University, let me

suggest new chances critical to our

progress and leadership, and let

me describe the nature of the

options: in governance, in growth,

in public-private relations, and in

the conscious planning of our

future...

governance: We are halt into our

first year of University life ac-

cording to the plan -largely

devised by the Faculty and

adopted by the Trustees-known as

the Wellman Report. The 70-day

time clock on primary initiative

recommendations is ticking on a

number of items now, and a body of

common procedures is building

from the process of consultation

between Chancellors and gover-

ning bodies. The two multi-campus

committees established to advise

me in budget and planning are at

work, with Professor Richard
Lyons of this campus leading the

planning committee and Professor

Richard Louttit of Amherst
chairing the budget committee.

I look forward to their advice and

counsel as I discharge my prin-

cipal responsibilities to make final

recommendations to the Trustees

as to the master plan of the

University and its budget. In the

discharge of the President's other

principal responsibility~the award
of tenure subject to Board con-

currence-I hope that the process of

long-term departmental planning

will provide a context for in-

dividual decisions that assures

timely and vital renewal. In close

association with department heads

and deans, and working through

the Chancellors, I believe we can

make major progress this year.

Communications: How to know

what is going on, who has priorities

in what parts of the University.

Here I hope the Office of Univer

sity Liaison Services under Robert

McCartney can be a great service

in handling both formal and in-

formal exchanges. With a per-

spective and judgement gained

from his many years of service to

the University, Mr. McCartney

stands ready to help in any way he

can to achieve our mutual goal of

"no surprises."

Closure Problems: Establishing

clearly in everyone's mind when a

matter has been decided. This

year, for example, there was some
misunderstanding at Amherst as to

when the policy guidelines on

faculty merit awards were finally

fixed. There are other issues

across the University, such as

revising enrollment goals, in which

debate goes on based on assump-

tions no longer in effect.

Valiaation Problems: Who
speaks for the University, where

and when. The quick answer is that

a formal vote of the Trustees is the

most official, authentic way we
establish a position -but that is too

quick an answer and clearly much
greater codification of procedures

and policies is in order-as your

Chancellor continues gently to

remind me.

Finally, Calendar Problems: Let

me give this issue a moment of

special emphasis.

We march at the University to

several different drummers: the

academic calendar of classes and

semesters; the Trustee calendar of

10 meetings each year, prescribed

by law; the Board of Higher

Education and Secretary of

Educational Affairs review

calendar. Faced with this array,

the process of deliberation and

debate has some tangible con-

straints. Since few matters are

self-contained on any campus,
deadlines result rom outside

requirements. Enrollments, ad-

missions, budgets, courses of study

are some examples. The graduate

review at Amherst cannot post-

pone indefinitely graduate
decisions for Boston. Budgets
cannot be made without reference

to academic problems.
Periodically, things must happen.

I have no pat resolution to this

problem-no single calendar. I

simply ask your understanding

that sometimes if recom-
mendations are not forthcoming in

areas of primary initiative, actions

may have to be taken in any event.

We will always try to avoid such

situations, but we will need the

close cooperation of every
governance body to do so.

growth: calendars suggest time,

and time suggests the second new
change: how we should grow, it is

clear that the "automatic growth"

period has passed for us here and

nationally, the challenge is not how
to accomodate greater waves of 18-

year-olds from academically
superior high schools, it is whether

or not we can provide opportunities

to those who 10 years ago would not

have contemplated higher

education and now do.

Assurance of diversity and
tolerance of pluralism form the

keystone to any strategy for or-

derly development. I hope we
never see at this University an
academic department so divided

and torn as the History Depart-

ment at CUNY appears to be. Let

us learn to respond to both the

lessons of Brown University and
the plea for professional help from
the outside that appeared
simultaneously in yesterday's
papers.

Public-Private Relations: In-

separable from the issue of future

development is our relationship

with our colleagues in the private

sector. The University is no longer

treated with indifference by its

private counterparts, as it once
was-least of all this campus. And
in the nearly four years I have been
with the University, more and
more outside observers appear
eager for outright confrontation

between the two sectors, a pitched

battle, zero-sum game.
Finally, Planning Our Future:

Every topic I have touched on so
far...carries with it an explicit

requirement that the University

charts its course with greater care
and by more conscious planning.

Although our budgets have in-

creased from $60 million to $90

million in the past three years -and
I hope they will increase again -we

can no longer proceed on the

simple forecast that the tide will

always rise and all boats will

therefore float. The more explicit

statement of goals, the more

measured allocation and

reallocation of resources, the

deliberate establishment of

priorities, are now prerequisites.

The governance process must

ultimately develop and choose

among alternative plans and

priorities, but it must do so on the

basis of comprehensive analysis

and from an empirical base. The

multi-campus planning committee

will carry a heavy responsibility in

this respect, but I hope to involve

the talents and interests of many in

the process of study and

deliberation that has to precede the

posing of options.

One planning matter that is

clearly urgent is the character and

future of graduate studies,

especially here in Boston. Of all the

new chances these times provide

us, this opportunity to develop new
graduate programs for students of

all ages, cutting across disciplines,

problem-oriented, and exceptional

in design and purposes is perhaps

the greatest. To do so requires an
understanding as to the evolution

of graduate programs in Amherst
and Worcester as well as of

specific proposals from Boston.

but for all the new chances, one

of our opportunities is ancient and
constant: to do better the

established functions of the

university; to excel in research, in

teaching, and in service.

to excel is to lead, and the central

objective of a university within a
state system of public education is

to be the leading institution in the

largest possible number of ways.

We are probably clearest as to

what constitutes excellence in

research: originality, reliability,

parsimony. Now, on this campus,
the means are more and more
readily available to satisfy

professional curiosities.

Teaching is also an accepted

responsibility, and one this campus
has accepted with enthusiasm. But
we always need to ensure that we
acknowledge the responsibility the

University assumes when it admits

a willing student. It must respond

with interest, concern, and the

resources necessary to the task.

And, more and more, we need to

develop ways of selecting our
students on the basis of promise
and aptitude, and not prior
achievement. We are scarcely a

generation away from the time
when even our most distinguished

universities admitted almost every
applicant with little attention to

their past academic performance.
We may have been spoiled by the

selection of students made possible

in the admission pressures born of

the sixties.

The public service role remains,
in my judgement, the most
selective. We can and should help
in the world of "practical affairs,"

but only where we have something
to offer. But I hope, as I have said
elsewhere, that the capabilities of

our faculties can be carefully

matched to issues involved in the
pursuit of peace, the resolution of

domestic conflict, and the im-
provement of the quality of urban
life-rather than a commitment to

national security matters and
space exploration that commanded
the attention of too much of the

academic community in the past.

my colleagues, ij we can lead m
these areas at a time when
resources are harder to come by
and simple growth no longer is an
answer, then we can indeed refute

the naysayers among us. again, we
can make plain to public leader
and citizen alike the value and the

necessity of a great public
university, if we do that, it will be a

good year.

AFTER BEING BROILED...

Myra J. Mouse mashed by
"THE FOOT"

Koala K. Krook gets the

rope!

CONCEPTION:

Larry

Geller

&
Bill

Murphy

PHOTOS
by

Greg

Franceschi

AND ULTIMATELY...EATEN!!!

"If you can't be with the one you lovc.love the one

vour with!"

Love the one your with!"

HONEY...
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Notes, quotes and anecdotes

Video materials Film society

A group of university affiliated

individuals is presently striving to

collect a wide variety of non-

professionally produced video and
TV related materials suitable for

distribution to the Holyoke Cable

Community. This group is trying to

establish a regular ongoing TV
show which will spark the interest

of cable subscribers in Holyoke

and South Hadley. The ultimate

aim is to involve the members of

these communities in designing

and producing their own TV
programs by demonstrating the

capacities (and limitations!?) of

TV production for the non-
professional.

Presently the group is striving to

catalouge a library of potential

material for distribution. All the

members of the Five College

Community and the Pioneer Valley

at large are urgently invited to

contact the group for tte sub-

mission of material.

The information needed at

present is: The name of the

production, a paragraph
describing the production,

statement concerning technical

quality (picture stability, alot of

roll etc.), where the tape is

presently located, name of the

owner or person to contact.

If any students would like their

productions broadcast over
Holyoke Cable, please call 253-7056

or 549-6013.

AHORA
AHORA, la organizacion

estudiantil universitaria, ha estado
trabajando en muchos niveles para
a.imentar la participacion de los

hispanos en todos los aspectos de la

vida universitaria. Tambien ha
estado activamente envuelta en el

reclutamiento y la participacion de
la comunidad hispana no
estudiantil en los ofrecimientos
culturales y educacionales en
UMass.
Por cuestiones de vital im-

portancia para ca comunidad
hispanoparlante, anunciamos una
reunion de emergencia que se
llevara a cabo hoy a las 5 de la

tarde en el Campus Center, salon
805-809. Es de suma importancia
que todos los hispanos asistan
puesto que la agenda tratara de
asuntos que nos afectan a todos
nosotros. La agenda tratara sobre
el componente hispano y su futuro,

ayuda financiera y los planes para
el reclutamienta de estudiantes
para septiembre. Sera 5 a 7. de la

tarde.

The 'UMass Super 8 Film
Society', still in the developmental
stage, is seeking new members.
Students with an interest in film

are urged to come to the Thurs.

night meeting any week in the

Campus Center (check room no).
Questions ana suggestions are
invited.

At a previous meeting, the

purposes and guidelines of the club
were formed. Suggestions con-
sidered were the formation of a
film stock co-op, an information
resource center (with literature on
film making as well as up to date
film festival information), and a
talent pool.

Another big goal of the film

society is the creation of a good
super 8 film and sound editing

facility. At the present time,

UMass has only equipment for

16mm film, which is available only

to students in film courses.

Other possible features of the

club may be informal screenings of

student and other films with
discussions of film technique,
sponsorship of lectures and super 8

demonstrations, and sponsorship
of film festivals of student made
films on campus.
Find out what the Super 8 Film

Society is about-it may be what
many students have been looking

for.

Senate budgets

The Student Senate budget
committee will submit its budget
proposal for the '74-75 academic
year tonight in the Campus Center.

Among the proposals included

in the budget is a decision to with-

draw financial support from the

International Programs.
The reasons behind this decision

are three-fold. The major reason
being that the entire budget itself is

being reduced. This overall cut in

the budget has caused a priority

list to be drawn up. International

Programs received a low standing.

The budget committee feels that

International Programs is

primarily an academic concern
and thus should be the domain of

the academic administrations as

regards financial support. They
also think that it is not a service to

a majority of students.

"This move if passed will

seriously jeopardize the extent to

which the International Program
can function in this University,"

said Roland Goodbody, a member
and supporter of the program.

Job project
Students interested in the

Vocational Project have until

March 22 to begin their career

exploration.

The goals of the Project are to

explore occupational interests,
suggest vocational alternatives,

and do vocational exploration. The
project is sponsored by the Student
Development Center.

Any interested student can start

the project by going to Room 213 of

Berkshire House, and contacting
the receptionist, weekdays 9-5. The
staff has assisted many students
thus far, and will make every
attempt to accomodate as many
interested students in the next two
weeks as possible.

CC blues project

The James Montgomery Band
will be appearing at the Campus
Center this Thursday following a

successful national tour. The six-

man band led by vocalist and harp
player James Montgomery in-

tersperses a few rock numbers in

their hard-driving blues program.
The show will be opened by
Knightly, an imaginative rock
group, which is on its way up.

This will be the first appearance
of the James Montgomery Band at

UMass since playing to sellout

crowds in the winter and spring of

73. Tickets will be available on the
Campus Center Concourse for $2.00

in advance and at the door for $2.50

the night of the show.

Outing auction

An auction sponsored by the

UMass Outing Club will be held on

Monday, March 18, in the Carr.~'?;

Center, Room 162.

Nick Desouza, the Outing Clubs
vice-president of equipment, said

the O.C. will auction some of its

used tents, lanterns, sleeping bags,

downhill skis, and other equip-

ment. Anyone with camping,
skiing, or mountaineering gear for

sale or swap is invited to join in.

The Outing Club hopes to bug
new equipment with the money
that is made to provide for its

growing membership. The club has
475 members this school year, an
increase of 275 members from last

year.

State issues housing bonds
BOSTON (AP) The

Massachusetts Housing Finance
Agency said it issued $40,740,000 in

housing project bonds to convert

construction loans to 40-year

mortgage loans.

The agency said the mortgage
loans are for 19 completed housing

developents containing 2,046

dwelling units in Boston, Cam-
bridge, Framingham, Haverhill,

Holyoke, Lawrence, Leominster,

Milton, New Bedford, Springfield,

Taunton and Weymouth.
The agency said that at least 25

per cent of the apartments in each
development are made available to

low-income persons for a rent

based on 25 per cent of income.
William J. White, executive

director of the agency, said

Tuesday the bonds were sold at a
net interest cost of 5.943 per cent.
They are dated April 1.

IS ALL THAT STREAKING GIVING YOU THE HUNGRIEST

ERIC'S GIANT

SUBS

hntostiriffic

314 College St.,

Amherst
253-9521

I III!

AND REMEMBER, WE HAVE

HOT DOGS and PIZZA

TO WARM YOUR INSIDES

(Staff Photo-Dan Smith)

A box of popcorn, a comic book, and thou... that's all

I'LL ever need!

Robeson series features

Evans, Brooks in SBA
Tomorrow at SBA 120 at 8 p.m.,

two highly acclaimed Black
poetesses, Mari Evans and
Gwendolyn Brooks, will take part

in the Paul Robeson Lecture Series

which will be sponsored by the

Southwest Assembly and the

Southwest Black Causus.

After the lecture, a reception will
be held in the Malcolm X Center
for Third World students.

In continuation of the series, a
poet workshop will be held at the
Southwest dinning hall, Hampden
Commons at 2 Thursday afternoon.

Cigarette tax eyed
A bill which would tax cigarettes

according to tar and nicotine

content has been heard by the
Legislature's Joint Committee on
Taxation.

Rep. John A. Businger of
Brookline filed the bill which was
studied and evaluated by Asst.

Prof. Ethan Katsh and several
students of the UMass Legal
Studies Program.
The bill would add four cents tax

to each package of cigarettes high
in both tar and nicotine. Speaking
before the Joint Committee last

week, Prof. Katsh said the tax
would be "an important public

health measure and a dependable
source of revenue." A similar tax

in New York City brought in $22.6

million in revenue the first year,
and resulted in the reduction of tar

and nicotine content in about 12 per
cent of all cigarettes sold in the
city, he say.

Smoking, he says, is a "public"
health problem, and the tar and
nicotine tax is a "realistic means
of reducing the harm associated
with smoking...Since cigarette
smoking is habitual in nature, the
most-and perhaps only-effective
public health strategy to
discourage cigarette smoking
short of outright prohibition is to

encourage switching to lower tar
1 and nicotine levels."

bowker auditorium

march 15,16,17-8:00 p.

tickets $150
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AIKIDO:
Meetings Weds, and Fri. 6:30-8:30

p.m., Sun. 2:30-4:30 p.m., Boyd Gym,
Wrestling room.

ALPHA ZETA:
Monthly meeting tonight 6:30

featuring John Foster speaking on
FAO All pledges and members
please attend.

BAKERS NEEDED:
Anyone interested in baking goods

to be sold for fund-raising, contact
Debbie, rm. 403, phone 52510. The
money will go towards helping Maple
Halfway House in Holyoke get on its

feet.

BOXING CLUB:
Weekly meeting of the club will be

held Thursday 7 p.m., 19th floor

Washington. Films and Instructions.

BRIDGE PLAYERS:
Regular Bridge Game tonight in

CC. 162-175 at 7:15. Come with
partner, or we can help you get one.

CAREER AWARENESS:
Colloquium for women who want to

explore career possibilities and the
challenges they face today. Call S.W.
Women's Center for additional in-

formation. Meets Mons. 7:30-9:30,

1908 Coolidge.

CHINESE STUDENT ASSOC:
There will be a film show on March

14 at Thompson Hall rm 106 from 7

p.m. -8 p.m., free of charge. "Taiwan
— The China's Western Dragon" is

sponsored by Chinese Student Assoc,

and Asain Studies Program.
ETA KAPPA NU:
The pledge election meeting will be

held Thursday March 14 at 12:15 in

EBE 102. All members are requested

to attend.

MARATHON SPRING '74:

The School of Education invites the
UMass community to an action
packed week of films, lectures, ex-
periences, seminars, all with
University credit available. April 15-

19. School of Education and Marks
Meadow School. More info. ..545-1585.

OXEN CLUB:
Meeting tonight March 13, 6:30

p.m., Grinnell Arena — fitting yokes
and assigning teams plus other in-

formation.

PRE VET CLUB:
Meeting Thursday, March 14 at 8

p.m., 804 CC. All members urged to
attend, new members welcome.

SKIING SPRING BREAK:
UMass Ski Club trip to

"Sugarloaf", Me. 7 nites, 6 days, pkg
plan, call 256-8391 after 6 p.m. or visit

Ski Club office, 304 S.U.B., daily 12-4

p.m.

UMASS VOL. FIRE DEPT:
There will be a meeting Wed. at

4:00 held at Chief Wendell Berry's
apt. Village Park Apts. Any questions
rail Bruce at 66537.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUN-
DATION:
Maintenance and Outreach task

force meetings tomorrow morning at

9 a.m. in the UCF offices, 319
Hampshire House. Open meeting.
UNIVERSITY JUDICIARIES:

Will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. in 102

CC
WESTERN EUROPEAN STUDIES
LECTURE:
"Labor and Politics in Western

Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY,

(??)
ceiebnity secies

march 14

DAVID

VANRONK

IN CONCERT
THURSDAY

9:00 pm -1:00am admission $1.00

next week: ^j april 4

Europe" by Prof. Val R. Lorwin,
Dept. of History, U. of Oregon, on
Weds. March 13, 4.00 p.m. in 101 CC
WHERE DOES IT HURT?
Peter Sellers starts in this hilarious

film that will be shown Friday 3 15 in

the CCA. at 7, 9, and 11 p.m.
ALCOHOL RAP SESSION:
Drinking getting in your way,

maybe? Talk with others about
questions and concerns. Wed. 7:30

p.m. Check CC schedule for room.
ARTS AND CRAFTS:
"Arts and Crafts through a

Cultural Perspective"; an 8 week
counsel from the folks who gave you
International Education. If in-

terested, come to first class on
Monday March 18, 3:45, Hills 80, 271.

SAT NAM:
Yoga Club will meet. starting this

afternoon 5:00-6:30. Old and new
members are welcome.
SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting tonight at 7 Curry Hicks,

rm. 14 to discuss dive plans over

vacation. Bring equipment. Pool and
air available.

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB:
Avalon Hill players; meeting tonite

March 13 at 6 p.m. in the CC, rm 103.

Alt newcomers welcome.
WHITEWATER!:
The Outing Club will be holding a

Whitewater canoe and kayak
workshop tonight, 8 p.m., CC. 101.

Excellent instruction by experts in

the club and AMC OPEN to

everyone.

FOUND:
Glasses in brown case in front of

SBA. Call 253 3849.

LOST:
Green suitcase full of clothes,

vicinity of Swiss Village. Call 253-7046

or drop off at Apt. 8 Swiss Village.

LOST:
Ladies watch with probably broken

tan leather band on Mon. 3 11 Please

return to CC lost and found or call 1-

6489770.

LOST:
A black paper bag, 2 books,

tetracycline, phisohex, and one
letter. They mean a lot to me. Please

return to CC lost and found.

LOST:
School Health Education paper-

back textbook. Need it for a test. If

found, call 253-9066 and leave a

message for Marilyn.

LOWEST
JET FARES
TO EUROPE
of any scheduled airline

from

NEW YORK

187

from

CHICAGO

229
One way to Luxembourg

through May 31

Effective for individuals
on scheduled jets to Lux-
embourg in the heart of
Europe SAVE $72 to $101
on overseas stays of over
45 days against lowest
comparable fares of any
other scheduled airline.

SHOW INITIATIVE!
SAVE MORE MONEY!
Students can arrange their
own Affinity Groups of 25
or more passengers and
qualify for Icelandic's low-
est-cost one-way affinity
fares. No other airline of-

fers oneway affinity fares.
SAVE via Icelandic no mat-
ter when you leave or how
long you stay.

SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
Prices subject to change.

To: Icelandic Airlines
630 5th Ave.. NY.. N.Y. 10020
(212) 757-8585

Send folder CN on Lowest
Youth Fares to Europe D

Youjust can't believe
how exciting dog racing is!

Come see for yourself!
12 races • Daily Double • Many Quinellas • Perfectas
Heated • Grandstand 50C • Clubhouse $1.00
Clubhouse Restaurant • Ample Parking

near Brattleboro • 3 miles off Rte. (5j) • EXIT

i
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Collegian

a big one
By BRENT WILKES

MDC Advertising Manager
The Collegian, the Umies very

own newspaper, is one of the

largest college dailies in the
country. With 18,000 copies printed,

the National College Newspaper
Directory contains only fifteen

college dailies which are larger

than the MDC. The list of over 1,000

college newspapers is headed by
the Michigan State News and the

Ohio State Lantern with cir-

culations of about 40,000 each.

The actual size of the paper also

ranks it with the top college dailies.

While many papers average eight

to twelve pages per day, a report

by Alvin Oickle, Publications
Advisor at UMass., reveals that

the Collegian averaged about
twenty-four pages a day last

semester.

There are several reasons for

this apparent success. The setting

in which the Collegian operates

encourages an enterprising paper.

As Bill Densmore, Managing
Editor, explains, "The five college

area is full of exciting things which
allow a lot of opportunities for the

paper."
He went on to say that the

Collegian is also not in direct

competition with any other paper
in the area. Outside of the

Springfield Union, it is the only

morning daily in western
Massachusetts. Thus the students

and faculty rely on it as a primary
source of information and com-
munication within the university

community and outside it as well.

Densmore said a hardworking
and highly committed staff strives

to meet these needs of the

readership.

The Collegian sucess is also

attributed to a strong advertising

department which is capable of

raising most of the revenue which
is needed to sustain a large college

daily.

Art exhibits shown
in Coolidge library

By STEVE TETREALT
MDC Staff

You say there are art exhibits

where? In a Southwest Tower?
Sure enough, Coolidge Tower has

been presenting art exhibits in its
v
12th floor library.

The latest exhibit, which closed
over the weekend, was entitled

"Afro-Expression", and featured
35 works contributed by UMass
Third World Students under the

direction of Nelson Stevens a
University professor.

According to Joe Battista,

Coolidge Tower Coordinator, the

next exhibit will feature arts and
crafts work done by Coolidge

Residents. "This includes any
works that residents would like to

contribute—macrame, paintings,

sculpture, sketches, photos. In-

formally, we've been trying to

organize this since last semester,

and the project has been taking

definite shape since intercession."

The exhibit will be held the first

full week in April, with that par-

ticular Thursday night being set

aside for a sale of the various arts

and crafts projects doneby the

students.

Battista hopes that a project

such as this can be continued. The
first such exhibit was held last

year and featured works by
women. Many students became
interested in adding atmosphere to

Coolidge, and thus this year's

program in being organized by a

student committee coordinated by

Gail Davis, Residence Director of

Coolidge Upper.

Taffy Pizza Hardy Hat Subs

Starting

March 15
we will be

featuring a full

line of Italian

food.
Not just another

pizza place — the

best pizza place in

town. Pizza, Subs,

and atmosphere,
we have a

working fireplace.

Lasagna

Manacotti

.All

Stuffed Shells

Ravioli

Fearing St., Amherst
Across from Southwest

Dorms, UMass

University Pizza
Take Out Service # 253-9363

BOOK
SALE

4,000 paperbacks

from
over 30 PUBLISHERS

50% off list price

AT
THE UNIVERSITY STDRE

CAMPUS CENTER

saLe novo in pnogaess

RIPPED OFF?

fe SMALL
CITIZEN .

con kip uot'. 'Contact 10 for

\nvxination :

UMf6S : SU4BA tuc 2,30-5 00 -tel*5HS-o?a
thun H :0Q-30O sat, So©- 'A <x>

f\MHLRST- 233 No. Pleasant St. vjea 1-0

_ CLAIMS COURT
ADVISORY SERVICE
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RIPPED OFF?
SMALL CLAIMS COURT
CITIZEN ADV ISORV
SERVICE
can help

for informatioi
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tun 2*0 500 thnr uoo aoo
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NOW SHOWING
AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUS &*t&H*6
RT 9HADLEY IN ZAYRES SHOPPING CNTR 256-6411

NOMINATED for 2 Academy Awards

"THE DAY OF THE DOLPHIN' TAKES OFF LIKE A
BLAZING FOREST FIRE, WITH A THRILL A

MINUTE. THERE IS STILL MAGIC IN THE MOVIES."
-flex Weed, New York Daily News

UNWITTINGLY.

HE TRAINED p,
A DOLPHIN

TO KILL

PRESIDENT

OF THE
UNITED

STATES.

., *$&.

>

uu-_ IOSEPH E. LEV1NE presentsWinner r

J2SKS GEORGE CSCOTTin
a MIKE NICHOLS film

THE DAYi¥fE DOLPHIN

7:15

& 9:15

ONE OF THE BEST ADVENTURE
MOVIES OF THE YEAR! -ABC -TV

7:00

&

9:40

mcquEEn mmmin
MtNTAKWMIKI!

BREAKING

ALL HOUSE

RECORDS!

2nd HIT WEEK!

cW8ody~ TKane
cAUei^^Kgaton

Sleepef yy

§* 7:15 & 9.00 United ArtwlB

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES r
ALL SEATS

Coming Soon:

Linda Lovelace

"DEEP THROAT II

Security is:

• a little extra protection with

tampons on heavy flow days.

• a highly absorbent but small,

slim, no-show pad to wear with

tight jeans.

• for tapering on and tapering

off days.

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYONPf OMAM-

Special tip to men about the Virgo
woman: If you want to irr press her, dress
neatly and take her to a lecture, especially
on a first date. And don't forget to polish
your shoes! This woman, at her best, is

loyal, frank, thorough, discriminating and
has a wry sense of humor

ARIES iMarch 21-April 19): ReinForce
build for security, double-check
procedures Older individual can aid by
lending benefit of experience Be smart
enough to accept Money, budget and
hidden costs are spotlighted Reject the
superficial Dig for additional information
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Accent is on

public relations, special efforts connected
with legal rights. You are given green light
Now you can experiment. Key is to be
patient, to know what it is you want and to
avoid scattering your efforts
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Stick to facts

Be thorough. Pace yourself. Show that you
are capable of handling important
assignments. Be frank Deliver what is

promised Get to heart of matters. One in
position to make your life more beautiful is

making a decision

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Creativity is

highlighted You are better able to express
feelings, especially to younger persons and
to member of opposite sex Gemini, Virgo
persons could figure in important ways. Be
ready for change, variety and com-
munication with those in transit.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Obtain valid hint
from Gemini message Check costs, sales,
values and inventory. You may not be
getting deserved tax break. Know it and
review entertainment, public relations
expenditures. Family membei makes
reasonable demand. Comply.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Relatives may

be victims of wishful thinking Be aware,
alert and go after "hard news." Means
reject the superficial. Pisces. Virgo persons
are likely to be in picture Short trip may be
nigh on agenda.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22) : You are repaid

for past efforts Prestige rises, and with it

you have added responsioility. You deal
with those in positions of authority Positive
gains are indicated But you work for what
you get -and you earn plaudits Profit
picture is bright

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) Stress
universal appeal Means reach more
persons through better distribution Aries,
Libra persons figure prominently Cycle is

such that you are at right place at proper
time You intuition is sharply honed -follow
through on hunch
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) What

was hidden may now be revealed You gain
greater insight Creative juices flow You
teach and learn You become more aware,
more capable of putting plans to work
Ideas become viable concepts Be sure,
definite and confident

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Friends,
social activities dominate Leave details for
another time. Grasp overall concept Hold
fast to principles Verify beliefs Member of
opposite sex pays meaningful compliment
Your morale is boosted You will be more
secure within

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): One who
previously was insistent, stubborn and
refused concessions begins to support your
position Maintain balance Don't jump to
conclusions. There are motives Be flexible
enough to work within boundaries. You will
understand
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Discuss

plans for future. Open additional lines of
communication Correspond with one who
is at a distance. Refuse to be painted into
corner You have right to expand horizons
Aquarius, Leo, Scorpio individuals are
involved.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you
have more strength than many persons are
likely to suspect -or detect You are your
own secret weapon. You know how to

marshal resources and use them . July will

be one of your most important months of

1974 You revere truth and have a poetic
way of expressing it Many born under Leo
are drawn to you.

Copyright 1974, Gen Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS DOWN

Answer to Yesterday s Puz2lt

1

4

9

14

15

17

19

20
21

Once around
track

Female
Carpenter s

tool

12 Beverage
13 Vituperation

Confederate

general

Strict

Scatters

Drank

heavily

Abounds
Lair

23 Penpoint

24 Pronoun

26 Cushion

29 Free of

31 Rot

33 Revelry

35 Gratuity

37 Lavish fond-

ness on

38 Revoke
(law)

40 Insane

42 Affirmative

43 Pronoun

44 Crowd
46 Young bear

48 Fruit

50 Rocktish

(pi )

54 Railroad car

56 Roman offi-

cial

57 Pronoun

58 Makes com-
fortable

60 Meadow
61 The self

62 Sediment

63 Organ of

hearing

1 Final

2 Singing voice
3 Sly look
4 Rove
5 River in

Siberia
6 New wine
7 Tremulous
8 Sea nymph
9 Word of sor-

row
10 Marry
1

1

French plural

article

16 Crimson
18 Implant firmly

22 Insect egg
24 Detest
25 Organs of

sight

26 English baby
carriage

27 Assistant
28 Female deer
30 Obscure

32 Timid
34 Valley bet-

ween Mounts
Olympus and
Ossa

36 Moccasin
39 Cleaned with

rags
41 Imprisonment
45 Dim

47 Article of fur-

niture

48 Danish island
49 Gaelic
51 River in Africa
52 Appellation of

Athena
53 Scorch
54 Pronoun
55 Limb
59 For example

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 88 » 10 1 1

12 m 13 :•:: 14

15 16 17 18

19
Arvl

fin?

20 .V. 1

88 8 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28

1
>'.'•

29 30

» 1 1

31 32

33 34

1

35 36 \\-: 37

38 39
. .«.- 40 41 M 42

43
'.-..«
1

»

44 45 BE 4i
:•::

47
iV."

8a$8
48 49 "v.- 50 51 52 53

54 55 .-.'.•

.-..

...'.'

56

57 5M 58 59
1
""!"'

,

60

61 $5 62
.-.:•

63

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Im-. 13
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N0U)
WHAT ARE

HtW DOING.

SIR? J

I'M NOT POIN6 ANYTHIN6
MARClE...I'M JUST G0IN6 TO
SIT HErtE FOR THE RE5T0F MY
LIFE WITH MY 01' FRlENC SNOOPY.'

' PON'T M
TRAT.^lR!

COME OWN!
COME DOWN,
AND 60 TO

SCHOOL
WITH ME.'

IM6JIN6TDSTAY R16HT
H6KE BECAUSE OL'5N00P
15 THE ONLY ONE UHO
CNPERSTANDSME.'
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Wren to visit area in effort to It was to laugh

upgrade veterans' discharges
Ms. Irene Wren of the National

Council Of Churches will spend

three days this week in Western
Mass talking with veterans and
people concerned with veterans

affairs about the possibility of

upgrading "other than honorable"

military discharges. Ms. Wren,
who is working on a national

program for Special Ministries-

Vietnam Generation, is par-

ticularly interested in training

people to counsel veterans
regarding their right to appeal

their discharge status. She claims

that some 450,000 Vietnam-era

veterans nationwide suffer

discrimination in employment,
housing, medical care and
educational benefits because of

other than honorable discharges.

Many of these rights, she says,

SPANKY- ALFALFA
BUCKWHEAT

The Little Rascals

3 Original Vi hr.

T.V. Shows Plus

iMarx Bros. Festival|

Fri., Mar. 15

7-9-11 Mahar

GET HIGH ON

"ZACHARIAH"

With Country Joe
The James Gang
N.Y. Rock 'N' Roll

Ensemble in Color

TONIGHT! MR. 13

Mahar Aid. 7 19

could be recovered with proper

legal counsel.

Today and tomorrow, Ms. Wren
will be in the Amherst-
Northampton area working out of

the Veterans Affairs office at

Umass She will meet with local

college veterans affairs officials on
Tuesday at 1 p.m. in Room 239 of

the Whitmore Administration
Building, andwith local town
Veterans Agents at 7 p.m. in Room
174 of the Campus Center.

Tomorrow, Ms. Wren will meet
with lawyers and legal studies

people in the afternoon, and in the

evening a public meeting has been
scheduled at the Amherst
Unitarian Church from 7-10 p.m.
for all veterans interested in the
possibility of upgrading their
discharges, as well as families and
friends of such vets.

On Friday, Ms. Wren will be in

Springfield all day working out of

the Council of Churches building on

Sumner Ave. Anyone interested in

discussing military discharge
problems should schedule an
appointment through the Rev.

Ronald Whitney at the Council

offices.

A colloquium on "Preliminary
Notes on Laughter" was held in the

Thompson Hall faculty lounge

Monday. The talk was given by Ms.
Gail Jefferson who was here to

seek a faculty position in the

sociology department.
Ms. Jefferson said the study on

laughter was based on a ten year
collection of audio and audio-visual

recordings. These tapes are of

conversations in which laughter

occurred. They were analyzed to

find the structure of laughter in

conversation.

7*l£ —*&*•

The major point of the

colloquium was that laughter has a

patterned structure. It is organized

much like taking turns and
question-answer sequencing when
we talk

Ms. Jefferson has a PH.D. from
the University of California at

Ervine. She is a west coast

ethnomethodologist of the new
breed. More recently, she has been
on a post doctoral fellowship with
Erving Goffman at the University
of Pennsylvania.

»»* * ->«
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WMUA News

Full A Part Time Salespeople — The
Lodge is a youth-oriented retail clothing

firm, headquartered in Boston, with a

store opening in Amherst at the end of

March. We are looking for energetic,

personable salespeople, both fulfand part

time. If you are interested, please apply in

person at the Garden Room of the Lord
Jeffrey Inn on Wednesday. March 6.

between 2 and 5 or 7 and • p.m.. or on

Thursday. March 7, between noon and 4

p.m.
tf5-5

Black artist needs black model. S3.M per
hour. Contact Arturo at 549-6129. after 2

p.m. or 54.S-3H6. after 9 p.m.
tf3-l4

885 U> $95 per wk part line.
I nlimited earning potential in ad-
dressing envelopes at home. Com-
panies pay top money for that "per-
sonal" touch. For further information
regarding opportunities with these
companies, send $2 to Phoenix Adv..
P.O. Box 117t7. Atlanta Ga. 39395.

1X3-14

Houseboys needed at Chi Omega, start

immediatelv. If Interested call 545-2992.

tf3-13

FOR RENT

Lg. room in private home, kitchen priv.

fM-mo. Walking distance to campus. 549-

1211.

11*3-14

Room in Puffton apt. for rent S82.M a

month. Call Charlie. 549-0713.

tf3-IS

Room in house, no lease, 159 plus

utilities, immed. occupancy, two miles

from I Mass Call 253*423. M
Female roommate wanted to share 4

<lg.) room apt. for April. $42.59 and ',

utilities in Northampton on Kt. 9. 586-1685.

tf3-15

Cape Cod summer rental — llyannkt. 3

bedrooms. I'» baths, near Cralgville

Beach, big yard. $1,800 June-Sept. Donna

or Bill. 549-0130.

tft-IS

l.arge house — Amherst Center,

for real. Male grad student preferred.

Kitchen * bath ncov. Call as. Bab * Nancy

***** M

Television Tonight
5:90 POPEYE (18)

5:34 GREEN ACRES Haneys New
Image." (18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy Meets Sheldon

Leonard." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Gomer. The Recruiter
"

(27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Who Stole My Copy

of Mein Kampf" " (30)

NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

6:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

THE CHAMPIONS "The Dark Island."

(18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,

host (30)

WILD WILD Wt:ST "Night Of the Torture

Chamber." (40)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

OPEN VIDEO (24)

UNTAMED WORLD (27)

ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS! 57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:09 WHAT IN THE WORLD (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

GUNSMOKE (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "No Place For Jennifer." (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

EVENING COMPASS (57)

7:39 THE NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

DEAL WITH THE ISSUES (8)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter

GETS

Marshall, host (22)

THE FRENCH CHEF (24)

WAIT TILL YOUR FATHER
HOME "Birdman Chet." (30)

DHAGNET (40)

EVENING EDITION: MARTIN
AGBONSKY (57)

8:00 CBS SPECIAL We Live With

Elephants." (3)

THE COWBOYS "The Accused " (8) (40)

THE 700 CLUB (18)

ADAM 12 "Clinic On Angel Street " (22)

(30)

WASHINGTON CONNECTION (24) (57)

8:30 MOVIE "The Hanged Man " (8) (40)

MOVIE "The Execution Of Private

Slovik." (22) (30)

THEATRE IN AMERICA "In Fashion."

(24) (57)

»:09 CANNON "Triangle Of Terror " (3)

9:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

9:30 THE LIVING WORD (18)

10:00 KOJAK (3)

DOC ELLIOT "The Gold Mine " (8) (40)

ENERGY ALERT (24)

NEWS (27)

THE PEOPLES BUSINESS (57)

11:90 NEWS. WEATHEH. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

11:19 MOVIE "Shoot Loud. Louder— I Can't

Hear You." (3)

WIDE WORLD SPECIAL (8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22) (30)

1:19 NEWS. WEATHER (3) (22)

2:99 NEWS (22) (30)

TUESDAY. MARCH 12

6:00-7:00 p.m. — Spotlight on the Arts — featuring

music and interviews with events happening around

the Fine Arts Council.

7:20 p.m. — Off the Hook — hosted by Tom Jodka. His

guests are Mike Kostek, Gary Gomes, and Fred
Weiss, editors of "Below the Salt", Collegian

Literary Section.

8:00 p.m. — The Women's Show — weekly review of

women's events in the area.

12:00 Midnight — "Moon over Morocco" — tune in to

i

hear Jack's continuing adventures in Morocco.
Wednesday's "Off the Hook"— you're invited to call in 1

and talk about Collegian Editorial Policy. Host Scott I

Bacherman talks with cartoonist Don McGilvray|
and managing editor Bill Densmore.

UIMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

J

FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTOS FOR SALE

For sale, steel ( String Guitar, hand
carved back, made in Spain. Call Sharyn,

549-7248. after 6:30.

U3-I3

Peugeot PX-19. bicycle for sale, ex-

cellent cond'n. Michelin tires. A great buy.

Asking 1140. call 259-9157.

tf3-IS

Head Skis. 299 CMS. 125.99. gd. cond..

but mutt sell. Wrong site for me. Call

Ruth. 549-4459.

U3-I4

FOR SALE

1972 Dodge Van. V8. auto.,

steering and brakes. 397-9549.

power

U3-I5

Books and mags. Old and out of print.

Free Search Service. 589-3299. anyUme.
Larry Primer. Box 285. Northampton.

MM

RCA 25" color TV, 8159: Yashica electric

and mini-spy camera's. l.udwtg snare

drum with stool. 875. must sell, need

bread. Bob. 253-7241.

tn-is

Refrigerator. 5 cu. ft., toaster oven and
hotplate. Call 253-9794 after 8 p.m.

If3-I5

LEFT-HANDED guitar. Gibson
Heritage, excellent condition. 8275.99. Call

54«-9424 or 549-6599.

tf3-l2

Stereo tape recorder, r. tor.. Lafayette 4-

track solid state. 3 speed, sound-on-sound,
special effects, built-in speakers. 549-7991.

if3- 1

3

Mrack Kraco tape deck adapter far
home use. with some oldie tapes: nute.
stainless steel, exc. cond. Call Janet. S-§
p.m.. 549-5914.

U3-I9

Guitar for sale. Martin 090-28. in

beautiful condition 8400 or best offer. Call

Alan. 584-5941. evenings.

tf3-l9

17" RCA Color TV. Best offer, call 367-

9590. after 6 p.m.
tf3-13

For sale. Hotplate, brand new Scovill,

single burner. $7.09. Pam, 220 Crabtree.
545-2392. or 545-2302.

tf3-l4

Fisher Model 391 Receiver. 39 watts
RMS ch.. 7 mos. old, excellent cond. New
8349.95. asking $185.99. Call. 259-8837. ask
for Hooper.

tf3-19

Classic Guitar — A. Dotras Cordoba.
Purchased new in Spain I yr. ago. Hardly
played. $125. call Mark. 548-9923.

U3-I5

For Sale — Bakers Scale, accurate as

hell, graduated in ounces and '4 ounces.
Toledo I and 2 pound weights, metric too.

Chase 9-8955.

BjMfl

2 Ukes for sale. 1 year old Phillips 3

speed. $35. 1 Robin Hood 3 speed. $S. A real

deal folks Call 995-3522. evenings, keep
trying.

tn-13

Kiera elec guH. Ger. made. 3 pkups. $49.

Stereo. 4 spks. $159. 548-5934.

U3-13

Ford Cortina GT. 88, 30 m.p.g. Healy
Sprite. 4 cyl. $359. Stick 8. 95 Rambler
$199: 1987 TR4A IRS. needs work: Por-
sche. XKI20. Best offer. 323-7327.

tf3-15

1964 Olds Cutlass. Low mileage, good
condition. Call evenings. 549-8891.

tn-15

Sony HP2I9 stereo, excellent cond.. must
sell — cost $275 new. sell for $178. Call 546-
K626 or 549-8924.

tn-is

Double bed. maple head and foot board
with mattress and box spring. $25. 253-
9595,

tn-14

I can't believe I bought the whole

thing! Just bought the contents of a

large old hotel. Over 30 bureaus from
fancy oak to cheap, over 99 chairs,

desks, sofas, lamps, hall trees, brass
beds, and many other items on sale.

PAULS OLD TIME FURNITURE.
Amh.. 253-3511. I'm also looking for

someone to share a house in Whalely

.

$85 a month. Call 965-3495
tfO-13

1963 VW camper with 1995 rebuilt
engine, runs, has sticker, beaut, interior,
needs work. $375. Call 413-967-7281.

tf3-l5

Must sell immed. — 1962 Falcon van.
needs very little work. $75. 549-9724.

tn-15

1967 used Ford Galaxy 599. light blue,
only 44.090 mi.. stUI gets almost 20 miles to
the gal., best offer over $399. Call Steve.
253-5798.

tn-is

1969 Malibu. excellent cond.. vinyl top, 6
cyl.. p.s.. a.'., over 29 mpg. much rec. wh.,
asking $97*5. Call 965-4975.

tn-13

1973 Corvette — auto., p.s.. p.b.. air
cond.. small 350 'only 7.500 miles). Call
113-734-9269 any day after 4 p.m.

U3-I3

1969 Karmann Ghia VW. 30 mpg, all past
records, best offer taken, please call 256-

BSSSS)

tn-13

1971 VW Beetle. 48.099 mi., exel. cond.
FM-AM radio. Must sell. $1899. or best
offer. Call 256-9461.

U3-I9

AUTO FOR SALE

1968 Camaro. 6 cyl. automatic, power
steering, new Radial tires. Books for $1109.

Sell for 895 dollars. Call 885-3419. after 5:39
p.m.

tn-18

I960 Ford 8jj ton pick-up — Rebuilt eng.
tires good. $390. 549-4446. after 6 p.m. Pot
belly stove $80.

tn-is

SERVICES

PHOTOS — Passports, visas,
graduate school applications, or
similar kinds of photography. $4.90 for
six passport site photos. Sixes and
iprices are negotiable Quality
guaranteed. Very fast service. Call
.•Steve at 6-5443.

tn-29

-»*•

Datsun. Toyota and Volvo, repaired
at reasonable prices. I have plenty of

experience and equipment. Call
Russell Baca. 253-7456.

tn-25

Brooks residents only. Expert typing by
Dana. Fast and accurate. 75c per page,
and worth it. Room 405. or call 6-6367.

tn-is

88 VW Bus. burgundy with white roof &
bumpers, body 4 interior like new. In exc
mech cond. $1395. Call Joseph, between 5 *
6. at 665-2354.

tn-u

1969 Tempest Lemans Convert. 9 cyl.
standard, new snow tires, p.s.. little rust.
Fine engine, economical, good Karma
$799. or B.O. 253-7634.

tn-18

Hi-fi audio repair. Sansui. Sony. Dual
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech HIFI. 549-2819.

tn-15

Car repair hassles? Experienced
mechanic will fix it right, no big overhead,
no job too small, foreign and domestic.
Bob. 253-7241.

tn-is

24 Hour Service on
Passport Applications.
Lang's Photo

Passports and
Tel. 253-3148.

U3-I5

WHEREABOUTS
For sale — almost new TEAC tape deck,

model AG9I9. very little use. best offer
over $390 (cost $699 new). Call Elliot. 367-
2349.

tn-15

X-C Skis Bonna 1899. 195 CM. With
1

and bindings $15 Large desk $19. Call
Jeaa. 7-9 p.m. 296-6942.

in-13

Help! If you know the address of l.uc

dores. of Montreal. Canada, please contact
Susan UCourse at Baypath College,
I on gmeadow Mass.

tn-iH

BEAT THE HIGH COST

For sale — 1969 VW Squareback Good
engine, 54.099 miles. 25 mpg. Asking $899.
Call 586-3665. after noon.

U3-13

Will do typing in my home — Thesis,
papers, envelopes, mailing lists, letters.
Reliable, ace. fast. Call after 5 p.m. 253-
7454 or 253-7145.

If4-1

Mechanical work on most foreign cars,
specialty - VWs. Reasonable rates. 549-
4448. after 6 p.m.

U3-15

I! Mercedes-Benz, auto trans., 20
m.p.g.. good mechanical condition. $1499.
or beat offer. Call evenings 584-5347.

U3-I9

Hitachi SP2999 VM-FM stare* Mrack
recorder with Kill 32 speakers. $269. Call
45-2392. ask far Neil la 216.

tn-19

FREE SANDWICHES
Spacious I or 2 bedroom con-

dominium apartments, only $157 to

$199 monthly after $599 dawn payment.
Includes closing casts, principle, in-

terest, taxes, maintenance, upkeep
and insurance. I .orated in Sunderland,
(all 256-6979 for appointment eves..
665-2641.

tf3-l4

72 Vega Hatchback. 4 speed, excellent
condition. 29.S99 miles. 253-S»53. days: 367-
2*97. nights.

tn-15

•96 l-emans 356 Snarl. VT. buckets at
as. pb. ac. Excellent condition, good Urea
$895. Owner. 546-1446.

tn-i$

Pres. Nixon hasn't answered my
offer, ant give me a ride to Boston on

Thurs.. 3-21 and I'll give yon a peanut

butter sandwich and same $8 for gas.

(all Joyce. 253-9551

U.V29

acnae/e>

Sehaefer is the one beer
to have when you're
having more than one

l\

denae/a

and
that's what we're serving at

THE PUB
WEDNESDAY xJcme/& NIGHTS

Ujcnae/e

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted — large apt. near

Smith and 5-College bus line, own
bedroom. $85.00 per month. Call Dennis

(after 7:30 p.m.). 586-1415.

tn-15

Female roommate wanted — nice apt.

close to campus. $67.00 per month Call

Bev, 253-5858.

tn-u

For Cliffside Apt. — Immediate occ. till

(-1 or sublet til 9-1. $88 mo plus $50 dep.

Pool, tennis ct. air cond. in C. Call 665-3490.

tn-14

Own bedroom in large house, about

three minutes from campus. $83 per month
plus utilities Call any time. 256-8820.

tf3-13

ROOM WANTED

Need room in house or apt.. Amherst

area, will pay $80 per month. Call 549-1275.

U3-I3

ROOMS FOR RENT

Furn. rm.. pri. bath, air cond.. color TV.

auto dishwasher. 2 for $59 ea.. ori. for $199.

incl. util. Call John. Sue (Rm. 211) at 253-

9256 between 10 4 11 p.m. or Iv. mess.

tn-15

HOUSE FOR RENT
Country house lor rent in Coira in. 253-

5135. $235 per month
tf3-!5

TRAVEL

(am pus Travel Center, handles air.

hotel, car rentals, package tours,

honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call

545-0500, for information.
tn-is

Spring Vacation in Bermuda from $199.

For more information call Campus Travel

(enter. 545-0500.
03-11

Spring Vacation in San Juan. S2H(i. all

inclusive. For more information, call

Campus Travel Center. Hi Qggj.

tfs-15

EUROPE- ISRAEL- AFRICA— Travel

discounts year round Inl I Student Travel
(enter. 73«Bn\lstnn Si Suite 111. Boston.

Ma filT-L'fiT-1122

If.". 17

Flights to lurope HU Round I rip

Depart, return anytime JAMESON
TRAVEL Box L>7. 81141, or 113 Ha 1141

TONIGHT
THE KATZEN BROTHERS

playing

OLDIES but GOODIES
DANCING 30C Schaefers

deme/e^

CONTESTS

WANTED MDC CLASSIFIED PERSONAL TO SUBLET

Gay or Bi. People of Spirit wanted to

grow with Commune in the country. Box

723. Amherst. Mass.
tn-18

I want to buy your sick car, any make,

model, or major problem. Let me buy your

headache, foreign or domestic. Call Bob.

253-7241.

tn-15

Wanted — Csed goalie equipment, not

fussy. Call Eric nites. 586-1556.

tn-15

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed for 2 to Florida for sem.

break. Will share $ and driving. Please call

584-6601.
tn-14

Wanted, used boxspring A mattress,

double or single. Call after 10 p.m. 546-

6570
tn-n

RIDERS WANTED
Do you commute to Boston? Am looking

for people to share $ & driving on Taes.
afternoons. George Greenstein. 253-2993 or
542-2975. tf3-l8

ENTERTAINMENT
Tired of the same old shit? Try a band

from Boston Musk Group, for your next
concert or party. 617-353-1184 or 617-247-

3982.

tfS-6

Boogie with James Montgomery Band.

Thursday, March 14. 7: 30 and 19:39. CCA.
tn-13

Come and go with me to the .'id's and Wis

and let the good times roll! Get together

for a real grease party, (all Bob. 536-6075.

tn-15

GET HIGH ON WEDS. — HUE
ZACHARIAH" WITH COUNTRY JOE.

FISH. JAMES GANG AND MORE! IN

COIjOR. WEDS.. MARCH 13, MAHAR AT
: \\n '• p M

tf:i-n

Tonite! The Kluewall is giving a St.

Patrick's Day warm up party with Tony
(i Kiord.in from Dublin singing Irish folk

songs '» p.m - I a.m.

tft-13

ENTERTAINMENT

Woody Allen's zaniest flick "What's Up
Tiger Lilly "plus W.C. Fields first Ulkie —
"The Golf Specialist". Sat.. March 16. 7-9-

II. Mahar.
tn-is

STOP KILLING YOCRSELF — let us
put up those posters. Call Stick 'Em Dp,
367-2:110. Elliot or Ruth

113-15

FLICKS "N KICKS — a good way to
spend 5 minutes.

tf3-l5

INSTRUCTION

You need not pay a lot of money to learn

to meditate. We are experienced and you
will learn with ease. Saturdays at II a.m..

tn-n

PERSONAL

Would like to meet young homophile
member or sympathizer for get together

off campus. Reply Box 518. North

Amherst. Mass.

tn-u

If you park in the CC Garage. I might be
able to save you some $$$$. Call Jerry. 584-

3735 or 546-7979.

tn-n

Free room in exchange for babysitting.
Female only, must like kids. Call 253-2634.

tf3-l3

Six more people needed to share cottage
in Hyannis. Mass., this summer. If in-

terested call Mike at 6-62%.

tf3-l4

Dianne with the beautiful smile from
Orchard Hill. I met you Fri. night at

Hampshire DC. you escaped without
letting me rind out how I can get in

touch with you. please call 546-4lfi:(.

Scott.

trail

DAVE \ \N HONK appearing in (on

cert in the Hatch. Thursdav March 11. 9

p m 1 m \dmission 11.99.

tf:i-lt

rONITE! Hatch (elebrilv Series
presents DAVE \ VN HONK tn concert •!

p ml ,1 111 Vdmission SI. (Hi.

iri-i.t

Drew — you're not a kid anymore.
Happy M$j, line Kath

tf3-l3

111 -15

sp.ink\ • Vllall.i Buckwheat (lie

original "Utile H.isi.ils' I \ ciiniedii".

plus M,ir\ Kros Festival < ontedv hits

Hrl March I* 7*1-11 Mahar
tn-n

(iraduatr Student wanted to sha re apt in

Montague -- Own room Ride to campus
.uatlahle ( all 367-CM, after fi p m.

If3.|$

Own room in house in Amherst. -' M & 1

F IH aim, inc. heat. A \ail immed. Call
L'.Vt-.'tOil or 'il.V.'lllll

. KMI .

E.E.W. 21 wishes for a happy day. No
more foolin' around. D.B.W.

tf3-13

Sweetheart Feldman. Happy 19th. Love
Mike ft Steve. P.S. (You wealthy Long
Island Jap. you).

tn-n

I'll be there. Will you be there? Streak.

March 20th.

tn-n

(Mass does not have the streaking

record. Do It again, or for the first time,

but be there. World Record Streak. March
26th.

tn-u

l-aurir with the Red Sweater at CC
Boogie. Meet me at James Montgomery
I jt te Show for more of (he same. Ed from J

Adams.
tn-14

Odell Washington — It's been the best

year of my life. Love always. JMM.
tn-n

Guitar Player: Pby and sing, lead own
Altec, P. A. Looking for a group or other

musicians. Kevin Jones. 323-7249.

U3-I9

MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

1971. 750cc Honda Fairing, rack, padded
sissy bar. 367-9546.

tn-15

1972 Penton 125 Moto-X. new piston ft

rings, good cond.. convert to on-off road

lor $50 $650. Call Jerry after 6 p.m.. 549-

1460.

tf3-l5

1973 Triumph 500cc Trophy Trail. Great
condition, many extras. 900 miles. Call 665-

3344. anytime.

tn-19

1971 Honda I73cc. 1000 miles, great
condition. Call 665-3344. anytime

tn-19

72 Kawasaki 500. 6300 miles. $650. Call

Nelson. 542-5559. anytime. Hurr>.
tf3 15

Kawasaki I25cc Road Bike. 1966. old but
runs, best offer around 75. 253-3516.

tf3-l5

STERCO COMPONENTS

Apt. tn sublet — June I to Sept. I — 2

bedroom Brandy wine. PETS ALLOWED,
rent negotiable. Call 549-4547.

tn-18

Townhouse apt. on bus line, all ad-
vantages, sublet June I until Aug. 31 with
option to renew. Three bedroom, air cond..

cable TV. 549-0187.

tf3-22

PHOTOGRAPHER
Custom black and white film processing

done. Quick service! One roll of film and
contact only $1.25. Call George or John.
665-4299.

tf3-29

TYPING

Typing — papers, theses, etc., fast,

accurate, cheap. Smith Corona 7999 Elite,

(all Sue. 1-527-4802.

113-18

FREE

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.

Call 584-8816.

tfS-17

Credit Where CredH is Due — Marathon
Spring '74, April 15-19.

tn-u

CALCULATORS

Calculators — all major orands.

T.I., Bomar. Commodore, Sanyo.
I'nicom, Casio, etc. Desk and hand
held models from six to twelve digit,

some with memory-square roots.

Scientific notations, constants,
reciprocals and trig, functions. Low
prices. I will try to beat any price you
get. (all for meeting. All new. all

guaranteed, Gordon Hoffstein. 549-

9187.

tf3-22

Need apt. for one person in area, under
$140. for rest of term with option on
summer. Call 1-567-3645. between 1 and 6.

tn-15

Stereo ( otnponents — 20 per cent - Id

per cenl olf list Ml major brands

vaUaWe all guaranteed, (all Mike at

vm-iNit. liter 1 p.m.

II III-—»• -•-•--*•-

Holiday in Bermuda of Tahiti this

summer? 1>1 us help >ou to sublet

your house or apt. For up to two

complete months while you're away.

Do call us now at 544V2SM, af call in at

Linguistic Institute Office in South

College. Don't lose out on that vacation

in the sun Try a little speculation on

\our propertx

!

_ _» -lU-Ji
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It's not always wine, roses, and huge purses for

jockeys like Roy Cave who manages a faint smile with

a muddy face after a race opening the spring season at

Thistledown Racetrack in Cleveland.

UCLA opens NCAA's no. 2 in AP poll

NC State top team
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
UCLA will open its bid for an

eighth straight NCAA cham-
pionship Thursday night as the
nation's second-ranked basketball

team.

And the Bruins' opponent will be
No. 20 Dayton, the team that
helped UCLA become runnerup to

North Carolina State in the latest

Associated Press major college
poll released today.

Dayton became No. 20, replacing

Oral Roberts in the poll, by up-
setting Notre Dame 97-82 and
dropping the Fighting Irish to third

place.

North Carolina State, which won
the Atlantic Coast Conference
Championship with a 103-100
overtime victory over Maryland
last Saturday, remained No. 1 with
24 first-place votes and 792 points.

The Wolf-pack will take a 25-1

record, best of the 20 ranked
teams, in the NCAA East playoffs

against No. 5 Providence, 23-3.

UCLA, 23-3 after winning the
Pacific-8 with a lopsided victory

over No. 15 Southern California,

received the other 17 first-place

votes and 748 points. Dayton, 20-7,

cracked the rankings with 23

points.

Notre Dame received 652 points.

The Irish will play in the NCAA

Mideast against No. 12 Michigan,

which won the Big Ten title in a
playoff against lOth-ranked In-

diana Monday night. Only games
through last Saturday counted in

the poll.

Maryland finished its season

with a 23-5 mark and fourth place

in the rankings, with two polls yets

to be held. Maryland turned down a

bid from the National Invitation

Tournament.

Alabama heads the Second Ten,

followed by Michigan, Pittsburgh,

Kansas, Southern Cal, Louisville,

New Mexico, South Carolina,
Creighton and Dayton.

AMHERST Si
ni-MM

(Jincnu\

ORSON WELLES

A DlMM«vMh«4 Company
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GET HIGH - THEN SEE

"ZACHARIAH"
With Country Joe and The Fish • James Gang • New
York Rock and Roll Ensemble and more! This crazy

western movie was written by Joe Massot and
Fi resign Theatre!

T0NI6HT - MAR. 13 - IN COLOR

MAHAR AUD. at 7:00 & 9:00

Early spring activity makes

Johnson very happy manager
ByDAVEO'HARA
AP Sports Writer

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) —
After four exhibition games of the

regular schedule and another of

informal variety because of the

caliber of opposition, Manager
Darrell Johnson is all smiles,

waiting patiently for further

developments on the Boston Red
Sox.

"Many things are looking

awfully good, but if you tried to

start crossing out names right now,
it would be very tough," Johnson

said Monday after the Red Sox' 9-5

victory over the Houston Astros at

Cocoa.

"We have an awful lot of good
looking young players and you just

can't tell at this point," he said.

"Sure, you can name players

certain to make the team, but at

this stage I'm not counting any
others definitely out.

Johnson, who won a promotion to

Boston by managing Pawtucket,

R. I., of the International League to

the Little World Series Cham-
pionship last fall, is happy as his

problems appear to widen. He
loves to watch the fight for jobs

A case in point is veteran utility

man John Kennedy, who earned
the tag "Super Sub," as a standout

in 1971-72 before slipping at the age
of 32 last year.

Kennedy made his exhibition

season debut against the Astros, at

shortstop of all places. There is a

three-way battle between Luis

Aparicio, Mario Guerrero and
Rookie Burleson at short, and,

besides, Kennedy figures to be
better at filling in at second or

third.

Kennedy is a special invitee to

training camp. He accepted a
demotion to Pawtucket last fall to

make room for a younger player on

ACADEMY

Boston's 40-man spring roster.

However, he's playing like a

rookie, working as hard as anyone

in camp.
Against Houston, popular "J.K."

had a key single in a two-run fifth

inning and then drilled a homer

over the left Held tence in the

seventh as the Red Sox went on to

score six runs and nail down their

third triumph in four regularly

scheduled games in Florida. He
also made a couple of fine plays in

up to the others more to prove what

they can do."

Johnson was impressed by three

rookie pitchers against Houston,

although Mark Bomback, of Fall

River, Mass., gave up eight hits,

Chuck Ross three and Bill Kouns

one. Bomback and Ross worked

four innings each, and Kouns the

ninth.

"I felt they all threw well," the

manager said. "Bomback, who has

one of the better chances of making

the team, had some poor support

both in the infield and the outfield.

Ross is only 21, but doesn't look it.

He's definitely a starting pitcher of

the future. Kouns also looked good

in his one inning, and he did well

for the two more we played strictly

for a workout."

\f Wirephoto.
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Red Sox' Manager
Darrel Johnson

the field.

Asked if Kennedy really had a

shot at making the Red Sox and
what it would take, Johnson said

candidly

:

"J.K. has a tough fight. Mostly

because of the kids we have.

However I'm not eliminating him.

Things depend more on what
others do down here than what he

does. We know what he can do. It's
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Players react to Aaron case

after Commissioner's order
ByWILLGRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent

"If they want Hank Aaron to hit

those home runs for the fans, why
don't they let him go back to

Milwaukee and do it?"

That was the laconic reaction of

the New York Mets' Bud Harrelson

Tuesday to baseball's sizzling

controversy: Do the Atlanta
Braves have the right to hold

Aaron out of the three-game
opening series in Cincinnati and

(AP Wirepholoi

Aaron will hit no. 714....

wait for the return to Atlanta for

the two home runs that will break

Babe Ruth's career record of 714?

The issue has been rekindled by

a virtual directive on the part of

Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn issued Monday that Aaron
should play in the Cincinnati

games if he's able.

The commissioner's action

raised questions of baseball rights

and sharply divided not only the

game's players, managers and
officials but also the fans.

Harrelson, the Mets' peppery
shortstop, represented one strong
viewpoint of the players.

"I don't think Aaron owes the
Atlanta fans a damn thing,"
Harrelson said. "He owes it to

baseball. After all, most of Hank's
career was spent in Milwaukee,
and Atlanta fans haven't done
much to support him."

In Cocoa, Fla., Preston Gomez,
manager of the Houston Astros,
said he though Kuhn's action might
set a bad precedent. "I believe it's

a decision of the manager and the
club. I think the commissioner is

wrong to put pressure on them."
Most of the managers contacted

preferred not to get into the
squabble, following the pattern of

Ralph Houk of the Detroit Tigers.
"I have too many problems of my
own," said Houk in Lakeland, Fla.

"Let sleeping dogs lie."

Red Schoendienst, whose St.

Louis Cardinals played the
Chicago White Sox in Sarasota,
Fla, agreed in part, but added: "If

I had the same problem, I would
consult my general manager but I

think 1 would play him. He hits a lot

of home runs in Cincinnati."

"I'm glad it's not my headache,"
said Yogi Berra, manager of the

Mets, in St. Petersburg, Fla. "The
main consideration is winning the

game. That's more important than

the home runs. He's going to break
the record, anyhow."
The question is, when?
Billy Martin, boss of the Texas

Rangers, said in Pompano Beach,
"The commissioner has set down
the guideline. Right or wrong, you
have to go along. I've been in the

Army twice. You've got to learn to

take orders."

Eddie Robinson, vice president
of the Braves, said he was sur-

prised and called Kuhn's action

"ticklish." There were hints that

Bill Bartholomay, Atlanta's chief

executive might resist the com-
miss ;oner's pressure.

Many observers felt that the
Braves created their own monster
by announcing plans to hold Aaron
out of the Cincinnati series.

"If they had kept their mouth

I AH Wirrphoto i

No matter what Kuhn
says.

shut, there wouldn't have been all

this fuss," said the Mets' Willie

Mays, whose 660 home runs ranks
third, behind Ruth and Aaron.
Boston's veteran Orlando

Cepeda was asked in St. Peter-

sburg what he thought about it, "I
know nothing! don't read papers,"
he replied with a shrug.

He left the impression that

baseball might survive despite it

all.

Intramural odds and ends

Russ Smith

Boyden Sports Complex: It's quiet! The regular season of intramural

basketball is over. Now, the top teams in each of the thirty-six men's

leagues, and eight women's leagues enter the Campus Playoffs for the

1973-74 Championship. So the chances of you getting a court at night will

be like walking into the Bluewall after your 2:30 class for a beer, easy.

With the exception of last night's game between the J.B.'s and the

Issibssa, the playoffs go full tilt starting tonight at 5:15.

See, UMass gets the jump on the major leagues: While the NBA and

NHL teams are still battling for a playoff position, our own champ will

have been decided next Wednesday night in the Complex at 7 p.m.

All it takes for the remaining teams to become the new champ, is to win

their next five games, and they've got the title.

The refs for these big games really have to be good at controlling the

game, especially with so much at stake. There'll be a lot of "C'mon, ref",

"What do ya mean, three seconds?"a lot of complaints, but the IM refs

can take it. The fouls will be there-the physical play under the boards too.

In fact, the only thing that will be missing, is the idea that it's all for fun.

But that's ok. (as long as you win, right?).

To those teams that didn't make it-there's always next year. Or, you

could try your luck at another sport. Maybe it was the computer-

arrainged league you were put in that made your team look so bad. Or

was it because you were out for a good time, while the other team was out

to kill? Everything's alright, anyways. Just keep practicing at the

Elementary School's six-foot baskets, and hope next year, Boyden lowers

their nets.

DOWN COURT: The Hot Shots should be a favorite to defend the title

-they won last year, but don't bet on it. Some of the other teams that look

good are the Trees from Crabtree (catchy, huh ! ), the Grasshoppers from

JFK, the Moore Bullets, and the Thatcher Redwoods. I'm not usually

right when it comes to predictions, so the real teams that pose a threat

are probably the ones I didn't mention... in women's basketball, go with

the McNamara Manglers (from the Elite section of campus) or the

Koalas.
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SPORTS

Mike Brophy

The DH and College

"The DH rule is here for this year anyway. / like it and we'll certainly
give it a fair try in college ball this spring" Coach Dick Bergquist

For the spring of 1974 intercollegiate baseball is going to experiment
with the Designated Hitter rule adopted by the American League two
years ago.

And the majority of the coaches tend to feel that it will be a welcome
change for the game. Ai chie Allen, Springfield College baseball coach for
a number of years, said, "it is an attempt by us (the coaches) to bring
back a semblance of offense to the game. And look it... we'll never know
unless we try it once, right?"

The rule reads as follows: "Rule 7, Sec. 11 ; A player may be designated
to bat for the starting pitcher and all subsequent pitcher* s) in any game.
A designated batter for the pitcher may bat in any position in the line-up

but must be selected prior to the game and must be included in the line-up

cards presented to the umpire-in-chief."

Upon agreement of both team's coaches prior to the start of the game,
it may be also played so that ai. optional substitution rule may be in ef-

fect. This will enable a coach to pull a certain player from the line-up and
reinsert him later in the game. The coaches' feelings towards this rule in

the Northeast, however, are not favorable as too many coaches feel is it

not written properly and could be too easily exploited Such matters will

come forth for discussion at the national meetings at the conclusion of the
season.
The DH rule will enable college pitchers not to have to worry about the

hassles of batting practice and let them concentrate solely on their pit-

ching techniques. But is this good for the pitcher who is an all-around
baseball player?

Last year the Minutemen had two of the best hitting pitchers in the East
in Mike Flanagan and Tom White. Both were big and strong and were
capable of hitting a home run at any time.

In fact, it was Flanagan who set a national record for hitting three
consecutive home runs in three consecutive times at the plate while
pitching a game. At the time he was suffering from the flu but he
managed to limit Northeastern to just two hits while striking out twelve.
With pitchers like this would Bergquist want to use the DH rule?

"First of all let me say that we don't have them this year... the pros do.

And last year we had Pete Collins who could have been great for us this

year with the DH, but he left school. There would have been times when I

could have made great use of it last year but we didn't have it. Now we do
and I'm short of firepower at the plate - at least compared to last year."

Ron Beaurivage, who last year hit with good authority, could well be
the best shot at a DH spot right now but somebody has to beat him out for

first base before he is relegated to the DH spot.

"I like the DH rule and I think it will give more of our guys more
playing time," said Captain Beaurivage. "We're gonna have the

firepower. Just give us that week down South to prove it."

Steve Newell, former Ail-American outfielder for the Minutemen and
now with the Montreal Expos' farm system feels that it could help college

baseball in the long run as it will tend to make for less monotonous pit-

chers' duels.

So, will the DH rule adoption make for better college games this

spring? Most coaches think so but they want to wait to see it in action

first. By June, we'll all know.

Notices
Free swim in Curry Hicks will be

cancelled on Mar 14, Mar 15, and
Mar 16 because of the Women's
Gymnastics meet.
Students who are interested in

intramural softball and soccer

officiating should fill out an ap-

plication in the IM office im-

mediately.

Intramural soccer officials will

meet on Tuesday Mar 19 at 8:00

p.m. in the IM office.

Intramural softball officials will

meet on Wednesday Mar 20 at 8:00

p.m. in the IM office.

IMPORTANT !!!!!! SOCCER
CANDIDATES: Meeting in Room
17 Boyden 4:30 p.m., March 20th.

AIR FORCE R0TC

SOPHOMORES: CALL NOW ABOUT THE TWO YEAR PROGRAM 5-2437

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT WEEK AND FAIR

Tonight, 7:30, CC 917: Color Slide Contest and Show

Thursday, 7:30, CC 168: "Aliens in your Midst," student panel

Friday, 7:30, Thompson 106, "IKIRU"
Film Showing (75c)

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

(except during league play)

50 c per string

ALLIED MOTOR

PARTS
Doctor up pur ear with

e

• Complete Domestic

& V.W. Paris

• IS* 20% Off

on ALL PARTS!!!
.-*•?

319 Main St., Imhertt 256-8341
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NIT countdown begins! D-day minus three

Bring on Jacksonville
By EARLE BAKKOLL

Steve Mayfield was a sophomore at Bethlehem
High (NY.) when a carnival of seven-footers and a

coach festooned in powder white jackets and floral

pants threatened the collegiate basketball establish

ment from a base of operation called Jacksonville

University.

There was Artis Gilmore, Pembrook Burrows III;

remember Rex Morgan and don't forget that little

bugger Chip Dublin whom Mayfield recalls as "that

nut who came off the bench." Their coach was
colorful Joe Williams, who scoured junior colleges,

offered athletes the world, made sure they got just

that and left for Furman when the NCAA said enough
was enough.
"And to just think," said Mayfield, "I saw them

play against UCLA in the finals" of the NCAA on TV
and now just a few years later we're playing
Jacksonville in the NIT." Of course the cast has
changed, but the reputation not, as this will be the

Dolphins' fifth consecutive trip to a post season
tournament.

"They'll be a great challenge for our team," said

Jack Leaman. "They have an excellent national

reputation and anytime we have the opportunity to

get on the same court with a team of this stature it

. .Peter Trow will be doing his dribbling

against 6'6" Henry Williams when the
Minutemen open the NIT, Saturday
night.

Springfield seeded first

means an awful lot to UMass. We're anxious to play
them and we feel we have a right to play them."
Jacksonville has always had a gimmick. First

there were tht seven -footers Gilmore and Burrows,
followed by another, David Brent. And this trio ap-
pears on page eight of this years' basketball brochure
as "The Home of the Seven-Footers."
What concerns UMass presently is the latest

publicity piece: "The Super Six". Six high-school all-

Americans who as freshman at Jacksonville

averaged 115 points per game and now form the

nucleus of this years' 18-7 team that last year with the
same group blew an 18-point lead and lost to Austin

Peay and "Fly" Williams in the semi-finals of the

Mideast regionals.

With them have come the usual Jacksonville jokes

:

One basketball is not enough; their 5'2 guard can
reverse dunk; they get 115 points one night, give 115

the next and if you mention defense they say "huh"?.
But, in the ultimate, when a team goes to tournament
after tournament and makes 20 wins a habit there is

something special to say about them.
"I've heard some awesome things about them,"

said Leaman. "They're very big, extremely good
shooters and on certain nights they're capable of

playing excellent defense and blowing anybody
around out of the house." Such as Houston and N.I.T.-

bound Cincinnati in their final two games.
"Coach told me the guy I'll be guarding is 6'6 and

235 pounds," said Peter Trow. That guy is Henry
Williams who along with center Butch Taylor (6' 10)

and guard Leon Benbow '6'5) are Jacksonville's
three potential pros. If you fill in the other two
starters the front line reads, 6'6, 6' 10, 6'8 with a back-
court of 6'5 and 6'3.

"We're obviously going to be at a tremendous
height disadvantage," said Leaman. "But we'll work
on blocking them out and getting back quickly on
defense to counter their potential fast break." On the
other hand the Dolphins themselves will have their

hands full maintaining non-playground habits in the
face of UMass' patented machine.
"We're not going to change a style that has won 21

games for us," demanded Leaman. "They'll find us
very tough on defense, much quicker than most
teams they've played and I think we can raise a lot of

havoc for them on defense with our patented and
patient offense."

Leaman had just returned from New York where
he went through his yearly N.I.T. luncheon, press
conference and usual amount of "do you want to

leave UMass for such and such a school?" There was
likewise the appearance of Jacksonville's coach Bob
Gottlieb whose spiel left Leaman with this final ob-
servation :

"This will be the first time since I've been going to

the N.I.T. that both teams and coaches expect to be
playing basketball Tuesday night in New York."

in Eastern Regionals

By JOHN BOCK
MDC Sports Writer

UMass has the defending

National Champion Women's
Gymnastics team right? Last year

they cleaned the house on

everybody they met, right? They
won the Easterns last year, right?

Well, one out of three isn't bad
especially when the spoilers to two

of those questions comes from

down the road in the form of

perennial gymnastics power
Springfield College. The Chiefs

have been spoiling more men's

athletic contests than the Irish out

of South Bend, so it isn't surprising

that their women take after them.

Last season UMass' only two

losses came at the hands of

Springfield College as they lost to

SC by 1.5 points in the dual and

closed that gap to .15 in the

Easterns, but lost just the same.
Springfield College looks just as

strong this year having upset the

Minutewomen at SC by a 107.25 to

105.30 score. Overall the
Springfield Women's team sports a

very respectable 104.62 average
while UMass is a not-too-distant

second with 100.02. After that the

teams kind of dwindle and pale by
comparison as the scores bottom
out around the mid sixties.

This is how the teams will stack

up for this weekend's Eastern
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (EAIAW)
Championship that will take place
in Curry Hicks Cage Friday and
Saturday. The top seed went to

Springfield with UMass second and
Southern Connecticut third.

Towson State of Maryland, Penn
State, Slippery Rock and Clarion

State, all of Pennsylvania, Trenton
State of New Jersey, West Chester

State of Pennsylvania, and Boston

State round out the top ten seeds.

Other teams from Montclair State,

Nassau Community College, Yale
and Temple just to name a few will

be competing in the twenty-one

team field.

Katherine Kolemainen of

Springfield College was out-

standing in the Ail-Around along

with teammates Debbie Dunkley

and Debbie Mezger. Terri DeNardi
from Southern Connecticut was
supposed to be one of the top

women but is out for the season due
to a dislocated knee incurred

during the UMass - Southern Conn,

meet.

UMass NEUWA champs off to Iowa St
By JOHN BOCK

The University of Massachusetts will attempt to

prove that New England wrestling is on its way up as

they send their four NEUWA Champs out to Iowa
State University for the NCAA University Cham-
pionship March 14-16, 1974.

All winners of the New England University

wrestling Association Tourney join thirty-four other

wrestlers in a weight class from various conferences

and tournaments as qualifiers for the big prize — the

distinction of being the best collegiate wrestler in the

United States.

UMass will have Larry Reynolds at 118 pounds,

Russell Chateauneuf at 134, Steve Benson at 158, and

Dennis Fenton at Heavyweight as the standard

bearers of the Minutemen. To say they will have a

tough time would be a slight understatement.

Seven out of last year's ten national champs will

journey to Big Eight Country and Iowa State's brand

new Hilton Coliseum (seating 14,500) to defend their

titles.

For the Minutemen, all will find themselves knee

deep in talent at their weight classes. Larry Reynolds

will have top seeded Gary Breece from Oklahoma
University in his weight class along with, Big Ten
swifty Jim Brown of Michigan. From back East
Slippery Rock's Jack Spates and Pitt's George
Bryant could give Larry problems.
Russell Chateauneuf has Jim Abbott of Wisconsin

and within conference neighbor Billy Davids of

Michigan in his class besides Rohn.
Captain Steve Benson has in Coach Barr's words

"...probably the best chance of anyone from New
England to place. Steve has reached a peak now
where he could wrestle for any team in the East in-

cluding Penn State. I am going to try hard to get in a

seed."

Dennis Fenton may have the toughest going at

Heavyweight because everyone is out to win this year

as super-heavyweight Chris Taylor is in the pro

ranks. Top seed should go to undefeated Larry Avery

of Michigan State while Gary Ernst of Michigan and
Dave Graves of Washington will be up there. Fenton 's

outstanding strength will be well tested.
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. .Artis Gilmore is in the pros, but John Murphy will

have to get inside position on 6' 10" center Butch Taylor
when the Dolphins of Jacksonville face the Minutemen
on the Garden floor.

Bruins, Celts win
vsabres dropped 4-0 Shamrocks 110-93

j

BOSTON (AP) - Bobby On-
topped the 100-point mark for a
record fifth straight year and
Gilles Gilbert earned his fifth

shutout of the season as the Boston
Bruins upended the Buffalo Sabres
4-0 Tuesday night at the Garden.
John Bucyk with his 27th, Wayne

Cashman with his 23rd, Phil
Esposito with his 59th, and Richie

Leduc with his 3rd scored for the

Bruins who reduced their magic
number to 14 points over Montreal
in their first place quest.

PROVIDENCE (AP) - John
Havlicek, Don Chaney and Paul
Westphal combined for 71 points
Tuesday night in leading the
Boston Celtics to a 110-93 National
Basketball Association victory
over the Portland Trailblazers.

Havlicek scored 27, Chaney
added 23 and Westphal chipped in

with 21 as the Celtics won their 11th

straight game over Portland in the
last three years. The game was a
"home" contest at the Providence
Civic Center.

v1
Bill Ballou

WHA-downhill
Newspaper columns lately have been filled with reports of the im-

proving health of the World Hockey Association. WHA fan(s) might be
wise if they take them in the same light as the relatives of a friend dying
of cancer take the optimistic reports the doctor gives the patient.

Things from that league don't look too bright, no matter what the PR
men say.

Take a look at last year's showcase franchise, New England.
Technically they haven't moved, but the Eastern States Coliseum in West
Springfield is a long way from Boston Garden.

Hartford is the eventual Whaler destination, but still, when a team
that was your best one year is forced to move the next, you've got

problems.
How about New York? Two sets of owners have come and gone from a

city whose support is supposed to be crucial in the establishment of any
major sporting league.

The Titans-Jets, the Nets, the Islanders have all made it in New York
while the Golden Raiders-Blades now operate out of Cherry Hill, N.J.

Cherry Hill is not big time.

The Minnesota Fighting Saints may have to evoke their namesakes to

stay in operation ; they haven't made a rent payment in months.
The LA Sharks are talking about moving; several teams already have.

Vancouver, a transfer from Philadelphia, has sold most of their seats in

the form of season tickets, but are having trouble with "no shows." It's

not because of TV, either.

Franchise problems are, naturally, their major consideration. Take
a look at their franchise locations: Springfield, Cherry Hill, Edmonton,
Indianapolis (future), Cleveland. It reads like a list of America's ten least

wanted cities. You can't make Filet Mignon out of ground beef.
Neither can you make good hockey teams out of lousy players, and it's

that they will eventually kill the WHA.
Who's the league's leading scorer? (Hint: he plays on the same team

with his sons) 46-year-old Gordie Howe, undoubtedly a great hockey
player, but kind of old to be leading a 'major" league in scoring.
How about their leading goalie? If his name escapes you, don't feel bad.

It's Don McLeod, a good goalie, but unfortunately he has a club foot.

Their agents claim the best player in hockey is Jim Harrison, ex of
Edmonton, but the claim may change now that Harrison is headed back
to the National League. In fact, a lot of people may be headed back. A few
have jumped already, and even a few minor leaguers, and the message
from them is that most of the NHLers that jumped are going to make
their money and then head home.

If you're a WHA fan you are a.) rare; b.) desperate to see any kind of
hockey and c.) near extinction. Get your tickets early for those Whaler
playoffs in Springfield.

The building only seats 5600.
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me, can't hear a word
they're sayin', only the

echos of my mind."
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Senate votes for death penalty
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate voted

yesterday to restore the death penalty for
espionage, treason and certain other federal
crimes such as kidnaping and airplane
hijacking that result in death.
The vote was 54 to 33.

The bill, modified somewhat by amend-
ments, now goes to the House, where no
early action on it is in prospect.
Urged by President Nixon a year ago, the

bill is designed to overcome a 1972 Supreme
Court decision that the death penalty, as
applied under existing laws, was un-
constitutional.

The bill lists a number of aggravating
factors which would make the death penalty

mandatory.
However, if any mitigating factors

existed, such as being under 18 years of age
or having significantly impaired mental
capacity, a death sentence would be barred.
Other mitigating factors set out in the bill

are acting under unusual or substantial

duress, being a relatively minor participant

in a crime, and not having been reasonably
able to foresee that one's conduct would
cause a risk of death to another.
The presence or absence of aggravating

or mitigating factors would be determined
in a separate court proceeding, before a jury
or a judge, after a trial at which a defendant
had been convicted of a capital offense or

entered a guilty plea.

This procedure is intended to meet the
objections of Supreme Court justices that
the death penalty has been imposed too
arbitrarily to be constitutional.

The aggravating circumstances set out in

the bill depend on whether national security
crimes or murder are involved.

In murder cases, they include killing "an
especially heinous, cruel or depraved
manner," killing for hire, or killing in

connection with an airplane hijacking,
kidnaping, escape from custody and certain
other crimes.

In national security cases, they include a
defendant's prior conviction for a similar

offense and knowingly creating a grave risk

of substantial danger to the national

security.

Before acting, the Senate killed an
amendment requiring the registration of all

handguns, banning domestic production of

cheap handguns and the licensing of their

owners.

The amendment, offered by Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, D-Mass, was tabled and thus
killed by a 68-21 vote on the motion of Sen.
John L. McClellan, D Ark., floor manager of
the bill to restore capital punishment under
federal law.

Apathy plagues Senate
ByMIKEHENAULT

By 1 1 : 15 someone called for a

quorum and Student Speaker
David Booker found that there

weren't enough members to

continue.

The crucial business at hand
was the final approval of a

system of priority categories.'

During the over four hour
session senate leaders at-

tempted to push through final

approval of a plan for setting

the groundwork for all

organizational spending in

fiscal year 1975.

The categories would have
placed all RSO services and

clubs within a high or low
consideration group. The
lengthy debates saw the
placing and replacing of clubs
vying for a position on the

totem pole of importance. The
final listing could be roughly
translated to mean that
Categories I, II and III would

=

receive most of their requested
funding. Categories VII
through IX will get their

budgets cut drastically and
Categories IV to VI will be
reduced somewhat.

As the night went on senators
increasingly dribbled out of the
session till there was actually

no majority present. Finally in

a parlimentary move designed

to preserve the position of the

International Organization in

Category IV, Senator Jack
Margossian called for a
quorum.
This forced the Senate to

adjourn. Final passage of the

priority system, in some form,
is expected next week.

In another move the Senate
scheduled elections for April 3-

4. The election is for nineteen
Senate seats already vacant

since this month's election.

Quinn won't join Common Cause monitoring project
By JOAN FASSNACHT

MDC Staff

Massachusetts Common Cause
Director Judy Epstein said
yesterday that Attorney General
Robert H. Quinn 's refusal to join

Common Cause's campaign
monitoring project is, "a quirk of

his nature. It's too bad he doesn't

want to work through us."

Quinn could not be reached
yesterday by the Collegian for a

statement. Instead, his press office

issued a statement made by Quinn
at a meeting of the Massachusetts
Broadcasters' Association on
March 5; concerning his disclosure

of campaign funds;

"There has been some misun-

derstanding concerning my
position on the reporting of cam-
paign finances. Let me take this

opportunity to sketch briefly what I

have done and what I will do
regarding full disclosure of

campaign funding information.

"The new campaign finances

reform act provide for full

reporting of all campaign receipts

and expenditures. My committee-

Friends to Promote Attorney
General Robert H. Quinn -has filed

all information with the Secretary

ot Mate's office, the repository

named in the reform law. In ad-

dition, although not required in the

act, all contributions to the com-
mittee made prior to the law's

January 1 effective date have also

been filed.

"It is also not required that the

occupation and principal place of

employment of contributors of $100

or more be reported. But I will ask
my committee to make this in-

formation a part of my public

report.

"As for my decision not to join

the campaign monitoring project

of Common Cause of

Massachusetts-under the new law,

all campaign funding records will

be open records-available to any
citizen and to all civic groups. I

believe that this information must
be available to all groups not just

one particular organization.

"May I reiterate, firmly, what I

have said time and again -the

public shall have all information,

not only that information to which
it is legally entitled, but everything

it is entitled to under those moral
and ethical standards that I insist

should be adhered to by any person

in public office."

Ms. Epstein said that while Common Cause's Campaign
Massachusetts has very good monitoring project would like to

campaign finance reform laws, see two additional points added to

Bus driver assaulted
ByMIKEKNEELAND
MDC News Editor

A UMass bus driver was struck over the eye with a soda bottle

last night by a passenger who claimed he had been passed by
earlier.

Don Peloquin, a senior, was taken to the UMass infirmary where
he received four stiches above the left eye and was released.

Peloquin said he was returning from Sunderland and was stopped

at Squire Village when a man boarded the bus. He accused

Peloquin of purposely passing him by at Latroba's when the bus

was going to Sunderland. Peloquin said he didn't remember seeing

him at the stop.

Witnesses said the man began swinging what appeared to be a

full bottle of ginger ale and struck Peloquin above the left eye. The
passengers attempted to subdue the assailant and forced him off

the bus.

A passenger, himself a bus driver, drove the bus to the Campus
( enter where he discharged the remaining six passengers. He then
drove Peloquin to the infirmary.

Campus police said they had no immediate comment, but that

two officers were investigating the incident.

the law. They are:

1. the occupation and principal

place of employment of con-
tributors over $100 be reported.

2. contributions to campaigns
prior to January 1,1974 be repor-

ted.

In his above statement to the

Mass. Broadcasters' Association

on March 5, Quinn indicated that

he would voluntarily comply with
Common Cause's two suggestions,

although he refused to join their

project.

In reply to Quinn's statement,

Mr. Epstein said, "That's fine with

us. We're more concerned with
getting the information to the

public. We'll get copies of his

financial report from the Secretary

of State's office and disseminate it

to the public."

Quinn made his original

statement of refusal to participate

in a campaign monitoring project

sponsored by Common Cause last

week. During a University of

Massachusetts video taped
program two weeks ago, he said he

planned to make his personal

finances public, but said he did not

see its relevance to his being a

"good governor."
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Fighting doublespeak
Bv LAWRENCE KORNFIELD

MDC SUff

George Orwell's prediction that Newspeak will

convince people "war is peace'' by 1984 may be

exagerated. but "Dublic lving" is being used in-

creasingly by government officials to distort

reality. So says Walker Gibson, a professor in the

L'Mass English Department
Prof. Gibson is founder of a division of the

National Council of Teachers of English devoted to

combating Doublespeak. Doublespeak is the

misuse of words to cover up reality.

Some examples of Doublespeak are the use of

"low-income" to mean poverty in government
documents and "air support" to mean bombing
raids.

Government officials are not the only ones

responsible. Doublespeak is being used more and
more by everyone including members of the

academic community says Prof. Gibson. Madison
Avenue is a particularly heavy offender.

Last year 40 English teachers conducted a

"Washington Tour," visiting the public relations

men for such federal agencies as the FCC, FTC,
and the Department of Defense They came back
in a state of "exuberant outrage " savs Oihson.

The leader of the tour, Terence Morgan, said

"We found ourselves unable to penetrate the

bullshit barrier Another tour member added,

•Why, after all that's nappened recently, should

an intelligent person believe anything that comes

from the government''"

Gibson says the function of the committee is to

"make people more alert, so they can deal with

the lies being hurled at them." He feels there is

"small hope of change in Washington. " and they

can only "improve the public's defense" by

educating them about Doublespeak and how to

deal with it.

The committee's greatest efforts have been in

getting the present educational system to educate

people on Doublespeak Training in how to deal

with Doublespeak would be most appropriate in

Rhetoric Courses like the ones at UMass. Gibson

said.

The academic community has not responded

very favorably so far, but he sees the greatest

hope in the sincerity of the younger generation.

I
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Professor Walter Gibson

Neuroscience developments

may hold promise for blind
Important developments in the

study of the brain and nervous
system promise dramatic
breakthroughs in the treatment of

blind persons, claims Dr. William
Dobelle, a leader in this field of

neuroscience.

"Artificial Vision for the Blind

by Electrical Stimulation of the

Brain" will be the topic of a speech
by Dr. Dobelle, director of the

neuroprosthesis program at the

University of Utah's College of

Medicine. The lecture, open to the

public without charge, will be

There will be a

meeting of all Ad

Reps Friday at

1 1:30. Please try

given at 4:30 p.m. Thursday,
March 14 in Lecture Room Two of

Merrill Center, Amherst College.

This lecture had been postponed
earlier.

Dobelle and his co-workers are

now at work designing a

miniaturized system that may
produce useful vision, but such a

development is still years away.
The system would consist of a

subminiaturized camera placed
into the eye socket set within a

glass eye. The camera would
transmit light sensations to a tiny

computer built into an eyeglass

frame. The computer would
translate the light into electronic

currents and send these impulses
back into the brain.

Such a device, Dobelle em-
phasized in a recent Newsweek
magazine feature story, would not

reproduce normal vision. But it

would permit a blind person to

perceive objects, including faces,

and allow him to read. The suc-

cessful development of such an

artificial system of vision would

revolutionize the treatment and

prospects of the estimated 350,000

legally blind persons in the United

States.

to make the

meeting,'

important!
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Frats working for

Muscular Dystrophy
By WILLIAM F. O'BRIKN

The Shamrocks against Muscular Dystrophy will be conducting an

intensive door-to-door campaign Thursday to raise money for the

National Muscular Dystrophy Association. They will also be soliciting

money in the Campus Center and Student Union.

This program is being sponsored by the SPE fraternity, in conjunction

with the XU and KAT soroities. This has been an annual event sponsored

by SPE for the past five years with the exception of last year, when

another UMass frat held a dance marathon to raise money.

Dan Walsh of SPE, the chairman of "Shamrocks against Muscular

Dystrophy" said the response of people volunteering has been excellent,

and the only thing needed now is for people to open up their pockets. He
has set a personal goal of $5,000 This could be met easily he said if the

people in the dorms contributed $.25 each.

He said it's unfortunate so many people associate the Greek com-

munity with parties and drinking. It's noteworthy that most Greek

organizations are often involved in programs of this sort. Such an

example is having this fund raising during St. Patrick's Day, a day

usually associated with partying and drinking. Hopefully, Walsh said

people will realize the Greek community is not just "a big party."

Nudies on the cruise
By GAIL BERGER

It seems "Vacations in the Buff" may be the answer for habitual

streskcrs

Travel agencies say they are now booking nudist tours to Hawaii, West

Indies, Virgin Islands, and various resorts in Europe.

The Campus Travel Center says these tours are hard to advertise in

here because of the Valley's fairly conservative population.

The trip costs no more than any other tour offering similar programs.

Chartered "nude schooner cruises are even available for groups in-

terested in volume buying.

"One thing is for certain," one UMass student speculated, "you won't

have to spend too much on clothing."
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Library has

water

problem
By ALAN ANASTOS

MDC Staff
For the fourth time in three

weeks, there is a plumbing
problem at the library. The
problem, affects only the top half

of the building and is related to

water pressure.

Normal town water pressure is

able to carry water to the four-

teenth floor, but a pumping system
supplies the other fourteen floors.

That vital piece of machinery is

broken, however, and its one year
guarantee has expired.

Leon Liberman, project engineer
for the library, said, "In such a
complex system one of a million
things could be wrong. It is im-
possible to diagnose the situation
and attend to it immediately." He
added that "this is not so serious a
problem."

He said the pump can be started
by pressing a re-set button. Though
this does not solve the problem, it

does indicate "this isn't anything
serious, because if it were, the

pump would knock-out again as

soon as it were re-set," he said.

Apparently, once the pump is re-

set it operates for several days
before breaking down again.

Bill Schumann, also of the

physical plant, isn't certain just

what the problem is, but thinks it

may be electrical. He says he is

giving the situation his "undivided
attention" and is confident the

problem will be rectified soon.

Problem pregnancies hassle UMass
By CAROL SCHIEB

Prevention of pregnancies
among women is a much discussed

issue today and problems it in-

volves also exist at UMass. With all

of the information and con-
traceptives uses constantly being

researched and exposed to our

society, one might wonder what the

problem is?

Pregnancies on campus do exist.

No definite statistics however
can be obtained for there are many
cases that never become known

Campus Center names
Amico food director
The appointment of Philip V.

Amico as director of the
Murray D. Lincoln Campus
Center Food Service Depart-
ment here has been announced
by John W. Corker, director of

the center.

Mr. Amico comes to the

University from the University
of Hartford, where he was
director of University Food
Services. His experience on the
University of Hartford campus
included contract feeding in

the residence dining halls and
the various food service
departments in the Student
Union building.

He has extensive in-

stitutional food service and
commercial restaurant ex-
perience. A graduate of Boston
University, he has held various
positions with Ogden Foods,
Inc., ARA Services, Inc., and
Associated Restaurant Con-
sultants, Inc.

As the director of the
Campus Center Food Services,
Mr. Amico will be responsible
for policies, budgets, and the
overall operation of the various
food and beverage depart-
ments.
Mr. Amico is married and

the father of two children, ages
four and two.

Environment studies

:

an option for all
By DONNA HARTMAN

The Institute for Man and His Environment has much to offer un-

dergraduates, graduates, faculty members and the public, but many
people are not aware of the department and its functions. Craig Zim-
mring, a first year graduate student in environmental psychology and a

counselor for the Advisory Office of the Institute, explained that the

Institute is in its second full year of operation, but it actually began to

formulate in 1971, after the first Earth Day.
Members of the department come from diverse fields and have a wide

variety of occupations relating to man and the environment. The
research done with respect to the Institute can incorporate any un-

dergraduate student interested in the environment. According to Mr.
Zimmring, if one is a BDIC student, has a specific major related to en-

vironment studies, is devoting his life to environmental studies, or just

has a passing interest in the environment, he will be welcome to study

with the Institute.

The center aids students in specific ways by maintaining a list of en-

vironmental courses, establishing environmental majors for undergrads

maintaining a list of faculty interests and faculty research, offering

career counseling, offering modest grants for support of undergraduate

research, and maintaining contacts with environmental programs out-

side of the university. The Institute also communicates with working
professionals who can find opportunities for students who really want to

work with the environment.

The Institute has also established a Center for Environmental Policy

Studies that works closely with state agencies on environmental

problems and is funded by the Executive Office of Environmental

Affairs. Its four main areas of emphasis are: "the review of selected

environmental impact reports for the Environmental Affairs Office in

Boston; the development of intensive short courses for government
personnel employment by the Department of Natural Resources, the

Metropolitan District Commission and the Department of Agriculture in

conjunction with the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs; the

development of studies relating to long-term environmental policy

alternatives for Massachusetts; and functioning as a continuing link

between UMass and facets of state government having responsibility

relating to environmental matters."

On Saturday, April 20, an undergraduate conference: "Environmental

and Behavior in the Northeast" will convene at Hampshire College.

Twelve papers are to be presented by students from as far away as

Wisconsin. Films and workshops will also highlight the program.

Dial Tone
Lounge
NOW OPEN

Elderberry Wine"

Black children

not understood

Black children would get more
out of school if their white teachers

better understood black speech,

according to research by two

UMass communication studies
professors.

Prof. E. Harris Nober and Asst.

Prof. Harry N. Seymour studied

the comprehension levels of 50

black and white UMass un-

dergraduate student-teachers to

the speech of 48 black and white

Springfield first-graders. They
concluded that white teachers not

accustomed to the sneech of hlark

children should be trained to un-

derstand it.

"...the neophyte white student-

teacher who pnters the low-income
ghetto classroom is unfamiliar

enough with the speech patterns of

the students to be considered as

functionally hard-of-hearing for

that given situation. Perhaps, pre-

graduation auditory training can
help avoid the impending initial

restrictive communicative
barriers between the teacher and
the class," they said.

Their research also found that:

Black teachers understood the

speech of black children as well as

white teachers understood the

speech of white children.

Black teachers understood the

speech of black children better

than white teachers did.

Black teachers and white
teachers understood the speech of

white children equally well.

Problem pregnancy counselor
and part time employee in the

contraceptive clinic Ms. Fraser
said that "the main reason is

probably the failure of women or

couples to make a decision about
their own sexuality and to admit
they are sexually active". Before
taking contraceptive precautions
this decision must be made.
She said there is a "failure to

realize how easily it is to become
pregnant. I continuously hear the

phrase 'I never thought it would
happen to me'. Pregnancies often

occur after someone has been
sexually active for the first time."
Very rarely does Fraser work

with women who have become
pregnant through rape. The few
cases she has encountered were
handled by the use of a Morning
After Pill. She said, though, there
are more instances when a woman
has been raped by what she calls

"technical but not literal rape; if a

woman has known the person for a
long time."
"When two people are engaged

to be married they are usually
already sexually active", she said.

Therefore engagements are not a

great contributing factor in

sexually active relationships.

For those who become pregnant
and do not want to go through with
the pregnancy, abortions are
readily available. An early
procedure abortion costs $125.00

and is covered by the Student
Health Insurance policy, explained
Fraser.

Dealing with a pregnancy is a

hard decision for women, Fraser
says. It is usually a crisis and they
have problems facing it. Fraser
stressed she handles "Problem
Pregnancy counseling, not
Abortion counseling." She said the
decision a woman makes after
becoming pregnant is up to the
woman. Some alternatives are
marriage, adoption, single
parenthood, or abortion."

"More women are deciding to

keep their child, or at least have
their child these days," said
Fraser. After the birth of a child
some women "try to stay in school;
some marry or live together and
then make an agreement where
one works and the other stays in

school; or both drop out of school,"
she said.

The infirmary offers con-
traceptive clinics four evenings a
week from 5:15 p.m. to 9:15 p.m.
and on Thursday afternoons. The
procedure involves going to the
educational session first to get
information on all methods of

contraceptives so a decision can be
made by individuals on the method
they want. They can also obtain
knowledge of other methods to use
temporarily if something isn't

readily available.

Fraser is temporarily located in

319 Hampshire House but will soon
be moved to the Infirmary. She
said appointments are booked
solid, and emphasized that an
appointment must be made with
the Infirmary before attending the
clinic.
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Judiciary panel prepared to subpoena
WASHINGTON <AP> - The chairman of

the House Judiciary Committee said

yesterday everything it has requested from

the White House for its impeachment
inquiry is relevant and should be supplied.

Responding to White House criticism of

the request, Rep. Peter Rodino, D-N.J., said

the committee is prepared to subpoena the

evidence if the White House refuses to

supply it.

Rodino's hard stand in favor of the

committee's right to evidence for its im-

peachment inquiry was fully supported by

Rep. Edward Hutchinson, R-Mich., the

committee's ranking Republican.

"The requests made to date are very

reasonable," said Hutchinson at a joint

news conference 'with Rodino. "The White

House should be totally cooperative with

us."

The two leaders of the impeachment panel

said it was their hope a confrontation with

the White House over the furnishing of

evidence could be avoided, but that the
constitutional authority the committee is

operating under leaves the White House no
room to refuse its request

"If the committee feels there is an ab-
solute refusal on the part of the White House
to cooperate," said Rodino, "then it will, I'm
sure, utilize its subpoena power.

"

In the meantime, said Rodino, committee
counsels John Doar and Albert Jenner will
continue to seek a solution to the problem
with James St. Clair, Nixon's chief im-
peachment lawyer.

The news conference was prompted by
statements Tuesday by White House Press
Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler and
presidential counselor Bryce Harlow
alleging that the committee was seeking
virtually unlimited access to White House
files.

The officials also seemed to be suggesting
that the committee should decide what an

impeachable offense is before Nixon should

be required to give it any more evidence.

Both viewpoints were rejected by Rodino,

Hutchinson and the two committee counsels.

Doar and Jenner also dismissed the

possibility that there was any misun-

derstanding of the committee's request by

the White House.

They said they met for 2V« hours Monday

with St. Clair and Fred Buzharit, another

White House lawyer, and discussed the

request in detail.

"There is no question Mr. St. Clair knows

precisely what we are requesting," said

Jenner.

Hutchinson said the White House
suggestion that the committee define an
impeachable offense before preceeding

further would be a waste of time.

Even if the committee could decide on a

definition, Hutchinson said, the members
would not be bound by it.

"In the end," he said, "every member,
subjectival, is going to have to define for
himself whether the evidence supports a
finding of an impeachable offense."

In a separate statement, Republican
National Chairman George Bush said the
committee in effect forced a confrontation

by making a blanket request for documents.
Rodino said the committee has received

about half of the tapes the White House has
promised that were among the material
already turned over to the Watergate grand
jury. Doar, at an earlier committee
meeting, reportedly said he expected to

have all of the material by the end of the
week.

Doar said he also received on Wednesday
a list from Special Prosecutor Leon
Jaworski of the evidence Jaworski had
requested from the White House and been
turned down. Doar refused to describe the

nature of the material.

FBI agents testify

:

Indians aggressors
ST. PAUL, Minn (AP) - The

government called two FBI agents
to the stand yesterday to buttress
its contention that the occupation
force at Wounded Knee, S.D., was
the aggressor in gunfire exchanges
with officers last year.

The agents testified thev were
fired on from the grass by a few

persons who rode to the eastern
perimeter of the village in an old

car.

On trial are Dennis Banks, 41,

and Russell Means, 34, charged in

10 count indictments in the 71-day
takeover of the Pine Ridge
reservation village. The counts
include larceny, burglary, assault

on federal officers and conspiracy.
In another development

yesterday, the defense filed a
motion seeking dismissal of the 10-

count indictment. It argued that

governmental misconduct had
prejudiced the defendants' rights.

Among several alleged examples
was the mixup in exhibits supplied
by the FBI last week.
Judge Fred Nichol turned down

an earlier request for dismissal of

the case over the mixup. Govern-
ment attorneys are expected to file

an answer to the latest motion
before Nichol makes his decision.

Stephen Travis of the Kansas
City, Mo., FBI office related this

sequence of events the night of

Feb. 27, 1973 and early the

following morning:
He was among more than a

dozen FBI men, U.S. marshals and
Bureau of Affairs BIA policemen
who gathered on a paved road

south of Wounded Knee, after word
spread there had been shooting in

the village.

Shortly before dawn, he, agent
Frank McGinn and two BIA of-

ficers drove in two cars to a hill

about a mile or more east of
Wounded Knee.

At daybreak, a 1959 Chevrolet
was driven from Wounded Knee
toward the sloping hill. Three or
four persons got out and the car
disappeared behind a small hill.

Questioned by Asst. U.S. Atty.
R.D. Hurd, the witness said,
"Within a few minutes, we
received gunshot from their
positions. Possibly there were
more than 30 and less than 50."

Hurd asked: "Did you return
that fire?"

Travis answered: "After not
more than five minutes, we
requested permission by short-
wave radio to protect ourselves
and return fire, which we did."
The agent said he and McGinn

carried revolvers and he believed
the two BIA policemen car. ied

sidearms and one had a rifle. He
said none of the four law officers

was struck but the BIA car had a
bullet hole.

Agent Lawrence Dick, Min-
neapolis, said he was in a group of
four FBI men and some BIA of-

ficers near where Travis was
located. Dick said that through
binoculars he saw the red and
white car parked near a church,
before it was driven to the hill prior
to the shooting.

Govt, loans granted

to Nixon's brother
WASHINGTON (AP) -Columnist

Jack Anderson said Tuesday that

President Nixon's brother Donald
got a $100,000 personal loan from a

California builder in 1971 at a time
when the builder was seeking a

federal contract.

Anderson said it was the second
major loan Donald Nixon obtained

from government contractors. He
noted that in 1956 he got a $205,000

loan from billionaire Howard

Hughes, then a defense contractor.

The 1971 loan came in the form a

$100,000 check, dated Aug. 4, from
Lloyd Haliamore, then president of

Ha 11 amore Homes Inc., Anderson
wrote in his column. He said
Securities and Exchange Com-
mission records show that in July
1971, Donald Nixon became a
director of San-Bar Electronics
Corp., "a closely affiliated
Haliamore firm."
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U.S. and the world

Sears claims Nixon unaware
of Vesco contribution
NEW YORK (AP) - Government

witness Harry Sears ended seven
days of testimony in federal court

yesterday with a sworn assertion

that President Nixon knew
"nothing whatever" of a secret

$200,000 campaign contribution
from financier Robert Vesco.

Sears had testified at the

criminal conspiracy trial of former
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell and ex-

Commerce Secretary Maurice H.

Stans that Vesco said he took the

Fifth Amendment at a fraud

hearing to protect the President.

The Securities and Exchange
Commission hearing was held

shortly before the 1972 presidential

election.

"As far as you know, did Mr.
Nixon have anything to do with this

$200,000 contribution?" asked Asst.

U.S. Atty. John Wing.
Shouted objections arose from

defense attorneys, and U.S.
District Court Judge Lee Gagliardi

promptly sustained them.
However, Mitchell's attorney,
Peter Fleming Jr., suggested a

stipulation on the record "out of

fairness to the President."

"That's what I'm trying to bring

out," Wing declared.

The objections then were with-

drawn and Sears answered in

response to the question as to

whether Nixon had anything to do
with the $200,000: "Nothing
whatever."
The indictment charges that in

return for the contribution, Mit-

chell and Stans sought to impede
an SEC investigation into Vesco's
multibillion-dollar corporate
empire.
The charges against them are

conspiracy, obstruction of justice

and perjury, punishable upon
conviction by a maximum of 50

years in federal prison.

Sears and Vesco were named
defendants in the indictment, but

Sears was granted total immunity
from prosecution in return for his

testimony. Vesco fled the country
and is a fugitive.

During his weeklong testimony,

Sears described numerous
meetings and phone conversations

with Mitchell in 1971 trying to get

an appointment with Casey to

discuss Vesco's troubles.

He said that early in 1972 he first

told Mitchell that Vesco might
make a large campaign con-

tribution. He described how he
helped deliver the $200,000 cash to

Stans secretly on April 10,1972,

three days after a law became
effective requiring such con-
tributions to be reported.

From Stans 'office, Sears said, he
went directly to Mitchell's office,

and told Mitchell of the con-

tribution. Mitchell picked up the

phone, he said, called SEC
Chairman William Casey, and
made an appointment for Sears to

see Casey the same afternoon. He
described his meeting with Casey
as "productive."

On cross-examination, however,
Sears said that he never tried to

"fix" the Vesco case through
Mitchell, nor had he asked Mitchell
to "fix" it. And he claimed he told

Stans when the money was
delivered that it was a political

contribution and nothing else was

involved.

Wing strongly attacked Sears
Wednesday because of the latter's

obvious concern for Mitchell
during cross-examination. In
several instances, Fleming evoked
testimony from Sears that was
favorable to the former attorney

general.

Under Wing's questioning, Sears
admitted that at one point he had
lied to the grand jury that returned

the Mitchell-Stans indictment,
"because I didn't want to bring
Mr. Mitchell into the thing."

"You. didn't intend to show a

connection between the con-
tribution and the SEC case," Wing
prompted.

"I knew there was no connection

and it would only be bringing in a
man who was a good friend," Sears
declared.

Sears was asked if through a

political contribution, a loan
arrangment and a $60,000-a-year

salary Vesco had put him "in a

box."

The witness was Republican
majority leader of the New Jersey
State Senate before going on
Vesco's payroll at the end of 1971.

"He had me in no box, or by the

way, in no pocket," replied Sears,

a reference to an earlier govern-
ment that he was in Vesco's

pocket.
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Barth backs Nixon deductions
WASHINGTON (AP> - Roger V Barth, former

deputy chief counsel for *he Internal Revenue Ser
vice, says he believes the President was correct in

taking every possible deduction from his income
taxes.

Barth also said White House memos in 1969 asking
about possible tax deductions "were entirely con-
sistent with the President's statement he was not
intimately involved with details of his tax returns."
He saw the memos as requests for "sound tax

advice" for the President.
"I think a fair reading of these memos would in-

dicate the President or his advisers - on assuming a
new office - would be thinking about the general
subject of tax returns and tax affairs," Barth said.

Barth, who resigned from the IRS last year and
now is with a Washington law firm, said he had never
heard of a request from the White House to see tax
returns of other presidents.
There have been news reDorts that such a request

was prepared so that Nixon could get evidence for his
tax returns based on what other presidents had done.
Barth said in an interview he is sure such a request

never reached the IRS because he had checked with

then IRS commissioner Randolph W. Thrower, who,
Barth said, had not heard of it either.

"One of us would know about it," he said.

Barth, 35, said he has testified several times before
the Congressional Joint Committee on Internal

Revenue Taxation, which is investigating the

President's tax returns, but didn't know whether the

President also was being investigated for tax fraud.

But he added, "I can't conceive of the President
being involved in any tax fraud."
Asked about presidential aides who helped prepare

the returns, Barth added, "or his aides."
Barth, a former advance man in the 1968 Nixon

campaign, was named an assistant to the IRS
commissioner in 1969 and became deputy chief
counsel in 1972.

<AF Wlrephoto)

Stream of miners leave Askern Pit, Yorkshire at the
end of the first shift, on the dav miners strike ended.

Saxbe: newsmen wiretapped

in former administrations
WASHINGTON (AP) — Atty.

Gen. William B. Saxbe suggested
Wednesday that newsmen may
have been the targets of govern-
ment wiretaps during the Kennedy
and Johnson administrations.
But former President Johnson's

attorney general, Ramsey Clark,
declared "it never happened"
during his term of office from late
1966 through 1968.

Saxbe told reporters he has
reviewed a file of national security
wiretaps from 1960 until 1973 and
found such eavesdropping
widespread during the previous
two Democratic administrations.
Justice Department spokesman

Pat Nixon marvels
at Venezuelan parade

John W Hushen said later that
Saxbe was referring to a list of
wiretaps prepared by the FBI last
summer at the request of then
Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson.
Hushen said the list does not

show whether newsmen were
among those whose telephones
were tapped.

Saxbe said all of the taps were
authorized by previous attorney
generals. Clark said he approved
no taps on newsmen, but said it is

possible one such case occurred
before his administration.

Clark called if'perfectly
outrageous" for Saxbe to suggest
that newsmen were wiretap
targets without offering specific

evidence to back up his statement.
Saxbe said the file is classified

secret.

The attorney general said he
offered the file to special

Watergate prosecutor Leon
Jaworski because he thought it

might have some bearing on
Jaworski's investigation of Nixon
administration wiretaps on four
newsmen and 13 National Security
Council aides. But the attorney
general said Jaworski replied that

he already had the information.

The list apparently included
details of more than 2,000 national
security wiretaps. The White
House has previously made public
the numbers of taps employed
from 1945 through 1972, and the
figures for the Kennedy, Johnson
and Nixon administrations range
from a high of 260 in 1964 to a low of

82 in 1968.

At one point, Saxbe flatly stated
that newsmen were wiretap
targets during the Kennedy and
Johnson years.

CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) — America's First
Lady Pat Nixon watched a parade of goose-stepping
Venezuelan soldiers celebrating President Carlos
Andres Perez' inauguration Wednesday and
said the "precision was tremendous."

Anti-riot cars, tanks, running squads of
paratroopers and guerrilla fighters and hundreds of
soldiers in colorful uniforms went down the mile-long
parade highway for two hours in a hot sun.

Mrs. Nixon did not get to sit in the presidential box
as had been anticipated by U.S. aides. Instead, she
watched from an adjoining box with 291 delegates to
the inaugural from 87 countries.
When she arrived, Mrs. Nixon said, "I'm going to

enjoy it I'm sure. I love ceremonies."
She seemed to be less enthusiastic after the display

of military might, calling it "a very interesting
parade."

It was totally military, unlike American
inaugurations, which are filled with gay floats. The

ceremonial parade grounds with grandstand covered
with solid concrete sunshades, were built during the
era of former Venezuelan dictator Marcos Perez
Jimenez.
Across from the presidential reviewing stand was a

bank shell, where musicians from all military forces
kept up a constant blare of martial music.
Beyond, on the hillside, could be seen slum housing

in a section called "El Valle." Alongside were new,
tall apartment units whose construction was started
two years ago under outgoing President Rafael
Caldera.

The mammoth parade highway outside of Caracas
can hold 250,000 persons in its immense grandstand.
But it was a workday in Caracas and there were
many empty seats.

Mrs. Nixon, in a yellow linen dress, was winding up
a three-day ceremonial visit to Venezuela as
President Nixon's personal representative to the
inauguration.
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The energy crisis W)
Reserve oil supplies to be

released if Arabs act soon
WASHINGTON <AP) — Deputy

Federal energy chief John C
Sawhill said yesterday the ad-

ministration will release reserve
petroleum supplies to give the

embargo may be near.

The White House, however,
played down the importance of

Nixon's meeting with his

Emergency Energy Action Group.
economy a quick boost once Middle A spokesman indicated that there
East oil begins flowing

Meanwhile, President Nixon met
with key advisors on energy
problems and Arab oil ministers

gathered in Tripoli, Libya, amid
indications that an end to the oil

would be no important policy

announcements unless the Arabs
acted.

Deputy White House Press
Secretary Gerald L. Warren said
Nixon and his associates discussed

DST may save time,

but not electricity
Two months of winter Dayligi.t year- There was no significant

Time hasn't saved any measurable change after the introduction of
amount of electricity, say utility Daylight Saving Time.
officials contacted in an Associated
Press survey.

Electricity consumption in most
areas is considerably lower than
had been expected, but officials
credit conservation efforts and
generally milder weather with the
decrease.

"We have not been able to
distinguish any changes as a result
of Daylight Saving Time," said
R.L. Hancock, director of the
Austin, Tex., utilities. He said
consumption was running 12 to 15

per cent below last year.
James Burdeshaw, director of

power marketing for the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority, said, "We
have been unable to identify any
reduction because of Daylight
Saving Time. There has been less
growth in energy use than ex-
pected, but that is largely due to a
combination of unseasonable
warm weather and to the reaction
of the public to conservation ef-
forts."

The Edison Electric Institute,
which compiles nationwide
statistics, said yesterday that
during the week ended March 9,

1974 Americans .used virtually the
same amount of electricity as they
did in the corresponding period last
year. The 1973 figure was 33.452
billion kilowatt hours; the 1974
figure was 33.443 billion kilowatt
hours.

The normal anticipated growth
rate would be 7 to 8 per cent. On the
average, in the 19 weeks since the
end of October when energy
conservation drives began, con-
sumption has been about 1 per cent
less than in the same period last

A spokesman for Southern
California Edison Co. said, "I think
basically there's a conservation
ethic here. The customers are
interested in conserving because
it's more or less a patriotic thing to

do."
During the week ended Feb. 20,

the company's 2.5 million
customers used 19.5 per cent less
electricity than had been an-
ticipated. The spokesman con-
ceded that higher prices might
have encouraged customers to be
more careful of how much elec-
tricity was used. Rates went up an
average of 42.5 per cent for
residential customers last year,
mainly because of higher crude oil

costs.

Federal legislation passed late
last year put the nation on year-
round Daylight Saving Time ef-

fective Jan. 6. The idea was that an
extra hour of daylight in the af-

ternoon would save electricity. A
move to repeal the measure failed
in the Senate last week.
The Federal Energy Office has

promised a report in June on the
effectiveness of Daylight Saving
Time as a conservation measure.
The officials agree, however,

that the switch to Daylight Saving
Time has had only a minimal ef-
fect. Some said increased use of
electricity in the morning offset
any saving in the evening.

the impact of the oil shortage and
the search for alternate energy
sources.

Although Sawhill gave no in-

dication when the five-month-old
embargo might be lifted, he said
one of the first priorities "will be to

draw-down inventories to secure
levels, so that we can release the
energy supplies needed to support
sustained economic growth.
Addressing a seminar on the

energy crisis sponsored by the Oil,
Chemical and Atomic Workers
International Union, Sawhill hinted
that government audit of the oil

industry by a task force from the
Federal Energy Office and In-
ternal Revenue Service may
produce startling revelations.

"I suspect that in the very near
future we will be making some
headlines," he said after AFL-CIO
President George Meany charged
that the oil companies "have a
stranglehold on the American
economy." The administration
Meany, added, "has done nothing
to find out how hard they are
squeezing."

The labor chief called for tough
congressional action to deal with
the oil producers and an override
of Nixon's veto of emergency
energy legislation that would roll
back oil prices and provide special
unemployment compensation.

Wildcat coal strike

disrupted by gunfire
CHARLESTON. W. Va. < AP> - Gun fire hit the West Virginia coalfields

as Gov. Arch A. Moore, Jr. acted yesterday to end a severe wildcat strike

by suspending a controversial rule limitinc casoline purchases.

Moore suspended for 30 days his rule that prohibited service stations to

sell to anyone whose tank was more than one-quarter full. But it was not

certain if that suspension or a federal court order would end the 17-day

walkout that now idles 27,600 miners.

Gunshots rang out shortly before midnight at the Keystone No. 1 mine
of Eastern Associated Coal Co. in McDowell County, the heart of the

strike area. Two pickets were injured seriously, and a woman who had
stopped to chat suffered less severe injuries.

"Since this has happened, I don't know whether lifting the quarter-tank

rule will help or not," said a miner who has been active in the protest

movement. Referring to the limited back-to-work order issued by a

federal judge in Virginia, the miner said, "I don't think it will have any
meaning now."

The strike began over short supplies of gasoline, but has continued

despite renewed supplies in the area, which is deep in the Appalachians in

the heavily unionized southern part of the state. Miners had demanded
that Moore rescind the quarter-tank rule. But coal and steel company
officals have charged the reasons for the strike are intraunion politics

and maneuvering in advance of this fall's coal industry contract talks.

The walkout has crippled production of mettalurgical coal, which is

necessary for the production of steel. U.S. Steel has already laid off 300

workers, put others on short work schedules and said up to 30,000 workers
could be out of work by the end of the week.
Moore said yesterday that he never believed the gasoline issue was the

cause of the strike. He said he had been told that up to 98 per cent of the
men off the jobs want to go back to work.
A McDowell County deputy sheriff said the shootings of the two men

and the woman occurred at a major mine where the entire work force
wants to go back to work. However, as long as the pickets remain the
miners will not work.

Officials said five men were picketing the Keystone mine when rifle fire
started from the top of a hill. When they started down a road, shots also
came from the foot of the hill, catching them in a cross fire. Authorities
said Jerry Jenks and Roby Castle, both in their early 30s, were admitted
to a hospital in Welch, where Jenks was in critical condition and Castle
listed as satisfactory.

The federal court order was issued by Judge Emery Widener of the 4th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. It ordered members of 27 UMW locals in
District 17 to return to their jobs. However, the order apparently does not
apply to UMW District 29, which is the heart of the strike area.
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Embargo rumored ended
TRIPOLI. Libya (AP) - The

Arab oil ministers ended a one-day
meeting here late yesterday, and a
high Libyan official said they had
decided to lift the oil embargo
against the United States.
The official added they would not

officially announce it in Tripoli,
however,
The oil ministers adjourned their

closed meeting without announcing
any decision. The Libyan official

said the meeting would be resumed
in Vienna, Austria, on Sunday.
Libya had been identified as one

of the chief opponents of lifting the
ban imposed during the October
Middle East war.

Egypt's President Anwar Sadat
had pressed the Arab oil exporters
for weeks to lift the em-
bargo in recognition of American
efforts to obtain an Israeli with-
drawal from the Suez Canal.

The Tripoli meeting ended at
11:30p.m. —4:30 p.m. EDT — less
than six hours after it began.
Algerian Industry Minister Belaid

Abdesselam chaired the session.

He is current president of the
Organization of Arab Petroleum
Exporting Countries.

The Arab oil ministers' meeting
was the third attempt to bring

Arab oil producers together to

consider an Egyptian-backed
request for an end to the oil em-
bargo.

The meeting was first scheduled
for Feb. 14 but did not take place
then because of Algerian and
Libyan opposition. A meeting in
Cairo last Sunday also was blocked
by the two holdout nations.
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Drug legislation

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
said yesterday he will introduce
legislation within a month to curb
what he called promotional abuses
in the drug industry.

Kennedy said his Senate health
subcommittee has been "enor-
mously distressed" by testimony
of witnesses describing the effects
of cat-and-dog competition among
manufacturers of 20,000 brand-
name drugs with only 70 different

chemicals entiries.

The consumer apparently pays
for it both ways," he said, with $1
billion in promotion costs passed
along in the form of higher drug
prices and excessive prescribing of

antibiotics that has contributed to

the estimated 100,000 deaths each
year from resistant bacteria.

Back to the warm
LISBON, Conn. (AP) — Roman

Buffin is crawling between warm,
clean sheets since Sept. 18.

"It feels so wonderful. Clean
sheets. Warmth. And I don't have
to grope around in the dark with a
flashlight anymore," said the ex
Marine. His cold, dark winter
ended when dozens of citizens

across the country sent money to

help him out of his financial plight.

On Sept. 18 the Connecticut Light

and Power Co. cut electricity to his

five-room all-electric house
because he couldn't pay the $367

bill. But with donations from
strangers he made a payment on
the bill and power was restored

Feb. 25.

An anonymous Samaritan also

paid his $137 phone bill.

"The experience has really

taught me a lot," said Buffin.
"It really makes me appreciate

what it's like to have a phone and
not have to get in my truck and
drive to a pay phone."
Without heat during his ordeal,

Buffin slept on a couch in the living

room in front of the fireplace. He
used an outdoor privy and drew
water from a well.

Stories of his plight prompted
letters from as far away as

California.

Abortion decision
BOSTON (AP) — The state

Supreme Judicial Court is con-

sidering whether a husband's right

to have a family can override the

rights of his wife who wants an
abortion.

The court also was asked to

consider the "potentiality of
human life" as a possible right of
the unborn child of a woman 4> 2

months pregnant.
The questions came in the case of

a 27-year-old Greenfield truck
driver and his 23-year-old wife. The
full court of seven justices heard
arguments in the case in a more-
than-two-hour special session
Wednesday.
The court proceeding was begun

by the husband last Friday when
the wife was having preliminary X-
rays in a hospital preparing for an
abortion.

Supreme Court Justice Paul C.
Reardon issued a temporary in-

junction Friday halting the
proceedings pending a decision by
the full court.

A doctor said Friday that a
decision would have to be made
quickly, before the unborn child
went into the final three months of
gestation.

The woman said she decided to

seek an abortion after she and her
husband separated last month. She
said her husband said he would not
support the child and did not want
his name on the birth certificate.

Her lawyer, Paula Gold, said the

wife is on welfare and has received

only $50- in support from her
husband since they separated in

January.
Mark Berson, the husband's

lawyer, said the husband has a

"fundamental right" to intervene

and stop an abortion as soon as the

child has entered its second
trimester of development.
Berson said that the ruling in a

recent U.S. Supreme Court case
appears to give the wife the right to

have an abortion during the first

three months of pregnancy, but

argued that the husband has rights

in the child after that.

Sanitary violators

BOSTON ( AP) — Boston's Board
of Health and Hospitals yesterday
approved a regulation requiring
public notification through the
media of restaurants that fail to

correct violations of the city's

sanitary code.

The restaurants would be listed

on a news release that would be
issued on a regular basis, at least
monthly, a spokesman said. The
listing would include the name and
address of the restaurant as well as

IPwmsiio
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the violation.

The spokesman said there would
be three inspections and a public
hearing before the restaurant was
listed on the release. A restaurant
could be listed for one major
violation or a significant number of

minor violations.

The first list of offending
restaurants is expected to be
issued in about 60 days, the

spokesman said. Before the list is

released, restaurant owners will be
fully informed about the new
regulation.

Capital punishment

BOSTON (AP) — On a 23-14 roll

call vote, the Massachusetts
Senate approved a mandatory
death penalty bill yesterday for

nine categories of murder.
The House-passed bill now needs

routine enactment in both
chambers before going to Gov.
Francis W. Sargent.

Sargent has said he will veto the
bill.

He pocket vetoed a similar bill

after it passed in last year's
session.

The Senate vote would make the

chance of overriding a veto close.

The bill passed the House by a
two-to-one margin.
Sen. John J. Conte, D-Worcester

who is carrying the bill in the

Senate, said after the vote that he
could accept an amended bill

limiting capital punishment to

murders of policemen and
firemen.

Sargent indicated last year that

he would favor such a limited bill,

subject to approval of the state

Supreme Judicial Court.
A motion to send the measure to

the court before approving the bill

iSUH Photo-Kmiuell Schmaniou I

Did you find yourself running in place by the library
yesterday?

was killed Wednesday on a 15-22

roll call vote.

The bill calls for the death
penalty for those convicted of

murdering policemen, firemen or
prison officials; for murder in the
course of a kidnaping; for murder
by someone previously convicted
of first degree murder ; for murder
for pay ; murder in connection with
a rape, murder with extreme
atrocity or cruelty, murder during
a hijacking, murder during a
breaking and entering, and murder
during armed robbery.
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Before you
pull the lever

By HOWARD SPIER
That nice, little quaint saying, 'buyer beware', holds great significance

when one is considering the election of politicians. For almost 200 years
men and women have been running to the political forum in order to sell
their goods to the American consumers in a package deal, otherwise
known as a platform. The barter system consists of selling a particular
political platform in exchange for votes. The price is actually fairly cheap
until you consider the consequences which may ensue.
Some of the more important political philosophies purchased by the

American people had a tremendous effect upon this nation's develop-
ment. In 1824, we paid for imperialism as a part of the Monroe Doctrine.
In 1937, we bargained for the New Deal which was responsible in shaping
todays worklife. 1952 saw the purchase of the Cold War and in 1968 the
American consumer once again returned to the market place and bought
notions of 'Law and Order'.

What Will the American consumer by buying in 1976? It looks as though
personal vendettas will be the product of the year. The Congressional
elections which took place in Michigan, and Ohio provide a good example
of this. The winner of each election sold himself as a non-Republican and
a non-sympathizer of Richard Nixon. These tactics will assuredly be
cancerous in attecung isr/t> election campaigns. Republicans who wish to
seek election will deny any affiliation with Mr. Nixon or they will allege
that 'Watergate' was the sole responsibility of a few misguided in-
dividuals. On the other hand the Democrats will wrap themselves in the
name of their party. I could just see the Democrats walking down the
street and muttering, "I am a Democrat and not a Republican", or
"Richard Nixon exemplifies the kind of person who belongs to the
Republican party". However, I again pose the following question, "What
will the American consumer be buying in 1976?"
The days of telling the people where you stand on a handful of issues has

ended. It is now up to the American people to do their own homework, and
explore the qualifications of each candidate. Knowing that the person up
for election never cheated on his income taxes or never embezzled money
and that he is a Democrat are not the types of issues we should be solely
concerned with.

Remember, we are trying to choose leaders, not Sunday school
teachers.

University Lexicography

IT IS IN PROCESS: So wrapped up in red tape that the situation is almost hopeless.
WE WII,L LOOK INTO IT: By the time the wheel makes full turn, we are sure you will have forgotten

about it, too.

A PROGRAM: Any assignment that can't be completed by one telephone call.

EXPEDITE: To confound confusion with commotion.
CHANNELS: The trail left by interoffice memos.
COORDINATOR: The guy who has a desk between two expediters
CONSULTANT: (or expert) Any ordinary guy more than fifty miles from home.
TO ACTIVATE: To make carbons and add more names to the memo.
TO IMPLEMENT A PROGRAM: Hire more people and expand the office.

UNDER CONSIDERATION: Never heard of it.

UNDER ACTIVE CONSIDERATION: Were looking in the files for it

A MEETING: A mass mulling by masterminds.
A CONFERENCE: A place where conversation is substituted for the dreariness of labor and the

loneliness of thought.
TO NEGOTIATE: To seek a meeting of minds without knocking heads together.
RE-OftlENTATION: Getting used to working again.
RELIABLE SOURCE: The guy you just met.
INFORMED SOURCE: Who told the guy you just met.
UNIMPEACHABLE SOURCE: The guy who started the rumor originally.
A CLARIFICATION: To fill the background with so many details that the foreground goes un-

derground.
WE ARE MAKING A SURVEY: We need more time to think of an answer.
TO NOTE AND INITIAL: Let's spread the responsibility for this.
SEE ME, OR LET'S DISCUSS: Come down to my office, I'm lonesome.
LETS GET TOGETHER ON THIS: I'm assuming you're as confused as I am
GIVE US THE BENEFIT OF YOUR PRESENT THINKING: We'll listen to what you have to say as

long as it doesn't interfere with what we've already decided to do
WILL ADVISE YOU IN DUE COURSE: If we figure it out, we'll let you know.
WITH MODIFICATION: Will be shipped to you in kit form — put together yourself (if you can).

Letters To The Editor

Ban non-deposit containers How much is that Jesus in the window?
To The Editor:

/ hope all students who get the Globe noticed the article on Page 11 of
Monday's issue. It was about a bill before the state legislature on banning
no deposit containers. For those who didn't read it, I'll summarize some
of the main points.

1. Six cent deposit on beer and soft drink cans holding less than a quart.
Ten cent deposit on larger containers.

2. Deposit of half that amount on standardized containers that may be
reused by -any bottler.

3. Ban on flip top containers beginning Jan. 1976.

4. Benefits; lower beverage prices. "It costs 15-20 percent more to buy
beer and soft drinks in non-returnable throwaway containers."
Oregon has experimented with this legislation since 1972 and found that

there was a net gain of 260 jobs in transportation and reuse of containers.
Vermont is also trying to get legislation like this.

This is a very positive legislation. I urge everyone to take a few minutes
and part with an 8 cent postcard and write your legislator. CEQ-are you
listening? You haven't been doing too much since those newspaper
bins!!!

David Dodge
Katy (lift

Southwest has job openings
To The Editor:

There presently exists in Southwest two student vacancies on two very
important functioning committees. First, there is an opening on the

Search Committee for a new area director. The work on this committee
involves both weekly meetings (Wednesdays, from 11 :30a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
and Fridays, from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m.) and some additional outside work.
The bulk of the work of this-committee should be completed by early May.
The Budget Committee of the Southwest area also has an open position

.

for this semester. This committee's meeting's are held weekly on Wed-
nesdays at 4:00 p.m. The Budget Committee is a student-staff group
which is responsible for the development of the total budget for the South-

west area.

Both of these committees are open only to residents of Southwest.
Applications are being accepted until Monday, March 18, 1974 and are

available in the Southwest Assembly office in JQA lobby. For further

information please contact me at the Assembly office (tel 5-1552).

Craig R. Sanderson

Vice-President, Southwest Assembly

Wondering who is what?
To The Editor.

While rapping with a Gay Vietnam Vet, I heard a phrase which further

confirmed my feelings about the military. He stated, "1 killed ten men,
and got a medal". With the same half-sick smile on his face, he continued,

"I Loved one, and got a dishonorable discharge." It does make me
wonder who is perverse, or sick.

Bruce McKeon

To The Editor:

Have you seen Jesus? I did, once long ago. and for a
long time he brought joy, comfort, and peace into my
life. But lately 1 seem to have lost Jesus, and I'd like
to ask some of my fellow students to help me find him
again.

You see, Jesus is my dog, and I lost him a couple of
days ago. He's part beagle, part something else, I
really don't know what, brown with black spots and a
couple of feet high. Any way, I lost him at a party in
Cance a couple of nights back— I bring him to parties
because he's really funny after a couple of drinks,
rolls on his back and bays at the moon, although he's
a smart dog really and does a lot of tricks. Well

anyway, Jesus is gone from my life and I really miss
him — also I've got a lot of leftover Alpo spoiling in

my room because 1 don't have a fridge.

If you find Jesus, please let me know. I can't offer
any reward because I need all my money for my
scene design class, but let me know anyway. If you
want to receive him into your life for a couple of days,
that's OK, but don't make it too long because he's my
dog after all and any way he's kind of funny around
strangers. Answers to the name of "Jesus".

David Miller

69 Columbia Dr., Amherst
253-7247

Dating will never be extinct
possibly print a statement saying that, "There
doesn't seem to be anyplace in the UMass vicinity
where members of the opposite sex can meet." Open
your eyes or ask someone. This isn't an all male
community. There are plenty of people just like you

KTKiy u sociological cnaracieristic of our age group. an<* ' wno want to meet people in a natural way. But
As far as co-ed living and co-ed card playing go, is y°u ta,lc an unnatural stand by stereotyping UMass
ere an easier or more relaxing way to meet and women. Maybe you are your own problem. Maybe if

you treated UMass females as women, or better yet,

human beings and not as "girls" or dates, then
perhaps they might respond to you accordingly.
What it boils down to Mark, is that by stereotyping

people you are locking the door to understanding
human relations, which apparently you don't.

Woody SUnwood

To The Editor:

With respect to Mark Dlugosz's letter, "UMass
Dating Dull," March 12, I'd like to comment on a few
points. Don't panic Mark, dating will never become
extinct. The decline in dating on this campus is
merely a sociological characteristic of our age group.

there an easier or more relaxing way
interact with women? I mean, there they are, just
waiting to play cards with mature men like yourself.
You don't even have to go to the Blue Wall. You can
buy some liquor and create your own "un-phony"
atmosphere right in your own room.

I assume that you come out and walk around
campus at least once a day. If so. how can you

Don 7 like UMie dating? Go somewhere else
To Th* F.rlitar- _•_ ._„_To The Editor:

J am writing this in response to Mark Dlugosz's
editorial that was in the Collegian yesterday, on the
dating situation at UMass.

I agree with him in that there has been a decrease
in dating due to co-ed living conditions, and that
"you rarely develop a relationship out of a bar room
meeting. " However there are many other places to go
around here and lots to do if you just look around and
make plans.

In Dlugosz's opinion "it has gotten to a point where
the stereotyped UMass girl is one with horn-rimmed
glasses, hair that she ran an electric current through,
and patched jeans." In my opinion the stereotyped
shall 1 say "boy", at UMass. is something beyond any
kind of appropriate description.
Dlugosz stressed that "UMass has a very large

population of girls with boy friends at home. They
come to UMass because it is a cheap place to go to
school while thry wait fnr their How friends tn

graduate or make a start in life." Dlugosz is passing
judgement on a whole population of women that he
obviously knows nothing about.
Granted, there are some women on this campus

that are here for worthless reasons, such as looking
for a rich husband, but / can truthfully say that more
women are here for other obvious reasons such as
getting an education so they can get out of their male
dominated ruts and become independent self-

supportive individuals. Furthermore, I know many
women who would like to date but find \t awkward to

ask men out (since men have stopped asking women
out). A man wouldn't know how to handle this

situation anyways because his domineering role
would be threatened. Unfortunately, most women
won 't go ahead and make the first move regardless of
this fact, so I only have one thing to say to Mark
Dlugosz: It's your choice! Take it or leave it.

Carol Schieb
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Barbara Voorhees

JMReligion u
I haven't seen a Hare Krishna person in months.

Guru Mahara ji's disciples haven't been on campus in
weeks. And I almost, but not quite, forgot who Josh is.

Where in hell have all the spiritual nuts gone?
Heaven only knows but thank God they're out of

here.

Seeing the Hare Krishna people for the first time
was a fairly interesting experience. I mean how
many times do you see a bunch of bald-headed people
playing the finger cymbals, chanting and dancing
around Boston Common dressed in flimsy night
gowns when it's five degrees below zero. They drew a
real crowd.

It was only after the twenty-fifth time I was ap-
proached that I informed the Hare Krishna people in

harsh language that no, I did not want to gain great
spiritual knowledge for only $12.

When the 17-year-old perfect master, Guru Mahara
ji's people were here to speak for the first time last

year I went to get saved. I left the meeting only after
his sweet, loving, kind followers threw a guy out
bodily for standing up and asking what all the stuff
they were talking about meant.
On the David Susskind show last week there was a

woman shoplifter discussing her life of crime. I was
leaning over to the TV engrossed in her story and
understanding completely just how she had gotten

nfashionable
caught in this tangled web when she said that she had
been saved from all this by the teachings of the Guru
Mahara ji. I decided to go out and steal something.
Josh. With a publicity campaign like his how could

you forget the guy? His followers had the campus
saturated with false advertising weeks before he
showed up. (Sorry folks but I never found him to be
what you said he was.)

I went to the Student Union Ballroom to hear him
talk about sex (this topic drew hundreds of UMies. ) I

was sitting next to his wife and she was becoming and
smiling so much I thought her face was going to fall

off.

Josh's talk covered a sizeable range of bullshit

which was pretty amazing for the time he spoke.
When he was done he came over and I introduced
myself and he pumped my hand up and down and he
was smiling and beaming so much that I thought his

face was going to fall off too. All I could think of was
what it would be like to be his wife and have to wake
up, roll over, and see him very morning.
But where have all the leaders and their dazed,

glassy-eyed followers gone?
Is religion going out of style again?

Barbara Voorhees is a Collegian Columnist

Reid Fishman

Anyhow, the other day, I was sitting around Paul's
room, watching television. Paul has his television
hooked up to the cable they have coming into the
dorm, so he gets a shitload of stations. Well, the Three
Stooges were on, so we watched them for a while. The
first two only had Shemp, but the last one was with
Curly, and they did the "Swingin' the Alphabet"
routine. Wow! I hadn't seen that one in a long time.
When the Three Stooges were over, I thought we

should put on an album, but Paul wanted to watch the
news. I don't usually watch the news-it's really
boring. I mean, I'd rather hear the Gratful Dead
anytime,but the news was on, so I watched it.

Well, the guy came on and he started talking about
this chick who was captured by some group that calls
themselves the Symbionese Liberation Army-what a
wierd name. Anyhow, it sounded like this chick was
really in tough shape and that nobody really gave two
shits about her. That really bummed me out.

Then they started talking about all these guys that

used to work for Nixon, that are all going to jail for

one thing or another. Everyone in the room started
laughing about it. Paul said it was funnier than the
Three Stooges. Everyone else agreed, but I didn't

think it was very funny. I was bummed out. I don't
think I'll watch the news anymore.
We went to dinner, and went back to my room af-

terwards. I put on some Grateful Dead, and we all sat

around trying to figure out what to do. There's not
much to do around here during the week, and after an
hour of debate, we decided that there weren't any
bars or movies that would be acceptable by all eleven
of us. I had just gotten used to the fact that we'd
probably end up sitting around and getting high for

the rest of the night, when Carl said, "Let's go
streaking!." I wasn't really into it, but I said I'd go if

everybody else did. I mean, there was nothing better

to do, and it was pretty warm out. So we all went
streaking. It was alot of fun and we got a big cheer
from JQA, but it didn't keep us busy for very long.

So we went down to the Bluewall. You know, the

Bluewall's a pretty funny place. Carl, my roommate,
told me that the Bluewali sells more beer than any

other place in New England. I can understand it-I had
at least two full glasses of beer on my shirt by the
time I walked out.

Of course, by that time, everybody was pretty
loaded, and I didn't really care what was on my shirt,

as long as I could get back to my room and crash out.

So we went walking to Larry's car, which was parked
in one of the lots near the Campus Center. We didn't

have too much trouble finding the lot, but Larry just

couldn't understand where the fuck his car went. He
knew where he parked it, but it wasn't there. The only
thing that was there was a sign reading, 'No
Parking, Tow Zone."
Larry was really pissed, but I calmed him down

and told him that I'd go up to the towing place with
him to get it. He agreed, and the two of us thumbed up
to get his car. When we got there, this older guy was
half asleep in the office. He looked at us like he was
kinda mad that we woke him up, and Larry told him
that he wanted his car back. The guy didn't seem
very friendly. It was almost like it was his car and
Larry was trying to steal it. When Larry pulled out
his checkbook to pay the guy the fifteen bucks to

get it back, he pointed to a big sign on the wall that
read, "No Checks Please." Larry told him he didn't
have enough cash to cover it, but the guy didn't
care one way or the other, and he said to Larry,
"Well then, I guess you'll have to come back and get
your car tomorrow."
With all the cars on this campus, it seems really

strange that these guys make all his money hauling
our cars around, and then give us shit when we go to

get them back. Carl thinks the students should have
their own towing place. After all the shit we went
through the other night, I'd have to agree with him. It

can't be any worse!
Anyhow, by the time 1 got back to my room, I was

so tired that I didn't even take off my clothes before I

went to bed. I knew I'd be pretty sore the next day
from streaking, but I didn't really care. It was just

one of those days.

Reid Fishman is a Collegian Columnist

Listen Lou; I know that he is the first streaker we've arrested, but did we have to
frisk him?

Camp Aggy

A Marty Moronsky day

8:00 A.M.

8:15 A.M.

9:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

11:30 A.M.
12:30 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

All campers rise and shine, It's a beautiful

day
All campers report to their mess halls for

breakfast and morning inspection.

All campers report to food Science with
Uncle Clyde
Time for milk, cookies and Red Barrons'
report to the Hatch and Coffee shop.
All campers to the Mess halls for lunch.
Rest hour, all campers report to their

bunks for naps and Another World,
General Hospital and All My Children.
Afternoon activity, free choice between
Blue Wall happy hour, tennis, pinball or

volleyball.

All campers back to their bunks and get

ready for supper.
Supper, report to your mess halls for

camper's stew.

Evening Announcement

Attention all campers, tonights early activities are a horror show at the

Campus Center, dancing at the Blue Wall, poetry readings at Herter Hall,

and heavy drinking at Top of the Campus.
11:00 P.M. Attention all campers, the late night activities this evening

are Streaking in Southwest, nude soccer at Orchard hill, water in the nude
fights in the quad, naked motorcycling at Sylvan, and panty raids at

Central. All campers please stay in their designated areas.
1:30 A.M. Turn to Channel 27, for taps.

Camp Aggy, Amherst, Mass.
Directors, Robert Wood, Francis ^argent
Head Counselor, Randolph Bromery

(Jack Barron)

Tomorrow : A three part true story

'Bubbles in Your Coffee ' by Jerry

Lazar involves a Dining Common:

woman, a campus cop and god. Read

it here. v

r

Letters Pelley

The Massachusetts t>aHy Collegiaa welcome* all

letters to the editor. They mutt be signed, end include
the author's address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, doable-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference
purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content
or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that
all letters received will be printed.
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Marriage: getting into and out of it
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By RICHARD M. ROWLAND
Attorney For Students

The complexities of getting into and out of

the marriage relationship should, in my
opinion, not be the subject of very much law
at all. Historically, the chief reasons for an
elaborate legal structure in the area related

primarily to property rights, land ownership
and descent and distribution through
inheritance. Most of the compelling reasons

for the laws in the area have diminished

with the greater sophistication of the legal

structure and the emphasis on human rights

that is evident today.

DIVORCE
In Massachusetts a divorce may be

decreed for:

1. Adultery (sexual relations outside of the

marriage);
2. Impotency (inability of have sexual

relations);

3. Utter desertion for two years;
4. Alcoholism or drug addiction;

5. Non-support of the wife by the husband
when able; and

6. Cruel and abusive treatment.

"Cruel and abusive treatment" is the

most common ground. Some unique or
repeated act, which need not be necessarily

physically abusive or injurious but which
gives rise to mental anguish as evidenced,

for instance, by loss oi weight, nervousness,
hospitalization, psychiatric consultation and
the like, is usually sufficient.

In addition to the ground for the divorce,

the spouse filing suit (the "libellant" must
live in Massachusetts if the grounds oc-

curred outside the state. A person may not
move to Massachusetts solely for the pur-
pose of obtaining a divorce. It is a necessary
element of a divorce proceeding that the
parties lived together as husband and wife
at some time in the Commonwealth.
Massachusetts still subscribes to the

notion of fault in divorce and as a con-
sequence there is really no secure way of

proceeding without the assistance of at least

a lawyer for the libellant.

The things that the lawyer must attend to

besides the court paper, hearing and decree
even in a consensual divorce are:

1. Distribution of assets;

2. Support and custody of children (if

any);

3. Conveyance of real property and motor
vehicles;

4. Alimony, if any; and
5. The technical grounds.
These matters are generally taken care of

by agreement before the proceedings are
over and are time consuming.

Before papers can be tiled the parties

must physically live apart for thirty (30)

days. Persons contemplating divorce are

urged to discuss the matter with ap-

propriate psychological or marriage

counsellors, together or separately both

before and during the divorce proceedings.

The wife may assume her maiden name at

the time the divorce is granted if she

petitions to do so. In some courts, however,

the judge may refuse alimony if the wife

resumes her maiden name. This does not

affect support. Ask your lawyer about this.

Divorce laws and practices are changing.

Some groups are urging and some in-

dividuals are obtaining divorces without

assistance of counsel. No fault divorce laws

are growing more common. Most of the

impediments to divorces in cases where the

marriage relationship has in fact disap-

peared are being removed. There is much
room for reform in Massachusetts and

many groups are organized to support

reform. Persons contemplating divorce are

urged to obtain counsel whenever children,

property or technical problems occur. In

most cases legal help is necessary to get the

process properly started and concluded

without serious delay.

Marriages may be solemnized between

people over eighteen years of age without

parental consent, in order to get a license

each party applies for a license at the Clerk

of the City or Town of residence. If both live

in the same town only one license is

required, otherwise two are required. Each
party must have a blood test and, usually, a

brief physical examination by the physician.

Except for a waiver from the judge, three

days is required before a license will be

issued. The license requires names, oc-

cupations, addresses, birthplaces, and ages

of the parties, both of their parents' names-

and record of dissolution of any prior

marriage.

A marriage may be solemnized by. any
religious leader of a recognized religion or
by a Justice of the Peace. Information on
local persons qualified to solemnize
marriages is available from the Clerk who
issues the license.

There is no particular form or set of vows
or, for that matter, any specific
requirement for the way in which the
solemnization of the marriage is to occur
provided by any statute. Any form or ritual

is a matter for the religion involved or if

none is subscribed to, then it is a matter
which is entirely up to the parties involved
and the person who is to solemnize the oc-

casion.

Notes, quotes and anecdotes

DVP needs members

Applications for membership in

the Distinguished Visitors
Program (DVP) are now available

in the Student Activities office and
at the Campus Center Information
desk.

DVP is the major student lecture

organization on campus and each
year brings to the university

community a schedule of well-

known speakers. The program is

aimed at providing a diverse,

balanced series covering many
interests and major viewpoints. So
far this semester DVP has
presented Stuart Udall, former
Secretary of the Interior; David
Graham DuBois, son of W.E.B.
DuBois; Michael Oehler, a

homesteader and John Boone,
former Massachusetts Com-
missioner of Correction. DVP also

sponsored one night of the National
Women's Poetry Festival.

Each spring the committee is the

principal sponsor of the Martin
Luther King, Jr., Memorial Lec-
ture Series.

DVP is entirely student run and
student funded. The committee
seeks members with varied
backgrounds, interests and
academic fields.

Membership on the committee
involves deciding which speakers
will be invited to speak here,

working with lecture bureaus and
working with other members of the

committee and the university in

setting up the speaker's schedule
for his engagement at UMass.

Curriculum varies

The School of Education is

currently operating under a
curriculum process called Flexible
Curriculum whereby learning
experiences do not necessarily
conform to the three hour a week
semester long University stan-
dard. Consequently, throughout
the semester various learning
experiences become available that
may or may not have been com-
municated at the time of
registration.

Students desiring to sign up for
these learning experiences or get
more information about them
should contact the School of
Education Registration and Ad-

vising Offices on the first floor of

Hills House South.

Live off-campus
University policy exempts only

the following students from living

on campus: those currently
married and listed as such in the
registrar's office, senior, those 21
years of age on or before the first

day of classes in the fall. If you are
in one of these categories and wish
to move off campus, go to the
Housing Office, 235 Whitmore, and
fill out the necessary forms. If you
are not exempted under this policy,
you may apply for a special
exemption; applications for these
exemptions are now being ac-
cepted from students living in the

Southwest Residential College.
Exemption's will be considered

on the basis of acute need in any of
the following areas: financial,

health, academic interships, en-
vironmental problems, religious
reasons. Any request for exemp-
tions MUST BE SUB-
STANTIATED in writing.

Further information and ap-
plications for exemptions may be
obtained in George Washington
Lobby, Room 1. They must be
returned with all supporting
documents by April 12.

If you plant to commute from
home or the home of close
relatives, or if you plan to be
married before or during the fall

semester, you may apply for an
exemption directly through the
Housing Office, 235 Whitmore.

Official

Streaking Shoes

Your naked hand
tells you
what your
bare foot feels.

This is Bare/Foot/Gear, Ameri-

ca's most imitated leather

sneaker. We invented it in

1966. It's the one that's sock-

less.

SHOE STORE

39 S. Pleasant St.

Wine Cellar at the

WINE CHARIOT
is now offering dinners from $2.00 to $4.00 in

the casual atmosphere.

You don't have to pay today's high prices!

DINNER MENU
Spaghetti with meat balls

Lasagna (baked)

Chopped Sirloin

Pierogi (stuffed dumplings)
Ravioli

Golabki (Polish stuffed cabbage)
Enchilada (Mexican stuffed tortilla)

Veal and Peppers

$0002
(a la carte)

Mix Drinks

99«

Beer
49c

Veal and Peppers
Broiled Half Chicken
Strip Steak

Boston Scrod (baked)

Eggplant Parmigiana

00
(Served with

Spaghetti

or potato

* salad)

Veal Parmigiana
Pork Chops (broiled)

Baked Scallops

Fried Shrimps (beer batter)
Braciola (rolled steak)
Steak Brochette (on rice)

$/i004 ( served with

spaghetti

or potato

& salad)

WINE CELLAR
Hours: Tues.-Sat.

5-9 p.m.

Sun. -1-9 p.m.

586-2510, Rt. 9. Hadley, Mass.

! — COUPON —
St 00
1

Good — Tues.. Wed., or Thurs.

This ( oupon Worth 11 .00 toward
*rtur meal at the Win* (harlot

ALIENS IN YOUR MIDST!!!:
The foreign student speaks his

mind.Turn on to a different point of

view. Free coffee -it's International
Week, 7:30 p.m. C.C. 168.

BAHA'I INFORMATION:
Informal talks and discussion,

every Thursday from 7:30 p.m. on.

531 Lincoln Apts. (across from
Whitmore) Sponsored by UMass
Baha'i Association. Drop by.

BIBLE STUDY:
Lutheran Student Org. sponsoring

a study on I Corinthians. Tonight in

802 C.C, 8 p.m. All welcome!
THE BIG BAD BOOGIE:
Meeting today at 7, sign up for Beer

and Powerhouse servers by 5 p.m.
today. Discussion also of apparently
cheap admission price.

COFFEEHOUSE:
Tired of fighting crowds at the

Bluewall? Relax and enjoy yourself

at our coffeehouse this Friday night

at 8:30 with Hickory. Located in the

basement of Greenough House.
COIN CLUB:
Meeting in 178 C.C. Thursday

March 14, 7:30-10:00 p.m. Bring your
friends today! Everybody is

welcome. Bring your trades.

CUE-TEP:
The Center for Urban Education

Teacher Education Program is

presently recruiting undergraduates
for its program for the Fall, 1974.

Come to rm. 222A, School of

Education, or call 5 1377. Plan to

become a teacher now!
DVP:
Applications for membership are

now available at the Student
Activities Office, and the C.C.
Information desk. Join!

DVP MEETING:
There will be a DVP meeting today

at 6:30 in 808 C.C.

ELECTION '74:

Edward O'Brien, candidate for

democratic party's nomination for

Attorney General tonite 8:30 C.C. 169

GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS:
No meeting this week. Important

meeting next Tuesday March 19, 909

C.C. All invited and please come.
HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD:
Meeting today, room 917 of the C.C.

at 4:30 p.m.

HILLEL:
Martha Acklesberg will be

speaking on "Can a Woman Be A
Jew; Changing Roles for Jewish
Women", tonite at 8:00 in the

Colonial Lounge, S.U. All are invited.

H.R.T.A. MAJORS:
Innkeeper's will host a wine tasting

Notices

}

Monday March 18, 10th floor C.C. at
7:00. All invited for wine and cheese
IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST:
A 1 credit colloque for the con-

cerned citizen. Make your vote and
voice heard where it counts. For
more info, call Pam 6 8525.
I.R.A. LEADER TO SPEAK:
Dennis Cassin, will speak at

Amherst College on Thursday March
14, at 8:00 p.m. in Johnson Chapel.
His topic will be "the current
situation in Ireland North and
South." Everyone is welcome.
ITALIAN CLUB MOVIE:
The Italian Club will be showing a

film entitled, "KAPA", a story about
a Jewish girl and her family in a
prison camp during the War. Film in
Italian. Free. All interested
welcome. 8 p.m., 3rd floor, Herter
Lounge.

LITTLE RASCALS COMEDIES:
Spanky, Alfalfa, Buckwheat etc

...in three, Vi hour comedies from
the original TV shows. Also Marx
Bros, flicks highlights. Fri., March
15, 7, 9, and 11 in Mahar.
MEHER BABA:
Being is dying by loving. Tonight

C.C. 801, 7:30.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS:
Bus for Northampton will leave at.

6:00 from in front of Hasbrouck and
stop at Paterson House at 6:05. We
will leave the Hosp. at 8:30.

Remember to bake for Maple
Halfway House and to bring the in-

dividually wrapped goodies with you.

NUTRITION EDUCATION:
Orchard Hill colloquium for all

interested in an innovative approach
to learning about nutrition and food

habit behavior. Meets every Thur
sday 7:00 9:00, 6th floor east Webster
Lounge.
P 10 POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
SEMINAR:
Governor's Councillor Edward

O'Brien of Easthampton,
Democratic candidate for Mass.
Attorney General, will discuss his

campaign tonight at 7:30, Classroom
I, Pierpont Hall, Southwest.

REC. SOCIETY:
Happy Hour today at Farley

Lodge, 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. for all Ls and
S majors. Free beer and unchies.

SKI CLUB:
Ski Club trip to Quebec. Spring

vacation March 25 30. Trip includes 5

nights lodging, meals and left tickets

good for 6 mnts. incl. Jay Peak, Vt.

66448, 65937 or rm 304 SUB. Ski club.

SKI PATROL:

wive
about

drafting

and all of our drafting

equipment is of

professional

quality

try us

ond see •

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

Meeting tonight at 6:30 in 903 C.C.
Last meeting of semester to elect

officers, plan activities, etc. Please
attend.

SOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE:
The Social Action Committee of the

Southwest Assembly will meet today
at 5:00 p.m. in the Malcolm X room
located in Berkshire Dining Com
mons.

SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY:
The Southwest Assembly will meet

tonight at 7:30 p.m. on the lower level

of Hamden Student Center.
WOODY ALLEN:
Woody Allen's zaniest flick

"What's Up Tiger Lilly" plus W.C.
Fields 1st talkie "The Golf
Specialist" Sat March 16 at 7,9 and 11

in Mahar.
UYA RECRUITMENT MEETING:
The UYA program is holding a

recruitment meeting tonite at 7:00 in

176 C.C.

VETERANS CLUB:
Veteran's meeting in C.C. 113, 7:30

p.m. Thurs. March 14, All Veterans
should attend.

VOLLEYBALL:
Anyone interested in Volleyball,

men and women, play is conducted
every Tuesday and Thursday night
from 6 8 in North P.E. Gym.
STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGUE:

(Continued on P. 14)

John Osborne's

"THE

ENTERTAINER"
returns

University Theatre

Tonight through Saturday

/War. 13, 14, 15, 16

Bartlett Aud. — 8 p.m.

Call 545-2579, weekdays 12-

4 p.m. for information &

tickets

Tasty Pizza A Hardy Hot Subs

?

Starting

March 15
we will be

featuring a full

line of Italian

food.
Not just another

pizza place — the

best pizza place in

town. Pizza, Subs,

and atmosphere,
we have a

working fireplace.

ill

Fearing St.. Amherst
Across from Southwest

Dorms, UMass

University Pizza
Take Out Service # 253-9363

Television Tonight

:.::mi URREN ACKKSiibi
THK I.U'Y SHOW Lucy and Tennessee

Krnie Ford "
1 22 >

TIIK ELECTRIC (OMPANY IMl (57)

(iOMER I'VI.K "Go Blow Your Horn
"

'27i

IMM.AVS IIKHOKS Operation Han
nibal ." (30>

NKW. WKATIIKK. SPURTS (40)

:.:.'•:. WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE 13)

l:M NKVVS 13) (Hi (22»

I SPY Turkish Delight ." H8)
EYE To KYK (24)

PKTTHOAT JUNCTION Girl Of Our
Dreams " t27>

TO TOLL TIIK RUTH Garry Moore, host
< 30)

WILD WILD WKST
Howling Light.'' <40i

ZOOM! 1571

6:30 NKVVS III 122) (30)

ABC EVENING SKW'S (8)

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
ANIMAL W'OKI.D IV)
THK FRENCH (HKK (57

)

•: NKWSBKAT NKWS (401

7:00 SALK OK THK CENTURY (3)

TRl'TII OR CONSEQUENCE! Bob
Barker, host <8i

TIIK 700 (I.IB 1 18i

NKWS. WKATIIKK. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR PUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Les Miserables." (27)

AB( EVENING NKWS (40)

TIIK EVENING COMPASS 157)

7:30 AHTIHK OK TIIK BRITONS "In
Common Cause." (3)

THKIM.SKKKKHS (8)

HOLLYWOOD AND TIIK STARS
"TMMMH Idols " Part II Hal Stanton host

Night Of the

(24)

<22>

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK (24)

TIIK NKW TREASURE III NT Geoff
Kdwards. host i30>

DRAGNET uo>
EVENING KDITION: MARTIN

AI.KONSKY (57)

R:« TIIK WAI.TONS The Car " (3)

CHOIM'KHONK' Killing Time (8) (40)

MIL HOCKKY GAMS >18)

TIIK WORLD VOL NEVER MSB (22)

IMl
TIIK AI1VOI ATKS Should Colleges and

Universities Give Preferential Admission
To Minority Group Applicants''" (24) (57)

h:|0 HRKHOISK "No Way Out " (8) (40)

•:« MOVIK "The Birds Ot Prey " (3)

RUNG VV "Arrogant Dragon " (8) (40)

IRONSIDK (22) (30)

HUMANITIES FILM KORLM The
Andersonville Trial." (24) (57)

BORIS KAHLOKK PRKSKNTS
TIIRILI.KR "Masquerade ." (27)

iu:oo STREETS ok SAN PRANCMCO
"Death and the Favored Few " (8) (40)

MUSIC COUNTRY U.S.A. (22) (30)

NKWS (27)

10:30 NBA t.AMK (3)

KATHRYN Kl III MAN (18)

THK JOANNK (ARSON SHOW (27)

11:00 NKWS. WKATIIKK. SPORTS (8) (18)

(22) (27) (30) (40)

11:30 WIDK WORLD SPECIAL (8) (40)

JOHNNY (ARSON SHOW (22) (301

12:00 ( APTIONKD ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

12:45 MOVIK "The Jokers." (3)

1:00 NKWS (8) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (22) (30)

2:00 NKWS (22) (30)

2:15 NKWS W'KATHKK <3>
J

Four-Channel Concert

techhifi
is giving a concert of state of the art 4 channel,

recordings & equipment in conjunction with

Discount Records

Featuring Equipment by

CROWN, ESS, EPI, THORENS.

HARMON-KARDON & AUDIO-TECHNICAL.

FREE FOOD and REFRESHMENTS

LOCATED —
in the empty store next to Discount Records.

Saturday Nite — March 16
9 p.m. til Midnite
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Sun will provide great source of energy tor future

By JOHN DEAN
Each day we are constantly

being bombarded by energy.
Government officials
spasmodically react to the citizen's

cries for new sources of power to

keep the wheels of technological

society rolling. For the past fifteen

years we have been pouring money
through the nuclear sieve with
little substantial progress to show
for the billions of dollars spent. We
are told that the technology to

solve the problems which pervade
the usage of nuclear power is just
around the corner; only a decade
or two away. Solar energy provides
an enormous quantity of energy of

which about 3,600 quintillion (1

water. The warmth produced can

be used to heat a home if a working

fluid (air or water) is pumped
through this flat-plate collector

and then transfered into a radiator

in a house. One could, if one

wished, build this setup today to

heat a home. The technology is

available and you could, if you

wished draw up your own plans

and purchase all necessary parts

William Heronemus of the Civil

Engineering Department here at

UMass has done extensive

research in the field of solar

energy. In a conversation with

Professor Heronemus about this

subject, he told me he felt that "by

1978 you will be able to buy the

i;as into the bottom of the bioior

which vaporizes the gas, which

rypifHit and got. down through a

turbine, which turns io produce
electncitv This setup can be in-

corporated onto a semi-
submergable ship which could

store the electricity in the form of

hydrogen gas produced by elec-

trolysis of water or at an offshore

site where the electricity produced
can be transported directly to the

land Professor Heronemus feels

that with a "major national
commitment, there could be a pilot

plant running in six years". This

process could produce at least 26

trillion kilowatts per year from the

south eastern U.S. alone, ac-

lleroneimis puv.s :>. that o**r

we will shiltgti out rwifo * "'

to produce elev:: - \

use The NSK N \> v *tk 4)
-'

out that l irg«
systems for tor.

been built. lltlKMIgh ->

technical ability exiala v\..emu
the major fault 0< Ml |ffM

system is the prohibitive QMti *"•

the cells which maim then use M
any widespread basts impossible

This is a process which, Kvause ot

economic and de\ elopinental

factors, may not be adopted for a

number of decades
Another possible means of

converting the sun's energy into

electricity is by "beaming down' .

in the form of microwaves, energy

collected from the sun by satellites

circling the earth. The microwaves
could be collected and received on

cloudy or sunny days, and would
provide an almost constant supply

of energy. This process is only in

the early planning states, ac-

cording to the NSF-NASA Solar

Energy Panel and will not be able

to be implemented for many years.

How would
you like
to sign

the work
you do?

Its ,i lhafM that most ol tlS

don't pal to sign oui wort

BacailSC we'd probably do it

better Just out Of pride.

And that could mean better

products and services

for everybody. So, even if you

don't have to sign your work,

do the kind of work you'd

be proud to put your name on.

America. It only works
as well as we do.

The Ninona) 4 t»*n*ni%%K»ii «« #e»odw.tnm» * .»*hin,fii»r H I

This id is th» *ork ol Or fie r fulkin and <.j*m.t Sjnn..

'fmilEMGK, wtfQE Of* ro ^ONVerKiKd V3UO

quintillion equals 10 18
) British

Thermal Unites strikes the earth.

To get a perspective on the
situation, the total energy budget
for the U.S. in all forms is about 0.2

quintillions per year. The solar
energy spread out over the entire
surface of the earth is equal to 1

kilowatt per square mile per day.
Little of this energy is used by
society today (except in the form of
fossil fuels) even though much of
the technology is now available for
its use. For years the power
companies have been leading us
down a pernicious path laden with
insidious potholes, and now is the
time for the public to become
aware of the alternatives that are
available which are truly "safe,
clean, and effective".

The solar energy process is

essentially that which brings
energy to the surface of the earth
via light and heat from the sun.
One of the oldest of these processes
is that of photosynthesis. Our
agricultural system is based on
photosynthesis and for many
centuries man relied soley on this

method to provide heat (wood
burning), food, and energy
(animal power). Even the fossil

fuels which provide much of our
power today are a product of
photosynthesis, time, and
pressure. One form of solar energy
which has been used off and on
with varying frequencies over the
last fifty years is that of
hydroelectric power. Heat from
the sun is used to evaporate water
which later precipitates in the
form of rain. Through the
evaporation-precipitation process,
water is moved from a low point to

a high point. Man catches the
water at a high point and lets it run
through a machine that takes the
potential energy out of the water
and uses it to generate electricity.

This is not one of the least

destructive means of utilizing solar

energy. Many of our river systems
are now "tame" and because of

this, much change "good and bad"
has ensued. This form of solar

energy has been utilized quite a bit

in the United States and does not

appear to be an avenue for much
further energy production in most
parts of the U.S.

The sun's heat can be captured

by a process called the low-

temperature photo-thermal
process. This consists of a shallow

green house-like setup called a flat

plate solar collector which collects

heat energy from the sun It is

called a low temperature device

because the temperature is never

allowed to get above that of boiling

hardware from a reputable dealer

and mstall it like a furnace would
be installed". It would be possible

to mount such a device on your
roof, garage, or in your front lawn
depending upon which area would
receive the most amount of light.

The initir 1 cost of purchase of such
a device would be high at present,

though the savings in costs of fuel

oil or heating electricity would be
substantial.

According to Professor
Heronemus, one of the best ways of

producing electricity by solar
energy is that of the wind power
process. Different natural
processes such as differential
heating and cooling of the at-

mosphere, and evaporation and
precipitation, all work as "one
great big heat engine" and cause
velocity, you've created
momentum which can be ex-

changed in a momentum exchange
device such as a windmill for

energy. The wind power process
has been used for centuries by
many civilizations to do such
varied things as pump water, mill
flour, drive factories, and move
ships. Professor Heronemus thinks
that wind power "can start
delivering large quantities of
electricity to our systems in four or
five years if we want it to, and
economically". A study done on
the assesment of solar energy as a
national resource by a panel from
the National Science Foundation
and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration in December
of 1972 estimated that "the power
potential in the winds over the

continental U.S. is about 10 li

kilowatts electric". So this is by no
means a low energy yielding

process.

Professor Heronemus is in-

volved, along with ten other
professors and fifteen students,

with a solar energy process called

the ocean thermal differences

process. The sun warms
tremendous amounts of surface
sea water while at the same time
the water down 1200 feet into the
ocean is close to freezing. This
tremendous temperature gradient
can be used as a fossil fuel plant
utilizing its self-produced tem-
perature gradient to run a turbine

in the production of electricity. The
thermal difference must be at least

30 degrees F, and does not occur
everywhere in the oceans. The
ocean thermal difference power
plant consists of a boiler through
which hot surface water passes
and a condenser located below in

the cool water. In between these
two is a closed cycle which feeds

most recently
solar energy
that of the

The cell uses

cording tc the NSF-NASA Solar

Energy Panel.

One of the
demonstrated
processes is

photovoltaic cell

direct radiation from the sun and
sky to produce electricity. Even on

a cloudy day, there is sufficient

radiation to produce electricity via

this cell. This method has most
recently been tested in the United
States manned and unmanned
space program and has worked
very effectively. This process
could in the future be used to run
and power buildings. Professor

JEWISH WOMEN'S FORUM

MARTHA ACKLESBERG
Deptof Gov't, Smith

will speak on

Can a Woman be a Jew?

Thurs., March 14 - 8:00 p.m.

COLONIAL LOUNGE, S.U.

.

...Only a week ago it looked like spring.

.suit I'huo-Jnic Manm*/

Economy and Performance

On the Road or Off

Full Line of Dual Purpose Motorcycles

AWASM I

M0NARK

ROKON
F-ll

VALLEY MOTOR SPORTS
348 King St., Northampton

584-7303

Buenos Aires and good times

By ROBERTO AOLIRRE

Spring vacation is around the
corner and many UMies will soon
be absorbing rays in Florida,

Bermuda and the like.

Roberto Aguirre, a UMass
graduate student studying civil

engineering, has another
suggestion for a vacationland, his

native city Buenos Aires.

Buenos Aires, since 1880 the
capital of Argentina, is a
metropolis which is open to

everyone, native or foreign. It was
founded in 1538 by Pedro de
Mendoza. evacuated by population
soon afterwards, and founded for

the second and definitive time, in

1380 by Juan de Garay The city is

located on the t>0 mile wide River
Plate, and bounded by Avenida
General Paz. about i million

inhabitants live in its 75 square
miles. But to a certain extent the
city extends beyond Gen Paz to

the Greater Buenos Aires.
surrounding districts with a fur
ther 5.300,000 inhabitants, the total

census population is 8.324.615

In the morning the action is in

downtown district, the "centro"
• the city), actually at the eastern
tip of the urban area. Five un-
derground lines, which carry a
total of 280 million passengers
yearly, include 8000 buses, 30.000

taxis. 300,000 cars, and 90.000 vans

For those with leisure time,
mornings can be spent playing
golf, or riding on the Palerui., s

paths, the Buenos Aires equivalent
of the Bois de Boulogne.
Buenos Aires is a city of flowers

jnd trees, where newstands with
hundreds of differeot Argentines
and foreign magazines, and jJsu

newspapers in Spanish and in

foreign languages, till the in-

satiable desire for information.
For a gastronomic interlude.

lUMM Aires is the cheapest city in

the world on his vital matter
Breakfast, any time between *

a.m. and 10 normally, lunch bet-

ween 12 p.m. and 2, a five o'clock
tea, and dinner usually around i

p.m.. are occasions on which to

sample yet again the proverbial
excellence of Argentine cooking

There are places where the
speciality is barbecued meat.
Argentine beef is first rate
everywhere and in the staple dish
in private homes and wherever
people get together to lunch or
dine There are places where
Spanish and Italian cooking
predominate, apart from the more
ususal 'international style"
'China. Germany. Greece, The
Arabian States or the Balkans).
Another thing the leisurely

minded can do is to penetrate in the
heart of the city visiting the relics

A *& » v7

WMUA News

7:20 p.m. — Wil Greenhouse hosts off the hook His

guest is Jeffery Jawer. I'Mass student and
Astrology expert Tune in for this interesting 40

minutes. .

8:00 p.m. — Tom DeLuca presents — The premiere of

the Tom DeLuca Show marks a discussion between

Mark Sheren. Peter Bradley, and Shelly Gersten.

all of the Amherst Men's Center

.Midnight — Moon Over Morocco, continuing imstrry

serial, happening at the Witchin' Hour

U1MUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

£i

>A Colonial architecture such as
can be found in San Telmo, or the

gaily painted houses of the Boca,

the magnificent Palermo and
Kecoleta. Parks and plazas abound
in statuary, churches ancient and
modern offer treasuries of art and
tradition, as well as historical

relics.

One of the most famous Carder

s

ango says ^oniething like My
Jear Bueno* vjies, when I get to

>ue 'ou igain''. such is the magic
of one of the world's biggest and
vet most livable cities.

University Year for ACTION

Our Classroom is Western Massachusetts

University Year for ACTiON places students in full-

time positions with community agencies serving the
low-income residents of the surrounding area.

UYA Volunteers receive a full year of academic
credit, a stipend, and an educational experience that

you won't find in any college classroom.

A recruitment meeting will be held Thursday,
March 14, at 7:00 p.m. in Room 176, Campus Center.

NAVE YOU GOT THE CHEEK TO STREAK?
If you're planning to streak this Friday night, make sure

you have a Wacky bumpersticker on your hack! (or ether

parts unknown)

Wacky spotters will be in the vicinity of Orchard Hill and

Southwest. If they spot you with a Wacky bumpersttckor

on your back, you'll immediately receive a Wacky gift

certificate for one of over 350 prizes...worth over

$2,500.00...
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Hell yes! We'll undress!
U A(^

Stereo 102

Stop that grinnin...and drop that linen!

Streak for Wacky this Friday night starting at 10 p.m.!!

WACKY HI'M/'M' -.IHKF.RS available at all McDonald's restaurants. Paysaver Catalog
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Sun will provide great source of energy for future

By JOHN DEAN
Each day we are constantly

being bombarded by energy.
Government officials
spasmodically react to the citizen's

cries for new sources of power to

keep the wheels of technological

society rolling. For the past fifteen

years we have been pouring money
through the nuclear sieve with
little substantial progress to show
for the billions of dollars spent. We
are told that the technology to

solve the problems which pervade
the usage of nuclear power is just

around the corner; only a decade
or two away. Solar energy provides
an enormous quantity of energy of

which about 3,600 quintillion (1

water. The warmth produced can

be used to heat a home if a working

fluid (air or water) is pumped
through this flat-plate collector

and then transfered into a radiator

in a house. One could, if one

wished, build this setup today to

heat a home. The technology is

available and you could, if you

wished draw up your own plans

and purchase all necessary parts

William Heronemus of the Civil

Engineering Department here at

UMass has done extensive
research in the field of solar

energy. In a conversation with

Professor Heronemus about this

subject, he told me he felt that "by

1978 you will be able to buy the

gas into the bottom uf the bioier

which vaporizes the gas, which
expands, and goes down through a

turbine, which turns to produce
electricity. This setup can be in

corporated onto a semi-
submergable ship which could

store the electricity in the form of

hydrogen gas produced by elec-

trolysis of water or at an offshore

site where the electricity produced
can be transported directly to the

land Professor Heronemus feels

that with a "major national
commitment, there could be a pilot

plant running in six years". This

process could produce at least 26

trillion kilowatts per year from the

south eastern U.S. alone, ac-

Heronemus predicts, that one day
we will shingel our roofs with them
to produce electricity for home
use. The NSF-NASA study points

out that 'Large photovoltaic
systems for terrestial use have not

been built, although the basic

technical ability exists". Currently
the major fault of this type of

system is the prohibitive costs of

the celis which makes their use on
any widespread basis impossible.

This is a process which, because of

economic and developmental
factors, may not be adopted for a

number of decades.

Another possible means of

converting the sun's energy into

electricity is by "beaming down",
m the form of microwaves, energy
collected from the sun by satellites

circling the earth. The microwaves
could be collected and received on
cloudy or sunny days, and would
provide an almost constant supply
of energy. This process is only in

the early planning states, ac-
cording to the NSF-NASA Solar
Energy Panel and will not be able
to be implemented for many years.

How would
you like
to sign

the work
you do?

It's a shame that most of us

don't get to sign our work.

Because we'd probably do it

better. Just out of pride.

And that could mean better

products and services

for everybody. So, even if you

don't have to sign your work,

do the kind of work you'd

be proud to put your name on.

America. It only works
as well as we do.
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quintillion equals 10 18
) British

Thermal Unites strikes the earth.

To get a perspective on the
situation, the total energy budget
for the U.S. in all forms is about 0.2

quintillions per year. The solar
energy spread out over the entire

surface of the earth is equal to 1

kilowatt per square mile per day.
Little of this energy is used by
society today (except in the form of

fossil fuels) even though much of

the technology is now available for

its use. For years the power
companies have been leading us
down a pernicious path laden with
insidious potholes, and now is the
time for the public to become
aware of the alternatives that are
available which are truly "safe,

clean, and effective".

The solar energy process is

essentially that which brings
energy to the surface of the earth
via light and heat from the sun.
One of the oldest of these processes
is that of photosynthesis. Our
agricultural system is based on
photosynthesis and for many
centuries man relied soley on this

method to provide heat (wood
burning), food, and energy
(animal power). Even the fossil

fuels which provide much of our
power today are a product of

photosynthesis, time, and
pressure. One form of solar energy
which has been used off and on
with varying frequencies over the
last fifty years is that of
hydroelectric power. Heat from
the sun is used to evaporate water
which later precipitates in the
form of rain. Through the
evaporation-precipitation process,
water is moved from a low point to

a high point. Man catches the
water at a high point and lets it run
through a machine that takes the
potential energy out of the water
and uses it to generate electricity.

This is not one of the least

destructive means of utilizing solar

energy. Many of our river systems
are now "tame" and because of

this, much change "good and bad"
has ensued. This form of solar

energy has been utilized quite a bit

in the United States and does not

appear to be an avenue for much
further energy production in most
parts of the U.S.

The sun's heat can be captured

by a process called the low-

temperature photo-thermal
process. This consists of a shallow

green house-like setup called a flat

plate solar collector which collects

heat energy from the sun It is

called a low temperature device

because the temperature is never

allowed to get above that of boiling

hardware from a reputable dealer

and install it like a furnace would

be installed". It would be possible

to mount such a device on your
roof, garage, or in your front lawn
depending upon which area would
receive the most amount of light.

The initial cost of purchase of such
a device would be high at present,
though the savings in costs of fuel

oil or heating electricity would be
substantial.

According to Professor
Heronemus, one of the best ways of

producing electricity by solar
energy is that of the wind power
process. Different natural
processes such as differential
heating and cooling of the at-

mosphere, and evaporation and
precipitation, all work as "one
great big heat engine" and cause
velocity, you've created
momentum which can be ex-

changed in a momentum exchange
device such as a windmill for

energy. The wind power process
has been used for centuries by
many civilizations to do such
varied things as pump water, mill

flour, drive factories, and move
ships. Professor Heronemus thinks

that wind power "can start
delivering large quantities of

electricity to our systems in four or
five years if we want it to, and
economically". A study done on
the assesment of solar energy as a

national resource by a panel from
the National Science Foundation
and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration in December
of 1972 estimated that "the power
potential in the winds over the

continental U.S. is about 10 ll

kilowatts electric". So this is by no
means a low energy yielding

process.

Professor Heronemus is in-

volved, along with ten other
professors and fifteen students,

with a solar energy process called

the ocean thermal differences

process. The sun warms
tremendous amounts of surface
sea water while at the same time
the water down 1200 feet into the

ocean is close to freezing. This
tremendous temperature gradient
can be used as a fossil fuel plant

utilizing its self-produced tem-
perature gradient to run a turbine
in the production of electricity. The
thermal difference must be at least

30 degrees F, and does not occur
everywhere in the oceans. The
ocean thermal difference power
plant consists of a boiler through
which hot surface water passes
and a condenser located below in

the cool water. In between these
two is a closed cycle which feeds

cording tc the NSF-NASA Solar

Energy Panel.

One of the
demonstrated
processes is

photovoltaic cell

most
solar
that

The

recently

energy
of the

cell uses

direct radiation from the sun and
sky to produce electricity. Even on

a cloudy day, there is sufficient

radiation to produce electricity via

this cell. This method has most
recently been tested in the United
States manned and unmanned
space program and has worked
very effectively. This process
could in the future be used to run

and power buildings. Professor

JEWISH WOMEN'S FORUM

MARTHA ACKLESBERG
Dept of Gov't, Smith

will speak on

Can a Woman be a Jew?

Thurs., March 14 - 8:00 p.m.

COLONIAL LOUNGE, S.U.
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..Only a week ago it looked like spring.

i Staff Photo-Jme Martins)

Economy and Performance

On the Road or Off
Full Line of Dual Purpose Motorcycles

AWASAKI

MONARK

R0K0N
F-ll 2M)cc

VALLEY MOTOR SPORTS
348 King St., Northampton

584-7303

Buenos Aires and good times

By ROBERTO AGUIRRE
Spring vacation is around the

corner and many UMies will soon
be absorbing rays in Florida,
Bermuda and the like.

Roberto Aguirre, a UMass
graduate student studying civil

engineering, has another
suggestion for a vacationland, his
native city Buenos Aires.

Buenos Aires, since 1880 the
capital of Argentina, is a
metropolis which is open to
everyone, native or foreign. It was
founded in 1536 by Pedro de
Mendoza, evacuated by population
soon afterwards, and founded for
the second and definitive time, in

1580 by Juan de Garay. The city is

located on the 60 mile wide River
Plate, and bounded by Avenida
General Paz; about 3 million
inhabitants live in its 75 square
miles. But to a certain extent the
city extends beyond Gen. Paz to
the Greater Buenos Aires,
surrounding districts with a fur
ther 5,300,000 inhabitants, the total

census population is 8,324,615.

In the morning the action is in

downtown district, the "centro"
(the city), actually at the eastern
tip of the urban area. Five un-
derground lines, which carry a
total of 280 million passengers
yearly, include 8000 buses, 30,000
taxis, 300,000 cars, and 90,000 vans.

For those with leisure time,
mornings can be spent playing
golf, or riding on the Palermo's
paths, the Buenos Aires equivalent
of the Bois de Boulogne.
Buenos Aires is a city of flowers

and trees, where newstands with
hundreds of different Argentines
and foreign magazines, and also
newspapers in Spanish and in

foreign languages, fill the in-

satiable desire for information.
For a gastronomic interlude,

Buenos Aires is the cheapest city in

the world on his vital matter.
Breakfast, any time between 8
a.m. and 10 normally, lunch bet-
ween 12 p.m. and 2, a five o'clock
tea, and dinner usually around 9
p.m., are occasions on which to

sample yet again the proverbial
excellence of Argentine cooking.

There are places where the
speciality is barbecued meat,
Argentine beef is first rate
everywhere and in the staple dish
in private homes and wherever
people get together to lunch or
dine. There are places where
Spanish and Italian cooking
predominate, apart from the more
ususal "international style"
(China, Germany, Greece, The
Arabian States or the Balkans).
Another thing the leisurely

minded can do is to penetrate in the
heart of the city visiting the relics

of Colonial architecture such as
can be found in San Telmo, or the
gaily painted houses of the Boca,
the magnificent Palermo and
Recoleta. Parks and plazas abound
in statuary, churches ancient and
modern offer treasuries of art and
tradition, as well as historical

relics.

One of the most famous Gardel's
tango says something like "My
dear Buenos Aires, when I get to

see you again", such is the magic
of one of the world's biggest and
yet most livable cities.

University Year for ACTION

Our Classroom is Western Massachusetts

University Year for ACTION places students in full-
time positions with community agencies serving the
low-income residents of the surrounding area.

UYA Volunteers receive a full year of academic
credit, a stipend, and an educational experience that
you won't find in any college classroom.

A recruitment meeting will be held Thursday,
March 14, at 7:00 p.m. in Room 176, Campus Center.

>< -/ST _r JlVtod

HAVE YOU GOT THE CHEEK TO STREAK?
If you're planning to streak this Friday night, make sure

you have a Wacky bumpersticker on your back! (or other

parts unknown)

Wacky spotters will be in the vicinity of Orchard Hill and

Southwest. If they spot you with a Wacky bumpersticker

on your back, you'll immediately receive a Wacky gift

certificate for one of over 358 prizes.-.worth over

$2,500.00...

WMUA News

7:20 p.m. — Wil Greenhouse hosts off the hook. His
guest is Jeffery Jawer, UMass student and
Astrology expert. Tune in for this interesting 40
minutes. „

m 8:00 p.m. — Tom DeLuca presents - The premiere of
the Tom DeLuca Show marks a discussion between
Mark Sheren, Peter Bradley, and Shelly Gersten,
all of the Amherst Men's Center

Midnight — Moon Over Morocco, continuing mystery
serial, happening at the Witchin' Hour.
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Hell yes! We'll undress!
WAQY

WMUA
STEREO 91 1FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADIO

A

Stereo 102

Stop that grinnin...and drop that linen!

Streak for Wacky this Friday night starting at 10 p.m.!!

WACKY BUMPER STICKERS available at all McDonald's restaurants, Paysaver Catalog
Showrooms, Soundscope in the Mt. Farms mall, Mt. Farms 4 Theatres, Lafayette, Amherst, and
Wearhouse, Amherst.
RAIN DATE — Sat. nite — Same time, same places.
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Dear
Aggie

Notices

Dear UMies,
I have this terrible problem.

Actually, I have two. The first is

very sinple and can be easily

eradicated. It is the fact that

nobody writes to me. I am sup-

posed to write a column answering
people's letters twice a week, but if

no one writes any questions, then I

find it hard answering something
that doesn't exist. I need people's

problems (or even just warped
senses of humor like mine) to keep
my column going — at least

comments on what you'd like the

column to consist of — facts, real

advice, sick humor, no humor, —
anything, just some feedback.
My other problem may be my

own fault, but exists nonetheless. I

am misunderstood. People I know
keep coming up to me and saying,

"What did you tell 'em to do that

for?" I ask, "Did you think that

was a serious answer?" And then
they say, "You mean, this is

supposed to be funny?" How can I

get across the fact that this article

up 'til now by demand, has been a
take-off on a real column like this?

True, some of the letters written
are real, but who can take letters

like that seriously? If you want the

column to be serious, write in

serious problems. If you don't want
a column, write in telling me you
don't want a Dear Aggie Column.
But, please, until it's very obvious,
don't take this column so seriously.

You're wrecking all the fun ! Look
at it from a satirical point of view.
Compare it to Dear Abby or Ask
Beth and see how close I come to

being as absurd as they are
sometimes. I'm not putting them
down, just poking fun. If you want
some real counseling, I can handle
it. I didn't start out as a satirist.

Believe it or not, I started out as a
counselor. Surprise!

So please, Dear UMies, tell me
what I should do?

A Frustrated Columnist

(Continued from P. 11)
Important general meeting tonite

at 8:00. All those planning to go to UN
Friday nite should attend. This
Saturday's dance and festival to also
be discussed. Check C.C. schedule for

room number.
LOST:
Would the person who removed $23

from my wallet in Boyden on Tues.
March 12, between 12:45 and 2 p.m.,
please return it... I need it more than
you do! ! Mary 256-8684. No questions
asked.

LOST:
Pair glasses, case and license, lost

in Amherst. Maureen O'Neil 256 0511

House votes

student loans
WASHINGTON (AP) — The

House has acted to make federally

guaranteed loans for college
students more readily available to

middle income families.

By unanimous vote Tuesday it

passed a bill that would permit
families with incomes under
$15,000 a year to get a guaranteed
loan of up $1,500 without sub-

mitting to an analysis of their

financial needs.

Senate action is still required.
The current requirement for a
needs analysis for families in the
middle income range has
drastically reduced eligibility for

the loans, the largest of the federal
aid student programs.

[%NMN
AMHERST CHINESE FOOD
62 Main ft., Amhertt

Tel. 253-7835
IAf li 01 TAKI-OUT

UNCH SPECIALS 99c &ui

Thanks
LOST:
At Bluewall last Wed. night 2

books, Design of Machine Elements
and CRC Math Table plus very im-
portant notebooks. Return to C.C. lost

and found or call 546 6642.

LOST:
License and ID and 2 checks.

Please return, I'm really broke. Call

Maureen 546 7072.

LOST:
Black, tan hound puppy, mostly

black. Long ears, 3 mos old. Near
Brittany Manor. 253-9621 leave
message.
LOST:
Pair of wire rimmed glasses (gold

wire). If found, please call John a*

6654290 or drop glasses off at

Collegian Office. Thank you.

papeR House
FAST COPY CENTER

NOW APPEARING
at the

That New Band in Town
Thurs. March 14, Fri. March 15, Sat. March 16

No Cover No Minimum

XEROXSW
9^ PER COPY

AFTER FIRST II COPIES

65 University Drive

256-0553
Amherst

Why Mot

EUROPE
This .Summer?

SA VEl SA VEl SA VEl
Take advantage of Peter Pan's

5-college area departure dates

May 28, 29, 30 and June 20.

A small deposit will insure your seat, avoid disap-
pointment . . . BOOK NOW!

contact

Peter Pan World Travel
79 South Pleasant St., Amherst

256-6704

white/navy
DENIM

Sizes 3-13

looks great
with this

flUKM

I NEVER THOUGHT
OF MYSELF AS FAT

I never thought of myself as fat, but I knew I

could afford to lose some weight. I knew I never

would stick to a diet or daily exercise on my
own. That's why I decided to join Gloria Stevens.

In four short months, I have lost 18 pounds and
20 1

/2 inches. I really enjoy coming to Gloria

Stevens, the staff is very helpful, and I've never
felt better.

Virginia Larner

Quincy

• NO DISROBING

• FUN EXERCISE PROGRAM
• SENSIBLE DIET PLAN

• INEXPENSIVE

• NOTHING TO SIGN

• INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMMING

• GUARANTEED RESULTS

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

HADLEY
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 9 to 9 - *at. 9 to 3

.. «»«...

CALL NOW
584-0105
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St. Croix poet

to read works
As a part of this week's National

Women's Poetry Festival, Winnie
"Oyoko" Loving from St. Croix,

the Virgin Islands, will share her
work with the UMass community
on Fridav. March 15th.

Ms. Winnie "Oyoko" Loving is a

poetess, playwright and a writer of

children's stories. She came to

public attention in tha Virgin
Islands following her conducting of

a poetry and cultural event in St.

Croix in 1973 which featured a

unique combination of poetry, jazz,

singing and art

Hailing from Roxbury, Mass.,
Ms. Loving is a teacher of the third

grade at an elementary school in

Concordia. She received her B.A.

in Sociology from New College of

the Sacred Heart in 1969 and
completed her M.S. in Education at

Wheelock College in 1971.

Ms. Loving will read her poetry
in Room 101 of the Campus Center
at 3:00 p.m. this Friday.
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Scholastic Mag.
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MIKE NICHOLS
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"captivating!

profound!

mcqueen
shines! both

hoffman and
McQUEEN ARE

SUPERB!"
—Seattle Po»t Intelligence
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7:00 & 9:40

Breaking
All

House
Records!

2nd Smash

Week!

cWoody" cDiaqe
cAHei] ""' 'Keaton

"Sleeper"

7:15&9:O0

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES

,

ALL SEATS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAM,

Scorpio on her way to the top singer
Melba Moore This dynamic, future
superstar declares. "I stated five years ago
that astrology was no fad and that as people
became aware of its value it would remain
a popular, viable subject, and I was right

"

ARIES i March 21 -April 19) : You discover
grass is not necessarily greener elsewhere
You are restless but you should also be
selective. Meet people and learn from
them. But where travel is concerned, it is

best to reflect rather than take direct ac-
tion Be patient!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Money
matters grab spotlight, more so than usual

Key for best results is review, check and
double-check Take inventory. Be aware of

policies, clauses, claims One closely

associated with you may seek a new deal.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Avoid quick

changes, decisions Give yourself time to

reflect, meditate Those who advocate
otherwise may not be seeing picture as a
whole. Take special care around
machinery, electricity Gain is indicated

through written word.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Family

situation requires special attention. What
was a skeleton in closet begins to rattle. Be
fair but firm -diplomacy is necessary, not

weakness. One close to you confides

problem. Don't cast first stone Keep diet,

health resolutions.

LEO (July 23 Aug 22): Judgment con-

cerning opposite sec may be clouded by
fantasy Know it and give logic equal time.

Avoid tendency to deceive yourself. Pisces.

Virgo persons might figure prominently
Refine techniques. Review past lesson.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): This is

pressure time. You deliver or step back -

you win or lose. Emphasis is on security,

prestige and responsibility. You will be
rewarded for efforts-you also will pay a

price for errors. No one ever promised you
a bed of roses

LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct 22): Finish rather

than begin projects Get finger on pulse of

public Ride with tide Many around you
tend now to say one thing, believe another
and do something else Key is to stick to

your own plans and principles Complete
special task

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Money could
slip through your fingers unless you get

strict accounting Don't play games with
numbers Obtain facts -take case and let

credit go Highlight independence,
originality and creative endeavors But
don't try to "buy'' intangibles

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21): Cycle
is high but illusion could cause you to distort

facts Means know who is bluffing, who is

truthful -and know where your own position

is in relation to truth. Above all. don't tool

yourself Frank talk with one you view in

mirror would be most constructive

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19): Diver
sify. A cliche now applies: Don't put all

eggs in one basket. Persons who have
remained out of sight may have good
reason for so doing-good for them, not for

you Be sensible enough to delve into

crevices. Get answers, not evasions

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Some of

your hopes, wishes have not been in line

with reality. Now you get chance to rectify

past mistakes. You can tear down for

purpose of construction What appears to be
negative could rebound in your favor

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) : Study Virgo
message. Be ready to utilize information
obtained through persistent inquiry. Take
nothing for granted. Analyze. Find reasons
Gemini. Virgo persons could play
significant roles Insist on direct con-

frontation with one in authority.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
attractive to opposite sex, restless, possess
great intellectual curiosity, and you draw to
you persons born under Capricorn and
Cancer. June could be your most important
month of 1974. You are a rare combination
of sensitivity and toughness -you do best
under pressure when time appears to be
running out

Copyright 1974. Gen. Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

ACROSS DOWN
1

4

8
12

Mature
Planet
Tropical fruit

French
plural article

Son of Adam
Wife of

Geraint
Dine

16 Adjust
18 Crucifix

Semiprecious
stone
River in Italy

Native metal
Preposition

Aeriform

fluid

Youngster
Scoff

Indefinite ar-

ticle

Temporary
bed
Insect

Note of

scale
Vapor
Cut
Sick
Cure

40 Speck
41 Part of "to

be
Hawaiian
wreaths
Bivalve

mollusks
Metric dis-

tance
measure
Command to

horse

52 Metal
53 Tissue

54 Sea eagle

55 Sharp pain

56 Waste metal

57 Deposit

1

2

3

4

5

13

14

15

20

21

22
23
27

29

30
31

32

33
34

35
37
38
39

42

44

47

51

Fish sauce
Outfit

Bars legally

Defaces
Man's
nickname

6 Itemize

7 Incline

8 Refuse
9 Southern

cuckoo
10 Sesame

Dutch town
A continent
(abbr)

19 Conjunction
22 Grain
24 Compass

point

25 Narrate
26 Spoken
27 Long, deep

cut
28 Poker stake
29 Man's

nickname

BCQ mWuSDB) DEB
QBE DEBEE B@@
BOSUrc EQGSQEH
QGGL1E OEBCIB

QRRfl ODD E@UE RDE EBHQB

11

17

nHSBC SOB n@s
A ppl E«R ENA s

IsTue e p e r|e p i LE
OEQ BOHSE BSD
Iqbk HEBHH BOQi
30 Stitctv 43 Printer's

32 Hailing measure
33 Wager 44 Steep, rug-
36 Babylonian ged rock

45 Simpledeity

37 Inn 46 Dispatched
38 Likenesses 47 Plunge
40 Eats to get 48 Period of time

thin 49 Study
41 Mans 50 Guido'shigh

nickname note

Dittr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc

fCo-WS f(o.f>e#*S tori vnSes

PFANLTS

5*,f\EA5E
CM P0UJN,

AND LET'S
60 TO
5CH0OL... J

IF U)£ HI/RIW, WE CAN STILL
MAKE IT TO SEC0NP PERlOP...

3-i<4

I MATE SECOND PEfiOPl&SlPES,

IVE ALREADY TOLD HUU I'M 60IN6

TO SIT HERE WITH SNOOPY FOR
THE REST Of MY LIFE.'

U)E'RE JUST 60IN6 TO SlT HERE
ANP PEEP EACH OTHER ON
THE NOSE BBEPU __

THftll^lLLE '74!

t

B.C. by Johnny hart
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O'Brien to speak tonight
AMHERST — , Governors

Councillor Edward O'Brien of

Easthampton, an announced
Democratic candidate for the
office of Massachusetts Attorney
General, will take his campaign to

UMass tonight.

At 7
: 30 p.m .

T
BTierr^mT mmitsoo

Project 10's Political Campaigns
Seminar in Classroom I of Pierpont
Hall at the University. At 8:30 p.m.
he will speak in Room 169 of the

«» Ml

Murray D. Lincoln Campus
Center.

The public is cordially invited to

attend.

O'Brien, an Easthampton at-

torney and former Hampshire
County Commissioner, is the only

Democrat from western
Massachusetts seeking nomination
for a statewide office in the Sep-

tember 10th Democratic primary
election.

253 5428

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

5 • Nominations

George Glenda
yu Segal Jackson

ATouch Of Class
line V\rrh N'"" Thurt I I. 4 H Ml

i,,, i. lull it«- Mr - ." I.V5 !."> II 25 I

ORSON WELLES

3 - Nominations

|in $ajirr (Eriaar
OKInil Mon Thurn - :, :io 4 ».u

Wrrk T»il.ite Mr. - l:»v» . 11. /s

A Dulingimhcd (Company
BinlKn Life Into

SKak«»pearr'» Lusty Age

SIMMS ORSON WHUS JEANNE MOftEAU MARGARET RUTMERfORO JOHN GIEIGUO MAWNA VLAOY

KEITH BAXTER oweno » ORSON WELLES wiusic i> «m«C0Mi «o«ia« wc mim timiwmsis

SPANKY - ALFALFA - BUCKWHEAT - SPOT

"THE LITTLE RASCALS"
three Vj hr. shows from original T.V. Series

pius MARX BROS. FESTIVAL

FH., March 15, at 7-9-11 in Mahar

10 • Nominations
PAUL ROBBSCr

\NEWMMN REDFORD\
A >i<jU<- A '^JV H._ H[M

|m TMF&TING
0M«i.-Thur«. — .VIJ 4 n Ml

l»i l.ile Hr. — I IVS IS - II 2S

5 • Nominations

ZV&
Mon. Thurv — |:J| A HIS
Thi Lite Hr — \ tft-S la II M

Admission - Twilite Hr. $1.25

PERSONAL PERSONAL MDC CLASSIFIED
Six more people needed to share cottage

in Hyannis. Mass.. this summer. If in-

terested call Mike at 6-6296.

1(3-14

Dtanne with the beautiful smile from
Orchard Hill. I met you Fri. night at

Hampshire DC. you escaped without
letting me find out how I can get in

touch with you. please call 546-4163.

Scott.

tf3-l4

Graduate Student wanted to share apt in

Montague — Own room. Ride to campus
available. Call 367-KM. after 6 p.m.

tf3-IS

Own room in house in Amherst. 2 M It I

F. $70-mo. inc. heat. Avail immed. Call

253-2X61 or 545-2040.

tf3-l5

Laurie with the Red Sweater at 00
Boogie. Meet me at James Montgomery
I .a te Show for more of the sa me. Ed from J
Adams.

tR-14

(iuitar Player: Plav and sing, lead own
Altec. P. V Looking for a group or other

musicians. Kevin Jones. 323-7211

tf3-!9

Hill Robin find a horse or will she have
to run along with the rest of us? Kind out

Ihurs.. March 20th! (First day of spring.)

If3-I4

i .in you face your parents without
having tried? IJSt chance before vacation-

streak! World record attempt. March 20th.

tf3-l»

Where do you place a bet in this town"

Am conducting research on gambling. If

you know call 253-7577. All info kept con-

fidential.

tf3-l5

J — Sorry I'm late — Why don't you

make voursell known? — K.

U3-I4

To the people who shattered the rear

window of my car down in Southwest —
Hope you enjoyed it. the payments are

great — Brutal.

U3-14

Gail — Happy 21st! The Pub Patrol

should have quite the celebration! Keep on

sin ilin'. Li/

U3-I4

ENTERTAINMENT

Woody Allen's zaniest flick "What's I'p

Tiger I Jlly " plus W.( Fields first talkie —
•The Golf Specialist". Sal.. March 16. 7-9-

II. Mahar.
tf3-l5

STOP KILLING YOURSELF — let us

put up those posters. Call Stick 'Km I'p.

367-2340. F.lliol or Ruth.
If3- ir>

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1972 Pen ton 125 Moto-X. new piston &
rings, good cond.. convert to on-off road

for $50 — $650. (all Jerry after 6 p.m.. 549-

1160.

tf3-l5

TO SUBLET

Apt. to sublet — June I to Sept. I — 2

bedroom Brandy wine, PKTS ALLOWED.
rent negotiable. Call 549-4547.

tf3-IM

Townhouse apt. on bus line, all ad-
vantages, sublet June I until Aug. 31 with
option to renew. Three bedroom, air cond..
cable T.V. 519-0187.

tf3-22

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share

furnished apt. Own room. 192.50-month.

utilities included. Call 665-2606. after 4

p.m.
tf3-20

WEEKEND AND
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Weekend and summer employment
for students with follow ski $15

science, dance, pottery, Black Studies.

Karth science, Music, Arts and Crafts.

Apply room 213. New Africa House.
I 'Mass or call for Appt. Mr. Cox. 545-

1592.

if3-20

WANTED

HELP WANTED

FUCKS N KICKS —
spend ."> minutes.

a good way to

if3-1."
FREE SANDWICHES

Buying United States and foreign coins
and paper money also, oil guns, bayonets,
and swords. Call Lee. 546-7817.

tfJ-19

An intermediate tennis partner. Call 546-

6409.

mvif

Need capable person to do English paper
based on specific plays to be read. Have I

l«t months, will pay well! Call Billy. 549-

0130.

tf3-20

Tired of the same old shit? Try a band
from Boston Music Group, for your next

concert or parly. 617-353-1 181 or 617-247-

3962.

tf5-6

Spanky - Alfalfa - Buckwheat — the

original "Little Rascals" T.V. comedies
plus Marx Bros, festival — comedy hits

Kri., March 15. 7-9-11. Mahar.
MJbM

1 ome and go with me to the .">0's and Wi's

and let the good times roll! CM together

for a real grease party. Call Bob. .">36-6ii7.Y

tf:i-i:>

Pres. Nixon hasn't answered m>
offer, but give me a ride to Boston on

Thurs . 1 -21 and I'll give you a peanut

butter sandwich and some S$ for gas

(all Jovrc. KtMunl.
lfJ-20

Black artist needs black model. $3.00 per
hour. Contact Arturo at 549-6129. after 2

p.m. or 545-3146. after 9 p.m.

113-14

RIDE WANTED

Major Bowes
cheek to cheek'

their faces.

says "Streakers dance
and he does not mean

If3- II

To Jeanne and Pam — Pledging is

loving, sharing, giving. Welcome into our

bonds l.ove the Sisters of Tri Sigma.
if3-14

Holding a social or political function

Male and feamle streakers available.

Rates negotiable. Call 253-5507. Add zest to

vour bash.
113-15

Will whoever borrowed portrait of the

artist as a young man and paper, please

return to Bill, fill Field or call 546-6847.

to-u

Happy Birthday to the

(.ray son social circles!

'woman" of

tf3-ll

Please call Van Gogh. Break the Force

of Gravity and Soar.
tf3-IS

TOM AND JOHN — Bible reading with

the Quaker and Friends. Thursday at 8

p.m. BY O. Bible and Ktcha-sketch' The

Lord says; Be There!
If.HI

llene have a Happy 24th. Ya see.

Dummy remembered so pay up Ml m\

low Michael.
tf:i-u

Rumor has it that Steve the DJ will

return in September and shortly after,

open a new tavern. But who believes

rumors.
U3-18

JAZZ. JAZZ. JAZZ — Direct from

Kngland — "Chris Burke and his

Dixieland Music". 2nd tour of New
Kngland. Rusty Nail. Rt. 47. Tuesday.

March 19.

if3-19

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1971. 750cc Honda Kairing. rack, padded
sissy bar MMl

tfl-l.'i

1973 Yamaha Rd 352. $400 — Good deal!

Beat up a little. Will bargain, (all Kevin. 6-

TT'.'t Best times to call Thurs -Kri.. 1-1:30.

If3-I5

1973 Triumph 500cc Trophy Trail. Great

condition, many extras. 900 miles, (all 665-

1311. anytime
U3-I9

1971 Honda I75cc. 1000 miles, great

condition, (all 665 3311. anytime
U3-I9

72 Kawasaki 500. 6300 miles. $650. Call

Nelson. ItlHM, anytime. Hurry.

tf3-l5

Kawasaki ir.ee Road Hike. 1966. old but

runs, best offer around T.V 2"i3-35l6.

tM-15

Ride needed for 2 to Klorida for sem.

break. Will share $ and driving. Please call

..81-6601.

If3- 14

RIDERS WANTED

Two males going to Canada during
Spring vacation, wanted two female
companions: write and leave phone
number to: PO Box 616. North Amherst.

FOR SALE

$65 to $95 per wk part time.
Inlimited earning potential in ad-
dressing envelopes at home. Com-
panies pay top money for that "per-
sonal" touch. For further information
regarding opportunities with these
companies, send $2 to Phoenix Adv
P.O. Box 11707. Atlanta Ga. 30305.

tf3-l4

PERSONAL

(mirage' Happy Birthday from half of

the foursome and the rest of the fifth

floories.

U3-I4

AUTO FOR SALE

72 TOYOTA COROLLA 160(1. 2 dr sedan

33.000 miles: well maintained excellent

mileage. $1300. Call Tom at 253-3888

tf3-!5

Must sell Dynaco AZ 5 speakers, good
condition, oiled walnut, call Tom 549-3726.

If3-15 BEAT THE HIGH COST

HOUSE FOR RENT

Country house for rent in ( olrain. 253-
5135. Bfja per month.

tf3-l5

Spacious 1 or 2 bedroom con-
dominium apartments, only $157 to
$190 monthly after $500 down payment.
Includes closing costs, principle, in-
terest, taxes, maintenance, upkeep
and insurance. Located in Sunderland.
Call 256-6070 for appointment
K6.V264I.

eves..

tf3-14

TYPING

Typing — papers, theses, etc., fast,
accurate, cheap. Smith Corona 7000 Elite.
Call Sue, 1-527-4802.

tf3-l8

WHEREABOUTS

HELP! If you know the address of Luc
Dores. of Montreal. Canada, please con-

tact Susan l.acourse at Baypath College.

Longmeadow. Mass.
tf3-l8

WANTED TO RENT

Need apt. for one person in area, under
$110. for rest of term with option on
summer. Call 1-567-3645. between 4 and 6.

tf3-15

STEREO COMPONENTS

Stereo ( omponents — 20 per cent - 40
per cent off list. All major brands
available, all guaranteed, (all Mike at
.'•36-4814. after 5 p.m.

tfl-ll

£Jf M
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Civil service grants raises
June 74 graduates meeting

superior academic achievement
criteria, such as a "B" grade
average or graduation in the upper
third of one's class, will now
qualify for beginning pay of $11,297
per year (GS-7), up from $8,969.
Starting salaries for other
graduates is $10,467 (GS-5), up
from $8,055. Candidates with ad-
vanced degrees or professional
experience will qualify for higher
grades. The increases were
authorized by the Commission
under its authority to set salaries
above regular statutory rates, and
comparable to nongovernmental
salaries, to help meet Federal
recruiting needs. The new rates
apply nationwide to all engineering
and architectural specialties.

The highest demands are in the
more traditional specialties of
electrical, electronic, civil, and
mechanical engineering. The best
placement opportunities are on the

>ii.i.i.i.i.ijj,.,..,ii.i-i.ii.i.i.i.i

West Coast, in the Mid-West and
Middle Atlantic regions. Op-
portunities are good elsewhere
except more limited in New
England and in the Rocky
Mountain States.

Y ***> nw 'jj tin

•k Mm- KASTm CWMOt

WOODY ALLEN'S

"What's Up Tiger Lily"

plus

W. C. Field's First Talkie

"The Golf Specialist"

SAT., MARCH 16 at 7 9-11

in MAHAR
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From 6: 00

Last Three Days

uZTl

The Pioneer Valley's First Annual

BOAT SHOW
Tuesday, fTlarch 12 - Saturday, march 16

Starting Tuesday. March 12, through Saturday March 16
Mountain Farms Mall, in cooperation with Brunette's Marina.
of So Hadley. the Ox Bow Marina of Northampton, and Wooico
Department Store, will present The Beat Shew. Over 40
displays of power and sail boats, clinics on boating satety and
recreational opportunities will be highlighted all week Plan to
bring the whole family and see what's new in boating for 1*74.
No admission or purchase necessary.

_o

Join Us

ROOMS FOR RENT

I- urn rm . pri bath, air cond . color TV.
auto dishwasher. 2 for $54 ea.. ari. for f imi.

in* I util Call John. Sue (Rm. 211) at 253

S2SS between 104 ll p.m. or K. mm
B4B

FOR SALE tviDC CLASSIFIEDS ROOMMATE WANTED
Peugeot PX-lt. bicycle far sale, ex-

cellent cond n Michelia tires. A great bay.
Asking llta. call 2S64IS7.

tn-15

FOR RENT

Head Skis. 2

bait matt tell.

Rath. S4S-MS9

M CMS. 12S.0S. gd.

Wrong size for me. Call

tn-u

AUTOS FOR SALE

Ford Cortina GT. «, M m a.g Healy
Sprite. 4 cyl. Itto. Stick S. S5 Rambler
I1M. 11C7 TR4A IKS aeedt work: Por-
sche. XK120 Best offer. 323-7327.

U3-I5

FREE

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.

Call S84-WI(.

MS- 1

7

Credit Where Credit is Dae — Marathon
Spring '74. April IS-la.

tf3-!4

IS72 Dodge Van. VH. aato..

steering and brakes. 3C7-9S4C.

power

tf3-IS

SERVICES

PHOTOS — Passports, visas,
graduate school applications, or
similar kind' of photography, tl imi for
six passport size photos. Sizes and
iprices are negotiable. Quality
Ituaranteed. Very fast service, ('ail
Steve at 6-.V1I3.

Mi

Datsaa. Toyota and Volvo, repaired
at reasonable prices. I have plenty of
experience and equipment Call
Russell Baca. 2S3-74SS.

U3-25

Books and mags. Old and out of print.

Free Search Service. 5M6-32M. anytime.
Larry Pruner. Box 285. Northampton.M
R< A 25 color TV $ ISO; Yashka electric

and mini-spy camera's. I.udwig snare
drum with stool. 175. must sell, need
bread Bob. 253-7241.

Mi
Hitachi SP21MM) AM KM stereo It-track

recorder with KM! 32 speakers. IL'imi Call
545-2342. ask for Neil in 214.

Mi
H-track Kraco tape deck adapter for

home use. with some oldie tapes: flute

stainless steel, exc. cond. Call Janet. S-W

p.m.. :»lli-VM4

Ml
Son> HP2I0 stereo, excellent cond.. must

sell — cost S275 new . sell for 1170 (all 544-

Hfi2« or 51S-HS24.

tn-is

For sale — almost new TEAC tape deck.
model \doi«. very little use. best offer

over 134* 'cast Ssmi new » (nil Flliot. 347-

234e.

Mi
Kefrigeratar. 5 ca. ft., toaster oven and

hotplate Call 253-4741 after 4 p.m.

tn-u

1444 Olds Cutlass. Law mUeage. good
condition. Call evenings. 544-4MSI.

tf3-l5

1447 used Ford Galaxy 548. light Mar.
only 44.0M mi., still gets almost 21) miles to

the gal . best offer over |3W». (all Steve.
253-57SK.

tfJ-15

IS43 VW camper with ISIS rebuilt
engine, runs, has sticker, beaut, interior,
needs work. $375 Call 413-947-7241.

tf3-15

Roommate wanted — large apt. near
Smith and 5-College bus line, own
bedroom. 145 .04 per month. Call Deanis
• after 7:30 p.m.). SMS 1415

Ml
Female roommate wanted — nice apt.

close to campus. 467.00 per month. Call
Bev. 2S3-5H5H.

Ml
Far < liliside Apt. — Immediate occ till

4-1 or sublet til »-l. $k« mo plus 150 dep
Pool, tennis ct. air cond. in C. Call S65-34M

tf3-14

l.g. room in private home, kitchen priv.
Mw-mo. Walking distance to campus. 544-
1213.

tf3-l4

Room in I'uffton apt. for rent 182.44 a
month. Call Charlie. 544-0713.

Ma

Female roommate wanted to share 4
«lg» room apt for April $42.50 and >

2
utilities in Northampton on Rt. ». SHS-i6H.V

tf3-15

TRAVEL

1471 VW Beetle. 4H.000 mi., exel. cond.

FM-AM radio Must sell $1X00. or best

offer, (all i-'.i. iin.1

Ml
SK VW Bus. burgundy with white roof &

bumpers, body 4 interior like new. In exc
mech cond. II3S5. (all Joseph, between 5 a
6. at 445-2354.

tfS-lt

i%h Tempest l.emans Convert. 4 cyl.

standard, new snow tires, p.s . little rust.

Fine engine, economical, good Karma.
$700. or B.O. 253-7434.

Ma

1906 Mercedes-Benz, auto trans.. 24
m.p.g., good mechanical condition. 11400.
or best offer. Call evenings 584-5347.

tf3-l»

Brooks residents only. Expert typing by
Dana. Fast and accurate. 75c per page,
and worth it Room 445. or call 4-4347.

Ml

Hi-fi audio repair. Sansui. Sony. Dual.
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed. 48 ar. service Ex. Far parts
Tech HiFi, S44-2CI0.

tn-15

far repair hassles? Experienced
mechanic will fix it right, no big overhead,
no |ob too small, foreign and domestic

253 7241

tn-u

Passports and
Tel. 253-3148.

H315

Guitar far sale. Martin 000-28. hi
beautiful condition $400 or best offer Call
Alan. 584-5441. evenings.

Ms

72 Vega Hatchback. 4 speed, excellent
condition. 29.500 miles. 253-5453. davs: 347-

2497. nights.

tn-15

'48 Lemans 354 Sport VT. backets, at.
ps. pb. ac. Excellent condition, good tires.
$895. Owner. 544-1444.

U*3-IS

Campus Travel Center, handles air.
hotel, car rentals, package tours.
honey moons, cruises and Amtrsk. Call
515-41500. for information

Ma
»

El ROPE ISRAEL - AFRICA - Travel
discounts year round. Int'l. Student Travel
(enter. 739 Boylston St.. Suite 113. Boston.
Ma. fil7-247-U22.

US- 17

Flights to Europe. 1215 Round Trip.
Depart, return anytime. JAMESON
TRAVEL. Box 27. 01341. or 113-349-4447.

If4-1

5

SprinR Vacation in Bermuda from 1149.

For more information call Campus Travel
(enter. 515-4500.

If3-15

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $280. all

inclusive. For more information, call

( ampus Travel Center. 545-4344.

Ma
WANTED

Cape Cod summer rental - Hyannis. 3
bedrooms. |i, baths, near (Yaigville
Beach, big yard. $1,800 June-Sept Donna
or Bill. 549-0130.

tnis

Large house — Amherst Center, room
for rent. Male grad student preferred.
Kitchen & bath prov. Call us. Bob A Nancy
256-6942.

tn-is

I want to buy your sick car. any make,
model, or major problem. Let me buy your
headache, foreign or domestic. Call Bob
2S3-724I.

tn-is

Avail. April 1. one bedroom apt. on I'M
Bus Rte. $150. incl. utl. 254-8153. 253-3881.

U3-18

Cape Cod. E. Harwich, restored antique.
3 bdrm. 2 bath. 3 flreplrs

. secluded,
available yr. rod. $254-mo. Call 617-432-

1574.

if

RIDERS WANTED

For sale. Hotplate, brand new Scovill
single burner. $7.44. Pam. 224 ( rabtree
545-2302. or 545-2342

tn-u

Wanted — I'sed goalie equipment,
fussy. Call Eric nites. 584-1554.

tn-is

Fisaer Model 341 Receiver. 14 wattsRMS ch.. 7 mos. aid. excellent cond New
$349.95. asking $185.44. Call. 254*837. ask
for Hooper.

tn-19

Classic Guitar - A. Datras ( ordooa
Purchased new to Spain I yr. ago. Hardly
Played. $125. call Mark. 546-4623.

tn-15

1948 ( amaro. 4 cyl. automatic, power
steering, new Radial tires. Books for II 144.

Sell for 895 dollars. Call 445-3410. after 5:34
p.m.

ajMa

1444 Ford *
4 tan pick-up — Rebuilt eag.

tires good. 1304 549-4446. after 6 p.m. Pot
belly stove 184.

tnis

Gay or Bi. People of Spirit wanted to
grow with Commune in the country. Box
723. Amherst. Mass.

tn-u

24 Hour Service an
Passport Applications.
Lang's Photo.

FoT S^* - Bakers Scale, accurate as
hell, graduated in ounces aad S ounces.
Toledo I and 2 pound weights, metric too
(base 64455

tn-i4

Lekcaflex— Elmartt. 135 telzphato . 2 vrs
aid. B2S4. CaN Jim 4S4-342B.

tn-is

45 VW. Mint condition. 47K
end. brake lab. bat'ery. starter.

5142.

Mew front

4444. 544-

tn-2e

Jeep Wagoneer.
Excellent ranuHtoi
far Dick.

4WD 1948

1. 11244. 323-

V8. as.

4943 Ask

tn-is

a volunteers for teaching reading.
system at Northampton State Hospital,
credit. Call Paula. 253-2841.

tn-15

Reliable car wanted to real far trip to
Virginia aver the 14 days of spring break.
Phone Dorothy Schneider at 254-4521.

tn-lft

Mechanical work an mast foreign cars,
specialty - VW's. Reasonable rates. 544-
4444. after 4 p.sa.

tn-is

letcaflex 7 yrs. old

Sunatcron lens

Call Jim. 465-3428

with 54 asm
reliable. $250

tn-ia

SUBLET

Well pay 82-haar for
snbarban home Call 445-2432. Fringe
benefits'"

tn-2o

Art majors interested la formation of an
art corridor aa Orchard Hill far aext oesa.
Must be serious Call Dale. 544-4741.

MB

Do you commute to Boston* Am looking
for people to share I a driving on Tues
afternoons George Greenstein. 25i-2fS3 or
542-2475. t/3-|«

PHOTOGRAPHER

Custom black and white film processing
daae. Quick service! Oae rail of film aad
contact only 11.25 (all George ar John.
065-4294.

ajMa

CALCULATORS

WHEREABOUTS

Tennis Racket.
Call 44)144.

Wilson T 3.444.

tf3-tK

If you know the address of Lac-
dares, of Montreal. Canada, please contact
Sasan laCaarae at Baypath CaHege.
longmeadow. Mass.

t/3-18

Far sale— Waterbed. Queen size 5' by 7*.

(all anytime ask for Jack. 544-4417 or 545-

tn-is

Holiday in Bermuda of Tahiti this

summer" Let as help you to sublet

your house or apt. For np to two

complete months while you're away.
Do call as now at 545-2894. or call la at

linguistic Institute Office in South

College. Doa't lose oat on that vacation

in the sun. Try a little speculation on

your property!

tn-15

The commuter assembly is _
people to paint a mural ha the Commuter
Lounge. Sketches are now being accepted
from undergrad commuters la lae Cam-
mater Office. S.I Near the back of the
Hatch. Submit sketches as aaaa as
passible. All paint aad equipment will be
supplied. Remuneration negotiable
Possible credits

tn-24

Calculators - all major brands.
T.I.. Bomar Commodore. Sanyo.
Unicorn. Casio, etc. Desk aad hand
held models from six to twelve digit,
some with memory -square roots.
Scientific netattoas. caaataats.
reciprocals aad trig, functions Law
prices. I will try to beat any price you
get Call for meeting AM new all

guaranteed l.ordon Hoffstein. 544-

9187.

mi
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NCAA
tourney

outlook
By HAL BOCK

(AP) — Sixteen teams go after

rung two on the ladder leading to

the National Collegiate Athletic

Association college basketball
championship Thursday night as
the tournament's regional playoffs

continue.

Doubleheaders are set at four
sites with defending champion
UCLA and Michigan, representing
the Big Ten Conference, making
their playoff debuts.

Second-ranked UCLA, shooting
for an unprecendented eighth
straight championship, battled its

way into the tourney by whipping
No. 15 Southern California for the

Pacific Eight crown last Saturday.
The Bruins go against No. 20

Dayton at Tucson, Ariz. In the

other half of the doubleheader, No.
17 New Mexico will oppose
unranked San Francisco.

Twelfth-ranked Michigan, which
beat No. 10 Indiana in a playoff for

the tournament berth last Monday
night, goes against No. 3 Notre
Dame at Tuscaloosa, Ala., in a
Mideast playoff. No. 7 Marquette
plays sixth-rated Vanderbilt in the

other half of that doubleheader.
In the East regionals, No. 5

Providence faces top-ranked North
Carolina State and Pittsburgh,
ranked No. 13, takes on unranked
Furman at Raleigh, N.C. The
Midwest showdown at Tulsa,
Okla., sends host Oral Roberts,
unranked, against Louisville, No.
16, and No. 14 Kansas vs. No. 19

Creighton.

Also on tap Thursday is the
opening round of the first

Collegiate Commissioner's
Association tournament at St.

Louis, with Toledo playing Arizona
State and Southern Methodist
facing Southern California. The
National Invitation Tournament in

New York gets under way
Saturday.

DOG SLED ON WHEELS - Tom Carter, of West
Warwick, R.I., finds a way around the lack of snow at

huskie races at West Glocester, R.I., held Sunday.

UCLA Coach John Wooden,
advises against paying any at-

tention to what's happened before,

now that teams are in tournament
play.

"As one might expect," he said,

"any team left in this NCAA
championship tournament must be
capable of beating any other

team." Then Wooden added an
ominous note:

"I think we are ready," he said.

Mostly, that's ominous for

Dayton and Coach Don Dononer
"We're not the kind of team that

can stop UCLA or Bill Walton,"
said Donher, whose team did stop

Notre Dame 10 days ago.

The Sports Mailbag
On intramural improvement

To The Sports Editor:

We would like to direct this letter to the Intramural Office and
specifically the supervisors and organizors of the Basketball Intramural
Program. In our opinion the entire intramural program here rates as one
of the top in the country- and because of this, ve feel that they should
constatnly be on the lookout for ways to improve it. Thus, the reason for
this letter.

We, as members of the Kennedy Panthers Basketball team in the High-
Low Rise Division of the Resident Hall League have been victims of
unavoidable circumstances which resulted directly from the present
system of supervision.

In our first game of the season, some five weeks ago, we played against
the Moore Bullets. The game was a close and exciting one which was
ended in what seemed to be a one point margin of victory for us. We went
on to win the next four games, as did the Bullets, ending the regular
season with a perfect record and an assured playoff berth.

Much to our disappointment and surprise we were notified three days
ago that we had actually lost our first game by a point making Moore the
division champs and the sole possessor of a playoff spot in our league, ft

was found that the tallysheet for the game was marked wrong and we
were actually awarded two more points than we should have been.

The question arises now as to the validity of the scoresheet that was
checked for verification of the records of the two teams. The regular
procedure for keeping score is that two people, each picked by the two
teams playing, are to keep score, count rebounds, fouls, and individual
points. Human error is in all cases possible and must be lived with but
biased scorekeeping is also possible and no case should be tolerated.
Especially when the division championship and the chance to play more
games after the regular season is at stake. We are not accusing anyone of
cheating on either side in this case, although it is possible, but emotions
and the possibility of overlooking a basket here and there are very much
a part of the scorekeeping procedure and also are more probably hap-
penings.

We suggest here that the intramural supervisor who doesn't seem to be
overburdened with taking care of the clock keep score, thus eliminating
much more emotions and biased feelings than are taken care of now and
making a more accurate account of the game itself.

We wish Good Luck to the Bullets but we also remind them that come
next year THE CAT WILL BE BACK!!!

Ernie D'Agnelli
Curt Stegerwald

Neil Pitchel

Celts eclipse Suns, 104-97
BOSTON (AP) — The Boston

Celtics pulled away in the third

period on the shooting of John
Havlicek with Dave Cowens on the

bench in foul trouble Wednesday
night for a 104-97 National
Basketball Association victory

over the Phoenix Suns.
Havlicek scored 10 of his game

high 22 points in that period as the
Celtics moved out from a two-point
halftime lead to an 82-74 advantage
after the first basket of the fourth
period.

®h* lEngltfilj flub

ii ii ii

University Dr. at Amity St.

THURSDAY MOVIE SPECIAL
Spaghetti and meatballs

Italian bread & tossed salad

«P^»50/ person

Includes Free Admission to
CAMPUS CiMEMA

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

THURSDAY

GREEK NIGHT
with

Doc Sullivan

FRIDAY

Happy Hour 3 - 6

DJ 9 - 1

SATURDAY

THE GREAT PRETENDERS

St. Patrick's thy 1974
opening at noon

£#

DARK HORSE
Sunday Italian Smorgasbord

with pitcher of heer

or

carafe of wine

$4.00

Serving the traditional Irish boiled dinner

THE

3-6

GREEN

BEER

7 - 10

10-1

BEGGAR

e 3-6

HAPPY

HOUR

DOC SULLIVAN
with lots of Irish Trivia

THE GREAT D.J.

Red Sox vanquish

Twins 7-2 for 5th
victory over the winless Minnesota Twins.

exniomon

eJl
a
n
S
H
r
£
emSki Si^led across a run in the first m™* and then drilled his

En thTthird
gameS °Ver thC fenCC* fC6t d°Wn the right field

. - y*v Mlfr Retired his first three times at bat in his Grapefruit
League, hit a mighty homer some 400 feet in the sixth. After the blast
against a stiff wind, he lined a single to left in the eighth.
Yaz, Cepeda Luis Aparicio, Dwight Evans, Rico Petrocelli, Bob

Montgomery and Doug Griffin had two hits each . Rick MiUer was the onlv
Boston player who went hitless as the Red Sox posted their fifth victory in
six games.
Runners were on base all afternoon. Boston left 15 runners stranded

Minnesota 11.
'

Southpaw Bill Lee and right-handers Rick Wise and Diego Segui shared
the Boston pitching. Lee allowed five hits in four scoreless innings Wisewas nicked for an unearned run and a homer by Joe Us while allowing
four hits in as many innings.

Segui counted upon heavily as a top short relief pitcher this year,
struggled through the ninth. He didn't allow a hit, but issued three walks
filling the bases before getting Harmon Killebrew to round into a game-
ending force play. Killebrew was hitless in five trips to the plate
The oss was the sixth in a row for the Twins, who were ordered back to

the field for additional work after the game, which last two hours and 48
minutes.

^J^Sf^* ha
r

ve ftffSS mJ&D Thursday against the Houston
Astros in Winter Haven. Dick Pole, Craig Skok and Steve Barr will share
the pitching in the morning "B" game, with Reggie Cleveland, Dick
Drago and Lance Clemens scheduled for the regular afternoon assign-
ment. B

Sockin' with the Sox

Marichal is ready
By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) -

Juan Marichal, the major league's
biggest winner with 238 victories in

a brilliant career with the San
Francisco Giants, is set for his

debut with the Boston Red Sox.
The 35-year-old right-hander,

delayed in reporting to training
camp until March 5, pitched
batting practice Wednesday before
the Red Sox' exhibition game with
the Minnesota Twins at Orlando.
"He looks good," pitching coach

Lee Stange said in observing
Marichal on the mound. "Look at
him, he's throwing everything, a
curve, slider and the screwball.
He'll probably pitch Friday when
we play the New York Mets."

"I feel good," Marichal said
after doing some wind sprints in

the outfield. "I stayed in shape
during the winter by pitching about
once a week and it hasn't been too

hard here. I've concentrated on
strengthening my arm and legs.

Now I want to start pitching."

The Red Sox, admittedly
shooting for the pennant under new
manager Darrell Johnson, took a
gamble and purchased Marichal
for a reported $100,000 from the
Giants in December. With
Marichal, the club picked up a
$144,000-a-year contract.

There's a good chance that

Marichal will make his American
League debut April 9, when the

Red Sox play their first game in

Boston against the Baltimore
Orioles.

The Red Sox open the season
with three games scheduled in

Milwaukee April 5-7. The best long-

range guessing is that the Boston
pitchers against the Brewers will

be Luis Tiant, Bill Lee and Rick
Wise. That would leave either

Marichal or Reggie Cleveland
ready for the Boston opener.

Notices
Free swim in Curry Hicks will be

cancelled on 3-14, 3-15, and 3-16

because of the Women's Gym-
nastic meet.
Students who are interested in

intramural softball and soccer
officiating should fill out an ap-
plication in the IM office im-
mediately.

Intramural soccer officials will

meet on Tuesday 3-19 at 8:00 p.m.
in the IM office.

Intramural softball officials will

meet on Wednesday 3-20 at 8:00
p.m. in the IM office.

IMPORTANT ! ! ! ! ! SOCCER
CANDIDATES: Meeting in Room
17 Boyden 4.30 p.m., March 20th.

St. Patrick 's Day
will be celebrated

Friday, March 15th

AT

THETA CHI
Next to the Newman Center

OPEN HOUSE
Begins at 6: 00 a.m.

10 Free Kegs
When the Kegs are finished beers will be

sold at 3- $1.00.

START THE NIT WEEKEND OFF RIGHT AT
THETA CHI

WHEN YOU CAN'T

WAIT TILL BREAKFAST
^^*h Mr. Donuts is

\ J ready for you

1<T 24 hrs.

great donuts:

coffee
M» Parms Mall

WliSter Rte 9,

DOrUXt" Hadley

MDC sports trivia quiz
1. Who did the Bruins give up for

Carol Vadnais and Chris Od-
dliefson?

2. Who was Brigham Young's
Yugoslavian center?

3. What is the hometown of
UMass hockey player Billy
Harris?

4. Where and who founded the
game of ice hockey?

5. Who did the Chicago Bears
beat to win the 1933 NFL cham-
pionship?

6. How long did it take Jack
Dempsey to knock out Carl
Morris in 1918?

7. How many games did Steve
Rogers win last season?
answers in tomorrow's Collegian

SOUND SYSTEM SPECIALS
THESE PRICES GOOD THRU MARCH 16 ONLY!

System No. l

Fisher 170 AM/ FM Receiver

Fisher XP56 2-way Speaker System

BSR 260 Turntable

System No. 2

Model A225 Stereo Amplifier 28 Watts

Model T210 AM/FM Stereo Tuner, Superscope Speakers
BSR 310 AXE Turntable *O /I C 00

Damped cueing, base, dust cover

& ADC Cartridge List S4099S SALE
System No. 3

269

KLH Model 50 System
KLH Model 50 AM/FM Stereo Receiver

KLH Model SO Speakers

BSA 260 Turntable, base, dust cover & Shure
M75C Cartridge

I!

Sale
$211 00

P^FAYETTE
s^35K5Sb 'TSsSET8

AMHERST (Mtotehu

549-1105

I
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The NIT Minuteman...l974.
21 and 4.. .it's not over yet!

It was the season of 108-

38.

That's they way it will

probably be remembered,
unless the Minutemen
decide to make some noise
at the NIT.
After all, it was

everything the season
represented: a total team
effort, several outstanding
individual performances,
good shooting, super "D",
and a total domination of

the Yankee Conference.
Granted, there were some

pitfalls along the way. If

basketball games were
several seconds shorter or
longer, as the case may be,
the Minutemen would head

into New York with a record
of 24-1 instead of the
present, and still very
respectable mark of 21-4.

The Minutemen made the
Cage the most exciting
place on campus while they
were here. Showing the true
meaining of the term
'home-court advantage',
never did an opposing team
escape from Curry Hicks
with a W alongside their

name in the box scores.
But the Minutemen also

showed they could play on
the road, an important fact

since tournament games
would never be played in

the Cage. The rout of
Fordham and control of

New Hampshire at hostile

courts near season's end
bodes well for tourney time.

And the future is now.
Even 108-38 is forgotten.

Jacksonville and come
what may stand in the way
of UMass' visions of

grandeur and immortality.
The script and the climax

of this scenario of in-

credibility have yet to be
taken to press. To be sure,

the story will, eventually,
be written. But the black
and white of history will

only record a small im-
pertinent part of what has
been and what will be
written.

—Steve DeCosta

Congratulations Coach Leaman and The Minutemen Basketball Team

Best of Luck in the N.I.T.

!

CoHe^cMaster
No. ! in College Sales Ronald J. Nathan Agency

FIDELITY UNION LIFE INSURANCE CO. 747 Main St.

A Season To Remember!!!

TONITE
thru

Sunday Nit< ]

Luther

Allison

Open 24 Hours

Cream 'em

his Band

Rusty Nail

Inn
Rt<\ 17. Sunderland

H6.VI!i:i7

at the

NIT!

168 N. Pleasant St. 253-2291
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Man on the street speaks out on NIT
By GLENN POSTER

"What's an NIT?" "Is that the

thing being held in Boston?" These
and other questions were being

asked around campus the past few

days as tap-off time at Madison
Square Garden draws ever so

closer. Well the time has come to

find out what other people at large

on the UMass campus know about

this post-season basketball tour-

nament. So my next step was to go
out and play the old-man-in-the-

street role.

First we should hear some
quotes from those who know how
the NIT system works. Here is a

student who saw the most recent

UMass NIT teams: "If Purdue
beats North Carolina, then we have

a good change at going all the way.

Murphy is going to be the key to us

winning. He has got to stay out of

foul trouble. The bench should play

a big role. It's time for Duarte to

blossom as a scorer and reboun-

der. He's going to be the key to the

bench."
Now a quote from an out-of-state

UMie, from the Fairfield, Con-

necticut area to be exact: "I think

we're going to win. Fairfield will

beat Hawaii because I live near
Fairfield."; That sounds logical, I

suppose.

"I feel good about it. We're going

to win. We'll beat everybody." The
power of positive thinking is truly

amazing. While on the subject of

positive thinking, two female
qptimists who attend every game
had this to say: "Not only are we
going this weekend, but we also

plan on going again Tuesday
night." (to see the Minutemen I

hope).

Another optimist feels that,

"We'll go all the way. This is the

most balanced team we've ever

had." Now back to some more
"based on fact" opinions, (minus
the total optimism)
"We're quick enough. They're

big enough. Let the better man
win." But aren't we playing a

whole team? "We deserved the

NCAA." I agree. Then there's the

case of a UMie who transferred

here this year from Rutgers. "It's

a great tourney. I hope it's UMass
and Rutgers in the final."

Remember what we did to J. J.

Jennings and company?
A certified basketball official has

the following view: "It's nice for

the basketball team. They've done
a good job, but there's more im-
portant things going on." Please,

don't ref any of our games.
Then there are those who are

philosophical about- the whole
matter. "I think the NIT is a
glorified collection of semi-elite

college basketball teams which is

highlighted only by Madison
Square Garden. It's not highlighted

this year because more people are

interested in the NCAA tour-

nament — except for here, of

course." The other philosophical

opinion: "It's a fantastic op-

portunity for the basketball team.

If we make a good showing
perhaps AP and UPI will put us in

their top twenty.

This next quote comes from a

man who will enjoy the action from
the luxury of the Madison Square
Garden pressbox. "We'll get into

the finals if we give a super-human
effort against North Carolina. In

all of the games, except for

Syracuse, we were scrambling in

clutch situations. To win the big

games, we can't fall apart."

Then there are, shall we say, the

"left-of-center" views toward the

tourney. "The NIT is better than

the NCAA for UMass fans. The
NCAA would have made a greater

impact on the UMass program. But
for the fans the NIT is a better deal

because they can do down to New
York, get drunk, and feel patriotic

about their school". I'll drink to

that.

From a well-known UMass
hockey enthusiast: 'Anybody
whose going to the NIT is a double

loser. First they're going because

it's in New York and second

they're going to a basketball

game." I have to give equal time to

opposing viewpoints.

Uatly (Enllrgtan

SPORTS
"The NTT snouid oe almost

better than a Beatles' concert." "I

think it's pretty funny about those

guys dribbling down from James
House. New York City can be a fun

place." "I'm just going down there

to have a good time and hit as
many bars as I can." Aren't we
all?

An interesting bit of light was
thrown onto the situation from the
Collegian photo editor: "As star

photographer it will be a great

honor for me to be on the Madison
Square Garden floor with the

Minutemen. I thought the
Providence Civic Center was big,

but this is the pinnacle of my sports

photography career."

Satisfy /our
basic urges

}

YOUll RAVISH OUr PZZAS^SUBS
THE HUNGRY U 103 N. PLEASANT 5T.

THE HUNGRY UlSiSf^io81
256 6350
256 0611

FREE DELIVERY

John O'Connell, the Alumni
Relations Director for UMass
spoke on behalf of those who call

this place their alma mater:
"Response from alumni in New
York City and around New
England has been characterized by
enthusiasm and many plan to

attend the NIT.''

The final quote comes from
Howard Ziff, professor in the

department of Journalistic
Studies: "They're going to win it.

I'm a loyalist. The Red Sox are

going to win the pennant. The
Patriots are going to the Super

theBowl. The ice will melt on

Whalers in Springfield."

There are still many questions

remaining as to what will happen

to the Minutemen in the NIT. To

find out the answers you're just

going to have to be there Saturday

night.

ea^na
Package Store

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY

at the Mt. Farms Mall

Riunite

Lambrusco
24 oz. bottle 12 oz. N.R.

case

Ballantine

Ale

Riccardi

Asti Spumanti
12 oz. cans

24 oz.

bottle

case

Paul Masson

Baroque

Red Dinner Winel

Gold Seal

Catawba Pink

Wine

Fifth Qt.

Four Seasons

SCOTCH
86 Proof

12 oz. N.R. Bottle

$499

Case Va Gal. ut.

Prices Effective Thursday through Saturday

March 14 to 16. Cash I Carry Only.

Minuteman history

of post season play
by STEVE SARACENO
MDC Sports Staff

"1970 and 1971 were more or less pioneer years for us in the NIT", said

Jack Leaman of the UMass post-season teams gone by.

"We went to New York in those years without the publicity, experience,

and subsequently, the confidence of other teams that had played in the

tournament before. Last year and the year it's different".

Indeed it is. The Minutemen's first two tries for NIT wins were in vain,

but last year they beat one fine team and lost to another. And big things

could happen this year if the Cagers get by Jacksonville.

The road that UMass took to become a bonafide candidate to win a post-

season tourney began twelve years ago.

Where was Jackie Leaman in '62? He was right here, of course, as an

assistant coach. That year the team went to its first, and so far only,

NCAA tournament appearance.
The (then) Redmen lost to New York University in the first game. They

have not gone to the big one since.

There was a post-season void of eight years before UMass met
Marquette in 1970. It could have been filled with more NCAA ap-

pearances, but the selection process, by which the NCAA invited the

Yankee Conference champion, was changed.

So, in 1970, the now head coach Leaman brought his charges up against

Marquette (eventual winner of the whole thing) in their first ever NIT
appearance.
Though playoff fledglings, the team looked good against the Warriors.

Julius Erving (in his collegiate heyday) scored 18 and the captain, Ray
Ellerbrook, hit for 14. Marquette, 2nd in the nation at the time, could only

muster a 27-27 tie at the half.

But Al McGuire, perhaps more at home in NY than any other coach in

the tournament, directed his squad to the eventual win, though not by any

large margin.
It was an impressive performance for the 18-6 Redmen, and op-

timistically, everyone looked ahead to "next year" when Dr. J would still

be only a junior and greater things than just a relatively close loss could

be expected.

As it turned out, everyone would have settled for a remotely close loss.

UMass got its heels tarred against North Carolina, 90-49. Julie played

poor in his last college game, scoring only half his seasons average of 27.

The 1971 NIT Lea-men never had a chance against NC (no one else did

either: they won the tourney) which graduated several players to the

pros.

After a years absence (Erving went to the pros, too) the newly named
Minutemen took their third shot at a win.

This time, they were on target.

For once, they drew a team that didn't turn out to be ah eventual winner

and though still an underdog, upset Missouri, 78-71.

A balanced UMass attack, led by a new Dr. (A), clipped the 16th ranked

Tigers and gave the Big Eight a taste of YanCon basketball.

However, the quarterfinals were a different story. They met their

maulers of the previous year, NC, and lost 73-63. Though they played

excellent defense against the much taller Tar Heels, the shooting failed

;

the Minutemen could hit only 27 of 70 from the floor.

It was wait 'til next year again.

Now it is next year, and if the Minutemen can top their first two op-

ponents, most probably the Heels will be waiting for them.

Would NC's previous domination over the Minutemen present any

special mental block on the part of the players should they meet, again?

"I don't think so," reasons Leaman, "They beat us by 50 pts. the first

time and by only 10 the second."

"If we keep improving at that rate, calculate for yourself what will

happen."

From Economy Headquarters

ECONOMY SPECIALS
10 Ways To Save

GAS SAVERS
WAS

KM1972 Mercury Capri, AT

1972 Toyota Corolla Wagon W4&

1972 Ford Pinto, AT $2W)&

1971 Volvo, 142 Auto. *2W&

1971 Ford Pinto, auto, green $TfH&

1971 Pinto, 4 cyl., auto tt**i

1971 Pinto, 4 cyl., auto. ^JtWi

1971 Chev. Vega, 4 cyl., std. "JtWfi

1971 Chev. Vega, 4 cyl., auto. W$&

1970 Audi, 100 LS, Std. **Wl

Northampton

Volkswagen
246 King St., ( Rte. 5) Northampton, Mass.

584-8620

NOW

$2395
$1895
$1895
$2395
$1395
$1695
$1695
$1595

$1595
$2095

UMie dribblers going strong

NYC, Garden almost in sight
By DAVE EIBEL

The now well known James
dribbling dozen left UMass this

morning at 6:00 a.m. on their way
to New York City and a Saturday

night date at Madison Square

Garden.
In a conversation last night with

the Collegian, group leader Grant
Baxter said that the trip almost

came to an abrupt end after only

100 yards.

"We left the Campus Garage
with our first dribbler Matt Zofra

ahead of us, dribbling in balmy 8

degree weather." All of a sudden a

UMass policeman came up to us

and asked what we were up to. We
told him the story and he let us go."

The dribblers made excellent

time on the first leg of their trip

ending at Avon Connecticut. They
were supposed to arrive there at

6:00 p.m. but made it by 2:30 p.m.

after dribbling at a rate of eight

minutes per mile.

In describing the trip so far

Baxter said, "The only thing that

bothered us was the cold. Except

for a few unfriendly dogs and some
dead skunks along the way, the

only other problems were trucks

whizzing by and the basketballs

sometimes going awry."
Baxter complimented the help

given the group by police in

Massachusetts and Connecticut
and discussed the problems in-

curred by dribbling on public

thoroughfares.

"Everyone wants to know what
we're doing dribbling along the

highway. We've decided, after

being asked the question
repeatedly, that we are the real

UMass basketball team."
Baxter, when contacted last

night, added that he was about to

join the eleven other Jamesites at

an Avon bar with the intention of

"showing the good people of

Connecticut what true UMies are
really like." One prays they hold

off on the streaking.

Latest word is that the group will

arrive in New York City early

Saturday afternoon and then don
their "Redmen" warmup jackets

(given them by Coa?h Jack
Leaman) and dribble into the

Garden ten minutes before the

Minutemen.
When the Dolphins of

Jacksonville come out on the floor

they might think that the twelve

UMies are the UMass NIT
representatives. If they do Dr. A
and company will give them quite

a shock.

It's not drugs.

It's not suicide.

And it's not cancer.

It's automobile crashes.

More American people

between the ages of 15 and 25 die

in automobile crashes than in any

other way.

At least half of those deaths

are alcohol related. And the drunk
drivers who cause most of them
are under 25. Sometimes, many
times, they kill themselves.

One of the most dangerous

things you can do is get drunk and
drive home.

You can change it. You
have to.

You march against the war.

You fight for clean air and clean

water. You eat natural foods. You
practice yoga. You are so much for

life. And you are so much against

killing.

It would he unthinkable for

you to wittingly kill another human
being.

So then, why is this

happening?

DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT Y*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON. DC 20013

I don't want to get killed and I don't

want to kill anyone. Tell me how I can

help. 'Youths Highway Safety Advisory

Committee.

My name is

Addrew
! City State- -Zip-

STOP DRIVING DRUNK.
STOP KILLING EACH OTHER, gfe

/

X

fCaluu KcU
Chinese and Polynesian

RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE
IDA BELCHERTOWN ROAD

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01OO2

2V>-8}36 — 2VWIJ37

Hrs.: Sun. & Mon. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.; Tues.-Sat. 11:30 a.m.-

1 a.m.

\

SPECIAL LUNCHEONS • ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

ENTERTAINMENT:
JERRY MORSE'S EN TEMPO 74'

Musical Comedy — They play for hotels such as the Holiday

Inn and the Sheratons.

SHOWTIMES:

THURS & FRI. 1st Show 8:30 p.m.

Music in between 2nd Show 11:00 p.m.

SATURDAY
1st Show 8:00 p.m.

Music in between 2nd Show 11:00 p.m.

SUNDAY 7:00 p.m.

Hear the sounds of the TEMPO 74's in our lounge

Tuesday & Wednesday

HAPPY HOURS in our lounge from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m

Mon. - Fri.

LUNCHEON SPECIALS

11:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

also, $2.99 all you can eat

Mon. and Wed. 5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Call For Reservations

»a> < a*^^^
v
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"Games are won by people"

Leaman on NIT
By STEVE DECOSTA

Jack Leaman doesn't like to talk about himself.

On a direct question, "What does the NIT mean to you personally as a

coach?", Leaman hedged.

He talked about the worth of the tourney in terms of his team, the

basketball program, the fans, and the UMass "basketball family", but

not about the personal implications.

Even when the question was redirected, Leaman was not exactly

serious. "It means an extra month of work for me," he said.

Then Leaman, a devoted family man, did get serious. "It means that I

will miss my daughter skating for the fourth time in five years."

His only daughter takes part in a skating show in Amherst every St.

Patrick's Day weekend. But, for the coach, that weekend, at least for four

of the last five years, has involved more serious matters, namely the NIT.

"I really wish I could watch her skate," Leaman said. "It's hard to say

no every year when she asks me if I will be able to watch her."

Leaman is almost as concerned about his "basketball family as he is

about his real relatives.

"The thing that really throws me about the NIT," Leaman said, "is its

effect on the University and the Amherst community. St. Patrick's Day in

New York has become almost a ritual for our basketball family"

But there are other, more important matters at hand for Leaman and

the Minutemen. At the moment, Jacksonville ranks at the top of the

priority list.

"Jacksonville is a team of national stature," Leaman said. "They get a

lot of press coverage and people all over the country know who they are."

"But when two teams step on the court," he continued, "you have to

leave the newspaper clippings in the locker room. Games are won by the

people on the floor, not the press coverage."

But you can't knock the committee. "We gotta play with their ball,"

said Leaman. "Actually, there isn't a team in the tournament that I'd

rather play than Jacksonville. It's not that Jacksonville is bad, but that

the other teams are at least as good."

On his own team's chances, Leaman said, "This is the best overall

basketball team I've ever had. It is my best offensive team by far,

especially in regard to shooting, and we play better defense than I

thought we could."

"We're maybe one good strong rebounder away from being a super

team," he said

But Leaman or the UMass fans really have got beef. The team has a

record of 21-4 and the four teams that have beaten the Minutemen are

participating in post-season tournaments.

"It's not bad," Leaman said, "the last five teams to beat us are in

tournaments: Providence, Syracuse, BC, Connecticut, and ourselves."

"There is a great sense of satisfaction from the hard work and effort

the team has put in," Leaman said. "There are a lot of things in athletics

that can't be measured, such as an inner sense of accomplishment."

By returning to the NIT for the second straight year and the fourth time

in five years, the Minutemen "have accomplished something not many
other groups have. We have a great deal of pride," said Leaman.

If the tournament was won on pride, the Minutemen would be shoo-ins.

But the tournament is won on the court by outscoring evenly-matched

opponents. Leaman knows that, and you can bet the players do too.

The first test comes on Saturday, and you can bet the Minutemen will

be ready.

Inside the NIT
>NIT photo essay

>Fan's opinion on NIT-Poster

Post season history lesson-Saraceno

•Dribblers drive toward lay-up

READY FOR NIT — The UMass bench looks on expectantly as Coach Leaman

looks for a sub to put in. Its hoped the bench will be very productive in Madison

Square Garden against Jacksonville Saturday night in the opening round of the

NIT.

AI's, Rick 's NIT experiences
By EARLE BAROLL

This was to be a follow up to the rumor that both

Rick Pitino and Al "Silk" Skinner as little high

schoolers had signed their souls and immediate

futures to UMass basketball at the very sight of

NIT. One.
But, as rumors usually pan out, only one party did

such and he was Rick Pitino. Skinner says he gave

UMass his word prior to the Marquette game. Still,

one's romantic enough for us as both Rick and Al will

end their careers on the same court where it was

supposed to have all began. Sob! !

!

Actually Pitino's signing is quite the story. He had

been invited to the game and given tickets by UMass
and in his words "only went to see the game, nothing

else." He had narrowed his final choices to UMass,

UConn, Canisius, Niagara and East Carolina. And in

truth almost signed with East Carolina earlier in the

week.

Now for the good stuff.

After the game Leaman and Pitino were talking on

the court when everything but the red carpet was

rolled out. "I couldn't believe it," remembers Pitino.

"They brought out a table, two chairs and all sorts of

writers and photographers."

Leaman asked Rick to sit next to him and promptly

produced the piece de resistance, namely a letter of

intent to come to UMass. "He asked me right then

'are you going to come with us'," said Rick, "and

before I knew it he had narrowed my choice to one

school."

Rick signed.

"I guess the surroundings had something to do with

my signing then," Pitino said. "But, really when I

went to the Gardens on that night I wasn't even

thinking about it." Which, is usually the classic case.

Rick's career, of course, is within a game or two or

one or maybe four of coming to an end. "I wouldn't be

telling you the truth if I said I never thought about it,"

he lamented yesterday before practice. "I'm un-

decided about the future. But for now I'm just hoping

that I can go out in a fitting way as champions of the

NIT."
Skinner was at the Marquette game and that's

probably why he's linked with Pitino. He insists that

he gave his word, not signature to UMass, "and that

was good enough for me", he says. Agreed.

"I had already made up my mind to come to

UMass," he continued. "I felt at the time that I had
made the right choice and the Marquette game didn't

effect the decision although I was really impressed

with what I saw."
And if you're a recruiting freak Al was also the

target of "all the top schools in New England, Penn-

sylvania, New York and down towards the

Washington, D.C. area." Alright, specifically the St.

John's, the Syracuse's, and even into midwest with

Detroit.

In contrast to Pitino's possible career ending

venture to New York, this is only the continuation for

"Silk" of a game "I love to play." That means the

pros. "Sure, it will be the end of this season and the

end of my career at UMass," said Al, "and I'll cer-

tainly miss it.

"But, I'm more concerned with this game itself

than what Al Skinner will be doing in basketball,

because I know I want to go on." And so for Al
Skinner the question is going on to where? and as
what? ABA, NBA, guard or forward.

"I'll ask the guy who's recruiting me where I'll be
playing with that team," said Al, "and then I can
work from there to make myself a guard or
strengthen myself as a forward. But looking at it now,
I would think I'll have an easier time as a guard."
Well, anyways that's Pitino and Skinner for you.

And big deal, only one signed at the Garden. We'll say
that both did for the sake of rumors and the sake of

the romanticism that will follow their final steps as
Minutemen. For what these two have done, it would
be the only justifiable way.

NIT brackets

Ready for NIT— are the raucous, rowdy, always wonderful UMass fans who will

troop down to New York City 6000 strong to cheer the Minutemen on against

Jacksonville. If they can make as much noise there as in the Cage they'll add a little

bit of home flavor — and it could make the difference.
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Four more plead innocent to Ellsberg break-in
(see page four)
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Collegian calls for full audit

Discrepancies may exist

in business department

(Staff Photo-Sieve KuRglesi

Sunrise...sunset...quickly fly the days. One season
following another, blossoming even as we gaze.

Tower toppler case

heads to grand jury

GREENFIELD — Samuel H. Lovejoy, 27, of Montague, was bound over
yesterday to the next session of the Franklin County grand jury after a
judge found probably cause in a charge stemming from the destruction of

a weather observation tower in Montague

Lovejoy was charged with the malcious destruction of personal
property in the Feb. 22 toppling of the $50,000' t6wer. Northeast Utilities
was using the tower to collect meteorlogical data to submit as part of an
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) application for a $1.35 billion twin
nuclear power plant on the Montague Plains site.

The Amherst College graduate and member of a literary commune did
not take the stand in a one hour Greenfield District Court hearing late

yesterday morning. His lawyer, Thomas Lesser of Conway, presented no
witnesses and offered no evidence

He said Lovejoy had distributed a four-page statement explaining his

act as civil disobedience at the time of his arrest early February 22nd.

"This is an unusual situation because Lovejoy had nothing to gain per-

sonally." Lesser said. "He did it for the good of the community."
District Attorney Robert Boyle presented three witnesses in the

hearing before Judge Philip Ball on behalf of Northeast Utilities.

The firm said damages to the tower, which was completely destroyed,

amounted to $72,000. A new tower erected in its place was put into

operation Wednesday, collecting data for an AEC application expected

next month
Lovejoy's case will now come before a grand jury scheduled to convene

the first week in May. He was released yesterday on personal

recognizance.

Bv MIKE KNEELAND
MDC Staff

The Daily Collegian has asked
the Student Senate Treasurer to

conduct a full audit of the
newspaper.
The Board of Editors made the

request after being told Wed-
nesday that possible discrepancies
exist within the Collegian
business department.
"There are a number of

discrepancies in the Collegian
dealing with expenditure of
revenues and mismanagement of
funds," said Senate Treasurer
Paul Hamel. "It's my belief a real
problem exists."

Under question are the hiring of
three part-time filing clerks by
Business* Manager Michael Shor
and commissions he paid himself
for advertisements he did not
solicit.

Brent Wilkes resigned his
position as Collegian Advertising
Manager calling Shor a "basically
dishonest and deceitful person." In

a letter sent to the Board of
Editors Wilkes said, "I resign
because I can not believe in a
business department that is

headed by such a corrupt person,
or a paper that allows it to be so
headed."
Wilkes said Shor hired friends to

perform jobs for relatively high
salaries. Wilkes also claims Shor
violated unwritten Collegian policy
by accepting commissions on
advertisements he did not directly
solicit.

In a letter also sent to the Editors
yesterday Shor said, "My actions
were not in any manner an attempt
to defraud the Collegian and I did
not in my actions feel that I was
violating my authority to act in my
elected capacity as Business
Manager."
He admitted he had paid himself

for work done with misrepresented
funds. "Without hesitation," he
continued. "I look at this in

retrospect and say that was im-
proper, and should have been dealt

with in a different manner.
In session for more than three

hours Wednesday, the eight
Collegian Editors heard
arguments from Wilkes. Shor and
Student Senate representatives
who had run a brief check of Shor's
salary.

With Shor not being allowed to
vote, the Board of Editors voted
not to ask for his resignation, but
directed him to: "accept no more
than $30 a week salary until
completion of an RSO audit, define
and codify all payment procedures
in the business department within
ten days; and to return all funds
that an RSO audit finds he has been
inappropriately been paid."
During the upcoming audit,

Treasurer Hamel said the
distinction must be made whether
discrepancies have occured due to
an "error in the system" or to acts
"Shor was consciously aware of."
Hamel said he did not want to

"screw" anyone for errors due to
inaccuracies in the system.

Chem. Eng. Dept. researchers

plastics through NSF grant
By DONALD WILHELM

MDC Staff

Thanks to research carried on by
UMass' Chemical Engineering
Department, the manufacturing of

plastic may well be less expensive.
The National Science Foundation

recently awarded a research grant
of $45,300 to measure the
properties of plastics when they
are strecthed to various degrees.
This they hope to accomplish
through the measurement of
bubble growth and collapse, as
present methods of measurement
tend to be inaccurate and
unreliable. The properties of many
plastics vary greatly when
stretched. For example, nylon is

extremely weak until it is streched
to a certain point, and sent through
a screen with small holes, at which
point it becomes a comparatively
strong.

According to Dr. Stanley Mid-
dleman of the department, who
will direct the research, the

University received the grant in

part because the facilities at
UMass for research on plastics are
supposedly the best in the country,
which Dr. Middleman believes is

evidenced by the fact that the
National Science Foundation has
selected UMass their main
university research lab. and gives
UMass $250,000 a year for plastics
research.

In addition, Monsanto Polymers
and Petrochemicals gave $9,800 for
a program which will likewise
expedite the manufacturing
process. This will fund a study on
the physical factors which affect
the efficiency of various industrial

processes used to mix plastic fluids
with other materials, such as
mixing plastics with dyes for
color films. Some $600,000 a year
of research is sponsored by
organizations and corporations
from outside the university.

In a grant action for education
rather than research, the Polariod
Foundation gave $8,100 worth of
scholarships, which will fund three
students for a year. These students
will work part time during the
school year and full time during

the summer at community service
facilities, such as at hospitals. The
student is not expected to work for
a corporation during this
scholarship period, which is
considered unusual in this type of
scholarship.

So, it can be basically sum-
marized by saying that research
significant to our society is being
carried on by this department,
research department members
feel does not interfere with the
education of the student.

Treas-sec Shultz
to resign in May
WASHINGTON <AP) - Treasury

Secretary George P. Shultz, who
for five years has been one of
President Nixon's most important
most loyal advisers, announced
yesterday he will resign in May.
"My time ha^ come to move on to

something else and let somebody
else do these wonderful things as
secretary of the treasury," Shultz
told newsmen.
The 53-year-old former

economics professor was the last

remaining member of the original
Nixon cabinet still in the ad-
ministration.

The White House did not name a
successor to Shultz, and White
House sources said the President
would use the six weaks between
now and the first of May to make a
decision.

Informed sources said federal

energy chief William E. Simon,
who also is deputy secretary of the

treasury, remains thefront runner
as Shultz's successor, but is by no
means a shoo-in.

In announcing the resignation,

the White House described Shultz

as "a pillar of this administration

and this government" and Nixon

said he was accepting it with "a

sense of personal regret."

Shultz was named to the first

Nixon cabinet in 1969 as secretary

of labor. He became director of the

new Office Management Budget in

July of 1970 and remained in that

post until he was named treasury

secretary in June of 1972, suc-

ceeding John B. Connally.

It was known for months that

Shultz wished to resign as long ago
as last summer, but stayed at the

(Continued on P. 4)
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"Gee, I wonder why all those big people are in such a
hurry?"

Work Inc. sees change
Since being established in 1971, Work Inc. has started a food and

housing coop movement, bought several apartment buildings which it
rents out at low rates, became involved in several city-wide and national
issues, started an income tax clinic with Movement for Economic
Justice, formed 2 day care centers with parent control built in to the
structure (one in a black church and the other with Spanish Speaking
families) and is starting a third center.
Most important, however, is the change and hope that is beginning to

develop within the community.
Much of this activity has been made possible by loans from people all

over the country and from selling shares or exchanging them for labor
This has happened because Work Inc. has consistently shared its ideas

and resources with groups and people in the "movement" and has hosted
countless travelers and students, answered mountains of correspon-
dence, and using the Resource Center newsletter, made exchange sub-
scriptions with hundreds of groups throughout the country
Simple ways in which students may help this corporation increase their
profit for the cause of the poor is by saving postage stamps (used or

unused) green stamps and coupons and mailing them in to Work Inc
Orders for Work Incorporated's newsletter ($2 per year-8 issues), shares
of stock $1 10 per share

) and hand puppets I $1 .35 and $1 .50 and 15 cents for
the pattern) will be gladly taken via mail. If interested in more in-
formation dealing with Work Inc. contact. Work Incorporated, 652 South
East St.Holyoke, Ma.
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Social change agents might

be shortchanged next year
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MIX' Staff
Social change agents at UMass may be getting

shortchanged in funding for next year when the un
dergraduate student senate holds its annual budget
hearings.
UMass student senate leaders told the Collegian

this week that despite the growing commitment by
the University to social problems, these student
organizations would be the most likely facing budget
cuts-because their goals are not directed on campus.
Talks of possible budget cuts are due to the "hard

financial state of affairs facing everybody at this

time," says Senate Speaker David Booker.
According to Booker, "these social action groups do

a great deal of good for the inmates; and they do a lot

of good for the students involved.
"But as student senate speaker I do have to

question the legitimacy of the role of the senate in

their funding. More aid should be coming from the
state.

"A lot of groups will be disappointed that we have
to cut back some money, anyway. And I think the on
campus activities-the one's directly benefiting the
students -should receive priority."
The groups which may be subjected to the budget

cuts include:

-Belchertown Volunteers-a number of students
who spend Saturday afternoons at Belchertown State
School working with the mentally retarded.

-Boltwood Project -11 programs established at the
Belchertown State School which will allow over 300
students to gain academic credit and career ex-
pertise while participating in community service and
educating the community as to the problems of
retardation.

-Juvenile Opportunity Extension-the promotion by
several University students of social alternatives
outside deliquency for those youth referred to the
Westfield Detention Center.
-Northampton Volunteers-a group of 60-80 students

who make weekly visits to the mentally ill at Nor-
thampton State Hospital.

-Northern Educational Services-individual
tutoring of inner-city children by UMass students in
the areas of necessary accademic skils.

Senate Treasurer Paul Hamel supported Booker,
saying that the University was doing the state's job.
"A goodly number of students do work at

Belchertown and Northampton State, rendering a
valuable service while picking up some expertise,"
Hamel said.

'But 1 don't think it should be the role of the senate

Local 1776 election results

to support this. We should be budgeting activities

affecting the entire campus and have the state

providing more funds."

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery said that he did

not want to prejudge the Senate in its discussion of

possible budget cuts, but added the University -will

maintain its commitment even if the Senate with

draws its support
."

'These are obviously worthwhile programs which

merit our continued support," Bromery said.

"The various programs are providing UMass
students with a learning vehicle while having an
important impact on the community by providing
special services.

"I was not aware that the student senate was
talking possible budget cuts, so I don't want to take

any stand before hearing all sides of the

story...somebody has to pick it up (expenses)."
Associate Provost Robert L. Woodbury told the

Collegian that it would be "unfortunate if the Student
Senate goes backward in view of the University's
progress."

"It seems to me that a number of students are in-

volved in these activities which the University
happens to support; but now the Senate wants to cut

back in this area," Woodbury said.

Dr. Benjamin Ricci, a UMass professor and the

president of the Belchertown State School Friends
Association -a citizen advocacy group working to

upgrade the conditions at Belchertown State School,

says that any reduction in the funds now available
will "seriously reduce the quality of the programs."

"I agree that the state should be giving more
support to these programs than it has. It seems to me
that students ought to be rewarded for the thankless
efforts," Ricci said.

"There ought to be some kind of reimbursement.
And if the state decides to do that, they legitimize the
services even further."

"But no matter how you slice it, a reduction in

funds is going to mean a tremendous decrease in the
quality of services."

Steven Noxes, a UMass student involved in

Belchertown Volunteer activities, said any for-

thcoming decision by the Senate to cutback on the
funding of social action groups would be a "big blow
to the University as well as the community."

"I think that the off-campus services programs are
an important part of the college experience. With the
abolishment of such programs, a valuable part of
one's application to the 'real world' outside has been
deprived," Noxes said.

Drew re-elected pres; turnout good
By MICHAEL GERY

MDC Staff

Carol A. Drew was re-elected
president of Employees Local 1776,

AFSCME, by a resounding margin
in Tuesday's elections.

"The voter turnout was decent
for the type of day it was," Ms.
Drew said. "I would like to thank
all those who supported me." Of
more than 1300 union local
members, 284 cast ballots.

Local 1776 represents five of the
eight units of classified workers at

the University. In Tuesday's
elections, officers of the units were
also elected. The five units com-
prise workers in the areas of

maintainence service, food ser-

vice, farms, security and police.

Elected to Local 1776 offices

were: John Ryan, vice-president;
James Gafney. treasurer; Roland

"Shorty" Messier, recording
secretary; and Bruce Wooa,
sergeant-at-arms.
Local 1776 Election Results

Elected to unit posts were:

Unit No. 3, maintainence:
Gerald Gillespie, chapter chair-
person; John Daly, secretary;
William Sieruta, chief steward;
Henry Low, chief steward; Louis
Duprey, campus center chief
steward.

Unit No. 5, food service: Mary
Turcotte, chapter chairperson;
Doris Dickenson, secretary; Helen
Jurewitz, chief steward.

Unit No. 6, Farms: No
nominations; referred to
Executive Board.

Unit No. 7, security: Eugene
Lego, chapter chairperson;
Leonard Grypko, chief steward.

Unit No. 8. police: No nomination
referred to Executive Board.
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James Montgomery and his boys drove some hard blues last night in the C.C. Auditorium

Hospital hires Spanish-speaking '
Courts knocked

* A Cy Governors* Councellor and tionarv outcrv on the nart nf •.

By JOAN FASSNACHT
MDC Staff

Plans to hire an undetermined number of Spanish-
speaking people as nursing assistants and a clerk-
typist at Springfield Medical Center are underway.
Mr. Bill Schaare, a hospital spokesman, said, "We

are hiring these people to allow for more Spanish
interpretation between Spanish-speaking patients
and hospital personnel."
Mr. Schaare said the number of people hired would

be based on the size of the hospital's needs. The
nursing assistant course, which is slated to begin in
April, requires a minimum enrollment of eight
people.

Mr. Jose Gonzalez, a health aide at the hospital-
affiliated Brightwood-Riverview Health Center in
Springfield, is supplying the personnel with the
names of Spanish-speaking people who are interested
in becoming nursing assistants. He said, "The nur-
sing assistant program is still in the planning stage. If
the program is a success, we hope to place the
assistants in the outpatient department at the
hospital."

Mr. Schaare said that while most assistants were to
be placed in the outpatient department, some might
assist in the outpatient department, some might
assist in the emergency room or work throughout the
other nursing units, when needed.

Mr. Schaare said, "While the hospital already
employs one full-time Spanish-speaking clerk in the
outpatient department, the personnel department is
actively seeking a half-time (20 hours per week)
Spanish-speaking clerk-typist to work also in the
outpatient department."
On February 22, the Collegian reported that two

area students, Mark Citron, a UMass pre-med
student, and Douglas Whelan, a Hampshire College
pre-med student, had charged that Springfield
Hospital, due to a lack of Spanish-speaking personnel,
"has created conditions which are preventing the
Spanish-speaking community from receiving
adequate medical care." They filed a report of
statistics and personal observations with the U.S.
Civil Rights Commission in New York City.
When asked by the Collegian if the hospital's plans

to hire the clerk-typist and institute the nursing
assistant program had been sparked by the students'
actions, Mr. Schaare said, "Plans for hiring the half-
time clerk-typist were underway before they filed
their report."

He continued, "The institution of the nursing
assistant program happened after they filed their
report to the U.S. Civil Rights Commission. We
evaluated the situation in light of the Whelan-Citron
reports, although we have not yet been notified by the
Commission."

Faculty Senate approves calendar
By SUSAN R. HUBBARD

MDC Staff

The Academic Calendar for the

school year 1976-77 was approved
at yesterday's meeting of the

Faculty Senate, but not without
objections being raised to the

continuation of the January term
and the shortened fall semester.

Another senator added that
laboratory courses could probably
not profit from the additional week
since it would be broken up by the
Labor Day holiday. The Hugus
amendment was defeated.

In a final attempt to modify the
calendar, it was suggested that the
one reading day before exams be
eliminated. This idea was also
rejected and the calendar was
approved in its original form.
During the announcements

portion of the meeting, Senator
Nick Apostola addressed the Fac-
Sen on the ban on public smoking in

cases where it infringed upon the
rights of non-smokers.
Apostola cited an example of a

classroom situation where the
police had to be called to quiet an
arguement between' smoking and
non-smoking students.

"To avoid this situation," said
Apostola, "why not ask on the first

day of class if there is anyone who
objects to smoking."
"And there needn't be a majority

of the class objecting." he added.

"One objector snouia oe enough.
In other business, the Fac-Sen

approved a motion from the Rules
Committee to allow the Secretary
of the Fac-Sen to act as an in-
terpreter of the faculty's primary
responsibilities and obligations as
outlined in the Board of Trustees'
Statement on University Gover-
nance.

Also approved were student
exchanges with Tunghai
University and the Federal
Universityjof Cameroon.

Other topics o? discussion at the
meeting included the ban on public
smoking, interpretation of the
University Governance document,
and student exchanges with
foreign universities.

As proposed by the Space and
Calendar Committee, the school
year calendar for 76-77 would begin
after Labor Day with semester
exams being scheduled through
Dec. 24.

Several senators objected to this
late recession date and it was
proposed that the exam period be
shortened from eight to seven
days.

This amendment to the motion
was defeated when the Fac-Sen
was reminded that they them-
selves had approved the eight day
testing period.

In another amendment offered
by Senator Frank R. Hugus, it was
proposed that the first day of
registration by Aug. 30, placing
another five days of classes at the
beginning of the fall semester.

It was Hugus' contention that an
"imbalance of classes is caused by
the 13 week fall calendar as op-
posed to the 14 week spring
semester calendar."
However, Senator Howard

Gadlin said, "This could cause a
conflict for students who must
work during the summer up to or
through Labor Day."
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Governors' Councellor and
announced candidate for
Massachusetts Attorney General
Edward M. O'Brien of
Easthampton yesterday advocated
the abolition of the grand jury
system of indictments at a UMass
appearance.
Speaking at a political cam-

paigns seminar in Project Ten in

Southwest he called for a general
reexamination of the criminal
justice system and a commission
to review furloughs of state
prisoners.

"The accused does not have the
right to bring in his own wit-
nesses," O'Brien said. "There
seems to be a reactionary outcry
on the part of a lot of our citizens to
do away with the furlough
system," he added.
He said more attention should be

paid to the District Court system,
instead of grand juries. Asked
about the death penalty for specific
murder cases, now under con-
sideration in both the state
legislature and the Congress,
O'Brien said it is "some kind of
deterrent."

"I favor the imposition of the
death penalty in limited
situations." he said. O'Brien also
said he opposes abortion "because
the viability of the fetus does have
rights of its own," and also said he
doesn't favor the legalization of
marijuana "until there is some
kind of firm investigation that
shows there are no lasting effects."

"There seems to be a reac-

tionary outcry on the part of alot of
our citizens to do away with the
furlough system," he said. O'Brien
feel that instead of doing away with
this system, a furlough com-

Edward M. O'Brien
mission should be established,
consisting of representatives
from:
-the department of Corrections
-the Department of Health
-the Attorney General's office.
Segments of the speech will be

broadcast Monday night on Ken
Mosakowski's "Focus" show on
WMUA.

Oyoko to share poetry
As a part of the National Women's Poetry Festival, Ms. Winnie

"Oyoko" Loving of St. Croix, the Virgin Islands will share her
poetry with the UMass community in Room 101 of the Campus
Center at 3:00 p.m. today.
Ms. Oyko was responsible for the island's first public poetry

reading which was highly acclaimed by local critics, and since that
time Oyoko has come to the attention of the public of the Virgin
Islands and the U.S.
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Convicted W'gate burglars plead innocent

U.S. and the world

Vesco threatened

'to blow the lid off
NEW YORK (AP) — At the

height of a cover-up of Robert L.

Vesco's secret $200,000 con-
tribution to President Nixon's 1972

campaign, the financier himself
threatened "to blow the lid off the

whole thing," a government wit-

ness testified Thursday.
This testimony came from

Laurence Richardson at the
criminal conspiracy trial of former
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell and
onetime Commerce Secretary
Maurice H. Stands.

Vesco had just been subpoenaed
by Securities' and Exchange
Commission fraud investigators

and Richardson, his associate at

the time, testified:

"Vesco said that was outrageous
and complained that they were
trying to set him up for perjury,

they were trying to extend the

investigation into areas where they
hadn't been before, they were

trying to trace down the con-

tribution, he wanted it quashed.
"Mr. Vesco said to Harry Sears,

'Get hold of Mitchell and those

guys and tell them to have that

subpoena quashed, or I'll blow the

lid off the whole thing.'

"He was extremely agitated and
emotional. I've never seen him so
mad. Sears said, all right, he'd see
what he could do. Then he walked
oiTt. He was angry too."

Q. Did he say who "those guys"
were.

A. No.

The subpoena went unquashed
and when Vesco appeared before
the commission on Oct. 18, 1972, he
took the Fifth Amendment against
self-incrimination. Sears, who left

New Jersey Republican politics to

become a $60,000-a-year legal
adviser to Vesco, was the latter's

advocate with Stans and Mitchell,

whom he had known as a result of

Schultz resigns
(Continued from P. l)

urging of President Nixon until it

was felt the time was right.

Aides said the secretary did not
want to look as if he were deserting
the President in a time of need.

He made clear to newsmen
Thursday he was resigning
because he was * ; -ed after five

pressure-packed years. He said he
was disturbed by the Watergate
scandal but had words of praise for

the President.

Shultz said Nixon "has always
been available for counsel and
always supported me, and I ap-
preciate that very much."
One of the greatest

achievements during his term as
secretary, Shultz said, was the new
system of floating world currency
exchange rates, which he said has
worked well.

On the minus side, he said, was
the country's inflation rate which

caused consumer prices to in-
crease 8.8 per cent last year, the
highest rate of inflation since 1947.

As for lessons learned he said,

"the U.S. economy is part of the
world economy-that's the big
lesson of 1973."

Shultz said he has not decided
what he will do after he resigns,

but indicated he might return to

the University of Chicago where he
was dean of Graduate School of

Business before joining the Nixon
administration.

Before stepping down as
secretary, Shultz will travel to

Santiago, Chile for a meeting of the

Inter-American Development
Bank April 1 and 2 and to Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia for a meeting of

the Asian Development Bank April

24 to 27.
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his own activities in his home state.

In cross-examination, Richard-
son denied he had made any deal to

escape indictment in the case by
testifying for the prosecution
against Mitchell and Stans.
He also denied he had a fix of the

SEC investigation in mind when he
and Vesco first approached Stans
with the offer of a $200,000 con-
tribution and that he did not con-
sider himself a bagman when he
turned the money over to the
former commerce secretary later.

The trial resumes at 9:45 a.m.
Friday in a larger courtroom,
which became vacant earlier this

week. It is expected to ac-
commodate the current overflow of

spectators.

Mitchell and Stans are accused
of trying to derail the SEC in-

vestigation in return for the six-

figure Vesco campaign con-
tribution. The money changed
hands secretly three days after the
effectiveness of a new law
requiring that such contributions
be made public.

Richardson's testimony was
intended to bolster and flesh out
Sear's recital during the latter's

seven days on the witness stand,
ending Wednesday. Sears was a
key government witness since, by
his account, he was in on the
arrangements for the $200,000
campaign contribution, was
present when the money was ex-
changed, and took part in the
cover-up that followed.

Richardson, 51, formerly was
president of the International
Controls Corp., cornerstone of
Vesco's multibillion-dollar in-

ternational financial empire. An
apparently relaxed witness, he
smiled easily and often, both under
direct and cross-examination.
Other testimony related to the

then-chairman of the SEC, William
Casey. Richardson said: "Mr.
Sears reported to Mr. Vesco that he
had gotten a message from Mr.
Mitchell that Mr. Casey was ex-
tremely irritated at all the
pressure being put on him from
other sources in addition to Mr.
Mitchell.

WASHINGTON (AP) —Three
of the convicted Watergate

burglars were reunited in a federal

courtroom yesterday as they

pleaded innocent to a conspiracy

charge in the Ellsberg break-in

case.

G. Gordon Liddy, Eugenie R.

Martinez and Bernard L. Barker
shook hands and clapped each
other on the back as they met.

Liddy also embraced a fourth

Ellsberg case defendant, Felipe

DeDiego, who like Barker and
Martinez is a member of the

Cuban-American community in

Miami. DeDiego also pleaded
innocent.

The four are charged, along with

former White House assistants

John D. Ehrlichman and Charles

W. Colson, with conspiracy to

violate the rights of Dr. Lewis
Fielding, the Beverly Hills

psychiatrist who had been treating

Pentagon Papers figure Daniel

Ellsberg.

Henry B. Rothblatt, counsel for

DeDiego, a Miami real estate

broker, told newsmen he expects to

subpeona President Nixon as a

defense witness.

"Every relevant witness will be
caneil," Rothblatt said. "I think
he'll be a very relevant witness."
Other defense sources have

hinted they will call virtually
everyone in a current or former
official capacity who has been
connected with the socalled
Plumbers operation, which was
designed to stop national security
leaks. Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger has been mentioned as a
potential witness. -

Ehrlichman and Colson,
defendants also in the Watergate
cover-up indictment, pleaded
innocent in the Ellsberg case last

Saturday as they were arraigned
on the other charges.

Liddy led the parade of "not
guilty" responses when the court
clerk said: "In criminal number
74-116 in which the grand jury
charges you with conspiracy
against rights of citizens, I hand
you a copy of the indictment, how
do you plead?"
After the session, Liddy was led

to another courtroom for
arraignment on another charge:
that he committed contempt of

Congress by refusing to testify.

There, too, he pleaded not guilty.

The six defendants in the
Ellsberg case represent an in-

tertwining of Watergate and the so-

called Plumbers operation.
Through the Plumbers, the White
House sought information on
Ellsberg, then under indictment
for stealing and leaking the Pen-
tagon Papers study of the origins of

the Vietnam war.

According to the latest in-

dictment, Liddy and E. Howard
Hunt, who was named an unin-
dicted co-conspirator, were
authorized by Ehrlichman and
paid by Colson to undertake a
"covert operation" to get
Ellsberg 's psychiatric files. Egil
Krogh Jr., who has pleaded guilty
to the conspiracy charge and is

serving a six-months sentence, was
in charge of the group.
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Israel clashes with Syria;

record defense budget set
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Israeli and Syrian gunners waged a long-distance
artillery duel across the Golan cease-fire line for the
third straight day yesterday as Israel's government
announced a record $8.4 billion budget to help pay the
bills of the October war.
The United Nations Emergency Force announced it

was doubling its force to 4,000>men in the Sinai buffer
zone between the Egyptian and Israeli armies, but
denied the move had anything to do with the tense
situation on the Golan Heights.
Tripoli radio reported that Syria opposed lifting the

Arab oil embargo against the United States and
accused governments which proposed this of
treachery. It was the first official account of what
went on at a meeting of Arab oil ministers Wednesday
in Tripoli.

High-level Libyan sources said after the meeting
that the participants had decided to lift the ban. But
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger said in
Washington he had received no word on whether the
Arabs intended to lift it. Vice President Gerald R.
Ford said earlier he understood the embargo had
been lifted.

The Tel Aviv command said fighting flared briefly
on the front where Israel captured 300 square miles of
territory in the war.

Syrian cannon opened fire in three zones, a com-
mand communique said, and the Israelis returned the
fire. The Syrians said they destroyed two Israeli
tanks and an ammunition dump and unspecified
number of Israeli casualities. The Tel Aviv command
said the Israelis suffered three wounded.
The shelling on the Golan Heights appeared to be a

minor incident on the front, where Premier Golda
Meir claims the Syrians were planning an offensive
before truce talks were arranged in Washington by
Kissinger.

Mrs. Meir and Defense Minister Moshe Dayan were
in parliament as the shelling was announced,
listening to Finance Minister Pinhas Sapir outline a
draft budget setting aside $3.4 billion to buy arms,
build fortifications and manufacture new weapons in
Israel's own factories.

Sapir said the defense account came nowhere near
paying for the October was and warned that Israel
would have to spend "many billions of dollars" for
the next few years to match the flow of Soviet arms to
the Arab states.

Israel's economy emerged from the war battered
but intact, Sapir said, while the Arabs had "legen-
dary incomes from oil, no financial problems" and
stupendous arsenals of weapons from Moscow.

Israeli expenses in foreign currency alone for arms
and raw war material "will far exceed the entire
amount afforded us in aid by the United States,"
Sapir told parliament. He said he hoped that most of
Washington's $2.2 billion in aid would not have to be
repaid, and that relying on American assistance
would not lead to American pressure on Israel.

The war against Egypt and Syria cost Israel $7.14
billion in budgetary and economic terms, Sapir said.
The total government expense account for the

fiscal year starting April 1 was almost double last
year's original budget. Just after the Oct. 24 cease-
fire, however, Sapir threw ordinary bookkeeping into
the waste basket and raised the 1973 estimates to
within $700 Million of the record new figure.

Plane crashes in California;

31 TV-film employees die
BISHOP, Calif. <AP) — In-

vestigators flew by helicopter
yesterday to a rocky ridge where a
chartered plane crashed and ex-

ploded, killing 31 members of a
television movie crew and five

airline employes.
Eyewitnesses said the Sierra

Pacific plane blew up like a fireball

after slamming into the ridge
about five minutes after takeoff

from Bishop Airport Wednesday
night. The twin-engine propeller

plane disintegrated on impact.
Only the tail section remained
intact.

A helicopter pilot at the site

said: "They were all dead. All that

we saw was a lot of burning."
Wolper Productions, which

chartered the Convair 440 for the

crew filming the documentary
series "The Primal Man," said one
of the dead was actor James
Prohaska, 54. He played the
talking bear on the Andy Williams
Television show. His son Robert,
34, also was identified as a victim.
The crew, which had been

working in the area since Monday,
was headed for Burbank, a Los
Angeles suburb about 250 miles
south of here.

Federal Aviation Authority
officials, Inyo County coroner's

workers and an FBI team were at

the scene. The FBI men were
assisting in identification of the

bodies, many of which were badly
burned.

Cause of the crash was not im-

portrayed in television specials.
They played prehistoric men in the
four-part ABC documentary about
man's struggle for survival.

Wolper Productions spokesman
Michael Manheim said another
victim was Dennis Azzarella, a
film director and writer whose
credits include the National
Geographic special, "The Violent
Earth," and a television biography
of football star Joe Namath.

In Los Angeles, Sierra Pacific
spokesman Dean Sparkman said
the pilot had been in contact with
the control tower at Bishop Airport
until just before the crash and had
reported no difficulties.

Sierra Pacific is a subsidiary of

Mammoth Mountain Corp., which
operates ski lifts near Mammoth
Lakes, about 50 miles north of

here. It purchased four 44-

passenger Convairs last year.

Russians land
module on Mars
MOSCOW (AP ) - Russia 's Mars 6 space shot has landed a module on the

surface of the red planet and transmitted data collected during the
descent through the Martian atmosphere, Tass reported today.
The official Soviet news agency said Mars 6, which was launched last

Aug. 5, reached the vicinity of Mars on Tuesday and sent the module to
the surface the same day.
Mars 7, which was launched Aug. 9, reached the vicinity of the planet a

week ago, Tass said. It did not say what it has done since then, but
Western experts had speculated in advance that one of the spaceships
would orbit the planet to serve as a communications relay station while
the other sent a capsule to the surface.

Tass said Mars 6 sent data "on parameters of the martian atmosphere,
obtained through direct measurements during the descent of the ap-
paratus."

The Soviet Union first landed a space probe on Mars on Dec. 2, 1971.

This was the Mars 3 shot. Mars 1, launched in 1962, was lost in space and
Mars 2, launched May 19, 1971, circled the planet and transmitted photos
to earth.

Mars 4 and 5 were launched last July, just a few weeks ahead of 6 and 7.

Tass has reported that Mars 4 failed to function properly, while Mars 5

went into orbit around the planet and became a satellite.
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Ransom payed; U.S.

oil man still held
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina

<AP) — American oilman Victor

Samuelson remained in the hands
of his Marxist captors yesterday
despite payment of a record $14.2

million ransom.
Esse Argentina officials were

optimistic the 36-year-old refinery

manager would be released shortly

even though reluctant editors
prevented full compliance with the

guerrillas's demand for publicity.

Samuelson was kidnaped Dec. 6

and held in a small "people's jail"

during the long negotiations bet-

ween Esso and the People's
Revolutionary Army — ERP — an
outlawed terrorist group.
The ransom was finally paid

Monday, 142,000 $100 bills carried
to a rendezvous in the trunk of a
car, informed sources said.

The ERP set a further condition
that Esso place advertisements in

a dozen Buenos Aires newspapers
saying the ransom was part of

"superearnings obtained in

Argentina through exploitation of

workers."
Only two morning papers carried

the ad yesterday. An afternoon
daily, El Mundo, ran the text in a
news story Wednesday afternoon.

The government banned El
Mundo from publishing Thursday,
saying it had broken the law
preventing the spread of guerrilla

propaganda.
The agreement came after

bargaining broke down and the

ERP sent Esso a letter saying they
would shoot Samuelson and return
his body in an American flag,

qualified sources said.

According to an account in the

Buenos Aires Herald, guerrillas

told some local newsmen they were
impressed as Samuelson calmly
prayed as he was taken from his

cell and told he would be executed.

Informed sources gave this

account of the bargaining from the

date of Samuelson 's captured in

the restaurant of the refinery he
managed in Campana, 60 miles
north of Buenos Aires:

—The ERP demanded $10million

worth of food, clothing, medical
supplies and building materials to

be distributed to Argentina's
needy.

—Esso argued it could not meet
with the complicated distribution

plan and could only pay cash.

Officials said they could not pay
more than $7 million, and they said
if the offer wasn't accepted, they
would release all information they
had on the ERP to the police.

—The ERP countered by
sticking with their demand for $10
million, agreeing to accept cash,
and they added that Esso must
spend $4.2 million for flood relief in

northern Argentina.

—Esso, apparently after high-

level consultations with Exxon in

New York late in February, agreed
to pay $14.2 million in cash.

Samuelson's wife and three
children were evacuated from
Argentina in mid-January when
officials said the negotiations for

his release were at a stalemate.
Samuelson is a native of Cleveland,
Ohio and had lived in several
Latin-American countries working
for Esso before coming here three
years ago.
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Sawhill cautions

Arab oil will not end shortages
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Ending
the Arab oil embargo could in-

crease U.S. gasoline supplies

almost immediately, but the price

will remain high, John Sawhill,

deputy administrator of the

Federal Energy Office said

yesterday.

Both Sawhill and federal energy
chief William E. Simon cautioned

that when the Arab oil embargo
ends, fuel shortages will continue

"The shortages will be
manageable, but the problems are
going to be with us for a very long

time," Simon said.

Both the White House and the
State Department said they had
received no word yet of any end to

the embargo.
Earlier, Vice President Gerald

R. Ford said he understood the

embargo had been lifted.

Testifying before the consumer
subcommittee of the Joint
Economic Committee of Congress,
Sawhill said that even if the em-
bargo remains in effect, gasoline
lines should be shorter in April.
He said it now appears no

gasoline rationing will be needed
before June, if then. He also said

that FEO is prepared to lift its

regulation under which service

stations in many areas have
limited motorists to a $3 or $4

purchase of gasoline. But the rule

barring drivers from filling up
while their tanks are at least half

full should continue, he added.
"We will probably never see

gasoline prices return to their pre

embargo levels," Sawhill said. "I

wouldn't look for any dramatic
price reduction."

He later said he expects gasoline

prices to peak at near current

levels, which on a national average

The energy crisis

Syrian opposition not likely
*

to prevent end of embargo

would mean about 52 cents per

gallon That is eight or nine cents

higher than a year ago.

Assuming the embargo is lifted

seen, the United States could ex

pect an oil shortage of 2 or 3 per

cent in the second quarter, he said.

That figure would rise to 12 to 14

per cent if the embargo continues,

Sawhill added.

Simon, speaking before the

Republican Women's Federal

Forum, predicted that the fuel

shortfall after the embargo ends

would range from 1 to 5 per cent,

with the final amount depending on

prices, demand and conservation

measures.
He stressed the need for con-

tinued conservation, calling at-

tention to annual increases in

energy demand of 4 to 5 per cent

over the past 20 years. He said the

Imted States Could deal with
annual increases of 3 per cent for

the rest of the decade
In related developments. -US

District Court Judge Barrington
Parker, in Washington, upheld
FEO regulations that require oil

companies to sell part of their

crude oil to other refiners. He also

turned aside a challenge to FEO
regulations that require refiners to

continue supplying the companies
they supplied in 1972. Gulf Oil Corp.
had challenged the regulations,

saying they were arbitrary and
capricious.

-Consumer advocate Ralph
Nader Urged that energy saving
measures such as lower highway
speeds and car pooling be con-

tinued after the lifting of the em-
bargo.

TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) - The
Libyan radio said yesterday Syria
charged at the oil meeting here
that Arab nations supporting the
lifting of the oil embargo against
the United States were
treacherous.

"Syria, for its part, considers the
ending of the embargo against
the United States as surrender on
the part of the Arabs and treachery
toward the Arab cause and the
Palestinian problem, especially
since the United States until now
has not defined its attitude toward
the Arabs," the broadcast said.

The Arab oil ministers left

Tripoli after reportedly deciding
Wednesday night to lift the ban.
There was no immediate sign that
the Syrian stand would interfere

with the decision.

The broadcast also said Algeria
held out at the meeting for setting a
two-month trial period on lifting

the embargo.
Giving the first official account

of Wednesday's meeting of Arab oil

ministers in a Tripoli hotel, the

radio made no mention of the

reported decision to lift the oil ban
imposed during the October
Mideast war.

Libya has strongly opposed
easing the oil curb, and the lack of

an official announcement that the

meeting had decided otherwise
was to avoid embarrasment for

Col. Meanmar Khadafy, the
Libyan leader and host for the

meeting.

New England dealers

increase gas sales
BOSTON (AP) - Motorists are

finding gasoline much easier to get
at service stations throughout New
England, according to a survey
released yesterday by the
American Automobile Association.
The survey said many stations

have extended their hours of

pumping gas.

In Massachusetts, more than 50

per cent of the stations surveyed
are now pumping gasoline all day,
compared with 15 per cent
reported two weeks ago, AAA said.

About 50 per cent of the stations

surveyed in New Hampshire,
Vermont and Maine also now are
pumping gasoline all day during

the week, the survey said.

In Connecticut, the figure is

about 40 percent.

Right now you are 3 hours late getting to

Theta Chi to celebrate St. Patty's Day.

So cut the rest of your classes and get

over there right now.

Open House 6:00 a.m. - ? at

Theta Chi

next to the Newman Center.

PASSOVER AT UMASS.
Passover begins on Saturday night April 6th. As in the past, the
HHIel community will be serving Passover meals. All meals and
services will be held in the lower level dining room of the Hampden
Dining Commons in South West. Services and meal times, and the
prices are as follows : ( Deadline for sign up March 22

)

Prices

:

sedarim $6.00

lunches $1.50 — SOc with meal ticket

dinners $2.50 — $1.50 with meal ticket

SCHEDULE OF MEALS AND SERVICES

TOP of the CAMPUS
SUNDAY BUFFET

day

Sal. Apr. S

Sun. Apr. 7

Mon. Apr. K

Tiies. Apr. 9

Wed Apr. It

Thurv Apr. II

Fri. Apr. 12

Sal. Apr. 12

Sun. Apr. II

services

7:M p.m.

7 mi p.m.
K to p.m.

lunch

12 - 1:00 p.m.
11:15 • 1:30 p.m.
11:15 • l:.T0 p.m.
11:15 - 1:30 p.m.
11:15 1:30 p.m.
II: IVI :30 p.m.
12-1:00 p.m.
12 - 1:00 p.m.

se«Jer. 11:00 p.m.
seder. M:00 p.m.
5:30 6:30 p.m.
5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
5:30 -6:30 p.m.
5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

tear off and return to llillel bv March 22

name meal ticket no.

address phone

check meals wanted
students on meal plan should deduct Si mi from
price of ueekriax lunches and dinners

Sat. Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Kri: Sat. Sun.

breakfast <><><><><) ()<><><)

lunch $1.50 ea. «) « )()(»( » < > ( > ( ) i 1

Seder Seder

dinner $2. 50

Seders $«.«»0 ea.

THIS WEEK:
Steamship Round of ROAST BEEF

Baked Sugar Cured HAM

Barbecued Beef RIBS

Hot PASTRAMI

CHICKEN in wine sauce

MANICOTTI

Assorted Salads and Cold Dishes

Dessert and Beverage

$4.05 Students

.50 Non-students

; ' H ' t I \ I

7.—

Harrington objects

NE power rate hike
BOSTON (AP) - Rep. Michael J. Harrington said yesterday he was

petitioning the Federal Power Commission to reject a $39 million rate
increase requested by New England Power Co.
Harrington, D-Mass., accused New England Power and its retail af-

filiate, Massachusetts Electric, with a "blitzkrieg approach to extracting
more money from its customers."
"This latest in a series of rate increase requests seems to reflect the

New England Power Co.'s belief that if it floods the regulatory agencies,
both federal and state, with enough rate filings, it it bound to win
something in return regardless of the merits of each specific request,"
Harrington said.

A spokesman for the New England Electric System, the holding
company that owns New England Power and Massachusetts Electric,
said the utility needs the rate increase so that it can expand to meet
future needs.

"If we are to continue to provide power and qulity service, it is vital

that we get this rate increase," the spokesman said Friday.
Harrington said that in January, New England Power was granted a

$12 million rate increase. A second rate increase request the same noth
was denied, he said.

"In addition, Massachusetts Electric has won a $7.3 million rate boost
on its own from the state Department of Public Utilities in the last year,"
Harrington said. "This company is now asking in a highly publicized
proceeding for a rate surcharge which would penalize its customers
millions of additional dollars."

Harrington said the rate increase would affect nearly 700,660*customers
of Massachusetts Electric, as well as 27 communities that purchase
wholesale electricity from New England Power.

Shell Oil explosion

blamed on group
SAN RAMON, Calif. (AP) - A

telephone caller saying he was part
of a group seeking to lower
gasoline prices claimed respon-
sibility today for a small explosion
at a Shell Oil Co. operation.

The blast, the third such ex-
plosion in a week, occurred early
today at Shell Chemical Co.'s

Agricultural Division here.

It caused "minimal" damage to

a shed, Contra Costa County
Sheriff's officers said. No one was
injured.

Deputies said a pipe bomb found
after the first explosion was
disarmed by a naval demolition

team.
As in the two previous bombings,

a caller said the blast was caused
by "Americans for Justice." The
caller telephoned the San Fran-
cisco Chronicle shortly before the
blast. The caller also directed
newsmen to a telephone booth
where they found a list of demands.
Also as before, the caller called

for a rollback in gasoline prices
and free distribution of gas to the
elderly.

The FBI said
anything about
Justice."

it doesn't know
"Americans for

ALTERNATE ENERGY:
wind • methane • water • solar

SOCIAL
ECOLOGY
STUDIES
PROGRAM

GODDARD COLLEGE
SUMMER 74

June 3-August 23 15 credits

An intensive 12 week program in
social ecology and environmental
sciences, exploring alternative
technologies, a no-growth economy,
organic agriculture, urban decen-
tralization, the politics of eco-
logy, and the design and construc-
tion of experimental models for
wind, solar, and methane-powered
energy production.

Goddard is located in a rural
Vermont community, rich in both
natural and human resources, in
a state noted for its progressive
environmental legislation.

The summer program is directed by
MURRAY BOOKCHIN, author of Post -

Scarcity Anarchism and Limits to
the City . Faculty include KARL
HESS, Community Technologies; SAM
LOVE, the Environmental Action
Collective; JOHN TODD and the New
Alchemists; WILSON CLARK, energy
consultant

.

For more information:

D. Chodorkoff
Social Ecology Program
Goddard College
Plainfield, Vermont 05667

2 GOOD SYSTEMS
2 GREAT BUYS

Linear Sound — Now $30 Less.

"Linear Sound" is sound with equal intensity throughout the musical range A
loudspeaker with linear sound reproduces bass notes as loudly as it does the treble or
mid range The sound of EPI 90's is so lenear and natural that the speaker almost
disappears leaving only the music (The EPI 90 is identical acoustically to the top

rated EPI 100, only in a vinyl clad cabinet for $30 less per pair) As a suitable power
source for the EPI's we've chosen the Nikko 4020 FW stereo receiver with 34 watts of

power (R MS) this unit features FM interstation muting and out puts for two sets of

speakers The dependable Glenburn 2130 turntable has a lightweight aluminum tone

arm. viscous damped cueing and includes a Shure M75EC eliptical magnetic car
tndge. dust cover and base Discover linear sound and save $100 off the list price

Quality Components— for under $2001
We've searched long and hard for a quality system that could sell for under $200, and here it is!

The heart of the system is the Concord CR 100 FM Stereo Receiver with 30 watts (IHF) of power,
tape monitor, FET, IC and ceramic filter

for superb FM reception, and facilities

for two sets of speakers Two Electro-

Voice Ua loudspeakers provide great

sound with full frequency response and
low distortion A Glenburn 2110

automatic turntable completes this

system, and features cueing, a Shure
M75C cartridge, dust cover and base
Save $110 over the list price of $310 —

techhifi.
Quality components at the right price

list

$445

$34995

253 Triangle St., Amherst
(ncit to Discount Records

)

also at 186 Main St, Northampton

Save MOO

Tech Hifi has 38 stores

located in Pennsylvania,

New York, New Jersey,

Ohio, Michigan, and
throughout New England.

STORE HOURS
mon sat 10 an*, to 6 pm
open thurs. nite until 9 pm
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Support medical school

To The Editor:
The incoming freshman class of 1974 at the University of Massachusetts Medical School is supposed to have an

enrollment of 64 students, an enlargement of the class from the previous year. However, the possibility exists
that the size of the class will be decreased instead of increased. Why? It is not lack of facilities, which would
seem the obvious reason. It is lack of funds. Yes, after spending many millions of dollars on building of the
medical school and hiring competent staff, the medical school might just become a dust collector. Economically
speaking, there just does not seem to be enough money to expand the class. But how economical is it for these
facilities to be used by only 40 students, when they have the potential for 100 students.
The logistics of having a state medical school need also to be examined. One function of the state medical

school is to afford students an excellent medical education at a low cost. A medical education at a private in-

stitution can now run as high as eight or nine thousand dollars per year when all expenses are tolled. At a time
when health loans are at a premium, this cost would seem almost impossible for a middle or lower income
family to absorb.
Another reason for the state medical school existing became obvious to me after attending interviews at

private institutions. It seems that so called "private institutions" feel the education at public universities, like
University of Massachusetts, cannot compare to their schools. My education at University of Massachusetts has
been nothing short of excellent. But seeing this downcasUook with which private institutions view University of
Massachusetts' undergraduates, I feel that the state medical school has an obligation to accept many students
from its own undergraduate institution.

In conclusion, the possibility exists that funds for University of Massachusetts Medical School will be severely-
cut limiting the growth of next year's freshman class. As a possible medical student next year. I feel the op-
portunity for me and other students to attend medical school may be hampered by this reduction. For whatewr
the reason, this cutback is wrong. If you agree with the above philosophy, please contact vour state represen-
tative.

May strike

Jeffre\ Safer

Waiting at the Health Center

To The Editor:

Last week I made an appointment on the phone with the Health Center, a practice I do not normally follow
because in the past 2ft years only ? of the 12 so-called appointments I made with Health Center personnel have
been kept (to the time and the hour). In the mail a card arrives that reads as follow: "This is to remind you that
you have a doctor appointment with Dr. on Mar 06, 1974 at 01: 00 p.m. If you cannot make the appointment or
if you have any questions please call 549-2600." The rest is of little importance. I am surprised that something
like This is no guarantee that the doctor will make the appointment" is not on the card!
To cut along story short. I made my way to the Health Center on Monday March 4th to inform the Appoint-

ment Desk that I'd rather be told within 5 minutes of the appointment time (01 .00 p.m.) if the doctor will keep
the appointment — needless to say, this was refused.
Anyway, today March 6th I went and signed in. and promptly at 1 p.m. was taken up and asked to sit on a

chair. I saw the doctor walk in around 1 :20p.m. Another -Third World' student walked in with the doctor into the
clinic. I was seen by the doctor at 1:29 p.m. My visit was brief; 37 seconds, plus minus five seconds. (Unless
otherwise mentioned, all times herein are according to the clocks in the Health Center )Needless to say there was no reference by the doctor to the delay in seeing me. no apologies were tendered
Needless also to say, none were expected.
Now my question is this: I have been in the Health Advisory Board enough to know that sometime in 1972-73

such incidences were brought up in the H.A.B. meeting, and it was recommended that where appointments have

made by students, it would be not
improper, and considerate, to
expect the nurse in charge to in-

form the waiting student-patient
within a few minutes of the ap-
pointment time that the doctor
would be late, and would the
student prefer to wait or make an
appointment for a later date, et-

c.It is hereby evident that such a
practice is not being followed. Or.,

are such recommendations made
only for the meeting, to be
discarded thereafter? Who
knows?!

I really do not expect a reply. No
rebuttal, please. 1 do not want to
make an issue of it, nor expand it

into a paper-consuming contest. At
least now you know why I do not
make appointments with a record
of 2 out of 13. who will? Because
you see. an appointment is a two-
way agreement, not a one-way. I

believe the latter is. otherwise,
known as exploitation— something
not unfamiliar to us from the
"Third World". Or am I from the
"Fourth". "Fifth" or "Sixth
World". In peace, resnectfullv.

V Haridasan

Nixon won H give up

To The Editor:

/ cannot help but admire the confidence that Fred Weiss displays in
announcing that the resignation of the President is all but a certainty.
However, I would go on to say that this confidence-no matter how
exuberant-is unfounded. In short, I think that we are unfortunately stuck
with Mr. Nixon until 1976.

In arriving at this opinion, we first have to examine the "nature of the
beast." We must realize that Richard Nixon has spent almost all of his
adult life trying to be President. He was Vice-President of this country
over 20 years ago. He was upset by JFK in 1960, embarrassed in his home
state in 1962. and finally reached his goal in 1968. Having at long last
found his destiny, Nixon will not easily give it up.

Since his elevation to the Presidency, Mr. Nixon has been under con-
stant attack and has deservedly taken more criticism than any President
in our history-and he still shows no sign of relinquishing the reins of
power. Destruction of his party, loss of his mandate, nor the shattering of
his personal esteem will budget the President. He has pulled out all stops
to avoid impeachment, no matter whom it destroys. It goes without
saying that he will continue to do so.

President Nixon has said on many occasions that stepping down would
be the "easy way out." We are all painfully aware that Dick Nixon never
takes the easy way out.

Paul Bradley

UMass needs a Vet school
To The Editor:
On Monday, March 11, 1974, there was a front page article in the Daily Collegian stating the need for a public

low school in Massachusetts.

Establishing a law school in Amherst would make a total of six in Massachusetts. The need for a law school
does not surpass the dire and immediate need for a school of veterinary medicine.

First of all, there's not even one Veterninary College in New England, let along Massachusetts.
Many articles in the news have spoken of a surplus of lawyers, while by the year 1980 New England faces a

critical shortage of over 1,200 veterinarians.

"Three hundred to five hundred students who are accepted into Mass Law School never go because of in-

sufficient funds," while about 94 per cent of all preset students never get accepted merely because of their

residency. There simply isn't room for them in out-of-state Veterinary schools.

Numerous recent articles stating the impootance of veterinarians in our lives should not go unnoticed. They
are directly and indirectly responsible for our food, immediate health, and medical research.

If the UMass officials would look more deeply into the situation. I'm sure they would change their priorities.

Corliss Boutin
Marv Sarkist

To The Editor:

The members of Local Union No. 1199 of Hospital Workers and Health
Care Employees for several weeks now have been negotiating a new
contract with the Amherst Nursing Home. One of the main points of
contention is the question of what constitutes a living wage. The ad-
ministration is offering $2.10 per hour as a starting salary with no
provisional cost-of-living increases. This is 10 cents per hour more than
the starting pay provided by the contract due to expire on March 14. The
Union, meanwhile, feels strongly that in view of the current economic
situation, $2.50 is not an unreasonable demand. Negotiations for the
administration have stated that the Nursing Home is financially able to
meet this demand but is "unwilling" to do so.

Many of the Union members are either University students, former
students, or students' wives. Accordingly, the administration has further
said that the University community can supply the Home with
replacements for dissatisfied employees. Should the negotiations result
in a strike of Union workers, we urge University students, with less than
nine weeks until summer vacation, to not cross picket lines to apply for
these jobs.

Obviously, the real victims of this conflict are the patients at the
Nursing Home and their families who must pay inflationary rates for
nursing services, and yet to be inconvenienced by what is clearly an
administrative problem. The priority of their interests, we feel, makes
this more than a wage dispute. The question then is; how realistically can
those who cannot recognize the needs of their young and able employees
be expected to deal with the needs of the aged and the chronically ill?

We would also like to thank the Valley Women's Center for the support
which they have offered us in this matter.

Members of Local Union No. 1199 of
Hospital Workers & Health Care Employees

Wants to forget it

To The Editor:

Hopefully, this will be the last letter I write to the Editor about a $5
registration fee and the Everywoman's Center. My letter in Wednesday's
paper was written a week ago and the same day that letter was put in the
paper, I received a letter from the co-ordinator of Project Self
apologizing for the misunderstanding and stating that I would receive a
check for $5 in the mail. I don't have to say how embarrassed I was
reading my own letter in the Collegian in which I said that it was the
Everywoman's Center that should be sending the $5, when right in front
of me was a letter saying that the Everywoman's Center.WAS sending the

So the purpose of this letter is not only to tell those interested that t,

Everywoman's Center is sending me back my $5, but also to apologize i

the Center for the whole misunderstanding. I'm sorry if I caused you any
embarrassment or bad feelings. I realize that the Everywoman's Center
is just a group of concerned women existing to help other concerned
women and to educate anyone who wants to learn about the plight of and
discrimination against women and how to deal with it. I hope I didn't
damage you in any way. My objection was purely monetary and it has
been resolved. Let us forget our misunderstanding and 'let bygones be
bygones.

'

I know the Center feels the same way, for I talked with the co-ordinator
of Project Self and we agree that it was a shame this ever happened and
agreed to forget about it.

HELLELUJAH!

Roberta Segal

Believers andfollowers
To The Editor:

Re: Barbara Voorhes Column March 14
In response to your column yesterday entitled. "Religion

Unfashionable
. we would like to say that we agree. Religion by itself is

empty. Man can not and will not ever reach God by following any man set

™ °[u °f etHiCS
-
Certainly ""ory has proven this to be correct.

This is the reason why you have heard no more about Josh. He has no
followers just fellow believers. We. the Christians on campus, do not
follow the teachings of any man. Josh was proclaiming Jesus Christ andHe Jesus, is the One in whom our trust and faith is based. Christ is not
unfashionable or out of style. He is just as much alive and working today
as He ever has been.
We personally invite you to come tonight and every Friday night to the

^lT?ck
OUT 0t 7:0° l° meet people whose heart* ^e filled with the

love of Christ.

In Him,

Sue Miller

Mary Maston

IPO needs funding
To The Editor:

The Executive Committee of UCF wishes to share with David Booker.
Speaker UMass Student Senate our concern for the continued and
adequate funding of the work of the International Program Office. We
support the viewpoint set forth by Barbara Burn in her Feb. 28 letter to

«!f.£

°

,,eg,an Curtailment of scholarship aid. emergency loans, travel
assistance, and seed money for international fairs would be an im-
poverishment of the total life of the campus. At a time when id-
sillusionment with American involvement overseas is turning our at-
tention toward private pursuits, the opportunity to be personally touched
by the richness of other cultures must be seen as integral to our
educational process and not merely as a luxury.

Sincerely.
UCF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Marjorie Peace Lenn, President

et 7 signatures
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NIT smokers beware
A If

1 m™ ake this clear ri«ht from the beginning IaLS 1RPING THIS T0 PERSUADE
ANYONE'S MORALS NOR AM I WRITING THISADVOCATING ANY POSITION!

~mnu 1HK>

The NIT is this weekend. So is St. Patty's Day Now
you and I both know that a lot of us UMies will be
going to Fun City for the weekend, myself included
While I am not a drug user, there are a lot of UMies
who are. I feel I can correctly assume that the UMies
going to New York are going to party, a lot. And I
know that UMies are heavy on grass. This, I feel is
objective information. I'm not arguing anybody on
any merits. That's not the reason for this.
The reason is that on September l, 1973, a new drug

law was passed in New York State and it's a lot
tougher than the laws of Massachusetts. What I am
doing is to just spell out what will happen to you if vou
get caught. That's all.

y

A misdemeanor is the unlawful possession of any
amount of any controlled substance. The maximum
penalty is 1 year's imprisonment and probation is
available.

A Class D felony is either the unlawful sale of any
amount of any controlled substance or possession
with intent to sell such. Also, possessing 4 ounce to 2
ounces of any narcotic preparations falls in this
category. The possession of V4 to one ounce or 25-100
marijuana cigarettes also is a Class C felony. For the
first marijuana violation, probation is available but
all other Class C felony convictions call for an im-
prisonment of 1-7 years.
A Class C felony involves the following: unlawful

sale of any amount of any narcotic preparation,
dangerous depressants, or marijuana. It also in-
cludes the unlawful possession of V8 to 1 ounce of any
narcotic drug, »

2 to 2 ounces of methamphetamine, 1

to 5 grams of stimulants, 1 to 5 milligrams of LSD, 25
to 125 milligrams of other hallucinogens, 1 to 5 grams
of hallucinogenic substances, 2 or more ounces of
narcotic depressants, 10 or more ounces of dangerous
depressants, or 1 ounce of 100 cigarettes or more of
marijuana. The Penalty is 1 to 15 years im-
prisonment. A jail term is mandatory except for
marijuana, where probation is available for the first
violation.

A Class B felony involves a second offender of a C
felony in both unlawful possession and unlawful sale.

It also includes the unlawful sale of any amount of
any narcotic preparation to someone under 21 years
of age. The penalty is 1 to 15 years imprisonment.
A Class A-III felony involves a second offender of

possession of any amount of any hallucinogens,
hallucinogenic substances, LSD Methamphetamine
or stimulants with intent to sell. It also includes a
second offender who sells any amount of any narcotic
drug, methamphetamine, stimulants, LSD,
hallucinogens and hallucinogenic substances. Also, a
first offender selling >„ to 4 ounce of any narcotic
drug, l to 5 grams of methamphetamine, 1-5

milligrams of LSD or stimulants, 25-125 milligrams of
hallucinogens or 1-5 grams of hallucinogenic sub-
stances. It also involves possession with intent to sell
anv amount of any narcotic drug, 25 milligrams of
hallucinogens, 1 gram of hallucinogenic substances, 1

mg. of LSD, > 8 oz. of methamphetamine or 1 gram of
stimulants. Possession of 5-10 grams of stimulants, 5-

25 milligrams of LSD, 125-625 milligrams of
hallucinogens, or 5-25 grams of hallucinogenic sub-
stances is also a Class A-III felony. The penalty for
these is a 1 year to life imprisonment.
A Class A-II felony involves the unlawful sale of V8

to once ounce of any narcotic drug, metham-
phetamine, stimulants, LSD, hallucinogens or
hallucinogenic substances. The possession of 1-2
ounces of any narcotic drug, 2 or more ounces of
methamphetamine, 10 or more grams of stimulants.
25 or more milligrams of LSD, 625 or more
milligrams of hallucinogens or over 25 grams of
hallucinogenic substances are also classified here
The penalty is 6 years to life.

Now, we have the Class A-l felony. This is the sale
of 1 ounce or more of any narcotic drug or the
possession of 2 ounces or more of same. The penalty
is 15 years to life imprisonment.
Basically, all I've tried to do is lay down this law for

you as it is. If anyone has any questions about it, the
people of Room-to-Move have a copy of this law. See
them, or, if you do get in trouble, see Dick Howland. I

hope that no UMie gets a drug bust down in New
York. I've just listed the law to show you what it is

and what the consequences are if you get caught.

Bob Estelle is a Collegian Columnist.

Russia vs. China
Remember the Fabulous Fifties? Ask your history

professor to give you some PHDed nootalgia, and he's
bound to give you a long rendition about the fear,
hysteria, paranoia, witchunts, McCarthyism,
Dullesism, etc. He'll even tell you about the horrible
apprehensions America had about Red China. Did
you know that high-level American policy-makers
used to refer to the Communist Chinese as the
"Yellow Peril?"

How we've grown up since those days. They used to

talk about how those Chinese were rapidly

multiplying themselves into World Predominance,

and as soon as they got the Bomb, watch out! So we
decided that we could "no longer ignore 800 million of

them."

But there's still a lunatic fringe, ever fearful and
vigilant against the menace on the Eastern horizons.

They still worry about the every-increasing size of the

Chinese population, and of the imminent danger of

being overrun by endless swarms of Mini-Mao's. No,

the lunatic fringe isn't in America. The Americans, at

least those who see things pragmatically, see in

China a potential market of 800 Million-plus con-

sumers of Coca-Cola, Levi's, Pampers, IBM com-
puters, and maybe even Colonel Sander's. No, the

fearful watchers aren't huddling in the Pentagon.

So where are all of those paranoid China-haters? In

Moscow, that's where. Talk to Chairman Brezhnev
and General Grechko about "American Imperialism
and Capitalist Encirclement." and they will laugh all

the way to this week's champagne and caviar

banquet with David Rockefeller. But talk to them
about the teeming masses of communists in China,

and they'll probably break out in a cold sweat.

The Russian tacticians used to plan strategy for the

inevitable overthrow of capitalism in the bourgeios

West. Now they're busy enticing huge corporations to

invest in .the. development of their "booming"
economy. But with all of the rush to negotiate with the

Americans, the Soviets are secretly and frantically

building up their military capacity and nuclear ar-

senals. They're not in the least bit worried about a

confrontation with the West. Their Inter-Continental

Ballistic Missiles aren't beini? mtiWi-wprhnnHpd for

combat against the United States. They're aiming for

Peking.

The Soviets have had this pathological fear of China
for many years. They have been mobilizing their vast
military reserves on the far Eastern front at an un-
believable rate. Ever since the middle sixties, when
China first tested a nuclear weapon, the Russians
have been preparing for the day of judgement, when
the mongol hordes from the East would come
swooping down over the steppes and lay waste to

Mother Russia. In 1969, the Russians secretly sent a
courier to President Nixon, furtively imploring him
to join in a pre-emptive nuclear strike against
Chinese missile installations. They were hoping that
Nixon would commit American power in a venture
to "knock those Yellow Devils out of the ring before
they get too strong themselves." Nixon, who during
his own Vice-Presidency had warned against the
impending threat from the Reds in the Far East, gave
the Russians a very blunt "no-thank-you."

Word got to the Chinese that a Nixon veto probably
saved them from a nuclear assault. Honorable Mr.
Nixon ! They decided to invite him to Peking, along
with his trusted hand-servant, Herr Kissinger, in

order to send glowing films of his "Momentous" visit

back to his re-election committee in the United
States. Maybe Mr. Nixon would join with them in a

sneak attack on Russian troops in Outer Mongolia?

All of this sounds very light headed and perhaps a

bit sarcastic. I should get serious. A war between the

two communist giants would not make things better

for the United States. On the contrary, we would be
inevitably sucked in on one side or the other. My
deepest concerns are best expressed by the great

Russian dissenter, the expatriated Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn:

"A conventional war would be the longest and
bloodiest of all the wars mankind has ever fought. To
die for an ideological war! And mainly for a dead
ideology! This must not happen, ever!"

Matt Tackeff is a Collegian Columnist.

St. Pat's lament
By RAY TIE

After successfully skulking, swearing, and forcing myself
through sixteen hours of classes and work last Tuesday, I retired to

the Blue Wall for some much needed relaxation. As I walked
through checkpoint Alpha, I thought I had erred in my decision to

go to this particular place as it was unusually crowded and raucus
for that time of the week. However, it soon became clear that the

celebration of Saint Patrick's day was going through its warm-up
laps in preparation for Sunday, the day of days for most Irish-

Americans.
The significance of this day became clear to me only after

moving from my home town to places more heavily inhabited by
that ethnic group. Since then, I have payed yearly homage to this

discovery with the same intensity as the Sullivan's, the O'Reilly's,

the Murphy's and all others celebrating Patrick's defeat of the
snakes.

Usually, the day opens with a green beer and closes with a green
face, but it's all worth it tor the experience of love and brotherhood
one finds in famous Irish areas such as South Boston and Holyoke.
Put on your green tie and socks and you are accepted as a spiritual,

if not a filial, brother. Through beer after beer, song after song, and
joke after joke, the day streaks by. Pats on the back abound, and
everybody is your friend regardless of hair length or political

orientation.

For me, this aura of peace and humanity is too much to pass up. I

love it, and never want to be without it. It is something I anticipate
months in advance.
But the day after always returns, and along with it come the

hangover, the worry about whom I offended and to what extent I

screwed up. Along with it comes the reality of American life, the

dishonesty, the thievery, and the realization of the basically bad
plight of many of yesterday's cohorts. Along with it comes the

newspaper, carrying words of human suffering, gunfights, bom-
bings, and death in the land of Saint Patrick. Words that knife me in

the belly and make me wonder how I managed to feel so good the

day before. Words that make me realize that the symbolism of that

day is being manifested in war in Ireland. People are being killed,

mutilated, and dislocated by a religious war. Vietnam is altogether

too close in my memory for me to dismiss that fact with an 'Ah, so
what?".

Unbelievable, isn't it? But good or bad, believable or un-

believable, human or inhuman, Sunday I will be suffused in some
tank of music, ribaldry, and green beer, totally enjoying once again
the spirit and affection of the Holiday.

Ray Tie is a Collegian Commentator.
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Bubbles in vour coffee
This is a story, in three parts, about three

people: a woman who is employed by
University Food Services, a man who is

employed by University Police and God.
who doesn't normally come under the
category of "people", mainly because he
isn't employed by anybody.
That isn't to say that there aren't those

who wouldn't mind utilizing His services
every now and again. There are, and their
numbers increase daily. In fact, God's
services, at last check, were exceedingly
more in demand than the services of either
the woman employed by University Food
Services or the man employed by University
.Police.

It's not abnormal for one to talk to God
and request His services. (There's even a
word to describe this phenomenon. It's

called "praying") Nor is it too out of the

ordinary for one to think that he has
received those services. (That's called
"being blessed") In fact, it's even ac-
ceptable for one to consider God a close
friend.

What is out of the ordinary is: a) to think
that God has taken time out of His busy
schedule to talk to you; or, b) to consider
God a close relative.

People who think God has spoken to them
or who claim God as a dependent when they
file their income tax are generally con-
sidered to be not in their right minds.

It gets harder and harder each day to

determine who is in their right mind and
who isn't. I used to think that the majority of
the people were in their right mind, and that
the deviants were not in their right minds.
But then I saw what the majority of the
people did in the 1972 Presidential election.

In the 1972 Presidential election, the
majority of the people elected a man who is

not in his right mind.
"What all of us need to do," said that man

at the 22nd annual National Prayer Break-
fast on January 31, "is pray in silence and
listen to God to find out what He wants us to

do."

In the 1972 Presidential election, the
majority of the people elected a man who
expects God to talk to people.
That's not to say that God is unable to talk

to people. If God wanted to talk to people,
I'm sure he could do a much better job of it

than either the woman employed by
University Food Services, the man em-
ployed by University Police, or even the
President of the United States, for that
matter.

In fact, I'm told that God can do anything
He damn well pleases except, perhaps,
create a stone so heavy that even He can't
lift it. Scholars, professors, and other
professional time-wasters (also, I might
add, employed by universities as a rule) are
still quibbling over that one. But what do
they know? Do they ever talk to God? I'll bet
some of them don't believe He exists. But he
does. He happens to be vacationing in
Mexico at the moment (until the next ear

The man and the woman probably con-

sider themselves religious, which is

synonymous with going to church at least

twice a year. But they are careful not to be
too religious, because these days being too

religious is synonymous with being not in

your right mind. The only people who go out
of their way not to be in their right minds are
draft dodgers, but they're a rare breed
nowadays.
God is always in His right mind. That's

how He got to be God and the rest of us
stayed people.

But if I talk anymore about God, I might
as well stand on a New York City street

corner and make a few bucks in the process.
And, as everyone knows, people who do that
are not in their right mind.

Instead, I will talk about how I did make a
few bucks, (ten to be exact), and how I lost a

I didn't know that," I admitted.

"That's right," said the dining commons
lady. "And do you know what I saw in my
coffee this morning?" she asked.

"Bubbles," I guessed.

"Bubbles," she repeated. "And I said to

myself, 'something's going to happen to me
concerning money today'."

"Fancy that," I said. I finally found a

clean fork and was now trying to track down
a clean spoon

a ten dollar ticket for parking so as to ob-
struct a building entrance, when in fact the
shortest distance between my car and the
nearest building was well over one thousand
yards. And I remembered how, even after I

offered to buy a few tape measures and
prove it, I still ended up paying the ticket,

because the campus cop at the desk talked
me out of appealing it. But not this time.
This time, I demanded to fill out ah ap-

plication to appeal the ticket, all the while
The last time I saw bubbles in my coffee, thinking how lucky I was that the dining
*»«% lr «*->* . .>U n f UnnnAnA/4 9 ** AAtTimAnC 1 Qsitf A »A f» ' t m fl IfA MA fill *do you know what happened?"
"What's that?" I asked.

"I found eighty dollars. The same day!"

"Eighty dollars? Fancy that. I bet the guy
who lost that was a little upset," I surmised.

"He got it back, though," she said.

"Yeah?"
"As soon as I found it, I put an elastic

commons lady didn't make me fill out an
application to get my ten bucks back.

"Well, if you want to," said the campus
cop. as he produced the proper form. "But
make it quick. I've got to get out of here."
And so I filled in all the information on the

sheet. Very carefully and, yes, very slowly.

And as I filled in all the information, the
campus cop was talking to me.
"You kids think you're so smart. You

think you can get away with this, but you
can't," he said. "They're going to do away
with this whole appeals thing soon. You're
not going to get away with this. You just

better kiss the ten bucks goodbye," he
chuckled.

"Did you have coffee this morning?" I

asked him.

"Did I what?" he asked, glancing at his

necktie.

"Did you have coffee this morning. Cof-
fee. You know, the stuff you...."

"Coffee? Yeah, I have coffee every
morning. So what?"
His tone changed from hard-assed to har-

assed and back to hard-assed again.
"Were there bubbles in your coffee?" I

continued.

"Were there what?!" he replied, con-
fused.

"Bubbles. Were there bubbles in your
coffee?"

"Bubbles!?" he cried. "Bubbles?! How
the hell am I supposed to know if there were
bubbles in my coffee?"

"Just wondering," I said as I handed him
the completed appeals form, smiled and
walked away.

few bucks, and how I got those few bucks
back again, and how I lost them again, and
how I tried to get them back again, and so
on.

In other words, I'll talk about the woman
employed by University Food Service and
the man employed by University Police.

X

around it and hung onto it for three days
before he finally came back to claim it. I

was worried he wasn't going to come back."
By this time I had found a clean spoon.
"But he came back," I echoed.
"I was worried he wasn't going to," she

confessed. "So you hang onto that now."
I thanked her again and then my friend

and I found a table and started eating.

n
When I got outside I started thinking about

how far a ten dollar bill can go in one short
day. Better I should have lost ten dollars in

the dining commons than in a parking lot, I

"Eighty bucks," I said. "Can you imagine
thou l̂t At least l 8ot a meal. On the other

finding eighty bucks " hand. Da vine ten Holla re far a Hinino mm.

She didn't have to do it. She could have
easily picked it up and put it in her apron
pocket, and I wouldn't have known the
difference until I reached into my pocket to

pay for lunch, and then I probably would

Yes.™ could taU,
g
to peop.eJ, He reaUy tStiStSi^SSiZZSSftwanted to. He just never feels like it, that's

all. Nothing unusual about that. Nobody
really expects God to talk to them. Nobody
in their right mind, that is. Some wives get
upset when their husbands won't speak to
them on Sunday afternoon, but they never
get upset when God doesn't speak to them on
Sunday mornings

.

Most likely, the woman employed by
University Food Services was such a wife
and, undoubtedly, the man employed by
University Police was such a husband. They
probably don't know each other, but they
both know God, or at least have heard of
him. And they both probably go to church at
least twice a year, though not necessarily
the same church.

Church is where God hangs out when he's
not vacationing in Mexico or in heaven.
Heaven is up there somewhere. Lots of
people go to church to talk to God. A ticket to
Mexico is too expensive and a ticket to
heaven is one-way only.

line at 7 a.m. in Worcester Dining Com-
mons.
But she did it. The woman employed by

University Food Services (whose name I,

along with countless other UMies, never
bothered to find out, and so we always refer
to her and her colleagues as "dining com-
mons ladies") walked over to me and my
friend as we were hunting for clean forks
and asked if we had lost any money.
"No, not me," I said sleepily as I reached

for my wallet.

"Me, neither," said my friend.

"Make sure," admonished the dining
commons lady, wagging her finger like a
mother telling her son to dress warmly or
else he'll catch his death of pneumonia.
"I don't think it was me," I shrugged, half

apologetically. And then I remembered.
That ten dollar bill, the one I found on my
way to the dining commons, the one I had
hurriedly stuffed into my pocket. It wasn't
there.

"Oh!" I exclaimed, 'is it ten bucks?"
The dining commons lady smiled and with

a triumphant gesture forced the bill into my
hand.
"Be careful with that now," she warned

"Hang onto it."

"I will," I promised, but hanging onto it

wasn't as easy as I thought it would be. But
before I explain why, I'll talk about what the

dining commons lady told me. She told me
the same thing her mother used to tell her.

"When I was a little girl," she said, "my
mother used to tell me that if you see bub-
bles in your coffee in the morning, that

means that something will happen to you
during the day concerning money."

"Can you imagine saving it and giving it

back to whoever lost it?" my friend added
"Nobody in their right mind would lose

eighty bucks," I said.

"Nobody in their right mind would find
eighty bucks and than go out of their way to
give it back." said my friend as he stood up
to refill his orange juice glass
"Do me a favor?" I asked. "While you're

up, will you get me a cup of coffee?"

1 'i f
Later that day, I found myself in

Dickinson Hall, trying to appeal a ten dollar
parking ticket which was attached to my

hand, paying ten dollars for a dining com-
mons breakfast is like paying ten dollars for
a gallon of gasoline. Nobody in their right
mind would ever do that.

And then I reached into my pocket.
It was gone.
The ten dollar bill was gone.
S-h-i-t.

I knew I had it when I came into Dickin-
son, so I must have dropped it when I took
my pen out of my pocket, and....

I ran back inside.

The campus cop was still sitting at his
desk.

"Say, you didn't happen to see a ten dollar
bill lying around here by any chance, did
you?" I asked him.
He shook his head.
"Nope."
When I walked outside this time, I wasn'twindshield wiper while I was eating break

walked outside this time, I wasn't
fast. I was talking to a man employed bv !

m
.

llmg What does il a11 mean, I wondered.
University Police (whose name I along with •

y °ne P^"00 knows what il a" means. I'll

countless other UMies, never bothered to
find out, and so we always refer to him and
his colleagues as "campus cops" or, in
moments of sheer disrespect, "campus
pigs"), trying to explain to him, calmly and
politely, why I wanted to appeal the ticket

"Don't waste your time," he said matter-
of-factly.

"What?!" I asked, slightly alarmed
"Don't bother appealing it," he repeated

"It won't work. We'll catch up to you."
"But I was issued this ticket unfairly "

I
protested, "and I have a legal right to ap-
peal it."

K

"We don't go around handing out tickets
unfairly, he informed me. "You deserved
that ticket and you know it."
"But it says I was parked in a posted tow

zone and there is no sign anywhere near
where I was parked which said 'Tow Zone'
or 'No Parking'. There weren't any signs at
all, for that matter."
The campus cop was unmoved
"We cant help it if you kids go around

tearing down the signs we put up," he said
I decided that I wasn't going to argue with

him; that would get me nowhere I
remembered how last semester I was issued

have to ask Him.
And so I turned toward Mexico and yelled

:

"God! Hey, God!! How about You? Were
there bubbles in Your coffee this morning?"
And out of the south came His answer,

loud and clear:

"Are you in your right mind?" said God.

GTT^C.

Around New England

Historic preservation wanted for refinery site
PORTSMOUTH. N.H. (AP) - The federal

government may be asked to declare the Isles of
bhoals, under consideration as a site for an offshore
oil terminal, as a national historic site.
Greek shipping magnate Aristotle Onassis had

proposed the islands off the New Hampshire and
Maine coasts as a site for an offshore superport for
tankers bringing crude oil to a refinery in New
Hampshire.
Olympic Refineries, Inc., which is owned by

Onassis, has said that the offshore facility is vital for
a New Hampshire refinery.
Edmund E. Lynch, director of a Portsmouth

historic preservation group called Strawberry Banke
Corp., said the agency has applied to the preservation
commissions of Maine and New Hampshire to ask the
federal government to protect the islands
The story was first reported Tuesday by the Bid-

detord Saco, Maine, Journal.
The seven islands are located about six miles off

the Maine and New Hampshire coasts. Four islands

Holdup suspect arrested
HOLYOKE (AP) — A 38-year-old Sturbridge man

has been arrested in connection with the February
1973, holdup of the Holyoke National Bank.
Sturbridge police arrested Paul G. Callahan

Wednesday.
Callahan pleaded innocent to indictments charging

him with armed robbery and six counts of being an
accessory after the fact of armed robbery in con-
nection with the holdup, which netted $297,000.

are in Maine and three in New Hampshire.
"We started prior to the time we ever knew

Aristotle Onassis was in the picture,*' John F. Hallett,

initiator of the move, told the Associated Press
Tuesday.

"This is like saying you're going to tear down the
Washington Monument and build an oil refinery," he
said. "We wouldn't think of going to Greece and
putting an oil refinery on the Acropolis."
The proposed refinery for Durham Point was

rejected by the Durham townspeople and the New
Hampshire House. But Olympic is now considering
other possible refinery sites in New England in-

cluding the factory town of Newmarket which bor-
ders Durham.

Busing issue draws groups
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Two local groups have

taken sides in the Springfield School Committee's
fight with the state Board of Education over busing.
Spokesmen for the East Springfield Homeowners'

Association said yesterday the group endorses the
school committee's position because members see
little educational benefit in forced busing.
The committee is appealing to the Massachusetts

Supreme Judicial Court a state Board of Education
plan for Springfield to begin busing 5,800 pupils this
fall.

The Title Parents Advisory Council, which works
with programs for the educationally disadvantaged,
Wednesday asked the school committee to abandon
the court fight.

Lockouts confuse Boston strike
"

BOSTON ( AP) Work remained stopped at 100 construction projects in
greater Boston yesterday, the fifth day of a dispute between heavy
equipment operators and contractors
Walter J. Ryan, business agent for Local 4 of the Operating Engineers

Union
,
AFL-CIO. said about 1 ,500 61 the 4,800 members of his local are on

strike.

But thousands of workers in other unions have been locked out of their
jobs, Ryan said, bringing to about 10,000 the number of persons idled by
the dispute.

Local 7 of the Ironworkers Union has charged contractor lockouts at the
Blue Cross, Christian Science Center, Beth Israel Hospital, Logan Air-
port, National Shawmut Bank and other projects in Boston; the Brayton
Point power plant in Somerset, Salem City Hall and public school work
sites in Framingham.
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Detente clouded by Soviet statements
An AP News Analysis
By WILLIAM L. RYAN
AP Special Correspondent

The Russians sing a confusing
variety of tunes these days.
Careful perusal of internal and

external Moscow propaganda
might engender serious doubts
about peaceful coexistence, even
as the Kremlin prepares for
another Soviet-American summit.

First, on the Middle East — What
the Russians say directly to Arabs
is a long distance from sounding
friendly to the United States as the
Americans quest for Middle East
settlement. It sounds almost as if

the Russians fear there might be a
reasonable settlement and feel
impelled to head if off.

Second, on the international
Communist scene — What is being
said to parties around the world is

that peaceful coexistence and
detente are designed to hasten the
triumph of Communist revolution
and that Moscow remains faithful

to that world goal. Third, what's
being said at home - this suggests
that some highly influential
elements have doubts about the
wisdom of the policy being pursued
by Leonid I. Brezhnev, the Com-
munist party general secretary.
Such people, notably the high
military brass, seem to fear he'll

give away some valuable ad-
vantage in return for prospective
trade benefits.

Moscow propaganda beamed in

abundance to the Arabs sounds
unrelievedly hostile to American
efforts to bring about Middle East
stability. The reader gets the
impression that Moscow at once
fears there will be a settlement and
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fears there won't be.

Middle East turbulence can

threaten what Brezhnev hopes to

gain from the detente and thus he

might welcome a measure of calm

.

At the same time the settlement

taking shape is an American one.

Clearly Moscow worries about the

Americans walking off with all the

marbles, eroding the influence the

Russians have been so carefully

and expensively building for 20

years.

Moscow cheered the Arab oil

boycott, warned Arabs that Israel

and "forces protecting her" want
to perpetuate the occupation of

Arab lands, and claimed that any
concessions from Washington and
Jerusalem were forced upon them
by a "new balance of power"
brought about by Soviet policy.

David Rockefeller of Chase
Manhattan Bank is extelled in one
Soviet voice for espousing the idea

of doing business with the
Russians, but the voice that

reaches Arabs blasts him as trying

to impose capitalist concepts on
Egypt's economy.
What does Moscow tell Com-

munists around the world?
Typical are the assurances

carried recently in a series of

articles in the authoritative journal
Party Life. These were deemed so

important that they were broad-
cast in 17 Asian and European
languages.

The articles angrily attacked
mavericks such as those in the

Spanish party who complain that

Moscow, intent on Soviet state

interests, is abandoning the cause
of world revolution in its detente
policies.

Moscow reminds them that the

detente-coexistence policy was
conceived as a weapon of strategy
for world revolution, endorsed by a
world Communist meeting in

Moscow in 1969 and reaffirmed in

1971 at the 24th Soviet party
congress, where the principle was
stressed that detente meant
sharpening, not lessening, of
ideaological warfare.
"In its documents, the in-

ternational Communist movement
has more than once qualified the
policy of peaceful coexistence,"
said Party Life. "It has underlined
that peaceful coexistence... is a
form of class struggle...The policy
of peaceful coexistence helps give
impetus to the class struggle
against imperialism at national
and world levels."

These articles insisted that

"detente brings about new and

more favorable premises to in-

tensify the struggle for unity" of

Communists around the world."

And what about Soviet military

leaders?

It's not unusual for the military

to express reservations about
policy pursued by the civilian

politicians.
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Forum discusses energy crisis
By BILL MURPHY

Another in a series of lectures by
the Great Decisions 1974 Forum
was presented Wednesday night;

the topic was "The Energy Crisis:

What Impact? What Solutions?"
The panel consisted of three
distinguished professors at UMass.
The first speaker was economist

Arthur W. Wright. Mr. Wright
emphasized that the Energy Crisis

is a problem out of control contrary
to the opinion of Mr. Nixon, but
that the crisis is not one of

resources but rather one of man
made policies. The only way to

keep the problem from getting

worse is by "not allowing ourselves

to be distracted by Senator
Jackson and others seeking high

office in side issues like oil com-
pany profits...which are symp-
toms, not causes of this crisis."

Mr. Wright went on to sight the

increase in oil prices abroad as
coming about through the United
States' and big companies'
marketing arrangements assisting

the world monopoly held by the

Organization of Petroleum Ex-
porting Countrie*s (OPEC). He
also stated the Arab Embargo is

just a smoke screen, as it's set-

tlement will have no bearing on the

oil prices until the OPEC,
collapses. In addition Mr.
Kissinger's plans to bargain with

O.P.E.C. "will only help to sustain

the problem."

Turning to the domestic scene
the combination of quotas and
price controls having very little to

rfn with the Arab Embargo
£9l?.^'ned with some en-

vironmental pressures, "has
caused a lag in refinery con-

struction and a lag in developing

new oil and natural gas resour-

ces." he said.

As possible solutions Mr. Wright

felt a gradual disintegration of

O.P.E.C. rather than attempting

rash measures by ourselves, is

necessary. In addition markets
must be restored to functioning in

energy goods, Simon must be fired

as energy czar and not replaced,

the government must get out of the

energy business except to give

subsidies for research in tentative

energy resources rather than new
techniques or products, and finally

waking up environmentalists to

help in this process.

The next panelist was Prof.

David R. Inglis from the Depart-

ment of Physics. Mr. Inglis seemed
to feel that the crisis has put ad-

ditional emphasis on nuclear

energy to the point where 'en-

vironmentalists and safety
precautions are being ignored in

favor of quick nuclear plant
building programs."
"Of course these plants are being

built in response to the crisis and
the relative compactness of this

energy is a definite advantage,"
said Inglis, "but they're also being
built because of America's deep
seeded financial interests in

nuclear energy over the years.

This interest has lead to a coverup
of the dangers and difficulties of

nuclear power."
Mr. Inglis went on to reveal that

in the operation of nuclear plants

the same material which atom
bombs are made of is released and
in one year of operation a plant will

have stored in it enough of this

material for approximately 1,000

atom bombs. "If a nuclear plant

should release the radioactivity in

it... it would be blown by the winds
in a oath of terrific lethality," he
said. "We hope this will never

happen-whether it will or not is a
completely unproved question."

Mr. Inglis went on to say that

should we continue to build nuclear
plants the probability of nuclear
accidents occuring could be as high

as one a year. In addition to growth
in this country continued export of

reactors increases the threat of

sabotage and global nuclear war.

Beyond cataclysmic releases,

Mr. Inglis sighted everyday
leakage of radioactivity by plants

as possibly affecting us already.

"Just how much damage has been

done, how many infant deaths or

malformed births is a very murky
question" he said. "It is unlikely

that we can survive in the future if

the proliferation of nuclear
leakage is increased"

Inglis said "We must stop the

expansion of nuclear plants and
export of reactors and lead the

world into some other energy field

particularly solar energy to avoid

this dead end."
Inglis summarized his talk by

pointing out that all power pollutes,

is expensive, and dangerous. 'The
more power we use the worse off

we are. We must learn restraint in

the use of power and new types of

power must be rapidly developed."

The final speaker was engineer

William E. Heronemus, one of the

nations leading experts in solar

energy. He began by sighting fun-

damental faults with the present

energy policy. "The first fault is

planning to fuel an exponentially

I Rm£EQ3 I

Kl

increasing demand from finite

sources, i.e. doubling our fuel

consumption in the next 10 years
which I feel is unnecessary..."

The second is facing the "heat

sink". ..heat released during
combustion and fission and the

heating of cold water used to cool

reactors and generators is in-

creasing the global tem-
perature. .."Because of the in-

crease in temperature that nuclear
plants would cause, and the
skyrocketing prices for these
plants Heronemus sees nuclear

power as a very unsuitable solution

to our growth problem. "We
frankly aren't going to be able to

raise the capital to meet this ex-

ponential growth" he said.

Heronemus went on to show how
this countries energy plans have
failed to change in light of the

present crises. He stated that in

1971 our policy was to use up all the

petroleum in the world and not

limit our dependence on foreign

sources (called Project Depen-
dence), use little coal but take
solice in the fact that we have a

huge store in the U.S., place

maximum emphasis on
proliferation of light-water reactor

nuclear plants, and the cor-

nerstone-put total emphasis on
bringing along liquid-metal fast

breeders; cheap energy for all

time.

In 1974, he said our policies have

changed little, we still think

nuclear power will save us though

costs have doubled in the past 18

months. "We ought to chuck the

whole darn thing, and figure out a

better way which I feel means
solar energy", said Heronemus. It

is an invariant heat system, non
polluting, saves money and costs

less than oil and nuclear power as

time goes on."

There are three basic types of

solar energy: Low temperature
photo thermal which is a process

for heating houses and building,

wind power for generating elec-

tricity and homes, and the ocean
thermal difference process which
collects heat and cold off the

surface of the ocean producing

electricitv or hydrogen as a syn-

thetic fuel.

Heronemus sees the major
problem facing solar energy is it's

complexity and lack of immediate
application and also the fear that

the oil, coal, and nuclear field in

which this country has invested so

heavily might be ruined.

"Wrapping all of this up," said

Heronemus. there is a need for

getting on with alternatives, and a
need for recognizing that other

energy alternatives are possible

this country must embark on
Project Solar Dependence and step

out and lead the entire world down
this inevitable path."

UMass Police

Emergency

Number

5-3111

Greek Navy rules

sex is job hazard

ATHENA (AP) - If a sailor on

shore leave dies while engaging in

sex. it is considered an oc-

cupational hazard and his family

gets a navy pension, Greece's

highest cdurt ruled Wednesday.

"Under this interpretation and
specifically referring to the naval

profession, it is understood that

this work requires long periods of

separation of a seaman from his

wife and family, and the need for

his recreation in areas he feels

deprived," the court said.

V
RIPPED OFF?
SMALL CLAIMS COIRT
CITIZEN ADVISORY
SERVICE
can help youl

for iniormatiol
umass- siMisA- ms
tueft 250 500 thnr moo i

or aaa N Pleasant 8t • im-mm
wad'B voo 10 oo

MASSPIRG

8
OPEN
ROUND
THE
CLOCK

Doruxt ^ Fresh Donuts
Great Coffee

Mister Donut
Mountain Farms Mall

Rte. 9, Hadley

NUNN
BUSH
$32.00

TAN, BLACK
WINE LEATHER

IU)U£& Shoes
8 Main St... Amherst

"Your house
just burned
to the ground.
(JoinUs.) (Rwt.)

Here are some of the things the American f4f
Red Cross can do: help you find (and pay for) f
temporary lodgings. Provide you with clothes K

,

Counsel. And other necessities. All free. k

Surprised?
Remember: Red Cross is more than

blood drives. It's more than helping thou-
sands of victims of disasters. In fact,

American Red Cross tackles over 100
different kinds of "Helping People"
jobs— in the city, the suburbs, wher-
ever you are.

We need money, it's true, so we
can go on offering all our free serv-

ices. But we also need hearts. And
hands. And conviction.

Call your local chapter.

Join us. - TheAmerican
Red Cross.
TheGood
Neighbor.
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5-Coliege culinary guide

Wine Cellar: worth visiting

By WILMA BRIER
AND CHARLES DOLAN

This is the first in a series of

reviews of restaurants in the Five
College area. We decided to start

below The Wine Chariot, more
specifically, at The Wine Cellar. A
UMass Hotel and Restaurant
Management student Peter
Winters has started a student
oriented dining area downstairs
from The Wine Chariot. Using the

same food and kitchen as the up-

stairs The Wine Cellar offers a

varied menu with prices ranging
from $2.00 to $4.00.

The atmosphere is intimate,

relaxed and warm. Excellent and
attentive service is provided. We
didn't care much for Brazil '66 or

Paul Mauriat playing softly in the

background, but we were informed
that there is live folk music on
Friday and Saturday nights. There
are plans to extend the restaurant

to include a bar and dancing are.

separate from the dining area ii

order to preserve the intimat

atmosphere.
We sampled enchilladas, veal

and peppers, Boston schrod, and
braciola. Our Mexican food expert
from southern California felt that

the enchillada ($2) were the best

he'd had in this area although they
could have been hotter. The veal
and peppers ($3) was excellent and
the portion generous. The braciola,

and Italian beef roll, ($4) had just

the right amount of spice and is

highly recommended. Our
Bostonian seafood expert found the
schrod ($3) scrumptuous. All the $3
and $4 dinners come with salad and
potatoes or spaghetti. Those who

demand authenticity will be happy
to know the cook doesn't speak a

word of English.

You might want to finish up the

meal with one of the desserts. We
tried the rum cake (75 cents) and
the Italian cheese-cake (75 cents).

The rum cake was good. The
cheese-cake may not please those

expecting creamy style as it is of a

more cakey texture. There is a
small selection of domestic and
imported beers as well as liquor.

As for wine, they serve anything
from a good dry Bordeaux white
(1.50.5 carafe) to Chateau Mouton
Rothschild at the bargain price of

$150 a bottle.

Overall, we enjoyed the
restaurant and highly recommend
it. If you're looking for a good meal
and pleasant atmosphere at cheap
prices check this one out.

The Wine Cellar Route 9 Hadley
586-2511

Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 5-9

Sunday 1-9

Overall impression A
Quality of food-A
Value for money-A -I-

Prof, stresses environment

at Mt. Holyoke symposium
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After his speech last night, M. Mouse led the

audience in a chorus of "M-I-C-K-E-Y M-O-U-S-E".

By JANICE MEEHAN
"If we could turn back the

pollution problem in the United
States to the 1940's, there would be
no environmental movement." So
said Professor Barry Commoner of
Washington University. His lecture
was the first half of a symposium
on "The Biological Imperative and
the Limits to Growth" held this
past weekend as an outgrowth of
the Colloquim on Political Science-
'

'International Politics and the
Human Environment" taught by
Mr. Ott of Mount Holyoke College.
The second half of the sym-

posium took the form of a panel
discussion between Professor
Commoner and the proponents of
several other views. Its mem-
bers were Mr. Clifford Russell,

currently a member of Resources
for the Future, an economic
development group, Mr. Rodger
Nail of Dartmouth, co-author of the
study The Limits to Growth, Mr.
Ray Coffinger of Hampshire
College, also an advisor to the
United Nations, Dr. Michael Best
of UMass, and Ms. Sally Mon-
tgomery of Mount Holyoke College.
The objective of the symposium

was to discuss the problems
inherent in continued industrial
development relative to continued
population expansion and depletion
of natural resources. Should the

"underdeveloped" nations follow

the path of industrialization? Will

the countries presently in-

dustrialized be able to continue
their present rate of growth? If

they do, what will be the con-
sequences?
The authors of the Limits to

Growth study have a Malthusian
perspective on the answers to these
questions and believe that the root

cause of our present problems is

population. Because we are
dealing with a finite world, with
definite limitations, continued
exponential growth of population
and energy consumption cannot be
maintained without catastophic
results. Mr. Nail stated that the
answers lie in the stabilization of
world population at the highest

carrying level -that is,

stabilization at a point where
energy consumption could be
maintained. The ideal situation

would be one wherein resource
limits could be expanded by
technology and growth rate
weakened by social legislation. As
a means of substantiating this, the
authors constructed "World III", a
complex mathematical model
designed to avoid what they term
an "overshoot and decline" pat-
tern of growth where great fluc-

tuations in population would take
place due to resource availabiliiy.

Professor Commoner however,
does not believe that this approach
is a valid one and does not accept

the "aggregate global model"
proposed in Limits to Growth. He
believes that this approach takes

only a few factors into con-

sideration and makes assumptions
on the nature of their relationships

to each other. The analysis, in his

mind, becomes both simplistic and
incomplete.

The problems which the world is

(Continued on P. 17)

/

TheAirForcePilot
has itmade.

AirforceROTC
willhelpyou make it.

Here's how.

If you qualify, the Air Force ROTC will give
you free flying lessons. It'll be in a Cessna 150-
you're started towards the day when you'll solo

in an Air Force jet.

That's only one of the fringe benefits of the Air
Force ROTC Program. Consider all this:

Scholarships-6,500 of them that cover full tui-

tion. Plus reimbursement for textbooks. Plus
lab and incidental fees.

Plus $100 a month, tax-free, to use as you like.

Interested? Contact MaJ°r Goodhue

at Dickinson Hall, 5-2437.

KaiUu KcU
Chinese and Polynesian

RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE
10A BELCHFRTOWN ROAD

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 0MO2

Hrs.:Sun.&Mon. 11:30 a.m.-io p.m.; Tues.-Sat. ll:30a.m.-
i a.m.

SPECIAL LUNCHEONS • ORDERS TO

\

TAKE OUT

at

Get your college career off the ground in Air
Force ROTC.

ENTERTAINMENT:
JERRY MORSE'S EN TEMPO 74'

SHOWTIMES:

THURS & FRI.

Music in between

SATURDAY

Music in between

SUNDAY

1st Show

2nd Show

1st Show

2nd Show

8:30 p.m.

11:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

11:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

v

Hear the sounds of the TEMPO 74's in our lounge
Tuesday & Wednesday

HAPPY HOURS in our lounge from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Mon. - Fri

LUNCHEON SPECIALS
11:30 a.m.

. 3:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

also, $2.99 all you can eat

Mon. and Wed. 5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Call For Reservations

Wiretapping charged in AIM trial
ByJOHNLUNDQLIST

ST. PAUL. Minn. (AP) — The
defense in the Wounded Knee trial

filed a motion Thursday charging
illegal government wiretapping
during the armed occupation of the

South Dakota reservation.

The latest defense motion,
seeking dismissal of all charges
against Russell Means and Dennis
Banks, will be heard Monday and
Tuesday, U.S. District Judge Fred
Nichol said.

He said he would also hear

another multi-point defense motion
that asks dismissal for "govern-
mental misconduct" in handling

the case.

Means, 34, Porcupine, S.D., and
Banks, 41, leaders in the American
Indian Movement AIM, are
charged with burglary, larceny,

firearms violations, assau't and
conspiracy in the 71-day takeover

of Wounded Knee last year.

The motion charging illegal

wiretapping was filed by defense

attorney Mark Lane. A supporting

affidavit made these claims:

On or about Feb. 27, 1973, a U.S.

marshal at Pine Ridge, S.D.,

Tommy Hudson, contacted M. Joe
Pourier, manager of Bison State

Telephone Co., at Pine Ridge. At

Hudson's request, Pourier had a

telephone installed on or about the

next day in the Wounded Knee
Trading Post. The phone line was
tapped about a mile and one. half

away at a government roadblock.

Pourier said the tap led to an FBI

Police search

for assaulter
By FRITS GEURTSEN

Mix Staff

Police are continuing their in-

vestigation into the assault of a

UMass bus driver, Wednesday
night.

Police are looking for a Black

male who alledgedly boarded the

bus at Squire Village and assaulted

driver Don Peloquin, after ac-

cusing him of deliberately passing

him by earlier in the vening.

Of the six passengers who were
on the bus at the time of the in-

cident, three have come forward as

witnesses.

David Johnston. Director of

Public Safety for the University,

said "We have a pretty good

chance of apprehending the per-

son, but we won't go beyond an

investigation unless an actual

complaint is lodged. So far there

has been no such action."

Johnston said Sunderland police

were also involved in the in-

vestigation, since the incident took

place there. The Sunderland Chief

of Police has also called in the aid

of the State Police.

D

M
I

N

0'

S

PIZZA
256-8587

THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA HAS THE

RECORD OF 1.543 STREAKERS AND

DOMINO'S CHALLENGES THE UMIES

TO BREAK THE RECORD

GOOD LUCK IN THE N.I.T.

car where a telephone was in-
stalled.

"Although the FBI extension or
tap was ill-equipped to function as
a means of communicating with
the trading post, it could have
served as a tap by an agent merely
picking up the telephone," the
affidavit stated.

Pourier was quoted as telling
Lane he was asked to repair the
line several times because wires
were cut or shot and telephone
poles toppled.

The phone at the trading post

was used almost constantly tor
many days during the siege, both
by those occupying the village and
newsmen who found it the only
outlet available.

The defense motion claimed the
wiretap violated a 1868 govern-
ment treaty with the Sioux tribe

Asst. U.S. Atty. R.D. Hurd said
at a session among counsel in
Nichol's chambers Wednesday he
knew of no illegal taps the
government made. He said he
plans to call three witnesses to
back that up.

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon.

(except during league play)

50' per string

- Sat.

ARICA
n
DAVNS

AA H E R 6 T
YOU ARE INVITED TO A

PARTY!.'
TO C£L£BAAT£ OP£A/l//6 OUR

A/£~W FAC/UTY

UB /WSlC - PAA/C.lri*-AR\CA WQfttt

Juy-^OVE-RCFttCSUMEMTC

/"A ££//
8:00 W. -FRIDAY MARCH 15

K/UMBER ONE COOK PIACE-Gfcftfrl

EMMftS4 W*»Pfcsltl C0NTINUE

AAlCA:*3M-550* t.IWa

#•»

STEREO
EXCHANGE

IS}
LET6 Q£Afi
UPTUE
RECOR.O

e Ides of March
Historically, the Ides of March suggests people

"cleaning up" their government...and that's what the
Watt's Dust Bug is all about. A lot of people would like
to start clean — expunge the'r records — and now they
can.
The Watt's Dust Bug keeps your record unim-

peachably clean!

the dust

ft >,. IOONEY TUNES
Rt. 9 Hadley

586-1156

Main Music
SPRINGFIELD
4U-73MM2

Captain Bullfrog
BRATTLEBORO VT.
MZ 2S4-M13

••ft

March
15-23
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SOUL
EXPLOSION
IF YOU'RE ABOUT SOUL f THEN YOU'RE ABOUT ATLANTIC RECORDS

Aretha Franklin
Let Me In
Your Ufej

BLUE MAGIC

'ms ''

ARETHA FRANKLIN g|g
Let Me In Your Life

SD7292 TP7292 CS7292

BLUE MAGIC
SD7038 TP7038 CS 7038

Come Boogie at our

QUADRAPHONIC
CONCERT

Saturday Night,

March 16

9:00 p.m. — Midnight

Sponsored by:

Tech HiFi and

Discount Records

Mm nemr heard sound

like this before!

BLACK HEAT
NO TIME TO BURN

$5.98
BLACK HEAT £j| SPINNERS £ft MANU DIBANGO
NoTimeToBum Mighty Love Makossa Man
SD7294 TP7294 CS 7294 SD7296 TP7296 CS7296 SD 7276 TP 7276 CS 7276

MARGIE JOSEPH
SWEET SURRENDER

MELVIN VAN PEEBLES H pRFATION _ MARGIE JOSEPH
FREE REFRESHMENTS. What the You Mean I Can t Sing?! cnynil TP7041 CS 704lH Sweet Surrender

Qn79Qc;TP79Q^r.^79Q^ oU/U^I 1 T /LWI OO l\J<+ I BUB OR 7077 TD 707"!SD7295TP7295CS7295 'SD7277TP7277CS7277

e»

fei

o>

V
. era

discount?
records

BLACK HEAT
BLUE MAGIC
CREATION
MANU DIBANGO
/^ETHA FRANKLIN
MARGIE JOSEPH
THE SPINNERS
MELVIN VAN PEEBLES

257 Triangle St.,

E. of Pleasant, Amh.

549-4433

Store Hours: Mon. • Wed. - 10 a.m. • 6 p.m.

Thur. • Sat. - 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Free Parking in Rear

Resource depletion

debated at Holyoke
(Continued from P. 14)

experiencing in regards to

pollution and depletion of

resources are not due to either an
increase in affluence or population,

but rather to a shift in

technological processes. It is a

shift to basic processes of

production which require greater

amounts of energy and return

higher profits. He thinks that the

solutions are to be found in the

redirection of technology and a

reordering of the social and
economic system along socialist

lines.

One of the first examples he used

was that of beer. Per capita con-

sumption of that commodity has

not changed since World War II.

That is, the increase in production

has just kept pace with population

increase. However, per capita

consumption of beer bottles has
increased forty times apiece, to

nonreturrable bottles used only
once. This means that where once
the materials to produce one bottle

were needed, forty times that
amount is now needed. The crux of

this problem is that the newer
bottle returns a higher rate of

profit. Given our present economic
system the probability that we will

return to less "Expensive" forms
of production are slight. He used
several other examples to

illustrate this point and while the
details varied, the basic situations
were the same.

The necessity for radical societal
change is a moot point in Mr.
Commoner's mind. He does not, as
the "Limits to Growth" group
does, consider the social system to

be a constant and feels that it can
be changed: "We made a model (in

1776) and there is no reason why we
couldn't do it again."

Isyour
privacy

worth^Z50

a month?
It can cost as little as that when you rent

a Brittany Manor apartment with three

friends. And that could change your life-

style next semester. No more noisy room-
mates! Instead, the privacy of a modern
apartment community only a couple of

minutes by our own courtesy bus, car or

bike from Amherst College, downtown
Amherst or UMass. Rental office

open evenings.

• NO LEASE REQUIRED!
• spacious 2 bedroom apts.

• .heat & air conditioning

• wall-to-wall carpetn 19

• applianced kitchens

• master TV antenna

• COURTESY BUS TO
UMASS & TOWN

• parking for cars & bikes

• 2 swimming pools with

sundecks

• 2 pro tennis courts

• lawns for softball, football,

badminton.

• ski trips

• recreational facilities

Rent from $210.

Call 413-256-8534

Directions: East Hadley Road opposite

Grist Mill off Rt. 11 6.

Brittany Manor

IMPORTANT NOTICE

WACKY radio will not be on the UMass campus tonight

as previously planned.

WACKY had previously planned to give out prizes for

streakers spotted with WACKY bumper stickers on their

backs. These plans have been cancelled.

Our radio station had been flooded with calls in the past

few weeks with information on would-be streaks. It was

our intention to give prizes to streakers wearing WACKY
bumper stickers as just a fun-type promotion.

On Wednesday, we were informed by University of-

ficials that WACKY, as a private enterprise, could not

register streakers in the Campus Center, nor could we hold

any organized Streak-A-Thon on the UMass campus, as

this would appear to be an event sanctioned by the

University.

It was our understanding then, that as long as we did not

register streakers on campus, or hold any sort of official

streaking, everything would be allright. On Thursday

morning, we ran an ad in the Collegian to the effect that

our personnel would be on campus Friday night. If any

persons who were planning to streak wore a WACKY
bumper sticker, they would be given a gift certificate for

the prizes originally planned for the Streak-A-Thon.

On Thursday afternoon, we were informed that our

station would not be allowed to promote, in any form,

shape, or manner, streaking on the UMass campus, we

then decided to cancel all streaking promotion plans, so as

to avoid any legal problems, and to avoid any problems we

may cause for UMass students.

Since some 350 prizes, worth $2,500, had been solicited

for the purposes of the Streak-A-Thon, it is our feeling that

these prizes should go to the students. Therefore, WACKY
will devise a way of giving out these prizes to UMass

students within the next two weeks. Our initial thought is a

bumper sticker promotion...on cars, bikes, etc. Details of

this promotion will be seen in the Collegian, and heard on

WACKY in the next few days.

We apologize for any problems we may have caused

UMass officials and students.

Sincerely,

Bob Brooks

Program Director

WACKY Radio

F.S. Save those bumper stickers!!

Vk
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Why did all the guys say she had:

"WET LIPS?"

This Friday at the Amherst

"Movie Theatre"

WMUA News

Friday and Saturday at 12 Midnight Moon over Morocco - the way-out

adventures of Jack Flanders in far-off Africa

Saturday. March Ifith. 6:50 p.m. — NIT Basketball from Madison Square

Garden in New York Don Gorski and Gerry Brooks call the shots for

all the action as the Minutemen take on the University of Jacksonville

in their quest for the NIT Title

Sunday. March 17th. 10:00-2:00 p.m. Sunday Classics - Bill Schweber

takes you through all types of classical music from Baroque through

Modern Tune in for four hours of "soft" rock music every Sunday

morning
ti:oo p.m. -2. 00 a.m. - Jubilation Jazz Show Ah Wil and Dick host eight

solid hours of Jazz.

'i in in to p.m. - "Moon over Morocco" weekly recap of all the ad-

ventures of the past week

UIMUA
STEREO 91.1 FM

FREE FORM /INFORMATIVE
RADIO

Television Tonight
5:00 POPEYE (18)

HOGAVS HEROES "Operation Tiger
"

,22'

MISTER MOM NEIGHBORHOOD
'241 (57)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES The Doc
tors " (30i

GOMER PYLE My Buddy War Hero
(40)

5:30 QUEEN ACRES 1 18)

THE UICT SHOW Lucy Gets Trapped
(22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

IKidWs HEROES My Favorite

Prisoner" (30)

NEWS. UEXTIIEK. SPORTS (40)

>:,.-. WHAT'S HAPPENING IPDATE (3)

6:00 NEWS i3> (8) ( 22

>

THE PRISONER 18'

ZOOM! (24) (57)

TO TELL THE TRI/TH Garry Moore,

host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the Fatal

Trap " (40)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENIM. NEWS (8)

BOOK BEAT (24)

MAGGIE AND THE BEAITIFIL
MACHINE (57)

«:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7 00 WORLD AT WAR (3)

CMC BASKETBALL GAME (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW A Nice

Friendly Game Of Cards." f 18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS '22) '30)

WIATION WEATHER (Ml

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

CITIES 71 187)

7:3fl PORTER WAGONER 18)

LET'S MAKE A DEAL Monty Hall, host

(22)

WALL STREET WEEK < 24 <

THE HOLLYWOOD SQl ARES Peter

Marshall, host (30)

NANNY \ND THE PROFESSOR The

Communications Gap " <40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

H0O DIRTY SALLY <3)

THE 7«l CI IB ''«'

(24)

SANFORD AND SON 22) (30)

\\ \SHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
(57)

NATIONAL t.EOGKAPIIK SPECIAL
(40)

K.:MI TRITH OR (ONSEQIENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

I.OTSA LCCK! Get Off My Back" (22)

(30)

INTERFACE ' 24

>

THE ELDER AMERICAN (27)

WALL STREET WEEK (57)

<t:Ml MOVIE ZigZag (3)

CI AC BASKETBALL (8)

GIRL WITH SOMETHING EXTRA The
New Broom" (22) (30)

NOVA "Where Did The Colorado Go""
(24)

SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN "Athena
One." (40i

MASTERPIECE THEATRE Upstairs.

Downstairs ." (57)

•t:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

»:3» THE BILLY GRAHAM NEW YORK
( It I SADE '18i

BRIAN KEITH SHOW A Star Is Sean"
22 i (30)

10:08 DEAN MARTIN COMEDY
22) (301

ENERGY ALERT (24)

TOMA Frame Up." '40i

JEAN SHEPHERD S AMERM \

10:05 FREE FOR ALL (24)

10:30 NEW DATING GAME (8)

ORAL ROBERTS PRESENTS (18)

THE JOE HYDER SHOW (27)

THE OPEN DOOR (57)

10:35 MASTERPIECE THEATRE
Upstairs. Downstairs " (24)

11:00 NEWS (8) H8) (22) (27) (30)

CXPTIONED ABC EVENING
(57)

MM MOVIE "Back Street" (3»

IN CONCERT (3) <40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW '221 (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (40)

THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL (22) (30)

1:10 MOVIE Wings Of Chance" <3>

2:M NEWS. WEATHER 111 (22) <30.

HOUR

(57)

(40)

NEWS

Hitchhiker

slain

BOSTON <AP) Michael B.

Jones, 20, of the Jamaica Plain
section was charged with murder
yesterday in the shooting death of a
man who told him he had no
money.
The victim was identified as

Richard Eckman, 23, of the
Brighton section, a guitar player at

a Commonwealth Avenue club.

Police said Eckman was killed

by a hitchhiker, picked up by the
victim and Elizabeth Kamman, 21,

of Newton in Kenmore Square in

Miss Kammon's car.

They said Eckman was shot

after the man in the back seat,

drew a revolver and demanded
money when they had reached
Centre Street in the West Roxbury
section.

Miss Kamman said she gave the

man $5 and said it was all she had.

John Osborne's

"THE

ENTERTAINER"

returns
Tonight and Saturday

March IS & 16

Bartlett Aud.— 8 p.m.

Call 545 2579 weekdays
12-4 p.m. for information

and tickets

STUDENTS SUM J~»~
IWBlMnSlKjjWnKOfESCArii

.M«QUEHI
j^H unOumtfmiNv It* yuMI aMKut _*

HOFFMAN
7Xey*,<fy»am&

/ --''- VW 3* HH Ttl 7M 5131 ^
f
U«\M V\l 4IMHt\iyt<HA

W» Honof MASTFR CNAOGE /
ROUTE 5 RIVERDAIE BO WEST SPUD

*FIV6 on me
BLaCKHaUD
sine"
INmiM *>i<m f.

Eves. 7:30-9:30

ALRrXCINO
SERPIGO

PALI ROBERT
NEWMAN REDTORO
p° THE STING

Eves. 7:15 9:40

A STORY FOR EVOY ONE
s

WHOTHWKSTMEYCWIWVEB
FW.I IN LOVE AGAIN

V

CWvfereMo liberty

Eves. 7:30-9:50

rtCHND

From 6:00
:.

:
.:.-.:.

:
.
:
.
:
.-.-.

:
.
:
.
:
.v

ACADEMY
m v

WMSU9W

% ATTHECiATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

ONLY AREA SHOWING
On Screen

7: 15 & «: 15

NORTHAMPTON MASS 584 8435

'Siddharthd
is an exquisite
moviel*—RE X REED,
Syndicated Columnist

A NOVEL BY A FILM BY
HERMANN CONRAD
HESSE ROOKS RATE0 _ R

Soon - "THE STING" - "SLEEPER" - "MAGNUM FORCE(JXiJJL • •••••••••••••

NOW SHOWING
AT CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

CAMPUS gcttewat
RT 9 HADLEY IN ZAYRE'S SHOPPING CNTR. 256-641

1

NOMINATED for 2 Academy Awards

"THE DAY OF THE DOLPHIN' TAKES OFF LIKE A
BLAZING FOREST FIRE, WITH A THRILL A

MINUTE. THERE IS STILL MAGIC IN THE MOVIES.
-Rex Reed, New York Daily News

UNWITTINGLY,

HE TRAINED
A DOLPHIN

TO KILL

PRESIDENT

OF THE
UNITED

STATES

Winner
Scholastic

Magazine

"Bell
Ringer
Award"

IOSEPH E. LEV1NE presents

GEORGE C SCOTTin
a MIKE NICHOLS film

THEDAY* DOLPHIN
IFGI'ffB* *chn«oto• (*»..>«.• An Aw.o Embassy IVlnrv

PflMLLOn
ONE OF THE BEST ADVENTURE
MOVIES OF THE YEAR!

I" -ABC-TV

nfcqura Hfflmn
[pr^jtAMNUl CMDMKC SUUUJto]

BREAKING

ALL HOUSE

RECORDS!

2nd HIT WEEK!

"Woody* "Diane
cAllea""' "Keaton

wu <mmi Mcuitu

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES
ALL SEATS <

7.15 & 9.00 United Artists

Coming Soon:

Linda Lovelace

"DEEP THROAT II"
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAJW -&.

Persons born on the 9th. 18th or 27th have

a unique kind of charisma. They also at-

tract people with problems. Many are at-

torneys, physicians, politicians or in the

theater These individuals, especially if

born under Aries, are dynamic, aggressive,

have an abundance of courage and are not

afraid of a fight. Many have a special mark
or scar on head area and often are known to

•stick out their necks."

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Travel and
education are featured. You will be dealing

now with persons born under Leo, Aquarius
and Scorpio. Overall view is preferable to

narrow, concentrated form. You are going

to change your mind and this is no reason

for embarrassment.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You obtain

answers previously hidden, obscured or
withheld. Change of scenery is distinct

possibility. Gemini, Virgo persons are in

picture. Talkative associate tells tale out bf

school. Be amused, not necessarily im-
pressed.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Steady pace
now Could be great asset. Avoid upsetting

emotional apple cart. Binding agreement
could be featured Be receptive, somewhat
passive. Strive to see various points of view
without diluting your own sincerity.

CANCER ( June 21 -July 22 > You may feel

affairs are at a halt or moving backward.
Truth is that you are getting proverbial
second wind. Know it and take a good look

around -form conclusions based on direct

observation. Show that you are capable of

performing special service.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22): Nothing is half

way -this includes relationship with op-

posite sex. Don't play games with emotions.
Stakes are such that you could be hurt or
inflict injury on one who cares for you. Find
creative outlet for ideas, energies. You will

successfully meet challenge.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Conclusions
are reached- the end of matters is featured.

Aries, Libra persons could figure
prominently. Question arises about
property ownership or dividing lines. Older

person knows the answers and will share
knowledge
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) You are able

rten,^
8
M

'nt0
?!.
aCeS

'

See I* ** Previously
denied Means this is a time to be versatile
to display humor and resourcefulness
Sagittarius, Leo persons figure
P^mJ"enily ^ou are given opportunity for

^umJ?*ndence of thought
'
aeti0"SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21): Give full

Play to intuitive intellect Applies especially
where investment opportunities enter
picture One who shared knowledge in past
will make reappearance You are not alone
Be aware of it and in good spirits
SAGITTARIUS (Nov22-Dec 21): You

are in '•sync." Means what was awry will
fall into place. Your timing is sharp; you
make right moves. Another born under
your sign could figure prominently
Welcome new contacts Socialize and ex-
change ideas

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19): What you
seek is most likely to be hidden You must
look behind the scenes Separate fact from
illusion Deal with Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius
persons. Visit individual confined to home,
hospital. Be considerate Don't try to force
views on one who is stubborn.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): Accent is

on fulfillment, friendship and meaningful
relationship Your gregarious nature finds
expression Popularity increases. You are
more likely to win than in recent past Be
ready for change, travel and a variety of
experiences
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) : Accent is on

ambition, career, standing in community.
Family reconciliation is indicated.
Domestic area becomes more harmonious
Taurus. Libra persons are in picture. In-
dividual in position of authority will support
you

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are
sensitive, appreciate creative arts and have
compelling voice. You tend to neglect diet,
skip meals and break rules. Many bom
under Taurus and Libra are attracted you.
May could be your most important month of
1974 You will make money with Aries
Copyright 1974, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS DOWN

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

1 Mongrei
4 Sun-dried

brick

9 Help
12 Indonesian

tribesman
13 One borne
14 Old French

coin
15 Writing im-

plement
17 Interrelated

number of

things
19 Foray
21 Near
22 Kill

25 Sailor (col-

loq)
27 Word of sor-

row
31 Conducted
32 Make into

law
34 Part of "to

be'
35 Unit of

Japanese
currency

36 Mountain
pass

37 Preposition
38 Strategist
41 Goal
42 Heraldry:

grafted
43 Shade tree

44 War god
45 Printer's

measure
47 Ships bot-

tom
49 Enthusiasm
53 Attacked
57 Equality
58 Weight of In-

dia (pi.)

60 Man s name
61 Inquire

62 Scarf
63 Insane

7

8
9

10

11

16
18

20
22
23
24
26

28

Headgear
Southwestern
Indian

Hurried
Solo
Persevering
application
Hypothetical
force
Wager
Silkworm
Beast ol

burden
Promise to

pay (colloq

)

Owing
Sob
Bog down
Canine
Writing tablet

Sweetheart
Paid notice
Having two
legislative

branches
Note of scale

29 Make amends
30 Dispatches
32 Hawaiian

wreath
33 Offspring

35 Beet animal
39 Court (abbr

)

40 Kind
41 Teutonic

deity

44 Mohammedan

name ••
46 Insect eggs
48 Comfort
49 Resort
50 Dance step
51 Irritate

52 Small child
54 Obscure
55 Period of time
56 Parent (col-

loq

)

59 Behold'

12

15

22

31

34

38

[42

49

5/

61

23

50

24

39

51

16

19

35

45

13

32

46

25

43

52

20

40

47

59

17

26 ^27
£&

36"

53

2!

33

48

18

44

—

14

28

54

60

63

10 11

29

37

55

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

30

56
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PEANUTS
I'M L05IN6 AW PATIENCE
WITH WSlK.'bJE HAVE
TO 60 10 SCHOOL!!

COME DOWN FK0M THEI?E
KI6HT NOW. AND LET'S
60 TO SCHOOL ii/i

MAKCie, has anyone ever
TOLD YOU THAT lUHEN W&.
MAD, YOU LOOK JUST LIKE
0ILUE JEAN KINS ?

B.C. by johnny hart

THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart

* a)
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jfDito. 'Will •«••««*«*•»

R.I. school

paper hit

for story
CRANSTON, R.I. (AP) - The

chairman of the Cranston School

Committee has launched an in-

vestigation into publication of an
article on birth control in the

Cranston High School East student
paper.

"Frankly, I deplore the
publication of the article. It's

beyond the bounds of what should
be published in the newspaper in a
public school," Chairman Edward
DiPrete said.

The article, entitled "Birth
Control: Enjoying Sex Without
Fear," was written by Avis
Gunther, a 15-year-old sophomore,
in the school newspaper Thun-
derbolt.

Miss Gunther said most of the

information for the story came
from pamphlets available in the

school library. She and feature

editor Chris Maxwell said the

article was published to educate
students on the various methods of

birth control, and not to endorse or

condone pre-marital sex.

The school committee has
directed its lawyer, Vincent J.

Piccirilli, to research committee
policy regarding stories published
in public school newspapers and to

report to the board Monday.
Committeeman were inconclusive

as to whether any disciplinary

action was being contemplated
against the students or faculty

adviser Paul Martin because of the

matter. But Committeeman
Christopher Buenanno said he felt

"it was an error in judgment, and
if the committee comes down on a
teacher, it should first examine its

own policies."

"I'm flabbergasted the way it

blew up," Miss Gunther said.

Poetry

reading
Peter Alpers and Joeffrey

Bartman will read their work
Sunday evening in the Colonial

Lounge of the Student Union

Building, beginning at 8 p.m.

Admission is free, instant coffee

and tea will be available without

charge.

Alpers and Bartman are can-

didates for the Master of Fine Arts

writing degree here; Alpers has

published his fiction in the local

Spectrum and elsewhere; Bart-

man's poetry has appeared in

Carolina Quarterly, The Emerson
Review, and other journals of

poetry.

StHusdSL fro/ft itrithsty-
S<*ois&5 of 20<fc /b5&% off
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MDC Classifieds

Really Work ! !

!

KIN
I •: J*

nmiH€R5T CRRRIRC6 SHOPS G i#*.H 'i ***, **

simmg MSON WIU£S JUNNfMORUU MARGAMT RUTHERFORO JOHN GIUGUO MARINA VIAOY

KEITH BAXTER MClton ORSON WEUES ain«uo i> wnicwMM i« him i»ti««isjs

ion. ft Tuts.

All Stats $1.00 AMHERSffV*"
AMITY ST. 253-5426

taigas
starring

CHIMES IT HIOMIGHT"
7 .00 g

ORSON WELLES '*o

STARRING ORSON WELLES • JEANNE MOREAU MARGARET RUTHERFORD • JOHN GIELGUD MARINA VLAOY

KEITH BAXTER directed by ORSON WELLES released by pippercorn wormser. inc. film enterprises

COOL HIND LUKE
starring

Paul Newman

Tonight in the S.U.B.

7:00 & 9:30

75*

PERSONAL PERSONAL MDC CLASSIFIED SUBLET HELP WANTED
Please call Van Gogh. Break the Force

of Gravity and Soar.

M3-I5

Holding a social or political function?

Male and feamle streakers available.

Rales negotiable. Call 253-5507. Add zest to

your bash.

tn-15

Will whoever borrowed portrait of the
artist as a young man and paper, ploase
return to BUI. 611 Field or call 54*-«847.

tn-is

Graduate Student wanted to share apt in

Montague — Own room. Ride to campus
available. Call 367-959*. after (p.m.

tf3-15

Own room in house In Amherst, 2 M A I

F. 170-mo inc. heat. Avail immed Call
253-28*1 or 545-2*4*.

tf3-l5

Guitar Player: Play and sing, lead own
Altec, P.A. Looking for a group or other
musicians. Kevin Jones. 323-7249.

tf3-l9

Where do you place a bet in this town?
Am conducting research on gambling, if

you know call 253-7577. All info kept con-

fidential

tf3-15

Eaw, 6 months has shown me that you're
my girl in white. Happy No. 6, Love Mark.

tf3-!5

Josh is streaking — March 20th!

H3-15

High profits in sandal making with
invest, of only Is. 50. for kit including

finest quality leather, easy to follow

instruct, and all other material to

make a beautiful pair of sandals for

either sex — 4 styles to choose from —
Finished value 116. to 120. Send check
or money order to Koby Crafts Co.. PO
Box 2151. Spfld.. Mass. 01 101.

tf3-20

Future Millionaire seeking a wife. S4«-

1072.

tf3-20

Do you write graffit to be destructive?

Are you destructive toward this univer-

sity? Need info for research. Call 6-7029. no

names.
tf3-l8

Attention Mohamed Randee alias

Butterflower. l-ove ya. love ya, love ya,

Mungbook??
If3-I5

Major Bowes says; Streaker Madness

only occur* when the moons are full.

tf3-18

Sundays will never be the same. Don is

coming.

tn-15

Faculty and grads are not exempt! All

naked bodies will be counted in our world
record streak. March 20th.

tf3-15

518. call 253-9207 or 253-9011. Friday
night at 6:30 or 7:00. Me.

tn-15

Dear Teeny Tiny Tuny. I love you.

fursaepe ego seperor oomlna mea? You
know Aries and Gemini make beautiful

music. XOOX. Tomas
tn-15

Student looking for 6 tickets to Count
Basie Concert on Sat. 5-2304. ask for

Conrad in Rm 114. or leave message.
tf3-l5

Hey LUC! ! How would you like to marry
a BUG on June 28. 1975. BUG.

tn-15

Desy I love you more than Irish Coffee,

Happy St. Pats. John.

If3-I5

O Huhbic this is our 1st St. Patty's Day
together! Let's celebrate! Love. McTiger.

tn-15

Hey 52 — Good luck in the NIT! We'll be
there. All our love . . Heidi & Cheryl.
J.Q.A.

tn-15

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1971, 750cc Honda Fairing, rack, padded
sissy bar. 307-9546.

tn-15

1973 Yamaha Rd 352. 1400 — Goad deal!

Beat up a little. Will bargain. Call Kevin. 6-

7739. Best times to call Thurs.-FrL. 1-4:30.

tn-15

1973 Triumph 500cc Trophy Trail. Great
condition, many extras. 900 miles. Call 6*5-

3344. anytime.

ti3-19

1971 Honda I75cc. 1000 miles, great
condition. Call 605-3344. anytime.

tn-19

ENTERTAINMENT
Woody Allen's zaniest flick "What's Up

Tiger Lilly plus W.C. Fields first talkie —
"The Golf Specialist". Sat.. March 16. 7-9-

11. Mahar.
tf3-15

STOP KILLING YOURSELF — let us
put up those posters. Call Stick 'Em Up.
3C7-2340. Elliot or Ruth.

tf3-15

FLICKS 'N KICKS — a good way to

spend 5 minutes.

tn-15

Tired of the same old shit? Try a band
from Boston Music Group, for your next

concert or party. 617-353-1184 or 617-247-

3962.

II5-*

Spanky - Alfalfa - Buckwheat — the

original "Little Rascals" T.V. comedies
plus Marx Bros, festival — comedy hits

FrL. March 15, 7-9-11. Mahar.
U3-15

Puffton Village. One bedroom, available

immediately. Call 549-0060, evenings.

tn-22

Two bedroom apt to sublet April-Sept.,

in Amherst on Bus Route. $l**-mo.. util

included, no pets. Call 256-0200.

tn-22

WHEREABOUTS
HELP! If you know the address of Luc

Dores. of Montreal, Canada, please con-
tact Susan Lacourse at Baypath College.
Longmeadow, Mass.

tn-i8

FREE SANDWICHES

Need capable person to do English paper
based on specific plays to be read. Have 1

l'i months, will pay well! Call Billy, 549-

0130.

tn-29

TYPING
Typing — papers, theses, etc., fast,

accurate, cheap. Smith Corona 7000 Elite.

Call Sue. 1-527-4802.

tn-18

STEREO COMPONENTS

Pres. Nixon hasn't answered my
offer, but give me a ride to Boston on

Thurs.. 3-21 and I'll give you a peanut

butter sandwich and some II for gas.

Call Joyce. 253-9551.

tn-20

Stereo Components — 20 per cent - 40
per cent off list All major brands
available, all guaranteed. Call Mike at

536-4814. after 5 p.m.

U4-11

Come and go with me to the 50's and 60's
and let the good times roll! Get together
for a real grease party. Call Bob. 536-6075.

U3-15

Rumor has it that Steve the DJ will
return in September and shortly after,
open a new tavern. But who believes
rumors.

tf3-18

JAZZ. JAZZ. JAZZ - Direct from
England — "Chris Burke and his
Dixieland Music", 2nd tour of New
England. Rusty Nail, Rt. 47, Tuesday
March 19.

U3-19

The exciting Topper Carew Band
returns to the Hatch, for one night. Friday
the I5th.

tf3-15

"Seagull" drops its load on The Hatch.
Saturday the 16th.

tn-15

WANTED TO RENT

Need apt. for one person in area, under
1140, for rest of term with option on
summer. Call 1-567-3*45. between 4 and 6.

U3-I5

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female roommate wanted to share

furnished apt. Own room. 192.50-month,

utilities included. Call 6*5-2*06, after 4

p.m.

tn-20

TO SUBLET

llappv Birthday, Jebby. Love Scott.

tn-is

Major Bowes says "Weather outlook for

this evening, frosen half moons and an

extended cold streak."

Dear Did! — We have a good thing

going! And. by the way. I love you - Gogo^
ll.i" I .*

72 Kawasaki 500. 6300 miles. 1*50. Call
Nelsoj* 542-55$* anytime Hurry.

tf3-15

1972 Penton 125 Moto-X, new piston &
rings, good cond.. convert to on -off road
for 150 — K50. Call Jerry after * p.m.. 549-

1160

tn-is

Kawasaki 125cc Road Bike. 196*. old but

runs, best offer around 75. 253-351*.

tf3-15

Holiday in Bermuda of Tahiti this

summer? Let us help you to sublet

your house or apt. For up to two
complete months while you're away.
Do call us now at 545-2856. or call in at

Linguistic Institute Office in South
College. Don't lose out on that vacation
in the sun. Try a little speculation on
your property!

tn-15

ROOMS FOR RENT

K urn rm.. pri. bath, air cond.. color TV,

auto dishwasher, 2 for 150 ea . ori. for 1100.

incl. util. Call John, Sue (Rm. 211) at 253-

925* between 10 Si II p.m. or Iv. mess.
I«6)*)**S]«4 • >•<***«•*•» 4W 15)

Apt. to sublet — June I to Sept. 1 — 2

bedroom Brandy wine. PETS ALLOWED,
rent negotiable. Call 549-4547.

tn-18

HOUSE FOR RENT
Country house for rent in Colrain. 253-

5135. 1235 per month.

tf3-15

PHOTOGRAPHER

Custom black and white film processing
done. Quick service! One roll of film and
contact only 11.25. Call George or John,
665-4290.

tn-29

RIDERS WANTED
Do you commute to Boston? Am looking

for people to share I ft driving on Tues.
afternoons. George Greenstein. 253-2993 or
542-2075. tn-18

Two males going to Canada during
Spring vacation, wanted two female
companions: write and leave phone
number to: PO Box 616. North Amherst.

WEEKEND AND
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Weekend and summer employment
for students with follow ski 115
science, dance, pottery. Black Studies.
Earth science. Music, Arts and Crafts.
Apply room 213. New Africa House,
UMass or call for Appt. Mr. Cox, 545-

1592.

tf3-20

Want help paying your rent? Rehearsal
space needed for rock group Immediately!
Call Alan. 549-6275

mi
An intermediate tennis partner. Call 546-

64*9.

tn-18

Buying United States and foreign coins

and paper money also, oil guns, bayonets,

and swords. Call Lee. 546-7817.

U3-19

Wanted — Used goalie equipment, not
fussy. Call Eric nites, 586-155*.

tf3-15

Gay or Bi. People of Spirit wanted to
grow with Commune in the country. Box
723, Amherst, Mass.

tn-18

I want to buy your sick car, any make,
model, or major problem. Let me buy your
headache, foreign or domestic. Call Bob.
253-7241.

tn-15
*

fi volunteers for teaching reading, new
system at Northampton State Hospital.
credit. Call Paula. 253-2881.

tf3-15

Reliable car wanted to rent for trip to
Virginia over the 10 days of spring break.
Phone Dorothy Schneider at 2S*-*521.

tn-18

We'll pay 12-hour for someone to clean
suburban home. Call 6*5-2432. Fringe
benefits!!!

tn-2*

Art majors interested in formation of an
art corridor on Orchard Hill for next sem
Must be serious. CaU Dale. 54*-«7ll.

tf3-15

The commuter assembly Is ' oklng for
people to paint a mural in the Commuter
Lounge. Sketches are now being accepted
from undergrad commuters In the Com-
muter Office. 8.U. Near the back of the
Hatch. Submit sketches as soon as
possible. All paint and equipment will be
supplied. Remuneration negotiable
Possible credits

tn-20

Peter Sellers
as Albert T Hoptnagei
Hospital Administrator, in

Where Does
It HUrt? H ivhere >l°

u hug^

Friday .

March 15

cci

7, I, 11 p.m.

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR S84.-Q1R? MOUNTAIN FARMS MAlJU^ JIJJ ROUTE 9-HADUY MAS!

George
Segal

Glenda
Jackson

*<*

\ Touch
2 Of Class

3 Academy Award Nominations

^ Lindsay Wfogner

5 Academy Award Nominations
One Week W. 5:00, 7:00, 9:30

Only.1 Twi Lite Hrs. 4:30 5:00 $1.25

g@

PAUL ROBERTNEWMAN REDFORD
ROBERT SHAW

i!P " THE SUING
10 Academy Award Nominations

Fri. 4:30, 7:00, 9:30

Twi Lite Hrs. 4:00-4:30 $1.25

PC «*

John Houseman

The Paper Chase
Final Fri. 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
Week Twi-Lite Hrs. 4:15-4:45 $1.25

*

5 Academy Award Nominations t ~-
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Fri. at 4:45,
7:15. 9:45

Twi-Lite Hrs.
5:15-4:45
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Admission During Twi-Lite Hour $1.25 Nightly.
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SERVJCES FOR SALE MDC CLASSIFIEDS AUTO FOR SALE

PHOTOS — Passports, visas,

graduate school applications, or
similar kinds of photography. 14.00 for

six passport she photos. Sizes and
prices are negotiable. Quality
guaranteed. Very fast service. Call
Steve at 6-5443.

tfS-29

1972 Dodge Van. V8. auto,
steering and brakes. 367-9516.

power

tn-15

FOR SALE

Datsun. Toyota and Volvo, repaired
at reasonable prices. I have plenty of
experience and equipment. Call
Russell Baca. 253-7456.

If3-25

Brooks residents only. Expert typing by
Dana. Fast and accurate. 75c per page,
and worth it. Room 405. or call 6-«367.

U3-15

Hi-fi audio repair. Sansui. Sony, Dual.
Specialist. All others serviced, work
guaranteed, 48 hr. service Ex. For parts
Tech HiFi. 549-2*10.

tfJ-15

Car repair hassles? Experienced
mechanic will fix it right, no big overhead,

no job too small, foreign and domestic.

Bob. 253-7241.

tn-is*

24 Hour Service on Passports and
Passport Applications. Tel. 253-3148.
Lang's Photo.

tf3- 15

Mechanical work on most foreign cars,

specialty - VW's. Reasonable rates, 549-

4446. after 6 p.m.

tf3-15

Attention streakers — photos of the
famous record We. Night streak now
available. Buy them for posteriors, (all
Joe. 6-9579.

tf.3-1 1

Peugeot PX-10. bicycle for sale, ex-
cellent cond'n. Michelin tires. A great bux

.

Asking 1140. call 256-0157.

tf:i-l5

Books and mags. Old aw" out of print.

Free Search Service. 586-3299, anytime.
Larry Pruner, Box 285, Northampton.

tf4-1

RCA 25" color TV, 1150; Yashica electric

and mini-spy camera's. Ludwig snare

drum with stool. 175. must sell, need

bread. Bob. 253-7241.

tf3-l5

Must sell Dynaco AZ 5 speakers, good
condition, oiled walnut, call Tom 549-3726.

U3-I5

Hitachi SP2900 AM-FM stereo 8-track
recorder with Kill 32 speakers. 1200. Call

545-2302. ask for Neil in 216.

tn-19

8-track Kraco tape deck adapter for
home use. with some oldie tapes; flute,

stainless steel, exc: cond. Call Janet. 5-9

p.m., 516-5914.

tf3-19

RIDE WANTED
I need 2 seats on the Peter Pan Buses

to the NIT Saturday. Please call Mike.
253-7269.

tn-15

FREE
Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.

Call 584-8816.

115-17

WHEREABOUTS
Help! If you know the address of Luc-

dores, of Montreal. Canada, please contact
Susan LaCourse at Baypath College,

l-ongmeadow. Mass.
tn-IR

CALCULATORS
Calculators - all major brands.

T.I.. Bomar. Commodore. Sanyo.
I'nicom. Casio, etc. Desk and hand
held models from six lo twelve digit,

some with memory-square roots.

Scientific notations, constants,
reciprocals and trig, functions. Low
prices. I will try to heat an\ price >ou
get. tall for meeting. All new. ail

guaranteed Gordon lloffstein. 519-

0187

. WL

Sony IIP2I0 stereo, excellent cond.. must
sell — cost $275 new . sell for $170. Call 546-

862fi or 546-8624.

tf3-l5

For sale — almost new TEAC tape deck,
model AGOI0, very little use. best offer
over $300 (cost $600 new I. Call Elliot. 367-

2310.

tn-15

Refrigerator. | cu. ft., toaster oven and
hotplate. Call 25.1-9764 after 6 p.m.

tf3-15

Guitar for sale. Martin 000-28. in

beautiful condition $400 or best offer. Call

Alan. 584-5941. evenings.

tf3-19

Fisher Model 3dl Receiver. 30 watts
RMSch . 7 mos. old. excellent cond. New
$349.95. asking $185.00. Call. 2S*-*837. ask
for Hooper.

U3-I9

Classic Guitar — A. Dotras Cordoba.
Purchased new in Spain I yr. ago. Hardly
played. 1125. call Mark. 546-6623.

tn-i5

I eiaaflei — Elmarit. 135 telephoto. 2 yrs

old. $25*. Call Jim. 6*5-3428.

tf3-!8

Leicaflex. *7 yrs. old with 50 mm
Sumkrnn lens, wonderfully reliable, $250.

(all Jim. 6*5-3428. ,

tf3-l8

For sale — Walcrbed. Queen size 5' by 7'.

Call anytime, ask for Jack. 549-*417 or 515-

0070.

H3-I5

For sale — Brand-new womans high-
laced brown suede boots. 2 pr. sizes 8' .,1) &
9'*D. will sacrifice for $15 ea. (all Fred,
516-6787.

tf3-21

Two NIT Tickets for sale, good seats.
$2.50. See Mike at Collegian office.

113-15

Bargain Basement — Head 320 Skis.
Salomon 4(U Bindings, skied on once, price
". Ask for .IT.. 519-6852.

U3-I9

I Yashica SLR w-xtra lenses & aces.,
also Var. stereo eqmt.. plus I Sony Color
TV. Must sell fast! Need $. Call 1-527-5346.

tfl-1

New parts. MG Midget. 3 Michelin. 145-

l.'l/X Radials. I wire-wheel. I luggage
rack. boot. Tonneau cover. $300 new.
asking $160. Bryan, 549-4441. 0901

tf3-19

Fenders for sale Precision Bass. $200.
Old Telecasler GTR. $225. Call for details.
Michael. 1-369-4412.

1M-I8

1969 Tempest Lemans Convert. 6 cyl.
standard, new snow lires. p.s.. little rust.
Fine engine, economical, good Karma.
$700. or B.O. 25:1-7634.

tf3-!8

1966 Mercedes-Benz, auto trans.. 20
in p « good mechanical condition. $1400.
or best offer. Call evenings 584-5347.

If3-19

72 Vega Hatchback. 1 speed, excellent
condition. 29.500 miles. 253-5953. days 367-
2197. nights

tn-15

ROOMMATE WANTED
Roommate wanted — large apl. near

Smith and 5-Collcge bus line, own
bedroom. $85.00 per month. Call Dennis
(after 7:30 p.m.i. 586-1415.

tn-is

TRAVEL
Campus Travel Center, handles air.

hotel, car rentals, package tours!
honeymoons, cruises and Amtrak. Call
515-0500, for information.

tf3-15

"68 Lemans 350 Sport. VT. buckets, at.
ps. pb. ac. Excellent condition, good tires.
$895. Owner. 546-1446.

tf3-!5

1968 Camaro. 6 cyl. automatic, power
steering, new Radial tires. Books for $1100
Sell for 895 dollars, (all 665-3410. after 5:30
p.m.

tf3-18

El ROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA - Travel
discounts year round. Int'l. Student Travel
Center. 739 Boylston St.. Suite 1 13. Boston
Ma. 617-267-1122.

tfS-17

Flights to Europe. $215 Round Trip.
Depart, return anytime. JAMESON
TRAVEL. Box 27. 01341. or 413-3*9-4447.

t'4-15

I960 Ford '4 ton pick-up — Rebuilt eng
tires good. $300 549-1416. after 6 p.m. Pot
belly stove $80.

tf3-15

Spring \acation in Bermuda from $IM.
ror more information call Campus Travel
(enter. 545-0500.

tn-15

65 VW. Mint condition. 67K. New front
end, brake job. battery, starter. $600. 546-
51*2.

U3-20

Spring Vacation in San Juan. $280 all
inclusive. For more information, call(ampus Travel Center. 545-0500

lf3- 15

FOR RENT

Ampex Reel-lo-Keel Tape Deck. 3 Heads
for sound on sound, excellent condition.
$300 new. ask $200, call 256-0615. around 6

p.m.

tf3-22

\K2ax speakers, list $300, used $155. or
best offer. Must hear, headphones - Sharpe
HA-I0A. 20 - Sennheiser HD4I4. 25. 253-

3703. anytime.

tn-21

Jeep Wagoneer. 4WD. 19*8 V8, ps
Excellent condition. $1200. 323-6903 Ask
for Dick.

tn-15

Room in Puffton apt. for rent $82.00 a
month, (all Charlie. 549-0713.

tf3-15

WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE -
Compact cars, specially DARTS
VALIANTS, or LANCERS. Any
condition, call 586-3819.

tn-21

AUTO FOR SALE

Tennis Racket. Wilson T 3,000, good
cond. Call 6-«i06.

U3-I8

72 TOYOTA COROLLA 1600. 2 dr sedan

:

33,000 miles; well maintained: excellent
mileage. $1800 Call Tom at 253-3888

tn-15

Ford Cortina C.T. 68. 30 m.p.g. Healy
Sprite. 4 cyl. $350. Stick 6. 65 Rambler
$100; 1967 TR4A l.R.S. needs work: Por
sche. XKI20. Best offer. 323-7327.

tn-15

1964 Olds Cutlass. Iiw mileage, good
condition, (all eveniprs. 549-6861.

tf3-15

1967 used Ford Galaxy 500. light blue,

only l4.omi m i . still gets almost 20 miles to

the gal., best offer over $300. Call Steve,
253-5798.

tn-is

1971 VW Beetle. 18.000 mi., exei. cond.
FM-AM radio. Must sell. $1800. or best

offer, (all 256-6161

tn-19

1963 VW camper with 1965 rebuilt
engine, runs, has sticker, beaut, interior
needs work. $375. (all 413-9*7-7261.

tf3-l5

HONEST AL must get rid of some
little JEWELS before the town
ARRESTS him for having too many
JCNKS — I mean CNREGISTERED
MOTOR VEHICLES: 54 DODGE
CAMPER converted mail truck, gd
body, gd tires, nice interior, sleeps 2, 6
cyl. 4 spd. trans., needs minor work,
$325. 64 CHEVY II station wagon. 6
cyl, std.. ratty, but running. $75. 586-
3819.

tn-21

Female roommate wanted to share 4

(Ig.) room apt. for April. $42.50 and > 2
utilities in Northampton on Rt. 9. 586-1685.

tn-15

Cape Cod summer rental — Hyannis. J

bedrooms. 1'., baths, near Craigville
Beach, big yard. $1,800 June-Sept. Donna
or Bill. 549-0130.

tn-15

l^rge house — Amherst Center, room
for rent. Male grad student preferred.
Kitchen A bath prov. Call us. Bob A Nancy
256-6942.

tn-15

Avail. April 1. one bedroom apt. on VM
Bus Rte. $15*. incl. utl 2S*-8I53. 253-3881.

113-18

64 Chevy Belair. 6 cyl.. automatic. $100
or best offer, call FERG. 546-9465.

H3-I9

Cape Cod. E. Harwich, restored antique.
3 bdrm. 2 bath. 3 fireplcs , secluded,
available yr. rnd. 1250-mo. Call 617-432-
1574.

tf

68 Chrysler, ps, pb. pw. a-c. rear spkr. I

new tires, new battery, tune-up. good gas
mileage. Pert. cond. 1875. or B.O.. 546-9250.

tn-15

ARCHDUKE ASSASSINATED

I beautifully weathered Saabs. One runs,
must sell (collecting BMWs nowi. (all 1-

467-2195. Keep trying

ti3- 1

9

\ustin America 71. 26.000 mi, 30 mi per
gallon, excellent cond. Call 527-1275 days
or 256-06*4 eve. Ask for David or Barbara.

tn-15

At PAUL'S OLDTIME FCR-
NITl RE we have a Plethora (look

that one upi of bureaus, plain and
fancy, hat racks, easy chairs, kitchen
chairs, beds, good will and bad jokes.
Also have our usual supply of unusual
clothing and other stuff. Located
behind Aubuchons in The Alley. 253-

:i5ll. Money talks, nobody walks,
obladi oblada life goes on.

tr.3-19
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Careers abound for women
When it comes to choosing a field or a specific industry in which to

pursue your career, let your imagination soar. As a young woman of the

1970's; you are not limited to recipe-writing, singing, or publishing to

make your mark.
Social services, education and mental health fields have long been

open. Depending on the area and the agency, women outnumber men.
Chances are that you can apply your skills in areas such as travel, public

relations, consumer products, public utilities, entertainment,
management and government. Business and industry are actively

seeking women engineers, accountants and other specialists in short

supply.

Several resources are available as you begin to make your career

plans. One is the Occupational Outlook Handbook, published by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor. In addition to

outlining the basic tasks and responsibilities involved in each job or
career, there is information on where such jobs are available, education
and training required and the anticipated rate at which openmgs win
occur through the seventies. Also be sure to check Business World, the
quarterly career magazine for college students.

Cuban culture to be shown
The CUBAN CULTURAL NIGHT will be held Saturday at 8:00 p!m. in

Greyson Rec. Room on Orchard Hill. Sponsored by the Venceremos
Brigade, a multi-racial educational project which sends North
Americans to work in Cuba, the evening will be a reflection of Cuba's
Culture and politics.

Food, Afro-Cuban music, poetry and slides will highlight the festival.

It's a chance to meet students who've gone to Cuba and a chance to learn
about the Cuban Revolution, while practicing one of socialism's.many
principles — having a good time. Beer and wine will be available.

There wuTbe a 75 cent admission charge. All proceeds help to finance
the Western Mass. contingent to the Venceremos Brigade this spring.

'Staff Photo-Anne Hamburger)

Joan Jonas (right), visiting artist, and camerawoman, Babette Mangolte, in the
video performance "Organic Honey's Vertical Roll", last night in the Campus
Center.

Notes, quotes and anecdotes

Political lecture

William Connolly of the

University Political Science
Department will present a lecture

Sunday, at 8 p.m., titled "Political

Corruption: Behind Watergate."

The lecture is one of a series, "The
World of Learning," presented this

spring by Project Ten, the campus
experimental college.

Connolly, who is a member of the

Five-College Union for a Radical

Political Economy, is the author of

Political Science and Ideology and
the editor of the collection, The
Bias of Pluralism.

"My intention is not to give a

dreary recitation of all the specific

charges and all the many in-

dictments," Connolly says, "but

rather to look behind the

phenomenon of Watergate and
discover the nature of the system

which produced it."

Connolly, who is one of the

nation's leading critics of the

"pluralist" explanation of

American politics, believes that

the dominant tradition in

American political science, which

continues to be the pluralist

"balance of power" theory, is no

longer viable to explain the

transactions of power among big

corporations and big government.

Collusion and conspiracy,

Connolly argues, is now at least as

characteristic of power in

America, and the "elites" which

wield it, as is the open bargaining

for influence assumed by pluralist

analysts: "Watergate is simply the

final evidence of this pattern."

orchestral music of the Tang
Dynasty, and various operas and
oratorios by Handel.
The concert is open to the public

without charge.

Silber reading

Guru film

A documentary film on Guru
Maharaj Ji will be shown next
week for the benefit of the
Amherst-Northampton com-
munity. The film, honored as the
best documentary in 1973 by the
Atlanta International Film
Festival, may be viewed Monday
night at 7:00 in Lecture room III,

Merrill Science Center, Amherst
College; Tuesday night at 7:00 in

auditorium room B15, McConnell
Hall, Smith College; or Wednesday
night at 7:30 in room 917, Campus
Center, U. Mass. Music and
discussion accompany the film.

Admission to all programs is free.

Joan Silber will give a reading
from her own work Tuesday at 8
p.m. at Grace Church, on Spring
St. in Amherst.
A short story writer who lives

and works in New York, Joan
Silber has given many public
readings of her prose. Her work
has appeared in "Redbook,"
"Aphra," "Up From Under" and
other literary magazines.

1
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WE SERVE BREAKFAST

ALL DAY

EVERYDAY

ON WEEKENDS ALL

THE H0TCAKES YOU CAN EAT

COST ONLY $1.50

Gay dance

The Student Homophile League
and the Gay Women's Caucus will

sponsor a dance tomorrow night at

Farley Lodge beginning at 9:00.

The dance will be a special fund-

raiser for the benefit of this May's
annual Amherst Gay Festival. A
small donation will be requested at

the door. All members of the gay
community are cordially
welcomed.

the evolution is coming!

But don'l hold your
breath waiting.

It may take millions

of years for your
body to adapt to

the spine-jarring

concrete world we
live in. If you
can't wait, try

the EARTH SHOE.
Its patented

minus-heel® design
reproduces the

imprint made by a
healthy footprint

in soft earth. It

returns the body to

a natural posture
and induces a more
graceful walk.

The EARTH SHOE
can ease breathing,

improve blood
circulation and
relieve back
pressure and
fatigue. All this plus
unprecedented
comfort.

Shoes, sandals,
sabots and boots

for men and women
from $23.50 to $42 50.
Brochure available.

2*4 North Pleasant Street
Amherst, Mass. 01002
(413) 254-8*11

14 Story Street
Brattle Arcade
Cambridge, Mass.
(417) 492-4000

02134

Ensemble concert Parking billing

A variety of musical textures

will be featured in the UMass Wind
Ensemble's Tuesday concert at 8

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

The ensemble, conducted by
John A. Jenkins, will perform
Symphony No. 4, Op. 165 by Alan
Hovanhess, "They Walked in

Darkness" by Jerry Bilik with

script by Michael Whorf, and
Symphony No. 3 for Band by
Vittorio Giannini.

The work by Hovanhess, first

performed in 1958 by the American
Wind Symphony, is reflective of a

wide range of musical sources

including melodies from the

Himalayan Mountains, 7th century

Armenian religious music,

classical music of South India,

When the Balanced Tran-
sportation and Parking System
was started last year, students
were offered the option of paying
the parking convenience fee in two
installments. All students selecting
this option were billed during in-

tercession.

Any student who has not paid the
balance of this parking fee is urged
to do so prior to April l, 1974.

Parking fees unpaid after that date
will be considered grounds for
revoking campus parking
privileges.

Any questions concerning billing

should be directed to the Parking
Office, 103 Hampshire, Tel. 545-

0065.

Patent No. 3305947

"Our Soft Clog"

Amherst Store Hours
Mon.-Sat. 105:30; Fri. 11 to

7

1

'

'
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Notices
BELCHERTOWN VOLUNTEERS:
Bus runs this Saturday to

Belchertown State School. All new
and old volunteers are welcome.
Questions, call Ken 253-7401. Bus
leaves at 12:45 from Whitmore,
return by 4:00.

BICYCLE TIME TRIAL:
10 mile time trial will start at

Stockbridge Road and Rte. 47, 3 p.m.

Sunday. Beginners welcome. Call

Mark at 256 8723 for info.

BOOGIE BOOGIE:
This Biggest, Badest, Boogie ever!

With Ed Vadas Big City Blues Band,

Saturday April 6. A boogie you won't

want to miss!

CASIAC TUTORING SERVICE:
VASIAC has tutors available for all

disciplines at a minimal fee. For

information, call 5 0974, ask for Sally.

COLLOQUIA STILL OPEN:
The Central Area colloquia "Who

Should Rule the University" will

meet Monday night, March 18, in

Greenough classroom. The seminar
style colloquia will deal with issues of

student role in University gover-

nance.

FAILSAI-fc:
With Henry Fonda and Walter

Matthau will be shown in Webster
Main Lounge, Friday night, 8, 10, 12

p.m. All welcome.
GURU MAHARAJ JI:

Award winning documentary on
the Guru will be shown Wednesday
night March 20 at 7:30 in 907 C.C.

Music and discussion accompany the

film; admission is free.

MARX BROS:
Groucho, Chico and Harpo romp in

highlights from Duck Soup, Hor
sefeathers, etc. ..plus Spanky,
Alfalfa, Buckwheat in Little Rascals
comedjes tonight at 7, 9, and 11 in

Mahar.
MOVIE:

Cool Hand Luke tonight in the

S.U.B. at 7:00 and 9:30.

MOVIE TIME CHANGE:
IKIRU by Kurosawa will be shown

at 7:00 not 7:30 and at 9:30 Thompson
106. Free coffee C.C. 168, it's Inter

national Week.
OHAG MEETS:
OHAG will meet on Monday,

March 18 at 9:30 p.m. in Dickinson

Main Lounge Very important!! All

should attend

OPEN RUSH:
The Brothers and Little Sisters of

Phi Mu Delta cordially invite all

University women to "Little Sister"

rush Monday March 18 at 8:30. Call

253 9U34 for rides.

"QUIET DORM" MEETING:
There will be a meeting for anyone

wishing to help organize a "quiet
dorm" on Monday, March 18 at 7.30

p.m. in 164 C.C.

SAILING CLUB:
Date for Sailing Day at M.I.T.

during Spring vacation will be in next
week's Collegian under notices.

SKI CLUB:
VOTE — elections Monday March

18 last meeting of semester — Spring
break trip sign ups — If you want say
in Club Activities and Procedures
VOTE.
SOCIAL AND CULTURE
PROGRAMMING:
The Social and Cultural

Programming Committee of the
Southwest Assembly will meet today
at 1:00 p.m. in the Southwest
Assembly Office in JQA lobby.

Summer workshops to study

alternative lifestyles
A series of 30 summer "how-to"

workshops intended to teach
participants how to live with the
current energy-economic crunch
has been announced by the
Division of Continuing Education
here.

Conceived as a living Whole

Earth Catalogue, "Toward
Tomorrow: A Symposium of

Alternatives" is a series of courses

designed to find a place in the lives

of all people who are concerned

with their environment and their

RIPPED OFF?
th .SMALL CLAIMS COURT

IZBN ADVISORY SERVICE
can help Lpc. contact t/3 for

informaticn ;
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&MHLRST- 233 NO. PleO30r7t St. wed "i-O
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cfr

future.

Beginning June 14, week-long
sessions will be held on such topics

as alternative energy sources, food

production, shelter, ecology and
"funky stuff" that includes
projects ranging from the building

of electric cars to sensitivity

training.

Most sessions will be repeated

each week during three con-
secutive weeks. Enrollment is open
to the general public, and par-

ticipants may register for one, two
or three weeks of workshops. This
unique summer college program
will be held at the UMass Amherst
campus, with many workshops
conducted outdoors. (Plans are
being made for a campground site

for people wishing to camp out

overnight.

)

Further information is available

from "Toward Tomorrow,"
Division of Continuing Education,

UMass Amherst 01002, (413) 545-

3103. ,

Another

YOUR STORE FOR

BARE TRAPS
"the Rita

99
of California

fc available in red,

navy or natural leather

# wooden bottom

00

UNIFIED FAMILY:
Will hold lecture discussion today

at 3:00 p.m. in 178 C.C, examining
"Principles of Creation". These
principles discuss relationships
between Science and Religion and
more harmonious interpersonal
interactions

UNITARIAN SOCIETY OF
AMHERST:
Service at ll with Jeffrey Camp

bell, minister, speaking on "A
Concept of Justice". Coffee hours at

12. All welcome
VISITING PHILOSOPHER:
Professor Robert Stalnaker of

Cornell University will read a paper
entitled: "Pragmatic Presup
positions" at 330 in 917 C.C.

WRITER'S READING:
A poetry and fiction reading will

occur Sunday March 16 at 8 p.m. in

the Colonial Lounge, S.U.B. Peter
Alpers and Joeffery Bartman will

read from their work. All are
welcome — refreshments will be
served.

FOUND:
Large, black male cat, very

friendly, in Central at Brooks House.
Must find a home before vacation.

Call 6 6321.

LOST:
Black vinyl folder notebook, with

papers bearing my name (Robert E.

Smokey Singleton). They are very

important to me. Please call 549 624^

LOST:
Tortoise shell, aviator shaped

glasses in green and yellow cloth

case Last Wed. or Thurs. March 6, 7)

around Hasbrouck, Machmer area.

Call Sally 253 9066.

LOST:
One pair of glasses in basement of

Bartlett or Herter on morning of

March 13, glasses have brown plastic

frame.

LOST:
Pair of gold wire rimmed glasses in

black metal case. If found, please
return to Collegian Office or call John
at 665 4290

INTERNATIONAL FAIR:
On Saturday and Sunday, March

16, 17 there will be on stage per

formances by a bagpipe band, there

will be folk dancing; there will be a
kung fu demonstration and there will

be classical dance from India.

Everyone invited to come. The
events will be held on these evenings
at the C.C.

COLLEGE PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL

July - August, 1974

Offered by:

The Institute for International Education Programs
and

Tel-Aviv University

BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY— 6 credits.

EXCAVATION IN BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
3 credits or non-credit.

ISRAELI POLITICS— 3 credits.

Combine classroom and field work
Earn college credit at Tel-Aviv University

Become acquainted with historical

and contemporary Israel

For information contact:

The Institute for International Education Programs
89 Rawson Road, Box 303

Brook line, Massachusetts 02146 — (617) 566-0235

&u? First!

UMass At The M.I.T.!

lffafajl£jii
WC AC NJVMdef^QME / ^j^^&^nJtAnf

&0LL6* SHOES
8 MAIN ST., AMHERST

Films of the Minutomen ft. Jacksonville playoff game will

be shown on

THE BIG SCREEH at 5 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Come early for good seats, good food and

HAPPY HOUR 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

DOG DAY 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
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The WBUKO. System

SUPERSCOPE

*

Superscope demonstrate outstanding value in the A225 Amplifier; 10

watts rms at low distortion levels make it the ideal "mate" for the S-16

Speakers. The A225 is fully guaranteed for two years.

BSR 260 AX offers the "bare" essentials required of quality record
changes at budget price. It incorporates large platter, cueing control,

three speeds, dust cover, base and Shure cartridge.

Superscope S-16 Speaker System provides compact size with big speaker
sound. High efficiency design "exposes" the system to full range high
audible levels with minimal energy impact. We also include free, a pair of

Sonic A Headphones.

List $245.00 Save $115.00

"BOTTOM" LINE $129.95

M
V

SUPERSCOPE

BSR

® NIKKO

Mastercharge

BankAmericard

i

BSR 310 Axe Turntable

A step up in record changing quality. Dampened
cueing control, full size platter, sensitive ADC
cartridge. Dust cover and base are included,

"stripped" of cost.

Marantz developed the 4G Speaker System to

reproduce "naked" sound accurately. A two way
speaker design provides low base with clear highs.

The 4G carries the full 5 year Marantz warranty.

List $440.00 Save $71.00 n'

(OUR) "BOTTOM" LINE

Mountain Farms Mall, Route 9, Hadley, MA.

10 to 11 Monday thru Thur. till midnight Fri. & Sat. Phone' 584-6446
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JV hockey roundup

Farm crop disappoints
By GLENN POSTER

Some people make a lot of effort to acquire
recognition. Teams do the same. Take our hockey
team-they play their "home" games off campus.
That doesn't say much for the JV's if the varsity can't
get their acclaim. After all a JV team in any sport is a
supporting casta farm system.
Each player must start somewhere in developing,

maturing and acquiring skills. That, of course, is the
number one priority of a JV team. Coach Russ Kidd
made this point saying, "The kids who play JV must
overcome some weaknesses they all have." And it

was Jack Canniff , the varsity coach, who amplifies on
the them: "Some (JV players) are held back by
physical attributes, they may need a year to

mature."
But, the problems don't end there: Some players

quit the team out of sheei frustration because they
feel that, in some cases, they may have played a bit

too long at the JV level and have little, if any, chance
for promotion.

As for the season itself, Coach Kidd summed it up in

one word-"disappointing." The team's record was 7-

8-1. However, before intersession the mark was 5-2-1.

While varsity teams play during the semester break,
such was not the case with JV hockey. They broke
from December 12 until January 28-almost six weeks.
According to Coach Kidd, "That's the hardest part of
the year. We had two days of practice after the break
and then played Division One teams." (an 8-4 loss to

the Yale freshmen)
Tough teams for the Minutemen were BC, RPI,

Harvard, and Yale. All these opponents claimed
victory over the JV skater. (BC bombed the team 9-1

and one of the RPI games was a 10-4 pasting > . On the
other hand, a lot of games were lost in the final five

minutes. .

As far as individuals were concerned, the scoring
was pretty well spread out. Steve Ryan, one of the top
scorers, "gave a hundred per cent all year on right

wing," according to Coach Kidd. The sophomore, who
saw brief action with the varsity, had 12 goals and 10

assists for a total of 22 points. Freshman forward
John Archer led the team in scoring with 13 goals and
16 assists for a total of 29 points. On the blueline, Bob
Jefferson was rated the top defenseman by both
Coaches Canniff and Kidd. The freshman from
Belmont has a good chance to move up to the varsity
next season.

Coach Kidd had this to say about his four goalies

:

"Dana Redmond was the top netminder, John Riley
Dlaved touch. Andv Pelley saw a lot of ice time, and
Doug Janik simply didn't get enough work. (Janik

was the top goalie in Western Mass last year) All of

them are capable performers."
As far as the future goes, Coach Kidd said, "The

bulk of recruiting comes from the Boston area.
However, players would rather go to Division One
teams that have their own rinks. We need a rink for

better business."

The players went out and played to near-empty
arenas. They deserve a reat deal of credit for just

hanging in there. They deserve more than what they
have been accustomed to getting.

t*

Stribblers" rest in Darien
By DAVE El BEL

The "dirty dozen dribblers of

UMass" continued on their merry
way to New York City yesterday,

and completed their day's palming

in Darien Connecticut, ap-
proximately 70 miles from Fun
City.

But the story of the trip so far

occured last nignt in Avon, Con-
necticut. The dribblers pranced
into a local bar where they were
introduced to a new drink called a

"dribbler's delight" by a fetching

Avon barmaid. The drink, a

mixture of vermouth and southern

comfort, was described by group
spokesman Grant Baxter, as being

"pleasant but a definite stein."

After the dribblers imbibed their

libation, two of them streaked
across the street to their motel,

and luckily, escaped the clutches of

the ever-alert Avon police.

The dribblers awoke at 6:00

yesterday morning and travelled

to Darien via New Haven, where
the second amusing event of the

day occurred. The group, trying to

survive the incredibly bad driving

of New Havenites, invented a new
game called "dodgecar." The
game involves dribbling in the

middle of the road, avoiding on-

coming and ongoing traffic.

Baxter, in describing New Haven
drivers said, "I don't care what

they say about Boston or New York
drivers, but these drivers (in New
Haven) must get their licenses

from Railroad Salvage."

The "dirty dozen" left New
Haven unscathed only to run into

the police of West Haven who

mustered three squad cars to

confront the twelve UMies and find

out what they were up to.

After a quick interrogation at

roadside the gfoup was allowed to

Umuuui) oouncing merrily along

after being bid adieu by a West
Haven man-in-blue who said, "I'll

bet we'll get a lot of publicity for

being the only town to run you guys
off the road." The same policeman
also added, "we're run by a bunch
of jerks," although he used a far

stronger word in place of "jerks."

Although one dribbler was
almost totalled by a sixty-foot

tractor trailer, and another
dribbler lost his hat in the Con-

necticut River, everything looks

good for Saturday night at the

Garden...with the dribblers and
6000 wild UMies.

Collegian trivia quiz
( answers to yesterday 's puzzle

)

1. Bob Stewart, Rick Smith, and Reggie Leach went to California in the
Vadnais-Oddliefson deal.

2. Casimir Kresic was Brigham Young's Yugoslavian center.
3. Framingham is Billy Harris' hometown.
4. The game of ice hockey was invented by cadets at Kingston Military

Academy in Ontatio in 1887.

5. The Chicago Bears beat the New York Giants in the 1933 NFL
Championship game.

New life

next
semester!
Mount Sugarloaf can make you forget all

about those dorm doldrums. It's a modern
apartment community only a couple of

minutes by car or bike from Amherst
College, downtown Amherst or UMass.

• ON UMASS BUS LINE
• 2 bedrm. apts.

• heat & air conditioning

• roomy closets, storage
• wall-to-wall carpeting
• master TV antenna
• modern kitchens
• self-cleaning ovens
• electric ranges
• stainless-steel sinks

• dishwashers/disposals
• 2-door refrigerators

•laundry facilities

• swimming pool

Rent: $2007month (utilities included)

Call 41 3-665-3856

Direction: On Roi:te47.

MOUNT
SUGARLOAF

NIT ON WMUA
Saturday night the Minutemen begin play in their

fourth NIT in the last five years. The Yankee Con-
ference champions play the first game of the nighttime

doubleheader as they take on Jacksonville University.

WMUA will once again be there to cover Minuteman
post-season play. Game time is 7:00 and air time with

Don Gorski and Gerry Brooks is 6:50 on WMUA, 91.1

F.M.

1H
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Tasty Pizza Hardy Hot Subs

Stiift^**-
-

March 15
we will be

featuring a full

tine of Italian

food.
Not just another
pizza place — the

best pizza place in

town. Pizza, Subs,

and atmosphere,
we have a

working fireplace.

Lasagna

Manacotti

u

Stuffed Shells

Ravioli

Fearing St.. Amherst
Across from Southwest

I Dorms, UMass

Diversity Pizza
Take 0«t Service # 253-9363

J
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J'ville, UMass rosters

No Name
14 James Burke
24 Greg Duarte
12 Bill Endicott
42 Steve Mayfield
52 John Murphy
44 John Olson
22 Rick Pitino

40 Joe Semder
30 Al Skinner
10 Mike Stokes
34 Peter Trow
20 Joe Artime

University of Massachusetts
1973-74 Varsity Basketball Roster

Pos.

C
I

G
F
C
C-F
G
F
F
G
F
G

What the stars say about

UMass vs. the Dolphins

North Carolina, the team to beat...

lit. (lass
6*3"

Jr.
6'3"

Jr.
6'2"

Jr.
67" Fr.
6'8"

Jr.
6*6"

Sr
6'0"

Sr.
6'5"

Fr.
6'4"

Sr.
5'9"

So.
6*4"

Sr.
6'2"

So.

Coach - Jack Leaman

Jacksonville University

1973-74 Vars.ty Basketball Roster

No. Name
20 Leon Benbow
15 George Scholz

54 Butch Taylor
22 Carlos Bermudez
44 Jimmie Clark

11 Ricky Coleman
30 Shawn Leftwich

3 Henry Williams

51 Ted Wisnewski
25 Bobby Alvarez

28 Rich Davis
5 Marty Gross
32 Jim Smith
22 Jim Weldon
Coach - Bob Gottlieb

Pos.

G
G
C
F
G
G
C-F
F
C
F
F
G
G
G

lit.

6'5"

6*1"

6'10'

6'7"

6'3"

6*2"

6*8"

6*6"

6*10"

6*5"

6*6"

6'0"

6*2"

6*2"

Class

Sr.

Sr.

Sr.

Jr.

Jr.

Fr.

Jr.

Jr.

Sr.

Fr.

Fr.

Fr.

Jr.

Fr.

As all good UMass sports fans
know. Saturday is the beginning of

the National Invitational
Basketball Tournament in New
York City. The Minutemen open up
at seven o'clock at night against a
tall and talented Jacksonville
team, and while the coaches have
been consulting their stat sheets in

preparation, I've been consulting
the stars. The application of
astrology to mundane affairs is a
very old practice which has proved
remarkably accurate over the
ages. What I've done is erected
chairs for the basketball team
( based on the time and date of their

first practice last sunner) and for

Coach Leaman. I've combined this

information for a chart for New
York City for Saturday night at
seven p.m. Ideally I would also do
charts for the Jacksonville coach
and team, but I haven't been able
to get that data at this time.

In trying to predict the outcome
of the game I've tried to discover
the character of the UMass team
and relate it to the time of the
game. As Coach Leaman's birth
sign is Capricorn, it follows that his

teams are always well disciplined.
Capricorn is ruled by the planet
Saturn which is the planet of order
and structure, making it unlikely
that Coach Leaman would direct a
squad of run and gunners like the

The (real) intramural NIT
By RUSS SMITH

Intramural Basketball at the Arena:...And they're

off-down at Boyden. The playoffs for the Campus
Championship. Wednesday night, half of those 'good'

teams (during the regular season) bowed out in the

first round of play.

Undecided as to which games to watch, I put all the

courts in a hat, and picked one at random. Court
number one, won. So from 5:15-9:15, I was a tem-
porary resident of court one, to hopefully see some
exciting basketball.

Game One: The best game of the night had to be
this one; the Knicks and the Ossibissa! It had
everything: great defense, good offense, some sharp
plays, excellent passing, and even good sport-

manship. So, wouldn't you know, that at the end of

regulation play, the score would be tied at 18 all,

sending the game into a three minute overtime.
In any case the overtime period was like the game,

and at the end, the Ossibissa had won it, 24-21. It's too

bad that one of these two teams had to lose, because
neither one really deserved to . The rest of the

campus contenders had better watch out, because the

Ossibissa is hot, and there seems to be no stopping
them (this is their second playoff victory-they

eliminated the J.B's Tuesday night).

Game Two: There is a theory that the key to win-

ning in basketball is a really sharp defense-and that

was the key in the Nixon Bombers victory over the

Hamlin Skunks.
The final was the Bombers-45, the Skunks-22. The

Bombers deserved this one-they kept Hamlin outside,

forcing them to either take a frustration shot, or

throw it away. The B's raced to a 11-2 lead (didn't

miss a shot during that time, while the Skunks kept

hitting the rim, missing 10 of their first 11 shots)
before Hamlin called a timeout to get reorganized.
But then fouls hurt the Skunks as much as the B's
sharp shooting, and at the half, it was 26-6, and that

was the game. Hamlin, oddly enough, does have a
decent team, ("We deserved to lose," one HS player)
but a team like the Bombers who ended up with a
shooting percentage of 77.2, wasn't about to lose.

Game Three: You win some, you lose some, and
sometimes you win some for the other team. Take the
Trees from Crabtree vs. Phi Mu Delta; not taking any
credit from the frat, but if the Trees had hit more on
foul shots, this would have been a real tight ballgame.
But as I said, had luck been at the Stripe for Ben and
the guys, it could've been at least a 40-37 game. Phi
Mu Delta had an eight point lead at the half, but the
Trees forced them into numerous turnovers to keep
in the game, for awhile.
Game Four: After three games in a row, I

should've realized a fourth great game would be too
much. And was I ever right! ! The Pacemakers had
the height, the moves and the outside shooters-which
was enough to wash the Wizards from Southwest 57-

25.

Now, to say the game was a complete bore, would
be a mistake < I wouldn't say that about any game, no
matter how boring it made me.) There was a
highlight

: When Lauraine's older brother, Bob, went
in the game and got a basket, she screamed so loud it

woke me up.

But what does all this have to do with the title, NIT?
This NIT stands for the Neurotic Intramural Tour-
nament.
See you in the next round.

Red Sox orbit Astros, 8-2

Give
till

it

helps.

WINTER HAVEN. Fla. (AP) —
Reggie Cleveland pitched five

scoreless innings and Carlton Fisk

belted two homers, one a tape

measure job, as the Boston Red
Sox breezed Thursday to an 8-2

exhibition victory over the Houston

Astros.

Cleveland, acquired from the St.

Louis Cardinals in an off-season

trade, allowed just one hit, a bad
hop grounder to short, and the Red
Sox went on to their sixth victory in

seven Grapefruit League starts.

+ THeAmerican }

Red Cross.
j

The Good
Neighbor. s
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7
A
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Jacksonville bunch. In deter-
mining the outcome ot mundane
days. Fortunately for the
Minutemen, the Moon will be in the
sign of Capricorn on Saturday
night. This augurs well for the
control game which UMass has

flatlji (Iiillrqian

SPORTS
affairs the position of the Moon is

of great importance as the Moon
changes signs every two and a half
mastered in the course of the
season. With the sign of Virgo (the
Virgin) on the Ascendant at game

Rich Sevieri talks

about the history of

UMass athletic

facilities next week.

time, there will be little room tor

error by either team.
UMass must begin with a strong

defensive effort. Their relative
lack of size makes proper position

play and boxing out on the boards a

necessity. If the Minutemen can do
this they should carry it over to the

offense where they will get the

open fifteen footers they hit so well.

Normally an excellent shooting
team, the Minutemen have no
reason not to do so on Saturday
night. I believe that the tempo of

the game will be obvious very
early, particularly if Jacksonville
has difficulty with UMass'
defensive quickness, coach Got-
tlieb of Jacksonville may be forced
to make adjustments early, and if

the Minutemen retain their poise
and discipline they will be able to

control the tempo of the game.
In the end, I don't think that it

will be Jacksonville's play that

determines the game so much as
the level of communication Coach
Leaman attains with his players.
He'll be the man in the middle
who'll be shouting at the refs and
his players in the midst of the
Garden din. I think that Jack
Leaman is going to have to balance
the high level of emotionalism in

the air with a clear concise
basketball mind. But with his Moon
in Libra (the signs of the scales of

balance ) he is well equipped for the
job. In the end it will be his

coaching skills and the well
disciplined shooting and defense of

the Minutemen that should put
UMass on top by at least six to

eight points.

BART AUTO
Paint & Body Specialists
When you
make contact

contact us.

* Foreign & domestic
collision work
•Windshields replaced
* State license

insurance estimates

Rte. 9, Belchertown

256-8712

2 1/2 miles past Rusty
Scupper on the left

NIT Team Synopses
By STEVE SARACENO

Sixteen teams wage basketball

bedlam in the preliminary rounds

of the NIT this weekend. Much has

been printed on these pages about

two of those teams, UMass and
Jacksonville, but maybe you don't

know r 11 that much about the other

fourteen.

So, here are some facts on them

:

FAIRFIELD-has a record of 17-

8...playing in it's second NIT...lost

to Virginia Tech (the eventual

champion) last year in the quar-

terfinals, 77-76...top players are

Richie O'Connor, who averaged 17

pts. per game, and guard John
Ryan, who broke Ernie
DeGregorio's NCAA assist

record...

HAWAII- 18 wins, 8 losses...also

in it's second NIT...led by first

year coach Bruce 0'Niel...star

performer is backcourtman Tom
Henderson, considered the best
guard in the nation..he averages
19.5 a game...

BOSTON COLLEGE--
18.8...fourth NIT appearance...lost
to Temple in the finals in 1969...the
last year Bob Cousy coached the
team. ..this year they're led by Bob
Carrington (18.7), Mark Raternik,

NIT Winners

1938-1974

1938 Temple
1939 Long Island U.
1940 Colorado
1941 Long Island U.
1942 West Virginia

1943 St. Johns
1944 St. Johns
1945 DePaul
1946 Kentucky
1947 Utah
1948 St. Louis

1949 San Francisco
1950 C.C.N.Y.
1951 Bringham Young
1952 LaSalle

1953 Seton Hall

1954 Holy Cross

1955 Duquesne
1956 Louisville

1957 Bradley
1958 Xavier (Ohio)

1959 St. Johns
1960 Bradley
1961 Providence
1962 Dayton
1963 Providence
1964 Bradley
1965 St. Johns
1966 Bringham Young
1967 South Illinois

1968 Dayton
1969 Temple
1970 Marquette
1971 North Carolina

1972 Maryland
1973 Virginia Tech

Good

Luck

Minutemen!

and Jerry Nolan...

CINCINNATI - 19-7 ... fifth

NIT...ended this season by beating

Marquette...led by Ail-American
Lloyd Batts (21.5)*...he's the only
other Cincy player besides Oscar
Robertson to average over twenty
pts. for career...

CONNECTICUT-making their

second Invitational trip. ..last one
was in 1955... 18-7 record...beat
Syracuse...Jimmy Foster fronts

the attack with 16 a game...

NORTH CAROLINA--22-
5. ..fourth NIT. ..third last
year... title favorite...won it all in

1971...three men to look for are:
DBobby Jones, 6'9" senior for-

ward, 2) Darrell Elston, 6*4" senior
guard, and 3) Walter Davis, a
super frosh...

PURDUE -- 17-9 ... second
NIT. ..John Garret (6'11) and
Frank Kendrick (6'6") are top
bananas...never has lost to NC,
their first round opponent...
RUTGERS-- 18-7. ..fourth

tourney...lost last year in the first

round...best finish was third in

'67...touts soph Phil Sellers, who
scores a score plus three every
game...

MANHATTAN - 18-8...twelfth

post season visit to the Gar-
den...eliminated in preliminaries

last year . . .highest finish wss fourth

in 1953...7-1 at Madison Square
Garden home games this

year... 6' 10 Bill Champion is guy to

look for...

MEMPHIS STATE -- 16-

10...seventh NIT...finalist in last

year's UCLA invitational

(NCAA)...main man is Dexter

Reed, freshman guard who
averages 18...

MARYLAND - EASTERN
SH()RE--lost only once in 27
outings this year... first every NIT
invite. ..run aad gun team style
highlighted by Talvin Skinner,
Rubin Collins, and Joe Pace... first
predominate black college to go to
NIT...

ST. JOHNS-has gone to 21

iathj (ftnllrgtan

SPORTS
NIT's...won the tourney in '43, '44,

'59, '65...sports a 20-6 slate this
year... 3-1 in games at MSG...senior
Ed Searcy (6'6) and junior Mel
Utley (6*3) pace the club...

SETON HALL - 16-10...eighth
NIT, though last one was in '57...6'9

freshman Glen Mosley, and Bill
Terry are team's in-
dispensibles. .last six loses this
year were to teams in post season
tournaments...

UTAH-19-7...beat USC...seventh
NIT...won it all in 1947...Tickey
Beardon stars with 22.8 per game...

Bruins free Sanderson
By KEN HOSKINS

Associated Press Writer
BOSTON ( AP) - The Boston Bruins have given the okay for suspended

center Derek Sanderson to talk with other teams in the National Hockey
League, Sanderson's attorney, Bob Woolf, said Thursday.
Woolf announced the agreement after an hour and a half meeting with

Bruins president Western Adams Jr. and general manager Harry Sinden.
Sanderson was suspended Monday for the remainder of the season and

the playoffs after he missed the team plane returning from Oakland
Sunday night. His decision to stay on the West Coast came after a
dressing room fight with winger Terry O'Reilly.

Woolf said the Bruins agreed today to fine Sanderson only for missing
the plane.

Another meeting between Woolf and the Bruins management is to be
held in a week to 10 days, the attorney said, after he has had a chance to
shop around the league for a possible spot for the flamboyant center.
Woolf noted that although the trading deadline was March 10, trades

could be made as long as the player doesn't play for his new team this
season

.

"I've heard that a number of other clubs are interested in Sanderson
and now we'll see," Woolf said.

Woolf said he was announcing the result of Thursday's meeting because
Sinden had left for Buffalo, N.Y. When contacted, the Bruins office said
no one was available to comment.
Asked if the Bruins still had the door closed on Sanderson's ever

playing for Boston again, Woolf said he thought their offer to let him talk
with other teams was indicative of that.

"I tried to leave the door open as much as possible," Woolf said, adding
that he had suggested the length of the suspension be shortened.
Asked what he would do if he can't find another team for Sanderson and

the suspension stands, Woolf said:

"The only other alternative I would have myself is to appeal to the
president of the National Hockey League."
"Derek would like to play hockey. He wouldn't mind playing for the

Bruins. He still has a great affection for Boston and the Bruins."
Sanderson, Woolf said, is still on the West Coast.

Sanderson's suspension was announced in a one paragraph statement
which said the action was for "conduct detrimental to the proper
operation of the hockey team."
Sinden later said it stemmed from a series of incidents and that he

blamed himself for not solving the problem earlier in the season.
Woolf has maintained that the issue is a serious personality conflict

between the 27-year-old Sanderson and Coach Bep Guidolin.
"That's what Derek feels very strongly," Woolf said Thursday. "He

likes his teammates, Sinden and everybody else."

AIR FORCE ROTC

SOPHOMORES: CALL NOW ABOUT THE TWO YEAR PROGRAM 5-2437

Russ Small

Prediction Poetry

Tomorrow night marks the start of the 1974 National Invitation Tour-
nament in Madison Square Garden. Hence, the Magical, mystical one
that I go to for meditation has looked into his crystal ball and come up
with the following predictions. (All I ask is that if you're going to bet

according to my picks, be forewarned that I also picked USC over UCLA.

)

SATURDAY, MARCH 16,

The guards, the Center, and Skinner and Trow
Back to florida the Dolphins go.

UMASS 74. ..JACKSONVILLE 63
The Hawaii Rainbows with Henderson, et al

And poor old Fairfield's gonna fall:

HAWAII 79. ..FAIRFIELD 70 *

Eastern shore will surly flatten

The local choice which is Manhattan.
MARYLAND-EASTERN SHORE 95...MANHATTAN 82

From A.C.C. to NIT.
It's the Tarheels of U.N.C.

NORTH CAROLINA 101 . . .PURDUE 84

SUNDAY, MARCH 17

They'll try with all their might
But no go for the Purple* Knights.

UTAH 71...RUTGERS 61

In the midst of vociferous fans
UConn upsets the Redmen's plans

UCONN82...ST. JOHNS 77
The Cincinatti kid need not squak
He'll see his team win in New York

CINCINATTI 86...BOSTON COLLEGE 79
In a battle of yawns one must fall

And so in this one it's Seton Hall

MEMPHIS STATE 77. . SETON HALL 75

Well there you have it. I have one more request; don't come to me on
Monday and say I told you so because you didn't and I'm locking my
doors so you can't.

Notices
Students, interested in in-

tramural softball and soccer of-

ficiating should fill out an ap-
plication in the IM office im-
mediately.

Intramural soccer officials will

meet on Tuesday 3-19 at 8:00 p.m.
in the IM office.

Intramural softball officials will

meet on Wednesday 3-20 at 8:00
p.m. in the IM office.

IMPORTANT!!!!! SOCCER
CANDIDATES: Meeting in Room
17 Boyden 4:30 p.m.. March 20th.

a 21 -Day

Test-Rest!
Neptune s Satisfaction Guar-

anteed policy is our promise

to you of purchase price

refund if not completely

satisfied It reflects our con-

fidence in our product based

upon customer satisfaction

Who else will give you

a guarantee 7

TRY A TEST REST!

WUMV
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Superweekend hits UMass!
'Cagey'gymnwomen peak for Easterns

By CANDY GROSS
If anyone has walked into

Boyden Auxiliary Gym this week
to watch the women prepare for

the Easterns, they would have felt

the sparks of excitement
emanating from these gymnasts.
It's obvious this isn't just another

meet. _
According to Assistant coach

Mike Kasavana the team has been
working hard and is peaking at the

appropriate time. Looking ahead
to the cause of this fervor, The
Easterns, he says, "We're an-

ticipating a capacity crowd and
I'm sure we won't disappoint them.
We have had strong support on
campus and would like to show
them our appreciation by finally

winning the Easterns."
The tentative six-deep line-up for

UMass has been drawn up based on
individual's scores and consistency

in this season's eight collegiate

meets.

Vaulting, UMass' second
strongest event, will be at its

height with Heidi Armstrong, Anne
Vexler, Marian Kulick, Linda
Nelligan, Margie Combs and
Jeannine Burger. Swinging into

action on bars will be Gail Mc-
Carthy, Linda, Margie, Anne,
Betsy East and Jeannine. On beam
are Marian, Margie, Heidi, Jodi

Hitt, Jeannine and Anne. Finally

the strongest event, floor exercise,

will see performances by Marian,
Alicia Goode, Jodi, Margie,
Jeannine and Anne. UMass' three

All Around competitors are Anne
Vexler, Jeannine Burger and
Margie Combs. An impressive line-

up.

One of the most interesting

aspects of any high level com-
petition is each individual's
feelings and expectations.
Following are some of the com-
ments from the ten women making
up the Easterns team.
Anne Vexler, exuding confidence

in UMass chances said, "So far our
workouts have gone well this week.
We're really preparing oursleves
well in terms of team competition.

We're going to be very im-
pressive!"

Marian Kulick touched on a
different aspect of the meet. "I'm
really glad it's going to be in a
home gym with a large home
crowd. This will definitely help our
confidence."

The line-up contains only one
freshman, Linda Nelligan. Never
having competed on such a high

level as this she admits she's very
nervous.

In high school I was in state

competitions, but the pressure and
expectations weren't as high. This
is more important since what
happens in this meet will carry
over into the Nationals."

Of course, Springfield, being top

seeded and perennial Eastern
Champs, is a subject on everyone's
mind. Several of the women had
thoughts on this.

Gail McCarthy, was also excited

about competing for the first time
in the Easterns.

"I can't wait for it to start! We'd
love to beat Springfield and I think

we will. But all we can do is our
best."

Floor specialist, Alicia Goode,
looks at it from the aspect of the

total school. "It would be nice for

UMass to break Springfield's

unbroken Eastern record. The way
workouts have been going and our

ability to surpass 100 points in most
meets, even when we break, means
we ought to do well."

Throughout the season UMass'
problem with balance beam has

been highlighted. It was this event

which cost them their only defeat

this season, by Springfield. In

Easterns too, this event will

probably be the focal point of the

Betsy East believes that the

outcome of the balance beam will

determine the outcome of the

meet She added that on all other

events UMass should definitely

beat Springfield.

All this attention placed on beam
adds extra pressure on the women
who compete on it. Jodi Hitt, beam
and floor specialist puts it this way.
"As a beam specialist, I feel like a
lot of responsibility falls on my
event and therefore on me.
Although I'm slightly ap-
prehensive, I'm really looking

forward to this meet."

All Arounder Jeannine Burger

feels that the emphasis on beam is

mainly on the competitor's con-

fidence "That's where I'm putting

most of my emphasis this week. On
the whole, confidence is very high.

The routines are good and
everyone is capable of hitting."

And hitting as a team, how can

they lose?

As Heidi Armstrong says, "If

everyone competing does their job,

that complete team effort will be

more rewarding to me than the

outcome of Easterns. Of course, if

everyone does their job, the out-

come is obvious!"

Finally, the team confidence and
anticipation for this meet is clearly

exhibited in Margie Combs' "I

want to say only one thing-were
going to win."

And not forgotten is the coach,

Virginia Evans, who has co-

ordinated the efforts that have
gone into this weekend. Looking
forward to a good tough meet, she

briefly but firmly states, "The
women are ready."

Hoopsters hope height

doesn't make NIT might
By STEVE DECOSTA

The weeks of waiting,
speculation, and rumor end
tomorrow on the court of Madison
Square Garden when the
Minutemen meet Jacksonville in

the opening round of the NIT.
The time for talk has just about

run out. The battle of press

releases no longer matters. The
only thing that counts is how the

two teams match up on the hard-

wood.

The Minutemen travel to New
York carrying with them a
disciplined type of game, with solid

defense and a smooth-operating
offensive machine that has the

potential to run with the best of

teams if the situation arises.

Jacksonville's attributes include

a free-wheeling type of attack that

revolves around a bevy of in-

dividual standout shooters, in-

cluding Leon Benbow, a 6'5 guard
averages 21.0 points per game, and
Henry Williams, a 6'6 forward who
also hits in double figures for the

Dolphins.

Butch Taylor is the big man
underneath for Jacksonville. At
6' 10 Taylor has the potential to

dominate the boards, and he, like

Benbow and Williams, also

averages in double figures.

UMass will be counting on their

five starters, all of whom have
playoff experience. Al Skinner,

Rick Pitino, Peter Trow, John
Murphy, and Bill Endicott were all

members of last year's Minutemen
squad, which knocked off Missouri
in the first round, giving UMass its

first NIT victory ever.

The Dolphins will have a height

advantage at every position, with

the Minutemen giving up at least

two inches in the match-ups. John
Murphy, at 6'8 will try to keep the

lid on the 610 Taylor while

Williams will be guarded by either

Trow or Skinner, both 6'4, and
giving away two inches to the
Dolphin standout.

The real problem will come in

the backcourt where the 6'0 Pitino

or 6'2 Endicott must try to contain

the much taller Benbow. You
might look for Skinner to shadow
Benbow if things get out of hand
early.

Other players to look for in the

Jacksonville line-up are forward
Shawn Leftwich, guard Jimmy
Clark, and sixth-man Carlos
Bermudez. Leftwich will become
especially important as he moves.

to the middle if Taylor gets into

foul trouble, as he is prone to do.

A key to the game could be how

well the Minutemen hold the

Dolphin giants off the boards.

UMass led the nation in rebound
margin and control in this category
has been an important aspect of

their fine season thus far.

Another key should be the play of

John Murphy. In order for the

Minutemen to be effective. Murphy

must be able to throttle Taylor and
shut off the middle to the Dolphin's
penetrating guards. This all

means, of course, that big John
must stay out of the foul trouble

that plagued him in the early part

of the season, but which he has
since learned to control.

Tap-off time for UMass-
Jacksonville is 7 p.m. If you're

lucky enough to be going to New
York, the second game, beginning

at 9, features Fairfield and Hawaii,

which boasts the presence of

Sporting News All American guard
Tom Henderson.

Stick around for the finish,

best comes last at Easterns
By WALT POWERS

If the spectacle of head to head
competition is what you want, you
may leave Friday's Eastern
Women's Gymnastics Cham-
pionships just a little dissap-

pointed, because on each ap-
paratus, each team will compete
against itself.

Unlike the men's championships,
where three groups of seeded
teams compete head to head
simultaneously with other groups
on separate apparati, each
women's team performs alone on
each event, then moves on to the
next apparatus as another team
takes it's place. Since each of the
four apparati are in constant use,

and each of the twenty-one teams
proceeds directly to the next event,
the meet has been divided into five

time sessions, with the higher
seeded teams performing last.

Order of competition was
determined by random selection,

and each team proceeds to it's next
event in Olympic order, vaulting,

uneven bars, balance beam and
floor.

Each team except Brandeis,
Temple, and Westfield will field six

competitors in each event. The top
three scores in each event are
added to make the team score. The
top ten individual scores in each
event will qualify for Saturday's
individual finals. Like the Men's
Eastern's, the all-around cham-
pionship will be determined-from
Friday's competition.

A running score will be kept all

day, both for the team and the top
ten individual event scores.
The top four seeds, Springfield,

UMass, Southern Connecticut and
Towson State, will perform from
8:30 to 10:00 in the final time slot.

Judging prejudices will be largely

negated by the separate per-
formances, but the order of events
could concievably make a dif-

ference. Springfield, the top seed,

will finish up on the balance beam,
and if the meet is close, will face a

"must hit" situation on this dif-

ficult event.

The top ten scorers in each event

SESSION 1

10:00-11:30

will compete in Saturday's final
session. Their Saturday scores will
be added to their scores on Friday
to determine the individual win-
ners.

1:30-3)00 \ \

3:00-4130

7:00-8!30

MEET SCHEDULE
TEAM FIRST EVENT
Salem St. Vault
Keene St. Beam
Yale Floor Ex
SESSION 2

UConn Vault
Nassau Unevens
Vermont Beam
Westfield St., Brandeis, Temple Floor
10 Boston State Vault
9 West Chester Unevens
Montclair Beam
East Stroudsburg Floor

SESSION THREE
8 Trenton Vault
6 Slippery Rock. Unevens
7 Clarion St. Beam
5 Penn State Floor
4 Towson Vault
2 UMass Unevens
3 Southern Conn. Beam
1 Springfield Floor

NOTE - A number preceeding the tern indicates its

INDIVIDUAL FINALS - Saturday, 2:0O-4!0O p\m.
seed
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MARION KULICK-Off
to a flying start.

Water

has no time

to practice falling Below The Salt
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Real Life Sought , Get What You Got
.put it in a LITTLE PAPER BAG and HIT THE ROAD.
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The Art of Living vs.

My firstTreeTumTrveTTwork"
for the railroad in Chatham,
New York and attend concerts
at Tanglewood. I start smoking
dope for the first time since the
Nam. I attend the concert at
Woodstock with some friends
and come in contact with an
energy I never felt before. In

the Fall I change my major to
psychology in an attempt to
understand myself better. I

become more confused and
change my major to sociology
in the spring semester.

I start to realize that
veterans are not the only ones
being fucked by the system. I

go scuba diving with friends in

the Florida Keys during spring
vacation. The strike happens
and I attend many workshops
and discussions. People at

Kent State are shot and kUled.

The Science of Being.

by Gerald E. Kinsey

Author s Note: I choose to write in the present tense, in the style of Richard Alpert, in an attempt
to create the most vivid images, sharing his belief that here and now is the only true reality. I am
thankful for this opportunity to express myself in such a manner and only regret the limit of length
which is imposed on this paper. I shall begin at a point in time just prior to my entrance into the
University of Massachusetts. It is 15 January 1969.

1 sit with my close friends passing around a bottle. We are in a bomb shelter at the DaNang
passenger terminal. There are three or four inches of water on the floor of the shelter and a rocket
attack is underway outside. I shall leave DaNang in a few hours; but I won't remember leaving, I

,
-'t even remember getting on the plane. I will be too drunk to remember..

The next thing I remember is waking up as the 707 touches down in Kactena Air Base inOkinawa I am discharged in San Bernadino, California the next day. Relatives pick me up atBradley Field and we go directly to a wedding in. Greenfield, Mass. I leave the reception earlyrhe ritual and the waste disgusts me. I go skiing in Vermont and get drunk. A full week passes and
I enter the University. I am not accepted because of my academic accomplishments - I barely
finished high school - but they accept me because I am a Viet Nam Veteran. The morallydecadent society which fostered me feels guilty for sending me to do its killing and other foul acts
in the name of humanity. Now this same perverted society allows me to attend one of its institutes
of higher learning.

Since the military taught me electronics and made me a specialist in computerized bombing
and killing, I am advised to enter the department of electrical engineering. Much to my disgust, I

soon find that the mind of the engineer and the military are almost one and the same. I consider
dropping out, but finish the semester.

I experience a feeling of
helplessness, an inability to
focus my energy in what I feel

is a positive direction. I drink
and smoke too much.
Summer comes again and I

attempt to get my job back
with the railroad. They
promise me work, but in the
end hire no one and go
bankrupt. "My girl's" parents
accuse me of being shiftless
and lazy because I have no job.

I finally get a job on con-
struction, but half the summer
is gone and I do not feel

welcome at "my girl's" home
anymore. Summer ends and I

change my major to Wildlife
partly because of my love of

Nature and partly to get my
mind off the more pressing
issues of our times. I spend
much time with my girl in her
dorm at Mount Ho!yo'"» ! soc"

tind that even Wildlife and
Nature are dealt with as
commodities that can be
bought, sold and controlled by
the system. I turn to the
woman I love for the answers.
She says I ask her for too
much. My inability to cope
with the system turns her away
from me. Her own in-

tellectuality and structure
blinds her. She finally ends our
relationship at the close of
spring vacation. I feel

destroyed by this and fly to

Florida to live with friends. I

feel a closeness with them I

have never felt with another
group of people. It is similar to
the energy that I felt at
Woodstock. I start to realize
that love is something that is

not limited to just one other
person. I realize that it is

possible *r> *h*re love w»th »

wnoie lot or people. My friends
encourage me to return to

finish out the semester. Three
weeks have passed, but with
intensive work I successfully
complete the semester.
Summer returns and I work

on construction. I live with a
friend on Onota Lake in Pitts-

field. We repair boat engines
and teach water skiing part-
time in exchange for our rent. I

go to Tanglewood most every
night and start to see other
women. I see my ex-girlfriend
there with another guy and this

upsets me very much. I quit
work and head to Florida. I

spend all my time on the beach
and become very close to the
ocean. I have many good talks

with my friends who are
surfers. I return to school in

September and attempt to

establish contact with my old

girlfnena. She refuses to see

me. I go out with many dif-

ferent people. I become sick of

school and drop out.

I meet a large group of

people at a commune who are
unlike any large group of

people I have ever known.
They are all naturally high. I

am accepted by them and give
up all my material
possessions. I learn that the
secret of this natural high is

openness and compassion. I

become very close to a woman
who believes that she will learn
to heal by touch. She teaches
me about meditation, re-

incarnation, the God-force,
Christ and Buddha. I ex
perience a feeling of oneness

The author (pictured above, on pedestal) finds that—Ths farther sne travels. flu; less one Knows, ,

with a large group of people. The only rules of the commune are no drugs, no alcohol, no
promiscuity (a physical relationship without a spiritual bond). The commune has a rock band
which it uses to express its philosophy to the world. I apply my skills in electronics to building a
public address system for the band. I travel to Philadelphia, New York, Boston, Portland, and
Montreal buying, assembling, and receiving technical advice on building one of the largest por-
table sound systems ever constructed. Months pass and the system is completed. I develop a
desire to share the spiritual truths I have learned with all the world. I leave the woman and the
people I love and return to the outside world. I leave with nothing but the clothes on my back in
mid- December of 1971.

I hear of Viet Nam veterans camping at Valley Forge for Christmas. I go to Valley Forge and
march with my brothers on Christmas Eve to protest the war in Viet Nam. Bombs fall on Cam-
bodia while we sing "Silent Night". We camp two hundred strong on the same site where
Washington wintered with his troops. On Christmas day we go to visit our brothers in the Valley
Forge military hospital. We are refused entry because we do not know any patients by name. In
the afternoon we infiltrate Fort Dix which is under maximum security. We sneak in through the
rifle range while our brothers stage guerilla theater at the main gate as a diversion. We protest in
front of the stockade where many pacifists are imprisoned. We refuse to leave and are beaten by
MP's and thrown out of the base and escorted by the New Jersey Highway Patrol to the state line.
The next day we are arrested for occupying the Betsy Ross house in Philadelphia. We are thrown
into jail and bailed out by our friends the Quakers. The same day we are released, ninety of us are
arrested at the Lincoln Memorial. Here I am the last one to be arrested. I stand on top of a huge
urn which used to contain the eternal flame. I hold a flag which says 'Viet Nam Veterans Against
the War'. I watch my brothers being arrested and carried away to waiting buses. I feel very proud
of them; I fight back tears. It suddenly becomes very clear to me that there is no political solution
to the problems that the world faces. I surrender to the police and climb down after ignoring them
for a long while. A woman breaks through the police and newsmen and kisses me. She is beaten
back. In the morning we all go to court after spending the night together in the drunk tank. The
judge is Black and smiles at me. We leave D.C. in the afternoon. The police stop our van and say it

is overloaded. I hitch alone to Valley Forge.

I drive from there back to Amherst. There is freezing rain on Interstate 91 on this New Year's
Eve. I stop to help at an accident where a woman I reach out to help is killed instantly by still

another crash. I am knocked down as a car slides sideways into me. I run down the highway and
slop traffic by waving my arms. A truck driver gives me flares and I direct traffic for almost an
hour before an ambulance arrives. Before I leave someone smashes into the back of my car. I

arrive at UMass and sleep in the lounge of a central area dorm.

continued on pg. 2
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I re-enter the university

and get a single in Buttertield.
I meet a woman there whom I

become very close to. I decide
to major in Natural Resources
and become concerned with
pollution and over population. I

read books on religious
philosophy and become very
interested in altered states ot
consciousness. I trip for the
first time. In mid-semester I

change my major to English
and pick up a course in

creative writing. I develop a
stronger interest in art and
classical music and start to
draw and write poetry.

In the summer of 72 I

return to Florida and trip with
friends on the beach. We watch
giant sea turtles lay their eggs
by the moonlight. We visit a
close relative of a friend In

Miami and live the life of the
idle rich. I soon become sick of
it and hitch back to Amherst. I

enter summer school, buy a
Land Rover, and live in an
empty dorm for the remainder
of the summer.

In the Fall I change my
major to Entomology and start

dealing dope by buying pounds
with my veterans checks. I

spend money like water and
attract many good time
friends. We do a lot of camping
in Vermont and I contemplate
dropping out again. Dealing
becomes too much and I give it

up and move out to the country
for the spring semster.

I live on the shore of a

beautiful little lake and start to

meditate again. I spend a lot of

time out in my boat and once
again start to see life in its

spiritual fullness. I enjoy fixing

up the cottage and working in

the yard. I have an archery
range in the yard and perfect
my aim while improving my
powers of concentration. I

meet a famous psychic who
advises me on my spiritual

development. Through him I

become aware of my past
lifetimes that bear a direct

relationship to this present
one. I become aware of my own
psychic abilities which have
lain dormant until now; I

gradually start to see life in a

more clairvoyant manner and
try to look on each person with
compassion. As I learn to focus
my energy in this way, the

knowings from individual
vibrations allow me to flow

with the energy and maintain a
balance within myself. I learn
to be naturally high. I realize
that for my fuller spiritual

attainment I must return to the
mainstream of life. I am hired
as a contractor for the phone
company and work full time
while still attending UMass. I

attend my ex-girl friend's
graduation from Mount
Hoi yoke. She sees me, but does
not speak. While supervising
the installation of phone
systems in many varied work
environments I realize that it

takes the occupational earth
condition of work to balance
the spiritual awareness of self.

I work until the end of July and
leave when union problems
arise.

I sell my Land Rover and
go alone to Florida to write and
meditate on the beach. The
industrialization of the
peaceful places I once knew
drives me away. My car
breaks down in Jacksonville
and I junk it and hitch home. I

meet many good people while
hitching and finally arrive in

Amherst. I buy an old car and
drive to Nova Scotia with two
of my best friends. We camp

there and share many good
times. We attempt a crossing

to Newfoundland, but the
ferrys are on strike. We return

to Amherst and I decide to

finish up school. I change my
major to psychology because
of a growing interest in

parapsychology. I realize that

whatever is essential for my
growth is present wherever I

am. I move into Southwest
dorm to test my ability to flow

with a large number of people
in the midst of a sea of

negativity. I begin to see that

the negativity around me is

caused by those who fail to see
the outer-dimensional forces of

life, the full creativity that

constantly surrounds them. I

start to write music and
discover a focal point for my
creative energy while con-

tinuing my material pursuit. It

is the end of the best semester I

have known while in school. I

have not had a day I would
label as a bad day in a long

time. I feel in balance. It is the
4th of December and I write a
paper concerned with my
search for identity. I attempt
to reveal and share with others
some of my revelations and
experiences on this present

journey or lifetime. It is clear

to me that not much can be
contained within these
physical limits. I have only
touched on what I have gone
through and the revelations I

have reached. I plan to
graduate in May and at that
time I know a new doorway or
vibration will be placed in front

of me and I will know what to

do and where to go to give a
fuller spiritual meaning to my
life.

If you collect a dead blue jay,

wrap it in aluminum foil, place

it in a plastic bag, tie the bag
shut and freeze it. Then write or
call the Society's headquarters
at Lincoln, 01773 (259-9500) for

further instructions.
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Below The Salt has been the

Kind ot magazine that would
print peculiar work. We pledge
to uphold this tradition, but
can't promise everybody's
peculiar work will fit. Yours
must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces to the line. The
deadline for each Thursday's
edition is noon the previous
Tuesday; but you can write to
us anytime.

"The truth was doomed to die.
It was being downtrodden, was
being drowned, burned, ground
to ashes. But look — it has
survived, it lives, it has been
printed, and nobody ever will
be able to wipe it out."

(At this point our waiter
returns to the table and
apologizes for the fact that
they are out of the kind of pie
Proctor ordered.)

B.T.S.: You don't have any
groat clusters he could. . .

Proc.: Yeah, instant groat
clusters ... how about some
vanilta ice cream?

B.T.S.: Nothing for me,
thanks.

Berg.: I'll have the same.
Proc.: Two nothings and one

ice cream, please.

(The waiter departs,
quickly.)

B.T.S.: I'm still working my
way through Rat, I've listened

to it about six times. . .

Proc: We found it very

entertaining to do because for

us it was a combination of the

dramatic and ... there were
lots of ideas that we spent a

great deal of time over.

Berg.: It has a lot of ideas,

it's got a lot of clues.

Proc: But* performing it, we

really enjoyed the dramo'ic

and comedic action that was in

it. It was a hell of a lot of fun to

do that album. It's a wild piece.

Berg.: It's like when we used

Proctor &
by David Miller

and Andrew MacKenzie

to do By the Light of the Silvery— Because obviously we're
going to wind up doing Rat on
the stage at some point, or a
movie.

Proc: Yeah. We've all ex-
pressed the desire to do that —
it'll probably be our next stage
or film. . .

Berg.: 'Cause it's very
stageable, I've gotta tell you;
By the Light of the Silvery was
staged, and it was a wild — it

was our favorite piece on
stage. And we could take and
do a four man version of The
Giant Rat of Sumatra onstage.
We could just adapt. . .

Proc: We did a mad thing
with By the Light of the Silvery
in which we changed identities
to get around the limitations of
having only four people to play
twelve parts, and Flotsam and
Stones would constantly
change identities. We'd go in

one door and out the other,
changed: I'd be Flotsam, he'd
be Stones and then we'd walk
through again and we changed
again. Oh, it was marvelously
insane.

Berg.: In tact, we could
probably do it onstage so that
the deerstalker hat and the
calabash would represent
Htmlock Stones — anybody

Bergman
continued

who had those would be Stones.
And the old man could have a
gray wig and a moustache and
that's Flotsam and Stones and
everybody else, 'when you're
wearing that, that's who you
are, and you'll play those
characters' ... because we can
all do the same voices. I've
found that out, because I've
started to listen ... and over the
years we've really learned ...

but I'll be damned if Phil
Austin, Peter Bergman, Dave
Ossman and Phil Proctor don't
sound like the same guy,
sometimes. In Nick Danger we
all played Nancy. No, Dave
Ossman -didn't. The thing is

that each person in the
Firesign. brought a group of
voices in at the beginning. And,
you know, Phil Proctor would
bring voices in and I'd listen to
those voices over a period of
six years ... and I could do
them. So I could play Hemlock
Stones and he could play Harry
"The Hawk" Lungett. We
should be able to exploit that
changeability for theatrical. . .

Proc: Rocky Rococo
became Rocky Rocomoto when
Peter picked up on p hj)
Austin's interest in Japan and
transmuted the character into
a Japanese strip-show en-
tertainer.

Berg..- Have you seen the
movie Martian Space Party'
It's still playing with Reefer

The Black Arts

BLACK NEWS SERVICE
by Pat Grundy

The widely acclaimed novel, Things Fall Apart, by UMass
Professor Chinua Achebe has been adapted for the stage by the
dynamic director, actress and teacher, Sister Ester Terry, and
will be presented tonight, Saturday and Sunday at 8:00 p.m in
Bowker Auditorium. The novel describes English Colonization
and its impact on the lives of a people in a traditional African
village. The creative collaboration of these two highly talented
Black faculty members should prove to be a very exciting ex-
perience. "

Madness? Well, our new film,TV or Not TV, is being
premiered in New York.

B.T.S.: Didn't you have
another short film, Blue Planet
Weekend?

Berg.: Blue Planet Weekend
is the film we're working on —
that's going to be a major film.

I have a project going with a

couple of friends, that
produce, called Love is Hard to

Get. You'll get TV or Not TV —
all those should come out on
videotape so you guys can sit

and study them — those films

are worth studying for comedy
and for theater.

Proc: We may be putting
together a series of our three
films in a thing called Firesign
Funnies and releasing that.

Next week: more.

VILLAGE
INN

St. PATRICK'S

SPECIAL

MARCH 17

noon til 1 a.m.

Corned Beef and

Cabbage $1.50

GREEN BEER
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POLITICS

Options
i5y Dennis Simkoski

HAVE YOU SEEN the latest oil

company advertisements which have a
strong tendency to push the corporate
image in the direction of nirvana?
More on this later, but first this very
important message:

Got a car? Feel down in the dumps
'cuz your gas devouring monster needs
a frequent nip? Paying 60 cents a
gallon or so to quench its thirst? Well,
do not blame yourself, your local gas
station attendant, or the Semites, and it

is too easy to pick on Richard Nixon
(and for good cause too, 'cuz Dear
Richard received $4,981,840 in Cam-
paign 72 oil industry contributions).
You can, however, point your dipstick
at the Big Seven who are the
dominators of the world petrol scene.
These multinational culprits consist of

five American firms — Exxon, Texaco,
Mobil, Standard of California, and Gulf
— British Petroleum, and Royal-Dutch
Shell. In combination they control 47

per cent of world tanker tonnage, 50 per
cent of refining capacity, more than
half the world's marketing network,
and 81 per cent of the output of the 11

principal oil exporting countries, ex
eluding Canada and the USSR.
According to the August 14, 1973 edition

of the "Wall Street Journal", hardly
considered an anti -business paper,
"The energy 'crisis' ... may be the best
thing that's happened to the oil and gas
business in a long time." Now you may
say that all you have to do is convert to
natural gas for home heating or in-

crease coal and atomic power (sic).

Well, they have you covered. Reach!
The top 25 oil corps hold 72 per cent of

gas reserves, 50 per cent of coal, 80 per
cent of atomic, and 60 per cent is their
interest in electricity, according to
CBS-TV—"The Real Paper." Exxon
bought seven billion tons of coal
reserves which amounts to the largest

THE PAINTER

On his twentieth birthday, Cedric
Leland bought a painting kit. There had
been no evidence previously of either

his talent or his inclination; after he
had put away the horsies and curl-

smoke houses and bulb-headed self-

portraits of his childhood, he had newer
been known to try to depict anything,
until he now furiously attacked the

**—«\

Energy _Oil (AII?)\^G£ with a porpoise
JE$$ence~ Monopolies "the most intelligent of all'*

Will the American public ever grow up? Or will it be grown up?

in the country. Island Creek Coal, the
third biggest, was bought by
Occidental Petroleum. 43 million coal

acres are in the back pocket of

Atlantic-Richfield, which makes that

company the second largest holder of
fed coal leases. When subsidiaries,
etc., are taken into consideration, the
top oil companies actually control
about two-thirds of the coal market.
Moving into the nuclear family, Shell

married Gulf to have a baby, i.e., a
nuclear reactor. They are the third
largest reactor contractor today.
Thesis: Enterprise is Free if you own

one. 94 per cent of the crude reserves,
70 per cent of the production, 86 per
cent of refining, and 79 per cent of the
sales of petro is controlled by the top 20

oil companies. When the "crisis"

started its crunch, well over a thousand
gas stations — mostly independents —
closed down. It is well known that in-

dependents have always been a thorny
problem for the majors.
The 1971 meetings between the

Organization of Petroleum Exporting

With the money now coming in

Leland leased a small rural cottage
which, with little effort, became a
perfect studio. He now worked
feverishly, leaving his cocoon so
seldom that rumors of the Mad Painter
began to spread: if he were ever to be
hungry, they said, he would paint

himself a roast. He assumed, and
rightly, that he had enough money that

he need not sell another painting for

some years, so he plunged into the

work he was pursuing with new energy.
He was now attempting the con-

Self-Portraits

problems of brush technique and color

value. Shortly hjs landscapes became
less primitive, his still lives acquired
dimension, his figures evolved into

believable proportion. He showed a
marked propensity for portraiture, and
his intimates recalled the intense

stares he gave them before he began to

paint them, from memory, almost
perfectly.

As time went on his work showed a
double thrust; in addition to por-
traiture, he worked with unnatural
fervor or forest landscapes. At first he
went for long walks in the arboretum,
to understand the shapes of his sub-
jects, how they grew and branched,
how their bark took the leaf-filtered

sunlight. He had a dream that he was
Abe Lincoln splitting rails; when an
educated friend reminded him that
great Leonardo had dissected many
corpses in order to better portray
human figures, Leland decided he'd
studied his trees long enough. Hen
ceforth he stayed at his easel, turning
out ferocious scenes of equestrian
woodland princes and classical forest

themes. His third "Pyramus and
Thisbee" was purchased for a goodly
amount by an admiring oil magnate,
who would have bought all his can-
vasses had Leland not flatly refused to

accept commissions.

struction of portraits, to paint a
complete, logical, accurate human
face from literary description, or from
chance epithets, and finally from
scratch. In a jocular mood one day he
painted Andrew Jackson from the
engraving on the ten-dollar bill — it

looked as if the President had sat for it

himself, and more, as if the image were
about to laugh at his own joke.

His woods, however, having already
become as realistic as possible, began
now to acquire unearthly charac-
teristics. One of his last few friends

spotted one of these on a rare visit;

"Camelot!" he breathed, though there
were no castles or knights or any
identifying features at all in the
painting, just his peculiar trees. They
looked like the sort of woods where
gods and demons are wont to gambol
and ply their talents, and the likeness

was too close for any coincidence. The
best paintings definitely betrayed some
knowledge of, perhaps even com-
munication with, the denizens of these
eldritch forests. Leland showed none of

this, however, and was perfectly at

ease whenever he was willing to lay

down his brush for an occasional caller.

"The ancient Greeks," he said, "saw
their world as ordered and har-

monious; their stark classical treat

Countries (OPEC) and the majors
produced an interesting fact. While
British motorists were paying over 70

cents per gallon, the oil companies
claimed they were "only" making 33

cents on the barrel. The producing
country netted three cents on the
gallon. Meanwhile, prices were rising,

the oil companies widened their profit

margin, and the producing country
stagnated. So the companies could not
lose. Profits, huge profits were made
from the consumer and the producer.
In those days it was a relatively simple
matter to bribe a few highly placed
producing country officials like King
Idris of Libya (who was overthrown
September 1, 1969).

You have been told the fairy tale

about "the annual industry profits

required to meet investment needs."
The source for the profit projection is

Chase Manhattan Bank. It's no mere
coincidence that a major stockholder in

Exxon (which is the largest) happens
to be Chase Manhattan.
William Simon claims an oil shortfall

of 2.5 million barrels a day. Richard
Nixon claims a shortfall of 3.7 million
bpd. The Government Bureau of Mines
claims the oil companies had sub-
stantial stockpiles of petro going
unused. Ralph Nader says the oil

"shortage" is an industry myth that
was designed for oil industry motives,
e.g., increased profits.

Just like the old shieks, a sad
proportion of Washington's politicians
are recipients of sizeable gifts from the
oil barons. Witness the failure to pass
appropriate legislation to deal with the
bandits. An oil price rollback is needed
(as well as development of alternative
energy supplies like solar power and
even garbage and waste power). If the
oil companies balk, and there would be
a good chance that additional oil

reserves would be kept in storage tanks
in order to rescind any real rollback,
then the message would be quite
perfectly clear. Nothing less than a
Public Corporation would have to be
formed in the interest of the people.
Ask your congressperson and senator
about this. Demand an answer and if

they hedge on the solution — be they
Democrat or Republican — we had
better get together and support
alternative candidates when that time
comes.
NOW LET'S GO BACK to the first

question. If you believe the oil com-
panies' broadcast ads should be
counter-balanced, the Public Interest
Communications Group would like
your support. The networks (ABC,
NBC, CBS) are balking at a proposal
that would provide airtime to the other
sides of the oil companies' biased
claims. Congressman Benjamin
Rosenthal of New York is working on
legislation to guarantee fairness with
regards to broadcast commercials.
Specifically, his measure would at
least allow opposing viewpoints to the
oil industry's propaganda to be
presented.

ment of women emphasizes the har
mony they expect to perceive. Men of
the Middle Ages preferred their women
submissive and fecund; they painted
them frail and exaggerated their
bellies. Renaissance men merely liked
them a lot, and so portrayed them
plump and abundant. Every man
paints his ideal, the complement of his
soul, his heart's desire." So saying, he
dismissed all his friends, warning them
not to try to visit him again for some
time. He bought a fabulous stock of

food and supplies, stretched and
prepared an immense canvas, and took
pains to ensure a long span of total

solitude and concentration.

No one knows where his bride Lorelei
came from, but all agree she is very
lovely, and seems to be made for him.
And many have seen what became of
that canvas; it is the best of his
woodscapes, of a faery clearing in

moonlight, but no one can look at it

without getting the impression that
some important central pictorial
element is missing. No one knows why
he laughingly calls the painting
"Pygmalion", but everyone wishes he
would break his resolution never to
touch a paintbrush again.

Michael H. Bloom
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DARKNESS
The cup on the table is only a

memory —
Two cigarettes burn where

fingers used to be
And the air is cold. A bird

Strikes the window, and breaks
the silence.

Surely I'll remember her, in

bed,

Where I'll toss wearily, turning
the

Darkness to fit my mistakes.
The air that we breathe is foul.

Jeopardy strikes once, like a

Capricorn trying to break a

house down
And then it's over, all over
Like gulls once they have

mated.
—Jerome Clifford Nathanson

lil babe come tumblin out his mom
ma's womb

a Christmas tree for his left arm
turkey for his right,

the boyscouts, little soldiers of th
forest

sell the baby's arm in November
little early for December
but you can get copper dollars from th

citizens

walking by, yes strolling by.

butterball turkeys dressed in their
Sunday best

parade down the table of prosperity,
grandma cuffs little joey
grandpa unbuttons his vest,
it's snowing outside
all this on the cover of the Saturday

evening post.

whir ... click, it is late december
a few million trees are missing from

the forest

kidnapped during the night and day
vagrant feathers blow from park bench

to park bench
and gay x-mas wrappings are lying on

the muddied ground.

a poet is hit by mayflower moving vans
inc.

his last words tapdance around other's
logic

"i was always a skeptic"
the gold needles cover his face
a dog yelps a pigeon shits.

— Bruce Madden
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NOTE

This is your page. If you happen to
have any creative writing hanging
around, why don't you run it over to the
Below The Salt office. We are on the
second floor of the Student Union.
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In His Own Ri3ht-Bob Estelle (1952-1966)
by Bob Estelle-

TEN GREATEST LP'S

Let me start off by asking
you a question. Is it surprising
to you that a rightist would
comment on his choices for the
best all-time LP's? Those of

you who know other Birchers
know of the condemnations
placed by some of us on good
of Rock and Roll, but those of

you who do know me well know
that the music I really prefer is

that same R&R from 1952-66.

Yes, ladies and gentlemen, I

am an oldies freak. And I am
not ashamed of it. In fact, I

don't listen to anything else.

Sure, I enjoy some of the other,

but I'm hooked on WACE, and
the old records they play.

So, people, here are my
selections for the top ten LP's,
or rather, groups of LP's that
could make up such a list.

1)20 YEARS OF NO. 1 HITS —
VARIOUS ARTISTS
(COLUMBIA)
One of the best rock an-

thologies available. It starts off

with Johnnie Ray's "Cry" and
ends with Mac Davis' "Baby,
Don't Get Hooked On Me". In

between those two, there are
eighteen other goodies which
include "And When I Die",
"The Battle of New Orleans",
"Rose Garden", "Big Bad
John", "El Paso" and
"Chances Are". These are all

done by the individuals or
groups that made them million

sellers. It has something for

everybody. Released in fall,

1973.

2) THE BEST OF THE
BEACH BOYS, VOLS. 1,2, and

3. (CAPITOL)
I put these together because

they make up the best an
thology on one of the top groups
of all time. Volume One has
"Surfin' U,S.A.", "Surfer
Girl" and "Little Deuce
Coupe"; Volume Two has
"409", "Surfin Safari", "I Get
Around", "California Girls"

and "Barbara Ann"; Volume
Three has "Good Vibrations",

"Surfin"', "Heroes and
Villains", "Darlin"' and
"Dance, Dance, Dance."
Volume One (1966) and Volume
Two (1967) were million
sellers, Volume Three (1968)

wasn't. I can't understand
why, it was as good as the other

two.

Bob Estelle doesn't like this.

3) JAN AND DEAN AN-
THOLOGY ALBUM (UNITED
ARTISTS). If you remember
the surfing and hot rod craze of

1962-63, Jan and Dean, along
with The Beach Boys, were the
main groups of the era. Of the
many Jan and Dean albums
available, I choose this two
record set because the first

three sides contain the best of
their hits, from "Jennie Lee"
(1958) to "Popsicle" (1967).

The other hits on this album
are "Baby Talk", "Surf City",

"The Little Old Lady From
Pasadena", etc. Released in

1972.

One other thing I ought to

mention is that Jan Berry was
in a bad auto accident in 1966

which left him almost a
vegetable. He has shown
remarkable progress with
speech and physical therapy to

the point where he and Dean
Torrance got together again on
one of Dick Clark's specials.

Let us all pray for Jan's

recovery and hope that he will

make it.

4) THE MOTOWN STORY
(MOTOWN). I picked this one
over the K-Tel 64 Greatest one
because this one has the best 40

of the Motown hits as well as
the narration about these hits.

It's a five record set which was
released in 1970 on a limited

basis. If you find a copy and
have the bread, grab it.

5) THE DAVE CLARK FIVE'S
GREATEST HITS, VOLS. 1

and 2. (EPIC) I put these two
together because ten songs
aren't enough to show how
good this English group was-
The first one, with "Over and
Over", "Catch Us If You Can",
"Bits and Pieces" and "Glad
All Over" is better, but the
second volume has a lot of
goodies too. Remember "Try
Too Hard" and "Please Tell

Me Why?" Both were released
in 1966.

6) ECHOES OF A ROCK ERA,
3 VOLS. (ROULETTE).
Roulette isn't much of a record
company nowadays, but they
have had some biggies in the
past. The three sets I am
talking about are double LP's

so there are six records in all.

Here is a sampling: Volume
One: (1951-57) "School Days"
(Chuck Berry), "Why Do Fools

Fall In Love" (Frankie
Lymon), "Party Doll" (Buddy
Knox); Volume Two: "Pep
permint Twist" (Joey Dee),

"Bristol Stomp" (Dovells, "I

Only Have Eyes For You"
(Flamingos). Volume Three:
"My Guy" (Mary Wells),
"Maybe" (The Chantels), etc.

This is only a sampling of <

must set. All were released in

1972, each sold separately.™ ^

1
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Do these people like Bob

Estelle?

7) THE BEST OF THE
ANIMALS (MGM). This is

where Eric Burdon got his
start. He and another group
member, Alan Price, updated
"House Of The Rising Sun"
and "I'm Crying" to start the
group off. Then came "Boom
Boom", "Don't Let Me Be
Misunderstood", "We Gotta
Get Out Of This Place" and six
others that showed The
Animals to be a top group that
may not have been appreciated
until they broke up. Released
in 1966.

8) THE BEATLES 1962-66
(APPLE). Now I imagine you
don't think I really dig the stuff

in the 1967-70 album. Well,
you're right. But the Beatles
had some great stuff in their

early years, and if one were to

try and pick out the best
sampling, this would have to be
it. Released in 1973.

9) THE FOUR SEASONS
GOLD VAULT OF HITS (AND
SECOND VAULT).
(PHILIPS). Either you really

liked this group or you hated
them. I liked them and still do.

These two LP's have all the
best this group had to offer.

Gold Vault had the Philips

singles including "Ronnie",
"Rag Doll", "Let's Hang On"
and "Dawn". Second Vault has
the Vee-Jay hits and some
Philips hits released after
"Gold Vault". They include
"Sherry", "Walk Like A
Man", "Big Girls Don't Cry",
"Working My Way Back To
You" and "Stay". Released in

1966 and 1967, respectively.

10) BUDDY HOLLY — A
ROCK AND ROLL
COLLECTION (DECCA).
Gentlemen and ladies, I have
saved the best for last. They
say that when Don McLean
talked about the music dying,
he meant Holly's death in a
1959 plane crash. All the
goodies are on this double LP:
"Peggy Sue", "That'll Be The
Day", "Oh Boy!", "Maybe
Baby" and many others that
exemplify the star that was
Buddy Holly. If you've never
heard him, you must. If you're
into Holly, get this one.
Released in 1972.

flamrock 3oatbz flamrock goatflab
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GREVIOUS ANGEL' GRAM PARSONS
(Reprise MS 2171) time 34:12

Beautiful, beautifully appreciated country
music is found in abundance on Gram's last

real album, with he and Emmylou Harris

combining for some full hearted singing.

TONITE thru

Sunday Site

Luther Allison

and his

Standing out are "Love Hurts", "Las
Vegas", "$1,000 Wedding" and a hilari jus 'live'

"Cash On The Barrelhead" — "Hickory Wind"
medley with a howling crowd, drunks busting
bottles and general Northern Ottawa
carryings-on.

Goodbye Gram, it's good to hear some of the
directions you had in mind as you de Byrded
yourself into purer Parsons forms. The man
had soul. B+

— MikeKostek

In Concert:

John Hammond, Michael Polacco

At The Hatch
Feb. 28

Gratitude. That is the first word, feeling, that

comes to mind — first to the musicians, for

granting us the privilege of sharing their

visions for an hour, or an instant. Also, to

everyone responsible for this evening — the

Hatch management, the entertainment
committee, the bartenders, the janitors, and
the good people of Massachusetts who pay for

this school's maintenance.
Anger. At the rudeness, the lack of per

ception of so many of those who were there.

The hoots, catcalls and whistles, disturbing the

concentration of the musician, destroying the

fathomless tension between him and the rest of

the audience.
(A while ago, when I was more into the music

scene — vicariously, through a boyfriend — I

became familiar with a type known to the

musicians as the "idiot dancer." It was he who
danced with no rhythm or taste, ostentatiously,

as close to the spotlight as possible, at every
opportunity. I see that those hooters and cat-

callers have much in common with that lost

breed. They want the attention, praise and
adulation of 'the crowd' — but they have no
talent or ambition, so they gain their glory
vicariously by distracting the already focused
attention of a group that has come to see
another perform.)
John Hammond ... to me, a vague memory

of attractive sounds from seven years ago, and
not heard since. Ah ! A gift, a great talent, for a
dollar on the drunken floor of the Hatch . . . One
who has caught the essence of the thing and will

share it with us. Mr. Hammond is amazing.
(Glory be to God that there are some who can
get up and do what some of us feel.) It is dif-

ficult to speak of his technical abilities, since
what carries them is his spirit, and without that
they would be nothing. His voice and his guitar
work are the direct links he uses to connect
with us . . . and in the spaces between notes, the
quiet times, the gift is complete.

++ +
The Michael Polacco Group was very in-

teresting to me. All four are talented
musicians, and when they get into their jazzy
vaguely South American riffs, the sound can be
really nice. The wind player, was particularly
fine, playing flute, clarinet ad piccolo ex-
traordinaire. The bass player was also decent,
moving around on stage more than most I've
seen, seeming happy to be there, and the
drummer (percussionist) used some in-
teresting sticks for various effects. Mr.
Polacco ties the group together with acoustic

Band

Rustv Nail

Inn

Kte. 17 Sunderland
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guitar and vocals, and is best at a kind of 'bop

shoop de doop' syllable sound
that just means good times. In the second set
there were some dancers on the floor who were
really into their music, and good at translating
it into movement, and it was a pleasure to

watch them.

+ 4 +
l had to leave before the end of John Ham

mond's second set because I couldn't overcome
the bad vibes I got from the drunken
noisemakers. I don't know if holding the con-
cert in a place without access to liquor would
have made any difference or not; anyway, I

certainly enjoyed being able to drink. But it's

too bad; someone should teach us all how to

listen when we're very young.

Apt. 32G North Village

Amherst, Mass. 01002
Dear Collegian Editorial Staff,
The enclosed is a counter-review, or alter

native review, of the concert given at the Hatch
on (2 28-74). My aim is threefold: 1) I wanted
to write it — words were coming at me as I

watched and listened this evening, 2) I would
like to review other shows and-or write other
articles occasionally; and 3) I think one of the
most vital and creative things you are in the
position of power to effect is to allow and
encourage those outside the Collegian staff
(that's 20 or 30,000 people at u. Mass., right?)
to contribute to your-their newspaper. I know
how easy it is to gloat upon a position of power
and to stagnate within it — you are young
enough and possibly free enough to see that it is

absolutely vital that we learn to share willingly
and joyously our power as well as our insights.
Those of you who have been at U.Mass or on the
Collegian for a while no doubt know how little

use is made of the vast resources available
here by most of the people.
Well, now here is a chance, a gift, to make

use of the little bit of power you have been
given, to expand it by sharing it with me . . .

and others. I challenge you, dare you, goad
you, invite you to publish what I have typed (if

it meets your editorial standards, of course.)

Sincerely,

Alexis Soule Murphy

My response to Ms. Murphy's letter is one of
delight. I certainly welcome unsolicited
tides like this, and indeed
willingly and joyously

ar-

wish to "share
'my power" with any ofyou who have anything to say. My thanks to

Alexis for highlighting our position and
bringing this to our attention.

D c b .
— M'ke Kostek

P. 5. Bring your friends. Seriously!

G. Gomes

Taylor-Made Energy
by Garuman Gomes

The Cecil Taylor Unit

An Overview
"Live" at the Jazz Workshop in

Boston

"Ive got to warn you: Don't
throw yourselt into this concert
fully. It's like nothing you've
ever seen before. I came here
earlier this week, threw myself
into the concert entirely, and
was exhausted by the time I

left. You'll feel completely
drained at the end of the
concert if you're not careful.
He's incredible."

The words of energy
overload were conveyed to me
by a friend of mine I met while
waiting for Mr. Taylor's Unit
(Taylor-piano, leader; Jimmy
Lyons, alto sax; Sirone aka
Norris Jones, bass; Andrew
Cyrille, percussion.;, to take
the stage in Boston. The note of
warning had extra weight
added to it, since he and I had
both seen Ornette Coleman in

person a few years earlier, and
underwent a period of
enlightenment concerning the
possibilities of musical form
from that concert. Adding to
the impression o|gMpi$frous
energy was tuf^^ytuYier
(which TayloJfiHNfrupon as
part of his contract wherever
he plays) removing a bass
string from the piano. David
Sokol picked up the string, and
we examined it carefully, only
to find that it had apparently
been snapped (quite neatly) by
Cecil's relentless attack on the
piano the night before. Rein-
forced wound steel — snapped!
I repeated the warning Tom
had given me earlier, and we
braced ourselves.

At approximately 9:45 p.m.,

the Unit came out and took

position. Jimmy Lyons stood to

the side, calmly smoking a

cigarette; Cyrille propped
himself up behind and on top of

his kit, face and body full of

alertness; Sirone (the newest
member of Taylor's Unit, and
the most monstrous 'new' bass

musician around, judging from
his work with Leroy Jenkins
and Jerome Cooper in the

Revolutionary Ensemble out of
Chicago) picked up the bass as
a thing near and dear to him;
then, Taylor enters.

A few tentative rumbl^fgs on
the piano by Taylojf which
remind one of an earthquake
about to start, followed by a
reply from Cyrille/ and then
Sirone, Taylor and/Cyrille are
moving in leapinfc patterns,
like some giganticfiurricaneof
sound. Taylor isL taking in-

credible leaps oo4he Keyboard,
covering alnfost all com-
binations of notes possible on
the instrum^fltS^jiyltaneous
arpeggios/nn either
spurting V^rom both hands,
covering eve>>kj2pssible con
figuration on the
is humming on ftfl&^i
the hum is not o
just one drone no
but from thous
clusters and unb
runs on the
Cyrille, in the I

occurring, is not ke'

but rather creatin
with the drums,
Taylor an

then breaks off into several
variations on the same thing,
then begins to sear in and out of
the new quadrologue. (Lyons'
approach to the sax almost
sounds like a contradiction of

itself — his tone is mellow, and
as he bends notes, he slurs
them, but the energy — and
that's what this Unit is about
dear friends — , is searing and
knife edged as well.) Taylor is

still keeping up the steady
expansion of the music's
thrust, both accompanying
Lyons and adding tone cluster
ornaments in the background.
Ideas are flashing back and
forth between everybody, so
that the music takes upon a
universal aspect, with wave
upon wave of crashing sound
occurring between the players.
Thousand note-per-second
wave-crash-sound-hummm-m-
m-m ming-dexterity — ex
plosion-imploding passion.

Taylor is throwing his entire
body into it, taking ballet type
le^fl wiTli liis "haricts—«*^r the
ceys, caressing one mini
the next minute — drum as
piano as melody. Sirone keeps
it building and releasing, as
does Cyrille. A few more notes
get thrown in, for good
measure, and Taylor throws
down an "off" pattern on
piano. Finis. The time is now
10:20, and Taylor splits almost
immediately after the set is

finished. I see the people at the,
workshop picking their Wains"
up from the floor. Others just
sit there stunned for a few
ijnutes, still reco v

theimtial shock waves. Jesus
Christ, I mutter, Tom was

Lht!
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m'1957, wihV1
te only LP stif

from that time —
Ahead, with an assorted lineup
of musicians. Later on, he
recorded albums in the early
sixties and late fifties with
such musical visionaries as the
late John Coltrane, Archie
Shepp, and worked a few dates
with the giant Albert Ayler,
that are unfortunately
unavailable.

In the meantime, Cecil was
finding, as so many Black
musicians before him had, that
it was no easy thing to make a
living by being an un-
compromising innovator. He
would often go into an agency,
ask the agent for a gig, hear
some one inside the office do a
watered-down version of what
he'd done, then be refused the
job.

Quite naturally, despite (or

perhaps, because of) the
overwhelming strength of his
music, he went through almost

a decade of scuffling at second
rate jobs, and released only
four albums during a ten year
period — Live at the Cafe
JVAontmartre (on Fantasy),

fnit Structures (Blue Note),
19^6 Conquistador (Blue Note)
196V and one entire record on
the \au Composers Orchestra
double record set.

In \the seventies, with
growirVj interest in 'jazz' in

acaderfia, Taylor was hired, to
a po^jtat the University of
Wisconsin, then resigned when
the UnivVrsity revoked two
thirds ofjjs grades (two thirds

fassHJunked). He was
quickly hireV by Antioch
College, alona/ith fellow Unit
membej>-^1mmy Lyons and

Cyrille. A bit later, for
r
f"N| W still unknown to this

r*«NNTNNV, he was asked to quit
loch. Goodbye, radical

flpytime Taylor made sure
wouldn't be taken to

fodF3|city by major record
cd^Tanies for forming his own
label, Unit Core records, and
released his first album on that
label,

perfornK
Taylor^
And
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Art
and

includes

Powel
Thelonious Monk on one side,
and Bartok, Stravinsky and
beyond on the other. As a
result, Taylor's Technique is

the quintessence of every style
and form — everything he's
ever learned, and a lot that he
had to unlearn from his con-
servatory training. His attack
reminds one of nothing so
much as an immense tempered
drum kit being struck, with
twelve tone arpeggios sprin-
ting from both hands
simultaneously.
ENDOF INTERMISSION
Taylor sprints onstage and

launches a lavish sequence on
piano, Andrew Cyrille becomes
an explosive force, and Jimmy
Lyons sears upward. Christ,
this has even more energy than
the last one!

Sirone, big celestial grin of a
man, stands plucking the bass

Dishevel The Peanut-Fog A Hamburger

in major polyphonic leaps,
with Taylor answering his
every nuance while pushing
Sirone further out. They bring
the song tight with another
Lyons' solo, Cyrille announces
the end with massive, savage
drum spurrs, and Taylor
writes the end with a final line.

Finis.

Taylor is one of the giants of
world music. His approach to
group improvisation, and his
revolutionary treatment of the
piano, have won him countless
critical accolades, and quite
deservedly so. A lot of the
former giants of what is

referred to as the 'avant garde'
are now dead — Coltrane,
Dolphy, Ayler — or still living
in relative obscurity, aside
from established names like
Taylor, Coleman and Sun Ra
(and they're not exactly
wallowing in gold). Actually,
one of the finest things you can
do for yourself is to introduce
your spirit to the music of the
spheres, and try to erase the
barriers your mind might have
to these systoms, for they are
truly liberating and beautiful
experiences.

Taylor has just released
another album on Unit Core.
You can get in touch with Unit
Core, and order Spring for Two
Blue-J's, a book of Taylor's
writing, or various other items
by writing UNIT CORE, P.O.
BOX 3041, NYC, NY, 10001.
Please do. You really have
nothing to lose in the
proposition, and a whole new
world of music to gain.

Cecil Taylor is a monster.
His performance at the Jazz
Workshop opened new worlds
to me; new ideas and con
ceptions about 'the piano',
music, art, life, everything. He
is certainly as good as anyone I

have ever seen and or heard. It

was one of those displays of
true greatness that cannot be
adequately described, only
alluded to in vague terms. All I

can really say that might have
any clear meaning to you is

that seeing Cecil Taylor
changed my way of living and
thinking, as all great Art (and
this is as Great as any) must
do.

Kostek

IN CONCERT:
Aerosmith and the Blue Oyster Cult
March 9th

Orpheum Theatre, Boston

Although Aerosmith was introduced at last

Saturday's show as the "baddest band that

ever came out of Boston" they had been out

classed before they ever hit the stage by New
York's "baddest", the Blue Oyster Cult. Before
I get too many raised eyebrows for slanting the

review, I must admit my admiration for 'Buck
Charma' and the Cult verges on fanatic, while I

found Aerosmith's first album only mildly
interesting. Nevertheless, the story was told in

crowd reaction: the Blue Oyster Cult, playing
material largely unfamiliar to the audience,
was received with wild approval. The magic
had hit Boston.

The Cult played tightly, crisply, with an
amazing amount of energy and innovation, the

kind of music that is their strength: powerful
minor-key "hard rock" (how's that for

categorization?). Performing half of their

second album, Tyranny and Mutation, and
numbers from both their first and soon-to-be-

released third album, they wrapped the

audience up into their sound, style and mood,
raising the energy-level to a peak that left the

primarily teenage crowd screaming,
demanding the benumbing encore: "Born to be
Wild."

Benumbing is a fine

word to describe the Cult

live. Not only is the assault

physical (They start by

playing at sonic boom
level and then crescendo:

in the 'little' Orpheum
theatre the otfect was
really 'stunning'( but they

really are amazing,
almost awe inspiring, in

how well they pull off the

kind of music they play,

and

the amount of professionalism with which they
control the mood of the audience. With a couple
years more practice, they may indeed get the
act to the point where they will be among
America's best bands. They're working hard at
living down the bad connotations 'hard rock'
earned for itself during its late sixties' ex-
cesses.

This is not to say that the performance was
perfect. Both J. Bouchard's bass guitar solo
and Buck Dharma's big solo of the night (the
one backed up by the drummer — his later solo
answered by four guitars was fantastic) were
disappointing, and bordered on self indulgent.
Also, in places things were a bit raw and out of
control. Control well describes the Cult's
playing, especially when we come to Buck
Dharma, the band's lead guitarist. His precise,
clean and energetic guitar playing seem
almost out of -place when you see him standing
casually on stage in white jeans and shirt
amidst the thunder and his fellow band
members in rock's wildest costumes. His
playing is without direct precursing, and he is a
master of the short break, much of his best
playing being "back up'. Finally, Eric Bloom,
the band's lead singer, also stands out among a
group of five superlative musicians, bolstering

his weak and scruffy voice with stage
dynamism.
After a short break, Aerosmith, 'plagued by

technical problems', played all their hits for

the hometown crowd. They were great,

although a bit stiff and nervous, but still ...an

anticlimax.

—Jeff Howard

MUSIC FROM FREE CREEK — VARIOUS
ARTISTS
(The Famous Charisma Label) time 66:45

If this is what Our Favorite Rock Stars do

when they're 'messing around having fun',

then they (and us) are in plenty trouble. . .

This 'Great Super Session RipOff Chase'
hasn't been released in this country and
probably never will be, due to contractural
hassles with many of the 'Stars' parent com
panies, but I would think that the artists (Beck,
Clapton, Rundgren, Emerson, Ronstadt, Dr.
JOhn, Chris Wood) 'involved would be more
interested in preserving their reputations, as
this swirl of doodles is mostly merely dumb.
Two records: as usual, one too much. I guess

they couldn't bear to cut the sensitive "Girl
From Ipanema" or the campy "Hey Jude".
Anyway, the only originals on here are bland
jam patterns conked out by various stiffs

hanging around the studio, mostly by Mark
'Moogy' Klingman, Rundgren's second
keyboard player. The two Linda Ronstadt cuts
are up to her standards, and Keith Emerson
does some nice things with Eddie Harris'
"Freedom Jazz Dance", but you gotta wait
quite a while for something to happen.

This really is some sort of monument, some
incredibly overblown goof run amuck into a
Spectacle that, hopefully, Just Goes To Show.
Buy this if you have a fascination for Famous
Names and Rare Events. C-

— MikeKostek

THE TAIN — HORSLIPS
(Atco SD 7039)

Where Horslips' first album Happy to
Meet. ..Sorry to Part appeared directionless in

its eclecticism, The Tain (pronounced 'toyn')
resoundingly etches a significant musical
mark for these Irishmen. Meet.... Part went
pretty much unnoticed (no thanks to me) on
this side of the Atlantic, which is unfortunate
though not surprising in the existing mer
cantilistic recording rat race. Horslips' foreign
sound is an interesting blend of old folk and
modern rock, an updating of familiar and not
so familiar musical themes, reset and
remodeled to behoove the contemporary era

The Tain is a concept album based upon an
old Celtic legend depicting a cattle raid be
tween two Irish townships. The music, like the
interwoven lyrical themes, is updated, and the
resulting sound is surprisingly rock^riented
for a group whose members play such exotic
instruments as concertina (as pictured on the
octaginal cover of Meet. ..Part), bodhran, and
Vileann pipes. In much the same way as
Fairport's Babbacombe Lee is best thought of
as a folk rock drama per musica, The Tain is

likewise a free flowing, musically integrated
whole. Although more difficult to get into than
most current releases and chart toppers, the
time spent with The Tain should prove far more
gratifying.

"Cos you've got the insight

You can see a world of change
They can't understand."

— David Sokol
Sokol

sokol
—David Svkol
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World Without End, Amen
by Jimmy Breslin

$6.95 329 Pages
The Viking Press

reviewed by Barbara Voorhees
Reading Jimmy Breslin can be like getting a

sucker punch in the stomach. Or like scraping

your fingernails across a blackboard.

Applied to a story about Irish Catholics

growing up and living in the borough of Queens,

city of New York, Breslin's simple, savage
style is doubly effective. For this is a story that

Breslin knows about; it is what he is and he
uses it in his fourth and latest effort, World
Without End, Amen.

For those who sat and
squirmed and laughed out loud
while reading Breslin's The
Gang That Couldn't Shoot
Straight, this latest work,
World will come as a surprise.
The same raw simplicity of

style which Breslin used to

create a rollicking comedy in

The Gang is used here to create
a melancholy, sometimes
shocking look a one man's life.

Dermont Davey, the book's

main character, is a twenty-
nine-year-old, Irish-Catholic,

New York City cop and a
drunkard.
"Everything made him

uneasy," Breslin tells you
about Davey in the prologue.

"He was young and he did not

like one hour of one day of one

week of his life."

Flashbacks show Davey as a boy of seven
watching his father try to ram a bed against his

mother and pin her to the wall; and as a

creative writer who is shamed by the nuns in

his parochial school for his bad penmanship.
Davey doesn't love his wife or care about his

kids. He's been in and out of the Straight and
Narrow, a drunk tank where alcoholic cops are

taken to dry out and the force has taken his gun
away.
"The other police regard a man not carrying

a gun as half a man. 'I might as well go around

without a prick'," Uermot Davey said to
himself after handing in his guns.
Davey hates "niggers", "wops", "Commies"

and just about everyone else that belongs to a
minority group. He feels that they deser ve to be
arrested on false charges simply because they
exist and he is in and out of court with them
testifying falsely against them for no specific
reason except that they make him sick.
After an incident in which he puts out his

cagarette in a black transvestite's eye, Davey
leaves his wife and mother-in-law off at a bingo
game and gets on board a plane for Northern
Ireland.

Before this point the book
hears perfection; after, the

plot seems to flail about
aimlessly while Breslin
teaches his character a lesson

in what it's like to be a member
of a minority group. Here we
have Davey falling in love with

a Communist woman who is

obviously doomed to death at

the hands of the Protestants.

Even Davey himself is pushed
around and stepped on over
and over again. It becomes
tedious reading.
Only Breslin's raw and vivid

style of reporting the con-

ditions in Northern Ireland

saves this part of the book from
falling flat.

Tom Wolfe has said that he
and a number of his colllagues,

including Jimmy Breslin, with

whom he worked on the old New York Herald
Tribune, always talked about someday writing
"it". "It" was a novel.

In World Without End, Amen, Bresline is a
reporter turned novelist or perhaps we should
call him a "novelist reporter" whose style is so
new, so simple and so good that it almost makes
you forget a plot gone sour.

+ This book
Bookstore.

is available at the University

THE PIN-UP: A MODEST HISTORY
by Mark Gabor
Universe Books, N. Y. $6.00 p. 222

by Frederic C. Weiss

Besides beer, hero sandwiches, and sporting events, you will

find very few common interests among your average student on a

college campus and the construction worker who builds college

campuses. Their politics are different; tastes in music, en
tertainment and values also differ accordingly.

One thing that you will see in both the college dorm and the
hard hat shanty is "Miss January" staring at you suggestively,
setting an imagery for more than tea and biscuits. The pin-up has
become an international obsession, a multi-million dollar

business, and the catalyst to untold numbers of pipe dreams and
fantasies.

Mark Gabor has compiled a book about those who inspire
these fantasies entitled, "The Pin-Up: A Modest History. The
book is extensive, with the author compiling myriad numbers of

pictures and photographs from the calenders, books and posters
that have been devoured by an excited (and mostly male)
audience more and more over the past few years.
Gabor's book is not an interesting literary work. It is the kind of

book that finds itself doggy eared in the back of bookstores, and
on the top of coffee tables. A soft cover book, its contents vary
from the most modest cheesecake to the most blatant hard core
porno.

Judging from the way that The Pin-Up was passed around
the Collegian office, there is quite a market for it. Besides for
being fun to skim through, some might find it quite relevant to
their tastes.

The Pin-Up is a representative and reliable book, giving a
fairly accurate picture of the growth of the "Pin-Up". A short list

of some of those who appear in the book in some form or another
reads like a guest list to the Academy Awards at one time:
Marilyn Monroe, Kim Novak, Ann-Margaret, Charles Bronson,
Brigette Bardot, Jean Harlow, Gary Cooper, Rock Hudson, Jane
Fonda and others. Needless to say not all of the Pin-Ups are
nudes, and not all the nudes in the book are memorable either in

name or appearance.
The Pin-Up is not a classic book. Yet it has made the best

seller list of the New York Times. In addition, it might just come
in second to The Joy of Sex, on the list of "Most thumbed through
books."

-(-The Pin-Up is available at the University Bookstore.

Applications at Student Activities

Office and C.C. Information Desk.

Deadline — April 1

The Distinguished Visitors Program

is financed and operated by the

undergraduates of UAAass. for

the purpose of keeping the

university community sensitive

to the world in which it exists.

It seeks to bring to campus those

persons whose experiences in

domestic and international affairs,

sciences, arts and humanities

qualify them to interpret, explain

and raise questions about

life in all its dimensions.

Come work with us.
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You May Not Puke But You Won't Sleep
by Jeffrey Polman

The Exorcist: directed by
William Friedkin; screenplay
by William Peter Blatty, from
his novel.

For those of you who have
yet to see the year's most
shocking film, the Exorcist, let

mejnform you that it is per

and a flurry of sleepless nights
have been reported symptoms
from numerous patrons. This
at first might repel you from
even getting in line for the
thing, but it should be un-
derstood that that list is more
or less an exaggerated sam-
pling of the crop. Most of the

fectly safe to read this article. I

will not spoil your eventual
premiere viewing by detailing

the gruesome scenes, or
spelling out the climax.
To sum up the plot, which

only a witless cretin could not
have heard of by now, the
Exorcist is the contemporary
tale of a 12 year-old girl who
becomes unwillingly possessed
by demonic forces. Two priests

from the nearby Georgetown
Jesuit Seminary are sent to the
house to drive the evil out of

her, all to the profound dismay
of the girl's mother and a
police lieutenant named
Kinderman (who is trying to

solve a freakish murder which
may or may not be connected
to the possession).
The plot is obviously rather

simple. The most interesting

aspect of the film is what it has
been doing to people who see it.

Fainting, vomiting, epileptic
fits in the aisles, nervous
breakdowns, shock seizures,

fainting and vomiting cases (I

learned this from an usher at

the theatre) have been kids

who guzzled six-packs or
smoked ounces to get them-
selves off for the film and
never made it to the rest room.
Nervous breakdowns have
been attributed to borderline
psychotics or more often
people who convinced them-
selves they were possessed
after seeing the film. Shock
seizures and epileptic fits did

occur, but they have been so

few in number that even one
would provide an article for a

local newspaper.
One symptom I will not deny

is the sleepless night. I only

suffered through one of them,
but I have friends back home
who have been up as many as

three nights in a row drinking

coffee and telling themselves
jokes in vain efforts to exorcise

the film from their minds.
It is almost a fact that people

who have not read the book will

be hammered into their seats.

The grotesqueness of the
images, of the violence and
obscenities the demon
projects, of simply the idea of a
young girl doing all these
unspeakable things: those are
what can do it. Even hearing
from your friends about some
of the specific gross-outs is not

enough to protect you. Seeing
them in full color on a

panavision screen is a different

story.

For those who have read the

book, please try to forget that

the book ever existed. The
worst possible thing one can do
to a movie is compare it to its

printed counterpart. I read the
book and thought it very
chilling. The film stuck to it

very closely in plot; only the
character developments were
not as rich. Too much em-
phasis on character would
have bogged down the pace of

the movie. William Blatty, the
author of the book and the
screenplay, cut out trivial

dialogue and collaborated with
director William Friedkin to

polish up the script so that it

dealt almost primarily with the
possession and the horror it

initiated. I found the film twice
as nerve-racking as the book.
Technical magic, however,

is what makes the Exorcist.
The supernatural atrocities
which the demon performs in

the girl's bedroom are the most
realistic displays of the occult
ever put on film. In past horror
movies a hairy hand coming
through a moonlit window
might have been an overly-
used image included to try and
shock the audience. In the
Exorcist, we witness a
poltergeist attack in broad
daylight. Books, records, and
bedclothes fly against the walls
as the girl sits on the white-
sheeted mattress and speaks in

a grisly voice uprooted from
the depths of the inferno. We
are scared because these
horrors are occuring in a

perfectly normal, everyday

setting. I doubt if the film's

effect would have been so

widespread if the story took
place back in the 15th century.
To comment on the acting, it

is superb. Linda Blair as
Regan, the possessed girl,

undergoes so many layers of

macabre makeup and
seemingly impossible body
spasms that it would be a
crime if she didn't win her
Oscar on April 2nd. Who would
think it possible that a 15-year-
old girl could drive nationwide
audiences into hysterical fits?

Jason Miller, who plays Father
Karras, one of the priests, is

also fantastic. He portrays just

the right amount of paranoid
dementia necessary for his

role. Max Von Sydow, straight

out of Bergman films, plays
the aging Exorcist himself,
and does very well at that. The
sequence near the beginning in

which he confronts the demon
statue in Northern Iraq will be
remembered in nightmares for

quite some time. Ellen Bur-
styn, who plays Chris McNeil,
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the mother, was better in the
Last Picture Show but is still

believable here. A little more
emotion on her part might
have been a help, though.

Finally, I should disgress on
the controversy over the film's
R rating. To begin with, any
parents who are insane enough
to bring their youngest ones to
this movie deserve all the
misery they get. It seemed to
me, when I went, that the
wrong people were seeing the
film. Middle aged ladies strode
in with their husbands in a kind
of curious-nervous trance, only
to come bolting out again
within an hour.
No matter what you have

heard, or read, or
hypothesized about it, the
Exorcist is a very well made
film which should if not scare
the shit out of you, at least
leave a lingering sensation of
dread deep in your bones. And
for those fortunate moviegoers
who believe in psychic
phenomena, as I do, it is not
only a movie. It is reality.

USED CLAY
POTS

THE POTS

ft PLANTS

SHOP
Open Daily t

SUNDAYS

(10:30 - 2:30)
274 N. Pleasant St.

Basement Shop
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WHERE TO GO
LOCAL MUSIC

Fat— March 20 and 21, The Rusty Nail.

Silver Mountain Qt. — March 19,

Quicksilver.

Luther Allison — March 15, 16 and 17th,

The Rusty Nail.

Open Road — March 18, .The Rusty

Nail.

Chris Bourke and his dixieland music
— March 19, The Rusty Nail.

Dark Horse — March 17, Chequers.

Larry Carsman Band — March 15, The
Bluewall.

Truk — March 15, The Hatch.

Brian O'Connor — March 15, T.O.C.

C.R.O.P. — March 15 and 16,

Quicksilver.

Sean Lyon — March 21, Quicksilver.

Mark Shapiro— March 18, Quicksilver.

John Morgan — March 19, The Pub.

The Great Pretenders — March 16, The
Pub.

The Beggarmen — March 17, The Pub.

Doc Sullivan — March 17 (7-10), March
21, The Pub.

D. J. — March 15, The Pub.

CONCERTS

UMASS
Count Basie — March 16, Bowker Aud

U. Mass Wind Ensemble — March 19,

Bowker Auditorium.

BOSTON
NRBQ — March 15 and 16, Burke's

Place.

Albert Brooks— Leo Sayer — March 19

- 24, Paul's Mall.

Trevor Veitch and Andy Kulberg —
March 20 - 24, Passim Coffeehouse.

Preservation Hall Jazz Band — March
22, Symphony Hall.

Strawbs — March 24, Performance
Center.

Ann Peebles — The Butts Band —
March 25-30, Performance Center.

Jerry Jeff Walker— B. W. Stevenson —
March 25 - 30, Performance Center.

Slick-Kantner — Jefferson Starship —
March 27, Music Hall.

Pete Seeger — Arlo Guthrie — March
30, Music Hall.

Badfinger — March 31, Performance
Center.

Graham Nash — Livingston Taylor —
March 31, Music Hall.

Gregg Allman and 24 piece orchestra —
Cowboy — Boyer and Talton —
April 8, Music Hall.

Kinks — April 10, Music Hall.

New Riders Of The Purple Sage —
April 12, Music Hall.

Poco— Commander Cody and His Lost

Planet Airmen — April 13,

Orpheum.
Grand Funk — April 15, Boston Gar-

den.

March

17,

Fat's where it's at ... qooqa-boooa.

David Buskin- Roger Sal loon —
15 - 17, Passim Coffeeshop.

Donny Hathaway — March 15

Paul's Mall.

Pointer Sisters-Hugh Masekela —
March 15, Orpheum.

Travis Shook and The Club Wow —
Chris Smithers — March 15 and 16,

Perforn ce Center.

Roger McGuinn — The Ozark Mountain
Daredevils — March 15 and 16,

Performance Center.

Chase — March 15-17, Jazz Workshop.

Joe Walsh & Barnstorm — Marshall
Tucker Band — March 16,

Orpheum.

Orchestra Luna — March 18, Paul's

Mall.

Phil Ochs — March 17, Performance
Center.

John Lee Hooker — The New Luther

Johnson Band — March 17,

Speakeasy.
Tom Rush — March 18 23, Per-

formance Center.

Waylon Jennings — John Lincoln

Wright & The Sourmash Boys —
March 18-23, Performance Center.

Weekend WHAT TO lie

omoiled bv
Arthur Levine

Eileen McKnight and Girl's Town (1959) + commercial success. In fact, its witty dialogue. Shaft (1971) ++
This film is a typical exploitation film, with a delightfully staged songs and visual fluidity The first of the black detective stories, whose

scanty plot. Mamie Van Doren is unjustly make it one of the most memorable musicals of success has created uncountable imitations of

AMERICAN GRAFFITI + + +
This film is more than just another nostalgic

ook into the fifties. It grapples with very real

difficulties of growing up and finding a niche

for oneself in the adult world. The film recounts

the exploits of four friends on the night before

they are to go their separate ways; some to

college, others to continue to haunt the local

street corners. There's a lot of fun and good
music, but also some interesting studies of

American youth. Playing at the Mountain
Farms Mall.

The Big Sleep (194a) ++++
The Howard Hawkes adaptation of the novel

by Raymond Chandler, set in the same mold as

the Maltese Falcon. It's Bogart and Bacal at

their best, with an endless barrage of sexual

banter and barbed retorts. The plot defies

comprehension, yet for all its confusion it

remains one of the slickest detective thrillers

ever made. Saturday 7:30 and 9.30, Merrill

Science Ctr., Amherst College.

Bride of Frankenstein (1935) +++
A satirical sequel to James Whalis'

Frankenstein that is full of dry wit and humor.

Boris Karloff is once again the good or mon-

ster, and is given a companion, Elsa Lan-

caster. It contains some genuine horror scenes,

and is a brilliant parody. Tuesday Lee. Room 3,

Merrill Ctr. Amherst College at 7:30 p.m.

Cool Hand Luke (1967) + + + +
"Paul Newman brilliantly plays a chain-

Bang prisoner, a victim of the brutality of his

captors along with the indirect cruelty that

comes from idolization in the eyes of his fellow

prisoners." He continuously makes breaks for

freedom and is continuously caught, beaten till

his pride and will are destroyed. A winning

combination of script by Don Pearce and
Frank Pierson, directed by Stuart Rosenberg
and acting by Paul Newman. George Kennedy
also stars as the top dog,' and Jo Van Fleet

gives a moving protrayal as Newman's
mother. Excellent movie at the SUB on Friday,

March 15 at 7 and 9:30.

Day For Night (1973) ++ +
Truffaut's film within a film, about people

involved with making a movie and the parallels

that can be found of them in the movie 'Meet

Pamela.' it gives us the illusion of art and love,

and creates an illusion itself. Jean Pierre and
Jacqueline Bisset star in the film exemplifying

the trials of shooting a film. Playing at the

Showcase in Springfield.

The Exorcist (1973) + ++ +
William Peter Blatty's story of a young girl

possessed by the devil and the horrifying

results. Playing at the Show Case in

Springfield.

Falstaff Chimes at Night (67) ++
Based on the 5 plays by Shakespear, par

ticularly 'Henry IV, written and directed by

Orson Welles. It is the story of Falstaff, a huge,

bumbling, blistering baffoon, who is a knight of

Henry's and a companion to His son, Prince

Hal. The articulation is poor, and the Spanish

scenery makes it evident that we are not in

England. John Gielund gives a nice per

formance as Henry IV, as does Keith Baxter as

Prince Hal. Welles himself proves disap

^pointing. Playing at the Amherst Cinema. _

accused of murder and sent to Girl's Town.
Playing in Room 101 CC Friday, March 15 at

8:00 along with There's No Business Like Show
Business, which is a bit more enjoyable.

The Harder They Fall (1956) ++
Bogart's last film before his untimely death.

A carbon copy of many earlier fight films, with
the usual fixes, underworld characters and
sentimentality, but still interesting if only for

the performance of Bogart and Rod Steiger.

This came at the time of the big uproar to ban
boxing as a sport. Sun. at 7:30 Franklin Pat
terson Hall, Hampshire College.

all. This was JeanetteMacDonald's film debut, the original. Richard Roundtree plays a

Playing Tues., Thompson 102 at 7 and 9. detective with unusual acrobatic ability and

Oh What A Lovely War (1969) +++ remarkable recuperative powers. He's tough,

A deeply moving film focusing on the tragedy cool, and usually just downright cruel, but still

of millions of wasted dead during WWI. Its manages to win everyones admiration,

based on a 1963 musical by John Littlewood, Saturday, 7:30 and 9:30 at Sage Hall, Smith

adapted by Len Deighton and Richard The Treasure of the Sierra Madre (1948) + +
AttenBorough. The case includes almost every This highly overrated work of John Houston

major British star as John Mills, Lawrence deals with the age old theme of what greed does

Olivier, Michael Redgrave Etc. Gamble Aud., to mens' souls. Humphrey Bogart, Tim Holt

Saturday at 7:30, Mt. Holyoke.

Our Gang Comedies and the Marx Brothers

+++
Come laugh your pants off on Friday atHud (1963) + ++

Directed by Martin Ritt, the film is a study of Mahar 7, 9, and 11.

one man's tragic flaw. Paul Newman portrays PAPER CHASE + + +
a soulless man who is devoid of principle and A drama exploring the rigors of a Harvard

responsibility, and driven only by lust. Also in Law school student. Some excellent per

the cast are Brandon DeWilde, Patricia Neal formances, especia'ly John Houseman as a

and Melvyn Douglas. Sunday 7:30 in Franklin professor of contractual law. An interesting

Patterson Hall, Hampshire College. film, but the melodramatic finish leaves one

Ikiru (1960) ++++ wondering if the script writer didn't just run

Abounding with profoundly moving insight out of gas. Mountain Farms Mall,

on the nature of man — life, death, love,

selfishness, sacrifice. It's the story of an old

man's struggle to give his life meaning when he

learns he has only a few months to live.

Splendidly produced, beautifully directed,

magnificently acted by a huge cast, including

Takashi Shimura, Mike Odigvri. Directed by
Akirue Kurosawa. Friday 7 and 9:30 in

Thompson 106.

Kelly's Heros (1970) + +
The film is graced by four big stars of today,

Clint Eastwood, Telly Savalas, Don Rickles

and Donald Sutherland, who join together in

order to pull a caper during WWII. The film of

course, can not stand up to MASH, but does

attempt to be a service comedy. Playing Wed.
in the CCA at 7 and 10.

Les Enfants Du Paradis (1945) +++ +
'(Children of Paradise) recreates the 1830's

PAPILLON +++

and Walter Huston are prospectors in search of

gold in Mexico. The ending supports the old

moral that cheaters never prosper and the

same should be said for the moralistic direc

tors. Friday 7:30 and 9:30 Lee. Rm. 1, Merrill

Science Ctr., Amherst Col.

A Touch of Class (1973) +++
Glenda Jackson plays the unwed mistress, a

liberated woman yet weak enough to fall for

George Segal, who himself a married man tries

to combine the best of both worlds. One always

must lose and naturally it's Ms. Jackson but its

fun to watch along the way. Playing at

Mountain Farms.
Steve McQueen and Dustin Hoffman star in What's Up Tiger Lily (1966) ++

this epic adventure film, based on the memoirs
of the late Henri Charriere, who at the age of 25

was sentenced to a life of hard labor in the

French penal colony of Guiana. Unlike most
protagonists in this age of the anti-hero,

McQueen displays the virtues which enable

him to overcome what appear to be in-

surmountable hardships and achieve freedom.
Sometimes the flashbacks to Charriere's

younger days in Paris appear obtuse; still the

Woody Allen substitutes dubbed English gags

for dialogue of a Japanese made spy film. A
very funny premise but just doesn't elicit

laughter throughout. Playing with a W.C
Fields short at Mahar Aud., Sat. 7, 9 and 11.

Where Does It Hurt ++
Peter Sellers as Albert T. Hofnagel tries to

make a laughing matter out of hospital costs

and medical monkeyshines at the Vista Vue
Hospital. The basically thin story line is

superb acting of McQueen and the sheer covered by speed, gags, explicit cracks and sex

fascination with his struggle for freedom, save with some athletic performance. Peter Sellers

the film from mediocrity. Playing at the plays the conniving hospital administrator who
Calvin.

Rock & Soul '64 Plus a Pink Panther Cartoon

Playing in the SUB Sunday 7 and 9:30.

and the lives of actors and thieves living on the The Ruling Class (1972) ++++
Boulevard du Temple (Paris' famous theatre Peter O'Toole stars and co produced this film

street). Graced with outstanding performances about a gentle Earl of Gurney who believes

by Garance, around whom the story unfolds, himself to be Jesus, and is considered mad by

Pierre Brasseru (as the actor Lemaitre), Louis his family. He is cured and changes into 'Jack

Salou and Jean Louis Barrault. Filmed during the Ripper' with saddistic, moralistic attitudes

the German occupation by Marcel Carne." In viewed by others as normal. Its a black comedy
the West Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson attacking the closed mind and heart and abuses

Hall, Hampshire College on Monday at 8:00. of the priviledged class. Though we've seen

many films with the same message, this one is

Long Day's Journey Into Night (1962) ++ + + worth seeing. Playing in the»CCA Thur., March
Based on Eugene O'Neill's play, starring 21 at 7 and 10.

Katherine Hepburn. The story brings out all the

hidden skeletons contained within each family

member of a suburban Connecticut family.

Under Sidney Lumet's direction each actor

gives their character real life and spark. Ralph

robs his patients blind. JoAnn Pflug co-stars,

best bet is to view this movie in a defractec

state of mind.

Woman of the Year (1942) + + +
Katherine Hepburn plays an international

affairs correspondent on the same newspaper
as her husband, Spencer Tracy a baseball

correspondent. Their competitiveness along
with husband vs. career wife is brilliantly

funny due to the Lardner-Kanin screenplay, at

Hampshire College, Thurs. along with Loni

Day's Journey Into Night.

Through A Glass Darkly

A double Bergman bill this week at the Globe
in Northampton. First showing will be Through
A Glass Darkly which concentrates upon the

experiences of people on an isolated island in

One of the hardest short novels Hesse has Sweden within the time span of 24 hrs
written and the film can not meet the ex- Bergman tensly exposes aspects of shock anc

Siddartha (1973) + +

Richardson plays the aging father with distinct pectations of the book but the visual style is tragedy that evolve from the painful paraxym!

understanding of his character who becomes a

tragic figure. Hepburn plays the mother who is

hooked on drugs. Jason Robards and Dean

Stockwell play the sons. Playing in the Main

Lee. Hall, Franklin, Patterson, Hampshire

7:30.

Love Parade (1929) +++
Lubitsch's first sound film has been

justifiably identified as 'the first truly bundle. Good dialogue with surprises, and a

cinematic screen musical in America' by good job done by Paul Newman and Robert

Theodorr Huff. It was a great critical snd Redford. Playing at the Mountain Farms Mall.

done nicely. Playing at the Academy of Music, of a young woman going mad. She is an in-

curable sufferer of schizophrenia. Harriel
Anderson beautifully plays the woman,
Gunnar Bjornstrand plays the father, and Max
Von Sydow as the husband, with Lar Passgarc
the brother. The Silence will be shown at 8:00 ir

between showings of . . . Glass at 7 and 10:10

Explanation of Ratings
+++ + .. A superior film

++ +— Worth some attention

++ If you have nothing else to do
+ flay home and catch up on your sleepy

The Sting (1973)

Two Chicago con men of the 30's take a big

Irish racket boss from New York for a big

In
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Life is a carnival,

Believe it or not,

Life is a Carnival,

Two bits a shot.
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UMass committee formed for human rights in USSR

A weekend offrustration & ecstasy

m

i
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Coach Jack Lea man grimaces in frustration after

his basketball team lost 73-69 to Jacksonville in

overtime at the NIT.. .See NIT story, pg. 20

...as Gail McCarthy hugs teammate Linda Nelligan

after the UMass women's victory in the Eastern

championships.

Complete team effort makes

gymwomen new Eastern champs
by CANDY GROSS

It wasn't what we all hoped for, but we had
to settle for 50 per cent in UMass' Super-

weekend.
While 6000 UMies trouped down to New

York to raise the roof off Madison Square
Garden, almost sure of a UMass victory,

2500 gymnastics fans crowded the Cage (the

one side that was used due to space

limitations) hopeful of a UMass victory, but

deep down expectant of a Springfield vic-

tory. The Chiefs had defeated UMass in a

dual meet earlier in the season, and had
never lost an Eastern Championships, so a

bet on Springfield would have been a safe

one.

But in Friday's team competition, the

Minutewomen not only beat Springfield and

sixteenother schools to win their first

Eastern Championship, but they came up

with a brilliant team effort to win by the

impressive margin of 3.15 points, 106.20 t6

103.65.

It was the final session from 8 30-10 00 6n

Friday night which drew a capacity crowd

to watch the top four teams in the east:

UMass. Springfield. Southern Connecticut,

and Towson State

But from the reaction of the audience, it

almost seemed as if there were only two

teams competing: as it developed into a duel

between UMass and Springfield fans The

Cage reverberated with the crowd's un-

dampened excitement, despite futile efforts

to control the noise. This was probably the

most crowd involvement seen at a women's

gymnastics meet in years

The session began with UMass on uneven
bars and Springfield on floor exercise,

strong events for both teams.

Gail McCarthy led off for UMass and swu-

ng perhaps her strongest routine to earn a

rather low 7.35, possibly due to her first

place position in the line-up. Freshman
Linda Nelligan followed her with a 7.5.

Margie Combs, back to her All Around

position, worked the bars with ease to score

an 8.4, after which Anne Vexler flashed

through her crowd-pleasing routine to an
8.85. Bar specialist, Betsy East kept the

pace going with an 8.8 and Jeannine Burger
wrapped up the event with her 9.0. The last

four women qualified for the individual

(Continued on P. 19)

Bv BILLDENSMORE
MIX Staff

Eleven members of the UMass com-
munity, including faculty, clergy, em-
ployees and a student, have joined as

founding members of a major effort to

secure human rights for Soviet citizens

through diplomatic pressure overseas and
political pressure of Congress.

Called the "Committee for Human Rights

in the Soviet Area", the group includes John
Lederle, the former president of UMass who
is now a political science professor and has

generally stayed away from visible political

activity.

Instigator for the effort is UMass
professor of Economics Vaclav Holesovsky,

who said iast week the group was sparked

primarily because of the exile of dissident

Soviet author Alexsander Solzhenitsyn.

"This is essentially an issue of academic
freedom.'' Holesovsky said Friday,
"whether citizens of the Soviet Union have a

right to dissent."

In a statement prepared for Tuesday's

edition of The Collegian, the Committee
says: "we believe that is is wrong as well as

dangerous to leave the state of the Soviet

domestic regime out of our assessment of

international power relations. At the basis of

U.S. policy is the search for a stable peace.

The totalitarian nature of the Soviet internal

regime affects this policy indirectly and
directly.

Among the founding members of the

group are:

—Arnie Oker, a UMass undergraduate

who is politically active in the lettuce

boycott.

—John W. Lederle, professor of political

science and former UMass president before

Robert Wood.
—Rabbi Aryeh Meir of UMass Hillel

.

—Father J. Joseph Quigley, Newman
' Center director.

—Carol H. Drew, dining commons em-
ployee and newly-elected president of local

1776 of the AFL-CIO, representing over five-

hundred UMass physical plant personnel.

—Howard Brogan, vice-chairman of the
; English department and one of the major
organizers for last falls' unsuccessful

faculty unionization attempt by the

Massachusetts Teachers' Association.

Other founding members are Harvey
Friedman of the UMass Labor Center;

Guenther Lewy, professor of political

science; Laszlo Tikos, professor of Slavic

studies and biographers of Solzhenitsyn;

and Bernard Turner, a public safety

department employee.
Holesovsky said Friday the group plans a

mass letter writing campaign to

congressmen asking for:

—increased communication with

dissident Russian citizens by the United

States, and
—Concessions from Soviet diplomats in

the area of human rights when trade

agreements or defense agreements are

reached with the U.S.

"We don't want to leave the students out of

this". Holesovsky told the Collegian Friday.

Cause launched for "9-year-old" convict
By MARK VOGLER

A group of UMass students have launched
a campaign to reopen the case of a former
Belchertown State School inmate who is

serving a life sentence at Norfolk Prison for

a murder conviction.

The students have planned "Russell

Daniels Night'' April 3 at the UMass campus
center in an attempt to "encourage" Gov.
Francis W Sargent to appoint a citizen's

commission to investigate the cir-

cumstances surrounding the incarceration

of the 28-year-old mentally retarded man
Daniels, who worked as a janitor in a

Springfield apartment building, was alleged

to have stabbed to death an 83-year-old

woman August 21. 1972.

He was convicted on a confession

statement which he later testified

Springfield police had forced him to sign

The statement which Daniels said he

could not understand was the main evidence

brought against him by Dist Atty John J.

Teahan in Hampshire County Superior

Court
Daniels, a black, was tried before an all-

white jury.

Susan Sherry, a UMass student and

coordinator for the scheduled event, told the

Collegian the group hopes to use the Daniels

case to create a public awareness to the

state's need for better health care services.

"We would like to raise the issue as to why
the Department of Mental Health is not

fulfilling is responsibility to the citizens of

this state." Ms. Sherry said.

SEE NEWS ANALYSIS— FACE 10

"Social services in general should be an

issue in this year's state elections. Citizens

should be forcing government
bureaucracies to become more accountable

to those they serve."

The group has been advised by former

state Corrections Commissioner John Boone

not to limit the seminar to the Daniels case

because "five to ten per cent of

Massachusetts' prison population is in-

carcerated under the same circumstances

— and should be treated as mentally

retarded," Ms. Sherry said.

The group plans to ask Gov. Sargent to

attend.

Expected guest speakers include Dr.

Benjamin Ricci, President of the

Belchertown State School Friends
Association; Alto Daniels, a UMass student

and brother of the retarded convict, Joe

Klein of the Real Paper, the only Boston

publication to follow the story; and a

representative of the National Commission
on the Abolition of Prisons which Boone now
heads.

"The 9-year-old in Norfolk," WTIC-TVs
(Hartford) investigative documentary of

the Daniel's case, will also be shown during

the evening.

Ms. Sherry said the group also hopes to

point out "questionable" police practices in

Springfield "which justifies an investigation

by a citizen's group of both black and
white."
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Bicycles:

Spring is here

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council
PRESENTS

JVfH' VORK

La Dafne
\ll I . I T I \ K.iriMllll' ( )«t:iarh Baroque Opera

March

20&21
8 P.M.
Bowker

Auditorium

Reserved Tickets:

$2.00 UM/A students
$4.00 all others

Box Office:

125 Herter Hall

Phone 545-0202
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Free to go as you please
but watch out for the rules

By FRITS GEURT8EN
MDC Staff

(First in a three-part series on Bicycling)

It's bicycles, and not robins or flower buds, that
announce the advent of spring at UMass. With the
coming of warmer weather, literally thousands of
cyclists appear on the scene, riding on bikes worth
anywhere from $4 to $400.

Although cyclists are for the most part free to do
and go as they please, there are a few rules and
regulations that apply to them.

Cyclists must obey the same traffic rules and
regulations as automobiles to the extent that they
are reasonably applicable. This includes riding on
the right, obeying signs, giving signals, and so
forth.

Riders must proceed in single file except on bike
paths or sections of the highway set aside ex-
clusively for bicycles. No bicycle is permitted to
be drawn by another moving vehicle.
Only one person is allowed on a bicycle, except

in those cases where a bicycle is designed to hold
more than one person

Any bicycle operated during the period from
half an hour after sunset to half an hour before
sunrise must be equipped with a white headlight
and a red reflector in the rear.

The headlight must be visible for five hundred
feet; the reflector, not less than three hundred. In
addition relflectorized paint or tape must be
displayed on the lower portion of the rear fender
and on both sides of the front fork.

Every bicycle must be equipped with a suitable
bell, horn, or other device which emits a signal
capable of being heard at least one hundred feet
away. Sirens and whistles are illegal.

All bikes must have brakes which allow the rider
to stop quickly and evenly.

Violation of any of these rules and regulations if

punishable by a fine of one dollar.

Many communities have their own additional
rules concerning bicycles. These may include ones
dealing with riding on sidewalks and the like. The
best rule of thumb when riding in strange towns is

common sense.
(Tomorrow — Bicycles and Theft)

Up close

Thinking about B'town School
By DONALD WILHELM

MDC Staff

Belchertown State School is a
place you sort of hear about but
don't know much about. In order to
know a bit more about the place, I

volunteered in "K" Building,
where the school's most retarded
patients live.

A day in a patient's life involves
getting up at 6:30 a.m., having
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Complementary Beer
through your main course

breakfast, going to a large room
called a "day-hall", going to lunch,
going back to the day-hall, going to
dinner, and going to bed at 7:00
p.m. The day hall is a large room
with a few chairs, a table, a. broken
television, and little else. Two
attendants are present to take care
of over 40 people. The patients
literally have the age of one-year-
olds -few can speak, many aren't
toilet-trained, and most don't
communicate with each other. But
occasionally you see some af-
fection between them, some gentle
strokes.

The wierd expressions and odd
gestures of these people make
them unappealing. And it is ex-
tremely difficult to communicate
with them. They often don't know
what you want, and you can't
understand what they're trying to
say. However, both due to their
gentle nature, and, when
necessary, due to tranquilizers, the
patients are pretty harmless.
There are few violent cases.
With the high patient attendant

ratio, relations between the mare
by necessity distant. The sheer
bizarreness of the situation, for
hours on end, makes one want to
keep one's distance from the
patients - it is too depressing, too
threatening, to be with them, and
when virtually everyone in a room
of people is very very strange, one
feels very insecure in a funny way.
Ten years ago, two attendants

cared for 120 patients and clubs
were used to maintain order. Even
today, shoving and whacking
clothing at people is often the only
way many can find to keep from
being overwhelmed by the
patients. Attendants told the
reporter that with more staff, the
situation would be much easier,
but often legislators don't care!
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Even to an extent today, state

mental facilities are the places
budget cuts are made when the

budget needs streamlining. With so
many causes in our state crying for

funding, mental patients, who are
not exactly a massive voting bloc,

often get short shrift. Attendants
also said that of all the patients in

"K" Building, only one received a
regular visitor, and only three or
four received sporadic visitors.

And many of the residents are sons
of doctors, lawyers, and
professors, people supposedly
educated enough to know better.
But it is admittedly heart-rending
to be in a room of deformed
humanity, an experience many
people would just as soon avoid. It

is difficult to love these people.

Most of the building has the look
of someone's trying-there are
decorations, fresh paint, new
furniture.aand a ward for older
people in which the staff-patient
ratio is five to one. It is a much
saner, happier place in this room
than in the main day hall. And

more people than ever are being
sent into the world, more people
are being helped and trained for
life on the outside. But so much
more needs to be done.

It's often said that money makes
the world go round. And money
would work wonders at Belcher-
town. It is easier, more com-
fortable to forget these people,
then to forget Roxbury, or to forget
starvation. You don't see these
problems often. But a mentally-
retarded person, whose life
revolves around three rooms,
whose life consists of pacing back
and forth until the next meal, can't
ever forget.

Safety director sees need for emergency vehicle
Bv FRITS miF.RTSFN "TVio .iah;r.U " ih^ aaJ4 «««,iii ' " " - 1-1 * ...•_. • _•_. wv. . . „. .. _By FRITS GUERTSEN

MDC Staff

"Everyone recognizes the need for an
emergency vehicle in this area", said David
Johnston, Director of Public Safety for the

University recently.

"There have been countless instances,"
he said, "where emergencies have occurred
and we've wasted a lot of precious time
rounding up the necessary equipment to

deal with the situation. An emergency
vehicle that contained such equipment
would be indispensible, due to its quick
response time."

Paul E. Tartaglia, an Assistant Professor
in the Mechanical Engineering Department
on campus, is in the process of determining
exactly what would be needed on such a
vehicle and what type of vehicle would be
best suited for the task.

"The vehicle," Jhe said, "will definitely

contain such things as an electrical

generator, cutting torches, barricades,
emergency lights, and ropes. What we're
trying to do right now is figure out what
pieces of equipment would be most
necessary."

Tartaglia emphasized that the vehicle
would provide a service that was over and
above that of an ambulance or patrol car,

and would be supportive of their work, not

duplicating it.

"Our ideas right now are running along
the lines of something no bigger than a van.
I think four-wheel drive is a necessity for it,

especially in the winter months. We're
considering special add-on trailers that can
be hooked on behind in the case of special

emergencies — such as maybe one with
scuba gear."

Johnston, who is also Director of Civil

Defense on campus, predicted that the
vehicle would be used by the police or Civil

Defense at least once a week.
The vehicle is still in the planning stages

siiye i t lacks funds.

"Although the University recognizes the

need for such a vehicle," said Johnston, "it

has a very low priority as far as the budget
is concerned. We're hoping to tap sources of

funds that are not a drain on the budgets of

individual departments or the University.

We're hoping for government funding."

Tartaglia added "We can cut a lot of costs
by purchasing a government surplus vehicle
and by utilizing the expertise and manpower
of people on this campus, but we still need
some kind of seed money to start the actual
research."

Tartaglia said that University students
would be involved in the research and
eventual "building, testing, and debugging"
of the vehicle. Students doing such work

would receive credit as a special project. He
added that this was not limited to
engineering students.

Tartaglia outlined a rough timetable of

events. "If we get the seed money, we
should be able to do all the research and
background work this summer. Then in

September we can start actual work on the

vehicle and hopefully it would be finished

within a calendar year. Everything depends

on the extent to which we are funded and
how soon we can really get going."
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NEED BUCKS? Cashing a check on the weekend can be an emotional ex-
perience. Some students claim that praying helps.

Health Service fee to increase
By BILLY NEMITZ

MDC Staff

The Health Services Student
Advisory Board voted
unanimously Thursday to support
a $7.50 increase in the student

health fee over the next two years.

The increase was approved earlier

last week by the Rents and Fees
Committee.
According to Barry Averill,

Health Services director, the need
for additional funds stems from
Health Services plans to provide
Dental Health with an Eye-Care
Program, and a Women's Health
Care Program along with the

general improvement of several

existing services.
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The increase was originally
proposed in the Health Serives

budget for the upcoming fiscal

year, but was taken into recon-

sideration due to Chancellor
Bromery's request that all

University fee increases be held to

a minimum.
As a result of the Health Services

review, a number of alternatives

were considered, the major one
being a $4.50 increase over a one
year period, using the Health
Services' cash reserves to make up
the difference. However, after one
year the fee would be subject to

additional increase, which many
feel would, in the long run, con-

stitute an overall increase larger

than the one which has been ap-

proved for the next two years.

In addition to its projected

economic advantages, the $7.50

increase also carries guarantees
that pharmaceutical medication
will remain free and that the fee

will not rise in the next two years.

The proposal will now be sent

with the approval of both the

Advisory Board and the Rents and
Fees Committee to the Ad-
ministration. Chancellor Bromery
was unavailable for comment, but
Vice Chancellor Gage told the

Collegian Friday that "We (the

Administration) will want to honor
the students' wishes as far as the

level of fee increase is concerned."
Dr. Gage continued that the

health fee increase proposes less

difficulty than others because it

affects all of the students, vvhile

other increases pose problems due
to the fact that they deal only with

specialized groups.
Should the proposal meet the

expected approval of the Ad-
ministration, it will then be
reviewed by the Board of Trustees,
the final stop before its actual

implementation. All of those along

the way feel that the $7.50 iricrease

will become a part of the for-

thcoming Health Services budget.

_ . from "Bijou
Basie:

to Ballroom"
By DOROTHY L. MILLER

MIX Stall

Count "Bill" Basie, one of the last of the great jazz men, ambles into the

Duke room of the Student Union, tenderly gosled by a small flock of faith-

fuls. He eases his custom tailored frame slowly into a seat two chairs

away from the nearest reporter sliding a rumpled captain's hat on the

table. And he waits.

The man who started out as a pianoplayer in a Kansas City silent movie
house "never thought about a career other than music. Everybody at the

office was worried in the beginning - the manager - everybody. But when
you're young everything's allright." And now, after the years of the

European tours, the swing sound of the big bands, of names like Duke
Ellington and Benny Goodman, "I wouldn't want them to take me and
put me in a corner."

Bill Basie, the swing maestro of the 30's and 40s, reminisces over the

years when the drummer laid down the 4-to-a-bar beat and the band first

set a riff behind the reeds weaving brilliant improvisations. He
remembers the times when "An old jazz man" on a jabbering trombone
would blow a horn duet with a "kid" on a screeching sax. And the band
bounced the riff around till they created what Down Beat called "hot

jazz."

Bill Basie, the Fats Waller styled pianist, won't take credit for the

swinging elliptical keyboard style that made him internationally famous.
But Basie's piano solos with their striding down-beat, upbeat style and
the right hand improvisations made chromatic triplets a jazz cliche.

Since taxes and television closed the nightclubs, the Count plays the

college circuits now. And they're "moving along pretty good, doing better

this year than last" because of the nostalgia revival.

A diamond pinky ring winks in the light as the Count unwraps a fine

narrow cigar. Internationally known as the "king" of the best, Count Bill

Basie quietly admits that although jazz is like a cake, "you have to have
all the right ingrediants", he is not the one who makes it gel. The
arrangements and compositions now are the work of several band
musicians, and the alto sax sets the tempo. Tamping out his cigar, he
refers to himself as a "pianoplayer they let in every now and then."
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SW confronts Apostola
The Southwest Assembly last week decided to confront Nick Apostola.

Student Government President, on his responsibilities as President.

Larry St. Cyr, President of SW Government, reported that the other
area presidents, and himself, had discussed Apostola at a President
Council meeting. It was the general consensus of the body that Apostola
was not going his job.

The two major complaints dealt with Apostola s stand on the parking
issue and the tact he had not gone to any area government meetings, as
he is supposed to.

It seems, that as student trustee on the Board of Trustees, Apostola

supported the parking plan decided on during the summer. However, in

the fall, when the students and workers, opposed the plan, so did

Apostola

According the the area presidents, it is the duty of the Student

Government President to attend a few of the area government meetings.

The Commuter Assembly claims they don't even know what Apostola

looks like, and the other areas share a similar complaint.

At a special meeting, to be held tomorrow night at 7:30, the SW
Assembly will ask President Apostola to defend himself against written

charges
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U.S. and the world

Harlow claims Nixon helping

judiciary panel focus study
WASHINGTON (AP) —

Presidential advisor Bryce Harlow
says that by resisting efforts of the

House Judiciary Committee to

gain access to its files, the White
House is trying to help the com-
mittee focus its impeachment
inquiry.

Until the committee decides
what an impeachable offense is

and draws up specific charges
against President Nixon based on
that definition, Harlow says, the

investigation will wander
aimlessly, creating the risk of a
constitutional impasse
Harlow, one of Nixon's top aides,

said in an interview that the White

House is not being recalcitrant or

trying to hide anything by refusing

to open White House files to the

committee or to respond to its

request for tapes of 42 presidential

conversations.

"It is an attempt to help them, in

a way, to decide specifically what
they are trying to do," he said. "As
it is now, they have no anchor to

what they are trying to do."

Harlow's stated views reflected

a fundamental disagreement with
the Judiciary Committee, which
regards the drawing of any
charges against Nixon as the final

step of its inquiry and one that

cannot be taken until it has

AP news roundup

Portuguese rebels Labor voting test

LISBON, Portugal (AP) - The
government announced yesterday
the arrest of up to 30 army officers

after an abortive attempt by
dissident soldiers to march on
Lisbon and overthrow the
government.
Among them was Lt. Col. Joao

Almeida Bruno, a close friend of

ousted generals Antonio de Spinola
and Francisco Costa da Gomes, the
former chief of staff.

All three have received Por-
tugal's highest military
decorations, and were honored at

the military academy in Lisbon
only last week. Bruno served with
Spinola when the controversial
general commanded forces in

Portuguese Guina.
Loyal troops kept an armed grip

on Portugal yesterday. Soldiers
were posted at military in-

stallations and communications
centers, but the nation appeared
calm
The uprising was crushed early

Saturday without a shot when loyal
army units stopped a motorized
rebel column near Lisbon. The
estimated 200 rebels remained
under heavy guard at the 5th In-

fantry Regiment barracks 60 miles
north of Lisbon.

Cambodia fighting

I'HNOM PENH. Cambodia ( AP)
— The Cambodian war enters its

fifth year today with the brightest

hope for peace resting on
deplomatic help from the world's
powers or a battlefield stalemate
that would force warring factions

to the conference table.

The North Vietnamese.
Americans and others — with their

own interests at stake — prop up
and direct the fighting sides.

The U.S. price tag of shaping the

future of Cambodia now runs more
than $16 million a day in military

and economic aid. It is perhaps this

aid which has allowed the Phnom
Penh government to survive and
bring the war to a point where
neither side is strong enough to

win

LONDON ( AP) - A revolt in the
opposition Conservative party
seems likely to ensure Prime
Minister Harld Wilson's survival in

the first voting test of Britain's new
Parliament, political sources said
Sunday.
The vote is due tonight on a

motion criticizing the Labor
government's abandonment of
statutory wage controls. If Wilson
survives as forecast, the vote
would prove an embarrassment
and possible danger for Con-
servative leader Edward Heath.
The vote comes at the end of a

debate on the Wilson government's
program for Parliament. It in-

cludes higher pensions and an
attempt to control wages by
voluntary cooperation with trade
unions.

Disengagement talks

Israel said yesterday it assigned
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan to

begin talks in Washington with
Syria to separate their armies on
the Golan Heights where fighting

raged for the sixth straight day.
Syria said four of its soldiers

were killed and 12 wounded in the
clashes, but that its forces killed or
wounded several Israeli troops.

Israel reported no casualties.

Damascus also said Syrian
gunners knocked out 18 Israeli

artillery batteries, three antitank
rocket bases, five tanks, a number
of armored vehicles, two am-
munition dumps, one radar station

and 20 observation posts.

examined all available evidence.

The nature of the disagreement
can be seen in the following ex-

change, which dealth with
Harlow s repeated references to a

need for the committee to be more
specific in its requests for in-

formation.

Q. What about the request for 42

tapes of presidential con-

versations. That is specific. It

mentions dates, hours even, and
people.

A. Those are actual discussions,

yes, but what are they relevant to?

Q. The committee thinks they

relate to the Watergate coverup.

A. How?
Q. They want to hear them to find

out.

A. I understand. Of course they

do.

Q. How can they determine
relevancy?

A. They have a staff of 101.

They're busy, able people. I think

they'd love to have those tapes to

see if they might be relevant to

something.

Sirica must retire

upon reaching 70
WASHINGTON CAP) The

polished brass plate on the door

that reads 'Office of the Chief

Judge" comes down Tuesday

and John J. Sirica once more

will be just another of 15

district judges in the cour-

thouse.

The plate will be moved to

the chambers of Judge George
L. Hart Jr., and with it the

trappings of chief judge: ad-

ministrator, shepherd of grand

juries, assigner of cases, in-

cluding Watergate.

For Sirica, who turns 70

Tuesday and therefore must
relinquish the post, it means
his first vacation in 18 months
— very nearly the span of the

Watergate case that lifted him
from obscurity.

"I've been pretty active, as

you know, as chief judge,"

Sirica said in something of an
understatement, even as he
was writing one of his most
important decisions.

That decision, expected
Monday, will be whether the

House of Representatives gets

access to the secret report that

accompanied the Watergate
grand jury's cover-up in-

dictment.

"All I can say it's a very

important decision," Sirica

said. "I'm not going to try and
compare it with an other

decision."

But inevitably it will be
compared with his historic

ruling of last Aug. 29 that

forced President Nixon to

submit the White House
Watergate tape recordings to

Sirica for review — and
eventually for the grand jury.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Black caucus rejects bid

to farm national party
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. (AP) —

After lengthy debate, black leaders

and organizers at a political

convention voted yesterday to

table a controversial proposal for

formation of a national black
political party.

The voice vote to table followed

proposals by the Louisiana and
Ohio delegations for an outright

objection of the motion proposed
by the Georgia delegation.

Spokesmen for the two
delegations said ideological dif-

ferences among blacks made
formation of a third major political

party impractical at this time.

The vote at the Black National
Political Convention followed an
earlier resolution criticizing the

national Democratic party for

allegedly failing to include blacks
in meaningful decision-making
processes.

Conference Coconvenor Imamu
Baraka suggested to the Georgia
delegation that it redraft the party
motion and submit it for discussion
at a scheduled meeting in Sep-

tember

Nine resolutions were approved
during the windup session of the

three-day convention organized
largely by black nationalists.

Delegates voted to create a

National Black United Fund with a

goal of raising $17.5 million within

three years to support black
political causes.

The convention passed, over the

objection of the New York
delegation, a New Jersey
resolution condemning members
of Congress who voted for the $2.2

billion military aid for Israel. The

resolution accused the Israelis of

depriving the Palestinians of their

homeland.
The delegates also called for : the

establishment of a legal defense
system and the raising of funds to

help imprisoned black activists.
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The energy crisis

L-R, Egyptian oil minister Ahmed Hallal, Libyan oil minister Ezzedin Mabrouk
and Kuwait finance minister Abdul Rhaman Al-Atiki share a laugh during oil
meeting here. Reportedly ministers of nine Arab countries decided to end oil
embargo against USA.

Oil customers were wrong
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — When the Arabs closed

the oil spigot last October, their customers con-

fidently predicted, "They need us more than we need
them. They can't drink the stuff."

The customers were wrong. The embargo has
aggravated an energy crisis that was already on its

way, leading to fuel shortages and price hikes.

Although the political effects of the embargo will be
debated for a long time, it has had enormous
economic repercussions and changed lifestyles in the

industrialized world.

Some European and American homes were cold

this winter. Long lines formed at gas stations, speed
limits were reduced on U.S. highways, Daylight

Saving Time was restored and earless Sundays in

European capitals became common.
The U.S. car industry was hard hit by declining big

car sales resulting in layoffs. The big three U.S.

automakers don't blame the embargo for all their

'roubles but say "consumer uncertainty" has driven

some buyers off the market.
Fuel shortages created a recession in many in-

dustries, prompting many of Washington's European
friends to trample on old alliances in an anti-Israeli

stampede to Arab capitals to sew up bilateral oil

deals.

Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger now has to

produce a military disengagement between Syria and
Israel in the Golan Heights and eventually a durable

peace settlement in the Middle East.

Sheikh Ahmed Zaki Yamani, Harvard-educated oil

minister for Saudi Arabia, prime mover in the em
bargo, told a Cairo newspaper last week the Arabs
"would not hesitate to use the oil weapon again if il

became necessary."
Yamani said the embargo "had produced the firsl

significant change in U.S. policy in the Middle East ir,

25 years."

His opinion is not shared by Israeli Foreign
Minister Ebba Eban, who contends that U.S. policy
"has been no different as a result of the embargo than
it would have been without the embargo."
Both Saudi Arabia's King Faisal and Egyptian

President Anwar Sadat were ready to lift the boycott
after Kissinger achieved an Israeli pullback on the
Suez Canal front and arranged high-level talks in

Washington on Syrian-Israeli disengagement in the
Golan Heights.

They apparently were convinced that the Arabs
had established their credibility with the embargo,
that the United States, although inconvenienced,
would eventually learn to get along without Arab oil

and that therefore the pressure for further
disengagement and a peace settlement would
decrease.

Yamani hinted in an interview last week that the
Arabs have received private assurances from
Washington there would be more progress. He said,
"We cannot divulge all. But we in Arab governments
are convinced the United states now is playing an
active role for peace."
Hardliners like Libya remain opposed to ending the

embargo because they feel the goals for which it was
imposed last October will not be achieved. Algeria at
first shared this view but came over to the majority
side after assuring itself that Egypt and Saudi Arabia
were not trying to railroad a decision.
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Embargo agreement

still not reached
VIENNA, Austria ( AP) — The oil ministers from nine Arab countries

failed to agree yesterday on lifting the oil embargo against the United
states and decided to meet again today.
The Arab ministers met after they and four other members of the

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries OPEC, the world's
largest oil producing nations, decided to extend their freeze on oil prices
for three months.
A Saudi Arabian official had said earlier Sunday that the freeze cleared

the way for a lifting of the embargo, but after the Arab ministers met on
their own it became apparent there still were disagreements on the
embargo.

Informed sources said some of the ministers, particularly the Syrians,
wanted to confer with their governments before proceeding further. The
sources said leaders of the Arab countries are expected to be in contact
with one another before the Monday session to settle some differences.
The ministers, representing members of the Organization of Arab Oil

Producing Countries OPEC, met for V-, hours at a Vienna hotel most of
the time without their aides present.
Sources said Libya, a strong opponent of ending the boycott, displayed

little opposition during the session, and at times was forced to defend
itself against reports that Libyan oil has been reaching the United States
through third nations.

Egypt and Saudi Arabia, the leading Arab oil producer, were reported
pushing for an end to the boycott that was imposed against the United
States and the Netherlands last October because of the two countries'
policy toward Israel.

Algeria has been reported in favor of lifting the embargo for two
months pending the outcome of negotiations on a Middle East peace
settlement. The United States is playing a key role on troop
disengagement negotiations on the Israeli-Syrian front.
Syria was believed one of the strongest opponents of ligting the em-

bargo, seeking to have a troop disengagement pact signed with Israel
before ending the obycott.

The decision by the 13-member OPEC to continue the freeze on
petroleum prices was described by a spokesman as a good will gesture
toward the leading oil consumers — Western Europe, Japan and tie
United States. But he warned that prices would again be raised if the
industrial nations do not control inflation.

The president of the two-day OPEC conference, Finance Minister
Jamshid Amouzegar of Iran, complained that inflation in the in-

dustrialized countries was an average 12 per cent last year.
"This would justify increasing the price of oil to the tune of at least 12

per cent to compensate for inflation," he told newspersons.

"We have decided to show good will not to increase the price of oil for
another three months provided the industrialized countries would contain
their galloping inflation," he added.
OPEC imposed a price freeze at a meeting in Geneva, Switzerland, in

January. The freeze was due to end April 1.

In the United States, gasoline prices are expected to remain roughly at
what they are now. Under the regulations of the Federal Energy Office in
Washington, oil companies adjust their wholesale gasoline prices once a
month depending on the price of crude oil.

Another factor in the decision, experts said, was the recent dampening
in market prices of oil, a signal that the oil producers could not go on
charging more without limit.
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MAPLE-SYRUP TIME
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The sugar shack going at full steam.

There are all kinds ot old syrup buckets at

the Hubbard Homestead. This one's dated
1850, and, if you look closely, you can see one
of the original wooden tree taps used at that

time.

A group of workers, mostly the Telega family, return to the shack
with a full load of sap.

Operator Steve Telega standing next to

the quiet evaporator.

The Syrup Maker

ByJIMLAVKAKAS
Steve Telega is the syrup maker at the

Hubbard Homestead on the Sunderland-

Amherst town border, heading up rte. 116.

Although Steve doesn't own the property
the sugar shack stands on he has operated
the syrup making business there for the past
thirty four years. He's not sure exactly how
old the shack is but says that it's at the very
least a hundred years old.

A very outgoing person, Steve says, "I'll

tell you what I tell everybody. Anybody that

has any questions about making syrup... just

come to see me. Somebody showed me the
process one time. I'll pass it on to them.

The syrup season extends into April, so

drive up 116 sometime. You can't miss the

smokin' sugar shack.

Special
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On May 1, time runs out for you to enroll in the
2-year Air Force ROTC Program on this
campus. And here's what you'll be missing:

$100 a month, tax-free, during your junior
and senior years.

the chance to win a full Air Force scholarship
(including tuition, lab tees, the works).
a challenging job as an Air Force otticer upon
graduation.

plus

a future where the sky is no limit.

Contact Air Force ROTC
at Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

(Available only to college juniors or students
having at least 2 academic years left before
graduation.)

Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC.

pajnters.pants
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Around New England

St. Pat's soul food
BOSTON (AP) - A black state

representative served soul food
and corned beef and cabbage at his
own St. Patrick's Day dinner
yesterday after Irish politicians
cancelled their traditional get-

together to protest school busing.
In Irish Boston, dozens ot state

politicians from the governor on
down have met for generations at a
little restaurant on St. Patrick's
Day to at dinner and exchange
political witicisms.
But this year, the state

legislators from South Boston
where the restaurant, called
Dergan's, is located, said the
spector of school busing to achieve
racial balance had soured the
possiblity of any festive
gatherings.

So Rep. Royal Belling, who says
the only difference between black
and Irish is the beat of their music,
invited the politicians into his part
of town to sample black-eye peas,
greens and barbequed chicken, as
well as more traditional St.

Patrick's Day fare.

But only about a half dozen white
state legislators ventured into the
predominently black neighborhood
to eat Belling's dinner at a Masonic
Hall.

Belling noted that people at the

State House had been "squirming''
for the past week about whether to

go. He said he was disappointed by
the turnout.

But the point of the whole thing,

he said, was to show whites that the

black community is "hanging loose

on the busing controversy."

Logan expansion

BOSTON (AP) - City officials

from Boston and Chelsea are
prepared to square off against

aviation officials over a proposed
new landing system at Logan
Airport.

The Massachusetts Port
Authority and the Federal Aviation

Administration favor the new
landing system, saying it would
mean more convenient air service.

But city officials are opposing
the move on environmental
grounds.

The new runways would require

the filling of 18 acres of wetlands
near East Boston, which en-

vironmentalists say could raise

pollution levels at nearby Con-
stitution Beach.
The Boston Air Pollution Control

Commission alleges the in-

stallation would also increase air

pollution in the area.

Transportation secretary Aln
Altshuler said the new landing

system could be installed at a cost

of some $2 million for each of two
proposed runways.
"We will not be panicked into

doing this immediately as Mass
Port wishes," Altshuler said, "nor
do we agree with the community's
total opposition. We have been
balancing all factors in our
decision and it's been a close call."

Quincy dockstrike

QUINCY (AP) - Shipbuilding
workers picketed the Quincy
Shipyard of the General Dynamics
Corp. on yesterday after they went
on strike at midnight Saturday.
A spokesman for Local 5 of the

Shipbuilding Workers Union said
yesterday that there had been no
movement toward reopening
negotiations after they broke off

just before the walkout.

About 1,300 of the union's 1,700

members voted to go on strike

after a spokesman said the com-
pany's latest contract offer was
"totally inadequate."
The union is asking for a $1.80 an

hour across-the-board increase for

all workers, as well as a 25 cent-an-

hour cost of living increase.

A union spokesman said the

company had offered a 55 cent
increase over three years, which
would have brought highest rated
mechanics in the yard to $5.09 and
the lowest to $3.92 by May, 1976.

Refinery in R.I.?

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) Gov.
Philip Noel Rhode Island would
eagerly welcome jobs provided by
an oil refinery, but must cautiously
examine its impact on the en-
vironment.

In his second session this week
with developers proposing major
projects for Rhode Island, Noel
and community leaders met more
than an hour Thursday with
Demetrios B. Haseotes, who has
proposed construction of a refinery

and steel mill on surplus Navy land
and a depot on Gould Island for

unloading oil from supertankers.
Noel gave no commitment to

Haseotes, whose, family owns the
chain of Cumberland Farms
convenience stores. But Haseotes
said, "I get the felling they're
going to welcome this proposal."
Asked what impression was given
by community representatives, he
said, "I think they ant us to come
in."

Noel described Haseotes'
proposal as "very interesting" but
added, it's far too preliminary to

ay we favor the proposal."

Wellesley grant

WELLESLEY (AP) - U. S.

Ambassador to Switzerland Shelby
Cullom Davis has given $750,000 to

Wellesley College to establish a
professorship in Slavic studies at
the school.

The gift was made in honor of the
ambassador's wife, Kathryn
Waterman Davis of Wellesley,
Class of '28.

This is the second professorship
the ambassador and his wife have
given to Wellesley. In 1962 they
helped establish the Edith Stix
Wasserman professorship in Asian
Studies, given in honor of Mrs.
Davis' mother, an 1897 graduate of
Wellesley.

Dentists at BU help

use space technology
BOSTON (AP) The idea of

replacing lost teeth with artificial

ones has been around since ancient
Egyptians tried roorting ivory in

their jaws and medieval oral ar-

tisans tried plugging in dentures of

gold and silver.

The state of the art improved
over the centuries up to today's
tooth implants of exotic metal
alloys and polymer plastics, but
even these have been less than
overwhelmingly successful.
Scientific controversy continues
over what method is the best ap-

proach to the long-awaited ar-

tificial teeth.

Researchers working with new
surgical techniques and a super

unusually compatible with body
tissues.

Dr. Richard E. Stallard, director
of the BU center, and Dr. J. Henry
Skerman, have used vitreous
carbon implants to replace tooth
roots in about 55 patients in the
past two years. The researchers
say the implants were successful in

all but five cases, and these at the
beginning of their work.

Stallard says the vitreous carbon
appears to get along with the body
causing little or no evident tissue
inflammation and no evidence so
far of rejection, which is often the
case when foreign material is put
into the body.
But he and his colleague note

MTT tnnnol roi,OQ1.rU carbon material developed for the that their longest running implant
lviii lllllilLl rcScditll nozzles of rocket engines arp ex- is iust over tu/n v..arc <»ih .mH ,»,«,..,

CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Laser
beams and ultrasonic vibrating
drills may ecome common
equipment for tunneling un-
derground because of a computer
system designed to evaluate new
burrowing methods and determine
which are most promising for
research.

Scientists at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology are in-
volved in a study to use computers
to get reliable cost and time
estimates of tunneling projects.
With such a system, researchers

could preview the 20 to 30 proposals

nozzles of rocket engines are ex-

perimenting with a new, and
sometimes controversial, ap-
proach that they say should bring
the hoped for permanent implant a
giant step closer.

Dentists at the Clinical Research
Center of Boston University School
of Graduate Dentistry are among
researchers at a handful of

American centers working with

vitreous carbon, a highly purified,

super-strong material that is

is just over two years old and more
time is needed to observe how well
the implants holds up with time.
Stallard and Skerman's en-

thusiasm for vitreous carbon isn't

shared by all dental authorities.
The American Dental
Association's Council on Materials
and Devices has labled the vitreous
carbon implant "experimental"
and cautions that much more work
is needed to judge the material's
safety and effectiveness.

professor of civil engineering at
MIT, is the principal investigator
in a three-year, $400,000 National
Science Foundation project tobeing considered for super drilling develop ways to evaluating new
tunneling techniques.

systems and determine which are
promising enough to merit ex-
pensive research and develop-
ment.

Tunneling is big business that
consistently is plagued with time
and cost overruns.
Dr. Fred Meavenzadeh,

"The traditional tunneling and
excavation methods are slow and
expensive, and therefore
economically risky," Meaven-
zadeh says. Traditional methods
include blasting with explosives,
digging trenches above ground and

later covering them, and using

huge rotor boring machines that
chew through rocks and dir*.

Meavenzadeh says new
techniques are needed as demands
for tunnels and excavations in-

crease. Soem 60 major tunneling
projects, such as mountain passes,
underwater tunnels and subway
systems, are udderway in the
United States alone, he says, at a
total estimated cost of $2.5 billion.

Some 55.000 Sea-Land containers world-wide,

move on land, by truck or rail Designed
to handle any type of cargo, even perishable or

liquid, this great Meet of containers is scheduled
and controlled by computer

When this

trailer comes
toan ocean...

it keeps righton going. Like this.
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The Sea-Land Meet has grown to ~J ships The largest

the SL 7 ClOSS Cdtry 1 096 containers cm make 33 knots
f.ioss the Atlantic in about 4

' . -Jays the Pacific m 6 days

Less than 20 years ago Sea-Land
led a revolution m shipping
.".• developed contamen/ation

n system for moving nil kinds of

,M from door to door

worldwide in sealed
( oritam.

Our grow!*- has been amazing
.'. presently service 106 ports

m 43 countries with our fleet of 73
ships and 55 000 containers.

We are seeking graduates,
preferably business majors, who

arn take on responsibility

and develop m a shirt-sleeve"

company They must be willing to
' 'o any of our U S

locations

These men and women will

enter our Basic Training Program
which will lead to a career in

either Sales or Operations

SEA-LAND
SERVICE, INC.

•.'

INTERVIEWS
ON CAMPUS
MAR. 20

See your Placement Office

to schedule interview.
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Popular base nessessary to Greek student movement
By STEVE MCMAHON

In Athens three months ago, fifteen

hundred Greek students marched against

the troops, tear gas and tanks of then

President Papadopoulos in an effort to rally

the citizenry against the former
strongman's rule. Thirteen people died and
approximately five hundred were wounded
in the clash which one week later expedited

the military's removal of Papadopoulos.
While the reforms for which the students

protested did not accompany the president's

overthrow, Greek students emerged as a

potent and viable political force.

Unfortunately, the students' newfound
political muscle inevitably turned into a
liability. Sensing that the students
represented a threat to their authority, the

military regime has initiated a systematic

repression of idssent. The proposal for a
February seventeenth student strike

resulted in the preventive arrests of some
one hundred student activists; an action

which substantially muted student protest,

at least temporarily. The regime has ap-

parently fallen back on the oft-used vin-

dication that student activism was being

promoted by communist subversives, (a

tactic used with some frequency by leaders

in the U.S. to undermine Vietnam dissent).

Armed with this rationale, the government
has recently announced the arrest of twenty-

two additional students as well as thirteen

alleged leaders of the KKE, the outlawed

Greek Communist Party.

The fact that the government is intent

upon suppressing dissent by whatever

means necessary is substantiated by Greek

and American students and scholars who
have recently returned from Greece, in-

cluding Prof. George Wald and several

other Nobel laureates. There have been

several reports by these people citing the

establishment of a torture center within

sight of the U.S. embassy in Athens. In

addition, there have been numerous reports

concerning the conscription of dissidents

into the army as well as the institution of

deportation camps designed to crush the

student movement.

In the face of these many obstacles, the

student movement has been diminished, or

at least been rendered less visible. In spite

of this fact, the Greek students seem to have
maintained their resolve to alter the face of

their government. Initially, student
demands revolved around primarily
academic concerns such as the removal of

informers from the campus, the institution

of freely-elected student councils, and the

abolition of a variety of restrictive

university laws. In time, however, they

came to realize that these goals could not be

attained without a return to democratic

Rule for all of Greek society. Students are

now clamoring for a broader program of

social reform including the placement of

capital investment in the hands of Greeks

for the first time in their history. They now
argue that the new leadership must come
from within the movement, and that Greek

independence ( including independence from

Nato and the U.S.), must be established and

maintained. The students hardly place a

premium on the retention of U.S. favors.

They apparently feel (with some
justification) that the U.S. has served only

to shore up one Greek dictatorship after

another.

While one can readily sympathize with the

aims of the Greek student movement, one

must realize that revolutions, either

peaceful or violent, are not over-night af-

fairs. They require diligence and near-

fanatical devotion by the participants; a

devotion born of a deep belief in the wor-

thiness of their cause. Without this essential

ingredient the regeneration of democracy in

a land which gave birth to that noble concept

cannot possibly occur.

The issue is not whether the students are

justified in their aspirations, but whether

they possess the moral conviction to fulfill

their goals. Students and the intellectual

community as a whole are by their very

nature erratic in terms of revolutionary

participation. All too often they are capable

of reckless sacrifices over a short period of

time, but fail to retain the momentum for

the protracted ordeal that lies ahead. For

precisely this reason, a successful refolution

by this sensitive strata of Greek society is

dubious. While Mao Tse-tung's dictum that

intellectuals are the "fair-weather friends of

revolution" is perhaps a bit unfair, it does

not lie far from the truth.

Despite these inherent drawbacks, in-

tellectuals serve as the primary motive

force behind revolution. In essence, if the

students are to achieve real changes in

Greek government, they must be willing to

suffer innumerable adversities, including

the possibility of death. Of at least equal

importance, however, is the need for

students to actively attempt the

popularization of their cause. No revolution

can possibly succeed if it is relegated to an

intellectual elite. The base of the

revolutionary cadre must be broadened to

include a considerable bulk of the

population. This essential goal can only be

attained by making the students' goals

identifiable with the interests of the society

at large; a most difficult task in such a

fragmented society with a history of

military domination.

Letters To The Editor

Sorry, no can do
To The Editor:

/ regret to inform you that, due to complicated surgery on my
wife, who has just returned from the hospital after a two week stay,

I am unable to appear at the University of Massachusetts at any

time in the near future. She needs constant care and I wouldn't

consider leaving her. I'm awfully sorry about this for I was looking

forward to appearing at the university. May I look forward to

appearing the following May.
Regretfully,

Moe Howard

Horned rimmed may mean beauty

To The Editor

:

re. Mark Dlugosz's letter — "UMass Dating Dull"

According to Mark Dlugosz, the UMass girl is "one

with horn-rimmed glasses, hair that she can run an

electric current through, and patched jeans." Where
are you looking? Try looking at your own sex and
imagine how appealing they are to us girls. Long

disheveled hair, flannel shirts, and ripped jeans are

not highly desirable qualities. At parties, UMass guys

show more interest in their joints, rather than in the

girls present within the same room.

It is apparent that you based most of your letter on
stereotypes. No, girls aren't here just because "it's a
cheap place to go to school while they wait for their

boyfriends to graduate or make a start in life." Girls

are here to better their education and make their

OWN start in life! What are you doing in school —
that's the question.

In the future, Mark, I suggest that you remove
those biased glasses that shield your eyes, and behold
the many "beautiful" women on campus.

Gail A. Grasso

Caucus, yes; Guzzi, no
To The Editor:

In the interests offair play, I am writing in response to a recent column
by Reid Fishman. In his column, Fishman stressed the importance of the

upcoming Mass Caucus '74, which will take place on March 23 in

Framingham, and will endorse candidates for Attorney General and
Secretary of the Commonwealth. Fishman also urged interested persons

to contact Ellen Riegal for further information. While attempts to in-

crease people's participation in government are commendable, I feel it

only fair to point out that Miss Riegal is also the campus campaign
manager for Rep. Paul Guzzi of Newton, a candidate for Secretary of the

Commonwealth. We ask that the Collegian give ail viable candidates an

equal opportunity. We believe that Boston City Councillor Lawrence S.

DiCara is also a serious challenger and worthy of support on March 23.

The Mass Caucus is an important event which affords an unprecedented

chance to reach many previously apathetic people and increase their

interest and involvement in state government and the electoral process.

We ask that all students who wish to have further information and details

about Mass Caucus '74 or simply wish to discuss the aims and purposes of

the caucus to contact us at either 546-4388 or 545-2162.

Rick Hardy
Ed O'Donnell

Gay lobby needed
To The Editor:

The Time is now for flooding the State House with letters and-or

telephone calls in support of the five Gay rights bills. As for Rep. James
Collins of Amherst, and Sen. Olver of Amherst, they have already

demonstrated support for our bills. Thank them; state your appreciation.

Other legislators sponsoring the bills are; Rep. Barney Frank, Boston.

Rep. Laurence Buxbaum. Sharon. Rep. John Businger, Brookline.

Various other legislators have voted for our bills in the past, and we
expect them to do so again this year. As a result of "Gay Americans

Day", of last Sept.. and our commerce and labor committee hearing last

week, on house bill No. 2524 regarding Gay Job discrimination, we have

gained even more support, more interest.

An informal Rap session is being held at the State House so that

legislators as well can get "More acquainted" with Gay issues.Gays are

being taken more seriously now as a potent political force by the media,

the State government, and judging from speaking engagements at

Suburban groups, by the public in general.

Your letters of support for these bills and letters in opposition to various

media coverage of Gay events or Gay related television and radio

programs mean a hell of alot.

For more information about the Gay rights Bills, or Gay rights in

general, contact the Student Homophile League, or call 5450154.

Bruce McKeon

' 'Hopping in sack
'

' : wrong attitude
To The Editor:

Let's hear it for Mark Dlugosz's enlightened but

unfortunately very rare attitude. Picking up a
member of the opposite sex and "hopping in the

sacte" may constitute the standard procedure for

meeting people at UMass, but it does little to develop
a relationship. Where do we go from here?
Relationships formed in bar rooms such as the

Bluewall lead to the bedroom.
Perhaps what is needed is a change of attitude on

both sides. Instead of plunging into relationships with

the intent of exploitation, we should learn to relate to

each other on a personal level. Students are so
disinterested in relating to friendly strangers that
few will bother to carry a conversation past an initial

grunt. Most will stare back in mystified surprise that
someone dared to speak to them, reeling back in

shock, totally appalled.
It's about time we all crawled out of our shells and

out of the sack and became aware of the importance
of each other's existence. Wake up UMIES!

Brenda Ciak
Lindsey White
Mary Trifone

Nix on abortion: Kennedy agrees

To The Editor:

/ received the following letter from Senator Ted
Kennedy in reply to a strongly pro-abortion letter

which / sent to him.

Dear Ms. Falabella:

I want to thank you for taking the time to express

your views on abortion. The ruling of the Supreme
Court which upheld the legality of early stage

abortions has not diminished the concerns of many
Americans who continue to question the moral,

medical and theological aspects of this extremely
complex issue.

It remains my personal feeling that once life has

begun, no matter at what stage of growth, ter-

mination should not be decided merely by desire,

The Court's decision does not interfere with an
individual's absolute right to follow the dictates of

conscience in deciding whether to participate in an
abortion. Nor does it compel others to participate

against their will or create legal or professional

hardship for individuals or groups who believe

abortions on demand are contrary to their con-

sciences and traditional values.

To guard against these possibilities, I attached to

one of my health bills an amendment by Senator
Frank Church. The amendment declares as federal

policy that religious or moral beliefs of individuals,

medical personnel or of hospitals, must be respected
regarding the provision of abortion or sterilization

sources in the health program* »w» w<i l#4i -*v

subcommittee has legislative jurisdiction. It passed
the Senate with a 94 to vote and was signed into law
by President Nixon on June 18, 1973. In addition I

offered an amendment to the Protection of Human
Subjects Act to prohibit research on any fetus prior to

or subsequent to a voluntary abortion. This passed
the Senate without a dissenting vote.

There are many who seek a Constitutional
Amendment to overturn the Supreme Court decision.
Several such amendments have been filed, and
already there is dispute over which one would be
most effective. Although I believe that Constitutional
Amendments tend to erode the independence of the

judicial branch, I feel obligated to keep an open mind
on this proposal until the most effective Amendment
is thoroughly examined and debated on the floor of
the Senate.

I share the confidence of those who feel that

America is willing to care for its wanted as well as
unwanted children, protecting particularly those who
cannot protect themselves. I also share the opinions
of those who do not accept abortions as a response to

our society's problems — an inadquate welfare
system, unsatisfactory job training programs, and
insufficient financial support for all its citizens.

Sincerely.

Robert M. Kennedy

Rosanna Falabella

{ Bill BalloD
Wallace: waiting in wings

I'm graduating in May. and while the prospect of

going more than three consecutive months without
doing scholastic exercises is enticing, I'd just as soon
stay.

I've got no idea what to expect on the outside, not

because of ignorance, but because the state of society

is so uncertain.

I'm speculating, you're speculating, he-she-it is

speculating. No one knows what's coming, everybody
wonders.

I sat in the Hatch with a friend Friday, speculating,

and our speculations are worth no more than TOC, or
Mike's or Barsellotti's speculations. But they're

undoubtedly in the same pessimistic vain.

The nation appears headed for a depression. I don't
know why I think so, or he thinks so, or everyone I

know thinks so, because no one in my generation has
ever experienced one. But a depression appears
inevitable. Ask the psychologists why.

If our dreams ( ? ) come true, and the Republicans
(you can always count on them to do it) lead us into

economic disaster, who'll lead us out?
Who led us out last time? A Democrat in a

wheelchair, Franklin Delano Roosevelt. And how did
he get us out? (Hint: it wasn't the WPA) A war.
Now, are there any Democrats in wheelchairs

around? Indeed, in the land of cotton. Alabama to be
exact. And George Wallace as President is not far-

fetched.

The constant deterioration of civil law and order
(where have you gone, John Mitchell?), the monthly
spiral of inflation, the loss of confidence in our

political system, and the daily revelations of scandal
in the highest offices of the Federal government are
turning the nation toward reaction.

In normal times the party of reaction is the
Republican, but not today. Times aren't normal and
Wallace waits, a two-time loser reborn.
How's about a war? We just got over one, but the

politicians didn't consider it real, so it doesn't count
We could be due.
Obviously you must look to the Middle East and

open your Bible for a quick review of what
Armageddon will be like. The battle won't be a simple
pro-Arab, pro-Israeli affair. It's been escalated
beyond that with the introduction of the oil em-
bargoes.
Now someone has something we don't have, and as

an American president couldn't bring himself to lose
a war to a bunch of slant-eyed nurds, no American
president will lower this great nation to the point
where it will have to beg a bunch of A-rabs for oil.

When the going gets tough, it's every country for
itself, and if you don't think we've reached that point
or ever will then take a look at the President's latest
statement concerning Europe.
Yeah, things are going to be tough. I'm going out

looking for a job (my typical luck) and my friend
thinks he might go back into the service.
By 1976 he'll be a major, I'll be a copy boy, and

George Wallace will be President.
I can't wait.

Bill Ballou is a Collegian Columnist

| Gerry Cataldo
J

Amendement needed
The Presidential news conference last week was a

dress rehearsal of an event that may never occur.

Impeachment may never occur even though
President Nixon is finished as Chief Executive. It

becomes more obvious every day that the Watergate
Grand Jury and the House Judiciary Committee have
gathered the necessary goods to incriminate him.

Furthermore, it is just short of official that the in-

vesitgation of Mr. Nixon's back taxes will yield ex-

tremely damaging evidence of tax violations and
possible fraud. Wilbur Mills knows this, and so does

Nixon. In short, investigators have more evidence of

possible criminality on the part of the President, than

at any other time in our history. The Andrew Johnson
affair pales in comparison.

So, logically, that should be that, and bring on the

stuffed shirt waiting in the wings. But in this most
mysterious period of government, that is not that, in

fact it is only the half of it. Getting the facts is one
thing, but the other and more difficult task is to get

Nixon to step down, either willingly or forcibly. The
reason for this dilemma, is that the Constitution

seemingly omits a very relevant factor in its ex-

planation of the Impeachment process, namely the

person to be impeached. It would be fairly simple if

the President just sat around his office and let the

House and Senate do what comes naturally. But alas,

in this day and age. we have a President who is doing

everything he possibly can to thwart the Impeach-

ment process. Now whether the Founding Fathers

faltered in not considering this possibility is not the

issue. But the fact is that Impeachment has been

subtly changed from a function justified by severe

events, to an "impeach me if you can ' situation.

Regarding the many clogs that the President has

thrown into the investigation thus far. a larger

question must loom overhead; namely, is a President

guilty of obstruction of justice if he attempts to keep

himself from being impeached. Now I*m not speaking

of the weak-kneed attempts at news conference

defenses, or shaky rationalizations of the "I know

what I meant" type. I'm speaking of the more

devious, behind the scenes manuveuring. arm
twistings. forced resignations, and nutri^M •' r

to comply witn requests irom investigators. Should
he be allowed to erect defenses of this type while the

question of sufficient grounds for indictment is still

being considered? Or should he, instead, be required
to cooperate fully until such an investigation is

concluded?
It is frustrating to realize, that even though there

would appear to be overwhelming evidence building

against Mr. Nixon, that he could block the procedure,
himself, just long enough to render Impeachment
ridiculous because of the time he would have left in

office. He plainly does not want to face the Senate. It

would be a huge blot on his Presidency, and a risk

that most people feel would be suicidal to take. So his

strategy must be one of preventing a House vote from
being taken. So far he has succeeded on that point.

This is the very area where the Constitution makes no
provision for his actions. If he continues to succeed in

his plan, it will result in a President talking ad-

vantage of the Constitution's lack of detail, in a
manner unsurpasses in history.

If anything is learned from this disasterous period,

it should be that a need exists to define in a Con-
stitutional Amendment exactly the type of action that

a President can and cannot take, in the matter of

Impeachment The strong arm of the Presidency
should never be allowed to obstruct the Legislative

Branch in its efforts to fulfill its obligation to the

American people, as defined in the Constitution. A
President's only recourse, if he does not wish to

defend himself in an Impeachment proceeding, or if

he fears even the preliminary investigation could be
incriminating, should be resignation Anything else,

should be considered obstruction of justice, and
impeachable in its own right The Constitution should
be amended to clear up this issue. Of course, it won't
clear up the present situation, but I still feel it's

necessary if we are to have any control over our
elected officials. As far as Nixon is concerned, I still

think that as the kitchen gets hotter and hotter, he'll

lake a powder Lets hope so.

Gerry Cataldo is a Collegian Columnist.

Joyce Kosofskv knows why Richard Nixon can't

resign. Read her column on Tuesday. She appears

with Fred Weiss

Justice and truth

for Russ Daniels
By BOB FOSTER

There has been a story circulating the UMass campus recently ; a story

of the "justice" that a system such as ours dishes out to the unsuspecting,

the bewildered of society. It's a sad story as all stories of aborted legality

must, be It's a story of the systemic craving for efficiency, the need to
convict a killer no matter what the cost. Even the price of convicting an
innocent man might be paid.

It isn't a fairy tale of knights in shining ar.uor and magic swords and
damsels screaming from castle dungeons. Instead, it is a lonely voice
from the depths of Walpole, a horror tale of horror tales, a story of sup-

posed crime and punishment, supposed due process, supposed defen-

dant's rights. It is the story of Russ Daniels.

I first came upon it in a reprint from the "Real Paper". Joe Klein of

that paper published the story of Russ. One reads it and wonders why the
system works as it does; what evil intent lies within the machinations of

justice? Yet, the only answers that one can come up with are the same
answers one gets when one questions nuclear armament or capital

punishment. Those answers are, "We must, for it is in our nature, we
must!" Thus, we trace a circular path back to the point from which we
began. We get nowhere. The lumbering automaton of justice rolls over all

in its path. It is a juggernaut of fear and punishment, not truth and
justice.

Thus is the case of Mr. Daniels. Born not quite as mentally dexterous as
you or I, he found himself in the infamous Belchertown State School. He
liked it there. He was a worker that most employers only dream about,

conscientious to the point of overconscientiousness. Everybody at

Belchertown loved Russ. Russ' feelings were naturally mutual. But
policies change, the system grinds on. And thus it was decided that Russ
must face the world. Belchertown became a happy memory and life a
drastic reality.

After several months in a halfway house, Russ began work and life in a
world quite different from Belchertown, the world you and I take for

granted. In his usual hard working way, he flowered in a position as
janitor in a Springfield apartment house. Yet perhaps, that was to be his

downfall. He was Black and cooperative as a sedated puppy; two strikes

against him from the beginning in our system. He would do anything to

please, anything to receive the much needed support and reinforcement.
Thus, when the police arrested him for the murder of a deaf lady in his

apartment building, he cooperated. And when he was questionned
without the presence of an attorney for so many hours, he cooperated. He
was just plain scared by the men in blue, so he cooperated. The
cooperation led to a confession and the confession to trial and the trial to

conviction and conviction to sentencing and sentencing to Walpole. It was
a neat little package with justice stamped in bold red letters across the
top. It was the juggernaut at work grinding another helpless victim
beneath its wheels.

We find "justice" and "truth" as the ultimate ideals of our system, yet
efficiency and conviction as the hard-pressed realities. Read the story of
Russ Daniels in the "Real Paper". And then ask yourself, "What would
happen if I was in that situation" Would I too be a victim of the mindless
juggernaut of justice''" I pray to God that the same story never has to be
written again.

Bob Foster is a Collegian Commentator.

Letters Pelicy

The MatMchusetta Dally Cellegiaa welcomes all

letters to the editor. They mutt be signed, and include

the author's address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, doable-spaced, at sixty spaces

per line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they must
include a name and phone number for reference

purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content

or space, according to the judgement of the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that

all letters received will be printed.
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For the people

Who is

Russell Daniels

...and why?
By MARK VOGLER

A group of University of
Massachusetts students have
begun to rally around a convicted
murderer who may very well rot to

death at Norfolk Prison.
Who is Russell W. Daniels and

why had he suddenly emerged a
symbol of another student cause?
He certainly does not possess the

human magnetism which made
Dr. Benjamin Spock and Angella
Davis ideological prisoners of their

times. Hardly.

Russell Daniels is quite in-

significant as far as the rest of

society is concerned. The fact of

whether he is guilty or innocent is

also insignificant.

And Russell Daniels, unlike the
case of Spock and Davis, is un-
conscious of his own cause-he is

totally unaware of his mounting
student following.

But what is very significant is

that Russell Daniels is both
mentally retarded and black -a

very incriminating end in itself.

The struggle of the American
black has existed since this
country's birth. Despite the ex-
tensive racism which still rips this
nation, some progress has been
made.
The struggle of the mentally

retarded in this country has ex-
perienced little if any success.
Progress has been nill.

So what...

"So the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts has distinguished
itself by sending to prison a 9-year-
old boy (in a 28-year-old body) who
suffers the dual discrimination of
being both black and mentally
retarded," says Dr. Benjamin
Ricci, president of the Belchertown
State School Friends Association.

^
Ricci has appealed to Governor

Sargent and his administration for
an investigation into Daniel's case
for over a year. So far there has
been no response.
Now students have begun to take

issue. Is it just another campus
craze which will die out before it

ever gets started?

Most of the students involved in

the Daniels campaign say no. The
group, under the advice of former
state Corrections Commissioner
John Boone, has decided only to
cite Daniels as a case example.

"According to Mr. Boone, five to

ten percent of Massachusetts'
prison population is incarcerated
under much the same cir-
cumstances -and should be treated
as mentally retarded," says Susan
Sherry, a coordinator of the group.
There remains some doubt as to

whether Daniels actually did
commit the murder he was con-
victed of. The strongest evidence
surmounted against him was a
statement of confession which he
testified he signed by police
pressure. Daniels indicated to the
court that he had the reading
ability of a second grader-
insufficient to comprehend the
contents of the statement.
But guilty or innocent, the

question of whether a prison is the
fitting place for a mentally
retarded person is what is at stake.
Is this cruel and inhumane
treatment?

(Carroll Sheehan I

by MARK VOGLER
Is Carroll Sheehan for real 9

For the record he was a former
state commerce commissioner
from 1969 to 1971 under Gov.

Francis W. Sargent. And now he

wants to be Governor - and he's

taking his candidacy quite

seriously.

But just how seriously Gov
Sargent and the state electorate

take Sheehan remains to be seen.

Facts speak for themselves.

Sheehan is critical of the Sargent

administration for its mishandling
of the economy - and will use this
in the September GOP primary as
the framework of his platform.
He contends "a hostile economic

climate," -thanks to the Sargent
administration-has hindered
employment in Massachusetts and
his virtually driven commerce
from the state.

Sargent's lack of concern to the
business community seriously
handcuffed him from carrying out
his duties and later forced him to
resign, the new candidate says.
Sheehan 's candidacy seems to

hold few answers for the business
state of affairs in Massachusetts
and resembles more the anti-
Sargent ramblings of sorts.

He points the finger at the
Sargent administration for the
state's economic nosedive from
1969-71.

-According to the Division of
Employment Security, the average
state unemployment rate rose
from 3.9 to 7.0 percent during that
time.

Obviously Sheehan has some
interesting data of sorts to back his
assault on Sargent.
-Between 1969 and 1970, the state

lost 35.0001 manufacturing jobs.
-Between 1970 dnd 1971, 48,100

manufacturing jobs were lost.

But Sheehan's resignation was
followed by a rapid turnabout.
Between 1971 and 1972, only 600
jobs were lost. During the
following year the state enjoyed a
gain of 19,100 jobs in manufac-
turing.

If this is Sheehan's basic plat-
form, then he may be in serious
trouble.

The Governor, at this point, has
nothing to fear but a wave of un-
substantiated allegations ac-
companied with no solutions.
And just being a Republican in

this election, Sheehan cannot af-
ford to run on a teiiow uufs
shortcomings. And just being a
Republican, it would seem that
Carroll Sheehan must come up
with some legitimate substance
before he can make his candidacy
both solid and serious. Otherwise
he's just a paper tiger.

Shield laws...

they're dead
By BOB MACKAY

Controversial shield laws for
Mass. newspaper and broadcast
reporters apparently will not pass
this year. Division withint the
ranks of newsmen has doomed
chances of passage.
The Mass. Newspaper

Publisher's Assn. announced
Thurs. that it has reversed itself

and now opposes shield laws. The
Assn. represents most of the
state's daily newspapers.
Meanwhile, the N. E. Press

Assn., representing weekly
newspapers, and the Mass.
Broadcaster's Assn. told the
Legislature's Judiciary Committee
that they support legislation for
newsmen seeking to protect the
privacy of their sources of in-

formation

The Committee on the Judiciary
was hearing testimony on several
bills which would prevent state
prosecutors from focing reporters
to divulge information except in

extreme cases.

The two leading shield law
proposals were filed by Attorney
General Robert H. Quinn and
Senator John M. Quinlan (R-
Norwood )

.

Sen. Quinlan's office explained to

this reporter the context of the
Senator's bill. The law would be
inoperative when it could be
proven that information or sources
of information was needed to -

- prosecute in the case of a felony
- guard a life that had been

threatened
- AND the information as not

available anywhere else.

Several legislators at the hearing
opposed the shield law bills after
attacking various local
newspapers which they said had

slandered them.
Rep. William Saltzman (I-New

Bedford) was one of those who
testified against shield laws.
Saltzman explained that he
believed some newspapers were, in

reporting news, partisan towards
those whom they knew.

The New Bedford legislator

urged approval of bills which

would require all newspaper
editorials to be signed. Saltzman

and others, including Rep. William

F. Hogan (D-Everett), also

sponsored bills which would
require publications to provide

free space to officials and political

candidates who had been
"assailed" or "defaced."

The newspaper associations
opposed these regulatory bills.

An Easy Pick-Up

S A Dozen Donuts and
a great Cup of Coffee
to go home with —

WHS&er Rte ,,

Dorvufc »*<«ey
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Cont. Ed. offers law for non-lawyers
RvRnnoiMCDniwAn *r

II

By ROB RANSBOTTOM
MDC Staff

Law for non-lawyers is a new 6 week
seminar offered by Continuing Education
during their new "open semester."
The deadline for registering is this

Wednesday, March 20, m Hills North. The
class meets on Wednesday evening, costing
$22 including materials, and is non-credit
The teacher is Eric Walgren, a long-

standing political and cultural activist in the

valley, who is a newcomer to University
teaching. He is a graduate of Amherst
College, who then earned a Doctor of Law at
Rutgers University, and is presently a
subsistence farmer.

The course description reads like this:
"The true nature of the legal process is
revealed thru these topics: 'Thinking like a
lawyer;' 'Finding out the law' (legal
research); Civil law: contracts of all sorts

IT PAYS TO SHOP
THE FINAST WAY

h

~V-y.v

• 1

«-

>-u*;Sli

Smoked
Shoulders

Finast Lean,

Tasty Pork

(water added)
4 to 6 lbs lb

Mohawk Canned Hams 3 lb can 3.99

Welchade
Grape

Drink
46 oz
cans

Watermelon
Firm, Juicy.

Red Ripe
lb

SUPERMARKETS
Prices effective thru Sat , March 23 1974
We Reserve the Right to Limit QuantitiM

(including leases, loans, guarantees and
marriage); the democratic process (in
myth and reality); The various powers of
government (war, tax, etc.); Criminal law:
rights of the accused and the spectrum of
crimes (just and unjust); and Court
procedures. Six weekly 2 hour sessions:
lecture (for tools) and discussion (for
practice), also one lab in the law library.
Short reading of xeroxed materials.
Teaches you to practice some law and follow

the rest."

Although not a member of the bar, Eric
has pushed the law further in the area of
social change than any other local prac-
titioner. His claim to fame is securing a U.S.
Court of Appeals opinion that a college town
must hold its election during regular class
session lest officials discriminate the
student right to vote.

Amherst College is his next big target.
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JOHN ASHBERRY

Amherst poetry reading
A four-night poetry festival, featuring poets reading from their own

works, will be held at 8 p.m. Monday, March 18 through Thursday, March
21 at Amherst College. The events of the festival are open to the public

without charge.

The participating poets are John Ashbery, Charles Wright, C.K.

Williams, and Charles Simic. Ashbery will read from his own work on

Monday, March 18 in the Alumni House; Wright will be featured on

Tuesday, March 19 in the Alumni House; Williams on Wednesday, March
20 in Johnson Chapel; and Simic on Thursday, March 21 in Johnson

Chapel.

The author of over a dozen volumes of poetry, Ashbery has also written

plays, novels, translations, and art and literary criticism. A highly-

esteened poet, he received the Shelley Award in 1973 from the Petry

Society of America and the National Institute of Arts and Letters award
in 1969. His poetry volumes include "Rivers and Mountains," "Sunrise in

Suburbia," "The Double Dream of Spring," and "Three Poems." His

perns have been included in dozens of anthologies.

The "New York Times Review of Books" cited Wright's "command of

impeccable phrasing and finely detailed imagerv" in a revew of his most
recent volume of poems, "Hard Freight." Before "Hard Freight," he

published a volume of poems entitled "The Grave of the Right Hand."
The author of "Lies," "A Day for Anne Frank," and other books,

Williams has worked as a free-lance editor, mostly for psychiatric

publications, since 1965. In 1962 he set up and conducted a program of

poetry-therapy at the Institute of the Pennsylvania Hospital. He has been

included in poetry anthologies ranging from "The Major Young Poets" to

"Naked Poetry II."

MONDAY, MARCH 18, 1974

Vets office open
Room 309 Student Union has been designated for use

by the Veteran's Organization, and will be open from
8:30 to 4:00 daily. All I 'Mass veterans are encouraged
to drop in and find out what it is all about.

Notes, quotes and anecdotes

VISTA & PEACE CORPS
Have Thousands of Interesting Jobs

Horh Peace Corps and VISTA have Jab opeaingt for college trad*, people « ilh

-miie practical experience In a trade and people with a first-hand knowledge of

poverty problems VISTA wants people to serve in places as diverse as Ap-
palachia and Detroit: Peace Corps has requests for volunteers in SX developing
nations.

Representatives mil be on campus soon looking for people with majors and
experiences like these, to go into programs beginning in July-September

:

VISTA: Lav. Preschool. Special Ed.. Psychotogy. Guidance Counseling.
Social Sciences. RecreatkM. Journalism. City Planning. Home Ec . Construction
work. Carpentry. Community Health. I ah Technician. PE. Elementary-
Secondary Teaching. BBA's. Accounting. Architecture. Civil Engineering. Voc
Kd. Spanish majors * fluent speakers. Personnel Administration. Pharmacy.
Xgriculture. I.PS

Peace Corps: Architecture. Ag Economics. Biology, liberal Arts,, Ag
Engineering. Accounting. Public Administration. Agronomy. Plant Pathology.
Business Administration. Geology . Home Er ..Nutrition. Hospital Administration.
Construction work. Auto Body Repair. Medical Technology Of. Public Health.
Plumbing. Elementary * Secondary Teaching. Civil Engineering. Speech
Pathology. Cabinelmaking. Surveying. Statistics Heavy Equipment operators
Industrial Arts. Krrnch..Spanish majors and fluent speakers. MS and BSRN's.
Math and Science.

The above is only a partial list. We're looking for people about to graduate in

many fields and people with farm experience and rural backgrounds, problem-
solving experience, literacy, tutorial and organizational experience.

Peace Corps and VISTA pay a living allowance travel, medical expenses and
a completion »f srr i ice allotment of ISa-175 per month on the job.

Representatives will he on campus March is .'1 stop h\ the Placement Office
now for more information and to sign up for an interview

.

Busted
Umies
Five UMass students arrested

last month by Amherst police for

growing marijuana were found
guilty Friday in Northampton
District Court. Sentencing was
postponed until March 29.

On Feb. 26, police raided their

home at 97 Belchertown Rd. and

found 27 marijuana plants growing

under artificial light in the cellar.

The students are William H.

Lavigne, 20, of Pittsfield; Michael

J. Marjin, 22, of Quincy; Neil P.

Benjamin, 20, of Pittsfield; John L.

Brooks, 26, of Boston and Paul R.

Johansen, 19, of Attleboro.

Police arrested the group after a

complaint from a neighbor, ac-

cording to spokesmen at the time
of the arrest.

Speed read

An eight session Speed Reading
and Study Skill course will be of-

fered to all students through the
Southwest Colloquium Series,
beginning the week after vacation.
Designed to give students practice
in the mechanics of speed and the
techniques of study, the course will

attempt to teach retention of
material through critical reading.
Basic skill of outlining and word
analysis will also be instructed.

Time to be arranged. Contact
Jackie Bonomo, 6-9983, mornings.

Bowmar
Hewlett-Packard
Texas Instruments

fjflrjfflUjQ"

Not all calculators are created equal. Don't

be sold something you don't need or be

swayed by false claims.

Check ours and compare.
Know what you're getting.

RIPPED OFF?
SMALL CLAIMS COCRT
CITIZEN ADVISORY
SERVICE
can help'

for informal!
UIIiaS6 91K1Mat mi*
tun 240 soo thar noo-soo"

or MaNPWi—it, at

waffs 7oo woo
MASSPIRG

UNIVERSITY STORE Campus Center

BOOK
SALE

4,000 paperbacks
from

over 30 PUBLISHERS

50% off list price

AT
THE UNIVERSITY STORE

CAMPUS CENTER
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Prehistoric art at Amherst
"The Art of the Sepik River" is

the title of the current exhibit on
display through April 7, at
Amherst College's Pratt Museum.
The exhibit, part of a series

showing various aspects of

prehistoric and ethnographic art,

is open to the public without
charge.

"The Art of the Sepik River, New
Guinea, is inventive, dynamic, and
intensely compelling," explains
Amherst College Curator of An-
thropology David C. Yates. "This
art deserves to be appreciated not
only for its innate aesthetic value,

but to be understood as the
spiritual expressions of life-ways

which are vanishing with alarming
finality."

The Sepik River basin is sparsely

populated by some 260,000 people.

The river itself serves as the single

most important unifying element
over the ecologically diverse 28,000

square miles of river basin,
allowing social and cultural in-

tercommunication between the
various tribal people along its 700-

mile length.

Over the course of ten months
spent along the Sepik River,
Richard and Patricia Button
collected the objects in this exhibit.

During their expedition of the area,
they traveled along the 700 mile
length of the river to its source,
visiting many remote villages in

the Central Highlands, the
inhabitants of which had never
seen a European. Since returning
to the U.S., they have supplied
many museums of art and natural
history with items of ethnographic
interest.

Visitors to the College's museum
should enter the campus on the

South Pleasant Street (Route 116)

entrance, a half-block south of the

intersection of Route 9 and Route
116 in the center of Amherst. By
following the one-way road around
the "Quad," visitors will find the

museum between the Merrill
Center and the Amherst War
Memorial. Hours to visit Pratt
Museum are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Saturday. Closed

Sunday.

TIRED Or
WAITING?
try truly FAST

IN & OUT
Xarox Copying Borvict

we

House
65 University Drive Amherst 256-0663

TRIBAL ANNOUNCER— This face, part of a statue-
drum device beaten to emphasize important words
being said by orators in tribal ceremonies, is among
objects now on display in an "Art of the Sepik River"
exhibit.

Register for town election
The last day to register to vote in

the April 9 Town Election is March
20th, up until 10:00 p.m. in the

Town Clerk's office. Registrations

are carried each week day from
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. in the Town
Clerk's office.

Absentee ballots for voters who
will be out of town on election day
should be applied for in writing

early enough to allow for their

return to the Town Clerk before the

close of polls on April 9th.

Application forms are available

from the Town Clerk; written

applications by letter containing

the same information are ac-

ceptable.

Physically disabled voters

unable to get to the polls may apply

for an absentee ballot in the same
wayM

EAUJfcfata
JOIN OUR

CLOTHES CLUB
ASK FOR DETAILS

moyncnri I'^i
Kvms mon *au

A TOUCH OF CLASS
HAPPY HR. DAILY

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

ALL DRINKS ONLY 49'

WED. THRU SUN.

LOBSTER SPECIAL

$495

Uie Captains Cable
DAMON ROAD

(First right after Coolidge Bridge)

NORTHAMPTON. MASS
584-6080

Our Officer Selection Officers are looking for a few good college men—
maybe 3 out of 100—who will make good Marine officers. If you're one of

them, we'll give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quan-
tico, Virginia.

Our program is Platoon Leaders Class, PLC. With ground, air and law

options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college.

But if money is all you're looking for, don't waste your time.

The challenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it. If you've got it,

show us. It's one hell of a challenge. But we're looking for one hell of a man.

Box 38901
Los Angeles, California 90038

Name.

The Marines

i

I

CP 1 . 74

Please send me information on
Marine Corps Platoon Leaders
Class. (Please Print)

Age.

Address.

City State -Zip.

School.

Phone..

.Class of.

.Social Security #

If you are a senior, check here for information on Officer Candidates Class Q.
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

CHOCKTNUTS
Coffee-1 lb. Can

i WITH THIS COUPON AND A $5 PURCHASE -S I

m
AJAX

Laundry Detergent
<ASE

c

Good Monday March 1 8-SalurOay. March 23 ISS | o-
Limit one can pt' customer ^^ I

•"""*

ffi"

49 oz. BOX

Good Monday March 18-Saturday. March 23

Limit one box per customer

.7

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

MERIT

Ice Cream

STOP & SHOP

Grade "AA" Butter

fv||P«lill«
I

I

I

I

511
I

I

I

Van., Choc,
Coffee or

Harlequin

; Good Monday, March 18-Saturday. March 23

Limit one carton per customer

Good Monday. March 18-SalurrJay, March 23

Limit one package per customer

3 DIAMONDS «.

Solid White Tuna i|

Good Monday. March 18-Saturday. March 23

Limit one can per customer
tomer -^j5> Limit one box per customer "alki^i Limit one carton per customer -<~ c^; Limit one pacnaoe per customer -<j-joj: Limn one tea w »»»"• *«*«• I

Anniversary!

Get your Stop&Shopsworth!

KeOeem any or all coupon* wlttt only one WOO pyfctma.

Starts Mon. , March 1 8 - Sat. . March 23

% IIITtWlaaf IllwaWWtfti

Tabby Tasty Dinntrs

Minute Rice Mixes

39*Ha

3 £ '1
PlMJ

ASSOKTEO
FLAVORS

Riggio Spaghetti Sauce "h" «

MEAT MEATLESS MUSHROOM OR MARINARA

»1»

3L\'»1

t» FOOT ROLLAlcoa King Size Foil

Laddie Boy i Dog Food „,,?£%* $1"

Bordens Cremora
16

j,
,' 79*

Kittv Salmon salmon and egg o m OQe
Miiy odimon w salmon and xionev «• um «••

8 iaWWfiifi'»giiFwtiiiri

Sun Glory Orange Juice

f^K> 100% orange—
ftft

-

Macaroni & Cheese swishop

Taste O'Sea Flounder Dinner

French Fried Shrimp

Birds Eye Cut Corn

Roman Meat Lasagna

Birds Eye Peas and Carrots

TAS'E SEA

4 Z *
Pkgs

Stop & Shop Fish Sticks

2 '"89°
Just heat and serve
top with tartar sauce

8; 65e

29«

Stouffers Broccoli Au Gratin

Birds Eye Creamed Spinach

Stouffers Meat Pies g&ft
Birds Eye Cool-Whip Swiggle

Hendrie's Ice Cream Bar » « * g « i? 99s

John's Pizza o*
c25L. « 69

c

1M
P»g

49c

Cottage Cheese
BREAKSTONE - ate
Mini-priced- to JjJ, All
save you money i «af

Swiss Miss Puddings 2 99*CM
CHOCOLATE
GolOtn 1 a ROC

-

-IfV
Cwt °*

!£ 69*

65'

,°' 79*

15 65«

;;• 79*

Mrs. Filberts Soft Margarine

King Sour sou* c»e«m subs' w
Borden Snack Pack Cheese

Stella Parmesan Wedge

MaybudGouda Cheese

Stella Romano Wedge
Maybud Edam Cheese

Light n' Lively Yogurt 4 99
c

SEALTEST 8 DFUOOUS FLAVORS

J Mini-meed Bakery Specials

Buttercrest Sliced Bread

2 > 85
c

Stop&Shop Danish Rings

69
c

f»
STOP*
SHOP

YAH-VAH
I

BLUEBERRY LEMON
OR RASPBERRY

Surprise your fanviy at Breakfast

Blueberry Muffins

Italian or Vienna Bread - '

,
39 :

45*

65<

: NNAMON

S*C» t SmOP 69 c

DaisyW 0°nuts

Maple Walnut Cake

Gold & Marble Pound Cake '2
.
M

Party Flake Rolls JBSAXSm % '**

Stop & Shop Apple Pie 65
c

Add a scoop of our delicious ice cream

"Quality-Protected" Beef Naturally Aged For Tenderness!

buck Steak
First Cuts -Bone-in

"Quality-Protected" beef

is extra tender, flavorful,

fresh, juicy and well trimmed.

With "Quality-Protected" beef you

know your dinner will be a success.

California Chuck Steak

Boneless Chuck Steak

item eMtrfO fw uit net

available in caw lots 9*

If olhejf retail Otait'i

of whoituif 's

Quality-Protected Baal

•'Quality-Protected" Beat $128
'1

Cube Steak—I" Blade Cut Chuck Steak 88'

Boneless Chuck Roast ~ 1!

Calif. Chuck Roast *1
M

Blade Cut Chuck Roast 88
c

SmofieJCbuse£aleafSfcp&S/tcp!

Smoked Shoulders - 69
Fully Cooked Hams «* 'I

2
.

9

Smoked Boneless Pork Butts T9

Colonial Master Smoked Shoulders -89'

Fully Cooked HamsS 79 BUTT PORTION
WATED AOOEO 89

(

it's simplysuper!
A consistency of quality in fresh ground beef that you

can buy only at Stop & Shop. Carefully selected

cuts, fat content scientifically controlled.

sm
Lean Ground BeefSuper

'Simply Super lean ground beef

is not less than 76% lean.
$119
1

J Mini-Pricerj from our Kitchens

Chicken or Beef Pies sp
Meat Balls- 50 oz. Can s^ishw

Meat Balls- 24 oz. Can ^"S"

American Sub Sandwich
ASEKV'CE DEll OEfT

»2«»

$-|39

59*

5 Mini-pptctd Sen service oen J.

Merit Sliced Bacon
Get your .cfllQC

itop & Shopsworth 1 pkj jJJJ

Colonial Beef Franks £ *V*

Colonial Tasty Ten Franks

QUALITY
PROTECTEDRoast Beet

Rice Pudding -Greek Style

• Mim-rnced Dolt-Hut Soeciais

German Style Bologna

German Style Salami

German Style Liverwurst

Provolone Cheese for Slicing

Norwegian Jarlsberg Cheese

85
c

59V

69
c

65'

75£

$1 49
* Ik

Colonial Sliced Cold Cuts
tot
Ha

0» I'JNCMfON LOAF

"•J
Park's Little Link Sausages

I Mtnl-Prtcfd Fish Soeciais

Shrimp Cocktail

69<

Cooked Shrimp - Salad Size

Halibut Steaks **
Smoked Cod Fillets

Cooked Flounder Fillet

wipom
N .ADS

8 a:

9l,

'ASTE3 5EA
• .9 h«

SJ09

»1»

J 1\»

89 s

»1»

Mini-priced Savings on National Brands!

4 Lavoris Mouthwash ^•••*»«**' 89
c

'

Johnson & Johnson Baby Shampoo
%
\
m

>WTH THIS COUPON
AHD * *5 PURCHASE

Stop & Shop

CREAM
CHEESE

3 <«• PACKAGE 360

S-iSSSSS?

"Buy ours...

They help you manage betterl"

Stop & Shop brands cost less than national

brands.

Yet Stop & Shop brands are the equal of our

best-selling national brand for quality.

I vouch for it. The people in this store all

vouch for it. The people in charge of Stop &
Shop brands vouch for it. (I know. I've asked.)

So buy the brands I back personally: Stop &
Shop brands. M _, ..

Your Store Manager

The Stop& Shop Companies

• f
aVMa

Commitment to the Consumer

We've made a science of

meat handling in the store I

For some time now, we've been telling our

customers about Stop & Shop's revolutionary

Marlboro Meat Plant which enables us to main-

tain uniform cleanliness and tight quality con-

trol, allowing our beef to age carefully and

naturally. This prompts some of my customers

to ask me. "Can I be assured that these same

high standards are maintained in the meat room

in your store?"

The answer is an absolute "Yes!" Every Stop

& Shop meat department is operating under the

healthiest environmental and sanitary stand-

ards that meat has ever had in a supermarket

Our meat backrooms are kept at 45° . . . and at

32° to 34° in our refrigerator. These are the

ideal temperatures for keeping meat fresh. It's

controlled by our meat managers who've re-

ceived extensive training in all aspects of meat

handling, including sanitation and refrigeration

standards, and this becomes part of their daily

routine

All equipment in the meat department was
especially designed with sanitation in mind. For

instance, we have eliminated the wooden chop-

ping blocks which can encourage bacteria

growth They have been replaced by stainless

steel and plastic cutting boards, non-porous for

easy washing In addition, we use high pressure

hot water sprayers to sanitize our equipment,

and display cases

This all goes to show, there's more to Quality

Protected Beef than meets the eye!

Your Stop & Shop Manager

2 Mini-Priced

INDIAN RIVER
SEEDLESS

RED OR WHITE #40 SIZE

'•r-aVi 459
Cortland Apples

CRISP AIRE U.S. 5 1 2</4" MIN.

3 - 69
c

i" MIN.

Crisp Green Peppers 39°

Large Tomatoes 2»-69
(

Top your hamburgers

Stop and Shop in Hadley-Amherst, Rt. 9 at Hadley-Amherst line. 8 a.m. -10: 30 p.m., Mon. -Sat.
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New computer

ordered here

After a year and a half of study,

the UMass Computing Center has

ordered a $3.79 million computer
from Control Data Corp. with a

capacity five times greater than

any other computer on campus.
The new computer-a Cyber 74-

eventually will replace two
computers now in use and will offer

much "higher speed and
precision" to researchers, ac-

cording to Conrad Wogrin, director

of the Computing Center. The
machine is slated to be installed in

the Graduate Research Center
next August.

The cost to the campus to lease

the machine will be $50,000 a month
or $2.1 million over the following

three and a half years, according

to the terms of the contract signed

March 1. During the time, officials

will evaluate the computer's
performance and decide whether
to extend the lease. It is common
practice for institutions to lease

rather than puchase computers,
Wogrin said, adding that a lease

requires a short-term com-
mitment.

i/C/unpus^

AMMEMST MAOLf V LINE

i. .._.
"***

2 Oscar
Nominations!

Winner
Scholastic Mag.
"Bell Ringer

Award" „ \

lOSfPH i IrUNt

GEORGE C SCOTT
MIKE NICHOLS

THE DAY,Vf* DOLPHIN
PQ ^Z- >*••«.>*•***'— — »•• V Vw,.| r-.f,,

7: 15 & 9: 15
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m
'captivating!

profound!

McQueen
shines! both

hoffman and
McQueen are

SUPERB!"
—Seattle Post Intelligencer

STEUE OUSTin
mcQUEEn HOFFimm

FRANK! N .i HAIINf u

pg PflWLLOn
..r-fr.,

7.00& 9:40

Breaking ^

All

House
Records! aaajC*^

2nd Smash

Week!

c
>rVoody" 'Diane
cAHeq/*,cKeaton

"<§leepef~
PC unite* Rrfitli

7:1549:00

DOLLAR NIGHTS
MON & TUES r
ALL SEATS

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY OMAN*.

I feel the communications barrier bet

ween humans and animals is very thin and
is going to be shattered Neptune in

Sagittarius, among other things, will

coincide with man's ability to comprehend
the language of other species

ARIES March 21 April 19i Select

quality I^eave shortcuts, gel ricrnjuick
schemes to others If you depend on part

ners or others, you could be disappointed
What appeared to be a firm agreement may
actually lack substance Know it and
prepare accordingly

TAURUS (April 20-May 20 1: Older
person, who has had travel experience, will

share knowledge Key is to make inquine»
Toss aside false pride You will establish

valuable relationship by stating your needs
in frank, mature manner
(JKMIN1 (May 21 June 20>: Publicize

products Get better distribution
arrangement Reach toward potential

Refuse to be painted into corner You have
right to enlarge horizons Those who object

are either stupid or envious, or a com
lunation Request an accounting
CANCER June 21 July 22): New

methods are called for don't feel you are
wedded to past You can break through
despite delays, red tape Know it: act ac-

cordingly Ijeo. Aquarius individuals could
figure prominently Questions regarding
partnership, joint efforts, marriage could
arise

LEO (July 2:t-Aug 22): One concerned
with security may seem to be a busybody,
impertinent However, you need counseling

and. like it or not. you probably will get it

You find out something saving as well as

earning Your basic attitude toward money
might undergo transformation

VIRGO Aug 23 Sept 22) Reach beyond
what appear! to l>e a limitation You might
surprise yourself You are capable of more
than you have been showing, of laic

Sagittarius. Gemin: persons might figure

prominently Be reaiiy for sianifi'-">i

change and chance to utilize creative

talents

LIBRA Sept 2:t(kt 22) You may have
to tear down lor purpose of rebuilding

\\ hat appears to be a contradiction will fall

into place Your own uniqueness becomes
valuable asset Don't water down prin

ciples You are on right track, despite

possible objections by the mediocre
SCORPIO ' Oct 23 Nov 21 1 Movement,

change, a feeling of being alive these

areas are spotlighted You learn where you
stand with regard to special relationship

Gemini. Virgo persons could lie in picture

Short trip proves fruitful

SAGITTARIUS Nov 22 Dec 21):

Purchase of luxury item is considered or

questioned Budget is involved Surprise tor

family member should take precedence
Follow through on best instincts Means
adhere to principles of golden rule

CAPRICORN Dec 22-Jan It): Cycle is

high but you have tendency to see w hat you

want to see Before putting up cash, ask to

tea books Then perceive situation as il

actually exists I'isces. Virgo persons might

play prominent roles Career, ambitions,

prestige these get a boost

AQUARIUS Jan 2() Feb 1H) What
appears elusive may not actually be worth

pursuing Revise estimates Get sense of

value in proper perspective Don't feel that

onl) past is real Future beckons and is

brighter than you might imagine
PISCES Feb If March Ml Study

Aquarius message tor valid hint Finish

lather than In'gin strive now to unify,

organize and present product and sell

in l)"st possible light Aries. Libra persons

figure prominently l-ook l>ehind scenes fa
answers

IPTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you are

interested in law. theater and medicine
You are more sensitive to drugs than the

average person November will be one of

voiir most important months of 1M74 You
are sensitive dynamic and can display a

raging temper You also will light for the

underdog

Copyright l!*74 (len Fea Corp

Crossword Puzzle
DOWN

i Algonquian
Indian

2 Anglo-Saxon
money

3 Flourish cf

trumpets
4 Turkish regi

ment
b Near
6 Obscure
7 Macaw
8 Lease
9 Babylonian

hero
10 Ceremony
1 f Dillseed
16 Meadow
18 Strike out
20 Day of the

week
22 Clan
23 Rent
25 Sends forth

26 Glossy fabric

29 Come into

Answer to Saturday s Puzzle

12

19

21

22

28
30

ACROSS
i Couch
S Hebrew

month
9 Period o'

time

Sea in Asia

13 Weary
14 Metal
15 Waterway
17 Command

Feudal
estate

Doctrine

The unal

24 War god
27 Noteot

scale

Ireland

Likeness
32 Parent (col-

loq )

34 Planning ot

an act

beforehand
37 Symbol for

tellurium

38 Growing out

of

Goals
Teutonic

deity

River in

Belgium
Afternoon

party

Platform

Approach
49 Elaborate

exhibition

52 Belabors
55 Everyone
56 Sow

Mine
entrance
Golf mound
Pitcher

Greek letter

A i M T ElAN s A L A
G N U 1 g[lo L A P
£

S

N P T|r4 cl T M A T O

E1 L k1
|RO
CAR

TJ o
V

R
1

U S£ p GHSlE CT S
N
E

M T |s o m|a|oHe
A L 1 C EHRMGI f» 1

C

B

E\0
|T

Elf
Nip

V
1

JJM
Aj|

p
MA

A
T

Nl

I
S

1o1

tJe t> o U s
A R T N EEP s

1
E R '

y E S T OIA O s * AMI
view

31 A state labbr

32 Fashion
33 Handle
35 Printer s

measure
36 Encroach
40 King of birds
42 Communist
44 Quarrel

45
46
48

50
51
53
54

57

Story 18
Comfort
Desert
dweller
Recent
Golf mound
Small amount
Music as
written
Physician
(abbr

)

39
40

41

43

44
47

58

59
60
61

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .
"

.

"

.

9 10 1 1

12 13 "•"•" 14

15 16 •;•:-; ,7 18

" ;*
19 20 21

2? 23 24 25 26 27 • . . • . •

28 29 : 30 31 3? 33

34 35 36

37 38 39

.'.'."

40
:

:

:

:

:
:

41 4? 43

44 45 46 "" .;.;._ 47 48
. . .

49 50 51 5? 53 54

55 •!!! 56 57 58

59 60 61

Distr. by I'nited Feature Syndicate, Inc 18
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Notices

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA:
New members! The deadline for

paying membership fee is noon,

Wednesday, March 20. If you can't

make due payment, arrangements
can be made.
ART LOVERS:
Gregory Battcock, nationally

known art editor and author will

speak tomorrow, Tuesday, March 19

in room 231 Herter Hall at 4 p.m. All

welcome!
ASTRONOMY CLUB:
Meeting to be held tonight in

Hasbrouck 22, at 7:30. Slides of Kitt

Peakm plans for Solar Conference.

Be there!

COLLOQUIA STILL OPEN:
The Central Area Colloquia "Who

Should Rule the University?" will

meet tonite, Monday March 18 in

Greenough House classroom. The
seminar-style colloquia will deal with

issues of student role in University

governance.
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION:
There will be an open meeting of

the Coalition of Environmental
Quality tonight to discuss current

business and Nader's talk. Everyone
welcome.
FENCING CLUB MEETING:
Fencing Club meets Tuesday night.

7 9. WOPE Rm 8. All members please

attend.

GSS:

Important executive board
meeting at 6:00 in Room 163 in C.C.

All elected and appointed offices

must attend. There will be a meeting
for all pledges in Room 163 in CC at

6:00. Please attend.

HRTA MAJORS:
Sorry to say Wine Tasting has been

cancelled. Meeting Tuesday night

March 19 at 7:00 in 163 Campus
Center. Details on Catskills and
spring banquet. Refreshment.

HUMANS:
We have a great king, and we meet

in order to know him better — that his

nature may be evident in us. 7:30 CC.
NORTHEAST AREA WOMEN'S
CENTER:
There will be a meeting tonight at

8:30 in B 4 Lewis. Kathy Varner will

speak on counseling skills. For
further information call Colleen
Cassidy, 403 Knowlton, 52510.

OPEN RUSH:
The Brothers and Little Sisters of

Phi Mu Delta cordially invite all

university women to "Little Sister"

Rush. Tonight at 8:30. Call 253-9034

for rides.

P.H. ABORTION SURVEY:
Public Health Survey on Male

Attitudes Towards Abortion being

taken at table on Concourse Level of

Campus Center. All interested males

are invited to drop by and fill out a

questionnaire between March 18 and

March 21. Please help.

PRACTICES BEGIN FOR POLO
CLUB:

Practices for the Water Polo Club

are being held Tuesdays through

Thursdays from 3:30 to 4:30 at the

Boyden Pool. All former members
and interested swimmers are invited

to attend.

"QUIET DORM" MEETING:
There will be a meeting for anyone

wishing to he!p organize a "quiet

dorm" tonight at 7:30 in 164 C.C.

FOUND:
Small reddish brown dog found in

parking lot behind Southwest. Call 6

9820.

FOUND:
1 pair of women's octag. glasses

found in Room 119 Hampshire 5-3135.

LOST:
In WOPE gym, Thursday night, a

ladies' silver, mesh band Timex
watch. Call Julie 546 8403.

LOST:
"Rosie" — female Irish setter, one

year old, with red collar and tags.

Lost near Brittany Manor. Please

call 256 0401 Reward.
LOST:

Lost camera CC and after poetry

reading or infirmary. Desperate.

Need the camera back. Call Devorah.
549 1546.

LOST:
Baby's green and white Eskimo

blanket on 3 13 in front of Hasbrouck.
Please call Gayle at 256 6051.

LOST:
One gold pocketbook containing

wallet and check book. Please return

to C.C. lost and found as many items
are irreplacable.

LOST:
Generous reward for return of

man's automatic Jules Jurgenson
watch. Lost on 2 22. Great sen
timental value. Please contact Jim
665 3668 after 5 p.m.

LOST:
Knapsack taken from Rack at

Campus Center Store on Fri. March
15 please return — call 584 8130.

LOST:
Would person who took Nutrition

book from WOPE equipment room
attendant please return it to me. I

urgently need it for an exam. No
questions asked.

UMass Police

Emergency

Number

5-3111

STUDEITS SUM Discount C*rd%

IrlGHMnSTADVBaiROfrSCAK'

MCQUEEN
JWrl xnqu—iowBli •** grMtMl atfvonhM ^H^H O'MTWtmwIDiMd' —J^

Give
till

it

helps.

+ TheAmerican
*

Red Cross.
TheGood
Neighbor.

Television Tonight
5:00 POPEYE (18)

HOGAN'S HEROES The Big Broad
cast " (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) 157)

ADVENTURES OE SUPERMAN (22)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES DeLovely
And Scruggs " (30)

GOMER PYLE Double Date With the
Sarge." (40)

5:30 GREEN ACRES "No Trespassing
"

(18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Little Old Lucy "

(22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Marry Me. Marry Me "

(27)

HOGANS HEROES "Monkey Business."
(30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

6:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH "25th
Mission" (18)

ZOOM! (24) (57)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Billie Jos
First Record." (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host (30)

WILD WILD WEST "Night Of the Steel

Assassin." (40)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

GREAT DECISIONS (24)

SAFARI TO ADVENTURE (27)

JEAN SHEPHERD'S AMERICA (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 MOVIE "The Rare Breed " (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

ANTIQUES (24)

POLKA With Frank Knight (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8:0© THE ROOKIES "Death Watch " (8)

(40)

THE 700 CLUB (18)

THE BILLY GRAHAM ST. LOUIS
CRUSADE (22)

UNCLE SAM REQUESTS THE
PLEASURE OF... (24)

THE MAGICIAN (30)

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
(57)

9:00 HERE'S LUCY (3)

MOVIE "Z" (8) (40)

MOVIE "Call Me Bwana." (22) (30)

OPEN VIDEO (24)

BILLY GRAHAM ST. LOUIS CRUSADE
(27)

9:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

9:30 THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE
SALUTE TO JAMES CAGNEY (3)

THE OTHER SIX DAYS (18)

CONNECTICUT EDUCATION (24)

10:00 ENERGY ALERT REPORT 24)

WASHINGTON STRAIGHT TALK (57)

10:30 THE JOANNE (ARSON SHOW (27)

THE OPEN DOOR (57)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER, SPORTS (3) (22)

(27) (30)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

11:30 MOVIE "What Price Glory " (3)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

12:00 WIDE WORLD MYSTERY (8) (40)

1:00 TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (30)

1:30 NEWS. WEATHER (3) (8) (40)

2:00 NEWS (30)

Mondays
end Tuesdays

STEAK TIP

DINNER

s
2.69 PWPOSOS

Steak tips with Home
Fries or Whipped,
Veaetable - Bread

SUN. thru THUR. 11-9

FRI. and SAT. to 10

261 King St., Northampton

Phone 584-5958

AMERICA'S STEAK EXPERT

PERSONAL MDC CLASSIFIED TYPING

Guitar Player: Play and sing, lead own
Altec, P. A. Looking lor a group or other
musicians. Kevin Jones. 323-724*.

t13-19

Do you write grallil to be destructive?

Are you destructive toward this univer-

sitv ! Need into lor research. Call 6-7029. no
names.

tl3-l»

Major Howes says: Streaker Madness
onlv occurs when the moons are full.

H3-IN

llappv Rirthda\. Jebbv l-ove Scott.

Itl-IX

Happy *. Patrick's Day Steve, Lista
Ht| the Sisters of lota Oamma I psilon
ft mu your pledges

3-IN

Mtrnlion Mnhamed Handrr alias
Hutlerflower — lo\e ya. love ya. love ya.
Munghook-*.'

3- IX

Future millionaire seeking a wile 54fi-

1072

t1\'l

Dearest Yogi — happv Kth I love you.

KtgfHf yours. Kihi Boo
:l-ix

I ndergraduate needed to replace me on
I '.ii king \ppeals Hoard I need you like

vesterday (all (indi. 346-1171.

mil

Will Kill Hiillou really be streaking for

lh« t ollegian Wednesday'
3-ik

( (inimuters can streak, too' Toby 's

doing it. and he thinks it's juvenile He

their naked> March MS
3-lx

PERSONAL SUBLET

High profits In sandal making with
invest, of only 19.30. for kit including
finest quality leather, easy to follow
instruct, and all other material to
make a beautiful pair of sandals for
either sex — 4 styles to choose from —
finished value $16. to 120. Send check
or money order to Roby Crafts Co.. PO
Box 2151. Spfld . Mass. 01 101.

tfl-20

Puffton Village. One bedroom, available

immediately. Call 549-0060. evenings.

tf3-22

Sublet — 2 bedroom apt.. June. July.
Aug.. $200 a month, very nice area in So.
Amherst. Call 253-7488. ask for Laura.

tf3-20

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1973 Triumph 500cc Trophy Trail. Great
condition, many extras. 900 miles. Call 665-
3344. anytime.

If3-I9

Apt. to sublet — June 1 to Sept. I — 2
bedroom Brandy wine, PKTS ALLOWED
rent negotiable. Call 54»-4547.

tf3-!8

great

tf3-19

1971 Honda I75cc. 1000 miles,
condition Call 665-3341. anytime.

FREE
Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid

Call 5H4-HMI6.

H5-I7

ENTERTAINMENT

FREE SANDWICHES

Pres. Nixon hasn't answered my
offer, but give me a ride to Boston on
I'hurs . i -21 and I'll give you a peanut
butter sandwich and some It for gas.

Call Joyce. 253-9551.

tf3-20

RIDERS WANTED

Do you commute to Boston? Am looking
for people to share t & driving on Tues.
afternoons. George Greenstein. 253-2993 or
542-2075. tfS-IS

Two males going to Canada during
Spring vacation, wanted two female
companions: write and leave phone
number to: PO Box 616. North Amherst.

WEEKEND AND
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Weekend and summer employment

for students with follow ski lis
science, dance, pottery. Black Studies
Earth science. Musk. Arts and Crafts.

Apply room 213. New Africa House.
I Mass or call for Appt Mr. Cox. 545-

1592.

mm
STEREO COMPONENTS

Typing — papers, theses, etc., fast,
accurate, cheap. Smith Corona 7000 Elite,
(all Sue. 1-527-4802,

tf3-18

Typing done — cheap and fast. Call Anne
after 5 p.m.. 665-2625.

tf3-20

WANTED"
The commuter assembly is I joking for

people to paint a mural In the Commuter
Lounge. Sketches are now being accepted
from undergrad commuters In the Com-
muter Office. S.I . Near the back of the
Hatch. Submit sketches as soon as
possible. All paint and equipment will be
supplied. Remuneration negotiable
Possible credits

mm

ROOMMATE WANTED

Nobody ran please all the people all the
time, but Bob the DJ makes most of the
people happy most of the time (all now.
VI6-607.I.

tf.l-22

Tired of the same old shit" Try a band
from Boston Music (.roup for .our next
concert or party. 617-353-1 IHI or 617-217-

35*2

MM
Rumor has it that Steve the DJ will

return in September and shortly after,
open a new tavern. But who believes
rumors.

tf3-IS

JAZZ. JAZZ. JAZZ - Direct from
England — "Chris Burke and his
Dixieland Musk". 2nd tour of New
England Rusty Nail. Hi 47. Tuetdav
March 19.

tf3-!9

Eemale roommate wanted to share
furnished apt. Own room. 192.50-month,
utilities included, (all 665-2606. after 4

p.m.

1(3-20

WHEREABOUTS

HELP! If you know the address of Luc
Dorrs of Montreal. Canada, please con-
tact Susan I .a course at Bay path College.
I.ongmeadow. Mass.

If3- 18

PHOTOGRAPHER

Custom black and white film processing
done. Quick sen ice! One roll of film and
contact only 11.25. (all George or John.
K6.VI2WI

U3-29

Stereo Components — - 20 per cent - 40
per cent off list. All major brands
available all guaranteed. Call Mike at

kwi. liter 5 p.m.

114-11

Reliable car wanted to rent for trip to
Virginia over the todays of spring break.
Phone Dorothy Schneider at 256-0521.

, . U3-U
Want help paying your rent? Rehearsal

space needed for rock group immediately!
Call Alan. 549-6275.

ItUl
We II pay |2 hour for someone to clean

suburban home. Call 665-2432 Eringe
benefits!!!

_______ ">a

HELP WANTED
Need capable person to do English paper

based on specific plays to be read. Have 1

l* x months, will pay well! Call Billy. 549-

0136.

SMI

RIDE WANTED

I need a ride to Helchertown Wed nights
around 8 or u or so. I'll share expenses.
Please rail Judy. 32:1-15311.

3- IK

doing to Nantucket for spring break,
need ride to and from Woods Hole or
ni- .it In. can leave after 3-21. return by l-l.

share I Call HMM
tf:i-_tl

I want to buy your sick car. any make
model, or major problem. I.et me buy your
headache, foreign or domestic, (all Bob
233-7241.

tf3-22

Muse guitar or-key vocals, for band with
work, down to earth person into creating
group sound, start immediatelv. full time
6I7-5M-3I06.

SMI
Buying United States and foreign coins

and paper money also, oil guns, bayonets,
and swords. Call Lee. 546-7817.

— tf3- !9

An intermediate tennis partner. Call 546-

113-18

(.ay or Bi People of Spirit wanted to
grow with t omnium- in the country Box
723. Amherst. Mass.

_______________________ tfl-18

Music review

James Montgomery Band returns
By SCOTT BACHERMAN

MDC Staff

The .James Montgomery Band,

formerly the James Montgomery
Blues Band, returned to UMass
last Thursday night after a years

absence, and played two shows

before an obedient crowd in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

Last week's performance in the

Student Union Ballroom was
nearly a carbon copy of last year-
show. Come to think of it, there is

little variation in any of Mon-
tgomery's concerts. As usual,

people had the opportunity to

shake off their emotions. The cost

for shakin' was the biggest dif-

ference between this years show. It

was $2.50 per ticket ($2.00 in ad-

vance.; Last year it was a buck.

Montgomery himself continued

to prove why the band is called the

James Montgomery Band. His

t /^r

WMUA
Monday, March 18th

6:30 — University Week in Review — A weekly recap of

Campus events during the previous week. Brought your

way by Ken Lindberg and Charles Pellett.

7:20— Off the Hook — Gerry Brooks hosts tonight's show
and his guest is Tony Tartaglia, entertainment

manager of the Blue Wall.

10:00 p.m. — Focus — This week moderator Ken
Mosakowski will have excerpts from a speech by

Governor's Councillor Ed O'Brien of Easthampton,
Democratic Candidate for Attorney General. The

second half of the program will be focused on the I

organizors of Mass. Caucus 74. This caucus is the
I

unofficial nominating convention for all Democratic

hopefuls for Attorney General and Secretary of State.

12:00 p.m. — "Moon Over Morocco" — Far out, freaky,

fascinating fable of the further fortunes of Jack

Flanders.

voice, harp playing, and basic
stage manner command the at-

tention of the audience with
relative ease. He had the disad-
vantage of trying to project in an
acoustically poor hall, however.
Although his vocals were unclear
anddry in spots, Montgomery was
able to capture the crowd with
"That's All Right," a twelve
minute slow blues number which
seems like a good bet for the band's
next Capricorn release.

The band is far away from the

national prominance that was
expected long ago. Poor promotion
in Detroit, Montgomery's home
town, led to poor album sales of

their first release, 'First Time
Out.' The album was followed by
an unsuccessful national tour as a
back-up band to Edgar Winter, The
Sieve Miloler Band, and Black Oak
Arkansas

The album sold well in Boston as

expected, but also proved why the

band is a "live" band. They had a

great amount of difficulty in

recording "Train", which was
intended to be the strongest cut on

the album. The pressure to per-

form the song well in the studio

was obviously too great, and ended

in an unbalanced disaster.

It's an unwritten rule that

musicians put out a studio album
before a live disc. In James' case

this was unfortunate. Their second

album will most likely be live, and

1

****
AMHERST CHINESE FOOD

62 Main St., Amherst

Tsl. 253-7835
EAT IN OR TAKE-OUT

LUNCH SPECIALS 99c & u,

should be a big improvement, since

crowd reaction plays a large part

in the bands output.

WHEH YOU CAN'T

WAIT TILL BREAKFAST
^^k Mr. Donuts is

| J ready for you

U-T 24 hrs.

great donuts:

coffee
Mt. Farms Mall

WliSter Rte. ?,

Donut Had,e*

Tonite

and

Tuesday Nite

PHIL
OCHS!!!

ut the

Rusty

Nail Inn
Rto. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

s_l Oik 1 Mwtta iims «»i.~"|~w mm i —in _»

5 Nominations

George Glenda
Pu Segal Jackson

ATouch Of Class
(inr Mrrk Mon Thurv — .. I.'a til

I llnlv TMil.ilr Mr. — :.:IS-S li II 2S I

HOW DOYOU THINK

DIE?

n
G

3 - Nominations

Paper (Ebasr
Final Mon Thar* - in 4 hi,
Mrrk Twi-I.ite Mr - S:W-S:M . tl „

UIMUA
STEREO 91 1 FM

FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE
RADK)

10 - Nominations

PAUL RGBBSCT
\NEWNMN REBPOMD\

A .tUl<" A «V)V H_L HIM

1*0 TtlfSTlfNK-
DMon I hin . - 5. 1 J A |

T-i l.itr Mr - I 15 S IS II.

„

5 - Nominations

Mun Ihur*. \ Ml & HIS
I « i I Itr II r 'rlQ-S II - 1 1 __.

Admission - Twilite Hr. $1.25

It's not drugs.

It's not suicide.

And it's not cancer.

It's automobile crashes.

More American people

between the ages of 15 and 25 die

in automobile crashes than in any

other way.

At least half of those deaths

are alcohol related. And the drunk

drivers who cause most of them
are under 25. Sometimes, many
times, they kill themselves.

One of the most dangerous

things you can do is get drunk and

drive home.

You can change it. You
have to.

You march against the war.

You fight for clean air and clean

water. You eat natural foods. You
practice yoga. You are so much for

life. And you are so much against

killing.

It would be unthinkable for

you to wittingly kill another human
being.

So then, why is this

happening?

DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT Y*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON. DC. 20013

I don't want to get killed and I don't

want to kill anyone Tell me how I can

help. 'Youths Highway Safety Advisory

Committee.

My name is

Address

_ City State^ Z.p_

STOP DRIVING DRUNK.
STOP KILLING EACH OTHER.A

MDC CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES CALCULATORS

Attention Streakers — photos of last

Wed night record streak are now
a\ ailahle (iet them tor friends — save
them for grandchildren, t all Joe. •-

I- IK

PHOTOS — Passports, visas,

graduate school applications. >n
similar kinds of photography. 14.00 for

mx passport size photos. Sites and
prices are negotiable Quality
guaranteed. Very fast service, (ail
Steve at MMft

Oatsun. Toyota and \olvo. repaired

al reasonable prices. I have plenty of

experience and equipment, (all

Kussell Haca. BB-7IM.
tf:i-25

Car repair hassles'" Experienced
mechanic will fix il right, no hig overhead,

mi job loo small, foreign and domrstic

Koh tU-TZH. mu

FOR SALE

Tennis Market
cond ( all K-«IM>

Wilson T l.otNi. good

tf:i-IH

Kor sale - Itrand new womans high

laced brown suede hoots .' pr. sizes x' .l» _

't'..|». will sacrifice for Mi N I all Kred.

'.lii-liTsT

IflJI

Itargain Itasrment llc.nl t.'ii s,fc ts

Salomon UU Itindings skird ihiihiic, in u•

V \sk for I I .I'M.*"..'

Ill Pi

I v.-4-liu.i Sl.lt w-xlra lenses & aits

also \ar stereo eqiiit . plus I Son\ ( oloi

l\ Must sell fast' Need I ( all I ..'T VI It.

Ill I

FOR SALE

Kooks and mags. Old and out of print.

Eree Search Service. .>H(>-:i_<r9. anytime.
I.arrv Pruner. Box 2X5. Northampton.

Ut 1

Hitachi SP2!t00 AM-EM stereo x track

recorder with KI.H U speakers. S200. (all

HMR, ask for Neil in 2IS.

(I.-I9

M-track Kraro tape deck adapter for

home use. with some oldie tapes: flute,

stainless steel, exc. cond. (all Janet. ">-'i

p.m.. MMM4.
If3-I»

Leicaflex — Elmaril. 1:15 telephoto. 2 yrs

old 1250. (all Jim. G«5-:U2)t.

ifi-ia

l.eicaflex. 7 yrs. old with 50 mm
Suinicron lens, wonderfully reliable. $250.

(all Jim. 6fi5-:t42tt

tf:i IK

(•uitar lor sale. Martin mMi-.'K. in

beautiful condition timi or best offer, (all

Man r.»«l.".MIl . evenings

lt_.fl

Usher Model MM Receiver. Ill watts

KMSch . 7 n:os old. excellent cond. New
$:ti«»«i.V asking $IH5.mi (all. BMM. ask

for Hooper
IfJ-H

New parts Ml. Midget I Muh.lin IU-

i ,/\ lt.tili.ils I win- -fcrrl. i luuu.igi

rack hoot. Tnnneau cover $ ton new.

asking IIW" Hrv an SIMM, "-mm

If I 111

FOR SALE AUTO FOR SALE

renders for sale Precision Hass I.tm

Old lelecaslei (. I It $-•-'"> t all l«.i details

Mnhael I N HIJ
tf UK

\lll|MX Reel -to Keel l.ipelleik I Meads

I, ,i sound on sound I x«-client lonilition

$ imi new ask l-'ixi « all -'•*• -mil "» around t.

p in
111.1

.'

Ilewlet -Packard IIP Mi business
calculator, available immediately, like

new. used very little. $:P«t. save $2K. 5IS-

IMW7. 25:1-7241.

tM-22

l.udwig snare drum with stand and seat,

like new. stainless steel finish, all for S75.

Kodak Instamalie with flash. Ho. (all
Rob. 25:1-7241.

tf:t-2l

Vashica Kmm electric movie camera
with zoom and l.!l lens, and Vashica mini
spy camera, slightly used, vour choice.

I.VO. Bob. 2.VI-724I.

tf:i-.'l

s month idd (.irin.in short haired
Pointer. $100 (all ttS-STZX. ( arl

I awrence
tfl .'.'

\H.'.i\ speakers, list $:|ini used $I.V>. or

best offer Must hear, headphones • Sharpe
ll\-IO\. 20 Sennheiser 111)11 1 2.V 2.VI-

l7o:t. anvtime

tf:i-2l

AUTO FOP SALE

I'tTI \\\ Beetle tK.ooo mi., exel. cond

KM-\M radio Must sell $1800. or best

offer (all HMW.
tf3l»

l!«!i Tempest l.emans (on vert fi cyl.

standard, new snow tires, p.s . little rust

fine engine, economical, good Karma.
$7mi or Bo 2Vl-7fi:tl.

tf:i-iti

\>mn Mercedes-Ben/, auto trans.. 2*

in p g . good mechanical condition. $tloo.

or best offer (all evenings 5X4-5:147.

«f:i-l»

I'*.* I amaro. K cvl. automatic, power
steering, new Radial tires Hooks for $1 loo.

sell for MB dollars (all raw H in after V In

p m
U-->

I \\\ Mint condition fi7K New front

end. brake job. batterv . starter. $«Ofl 54fc-

:.l«2

If 3-20

WANTED DEAD OR AI.IVE -
Compact cars, specially DARTS.
VALIANTS, or LANCERS. Any
condition, call 5Xt>-:tXi9.

U3-2I

HONEST AL must get rid of some
little JEWELS before the town
ARRESTS him for having too many
JUNKS - I mean UNREGISTERED
MOTOR VENULES: 54 DODGE
CAMPER converted mail truck, gd

body , gd tires, nice interior, sleeps 2, 6

cyl. t spd. trans., needs minor work,

$325. i.i CHEVY II station wagon, fi

cyl. sld . ratty, but running. $75. 5Kfi-

:txi».

tf:i-2l

Calculators — all major brands.

T.I., Bomar. Commodore. Sanyo.
I'nicom. Casio, etc. Desk and hand

held models from six to twelve digit,

some with memory-square roots.

Scientific notations, constants,

reciprocals and trig, functions. Low

prices. I will try to beat any price you

get. Call for meeting. All new. all

guaranteed, (iordon Hoffstein. ">49-

0187.

TRAVEL

i.i (hew Helair. cvl . automatic. $100

or best offer, call EEB(i. 54fi-!»lfi.'.

tf:i-lt

:i beautifully weathered Saabs One runs

must sell 'collecting BMWs nowi. (all I-

4fi7 2195. Keep trying

tf:i-i9

MM VU COMPLETE bodv . sunroof and

interior, radio, only $75 with good tires.

-,lfi-'.7fil

tf;i -20

i!i.">n OeSoto ( ustorn. 6 cyl.. fluid drive, r

_ h. original with exception of stereo tape

svstem. fine cruising machine. Call 54«-

IIR
tf:i-22

l%9 VVA. 7-pass. bus. r-w. beaut, con-

dition, mech perf with rebuilt engine, full

pro inst. curt, radio, best offer over $ 1.500.

Paul. .'
( |'mi|o."> after 5 only.

tf:i-22

El'ROPE - ISRAEL AFRICA — Travel

discounts year round. Int'l. Student Travel
Center. 739 Boylston St.. Suite 113. Boston,

Ma. SI7-2fi7-ll22.

-5 17

Elights to Europe. $215 Round Trip.

Depart, return anytime. JAMESON
TRAVEL. Box 27. 01341. or 413 !fi9-t»47

U4-I5

FOR RENT

Avail. April I. one bedroom apt. on I'M
Bus Rte. $150. incl. utl. 256-XI53. 253-3881.

U3-I8

( ape Cod. E. Harwich, restored am <,ue

3 bdrm. 2 bath. 3 fireplrs . secluded,
available yr rnd $250-mo. Call 617-432-

1574.

tf

ARCHDUKE ASSASSINATED

CUE-TEP

The ( enter for I rhan-Teacher
Ldmation Program is recruiting un
dergraduates for the fall t all ". 1377 or
«iime to Ed Huilding .'., -'

\

tf.t-22

At PAILS OLDTIME El H-
NITCRE we have a Plethora 'look

that one up) of bureaus, plain and
fancy, hat racks, easy chairs, kitchen

chairs, beds, good will and bad jokes.

\lso have our usual supply of unusual
clothing and other stuff. Located
behind \uhuchons in The Alley. 253-

3511. Money talks, nobody walks,
obladi ohlada life goes on.

tf:t-l9
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Bruins batter Rangers, 5-2

in playoff style game

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 19

By PHILCANNADAY
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) - Both Phil

Esposito and coacc Bep Guidolin of

the Boston Bruins are thinking

about the upcoming Stanley Cup
Playoffs.

"It was a tough game," Esposito

said Sunday after scoring two
goals, his 64th and 65th of the year,

to pace the Bruins past the New
York Rangers 5-2. "That's the

playoff brand of hockey."
The Bruins have been playing a

more deliberate style of hockey the

last few games, concentrating

more on checking and controlling

the puck.

"That's what you have to do to

win games," Espositio said. "For
us to be successful, our lines have

to forecheck. When you keep them
on their guard, it's better for you."

Guidolin said he's working to

keep his team sharp, despite a
good lead over Montreal in the

National Hockey League East

Division.

"We're playing the good clubs

now," he said. "I'm glad it's that

way. It keeps you playing good

hockey."
Emile "Cat" Francis, coach of

the Rangers, aid the crucial goal

was Terry O'Reilly's in the first

period, pulling the Bruins to a 1-1

tie with the Rangers. The goal was
protested by the Rangers who said

O'Reilly kicked the goal in with his

skate.

"If you go into the second ahead
1-0, they've got to come to you,"
Francis said. "That goal changed
things around. It shouldn't have
been a goal. He kicked it in."

Ken Hodge and Don Marcotte
also scored for Boston.

It was Esposito 's 10th goal in his

last seven games and the 19th in

these seven games for the
Esposito-Hodge-Wayne Cashman
•line as the East Division-leading

Bruins trimmed their magic

PHIL ESPOSITO
"It was a tough game."

Hose split NL duet

Beat Phils, fall to Cards

By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. ( AP) - The Boston Red Sox broke even in off-

season trades with St. Louis as they split an exhibition doubleheader 25

miles apart Sunday, beating the Philadelphia Phillies 10-7 at Clearwater
but losing to the Cardinals 4-3 at St. Petersburg.

Former Card Rick Wise allowed just one hit and Bernie Carbo, also

acquired last winter from St. Louis, had four hits and drive in three runs
against Philadelphia.

However, at St. Petersburg the Cardinals turned on a former teammate
and got big help from three ex-Red Sox players in handing Boston its

second defeat in 11 Grapefruit League starts.

Mike Garman checked the Red Sox for three innings on one hit and Ken
Tatum breezed through the ninth. Then former Boston slugger Reggie
Smith tied the score 3-3 and the Cards quickly pushed the winning run
across on a two-base throwing error by Mario Guerrero, who had entered
the game as a defensive replacement.
Smith's homer, a mighty blast against a stiff wind, and the deciding run

were scored against veteran reliever Diego Segui, who came to Boston in

one of the two off-season deals.

Carl Yastrzemski drove in all three Boston runs with a basesloaded
double off Bob Gibson
Southpaw Bill Lee became the first Red Sox pitcher to go six innings

this spring. Lee allowed five hits, but both runs scored against him were
unearned because of an error by shortstop Rick Burleson.

At Clearwater, young outfielder Jim Rice drove in five runs with two
singles and a long homer for the Red Sox. Dick McAuliffe drove in

Boston's two other runs

Fisk vs. Smith - again

By WILLGRIMSLEY
\p Special Correspondent

ST. PETERSBURG. Fla. (AP) -

Reggie Smith callld Carlton Fisk a

"crybaby" and a "back-stabber"

Sunday and fanned the flames of

the simmering feud between the

two former Boston Red Sox
teammates
"I'm glad to get away from a

crybaby like Fisk." said Smith,

standing at the batting cage at Al

Lang Field, proudly wearing the

emblem of the St Louis Cardinals

across his chest.

The Cards were playing host to

the Red Sox in an exhibition

baseball game and it marked the

first confrontation between out

fielder Smith and catcher Fisk

since their bitter barbs last winter.

after Smith had been traded to the

Cards in a four-player deal

Smith and Fisk kept at a discreet

distance during the warmups in

the first inning. Smith came to bat

with Fisk behind the plate for

Boston Th*»y exchanged only cold

stares - no words Smith took a

called third strike on a called pitch

b> Bill Lee

Before the game. Smith, who
batted 303 and hit 21 home runs for

the Red Sox last season, said he

had not seen Fisk since the 1973

campaign.
"I've only seen his picture in the

paper and read all that stuff he's

beensaying behind my back,"
Smith said. "He didn't have the

nerve to say it to my face. He had
the chance. We were called into the

manager's office together."

There has been a long-time

personality clash between Fisk and
Smith.

number to six points over the New
York Rangers and five over the
Montreal Canadiens.
The Bruins spotted New York a

first period goal by Brad Park, who
broke with Steve Vickers two-on-
one on Bobby Orr. Vickers passed
to Park for the clear shot on Boston
goalie Gilles Gilbert.

Terry O'Reilly tied it up with
four seconds remaining in the
period when Don Marcotte's
rebound went in off his skate.
The second period belonged to

the Esposito line as it collected two
goals, the 44th since they were
reunited as a line Feb. 2. Esposito
tallied number 64 on a power play,
taking a pass from Cashman in
front of the New York net and
banging it past goalie Ed
Giacomin.
Hodge scored moments later,

jamming the puck between
Giacomin's skate and the goal post
while the Bruins trio had set up
camp in front of the Ranger's net.

Marcotte poked in O'Reilly's
rebound for the fouuth goal in the
third period and Vickers matched
it for New York taking a Had pass
from Bobby Rousseau and going in
alone on Gilbert.

Esposito scored his second goal
of the game into an empty net at
19:59 of the final session.

Summary

First Period -1, New York, Park
24 Vickers, Stemkowski 7:51. 2,

Boston, O'Reilly 10 Marcotte, Orr
19:65. Penalty-Marotte, NY, 15:04.

Second Period - 3, Boston,
Esposito 64 Cashman, Vadnais
7: 17. 4, Boston, Hodge 46 Cashman,
Esposito 12:14. Penalties - Seiling,

NY, 6:29; Esposito, Bo, 16:23.

Third period - 5, Boston, Mar-
cotte 22 O'Reilly, 2:17. 6, New
York, Vickers 31 Rousseau, 9:57. 7,

Boston, Esposito 65, Orr, 19:59.

Penalties - None.
Shots on goal:

New York 11-7-14-31

Boston 19-11-10-40

Goalies New York, Giacomin;
Boston, Gilbert.

Score by period:

New York 10 1-2

Boston 12 2-5

A: 15,003.
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BILL WALTON, left, and KEITH WILKES, right,

named recently to the AP all-America team, propelled

UCLA to the NCAA finals semifinals on Saturday.

In NCAA finals at Greensboro...

Marquette, Kansas,

North Carolina St.

try to take UCLA
"Nobody in the national finals

compares to UCLA."
They'll all get a chance to see if

San Francisco Coach Bob Gaillard

is right.

The ultra-successful Bruins
rocketed into the championship
round of the NCAA basketball

playoffs by beating Gaillard's
Dons 83-60 Saturday in the West
regional finals.

UCLA earned a berth opposite

North Carolina State, which won
the East regionals with a

rebounding 100-72 victory over
Pittsburgh.

Marquette and Kansas complete
the Big Four picture at Green-
sboro, N.C. Colorful Marquette
defeated Michigan 72-70 in the

Mideast finals and unheralded
Kansas stopped Oral Roberts 93-90

in overtime in the Midwest.
Winners of the semifinals will

play for the national championship
the following Monday night, March
25.

Keith Wilkes* 27 points led

UCLA's smoothies into their eighth

straight appearance in the

championship round. The Bruins
have won seven straight national

titles and nine in the last 10 years.

How well the Bruins fare against
North Carolina State may hinge on
David Thompson's condition. The
Wolfpack's star forward suffered a
head injury midway in the first

half of Saturday's game and
received 15 stitches.

Apparently motivated by his

teammate's accident, a grim Tom
Burleson scored 21 of his 26 points

after the incident to lead the

Wolfpack.
Dave Delsman's two free throws

with 45 seconds remaining gave
Marquette a tense victory over

Michigan, the Big Ten Con-
ference's representative.

The victory ended years of

frustration for the Warriors, an
animated, defensive team with

gaudy, sky-blue uniforms to match
their passionate style of play.

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon,

(except during league play)

50' per string

- Sot.

Give
the

world
a little

gift

today.

+
• :%:•

The American
Red Cross.
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Team unity key in gym win
(Continued from P. n

finals on Saturday, but most im-
portant was what their first

routines had done by setting a

strong hard pace for Springfield.

The event score was a substantial

26.65.

Meanwhile Springfield, on floor

had some nice clean routines, but
earned only a 25.45 to put them 1.2

points behind. Their top three
scores for the event were Debbie
Dunkley's 8.86, Kim Andres' 8.45

and Katherine Kolemainen's 8.4,

all qualifying for the finals. These
women are three of Springfield's

five strong All Arounders,
displaying the depth this team has
to work with. The other two All

Arounders, Debbie Mezger and
Stephanie Jones also qualified for

floor finals.

The second rotation put
Springfield on vaulting and UMass
on beam. This was the highlight

event, and as it progressed, an
observer would never have
guessed UMass had been plagued
with problems on the beam. All six

routines can only be described in

one word-solid. Marian Kulick set

the pace, with only one fall in an
otherwise smooth routine, for a
7.55. The next four routines got

progressively stronger with
Margie Combs' 8.25, Heidi Arm-
strong's 8.3, Jodi Hitt's 8.7 and

Jeannine Burger's 9.0.

the event was Anne Vexler, who
had one fall in an otherwise superb
routine, to give her an 8.55. The
total was an unbelievable 26.25 and
one of the best displays of UMass'
team unity. Of their six com-
petitors, the last five qualified for
finals, dominating the event.
Springfield's vaulting gained

them some ground as they totalled
26.5 with scores of 9.0 from Kim
Andres and 8.75 each from
Stephanie Jones and Katherine
Kolemainen. Only Andres qualified
for finals.

After two events UMass led with
52.90, less than a point ahead of

Springfield's 51.90. I

As compared to past per-
formances, floor exercise was
perhaps not as strong a UMass
team showing as expected,
although the 26.35 score is nothing
to be disappointed about. The first
three competitors were Marian
Kulick (7.35), Alicia Goode (7.9)
and Jodi Hitt (7.85). UMass' three
all arounders followed with strong
routines all qualifying for finals.
Margie Combs performed her way
to an 8.45. Jeannine Burger, having
one of her best overall nights,
earned a 9.1. Anne Vexler, en-
tertaining the crowd with her
unique dance, received an 8.8,

having a slight problem with her

Finishing full twisting back somie.
Springfield was on bars at this

point, displaying some strong
smooth routines. Yet they couldn't
break into the nines and though the
event score came to a respectable
26.0, it put them, once again, more
than one point behind I Mass.
Their top three scores qualified for

finals led by a tie between fresh
man Stephanie Jones and Debbie
Dunkley at 8.85 and followed by
Kim Andres' 8.3.

The last rotation put the lid on
the meet for UMass. Springfield,
already behind, and perhaps the
most psychologically destroying
event on which to try to pull ahead,
balance beam. UMass was
finishing with their strongest
event, vaulting, a definite ad-
vantage. Yet the meet was not
determined by this one event, but a
sum total of all four.

UMass totalled their highest
event score on vaulting with a
26.95. Every score was at least in

the upper eights. Heidi Armstrong,
first competitor in the line-up
scored an amazing 8.85, followed
by Anne Vexler's 8.9. Marian
Kulick earned an 8.6 after which
Linda Nelligan vaulted her way to

an 8.8. Margie Combs was awarded
the highest score of the meet with a
9.2, rounding out a fine all around

Super crowd and super psych

pushed women to height
By WALT POWERS

Marion Kulick stood in the dusty din of the Cage
near the end of the Eastern women's gymnastics
championships and her eyes filled with tears.
Someone had just told her the unofficial score, but her
elation was just the initial sprinkling of the deluge
that was to come.
When the announcer blurted over the loudspeaker

moments later that UMass had won the Eastern title,

their first ever, the crowd erupted from their seats as
the UMass bench dissolved into a mass of laughing,
sobbing embracing young women caught up in the
shared ecstasy of one of the greatest moments in
their athletic lives. Meanwhile the Springfield team,
which had become quiet and somber as the meet
progress, walked over as a unit to congratulate the
team that had divested them of a title they had held
since it's inception.

This was sports at it's best.

The first thing a writer does after a meet of this
significance is look for reasons. Reasons why UMass,
who had beaten Springfield only once before, led the
Chiefs from the start and were never serioush
challenged after the first two events. Reasons wh>
the perennial Eastern champions had faltered on the
same event that had pushed them to a dual-meet
victory over UMass just a few weeks earlier. Reasons
why the defending national champs turned an event
that had been their achilles heel into a knock out
weapon that propelled them to their highest score of
the season and their first eastern title ever.
Assistant coach Mike Kasavanna offered a few

tangible answers.
"I think the order of events helped us." he said.

"We had never competed in that order (unevens.
beam, floor, and vaulting) before, but we practised
very hard during the week in that order, and were
prepared.
The random drawing had made balance beam the

second event for UMass and the final event for
Springfield. Perhaps the most difficult event on the
women's program, it put the Chiefs in an automatic
"must hit" situation while at the same time taking
the pressure off the UMass women When UMass
turned in by far it's best beam score of the season.
Springfield was placed in a do or die position on the
event with the lowest survival rate. Not even the

judges could have saved them here.
The fact that UMass performed alone on each event

before big home crowd didn't hurt UMass either,
according to Kasavanna.
On paper, these reasons make sense, but they don't

explain the playful, exciting vitality that radiated like
sparks from Anne Vexler, the giddy, bubbling
euphoria that was all-around champ Jeannine
Burger, or the relaxed, confident exhileration that
cemented the whole team like a glue. This was the
dominating force behind the womens success, and
Springfield and the twenty other also-rans were
helpless against it.

The turning point had come early-on the first event

.

That was the uneven parallel bars and UMass won it

with explosive ease. At that point an upset looked
good. Then on the balance beam, Jeannine Berger,
Jodi Hitt, and "Miss Vex" made it inevitable.

I never doubted that we'd win", said a euphoric
Jeannine Burger. "Everybody was ready, and we
tried so hard during the week. Then we went out hard
on those first two events and I knew we were going to

win". Was beating Springfield or winning the
Easterns the bigger thrill?

"Beating Springfield was good," she said, "But I

like to think about it positively, so winning the
Easterns was better".

Then there was the crowd. With a few exceptions it

had, until the final time slot, remained a
conglomeration of independent gymnastics spec
tators. When UMass hit the balance beam, however,
an act of magic seemed to transform it into a single
organism. Focused on the most dramatic event of the
meet, it hushed, gasped and applauded in almost
perfect unison It was friendly, receptive, and ap
preciative, and Anne Vexler loved it.

"The crowd." she said in an indirect reference to
the hostile crowd at the UMass-Springfield dual-
meet, "was the big difference. Performing before a
big enthusiastic home crowd really psyched us up."
Like everyone else "Vex" saw the balance beam as
the meet's turning point

"We were pretty confident and relaxed during this
meet." she said "After the beam, we knew it was
downhill ".

Umly (Eollrgian

SPORTS

performance. Jeannine Burger
scored an 8.65, her low event for
the evening. The four top vaulters
qualified for the finals.

When Springfield got off the
beam they had totalled their lowest
event score for the meet, 25.15 and
had surrendered" their long stan-
ding Eastern Champion title. Their
top three beam scorers did qualify
for finals with Kim Andres' 8.5,

Debbie Dunkley's 8.4 and
Stephanie Jones' 8.2. But it seemed

as if UMass and Springfield had
switched places on beam, with the
SC women having the unfortunate
breaks and falls once plaguing the
UMass team.
UMass now prepares to defend

its other title as National Cham-
pions in Sacremento, California in
three weeks. And if the women
remain as united in their team
effort as they were on Friday, it

seems unlikely that anyone can
overcome UMass' Minutewomen

IT WAS AN EMOTIONAL TWO DAYS for Jeannine
Burger, shown with her uneven bars, floor-ex and all-
around trophies. Her mother looks on.

PASSOVER AT UMASS.
Passover begins on Saturday night April 6th. As in the past, the
llillel community will be serving Passover meals. All meals and
services will be held in the lower level dining room of the Hampden
Dining Commons in South West. Services and meal times, and the
prices are as follows: ( Deadline for sign up March 22)

Prices:

sedarim $6.00

lunches $1.50 — 50c with meal ticket

dinners $2.50 — $1.50 with meal ticket

SCHEDULE OF MEALS AND SERVICES

da\ services

Sal. Apr. i. 7::mi p.m.
Sun. \pr. 7 'i to a.m.. T:M i' in

Mon \pr. M 'l:M» am
Tups. \pr. !l k oo a.m.
Weil. \pr. in :M a.m.
Thurs. \pr. II kimi a.m.
Kri. \pr U k on am.: 7. no p.m
Sal. \pr. I.I '

' : M a.m.: K::m p.m
Sun \pr. ll 'i:io a.m.

lunch

12 - l:0M p.m
11:11 • i:mi p.m
ll:M - I -to p.m
11:11 - I:.to p in

M:l.-> - |:3| pm
"•"• lopm
I-' l:« p.m.
-' - l:on p.m.

dinners

seder. xiki p.m
seder, kimi p m.
.>::» - fi::M» p.m
"> :to 6 :!(» p.m.
">:»» fi::t« p.m.

%:M - 6: to p.m.
7::io p.m.

1:* p m

tear off and return to llillel hv March 22

name i_ meal ticket no.

address phone

rheck nii'iils \\ .titled

students on meal plan should deduct Slim fr„m
price of «eekdas lunches and dinners

Sat. Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

breakfast <»<><><>(> <)<»<)<)

lunch $1.50 ea. ()()() () , , <><>(,<.)

dinner $2.50

S('(l<| Sl-dlT

II ( ) (
I ,

> ( I I I ( i < ) I

Seders $0.00 ea.
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UMass fans were ecstatic when UMass tied the game at the end, but their joy was brief.

UMass falls short, 73-69

Celtics clobber

Capital, 124-103,

clinching title

BOSTON (AP) — John Havlicek

dumped in 29 points as the Boston

Celtics stopped the Capital Bullets

129-103 Sunday night at Boston

Garden to clinch the Atlantic

Division title in the National

Basketball Association.

Havlicek, who had 15 points in

the third period, and the rest of

Boston's starting five were rested

in the second period when Coach
Tom Heinsohn sent to his bench.

Center Dave Cowens was the

only regular to score in the second

session when he made a field goal

before sitting down in place of

seven -foot Hank Finkel. Cowens
finished the game with 18 points

and Don Chaney of the Celtics

added 16.

After taking a 43-29 lead at the

end of the first period, Heinsohn
worked into the game Finkel, Artie

Williams, Paul Westphal, Steve

Kuberski and Paul Silas. Like the

regulars, the substitutes kept up
Boston's running game.
Westphal had 10 points and

Williams 8 in the second period.

Kuberski and Finkel each scored

four points.

For a seven-minute stretch
during the second quarter, the

Celtics outscored the Bullets 20-8)

Should the Celtics and Knicks be

tied in the standings at the end of

the regular season, Boston would

be declared the winner because the

Celtics defeated the Knicks five

timms in seven games this season

Inside
PHIL ESPOSITO scored two goals

in leading the Boston to a 5-2

whipping of New York. Story on
page 18.

THE UPSET VICTORY of UMass
in the women's Eastern gym-
nastics championships was the

result of three factors, according

Walt Powers Read his analysis on

page 19.

REGGIE SMITH MAY BE
TRADED but that didn't stop him

from resuming his feud with ex-

teammate Carlton Smith Read

about it on page 18.

UCLA CONTINUES TO ROLL
toward a successful! defense of it's

NCAA title. For a roundup of

NCAA tourney action. See page 19

By STEVE DECOSTA
The door was open, but the Minutemen didn't even bother to knock.
The tourney favorite. North Carolina, had lost earlier in the day,

leaving the NIT crown up for grabs. Screaming UMies controlled one-
third of Madison Square Garden, and the noise reached a deafening
crescendo seldom heard outside of the Cage. The Minutemen hit on five of
their first six shots from the floor to take an early 11-6 lead, and how could
that rag-tag, shoot-em-up, mayhem type of team from Jacksonville ever
hope to remain on the same court with a well-patterned basketball
machine from Massachusetts?
To the surprise of almost everyone present, the Dolphins rebounded

from their early game abundance of turnovers and geveral ineptitude to

outplay the Minutemen in their own fortes, defense, shooting percentage,
and rebounding, and parlayed their superiority into a 73-69 overtime
victory in the opening round of the NIT.

Jacksonville caught up to the Minutemen with 13: 42 left in the first half
and they never trailed after that.

In fact, the game had no business going into overtime. Jacksonville,
holding a two-point lead with four minutes to play, settled back into a
slow-down, wait-for-the-good-shot offensive pattern that resulted in two
easy lay-ups that somehow were missed by Jimmy Clarke and Henry
Williams. That set the stage for a 15 foot jumper off the hands of Peter
Trow with 40 seconds remaining, to tie the score at 67.
Even though they had trailed most of the way, the Minutemen should

have had the advantage in the extra period. That invisible enigma of
momentum had swung their way and the Dolphins, after four minutes of
stalling, would have to regain their timing and begin to play end-to-end
basketball once again.

tsut the story of the overtime was a capsule summary of the

frustrations of the evening as a whole. Time and again the Minutemen
held the upper hand but failed to capitalize on Jacksonville mistakes. In

fact. UMass could manage only a single hoop in the final five minutes.

There was a lesson to be learned through the night's frustrations: you
can't play big-time basketball without a super center who can jump
through the roof.

That's no knock on John Murphy, who led all scorers with 25 points, but
most of his hoops came on outside, fallaway jumpers that kept him out of

rebounding position. Though he managed to hold Jacksonville's 6'10

center. Butch Taylor, to six caroms (he had been averaging close to

thirteen) by drawing him away from the basket, the other Minutemen
just couldn't compete with the taller, more physical Dolphins under the
boards.

On the other end of the court. Taylor's sweeping hooks and spinning lay-
ups were just too much for the shorter and slower Murphy to handle.
Throughout the year, the Minutemen had prided themselves on their

balanced team attack, but even that fell apart under the Dolphin
pressure It can be boasted that four Minutemen reached double figures,
but the misleading fact of the matter is that they were the only four to
score at all

Peter Trow put on the best shooting show of the night as he hit on eight
of twelve field goal attempts, including an incredible baseline underhand
scoop from behind the glass, to finish with 16 points.

Murphy, as mentioned, hit for 25, but the only other Minutemen to split

the twine were Al Skinner with 15 and Bill Endicott with 13.

As a team, the Minutemen could hit on only 43 per cent of their shots,

their worst performance in a season that had seen them average over 51

per cent . The shooting was hampered by a switching Dolphin defense that

prevented the UMass from their normal penetration

In comparison. Jacksonville shot 54 per cent from the floor, a mark that

was inflated by an almost incredible amount of lay-ups and offensive

rebounds

The Dolphins also featured a balanced scoring attack led by Taylor

with 21 points Henry Williams poured in 14. Leon Benbow shipped in with

12, and Carlos Bermudez and Jimmy Clarke each hit on five of six shots to

collect 11 and 10 points, respectively

Jacksonville turned the ball over 24 times, a surprisingly high number
for a winning team, but the Minutemen managed to give it up an almost

IN DESPERATION Bill Endicott drives past

Jacksonville's Shawn Leftwich successfully, but

overall, penetration by the Minutemen was poor.

equally unhealthy 18 times of their own.
In a way. the UMass turnovers were more costly than those of their

counterparts. On at least a half. dozen occasions, the Minutemen forced a
JU giveaway, and, in their anxiety to capitalize, gave the ball right back.

But it was the little things that hurt the Minutemen the most. Their
overall executicn was poor, with mistakes that one might e> Dect in a
season opener, but not in a national tournament.
A disappointed Jack Leaman could only sum up the night's h. ppenings

by saying "we just didn't play that well." Simple, precise, to he point,
and true.

Arabs lift US oil embargo
VIENNA. Austria <AP) — The Arab oil

nations announced yesterday they are lif-

ting their oil embargo against the United
States in recognition of United States efforts

to promote a settlement with Israel. But
they said they would review their decision in

two months.
The ban will be lifted as of today, ac-

cording to Saudi Arabia's oil minister,

Ahmed Zaki Yamani.
Yamani said the United States "will get

enough oil for its requirements." Shipments

would begin reaching U.S. shores in 60 days
at the most, he said.

Yamani declined to say whether the Arab
states would restore over-all cutbacks in oil

production imposed at the time of the em-
bargo The cutbacks caused a world squeeze
and more than tripled prices in the last five
months.

In what appeared to be a significant split

in the Arab view of the use of the oil weapon,
Libya and Syria opposed lifting the em-
bargo.

Yamani said their opposition was "a
question of timing " He said all Arab
countries had agreed to the move in prin-

ciple.

Algerian oil minister Belad Abdesselam
said Syria and Libya did not think the proper
time had come to reward the United States.

"They believe the U.S. change of position

is not enough...and consequently believe the

time has not come to life the embargo," he
said.

The United States was getting about 10 to

14 per cent of its oil from Arab producers
before the boycott was imposed. Oil experts
said it would take between six and eight
weeks for Arab oil to reach the United
States.

In Washington, Deputy Press Secretary
Gerald L. Warren said the White House had
not been formally notified of the ministers'
action and declined comment pending that
notification.

(Continued on P. 6)
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Vets sell apples to finance protest

Nader yesterday: "Let's not be brainwashed by an oil industry that spends
millions of dollars telling us there's no oil/'

"classic form of oligopoly"

Nader speaks on energy
By MICHAEL UGOLINI

MD( Staff

Ralph Nader spoke to a crowd of
about 1500 people in the Student
Union Ballroom yesterday as a
part of a four-day tour of five

Massachusetts colleges
culminating in ?. speech on energy

See "Citizen

Nader
'

' by Fred

Weiss on page 9

policy to be delivered betore a joim

session of the legislature Thursday
March 21.

During the highlight of his

speech. Nader denounced tne

American Petroleum Institute's

figures on proven oil reserves of 38

billion barrels as "utter non-

sense,'' and said that with the oil

there is in Alaska, we have ap-

proximately 285 billion barrels,

enough to last at least until the turn

of the century.

"Let us not be brainwashed by

an oil industry that spends millions

of dollars on propaganda machine
telling us there is no oil," he said.

(Continued on P. 11)
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Nader on Montague power plant: "It's similar to
many others around the country — it's been repeatedly
condemned."

Ervin to visit UMass
Senator Sam Ervin, Democrat

from North Carolina, will receive a

Speaker of Year Award at the
Delta Sigma Rho Tau Kappa Alpha
National Conference « DSR > to be
hosted by the UMass Department
of Communication Studies and
Debate Union on March 27th -30th.

The DSRTKA is an honorary

forensic league whose members

must be active for two years in a
college forensics program, meet
with the approval of the director of
the program and its members and
be in the upper 35 per cent of their

class Events at the conference,
which is held at a different school
every spring, will include: Two-
Man Debates on energy; Eour-Man
Debates on Amnesty for Viet Nam
Draft Evaders; both Persuasive

and Extemporaneous Speaking

and a Student Congress.

Participants will include 350

people from 27 states and 67

schools, including such schools as
American University, University
of Missouri and the University of

Rhode Island This conference will

determine national champions in

all events.

By MARY M I I It II I \l >

MDC Staff

March 29, is the day Richard Nixon has set aside to "honor" Vietnam
Veterans. The UMass Veterans have chosen this day "to show their
dissatisfaction with the Nixon Administration's mistreatment of
Veterans and lack of meaningful Veteran's legislation."

On this day, hopefully, 200 Massachusetts' Veterans will arrive on
Washington DCs street corners to sell apples. The idea behind "Project
Apple" is reminiscent of thedays after World War I, when there was no
GI benefit program. Many veterans were forced to sell apples and pencils
on street corners to support themselves and their families. The event was
so embarrassing that a Benefit Program was soon started.

It is not that the UMass Veterans are ungrateful for what they have
received. They cannot understand, however, why the Veterans of World
War II were treated so much better than Vietnam Veterans.
Currently, the House of Representatives has approved a 13.6 per cent

increase in GI Benefits; the Senate wants a 25 per cent increase and Mr.
Nixon won't approve anything over 8 per cent.

In an interview with the Collegian, Al Metzner, acting president of the
UMass Veterans Club, outlined some differences between benefits
received after WW II and benefits received by Vietnam Veterans.
At present, each unmarried veteran receives a flat living expense of

(Continued on P. 3)
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It was estimated $70 was collected the first day. The
money will go towards transportation costs to
Washington.

Inside:
Watergate
U.S. District judge John J. Sirica ordered the Watergate grand jury's

Nixon report turned over to the House Impeachment inquiry. See story on
page 4.

Soviet rights

Eleven members of UMass community — faculty, clergy, employees,
and students, have joined to secure human rights for Soviet citizens. See
statement on page 12.

The last of Dear Aggie?

- See p. 14
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t-» • i ^i_ x-. A few ounces of prevention
Bicycle thefts: to hpln vftll kppn on fidineto help you keep on riding

By FRITS GKIRTSEN
MIX Staff

(Second in a three-part series on

Bicycling)

The only thing on this campus

that's stolen more frequently than

bicycles is money. Last year alone,

79 bicycles were reported stolen on
campus, and police estimate that

at least as many were never

reported, for various reasons.

In an effort to reduce the number
of bicycle thefts, the Department
of Public Safety last year set aside

a week in whioh bicycles were
registered free of charge. Social

security numbers were engraved
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The only thing on this

campus that's stolen
more frequently than
bicycles is money,
according to statistics

released by the
Department of Public
Safety.

onto the bikes and decals were also affixed.

Diana White, Staff Assistant for the Department, said "Most of the

bikes that have been stolen this year have been unregistered, which in-

dicates that our program has had some effect. We estimate that of the

four thousand bikes on campus, about one thousand are registered."

The first week in May will be registration week this year. Registration

is done at the Dining Commons and is available to everyone, non-students

included.

White also advised bicycle owners to keep a record of the bike's serial

number, make, model, model number, color and distinguishing

characterisitcs. Without these facts the police have little to go on when a

bicycle is reported stolen.

Some anti-theft tips are to be found in a pamphlet concerning bicycle

theft put out by the police:

Don't leave your bike unlocked, even for a few minutes.

If fire and safety laws permit, keep your bike inside at night.

If you lock you bike outside, place it in a well-lit or open area where an

attempted theft will be observed.

When you lock your bike, secure the bike frame and both wheels to a

tree, fance, or pole. Many 10-speeds have a quick release mechanism on

the front wheel. It is a good idea to remove the front wheel, place it next to

the rear wheel and lock both wheels and the frame to the tree. Better yet,

take the front wheel with you.

If you lock your bike to a tree (particularly at night), make sure the

tree is a sturdy one. Bike thieves have been known to chop down trees ato

get at a bicycle.

The Department has done testing on a variety of bike locks and the

results, both positive and negative, are to be found in their pamphlet,
which is available to anyone at the station.

The Tech and Kryptonite locks were most highly recommended,
although they limit the places a bike can be locked up. Aircraft cables and
chains were less highly recommended because they require padlocks

which don't pose much of a problem to the average bicycle thief.

The Department of Public Safety urges all bicycle owners to insure

their expensive bikes. According to Diana White, there is a bicycle in-

surance sold through members of the National Bicycle Dealer's

Association which cannot be collected on in Massachusetts because it has

not been approved by the Mass. Insurance Commission. Most home-
owners insurances will cover bicycles, either directly or by a special

rider.

(Tomorrow— Bicycles and Fun)

CC operating budget passed
By MARSHA VENUT1

MDC Staff

The Board of Governors of the

Campus Center and Student Union
Complex unanimously passed the

Campus Center Operating Budget
for fiscal year 1975 at last Thur-
sday's meeting.

The rest of the budget for next

year, which includes capital ex-

penditures and debt service
payment, will be considered at a

later date.

The total budget for 1975 is ex-

pected to be $8'- million. The
Campus Center is expected to

bring in $6 million revenue, ac-

cording to Steve Kenney, chair-

person of the finance committee of

the Board, and the other •»>$24

million will be made up by student
fees.

Student fees are also used to pay
the interest on the CC building, and
to fund student services such as the
crafts shop and the program
council, he said.

What is happening is that the CC
is actually operating at a loss and
has been since it opened in 1970,

Kenney said. He said that the loss
has decreased and the goal is to
reach operation at zero deficit by
fiscal year 1976. Then more student
fees will go to paying off the
building, he said, and eventually
the CC will operate at a profit so
that it will be able to offer more
services and eliminate the student
fee.

(Ehr MsamttfUBtttB Satlji (Eolltgian
The office of the DAILY COLLEGIAN is on the second floor of the

Student Union on the campus of the University of Massachusetts, zip

code 01002. Telephones: 545-2550 (news); 545-0344 (sports); 545-0731
(business).

Second class postage is paid in Amherst and additional mailing in
Ware, Mass. 01082. THE DAILY COLLEGIAN publishes Monday
through Friday during the academic year, except during vacation,
exam periods or holidays. Accepted for mailing under the authority of
an act of March 8, 1879, as amended by an act of June 11, 1943. Sub-
scription rates are $6.00 per semester or $10.00 per year.

Summer On Cape Cod

Job Opportunities!!!

Pilgrim Industries offers personalized summer job placement
assistance for summer employment on Cape Cod. Just tell us thetype of job you would like and send it along with $3.00 and by returnmail, we will send you a list of at least ten employers hTringstudents in your job category. Satisfaction Guaranteed- ' Send $3to Pilgrim Industries, Box 633. Babson College, Babson ParkMassachusetts. 02157.
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"The Board of Governors is

trying to make the best of a lousy
situation," Kenny said in a
Collegian interview. "The initial

proposal for financing the building
was that the students were going to

pay for the concourse level, and the
state was going to pay for the
upper levels of the building.
However, it ended up that the
students are now paying for the
financing of the entire building."

The reason for the state s cnange
from the original proposal is very
unclear, Kenney said. He said that

he thinks the students are getting

screwed and that the state ought to

be paying for part of the building.

The budget is made up by the CC
staff, and then reviewed by the

director and the business manager
of the CC. The finance committee
of the Board then makes
suggestions or demands, and when
they are satisfied the completed

budget goes before the whole
Board for approval.

Jim Lindsey, chairperson of the

Board, said that the budget for

next year is the most realistic one
yet devised for the CC. He said that

past inefficient management
techniques have been effectively

dealt with by the new director of

the CC, John Corker. There have
been labor savings, increased
margin on products, and better

overall management, Lindsey
said.

1 hiA\t3'ritde*
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Harrison's "Great MacDaddy": Pre-vet club plans
designed as total theatre 100-mile marathon

By PAT GRUNDY
"He's different — different in

every way."
"Right," I said, "That's what

makes him so interesting
"Besides," I added as an af-

terthought, "We evoke most of the
images we see in others."
"Ah, you're crazy too,"

responded my friend.

"Right again." I said, "No great
genius is without a mixture of

madness (Aristotle)." We both
laughed. He because he didn't

understand, and I because I did.

We were talking about Paul
Carter Harrison, playwright-
director and professor who is

presently holding a joint ap-
pointment here on the UMass
campus in the Afro-American
Studies Department and the
Theatre Department. Professor
Harrison came to this campus in

1972 among other nationally known
artist such as Archie Shepp, Max
Roach. Nelson Stevens and Diana
Ramos. Yes, Paul Carter Harrison
is a peculiar man and his ap-
pearance and attitude to life leaves
an indelible impression on the
minds of all who come in contact
with him. And the same can be said
for his work which includes "The
Great MacDaddy," which is now
having a very successful run at the
Negro Ensemble Company in New
York. Mr. Harrison says his work
is designed to involve total theatre
as understood from an African
reference. Like all important
ceremonies, the staged event is

developed in a non-linear fashion
which is precisely how we confront
reality. What is focused in the
event are the contectual
relationships rather than a
beginning, middle, and end. The
context is called the "mode" which
contains forces such as character,
light, set pieces and music. These
elements are orchestrated in a
manner which focus the intention

of the event. This should result in a

ritualistic focusing of the images
within the play. "What is im-
portant here," he stressed, "is the
reliance on the African sensibility

that has been retained in the
African-American consciousness
despite our intimacy with Euro-
American values and aesthetic

priorities." He stated that the
residue of African sensibility then
informs the Aesthetic choices that

are made in the theatrical event.
And while there is always influence

resulting from our Euro-American
experience, the essences of our
reality germinate from our unique
perception of our Africanness.

Implicit in that perception is

rhythm which is as important to

Afro-American modes of ex-
perience as wit is to European
drawing-room comedy.

Harrison says he began to

develop these concepts while living

and working in Europe. He began
to concretize them when he
returned to America to teach at

Howard University. A model of this

concept can be found in his earlier,

"Tabernacle" which has been

performed widely in this country

and has recently been included in

an anthology which includes such

writers as Aristophanes,

Sophocles, Ibsen and Shaw. The
anthology is called "The Design of

Drama." "The concept was fur-

ther investigated," he continued,

"when I conceived the original

production of Melvin Van Peeples'

poems resulting in the staged

production, under my direction, of

"Ain't Supposed To Die A Natural

Death," at Sacramento State

University in California." Because

of its apparent success in

California, it was brought to

Broadway in 1971 where it enjoyed

a successful run under the

direction of Gil Moses. The next

opportunity to focus this concept

was when he directed Aishah Rah-

man's "Lady Day: — A Musical

Tragedy," in New York in 1972.

The music was scored by Archie

Shepp.

Playright-director Paul Carter Harrison, currently

holding a joint appointment here in the Afro-American
Studies Dept. and the Theatre Dept., says his work,
"The Great MacDaddy", is designed to involve total

theatre as understood from an African reference.

Considering the newness of this concept in America, I asked Mr.
Harrison what people had influenced his work thus far. He stated
"Institutions like Black music, church and family and the single literary

influence being Jean Toomer's "Cane."
When asked about the differences between Black Art and Euro-

American Art, he replied that, "the Euro-American Art owns an
aesthetic which reflects individualism thus it is invariably materialistic

as opposed to being spiritual." "Black art thus is testimental and it

thrives on the collective focusing of Black reality. "The individual con-
tributes to a collectively conceived idea. It emanates from an impulse to

unify the collective sense of self. In his book "Drama of Nommo," which
was published last Spring by Grove Press and can be purchased in the
Bookstore, the aesthetic priority of African-American people is discussed
with a view on the African Continuum. The Great MacDaddy was first

performed under his direction at Sacramento State University to work
out problems of production ; then performed at Seattle Washington at

Black Arts West and was directed by Rafic Bey and selected for the

Governor's Festival in Olympia, Washington. It is now in production at

the Negro Ensemble Company under the direction of Douglas Turner
Ward. Himself a prominent writer and actor. "I had preferred NEC to do
"MacDaddy" because they are the most institutionalized, thus per-

manent Black Theatre Company in the country and has immediate ac-

cess to the mythic relationship applied in the work." "As a talent

resource they have produced many great writers and actors who are
enjoying successful careers in theatre and film." "In my production,

Ward brings a very convincing clarity to what could be a difficult event to

handle." "He's managed to handle the symbolic references to Black life

in a way which does not make the work obscure." "It is a very articulate

production of those complex African values which are germane to the
Afro-American experience. The show has been extended to the 14th of

April at the St. Marks Playhouse in New York. However, it may be moved
to a larger house uptown.
Mr. Harrison says he is now working on a new play which deals with a

multi-media environment and he is currently generating this project in

the Theatre Dept. The entire event will take place in a television mode
and he says he's trying to work out technical problems of manipulating
this mode so that T.V. camera images will have an intrinsic value in the

staged event. This year he has completed two film scripts for Hollywood
Productions, one being "The Sam Cooke Story." He has also edited a new
anthology of plays which reflects a modal style of theatre. "Kuntu
Drama" will be out late this Spring. On April 4th he will be presenting a

formal paper on Black Theatre for the Five-College Seminar. On April

19th he will direct a recital version of Aishah Rahman's "Lady Day".
Time and place will be posted.

Harrison states that Black theatre is the most active and vital theatre

movement in the country today. In the beginning it suffered from
imitation of standards of excellence found in Euro-American theatre

traditions. Some good, some bad. While no attempt is being made to

dismiss the finer models of the American tradition, new Black writers are
gaining greater confidence in the significance of their own experience
which informs the credibility of their own standards of excellence.

ByJl'DYFRIEDLAND
MIX Staff

Mitch Galanek will lead a 100-mile marathon to Boston on Sunday,
April 7 as part of a campaign for institution of a veterinary college in New
England. The marathon will precede a public meeting of the Joint

Committee on State Education scheduled for Tuesday, April 9.

The hearing will concern the formation of a regional school of

veterinary medicine in Massachusetts. Senate Bill S-1298, filed by
Senator John F. Conte (D-Worcester), calls for the conveyance of the
land and buildings comprising the Grafton State Hospital to the trustees
of UMass for use as a regional veterinary college.

According to Galanek, Marathon Coordinator of the UMass Pre-
Veterinary Club and a member of the UMass Rugby Team, the run will

hopefully make more people aware of the fact that there isn't a single
veterinary college in the six state New England area.
The Pre-Vet Club is hoping for approximately 25 runners, who would

run approximately four miles a piece. Instead of carrying a baton, they
will convey a petition signed by people in the Amherst area in support of
the bill. If the number of runners exceeds 25, the relay will be done in

pairs.

According to Robert Perry, Vice President of the club, they have asked
for news media coverage of the run, which will start at the Campus
Center, go down North Pleasant Street, and follow Route 9 across the
state.

"We want to hit cities such as Worcester, Framingham, and Natick so
that in case people who are out on Sunday will notice us, and learn the
reason we are running.

The club is also chartering buses from UMass to the State House. The
buses will leave campus at 7 a.m. on Tuesday, April 9. The club hopes to

get a sizeable turnout. Jim Fleming, President of the club has also visited

the state university campuses in the other New England states, urging
support of the bill.

The club also urges people to contact their state representative and
senators in support of S1298, and-or the members of the Joint Committee
that is hearing the bill.

Talk of building a regional veterinary school has been going on for 10

years. A study conducted by the New England Board of Higher Education
recommended last July that Worcester be the site of the school, in con-
junction with the UMass Medical School. As of yet, however, UMass
President Robert C. Wood has not formerly discussed the idea with his

trustees.

Dr. Wood's approval is not necessary, however, for the plans to become
final. Legislation similar to Si 298 has been introduced into the other six

legislatures, and if it is approved by four or more states, a regional

veterinary school will be established. If the Massachusetts Legislature

goes along, the school would be built in Worcester, despite a possible

rejection by President Wood.

Parking Comt. being reviewed
By BARBARA VOORHEES

MDC Staff
The legality of the work of the Parking Appeals Committee (PAC) will

be reviewed by a committee of students, faculty members, and ad-
ministrators in the next few weeks.
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery has named his special assistant Tim

Bornstein chairman of the six-member committee which will make
recommendations to the chancellor by April 15.

Bornstein told the Collegian that questions had been raised about the
status and procedures of PAC by Judge Luke Ryan of Hampshire District
Court. PAC has been granting dismissals of violations within the
jurisdiction of that court.

If the present system is found to be illegal the review committee will
design a new appeals process.

Village voice

editor to speak

Robert L. Kuttner, Washington
D.C. editor for the Village Voice
will hold an informal talk at 4:00
p.m. in room 615, Goodell today.

Kuttner has worked in a variety

of media jobs ranging from
political speech writing to being

Program Director for WBAI-FM, a

radical radio station that operates

on a non-commercial basis, using

donations for revenue.

He has written extensively and
published in the New York Times
Magazine, New York Times Book
Review, Harpers, Saturday
Review, and Progressive, among
others.

Faculty, students, and the
general public are invited.

Admission is free.

Sweet Pie nabbed
Paul A. Winer, better known as

"Sweet Pie", was arrested Friday
afternoon at 1 : 35 p.m. and charged
with indecent exposure, following a

complaint from a student.

Winer, who lives in Wilmington,
Vt., was sunning himself on the
grass near Orchard Hill totally

naked, according to police.

Winer told police he had "per-

mission from the students to sun
himself."

Registrar closing

Due to the continued backlog of

grade corrections, transcript

requests, and other related work,
the Undergraduate Registrar's
Office finds it necessary to extend-
the policy of closing on Wed-
nesdays through April 24th. The
purpose of these closings is to allow
the Registration and Records
Offices an opportunity to restore
their files to working order so that
proper service may be provided.

Vets sell apples to raise funds for Washington protest

(Continued from P. 1)

$220 per month with no additional allowances for school tuition. This rate
is adequate for those attending a school where the tuition is low, but this

amount would far from cover the expenses of a more expensive school.
Veterans comprise only 2 per cent of the enrollment in ivy league

schools compared with approximately 50 per cent after WW II, when the
government did fund part of tuition costs.

In October of 1973 the Director of Financial Aid at Purdue University
determined that Veteran's Benefits came under the classification of
grants. Therefore, any veteran receiving benefits was not eligible for
financial aid at that school.

Al Metzner detailed some of the problems in organizing "Project
Apple". Each public bus to be used to bus the Veterans to Washington
would cost $750. There is available hou< • er. a UMass bus which would

cost only $450 if funded by the Student Senate or by a department at the
University. They are also trying to procure a gym or some similar place
where the veterans can sleep while in Washington.

The apples being used by "Project Apple" so far have been bought at
Atkins Farm for $8 per bushel, which runs into quite an expense. They
would like to find either donations or discounts from other sources. The
money collected from students in the Campus Center will go towards
transportation costs to Washington. It was estimated that $70 was
collected on the first day.

The veterans will contact Senators Brooke and Kennedy and
Representatives Conte and Heckler, all of Massachusetts, to see if they
will provide needed support.
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Grand jury to go to Congress
WASHINGTON ( AP) - U.S. District Judge

John J. Sirica ordered the Watergate grand
jury's Nixon report turned over to the House
impeachment inquiry yesterday, noting that

"it draws no accusatory conclusions."

He said he had no other choice, declaring
that delivery to the House Judiciary
Committee is "eminently proper, and in-

deed, obligatory."

The judge said "it seems incredible that

grand jury matters should...be unavailable

to the House of Representatives in a

proceeding of so great import as an im-

peachment investigation," when such
reports often go to police investigations and
disbarment proceedings.

"We deal in a matter of the most critical

moment to the nation, an impeachment
investigation involving the President of the

United States," Sirica said in a 22-page

opinion.

The judge allowed lawyers for the seven

men indicted March 1 in the Watergate

cover-up two days to appeal the ruling.

Sirica received the report and recom-

mendation that it be placed in the hands of

the Judiciary Committee at the time of the

indictments.

John J. Wilson, the lawyer for H.R.

Haldeman and John D. Ehrlichman, and
attorneys for the other defendants opposed

transmittal to the House. One reason was
that leaks from the report might prejudice

their clients' ability to get a fair trial, they

said.

Wilson said he will file an appeal by

Wednesday afternoon. He would not discuss

the matter further.

Sirica said "the person on whom the

report focuses, the President of the United

States, has not objected to its release to the

committee. Other persons are involved only

indirectly."

He thus gave the first official con-

firmation of widely published reports that

the secret report centers on the actions of

the President in the aftermath of the

Watergate break-in.

At the White House Deputy Press

Secretary Gerald L. Warren said Nixon had

been informed of the order but gave no

presidential reaction.

"It draws no accusatory conclusions,"

Sirica said of the document. "It deprives no

one of an official forum in which to respond.

It is not a substitute for indictments where

indictments might properly issue."

"It contains no recommendations... It

renders no moral or social judgments. The

report is a simple and straightforward

compilation of information gathered by the

grand jury and no more."

Reps. Peter W. Rodine Jr., D-N.J. and
Edward Hutchinson, R-Mich.-the chairman

and the senior GOP member of the House
Judiciary Committee-said they were
pleased at the decision.

"The grand jury report was obviously

intended for the committee and the com-

mittee should have it," Hutchinson said.

The grand jury had recommended that the

materials it turned over to Sirica be given to

the House, the judge said, because the

evidence has "a material bearing on

matters within the primary jurisdiction of

the committee in its current inquiry."

Sirica said it is up to the committee to

decide whether to accede to a request by
President Nixon's lawyers that they be
allowed to review the report.

Gov't must detail

information requests

U.S. and the world

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court yesterday refused

to interfere with a lower court

order that imposed specific bur-

dens on government attorneys

attempting to deny access to

documents sought under the

Freedom of Information Act.

The Supreme Court declined

without comment to hear a

government challenge to an order

imposed by the U.S. Circuit Court

for the District of Columbia in suits

brought against the Civil Service

Commission and the Defense
Department.

Overturning decisions by trial

judges, the appellate court said the

government must provide the

courts and the plaintiffs a detailed

description and index of secret

documents requested under the

Freedom of Information Act.

Under present practice, the

appellate judges said, lawyers

seeking government files cannot

present an effective arguments
because they know little more than

the general content of the

documents.
The government, on the other

hand, can present a convincing

argument against disclosure

because it has the benefit of full

knowledge of the contents, the

court said.

A judge, even if he inspects the

documents in private, is ill

prepared to determine the validity

of government arguments against

disclosure because he can't call on
the expertise the plaintiffs may
have, the court said.

The case involved an attempt by
a law professor, Robert G. Vaughn,
to obtain Civil Service Commission
reports evaluating personnel
management in government
agencies, and a similar effort by
Gilbert A. Cuneo to obtain portions

of a Defense Department manuel
on government contract auditing

procedures.

In other action today, the court:

—Agreed to decide when federal

court may step in to halt state

court proceedings aimed at closing

adult movie theaters.

—Refused to revive an
Oklahoma state regulation
prohibiting sale of natural gas "at

a price so low as to cause physicial

waste."

ALL SEATS SI .00 TONIGHT!

"The Importance of Being Earnest''

by Oscar Wilde

University Theatre - Bartlett Auditorium - 6 p.m.

Tues. through Fri.— Mar. 1?, 20, 21, 22

Call 545 2579 weekdays 12-4 p.m. for tickets

and information

( AP Wirephoto

)

CHICAGO THE NOT-SO-SILENT - Across the street from hotel where
President Nixon addressed group of executives of business firms, marchers give

voice to some opinions about the President in Chicago.

Fierce fighting subsides

in Viet central highlands
SAIGON (AP) - The bloodiest

fighting in the central highlands

since the cease-fire 14 months ago
tapered off yesterday, but the

Saigon command reported its

forces were ready for fresh attacks

by a North Vietnamese regiment of

2,000 men.
The command said 348 North

Vietnamese and 72 South Viet-

namese were killed and 111

government troops wounded in a
half-dozen battles just to the north

of the provincial capital of Kontum

BBaUfflOWH
Bicycle and cycle locks and chains.

Other cycling accessories.

UNIVERSITY STORE campus center

over the weekend.
Field reports said another 275

government rangers were missing
from a 400-man battalion that was
overrun Saturday, and that a
second ranger battalion suffered 25
men killed and 23 wounded.
The Viet Cong delegation to the

two-party Joint Military Com-
mission in Saigon said Communist-
led forces inflicted heavy losses on
two of three South Vietnamese
ranger battalions.

The Viet Cong reported 230 South
Vietnamese troops killed or cap-
tured hut made no mention of
losses to the Communist side. The
Viet Cong have never officially
reported casualties to the Com-
munist side.

Field reports said the North
Vietnamese objective was to gain

artillery attack and ground assault

were strung along the highway at

points 24 to 10 miles northeast of

Kontum. The highway also leads to

a South Vietnamese district town
to the north.

Lt. Col. Le Trung Hien, chief

spokesman for the Saigon com-
mand, said the North Vietnamese
had succeeded in cutting the
roadway in several sections.

In CAmbodia, government
troops for the first time in about a
year seized control of the town of

Siem Reap-Kandal, south of
Phnom Penh, military sources
reported.

Lt. Col. Danh Kone, assistant

commander of the 48th Brigade,
said his men, backed by 20 ar-

mored vehicles, entered Siem
Reap-Kandal, 13 miles south of the
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on Monday, and met little

a supply route from depots in the resistance.
triborder region of South Vietnam,
Laos and Cambodia to South
Vietnam's central coast.
Most of the South Vietnamese

positions that came under heavy

Siem Reap-Kandal was lost to

insurgents during the big dry
season offensive early in 1973, and
was a headquarters for rebels

attacking Phnom Penh last month.
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Peace prevented by battles
Israel and Syria clash again

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israeli and Syrian troops exchanged

artillery and tank fire across the October
war ceasefire lines for the seventh straight
day yesterday. The Tel Aviv military
command said it was in one of the heaviest
days of battle in recent weeks.
The command said two of its soldiers were

killed and three wounded.
The Golan Heights shooting, which lasted

five hours, came as Arab oil ministers in
Vienna announced an end to the Arab oil

embargo against the United States in ap-
preciation for U.S. efforts to achieve a
Middle East settlement.
Syria and Libya opposed the decision.
In Washington U.S. Secretary of State

Henry A. Kissinger said it would be at least
two weeks before the start of serious
negotiations with Israel and Syria on a troop
separation in the Golan Heights.

Kissinger leaves Washington Sunday for a
trip to Moscow and London and is expected
to return March 29 for the Israeli-Syrian
peace talks.

On another issue Britain and the United
States announced they would help Egypt
clear the Suez Canal to make it available to
international shipping for the first time
since it was closed in the 1967 six-day war.

In Tel Aviv, Israeli Defense Minister
Moshe Dayan said a Middle East peace

must come in stages, and that failure to
come to an agreement with Syria over a
separation of forces could destroy further
progress with Egypt on a general set-
tlement.

Earlier Dayan told parliament that the
United States, the Soviet Union, Britain and
France had sold $3' 2 billion worth of arms to
the Arabs in the past year.
He said 90 per cent of the Arab armament

came from the Soviet Union and listed
Moscow's major arms clients as Egypt,
Syria and Iraq.

He said Washington nad sold arms to
Jordan and Saudi Arabia, the British had
supplied Saudi Arabia, Jordan and Iraq and
France was arming Libya.
Reporting the Golan Heights clash, a

military communique broadcast by
Damascus Radio said, "Our heavy artillery

concentrated an intensive barrage on
enemy positions, gun explacements and
reinforcement locations dealing fierce
blows to 14 enemy areas."

The communique again charged the
Israelis had provoked the shelling by at-

tempting to fortify their positions in the
central and northern sector of the 300
square-mile salient on the Damascus-
Kunaitra road which the Jewish forces
captured in last October's war.

Kissinger mideast trip delayed
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Secretary

of State Henry A. Kissinger is

sidetracking for at least two weeks
the start of serious negotiations
with Israel and Syria on a troop
separation in the Golan Heights.

Kissinger will hold another
"preliminary meeting" today with
Abba Eban, the Israeli foreign
minister. But officials
acknowleged that detailed
discussions would not begin until

Kissinger completes a trip to
Moscow and London.

He leaves Sunday and is ex-
pected back on March 29. One of
the purposes of the Soviet visit is to
discuss strategy for bridging the
"very wide gap" said to stand in
the way of a settlement.

Kissinger told his top assistants late last

week that he was prepared to make his fifth

tour of the Middle East since November. But

this venture, tentatively planned for late

April, may slip back to May, and one top

official emphasized that the secretary would
not go there unless Israel and Syria

narrowed their differences considerably.

Meanwhile, the State Department con-
firmed that the U.S. Navy would cooperate
in clearing unexploded mines, bombs, shells
and missiles from the Suez Canal and its

banks.

The brief announcement said technical
advice and training would be provided to the
Egyptians at their request. Assistance is

also expected from the British Navy.

The canal has been closed since the six-

day war of 1967. Its reopening and the

rebuilding of Suez City and Port Said were
negotiated by Kissinger in January as part
of a disengagement agreement between
Israel and Egypt.

Officials here attribute the negotiation
slowdown partly to Kissinger's tight
schedule, including the Soviet trip and its

potential impact on the virtually stalled
Geneva negotiations on a new U.S.-Soviet
treaty limiting nuclear weapons.

But they also underscore the extreme
difficulty anticipated initially in bridging
the differences between Israel and Syria.

Labor wins important vote

as Conservatives abstain
LONDON (AP) - Prime Minister

Harold Wilson won a major victory
last night with House of Commons
approval of his minority Labor
government's legislative program.
The vote was 294-7 in favor of the

government in the 635-member
house, indicating the opposition
Conservatives had abstained.
Labor has 299 votes in the Com-
mons and the Conservatives have
295.

Voting came at the end of a tense
five-day debate involving at one
point an opposition move that
might have brought down the 15-

day-old government.
Wilson's Laborites took a stand

earlier yesterday on pay restraints

that took the steam out of the op-

position challenge.

Employment Secretary Michael
Foot told the House of Commons
there would be a "continued
statutory duty... to enforce the pay
code.'*

The Conservative and Liberal

parties then withdrew a proposed
amendment to the government's
legislative program. The amend-
ment formally outlawed big pay
boosts until a voluntary system of

wage restraints was arranged.
Had the majority voted in favor of

it, the Labor government would
have been under pressure to

resign.

The pay code had been given the

force of law by the ousted Con-
servative government of Edward
Heath. It sets the annual per-

missible wage increase at 74 per
cent. About nine million workers
already have had wage claims
settled on this basis, whicle nearly

three million others are still

negotiating deals.

Foot said the state will seek
powers to abolish the controls

when a voluntary system of

restraint emerges as a

replacement.
It was interpreted as the Labor

government's way of saying it will

not be as inflexible as its

predecessors in the coal miner's
strike.

Nixon to hold conference
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon will fly to Houston today

for a prime-time, nationally televised and broadcast question-and-
answer session with a panel of newsmen.
White House aides held out the possibility that the President

would make another public appearance in Houston besides the 8
p.m. EDT session with members of the National Association of
Broadcasters. But they said details were yet to be worked out.

FBI nabs suspect in Minn.;
other cases remain unsolved
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The FBI said yesterday it had

arrested a Minnesota man in
connection with the kidnaping of
Eunice Kronholm, but said it had
no word on the whereabouts of the
banker's wife. The agency said a
$200,000 ranson had been paid.
A French businessman kidnaped

in Argentina almost three months
ago was released and is on his way
home, but there were no major
developments in two other ab-
ductions.

Officials of a food giveaway
funded by the father of newspaper
heiress Patricia Hearst prepared
to announce changes in the
program to meet the demands of
the girl's terrorist kidnapers.

And in Buenos Aires, Esso
Argentina officials waited for
information about the American
executive for whom they paid a
record $14.2 million ranson last

week.
In the Krenholm case, FBI

Director Clarence M. Kelley an-
nounced in Washington that James
William Johnson, 27, of Lakeville,
Minn, was seized in his home town
and charged with voilating the
Hobbs Act dealing with extortion.
Kelley said the FBI was "using

every resource at its disposal to
find Mrs. Krenholm." The 46-year-
old woman is the second wife of
Gunnar Krenholm, president of the
Drovers State Bank in South St
Paul.

Mrs. Krenholm disappeared
from her suburban Line Lakes,
Minn., home Friday morning. The
FBI said her car had been
discovered in a parking lot in

another Mineeapolis suburb.
Earlier, a spokesman for

Krenholm said he had paid an
undisclosed amount of ransom for

his wife, but had no word of her.

In Paris, a spokesman for
Peugeot announced that Yves
Boisset, 36, the production
manager of the auto maker's
Argentina subsidiary, had been
released in good health and was en
route to France.

VISTA & PEACE CORPS
Have Thousands of Interesting Jobs

Both Peace Corps and VISTA have job openings for college grads. people a ithsome practical experience in a trade and people with a first-hand knowledge ofpoverty problems VISTA want, people to serve in places as diverse as Ap

Elton,
PMCe"* h"* rW,UeSU for vo,un,~rs in 5* ^eloping

Representatives will be on campus soon looking for people with majors and
experiences like these, to go into programs beginning in July September

VISTA Law Preschool. Special Ed . Psychology. Guidance Counseling.
Social Sciences. Recreation. Journalism. City Planning. Home Ec . ( onstruction
uork. Carpentry. Community Health lab Technician. PE. Elementary

^.
C°^*r

f t
Te*chl"« BBA '•• Accounting. Architecture. Civil Engineering VocM. Spanish majors * fluent speakers. Personnel Administration. Pharmacy

Agriculture. LPN.
Peace Corp.: Architecture. Ag Economics. Biology, liberal Arts. Ag

Engineering. Accounting. Public Administration. Agronomy. Plant Pathology
Business Administration. Geology, Home Ec-Nutritlon. Hospital Administration
(onstruction work. Auto Body Repair. Medical Technology. OT. Public Health

p l^"" "-'-' "•""/ * S«"^ry Teaching. Civil Engineering. Speech
'V 1* '.* 1**!" 11" 1* Surveying, statistics. Heavy Equipment Operator,

industrial Art*. French-Spanish majors and fluent speakers. MS and BSRVsMath and Science.

The above is only a partial list We re looking for people about to graduate inmany fields and people with farm experience and rural backgrounds, problem
solving experience, literacy, tutorial and organiialional experience

Peace Corp. and VISTA pay a living allowance travel, medical expenses and
a rompletion-of-service allotment of tSO-175 per month on the job

Representatives will be on campus March IP-2I Stop by the Placement Officenow for more information and to sign up for an interview.

AIR FORCE ROTC

SOPHOMORES: CALL NOW A*0UT THE TWO YEAR PROGRAM 5-2437
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5

PRIME RIB EVERY NIGHT
TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
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The energy crisis

Miners strike ends
CHARLESTON. W. Va. (AP) - Coal miners returned to work today in

the last remaining holdout areas of West Virginia, bringing a three-week-
old strike to an end.

"It looks like everyone's back to work," said Ed Stone, District 29
executive board member in Welch. He said most of the dissident miners
in McDowell and Mercer counties reported to work on the midnight shift
this morning.
A spokesman for the West Virginia Coal Association said it would be "a

couple of days" before production levels return to normal.
The strike began Feb. 25 at the Maitland No. 9 mine in McDowell

County when miners said they were unable to get enough gasoline to
commute to work.
The work stoppage spread across the southern West Virginia coal fields

during the next few days, eventually putting 27,600 miners off the job.
After an earlier attempt to satisfy the miners failed, Gov. Arch A.

Moore Jr. last week suspended for 30 days the quarter-tank gasoline rule
which miners said had caused most of the problem. The rule required
that service stations sell only to cars with less than a quarter-tank of
gasoline.

Miners began returning to work Thursday, but there were several
holdout areas.

Stone said about 40 per cent of the 6,600 miners in McDowell and Mercer
counties did not return by the weekend, but they appeared to be back on
the job today.

Oil embargo ended
(Continued from P. 1)

Speaking after the ministers'
meeting, Yamani said the United
States will get enough oil for its

requirements.
He said the United States will be

getting at least one million barrels
a day from Saudi Arabia alone and
more supplies from other coun-
tries.

He indicated the total Arab
exports to the United States would
be about the same as they were last

September.
The decision apparently did not

take into account extra quantities
of oil that U.S. growth in the last

five months would normally have
required.

The United States since the

embargo began have lowered oil

needs to a certain extent. Nixon

administration officials had
stressed previously most of their

restrictions would remain even if

the embargo was lifted.

Yamani said exports to West
Germany and Italy will also in

crease to the pre-embargo level as
they have in recent months to

France, Britain, Belgium and
Japan — all considered friendly
countries.

So-called "neutral" countries
have suffered a 15 per cent cutback
since December and unfriendly
countries were embargoed.
Yamani made it clear that the

embargo against Holland would
remain in force. He said the
position of Holland and Denmark
remained "unfriendly."

A TOUCH OF CLASS
HAPPY HR. DAILY

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

ALL DRINKS ONLY 49'

WED. THRU SUN.

LOBSTER SPECIAL
Baked $ «95
Stuffed

' TABLE
c

FOOD r. DRItv

The Captains Cable
DAMON ROAD

(First right after Coolidge Bridge)

NORTHAMPTON. MASS
584-6080
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Around New England

B & M sickout called
EAST DEERFIELD (AP) —

More than 40 Boston & Maine Corp.
trainmen called in sick yesterday

in a protest against B&M work
rules.

A United Transportation
Workers spokesman said the
protest was against a new
requirement that B&M brakemen

1'hi.lo In Uik Friedman >

Dead gas pump, Rte. 5 Northampton

Students charter buses for

annual migration to Florida
DAYTON A BEACH. Fla. (AP)

— Thousands of Northern college
students, determined to beat the
gasoline shortage, are chartering
buses to bring them to Florida for

their annual rite of spring.

Others are phoning ahead and
checking the gas situation with the
Florida Highway Patrol.
A patrol dispatcher said he gets a

phone call about every five
minutes from anxious Northern or
Canadian students planning a trip

South.

Officials estimated on Monday
that more then 40,000 students had
arrived in Daytona Beach to soak
up the sun by day and to party at

night. They are the vanguard of
some 100,000 expected to pour into
the city by Easter Sunday.
"We chartered 11 buses and

made the 1,800-mile trip in about 48
hours," said Joe Spengler, 20, an
elementary education major at St.

Cloud Minn. State College.

"A lot of people decided to make
the trip this year by bus because of
the gas shortage," he said. "It was
cheaper and a lot of fun. We had
plenty to drink aboard the bus and

we got totally loaded all the way
down."
But Joe Brisk, another St. Cloud

State otudent who drove his car to

Florida, reported no trouble fin-

ding gasoline.

Leeta Kolodziejczyk, 17, of
Buffalo, NY., said she and seven

girl friends decided to make the
trip by plane.

Hotel and motel owners who had
a lean winter because of the gas
shortage report business is

booming.

Ta MlGHTS
Meet people who work in Legal Services,
Education, Tenants Rights organizations and
more — while they are UNIVERSITY YEAR FOR
ACTION Volunteers participating in the best field
experience education on campus. Volunteers earn
academic credit, a weekly stipend, and an
education.

If you want to work full-time in an agency serving the needs ot
res.dents in Western Mass. Talk with Volunteers at the recruitment
meeting tonight, Campus Center Room 105 at 7 p m

VETERANS

be available for work several days
a week and that they provide their
own transportation to work
assignments.
A spokesman said the workers

also were protesting an alleged
refusal by union officials to listen
to their complaints.
Alan G. Dustin, vice president

for operations of the railroad, said
41 trainmen called in sick. He said
usually there are 40 to 50 trainmen
assigned to work at the yard.
Dustin said it was not a strike but

"an illegal walkout, wildcat or
whatever you want to call it." He
said it was a local incident and that
railroad and union officials were
trying to get the men to report for
work.

Dustin said the union and
management had a signed
agreement to the rules.

Self-defense OK'd
BOSTON (AP) - Defendants

have a constitutional right to

represent themselves in court
"even in cases where the accused
is harming himself by insisting on
conducting his own defense," the
state Appeals Court has ruled.

The court overturned the 1972

conviction of Raymond D. Mott of

New Bedford on a charge of

possession of heroin with intent to

sell.

Mott was sentenced to seven
years in prison, following his trial

in Bristol County Superior Court.

Mott's appeal maintained that

the trial judge denied motions
requesting that Mott be allowed to

represent himself during the trial.

In the decision the state court
ruled that "respect for individual

autonomy requires that he the
defendant be allowed to go to jail

under his own banner, if he so
desires and if he makes the choice
with eyes wide open."

Ferry to open

HALIFAX (AP) - The Nor-
wegian-built motor vessel Grey
Master begins a ferry service
between the Maritime provinces
and the New England states March
29.

The new 407-feet vessel with a
capacity of 60 and semi-trailer
trucks and 75 automobiles and
accommodations for 12 passengers
will sail between Halifax and
Gloucester, Mass., three times a

week.
E. G. Hare, marketing manager

for Breton Agencies Ltd. of
Halifax, general agents for the
vessel's owners, said the service
will add an extra dimension to

commercial transportation bet
ween Atlantic Canada and New
England. He said that with the fuel

shortage and soaring cost3 for

moving freight by highway, truck
operators can cut costs by shor-
tening their highway mileage
between points in the two regions.
The triple-deck Grey Master will

make the Halifax-Gloucester
crossing in 22 hours.

GOOD PAY FOR YOUR MILITARY SKILLS
in a part time job, $3,15 to $10.77 per hour.

The 3rd Battalion 35 Infantry (Army Reserve)

offers good pay, adventure training (rappelling, white watering) and

no hassle. If interested drop by and see us at Memorial Hall on

20 Mar. 1974 between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.

"Spectacular Sunglass Sale.
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. e glasses that turn c/Q

world turns brighter!

From Mar. 1 1 -Mar. 2:1 we will be giving
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25% off
On all non-prescription sunglasses including the new Sunsensor sunglasses

Amherst Optical Shoppe
195 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass.
256-6403
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Shield law chances Marriages peddled

BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts
could have had a limited
newsmen's shield law this year if

publishers had wanted one, ac-
cording to the Senate chairman of
the Judiciary Committee.
But publishers who have been

pressing for the law for the past
three years reversed their stand at
a committee hearing last week,
and opposed the bill, saying it

would open the door to future
regulations and possible
repression of the press.

"I think a limited shield bill

could have emerged this yyar,"
said Sen. John J. Conte, D-
Worcester, "but the testimony at
the hearing indicates that the press
is not too keen on it, so I don't think
the committee will be.
"We don't want to give

somebody something they don't
want."

Testifying before the committee,
William L. Plante, executive editor
of the Essex County newspapers,
said the protection of the First
Amendment is all the press has
ever needed and all it needs now.
The limited shield law referred

to by Conte would protect the
confidentiality of a newsman's
sources, but would not apply to a
reporter observing a criminal act
and would be restricted to actual
repcrtprs and editors.

Mass. RR supported

NORTH ADAMS <AP) - The
executive director of the Berkshire
County Development Commission
says he doubts that Penn Central
service along two lines in the
county will be abandoned.
The lines, which link Pittsfield,

Adams, South Lee and Con-
necticut, are marked for aban-
donment in a federal plan for

reorganizing the bankrupt
railroads of the Northeast.
"Both lines are showing a profit

and I feel service will continue in

Berkshire County," Alan L.
Marden said Sunday.

17-year-old elected

DALTON (AP) - The
Massachusetts Election Com-
mission has been asked to look into

legal problems arising from the

election of a 17-year-old Hinsdale
youth to the Central Berkshire
Regional School District Com-
mittee. Jeffrey Arndt, a Wahconah
Regional High School senior, won
Hinsdale's seat on the five-

member regional committee
Saturday.

Under state law he would have to

be 48 before he could take office.

He turns 18 Julv 17.

BOSTON (AP) Federal in-

vestigators have evidence that at

least two rings operating in the

Boston area are peddling fake
marriages to aliens trying to stay
in the country.

A probe by the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service
currently centers on 30 marriages
which may have been arranged by
a Rhode Island based outfit,

charged with similar offenses two
years ago.

Some U.S. citizens were paid
$500 to participate in fake
marriages to aliens, thus per-
mitting the latter to enter the
country, investigators said.

In all, 114 fraud cases are under
investigation, about 75 per cent of

those involving fraudulent
marriages, said Patrick F.
Coomey, director of the
Immigration office for the Boston
district.

Many of the fake marriages have
been uncovered by federal agents
who detected wide differences in

the ages or social status of the
husband and wife. U.S. citizens
must supply certain information
when filling out forms requesting
visas for alien spouses.

In some cases there were ob-
vious language barriers, in-

vestigators said.

"You'll be
happier with
the degrees. .

.

at the^niversity^of

MAIME
Summer Sessions

The degrees cooler summer climate o( Vacationland
Maine is a great place to earn your degree credits

You'll be happy with the undergraduate and graduate
courses, distinguished faculty visiting lecturers.

conferences workshops, sports dimes, concerts
week end outings and modern dormitory

accommodations The recreational

opportunities are endless at nearby
iat<es mountains and seashore plus

many on campus facilities including an
Olympic size indoor swimming pool
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Language requirement:

where everyone stands
By DEB PARTINGTON

The foreign language requirement debate con-
tinues and becomes more complex each year. The
requirement is a sore spot for the faculty as well as
the students.

Last year the Foreign Language Review Board
proposed modifications of the foreign language
requirement. This proposal resulted in few replied
from the faculty. Thus, Dean J. Allen, Dean Edds,
and Dean Alfange had a second ballot put out which
stated that unless a majority of those eligible to vote
did so for the foreign language requirement either in
its present form or for some modified version of it,

the foreign language requirement would be con-
sidered defunct. This action from the Deans brought
results from the faculty and needless to say, they
voted to retain the requirement but for varying
reasons.

Approximately one third of the faculty voted
against the foreign language requirement. Among
the faculty members voting for the requiremen-
t,about half felt the requirement was needed as a
means of a cultural insight into another country. The
second half of the faculty members supporting the
requirement felt that it served a utility purpose. That
is, they felt that it is important to know how to work
with a foreign language either in speaking or reading.
Also, learning the structure of a foreign language will
help students to learn the structure of the English
language. There are still a small percentage of
faculty members who adhere to the "traditional"
stance which is, "I took the language -therefore, you
should study it too."

Much of the support for the requirement comes
from the natural science departments. These faculty
members feel a need for a foreign language,
especially German and Russian for students to be
able to read non-translated scientific journals. This is

primarily a utility purpose. Most resistance for the
requirement come from the social sciences and not
surprisingly, from the foreign language departments.

Inspite of the sound cultural and utility reason for
retaining the foreign language requirements, I still

prefer Dean J. Allen's stance which is that the foreign

language requirement should be dropped. Requiring

that a student be able to pass a fourth semester class

does not insure his learning the language. A student

can take the foreign language courses Pass-Fail and
slide by with a minimum amount of knowledge. These
students cause problems for other students in the

class. They increase the size and slow the pace*of the

classes. These factors have a poor effect on the

morale of those interested in the language and for the

professors teaching the courses. With the greater

number of students enrolled in the elementary
courses, the professors are forced to teach more
elementary level courses. The subject matter of these

courses are usually unstimulating to the professors.

The fact that the classes are half-filled with non-
interested students can only accentuate the sinking

morale of the professors.

If the foreign languege requirement is dropped, it is

likely that the attendance will drop perhaps as much
as 50 per cent for the first year or two. However, the

number of students wanting to take the courses will

rise gradually. This gradual increase will level off

with approximately 90 per cent of the original at-

tendance. With this final level of attendance, it seems
more plausible to eliminate the foreign language
requirement. The professors would then realize the

students sitting in front of them would be there
because of their ardent desire to learn the language.
The lost 10 per cent would have been lost either

through waivers or would have slid by with a "pass."
Finally, I feel it is important to mention that

students need not sit back passively while the faculty

votes to maintain the foreign language requirement.
There are student members on the Academic Matters
Committee and the Curriculum Committee. Students
can urge these members to change the foreign

language requirement. Students can also start an
active campaign on campus, perhaps through the
Collegian to end the foreign language requirement.
Therefore, although, I do not feel that the foreign
language requirement, although it has been a lengthy
and complex issue for the University, is necessarily
an everlasting one.

Deb Partington is a Collegian Commentator.

So I took the bike...
By ROBERT SHEMELIGIAN

You see Chris and I just needed a bike for a couple minutes and

we were arrested and. ah.. let me start from the beginning.

This true story begins last Washington s Birthday with my

friend Christopher Bunnewith, and I trying to devise a way to park

his car in twelve lot, which is way up the hill from where we live, in

Dwight We decided to take my bicycle in the car to the parking lot

and coast down the hill back to the dorm, but on finding that my

bike had a flat tire we decide to borrow the one beside it which was

old and unsecured.

Chris carried the bike out to his car and a few minutes later I

went out to meet him only to find him arrested by UMass Police.

After trying to explain the situation to the, I found myself being

arrested also. Chris asked them to go in the dorm and check out our

story as everyone that was up including the Head of Residence

knew what we were doing. To this day, we don't know why they

Listening to my rights and then being handcuffed, I could only

imagine I was a guest star on Dragnet.

In the UMass police station we learned about police procedure for

arrests. Chris and I were separated and I was asked by an officer to

empty my pockets. Since I never know what I am carrying on me, I

started whispering "Hail Mary's" as my fingers crept through my
pockets. I was then carefully frisked and after they found out "I

was clean", I was asked if I wanted to spend seventeen dollars to

procure a Bailiff. After checking my funds I was circumstancially

forced to say no. I than had to give up my belt, shoelaces, and worst

of all; cigarettes.

I was led to Chris and saw that he too was dumbfounded. We were

then taken to the Amherst jail to spend the night.

The Amherst jail : three cells, each seven ft. long, five wide, and

seven ft. tall. In the cells were one metal bench with a foam rubber

cushion on it, and a seatless toilet. That's all.

I was put in the number one celj and Chris was put in number
three. This aggravated us because we were told we could be put in

the same cell, and of course we each had a cellmate for the night.

Mine was another misguided young adult and Chris' was an ancient

drunk.

My cellmate, Joe, was telling me (as I was staring at the dried

vomit covered walls and that horrible toilet) that he had been

waiting in that cell since Saturday night and that his only meals
were a doughnut for breakfast, a tuna fish sandwich and milk for

lunch, and tuna again for dinner. They didn't give him any water so

the way he drank was to catch the water running into the toilet with

an uld coffee cup and then drink it. I saw him do this.

Morning came eight centuries on a cement floor later. Chris and I

were taken to court where we were charged with larceny. Our
arraignment was set for a week later.

As it turned out, the owner of the bike was a friend of ours and
decided not to press charges. The arresting officer persistantly

tried to get her to sign statements branding us as bicycle thief's bu'

she wouldn't so the case was dismissed in court (providing we
signed a statement we would not sue the police for false arrest )

.

The reason this story was written so late is that I was requested
by the Student Attorney, for my own good, not to do anything about
this situation until after the trial.

I *HI1 hp-en't fixed the flat on mv bike.
Robert Shemeligian is a Guest Columnist.

Letters To The Editor

Nudity beside the point
To The Editor:

Why is it that nine out of ten people, asked for an opinion on Sweet Pie's
musical talent respond with a comment on his nudity? ("Because it's the
most significant part of his act" will not be accepted without further
elaboration. You have ten seconds. ..go). Would someone please tell me,
what 's the big deal over a naked body, in the Blue Wall, or running around
campus?
One of the major complaints about streakers is that they make noise,

rather that they are naked. But in my experience, other people make
most of it, yelling at the streakers. Why?
Other people are busy bitching that streakers waste time. Aha, one

point for the opposition. Whose time? Theirs. So what's it to you? Com-
mon response: They could be out working for cause X with that time.
Which is, of course, quite true. But why pick on streakers? If they're the
only people you've seen wasting time around here, you've got damn poor
eyesight. Really, you can champion a good cause without dumping on a
harmless sport in the process.

I just don't see why nudity is getting any response other than total

apathy. And I certainly don't see why it's been getting the negative
responses that it has, for entirely irrelevant reasons.

I begin to suspect that if streaking continues until we are all bored out
ofour skulls, it may perform a public service. People will be able to listen

to Sweet Pie's music, and Bill Ballou might never again find it necessary
to confess that he has been seen leaving the shower, naked. Doesn't that
outweight any harm that you might see in the practice (I don't see any) ?

So stop dumping on it, just ignore it. Not because it will go away, but
because it really doesn't matter.

David O'Neill

Christ key; not bullshit
To The Editor:

re: Barbara Voorhees

If you think that religion is unfashionable, you are partially correct.

Ask the Christians on this campus, we'll tell you that we have a

relationship with a living God. // you want to call it religion, fine, but

relationship is the key word.

This is what Josh was speaking about, the key. Jesus Christ is the key,

the only key to becoming a new and happier person. Obviously you

missed the whole point of his speech. If you missed this, you've missed it

all. The "bullshit", as you called it, is The Truth, the only truth.

Josh and his wife were smiling because they have a relationship with

Jesus Christ, The Son of God. I smile a lot too. The "dazed, glassy-eyed

followers" are not gone. Open your eyes, heart and mind; we're here! We
are here in the Christian groups on campus. Come to a fellowship

meeting, we're in the Collegian notices. When you come, you'll find that

we are dazed with the joyful fullness of the Holy Spirit; we are glassy-

eyed at the Glory of God; and we are smiling because we are following

down the path of the Word of Jesus Christ. Our Lord.

Non-smokers have rights too
To The Editors:

This letter is about a small grey puff on our per-
sonal horizons — not a very noticeable one and cer-
tainly not about to produce media storms. It concerns
peoples health and confort. Specifically, it concerns
smoking.
Any of us who are thoughtful, smokers or not, have

heard the arguments before; the rights of smokers
vs. the rights of non-smokers. But it is not my purpose
to present these arguments anew. Rather, I'd like to
present a short history and a few questions.

Last year, late in the semester, a public opinion poll
was printed in the Collegian concerning smoking in
public places in the Campus Center. The poll's results
suggested that a sizeable group of people were in-
terested in being able to eat without an intake of
cigarette smoke. Consequently, an area was set aside
in the Hatch apart from the mainstream where non-
smokers might eat in unpolluted peace. (In fact, you
can even hear conversation over the jukebox). I, and
many other people, felt this was wonderful. I believe
it is the only public eating place in the University that
provides this haven. However, people still smoke
there - despite two not-very-large- signs announcing
"NO SMOKING-PER STUDENT REQUEST".
Today, eating my ten a.m. breakfast after early

morning classes. I was disturbed by smokers at two
tables directly beside mine. Assuming they were
uninformed of the area's status, I politely pointed to
thr MPns and asked if thev could put nut their

cigarettes as they were bothering me. I was met with

hostile faces and rude refusals. "Yeah, I'll put it out.

When I'm finished with it."

OK. How do we deal with this? How do people who
are made ill by cigarettes live in this University? One
smoker I spoke to suggested I eat "in the corner".

What corner is there for commuting students who
must eat at UMass during the day? Would it be a

solution to place a permanent Big sign on the ramp
entering this Hatch area informing all who pass it?

There was such a sign there last week, but janitors

say it disappeared over the weekend, and smoking in

the area seems to have increased since this disap-

pearance. Sign or not, should non-smoking students

be responsible for enforcing this rule? Should

smokers feel obliged to obey non-smoking signs —
such as those in the over-crowded, poorly-ventilated

buses? Should they react with hostility when ap-

proached by a non-smoker?
It is now eleven a.m. and, as I sit in this non-

smoking area of the Hatch, I can see seven people

within ten yards of me holding lighted cigarettes. Am
I to be forced to deal on a one-to-one basis with of-

fenders every time I feel that burning in my sinuses

— to conquer my embarassment and risk bad feelings

— or can we reach a more equitable solution? I hope
that, in a spirit of consideration, some smokers might
have an answer or two.
P.S. Some of my best friends are smokers.

Karen Forsgard

UWW important to older folks

Sharon E. Belanger

To The Editor:

/ thought it might be a good idea to contribute
something from an older point of view and perhaps
from the other side of the language barrier. So here
goes

THE UNIVERSITY WITHOUT WALLS —
RECOMMENDED FOR WOMEN
Streaking notwithstanding, those of us who have

finally ventured out of the house after having raised
children, find it most refreshing to have a brisk wind
blowing about on campus indicating Spring For
those of us who thought we understood our country
and our families there is a rude awakening We
discover all the subjects we should know about and
don't.

While we feel inferior to the younger generation in

many ways, there is also the discovery that maturity
does have its place, and that there is a lot of milage
left in us older folks after all. We have to do our
streaking fully clothed from one appointment to the
other, hoping to find other kindred souls.
What it all comes down to is recycled motherhood

and new subject interest. We wish we could spend
more time on campus and in the S-college area, but
duty calls us to other concrete commitments. All-in-

all, the UWW program should be expanded to make
available to more taxpayers the fine facilities of the
University, whether they are in search of training, re-

training or self-enrichment.

Sincerely yours

Margaret M. LaRoche

Fred ^# Weiss

Citizen Nader
The Student Union Ballroom was packed and in

walked Ralph Nader, Citizen Nader the Spartan,
Consumer advocate. Looking a bit tired, his soulful

deep set eyes were compelling nonetheless as he
probed the audience. As he stepped up to the podium
his hands alternated between searching retreats into

the side pockets of his dark blue suit and thoughtful
grasping of the podium tor support. A blue and blacR
tie blended poorly with his shirt, and gave him the

appearance of a struggling accountant, or "last

man" in the law office. Yet in spite of these materials
lackings, perhaps because of them, Ralph Nader sent

an emotional spark throughout the audience that no
news story will every be able to capture.

The reason for this is that a news story can tell you
what he said, when and where he said it, and give
estimates concerning crowd sizes and reactions. A
news story can never adequately explain the charge
that goes through a room when Nader speaks. I've

heard Ralph Nader speak two or three times in

person, and each time I was struck by a sort of "awk-
ward nobility" about the man. In the past he seemed
to "recite" his prepared text; most of the time
staring down at the podium. The first time I heard
him, I felt like I was hearing a mystic, a prophet, a
great man, but I didn't feel that he was comfortable
in his role. It was as if he were giving lectures to

inform people and rally them (both times I heard him
he was trying to rally financial and emotional support

behind the forming Public Interest Research Groups
in the country) to the cause of consumer rights.

However yesterday all this seemed changed. Nader
kept consistant eye contact with his audience, and
after ten minutes he seemed to abandon his prepared
text. Nader seemed as at ease with his audience as he
did with his subject, and spoke with energy, in-

telligence and feeling for over an hour. He answered
questions directly, never contradicted himself, and
told things with emphasis that are too often shunted
to the back pages of newspapers.

Nader spoke of the "partnership" between oil

companies, and how they have continually conspired
against the public while consistantly avoiding any
real competition between themsleves. "How can
Siamese twins conspire against each other?" he
pointed out at one point with a dry grin. Accusing the
big oil companies of trying to monopolize every
viable energy source he concluded "the only thing

that has yet defied them is the sun..and that is only

because the sun has not yet given oui me secret on
ways to harness its energy."
Ralph Nader saved his sharpest attacks on the

planning of nuclear power plants and predicted
bluntly that it is, "the beginning of the end of the
United States, unless we stop (building them). it is

just that simple!"

This is all I will say about the "factual" in-

formation concerning Nader's visit. If you are in-

terested in more, take a look at the news story. The
point is that when Ralph Nader spoke most of the
people in the audience seemed truly moved; they
seemed to feel that there are things that must be
done, and Nader seems to inspire confidence that
they can be done. It isn't simply that Nader is a very
convincing speaker (although he is), but rather that
Nader seems so devoted to his truth that he lives it

"everyday" without contradiction. While many
people make a great deal of money for themselves,
even though the cause them might be pushing is

noble, this is not the case with Nader. Despite the fact

that he generates over one million dollars of "profit"

each year (writing, speaking, etc) he keeps the

percentage of that (probably less than $15,000 a year)

for himself.

A few years ago, when he launched his muckraking
investigation of the Auto Industry in Detroit, General
Motors tried to discredit Nader by investigating him.
What did they find? Well he wasn't a communist,
homosexual, womanizer, cheater, wife beater (why
he wasn't even married), or thief. Ah, he wasn't
really an American they were forced to conclude, and
after documenting his spartan existence extensively
thev accused him of being an "eccentric."

But Ralph Nader defies that classification as well
as most others. "I'm not a Democrat, Conservative,
Liberal, or Republican" he concluded, "I just believe
in self-government." And when it was over, Nader
was given a standing ovation. The man who had
touched so many that day, in fact seemed touched
himself. But he couldn't savor it. It wouldn't last. No
sooner had the applause started to subside, then he
was hustled off the stage by one of his hosts. Ralph
Nader quickly covered his shoulders with a morose
black raincoat. . .and as he walked out I felt something
indiscribable for him., that man the Spartan, Citizen
Nader.

Fred Weiss is a Collegian Columnist.

Why Nixon can't quit

(UPS) President Nixon has announced for the

1,008th time this week that he is not, much less

thinking about, resigning from the office of the

Presidency. Mr. Nixon has held this office since 1969,

although an independent poll has concluded that

many Americans refuse to believe that such a person

could exist in the democracy of a free republic.

Mr. Nixon, who spoke before the capacity crowd of

six people and two German schnauzers in the East

Wing lavoratory of the White House, who were
gathered for the new national holiday celebrating the

President's wife's 62nd birthday.

"From now on," said the President, "Let this day

be known as St. Pat's day."

"On this momentous occasion," continued the

President, "Let me make one thing perfectly clear.

To resign or not to resign is not the question. The

question of resignation should not exist in a

democracy. As you know, there is presently a bill

before the Congress which would eliminate all

members of any judiciary committee who would

allow such a committee (of impeaching the

president ) to exist. As you might expect, I believe this

bill will pass through the Congress unanimously, or

else those who do chose to vote against it will find

other employment opportunities in our country's

services. Like the Department of Sanitation

Engineering in the Bowery."

A smiling Secretary of State Henry Kissinger

wheeled in the 62 foot wide. U.S. Mint green birthday

cake decorated with a Chinese panda bear sitting

atop an oil derrick as the President spoke.
An unidentified man wearing an "I Like Ike" tie

clip asked Mr. Nixon just what his plans were for the
next two years.

"Let me say this about that," said Mr. Nixon, "I

was voted into this office by the people of this glorious

country. A people who voted me with confidence ?nd
trust, and let me just add this. In the remaining t *o
years of my term I will try, to the best of my ability u>

screw. I mean continue as I see fitting of the office

that I now hold."

Vice-President Gerald Ford then asked

President, "Why don't you just go and quit."

the

"Quit?" remarked the President. "I find that last

statement most absurd. I have two years left in which

to serve my country. If I were to quit now, it would be

most harmful for the economic stability of the

President. As you all know, in two years Pat will be 64

years old, an age in which is considered eligible for

Social Security benefits. If I were to resign today, my
family would have no source of income until two
years from now. That is why I choose to remain in

office. Do you people have any idea of what it costs to

keep up an estate in southern California, not to

mention the domestics in Florida. No. I think it would
be best for me to serve out my entire term."

Concluding his speech, the President added, "O.K.

Pat, you can cut the cake now."

Joyce Kosofsky is a Collegian Columnist

Protecting the Presidency

Primitive new ideas
By LUIS MANUEL MEDINA

The successful advancement of technology could keep increasing
through studying the ideas of non-technical cultures. Different
countries such as the U.S.A., England and U.S.S.R., among others,

have research groups studying non-technical cultures. Will they
find something in terms of new machines to resolve today's world
problems? Seems to be that certainly we will have more and more
technical devices based on what we have considered ideas and
concepts of "primitive" people.

Inventions have been based in examples of the natural en-
vironment that surrounds humankind, such as the flying machines,
radar, atomic energy, etc., which are based respectively in birds,

bats and the sun. Leonardo Da Vinci sketched different machines
and Jules Verne wrote science fiction stories, centuries and
decades ago respectively, that have become a reality. Ideas and
concepts that have remained as non-scientific could become, with
the help of modern technology, a reality, too.

Besides the opposition of a few people, most of humankind
beLieves that the development of technology is the answer to most
of the problems that humanity is facing. The successful solution to
them could maintain the stability of the world. But, how can
humanity find those solutions, if most of the answers such as
transportation are facing problems? Many of today's answers will
be not good tomorrow. New solutions must be found, and ap-
proaches to those solutions need new perspectives.
The so called "primitive" cultures, and ancients cultures as well

as under-developed countries, are a great source of potential for
new and innovative uses of technology. Those ideas are based on
popular and folkloric believes mostly from non-technical words;
Americans, British and Russians are researching and in-

vestigating some of those ideas.

Will they find new ideas that could consider it useful? Certainly
yes, because the greater creativity of humankind, the better
resources that scientists have today; and because not all the
history of ancient cultures is available. The Aztecs, for example,
developed many techniques, and made scientific discoveries, that
in many ways were better than the ones we have today. The solar
year was more accurate and precise than the system that we use
today. What techniques did they use? Many of them are lost

because the Spanish 'conquistadores' destroyed much scientific
information while conquering the Aztec Empire. How many other
wars, disasters, etc., have destroyed scientific discoveries and
accomplishments of different cultures that should have been part
of humanity's heritage?

Used well technology can be humanity's best friend, but to be
orientated more towards the social sciences. Besides all the new
problems that every answer brings, it is also a new answer. It is

obvious that overpopulation, housing, education, job and
agricultural problems, must be resolved through the use of
technology. New approaches too, and a new perspective of
technology should be taken from the non-technical world.

Luis Manuel Medina is a Collegian commentator.
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more letters to the editor

Save Russel Daniels
To The Kditor:

Once in a great while a court case or the plight of an individual gets into
the news. Sacco and Vanzetti weren't able to make it but today we have
the chance to save one man from "blind justice".
Russell Daniels is black, mentally retarded and behind bars for life at

Walpole unless someone helps him. Russell, although illiterate, signed a
confession and that according to the Heal Paper was just about all the
state used conclusively to prove that Russell was guilty of murdering an
old woman in Springfield. I hope that all the information wasn 't presented
in the Real Paper because I can't believe that so many people are
responsible for such a blatant railroad job. It's about time that the shoddy
rehabilitation in our mental institutions turn out one lucky success after
all the failures. Russell got out of Belchertown and a halfwav house, but if

the police are going to use these people as scapegoats for crimes then the

programs are useless to everyone.
Let's push and get the truth out and hopefully Russell Daniels too!

Interested Residents of Orchard Hill et all 31

signatures

Dlugosz:generalizing

To The Editor:

/ am writing this as a response in kind to Miss Carol Schieb's letter

published in Thursday's Collegian, which in itself was a response to an
earlier published letter from Mark Dlugosz, who offered his opinion about
the dating situation at UMass.

I agreed with most of what Miss Schieb had to say. Like her, I felt that

Mr. Dlugosz was generaliizing erroneously about a situation about which
he manifestly knows little.

However, I feel that Miss Schieb went on to make the same mistake
that she accused Mr. Dlugosz of making— generalization. She stated that

she knew many women who would like to date but who would find it awk-
ward to ask men out. She then said, "A man wouldn't know how to handle
this situation anyways because his domineering role would be
threatened."

I don 't know where Miss Schieb gets the insight to generalize any more
than Mr. Dlugosz did. I'm not even sure what a "domineering role" is, but
I do know that whatever it is, it is a quality whose existence or lack

thereof is a highly personal matter.

Personally, I would not feel the least bit threatened if Miss Schieb or

any other woman asked me for a date. It would be a very novel and in-

teresting departure from the usual dating customs.
Jim Nollet

Harrington responds
Dear Michael, Tracy and Joseph:
This is in response to your statement in the campus newspaper on

March 13, 1974 regarding my open letter to Representative Ralph E.

Sirianni. Jr. I compliment you on your interest in the legislative process,
for in times such as these such interest on the part of the electorate is a
necessity and should be complimented.

I do recognize the right of a legislator to testify at Committee Hearings
before other witnesses because of their pressing legislative schedules,
but, at the time of the Committee on Public Safety's hearings on gun
control on February 25, 1974, George Sacco was no longer a Represen-
tative and had no such schedule. Contrary to your statement, I was
present at the hearing but was not recognized to testify by Representative
Sirianni. As the former head of the United States Department of Justice's
Organized Crime Strike Force for New England, I would have thought
that my background in law and in law enforcement might have provided
some information of value on this most vital public issue.

If you would desire to hear my views on this or any other issue in

relation to Mr. Sacco's, I suggest that you organize a forum at the

University of Massachusetts where both of us would be able to ventilate
our ideas on the significant issues of this campaign.

Ted Harrington

...soft

hooded
sweatshirts
go with

Spring

Investigate RSO groups

with dismay
coverings of
government.

To The Kditor:

As a student who has watched
the recent un-

scandal in our

I am further

dismayed to hear of a similar in-

cident involving mishandling and
misappropriation of Collegian

funds.

I refer to the recent resignation

of the Advertising Manager of the

Collegian . He resigned in the wake
of his discovery of some
bookkeeping "errors" of the type

that are usually placed in the

category of embezzlement.
Unable to muster enough support

among his co-workers to oust the

party in question even by vote, he

resigned.

Once I felt, idealistically as

perhaps every generation does,

that my particular generation was

the hope of the world. Doesn't look,

in the light of an incident like this,

involving 21-year-o!d college

students, as if we're off

Boo Bob
To The Editor:

Is there anyone else besides Bob
Estelle who takes Bob Estelle

seriously. Personally I don't think
so. Bob Estelle should be strapped
to Jan and Dean's surfboard and
set adrift. But then again, who am
I to say, I liked the Beatles after

1966. O.K. Bob Estelle, you've
offended me enough to get me to

write, I hope you get your rocks off.

Larry Shane

Boo Estelle

To The Editor:

Last night I dreamt that Dave
Clark and Frankie Vallee
presented Bob Estelle with the

Best Writer award. Ah well,

probably just another drug induced
nightmare.

Robert Boyd

offtoa very good start. Ihaveorat least had another strange idea — that

intelligent people can and do distinguish between right and wrong. It

disturbs me to think that perhaps to future generations this idea will have

to become their unattainable ideal instead of a universally accepted

axiom.

The Collegian is funded, at least in part, by student funds. It is beyond

my ability to see the reasoning behind or the justification for the use of

these funds for personal gain by the Collegian employee (s?)

Wouldn't the same thing be accomplished by strolling through the

Union picking pockets? Those pockets are the very same pockets the

Collegian monies come from — fellow students and friends.

The Boltwood-Belchertown Project has lost its funding. This means not

only no more activities for the inmates but no more buses to bring them

the time and love the students involved have to offer.

Perhaps we should recheck a few budgets and books and see whether

the "extra" money that seems to be floating around the Collegian (and

perhaps other student-run activities) and into various pockets couldn't be

reallocated in hopes of reaching a more beneficent end.

Nancy J. (Tine

rrs
LATERTHAN
YOU THINK.
On May 1, time runs out for you to enroll in the

2-year Air Force ROTC Program on this

campus. And here's what you'll be missing:

$100 a month, tax-free, during your junior

and senior years.

the chance to win a full Air Force scholarship

(including tuition, lab fees, the works).

a challenging job as an Air Force officer upon
graduation.

plus

a future where the sky is no limit.

Contact Air Force ROTC
at Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

(Available only to college juniors or students
having at least 2 academic years left before
graduation.)

Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC.
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Nader hits petroleum industry
(Continued from P. i)

He spoke of the "classic form of
oligopoly" that exists between the
major oil companies and their
desire to control all energy, in an
attempt to "hold off the market, a

sun. been repeatedlycountry-it's
He was also critical of William condemned.

"

Simon and his Federal Energy The probable damage from a
Office for not operating in the best melt down in a nuclear power plant
interests of the consumer: The reactor would be 45,000 immediate
FEO has 52 former oil industry fatalities, 100,000 serious injuries, Drnhahlv SL««?potentially price depressing form employees making policy. What An area of contamination equal to

probably dama8e

° w !
rgy you have is an office that sponsors the size of Pennsylvania, and at

Nader cited their interest in geo- and condones the doubling of the least 17 billion dollars in damage
thermal energy as one example: price of energy."

During the question and answer
period, a student asked Nader
about the proposed nuclear Dower
plant to be built in Montague: It's

similar to many others around the

"Oil companies control 30 per cent
of the coal output in this country
and about 50 per cent of the
uranium milling. The only thing
that has yet defied them in the

These figures were taken from
an Atomic Energy Commission
report of 1965 which was sup-
pressed until 1973.

"It's ingenuous for the Federal
Government to tell us there's a one

Wine Cellar at the

WINE CHARIOT
is now offering dinners from $2.00 to $4.00 in

the casual atmosphere.

You don't have to pay today's high prices!

DINNER MENU
Spaghetti with meat balls

Lasagna (baked)
Chopped Sirloin

Pierogi (stuffed dumplings)
Ravioli

Golabki (Polish stuffed cabbage)
Enchilada (Mexican stuffed tortilla)

Veal and Peppers
(a la carte)

Mix Drinks

99c

Veal and Peppers
Broiled Half Chicken
Strip Steak

Boston Scrod (baked)

Eggplant Parmigiana

• Served with

Spaghetti

or potato

A salad)

Veal Parmigiana
Pork Chops (broiled)

Baked Scallops

Fried Shrimps (beer batter)
Braciola (rolled steak)
Steak Brochette (on rice)

1 1 served with

spaghetti

or potato

& salad)

WINE CELLAR
Hours: Tues.-Sat.

5-9 p.m.

Sun.- 1-9 p.m.

5Ho-2510, Rt. 9, Hadley, Mass.

— COUPON —
$-|00

Good — Tues.. Wed., or Thurs.

This ( onpon Worth Si.00 inward
your meal at the Wine ( hariot

Want To Fly?
Air Force R.O.T.C. offers:

• Free Flying Lessons

• Free Ground School

• Financial Aid

• A chance to become an Air Force

pilot or navigator

Contact Major Goodhue

Rm. 203 Dickinson Hail 5-2437

" »»» wmmm »•« uivi v .-> a \JIIKT

Gas credit card abuse
cited for state employees

in a million chance of a nuclear
accident, when no insurance
comDanv will insure a nuclear
power plant for more than a
"fraction of 1 per cent of its

The speech was sponsored by the
Campus Coalition for Environ-
mental Quality, the Institute for
Man and His Environment, and the
University and State Com-
munications Council.

BOSTON (AP) - Legislative investigators will
report this week that one state car allegedly used 699
gallons of gasoline to go 202 miles, while another was
charged with 381 gallons for a month it was out of
service.

These two examples from the Department of Public
Works are part of what the Committee on Post Audit
says it widespread abuse of gasoline credit cards
issued to state employes.
One DPW vehicle supposedly was serviced 144

times in a month, at the rate of six visits per day to a
particular South Shore gasoline station. The bill that
month was $1,171, which triggered a protest from the
department's computer.
The investigators discovered that the DPW com-

puter was programmed to call attention to any
monthly total of $1,000 or more on any t.edit card.
The DPW launched its own investigation of ex-

penditures from the credit card that went over the
top. According to the probers, however, the
unidentified state employes involved said they did
nothing wrong and there has been no disciplinary
action.

However, the state has refused to pay ap-
proximately $23,000 in bills incurred by the depart-
ment for the period investigated by the DPW. The
legislative probers reported this billing dispute
remains "unresolved."
rww««nfc at the DPW, the committee investigation

has indicated, contemplated criminal action tor fraud
but this apparently was dropped in favor of recouping
some losses by not paying questionable bills.

The DPW owns half the commonwealth's 6,600
vehicles. At one point, there were more than 14,000
gasoline credit cards held by state employes. This
number has recently been drastically reduced.
Massachusetts spent $1.35 million for gasoline

through credit cards in fiscal 1973 and another
$955,000 in bulk purchases. In addition, an un-
determined amount of money went to individuals
using private vehicles on public business, as a
mileage reimbursement.
The investigators noted the numerous efforts in

past years to get a handle on the problem and have
commended Administration Secretary William I.

Cowin for inaugurating controls which are just now
getting underway.

Among problems cited were regulations separating
many vehicles from available bulk supplies that are
as much as 14 cents per gallon cheaper. The probers
found that administrators of the Department of
Public Health must use credit cards and are denied
access to bulk supplies at DPH facilities.

The Department of Public Safety mostly the state
police received commendations for taking 90 per cent
of its gasoline from bulk supplies although now all its

employes have credit cards for emergencies.

1,029

leisure

western and
work clothing

UNIVERSITY STORE ST

OSSA PIONEER

250cc ENDUR0
• 5-speed transmission

• Knobby tires

• fully street legal

• famed OSSA handling & reliability

SDR, TRIALS and Explorer models in stock also

McCambridge
584-2277

206 Russell St.

Hadley (Rt. 9)
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Committee for Human Rights in Soviet area appeals to community

Open letter to members of Congress
Dear Congressman:
The undersigned members of the campus com-

munity at the University of Massachusetts in

Amherst wish to draw your attention to the following

statement, prepared by the local Committee for

Human Rights in the Soviet Area, which they en-

dorse.

IS ABSTRACT SYMPATHY THE _ ONLY
RESPONSE WE ARE PERMITTED with respect to

Soviet dissidents, emigration rights for Soviet Jews,

and the general plight of people living under

totalitarian regimes in the Soviet area? Officials in

charge of United States foreign policy seem to say as

much: The humanitarian concerns, though

praiseworthy, must remain sterile, lest they interfere

with the cold calculations of the politics of detente.

Why should that be so? Is it really in our interest?

Considering that these "cold calculations" seem to

have resulted mainly in one-sided concessions to the

Soviet Union, they should be subjected to close

scrutiny. It is possible, for instance, that the ad-

ministration takes this stand - as it does in the case of

the Trade Reform Bill - because it feels under

pressure to fulfill its end of some sort of un-

derstanding reached perhaps in connection with the

end of open warfare in Vietnam. On the other hand,

the notion that concern with conditions in the Soviet

Union conflicts with rational policy making may be

simply due to a failure to perceive clearly the im-

plications of Soviet domestic conditions and of the

struggle of Soviet dissidents for the long-term in-

terests of the United States. This is the issue we want

to explore.

WE BELIEVE THAT IT IS WRONG AS WELL AS
DANGEROUS to leave the state of the Soviet

domestic regime out ot our assessment of in-

ternational power relations. At the basis of United

States policy is the search for a stable peace. The

totalitarian nature of the Soviet internal regime

affects this policy both indirectly and directly.

Therefore, we are concent that the case of Soviet

dissidents and related issues not be treated only as

isolated matters ot moral concern with endangered

individuals. They should be seen in the full context of

Soviet totalitarian controls, and of what they mean
for the preservation of peace.

THE GREATEST DANGER LIES, TO OUR
THINKING. IN THE AREA OF COM-
MUNICATIONS. We are unable to tell the Soviet

people about our own intentions. They are unable to

find out for themselves what the world is like outside

their country. They are also unable to communicate

freely with each other, and with their writers and

thinkers, to find out about the true state of their

country and their own potentialities for change.

Between them, and us, as well as between one Soviet

citizen and another, there stands the regime's near-

absolute monopoly of information.

THE PURPOSE TO WHICH THIS INFORMATION
MONOPOLY IS PUT is the creation of myths

bolstering and sustaining the totalitarian regime. To
justify its existence and rigor, the regime needs to

keep alive the image of an external enemy. At the

same time, it also needs to keep up the image of a

Western world of cruei poverty and injustice on the

brink of imminent economic and social collapse.

("Can black people in the U.S. own cars?" was one

typical question addressed recently to an American.

)

The falseness of the image of a threatening West is

clear to anyone who knows about prevailing Western

attitudes toward military budgets and economic
assistance to the Soviet Union. However, internally, it

helps the regime to exploit the profound emotions of

patriotism for the loyalty of its subjects, and support

of its military machine and expansionist stratagems.

Therefore, TO PRESERVE OUR OWN SECURITY
and be able to divert the world's resources to more
productive ends than armaments, WE NEED TO
MAKE THE ELIMINATION OF THE SOVIET
MONOPOLY OF INFORMATION A PRIORITY
POLICY OBJECTIVE. Only if the Soviet people learn

the truth will they be able to activate their own social

energies and put their rulers under the constraint of

their opinion and will, as we do ours. Only then will

our negotiated agreements have a solid basis, instead

of being subject to the risks of arbitrary changes of

mind or hidden intentions of uncontrolled leaders.

DO WE HAVE THE PRACTICAL MEANS to in-

fluence the course of events in that direction?

Definitely yes. We are convinced that our com-
munications technology is sufficiently advanced, or

can be developed, to penetrate the regime's in-

formation monopoly on a more effective scale than

has been the case so far. Furthermore, with some
degree of imagination, it should be possible to tie our

various economic and other concessions effectively to

concrete Soviet counter-concessions that would

provide for a free and unrestricted travel of people in

both directions, and for a free flow of information.

While some may object to this as interference in

Soviet domestic affairs, we believe that it is a

legitimate interference in Soviet domestic affairs, we
believe that it is a legitimate interference since it

promotes world peace as well as human rights.

Unless the connection between the domestic

regime of the Soviet Union and our security is clearly

understood, the warnings addressed to us by Andrei

Sakharov, the dissident Soviet physicist and per-

ceptive political anayst, will have been in vain:

"Dentente without democratization, detente

in which the West in effect accepts the Soviet

rules of the game, would be dangerous. It

would not really solve any of the world's

problems and would simply mean capitulating

in the face of real or exaggerated soviet

power...As a result, the world would become
helpless before this uncontrolled bureaucratic

machine. It would pose a serious threat to the

world as a whole."

WE COUNT ON YOU TO USE THE INFLUENCE
OF YOUR OFFICE TO COUNTER THESE
DANGERS BY PRACTICAL POLITICAL AND
LEGISLATIVE MEASURES. In this instance, our
traditional sense of decency and human solidarity

goes hand in hand with our most selfish interest in

peace and security. And even though tangible results

may not be within immediate reach, they are of such
vital importance to use that they ought to be pursued
steadily, consistently, and relentlessly until they are
reached.

Th3nk
COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

IN THE SOVIET AREA
UMass, Amherst

Personal appeal to UMass
Dear Friend:

In the many memoirs written

by former inmates of Soviet

forced labor camps who
reached safety in the West, one

theme comes up again and

again. Those who stayed

behind, plead with the lucky

ones: "Please, do not forget -

do not forget to tell the West!"

Evidently, they hoped fer-

vently for some kind of help

from the people in free coun-

tries, once their story became
known.
Most of the escapees did not

forget, and did tell the West.

However, the Western public

generally reacted with helpless

embarrassment: "What can

we do?" Then, in the late

'fifties and 'sixties, when the

horrible system of forced labor

camps was reduced in scope,

the urgency of such help

seemed to diminish. It was
hoped that the totalitarian

regime would become
progressively more liberal all

by itself. People did not realize

that the regime would try to

reorganize its controls, make
them more subtle and more
efficient, and enlist the deep

feelings of Russian patriotism

ior its own purposes. Thus, the

Soviet regime became actually

stronger and more dangerous

to the rest of the world.

Now, a new wave of appeals

from Soviet citizens has been

reaching the West, with new
desperate pleas for help. This

time, a new note is added: It is

not their own plight alone

which moves them, but also

their anguish concerning the

dangers to world peace posed

by the increased power of the

Soviet regime.

This time, we ought to

respond. A group of members
of the campus community have
joined as individuals, to form a
Committee for Human Rights

in the Soviet Area with that

purpose in mind. They are

determined to try to disprove

the notion that Americans are

helpless and must watch
passively what is happening to

people in the Soviet area and
what this development does in

the long run to our own
security.

The members of the Com-
mittee are, of course, just as

concerned with oppression
under authoritarian regimes in

other parts of the globe. On
humanitarian grounds, they all

have an equal claim to our
attention. We chose to con-

centrate on the Soviet area
because of a special political

priority, since the Soviet
regime deeply affects the rest

of the world and its security.

As a first step, the founding

group of the Committee has
prepared a statement of the

issues to be sent as an open
letter to all members of the

U.S. Congress, and to be
published as a paid ad-
vertisement in The Daily
Collegian, and possibly in other

papers.

We ask you to support that

statement (see enclosed sheet)

by attaching your signature on
the rider below, and to send a
financial contribution to defray
the cost of the advertisement
and expenses connected with
printing, mailing, distribution,

and further activities aimed at

wider dissemination of our
message.

NAME (print)

DEPARTMENT AND CAMPUS ADDRESS

HOME ADDRESS

TELEPHONE: (carpus) (home)

Mark all boxes that apply.

I endorse the enclosed statement and agree to have my name
published with other signatures of the open letter.

I endorse the statement but wish to have my name withheld
from publication.

I I am sending a financial contribution in the amount of $ ,

I I wish to be kept informed of the Committee's further activities

D I am willing to volunteer service to the Conmittee.
I can help with

Make checks payable to the order of Human Rights and mail to the
CHRSA, P.O. Box 79i«, Amherst, MA 01002

MAIL TODAY . The cut-off date for publication is Saturday, March 23rd,
but later signatures and contributions are welcome.

FREE GAS
AND SEX

Lists have been made of commuters interested in

forming car pools. These lists can be found in the
following places:

- Commuter Lounge S.U. Basement
Resource Center for Non-Resident Students, 229

Whitmore
Parking Office, 105 Hampshire
Casial E-22, Machmer Hall
Business Administration Office, 359 SBA
Engineering Office, 201 Engineering East

- Food and Natural Resources — 110 Stockbridge
Campus Center Level 2, Information Desk
Student Activities-RSO Office, 416 Student Union

- Graduate Registrar's Office, 243 GRC
•and some car pools offer even more!

Ifyou think Kodak is just

pretty pictures,yououghtto have
yourchest examined.

When a chest x-ray shows that you have a potential

killer like TB or cancer, it's not a pretty picture. But it's an

important picture because it can help the doctor detect and

catch the killer in time.

When doctors are out to catch these potential killers,

they want the sharpest, clearest x-ray films they can get. And

that's why people at Kodak spend so many hours creating

new and better x-ray film equipment. Already, the results in-

Kodak

elude convenience for the patient, economy for the hospital,

an even more useful tool for the radiologist—and, most impor-

tant, reduced radiation exposure.

Researching and creating better x-ray films is good

for our business, which is why we went into them in the first

place. But it does our society good, too— which isn't a bad

feeling. After all, our business depends on our society—so we
care what happens to it.

Kodak
More than a business.

——>
t i * f » » *
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Dear Aggie

Keepin' the pigeon toed

Dear UMies,
I was sent this letter last week

and for lack of anything better to

write I am telling you of my
response, because it involves a

little bit more than just a letter.

Here it is.

Dear Aggie,

I'm a homing pigeon who un-

fortunately has lost his way. I'm
carrying information vital to the

success of the Revolution and it's

imperative that it be delivered to

my contact in Fall River. As I

write for help I'm perched on the

window sill of Apt. — at — Brittany
Manor and due to a critical lack of

food and provisions I'm too weak to

fly. The residents of the apartment
have been as helpful as they can
but I'm afraid they don't have any
food either. They just lie around all

day, sort of glossy-eyed, and ask
each other where they are, so I

guess they're lost too. I'm too weak
to beg but if food and directions

could be delivered to that address

you would be contributing greatly

to the Revolution. Please Help!!

Homer
Dear Homer,
Help is on the way. I have

already sent a package of Junior

Mints to the address as stated with

a choice of two ways to get to Fall

River, either by Route 2 or the

Mass. Pike. Hey, do pidgeons eat

Junior Mints? And what's a

revolution anyway? In any case, I

hope I helped. If I can be of any
more assistance, please don't be
shy to ask — if you survive your
most urgent mission.

And, one more question. Homer,
my fine feathered friend, what do
pidgeons write with — a pen, a
pencil, or a magic marker? Just

curiosity, you understand.
And now for a bit of poetry:

I eat my peas honey
I've done it all my life

It makes the peas taste funny
But it keeps them on the knife.

Anonymous

NOW 20% OFF
on all paperbacks &

hardcover books
Buy 3 paperback mysteries

get 1 FREE

^jsoundscope
Mountain Farms Mall, Route 9, Hadley, MA.

The New York Pro Musica Antiqua, celebrating its 20th Anniversary this season,

will offer two performances of the baroque opera, La Dafne by Marco da Gagliano
here on Wednesday and Thursday in Bowker Auditorium. This Fine Arts Council

Celebrity Series event will have a curtain time of 8 p.m. each evening.

Under the direction of Samuel M. Niefeld, the cast of twenty includes most

talented young actors, dancers and instrumentalists. Tickets for these per-

formances are now on sale at the Fine Arts Council Box Office

Wind ensemble to perform Afro-American work
An evening of wind music will be presented by the UMass Wind

Ensemble tonight at 8:00 p.m. The concert is in Bowker Auditorium and

is free of charge.

The ensemble, consisting of 57 students from all schools in the

University, is conducted by Professor John Jenkins, Director of Bands.

Joe Duchi, Assistant Professor of Music, is Assistant Conductor.

The program includes music of many forms. Two symphonies are

included; Vittorio Giannini's "Symphony No. 3", and Alan Hovhaness'

"Symphony No. 4". "Folk Song Suite" by Ralph Vaugn Williams and

"The Pride of the Wolverines" by John Philip Sousa cap off the program.

The Wind Ensemble is featuring Gerry Bilik's "They Walked in

Darkness." The piece was commissioned by Harold Arnoldi and the

Wayne State University Band for the radio series "The Band Played On",

with text by Mike Whorf and supplementary material by Gilbert Maddox.

It is an attempt to portray by words and music, the history and depth of

American Black Culture. This marks the first time in the band's history,

that a contemporary Afro-American piece is part of its repertoire.

Horace Clarence
Boyer, Assistant
Professor of Music.

BEER

II II II

University Dr. at Amity St.

Every Tuesday

chr EmUir.h pub. Ambrrat. flanBarhuartt*

TUESDAY

[Spaghetti and Sauce| John Morgan
with

Italian Bread * Rico Flashback

quart Bud $
1
00

WEDNESDAY

MICH NIGHT

Michelob 40'

Continuous Juke Box

Dancing

Hors d ouvres

Tonight's Special Drink

Bacardi and Coke 50°

by the pitcher $3.95

(take the pitcher home)

WEDNESDAY

Schaefer

Record Hop

no cover

MASSE'S FISH
OFAMHERST

OPEN WED., THURS., FRI., SAT.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
WT 1 I 1 I T I I I

ucnae/o

Fresh Fillet

of SCROD

i Fresh OYSTERS
J

I $ 1 19 |
| | half pint

WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION

FRESH FISH...
We have a complete selection
for your satisfaction.

EVERY FRIDAY

COOKED TO ORDER
• FISH & CHIPS • ONION RINGS
• CLAMS • FISH CAKES
• SCALLOPS • SHRIMP

...iSTUFFED SHRIMP...
...STUFFED LOBSTERS...

MASSE'S FISH
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
(ACROSS FROM LOUIS FOODS).
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Notes and quotes, no anecdotes

YSA forum
Debby Bustin and Don Gurewitz

will be the speakers at the second
forum of the YSA's continuous
forum series tonight at 8 p.m. in

Rm. 164 SU. Energy crisis and
Watergate: How to Fight Back will

present an overall revolutionary
Socialist perspective of these
events as manifestations of the
crisis in American capitalism,

along with the program for a
Socialist alternative.

Don Gurewitz was the Socialist

Workers Party candidate for U.S.
Senate in 1972, a campaign which
was very successful. He is

currently running for Governor of

Massachusetts, and has been well
received by audiences at UMass in

the past.

Debby Bustin is a National
Committee member of the Young
Socialist Alliance, and holds the
dubious honor of being on Nixon's
secret enemies list. She is

currently working with the
Political Rights Defense Fund, a
group exposing and attacking the
governments years of illegal

harassmnt and persecution of the
left.

Global studies
Issues of world concern will be

approached by a new UMass
program reaching out to a variety
of organizations in the State.
The Global Studies Program,

which this year has been offering
55 UMass freshmen a special
program on world issues, will soon
work with labor, business,
education, religious, and other
groups in a cooperative effort to

give more people "global
literacy."

Program Director David
Schimmel says the Program "will
provide information on the five
global problems, so people can
make intelligent and informed
decisions on matters which will

affect us all."

The five areas are: economic
development and environmental
deterioration, population, peace
and war, resource distribution and
depletion, and cross-cultural
conflict and communication.
Groups and individuals may

obtain additional information from
Prof. David Schimmel, Global
Survival Studies, Wysocki House.
April 15 is the deadline for groups
to register for participation.

Woman's workshop ye ts help vets

A Woman's Career Awareness

Workshop for undergraduate and
graduate students is being offered

this spring by two staff members of

the Student Development Center,

S. Krivatsy and E. Kennedy. Its

purpose is to help women plan the

career direction they wish their

lives to take. Personal exploration,

the expression of individual in-

terests and abilities through ac-

tivities and discussion, and career

goal-setting will be the main focus

of the workshop series. Inter-

viewing, individual investigation of

specific occupations, and resume
writing may also be a part of the

series, dependent on participants'

interests and needs.

The workshop series will begin

Monday morning, April 8, 9 : so-

il : 00 a.m., and run for six sessions,

through May 13, 1974. You may
sign up for the Woman's Career

Awareness Workshop or learn

more about it by calling the SDC,
545-0333. The deadline for

registering is Friday, March 22 in

Room 213, Berkshire House. Watch

for additional information in the

Collegian.

As of April 1973, there were some
120,000 veterans in the State of

Massachusetts who had not used
their G.I. educational benefits.

The Veterans Affairs Office
needs help in contacting these

veterans. If there are any veterans
who are in a dead-end job or in the

unemployment lines with no
prospect for the future, they can
still go to school and get an
education while being paid for it.

An information table will be set

up in the Student Union and SBA
today Wednesday, and Thursday of

this week to hand out Outreach
packets to any interested students.

Psychology

workshop

A workshop on "Psychological

Aspects affecting Third World
Women in the Caribean" will be

given tonight at 8 p.m. in Room 623

of Tobin Hall by Dr. Johnetta Cole

of the W.E.B. Dubois Afro-

American Studies and

Anthropology Dept. at UMass and
Dr. Gloria Joseph of the

Psychology Dept. of Hampshire
College. The workshop is spon-

sored by the Black Student
Psychological Association.
Refreshments will be served.

Biochem seminar

Dr. Henry Hagedorn of the

UMass Dept. of Entomology will be

speaking on the "Control of Yolk
Protein Synthesis in the

Mosquitoe" this afternoon at 4 p.m.

in Rm. 203 of the Graduate
Research Center Tower. All are

welcome and coffee will be served.

Dr. Mead's morals

Describing Watergate as "a final

expression of contempt for law at

the very top," Dr. Margaret Mead
today called for a "moral
renaissance" and argued that

impeachment would be "fair" to

the President.

"What is uncertain is whether
there is enough faith in the rule of

law in this country, where almost
everyone cheats all the time," Dr.

Mead said in a copyrighted article

for the current (April) issue of

Redbook.
"If Americans finally come face

to face with this (the seriousness of

Watergate), it may have the same
beneficial effect as treating a boil

by lancing it at the top," the noted

anthropologist declared.

"Impeachment is fair to the

President," Dr. Mead said. "The
people of the United States need to

understand that impeachment is

not the same as a conviction, not a
a way to automatically throw the

President out of office.

"To impeach is simply to bring

an accusation or accusations
against a public official, and this if

followed by a fair trial. Impeach-
ment of a President means that

you are trying the highest officer in

the land in the only court where the

Constitution says he should be
tried."

One of several women leaders

interviewed by Redbook who
called for an end to the scandals
that began with Watergate, Dr.

Mead conteded, "We need to bring

our practices into a somewhat
closer fit with our professed ideals

on which a moral renaissance
could rest."

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

5 • Nominations

George Glenda
to Segal Jackson
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDNEY CMAftft.

When Venus makes a trine or sextile

aspect to Neptune, you can purchase

clothing which wiii have an aura of glamor

If you are looking for something
progressive, eccentric or "different."

choose a day when Venus is making a

favorable aspect to Uranus

ARIES i March 21-Aprii 19) : Emphasis is

on winning friends, influencing people and

gaining through professional endeavors

Progress is key. along with profit and added

responsibility Affairs of heart dominate,

too Means you are busy on two fronts:

emotional and business

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You con-

clude efforts which lead to assignment,

recognition, added prestige Aries. Libra

persons could figure prominently You are

tested, challenged You are "called in" for

conference with professional superior

GEMINI 'May 21 June 20): Good lunar

aspect coincides now with publishing,

stimulation of learning process, travel,

communication Creative resources come
surging to forefront You perceive poten-

tial You see beyond the immediate -and

vou deal with Leo and Aquarius persons

CANCER (June 2l-July 22) What hap-

pens now seems to come in pairs Nothing

occurs in one sided manner, it is double-

two persons involved -and repeating It is

best to wait for other shoe to fall Aquarian

and Leo seem, somehow, to put puzzle

pieces together Ask them questions'

LEO <July 23 Aug 22 1 If you are not

positive, wait Time now is on your side

Contract offer will be made -don't jump at

it Listen and observe One who is at a

distance could be wooing you by telephone

Insist on additional facts, figures

VIRGO Aug 23 Sept 22 > Study Leo

message Maintain steady pace Avoid

excess Find unobstrusive way of rewar-

ding one who performs special service

Check details Thorough approach pays

dividends Know it and proceed in orderly

manner Intricate proposal requires time to

digest

LIRKA Sept 23-Oct 22»: Excitement is

f,. ,i..n>rt ,i'iH I ••"lift ir\"l\'' f>pposi'.

Personal magnetism draws many persons

to you. You can put across views in

dynamic fashion Gemini. Virgo persons

figure in important ways Young persons

express interest in your concept.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Rigidity is

not an ally Flexibility can be an asset

Applies especially in realm of family af-

fairs Domestic adjustment is on agenda
Know it and don't attempt to fight progress

Money, budget is to be considered,

reviewed and revised.

SAGITTARIUS I Nov 22 Dec 21 1 : Accent

is on how you relate to neighbors, travel

suggestions and off-the-cuff ideas Think on

your feet Display versatility Operate with

material at hand Relative makes request

which could be based on wishful thinking

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Accept

offer which adds to bank account Take
cash and let credit go-seize chance to

improve financial status Overtime
assignment works in your favor Member of

opposite sex is drawn to you in meaningful
manner
AQUARIUS fJan 20 Feb 18) Make new

starts in new directions Emphasize greater

independence, originality Wear bright

colors Be conspicuous Cycle is high and
your judgment, intuition are on target You
will be able to reach more persons in

meaningful manner
PISCES ' Feb 19-March 20) : You are able

to gain access to privileged information

Utilize added knowledge in creative
fashion Imprint your own style Study
Aquarius message Frank, direct approach
gains plaudits One who makes veiled

threats is bluffing

IF TODAY IS YOUR BRITHDAY you are
independent, creative, appreciate art ob-

jects and you will have financial windfall in

October Relationship which appears on the

rocks may be merely undergoing emotional
second wind You draw many persons to

you born under Leo and Aquarius You are

attrative to opposite sex.and romance is as

essential to you as food and water is to most
persons

Copyright 1974. Gen Fea Corp

Gregory Battcock, nationally known art eoiior and
author, will be speaking on "New Tendencies in Art" in

Room 231 of Herter Hall today from 4-5 p.m. Battcock,
who is currently the editor of "Arts Magazine", has
edited several anthologies including: New Ideas in Art
Education, The New Art, Idea Art, New American
Cinema, and The New Music.

Scruggs concert refunds
Refunds to purchasers of tickets to a cancelled concert at the

Springfield Auditorium last Saturday will be available soon, the concert's

organizer said this week.

The refunds will be by mail or at locations to be specified by ad-

vertisements in the Springfield newspapers this week, Keller said.

Locations of ticket refunds will be announced by media outlets in the area

as well, he said.

Television Tonight

5:00 POPEYE (18)

IIOGAN-S HEROES "The Gypsy " (22)

MISTER ROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD
(24) (57)

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN (27)

BEVERLY HILLBILLIES "The Little

Monster." (30)

GOMER PYLE "The Jet Set." (40)

S:30 GREEN ACRES "Alf and Halt Break
Up" (18)

THE LUCY SHOW "Lucy. The Star
maker." (22)

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (24) (57)

GOMER PYLE "Cold Nose, Warm
Heart." (27)

HOGAN'S HEROES "Hold That Tiger
"

(30)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (40)

5:55 WHAT'S HAPPENING UPDATE (3)

6:00 NEWS (3) (8) (22)

THE SECRET AGENT "Say It With
Flowers" (18)

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (24)

PETTICOAT JUNCTION "Mae's Helping
Hand." (27)

TO TELL THE TRUTH Garry Moore,
host ciO'

WILD WILD WEST "Night the Dragon
Screamed." (40)

ZOOM! (57)

6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

ABC EVENING NEWS (8)

CAPTURE (27)

RAMAGNOI.I'S TABLE (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (40)

7:00 AUDOBON WILDLIFE THEATRE
"Africa. Cornerstone For Survival." (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW (18)

NEWS, WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE "Judgement Deferred." (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE EVENING COMPASS (57)

7:30 OZZIE'S GIRLS (3)

LETS MAKK A DEAL Monty Hall, host
(8)

TOWARD THE YEAR 2000 (18)

GRAHAM ST. LOUISTHE BILLY
CRUSADE (22)

FOURTH ESTATE (24)

ANIMAL WORLD "Animals Of the Arctic

Sea." (30)

DRAGNET "Police Commission." <4C)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

Hioo MAUDE After a wild cocktail

DELETE
8:00 MAUDE (3

HAPPY DAYS 've the Band A Hand."
(8) (40)

THE 700 CLUB (18)

BILL MOVERS' JOURNAL (24) (57)

ADAM— 12 (30)

8:30 HAWAII FIVE-O "Charter For
Death." (3)

MOVIE "The Devil's Daughter " (8) (40)

MYSTERY MOVIE "Black Day For
Bluebeard." (22) (30)

THE CURIOUS CASE OF VITAMIN E
(24) (57)

PILGRIMAGE TO ISRAEL (27)

8:00 BLACK JOURNAL (24) (57)

THE BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE (27)

9:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

»:30 SHAFT "The Executioners.
10:90 MARCUS WELBY. M.D. '

Trees." (8) (40)

POLICY STORY (22) (30)

ENERGY ALERT (24)

NEWS (27)

GREATER SPRINGFIELD
SPECTIVES (57)

10:05 OPEN LINE (24)

10:30 JIMMY SWAGGERT SHOW (18)

JOANNE CARSON SHOW (27)

11:00 NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (3) (8)

(18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

CAPTIONED ABC EVENING NEWS
(57)

1:30 MOVIE "If A Man Answers " (3)

WILD WORLD MYSTERY (8) (40)

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW (22) (30)

1:00 NEWS (8) (22) (40)

TOMORROW Tom Snyder, host (30)

1:15 NEWS. WEATHER (3)

2:00 NEWS (30)

" (3)

The Tall

PKR
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Chris Burke
and his

Dixieland
Music

at the

Rusty Nail

Inn

Rte. 47, Sunderland

665-4937

Summer jobs in Britain
College and university students will be able to obtain permission to

work in Great Britain this coming summer through the Summer Jobs in

Britain program sponsored in the U.S. by the Council on International

Educational Exchange. CIEE, which has been active in all aspects of

student travel for over 25 years, is able to eliminate the extensive red

tape usually involved in obtaining working papers.

Because of the common language, Britain has always been the most
popular country for American students who wish to work abroad. And
because of the increased prices for transatlantic transportation and
living expenses abroad, working may be the only way for some students

to visit Europe this year.

The fee for Summer Jobs in Britain is $15; students may get full details

and application forms from CIEE, Department BSC, 777 United Nations

Plaza, New York, New York 10017.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS DOWN
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Entire Staff Meeting

Tonight 6:30

Collegian Office
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2 Oscar
Nominations!

Winner
Scholastic Mag.
"Bell Ringer

Award"
lOSEPHLLFVIM

GEORGE C SCOTT
MIKE NICHOLS

THE DAYAft DOLPHIN
PG -Zl- Wnite'lvxtv* An Vul nd_>x»|'%l_nr

7:15 & 9:15

1 Cries

5 Deface

8 Imprudent

12 Bad
13 Poem
14 Century

plant

15 Tardy

16 Beverage
17 Strong wind

18 Strip of

money by

fraud

20 Ached
22 River in Italy

23 Twirl

24 Primitive

28 Develop

32 Vast age
33 Move about

furtively

35 Be in debt

36 Writes

38 Appalling

40 Without end
42 Preposition

43 Title of

respect

46 Landed pro-

perty

50 Mine

entrance

51 Sin

53 Solo

54 Trade for

money
55 Bright star

56 Coin

57 Satiate •

58 Golf mound
59 Makes lace

1 Of the same
material

2 Egg-shaped
3 Nip
4 Slumbers
5 Speck
6 Fruit drink

7 Come on the

scene again
8 Ranting
9 Wolfhound
10 Food fish

1

1

Pay attention

19 Temporary
beds

21 Three -toed
sloth

23 Scoff
24 Vigor (col-

loq)
25 Fish eggs
26 Hostelry
27 Concern
29 Take

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

Htaran _eqq Brag

sorjra
SOD EGGS Ha
SDGQ nnnwB oa

B@ _H_lQO_i EEQB
Boa@rj (srjaQ

Dfjrj QEBS H__Q_i
unlawfully

30 Night bird

31 Tiny
34 Malay dagger
37 Colonize
39 Unimpaired
41 Brother of

Odin
43 Church ser-

vice
44 Mental image
45 Deposit of

sediment
46 Sea eagle
47 Region
48 Shade
49 Dines
52 Regret

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. it
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ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA:
There will be a meeting for all

those wishing to help on the Nursing

Home Party tonight at 8:00 in 901

CC.
BAHA'I FAITH:
Jeannais Brodie will speak tonight

at B: 15 at 64 Van Meter Drive. All are

welcome.
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Meeting changed from Thursday

morning to tomorrow at noon.

Meeting will be concerned with

general discussion of vending
operations. See CC. schedule for

details-room assignment.

CHESS TOURNAMENT:
Round 2 tonight, 7:30 p.m. CC. 174-

176. Entries still accepted...round 1

makeup tomorrow night.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE:
Mrs. Holmes will be here, today,

from 3:30-6:30 p.m. for preference

student's and all those interested in

CCdiscussing C.S. Rm 177

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE:
All are welcome to attend the open

meetings of testimonies on healings
CC 803 3 19 6:45 p m.
COMMUTERS:
Commuter Assembly will meet

Wednesday at 4:30 in the Commuter
Lounge. All are welcome.
COUNSELOR POSITIONS:
Counselor position (s) for minority

male candidates are open in George
Washington middle house for the Fall
semester. Interested applicants
contact either Chester Richardson 6
4503 or Pierre Marchand, Res. Dir. 6-

4571 before Thurs. March 21.

FENCING CLUB MEETING:
Club meets tonight 7 9 p.m. WOPE

Rm. 8 All members please attend.

FORUM:
Tonight, at 8:00 rm. 164 S.U.

Energy Crisis and Watergate How to

Fight Back Speakers: Debby Bustin

—( Notices

}

Pen V-
, ||M

J
and Don Burewitz, SWP candidate
for Mass. Governor. All are welcome.
GAY WOMEN'S CAUCUS:
Tomorrow night March 20 at 7:30 in

the film honored as the best
documentary in 1973 by the Atlanta
International Film Festival. The film
which runs 30 minutes will be shown
in 907 CC Admission is free.

LIFE WITHOUT SORROW:
Film, music, information Wed

nesday night, March 20, 7:30 p.m.,
917 CC
MOTORCYCLE CLUB:
Meeting tonight. Bob Hicks will

speak on trail riding and he's
bringing some good films! CC 113,7
p.m.

PRE-VET CLUB:
General meeting Wednesday at 8

p.m. in CC 904908. All members

PERSONAL

GulUr Player: Play and sing, lead own
Altec, P.A. Looking for a group or other
musicians. Kevin Jones. 323-7249.

tf3-19

Future millionaire seeking a wife. 546-

1072.

tf3-22

Undergraduate needed to replace me on
Parking Appeals Board. I need you like

yesterday. Call Cindi. 546-1171.

tti-22

High profits in sandal making with
invest, of only t9.50. for kit including
finest quality leather, easy to follow
instruct, and all other material to
make a beautiful pair of sandals for
either sex — 4 styles to choose from —
Finished value $16. to 120. Send check
or money order to Roby Crafts Co., PO
Box 2151. Spfld . Mass. 01 101.

tf3-20

Steadily attached couples — SI. to fill out

questionnaire M-I'i hi . Both partners

needed. 6526. Tobin — Tue. or Wed. 7:00

p.m. or 65-0I6H.

tf3-20

I need my calendar. 14 page letter and
folio-file. Please return to CC Lost and
hound.

U3-20
.

M desires V, open minded, head
together, slender, attractive, sensitive,

understanding relations, hip. no joke, call

'.-5664.

U3-I9

Come see Bob Hicks lonite. CO 13. 7 p.m.
He has some good films and should give a

good talk about off-road riding. F.veryone

welcome.
U3-I9

Sadie and The <.irls at the massage
parlor, thank you for the good time, visit

Tech soon. MKN.
lf3-20

Happy 20th Ann, I Luv You.
tf3-l»

Happy 22. J Number. I. I <>\c from J's

Number 2 and 3.

tf3-19

All the Kirls from Micky's Quickies and
Sadie's Massage, will be there. Join them
tomorrow night. Streak!

U3-I9

Whose idea was it that Adam and Eve
dress? Check your Genesis. God is on our
side! Streak, tonight!

trs-20

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

UTS Triumph Stttcc Trophy Trail. Great
condition, many extras. 900 miles. Call 665-

3144. anytime.

tf3-!9

great

tn is

1971 Honda !7Scc. 1000 miles,
condition Call 665-3344. anyUme.

FJIEE^

Find "Sensuality and Sexuality" at
Marathon Spring '74. April 15-19. School of

Education.

If3-2t

Only 4 days to Marathon Spring '74.

Spring madness with a purpose. April 15-

19.

If 4- 1

1

<>nl\ II days to Marathon Spring '74.

Spring madness with a purpose. April 15-

19.

tf4-4

Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.
Call 5H4-KNI6.

1/5-17

TRAVEL

El ROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA - Travel
discounts year round. Int'l. Student Travel

J
enter. 739 Boylston St.. Suite 113. Boston.

Ma. 617-267-1122.

tf.S-17

Flights to Europe. 1215 Round Trip,
depart, return anytime. JAMESON
TRAVEL. Box 27. 01341. or 113 369-44 17

tft-15

CUETEP

The Center far I rban-Teacher

Education Program is recruiting un-

dergraduates for the fall. Call -VI377 or

come lo Ed. Building. 222A
tf:i-22

FNTERTArNMENT MDC CLASSIFIED

should attend.

RAFFLE WINNERS:
Shawn O'Donnell of Woboin was

the ten speed bicycle in Phi Sigma
Kappa's Raffle. The brothers and
Little Sisters of Phi Sigma Kappa
thank all of those people who sup
ported and made our raffle a success.

SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY:
Special meeting tonite at 7:30

Hampden Commons lower level. No
meeting Thursday.
SUPPORT UNITED FARM-
WORKERS:
Farmworkers need support in heir

struggle. All interested in working on
the Boycott come to meeting 7:30

tonight in 102 CC
SW SPRING FESTIVAL NEEDS
PEOPLE:
Anyone interested in having an arts

and crafts booth at a minimal profit

in the May 4 SW Spring Festival

please contact Linda 564 9843. We

need your help.

UYA ORIENTATION MEETING.
University Year for Action is

holding an orientation meeting
tonight at 7:00 in 105 CC
VETERANS MEETING:
UMass Veterans' meeting Thur-

sday 7:30 p.m., CC 113 lower level.

Final plans for Washington excursion
will be discussed. All Veterans should
plan to be there.

VET SCHOOL MARATHON:
There will be a marathon relay

from UMass to the State House on
April 7 to deliver a petition sup-
porting the bill for a veterinary
school in N.E. Sign up in STCK 319
VET SCHOOL HEARING:
The Joint Committee on State

Administration will hold a public
hearing 4 9 to discuss the need for a
veterinary college in New England.
Sign up for bus in Stockbridge 319.

SERVICES
Nobody can please all the people all the

time, but Bob the DJ makes most of the
people happy most of the time. Call now,
536-6075.

tf3-22

Th-ed of the same old shit? Try a band
from Boston Music Group, for your next
concert or party, 617-353-UK4 or 617-247-
3962.

tf5-6

JAZZ. JAZZ, JAZZ — Direct from
England — "Chris Burke and his
Dixieland Music". 2nd tour of New
England. Rusty Nail, Rt. 47. Tuesday.
March 19.

U3-I9

Bob Hick of New England trail rider

will be here tonite giving a talk on the
ISDT's. trail riding and biking in

general. Should be a good time,
especially if your into motorcycling.
Open to all. sponsored by the Motor-
cycle Club. Bob Hicks tonite. CO 13. 7

p.m. (iood films and a good time.

tf.3-19

SUBLET
Pufflon Village. One bedroom, available

immediately. Call 549-0060. evenings.

tf3-22

Sublet — 2 bedroom apt.. June. July.
Aug.. $200 a month, very nice area in So.
Amherst. Call 253-748K. ask for Laura.

tf3-20

June 1st to Aug. 31st. I bedroom — I'til.

inc.. pool, tennis courts, rent $175.00. Call
Cliffside. Mgt Apt. S-9.

tf3-22

3 rm apt.. April I5-Aug. 31. ptly fur-
nished, air cond. Pool, tennis, all utl.. $155
mo. Sunderland on CM Bus Line. Call 665-

4215. evenings.

H3-22

FREE SANDWICHES

Pres. Nixon hasn't answered my

offer, but give me a ride to Boston on

Thurs.. 3-21 and I'll give you a peanut

butter sandwich and some $$ for gas.

(all Joyce, 253-9551.

tf3-20

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female roommate wanted to share

furnished apt. Own room, $92.Sv-month.

utilities included. CaU 665-2606. after 4

p.m.
tf3-20

To share 7 rm apt. Own bedroom in old

house I mi from campus, on bus line. $46

mo. and util. 549-3595.

If3-21

Friendly, quiet couple needs room in

house or apartment, cheap, to occupy

April 1st Please call Vtcki. 545-2412.

ti3-2l

PHOTOGRAPHER

Custom black and white film processing

done. Quick service! One roll of film and
contact only $1.25. Call George or John,

665-4290.

H3-29

HELP WANTED
Need capable person to do English paper

based on specific plays to be read. Have I

Ml months, will pay well! Call Billy. 549-

0130.

MM

LOST

Onerous reward for return of mans
automatic Jules Jurgensen watch, lost on

III. Of sentimental value. Contact Jim
66.V366M. after ">.

lf3-2«

ARCHDUKE ASSASSINATED

At PAHS OLDTIME Fl'R-
MTIHE we have a Plethora look

thai one upi of bureaus, plain and

fancy . hat racks, easy chairs, kitchen

chairs, beds, good will and bad jokes.

Also have our usual supph of unusual

clothing and other stuff. Located

behind Aubuchons in The \lle\. -'.VI-

3511. Monev talks, nobody walks,

obladi oblada life goes on.

If3- 19

RIDERS WANTED

Two males going to Canada during
Spring vacation, waoted two female
companions: write and leave phone
number to: PO Box 616. North Amherst.

WEEKEND AND
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Weekend and summer emplavmenl
for students with following skills

science, dance, pottery. Black Studies.

Earth science, Music. Arts and Crafts.

Apply room 213, New Africa House.
I'Mass or call for Appt. Mr. Cox, 545-

1592.

If3-20

STEREO COMPONENTS

Stereo Components — - 20 per cent - 40

per cent off list. All major brands
available , all guaranteed, (all Mike at

:>36-4KI4. after 5 p.m.

U4-11

RIDE WANTED
(ioing to Nantucket for spring break,

need ride to and from Woods Hole or
nearby, can leave after 3-21. return by 4-1.

share $. Call 253-5895.

tf3-20

Ride wanted to Northshore area
iTopsfield) for Friday. 3-22. Will help pay
for gas. Please call Jan at 546-475M.

U3-I9

Rides wanted to ( arolinas for one. two.
thi ee. people, with packs. Fri. or Sat. Call
546-5202 or 546-5206. Will share expenses.

U3-20

TYPING

Typing done— cheap and fast. Call Anne
after 5 p.m.. 665-2625.

1X3-20

Typing — Thesis, papers, etc. Smith
Corona 7000 — Elite, fast, accurate,
reasonable. Call Sue. 1-527-4802.

1/4-1

WANTED
The commuter assembly is looking for

people to paint a mural in the Commuter
l-ounge Sketches are now being accepted
from undergrad commuters in the Com-
muter Office. S.C. Near the back of the
Hatch. Submit sketches as soon at
possible. All paint and equipment will be
supplied. Remuneration negotiable.
Possible credits

tft-24)

Want help paying your rent? Rehearsal
space needed for rock group immediately!
Call Alan. 549-6275.

, UUL
We'll pay $2-hour for someone to clean

suburban home. Call 665-2432. Fringe
benefits:!!

tfl-20

I want to buy your sick car. any make
model, or major problem. Let me buy your
headache, foreign or domestic, (all Bob
253-7241. '

tf3-22

Muse guitar or key vocals, for band with
work, down to earth person into creating
group sound, start immediately, full time
617-544:1166.

If3-I9

Buying I nited States and foreign coins
and paper money also, oil gtms, bayonets
and swords. Call Lee, 546-7817

If3-19

Inattached female roommate for
subkl. Puffton Apt., this summer. Write
Paul Waler. 47 Patricia Rd.. Sudbury. Ma.
01776.

tf3-22

FOR REfJT

House — Shutesburs. I A. woods. 3 br.. 2

baths, fireplace, w-w carpets, avail im-
med. Students, group ok. $300-mo. and sec.

Call 256-A54I. after 6 p.m.

U3-22

Cape Cod. E. Harwich, restored antique.
3 hdrm. 2 bath. 3 fireplcs., secluded,
available yr. rnd. $2S0-mo. Call 617-432
1574.

I

Datsun. Toyota and Volvo, repaired
at reasonable prices. I have plenty of

experience and equipment. Call
Russill Baca. 253-7456.

tf3-25

PHOTOS — Passports, vitas,

graduate school applications, oc
similar kinds of photography. $4.00 for

six passport siie photos. Sizes and
prices are negotiable. Quality
guaranteed. Very fast service. Call
Steve al 6-5443.

tf3-29>
a"

Car repair hassles? Experienced
mechanic will fix it right, no big overhead,
no job loo small, foreign and domestic.
Bob. 253-7241.

tf:i-22

FOR SALE

For sale — Brand-new womans high-
laced brown suede boots. 2 pr. sizes x> .-l» &
9'*D. will sacrifice for $15 ea. Call Fred.
546-6787.

If3-2I

Bargain Basement — Head 320 Skis.
Salomon 404 Bindings, skied on once, price
?. Ask for J.T.. 549-6852.

tf3-l9

I Yashica SLR w-xtra lenses & aces.,
also Var. stereo eqmt.. plus I Sony Color
TV. Musi sell fast! Need $. Call 1-527-5346.

t£4-l

Books and mags. Old and out of print.
Free Search Service. 586-3299. anvtime.
Larry Pruner. Box 285. Northampton.

tf4 1

Hitachi SP2900 AM-FM stereo 8-track
recorder with KLH 32 speakers. $200. Call
545-2302. ask for Neil in 216.

tf3-l9

8-track Kraco tape deck adapter for
home use. with some oldie tapes: flute.
stainless steel, exc. cond. Call Janet, 5-9

p.m.. 546-5914.

tf3-!9

Guitar for sale. Martin 000-28. in
beautiful condition $400 or best offer. Call
Alan. 584-5941. evenings.

ti3-19

Fisher Model 301 Receiver, 30 watts
RMS ch., 7 mos. old. excellent cond. New
$349.95. asking $185 oo Call. 256-6837. ask
for Hooper.

HI
New parte. MG Midget, 3 Mkhelin. 145-

I3ZX Radials. I wire-wheel. I luggage
rack, boot, Tonneau cover. $300 new.
asking $16$. Bryan. 549-4441. 0901.

__•
Ampex Heel to-Keel Tape Deck. 3 Heads

for sound on sound. Excellent condition.
$300 new. ask $2M. call 256-0615, around 6
p.m.

tfJ-ZJ

Hewlet-Packard HP-80 business
calculator, available immediately, like
new. used very little. $380. save $28. 549-
0097. 253-7241.

tn-22

Ludwig snare drum with stand and seat,
like new. stainless steel finish, all for $75.
Kodak Instamatic with flash, $10. Call
Bob. 253-7241.

tf3-2l

Yashica 8mm electric movie camera
with zoom and 1.9 lens, and Yashica mini-
spy camera, slightly used, your choice.
$50. Bob. 253-7241.

tf3-2l

8 month old

Pointer. $100.

Lawrence

German short

Call 253-3722.
haired

Carl

ti3-22

AR2ax speakers, list $300. used $155. or

best offer. Must hear, headphones - Sharpe
HX-IOA. 20 - Sennheiser HD4I4. 25. 253-

3703. anytime.
tf3-2l

EDUCATIONAL FLIGHT

Interested in no-frills, low ..oat jet
travel to I- u rope Middle Eaal, Far
Last. Africa? EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS can help you find the least
expensive way to get there. Phone us
toll free al 800 22^-5569

tfs-ie

FOR SALE
Nikon F 50mm lens. f2.0 standard prism.

Brand new $300. or best deal. Call 665-3281.

ti3-2l

1 Pioneer SX525 Receiver. I yr old.

Asking $190 or best offer. Call Jim, 546-

5052.

MM
Waterbeds — Ahead Of Time. $79.95 inc

heater. 360 College St. 253-5384, 256-0358.

H4-I4

A one year old Phillips (speed bike, a

real beauty folks, at a beauty of a price.

$35. (iood transportation. 665-3522, eves.

tf3-20

AUTO FOR SALE
1971 VW BeeUe. 48.000 nil., exel. cond.

KM AM radio. Must sell. $1800. or best
offer. Call 256-0461.

tf3-l9

1966 Mercedes-Benz, auto trans., 30
m.p.g.. good mechanical condition. $1400,
or best offer. Call evenings 584-5347.

MM
65 VW. Mint condition. 67K. New front

end. brake job. battery, starter. $600. 546-
5162.

t/3-20

WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE -
Compact cars, specially DARTS
VALIANTS, or LANCERS. Any
condition, call 586-3819.

MM

HONEST AL must get rid of some
little JEWELS before the town
ARRESTS him for having too many
Jl'NKS — I mean UNREGISTERED
MOTOR VEHICLES: 54 DODGE
CAMPER converted mail truck, gd
body, gd tires, nice interior, sleeps 2, 6
cyl. 4 spd. trans., needs minor work
$325. 64 CHEVY II station wagon. 6
cyl. std ratty, bul running. $75. 5«6-
3819.

MM

«4 Chevy Belair, 6 cyl., automatic $ioo
or best offer, call FERG, 546-9465.

MM
3 beautifully weathered Saabs. One runs

must sell (collecting BMWs now). Call l-
67-2195. Keep trying.

tf3 19

1965 VW COMPLETE body sunroof and
interior, radio, only $7S with good Urea.
546-5764.

tf3-20

1950 DeSoto Custom. 6 cyl., fluid drive, r
It h, original with exception of stereo tape
system, fine cruising machine. Call 546-
1102.

tn-22

1969 VW. 7 pass, bus, r-w, beaut, con-
dition, mech. pert, with rebuilt engine, full
pro inst. curt, radio, best offer over $1,500
Paul. 549-0105 after 5 only.

113-22

$100 Stick-6. Rambler; Austin -Healey
Sprite. 350; TR-4A Targa. $450; Porsche
(onv. I600S. 600; School Bus Camper,
trades acceptable. 323-7327.

MM
Austin America '71. 26.000 mi.. 30 mi per

gallon, excellent cond. Call 527-1275 days
or 256-0664 eve. Ask for David or Barbara!

tft-19

CALCULATORS
Calculators -- all major brands.

T.I., Bomar, Commodore. Sanyo,
Unicom. Casio, etc. Desk and hand
held models from six to twelve digit,
some with memory-square roots.
Scientific notations, constants.
reciprocals and trig, functions. Low
prices. I will try to beat any price you
get. Call for meeting. All new, all
guaranteed. Gordon Hoflutein, 549-
0187.

—
1 _tt_

SUMMER AT CAPE COD

CAPE COD - Yarmouth - Dennis —
We have over 100 student group ren-
tals. Available for the summer season
— May 27 - Sept. 2. 1974. Our 1-2-3-4

bedroom houses are priced from $950-
$3000. Payment plan available. DAB
Realty. 621. Rte. 28. W. Yarmouth. 771-
3730. Open 7 days. 10 a.m. -5 p.m.

tf3-22
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Amherst

SPRING SALE
April 4-5-6

Sizes and Colors as Available
BOOTS

v>

EMS Tuckerman
EMS Huntington
EMSPizPalu
Molitor Eisboot
EMSCampo
Vasque Glacier
Fabiano Black Beauty TRC
EMS 12" and 16" Gaiters
EMS Insulated Overboots

DOWN PARKAS AND CLOTHING
EMS Patagonia
EMS Childs Patagonia
EMS Flume Sweater
Alpine Designs Glacier Jacket
Alpine Design Expedition Parka
Gerry Makalu
Alpine Designs Super Sweater
Alpine Designs Adirondack w hood
EMS Yeti w-hood
EMS Bugaboo
Sierra Designs Std. Poncho
Norwegian Turtleneck Wool Sweater
Aiax Wool Knickers
Childs Corduroy Knickers
EMS Corduroy Knickers
Duofold Long Underwear
Moriarity Hats
Alp Mountain Parkas
EMS El Cheapo Rain Parkas
EMS El Cheapo Rain Pants
EMS Down Pants
EMS Wind Parka
EMS Cagoule
EMS Std. Poncho
EMS 60-40

Lederhosen w-suspenders

SLEEPING BAGS
EMS Sandpiper
EMS Mt. Robson Reg.

Lg.
EMS Teton
EMS Dhauligiri Reg.

Lg.

Gerry Wilderness Reg.
Lg.

Gerry Yosemite Reg.
Lg.

Gerry Camper Reg.
Lg.

Gerry Mini Mummy
North Face Pied d' Elephant
North Face Big Foot Reg.

Lg.
North Face Yeti Reg.

Lg.

Alpine Designs Trail Sleeper
Alpine Designs Arctic

Alpine Designs Everest
Sierra Designs Omni Reg.

Lg.
Sierra Designs Expedition Outer Reg.

Lg.
Sierra Designs 100 (old model) Lg.
Alpine Designs Mountaintop Fiberfill (seconds)
EMS Blueridge Polargard
EMS Foam Pads 36"

EMS Foam Pads 40"

EMS Foam Pads 48" Superpad

PACKS
EMS Helio Jr. Bag and Frame
EMS Helio Sr. Bag and Frame
EMS Backpacker Bag and Frame
EMS Divided Bag and Frame
Alpine Designs Expedition Bag and

Kelty Mountaineer Frame
Gerry K-Frame and Traveler Sack (72 model)
Gerry Vagabond Pack (72 model)
Camp Trails Med. Cruiser Frame w nylon bag
Alpine Designs Eiger Ski Touring Pack
EMS Day Pack
EMS Duffle Bag
Alp Day Pack Jr.

Lafuma Nylon Guide Pack
Lafuma Expandable
Lafuma Mt. Blanc "B"

TENTS
Gerry Lodgepole
Gerry Yearound II

Gerry Yearound I

Gerry Mountain II

Gerry Fortnight
Gerry Camponaire
Alpine Designs Backpacker
Alpine Designs Timberline
Eureka Mt. Marcy

KAYAK EQUIPMENT
Stearns Lifevests
J-H Standard Kayak Paddles
Swift Kayak
Wasp Kayak

STOVES
Gerry Mini Mk. II

Bluet S 200

Sigg Tourist Cook Sets

Eiger Deluxe Cook Set

CROSS-COUNTRY SKIS
Asnes Turlangrenn
Asnes Turski
Fischer Europa
Bon na 1800

Bonna 2000

Bonna 2400

EMS 2000

EMS 6000
EMS 12000 Waxless
EMS 10000

Blaskia Light Touring

Asnes Childs Turski

Asnes Langrenn Jr.

B.rke Beiner
All Ski Boots
Kids Boots
Bamboo Ski Poles. AAT Aluminum Poles

instep Crampons
Grivel Crampons
Snowshoes with Bindings

Mfg. Sug. List Price
43.95

49.95

32.95

79.00

19.50

59.95

34.95

9.50

19.50

Mfg. Sug. List Pr.

44.50

30.00

32.50

77.50

92.50

67.00

32.50

67.50

63.50

39.50

18.00

20.00

24.00

14.95

25.00

8.00

5.50

35.00

13.50

11.00

30.00

22.50

29.50

13.50

34.50

27.00

EMS Sale Price
36.50

39.S0

22.50

59.00

11.50

43.50

21.50

6.50

10.00

EMS Sale Price
34.50

24.50

24.50

59.S0

74.50

49.50

24.50

41.50

41.50

31.50

12.50

16.50

14.50

7.95

18.50

5.00

4.00

27.50

9.50

9.50

21.50

16.50

22.50

10.50

29.50

15.00

Mfg. Sug. List Pr. EMS Sale Price
55.00 39.50

97.00 79.50

103.00 84.50

89.50 69.50

125.00 89.50

135.00 95.50

110.00 79.50

120.00 84.50

92.00 68.50

95.00 71.50

97.50 69.50

105.00 74.50

65.00 39.50

55.00 39.50

62.50 44.50

65.00 46.50

67.50 49.50

70.00 51.50

75.00 54.50

117.50 79.50

150.00 99.50

97.50 78.50

107.50 85.50
111.50 74.50

118.50 78.50

94.00 70.00

29.95

45.00 38.50

8.00 4.50

10.00 8.50

12.00 10.50

fg. Sug. List Price EMS Sale Price
29.95 19.95

31.95 21.95

45.00 34.50

47.00 35.50

63.75 49.50

48.00 31.50

31.00 19.50

29.50 14.95

33.50 19.50

11.00 8.50

10.00 7.50

13.50 10.50

30.00 19.50

36.50 22.50

22.50 15.50

Mfg. Sug. List Pr. EMS Sale Price
73.00 59.50

120.00 89.50

100.00 65.00

135.00 89.50

195.00 149.50

148.00 119.50

87.50 69.50

105.00 79.50

45.00 33.50

Mfg. Sug. List Pr. EMS Sale Price
24.00 18.50

29.75 19.50

210.00 165.00

210.00 165.00

Mfg. Sug. List Pr. EMS Sale Price
14.95 11. SO
7.50 5.75

10.95 8.75
17.95 12.95

EMS List Price
39.50

32.50

45.00

49 50
47.50

48.50

44.50

48.50

59.50

37 00

62.00

18.00 13.00

19.50 14.50

52.50

32.50

18.00

9.50

4.75

16 20

41 50

EMS Sale Price
28.50

23.50

34.50

34.50

35.50

35.50

32.50

35.50

39.50

19.50

43.50
12.00

13.00

34.50

19.50

11.50

5.50

2.50

10.00

30.00
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Atmosphere of time
Suddenly, the unmistakable realization of the aura of Time.

With the basketball dropping for the opening tapoff as fleetingly as a

grain of sand through an hourglass. it became apparent that the sub-

sequent events to transpire would determine the value of the Past as well

as shape the fortune of the Future.

So. Jacksonville and Massachusetts performed — at times not very

well -- in a tournament game of passing interest to outsiders, much in-

terest to insiders, and monumental interest to those immediately in-

volved.

For it was the immediately involved, the players, whose lives would be

move effected by what happened in the next two hours under the

decorative plum bob and sagging ceiling of Madison Square Garden.

Butch Taylor dominated. Al Skinner was just slightly more than

ineffectual .John Murphy scored a lot of points, but muffed a lot of passes.

Henry Williams played forward like he invented the position. Peter Trow
rose to the occasion.

...And throughout all the action — a pervading awareness of Time... the

computerstyle digits ticking away the 40 minutes with UMass behind...

-

the knowledge that the minutes may be running out on the basketball

careers of Minutemen Rick Pitino, Trow, and John Olson or Dolphins

Leon Benbow, Ted Wisnewski, and George Scholz.the drifting smoke in

the mezzanines like the mists of time...

The game was ruled by the Chronos Trinity — the infinite Past and
Future, combined with the all-too-finite Present.

The players' uncountable hours of practice in the Past and im-

measurable urge to go on to Future tourney games resulted in their

somewhat sloppy Present.

Both teams, in their urge to win, got a little over-anxious, and it

resulted in a total of forty-two turnovers. Fittingly, when regulation time

ended, neither team was assured of moving on in the NIT.

The Scoreboard's orange numbers read: 0:00. But the UMass fans were
cheering. The Minutemen had tied the game and earned a second chance.

Five minutes of overtime to justify the laborious Past. 300 seconds to

create a brighter Future.

The Dolphins score the first two points. Then, their attack sputters

again. But UMass sputters worse.

For the trailing Minutemen, the digits flashing down toward zero take

on a melancholic, if not morose, air. With less than a minute left, Benbow
is fouled.

Benbow puts in two, and shortly thereafter forces a jump ball.

With eight seconds to go, Williams has the ball, Jacksonville the lead,

and UMass the realization of their fate.

Then, again the scoreboard clock is at 0:00, but this time there is no
noise whatsoever. Few Dolphin followers are present.

Minuteman championship hopes for the Future, so lively a minute ago,

are now dead, as much a part of the Past as Naismith. Flickering mat-
ches, like red grave markers in the night, light up post-game cigarettes.

The crowd sits in stunned silence as Leaman and Co. start to disappear

into the bowels of the Garden...and for some, into Oblivion...

As the last players exit, an unexpected roar swells.

The applause was not just for the excellent season, nor was it just for

the exciting game. And it wasn't just a tribute to the players who will

never pass this way again...

...It was for all three.. .the Past, the Present, and the Future...

Swimmers end season

in recordfashion
"Swimming today is 90 per cent

practice and endurance and only
about 10 per cent talent."

—Men's swim coach Bey Melamed
"Coach Melamed worked us

harder than we've ever been
worked before."

—Co-captain Dick Blaisdell

By BOB HIGGINS
"Swimming today is 90 per cent

practice and endurance and only

about 10 per cent talent."

Men's swim coach Bey Melamed
"Coach Melamed worked us

harder than we've ever been
worked before."

Co-captain Dick Blaisdell

These two quotes offer the best

explanation for the success of the

men's swim team this season.

After a few disastrous seasons fi-

ll last year), the hard work this

year paid off as the Minutemen
swimmers compiled a respectable

record of 6-7, and broke the

majority of the school records in

the process.

And to top it off, six new UMass
records were set in the New
England Championships last week
at Brown. The 800-yard freestyle

relay team of Joe Hebert, Duncan
Lomas, Ron Boucher, and Ben
Crooker finished eighth with a
record time of 7:39.9. Crooker
himself set three records; the 1650-

yard freestyle (18:05.3), the 1000-

yard freestyle (10:56.2, en route to

the 1650 record), and the 500-yard
freestyle (5:07.5). Joe Hebert
broke the 200-yard freestyle record
in 1 :55.2, and Dave Boucher set the

100-yard breastroke record in

l :05.2. Plus, the 400-yard freestyle

relay team of Lomas, Boucher,
Hebert, and Dick Blaisdell set a
record of 3:26.7.

The difference was the work of

the coach, Bey Melamed. He
dedicated a lot of time to in-

dividuals, helping them with style

and endurance. As the year, went
on, times began to improve and the

team became closer.

"We became more of a team
rather than a bunch of in-

dividuals," said Melamed.
Melamed also gave a lot of credit

to his assistant. Larry Lammert
Lammert, a former swimmer at

Indiana, volunteered his time to

the team this year, and Melamed
credits him with much of the

team's success.

As for the future, the coach was
enthusiastic. "The team needs
some help in quite a few areas, but
generally we're strong," he stated.

Only two swimmers will be
graduating this year (co-captains
George Kwiecien and Dick
Blaisdell), so the next few years
should be quite good. However,
with regards to recruiting,
Melamed said, "We have little to

offer any swimmer who is looking

for a big-name school. It's going to

take a while to put UMass back on
the New England swimming
map."
One area that Melamed need not

worry about is the longdistance
swimming events, where Ben
"Iron Man" Crooker is one of the
best in New England. "He still

hasn't developed to his full

potential, and he needs more
strength," said Melamed. The
untrained viewer would never
know it by watching Crooker
shatter the old UMass records in

the 500-and 1000-yard freestyles.

The only thing that disappointed
Melamed was that the team did not
finish with a winning record.
Although the difference is

minimal, especially in a sport like

swimming, Melamed would have
liked 7-6 a lot more than 6-7. Yet the
latter is still a respectable mark,
and hopefully only the first step in

putting UMass "back on the New
England swimming map."

i Stall riiuto-Strw ItuKKlfM

MENTOR JACK LEAMAN, with arm around reserve Joe Artime analyzes action
at far end of the Garden court. Jimmy Burke is at far right. UMass went into
overtime, lost the game, and ended the season with a 21-5 mark.

First of three parts

Fusia deserves credit for

beginning football program
By RICH SEVIERI

When UMass lured Vic Fusia away from Pitt-

sburgh in 1960, it marked the beginning of a decade of

football excellence unequalled in the university's

history.

Fusia took over a football program that had failed

to produce back to back winning seasons since 1934-

35, and moulded it into the class of the Yankee Con
ference within 3 years.

From 1963 through '69 Fusia's teams dominated the
conference, winning 4 out of 5 titles, and compiling a
22-3 interconference record. Stingy defenses, and
outstanding quarterbacks were the trademarks of

those teams.
John McCormack, the signal-caller from 60-62 was

the first Redman ever drafted by the NFL. After a
short stay with Minnesota he hooked on with Denver,
where for a time he was the No. 1 quarterback.
Jerry Whelchel replaced McCormack and led

UMass to its finest back-to-back seasons. In '63, only
a scoreless tie with Harvard marred a perfect slate.

The following season the Whelchel to Milt Morin
aerial act brought UMass it's first bowl appearance.
The Faculty Athletic Council accepted the

Tangerine Bowl's invitation after rejecting it the year
before. The Tangerine Bowl was played in Orlando on
a high school field with 12,000 seats. UMass lost to

East Carolina, 14-13.

Then came Greg Landry. Landry rewrote the

Yankee Conference record books, rushing and
passing for over 4,700 total yards. In his senior year,

he was awarded the Bugler Lowe, and Harry Agganis
Awards, as the No. 1 player in New England. He was
the first quarterback picked in the '68 pro draft, going
to Detroit on the first round.

Success in college athletics does not come cheap.
UMass paid the price. It was expensive.

The athletic department's growth and success of

the 60's was parallel with the radical changes in the

university. A mushrooming enrollment provided

higher athletic budgets which enhanced recruiting.

And the building fervor of the 60's that's responsible

for most of UMass carried over to the tune of 5.5

million in athletic facilties.

Before construction, the estimate on Boyden was
$3.5 million. The horses and cows were moved to

Deerfield, and a $520,000 intramural complex and

outdoor track took their place. And in the fall of '65,

the new Alumni Field swung open it's seldom used

gates for the first time, with a 1.4 million price tag.

The stadium had to be financed by the Building

Authority with bond authorization included in the

athletic trust fund budget. It's original capacity of

24,000 was felt far too small for the fast growing

university. The attendance figures that the Athletic

Dept. hoped for never materialized.

The handwriting may have been on the wall when
only 10,200 showed up to watch Greg Landry hit Milt

Morin with 2 TD passes in the Stadium's innaugral.

From 66 through 70 the average attendance

dipped around 500 each successive year. The average

attendance of 14,000 in '66, was down to 12,500 in '69.

The slipping attendance ended all talk of expanding

to 32,000 or possible 40,000 seats.

Despite the fact that the university had 15,000 more
students in '69-70 than when home games were

played at old Alumni Field, (buried beneath Whit-

more now) attendance increases were minimal.

Except for UConn, Yankee Conf . foes did not draw
well. A homecoming turnout of 18,700 for the '66 BU
game was the largest crowd of the decade. Dart-

mouth, and eastern independents such as Holy Cross;

Villanova, and BC, attracted above average crowds.

When these independents were added to the schedule,

especially BC, the cry went out UMass is going big

time.

Cappelletti signs with Rams
LOS ANGELES (AP) — John

Cappellitti, the Heisman Trophy

winner from Penn State, signed

Terms of the four-year contract

signed by Cappelletti and owner
Carrol Rosenbloom at a news
conference were not released. But
the running back's attorney, said it

was substantially less than the

more than $500,000, three-year pact
offered by Philadelphia of the

World Football League.
Cappelletti, a 6-foot-l 217-

pounder. and the 11th plaver

selected in the NFL draft, said that

he diminishes outside pressures by

joining the Rams.

"Because I won the Heisman
Trophy, people get the attitude that

I have to be the best player on the

field." Cappelletti said. "I'm
happy to get in a situation where
I'll get a chance to break in like

anyone else."

JOHN CAPPELETTI

today with the Los Angeles Rams
and said he took less money to join

the National Football League club

because of the "family"' at

mosphere he found in the Rams

Lose Something

This Winter?????
We have: 83 knit hats, 230 mittens and gloves, 50 scarfs, 127

books, 149 notebooks, and coats, sweaters, IDs and you
name it.

Check at the Lost & Found

Campus Center - Level I.

Hours M-F 10 • 4

How the
NBA standings

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

W L Pet GB
BOSTON 52 23 .693 —
New York 47 30 .610 6%
Buffalo 41 37 .526 12 Vz

Phila. 23 53 .303 29 Vi

Central Division

W L Pet GB
Capital 43 34 .588 —
Atlanta 32 45 .416 11

Houston 31 45 .408 11%
Cleveland 26 52 .333 17 \-t

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

W L Pet GB
Milw. 55 22 .714 —
Chicago 50 27 .649 5

Detroit 50 28 .641 5Vfe

KC-0 30 47 .390 25

Pacific Division

W L Pet GB
Golden St. 43 32 .573 —
LosAng. 43 34 .558 1

Seattle 32 44 .421 11 »£

Phoenix 28 50 .359 16^
Portland 25 50 .333 17%

ABA standings
t»it DUIilon

W L Pet. GB
New York 50 28 .841 —
Kentucky 47 29 .618 2
Carolina 46 32 J>»0 4
Virflnia 26 51 .338 23 ',4

Memphis 18 58 .237 31

Wnt Division

W L. Pet. GB
Utah 48 27 .640 —
San Antonio .42 36 .338 7' a
Indiana 42 37 .532 8
San Diego 34 43 .442 15
Denver 33 44 .4» 16

pros stand
NHL standings

East

w
BOST. 47

Mont. 39
Rangers 37

Toronto 31

Buffalo 28

Detroit 25

Vane. 18

Island. 15

Division

l. TPti or GA
13 9 103 311 190

20 9 87 247 201

19 12 86 260 203

24 14 76 243 204

30 10 66 213 225

34 10 60 223 278

39 1147 189 261

37 15 45 155 218

West Division

W L T Pti GF GA
Phila. 4314 1197 235 140

Chicago 34 12 2189 231 143

LosAng. 27 30 11 65 190 207

Atlanta 26 31 12 64 180 207

St.Louis24 33 1159 183 200

*Mmn. 20 3116 56 205 230
Pitts. 24 37 7 55 207 246

Calif. 13 46 9 35 175 294

WHA standings

East Division

W L TPti GP GA

•N. ENG. 40 28 3 83 271 235

Toronto 35 32 4 74 273 245

'Quebec 35 32 3 73 272 251

Cleve. 32 30 8 72 233 238

Chicago 34 32 3 71237 243

Jersey 30 36 4 64 234 272

West Division

W L TPti GF GA
Houston 43 215 91 281 187

'Minn. 38 30 2 78 292 253

*Edmon. 33 33 167 230 236

'Winnipeg 31 35 5 67 231 267

•Vane. 25 43 50 253 296

Los Ang. 23 47 46 208 293

Scott Haves

"The magic world ofMSG"
By SCOTT HAYES

Madison Square Garden for two hours last Saturday the home of the

Knicks and Rangers became the home of the Minutemen. Nearly 7,000

screaming UMass fans treked to the Garden complex on 33rd Street and
8th Avenue to cheer on their team.
The Garden in the midst of all the imperial buildings and small

restaurants has a fascination of its own. Fans, who have just fought

through lines at Tad's Steak House, The Coney Island Restaurant or some
other feculent delicatessen for a bite to eat, are subjected to an im-

pressive sight as they enter the "Magicworld of Madison Square Gar-

den."
One of the most striking views is that of the near-empty Garden before

game time. The top level consists of blue-colored seats. Green, yellow and
orange seats mark off the different sections that slope down to the

premier seats in price and proximity — the brown-colored seats.

From the top level, which can be reached easily ba a fine system of

escalators, the rest of the Garden looks perfectly elliptical, centering on

the focus of attention — the basketball court or hockey rink.

To those who have watched a televised event from MSG (Madison

Square Garden), there are some familiar sights. The well-known Coca-

Cola sign, for example, that seems to be in the picture every time the

scoreboard is shown and that pops up in action photos in magazines.

Another familiarity is the orange-beige ceiling that seems to droop with

the weight of the overhead scoreboard.

Only two banners clutter that brilliantly colored ceiling — the 1970 and

1973 Knicks' championship banners — in great contrast with the

numerous decorating the hallowed halls of Bruins and Celtic fans — the

Boston Garden.
The MSG press-boxes and television broadcast booths are ideally

situated so that a reporter or announcer can take in all the action, and

still feel the emotions of the crowd.

The adaptability of MSG is also impressive. As well as housing the

Knicks and Rangers, the Garden hosts the best in the circus world. The

Greatest Show on Earth. The Felt Forum, below the immense reaches of

MSG, is the site of bowling and tennis championships, concerts and

dances.

The Garden where sellouts are the rule rather than the exception

wasn't very kind to the vociferous UMass fans. A four point overtime loss

put a damper on the early St. Patrick's Day festivities, but there is much
to remember and hope for, because the Minutemen will return to the

Magicworld, and maybe next time, just maybe, the Garden won't be so

ruthless.

Sports notices
IM soccer officials will meet at 8

p.m.. Tuesday, March 19 in the IM
office.

IM Softball officials will meet at

8 p.m., Wednesday, March 20 in the

IM office.

. A

TEN PIN BOWLING
Boyden Gym

4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon.

(except during league play)

50 c per string

Sat.

itM—m
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Minutewomen won Eastern Triple Crown

A NEAR-PERFECT LANDING by Margie Combs on
this vault garnered her the highest score (9.2) of the

women's Eastern gymnastics meet.

Grapplers stumble

in national tourney
By JOHN BOCK

AMES, IOWA - The four New England Champions representing UMass
in the forty-seventh annual NCAA wrestling Championships faired less

than well as they wrestled the best in the nation for top honors in ten

weight classes.

Representing UMass at 118 pounds was senior Larry Reynolds who
concluded his collegiate career by being the first bout wrestled at the
tourney in Iowa State's Hilton Coliseum. His opponent was Western
Athletic Conference champ Rick Dawson of Colorado State. He decked
Larry in 4:51 but was pinned himself in the next round and thus kept
Larry out for good.

At 158 pounds Captain Steve Benson got the surprise of his life when ne
wrestled Pat Christianson of Wisconsin and ended up on the short side 13-

2. "This kid was something else-he'd shoot a single leg really low on your
ankles but he shot for my back leg and shot with head on the outside. 1 was
able to pick up the leg every time but I didn't have any balance because I

still didn't feel like I had gotten rid of the flu." Christianson, who was
third in the Big Ten as a sophomore, lost in the next round and kept
Benson out of the consolations.

Heavyweight Dennis Fenton drew a third placer in the Big Ten in the
form of Illinois' Palmer Klaas. Klaas caught Dennis in a lateral drop and
put him away at 1 :59. True to form Klass lost in the next round and that
was the tourney for Fenton. "I felt like the smallest heavyweight there,"
said Fenton, "because when I went for weigh-ins they thought I was a 190

pounder."
The wrestler that achieved the most success for UMass was Russell

Chateauneuf who at 134 pounds scored all of the two points that were
scored by the Minutemen. He drew Ron Boucher of Oregon State in the
first round and beat him 10-5. In the next round he faced defending NCAA
Champ Don Rohn of Clarion State and bowed 16-6 but not before putting
Rohn on his back in the first seconds of the bout. The blessing about
wrestling Rohn was that it put Russ in the consolations where he beat Jeff

Gerry of Fresno State 11-2 before getting knocked out for good by William
and Mary's Mark Belknap by the same score.

"When I wrestled Dandy Don I was disappointed hat he didn't really

wrestle that well but just used his muscle. He had a double leg and
showboat move and that was it. The other guys I wrestled were the same-
lots of muscle but no real moves."
Coach Homer Barr was not really too disappointed in the wrestlers.

"The wrestling was really excellent this year. Larry, for instance, got a

really tough kid right off the bat and didn't get a chance to warm up.

Steve didn't look too good but he also caught a real mover right away. I

thought that Russ wrestled to the best of his ability and am really very
pleased with him. Everything taken into consideration it would have been
hard for him to do any better."

It was a super tight race for the team title in 1974. Michigan wasthe only

major university team to finish the season undefeated and they were the

favorite going into the tourney. They would have been the first team to

wrest the title away from the Big Eight in almost two decades The
Oklahoma Sooners had something to say about that, however, as they

placed three men in the finals and walked off with two champs and the

team title. It was Oklahoma U. with 694 points. Michigan 67. Oklahoma
State 64, and Iowa State 63. The Sooners actually owe their title to Jim
Woods of Western Illinois who came from an unseeded position at

heavyweight to upset three seeded men including second seeded Gary

Ernst of Michigan in the finals. If Ernst had won the Wolverines would be

wearing the crown

By (ANDY GROSS
The UMass gymies' won the

"triple crown" at the Easterns

weekend, not only capturing the

team championship but placing

first in all five events (including

All Around) and placing the most
gymnasts from any one team in

Saturday's individual finals.

UMass seven finalists included

the three all arounders; Margie
Combs, Ann Vexler and Jeannine
Burger as well as Betsy East,

Heidi Armstrong, Jodi Hitt and
Linda Nellingan.

It was never a neck and neck'

competition, as the Minutewomen
ran away with all the honors. The
final individual places were
determined by totaling the scores

from both days. The top six in-

dividuals then qualified for the

Nationals in California.

Margie Combs wrapped up the

first place spot in vaulting and
earned the highest score in the

entire Easterns with her 9.2 on
Friday night. Penn State's Karen
Schuckman, 1972 Olympic alter-

nate, place second followed by Kim
Andres from Springfield. The final

four qualifiers were Sissy Cieply

(Clarion), Mary Fedyn (So. Conn.)

and a tie between Linda Nelligan
and Noreen Muldoon (So. Conn.).

Also in the finals for UMass were
Heidi Armstrong and Anne Vexler.

Balance beam brought some
switches in the placing between
Friday and Saturday, but the most
noteworthy fact was that five of the

six UM gymnasts qualified for this

event.

Anne Vexler jumped from a third

place spot Friday to win the in-

dividual title with a 9.1 Saturday.
Second place was a battle ending in

BILL ENDKOTT
goes up for two of his i:i

points over Jacksonville

forward Carlos Ber-
mudez.

a three way tie between Jodi Hitt,

previously ninth placed Margie
Combs and SC's Kim Andres
Debbie Dunkley (SO took fifth,

and sixth went to Jeannine Burger,
who had been in first after Friday's
meet. Once against this event was
unpredictable. Heidi Armstrong
was UMass' fifth finalist on beam
UMass also dominated floor,

taking the top two places. Jeannine
Burger, who led Friday, remained
there despite a badly sprained
ankle. Anne Vexler was second,
after cleaning up her tumbling
since Frjday night's routine. Karen
Schuckman (PS), using some
unique guitar music, placed third

?nd fourth and fifth went to

Springfield gymnasts, Kim Andres
and Debbie Dunkley. Final
qualifier for floor was Margie
Combs in sixth.

Uneven bars was a duel between
Jeannine and Karen Schuckman of

Penn State who were tied at a 9.0

after Friday's competition. It was
Jeannine who won on Saturday
with one of her sharpest routines
for 9.15. This gave her two of the

four event championships, while
Shuckman took second with 8.95.

Debbie Dunkley (SO just edged
Betsy East by .05 points for the
third spot. Betsy, with two clean
routines, had moved from sixth to

fourth. Fifth went to Springfield
freshman Stephanie Jones, and
Anne Vexler, tying each other in

both day's competition. Margie
Combs was the final UMass
competitor to qualify for Satur-
day's meet.
Friday's team competion also

determined the all-around

'

champion. Once more the honor
went to UMass as Jeannine Burger

scored 35.75 points to capture her

third Eastern title. Second place

went to Anne Vexler who scored

35.1 with Karen Schuckman not too

far behind with 34.8 Fourth place

was a tie between Margie Combs
and Debbie Dunkley at 34.3.

About her new All Around title

Jeannine could only say, "I feel

really good about winning. Every
all-around competitor wants that

honor at least once." Her smiling
tears said more than words.

Summary
TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS
1. UMass, 106.2; 2.

Springfield, 103.05; 3. So.

Connecticut, 96.1; 4. Penn
State, 94.9; 5. Clarion State

94.7; 6. Towson State, 94.6; 7.

Trenton State, 90.0; 8. Slippery

Rock, 89.3; 9. West Chester,

87.65; 10. East Stroudsburg,
82.75.

ALL AROUND
1. Jeannine Burger (UM); 2.

Anne Vexler (UM); 3. Schuck-
man (PS); 4. Margie Combs
(UM) and Dunkley (SO; 6.

Andres (SO; 7. Jones (SO; 8.

Kolemainen (SO; 9. Cieply
(Clarion); 10. Mezger (SO.

N. I. T.
QUARTER-FINALS - Md.

Eastern Shore vs. J'Ville,

Hawaii vs. Purdue, Memphis
State vs. Utah. UConn vs. BC.

Peaking skiers grab

New England title
By TOM CROWLEY

Despite a lack of snow for practice and a 3-1 win ratio, the UMass ski

team won their fifth straight New England Intercollegeiate Ski Con-
ference Championship at Mt. Cranmore, N.H. this past weekend.

In the three day meet, UMass finished third in the giant slalom in the
first day of competition and was first in the slalom and the second giant
slalom in the next two days to capture the title again.
Bob Chodos, Jim Hawkins, Steve Tonelli, and Larry Peck placed for the

Minutemen in the giant slalom. In the slalom, the skiers who scored were
Dick McWade, Larry Peck, Jim Hawkins, and Ruff Syer.
UMass had finished third behind Amherst and BC in their division and

qualified for tte NEISC invitational. Peaking at the right time, the
Minutemen captured their fifth title against a field of 25 teams. The
final standing in the league was UMass first, Plymouth State second, and
Amherst third.

"We are usually good because we are very deep all the way down,"
Coach William MacConnell said. "We didn't play up to our ability until
late in the season. The lack of snow hurt us in practice time. Amherst
College went to France and had three weeks of solid skiining while we had
little in comparison."
MacConnell attributed the team's success to a rugged training

program. "We ski five days a week during intercesion up at Haystack.
Vermont. This way we get a solid performance."
Despite the loss of co-captains Kurt Syer and Dave Rutter and another

senior, Dave Ferris, UMass figures to be strong again next season. "But,
it could be more difficult," MacConnell said. "UConn and some others
are coming on strong."
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Blacks protest Collegian, issue statement
By NATHAN GORENSTEIN

Twelve to fifteen black students
protesting what they termed "racist"

policies and practices of the Collegian called

last night for the creation of a council to

review black news and issued a statement

protesting alleged discrimination in the

newspaper's news coverage.

. The students, members of an organization

called "Corp." read the statement and
announced their desire for a review board to

a previously called meeting of the Collegian

staff.

The meeting of the two groups was a half

hour long during which the Corp. members,
who refused to give their names, said they

would no longer allow articles and cartoons

depicting racist sterotypes in the Colllgian.

According to their statement, if racism is as
"natural a reflex as breathing," they would,

"make the Collegian editors...control their

breathing if necessary because the days of

the old cooning Negro are over!" (see text,

page 10).

Collegian editors said last night they were
"unclear" as to what Corp meant by their

request for a review board, but said they
would be meeting with Corp. to discuss that

and the issues raised in the statement.

Corp., defined by one member as "a group
of students concerned with the actions of the

Collegian in terms of reporting actions that

affect black people," said they would return

to negotiate the issues with the Collegian

editors.

While none of the Corp. members present
at the Collegian office would give their

names, calling it "not of consequence,"

eight people did sign the statement of

grievances which covered a number ot

issues, including: the lack of coverage at a
CCEBS banquet last October ; the coverage
of an incident in the Blue Wall in February
involving two black women; Collegian
coverage of the Middle East war and sub-
sequent oil boycott, and the Don McGilvray

cartoon of two weeks ago concerning
Chancellor Randolph Bromery.
Approximately 30 Collegian staff mem-

bers debated with Corp. their request for a

review board and the Collegian treatment of

black community news. One Com. member

accused the Collegian of "conspiring" to

inhibit coverage of black news events, which
was denied by Collegian staffers.

During a later broadcast on WMUA, John
Jones, a spokesman for Corp. said, "We're

concerned with working with the Collegian
because it is a very important organ of the

community," but he added his group met
"strong resistance" at the meeting.
The meeting between Corp. and the

Colllgian might take place April 1, the date
of a previously scheduled meeting between
the editor of the Collegian, Karen Lynch,
and Pat Grundy, the coordinator of the two
month old Black News Service, a news
organization aimed at covering black and
Third World News both on and off campus.

Sarge wants 'airtight'

nuclear plant controls

By MARK VOGLER
MDC Staff

Gov. Francis W. Sargent said yesterday that

calling an immediate halt to the construction of

nuclear power plants in Massachusetts "is not

responsible."

Appearing on WMUV's Telopolitics (UMass video-

tape presentation of the candidates for Governor)
Sargent told campus newsmen that environmental
and safety controls on plants must be "airtight"

before their construction can continue in the state.

"I disagree with the Atomic Agency Commission
when it says they don't need to hold public hearings.

They do need to hold hearings, Sargent said.

Before I could approve of further plants in our

state, I would have to be satisfied that they are ab-

solutely foolproof."

Sargent said his role as Governor in determining

the future of nuclear power conversion in

Massachusetts is one of "stop, look and listen."

"We've got to be assured that we're not going to

make a decision that will hurt our countryside and
the people in the future," he said.

When questioned about a proposed atomic power
plant in Montague, 10 miles north of here, Sargent

said he would have to see detailed plans for the

facility before giving an opinion of it.

He added that if the responsibility to approve the

Montague rests with him, he said he would have to be
"absolutely satisfied" with all safety elements.

Sargent said he will meet with Consumer advocate
Ralph Nader later in the week to discuss the en-

vironmental hazards of the plants.

Nader told students at the University of

Massachusetts Monday that the Bay State might be a

good place to impose the first moratorium on the

construction of atomic power plants.

Calling these facilities "Unsafe, unreliable and
unnecessary, Nader said he would like to see a

national moratorium on atomic power plants.

On Telopolitics, Sargent also commented on his

"continued support" to higher education, disputing

charges that he had cut the University's budget or

those of other state colleges and universities.

The Governor said he had merely cut the budget
requests. During his five years in office, Sargent said

his administration was responsible for raising the

UMass budget from $45-million to $95-million and the

construction of four new colleges and eight new
campuses.

GOVERNOR FRANCIS SARGENT emphasizes a
point during yesterday's Telopolitics. Sargent said that
calling an immediate halt to nuclear power plant
construction in Massachusetts was "not responsible/

'

Nixon 'won't resign'; okays Sunday gas sales

<S«aff l*hoto-l>«iiii* (oolont

THEY STILL CANT BELIEVE IT.

HOUSTON. Tex. (AP) -

President Nixon, rejecting the

proposal of a conservative
Republican senator that he quit the

White House, said last night it

takes "courage to stand and fight

for what you think is right, and
that's what I intend to do."

The resignation call came from
Sen. James L. Buckley of New
York, and while Nixon said he
respects the senator's viewpoint,

he repeated that his resignation

could cripple the institution of the

presidency.

Nixon began a nationally
broadcast appearance before the

National Association of Broad-

casters by announcing that the end
of the Arab oil embargo will ease

the gasoline shortage and
eliminate any need for rationing.

But Watergate was not far

behind: The first question put to

him was about Buckley's
resignation statement.

"...It perhaps would be an act of

courage to resign," Nixon said. "I

should also point out, however, that

while it might be an act of courage

to run away from the job that you

were elected to do, it also takes

courage to stand and fight for what

you think is right and that's what I

intend to do."

His statement, essentially a

restatement of his position on

resignation, drew a round of ap-

plause.

Furthermore, Nixon said, for

any president to resign "because of

charges made against him which
he knew were false and because he

had fallen in the polls ...might be

good politics but it would be bad
statesmanship."
Nixon said it would permanently

undermine the presidency and
change the American system of

government. He said Buckley's

suggestion "does not cause me to

reassess my position."

In the Middle East, Nixon said,

the United States seeks a per-

manent peace, "whatever happens
to the oil embargo" when Arab oil

ministers review its lifting in June.
He said he is confident that

progress toward a Middle East
peace will help insure that no
embargo is imposed again. Nixon
opened the news conference with a

statement on the effect of the lif-

ting of the oil embargo, saying it

permitted him to rescind nis order

that gasoline stations close on

Sundays.

But Nixon said the oil shortage k
not yet over, and that voluntary

programs of car pooling and

lowered speed limits will have to

continue.

He also said the "pressure on

prices" will continue because
imported oil costs about twice as

much as domestic oil.

Nixon began a nationally

broadcast appearance before the

National Association of Broad-

casters by saying that because of

the end of the embargo, "it will not

be necessary for us to have com-
pulsory rationing in the United

States."

He said oil allocations to industry

and agriculture will be increased,

and additional gasoline allocations

will be made available to eliminate

waiting lines at service stations.

Once again, he appealed to

Congress to pass his energy
measures, particularly bills to

deregulate natural gas, develop

new sources and to relax en-

vironmental restrictions.

"The greatest shortage of energy
is the lack of energy on the part of

the Congress of the United States in

getting to work and passing the

legislation needed to increase the

supply of energy," Nixon said.

While Nixon said he was
rescinding the Sunday closing
order, the gasoline station closings

actually have been on a voluntary

basis at his request.

The question of additional

materials sought by the House
Judiciary Committee came up
repeatedly, and Nixon said his

aides still are discussing the
matter with the congressional
panel. He did not reply directly to

the question of what he would do if

additional materials were sub-
poenaed by the committee.

Later, he rejected a questioner's

suggestion that he sought to limit

the boundaries of the House
inquiry by refusing to turn over
additional White House documents
and tapes.

He said the House is bound by the

Constitution, and its provisions

specifying treason, bribery or
other high crimes or
misdemeanors as grounds for

impeachment.
"It is the Constitution that

defines what the House should

have access to and the limits of its

investigation," he said. 'Now, I am
suggesting that the House follow

the Constitution. If they do, I will."

Nixon said he will try to find a

proper way to meet the demands of

Congress. But he said he must
consider the impact on future

presidents, and will do nothing that

would weaken the presidency.

"I will not participate in the

destruction of the presidency of the

United States while I am in this

office," he said.

On other points, Nixon:

-Said *he economy will remain in

"a difficult period" for the next

few months, and said beef prices

are likely to remain high. But he

repeated predictions that prices

over-all would begin to moderate in

the third quarter of the year.

Correction
Senator Sam J. Ervin (D-

N.C.), majority chairman of

the senate select committee on
campaign activities, will not be
coming to UMass to accept a

forensic prize, his Washington
office said yesterday.

A front page Collegian story

in yesterday's edition said

Ervin would receive a Speaker
of the Year Award at a national

debating conference here
March 27-30. While the story

did not say he would appear to

accept the prize, the headline
incorrectly did.

"The senator will not be
making a trip to Massachusetts
at that time," a secretary from
the senior senator's
Washington office told the
Collegian by phone.
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Noted psychic

here tomorrow

The UMass Varsity Debate team takes time out after a very successful weekend
on the Collegiate Tournament Circuit. L to R: John Adams, Howard Steinberg Ken
Becker, John Cross, Paul Goslin, David O'Brien.

Center board denies Union
renovations budget charge

By JULIE SMITH
MDC Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors at the
close of last week, denied that they were planning a
14-2 million dollar budget for renovation of the
Student Union.
"There is no need for people to feel that the Board

of Governors will act without student involvement,"
said David Winchester, Vice-Chairperson of the
Board of Governors. "We are trying to get the best
results with the lowest cost, then we will present it to
the community."
The Board felt a number of areas have to be

renovated. A Student Union Task Force has been set
up to evaluate various alternatives for renovation.
Areas under evaluation are the Hatch, Blue Wall, and
the alleyway between the Student Union and Campus
Center. Both the Blue Wall and the Hatch were
designed to be cafeterias, not bars. Also more
meeting rooms are planned and a upgrading of office
space.

Most of the Student Senate felt the Board of
Governors were going to pass this budget. John
O'Keefe of the Senate Communications Committee,
felt the Board was hiring people to study the Student
Union. He said Arthur D. Little Company had been
hired for $35,000.

O'Keefe felt this budget started last semester with
a Collegian article.

"The article was a 'trial balloon' for the Board of
Governors." O'Keefe said. "They proposed a liquor
store and stero shop. My opinion is that it was to see
people's reactions."

"They had planned to make the Student Union into
a mall. It would be bringing Route 9 into the Union.
It's outside interest to rip off the community. The
Union's first priorities should be to student talent and
crafts before Valley interests," O'Keefe said.
To prevent an expensive budget from being passed,

the Student Senate passed a motion that any
renovation of the Student Union of over $10,000 in one
month will have to come before the Senate.

Bv FRED NOBLES
MDC Staff

In 1937 he "communicated mind-
to-mind" with Sir Hubert Wilkins
3,000 Miles away in the Arctic, not

long ago he communicated with
Astronaut Edgar Mitchell while
Mitchell was on the Apollo 14 moon
flight, last April his mind raveled
to the vicinity of Jupiter and
tomorrow night he'll be at Mahar
auditiroium to discuss his ex-
periences. Harold Sherman,
founder and first president of the
ESP Research Associates Foun-
dation, is described as "the world's
eminent lay authority on Extra
Sensory Perception" and "one of
the world's foremost sensitives."

Sherman's lecture tomorrow
night at eight is the most recent
offering in the Division of-
Continuing Education's program
of exploration into psychic
phenomena.

The program began last Sep-
tember with a nine week course,
"Explorations in ESP" taught by
psychic Claudette Kiely. The in-

terest generated by that course led
to another, "Harmony of Healing"
taught by faith healer Floyd
McAuslan and ultimately to the
formation of the independent
Amherst Psychical Society.

Continuing Education Program
Director Norman Vercoe, who is

primarily responsible for getting
the program underway, hopes to

hold a psychic phenomena
workshop at UMass this summer.
Mr. Vercoe plans to get about
fourteen of the "top psychics in the
country" to participate in the
workship and expects an at-
tendance of anywhere from 500 t6

1,000* at the three day event.

Mr. Vercoe credited the growing
local and national interest in

psychic phenomena as the primary
reason the Continuing Education
program has expanded so rapidly.

He noted that more than 75 schools
now offer courses dealing with
aspects of parapsychology and that

the national interest has reached
such a level that both Time and
Newsweek have run features on
the subject.

Describing what is currently
known of ESP and related
phenomen as merely "the tip of the
iceberg," Mr. Vercoe stressed the
need for greater interest and
research into this subject by
educational institutions. "50 t6 100

years from new we'll laugh at what
we're doing now," noted Vercoe,
but the local interest has reached
such a level that he feels the
UMass faculty should seriously
consider the subject. "There are
four people taking our courses now
who would like to get degrees in

parapsychology but no school
offers such a program."

In an effort to keep pace with the
growing local interest, continuing
Ed. will be offering a new course,
"Search for God and Psychic
Healing" beginning March 28 and
dealing with Edgar Cayse
readings.

Meanwhile, Harold Sherman,
author of 17 books on psychic
phenomena, will be at Mahar
tomorrow. Tickets are $1.50 for
students and can be purchased at
room 920 of the Campus Center or
at the door.

Anyone wanting further in-

formation on any aspects of the
psychic phenomena program
should visit the Division of Con-
tinuing Education in room 315 Hills
North or call 545-0554.

New channel 3 to feature
more news, public affairs

Area govts ask

Apostola to quit

ByMICKIEHALL
MDC Staff

A new source of energy is the
aim of WFSB-TV Channel 3 of

Hartford, according to Dan Gold,
new general manager of WFSB-
TV.
Recently, Washington Post-

Newsweek bought WTIC-TV
Channel 3 from Traveler's In-

surance. The call letters have been
changed to WFSB. However, the
station will continue to be affiliated

with CBS.
More focus on eyewitness news

and public affairs will be evident in

the news format beginning in

April.

The WFSB-TV local evening
news will be expanded from one
half hour to one hour. This will be
followed by the CBS report.

Local news will be added to the
Sunday evening format. The late
Sunday evening report will contain
both local and CBS news. It has
been strictly a CBS report in the
past.

The CBS morning news will
include news for the deaf
"WFSB-TV is expanding its news

to incorporate more commentaries
and editorials," Gold said. "These
will be included in the format
everyday and will be regionally
oriented."

Time will be made available to
those people wr-^ wish to respond to
the commentaries and editorials.
Gold added that the WFSB-TV

news will contain consumer
oriented features, more film, and
push for audience involvement.
New programs will be added to

the WFSB-TV schedule in late
March or April.

"New England Journal" will be
a regionally oriented show with
attention on local news, public
affairs, entertainment, and
problems in the community.
A discussion of the week's news

will be the topic of "Agronsky &
Co.". Opinionated newsmen will
discuss major news stories of the
past week and offer individual
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views.

Generally included on the panel
will be Martin Agronsky, winner of
many broadcast journalism
awards; James J. Kilpatrick,
syndicated columnist; Carl
Rowan, syndicated columnist and
commentator; Hugh Sidney,
Washington bureau chief for Time
magazine; Peter Lisagor,
Washington bureau chief for the
Chicago Daily News; Elizabeth
Drew, Washington editor fbr the
Atlantic magazine; and George F.
Will, Washington editor of the
National Review.
"Every Women" will be an in-

terview program pertaining to
women, but of interest to both men
women. The format will center
around issues regarding women,
changing family roles, and male
and female relationships.
Film classics prior to 1938 will be

shown each week on "Cinema
Club". Many have never before
been viewed on television. This is

WFSB-TVs answer to the
nostalgia kick.

New religious programs,
Spanish speaking shows, and black
oriented programs will also be
added to the new WFSB-TV
schedule.

Introducing 10 td 17 year-olds to
the world around them will be the
idea behind "Doing-Being".
Segments of the show will be
devoted to a community project
undertaken by young people,
crafts, job preparation, and a rap
session.

By FRAN BROCK
Five Area Governments have

voted to ask Student Government
President, Nick Apostola, to

resign. The Commuter Assembly
will not vote until today.

Orchard Hill, Central, Northeast
and the Greek Areas voted on the

bill written by the Area Presidents,

Monday night. Southwest and
Sylvan voted last night.

Central's vote is not known as
yet.

SW. Sylvan and the Commuter
Assemblies asked Apostola to
attend their meetings in order that
he might defend himself. Apostola
informed the Presidents of Or-
chard Hill and Central that he
would be unable to attend because
he would be in Boston.

According to Larry St. Cyr and
Dave Hirsh, Presidents of South-
west and Northeast, respectively,
there are four major points behind
the resignation request:

1)Apostola promised to revise
the Constitution over the summer
but nothing was done, 2)He
promised to have more contact
with Areas and de-centralize the
government but he has avoided the
Areas and has proposed more
central power-including a fusing of
the Student and Graduate Senates,
3) Apostola has been lax about
committee appointments, letting
some go two to three months, 4) He
has consistantly mis-represented
the President's Council to the
Student Senate.

St. Cyr and Hirsh, told told the
SW Assembly last night that
keeping Apostola in office would

"do more harm than good." They
say that Apostola has "effectively
dissolved" the President's Council,
along with dismissing other
boards.

The Areas feel Apostola has not
been acting responsibly with his
powers and has not been
representing the Areas properly at
the Board of Trustees or in

meetings with the Administration.

According to one Student
Senator, Apostola had said he
would resign if any constituency
requested.

SENATE ELECTIONS
Are there any people out

there whose consciousness
extends beyond streaking and
complaining? The Student
Senate is looking for in-
dividuals with some desire to
deal with the real problems
facing us (dining commons,
rents, alienation, our own
racism and sexism, bus ser-
vice, rip-off's).

Vacancies exist in the
following areas: Baker (1),

Commuter (8), Crampton (1),

Dickenson (1), Gorman (1),

Greyson (1), Knowlton (1),
New Africa House (3), Wheeler
(1). and Sorority's (2).

Elections will be heid April 3

& 4. Nomination papers may be
picked up in the Student Senate
office (room 420 Student
Union) and are due April l at 4
p.m.
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Bicycle Club
trips on wheels
By FRITS CEURTSEN

Last in a three-part series on
Bicycling, Frits Geurtsen talks
about the enjoyment in owning
a bicycle — the UMass Bicycle
Club.

The UMass Bicycle club is a
group of students who believe
that a bike can be used for
more than just getting from
class to class.

Lynn Avery, president of the
organization, described it as
"bicycle club, open to
everyone, which is basically
oriented toward touring."

"In the past," he said, "The
group has gone to Cape Cod
and Martha's Vineyard. There
are other trips planned for this

semester, but we really don't
start until April when it gets a
bit warmer."

For those cyclists interested
in racing, Avery recommended
the Century Road Club of
Amherst and the Valley Cycle
Club of Northampton.
"We are in the process,"

Avery said, "Of setting up a
bicycle workshop. We're trying
to round up all the various tools

now. The workshop will be
open to everyone."

Also on the agenda for the

Bike Club this semester are
movies dealing with bicycling,

which will be open to the

public.

"One thing that should be of

great interest to cyclists,"

Avery concluded, "is a ten-

tative plan to add bicycle paths
to Route 9, when that gets
enlarged in the future. That
would be from here to Nor-
thampton."

'Stall Photo-Dan Smith)

FASTER THAN A SPEEDING BULLET it might not be, but the bicycle has
gained a place as one of the main modes of transportation on campus. Despite a
problem with thefts, it seems likely that ownership and usage will increase.

Dissent in the journalism department?
By JAN ALEXANDER

MDC Staff

In a series of recent interviews, it was
revealed that the journalistic studies
program is surrounded by some confusion
and controversy.

Whatever I have said has been completely
ignored," said journalistic studies professor
Dario Politella, "I don't know anything, no
one tells me anything. I usually hear things
through word of mouth, or I read it. The
department never has meetings."
Howard M. Ziff is the present director of

the program. Hired in September of 1971,

the former Chicago newspaperman was
promoted from associate to full professor
this February because of his "outstanding
administrative excellance, plus his high
prestige in the profession", according to

English Department Head Joseph Frank.
Usually six years are spent as an

associate professor and another six as an
assistant professor, before there is a
promotion to full professor. But there is no
hard and fast rule and promotions are
sometimes made based on ability of the
professor, and the needs of the specific

department.
Lawrence Pinkham and Ralph Whitehead

were later hired by Ziff as associate
professors.

"There was some confusion in the per-
sonnel appointments", said Politella, "I
didn't know they were hiring new people. I

thought that a consensus of opinion was
usually taken within a department on a
hiring, but perhaps this is a new policy.
"They were probably hired to bolster

Ziff's program, but I'm not sure because
there has been nothing written about the
program."

"Different departments have different
hiring practices," Ziff contends. "The
English department has a recruitment
committee who decides who they want to
interview. In addition, interested people
across campus including students submit a
letter of impressions. There is both a formal
and informal screening, and I usually invite
applicants to my home to meet with present
faculty members."
"We're growing, but under what basis?"

Politella asks. 'The administration works in

mysterious ways."

Professor Barney Emmart was hired for
the journalistic studies program in 1966 and
was refused tenure in June of 1972 because,
according to Joseph Frank, "he lacked the
requirements of good teaching, good
scholarship, and good service". Emmart
left the university in June of 1973.

"I don't know the official reasons for the
refusal", said Politella. "He had a PHD and
an excellent professional and academic
background. His specialty was research
theory and international communication.
They must have decided his specialty was
no longer needed."
Arthur Musgrave, a journalistic studies

professor here since 1936, has other com-
plaints. He and Emmart had a "co-
curricular tutorial program" set up
whereby students had a liberal arts major
and wrote for local newspapers to gain
practical experience.

"This program was illegally destroyed
when Ziff came here", said Musgrave. "A
newswriting course taught by a former
reporter is worthless. Students can only
profit by practical experience on a regular
newspaper."

"There should be a paid full-time jour-
nalism director, who is experienced as an
editor in hiring and firing, then employers
would be more likely to hire graduates of the
program."
"I am wary of providing free labor for

profit-making institutions," said Ziff,
"There were also two things wrong with the
program: Students would learn bad habits
from a bad newspaper, and you have to have
a faculty that can supervise it, which we
don't have the money for now."

Ziff stated the present requirements as 'A
double major, with the student taking 15

journalistic studies credits, 6 of which
should be English writing courses."
"Musgrave violently disagrees with my

philosophy. For routine decisions, he insists

on a full dress debate. For 15 years before I

came, the program had been plagued by
personal problems. I make a point of
starting with a clean slate, which is

sometimes difficult."

Joseph Frank backed Ziff by stating, "The
program was an absolute mess when I came
here. Now it's beginning to be an exciting,
viable and humanistic enterprise."

Sports fee: not pay for play
By LAWRENCE KORNFELD athletic facilities. It all goes into
Contrary to popular opinion the inter-collegiate sports according to

$30 a* year "Athletic Fee" doesn't Al Rufe, Financial Manager of
cover intramurals, game tickets, Athletics.
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38 varsity and junior varsity teams
competing in 23 inter-collegiate

sports, 15 men's and eight
women's.

Yet the Athletic Fee money,
which comes to over $520,060' a

year, only pays one third of the cost

of inter-collegiate sports at UMass.
The other two thirds is paid by the
state.

The Athletic Fee was set up in

1965 by the Board of Trustees to

support an expanded inter-

collegiate sports program.

Athletic Director Frank
Mclnerney justifies the paying of

the fee by students, whether they
have an interest in sports or not, by
saying: "It goes far beyond the
fact that many people watch and
participate in it. It represents
UMass provides an living learning

experience...and gives the students

something to rally around."

He sees the inter-collegiate

program as a public relations

program for giving people a "good
feeling" about UMass. "It helps

the University extend itself as a

quality academic institution;"

Mclnerney added.

Six of the 30 dollars a year goes
to paying for building and main-
tenance of the football stadium.
The rest is divided among other
expenses including: equipment,
officials, ticket takers, janitors,

transportation, lodging, meals,
security, and Yankee Conference
dues.

Advisory nuke vote

slated for May
A referendum question asking

whether the town should support
plans by Northeast Utilities to

build a nuclear power plant in

Montague will be on that town's
election ballot in May. The ballot

question, sponsored by Montague
selectman is purely advisory.

Donald H. Skole, the selectman
who initiated the move said that his

action does not indicate personal
opposition to the nuclear plant
which is a dual facility estimated
to cost $1.35 billion.

Skole said that he wanted to get a
clearer idea of how the town-
speople felt about the proposed

Parking fee
When the Balanced Tran-

sportation and Parking System
was started last year, students
were offered the option of paying
the parking convenience fee in two
installments. All students selecting

this option were billed during in-

tercession.

Any student who has not paid the
balance of his parking fee is urged
to do so prior to April 1, 1974.

Parking fees unpaid after that date
will be considered grounds for
revoking campus parking
privileges.

Any questions concerning billing

should be directed to the Parking
Office, 103 Hampshire, Tel 545-
0065'.

construction scheduled for com-
pletion in 1983.

There were only four supporters

at November's special town
meeting proposed by David Wood,
who asked for funds to study
possible dangers of the plant. Skole

said it seemed that those actively

opposing construction composed
about 10 per cent of the town's

population and he and other
selectmen wanted to find out if this

was actually so.

Skole said that Montague is

planning to engage a consultant to

study the effects of the proposed
project on population, en-
vironment, ecology and roads.

Don's death

discussed
There will be a HISPANIC
LANGUAGES &
LITERATURES LECTURE on

Thursday at 8 p.m., Rm. 227,

Herter Hall. The speaker will

be Prof. Peter N. Dunn, Dept.

of Foreign & Comp. Lit., Univ.

of Rochester.

The topic of his talk will be

:

THE DEATH OF DON
QUIXOTE.
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Buckley calls for Nixon's resignation
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. James L.

Buckley, a conservative Republican who
strongly supports President Nixon's
policies, called yesterday for Nixon's
resignation to preserve the presidency and
pull the nation "out of the Watergate
swamp."

At a packed news conference in the Senate
Caucus Room that was the scene of last

year's Watergate hearings, Buckley said
Nixon's resignation would at once serve
"the greater interests of the nation, the
institution of the presidency and the state

goals for which he so successfully cam-
paigned."
He said that Watergate has created an

unparalleled national crisis that im-
peachment can never resolve. "If the
President withdrew," Buckley said, "this
crisis would be resolved."

In the Senate, Buckley said he had
received some support, some opposition in

private talks with fellow GOP con-
servatives. Two of them, Sens. Barry
Goldwater of Arizona and Jesse Helms of
North Carolina, promptly opposed his call,
but said they would favor resignation if

Nixon is guilty.

Party conservatives have been Nixon's
chief supporters. Buckley said he hopes his
stand will have some impact on Nixon
because it comes "from quarters that are
basically friendly to the President, sym-
pathetic to what he has tried to advance."

Sen. Edward W. Brooke of Massachusetts
is the only other Republican U.S. senator to
call for Nixon's resignation. Unlike Brooke,
a liberal, Buckley is, as he described
himself, "a life-long Republican who has
worked actively for Richard Nixon."
He was elected to the Senate in 1970 with

the administration's help as the candidate of
New York's Conservative party, defeating
liberal Republican Sen. Charles E. Goodell

and a Democrat.
As one who saw in Nixon's 1972 victory

"both the mandate and the opportunity to

carry forth reforms of historic significance

for the nation," Buckley said, "today, just 16

months later, it is my conviction that the

President has been stripped of the ability to

fulfill that mandate."
Warning that a prolonged impeachment

debate would only exacerbate the situation,

Buckley said, "There is only one way and

one way only by which the crisis can be

resolved, and the country pulled out of the

Watergate swamp."
Buckley stressed that he shares Nixon's

desire to preserve the presidency's powers,

saying "The only way to save it is for the

current President to resign, leaving the

office free to defend itself with a new in-

cumbent."
Buckley said his position was taken

"regardless of innocence or guilt" of the

President and that, in the event of an im-
peachment trial, "The country will be in for

a trauma the dimensions of which the
country has not thought through."
Goldwater, in a statement, said he un-

derstands Buckley's feeling but that 'too

many questions arise when it comes to

asking for the resignation of President
Nixon," including the danger of such a
precedent.

Vice President Gerald R. Ford told

reporters he does not believe Nixon should
resign.

"There are no proven charges against
him," Ford said. "And resignation under
these circumstances would be ill advised."
Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill., said that

Buckley's statement makes the situation

"more perilous" for the President and that

if Nixon does not resign, Congress will have
no choice but to continue the impeachment
process

U.S. and the world

Disengagement talks

to start March 29

SIGN OF SPRING — A shrub in New York City's Central Park shows buds
Thursday although weather still is cool enough to keep skaters skating on the
VVollman Ice Rink in background.

Eight persons killed during

food riots in Indian state
NEW DELHI, India <AP>-

Student-led riots over food scar-

cities and high prices spread
across Bihar State yesterday
despite army and police rein-

forcements rushed in to control the

mobs.
Policemen and soldiers opened

fire on the unruly street crowds,
killing eight persons and injuring

several others, United News of

India reported.

Authorities in the state capital of

Patna, 500 miles southeast of New
Delhi, lifted their curfew from 5 to

6 p.m. to allow residents to buy
food.

The state radio claimed calm
had been restored in Patna but

acknowledged that new violence

was erupting in several other
towns in the state, one of the

poorest in India.

A British relief organization, the

Oxford Committee for Famine

Relief, predicted in New Delhi that
the Bihar grain crop probably
would fail to meet even half the
state's requirements.
The violence erupted Monday as

student-led crowds tried to block
the state legislature's opening
session in a demonstration of
dissatisfaction over shortages of
essential food grains, high food
prices, corruption and unem-
ployment.
Similar student agitation over

economic hardships brought down
the Gujarat State government and
forced Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi to disband the legislature
in that state, on the other side of

The New
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India about 450 miles southwest of

New Delhi.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
United States and Israel yesterday

set March 29 as the date for the

beginning of serious negotiations

on a disengagement of Israeli and
Syrian forces in the Golan Heights.

The date was fixed by Secretary

of State Henry A. Kissinger and
Israeli Foreign Minister Abba
Eban in a one-hour talk at the State

Department.
Eban told newsman that Israel

was "prepared for the kind of

concrete and pragmatic com-
promise that is necessary to reach
agreement" with Syria.

The negotiations will open with

the arrival of an Israeli team
headed by Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan.
Now that a date is set, Kissinger

said he would "get in touch with

the Syrian government" on the

who would represent Damascus
and when the Syrian mission would

arrive.

The talks will begin two weeks
later than originally planned.
Kissinger rejected a reporter's

suggestion that there had been a
"hangup" in arranging the
negotiations. He said the delay was
caused by "a necessity to prepare
positions very carefully."

Kissinger set up the "reverse
shuttle" - having the Israelis and
Syrians come here - on a swing
through the Middle East that ended
March 2.

As senior officials explained
Kissinger's plans then, he was to

deal first with the Israelis and then
- separately - sometime afterward
with the Syrians.

But George S. Vest, the depart-
ment spokesman, told newsmen
that "the scenario is still unclear."
That is, Vest said, "we have no
prejudice in reference to con-
secutive sessions."

FREE GAS
AND SEX

Lists have been made of commuters interested in
forming car pools. These lists can be found in the
following places:

Commuter Lounge S.U. Basement
Resource Center for Non- Resident Students, 229

Whitmore
Parking Office, 105 Hampshire
Casial E-22, Machmer Hall

Business Administration Office, 359 SBA
Engineering Office, 201 Engineering East
Food and Natural Resources — 110 Stockbridge
Campus Center Level 2, Information Desk
Student Activities RSO Office, 416 Student Union
Graduate Registrar's Office, 243 GRC

*and some car pools offer even more!
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Confusion surrounds March 21 meeting
WASHINGTON (AP)

President Nixon has offered three
different views of the meeting a
year ago when John W. Dean told

him of hush money payments,
giving rise to a continuing barrage
of questions.

The confusion of what was said
at that meeting March 21 is

compounded not only by the
President's statements but also the
versions offered by the other
participants, Dean and H.R.
Haldeman.

It boils down to this

:

Was the President told that

money being paid to the seven
original Watergate defendants was
for legal costs?

Or was he told the money was to

buy silence?

Did he understand what he was
told was a fact, or did he take it as
an allegation?

Legal defense funds are a
common practice; there is nothing
unlawful about them. But paying

hush money is obstruction of
justice, a serious crime.

In one of his first major
Watergate statements, the
President said he learned March 21
about the possible involvement of
top aides in the Watergate cover-
up. He said he began "intensive
new inquiries into this whole
matter." He reported "major
developments," but said he
couldn't be specific.

Then came the Senate Watergate
hearings. Dean said he told Nixon
about money demands being made
by the defendants and that about
that time Haldeman joined the
conversation.

Apparently Dean got his dates
wrong. He said he recalled it as a
meeting March 21 — and
Haldeman said he had listened to a
tape recording and confirmed that.

Whatever the date, Dean
claimed he told Nixon it might cost

as much as $1 million eventually to

meet the demands.

"He told me that was no problem
and he also looked over at

Haldeman and repeated the same
statement.'' Dean testified.

Haldeman, in his Senate
testimony, recalled that "the
President said 'there is no problem
in raising a million dollars, we can
do that, but it would be wrong."
The President addressed the

point for the first time on Aug. 15 in

a statement. He said he was told
only ">hat funds had been raised
for payments to the defendants,
with the knowledge and approval
of persons both on the White House
staff and the re-election com-
mittee."

And he added the point that
became the focus of the dispute: "I
was only told that the money had
been used for attorneys' fees and
family support, not that it had been
paid to procure silence from the
recipients."

At a news conference at San
Clemente a week late, Nixon

supported the Haldeman version

as accurate and said that on March
21 Dean was conoerned about "not

so much the raising of money for

the defendants, but the raising of

money for the defendants for the

purpose of keeping them still — in

other words, so-called hush-
money."
The matter remained fairly

dormant until March 1, when
Haldeman and six others were
indicted in the cover-up.

The grand jury had listened to a

tape recording of that March 21

meeting — one of the nine that had
been fought for through the courts
— and charged Haldeman with

lying when he quoted Nixon as

saying "it would be wrong."
piH h«» tHp President was asked

on March 6, say it would be wrong.
"For the first time on March 21,

he Dean told me that payments had
been made to defendants for the
purpose of keeping them quiet —
you describe it as hush money —
that, of course, would have been an
obstruction of justice."

The President explained he
pointed out to Dean that raising the
money and paying it was
something that could be done but
that it was linked to clemency and
"no individual is simply going to
stay in jail because people are
taking care of his family."

"I then said that to pay clemency
was wrong," Nixon said. "I think I

can quote it directly. I said, "it is

wrong, that is for sure."

Television appearance denied

to accused SLA killers
MARTINEZ. Calif. (AP) - A men, who are in prison on murder

judge denied yesterday a request charges, could make it impossible
for a national television ap- for them to get a fair trial
pearance by two jailed Symbionese Miss Hearst's father, newspaper
Liberation Army members who executive Randolph A Hearst
claim they have suggestions that said he was disappointed "I
could lead to freedom for kidnaped haven't read the whole decision

"

heiress Patricia Hearst. Hearst said. "I don't see how any
The judge said he was afraid statement that might possible

such an appearance by the two bring about the release of our

daughter could keep the defen-
dants from getting a fair trial. I

need time to think it over."
In turning down the request,

Contra Costa County Superior
Court Judge Sam Hall said: "It

could create an atomsphere that

would make it impossible for the
defendants to receive a fair trial in

California or in the United States. I

— _-_ -. - _ _ - can't let this happen."

Wounded Knee phone^r^: gslsn
1 kidnaped the 20-year-old coed Feb.

4, had threatened to sever all

communications with Miss
Hearst's family unless Joseph
Remire, 27, and Russell Little, 24,

got the televised appearance.
The pair are charged in Oakland

with the assassination Nov. 6 of

Oakland School Supt. Dr. Marcus
Foster, and the attempted murder
of a Concord policeman in a
shootout Jan. 10 in which they were
captured.

VISTA & PEACE CORPS
Have Thousands of Interesting Jobs

BoCh Peace ( orps and VISTA havr job openings for college gradt. people » ilh
*ome practical eiperience in a trade and people with a firsthand knowledge of
poverty problems. VISTA wants people to serve in places as diverse as Ap-
palachia and Detroit: Peace Corps has requests for volunteers in Sa developing
nations.

Representatives will be on campus soon looking for people with majors and
experiences like these, to go into programs beginning in July-September

i

VISTA: Law. Preschool. Special Ed.. Psychology. Guidance Counseling.
Social Sciences. Recreation. Journalism. City Planning. Home Kc. Construction
work. Carpentry Community Health. Lab Technician. PE. Elementary
Secondary Teaching. BBAs. Accounting. Architecture. Civil Engineering. Voc
Ed. Spanish majors A Huenl speakers. Personnel Administration Pharmacy
Agriculture. LPS'.

Peace Corps: Architecture. Ag Economics. Biology. Liberal Arts. Ag
Engineering. Accounting. Public Administration. Agronomy. Plant Pathology.
Business Administration. Geology. Home Ec Nutrition. Hospital Administration
Construction work. Auto Body Repair. Medical Technology. OT. Public Health.
Plumbing. Elementary A Secondary Teaching. Civil Engineering. Speech
Pathology. Cabinetmaking. Surveying. Statistics. Heavy Equipment Operators.
Industrial Arts. French-Spanish majors and fluent speakers. MS and BSRVs.
Math and Science.

The above is only a partial list. We're looking for people about to graduate in
many fields and people with farm experience and rural backgrounds, problem-
solving experience, literacy, tutorial and organiiational experience.

Peace Corps and VISTA pay a living allowance travel, medical expenses and
a complction-of-service allotment of IS0-17S per month on the job.

Representatives will be on campus March 19-ZI. Stop by the Placement Office
now for more information and to sign up for an interview

not tapped: Gov't
ST. PAUL, Minn (AP) - The

:ormer Justice Department
negotiator at the seige of Wounded
Knee, S.D., says he assured a
lawyer for Indians that a telephone
line from the village was not

illegally tapped.

Kent Frizzell, solicitor for the

Interior Department and formerly
an assistant U.S. attorney general,

said yesterday he got assurances
from the FBI that it was not

eavesdropping on conversations in

and out of the village.

Frizzell testified at an eviden-

tiary hearing called by U.S.
District Judge Fred Nichol in the

trial of American Indian
Movement (AIM) leaders Dennis
Banks, 41, St. Paul, and Russell

Means, 34, Porcupine, S.D. They
are accused of burglary and theft,

among other charges, in the armed
occupation that began Feb. 27,

1973.

Their s«x attorneys were in court

yesterday, as the defense tried to

prove that the government had an
illegal wiretap operating just

outside Wounded Knee. The
defendants seek dismissal on this

and other grounds of alleged

misconduct.

Mark Lane, a defense attorney,

testified he made many telephone

calls into and out of Wounded Knee
during the 71-day occupation by 200

or more Indians and white sym-
pathizers.

COME TO

THE CAPE!

This summer plan to

swim, sail, surf — and
earn extra college
credits. Combine fun
and study on Cape' Cod
at the community
college's day and
evening summer
program. Write for
catalog to: Dept. of

Cont. Ed., Cape Cod
Community College, W.
Barnstable, MA 02668.

PRE-VACATION PARTY!
with

SiAOUU
at the

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20

THURSDAY, MARCH 21

NO COVER — NO MINIMUM

Bud Drinkers, can
you figure this out?
Ralph bought a 6-pak of Hudweiser and invited four friends over to share it.

Since he bought, he expected to have two tans to himself, but unfortunately
when he returned to the refrigerator for his second, he found it missing. So he
asked who took it. Al said, "Joe drank it." Joe said, " Dan drank it." Dan said,

And Hill said, "I didn't drink it." If only one of these
who reallv drank it?

"Joe, that's a lie!

statements is true
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The energy crisis

Rationing coupons

collector's items
WASHINGTON (AP) — With the oil embargo off, the government is

locking up 4.8 billion ration coupons printed at a cost of $12 million in
hopes they'll never be used.

They may become collector's items one day. They may be destroyed.
Or they may be locked up for several years until the energy crisis eases.
Meantime, the government's biggest worry is security. The coupons

are being distributed to various locations around the country and kept
under lock and key.

If any are pilfered, it immediately raises the problem of possible
counterfeiting or an inflated value for the coupon since the others are
being kept in storage, officials said Tuesday.
James B. Conlon, director of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing,

said that "we have set up pretty stringent security" to make sure none of
the coupons is stolen.

Energy officials, ordered by the White House to keep quite about the
lifting of the embargo until President Nixon had commented, would only
say that a study will be ordered to determine what will be done with the
huge batch of coupons.
The Bureau of Engraving and Printing began printing the coupons in

late January. The job won't be finished until the end of the month, Conlon
said. Two commercial bank-note houses are printing about one-fifth of
the supply.

The 4.8-billion supply is enough to run a ration program for three
months, he said.

The government's presses have been running around the clock to finish
the job, and printing of currency has been suspended until the entire
coupon supply is ready. The nation's Federal Reserve banks have an
excess of currency.
The coupons looks like miniature dollar bills, carrying the same

engraving of George Washington that appears on the greenback. They
are black, gray and white.
Now, with rationing a slim possibility, Americans may never see them

in circulation. And that is fine with the Nixon administration, which
sharply opposes rationing.

Why spend $12 million then? "We would have been remiss in our duty if

we hadn't, and rationing had really become necessary," and energy
official said, "As it is, it is taking two months to print them."

Simon says: more

oil price increases
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. energy chief William E. Simon said

yesterday the end of the Arab oil embargo will cause further price in-
creases on gasoline and fuel oil in the United States

.

Simon added that federal allocation of petroleum would continue and
that fuel conservation efforts would still be required despite the lifting of
the embargo.
As Simon spoke to the National Association of Realtors, the American

Automobile Association reported that gasoline supplies were the best
they have been this year.

The motorists' organization said spot checks of 6,225 stations showed
only three per cent were out of gas last week when questioned The
previous week 5 per cent were out and two weeks earlier 20 per cent had
dry pumps.
Simon warned that the end of the embargo may bring "a temporary

surplus of certain supplies or at least a temporary sufficiency" whichmay lull people into thinking they can go back to business as usual."
But he said this is not so.

"We are going to have to conserve energy...people are going to have to
cut down on extra trips and use car pools."
He said continued restraints would be necessary because of both the

continued supply limitations and instability of the world oil market and
the economic burden of foreign oil prices, which have quadrupled over
the past six months.

A newsman asked Simon if the arrival of greater supplies of petroleum
from the Middle East would cause prices here to fall in response to the
usual relation between supply and demand.

"It's just the reverse this time," Simon said.
He said as additional supplies of high-priced oils are imported these

high prices will be blended into the total cost of U.S. petroleum causing
retail prices of gasoline and fuel oil to increase still further.

"Gasoline is going to cost more and so is heating oil, he said, but he
declined to estimate how large the price increases may be.

Simon pointed out it would be at least two months or longer before the
additional imports would begin reaching American consumers.
The AAA report Tuesday indicated that the number of stations pum-

ping gasoline at night and on weekends increased again in the past week.

Fewer stations are limiting purchases, more stations are open after 7
p.m. on weekdays and fewer stations are staggering hours between early
morning and late afternoon shifts, AAA said.

The organization said it found 7 per cent of the stations contacted were
closing their pumps by noon on weekdays, compared to 9 per cent at last

report. Twenty-nine per cent of the statons were pumping fuel after 7

p.m. on weekdays — one per cent more than last report.

The number of stations open on Saturday jumped two per cent, to 65 per

cent, and the number open on Sundays remained steady at 17 per cent,

AAA said. Only 20 per cent of the stations are limiting gasoline purchases.

In the last report, 22 per cent were limiting purchases.

AAA said 16 states continued to use the odd-even license tag gasoline

distribution plan, where motorists with odd tags get gas on odd dates and
motorists with even tags filled up on even dates. In addition, county or

city plans are in effect in seven other states.

Six turnpikes are using the odd-even plan, AAA said, and most dealers

on major turnpikes are limiting purchases Stations on the New Jersey,

Oklahoma and Florida turnpikes^ and the Garden State Parkway and
Indiana Toll Road are open 24houfs a day, seven days a week.

Days to restore production

months until oil arrives

UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — American oilmen said

yesterday it will take a few days to restore oil

production cuts imposed by the Arabs during the

October war against Israel.

Oil industry sources disclosed that some Arab
governments have not yet officially notified their

foreign concessionaires of the Vienna decision to lift

the anti-American embargo as of yesterday and*
restore production cuts, primarily because some oil

ministers have not yet returned from Europe.
"This is a matter of one or two days," said a

spokesman for Aramco, the Arabian-American oil

company operating in Saudi Arabia. "We are in

contact with the Saudi government every day. As
soon as we get official notification, we will tell our
people and wait for the tankers to show up."
A number of empty tankers were reported waiting

in Middle East ports for orders to start leading, but
the Aramco spokesman said "this is not the case at
Ras Tanura" in Saudi Arabia.
"They are probably on the way," he added. "When

they will arrive is anybody's guess. Leading takes
about a day. And it will take one to two months for the
tankers to reach the American coast."
The Aramco spokesman and sources in several

other oil companies said it would only take "a few
days" to restore ARab wells to their pre-October
production levels.

Oil from the Algerian ports could reach the United
states more ouicklv over a shorter route. In Algiers

officials said the government had accepted the Arab
decision to lift the embargo and there was nothing to
prevent loading of oil at Algerian ports.

Algeria exported $19 million worth of petroleum
products to the United States in 1973. The country
accepted the lifting of the embargo with some
reluctance, and with the specific reservation that it

may be reimposed if there has been no progress
toward a Middle East settlement within two months.
Libya, which along with Syria opposed the lifting of

the oil embargo announced in Vienna on Monday,
callld the decision an "act of treason" especially
since fighting was flared again on the Golan Heights
border between Syria and Israel.

In the Netherlands a Foreign Ministry spokesman
said the embargo remaining against Holland will hurt
not only Holland but all of Europe. Rotterdam, a
main oil transit point, will suffer from the continued
embargo, he said, and since the port is an integral
part of Europe's economic life, this will hurt all
Europe too.

In continuing the embargo against the Netherlands
and Denmark, the Arab countries claimed they were
still unfriendly to the Arab cause.

The Middle East Economic Survey, a well-
informed oil journal, said Arab countries had cut
back production by 2,939,0001 barrels per day. That
amount would restore production to September 1973
levels of 20,470,060* barrels per day.

Scramble on for domestic land

with oil and gas potential
DALLAS (AP) - Booming oil

demands and profits and Arab-
induced urgency have triggered a
scramble to lease land that might
yield new oil and gas supplies.

Land brokers for several major
oil firms say they are working
overtime trying to lease federal

and private land with possibilities

for oil and gas. Prices of leases

have doubled in some areas and
competition for prime spots is

fierce.

The land rush is greater now
than in several years, says Bill

Allbright, president of the
American Association of
Petroleum Landmen.
Causes for the scramble have

many roots but higher prices for oil

and refined products are the
biggest reason, industry
spokesmen say.

Oil from wells producing in 1972

brings $5.25 a barrel under federal
controls. Newly found oil sells for

$10 or more a barrel. The price a
year ago was about $3.50 for any
oil, "old" or "new".

"It's hope for the future,

Allbright said. "Without the leases,

you don't have a whole lot of hope.

What you have now is gradually
being depleted."

He said leases are to the oilman
what "beans on the shelf" are to

the grocer.

Total domestic crude oil

production is currently running at

about 9.2 million barrels a day,
down by about 200,000 barrels from
the same time last year, industry
figures show. The United States

needs about 19 million barrels a
day to meet its needs, federal

energy officials estimate. The gap
is filled with imported oil, now in

short supply.

The scramble for new sources of

domestic oil has so far not
produced enough oil to boost

domestic production figures.

Meanwhile, the old wells, many of

them 30 tb 40 years old, aren't
producing as much as they once
did, industry spokesman say.

Half NE stations
pump all day long
BOSTON (AP) — About half of the gasoline stations surveyed by the

American Automobile Association in New England are now pumping
gasoline all day long, and a number are beginning to pump during
evening hours as well.

The association reported that waiting lines are either non-existent or
short, and most stations are filling tanks instead of limiting sales
Sunday closings are still widespread, according to the survey, but some

stations are beginning to pump on Sundays.
Turnpike and toll road service stations have extended their hours and

increased amounts of gasoline available to motorists, the AAA said

VETERANS

GOOD PAY FOR YOUR MILITARYSKILLS
in a part time job, $3,15 to $10.77 per hour.

The 3rd Battalion 35 Infantry (Army Reserve)
offers good pay, adventure training (rappelling, white watering) and

no hassle. If interested drop by and see us at Memorial Hall on

.

20
.

M
.
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;.
1974 between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.

G.O.P. claims legislature too lengthy
BOSTON (AP) - The

Massachusetts legislature has
become the longest running
political show in all 50 states, and
the Republican minority is getting

angrier as the annual sessions get

longer.

The Republicans, outnumbered

by more than three to one in both
branches of the legislature, want to
set an arbitrary limit of six or
seven months on the presently
open ended sessions.

Tneir cnance oi success, based
on opposition from the Democrats,
is about the same as that of Don

Quixote against the windmill.

House Minority Leader Francis
W. Hatch Jr., R-Beverly, has told

the legislature's Judiciary Com-
mittee that Massachusetts is one of

only 12 states without limits on the

length of the legislative session.

Hatch says every one of the other

Around New England
Marijuana defeated
BOSTON (AP) - The Social

Welfare Committee voted 12-6

yesterday against a bill legalizing

possession of one ounce of

marijuana.
Rep. Michael F. Flaherty, D-

Boston, House chairman, said the

committee has been polled and the

results will be presented at a
session next Tuesday when, he
added, further action is anticipated

on all other pending marijuana
bills.

"I expect the vote will be about
the same on all of them," Flaherty
said. They deal with proposed
referenda, and studies.

Flaherty said the committee
voted to have a poll of all members
on all marijuana bills.

Boston Highway

The conference is slated to wind
up today.

Proposals submitted by the
workshops included :

-The two regions have much in

common and should launch a joint

review of land use, land ownership
and environmental protection and
control.

-Set up an appropriate
mechanism to remove the "red
tape" associated with customs
clearance between northern New
England and Canada.
-Adopt uniform regulations

concerning the most efficient truck
sizes which could be allowed to

operate on regional highways.
-Improve interregional rail

transportation by achieving a
faster turnaround of Canadian rail

equipment circulating in the U.S.

-Coordinate airport planning
between the northern New
England states and Canadian
officials to avoid unnecessary
duplication of facilities on opposite

sides of the border.

Counterfeiter
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - William

Robert Santinello, 30, of Chicopee
has been sentenced in U.S. District

Court here to 12 months in prison

after pleading guilty to buying and
receiving bogus money.

U.S. Atty. James N. Gabriel said

Santinello was accused of buying

and receiving $15,000 in counterfeit

$20 Federal Reserve notes here in

February of 1973.

BOSTON (AP)- Boston's
elevated Central Artery cannot be

rerouted underground, the

chairman of the legislature's

Transportation Committee said North Adams
yesterday.

Rep. Raymond F. Rourke, D-

Lowell, said he had been told by a

key figure in a study of the high-

way that it could not be put un-

derground for engineering
reasons.

Rourke did not name his in-

formant nor elaborate on the

reasons.

Alan Altschuler, the state's

secretary of Transportation and

construction, replied, "he hasn't

told me about it. Maybe we ought

to save our money for the study."

Altschuler was appearing before

a hearing of Rourke's committee

on Gov. Fraacis W. Sargent's bill

to construct a third tunnel under

Boston harbor between the

Massachusetts Turnpike at South

Station and Logan International

Airport. The Two-lane, $200 million

tunnel would be limited to buses,

airport limousines, trucks and

taxis.

The Boston Redevelopment
authority has been studying for a

month the idea of depressing the

Central Artery. The study is to be

completed in three to five months.

Canada trade study
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) -

Participants in a conference aimed

at boosting trade between New
England and Eastern Canada
submitted recommendations here

today ranging from ways to

steamline customs to developing a

new regional energy policy.

The proposals were presented at

a morning session by participants

in eight workshops, each of which

met Monday to explore aspects of

trade and transportation between

the two regions.

honored
NORTH ADMAS (AP) - North

Adams has been selected as an All

American City by the National
Municipal League, according to
the man who headed the city's

entry committee.
Alan Marden, director of the

Berkshire County Development
Commission, made the an-
nouncement Tuesday to reporters.

The official league announcement
is scheduled for April 15.

The Dallas-based league selects

10 cities for the designation each
year.

North Adams, with a population
of about 19,000. was selected from
among 495 entries and 18 finalists.

It is the only New England city

cited this year.

Integration delay

BOSTON <AP) - The Boston

School Committee plans to ask the

state Supreme Judicial Court
today for a delay in the scheduled

September implementation in the

state's racial balance plan for

public schools.

U.S. District Court Judge W.
Arthur Garrity Jr. refused a

committee request Monday to

reopen a federal discrimination

case and to order a formal review

of the state plan.

Two years ago, the national

Association for the Advancement
of Colored People filed suit

charging the committee with
denying black children equal
educational opportunities under

the U.S. Constitution.

A decision from Garrity on that

case is pending.

NOW 20% OFF
on all paperbacks ft

hardcover books

Buy 3 paperback mysteries

get 1 FREE

^soundscope
Mountain harms Mall.houte 9, Hadley, MA

11 states ends their sessions
"months" before Massachusetts,
although some do return for

special sessions on specific issues.

In seven of the last 12 years,

Massachusetts' legislative
sessions have continued into

September, after starting the first

week in January as required by
law. The 1973 session ended Nov.
30.

In three of the last 12 years, the

sessions have continued for 12

months and overlapped in the

following year.

"What is it about this legislature

that makes us so special?" Hatch
has asked. "We certainly don't do

any more work than some other

legislatures."

Hatch and 14 other Republicans
have filed legislation to limit the

sessions to seven months. Senate
Minority Leader John F. Parker,
R-Tauton, has filed his own bill to

limit the annual session to six

months.

Hatch insists the shorter session

would force legislators to work

harder.

At present, the legislative work
week is four days, sometimes only

three. The House and Senate hold

Friday sessions only during
prorogation the last segment of the

work year

Sometimes Thursdays are only

half workdays since legislators are

anxious to get home for their long

weekends.

Legislators have always
defended the short work weeks by

saying they must take the peoples'

pulse back in their districts.

Parker, however, says the long

sessions are "exasperating."

"A six month session might seem
like a rash proposal but it would be

doing a favor for ourselves and the

taxpayers. We could cut down on a

lot of the junky legislation we get

now," Parker savs.

But Democrats, who have
controlled the legislature for more
than a decade are not interested in

change.

Help us out-let us treat you

and your friends to a delicious

buffet dinner and all the beer

you can drink — its on us.

In return, we'd just like you to help

us make some phone calls to raise

$50/000 for Scholarships/ Outreach,
Every Women's Center, and other
U.Mass. organizations. The
phonothon is in Memorial Hall/

Monday-Thursday, April 1-25, 6:00

p.m. Sunday, April 21 and 28, 12:30

p.m. Call Brenda at 5-2543, for

more information.

Spring

Clothing &
Accessories

Slacks • Tops • Halters •

Skirts • Knit Tops • Leather Bags

and much more.
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Next U.S. President will be dark horse
By BILL PARENT

History makes men and history repeats
itself.

As 1976 draws near and many changes
occur on the political front, I believe that
history will repeat itself once again and a
hero will rise out of obscurity to save us all

from the shame of the present ad-
ministration, just as in 1932 when a partially
crippled, assistant Secretary of the Navy,
Franklin Roosevelt came forward to inherit
the Presidency during a time of severe
depression on false programs and promises
of prosperity. Luckily for Roosevelt, Adolf
Hitler invaded Poland and suddenly there
were thousands of jobs and plenty of
patriotism. The times made Roosevelt a
reat leader, and, as economists predict
better days coming toward the end of this

decade, and the international relations show
signs of improvement, the late seventies will

probably produce a popular leader also. But
the next President is probablv not one of the
so called "front-runners" in the papers
today, the voting public is now distrustful
and cynical to candidates being sold to
them. All the present favorites seem to be
lacking something.

First of all, the Republicans don't have
much hope. Their only hope is Gerald Ford,
and Gerald Ford's only hope is that he
becomes President this summer and the
economy and the press make radical turn-
abouts, but this is very unlikely. Lowell
Weiker could never be President because he
comes off as too much of a political op-
portunist and he seriously looks too much
like Rodney Dangerfield .

George Wallace and his third party, in my
opinion, will not be able to muster enough
support to take an election. Remember, it

was a little more than a short decade ago
that he stood on the steps of the University of
Alabama and refused to allow a black man
to gain admission. Also I find Wallace in the
heat of a campaign not to be at all

charismatic figure but rather an obnoxious
politician preaching facism to win a man-
date. No, the sympathy of the wheelchair
will not be enough and I doubt his acupunc-
ture treatment cleared out his racist
ideology.

The Democrats have the best chance, but
not with the current line of potential can-
didates. Walter Mondale is already boring

people in New Hampshire which is a trick in

itself. The party could never get away with
following George McGovern with Henry
Jackson, the Pentagons' friend; that would
be too drastic a change in party policy,

(even though that term itself is a myth) it

would be too much of a contradiction. Ted
Kennedy could probably win an election but
there are too many factors against him
governing effectively. Sadly, there is always
going to be Chappiquidik and rumors about
his personal life. Also there is his own safety
as a Kennedy. Anyway I don't think that the
country could possibly fall into the Cape Cod
Camelot of the early sixties again so soon.
Finally, young hopefuls like Julian Bond will

only have a slight chance because the people
will probably be leaning to those candidates
with years of Constitutional experience.
So who is going to be President?
As I said, the next President is probably

pretty much unknown but as names appear
in the next year there are a few traits to be
watched for. The next President is going to

have to be very close to the people, very
plain spoken in the Truman style. He will

also have to have a clean political character
to follow the Nixon Administration. If Ed

Muskie had waited a few years to come out

of the Maine woods he could have probably
made it on the Abraham Lincoln image but

when he broke under the pen of William
Loeb he lost the faith of the peonle. The next

President will probably be older too, a man
with a keen sense of history like Woodrow
Wilson. On the Bi-Centennial election people
will be examining closely how candidates

interpret and stand for the Constitution. The
election will not be one of issue but of

edeology, campaign speeches will often

sound like history classes with frequent

quotes from the Constitution and the

Federalist Papers.

In conclusion I don't know if such a man
exists; at this time there are no hopefuls
who fufill enough of these requirements.
Therefore I think (and hope) that someone
will rise out of obscurity and restore the
honor of the Presidency as the country
slowly begins to regain the faith and
patriotism that has been taken away.

Bill Parent is a Collegian Commentator.

Letters To The Editor

C.C. needs think tank

To The Editor:

Along with our current shortage of office space, classroom space, study
space, eating space in the Hatch, drinking space in the Coffee Shop and
standing space on the main level of the Campus Center. I know that Freud
discovered psychoanalysis while sitting on the John and that Martin
Luther formulated the principles of the Reformation while stowed away
in the privy, and it's not that I meant to cut short anyone's researches but
please, people, shit and get off the pot.

Ed Silver

Look before leaping

To The Editor:
There seems to be a mass response to Mark Dugloszs' letter "Umass

dating dull". I would like to throw in another male opinion if I may In
yesterdays Collegian

, Miss Grasso shot a few rounds of her own am-
munition in offense of some of the critical views Mark pointed out I
believe some of what Mark said and some of what Gail said, but I think
that there was a major war in session between the two as well as the fact
that they were both generalizing too much. I do believe that most girls
here at Umass are here to "make their own start in life", and while usguys walk around half dressed with the smell of marijuana eluminating
°?er "*-™ !°° are here in n°Pes °f ^Plying our knowledge towards a
start in life. I would like to ask Gail where she has been looking lately f Iam unattached to any one girl, but I have tried todai a few girls here andhave failed big There is too damn much of this "Oh, he's not very good
looking ,or Her body ain't bad, but her face sucks". I thought we left all
that in highschool.Ahave all but given up on girls with their playing hard
to get acts, and I am quite sure many other guys will agree with me I dogo to the various parties on campus and I see an awful lot of girls
mingling amoungst the guys with the "long disheveled hair, flannel
shirts, and ripped jeans". I greatly respect Gail's opinion as well as
Mark's, but please, both of you, look before you leap..

Robert Boisselle

same goal can be accomplished by proxy?
And while you're at it, how about a "STOLEN

CARS AND BICYCLES" section?

Angela Grindon

OHAG to have rerun

To The Editor:

Last Wednesday evening, March 13, 1974; Orchard
Hill Area Government Presidential and Vice-
Presidential elections were held. The names of two
candidates appeared on the ballot for the office of
President, although one candidate had "unofficially"
withdrawn before the election. Only one person ran
for the office of Vice-President.

In order for the election to be valid. The Orchard
Hill Area Government Constitution requires that 45
per cent of the residents must vote. Only 39 per cent of
the 1200 residents did vote, and of these 580 votes, 50
were abstentions. As secretary of OHAG. I tended the
ballot box in Field House and found that most of the
residents refused to vote because they did not know
the candidates. I believe that this refusal shows that
the students do wish to be informed and do wish to
vote responsibly.

It is the responsibility of the candidates to reach the
people. The ONLY campaign information provided to
the Orchard Hill community was a notice posted in
each bathroom saying;

"We are in the RUNNING,
Help us STREAK to Victory."

and the names of one Presidential candidate and of
the only Vice-Presidential candidate.
The candidates did not campaign. Perhaps they

didn't feel the need to, but the voters, and even more
importantly, the NON-voters have made it evident
that they can fight apathetic candidates with apathy.
Now that the election is over the candidate, acting

as interim President, has come out in support of a
controversial platform that he felt no need to make
public before the election It is clear that the can-
didates must be more responsible to the students.

In view of the poor turn-out, Area Government has
voted to conduct another election. The nominations
for President and Vice-President are now open to the
Hill community. The election will be held April 10,

1974. Nomination papers are due April 7. For more
information about the duties, benefits, and salaries of
these positions, contact the Orchard Hill Area
Government office, 103 Dickenson, 5-2680.

Cynthia Durkee

Sig Ep thanks UMass
To The Editor:

On behalf of the brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon, I

would like to thank the UMass community for their
generous support of our efforts to raise money for
research into muscular dystrophy. Your generosity

has enabled us to raise over $600.
I would also like to thank the sisters of Chi Omega

and Kappa Alpha Theta for their help in collecting on
campus. You put in a lot of time and we appreciate it.

Dan Walsh

Stolen cars and bikes?
To The Editor:

/ was appalled to see the following ad in your classified section
recently: "Need capable person to do English paper based on specific

plays to be read. Have I$jj months, will pay well! Call Billy, 549,0130."

Unfortunately, it does not surprise me that students seek others to do
their academic work for them — but it does surprise me that any in-

dividual would have the audacity to admit to such a practice in this way
— and that it is consistent with Collegian policy to accept such ad-

vertisements.

If this is indeed your policy, perhaps, you should consider capitalizing

on it further. Why not run a whole section of advertisements of this type?
One column could be devoted exclusively to the purchase and sale of term
papers; another could be reserved for students who are willing to pass

copies of exams on to others who will take them later. You will un-

doubtedly need space for those who wish to hire someone to complete an
entire degree program in their name — after all, why should someone
with money spend four years in dull Amherst when the

Will social service suffer setbacks?

To The Editor:

Tonight the Student Senate will be debating
passage of a bill designed to cut the budget of the
majority of social action RSO groups on campus.
A Collegian investigative reporter has determined

that the Senate, using the rationale that the budget is

bloated and "something has to give," is expected to
cut those programs which direct student expertise
toward offcampus targets.

Programs such as the Northampton Volunteers,
Boltwood. JOE. and M.A.R.Y. train several hun-
dred students on campus and have an immeasurable
effect on the populations they serve, but have been
designated low priority programs and can be ex-
pected to suffer.

The Northampton Volunteers, operating on a
shoestring, has been cut twice in the past two years
and a further cut could conceivably terminate the
organization.

The University is committed to progressive social
action, and upon hearing of the Senate action.
Chancellor Bromery reaffirmed his support of that
commitment. We ask the same support from the
University body, and especially from those hundreds
of students who will be affected. Write a letter to the
editor. Contact your senator. And make it if you can
to the Senate meeting tonight at 7 on the lower level of
the Campus Center to express support for your
organization to the Senate.

Brian Allard

Zatnir Nestlebauv:

A modest proposal
Like so many of our fellow UMies, we went down to

New York City last weekend to see the National

Invitational Tournament, Madison Square Garden's
annual gala debauchery. The dichotomy between the

rolling lazy plains of Western Mass and the imposing
gargantuans of New Yorks's "Concrete Jungle" as
Tarzan like to say, was perhaps too great to absorb in

one day. Nevertheless there we were carousing and
gallivanting about The City's major thouroughfares
and hobnobing thru its millions. Millions of lechers,

businessmen, derelicts housewives, drunks, students,

prostitutes, junkies and drunken UMies. We always
thought Southwest was debilitating, but next to Co-

Op City and Manhattan's maze Southwest seemed as

homey as, say Turner's Falls. And we knew that the

UMies from Southwest were no doubt as happy as a
"pig in shit."

After the debacle (a Kellyism to be sure), the

neighborhood about the Garden was flooded with

UMies. But they were of the drunken, screaming,
rowdy Fraternity and Sorority jock and jockette

types for the most part. One "dude" did a slow strip

tease and perversion act. Several other enthusiastic

sorts engaged in banging on cars, pulling off the

chrome and hubcaps and arguing with the New York
Pigs who came "to the rescue." And the rest seemed
content to mill about McAnn's or go barhopping the

area proclaiming to the World and New York City

that they were a healthy repressntation of the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Many to be
fair did behave with all of the sense and aplomb that

Randolph Bromery and Eric Walgren would admire,

but the majority thought it was Saturday night at the

Bluewall or at some Frat party and made classical

asses of themselves.

Being a journalist of the investigative (if not in-

flammatory) bent, I whipped out a piece of pencil and
a paper and interviewed one of the locals, walking by
glazed eyed and staring wondrously at the shim-

mering throng.

Z.N.: "Excuse me sir! Excuse me! Would you

answer a few questions'? No 1 m not going to mug you,

1 just want to talk to you for a minute."
Bystander: "Uh, OK! Say whats all this anyway. A

Young Republicans Convention?"
Z.N.: "No, this is the UMass Defeat Celebration.

You see we played Jacksonville in the NIT tonight but

we lost. Anyways these people are out here getting

drunk despite it and celebrating."

Bystander: "Strange way to be celebrating. Do
they always party like this wherever you come
from?"
Z.N. : "Pretty much all the time. Some hang out of

our 28 story Library (I said 28 trying to sound im-

pressive as Hell) and some spend their leisure hours

chasing fires and Amherst Towing trucks. Others

vegetate and wish they were in the School of Ed. And
others streak thru the Infirmary yelling "I'm sick!

I'm sick!"

Bystander: "That's very interesting. But where I

come from we have a way of dealing with such
rowdies and troublemakers."
Z.N.: "How's that?"

Bystander: "We call it our "Modest Proposal"
Program. You see we take all of those causing

mayhem-the drunks, the rowdies, the junkies, the

fools, idiots and perverts-all of which abound in this

group. We take these people to the outskirts of town
and shoot one out of every five. We then use their

bodies in Food For The Poor programs, thus

recycling the trash."

Z.N. : "What! Thats Horrible! How can you suggest

such a thing. Where are you from Argentina?"
Bystander: "Well you won't have any trouble

anymore I'll guarantee you that!"

Z.N. "We won't have any jocks anymore either.

Hmmm Say whats your name anyway, buddy?"
Bystander: "Frank Rizzo, and yours?"
Z.N.: "AAAGGGHHH!!!"

OH! THE PAIN OF IT ALL!

Zamir Nestelbaum is a Collegian Columnist.

No crush for GOP
Those of us who expect a disaster for the

Republican party in the November elections will

probably be disappointed. Even with Richard Nixon

in the White House the GOP will not be wiped out.

First, let's look at the Senate elections. There are

thirty-four seats up for bid this year; the Democrats
hold twenty and the Republicans fourteen. Some of

the Democrats are in trouble even before the election

begins, Senator Mike Gravel (D-Alas) will probably

not return. If he survives the primary battle he will

still have to overcome a serious GOP contender

(perhaps Wally Hickel former Secretary of the

Interior). Sen. J. William Fulbright (D-Ark) will

face a primary fight against Governor Dale Bum-
pers. Fulbright took an anti-Israeli position during

the October War and will probably suffer as a result.

Senators Hughes (D-Iowa) and Ervin (D-NC) are

leaving of their own free will, Ervin to fish Hughes to

preach. Iowa is not exactly a Democratic State; it

voted for Richard Nixon almost two to one in 1972.

North Carolina was once part of the solid south; in

1968 and 1972 it voted for Nixon; last year it elected a

Republican Senator and in 1970 a GOP governor. Two
other Democrats will face an uphill battle, George
McGovern and Thomas Eaglet on. Eagleton was hurt

by his aborted Vice-Presidential bid and McGovern
was likewise damaged by the 1972 elections. One way
McGovern had managed to get re-elected in

Republican South Dakota was to pay special attention

to his state but during the Presidential election he

was unable to do so.

On the Republican side Nixon foes such as Jacob

Javits (R-NY), Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz), Charles

Mathais (R-MD) and Richard Schweiker (R-Penn)

are running for re-election this year. It will be dif-

ficult to punish them for a close association with

Richard Nixon because one doesn't exist. The only

way they could be hurt by Watergate is if the voters

turn their rath against all Republicans or all in-

cumbents. There are n rcw Rpnuhliran*: «,K"> *» in

serious danger, however. Senator Gurney of the

Watergate Committee fame is involved in a scandal

in his home state. Senator Robert Dole (R-Kan) will

suffer because he was the GOP chairman at the time

of the Watergate break in. At least two Republicans

will not take their seats in the Senate again next year.

George Aiken of Vermont and Norris Cotton of New
Hampshire have announced their intentions to retire.

New Hampshire may elect a Democratic Senator but

even if they do the chances of a liberal being elected

are about zero. Vermont will probably not elect a

Democrat; even though they have a governor from
that party. Philip Hoff ran a strong campaign in 1970

but lost and he was one of the most popular

Democrats in the state's recent history.

Usually in a Presidential election year when the

President wins a landslide victory he carries

members of his own party into the House of

Representatives. These new representatives are

often defeated at the next election because they do not

have the President's coattails to ride on. For instance

in 1938 after FDR's landslide the Democrats lost

seventy-one seats in 1966 after LBJ's landslide they

lost forty-seven representatives. In 1972 Richard

Nixon didn't carry many of his party into the House,

the Republican share of the lower branch of the

Congress increased by only thirteen. So we can't

expect the great loss of seats that usually follows a

landslide victory by the President. Looking at the

local situation only one Republican from
Massachusetts has allied himself closely to the

President, Paul Cronin of Andover. Representatives

Conte and Heckler ( the only other Republicans from

Massachusetts in the House) have kept their distance

from Mr. Nixon.

The Republicans will lose Representatives and

Senators in the next election, but it will not be a

crushing defeat . They just don't have that many seats

to lose.

Steve Anderson is a Collegian Columnist

On Thursday Reid Fishman will

cover the roast of Richard Nixon.

Good students

don't do that
By BARBARA VOORHEES

Imbeciles. A room full of imbeciles.

That's what Dr. Saul Balagura, UMass professor, of psychology called
his Emotion and Motivation class regularly last semester, usually every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Variations on this insult included
asking individual class members to stand up so that he could make fools

out of them in front of the class and telling class members that he never
wanted to see their faces at his door or hear their voices on the phone
because he had teaching assistants to answer their stupid questions.
The class reacted by sitting and smiling at each insult, proving his

point. Only one person walked out during the entire semester.
What training ! In the 12-16 years these people had been in school they

had learned well that they should put up with anything in order to get a
good grade.

From the time we urinated and defecated in our pants because we were
afraid to ask their permission to go to the toilet until the present when we
rush around and do the assignments they give us over "vacation",
teachers have controlled a good hunk of our lives.

And you probably never even thought about it. But then we never did
have much time or encouragement for thought of our own.

First grade teachers are substitute mothers. (How many of you had a
male first grade teacher?) They don't love each student. They do,
however, determine which students are "good" and which are "bad."-
delete

First grade teachers are substitute mothers. (How many of you had a
male first grade teacher?) They don't love each student. They do,

however, determine which students are "good" and which are "bad."
And each student works his or her little ass off to do what it takes to make
this new Mommy respect him or her.

The student meets a long series of these judges during his schooling.

Each judge is different and has a different set of criteria to be conformed
to. Seldom do you find a judge who respects his students for acting and
thinking on their own.
Psychological studies show that most teachers base their decisions on

who is "good" or who is best-looking or whose parents make the most
money. With this as a basis the teacher can determine who is the "best"
by determining which good-looking, financially well-off students conform
to the teacher's criteria for performance.

"

The student spends a good deal of his waking hours in school or doing
homework. His self concept is molded by his teachers. Just who is a
teacher that he should be in such a position?

College professors are supposed to be different. Many are and en-

courage students to act and think on their own. They may even make this

part of their criteria for "good " students. By this time it's almost too

late. Students will do anything for the good grades that mean they are
"good" but they can't act on their own.
Friends who have recently become elementary school teachers tell me

how they love the cute little boys and girls in their classes, but dislike

those who are not always clean and neat. And they tell me how
threatening their students with bad grades is sometimes not a good form
of discipline. If it does not make the students do what they "should" they
must sit with their heads down on their desks for hours on end.

It is a vicious cycle.

Utters Policy

The Massachusetts ©ally Ctilegiaa welcomes all

letters to the editor. They must be signed, and include

the author's address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, doable-spaced, at sixty spaces

per line, and no more than two pages

Organizations may submit letters, but they must

include a name and phone number for reference

purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content

or space, according to the judgement d the editors.

Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that

all letters received will be printed.
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'Corp ' calls MDC
'racist paper'

There are those who would try to label the actions that will be taken by
Corp. against the Collegian as a belated reaction. Their rationale for this

is that the Collegian has always been a racist newspaper reflecting the
closed views of White America. Why is it they rhetorically ask, didn't

black students take the necessary action against the Collegian before?
Our answer is, that there is a time and place for everything and that time
has arrived. We recognize the fact that the Collegian is run by white
students whose interest is diametrically opposed to that of the Black
students. Hence one cannot really expect that the Collegian with its

present staff to respectfully, accurately or sensitively report news af-

fecting the Black community here at UMass.
This is not a new phenomenon. In fact the Collegian in the past had to be

physically forced to report "Black news". When there was the killing at

Southern University, Black students had to occupy the Collegian Office

and force them to report this event. The Collegian did not think it

necessary to react with the degree of intensity when fellow Black college

students are gunned down by their white fathers, as they did during the

Kent State killing.

When C.C.E.B.S. had their banquet on October 20th y the Collegian

refused to cover the event. "We don't have anyone to cover it was their

reply." The staff was out making bon fires along with the other strange
things they involve themselves in. To them, it wasn't important. They
didn't consider that there was a Black and Third World Community in-

terested in such events.

When two sisters, Theresa Cooper and Bridget Porter were attacked by
a couple of intoxicated white boys, the Collegian came out with a very
distorted version of the event, making the victims - the sisters, appear to

be the aggressors, and the aggressors - the victims. Is this the action of a
responsible press? Or does the Collegian owe responsibility only to the

white community. And the recent conflict in the Middle East ; we saw how
you reported that also—Israel the good guys and the Arabs the bad guys.

The Oil Crisis in America-yea, we hear you echo the cry of an "Arab
Blackmail". We know about those mines in South Africa where our Sister
and Brothers are being enslaved. Yea, we know that one of Israel's chief

industry is diamond cutting and polishing. The link is quite obvious.
If the Collegian is responsible and democratic, then we challenge them

to show it via their journalism. That's the only criteria by which we can
judge them.
These are not isolated cases. This in fact has been the attitude of the

Collegian since its existence. Then comes the McGilvray cartoon. After

systematically keeping Black people out of the news, the Collegian

decides that it is time to make fun of Black people, presupposing that

"Niggers" are docile enough to sit still and let whites make fun of them.
And the Collegian editors had the audacity to be echoing the cry for

freedom of the press when they were unable to predict the actions of

Blacks. In fact, this has always been cover for the editors of the

Collegian. Whenever the Collegian prints material that is considered
irresponsible or slanderous the editors try to cover the issues under the

shroud of "fredom of the press".

When letters came pouring in, in protest to the McGilvray 's cartoon
depicting Chancellor Bromery as a cooning Negro, the editors responded
— "There is no censorship in a free and democratic press." Continuing
further they assert - we will however uphold our cartoonists or any other
person's right to express an opinion in his own way on these pages." -

even if they insult and damage a people's character.
We exist in an institution of higher learning, where theoretically, we

should be working to alleviate some of the ills that afflict this society.

Racism is a cancer afflicting white America. One would assume that a
responsible and democratic press would not serve as an organ of racial

animosity. But, instead the Collegian is proud to be the organ through
which institutionalized racism is propagated.
If the editors of the Collegian and McGilvray do not see the cartoon as

racist, we pity them; they being products of this sick environment.
Racism is a matter of ingrained traditional attitudes conditioned through
institutions. For some it is a natural reflex as breathing. We will make the
Collegian editors and McGilvray control their breathing if necessary

because the days of the old cooning Negro is over ! !

!

There are three categories of white racist. The overt, self satisfied

racist who doesn't attempt to hide his antipathy; the self-interdicting

racist who harbors and nurtures racism in spite of his best efforts, and
the unconscious racist, who has no awareness of his racist precon-
ceptions. If the editors of the Collegian and McGilvray fall into the last
category, then we will enlighten them. For one of our duties here is to

serve as the catalyst of change. We hence render our services.

Donald Brown — Cliffside

Rudolph Jones — So. Meadow St.

Stanley Kinard — no name
Charles Council — Britanny Manor

Ron Walker—No Address
Francine Pina — Britanny Manor

Tanya McDonald— 169 King Philip Apt.
Sherwood Thompson — no address

i

OH Weird Harolds
- HEW AND USED CLOTHING -

SALE ! /good
Used Blue Jeans & Cords /a0THE,h

$3.00, 2 1$5.00

New UFO, Male and

Seafarer Jeans $5.00
Many other items also

on sale.

Rte. 9 Between Amherst and Northampton
206 Russell Street

584-3727
Mon. Sat. 10 a.m. -4 p.m.

Barry's applying Pick up your application for

membership at the Student
Activities office or the C.C.

Information Desk.

Deadline — April 1 ®
IT WOTS TO SHOP
THE FINAST WAY

^

V\-

''.uaifiii

Smoked
Shoulders

Finast Lean,

Tasty Pork

(water added)
4 to 6 lbs lb

Mohawk Canned Hams lb can 3.99

Welchade
Grape

Drink
46 oz
cans

Watermelon
Firm, Juicy,

Red Ripe lb

SUPERMARKETS
Prices effective thru Sat.. March 23. 1974

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

The tenure debate

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS H

Union College tries the contract
What is tenure? Who gets it? Why

have it? Critics say tenure --

guaranteeing employment to
professors after seven years of
teaching, scholarship and public
service -- limits flexibility in staffing
and stifles natural drifts in academic
disciplines. Supporters hail it as an
essential and appropriate way o
guarantee freedom of expression for
University professors.

Today The Collegian prints the
first of three brief essays on the
nature of tenure, in an effort to

describe its benefits and liabilities

for students and stake out the areas
of disagreement between UMass
faculty and administrators.
Today William F. Enteman,

provost of Union College in

Schenectady, N.Y. discusses that
College's "contract system" with
faculty, which replaces the per-
manency of tenure with contracts
that the college may choose not to

renew. Provost Enteman's paper
was written especially for The
Collegian.

The Union College Tenure Plan was
adopted as a particular institutional

response to a set of conditions. Perhaps the

most important condition was the

recognition that Union should not plan to

grow in size for the foreseeable future (at

least one decade, probably two decades,

beyond that no one can project with any
reliability). It is clear that within that

period, student interests will change from

one discipline or set of disciplines to

another. If the curriculum were unable to

shift in response to those needs, it would
become irrelevant and uninteresting. The
existence of a tenure system in itself does
not preclude the necessary flexibility.

However, if too high a proportion of faculty
were on tenure (i.e. virtually permanent-to-
retirement contracts) within a discipline or
within the college at large, the requisite

flexibility might be lost. Faculty are not like

bricks, one cannot be replaced by another
without concern for their knowledge and
abilities. If fewer students want to study
courses in X and would rather study courses
in Y, one cannot generally expect the
professors of X to start being professors of

Y. If students want to learn Y, we should not
tell them it is just as well to learn X. Nor can
we tell them to withhold those interests in Y
until enough of the professors of X retire so
that we can hire additional professors of Y.
The issue, then, is how high a proportion of

tenured faculty is too high. That seems to

me to be a particular instituional decision
which would depend upon many factors.

Clearly per cent is enough flexibility and
100 per cent is insufficient in a no-growth-in-
size situation. At Union, we settled on saying
no more than 60 per cent of the total faculty
will be on tenure with allowances up to 65

per cent for individual departments. There
is no magic in those numbers ; someone else

might have chosen another set; other in-

stitutions might well find another set more
appropriate.

One must be careful not to play fast and
loose with tenure. It was designed to fulfill a
purpose, and it has done so over the years.
Its purpose was to protect the academic
freedom of individual professors so that

they would be free to explore the frontiers of

learning and present the results of those

explorations to students and a broader
public. A college without sufficient
academic freedom (and, I would argue,

freedomguaranteed by a system, not merely
by the good faith of administrators and
governing boards) will come to a similar

end as a college without sufficient

curricular flexibility (and flexibility

guaranteed by a system, not merely hope
and good wishes). Both will atrophy.
As far as I know, no one has ever argued

that the only way a college can have suf

ficient protection for academic freedom is

by having 100 per cent of its faculty on
tenure. Even the AAUP system does not

require that. Consequently, we asked what
proportion would be essential as a minimum
to sustain a critical mass of tenured faculty

ready to defend academic freedom if either

theirs or the freedom of their non-tenured
colleagues should be threatened. We settled

on 33 per cent. Here, again, different people

and different institutions might adopt some
other percentage.

Two features of the Union College Tenure
Plan are, then, clear: we have established a

"floor" and a "ceiling" within which tenure

proportions must range. We were left with

one major problem: the AAUP tenure

system required that by the end of a faculty

member's sixth year of service, we must tell

him or her one of two things - either tenure

would be granted or the person would have
to leave Union. This "tenure or out" policy

threatened to force us to dismiss some
highly qualified junior faculty. We were
stuck. The flexibility principle and the

freedom principle and the "tenure or out"
principle. However, we wanted to keep one

feature of the "tenure or out" system: that

by the end of the sixth year a very earful,

thorough and challenging review would be
taken of each junior faculty member to

determine if he or she should be continued at

Union.

Our system , then , boils down to this : (DA
committee structure meets to plan and
determine where faculty positions -are
available and which should be allowed to

become tenure positions (under the 60 per
cent - 65 per cent and 33 per cent con-
straints) irrespective of whether there are
people ready to fill those positions. (2) A
separate committee structure meets to pass
judgment on the qualifications of junior
faculty. This committee now decides not

whether the person should receive tenure,

but whether the person is "tenurable" (i.e.

meets all the qualifications necessary for

tenure at Union ) . If the person is deemed not
tenurable, he or she is dismissed. If the
person is deemed tenurable and if there is a
tenure position open, the person is granted
tenure. If the person is deemed tenurable
and if there is no tenure position open, the
person may be offered long term contracts.

(3) A "grandfather clause" protects all

those currently on tenure.

As I said at the outset, this is a system a
particular institution adopted. It may not be
appropriate for the University of
Massachusetts. The principles are
universal, we should all face them. Par-
ticular responses may vary. Benign neglect
is a cop-out.

• Tomorrow: UMass political science
professor Loren P. Beth tells why tenure
should be retained on this campus.)

Contractor held in

in Kronholm case
MINNEAPOLIS. Minn. (AP) —

A Lakeville, Minn., housing con-

tractor was arraigned yesterday
and held on $100,000 bond in con-

nection with the Eunice Kronholm
kidnaping. Mrs. Kronholm was in

seclusion with her family Tuesday
after her 3>/2-day ordeal.

The FBI said it was still looking

for the $200,000 ransom that
Gunnar Kronholm, a South St. Paul
banker, paid for the release of his

wife. Authorities also searched for

other suspects.

A family spokesman said Mrs.
Kronholm, 46, would discuss her
ordeal at a news conference
Wednesday.
James Wayne Johnson, 35, ap-

peared with his attorney, Ronald
Meshbesher, before U.S.
Magistrate J. Earl Codd in Min-
neapolis. A preliminary hearing on
a charge of extorting $200,000 from
the Drovers State Bank was set for

next Tuesday.
Johnson told the court he is

married and the father of three
children. He said his only previous
court appearance was in con-

nection with late support payments
to an ex-wife.

Mrs. Kronholm walked into a

grocery store in Burnsville late

Monday afternoon and made a

telephone call to her husband.

The FBI would not say whether

she had been released or escaped.

Asst. U.S. Dist. Atty. Thor

Anderson said Johnson had been

seen by FBI agents at a telephone

booth in suburban Richfield about 6

p.m., Sunday, after a trace was put

on a phone call to Kronholm giving

ransom instructions. The agents

followed Johnson to his home about

15 miles south.

Mrs. Kronholm disappeared
Friday morning while en route

from her Line Lakes home to an

appointment with a hair dresser.

Angry cameraman becomes

hero; stops robbery
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP( - A news cameraman

says he acted out of "sheer anger" when he
rammed his car into another car carrying three

bank robbers and two hostages.

His action halted a chase which ended in death
for one of the three gunmen Monday. Two
policemen were injured in the incident.

Bill Anderson, 27, of WHBQ-TV, who was filming

the pursuit of the robbers, said he was enraged
when he saw the getaway vehicle run down a

policeman dashing across a department store

parking lot.

"I saw him hit that police officer and knock him
15 feet and I just lost control," said Anderson. "I

ducked down and floored it and rammed their

car...and I stayed ducked down while the shooting
was going on."

Police said one of the gunmen, Clyde M. Hyde
Jr., 43, Shreveport, La., killed himself with a shot
in the chest when officers encircled the getaway
car. The other robbers released two women
hostages and surrendered. A third hostage had
been released earlier to tell police to stop the
chase, authorities said.

The officer hit by the getaway car, Benjamin
Payne, 28, suffered a broken back and was
hospitalized in satisfactory condition.

Police earlier had trapped the robbers inside a
suburban branch of Union Planters National Bank
after the holdup men scooped up $49,778. But
police kept their distance when the trio emerged
with the hostages, all bank employes, and drove
off in a car commandered from another bank
employee.

MIKE'S
Westvie* Cafe

(Sunderland Rd.,

No. Amherst)

Every Night!

Pabst Bottle 40e

ii

M

AH0RA"

Reunion extra-ordinaria

Dia: Miercoles 20 de Marzo de 1974

Sitio: Salones de Conferencias

del Campus Center No. 903

Tu presencia es de suma importancia"

N0FALTES
- -.- »v,»,vr?»Tnt **f»IMJfMO»«»*t
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WMUA is where

Gary McAuliffe, Chief Engineer at W.M.U.A.

WMUA is the University's radio

station. Most people know that But

that's all some people know about

the station. For all you who fit into

this category, we'd like to tell you

more.
For those of you who like

numbers: WMUA operates at 91.1

on the FM dial with 1000 watts of

radiating power; it has a range of

20 to 25 miles, which means its

broadcasts can be normally heard
as far away as Chicopee and
Holyoke. On rare occasions, the

station has been heard in Albany,

New York City and further south.

Broadcasts were first heard back
in 1949, which makes WMUA one of

the oldest noncommercial college

stations in the United States,

today, the offices and studios are

located in Marston Hall, which is

just west of the Graduate Research
Center, next to "6" lot. The
transmitter is located in a seventh

floor room in Emily Dickinson

House, with the fifty foot antenna
streching toward the sky from the

roof of the same.

Listen to the music...while the
large percentage of the music
heard on the air is progressive rock
and jazz, samplings of all types of

music can be heard throughout the

day, whether it be rock, soul, blues,
or even top 40. A record library
continaining over 15,000 albums is

used in the selection of the music to
be played; the disc jockeys have
free run in exercising their per-
sonal tastes for records to be aired.
Of courser music does not occupy

100 per cent of the station's air-
time. Local and National news,
sports, and weather reports are
presented. Public Affairs
programs such as live and taped
coverage of important speakers in

the Amherst area, "Off the Hook",
and the Womens' Show are
regularly heard, as well as the
popular late night serial. "Moon
Over Morocco."

I talked with Gary McAuliffe, the
chief engineer of the station. Gary
is a junior Mass Communications
major from Worcester. The
position of chief engineer, as well
as the station manager, program
director, news director, and
others, is a paid position. Gary is

paid for seventeen hours a week,
although he spends at least twice
that amount of time working at the
station. When he's not putting in
his 35-plus hours a week there, and
also being a student, Gary can be
found working at any one of the

(Continued on P. 13)

1WMUA News
II KSDAY, MARCH 12

:«mi p.m. — Spotlight on the Artsm*l-M p.m. - Spotlight on the Arts featuring

music and interviews with events happening around
the Fine Arts Council

7 20 p.m. — Off the Hook — hosted by Tom Jodka His
quests are Mike Kostek. Gary Gomes, and Fred
Weiss, editors of "Below the Salt". Collegian
Literary Section.

vimi p.m. - The Women's Show — weekly review of
women's events in the area.

1 - : ,M
» Midnight — "Moon over Morocco" — tune in to

hear Jack's continuing adventures in Morocco
Wednesday s "Off the Hook" -you're invited to call in

and talk about Collegian Editorial Policy. Host Scott
Bacherman talks with cartoonist Don McGilvrav
and managing editor Bill Densmore

r STEREO 911 FM
FREE FORM/INFORMATIVE

RADIO

you
By Dan Smith

look for it

1# tf * * * # #
In one end and out the other....above, part of the

control equipment in the newsroom; below, what your
radio dial has to look like in order to listen to WMUA.

iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii
LOO llllllfl 10 IIHIO MIIH3OUIIl4OlHU«0llllieO||lll7O||ll

STEREO F M
loo iliiiiiiiomiia MHiiaoiiiii^oiimBoiiiiieoiiiiiTOiiui

lllllll IIIIIIIMIIIMM
AM 550 8t O 700 OOO 1000 1200

Lori Kessler reads the national news as Tony
Armelin, back to camera, records it on a tape deck.

The station's paperwork and correspondence
handled by Lynn Ballard, secretary at WMUA.

is

(Continued from P. 12)

various radio and television

stations in the Springfield area.

Gary expressed optimism for the

station in general, but noted a few
problems hampering the station's

progress, not the least of which is a

lack of space and working room.
The entire operation of the station

is controlled from seven small

rooms in Marston Hall, a total of

1400 square feet; Gary stated that

an expansion to an area of at least

3500 square feet would be a

desirable more. You know things

are tight when the AP and UPI
wire machines are kept in an old

bathroom.
The second problem is the drop

in student involvement at WMUA.
Although the staff numbers about

fifty, this is not enough; "People
are not joining like they used to,"

remarked McAuliffe. He expressed
a desire for people to come down to

Marston, take a look around, and
see what they could do. Some
people don't know where the

studios are located; Lori Kessler
said that when she first decided to

work at WMUA, she went over to

the WFCR station across from
Southwest. So, if you think you've
got something to offer, take a walk
over to Marston, and check it out.

They're locking for d.j.'s,

newsmen, and all sorts of other

help; it's all volunteer work, but if

you think you cut it in front of a few
thousand radio listeners, give it a

shot! You'll never know unless you
try.

"It's 3:15, this is WMUA, and my name's Bob
MuIvey"...The disc jockey at the controls in the
station's main broadcasting studio.

***"**• ••"» - - -•• urn •»i* m
*w - • ,
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1000 watts of power --

radiated from the
transmitting tower atop
Emily Dickinson House
in Orchard Hill.
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Soviet rights panel

appeals to students
Dear Friend: This time, we ought to

In the many memoirs written respond. A group of members
by former inmates of Soviet of the campus community have

forced labor camps who joined as individuals, to form a

reached safety in the West, one Committee for Human Rights

theme comes up again and in the Soviet Area with that

again. Those who stayed purpose in mind. They are

behind, plead with the lucky determined to try to disprove

ones: "Please, do not forget -- the notion that Americans are

do not forget to tell the West!" helpless and must watch
Evidently, they hoped fer- passively what is happening to

vently for some kind of help people in the Soviet area and .

from the people in free coun- what this development does in

tries, once their story became the long run to our own
known. security.

Most of the escapees did not The members of the Com-
forget, and did tell the West, mittee are, of course, just as

However, the Western public concerned with oppression
generally reacted with helpless under authoritarian regimes in

embarrassment: "What can other parts of the globe. On
we do?" Then, in the late humanitarian grounds, they all

'fifties and 'sixties, when the have an equal claim to our

horrible system of forced labor attention. We chose to con-

camps was reduced in scope, centrate on the Soviet area

the urgency of such help because of a special political

seemed to diminish. It was priority, since the Soviet

hoped that the totalitarian regime deeply affects the rest

regime would become of the world and its security,

progressively more liberal, all

by itself. People did not realize As a first step, the founding

that the regime would try to group of the Committee has

reorganize its controls, make prepared a statement of the

them more subtle and more issues to be sent as an open
efficient, and enlist the deep letter to all members of the

feelings of Russian patriotism U.S. Congress, and to be

for its own purposes. Thus, the published as a paid ad-

Soviet regime became actually vertisement in The Daily

stronger and more dangerous Collegian, and possibly in other

to the rest of the world. papers.

Now, a new wave of appeals We ask you to support that

from Soviet citizens has been statement (see enclosed sheet)

reaching the West, with new by attaching your signature on
desperate pleas for help. This the rider below, and to send a

time, a new note is added: It is financial contribution to defray

not their own plight alone the cost of the advertisement

which moves them, but also and expenses connected with

their anguish concerning the printing, mailing, distribution,

dangers to world peace posed and further activities aimed at

oy the increased power of the wider dissemination of our

Soviet regime. message.

NAM: (print)

DEPAPTMD7T AND CAMPUS ADDRESS

HOME ADDRESS

TELEPHONE: (carpus) (hone)

Mark all boxes that apply.

I endorse the enclosed statement and agree to have m/ name
published with other signatures of the open letter.

I endorse the statement but wish to have my name withheld
from publication. .

I I am sending a financial contribution in the amount of $

I wish to be kept informed of the Committee's further activities.

D I am willing to volunteer service to the Connuttee.
I can help with

,

Make checks payable to the order of Human Rip.hts and mail to the
CHRSA, P.O. Box 7%, Amherst, MA 01002 or on campus. Thompson 936

MML TODAY . The cut-off date for publication is Saturday,March23rd,
but later signatures and contributions are welcome.

rrs
LATERTHAN
YOU THINK.
On May 1, time runs out for you to enroll in the

2-year Air Force ROTC Program on this

campus. And here's what you'll be missing:

$100 a month, tax-tree, during your junior

and senior years.

the chance to win a tull Air Force scholarship

(including tuition, lab tees, the works).

a challenging job as an Air Force ofticer upon

graduation.

plus

a future where the sky is no limit.

Contact Air Force ROTC
at Dickinson Hall, Univ. of Mass.

(Available only to college juniors or students

having at least 2 academic years left before

graduation.)

Find Yourself A Future Jn Air Force ROTC.

I . . !. • '
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King Street Liquors, Inc

338 King St.

Northampton, Mass.

100% American Whiskey 86 Proof

Seagram 7

Four Roses

Calvert Extra

Crow Light aoproof

BOURBONS
100% Kentucky Whiskey 86-100 Proof

Old Crow $ | A99
Jim Beam III*"-

Old Fitzgerald $ 1 1 99
Old Fitzgerald Bond I I w

CANADIANS
100% Canadian Whiskey 80 Proof

Canadian Mist

Windsor

Harwood mM 1/2

McMasters ^^ gal

$Q89

V0DK* - 6IN
100% G.N.S. 80-90 Proof

SCOTCH
100% Scotch Whiskey 86-86.8 Proof

Haig a _ .aq
Ballantine v ^ MVV
J ft B
J. Walker Red

14 1/2

gal.

Smirnoff Vodka

Gilbeys Gin

Gordons Gin

Burnetts Gin

pry wines
1

100% California Wine 11.5-12 1/2% Ale. by Vol

Paul Masson ^ ftft
Inglenook Navelles $ A99
Almaden ^LMags.'

BALLANTINE

PIELS LIGHT

BALLANTINE

MILLER

SCHLITZ

NARRAGANSETT

GENESEE BOCK

16 oz. Ret. Bottles

12oz.N.R. Bottles

l2oz. Cans

12oz. N.R. Cans

12oz. N.R. Cans

12oz. Cans

12oz.N.R.

$*85
1& contents

$349

*4«

$3*9

t r 1 > > . .

t i t > » v \ -

Regular - King's

100'$- Long's

f ctn.

Sjii
k« m • » ^^n w 4 ctn.

Using small claims court
By STEVE DeLANCEV

—Last week: Mass PIRG
Reports previewed Ralph Nader's
UMass visit, gave some facts about
nuclear power plants, and
reviewed MassPIRG's response to

the planned construction of twin-

reactors in Montague.—
About a year and a half ago,

MassPIRG began researching the

use (and apparant lack of use) of

the Small Claims Courts in

Massachusetts. It found that
though the Small Claims Court had
originally been set up as a people's

court, it was being used essentially

as a collection agency for com-
oanies and landlords.

taking action on what might ap-
pear to be a minor problem.
MassPIRG's effort was designed

to return the Small Claims Court to
the people and remove some of the
mystery shrouding the legal
system. MassPIRG printed a
booklet 'How To Sue In Small
Claims Courts' and established a
Small Claims Citizen Advisory
Service. They have distributed
over three thousand copies of that
booklet to students, consumers,
and the growing advisory service
is now in its second year of
operation.

'How To Sue In Small Claims
Courts' was written bv PamBenepe

instituted last year by Patty
Hennesey, a Hampshire College
student working with MassPIRG
Alan Lasher, a second year student
at Western^ New England Law
School, took over in January of this

year as stat&coordinator of the

service. MassPIRG's staff at-

torney, Jonathan Souweine, assists

in the effort. Run by student
volunteers whojearn the workings
of the court through observation
and workshops, the advisory
service's foremost goal is to

educate citizens to legal op-
portunities open to them.
Most advisory services in the

state are run by students who work

Mass PIRG reports

Use of the omaii Claims Louri

can help a citizen avoid the hassle

and expense of hiring a lawyer and
filing a formal lawsuit. Yet it is an

effective and relatively quick way
to settle common financial

disputes. The failure to make use

of this system was caused by two

things: First, very few people

realized that such a court existed.

Second, the mystique surrounding

the legal system, lawsuits, and
court actions has always
discouraged the citizen from

When your automatic tran-
smission doesn't obey your
command instantly . . . It's time
for 2 hours "extra duty".

2 hours is all we need to diagnose the

trouble with most sluggish tran-

smissions and make necessary ad-

justments. He'll have it taking orders

like a West Point cadet.

This is the way we've built our

business on your confidence in us . . . by
nippintr little problems in the bud. while

they're still IKUe.

Unittd Transmits ion

Etchings, Inc.

236 Pleasant St., Northampton

mim

(currently MassPIRG's student
coordinator) and printed in
January of 1973. It explains in

simple terms what Small Claims
Courts are, how they operate, when
they may be used, and how one
goes about filing a claim. It also

offers some helpful hints on
preparation for the hearing. At the
end of the booklet a section of

appendicies lists the hours,

locations, and jurisdictions of each

district court in western Mass. and

contains examples of summons,
subpoena, and suit forms.

You may use the Small Claims
Court if you think that another
person or a business owes you
money. The types of cases that are
heard in such a court run from
landlord-tenant disputes to faculty

or overcharged repair work to

complaints about appliances that

break down shortly after they are
purchased. The claim must be
made for cash (you can't ask for

services or products), and cannot
exceed $400.00. The suit is filed in

the district where the person or

business being sued is located.

To begin the suit action, you go to

the particular district court and
give the small claims clerk all

pertinent information. The clerk

then gives you a hearing date —
usually two to six weeks in the

future — and tells you how to

prepare for the hearing. A fee of

about $3.50 is charged to cover

court costs. If you win the suit, that

fee is refunded with your set-

tlement. The defendant is then sent

an official summons by registered

mail requiring him to appear at the

hearing.

At the hearing, the judge in-

formally hears both sides of the

story, asks questions, and
examines any evidence and wit-

nesses. It is encouraged that all

pertinent facts be brought up and
freely discussed at this time. When
the judge is satisfied that he has

heard all the facts, he terminates

the hearing. Both parties are

notified of his decision by mail in

about a week's time.

If the judge rules in your favor,

the court orders
tl
iat the money be

paid to you. If the payment cannot

be made in one lump sum, the

court works out a payment
schedule. If the defendant still

refuses to pay, the court has the

power to issue an execution order

to be delivered by a sheriff to the

defendant. The sheriff is legally

able to collect your money for you.

In return for the inexpensive and

speedy justice that a Small Claims

Court affords, the person who uses

it automatically gives up his right

to a trial by jury and to his right of

appeal.

The first Small Claims Citizen

Advisory Service offices were

1

BACK AGAIN!
"The Importance of Being Earnest"

bv Oscar Wilde

University Theatre - Bartlett Aud.— 8 p.m.

Toes, through Fri. — March 19, 20, 21, 22

Call 545-25/9 weekdays 12-4 p.m. for tickets

and information

Box Office open 6 p.m. night of performance . ,

run 1 . 1 n-ni Lij i rrnTrnV .s.w^-.^r t-,--^

strictly on a volunteer basis —
without receiving payment or

academic credit. At UMass,
however, the Outreach and Legal

Studies programs have joined
MassPIRG in creating the UMass
Small Claims Court Project. This

project offers academic credit for

part-time or full-time interns and
extends the concept of the advisory
service into a full, practical
learning experience.

Each student involved in the

program is thoroughly trained so

that he can explain the working of

the Small Claims Court to in-

terested citizens, or, if the situation

demands, refer them to other

agencies such as the Better
Business Bureau or the Attorney

General's office.

The interns also have individual

projects of their own that relate to

the advisory service. Some are

involved in a media campaign (the

Collegian runs public service ads

for the group) to make people

aware of their services. Others are

researching how certain changes

might be instituted within the

courts, such as the scheduling of

new hours. Small Claims court

sessions often are held during the

work day and a person is unable to

include the lost day's pay in his

suit.

The students keep journals to

record their experiences with the

community, the courts, and the

judges. Documentation of the

journal information will provide

guidelines and directions for future

interns.

To keep expenditures at a

minimum, the advisory service

attempts to work within the

community through already
existing agencies such as legal

services and welfare agencies. The
students explain the purpose of

their venture and ask for part-time

use of office space. If the agencies

are hesitant, the students offer to

train members of the agency or

ask that citizens who have
problems that might be worked out

through the Small Claims Courts

be referred to them for coun-

selling.

Coordinator Lasher hopes "to

make a state-wide network of the

advisory services that pool ex-

perience, advice, and resources.

I'd like this advisory service to be a

good model for the state and the

rest of the country."

The UMass branch of the Small

Claims Citizen Advisory Service

office is located in Room 413-E in

the Student Union. The Amherst
branch uses the MassPIRG office

on North Pleasant Street.

The UMass Small Claims Court

Project welcomes any volunteers

who would like to get involved.

Full-time, part-time, and summer

internships are available. There
are plans to offer legal education

colloquium in the fall that will deal

with Small Claims Court advising.

—Next week : Flouridation : pros

and cons.—

1

Mikes

Westview Cafe
(Sunderland Rd ., North
Amherst)

Every Night!

6-10
Draft - 25 c

Hi-ball - 50c

MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
will conduct a

PUBLIC MEETING
at the

AMHERST TOWN HALL, AMHERST

TUESDAY, APRIL 2, 1974, at 7:30 p.m.

For the purpose of hearing input from the public regarding

a location study and the potential environmental impact of

a proposed replacement or reconstruction of the bridge

over the Fort River on Route 9 (Belchertown Rd.) in

Amherst.

BRUCE CAMPBELL
COMMISSIONER

ROBERTT.TIERNEY
CHIEF ENGINEER

Clip this ad for

FREE
ADMISSION

SpringSchedule!
^Tuesday thrufaw

^b Sundays**??:

Jiinsdale
New Hampshire

.<**.

12 races • Daily Double <

Many Quinellas • Perfectas
Heated • Grandstand 50C • Clubhouse $1 I

Clubhouse Restaurant • Ample Parking

Near Brattleboro • 3 miles off Rte. (?7) • EXIT 1

The Price Is Right
at

The Honda Shop
Cycles-
Parts— Famous For Service

Accessories—

Cahillane Motors Inc.
• 1 * 375 South St., Rt.00 Northampton, 584-3797
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Senate Transit Bus Schedule

Below are the schedules for the

Outreach Routes of the Student

Senate Transit Service during the

Spring Vacation, March 25 - March
09

All other routes — Sunderland,

Belchertown Road, Southwest,

Orchard Hill, North Amherst -

Stadium, & Campus Shuttle — will

follow the non-class workday
schedule which is approximately

20 minute intervals during peak

times and 60 minutes during

midday. There will be no evening

service, no "13" Lot Express, and

no early morning commuter lot

service during this period. For bus

information call 5-0056.

Any vehicles registered in the

University Parking System will be

permitted to park in any Edge Lot,

NO'S 46,47,48,49, & 50.

Parking regulations will be

enforced in the Core Lots, No's

40,40,42,43,45,62,63,64,65,66, & 71.

For Parking information call 5-

0065.

u
RIPPED cm V.
SMALL CLAPIS aXJRT
CITIZEN
SERVICE
can help

tuasMosoo
or skN

7O0 10O0

MASSPIHG

BELCHERTOWN CENTER SCHEDULE (BN)

SPRING VACATION SCHEDULE 197^

OOTBOUW):

INBOUND: Grad

Belch.
Center

Quabbin
Apts.

Bay
Road

Arcadia
Apts.

Holland
Glen

Gulf
Road

North
Street

Campus Physical
Center Plant Lot 26

Research
Center

Has-
brook

Fine
Arts

Fearing
Street

am 7:20

7:50

7:22

7:52

7:24

7:54

7:26

7 = 56

7:27

7:57

7:30

8:00

7:31

8:01

pm 4:05

5:05

4:06

5:06

4:07

5:07

4:09

5 = 09

4:10

5:10

4:11

5:11

4:12

5:12

pa 4:35 4:37 4:39 4:40 4:41 4:44 4:45

5:35 5:37 5 = 39 5:40 5:41 5:44 5:45
.e3

Lane

E
Town X
Hall ?

May-
flower
Apes.

North
Street

Gulf
Road

Holland
Glen

Arcadia
Apts.

May-
flower
Apts. E

Stoc^c-
bridge
Road Morrill Arnold Lot 26

Physical
Plana

Caapua
Center

4:13

5i1J

R
4:15 E

5:15 1

4:22

5:22

4:24

5:24

4:25

5:25

4:27

5:27.

4:28

5:28

aa 7:33 p

8:03
J

7:45 7:46 7:47 7:48 7:49 7 = 50

8:15 8:16 8:17 8:18 8:19 8:20
Road

Quabbin
Apts.

Belch.
Center

pa 4:47 8
5:47 S

4:59 5:00 5:01 5:02 5:03 5:04

5:59 6:00 6:01 6:02 6:03 6:04 4:30

5:30

4:32

5:32

4:35

5=35

SOUTH AMHERST (SA)
SOOTH I (8D)

SPRLHG VACA
SFROKJ VACATION SCHEDULE 1^74

INBOUHD:
UBOPHD:

South
Deerfld.
Center

Hount.
Road

Sugar-
Loaf
Street

Sunder-
land
Center

7:24

8:04

4:29

5 = 29

Lantern
Court

7:26

8:06

4:31

5 = 31

Squire
Village

7:27

B
X
p
1

Pair-
field
Street

7:45

Britt.
Manor

aa 7:20

River-
glade

7 = 22

Colonial
Driva

7:23

Meaorial
Drive

7:24

Amherst
Center

7:28

Post
Office

7 = 29

Fearing
Street

7:30

aa 7:20

8:O0

7:21

8:01

7:22

8:02 8:07

4:32

E
S

8:18

4:43

8:05

pa 4:25

8:07

4:26

8:08

4:27

8:09

4:28

8:13

4:32

8:14

4:33

8:15

4:3*

pa 4:25

5 = 25

4:26

5 = 26

4:27

5 = 27
5:32 5:43 5:25 5:26 5 = 27 5:28 5:32 5:33 5:34

Grad
Research
Center

aa 7-46

8:19

p« 4:44

5:4*

Haa-
brook

7:47
k 8:20

ft:ft5

5:45

Fine
Arts

7:48

8:21

4:46

5:46

SBA

7:49

8:22

4:47

5:47

Hamp-
shire

7 = 50

8:23

4:48

5:48 .

Boyden

7:51

8:24

4:49
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Schaefer is the one beer
to have when you're
having more than one

and
that's what we're serving at

THE PUB
WEDNESDAY dxnae/e NIGHTS

TONIGHT
JEFF STAR
from WORCESTER'S WNEB

playing

OLDIES but GOODIES

DANCING 30c Schaefers CONTESTS
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Notes, quotes and anecdotes

Moliere, mon ami Summer school Great Decisions

Deerfield site of

music workshop
A production of Moliere's Les

Fourberies de Scapin in French
will be presented at 8 p.m. tonight

and tomorrow in the Assembly
Room of Converse Hall, Amherst
College. The performance is open
to the public without charge.
Sponsored by the College's

departments of dramatic arts and
French, the cast of students from
colleges in the area will be directed

by Mark Jaster, an Amherst fresh-

man from Washington, D.C., and
Amherst Associate Professor of

French Richard Pini.

There is a tradition of theater in

French at Amherst. Plays by
Ionesco and Labiche were
produced by the French depart-

ment in the early 'Sixties, and
French plays have been brought to

Kirby Theater. Both departments,
and particularly Visiting Professor

of Dramatic Arts Allan Albert,

believe that a student production in

French is an important con-
tribution towards the variety of

theater experiences at the College.

UMass Summer School, 1974 will
be housed at Orchard Hill this
year. There will be one session of
eight weeks duration and will run
from June 24 to August 16. Students
interested in serving as Residence
Hall Counselors for summer school
may obtain application forms from
Paul R. Appleby, Assistant Area
Director for Orchard Hill. He is
located at 103 Grayson House and
will be responsible for the Summer
School Program on the Hill.

Application forms and related
materials must be completed and
returned to Appleby on or before
April l, i»74. Materials received
after that date will not be con-
sidered.

Vets meeting

There will be a Veterans Club
meeting on Thursday in Room 113

Campus Center at 7:30 p.m.

Great Decisions Program
panelists will discuss Israel tonight
at 8:30 when the sixth show in the
series is broadcast over radio
WFCR (88.5 FM).
The topic will be 'Israel and the

Middle East Conflict: Will Peace
Ever Prevail?'' Panelists will be:
Donna Devine of the Smith College
government department; Haim B.
Gunner of the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst enviro-
nmental science department ; Said
Khouri, UMass graduate student;
and Leila Meo, UMass political

science.

Great Decisions is the public
opinion program of the Foreign
Policy Association, a non-profit
organization founded to inform the
public of international efforts.

"Traditional New England
Music" will be the subject of a

workshop this weekend, March 22-

24, at the Woolman Hill Conference
Center in Deerfield. The workshop,
which will run from Friday supper
through Sunday lunch, is for

serious musicians of various levels

of experience. Areas of sharing

will include vocal and dance music
and dance calling. Several older

musicians will be on hand. The cost

for the weekend, which includes six
meals, is ten dollars. For reser-
vations and further information,,
please call Woolman Hill, at 773-

9065.

This Friday night, from 8:30-

12:00, there will be an old-
fashioned Contra Dance, featuring
live music, at tte Woolman Hill

Conference Center in Deerfield.
Contribution, $1.50 per person. For
further information, call 773-9065.
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NOMINATED FOR I ACADEMY AWARDS!

WMUA
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20th

7:20 p.m. — Off the Hook - Wednesday's Off the Hook is
guest-hosted by Wil Greenhouse. He will be talking withsome of the WMUA staff concerning the nature of station
programming. You're cordially invited to ask questions at
545-2876.

8:00 p.m. — Gay Break — An interesting, hour long, bi
weekly program dealing with events happening in the Gay
Community. This week's show features an interview with
Carla Jay and Alan Young, co authors of A Gay Anthology,
"Out of the Closet."

12:00 p.m. - "Moon over Morocco" — Weird happenings*
in Morocco, mean adventure and intrigue for Jack.
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545-0154

University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Council
PRESENTS
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March
20&21
8 P.M. :

Bowker
Auditorium

Reserved Tickets:

$2.00 UM/A students
$4.00 all others

Box Office:

125 Herter Hall

Phone 545-0202
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Health Education BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE

Oh, my aching back HOT OVEN fiRIIDERS

According to University Health

Services Physical Therapist, Marc
Gelinas, at least 60 per cent of

students will develop chronic or

intermittent low back problems in

their lifetime. At least 60 per cent

of those problems could be entirely

prevented by good posture and-or

good body mechanics (The

remaining number of lower back

problems are as a result of trauma
— car accidents, falls, sports in-

juries, etc. which are preventable

in another sense.) These problems

are about 58 per cent greater in

men then women. As women
become involved a wider range of

activity options, the difference in

incidence is decreasing. Perhaps

these following few reminders will

help you in focusing in on your

daily habits and how you can

prevent yourself from become a

statistic

!

When carrying a heavv weight,

such as a suitcase, keep the back

straight and the arms only slightly

bent. Carry the weight slightly to

one side compensating with your

body weight by leaning in the

opposite direction. If carrying a

smaller weight, carry the object in

bent arms and carry it close to

your body. If pushing a heavy

object, stand close to the object

and crouch with legs apart, one in

front of the other. Flex the elbows

and put hands on the object at

chest level. Lean forward so chest

or shoulders touch the object

keeping the back straight. Push be

extending the legs, not the arms.

While lifting keep as much strain

as possible off your back. Let your

legs do the work. These are the

largest muscles in your body. Keep
the knees and hips bent and the

back straight. Grasp near the

center of the object and lift by

pushing up with both legs. Keep the

load close to your body but not

above the waist. If stooping to lift,

squat directly in front of the object

and with feet apart one in front of

the other, lower yourself by ben-

ding at the hips and knees keeping

your back straight. Do this

whether you are stooping for

something as light as a pencil or as

heavy as a box of books.

Posture is also important, and

there are several ways to improve

it. One is to sit so that your knees

are higher than your hips. To do

this you may use the chair in front

of you or small foot stool. Try not to

sit in the same position for

prolonged periods. When driving,

push the front seat of your car

forward so your knees will be

higher than your hips. If you work

standing up, prop one foot up on a

six inch stool. This flattens your

back naturally.

FREE DELIVERY
ON CAMPUS

Beeffe
Brew

Tms. and Thurs. 6 to 9

at the

Deerfield Im

Your choice of

Roast Prime Ribs

14 oz. Sirloin Strip Steak

1 lb. Porterhouse S'eak

Complementary Beer

through your main course

$5.95
m0H^^± l^H0f0k&i***i*

Enjoy the distinctive difference"

Tel. 256-8011

Tel. 253-9051

Pioneer Valley Factory Shoe Outlet
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The Pioneer Valley Factory Shoe Outlet

has

Two Convenient Locations.
East Street

Ware, Mass.

967-6006

Hrs. Mon.-Thurs.

Friday
Saturday

9:005:00

9:00 9:00

JlQ0.-5:Q0.

Hill & Dale Shopping Mall

327 King St. (Route 5)

Northampton, Mass.

584-6939
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AMATEUR RADIO ASSOC:
Meeting TONIGHT people so try to

bring a bit of money for dues. See y'll

Campus Center 901 at 7:30 Ladd.

ANIMAL SCIENCE:
Livestock Classic Superintendent

Meeting — Scheduling of classes and
animal assignments given out. April

1 Monday Night 6:30. Grinned Arena.

Please attend.

ART MAJORS MEETING:
There will be a meeting for

sophomore and transfer art majors,

Wednesday, March 20, 8 p.m. Bar
tlett 61. The Design Area will make a

presentation.

BEEF CLINIC:
Livestock classic — for all those

showing Beef — Clinic the first week
of April. Watch for further notice.

BUILDING COMMITTEE:
Meeting today at 1:00 p.m. Check

CC-SU Daily Schedule for room.

BRIDGE PLAYERS:
Bridge game in CC 165-169 at 7 p.m.

Come down with or without a part-

ner.

BUSINESS CLUB MEETING:
Short but important upcoming

events — Softball — Wall Street trip.

Meet the new off icers. 4:30 p.m. SBA
103. Bring a friend.

STUDENTS RIOT:
The students of the Board of

Governors Service committee are

meeting tomorrow morning at 9:30 in

room 809 to evaluate some of the

results of current programs being

run the campus center at the

students' expense. We need input

from the student body so that this

evaluation will be meaningful and
productive. If interested, or if you

have a gripe about anything at the

Campus Center please come to the

meeting.

CHESS TOURNAMENT:
Make-up of round 1 of club chess

championship tonight, 7:30 p.m., CC

176. Last chance to enter tourney. All

eligible.

DAIRY CLINIC:
Livestock Classic — for all those

showing dairy — 1st Clinic April 14
Thurs. 7 p.m. Grineel Arena. Come
and find out what it involves.
GURU MAJARAH Jl SPEAKS:
Tonight at 7.30 in the film, honored

as the best documentary in 1973 by
the Atlanta International Film
Festival. The film which runs thirty
minutes will be shown in room 917
CC. Admission is free.

NOVELTIES IN ARTS & CRAFTS:
There will be a mardigras in South

west May 4. Anyone who has arts or
crafts (something that may possible
pertain to the Environment) and is

interested in selling them at the
MardisGras call 549 1675.

HORSE CLINIC:
Livestock Classic — for all those

showing horses and ponies — list

clinic April 1st Monday 7 p m.
Grinnel Arena. Come and find out
what it involves.

NORTHERN IRELAND EX-
CHANGE PROGRAM:
Undergraduate students interested

in the Northern Ireland Exchange
Program for the Fall Semester 1974

may obtain applications forms from
Room 264, Hills House South, Prof.

George Urch. Applications should be
submitted as soon as possible. A
meeting for all applicants is

scheduled for April 4 at 7:30 p.m. in

Hills House to hear talks by former
participants.

KUNDALINI YOGA CLUB:
Meeting this afternoon at 5:00-6:30

in the Campus Center. Check notices
for room assignment. New members
are always welcome.
LIVESTOCK:
For all those showing beef, dairy

and oxen - Halter making session.

You make the halter you will show

Divorce laws under fire
BySETHMYDANS

Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts'
century-old divorce laws, which
have survived over 50 years of

challenges, were once again to be
the subject of 24 bills before the

Judiciary Committee today.

"No-fault" divorce has been a

hot issue on Beacon Hill for the

past few years, but one of its

backers, Rep. Barbara E. Gray, R-
Framingham, gives it little chance
of succeeding this year.
Mrs. Gray is one of several

legislators sponsoring a measure
that would establish "irrecon-

cilable differences" as a grounds
for divorce, and would change the
laws on child custody.

Under the bill, coordinated by
the Massachusetts Women's
Lobby, both marriage partners
would agree to separate on these

grounds for a six-month trial

period.

It would also set up a Family
Review Board to determine child

custody, currently in the hands of

the judge.

Under current law,

Massachusetts grants divorces
only on seven specific grounds,

including such charges as

drunkenness, drug addiction,

desertion and cruel and unusual

treatment.

"There is a growing feeling that

some kind of modernization is

needed," Mrs. Gray said Monday.
"Many other states have no-fault

divorce now, including New
Hampshire."
She said Massachusetts citizens

are going to New Hampshire now
for divorces, and others are forced

to perjure themselves to meet
Massachusetts' strict grounds.

Special

All You Can Eat

5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
at

Rte. 9 Amherst, Mass.
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Notices

with. April 3, Wed., 7:30 p.m.,

Grinnell Arena.

MARATHON SPRING 74:

The School of Education invites the

UMass Community to an action

packed week of films, lectures, ex-

periences, seminars, all with
university credit available. April 15

19, School of Education and Marks
Meadow School. More info 545 1585.

NEEDED: VOLUNTEER TUTORS:
NES in SPFLD needs volunteer

tutor to tutor innercity children at

both elementary and secondary
school levels. Tutors are needed now
and will be needed for the summer.
NES needs both males and females
desparately. For more information

call Paula at 545 0575. In Spfld. call

Hilda at 733-2238.

MOVIE CANCELLATION:
The movie Kellies Heroes to be

shown tonight in SBA is cancelled.

SAILING TEAM:
The MIT free sailing day is Friday

March 29. Limited number may go.

Call Mike 6 9646 for information.

Next meeting with movie will be
Tuesday April 2. Will be posted in

Collegian.

SCUBA CLUB:
Meeting tonight 7 p.m. Curry Hicks

Rm 14. Free air and use of pool. All

invited.

SHEEP CLINIC:
Livestock Classic — for all those

showing sheep — 1st Clinic April 4

Thurs. 6:30 p.m. Sheep Barn. Come
and find out what in involves.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITAT-
ION:

There will be an introductory

presentation on Transcendental
Meditation tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

Machmer W 26. The meeting is free

of charge 8. open to everyone.
STUDENT AUTO WORKSHOP:
The shop will be open for business

through Sat., Mar. 23. It will be
closed for the vacation week and will

reopen Tues. Apr. 2. Remember
inspection starts Apr. I, Avert a

crisis, fix it now.
SW SPRING FESTIVAL NEEDS
PEOPLE:
Anyone interested in having an arts

and crafts booth at a minimal profit

in the May 4 SW Spring Festival.

Please contact Linda 5469843. We
need your help.

SWINE CLINIC:
Livestock Classic — for all those

showing swine — 1st Clinic April 2

Tues. 7:30 p.m. Sheep Barn. Come
and find out what it involves.

SUPER 8 FILM:
Interested? Call David at 584 3993,

or sign up on Clipboard in R.S.O.
office.

VETERANS MEETING:
Meeting to be held 7:30 p.m.

Thursday March 21 in CC 113. UMass
Veterans should attend.

ALL VETS:
Vets who are interested in helping

another vet, stop by the Outreach
tables in S.U. and SBA. to pick up
info.

WORKSHOP IN HUMAN
SEXUALITY AND AWARENESS:
Workshop forming in which self

educational experiences are
provided in order to evoke feelings

which are then studied. Respon-
sibility for one's emotions and ac
tions is encouraged. For info, call

Shelly 253 9668, Glenn 6 6803, or Bob
66790.

SAT NAM:
Yoga Club will meet Wednesday

Afternoon at 5 o'clock in the Campus
Center.

FOUND:
Norfolk Country Trust Company

Checkbook pick up at Campus Center

Lost & Found.

LOST:
Our 8 9 month old German Shepard

collie wandered from the apartment

Monday morning. Light Brown. We
miss him terribly. Please contact

Walt or Sandy Powell at 549 6074.

North Village. B 3 if you have seen

him.

Give
the world
alittle

gifttoday
Blood.

+ TheAmerican
Red Cross.
TheGood
Neighbor.

V/ear after year, semester
A after semester, the

CollegeMaster from
Fidelity Union Life has
heen the most accepted
most popular plan on
campuses all overAmerica.

Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster*
Field Associate
in your area:

747 Main St., Amherst

Tel.: 256-8351

CollegeMaster'

Nobody

the railroads

But when the wise ones get there, and want to get from

one place to the next, the way they get around is by train

The fact is. French trains give you more than com
fort and convenience, more than speed and a window

on the world They give you value For even in a day

when almost everything is going up except the dollar

French trains are still one of the greatest transportation

buys in the world

Because distances from Pans are short. French

trains go everywhere To the medieval mysteries of

Vezelay (163 miles. $13 50) and Carcassonne (503

miles. $41 00) To the Provence of Gaughin and van

Gogh (486 miles. $39 50) To the vineyards of the Cote

d'Or (220 miles. $1850) and the sparkling sun of the

Cote d Azur (660 miles. $5350) To castles and cathe

drals To Alps and oceans To monuments of the

Romanesque and Renaissance To all the hidden cor

ners of a country haunted by history and ennched by

centuries of civilization

Pans, of course, is Pans But France is more And
its all connected by 25.0(X) miles of track, more than

4(KI) stations, and many hundreds of sleek, swift trains

that will pamper you. feed you. even bed you down
While they whisk you from here to anywhere in no mon-

than a few relaxing hours

So if you really want to see Prance, see France by

train And sw how irononnral great travel* an fv While

you're at it. ask about our other travel bargains -a 1st

Class Eurailpass. or the 2nd Class Student Railpass For

tickets and reservations, get in touch with your travel

agent, or nearest French National Railroads office, 610

Fifth Avenue. New York 10020. 11 East Adams Street.

Chicago 60603, 9465 Wilshire Blvd ., Beverly Hills

90212 323 Geary St., San Francisco 94102; 2121

Ponce de Leon Blvd . Coral Gables 33134 Also in

Toronto and Montreal

Please send me literature describing how to get the most

value out of my trip to France

Name . _

Address

City State .Zip.

Dent 7. Box 80 Bohemia. NY 11716

French National Railroads

ii'
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DC alumni

pledge $10,500

in Phonothon

Last week in Washington, DC,
UMass Alumni contributed $10,500

in pledges via that area's first

. Phonothon. Thirty-six alumni
joined the Second Century Club
with pledges of $100 or more.
Volunteers in Washington for the

two nights of phoning included

approximately 60 alumni ranging
in class from 1934 to 1973, and 12

legislative interns in the Outreach
Program.
At tne same time alumni have

been calling other alumni for

pledges in a Phonothon in Hart-
ford, Connecticut. Nearly $16,000

was pledged to 90 alumni volun-

teers in four nights.

Next on the agenda for alumni
fund-raising is the second annual
Boston-area Phonothon held in the

Suburban Experiment Station in

Waltham, Massachusetts. This
project should bring 500 alumni
together again to raise money for

the Almuni Scholarship program,
special academic programs and
the library.

Last but by no means least will

be the giant Student-Alumni
Phonothon with 500 students
phoning alumni over the country
ana particularly in New England.
Calling will be done from thirty

telephones installed in Memorial
Hall. Phoning will be done in

sixteen sessions with dinner and a
complete briefing before.
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ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
SYDfET

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Some
relationships are tested. You may be
finishing rather than beginning a project.

Now you find out where you stand, who is a

friend or otherwise Accent sociability. Be
gregarious without being foolish Member
of opposite sex may be in fighting mood."
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You are

challenged Best course now is to assert

desires, needs, ambitions. Get it out on
table—don't play games with one who talks

but does something entirely different. You
have right to answers. Be mature and be
sure you are treated with dignity.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) : Lunar aspect
highlights reaching beyond what is an
apparent limitation. Your intuition works
overtime. You teach, learn and perceive
potential Aquarian could play key role.

Refuse to be bogged down by associate who
brookds. sings blues and constantly com-
plains.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Someone
wants to play fast and loose- -with your
money. Draw line Have fun without being

foolishly extravagant. Promises made
should be backed by collateral. Otherwise,

you risk losing money and friendship. Be
realistic and be sure others live up to

obligations

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Slow pace. Look
around—find out how green grass actually

is elsewhere. Talk matters over with

partner, mate. If contract is in question, get

expert legal counsel Details are more
important now than in recent past.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22): Health, work,

how you relate to associates—these are
spotlighted. Changes occur. Dialogue is

featured with Gemini. You get additional

facts but may not know what to do about

them. Take it slow, easy. You have not been
appointed a saint.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Gifts, love,

luxury all are in spotlight. Emotions tend to

dominate. Strive to provide some time for

logic, too. Avoid basing actions entirely on

impulse. Taurus person deserves time.

attention You can learn and benefit—if

diplomatic

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21): Real estate,

property and basic values are apt to be
featured Pisces. Virgo individuals figure

prominently Get rundown on values,

conditions—and emphasize plumbing.
Practical matters should dominate—don't
be afraid to ask "delicate" questions

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): Money
from one who seem indifferent could "make
your day." Relatives, neighbors and short

journeys are in limelight. Calls,

correspondence also command attention

Tendency is to scatter forces—try to finish

what you start.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Check
Sagittarius message. Count your change.

Be more aware of costs, collections, credits

and debits. You find missing link You
discover how to put together a deal or make
an operation operate You will be given

essential tools, credentials.

AQUARIUS (Jan. - Feb 20): All signals

point to starting, aking initiative, testing

popularity. You are favored by many in-

dications—now you must make the most of

chances, offers Leo plays significant role,

as does another Aquarian. Get going. Use
showmanship. Display product. Emphasize
personality.

PISCES (Feb. 19 March 20) : Much that is

on agenda could be shrouded in mystery
Glamor is featured. Poetic actions,

statements, symbols are part of scheme of

today's happenings as they relate to you.

Don't push, force What you really want will

become readily available.

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY you

have domestic streak which surfaces and

really cannot be denied. You draw to you

persons born under Cancer and Capricorn

You are poetic, musical and have tendency

to brood. September could be your most

significant month of 1974 You often seem to

be in conflict with your own best interests

But this year will be marked by ad-

vancement.
Copyright 1974, Gen Fea. Corp

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS DOWN

1 Vessel
5 Concoct
9 Outfit*

12 Lease
13 Nerve net-

work
14 Number
15 Conjunction
16 Snatch
18 Click beetle
20 Preposition
22 Man s name
24 Retained
27 Classify
29 Antlered

animal
31 Macaw

1 The unal

2 True to histo-

3 Negative
prefix

^ Wooden pin

5 Wire nails

6 Refund
7 Latin con-

junction
8 Marry
9 Country of

Asia
10 Preposition
1

1

Symbol for

tellurium

17 Sun god

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

WHRJB fEBH QGMC3

HQBH flHO anas
qh Kanm

BB(H Hffl@E!0 Has

hods arm qqog

32 Characteristic 19 Stamp of ap-
34 Sins
36 Plural end-

ing

37 Small brook
39 Most cun-

ning (slang)
41 Alternating

current
(abbr)

42 Deposited
44 Calumniate
45 Hit lightly

47 Seep
through

49 Cushions
50 Wolfhound
52 Eat
54 Compass

point

55 Also
57 Baseball

team
59 Symbol for

niton

61 Poem
63 Unit of

electrical

measure-
ment

65 Repetition
67 Marsh
68 Beats down
69 Handle

proval
21 Spoken
23 Refuse from

grapes
25 Chief execu-

tives

26 Experiences

27 Layers
28 Cash drawer
30 Food (slang)

33 River duck
35 Walk
38 Bound
40 Verve
43 Delicate
46 Communion

plate

20
48 Intertwines
51 Negative
53 Printers

measure
56 Night bird

58 Period of time
60 Beverage
61 Preposition
62 Prefix: down
64 Cooled lava
66 Preposition

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
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PERSONAL

Future millionaire seeking a wife. 546-

1072.

tf:t-22

Undergraduate needed to replace me on
Parking Appeals Board. I need you like

yesterday. Call ( indi 548-1171.

tf:i-22

High profits in sandal making with
invest, of only $9.50. for kit including
finest quality leather. easy to follow

instruct, and all other material to

make a beautiful pair of sandals for

either sex — 4 styles to choose from —
Finished value 116. to $20. Send check
or money order to Roby (rafts Co.. PO
Box 2151. Spfld.. Mass. 01 101.

ift-20

Steadily attached couples — $4. to fill oul
questionnaire < 1 - 1

' * hi i Koth partners
needed. 6526. Tobin — Tue. or Wed. 7:00

p.m. or 65-016*.

tf:t-2ii

I need my calendar. 1 1 page letter and
folio-file. Please return to ('('

I osi and
hound.

tf3-2o

Sadie and The Girls at the massage
parlor, thank you for the good time. \ isit

Tech soon. MRN.
tf:i-2o

Whose idea was it that Adam and Kve
dress'.' Check your (.enesis ( iod is on our
side! Streak, tonight!

113-20

Vlerv. Patti and Chrisic — We saw you
streaking Sunday night and we want to get

lo know you better. Meet us at ('.('.. Tom.
Dick and Harry.

if3-211

Cr.id male interested in bike trips,

jugging, scuba, sky diying. wishes to meet
unattached females with similar interests.

:.i»-;w2K.

if:i-2i

Happy Belated Rirthdav! (iotcha. Irnm
K( and SB.

tf:i-2ii

To my favorite Pisces — Mimi! — Erom
the Contented Hull.

H3-22

Hondo, best wishes and lotsa luck in your
t'tah experience. Seventh floor.

MrNamara.
113-21

Snakebeaters — Better run and gun and
stick it lo llofstra — Chicago land is

watching.

1 13-22

Abannr. Ahannition. \har. Ahar-
tieulalion. Abas. Abase. Abase. Abased.

\hasedly. Abasement. Ahaser. \bash.

Abash. Abashance.
tf:t-2<i

Congratulations In the new EAIAW
gymnastics champs. It's been a long time
(uming — An honor well deserved, tiood

lurk in California!

if3- 22

MM Cashin thanks you for the roses!

tf11-20

FREE
Confidential Pregnancy Testing and Aid.

Call 5H4-8XI6.

tft-17

Female dog. black and white. Very
friendly. Needs good home 256-XI6X. niles
or come lo II Colonial Village.

tf:i-22

TRAVEL

Kill-A-Watt

CONSERVE
ENERGY ,

=5
or

Television Tonight
6:30 NEWS (3) (22) (30)

OMEN VIDRO (24)

INTAMED WORLD (27)

ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS (57)

6:55 NEWSBEAT NEWS (57)

7:00 WHAT IN THE WORLD (3)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES Bob
Barker, host (8)

GUNSMOKE (18)

NEWS. WEATHER. SPORTS (22) (30)

YOUR FUTURE IS NOW (24)

MOVIE 'Calling Northside 777 " (27)

ABC EVENING NEWS (40)

THE EVENING COMPASS (57)

7:30 THE NEW PRICE IS RIGHT (3)

DEAL WITH THE ISSUES (8)

THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES Peter
Marshall, host (22)

THE FRENCH CHEF (24)

WAIT TILL YOUR FATHER (.ETS
home "The Marriage Counselor " (30)

DRAGNET (40)

MARTIN AGRONSKY: EVENING
EDITION (57)

8.00 THE SONNY AND (HER COMF.DV
HOUR (3)

Till' COWBOYS '«' (40>

The (enter for Urban-Teacher
education Program is recruiting un-

dergraduates for the fall, (all 5-1377 or
come lo Ed. B;iilding 222 \

If:: 22

El HOPE ISRAEL \FHH \ - Travel
discounts year round Intl. Student Travel
(enter. 739 Hoylstnn SI Suite 113, Boston.
Ma. 617-267-1122.

IK- 1

7

Flights to Europe. $211 Round Trip.
Depart, return anytime JAMESON
TRAVEL. Box 27. Mill, or II3-3K9-II 17.

(ft- 1.',

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

It72'j IIoiiiI.i SI. 12.".. e\c. ciind a* net
laslidious - lust tuned, xo mpg on
strict includes HMMMftl, sp:nc tin ( .ill

Wi:> 1177

lf:t-22

loci

ENTERTAINMENT MDC CLASSIFIED

THE 700 CLUB (18)

THE BILLY GRAHAM ST. LOUIS
CRUSADE (22)

WASHINGTON CONNECTION (24) (57)

CHASE 'Eighty Six Proof TNT ." (30)

8:30 MOVIE "Men of the Dragon " (8) (40)

THEATRE IN AMERICA "Rimers Of

Eldritch.'' (24) (57)

0:00 CANNON "The Stalker " (3)

MOVIE "The Caretakers ." (22) (30)

BILLY GRAHAM ST. LOUIS CRUSADE
(27)

0:25 NEWSLETTER OF FAITH (18)

0:30 LIVING FAITH 1 18)

10:00 KOJAK Down a Long and Lonely

River ." (3)

ABC NEWS CLOSE-UP "The Policy

Crisis ." (8) (40)

KNEXGY ALERT 124)

SPECIAL - GENERAL ASSEMBLY
REPORT (24)

NEWS (27)

FAMILY ALBUM (5)

Id 1(1 JOANNE CARSON SHOW ( 22)

||:M NEWS. WEATIIEH. SPORTS (3) (8)

1 18) (22) (27) (30) (40)

it -:m MOVIE "Strategy Of Terror " (3)

SERVICES FOR SALE
Nobody can please all the people all the

time, but Bob the DJ makes most of the
people happy most of the time. Call now.
.VU.-6075.

tf:t-22

Tired of the same old shit? Try a band
from Boston Music Group, for your nexl
concert or party. 6I7-:I53-1IH4 or 617-247-

MM

EDUCATIONAL FLIGHT
Interested in no-frills, low cost jet

travel to I mop.- Middle East. Far
East. Africa" EDUCATIONAL
ELKillTS can help you find the least

expensive way to get there. Phone us
loll free at HIM) BMM

tf.VIO

SUBLET
Pullton Village. One bedroom, available

immediately. Call I0M8M, evenings

113-22

Sublet — 2 bedroom apt.. June. July.
\ug.. |2lM) a month, very nice area in So
\mherst. (all 2.VI-7IKX. ask for Laura.

tf:i-2ll

June 1st to Aug. 31st. 2 bedroom — I til.

inc.. pool, tennis courts, rent $17:.. 00 (all
( liffside. Mgt Apt. M,

tf:i-22

:l nil apt.. April I.VAug. St, plly fur-
nished, air cond. Pool, tennis, all utl.. ItSS
mo. Sunderland on CM Bus Line, (all «6.V
1215. evenings.

03-22

Townhouse. 2 hdrms and bath, upstairs,
mod. kit. liv . rm. and lav dwn stairs \V-»
carpeting, plus instil cellar. $230 mo I til

included Ready anytime, r.ii-ui'ix

tf:i-22

' j of 2nd rm apt on bus rte: own rm. rent
IK.'.; ulil incld. Come to K2 Colonial \ ill.

nights or call 148 llOlli. in a.m.. avail April
1st.

lf:t-22

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female roommate wanted to share

furnished apt. Own room. $92.50-month,
utilities included, (all 665-2606. after 1

p.m.

tf:i-2o

Tosh.ue 7 mi apt Own bedroom in old
house l mi from campus, on bus line. $46
mo. and util. IMM,

tf:i-2l

Friendly
. iiuiet couple needs room in

house or apartment, cheap, to occupy
\pril 1st. Please call Vicki. 515-2112.

If3-2

1

M or F. own room, no deposits. I min.
from campus, no hassles. $65 a month,
slid tinu \pril 1st Please call 25K-H<W!)

lf:t-22

\inli coop hse seeks 2 vegetarian
roommates for \pril I. (all 256X211;

tf:i-22

Female roommate to share quiet. 2

lull in apartment $67 month. Call Bev. 253-

5K5K.

tf:t-22

Own room. I'll Ifton April I-Aug. St. $X2

mo., but rent neg. Must like dogs-cats. Call

I in ol or Maureen, around 6 or so. 5I!I-IK6N.

tf:i-2«

HELP WANTED
Need capable person lo do English paper

based on specific plays to be read. Have I

l»i months, will pay well! Call Rillv 519-

0130

(f:i-2n

Singing Bass Player for just stiiilinu

hand ( ill Mark or Kiithv at StZ-SOSB.

tf.'.-L'.'

LOST
(.curious reward lor return ol man*

.i lit <Mii.il ii lules .liirgenseu w;i(ch. losl mi
2-22. oi sentimental vatae Contact inn
m.."i Jims after v

U3 -'ii

I ii.ui mens piesiriiition sunglasses
r.is. •iiiiiue. Or I seller Vicinitv ol Hills oi

\iiilicisi ( rater. Menard, rait Its till

lft-22

INSTRUCTION

lull imIiii linn lo weaving i hisses sliirtmu

mi \piil i .mil \pril .'j < .ill Karhi Tristan

it* M2I
lft-22

RIDERS WANTED

Two males going to Canada during
Spring vacation, wanted two female
companions: write and leave phone
number to: PO Box 616. North Amherst.

Travel by air to most any destination.
Share expenses. Compares with air-line
fare. Call 549-IK96. after 5.

tf:i-2l

WEEKEND AND
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Weekend and summer employment
for students with following skills

science, dance, pottery. Black Studies.
Earth science. Music. Arts and Crafts.
Apply room 213. New Africa House.
UMass or call for Appl. Mr. Cox. 545-

1592.

tf3-20

STEREO COMPONENTS

Slereo ( om ponents — 20 per cenl - 40
per cent off list. All major brands
available, all guaranteed. Call Mike at
>:I6-IKI4, after I p.m.

tft-ll

RIDE WANTED
lining to Nantucket for spring break,

need ride to and from Woods Hoie or
nearby, can leave after 3-21. return by It.
share $ (all 253-5X95.

lf:i-20

Rides wanted in Carolinas for one. two.

three, people, with packs. Fri. or Sal. Call

516-5202 or 516-5206. Will share expenses.

DTS-S0

Ride needed to Chicago or anywhere
along the way. March 22 or SS. Will share
driving and expenses, (all Mark. 516-662:1.

keep trying!

tft-21

TYPING
Typing done — cheap and fast. Call Anne

alter 5 p.m.. 665-262.">.

If3-20

I \ ping — 'thesis, papers, etc. Smith
( oroiiii 7000 — Elite, fast, accurate,
reasonable. Call Sue. 1-527-1X02.

tfl-l

WANTED
The commuter assembly is looking for

people to paint a mural in the Commuter
Lounge Sketches are now being accepted
from undergrad commuters in the Com-
muter Office, St. Near the bark of the
Hatch. Submit sketches as soon as
possible. All paint and equipment will be
supplied. Remuneration negotiable.
Possible credits.

tft-20

Want help paying your rent? Rehearsal
spare needed for rock group immediately!
Call Man. 519-627 5.

tr.l-21

We'll pay $2-hour for someone to clean
suburban home. Call 665-2432. Fringe
benefits!!!

tf3-20

I want In buy your sick car. any make,
model, or major problem. Lei me buy your
headache, foreign or domestic, (all Boh.
253-7211.

tf3-22

Unattached female roommate for
sublet. Pufflon Apt., this summer. Write
Paul Waler. 17 Patricia ltd.. Sudburv. Ma.
UI776.

tf3-22

Working Blues Hand needs bass player
Please call Mark 5X1-5130.

tf:i-22

FOR RENT
'louse Shiileshurv I V woods. 3 br.. 2

li.ilhs. fir(Viae*, w-w carpets, .niiil irn-

mcil Mudents. grounok $:ilHI-mo iind sec
I .ill 256-0511. after Ii p m

ILI-22

( iipel od. I. Harwich, restored antique

I liilriu t hath. :l fireplcs.. secluded.

available yr. rnd t25n-mo (all 617-1.12

1571.

If

Brittany Manor, I br., lownhousc apt.
June l-Scpt I Option lo renew. 25:1-5X16.

Ift-2I

1 bedroom. Ir. kitchen, bath, in North
.minion Htl $1511 per month Skiliiski

Real Estate ixl-:tl2s

(Ll-21;

Datsun, Toyota and Volvo, repaired
at reasonable prices. I have plenty of

experience and equipment. Call
Russell Baca. 253-7456.

tf3-25

PHOTOS — Passports., visas,

graduate school applications, or
similar kimi- of photography . $4.00 for

six passport size photos. Sizes and
prices are negotiable. Quality
guaranteed. Very fast service. Call
Steve al 6-5143.

tf:t '%.

Car repair hassles? I xpei icuceil

mechanic will fix it right, no big overhead,
no job too small, foreign and domestic.
Bob. 253-7241.

tf3-22

Special discount rales on prof, racket

stringing 'gut. nylon, new synthetic gut)

during spring vacation. For more info call.

6-1156

113-22

FOR SALE

F'or sale — Brand-new womans high-

laced brown suede boots. 2 pr. sizes k .. I > &
9'iD. will sacri.'ice for $15 ea. Call F'red.

516-67X7.

H3-2I

I Yashica SLR w-xtra lenses & aces.,

also \ iii stereo eqml.. plus 1 Sony Color

TV. Must sell fast! Need $. Call 1-527-5:116.

tfl-l

Books and mags. Old and oul of print.

Free Search Service. 586-3299. anytime.
Larry Pruner. Box 285. Northampton

H4-I

(itinera Mamiy asekor 500 Tl. with three
lenses. Excellent condition, best offer. Call

665-3622

tf3-22

I or sale. Soni 35(1. reel to reel lape deck.
SOS Echo. $X5. Also 19-inch black and
while TV $75. Both in excellent condition
516-1173.

113-20

Sofa-Bed. 2 living room chairs, asking
$100. Double bed. box spr. and malt.,
asking $70. Ml merch., new. Contact
Brian. 5X1-7200

If3-22

W omens black Phillips 1 speed bike,

such a deal at $35. One year old and a

million miles left of good trans (all 665

1522. eves

If3-2

1

I pr Dynaro A-35 Speakers, orig. $120
each \sking $165. for the pair. Call 665-

19IX. after l:S0.

tf:t-26

lor sale - Vivitar f2.X. 135mm was $80.
now 60. has 1-1 mount, fits all. Also 2X
convener and new tripod, (all Jim. 9-3. at

5I5-2XXI

tf3-22

Weimaraner pups VK.l . registered -
e\ choice of lop lineage for field, show or
• ompanionship I lit 3:i9-66sx UI-12

\R2ax speakers, list $300. used $155. or

best offer. Must hear, headphones - Sharpe
IIA-I0A, 20 - Sennheisrr HDtlt. 25. 253-

3703. anytime.

tf3-2l

Ampex Reel-to-Reel Tape Deck. 3 Heads

for sound on sound. I vi client condition.

$300 new. ask $200. call 256-0615. around 6

p.m.
H3-22

Hew let Packard HP-80 business
calculator, available immediately, like
new. used very little. $3X0. save $2X 519-
11097. 253-7241.

If3-22

l.udwig snare drum with stand and seat,
like new. stainless sleel finish, all for $75.
Kodak Instamatic with flash. $10. Call
Boh. 251-7211

tfS-21

YasMca Mum electric movie camera
with zoom and LI lens, and Vashica mini-
spv camera slighllv used, vour choice
ISO. Bob. r.:; 72ii

tft-21

x month old

Painter. $11111.

1 am rnre

German short haired
< all 25:1-3,-22. Carl

lft-22

PHOTOGRAPHER

( ustom black and white film processing
done Ouick service! One roll of film and
contact onlv $1.25. Call George or John
'•'•• 1290 lf.1-29

Nikon F .11111111 lens, f2 11 standard prism.
hi and new $300. or best deal, (all 665-32MI.

tft-21

I Pioneer SX525 Receiver. I yr old.

\sking $190 or best offer. Call Jim. 516-

5052.

If3-2I

Waterbeds — Vhead Of Time. $79.95 inc

healer 360 College SI. 25:1-53X1. 256-II35X.

If111

\ one year old Phillips 3-speed bike, a
real beauty folks, al a beauty of a price.

$35. Good transportation. 665-3522. eves.

if:i-2o

AUTO FOR SALE
1966 YW Sedan runs fine, asking $150.

253-2275.

lf.l-22

62 Chevy linpala. good condition, runs
well, transmission replaced, body solid

665-1172. evenings.

tts-a

65 VW. Mint condition. 67K. New front
end. brake job. battery, starter. $600. 546-
5162.

tf3-20

WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE —
Compact cars, specially DARTS
VALIANTS, or LANCEWS. Any
condition, call 5X6-:witt.

113-2

1

IIONEST AL must gel rid of some
little JEWELS before the toWn
ARRESTS him for having loo main
.11 NKS — I mean UNREGISTERED
motor VEHICLES: .1 DODGE
( \MPER converted mail truck, gd
body gd tires, nice interior, sleeps 2. B
cvl, 1 spd. trans . needs minor work
$125 fit (HEW II station wagon. 6
cyl. std.. rally, but running. $75. 5X6-
3X19.

tf3-2l

ISM \ W COMPLETE body, sunroof and
interior, radio, only $75 with good tires
516-5761

lf:t-20

1950 DeSolo Custom. 6 cyi . fluid drive, r

& h. original with exception of stereo tape
system, fine cruising machine. Call 516-

1 102.

tf:i-22

1969 VW, 7-pass. bus. r-w. beaut con-
dition, mech. perf. with rebuilt engine, full

pro inst. curt, radio, best offer over SIJOS
Paul. 549-0105 after | only.

tf3-22

$100 Stick-6. Rambler: Austin-Healey
Sprite. 350; TR-4A Targa. $450; Porsche
Conv. 1600S. 600; School Bus Camper,
trades acceptable. 323-7327.

113-22

FREE SANDWICHES
Pres. Nixon hasn't answered my

offer, but give me a ride to Boston on
Thurs.. 3-21 and I'll give you a peanut
butter sandwich and some $$ for gas.

Call Joyce. 253-9551. 113-20

CALCULATORS
Calculators — all major brands.

T.I., Bomar. Commodore. Sanyo,
Unicom. Casio, etc. Desk and hand
held models from six to twelve digit.

some with memory-square roots.
Scientific notations, constants,
reciprocals and trig, functions. Low
prices. I will try to beat any price you
get. Call for meeting. All new, all

guaranteed. Cordon Hoffstein. 549-

0187.

1J3JL

Get your $ worth, low overhead
allows me to offer lop machines at low
prices, shop around then call and
compare desk and hand calc. six lo 12

digit prices start at 19.95. Memory
"machines, square roots, constant
reciprocals and trig functions. Low.
low prices, all new. all guaranteed. I

wouldn't sell what I wouldn't own
myself Cordon 5I9-OIX7.

If 1-12

SUMMER AT CAPE COD

CAPE COD
Yarmouth - Dennis

We have over I INI student group ren-

tals \vailablc for the summer season
- Mav 27 Sept. 2. 1971 Our 1-2-3-4

bedroom houses are priced from $950-

SSBSS. Payment plan available. D&B
Itealtv 621. Rte. 2X. \\ Yarmouth. 771-

373»i. Open 7 days. 10 am. -5 p.m.
tf.1-22
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Swimmers lost two

:

both co-captains
ByBOBHIGGINS
MDC Sports Staff

The UMass swim team will lose only two members next year, but they

will be two of the most important men on this year's squad. They are co-

captains George Kwiecien and Dick Blaisdell.

"If I go on in coaching, which I hope to do, I hope to have a co-captain

like George," swim coach Bey Melamed said of Kwiecien. "He was a

great help to myself and the team, not as a swimmer, because he wasn't

our best, but as a leader." Anyone attending a meet could see this, as

George would be there waving towels and cheering his teammates on. "I

know from personal experience that it helps a swimmer," he stated, "It

also creates team unity, and it's great to have someone pulling for you."
George, a municipal recreation major from Melrose, is now at home

doing field work. "I never thought I'd be saying this, at the middle of the

season, but I'm really sad to be leaving." He had some problem at the

beginning of the season, being overloaded with work, applying to grad

school, and being troubled with some minor ailments. As the season

progressed, he began to work things out and by season's end had im-

proved his time in the 100-yard backstroke by over 2 seconds, a

remarkable accomplishment.
The other graduating senior is Dick Blaisdell. "Dick was the most

consistent swimmer I had," said Coach Melamed. "I could always count

on him to anchor a relay, and I could depend on his time."

Dick is a BDIC major in singing and dancing. This took up a great deal

of his time during the season, and he often had to miss one or two prac-

tices a week.

Both men are very enthusiastic about the coaching of Bey Melamed.
"He gave us a great deal of drive and team spirit, which is important to a

team," said Blaisdell. "I was very impressed," said Kwiecien. "We were
in better shape than any of us dreamed we could be. I think this was the

secret of the team's success."

They are both enthusiastic about the future of the team as well. "If they

pick up a few more swimmers, and I'm sure they will, the team has a

good shot at a 9-4 or 10-3 season next year," remarked Kwiecien.

Maybe so, but it won't be easy to fill the holes left by the graduation of

these two men.

Winners of Dufresne Trophy...

both Orr and Espo
BOSTON (AP) - For the first made at Boston Garden April 7

time in its 39-year-history, the before the season finale with

Elizabeth C. Dufresne Trophy will Toronto,
be awarded to two members of the

Boston Bruins National Hockey
League club.

The award, named in honor of a

friend of the fan who donated it

during the 1935-36 season, is

presented annually to the Bruins

player judged most outstanding

performer in home games by a

vote of hockey writers and sport-

scasters.

This year, the award will be

shared by Bobby Orr and Phil

Esposito, the Bruins announced
today.

This year's presentation will be

'ritcheS.

JOIN OUR
CLOTHES CLUB

ASK FOR DETAILS

mountain r v*%
kvttTs mnii **a

Pre-Spring Inspection Cheek-up

Summer Tires Now Available.

Mounting & Balancing FREE

on Ail Tires.

VW Radials $2500
Ea£h p,us t,x

~Kf

Repairs and Service on all foreign makes

specializing in

VW, Volvo, Saab, Toyota, Datsun
(Even Lamborghini)

Also specializing in

Disc Brakes and Complete Tune Ups

D & M SUNOCO
(457 Russell St.)

R*e. 9

Across from Zayre

lUHOCf

Road Service

256-6860

^L Specialists in quality lightweight cross-country skiing, kayaking, backpacking
^^ A anri mnuntaineerina eauioment. m faand mountaineering equipment

Doors Open
9a.m.
Rte.9

SPRING SALE
April 4-5-6

Amherst

Amherst
Hadley line

253-9504

Sizes and Colors as Available

BOOTS Mfg

EMSTuckerman
EMS Huntington
EMS Piz Palu
Molitor Eisboot
EMSCampo
Vasque Glacier
Fabiano Black Beauty TRC
EMS 12" and 16" Gaiters

EMS Insulated Overboots

DOWN PARKAS AND CLOTHING
EMS Patagonia
EMS Childs Patagonia
EMS Flume Sweater
Alpine Designs Glacier Jacket
Alpine Design Expedition Parka
Gerry Makalu
Alpine Designs Super Sweater
Alpine Designs Adirondack w-hood
EMS Yeti w-hood
EMS Bugaboo
Sierra Designs Std. Poncho
Norwegian Turtleneck Wool Sweater
Ajax Wool Knickers
Childs Corduroy Knickers
EMS Corduroy Knickers
Duofold Long Underwear
Morianty Hats
Alp Mountain Parkas
EMS El Cheapo Rain Parkas
EMS El Cheapo Rain Pants
EMS Down Pants
EMS Wind Parka
EMS Cagoule
EMS Std. Poncho
EMS 60-40

Lederhosen w-suspenders

SLEEPING BAGS
EMS Sandpiper
EMS Mt. Robson Reg.

Lg.
EMS Teton
EMS Dhauligiri Reg.

Lg.
Gerry Wilderness Reg.

Lg.
Gerry Yosemite Reg.

Lg.
Gerry Camper Reg.

Lg.
Gerry Mini Mummy
North Face Pied d' Elephant
North Face Big Foot Reg.

Lg.

North Face Yeti Reg.
Lg.

Alpine Designs Trail Sleeper
Alpine Designs Arctic

Alpine Designs Everest
Sierra Designs Omni Reg.

Lg.

Sierra Designs Expedition Outer Reg.
Lg.

Sierra Designs 100 (old model) Lg.

Alpine Designs Mountaintop Fiberf ill (seconds)

EMS Blueridge Polargard
EMS Foam Pads 36"

EMS Foam Pads 48"

EMS Foam Pads 48" Superpad

PACKS
EMS Helio Jr. Bag and Frame
EMS Helio Sr. Bag and Frame
EMS Backpacker Bag and Frame
EMS Divided Bag and Frame
Alpine Designs Expedition Bag and

Kelty Mountaineer Frame
Gerry K Frame and Traveler Sack ( '72 model)
Gerry Vagabond Pack (72 model)
Camp Trails Med. Cruiser Frame w-nylon bag
Alpine Designs Eiger Ski Touring Pack
EMS Day Pack
EMS Duffle Bag
Alp Day Pack Jr.

Lafuma Nylon Guide Pack
Lafuma Expandable
Lafuma Mt. Blanc "B"

TENTS
Gerry Lodgepole
Gerry Yearound II

Gerry Yearound I

Gerry Mountain II

Gerry Fortnight
Gerry Camponaire
Alpine Designs Backpacker
Alpine Designs Timberline
Eureka Mt. Marcy

KAYAK EQUIPMENT
Stearns Lifevests
J-H Standard Kayak Paddles
Swift Kayak
Wasp Kayak

STOVES
Gerry Mini Mk. II

Bluet S 200

Sigg Tourist Cook Sets

Eiger Deluxe Cook Set

CROSS-COUNTRY SKIS
Asnes Turlangrenn
Asnes Turski
Fischer Europa
Bonna 1800

Bonna 2000
Bonna 2400

EMS 2000
EMS 6000

EMS 12000 Waxless
EMS 10000

Blaskia Light Touring
Asnes Childs Turski
Asnes Langrenn Jr.

Birke Beiner
All Ski Boots
Kids Boots
Bamboo Ski Poles, A&T Aluminum Poles
Instep Crampons
Grivel Crampons
Snowshoes with Bindings

g. Sug. List Price EMS Sale Price

43.95 36.50

49.95 39.50

32.95 22.50

79.00 59.00

19.50 11.50

59.95 43.50

34.95 21.50 -

9.50 6.50

19.50 10.00

Mfg. Sug. List Pr. EMS Sale Price

44.50 34.50

30.00 24.50

32.50 24.50

77.50 59.50

92.50 74.50

67.00 49.50

32.50 24.50

67.50 41.50

63.50 41.50

39.50 31.50

18.00 12.50

20.00 16.50

24.00 14.50

14.95 7.95

25.00 18.50

8.00 5.00

5.50 4.00

35.00 27.50

13.50 9.50

11.00 9.50

30.00 21.50

22.50 16.50

29.50 22.50

13.50 10.50

34.50 29.50

27.00 15.00

Mfg. Sug. List Pr. EMS Sale Price

55.00 39.50

97.00 79 50

103.00 84.50

89.50 69.50

125.00 89.50

135.00 95.50

110.00 79.50

120.00 84.50

92.00 68.50

95.00 71.50

97.50 69.50

105.00 74.50

65.00 39.50

55.00 39.50

62.50 44.50

65.00 46.50

67.50 49.50

70.00 51.50

75.00 54.50

117.50 79.50

150.00 99.50

97.50 78.50

107.50 85.50

111.50 74.50

118.50 78.50

94.00 70.00

29.95

45.00 38.50

8.00 6.50

10.00 8.50

12.00 10.50

Ifg.Sug. List Price EMS Sale Price
29.95 19.95

31.95 21.95

45.00 34.50

47.00 35.50

63.75 49.50

48.00 31.50

31.00 19.50

29.50 14.95

33.50 19.50

11.00 8.50

10.00 7.50

13.50 10.50

30.00 19.50

36.50 22.50

22.50 15.50

Mfg. Sug. List Pr. EMS Sale Price
73.00 59.50

120.00 89.50

100.00 65.00

135.00 89.50

195.00 149.50

148.00 119.50

87.50 69.50

105.00 79.50

45.00 33.50

Mfg. Sug. List Pr. EMS Sale Price
24.00 18.50

29.75 19.50

210.00 165.00

210.00 165.00

Mfg. Sug. List Pr. EMS Sale Price
14.95 11.50

7.50 5.75

10.95 8.75

17.95 12.95
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EMS List Price
39.50

32.50

45.00

49.50

47.50

48.50

44.50

48.50

59.50

37.00

62.00

18.00 13.00

19.50 14.50

52.50

32.50

18.00

9.50

4.75

16.20

41.50

EMS Sale Price
28.50

23.50

34.50

36.50

35.50

35.50

32.50

35.50

39.50

19.50

43.50
12.00

13.00

38.50

19.50

11.50

5.50

2.50

10.00

30.00

RENTAL
EQUIPMENT

A limited amount of

rental equipment —
tents, packs, sleeping

bags, snow shoes,
country skiis, poles and
boots; foam pads, ice

axes, stoves — will be
available at a 30 per
cent to 60 per cent
discount, depending on
condition.

Women hoopers end
winning schedule

By LINDA MACKLER
The women's basketball team completed a better than .500 season with

a 7-5 record anu a seed in the Regional Tournament.
Thev were sparked this year by co-captains Jeannie Abrahamson and

Marilyn Ritz and veterans Jenny Edminster, Ann Foley, and Pat Glispin.
When the team went to the Regional Tournament in Brooklyn, New

York they won the first round game against the University of Rhode
Island, 61-53. They made second round competition for the first time, but
then fell to second seeded Queens College 75-46. They finished the tour-
nament as the fifth seeded team.
Coach Jane Farr felt, "We had a better balanced squad than in the past.

It was much more disciplined and very coachable."
The team's highpoint came at the beginning of the season, when they

beat Northeastern.
"It put us on the right track,"Coach Farr said. "We knew we could beat

a good team and a tall team."
But Coach Farr's expectations for greatness were shattered when the

two leading scorers and rebounders were injured. They only played three
times together the whole season.
"We shouldn't have lost to Keene State, Bridgewater, or the University

of New Hampshire,'' Coach Farr said. "The University of New Hamp-
shire was a particular disappointment because we didn't know we would
be with Jenny until the first quarter."
So although UMass was a strong team this year, the Minutewomen look

to be even better in 1975. Only senior Marilyn Ritz, at guard, is leaving the
squad.

Sophomore Jenny Edminster will remain at forward, where she broke
all previous records this year by setting a 12.4 scoring pace and grabbing
an average of 10.3 Rebounds a game.
Junior Pat Glispin will also be back as the 5*7" center, who added 10.8 *

points and 8.1 rebounds a game.
Rookie freshmen Chris Basile and Kate Stanne made outstanding

varsity debuts this season. The team can expect not only repeat per-
formances from these two players, but also the addition of several junior
varsity hoopsters, particularly Jan Franks, a freshman center and
Nancy O'Neil, a freshman forward.
Other returning members to the team will be Karen Fruzzetti, Chris

Molonea, and Joanne Smith.

Varsity Scores

University of Connecticut
Northeastern University
Keene State College
Central Connecticut College
Springfield College

University of Vermont
Worcester State College

University of New Hampshire
Bridgewater State College

Plymouth State College

Southern Connecticut College
Smith College

66 17

45 37

33 36

51 41

32 56

49 47

49 37

34 50

52 56

53 18

35 69

65 48

Cowhide baseballs
make for headaches
CHICOPEE, Mass. (AP) -

Tearing the cover off the ball used
to the special province of the might
Caseysof baseball.
But in a spring training game

last week Juan Beniquez of the Red
Sox did it on an infield grounder.
Later in the same game Bud
Harrelson of the Mets put a two-
inch gash in a ball's cover when he
fouled off a pitch.

Concerned baseball officials

returned the balls to Spalding, the
sporting goods campany here that

has manufactured major league
baseballs for generations.

Worried fans began to wonder if

the elders of the game had pitched

themselves into a baseball shor-
tage by tampering with the
venerable rule that insisted that
the ball's cover be made of hor-

sehide.

For the first time, the 300,000

balls that will be used by the 24

major league teams this year will

be covered with cowhide, the result

of a horsehide shortage.
After tests, Spaulding officials

say they've concluded that the

cowhid balls damaged last week
were no cause for concern.

"It may have been a fluke," said

one official, who said a few bad
balls occasionally turn up.

"During the season, balls are
thrown out for any reason-a
smudge or a nick. During spring

training the balls are kept in play

much longer to use as few as

possible and people tend to

overlook that," he said.

"The cowhide ball has been
tested in the lab and on the field. It

was used in the winter leagues
down in the islands. We've been
developing it and experimenting
with it for five years and it has
exactly the same playing and
performance characteristics as the

horsehide ball," Lawton said.

SAVED BY A KICK — Boston Bruins goalie Gilles Gilbert kicks away puck as
Jean Ka telle ( 19) of the New York Rangers tried to score in the first period of their
NHL game at Boston Garden Sunday. The Bruins won 5 to 2 reducing their magic
number for clinching first place to four points over Montreal.

After successful 7-4 season last year

Ruggers face stiff schedule
By MDC STAFF

The mild weather of early March
brought the UMass ruggers out of
hibernation from the depths of the
Blue Wall, and the basement of
Goessman. UMass rugby faces its

most difficult season in several
years with nine games. The
ruggers open their season March
23 against the number two club in
New England, Providence. On
fallowing weekends, they confront
among others BC, Harvard
Business, Holy Cross, and Brown,
before closing with the annual
bloodbath against Amherst.

The Minutemen ruggers, led by
Piggy Tkacik and Paul Greenfield,

had an encouraging fall season (7-4

record ) and closed on an optimistic

note, shutting out Boston College 3-

0. The spring season will offer

stiffer competition as more good
athletes recognize the challenge of

rugby. UMass lost several
veterans to mid-winter graduation

and to practice teaching and will

be rebuilding a strong team. The
portents are favorable, given New
Zealander Brian Kain to lead the

hard running backs and grad
student Dan Georgianna to

discipline a young pack of for-

wards.

The rugby club is open to all

members of the university com-
munity and welcomes new
members to its practices, Tuesday,

Wednesday, and Thursday each

week at 4:30 p.m. on the rugby

fields west of Boyden.

RIPPED OFF?

Xs^MALL CLAIMS COURT
CITIZEN ADVISORY SBrTOE
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TEN PIN BOWLING

Intramural Sports Notices
Intramural Softball, soccer, tennis singles, badminton doubles, co-rec

softball, and horseshoe entries are due tomorrow, Wednesday, March 21,
at 5 p.m. in the IM office in Boyden.
Late entries will not be accepted.

IM softball officials will meet at 8 p.m., Wednesday, March 20 iri the IM
office.

Boyden Gym
4:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon.

(except during league play)

50* per string

- Sat.
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YOU REAP WHAT
YOU SOW"

vegetable, flower and herb seeds

planters plant food

gardening guides and hooks

UNIVERSITY STORE campus center

ALLIED MOTOR

PARTS
Doctor up pur curwith

:*-.-

• Complete Domestic

& VW. Paris

• 15% 20% Off

on All PARTS!!!

319 Main St., Amherst 256-8341
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But football dominated the program

McGuirk made 'Mass an athletic power
ByRICHSEVIERl

Second in a three part series

In 1968 Warren McGuirk had served
nearly two decades as UMass' Athletic

Director. He had built an athletic

program that he felt "compared with
any state university's in the country."
The program failures of the 50's,y were
replaced by six Keany Trophies in the

60's,* emblematic of their conference
supremacy in all athletics.

McGuirk created an excellent in-

tramural program, then concentrated
his energy and the Department's
money on construction ot a first rate
football program. He succeeded.
However, the talk of going "big time"
was not part of his vocabulary.
"We musn't use the word 'big time'

on this campus," said McGuirk to a
Collegian interviewer in '67. "If we had
all the money in the world it would be
hard for us to go big time. We have
scholastic requirements that must be
recognized."

Another requirement that had to be
recognized was the Yankee Con-
ference's "20 Formula." The 20 For-

mula was the name given the YanCon's
president's code limiting full

scholarships to 20 for the 5 major
sports.

UMass and UConn struggled with the

three northern conference schools to

have the restrictions of the 20 Formula
eased. In the summer of '68 the 20

Formula was altered. It now only ap-

plied to football and basketball, and
each school was allowed to seek it's own
level of competition. Talk of with-

drawing from the conference ended.

There were a number of contributing

factors that silenced the talk of going
big time in football and other athletic

programs. Some were: the bounds
imposed by the YanCon; poor press

coverage in Boston, inability to obtain

Boston radio outlet for games; the

apathy shown their product by Pioneer
"illevites.

Calls to equalize athletic ex-

penditures echoed in the Athletic

Department's halls as well as Collegian

editorials in 1966. But the football

program still received the lions share

of the 68-69 athletic budget. The $390,000

budget came from the $30 athletic fees

of 13,000'students. Football's share was

$78,000, along with an $80,000' stadium

debt service payment to the Building

Authority.

The remainder of the budget was
amongst the 34 other varsity, JV, and
freshmen teams.

The basketball program was a

distant 2nd to football on the Athletic

Department's priority list. Hockey was
relegated to the "forgotten 34."

Matt Zunic promised "national

recognition" when he became head

basketball coach in 61-62. He fulfilled

that promise in his first year with the

University's first NCAA regional

playoff bid, a 70-50 ldss to NYU.
Zunic was fired the following year.

The University claimed his violent

rantings against officials were
detrimental to the school's image.

In a Boston Globe article almost 6

years after his firing, Zunic is credited

with making basketball a major sport

at UMass. The Globe article stated that

Zunic was not fired for his poor conduct

on the court, but his reporting of rule

violations in the football program.

John Orr replaced Zunic, and after 3

years of .500 basketball he resigned to

sell insurance in Illinois. Selling in-

surance couldn't have agreed with him,

for last week he led Michigan to an

opening round upset of Notre Dame in

the NCAA regionals.

It's debateable whether or not Matt

Zunic made basketball a major sport

here. But there is no doubt who the man
was that brought consistency and its

finest hours to the basketball program.
That man was Jack Leaman.

Continued in tomorrow's Collegian.

Pennington to join

WFL Detroit Wheels
By MIKE BROPHY

Peil Pennington, former quar-
terback of the University of
Massachusetts Minutemen, is

expected to sign with the Detroit
Wheels of the World Football
League, Ray Hozer, director of

public relations, announced this

morning in a telephone interview.

In his senior year at UMass,
Pennington completed 44.5 per
cent of his passes for a total of 1802

yards, setting a school record in

that department.
He also was among the leading

rushers on the Minutemen squad,
gaining 390 yards on 105 attempts.
However, he was caught behind the
line for total losses of 278 yards
while attempting to pass.

His net total of 112 yds. rushing
placed him third on the UMass
squad.

A good running quarterback,
Pennington ran for seven touch-
downs himseii for 42 points in

becoming the second leading
scorer on the squad.

Pennington and his wife, Sally,

will fly to Detroit for the signing
Tuesday afternoon. The actual
signing, Hozer siad, will take place
sometime Wednesday morning.
The Wheels have also signed

Bruce Shaw of North Carolina
State as a possible quarterback
prospect for their opening season.

Details of the contract were not
released by the Wheels as of this

time.

Head coach for the Wheels, Dan
Boisture, said of Pennington "This

marks another stride in putting an
excellent team on the field for our
first year like the size of Peil as at

6-5 he has the ability to read the

defenses easier."

"Pennington quarterbacked a

pro-style offense at UMass and
should be able to step into our plans

more quickly," he added, referring

to the pro style game that Dick
MacPherson runs at UMass.

It looked good for a while, didn't it?

PEIL PENNINGTON
Signs with Detroit
Wheels

iatly QJallrgtan

SPORTS

Intramural finals tonight
By RUSS SMITH

Intramurals: The fans said it at

Madison Square Gardens,
Saturday night, after the
Minutemen were upset (?!).. fresh-

men say it when they first see the
vending machines in the Campus
Center, which say Cigarette
Papers (what's wrong with rolling

your own. ..cigarettes?). ..and I

said it when the game between the

Moore House Bullets and the

Knicks was over: "I don't believe

it"'

The Knicks were supposedly
ousted from the playoffs by
Ossibissa last week 24-21. But they
protested the game to the I.M.

office on the basis of the score and
the game was scheduled to be
played again.

Well, it was, and this time the

Knicks got the breaks. They also

got the game, 40-37.

This really isn't fair to the

Ossibissa: They had won the first

game. I had the same score, but it

seems the best way to handle this

situation, would've been to make it

a best -out -of-three series instead of

one more game.
But back to the Bullets-Knicks

game. The Bullets had this one

almost all the way. but lost it. The
B's held the lead midway through

the game, 14-8. Turnovers, fouls

and missed shots hurt the Knicks,
and the Bullets seemed ready to

advance to the next round.
The Knicks, however, weren't

sympathetic to the Bullets and
refused to die. In fact, they got
back their confidence, their
shooting and passing; they got
everything back together again.
The closer the K's got, the more
nervous the B's played, and before
you knew it, the Knicks had gone
ahead by a 29-26 score. With time
running out, the only hope left for

the Moore House team was a three-
point play. It didn't come and that
was the game.

If you're tired of hearing about
the Knicks, and are wondering
what other teams are playing, here
you go.

Last night, the semi-finals were
played, with the Baker Broncos
facing the Pacemakers, and Shaka
playing last year's IM basketball
champs, the Hot Shots.

The Pacemakers have been
winning rather convincingly
through the playoffs, with last

nights game no exception. The
Baker team undoubtedly was
smaller, and put up a good fight,

but all in vain, as they lost. 44-35.

Only down by six at the half, they
closed to within two. 22 20 early in

the second haW But fouls sealed

their doom, and now, it's wait until

next year.

Meanwhile, Shaka earned the

right to play the Pacemakers for

the championship, via their 35-33

victory over the Hot Shots. The Hot
Shots led 15-11 nearing the end of

the first half, but Shaka didn't let

tha